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PREFACE TO VOLUME II.

THIS volume contains the words beginning with the letter C. In respect of the space occupied by it in

the Dictionary, C is the second largest letter of the alphabet (being exceeded only by S) : and it

contains nearly as many words as A and B (both large letters) taken together, and as many as the nine

smallest letters X, Z, Y, Q, K, J, N, U, V, with three-fourths of the tenth, O.

The extraordinary compass of C arises from several causes general and special. Primarily, the number

of words beginning with any consonant depends naturally upon the number of initial combinations of which

that consonant is capable. Thus, such letters as J, N, V, which can be followed by vowels only, have

naturally fewer words than such as C, P, S, which enter also into the initial combinations CL, CR, PL, PR,

SC, SL, SM, etc., and even (in the case of S) into the triple combinations SPR, SPL, etc., each of which

may, like the simple letter, stand before all the vowels. Although the words beginning with these double or

triple consonant groups are never so numerous as those beginning with the simple consonant, they are of such

a number as to augment greatly the extent of the letters in question ; thus B owes more than a fourth of its

words to the combinations BL, BR, and C is increased 223 pages by words in CL, CR, CHL, CHR.

A special cause, in the case of the letter C, is that it contains the graphic combination CH, which is,

phonetically, when it has the sound tsh, and etymologically, when it represents Greek X, a distinct letter, and

is treated as such in the alphabet and dictionary of some languages, as for example Spanish and Welsh.

But in the English Dictionary CH comes in the midst of C, to which it constitutes a notable addition,

occupying of itself 171 pages of this volume, and actually including more words than J, K, or Q, and more

than twice as many as X, Y, and Z put together. Another orthographic circumstance has some weight

:

C contains many words which, phonetically spelt, belong to S, viz. those in Ce-, Ci-, Cy- It is true that, also

for orthographic reasons, it loses words in Ke-, Ki-, Ky-, Kn- (e. g. keep, king, kythe, know), formerly written

with C ; but these are, in all, not so numerous as the additions in Ce-, Ci-, Cy-, from Latin and Greek

sources ; so that the peculiarities of modern English spelling result, on the whole, in largely swelling the initial

capacity of C. But there is a third circumstance of greater potency than any of those already mentioned ; this

is, the vast number of words of Latin origin or Latin composition with the prefixes Con- and Contra- (with

their forms co-, col-, com-, cor-, and counter-), which have been adopted or formed in English. Of the following

1308 (or deducting CH, 1137) pages, no fewer than 576 are occupied by Co-, upwards of 400 of which are

due to these Latin prefixes.

The actual number of words treated in C—including the Main words, to which separate articles are

assigned (e.g. Come, Cast), the Subordinate entries of distinct forms of words, which appear in their

alphabetical place with a reference to the Main form under which they are treated (e.g. Cacarootch, obs.

form of COCKROACH), and the specialized Combinations or compounds, explained under the Main words

(e.g. camp-bed, camp-fever, under CAMP)— is 29,295. This number does not include the combinations
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of simple and obvious meaning (such as camp-boy, camp-fire, camp-language), which are practically

unlimited in number, and of which several thousands are recorded and illustrated by quotations, but

without individual explanations, under the Main words.

The 29,29,5 words are thus made up:

Main Words. Special combinations. Subordinate words. Total.

21,295 3,461 4.539 29,295

(including CH. 2,720 587 717 4.02 4)

Considered as to their status in the language, the Main words are divided approximately into those

still current and fully native or naturalized, those now obsolete (marked f), and those which are alien or

imperfectly naturalized (marked ||). The distribution of the Main words is

Current. Obsolete. Alien. Total.

15,852 4.515 928 21,295

(including CH. 2,084 494 142 2,720)

Thus, of the whole Main words included in C, 21$ % are obsolete, 4§ % alien or not fully naturalized.

If to these we add the words treated in Volume I, we have, for the contents of the first three letters

of the alphabet, the following figures:

Main Words. Special combinations. Subordinate words. Total.

A, B, and C 43,527 7,753 9. z6 9 60,549

Of the Main words there are

Current Obsolete. Alien. Total.

31,232 10,497 '.798 43.527

That is, for the whole three letters, /if % are now current and fully naturalized, 24! % are obsolete, 4! %

alien or imperfectly naturalized ; more than three-fourths of all the words included being thus in

living use.

The plan and general futures of the Dictionary have been already set forth in the Preface and

Introduction to Vol. I. It need only be said here that C has presented, in its extent and variety, an ample

field for the application of the principles there laid down. As a letter, it is a typical one, containing words

of all kinds and from all sources, and it has perhaps more than an average proportion of words of particular

historical interest. It comprises Old English words of Teutonic and Scandinavian origin, such as the verbs

Come, Cast, and Call, which are the subjects of some of the longest articles yet contained in the

Dictionary; important words from Norman French, like CATTLE, COUNCIL, COUNTRY, COUNTY, and

COURT ; numerous words from Latin, directly or through French, like those in CON- and COUNTER- already

mentioned, or more circuitously like CROSS, with its interesting history
;
many words from Greek, directly

or through Latin, as Cathedral, Chlorine, Cholera, Clergy, or more circuitously, like the great word

Church ; from Celtic, as Cairn, Crag ; from modern Romanic tongues, as Caste, Chagrin, Chamois,

Coco, Cork, Crusade, Cupola ; from other European languages, as Chaco, Coach, Coss, Cravat,

Czar ; from Hebrew (ultimately), as Cherub ; from Arabic, as Caravan, Coffee, Cotton ; from Persian,

as Check, Chess ; from Turkish, as CHOUSE ; from various East Indian and other Oriental tongues,

as Calico, Camphor, Cassowary, Cash, Compound, Congou ; from languages of America and the West

Indies, as CACAO, CANOE, CAOUTCHOUC, CAUCUS.

To enumerate here even a tithe of the words of special interest would take too much space ; to such,

users of the Dictionary will themselves naturally turn. But attention may be called to the number of words

connected with the history of Christianity, and the Church, including Canon, Cathedral, Catholic,

Chancel, Chapel, Chapter, Cherub, Choir, Clergy, Clerk, College, Congregation, Convent,

Conventicle, Covenant, Crosier, Cross, and many others ; to those connected with civil and political

history as Chartist, Chiltern, City, Colony, Common, Company, Communism, Congress, Con-

servative, Constitution, Coroner, Corporation, Council, Country, County, and Court ; to other

words of curious history as Catacomb, Cholera, Closh, Cockatrice, Cockney, Compurgation.
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The Historical method followed has cleared the origin and history of hundreds of words from the errors

in which conjectural ' etymology ' had involved them ; it has established the actual derivation of many, and

has left the origin of others as unknown and, to all appearance, lost. It has established the recent origination

of a considerable portion of our vocabulary, and shown to what an extent, especially in Cl- and Cr- words,

onomatopoeia has continued to work ; and it has brought into prominence the remarkable extent to which,

in our composite language, the same monosyllabic combination of three or four letters is apt to constitute

several words entirely unconnected in origin, as exemplified under Clock, Cob, Cock, Cod, Cog, Coll,

Cop, COPE, Cot, CROCK. In the case of these homographic groups, when the history of some of the

individual words is also uncertain, it is often exceedingly difficult to decide what are distinct ztwds, and what

are only senses of one and the same original word. In doubtful cases, I have usually leant to treating such as

senses of one word, so as not unnecessarily to increase the number of homographs
;
but, in each case, attention

is called to the possibility that senses so combined may really be in their origin distinct words. See, for

example, the senses treated under Cob sb.
1
, COP sb.

2

A considerable portion of the materials for C (Ca— Ce, Ci—Comni) was formerly subedited by Mr. H.

H. Gibbs, and part of the remainder by the late Mr. Geo. White of Marychurch, Torquay, in accordance

with the original proposals of the Philological Society. While the present volume has been in preparation,

successive portions of the letter have been subedited under the Editor's direction, with addition of all new

materials, by a number of volunteer workers, viz., the Rev. C. B. Mount, M.A., Oxford, Mr. E. C. Hulme, of

1 8 Philbeach Gardens, South Kensington, Mr. G. L. Apperson, of n Park Road, Wimbledon, the late Mr. W.

Noel Woods, B.A.,of Elgin Road, Addiscombe, Surrey (assisted by Mrs. Woods, B.A.), the late Mr. John Peto,

of Ravenswood, Alleyne Park, S.E., Mr. A. Hailstone, of 20 Woodland Road, Cheetham Hill, Manchester,

Miss J. E. A. Brown, Further Barton, Cirencester, the Rev. W. B. Robertson Wilson, M.A., Dollar, and small

portions by Mrs. G. Pope, the Avenue, Clifton, Miss Edith Thompson, Brokes Lodge, Reigate, and Mr. T.

Henderson, M.A., Bedford. Of the amount of time devoted by these voluntary workers to the Dictionary,

and their valued help in facilitating the final labours of the editorial staff in the Scriptorium, I speak with

the highest appreciation and gratitude. Three of the number, I regret to record, have, during the progress of

the volume, been removed by death : Mr. John Peto, at a good old age, and Mr. and Mrs. Woods in their

early prime 1
.

In the 'proof stage continuous help has been given by Mr. H. Hucks Gibbs, MA., the Rev. J. B.

Johnston, B.D., Falkirk, the Rev. J. T. Fowler, M.A., F.S.A., Vice-Principal of Bishop Hatfield's Hall,

Durham, Dr. W. Sykes, F.SA., Gosport, Monsieur F. J. Amours, of Glasgow, and above all by Mr.

Fitzedward Hall, D.C.L., who has continued his daily collation and annotation of the proofs, and supplied,

from the fruits of his life-long studies in English literature, thousands of quotations for the use of words

at earlier or later dates than those already recorded, for rare words and senses, or interesting and curious

idioms. Grateful acknowledgements are also due to Professor Eduard Sievers, now of Leipzig, and

Monsieur Paul Meyer, Member of the Institute of France, for their continuous help with the etymology and

history of difficult Teutonic and Romanic words respectively ; as also to Professor F. Neumann of Heidelberg,

Professor F. Kluge of Freiburg im Breisgau, Dr. W. H. Muller of Leyden, Dr. Axel Erdmann and Professor

Noreen of Upsala, Professor Storm of Christiania, Professor O. Jespersen of Copenhagen, Senor Don Rufino

Cuervo, author of a Spanish Etymological Dictionary, Professor J. Rhys, Mr. W. R. Morfill, M.A., Professor

Margoliouth, M.A., Mr. J. T. Platts, M.A., and Rev. Dr. G. U. Pope, for very frequent help in tracing the

etymology and history of words from French, German, Dutch, Norse, Celtic, Slavonic, Arabic, Persian,

Hindustani, Tamil, and other Oriental languages.

From most of the scholars and specialists already named in Vol. I, help has also been received in the

present volume ; to their names must be added those of Sir W. R. Anson, Bart, Warden of All Souls, the

Rev. Andrew Clark, M.A., Mr. C. H. Firth, M.A., Prof. P. Gardner, M.A., Prof. Ray Lankester, F.R.S.,

Dr. R. L. Poole, all of Oxford, Mr. A. J. Hipkins (for names of Musical Instruments), and Mr. W. H.

Stevenson, of the Record Office, London.

1 The ranks of our voluntary workers have meanwhile been filled up by Mr. James Bartlett, M.A., Cloverlea, Bramley, Guildford, who has

subedited G, and commenced work on R, the Rev. Canon R. Morris, D.D., Eaton, Eccleston, Cheshire, who has subedited part of I, and Mr. H. A.
Nesbitt, of 7 Newburgh Road, Acton, who has done a portion of N.
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The volume has been especially enriched by the assistance of Sir Frederick Pollock, Bart., and Professor

F. W. Maitland of Downing College, Cambridge, in words connected with legal antiquities, of Miss Edith

Thompson in the investigation of words belonging to English History, of Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer, F.R.S.,

F.L.S., in the history of plant names and botanical terms, of Professor Alfred Newton of Magdalene College,

Cambridge, in ornithological terms, of Professor Albert W. Chester of Hamilton College, Clinton, N.Y., in

mineralogical terms, of Dr. W. Sykes, F.S.A., of Gosport, in the history of medical and pathological words,

of Mr. Alexander Beazeley, C.E., in the history of architectural terms, of the Rev. Principal Fairbairn in the

history of several theological terms, of the late Dr. E. Hatch, and the Rev. F. E. Warren, M.A., in some

ecclesiastical and liturgical words, and of Mr. R. B. Prosser, formerly of the Patent Office, in the history of

recent technical terms connected with arts and manufactures. Acknowledgement has also to be made of

the kindness of Professor J. M. Dixon, late of the Imperial University, T6ky6, Japan, now of the Washington

University, St. Louis, Missouri, who presented to us the whole of the quotations collected for his valuable

Diciio7iary of Idiomatic Englisli Phrases, furnished with full references to the authors and works cited.

In some earlier parts of the letter, especially in CE-, Cl-, I had the advantage of the collaboration of

Mr. Henry Bradley, who has since edited the letter E, and is now occupied with F. The assistants in the

Scriptorium who have co-operated with me in the production of the volume, and whose share in the work is

recorded with warm appreciation, are Mr. John Mitchell, Mr. Walter Worrall, B.A., Mr. A. T. Maling, M.A.,

Mr. C. Balk, and (for part of the letter) Mr. A. Erlebach, B.A., Mr. G. Morrison, and Mr. F. J. Sweatman.

JAMES A. H. MURRAY.

The ScRirTORiuM, Oxkorp,
October, 1S93.



ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS.

Cent 2
. Etymology. The Romanic origin is established: juego de los cienlos, i.e. 'hundred-game' is the Spanish name of piquet. C.r.

ClENTO.

Clead, deed, v. Etymology. Omit the eighth line, and substitute ' f. ilseSi sb. : see Cloth.'

Clever. What is perhaps an example of this word, of date 1470, and from Norfolk, where Sir T. Browne located it, occurs in the Paston

Letters, No. 656 (II. 415), printed ' if it be soo that all thynge go olyver currant
'

; where ' clyver ' is perhaps the reading of the (now lost; MS.
;

cf. the dialectal uses under 15.

Coincide, and its derivatives, are treated in a scholarly monograph by H. E. Shepherd, in the American Journal of Philology, vol. I. pp. 271-

2S0, in which the history of the words in the medieval Latin of Roger Bacon and the English writers of the 17 c. is traced with much fullness.

For the verb, in sense 3, earlier instances are given from Berkeley (1705) Works IV. 442, and \Y. Wollaston (1709) in Nichols Illustr. Lit.

L 201.

Corduroy (spelt eorderoy) has now been found, by Mr. R. B. Trosser, a little earlier. Chadwick's Patent, No. 1093, of 1774, specifies inter

alia, ' cotton corderoys, cotton and linen corderoys'.

Cowl si.
2 Prof. Skeat points out the OE. form atfel, pi. cuflas, of date 963-84, in Carta!. Saxon, (ed. Birch) 367, ' ii curias & l>ry trosas'

[two cowls and three troughs]. This makes certain its relationship to OHG. chubil, whether originally Teutonic, or of West Germanic adoption

from Latin.





KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

I. CONSONANTS.

b, d, f, k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z have their usual values.

g as in go (go").

h ... ho ! (hou).

r ... run (rra), terrier (te'rioj).

l ... her (har), farther (fau?5aj).

s ... Jee (si"), cetj (ses).

w ... teen (wen).

hw... when (hwen).

y ... ytl (yes).

ORDINARY.

a as in Fr. a la mode (a la mod').

ai ... aye =yts (ai), Isa/ah (aizaia).

a? ... man (msen).

pass (pas), chant (tjant).

loud (laud), now (nau).

c»t (kct), son (svn).

yet (yet), ten (ten).

survey si. (si;\iv<;), Fr. attache" (atafe).

Fr. chef (J6f).

ever (evaj), naU'on (ne'-fon).

/, eye, (ai), bj'nd (baind).

Fr. eau de vie (J d? vj").

s;'t (sit), mystic (mistik).

Psyche (sai-kj), react (r/,je'kt).

achor (e'-kor), morality (morailiti).

oil (oil), boy (boi).

hero (hliTo), zoology (zO|plod:$i).

what (hwjt), watch (wgtf).

got (got), soft (s^Sft).

Ger. Koln (koln).

Fr. pea (po).

fall (ful), book (buk).

daration (diure''Jan).

unto (fnt«), fragality (fra-).

Mattb/w (mavjia), virtae (vaMtia).

Ger. Mailer (mirier).

a ... Fr. dane (dan).

• (see Jj, ea, oa, u»)) , T
, , ,

' ' y see Vol. I, p. xxiv, note X.
', » (see fl, o") j

1

' as in able (e'b'l), eaten (7t'n) = voice-glide.

a

au

v

e

e

H
3

ai

I*

i

i

o

oi

o

9

e,l>*

II
o

\\o

u

iu

7«

ia

II

U

p as in Min (}>in), ba/h (ba]>). (FOREIGN.)
8 ... Men (Sen), ba//;e (be'S). n as in French nasal, environ (anv/ron).

i ... shop (jpp), dish (dij). I
y

... It. seraglio (strS-lfy).

<J ... e/;op (t/op), di/e/j (ditj). n* ... It. si^«orc (ithWr*).

5 ... virion (vi'jan), de/euner (depone). X ... (ier. a,-// (ax), Sc. loch (lox, loxw).

^ ... jadgs (d^vdi). X y
... Cer. \ch (ix y

), Sc. nicht (ntxy t).

J ... singing (si-rjirj), thi«k (J>iijk). y ... Ger. sageo (za^ea).

OS ... fiwfer (firjgaj).
... Ger. le^en, re^nen (le^'en, rry*nen).

II. VOWELS.

LONG. OBSCURE.
a as in alms (amz), bar (ba.i).

a as in amceba (am; La).

e (e»)...

e(e 1
)...

e

5

c«rl (k5il), far (fvx).

there (5i»j), pear, pare (pe*j).

rem, rain (re :n), they (Se>).

Fr. fa/re (i/r').

fir (foa), fern (fa\m), earth (5j}>).

I (I')... b/er (bisj), dear (kll»i).

i ... thief (J>/f)» (s»)-

o(o»)... boar, bore (bo»j), glory (glo-)-ri).

o (ou)... so, sow (sou), seal (so°l).

J ... w«/k (wgk), wart (wgit).

p ... short (J(5it), thorn ()>pm).

II
6 ... Fr. coear (kor).

||o ... Ger. Go'the (gote), Fr. je/inc feon).

u (u») .. poor (pu»j), moorish (muo-rij).

iu,'D... p//re (piu»j), lare (l'u»j).

u ... two moons (t;7 mum).
iii, !«... few (fi«), late (l'at).

|| a ... Ger. gran (gr;7n), Fr. jas ($il).

x ... accept [ikse'pt), maniac (m^'niak).

& ... datam (d/'-tom).

e ... moment (moo ment), several (several).

e ... cepaiate (adj.) (se'par/t).

e ... adddid (jc-ded), estate (cst^'-t).

... vanj'ty (vae'nlli).

... remain (r;m£Ti -n^, believe (bilrv).

... theory (Jjrori).

violet (vai'olet), parody (parrodi).

aathority (f\o riti).

connect (kf?ne'kt), amazon (x'miipn).

iii, 'u verdare (vaudiiu), measure (me'j'ui).

ii ... altogether (gltage'ffai).

iu ... circalar (sa'akialiu).

* p the o in soft, of medial or doubtful length.
I
Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the Etymology,

OE. e, o, representing an earlier a, are distinguished as
i, p (having the phonetic value of e and p, or g, above); as in tnde from audi (OHG. anli,

Goth, andei-s), mpnn from maim, pn from an.



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c

a. [in Etymol.] ... = adoption of, adopted from.

a (as a 1 300) = ante, before.

a., adj., adj = adjective.

absol., absol — absolutely.

abst = abstract.

acc = accusative.

ad. [in Etymol.]... = adaptation of.

adv., adv = adverb.

advb. '. — adverbial, -ly.

AI\, AFr = Anglo-French.
Anat = in Anatomy.
Antiq -- in Antiquities.

aphet = aphetic, aphetized.

app — apparently.

Arab = Arabic.
Arch «= in Arcliitectnre.

arch = archaic.

Archteol. = in Archaeology.
asso; = association.

Astr. - in Astronomy.
Astrol. = in Astrology.

atlrib = attributive, -ly.

bef. = before.

Biol. = in Biology.

Boh — Bohemian.
Bot. = in Botany.

Build. = in Building.
c (as 1-1300) = tirca, about.
c (as 13th c.) = century.

Cat = Catalan.
catachr = catachrestically.

Cf.| cf. confer, compare
Client m in Chemistry.
cl. L = classical Latin.

cogn. w = cognate with.

collect - collective, -ly.

colhij — colloquially.

comb — combined, -ing.

Comb = Combinations.
Conun = in commercial usage.

comp = compound, composition.
compl = complement.
Conch = in Conchology.
toner — concretely.

conj. = conjunction.

cons — consonant.
Const., Const. ... = Construction, construed

with.

Cryst. =» in Crystallography.

(D.) — in Davies (Supp. Eng. »

Glossaiy).

Da = Danish.

dat —- dative.

def. = definite.

deriv — derivative, -ation.

dial., dial. dialect, -al.

Diet — Dictionary.

dim -» diminutive.

Du - Dutch.
Eccl. in ecclesiastical usage.

ellipt = elliptical, -ly.

e. midl — east midland (dialect).

Eng — English.

Ent = in Entomology.
erron = erroneous, -ly.

esp., csp — especially.

ctym. ... = etymology.
eiiphcm euphemistically.

exc — except. ^
f. 4in Etymol. ] ... = formed on.

f. (in subordinate

entries) = fo:m of.

fern, {rarely f.) ... = feminine.

Jig. — figurative, -ly.

F. , Fr — F rench.

freq = frequently.

F"ris. = F'risian.

G. , Ger — German.
Gael = Gaelic.

gen t-. genitive.

gtn = general, -ly.

gen. sign m general signification.

Geol *= m Geology.
Geom — in Geometry.
Goth = Gothic (= Mceso-Golhic).
Gr =; Greek.
Gram — in Grammar.
lleb «= Hebrew.
Her. in Heraldry.
Herb = with herbalists.

Horl = in Horticulture.

imp = Imperative.

impers = impersonal.

impf. = imperfect.

inJ. = Indicative.

indef. -= indefinite.

inf. =« Infinitive.

infl — influenced.

int = interjection.

inlr. = intransitive.

It. ^ Italian.

J., (J.) -= Johnson (quotation from).

(Jam.) = in Jamieson, Scottish Diet.

(Jod.) = Jodrell (quoted from).

L " Latin.

(L.)(in quotations) — I.atham's edn. of Todd's
lang = language. [Johnson.
LG = Low German.
lit = literal, -ly.

Lith — Lithuanian.

LXX — Septuagint.

Mai = Malay.
masc. (rarely m.) = masculine.

Math = in Mathematics.

ME = Middle English.

Med. m in Medicine.

med.I = mediaeval Latin.

Mech = in Mechanics.
Metaph -* in Metaphysics.

MUG = Middle High German.
midl — midland (dialect).

Mil. = in military usage.

Min = in Mineralogy.

mod = modern.
Mus = in Music.

(N.) — Nares (quoted from).

n. of action «= noun of action.

n. of agent «= noun of agent.

Nat. Hist = in Natural History.

Naut = in nautical language.

neut. {rarely n.) »» neuter.

NF.. NFr - Northern French.

N. O - Natural Order.

nom — nominative.

north = northern (dialect).

N. T = New Testament.

Nnmism = in Numismatics.
obj •• object.

Obs.,obs., obs. ... = obsolete.

occas = occasional, -ly.

OE. = Old English (-Anglo-
Saxon).

OF., OFr. - Old French.

OFris. — Old Frisian.

OHG - Old High German.
Olr = Old Irish.

ON = Old NorseXOld Icelandic)

ONF - Old Northern French.

Opt. - in Optics.

Omith — in Ornithology.

OS - Old Saxon.

OS! Old Slavonic.

O. T = Old Testament.

OTeut = Original Teutonic.

orig = original, -ly.

Palxont •-= in Palaeontology.

pa. pple = passive or past participle.

pass — passive, -ly.

pa. t « past tense.

Path — in Pathology.

perh = perhaps.

Pers = Persian.

pers = person, -aU
pf. = perfect.

Pg = Portuguese.

Philol. = in Philology.

phonet = phonetic, -ally.

phr. = phrase.

Phren = in Phrenology.
Phys = in Physiology.

[>\.,pl. = plural.

poet. = poetic.

pop — popular, -ly.

a., ppl. adj.... = participial adjective.

pple = participle.

Pr = Provencal.

prec = preceding (word or article^.

pre/. •« prefix.

prep. » preposition.

prts = present.

Prim, sign = Primary signification,

priv = privative.

prob = probably.

pron = pronoun.
pronunc = pronunciation.

prop = properly.

Pros = in Prosody.
pr. pple — present participle.

Psych = in Psychology.
q.v = quod vide, which see.

(K.) = in Richardson's Diet.

K. C. Ch — Roman Catholic Church.
refash — refashioned, -ing.

tv/?., refl = reflexive.

reg =» regular.

repr = representative, representing.

Ahet = in Rhetoric.

Rom — Romanic, Romance.
sb., sb. — substantive.

Sc — Scotch.

sc = jf»7/V«/,understandorsiipply.

sing. = singular.

Skr — Sanskrit.

Slav = Slavonic.

Sp m Spanish.

sp — spelling.

spec — specifically.

subj = subject, subjunctive.

subord. cl. = subordinate clause.

subseq — subsequently.

subst «• substantively.

suff. = suffix.

superl " superlative.

Surg'. •« in Surgery.

Sw — Swedish.

i.w. — south western (dialect).

T. (T.) - in Todd's Johnson.

techn = technical, -ly.

Theol. = in Theology.

tr. — translation of.

trans — transitive.

trans/. = transferred sense.

Trig. — in Trigonometry.

Typog. - in Typography.

ult = ultimate, -ly.

unkn «= unknown.
U.S - United States.

v., vb = verb.

v. sir., or iv «= verb strong, or weak.
vbl. sb = verbal substantive.

var = variant o£
wd — word.

WGer = West Germanic.
w.midl — west midland (dialect).

WS - West Saxon.

(Y.) — in Col. Yule's Glossary.

'/.ool. = in Zoology.

Before a word or sense.

f obsolete.

. « not naturalized.

In the quotations.
• sometimes points out the word illustrated.

In the list of Forms.
1 = before 1100.

2 — 1 2th c. (1100 to 1200).

3 «= 13th c. (1200 to 1300).

5-7 " 15th to 17th century. (See General Explan-
ations, Vol. I, p. xx.)

In the Etymol.
* indicates a word or form not actually found, but

of which the existence is inferred.

:— = extant representative, or regular phonetic

descendant of.

The printing of a word in Small Capitals indicates that further information will b2 found under the word so referred to.



C(si), the third letterof the Roman alphabet, was
originally identical with the Greek Gamma,

r, and Semitic Gimcl, whence it derived its form
through the successive types l~, <, C. The Greek
Kappa, K, being from the first little used by the

Romans, C functioned in earlier Latin both as (g)
and (k) ; the latter sound being the more frequent

came to be viewed as the more appropriate to C,

and about 300-230 B.C., a modified character, Q
or Q, was introduced for the (g) sound, and C
itself retained for the (k) sound. Hence, in the

classical period and after, Q was treated as the

phonetic representative of Gamma, and C as the

equivalent of Kappa, in the transliteration of Greek
words into Roman spelling, as in KAAMOS,
KTPOS, 4-HKI2, in Roman letters CADMVS,
CYRVS, PHOCIS.
fWhen the Roman alphabet was introduced into

llritain, C had only the sound (k) ; and this value of

the letter has been retained by all the insular Celts

:

in Welsh, Irish, Gaelic, C, c, is still only = (.k).

The Old English or ' Anglo-Saxon ' writing was
learned from the Celts, apparently of Ireland ; hence
C, c, in Old English, was also originally = (k)

J
the words kin, break, broken, thick, seek, were in

OE. written cyn, brecan, brocen, pice, Si'oc. But
during the course of the OE. period, the k-sound
before e and i became palatalized, and had by the

10th c. advanced nearly or quite to the sound oF

(tj), though still written c, as in cir(i)ce, ivrecc{e)a.

On the continent, meanwhile, a similar phonetic
change had also been going on. ("Original Latin

C ( = k) before c, i, had by palatalization advanced
in Italy to the sound of (tj), and in France still

further to that of (ts). « Yet for these new sounds
the old character C, c, was still retained before e

and i, the letter thus acquiring two distinct values.

Moreover the sound (k) also occurred in French
before e and I (chiefly as a representative of Latin
qu) ; this was now expressed in Northern French
by the Greek letter K, k ; so that the sound (k)

had two symbols, k and Cywhile the symbol c had
two sounds (k and ts).JrThese French inconsis-

tencies as to C and K were, after the Norman
Conquest, applied to the writing of English, which
caused a considerable re-spelling of the Old Eng-
lish words._) Thus while OE. candel, clif, com,
crop, at, remained unchanged, Cent, aeg (ceg), cynz,

brece, scoce, were now (without any change of sound)
spelt Kent, ie), kyng, breke,\ seoke ; even cniht

was subsequently spelt kniHt, knight, and pic, pice,

became thik, thikk, thick, i^he OE. cm- was also

at length (very unnecessarily) displaced by the Fr.

quo, qu, so that the OE. cwen, civic, became ME.
qwen, quen, qivik, quik, now queen, quick. The
sound (tj) to which OE. palatalized c had ad-

vanced, also occurred in French, chiefly (in Central
French) from Latin c before a. In French it was
represented by eh, as in champ, cher :—L. camp-um,
car-urn ; and this spelling was now introduced into

English : the Hatton Gospels, written about 1160,
have in Matt, i-iii, child, chyld, riche, mychel, for

the Hid, rice, mycel, of the OE. version whence
they were copied : this was, phonetically, an im-
provement. Jn these cases, the OE. c gave place
to k, qu, ch

;
Tlut, on the other hand, c in its new

value of (ts) came in largely in Fr. words like pro-
Vox,. II.

c.
cessiun, cmperice, grace, and was* also substituted

for ts in a few OE. words, as millse, bletsien, in

early ME. milce, blecicn. By the end of the 13th c.

both in France and England, this sound (ts) was
reduced to simple (s) ; and from that date c before

e, i, y, has been, phonetically, a duplicate or sub-

sidiary letter to s ; used either for ' etymological'

reasons, as in lance, cent, or (in defiance of ety-

mology) to avoid the ambiguity due to the
' etymological ' use of s for (z), as in ace, mice,

once, pence, defencej
Thus, on the plea ofshowing the etymology, we write cut-

vise, devise, instead of advize, devize, which obliges us to
write advice, device, dice, ice, mice, twice, etc., in defiance
of the etymology ; bad example has extended this to hem e,

pence, defence, etc., where there is no plea whatever for c.

Former generations also wrote settee for sense.

Hence, in modern English, C has ( 1 ) the ' hard

'

sound (k) before a, 0, u, before a consonant (except

h), and when final, as in cab, col, cut, claw, crow,

acme, cycle, sac, tic, epic
; (3) before e, i,y, it has the

' soft ' sound (s). In all words from Old Bjiglish

or Old French, final c is avoided : the (k) sound
being written k or ck, as in beak, meek, oak, book,

bark, balk, bank, pack, peck, pick, rock. This
is probably due to the claims of derivatives like

meeker, oaken, barking, rocky, where c could not

be used. Final c however is written in modern
words from Latin, Greek, or other languages, and
(of late) in the ending -ic, as in sac, tic, epic, critic,

music, pic-nic. In the rare cases in which this c

is followed in inflexion by e or i, it is necessary to

change it to ck, as inphysicking, mimicking, frolick-
ing, trafficker, pic-nicker. When the (s) sound
is final, it must be written -ce, as in trace, ice,

thrice, and this final e must be retained in compo-
sition before a, 0, u, as in trace-able, peace-able.

(3) Ci (rarely ce) preceding another vowel has
frequently the sound of

( J ), esp. in the endings
-cious, -cial, -cion, as atrocious, glacial, coercion

{ocean). This sound (which is also taken by t in

the same position) has been developed in com-
paratively modern times by palatalization of (s).

In a few words from foreign languages, c retains

the foreign pronunciation, as in It. cicerone

(tJVtJirnrnd).

The combination CII virtually constitutes a dis-

tinct letter, having a history and sound of its own,
and as such it receives a separate place in the alpha
bet ofsome languages, e.g. Spanish,Welsh. In Eng-
lish it is not so treated, and the CH- words art-

placed in Dictionaries and alphabetical lists be-

tween Ce- and Ci-. This inclusion of CH in the

middle of C is one reason why the latter occupies

so large a space in the Dictionary : C is virtually

two letters in one, since beside the series ca-, ce-,

ci-, el-, etc., there is the parallel series cha-, che-,

chi-,chl-, etc. For the history and sounds of CH,
see before the beginning of the Ch- words.
c 1000 ^Elfric Gram. iii. (Z.) 6 B, c, d, g, p, t, geendjaS on

«'. 1588 J. Mellis Briefe Instr. D vij, Goe to your Calen-
der to the letter C. and there enter Chyst. a 1682 Sir T.
Browne Tracts 126 The long poem of Hugbaldus the
Monk, wherein every word beginneth with a C. 1885
Goschen in Pall Mall G. 5 Nov. 6/1 The ' Three C's' of
Foreign Policy, .cleanhandedness, continuity, and courage.
1887 Spectator 19 Mar. 395/1 [He] writes Corinthians now
with a ' C ', as Professor Jowett writes it.

2. C springs : see Cee (springs).

II. 1. Used like the other letters of the alphabet

(see A, li) to denote serial order, with the value

of third, as quire C, the third 'quire' or sheet of

a book, 'Horse Artillery, li Brigade, 13 and C
Batteries, Woolwich'. So with the subdivisions

of the longer articles in this Dictionary (see

General Explanations, p. xi.).

2. spec. a. in Music : The name of the first note,

or key-note, of the ' natural ' major scale
; called

also C in Germany, in France Ut, in Italy Do.
Also, the scale or key which has that note ^or its

tonic.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. III. i. 76 C fa vt, that loues with all

, affection. 178a Burhey Hist. Music II. 13 The sounds be-

longing to the key of C. natural. 1864 Browning Abt
Voglefxu, For my resting-place is found, The C Major of
this life. 1879 Grove Diet, ofus. I. 205 The famous Quartet
in C, dedicated to Haydn.

b. In abstract reasoning, hypothetical argu-

mentation, law, etc. C is put for a third person

or thing. (Cf. A II. 4.)
1864 liowEN Logic(i%jo) 243 If B is A and B is C, the two

conclusions A is C, or C is A are equally competent.

3. In Algebra ; (see A II. 5). In the higher

mathematics, c is especially used to denote a con-

stant, as distinguished from a variable quantity.

III. Abbreviations.

1. C, now rarely c. = L. centum a hundred ; the

common sign for 100 in Roman numerals, as in

dates, numbering of books or chapters ; so CC =
200, CCCC or CD = 400 ;

formerly written ii.e,

etc. Also formerly= hundredweight, now cwt.
1420 E. E. Wilts (1882) 46 Also iij.

c of ledyn wyjtis. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas, xix. xxii, The shyp was great fyve c.

tonne to charge. "535 Coverdale 2 Sam. xxi. 16 Thre C.
weight of brasse. — judg. xvi.sSowyllwegeuetheeuery
man a M. and an C. syluerlinges. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No.
4509/3 About 2S. per C. Mod. The year of our Lord
MDCCCI.XXXVIl.

2. Music. ' As a sign of time C stands for com-
mon time, 4 crotchets in a bar ; and (j* for allabreve

time, with 2 or 4 minims in a bar ' (Grove Diet.

Music). C = Counter-tenor, or Contralto; C.F. =
cantofermo.
3. C. = various proper names, as Charles, Caius ;

C. =Cardinal {obs.). C (Chem.) Carbon; C {Electri-

city) current; C. = Centigrade (thermometer); c.

chapter; c. century; c. {Cricket) caught ; c. (before

adate) = Lat. circa about ; c. (in a dental formula

in Zoology) canine teeth. C A. Chartered Ac-
countant (Scotland) ; C.B. Companion of the

Bath; CE. Civil Engineer; CM. Master of Sur-

gery ; also in Hymns - common metre ; CP. ' con-

victed poacher ' ; CS. Civil Service.

1549 Latimer Serm. bef.Ediv. VI, v. (Arb.) 133 M. Latimer
lamentes the defection of C. Pole. 1842 E. Turner Mem.
Chem. 11. ii. 179 Carbon C. . . it is much to be wished that

these symbols, being now generally known, should be rigor-

ously adhered to. Berzelius has properly selected them from
Latin names, as being knownto all civilized nations. 1881

Thompson Electr. <$• Magti, vi. 307 The number of webers
per second of current flowing through a circuit is equal to

the number of volts of electromotive-force divided by the

number of ohms of resistance in the entire circuit. C=
j^.

1882 Daily News 30 May 3/7 G. B. Studd was missed
twice— first by Palmer from an easy chance of 'c and b.'

1884 Lillywhite's,.0/CAV/v-tM«. 76 C. R. Seymour c Chester
b Barratt 34. 1855 Owen Siet. Teeth 304 The homolo-

I
gies of the typical formula may be signified by / 1, i 2 ;

j
e ; £ 3, / 4 ; m 1, M 2, m 3. a 1848 Makrvat B. Reefer
xxxii, The fellow was put on board with ' C. 1*.' before his

name. Mod. Water bolls at ioo°C.

Ca, obs. form of Kae, n jackdaw.
Ca, ca', Sc. form ot Cai k

1



CAABA. 2 CABALA.
Ca* ( mod. Sc. form of Call sb. and v. call, drive.

II Caaba (kl abaj. AlsoKaaba,Kaabeh. [Arab.

a. katbah square (or cubical house.]

The sacred edifice at Mecca, which contains the

venerated 1 black stone and is the ' Holy of
Holies' of Islam. (See quot. 1883, an^ a photo-
graphic view in the work cited.)

1734 Sale Koran 16 This is the Caaba, which is usually
called, by way of eminence, the House. 1761 Gibbon
Decl.tfF. L 1798 in Wellesley's Desp. 82 The illustrious

Kaaba is the object of veneration to the followers of
truth. 1 855 Milman Lat. CAr.(i86>t II. tv. i. 180 The temple
of the Caaba was at once the centre of the commerce
and of the religion of Arabia. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits
viii. Wits. (Bohn> II. 59 Every cell of the Inquisition, every
Turkish caaba, every Holy of holies. 1883 Sunday at Home
1 1 The Kaabeh . . is a plain unornamentea oblong of massive
masonry, 38 feet by 30 square, and 40 feet high, covered
with a heavy black cloth, of a fabric of mixed silk and
cotton, which has a richly embroidered band worked in
bullion, about two and a half feet deep, encircling it about
ten feet from the top, with the Kalumna, the Moslem pro-
fession of faith, wrought in gold letters.

Caal, Caas, obs. forms of Call, Case.
Caam kam). Also Calm. [By Jamieson iden-

tified with Calm sb- a mould, or frame ; but this

is doubtful.] The HBDDLn of a loom. Hence
Caaming vol. sb.

1792 Adam Rom. Antia. 523 The principal part of the
machinery of a loom, vulgarly called the Caam or Hiddles.
composed of eyed or hooked threads through which the warp
passes, and which, teing alternately raised and depressed
by the motion of the feet on the Treadles, raises or de-
presses the warp, and makes the shedTor transmitting the
shuttle with the weft, seems also to have been called Licia.
1808 Jamieson s.v. Calm. 1874 KmOHT Diet. Mech.,Caam,
the weaver's reed. The sley or slaie. Caaming, the setting
of the reed by the disposing of the warp-threads.

II Cab (ka;b), sbX Also kab. [Heb. 3? qab, prop,

hollow or concave vessel, f. up to curve,hollowout.]
A Hebrew dry measure, according to the Rabbins
the sixth part of a seah ; about a| imperial pints.

1535 Coverdale 2 Kings vi, 25 The fourth parte of a Cab
ofdouesdonge worth fyue syluer pens. i6xx ibid. kab. 1631
K. H. Arraignm. Whole Creat. iv. 29 Worse meate than
huskes . . yea old Shooes and leather . . yea, Cabs, and
Doves dung. 1710 Palmer Proverbs 364 In two %bs of
dates there is one cab of stones.

t Cab, sb? Obs. An abridged and corrupted
form of cavalier (or Sp. cabatlero), in the 17th c.

1650 A. BL Mutat. Potemo 16 The poor Cabbs had been
all surprised, if not surrendred to our Parliament Army.
Ibid. 18 A convention of the Scots States in Parliament
which puts the Cabs, .into a shrewd fright.

Cab (kaeb),j*.*

1. A shortened form of Cabriolet, applied not
only to the original vehicle so named and its

improved successor the 'hansom', but also to

four-wheeled carriages shaped like broughams;
thus, a public carriage with two or four wheels,
drawn by one horse, and seating two or four per-

sons, of which various types are used in different

towns, b. for Cabman.
18*7 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 461 Some [were] in gigs,

some in cabs, some in drags. 1831 Macaulav Letter 28
May, I dressed, called a cab, and was whisked away to Hill
Street. 183a B. Hall Fragm. I'oy.fy Trav. Ser. ti. V. 115
Off I hurried in a cab, or more probably in a chariot, for
this was some years before the glorious era of cabs. 1858
Lytton What will he do, iyc. vi. 1, My cab is waiting yonder.
1868 Daily Nexus 30 Dec. 5 Cabs—or cabriolets, as they
were first called—were not known to us until 1820. 1850
Thackeray Pendennis x\\\, ' Driveto Shepherd's Inn, Cab*.

2. A small erection, somewhat like the head
of a cabriolet, serving as a shelter to the drivers

of locomotive engines.
1864 in Webster s. v. Locomotive. 1877 M. Reynolds

Locom. Engine Driving (1882) 47 The cab, or covering for
the engine-driver and stoker, is erected over the foot plate.

1883 Harptr's Mag. Jan. 198/2 There is no cab, or place
to put one.

3. attrib. and in Comb., as cab-driver, -drivings
-kite, hirer, -master, -owner, -proprietor ^ -trade

;

cab-box, the driver's seat on a cab; cab boy,
a boy in livery who attends his master when
driving to hold the horse, etc., a 'tiger'; cab-
car, a larger vehicle than a cab (see quot.) ; cab-
horse, a horse that draws a cab ; cab-rank, a

row of cabs on a stand ; cab-runner, cab-tout,
one who makes a living by calling cat>s ; cab-
stand, a place where cabs are authorized to stand
while waiting for hire

;
cab-yard, a yard where

cabs are kept when off duty. Also Cabman, etc.
1868 Once a Week it Apr. 32a Planted upon a London

*cab-box. 18*7 Lytton Pelkam xlv, I sent my Vab-boy
(vulgo Tigerltu inquire of the groom whether the horse was
to be sold, and to whom it belonged. 1882 Daily News 14
Jan. 31/4 The cab is termed a ' "cab-car *

. . the weight . . is

balanced upon the two hind wheels. The cab, which will
contain five or six persons, is entered from the front. 1842
T. Martin in Erasers Mag. Dec., A dozen or two of "cab-
drivers. i860 L». Lytton LucHe 11. iv. iv. 7 The com-
plaint of a much disappointed cab-driver, i860 All V.
Round So. 44. 416 The business and trials of Vab-driving.
1885 Law Times LXXIX. 328/2 The cabdriving class.

1840 Thackeray Paris Sk. Bk. (1885* 134 A prancing "cab-
horse. 1858 Lytton What null he do, • <i86o» III. vrt. vii.

$8 The finest cab hor*e 'i Ix>ndnn. 1864 S*f, Siienit
-

Rev. I. 407 The relations of "cab-masters and cab-men .

.

*cab-owners and cab-hirers. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 25
Jan. «/| Madness may be more common on the *cab-rank
than is suspected. 1883 Ibid. 1 June, The *cab-runner. .is

a very undesirable addition to modern civilization, i860
Tristram 67. Sahara L 4 Place Mahon, now merely the
'cab-stand of Algiers. 1863 Ld. Lytton RingAmasis I. 1.

11. viii. 190 Order a carriage from the nearest cabstand.
1883 Daily Neius 6 June 5/2 When the cab reaches its goal
the ''cab-tout makes himself busy in unlading the luggage.

Cab (kxb), sb* slang, [short for Cabbage sb.-]

A translation clandestinely used by a student in

getting up his lessons ; a crib.

1876^ Academy 4 Nov. 448/2 The use of translations,
'cribs' or 'cabs', as boys call them, must at some time or
other engage the serious attention of school-masters.

Cab, sb.5 dial, [short for Cabal.] * A small
number of persons secretly united in the perform-

' ance of some undertaking*. Parish Sussex Dial.

Cab (kaeb \ v. 1 colloq. [f. Cab sb.$] intr. (also

I to cab it : To travel or go in a cab.
1858 Bailey Afe 30 Cabbing from Hyde Park Corner to

the Tower, i860 Chamb. Jml. XIV. 116 We may 'cab'
it . . we may 'bus it ; or we may go by boat. 1866 C. H.
Robinson Diary III. 520, I cabbed it home. x88a Blackiv.
Mag. Feb. 238/1 He. .cabs off to take advice.

Ca,h, v.- s/ang. [?short for Cabbage: cf.CABj/j.*]

To pilfer, snatch dishonestly or meanly ; to 'crib .

Mod. Schoolboy slang. You've cabbed that apple on your
way up.

Caba. U. S. [ad. F. cabas basket, panier.} A
small satchel or hand-bag.
1885 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 7 Sept. 2/4 The origin of the

word ' caba ' applying to the small hand-bag or satchel . .The
French cabas, a frail basket, hand basket, etc, was used

1 upon ladies' work-boxes imported thirty years ago.

liCabaan, caban (kaba n). [a. Arab. & Pert.

;
*L*i qabd* a man's outer tunic]

A white cloth worn by Arabs over their shoulders.
1693 Ray TVar. (17051 II. 13 Sitting, .with a delicate white

turbant, and a long red lined caban. 1863 Kinglake Crimea
(1877) II. xii. 158 The gleam of his epaulettes, half hidden
and half revealed by the graceful white cabaan.

Cabache, -a(dlge, obs. flf. Cabbage, Cabochk.
Caback (kabx k). [Kuss. kaba'k, dram-shop.]

A Russian dram-shop or pot-house.
1591 G. Fletcher Russe Co/nmw. 1 18361 58 In every great

towne of his realme he hath a caback or drinking house,
i
where is sold, .mead, beere, etc. 1678 in Phillips.

1 Cabage,". Obsr 0
[? var. of Cabochk.]

1570 Levins Mam'/. 11 To cabage, mactare.

t Ca'baging. Obs. (See Cabbage sb.i 4, and
Caboche V.)

i575Tl*rberv. Bk. Venerie xluL 130 The huntsman, .shall

take the cabaging of the heade, and the heart of the Dearc
'. to reward hisbloud hound first.

Cabal (kabx l), sb.* Also 7-8 caball, cabbal.
[a. F. cabale (16th c. in Littre), used in all the

English senses, ad. med.L. cab[b)ala (It., Sp., Pg.

cabala), Cabbala, q.v. In 17th c. at first pro-

nounced ca bal 'whence the abridged Cab aM) ;

I the current pronunciation was evidently reintro-

!
duced from h, perh. with sense 5 or 6.J

+ 1. = Cabbala I : The Jewish tradition as to the

interpretation of the Old Testament. Obs.
1616 Bcllokar, Cabal, the tradition of the Jewes doctrine

I
of religion. 1660 Howell Lex. Tetragl., Words do involve
the deepest Mysteries, By them the Jew into his Caball pries.

1663 Butler find. 1. 1. 530 For Mystick Learning, wondrous
able In Magick, Talisman, and Cabal.

1 2. = Cabbala 2 : a. Any tradition or special

private interpretation, b. A secret. Obs.
a 1637 li. Jonson lO.) The measuring of the temple, a

I

cabal found out but lately. 1635 Person Varieties 1. Introd.

I

3 An insight in the Cabals ana secrets of Nature 1660 3

J. Spencer Prodigies 11665) 344 If the truth, .had been sti'l

reserved asa Cabbal amongst men. 1663 J. Heath Flagel-
lum or O. Cromwell 192 How the whole mystery and cabal
of this business was managed by the . . Committee, a 1763
Shenstone Ess. 220 To suppose that He will regulate His
government according to the cabals of human wisdom.

8. A secret or private intrigue of a sinister char-

acter formed by a small body of persons ;
' some

thing less than conspiracy' (J.).
1646 7 Clarendon Hist. Reb. (170a) I. v. 439 The King

. .aslccu him, whether he were engaged in any Cabal con-

j

ceming the army? 1663 J. Heath Ftageltum or O. Crom-
wen. He was no sooner rid of the danger of this but he
wasHUM with Lambert's cabal. 1707 Freino Peterborv '$

Coud. S/. 171 The contrivances and cabals cf others have
too often prevail d. 18*4 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 30 There
were cabals breaking out in the company. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. VI. xlvi. 209 The cabal against Washington
found supporters exclusively in the north.

b. as a species of action , — Caballing.
1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. 1827* Hi. 22 To advance them*

I

selves, .by cabal, treachery and violence. 1701 Blrke Tk.

I

on Fr. Affairs VII. 74 Centres of cabal. 1876 Bancroft
1 Hist. 17. S. III. 261 Restless activity and the arts of cabal.

4. A secret or private meeting, esp. of intriguers

I or of a faction, an A. or Obs.

1649 Bk GonNH Mem. 11702) 23 The Supplicants . . met
again at their several Caballs. 1656 7 Cromwell in Burton

! Diary (18281 L 382 He had never been at any cabal about
I the same. 1715 Bentley Sertn. x. 356 A mercenary conclave

!
and nocturnal Cabal of Cardinals. 1738 Warbi rton Dir.

I

Legal. I, 169 Celebrate the Mysteries in a private Cabal.
i8aa W. ImmM Brnceb. Hall iii. 23 To tell the anecdote .

.

at those little cabals, that will occasionally take place among
the most orderly servants.

b. phrase. In cabal, arch, or Obs.
a 1678 Marvell Poems Wks. I. Pref. 8 Is he in caball in

his cabinett *ett. 17*5 De Koe Voy. round World (1840) 28

I
The gunner and second mate were in aclose cabal together.
1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. 1. u8io> 55 Here, in cabal, a dispu-
tatious crew Each evening meet.

• 5. A small body of persons engaged in secret or
private machination or intrigue ; a junto, clique,

coterie, party, faction.

1660 Trial Regie. 175 You were, .of the cabal. 1670 Mar-
vell Corr. cxIvil Wks. 1872-5 II. 326 The governing cabal
are Buckingham, Lauderdale, Ashly, Orery, and Trevor.

I Not but the other cabal [Arlington, Clifford, and their party}
too have seemingly sometimes their turn. 173a Berkeley

I

Alci/hr. v. 5 21 A gentleman who has been idle at college,
and kept idle company, will judge a whole university by his
own cabaL 1767 G. Canning Poet. Wks. ^1827) 56 Should
Fat Jack and his Cabal Cry ' Rob us the Exchequer, Hal !

'

1859GULLICK & Timbs Paint. 183 In Naples, where a cabal
of artists was formed.

6. Applied in the reign of Charles II. to the
small committee or junto of the Privy Council,
otherwise called the 1 Committee for Foreign
Affairs', which had the chief management of the

course of government, and was the precursor of
the modem cabinet.

1665 Fepys Diary 14 Oct., It being read before the King,
Duke, and the Caball, with complete applause. 1667 Ibid.

31 Mar., Walked to my Lord Treasurer's, where the King,
Duke of York, and the Cabal, and much company withal.
1667 Ibid. (1877) V. 128 The Cabal at present, being as he
says the King, and the Duke of Buckingham, and Lord
Keeper, the Duke of Albemarle and privy seale.

b. in Hist, applied spec, to the five ministers of
Charles II, who signed the Treaty of Alliance
with France for war against Holland in 1672 :

these were Clifford, Arlington, Buckingham, Ash-
ley (Earl of Shaftesbury), and Lauderdale, the
initials of whose names thus arranged chanced to

spell the word cabal.

This was merely a witticism referring to sense 6 ; in point of
fact these five men did not constitute the whole ' Cabal ', or
Committee for Foreign Affairs ; nor were they so closely
united in policy as to constitute a 1 cabal ' in sense 5, where
quot. 1670 shows that three of them belonged to one ' cabal

'

or clique, and two to another. The name seems to have been
first given to the five ministers in the pamphlet of 1673
' England's Appeal from the private Cabal at White-hall to
the Great Council of the nation, .by a true lover of his coun-
try.' Modern historians often write loosely of the Buck'
ingham-Arlington administration from the fail of Clarendon
in 1667 to 1673 as the Cabal Cabinet or Cabal Ministry.

1673 England's A//eal 18 The safest way not to wrong
neither the cabal nor the truth is to Lake a short survey
of the carriage of the chief promoters of this war. 1689
Mem. Cods 29 Years Wonders % 25. 72 The great Ahi-
tophel, the chiefest head-piece . . of all the Cabal. 1715
Burnet Chun Time (1766* I. 430 1'his junta, .being called the
cabal, it was observed that cabal proved a technical word,
every letter in it being the first letter of those five, Clifford,

Ashley, Buckingham, Arlington and I^iuderdale. a 1734
North Exam. in. vi. P41. 453 The. . Promoters of Popery,
supposed to risebythe Misfortunes of the Karl of Clarendon,
were the famous CABAL. 176a Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) V
lxix. 163 When the Cabal entered into the mysterious alli-

ance with France. 1848 Macau lay Hist. Eng. 1 1864 1 1. 101

It happened by a whimsical coincidence that, in 1671, the
Cabinet consisted of five persons the initial letters of whose
names made up the word Cabal .. These ministers were
therefore emphatically called the Cabal; and they soon
made that appellation so infamous that it has never since
their time been used except as a term of reproach.

7. attrib. or in obvious comb.
1671 K. Leigh Trans/. Reh. 36 By this time, the Politick

Cabal-men were most of 'um set. 1674 ^*AW 9§tHU (t8i8>

61 I !:< parliament was jealous of their caball lords. 1678
Trans. Crt. S/ain 189 They maintain themselves only by a
Cabal-genius, without any foundation of justice or fidelity.

1700 Concreve Way of W. 1. i, I.ast night was one of their

cabal nights. 1871 W. Christie Life Shaftesbury II. xii.

81 The heavy indictment of History against the so-called

Cabal Ministry.

+ Cabal, sb.

'

l Obs. (See quot.)
1613 Purchas Piter- !• v* *'v* (1617' 517 The Cabal is a

wilde Beast in this Island [Java] whose bones doe restraine

the blood from issuing in wounded parties.

Cabal fttbcrl), v. [a. F. cabale-r, f. cabale sb.
;

or ?f. the Eng. sb.]

1. intr. To combine {together} for some secret or

private end. (Usually in a bad sense.)

a 1680 [see Caballing vbl. sb.]. 1715 Dk Kok Voy. round
\ World 11840) 46 Time to club and cabal together. 1814
DTsraeli Quarrels Autk. < 1867)409 A club of wits caballed

and produced a collection of short poems. 1885 Mam h.

Exam. 16 June 5/1 Caballing together for their private ends.

2. intr. To intrigue privately (against).

1680 Sir W. Soame Art Poetry (Drydeni iv, Base rivals

..Caballing still against it. 1715 De Foe Voy. round
World 11840J 28 They would be .. caballing ana making
an interest among the men. 1757 Burke Abridgm. Eng.
Hist. Wks. 1842 II. 535 Elfrida caballed In favour of her
son. 1789 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) III. 116 Time has

been given. . to cabal, to sow dissensions, etc. 1818 Hai.lam
Mid. Ages (1872)1. 494 The barons .. began tu cabal against

his succession.

3. reft. To bring oneself by caballing.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 340 In this time he may
cabal himself into a superiority over the wisest.

Cabala, a common variant ol Cahbala ; also
- Cabal rare).



CABALIE.

1671 H. Stubbe Reply unto Letter, fe, 13 Though an en-

tire cabala of the R. S. did consult upon this responsory

letter.

Cabalatar, var. of Cabulatob, Obs.

Cabalic\al, -ism, -iat, -ize, etc. : see Cabbal-.

• Cabalio. Obs. = Cabbalism.
165a Gaule Magastrom. 238 The cabalie is an art .

.
very

ancient. „
t Cabalist. Obs. [The same word as Cab-

balist, (which was formerly spelt with one b) ;
but

affiliated by sense to Cabal, and perhaps pro-

nounced in 1660 caba'llist.]

One who cabals, or adheres to any cabal
;

a

secret intriguer or plotter. ....
[1560 J. Sanford Agrippa's Van. Artes 2b, A disloial

Cabalist.] 164a Chas. I. Anew. 19 Proposes Parlt. , The
Cabalists of this businesse have with great Prudence re-

served themselves. 1660 Trial Regie. ttitle-pagel, Dark

and Horrid Decrees of those Caballists. 1670 m Somers

Traits I. 17 General Essex began now to appear to the

private Cabalists somewhat wresty.

t Caball. Obs. Also 5 cabylle, 6 cable,

eabill. [ad. L. caball-us horse, or rather an as-

similation of the word Caple, caput, capil (which

was in much earlier use, and is still dialectal) to

the original L. form.] A horse.

C1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 607 Hie eaballus, a cabylle.

1515 Barclay Eglogues (15701 Ciij/4 But the stronge Caball

standeth at the racke. 1518 Rental Bk. Earl Kildare in

Trans. Kilkenny Archxol. Soc. Ser. II. IV. 123 Every

howse hawing a cabill to draw to Dublyn quarterly. 1538-

48 Elyot Lat. Diet., Caballus, a horse ;
yet in some partes of

England theydocall an horseacable. 1570 Levins Maiiip.

1 A cable, horse, caballus. A caple, idem. 1623 Cockeram,

Caball, a little horse, a jade. 1630 T. Bavly Herba Parte-

tisy* This cavalliers caball was unwilling to clime.

Caballer (kabarbj; . [f. Cabal v. + -ek 1.] One

who cabals or intrigues.

1686 in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 332 IV. 115 From Holland the

Amsterdam cabaliers have sent spies. 1796 Burke Regie.

PeaceVfks,. 1842 II. 315 Ascourtsare the field for cabaliers,

the publick is the theatre for mountebanks and impostors.

1882 Times 8 Dec. 4 A mere puppet in the hands of Falace

v cabaliers.

II
Caballero (faf-bal'trw). [Sp. caballero knight,

gentleman= F. chevalier, It. cavaliere :—L. cabal-

hirius horseman, f. caball-us horse.] A ^Spanish)

gentleman.
[1749 Fielding Tom Jones x. ii, This gentleman was one

of those whom the Irish call a calabalaro, or cavalier.] 1877

Kingston Yug. Llanero 122 Now go, young caballero, and

bring him here. 1878 Lady Herbert Hiibner's Ramble 1.

xii. 192 He is a mixture of a caballero and an ascetic Cas-

tilian.

Caballine ^ka-balain), a. [ad. L. caballin-us,

f. caballus horse.] Of or belonging to horses
;

equine. Caballine Aloes (see quot.). Caballine

fountain -h. fons caballinus, the fountain Hippo-

crene of Greek poetry, fabled to have been pro-

duced by a stroke of the foot of Pegasus the

winged horse of the Muses ; hence — ' fountain of

inspiration'.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy Prol. 13 In Cirrha by Helycon

the welle. .called, .the fountayne Caballyn. a 1500 Rolland
Crt. Venus ill. 899 The font Caballine, Quhair all vertew

dois flurische withfusioun. a 1616 Beaumont Ex-ale-tation

ofAle (R.) Having washed their throat With the caballine

spring of a pot of good ale. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs

I. 220 The Aloes is divided into three Kinds, the Succo-

trine, the Hepatick, and the Caballine. 1725 Bradley ft*.
Diet. L s. v. Aloes, The Cabaline Aloes . . call'd Cabaline,

because it's given to diseased Horses. 1803 'C. Caustic'

Terr. Tractor, m. 101 note, For his services to the caballine

race. 1878 J. Thomson Plenip. Key 9 This bottle ; it's my
true and only Helicon ; it's my caballine fountain.

Caballing (kabue-lirj), vbl. sb. [cf. Cabal v.

+ 1NG 1
.] Petty plotting, intriguing.

a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) 1. 425 Their caballing is thesame

thing exactly with packing of Cards. 1714 Mandeville

Fab. Bees (17331 II. 34 The court of Rome is. .the best school

to learn the art ofcaballing. 1712 Minute-Bk. in A. M' Kay
Hist. Kilmarnock 11864} 36 To prevent cabbawlling .. by

the servants. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 435 That petty par-

tisanship and caballing which are the curse of convents.

Caba lling, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing^.] That

cabals or intrigues.

a 1700 Dryden (J.) What those caballing captains may
design. 1831 Lytton Godolph. xviii, A sordid and caballing

faction.

Cabalmute, var. form of Cafilmute.
Cabaii, cabane, earliest forms of Cabin.

Still sometimes used for the sake of local colouring

^French or Canadian \
1866 W. R. King Sportsm. * Nat. Canada xii. 316 Huts

or cabans are built for this purpose on the frozen surface of

the river. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 533 He could sit con-

tentedly talking for hours ill his cabane.

II Cabana ,kaba'na). A cigar, so called from

the name of a Spanish exporting house.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 23 Aug., To order champagne
cocktails and fifty cent cabanas. 1865 Miss Braudon Only
a Clod i. 5 The last of a case of choice cabanas.

Cabanet, earlier form of Cabinet sb.

II Cabaret 1 (ka barjO. Also 7 -ett. [F. : of

unknown origin : see Littre and Schcler.]

+ 1. A wooden dwelling, a booth, shed ; = L. to-

berna. [Here pcrh. Useu on account uf the con-

3

nexion of taberna and tavern : but pcrh. an error

of some kind for cabanet.'] Obs.

1632 Sir T. Hawkins Unluip. Prosper. 261 The greatest

houses were heretofore but Cabarets, the Capitoll was at first

covered with thatch.

2. A drinking house, a pot-house, ilsow almost

exclusively an alien word referring to France,

etc. ; but formerly somewhat naturalized.
1

)

16SS Bp. Bkamhall^/. Hobbes (J.)
Suppose this servant

passing by some cabaret, or tennis court, where his com-

rades were drinking or playing. 1662 Pepys Diary 23

Sept., In most cabaretts in France they have writ upon

the walls . . ' Dieu te regarde '. 1673 Dryden Marr. a la

Mode v. i. 328 Sung two or three years ago in cabarets.

1682 Wheler Journ. Greece 11. 203 At Gallata are some

Christian Cabarets; but the Wine is dear. 1858 De Quin-

cey Autobiog. Sk. Wks. II. iv. 197 The little homely cabaret,

which had been the scene of her brief romance.

|| Cabaret -. Obs. [Fr. : Littre gives a con-

jecture of Saumaise that it represents L. combretum

or cobrctum ' a kind of rush' : but there is no

approach in sense.] A plant : the Asarabacca

(Asarum Europxum).
1580 Baret Ah: H 208 An hearbe called Haselwort, or

Cabaret, Pcrpcnfi . . Bacchar. 1678 A. Littleton Lat.

Diet Cabarick, or hazlcwort, Perpensa. 1712 tr. / omel s

Hist. Drugs I. 50 Cabaret or Wild Spikenard, grows in

most parts of the Levant.

II Cabarr, -e. Obs. [F. caban e, var. gabare.]

A lighter.

a 1670 Spalding Trout: Chas. 1,1. 59 They sent down

six barks or cabarrs full of ammunition.

t Ca'basset. Obs. rare. [Fr. ; dim. of cabas

basket, panier, etc.] A kind of small helmet.

1622 Peacham Compl. Centl. ill. (1634) 150 Keyes, loekes,

buckles, cabassets or morians, helmets and the like. 1874

Boutell Arms <t Arm. ix. 162.

Cabazed, obs. form of Caboched ///. a.

Cabback, variant of Kebbuck, Sc., cheese.

Cabbage karbcdjO, sb. x Forms : 5 caboehe,

cabache, 5-6 cabage, 6 cabbysshe, cabish, 6-7

cabidge, 7'cabige, cabadge, cabbadge, cabbach.

eabbish, 7- cabbage. [ME. caboehe, a. F. caboehe

head (in the Channel Islands 'cabbage') = It.

capocchia, a derivative of It. capo :—L. caput

head. But the actual Fr. name is choux cabus,

lit. 'great-headed cole, cabbage cole': F. cabus,

fern, cabusse^lt. capuccio-.-L. type *capuceum,

*caputeum, f. caput head.

Cf. also Du. kabuisi-koal) cabbage; cole', f. F. cabus :

OHG. chain*, chapu*. MHG. kappa*, kappfts, iaie*, mod.

G.kappes^kappus ' cabbage ', is taken by Grimm and Kluge

as a direct adoption of I, caput itself, though no use of this

in the required sense is known. It is possible that the Eng.

cabbage-cole was really an adaptation of the Du. kabuis-

kool influenced by F.' caboc/te.}

1. A well-known culinary vegetable : a plane-

leaved cultivated variety of Brassica oleracca, the

unexpanded leaves of which form a compact glo-

bular heart or head. Originally the 'cabbage'

was the head thus formed (cf. cabbage-head in 5),

the plant being apparently called cabbage-cole or

colewort; now the name 'cabbage' is sometimes

extended to the whole species or genus, whether

hearting or not, as in Savoy Cabbage, Wild Cabbage,

Isle of Man Cabbage {Brassica Monensis).

C1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. 11790) 426 Take

cabaches and cut hom on foure . . and let hit boyle. 1495

Caxton Vitas Patr. 118 He laboured the gardins, sewctbe

seedes for cabochis, and colewortes. 1570 Levins Manip.

1 1 A cabage, herbe. 1580 Baret A Iv. Cabage, or colewoort,

brassica Cabage, or cole cabeee, brassica capitata. 1580

Lyly Euphites (Arb.) 373 As little agreement, .as is betwixt

the Vine and the Cabish. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. I. 1. 124

Good worts? good Cabidge. 1620 Venner Via Recta vu.

135 The great, hard, and compacted heads of Cole, com-

monly called Cabbage. 1624 Capt. Smith I 'im*$avt. 220

Those that sow . . Carrats, Cabidge, and such like. 1658 Sir

T. Browne Hydriot. Ded., Cato seemed to dote upon

Cabbadge. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals III. lit. 307 They.,

knew how to save both their Goat and their Cabbadge.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 64/2 The Colewort is the

same to the Cabbach. 1699 Evelyn AcetariaJ ,1 lis

scarce a hundred years since we first had cabbages out

of Holland. 1719 Loudon & Wise Compl. Card. 199 Pan-

caliers, or Millan-Cabbages, which produce small headed

Cabbages for Winter. 1832 Hawthorne Bhthedale Rom.

vii. (1885) 79 Unless it be a Savoy cabbage. 1875 Jowett

Plato (ed. 2) III. 243 Cabbages or any other vegetables

which are fit for boiling.
.

2. Transferred with epithets to various other

plants : Arkansas Cabbage, Streplanthus obtusi-

folius ; Chinese Cabbage, Brassica chinensis ;

Dog's O, Thelygonuni Cynecrambe, a succulent

herb of the Mediterranean ;
Kerguelen's Land

C, Pringlea antiscorbuiica ;
Meadow or Skunk

C, Symplocarpus fetidus, a North American

plant with a garlic odour ; St. Patrick's C. •=

London Pride ; Sea Cabbage = Sea Kale,

Crambe maritima ; Sea-otter's C, a remark-

able sea-weed, Nereocystis, found in the North

Pacific. . ( Treat, Sot., and Miller Eng. Names of

Plants.) .
,

3. The tender unexpanded centre or terminal

bud of palm trees, which is in most species edible,

CABBAGE.

and is often eaten, though its removal kills the

tree. See Cabbage-tree.

1638 T. Verney in I 'emey Papers (18531 195 Cabiges, that

grows on trees, some an hundred foot high. 1097 Dampier

Voy. I. 166 The Cabbage itself when it is taken out of

the Leaves., is as white as Milk, and as sweet as a Nut

if eaten raw. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 11789! 342 lhe

Coco-Nut Tree. .The tender shoots at the top afford a plea-

sant green or cabbage. 1832 Veg. Snbst. toad 175 The

cabbage . . is white . . two feet long . . thick as a man s arm.

i860 Tennent Ceylon I. 109 note, The cabbage, or cluster

of unexpanded leaves, for pickles and preserves.

f 4. The burr whence spring the horns of a deer ;

also Cabaging.
c ISSO Lacy Bitches Test., My cabage I wyll the hounde

for strife. 1611 Cotgr., MevU. .the cabbadge of a Deeres

head. . , . ,

5. Comb. a. Simple : of cabbage or cabbages,

as cabbage-blade, -eater, -flower, -garden, -garth,

-ground, -grower, -leaf -stalk, -stock, -stump;

like a cabbage in shape, ast cabbage-tuff, t -shoe-

string. b. Special, as cabbage bark, the

narcotic and anthelmintic bark of the cabbage-

bark tree or Cabbage-tree, Andira incrmis ,N.O.

Leguminosst ; cabbage beetle = cabbage flea

cabbage butterfly, the Large White butterfly of

Fnglish gardens and fields, Pieris Brasstcx, some-

limcs also the Small White (/'. A'a/.r) ;
cabbage-

cole -Cabbage 1 ;
cabbage-daisy, a local name

of the Globe-flow er Trollius) ;
cabbage-flea, a

minute leaping beetle, Haltica consobrtna, the

larva; of which destroy cabbage plants; cabbage-

fly a two-winged flv (Anthomyia Brassiere
,
the

grubs of which destroy the roots of cabbage :

cabbage-head, the head formed by the unexpanded

leaves of a cabbage ; also fig. a brainless fellow,

a thickhead ;
cabbage-lettuce, a variety of lettuce,

w ith leaves funning a cabbage-like head ;
cabbage-

moth, one of the Noctuina (Mamestra Brasstcte),

the caterpillar of which infests the cabbage
;
cab-

bage-net, a small net to boil cabbage 111
;
cab-

ba-e-palm, Areca oleracca, a native of the West

Indies, etc.: see Cabbage-tree ;
cabbage-plant,

a young plant or seedling of the cabbage ;
cab-

bage-rose, a double red rose, with large round

compact flower (Rosa cenlifolia) ;
cabbage-wood,

(a.) the wood of the cabbage-tree, (b.) Enodendron

anfractuosum, a tree related to Bombax; cab-

bage-worm, anv larva which devours cabbage, esp.

that of the Large White butterfly, called in Scot-

land kailwoim ; also the Cabbage-tree worm.

, 777 Wright in Phil. Trans. LXVH. 507 The *Cabbag e-

bark tree, or Wonn-bark tree, grows in .
.
Jamaica^ Had-

50S Fresh cabbage-bark tastes mucilaginous 1866 JnML
Hot. 63 The l ark is known as Bastard Cabbage 1»ark

,.
or

Worm Bark ; its use is now obsolete. J816 KlRBV tc Sp l:n-

tomol. (1843I II- 383 The larva of the
.
cabbage-butterlh

(Pontia Brassier. 1848 Proc. Berw.lfat.ClnT, II. No. 6.

328 The caterpillar of the Common White Cabbage Butter-

fly, .is often injurious to the Swedish .turnip. 1865 MM.
Observ No. 47. ,96 The small white cabbage-butterfly

,P eris RaM' -S79 Lancham Card. Health[(.633) .51

-Cabbage boyfe'd', is very good with beefe. 1620 Venner

Via Recta vii. 135 Coleworts or Cole are much vsed to be

eaten, especially'. he Cabbage- Cole .861 Mrs. Lankestek

II HUFbam 2oGlobe-flower . . In Scotland called Lucken

Gowan, or "Cabbage-daisy. .882 Garden 4 Mar. M7/i/I he

root-eating fly, or 1 Cabbage fly. *790 Burke i r. «£«4
The tenant-right ofa *cabbage-garden. .the very shadow ot

a constructive property. 1887 J. K LAUGHTONin Diet. Nat.

Biog. IX. 43S/2 During Smith O'Brien's ' cabbage-garden

rebellion. 1863 N. Ser. ill. III. 344 The old ' Shand>

garden.. is staked out into three *cabbage-garths. 1884

Athenxum 6 Dec. 725/2 The eyes of those poor «bbage-

growers down there. 1082 Mrs. Be»» C™"'
H

,

"f^.
III. .46 Thou foul filthy "cabbage-head. 1688 R. Holme

Armoury .1. .94A The green Caterpdler worm .. feeds on

•Cabbish-leaves. !7S3 Hanway Jrav (.762. 1, in.

(

xl.t. 196

They also use . . a cabbage-leaf under their hats. 1562

Turner Herbal*. 26a, Called "Cabbage lettes, because it

goeth all into one heade, as cabbage cole dothe 1741 CemPl.

Fam.-Fiecc ,. ii. . 7 5 The largest and hardest Cabbage-Let-

tuce you can get. 1848^ Ber~.u^\at. C^II- No.6.

329 Caterpillars of., the "Cabbage Moth. «« C KWG
Brit Merck. II. 136 The Unshorn Dozens, the Cabbage-

Net Bays, and other sorry Woollen Manufactures of the

French Nation. 174a

Aooleswith Cabbage-net y' cover d oer. 1833 Marryat

TsLpte xiv, Olcers who boil their 'tators in a cab-

bage-nei hanging in the ship's coppers. i77»-84 C°°£ t^'
1,790) I. 199 A few plants, gathered from the cabbage,

palm which had been mistaken for the cocoa-tree ,853

Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. III.xxx. 2,1 lhe cylinders of

palmetto, improperly called 'the cabbage palm , 'hjee feet

long, and five to six inches thick. 1646 Evelyn Kal.Hort

,72
S
9) ,93 Plant forth your "Cabbage-Plants 1741 Compl

Fam.Piece 11 iii. 35S Transplant some Cabbage-plants of

tneSugar'loaf kindV'iTM Wolcott (P. Pinter, Piudariaiia

Wks 18,2 IV. ,83 With "Cabbage-roses loaded, glaring,

vast ' 1838 Visitor, The cabbage rose has been known

as the hundred-leaved rose since the time of Pliny. ,6,3

Rowlands Four Knaves, Paire o/SPy, His cabage ruffe,

of the outrageouse size, Starched in colour to beholders

eyes. Hid. (,843) 48 Let us have standing collers, in

the fashion, .great "cabbage-shooestrings, (pray you bigge

enough). 1844 Disraeli Coningsby v. 111, The interrup-

tion of a "cabbage-stalk was represented as a question

from some intelligent individual in the crowd. 185,

Mayhew Land. Labour I. 339, I picked out of the gutter,

1-2
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and eat like a dog—orange-peel and old 'cabbage-stumps.
"843 Waterston Cycl. Commerce v, 'Cabbagewood . . is

sometimes used in ornamental furniture. 1885 A. B. Ellis
W. A/r. 1st. 1. 9 Tree-ferns and cabbage-wood grow luxuri-

antly on the main ridge of mountains [in St. Helena]. 1688

R. Holme Armoury jl 204/1 The *Cabbach or Lettice

Worm, .turns into a Putter-fly all white.

Cabbage (karbeds), J<*-2 [This and the ac-

companying Cabbage v* appear in the 17th c.

Merrick (1648) uses garbage and carbage, appar-

ently for 'shreds and patches used as padding*.

If this was a genuine use at the time, carbage may
easily have been further corrupted to cabbage.

Herrick Hesper. (Hazl.) I. 79 Upon some Women, Pieces,

patches, ropes of haire, In-laid garbage ev'rywhere. II. 325
l/pon Lupes, His credit cannot get the inward carbage for

his cloathes as yet.

(Among other guesses as to its origin, arc that it is, in

some unexplained way, identical with Cabbage sb.* ; or to be
referred to OF. < abuse imposture, trick, cabuser to deceive,

cheat ; or to F. cabas rush-basket, Sp. eabacho, also OF.
cabas cheating, theft, F. cabasser to pack up, to cheat, steal,

cabasseur deceiver, thief; but evidence is wanting.)]

1. Shreds (or larger pieces) of cloth cut off by
tailors in the process of cutting out clothes, and
appropriated by them as a perquisite.

1663 lludibras (Spurious) 11. 56 <L.) For as tailors pre-

serve their cabbage, So squires take care of bag and baggage.

1719 D'Urfev Pills (1872) IV. 50 The Taylor we know
he is loth To take any Cablwge at all. 1812 SoVTHKV
Omniana II. 37 Those philosophers who have a taylorlike

propensity for cabbage. 1831 Carlyle Sari. A\ r. ujl xi,

Living on Cabbage.

f2. slang. A tailor. Obs.

1690 It. E. Diet. Cant. Crrn\ Cabbage, a Taylor, and what
they pinch from the Cloaths they make up. 1708 Motteux
Rabelais iv. In. (1737) 212 Poor Cabbage's Hair grows
through his Hood. 1715 Neiv Cant. Diet., Cabbage \ Tay-
lors are so called, because of their. . Ix>ve of that Vegetable.

The Cloth they steal and purloin, .is also called Cabbage.

3. Schoolboy slang. A * crib * or key whence a

pupil surreptitiously copies his exercise; a 'cab'.

t Ca'bbage, sb.% Obs. rare. Also 6 cabago.
[app. relatedto Cabin {caban

t
cabane, cabbin) f

in

sense ' den or lair of a beast \] A den or lair.

1567 Maplet6V. Forest 92 He hath his cabbage in the

yearin with two contrary wayes vndermined to enter into

it, or to run out of it at his pleasure : verie wide at the com-
ming in, but as narrow and straight about the mid cabbage.

1570 Levins Manip. 11 A cabage, bedde, stega.

Ca bbage, f. 1 [f- Cabbage jA. 1
; or ad. F.

cabusser 'to cabbadgc, to grow to a head ' 'Cotgr.}.]

+ 1. inir. a. To grow or come to a head, as

the horns of a deer. Obs.
a 1538 Skei.ton A'/. Parrot 481 Sp bygge a bulke of brow

auntlers cabagyd that yere.

b. To form a head, as a cabb~.ge or lettuce.

1601 Holland Pliny xix. viii. II. 25 To make them cab-

bage the better and grow faire and big. 1616 Surfu &
M '. Countr. Farm 163 The sooner you remoue your
Lettuce .. the sooner it will Cabbage. 1843 Kirby & Sp.

Fntomol. I. 155 Destroying the plant before it cabbages.

2. trans. See Caboche v.

1530 Palsgr. 590/1, I kabage a deere, je cabahhe. . I wyll

cabage my dere. and go with you. 1810 Scott Br. Lamm.
ix, Tne head of the stag should be cabbaged in order to

reward them.

Ca bbage, r.* [see Cabbaok sb.%] trans, (and

absol.) To pilfer, to appropriate surreptitiously :

a. orig. said of a tailor appropriating part of the

cloth given to him to make up into garments.
1711 Arbuthnot John flu/Id-; 55) 14 Your taylor instead of

shreads, cabages whole yards of cloath. 1793 W. Roberts
Looker-on (1794* III. 388 Hen Uodkin, who had cablwigrd

most notoriously in the making of Sam Spruce's new coat.

1830 Blaekiv. Mag. XXVII.117 Our Tailor says, 1
I like

not the charge of plagiarism.'
^
Nevertheless, he cabbages.

1873 H. Spencer Stud. Soc. vi. 137 The tailor 'cabbaged'
the cloth he used.

b. trans/. C. In Schoolboy slang = To crib,

cab.

1837 Gfn. P. Thompson F.xerc. (1842) IV. 234 A speech,

which . . had l»cen what schoolings call ' cabbaged , from
some of the forms of oration . . published by way of carica-

ture. 186a ML Makrvat Year in Sweden II. 387 Steelyards
..sent by C.ustaf Wasa as checks upon country dealers,

who cabbaged, giving short weight.

Ca bbaged, ppl. a\ [f. Cabbage z/.i (or

+

-ED.] Crown cabbage - fashion, formed into or

having a head like a cabbage.

1577 B. Googe Heresbaeh's J/usb. (1586) 25 Cabegged
rape sowen after rie. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Countr. fim >*'

167 The cabbaged Lettuce. 1656 Dugard Gate Lat. UuL
§88. 29 Colcwort, which, .becometh cabbaged. 1715 ltn ad-

ley Fam. Diet. II. s. v. May, If any of the Imperial lat-

tices are cabbaged.

Ca bbaged, ppl. «.* [f. Cabbage pJ\ Pil-

fered, as shreds by a tailor.

17J9 Coffey Beggar's Wed. t. t, I shall convert his cab-
baged shreads into a stone Doublet.

Cabbage-palm = next : sec Cabbage sbA 5.

Ca bbage-tree. [f. Cabbage sb. 1 1, 2.]

1. A name given to several palm trees, whose
central uncxpanded mass of leaves or terminal bud
is eaten like the head of a cabbage; esp.

a. The West Indian tree, Areca or Oreodoxa

o/cracea f
also called Cabbage-palm and Palmetto

Royal, growing to a height of 150 or 200 feet.

b. Chamxrops Palmetto of the Southern U. S.

c. Etiterpe oleracca of Brazil and ? W. Indies.

d. Livistona inermis of Northern Australia.

e. Coiypha australis of Australia, the leaves of

which are made into baskets, hats, etc.

1725 Sloane Jamaica II. no This is most evident in the
top of that called the Cabbage tree. 1756 P. Hrowne
Jamaica 342 The Barbadoes Cabbage Tree . . is the most
beautiful tree I have ever seen, and may be esteemed the

queen of the woods. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 123 We
..saw many aneebong or cabbage trees growing on the

island. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 677 (S. Carolina) The
palmetto or cabbage tree, the utility of which, in the con-

struction of forts was experienced during the late war.

2. Other trees and plants, so called for various

trivial reasons, as the Cabbage-bark Tree, An-
ciira inermis of the West Indies ; a palm-like

liliaceous plant of New Zealand, Cordyline indi-

visa, bearing a head of narrow leaves. Bastard
or Black C. T., Andira inermis (see above) ;

—

of St. Helena : Afelanodendron integrifolium ;

—

of South America: the leguminous genus Gcof-

froya. Canary Island C. T., Cacolia kleinia

nervifolia y a composite plant. Small TJmbelled

C. T., Commidendron spurium. (Miller Plant

Names, 1884.)
1796 Stedman Surinam II. xxiii. 164 The black -cabbage

tree, the wood of which . . is in high estimation among car-

penters and joiners. 1884 Gordon-Cumming in Century
Mag. XXVII. oioThe settlers with strange perversity have
dubbed this the cabbage-tree.

3. attrib., as in cabbagedree hat (short, cabbage-

tree)
;
cabbage-tree worm, a fat grub found in

the decaying cabbage tree eaten in Guiana.
1880 Blaekiv. Mag. Feb. 167 The chin-straps of their

cabbage-tree hats. Ibid. 171 Raising his cabl>age-trec,

allowed the chin-strap to drop to its place. 1796 Sted-
man Surinam II. 23 Groe-groe, or cabbage-tree worms,
as they are called in Surinam. . In taste they partake of all

the spices of India.. these worms are produced in all the

palm-trees, when beginning to rot.

Ca bbaging, vbl. sb\ [f. Cabbage vX\ The
growth or formation of a head (by a cabbage,

etc.).

1737 Miller Gard. Diet. s. v. Brassica. 1741 Compi.
Fam.-Piecew. iii. 364 Transplant Lettuce for Cabbaging.

Cabbaging, vbl. sb? [f. Cabbage v$ + -ing!.]

Pilfering, purloining. Also attrib.

1768 Earl Carlisle in Selrvyn <y Contemp. II. 312 You
had better come to Spa ; it is an excellent cabbaging place.

Cabbagy, a. rare, [see -Y 1
.] Having the

characteristics of a cabbage
;
cabbage-like.

1883 Lady Hloomfif.ld Remin. Court Diplom. Life I.

ill 65 The very cabbagy green of summer.

!l Cabbala karbalal. Also 6- cabala (7 ca-

balla, 9 kabbala). [a. mcd.L. cabbala, ad. Rab-

binical Heb. i"62p qabbdldh * tradition*, f. (the

biblical) i>3p (in Piel) qibbet 1 to receive, accept,

admit'.]

1. The name given in post-biblical Hebrew to

the oral tradition handed down from Moses to the

Rabbis of the Mishnah and the Talmud, b. To-
wards the beginning of the thirteenth century A.n.

applied to the pretended tradition of the mystical

interpretation of the Old Testament.
1511 Fisher Wks. (1876) 332 Cabala . . is derived fro man

to man by mouth only and not by wrytynge. Ibid. 336
Also theyr Cabala that is to say their secrete erudycyons
not wryten in the byble. 1653 More Conject. Cabbaf. (1713*

Pref. i, The Jewish Cabbala is conceived to be a Traditional

doctrine or exposition of the Pentateuch, which Moses re-

ceived from the mouth of God. 1693 Phil. Tmns. XVI I.

801 The real Cabala they make Two-fold, i. e. The Doctrine

of Sephiroth, and the Doctrine of the Four Worlds. 1837-9
Hallam Hist. Lit. (1847) I. iii. $ 93. 202 In the class of

traditional theology.. we must place the Jewish Cabbala.

2. gen. f a. An unwritten tradition. Obs.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 47 H[enry] 8. ofwhom a

Cabala or tradition goes, that on his death-bed, he confessed,

hee had never spared man in his wrath, nor woman in his

lust. 1661 Stillingi 1.. Orig. Sacr. 11. iv. $4 Though the

Jews would fain make the gift of Prophecy to be a kind of

Cabala too, and conveyed in a constant succession from one

Prophet to another. 169a Kentley Boyle Lect. viii. 274

Without the l>eneht of letters, the whole Gospel would be a

mere tradition and old cabbala.

b. Mystery, secret or esoteric doctrine or art.

1665 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. Addr. 13 liranches of a danger-

ous Cabbala. 1676 Norris Colt. Misc. (16991 59 Nor is it

He to whom kind Heaven A secret cabala has given. 1795
ItuRKE Let. Wks. 1842 II. 241 Magisterial rabbins and doc-

tors in the cabala of political science. 1810 Scott Lsdy 0/
L. lit. vi, Eager he read whatever tells Of magic, cabala,

and spells. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. II. iv. ii. 226 Visi-

ble signs of some native cabbala.

t 3. Of cabbala with : in the secrets of. Obs.

1646 Sir T. ItRowNE Pseud. Fp.i. iii. 11 Astrologers, which
pretend to be of Cabal la with the starres.

Cabba lic, a. [ad. med.L. cabbalic-us.] Of
or pertaining to the Cabbala.
1684 N. S. Crit. Eng. Edit. Bible xii. 94 He rebukes the

Cabbalick Doctors. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cabbalic

art t Ars eaba/tiea, is used by some writers for'rtrf palx-
strica, or the art of wrestling.

Cabbalism baliz'mV Also cabalism. [f.

CAbiiAi.A + -I8M : or ad. ined.L. cabbalism us.]

1. The system or manner of the Jewish Cabbala.
1614 Wilkins Mercury viii. (1707* 33 Which kind of Ca-

balism is six Times repeated in the History of the Creation.

165a J. Smith Sel. Disc. vi. 200 Sailing between Cabbalism
and Platonism. 1854 Kingslev Alexandria iv. 156 The
cabbalism of the old Rabbis.

2. Mystic or occult doctrine
;
mystery.

1590 Greene Fr. Bacon (1630) 8 Sore he doubts of Hacons
Cabalisme. 1641 I 'ind. Smectynmuns xiii. 141 What Ca-
balisme have we here? 1660 3 J. Si-encer Prodigies (1665)

287 Pretty allegories, parables, cabbalisms.

3. ? (Cf. Cabal, Cabalist.)
1847 Emerson Repres. Men Wks. (Iiohn) I. 284 They are

the exceptions which we want, where all grows alike. A
foreign greatness is the antidote for cabalism. 1856-

—

Eng.
Traits xiii. Wks. 1874 II. 99, 1 do not know that there is more
Cabalism in the Anglican, than in other Churches.

Cabbalist (.karbalist). Also cabalist. [ad.

med.L. caltbalista : see -1ST. Cf. also F. cabaliste.]

1. One who professes acquaintance with and

faith in the Jewish Cabbala.
c 1533 Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1058 Of the whiche

knowlege the cabalystes doth make fyftie gates. 1646 Sih

T. Browne Pseud. Ep. (1650) 212 The doctrine of the Cabal-
ists, who in each of tne four banners inscribe a letter of the

Tetragrammaton. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 236 The
Masorites and Cabbalists. 1876 N. Amer. Rev. 468 The
cahalists and Talmudtsts are responsible for him {Adam).

2. One skilled in mystic arts or learning.
'i 1592 Greene Dram. Wks. (1831) I. 182 The cahalists

that write of magic spells. 1704 Swift T. Tub v. (1709)76 As
eminent a Cabalist as his Disciples would represent him.

1847 Kmerson Poems, Initial Love, Cupid is a casuist, A
mystic, and a cabalist. 1850 Maurice Mor. Met. Philoi.

I. 157 Plato felt the temptation to be a cabbalist.

3. See Cabaust.
Cabbalistic kiebali stik\a. Also cabal-, [f.

prec. + -ic, or direct ad. F. cabalistique. or med.L.
cabbalistic-us.] Pertaining to, of the nature of,

or like the Cabbala or cabbalists; having a pri-

vate or mystic sense
;
mysterious.

1624 Midoleton Game Chess nr. U, Out of that cabalistic

bloody riddle. 1665 J. Spencer Prophecies 97 The Cabba-
listick sense of Scripture. 1684 N. S. Crit. Eng. Edit. Bt'blt-

xii. 95 The Cabl>alistick, and Allegorical Doctors. 1724 A.

Collins Gr. Chr. Relig. 258 The Revelation, .being written

. . in the Cabalistick style. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man.
vi. 129 Certain figures and cabalistic signs upon the skull.

Cabbali'stical, a. Also cabal-, [f. as prec. +
-al.] Of or pertaining to what is cabbalistic ; also

= Cabbalistic.
a 1593 H - Smith Wks. (1867) II. 382 By art cabalistical.

1713 Niather Find. Bible 300 A Cabalistical explanation of

Deut. iv. 4. 1830 Scott Demonol. vi. 189 To snow the ex-

tent of his cabalistical knowledge. 1838 9 Hallam Hist.

Lit. I. 1. iii. ( 96. 208 His famous 900 theses logical, ethical

. .and cabhalistical.

Cabbali-stically, adv. [f. prec. + -ly*.] In

a cabbalistic manner
;
according to the Cabbala.

1634 Sir T. Herbert 7'rav. 123 <T.) Rabbi Elias, from

the first verse of the first chapter of Genesis, where the letter

aleph is six times found, cabalistically concludes that the

world shall endure just six thousand years. 1693 W. Khkki

Sel. Ess. iv. 23 Who but a Madman would think the Num-
l>er Five Cabalistically sanctified, because a Man has Five

Fingers, Five Toes, etc. 1856 R. Vaughan Mystics (i86u>

II. 107 How to pronounce cabbalistically the potent name.

Caobalistico- in comb. Cabbalistically.

1831 Carlyle Sart. R. 1. v, Disqui sitions of a cabalistico-

sartorial and quite antediluvian cast

tCa'bbalize, v. Obs. Also cabal-, [ad. F.

cabalise-r (1 6th c. in Littre), or med.L. cabbalizdre :

see -izk.] intr. To use or affect the manner of the

cabbalists ; to speak mystically.

1660 H. More Myst. Cntdt. 1. viii. 23 Here St. John seems

to cabbalize, as in several places of the Apocalypse, that is,

to speak in the language of the learned of the Jews.

t Ca bbalizer. Obs. Also cabal-. One who
cabbalizes ; one who interprets by cabbala.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 77 Not all thy seuenty Ks

drean Cabalizers, who traditionately from Moyses rcceiued

the Laws interpretation.

Cabban, -ane, -aine, -en, early ff. Cabin.

Cabber(karboj). colloq. [f.CABj£.3 + -Eul.] A
cab-horse.
1884 t imes 27 Oct. 2/4 Sixteen short-legged, active, clever,

Young Cabbers.

Cabbie (karbi). Obs. or dial. 'A sort of box

made of laths, which claps close to a horse's side,

narrow at the top so as to prevent the grain in it

from being spilled' (Jam.\ Also 'ft small barrow

or box with two wheels used for drawing' ibid.

"795 Statist. Acc. Scot. XVI. 187 The other implements of

husbandry are harrows, .cabbies crook-saddles, creels.

Cabbin,-ine, Cabbinet: see Cabin, Cabinet.

Ca'bbing, vbl. sb. [f. Cab v.] Cab-driving,

cab-letting. (Also attrib.)

1870 Pall Malt G. 24 Oct. 11 The cabbing interest has

suffered from the war.

Cabbie (karb'l), v. Iron-smelting : To break

up Hat pieces of partially finished iron for fagot-

ling. (See quots.) Hence Cabbler, Cabbling.

1849 WCALS Diet. Terms s. v., The process, .which in

Gloucestershire is called 'scabbling/ or more correctly

'cabbling'. .is simply breaking up this flat iron into small

pieces. Men are especially allocated for this operation,

and are named 'cabblers*. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.

418/1 The pig iron is.. 4. Tilted; making a flat, oval plate.

5. Cobbled; that is, broken up into pieces. 6. Fagoted.



CABBY. 5 CABINET.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 553 Finery iron is smelted with

charcoal, and when a soft mass of about two hundred-

weight is formed it is hammered out into a flat oval from

two to four inches in thickness ; this is allowed to cool, and
is then broken up into small pieces, which is the process of

cabbling or scabbling.

Cabbon, Cabbonet, early ff. Cabin, Cabinet.

Cabborne, obs. var. of cabbon, cabon, Cabin.
1556 Aor. Parker Psalter exxxn. 385 lie it my shame : if

I go in My Cabborne house : in rest to lygh.

t Ca'bby Obs. ? A garden pick or hoe.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxiii, With little Mattocks,

Pickaxes, Grubbing-hooks.Cabbies {be*ehes}, Pruning-knives,

and other Instruments requisit for gardning.

Cabby 2 (karbi). colloq. [f. Cab ^.3 + -y4.] A
cab-driver.

1859 All V. Round No. 34. 177 Call the cabby up for my
trunk and hat-box. 1881 Times 19 Jan. 10/2 Such ' cabbies

'

as were about, turned a deaf ear to anyone who hailed them.

Cabbyn, obs. form of Cabin.
Cabbysshe, obs. form of Cabbage.
Ca'bdom. nonce-wd. [f. Cab^.3 + -dom.] That

part of the community specially interested in cabs,

as owners or drivers.

1868 Morn. Her. 25 Aug., Calxlom is furious against the

railway companies. ,

II Cabeer (kabiou). [Arab. y^S kabtr, lit.

' big, #rw\]
175a Beawes Lex Mereat. 911 Cabeer, a Money used for

accounts at Mocha, of which 80 may be reckoned to a
French Crown. Ibid. 913 Caveers.

Cabel, -ell, -elle, obs. forms of Cable.
Caben, early form of Cabin.

Caber (k^ bai). Sc. Also 6 cabir, kabar,

kebber, kebbre. [a. Gaelic cabar pole, spar,

rafter= Irish cabar lath, Welsh ceibr beam, rafter,

Corn. ceber, keber rafter, beam, Breton 9th c. in

Luxemb. fol. 'tignoc, cepriou
1
.']

1. A pole, or spar, usually consisting of the

stem of a young pine or fir-tree, used in house-

carpentry, scaffolding, etc.

1513 Douglas ACneis XII. v. 186 His schaft that was als

rude and squair, As it had beyn a cabyr or a spar. 1718 A.
Ramsay Christ's Kirk in. xviii, They frae a barn a kabar
raught. 1756 Mrs. Caldekwood Jml. (1884) 162 To every
plant they give a pole, which is a tree, like the smallest sort

of what we call cabers, i860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour 164 They
hung them [trouts] on the cabers of their wigwams.
2. esp. as used in the Highland athletic exercise

of throwing or tossing the caber,

1862 Standard 16 July, Tossing the caber. 187a Daily
News 26 July, Caber Throwing. 1881 Boys' Newspaper
6 July, The caber is simply a roughly hewn pine trunk
denuded of its branches. .To toss this skilfully the athlete

poises the smaller end against his breast, in an upright
position, and, suddenly raising it by sheer force to a level

with his shoulder, throws it from him in such a manner
that the thick end touches the ground first, and the trunk
falls away from him.

Cabern, obs. form of Cabin (of a ship).

Cabful (karbful). [f. Cab f£.3 + -ful.] As
much or as many as a cab will hold.

1856 Macaulay in Life Lett. (1880) II. 432 Took a
cabfull of books toWestbourne Terrace.

II Cabiai (ka*bi,ai). [Fr., a. Galibi (or Carib of

French Guiana). Martius Brasil-Sprachenl\ A
native name of the Capybara {Hydrochcerus Capy-
bara), sometimes used by naturalists.

1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist. (1862) I. xiv. 239 Animals which
seem, .to make each a distinct species in itself, .the Cabiai.
Ibid. III. vi. (Jod.) The capibara, or cabiai ; it is a native
of South America, and is chiefly seen in frequenting the
borders of lakes and rivers like an otter.

Cabidge, -ige, obs. forms of Cabbage.
Cabill, var. form of Caball, a horse.

Cabil v le, obs. form of Cable.

II Cabilliau, cabeliau (kcrbU^, ka'belyau).
Also kabbelow. [a. F. cabillaud, cabliau, Du.
kabeljauzv, a name used (according to Franck) by
all the coast Germans since the 14th c. ; MLG.
kabelaw, Ger. kabliau, kabelfau, Sw. kabetjo, Da.
kabeljau, med.L. cabellamuus (a. d. i i 33 in Carpen-
tier's Du Cange). It has been generally regarded as

a transposed ioxmoibakeljamv,bakkeljau, Hacalao,
which is however not compatible with the history

of that word, q.v.] Cod-fish ; ' codfish which has
been salted and hung for a few days, but not
thoroughly dried

;
also, a dish of cod mashed 1

(Smyth Sailor s Word-bk.).
1696 W. Mountague Delights Holland 36 A good Dish of

Cabilliau, Cod-Fish, of which the Dutch in general are
great Admirers. 1731 Medley Kolben's Cape of G. Hope
II. 188 At the Cape there are several sorts of the fish call'd

Cabeliau. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Kabbeloiv.

Cabin (karbin). Forms : 4-7 cabane, 5-8
caban, 5 kaban, 5-7 cabon, 6 eabban, -ane,
aine, -on, -yn, caben, 6-8 cabbin, 7 cabben,
cabbine, cabine, cabern, 7- cabin. [ME. ca-

bane, a. F. cabane (= Pr., Pg. cabana, Sp. ca-
bana, QzX.cabanya, It. capanna):—l^teL. capanna,
in Isidore, ' tugurium parva casa est ; hoc rustici

capanna vocant' ; in Reichenau glosses 8th cent.

cabanna. Mod.F. has cabine from Eng. in sense 5.]

f i. A temporary shelter of slight materials ; a

tent, booth, temporary hut. Obs.
? « 140a Morte Arth. 3099 Cabanes coverede for kynges

anoyntede With clothes of clere golde for knyghtez and
ober. 1581 Marceck Bk. of Notes 148 They made with

pretie boughs and twigs of trees, such little pretie lodgings

as we call Cabens or Hoothes. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. v.

287 Make me a willow Cabine at your gate, a 1649 Drumm.
of Hawth. Hist. Jam. IV, Wks. (1711) 76 Cabanes raised

of boughs of trees and reeds. 1857-69 Heavvsege Saul 237
From the wilderness there comes a blast, That casts my
cabin of assurance down.

+ b. spec. A soldier's tent or temporary shelter.

la 1400 Morte Arth, 733 Tentez and othire toylez, and
targez fulle ryche, Cabanes and clathe sokkes. 1553 Brende
Q. Curtius Bbj, There fell sodainlie a great storme ..

within their cabbaines, which so moche afflicted the Soul-

diours . . that, etc. 1598 li. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. m.
vii, The Courts of Princes, .the Cabbins of Soldiers. 1653
Holcroft Procopius 11. 67 The Persians, .fell among their

Cabbins, and were rifling the camp.

2. A permanent human habitation of rude con-

struction. Applied esp. to the mud or turf-built

hovels of slaves or impoverished peasantry, as dis-

tinguished from the more comfortable 1 cottage' of

working men, or from the 1 hut ' of the savage, or

temporary 'hut' of travellers, explorers, etc.

c 1440 Promp. Parr'. 57 Caban, lytylle howse, Pretoria-

lum, capana. 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 98 He dwelt

alone in a little cabane in the fieldes not farre from Athenes.

1570 Levins Manip. 163 A cabbon, gurgustium.
_
1587

Fleming Contn. Holiushed III. 1356/1 Being taken in his

cabbin by one of the Irishrie. 1618 Sir R. Boyle in Lis-

more Papers (1886) I. 196 To give her a Room to bwyld her

a cabben in. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. ni. 65 Not a
Mendicant, .could be perswaded to leave his Cabane. 1691

Petty Pol. Auat. 9 There be [in Ireland] 160,000 Cabins
without Chimneys. 17*9 Shelvocke Artillery iv. 255 The
Cabbin of Romulus was only thatched with Straw, a 1745
Swift Wks. (1841) II. 78 The wretches are forced to pay for a

filthy cabin and two ridges of potatoes treble^ the worth.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 369 An extensive country

covered with cabans. 183s Ht. Martineau Ireland i. iA
mud cabin here and there ts the only vestige of human
habitation. 1850 Mrs. Stowe (title) Uncle Tom's Cabin,

b. Used rhetorically for 1 poor dwelling'.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. v. (1616) 16 Possesse

no gentlemen of our acquaintance, with notice of my
lodging. .Not that I need care who know it, for the Cabbin
is conuenient. 1607 Dekker^V T. IVyatt Wks. 1873 III.

101 A simple Cabin, for so great a Prince.

1 3. A cell : e. g. of an anchorite or hermit, in a

convent or prison ; a cell of a honeycomb. Obs.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. xii. 35 Clergy in to a caban crepte.

1387 Trevisa Higden Rolls Ser. I. 221 In the theatre

..cabans and dennes [cellulx mansionum\. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. ecliv. 329 They put hym in a Cabon and his

chapelyne for to shryue hym. c 1530 More De gnat,

Noviss. Wks. 84/2 The gailor .. thrusteth your blode into

some other caban. 1571 Hanmer Chron. Ire I. {1633) 57 Hee
went into France, and made them Cabanes, after the Irish

manner, in stead of Monasteries. 1611 Bible Jer. xxxvii.16

When Ieremiah was entred into the dungeon, and into the

cabbins. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Countr. Farm 322 [Bees]

busie in making Combes, and building of little Cabbins.

+ b. A small room, a bedroom, a boudoir,

Obs.

1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 38 Gay clothing, and close cab-

banes eke she flyes. 1607 R. Wilkinson Merchant-roy. 30
She that riseth to dinner . . & for every fit of an idle feuer

betakes her straight to her cabbin againe. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. World 1. 83 Thou shalt make Cabines in the Arke.
£1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 71 She steek't her
cabin doore.

t 4. A natural cave or grotto ; the den or hole

of a wild beast. Obs.

1377 Langl. P.Pt.B. 111. 190 Ac J>ow. .crope in toakaban
for colde of bi nailes. 1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 23
A eel or a cabban by nature formed, is vnder. 1589 Gold.

Mirr. (1851) 5 Cabbins and caues in England and in Wales.
Ibid. 14 The beastly belling bull, lay coucht in cabbin
closse. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 358 It might resemble a
very cabbin and caue indeed. 1794 S. Williams Vermont
98 The beavers . . build cabins, or houses for themselves.

5. A room or compartment in a vessel for sleep-

ing or eating in. An apartment or small room in

a ship for officers or passengers.

1382 Wvclif Ezek. xxvii. 6 Thi seetis of rowers . . and thi

IitiT cabans. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 50 A Caban ofcuke (coke A.)

;

capana. 1530 Palsgk. 202/1 Cabbyn in a shyppe, cabain.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 1. v. (Arb.) 86 Beholdinge . . the

toppe castell .. the cabens, the keele. 1610 Shaks. Temp.
I. 1, 15 Keepe your Cabines : you do assist the storme. 1626

Capt. Smith Accid. Vng. Seamen 10 The Captaines Cab-
ben or great Cabben. 1718 Lady M. W. Montague Lett.

II. Ivi. 85 An English lady . . desired me to let her go over

with me in my cabin. 1748 Anson Voy. 1. iii. (ed. 4) 41

Orellana. .drew towards the great cabbin. 1835 Sir
J.
Ross

N.- W. Pass. xvii. 259 They were taken into the cabin.

f b. A berth (in a ship). Hanging cabin: a

hammock, cot. Obs.

1598 W. Phillips Linschoten's Trav. Ind. in Arb. Garner
III. 20 Each man his cabin to sleep in. 1626 Capt. Smith
Accid. Vng. Seamen 11 A cabben, a hanging cabben, a

Hamacke. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) III. 1. 191 Captain
Davis . . was thrown out of his Cabbin. 1733 Lediard
Settws II. vii. 120 Cabbins hung upon palm-trees. 1769

Falconer Diet. Marine, Cajutes, the cabins or bed-places

. .for the common sailors.

t 6. A litter. Obs.

1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 770 People flocking .. some
with beires, some with cabbins, some with carts . . to fetch

awaie the dead and the wounded. ^1631 Donne Poems
(1650) 143 Some coffin'd in their cabbins lie.

f 7. A (political) Cabinet : hence cabin council,

counsellor, signet. Obs.

1636 Ff.atly Clavis Myst. xiv. 193 They are made of the

Cabin Councell, and become leaders in our vestries. 1643
True Informer 2 Their Majesties Letters under the cabine

Signet. 1644 Milton Areop. Wks. 1738 I. 142 Haughti-
ness of Prelates and cabin Counsellors that usurp'd of late.

!649 — Eikou. iv. (1851)364 Putting off such wholesome acts

ana councels, as the politic Cabin at Whitehall had no

mind to. Ibid. xi. 425 To vindicate and restore the Rights

of Parlament invaded by Cabin councels. 1676 W. Row
Contn. Blair's Autobiog. xii. (1848) 430 A close cabin coun-

cil plotting and contriving all things.

8. Comb. Chiefly in sense 5, as cabin-keeper,

-passage, -passenger, -scuttle, -stairs, -window, etc
;

cabin-parloured (having a parlour no bigger than

a ship's cabin)
; + cabin-bed, a berth. Also

Cabin-boy, -mate.
1719DE FoeO«S(?£(i84oi II. ii. 31 He lay in a *cabin-hcd,

1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (18131 389 *Cabin keepers to

shipwrights. 1802 W. Tavlor in Robberds Mem. I. 6,\o

The squeezed, *cabin-parloured houselets of Dover. 1830

Galt Laurie T. VII. 1.(18491 3°°» I to°k mv P11^^^ ner

—a *cabin-passage. 1760 Wesley frnl. 24 Aug., Half.,

were 'cabin passengers. 1851 H. Melville Whale xxix.

138 The silent steersman would watch the "cabin-scuttle.

1743 Fielding J. Wild in. vii. 323 Falling down the "cabbin

stairs he dislocated his shoulder.

Cabin (karbin), v. [f. the sb., q. v. for Forms.j

1. intr. To dwell, lodge, take shelter, in, or as

in, a cabin (senses 1-4).

1586 Fekne Blaz. Gentrie 49 Flying from their houses,

and cabaning in woods and caues. 15188 Shaks. 7 A. iv.

ii. 179 And sucke the Goate, And cabbin in a Caue. 1602

Fulbecke Pandectes 32 Vnder the shadow of Scipio the

Citie, the Ladie of the world did cabbon. i6n Hevwooii
Gold. Age 1. i. Wks. 1874 1 1 1. 15 Perpetual! care shall cabin

in my heart. 1865 Parkman Champfain be. (1875) 2
'J
8 Bands

of Indians cabined along the borders of the cove.

2. trans. To lodge, entertain, or shelter, as in a

cabin.
1602 Fulbecke indPt.Parall. 74Chast learning cabboned

with frugall contentment. 1745 W. THOMrsoN.V/( ^v/ ( \s\y p. iv,

Rock'd by the blast, and cabin'd in the storm.

3. trans. To shut up or confine within narrow and

hampering bounds. (Mostly after Shakspere.)

1605 Shaks. Macb. 111. iv. 24 Now I am cabin'd, crib'd,

confin'd, bound in. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. exxvi, The
faculty divine Is chain'd and tortured — cabin'd, cribb'd,

confined. 1846 Lytton Lucretia (1853) 253 [One who] had
the authority to cabin his mind in the walls of form. 1871

Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 58 The newer foun-

dation was cabined, cribbed, and confined in a very narrow
space between the Cathedral Church and the buildings of

the City.

b. with in.

1780 IiuRKE Sp. Bristol^ Wks. III. 417 They imagine that

their souls are cooped and cabined in, unless they have

some man. .dependent on their mercy.

4. trans. To partition off '\w\.o small apartments.

1815 Hist. J. Decastro I. 79 The inside of it . . is . . cab-

bined off into small apartments.

Ca bin boy. [f. Cabin sb. 5 + Boy.] A boy
who waits on the officers and passengers on board.

1726 Amherst Terra; Fit. xiii. 67, I was sent to Oxford,

scholar of a college, and my elder brother a cabbin boy to

the West-Indies. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 467 Every soul

on board perished, except the cabbin-boy. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. iii. 303 Sir Christopher Mings . . entered the

service as a cabin boy . . His cabin boy was Sir John Nar-

borough, and the cabin boy of Sir John Narborough was

Sir Cloudesley Shovel.

Cabined (ka;-bind), ppl. a. [f. Cabin sb. and

v. + -ed.] a. Made like a cabin ; furnished with

a cabin, b. Confined in narrow space, c. fig.

Cramped, hampered, confined in action, thought, etc.

1592 Wvrley Armorie 146 Cabbind lodgings. 1634

Milton Comus 140 From her cabined loophole peep. 18.

.

Bp. D. Wilson in Life (i860) II. xiv. 41, I am in a bholeah

or cabined boat. 1854 M. Arnold Poems (1877) I. 23 Her
cabin'd ample spirit. 1865 W. Phillips Speeches xii. 266

Cabined American civilization.

Cabinet (karbinet). Forms: 6-7 cabanet,

cabbonet, cabonet, 6- cabinet, (7 cabbinet).

[app. Eng. dim. of Cabin, as seen by the earlier

forms cabanet, cabonet, which go with the earlier

forms of cabin ; but in senses 3-6 largely influenced

by F. cabinet, which according to Scheler and

Brachet is not a direct derivative of F. cabane,

but ad. It. gabinetto ( = Sp. gabinete) 'closet, press,

chest of drawers
1

, app. a dialectal It. word going

back to the same origin as Cabin.]

I. A little cabin, room, repository. (Senses 1-3

run parallel to those of Bower 1-3.)

fX. A little cabin, hut, soldier's tent; a rustic

cottage ; a dwelling, lodging, tabernacle ; a den

or hole of a beast. Obs.

1572 Digges Straliot. (1579) 120 The Lance Knights en-

camp always in the field very strongly, two or three to a

Cabbonet. 1597 Lylv Worn, in Moone iv. i. 194 He hath

thrust me from his cabanet. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 105

A flock of., four-footed beasts, came about their cabanet.

0- X579 Fenton Gnicciard. iv. (1599) 178 The whole
campe was constrained . . to pitch their Cabinets within the

ditches. 1391 Spenser Daphn. 558, 1 him desyrde sith daje

was overcast . . To turne aside unto my cabinet, And staie

with me. 159s Shaks. Ven. $ Ad. 853 The gentle larke .

.

From his moyst cabinet mounts vp on hie. a 1640 Day
Peregr.Schol. (1881) 54 Where snakes . . and half-starvd croco-

diles made them sominer beds and winter cabbinets.



CABINET.

t b. fig.
• Tabernacle '. Obs.

?
6
;4 F'

Adams Deiitts Banq. 205 Whereas the Soule
might dwell in the body . . shee findes it a crazy, sickish,
rotten cabinet. 1630 Brathwait Eng. Gentl. (1641) 413/1
1 heir bodies .

. were too fraile Cabonets for such rich emin-
ences to lodge in.

1 2. A summer-house or bower in a garden. Obs.
579 Spenser Shefh. Col. Dec. 17 The greene cabinet.

>»° — F. Q. 11. xiL 83 Their Gardens did deface, Their
Arbers spoyld, their Cabinets suppresse. 1610 Folkingham
Art of Survey 1. xiL 44 Externall, as Groues, Arbours,
Bowers, Cabinets, Allies, Ambulatories. 1737 Miller Card.
Did., Cabinet, in a Garden, is a Conveniency which differs
from an Arbour, in this; that an Arbour.. is of a great
Length .

. but a Cabinet is either square, circular, or in
Cants, making a kind of a Salon.

3. A small chamber or room ; a private apart-
ment, a boudoir, arch, or Obs.
156s Karl Bedford in Ellis Orig. Lett. L 186 II. aioTher

is a cabinet abowte xii footes square, in the same a lyttle
lowe reposmgc bedde, and a table, at the which ther were
syttinge at the supper the Quene . . and David [Rkzio].
1003 Holland Plutarch's Mar. 1 133 Sending us unto
womens chambers and cabinets. 1600 Bible (Douayl Gen.
vi. 14 Cabinets shall thou make in the arke. 17*7 Swift
Gulliver a. iii. 118 The king, who was then retired to his
cabinet. 1814 Scott H-'nv. I. ii. 20 The stained window of
the gloomy cabinet in which they were seated. i8xa W.
Irving Braceb. Hall ii. 9 A small cabinet which he calls his
study.

1 4. A room devoted to the arrangement or display
of works of art and objects of vertu ; a museum,
picture-gallery, etc. Obs. or arch.
1676 Hobbes tlimddttSl Pref. 7 Which [a painting), .will

not be worthy to be plac'd in a Cabinet. 1717 Pope, etc.
Art Sinking 101 A curious person in a cabinet of antique
statues, etc. 1796 J. Owen Trav. Europe II. 124 The Mu-
sxum at Portia is the most interesting cabinet tn Europe,
to a man not professedly scientific. The generality of
cabinets are schools of study, rather than exhibitions.

5. A case for the safe custody of jewels, or other
valuables, letters, documents, etc. ; and thus, a re-

pository or case, often itself forming an orna-
mental piece of furniture, fitted with compartments,
drawers, shelves, etc., for the proper preservation
and display of a collection of specimens.
.1550 in Our Eng. Home (1861) 164 Fayre large cabonett,

covered with crimson vellet. .with the Kings armes crowned.
.1 1631 Donne Select. (1840) 24 The best Jewel in the best
cabinet. 1680 Sir C. Lyttelton in Hatton Corr. (1878) 232
I other day, in shifting of a cabinet. . I found abundance of
yr letter-,. 174a Chesterk. Lett. I. lxxxix. 250 That fine
y, 0o^t°f which you see screens, cabinets, and tea-tables.
1839 Th irlwall Greece III. 129 Papers had been found in
Alexander's cabinet, containing the outlines of some vast
projects. 187s Jevons Money (18781 44 In innumerable
cabinets may be found series of tin coins.

t 6- fig- A secret receptacle, treasure-chamber,
store-house

;
arcanum, etc. Obs.

IS49 CompI. Scot. (187 3) 7, I socht all the secreit comeris
of my gazophlle . . vitht in the cabinet of my interior thochtis.
1634 Sanderson Serin. 1 1. 312 That counsel of His. which is
lockt up in the cabinet of His secret will. 1660 Trial ,

Regie. 173, I look upon the Nation as the Cabinet of the I

world. 1667 Oldenburg in Phil. Trans. 1 1. 41 1 By Anatomy
we have sometimes enter d into the Chambers and Cabinets
of Animal Functions.

H Short for Cabinet photograph (11, 14).
II. In politics.

7. a. As a specific use of 3 : The private room
in which the confidential advisers of the sovereign
or chief ministers of a country meet ; the council

-

chamber. Originally in the literal sense ; now
taken chiefly for what goes on or is transacted
there, i. e. political consultation and action, as
' the field ' is taken for ' fighting, warlike action '.

1607-ia [see 8 a). 1615 W. Yonge Diary (1848) 83 The
King made choice of six of the nobility for his Council
of the Cabinet. 1691 Drvden St. Euremont's Ess. 90
Weak, unactive, and purely for the Cabinet. 1603 Mem.
Ct- Teckely 11. 117 Neither a Man of the Cabinet, nor
of the War. 1700 Dryden Fabl. Ded., You began in
the Cabinet what you afterwards practis'd in the Camp.
1804 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Dis/. III. 145 Equally
great in the cabinet as in the field, i860 Trollope Frant-
ley P. In Harold in early life had intended himself for the
cabinet.

b. The body of ]>ersons who meet in such a
cabinet

; that limited number of the ministers of
the sovereign or head of the state who are in a more
confidential position and have, in effect, with the
head of the state, the determination and adminis-
tration of affairs.

Formerly called more fully the Cabinet Council, as dis.
tinguLshed from the Privy Council, and as meeting in the
1 abinet^; the later abbreviation is like the use of ' the
House', 'the field', for those who fill or frequent it, and
would be encouraged by such expressions as 'he is of the
cabinet ' used of Vane by Roe, 163a Member of the
cabinet is later.

1644 Mercurius Brit. 44. 347 According to . . the practice of
yourCabinetor Junto; but our State Committee know better.
169a Dryden Si. Euremont's Ess. 108 Every thing was
then managed by the jealousie of her Mysterious Cabinet.
a 1734 North Lives I. 380 As for his lordship's being taken
into the cabinet. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 6 The
cabinets of Europe . . have endeavoured to keep up a con-
slant equilibrium between the different states. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India 11. i, He had been authorised by the
Prince Regent to attempt the formation of a cabinet. 1848
Macallay Hist. Eng. I. 211 Few things in our history arc

|

6

more curious than the origin and growth of the power now
possessed by the Cabinet. 1874 Bancroft Pootpr. Time
in. 236 I he members of the President's Cabinet.
to. A meeting of this body. Now called a

1 Cabinet council or 1 meeting of the Cabinet '.

(What is now called 'the Cabinet' was formerly 'the
Cabinet Council and what is now ' a Cabinet Council

'

was formerly termed 'a Cabinet'.)
1711 Swift Lett. (17681 III. 195 To day the duke was

forced to go to the race while the cabinet was held. 1788 9Dk. Leeds Polit. Mem. {1884) 140 There was a Cabinet
at my office. 1805 Pitt in Ld. Stanhope Life III. 318 A
Cabinet b summoned for twelve to-morrow.

8. Cabinet Council : a. the earlier appellation
of the body now styled the Cabinet : see 7 b.
Apparently introduced, at the accession of Charles I, in

1625 ; but the expression cabinet counsel m counsel given
privately or secretly in the cabinet or private apartment,
occurs earlier and, from the confusion ofcowwWand council,
was prob. a factor in the name : see Cabinet Counsellor in 9.
[1607 1 2 Bacon Counsel, Ess. (Arb.) 318 For which in-

coveniences the doctrine of Italy, and practize of Fraunce,
(ed. 1625 in some Kings times] hath introduced Cabanett
Councelles [ed. 1612 Cabanet counsels ; 1625 Cabinet coun-
sels!, a remedy worse than the disease. 1633 Massincer
Dk. Milan 11. V 10 No, those are cabinet councils, And not
to be communicated, but To such as are his own, and sure.]
163a Massincer Maid ofHon. 1. L 6 Though a counsellor

of state, I am not of the cabinet council. 1646-7 Clarendon
Hist.Reb. (1702) 1. 11. 1:7 These persons made up the Com-
mittee of State (which was reproachfully after call'd the
Juncto, and enviously then in the Court the Cabinet Council).
Ibid. n. § 61 That Committee of the Council which used to
be consulted in secret affairs. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1.

(1739) 20^ The sense of State once contracted into a Privy
Council, is soon recontracted into a Cabinet-Council, and
last of all into a Favourite or two. x668 Howe Bless.
Righteous Wks. (1834) 250/2 To know his [i. e. God's] Secrets;
to be as it were of the Cabinet-Council. 17J7 Swift To
very yng. Lady

%
Never take a favourite waiting-maid into

your cabinet-council. 01734 North Lives II. 51 Thus the
cabinet council which at first was but in the nature of a
private conversation, came to be a formal council, and had
the direction of most transactions of the Government. 1846
McCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 143 Cabinet Coun-
cil.—This body, though without any recognised legal exist-
ence, constitutes, in effect, the government of the country.
It consists of a certain number of privy councillors, com-
prising the principal ministers of the Crown for the time
being, who are summoned to attend at each meeting.

b. now, A meeting or consultation of the
' cabinet

1679 J. Goodman Penitent Pardon. 1. iii. (1713) 54 God
Almighty, .never, .leaves them to guess at the transactions
in his Cabinet-Council. 1688 Evelyn Mem. (1857) II. 295
Carried to Newgate, after examination at the Cabinet
Council. i7»6 Berkeley in Fraser Life iv. (1871) 138 The
point was carried, .in the cabinet council.

9. Cabinet Counsellor, a private counsellor

;

a member of the Cabinet.
161! Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vi. 3 For a Cabanet-Coun-

sellour at all times, he had his owne Mother, Matildis the
Empresse. 1633 Massincer Guardian 11. iii, You are still

my cabinet counsellors. 1640 Bastwick Lord Bps. j. A iv,

It seems he is one of Christs Cabinet Counsellors, that he i-

so intimately privie to his thoughts.

III. Attrib. and in Comb.
10. Of the cabinet, as a private place ; private,

secret. •

i6o7-»3 Cabinet Counsel [see 8]. 1611 40 Cabinet Coun-
sellor (see 9} 1638 Penit. Con/, vi. (1657) 06 That laid open
their Cabinet sins. 1654 Warren Unbelievers no 1 here
are some Cabinet, secret thoughts, and purposes in God.
1655 Fuller Ck. Hist. 1. 37 As if others had not received
such private Instructions as themselves, being Cabinet-
Historians. 0x674 Clarendon Hist, //,'. (1704) III. xi.

197 He was likew ise very strict in observing the hours of
his private Cabinet Devotions.

11. Of such value, beauty, or size, as to be fitted

for a private chamber, or kept in a cabinet. Some-
times more or less technical, as in cabinet edition,

one smaller and less costly than a library edition,

but tastefully rather than cheaply got up ; cabinet

organ, 1 a superior class and size of reed organ '

;

cabinet photograph ^see cabinet-sized in 14); cabi-

net piano, etc.

1696 Phillips, Cabinet Organ, a Portative Organ. 1708
Kersey, Cabinet-organ, a little Organ, that may be easily

carry'd, or remov'd from one Place to another. 1711
Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) I'*43° One admires musick and
paintings, cabinet -curiosity's, and in-door ornaments. 1750
Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752) 859 Cabinet Wares. 1817
[* Hunt Let. in Gentl. Mag. May (1876) 601 A cabinet
piano. 18*4 Miss Mitfokd Village Ser. 1.(1863)147 It is

quite a cabinet picture. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 18

Cabinet pictures are so named because they are so small
in size as to be readily contained in a cabinet. Mod. The
Cabinet edition of Macaulay.
12. Fit for cabinet-making.
1849 Freese Comm. Class-bk. 17 Cabinet woods, are the

qualities used for making all kinds of household furniture,

as mahogany, rose-wood, cedar, satin-wood.

13. Of or pertaining to the political cabinet, as

cabinet minister, etc.

1817 Parl. Deb. 1556 Did any body suppose that three

years spent in a cabinet office were sufficient to entitle the
individual to a cabinet pension 7

14. Comb, cabinet-box Cabinet 5 : cabinet-
founder ; cabinet-sized a., of fit size for placing

in a cabinet
; (a photograph) of the size larger

than a cnrte-ole-visite.

1655 Mk<j. Wokc Cent. Inv. Index 7 A total locking of

CABLE.
Cabinet-boxes. 1800 Him Ann. Directory Underhill, J.,
Cabinet-founder and Ironmonger. 1883 Lloyd Ebb 4 Menu
II. 186 A nice cabinet -sized photograph of her.

Ca binet, v. Pa. t. and pple. -eted. [f. prec]
trans. To enclose in or as in a cabinet.
C1641 Observalor Defended 11 That government, which

our Laws are lockt and cabenetted in. a 1658 Hewytt
Semi. 87 (R. i To adore the casket, and contemn the jewel
that is cabinetted in it. 1660 Charac. Italy 80 The Priest,
who as yet was cabinetted up in the Merchants house. 1854
J. Warter Last of Old So. v. 44 That a heart of hearts
was cabinetted in a person the most attractive.

Cabineted, a. rare. Enclosed as in a
cabinet ; shut up.
1680 Charnock Wks. 11864) L 53 Good men have provi-

dence cabineted in a promise. 18.. Blackie Poems, The
cabineted skeleton Of fallen majesty !

CabineteeT. nonce-zvd. One who has official

connexion with a cabinet.

1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 531 Hume is the sole historian
of whom the Cabineteer ever heard.

Cabinet-ma ker.
1. One whose business it is to make cabinets

(sense 5), and the finer kind of joiner's work.
1681 Trials. Colledge 59 Mr. Alt. Gen. What Trade are

you? Mr. Hickman. A Cabinet-maker. 1689 Luttrell
Brief Jlel. 11857) L D14 One Johnson, a popish cabinet
maker. 1717 Swift Gulliver 11. iii, The queen commanded
her own cabinet-maker to contrive a box. 1871 Yeats
Techn. Hist. Comm. 43 Joiners' and cabinet-makers' work.
2. casual. One who constructs a political cabinet.
1884 Boston Mass. Jrnl. 22 Nov. 2/4 The Cabinet-makers,

office-seekers, and schemers who abound in Washington.
Hence Ca binet marking, the cabinet-maker's

occupation ; the construction of a political cabinet.
1813 in Examiner 1 Feb. 71/2 They'll fit you .. whatever

your trade is ; (Except it be Cabinet-making'. 188a BnMI
All Sorts 116 The gentle craft of cabinet-making. 1885
Pall Mall G. 16 June 1/2 Hitches are inevitable whenever
Cabinet-making is undertaken.

Cabir, obs. form of Caber.
Cabish, obs. form of Cabbage.
Cable (k^i-b'l), sb. Forms: 3-4 kable, 5-7 ca-

bultle, cabyl, -il, -ille, -el, -ell, -elle, (5-6
gable, gabyll

,
3- cable. [ME. cable, cabel,

table, identical with Du. kabel, MDu.raiW, MLG.
kabel, MHli. and Ger. kabel, all app. from
Romanic: cf. F. cdble, Sp. cable, l'g. cabre, all

meaning 1 cable ', It. cappio sliding knot, noose,

gin :—late L. capulum, cnplum a halter for catch-

ing or fastening cattle, according to Isidore f.

caplre to take 'quod eo indomita jumeuta com-
prehendantur ' : cf. capulum, -us, ' handle, haft ',

capuld-re to take, catch, etc.

(There are difficulties as to F. cable, older forms of which
were caable, chaable, ch/able, chdbte, which point, through
'cadable, to a L. *catabola a kind of Ballista for hurling
stones, etc, in which sense chaable also occurs : see Cabu-
lus in Du Cange. Littre* supposes an early confusion be-

tween this and *cable from Isidore's capulum ; others think

that as the catabola was put in motion with ropes, it may
be the real source. But this docs not account for the Sp.

and It. words. }

1. A strong thick rope, originally of hemp or

other fibre, now also of strands of iron wire.

Originally a stout rope of any thickness, but now, in

nautical use, a cable (of hemp, jute, etc) is 10 inches in cir-

cumference and upwards ;
ropes of less thickness being called

cablets or hawsers. In other than nautical use (see 2), rope

is commonly used when the material is hemp or fibre las in

the ' rope ' by which a train is drawn up an incline*, and
cable when the material is wire.

1 iaoj Lay. 1338 He hihte hondlicn kablcn [1 U75 cables).

< 1320 Sir Guy 4613 Sche come . . Doun of te caste! in sel.

coube wise Bi on cable alle sleyelichc. c 1340 Cursor M.
24848 (Fairf.) pe mast hit shoke, be cablis [earlier MSS.
cordis) brast. 1 139a Chaucer Compl. V enus 33 paughe
Ialousye wer hanged by a Kable Sneo wolde al Vnowe.
. 1410 Chron. Vilod. 86a Alle be gables of be shippe bey
broston a to. 1535 Coverdale hceles. iv. 12 A tnrefolde

cable is not liglitly broken. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres
v. iii. 135 Sinai cables for the artillery. i6»6 G. Sasdvs
Ovid's Met. vill. 170 He .. ouerthrowes With cabels,

and innumerable blowes, The sturdy Oke. 1708 J. C.

Compl. Collier (1845) 34 A Cable of three inches round and
of good Stuff, will do better for Coal-work. 184a Penny
Cycl. XXIII. 336/2 The platform (of a suspension-bridge at

the Isle, of Bourbon) is suspended from four cables . . and
each cable consists of fifteen bundles of eighty wires each.

h.fig.
1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vn. xviii. t 10 The whole body

politic should be.. a threefold cable. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1.

li. 17 He will . . put vpon you what restraint or greeuance

The Law., will giue him Cable. 1609 Holland Amm.
Marcell. xxix. i. 351 He unfolded . . a huge long cable of

villanies. 1616R.C. Times' Whis. vi. 2343 Linckt together

with sinnes ougly cable.

c. It is easier for a cable to go through the eye

of a needle, a variant rendering of Matt. xix. 34,

Mark x. 35, Luke xviii. 35, adopted by Sir J.

C'heke, and cited by many writers.

IThis represents a variant interpretation of Gr. <ra|A>jAov in

this passage, mentioned already by Cyril of Alexandria in

the 5th c. Subsequently a variant reading itinlXm (found

in several late cursive MSS.) was associated with this

rendering, and Suidas(T 11th c) makes distinct words of ko-

/AtAof
1

cable ',
«x/x»)Aos camel. Some Mod.Gr. dictionaries

have also icofiiAos* cable.)

. 1530 More De Quatnor Xouisi. Wks. 11557)92 It were

us harde for the nche manne to conic into heauen, as a
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great cable or a Camel to go through a nedles eye. C 1550
|

Cheke Matt. xix. 24 It is easier for a cable to passe thorough
j

a nedels eie, yen for a rich man to enter in to >* kingdoom of .

heaven. \Marg. note. Although y* Suidas seem to sai

ko/ziaos to be for a cable roop, and «af»jAo« for y° beest, iet

theophylactus . . and Celius . . taak ctffUfAor to be booy y°

beest and y" cable, as moost season agreeabli serveth heer.]

1581 Marbeck Bk. ofNotes 540 It is impossible for a Camell

(or Cable, that is a great rope of a ship) . - to go through a

needles eye. 1637 Colvil Whig's SnppUc. (1695) 49 An
honest Clergyman will be When Cable passeth Needles eye.

x84o Marryat Olla Podr., S. W. # by W. j W., If he were

as incompetent as a camel (or, as they say at sea, a cable) to

pass through the eye of a needle.

2. spec. (Naut.) The strong thick rope to which

a ship's anchor is fastened ; and by transference,

anything used for the same purpose, as a chain of

iron links {chain cable).
f Slream-cable,a.hav,ser or rope something smaller than the

bower, used to move or hold the ship temporarily during:

a calm in a river or haven, sheltered from the wind and

sea, etc' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.)

c 13*5 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 418 With-outen mast, ober myke,
ober myry bawe-lyne, Kable, ober capstan to clyppe to her

ankrez. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2848 pai caste ancres full kene

with cables to grounde. 1490 Caxton Encydos xxvii. 96
Eneas, .cutte asondre the cables that with helde the shippe

within the hauen. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. iv. 4 The
Cable broke, the holding-Anchor lost. 1627 Capt. Smith
Seaman's Gram. vii. 30 The Cables also carry a proportion

to the Anchors, but if it be not three strond, it is accounted
but a Hawser. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11789) s.v.

Admiral, They may be ready to cut or slip the cables when
they shall be too much hurried to weigh their anchors. 1836

W. Irving Astoria I. 185 Slip the cable and endeavour to

get to sea. 1885 Annandale Imp. Diet. s.v\, Chain-cables

have now almost superseded rope-cables.

\>.fig.
1635 Quarles Embl. in. xi. (1718) 169 Pray'r is the Cable,

at whose end appears The anchor hope. 1677 Yarranton
Engl. Improv. 22 The grand Banks . . shall be the Anchor
and Cable of all smaller Banks. 1851 Mayhkw Loud. Labour
I. 360 Her cable had run out, and she died.

C. A cable or cable's length, as a unit of measure-

ment, 'about 100 fathoms ; in marine charts 60756
feet, or one-tenth of a sea mile* (Adml. Smyth).

1555 Eden Decades W. hid. (Arb.) 381 Redde cliffes with

white strakes like wayes a cable length a piece. 1665 Duke
of York's Fight. Instr. xiv, To keep about the distance of

half a cable from one another. 1702 Loud. Gas. No. 3844/4
The Two Buoys.. being distant near the Length of Two
Cables. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Cable., a.

measure of 120 fathoms, called by the English seamen a
cable's length. 1778 Capt. Miller in Nicolas Disp. Nelson

(1846) VII. Introd. 159 We got within a cable and a half of

her. 1813 South ey Nelson (1854) 167 He veered half a
cable, and instantly opened a tremendous fire. 1840 R.

Dana Bef Mast xi. 26 Within two cable lengths ofthe shore.

3. Telegraphy. A rope-like line used for sub-

marine telegraphs, containing the wires along

which the electric current passes, embedded in

gutta percha or other insulating substance, and

encased in an external sheathing of strong wire

strands, resembling the wire cable of sense 1.

Alsob. a bundle of insulated wires, passing through

a pipe laid underground in streets, etc.

1854 Specif. Brett's Patent No. 10939. 21 This said cable

or rope I denominate my Oceanic Line. 1852 Leisure Hour
Sept. 591 Complimentary messages were transmitted by
means of the cable through the waters to Dover. 1855
Wheatstone Roy. Soc. Proc. VII. 328 Experiment's made
with the submarine cable of the Mediterranean Electric

Telegraph. 1858 Tii?ies Ann. Summary 89 The unfortu-

nate fracture of the oceanic cable. 1864 W. Crookes Q.
Jrnl. Science I. 44 The Atlantic Cable and its Teachings.

1865 Russell A tlautic Telegr. 2 Mr. Wheatstone. .as early

as 1840 brought before the House of Commons the project

of a cable to be laid between Dover and Calais. 1880 Times
17 Dec. 5/6 [She] is reported by cable to have put into St.

Thomas. 1887 Telegr. Jrnl. 4 Mar. 203/2 In pur system,

the cables can be easily drawn out of the iron pipes if occa-

sion demands it.

c. A cable message, a Cablegram.
1883 Bread-Winners 175 It riled me to have to pay for two

cables. 1884 Pall Mall G. 6 Aug. 11/1, I was desired by my
chief in New York to . . give them a long ' cable '. 1886

Daily News 4 June 6/4 The General . . had received cables

of greeting from the 1 comrades ' in Australasia and America.

4. Arch., Goldsmith's 7vork, etc. (also cable-

moulding) \ A convex moulding or ornament made
in the form of a rope.

1859 Turner Dom.Archit. III. i. 9 Norman ornaments.

.

particularly the billet and the cable. Ibid. 11. vii. 359 The
cornice is the cable-moulding on a large scale. 1862

Athenaeum 30 Aug. 277 A figure of Science, on a coral base,

with a cable border. 1877 W. Jones Fiuger-ring L. 140 The
outer edge . . is also decorated with a heavy cable-moulding.

5. (.See quot.)

1877 Peacock N. W. Lincoln. Gloss. (E. D. S. ) Cable, a
long narrow strip of ground.

6. Altrib. and Comb., as (senses 1, 2) cable-chain,

-coil, -maker, -roots ;
(sense 3) cable-advice, -des-

patch, -?nan, -message, -tank
;

(sense 4) cable-

bonkr, moulding, pattern, etc.

1882 Mod. Trade Circular, Further "cable advices from the
Colonies. 1886 Pall Mall G. 27 Aug. 11/2 The *cable-chain
makers

. .factory men, who make the marine or cable chains.
1667 Denham Direct. Painter 11. ix. 24 See that thou . . spoil
All their Sea-market, and their *Cable-coyl. 1483 Caxton
G. de la Tour Fj, A roper or *cable maker. 186$ Daily
Tel. 19 Aug. 4/4 Mr. Canning showed the cable and the
stab to the *cablemen. 1877 Daily Neivs 3 Nov. 6/5 The
following *cable message has been received . . from New

York. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Philaster v. Hi, Pines, whose
"cable roots Held out a thousand storms. 1865 Sat. Rev.
12 Aug. 192 The first defect was occasioned—[by] the drop-

ping of a fragment of wire into the 'cable-tank,

7. Special comb. : cable-bends, cable-buoy,

cable-hanger (see quots.) ; cable-hatband, a

twisted cord of gold, silver, or silk, worn round

the hat Jlalliw.) ; cable-laid a. (see quot.)

;

cable-range, a given length of cable ; a range

of coils or rolls of cable ;
cable-rope - sense 1

;

also, cable-laid rope ;
cable-stock, the capstan

;

cable-tier, the place in a hold, or between decks,

where the cables are coiled away ; cable-tools

(see quot.).

1867 Smvth Sailor's Word-bk., *Cable-bends, two small

ropes for lashing the end of a hempen cable to its own part,

in order to secure the clinch by which it is fastened to the

anchor-ring. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine {1789) *Cable-

Buoys, common casks employed to buoy up the cables.

1732 De Foe Tour Gt. Brit. (17691 I. 149 Persons who
dredge or fish for Oysters [on the Medway], not being free

of the Fishery, are called *Cable-hangers. 1599 B. Jonson
Ev. Man out Hum. Induct., Wearing a pyed feather

The*cable hatband, or the three-piled ruff. 1602 Marston
Ant. <y Melt. 11. i. (N.) More cable, till he had as much as

my cable-hatband to fence him. 1723 Loud. Gaz. No. 6129/3

Stolen from the Fifth Moorings, Eleven Fathom of Eleven
Inch *Cable laid Pendant. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
11789) s.v. Ropes, Ropes are either cable-laid or hawser-laid :

the former are composed of nine strands, viz. three great

strands, each of which is composed of three smaller strands.

1883 W. C. Russell Sea Queen II. ii. 34 The men were set

to work to get the *cable-range along, ready for bringing up.

1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 833 From the anker he kutteth

the *gabyll rope. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 53 At the

west ende of Powlles stepull was tayed a cabelle roppe.

1711 Loud. Gaz. No. 4882/3 About sixty Fathom of Cable
Rope, about nine Inches Circumference. 1549 Compl. Scot.

vi. 40 The maister. .bald the marynalis lay the cabil to the

cabilstok. 1833 Marryat P. Simple (1863) 62 Knocking
the man down into the *cable tier, i860 H. Stuart Sea-

man's Catech. 62 The hemp cables are coiled in the cable

tiers. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., ^Cable-tools, the ap-

paratus used in drilling deep holes, such as artesian wells,

with a rope, instead of rods, to connect the drill with the

machine on the surface.

Cable (k^i-b'l), v. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To furnish with a cable or cables ; to

fasten with or as with a cable, to tie up.

c 1500 Dunbar Tua Mariit Went. 354 Se how I cabeld

;one cout with a kene brydill ! 1530 Palsgr. 473/1, 1

cable, I store a shyppe of cables. 1598 Florio, Gomenare
. .to cable an anker. 1605 T. Ryves Vicar s Plea (1620) 31

They are . . fortefied and cabled vp with the graunts and
priuiledges of Gregory the 14. 1634 Shirley Example 1. i,

Here I am cabled up above their shot. 1640 — Imposture
1. ii, I hope she's not turned nun . . I do not like The women
should be cabled up. 1800 Naval Chron. IV, 218 His
Majesty's ships are insufficiently cabled. 1863 Ld. Lytton
Ring Amasis II. 11. lit xi. 273 The motive power of his

being was cabled to Superstition.

2. Arch. To furnish (a column) with vertical

convex circular mouldings, which should properly

occupy the lower part of the flutings, so as to

represent a rope or staff placed in the flute (Gwilt).

1766 Entick London IV. 91 Cabled with small pillars

bound round it, with a kind of arched work and subdivisions

between. 1848 Rickman Archit. 13 These channels are

sometimes partly filled by a lesser round moulding ; this is

called cabling the flutes. 1875 Gwilt Archit. Gloss, s.v.

Cabling. In modern times an occasional abuse has been
practised of cabling without fluting, as in the church delta

Sapienza at Rome.

3. trans, and intr. To transmit (a message, news,

etc.)? or communicate, by submarine telegraph.

(Const, as in to telegraph.)

1871 Schele de Vere Americanisms (1872) 559 A late

telegram by Atlantic Cable from the British Premier, .said :

'Cable how match-tax works'. 1880 Times 28 Oct., The
exciting news cabled from Ireland. 1881 Ionia Standard 24
Mar., He [i. e. Secretary Blaine] has been cabling con-
stantly with Lord Granville. 1882 Times 14 Apr. 5/3 The
Secretary of State . . cabled the substance of them to Minister
Lowell. 1884 Kendal Merc. 1 Nov. 5 Mr. Henry Irving

cabled me from Boston, .that, etc.

Cable, obs. f. of Caball, horse.

Cabled (k^-b'ld), a. [f. Cable sb. and v.

+ -ED.] a. Furnished or fastened with a cable or

cables, b. Arch. C. Her. (See quots.)

1530 Palsgr. 473/1 My shyppe is as wel cabled as any in

all the fleete. 1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archit. 130 Some-
times we find the Striges to be fill'd up with a swelling, .and
these we may call Stav'd or Cabl'd Columns. 1751 Cham-
bers CycL, Cabledflutes, in architecture .. filled up with
raised or swelling pieces in form of Cables. Ibid. Cabled,

in Heraldry, is applied to a cross formed of the two ends of

a ship's cable. 1757 Dyer Fleece 11, In Myrina's port [they]

Cast out the cabled stone upon- the strand.

Cablegram kt^-b'lgrcem). [f. Cable sb. +
-gram, by superficial analogy with Telegkam

;

(in which both elements are Greek). (The sub-

stitution of Calogram has been vainly urged by
various writers.)] A message sent by submarine

telegraph cable.

1868 Daily News 26 Sept., The new word cablegram is

used by a New York contemporary to characterise a tele-

j

graphic despatch. 1873 in Times (D.) This libel appears in

i
your journal as a cablegram, New York, 20th. 1879 Let.

i m Daily News 14 Oct. 6/2 If there is any necessity for a

! word to distinguish a telegram sent by'cable . . I would suggest
1 that the word 'Calogram' be u«ed in the place of ' Cable-

gram*. 1880 Athenseum No. 2764. 505/2 A cablegram has
been received, .from America, announcing the discovery of

a ' large comet ' by Mr. Lewis Swift. 1883 High Commiss.
ofCanada in Times 13 Aug., It may interest your associa-

tion to be made acquainted with the following cablegram.

Cablegraph (k^'b'lgroef), v. [f. prec. after

telegraph^
1887 Standard 14 Oct. 2/6 [He] cablegraphed from Loon.

Cabless ^kre-bles), a. [f. Cab sb.% + -less.]

Unprovided with a cab or cabs.

1834 Eraser's Mag. X. 365 The cabless condition of St.

James's Street. 1857 Chamb. Jrnl. VIII. 82 Ill-paved, un-

lighted, cabless regions.

Cablet '^k^-blet). [f. Cable sb. + -et.] A small

cable or cable-laid rope less than 10 inches in

circumference.
1575-6 in Report Commiss. Hist. MSS. (1874) 114/1

An Act for the true making of great cables and cabletts.

1613 I'oy. Guiana in Hart. Misc. tMalh.) III. 176 By the

. .fury of the wind and sea, the cablet broke. 1794 Rigging
Seamanship I. 54 Cablets, cable-laid ropes, under nine

inches in circumference. 1800 Naval Chron. III. 65 Made
fast to the principal cablet, or hawser. 1803 Rep. Com-
miss. in Naval Chron. X. 48 Cablets - Inches, 9J, 9, 8,

7-J..3. i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 52 When three

cablets are laid up together, it is called 'hawser-laid rope'.

Cabling k^blirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Cable v. +
-ING 1

.] The filling up of the lower part of the

flutes of a column with cylindrical mouldings.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v., There are also cablings in

relievo without fluting, especially on certain pilasters, as in

the church of Sapienza at Rome.

Cabling, erroneous or dial, form of Cavelling.
1885 Times (Weekly ed.) 4 Sept. 6/1 This process known as

cabling, .the only fair method of allotting the work.

t Ca'blish. Obs. [prob. a. Anglo-Fr. *cab/is =
F. chablis, OF. chaablis, med.L. cablicium, pi.

cablicia, in the Forest Laws, in same sense ; of

doubtful derivation : see Littre ; but app. related

to OF. chaable, and thus with L. *catabola, see

Cable, and cf. Littre chablis and Du Cange calm-

lusA Strictly, trees blown down, or branches

blown off by the wind, but explained by the legal

antiquaries of the 16th c. as brushwood.

1594 R. Crompton Jurisdict. 196 Cablicia is properly

brushwood. T. claimed the drie woods & cablish in his

owne woods. 1664 SijELMAN,Crt^/iV;Vi,Cablish. . .Angl. Brush-

wood. Rectius . .Windfalls. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in.

75/2 Cablish is all sorts of Brushwood. 185a Smith Eng. $
Fr. Diet., Cablish. .bois chablis, broussailles.

Cabman (kre-bms:n
,

>. [f. Cab sb.%] A man
whose occupation is to drive a public cab.

1850 Mrs. Brownin'g Poems II. 191 The cabman's cry to

get out of the way, i860 Vacat. Tour. 59 Haifa dozen cab-

men shouting in my ears. Ibid. 137 They know them as

well as a London cabman does the streets.

Cabob (katyrb). Also kabob. [Arab. iJ-aS

kabdb (also in Pers. and Urdu), in same sense.]

1. An oriental dish (see the quotations) ; also

used in India for roast meat in general. (Now
always in plur.)
1698 Fryer Acc. E. hid. 4- P. 404 (Y.) Cabob is Rostmeat

on Skewers, cut in little round pieces no bigger than a Six-

pence, and Ginger and Garlick put between each. 1743 R.

PocoCke Egypt in Pinkerton Voy. XIV. 211 Cabobs, or

meat rosted in small pieces, that may be eat without dividing,

1814 Forbes Orient. Mem. II. 480 (Y.), I often partook with

my Arabs of a dish common in Arabia called Kabob or

Kab-ab. 1854 Thackeray Newcomes II. 242 Eats cabobs
with city nabobs.

2. ' A leg of mutton stuffed with white herrings

and sweet herbs' (Halliwell).

1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Cabob, a Loin of Mutton
Roasted with anOnyon betwixt each joint ; a Turkish and
Persian Dish.. now used in England.

Hence Cabo b v. To cook in the manner de-

scribed. (Webster cites Sir T. Herbert.)

II Caboceer (k^b(?si 3,i). [ad. Pg. cabociero,

f. cabo, fabeca head.] The headman (of a West
African village or tribe).

1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xvi, My father appointed me
a Caboceer. 1864 R. Burton Dahome II. 38 The type of a

Dahoman Caboceer. 1866 Engel Nat. Music i. 4 The
melodies produced by a Caboceer, or chief of Dahomey,
upon his sanko, deserve our attention.

t Caboche, sb. Obs. [see next and Cabot.]

A fish ; the Bull-head, or Miller's Thumb.
-1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 641 Hie caput, caboche.

c 1440 Promp. Part'. 57 Caboche, currulia.

t Cabo'clie, ^- ? Obs. Also 6 cabage. [f.

F. cabocher (in same sense) implied in pple. adj.

caboche Caboched, and used (as cabacher) by
Palsgr., f. caboche -It. capocchia augm. and pejora-

tive of capo head. The form cabage is identified

with Cabbage p.1, which is ultimately the same
word.] trans. To cut off the head of (a deer)

close behind the horns.

a 1425 Bk. Hunting MS. Bodl. 546 fol. 93 per nedeth no
more but to caboche his heed. 1530 Palsgr. 596, 1 kabage
a deere, je cabaiche. I wyll cabage my dere . .j'e cabachcray
ma beste. 1575 Turberv. Bk. Vetierie xliii. 134 It is cut oft

near to the head. And then the heade is cabaged [i.e.] cut

close by the homes through the braine pan.untill you come
vndemeath the eyes, and ther it is cut off.

Caboched, caboshed, cabossed (kab^ Jt.

kabfst", ppl. a. Her. Also cabazed, cabaged,
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[f. prec. ; or ad. F. caboche

1

in same sense.] Borne
(as the head of a stag, bull, or other beast) full-

faced, and cut off close behind the ears so as to

show no part of the neck ; trunked.
IJ7» Bossewell Armorie XL 59 An hartes heade cabazed

d'Ur. 1610 Guillim Heraldry in. xiv. (1660) 162 These
horned beasts . . have also their heads borne Trunked

:

Which ofsome Armorists is blazoned Cabossed. 1751 Cham-
bers Cycl., Caboched, caboshed or cabossed. 1761 Brit.
Mag. II. 76 Three harts heads, caboshed, argent. 1797
Ckurchw. Acc. St. Mary Hill, Lond. (Nichofis) 95 note,
A bull's head cabost. 1866 Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture
36 A chevron between three bucks' heads cabossed argent.

Caboching, cabo'ssing, vbl. sb. Her. [f.

as prec. + -ing 1

.] (See quot.)

17*7 Bradley Fam. Diet. I. s.v. Cabosed, A Term in
Heraldry, for the Head of any Beast, being just cut off be-
hind the Ears, by a Section parallel to the Face, or by a
perpendicular Section ; whereas Couping is usually ex-
press'd by a Horizontal one, and is never so close to the
Ears as Cabosing.

Cabochon (kab^rr). Also 6 Sc. cabos-
choun, coboiachoun, coboschoun. [Ft. : aug-
mentative of caboche ; see above.] A precious
stone when merely polished, without being cut into

facets or receiving any regular figure but that

which belongs to the stone itself, the rough parts

only being removed. This fashion is chiefly ap-
plied to the garnet (carbuncle), ruby, sapphire and
amethyst. Chiefly atlrib.j as in cabochon shape,

crystal, emerald, etc.

1578 Inventories 265 (Jam.) Tua tabled diamantis, and tua
rubyis coboischoun. Ibid. 266 Foure rubyis coboschoun.
187J Kllacomhe Hells of Ch. vii. 174 Under the foot of the
cross is a large uncut crystal • :it one side of this cabochon
is a mitred figure. 1877 W.^Jones Finger-ring L. 220 A pale
cabochon sapphire. 1883 Times 14 July 7 The centre stone
..is encircled by ruby, emerald, sapphire, and five other
stones, cut cabochon shape.

fCabod, v. Obs. rare-1
, trans. ?To edge or

border.
X7SJ Songs Costume {1849) 231 With fringes of knotting

yourDickey cabod.

Cabok, obs. f. of Kkbbuck, Sc., cheese.

Cabon, -et, early forms of Cabin, -et.

Caboose (k&b£*s). Also cam-, cau-, coboose.
[Identical with Do. kabuis, kombuis, earlier Du.
comb&se, cabiise, MLG. kabhuse (whence mod.G.
kabuse), also F. cambuse 'app. introduced into the

navy about the middle of the i8thc.' (Littre).

The original lang. was perh. LG. ; but the history

and etymology are altogether obscure.]

1. * The cook-room or kitchen of merchantmen
on deck ; a diminutive substitute for the galley of

a man-of-war. It is generally furnished with cast-

iron apparatus for cooking* (Smyth Sailor s

IVord-bk.).

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789*, Caboose, a sort of box
or house to cover the chimney of some merchant-ships. It

somewhat resembles a centry-l>ox, and generally stands
against the Itarricade on the fore part of the quarter-deck.
1805 N. YorkChron. in Naval Chron. XI 1 1. 122 William
Cameron drifted aboard on the canboose. 1805 Duncan
Marin. Chron. IV. 70 A sea broke . . and swept away the
caboose and all its utensils from the deck. 1833 M. Scott
Tom Cringle (1862) 6 Fishing boats at anchor, all with
their tiny cabooses. 1844 Ord. . X rmy 341 A sentry
is constantly to l>e placed at the cooking-place or caboose.

1879 Farrar St. Paul II. 375 The caboose and utensils
must long ago have been washed overl>oard.

b. A cooking-oven or fireplace erected on land.

1859 Autobiog. Beggar-boy 93 The man. .requested me to

put his pannikin on the caboose fire. 188* Harper's Mag.
Feb. 3ji Outside are ' cambooses' for preparing fish in the
open air. 1883 Century Mag, XXVI. 550 The lawn is

studded with cabooses.

2. U. S. A van or car on a freight train used by
workmen or the men in charge.

1 88 1 Chicago Times 18 June, The caboose of the construc-

tion train, containing workmen and several boys. 1884
Dakota paper Jan., Four cars and a caboose running down
the track.

Cabos : see Cabot.
Cabosh, -ed, cabossed, var. ft". Caboche, -d.

II Cabot kalw, karbat). [Earlier and N.Kr. cabot,

mod.K. chabot. f. Romanic cabo, capo head (- -ot.]

+ 1. A fish : the Bull-head or Miller's Thumb.
1611 Cotgk., Poisson royal, the white Cal>ot.

2. A measure of d ry goods in the Chan ncl
Islands ; cf. the Sc. Cap.
*835 H. I). Ingus Channel 1st. 124 In Jersey . . sixteen

cabots per perch, has been known to be obtained. 1862
Ansied Channel 1st. iv. App. A (ed. 2> 566 In Jersey, the
measure of dry goods is the caliot, or half-bushel, .contain-

ing 43 lbs. 7 ozs, of distilled water.

Cabotage kartxfted:;). Naut. [a. F. cabotage

also Sp., in It. cabotaggio) in same sense; f. F.

caboter to coast ; whence F. has also cabotcur, ca-

botier, cabotin, cabotinage, cabothtcr. Derivation

uncertain.
Originally a shipping term of the north of France : M . Paul

Meyer rejects Littre"s guess from Sp. cabo cape, headland,
as if ' to sail from cape to cape', as untenable phonetically
and historically, and thinks the verb must l>e from the name
of a kind of boat. The gloss 'cabo, trabe, nave ' occurs in

(MS. Kibl. Nat. 1646 If. 83 b) a 13th c. copy of an older

glossary*; and Littre' has cabot, chabot as north French
equivalents of sabot, which is still applied to a small vessel
running two or three knots an hour. 1 Brachet guesses that
caboter may be from the surname Cabot ; which may have
had the same origin, but cf. prec.))

Coasting ; coast-pilotage ; the coast carrying
trade by sea.

1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II. 186 The Cabotage, as they
call it, or carrying trade. 1876 R. Burton Gorilla L. I. 6
Small vessels belonging to foreigners, and employed in
cabotage. 1885 Standard 2 Jan. (Article) The Cabotage in
China. (From Shanghai correspondent.]

f Cabow. Obs. Also cabbowe.
1489 Will of Rowley, Bristol (Somerset Ho.) All my

Cabowe or Stuf in Marchaundise. 1501 Will of Barre
(Somerset Ho.) The Cabow that I haue in her [a ship]. 1501
Bristol Wills (Wadley) 173, xx marke of my Cabbowe in
money or dettes . . the Residue of my Cabbowe.

t Cabre, v. Obs. [a. F. cabrer, f. Sp. cabra
goat : see Caper.] intr. To caper (as a hone).
1600 Holland Livy VBL vii. 285 At the smart of which the

horse reared and cabred with his forefeet.

II Cabre (kabre),a. Her. [Fr. ; f.cabrer: see prec]
Said of a horse: Capering, rearing on the hind legs.

IlCa'brie, ca brit. Also cabree. [cf. Sp.
cabrilokid, dim. of cabra goat.] The Pronghom
Antelope, Antilope Americana (furci/erd).

1624 I Scott ind Pt. Vox Populin A peece ofleane Kid,
or Cabrito.J 1807 Pike Sources Mississ. 11. 136 Killed one
cabrie, two deer, two turkies. 1834 Penny CycI. II. 71/1
The Prongbuck. .called cabree by the Canadian voyageurs.

t Ca briole. Obs. [In sense 1, a. F. cabriole

(16th c.) a leap like that of a goat. Senses 2, 3,

appear to be old errors for Cabriolkt.]
1. A capriole, a caper (of a horse).

1814 Scott Wav. I. viii. 103 The occasional cabrioles
which his charger exhibited.

2. A kind of small arm-chair (Littr6).

1785 Mackenzie: Lounger No. 36 p8 Sofas and stuffed
chairs in the drawing-room, which my Lady has made her
change for cabrioles.

3. = Cabriolet.
1797 Hoi-croft Stolberg's Trav. (ed. 2) II. UL 403 The

coaches are .. less dangerous than the little one horse
cabrioles. 1801 W. Felton Carriages 1 1. 180 The Cabriole
is a two wheeled Carriage with the body like a Chariot,
mostly used in France.

Cabriolet (kabrijob/i-). [a. F. cabriolet, deriv.

of cabriole, so called from its elastic bounding
motion.] A light two-wheeled chaise drawn by one
horse, having a large hood of wood or leather, and
an ample apron to cover the lap and legs of the

occupant. Contracted by 1830 to Cab, and in later

times applied to any vehicle known by that name.
[1789 Lct.fr. Paris in Public Advertiser 3 Crushed to

death by one of those machines called Cabriolets ; on ac-

count of which infernal vehicles, the inhabitants .. can no
longer venture on foot at any hour. 1816 .-!««. Peg. 339
Lavalette was . . conducted by Sir R. Wilson beyond the
barriers in an Knglish cabriolet.] 1823 I >i

'.' '.'1

April 23 Cabriolets were, in honour of his Majesty s birth-

day, introduced to the public this morning. 1840 Bakham
Ingot. Leg. 194 His lordship rang for his cabriolet \rime
day), a 1845 Hood Lost Iieir, 1 m scared when I think
of them Cabroleys. 1863 Miss II raddon J. Marihmont
I. ii. 41 Kdward Arundel had driven over in a cabriolet.

Cabul le, -byl f obs. ff. of Cablb.
Caburn vkxbaan). Naut. [? connected with

Cable.] (//.) ' Spun rope-yarn lines, for worm-
ing a cable, seizing, winding tacks, and the like

*

(Smyth Sailors Wonl-bk.\
i6a6 Cai*t. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 16 Cables seme .

.

for rope yarne, cabum, sinnit, an[d] okum. 1617 — Sea-
man's Cram. v. 25 Caburne is a small line made of spun
yarne to make a bend of two Cables, or to scase the Taclcels,

or the like. 1678 in Phillips; also in mod. Diets.

II Cacafue go. Also 7 cacafugo, -fogo, caco-
fuego. [f. L. caca-re, Sp. and Pg. cagar to dis-

charge excrement f Sp. fuego {V g. fogo) fire :—L.
focus hearth.] A spitfire; a braggart.
{The name of the Spanish galleon taken by I>rake in 1577.^

1615 Fletcher Fair Maui 111. i. She will be ravish t before
our faces by rascalls and cacafugos, wife, cacafugoes

!

(-1661 Argyle's Wilt in Hart. Misc. (1746) VIII. 27/2
Presbytery will soon lose a prating, nonsensical Caca-
fuego. 1696 Phillips, Caeqfuego, a Spanish word signifying

Shitefire ; and it is used for a bragging vapouring fellow.

1721 91 in Kailkv. 17*5 in Neiv Cant. D&t, l»775 Ash,
Lacafuego, an insect in Sj>ain said to dart fire from its

tail.]

Cacagogue, erroneous form of Caccagogur.
Cacao <,kak<7i "0, kakatj). Also (6-7 cacoao),

6-8 cacoa, K caco, cocao ; and see Cocoa. [Sp.

cacaot ad. Mexican caca-uatl ' caca-tree \]

1. The seed of a tropical American tree ( Theo-

broma Cacao, N. O. Byttneriacete), from which
cocoa and chocolate are prepared.

1555 Kden Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 342 In the steade [of

money] the halfe shelles of almonds, whiche kynde of bar-
barous money they [the Mexicans] caule cacao or cacan-
guate. 1594 Hlundevii. Exerc. v. fed. 7) 568 Fruit, which
the Inhabitants cal in their tongue Cacaco, it is like to an
Almond, .of it they make a ccrtaine drinke which they love

marvelous well, a 1687 I'ettv Pol. Arith. iv. (1691) 83 The
value of Sugar, Indico, Tobacco, Cotton, ana Caccao,
brought from the Southward parts of America. 170a Lond.
Gas. No. 3842/3 A French Prize . . laden with Sugar, Caco
ami Indigo from Martinico. 1748 Anson I'oy. 11. v. (ed. 4)

248 Her load consisted of timber, cocao, coco-nuts, tobacco,

hides. 1836 Macgillivrav Humboldt's Trav. viii 106
Cacao and sugar were also raised to a considerable extent.
1849 W. Irving Columbus II. 315.

t 2. The powder produced by grinding the seeds,
often with other substances mixed ; also the drink
prepared from the seeds or powder ; = Cocoa.
165a Wadsworth Chocolate 2 Cacao., is cold and dry-

166a H. Stvbbe Ind. Nectar ii. 8 They had brought to
them jarrs of Cacao.

3. The tree whose fruit yields this seed, more
fully called Cacao-tree.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 11 They supply the most agree-

able soils for the cacao. 1778 Robertson Hist. Amer.
II. vii. 296 The value., was estimated by the number
of nuts of the cacao, which he might expect in exchange.
183a Veg. Subst. Food 372 The seeds ol the cacao were
made use of as money in Kfexico.

4. attrib., as in caeao-nut, -tree, etc. ; also cacao-
butter, a fatty matter obtained from the cacao-nut,
used for making pomades, candles, etc. ; cacao-
walk, a plantation of cacao-trees.
165a Wadsworth Chocolate 13 When they are growne up

to a good hight, then they plant the Cacao-trees. 1661
Hickeringill Jamaica 30 Two of these little Cacoa Nuts
(or Kernells) passe currant for one farthing. Ibid. 24 Cacoa-
Walks.. containing ten or twelve Acres of Ground. 1661
H. Stubbe Ind. Nectar ii. 9 They made a certain cooling-
drinlt of the Cacao nuts. 1776 Robebtson Hist. A mtr. \ I

.

vim. 412 The cacao-tree grows spontaneously in several parts
of the torrid zone. 1885 Ladv Brassey TJu Tradtt 140
The ground is then prepared for the reception of the cacao
pods, which are planted in rows called 1 cacao-walks '.

Cacarootch, obs. form of Cockroach.
tCa'catory, a. Obs rare- 1

, [ad. mod. L.
cacaldrius, f. cacdre to evacuate the towels ; see
-okv.] Attended with looseness of the bowels.
1684 tr. Botufs Merc. Compit. vi. 183 Cacatory, Dejectory,

or Loose-fevers . . ought wholly to be imputed to Choler.
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cacatory-fever.

Caccagogne (ka:-kag/)g). Med. [mod. f. Gr.
Kaxict) excrement + -ayaryos leading, leading away,
f. ay-tiv to lead, drive. Chambers Cycl. Supp.
1753 has mod. L. cacagoga.] An ointment made
of alum and honey, and used to promote stool.

Caccao, obs. f. of Cacao.
Cacche n, obs. f. Catch v.

Cace, obs. form of Case.

t Cace niphaton. Obs. rare. [Gr. tcaxifi^a-

rov 1 ill-sounding, equivocal '.] An ill-sounding
expression.

1 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie (ArbJ 260 This vice is called
by the Greekes Cacemphaton, we call it the vnshamefast or
figure of foule speech.] 1622 IVacham Compt. Gentl. (1661)
174 It had becne an harsh and unpleasing Cacemphaton, as
your own care will tell you. 1721 90 in Hailey.

Cachalot ^kne-Jal^t, karjab). Also 8-9 -elot.

[a. F. couhalot, in the Hayonne dial, of 1 7th c.

cachalut, app. meaning, 1 toothed*, from a Romanic
word for * tooth 1 or * grinder j in Gascon cachau,
Carcassone caichal, Cat. caxal, Pr. dials, caissal,

caysal. The first notice of the word in Eng. writers

is quoted from the French of Anderson's Histoire
Naturelle de Islami, etc. (Hamburg 1746). The
word is now found in most European langs., as Ger.
kachaht, Da. kaskelot, Sw. kaselct, I)u. kazilot, etc.
tin Miscellanea Curiosa, 1670 (Frankfort, and I^ip/ie

1681-, observation cxxxvL (p. 2661 treats of this whale 'qui
in llayonna, Hyaris, et in insula S. Johannis de Luca, et in

locis ubi capitur Cachalut, latinc urea dicitur'.t A differ-
ent derivation is proposed by Zobler, Zeitsch.f. Pom. Philol.
IV. 176, whereby he would connect it with Sp. caehuelo,
which derives from I . catulus.]

A genus of whales, belonging to the family Cato-
dotitidjk', distinguished by the presence of teeth in

the lower jaw. The Common Cachalot, orSj>erm
Whale, which yields sj>ennaciti, grows to the
length of 70 feet, and has a head nearly one-hall

of the length of the body ; it occurs in all sens,

but its home is the Pacific Ocean.
1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 174 The figure which Mr. Ander-

son gives of the Cachclot . . has the air of a monster. 1769
Pennant Zool. III. 46 This genus . . the French call Ca-
chalot, a name we have adopted. 1832 I.YELL Print . Grot.

II. 279 A herd of Cachalots, upwards of one hundred in
number, were found stranded at Kairston, Orkney. 1833
Sik C. Hell Itamt (18341 298 The physeter or cachelut
whale . . has a very large head and is remarkable for hav-
ing teeth. 1847 Carpenter Zool. }2i3.

Cache .koj), sb. Also 6 casshe. [a. F.

cache, f. cacher to hide.]

I. A hiding place, esp. of goods, treasure, etc.

'595 Drake I'oy. 12 The inhabitants havinge intelligence

of our cominge, had . . hid theyr treasure in casshes. i860
C. Innes Scott, in Mid. Ages x. 310 The little cache on
the Orkney sea-shore, produced 16 pound weight of silver.

1866 W. K. King Sportsm. * Nat. in Canasta iii. 57
Crouched in his cache of green boughs.

b. esp, A hole or mound made by American
pioneers and Arctic explorers to hide stores of

provisions, ammunition, etc.

1837 \V. Irving Capt. Bonneville I. 267 Captain Bonne,
ville. . prevailed upon them to proceed, .to the caches. 1856
Kane A ret. Expl. I. xii. 138 The power of the bear in

breaking up a provision cache is extraordinary. 1878 Mark-
ham Gt. Frozen Sea v. 6a Every cairn and cache was
thoroughly examined.



CACHE. 9 CACKLE.

2. The store of provisions so hidden.

183. . Back Jrnl. Arctic Voy. (Bartlettl, I took advantage

of a detached heap of stones, to make a cache of a bag of

pemmican. 184a Fremont Report Exp. Rocky Mts. 11845)

22 As this was to be a point in our homeward journey, I

made a cache (a term used in all this country for what is

hidden in the ground) of a barrel of pork. 1865 Lubbock

Preh. Times xiv. (1869) 484 The Esquimaux . .
they all of

them make ' caches ' of meat under stone cairns.

Cache (keif), v. [f. Cache sb.: cf. F. cacher.]

trans. To put in a cache; to store (provisions)

under ground ; said also of animals.

1856 Kane .4 ret. Expl. L xxiii. 288 He accordingly cached

enough provision to last them back. 1865 Ld. Milton &
W. Cheadle N. West Pass. v. 75 We now proceeded .. to

remove the cask from its hiding-place, and . .
to cache it

safelyat some distance. 1877 Coues Fur Anim. ii. 51 When
they [wolverenes] can eat no more, they continue to steal

the baits and cache them.

Cache, obs. form of Cash, Chinese money.

Cache(n, obs. form of Catch v.

Cachectic (kake'ktik), a. Also 7-8 -iek.

[Ultimately ad. Gr. kclxctik-os in a bad habit of

body. Cf. Cachexy. Cachectique occurs in F.

in 16th c. ; mod.L. cachecticus is prob. still earlier.]

Of or pertaining to cachexy ; affected with or

characterized by cachexy or a bad state of body.

1634 T. Johnson tr. Parey's Chirurg. xx. vii. (1678! 461 A
melancholick cachectick disposition of the whole body. 1744
Berkeley Siris § 94 The good effect of this medicine on

cachectic and scorbutic persons. 1861 O. W. Holmes Elsie

V. 210 The fiat-chested and cachectic pattern which is the

classical type of certain excellent young females.

Cachectical, a. [f. prec. + -aiA] =prec.
1625 Hart Anat. Ur. iv. 43 She was of a whitish bleake

colour, and of a cachecticall disposition. 1733 Arbuthnot
Air (

J.)
Young and florid blood, rather than vapid and_ ca-

chectical. 175s in Johnson ; also in Craig and mod. Diets.

fCachekow. Sc. Obs. [f. Catch v. + Cow.]

A cow-catcher or cattle-pounder ; hence gen. a

bailiff. Cf. Catch-poll.
1513 Douglas sEneis vm. Prol. 136 Sum wald be court

man, sum clerk, and sum a cachekow, Sum knycht, sum
capitane, sum Caiser, sum King.

I Ca'chere. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. ONF. cachire,

cacheor (mod.F. chasseur), f. cacher to Chase : cf.

Catcher.] A hunter.
6- 1340 Gain, tf Cr. Kt. 1 139 penne bise cacheres bat coupe,

cowpled hor houndez.

t Ca'cher el. Obs. Also 4 kaeherel. [f. prec.

+ -el. Cf. scoundrel.wastreL] A catchpoll, beagle,

' bnll-dog'.
a 1325 Pol. Songs (1839) 151 Aleyn this cachereles cometh

thus y mot care, a 1340 Ayenb. 263 pe dyeuel a-ye huam
and his kachereles . .his hous mid greate strengbe wolde loky.

t Cachespell, -pule. Sc. Obs. Also 6 cache-

puyll, -pill, -spale, caiohpule, kaiehspell, 7

catchpule. [app. corrupt form of MFlem. caelse-

speel, f. caetse (^Fr. chasse, Eng. Chase), Du.

kaats place where the ball falls + speel play. The
Flem. was evidently from a north. Fr. cache : cf.

Picard cacher to chase.]

1. The game of tennis ; also attrib.

1568 Woman's Truth in Sc. Pasquils (1868) 4 Ane handles

man I saw but dreid, In caichpule faste playene. 1611

Rates (Jam.) Balles called Catchpule [1670 Tennis] balls the

thousand viij/. 1818 G. Chalmers Life Q. Mary I. 255
Cachepole, or Tennis was much enjoyed by the prince.

2. A tennis-court.

1526 St. Ld. Treasurer's Acc. in Pitcairn Crimin. Trials

I. 271 Item, for ballisin Crummisecache-puyll. 1538 Aber-
deen Registers XVI. (Jam.) The bigging of the said Alex'ris

cachespale wall. 1563 Ibid. XXV. (Jam.) The fluir of his

cachepill laitly biggit. 1597 Sc. Act Jas. VI (1814) 155

(Jam.) Orcherdis, yardis, doucattis, kaiehspell, cloistour .

.

cituat within the boundis. .of the priorie. .of Sanctandrois.

II Cachet (kajj). Also 6-7 catchet. [Fr. ; f.

cacher to conceal : in 18th c. treated as English.]

1. A seal. Letter of cachet (F. Icttre de cachet)

:

a letter under the private seal of the French king,

containing an order, often of exile or imprisonment.
if 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scotl. IV. (1677) 193 She had

appointed, in stead of his hand, a Cachet to be used in the

signing of Letters. 1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Lain (1809) 177

On the accession of James VI. to the crown of England, a
catchet or seal was made, having the King's name engraved

on it, with which all signatures were to be afterwards

sealed. 1753 Scots Mag. XV. 62/2 He obtained a letter of

cachet.

2. fig. Stamp, distinguishing mark, 'sign manual '.

1840 Thackeray Paris Sk. Bk. (1885) 60 All his works
[pictures] have a grand cachet : he never dicf anything mean.
1882 Pebody Eng. Journalism xxii. 176 The journal in

which the cachet of fashionable life is to be distinguished.

3. attrib. Done under letter of cachet; privy, secret.

1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 293 Abominators of all close,

cachet, muffled, .proceedings.

tCachexicate, cacexicate, v. Obs. rarer-1
.

[f. next ; see -ate.] trans. To render cachectic.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. ii. (1653) 71 Cacexicate their

petty Corpusculums.

Cachexy (see below). Also 7 eacexy, -ie,

cachexe, -ie, cakexy ; and in mod.Lat. form
eache-xia, (8 cacexia). [ad. mod.L. cachexia or

F. cachexie (16th c. in Pare), ad. Gr. /caxffia, f.

naic-os bad + -4£ia = tfis habit or state, f. ex -c"/ to

Vol. II.

have, have oneself, be in condition. Walker ac-

cents (kae keksi) which is according to Eng. analo-

gies ; but mod. Diets, have mostly (kakeksi).]
' A depraved condition of the body, in which

nutrition is everywhere defective.' Syd. Soc. Lex.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 D iij. The euyll haby-

tude of the body (whiche the Grekes call Cachexie). 1555
Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 58 The dysease which the

phisicianscaule Cachexia. 1651 Witt; tr. Primrose's Pop.

Err. iv. xii. 262 Who can in a Cachexie draw all the vitious

humours out of the body at once. X775 Sir E. Barry Ob.

sent. Wines 417 Liable to. .cachexies, .etc. 1843 BeTHUKE
Sc. Fire-side Stor. 65 Affected with fevers and cachexy,

b. A depraved habit of mind or feeling.

1652 L. S. People's Lib. xvi. 40 The Israelites desiring a

King . . out of a Cacexie and evill frame of spirit. 1657

Reeve God's Plea Ep. Ded. 5, I see. .a cakexy of evill life

amongst you. 1843 F. E. Paget Warden 0/ Birkingholt

161 He would think that a cachexy of chattering had be-

come epidemic among the clergy of the nineteenth century.

1868 Symonds in Fortn. Rent. Dec. IV. 602 Both poets

[Clough and De Musset] describe the maladie du Steele,

the nondescript cachexy, in which aspiration mingles with

disenchantment, satire and scepticism with a childlike de-

sire for the tranquillity of reverence and belief.

C. Said of a body politic.

1654 L'Estrange Clias. 1, 187 Her high repletion brought

her [the City] into a Cachexy. 1883 Macm. Mag. Nov. 33
Ireland . . lies fretful and wrathful under a grim social ca-

chexy of distressful centuries.

Cachinnate (kje'ldn^'t), v. [f. L. cachinnd-re

:

see -ate.] inlr. To laugh loudly or immoderately.

1824 De Quincey Walladmor in London Mag. X. 354 Not
a publisher but cachinnates from Leipsic to Moscow. 1837
Eraser's Mag. XVI. 432 Groggan . . only cachinnated the

more vehemently.

Cachinnation (ka'kin^'-Jan). [ad. L. cachin-

ndtidn-em, n. of action f. cachinnate : see prec]

Loud or immoderate laughter.

1623 Cockeram, Cachinnation, a great laughter. 1635

Person Varieties 11. 60 These Cachinnations or laugh-

ings . . v/hich we heare, are rather Aerall spirits. 1815

Scott Guy M. iii, The hideous grimaces which attended

this unusual cachinnation. 1868 Browning A' ing $ Bk. 111.

vm. 767 He moved to mirth and cachinnation all.

Caxhinnator. [agent-noun f. L. vb. in prec ]

A loud or immoderate laugher.

18. . R. Chambers Wlicesht, They mark a cachinnator as

a man to be avoided.

Cachinnatory (karkinata:ri), a. [f. prec. : see

-ory.] Of, pertaining to, or connected with loud

or immoderate laughter. •

1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 188 Shall our cachinnatory

muscles remain rigid? 1846 Hawthorne Mosses 11. iii. (1864)

61 Which threatened instant death on the slightest cachin-

natory indulgence.

Cachique, obs. form of Cacique.

Cacholong ,kartf(>Vn). Min. [« Kaschtschilon

= "beautiful stone of Kalmucks and Tartars'

(Dana).] A variety of the opal, opaque, bluish-

white, porcelain-white, pale yellowish or reddish.

1791 Macif. in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 369 That variety

of calcedony which is known to mineralogists by the name
of Cacholong. 1868-80 Dana Min. 199 Cacholong . . often

adheres to the tongue, and contains a little alumina.

II
Cachou (kaj«). Also 8 cashou. [Fr.]

1. = Catechu.
1708 Motteux Rabelais v. viii, Store of Mirabolans,

Cashou, Green Ginger preserv'd. 1750 Beawes Lex Mercat.

(1752) 787 Cardamome, Long Pepper, Cachou, etc.

2. A sweetmeat, generally in the form of a pill,

made of cashew-nut, extract of liquorice, etc.,

used by tobacco- smokers to sweeten the breath.

||
Cachrys kaj'kris). Bot. [Gr. icdxpvs catkin.]

f 1. ' The catkin of nut-trees, willows, etc' Obs.

1708 in Kersey. 1731 in Bailey II.

2. A genus of umbelliferous plants.

II
Cachucha (katpl-tja). Incorrectly cachuca.

[So.] A lively Spanish dance.

1840 Barham Ingot. Leg. 480 A Court where it's thought

in a lord or a duke a Disgrace to fall short in the Brawls

(their Cachouca). 1841 Thackeray Profess, in Comic T. $
Sk. II. 154 In a very short time Miss Binse . . could dance

the cachuca. 1842 Longf. Sp. Stud. 1. iii, I see thee dance

cachuchas. 1867 Miss Braddon Aur. Floyd i. 8.

II
Cacique (kasrk). Forms ; 6 (L. caccicus,

caciquus,) caeike, cazike, 7 cassique, casique,

(easica), 8 cachique, 8- cazique, 6- cacique,

[a. Sp. cacique, cazique, or F. cacique, native Haytian

word for ' lord, chief (Oviedo Hist, de las Lndias).']

A native chief or 'prince' of the aborigines in

the West Indies and adjacent parts of America.

"555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 1. 11. (Arb.) 72 Makynge . . a
brotherly league with the Caccicus (that is to saye a kynge).

1577 Eden & Willes Hist. Trav. 219 b, These Indians

gyue great honour and reuerence to theyr Cacique. 1578

T. N. tr. Cong. W. Ind. 33 A cruel and cursed Cacike, that

is to say a Lord, in whose power we fell, a 1618 Raleigh
Apol. 46 The Mynes which the Cassique Carapana offered

them. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I. v. 124 They had a Ca-

sica too ..but he could neither write nor speak Spanish.

1778 Robertson Hist. Amer. I. 11. 97 Here Columbus
was visited by a prince or Cazique of the country. 1796

Morse Amer.Geog. I. 757 The several nations are governed

by their chiefs or cachiques. 1799 Sheridan Pizarro 1. 1,

On yonder hill, among the palm-trees, we have surprised an

old cacique. 1843 Prescott Mexico 11. i. (1864) 73 The
cacique who ruled over this province.

Hence Caci'quesliip, + Cacique-sse.
1760 tr. Juanfy Utloa's Voy.v.v. (1772)266 The caciquesses,

or Indian women, who are married to the alcades . . and
others. 1849 Eraser's Mag. XL. 411 The attainment of the
caciqueship of that pseudo El Dorado by Gregor McGregor.

Cack (kaek), v. Obs. or dial. [app. ad. L. cacd-re

in same sense, whence also MDu. cacken, Du.
kakken, early mod.Ger. kacken, Da. kakke; also

Boh. kakati, Pol. kakac-.']

1. intr. To void excrement.

1436 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 170 Wythoute Calise in ther

buttere the cakked. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 58/1 Cakkyn, or

fyystyn, caco. c 1500 Dunbar Fen^eit Frier lor Ffor feir

vncunnandly he cawkit. 1570 Levins Manip. 5 To cake,

cacare. 1611 Cotgr., Chier, to cacke. A1710 PorE Alley
i, Some cack against the wall. 1731 in Bailey II.

2. Irons. To void as excrement.

1485 Caxton Trevisa't Iligden iv. x. (1527) 158 One that

hadde cacked golde. 1549 Ckanmer in Strype Life (1694)

App. 105 Because the Devil could not get out at his mouth,
the man blew him, or cacked him out behind.

Cack, sb. Obs. or dial, [f. same source as prec

:

used already in OE. in the comb, cac-hus 'latrina'.]

e 1600 L'imon v. v. (1842) 89 Hee hath a face like one's that

is at cack.

t Cackerel (karkarel). ? Obs. Also 7 cae-

karel, eackrel. [a. obs. F. caquercl (also cagarel,

cagaret) Cotgr., ad. Pr. cagarel, cagarello (also,

according to Duhamel, gagarel, whence Cuvier's

specific name gagarella) ; a])]), f. Pr. cagar :— L.

cacare (see Cack v.), with which the name is popu-

larly associated.
(Variously etymologized as ' a fish which voids excrements

when pursued ' or ' which when eaten relaxes the bowels '

;

M. Paul Meyer suggests that the name is merely one of

contempt = ' mediant petit poisson ',
1 poisson chetif '. The

allied M.rua is now in Pr.picarel, dim. of picaro 'rogue,

rascal '. 1]

1. A small fish of the Mediterranean : the name is

applied by the fishermen of Marseilles and Toulon

to Smart's gagarella (Cuv.), and perhaps to other

similar species of the same genus of small sea-

breams. Early writers used the word to english

Pliny's msena ' a kind of small sea-fish, eaten salted

by the poor ', now the name of a genus closely

akin to Smaris.
1583 J. Higins tr. Junius' Nomenclator, Msetta

.

. a cack-

rell, so called, because it maketh the eaters laxative : some
take it for a herring or sprat. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 249
Cackarels change their colour : for these fishes being white

all Winter, wax blacke when Summer comes. Ibid. II.

442 Salt Cackerels. 1632 Sherwood Eng.-Fr. Diet., A
cackerell ifish), cagarel, caqucrel, cagaret, juscle : bocque,

mandole, meudole, mene. 1634 Sir 1 Herbert Trav. 187

Fish,whose ordinary abode is in salt waters, namely porpoise,

—eackrel, skate, soles, etc. 1721-90 in Bailey. 1755 John-
son, Cackerel, a fish said to make those who eat it laxative.

2. [as if f. Cack.] Dysentery (F. caquesangue).

1659 Howell Lex. Tetrag. It. Prov. 19 May the Cackrel

take him [transl. It. cacasangue].

Cackle (kse'k'l), sb. [f. the vb. stem : cf. Sw.

kackel in same sense.]

1. A cackler. (Or ? adj. cackling.)

a 1225 A ncr. R. 66 UoleweS. .noutbe kakele \v, r. chakele,

kakelinde] Eue. Mod. colloq. or dial. What a cackle she is !

2. Cackling; as of a hen or goose.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk t, Selv. To Rdr., Dinn'd & grated

with the Cackle. 1697 Dryden ASneis vm. (R.) The silver

goose . . by her cackle, sav'd the state. 1833 Tennyson
Goose iii, The goose let fall a golden egg With cackle and

with clatter.

3. fig. Stupid loquacity, silly chatter.

1676 ' A. Rivetus, Jun.' Mr. Smirke 18 Bedawb'd with

Addle Eggs of the Animadverters own Cackle. 1859 Ten-
nyson Enid 276 The rustic cackle of your bourg. 1862

Thornbury Turner I. 262 The cackle about Claude,

b. A short spasmodic laugh, a chuckle.

1856 Lever Martins of Cro' M. 410 ' She hasn't got a nice

day for pleasuring !
' said the Jew, with a vulgar cackle.

Cackle kae k'l), D.l Forms : 3 kakelen, ca-

kelen, 4-5 cackle(n, 5 cakele, -yn, kakyl, 5-6

cakle, 6 cakyll, cackyll, -el, cacle, 7 cakell, 6-

cackle ; St. 6 kekkyl, kekell, 7 kekcle : see also

Keckle. [Early ME. cakelen : corresp. to Du. ka-

kelen, LG. kdkeln, Sw. kackla, Da. kagle ;
cf. also

GeT.gackeln,~Du.gaggelen, and Gaggle. The evi-

dence does not make it certain to what extent the

word has arisen separately in different langs. in imi-

tation of the animal sounds, or has been adopted

from one language into another. The word may
have been WGer. or at least Saxon : but the Eng.

may also have been from Scandinavian.]

1. intr. To make a noise as a hen, especially after

laying an egg ; also to make a noise as a goose

(which is more specifically to Gaggle).
<-! 1 225 Ancr. R. 66 pe hen, hwon heo haueS ileid, ne con

buten kakelen. 1393 Gower Con/. II. 264 Somtime cac-

leth as a hen. c 1440 Promp. Par:'. 58 Cakelyn of hennys,

gracillo. c 1470 /tors, Shepe, $ G. (1822) 17 The ghoos
may cakle. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 Quhilk gart the hennis

kekkyl. 1552 Huloet, Cakle lyke a henne, glocio. 1596
Shaks. Merch. V. v. i. 105 If she should sing by day
When euery Goose is cackling. 1660 W. Secker Nonsuch
Prof. 43 Some persons are like hens that after laying must
be cackling. ,1 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 139 Like, .a
Wildgoose always cackling when he is upon the Wing.



CACKLE. 10 CACOGENESIS.
»8*4 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 253 A hen could not cackle
but she was on the alert to secure the new-laid egg.

b. Said of the chattering of other birds, esp.

crows, jackdaws, magpies, and starlings. Obs.
a 1115 Aucr. R. 88 Ane rikelot bet cakeleS hire al bet heo

isihS. 1530 Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 94 Hark lyk ane Dog,
and kekeil lyke ane Ka. 1553 T. Wilson Rlut. 117 b, Some
cackels lyke a henne or a Jack dawe. 1613 Markham Eng

.

Husbandman 1. i. iii. 11635' 13 If Crowes flocke much to-

gether, and cakell and talke. 1675-7 Hobbes Homer 275
A cloud of starelings cackle when they fly.

2. fig. Said of persons : a. To be full of noisy
and inconsequent talk ; to talk glibly, be loqua-

cious, prate, chatter, b. To talk loudly or fussily

about a petty achievement, like a hen after laying

an egg. C. To chuckle, ' to laugh, to giggle* (J.).
1530 Palsgr. 473/1 Howe these women cackyll nowe they

have dyned. 1599 Brougkton's Lett. ix. 34 Cease cackling
of the vnleamednes of thy betters. 171a Arbuthnot Jokn
Bull (1727) 70 Then Nic, grinned, cackled, and laughed.
1847 Disraem Tancred 11. v. (1871) 78 The peers cackle as
if they had laid an egg. i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt.
III. cxix. 59 It is also the business of a sensible govern-
ment, not to cackle on its discoveries. 186a Thackeray
Four Georges iii. 162 The equerries and women in waiting
. .cackled over their tea.

8 trans. To utter with or express by cackling.
c m$Ancr. R. 66 }if hit nere icakeled. 1857 Livingstone

Trav. vi 114 Any man who .. cackles forth a torrent of

vocables. 1880 Howells Vndisc. Country i. 28 The ladies

. .now rose, .and joyously cackled satisfaction.

Ca ckle, p.* Naut. Also keckle. 'To cover

a cable spirally with 3-inch old rope to protect

it from chafe in the hawse hole' ^Adm. Smyth).
1748 Anson Voy. 111. ii. <ed. 41 427 They [cables] were be-

sides cackled twenty fathom from the anchors.

Cackler kae'klai). [f. Cackle v. 1 + -kk 1
.]

One who cackles
; fig. a tell-tale, tattler, blabber.

slang. A fowl.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. 131 Kytt Cakelere and Colett Crane.

1598 Florio, Gracchiotte .. a chatter, a cackler. 1673 K.
Head Canting Acad. 19a A Prigger of the Cacklers. 1730 6
Bailey, Cackler, a Prater, a I ell-tale, a noisy Person;
also a numerous word for capons or fowl. 1876 Browning
Poets Croisic 92 If they dared Count you a cackler.

Cackling1

(kaeklirj , vbl. sb. [see -ino 1
.]

1. The crying of a hen on laying an egg; also

that of a goose, or other fowl.
f 1374 Chaucer Pari. Foules 562 Tho began The goose to

speke, and in her cakelinge, She said. 156a J. Heywood
Prov. «f Epigr. (1867) no The cocke praide hir, hir cack-
lyng to seace. 1709 TatUr No. 133 Pi The cackling of
cranes, when they invade an army of pigmies. 18*1 Clare
VilL Minstr. II. 70 Constant cacklings of new-laying hens.

2. Loud idle talk or chatter: sometimes with im-
mediate reference to the cry of a hen on laying.

1530 Palsgr. 202/2 Cackelyng, bablyng, cacquet. 1601
Dent Path-*u. Heauen 171 They spend the rest of the day
. . in .. cackling, prating and gossipping. i860 Gen. P.
Thompson Audi Alt. III. cxix. 61 This cackling about im-
proved arms is not worthy of well-informed statesmen. 1866
Geo. Eliot Holt <i868) 161 And when it takes to cack-
ling, will have nothing to announce but that addled delusion.

Ca ckling, ///- a. [see -wo -.] That cackles.
a 1223 [see Cackle sb. i\ xtfa Harman Caveat 86 She

hath a Cacling chete [i. e. a hen], i6aa Fletcher Beggar's
B. v. i, Or surprising a boor's ken for grunting-cheats ? Or
cackling-cheats? 1674 Flatman Belly God 29 Pluck oflfj
thecackling head. 1794 Mrs. Piozzi Synon. II. 174 Ciar-
latano means a prating, cackling creature, and answers to
our term Quack. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. (1844! II.

liv. 182 Some hundreds of cackling women and girls bathing.

Caco- representing Gr. ica/co- combining form
of KdKus bad, evil, forming many compounds in

Greek, some of which, like cacochymy, cacodemon,
cacocthes, cacophony, have reached English through
Latin

j
and French ; others have been adapted

directly from Greek in modern times (as cacology,

cacotrophy) ; others have been formed on Greek
analogies from their elements. Compounds of
Greek and Latin, as cacckiorous = malodorous, and
the medical cacosomnia (.sleeping badly) are ex-
ceptional. Occasionally caco- is used in looser or

casual combination with words of Greek deriva-

tion, which may have been modelled on caco-

d&mon, as in caco magician, cacolypc. It is very
freely used in medical terminology to form names of
bad states of bodily oryans. but most of these are
not English in form, e.g. cacogalartia (a condition
in which the milk is bad), cacoglossia ^putrid state

of the tongue), cacotnorphia .malformation or de-
formity^, caconychia morbid state of the nails

,

cacopharyngia a putrid condition of the pharynx),
cacophthalmia (malignant inflammation of the
eyes', cacoplasm (formation of diseased structures

from a depraved condition of the system', caco-

pneumonia, cacorrhachitis (disease of the vertebral

column\ cacothymia disordered state of mind).
cacotrichia (disease of the hair\ etc.

Cacoa, obs. form of Cacao, Cocoa.
Cacochylous (kak^kartos), a. Path. [mod.

f. Gr. tcax '.x^A-o? with bad juice or flavour + -ous.]

Characterized by bad chyle; of difficult diges-
tion, as ' cacochylous aliments*. Syd. Soc. Lex.
1859 in Mayne Exp. Lex

So Cacochylia, depraved chylification.

1706 Phillips, Cacochylia, a bad chylification, when the
chyle is not duly made. 17*1-00 in Bailey. 1839 G. Ray-
mond in New Monthly Mag. LVI.306 Persons, .using every
diligence for a most unprofitable cacochylia.

t Ca'COChyme, a. Obs. Path. fa. F. coco-

chyme (16th c. in Pare , ad. Gr. fcaxoxvpos with
unhealthy humours, f. kclko- bad + x^f*^ juice, hu-
mour.] Full of evil humours.
1614 W. Barclay Nepenthes in Arb. App. Jos. I Court'

terbt. 1 16 The bocVy very cacochyme, or full ofeuil humours.

Cacochymie (krek^ki-mik), a. and sb. arch.

Also 6 cacochymyke, -chimick, -ike, 7 -chy-
mick e. [f. Cacochyme (or its source} + -ic]

A. adj. Having unhealthy or depraved hu-
mours ; ill-humoured (in body).
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., In cacochy-

myke bod yes and replete. 1625 Hart Anat. Ur. 1. iii. 34
His bodie [was] plethoricke and cacochymicke. 1665 R.
Kephai.k Medela Pestil. 71 If Cacochiimck ..he must be
well purged. 1863 T. Thompson Ann. Influenza 4 A pale
caccochimic and depraved countenance.

B. sb. An 'ill-humoured' person.
1569 J.

Sasford Agrippa's Van. Artes 158 Made now of
Alcumistes, Cacochimickes, of Phisitions, pewtcrers.

Cacochymical, a. arch. [f. as prec. + -al.]

Having the humours of the body depraved ; Mil-

humoured' in body, and jocularly, in disposition'.
1606 Holland Sutton. Annot. 18 In cacochymicall bodies,

such as his was. 1656 Ridgley Prat t. Physic 193 To cure
a cacochymical person. 1707 Flover Pulse-WaUh 97 The
old Writers call'd these the different Species of cacochi-
mical Choler. 1836 Eraser's Mag. XI II. 227 By what
means did you .. arrive at a cacochymical old age? 1837
Beddoks Let. Mar., Critical and cacochymical remarks on
European literature.

1 Cacoch-y mious, a. Obs. [f. cacochymia
(see below

: +-<ns.] -Cacochymic.
1676 Shadwell I'irtuoso XL Wks. 1720 L 347 They were

cacochymious, and had deprav'd viscera. 170a E. Bavnard
Cold Baths ii. 117091 337 Cacocymious Juices.

t Cacochymist. Obs. [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

A person of depraved ' humours *.

1684 tr. Agrippa's Van. Arts xc 313 In stead of Alchym-
ists, Cacochyimsts ; in stead of being Doctors, Beggers.

Cacochymy karktfjkaimi . arch. Also 6-8
-chymie, and in Latin form 6- cacochymia, (7
cacochym). [a. F. cacochymie (16th c. in Par£)

f

and mod.L. cacochymia, a. Gr. tcaKoxvfita (Galen)
badness of the humours, f. kclkuxvpos : see above.]
In the medical system of the Humorists : Un-

healthy state of the * humours' or fluids of the

body; * ill-humoured* state (of the body).
i54« R- Copland Go/yen's Terap. 2 A ij b, Yf eroysion

habounde inwardely it is caused ofcacochimie. 1665 G. Har-
vey Advice agst. Plague 21 Cacochymies or fowl bodies of
the Vulgar, .do require strong Purges. 1651 Biggs NewDisp.
P 184 The Anarchy of a cacochymia keeps not court in the
veins. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. l 20 The Melancho-
lick Cacochymie. Ibid. xyi. 550 A great corruption of the
Blood and Cacochvm. 1744 Mitchell in Phil. Trans.
XLII1. 144 A peculiar kind of Cachexy, accompanied with
an atrabilious Cacochymy. 1830 New Monthly Mag. LVI.
386 Are not their countenances disfigured by the cacochymy
of their humours. 185s H amilton Discuss. 248.

f Cacode mical, a. Obs. rare— 1

. A humorous
mixture of cacodmmon and academical.
1610 Rowlands Mart. Mark-all 6 Vp starts an old Caco-

demicall Acadcmicke with his frize bonnet.

Cacodemon, -daemon v krvk<?d/"m.->n). [a. Gr.
KaKaha'iiiojv evil genius ; also adj. possessed by an
evil genius, ill-starred; whence sense 2.]

1. An evil spirit.

(1398 Thkvisa Barth. De P. R. n. xix. (1495 45 Plato in
Cuneo callith the deuyll Cachodemon, that is to vnderstonde
knowynge euyll.] 1594 Nashe Terrors of Nt. Wks. 1883-4
III. 267 Anie terror, the least illusion in the earth, is a
Cacod:cmon vnto him. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 144
I .cane this World, Thou Cacodemon ! 1664 Bltler Hud.
11. 111. 644 Nor was the Dog a Cacoda:man, But a true Dog.
1718 Young Love Fame 11. <I757> 95 Poor negroes, thus, to
show their burning spite To cacocUemons, say, they're
dev'Iish white. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873'

93 To make the pagan divinities hateful, they were stigma-
tized as cacodzmons.

t b. Med. A name for nightmare. Syd. Soc. Lex.
18 1 1 in Hooper Med. Diet.

C. trans/. Applied to persons, etc.

17H Mrs. Centlivre Marplot iv. Wks.(i76ol 168 The old
Cacademon is gone into that house. x8>i Scott Kemhv.
(1867) 109 My miller's thumb—my prince of cacodemons

—

my little mouse. 1854 Badiiam Halieut. 42a Untaught by
their parents to know better, these little cacodemons, etc.

2 Astrol. The Twelfth House (or Scheme) in

a figaire of the Heavens, so called from its baleful

signification.

*/ 1625 Fletcher Rollo iv. ii. 442 The twelfth the Caco-
demon. 1 ~] 2 1 90 in Bailey.

Cacodemo'niac. rare. [f. prec. : cf. Demo-
niac] One possessed with an evil spirit

1657 Tomlinson Rt-uou's Disfi. 20 Unless some cacodemo-
ni.it k, that refers them to his Philosophy.

t Cacodemo nial, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to an evil spirit.

152a Skelton Why nat to Courte 807 To his college con-
uentuall, As well calodemonyall As to cacodemonyaTl.

Cacodemo'nic» «. [ad. Gr. KaKuSatftoviKus

1 bringing misfortune*, in a sense taken from Caco-
demon.] Of the nature of a cacodemon.
1886 Pall Mall G. 20 Aug. 4/2 One of these, .declines to

have further dealings with cacodxmonic powers.

Cacode monize, v. rare~ l
. [see-izE.] trans.

To make into a demon.
1834-43 Sol'they Doctor 672 'Beards', The simple

appendage of a tail will cacodemonise the Eudemon.

Cacodorous [ksekJ»*d6ra»), a. rare. [A hybrid

formation from Gr. -.<:.-- bad + Odorous.] Ill-

smelling, malodorous.
1863 Press 5 Sept., The August sun begins to make the

Thames cacodorous. 1871 M. Collins Mro. A- Merck. III.

60 He.. made his way through a cacodorous crowd.

t Ca codox, a. Obs. [a. Gr. k<ik6&o£os of the

wrong opinion ; cf. orthodox.] Holding wrong or

evil opinions or doctrines.
1716 It Davies Atken. Brit. III. 28 That Cacodox Alastor

has. .abandon'd the true Principles of Reason and Religion.

Gacodoxy (kx'kod^ksi). rare. [a. Gr. kcuco-

5o£t'a wrong opinion, f. *a*o5o£os (see prec.}]

Wrong opinion or doctrine, heterodoxy.
a 1864 R. Turnbull (Websten Less anxious . . to favor or

deny orthodoxy, heterodoxy or what Luther calls cacodoxy,
than to establish the simple truth.

Hence Cacodo'xian, Cacodo xical a.

1693 1 'rvt m \hi Kab.-.'ais in. xxxviiL 318 Cacodoxical fool.

1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. II. 431 These twoCacodoxian
Alastors can Cant and Recant nothing but such quisquilian
Nugaments. 1880 Webster Supp., Cacodoxical.

Cacodyl (k^'kixlil). Chem. Also kakodyl(e.
[f. Gr. *a*wJS-75 stinking, Kcuccvbia. stink (f. *cufo-s

+ oft-, root of o(ttv to emit smell) + -YL, matter.]

An organic compound of arsenic and methyl,

As(CH,)j = Kd, also called Arsendimethyl, a

colourless liquid, of most disgusting garlic odour
and with extremely poisonous vapour, which takes

fire on exposure to the air.

1850 C. Daubeny Atomic Theory vii. 219 The body.,
which Bunsen regards as the radical, and which from its

offensive odour he denominates kakodyle. 1867 Comh.
Mag. Mar. 383 The well-known garlic-like odour character-

istic of cacodyl. 1869 Roscoe Etem. Chem. 341 Cacodyl
is a colourless liquid, boiling at 170°. 187a Watts Diet.
Chem. I. 405 Cacodyl takes fire in the air, at ordinary
temperatures, even more readily than crude alkarsin.

Cacodylic (kak^U lik , a. Chem. ff. prec

+

-MLJ Of cacodyl, as in Cacodylic acidt Kd O, H,
a crystalline solid.

1850 C. Daubeny A tomic Theory vii. 219 Kd + Oi forms
kakodylic acid, or algargen. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem.
341 One of the most important compounds is cacodylic acid ;

it is soluble in water, and is not poisonous.

CaccBConomy ka'k/k^nomi;. rare— 1
, [f. Gr.

«a*-oi*oi'o^-oy a bad steward : see Economy.] Bad
economy, bad management.
1810 Syd. Smith in Edin. Rev. XXXII. 28 A mighty em.

pire in spite of the cacoeconomy of their government

Cacoepy (Wk#""4pi). rare. [a. Gr. KaKotntia

faulty language.] Bad or erroneous pronunciation;

op|>osed to orthoepy. Hence Cacoepi stic a.

1880 Grant White Every-Day Eng.
?o Phonology finds

in orthoepy only the materials upon which it works, which
indeed it finds no less in cacoepy. 1867 A. J. Ellis / . / .

Pronunc. 1. iii. 224 Abnormal, cacoepistic, rare, vulgar and
dialectic forms.

t Caxoethe, -ethf
a. Obs. rare. [a. F. caco-

ithet ad. Gr. *a*or/0n$ : see next. But in the ex-

amples, the word may represent L. cacocthc pi. of

the sb.] Of an ill habit
;
malignant (as a disease).

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. a C iv b. It had ben
better to haue called them [ulcers] Cacocthe, that is to say
wycked, and nat inueterate. 1661 I.ovell Hist. Anim. $
Attn. 119 It helpes hardnesses, that are called cocoeth.

!
Cacoethes kak0|/~ bts,-/'J./z^ [L.,a.Gr,*a*o-

tjOts ill habit, propensity, 'itch', subst. use of neuter

of tca/coTjOr}? ill-disposed, f. kclko- bad + (r}0oj) fjflt-

disposition, character. (The Gr. (and L.) plural

was cacocthe.)] a. An evil habit, b. An obstinate

or malignant disease. C. An 'itch* for doing
something, as in the imanabile scribendi cacocthes

(incurable passion for writing of Juvenal.
1563-87 Koxk A. $ M. I. 657/1 Such is the malady and

cacoethes of your pen, that it beginncth to bark, before it

hath learned well to write. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 142
Gangrenes and those morimall vlcers called Cacoethe. 1603
H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (1878/ 139 This cacoethes, or

ill custome. .incroacheth so vpon the good maners of men.

1713 Addison Sped. No. 53a ri Juvenal terms [this dis-

temper] a Cacoethes, which is a hard word for a disease

called in plain English, 'The itch of writing'. This Caco-
ethes is as epidemical as the small pox. 1736 Monko Anat.
(1741 128 I-nless the Patient labours under a general Ca-
coethes. 1836 Eraser's Mag. XIV. 578 One half of it was
cacoethes ofhuilding. the other half cacoethes of painting.

tCacoethic ;ka'ki?|e-bik),a. Afed. Obs. [f. prec.

:

after Ethic] Obstinate or malignant.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit.ww. 277 The Wound.,

becomes cacoethick. Ibid. x. 347 Foul, cacoethick Ulcers.

Cacogastrie (krvk^garstrik), a. noncc-wd. [f.

Caco- + Gastkic f. Gr. yaorrjp belly.] Having a

deranged stomach.
1833 Cablyle Diderot, Misc. (1857) III. 221 (D>. Indiges-

tion succeeds indigestion. .The woes that chequer this im-

perfect cacogastrie state of existence.

II
Cacogenesis (kak^jd^em'-sis). [mod.L. f.



CACOGRAPHY.
Caco- + Or. ytvims origin, birth.] Morbid or

depraved formation ; a monstrosity, a morbid pa-

thological product.
1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Cartography (ka'kfgrafi). [perh. a. F. caco-

graphie (16th c.), or ad. med.Gr. Kaxo-ypaipia.= bad
writing. The analogous bpSoyoaipta orthography,
Kak\iypa<pia calligraphy, and some of their deriva-

tives, were used in classical Greek.]

1. Bad writing; bad handwriting. (Opposed
to calligraphy).
1656 Blount Glossogr., Cacography, ill writing, or a writ-

ing of evil things. 1760 Swinton in Phil. Trans. LI. 858
The cacography of the Etruscans, as their rude and un-
couth manner of writing is termed. 1864 Burton Scot Abr.
II. 297 The crabbed cacography of the original manuscript.
1864 Daily Tel. 28 June, The compositors made very light

. ofcacography.

2. Incorrect spelling ; a bad system of spelling,

such as that of current English. (Commonly op-
posed to orthography.)
1580 Baret Ah. Let. E. We may still wonder and find

fault with our Orthographic (or rather Cacographie indeed'.
1655 Com. Hist. Erancion 1. iii. 63 His clerk used a certain
kinde of Cacographie, that admitted a multitude of super-
fluous letters. 1633 C. Butler Eng. Gram, in A. J. Ellis
E. E. Pronunc. 155 The cause of this cacography which
causeth such difficulty is a causeless affectation of the
French dialect. 1806 Southey Ann. Review IV. 8 The
orthography or rather kakography of many of the names is

French. 1820 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 318 A celebrated critic

who sometimes condescends to amend my cacography.
Hence Caco grapher, a bad writer or speller

;

Cacogra phie, -al a., of or pertaining to bad
writing or incorrect spelling.

1838 Athenxutn No. 3099 (18871 383 A stupid series of
cacographical errors. 1864 Even. Standard 29 Sept., The
most remarkably ungrammatical and cacographical produc-
tion. 1880 J. A. H. Murray Addr. Philol. Soc. 35 Before
Norman cacographers spelt them with 0.

Cacokenny, perverted form of Cacochymt.
II Cacolet ^kakolf, -let), [dial. F., applied in the

Pyrenees to a contrivance fixed on the back of a
mule or horse for carrying travellers over the
mountains, a mule chair.] A military litter for

the sick or wounded carried by mules ; either in

the form of arm-chairs suspended one on each
side of a mule, or of a bed laid along the beast's

back. First employed by the French in the
Crimean War, 1854-5.
1878 A. Griffiths Eng. Army iv. 108 One hundred pack

animals, seventy-six of which carry double litters, or ' caco-
lets ', for patients. 1884 Gen. Graham in Times 4 Apr. 1

1

Ambulances and mule cacolets were sent for. 1885 Observer
8 Feb. 5/4 The wounded who have been successfully re-
moved from Gubat in cacolets.

t Caxolike, -leek. Obs. A perversion of
Catholic, associating it with xaxus bad, and used
as a term of reproach.
1583 Rhem. N. T. Acts xi. Annot. 324 Some Heretikes of

this time call them Cartholikes and cacolikes. 1600 O. E.
Repl. Libel I. ii. 54 A Cacolike, or true member of the popes
church. 1626 L. Owen Spec. y**uit. (1620] 20 That Iesuites
should compell men by force, to be Romish Cacoleekes.

Cacology (ksekp lod^i). [mod. ad. Gr. «a/co-

\oyia evil speaking, vituperation, f. icaito\6yos

speaking evil, slanderous ; = F. cacologie. The
mod. use takes bad grammatically, not ethically.]

fl. Evil report. Obs.
1623 Cockeram, Cacologie, ill report. 1656-81 Blount

Glossogr., Cacology, evill speech or report, detraction.

2. Bad speaking, bad choice of words ; vicious

pronunciation.

177S in Ash. 1826 Praed Poems (1865I I. 263 Bishop
Bembo mended her cacology. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XV
571 Cacology amused the frequenters of the Haymarket
Theatre. 1836 J. W. Croker in Croker Papers (1884I I. i. 6
One Knowles, who . . professed to remedy cacology and
teach elocution.

Caco-niagician. [f. Caco- + Magician.] An
evil magician or sorcerer ; one versed in the black
art.

1656 More Antid. Ath. in. ix. (1712) 167 That he is a Ma-
gician, not a Caco-Magician. and that he has nothing to
do with the Devil. 1841 DTskaeli Amen. Lit. (1867! 647
The great adversary of Fludd . . denounced the Rosacrucian
to Europe as a caco-magician.

Cacoon (kakzz-n). [?A native African name.]
The large flat polished bean of a climbing tropical
shrub, Entada scandens (N.O. Leguminosse), which
has jointed pods six or eight feet long, containing
in each joint one of these beans, about 2 inches
across and half an inch thick. They are made
into snuff-boxes, scent-bottles, spoons, etc., and
are sometimes sold -in the streets of London as
West Indian Filberts.

1854 P. Simmonds Comm. Product. Veg. Kingd., The
horse-eyes and Cacoons of Jamaica . . yield a considerable
quantity of oil or fat. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 265
The pods, .contain from ten to fifteen hard, brown, shining,
flattened seeds, called cacoons.

+ Caco'pathy. Obs. rare. [mod. ad. Gr. «a*o-
irdfaia distress, misery, f. xaxanaB-qs suffering ill.]

An old term for a severe affliction or malady.
[1708 21 Kersey, Cacopathia.] 1721-90 Bailey, Coco-

11

palhy, a suffering of evil, or lying under a painful disease.
i860 in Mayne Exp. Lex.

t Caco-phagy. Obs. [f. Gr. kclko- evil + -<payia

eating.] ' A devouring'. Bailey 1 730 [1 for cato-

phagy).

Cacophonic (kaekrf^nik), a. [f. as Caco-
phonous + -ic : after euphonic.] Ill-sounding.
1847 in Craig. 1862 Temple Bar Mag. IV. 187 Who re-

joiced in the vulgarly cacophonic name of ' Hyrum '.

Caoopho-nical, a. = prec. (In Craig 1847.)

Cacopho'nically, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.] =

Cacophonously.
1864 Dk. Manch. Court S; Soc. II. 387 'Hamlet', or

' Ambleto', as it is cacophonically rendered in Italian.

Cacophonize, v. rare. [f. Gr. icateuipwv-oi

(see next
, + -ize.] trans. To make cacophonous.

1872 M. Collins Pr. Clarice I. v. 76 How should anyone
desire to mutilate and cacophonize so musical a name as
Clarice ?

Cacophonous (ksekzrfizhas), a. [f. Gr. kok6-
<paivos ill-sounding 4- -ous.] Ill-sounding, having
a harsh or unpleasant sound.
1797 Month. Re-.: XXIII. 579 The cacophonous repeti-

tion of ruinpf displeases. 1807 Southey Espriella's Lett.
(18141 L 280 The names, like the language, .are. .sufficiently
cacophonous to a southern ear. 1854 Bauham Halieut.
318 The name of this illustrious but cacophonous benefactor
of his kind was Wilhelm Deukelzoon. 1867 Macfarrkn
Harmony ii. 58 Thus divesting it of its cacophonous effect.

Cacophonously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly-.]
With bad, harsh, or unpleasant sound.
i864/V!'W2i May 481 Agricultural fiddlers and trumpeters

playing cacophonously. 1880 Gcutl. Mag. Dec. 726 The
Opposition . . cackled cacophonously.

Cacophony (ksekpfJhi). [a. F. cacophonic, in

16th c. cacofonie, ad. (through mod.L..; Gr. koko-
<]>ojvia, f. KCLKotpaivos

; see above. Formerly used in

latinized form cacophorria.]

1. The quality of having an ill sound ; the use of
harsh-sounding words or phrases. (The opposite
of euphony.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Cacophony, an ill, harsh, or un-

pleasing sound, tin words! a vitious utterance or pronuncia
tion. 1733 Swift Let. Ixvi. Wks. 1761 VIII. 154 Alter
rhymes, and grammar, and triplets, and cacophonies of all

kinds, a 174s — Wks. (18411 II. 419 To allow for the usual
accidents of corruption, or the avoiding a cacophonia. 1753
Chester/. Lett, eclxvii, Avoid cacophony, and make your
periods as harmonious as you can. 1847-8 De Quincey
Protestantism Wks. VIII. 140 My labours in the evasion
of cacophony.

2. Music. A discordant combination of sounds,
dissonance. Also Jig. Moral discord.
(11789 Burney Hist. Mus. (ed. 3) I. viii. 133 What a caco-

phony would a complete chord occasion ! 1831 Macaulay
Let. in Trevelyan Life f, Lett. (1876' I. iv. 223 The op-
pressive privileges which had depressed industry would be
a horrible cacophony. 1880 Madame A. Goddard in Girts
Own Paper 13 Mar. 166 The continual holding down of the
loud pedal produces unutterable cacophony.

f 3. Med. Old term for a harsh, grating, or dis-

cordant state of the voice (Mayne Exp. Lex. ':

Cacoplastic (ksekz/ipkrstik), a. Phys. [mod.
f. Gr. KaKuiT\a(TTOs used in sense of ' ill-conceived'

+ -IC, after plastic.'] Of morbid deposits: Im-
perfectly organized, of imperfect structure.
l839 47 Todd Cycl. Anal, Phys. III. 748/2 The exuda-

tion verges towards a caco-plastic character. Ibid. 754/1
Between . . the caco-plastic, and aplastic deposits, the gra-
dations are almost insensible.

Caco-rhythmic, cacorrhythmic (kfeko,-

rrSmik), a. [f. Gr. xa/coppvOfios ill-modulated, ir-

regular in measure + -ic, after rhythmic] In bad
rhythm ; also formerly ' applied to an irregular

or disorderly pulse' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
a 1879 M. Collins Pen Sketches II. 191 Marvellous caco-

rhythmic productions, which would remind some readers of
Ossian, others of Tupper.

t Ca cosphy xy. Path. Obs. [ad. mod.L. ca-

cosphyxia, f. Gr. xaito- bad + topics pulse.] A
bad or irregular state of the pulse.

1708 Kersey, Cacosphyxia. 1775 Ash, Cacospkyxy, a bad
pulse.

Ca'COtexhny. rare. [mod. ad. Gr. Ka/roTexwa
bad art ] Bad art ; a mischievous or hurtful art.

IJ75 Ash, Cacotechuy, a hurtful invention. 1847 in Craig.

[I Caco'thesis. Path. [f. Caco- + Gr. etais

placing, position.] A bad or faulty position of
any part of the body.
1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Caeoto-pia. nonce-wd. (See quot., where Utopia

' nowhere ' seems to be mistaken for *Eutopia ' a
place where all is well '.)

1818 Bentham Pari. Re/. Catech. 73 As a match for
Utopia or the imagined seat of the best government), sup-
pose a Cacotopia (or the imagined seat ofthe worst govern-
ment I discovered and described.

Caco'trophy. [ad. med.L. cacotrophia, a. Gr.
KaxoTptvpia bad nutrition.] Imperfect or dis-

ordered nutrition.

1708 Kersey', Cacotrophia. 1721-90 Bailey, Cacotrophy,
an ill nutriment, proceeding from a fault in the blood. 1847
in Craig.

Caxotype. rare. [f. Caco- + Type : cf. Calo-
type.] A faulty or imperfect description in print.

CACTJMINATE.

1853 RbADE Peg Waff. 58 How tame mycacotype of these
words compared with what they were.

Cacoxenite (ksekp-ksenait). Mm. Also ca-
coxene. [f. Gr. xaxo- bad + £eV-o? guest 4- -ite

;

so called because its presence in iron ore is inju-

rious.] A native phosphate of iron, containing
also water, peroxide of iron, and phosphoric acid,

occurring in radiated tufts of yellow or brownish-
yellow colour. (Dana.)

tCaco-zea'l. Obs. [Formed after Gr. koko-
fr/Am unhappy imitation or rivalry, Kan/j^\ov bad
affectation or imitation, f. «a/ro£r/Aos : see next.]

1. (Also in Gr. or L. form cacozelon, cacozclia)

:

Perverse affectation or imitation, as a fault of style.

1579 L. K. Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Gloss., Rather a fault
than a figure . . called Cacozelon. 1589 PuTTENHAM Eng.
Poesie (Arb. ) 238 Cacozelia. .we may call fonde affectation.

.

when we affect new words and phrases other then the good
speakers and writers in any language, or then custome hath
allowed.

_
1644 BvLWER Chiron. 140 'lake heed therefore,

that Imitation degenerate into Caco-zeale, and of proving
a I.eft-handed Cicero. 1721-90 Bailey, Cacozclia.

2. Perverted or misdirected zeal.

1608 and Pt. De/. Ministers Reasons Re/us. Subscr. 66
Who, from a hote fiery fierce cacozele, spare not, etc.

So Cacozea lot, Cacozea lotry.
1659 Gauden Tears Ch. 62 (D.) Some spiteful] Cacozelots.

Ibid. 623 The caco-zelotry of some men in our times.

t CaC0Zea -l0US, a. Obs.-" [f. Gr. /rct/cofr/A-os

+ -oos.] ' Ill-affected, or badly imitating'. Phillips

1676. (Ed. i6y6 has ' or viciously devout'.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Caeozelous, il-minded or affec-

tioned, one that imitates badly. [Not in Bailey.]

Cacozyme (karkozaim). Med. [f. Gr. «a*o-
bad + fuiir/ leaven.]

1 A particle of matter . . . which is supposed to be
the active agent in the production of infectious

disease, either by its propagation or by acting as a
ferment' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

t Cacquet. Obs. rare. [a. OF. caquet cackle
of a hen, tattle.] Cackle, tattle, babble.
1567 Fenton Trag. Disc. 141 Open and publike cacquet

in the streetes whiche brings their honour in question.

Cactaceous (ka-kte'jss), a. Bot. [f. Cactus:
see -aceous.] Belonging to the old genus Cactus

;

or to the natural order Cactacex.
1854 Bartlett Mex. Boundary I. viii. 196 Cactaceous

plants abounded on the mountain sides.

Cactal ykarktal 1, a. Bot. [f. Cact-l'S + -al.]

Allied to the cactuses, as in Lindley's ' Cactal
alliance'.

Cactoid kcektoid), a. Bot. [f. Cact-us +
-oil).] Resembling the cactus in form or structure.
1878 Hooker 8: Ball Marocco 328 The curious cactoid

Euphorbia, producing the Gum Euphorbium. 1885 J. Ball
in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XXII. 3 Cactoid plants . . are seen on
the rocky slopes.

Cactus kse'ktos). [a. L. cactus, a. Gr. icaKTos

a prickly plant found in Sicily, the Cardoon or
Spanish Artichoke Cynara Cardunculus) : taken
by Linnrcus as the generic name of the entirely

different plants now so called.]

+ 1. In ancient Nat. Hist. : The Cardoon. Obs.
1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts 102 There is a kinde of thorn

called Cactus. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cactus . . the
general 'acceptation of the word is, that it signifies the
artichoak. 1803 Rees Cycl., Cactus, the name of a plant
described first by Theophrastus.

2. The generic name of many succulent plants

remarkable for their thick fleshy stems, generally

without leaves, and armed with curious clusters of

spines
;
they have usually few branches or none,

and are often of grotesque shape, with flowers of
great beauty and sweetness. The Linna^an genus
Cactus is now subdivided into about 20 genera,

as Cereus, Echinocactus, Opuntia, etc., constituting

the natural order Cactacese, all of which however
are popularly cactuses.

1767 J. Abercrombie Ev. Man MM Gard. (1803"! Index,
Cactus, or Melon and Torch-thistle. 1807 G. Gregory
Dict.ArtsfySc. 1. 283/3 Cactus, melon thistle, .in the natural
method ranking under the 13th order Succulenta;. 1814 Lu-
nan Hortus Jamah. I. 413 The slender parasitical currant
cactus or Indian fig. 1836 Macgillivray Humboldt's Trav.
iv. 63 Cactuses rose here and there, from a scanty soil. 1843
Prescott Mexico (1850) I. 13 The device ofthe eagle and
the cactus, .the arms of the modern Mexican republic.

3. attrib., as in cactus tribe, family, etc. ; cactus

thorn, etc. ; cactus dahlia, a Mexican dahlia, so

called from its cactus-like flame-coloured flower.

1865TYLOK Early Hist. Man. vi. 119 To make rag-dolls,

and stick cactus-thorns into them. 1870 H. Macmillan
Bible Teach. v\i. 135 In the cactus tribe, the whole plant
consists of jointed leaves. 1881 Daily Ne7us 14 Sept. 2/6
The latest importation from Mexico . . the cactus dahlia,
1 Juarezii '. 1882 Garden 19 Aug. 156/2 What a brilliant

flower is that of the Cactus Dahlia.

t Cacu'minate, v. Obs. rare- °. [f. L. cacu-
mind-re to make pointed, f. caciimen : see Cacu-
minous.] 1 To make sharp or pyramidal' (J.).
1656 Blount Glossogr., Cacuminate, to make sharp or

copped. 1678 Phillips, Cacuminate, to form into a sharp
top like a pyramid. 1721-90 Bailey (as in Blount).
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CACUMINATION. 12 CADDIE

Cacumination. Obs.-° [f. as prec] *A
making sharp at the top' (Phillips 1678).

CacnmillOUS kaki/iminas}, a. rare. [f. L.

(acumen, -uminis a tree-top.] Of a tree : Having
a pyramidal top.

1871 M. Collins Inn Sir. Meetings 10 Hours Of youth.

.

and love 'neath trees cacuminous. a 1879— in Pen Sketches
I 248 Luminous books mot voluminous) To read under
beech-trees cacuminous.

tCad 1
- Obs. [Deriv. uncertain : the dates are

against its identification with next word, which the

sense alone might permit.] A familiar spirit.

1657 Bp. H. King Poems in. (1843* 87 Rebellion wants no
Cad nor Elfe But is a perfect witchcraft of it self. 1658
Osborn Adv. Son (1673) 34 Ix)ve ..cannot hold without
Jealousie, nor break without Repentance, and must needs
render their sleep unquiet, that have one of these Cadds or
Familiars still knocking over their pillow.

Cad- (koed). [Apparently, an abbreviation of

Cadee, Caddie, Cadet, the senses of which show
the development of meaning, starting from sense 2

of Cadet, and its popular form Cadee. The
modern sense (5) appears to have arisen at the

universities (or at least at Oxford), as an appli-

cation of sense 4 to any one whose manners or

conduct were like those of the class in question.]

+ 1. An unbooked passenger whom the driver of

a coach took up for his own profit on the way.
1790 Useful Hints in Globe 12 May 11885) */s To prevent

his taking up short passengers, or (as they are termed) cads,

to the robbery of his employer.

2. An assistant or confederate of a lower grade,

as a bricklayer's labourer {dial.) ; a familiar,

' chum'.
1835 T. Hook G. Gumey (1850) I. vii. 131, I will..appear

to know no more of you, than one of the cads of the thimble-

rig knows of the pea-holder. 18349 Hood Kilmansegg 230
Not to forget that saucy lad (Ostentation's favourite cad)

The page, who looked so splendidly clad.

+ 3. An omnibus conductor. Obs
1833 Hood Sk. fr. Road, Though I'm a cad now, I was

once a coachman. 1837 Dickens Picknv. xxxviii, Numerous
cads and drivers of short stages. 1837 Penny Mag. 31 Mar.
117 He who hangs behind—who opens the door and re-

ceives the money, .is conductor or in the vulgar tongue

—

cad. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xlix, A sceptical audience
of omnibus-cads and nursemaids.

4. — Sc. Caddie, sense 2: 1 Cads, low fellows, who
hang about the college to provide the Etonians

with anything necessary to assist their sports'.

Hone (note to quot.). So at Oxford, applied by
collegians to town-lads of the same description,

and contemptuously to townsmen generally.

1831 Hone Year Bk. 670 Preceded by one or two bands
of music in two boats, rowed by 4 cads*. 1838 Leg. late

Illumination in O-tf. Her. 22 Feb., A gown-and-town row
had got up, to testify their loyalty, By milling of all rads

and cads, and other foes to royalty. 1844 Pegce Anecd.
Eng. Lang. (ed. ^"X^note, The Oxford Townsman, .in 1835
had been promoted to the title of cad. 1850 Clouch Dip-
sychus 11. 11. 152 If I should chance to run over a cad, I can
pay for the damage if ever so bad.

5. colloq. A fellow of low vulgar manners and be-

haviour. (An offensive and insulting appellation.)

1838 Hints on Etiquettefor Univ. Oxf. 19 note. He was
mentally considered a great ' cad ' by the rest. 1850 Kings-
ley Alt. Locke xii, * Box the cad's ears. Lord Lynedale,'
said a dirty fellow with a long pole. 186s A. Boyd in Gd.
Words 694 People who talk of the great majority of their

fellow-creatures as Cads. 1868 Lessons Mid. Age 142 Vou
cannot make a vulgar offensive cad conduct himself as a
gentleman.

6. Comb., as cad-catcher : see quot.
188a Artist 1 Feb. 63/1 ' Cadcatchers ' is an expressive,

but not elegant, term now in use amongst artists for pictures
painted to attract the undiscriminating.

Hence Ca'dism, the behaviour or action of a cad.

1876 World' V. 8 It is the superlative 'cadism' of Eng-
lish residents in India which galls the natives

+ Cad *, Obs. ^Cade sb*, a cade-lamb.

Cad 4
. Chiefly dial. [Another form of Caddis 2

(dial, catidy) ; but there is nothing to show the

actual relations to each other of cad, caddy, and
caddis, nor which is the primitive form.] A caddis

or caddis worm. Called more fully cod-bait,

cad-bait, cad-bit, cad-bote, cad-worm.
1651-1653 [see Caddis 3

]. 1653 Lauson Comm. Seer. An*
gling in Arb. Garner 1. 194 Cad bait is a worm bred under
stones in a shallow river. 1677 N. Cox GentI. Recreat.,
Fishing (1706) 41 Wasps, Gentles and Cad-bits are good
baits for the Gudgeon. 1741 Cornel. Earn. -Piece 11. ii. 345
Tench delight chiefly in Worms, .as the Lob-worm, Marsh-
worm, Cad-worm, and Flag-worm. i79iOsbaldistone Brit.

Sportsman 85/1 Cadbate, a worm, good bait for trout. 1833
. Rennie Atph. Angling 34 The grubs which are known
y the name of caddis-worms, case-worms, cad or cod bait

and ruff coats. Northampton Dial. We are going to the
brook for some cads.

+ 2. Cad-worm, applied in derision toaman. Obs.

1630 J. Taylor iWater P.> Wks. 11 155 This Cadworme,
hauing onely got Rime, which is but the buttons and loopes

to couple Verse together.

tCad5
. Obs. -Caddow*.

1581 in Bristol Wills (1886.) 233 The worne Irishe Cad
[valued at] xxiiijj.

Cadace, -as, obs. forms of Caddis.
Cadar, var. of Cader, a frame.

Cadastral (kada-stral"), a. [a. mod.F. cadas-
tral relating to the cadastre, as in Us registres ca~

daslraux ^Littre).]

1. Of, pertaining to, or according to a cadastre

;

having reference to the extent, value, and owner-
ship of landed property ^strictly, as a basis of dis-

tributing taxation).
1858 Gladstone Homer I. 567 [Darius] divided the empire

by a cadastral system under provincial governors. 1868 —
juv. Mundi xiii, The catalogue of Homer is a great at-

tempt to construct.. a cadastral account of Greece. 1886
Q. Rev. Apr. 395 The following statement exhibits the cad-
astral distribution of properties.

2. Cadastral survey : a. strictly, a survey of

lands for the purposes of a cadastre ; b. loosely,

a survey on a scale sufficiently large to show
accurately the extent and measurement of every
field and other plot of land. Applied to the

Ordnance Survey of Great Britain on the scale of

g^oa or 15*544] inches to a mile. So cadastral

map, plan, etc.

1861 Set. Comm. Ho. Commons 182 To inquire into the
expediency of extending the Cadastral Survey to those
portions of the United Kingdom which have been surveyed
upon the scale of one inch to the mile only. 1861 A. S.
Ayrton [in Parlt.] thought that the question was very
much mystified by calling the survey a cadastral survey,
which meant all the details relating to the tenure of
land, the condition of each property, and all such matters.
186a Toulm. Smith in Parly. Remembrancer Oct. 182 The
newfangled phrase ' cadastral survey' is as foolish as it is

unquestionably mischievous. 1863 Edin. Rev. CXVIII.
No. 242. 379 The French term ' cadastral '. .is now used in

England to denote a survey on a targe scale. 1881 Fitch
Led. Teaching in. 72 A special map of the province, and
a cadastral plan 'ordnance map) of the commune. 1885
Smith in Lara Times LXXIX. 400/2 The necessity of
a complete cadastral survey of property in England and
Wales. 1886 Blachw. Mag. Sept. 332 note, The Domesday
Survey was in a sense a cadastral one : and the Ordnance
Survey in its larger scale, as being the only comprehensive
basis upon which a correct computation of areas and valua-
tion of landed property for assessment of imposts is possible,

may also be called ' Cadastral '.

[I Cadastre (kadcrstM). [a. Fr. cadastre ;
= Sp.,

It. catastro :—late L. capitastrum 1 register of the
polltax', f. caput head, poll.]

a. (= L. capitastrum.) The register of capita,

juga, or units of territorial taxation into which
the Roman provinces were divided for the purposes
of capitalto terrena or land tax. (Poste Gains.)

b. A register of property to serve as a basis of

proportional taxation, a Domesday Book. C. (in

mod. French use A public register of the quantity,

value, and ownership of the real property of a

country.
1804 Edin. Rev. V. 17 To compile a general Cadastre,

somewhat in the style of our old doomsday book. 1834
Southry Doctor ccxli. (1862) 660 Materials for a moral and
physiological Cadastre, or Domesday Book. 1864 Sir F.

Palgrave Norm. 4 Eng. IV. 62 The crown officers formed
a new Cadastre according to the new principle which he laid

down . . the land was meted according to an invariable

geometrical standard, without any reference to its produc-
tive worth. 1864. Webster, Cadastre, an official estimate of
the quantity and value of real property, made for the pur-

pose of justly apportioning taxes : used in Ixmisiana. 1875
Poste Gains 11. ied. a> 174 The list of capita was called a
Cadastre (capitastrum).

Cadaver kad(
7iv3j\ [a. L. cadaver dead

body, perhaps f. cad-frc to fall. So F. cadavre ]

A dead body, esp. of man ; a corpse. (Now chiefly

in technical lang.)

[1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. vi. iL (1495) 187 Careyne
hath that name of cadauare of cadere . to falle.] c 1500
Noble Life u xxxv, Zelio is a beste . . it abydeth gladly in

places wher as people lie buryed, And it eteth the cadauers
or wormes. 1524 Will off. Terry (Somerset Ho.i I John
Terry of Norwich . .commende. .my body to be Cadaver, .to

be buried. 1547 Bookde Brev. Health Ix. 18 Beware of .

.

dead cadavers, or caryn. a 1626 Davies Wifs Pilgrim, ii.

Whoever came From death to life f Who can cadavers raise ?

1714 Mandevii.le Fab. Bees (1725) I. 186 Time was when.

.

the cadavers of the greatest emperors were burnt to ashes.

1874 Roosa Dis. Ear{c<L a) 19 Anatomical investigations

on the human cadaver.

b. A skeleton.
168a Sir T. Browne Chr, Mor. 91 Death's heads .. and

fleshless cadavers.

1 Cada verable, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +
-able.] Mortal.
1651 Biggs Nnv Dt'sp. g 287 By things cadaverable you

may expect strange accidents.

t Cada*verate, P. Obs. [f. L. cadaver + -atz.]

To render lifeless ; to reduce to dead matter.

1657 G. Starkev Helmont's Vind., [Excrementa] . . which
..are by the heat of the body cadaverated, and cast forth.

Cadaveric (kjedave'rik, kadse'verik^, a. [a. F.

cadavcrique, or f. L. cadaver (see above) + -10 (Gr.

suffix : the L. forms are caddvertnus, caddverosus).']

1. Of or pertaining to dead bodies ; characteristic

of a corpse. (More technical than cadaverous.)

1835 6 Todd Cycl. Anat. <f Phys. L 804/2 Chemical ac-

tions of a cadaveric description. 1865 Reader 2 Sept. 269/3
The earliest indications of cadaveric rigidity. 1880 B. Dyer
in Daily News 7 Oct. 6/7 Certain substances formed in de-

composing animal tissues .[called] * cadaveric alkaloids' .

.

owing to their formation subsequent to death. x88a Times

8 Dec. 10 Evidence, previously given, with reference to the
cadaveric lividities.

2. Caused by contact with a dead body.
1871 Holmes Syst. Surgery (ed. 2) V. Index, Cadaveric

boils. 1883 Ibid. (ed. 31 II, 940 Cadaveric wans have a
somewhat special appearance.

fCada'verie. Obs. rare- 1
. « Cadaver.

1600 Tourneur Treats/. Met. (18781 II. 187 Prol. 8 What
ashie ghost, what dead Cadaverie . . howles in my eares I

t Cadaveriety. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. cadaver

(see prec.', ? after variety, ebriety, etc.] Deadness.
1651 Biggs Nnv Disp. % 171 The cadaveriety, and dull

lethargy of medicines, is contracted by the Opium.
Cada verine. Chem. [f. as prec. + -ine.]
One of the cadaveric alkaloids or Ptomaines.
1887 Lauder Brlnton Pluirmacol. 98 Neurine, cada-

verine, putrescine, and saprine have no marked physio-
logical action.

Cada verizable, a. [f. next + -able.] Ca-
pable of bein^ converted into lifeless matter.
1651 Biggs Neiu Disp. $ 287 Any putrefactible or cadaveriz-

able thing.

Cadaverize (kadae-veraiz), v. [f. Cadaver +
-ize : pcrh. in earlier use ; see prec] trans. To
make into a corpse ; to make cadaverous.
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 421 To effect a. .suspension

of the circulation, and cadaverise his countenance.

Cadaverous (kadx'-veras), a. [ad. F. cada-
vereux, -euse, ad. L. eaddveros-us corpse-like, f.

cadaver : see above.] Of or belonging to a corpse

;

such as characterizes a corpse, corpse-like.
i6»7 Feltham Resoh'es 11. xxxiv, A cadauerous man,

composed of Diseases and Complaints. 1643 Sir T. Browne
Reltg. Med. 1. (16561 f 38 By continuall signt of Anatomies,
Skeletons, or Cadaverous reliques. 1651 Biggs Htm Disp.
i 26 Cadaverous dissection of bodies. 1713 Derham Phys.-
Theol. iv. xi. 205 Some cadaverous smell those Ravens
discover in the Air. 1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. (1796)
IV- 374 Cadaverous smetl of the Phallus impudicus. 1855
Bain Senses fr Int. 11. iL fi 11 118641 172 Tne cadaverous
odour is of the repulsive kind. 1848 Dickens Dombey 36
The strange, unusual, .smell, and the cadaverous light,

b. esp. Of corpse-like or deadly pallor.
166a Fuller Worthies in. 67 His eye was excellent at the

instant discovery of a cadaverous face . . this made him at the
nrst sight of sick Prince Henry, to get himself out of sight.
a 1711 Ellwood Life 246 He found John Milton sitting in
an Elbow Chair . .pale, but not cadaverous. iSao W. I rving
Sk. Bk. II. 145 He has a cadaverous countenance, full of
cavities and projections. 1835 Willis Pencilling^ I. vi. 38.

Cada verously, a<Iv . [f. prec. + -ly In a
cadaverous manner ; like a dead body.
1847 in Craig.

Cada verousness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

Cadaverous quality; the condition of a dead body.
1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ckym. 75 This depraved, circu-

lated matter, hath reached so far. .as to acquire a virutency
or cadaverousness. 1839 PM Fall Ho. Usher Wks. 1846
I. 995 A cadaverousness of complexion.

Cadaw, obs. form of Caddow.
Cad-bait, -bit, -bote: see Cad*.
Caddaa, caddes, obs. ft. Caddis.

t Caddee. Obs. [The same word as Cadee,
Sc. Caddie. See also Cad 2

.]

1803 Amh. Kit. (Chron.t 430/1 The York stage waggon
was overturned from off the fjridge into the river at Caster-
ton near Stamford, .owing to the proper driver trusting to
the guidance of a caddee, whilst he loitered behind.

Caddee, var. of Cadi.
Caddel, obs. f. Cawdle.
Ca ddesa. nont c-mi. ff. Cad 2 5.] A female cad.
1870 lllititr, Lond. Xnvs 29 Oct. 443, I do not insult the

people by including in the name the cads and caddevses.
1884 Kkadk PtriloHt Seer. L vii. 133 Caddess ! What is

that ?. . I mean a cad of the feminine gender.

t Caddesse, cadesse. '1 Obs. -Caddow, a
jackdaw.
'5°5 73 Cooper Tkesaur., Monedula, a chough, a daw,

a cadesse. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 79 The Caddesse was
first called Mimedula. 1583 Stanyhi'BST sEneis iv. (Arb.)

lot This that prat' pye cadesse labored too trumpet in

eeche place. 1611 Chapman Iliad xvi. 541 As a falcon frays

A flock of stares or caddesies. 1655 Mocpet & Benn.
Health's Imfirov. (1746) 187 The Cadesse or Jack-daw.
1688 K Holme Annoury 11. 248/1 The Jack Daw, or Daw,
is called a Caddesse or Choff.

Caddet, obs. form of Cadet.
Caddi, variant of Cadi.
Caddice, variant of Caddis.

Caddie, cadie (kardi). .Sir. Also 7 caudie,

8 raw die. cady, caddee, 8-9 caddy, [ad. F.

cadet : see Cadet and Cadee.]

+ 1. = Cadee, Cadet a, q. v. Also at/rib.

1634-46 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 462 Ane young gentleman
latelie come from France, pransing. .with his short skarlet

cloake and his long caudie rapier. 1714 Ramsay Tca-T.
Misc. (1733> I- 53 Commissions are dear Yet I'll buy him
one this year ; For he shall serve no longer a cadie. m 1776
Ballad in Herd Coll. II. 170 1 Jam.) There was Wattie the

muirland laddie. .With sword by his side like a cadie.

2. A lad or man who waits about on the look-

out for chance employment as a messenger, errand-

boy, errand-porter, chair-man, odd-job-man, etc.

;

spec, a member of a corps of commissionaires in

Edinburgh in the 18th c. (See also quot. 1883.)
<ri730 Burt Lett. fr. N. of Scot/, ii. (1754) I. 26 The

Cawdys, a very useful Black-Guard, who attend . . publick

Places to go of Errands; and though they are Wretches,
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that in Rags lye upon the Stairs, and in the Streets at
[

Night, yet are they often considerably trusted. .This Corps i

has a kind of Captain . . presiding over them, whom they

call the Constable of the Cawdys. a 1774 Fergusson
Compl. Plainstanes, A cadie wi his lantern. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xxi, A tattered cadie, or errand-porter, whom
David Deans had jostled. CI&17 Hogg Tales <f Sk. V. 65

A caddy came with a large parcel to Mrs. Logan's house.

a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. V. 209 Every Scotchman, from

the peer to the cadie. 1883 Wesleyan Mag. 546 The Cad-
dies—sturdy women with creels on their backs who acted

as porters—struggled for the customer.

b. A golf-player's attendant who carries his

clubs (generally a boy or lad).

1857 Chambers* Inform. People II. 696/2. 1864 Book-

seller 31 Oct. 662 Twenty golfers, with their attendant cad-

dies scattered over the link. 1883 Standard 16 Nov. 5/2

The 'caddy* who carries the clubs probably possesses

theoretical knowledge.

3. Young fellow, lad. {ludicrous orfamiliar.)

1786 Burns Earnest Cry xx, Gie him't het, my hearty

cocks, E'en cow the caddie [C. J. Fox]. 1788-1813 E. 1

Picken Misc. Poems I. 186 (Jam.) A' ye canty cheerie '

caddies.

tCaddine't. Obs. [A dim. form; to be re-

ferred apparently to It. cadino 'basin, milk-pan,

broad dish', var. of catino :—L. catTnus, -urn bowl,

dish.] A basin or vessel of some kind.

1662 J. Ogilby King's Coronation (1685) 15 The Officers

of the Pantry, .brought up the Salt of State and Caddinet

Caddis ]
, caddice (kae-dis). Forms : 5-9 ca-

das, 5 cadace, 6 cadys, -yas, -es, caddes, -iz,

-esse, 6-7 caddys, 6-8 caddas, 6-9 caddis, cad-

dice, 7 cadice, (8 caddu.ee), 8-9 cadis. [Here

two words are apparently mixed up: 1 (sense 1),

properly cat/as, cadace, OF. codas, codas, cf. Cotgr.

cadarce 1 the tow or coarsest part of silke, whereof

sleaue is made
' ; cf. Irish codas = cadan cotton ;

2 F. cadis (15th c. in Littr6) 'sorte de serge de

laine, de bas pris \ Of both, the ulterior history

is unknown.]

f 1. Cotton wool, floss silk, or the like, used in

padding : Scotch writers of the 1 8th c. applied the

name to
1 lint ' used in surgery. Obs.

[Hue de Tabarie MS. Heber No. 8336 in Promp. Parv.

57 Pur cadaz e cotoun de saunk fu le encusture.] a 1400
Cov. Myst. 241 Cadace wolle or flokkys . . To stuffe withal

thi dobbelet. 1440 Promp. Pan>. 57/2 Cadas, bombicinium.

1458 Will ofGist (Somerset Ho.), Vnum Jakke stuffed cum
Cadace. 1463 in Rot. Pari, in Promp. Parv. 57 No .

.

bolstors, nor stuffe of woole, coton or cadas, nor other

stuffer in his doublet. 1738 Med. Ess. <$• Observ. (ed. a) IV.

334 Soft half-worn Linen, which the French call Charlie,
the English, Lint, and we Caddiss. 1769 W. Buchan Dom.
Med. (1790) 578 With soft lint, commonly called caddis,

t 2. Worsted yarn, crewel. Obs.

1530 Palsgb. 202/1 Caddas or crule, sayette. 1548 W.
Patten Exped. Scotl. in Arb. Garner III. 92 Hemmed
round about, .with pasmain lace of green caddis. 1721 C.

King Brit. Merck. I. 286 Tapestry with Caddas.

fb. Hence attrib. as a material. Obs.

1550-1600 Customs Duties, Addit. MS. Brit. Mus. No.
25097 Cruell or Caddas rybande. 1575 Laneham Let. (1871)

37 Seemly begyrt in a red caddiz gyrdl. 1596 Silaks.

1 Hen. IV, n. iv. 79 Wilt thou rob this Leatherne Ierkin .

.

Puke stocking, Caddice garter. 1675 Bk. of Rates 293
Caddas or cruel ribbon.

t c. Short for caddis ribbon : A worsted tape or

binding, used for garters, etc. Obs.

1580 Lyly Eupkues u868> 220 The country dame girdeth

herselfe as straight in the waste with a course caddis, as

the Madame of the court with a silke riband. 1584 B. R.
Herodotus 79 Stitching to the inside of their vesture a

tape or caddesse to gird their apparell. 1611 Shaks. Wint.
7*. iv. iv. 208 Hee hath Ribbons . . Points . . Inckles, Cad-
dysses. a 1664 Quarles Sheph. Orac. vm, Surely I was.

.

constrained to sell Cadice and inkle. 1691 Lond. Gaz. No.
2698/4 A.. blue Saddle-Cloth bound with Green and White
Caddis. 1739 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans. XLI. 190 Cadis,

or a kind of Worsted Tape. 1731 S. Whatley Eng. Gaz.
Sturbridge {Camb.\ All sorts of tapes, cadduces, and the

like wares from Manchester. [1822-76 Nares, Caddis, a
kind of ferret or worsted lace.]

f3. A kind of stuff; perh. of worsted (or ?silk).

1536 Inv. Kilburn Nunnery Middlesex in Monast.
Anglicanum III. 424/1 One Carpet of Cadys for the table

xij d. 1552 Berksh. Ch. Goods 28 Ane other vestyment of

grene caddes, a vestyment of Redd caddis. 1552 Inv. Ck.

Surrey 54 Item a cope of blew cades. 1552-3 Inv. Ch.

Goods Staffs, in Ann. Diocese Lichfield IV. 48 One_ veste-

ment of cadyas, iiij albes. [1876 Rock Text. Fabr. iv. 31.]

b. A coarse cheap serge. [Mod.F. cadis.'] (,The

first quot. is of doubtful meaning.) Cf. Caddow 2
.

1579 Lyly Eufihues 79 In steede of silkes I will weare
sackcloth : for Owches and Bracelettes, Leere and Caddys.

1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 38 Cadis-Stuff per 100 Weight. 1755
Johnson Caddis . . this word is used in Erse for the varie-

gated cloaths of the Highlanders. 1862 Wraxall Hugo's
Miserables (1877) 1. iv. 20 Who had acquired £ 80000 by
manufacturing coarse clothes, serges, and caddis. 1887 J.

H. Nodal in Let., ' Caddies is still used in Bolton for a
special make of sheets and quilts.' [Cf. Caddow 2 c i860.]

Caddis 2
, caddice (kardis). Also 7 cadice,

cados, 7-8 cadis. [Of uncertain origin : see the

equivalent Cad 4
;
parallel forms are dial, cadew,

caddy (pi . caddies), perh. a false singular, from
caddi-s (used as sing, and pi. by Walton) ;

pos-

sibly a genuine dim. of cad : the relations of the

forms have not been made out.]

1. The larva of the May-fly and other species of

Phryganca, which lives in water, and forms for I

itself a curious cylindrical case of hollow stems,

small stones, etc. ; it is used as a bait by anglers.

1651 T. Barker Art ofAugliug(i6s3 ) 9 Gentles, Paste or

Cadice which we call Cod-bait. 1653 Walton Angler 91
The May flie. .is bred of the Cod-worm or Caddis. Ibid. 235,

I have held you too long about these caddis. 1855 Kings-

ley Glaucus (1878) 207 Those caddises, which crawl on the

bottom of the stiller waters, enclosed, all save the head and
legs, in a tube of sand or pebbles. 1875 'Stonehenge'
Brit. Sports 1. v. iii. § 12 Caddies, caterpillars and gentles.

2. Comb, caddis-bait, caddis-worm = prec.
;

caddis-fly, a Phryganea, as the May-fly.
162a Peacham Compl. Gentl. xxi.11634 253 Other wormes

as the Bobbe, Cadis-worme, Canker, or such like. 1658

Rowland Mouffet's Theat. Ins. 943 The great variety of

those little Cados worms whereof they come. 1787 Best
Angliug(zd. 2) 116 The Cadis- Fly . . is a large four-winged

fly, of a bufT-colour. 1833 Proc. Benv. Nat. Club I. No. 1.

20 Caddis bait, which is the larva of different species of

phrygamea. 1847 Carpenter Zool. §682 Caddice-fiies. .are

very numerous in Britain; no fewer than 190 species having
been described. 1863 Kingsley Water-bab. iii. 90 The cad-

dis-baits in that pool. 1875 Brande & Cox Diet. Science,

fyc. I. 341 Different species of the Caddice-worm protect

themselves by means of different materials.

Caddised (kse'dist), a. [f. prec. + -ed^.]

Furnished or baited with a caddis.

1851 Eraser's Mag. XLIV. 63 Mute anglers drop their

caddis'd hooks.

Caddish, (kce-dij), a. colloq. [f. Cad 2
5 + -ish 1

.]

Of the nature of a cad
;
offensively ill-bred ; the

opposite of gentlemanly.
1868 Imperial Rev. 22 Feb. 180 We shall be understood

when we say, that it is a still more caddish offence. 1881

Blackzv. Mag. CXXIX. 186 A cad never seems more cad-

dish than when he comes nearest to the most primeval sim-

plicity of costume.

Hence Ca ddishly adv., Caddishness sb.

1868 Lond. Rev. 15 Aug. 200/1 The cad takes his caddish-

ness with him. 188. Miss Braddon Just as I am xlv.

307, Innate caddishness which must come out somewhere.

Caddie, sb. dial.

1. Disorder, disarray, confusion, disturbance.

1825 Britton Beauties Wiltsh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Caddie,

a term signifying confusion or embarrassment.
_
To be in a

caddie, means to be overwhelmed with business. 1861

Hughes Tom Brown Oxf. xxx. (D.) ' Ther wur no sich a

caddie about sick folk when I wur a bwoy'. 1863 Mrs.
Marsh Heathside Farm I. 70 Mrs. Stone, a short, plump,
Wiltshire matron - apologised for being found in such a
caddie.

2. Trouble, bother.

1865 Reader 12 Aug. 182/2 The English won't take the

trouble—won't, as they say with us in Somerset, be at the

caddie to look after such things.

Caddie, v. dial. [f. prec] To trouble, dis-

turb, worry.
1781 Hutton Tour Caves Gloss., Caddie, to attend offi-

ciously. 1825 Britton Beauties Wiltsh. Gloss. (E. D.S.)

s.v., Don't caddie me, don't teaze me. A cadling fellow

means an impertinent or troublesome companion. 1862 T.

Hughes in Macm. Mag. V. 250 A caddled the mice in

many a vield.

Ca'ddow \ Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 cadaw, 5-7

cadowe, 6 cadow, caddawe, caddowe, 9 dial.

caw-daw. [perh. f. ca, ka jackdaw (Sc. Kae) 4-

Daw. (The Ir. cud/iog, Gael, cathag, Manx
caaig jackdaw can hardly be connected.)]

A jackdaw.
1440 Promp. Parv. 57/2 Cadaw, or keo, or chowghe [v.r.

ko ; cadowe or koo], monedula. 1530 Palsgr. 202/1 Cad-
dawe a byrde, chucas. 1552 Huloet, Caddowe, or chough e,

byrde ; some call them Jacke dawe. 1573 Tusser Husb.

(1878) 101 Kill crowe, pie, and cadow. 1579 Marr. Wit <y

Wisd. (1849) 26 She can cackle like a cadowe. 1621 Ams-
worth Annot. Pentat. Lev. xi. 15 Crows, caddows, pies,

and the like. 1792 Osbaldistone Brit. Sportsm. 85/1 Cad-
dow, a bird, otherwise called a chough or jackdaw. 1842

Few Words to Churchw. (Camb. Camden Sod 1. 14, Rub-
bish, brought together by the jackdaws or caddows. 1864

Atkinson Prov. Names of Birds, Caddow, caw-daw.

Ca'ddow 2
. Obs. or dial. Also 6 caddo; 6-7

caddowe, 7cadow>, caddoe. [Cf. Caddis 13b;
also Gaelic cudadh, cudath tartan (not Irish

—

O'Reilly ) ; but it is doubtful whether this is from

Eng. or the converse. The Manx cadee, and the

Ir. cadas cotton, can hardly be related.] A rough

woollen covering ; see quot. 1880.

1579 Richmond Wills {18531, ij fledg blankets vs. ij cad-

dow blankets ij s. uijd. 1588 Middlesex County Records

I. 177 [Walter Hassellwrick stole] . . vnum straggulum voc'

an Irish Caddo [worth twenty shillings]. 1588 Lane. Wills

(1861) III. 135 A blankett and an Irish caddow checked.

1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. Biij, I stretcht my lims along

the bed.. Thrice ore the caddow I mine armes outspred.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 11. Ireland 63 They .. make
of their course wool Caddowes also or Coverlets. i6ix

Cotgr., Couverture velu'e, an Irish Rug, Mantle, or Cadowe.
1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. xxxiv. § 15 (1689) 190 Out-

landish Cadows and Blanckets. c i860 Staton Raysfro*
Loomenary (Bolton) 40 Peggy wove caddows on a loom as

they had ith back place. 1880 Antrim $ Doivn Gloss.

(E. D. S.) Cadda, Caddaiv, a quilt or coverlet, a cloak or

cover ; a small cloth which lies on a horse's back.

Cadduce: see Caddis 1
.

Caddy 1 (kse-di). [app. a corruption of Catty,

Malay kati, a weight equal to \\ lb. avoirdupois.]

1. A small box for holding tea. Usually tea-caddy.

179a Madras Courier a Dec. (Y.) A Quantity of Tea in
|

Quarter Chests and Caddies, imported last season. 1793
Cowper To Lady Ilesketh 19 Jan. (R.) When you went you
took with you the key of the caddy. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Brooke F. xii, 133 The best tea-tray and caddy. 1868 F.

Paget Lucretia 198 This house . . instead of looking like

a tea-caddy . . might rather be said to resemble a litter

of caddies.

2. U. S. A can with a lid, for water, etc.

1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 201/ 1 Near where his. .saw and
water caddy are lying.

Ca'ddy ~ [? f. Cad A ghost, bugbear.
1781 Hutton Tour Caves, Caddy, a ghost, or bugbear.

Caddy, var. of Caddie.

Cade (k^'d), sby [a. F. cade cask, barrel, ad.

L. cad-us a large vessel usually of earthenware, a

wine-jar, also a measure for liquids.]

1. A cask or barrel.

1387 in Rogers Agric. Prices II. 428/4. c 1420 Pallad.
on Husb. xi. 331 Kades thre Of wyne. 1706 J. Philips
Cyder 11. 363 The Fanners Toil is done ; his Cades mature,
Now call for Vent. 1812 W. Tennant Anster Fair 11. vii,

His lintseed stowed in bag or cade.

f2. spec. A barrel of herrings, holding six great

hundreds of six score each ; afterwards 500. Obs.

1337 in Rogers Agric. Prices II. 555/3. C1440 Promp.
Par:: 57 Cade of herynge ior spirlingei or obyr lyke, coda,

lacista, etc. 1466 Mann. Househ. Exp. 207 Paid to Ed-
wardes wyffe for j. cade of red herynge. .vs. 1502 Arnoe.de
Chron. (181 1) 263, Xx. cadis rede hering is a last, v. C. in a
cade, vi. score 1 1 ij _ heringis for the C. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen.
VI, iv. ii. 36 Stealing a Cade of Herrings. 1599 Nashe
Lent. Stuffe 1S7D 106 The rebel Jack Cade was the first,

that devised to put Red-Herrings in cades, and from him
they have their name. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb.,

Cade, .of Red-herrings 500, Sprats 1000; yet I find anciently

600 made the Cade of Herrings, Six score to the Hundred,
which is called Magnum Centum. 1707 Fleetwood Chron.
Prec. (1745! 82 A cade of red Herrings (720 the Cade). 1751

Chambers Cycl., Cade, . .used in the book of rates for, . 500

herrings, and of sprats 1000. 1866 Rogers Agric. <y Prices

I. xxiv. 610 Herrings. . reckoned by the cade and the barrel.

3. Comb., as cade-bow (see quot.).

1754 T. Gardner Hist. Ditnwich 20 The Cade, containing

600 Herrings, being a Frame called a Cade-Bow, made
with Withs, having a Top and Bottom, with two Hinges
folding, wherein Straw is laid inclosing the Fish.

Cade (k^d), sb.- [a.) Also 5 kod, 5-7 cad.

[Origin and part of speech unknown. In cade lamb,
' cade ' may be an adj. with some such sense as
* cast ' or ' domestic, tame or a sb. used attrib.

as in pet-lamb : in the former case ' cade ' as a sb.

would be short for ' cade-latr.b ' ; in the latter,

' cade-lamb ' might be an expansion.
(As Cotgrave gives an alleged F. ' cadel a castling, a starve-

ling, one that hath need much of cockering and pampering ',

a sense not unlike Eng'pet', it has been suggested that

cade-lamb was perh. for an earlier *cadel-lamb. But this

is historically impossible. M.Paul Meyer says Cotgrave's

word is not Fr., but app. the 16th c. Languedocien cadel
' little dog ', and his explanation erroneous. The corresp. OF.
word was cltael, cheel, which has no likeness to the ME.
kod, cad, even if the sense suited, Wedgwood compares
Da. kaad wanton, petulant, sportive ON. kdt-r merry,

cheerful : but cade is not at all Sc., and apparently not

properly northern, since Ray 1691 explains the 'North-
Country words ' pet, pet-lamb as ' a cade-lamb. ')]

1. as adj. or in comb. Of the young of animals,

esp. lambs and colts : Cast or left by the mother

and brought up by hand, as a domestic pet.

c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 749 Hie ricus, a kod-

lomb. 1551 Will ofJane Lovet (Somerset Ho.) Three Cade
lambes that go abowte the house. 1678 Littleton Diet, in

Cath. Angl. 50 A cade lamb, agnus domesticus, domi educ-

ins. 1681 Worlidge Diet. Rust. iE. D. S.) A cosset lamb
or colt, or cade lamb or colt, that is a lamb or colt fallen

and brought up by hand. 1698 F. B. Modest Censure 14 As
mild and gentle as cade Lambs. 1792 in Phil. Trans.

LXXXII. 366 We do not wean our cade-lambs till June.

1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede x. 95 It's ill bringing up a cade

lamb. 1880 J. F. Davies in Academy 24 Dec. 456.

2. as sb. a. A pet lamb.
C1450 Nominate in Wr.-Wiilcker 698 Hec agna, a new

lame ; hec cenaria, a cad ; hec berbex, a weder. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 50 A Cade, dome{s)tica vet domesticus, vt ouis vet

auis dottiestica. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 1 Peter iii. 18 He
gave his poor godson a lamb for a cade. 1669 Cokaine
Ovid 60 Pritty Spinella, you . . Are tame enough, as Gentle

as a Cad. 1830 Howitt Seasons, March 58 Others [lambs]

. .are reared, generally by the assistance of a tea pot, with

cow's milk and are called cades or pets.

b. The foal of a horse brought up by hand.

1617 Maekham Caval. n. 109 Such horses as we call

Cades, which are those that neuer suck their dams, but

vpon their first foaling are put vp into a house.

C. A spoiled or petted child. (lW. dial.)

1877 Peacock A^. W. Line. Gloss. Cade, a child which is

babyish in its manner. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-
bk s v., ' E's a reg'lar cade ' said of a spoiled child.

3. Of fruit: Fallen, cast, [rare.]

1876 Miss Broughton Joan III. 184 Austine is collecting

the little cade cherries.

t Cade, sb.3 Variant of Ked, a sheep-louse.

1570 Levins Manip. 8 A cade, sheepe \o\ise,pedicitlus ouis.

Cade (k^d), sbA [a. F. cade, in same, sense.]

A species of Juniper, Juniperus oxycedrus, called

also Prickly Cedar, yielding Oil of Cade, or Cade

Oil, used in veterinary surgery.

1575 Turberv. Bk. Venerie lxvi. 187 If you rubbe a
Terryer with Brymstone, or with the oyle of Cade, and then

put the Terryer into an earth where Foxes be or Badgerdes,

they will leaue that earth. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chettt.
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II. 251 The part most fluid is &old under the name of

Cade -oil.

+ Cade, «M Obs.

c 1330 Arth. <$• Merl. 933 Telle schulen wiues twelue }if

am cl may be made Witn-outen knoweing ofmannes cade.

Cade, z'- 1 ? Obs, [/.Cade sb*] trans. To put

into a cade or keg.

1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe (1871) 106 The rebel Jack Cade
. .hauyng first found out the tricke to cade herring, they
woulde so much honour him in his death as not onely to

call it swinging but cading of herring also.

Cade, v.'-i [f. Cade sb.-] 1 To breed up in

softness * (Johnson ; with no quot. or reference).

1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. IVord-bk. Cade, to pet; to

bring up tenderly.

I Cadeau kad<?\ [Fr.] A present or gift.

a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg. 1882 Comh. Mag. Jan. 13 A
cadeau from his Highness. 1885 Where Ckineses Drive 141

Some little present as a New Year's Cadeau.

tCadee. Obs. [Phonetic spelling of F. cadet.]

The earlier form of Cadet, Caddie : A (gentleman)

cadet in the army.
a 1689 Mrs. Behn IVidoiv Ranter iv. ti, He listed us

cadees for the next command that fell in his army. 1691
Luttreli. Brief Ret. (1857) II. 234 The French convoy
arrived at Limerick, .two French lieutenant general Is, 106

subaltern officers, 150 cadees, 320 English and Scotch gentle-

men. 170a Lend. Gaz. No 3856 3, 1 Captain, 1 Captain-
Lieutenant, 1 Cadee, and 20 Soldiers killed. 1789 W. Laick
Anrzv. to Presbyt. Eloq. 33 (Jam.) A Cadee of Dunbarton's
Regiment. Ibid. And from a Cadee become a curat.

Cadee, obs. form of Cadi.

Cadence (k/i'dfios), sb. [a. F. cadence, ad. It.

cadenza ' falling, cadence in music \ on L. type

cadentia sb., f. cadent- pr. pple. of cad-Pre to fall.

The literal sense is * action or mode of falling,

fall and in this sense it was used by 17th c.

writers ; but at an early period the word was in

Italian appropriated to the musical or rhythmical

fall of the voice, and in this sense occurs as early as

Chaucer. Cadence is in form a doublet of Chance,
the direct phonetic descendant of catientia.']

I. In verse and music.

L 'The flow of verses or periods
1

(J.) ;
rhythm,

rhythmical construction, measure.
1384 CliAUCEl //. Fame 627 To make bookes, songes,

and dities In rime or else in cadence, t 14*3 Wyntoun
Cron. v. xii. 315 Had he cald Lucyus Procurature. .Dat had
mare grevyd be Cadens, Dan had relevyd be semens. 1513
Douglas AEueu ProL 46 Throu my corruptit cadens im-

perfyte. 1588 Shaks. L.L. L. iv. ii. 126 The elegancy, fa-

cility, & golden cadence of poesie. 164a Milton Apol.

Smect. (1851 ) 292 An eare that could measure a just cadence,

and scan without articulating. 1763 J. Brown P&etry <y

Mus. iv. 37 Measured Cadence, or Time, is an essential Part

of Melody. 18*4 Dibdin Lihr. Comp. 530 The periods flow

with a sort of liquid cadence. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets

iv. 102 The Iambic is nearest in cadence to the language
of common life.

b. The measure or beat of music, dancing, or

any rhythmical movement ; e. g. of marching.
1605 Z. Jonks De Layer's Specters 20 Now daunses. .have

neede of nothing . . biit only of Number, measure and true

cadence. 1755 Gray Progr. Poesy 1. iii, To brisk notes in ca-

dence beating Glance their many-twinkling feet. 1777 Sir

W. Jones A rcadia Poems 109 Not a dancer could in cadence
move. 1801 Stbutt Sports 9f Past. in. v. 105 Dancing
round them to the cadence of the music. x8xo Scott Old
Mart, vi, The occasional boom of the kettle-drum, to mark
the cadence. x86a F. Griffiths ArtHI. Man. (ed. 91 6

Cadence, in slow time 75 steps, .are taken in a minute.

2. 1 The fall of the voice ' (J.).

1589 Puttf.nham F.ng. Poesie ii. vii. (i8n>66This cadence

Is the fal of a verse in euery last word with a certaine tunable

sound which being matched with another of like sound, do
make a [concord). 16x6 Bullokar, Cadence, the falling of

the voice. 1768 Stkrne Sent. Joum. (1778* 11. 150 A low
voice, with a . . sweet cadence at the end of it, 1814 L
Murray Eng. Gram. I. 366 The closing pause must not be

confounded with that fall of the voice, or cadence, with

which many readers uniformly finish a sentence.

b. ' Sometimes, the general modulation of the

voice ' (J.).
1700 Steele Tatter No. 9 F 1 The SmalkoalMan was

heard with Cadence deep. 17x0 ibid. No. 168 F 5 With all

the . -Cadence of Voice, and I orce of Argument imaginable.

1760 Sterne Tr.Shamty 276 Amen, said my Mother, .with

such a sighing cadence of personal pity. 1844 A. Welby
Poems 1867) 87 The low cadence of ner whispered prayer.

x8$5 Bain Senses ft Int. in. i. § 22 (18641 361 A third quality

of vocal sounds is cadence or accent. x86a Trollope OrUy
F. xxxviii, ' No ' said Peregrine, with a melancholy cadence

In his voice. 1863 Miss Braddon J. Marchmont 270.

C. Local or national modulation, ' accent \

X717 Swift Gulliver m. L 182, I returned an answer in

that language, hoping . . that the cadence might be more
agreeable to his ears. X77X Smollett Humph. Cl. 11815*

241 The Scotchman who had not yet acquired the cadence

of the English, would naturally use his own in speaking

their language.

3. The rising and (esf>.) falling of elemental

sounds, as of a storm, the sea, etc.

X667 Milton /*. L. 11. 287 Blustring winds, which all night

long Had rous'd the Sea, now with hoarse cadence full

Seafaring men orewatcht. 1839 Mrs. Hemans Release

Tasso, The low Cadence of the silvery sea. 1856 Kane
Arct. Exfl. I. xxix. 377 A murmur had reached my ear for

some time in the cadences of the storm.

4. Music. The conclusion or 'close* ofa musical

movement or phrase. Also sometimes - Cadenza.

1597 Morley introd. Mus. 73 A Cadence wee call that,

when coming to a close, two notes arc bound tugither, and
the following note descendeth. 1795 Mason Ck. Mus.
1. 14 A perfect cadence then marks its termination. 1 1860
Goss Harmony xiii. 42 A Cadence or Close, signifies the
last two chords of any passage : the principal cadences are

those which conclude on the key-note. When the last chord
is the triad on the key-note, preceded by the triad or chord
of the 7th on the dominant, it is called the Perfect Cadence.
1867 Macfarren Harmony 1. 27 As performers insert a
flourish at a close or cadence, we conventionally use the
word cadence, to denote the flourish introduced at a close.

x88o Parry in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 290/1.

5. Horsemanship. * An equal measure or pro-

portion which a horse observes in all his motions

when he is thoroughly managed ' {Farrier s Diet.

in Bailey). Cf. quot. 1833 under Cadenced.
8. trans/. Harmonious combination of colours.

1868 Swinburne Ess. ff Stud. (1875* 364 The cadence of
colours is just and noble : witness the red-leaved book . . on
the white cloth, the clear green jug on the table, the dim
green bronze of the pitcher.

II. In the Latin sense of falling.

f7. Falling, sinking down ; mode of falling. Obs.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. ied. 31 Cadence, falling, properly the

ledging of corne by a tempest, a 1660 Hammond IVks. IV.

687 1 R. > The cadence, or manner how Paul falls into those

words is worthy to be both observed and imitated. 1667 Mil-
ton /'. L. x. 93 Now was the Sun in Western cadence low.

t 8. The falling out of an occurrence ; chance.
x6oi R. Johnson Kingd. <y Comnnv. (1603* 8 This oppor-

tunitie is a meeting and concurring of divers cadences,

which at one instant do make a matter very easie.

Ca dence, v. rare. [f. prec] trans. To put

into cadence, to compose metrically.

a 1749 Philips To Ld. Carteret <R.) These parting num-
bers, cadene'd by my grief. X873 Symonds Grk. Poets i. 18

Empedocles. .cadenced his great work on Nature in the
same sonorous verse.

Cadenced (k^denst\ ///. a. [f. Cadence v.

and sb. + -ED.] Expressed or performed in cadence;

characterized by cadence
;
rhythmical, measured.

a 1790 Adam Smith Imit. Arts, A certain measured, ca-

denced step, commonly called a dancing step. 1833 Reg.
Instr.Cavatry 1. 82 The horse has a firm, even, and cadenced
pace. (Cadenced means that the time passed in making
each step shall be exactly equal.' 1850 Mrs. Browning
Latiy Geraldine's C. xlv, Her voice, so cadenced in the

talking. 1851 — Casa Guidi Wind. 3 Where the whole
world might drop for Italy Those cadenced tears. 1870

IjOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. 11. (1873) You hear the

cadenced surges of an unseen ocean.

Cadency ^k^ densi). [ad. L. *cadentia : see

-Ency. In earlier use not distinguished from ca-

dence ; the sense of quality more proper to -ency

comes out only in sense 3.]

1 1. A falling out, happening, hap ; Cadence 8.

1647 Spricg Angl. Rediv. 1. xL 11854) 10 How delightfully

remarkable is it (as a most apt cadency of Providence).

2. = Cadence i ; cadent quality.

1627 Kf.ltham Resolves 1. Ixx. Wks. (1677) 106 Poetry . . is

but a Play, which makes Words dance, in the evenness of a
Cadency. 164a Howell For. Trav. <Arb. > 46 The old

Italian tunes and rithmes both in conceipt and cadency,
have much affinity with the Welsh. 1719 Swift To Yng.
Clergyman Wks. 1755 II n. 6 Rounded into periods and
cadencies.

3. Descent of a younger branch from the main
line of a family ; the state of a cadet.

1753 Chambhrs Cyct. Supp
,
Cadency, in heraldry, the

state, or quality of a cadet. 1858 R. Chambers Dom. Ann.
Scott. I. an Not . . a male descendant . . in existence, of

cadency later than the fifteerfth century. x866— Ess. Fam.
A Hum. Ser. 1. 18 He is recognised by a title of cadency
from his wife, as Mrs. Thompson's husband. 1885 S. Salter
in N. * Q. vi. XII. 514/3 It might be thought that the label

was for cadency of birth ; but it was not so.

b. Mark of c&ienty (, Her. ) : a variation in the

same coat of arms intended to show the descent of

a younger branch from the main stock.

170a A. Nisbet ititle An Essay on additional Figures and
Marks of Cadency. 1830 T. Robson Hist. Heraldry L j/a

These marks of cadency . . have crept into the general blazon

of many coats of arms. 188a W. A. Wells in N. * Q.
35 Mar. 331 James, .would in vita Ptitris have borne as his

mark of cadency the original crescent charged with a label.

Cadene (.kadrn . [a. Y.cadcne chain of iron, ad.

Pr. cadena L. catena 1 chain '
; in allusion to the

chain-like character of the warp in weaving.]

A sort of inferior Turkey carpet imported from

the levant. 1847 in Craig; and later Diets.

Cadent (lwT'-dunt\ a. [ad. I,, cadent-em, pr.

pple. of cmi-bre to fall.]

L Falling (literally^ Obs. or arch.

Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 307 With cadent Teares fret Chan-
nels in her cheekes, 165^ J. Arrowsmith Chain Princ. aoo

We ourselves have seen him Antichrist cadent. 1855 Bailey
Mystic 9 The moaning winds and cadent waters.

2. Astro!. Of a planet : (ioing down ; in a sign

opposite to that of its exaltation.

'Cadent Houses are the third, sixth, ninth and twelfth

House of a Scheme or figure of the Heavens, being those

that are next from the Angles' (Phillips 1696'.

1586 Lupton Thons. Notable Tit. 11675' 301 *hc part of

Fortune be cadent from the Ascendent. 167X Blagrave
Astrol. Phys. 164 Fixt Signs, and cadent Houses alwayes
signifie the greatest distances.

8. Falling (rhythmically) ;
having cadence.

1613 Sir E. Hoby Counter^snarte 13 II current and worse
cadent lines. X857 Emerson Poems 134 Far within those

cadent pauses. 1859 F. K. Harford Martyrs 0/ Lyons 24
Unfailing lips those cadent strains prolong.

4. Geol. Applied by Prof. H. Rogers to the

tenth of his 15 divisions of the palaeozoic strata of
the Alleghanies, corresponding to the lower middle
Devonian of British geologists.

t Ca'dent, sb. Obs. [f. prec] One of the
'graces' in old English music.
1879 F. Taylor in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 43 1 Shaked graces

'

are the Shaked Beat, Backfall, Elevation, and Cadent.

Cadential (kade*njal), a. [f. L. *cadentia
Cadknce + -Ai..] Of or belonging to a cadence.
188a Athenaeum 8 Apr. 454/1 The examples .. have in

no one instance the slightest cadential character.

h Cadenza kade ntsa). Music. [It. ; see Ca-
dence.] A flourish of indefinite form given to a
solo voice or instrument at the close of a move-
ment, or between two divisions of a movement.
(Sometimes called cadence the use of the Italian

word is designed to differentiate the two.)

[1753 Chambers Cyct Supp., Cadenza Sfuggita, in the
Italian music] 1836 Penny Cyct. VI. 100/1 Formerly the
Cadenza was, by Italian as well as English singers, con-
sidered indispensable .. The French never admitted it.

1879 Parry in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 394 The cadenza usually
starts from a pause on a chord of 6-4 on the dominant, pre-
paratory to the final close of the movement, and its object
is to show off the skill of the performer. .It was formerly
customary to leave the cadenzas for improvisation.

t Ca*der, cadar. Obs. exc. dial. [Identical

in form and meaning with, and prob. a. Welsh
coder 'chair', in Mid. Welsh also 'cradle'; used
also as in sense 2, and applied to a * framework 1

of various kinds. (If sense 3 is not the same word,
we may perh. compare F. cadre frame.)]

+ 1. A cradle. Obs.
a xa*5 Ancr. R. 82 Heo makeS of hire tunge cradel [MS.

Cleop. cader] to bes deofles beam, and rockeo it. Ibid. 378
Hwon ^e beod ibunden widinnen uour large wowes, and he
in a neruh kader [MS. Titus D cradel].

2. A light frame of wood put over a scythe to

lay the corn more even in the swathe.
1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 353 Their barley they mow

with the Sithe and Cadar in the South parts of the County.

3. ' A small frame of wood, on which a fisher-

man keeps his line* (dial.) Halliwell.
1880 Miss Courtney West Cornwall Gloss. (E. D. S.\

Cadesse, var. Caddkhse, Obs., jackdaw.

Cadet kadc t . [a. F. cadet
t
in 15th c. capdet,

a. Pr. capdet :—Romanic type *ca/>itetfo, dim. of L.

cafut, capit- head ; hence, little chief, inferior head
of a family. Cf. also Caddke, Caddie, Cad.]
1. A younger son or brother,

16x0 Hollani> Camden's Brit. 1. 463 From a younger
brother or cadet of this house. X67X Crownk Juliana Ep.
Ded. A iv, I,eave that as a thread-bare portion to the Cadets.
1689 Swift Ode to Temple Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 345 Poor we.
cadets of heaven, Take up at best with lumber, a 17*6
Vanbrcgh False Fr. 1. i, I am a cadet, and by consequence
not rich. 1868 Freeman Aorm. Cong. (18761 II. viii. 210
Spiritual preferments being turned into means of main-
tenance for cadets or bastards of the royal house.

b. A younger branch of a family ; a member of

a younger branch.
1690 Lockf. Govt. i.ix. § 35 A Cadet, or Sister's Son, must

have the Preference. 17*6 Wodrow Corr. (1B43) III. 238,

I suppose his family was a cadet of your lordship's family.

C. The youngest son.

1646 Sir T. Brownk Pseud. F.p. 348 loseph was the
youngest of twelve, and David the eleventh sonne, and but
the caddet of Jesse. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. (1812) 1. 19
The cadet of a family.

2. A gentleman who entered the army without a

commission, to learn the military profession and
find a career for himself (as was regularly done by
the younger sons of the French nobility before the

Revolution}. b. A junior in the East India

Company's service. See also Caduke, Caddie.
1651 Howell Venice 7 This may be one reason why she

connives at so many Courdsans for the use of the Cadett-

gentlemen. [165a Evelyn St. France Misc. Writ. (1805 84
The cadets and younger brothers minding for the mo>t part

no greater preferments than what they cut out with tneir

sword.] X690 B> E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Cadet, or Cadee, a
Gentleman that Bears Arms in hopes of a Commission.
1691 Lend. Gaz. No. 2719/2 The Elector of Saxony . . adds
a Company of Cadets. X704 Hymn to Victory lxx. 7 She
serves Cadet and Voluntier. 1768 Simes Mil. Mrdley, A
cadet serves without pay. X77a Footf. Nabob 1. a Go out

Cadets and Writers in the Company's Service. 1816 ' Quiz
'

Grand Master \. 10 His kit's pack'd up, and off he's set.

To try his fortune—a cadet.

3. A student in a military or naval college.

1775 Swinburne Trav. Sj*ain xliv. (I*> The royal apart-

ments are now occupied by a college of young gentlemen
cadets, educated at the king's expence. 1788 Ld. Auckland
Diary in Corr, ( 1S61) II. 91 An establishment of one hundred
young cadets for the army, a X845 Hoon To J. Hume iv,

Watch Sandhurst too, its debts and its Cadets, i860 Dickens
Lett. (18801 II. 122 Sydney has just passed his examination

as a naval cadet.

Cade tcy. [see -cr.] - Cadetshtp 2.

Cade'tship. V- prec. + -ship.]

1. The status of a younger son.

1831 Dwi H I1 1 J 'nf. Duke in. iii. i L. I The ambitious pro-

spects with which he had consoled himself for his cadetsnip.
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2. The position or status of a military or naval

cadet ; the commission given to a cadet.

1845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 55 For the

artillery and engineers, it is a condition of the presentation

of a cadetship that the candidate should have gone through

a regular course of instruction at Addiscombe. 1854 Blaekiu.

Mag. LXXVI. 667 The age of entering on their cadetship.

1884 Harper's Mag. May 866/i Candidates for cadetship m
the Royal Navy.

DCadette (kade-t). [Fr.j fem. of cadet.] A
younger daughter or sister.

1679 tr. Marie Mattciui's Apol. 4 The order . . seem'd to

exclude my Sister as a Cadette.

Cadew (kse-diw). The same as Caddis 2.

1668 Wilkins Real Char, XL v. § 2. 125 Cadew, Straw-

worm. 1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. iv. xiii. 234 The several

sorts of Phryganea or Cadews. 1774 White in Phil. Trans.

LXV. 268 They were taking . . cadew-flies, may-flies, and
dragon-flies. 1802 Bingley Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 230 The
larvae of the Great Cadew Flies, form a case with small bits

of wood disposed longitudinally.

Cadge (ksed^), sb.1 [App. a variant of Cage
perh. confused with Cadge v. to carry about ; but

it does not appear what is the source of the

earliest quotation, which the later merely follow.]

1. Falconry. (See quots.)

1615 Latham Falconry (1633) Wds. ofArt expl, Cadge,
is taken for that on which Faulconers carrie many Hawks
together when they bring them to sell. 1721 Bailey, Cattle,

a round Frame of Wood, on which Hawks are carried to be

sold. 1865 Com/i. Mag. May 623 We shall not trouble

ourselves to take out the cadge to-day, for our party is quite

strong enough to carry the hawks on the fist.

2. A pannier.

Cadge, sb.% vulgar, [f. Cadge v.] The action

of cadging or begging.
18x2 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet, The Cadge is the game or

profession of begging. 1832-53 Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs)

Ser. 11. 68 He could ' lay on the cadge ' better than ony
walleteer that e'er coost a pock o'er his shouther.

Cadge {kxr\$),v. Forms: 4 cagge(n, ?cache(n,

(pa. ppte. caget}, (6 Palsgr. kadge), 6- cadge.
[Derivation and original meaning uncertain : in

some early passages it varies with cache, cacche

Catch, of which in branch I it may be a variant

:

cf. the pairs botch, bodge ; grutch, grudge ; smutch,

smudge. Branch II may also be connected with

catch or ONF. cacher in other senses ; but it may
be a distinct word : the whole subject is only one
of more or less probable conjecture. Connexion
of ME. caggen with Cage sb. is phonetically im-

possible.]

I. Early senses.

+ 1. trans. ? To fasten, tie : cf. Cadgel v. (The
early passages are obscure, and for one or other the

senses drive, toss, shake, draw, have been proposed.)

Obs.
e 1325 E, E. A Hit. P. A. 511 For a pene on a day & forth

bay [labourers in the vineyard] gotz . . Keruen & caggen &
man [ — maken] hit clos. Ibid. B. 1254 pay wer cagged and
ka3t on capeles al bare, a 1400 Alexander 1 521 And ben
he caggis [v. r. cachez] vp on cordis as curteyns it were.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3703 Hit sundrit bere sailes & bere sad
ropis ; Cut of bere cables were caget to gedur. 1627 Dray-
ton Agincourt 180 Whilst they are cadg'd contending
whether can Conquer, the Asse some cry, some cry the man.
1875 Lam. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cadge, to tie or bind a thing.

t 2. To *. bind ' the edge of a garment. Cf.

Cadging vbl. sb. 1. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 473/1, I cadge a garment, I set Iystes in the
lynyng to kepe the plyghtes in order. Ibid. 596/1, 1 kadge
the plyghtes of a garment. Je dresse des plies dune lisiere.

This kote is yll kadged : ce sayon a ses plies mat dresses

dune lisiere.

f 3. (See quots.) ? To tie or knot. Still dial.

1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray (E. D. S.) To cadge, a term in

making bone-lace.

II. To carry about, beg, etc.

f 4. trans. To carry about, as a pedlar does his

pack, or a Cadger his stock-in-trade. Obs. exc. dial.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 154 Another Atlas that will

cadge a whole world of iniuries without fainting. 1691 Ray
N. C. Wds. (E. D. S.) Cadge, to carry. 1718 Ramsay Contn.
Christ's Kirk in. xii, They gart him cadge this pack. 1788
Marshall E. Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cadge, to carry.

1858 M. Porteous Souter Johnny 11 Weary naigs, that on
the road Frae Carrick shore cadged monie a load. 1875 F.

K. Robinson Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cadge, to carry; or
rather, as a public carrier collects the orders he has to take
home for his customers.

+ 5. To load or stuff the belly, dial.

1695 Kennett Par. Antiq. Gloss. s.v. Cade, Hence.,
cadge-belly, or kedge-belly, is a full fat belly, c 1746
Collier (T. Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 68 While
I'r busy cadging mey Wem. 1854 Bampton Lane. Gloss.,

Cadge, to stuff the belly.

6. intr. To go about as a cadger or pedlar, or

on pretence of being one ; to go about begging.
dial, and slang.
18x2 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Cadge, to beg. 1846 Lytton

Lncretia 11. xii, ' I be's good for nothin' now, but to cadge
about the streets, and steal, and filch '. 1855 Whitby Gloss.,

To Cadge about, to go and seek from place to place, as a
dinner-hunter. 1839 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xv. (D.) 1 I've
got my living by casting fortins, and begging, and cadging,
and such like '. 1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cadge, to beg ;

to skulk about a neighbourhood. 1879 Print. Trades Jml.
xxix. 32 Cadging for invitations to the Mansion House.

b. trans. To get by begging.
1848 E. Farmer Scrap Book (ed. 6) 115 Let each ' cadge

'

a trifle. 1878 Black Green Past. xi. 86 Where they can
cadge a bit of food.

Cadge, a. and adv. Sc. = Cadgy.
1807-10 Tannahill Poems (1846) 12 My heart did never

wallop cadger.

+ Cadgel. Sc. Obs. 'A wanton fellow' (Jam.).
1603 Phiiotus xevi, To tak a ?oung man for his wyfe, 3on

cadgell wald be glaid.

t Ca'dgel, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also cagel,

+ 1. trans. To entangle. Hence Ca'dgelled.
1648 Hexham Dutch Diet. (1660) In het garen fallen, to

be catch, cadgeld, or entangled in a net. . Verxverret garen,
CadgeId Yarne.

2. To harrow, dial.

1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686I 342 They cagel it with har-

rows to break the turf. 1847-78 Halliwell, Cagel, to

harrow ground. North.

Cadger Mx-d^i). Also 5-6 Sc. cadgear. [f.

Cadge v. + -er V]
1. A carrier

;
esp. a species of itinerant dealer

who travels with a horse and cart (or formerly with

a pack-horse), collecting butter, eggs, poultry, etc.,

from remote country farms, for disposal in the

town, and at the same time supplying the rural dis-

tricts with small wares from the shops.

c 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 66 A Cadgear, with capill

and with creils. c 1513 Douglas sEneis vni. Prol. 42
The cadgear callis furth his capill wyth crakis waill

cant. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. 11856) 103 The cadgers.,
call in the morninge, and if wee have anythinge for them,

they goe on to Garton, and call for it againe as they come
backe. 1605 Kennett Par. Antiq. Gloss, s.v. Cade,
Cadger, a butcher, miller, or carrier of any other load.

1816 Scott Bl. Diuarf \\\, A buck hanging on each side o*

his horse, like a cadger carrying calves. 1826 — Diary in

Lockhart (1839) VIII. 268 An instance of the King's errand

lying in the cadger's gate. 1855 Whitby Gloss., Catlger, a

carrier to a country mill, or collector of the corn to grind.

1861 Smiles Engineers II. 99 Single horse traffickers, called

cadgers, plied between country towns and villages, supply-

ing the inhabitants with salt, fish, earthenware, and articles

of clothing, carried in sacks or creels hung across the horse's

back.
b. 1827 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1654 A rosinante, bor-

rowed . . from some whiskey smuggler or cadger. 1843 Proc.

Berzv. Nat. Club II. xi. 66 Many . .involved in smuggling
. .under the name of cadgers, carried on. .their contraband

commerce.
2. An itinerant dealer, a hawker, a street-seller.

1840 Hood Kilmansegg eclvi, He fear'd . . To be cut by
Lord and by cadger/ 1878 Black Green Past. x. 84 A
cadger's basket stood on the table.

b. One who goes about begging or getting his

living by questionable means.
1851 Mavhew Lottd. Labour I. 339 A street-seller now-a-

days is looked upon as a ' cadger ', and treated as one. 1861

Sat. Rev. 27 Nov. 537 Home Missions ..to the interesting

cadgers and thieves of her rookeries. 1877 Ilolderness

Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cadger, a loose character who goes from
door to door soliciting assistance.

3. Falconry. A man who carries hawks. (Cf.

F. cagier 'celui qui porte les faucons a vendre'

Littre; also Cadge sbX) App. only modern in Eng.
1834 Mar. Edgeworth Helen xvii. (Rtldg.) 163 The Ger-

man cadgers and trainers who had been engaged.

4. Comb., as cadger-like adj.

1836-7 Dickens Sk. Boz (1850) 289/2 A love of all that is

roving and cadgerlike in nature.

Cadgily Ckte-d^ili), adv. Sc. [f. Cadgy +
-ly-.] Cheerfully, merrily; wantonly.
a 1724 Gaberlunzie Man i, He. .cadgily ranted and sang,

a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1789! II. 28 Whare cadgily they
kiss the cap. 1814 Saxon -y Gael. I. 108 ' Hoot gude-man

'

she wad say, sae cadgily ' set a stout heart to a stay brae'.

Ca'dginess. Sc. [f. as prec. + -NES3.] Wanton-
ness, lasciviousness

;
sportiveness, cheerfulness.

Cadging (kse-d.^in), vbl. sb. [f. Cadge v.]

T 1, The binding or edging of a garment. Obs.

1674 Depos. York Castle (1861) 209 After I toucht the

cadgings of her skirts, she slept not many steps after.

2. The practice of a cadger in various senses.

(See Capgeu 2.) Also attrib.

1859 Sala Tiv. round Clock 387 Defunct saturnalia of

patrician * cadging'. 1859 Antobiog. Beggar-boy 99 To
join two genteel young men in the regular cadging trade.

1879 Dixon Windsor II. xxv. 254 No pride of place pre-

vented him from cadging.

Ca dgy, a. Sc. and north, dial. Also cadgie,

eaidgie. [Of uncertain origin. Cf. Suffolk kedge

in same sense; also Da. kaad wanton, lascivious.]

1. Wanton, lustful ; amorous.
a 1724 [cf. Cadgily]. 1733 Cock-laird in Chambers Songs

Scotl. (1829) A cock-laird, fou cadgie, Wi' Jennie did meet.

1823 Lockhart Reg. Dalton svu v. (1842) 435 He may weel
be cadgy in the chaise wi' her.

2. Cheerful, merry
;
glad.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Slteph. nr. ii. 1 Wow ! but I'm cadgie,

and my heart lowps light. 181 1 Willan W. Riding Yorksh.

Gloss. mArchzol. XVII. (E. D. S.) Ca<tgy, cheerful, merry.

II Cadi (ka di, k^i'di). Also 6-8 cady, 7 kadi,

caddi, -ee, 7-8 eadee, 9 kady, (7 cadis, cade, 8

cadjee). [a. Arab. qdfi judge, f. qada(y

to judge. (Whence, with al-, Sp. alcalde.)']

A civil judge among the Turks, Arabs, Persians,

etc.
;
usually the judge of a town or village.

1590 Webbe Trav. (1868) 33 In Turkic .the graundeCady,
that is their chiefest Iudg. 1613 Purchas Pitgr. I. vi. viii.

408 The house of the Cadi. 1653 Greaves Seraglio 155 In

the presence ofthe Cadee (who is the Justicei. 1682 Wheler
fount. Greece vi. 419 The Veivode and Caddi .. came to

make their Inspection. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2328/1 The
Kadis or Judges. 1703 Maundrell Joum. (1721) 95 The
Cadi at last gave sentence. 1852 Willis Cruise in Medit.
xxxix. 236 The black-banded turban of a cadi-

Hence Cadiship, the office of a cadi.

1881 Harper's Mag. LXIII. 353 The judge or cadi— I am
not positive as to the cadiship.

Cadie, variant of Caddie.

!| Cadilesker (kadile^skai). Also cadiliaker,

-escher, -esher, cadelesher, kadilesker. [f.

prec. + Turk, leskar, ad. Pers. lashkar army: his

jurisdiction originally extended to soldiers.]

A chief judge in the Turkish empire.
1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2196/1 Hussain Effendi Cadilisker of

Romelia is made Great Mufti. 1688 Ibid. No. 2328/1 The
Kadileskers, or chief Judges. 1703 Ibid, No. 391 1/1 The
Grand Signior had declared the Mufti's Son Cadilescher, or

Judge Advocate. 1721-90 Bailey, Cadelesher, Cadilesher,

a chief Magistrate in Turkey, of which there are but two.

[In mod. Diets.]

Cadis : see Caddis.

Ca'dish, a, dial. [f. Cade sb.2] Tame, gentle.

1788 Marshall Yorksh. ied. 21 II. 210 [Pigs], .remarkably
cadish and quiet. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk.
(E. D. S. ) Cattish, spoiled by over-indulgence,

II CadjaiL kcrdg&n). Anglo-Indian. Also 7-8

cajan. [ad. Malay and Javan. kiijdng palm-leaves,

'introduced by foreigners into Southern India'

(Yule).]

1. ' Coco-palm leaves matted, the common sub-

stitute for thatch in Southern India' (Col. Yule).

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <y P. 17 lY.J Flags . . (by them
called Cajans, being Co-coe-tree branches) .. supplying

..Coverings to their Cottages. 1727 A. Hamilton New
Acc. E. Ind. I. xxiv. 294 His Palace . . was . . covered with
Cadjans or Cocoa-nut Tree Leaves woven together.

_
i860

Tennent Ceylon II. 126 (Y. 1 Houses are . . roofed with its

plaited fronds, which, under the name of cadjans, are like-

wise employed for constructing partitions and fences.

2. ' A strip of fan-palm leaf, i. e. either of the

talipot, or of the palmyra, prepared for writing on
;

and so a document written on such a strip ' (Col.

Yule). Also attrib., as in cadjan leaf, tetter.

1707 in J. T. Wheeler Madras in Olden T. II. 78 (Y.) The
officer at the Bridge Gate bringing in. .a Cajan letter that

he found hung upon a post. 1716 Ibid. II. 231 ^Y.) The
President . . has intercepted a villainous letter or Cajan.

1840 A. Campbell Code Madras Regul. 323 Vellum parch-

ment or any other material instead of paper or cadjan leaf.

1853 J. \V. Dykes Salon 355.

Cadjee,Cadle, obs. ft. of Cadi, Caudle.

Ca dlock. Another form of Chahlock, a plant,

including Wild Rape and Field Mustard.
1655 Moufet & Benn. Health's Improz'. (1746) 172

Tame Pidgeons . . fed never at home but in Cadlock-time
and the dead of Winter. 1790 Marshall Midi. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) Cadlock, Rough, sinapis art ensis, wild mustard.
Cadlock, Smooth, brasica napus, wild rape.

Cadmean ka;dmran\ a. Also Cadmian,
-maean. [ad. L. Cadmeus, a. Gr. Kafyetos, f.

KaS^os Cadmus.] Pertaining to Cadmus, the

legendary founder of Thebes in Bceotia, and intro-

ducer of the alphabet into Greece. Cadmean
victory (Gr. KaS^ei'a v'iktj),

1 a victory involving

one's own ruin ' (Liddell and Scott)
;
usually as-

sociated with Thebes or the Thebans.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 12 A Cadmian victorie,

that is to say, which turneth to the detriment and losse of

the winner. 1678 Cldwokth Intell. Syst. 146 Made them
like the Cadmean Offspring, to do immediate Execution

upon themselves. 1762 Gentl. Mag. 430 Our conquests

would prove Cadmean victories. 1821 Shelley Prometh.
Unb. iv, The cup Which Agave lifted up In the weird Cad-
maean forest. 1868 Tennyson Liter. 50 Dragon warriors

from Cadmean teeth.

t Ca'dmia. Chem. Obs. [a. L. cadmta, a. Gr.

Ka^fxeta or KaSfiia yfj
1 Cadmean earth '.] ' The

ancient name of calamine ' (Ure Diet. Arts I. 569)

;

also applied to a sublimate consisting of oxide of

zinc (tutty), and to an ore of cobalt.

1657 Phys. Diet., Cadmia officinarum, tutty. 1674 A. A.

Barba Art 0/ Mettals 1. xxxiv. 146 Cadmia is also that

which sticks to the walls of the Furnaces, principally

wherein Copper is melted. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Snpp.,

Cadmia, sometimes signifies a fossil substance, as the Lapis

calaminaris. 1837 Dana Min. (1868) 409 The cadmia of

Pliny and of other ancient authors included both the native

silicate and carbonate, and the oxyd from the chimneys of

furnaces (cadmiafornacum).

Cadmic ^£e-dmik), a. [f. Cadm ium + -ic]

1. Chem. Of cadmium : as in cadmic oxide, etc.

1873 Williamson Client. 173 Cadmic sulphide is a beau-

tiful yellow compound.

2. Of cadmia, cadmean.
1873 A. W. Ward tr. Curtius' Greece I. 1. iii. 91 The earth

used for the refinement of copper was called Cadmic earth.

Cadmiferous (ksedmrferas), a. Chem. [f.

Cadmi-um + -ferous bearing.] Yielding cadmium.
1822 E. D. Clarke Cadmium 5 -The Cumberland Cave .

.

contains both silicate and carbonate of zinc, and both are

cadmiferous.

Cadmium (kae'dmiimi). Chem. [f. Cadmia
calamine, the common ore of zinc, with which



CADMY. in CJECTJM.

this metal is generally associated. The ending is

that of other names of metals, as sodium, etc.]

A bluish-white metal, in its physical qualities re-

sembling tin, found in small quantities chiefly in

zinc ores. Symbol Cd.
i8aa Ihison Sc. 4 Art II. 122 Cadmium, .was discovered

by M. Stromeyer in 1817, in ores of Zinc. 1863 Watts Diet.
Chcm.iy&iq) I. 702 The only pure native compound of cad-
mium is the sulphide, called Greenockite. 1869 Latest News
10 Oct. 15 Cadmium is obtained for commercial purposes,
from zinc ores and furnace deposits.

b. attrib. — Cadmic, as in Cadmium oxide, sul-

phide, etc., cadmium compounds ; cadmium yel-
low, an intense yellow pigment, consisting of
cadmium sulphide, artificially prepared.
1873 Fownes Chew. 395 Cadmium oxide is infusible. 1879

Rood Chromatics xi. 180 Bright yellow pigments, such as.

.

chrome-yellow, cadmium-yellow.

t Ca'dmy. Obs. rare~ l

. [a. F. cadmie cad-
mia.] =Cadmia.
1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 11 Lapis calaminaris, or

caamia ; in our language . . catamy, or cadmy.

CadO'gan (kadi>-gan;. [Said to be from the

name of the 1st Earl Cadogan (died 1726). See
Littre, and N. 6- Q. 7th Ser. IV. 467, 492.] A
mode of knotting the hair behind the head.
c 1780 B'ness D'Oberktkch Mem. (18521 II. ix, The duchess

of Bourbon had introduced at the court of Montbciiard .

.

[the fashion] of cadogans, hitherto worn only by gentlemen.
Cados, obs. form of Caddis.
t Cadouk. Sc. Obs. Also 7 caddouk. 9 ca-

duac. [app. a. F. caduc, either with the notion of
' perishable ' or of ' falling ' to one.] ' A casualty,

a windfall ' ^Jamieson).
1637 R. Monro Exped. 11. 123 His Majestic was liberall

and bountiful! . . in bestowing on them cadouks and casual-
ties. Ibid. 171 All other goods or caddouks in general). 1819
Scott Leg. Montrose ii, The caduacs and casualties were
all cut off.

Cadow, obs. form of Caiidow.

II Cadre (kadr). [F. cadre frame (e.g. of a
picture), also used in sense ' l'ensemble des officiers

et sous-officiers d'une compagnie ' (Littre), ad. It.

quadra:— L. quadrum four-sided thing, square.]

1. A frame, framework ; scheme.
1830 Scott Introd. Lay Last Minstr., This species of

cadre, or frame, afterwards afforded the poem its name.
1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. sec. 5 5 2. 174 It would
seem.. that no branch of human knowledge should be ex-
cluded . .The corrective to the seeming infinity of this cadre
is supplied by the old classification of faculties.

2. Mil. a. 1 he permanent establishment forming
the framework or skeleton of a regiment, which is

filled up by enlistment when required.
1851 Gallenca Mariottis Italy 243 The number of of-

ficers . . becomes inadequate to the sudden filling up of their

cadres, upon a transition from the peace to the war.footing.

1869 F.. Cardwell in Daily Netvs 11 June, A larger number
of battalions, with full cadres, ready to be expanded . . in a
moment of emergency. 1884 Sat. Kev. 279 The principle

of large permanent cadres in lieu of large standing armies.

b. The complement of officers of a regiment

;

the list or scheme of such officers.

(After the Indian Mutiny, the cadres of Native Regiments
which had )>een disbanded were kept in the Indian Army
List for regulating promotions. In the parliamentary dis-

cussions about the amalgamation of the Indian with the
British Army, the word was in constant use in this sense.)

1864 Daily Tel. 22 Aug., All staff corps lieutenant-colonels
are to be removed from their cadre on promotion. 1870
Pall Mall G. 12 Oct. 7 The regimental cadres, that is, the
officers of each regiment.

Caduac, perversion of Cadouk.
Caduc, variant of Caduke a. Obs.

t Caduxal, a. Obs. [f. L. caducus Caducous
+ -AL.1 Perishable, corruptible ; = Caduke 3.

i«3 Coverdale Lord's Suffer Wks. 1844 I. 435 The
caducal and corruptible meats wherewith the belly is fed.

164a H. M 1 Song Soul 11. i. iii. xxiv, Nought .. but vain
sensibles we see caducal!.

Caducary (kadi/7 ka.ri), a. Old Law. [ad. L.

caducdrius relating to bona caduca lapsed posses-

sions. See Caducous and -auv.] Subject to, re-

lating to, or by way of escheat or lapse.

1768 Blackstonk Comm. II. 265 The lord by escheat, .is

more frequently considered as being ultimus haeres, and
therefore taking by descent in a kind of caducary succes-

sion. s8x8 Cruise Digest III. 452 Whether the escheat
were considered as a reversion, as it once was, or as a cadu-
cary succession ab intestate*, as it then substantially was.

tCa'duce. Obs. =Cadiceus.
1604 Daniel Fun. Poem on Earl of Dez'ott, Who equal

bear the caduce and the shield. 1651 Evelyn Diary 7
Sept. (D.< Heralds in blew velvet semce with fleur de lys,

caduces in their hand. 1681 Cotton Wond. I'eake (ed. 4 1 59
Ev'rv Wand a Caduce did appear. 1721 1800 in Bailey.

t Cadu ce, a. Obs. [ad. F. caduc or L. cadu-
cus.'] = Caul-re, Caducous.
1513 Bradshaw St. Werburgh (1848) 118 This lyfe caduce

and transytory. 1651 Biggs New Disp. a That caduce,
specious and seductive chameleon, Reason. 1657 Tomlin-
son Renou's Disp. 279 Inclined to fall, .imbecil and cadtrce.

Caducean, a. [f. Caduce-us + -an.] Of or
pertaining to a caduceus.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Caducean, among the Romans

was the name of a wand or rod. 1711-1800 in Bailev. 1847
in Craig. 1879 J- Todhunter Alcestis 6 Of that caducean
rod he [Apollo] drove our flocks To pasture with.

t Caducea'tor. Obs., [L. caducedlor one who
bears a caduceus, a herald.] A herald, a mes-
senger.

1684 tr. Agrippa's Van. Arts lxxxi. 279 Fecial Messengers
and Caduceators. 1754 tr. Josephus' Philo's Emb. Wks.
797 Wars are determined by caduciators.

II Caduceus k&di*-fi%). PI. caducei (-s»,ai).

[L. caduceus (also edduceum), ad. Dor. Gr. xapv-
kuov, KapvKiov [Kit. KrjjniKuov), a herald's wand,
f. xij/nif herald.]

The wand carried by an ancient Greek or Roman
herald, spec. The fabled wand carried by Hermes
or Mercnry as the messenger of the gods

;
usually re-

presented with two serpents twined round it. (This
is the earliest and proper sense in English.)
1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 1292 He tooke Caduceus his

snakie wand, With which the damned ghosts he gouerneth.
x6o6 Shaks. Tr. 4 Cr. 11. iii. 14 Mercury, loose all the Ser-
pentine craft of thy Caduceus. 1668 Land. Gaz. No. 243/2
The Heralds in their Coats of Armes, and Caducei in their
hands. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Caduceus, Is also a
name given to a kind of staff covered with velvet, and
decorated withfiower de luces, which the French heralds
of arms bear in their hands on solemn occasions. 1873
Symonds Grk. Poets xii. 410 Hermes, .caduceus in hand.
fig. i860 R. Vaughan Mystics II. ix. iii. 137 The long

process of vigil . . which, with the caduceus of asceticism . .

lulls to slumber the Argus-eyed monster of the flesh.

Caduciary kadi/?J'ari , a. Old Law. [Anon-
etymological variant of Caducary, app. assimi-

lated \.ofiduciary] Subject to, relating to, or by
way of escheat or lapse.

1757 Sir J. Dalrymple Feudal Prop. (1758)67 To pre-
vent His inheritance from being caduciary. 1880 Muirhead
Gains II. $ 150 note. The L. Iulia et Papia Poppaea, whose
caduciary provisions, etc.

Hence Caduciarily adv.
1880 MviRHKAoGaius 504 Failure to take under a testament

. . The inheritance went to the heir-at-taw caduciarily.

Caducibranchiate (kadi«:sibrae-nki|*U), a.

Zool. [f. L. caducus falling + branchiae gills, whence
in mod.L. Caducibranchia, Latreille's name for the

Hatrachians.] Of Amphibians : Losing their gills

before reaching maturity (like the frog . Also
as sb.

1 1835 Kirby /lab. 4 Inst. Anim. II. xxii. 412 Caduci-
brancnia, or the proper Batrachians.

] 1835-6 Todd Cycl.
Anat. 4 Pays. I. 99/2 The early condition of the lungs in

the caducibranchiate genera, .is that of a mere rudimentary
sac 1839-47 Ibid. I II. 448/2 The urodelous kinds of Cadu-
cibranchiates. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 67.

t Caduci ferOUS, a. Obs.—. [f. L. eddiicifer

{{. edduc-eus (see above) + -fer bearing) + -ous.]

Bearing a caduceus.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Caduci/erous, that carries a white

Rod in sign of peace. 17x1-1800 Bailey Caduci/erous,
hearing the Caduce. [Not in Johnson.]

Caducity kadi«-slti). [ad. F. caduci/c, as if

:— L. *caducitdtem, f. caducus : see next.]

1. Tendency to fall
;
quality of being perishable

or fleeting ; transitoriness, frailty.

1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 49 '1794 1 H. 231 One of
those evenings of autumn when the chining damps of the
air, and the caducity of nature, deepen the gloom of a
melancholy mind. 1841 L. Hunt Seer 11. (18641 60 The
stages of human existence, the caducity of which the writer

applies to the world at large 1879 M. Pattison Milton 199
'I he ordinary caducity of language, in virtue of which every
effusion of the human spirit is lodged in a body of death.

2. esp. The infirmity of old age, senility.

1769 Chesterf. Lett. 426 IV. 272 This melancholick proof
of my caducity. 1776 88 Gibbon Decl. 4 F. lxi.(R) Count
Henry assumed the regency of the empire, at once in a
state of childhood and caducity. 1815 W. Taylor in Rob-
berds Mem. II. 460 My father was attacked with symptoms
of caducity. 1841 D Israeli Amen. Lit. 118671 345 The
youth, the middle-age, and the caducity of the eminent
personage.

8. Roman L.aw. Lapse of a testamentary gift.

1875 Poste Gains 11. (ed. 2) 264 The leges caducarias,

which fixed the conditions of caducity. 1880 Muirhead
Gams 464 If the party failing to take was sole heir, the

caducity caused intestacy.

4. Zool. and Hot. Quality of being caducous.
1881 J. S. Gardner in Nature XXIV. 75 The spores be-

come detached before germination . . this caducity always
characterises the microspore.

Caducous kadi/i kss), a. [f. L. caducus fall-

ing, fleeting, etc. ,f. cadfrc to fair +-ous.]

1. Zool. and Bot. Applied to organs or parts that

fall off naturally when they have served their

purpose
;
fugacious, deciduous.

1808 Roxburgh E. Ind. Butter Tree'm Asiat. Researches
VIII. 500 Stipules . . minute and caducous. 1835 Lindley
Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 206 Fugacious, or caducous [leaves].

1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. 4 Phys. V. 659/1 The placenta and
other structures, .become caducous.

2. Meeting, transitory ; = Caduke i.

1863 J. C. Morison St. Bernard II. iii. 220 Monasticism.

.

was temporary, caducous, and charged with germs of evil.

3. Roman L.aw. Applied to testamentary gifts
j

which for some reason lapsed from the donee.

1880 Muirhead Gains 11. % 206 The lapsed share becomes
caducous, and falls to those persons named in the testament I

who happen to have children. 1880 — Ulpian xvii. If A
!

testamentary gift which, .he to whom it was left has failed I

to take, although so left that according to the rules of the

I ius ciuite he might have taken it, is called caducous. I

t 4. Subject to the ' falling sickness ', epilepti..
1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comptt. v. 144 Treat the caducous

but roughly, and disturb the manner of the Paroxysm,

t Caduke, a. Obs. Also 5-6 caduc, 5-7 ca-
duque. [a. F. caduc (fem. caduque) :—L. caducus]
1. Falling, liable to fall.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xu. 134 The fruite caduke.

2. Fleeting, transitory, perishable, corruptible.
1484 Caxton Cnrial 4 Our lyf . . ne hath glorye mon-

dayne ne pompe caduque wythoute aduersyte. 1509 Fisher
Whs. l (E\ E. T.) 196 Euery thynge in this worlde is ca-
duke. 1549 Compl. Scotl. 170 To fle thir varldly caduc
honouris. 1651 Stanley Poems 242 Caduque corruptible
bodies. 1688 G. Miege Gt. Fr. Did., Caduke or crazy.

3. Of persons : Infirm, feeble.

1 510 20 Compl. to late maryed (1862* 10, I am all caduc,
and wery for age. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest.
Chirurg., Yongc, vertuous and strong*:, so that he be nat
caduke nor shakynge of his handes.

4. Epileptic ; = Caducous 4.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. xvm. L (1495) 746 Caduc
men that haue the faltyng euyll.

Cad-worm = caddis-worm : see Cad *.

Cady, var. of Cadi, Caddie.
Cadyas, obs. form of Caddis 1

.

t Ca'dye, a. Sc. Obs. [cf. Da. kaad lascivious,

wanton; and seeCADGY: the formal relation of
the two words is obscure.] Wanton, lascivious.
155a Lyndesay Monarche 2657 Kyttoke thare, als cadye

as ane Con. [1877 Peacock A'. W. Lincoln. Glass. (E. D.b.)
Caddy, hale, hearty.]

Cae- : see also Ce-.

Caecal s/ kal), a. Phys. [f. Cecum + -al.]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, the caecum
;

having a blind end.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xl. 121 Their caeca! append-

ages are numerous. 1858 Lewes Sea-side Studies Index,
Carcal prolongations of the intestines are . . ramifications

without openings at the farther ends. 1881 Jml. Microsc.

Sc. Jan. 99 It terminates behind in a caecal extremity.

Caecally (si -kali), adv. Phys. [f. prec. + -ly *.]

In the manner of a caecum, with a blind end.

1873 Nicholson Palmont. 202 The intestine ends caecally.

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. An. viii. 463.

II Caecias. ? Obs. Also 7 Cecias. [Lat. ; a. Gr.
(.•>;•..••>.

J
The north-east wind personified.

i6<3 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xl, Just as the winde called

Cecias attracts the clouds. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 701 Boreas,

and Caecias, and Argestes loud. 1824 T. Forster Perenn.
Calendar in Hone Everyday Bh. II. 119 And Caecias blows
his bitter blaste of woe.

CaBCiform (sr" sifi?Jm), a. Phys. [f. C.SC-U1I +
FORM.1 Having the form of a caecum.
1871 R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 205 Qeciform appendages

. . around the azsophagus and stomach.

Caecilian lAMllB Zool. [f. L. cscilia a kind

of lizard (in Pliny csecus serpens blind worm).]

A member of the Cieciliadie, a curious family of

Amphibia, having the form of serpents, but the

naked skin and complete metamorphosis of Ba-

trachians ; their eyes are very small and nearly

hidden by the skin.

Caecitis (si'sai tis). Med. [f. C*:c-um + -itis.]

Inflammation of the caecum, typhlitis.

1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (18801427 The inflammation

limited to this portion of the large intestine, .called typhlitis

. .or caecitis.

Cascity, var. of Cecity, blindness.

II Caecum (srkiSm). L'hys. Also occas. cecum ;

PL cfflca. [L. ; for intestinum cscum ; neut. of

circus blind.]

1. The blind-gut; the first part of the large

intestine, so called because it is prolonged behind

the opening of the ilium into a cul-de-sac. It is

present in man, most mammals and birds, and in

many reptiles.

1711 in Bailey. 1717 51 Chambers Cycl.i.v. Intestine,

The caecum . . has a lateral insertion into the upper end of

the colon ; and hangs to it like the finger of a glove. 187a

Huxley Phys. vi. 150 The large intestine forms a blind

dilatation beyond the ilio-caecal valve, called the caxum.

2. With pL caeca : Any blind tube, or tube with

one end closed. The intestinal ceeca are two long

blind tubes connected with the upper part of the

large intestine in birds
;
pyloric cteca, a series of

blind tubes, from one to fifty in number, placed

immediately behind the pyloric valve in the

stomach of most fishes ; also the prolongations

of the stomach into the rays of star-fishes.

17S3 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v. Intestinum, The fish

kindhave in general a great number of these caeca ;
they

are called by the ichthyologists Intestinula caeca. 1848

Carpenter Anim. Phys. 172 Furnished with one or more

little appendages, termed caeca. 1857 Wood Com. Obj.

Sea-shore 129 The stomach is assisted by certain supplemen-

tary stomachs which run through each ray . caeca as they

are called. 1868 Duncan Insect World Introd. to The
second are caeca, and larger and less numerous

Csel- : see Cel-.

CaBnaculum : see Cenacle.

Cfflno- occas. var. Ceno-, Cceno-.

Csenozoic (tRMt^'ik), a. Gcol. Another form

of Cainozoic.



CAEN-STONE. 17 CAFFEIC

1863 Q. Rev. CXI V. 396 A general conspectus of the later

camozoic periods. 1869 Phillips Vesuvius viii. 235 The
extinct volcanoes manifested themselves very largely in

early ca^nozoic periods. 1879 tr. Haeckcts Evol. Man II.

xv. 15 The Tertiary, Caenozoic, or Csenolithic Epoch.

Caen-Stone. A lightish-yellow building-stone

found near Caen in Normandy ; it is at first very

soft, but hardens on exposure.

Cserule, -ean, etc. ; see Ceb-.

Caesar (arab). Also 4-8 Cesar. [L. Csesar,

a proper name. This is generally held to be the

earliest Latin word adopted in Teutonic, where it

gave Gothic kaisar (cf. Gr. mtaap), OS. klsar, -er,

OFris. kaiser, keiser, OHG. keisar, -er, OE. c&sere,

ON. keisari. But the OE. form of the word
(which would have given in mod.Eng. cosei—cf.

pope) was lost in the ME. period. It was re-

placed in ME. by keiser, cayser, kaiser, from Norse
and continental Teutonic, which has in its turn

become obsolete, except as an alien term for the

German emperor, and been replaced by the Latin

or French form. See Kaseb, Kaiser. Another
form of the word is the Russian Tsar or Czar.]

1. The cognomen of the Roman dictator Caius

Julius Caesar, transferred as a title to the emperors
from Augustus down to Hadrian (B.C. 30 to A. D.

138), and subsequently used as a title of the heir-

presumptive of the emperor. In modern use often

applied to all the emperors down to the fall of

Constantinople.
1382 Wyclif John xix. 15 We han no kyng no but Cesar.

[1388 We han no king but the emperour.] 1586 Ferxe Blaz.
Gentrie 150 Amongst the Romaines vntill the time of their

Caesars, it was a common vse. 1776-88 Gibbon Decl. <$• F.
xiii. (1875) 144 After the adoption of the two Caesars, the em-
perors devolved on their adopted sons the defence of the
Danube and of the Rhine. Ibid, lxviii. 1238 Mahomed the
second performed the namaz of prayer and thanksgiving on
the great altar, where the christian mysteries had so lately

been celebrated before the last ofthe Caisars. 1795 Southev
Joan 0/ Arc 11. 337 Caesars and Soldans, Emperors and
Kings. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) III. xii. 91 Be-
fore whom Caesars as well as Pontiffs were to quail.

b. The emperor of the ' Holy Roman Empire';
the German Kaiser.
1674 Hickman Hist. Quinguart. (ed. 2) 57 The very year

before that Confession was presented to Caesar, there was a
Colloquy betwixt the Lutherans and Zuinglians. 1704 Addr.
Taiuorth in Lend. Gaz. No. 4066/5 This, .has rescued Ger-
many from a Rebellious Incendiary

;
kept its Caesar safe.

2. Jig. or iransj. An absolute monarch, an
autocrat, emperor.
1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, ill. i. 18 No bending_ knee shall

call thee Caesar now. 1594 — Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 336 She
shalbe sole Victoresse, Caesars Caesar. 1682 Sir T. Browne
Chr. Mor. 3 Lead thine own captivity captive, and be
Caesar within thy self. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 314
The servile Rout their careful Caesar praise. 1859 Sala
Tvj. round Clock (1861) 34 An Emperor will always be
called Caesar, and a dog ' poor old fellow '.

b. contextual!?, The temporal monarch as the

object of his subjects' obedience (sometimes con-

trasted with the obedience due to God) ; the civil

power. In allusion to Matt. xxii. 21.

[c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 21 AgyfaS bam Casere pa
ping be ba^s Casyres synt. c 1160 Hatton G. ibid., Caysere
—Cayseres. 1382 Wyclif ibid., 3elde }ee to Cesar the thingis

that ben Cesaris, and to God the thingis that ben of God.
1388 ibid., 5elde }e to the emperoure the thingis that ben
the emperouris.] 1601 Bp. Barlow Semi. Panics Crosse 27
The things due from subjects to their Caesar. 1679 Penn
Addr. Prot. 11. vi. (1692) 126 Caesar, by which Word I un-
derstand the Civil Government, engrosseth All. 1714 J.
Fortescue-Aland Ded. Fortcscne's Abs. ty Lint. A/on. 8

Impartially decides the rights of Caesar and his subject.

3. attrib. or in comb., e. g. Czesar-like, -worship.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. I. 295 The most mightie Cesarlike
maiestie of the Grand Signor. 1663 Gerbier CounselCwW] b,

Matchless Buckingham most Caesar-like glorious. 1861 J.
Sheppard Fall Rome xii. 624 Between Christianity and
Caesar-worship there could be no compromise.

Cse'sar, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec] irans. To
make into or like Ccesar, to call or style Caesar.
a 1655 T. Adams Wks. (1861) I. 491 (D.) Crowned he villi-

fies his own kingdom for narrow bounds, whiles he hath
greater neighbours ; he must be Caesared to a universal

monarch. 1726 Amherst Terrse Fil. xliv. 233 After having
Caesar'd and Scipio'd him secundum artem.

Cse sardom. [see -dom.] The dominion or

dignity of the Caesars.

1861 A. B. Hope Eng. Cathedr. igth C. 144 Charles the
Frank, .transporting the name and the pomp of the Caesar -

dom to the forests of Rhineland.

tCsesa'reate. Obs. [f. L. Ciesareus of or per-

taining to Cesar + -ate.] The office of the

Roman Caesar : the imperial dignity.
a 1638 Mede Summ. Viejv 0/ the Apoc. viii. 10 Wks. U672)

920 The Western Caesareate being extinct in Augustulus.
1685 H. More Illustr. 248 The sad final fate of the Western
Caesareate.

Cesarean, Caesarian (sz'ze>rian), a. and sb.

[ad. L. Csesarian-us pertaining to Caesar ; also f.

L. Csesare-us, in same sense + -an.]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Caesar or the Caesars.
1659 Howell Lex. Tetragl. To Philol., The Italian may

Vol. II,

be also calld . . the Imperiall Caesarean language. 1682

Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 95 A short Caesarian conquest
overcoming without a blow. 1776 Gibbon Decl. F. I. 402
The Caesarean ornaments. 1876 Emerson Ess. Ser. 11. iv.

105 Men of the right Caesarian pattern.

2. spec, (in Obstet. Surg.) Caesarean birth,

operation, section, the delivery of a child by
cutting through the walls of the abdomen when
delivery cannot take place in the natural way, as

was done in the case of Julius Caesar. Also Jig.

1615 Crooke Body 0/Man 344 Concerning this Caesarian

section. 1661 Hickeringill Jamaica 40 Neither heat nor
cold can baracade the . . womb of the earth from the Caesarean
Section . . of the greedy Miners. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v.,

Sometimes also denominated the Caesarian birth . . as were
[born] C. Julius Caesar, Scipio Africanus, Manlius, and our
Edward VI. 1818 Cruise Digest I. 163 If the wife dies in

childbed, and the issue is taken out of the womb by the

Caesarean operation, the husband will not be entitled to

curtesy. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IV. II. v. 71 The Princi-

pality of Orange .. clearly Prussia's; but it lies embedded
deep in the belly of France : that will be a Caesarean

operation for you 1

B. sb.

3. An adherent of Caesar, of the Emperor (against

the Pope), or of an imperial system.
1528 Let. in Brewer's Reign Hen. VIII, II. 323 The

Archbishop of Capua and others of the Caesarians. c 1555
HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 182 If any such
thing should by the Caisarients. .be attempted. 1618 Bolton
Florus (1636) 282 The eagernesse of the Caesarians. 1869
Seeley Ess. a> Led. i. 2 Then the Caesarians become . . en-

lightened Liberals.

t Caesa-rieal, a. Obs. Of Caesar, imperial.

«i6i8 Raleigh in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 71 Particular cus-

tom, or Cassarical law.

Csesarism (srzariz'm). [f. Cesar + -ism.]

1. The system of absolute government founded

by Caesar
;
imperialism.

1857 O. Brownson Convert Wks. V. 192 Monarchical ab-

solutism, or what I choose to call modern Caesarism. 1858

Westm. Rev. Oct. 313 Clumsy eulogies of Caesarism as in-

carnate in the dynasty of Bonaparte. 1869 Pall Mall G.

1 Sept. 1 Id Napoleoo's Caesarism there has beeo do flaw.

1870 Jevons Elem. Logic vi. 47 The abstract word Caesarism

has been formed to express a kind of Imperial system as

established by Caesar. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. VI. xxxi.

97 Charlemagne . . renewing Roman Caesarism.

b. = Erastianism.
1876 M. Davies Unorth. Lend. 460 Caesarism, or the

supremacy of the civil power in spiritual things.

So Cse'sarist, an imperialist ;
Cae'sarize, v. intr.

to play the Caesar; trans, to make like Caesar,

or like Caesar's.

1603 Davies Microcos. 25 (D.) This pow'r. .Caesarizeth ore

each appetite. 1652 Benlowes Theoph. xi. lxxxiii. 203
Should trophies Caesarize your power, Should beauty Helen-
ize your flower. 1875 H. Kingsley No. Seventeen xl. 309
She is not a Caesarist, because she says that the lady of

Chiselhurst had never any taste in ribands. 1883 Swinburne
Victor Hugo in Fortn. Rev., German and Anglo-German
Caesarists.

Csesarship (srzaifip). The office of a Caesar;

imperial dignity.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 22 During the Caesar-

ship of Nerva. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. iv. 172 Germany,
though nominally in possession of the Caesarship.

Csesious (sTziss), a. [f. L. csesi-us bluish grey

+ -ous.] Bluish or greyish green. (Chiefly in Hot.)

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 366 Caesious; like

glaucous, but greener. [1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. ^ooCxsius,
lavender colour ;

pale greeo with whitish or gray.]

Caesium (srzipm). Chem. [f. L. csisiutn, neuter

of csesius bluish grey.] One of the elementary

bodies; a rare alkali-metal discovered by spectrum-
analysis in 1860-61 by Bunsen and Kirchhoff ; so

called from two distinctive lines in the spectrum

given by its compounds. Symbol Cs. Used attrib.,

as in csesium compounds.
1861 I^ond. tf Edinb. Philos. Mag. Ser. IV. No. 21. 86 A

faint blue line not due to strontium or potassium or to

the lately discovered caesium. 1862 Timbs Year-bk. of
Facts 188 Caesium and Rubidium.

_
The new alkaline

metals . . described . . in the Philosophical Magazine. 1864

Lyell Inaug. Addr. in Reader 17 Sept. 358 It was ne-

cessary to evaporate fifty tons of water to obtain 200

grains of what proved to be two new metals . . He (Professor

Bunsen) named the first caesium, from the bluish-grey lines

which it presented in the spectrum. 1873 Fownes Chem.
350 Caesium carbonate is soluble in absolute alcohol.

Csespitose, cespitose (se spit^ s), a. Bot.

ciV Zool. [ad. mod.L. ceespitos-us, f. csespit-em

turf : see -OSE.] Growing in thick tufts or clumps,

turfy.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 50 Little elegant herbaceous
plants, with white flowers, caespitose leaves. 1872 Nicholson
Patxout. 95 The corallum is caespitose, or tufted.

Caestus : see Cestus.

Caesura (sz'ziu>ra, sz'siu>ra). Forms : 6 cesure,

7 oeasure, 8-9 eeesure, 6- ceesura. [a. L. csesiira

'cutting, metrical pause', f. cses- ppl. stem of

csedere to cut. The earlier form was immediately

from French cesure. (Some writers appear to have

erroneously associated it with cease.)]

L In Greek and Latin prosody : The division

of a metrical foot between two words, especially

in certain recognized places near the middle of the

line.

In Dactylic Hexameter and Iambic Trimeter this usually

occurs in the third foot (penthemimcral caesura), but

there may be subsidiary caesuras as well ; in the^ line

Tityre
\
tu patu

\
-lx recu

\
-bans sub

\
tegmine \fagi, the

main fpenthemimeral) caesura is after -lx, and there are

subsidiary ones after tu and -ans.

1*573 Cooper Thesaur., Cxsnra. .apeece of a sentence or

verse.] 1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Caesura more properly

denotes a certain and agreeable division of the words, be-

tween the feet of a verse
;
whereby the last syllable of a

word becomes the first of a foot. 1871 Roby Lat. Gram.
1. 96 Occasionally . . a short final closed syllable is length-

ened by the arsis . . this is chiefly in the caesura. 1876

Kennedy Public Sch. Lat. Gram. % 260 This verse of Lu-
cretius, Auges

I

-cunt ali
j
-ee gen \

-tes ali
\
-x minu

|

•untur, in which are four strong caesuras, is faulty. 1884

Monro Homer's Iliad Introd. § 50 The third foot must
not end with a word . . such a break in the middle of the

line is prevented by a Caesura.

b. Used for the lengthening of the last syllable

of a word by arsis which sometimes occurs in the

caesura.

1678 Phillips, Caesura, an accident belonging to the scan-

ning of a Latin Verse, as when after a compleat foot a short

syllable ends the Verse, that syllable is made long, as in

this Verse of Virgil : Ilie latus niveum molli fullus hya-

cintho. 1755 Johnson, Caesura, a figure in poetry, by

which a short syllable after a complete foot is made long.

2. In English prosody : A pause or breathing-

place about the middle of a metrical line, generally

indicated by a pause in the sense.

1556 Abp. Parker Psalter A ij, Obserue the trayne : the

ceasure marke To rest with note in close. 1581 Sidney

Def. Poesic (1622) 529 The Caesura, or breathing place in

the midst of the verse. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesic ( Arb.)

88 Such Cesure must neuer be made in the middest of any

word, if it be well appointed. 1603 Drayton Odes 11. 40

That ev'ry lively Ceasure Shall tread a perfect Measure.

1751 Chambers Cycl., Caesure, in the modern poetry de-

notes a rest or pause towards the middle of a long Alexan-

drine verse. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (18671 170 In the

most ancient manuscripts of Chaucer's works the caesura

in every line is carefully noted.

3. transj. a. A formal break or stop. b. A break,

interruption, interval.

1596 Spenser /•'. Q. 11. x. 68 There abruptly it [a chronicle]

did end, Without full point, or other Cesure right. 1846 I).

W. Pughe Harlech Castle 23 Ridge . . extends with a few

caesures for nearly 22 miles.

t Caesvrra, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
utter with a caesura (ludicrously, in sing-song style).

a 1666 A. BROME.SVi/. on Rebel. (R.) No accents are so plea-

sant now as those That are caesuraed through the pastor's nose.

Csesu'ral, a. [f. Cesura sb. + -al.] Of or

pertaining to a caesura.

1783 H. Blair Rhet. (1812) III. xxxviii. 98 A caesural

pause. 1861 Craik Hist. Eng. Lit. I. 262 Is this caesural

mark . . of any importance ?

CaeSU'ric, a. [f. as prec. + -10.] = prec.

1884 Athenaeum No. 2981. 765 There are laws of caesuric

effect in blank verse.

tCaf. Obs. rare- 1
, [cf. OE. cofa, mod. Cove :

but the phonology does not fit.] ? A cask or box.

c 1375 ?Barbour St. Tecla 73 Of wod dry as teyndire pa

mad a caf &put bar-in Bath pyk and tere, to ger it bryne.

Caf, eaff(e, obs. north, forms of Chaff.

Caf, var. of Cofe adv. Obs., quickly.

II Cafard. Obs. Also cafart, caffard. [F.

cafard, caphard, of doubtful origin : some have

proposed to identify it with Cat. cafre infidel, _Sp.,

Pg. cajre cruel, which are app. ad. Arab, kajir :

see Caffke.] A hypocrite, an impostor.

1539 St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 593 We commoned of the

cafart, Cornibus, that slaunderose frere. 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais 1. xlv, So did a certain Cafard or dissembling re-

ligionaire preach at Sinay, that, etc. Ibid. I. liv, Slipshod

caffards, beggars pretending wants.

II Cafe' (ka fe). [Fr. caje coffee, coffee-house.]

A coffee-house, a restaurant; strictly a French

term, but recently introduced in this country for

the name of a class of restaurant.

1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) Pref. 43 A rushing whisper

over Paris, encreasing to a buzz in the Cafes. 1851GAL-

lenga Mariotti's Italy 389 Cafe's and clubs roared inces.

santly. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 160 He wrote it as

well as he knew how, and then went in disguise to the

cafe of the critics. 1884 J. Colborne Hicks Pasha 85 Ihe

cafe's are crowded with backgammon players.

Caff, obs. var. of Chafe v. to warm.

t Caffa. Obs. Also 6 eapha.

1. A rich silk cloth, apparently similar to

damask, much used in the 16th c.

1531 Wardrobe Acc. Hen. VIII, 18 May, White caffa

for the Kinges grace. 1539 Will of J. Hewes (Somerset

Ho. I A doblet of Satten w' slevys of Caffa. 1552 in Strype

Eccl. Mem. II. It. 11. xiv. 359 The said bed-maker received .

.

twenty-two yards and three quarters of crimson capha for

a damask to the same bed. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holmshed

III. 1290/1 Ouer the first loome was written, the weauing

of worsted . . ouer the sixt the weauing of caffa. 1641

Cavendish Negot. Wolsey in Beck Draper's Diet. 41 Rich

stuffs of silk in whole pieces of all colours, as velvet, satin,

damask, caffa . . and others not in my remembrance.

2. A kind of painted cotton cloth made in India,

and occurring in commerce in the 18th c.

1750 Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752) 780 And some others

[i. e. places] dependant on Caffa, which serves them for an

Almagazen. 1810 Encyl. Brit. V. 49 Caffa .. painted cotton

cloths, manufactured in the East Indies, and sold at Bengal.

CaffeiC (kaefi ik), a. Chem. [ad. F. cajeique,



CAFFEINE. IS CAGE.
f. cafe coffee ; partially assimilated to motl.L.

coffca, which would properly give coffeic, coffcin.]

Of or pertaining to coffee
; esp. in oaffeio

acid (C,H,0,\ a substance found in brilliant

yellowish prisms or plates. So Caffeidine, an
uncrystallizable base (C7H„N,0), produced by
the action of alkalies on caffeine. Caffeone
(kse'ft'i^n), the aromatic principle of coffee, a
brown aromatic volatile oil, produced in the roast-

ing of coffee berries. Caffetannate, a salt of
Caffeta-nnic acid, an astringent acid found in

coffee berries, Paraguay tea, and other plants.

1853 Pkarmac. fml. X 1 1 1. 383 Caffeic acid is precipitated.

1863 Watts Diet. Ckem. L 709 Caffetannic acid colours
feme salts green. Ibid, 710 The caffetannates are but little

known. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 547 Caffeic acid is an
astringent acid. 1880 Cope's Tobacco Plant Oct. 539 First
Subdivision.—Caffeic Aliments: Coffee, Tea, Mate, Gua.
rana, and the rest.

Caffeine (karfj'|3in). Chem. [ad. F. cafeine, f.

cafe coffee + -ihe ; see prec] A vegetable alkaloid
crystallizing in white silky needles, found in the
leaves and seeds of the coffee and tea plants, the
leaves of guarana, mate, etc.

1830 Lindley Xat. Syst. Sot. 206 Coffee is. supposed to
owe its characters to a peculiar chemical principle called
Caffein. 1863 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 707 Caffeine was
discovered in coffee by Kunge in the year 1820. Oudry, in

1827, found in tea a crystalline substance which he called
theine. supposing it to be a distinct compound ; but Jobat
showed that it was identical with caffeine. 1869 Daily
News 22 July, A piece of kaffeine, of the size of a breakfast
plate, produced from 120 pounds of coffee.

Caffetan, var. of Caftan.
Caffia'ceous, properly Coffeaceous, a. rare.

Allied to the botanical genus Coffea, of which
Coffea arabica is the coffee shrub.
1865 Livingstone Zambesi xx vii. 563 Several caffiaceous

bushes, -grew near, but no use was ever made of them.

t Ca-ffling, ///. a. 1 var. of Cavilling.
J591 Hahington Orl. Fur. xlv. 97 (N.) If 1 now put in

some cailling clause I shall be called unconstanL

t Caffoy, cafoy. Obs.

1. Some Kind of fabric, imported in the 18th c.

1750 Beawes Lex Mercat. < 1752) 686 Products of Abbe-
ville, as Plush, Caffoy, Ticking, etc.

2. Caffoy paper: a kind of ?) flock paper used
for covering walls in the middle of the 18th c.

1750 Mrs. Delany Life \ Core. II. 562 The [wall] paper
is pearl coloured caffoy paper ; the pattern like damask.
'755 — HI- 385 My dining room, .is hung with mohair cafoy
paper.

Caffre k<rf3j). Forms: 6 cafar, 6-7 caffare,

7 cafre, coffery, 8 coffrie, -ree, -re, 9 caffree, 8-9
cafer, caffer, caffre : see also Kafir, [ad. Arab.

kafir infidel, impious wretch, one who does

not recognize the blessings of God, f. kafara to
cover up, conceal, deny.]

A word meaning 'infidel', applied by the
Arabs to all non-Mohammedans, and hence to
particular tribes or nations. More accurately kafir.
1680 Taverner's Relat. of Tunquin 86 The Cafer seeing his

Child white, would have immediately fallen upon his Wife
and strangled her.

_
1608 Fryer Acc. E. India f Pert. 91 (Y.)

Why he suffers, .this Coffery (Unbeliever) to vaunt it thus.

1799 Sir T. Mcnro Lett, in Li/e I. 221 1 Y.) He [Tippoo]. •

was to drive the English Caffers out of India. 1804 Duncan
Mariner's Ckron. I. 297 He. .put me in imminent danger of
my life, by telling the natives that I was a Caffer, and not
a Mussulman. 1811 A. Plumtre Licktenstein's S. A/rica
I. 241 Being Mahommedans, they gave the general name of
Cafer 1 Liar, Infidel) to all the inhabitants of the coasts of
Southern Africa. 1817 Keatinge Tresv. I. 250 A Moor will

. .point his musquet at, the women abuse, and the children
pursue the caffre (infidel 1, the generic term for Christian
here.

2. spec. In ordinary Eng. use : A member of a
South African race of blacks belonging to the
great Bantu family, and living on the north-east

of Cape Colony, in Caffraria or Caffrc-land. Also
the name of their language, and used attributively.
Cust 1Modem Lanruagrs 0/A/rica II. 2o8> makes Kafir

the general name of his Eastern subdivision of the Southern
division of the Bantu family, and includes under it Xosa,
Zulu, and Gwamba ; in popular use the term has been gener-
ally restricted to the Xosa, or to these and the Zulu.
1509 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 242 The Captaine of this castle

[Mozambique] hath certaine voyages to this Cafraria .. to
trade with the Cafars. 1731 Medley Kolben's Cape G.
Hope I. 81 The Caffres. .are so far from bearing any affinity
or resemblance with the Hottentots, that they are a quite
different sort of people. 1833 Athenzum 2 Nov. 729 A
mission among the Ammakosa, or Kaffcrs, as they have
been erroneously denominated. 1834 Pringle A/r. Sk. xiv.

413 The Caffers are a tall, athletic, and handsome race.

8. A native of Kafiristan in Asia ; see Kafir.
4. attrib. and in comb, as Caffre-boy, -slave

;

Caffre-bread, a South African cycadaceous tree

with edible pith
; Caffre-com, one of the names

of Indian millet, Sorghum vulgare, cultivated as

a cereal in tropical Africa.
1781 India Gaz. No. 19 (Y.) To be sold by Private Sale

two Coffree Boys. 1786 tr. Sparrman's Voy. Cape G. Hope
II. 10 The colonists call it CarTer-corn. ifcaBlMIl tTmSmtyt
Ava 10 (Y.) The Cadre slaves, who had been introduced for
the purpose of cultivating the lands. 1803 R. Percival in

Naval Ckron. X. 27 Which was the case with a Caffree
boy. 1866 'Preas. Pot. 450 EncephaLirtos . . the interior of
the trunk, and the centre of the ripe female cones, contains
a spongy farinaceous pith, made use of by the Caffers as
food, and hence the trees are called . . Caffer-bread.

II Cafila (kafila). Also 6 caffylen, 7 caffalo,

caphille, 8 caffllla, -la, 9 kafila. [Arab, ilili

qdfilah caravan, marching company.] A company
of travellers, a caravan, in Arabia, Persia, or India.
1594 tr. Linsckoten's Voy. in Arb. Garner III. 188 From

thence; twice every year, there travelleth two caffylen.
1630 Lord Banians 81 1 Y.) Some of the Raiahs . . making
Outroades prey on the Caffaloes passing by the Way. 1671
Charente Let. Customs Tafitetta 14 They sent yearly .

.

Caphitles or Caravans to Tombotum. 1786 tr. Beck/ord's
Vathek (18681 52 From the bells of a Cafila passing over the
rocks. 181 1 H. Mahtvn in Mem. ML (1825)330 At ten o'clock
on the 30th our cafila began to move. 1867 Q. Rev. Jan.
10a (Y.) A carriage . . followed by a large convoy of armed
and mounted travellers, a kind of Kafila.

II Caftan (kafta n, kaftan). Also 7-8 caffetan,

cafetan, coftan, 9 kaftan. [Turkish ^\ ; 6_«

qaftdn, also used in Pers. In early use appar-
ently taken immediately from the Fr. cafetan^]

A garment worn in Turkey and other eastern

countries, consisting of a kind of long under-tunic
or vest tied at the waist with the girdle.

1591 G. Fletcher Russe Comrmv. (1657) 273 Yet he will
have his Caftan or under-coat sometimes of cloth of gold.
1671 Charente Let. Customs Mauritania 41 TheJews wear
a Shirt, Drawers, a black Close-coat, or Caffetan. 1695
Motteux St, Olon's Moroccoyz They all wear a Cafetan or
Cloth-Vest without Sleeves. 1700 Rycaut Hist. Turks III.

533 A rich Coftan or Vest. 1716-8 Lady Si. W. Montague
Lett. I. xxxii. 111 MyCaftan..is a robe exactly fitted to
my shape, and reaching to my feet, with very long strait
falling sleeves. 178a P. H. Bruce Mem. 11. 60 They
[Turkish ladies] wear a Cafetan of gold brocade. 1813
Moose Twop. Post Bag VL 10 Through London streets
with turban fair, And caftan floating to the air. 1835
Willis Vencillings II. xliii. 43 Wily Jews with their high
caps and caftans. 1866 Reader 27 (Jet. 887 The. .caphtan
was during the first years of Peter's reign discontinued
among the higher and middle classes of Russian society.

Caftaned (karftand), ppl. a. Clad in a caftan.
1863 Sala Ischz'ostchik 96 A bearded, caftaned man. 1879

R. S. Edwards Russians at H. I. 202 Caftaned merchants.

t Cag vkseg), sbl 7 Obs. F orms : 6 cagge, 7-8
cagg, 5» 7 kag, 7- eag. [Identical with ON. kaggi,
Sw. kagge ' keg, cask'. From the fact that ships,

or boats, and casks, or tubs, often go by the same
name, some propose to identify these words with
l)u. kaag fishing-boat (see sense a), early mod.Du.
kaghe, LG. tag, with which Franck compares
Rhenish kac ;?from kag), found already in the
14th c. Cf. also F. cague fishing-boat (from Du.),
and caque a herring-barrel. But of the origin

and history of the word-group or groups, nothing
certain is known. Now corrupted to Keg : cf. the
Cockney keb, ketch for cab, catch.]

1. A small cask, a Keg. ? Obs.
1451 lm>. in Test. Ebor. III. 136, j saltkag lignei xd.

1596 H illse, Inv. N. C.(i86o) II. 263 lij cagges of strudg-
shon . . ij cagges of eaylles. 1611 Cotcr., hncacquer, to
put into a little barrell, or cag. Encacqui

.

. incagged ; put
into a cag. 1690 Mrs. Behn Wid. Ranter 111. i. To drink
a cagg of Syder. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb.,
Cagg or Keg \ this in respect of Sturgeon is 4 to 5 gallon.
1785 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Lousiad 11. Wks. I. 246 A brandy
cag. 1797 Prisc Wakefield Mental Improv, < 1801 > I. 50
Vast quantities are salted or pickled, and put up in cags.

+ 2. A small fishing-vessel. (Dv, MMf.) Obs.
1666 Lond. Gas. No. 113/3 Several Caggs from Holland,

were, .suffered .. to pass. 1667 Ibid. 179/2 Privateers.,
have . . taken 8 Kags or small ships near Wangerolil

t Cag, sh~ Obs. exc. dial. A stiff point.
1604 Edmonds Qhserv. Cxsar's Comm. 113 Great firme

boughs . . spreading themselues at the top into sharpe cags.
;i847 78 Halliw. Cag, a stump. West.\

Cag, v. dial. [cf. Caggy 2.] trans. To offend,

insult. (Quot. 1504 is doubtful.)
1504 in Plumpton Corr. 186 The other tenaunts cannot

pays ther housses, hut they shalbe cagid. 1801 Southev
Lett. 11856) I. 149 Pray, pray do not cag Home Took for
the sake of the debates. 1886 I-ong Isle 0/ Wight Dial. 9
Cag, to insult, offend. ' I've ben and cagged en now, I louz

'

— I have offended him now, I think. [Cagged, Ktgged=
offended, affronted, in various dialects.]

t Caga'atric, Caga-strical, a. Obs. Used,
after Paracelsus, to describe some supposed class

of diseases
; explained by some as = under a ma-

lignant star, 4
ill-btarred* [as if cacastrical, f. Gr.

k'xk-s evil + d<7T7/p star.]

166a J. Chandler Van Ilelmont's Oriat. 322 He calls the
Body of man Cagastrical or badly Planet-struck. 1753
Chambers Cyct. Su/p., The pleurisy, plague, fever, &c,
are ranked by that author in the number ofcagastric diseases.

Cage (k^'d.i,), sb. Also 5 kage, 6 kaig, cadge,
[a. b . cage ( — It. gaggia) :—late L. *cavja :—L.
cavea hollow, cavity, dungeon, cell, cage, f. cav-us
hollow. The phonetic development was as in

rage, sage :—L. rabies, *saf>itts.]

I. Generally and non-technically.

1. A box or place of confinement for birds and
j

other animals (or, in barbarous times, for human
beings), made wholly or partly of wire, or with

I

bars of metal or wood, so as to admit air and
light, while preventing the creature's escape.

.1225 Ancr. R. 102 Ase untowe brid ine cage, c 1386
Chaucer Squieres T. 611 Briddes. .that men in cages fede.
a 1528 Skelton /\ Sparotve 324 Was neuer byrde in cage
More gentle of corage. 1547 Boordk Introtl. Knmvl. xxxii.

204 They do kepe in a kaig in the churche a white cocke
and a hen. 1581 J. Bell //addon's Ansiv. Osor. 500 Lyke
a common skold in a Cage. 1649 Lovelace To Althea 156
Stone walls do not a prison make Nor iron bars a cage.
1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 74 As nimble as a Squirrel
in a Bell-Cage. 17*7 Swift Gulliver 11. viii. 162 Kept in
cages like tame Canary birds. 17*7 Tindal tr. Rapin's
Hist. Eng. (1757) III. 319 The Countess of Buquhan .

.

was put into a wooden cage, and placed as a ridiculous
sight to the people on the walls of Berwick castle. 1875
Blxkland Log-Bk. 198 So we make water cages for our fisn.

t2. 'A prison for petty malefactors
1

(J.); a
lock-up. Obs.
c 1500 Lancelot 2767 As cowart thus schamfully to ly Ex-

cludit in to cage frome chewalry. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI,
iv. ii. 56 His 1- ather had neuer a house but the Cage, c 1600
Distr. Emperor v. iii. in O. PL (1884) III. 248 May con-
stables to cadges styll comend theym. 1703 Mal ndrell
Joum. Jerus. (1732) 129 A small Timber Structure resem-
bling the Cage of a County Burrough. 1836-7 Dickens .V*.

Boz '1850) 248/1 It has.. a market-place—a cage—an as-

sembly-room. (11850 Thackeray Fatal Boots x, I found
myself in a cage in Cursitor Street.

3. fig. That which confines or imprisons.
c 1300 A'. A lis. 501 1 Than she gooth to dethes cage, c 1450

Capgrave S. Katkerine 351 Thus was thy lyf, lady, kepte
in cage. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, ccxxxt,
Soules enfrancnis'd, from the torne-vp Cage Of flesh. 1730
Beveridce Priv. Th. 1. 77 The Cage of Flesh, Wherein the
Soul is penned.

^
1854 Brewster More Worlds 72 An immor-

tal soul . . imprisoned in a cage of cartilage and of skin.

4. Anything resembling a cage in structure or

purpose. +b. A scaffold, elevated stage or seat.

a 1400 Cov. Myst. (1841) 163, I am kynge knowyn in kage.
///./. 166 Heyl, be thou kynge in kage full hye. c 1440
Tromp. Part: 57/2 Cage, catasta. 1553 Eden Treat. New
Ind. (Arb.) 15 Upon the packsaddels Tof an elephant), they
haue on euery side a little house, or towre, or cage tif you
list so to call it) made of wood. 159a Shaks. Rom. *y Jut. 11.

iii. 7, I must vpfill this Osier Cage of ours, With baleful!

weedes, and precious luiced flowers. 1884 Western Daily
Press 28 Nov. 7/4 By the term crinolette, we by no means
allude to the preposterously ugly and attached ' cage ' which
was formerly tied round the waisL 1887 Pall Mall Budg.
31 Mar. 2 Tne ludicrous and offensive object known as the
cage ' in the Ladies' Gallery of the House of Commons.
c. «= Cage-work 2.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. m. v. fArb.) 158 Defended by
the cages or pauisscs of the shyppes and their targettes.

II. In various technical uses.

5. Mining, a. 1 A frame with one or more plat-

forms for cars, used in hoisting in a vertical shaft'.

1851 J. Hedley Coal-mines 124 Tubs full or empty in the
cage. 1855 Leisure Hour+n We must step into this ' cage

',

which, you perceive, is a kind of vertical railway carriage.

1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. C. 249 The rabbit has . . no
cage with which to haul up the sand he has moved. 1883
Ckamb. JmL 733 The Cage, an iron structure open at two
sides, fitted into two wooden guides fixed to the sides of the

shaft.

b. The barrel of a whim on which the rope is

wound ; a drum.
1854 Whitney Metal. Wealth U. S. 73 The cage, or drum

on which the rope is wound. 1896 W. Bainbrid<,e Law
Mines 654 Cage . . also, the barrel for a whim-pipe.

6. A confining framework of various kinds.

a. Carpentry see quot.).

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cage, in carpentry, signifies

an outer work of timber, enclosing another within it. In
this sense we say, the cage of a windmill. The cage of a
stair<ase denotes the wooden sides or walls which enclose

it. 1876 Gwilt Arxhit. Gloss.

b. The framework in which a peal of bells is

hung.
c 1630 R isdon.Swrr. Devon\ 107(1810) 108 A cage of four

small broken bells. 187a Ellacombe Bells 0/ Ch, ix. 300 At
East Bcrgholt, Suffolk, there is a ring of five heavy bells.

.

in a cage in the churchyard.

C. A framework confining a ball-valve within

a certain range of motion.

d. A wire guard over the mouth of a pipe, etc.,

to allow the passage of liquids and prevent that

of solids.

e. A cup with a glass bottom and cover, to

hold a drop of water containing organisms for

microscopic examination.

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 181/1 s.v. Microscope, Capillary

cages for containing animalculas in water.

7. A vessel formed of iron hoops or bars, to

contain burning combustibles (see quot. 1867).

1837 M. Donovan Dam. Econ. II. 171 Those who fish for

them [anchovies] go out in boats with a cage of burning

charcoal fastened to each boat. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
Mm Cage, an iron cage formed ofhoops on the top of a pole,

and filled with combustibles to blaze for two hours. It is

lighted one hour before high-water, and marks an intricate

channel navigable for the period it burns. 1875 Bedford
Sailor's Pock. Bk. v. (ed. 2) 136 The entrances of channels
..shall be marked by special buoys with or without staff

and globe, or triangle, cage, etc

8. Falconry. A frame to carry hawks upon. See

Cadgk sbA
1&2B Sebright Observ. Hawking 64 The hawks are tied

upon the cage as upon a perch. 1875
1 Stonehenge' Brit.

Sports 1. iv. i. § 3. 291 The oblong cage is four feet six

inches by two feet.



CAGE. CAIQUE.

9. See quot.)

1883 Wood in Sunday Mag. Oct. 628/2 The nest of the

squirrel is known in some parts of England by the name
of

J

cage '.

III. 10. attrib. and in comb., as cage-bar, -bird,

-ful, -maker, -seller-, cageless adj.; also Cage-wohk.
1883 Lloyd Ebb $ Flow II. 81 Beating their wings in vain

against the mocking *cage-bars of necessity. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 834 Pigeons and Horses thrive best, if their

Houses, and Stables be kept Sweet : And so of ^age-
Birds. 1881 Athenseum 5 Mar. 329/3 A 'cageful of common
finches. 11849 Mangan Poems (1859) 185 The *Cage-
less Wild-bird. 1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2837/4 A Germain
New Fashion *Cage-maker. c 1500 Cocke Lovelies B. (1843)

10 Pouche makers, belowfarmes, and *cage sellers.

Cage (k£*dgX v. [f. prec sb.] traits. To confine

in, or as in, a cage ; to imprison.

1577 Harrison England 11. xlv. (1877) 265 To be caged vp
as in a coope. 1625 Hart Anat. Ur. 1. v. 46 The women
are caged vp like linnets. 1805 Southey Madoc in W. vi,

They lie . . Conquer'd and caged and fetter'd. 1813 Byron
Br. Abydos P. xx, When cities cage us in a social home. 1863

Geo. Eliot Romola I. i. 16, I don't stay caged in my shop
all day.

b. To fit as a cage in the shaft of a mine.
i860 All Y. Round No. 55. 103 Baskets that would rarely

be dangerous if they were caged and supplied with proper

guide-rods.

t Ca*geat. Sc. Obs. rare. [Perh. dim. of Cage ;

Jamieson says ' App. corr. from F. cassette
1

, Cf.

also F. cachette little place of concealment.] ' A
small casket or box' (Jamieson).
1488 Inv. Roy. Wardrobe $ Jewell-ho. (181515 (Jam.) In

a cageat, beand within the said blak kist, a braid chenye.

.

Item in the said cageat, a li till coffre of siluer oure gilt.

Caged (krkJga), ppl. a. [f. Cage v. + -ed j
.]

1. Confined in, or as in, a cage.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 38 Twentie caged Night-
ingales do sing. 1650 Pre/, verses Gregory's Posthuma (T.)

The cag'd votary did wider dwell Than thou. 17*0 Gay
Poems (1745) II. 170 The cag'd linnet.

+ 2. Closed like a cage, nonce-use.

1609 Shaks. Lover's Compi. 249 She would the caged
cloister flie.

Cageling (kt-i-dglin). [f. Cage sb. + -ling.]

A bird kept in a cage.

1859 Tennyson Vivien 900 As the cageling newly flown

returns. 1869 Blackmore Loma D. xx. (D.) As a child,

chasing a flown cageling.

Ca*ge-work. [f. Cage sb. + Work sb.]

1. Open work like the bars of a cage ; alsoJig.
1625G1LL Sacr. Philos. IL 173 If this foundation of the mix-

ture of the two natures in Christ bee taken away, all the

Cage-worke of the Theodosians, that the Mediatour is

mortall, and of the Armenians, that hee could not suffer,

must needes bee rotten and unable to stand. 1756 C. Lucas
Ess. Waters II. 135 Malmeudy . . consists of about a thou
sand houses, mostly of cage-work.

+ 2. Naut. (see quots.) Obs.

a 1618 Raleigh Roy. Navy 15 But men of better sort ..

would be glad to find more steadinesse and lesse tottering

Cadge worke. 1708 Kersey, Cage-work, the uppermost
carved Works of a Ship's Hull. 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1855
Kingsley Westw. Ho xx. (D.) The English fashion was
to heighten the ship.. also by stockades (' close-fights and
cage-work ') on the poop and fore-castle, thus giving to

the men a shelter. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Cage-
ivrock, an old term for a ship's upper works.

Cagg(e, var. of Cag sb.1 Obs.

Caggy (kx"gi), a. dial, or vulgar.

1. Decaying, unfit for food. [f. Cagmag.]
a 1848 MarryatR . Reeferxv, Mouldy bread,caggy mutton.

2. dial. 1 Ill-natured, stomachiuV (IVhitby Gloss.

1855). [cf. Cag v.]

Cagmag (kae-gmseg), sb. and a. dial, or vulgar.

[app. a word of dialectal origin, widely used in

Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, and adjacent counties :

of uncertain derivation.]

1. a. A tough old goose, h. Unwholesome,
decayed, or loathsome meat ; offal.

1771 Pennant Tour Scot I. (1790) 11 The superannuated
geese and ganders (called here cagmags) which by a long

course of plucking prove uncommonly tough and dry. 1847-

78 Halliwell s.v., There is a small inferior breed of sheep
called cagmags. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 27 Sept., Barrels

full ofkag-mag sweltering in the sun. 1876 Mid-Yorksh.
Gloss. (E. D. S-) Cagmag, sb. and adj., refuse ; any worth-

less material. Used, also, of persons, contemptuously.

1877 Peacock N. IV. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cagmags, (1)

old geese, (2) unwholesome meat. 1877 Holderness Gloss.

(E. f>. S.) Cag-mag, refuse, chiefly used in reference to

meat, (2) a loose character.

2. uttrib. or adj. Unwholesome, decaying, refuse.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 295 The fumes of the
vilest tobacco . . of ancient fish, of cagmag meat. 1864 —
Streets of IVorld'm Temple Bar Jan. 185 No kagmag wares
are sold.

tCa*gment. Obs. [?f. Cag w.] ? Insult, affront.

1504 in Plumpton Corr. 187 It is sayd, that they have
cagments for them that hath bought the wood, that they
dare not deale therwith.

II Cagot (kag(7). [Fr. ;
orig. proper name, perh.

containing -goth (cf. bigot) of uncertain origin : see

Littre.] Name of an outcast race or caste in

southern France; sometimes, like 'pariah' etc.,

applied to other outcasts.

1844 L.Costello Beam ^-Pyrenees II. 262 At one period
the Cagots were objects of hatred, from the belief that they
were afflicted with the leprosy. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I.

104 Many a white man. .ascribes power of sorcery to des-

pised outcast ' races maudites
',
Gypsies and Cagots. 1883

T. Watts Netv Hero in Eng. Illust. Mag. English cagots,

pariahs, wretches convicted of the original sin of poverty.

II Cagui (ka"gi). [Native name.] A name of

two Brazilian monkeys of the genus Hapale.

[1693 Ray Synop. Anim. Quadr. 154.] 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp. s. v., The lesser cagui is a small and tender

animal. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vn. i. 508 The Saki,

or Cagui. .often termed the Fox Tailed Monkey.

Cahch, -ar, -ynge, -polle, etc. : see Catch-.

||Cahier (kavV). [F.
f
in OF. quaier'. see Quire.]

' A book of loose sheets tacked together
;
whence,

reports of proceedings contained in such a book '.

(Hardly in English use.)

1849 in Smakt (.Supp.) j whence in Worcester, Webster,

etc.

Cahoot (kah/7't). U. S. [prob. a. F. cahutc (,see

next) : cf. the uses of cabin, cabinet. But American

dictionaries refer it to F. cohorte.]
1 Used in the

South and West to denote a company, or partner-

ship' (Bartlett).

18.. Citron. Pineville (Bartlett', I wouldn't swar he
wasn't in cahoot with the devil.

Hence Cahoot v. to act in partnership.

1857 N- Y* Herald 20 May I
Bartlett', They all agree to

cahoot with their claims against Nicaragua and Costa Rica.

tCahu'te. Sc. Obs. [a. F. cahitte cabin, poor

hut.] =Cabix, senses 1-5.

e 1505 Dunbar Flytiug 449 Into the [ship] Katryne thou

maid a foull cahute. 1513 Douglas AZneis 111. Prol. 15

Nyce laborynth. .had neuir sa feill cahutis and wais.

Cai, -age, obs. form of Quay, -age.

Caiaphat. nonce-ivd. [f. Caiaphas, after ponti-

ficate, caliphate.'] A high-priesthood like that of

Caiaphas (see John xi. 49, xviii. 14, 24).

1676 Marvell Gen. Councils Wks. 1875 IV. 152 What
new power had the bishops acquired, whereby they turned

everypontificate into a Caiaphat t

Caic, caik(e, -jee : see Caique, -jee.

Caice, -able, obs. Sc. form of Case, -able.

Caich, obs. Sc. form of Catch.
Caichpule, variant of Cachespell Sc. Obs.

II Caid. The same as Alcayde.
c i860 Wraxall tr. R. Houdin xxi. 309 A caid who

spoke French excellently. 1883 D. Hannay in Mag. Art
Sept. 450/1 Here sat the king or his caid.

Caidgie, -ly, -ness, mod.Sc. if. Cadgy, etc.

t Caige, v. Sc. Obs. [see Cadgy.] intr. ? To
wax wanton.
1603 Philotus v, Now wallie as the Carle he caiges, Gude-

man quha hes maid 3our mustages ?

Caigy, obs. form of Cadgy.
Caik, obs. Sc. f. Cake ; var. of Caique.
Caikjee : see Ca'iquejee.

Cail, obs. Sc. form of Kale, Cole.

Cailes, obs. form of Kayles, nine-pins.

t Caille, v . Obs. [ad. F. caille-r ( = It. cagliare,

quagliare :—L. coaguldre.] To curdle, to Quail.

Hence Cai'lling vbl. sb.

1601 Holland Pliny 1 1 .397 In case this accident commeth
by cailling of the milk.

|| Cailleach (ka-Uax). In Scott cailliach.

[Gaelic cailleach old woman, orig. * nun', f. caille

pallium, veil.] An old (Highland) woman, a crone.

1814 Scott Wav. I. xviii. 280 Some cailliachs (that is, old

women) that were about Donald's hand. 1828 — F. M.
Perth III. 121 Think you the Clan Quhele have no cail-

liachs, as active as old Dorothy.

Caimaeam, var. of Kaimakam.
Caiman, var. of Cayman, alligator.

Cain, kain (k«?ui). Sc. & Jr. Also 3-4 can,

3- cane, 6- kane, 8- kain. [a. Celtic cdin, in

Olr. 'statute law', mod.Ir. 'rent, tribute, fine'

(O'Reilly), Gaelic * fine, tribute, payment in kind'.

According to Skene {Celtic Scot/. III. 231) the

primary meaning was * law \ whence it was applied

to ' any fixed payment exigible by law '.]

1. A portion of the produce of the soil payable to

the landlord as rent ; a rent paid in kind. In later

times used only of the smaller articles, as poultry.

cwyoChartulary of St. Andrews 45 iSkene) A.b can et

cuneveth et exercitu et auxilio. 1251 [Skene cites] Cain,

Coneveth, Feacht, Sluaged, & Ich. a 1758 Ramsay Poems
(1800) II. 525 (Jam.) The laird got a' to pay his kain. 1786

Burns Tiva Dogs, Our Laird gets in his racked rents, His
coals, his kain, and a' his stents. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
viii. 1854 H. Miller Sch. $Schm. (1858) 259 Under a tree

on that inner island . . the queen sits and gathers kain for the

Evil One. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scott. 1. i. 7 The Cane
of the lands, .amounting to 40 Stones of cheese, 70 Measures
of Barley, and a Sheep,

b. attrib.

1597 Skene Exp. Terms s.v. Canum, This word, cane,

signifies, .tribute or dewtie, as cane fowles, cane cheis, cane

aites, quhilk is paid be the tennent . .as ane duty of the land.

1810 Cromek Nithsdale Song 280 (Jam.) It is hinted., that

Kain Bairns were paid to Satan, and fealty done for

reigning through his division of Nithsdale and Galloway.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth III. ii. 45 Cooped up in a convent,

like a kain-hen in a cavey. 1872 Cosmo Innes Sc. Legal
Antiq., The cain fowls of a barony are quite well under-

stood. Cain fowls are sometimes called reek hens—one

payable from every house that reeked—every fire house.

C. To pay the cain : (fig.) to
1 pay ' the penalty.

a 1774 Fergusson Leith Races, Though they should
dearly pay the kain, And get their tails weel sautit. 1787
Burns Tarn Samson s Ft. ii, To Death she's dearly paid

the kane, Tarn Samson's dead ! 1794 in Ritson Sc. Songs
II. 78 (Jam. 1 For Campbell rade, but Myrie staid, And sair

he paid the kain, man.
2. (Ireland) A fine or penalty for an offence.

1518 Rental Bk. Earl Kildare in Trans. Kilkenny
Arc/ueol. Soc. Ser. 11. IV. 123 Item half kanys & penalties

w'in the said Gleancappel.

Cain - (ktfin). Also 5-6 Caym, Kaym.
1. The proper name of the first fratricide and

murderer {Gen. iv.), used descriptively.

c 1380 Wvclif Tract xxiii. Sel. Wks
;
III. 348 pei bilden

Caymes Castelis to harme of cuntreis. 1*1400 Yivaine
Gaw. 559 The karl of Kaymes kyn. c 1505 Dunbar Flytiug

513 Cankrit Caym, tryit trowane, Tutiuillus. i5?3 Douglas
A*Lneis vm. Prol. 77 This cuntre is full of Caynis kyne.

f2. Comb., as Cain-like, Cain-coloured, of the

reputed colour of the hair of Cain, to whom, as to

Judas Iscariot, a ( red' or reddish-yellow beard was
attributed.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 1. iv. 23 He hath but a little wee-

face ; with a little yellow Beard : a Caine-colourd Beard.

1656 Eirenicon 21 Lay by this Cain-like disposition.

Hence also Cai"nian-= Cainitc. Ca'inisli a., of

the temper of Cain. Cainism, the heresy of the

Cainites. Cai'nite, {a.) one of a sect of heretics

in the second century who professed reverence for

Cain and other wicked Scriptural characters;

(b.) a descendant of Cain ; alsofig. Cainrtic a.,

pertaining to Cain or the Cainites.

1540 CoVERDALE Coitfut. Standish Pref. Wks. 1844 II. 328
Some spice of Cainish stomach. 1620 Hi'. Hall Hon. Mar.
Clergy 1. § 18 Censuring the opinion of Ambrose as sauour-

ing too strongly of Cainisme and superstition. 1647 Pagitt
Hcrcsit'gr. led. 4) 59 Possessed with a spirit of scoffing,

terming . . us . . Cainites. 1659 Gell Ess. Amendm. Last
Transl. Bible 105 The Lord hath given superiority . . unto
the true Shem and all the Shemites .. yea, unto Cain him-
self and the Cainites if they do well. 1653 A. Ross Uavaf-

fieia (16581 193 Cainites. .worshipped Cain as the author of

much goodnesse to mankind. 1657 Colvil Whig's Supplic.

(1695) But straight turned Anabaptists, Quakers .. And
Mr. Gilbert Burnetans . . Helvidians, Cainians. 1685 H.
More lllustr. 377 Kainish persecutours. 1764 Maclaine
Mosheim's Reel. Hist. (1844) I. 64/2 The more obscure and
less considerable of the Gnostic sects . . [as] the Cainites, who
treated as saints .. Cain, Cora, Dathan, the inhabitants of

Sodom, and even the traitor Judas. 1877 Dawson Orig.
World xii. 255 Intermixture of Setlnte and Cainite races.

^88z-3 Schaff in Relig. Encycl. I. 358 Different turns in

the Cainitic history.

Cainell bone, var. of Caxnel-bone.
Ca'ing-whale (ka-|irj,hw ("il). Sc. [Ca'ing

{calling: see Call) = driving like a herd or flock.]

The round-headed porpoise, which frequents the

shores of Orkney, the Faroe Isles, and Iceland.

c 1865 Lktheby in Circ. Sc. I. 103/1 The round-headed
porpoise, or ca'ing whale \Phoczua melasK 1879 Daily
Nnvs 23 Aug. 6/2 Upwards of a hundred whales—the
ca'ing whale \delphinns deductor)—were driven ashore in

Shetland.

Cainozoic (kain^u-ik, k^n^-), a. Geol. Also
kainozoic, ceenozoic. [f. Or. naivo-s recent 4-

((Lov animal + -ic. The analogical form would
be csenozoic, as sometimes actually used ; but caino-

is favoured by most authors as more evidently

suggesting the derivation.]

Of or pertaining to the third of the great geological

periods (also called Tertiary), or to the remains or

formations characteristic of it.

1854 Pack Introd. Text-bk. Geol. 39 Cainozoic Period
(Recent Life). 1865 Lyell Elem. Geol. 92 Some geologists

. . have introduced the term Caino£oic, for tertiary. 1878
Huxley Physiogr. xvii 290 One great group known as

the Tertiary or Cainozoic series.

CainozOOlog3T(kai:n0|Z0Ufrl6dgi). [f. Gr. tcaivo-s

recent + Zoology.] (See quot.)
1861 R. E. Grant Divis. Anim. Kingd. 8 The history of

existing animals belongs to Cainozoology, and that of ex-

tinct forms to Palasozoology. — (title) Cainozoology, the

Natural History of Existing Animals.

Caip, sb.. Sc. form of Cope in various senses.

Caiper-caillie : see Caper-.

Caique (ka,rk). Also 7 caik, caic, caicche, 8

caick, 7,9 kaik. [a. Fr. caique, ad. Turkish kaik.]

1. A light boat or skiff propelled by one or more
rowers, much used on the Bosporus.

1625 Purchas Pilgrims u. 1623 Hee keepeth the Caiks and,

always steereth when the Great Turke goeth vpon the water
whose Caikes are most rich and beautifull to behold. 1653
L Greaves Seraglio 63 He. .steers the Kings Kaik \marg.

Barge]. 170a W. J. Bmyn's Voy. Levant xi. 49 Caicks,

Gondalos, and other smaller Wherries. 1812 Byron Ch.
Har. 11. lxxxi, Glanced many a light caique along the

foam. 1864 Lofid. Rev. 28 May, There he found a solitary

boatman, whom he hailed, and was soon seated in his kaik.

1884 J. Colborne Hicks Pasha 10 The Sultan going to

mosque in a state caique at Constantinople.

2. A Levantine sailing-vessel.

1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 95/2 Some Corsar Flutes belonging
to Dulcigno . . took a Caicche. 1852 Conybeare & H. St.

Paul (18621 II. xxiii. 357 The Levantine caiques . . preserve
the traditionary build and rig of ancient merchantmen.

1861 Geikie E.Forbes x. 306 A crazy Turkish caique, with
an old Turk, a stout Arab, and two little boys, by way of
crew.
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Hence Caiquejee, caikjee (In|fi(|4s0 [Turk-

ish], rower of a caique.

1835 Willis Pcncillings II. xlv. 53 The poorest caikjee
might row his little bark under its threshold. 1864 Daily
Tel. 24 Aug., His caiquejees can go close up to the ground
with their flats and barges.

t Cair, v. Obs. Forms : 4 cayr(e, kayre,
caire, kaire, (?karre), 5- cair. [ME. kayre,

a. ON. keyra to drive, ride, thrust, toss about.]
1. intr. A poetic word for ' to go, proceed, make

one's way' ; perh. orig. to drive, convey (oneself).
c 1300 in Wright Lyric P. x. 37 Ant ben y-cayred from

alle that y kneowe. c 13*5 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 901 Cayre tid
of bis kythe. c 1340 , t\ Dind. 48 pe king, .wibhis peple
Kairus cofli til hem. c 1350 Will. Palerne 5324 J>ei caired
ouer cuntre & come nei3 rome. ^1400 Destr. Troy 836, I

counsell be in kyrt, kaire to bi londe. c 1470 Henry Wal-
lace ix. 1240 Throu out the land to the Lennox thai cair.

2. trans. To bring.
c I3»s E. E. Alii/. P. B. 1478 J>e candelstik bi a cost watz

cayred bider sone. [Bat perhaps —caryed. J

3. a. trans. To push backwards and forwards,
to stir about, b. intr. To rake, stir about. [mod.
Sc.) ' If ye dinna cair, yell get nae thick' (Jam.).
Cair, Sc. form of Care.
Cair, -handit, var. of Car a. Sc. left.

Caird (ke-jd). Sc. Also 8 kaird. [Lowland
Sc. a. Gaelic ceard

'

artificer in metal, tinker, black-
guard '= Irish ceard m. artist, artificer, metal-
worker, tinker :—Olr. cerd (cert) smith, artificer,

artist, composer, poet. The same word as Ir.

ceard f. art, trade, business, function :—Olr. cerd
art, craft, handicraft, Manx keird craft, trade, Welsh
cerdd art, craft, now esp. musical art, minstrelsy.
(The Sc. thus shows a degraded use of an important Celtic

word; cogn. with L. cerdo handicraftsman, cobbler; also
Gr. Ktp&ia 1 cunning arts ', Ktp&u wily one, cunning fox.)]

A travelling tinker ; a gipsy, tramp, vagrant.
1663 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (17921 I. 243 Forbes . . nick-

named Kaird, because when he was a boy he served a
kaird. 1787 Burns To J. Smith Vill an' whisky gie to
cairds. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlix, This fellow had been
originally a tinkler or caird, many ofwhom stroll about these
districts.

Hence Cai'rdman sb.

? a 1800 A'nl. n Skepk. Dau. ix. in Child Ballads nr. 474/2
A cairdman's daughter Should never be a true-love o mine.
Caird, northern form of Card.
Cairn (ke»jn). Also 6-8 came, 8 cairne,kairn,
8-9 earn. [mod.Sc. form (cf. bairn, wairn, airm,'
etc.) of earlier cam, a. Gaelic earn masc. ' heap
of stones'. Found in Lowland Sc. early in 16th c,
and thence recently in Lng., as a term of pre-

historic archa?ology,and more widely and popularly
in connexion with the piles of stones used or

raised by Ordnance Surveyors. The direct Eng.
representative of the Celtic would be earn, which
is common on the Ordnance maps of Wales, and
in local use with tourists in Wales.
The word is found in all the Celtic langs. ; Olrish cam,

carnn, carnd occurs as neuter; Welsh, oeside earn fern.
' heap hasraro masc. ' hoof and ' haft of knife ', etc., indi-
cating an earlier sense 1 horn '. If these are to be identified,

the word must be — the recorded Gaulish karn-on neut.
'horn'; in which case the primary sense would apparently
be ' cairn on a mountain top ' L e. the ' horn ' on its head '

;

which is quite possible, though not certain. The word enters
into the names of various mountains in Scotland and Wales.
Welsh has also the collective derivative carnedd, as in
Carnedd Llewelyn, etc.]

A pyramid of rough stones, raised for a memorial
or mark of some kind ; a. as a memorial of some
event, or a sepulchral monument over the grave of
some person of distinction (cf. Gen. xxxi. 45, 2 Sam.
xviii. 17, etc.). Hence, to mid a stone to any one's

cairn.

«5J5 Stewart Cron. Scot. (18581 1. 87 Towardis the middis
of that carne on hicht Ane greit lang stone gart set on
end vprycht. a 1600 Montgomery: Flyting 401 A cairne
beside a croce. 177a Pennant Voy. Hebrides 209 (Jam.) As
long as the memory of the deceased endured, not a passenger
went by without adding a stone to the heap. - To this moment
there is a proverbial expression among the highlanders allu-

sive to the old practice ; a suppliant will tell his patron, Curri
mi clock er do charne, I will add a stone to your cairn ;

meaning, when you are no more I will do all possible honor
to your memory. 1796 Peggk Anonym. (18091 434 Kairns,
or piles collected for memorials of the dead. 1805 Scott
Last. Minstr. in. xxix, On many a cairn's gray pyramid
Where urns of mighty chiefs lie hid. 1807 G. Chalmers
Caledonia I. 1. ii. 72 A large Carn of stones, .about twenty-
five feet high. 1878 H. Stanley Dark Cont. I. vi. 137 We.

.

raised a cairn of stones over his grave.

b. as a boundary-mark, a landmark on a moun-
tain top or some prominent point, or an indication

to arctic voyagers or travellers of the site of a cache
or depot of provisions.
The local name of a summit-cairn in the south-east of

Scotland and north ofEngland previously to the period ofthe
Ordnance Survey was man, as in Coniston Old Man, the
High Man and Low Man on Helvellyn, etc.

l77oWEStEYlf'ii.(i872)III.398The Highlands are bounded
. .by Cams, or heaps of stones laid in a row, south-west and
north-east, from sea to sea. 1790 Bl-rns Elegy Hendersim
iii. Ye hills, near neeliors o' trie stams That proudly cock
your cresting cairns ! 1805, J. Graham Sabbatk 167 On
the distant cairns the watcher's ear Caught doubtfully at

times the breeze.borne note. 1835 Sir J. Ross N.-W. Pass.
xIl 546, I . . erected a cairn and a flagstaff. 1862 Stanley
Je7v. Ch. (1877) I. iii. 53 The confines . . are marked by the
rude cairn or pile of stones erected at the boundary of their
territories. 1871 d in. Ordn. Map Eng. Sheet 78 Bangor,
has many instances of carn '. 187a Jenkinson Guide Eng.
Lakes (1879) 301 The cairn on the summit of Scawfell Pike
will now be a distinct object, and easily gained. 1878
Markham Gt. Frozen Sea iv. 56 The depot was placed on the
north-easternmost island, and a large cairn was erected on
the highest and most prominent point,

o. A mere pile of stones.
ltqaPkil. Trans. XXI. 251 Three great Heaps of Stones

in this Lake . . we call Caims in the Irish. 1786 Burns
Brigs Ayr 112 I'll be a Brig, when ye're a shapeless cairn.

Cairned ike»jnd), a. [f. prec. + -ed^.] Fur-
nished with, or surmounted by, a cairn.
1859 Tennyson Vivien 488 The lake whiten'd and the

pinewood roar'd, And the cairn'd mountain was a shadow.
Cairngorm, -gorum keVjngooum, -go^-rem).

[f. the mountain of that name Gaelic Camgorm,
i.e. blue cairn) between the shires of Aberdeen,
Banff, and Inverness, where it is found.]

(More fully Cairngorm stone :) A precious stone
ofa yellow or wine-colour, consisting of rock-crystal
coloured by oxide of iron or, according to Dana,
by titanic acid ; in common use for brooches and
seals, and for ornamenting the handles of dirks,

and other articles of Highland costume.
'794 Agric. Surv. Banff's. 58 (Jam.) Scotch topazes, or

what are commonly called Cairngorum stones. 1813 Byron
Juan ix. xliii, And brilliant breeches, bright as a Cairn
Gorme. 1859 A 11 V. Round No. 20. 61 Scotch mulls, adorned
with cairngorms set in silver thistles. 1861 C. King Ant.
Gems (1866) 94 The Cairngorum . . is only crystal coloured
a dark orange or deep brown by some metallic oxide. 1883
H. Drummond Nat. Law in Spir. W. led. 21 372 The hidden
amethyst and cairngorm in the rock beneath.

Cairny (keVjni), a. raret 1
. [f. Cairn +-tL]

Abounding in caims or heaps of stones.
1807 Tannahill Poems 150 The Rose blooms gay on

caimy brae As weel 's in birken shaw.
Cairo : see Coir.
Cairt, Sc. var. of Cart ; also in sense card.

t Cai'rtar. Sc. Obs. [f. cairt, Sc. f. Cart sb?
+ -AR :1

,
-er 1

.] A card-player.
1584 Knox Hist. Re/. (17321 132 Tables, quhairof sum

befoir^usit to serv for Drunkardis, Dycearis, and Cairtaris.

Caiser e, obs. form of Kaiser, emperor.
Caislip, dial, form of Kee.slip, Cheeselep.
Caisson (k^i'ssn, k^s«n). Also 8 caissoon.

[a. F. caisson large chest, f. eaisse chest. The
first pronunciation is given by most orthoepists,

the second (which agrees with the usual treatment
of F. -on in the 18th c.) is given only by Perry,
Worcester, and Cull.]

1. Mil. a. A chest containing bombs or other
explosives, to be buried and fired as a mine.
1704 in

J.
Harris Lex. Techn. Bailey, Caisson (in

Fortification], a Chest of Wood holding four or 6 Bombs,
or sometimes filled only with Powder, and buried under
Ground, by the Besieged, to blow up a Work the Besiegers
are like to be Masters of. 1755 Johnson, Caisson, a chest
of bombs or powder, laid in the enemy's way to be fired at
their approach. 177a Simes Mil. Guide «.v.

b. A chest containing ammunition ; a wagon
for conveying ammunition. Also Jig.
1704 in J. Harris Lex. Techn. 1708 Kersey, Caisson, a

covered Waggon, or Carriage for Provisions, or Ammu-
nition for an Army. 1730-6 in Bailey. 181a Examiner
24 Aug. 532/1, 20 caissons of ammunition. 1865 Bl-shnell
Vicar. Sacr. 111. iii. 233 The retributive causes of nature
roll out their heavy caisson with us. 1870 Echo 14 Nov.,
Several art illery caissons captured at Orleans were found to
be filled with wearing apparel.

2. Hydraulics.

a. A large water-tight case or chest used in

laying foundations of bridges, etc., in deep water.
•753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Caisson is also used for a

kind of chest used in laying the foundations of the piers of
bridges. 1765 Ann. Reg. 12/2 The greatest part of the first

course [of the sixth pier of Blackfriars bridge] carried by the
Caissoon. 18*3 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 305 M. Labelye
erected the piers [of Westminster Bridget in caissons, or
water-tight boxes. 1875 B. Richardson Dis. Mod. Lift 70
The effect of atmospheric pressure on men who are em-
ployed to work in caissons.

b. In Canal-making. Formerly, a large water-

tight cistern or reservoir made at any point where
the canal had to be extended over lower ground,
in order to enable the boats to come forward
with material for the embankment.
1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. III. 272 At Stretford, three

Milcsoff, is the Caisson 40 Yards long by 32. 1838S0UTHEY
Lett. 1x856) IV. 546s 1861 Smiles Lives Eng. I. 382 Brindley
. . had the stuff required to make up the embankment brought
in boats . . conducted from the canal along which they had
come into caissons or cisterns placed at the point over which
the earth and clay had to be deposited.

c. A vessel in the form of a boat used as a
floodgate in docks.
1854 Fairbairn in Proc. Inst. C. Engin. 9 May, The em-

ployment of caissons for closing the entrance to wet or dry
docks. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Caisson, a vessel
fitted with valves, to act instead of gates for a dry dock.

d. ' A sort of float sunk to a required depth by
letting water into it, when it is hauled under the

ship's bottom, . . and on pumping out the water
floats her' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.) ; = Camel.
181 1 Naval Chron. XXV. 219 This caisson or floating

dock is made of wrought iron.

3. Arch. ' A sunken panel in ceilings, vaults, and
cupolas'. Gwilt Eneycl. Archit.
4. attrib. and in comb., as caisson disease (see

quots.) ; caisson-gate = sense 2 c.

1866 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 381, 23 feet depth of water when
the caisson-gales are opened. 1883 Harper's Mag. July
945/1 The ' caisson disease ' is the result of living under
atmospheric pressure greatly above that to which the human
system is normally adapted. 1887 Health 11 Mar. 394What is known as the 'caisson disease

1

is not produced by
the mere increase of atmospheric pressure, but by the sud-
den diminution of it on leaving the caisson, which produces
ruptures of small blood-vessels.

Caitche, caiche, obs. Sc. variants of Catch,
a game played with a ball ; tennis.

t Caitifdom. Obs. [f. next + -DOM.]
a. Captivity, b. Wretchedness, misery.

1381 Wyclif Ezek. xxv. 3 The hous of Juda . . is led into
caitlfdoom. , 1460 Townetey Myst. 156 With his blood he
shall us boroo Both from catyfdam and from soroo.

Caitiff kt7'-tif ), sb. and a. Forms : a. 4 caitef,
-teff, -tyf, -tyue, kaitif, kaytefe, 4-5 oaytef,
-tif, -tyf, -tyue, kaytiff, (4-6 //.kaytyves), 4-7
eaitife, -tive, caytife, -tive, 4-8 caitif, 5 kay-
tif f e, catyffe, (caistittf, Sc. eatif, (//. key-
teyues, eaytyveys, catyves), 5-6 kaytyf, 5-7
caytiffe, 6 caytyfe, -ttiue, -tief e, catif, Sc.
catife, -tive, -tyue, (//. Sc. catevis\ 6-7 cai-
tiffe, eatiffe, (//. eatives), 7 catife, 7- caitiff.

0. 4 ehaytif, cheitefe, chaitif, 5 chaytyf. [a.

ONF. caitif, eaitive, captive, weak, miserable

( = Pr. caitiu, captiu, -iva, OCat. captiu, -iva, Sp.
cautivo, OSp. captivo, Pg. cativo captive, It. cat-

tivo captive, lewd, bad) :—L. captiv-um Captive.
The central OF. form chaitif whence mod.F.
chetif, -ive, of little value, wretched, sorry, miser-
able) gave the Eng. variant chaitif, frequent in

I4-I5th c, but did not displace the earlier Nor-
man form. The transition of meaning has taken
place more or less in most of the Romanic langs.]
A. sb.

i 1. Originally : A captive, a prisoner. Obs.
1330 R. Brlnne Chron. 173 Galwes do ,e reisc, and hyne

bis cheitefe. a 1340 Hampole Psalter exxxvi. 3 The deuyl
& his aungels led vs caitifs in synnc. 138a Wyclif Rom.
xvL 7 Andronyk and Iuliane .. myn euene caytifs, or pri-
soneris. 1449 Pecock Repr. 479 Thei . . that . . leden Worn-
men Caitins. 1502 Arnoloe Chroti. 161 In whoos power
he is kepte as a kaytyf in myscrable seruitude. 1533 Bel-
lenden Lhy 11. 118221 164 Thay have led you thisday as
vincust catives in triumphe. 1603 H. Crosse Vertues
Comnrzo. (1878) 14 As catiues and slaues bend the will to
such inhumane crueltie.

1 2. Expressing commiseration : A wretched
miserable person, a poor wretch, one in a piteous
case. Obs.

1 I3»5 Metr. Horn. 31 Hou sal it far of us kaytefes, That
in sin and foli lyes, c 1386 Chaucer Knts. T. 859 Tuo woful
wrecches been we, and kaytyves. 1480 Caxton Chron.
Eng.\. (1520)56/1 Alas sayd he, to us wretches and catyves
is sorowe for our greate svnnes. a 1547 Surrey AKneid 11.

077 From me calif alas bereued was Creusa then. 1604
Shaks. Otk. iv. L 109 Alas poore Caitiffe. 1631 Weevf.r
Anc. Fun. Mim. 46 The carcase of the poore caitiffe. 1678
Butler Hud. 11. 1. 344, I pity'd the sad Punishment The
wretched Caitiff underwent.

3. Expressing contempt, and often involving
strong moral disapprobation : A base, mean, de-
spicable ' wretch ', a villain. In early use often
not separable from sense 1 (esp. when applied by
any one to himself) :

' it often implies a mixture
of wickedness and misery ' J. ; cf. wretch.
.11300 Cursor M 11815 flat caitif [Herod] vn-meth and

vn-meke Nu bigines he to seke. 1 1330 Amis t\ A mil. 1564
His wiif . .With wordes hard and kene. .scyd to him 'Thou
wreche chaitif. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10352 As a caiteff, a
coward, no knighthode at all. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.)

96 He is a foule vylaynous kaytyf. 1509 Barclay Skip 0}
Fooles (1570) 173 Another caytife or mischieuous vilaync.

1603 Shaks. Meas./orM. v. 1. 53 The wickedst caitiffe on
the ground. 163a G. Fletcher Ckrists Vict. 1. xvii, That
wretch, beast, caytive, monster Man. 1713 Swift Frenzy
0/ J. Dennis Wks. 1755 III. 1. 144 Caitiffs, stand off, unhand
me, miscreants ! 1867 Freeman Norm. Cono. (1876) I. v. 274
Two caitiffs whose names are handed down to infamy..

1 + Rarely as an error for caitifte : see Caitifty.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xiii. 1 1 Lord has turned away be

eaitife of his folke. c 1340 Cursor M. 7353 (Trin.) Wib caitif

ICott. caitiuete] and care.

B. adj.

tl. Captive. Obs.
138a Wyclif Isa. v. 13 Therfor lad caitif is my puple.
— Epkes. iv. 8 He . . ledae caitifte caytif, or prysonynge
prisoned.

t 2. Wretched, miserable. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9086 Yce helpe me in bis caitiue cas.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xv. 90 Nober in cote nober in caytyf
hous was crist y-bore. Ibid. xxm. 236 f*ei chosen chile and
chnytif pouerte. c 1400 Rom. Rose 211 Ful sade and caytif
was she eek. c 1440 Promp.Parv. 58 Catyffe, calamilosus,
dolorosus. 1583 Stanyhurst Asneis 1. (Arb.) 35 Wee cay tiefe

Troians, with storms ventositye mangled.
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3. Vile, base, mean, basely wicked ; worthless,

'wretched', 'miserable*.

a iVM Cursor M, 16517 Ded es caitiue iudas nu. C1325

E. £ A Hit. P. B. 1426 A caytif counsayl he ca^t bi hym
seluen. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour A vij, When the chay-

tyf body hath synned by his fals delytes. 1597 Bp. Hall Sat.

iv. ii. 120 When Lolioes caytive name is quite defast. 1626

T. H. Caussin's Holy Crt. 130 An age so caytiffe, where

braue, and courageous magistrates are wanting. 1814 Scott

Ld. Isles vi. xxxi, [He] cursed their caitiff fears. 1859

Tennyson Enid 35 Bandit earls, and caitiff knights. 1871

Browning Balaust. 1804 This or the other caitiff quality.

tCai'tifhede, -ivehede. Obs. [f. prec.+

-hede, -head.] a. Wretchedness, misery, b. Vile-

ness, baseness, wickedness.

c 1340 Cursor M. 7353 (Fairf.) Wib caitef hede [Cott. cai-

tiuete] and care out of bis werld he sal fare. Ibid. 22382

(Fairf.)Quen pat ilk warlagh brid [antecrist] his caitiuehede

[Cott. caitiute] has ij. jere kid.

t Caitifly, -ively, adv. Obs. [f. Caitiff a.

+ -LY-.] Like a caitiff: a. Wretchedly, miser-

ably, b. Vilely, basely, despicably, badly.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 242 Caytiflyche bow, conscience

consailedist be kyng. c 1425 Wyntoun Crou. 11. viii. 106

Lyve as Lowndreris cayttevely. J513 Douglas /Eueis ix.

xiii. 22 Thynke ?e na lak and schame. .thus catyfly to fle?

t Cai'tifhess, -iveness. Obs. [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] a. Wretchedness, misery, b. Baseness.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. x. 255 The cause of al bys caitifte

[v. r. caiteefnes] comeb of meny bisshopes. c 1400 Judicium

(1822) 13 The day is comen of catyfnes. 1481 Caxton
Myrr. III. xxiii. 187 [In heuen] shal neuer be ony doubtaunce

. .of caytifnesne of ony trybulacion. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt.

Exemp. 1. vi. 103 A strange caitivenesse and basenesse of

disposition.

tCai-tifty, -ivetie. Obs. For forms cf.

Caitiff, [a. OF. caitivetet (mod.F. chetivete) :—

L. captivitdt-em captivity, f. captlvus captive.]

1. Captivity.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23626 pe gode . . sal Hue in fredom fre,

be wicked, .euer in caitiuete. 1382 Wyclif Ephes. iv. 8 He
sty3inge into hijj, ledde caitifte caytif. — Isa. Prol., The
ten lynages led in to caitiftie.

2. Wretchedness, misery.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7353 Wit caitiuete and care He sal vte

o pis werld fare. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 455 My moder
has consayved me In syn and in caytefte. 1393 Langl.

P. PI. C. x. 255 The cause of al bys caitifte * comeb of

meny bisshopes.

3. Vileness, wicked baseness.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22382 Quen bat ilk warlau bridd [ante-

crist] his caitiute has tua yeir kidd.

[Caitisned, pa. pple. A misprint for caytifucd

=*caitivcd (see next), copied in some Diets.]

1678 Phillips, Caitisned, chained, a word used by Chaucer.

[So 1721-1800 Bailey.]

t Caitive, v> Obs. In 4-5 caityve, chatyue,

caytifue. [f. Caitiff sb.] trans. To make captive.

Hence Caitived ppl. a.

138a Wyclif Bible Pref. Ep. iii, Chatyuynge al vndirstond-

yng for to obeishe to Crist. — Jer. 2nd Prol., Sathan,

caityuende the soules of them that ben forsaken of God.
/TX400 ' Chancers* Test. Love 1. Wks. (1532) In this derke

prisone caytifued [331/1, (1560) 272/2 printed caytisned] fro

frendshippe and acquayntaunce, and forsaken of al. c 1440

Relig. Piecesfr. Thorn. MS. 36 Whyls we ere in bis cay-

tifede worlde.

|] Cajan (k^-dgan, ka'd^an). [a. Malay

kdchang applied to various leguminous plants

{Cajanus Lablab, Dolichos, Phaseolus, Soja, etc.).]

A genus of plants, Cajanus (N.O. Leguminosx),

and esp. the species C. Lndicus, a shrub native to

the East Indies, but now naturalized in Africa,

tropical America, and Polynesia, for the sake of

the seeds or pulse, an esteemed article of food,

called in India Dhal, Dhol, and Urhur, and in

Jamaica Pigeon-peas, of which the No-eye pea and

Congo pea are varieties.

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 688 The Thora Paeroti or

Cajan-Tree, an arborescent Phaseolus or Laburnum, much
cultivated at the Cape. 1885 Yule Hobson-Jobson 109 The
Cajan was introduced to America by the slave-traders from
Africa.

Cajaput, cajeput, variants of Cajuput.

Cajole (kadgtju-l), v. Also 7 caiole, cageole,

cajoul, 7-8 cajol. [a. F. cajoler, in same sense,

of uncertain origin and history.

Pare" C1550 has 1 cageoller comme un gay' to chatter like

ajay. Littre has 16th c. examples ofcajoler, cajoller, cageol-

ler, in the senses ' to chatter like a jay or magpie ', and ' to

sing', also, in the modern sense 'to cajole'. Cotgr. 1611

has cajoler, cageoler ' to prattle or jangle like a jay (in a
cage), to bable or prate much to little purpose '. Most
etymologists taking cageoler as the original form, have in-

ferred its derivation from cage cage, through an assumed
dim. *cageole. This is doubtful both in regard to sense and
form ; the early meaning ' to chatter like a jay ' does
not very obviously arise from cage, and does not clearly

give rise to the modern sense. The Fr. dim. of cage is not

*cageole but gedle ' gaol whence F. eujoler (OF. engaioler,

engauler, Sp. enjaular) 'to put in gaol, imprison', also
' to inveigle, entice, allure, enthrall by fair words, cajole '.

In Namur, cajoler has the sense enjoliver, to make joli,

whence Grandgagnage would refer it to the stem jol-_ of
joli, with ' prefix ca- frequent in Walloon with an iterative

force*. It is possible that two or even three words are here
confused ; in the modern sense, F. cajoler is synonymous

with enjdlcr above, and if not cognate with that word, its

sense has probably at least been taken over from it by form-

association of cageoler or cajoler with enj&ler. But the

working out of the history must be left to French etymo-
logists.]

1. Irans. To prevail upon or get one's way with

(a person) by delusive flattery, specious promises, or

any false means of persuasion, (' A low word" J.)
1645 King's Cabinet Open. Pref. 2 How the Court has

been Caiolde (thats the new authentick word now amongst
our Cabalisticall adversaries* by the Papists. Ibid. 46 He
..gives avisoes to Caiole the Scots and Independents.

1649 Milton Eikon. xxi, That the people might no longer

be abused and cajoled, as they call it, by falsities and
court-impudence. 1678 Butler Hud. III. i. 1526 'Tis no
mean part of civil State-Prudence, to cajoul the Devil.

1723 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) IVks. (17531 II. 137 Cajoling

a proud Nation to change their Master. 1735 Pope Donne
Sat. iv. 90 You Courtiers so cajol us. 1823 Lingakd Hist.

Eng.Vl. 196 They sometimes cajoled, sometimes threatened

the pontiff. 1863 W. Phillh-s Speeches iii. 36 Leading
statesmen have endeavored to cajole the people.

b. Const, into, from an action or state.

1663 Pepys Diary 17 Mar., Sir R. Ford, .cajoled him into

a consent to it. a 1853 Robektson Led. ii. 55 Nor to cajole

or flatter you into the reception of my views. 1862 Tkench
Mirac. xxviii. 310 He could neither be cajoled nor terrified

from his. .avowal of the truth.

c. Const, out of : {a.) to do (a person") out of
(a thingi by flattery, etc.

;
(b.) to get (a thing

s

; out

of a person by flattery, etc.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xi. ix. (1840) 165/1 Everybody
would not have cajoled this out of her. 1835 Mahkyat P.
Simple {1863) 33 The stockings which she cajoled him out
of. 1839 W. Irving IVolfert's K. (1855) 247 The populace
. .are not to be cajoled out of a ghost story by any of these

plausible explanations.

2. intr. or absol. To use cajolery, f To cajole

with : = sense 1 (cf. persuade with).
1665 Pepys Diary 12 Oct., He hath cajolled with Sey-

mour, who will be our friend. 1789 Belsham Ess, I. iii. 40
[Elizabeth] knew how to cajole, now to coax, and to flatter.

1870 L'Estrange Miss Mitford I. vi. 210 The well-fee'd

lawyers have ceased to browbeat or to cajole.

tCajo'le, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] A
delusive flattery.

1716 Glossogr. Nova, Blandishment, a Complement, a
Cajole, a thing pleasantly done or spoken.

Cajolement (kadgflu'lment). [f. Cajole v. +
-ment. ] The action of cajoling.

1816 Keatinge Trav. II. 85 Neither official pomposity,
threat, or cajolement, could blind him. 1825 Coleridge in

Rem. (1836) II. 356. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1. xii. 11867)

123 Plied them with tears, kisses, cajolements.

Cajoler (kadg^a-lai). [f. as prec. + -BR 1
,] One

who cajoles or overcomes by flattery.

1677 Hobbes Homer 38 Cajoler, that confidest in thy face.

1814 Monthly Rev. LXXIV. 477 Cajolers of the people.

1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. (18441 H. [viii. 238 The superior
tact and cunning of their merciless cajolers.

Cajolery (kad^-bri). Also 7 cajollery, 8

cajolry. [a. F. cajolerie, 16th c. in same sense,

f. cajoler to Cajole.] The action or practice of

cajoling
;
persuasion by false arts.

1649 Evelyn Liberty # Serv. iv. (R.> Those infamous
cajolleries. 1698 Sidney Disc. Govt. iii. § 45 (1704) 415
Others prefer'd the cajolerys of the Court before the honor
of performing their duty to the Country. 1835 Lytton
Rienzi ii. iii. 111 Is he familiar with the people?—it is

cajolery! Is he distant?—it is pride! 1868 E. Edwards
Ralegh I. xxv. 650 He had mingled the usual cajoleries

with more than the usual slightly-veiled threats.

Cajoling (kad3<?»'lirj), vbl. sb. [f. Cajole v.

+ -ing 1.] The action of the verb Cajole.
01745 Swift Wks. (1841) II. 29 Fawning and cajoling will

have but little effect. 1864 Burton Scot. Abr. I. iii. 149 He
tried cajoling, threats, and appeals to chivalrous feeling.

Cajoling, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing That
cajoles

;
deceitfully persuasive.

.

1715 Burnet Own Time (1766) I. 518 The king writ him
a cajoling letter. 6-1746 Hervey Medit. Cmttempl. (1818)

214 Vain images, and cajoling temptations. 1820 Foster
in Life <y Corr. (1846) II. 6 To assume a cajoling tone.

CajO'lingly, adv. [f. prec. + -lt 2
.] In a

cajoling manner.
1853 Eraser's Mag. XLVII. 672 'What man*, asks

another, cajolingly,
1 can ever doubt the sincerity of our

protestations?'

II Cajuput (kse'dgapift). Also cajeput, caja-

put. [Ultimately a. Malay kayu-putih i. e. kayu
wood +pute/i white (whence also the spec, name
leucodendron). The Eng. spelling, and F. cajeput,

are due to the Dutch transliteration of the Malay,
kajoepoetih, and mod.L. cajttputi (with j=y).
The Malay name has passed into the vernaculars

of Southern India as kaya-putek, kaya-poote, etc.]

1. Cajuput tree : one or more species of Mela-
leuca (N. O. Myrtacex), esp. M. minor (Cajuputi),

and M. leucodendron, natives of the Eastern Archi-

pelago and New Holland, and introduced in India.

1876 Harley Mat. Med. 610 The Cajuput Tree has been
distributed over the whole of India.

2. Cajuput oil : the aromatic oil obtained from

these trees, used in medicine as a stimulant, anti-

spasmodic, and sudorific.

183a Babbage Econ. Manuf. xv. (ed. 3) 145 [In 1831] caje-

put oil was sold, .at yd. per ounce, a 1845 Hood To Mr.
Malthus vii, Doors all shut, On hinges oil'd with cajeput.

1866 Treas. Bot. 728 The leaves, .are distilled for the pur-
pose of yielding the oil known as Cajuput or Cajeput oil,

which is green, and has a powerful aromatic odour.

3. Also applied to a Californian tree, Oreodaphne
californica (N. O. Lauracese).

Hence Cajuputene, Cajputene, Chem., * C l0 HH
the hydrocarbon of which oil of cajuput is the

hydrate' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1863-72 Watts Diet. Chcm. I. 711 Cajputene is obtained,

together with two isomeric hydrocarbons, isocajputene and
paracajputene. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 611 Oil of Caju-
put consists chiefly of hydrate of cajuputene.

Caka'te, v. humorous nonce-formation, intended

to mean *To serve with Cake'.
1622 Middleton & Rowley Old Laws v. i, Enter Gustho

and others, one bearing a bride-cake. Gits. Will it please

you to taste of the wedlock-courtesy?. .If your grace please

to be cakated, say so.

Cake (k^'k.), sb. Also 4 kaak, 4-6 kake, 6 Sc.

caik. [ME. kake, cake, 13th c, identical with,

and piob. a. OX. kaka fern. (mod.Icel. and Sw.

kaka, Da. kage) in same sense, pointing to an
OTeut. *kak<U. An ablaut-derivative from the same
root kak- is OHG. chuohho (MHG. kuochc, Ger.

kuchc), MLG. koke, MDu. coeke (Du. koek), all

masc, pointing to a WGer. *kokou-. The ulterior

history is unknown, but the stem (Aryan type

*gag~) can in no way be related to L. coqufre to

cook, as formerly supposed.]

1. As name of an object, with plural : A baked
mass of bread or substance of similar kind, dis-

tinguished from a loaf or other ordinary bread,

either by its form or by its composition :

a. orig. A comparatively small flattened sort of

bread, round, oval, or otherwise regularly shaped,

and usually baked hard on both sides by being

turned during the process.

c 1230 Hati Meid. 37 Hire cake bearneS o be stan. c 1325
E. E. Allit. P. B. 635 prwe bryftyly ber-on bo bre berue
kakez. 1382 Wyclif i Sam. ii. 36 That . . he offre a silueren

peny, and a round kaak of breed. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. xvii. Ixvii. (1495) 643 Some brede is bake and tornyd
and wende at fyre and is callyd. .a cake. 1483 Cath. Angl.
51 A Cake, torta, tortula. 1530 Palsgr. 202/2 Cake of
fyne floure made in a print of yron, gavfre, 1542 Boorde
lutrod. Knowt. xxvii. 194 A peny worth of whyte bread .

.

ix. kakys for a peny ; and a kake serued me a daye. 1611
Bible Ex. xii. 39 They baked vnleauened cakes. — Hosea
vii. 8 Ephraim is a cake not turned. 1685 Baxter Paraphr.
N. T. Mark viii. 4 Their Loaves then were but like our
Cakes, by the custom of breaking them. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) I. v. 97, I .. reduced myself to one biscuit-

cake a day. 1879 Kroude Csesar xxii. 381 They made
cakes out of roots, ground into paste and mixed with milk.

Mod. King Alfred and the cakes.

b. In Scotland (parts of Wales, and north of

England), spec, a thin hard-baked brittle species

of oaten-bread. Hence the name Land of Cakes

(i. e. of oaten bread), applied (originally in banter)

to Scotland, or the Scottish Lowlands.
a 157a Knox Hist. Ref. (1732) 42 (Jam.' That winter fol-

lowing sa nurturit the Frenche men, that they leirnit to eit,

yea, to beg caikis, quhilk at their entry they scornit. 1620

Venner Via Recta i. 17 Of Oates in Wales, and some of
the Northerne shires of England, they make bread, espe-

cially in manner of (Jakes. 1669 Sir R. Moray in Lauder-
dale Papers {1885) II. cxiv. 171 If you do not come out of

the land of cakes before New Year's day. 1715 Penne-
cuick's Tweeddale Note 89 (Jam.) The oat-cake, known by
the sole appellative of cake, is the bread of the cottagers.

C1730 Burt Lett. N. Scotl. {1818) II. 164 The Lowlanders
call their part of the country the land of cakes. 1789
Burns Capt. Grose i, Hear, Land o' Cakes, and britner

Scots. 1864 A. M cKay Hist. Kilmarnock 113 With abund-
ance of cakes. Mod. Country children in Scotland still

'seek their cakes 'on Hogmanay or ' Cake-day '. Among
the rimes used, one hears 'My feet's cauld, my shoon's
thin, Gie's my cakes, and let's rin.'

C. In England, cakes (in sense a) have long been

treated as fancy bread, and sweetened or flavoured

;

hence, the current sense

:

A composition having a basis of bread, but

containing additional ingredients, as butter, sugar,

spices, currants, raisins, etc. At first, this was a
cake also in form, but it is no longer necessarily

so, being now made of any serviceable, ornamental,

or fanciful shape ; e. g. a tea-, plum-, wedding-

cake, etc.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 50 Geder hit [the eggs, tansy

and butter, for a tansy cake] on a cake.. With platere of
tre, and frye hit browne. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843)

100 His mother left bringing of wine and cakes to the

church. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 233 Observe the com-
position of Cakes, which are frequently eaten In them
there are commonly Flour, Butter, Eggs, Milk, Fruit,

Spice, Sugar, Sack, Rose-Water and Sweet-Meats, as
Citron, or the like. 1710 Addison Tatler No. 220 r 8 Ban-
bury . . was a Place famous for Cakes and Zeal. 1816
Southey Poet's Pilgr. 1. 44 Assche for water and for cakes
renown'd. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 71 Sweet cakes, or bis-

cuits, of an annular form. Mod. At the conclusion of the
ceremony each child was regaled with a cake. To buy a
cake for the christening.

2. As a substance, without plural : Fancy bread
of the kind mentioned in 1 c. (In Scotland, plain

oatmeal bread of the kind mentioned in 1 b.)

1579 Fulke Coftfut. Sanders 591 The last answere is as
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good as cake and pudding. 1633 B. Jonson T. Tub 11. i.

N If he ha' cake And drink enough, he need not vear
[fearj his stake. Mod. Little boys are fond of cake. To
buy a pound of cake at the confectioner's. To send wed-
ding-cake to friends at a distance. No cards ; no cake.

3. Applied to other preparations of food, not of
the nature of bread, made in the form of a rounded
flattened mass ; e. g. a fish-cake^ potato-cake, pan-
cake. (The last named has the characteristics of

a cake in the original sense, except that it is

cooked soft, eaten hot, and is reckoned not as bread,

but as a kind of pudding.)

4. A mass or concretion of any solidified or com-
pressed substance in a flattened form, as a cake of

soap, wax, paint, dry clay, coagulated blood,

tobacco, etc. See also Ague-cake, Elf-cake.
1528 Test. Ebor. fSurteesi V. 267, ij cakes of wax. 1597

Langham Gard. Health 1:633* 2 Vse it . . in thy potage
to heale the elfe cake. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed
III. 1 368/1 Their cakes of waxe which they call Agnus Dei.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 552 A Cake that groweth upon the side
of a dead tree . . large and of a Chesnut colour, and hard
and pithy. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 36 It [earth] soon melted
and became a Cake in the bottom 1799 G. Smith Laborat.
I. 122 Take it [the enamel] off the fire, make it into cakes,
and preserve it for use. 1833 Marrvat P. Simple iv, Four
cakes of Windsor, and two bars of yellow for washing. 1884
Manch. Exa*n. 29 Feb. 5/3 A parcel of cakes of dynamite.

b. fig.
187a Bagehot Physics <\ Pol. (1876)27 To create what

may be called a cake of custom. 1879 H. George Progr.

<r Pot', x. i. 1 1881) 433 A body or ' cake of laws and customs
grows up.

6. Heraldry. A bearing resembling the bezant;

a roundel.
i486 BJk. St. A Ibatts, Her. C iij b, Besantys and lytill cakys

differ not bot in colore, for besanttis be euer of golden
coloure.

6. dial, and slang. A foolish or stupid fellow.

1785 Grosk Diet. Vulgar Tougue, Cake or Cokey, a foolish
fellow. 1847 78 in HaluwelL 1877 Pkacock A'. Line. Gloss.
iE. D. S.\Cake, a silly person, especially one fat and sluggish.
1881 Kvans Leicester, lira's., Cake, a noodle.

7. Cake is often used figuratively in obvious allu-

sion to its estimation (esp. by children; as a 'good
thing', the dainty, delicacy, or 'sweets* of a re-

past. So cakes and ale, cake and cheese (ScotI.).

To take the cake : to carry off the honours, rank
first.

1579 [see 2]. 1601 Shaks. TweL .V. 11. iii. 124 Dost thou
thinke because thou art vertuous, there shall be no more
Cakes and Ale? 1606 Day Ileof Gulls III. i. 11881168 That's
Cake and Cheese to the Countne. 1750 Karl Holderness
in Ellis Orig Lett. n. 466 IV. 390 If I stay in [office], I

must now have my share of the Cake. 1854 Blmtkm. Mag.
LXXVI. 702 Malcolm is, par excellence, the 'cake' of
the cor^s dramatiqne. 1886 Garden 5 June 51 9/1 The
gardener's life, as a rule, is not all 'cakes and ale'. 1886
Pall Mall G. 2 Sept. 5/1 As a purveyor of light literature
. . Mr. Norris takes the cake.

8. Proverbs. You can t eat your cake and have it

(see quotsA: f One's cake is dough : one's project

has failed of success (0AO. Every cake has its

make, mate, or felltnv {northern dial, and Sc.).

156a J. Hkywood PrtK>. <\ Epigr. (18671 79 What man, I

trow ye raue, Wolde ye bothe eate your cake, and haue
your cake? 17x1 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737* I 3° ^* ridicu-
lous as the way of children, who eat their cake, and after-

wards cry for it . . They shou'd be told, as children, that they
can't eat their cake, and have it. 1815 Wellington Let.
in Gurw. Disp. XII. 589 Our own government also, .having
got their cake, want both to eat it and keep it.

1596 Shaks. Tout. Shr. 1. i. no Our cake's dough on
both sides. Farewell. 1687 Settle Reflect. Dryden 4 She
is sorry his cake is dough, and that he came not soon
enough to speed. 1708 Motteu x Rabelais iv. vL You shall
have rare Sport anon, if my Cake ben't Dough, and my
Plot do but take.

1641 D. Ferguson Scot. Prov. in Ray Prov. (1670) 393
There was never a cake, but it had a make. 1678 May Prov.
68 Every cake hath its make, but a scrape-cake hath two.

9. Comb. a. (senses 1, 2), as cake-basket, -bowl,

-maker, -making, man, -mould, -stall ; b. (sense

4>, as cake-colour, -copper, -ink, -las, -soap; o.

adjs., as cake-bearing, -tike ; d. + cake-fiddler,
cake-fumbler, a parasite ; cake-meal, 'linseed

meal obtained by grinding the cake after the ex-
pression of the oil' (Syd. Soc. Lex.); cake-urchin,
a popular name for Echinodcrms of a discoid
shape. See also Cake-bread, -house.
1667 Phil. Traits. II. 510 As in all "Cake-bearing (called.

.

Placentifcra), and in all Kernel-bearing (called Glandu-
ti/t-ra) or Ruminating Animals. 1874 Mrs. Whitnev We
Girls ii. 43 A #cake-bowl in one hand, and an egg-beater in
the other. 1806-7 J- Bkresford Miseries Hum. Life 1 1826)
111. xxxvi, Rubbing, ."cake colours in a very smooth saucer.
1859 Gullick & Timus Paint. 394^ The pigments are pre-
pared, .as dry cake colours, as moist colours in earthenware
pans . . and in metal collapsible tubes. 1803 Hatchett
Phil. Trans. XCIII. 90 note. The fine granulated copper is

made in this country from the Swedish Vake-copper. 1881
Raymond Mining Gloss., Cake-copper, Tough cake, refined
or commercial copper. 1513 Douglas Mneis, Transl. to
Rdr. 75, I am na *cayk fydlar [1553 *caik fumler], full weil
ye knawe. 1704 Lotui. Gaz. NoT 4022/4 The Universal
''Cake-Ink. 1883 Cossets Pan,. Mag. Oct. 686/i The
sediment . . is formed into small, square cakes . . known as
lac-dye, or *cake-lac. 1835 Todd Cyct. Anat. <\ Phys. I.

764/3 The • cake-like organ .. which covers the ear. 1591
Percivall Sp. Diet., Turronero, a *cakemaker, pistor

ptacentarius. 1814 Miss Mitkord Village^. i.n863>22i
The preservings, the picklings, the * cake-makings 183a
Ibid. Ser. v. (1863) 410 We turned off our old stupid deaf
*cakeman. 1865 Circ. Sc. I. 343/1 Inspissated juice .

.

poured into. . 'cake-moulds. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Blasts
305 Dissolve therein one ounce of 'Cake-sope. 1877 A. B.
Edwards Up Nik i. 5 The old Turk who sets up his 'cake,
stall in the sculptured recess of a Moorish doorway.
Cake (k?k), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To form or harden into a cake or flattish

compact mass : tSmatr. (Chiefly passive.)
1607 Shaks. Timon B. ii. 225 Their blood is cak'd : 'tis

cold, it sildome flowes. 1708 I, C. Cam//. Collier (18451 >7
Turn it over after it is Caked, it will again bum brisk. 1719
Di Foe Crusoe 1.(1840198 It [a Barrel of Gun-powder] had
taken Water, and the Powder was cak'd as hard as a Stone.
1848-77 II. Arnold Sohrab «, R. Poems (18771 1. 115 The
biz warm tears roll'd down, and caked the sand.
2. inlr. (for refl.) To form (itself) into a cake

or flattened mass. Const, together.
1615 H. Crooke Body ofMan 88 Lead as soone as it is

taken off the fire..caketh together. 16*1 Malvnes Anc.
LaTu-Merck. 49 Coale. . such as will not cake or knit in the
burning. 1719 De Foe CrxsoedBtoi I. xii. 112 The powder
.. caking and growing hard. 1814 Sir H. Davy Agric.
Chew. 183 The stiff clays .. in dry weather .. cake, and
present only a small surface to the air.

Ca ke-bread, [f. Cake sb. + Bread.] Bread
made in flattened cakes ; or of the finer and more
dainty quality of cake.
377 Langl. /'. Ft. B. xvl. 229 P« eten Calues flesshe and

cakebrede. 1479 Office Mayor Bristol in E. E. Gilds 418
To take cakebrede & wyne. 1544 in Latimer's Whs. (18441
II. 484 Then cake.bread and loaf-bread are all one with
you. 1547 Boorue Brev. Healtk ccvii. I refuse Cake
bread, Saffron bread . . Cracknelles, Symnelles, and all
maner of crustes. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. Epigr. (1867)
166 Beyng shod with cakebred that spumer marth all.
.1 1613 Overbury A Wife (1638) 204 In friendly breaking
Cake-bread with the Fish-wives at funerals. 1881 O'Don-
ovan Merv. II. xlv. 262 Some brown cake-bread of the
coarsest description had been broken.

b. at/rid. Like cake, brittle.

}S79 } Stlbbes Gaping Gulf E vii, The Spanish genet
wil soone champ thys cakebread snaffle a sunder.

Caked k/ikt
, ///. a. [f. Cake v. + -Ei)i.]

Formed into a cake, concreted
; cake-shaped.

a 1691 Bona Wks. V. 72 (R.i A very shallow and wide-
mouthed vessel, called in the shops a clear caked glass.
a 1821 Keats Fancy 246 The caked snow . . From the plough-
boy's heavy shoon. 1866 Livingstone Jrnl. xii. ( 1873I I.

325 When we had dug down to the caked sand.

Ca ke-house, [f. Cake sb. + House sb.]

1 1. A house where cakes are sold. Obs. or dial.
1666 I'efys Diary (18791 III. 421 Thence took them to

the cakehouse, and there called in the coach for cakes and
drank. 178a V. Knox Ess. (1819I III. clxx. 243 The cake,
house at Hoxton. 1815 Scott Guy M. xvi, On the other
side of the lake . . is a . . cake-house.

2. A building where cakes ofanything, e.g. indigo,
are stored.

1878 J. Inglis Sport t, W. Nepaul iv. 34 The cakc-house
boys run to and fro between the cutting-table and the
cake house with batches of cakes [of indigo).

Caking kvi-kirj), vbl. sb. [f. Caketa + -mcl.]
The forming of a cake

; chiefly gerundial.
1816 Cleveland Mist. 403 It bums without caking.

Caking, ///. a. That cakes.
1810 Henry Elem. Chem. (1840) II. 319 Caking coal..

because its fragments melt at a certain temperature, and
unite Hito one mass, c 1865 Lktheby in Circ. Sc. I. 117/1.

Caky (k/>'ki), a. [f. Cake sb. + -y U
1. In the form, or of the nature, of a cake.
" 'SS* Cranmer W**.(i8,6) II. 56 An horse, refusing to

eat wafers so long as their caky god was among them.
1604 Hieron Wks. I. 568 A priest . . ore his head the wafer
shakes . . Meane while the vulgar in a maze Vpon the caky
ldoll gare. 1813 J. Thomson I.ect. Inflam. 483 Hard
caky substances, i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie r'emsierUSBj)
90 Charlottes, caky externally, pulpy within. 1869 London
Soc. Christm. No. 49/1 Warm smells of a cakcy description.

2. dial. Weak of intellect, sillv.

1879 Skropsk. U'ordd>k.

Cal ,ka-l . Also callen, kal, :? gal. The name
given by Cornish miners to the native tnngstate
of iron and manganese.
1875 L're Diet. Arts III. 1039 The most common ore of

this metal (Tungsten) is nol/ram, known also to the Cornish
miner as ' cal' or 'callen'. Ibid. There remains a quan-
tity of this mineral substance (gal). 1880 Miss Courtney
W. Cornwall Gloss., Cal.

Cal, obs. form of Call and Caul.
II Calaba (kwIiM). [A South American name.]
A tropical evergreen tree ; Calophyllum Calaba)
growing in Brazil and the West Indies, from the
seeds of which a lamp-oil is obtained ; it also
yields Calaba-balsam, or -resin.
753 Chambers (yd. Supp. s.v. 1866 Treat. Bot. 201/1

This tree is called Calaba in the West Indies.

Calabar, var. of Calabeh ; obs. f. Calibre.
Calabar-bean (kalaba i bi n). [From Cala-

bar, on the Gulf of Guinea, in Africa.] The seed
of Physostigma vcneiiosum, a climbing leguminous
plant, called also the Ordeal-bean, administered
by the natives to persons suspected of witchcraft.
1876 Harley Mat. Med. 654.
Hence Calabarine, ' an alkaloid found in the

Calabar bean ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1875 H. Wood Therap. (1879) 310.

Calabash .karlaba:/). Forms: 6 calabaza,
7 callebass, 7 8 calabass e, cali-, callabaeh'
(?) 7-9 calabOBh, 8 calobash, callebasse, 8- ca-
labash, [a. F. lalcbasse, calabace, Cotgr.) ad.
Sp. calabaza, calabaza gourd, pumpkin = Cat. cara-
bassa, mod.Pr. carabasso, calebasso, carbasso, Sicil.
caravazza. The ultimate source was perh. the Per-
sian kharbuz, or kharbuza, also khar-

puza, and kharbtlza, ' melon ', generally ' marsh-
melon ', occasionally ' water-melon

', whence

Arabic jpk, khirbiz ' melon and
y>J> kirbiz

'pumpkin, gourd'; also Turk, qdrpfiz, Albanian
and mod. Gr. xapwovC', KapPovfr ; also through
Tartar kharpuz, karpus, in Slavonic langs., Serb.
karpuza, Pol. fharbuz, ffarbttz. fkarbuz, at buz,
Little Russ. harbuz, Russ. arbuz (Miklosich).
The Pers. word is explained as f. khar large,
c
.?
a

.

rse
'

ani* buza, puza, odoriferous fruit. The
Sicilian form may be from Arabic; but actual
evidence is wanting.]

L A name given to various gourds or pumpkins,
the shell of which is used for holding liquids, etc.

1 1596 Raleigh Disc. Guiana (1887) 32 He also called for
*!*.c*»~—1 or gourds of the gold beads. (Though ex.
plained as a ' gourd ', this was probably the tree calabash
sense 2.1] 1658 Evelyn Fr. Gard. H675) 44 Their fruit re-
sembling a gourd or callebass. a 1813 A. Wilson Foresters,
Clustering grapes were seen, With ponderous calabashes
hung between. 1866 Livingstone jrnl. vii. (1873) I- «8'
The manured space is planted with pumpkins and cala-
bashes.

2. The fruit of the Calabash Tree (see 7) of
America, the shell of which is used for household
utensils, water-bottles, kettles, musical instruments,
etc. ; it is round or oval, and so hard externally as
even to be used in boiling liquids overa fire. Also
short for Calabash-tree.
1596 |sce 1). 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes 14 High and loftie

trees, as the . . Fistula, Calibash, Cherry. 1699 L. Wafer
Voy. (1729)321 The Calabash grows up and down among
the boughs, as our apples do. 1730 G. Hcches Barbados
116 The fruit called calabashes are of two sorts. 1828 W.
Irving Columbus I. 150 The calabashes of the Indians .

.

were produced on stately trees of the sue of elms.

3. The hollow shell of either of the preceding,
used as a vessel.

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes 15 With either of them a
naturall Pitcher, a Calibash upon their arme. 1681 R.
Knox Hist. Ceylon 162 Two Calabasses to fetch Water.
1699 Dampier Coy. II. 11. 115 Their Furniture is but mean,
vii. Earthen Pots to boil their Mail in, and abundance of
Callabashes. 1746 Lond. Mag. 323 Water presented . . in
a copious Calabash. 1836 Macgillivray Humboldt's Trav.
vi. 84 Baling out the water with a calabash. 1866 Encel
Nat. Mus. viii. 285 A stringed instrument of the guitar
kind, the body of which was a calabash,

b. This vessel full of anything.
1679 A Paradox (Harl. Misc. 1753) I. 258 They will not

give you a Calabash of Milk for it. 1843 Carlyle Fast t,

Pr. (18581 234 One small calabash of rice. 1875 Lcbbock
Orig. Cnntu. vi. 280 Calabashes of w in*.

4. A similar vessel or utensil of other material.
177a-84 Cook Voy. (1790) IV. 1377 Calibashes made of

reeds, so closely wrought as to be water-tight. 1851 H.
Melville WkaU xix. 104 Nothing about the silver cala-
bash he spat into.

5. Sweet Calabash, the edible fruit of Passi-
flora maliformis.

1840 Penny Cyct. XVII. 304/1 /'. mali/ormis bears what is
called the sweet calabash. 1866 Treas. Bot. 851.

6. ' A humorous name for the head ' Bartlett

Diet. Amer. [Cf. Pg. cabala = calalmea with ca-

beca head.]

7. attrib. and Comb., as calabashful ; calabash
fruit = sense 2 ; calabash gourd, the bottle-gourd

K
Lagcnaria vulgaris) = sense 1 ; calabash-nut-
meg, Monotlora Myristica ; calabash - tree, a
tree (Crescentia Cttjctc) native to tropical America
and the West Indies, l>earing the large oval or
globular fruit called Calabash (sense 2) ; also a
name of the Haobab tree.

1707 Sloane Jamaica I. p. xvi. Horses feed on 'Calabash
fruit in dry times. 1814 Burchell Trav. II. 587 The
'calabash gourd is much cultivated for the sake of its shell.

1866 Treas. Bot. II. 752/1 Called .. 'Calabash Nutmegs
from the entire fruit resembling a small calabash. 1737
Miller Gard. Diet. led. 31 The "Calabash-Tree, .grows to a
considerable Height in the warmer Parts of America, where
it produces a very large F'ruit. 1796 Stedman Surinam
II. xx. 115 The gourd or callebasse tree procures them cups.
1816 Khih 1'hys. Bot. I. 50.

t Calabass. Obs. A small kind of gun.
1578 BOOMS Invent. 87 Certaine smal Ordinance .. as

Markets . . and some Calabasses that doo shoote small stones.

Calaber, calabar (knrlabajX Forms: 4-6
calabre, 5 calabere, 6 calubur, calober, callabre,
calabrye, calliber, calloper, 6-7 callaber, 7
caliber, 9 calabar, 6- calaber, [app. a. F.
Calabre, Calabria, a province of Italy ; but why
so called is unknown.]
1. A kind of fur, apparently obtained from some

foreign species of the squirrel; now, commer-
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cially, applied especially to the fur of the grt y or

Siberian Squirrel : also attrib. Calaber pencil : an

artist's colour-brush made of the hairs of this fur.

1361 Langl. P. PI. A. vii. 257 His cloke of Calabre with

Itnoppes of Gold. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour E ij, Gownes
of moche fyn cloth and furred of calabre, letuce, and
ermyn. 1531-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, xiii. Any maner of

furres, other then black cony, budge, grey cony, shankes,

calaber, gray, fiche. 1556 Chron. Cr. Friars 11852) 50 The
ij. day of June [1549]. .alle the gray ammesse with the

calober in Powlles ware put downe. 1555 Eden Decades
IV, hid. (Arb.) 291 The people of Moscouia . . haue ryche

furres as Sabels, Marteines, Foynes, Calaber. 1583 Plat
Diuerse Exper. (1594) 14 With a fine calaber pensill first

dipped in y° coppres water. 1588 Gifts to Queen in Nichols

Progr. Q. Eliz., Furred thorough with mynnyover and
calloper. a 1603 Fleetwood ibid. I. 355 We sitting in

all our calabrye clokes of murrey, did geve the newe
shereffs . . theire othes. 1720 Stotu's Surv. (ed. Strype

1754) II. v viii. 255/1 Those Aldermen that have not been

Mayors are to have their Cloaks furred with Calabre.

1832-52 M rCuLLOCH Diet. Comm., Calabar Skin, the Sibe-

rian squiirel skin. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts II. 516 Furs,

Skins, and Pelts imported. . 1870. .Squirrel or Calabar 150,

668.

t 2. The animal itself. Obs.

1607 Cowell Interpr. s.v. Furre, Calaber is a little beast,

in bigness about the quantitie of a squirell, of colour gray.

471626 Middleton Love Antiq. Wks. V. 289 Beasts

bearing fur. . Lamb, .wolverin, caliber. 1721 in Bailey.

Calaber, obs. f. Calibre.

Calaboose (koelab«'z). U. S. [Negro French

(of Louisiana) calabouse, ad. Sp. calabozo dungeon.]

The name, in New Orleans and adjacent parts of

U. S., for a common prison.

1837-40 Haliburton 5
1

. Slick, Hum. Nature (Bartlett) A
large calaboose chock full of prisoners. 1850 Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom's C. xv. 148 Send them to the calaboose, or some
of the other places, to be flogged. 1883 Century Mag. Mar.

649/2 The terrors of the calaboza, with its chains and whips
and branding irons, were condensed into the French tri-

syllabic Calaboose.

II Ca labur tree. Name given in the West
Indies to Muntingia Calabura (N. O. Tiliaceee),

the Silk-wood tree.

Calaburne, variant of Calibden.

II Calade (kala-d, kalji'd). [a. F. calade in same
sense, ad. It. caldta descent, f. calare :—L. chalare,

ad. Or. xa^-" to let down, let fall.] The slope

of a manege ground, down which a horse is rid-

den at speed, to teach him to ply his haunches.

1731 in Bailey vol. II. 1792 Osbaldistone Brit. Sportsm.

87/1. [In mod. Diets.]

II
Caladium (kal?'di»m). Bot. Also 9 ealla-

dium. [mod.L. adaptation, by Rumph, 1 750, in

Herb. Amboinense V. 318, of the Malay name
kHady (Forbes Watson) of Caladium (now Coloca-

sia) esculentum. The genus in its present botanical

acceptation was established by Ventenat in 1800,

when, by a carelessness too frequent in botanical

nomenclature, the actual species to which the

name kelady belonged, was excluded from the

Calatlinms and made a Colocasia.]

A genus of plants belonging to the Arum family,

grown in this country as hot-house plants, but

cultivated in their native regions for their under-

ground corms, which contain much starch.

1845 Penny Cycl. Supp. I. 264/1 Caladium arborescens .

.

yields a great quantity of starch. 1858 Hogg Veg. Kingd.

797. x88x Mrs. Praed Policy Passion I. 270 The ve-

randah was adorned with stands of choice ferns and calla-

diums. 1882 Garden 4 Mar. 145/3 Caladiums. .will now be

starting rapidlyinto growth. 1885 Lady Brassey in Trades

70 Caladiums and ferns growing in the wildest profusion.

t Caladrie. Obs. rare. Wyclif's adaptation of

the Charadrius of the Vulgate, XctpaSpio's of the

Septuagint. The latter was, ' according to Sunde-

vall, the stone-curlew or thick-kneed bustard,

Charadrius OSdicnemus' (Liddell and Scott).

Calatirius occurs also in later writers (quoting

from Aristotle) as some reputed white bird.

1388 Wyclif Dent. xiv. 18 Ete je not vncleene briddis

. . a cormeraunt, and a caladrie [1382 jay ; 1611 the Storke

and the Heron], 1567 Marlet Gr. Forest 76 The Cala-

drius, sayth Aristotle, is of milkie colour, without any
black spot. x6oi Chester Love's Mart, clviii. (1878J 117

The snow-like colour'd bird, Caladrius.

II
Calaltr. Also calaloo, -loe, oaleloe. A

West Indian name for various plants cultivated as

culinary vegetables.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 174 The branched Caleloe

[Solatium nodiflorum] . . The negroes make use of it every

day almost in the year. Ibid. 232 Spanish Calaloe [Phyto-

lacca ociandra]. Ibid. 340 The prickly Calaloo [Amaran-
tus spinosus]. -used as a green, when the more valuable

sorts are scarce. 1884 Miller Plant-n., Calalu.

Calamanco (kselamarnkfl). Forms : 6 eala-

manee, 6-9 oali- 7 calla-, 7
_9 callimanco, (9

calamanca), 7- calamanco. [Found also in Du.
kalamink, kalmink, Ger. kalmank, kalmang, F.

calmande, Genev. calamandre : ofunknown origin.

The form has naturally suggested connexion with med. L.

camelaucus, a kind of cap, and a cloth of camel's hair ; but
evidence of connexion is wanting. See Du Cange.]

1. A woollen stuff of Flanders, glossy on the

surface, and woven with a satin twill and chequered

in the warp, so that the checks are seen on one

side only ; much used in the 18th c.

1592 Lyly Midas [see 2]. 1598 Florio, Tesserino . . a
kinde of fine stuffe like, .calimanco. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No.
2832/3 His Wastcoat of a Striped Calamanco. 1760 Sterne
Tr. Shandy 11802) VII. xvii. 32 A tawny yellow jerkin,

turned up with red calamanco ! 1848 Thackeray Bk.
Snobs iv, The body, .trimmed with calimanco.

b. attrib.

1605 Loml. Prodigal 1. i. 223 What breeches wore I o'

Saturday ? Let me see : o' Tuesday my calamanco . . o'

Thursday, my velure ; o' Friday my calamanco again. 1639
Ford Lady's Tr. 11. i, Diamond-button'd callamanco hose.

1710 Steele Taller No. 96 7 5 A Red Coat, flung open to

show a gay Calamanco Wastcoat. 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej.
Addr. 1 1852) 41 A pair of black calamanco breeches. 1840

Wheeler Westmoreland Dial. Gloss, A calliminky petti-

coat.

e. cllipt. Garments of this material.

1859 Thackeray Virgin, xxxii, The girls went off straight-

way to get their best calamancoes, paduasoys. .capes, etc.

U. S. Newspr. The seat of his striped calimancoes.

2. fig. Applied to : a. language ; b. a person.

1592 Lyly Midas iv. iii, Doest thou not understand their

[huntsmen's] language? Min. Not I ! Pet. Tis the best

calamance in the world, as easily deciphered as the charac-

ters in a nutmeg. 1607 Dekker & Webster Sir T. IVyat

45 A Spaniard is a Camocho, a Calimanco.

3. Applied to wood and plaster buildings.

1792 Misc. Ess. in Ann. Reg. 150/2 The mansion, .was of

plaister striped with timber, not unaptly called callimanco
work. 1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall (1855) 267 Calimanco
houses as they are called by antiquaries.

Calamander (ka:lamarnd3.i). Also eala-

minder, (? oalaminda). [Of uncertain origin :

see quot. 1 859. Clough Singhalese Diet, gives kalu-

madiriya as the Singhalese name ; which Forbes

Watson cites also as calumidiriya, kalumederiye,

etc., but these may be adaptations of the Dutch.]

A beautiful and extremely hard cabinet wood of

Ceylon and India, the product of Diospyros qux-

sita (N. O. Ebenacete), specifically akin to ebony.
1804 R. Percival L>y^« in Ann. Rev. II. 47/2 The banyan,

the cotton-tree, the tickwood, and the beautiful calamander
..are indigenous here. 1828 Heber fourn. Upper India

(1844) II. 161 (Y.) The Calamander tree . . is become scarce

from the improvident use formerly made of it.
^
1833 Ht.

Martineau Cinnamon P. v. 79 The finely-veined cala-

minda. 1859 Tennent Ceylon I. 1. iii. 118, I apprehend
that the name Calamander, which was used by the Dutch,

is but a corruption of Coromandel.

Calamary (kcedamari). Also 6-7 ealamarie,

9 ealamer, calamury. [f. L. calamdri-us per-

taining to a calamus or pen ; in Sp. calamar, F.

calmar. From the pen-like internal shell (and

perhaps also having reference to the ' ink ' or

black fluid, which these animals squirt out'.]

The general name for Cephalopods or Cuttle-fish

of the family Teuthidm, more especially of the

genus Loligo, cuttle-fishes having a long narrow

body flanked by two triangular fins, and with the

internal shell ' a horny flexible pen ' : e. g. the

Common Calamary, Squid, or Pen-fish.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 75 Calamarie. .is like the Cuttle,

but that she is a little longer. 1635 Swan Spec. M. ( 1670)

342 The Calamary is sometimes called the Sea-clerke, hav-

ing as it were a knife and a pen. Some call him the Ink-

horn-fish. 1758 Phil. Trans. L. 778 The body of the .

.

Calamary is a sort of cartilaginous case . . of a roundish ob-

long shape. 1848 Carpenter Aniin. Phys. 101 The body
. . furnished with a fin-like expansion behind, as in the

calamary. 1854 Woodward Mollusca iii. 11 Tbe calamary
can even strike the surface of the sea with its tail.

II
Calambac (karlambaik). Also 7 callam-

baok, oalembuo, 7-8 calamba, 8 -bo, 8-9 -beg,

9 -bao. [Kalambak is given by Crawfurd and

Forbes-Watson as Malay and Javanese : Col. Yule

thinks 'it perh. came with the article from Champa

'

in Anam. The other forms are corruptions or

adaptations in Portuguese and other European

langs. : French has calambac, -bart, -bouc, -bou,

bonri]

An eastern name of Aloes-wood or Eagle-wood,

produced by Aquilaria Agallocha, Roxb. (See

Agalloch.)
(So all recent authorities on Indian Botany. Aloexylum,

regarded as the source by earlier authors, is now given up.

)

[1552 Barros' DecadesdAsia I. ix. 1 (transl. Yulei Campa,
in the mountains of which grows the genuine aloes-wood,

which the Moors of those parts call Calambuc] 1594
Merry Knack in Hazl. Dodsley VI. 571 Then will I have

. . Calambac and Cassia. 1667 H. Oldenburg in Phil.

Trans. II. 417 Where the best Calamba-wood, or Palo

d'Aquila, grows. 1690 Songs Costume (1849) 189 Calembuc
combs in pulvil case. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Aloes, The
calambo. .is brought in small bits of a very fragrant scent.

1871 E. Balfour Cycl. India, Calambac, Calambao, Ca-
lambeg, also called Aloes wood is the Agallochum of the

ancients and the Agilla or Eaglewood of the moderns. It

is produced in Siam and Silhet by Aquilaria Agallocha.

1885 G. Watt Diet. Econ. Prod. India s. v., In the in-

terior of old trees we found irregular masses of harder and

darker coloured wood, which constitutes the famous Eagle-

wood, .called, .also Calambac, Agallochum, Aloe or Aloes

Wood.

II
Calambour. In 7 callembour. One of the

Fr. forms of prec. [See Littre.]

Said in modern English Dictionaries to be ' A species of

Agallochum or aloes-wood, less fragrant than calambac,

used by cabinet-makers 1

: but this appears to be merely an
error copied from dictionary to dictionary.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 201 1/8 A little Callembour Box. 1847
Craig, Calambac, Aloes-wood. Calambour, the name given

to a species of aloes-wood. [In Webster, Ogil\te,Cassell. ]

Calamel, obs. form of Calomel.
Calament, obs. form of Calamint.
Calamer, variant of Calamabt.
Calamiferous (kadami-feras\ a. Bot. [f.

C.U.AM-US + -FEROl'S.] + a. Producing culms,

culmiferous (obs.). b. Bearing reeds, reedy.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Calamiferous, a denomina-

tion given by some to those otherwise called culmiferous

plants. 1847 in Craig; and later Diets.

Calamiforni, a. [f. as prec. + -form ; cf. F.

calami/orme.] Of the shape of a calamus, reed,

or feather. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Calamina'ris, a. and sb. [L. : in full lapis

calaminaris ' calamine stone', f. med.L. calamina :

see Calamine.] Earlier name of Calamine.
1577 Harrison England in. xii. (1878) 79 Those other

which we call calaminares and speculares. 1585 Lloyd
Treas. Health S vij, Take . . of the stones called Lazulus and
Calaminaris. 1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 93 Calami,
naris, is a Stone, yellow, tender, not lucid, nor transparent.

1750 Hkawes Lex. Mtrcat. '1752) 582 Somersetshire Pro-

duce. .Copper, Lapis Calaminaris, Crystal.

t Cala'minary, -ar, a. Obs. Adapted forms

of preceding.
1662 Fi ller Worthies ill. 17 The Calaminary-stone being

of it self not worth above six pence in the pound. 1799 I '-.

Smith Laborat. II. 446 Prepare and calcine .. some small

bits of calaminary stone, i860 Mayne Exp. Lex., Calami-
naris. .of or belonging to calamine, .calaminar.

Calaminary, mistaken form of Calamary.
1620 Vcnner Via Recta iv. 76 The Calaminary, the

Cuttle-fish, .are euen of one and the same nature.

Calaminda, -der, obs. ff. Calamander.

Calamine karlamoin). [a. F. calamine, ad.

med.L. calamina, app. (like the Ger. galmei, for-

merly kalmci -.—calmia) corrupted by the alchemists

from I., cadmia, Gr. xaS/teia, naSfiia, 'calamine'.

Agricola supposed the name to be from calamus reed, in

allusion to the slender stalaclitic forms common in the

cadmia fomacum (oxide of zinc from furnace chimneyst.]

An ore of zinc : originally applied, like med.L.

lapis calaminaris, and the cadmia of Pliny, to

both the carbonate ZnCO., and the hydrous silicate

Zn, SiO„ H 20 but chiefly, in France and England,

to the former, which is an abundant and important

English ore of zinc. The silicate, found in Carin-

thia, Hungary, Belgium, New Jersey, etc., is dis-

tinguished as Siliceous or Electric Calamine.
The chemical difference between the two ores was esta-

blished by Smithson in 1802 ; in 1807 Brongniart unfortu-

nately chose calamine as the mineralogical name of the

silicate, leaving the other ore as zinc carbonatce, which

Beudant in 1832 named Smithsonite. This nomenclature

is followed by Dana. But common English and French

use (see Littre'i continued to apply the name calamine to

the carbonate ; and in conformity with this Brooke and

Miller in 1852 reversed Beudant's use of calamine and

smithsonite. With British mineralogists, chemists, miners,

and manufacturers, calamine therefore means the carbonate.

1601 Holland Pliny 1 1. 520 Some thinke it better to wipe

..the dust from the Calamine with wings. 1683 Pettis

Fleta Min. 11. 18 Having here [in England] both the best

Copper and Calamine of any part of Europe. 1794 Sul-

livan Vieto Nat. I. 470 Zinc in the state of calamine.

1799 G. Smith Laborat. I. 243 Calamine is dug in mines

about Mendip, etc. in the West of England. 1802 Smith-

son in Phil. Trans. XCIII. 16 This calamine hence con-

sists of—Carbonic acid, 0.352 ; Calx of zinc, 0.6^8. 1812

Sir H. Daw Chem. Philos. 373 Calamine, which is a com-

bination of zinc with oxygene and carbonic acid. 1839

Ure Diet. A rts s.v. Zinc, The principal ores of zinc are the

sulphuret called blende, the silicate called calamine, and

the sparry calamine, or the carbonate. 1869 Roscoe

Elem. Chem. 231 Zinc Carbonate, an insoluble substance,

occurring native as calamine. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III.

1187 Calamine is a mineral occurring usually in concretion-

ary forms and compact masses, yellowish-white when pure

. . it is a normal carbonate of zinc . . Calamine is worked

in a rich mine of galena at Holywell. .The second locality

of calamine is in the magnesian limestone formation. 1877

Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1067 Zinc occurs as carbonate, form-

ing the ore called calamine ; as silicate or siliceous cala-

mine ; as sulphide or blende.

b. attrib., as in calamine stone = lapis cala-

minaris (see Calaminaris).
1601 Holland Pliny II. 486 Brasse . .

Made .
.
of the

Chalamine stone, named otherwise Cadmia. 1761 Hume
Hist. Eng. II. xliv. 501 Oil, calaminestone, glasses.,

had been appropriated to monopolists. 1802 Smithson

in Phil. Trans. XCIII. 17 The smallness of these calamine

crystals.

Calamint (kredamint). Forms: 4-7 cala-

ment, 5-6 ealamynt(e, 6 -menthe, 7 calaminth,

8 oalemint, 6- calamint. [ME. calament, a. F.

calament (14th c. in Littre), med.L. calamentum,

ad. L. calaminthe, a. Gr. KaXnfiivBr), «aAcW0os, ap-

plied to the same or some similar plant. The^ Gr.

is explained from kclKus beautiful + \iiva i), iiivios

mint : but this is perh. only popular etymology.

The Eng. word was subsequently assimilated to the

L. form, and to mint.~\

A genus of aromatic herbs, Calamintha (N. O.
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[abiat/e), including the Common Calamint (C.

officinalis), formerly in repute for its medicinal

virtues, Lesser Calamint (C. Nepeta), Wood Cala-

mint (C. sylvatica), and several other species.

[c\i6$ Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 557 Calamentum, (Anglo-

Fr.) calemente.] 131a Wardrobe Acc. 16 Edw. II, 23 Caja-

ment 4<l"per lb. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.M xxxiv.

(1495)623 Calament is an herbs like Mynte. c 1440 Promp.
Pan. 58 Calamynt, herbe, calamenta, balsamita. 1551

Turner Herbal 1. (1568) 81 Calamynt . .is good for them that

ar byten of serpentes. 1579 Langham Card. Health (1633)

112 Calament drunke three dayes, helpeth the Jaundies.

1S96 Spenser F. Q. hi. ii. 49 But th' aged nourse . .
Had

gathered rew . . and calamint. 1625 B. Jonson Pan's An-
nh>. 25 Blue hare-bells, pagles, pansies, calamjnth. 1688 R.

Holme Armoury 11. 108/1 Calamint is purplish, and of a

blush colour. 1835 Hooker Brit. Flora 248.

tCa lamist. Obs.-" [f.L.fa/a«-K.rreed + -IST.]

1. 1 One who plays upon a reed, a piper.'

1656 in Blount Glossogr. ; 1678 in Phillips.

2. ' One hauing his haire turning vpwards.' (Cf.

next.) 1623 in Cockekam.

t Calamrstrate, ~>- Obs. rare. [f. L. cala-

mistrdt-us crisped, curled, f. calamistrum curling-

iron ; cf. F. calamistrer.] trans. To curl, crisp,

frizzle 'the hair). Hence Ca lamistra tion.

i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. m. ii. IL ii. 469 Which belike

makes, .great women to calamistrate and curl it up. Ibid.

lit. ii. IS. lii. When those . . calamistrations, ointments, etc.

shall be added, they will make the veriest dowdy other-

wise, a goddess.

Calamite (koe-lamait). [ad. mod.L. generic

name calamites, f. L. calamus reed ; see -ITS.]

1. Palocont. A fossil plant, of a genus or order

abundant in the Coal Measures, of which the stems

are found in jointed fragments, ribbed and furrowed.

They are generally considered to have been allied

to the existing Equisctacae or Mare's-tails,but their

stem was furnished with wood and bark.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 293/2 Calamites have been found

with a diameter of fourteen inches. 184a H. Miller O. P.
Sandst. vii. led. 21 175 Some plant resembling a calamite of

the Coal Measures. 1873 Dawson Earth ^ Man v. 104

Calamites, gigantic and overgrown mares'-tails.
_

2. Min. A variety of tremolite (white horn-

blende) occurring in crystals sometimes reed-like.

i88> Watts DietXhem. III. 1 69 Calamite is an asparagus-

green variety of tremolite, found, .in Sweden.

+ 3. ' A name given by some to the osteocolla

. . others have called some of the fossile corall-

oides by this name.' Obs. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.

Calamitous ^kalarmitos), a. [ad. F. cala-

miteux, -cus (16th c. in I.ittrtS) ad. L. calamit-

ostts, contr. of calamitdt-dsus adj., from calami-

tiit-em Calamity. (The contracted termination

has supplied an analogy for several similar

formations in French and Eng.: see-iTous, -ouh.)]

1. Fraught with or causing calamity; disastrous,

distressful; full of distress, affliction, or misery.

1545 Jove Exp. Dan. vii. 1 R. t Here is to be noted another
heuey thretening which precheth the calamitous afflictions

of y* chirche. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 13 That
calamitous error of the Jewes, misapprehending the Prophe-
sies of their Messias.

^
S"J*X De Foe Eng. Tradesm. vii.

(1841) I. 45 In former times, it was a dismal and calamitous
thing for a tradesman to break. 1772 84 Cook Voy. (1790)

VI. 1984 The late calamitous accident. 1839 Thirlwall
Greece III. 189 Contests, in which victory would be un-

profitable, defeat calamitous.

+ 2. Of persons : Involved in calamity, distress,

or afrliction
;

distressed, unfortunate, miserable.

Obs.
1668 Act Present. <y Suppress. Fires in I.ond. 2 Fire ..

rendring very many of the Inhabitants calamitous. 17*6
Ayliffe Parerg. 313 The Tears and Prayers of calamitous
Persons. 175a Johnson KambL No. 190 P 6 Thou hast

seen me happy and calamitous.

Calamitously (kalarmitssli), adv. [f. prec.

4- -LY ^.] III a calamitous manner ; disastrously.

1794 Ld. Auckland 0>rr.(i862l III. 232 Kvery subject in

which he has borne a part, .has ended calamitously.

Cala'mitousness. rare. [f. as prec.+-NESS.]

Calamitous condition or quality.

1667 H. More Div. Dial. 11. ix. 1 1713) 114 The Calamitous,
ness of this Scene of things. 185a Smith '5ng. 4- Fr. Diet.

Calamitousness. .affreuse misere.

Calamity (kalnemiti). Also 5-6 oalamyte,
6-7 calamitie. [a. F. calamite, f. L. calamital-em
(nom. calamitas), damage, disaster, adversity

;
by

Latin writers associated with calamus straw, corn-

stalk, etc., in the sense of damage to crops from
hail, mildew, etc. But there is difficulty in recon-

ciling this with the force of the suffix, which ety-

mologically could give only some such sense as
1 the quality of being a calamus, reed, or straw ' (cf.

civilas, auctoritas, bonitas) ; hence some would
refer it to a lost *calamis ' injured, damaged ',

whence incolumis ' uninjured, sound '.

Bacon (Sylva § 6691 thus fancifully etymologized the
word ' Another ill accident is drouth, at the spindling of
the corn, which with us is rare, but in hotter countries com-
mon ; insomuch as the word calamitas was first derived from
calamus, when the corn could not get out of the stalke.'J

1. The state or condition of grievous affliction or

adversity ;
deep distress, trouble, or misery, arising

from some adverse circumstance or event.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxii. 80 He was restored .. from

anguisshe and calamyte in to right grete prosperite. c 1529

Wolsey in Ellis Orlg. Lett. 1. 103 II. 6, I shalbe releuyd

and in this my calamyte holpyn. IJ53 Eden Decades W.
Ind. 11. 1. (Arb.) 109 They fell from one calamitie into an

other, itta Shaks. Rom. ff Jul. 111. iii. 3 Thou art wedded
to calamitie. 1623 Cockeram, Calamity, misery. 1751

Johnson Rambl. No. 203 r 3 So full is the world ofcalamity,

that every source of pleasure is polluted. 1754 Richardson
Grandism III. xxx. 352, I am in calamity, my dear. I

would love you if you were in calamity. 1841-44 Emer-
son Ess., Compensation Wks. (Bohn) I. 54 Yet the com-

pensations of calamity are made apparent to the under-

standing also, after long intervals of time.

2. A grievous disaster, an event or circumstance

causing loss or misery ; a distressing misfortune.

i«a Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 32 Thair is na calamitie

. .that may chance to man or woman. 1586 Cogan Haven
Health Ixxv. (16361 81 A griefe of the head, proceeding of

a rheume, which is a common calamity of Students. 1671

Milton Samson 655 The bearing well of all calamities.

1683 BtnUTKT tr. More's Utopia 143 Because of any great

Calamity that may have fallen on their Person. 1748 John-

son /-. P. Wks. 1816 X. 325 It was not his custom to look

out for distant calamities. 1871 Morley Voltaire (18861 60

Voltaire saw his [Newton's] death mourned as a public

calamity.

t Ca lamize, v. Obs.-" [ad. Gr. icaka/i{uv

to pipe on a reed, f. KaXaiios reed : see Calamus.]

intr. To pipe or sing. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

I! Ca lamode'ndron. Balseont. [f. Gr. mXainos

reed + iivtpov tree.] A supposed genus of fossil

treet; the fruits are found along with calamites,

ltd are supposed by many to belong to them.

1873 Dawson Earth >, Man rt 131 The. Calamodendron
or Reed-tree , had stems with thick woody walls.

Calamury, variant of Calamaby.

II
Calamus (ka;-lam/5s). Also 6 kalmus, cal-

mu8. [a. L. calamus, Gr. KaAa^os reed.]

fr 1. A reed, a cane : vaguely used by early writers,

after Ijitin or Greek authors. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. Del'. R. xvh. xxix. <M95* 622 Cala-

mus is holowe wythin as a cane. Ibid. xxx. 622 Strawe is

called Calamus vsualis. 1597 Gerard Herbal I. xlv. 63
Bastard or false Calamus grows naturally at the foot of a

hill. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 375 The shorter and thicker

that the reed is, the better is the Calamus. 171a tr.

I'omefs Hist. Drugs I. 53 The true or bitter Calamus is a

Kind of Reed.

2. Sweet Calamus, C. aromaticus : a. some
eastern aromatic plant or plants supposed by some

to tie Andropogon Schcenanthus, the Sweet-scented

I^mon Grass of Malabar) ; b. applied by some

English herbalists to the native Sweet Flag or

Sweet Rush {Acorus Calamus).
1388 Wvclif Ezek. xxvii. 19 Dan, and Greece, and Mosel,

settiden forth inthifairis. .calamus. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xv. lxxiii. ( 1495I 515 Calamum smellyth fujl swete of

yuory. 1535 Coverdale Jer. vL 20 Wherfore bringe ye me
..swete smellinge Calamus from farre countrees? 1611

Bible Ex. xxx. 23 Take thou , of sweet calamus [Coverdale

Kalmus) two hundred and fiftie shekels. 1650 Rawlev tr.

Bacon's Life tf Death 45 Broath. .with, .a little Angellica •

Seed, and Calamus. 1741 Compl. Eam.Piece 1. iv. 243

Calamus Aromaticus 3 Ounces, leaves of Wall-Rue 4

Ounces. 1794 Martvn Rousseau's Bot. xviii.251 Of plants

not ciliaceous . . Calamus Aromaticus or Sweet Rush. 1851

Longf. Gold. Leg., Nativity vi, Another goblet 1 .. Stir

. . drops of myrrh And calamus therein I

3. A genus of palms comprising many species,

the stems of which grow to an extraordinary

length, and form canes or rattans.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 135/2 Calamus, .the species . .
grow

in the forests, climbing over trees and bushes to a greater

extent than any other known plants. 1885 H. Stanley
Congo, The luxuriant and endless lengths of calamus are

useful for flooring and verandah mats.

4. ' A fistular stem without an articulation

(Treas. Bot.).

tCa'lamy 1
. Obs. rare. Also chaalamy.

Flarly form of Calami's, in sense 1.

138a Wyclif Ex. xxx. 24 Tak to thee swete smellynge

thiugis. of chaalamy [1388 calamy). — Jer. vi. 2oWherto
to me . . a,ee bringen . . calamy swote smcllende ?

t Calamy 2
. Obs. rare. [Cf. Ger. ka/mei.J

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 11 l.apis calaminaris, or

cadmia ; in our language calamine, calamy, or cadmy.

t Calander, -re. Obs. [a. F. calandre (

=

It. calandra, Sp. calandria), ad. med.L. calandra,

Gr. KoXaytooi, all applied to the same bird.]

A species of lark (Alauda Calandra) with a body

thicker than that of the sky-lark, found in the

countries bordering on the Mediterranean Sea.

1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe 65 He was a Triton of his time,

and a sweete singing calander to the state. 1616 Surfl. &
Markh. Countr. Farm 726 Concerning the nature of the

Calander . . she is hard to tame, if she be not taken in the nest.

1803 Rees Cycl., Calandra, the calandre lark.

Calander, obs. form of Calender.

II Calando (kalcrndo). [It. calando slackening,

descending: cf. Calade.] A musical direction

indicating that the tone is to be gradually dimin-

ished, and the rate slackened.

t Calandring. Obs. [cf. Calxbdcb v. and

ti*\ A kind of stuff.

1697 Evelyn Numism. viii. 280 Several sorts of Stuffs,

Calandring and Chambletings.

Calangall, var. of Galingale, a plant.

II
Cala ngay . A kind of white parrot, a native

of the Philippine islands.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Calangay .. has a crest of

white feathers. 177S in Ash ; and in subseq. Diets.

Calange, obs. form of Challenge.

Calapash, Calapee, var. Calipash, Calipee.

Ca-lapite, calappite. [In Fr. calapite: f.

Malay calapa, kalappa, the coco-nut.] A stony

concretion sometimes found in the coco-nut, and

used as an amulet ; a vegetable bezoar.

Calapyne, var. of Calepine.

Calash (kala:
-J),

sb. Also 7 gallesh, ealleche,

calesh, galeche, 7-8 caleche, 9 caleche. [a. F.

caliche, from Slavonic : Boh. Mesa, Pol. kotaska,

dim. of kotasa ' wheel-carriage ', f. koto wheel :
cf.

Russ. kolaska calash, kolesS wheel. In Eng., after

many eccentricities, the word settled down as ca-

lash ; but the Fr. form caliche is frequent in modern

writers in reference to the Continent or Canada.]

1. A kind of light carriage with low wheels,

having a removable folding hood or top. In

Canada, a two-wheeled, one-seated vehicle, usu-

ally without a cover, with a seat for the driver on

the splashboard.

a. Form caliche, etc.

1666 I.ond. Gas. Na 104/1 The Pope . . taking the air in

a rich Caleche. 1673 Drvden Marr. A la Mode (1691)16,

I have been at your Lodgings in my new Galeche. 16^6

Etheredge Man 0/ Mode ill. ii. (18641 3* Truly there is

a bell air in Galleshes as well as men. 1678 Butler Hud.

111. 11. 871 Ladies hurried in Calleches,With Comets at their

Footmens Breeches. 1681 Dineley Jml. Tour Irel.ia

Trans. Kilkenny Archmol. Sac. Ser. 11. (1864I IV. 46 The
Modell of a Calesh or Relune to be drawn with one Horse.

170a I.ond. Gat. No. 3801/7 A Cannon Shot . .
carried away

part of his Caleche. 1845 Greslev Frank's First Trip

to Continent 24 A caleche was called. 1866 1 horeau

Yankee in Can. i. 10 The Canadians, .were riding about in

caleches.

0. Form calash.

1679 R. Mansell Narr. Popish Plot 43 Proposing first to go

in his Calash, and pass for a French-man. 1711 I .
Fuller

Med.Gymn. 43The Motion [ofa], .light Calash, .at first may
seem a little troublesome, and the Shocks too rude. 1849

Sir R. Wilson ZVi/Vci86a)I. iii 129 Sleeping in the Calash.

2. The folding hood of such a carriage ;
also, the

hood of a bathing machine, perambulator, etc

185* A. Smith Mr. Ledbury I. xv. 117 The calash of a .

.

bathing-machine. ,

3. A woman's hood made of silk, supported

with whalebone or cane hoops, and projecting be-

yond the face. F'ormerly in common use.

1774 li'estm. Mat. II. 352 Chip hats or caUshes. 1791

Weslev in Wks. 11872) VIII. 307 Give no ticket to any that

wear calashes. 1848 Thackeray Km Fair xxxix. That

lady in her clogs and calash. 185a Hawthorne Blithed.

Rom. II. xii. 212 Priscilla wore . . a calash, which she had

flung back from her head, leaving it suspended by the

strings. 1867 Mrs. Gaskell Cran/ord 118731 5> \hn* °*

four ladies in calashes met at Miss Barker's door. A calash

. is a covering worn over caps not unlike the heads fastened

on old-fashioned gigs.

4. attrib., as 111 calash-driver, -head, -top.

I8m Edin. Rev. XXXVII. 255/4 His sketch of the calash-

driver. 1824 Scott St. Reman's 1 1832 1 233 IThe vehicle) had

a calash head.

Cala sh, v. Also 9 callaah. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To furnish with a calash.

1807 W. Irvinc Salmagundi (lil^i' We" callash'd with-

out and well bolster'd within.

Calash, obs. form of Galosh.
Calastic, a. so in Ilurton for chalastick, ad. Gr.

XaAao-Ti«ot laxative.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. B. V. ill. i. (1651) 401 Octavius

Horatianus. prescribes calastick Cataplasms ordrypurging

medicines. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,Calasticks, purging mede-

cines, or oyntments. 1678 Phillips, Calasticks.

Calat a, var. of Cali.et, Obs., drab, strumpet.

Calatbian (kal.T '-bian), a. [ad. L. calathiana,

otherwise, pcrh. correctly, calatina (viola).] In

Calathian Violet, a name transferred from Pliny,

identified with a gentian
(
Gentiana pneumonanthe).

1578 Lyte Dodoens n. xxi, Of Autumne Belfloures, or

Calathian Violets .. Cordus calleth them Pneumonanthe :

and truly it seemeth to be a certayne kinde or Gentian.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 85 Some smell not at all, to wit,

the Calathian Violet with the small leafe. < 1806 R. St RTEES

Poem in Taylor Life (1852) 301 Our autumn fields are with

pale gentian set. And the calathian glowing violet.

II
Calathidium. Bot. [mod.L; dim. f. L.

calalhus (see below).] 'A name for the head of

flowers (or better for the involucre only) of Com-

positse' (Gray Bot. Text-bk.).

Calathiform karlabipim), a. Bot. [mod. f.

L. type *calathi/omtis basket-shaped, f. calalhus

basket (see below) + -formis -fobm : cf. F. calathi-

forme.] ;See quot.)

1880 Gray Pot. Text-bk. 400 Calathiform, cup-shaped;

of somewhat hemispherical outline.

HCalathuS CwUJrffc). ri. -i. [L.: a. Gr

KdAaeos vase-shaped basket, as seen on the head

of Demeter in ancient Greek statues.]
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1. An ancient basket (in sculpture, etc.).

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., The calathus or work-basket

of Minerva, is no less celebrated among the poets, than her

distaff. 1846 Ellis Elgin Marb. I, 20 On the head is a

calathus, or basket. 1857 Birch Anc. Pottery I. (1858) 43.

2. Bot. — Calathidium ; 'The head of flowers

borne by composites' (Treas. Bot. 1866).

Calavauce (karliivEens). ? Obs. Forms : 7

garvance, caravance, 8 calla-, callovance, call-

vanse, kalavansa, 8 eallivancy, 8- calli-, cala-

vance. [Orig. garvance, caravance, a. Sp. garbanzo

chick-pea, according to Larramendi ad. Basque

garbantzu, f. garauseed, corn + antzu dry. (Diez

says the question of derivation from Gr. tpt&iv&os

chick-pea is not worth consideration
;
though the

Pg. form ervanco suggests connexion with the Gr.)

Calavance appears to have come into Eng. through

some foreign lang. which changed r into /.]

A name lor certain varieties of pulse, as Dolichos

barbadcnsis, D. sinensis, etc.

1620 Cocks's Viary II. 311 (Y.) They make their provition

in aboundance. .garvances, or small peaze or beanes. 1767
Chron. in Ann. Reg. Orders of his Majesty in council

. . Importation into this Kingdom of oats . . peas, beans,

tares, callivancies. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 246 Rice,

callevances, and water-melons. Ibid. 255 To bring away
the maize and callavances. 1779 FoHHKST New Guinea 104

Abounding with kalavansas (beans', but having no rice.

1829 Marryat E\ Mild/nay vi, Salt fish and calavances, for

such was our cargo, c 1880 Sir J. Hooker in Yule Gloss.

s.v., When I was in the Navy, haricot beans were in con-
stant use as a substitute for potatoes, and, in Brazil and
elsewhere were called Calavances.

Calaverite (kalarverait). A/in. [f. Calaveras in

California (where first found) + -ite.] A tellurid

ofgold, or ofgold and silver, bronze-yellow, massive,

and without crystalline structure.

1868 Dana Min. 795 (Supp.) Calaverite is frequently as-

sociated with petzite. 1874 Proc. Amcr. Phil. Soc. XIV.
229 Calaverite . . is associated with sylvanite and quartz.

Calaw, variant of Cali.oo.

Calawey, var. of Calewey, Obs., a kind of pear.

Calc- (kcelk). Min. and Geol. [a. Ger. kalk
lime, MHG. kale, OHG. chalch (=OE. cealc

Chalk), WGer. a. L. cale-em {calx) lime. In

adopting the German -term, English mineralogists

have spelt it like Latin, and extended its use.]

Lime : used allrib. or in comb. = ' lime-, calcareous',

as in Calc -sinter, -spar, -tuff; also oalc-
aphanite, a calcareous variety of aphanite ; oalo-

-sohist, calcareous schist, limestone shale.

1875 Dawson Dawn 0/ Life iii. 53 Dark grey micaceous
limestone or calc-schist. 1879 Rutley Stud. Rocks xiii. 247
The calc-aphanite schist has a schistose structure.

II
Calcaire (kalke'r). [Fr. (ad. L. calcdrius)

;

'calcareous', sb. in Geology 'calcareous stone,

limestone'.] In calcaire grassier and calcaire

silicieux (lit. coarse and siliceous limestone) the

French names of two Middle Eocene strata of the

Paris basin, used by geologists generally.

1833 Lveli. Princ. Geol. III. 64 The yellowish white
building-stone of Paris, well known by the name of Cal-
caire grossier. 1838 — Elem. Geol. (1865) 300 The calcaire
siliceux and the calcaire grossier occupy distinct parts of
the Paris basin. 1873 Dawson Earth Man x. 247. 1874
Dawkins Cave Hunt. ii. 26 The same may also be said of
the calcaire grossier of the basin of Paris.

t Calcane. Obs. [see -ane 2 a.] Davy's name
for chloride of calcium ; cf. bismuthane.
1812 Sir H. Davy Chent. Philos. 348 Calcane consists of

31 chlorine and 19 of calcium.

Calcaneal, Calcanean (kselkfi-mal, -an), a.

Phys. [f. L. calcdne-um + -al, -an.] Of or be-

longing to the heel-bone.

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. <y Phys. IV. 770/1 A superior and
inferior calcaneal branch are generally observed. 1855
Owen Skel. <y Teeth 65 There are three calcaneal processes.

Hence Calcaneo- (-Htdtfi), combining form,

as in calcaneo-cuboid, -scaphoid, -tibial adjs.

1836 39 Todd Cycl. Anat. # Phys. II. 340 The strong
calcaneo-cuboid ligament. 1842 E. Wilson Anat. lade M.
131 The inferior calcaneo-scaphoid ligament is a broad and
fibro-cartilaginous band of ligament. 1839-47 Todd Cycl.
Anat. Phys. III. 452/1 The calcaneotibial articulation.

II Calcaneum (kadk^-nzwn). Phys. [L. {os)

calcdneum, {. calc-em heel.] The bone of the heel.

1751 Chambers Cycl. 1798 C. H. Wilkinson Ess. Phys. »
Philos. 39 The Calcaneum or hock. 1866 Huxley Preh.
Rem. Caithn. 94 The whole length of the limb from the
. .head of the femur to the under surface of the calcaneum.

t Calcanth. Obs. Name of a plant.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 398 The fume of wall-wort,

calcanth, parsely . . do also kill mice.

Caleanth, -thum, vitriol ; see Chalcanthum.
Caleanthus, improper f. Chalc-,Caltcanthi's.
Calcar 1 (karlkai). [ad. It. calcara 'a lime-

kill ' (Florio), ' a kind of oven or furnace to cal-

cine vitreous matter in ' (Baretti) ; cf. L. calcdria
lime-kiln, fern. sing, of calcdrius, f. calx, -cis lime.]
1. In Glass-making :

' A small furnace, in which
the first calcination is made of sand and potash,
for the formation of a frit ' (Ure s.v.).
1662 C. Merret tr. Nerts Art Glass 19 Mix & spread

them well in the Calcar, with a rake, that they may be well

Vol. II.

I calcined, & continue this till they begin to grow into lumps.
1712 tr. Potuefs Hist. Drugs I. 104 The English call the
whole Quantity, bak'd at a time in the Calcar, a Batch.
1832 Porter Porcelain <y Gl. in LardIter's Cab. Cycl. 155
The Calcar is in the form of an oven about ten feet long,

seven feet wide, and two feet high. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts
II, 654 A reverberatory furnace or calcar.

2. Metall. An annealing arch or oven.

ii Calcar - (karlkai). Bot. [L. calcar, calcdri-

spur, f. calc- heel + -dri- belonging to : see -All.]

A hollow ' spur ' from the base of a petal.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 138/2 Calcar, or spur in flowers, is

a hollow projection from the base of a petal, and has usually

a conical figure. 1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 400 Calcar, a
spur; mostly used for the nectariferous one of a calyx or

corolla.

Calcar, var. of Calker 1, Obs., a diviner.

Calcarate (karlkare't), a. Bot. [f. Calcar 2 +
-ate.] Furnished with a calcar or spur

;
spurred.

1830 LtndLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 143 Sepals 4-5, combined at

the base, .the upper one calcarate. 1870 BentLEV Bot. 221.

CalcareO- (kselke»-
ri|0). Combining form of

Calcareous, used a. with adjectives, as calcarco-

argillaceous (composed of clay with a mixture ol

lime), calcarco-magnesian, -sulphureous, etc. ; also

calcareo - coralligcnons, producing a calcareous

coral ; b. with sbs. as calcarco-baritc (see quot.)

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 127 Springs strongly impregnated
with calcareous or calcareo-sulphureous matters. 1830

Lyf.ll Princ. Geol. I. 204 Calcareo-magnesian limestone.

1837 Dana Min. 118681 617 Calcareobarite is a white
bante from Strontian containing . . 6"6 °/ of lime. 1845
Darwin I'oy. Xat. iv. (1873* 75 The grand calcareo-argil-

laceous deposit. 1846 Dana /.ooph. vii. 1 18481 113 Astratidx,
calcareo-coralligenous.

Calcareous, -ions (kselkeVpas), a. [f. L.

calcdri-ns of lime (f. calc-em + -drius) + -OUS. The
spelling in -eotts, which appeared about 1790, is

erroneous, influenced by words in -cous, from L.

-eus. The etymological sense of calcar-cous would
be ' of the nature of a spur'.]

Of the nature of (carbonate of) lime; composed
of or containing lime or lime-stone.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 52 If., the stones he of the warm
calcarious kind. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. /list. IV. 10 An animal
or calcarious earth, which ferments with vinegar. 1792 A.

Young Trav. Prance 284 Rich loams on a calcareous bottom.
1802 Bingley Auim. Biog. (1813) I. 34 Eggs covered with a

hard, calcareous shell. 1854 Woodward Mollusca 81 The
calcarious grit of Berkshire. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. viii.

120 If a water he described simply as calcareous, it is

generally assumed that the particular salt of lime which
it holds in solution is the carbonate.

b. Calcareous earth — lime, chalk ; calcareous

j/o-^Calc-spar ; calcareous tufa= Ca lc-t u ff .

1756 Watson in Phil. Trans. XI.IX. 806 Ten grains of

calcarious earth. 1799 Mitchill Med. Geog. in Med. Jrnl.
I. 255 Chalk, or calcareous earth. 1816 Sir H. Davy in

Faraday Exp. Res. 4 Calcareous tufas, .found in every part

of Italy. 1817 R. Jameson Charac. Min. 107 Calcareous
spar, heavy spar afford examples of the hexahedral prism.

Hence Calcareously adv., Calca reousness.
1816 Keatinge Trav. E'rauee, etc. II. 167 This bank ap-

pears to be calcareously stratified. 1864 Webster Cal-

careousness.

Calcarifei'OUS ikrelkari'feras), a. [properly

f. L. calcar spur t -(i)ferous ; cf. F. calcarifere
;

the misuse (as if f. calc-) in 2 was app. due to

thoughtless analysis of calc-arious as calcar-cous.]

1. ' Bearing spurs' {Syd. Soc. /.ex.).

2. catachr. for Calciff.rous.
1853 Tit. Ross Humboldt's Trav. III. xxxii. 387 M. Bous-

singatllt .. calls the rock of the Morros a 'problematic cal-

canferous gneiss'. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Calcari/crous,
containing, or mingled with, lime.

Calcarifbrm (kaykarriftum), a. [mod. f. L.

calcdri- spur + -FORM, or a. F. calcariforme ; with

the same confusion of calcar with calc- as in prec]

a. ' Shaped like a calcar or spur' ( Treas. Bot.).

b. catachr. ' Having a calcareous, rhomboidal
appearance ' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1881).

Calcarille (karlkarain), a. [f. L. calcar spur

+ -INE.] Spur-like.

1871 Huxley in Darwin Desc. Man vii. (18831 205 The
deep calcarine fissure.

Calcarious, etymol. form of Calcareous.

+ Ca"lcary, a. Obs. rare— '. [ad. L. calcdrius

:

see -ary 1
.] = Calcareous.

1766 Phil. Trans. LVI. 232 The rocks below are mixed,
calcary and noncalcary.

+ Ca'lcate, t>- Obs. rare. [f. L. calcdt- ppl.

stem of calcdre to trample under foot, f. calx the

heel.] trans. To trample or stamp under the heel.

1623 Cockeram, Calcate, to stampe. 1657 Tomlinson
Renou's Disp. 552 It should be calcated with ones feet.

Calca'tion. rare. [f. prec. : see -ation.]

Trampling under the heel
;
kicking.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Calcation, a treading or stamp,
ing. 1721 90 in Bailey. 1822 Black™. Mag. XII. 342 Even
a few supernumerary calcations would have been overlooked.

+ Ca -lcatory. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. L. calcdtd-

riutn, f. calcdre (see Calcate).] A winepress,

where the grapes are trodden.
.1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 461 Above it [thi wyne celar]

well the ealeatory make, A wyne pitte the oon half either

to take.

II Calcavella, Calcave'llos. [so called

from Carcavelhos (karkave -
l>'t;s) in Portugal.] A

sweet white wine brought from Lisbon.
1816 Accum Chem. Tests 11818) 190 Various wines and

spirituous liquors. .Calcavella.

Calce, calce-vive : see Calx.

t Ca'lceate, a. Obs. [ad. L. calcedtus, pa. pple.

oicalcedre to shoe, f. calccus shoe
;
see-ATE-.]

Furnished with shoes, shod. Bathers Calceate:

the 'mitigated' or 'moderate' Carmelites, who do
not go barefoot. Also as sb.

1669 Woodhead St. Teresa II. xvii. 117 He lived among
the Fathers Calceate of the Rule relaxed. Ibid. n. xxi.

137 A Calceate Carmelite. Ibid. II. xxvii. 170 To live.,
apart from the Calceates.

Ca'lceate, v. Obs. [f. L. calcedre : see prec. and
-ate ''>.] ' To shooe or put on shooes or socks

'

; Blount Glossogr. 1656).

I lence Caleeated ///. a. — Calceate a.

1730 6 Bailey, Caleeated, shod, or fitted with Shoos.
Hence in Johnson and mod. Diets.

Calced (kaelst), a. rare. [f. I., calc-eus shoe +
-ED 2

.] Shod ;= Calceate. (Cf. Discalced.)
1884 Addis & Arnold Cath. Diet. s.v. Carmelite, In Ire-

land there appear to be seven or eight Carmelite I-'riarics,

calced and discalced.

Calcedon, ealcedony, etc. : see Chal-.

Calceiform (kx'lsj liffum), a. Bot. [mod. f. L.

calccus shoe- + (i)¥Oim ; cf. F. calcciforme.] Shaped
like a shoe or slipper ; calceolate.

1860 Worcester cites Gray.

Calceolaria (kse:ls»'i</le°Tia, kselsitf-). Bot. [f.

L. calccolus 'small shoe, slipper', dim. of calccus +
botanical suffix -aria.'] 'Slipper-flower' or 'slip

per-wort'; a genus of Scrophulariaccx, the flower

of whicli has some resemblance to a broad-toed

slipper. Native to S. America, but cultivated in

our gardens for the beauty of the flower.

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Preset. Agric. I. 324 Cuttings of
Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Linums, and Pelargoniums, should

now be planted in a shady border. 1873 MlSS BroucHTON
Nancy II. 35 The scentless Hame of the geraniums and
calceolarias.

Calceolate kseds/iJIif't), a. Bot. [f. as prec. +

-ate-.] Shaped like a slipper.

1864 in Webster. 1870 Bentley Bot. 221 A slight modi-
fication of the personate . . sometimes termed calceolate.

1872 Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 216.

Hence Ca'lceolately adv.

1881 Dickson in Jrnl. Bot. X. i3t The far side of the

funnel becomes calceolatelypouched to an enormous extent.

Calces, pi. of Calx.

1 Calce'sceiice. Obs. [f. L. calc- lime, after

fluorescence ; so called because typically exhibited

in the lime-light.] Earlier term for Calorescence.
1881 NatureXXIV. 66 Akin gave the name of calcescence

to the phenomenon of the change of non-luminous heat-rays

into luminous ones ias in lime-light 1

, but the term has been
superseded by Tyndall's term calorescence.

Calcey, obs. form of Causeway.

+ Ca'lcia. Chem. Obs. [f. L. calc[i )- lime ; cf.

magnesia, soda, etc.] Oxide of calcium, lime.

1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 346 The important
substance lime or calcia.

Calcic (karlsik), a. Chem. [f. Calc-jum + -tc]

Of or containing calcium ;
= Calcium allrib.

1871 Nichols Fireside Sc. 275 Calcic carbonates. 1883
Nature 1 Feji. 325 Precipitated calcic and magnesic phos-
phates. 1884 Harper's Mag. Aug. 442/2 [It] contains so

large a per cent, of lime that it may well be called a calcic-

sulphur water.

Calcidoine, obs. form of Chalcedony.

Calciferous (kselsi'feras\ a. [f. L. calc'i)-

lime + -ferous. Cf. F. calci/irc.] Yielding or

containing (carbonate of) lime. (Chiefly Geol.)

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 436 An effervescent calciferous

clay. 1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. $ Phys. II. 380/2 This cal-

ciferous fluid forms a layer of shell. 1876 Page Adv.
Text-bk. Geol. xvii. 314 Some beds of calciferous sandstone.

Calcific kselsi fik), a. [f. as prec. + -FTC.]

Forming lime
;
belonging to calcification.

1861 Bumstead I'en. Dis. (18791 594 Gummatous tumors
occasionally undergo calcific degeneration. 1866 A. Flint
Princ. Med. (1880) 59 We find calcific deposits in cheesy

masses. 1869 Huxley Phys. xii. 324 A deposit of calcific

matter takes place.

Calcification (kDedsifikt^jan^. [n. of action

f. Calcify (L. *calcific-dre) ; see prec. and -ation
;

cf. F. calcification] Conversion into lime ; re-

placement of other matter by lime ; the hardening

of a structure, tissue, etc. by the deposit of salts

of lime, as in the fonnation of teeth, and many
forms of 'petrifaction'.

1849-52 ToddCycl.A fust. Phys. IV. 876/1 As calcification

of the tooth progresses towards its base. 1854 Woodward
Mollusca 11. 229 The shells, .differ from Rhynconella chiefly

in the calcification of the oral supports,

b. concr. vthe result of calcifying.)

1869 Nicholson Zool. xxx. (1880) 289 A calcareous shell

formed by calcifications within the walls of the first three

cephalic segments. 1872 — Palceont. 88 The sclerodermic

coral . . is an actual calcification of part of the tissues of the

polype.

Calciform (ksedsif/rm), a. [f. L. calc(i)- lime

a pebble + -form ; but see also 3.]

4
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+ 1. Of metals: In the state of Calx ; oxidized.
178a Withering in Phil. Trans. LXX. 333 Iron in a cal-

ciform state. 1784 KflHMM OiA LXX1V. t6o Many calci-

form iron ores become magnetic by calcination. x8ia Sir
H. Davy Chem. /'kilns. 47 Thus, as the metals have been
distinguished by the termination ' um' as ' aurum ', so their

calciform or oxidated state might have been denoted by the
termination 'a' as 'aura'.

2. ' l'ebble-shaped' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1881).

3. [f. L. calx heel.] * Having a projection like a

heeV Syd. Soc. Lex. 1881).

Calcify (ka-lsifoi , v. Phys. [f. L.calc(i^- lime

+ -FY; on the type of a L. *calci-ftearef
F. calcific*]

1. trans. To convert into lime; to replace othtr

matter by lime ; to harden by the deposit of lime.

1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 43 Each layer was suc-

cessively calcified . . and thrown ofT by the mantle to unite
with those previously formed. 1861 Hilme tr. Moquin-
Tandon 11. in. iii. 97 The stones are gradually dissolved, and
serve to calcify and harden the new skin.

2. intr. To become calcified ; see prec.

1859 ). Tomf.s Dent. Surg. 1 1873) 3 The edges of the front
teeth first assume their fuir dimensions in the form of pulp,

and then calcify. 1876 tr. Wagner's Pathol. 259 The fibrin

calcifies, becoming a fixed, continuous stone-like mass.

Hence Ca lcified ///. a. ; Ca lcifying vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. <y Phys. I. 116/1 The chorion of the
ova is generally thin or coriaceous, seldom calcified or hard.

Ibid, 11. 381/2 The calcifying fluid from which the shell is

formed. 1875 Blake /.ool. 233 The calcifying processes
continue to deposit shelly material. 1880 Glnther Pishes

315 Covered with calcified papilla?.

Calci genous, a. ( hem. lObs. [(. L. calc(i )-

in sense of Calx + -gen-us born, bearing + -OU8;

cf. ALKAUGKHOUS.] Producing a calx ; said of

those metals which with oxygen form a *calx*.

1854 Scorram in Orr*t Circ. Sc. Chem. 434 Metals, the
oxides of which were termed by ancient chemists caters,

and which are, therefore, known as the calcigenous metals.

c 1865 J. Wylde in Circ. Sc. I. 31 1/1 Three classes ; namely,
Alkaligeneous, Calcigeneous, and Metals proper,

Calcigerous (k&si'dgeras), a. [f. L. cole i
' -

+ gcr bearing + -ors.] Holding or containing lime.

1839 47 Todd Cycl. Anat. % Phys. III. 847/2 Calcigerous
cells. 184s K. \\ ilson Anat. fade M. 53 True bone, cha-
racterised by the existence of numerous calcigerous cells.

Calcimangite tkxlsimx-rjgaitA Min. [f. L.

calc(jy lime + Mang-anf.hf. +-ite.] A synonym
of Spartaite or manganiferous calcite.

1868 Dana Min. 678.

Calcimine kxlsimin, -msin\ [f. L. catc(i)-

lime, with factitious ending.] A trade name given

to a kind of white or coloured wash for walls.

1864 Webster cites Hart.
Hence Ca lcimine v., to whitewash ; Ca'lci-

mi:ner, a whitewashes or wall-colourer.
1885 Advance t Chicago) 4 June 361 Yesterday the calci-

miners invaded our dwelling.

Calcimurite (ka?lsimiu**reit). Min. [f. L.

calc{i)- lime + muri-ate ( — chlor-ate) 4 -ite.J ' A
chloritic calcareous earth

1

Craig^ ; a blue or olive-

green earth of the consistency of clay.

Calcixxable (kcelsai-nab'l), a. [f. Calcine v.

+ -able.] Capable of being calcined.
165a French Yorksh. Sfia ii. 22. 1756 Wright in Phil.

Trans. XLIX. 675 Marble, sea-shells, chalk, and other
calculable matter. 1769 J. Keir Diet. Chew. 93/1 Ity lire

it [molybdena} is calcinable.

t Ca lcinate, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. mcdX. cal-

cindtum (that which is") calcined.]

A. adj. Calcined. B. sb. A calcined form
or product, as calcinate of magnesia.
1610 Makkham Masterp. 11. xli.284 Eatc it out either with

verdigrease . . or else with Mercury calcinate. [1685 Boylk
F.ffects ofMotion iv. 3^ Nitre itself may without Tartar be
speedily reduced to a Calcinatum.]

t Ca'lcinate, f . Obs. [f. med.L. calcinat- ppl.

stem of catcindrc.'] Calcine.
1559 Morwvng Evonym. 319 Sum put Tartarum to be

calcinated in a newe pot in a potters oven. 1598 Florio,
Calcinare, to calcinate. 1610 Markham Master^, it, lxxix.

355 Other Farriers vse to calcinate Tartar, and dissolue it in

water. 1626 Bacon Sytr-a $ 87 The Heat hath these de-
grees ; First, it indurateth and then maketh Fragile; And
lastly it doth Incinerate, and Calcinate.

Hence Calcinated, Calcinating ///. adjs.
161 1 Cotgr. , Catcinatoire, calcinatorie, calcinating. 1615

Daniel Queen's Arcad, (1717) 185 He sucks Out of a little

hollow instrument Of calcinated Clay, the Smoak thereof.
1656 IIlount Gtossogr.

t Cinnaber, made of calcinated Sul-
phur and Quick-silver.

Calcination (kcelsin,7! Jan), [n. of action f,

med.L. calcinate: see Calcine and -ation.1

1. The action or process of calcining ; reduction

by fire to a g calx \ powder, or friable substance

;

the subjecting of any infusible substance to a
roasting heat.

e 1386 Chaucer Chan. Vem. Prol. <y T. 251 Oure fourneys
eek of Calcinacion [v.r. Calcynacion]. 1393 Gower Con/.
II. 86 The point of sublimation And forth with calcination.

1583 I'lat Divers mm Px/er. (1594' 22 Wheresoeuer there
l>ee any stones that be subiect to calcination. 1610 II.

Jonson Alt h. 11. v. u6i6> 632 Name the vexations, and the
martyrizations Of mettalls in the worke .. Putrefaction,
Solution, Ablution, Sublimation, Cohobation, Calcination,
Ceration, and Fixation. 1678 R. Russell) tr. Other 11. 1.

iv. xiv. 120 Calcination is the Pulverization of a Thing by
Fire. 1831 R. Knox Cloqnet's Anat. 167 Bones . . may 1*
freed of the animal matter by calcination. 1875 Ure th\ t.

Arts I. 573 The process of burning lime, to expel the car-
bonic acid, is one of calcination.

+ b. Kxtended to other processes producing
similar results ; or used as synonymous with ox-

idation in general. Obs.
1611 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 268 Calcination is

solution of Ixxlies into Calx or Alcool, by desiccation of the
native humidity, by reverberate ignition, by Amalgamation,
by Aqua fortis, the Spirit of salt Vitriol, Sulphur, or the
like. 1641 French Distill. L (1651) 9 Calcination . . may
be done two waies—by firing, by Corosion. 1751 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. 1791 Hamilton Berthollets Dyeing I. 1. i. l
10 According to its degree of oxydation (calcination*. i8x>
Imison Sc. $ Art II. 20 The process of combining a metal
with oxygen was called calcination, now oxigenation.

2. gen. A burning to ashes, complete combustion.
1616 Buli.okar, Calcination, a burning, a turning into

ashes. 17*3 Won. as ion Retig. Sat. v. 92 The earth reformed
out of its ashes and ruins after such a calcination. 182a
Btackto. Mae;. XII. 280 Those burnings of bams.. and the
general calcination which has gone through the country.

3. A calcined condition.
1830 LffBLL Princ. Ceot. I. 28 Steno had compared the

fossil shells . . and traced the various gradations from the
state of mere calcination, when their natural gluten only
was lost, to the perfect substitution of stony matter.

b. concr. That which has been calcined, a cal-

cined product or 1 calcinate*.
171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 104 Fritt is., a Calcination

of those Materials which mate Glass. 17M Bradley Fam.
Diet. II. s.v., A quarter of an Ounce of thu Calcination.

t Ca'lcinator. Obs. [Agent-noun f. med.L.
calcindre.'] One who practises calcination.

163s Person Varieties 1. 42 What is your opinion concern*
ing the potableness of Gold, after which, our Chymists .

.

and Calcinators . . make such search and labour?

Calcinatory kxlsinatari, kaeisi-), a. and sb.

[f. med.L. catcindt- ppl. stem of calcindre f -orv.]

A. Oilj. Serving for calcination.
1611 Cotcr., Catcinatoire, calcinatorie, calcinating. 1678

R. R[issELLltr. Geberw i. 273 I^t the Calcinatory Furnace
be made square in length four foot.

B. sb. A vessel used for calcination [ = calcind -

torittm vas" in Du Cange].
1730 6 in Bailey ; hence in Johnson and mod. Diets.

1 Calcine, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [V ad. med.L. cat*

cineus, or 't*calcintts> f. calx lime.] Of lime.

1576 Baker Gesner's Jewel ofHealth 206 a, An oyle will
then issue, which shall be named the calcine oyle.

Calcine (kfelsain), v. Also 4 calcene, 4-5
calcyne. [ad. med.L. calcinJref a term of the
alchemists, ' to burn like lime, to reduce to Calx \
Prob. the med. I., word arose in Italy, where carina

' lime, quick-lime', dcriv. of I ; cater, I ...,/.'.. >..-, is cited by
Du Cange in a I-itin document of 1215; Florio has also
ealcinarr to burn lime, * to bum minerals to correct the
malignitie of them". The accentuation ca'terning occurs
in Chaucer; calci'ne is the pronunciation in Ben Jonson,
and all the poets since; though KMM recent Dictionaries
give ca'leint either as an alternative or sole pronunciation.]

1. To reduce to quick-lime, or to an analogous
substance, by roasting or burning; 'to burn in

the fire to a calx or friable substance* J.
By the alchemists and early chemUts this was supposed to

be to reduce a mineral or metal to its purest or most refined
residuum by driving off" or consuming all the more volatile

and perishable constituents ; in reality it yielded in most
cases a metallic oxide, though sometimes only a finely com-
minuted or sublimed form of a metal, or a desiccated form
of other substance.

- "386 (see Calcining vbl. sb.\. c 1460 70 Hk. Quintessence

9 The science to brynge gold into calx . . in be corusiblc »e
schal fyndc be gold calcyned and reducid into erbe. 1580
R. Day {title) The Key of Philosophic . . howe to prepare,
Calcine, Sublime, and dissolue all manner of Mineral Is,

1601 Holland I tiny II. 599 Fire burneth and calcine!

h

stone, whereof is made that mortar which bindcth all worke
in masonry. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 11. iii. (1616)624, * J*" 1

you of his fece* there, calcin'd. Out of that calx, I ha*
wonne the salt of Mercvry. 1611 Woodall Surg, Mate
Wks. (1653) 199 Swines hoofs burnt or Calcined till they be
white. 1643 L Browne Relig. Med 1. f 50, I would
gladly know how Moses with an actual! fire calcin'd, or
burnt the Golden Calfe into powder. 1799 G. Smith
Lalk>rat. I. 77 A little nitre thrown into the crucible, which
efTectuallycalcines the remaining regulus ofantimony. 1822
Imison Sc. 4- Art II. 318 Take some oysters-shells, calcine
them, by keeping them in a good fire for about an hour.
183a Ht. Martinf.au Hill 4 Pall. iv. 57 Mr. Wallace ex-
plained how the ironstone, or mine as it is called, is calcined
in the kilns. 1874 Knk;ht Diet. Meek, s.v. Calcimttion,
Copper and other ores are calcined, to drive off the sulphur,
the sulphurets being oxidized and sulphuric acid being dis-

engaged and volatilized.

Tt>. To subject to a heat sufficient to desiccate

thoroughly, destroy contained organisms, etc.

1880 MacCormac A ntisept. Surg. 105 Schn">der and Dusch
established that it was not necessary to calcine air.

c. fig. To purify or refine by consuming the

grosser part.

1634 HahinctoM Castara (18701 130 Vet you by a chaste
Chimicke Art, Calcine fraile love to pietie. 1648 Karl
Westmorld. Otia Sacra (1879) 88 The Crimson streaks
belace the Damaskt West, Calcin'd by night, rise pure Gold
from the Fast, a 1711 Ken Pre/ar. Wks. 1721 IV. 159 Vour
Clay by the last Fire calcin'd, Shall to spiritual be refin'd.

2. gen. To bum to ashes, consume.
1641 M. Frank Sew/. 1 16721 225 Though the general con-

flagration shall at last calcine these glorious structures into

ashes. 1646 J. Hall Poems 1 Harmlesse reams . . Tobacco
can Calcine them soon to dust. 1855 Costello Stor. Screen
77 His body was found on the stone floor of his dormitory
calcined to a cinder. 188a Farrar Parly Chr. I. 214 Cal-
cining the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Easter \, As his death calcined
thee to dust, c 1650 Denhau Progr. Learning \. 157 Fiery-
dispute* that union have calcined. 1879 Farrar St. Paul
I. 19 There are souls in which the burning heat of some
transfusing purpose calcines every other thought.

3. intr. To suffer calcination.

1704 Newton Opticks (J.) This crystal is a pellucid fissile

stone, .enduring a red heat without losing its transparency,
and, in a very strong heat, calcining without fusion. 1771
Hamilton in Phil. 'Praxis. I \ 1.

; , Its cone in many part-,

has been calcined, and is still calcining, by the hot vapours.
1861 A. B. Hope Eng.Cathrdr. vi. 226 The drawback ofthese
stones {clunch and chalk] is. .that under fire they calcine.

Calcined [kidiarnd). [f. Calouti v.+-n»t.]
Reduced to dry jx>wder or ash by burning ; sub-

jected to the thorough action of fire
;
purged by

fire.

1583 Plat Divers neiv Exprr. ( r 594 1 37 Weigh out of this
calcined coppresse one part. 1605 TlMldl Qurrstt. 11. t

1 105 Salts may be extracted out of all calcined metalK. 1732
1 Ariu thnot Rules of Dirt 264 Calcin'd Hartshorn, which
I has something of this Quality. 1810 Henry Elem. Chem.
I (18261 1. 619 Pure magnesia, .is. . prepared by the calcination

of the carbonate, and hence its name of calcined magnesia.
1870 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. led. 31 xi. 301 When a decoction
of meat is effectually screened from ordinary air, and sup-
plied solely with calcined air, putrefaction never sets in.

1876 Roltleuce Discav. 28 The calcined ore is then ready
for the blast furnace.

tCalci neous, Obs. rare- 1
, fa. med.L. cal-

cine-us (f. calx lime N + -otm.] Of the nature id

ijuick-lime ; caustic.

1660 tr. Paracelsus Archidoxis 1. vi. 86 How acute or
Calcineous soever it be . . lis by that acuity alone that it

Operates.

Calciner karls^rnoi . [f. Calcine v. + -n
1. One who calcines.

rMoTTEL X Rabelais rv. xxix, A Calciner of Ashes.

\n apparatus for calcining
;

spec, a kiln or

furnace for roasting ore.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 502/1 The charge of ore usually
put into the calciner weighs about three . . tons. 1870 F.n,-.

Afech. 2t Jan. 447/3 There are two calciners in use [in roast-

ing copper ore), one of them known as an 'open', and the
other as a ' Mind' calciner. 1879 Eneycl. Brit. IX. 842.

Calcining i^k.-elsai nirj), vbl. sb. [f. CAU8K1 I

+ -IKG 1
.] The process of reducing to a calx,

burning to ashes, or subjecting to a roasting heat.
* 13B6 Ch alxer Chan. Vem. Prol. 4 T. 218 The care and

wo That we hadden in oure matires sublymyng And in al-

malgamyng and calceniyng Of quyk siluer. 1601 Holland
Pliny, Ex/t. H'ds. of Art, Calcining, the burning of a
ininerall, or any thing, for to correct the malignitie of it, or
reduce it into pouder. 1641 French Distill. 1.11651)9 Cor-
rosion is the Calcining of bodies hy corrosive things. 1861
W. Fairbairn Addr. Brit. Assoc., The different processes,
from the calcining of the ore to the production of the bar.

attrih. 166a Merrett Serfs Art of Class \\, The Calrar
is a kind of calcining furnace. 1S75 Urf. Diet. Arts I. 914
The Calcining Furnace rests upon a vault. 1876 Koctledoe

I Discov. 28 Large calcining kilns.

Calcining (ktelsai nin \ fpl.a, [f. as prec.

+

-ing 2
.] That calcines.

1644-58 Cleveland Gen. Poems (1677) 15 No more of your
calcining Flame. 1757 Dyer Fleece (l 807 j 97 Dissolving
water's, and calcining sun's and thieving air's attacks.

Calcinitre, synonym of NiTKocAi.cm:.

tCa'lcinize, Obs. [see -izk.] = (\u.< ink :.

1607 Sylvf.stkr />m Bartas 11. iv. i. (16231 417 Gods dread
wrath, which quick doth calcinize The marble Mountains.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Calcimine, to burn to ashes, to
reduce metals to powder by the fire, to refine.

Calcio- kwlsitf-), a combining form of Cal-
Cii'M, usetl in names of minerals : as calcio-cele

-

stite, a variety of Cei khtitk containing much
lime ; calcio-fe'rrite, a hydrous phosphate of

calcium and iron, occurring as a sulphur-yellow

mineral (Dana).

Calcite (kae-lsait). A/in. [mod. (Ilaidingtr

1845 ca/cit) f. L. cale-em Iime + -ITE, q.v.] The
native crystallized rhombohedral anhydrous car-

l>onate of lime calcium carbonate), which exists in

an immense variety of forms : calc-spar, calcareous

spar. Taken by Dana as the type of the Calcite

Group of anhydrous carbonates. Also attrib.

1849 Mi kchison SUuria Apn. 547 A change into crystal-

line calcite. 1874 Dawkins Cave Hunt. ii. 64 Lined with
glittering crystals of calcite. 1878 Bates Centr. Amer. vi.

81 Brown and black blende in quartz and calcite seams.

Calcitrant, rare, pedantic.) [ad. L. cal-

citrant-em, kicking: see next.] Kicking; that

'kicks' at any restriction. Cf. Recalcitrant.
1866 Lend. Rev. 8 Dec. 621 A calcitrant son of Cambridge.

Calcitrate ^karlsitr^O, v. [f. L. ealcitrat-
' ppl. stem of calcitrd-re to strike with the heels,

I kick, f. calc-em heel ; cf. obs. F. calcitrer (Cotgr.).]

trans, and intr. To kick.

1623 Cockeham. Calcitrate, to kicke, or wince. 1668

Wilkins Real Char. 179 Calcitrate, kick. 1708 Mottei x
Rabelais iv. xiii. "737^ 54 ' he FiUy. began to spurn it, to

calcitrate it. 183a Eraser's Mag. V. 243 They erect an
idol., which the succeeding generation';, each for itself,

calcitrates and heels over.



CALCITRATION. :>7 CALCULATOR.

Calcitration (kaelsitrcijan). [n. of action f.

prec. : see -ATIOK.] Kicking, lit. and fig.
1652 A. Ross A nana Microc. 52 The birth of a child is

caused partly by its calcitration. 1702 C. Mather Magn.
Clir. ill. in. iii. (1852) 537. 1866 G. Macdonald. Ann. Q.

Neigh, x. (1878) 181 There were signs of calcitration in the

churchwarden, when he perceived whither I was leading him.

Calcium (karlsiita). Chem. [f. (by Sir H.

Davy) L. calx, calcif)- lime, on the type of other

names of metals in -UM, -ium.]

1. A chemical element, one of the ' metals of the

alkaline earths', being the basis of lime; though

one of the most widely diffused of elements, it is

found in nature only in composition, and was first

separated by Davy in 1808, as a light yellow

metal, ductile and malleable, about as hard as

gold, which rapidly oxidizes in air containing

moisture, and forms 'quick-lime'. Symbol Ca.

1808 Sir H. Davy in Phil. Trans. XCVIl'l. 346, I shall

venture to denominate the metals from the alkaline earths

barium, strontium, calcium, and magnium. 1815 W. Phillii-s

OutL Mill, ,y Geol. (ed. 3> 25 Lime has been proved by Sir

H. Davy. . to be a metallic oxide, consisting of 28 per cent,

of oxygen and 72 of calcium. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 81

A solid carbonate of calcium . . more commonly termed
carbonate of lime. 1881 Lockyer in Nature No. 614. 321/2

Those short common lines of calcium which for years past

we had watched coming out of the salts of calcium when
decomposition was taking place.

2. attrib. = Calcic ; as in calcium compounds,

salts, etc. ;
esp. calcium carbonate, CaCO s ,

car-

bonate of lime, or limestone, and arragonite; cal-

cium chloride, Ca Cl 3 , chloride of lime, bleach-

ing powder; calcium fluoride, Ca FI 2 , fluor

spar ; calcium light, the lime-light ; calcium
oxide, Ca O, quick-lime ; calcium phosphate
Ca 3 (PO,) 2 ,

phosphate of lime, the chief constituent

of bone-ash ; calcium silicate, Ca Si 0 3 , found

crystallized in tabular spar, etc. ; calcium sul-

phate, Ca SO 4, found crystallized as Gypsum.
1864 . Daily Tel. 4 Oct., A blinding ray from a calcium

light apparatus. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 154 When bones

are burnt, a white solid mass is left behind ; this is called

Calcium Phosphate. 1872 Daily Neios 7 Nov., Calcium
lights shone on smiling multitudes. 1873 Fownes Chem.

364 Calcium Carbonate is always precipitated.

Calco- (karlko), combining form of L. ceUc-em

lime [not formed on L. analogies, which give calci-,

but after Gr. words] in various technical terms.

1876 Tomes Dental Anat. 139 The ' calcospherites,' by
which name he designated the globular forms seen and de-

scribed by Ramie, Ibid. 140 For this modified albumen he

proposes the name of ' calcoglobulin '.
_
1882 Dana .1/in. App.

Hi. 20 Caleozineite . .a mixture of zinciteand calcite.

Caleography, improper spelling of Chalc-.

+ Ca lcops. Obs. A kind of fish.

1727 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Intl. II. xxxiii. 11 Fish-

ponds to serve his Kitchin with Carp, Calcops and Mullet.

Calcour, var. of Calkeb, Obs., a diviner.

Calc-sinter (karikisuntoi). Min. [ad. Ger.

kalk-sintcr, f. kalk lime (a. L. calc-em ; see Calc-)

+ sinter slag.] A hard crystalline deposit from

springs which hold carbonate of lime in solution.

1823 W. Buckland Reliq. Diluv. 115 Firmly cemented
together by stalagmitic infiltrations of calc-sinter. 1830

Lyell Princ. Gec-l. I. 200 One of these springs . .has formed,

by its incrustations, an elevated mound of solid travertin,

or calc-sinter. 1850 Leitcii Midler's Anc. Art § 268. 300

In Greece . . tufa and calc-sinter . . were also employed.

Calc -Spar v
kse'lk|Spau). Min. [see Calc-.]

Calcareous spar or rhombohedral crystallized

carbonate of lime.
1822 Mrs. Lowry Convert, Min. II. 28 Most of the fine

calcspar of Derbyshire is of a deep topaz yellow colour.

1850 Daubeny Atom. The. viii. (ed. 2) 267 Why ..do the

particles of carbonate of lime, assume sometimes the form

of calc-spar, sometimes of arragonite?

Calc-tuff (karlkityf). Min. [see Calc-.] A
porous deposit of carbonate of lime, formed by the

waters of calcareous springs ; calcareous tufa.

1822 Mrs. Lowry Confers. Min. II. 265 Acidiferous

Earthy Minerals . . Calc-tuff. 1857 Page Adv. Text-bk.

Geol. xx. (1876)420 Calc-luff . . is an open, porous, and some-

what earthy deposition of carbonate of lime from calcareous

springs. 1863 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 722 Calctuff, an allu-

vial form of carbonate of calcium.

Calculability (ksedkirflabWiti). [f. next : see

-ity.] The quality of being calculable.

1873 B. Stewart Conserv. Force vi. 158 The characteristic

of all such [machines] is their calculability.

Calculable (kaj'lkWlab'l), a. [f. L. calculd-re

or F. calcul-er to calculate : see -able, -ble. So
mod.F. calculable.'] Capable of being calculated

;

that may be reckoned, measured, or computed.
11734 North Lives II. 182 Eclipses . . being regular and

calculable. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend(lB6s) 103 Incapable

of producing any regular, continuous, and calculable effect.

1829 I. Taylor Enthus. vi. (1867) 113 The connexion of

physical causes and effects is known and calculable. 1865

Sat. Rev. 25 Mar. 332/2 There is always a calculable risk of

a vacancy.

b. Of a person : Such that his action in given

circumstances can be reckoned upon and estimated.

1865 Pall Matt G. t May 2 He is the least consistent, re-

liable, and calculable of public men. 1876 Geo. Eliot

Dan. Der. 222 He was exactly the mall to feel the utmost

piquancy in a girl whom he had not found quite calculable.

Calcular (kadkirflai), a. Math. [? f. Calcul-

us + -AS*.] Of or pertaining to a calculus.

1831 Brewster Newton (1855) II. xiv. 9 The rules. are .

.

extricated from algebraical process, and presented in cal-

cular form.

t Ca'lculary, sb. ? Obs. [same deriv. as next.]

Grew's name for a 'congeries of little stony knots
'

in a pear.

1674 Grew Anat. Plants vi. § 3 The Calculary imost ob-

servable in rough-tasted, or Chouk. Pears' is a Congeries of

little stony Knots. 1677 — Anal. Fruits ii. § 6 Tartareous

Grains . . in some Pears . . almost as hard as a Plum-stone ;

which I have thereupon named the Calculary. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v., The calculary is no vital, or

essential part of the fruit. 1832 Smith Fug. tj Fr. Diet.,

Calculary, Pierre.

Calculary (karlkirflari), a. Med. [ad. L. cal-

culdrius, f. calculus stone : see -amy.] Of or

pertaining to a calculus
;
gravelly.

1660 Galtjen Bp. Brovmrigg 218 Motion was tedious. . to

him, by reason of his calculary infirmity and corpulency.

+ Calculate, sb. Obs. [f. L. calculdre to reckon :

see next. Cf. estimate sb., and see -ate 1, -.]

A calculation, reckoning, estimate.

1695 E. Bernard Voy.fr. Aleppo in Misc. Cur. 11708' III.

99 By a moderate Calculate there could not have been less

at first than 560. 1700 Rycaut Hist. Turks III. 432 An
Exact aifd Secret Calculate was made of the true Number.
a 1734 North Exam, m viii. p 26. 602 Nor were these

Brothers mistaken in their Calculate.

Calculate (kse-lki^t), v. 1 [f. I., calculdl-

ppl. slem of calculd-re to count, reckon, f. calculus

a stone (see CalculusI. Cf. It. calcolare, Sp.,Pg.

calcular, F. cakuler. An early form of the pa.

pple. was calculat, -ate, ad. L. calcu/dl-us.']

1. trans. To estimate or determine by arithme-

tical or mathematical reckoning ; to compute,

reckon.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 42 Hable to Calculate the Planetes

places for all tymes. 1656 tr. Holies' Elem. /'kilos. (18391

92 When we calculate the magnitude and motions of heaven

or earth. 1671 True Non-Con/. 152 About 165 years, before

the Councel . . is the highest period from whence they can

be calculat. 1833 Ht. Martineau Mauck. Strike iii. 35 The
men looked at the ground, and calculated how much digging

and other work there would be, i860 Tyndall Gtac. 11. § 1.

223 Bradley was able to calculate the velocity of light.

b. absol. To perform calculations, to form an

estimate.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. iii. 65 Why Old men, Fooles, and

Children calculate. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3) Calcu-

late, cast a count, reckon. 1789 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859)

III. 35 As yet, no vote has been given which will enable

us to calculate, on certain ground.

2. ellipt. To ascertain beforehand the time or

circumstances of (an event, e. g. an eclipse, a nativity)

by astrology or mathematics.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. i. 34 A cunning man did cal-

culate my birth And told me that by Water I should dye.

1667 Milton P. L. vm. 80 When they come to model Heav'n

And calculate the Starrs. 1837 De Quincey China 10 To
calculate a lunar eclipse.

t 3. To reckon in, count, include. Obs.

1643 Sober Sadness 32 [He] must have been calculated in

the Black-bill, if he had not taken himselfe off.

4. To plan or devise with forethought ; to think,

out ; to frame, arch.

1654 G. Goddard in httrod. to Burton's Diary (18281 I.

30 For the indenture, that was calculated at Court. 1672

Grew Idea Hist. Plants § 3 That . . is a Thought not well

Calculated. X708 Swift Sentiments Ck. Eng. Man Wks.

1755 II. 1. 68 He doth not think the church of England so

narrowly calculated, that it cannot fall in with any regular

species of government. 1820 Hoyle's Games Intpr. 171 Each
[player] calculates his game without inspecting the tricks.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Character Wks. iBohn) II. 61

The English did not calculate the conquest of the Indies.

It fell to their character.

5. To arrange, design, prepare, adjust, adapt,

or fit for a purpose. Const, for, or inf. with to;

now only in passive.

1639 Fuller Holy War 11. iii. (1840) 51 This vision, though

calculated for this one bishop, did generally serve for all the

nonresidents. 1691 T. H[ale] Aa . New Invent. 16 Voyages

all calculated for the proving her against the Worm. 1727

Swift Modest Prop. Wks. 1755 II. 11. 66, I calculate my
remedy for this .. kingdom of Ireland, and for no other.

1732 Berkeley Sermon to S. P. G. Wks. III. 250 The
Christian religion was calculated for the bulk of mankind.

1816 Scott Antiq. i, The coach was calculated to carry six

regular passengers. 1848 Thiklwall Rem. (1877) 1. 137 The
college is calculated for the reception of sixty students.

b. In the pa. pple. the notion of design gradually

disappears, leaving merely the sense ' suited ' : see

Calculated below. (Cf. the similar history of

apt, fit, adapted, fitted.)

6. intr. To reckon or count upon or on.

1807 Southey Life (1850) III. 109 All those may almost be

calculated upon. 1829 I. Taylor Enthus. vi. (1867) 114

Security in calculating upon the future.. 1873 Tristram
Moab viii. 150 We had calculated on a quiet Sunday.

7. U.S. colloq. To think.opine, suppose, ' reckon
'

;

to intend, purpose.
1830 Galt Lawrie T. n. v. 1 1849> 56, I calculate, that ain't

no thing to make nobody afeard. 1833 MarRyat Peter S.

x!iv. [American speaking] 1 Well, captain,' said he, '
so you

met with a squall'/' ' I calculate not.' 1837 Haliburton

Cloekm. I. 291, I calculate you couldn't fault it in no par-

ticular. 1859 Knickerbocker Mag. XVII. (Bartlett), Mr.
Crane requested those persons who calculated to join the

singin' school to come forward.

t Calculate, v.- Obs. [f. L. calculus stone,

pebble ; cf. coagulate, etc.] intr. To form stone

in the bladder. Hence Calculating ///. a.

1607 Toisell Four-/. Beasts 197 The same, .with Parsley

drunk in Wine . . dissolveth the stone in the bladder, and
preventeth all such calculating gravel in lime to come.

Calculated (kse'lkitfleited), pa. pple. Scppl. a.

[f. Calculate v. 1 + -ed 1

.]

1. Reckoned, estimated, devised with forethought.

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 111. xxvi. (1880) II. 266 When he

did speak it was with a calculated caution.

2. Fitted, suited, fit, apt ; of a nature or character

proper or likely to.

1722 De Foe Col. Jack (18401 286 The state of life that I

was now in was. - perfectly calculated to make a man com-

pletely happy. 1793 W. Roheris Looker-on (1794) No. 52

II. 273 These interlopers . . acted in a manner that was cal-

culated to bring scandal upon the profession. 1795 Southey
Life 1 1849} I. 256 Never had man so many relations so little

calculated to inspire confidence. 1864 Mansel Lett,, etc.

(18731 298 These transparent disguises were not calculated,

and, probably, were not intended, to deceive. 1868 Glad-

stone Juv. Muntlix. (18701 3 A circumstance calculated to

excite strong suspicion. 1879 in CasseHs Techn. Educ. IV.

76/2 Ireland is .. well calculated for the successful prose-

cution of ostreoculture.

Calculating karlkirfle'tirj), vbl. sb. [f. as

prec. + -ING 1 .] The action of the vb. Calculate ;

calculation : chiefly attrib., as in calculating-engine,

-machine, -machinery, etc.

1710 Brit. Apollo III. 66 His Trigonometry for the Cal-

culating of Sines, Tangents, etc. 1833 Brewster.Nat. Magic
xi. 292 The greater part of the calculating-machinery. 1878

Tait & Stewart Unseen Univ. ii. § 80. 90 Charles Babbage,

the designer of the well-known calculating engine.

Calculating (ka."lki/?kithj ),ppl.a'. [f. as prec.

+ -ING 2
.] That calculates

;
csp. that shrewdly or

selfishly reckons the chances of gain or advantage.

1809-12 Mar. EdgewoRTH Absentee i.\, He was calculating

and mercenary. 1828 Scon /'. M. Perth xxxii, It had

been resolved, with the most calculating cruelty. 1841

Miall in Nonconf. I. 145 Men of a hardier, more sincere,

less calculating religion.

Hence Calculatingly adv.

1855 Mrs. Whitney Gaywortliyti.dSjg) 7 Huldah Brown
looked calculatingly upon the gathered material.

+ Calculating, a? Obs. See Calcu-

late v.-

Calculation (k2elki/?L7 'jbn). Also 4 ealcu-

laeioun. [a. F. calculation, ad. L. calculation-cm,

f. calculdre to reckon, Calculate. See -ation.]

1. The action or process of reckoning ;
computa-

tion.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 230 A great magicien Shuttle of his

calculation, Seche of constellation, How they the citee

mighten gette. Ibid. III. 46 Hemaketh his calculations, He
maketh his demonstrations, c 1400 Maundev. 236 The
Philosophres comen, and seyn here avys aftre her calcula-

ciouns. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World in. xxv. (R.) One Bar-

tholomew Scullel. .hath by calculation found the very day.

'757 Johnson Rambl. No. 154 f 5 No estimate is more in

danger of erroneous calculations. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 21

III. 412 All arithmetic and calculation have to do with

number.

2. concr. The form in which reckoning is made ;

its product or result.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 134 If we suppose our

present calculation, the Phaenix now in nature will be the

sixt from the Creation. 1812 Jane Austen Mans/. Park
(1851) 81 If the first calculation is wrong, we make a second

better. 1871 C. Davies Metr. Syst. 111. 125 This calculation

could not long suit the revenue. •
3. Estimate of probability, forecast.

1847 Emerson Repres. Men vi. Napoleon Wks. (Bohn) 1. 372

His very attack was never the inspiration of courage, but

the result of calculation. 1848 Lytton Harold v. 142

Hitherto, he had advanced on his career without calcula-

tion. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 470 The lazy gossips of .the

port, Abhorrent of a calculation crost.

CalCUla-tional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of

or pertaining to calculation.

1874 Piazzi Smyth Our Inherit, ii. 14 Knowing well the

numerical and calculational value of tt.

t Calculative, "J Med. ? Obs. [/.Calcul-us

+ -ative.] Liable to calculary disease.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 189 Foments applyed to

pleuritical . . persons, as also to the calculative.

Calculative (krc-lkirfl/tiv), a? [f. Calcu-

late vA : see -ative.] Of or pertaining to cal-

culation
;
given to calculating.

<;i766 Burke Popery Laws Wks. IX. 389 Habits of calcula-

tive dealings. 1840 Eraser's Mag. XXI. 307 Extraordinary

calculative powers. 1865 Caul\lk Frcdk. Gt. VIII.xix. v.

170 Daun . . sits expectant; elaborately calculative.

Calculator (kse-LVtiUfli'tai). [a. L. calculator,

n. of agent f. calculd-re, corresp. to F. calcula-

teur : see Calculate and -ob.]

1. One who calculates ; a reckoner.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 408 Siche ben many calkela-

tours. 1611 Cotgr. Calculateur, a reckoner, calculator.

1722 De Foe Plague (1884) 227 Calculators of Nativities.

1841 Thackeray Sec.Fun. Nap. ii.(Pock. ed. 1887) 321 Econo-

mists and calculators. 1841-4 Emerson Est, Experience

Nature hates calculators ; her methods are saltatory' and

impulsive.
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2. a. A set of tables to facilitate calculations

b. A mechanical contrivance for performing cer-
tain calculations ; a calculating machine.
1784 Thomson ititle) The Universal Calculator. 1814 W.

Walton Wt) The Complete Calculator . . and Universal
Ready Reckoner. 1876 S. Kensington Museum Catal. No.
831 'this screw bears a calculator which serves to read
angular displacements of less than 20 seconds.

Calculatory, a. 1 Obs. [f. Calculate v. +
-ory

; corresp. to L. calculdtoritts, F. calculatoire.']

Of or pertaining to calculation or estimate.
1611 CoTGR., Calculatoire, calculatorie, calculating. 1617

Jackson Creed vi. Wks. V. 260 The argument is but cal-
culatory, and this kind of argument is deceitful. 1649 Br.
Hall Cotes Consc. 111. ii. (1654) 179 Calculatory or figure-
casting Astrology. 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 286 The first

Contriver of the Art Calculatory in disputation.

t Ca lcule, sb. Obs. Also 7 calculi, 8 calcul.
[a. K calcul in same sense, ad. L. calculus: see
below.] = Calculation.
1601 Holland Pliny xvm. xxix, According to the calculi

of others, the true reason and cause is this. 1681 Win 1 1 k
Joum. Greece 1. 20 He is much mistaken in the Calcule, both
of its Longitude and Latitude. 1718 Wookow Corr. 118431
1 1. 407, 1 design . . to . . bring the matter to a close calcule
with the printers. 1754 Krskink Prim. Sc. Law (1809) 480
Decrees . . founded on an error in calcul.

t Ca lcule, v. Obs. Forms : 4 oalculen, cal-
clen, 5 calkule, -el, -ylle, 5-6 -11(1, 4-6 calcule.
[? a. F. calcule-r in same sense, ad. L. calculd-re

:

see Calculate.] To reckon ; = Calculate v.
'377 Langl. /'. I'l. B. xv. 364 Of bat was calculcd of be ele-

ment be contrarie bei fynde. 1:1380 Wvclip Serm. xxix.
Sel. Wks. I. 75 l>ci traveilen in veyn bat calculen bat, etc.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls Ser.l II. 237 He calcleb and
accounteb be ages of be world by bowsendes. 1496 Dives
t, Paup. (W. de W.> 1. xxv. 63/1 They that calculen & casten
yeres, dayes & monethes. 1549 Conipl. Scot. 167 Quha can
calkil the degreis of kyn & blude. 1559 H. Halnavis
in Keith Hist. Aff. Sr. App. 44 You may calkill what twa
thousand futemen. .will tak monethlie.

tCalculer. Obs. [f. prec] Calculator.
c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 14 Thin almury is cleped the den-

ticle of capricorne or elles the kalkuler. 1470 HardingOSwi.
clxxxviii. ix, The xx. daye of Maye. .as calculers it knowe.
Calculifrage kaelkiiaifr/wji . Med. [a. F.

calculi/rage a. ' that breaks calculi ', L. type *<«/-

culifragus, f. -frag-us break \w^,frang!re to break.]
An instrument introduced into the bladder for
breaking down calculi {Syd. Soc. Lex.). Hence
Calculi fragous a., medicines) fitted for break-
ing or reducing calculi.

t Ca lculing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Calcule v. +
-ingI.] Calculating, reckoning.
e 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 71 Whan bis Calcas knew by

calkclyng. 1387 Trevisa Higden 1 Rolls Ser.l I. 39 pe caf-
culynge of Denys. .hab lasse nyxxii 3cre ban be calculynge
of Jerom. 158a Batman Bartlt. Dt P. R. VUL xxvi. J31 Able
to science and use of calkling and of accompts.

Calculist. [f.CALCUL-us + -i8T.] One skilled
in a mathematical calculus ; a mathematician.
18*9 Carlvlk For. Rev. 4- Cont. Misc. IV. 138 Mathesis,

of which, it has been said, many a Great Calculist has not
even a notion.

t Calculose, a. [ad. L. calculos-us stony.]
1. Stony, pebbly.
r 14x0 Pallad. on Husl. 11. 274 The feldes calculose.

2. Med. -Calculous i.

1686 Sir T. Browne's Pseud. Ep. 11. iv. 61 Calculose [cd.
1646 calculous] concretions in the kidney.
Hence Calculosity. rare-".
1656 Blount Glossogr., Calculosity, fulness of stones or

Counters.

Calculous (karlki/aas), a. [ad. L calculos-us,
f. calculus stone* pebble

; corresp. to F. calculcux.]
1. Med. Of or pertaining to a calculus or the

stone ; diseased with the stone
; calculary.

'6?S Tlmme Quersit. 111. 156 A remedy . . to mittigatc and
to dissolue such calculous & stony matter. 1*83 Robinson in
Rays Corr. 11848) 137 A good medicine in some scorbutic
and calculous cases, a 1801 W. Hkiiiroen Comment, xvi.
{1&061 84 In opening the bodies of calculous persons. 1803
Med. Jrnt. IX. 355 To ascertain the precise nature of cal-
culous urine. .1 1827 Ahkknethy Surg. Wis. (18271 II. 207
No calculous concretion was found after death. 1858 Loud.
Rev. Oct. 230 A victim of confirmed calculous disease.

t 2. Stony (as the ' calculary ' of a pear). Obs.
1671 Chew Anal. Plants vi. 8 3 A simple Body, having

neither any of the Lignous branches in it, nor any Calculous
Knots.

Calculus (kx lki/zlos). PI. -i, -uses. [L. ;=
' small stone', dim. of calx stone, pebble

; also,
a stone or counter used in playing draughts, a
stone used in reckoning on the abacus or counting
board, whence, reckoning, calculation, account; and
a stone used in voting, whence, vote, sentence.]

|| 1. Med. ' A stone. A generic term for concre-
tions occurring accidentally in the animal body'
{Syd. Soc. Lex.). Calculi are of many kinds, and
receive names from the various parts of the body
in which they occur, as renal in the kidneys

,

vesical (in the bladder), prostatic (in the pros-
tate), intestinal \\n the intestines, chiefly of
animals), etc., or from the nature of their com-
position, as lit/iic acid, uric acid calculus, etc.
[1619 Sclater Exp. Thess. (1627) I. To Rdr. 5 That fla-

gellum studiosorum, Calculus Renum] 1731 Arbuthnot
Rules 0/ Diet 420 A Human Calculus, or Stone. 1760 tr.

Reysler's Trav. IV. 339 Beroar is . . a stone or calculus
taken from a species of the East and West Indian goats.
1807 M. Kaillie Mori. Anat. 308 Calculi when divided.,
exhibit most commonly a laminated structure. 1849 Tool)
Cycl.Anat. 4 Phys. IV. 85/1 The oriental bezoard, a resinous
intestinal calculus. 1880 Med. Temp. Jrnl. Oct. 6 Biliary
calculi arc not infrequently due to this influence.

t 2. Computation, calculation. Obs.
1684T. Burnet The.EarthX. i66Supposetheabysswasbut

half as deep as the deep ocean, to make this calculus answer,
all the dry" land ought to be cover'd with mountains. 1693
K. Hallev in Phil. Trans. XVII. 654 Were this Calculus
founded on the Experience of a very great number ofYears.
1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 140 For the purposes of mathe-
matical calculus it is indifferent which force we term nega-
tive, and which positive.

3. Malh. A system or method of calculation,
' a certain way of performing mathematical investi-

gations and resolutions' (Hutton); a branch of
mathematics involving or leading to calculations,
as the Differential, Integral Calculus, etc.

The differential calculus is often spoken of as ' the
1 calculus '.

1671 Phil. Trans. VII. 4017, I cannot yet reduce my Ob-
servations to a calculus. 1750 Ibid. Xl.VII. xi. 62 Mr.
Clairant .. kept his_ calculus a profound secret. 1804 .

j

XCIV. 219 If the introduction of the new calculi, as they
I

have been called, has extended the bounds of science. 1796
Hutton Math. Diet. I. 234 We say the Arithmetical or
Numeral Calculus, the Algebraical Calculus, the Differ-
ential Calculus, the Exponential Calculus, the Kluxional
Calculus, the Integral Calculus, the Literal or Symbolical
Calculus, etc . .Algebraical, Literalor .S><«<W/<7i/CaIculus
is.. the same with algebra. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. 11872!
III. 11. L 60 Science which cannot with all its calculuses,
differential, integral, and of variations, calculate the Prob-
lem of Three gravitating Bodies. 1846 Mill Logic iil xxiv.
§ 6 The general problem of the algebraical calculus. 1854
Boole Invest. Laws Th. i. (Ui The exhibition of logic in
the form of a calculus. 1878 Geo. Eliot Coll. BreaJcf. P.
279 Fount of spirit force Beyond the calculus.

Cald, obs. f. Cold ; obs. pa. t. of Call.
Caldarium k:Milc-riftn). [L., f. calid-us

hot.] A (Knman hot bath or bath-room.
17S3 in Chambers Cycl. Supp. 183a Cell Pompeiaua I.

vi. 106 The stove of the caldarium. 1656 R. vaughan
Mystics 11860' I. v. i. no It . grinds their corn, fills their
caldarium. 1881 Darwin Earth-lvorms 227 The tops of
the broken down walls of a caldarium or bath were like-
wise covered up with 2 feet of earth.

Caldee, obs. form of Chaldee.
II Caldera (kulde'-ra . Ceol. [a. Sp. caldera -

I'g. caldeira, F. chaudiire cauldron, kettle, boiler
:—L. calddria, pi. of prec] A deep cauldron-like
cavity on the summit of an extinct volcano.
1865 Lvkll Elcm. Geol. led. 6) 632 Enlarged afterwards

into a caldera. 187s Watts Did. Ckem VII. 553 [In] the
valley of Furnas . . the soil is now perforated by a number
of geysers. The three largest and most active of these are
called ' caldeiras '.

Ca'lderite. Min. A variety of garnet.
1837 Dana Min. (1868! 269 Calderite, a mineral from

Neuaul, is said to be nothing but massive garnet.

Caldese, var. of Chaldese v., to cheat,

t Caldewelle. Obs.
1463 Mann, a- Honsch. Exp. 192 Item payd ffor viij. pypys

of cafdewelle, txa.

t Caldmawe : see Calmewe.
Caldrife, var. of Cauldriee a. Sc. cold.

Caldron, another spelling of Cauldron.
tCale, sb. 1 Obs. [a. F. cale in same sense.] A

kind of head-dress worn by women ; a Caul.
1588 Deloney in Roxburgh Ballads (1887) VI. 391 Her

Indies, .in costly cales of gold.

t Cale, Obs.
1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4453/4 One black Gelding . . with a

very large Star tending to a Cale, a charge lately laid on
his Left Eye.

Cale, sb.'i, early northern f. Kale, Cole, cab-
bage, and cabbage broth or soup.
Cale : sec also Cales.

t Cale, v. Obs. [a. F. cale-r in same MBM
{ • Pr., Sp. calar, It. calare) :—\.. chald-re, ad. Gr.
XaAd-K to slacken, loosen, let down, lower.]
trans. To lower (sails, yards, etc.).

1652 URyUHARr Jevvl Wks. I1834) 211 By the MMfi
uancie or over-mastering power of a cross winde, they
shotild be forced to cale the hypocritical bunt.

II Calean, callean, calleoon. [Pus. ^LJli
i/aliyan.] ' A water-pipe for smoking ; the Tertian

form of the hubble-bubble ' (Yule).
1739 Elton in Hanway Trav. {1763) I. 1. v. 16 Several

Persians of distinction, who, smoaking their callean, ob-
served a profound silence. 1811 H. Martvn Let. in Mem.
111. 11825* 41* Reclining in garden and smoking caleans.
1828 Knzzitbash i. 59 <Y.t 'I he elder of the men met to
smoke their calleoous under the shade.

Caleatour : see Cai.iatour.
Calecannon, var. of Colcannon.
Caleche, caleche : see Calash.
Caledonian ka.lAU"-nian), a. and sb. [f.

Caledonia, Roman name of part of northern Britain,

in modem times applied poetically or rhetorically

to Scotland, or the Scottish Highlands, ' Cale-
donia, stern and wild ' (Scott).]

A. adj. Of ancient Caledonia ; of Scotland.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Caledonian, belonging to Scot-

land, formerly called Caledonia. 1785 Warton Milton's
Sitv. Lib. fT.) Tinged with Caledonian or Pictish woad.
Mod. Used in titles, as 'the Gentlemen of the Caledonian
Hunt', 'the Caledonian Railway'.

B. sb. A native of ancient Caledonia ; humor-
ously = Scotchman.
1768 J. Macfherson {title) Critical Dissertations on the

Origin of the Ancient Caledonians. 17*1 i title) The Un-
fortunate Caledonian in England. 1813 J. Grant itilU)
Account of the Picts, Caledonians, and Scots. 1883 Daily
-Vews 4 Sept. 5/6 Those who go * through ' with the volatile
Caledonian f Hying Scotchman].

Caledonite (karl/aOTiak). Min. [f. L. Cale-
don-ia Scotland + -ite.] A mineral see quot.
found at Leadhills in Lanarkshire and elsewhere.
18S3 Watts Diet. Chem.i 18791 1. 722 Caledonite, cupreous

sulpho-carbonate of lead, from Leadhills in Scotland.

Caleduct, var. of Caliduct.
Caleevere, obs. form of Caliveis.

Calefacient vka-l/frifent , a. and sb. [ad.
L. calefacient-em, pr. pple. of cale/accre to make
warm, f. cale-re to be warm +faccre to make.]
A. adj. Producing warmth.
B. sb. Med. A medical agent which produces

warmth or a sense of heat.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. f, Min. 418 It's cured . . by .

.

caleiacients. 1881 in Syd. See. Lex. 1885 La Bramwell
in 19/A Cent. June 1027 Galen, .says : 'Old age is cold and
dry, and is to be corrected by calcfacients.

'

t Calefa cted, a. [f. L. cale/acl-us heated
+ -ED.] Heated, warm.
599 A- M- Gaiethouer's Bk. PhysUk 85 '1 Liquefyc it in

some calefactede locatione.

Calefaction (kcel/TaekJsn). Also 6 cali-, 7
calfaction, callifaction. Now rare. [ad. L.

calefaction-em, n. of action f. calefacfre.]

1. Making warm (lit. andyf^.
;
warming, heating.

S47 Boorue Brev. Health lxxiii. 22 It doth signifye cali-
factton of the lyver. 1574 Newton Health Mag. 4 Exer-
cise by motion and calefaction. 1658 R. Franck North.
Mem. (18211 35 Ardent are other some because influenced by
callifaction. c in Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 98 The
Wood is returned again to the heart for a fresh calefaction.
1851 J. H. Newman Scope Univ. Educ. 10 The science
of calefaction and ventilation is reserved for the north.

2. Heated condition.
1634 R. H. Salerne Rcgim. 196 The Calefaction or boyl-

ing ceaseth not by Blood-letting. 1844 Blactn: Mag. 509
[He] paused after hL> labourb in a state ofextreme calefaction.

t 3. Med. Sec quot.) Obs.
161a W00DALL Surg. Matt Wks. (i6s3> Calfaction is

a . . preparing simple and compound medicaments, not by
boyhng or burning, but by the moderate heat of the Sun.
fire,yf/«/«

,
uinns, vtl eius vicarius.

Calefactive (kw/firktiv . a. Now rare. [f.

L. catefart-. ppl. stem of (alefaefrt to warm : see
-ivk.] Having the tendency to warm

;
warming.

1576 Newton tr. Lvtuuies Complex. 1 1633- 101 The warme
and calefactive spirit, which . . was infused into the whole
world. 1678 Hobbks Decameron Wits. 1845 VII. 120 The
air . . had gotten a calefactive power. 1874 H. Blknahd
S. Lortr I. 158 Calefactive depths of Celticism.

Calefactor (taUfe*rai). [Agent-noun of
I -'Uin type from caUftufrt to warm.]
1 1. He who, or that which warms ; a warmer.
1605 Timmf Quersit. 11. vii. 133 It standeth in neede of a

calefactor and restorer of heate.

2. Name of a small kind of stove.
1831 Fraser'$ Mag. III. 140 On the one hand, .smokes <in

patent calefactors) a Dinner of innumerable courses.

Calefa ctory tudlfetori), a. and sb. [ad.

I>. calefactoritts naving heating power, f. calefacfre

to warm ; in U, ad. med.L. calefactorturn a place
or appliance for warming.]
A. adj. Adapted for or tending to warming.

1711 J. PuiKLK t7«£ (18171 53 l<ove. like sunbeams, con-
tracted to one object is fervent and calefactory. 1848
Bachelor of Albany 78 Calefactory arrangements and
thermal comforts.

B. sb. 1. The room in a monastery where the

inmates wanned themselves.
1681 HuAXTCtossogr,, Catifutory, is a room in a Monas.

lery, with one or more fires in it, where the Religious per-
sons warm themselves, after they come from Matins 1774
T. West Antiq. Fumess 11805) 73 locutorium, c^ife-

factory, and conversation room. 1844 S- R. Maitlano
Dark Ages 406 Wanned by hot air from the stove in the
calefactory.

2. A warniing-jnn ; the ball of precious metal
containing hot water, on which the priest warmed
his hands when administering thecucharist in cold

weather; otherwise called the /owe.
1536 Ih-. \ Lincoln Cathedral in Monasticon Anglic. VIII.

1281 A calefactory, silver and gHt, with leaves graven,
weighing nine ounces and half. 1536 Regit/. Riches in

Antiq. Sarisb. 11771' 198 A Fat of Silver for holy water . .«
calefactory, silver and gilt with divers Scriptures.

f 3. ^Cai.efacient sb.

1657 Tomlinson Kenan's Dis/. 203 Many calcfactories .

.

as Pepper, Kartram, Bitumen.

tCa'lefy,^. Obs. Also calify. [ad. med.L.
calefcdre, \. calere to be hot ; see -FT.]

1. trans. To make warm or hot ; to warm, heat.

Also absol. Hence Calefied ppl. a.

15*6 Filgr, /Vr/! '1531)31 This spirituall sterre of grace
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. . calefyeth \marg. warmeth] & tlluinynelh our soules.

1599 A. M. Gabclhoucr's Bk.Physkk 13/1 Take the kernelles

of walhiuttes, lay them in calefyede water. 1657 Tomlin-
son Renou's Disp. 38 Which taken alone do greatly calefy.

2. intr. To become warm.
1646 SirT. Browne Pseud, Ep. 51 Crystall will calefy

unto electricity, that is a power to attract strawes or light

bodies. 1658 R. Franck North. Mem. (1821) 350 Soils,

which calify and indurate by the Sun's reflection.

Calegarth, var. of Calgarth Obs., cabbage

garden.

II Calembour (kalanbz/r, kalembuor). Also
calembourg. [Fr. (According to Chasles, quoted
by Littre, from the name of ' the Abbe de Calem-
berg, a witty personage in German tales', i.e.

Pfarrer Wigand von Theben, known as the ' Pfaff

von Kahlenberg ' or Priest of Kahlenberg in Lower
Austria.)] A pun.
1830 Eraser's Mag. II. 237 All British-born . . people .

.

father their calembourgs on Rogers. 1876 A. S. Palmer
Word-hunter's NotC'bk. 167 A mere calembour on the re-

semblance between the word ebrius and Ebraeus.

Calembue(o, obs. form of Calambac.
Calemint, obs. form of Calamint.
Calend, occas. obs. sing, of Calends.
Calendal i,kale

-ndal), a. [f. L. calend-se Ca-
lends + -al.] Of or pertaining to the Calends.
1839 Eraser's Mag: XX. 204 In the most ancient calendal

system. Ibid. 328 Each of the thirty calendal forms had
its one or more animal representatives.

Calendar (karlendaa), sb. Forms: 3-8 ka-
lender, 4 kalunder, calundere, kalendeere,
-dre, -dare, 4-5 kalendere, 4-8 calender, 5
ealendere, kalander, 7 callander, 6- kalendar,
7- calendar, [a. AF. calender, ~ OF. calendier

list, register:—L. calenddrium account-book, f.

calendar, kalends calends, the day on which ac-

counts were due ; see Calends.]
1. The system according to which the beginning
and length of successive civil years, and the sub-

division of the year into its parts, is fixed; as the

Babylonian, Jewish, Roman, or Arabic calendar.
Julian Calendar; that introduced by Julius Caesar B.C. 46,

in which the ordinary year has 365 days, and every fourth
year is a leap year of 366 days, the months having the
names, order, and length still retained.

Gregorian Calendar, the modification of the preceding
adapted to bring it into closer conformity with astronomical
data and the natural course of the seasons, and to rectify

the error already contracted by its use, introduced by Pope
Gregory XIII in a.d. 1582, and adopted in Great Britain in

1752. See Style.
e 1205 Lav. 7219 He [Julius Caesar] makede panekalender.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24916 pat moneth pat man clepes . . De-
cembre in be kalunder. 1387 Trevisa Higden (1865) I. 247
Som monbe in be kalendere nab but foure Nonas, and som
hab sixe. 1413 Lydg. Pylgr. Soivle v. i. 73 The competister
in the Craft of the Kalendar he cleped seculum the tyme
of an honderd yeere. 1611 Bible Pre/. 2 When he
[Caesar] corrected the Calender, and ordered the yeere ac-

cording to the course of the Sunne. 1831 Brewster Newton
(1855) II. xxiii. 311 When the public attention was called to
the reformation of the Kalendar. 1854 Tomlinson Arago's
Astron. 188 The Arabic calendar, which is that of the Ma-
hometans, is exclusively based on the course of the moon.
1856 Emerson Eng. Trails x. Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 70
Roger Bacon explained precession of the equinoxes, [and]
the consequent necessity of the reform of the calendar.
1886 R. Thomson Retig. Humanity 20 The founder of the
Church [Aug. Comte] drew up its calendar . . Each of the
thirteen lunar months of the year is sacred to the memory
of a great leader of humanity.

2. A table showing the division of a given year

into its months and days, and referring the days

of each month to the days of the week ; often also

including important astronomical data, and indi-

cating ecclesiastical or other festivals, and other

events belonging to individual days. Sometimes
containing only facts and dates belonging to a
particular profession or pursuit, as Gardener s

Calendar, Racing Calendar, etc. Also a series of

tables, giving these facts more fully ; an almanac.
< 1340 Alisaunder 623 If any wight .. wilnes pern [be

twelue signes] knowe, Katrus to be Kalender ' & kenne yee
may. c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 1. § 11 The names of the hali-

dayes in the kalender. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. xxxi. 126
This is xii tymes so moche & more ouer as the calender en-
seigneth. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, The Table and Kalendar
expressing the order of the Psalms and Lessons. 1595
Shaks. John in. i. 86 What hath this day deseru'd?. .That
it in golden letters should be set Among the high Tides in
the Kalender? 1635 Austin Medit. 207 Our Church keeps
no Solemnitie for his [John the Baptist's] Death (though the
Remembrance of it be in her Calender'. 1759 Miller Gard.
Diet. Pref., The Gardeners Kalendar which was inserted
in the former editions of this book. 1824 W. Irving
T. Trav. II. 38 Greatness . . of a kind not to be settled by
reference to the court calendar. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.
Pract. Agric. II. 423 Appendix, Agricultural Calendar.
1879 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxvm. 11 Almanacks and calen-
dars in great variety.

b. A contrivance for reckoning days, months, etc.

1719 De Foe Crusoe I. 74 Every seventh Notch was as
long again as the rest, and every first Day of the Month as
long again as that long one, and thus I kept my Kalender.
1768 Sterne Sent. Journ., Captive (1778) II. 31 A little

calendar of small sticks . . notch'd all over with the dismal
days and nights he [a captive] had passed there. 1863 T.
Wright in Macm. Mag. Jan. 173 The Roman calendar of

marble . . presented the more prominent attributes of the
|

modern almanac.

t 3. Jig, A guide, directory : an example, model.
I

C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 542 Thou .. woste well that
1

kalender ys she To any woman that wull louer be. c 1400
Epiph. (Turnb. 1843) 115 Lete hem afore be toyowa Kalen-
dere. 1413 St. Trials Hen. V (R.) Images . . introduced .

.

by the permission of the church, to be as a calendar to the
laity and the ignorant. 1426 Audelay Poems 27. 1602
Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 114 He is the card or calendar of gentry.

4. A list or register of any kind. (In the general

sense, now only Jig.)
la 1400 Morte Arth. 2641 Kydd in his kalander a knyghte

of his chambyre. 1479 Office Mayor Bristol in Eng. Gilds

429 To be called and named the Maire of Bristowe is

Register, or ellis the Maire is Kalender. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 141 He shoulde haue alwaies a little

calender of them apart to vse readily. 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Ch. Militant 243 When Italie . .shall . . all her
calender of sinnes fulfill. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 207
The last time in Daniel's Kalendar of his Four Kingdoms.
1689 Myst. Iniq. 16 Registred in the Kalender with those

that stood precluded the King's Favour. 1857 H. Reed
Lect. Brit. Poets iii. 81 The calendar which opens so nobly
with the name of Chaucer, closes worthily in our day 1

with that of Wordsworth.
b. esp. A list of canonized saints, or the like.

(Now usually treated as a form of sense 2, the

days dedicated to the memory of the saints being

usually registered in the ' calendar ' or almanac.)
i6ox Holland Pliny II. 346 When they receiued ./Escu-

lapius as a canonized god into their Kalender. 1631 Gouge
God's Arrcnvs 111. § 45. 266 Such as the Holy Ghost regis-

treth in the Kalender of true Saints. 1781 Gibbon Dccl. <y

A'. II. xxxiii. 254 The calendar of martyrs received, .a con-
siderable augmentation. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra II. 256
Peace offerings to every saint in the Kalendar.

c. A list of prisoners for trial at the assizes.

[1591 Declar. Gt. Troubles in Harl. Misc. (1809) II. 214
To call those inquisitions, with their answeres to be put
into writing, .to keepe in a maner of a register or kalender |.

t 1764 R. Sanders {title) The Newgate Calendar. 1768
Blackstone Comm. IV. 376 The usage is, for the judge to

sign the calendar, or list of all the prisoners' names. 1823
Lamb Last Ess., 'To Shade of Elliston, Rhadamanthus .

.

tries the lighter causes . . leaving to his two brothers the
heavy calendars. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits iv. Race
Wks. (Bohn) II. 28 The crimes recorded in their calendars.

d. spec. A list or register of documents arranged
chronologically with a short summary of the con-

tents of each, so as to serve as an index to the

documents of a given period.

[1467 Ordiu. Worcester in Eng. Gilds 370 The Kalender
of the articles and acts afore specified.] 1830 (Rolls Series)

{title) Calendars of the Proceedings in Chancery in the reign
of Queen Elizabeth. 1856 {title) Calendar of State Papers,
Domestic Series of the Reign of Edward VI.

f 5. Jig. A record. Obs.
1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. iii. 4 The Kalender of my past

endeuours. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. \. lvii. (1739) 105 His
meritorious Holy War could never wipe it out of the Ca-
lendar of story. rti7i8 Penn Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 589
Once they were as Calendars, for weak People to read
some Mystical Glory by.

*|* b. An outward sign, index. Obs.

1590 Lodge Euphues Gold. Leg. (1887) 13 Nor are the
dimples in the face the calendars of truth.

t 6. One who has charge of records or historical

documents. Occurring in the name of an ancient

guild in Bristol. Obs.

1479 Office Mayor Bristol in Eng. Gilds 417 The . . prestis

of the hous of the Kalenders of Bristowe. 1c 1600 MS.,
ibid. 287 The rites and liberties of the Kalenders, of the
fraternitie of the church of All Saincts in Bristow, who were
a brotherhood consisting of clergy and laymen, and kept the
ancient recordes and mynaments, not onely of the towne,
but also of other societes in other remote places.

7. attrib. and Comb., as calendar-day, -holiday,

-saint ;
calendar-clock, a clock which indicates

the days of the week or month
; calendar-court,

a court of justice held on a day appointed in the

calendar ; calendar month, one of the twelve
months into which the year is divided according to

the calendar ; also the space of time from any day
of any such month to the corresponding day of the

next, as opposed to a lunar month of four weeks.
1884 F. Britten Watch <y Clockm. 38 [A] ^Calendar

Clock [or a] Calendar Watch, .[are] a clock or watch that
denotes the progress of the calendar. 1865 Morning Star
26 May, The court was not a *calendar court. 1875 Poste
Gaius 1. fed. 2) 101 A ^calendar day consisted of 24 hours
measured from midnight to midnight. 1847 Emerson Re-
Pres. Men tv. Mouta/gne'WksA Bohn) I. 346, 1 mean to. .cele-

brate the calendar-day of our Saint Michael de Montaigne.
1713 ' Philopatrius ' Rejl. Sacheverelfs Thanksgiv.-Day 8,

I . . consulted my Almanack, and found it was no ^Calendar
Holiday. 1788 J. Powell Devises (1827) II. 255 Within
six ^calendar months after his decease. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) II. x. 507 This whole revolution, .took
up less than one kalendar month. 1679 Establ. Test. 40 The
Catalogue of their 'Calender Saints.

1 Ca lendar, a. Obs. ra?-e~ l
. [ad. L. calenda-

rius belonging to the calends.] Of the calends :

applied to the Curia calabra at the Capitol at

Rome, where the calends were proclaimed.
1513 Douglas AZneis VUL xi. 29 Neyr the chyminys

calendare.

Calendar (kse'lendai;, v. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To register in a calendar or list ; to

register, record.

1487 Act 3 Hen. VII, iii, The names of every such pris-

oner, .to be kalendred by fore the justices for the delyver-

aunce of the same gaole. 1547 Act 1 Edw. VI, v. 5 5 The
said Wardens shall cause the Number of the said Horses.

.

to be kalendered in a Book. 1624 Hkywooo Gunaik. in.

150 Let that day never be callendred to memorise them.

1697 View Penal Laws 97 He shall shew his Licence to

one of the Wardens of the Marches t that their number may
be Kalendred 1

. 1870 Emerson Soc. «y Sol., Work <y Days
Wks. (Bohn) III. 69 Life was then calendared by moments.

2. spec. a. To register in the calendar of saints

or saints' days.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. (1632) 388 Wee are generally

more apt to Kalender Saints then Sinners dayes. ^1641
Hi'. Mountagu ActsQ Mou. 55 The Divines of Colen calen-

dred Aristotle for a Saint. 1654 R. Whitlock Manners
Eng. 21 (R.) Oft martyred names, as well as men, are calen-

dared. 1842 Tennvson St. Sim. Stylites 130 Holy men,
whose names Are register'd and calendar'd for saints.

b. To arrange, analyse, and index (documents)

:

see the sb. 4 d.

1859 Riley Liber Albus Pref. 21 These books . . that are

thus calendared. 1878 N. Anier. Rev. CXXVI. 540 Trea-
sures of the Record-Office. .lately calendered and indexed.

1881 Sat. Rev. 24 Sept. 395/1 The task of analysing and
calendaring [state-]papers.

Hence Calendaring vbl. sb.

1671 F. Philipps Reg. Ncccss. Ep. Ded., Allowances of

Money, .for the Calendring and well ordering of them.

Calendar: see Calender sb. 1
,
2

.

Calendarer koHendarai). [f. Calendar v.

+ -ER 1
.] One who calendars (esp. documents).

1864 Q. Rev. CXVI. 354 The rules and regulations which
he (.the Master of the Rolls] lias framed for the guidance of

the Calendarers. 1881 S. R. Gakdinek in Academy 29 Jan.

74 To a calendarer the work of writing a preface must be

something like a holiday.

Calendarial (ka^ende>riar,, a. rare. [f. L.

catendari'Us (or Eng. Calendar) + -al.] -- next.

1867 M. Arnold Celtic Lit. 59 Arthur and his Twelve (?'

Knights, .signifying solely the year with its twelv e months ;

.. Stonehenge and the Gododin put to purely caletidarial

purposes. 1880 Contemp. Rev. Apr. 585 The calendarial

system of Genesis.

Calendarian (ka^ende^rian), a. and sb. rare.

[f. as prec. + -an.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to a calendar.

1839 Blackiv. Mag. XLV. 372 The conventional calen-

darian principles of the poem. Ibid. 380 Calendarian
festivals.

B. sb. A maker of a calendar.
1826 Homo E. I). Bk. I. 1378 A contemporary k.ilendarian.

t Calendariographer. Obs. rare- 1

, [f.

Calendar sb. or L. calenddrium

'

t cf. biographer.']

A calendar- or almanac-maker.
1683 J. Gadisury Wharton's Wks. Pref., A Speculation .

.

little understood, even by our common Calendariographer:-.

t Ca'lendarist. Obs, rare, [see -1ST.] One
who calendars (events, days, etc.), one who assigns

dates and periods.
1685 II. More Paralip. Proph. 411, I will allow more to

the ingenious Calendartst than lie requires. Ibid. Thus
invalid is the Calendarist's ground.

+ Ca lendary, sb.l and a. Obs. [ad. L. calen-

ddrium sb., calenddrius adj. ; see Calendar.]
A. sb. —Calendar^.

c 1450 tr. Higden (1865) I. 247 Somme monethe in the calen-

dary [1387 kalendere] hathe liij. nones oonly. 1694 Falle
Jersey 1. 7 Recorded in the Kalendary or Martyrology of

Coutance.

B. adj. Of, pertaining to, or according to, the

calendar ; = Calendarian.
1633 Ckessv Fun. Disc. 1 15 To pet forme my Calendary and

prescribed task. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 2.12 The
usuall or Calendary month. 1783 W. F. Martyn Geog.
Mag. II. 191 The four seasons, the moveable feasts and
other calendary information.

t Calendary, $b.% Obs. [f. Calendar sb. or

v. : cf. registry.] The act of calendaring.
1680 Marvel Gen. Councils 12 A question . . upon what

day they ought to keep Easter ; which though it were no
point of Faith that it should be kept at all, yet the very
calendary fed. 1676 calending] of it was controverted.

Calender (kte-lendai), sbJ Also 6 calander,

calendre, 8 calendar, 9 callender. [a. E. ca~

landrc :—med.L. calendra, celendra, L. cylindrus,

a. Gr. Kvkivhpos roller, cylinder. In sense 1 app.

a corrupt form of calenderer, ca/endrer.']

j"L One who calenders cloth; a calenderer. Obs.

1513 Act 5 Hen. VIII, iv. § 1 The said Strangers, called

Dry Calanders .. use the said dry calandring of Worsted.

1574 Life Abp. Canterb. B vij b marg. note, A scourer or

Calender off worsteddes of Norwich. 1705 Hearne Col-

lect. 6 Aug. (O. H. S.) I. 26 A fire hapen'd. .in a Calender's

House. 178Z Cowper Gilpin 24 My good friend the calender

Will lend his horse to go.

2. A machine in which cloth, paper, etc., is

pressed under rollers for the purpose of smoothing

or glazing; also for watering or giving a wavy
appearance, etc.

1688 Miege Gt. Er. Diet., Calender, calendre. 1708
in Kersey. 1751 Chambers Cycl, Calender is also used
for watering, or giving the waves to tabbies and mohairs.
Ibid. Supp. s.v., At Paris they have an extraordinary
machine of this kind, called the royal calender. 179X
Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing I. 1. in. x. 295 The impres-
sions of the calender, under which stuffs are passed to water
them. 1802 Hull Advertiser 25 Dec. 2/3 A valuable Cal-
lender, complete. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 818/1 When it



CALENDER. so CALF.

is desired to finish cloth with a stiff or with a glazed finish

. .it i finished in the calender.

3. altrib. & Comb., as calender-house, -mill, -roll.

1717 Bm Fitrtk. Acc. E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 157
The calcndar-mill-room at Exeter-change. 1875 Ure Diet,
Arts I. 576 The arrangements . . are generally conducted
at the calender houses where goods are finished. x88a W.
C. Smith Hilda in. 125 'Twasa school of the calender kind,

Meant to put a fine gloss on the mind. 1884 Pall Mull G.

25 Nov. 6/1 It [paper] is passed l>etweeii *calender rolls of

chilled steel, which, by tremendous pressure, give it an even

and polished surface.

Ca lender, sb.- Also kalender. [ad. Pers.

jXi^J qalandar, of unknown origin.] One of a

mendicant order of dervishes in Turkey and Persia.

! 1614 Selden Titles Hon. 378 The Turkish Calendarlar

1a kind of Monkish Order' wear in their Caps long Horsc-

haires hanging.) 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (16771 1°

Thirty Nobles in the habit of Pilgrim Kalenders. 17M
Arab. Nights (1812) I. 35 There are three calenders at the

gate . . they are all blind of the right eye. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VIII. 430/1 Frequently the Calenders go about half

naked, with their skin painted red or black.

t Ca lender, t6.3 Obs. rare- 1

, [a. F. calandre

weevil :—med. L. calandrtts ' gryllus, cicada, cur-

culio ' (Du Cange;.] A corn-weevil.

1708 in Kersev. 17*5 Bradley Fain. Diet. II. s.v.

Preserving Corn, Mites, Weevils and Calenders.

Ca lender, v. Forms : 6 calandre. calendro,

7 calander, callendre, 7- calender, [a. F.

ta/audre-r, f. calandre; see Calendeii sb.'1]

trans. To pass through a calender ; to press

(cloth, paper, etc.
N between rollers, for the purpose

of smoothing, glazing, etc.

1513 Aft 5 Hen. VI11, iv, Worsteds which Wn . . shorn,

dyed, and calandred. 1513.^1/ 14 A- is Hen. I'lII, iii. i 10

The sayl craftes men. . shall not . .calclldre any worstedes.

1696 J. F. Merchant's IVarcho. 17 Prize, .is not Callendred,

or thickned as other Cloths. 1880/ > .
'/.'. Timet isFeb. 31/a

The paper, .must be heavily calendered before being used.

I lence Ca lendered///. a., Ca lendering vbl. lb.

(also altrib.').

1513 Act 5 Hen. I'll I, iv. % 1 The said dry Calandring is

scorned and abhorred. 183a Bamagb F.coh. Mann/, vtii

ted. 3> 54 Establishments for calendering and embossing.

1850 Smiles Self Help ii. 35 A woman who kept a calender-

ing machine. 1878 Cornell Rev. Feb. 188 Beautifully printed

on fine calendered paper.

Calender(e, obs. form of Calendar.
Calenderer karlendaraj .. Also 5 -derar,

S-9 -drer, 9 callenderer. [f. Calendeii v. + -ek 1
]

One whose business it is to calender cloth, etc.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, x. | 1 Calenderars of the same
Worstedis. 1755 Johnson, Calendrer, the person who I

calenders. 1810 Post ( tffiee Loud. Direct. 365 Welsh, James,
j

Calendrer and Embosser. 183a Marrvat -V. Forster xxxi,

Dyers, Callenderers, and Scourers.

tCalendographer. Obs. ran- 1
. [i.Calends

sense 5J The constructor of a calendar.

a 1691 Bovle H is. VI. iu (R.lThat eclipse, .that, .almost

all cafendographcrs had skipped over.

CalendriC, -ical ikalundrik, -ileal), a. rare.

[f. Calendar sb. + -ic, -ICAL.] Of the nature of

a calendar (in various senses).

1863 Pinkerton ill .V. AW). Ser. 111. III. 181 The labour of

. .precising in a calcndrical form such a vast chaos of docu-
mcnts. 1878 T. Harl-y Return 0/Satire 11. viii, Thoma-
sin's hair . . was braided according to a calcndric system :

the more important the day the more numerous the braids.

Calendry. [£ Calenuek : see -ry.] A place

where calendering is done.
1878 Morley Diderot I. 188 The gunpowder mill, the silk

calendry.

Calends, kalends karKndz), tb. pi. Forms:

[1 sing, calend, kalondus], 4 -J
calendis, kalen-

dis, -es, (sing, kalendo, 5 oalende), (4 kalendosi,

-us, 5 kalandes, 5-6 kalondas , 5-7 oalendes,

(6 kalendies, callends, 7 calands , 6- calends,

kalends, [ad. L. kalcndte, -as sb. pi., first day of

the month, on which the order of days was pro-

claimed ; f. root leal-, eat-, which appears in L.

caldre, Gr. icakfiv to call, proclaim. (Or a. F.

kalendes, 13th c. in Littrc.) The singular calcini

is rare and obs. ; it occurs in OE. in the sense

' month '. No sing, was used in Latin.]

1. The first day of any month in the Roman
calendar : the term was more or less retained in

actual use down to the I7thc.
(The Romans reckoned the days forward to the Kalends,

Nones, or Ides next following. Thus, ' on the 27th of May"
was ' ante diem sextum Kalcndas Junias '. T"his was loosely

rendered into F.liglish as ' the sixth of the Kalends of June ,

or ' the sixth Kalends of June'. Cf. Nones, Ides.)

1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R, IX. xxi. 11495.) 359 The
fyrste dayeof a monthe hath the name of Kalendis- ta 1400
Morte Artlt. 345 By the kalendez of Juny we schalle en-

countre ones. ( 1400 Apel. Loll. 93 A waytib not bcis F-gip-

cian daies, bat we call dysmal, ne kalendis of laniiier. c 1430
Pallad. on Huso. 111. 30 In Marche Kalendes in the soile

ydiglU. 1496 Dives <v Paup. (W. de W.i 1. xlvii. 87/2 The
fyrsle dayc of the yere, that is the fyrste Kalcndas of Janu-
arye. 1577 III II II— III Chron. III. 1239/1 In the yeare of

our redemption, one thousand, one hundred, thirtie anil

three, the rift calends of June, being the three and thirtith

yeare of the reigne of mafia the first. 1598 Haklcvt
Voy. I. 94 Wee tooke otlr ioumey . . al>out the kalends of

June. i6a6 Massincek Rout. Actor v. i, Thou Shalt die

to-morrow, being the fourteenth of The Kalends of October.

1665 Manlky Crottus' LmV'C. U'arrs 337 Those that t»e-

longed to the City, marched out safe the Seventh of the

Calends of August, a 1764 Lloyd Two Odes Wks. 1774 I.

121 On thy blest Calends, April. 1844 Lingard A nglo-Sax.

Ck. 1 18581 I. iii. 06 The calends of May and November.

b. With reference to debts and interest being

then due : Settling day.

1643 Milton Divorce 118511 Introd. 10 How they will

compound, and in what Calends.

t 2. a. In OE. A month ; also, appointed time,

season.
a 1000 Menol. 7 (Gr.) Se kalendus kymeS . . us to tune ;

hine folc mycel Januarius heton. Ibid. 31 Kalend. .Martius

reoe. a 1000 Sot. If Sat. 479 (Gr.) Air se daeg cyme, ba:t

sy his calend cwide (?) arunnen.

+ b. In Scripture versions : Applied to the Jew-
ish festival of the new moon. Obs.

138a Wyclif Isa. i. 14 $oure kalendis and v>ure solemp-

netecs hatede my soule [ 1388 my soule hatith loure calendisj.

— 1 Sam. xx. 5 David seide to Jonathan, Loo ! Kalendis

ben to morwe. 1565 Jewell Def.Apol. (i6iil6oGod com-
manded the people to keepe the Calends and new Mooncs.

1609 Bible (Douayl Xumo. xxviii. 11 In the Calendes you
shaf offer an holocaust to the Lard [138a Wvcue, In the

calendis forsothe, that is, in the bigynnyngis of monlhesj.

3. Phrases. + a. Calends of exchange : 1 a

money changer's calendar, reckoning, or account

;

hence, business or practical reckoning.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1647 This Troylus this Icttre

thought al straunge. -Hym thought it like a Kalendes of 1

chaunge. 1470 Harding Chron. xiii. i, Brutus, .called this
1

Isle Briteyn. .So was the name of this ilke Albyon All sette

on side in Kalandes of achaunge. Ibid. Ixxii. ii, Her
goodlyhede . . chaunged all his corage and manhede, In

Kalandes of eschaunge he was (so] impressed.

b. On (al) the Greek Calends (L. cut Grtecas

kalcndas, : humorous for, Never ; since the Creeks

used no calends in their reckoning of time.

n 1649 Drumm. 01 Hawth. Consid. Parlt. Wks.11711) 185

That gold, plate, and all silver, given to the mint-house in

these late troubles, shall be paid at the Greek Kalends. 1656

Blount Glossogr. s.v.. At the Greek Calends, never ; for the

Greks have no Calends. 187a ( ). W. Holmes Poet Break/.

'P. i. 18 His friends looked for it onlyon theGreek Calends,

say on the 31st of April, when that should conic round, if

you w ould modernize the phrase. 188a Maciu. Mag. 253

So we go on . - and the works are sent to the Greek Calends.

t 4. fig. First days, beginning, first taste, pre-

lude. ( Also in sing.) Obs.

< 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. Prol. 7 Now of hope the ka-

lendis bygynne. t 1380 Wvcuf Serm. xiv. Sel. Wks. II.

261 Kalendis of bis si?t hadde Poul whan he was ravyshed.

1433 Jas. I Kiug'sQ. vl. v, Gave me ill hert kalendis of

contort, a 1618 Raleigh Rem. (1644I 114 What is age, but

the Calends of death ?

5. A calendar, record. Also in sing, rare.)

1470 Harding Chron. ccxl. xxix, I make you a kalende

Of all the waie to Edenbourgth. 1590 Greene Mourn.
Garni. 11616) 45 Their looks arc like Calends, that can de-

termine no certaintie. 1601 Weever Mirr. Mart., Sir

y. Oldeastle Ffiijb, Him for a Saint within your Kalends

hold. 1966 F:. II. Bickersteth Ycsterd., to«tay, t/c. UL 317

Festivals that stand On the sidereal calends marked in

light.

II Calendula. Hot. [mod.L. dim. of catenate,

intended to express ' little calendar, little clock, or*

pcrh. little weather-glass'.]

1. The generic name of the Common Marigold,

and its congeners.
1871 in M. Collins Miy. 4- Merch. I. x. 309 The golden

- haze of the Calendula.

2. I'harm. A tincture of the flowers applied as

a haemostatic to wounds, etc. altrib. in Calen-

dula ointment, plaster, etc

Calendulin kile*»dWlin). Chcm. [f. prec. +

-IN.] ' A mucilaginous substance extracted from

the leaves and flowers of the common marigold
'

Watts Did. Client. I. 7.12).

Calenge, obs. form of Challenge.

t Ca'lent, a. Obs. rare. [ad. I., calcns, calenl-cm

pr. pple. of calere to be hot.] Warm, hot.

1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts 377 Styled with the same
epithets that the lion and the sun are ; as heat-bearing,

urstive, ardent, arent, calcnt, hot. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

1775 in Ash.

Calenture [karlfatluu , Also 6 calentura,

6-7 oallenture. [a. F. calenture, ad. Sp. calen-

tura fever, f. calcntar to be hot, f. L. calcnt em
hot, burning.]

1. A disease incident to sailors within the tropics,

characterized by delirium in which the patient, it

is said, fancies the sea to be green fields, and

desires to leap into it.

The word was also Used in the Spanish general sense of
1 fever ', and sometimes in that of 1 sunstroke '.

1593 Nashe Christ's 'P. (1613I 92 Then (as the possessed

with the Calentura,' thou shalt offer to leal>e. 160$ Loud.
Protligal v. i. 277 Such men die mad as of a calenture.

a 1618 Raleigh Rem. (1644I 323i I navc suffered the most

violent Calenture for fifteen dayes. a 162a R. Hawkins
/ 'oy. S. Sea (1847) 43 To avoyd the calmes, which . . breed

talenturas, whicn wee call burning fevers. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. 14 In this Voyage. . I was continually sick, lieing

thrown into a violent Calenture by the excessive Heal.

17a! Sw-h t S. Sea Pro/, vii, So, by a calenture misled, The
mariner with raphire sees, On the smooth ocean's azure

lied, EiiaineU'd fields and verdant trees. 1840 Gen. P.

Thompson F.xerc. (1842) V. 455 Demanding to jump over-

board like the seaman in a calenture.

2. fig. and transf. Fever
;

burning passion,

ardour, zeal, heat, glow.
1596 Nashe Saffron It'alden 44 Ere hee bee come to the

. . raging Calentura of his wretchednes. a 1631 Donne
Poems (1650) 158 Knowledge kindles Calentures in some.

164a J 1 «. Taylor Fpitc. ( 1647 1 362 They w ere in the Calen-

ture of primitive devotion, a 17x1 Ken Preparat. Poet.

Wks. 1721 IV. 27 Pure Chastity excells in Gust The Calen-

tures of baneful Lust. 1841 Hor. Smith MoneyedMoh III

ix. 238 The mirage of a moral calenture, which conjures

up unexisling objects.

Hence Calentural a. (Carlylc), Calentu rist.

i8a3 I Vm M* All Fools D. (1836196 You were founder,

I take it, of the disinterested sect of the Calenturists.

t Calenture, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

a. trans. To infect with the calenture ; hencefig.
to fever, fire. b. intr. To become hot or inflamed.

a 1678 Marvell Poems Wks. 1776 III. 336 Thirst of em-
pire calentur'd his breast. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.,

Rich. II, ccix, A busie Age, where eucry breath Calentur's

into faction.

t Calepin. Ott. [a. F. catepin, ad. It. cale-

pino dictionary, polyglot, from the cognomen of

the Augustine friar, Ambrosio Calcpino, ofCalepio

in Italy, the author of a famous Latin Dictionary,

first published in IBM, which in its many editions

was the Latin Dictionary of the 16th century, and

the foundation of the later work of Forcellini.

There was an octoglot edition by Passerat in 1 609.]

A dictionary (sometimes ' a polyglot ') ; fig.

one's book of authority or reference ; one's note-

book or memorandum-book.
Hence the French phrases 'je consulterai lit-dessus mon

calepin ',
1 cela n'est pas dans son calepin ',

' niettez cela sur

voire calepin '(make a note of that to serve as a lesson>,aud

the Fluglish >obs.) * to bring any one to his Calepin ', L e. to

the utmost limits of his information.

1568 Lane. >»v'<7'i(l86o>II.226, I wyll ihal Henry Marre-

crofte shall have my calapyne and my jiarafrasies. 1579

FrLKE Heskitu' Pari. 56 I.et him turne ouer all nis

vocabularies, Calepines, and dictionaries. 1603 Florio

Montaigne ill. xiiLn632i 602 A stone i> a body: but he

that should insist and urge : And what is a body ! . . and so

goe-on : Should at last bring the respondent to his Calcpine

or wit's end. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Magic Mirr. Wks.
(17111 174 Taxations, monopolies, tolls .. and such imposi-

tions as would trouble many Calepines to give names unto.

166a Evelyn Chaleogr. (17601 22 We have weeded the

calepines and lexicons. (177a Nugent Friar Gerund II. 53

Calcpino is not . . the title of a work, but a patronymic of the

country of the author, .a native ofCalepio in Italy.)

+ Cales. Obs. rare-'. The name of a fabulous

creature : see quot
< 1300 A'. Alls. 7094 Thcr he fond addren..And a feolle

worm, Cales.

Calescence [ULaratei . [f. Calescent a. on

L. tyiK' *calescititia : see -ence.] Increasing

warmth or heat. 1846 Worcester cites Boase.

Calescent (kale-sent , a. rare. [ad. L. tuBl-

ccnt-em, pr. pple. of calescfre to grow warm, incho-

ative from calere to be warm.] Crowing warm,

glowing with heat.

1804 He DDESEOllD H'cccani. Chattel 162 The calescent

sanguine flood By vile vulgarity called Blood.

Calesh, obs. form of Calash.
Caletite, var. of Callkt, Obs.

Calewe, obs. form of Callow.

t Ca'lewey. Ott. ''arc. Also oaylewey. kay-

lewoy, oalawey, calwey. [a. OF. caillouct, tail-

toe/, in Cotgr. Cailtottel, f. Caillou.x in liurgundy

:

see Skcat A'o/es to /'. PI. 376.] A kind of pear.

1377 I.ANGL. P. PI. B. XVI. 69 Contenence is nerre be croppe

as caftejwey bastardc. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7045 With deynte

llawnes, brode and flat, Willi calewcis, or with pullaylc

t Fr. ta poire du caittouel k

Calf 1 kal . Forms: 1 oealf, eelf, caolf, 2

Kentish ohalf. 3 keif, 3 -j kalf, 3- calf, (5 calfto),

6 oaulf, Kentish ohawlfe, S calve ; (Sc. 6-9

eawf, 9 oauf ). PI. calves : 1 oealfru, calfru,

calfur, cealfaa, 4 calveren, calvys, 4-5 calflu,

7 calfes, 4- calves. (The genit. sing., esp. in

comb., was frequently calves.) [Common Teut. :

OWS. cealf\fi. cealfrti), OMercian eml/(jk calfeiu,

calfur), ONorthumbrian cielf, Cftfi correspond to

OS. mviUVu.catf(Vu.kalf , OHO. chalb MHG.
kalp, kalb-, mod.G. kalb) :-OTeut. *katbo;, -iz

neut. In later WS. the word was often masc. (pi.

cealjas) - ON. kalfr ; in Goth, only the fem. katbd

(Sa>a\ts) - OlIG. < halba, mod.G. kalbe female

calf, is recorded.]

1. The young of any bovine animal, esp. of the

domestic cow. 'Calf is applied to all young

cattle until they attain one year old, when they are

year-olds oryearlings' (Stephens Bk. Farm 1. 179).

I In calf, with calf (said of the cow; : pregnant.

Golden calf : the idol set up by Aaron, and the

similar images set up by Jeroboam ; sometimes

proverbially with reference to the ' worship ' of

wealth. ' The calves of our lips'" (a doubtful

transl. of a difficult Heb. passage, in Hos. xiv. 2

where the I.XX and Test-nilo have ' fruit ') is occas.

quoted in the sense of ' an offering of praise '.



CALF. CALIBOGUS.

a 800 Corpus C,l. 2144 (0. E. T.) Vilnius, Cffilf ; s'itula,

cuoelf. C 1000 iKLFRlc A'.r«<". xxxii. 4 pa nam he bajt gold

and get an cealf and his cwedon Israhel bis ys bin Clod.

, 1000 W^-y. Gosp. Luke xv. 27 pin ueder of-sloh an fset celf

\c 1160 //'«

/

ton G. chalfj. ,1 122s W«f>-. ^.138 Hit regibbeo

anon, ase uet keif and idel. c 1230 llali Meid. 37 Hire

calf sukeS. ('1250 Cm. A> Ex. 1013 Kalues fleis, and flures

bred, a 1300 ( »«w M. 6503 pair gold in tresur gadrid bai

samen A goldin calf bar-of j>ai blu. a 1340 Hampole I'Salter

xxi[ij. 11 Many calfis has vmgifen me; fat bulles me has

vmseged. c 1371 Wyclif Berg. Friers (16081 12 Priests .

.

wenten to calveren of gold. 1382 — Hosea xiv. 2 We
shuln 3eelde the calues of our lippis [ = Vulg. vitulos, LXX

Kdpfrop}. 1 1400 Maundev. ix. 105 Calveren of gold. 1483

Cath. A ugl. 51 With Calfe,/rf0H«. 1534MS-A« •S''- JM"'*
Mji/. Canterb., Off y" cat' of cristchurch for a chawlfe,

iij.c. iirj<«". 1539 Taverner Erasm. Pros'. (1552) 10 He that

hath borne a calfe, shall also beare a bull. 1562 J. Hlivwoon

Pros'. A> Epigr. 11867) 48 As wise as Waltam's calfe. 1607

Topsei.l Four-/. Beasts 89 A tail almost as long as a calves.

1629 J. Cole Of Death 105 Before we can offer unto God
withagood conscience, the calves of our lips. 1671 Milton
P. R. nr. 416 They . . fell off From God to worship Calves.

1727 Swift Modest Prop. Wks. 1755 II. 11. 66 Their mears

in foal, their cows in calf. 1861'l'H. Martin Horace*s Odes

11. v. 80 Your heifer bounding in play With the young calves.

b. To slip {east) the calf : to suffer abortion

;

said of the cow, also (humorously) ofwomen (fibs.)

1664 Pepys Diary 19 Sept., Fraizer is so great with . . all

the ladies at court, in helping to slip their calfes when there

is occasion. 1842-71 Stephens 8k. 0/Farm I. 178 A cow
that suffers abortion slips her calf.

c. trans/. Applied to human beings : A stupid

fellow, a dolt ; sometimes a meek inoffensive

person. Also as a term of endearment. Essex

calf : a nickname for a native of that county.

a 1553 Udall Royster D. n. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley III .94
You great calf, ye should have more wit, so ye should. 161

1

Shaks. Wint. T. I. ii. 126 How now (you wanton Calfe) Art

thou my Calfe? 1627 Drayton Nymphid. (163D 171 Some
silly doting brainless calfe. 1711 Stef.i.k Spect. No. 113 r 3,

I cried, like a Captivated Calf as I was. 1719 D'Urfky
Pitts IV. 43 It prov'd an Essex Calf. 1865 Punch 20 Apr.,

An Essex calf of the first magnitude.

2. ellipt. Leather made from the hide or skin of

a calf. (More fully calf-leather ; see 7.)

1727 Swift Furth. Ace. K. Citrll Wks. 1755 III. I. 156 As

to the report of my poor husband's stealing o'calf, it is really

groundless, for he always binds in sheep. 1879 Print.

Trades Jrnl. xxvm. 9 The material used is Calf. 1879 in

Cassell's Techn. Ednc. IV. 88 Calf is . . prepared by the

process called by tanners ' tawing '.

3. The young of other animals ; as of deer, the

elephant, the whale.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xxx. (14951 793 The
hynde etyth of the herbe Dragancia to be delyuerde of her

calffe the more eesely. i486 Bk. St. Albans E j b, \'e shall

hym [a hart] a Calfe . call at the fyrst yere. 1597 Return

jr. Parnass. n. n. v. 887 Your Hart is the first yeare a Calfe,

the second yeare a Brochet. 172s Dudley in Phil. Trans.

XXXIII. 260 The Calf, or young Whale, has been found

perfectly form'd in the Cow, when not above seventeen

Inches long, i860 Tennf.nt Ceylon II. 397 An elephant,

which had been captured by Mr. Cripps, dropped a female

calf. 1875 ' Stonehf.nge' Brit. Sports 1. XI. xi. §2. 155 The
hounds also by their tongues indicate, .the presence, if any,

of a calf with the hind. 1884 Jefferifs Red Deer iv. 63

The young of the. .tall red deer are called calves.

4. Sea-calf, a popular name of the Seal, esp.

Calocefhalus vitulinus (or Phoca vitnlina).

c 1613 Chapman Odyss. rv, (R.) In sholes the sea calues

came, a 1711 Ken Hymnar. Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 182 The
Calves Marine, who on firm Ground Are wont to take a

Sleep profound. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 161/2 The vulgar

name is sea-calf, and on that account the male is called the

bull, and the female the cow. 1853 Kane Grinncll Exp.

xxvii. 221 Some overgrown Greenland calves . . Very strange

are these seal.
•

5. transf. a. A small island lying close to a

larger one. [ON. kiilfr ; known in Eng. only in

'The Calf of Man'.]
1833 J. Gorton Topogr. Diet. I. 347 Calf of Man . . An

island, situated off the south-west extremity of the Isle of

Man. i860 H. Marrvat Jutland I. vii. 91 The early North-

men often named these small islands calves. 18. . Backwell
Isle Man Guide 60 Beyond . . lies the Calf of Man . . The
Calf, .contains about 600 superficial acres of land.

6. An iceberg detached from a coast glacier ; a

fragment of ice detached from an iceberg or floe.

1818 Edin. Rev. XXX. 18 The fragments of ice, which the

seamen term calves. 1833 Kane Griunell Exp. xlii. (1856)

395 The interposition of floating fragments or calves. Ibid.

xliii. 401 Calves . . fragments of tables . . which haye been

forced down by pressure, and afterward . . have been liberated

again from the floe and find their way upward wherever an

opening permits.

7. Comb. a. Obvious and general, as calf-brains,

-flesh, -guts, -head, -house, -leather, -pen, -whale,

-worship; calf-like adj. and adv. (For parts of

the animal the genit. calf's, calves', is now usual.)

?ti6oo Distracted Emp. 1. i. in O. PI. (1884) III. 181 You
love the cubboarde Wherein your *calves brayns are lockt

up for breakfast, a 1300 CursorM. 2714 He.
.
bam fedd wit

•calf flesse [Trm. MS. calues flesshe]. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 661 Caro uituliua, calfTlesche. 1611 Shaks. Cymb.
11. iii. 34 It is a voyce in her eares which. .*Calues-guts, nor

. the voyce of vnpaued Eunuch to boot, can neuer amend.
1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 87 To dress a
•Calf's Head Surprise. 1813 Moore Post Bag iii. 34 The
dish.. Was, what old Mother Glasse calls, 'a calf's-head

surprised ' ! 1823 — Fab., Holy Alliance 11. 91 A Duke, of
birth sublime . . (Some calf-head, ugly from all time). 1807
Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 472 *Calves-house, 22 feet

by 16, with their pens. 1879 in Cassell's Techn. Ednc. IV.

416/2 The calf-house . . should be a roomy, well-ventilated

building. 1726 Amherst Terra' Fit. xxxviii. 200 Dress'd in

a suit of *calve's-leather cloaths. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 179
"Calfe-like, they my lowing follow'd. 1856 Farmer s Mag.
Jan. 86 Have the calf-pens opening into the cowshed for

convenience of suckling. 1829 Marrvat F. Mildmay xiii,

I was going to swim to the *calf whale._ 1650 Fuller
Pisgah v. v. 152 "Calfe-worship. .continued in the kingdome
of Israel, i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 82 He IJeroboam] would
have calf-worship to be the only worship of God.

b. Special combinations : calf-bed, a cow's

matrix {dial.) ; also (humorous) parturition 'of a

cow), cf. child-bed ; calf-bound a. (Bookbinding),

bound in calf (cf. 2) ; calf-country, calf-ground

(Sc.), the place of one's birth or early life
; f oalf-

haulm(see quot.)
;
calf-kill, a heath plant (/Calmia

latifolia) injurious to cattle eating it ; cf. ' lambkill

'

= K. anguslifolia ;
calf-knee, popular name for

the malformation called genu valgum, or knock-

knee ; calf-land = calf-country ; calf-lea (Sc.),

' infield ground, one year under natural grass
'

(Jamieson; ; calf-lick {dial.), a tuft of hair on the

forehead which will not lie smoothly and evenly ; a

cowlick, a ' feather
' ; f calf-lolly (? nonce-wd.), a

stupid calf; calf-love, romantic attachment or

affection between a boy and a girl ; calf-lymph,

vaccine lymph obtained direct from the animal

;

calf 's-teeth s/>. pi., milk teeth ; calf-time, the

period of youth ; calf-trundle {dial. ),
' the entrails

of a calf
; fig. applied to the ruffle of a shirt, or

flounces of a gown ' (Halliwell) ; calf-ward (Sc.),

a small field or enclosure for calves. Also Calf's-

foot, Calf-skin, Calves'-rnout.
1822 SouTHRY Lett. 11856) III. 305 Your uncle Tom has

lost a cow, in "calf-lied. 1831 Elackw. Mag. Sept. 561 That,

I believe, is his •calf-country. 1884 lllust. Louit. News ?i

June 606/2 We'll go and take a look at my *calf-ground.

1741 Compl. Earn. -Piece ill. 486 A Cow that strains in Calv-

ing, when their •Calf-haulm, Udder, or Bag, will come down
and swell as much as a blown Bladder. 1765 Dickson
Agric. xiii. 109 When it is only two or three years old, it is

called, in some parts of the country, calf-lea. 1708 MoTTKUX
Rabelais lv. lxvii, I was. .a *Calf-lolly, a Doddipole. 1823

Galt Entail I. xxxii. 284, I made a "calf-love marriage.

1863 Mrs. Gaskei.i. Sylvia's L. II. 104 It's a girl's fancy

—

Just a kind o' calf-love— let it go by. 1884 Christian World

5 June 417/4 Any doctor can procure "calf-lymph for his

patients. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 173/2 A •Calf Ride

lis] a place made of Boughs . . in which the Calf is kept

whilst he is sucking. 1599 Porter A ngry Worn. Abiugd.

11841) 88 Ere your 'calues teeth were out. you thought it

long. 182a Scott Nigel ix, Where have you been spending

your "calf-time ? 1785 Burns Dr. Hornbook xxiii, His braw
•calf-ward whare gowans grew.

Calf - (kaf . Also 4 caalf, 5-7 calfe, 7 calue.

[app. a. ON. kdlfi of unknown origin ;
adoption

from Gael, calpa leg, calf of the leg, has been

conjectured.]

1. The fleshy hinder part of the shank of the leg,

formed by the bellies of muscles which move the

foot.

c 1325 Gloss. W. de Biblesso. in Wright Voc. 148 Lajambe,
the caalf. <- 1386 Chaucer C. T. Prol. 592, fful longe were
his legges and fill lene ylyk a staf ther was no calf ysene.

(1440 Promp. Pars'. 58 Calfe of a legge, sura. ^1450
Voc. in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 678 Hie tmtsculus, the calfe of the

lege. 1541 R. Copland Gnydon's Quest. Chirnrg., The
calfe ouer the leg mouyng the fote and ancle. 1588 Shaks.

L. L. L. v. ii. 645 His legge is too big for Hector. More
Calfe certaine. 1794-6 E.Darwin ZoOH. (1801) T. 58 The
contraction of the calf of the leg in the cramp. 1848 Thack-
eray Van. Fair xxxvii, A handsome person and calves,

b. transf. The corresponding part of a stocking.

a 1659 Cleveland Pet. Poem 55 My Stocking-calves. .Are
paradiz'd as naked as my Nock. 1777 Sheridan Trip

Scarb. 1. ii, The calves of these stockings are thickened a

little too much.
2. Applied to the corresponding part of the arm

containing the belly of the triceps muscle.

i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. (1887) 33 The triceps . . fur-

nishes the calfof the upper arm.

Calf(e, obs. form of Calve v.

fCalfam, sb. Obs. rare- 1
. ?= Caliph.

1550 Bale Apol. 119 In thys poynte here hath he shewed
hymselfe a very wyse calfam.

Calfate, calfet : see Calfret v.

Calfhood (ka'f|hnd). Calf state or stage.

1880 G. Allen Evolut., In Summer Fields, Cows hate

dogs instinctively, from their earliest calfhood upward.

t Ca'lfin, sb. Obs. Sc. Also calling, colfln.

[Jamieson suggested connexion with F. calfater

Calfret.] The wadding or other stopping of a

gun.
1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Antobiog. xii. App. (1848) 587

Such other calfine as was at hand. 1722 in Wodrow Suffer-

ings Ch. Scot. II. App. 8 The burning Calling was left on

his Gown. 1736 'Trial Capt. Porteous 21 (Jam.) He was so

near as to seethe colfin flee out of the pannel's gun.

t Ca'lfin, v. Obs. Sc. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
wad (a fire-arm).

1793 Piper o' Peebles 10 (Jam.) It's no been fir'd, I find it

fu', Weel calfin'd wi' a clout o' green.

Calfish (ka fij), a. [f. CalfI + -ish'.] Akin

to or resembling a calf
; fig. raw, untrained.

1765 Law Behmen's Myst. Magnum xxv. (1772) 115 Cal-

fish understandings.

CalflesS (ka-fles), a.1 Having no calf (sb.i).

1388 Wyclif yob xxi. 10 The cow caluyde, and is not
pi iued of hir calf U>. r. maad calllees]. a 1528 [see next].

Ca'lfless, a.2 Also calve-, [f. Calf ^ +
-less.] Of the leg: Destitute of calf; thin, lean.

a 1528 Skelton Poem agst. Garnesche 30 Your longe lothy
legges . . as a kowe calfles. 1822 W. Irving Braceb. Halt
(1845) 269 Long, lean, callless legs, i860 Smiles SelfHelp
x. 256 Calveless legs and limp bodies.

Calfling (ka flirj". In 6 calueling. [f. Calf 1

+ -lino.] A little calf.

1598 Yong Montcmnyor's Diana 79 Licking their yong
and tender, caluelings.

+ Ca'lfret, v. Obs. Also calfate, calfet, cal-

futer. [ad. F. calfretc-r (Cotgr.), calfater, cal-

fcutrer to caulk (a ship). The word occurs also

as It. calafatare, Sp. calafatear, -fetcar; usually

believed to be f. Arab, t—»U qalafa, in 2nd con-

jugation qallafa to caulk a ship with palm-tree

fibre, etc. ; cf. med.Gr. na\a<paTJ)s caulker. The
Fr. form calfeutrer is conjectured to have been in-

fluenced by feutre felt.] trans. To stop up (with

oakum) the seams of (a ship) ; to caulk.

a 1600 Hume in Sibbald Chrou. Scot. Poetry 1 1802) III. 381

Jam. 1 Weill calfuterd [printed calsutered] bots. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 482 They .. therewith Iviz. with reed-.]

calfret or calkc the ioints of their ships. 1648 Hexham
Dutch Diet. (1660) Kleuteren . . to give Knocks or Blowes,

or to Calfate. 1653 Urqi hart Rabelais 11. xiii, The Plaintiff

truly bad just cause to calfet. -the gallion.

Calf 's-foot, calves-foot. Also 5 calvys

fote, C> calfes foote.

1. lit. The foot of a calf
;
hence, calves-foot jelly.

1620 Venner Via Recta iii. 70 The vse of them (especially

of Calues feete) is very profitable in consumptions. 1775
Nourse in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 438, I now allowed him
chicken broth . . calves-feet jelly. 1785 W. Scott in Med.
Commuu. II. 85, 1 procured some calf's foot jelly. 1879

Sala in Daily 'Tel. 28 June, What purported to be mock-
turtle soup.. with pieces of calves-foot or cow-heel in it.

2. Herb. The Cuckoo-pint or Wake-robin (Arum
maculalum) : see Arum. [So Fr. picd-de-veau.}

1450 Voc. in Wr.-WiUcker 588 Jarus, Cokkupyntel el

Calvysfote. 1578 Lyte Dodoeus III. vii. 322 Calfes foote or

Cockowpynt. 1607 Topsfll Fourf. Beasts 30 The heard
Arum, called in English Wake-Robbin or Calves-foot.

Calf-skin. Also calf's-, calves-, calve-. The
skin or hide of a calf ; a superior kind of leather

made from this, and used in bookbinding, shoe-

making, etc. More rarely= vellum.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iii. 18 Hee that goes in the

calues-skin, that was kil'd for the Prodigall. 1595 — John
in. i. 129 Hang a Calues skin on those recreant linibes !

1604 in Shaks. C. Praise 60 Master Bursebell the calves-

skin scrivener. 1704 Swift T. Tub v. 75 Copies, well-

bound in calf-skin. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 74,

090 calve-skins [exported in 1 yr. from Petersburg]. 1870

Emerson Soc. <y Solit., Courage 207 Cowardice shuts the

eyes till the sky is not larger than a calf-skin,

f b. A purse, etc., made of calf-skin. Obs.

1618 Dekker Osvles Alman., This puts . . coyne into the

Painters calueskinne.

t C. attrib.

1606 Wily Beguiled Prol. (N.) His calfs-skin jests from

hence are clear exil'd. 1785 Grose Class. Did. Vlilg.

Tongue Calf-skin fiddle, a drum.

Calf's snout : see Calves'-snout.

Calfuter: see Calfret.

tCa'lgarth, cale-garth. [f. cal(e, Kale +
Garth.] A cabbage garden, a kale yard.

14. . Hart. MS. 1587 in Promp. Pars'. 58 Cauletum, cawle-

garthe. 1483 Cath. Angl. 51 A Cale garth, orlns, etc.; vbi,

a gardynge. 1575 Richmond Wills (1853! 255, j old cal-

garth spade and j haye spayde.

Cali-, a non-etymological spelling of calli- in

words formed from Gr. /caAA-os beauty ;
confused

with calo- from Gr. koXu-% beautiful. See Calli-.

Cali- : see also Cale-.

t Caliatour, caleatour. In CaliaiourCs) wood.

a dye-wood from the Coromandel coast, identified

by some with red sandal-wood.

1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2269/2 Of Caleatours Wood.

Caliawndyre, var. of Coliander, Obs.

Caliban (karlibaaO. [App. a variant of Can-

nibal, or perh. actually a form of Carib. It does

not appear, however, where Shakspere found the

form.] The name of a character in Shakspere's

Tempest, ' a saluage and deformed slaue ' (Dram.

Persona) ; thence applied to a man of degraded

bestial nature. Hence Ca'libani sm.
[1610 Shaks. Temp. I. ii. 308 Wee'll visit Caliban, my

slaue, who neuer Y'eelds vs kinde answere.] 1678 Butler

Hud. III. 1. 282, I found th' Infernal Cunning-man, and th'

Vnder-witch, his Caliban, With Scourges . .
arm'd. 1876

Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. iv. xxix, Grandcourt held that the

Jamaican negro was a beastly sort of baptist Caliban. 1859

Sala Tit: round Clock (1861) 69 Where is the Dutch pug?
Where is that Narcissus of canine Calibanism?

Calibash, obs. form of Calabash, Calipash.

Caliber, obs. form of Calaber.

Calibogus (ka?lib<Jn'gas). V. S. Also calli-.

[Scheie de Vere suggests that the -bogus is from

Bagasse : cf. Bogus
'2
.] A mixture of mm and

spruce-beer.

1785 Grose Diet. Vutg. Tongue, Calibogus, rum and spruce

beer, American beverage. 1861 L. de Boilieu Recoil.
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Labrador Life 162 Callibogus, a mixture of Rum and

Spruce-beer, more of the former and less of the latter.

Calibrate flae-likrW), v. [f. Calibre t-ai

cf. F. calibnr.] trans. To determine the calibre

of
;
spec to try the bore of a thermometer tube or

similar instrument, so as to allow in graduating it

for any irregularities : to graduate a gauge of any

kind with allowance for its irregularities.

1864 in Webster. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chrm. 27 The
[thermometerl tube must be calibrated, i.e. the irregularities

in the bore must 1* determined and allowed for. 1870

Tvndall Heat x. App. 330, I give here the methed of cali-

brating the galvanometer. 1881 Tait in Nature XX V. 128

The external gauge was accurately calibrated.

Calibration kadibr,"!jan). [f. prec. + -ATION.J

The action or process of calibrating.

1871 H. Stewart Heat i 20 The relative diameter of the

bore . . having now been determined by Calibration.

Calibre, caliber (karlibai : occas. kal/'-br",
|

sl>. Also 6-8 caliver, 8 calabar, calliber, -bre,

caliper, ealabre. [a. F. calibre (qualibre in Cotgr.

1611) = It. calibro, Sp. calibre (OSp. also calibo,

Diez) of uncertain origin ; the Arab. tj<ili/>

' mould for casting metal ', or some cognate deri-

vative of tjalaba to turn, has been suggested as the

source. See Calliper.
(Mahn conjectured as source L. qui) lilirA ofwhat weight I)

Calibre and Calliper's are apparently originally the same

word. Several 16th c. writers assign the same origin to

Caliver, the name of a species of harquebus, as if this

were derived from arquebnse tie calibre, or some similar

name. Litlrc has 'denize canons de calibre d'empereur

(12 cannons of emperor's calibre) pour la batterie ' of 16th c.

The frequent use of caliver'm the sense of calibre, in the

16th and 17th c, appears to favour this.)

1. f a. The diameter of a bullet, cannon-ball, or

other projectile. Obs. b. Hence, The internal dia-

meter or ' bore' of a gun.

lAs the ' calibre ' of a piece of ordnance determines the

weight of the projectile it can throw, phrases like ' guns

of heavy calibre ' often occur in popular use. 1

1588 E. York Ord. Marshall. City London in Stmts
Suit. (17541 II. v. xxxi. 570/1 We had our particular Calibre

of Harquebuze . . The Prynces . . caused seven thousand

Harquebuzes to be made, all of one Calibre. 1591 Sir J.

Smvthe Instruct. Militarie 189, 1 would that all their bul-

lettes should be of one Caliver. a 1595 — Animatlr. Capt.

Benoick in Grose Mil. Antic. 118011 207 A harquebuze and

a currier, both . . of one caliver heighthe of bullet. 1678

Phillips, Caliber, in Gunnery the heighth of the bore in

any peice of Ordnance. 1708 Kersey, Caliver or Caliper,

the Bigness, or rather the Diameter of a piece of Ordnance,

or any other Fire-arms at the Bore or Mouth. 1746 Hep.

Cond. Sir J. Cope 99 All the Cannon was of the same

Caliber, being 1} Pounders. 1717 51 Chambers Cycl. s. v.,

The caliber is the rule by which all the parts ofa cannon, or

mortar, as well as of its carriage, are proportioned. 1778 Phil.

Trans. LXVIII. 65 The bore . . was nearly 20J calibers long.

1803 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Disp. II. 327 We ., have

taken about 60 pieces of cannon . . of the largest calibres.

b. trans/. The diameter of any body of circular

section; csp. the internal diameter of a tube or

hollow cylinder ; in Phys. chiefly of an artery.

1727 51 Chambers Cycl., Calilter or Caliper, in a general

sense, notes the extent of any round thing inthickness, or

diameter. In which sense we say, a column is of the same
caliber as another, when they are both of the same diameter.

1744 Keid Inquiry vi. f 19 '1 he caliber of these empty tubes.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. L 77/2 If we brace the arteries . . we
shall find their calibres everywhere diminished.

2. fig. + a. Degree of social standing or im-

portance, quality, rank. [The earliest cited sense ;

prob. from Fr.] Obs. b. Degree of personal capa-

city or ability ;
' weight ' of character ; |

often with

conscious reference to 1). In wider sense: Qua-

lity, ' stamp', degree of merit or importance.

1567 Fenton Trag. Disc. 164 The forfeiture of the honor

of a ladye of equal! calibre [elsavlierc spelt ealabre] and

callinge to mee. a 1649 Drumm. ov Hawth. Skiamachia
Wks. (1711) 199 Sir Henry Vane, or others of such calibre

I

1791 MB App. Whigs Wks. VI. 108 Declamations of

this kind coming from men of their Calibre . . were highly

mischievous. 1808 Scott in Lockhart i. (1842I 0/1 lTie

calibre of this young man's understanding. 1826 J. Gil-

christ Lecture 55 We know the Doctor's caliber well enough.

1857 ffntmTT 'Tom Brolttn Pref., Playing against an eleven of

their own calibre, i860 Mill Repr. Govt. 118651 57/2 Major-

ities would be compelled to look out for members of a

much higher calibre. 1870 Disraeli Lothair xxviii. 125

The host, with the Duke of Brecon on his right and Lothair

on his left, and 'swells' of calibre in their vicinity.

3. pi. calibers.^ Callipers.

4. attrib. and in comb., as in calibre-rule, -scale

(see quots.) ; calibre-compasses, -square : see

Calliper.
1729 Shelvocke Artillery 1. 1 The Calibre Scale, an In.

strument or Ruler .. to determine the Weights of all Iron

Bullets by their Diameters. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp s.v.,

Caliber-rule is an instrument, wherein a right line is so di-

vided, as that the first part being equal to the diameter of

an iron or leaden ball of one pound weight, the other paits

are to the first, as the diameters of balls of two, three, four,

etc., pounds, are to the diameter of a ball of one pound.

The caliber is used by engineers, from the weight of the

ball given, to determine its diameter,or calilier ; or vice versa.

t Calibre, -ber kse'libaj), v. Obs. [f. prec.

Cf. F.ealibrer.] trans. To determine the calibre of

;

to measure with callipers. I lence CaTibered, -bred

ppl. a. 1731 in Bailev, vol. II. 1775 in Ash.

Calibred, a. [f. Calibre sb. + -ed.] Of or

having calibre : chiefly in camp,
1887 Standard 7 Nov. 5/7 The smaller calibred weapon.

Caliburn, -burno (kse'libiXm, kajlibriin^.

Also Calab-, caleb-. The name of King Arthur's

sword. See Excalibur.
1 197 R. Glouc 174 Mid is suerd he was igurd . Cali.

bourne it was icluped. Ibid. 208 Calebourne is gode suerd.

la 1400 Morte Arth. (1847) 353 The kyng with Calaburne
knyghtly hym strykes. 1799 S. Turner Anglo-Sax. (18301

I. 111. iii. 175 A sword, fancied to have been his caliburno.

1813 Scott Trienn. 1. xv, On Caliburn's resistless brand.

Calicate, incorrect spelling of Calycate.

Calic(e, early form of Chalice.

Caliciform karlisiijftan^ a. Also (crron.)

calyciform. [ad. mod.L. caliciformis, f. L. calic-

em (calix) cup + -(i)porm : cf. F. calictforme.]

In the form of a cup ;
cup-shaped.

1849 s»Todd Cycl. Anal. IV. 11 22/1 A caliciform papilla.

Calicinated kali sin^t«l>, ///. a. [app. ir-

regularly f. L. calix cup.] Made cup-shaped.

1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (18631 1. 11. vi. 460 The beau-

tifulcalicinated fibula.

Calicle kse lik'l). Biol. Also (erron. ) calycle.

[ad. L. caliculus, dim. of calix cup.] (See quot.)

1848 Dana Zooph. ii. 16 note, Calicle. .is used for the pro-

minences which contain the cells in many corals. Ibid. iii.

20 Every calicle is the site of a polyp-flower. 1874 A. Wil-
son in at II 'ords. 703 A row of little cup-like bodies .

.

known as * hydrothecae ' or 4 calycles ',

Calico (kx liko). Forms : a. 6 (Caljecot,

callicutt, 6-7 calecut, 6-8 calli-, calicut, 7 cali-

cute, 7-8callicot. 0. 6 kalyko,calyco,calocowe,

callaga, -ca), 6-8 callico(e, 7-8 calicoe, 7-

calico. [In i6-i7th c. also calicut, from the

name of the Indian city (sense 1), called in

Malayalam Kvlikbdu, in Arabic Qatiqut, med.L.

(Conti) Coltiaithia, Pg. Qualecut (V. de Gama),
Calecut (Camoens). It is not clear how the form

calico, occurring in 1540 as i-alyio, arose; it may
have been merely an English corruption ; the F.

calicol has been suggested as the intermediate

form, but the age of this is uncertain.]

1. The name of a city on the coast of Malabar ;

in the 16th c. the chief port, next to Goa, of

intercourse between India and Europe; used atlrib.

in Calicut-cloth, Calico-cloth : see next.

a. lc 1505 Dunbar Warldis Instabilities It micht have

cuming in schortar quhyll Fra Cahecot and the new-fund

Vle.l 1 54 1 1July! Lett. Credence of T. Bcllendenfr. Jos. V
to Hen. Will, IX peces of Callicutt claith pertenyng to

ane William Blaky in Leith. 1589 Hakluyt Voy. (1886)

I. 3 Of silke and finnen wouen together, resembling some-

thing Callicut cloth. — Voy.(\y#) U. 1. Kp. Dcd., Lapped
vp almost an hundred fold in fine calicut-cloth.

0. 1540 /..»;.. W<7/Ki86o)IL 151 Asurplyse and an elnc

kalyko cloth. (1547 Boorde Introd. Emm]. 142 The newe
foundeland named Calyco.) 1549 Will.L.af Rhes (Somer-

set Ho.> Calocowe clothe. 1605 E. Scot in Middleton's Voy.

lHakl. Soc.) App. iii. 165 (Y.) They [the Javanese) weare a

kinde of Callico-cloth.

2. 1 lence : a. trig. A general name for cotton cloth

of all kinds imported from the East (see quot.

1753); 'an Indian stuff made of cotton, sometimes

stained with gay and beautiful colours' J.) ;
sub-

sequently, also, various cotton fabrics of European

manufacture (sometimes also with linen warp),

b. Now, in England, applied chiefly to plain white

unprinted cotton cloth, bleached or unbleached

(called in Scotland and U.S. cotton). 0. in U.S.

to printed cotton cloth, coarser than muslin.

o. 1612 61 Heylin Cosmogr. ill. (1682) 205 A Smock

of Calicutc, a kind of linnen cloth here made, and from

hence so called. 1678 Tavernicrs Voy. Kingd. Tonqmn
xiii. 43 Blue Calicuts. Ibid., Rrlat. Japon 58 Chiles or

painted Calicuts which they call calmendar. 1688 R.

IIUUIl jll HWI) III 349/1 Dowlas, Scotch Cloth, Callicot.

1758 Ellis in I'hil. Trans. I.. 4 53 Callicutsare painted with

the juice of this shrub. 1789C0XE Trav. Sjvitz. I. 30 Their

manufactures arc coarse callicots and muslins.

$. 1578 Invent, in Drapers' Diet. 42, iiij yards of Cal-

laga, 6s. 4rf. xij yards of Callaca, IM «59» Webbe Trat:
(Arb.) 31 Fine Lawne or Callico thrust down my throate.

>6i6 Trav. Eng. Pilgr. in llarl. Misc. (Malh.l III. 326 A
camel, laden with callicoes. 1665 G. Havers P. delta

Valle's Trav. E. Ind. 31 A very great Trade of fine Cotton

Cloth or Callico. 1666 Pei ys Diary 24 Sept., Flags, which

I had bought for the Navy, of Calico. 1714 fr, Bk. Rates

230 The Arrest . . forbidding the Sale or Consumption of

painted Callicoes from the East-Indies, or such as arc printed

or painted at Home. 1719 J. Roberts Spinster 347 A taw-

dry, pie-spotted, flabby, ragged, low-priced thing, called

Callicoe. .made, .by a parcelof Heathens and Pagans, that

worship the Devil, and work for a halfpenny a day. 1740

Johnson Drake Wks. IV. 452 Dressed in white cotton or

calicoe. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., Callicoes are

of divers kinds, plain, printed, painted, slain'd, dyed, chints,

muslins, and the like. 1774 Act 14 Geo. Ill, iii, Instead of

the Word Callico, which stands for foreign Callicoes, ea. h

piece may lie marked with the words British Manuf.ului.'.

i860 VV'arter Sea Board H Dsnvu II. 22 The wind soundtd

like the tearing of calico. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 579 It

was easy for needy adventurers to buy printed calicoes. —
II. 565 Hung with black lustreless calico.

0. 1841-44 Emerson Ess. PrudtnC* Wks. (Bonn; I. 09

Calicoes (cannot) go out of fashion . . in the few swift mo-

ments, .the Yankee suffers, them to remain in his possession.

1 1863 Life in SmUA II. 293 Cotton-prints . . called ' calicoes

in America, for dresses. 1871 Bret Harte Prose t, P. I.

40 The furniture was extemporized from parking cases, .and

covered with gay calico.

3. simple atlrib. (or atlj.) Of calico (cf. sense l\
Calico ball, a ball where the ladies wear only

cotton dresses.

1612 Kates (ScotU 294 (Y.i Calico copboord claiths, the

piece . . xlf. 1641 Evelyn Mew. (18571 1- 24 The men, wear-

ing a large calico mantle yellow coloured. 1796 Campaigns,

1793-4 I. 11. ii. 101 Callicoe sheets keep us decently warm.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. xviii. 141 Flaunting in a

calico shirt and a pair of silk stockings from Moorshedabad.

4. Comb., as calico-glazcr, -making, -smoother,

-trade, -weaving; calico - diaper (see quot.);

(calico-lawn, ?a fine^qiTauty of calico, lawn of

calico or cotton ;
calico-printer, one whose trade

is calico-printing; calico-printing, the art or

trade of producing a pattern on calico by printing

in colours, in mordants which produce colours on

being dyed, or by other process.

1696 J. F. Merchant's Ivare/to. 12 *Callico - Diaper.

.

called so by reason it is made of Cotton, as the Callicoes

are, and is wrought into little figures. 17*3 Lond. Gat.

No. 6196/7 Matnew Bacon . . *Callico-Glazer. 1809 A.

Stewart in Lockhart Scott (18391 III. 180 Breaking into

the workshop of Peter More, calico-glazer, F^dinburgh.

? 159a Descr. CarraekMadre de Dies (Y. ) The calicos were
book-calicos,*calico launes, broad white calicos, fine starched

calicos, coarse white calicos, browne coarse calicos. 1663
Loud. Gat. No. 1791/4 Two striped Muslins or Callico

Lawnes. 1859 Smiles Self-Help 36 Robert Peel . . began
the domestic trade of *calico-making. 1706 Lond. Gaz.

No. 4264/4 William Shirwin. ."Callico-Printer. 1854 Mrs.
Gaskell North <y .V. xix. One of the half-dozen calico-

printers of the time. 1753 Hanway Trav. (17621 II. 1.

iii. 15 Sugar-baking and callicoe-printing are the great

articles. 1867 A', t, Q. Ser. ill. XI. 186/1 In 1676 Calico

printing, .was invented and practised in London. hj6mGentl.

Mag. 6 We have obstructed them in the Vallico trade.

t Calicrat. Obs. [app. f. Callicrales, name of

a Greek artist celebrated for his minute ivory

carvings of ants and other small animals (Pliny

A^. H. vii. xxi. § 21, ' Callicrates ex ebore formicas

et alia tarn parva fecit animalia ut partes coram a

ceteris cerni non possent ').] An ant.

1496 J.
Burel Passage tf Pitgremer, The Calicrat, that

lytlething, Bot, and the hony Bie.

Calicular (kali ki/Jlar", a. [f. L. calicul-ns,

dim. of calix a cup + -ar.] See also Calycplab.

+ 1. ? Resembling a little cup (?or perh.-CALT-

culab). Obs.

1658 Sir I. Browne Card. Cyrus iii. 124 Contemplating

the calicular shafts [of the teasel) and uncous disposure of

their extremities.

2. Biol. Of or pertaining to a calicle.

1849 Murchison Siluria x. 221 They . produce their

young clusters through this marginal calicular develop-

ment. 187a Nicholson Palseont. 94 Three chief forms of

gemmation . .amongst the compound Zoantharia—viz. basal,

parietal, and calicular.

Hence Cali'oularly adv.

1846 Dana Zooph. iv. f 60 The coralla. .may be described

as calicularly branched.

Caliculate i kali kii?l<rt), a. [f. L. calicul-us

(see prec.) + -ate *.] Having calicles.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 437 Corallum below, short calicu-

late, calicles panform.

Calculated, prec. ; also obs. f. Calyculated.
Cali culato-, combining form of Caliculate,

as in oaliculato-ramose : see quot.

1846 Dana Zooph. iv. § 82 The coralla of these species are

..styled caliculato-ramose (i.e. Each calicle forming a sepa-

rate branch to the corallum : arising from segregate budding).

Calid lorUd), a. arch. [ad. L. calidus warm.]

Warm, tepid ; hot. (in Med.; cf. Calidity).

1509 A. M . Gabelheuer's Bk. Physic 41/2 Applye the same

on the Foreheade. the salve beinge reasonable calide. 1657

Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 141 A thin, calid, and chollerick

humour. «68i Chktham Angler's I'ade m. xxii. | 1 En-

livened by the Suns calid Influence. 1854 Svn. Dobh.i.

Balder xxiii. 98 Summer. Crowned with oak and ash, Her

hot feet slippered in the calid seas.

t Cali'dity. Obs. [ail. mod.L. calidilas, f.

E. calid-us (see prec. s = F. caliditi: see •OT.]

Warmth, heat. (Chiefly tcchn. in Med.)

ija8 Pavneli. Salerne's Regim. Q ij b. This walnut . .
is

hardc of digestion . . by reason of hit calidite. 1599 A. M.
Gabeihouers Bk. Physic 47/2 For caliditye, and itchinge of

the F;yes. 1620 Venner Via Recta 1 1650) 5. 1646 Sir T.

Browne Pseud. Ep. 5 1 The potentiall calidity ofmany w aters.

Calidity, var. of Calliiiity, shrewdness.

Caliduct (kx lidskt). [f. (app. by Wotton) L.

cali dus hot, or cal-or heat + ductus, after Aque-

duct. Cf. F. calidtu (in the Academy's Diet.

1 801 ).] A duct or pipe for the conveyance of

heat by means of steam, hot water, or airf

1651 Reliq. Wotton. 254 Pipes .. transporting heate to

sundry parts of the House from one common Furnace . . I

am ready to baptize them Caliducts as well as they are

termed Venti ducts and Aquae-duels that convey winde and

water. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Ilort. (1729' 228 Since the Sub-

terranean Caliducts have been introduced, .the most tender

. Plants . . did outlive . . those rigorous Seasons. 1753CHAM-

bers Cycl. Supp. s.v., The ancient caliducts. 1803 Draper

lilt. Devel. Europe xvL (1865) 348 Earthen pipes, or cale-

ilucts, imbedded in the walls.

Calif, variant of Caliph.

Calify, var. Calefy v. Obs.
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t Caligate, o,. Obs. [ad. L. callgains 'booted',

f. caHga half-boot, esp. that worn by the Roman
soldiers : see -atk -.] Wearing calign or military

boots
;
esp. in knight caligate.

c 1562 Entertain ni. Temple in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. I.

134 After followed his messenger and Caligate_ Knight.

1562 Leigh Armorie (1597) 40b, These are K nighr.es in

their offices, but not nobles, and are called knights Caligate

ofAnnes, because they were startuppes to the middle legge.

1586 Ferne Bias. Gentrie 106 A caligate knight, that is a

souldior on foote. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Caligate, that

wears stockings, buskings, or harness for the Legs.

t Caliga'tion. Med. Obs. Also 7 call-, [ad. L.

cdlfgdlion-em dimness of the eyes, f. cdlTgare to be
dim or misty.] Dimness or mistiness of sight.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 151 The calligation or dimnesse
of their sight, the hissing of their eares. 1646 Sir T,
Browne Pseud. Ef>. nt. xviii. 153. 1657 Tomlinson Return's

Disp. 195 Such medicaments as cure caligation.

CaliginO'sity. arch. [f. as if ad. L. +calt-

gindsitas, f. cdltgindsus : see Caliginous and -ity;

cf. F. caliginosite.} Dimness of sight.

1657 Tomlinson Return's Disp. 334 [EyeorightJ takes away
caliginosity and cures all pituitous diseases. 1876 Geo.
Eliot Dan. Der. v. xxxvii. 348, 1 prefer a cheerful cali-

ginosity, as Sir Thomas Browne might say.

Caliginous (k&lrdginss). Also 6 calaginous.

[ad. L. cdlfginos-us 'misty', f. caligin-em misti-

ness, obscurity : cf. F, caliginenx.] Misty, dim,

murky; obscure, dark ; alsofig. (Now arch.)

1548 Coinpi. Scot. 38 Al corrupit humiditeis, ande caltginus

fumis. 1578 Banister Hist. Man viii. 98 The Huer maketh
the thicker bloud and that which is calaginous. 1650 tr.

Ca?issin's Angel ofPeace 53 Those men. .precipitate them-
selves into . . caliginous observations. 1790 Cowplr Odyss.
xm. 443 The goddess enter'd deep the cave Caliginous. 1794
Mrs. PiozziSyuon. II. 310 That caliginous atmosphere which
fills London towards the 10th of November. 1849 Lytton
Caxtons ir. xn.'lxi, Her lone little room, full of caliginous

corners and nooks. 1849 'Bait's Mag. XVI. 218.

t Calrginousness. Obs. [£ prec. + -ness.]

Caliginous quality
;
obscurity; dimness of sight.

1620 Venner Via Recta viii. 166 Caliginousnes of the
eyes. 1731 Bailey, vol. II, Cali'ginousness, darkness, full-

ness of obscurity.

II CaligO (katoi'ga). [L.] Dimness of sight.

1801 Med. Jml. V. 139, I . . examined her eye, but could
discover no . .appearance of caligo. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Caligrapher, -meter, etc. : see Calli-.

Cali'gulism. nonce-wd. [f. Caligula, cogno-

men of the third Roman Emperor -f -ism.] A mad
extravagance such as Caligula committed.
1745 Walpole Lett, to Mann {ed. 2) II. 103 (D.) Alas ! it

would be endless to tell you all his Caligulisms.

II
CaligllS (kse-ligi/s). Zool. [mod.L., f. caliga

*shoe\] A genus of pcecilopodous crustacean

parasites, family Caligidm. Hence Caligoid.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 161/1 Caligus .. commonly known

among the fishermen as fish-lice. 1852 Dana Crust, n.

1525 Few Caligoids have been reported from the Torrid zone.

Calimanco, obs. form of Calamanco.

il Calin. [Fr. : a. Pg, calaim, a. Arab. ^tJuj

qalas.i\ the ultimate derivation is disputed. "

See Calay in Yule.] ' The tin of Siam and Ma-
lacca, of which the Chinese make tea-caddies, etc.',

by some said to be an alloy of lead and tin.

1752 Beawes L,ex Mercat. Red. 817 A mixed metal called

Calin. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Calin, the name of a
sort of mixt metal, seeming composed of lead and tin. It

is prepared by the Chinese, and they make several utensils

of it, as tea-canisters, coffee-pots, and the like. 1847 in

Craig ; and in mod. Diets.

t Calino. Obs. rare— 1
. [Perh. suggested by

'calino custure me', the corrupt form of a popular
Irish melody, frequently mentioned c. 1600. (Cf.

Shaks. Hen. V. iv. iv. 4, and editors.) But cf. also

F. calin * a beggarly rogue or lazie vagabond that

counterfeits disease ' (Cotgr.).]

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 24 Amongst our English har-

monious calinos, one is vp with the excellence of the browne
bill, .another playes his prizes in print.

+ Calion. Obs. Also 5 calioun, 5-6 calyon.
[Of uncertain etymology. Cf.obs.F. caillon 'a dot,

clutter, clot, or congealed lumpe of flegme, bloud,

etc.' (Cotgr.), app. f. cailler to coagulate, curdle,

clot (:—L. eoaguldre).'] A flint nodule; a boulder

or pebble ; often collective.

C1459 Merlin xx. 329 His horse.. ran so swyfte that

t? through] the felde that was full of smale caliouns that the
fire sparkeled thikke. 1463 in Bury Wills 37 If. .brykke be
not sufficient to endure, lete it be maad with calyoun and
moorter. 1499 Promp. Parv. 58/2 Calyon, rounde stone,
rudus. 1555 Fardle Facions 1. vi. 101 Criekes . . whose
entringes thenhabitauntes vse to stoppe vp with great heapes
of calion and stones.

Calipash (kse-lipsej"
1

). Forms : 7 calapatch,
8 calibash, callepash, 8- calipash, callipash,

(9 calapash). [Perh. calipash and Calipee may
be adoptions of some West Indian words ; the
former suggests Sp. carapacho (see Carapace).]

f a. The upper shell or carapace of the turtle

(oh.) b. That part of the turtle next to the upper
shell, containing a dull green gelatinous substance.
1689 H. Pitman Relation in Arb. Garner Mil. 358 We left

some peces of the flesh on the calapatch and calapee, that is,

Vol. II.

the back and breast shells. 1749 Fini.niNG Tom Jones 1. 1

The tortoise, .besides the delicious calibash and calipee con-

tains many different kinds of food. 1768 STERNE Sent.

Journ. i 1775I 217A11 alderman who swallows three pounds of
callipash and callipee. a 184s Hood Turtles, Having
.. Forest al I'd the civic Banquet yet to be, Its callipash

and callipee. 1883 Pall Mall G. 21 Nov. 11/2 The callipee

is the white portion of the fiesh which comes from the

belly ; the calipash is black in colour, and is taken from the

back

.

Calipee (karlipr). Forms : 7 calla-, challa-

pee, 7-9 calapee, 8 callepy, S- calli-, calipee.

[See prec. ; not found in any other European lang.]

1. t a. The lower shell or plastron of the turtle.

(obs.) b. That part next the lower shell, contain-

ing a light yellowish gelatinous substance.

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoesi 167 3) 36 Lifting up his [a Turtle's]

belly, which we call his Calipee, we lay open all his bowells.

1679 Tbapham Jamaica in Sir T. Blount Nat. Hist. (1693)

354 The Callapee, viz. the Belly-part so called, baked, is an
excellent dish. 1689 [see Calipash]. 1699 Dami ii:r Voy.\.

102 The Challapee, or Belly [ofa tortoise]. 1769 Mrs. Raf-
fal-d Eng. Housekpr. (17781 15 Cut off the bottom shell, then

cut off the meat that grows to it, (which is the callepy or

fowl). 1829 Marryat F. Mildmay xviii, Turtle lying on
their backs, and displaying their rich calapee. [see prec]

f 2. A kind of turtle. ? Obs.

1794 Sticdman Surinam (1813* I. i. 16 The turtles are

divided into two species, and are generally distinguished in

Surinam by the namesof calapee or green turtle, andcarett.

Caliper, -compasses : see Calliper.

Calipe'va, calli-. Alsocalipeever, 2 -piver.

callipiver. A fish : a mullet of the West Indies,

Mugil liza, much esteemed as a delicacy.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle 11862) 239 Cold calipiver

—

our Jamaica Salmon. Ibid. (1859) 395 That calipeever so

crisp in the boiling. 1866 Morn. Star 17 Mar., Such deli-

cacies as the callipiver and turtle steaks. 1883 Fis/ieries

Ex/iib. Catal. ted. 4I 170 The Calipeva or Jamaica Salmon.

Caliph, calif (kec lif, k^dif ). Forms : 5 caly-

phes, -ifTe, -yffe(e, 5-7 caliphe, 6 calipha, 7

chalif, -iph, 7- calif, 8- khalif, caliph. [ME.
califfe, caliphe, etc., a. F. caliphe, calife, ad.

med.L. calipha, ad. Arab. a-fl-*Ai»- khalTfah, suc-

cessor (f. khalafa to succeed, be behind), assumed
by Abu-bekr after the death of Mohammed. Later

forms attach themselves more directly to the

Arabic: orientalists now favour Khalif. The pro-

nunciation with long a (e~i) is not justifiable.]

The title given in Mohammedan countries to the

chief civil and religious rider, as successor of

Mohammed.
1393 Gower Conf. I. 245 Ayein the caliphe of Eglpte.

c 1400 Maundev. v. 36 Sahaladyn that toke the Califfe of

Kgypte and slough him. Ibid. xxi. 230 The Calyphee of

Baldah. I586T. B. La Prhnaud. Fr. .4 twi'. ( 1 594 > 597 The
Caliphaes of the Sarasins were kings & chiefe bishops.

Ibid. 754 Called by the calipha and inhabitants of Caire.

1613 Purchas Pilgr. I. 1. xiii. 63 The story of this Ilagded
or Baldach and her Chalifs [also written chalipha]. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World 11. 199 The state of the Caliphe. 1615
Bedwell Arab. Trudg., One of the Chalifs. 1734 Sale
Koran Prelim. Disc. 181 The third Khalif of the race of
al Abbas. 1758 Johnson Idler No, 101 p 1 The favour of

three successive califs. 1784 Henley in Bedford's Vathek
(1868) 123 note. Caliph, .comprehends the concrete character

of prophet, priest, and king. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct.

Sc. (1857) III. 228 The califs of Bagdad. 1849 W. Irving
Mahomed's Success. \\, He contented himself .. with the

modest title of Caliph, that is to say, successor, by which
the Arab sovereigns have ever since been designated.

Caliphal (kaHifal), a, [f. prec. + -al.] Of or

pertaining to a caliph.

1881 Pall Mall G. XXXIV. 1417 His Caliphal preten-
sions will not be seriously disputed.

Caliphate (karliteU). Also -at. [f. as prec. +
-ate : in F. caliphal, med.L. caliphdtns.']

1. The rank, dignity, or office of caliph.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v., The Caliphate compre-
hended the power both of the royalty, and priesthood. 1817
Keatinge Trav. I. 314 The grand signior is considered as the

head of that religion since the extinction of the caliphat.

1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. I. 519 The califate.

b. The reign or term of office of a caliph.

1734 Sale Koran Prelim. Disc. 56 Moseilama . . had a
great party, and was not reduced till the Khalifat of Abu
Beer. 1859MACAULAY Misc. (i860) 1 1. 359 His short and
unreal caliphate. 1869 J. Baldwin Preh. Nations vi. 232
In the year 637, during the califate of Omar.
2. The dominion of a caliph.

1614 Selden Titles Honor 93 Whil'st the Chaliphat re-

mained vndeuided. 1871 Freeman Hist. Ess. 1. vi. 140 The
Empire even in the East was not a Caliphate.

f Cali'phe. Obs.
—1 A kind of sailing vessel.

1393 Gower Conf. II.258 With caliphe and with galey
The same cours, the same wey, Which Jason toke.

Ca'liphsfcip. rare. [f. Caliph + -shtp.] The
office of caliph.

1677 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 266 (T.) Ally, son-in-law to

Mahomet, .pretending to the caliphship.

Calippic : see Callippic.

Calis, obs. form of Chalice ; var. of Cai.lis.

II Calisaya (kffilis^'a). [? A native S. American
name, adopted as the botanical specific name.]

In Calisaya fork : the most valuable sort of

Peruvian Bark, obtained from Cinchona calisaya.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 173/2 The Carthagena yellow barks

both contain quinia, but in less quantity than the Calisaya

bark. 1875 H. Wood Therap. (1879) 6° Calisaya or Royal
Yellow Bark.

Hence Calisay'ine, an alkaline substance from
calisaya bark, used in making a kind of biiters.

Caliver (kce-livai, kalfvaa). Obs. exc. Hist.

Forms : 6 qualivre, calliour, kalli-, qualli-,

kaly-, calea-, 6-7 caly-, cally-, calee-, cale-

ver, 7 caliever, calivre, 6-9 calliver, 6- caliver.

[App. the same word 0s Calibre; see the quota-

tion from Littre there, and the following

:

1588 K. York Ord. Marshall in Stir.c's Saw. (1754* II.

v. xxxi. 570/1 When I was first brought up in Piemount..
we had our particular Calibre of Harquebuze to our Regi-
ment, that one Bullet should serve all the Harquebuzes of
our Regiment, .Of which Worde of Calibre, came first this

unapt Term which we use to call a Harquebuze a Callivur,

which is the Height of the Bullet and not the Piece.

Before the Battell of Mounganter [ — Monconlour, 1569], the
Prynces caused seven thousand Harquebuzes to be made, all

of one Calibre ; which were called Harquebuze du Calibre de
Monsieur le Prince. So as I think some men not under-
standing Frenche, brought hither the name of the Height of

the Bullet for the Piece. 1594 Barwick Disc. cone. \\
r

eapo>is

8 It is supposed by many that the weapon called commonly
a Caliver is another tliinge than a Harquebuze, whereas in

truth it is not, but only a Harquebuze, sailing that it is of a

greater circuite or Bullet then the other is of : wherfore
the Frenchman doth call it a pcece de Calibre, which is as

much as to say, a peece of bigger circute, 1611 Florio,
Colibro, as Calibro, an instrument that gunners vse to

measure the height of any piece or bullet. Also the height

or bore of any piece, from whence our word Caliuer is

derived
;
being at first a piece different from others.]

1. A light kind of musket or harquebus, origin-

ally, it appears, of a certain calibre, introduced

during the 16th c. ; it seems to have been the

lightest portable fire-arm, excepting the pistol,

and to have been fired without a ' rest

1568 in Arch&ologia (1829) XXII. 78 [In an inventory

of the goods at Grafton and Salwarpe 28th November
1568, occurs] 'Kalyvers'. 1569 [see 3]. 1574 Lane, Lieu-
tenancy 118591 3 2 Ffit* men to serve w*1 ' quaUiuers, 1577
Churchw. Acc. St. Margaret's, Westm. (Nichols 17971 r9
Paid for newe stocking of five calyvers \is. 1578 Sir R.
Constable Order of Campe {Hart. MS. 847 If. 53 b> The
ordonnance . . halberts, harquebusses, qualivres, launces.

1587 HolinshED Sc. Chron. (1806) II. 303 A . . hot skirmish

..between the Englishmen and Frenchmen with hagbuts,

caleevers, and pistolets. 1588 LuCAR Tartaglia's Colloq.

61 His Caliver . . must be in length at the least three foote

and two ynches, and the bore must be in Diameter \ of an
ynch. His Musket . . the bore in Diameter of an ynch.

1588 T. Delonky in Roxb. Ball. 11887) VI. 390 With Mus-
kets, Pikes, and good Caleeuers, for her Graces safegarde

then. 1598 Barret Theor. WarreS 1. i. 3 A good C'alH-

uer charged with good powder and bullet. i6oz Fulmxkr
1st Pt. Parall. 53 He that shooteth in a Caleeuer at birdes.

1613 Hayward Norm. Kings 77 Of late yeeres . . the har-

quebuze and calliuer are brought into vse. 1642 in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 67c, 100 Colliers . . whom he armed
with Pikes, Musquets, and Calievers. 1678 Phillips, Cali-

ver, or Calliver, a small Gun used at Sea. 1761 Hume Hist.

Eng. II. xxvii. 129 The caliver..was so inconvenient that

it had not entirely discredited the bow. 1821 Scott A'enihv.

i, Then you are from the Low Countries, the land of pike

and caliver? 1834 Planche Brit. Costume 278 During
this reign [James I's] the caliver, a matchlock that could be
fired without a rest, came greatly into use.

t b. A soldier armed with a caliver. Obs.

1581 Styward Mart. Discip. 1. 44 The Caleuers or Coriers.

Such must haue either of them a good and sufficient peece,

flaske, touch bore, pouder, shot, &c. 1591 Garrard^?-/
Warre 83 Calivers or Horgabuzieres or Musketieres.

ta.
1589 Paf>fic 71'. Hatchet (1844) 37 One of them lately at

Yorke, pulHng out his napkin to wipe his mouth after a lie,

let drop a surgeans caliuer at his foote where he stood.

3. attrib. and Comb., as caliver-man, -shot, etc.

1569 in Heath Grocer s Comp. (1869) 10 Furnyshed with
calyuer matches with flasks. 1613 Purchas Pilgr. I. v. xv.

447 A calliver-shot could scarce reach from the one side to

the other. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea U847I 170 In a
muskett, two calever shott, or many smaller, a 1642 Sir W.
Monson Naval Tracts i. U704) 174/2 The Fleet was to pass

within Calliver Shot of this Fort. 1829 Scott Hrt. Midi.

xxxii, Ye musquet and calliver-men.

Ca'liver, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
shoot with a caliver.

1863 Sala Capt. Dang. I. iii. 43 He was averse to all high-

handed measures of musketooning, and calivering.

Caliver, obs. form of Calieke.

tCaliverer. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Calivek^. +

-SB 1.] A soldier armed with a caliver.

1590 Sir J. Smvthe Disc. Weapons 5 Harquebuziers may
skirmish with more dexteritie and certeintie than the Cali-

verers with their Calivers.

II
Calix (kre-liks). PI. ca-lices. [L. calix enp

(see Chalice). On account of the running to-

gether of this and the Groeco-Latin calyx ' outer

covering of a fruit or flower-bud' (cf. It. calice,

Sp. caliz, F. calice), modern scientific writers

rarely distinguish the two, but commonly write

both as Calyx. The diminutives Caltcle and

Calycle are more generally distinguished.]

A cup ; a cup-like cavity or organ
; e.g. the

truncated termination of the branches of the ureter

in the kidney ; the wall of the Graafian follicle,

from which an ovum has escaped ; the cup-like

body of a crinoid or coral which is placed on the

top of the stem ; the body of a Vorticella ; a

5
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cup-shaped depression in the upper part ot" the

theca ol a coialligenous zoophyte, which contains

the stomach-sac (sometimes in trench form catice).

1708 MoTTtcx Rabelais v. xlii (1737' 180 A Carbuncle
jetted out of its Calix or Cup. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 284 Re-
maining in one of the calices or infundibula in the kidneys.

1869 Nicholson Zool. xii. u88of 160 A shallower or deeper
cup-shaped depression, which contains the stomach-sac of
the polype, and is known as the 'calice*. 1881 Mivart
Cat 233 The part surrounding this prominence is called
the calix.

Calixtin, -ine (kalrkstin). Eecl. Hist.

1. [in F. Calixtin, in med.L. pL Calixtini, calix

cup, iti sense 1 referred to L.] A member of a
section of the Hussites, who maintained, as their

chief article, that the cup as well as the bread
should be administered to the laity ; a Utraquist.
1710 tr. Dupiu's Keel. Hist, t6lh C. I. it. xxxL 185 Those

called Calixtwes, who administered the Sacrament in both
kinds. 1753 Chambers Cyci. Snpp. s. v., The Calixtins ..

in the main . . still adhered to the Doctrine of Rome. 1838
Penny Cyci. XII. 361/1 The Hussites now divided into

several branches, some.. more moderate and rational, such
as the Callixtines.

2. An adherent of the opinions of George Ca-
lixtus (1586-1656), a Lutheran divine and pro-

fessor at the University of Helmstedt, Brunswick,
noted for his moderate and conciliatory views and
writings on controversial points ; a syncretist.

1717-51 Chambers Cyci. s. v., The Calixtins are esteem'd a
kind of Semi-Pelagians. i8a6 C. Butler Grot/us xiL 201
Denominated SyncretistsorCalixtines from GeorgeCalixtus.

Caliz, ob». form of Chalice.
Calk (k§k , sb. 1 Also 6 calke, cauke, 9 caulk,

[app. ultimately f. L. cale-em calx heel, calcaneum
heel, or calcar spur: but the history is wanting

]

1. A pointed piece of iron on a horse-shoe to

prevent slipping ; = Calkin.
1587 'IVrberv. Epitaphs % Sonn. 118371 3?7 He sets a

slender calke, And so he rides his way. 1591 Percivall Sp.
Did., Rampones, caukes in a horse snooe. i88x Daily Tel.

17 Jan., Where would the poor horse be without the 'calk-.'

on the hind feet?

2. A piece of iron projecting from the heel of

a boot, shoe, or clog, which digs into the ice or

frozen ground, and prevents slipping. U. S.

1805 Naval Chron. XIII. 113, In Canada it is customary
during the winter season, .to wear on the feet a sort of pat-

ten, called caulks. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s. v., 1'he

calk attached to a boot consists of a plate with spurs,
which project a little below the heel.

t Calk, sb- Obs. rare. Ferh. calculation : cf.

Calk v. 1
;
perh. = chalk.

'535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 88 With astrologe and vther
instrument, With compas, calk, and als with quadre tit.

Calk, obs. and northern form of Chalk.
tCalk, vy Obs. Also calke, kalk. [app.

shortened from Calctle, calkil, cali-lc]

1. trans. To calculate, reckon
; esp. aslrologically.

1401 1'ol. /WiMf (1I59) II. 61 If y cowde calkyn Al manere
kyndes. 1440 Promp. Part: 58 Calkyn, caleulo. 1509
Hawks Past. Pleas, xviii. i, On his boke he began to calke
How the sonne entred was in Gemyne. 1559 Alirr. Mag.,
Dk. Clarence xxvi. 3 Whose fortunes kalked made the
father sad. 1646 J. Gkree Astrologom. 19 Woolsey calked
the Kings Nativity.

2. intr. or absot.

1398 |see Calking i]. 1455 in Paston Lett. I. 350 Oon
Doktor Grene, a preest, hath kalked and reportcth, that,

etc. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 55': They kalked on his
natyvyte. 1556 J. Heywood Spider ff f. xliv. a6 If one
diuell with an other for lies should calke.

3. ? To appropriate, lay claim to. [l'erhaps a
different word = to chalk out.]
1606 I'm. mi Kirk-Burial 30 Hy kirk-buriall the pavement

[is] so partiallie parted topaticulare men, that if they clcaue
to that they haue calked, the people that rests must byde at
the doore.

Calk (k$k)i i'- 2 [f. Calk s/O] tratts. To pro-
vide (a shoe with a calk or calkin ; to rough-shoe.
1624 Scott 2nd Pt. Vox Populi 46 As many . . as would

suffice for sixe orci^ht thousand horse all calked sharpe and
frost-nayled of purpose for trauaile ouer the Ice.

Hence Ca lking vbl. sb. ; also attrib., as in calk-
ing-anvil, an anvil for forming horse-shoe calks;
calking-tongs, for sharpening these.

1695 Kknnett Par. Antiq. Gloss, s. v. Catciatura, The
calking or cauking of horseshoes, i.e. to turn up the two
corners, that a horse may stand the faster upon ice. 18S6
Pall Mall G. 5 Feb. 4/1 Colonel Myles's system was the
exact opposite of the much-practised 'calking'.

Calk .k£k, kalk), v. :i Also caique, [a. F.

calque-r, in same sense, ad. It. calcarc to press

u ider:—L. calcdre to tread. (Cf. Cauk.) Often
supposed to be identical, etymologically, with
Chalk, with which it has nothing to do.]
trans. To copy ;a design) by rubbing the back

with colouring matter, and drawing a blunt point I

along the outlines so as to trace them in the colour
on a surface placed beneath. Hence Ca lking
vbl. sb.

166a Evelyn Chalcogr. {1769I 52 Two plates exactly
counter-calked. 1859 Gullick & Times Patnt. 147 Trans-
ferred by tracing, or, as it is also called, calking.
Calk, var. of Caulk ; obs. f. Calk v. to tread.

;

Calkel, var. of Calculk v. Obs. to calculate.

Calken, local name of the Weaver Fish.
1674 Ray Local Wds., Sea Pishes, Collect. 104.

tCa'lker 1
. Obs. Also 6 calcar, 7 calcour.

[f. Calk vA + -eh'.] A calculator of nativities,

etc. ; nn astrologer; a magician, conjurer.

'535 Coverdale fsa. ii. 6 Calkers of mens byrthes,
whereof ye haue to many. 1584 R. Scott Discov. Witch-
craft ml xv. 122 Imps, calcars, conjurors. 1662 Fuller
Worthies 1. 209 Forewarned iby what Calker I wot not).

Calker- ikgkaj). Sc. Also caulker, [f. Calk !

v.* + -er !.] = Calkin. AlsoJig.
1794 Burns To John Taylor ii, Poor slip-shod giddy Pe-

gasus Was but a sorry walker ; To Vulcan then Apollo goes,
To get a frosty calker. 18x5 Scott Gtty M. xxxix, They

i

turn down the very caulkers of their animosities and 1

prejudice, as smiths do with horses' shoes in a white frost.

1833 II. Scott Tom Cringle xvi. (1859I434 The Bight of
Leogane is a horseshoe, Cape St. Nicholas is the caulker on

|

the northern heel.

Calker ;i, var. of Caulker.
Calkes, illiterate spelling of Calx.
Calketrap

v
pe f -treppe, obs. ff. Caltrop.

Calkil, var. of Calctle v. Obs. to calculate.

Calkin kp-kin, kae-lkin). Forms: (5kakun\ i

6 calkyn, 7 cawkin, 7- calkin, calking. [Pos-

sibly going back to a ME. *calkain, a. OF. cal- !

coin heel :—L. calcaneum heel ; but the earliest

form kakun agrees with the Du. kalkoen, MDu.
calcoen 1 ungula,' f. L. calx. Some orthoepists

treat (kpkin 1 as only a vulgar or colloquial

pronunciation, but others know no other.]

1. The turned-down ends of a horse-shoe which
raise the horse's heels from the ground ; also a
turned edge under the front of the shoe ; applied

esp. to these parts when sharpened in a frost.

1445 Bokf.nham Female Saints \ 1683' 223 Tweyn hors .

.

Of wych the toon hym greuously boot, And wythhys kakun
the tother hym smoot. 1587 Holinshed*SVy>/. Chron. V iij b,

Causyng a smyth to shoe three horses for him contranly,
with the calkyns forward. 1607 Topsell Pour-/. Beasts 32a
Little gravel stones getting betwixt the hoof, or calking, or
spunge of the (horse'sj shooe. 1610 Makkiiam Masterp. 11.

xcvii. 387 Let your (horse-jshooes behinde haue a cawkin on
the out-side, naf Bradley Pain. Diet. I. s. v. Bleymes,
Calkings spoil the Feet of a Horse. 1868 Reeul. i>r Ord.
Army p 1214 The calkins of the hind shoes are to be removed,
as these are not needed on board.

2. The irons naile<l on the heels and soles of
strong shoes or clogs to make them wear longer.
183a Southey Lett. (1856' IV. 314 The price of men's

clogs is five shillings. .This price includes calking, i. e. the
iron-work.

t Calking, vbl. sb* Obs. [f. Calk vA +-ing1.]

1. Calculation, computation.
1398 Trevisa Barth de P. R. (Tollemache MS.) vm.

xxvii, |>e science and use of calkynge [1535 calclynge ; Lat.
calculi] and acountes.

2. spec. Astiological prognostication.
( 1400 Epiph. (Turnb. 18431 103 Ych yere wer certeyn

dayes three By calkyng cast and computacion Sowght and
chosen. 156s Phaer AZneid ix. Bb ij. To king Turnus
deere he calkinges kest. But not with calking craft could
he his plague beswitch that day.

Calking vbl. sb.-, var. of Caclking.
Calkling, var. of Calctling vbl. sb. Obs.

Calkule, -ylle, var. Calcule v. Obs.

Call (k£l), v. Forms: (1 ceallian\ 3 callen,

3-6 callo, (4 cale, kal, kel), 4-5 kali, 4-7 cal,

5 callyn, 6 caal, (caul(e
,
4- call. Also (.SV.)

7-9 caw, 8-9 ca\ [OE. shows a single instance of
cealliatt : but ME. callen, fallen, was originally

northern, and evidently a. ON. kalla to call, cry,

shout, to summon in a loud voice, to name, call

by a name, also to assert, claim (Sw. kalla. Da.
kalde). A common Teut. vb. : in MDu. callen,

Du. kallen to talk, chatter, prattle, MLG. kallen,

OI IG. challdn, MHG. kallin to talk much and
loud, to chatter:— OTeut. *kalldjan, cogn. with

gol- in Slav, gotos voice, sound, and perhaps with
Aryan root gar- to chatter.

The connexion of meaning in Branch III seems far-fftched,

but there appears to be no doubt of its identity.)

I. To shout, utter loudly, cry out, summon.
* intr.

1. To utter one's voice loudly, forcibly, and
distinctly, so as to be heard at a distance ; to

shout, cry : often emphasized by out, to cry out.

Const, to, after a person whose attention it is

desired to engage). One may also call across a
river, up a shaft, down stairs, into a passage, etc.

See also senses 21-23. (Not in Johnson.)
a 1000 Byrhtnoth iGr.> 91 Ongan ceallian ofer cald waiter

Byrnthelmes beam, a 1225 St. Marker. 3 Ha bigon to
cleopien ant callen bus to criste. a 1300 Cursor M, 5720
Sua Jang bai cald, drightin bam herd. Ihid. 7341 panbigan
bai cal and cri pat godd o bam suld ha mcrci. 1393 Gower
Con/. I. 148 Upon her knees she gan down falle. and to him
callc. 1513 Brapshaw St. Werhurgh (18481 105 Callynge to
her, in the name of Jhesu. 1506 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct,
ii. 91 Sometimes you would call out for Cicely Hacket.
1604 -- Oth. 1. 1. 74 Heere is her Fathers house, He call

aloud. 1667 Drvden Mart. Mar-all 11. i, Do you hear, my
aunt calls. 1711 Addison Sftcct. No. 44 p 6 'lhe Mother is

heard calling out toher Son for Mercy. 1714 EllwoodWw-
j

tobiog. (17651 93 He calling earnestly after me. 1788 Dihdin

Mus. Tour xxxvi. 143 note. He called to one of the sailors
to tell him what it was. 1848 S. Bamford Early Days vL
(1859)63, I thereupon called as loudly as I could. 1864 Ten-
nyson En. Ard. E37 He call'd aloud for Miriam Lane.

b. Said of animals, chiefly birds, making certain

cries or notes ; of bees before swarming.
i486 Bk. St. A Ibans A ij, In the tyme of their loue they call

and notkauke. 155a Hlloet, Call lykea partryche. 1609C.
Butler Fern. Mon. v. (1623) Liij, After the second swarme,
I have heard a young Ladie-Bee calL 1674 N. Cox GentI.

Peer. L (1706) 73 Being almost spent, it is painful for them
[the hounds) to call. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, ct Orb.
s. v. Bees, In the Morning before they Swarm, they approach
near the Stool, where they call somewhat longer. 1825
Cobbett Rur. Rides 289 The poor partridges, .were calling

all around us. 1847 Longf. Ev. L v. 2 Cheerily called the
cock to the sleeping maids of the farmhouse. 1851 Tennyson
To Queen 14 While, .thro' wild March the throstle calls.

C. Said of sounding a summons with a trumpet.
1606 Shaks. Tr. Sf Cr \. iii. 277 Hector . . will to morrow

with his Trumpet call, To rowze a Grecian.

d. Jig. Said of inanimate things.
i6ti Bible Ps. xlii. 7 Deepe calleth vnto deepe at the

noyse. 184a Tennyson Seafairies 9 Day and night to the
billow the fountain calls.

e. Cards. To make a demand (for a card, for

one's opponents to show their hands, etc.) : as a.

in Long Whist, at a certain point in the game, to

call upon one's partner to produce an honour if

he has one, in which case the game is won ; to

call {Jor trumps) : see 22 d. b. in Poker, to call

upon one's opponents to show their hands, c. in

Quadrille, to 'call a king', i.e. demand and take
into one's own hand a king from one's partner's

hand.
1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester, in Singer Hist. Cards 338

If he forgets to call after playing a trick, he loseth the
advantage of can-ye for that deal. 1700 Brit. Apollo II.

36. 2/1 If either A. or B. have Honours they are at Liberty
to Call. 1820 Hoylc's Gaines /mpr. 44 {heading 1 Of
calling honours, /bid. 80 If both side* are eight, and no
one calls, each player mast possess an honour. Ibid. 93
{Quadrille) Call to your strongest suit except you have
a queen guarded. iB&x Longm. Mag. Sept, 499 iPokeri
When the bet goes round to the last player, .and he does
not wish to go better, he may simply ' see it ' and * call '.

2. To call at a door : orig. to call aloud there so

as to make known one's presence and business to

those within
;
hence, to knock or ring, and speak

or make a communication to one who answers the

door
;
whence, to call at a house, to go to the

door, or enter, for the purpose of some communi-
cation—the extended notion of entering was at

first expressed by to call in, still in familiar use =
* look in ' in passing, or incidentally ; to call on [a

person): to pay him a short business, ceremonial,

or complimentary visit ; and absol. to catl=mokc
or ' pay ' a call.

[a 1300 Cursor M. 10096 Mi saul es cummen, leuedi, be to

And calles at pi yatt ' vndo ' ! 1508 Shaks. Merry W. iv. v.

9G0, knock and call.] 1593 — Rich. II, 11. ii. 94 To day I

came by, and call'd there. 1599 — Much Ado m. iii. 44
You are to call at all the Alehouses. 1603 — Mtas./or M.
rv. v. 6 Goe call at Ftauia's house. And tell him where I

stay. 1711 Budcell Sped. No. 150 ro, 1 happened the
other Day to call in at a celebrated Conee-house near the
Temple. 1787 Cowper Lett. 18 Jan., A young gentleman
called here yesterday who came six miles out of his way to
see me. 1831 Gen. P. Thompson Exert. 1 (. I. 366 If

she is obliged to call again. 1834 Macreaoy Remirt. I. 420
Called at the Literary rund office, and saw.. the secretary.
1 88 1 Mrs. Riddell^I. Speneeley II. iii. 65 She thought of
calling in Banner Square. Mod. Call in some time during
the day. Have many visitors called to-day?

b. To call at a place) : to stop for a short time

in passing, in order to speak or communicate in

some way with people there : said e.g. of a car-

rier who 4 calls at a house or place to deliver or

receive a parcel, and has his regular 1 houses of

call'; also of a vehicle, railway train, ship, steamer,

which ' calls ' or ' touches ' at places on its way.
Merely ' to make a short stop or stay at a place ' is not

to call: purpose of speaking, dealing, visiting, or other
communication . . is of the essence of the notion.

1670 Cotton Espemon 11. vm. 378 His Majesty continu-

ing his way through Guienne, took occasion to call at Hlaye.

17*7 Swift Gulliver 11. viii. 174 The captain called in at

one or two ports. 175a Beawfs Lex Mercat. 267 Where
the vessel was to have liberty to call, in her way down, for

a pilot. 1799 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (18451 U*« M7 Cap-
tain Blackwood, .calls at Minorca in his way down. Ibid.

35a Direct the Ships to call off here, but not to anchor.
Raihv. Time Table, Trains call at this station when required.

* * trans.

3. To utter (anything) in a loud voice ; to read

over ^a list of names) in a loud voice ; to pro-

claim, announce, give out, make proclamation of.

Often with out. Also absol.

< 13*5 E. E. Allit. P. C. 411 He callez A prayer to be

hyje prynce, for pyne, on pys wyse, < 17*0 Gay
(
J.) Nor

parish clerk, who calls the psalm so clear. 1768 Tucker
Lt. Nat. II. 530 How .. should it come into his head that

calling a psalm was more holy employment than sawing a

board t 1855 Thackeray Nwcontes II. xlii. 445 ' Adsum '

!

. . the word we us«d at school when names were called. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 489 His duties were to call the

odds when the Court played at hazard. id86Manch. Exam.
14 Jan. 4/7 Sir F-rskinc May called out the names of members
in the order 111 which they were to . . take the oath.



CALL. 86 CALL.

b. To announce or proclaim authoritatively

;

to decree.

1647 in Sc. Pasquils (1868) 152 Might make the Pope a

jubilee call. 1859 Sal* Tw. round Clock 367 The newly

made barristers 'call' carouse in Lincoln's Inn Hall. 1876

Trevelyan Macaulay I. iii. 124 He could be angry as an

opponent, but. -knew when to call a halt. Mod. Here the

captain called a halt. We had better call a halt for a minute.

4. To summon with a shout, or by a call ; hence

to summon, cite ; to command or request the

attendance of, bid (any one) come ;
formerly also,

to ask, invite, 'bid' formally or authoritatively.

Also absol. ; and with adverbial extension, as away,

back, home, in, out, into a place, to a duty.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3712 Sithen his sun he cald him till.

Ibid. 19793 pai bat war oute, in did he calle. 1377 Langl.

P. PI. B. in. 3 The kyng called a clerke. .To take mede be

mayde. c 1500 Blowbol's Test, in Halliwell Nugx P. 3

Whylis ye have your right memorie Calle unto you your

owne secretory. 1535 Coverdale Mark xv. 16 The soudyers

. . called the whole multitude together. 1549 Latimer Serm.

be/. Edw. VI, ii. I Arb.) 57 They were not called to the feast.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. iii. 61 Come away man, I was

sent to call thee. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 264 p 1 The
Bell which calls to Prayers twice a Day. 1711 Tickell

Ibid. No. 410 r 1 Sir Roger's Servant was gone to call a

Coach. 1830 Tennyson ' A It things will die ' 20 We are

called—we must go. 1847 — Princess 11. 447 The chapel

bells Call'd us. 1831 Macaulay in Life t, Lett. I. (1880)

209, I called a cabriolet. 1882 J. H. Blunt Kef. Ch.

Eng. II. 11 Southampton was called before the Council.

Mod. At the end of the play the chief actors were called

before the house.

h. Jig.
a 1340 Cursor M. 19594 To call men vnto amendment.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W'. de W. 1531) 13b, Somtyme he taketh

chyldren. .& calleth them to his glory. 1667 Milton P. L.

11. 92 The torturing houre Calls us to Penance. 1678 R. Le-

stranoe Seneca's Mor. 11702) 41 Whensoever my Duty
calls me. 1819 Crabbe T. 0/ Hall 11. Wks. 1834 VI. 43
While Richarrf s mind, that for awhile had stray'd, Call'd

home its powers. 1866 B. Taylor My Mission, Poems 256

Where the fairest blossoms call.

c. To rouse from sleep, summon to get up.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. ii. 7 If thou canst awake by foure o'

th' clock, I prythee call me. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 132

r 1 The next Morning at Day-break we were all called.

1832 Tennyson May Queen 1 You must wake and call me
early, call me early, mother dear. 1858 Merc. Mar, Mag.
V. 306 The Captain, .was called at 12.

t d. To invoke, appeal to. Cf. also Call to

witness, 20 c. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 3237 QvaS god, ' quor-at calles ou me?'

,1500 Melusiue 118881 1 In the begynnyng of all werkes,

men oughtcn first of alle to calle the name of the Creatour.

f e. Sometimes with the force of the modern
' call on', 2 3g. Obs.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. nr. ii. 56 Wee'l call thee at the

Cubiculo. 1603 — Meas./or M. iv. iv. 18 He call you at

your house.

f. With the force of ' call for' ; now techn., as

to call a case in court, call the trial.

c 1250 Bestiary 651 He remecS and helpe calleS. 1699

Bentley Phal. xi. 236 The Trial must be Call'd over again.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. IV. 480 One that once had call'd

Lucina's Aid. 1731 Swift Death Swift, I wish I knew
what King to call. 1746 Hoyle Whist (ed. 6) 10 A new
Deal is to be call'd. Mod. The judge ordered the next case

to be called.

g. To attract animals by a particular ' call ,

e. g. as in moose-calling.

h. With a thing as obj. : Chiefly with adverbs

(senses 24-35) ; or in phrases, as to call attention

(17 a), call to mirnl (30 b\etc.
1761 Frances Sheridan Sidney Bidutph (ed. 2) III. 160

But let us call another subject.—When did you hear from

Mr. Faulkland ? *

i. To call a bond: to give notice that the

amount of a bond will be paid.

k. &. = Call upon, call at, visit, go through.

1837 R. Nicoll Poems (1843) 72 The puir auld beggar

bodie, ca'd The toun where I was born. Mod. Sc. ' I'll caw
the haill town for't, or I want it.'

1. In various phrases: see 17-20.

5. To convoke, convene, summon (a meeting or

assembly" . See Call together, 34.

c 1350 Will. Palerue 1460 pemperour calde his cunseil for

to knowe here wille. c 138s Chaucer L. G. W. i860 And
Brutus . . let the peple calle, And openly the tale he tolde

hem alle. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, XXVnL Preamb., His

Highnes is not mynded . . to calle & somone a newe parlia-

ment. 1611 Bible Joel i. 14 Call a solemne assembly. 1618

Bolton Florus 116361 259 Cicero the Consult, calling a

Senate made an Oration. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II.

252 It might be necessary to call a Parliament. 1885 Act

48 Vict. xvi. § 12 The notice calling the meeting.

6. To nominate by a personal ' call' or summons
(to special service or office) ;

esp. by Divine

authority :

1
to inspire with ardours of piety ; or

to summon into the church' (J.).
1300 Harrow. Hell 184 Loverd Christ, icham That thou

calledest Habraham. 1535 Coverdale i Cor. i. i Paul,

called to be an Apostle of Jesus Christ. — Rom. viii 30
Whom he hath called, them hath he also made righteous.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, v. i. 29 What, is my Lord of Win-
chester, .call'd vntoa Cardinalls degree? 1606 — Ant. SfCl.

11. vii. 16 To be call'd into a huge Sphere. x6n Bible Acts
xiii. 7 Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work where-
unto I have called them. 1680 Mem. J. Eraser ix. in Set.

Biogr. 11847' II. 303, I was indeed called by the Lord to

the exercise of the Ministry.

b. To invite in due form to the pastorate of a

church ( Presbyterian or Nonconformist).
1560 1st Bk. Discipline iv, In a church reformed .

;
none

ought to presume either to preach, either yet to minister

the sacraments, till that orderly they be called to the same.

1703 Kirkton Hist. J. Welsh in Set. Biogr. (1845) I. 33
[He] was speedily called to the ministry first in one village

then in another. 1841 M'Crie Sk. Ch. Hist. I. 137 The
Church to which he was afterwards called. 1862 Macfar-
lane Life Dr.Lawson 53 In due time he was unanimously
called to be Mr. Moir's successor.

c. ellipt. for Call to the bar, 20 a.

1836-7 Dickens Sk. Boz (1850)218/1 A barrister ?—he said

he was not called. 1865 — Mut. Fr. iii, ' I ', said Euguene,
1 have been "called" seven years'.

7. To ask with authority, bid, command, enjoin,

call upon (a person) to do (something). Now esp.

said of the call of God, or of duty.

[d lyjoCursor M. p.962. 2j(Cott. MS.) pai. .calden a blynd

knight To wirk after fcr lore.] 1580 Barlt Air. C 21 They
began to cal Hortensius to pleade in good matters. 1678

Wanley Wonders VL xxix. § 5. 616/1 Some were therefore

called to open the Basilick vein. 1756 Wesley It 'ks. 1 1872)
j

XIII. 200, I am called to preach the Gospel both by God
j

and man. 1769 Robertson Chat. V, V. 536 note, The sub-

ject, .does not call me to write a history of the progress of

society. 1853 Maurice PrOph. -y Kings v. 80 The king be-

lieves that he is called to build a temple. 1882 R. W. Dale
in Gd. Words Apr. 263 One may be specially ' called ' to

shelter the homeless.

\>.Amer.Land Law. To require objects, courses,

distances, etc.) to answer to a description in a

survey or grant of land (Webster).

f 8. To challenge ; to impeach, accuse of. Obs.

1470-85 Malory Arthur (1816) II. 456 Now ye be called

upon treason, it is time for you to stir, c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes of Aymon 566 Telle me, constans, false traytour,

why dyde ye calle my fader of treyson.

9. Hawking. ,See quot.)

1483 Cath. Angt. 52 To calle a hawke, stitpare. 1500 32

Ortits Voc. ibid. 52 Stupo : to call a hawke with meat.

10. Cards. To call honours, call a king, callfor

trumps : see 1 e, 22 A.

II. To name, give a name or designation to.

11. trans. To give as name or title to ; to name.

With complemental object ; also to call by the name

of ; to call one's name so-and-so {arch, and dial.

c 1250 Gen. Ij Ex. 3686 Rat stcde be5 cald Sor-for Cabroth.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1930 A haliday, pat bai calld sabat in j
ar

lay. 1330 R. Brunne Citron. 42 Ane erle in be North,

Uctred men kalde. < 1400 MauNDEV. Prol. 1 The Holy
Lond, that men callen the Lond of Promyssioun, C 1400

Destr. Troy 5204 The same yle . . Cicill is calt. 1535C0VER-

dale Matt. i. 25 He. .called his name Iesus. — Tsa. xlviii.

1 O thou house of Jacob : ye y* are called by the name of

Israel. 1562 Latimer Serm. in Lincoln i. 66 A certaine

secte which were cauled Flagellarii. 1611 Bible Gen. i. 5

God called the light, Day, and the darknesse he called

Night. 1733 Berkeley Th. Vision 8. 16 Wks. 1871 I. 379 To
call things by their right names. 1842 Prichard Rat. Hist.

Man 206 The people whom the Russians call Tschudes.

b. To style, designate, term, address as, speak

of as ; to reckon, consider.

c 1340 Cursor M. 25143 (Cott. G.) par calles him fader ful

fele°]>at er noght to him suns lele. Ibid. 2426 (Trill.) Why
mades bou vs in were to calle bi wif bi sister dere. /bid.

27541 (Fairf.) Synnis . . pat clerkis callin veniale. 1481

Caxton Tulle of Old Age, The poet Ennius callyd hyni

his swete hony. 1551 Recorde Pat/171: Knowl. 1. xxvii,

That quadrate is called properly to be drawen in a circle,

when all his fower angles doeth touche the edge of the

circle. 1581 Confer. 11. (15841 I, The Papistes call iustice

for treason, persecution for religion. 1611 Bible Malachi

iii. 15 Now we call the proud happy, a 1631 Donne Para-

doxes (1652) 2 You can cal it pleasure to be beguil'd
^
in

troubles. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton i. (18401 1 The
woman, whom I was taught to call mother. 1736 Butler

Anal. I. i. Wks. 1874 I. 19 That living agent each man calls

himself. 1795 Southey Joan ofA rc. 1. 29 Her parents mock
at her and call her crazed. 1875 Jowett /Yri/oied. 2) II. 426

Would you not call a man able who could do that ?

12. To apply abusive names to ; to abuse, vilify.

Now dial. Cf. to call {one) names, 17 c.

1633 Ford 'Tit Pity III. vi, I fear this friar's falsehood ;

I will call him. 1701 Swift Mrs. Harris' Petit. Wks. 1755

III. II. 61 As though I had call'd her all to naught. 1825

Brockett N. Country Gloss. 37 Call, to abuse. They
called one another ! i860 Dial. Bailey s.v., In the un-

sophisticated Yorkshire dialect . . to call is to put forth tor-

rents of abuse. 1874 Crcnvle Adr. 19 Dec, No child in the

Band of the Cross must use bad language or call any one.

III. To drive. Sc.

13. trans. To urge forward, drive ^an animal or

a vehicle). Perh. originally ' to drive with shouts '

;

but no trace of this is known since the 14th c, and

the sense is not in ON.
!375 Barbour Brucex. 223 Than Burmok. .callit hiswayii

toward the peill. c 1470 Henry Wallace IX. 718 Thir

cartaris. .callyt furth thecartis weill. a 1600 Montgomery:
Elyting 73 Many Jeald 30W hast thou cald ouer a know.

1785 Burns Cotter s Sat. Nt. iv, Some ca' the pleugh. 1794

(title) Ca' the yowes to the knowes. 1832-53 Whistle-

binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. m. 29 My father wad lead wi' a

bairn, But wadna be ca'd for the deil'.

b. To drive in the chase, to hunt.

1768 Ross Hetenore 122 (Jam.) We never thought it wrang

to ca a prey.

C. To make to go ; to turn, drive.

1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. .1733) II. 167 If that her tip-

pony chance to be sma' We'll tak a good scour o t and ca t

awa. a 1776 in Herd Sc. Songs II. 19 We ca'd the bicker

aft about. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvi, Even if he were a

puir ca'-the-shuttle-body [i.e. weaver]. 1863 J. Nicholson
The Buruie, Ca' aboot the mill wheel. [So to ca' or>er, to

knock over.]

d. fig. as in Call clashes :
' to spread malicious

or injurious reports' (Jam.). Call the crack : to

keep the conversation going. Call ones way : to

pursue one's way, move on.

1768 Ross Helenorc 76 (Jam.! Ca' your wa', The door's

wide open. 1785 Burns Ep. Lapraik ii, On fastcn-een we
had a rockin, To ca' the crack and weave our stockin.

1858 M. Porteous Real Scaler Johnny 13 While Souter

Johnnie ca'd the crack.

14. To drive (a nail) ;
also, to fix, fasten, or join

by hammering ; to forge, weld. Also ca on.

1513 Douglas .-Ends vm. vii. 174 In every place scvin ply

thai well and call. 1676 W. Row Coutn. Blair's Antobiog.

xii. (1848) 504 Cawed in the boots by the hangman. 1768

Ross Hetenore 84 1 Jam. I Hut to the head the nail ye maun 1

ca. 1789 Burns A irks Alarm, He has cooper'd and cava

a wrong pin in't.

15. absol. To drive (a horse, cart, etc.). 'To

cd canny, to drive gently and carefully, alsoy?;'.

Also to drive (a weapon] at, let fly 17/.

a 1500 Sir Egcir 45 1 Jam.) His spear before him could he

fang. .And called right fast at Sir Gray Steel . . And Gray
Steel called at Sir Gr.diame. 1823 ( iALI Entail I. xxvii.

239 But .. ca' canny. Mod. Will you come and ca'? [i.e.

drive a skipping-rope].

16. intr. (for rejl.) To drive, be driven.

1717 Woorow Corr. (18431 246 ' ' regret your want of

health, and fear you may be calling off from an ill time to

the joy of your Lord. 1768 Ross Hetenore 70 Jam.', I

mounts, and with them aft what we could ca'. 1794 Burns

tyuug Jockey 12 When Jockey's owsen hameward ca'.

a 1803 in Scott Minstr. Sc. Bard. I. 199 (Jam.) There will

never a nail ca' right for me.

IV. Phrases and Combinations.
* Phrases.

17. a. To call attention to : to direct or invite (a

person's) notice to ; to point out. show. (Cf. 4 g. i

1827 P. Cunningham Two Yrs. in X. s. IVnles I. 204 To
call their attention to the procuring of this valuable medi-

cine. 1835 Marryat Jac. l-attltf. xxvii, To which 1 shall

soon have to call the attention of the House. 1885 Sin K.

Fry in Law Rep. XXIX. Chant 484 It is not necessary to

call attention to the evidence. Mod. Attention was called

to the state of the Thames.

b. To call cousins : to address each other as

'Cousin'; to claim consulship or kinship w'.lh.

So formerly to tall brothers or sisters. Cf. 11.

c 1603 Marston lusnt. Couutesse Wks. 1856 III. 112 We
two, that any time these fourteene yceres have called sisters.

c 1623 Middleton Anyth. for quiet Life Wks. iDyce) IV.

44 j So near I am to him, we must call cousins. 1751 II.

WALFOLE Corr. (1837' I. 156 Pray do you call cousins. i8c8

Scott Antobiog. in Lockhart 1839 6 My father used to call

cousin, as they say, with the Campbells of Blythswood.

c. 'To call names : to apply opprobrious names

or epithets to a person). (Cf. 12/

[1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 236 That thou hadst call'd

me all these l itter names.) 1697 Damiter Voy. (1698) 117

They, .content themselves with standing aloof, threatning

and calling names. 1712 Steele Spect. No. 274 ? 1 Calling

Names does no Good. 1854 H. Miller Sell, fr Scbm. xxu.

(i860) 233/2 He replied to my jokes by calling names.

1884 Times weekly ed. 1 5 Sept. 3/1 They were not in the

habit of calling one another names.

d. To call (a thing' one's own : to claim or re-

gard as one's own. ,Cf. lib.)

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, III. ii. 454 My robe, And my in-

tegrity to Heaven, is all I dare now call my own. 1762

Gibbon Jrnl. in C. Morison Life 37, I had hardly a moment

I could call my own. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop 111, She

daren't call her soul her own. 1857 Hughes Tom Bream
1. v, The first place that he could call his own.

18. 'To call in question : to summon for trial or

examination ; to impeach ; to challenge, impugn,

dispute, cast doubt upon ;
formerly, also, to ex-

amine, make inquisition into ; so t To call in

deubt. (Cf. 4.)

1579 LylY Euphues (Arb.) 119 That.. I should call in ques-

tion the demeanour of all. 1587 Harrison England 1. II. v.

(1877) 130 This is alas too open and manifest .
.
and yet not

called into question. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. v. ii. 6 Neither

call the giddinesse of it in question. 1601 — Jul. C. IV. Ul.

165 Now sit we close about this Taper heere, And call in

question our necessities. 1671 Milton Samson 43 Let n-.e

not rashly call in doubt Divine prediction. 1831 Brewster

Newton (1855I I. xiii. 371 This opinion. .has only recently

been called in question. 1844 Thackeray B. Lyndon xix,

For calling the honour of his mother in question.

19. To call into being, existence : to give life to,

make, create. Call into play : to bring into action.

1754 Sherlock Disc. 11759) I. ii. 76 To call Men from the

Grave into being. 1868 Freeman Norm. Com,. (1876! 1 1, x.

508 It was no small work to call into being that mighty

abbey. 1873 Max MtlLLEH Sc. Relig. 29 By which a canon

of sacred books is called into existence. 1874 Blackie

Self-Cult. 45 An art which calls into play all the powers

that belong to a prompt and vigorous manhood.

20. a. To call to account : to summon (one
s

> to

render an account, or to answer for conduct

;

hence, to reprove, rebuke : cf. Account sb. 7, 8.

Call to arms : to summon to prepare for battle or

war. Call to the bar : to admit as a barrister ; see

Bar sb\ 24. Call to {one's) feet, legs : to bid

one stand up ;
spec, to bid one in a company rise

and speak, propose a toast, sing, etc. (Cf. 4, 6.^

a 1618 Raleigh Rem. 1664I D j a, Call your observation to

accompt and you shall find it as I say. 1659 Pearson
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Creed {t%29> 13 They who heard St. Peter call a lame man
unto his legs. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 89 P 1 He was
called to the Bar. 1833 Hi. Maktineau Matuh. Strike v.

61 This ' mob' declarea their intention of calling Went worth
to account. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 192 Calling the
old soldiers of the Commonwealth to arms. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 139 He who transgresses them is to be cor-

rected, or, in other words, called to account.

b. To call to memory, mind, remembrance : to

recollect, recall, cause to be remembered ; also

with back : cf. 26 d. (Cf. 4.)
147a Paston Lett. 700 III. 51 Preying yow to call to

your mynd. 1583 Stubbes Atiat. Abus. 11. 1, I cannot call

your name to remembrance. 1611 Bible Mark xiv. 72 Peter
called to ininde the word that Iesus said vnto him. 1701
Earl Clarendon in Pepys' Diary VI. 207 Whose name I

cannot call to mind. 1835 Marryat Jac. Paithf. xxiv,

Calling to mind what hadoccurred. 1871 R. H. Hltton
Ess. (1877) I. 3 It is necessary to call to mind, .a strangely-

forgotten truth.

C. To call to 7i'ittiesst record, surety : to summon
or appeal to (one) to bear witness, etc. (Cf. 4 d.)

1535 Coverdale Dcut. iv. 26, I call heauen and earth to

recorde
|
1611 to witnesse] ouer you this daie. 1601 Shaks.

Alts Well\. iii. 108 She call'd the Saints to suretie, That
she would neuer put it from her finger. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. 504 They were all ready to call God to witness
that they renounced all spiritual connection with foreign

prelates. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 1291 To this I call my
friends in testimony.

* * With prepositions.

Formed on the intrans. senses 1 and 2 ; the com-
bination, however, has often the force of a transitive

verb, and takes an indirect passive, as 'a ligh*

was called for*, 'we are not called upon to act

\

21. Call after. See 1. t Also, To ask for,

demand, summon {obs.).

c 1340 Cursor M. 17842 Anoon bei calde aftir jjarchcniyne.

1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. 111. 100 The kynge called alter Mede.

22. Call for. a. To ask loudly or authorita-

tively for ; to order ; fig, to claim, require, demand.
1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xxxvi. 29, I wil call for the corne,

and wil increase it. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 111. ii. 172 Hee
calls for wine. 1601 — Alfs IV'elt 1. i. 202 My Lord cals for

you. 1737 Berkeley App. Querist $ 104 Witt, 1871 III.

534 Whether our circumstances do not call aloud for some
present remedy? 1801 I. Milner Life xiii. 11842) 246 He
said some things which, I thought, called for a fresh lashing.

1843 RvSKlM Mod. Paint- 0857) I. Pref. 9 The crying evil

which called for instant remedy. 1875 Scrivener Led.
(irk. 'Jest. 18 Few employments call for so much p.itience.

b. To call for a speaker, actor, etc.) to appear
in order to receive the applause of the audience.
1822 .V,~2ts Month. Mag. IV. 315 If the public call for an

actor whom they have not seen a long time. 1831 Mac-
keady in Bemin. I. 413 The audience called for me, and
-ceined pleased in applauding me. 1851 fttttst. Loud.
News 46 The author and the performers were called fur.

C. To go to or stop at a place and ask for.
1641 Pest Farm. Bks. 11856 1 103 The cadgers, .call for it

againe as they come backe. 1833 Hi. Martineau J /tree

Ages 111.89 To lie left at the Bluel.ion till called for.

d. Cant-playing. 70 call for trumps : to indi-

cate by special play to one's partner that he is to

play out trumps. Also absol.

1746 Hoyle Whist led. 6' 79 If your Partner calk . . you
are to trump to him.

23. To call on or upon. a. To call to a per-

son with a request or entreaty ; to address in a
loud voice; to apostrophize the absent or dead.,

( 1400 Dcstr. Tray 388 The Kyng was full curtais, calt on
a maiden. 1475 Caxton Jason 70 And whan he had so
don he began to calle upon the two knightes. 1601 Shaks.
Jul. C. 1. 11. 15 Who is it in the presse, that calles on me?
1718 J. Chamberlayne Pelig. Philos. (1730 1 Ded., The Texts
. .in which he does so often call upon Atheists and Infidels,

b. To invoke, or make supplication to^God,etc).
a 1300 Hymn to Virg. 1 in V'rin. Coll. Horn. App. 257

Moder milde Hur of alle. .On pc hit is best to calle. a 1300
Cursor M. 5718 On drightin can bai cri and call. Ibid.

19670 All bat calles on bi nam. 1490CAXION Eneydos iv. 19
'1 he goddis by hym adoured and t allid on. 1611 Bible */V«.

iv. 26 Then began men to call vpon the Name of the Ix>rd.

1867 LttTOH Lost T. Miletus 67 One night on death he
called And passed with death away.

C. To appeal to, make direct application to (a

pcrsoti) for (something) or to do (something) ; to

require, to make a demand upon. In the pas-

sive, said also of the call or requirements of duty.

1471 Marg. Paston Lett. No. 695 HI. 45 Yt is seyde here
that my Lord Archebysschop|>e is ded ; and yf yt be so,

calle up on hys suertes for the mony. c 1600 Shaks. Souu.
lxxix. 1 Whilst I alone did call upon your aid. 1750 John-
son Ram^l. No. 120 F 2 He called for help upon the sages
of phvsick. 1814 Lett./r. England II. hii. 368 He called
upon his congregation for horses.

1530 Pai.sgr. 47V2 Call upon them to remember my
mater. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. v. i. 287 Spcake not you
to him till we call vpon you. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India
II. v. iv. 427 They would be called upon by parliament to
produce their records. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 530
I,ord Berkeley called on all his friends to help him. 1883
Sir W. Bkett in Law Pip. 1 1 Queen's B. Div, 599 Without
calling upon the defendant's counsel we are prepared now
to give judgment. Mod. A man is not called upon to make
such sacrifices every day.

+ d. To appeal to as an authority or precedent.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Keb. L (1843) 22/2 His (Earl of

Manchester's] authority, .was still called upon. 1655 Ful-
ler Ch. Hist. vi. 312 Commonly Princes call on such Statutes
when themselves are called on by their necessities.

J
+e. To make a claim for, demand (money due).

147a Maru. Paston Lett. 695 III. 44, I pray 30W send me
a kopy of the dyvsecharge .. bothe for my dyscharge and
towyrs wat sum ever that be callyd upon of eyther of us
here after. 1607 Shaks. 'Pimm 11. ii. 23 My Master is

awak'd by great occasion To call vpon his owne.

tf. To impeach, challenge. Obs.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. 1. iv. 28 Full surfets, and the dri-

nesse of his bones. Call on him for 't. 174)0 Chesterp. Lett.
I. clx. 295 You call upon me for the partiality of an author
to his own works. 1701 Smeaton Edystone L. % 73 Sup-
posing his character called upon, not only as a professional
man, but as a man of veracity.

g. To pay a short visit to, to make a call on.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 111. iii. 34 He call vpon you ere you go

to bed. 1822 AVw Month. Mag. IV. 403 He had called on
me in Wales, and stayed with me nearly three days. 1840
Eraser's Mag. XXI. 404, I can. .occupy myself.. in calling
upon some friends.

** * With adverbs.

(See also the prec. senses, and the adverbs them-
selves for less specialized combinations.)

24. Call again, a. See senses 1-3, and Again.

f b. [sense 4.] To call back, recall, restore ; to

revoke, retract. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M. 26459 If eft misdos wel es right pc lauerd

call again his plight. 1 1330 R. Hrlnne Chron. 2i5<Matz. 1

Calle ageyn thin oih. 1483 Cath. Augl. 52 To calle agane,
reuocare. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxi. xvi, Dede done
can not be called agayne. a 1528 Skelton Ph. Sparotve 22
Nothynge it auayled To call Phylyp agaync Whom Gyb
our cat hath slayne. 156a Turner Herbal 11. 84a, The
juiue. .calleth them agayn that ar brought in to an extreme
depe slepe. 1587 Golding De Momay xiv. 311 Time can-
not be called againe.

25. Callaway, [sense 4.] To summon or cause
to come from one's actual place or occupation

;

fig. to divert, call off (the mind, thoughts, etc.).

a 1748 Watts (J.
1 The passions call away the thoughts.

1741 H.Walpole Lett. H. Maun III.ix.27, 1 am called
away and scarce know what I say. 1833 Lamb Last Ess.
Elia iChandos* 478 When .. necessity calleth him away.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 21 I. 41 Menexenus, who is called
away to take part in a sacrifice.

26. Call back. a. See senses 1, 3, and Back.
b. [sense 4] trans. To summon (a person) to

return ; to recall ; to bring back (a thing).

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits viiu '15961 117 The
much cold . . calleth backe the naturall heate inward by
counterposition. 161 1 Bible i Esdr. i. 50 God.. sent by his
messenger to call them backe. 1697 Dkvden Virg. Ceorg.
111. 409 The raging Tempest call'd him back in vain. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 68 Wine may call back the vital

powers in disease.

c. To revoke, retract.

"553 Bale I'ocac. in Hart. Misc. tMafli.i I. 356 He called

a great pece of his tale backe againe. 1605 Broughton
Corrupt. Handling ofR etlg. 6 He calleth backe himsclfe in

particulars. 1611 Bible Isa. xxxi. 2 Vet he .. wil not call

backe his words. 1848 S. Bamfokd Early Days vii. (1859)
68 Rap out a round regimental oath, and as instantly call it

back with a 1
Ix>rd help us'.

d. To recall to memory, remcml)er.
1851 Trench Poems 38 Then calling back this day we

will be strong.

27. Call down. a. intr. See senses I, and
Down adv.

b. trans. Sec sense 4, and Down; alsoyf^: to

invoke from above, bring down, cause to descend.
1810 Scott Lady of L. 111. x. On his name Shall call down

wretchedness and shame. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 324
Calling down a blessing on his head. 1869 Freeman Norm.
< '<»i'/.i 18/6 III. xii. 197 Irregularities which called down the
censures of Pope I«eo.

t C. [from 3.] To lower by proclamation ; to

denounce, decry. Obs.

1551 Robinson tr. More's [/top. (Arb. 159 To calle downc the
value of coyne to lesse then it is worthe. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Leam. 11. § 3 If an untruth . . bee once on foot . . it is never
called downe. 1633 T. Stakeoro Par. Hib. iv. (1821I 267
All other moneyes . . shall bee decryed, anulled, and called

downe. 1668 Child Disc. ira*te 11698) 246 If the rate of
Usury should be called down.

t d. [from 1.] To call to one to come or sit

down, to stop (a speaker). Obs.
1656 in Burton Diary (18281 I. 295 He went on a little

way in it, but was called down, in respect it was late.

28. Call forth, a. lit. To summon or cause to

come forward ; to call out.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11083 Sir Zachari bai did call forth.

1526 Tindale Acts xxiv. 2 When Paul was called forth.

'I artullus began to accuse him. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. ii.

15 Call forth your Actors by this scrowle. 1667 Milton
P. L. x. 649 Calling forth by name His mightie Angels.

b. fig. To summon^'., to cause to appear; to

draw forth, elicit ; to summon up (courage).
1697 Drydkn Virg. Ceorg. 111. 501 The Western Winds .

.

Call forth the tender Grass. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 666 And
call new beauties forth from ev'ry line. 17x3 — Prot. Ad-
dison's Cato 16 He. .calls forth Roman drops from British

eyes. 1853 Arab. Nts. iRtldg.)73i He then called forth

his courage, and went up.

29. Call in. a. intr: See senses 1, 2, and In.

b. trans. See 4 ;
spec. To withdraw from the

outside, from an advanced position, from free

action, from circulation or publicity.

>S97 Shaks. 2 Hen. /T, iv. iii. 28 Call in the Powers, good
cousin Westmerland. 1633 Massinger Xeio Way iv. ii.

Call-in his license. 1644 Milton A n op. (Arlo 32 ff one of
I your publisht Orders . . were call'd in. 1668 Child Disc.

I
'I'rade 246 That money will be suddenly called in.

1676 R. Dixon Ttvo Test. 70 If a Book be called in, I

will therefore buy it. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 114 The
last proclamation of June, 1842, calling in light gold. 1885
La7u Pep. 29 Chauc. Div. 461 The whole balance of the
mortgage, .might be at once called in. 1885 Mamh. Exam.
5 May 4/7 The Russians are willing to call in their out-
posts.

C. To summon for assistance or consultation.
1678 N. Wanlev Wonders v. L § 103. 468/2 The Swedes,

who were called in for the support of the German liberty.

1875 Jevons Money (18781 36 To call in the aid of the
microscope. 1885 Sir J. Hannen in Law Pep. 10 Probate
Div. 90 Sir William Gull was called in.

d. To require the payment or repayment of
(money outstanding): cf. Call sb. 11.

1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3740/3 Part of the 10 per Cent. . . to
be called in. 1713 Ibid. No. 5114/3, aoi. per Share was ..

called in.

30. Call off. a. See senses i, 3, and Off.
b. [See 4.] To summon away, or from what one

is doing; fig. to divert, call away (the attention).

1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 545 The Lord -.will call off
these evils w ,fc they groanc under. 171 1 Steele Sped.
No. 104 F 2 My Eyes were suddenly called off from these
. . Objects by a little Party of Horsemen. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. W. xxxi, But the appearance of . . the jailer's two
servants now called off our attention. x8io Scott Lady
0/L. 111. iv, And in mid chase called off his hound.

31. Call on. a. See senses 1, 3, and On adv.

+ b. trans. To invite to come on, allure, incite
;

fig to encourage the growth of, bring on. Obs.
1603 Florio Montaigne n. xu. (1632) 296 It is a wonder,

whither the perverse wickednesse of mans heart will pro-
ceed, if it be but called -on by any little successe. 1626
Bacon Sylva % 546 How to multiply and call on mosses.

C. intr. Of hounds : To 1 challenge \
1704 Worudge Diet. Rust, et Urb. s. v. Fox-hunting,

And for such as are first cast off, let them be old stanch-
hounds, which are sure ; and if you hear such an one call

on merrily, you must cast off some other to him. 1847 78
Halliwell s.v., When hounds are first cast off, and find

game, they are said to call on.

32. Call out. a. See senses 1, 3, and Out Oiiv.

b. To call or summon forth ; fig. to evoke.
1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 605 Provoeo . . to calle out.

1840 Eraser's Mag. XXII. 697 The usual trick of being
called out a dozen times, under pretence of a patient wanting
me. 1876 Green Short Hist. iv. | 3(1882* 176 [His] fiercest

burst of vengeance was called out by an insult to his
mother. Mod. The military were called ouL

e. To challenge to fight (esp. a duel).
18J3 Xcv Month. Mag. VIII. in Damme if I don't call

them out. 1840 Praser s Mag. XXI. 594 In modem, .par-

lance, ' I call you out 1881 Pebody Eng. Journalism
xi. (1&83) 78 [HeJ contrived, .to be called out for a criticism
which was too free and frank even for those times.

f d. To call for repayment of (money in a bank,
or the like). Obs.

1 68j Iattrell Brief Rtl. (18571 I. 211 Several) persons
who had money in the chamber of London . . thought fitt to
call it out, but were told there were no orders to pay any.

33. <Jall over. a. See senses r, 3, and Ovkk.
b. To read aloud [a roll or list of names), to

which the persons called are to answer, in order

to prove their pretence. Also absol.

1687 Bp. Cartwright in Magd. Coll. $ Jas. II (Oxf.
Hist. Soc.) 117 We called over the College Roll. 1837
Dickens Pickw. xxxiv, A gentleman in black . . proceeded
to call over the names of the jury. 1864 H. Cox Instit. 1.

ix. 137 It has been the practice of the House of Commons,
on several occasions of sufficient importance, to order that

the House be called over at a future day.

t C. To read aloud, recite (an announcement
,

proclaim ; to recite, rehearse (a story). Obs. or dial.

1681 Select, fr. Hart. Misc. U793' 466 Here let me call

over a story. 1865 Harland Lane. Lyrics 137 Iv o' Sunday
to't chourch theaw wilt gang, Ther axtns tha II ycr um coed
o'er.

d. Call over the coals*, see Coal.
34. Call together (see 5). To summon to

assemble, to convoke.
15*6 Tindale Luke xxiii. 13 And Pilate called (Wyclie

clepid] to geder the hye prestes. 1611 Bible Jer. \. 29 Call

together the archers against Babylon. Mo*t. Call the work*
men together at once.

35. Call up. a. See senses 1, 3, and Up adv.

b. To summon, from some lower region or place

(e.g. from Hades), to bring into the mind by an
effort of memory or imagination.
1631 Milton Penser. 109 That thy power Miyht. .call up

him who left untold The story of Cainbuscan K>l.). 1667
— P. L. 111.603 Philosophers, .call up unbound, .old Proteu*
from the Sea. 1847 L. Hunt Men %

Worn. <y B. II. viii.

146 A tinselled nymph, .calling up commonplaces with a
wand. 1871 Freeman Xorm. Conq. (1876' IV. xvii. 32 Able
to call up a i>ersonal image of several men of the days of

Kadward.
C. To summon before an authority, tribunal, or

examiner.
1753 World No. 3^, I was unfortunately called up to give

evidence against him. X846 M'Culloch Acc. Brit. Em-
pire (1854) II. 321 In school . . the master ' calls up* a cer-

tain number . . with each of whom he construes a part.

d. To call to mind, recall.

1713 Audison Cato 1. iv, Why do'tt thou call my sorrows
up afresh? 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 155 The occa-

sion, .could not but call up s >me recollections.

e. To call on or incite to rise and speak.
1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 524 These words called up

Rochester. He defended the petition.
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fWll fkfflV sb. Also 4-6 cal, call?, (S-9 Sc. ca, I

9 iSV. and ml. caw, t/wf/. cawal). [f. prec. vb.]
j

L A loud vocal utterance or speech, a shout, a
|

cry; a loud vocal address or supplication. 1

(11300 Cursor M. 6790, I, for-soth sail here Jrtur call.
|

Ibid. 1 J77 An o bairn. . Be-for ihesus bar made his call. 1678
\

Busyan PUgr. 1. 207 They gave but a call, and in came

their Master. 1704 Pope Past., Summer §3 But would you
|

sing. .The moving mountains hear the pow'rful call. 1822

New Month. Mag. V. 150 You are amused with the per-

petual opening and shutting of box doors, and the audible

"calls of ' Mrs. So and so's places '. .

b. spec. The reading aloud of a roll or list of

names ; a roll-call : see Call v. 33 b.

1723 Bp. Nicolson in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 446 The Com-
mons were very warm yesterday : and their Debates ended

in a Call of their Members. 1780 Burke Corr. (1844) II.

318, I think to make my motion as soon as possible after

the call of the House. ^1832 Mackintosh Revel. 1688

Wks. 1846 II. 51 The attendance was partly caused by a

call of the House. .On the call, .it appeared that forty were

either minors, abroad, or confined by sickness.

C. A word or name called ; a thing thus men-

tioned or indicated.

1801 Strutt Sports A Past. iv. ii. 296 The other calls at

pleasure head or tail ; if his call lies uppermost, .he wins.

2. The cry of an animal, esp. of a bird.

1684 BuNTAM Pilgr. II. 62 The Hen by her common call,

gives no meat to her Chickens. 1773 Barrington in Phil.

Trans. LXIII. 250 The call of a bird, is that sound which

it is able to make, when about a month old. 1833 Chaiub.

Jml. II. 148 They can hear the call of their calves. 1842

Tennyson Locksley H. 171 They shall . .Whistle back the

parrot's call. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. C. 301 Neither

redwing nor fieldfare sings during the winter ; they of course

have their 1 call ' and cry of alarm.

3. A particular cry or sound used to attract or

decoy birds, etc.

1530 Palsgr. 202/2 Call for quaylles, croquaillet. 1590

Lodge Euphues' Gold. Leg. 1,1887) 98 Aliena smiled to see

how Ganymede flew to the fist without any call. 1596

Raleigh Disc. Guiana (1887) 76 The deer came, .as if they

had been used to a Keepers call. 1851 Must. Loud. News
15 Feb. 127 The birds after answering to the call . . at last

darted off again.

b. A small instrument or whistle to attract

birds, etc., by imitating their note.

1654 Bate Myst. Nature $ Art 73 They are known among
some Shopkeepers by the name of Cals ; and there are long

white boxes of them, which are transported hither from

France. 1704 Worlidge Diet. R7<st. et Urb. s. v. Calls, As
for the Artificial Calls.. they are best made of Box and
Walnut Tree, or such hard Woods. 1708 Kersey s.v.,

Among Fowlers, Calls are arteficial Pipes, made to catch

Quails, etc. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., Different

birds require different calls
j
but most of them are composed

of a pipe or reed, with a little leathern bag, somewhat in

the form of a bellows.

fc. A decoy-bird. lit. andfig. Obs.

1595 Shaks. John in. iv. 174 They would be as a Call To
traine ten thousand English to their side. 1624 Massinger
Pari. Love IV. Hi, This fellow has a pimp's face, And looks

as if he were her call, her fetch. 1735 Bradley Fam. Diet,

s.v. Lark, Those live Birds tyed to the Packthreads are

nam'd Calls.

4. Hunting. A strain or 'lesson' blown upon
the horn to cheer and encourage the hounds.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. U (1706) 18 The Call, a Lesson

blowed on the Horn to comfort the Hounds. 1721 in Bailey.

5. a. The act of calling at a door or place on

the way: hence, House of'call. b. A short and
usually formal visit : to make, pay, receive, a call.

1783 Cowper Task 1. 244 Dependant on the baker's punctual

call, 1816 Parody in Times 25 Jan., Enumerate the prin-

capal houses of call in. .London. 1862 Trollope Orley F.

xiv, She had . . made a morning call on Martha Biggs. 1873
B. Taylor Faust I. v. 90 We passed without a call to day.

1884 Harper's Mag. Sept. 493/2 The chief interest ofQueens-
town is as a port of call.

6. Summons, invitation, bidding. Also fig.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3022 Mete and drinc he gaue bam all

pat wald cum al til his call. 1593 Shaks. Ven. Ad. S49
Tapsters answering every call. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 378
Who first, who last . . At thir great Emperors call . . Came
singly where he stood. 1752 Johnson Rambl. No. 204 p 5

His call was readily obeyed. 1833 Ht. Martineau Briery
Cr. iv. 92 A call to devotion. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz
(C. D. ecf.) 71 The bell rings and the orchestra in acknow-
ledgment of the call play three distinct chords. 1875 Emer-
son Lett, ff Soc. Aims, Eloquence Wks. (Bohn) III. 193
Men who lose their talents, their wit. .at any sudden call.

\ b. A summons to answer to a charge ; ac-

cusation, impeachment. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M. 19138 (Fairf.) f>ai gedder bad bring forb

be apostles alle for til ansquare to baire calle.

e. A summons by applause for a speaker, actor,

etc., to appearbefore an audience. Cf. Call v. 2 2 b.

1887 Punch 12 Mar. 125/1 The enthusiastic . . call that
greeted him on the conclusion of his excellent work.

d. A summons or signal sounded upon a bugle,

trumpet, etc. ; also fig.
1581 Styward Mart. Discip. 1. 18 In sounding a march, a

cal, ye charge .. y" retrait. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 295
Armies at th» call Of Trumpet . . Troop to thir Standard.
1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5135/3 The Drums beating a Call.
1875 B. Taylor Faust II. IV. iii. 269 The first clear call of
bells is swept across the land.

e. concr. A whistle, or other instrument, on
which such a call is sounded.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) The call can be sounded

to various strains, each . . appropriated to some particular

exercise. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, iv, She whistled on a small

silver call which hung around her neck.

f. Call to the bar : admission to the status of

barrister; see Bab sk 1 24, Barrister. Also '[Call

0/ serfcants (obs.).

a 1626 Bacon (J.) Upon the sixteenth was held the Ser-

jeants feast at Ely place, there being nine Serjeants of that

call. 1698 Concreve Way of W. in. xv, In the country

where great lubberly brothers slabber and kiss one another

when they meet like a call of Serjeants. 1868 M. Pattison

Acade/u. Org. v. 184 There shall be examinations and de-

grees required for the call to the Bar. 1878 R. H. Hutton
Scott ii, 27 The day of his call to the bar.

g. spec. An invitation to undertake the office

and duties of pastor of a church.

1666 Life J. Livingstone in Set. Biogr. (1845) I. 136, I

got ane joynt call of the parish and presbytery and the old

minister and my Lord Tarphichen patron of the church ..

to be minister there, a 1704 T. Brown 2 Oxf Scholars

(1730) I. 2, I shall receive a call to be a Pastor or Holder-

forth in some Congregation or other. 1755 Wesley Wks,

(1872) XIII. 208 Both an inward and an outward call are

requisite. x8i8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxix, [The] presby-

tenans who had united in a harmonious call to Reuben
Butler to be their spiritual guide. 1859 J. Cunningham
Ch. Hist. Scotl. II. x. 422.

h. A notice requiring theatrical performers to

attend at a rehearsal.

1876 Jennie of
1 The Princess ' 2 19 You are cast for Player

Queen. Call is for eleven this morning. 1885 G. R. Sims

Mustard «y Cr. in Referee 16 Feb., A 'call' is frequently

made out for 'supers and ladies and gentlemen' when the

principals are not required.

i. Whist. A 1

call for honours ' (see Call v.ie);

also, a sign given to a partner by a special kind of

play that he is to lead trumps (cf. Call v. 22 d).

1887 Temple-bar Mag. Apr. 551 My^ partner . . will lead

trumps on the first opportunity in obedience to my ' call '.

k. Ame r. Land Law. 'An object, course, dis-

tance, or other matter of description in a survey

or grant, requiring or calling for a corresponding

object, etc., on the land* (Webster 1864).

7. Demand, requisition, claim.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8705 barne atte dede is nauper of

thayme wille haue ber-til cal ne clayme. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 206 r 1 There is a perpetual call upon mankind
to value and esteem those who set a moderate price on their

own merit. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 141 rS The call for

novelty is never satisfied. 1832 A. Fonblanque Engl,

under 7 Administ. II. 268 The Duke of Newcastle's call

upon the anti-reformers to take up arms against the people.

1832 Athenaeum No. 219. 19 The call of these times for

cheap reprints. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. ix. 269 The calls of

thirst And hunger having ceased.

8. A requirement of duty ; a duty, need, occa-

sion, right.

a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. (1704) III. xiv. 377 He as-

sured them .
.

' that they had a very lawful Call to take upon
them the supreme Authority of the Nation'. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe (1858)243 What call, what occasion, much less what
necessity I was in, to go. 1779 J. Moore View Soc Fr.
(1789) I. xvi. 124 There was no Call for his interfering in the

business. 1858 Thackeray Virginians xxii, I don't know
what call she had to blush so when she made her curtsey,

f b. Occasion or need to go ; an errand. Obs.

1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 324 Having a call to St. Ives

in Cornwall. § 325 Having a second call into Cornwall.

9. A divine, spiritual, or sacred appointment,

or prompting, to a special service or office. See

Call v. 6.

1650 Ministers New Eng. in Ellis Orig. Lett. it. ccc, We
came by a call of God to serve him here. 17S5 Mem. Capt.
P. Drake I. xi. 79 Proposals, .to quit the World, and embrace
that Course of Life, to which I told him I had no Call. 1790
Mrs. Fletcher in H. Moore Life (1817) II. vi. 121, I feel

a call from the Lord to give my last testimony to his faith-

fulness. 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I, xix. 368 It was a
* call '..or inward movement of the Divine Spirit through
the conscience, a 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. iv. i. 344.

flO. Calling, occupation, vocation. Obs.

1548 Gkste Pr. Masse 72 We must al be busely occupied
. .eche man in his call accordingly. 162s Fletcher Begg.
Bush 11. i, Which lives Uprightest in his call. 1780 Mrs.
Fletcher in H. Moore Life (1817) I. ill. 161 Spending your
time thus, for the bodies of the people. If that is your call,

it is a mean call

!

11. Comm. a. A demand for the payment of

money
;
esp. a notice to a subscriber to pay up a

portion of capital subscribed. Also attrib.

1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4554/4 That. .Two per Cent, on the
Adventurers Stock be received in part of the said two Calls.

1776 Adam Smith W. N. I. 11. ii. 319 A call of fifteen per
cent. 1847 C. G. Addison Contracts 1. \. § 2 The directors

must provide funds by making calls on the shareholders,

b. On the Stock Exchange.
a i860 C. Fenn Eng. <? For. Funds (1883) 127 A 1 Call ' is

an option of claiming stock at a certain time, the price and
date being fixed at the time the option-money is given.

12. dial. Scolding, abuse. Cf. Call v. 12.

13. Sc. (now in form ca\ caw.) Driving. In
various applications : as, Hard and forced respira-

tion ; a place where cattle are driven, a cow-gang

;

a pass or defile between hills.

1765 Ogilvy Nairns Trial 83 (Jam.) There was a severe

heaving at his breast, and a strong caw, and he cried to

keep open the windows to give him breath. 1768 Ross
Helenore 22 (Jam.) In the ca, nor cow nor ewe did spare.

1795 Statist. Ace. Scotl. XVI. 168 (Jam.) By . . the heights

of Lead-na-bea-kach, until you arrive at the Ca (i. e. the slap

or pass) of that hill. 1876 Robinson Mid.Yorksh. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) s.v. Caw.

III. Phrases and Combinations.
14. Phrases, a. with preps., as At call : at com-
mand, ready to answer a call or summons ; im-

mediately available. Within call : within hearing

or reach of a summons
;
hence, within call of {a

place) : near to (it) ; within call of {a person) :

fig. subject to (his") authority.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. Pref. (J.) Always at the call . . of
a number of mean persons. 1632 Massinger & Field Fatal
Dow. u\, i, A true friend at a call. 1668 Child Disc. Trade
(1698)227 It is our interest, .not only to have many seamen,
but to have them . . within call in time of Danger. 1697
Dampier Voy. 11698) I. xx, 542 Those that subscribed to be
at all calls. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 182 f 6 All the great

Beauties we have left in Town, or within Call of it, will

be present. 1830 Tennyson Dream Fair W. 85, I saw a
lady within call. 1885 Manch. Exam. 20 July 5/5 An un-

conscious desire to possess gold at call.

b. To have the call: to be in chief or greatest

demand; to be the favourite : in Long Whist, to be

entitled to 'call honours'.
1840 Eraser's Mag. XXII. 674 Youth has the call.

1863 Pardon Hoyle's Games 18 The partners having eight

points are said to have the call. 1867 F. Francis Angling
1. (1880) 31 Baited wheat has the call. Newspaper. Heifers

had the call of the market at ,£17 to ,£20 each.

15. Comb., as call-bell, a bell for summoning
attendance ; a small stationary hand-bell for that

purpose
;

spec, an electric bell giving the alarm at

a ftre-station, etc. ; + call-belt, a belt for support-

ing a bugle or similar instrument
;

call-bird, a

decoy bird for attracting others by its note
; f call-

book, a muster-roll ;
call-boy, a youth employed

a. (in a theatre) to attend upon the prompter, and

call the actors when required on the stage, b. (on

a steamer) to transmit the captain's orders to the

engineer, e. (in a hotel) to answer the bells ; call-

change, a method of bell-ringing in which the

ringers follow oral or written instructions ; call-

day, in the Inns of Court, the day appointed in

each term for the ceremony of calling students to

the bar ; see also quot. 1720 ;
call-duck, a decoy

duck ;
call-loan, a loan to be repaid at call

;

call-money, money at call ;
call-night, the night

on which students of law are called to the bar

;

call-note, the note used by a bird or other animal

in calling to its mate ;
call-off, a cause of diversion

or distraction ;
call-out, the act of calling out

(forces, etc.) (see Call v. 32 b); call-over = Call
sb. ib; call-rocket, a signal rocket.

1872 Kllaco.mbe Bells of Ch. iv. 53 A v
call-bell to the

Divine services. 1879 G. Prescott Sp. Telephone 375 The
introduction of call bells or alarms followed . . with the early

introduction of the electric telegraph. 1883 CasselTs Fam.
Mag. Dec. 59/2 The alarms enable the [fire-]brigade to

leave the station within a minute after the caH-bell rings.

1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2182/4 He had. .an embroidered Buff
*Call Belt, and an Agat-handled Sword. 1773 Barrington
in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 263 The fascinating power of their

*call-birds. 1663 Pepys Diary 15 Jan., To examine the

proof of our new way of the *call-bookes. 1803 Naval
Chron. XV. 57 Are copies of the muster or call book sent

to the Navy Board 1 1794 Malone Shaks. I. 88 note, His
first office in the theatre was that of *Call-boy. 1863

Sala Qualk the Circumu. 65 A Woolwich steamboat .

.

passengers and crew—down to the very call-boy. 1872

Ellacombe Bells of Ch. iii. 35 The ringing ' rounds ', and
*' call-changes ' was a good deal cultivated,

_
a very long

time before the birth of half-pull change-ringing. 1872 J.

T. Fowler Bells, Sacristy II. 137 When some variation, .is

rung again and again, then another variation, and so on, it

is ringing 'call-changes', or 'set-changes'. 1880 Grove
Diet. Mus. X. 297/2 Ringers are said to be ringing call

changes when the conductor calls to each man to tell him
after which bell he is to ring. 1720 Stovj's Surv. (ed.

Strype 1754) II. v. xxvii. 469/2 The Lord Mayor and Court
of Aldermen do meet at Guildhall, and sit in the orphan's

Court once in every year to hear the names of all secu-

rities called over; wherefore that day is called ^Call-day.

1886 Whitakers Almanack 9 Inns of Court Law (Dining)

Terms—Hilary begins n January, ends 1 February; Call

Day, 26 January. 1656 Earl Monm. Advt.fr. Parnass.
186 The true de quois, or *call-ducks. 1882 Pall Mall G.

7 June 5/2 Recourse had more and more to *' call ' loans.

1885 Daily Nevus 12 Feb. 7/2 Most of the banks affecting to

consider *call money as the same thing [with cash on hand].

1883 St. James's Gaz. 17 Nov., In the sister Inns of Lincoln

and Gray, *'Call Night', like Grand Night, has its own
peculiar and appropriate ceremonial. 1833 Proc. Bern'.

Nat. Club I. No. 1. 22 The mellow "call-note of the grey

linnet was.. heard. 1883 Century Mag. Aug. 484/1 The
European partridge and Bob White differ in their call-notes.

1883 J. Parker Apost. Life II. 186 No. .*call-off from pro-

longed and arduous enquiry into profound and useful

subjects. 1887 Times (Weekly ed.) 7 Oct. 17/1 The xcalI-out

of the Russian reserves. 1887 Charity Organ. Rev. June
245 A Saturday *call-over at school.

Call, obs. form of Caul.

II Calla (kse-la). Bot.

1. A genus of floating marsh plants (N.O. Oron-

tiacese), natives of Northern Europe and North
America. 1866 in Treas. Bot. 194.

2. A name erroneously given to the White Arum,
Ethiopian or Trumpet Lily, Richardia sethiopica

(N.O. Aracem), a native ofthe Cape of Good Hope,
well known as a drawing-room ornament.
1870 H. Macmillan BibleTeachings vii. 143 The beautiful

j
calla or Ethiopian lily. 1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 606/a



CALLA.

Lilies, callas, and uthcr water-planU. 1S84 K. P. Roe ibid.

Feb. 444/1 The plants are semi-aquatic, like this calla lily.

Calla- : see Cala-.
Callaesthe'tic, -ics. [f. Gr. tcdXKos beauty

+ ataOrjTtKos ; see Esthetic] Name proposed
by Whewell for aesthetics (see /Esthetic B 2).

Hence Callsesthe-tical a.

184^7 Whewell Philos. Induct. Sci. II. 560 Since .. aes-

thetics would naturally denote the doctrine of perception in

general . . and since the essential point in the philosophy now
spoken of [the theory of the Fine Arts] is that it attends to

beauty. . I should propose the term Callaesthetics, or rather

Callxsthetic. Ibid. I. Pref. (ed. 2) 7 The progress of
political, and moral and callesthetical truth.

Calla inite. Min. [f. L. callcuna (Pliny) —
callais (see next) + -iTE.] A hydrous aluminium
phosphate, a massive translucent mineral of apple-

j;reen or emerald-green colour, with whitish and
bluish lines or spots. (Dana Min.)

II Callais £kse*U|is). [L. a. Gr. KaAAcuY] A
sea-green precious stone ;

probably turquoise.

1878 Lubbock Preh. Times iv. 83 Beads of Callais, a min-
eral. 1883 N. JotY Man be/ere Metals \\. i. iv. 209 Amber,
jet, callais, flint, slate.. were adopted to make pendants.

Callamanco, Callambac, etc. : see Cala-.

Callant (kcrlant). Sc. and north, dial. Also
calland, callan, (calen). [Identical with Flemish
(and Du.) kalant customer, chap, blade, a. north.

F. calatui — F. ehaland customer (literally) : see

Littre. A modern word in Scotch, taken from
Flemish or Dutch by the fisher-folk of the east

coast, with whom 1 cannie callant
1

is a favourite

form of address. The sense 'customer ' has died

out in Sc. ; cf. <7/a/- chapman, blade, lad, fellow.]

A lad, youth, stripling ; a boy of any age.

1716 RAMSAY On Wit 21 The calland gap d and glowr'd
about. 1719 Hamilton P.p. Ramsay i, O famed and cele-

brated Allan ! Renowned Ramsay ! canty callan ! a 1774
PncvSSOM Poet, Wks. (1879) 31 An' ilka canty callant sing

like me. 1790 A. Wilson Miser, I'm hunted name wi' dogs
and callan s. 18x4 Scott Wavertey III. 249 ' Ve're a daft

callant, sir said the Baron. 1816 J. Gilchrist Phil. Etym.
205 College calens might become so free and bold, etc. 1819

Hogg Hawick Commonriding Song, Scotia's boast was
awickcallants. 18*3 Scott Quentin D. xv, It will ruin the

callant with the King. 1840 in Westmorland Gloss., Callan.

Callash, Callavance, etc. : see Cal-.

Callat, Calle, obs. forms of Callet, Caul.

Called (k^ld). Pa. pple. of Call v., rarely

used as adjective.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 1 A worshipful gentyl-
inan callid Lowys de Bretaylles. 1611 Bible Rom. viii.

28 To them who are the called according to his purpose.

1614 J. Robinson Relig. Cowman. 17 In respect both of
the . . will of the Caller, and obedience of the Called. 1870
Hardy & Ware Mod. Hoyle 3 Called cards can only be
called in compliance with the general laws. i88z Standard
14 Dec 5 '7 Two millions of 1 called ' bonds.

Callembour, obs. f. Calamboub.
Gallon, same as Cal, wolfram.

t Calient, a. Obs. [ad. L. callent-em knowing.]

'Crafty, witty, cunning or wise by experience*

(Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Callepash, Callepy, obs. ff. Calipash, -pee.

Caller ;k9T3i), sb. [f. Call v. +-erJ.] One
who calls, in various senses of the vb.

;
esp.

1. a. One who cries aloud, or proclaims, b. One
who invokes, summons, or exhorts in a loud voice,

f C. A petitioner, an appellant, one who challenges,

d. The convener ofa meeting.
< 150a I. Yolnge in Leland Collect. (1774) IV, a88 The

King called them before hym, and demaunded the Cause of
ther Difference. The Caller sayd, Syre, he hath taken
from me my Lady Paramour. 153a More Con/ut. Tindale
Wks. 833/1 Callers vppon the name of God. 1548 Uuall,
etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xx. 98 We be boundc to the caller

for this also. 1577-B7 HolinshldCA»wi. III. 907/1 The caller

of the court was one Cooke of Winchester. 1635 Vestry
Bks. (Surteesl 98 Item to the caller in the court, *\d. 1841

Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) VI. 246 Letting the callers

of the meeting have their way. 1866 W. R. King Sportsman
in Canada iii. 52 [Moose-hunting] The caller, .retires, with
a reserve gun, to the rear of the sportsman.

2. One who pays a short or complimentary visit.

(The chief current sense.)

1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary (1854} III. 30 Making him
keep off all callers, by telling them I am dressing for the
Queen. s8ia Chalmers Lett, in Life (1851) I. 296 We
have had a flow of forenoon callers. 1865 Lond. Rev. 23
Dec. 662/1 The most successful caller, i. e. the caller who
finds no one at home.

3. Sc. A driver.

( 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 73 The caller cryed : How,
haike vpon hi>;ht. 1805 Barry Orkney 1st. 447 (Jam.) The
caller goes before the beasts backward with a whip.

4. Of other than persons : a. Jig. A thing which
calls, b. A call-bird, a decoy-bird.
1607 Hieron Wks. I, 308 The sight of it is rather a com*

mon caller vpon him to bee faithfull to him. Bradley
ham. Diet. II. s. v. Lark, The Way of taking Larks is with
Nets, .the Callers are set upon the Ground.
5. With advbs., as caller away, off, on, etc.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 11. VB. (Arb.) 127 My impor-
tunate caulers on. 16*8 Earle Microcosm, lxvi. 142 His.

.

caller away is his study, 17a* St. German's Doctor
<fr
Stud.

295 Callers on to have that point reformed. 1878 F. Williams
Midi. A'rtiVa'. 642 The 'cailcr-off' shouts out. .the name.

38

Caller v
kalai),flE. Sc. and north, dial. Forms:

4 caloure, 5-6 callour, S calour, ?callar, 8-
caller, cauler, (9 cawler, cauller, calor). [prob.
Sc. form of Calvek, q. v. Cf. siller from silver, etc.
It has generally been assumed to be derived in some way

from stem of OTeut. kal-an to be cold. But this does not
account for the form ; nor does it yield the required sense,
which in earlier times was not connected with cold : ' cal-
lour prey', recens prarda, might be still warm.]
1. 'Fresh; as opposed to what is beginning to

corrupt ' (Jam.) ; without taint of decomposition
;

said of the flesh of animals used for food, esp. fish

(which were specially liable to decay; ;
1 as fresh

as when taken out of the water*.
c 1375 ? Barbour St. Cosmos * Damian 360 In be kirk-

;ard jestrevene wes lad Ane Ethiope, & jet his flesche Is
caloure Inucht & als fres. t 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab.
2126 in AngUa IX, Ane side of salmond, as it wair, And
callour. 1513 Dolglas A£neis vu. xiii. 110 The recent
spreith and fresche and callour pray. [Cf. 1536 Bellenden
Descr. Alb. xl (1821) I. p. xliii. Quhen the salmondis faillis

thair loup, thay fall callour in the said [boiling] caldrounis,
and ar than maist delitious to the mouth.] 1768 Ross
Helenoret She. .was. . As clear and calour as a water trout.
1862 Maem. Mag. Oct. 501 The Newhaven fish-wife.,
shouting 1 Caller herrings !

* or 4 Wha'll buy my caller cod ?

'

2. Of air, water, etc. : Fresh and cool; well-aired.
1513 Douglas AEneis vii. Prol. 87 The callour air, pene-

trative and puire. a 1600 Hume in Sibbald Sc. Poetry III.

387 (Jam.) The rivers fresh, the callar streams. 1768 Ross
Helenore 77 Behind the door a calour heather bed. 1816
Scott Antiq. xxi, 'Queer tirlie-wirlie holes that, .keep the
stair as caller as a kail-blade.' 1884 Good Wds. May 326/1
You ha'e the caller air, the caller earth ; an' they re aye
healthy.

Calles, obs. form of Chalice.
Callesthetical : see Call.esthetii\

t Ca'llet, sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 6 calat(e,

calet, kallat, 6-7 callette, callot, 7 callat, ca-
lette, callott, 6 8 calot, callet.
[Many have suggested its identity with F. caillette ' foole,

ninnie, noddie, naturall ' (Cotgr.-, dim. of caille quail (es-

teemed a silly bird) ; but this does not quite answer pho-
netically, does not quite suit the sense, and was in French
applied to men as readily as to women. Others have thought
of F. calotte a kind of small bonnet or cap covering only the
top of the head, but no evidence appears connecting this
especially with a * callet'. The Gael, and Ir. caille girl

has also been suggested. It is not certain which is the
earlier sense : pern, 'scold', as in the vb. and Callety.]

1. A lewd woman, trull, strumpet, drab.
c 1500 Cocke Lortlles B. {18431 1 Yf he call her calat, she

calleth hym knave agayne. 1530 Redforde Play Wit
Sc. (1848) 17 Wyll I mar him, drabb? Thow, calat, thow !

153a More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 423/2 Frere Luther and
Cate calate his nunne, lye luskyng together in lechery. 1569
T. Sa(neord] tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 94 Other Queenes
which were queanes, and courtly callets. 1600 Holland
Livy 1. lviii. 41 Any unhonest woman or wanton callot

[imfiudud]. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 121 A Begger in his
drinke Could not haue laid such termcs vpon nis Callet.
1616 Blllokar, Callette, a Lewd Woman. 1731 Bailey
vol. II, Calot, a Drab. 1785 Burns Jolly Beggars Air i,

I'm as happy with my wallet, my bottle and my callet.

2. As a term of abuse ; sometimes perhaps —
1 scold ' as in the vb. Also attrib. Still dial.

a 15*8 Skelton El. Rummyng 347 Than Elynour sayde,
ye caJlettes, I shall breake your pallettes. UM Palsgr. 678,
I rampe, I play the callet, je ramponne (I gibe, flout]. 1575
J. Still Gamm. Gurton 11. iii. Faith, would chad her by
the face, chould crack her callet Crown. 1577 Stanyhlrst
Descr. Irel. in Holinshed VI. 52 Let us ..leave lieing for

varlets .. scolding for callets. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. iii.

90 A Callat Of ooundless tongue, who late hath beat her
Husband, And now bayts me.

Hence Callety a. dial., scolding, * ill-tongued'.

1863 in Atkinson Provinc. Danby.

Ca'llet, v. Obs. exc. dial. [f. prec. sb.] intr.

To scold, rail. Hence Calleting ppl. a.

a 1673 Brathwait Care's Cure, To hear her in her spleen
Callet like a butter queen. 1601 Ray A7". C. Wds., Collet*
to cample, or scold ; as, a calleting housewife. 1764 T.
Hrvoces Homer Travest. (1797) I. 62 Mother, you know
not what you're doing ; To Callot thus will be your ruin.

1864 Atkinson Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S.) Callit, to wrangle,
to chide. ' They snap an' callit like a couple o* cur-dogs.'

Calletrappe, -vance, obs. forms of Caltrop,
Calavance.
Calliber, etc. : see Cali-.

t CaHible phary. Obs. ran-K [After Gr.
Ka\ki@Kt<papov, neut. of tca.\\tf3\t<papos, f. #aAAi-

combining form of KaKKos beauty + QXitpapov eye-

lid : see -aky 1
.] A dye for the eye-lids.

i66z Lovell Hist. Anim.
4<f
Min. 34 The marrow of the

right fore legge with sout. .serveth for a calliblephary.

t Ca llid, a. Obs. rare-*, [ad. L. eallidus.]

Crafty, cunning.
1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1721-1800 in Bailey; and in

mod. Diets.

Callidity (kaliditi). Now rare. Also 7
(erron.) calidity. [ad. L. calliditdtem cunning,

craft (in good or bad sense , f. eallidus skilful,

cunning, crafty : see -itv.] Craftiness, cunning.

1524 St, Papers lien. VIII, VI. 280 His Holines, unto
whom the calhditics and crafty circumvencions of France be
not unknowen. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. in. 99 Ilai oupyta

signifies al manner of Calliditie or dexteritie to cheat &
deceive. 175a Smart Hop Garden, Her eaglc-ey'd callidity,

deceit Ana fairy faction. 1833 Eraser's Mag. VIII. 203
Suspect their own intimate friends of calliJity.

CALLING.

Callii'y, oh*, lorm ol Cal£KY.
Calligraph (kx ligraf), sdA arch. Also cali-.

[a. F. calligraphe, ad. med.L. calligraph us fair

writer, good penman, ad. Gr. KaXKi-ypd^os, f. koAAi-
comb. stem of *dAAos beauty + -ypcupos ' writing,
writer' (sometimes also 'written'). In this and
the following cognate words the non-etymological
spelling Cali- is frequently found.]

One who writes beautifully ; spec, a professional
transcriber of manuscripts.

'8S3 Fraser's Mag. XLVII. 83 The numerous scattered
works of former zealous caligraphs. 1875 M. Paitisos
Casaubon 38 The calligraphs, a race who long survived the
invention of printing.

Calligraph ikarligruf), sb [(. same elements
as prec, on analogy of autograph

,
holograph, which

have Greek prototypes in -ypd<i>ov.] A beautiful

specimen of writing.
1878 Browning Poets Croisic xxxvii, Over the neat crow-

quill calligraph His pen goes blotting.

Ca'lligraph, v. [f. prec, or F. calligraph y-

(perhaps with some thought of Gr. y/xup-fiv to
write); cf. to photograph, telegraph, etc.] trans.
To write beautifully or ornamentally.
1884 Athenxum 3 May 570/1 The roll of Shiuten Doji, a

famous Japanese outlaw of the tenth century, .finely calli-
graphed and illuminated.

Calligrapher (kali grafaj). [f. same elements
as Calligbaph + -er : c(. philosoph-er.]

1. One who writes beautifully : sometimes ^with
qualification) merely = penman.
i8i« Scott Guy M. xv, He should have been a calli-

grapher. 18*4 D'lsRAEt.! Cur. Lit., Autographs, Queen
Elizabeth . . was indeed a most elegant caligrapher.

2. spec. One who professes the art of elegant pen-
manship ; a professional transcriber ofmanuscripts.

1 753 Chambers Cycl. Supf. s. v. Calligraphy, Calligraphy
is also used to denote the calligrapher's work, in transcrib-
ing fair and at large. 1838 0 Hallam Hist. Lit. I. 1. ii.

140 /.' /(', Against Thomas a Kempis it, is urged that he was
a professed calligrapher. 1864 K. Chambers Bk. ofDays
II. 309 A caligrapher, a writer and engraver of 'letters,

knots and flourishes '.

Calligraphic (kadigrarfik), a. ptd. Gr. xaXKi-
ypaipiKus, in same sense, f. «aAAcypa(^os : see -ic]
Of or pertaining to calligraphers or calligraphy.
1774 T. Warton Hist. Poetry.Uhs. 11. (18401 1. 101 Excel-

lence in the calligraphic art. 1809 Monthly Mag. XXVIII.
187 Two specimens of her calligraphic skill are carefully
preserved in the Bodleian library". i88a-3 Schaff Relig.
Eneycl. III. 2556/1 The calligraphic principle, or effort to
write beautifully and ornamentally, came in.

t Calligra phical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-ai,.] = prec. ; also. Of a beautiful literary style.

Hence Callig-ra phically adv.
1630 J, Taylor (Water Poeti Wlcs. 111. 76 Dedicated . . To

the. . Historiographicall Calligraphical! Kelater and Writer
..Sir Thomas Coriat, Knight of Troy. 1884-3 Schaff
Relig. Encycl. III. 2556/2 The Jews . . may have perfected
it calligraphically into the square character.

Calligraphist (Utii'griUift . [f. Gr. *oAAi-

ypaip-os or Eng. Calligraphy + -ist : cf. zoologist,

etc.] = Calligrapher, esp. in sense t.

1816 Singer Hist. Cards 134 The same calligraphist

furnished the prototype of both. 1849 Miss Mulock Ogil-
vies 24 All the care of her governess and masters had never
succeeded in making her a caligraphist. 1850 Teale Educ.
in Eng. 5 S. Dunstan was. .a calligraphist.

Calligraphy (kaligrafi\ [Ultimately ad.

Gr. KaWtypatpia, sb. of quality f. AraAAi-ypd</>-oy :

see Calligraph ji.' : perhaps immediately from
L. calligraphia or F. calligraphic.']

1. lieautiful or fair writing as a product ; also,

elegant penmanship as an art or profession.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. <cd. 31 Calligraphie, faire writ-

ing. 1631 B. Jonson Mfipt. Lady 111. iv, I have to commend
inc. .my kalligraphy, a fair hana

t
Fit for a secretary. 1753

Chambers Cycl. Supp. a. v.. Calligraphy made an article in

the manual labour of the antient monks. 1816 Singer Hist.

Cards 93 Calligraphy was also another art which received

considerable attention. 1866 Felton Ahc 4- Mod. Gr. I.

xii. 498 The age of calligraphy is gone.

2. Handwriting, penmanship generally; style

of handwriting or written characters ; a person's

characteristic handwriting or ' hand'.

1645 Milton Colast. Wks. 11847)221/2 A divine of note

had. stuck it here and there with a clove of his own calli-

graphy, to keep it from tainting. 1856 Honsth. Wds. XIII.

240 His calligraphy suggests . . the skating of an intoxi-

cated sweep over a sheet of ice. 1859 Gullick & Timbs
Painting 100 The study of the calligraphy, or penmanship, of

ancient >,1SS. 1880 Karle/'A/'/o/. £ /"• 899 In the eleventh

century the fashion of our calligraphy was changed.

f3. Belles-lettres. Obs.

i860 Worcester cites R. Park.

Callimanco, obs. form of Calamanco.
Calli meter. notue-tvd. [f. Gr. xaAAt- comb,

stem of *dAAo» beauty + iihpov measure : see

-meter.] A measure of beauty.

1862 J, Brown Horse Subs. 353 K flower .. of a certain

fixed and welt-known value in Davie's standard calimeter.

Calling (k$'l>i))i vU. sb. [f. Call v. +*ora1.]
I. The action of the vb. Call.

1. The action of emitting a loud voice ;
crying,

shouting, proclamation. Applied also to par-
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ticular cries of animals. Calling on or ?tpon : in-

vocation of.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1362 |>ur3 J>e cuntre of Caldee

his callyng con spryng. c 1340 Cursor M. 19095 (Trin.) pe

callyng on [v.r. on-call] his holy name. 1490 Caxton
Encydos xxi. 77 What complayntes, callynges, and lamenta-

cyons. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 38 By the in-

uocacyon and callyng on the name of Jesu. 1535 Cover-
dale Ps. v. 1 Heare my wordes (o Lordei considre my cal-

lynge. 1693URQUHART Rabelais in. xiii, Bawling of mastiffs

..calling of Partridges. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 909
There came so loud a calling of the sea, That all the houses
in the haven rang.

f 2. An addressing
;
greeting, invitation. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11536 And thanked ioseph . .O bair cal-

ling and herbergeri. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 46 [He
received] thame . . With fair calling and hamelie cheresing.

3. The summoning of a person, a meeting.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 58 Callynge or clepynge to mete,

invitacio. Ibid. Callynge or clepynge to-gedyr, convo-

cacio. 1580 Baret AIv. C 38 A calling or assembling to-

gither, conuocatio. 1611 Bible Numb. x. 2 The calling of

the assembly. 1712 Prideaux Direct. Ch.-Wardens ted. 4)

35 The calling of the said Meeting. 1848 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. I. 276 To prevent the calling of a parliament.

b. The summoning or inviting to a spiritual

office or to the pastorate of a church.

1578 md Bk. Discipline iii, Vocation or calling, .is a law-

ful way, by the which qualified persons are promoted to

any spiritual office within the Kirk. 1864 J. M. Duncan
Paroch. Eccl. Law Scotl. ii. 72 The presbytery by whose
decision and authority the calling and entry of a particular

ministry were effected.

j-4. Naming, denomination; an appellation or

name. Obs.
£-1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 772 in Bahees Bh. (1 868)

169 'Colericus' by callynge. 1530 Palsgr. 202/2 Callyng,

namyng, afiellance. 1547 Homilies 1. Misery of Man. 1.

(1859) l 7 This, our right name, calling, and title, earth.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. Pref. 2 The diuersirie that is vsed in

calhnge of simples. 1576 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826)

291 Persons also, had their callings . . of some note of the
body, as Swanshalse, for the whitenesse of her necke.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. ii. 245, I am . . proud to be Sir

Rolands sonne . . and would not change that calling.

5. Loud vituperation, scolding (dial.). Calling

(of) navies : the applying of reviling names or

epithets.

1687 T. Brown Saints in Ufir. Wks. 1730 I. 72 There's
such calling of names and giving the lie. 1844 Dickens
Mar. Chuz. iv, Such a bandying of words and calling of
names. 1863 Mrs. Toogood Yorksh. Dial.., He behaved
badly, so I gave him a good calling. 1864 Atkinson Whitby
Gloss., Calling, a scolding. 1885 Nonconf. <$• Independent
22 Oct. 1019 Caling names was not argument.

6. The attracting of animals by a particular
(

call
1

or cry.

1775 R. Chandler Trav. Greece (1825) II. 161 Calling
is practised in still weather. .The caller applies two of his

fingers to his lips, and sucking them, .produces a squeak-
ing sound. 1880 Ld. Dunraven in 19/A Cent. 641 Moose-
calling. .consists, .in imitating the cry of the animal with
a hollow cone made of birch bark, endeavouring by this

means to call up a moose near enough to get a shot at him.

7. Driving. Sc.

fi55o Sir J. Balfour Practicks 356 In .. calling of his

cattel throuch landis pertenand to the defendar. Mod. Sc.
Cannie ca'ing.

8. With various advhs. : see Call v.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 58 Callynge or clepynge a-3ene, revo-

cacio. Ibid. Callynge or clepynge yn to a place, invocacio.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Rappel, a calling againe.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 316 The calling forth of the Spirits of
the Body outward. 1813 Huskisson in Examiner 15 Mar.
166/2 The calling out the Local Militia. 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown v, The master, .came down in cap and gown
to calling-over. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. xiv. 285A calling-

out of many of the higher powers.

II. Summons, call, vocation.

9. The summons, invitation, or impulse of God
to salvation or to his service ; the inward feeling

or conviction of a divine call ; the strong impulse
to any course of action as the right thing to do.
[138Z Wyclif i Cor. i. 26 Se je }oure clepinge, Britheren.]

1534 Tindale, ibid. Brethren, loke on youre callinge. 1535
Coverdale Rom. i. 7 Sayntes by callynge. a 1586 Answ.
Cartwrighi 50 Our dumbe ministers haue as good a call-

ing as the scribes, .had. 1641 Milton CM, Govt. Wks. 1738
I. 41 The conscious warrant of some high Calling. 1648
Westm. Assembly's Shorter Catech., Effectual calling is

the work of God's Spirit. 1811 Svd. Smith Wks. (1859) I.

202/2 The doctrine of calling, or inward feeling, is quite
orthodox in the English church. 1861 Flor. Nightingale
Nursing 84 What is it to feel a calling for any thing?

fb. The state of grace and obedience into

which the Christian is called
;

duty. (Here the

notion was affected by the next.) Obs.
1604 Hieron Wks. I. 482 The state and calling of a true

Christian is a louely calling. 1644 Direct. Publ. Worship
10 Callings towards God and men.

c. In reference to the Christian ministry there

is often a mixture of the notions of the divine
' call , the vocatio or call of the bishop, presbytery,
or church, and the professional * calling* as in 11.
1583 Stubbes Anal. Alms. 11. 83 A good pastor, and dili-

gent in his calling. 1575-85 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841) 80
Assisted from heaven with all helps necessary for their
calling. 1732 Law Serious C. xxiv. (ed. 2) 489 In the exalted
virtues of his Apostolical calling. 1855 Prescott Philip II,
n. ix. (1857) 312 The dangerous calling of the missionary.
1883 FrOUDR Short Stud. IV. 1. iii. 28 The duties of his
sacred calling.

d. Requirement of duty; occasion, right ;
=

Call jM.
1857 Lit. Churchman III. 409 A sprightly American air

which has no sort of calling to be a hymn-tune.

f 10. Position, estate, or station in life ; rank.

[Founded on 1 Cor. vii. 20, Gr. /ch-qaei, L. voca-

Hone, where it stands for the condition or position in

which one was when called to salvation ; but after-

wards often mixed up with sense 9, as if it meant
the estate in life to which God has called a man.]

[1382 Wyclif i Cor. vii. 20 Eche man in what clepynge
he is cleped, in that dwclle he

; 1534 Tindale, in the same
state wherein he was called; 1539 Cranmer and x6xx, in

the same callinge, wherin he was called ; 1557 Geneva, in

the same state wherin he was called ; 1582 Rhem., in the

vocation that he was called.] a 1555 Latimer Serm. $
Rem. (18451 151 We are commanded .. to apply ourselves

to goodness, everyone in his calling. 1575-6 Lansdmt ne

MS. 21 in Thyune's Auimadv. 11865) Introd. 52 Rightc
honorable, .presuming* uppon the honor of your callinge.

1590 Greene Mourn. Garm. (1616) 15 Seeing hee was a
Gentleman of some calling, by his traine. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1638 > 304 As wel vnto them of the poorer sort,

as others of greater calling. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii.

iv. vi. U651) 154 As it [Poverty] is esteemed in the worlds

censure, it is a most odious calling. 1633 Treas. Hid.
Secrets Pref., A Lady of Great calling. 1691 Shadwell
Scorercrs iv. 376 Men of Calling, knaves of business.

11. Hence, Ordinary occupation, means by which
livelihood is earned, business, trade. [Often ety-

mologized in the same way as prec]
1551 Records Pathw. Knowl. To Rdr., As carefull

familie shall cease hir cruell callinge, andsuffre ante laiser.

1588 Marprcl. Epist. lArb.i 46 They continue in vnlawful
callings. 1642 FULLER Holy § Prof. St. v. xiv. 413 They
who count a calling a prison, shall at last make a prison
their calling. 1687 T. Hrown Saints in I'pr. Wks. 1730
I. 76, I was a ferry-man by my calling. 1768-78 Tucker
Lt. Nat. II. 488 The appellation given to all common
trades and professions, which are termed lawful callings,

that is, employments whereto each particular man is called

by the courses of nature and fortune, those two ministers

of Providence. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. iv. Spir. Laws Wks.
(Bohn) I. 68 Our choice of a calling. 1848 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. I. 284 A large class of mosstroopers, whose calling

was to plunder dwellings and drive away whole herds of

cattle. 1872 Yeats Growth Comm. 203 Navigation, with
its many attendant callings.

"b. concr. A body of persons following a par-

ticular profession or trade.

a 1660 Hammond (J.) A caution, .not to Impose celibacy

on whole callings, and great multitudes of men or women.
III. atlrib. and comb.
1848 Rvmford Early Days xii. (1859! 118 Another calling

house was Schofield's. 1853 Mrs. Gaskell Crauford 4
From 12 to 3 are our Calling-hours, i860 Sat. Rev. IX.

599/1 The calling-house of wits, the gathering-place of
poets and connoisseurs.

Ca lling, a. (f.Calls*. +- -ing 2
.] That calls,

cries, summons, etc. : in various senses of the verb.

1634 Milton Comus 207 Calling shapes, and beckoning
shadows dire. 1878 Dickens Dombey x, Joey B., Sir, is not

in general a calling man.

b. spec, in names of some animals : Calling
crab, a tropical genus of Land-crabs (Gelasimus)

having one very large claw, which the animal
extends, as if beckoning, but really in menace

;

Calling hare, a rodent genus (Lagomys) nearly

allied to the Hare, found in Siberia and other

countries, and noted for their peculiar loud sonor-

ous call or note.

1802 Bingley Anim. Biog. (1813) I. 41 1 The calling hare.
These are solitary animals, and rarely to be seen. 1847
Carpenter Zool. § 786 Some of the Land-Crabs are re-

markable for the inequality in the size of their claws ; the

larger is sometimes held up in a beckoning attitude, whence
..the name of Calling-Crabs. 1849 Mammalia IV. 162
The dwarf pika or calling-hare.

Callino. ? = Calino.
1602 Dekker Satiromastix Lv, Hor. O, oh ! Tuc. Nay,

your o, oh's ! nor your Callin-oes cannot serve your turn.

Calliope (kalM'^p/). U. S. [Gr. KakXtoir-q

(beautiful-voiced), the ninth of the Muses, pre-

siding over eloquence and heroic poetry.] An in-

strument consisting of a series of steam-whistles

toned to produce musical notes, played by a key-

board like that of an organ.
1863 Russell Diary India I. 269 The whistle sounds,

and the calliope shrieks out ' Dixie' incessantly.

Callipash, Callipee, see Calipash, -pee.

Calliper, caliper (kse-lipai). Forms : 6 cal-

leper, 7 callaper, -par, calloper, 7-8 callipper,

8 caliber, (canniper), 7- calliper, caliper.

[App. the same word as Calibre
;
calliper com-

passes being compasses for measuring the calibre

of a bullet, etc. The earliest known English

instances of calliper compasses occur in a book
translated from Italian, with an Appendix ' to

shew the Properties, Office, and Dutie of a Gun-
ner'. Cf. also Florio (161 1)

4 Colibro, as Calibro,

an instrument that Gunners vse to measure the

height of any piece or bullet ; also, the height or

bore of any piece'. It is however remarkable that

from the beginning the words were spelt differ-

ently; only in modern times do we find occa-

sional conscious identification with caliber, calibre.]

1. Originally used attrib., calliper compasses or

compasses calliper, compasses used to measure

the calibre of shot ; afterwards usually in pi.

callipers or pair of callipers : A kind of com-
passes with bowed legs for measuring the dia-

meter ofconvex bodies ; often with a scale attached

for reading off the measurements ; also a similar in-

strument with straight legs and points turned out-

wards for measuring the bore or internal diameter

of tubes, etc.

1588 LUCAB Colloq. Arte Shooting App. 35 Measure first

with a paire of callepcr compasses the whole thitkness of

the peece. Measure likewise with a paire of other com-
passes, I mean straight compasses, the Diameter of the

concauitie in the Peece. 1627 Cai'T. Smith Seaman's Gram.
xiv. 68 Compasse Callipers belongs to the Gunner, and is

like two half Circles that hath a handle and ioint like a

paire of Compasses. 1644 Nyf. Gunnery 1.(16471 49 ' ° t:i^e

the said height or Diam. of the shot with a pair of Callaper

compasses. Ibid. 11 670) 50 Also by such a pair of Callapers

you may find the Diameter of the Base-Ring, and of the

Mussel-Ring of any Piece ofOrdnance. 1677 Moxon Mech.
Exerc. <i7o3> 196 Callippcrs measure, .any round Cilindriek

Conical Body. 1692 in Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. II.

viii. 97 To find the Diameter of any round Shot .. by a

pair of Calloper Compasses, which are Compasses bowed
at the Points. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty Introd. 47
These points may be marked upon a marble figure with ca-

libers properly used. 1795 Home in Phil. Trans. LXXXY1.
6 Measured by a pair ot calliper compares. 1821 Craig Let t.

Drawing vii. 372 An anvil, a hammer, and a pair of cali-

pers. 1859 SMILES Self-Help 267 Moral philosophy which
proposes to measure our heads with callipers. 1876 Cata I.

Sci. Appar. S. Kens. No. 284 Universal Calliper, with slide

and reverse action. No. 271 Calliper with Dial . .divided

into eighths of an inch.

b. Applied to measuring rules of varying shape

for taking the dimensions of other than round

bodies. Calliper-square, a rule or square carry-

ing movable cross-heads, adapted for the measure-

ment of internal and external diameters or sizes.

1708 Kf.ksky, Callipers, an instrument made like a Slid-

ing-RuIe, to embrace the two Heads of a Cask, or Barrel,

in order to find the length of it. 1876 Catal. Sci. Appar. S.

Kens. No. 293 Collection of Timber Callipers for the use of

foresters. Mod. techn. Calliper (in Liverpool timber yards-,

a rule for measuring timber, something like that which shoe-

makers use to measure feet.

2. transf. The clip for holding the load in a crane.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. III. 272 Portable Cranes.

.

to draw Stone out of the Quarry with Callipers.

3. Watch- making. ' The disposition of the parts

of a watch or clock ; the arrangement of the train
"

(Britten). App. akin to Calibre.
1884 F. Britten Watch A> Clockm. 151 As amatter of con-

venience in arranging the caliper of the watch.

Calliper, v. [f. prec. sb.] To measure with

or use callipers. Hence Callipering vbl. sb.

1876 Catal. Sci. Appar. S. Kens. No. 477 Callipering En-
gine (British Horological Institute. 1881 Hasluck Lathe
Work 34 The diameter of the cylinder is tested by calliper-

ing.

Callippic 'kali-pik\ a. [f. Gr. KaAAnTTro? 4- -ic]

Of or pertaining to Callippus, a Greek astronomer

who lived f 350 B.C. Callippic cycle or period: a

cycle proposed by him as an improvement on the

Metonic cycle, consisting of 4 of the latter or 76

years, at the end of which, by omitting one day

(i.e. making one month to have 29 days instead

of 30) Callippus thought that the full and new-

moon would be brought round to the same day

and hour.
1696 in Phillips. 1708 Kersev, Callippick Period.

1721-1800 in Bailev. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v., The Calip-

pic period itself is not accurate, .it does not bring the new

i
and full moons precisely to their places ; but brings them
too late, by a whole day, in 553 years. 1876 G. Chambers
Astron. 468 This cyde of 76 years (19X4) is known as the

Cal[l]ippic period.

Callipygiail (kjeliprd^ian), a. [f. Gr. ttaXki-

nvyos, adj. f. rcaWi- comb, stem of kclWos beauty

+ iTvyr] buttocks : the name of a famous statue

of Venus'.] Of, pertaining to, or having well-

shaped or finely developed buttocks.

[1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. tv. vi. 195 Callipygas and

women largely composed behinde.] «i8oo The Callipy-

gian Venus. 1885 Athcnxnm 17 Oct. 497 The Callipygian

luxuriance he so deplores.

Callis, obs. form of Ctjllis.

ri6ia Beaum. & Fl. Thierry 11. 455 Decoctions, Leaches,

and callisies. 1641 in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 556 A spoon-

ful or two of callis made of chickin.

Callis-sand. Obs. or dial. Also Calis-, Ca-

lice-. etc. [f. Callis, Calleis, Callice, Calice, etc.

1 6th c. forms of the name Calais, noted for its sand-

dunes ; the sands of Calais are frequently referred

to in the 1 7th c. as a place for duels : see quots.

in Nares.] A fine white sand, originally imported

from Calais, used for blotting ink, scouring, etc.

1594 Plat, Jewell-ho. n. 32 Take of right callis sand, and
wasn the same. 1659 Hoole Come?iius Vis. World (1777 1

116 We dry a writing with blotting-paper, or calis-sand out

j
ofa sand-box. 1704 WorlidgeZ?*V/. Rust, et Urb. s.v. Sand,

\

Calice-sand, burns reddish, but falls not in Water. 1877

E. Peacock N. W. Lincoln Gloss. (E. D. S.) Callis-sand,

' white scouring sand.

I
Callisthenic krelisbe-nik), a. Also cali-. [f.
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Gr. uakkt- comb, stem of *dAAos beauty + aSivos

strength (cf. the proper name Ka\kio$(vns ' beauti-

fully or elegantly strong') + -ic] Of or pertaining
to the development of physical vigour in associa-

tion with beauty
;
pertaining to callisthenics.

1847 Craig, Calisthenics relating to calisthenics. 1859
Sala Tw. round C&c£(i86ii 193 The tyranny of the 1 calis-

thenic exercises ' and the French mark. 1863 S. W. Mason
Gymnastic Manual Introd. 4 To hasten the introduction
of gymnastic, or caiisthenic training into our schools.

Callisthe nical, a. rare- 1
, [f. as prec +

-Ai..] Addicted to callisthenics.

1837 Chamb. Jml. 8 July 192 Twere also as well she
should be calislhenical.

Callisthe nics, sb. pi. [f. Callisthenic a.
;

cf. gymnastics. Mod.F. has callisthenie, repr. a
regularly formed Gr. *Ka\\ia6tvtia. 'beautiful
strength'.] ' Gymnastic exercises suitable in the
physical education of girls ' (Littnt) ;

' training
calculated to develop the beauty of the human
figure, and to promote elegant and graceful move-
ment' (Craig). (Chiefly a term of young ladies'

boarding-schools.)
1847 in Craig. 1871 Napheys Prev, $ Cure Dis. L vi. 168

Some theory of calisthenics is taught. 1871 Daily News
5 Jan., The exercises, perhaps, should be called 'callis-
thenics', rather than gymnastics, as they, .consist simply
in rhythmical movements with wooden rings and light
wands, to the sound of piano music. 187* F. Thomas Dis.
Women 57 An instructress or professor of calisthenics.

Callisthe'niuiU. [f. as prec, after gymna-
sium.'] A place for the practice of callisthenics.
1883 .V. V. Tribune No. 13554/2 The calisthenium was

thrown open and the girls danced until supper-time.

II Callithrix, callitrix (kar.UJrriks). Also 7
calitrich. [L. callithrix, pi. callitriches a kind
of ape or monkey in Kthiopia (1'liny VIII. liv. 80

§ 216).] A genus of small lirazilian monkeys.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 7 The Calitrich. .may be

termed in English a bearded Ape. 1688 R. Holme A rmoury
11. viii. § 19 He beareth Gules, the Head of a Calitrich Ape.
1708 Kersey Callithrix, a kind of Ape in Kthiopia, with
a long beard, and a spread Tail. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
(18621 I. vii. i. 507 The Callitrix, or Green Monkey of St.
Iago.

II Callitriche (kali trik»). Bot. [mod. Latin
(Kuppius& Dillen.) f. Gr. Ka\\hpix-os beautiful-

haired.] A genus of small water-weeds inhabiting
ponds and ditches ; also called Water Star-wort.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 166/1 A few obscure floating species,

all of which belong to the genus Callitriche. 1855 Kings,
lev Glaucus 118781 206. 188a Cornh. Mag. Jan. 34 De-
graded blossoms like glasswort, callitriche and pondweed.
Callivance, obs. form of Calavanck.
Callixe, obs form of Calx.
Calloo (kill?

-

)- Also calaw, callow. A
species of Arctic duck, Anas (Fuligula, Harelda)
glacialis, called also Long-tailed or Long-keeled
Duck, a winter visitor to Orkney and Shetland.
179a Statist. Acc. Scott. V. 189 Lyres, calloos, wildgeese.

Ibid. VII. 546 The calaw. 1806 Neill Tour Orkney *
Shell. 79 (Jam.) The calloo—named from its evening call,
which resembles the sound calloo, calloo, arrives from the
arctic regions in autumn, and spends the winter here.

Calloper, obs. form of Calaber, Calliper.
Callose (kad<7u-s\ a. Bot. [ad. L. calldsus : see
Callous.] Having callosities.

1864 in Webster. 1880 Gray Bot. Text-bi. 400.

Callo'sify, V. rare- 1
, [see -ft; cf. ossify."]

trans. To make callous.
1800 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. 1. 344 Smoking tobacco

.
.
may act by callosifying lungs too sieve-like.

Callosity (kah/siti). [a. F. callositi :-L. col-

lositdt-em, I. callos-us ; see Callous.]
1. The condition of being callous ; abnormal

hardness and thickness of the skin or other tissues.
1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 4 b, The callositie of the

Gowmes serueth some men in stead of teeth. 1671 Salmon
Syn, Med. 1. I. 119 If the Flesh about the Ulcer be dry,
and sensless, it becomes a callous : and that Hardmss is

called Callosity. 1744 Mitchell in Phil. Trans. XI. III.
108 The Thickness or Callosity of their Skins. 1831 I'.eew-
ster Nat. Magic xii. (1833) 303 This callosity of the skin
may be effected by frequently moistening it with dilute
sulphuric acid.

2. concr. A callous formation, a callus; a thick-
ened and hardened part of the skin, such as the hard
lumps that arise from constant pressure or friction,

or on the cicatrized surfaces of ulcers. Also
applied to natural thickenings, such as those on
the legs of the horse, the breast of the camel, etc.
1601 Holland Pliny xvi. vii. 460 Certain hard callosi-

ties like Pumish stones. 1735 Bradley Fam. Diet. •. v.

Strangury, If the Ischaria is caused by some Flesh Kernel
or Caflocity. 1818 Art. Present. Feet 42 A simple Cal-
losity h nothing more than a thickening of the epidermis,
1878 Tait & Stewart Unseen Univ. v. i 165. 169 Asses .

.

have callosities only on the inner side of the fore legs.

3. fig. A hardened state of mind or conscience
;

insensibility
; = Callousness 2.

1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. v. 28 To weep into stones
rue fables. Afflictions induce calosities. 1748 Hartley t >/-

serv. Man 11. iii. I 7. 311 When Men cease to regard God
in due measure, .they are very apt to relapse into Negli-
gence and Callosity. 1874 Farrae Life Christ 82 A cal-
losity of heart, a petrifying of the moral sense.

Callot, variant of Callet.
Callot e, -ott e, obs. ff. Calotte, skull-cap.
Callote-chnics, sb. pi. rare. [Improperly

spelt for callitechnics or calotechnks (Gr. *oAAi-
rtxria, «aAoT<xWa}.] A proposed name for ' The
fine or ornamental arts'.

i860 Worcester cites R. Park.

t Callough. Obs. rare. ? Some shell-fish.
1610 Folkingham Art o/ Survey iv. iii. 83 Winkles,

Purples, Cutle, Callough, Cockles, Muskles, Shrimps.

Callous (karlas), a. [ad. L. calldsus (cf. F.
calleux) hard-skinned, callous, f. cat/urn {callus)
hardened skin : see -ous.]

1. (Chiefly Phys. & Zool.) Hardened, indurated:
as parts of the skin exposed to constant pressure
or friction, or the cicatrized surfaces of ulcers.

Also applied to parts which are naturally hard.
1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 4 b, With gowmes, which

flesh is made socallous, and indurated. 1605 I immi Quersit.
111. 180 Callous and hollow ulcers. 1649 Jer. Taylor 67.
Exemp. vi. § 7 The flesh of beasts grows callous by stripes
and the pressure of the yoke. 1695 Congreve Love for
L. nr. xv, With labouring callous hands. 1797 Bewick
Brit. Birds (1847) I. 337 A callous conical protuberance.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 134 Hard and callous skins
under their feet.

b. Bot.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 180 The tips of the
leaves being callous. 1884 Bower & Scott Phaner. tf Ferns
174 The^ condition termed by Hanstein callous .. consists
in the thickening of the bands ofmembrane in all directions.

2. fig. Of the mind, feelings, conscience, etc., and
of persons : Hardened, unfeeling, insensible.

1679 Goodman Penitent Pardoned 1. iv. (1713I 109 The
frequent injuries done to it [conscience] render it callous
and insensible. 1710 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 85
Totally hard and callous to impressions of religion. 1776
Hume My mvn Life 18 Apr. in Hist. Eng. (1825) lntroa. 4
Callous against the impressions of public folly. 1833 Ar-
nold Let. in Life * Corr. (1844) I. vii. 343 It is an immense
blessing to be perfectly callous to ridicule. 1844 Disraeli
Coningsby 1. ix. 35 The callous bustle of fashionable saloons.

Callous sb., erroneous spelling of Callus.
Ca llous, v. [f. prec. adj.]

trans. To make callous, to harden. lit. and fig.
Only in pple. (and ppl. adj.) Ca lloused, hardened.
1834 Eraser's Mag. X. 658 l"he whole English mind cal-

loused against its efforts to make an impression. 1850 Mrs.
Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xx. 204 On the back and shoulders
of the child, great welts and calloused spots. 1880 £. H.
Arr New Engl. Bygones 108 Hands calloused by toil.

Callously kartasli , adv. [f. Callous a. +
-LY-.] In a callous manner, unfeelingly.

1870 Daily Tel. 7 Oct., When they died she callously got
rid of their bodies as best she could. 1883 American 184
No house, .more callously indifferent to those it employed.

Callousness (koe'bsnes). '[f. as prec. + -M ^
J

+ 1. a. Callous quality or condition, indura-

tion ; b. A callous formation ;
— Callosity i, a.

c 1660 Jer. Taylor On Repent. VH. viii, A callousness of
his feet or a wart upon his fingers, c 1715 Cheyne (J.) The
skin Ijecomes the thicker, and so a callousness grows upon
it. 1765 Phil. Trans. I.V. 82 There are often found in

them [the lungs) tumours, callousnesses, etc.

2. fig. A hardened state of mind, conscience,

etc. ; want of feeling, insensibility.

169a Bentley Boyle Led. 12 Abandon'd to a callousness
and numness of soul. 1716 Butler 15 Serm. v. 91. 1781
Johnson Lett. 258 117881 II. 194 As I have not the decrepi-
tude I have not the callousness of old age. 1844 Stanley
A mold 1 18581 I. vi. 236 The richer classes will again relapse
into their old callousness. 1867 Pearson Hist. Eng. II.

35 John's . . utter callousness to honour.

Callow (.ksehw), a. and sb. Forms: 1 calu,
caluw, calo, 3 caluj, 4 calu, calouh, calewo,
oalouwe, 6 kallowe, 6- callow. [OE. calu (def.

calw-e) :—WGer. hahvo-, whence also MLG. kale,

MDu. tale [calu, gen. calmves), OHG. chalo (def.

chahve, chalau* , MHG. kal (kalwe), Ger. kahl,

by Kluge thought to lie cognate with I.ith. gMu
naked, blank ; but not improbably an adoption of

L. calv-us bald. Cf. Ir. and ( iael. calbli bald.]

A. adj. f 1. Haiti, without hair. Obs.

a 1000 Prof. (Kemble) 42 (Bosw.i Monix man weorb fxrlice
caluw. a 1000 Riddles xli. 99 (Gr.) Ic com wide calu. c 1375
Cato Major 11. xxix, pat torched is lodly pat is calouh &
bare. 1388 Wvclif Lev. xiii. 40 A man of whos heed heeris
fleten awei, is calu [138a ballidj.

2. Of birds: Unfledged, without feathers.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 63 Yoong callow birds
which are not yet fetlicred and fledg'd. 17*8 Thomson
Spring 667 The callow young . . Their brittle tiondage break.
1801 Southey Thalaba v. iii. Poems IV. 180 Her young in

the refreshing bath, Dipt down their callow heads. i8»
Hazlitt TabU't. II. xiv. 329 The callow brood arc fledged.

c. Applied to the down of unfledged birds

;

and so, to the down on a youth's check and chin.

1604 Drayton Owle 245 His soft and callow downe. 1697
Dryden Virg. Past. vm. 57 The callow Down began to
cloath my Chin. 1734 Somfrville Chase 11. 457 Prove .

.

their Valour's Growth Mature, e'er yet the callow Down
has spread Its curling Shade.

3. fig. Inexperienced, raw, 'unfledged'.
1580 Harvey in Spenser's U 'ks. iGrosart) I. 40 Some, that

weenc themselves as fledged as the reste, Iteing . . as kal-

lowe. 1651 Cleveland Poems 31 Blasphemy unfledg'd, a
callow curse, it 1797 II. Walpole Mem. Geo. II 11847) L
xii. 410 Teaching young and callow orators to soar. 1823

Lamb Elia Ser. 11. xvii. (18651 343 The first callow flights
in authorship. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxxiii. 474 In all
the voluptuous case of a yet callow pacha.

4. Of land : a. Bare ; b. (Ireland.) Low-lying
and liable to be submerged.
1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 243 When these Lands are not

swardy enough to bear clean tillage, nor callow or light
enough to lie to get sward. 1878 Lever f. Hinton xx. 138
Broad tracts of bog or callow meadow-land. 1882 Science
Gossip Mar. 51 If a callow meadow is flooded all the winter.

5. Comb, f callow-mouse, a bat.

1340 Ayenb. 27 pe enurous ne may ysy bet guod of obren
nanmore panne be oule ober pe calouwe mous be brijtnesse
of be zonne.

B. sb.

1 1. One who is bald ; a bald-pate. Obs.
c 1305 Life St. Dunstan 89 in E. E. P. (1862) 37 Out, what

habj>e calewe [St. Dunstan] ido : what hab be calewe ido.

t2. A callow nestling
; fig. a raw youth. Obs.

a 1667 Jer. Taylor Serm. (16781310 Such a person.. de-
plumes himself to feather all the naked Callows that he sees.

1670 Mrs. Behn Widow Rant. nr. iii, She . . that can prefer
such a callow as thou before a man.
3. The stratum of vegetable soil lying above the

subsoil ; the top or rubble bed of a quarry, which
has to be removed to reach the rock. dial.
1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. II. Gloss (E. D. S.l Callow

(Norf., Sun". 1, the soil covering the subsoil. 1875 Ure Diet.
Arts 1. 673 Callow, the top or rubble bed of a quarry. This
is obliged to be removed before the useful material is raised.

4. A low-lying damp meadow by the banks of
an Irish river.

1861 H. Coulter West of Ireland 8 The extensive Cal-
lows lying along the banks of the Suck. 1865 Card. Chrou.
ff Agric. Gaz._ 15 July 663/2 The callows consist of low flat

land near a riyer, and liable to be overflowed, as well as
being always in a damp state in the driest seasons. 1883
Dundee Advert. 25 Aug. 6/1 All the callows on the banks
[of the Shannon] to Lusmagh . .are submerged.
Hence Callowness, Callowy a.

1855 De Quincey in Page Life iiijjl II. xviii. 90 Such
advantage . . as belongs to callowness or freshness. 18*3
Monthly Mag. LV. 240 Like to a bird, who bestows on her
callowy nestlings the morsel.

Callow, var. of Calloo, wild duck.
Calltrop, obs. form of Caltrop.

II Ca'lluru. Obs. [L. callum.] = Callus.
r" 14*0 PaHad. on Husb. nr. 599 Callum that in Elmes leves

borne is. .1 1640 Jackson Creed x. xlii. Wks. IX. 499 Fre-
quent calcitration against the edge of this fiery sword breeds
a callum or complete hardness. 1646 Fuller Wounded
Consc. I1841) 281 That callum, schirrus, or incrustation,
drawn over it [the conscience] by nature, and hardened by
custom in sin.

Callus (kse'lt>s). Also (erron.) callous. PI.

calluses, [a. L. callus hardened skin.]

1. Phys. and Pathol. A callous formation ; a
hardened and thickened part of the skin, or of

some other tissue naturally soft ; also applied to

natural thickenings of the skin. etc. ; = Callosity 1.

1563 T. Gale eintidot. 11. 56 It doth dry fistulas which
haue not callus indurated. 1656 Riugley Pract. Physic
157 The Callous must be first removed. 1 722 De Foe Plague
(18841 249 Spots, .as. .hard as a piece ot Callous or Horn.
1769 Pennant Zool. III. 280 Between the eyes and the
mouth is a hard callus. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Brcakf.
T. 65 When I have established a pair of well-pronounced
feathering calluses on my thumbs. 1873 Tristram Moab
xv. 292 Even in the young [ibex] kid there is a hard callous

. -on the front of the knee.

2. Pathol. ' The bony material thrown out around

and between the two ends of a fractured bone
during the process of healing' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1678 Jones Heart 4- Right So7'. 306 Nature supplyes the
..breaches, in our bones, by a callus, or hardness of the
like kind. 1713 Cheselden Anat. 1. i. (1726) 8 The Callus
from the broken ends of a bone that is not set. 1845 Todd
& Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 125 The permanent callus has
all the characters of true bone. 1855 Hoi t.i s- Hum. Osteol.

(1878) 37 This ferule termed the provisional callus is not

removed until the fracture has been thoroughly repaired.

3. Bot. A hard formation in or on plants.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 109 Rubnsfruticesns . .rooting

from a callus at the tip. 188a Vines Saths' Bot. 173 The
callus formed between the bark and the wood, when the

stem is cut off above the root.

4. fie;. A callous state of feeling, etc.

169* Burnet Past. Care vii. 73 A Callus that he Con-
tracts, by his insensible way of handling Divine Matters.

1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf. T. xii. 116 Editors have

..to develop enormous calluses at every point of contact

with authorship.

Callvanse, obs. form of Calavance.

f Callymoo'cher. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. mtuehtr

loafer.] ? A raw cadger, a greenhorn.

1661 Middleton Mayor of Qumb. in Dodsley XL 139

(N.) Thou upstart callymoocher.

t Callyoan. Obs. ? Some kind of fur.

<-iS»4 Churchw. Acc. St. Mary Hill, London (Nichols

1797) 125 Furred with callyoan and mynks.

Calm (kam\ sb.'1 Forms: 4-7 calme, 6 cawmo,
7- calm. [ME. calme, a. F. calme (16th c. in

Littre, in 15th c. carme) in same sense, ad. It. or

Sp. (also Pg.) calma.
Since calma in OSp. and Pg. means also ' heat of the

day ', Diez, comparing mod. Pr. chaume ' resting-time of the

cattle ', and Rumansch calma, canma ' a shady resting-place

for cattle ', thought calma possibly derived from late L.

cauma (occurring in / 'ulg.. Job xxx. 30', a. Gr. raT-fia

' burning heat, fever heat, heat of the sun, heat of the
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day', used also in med.L. of the burning heat of the sun.

Taken in connexion with the senses of the Rumansch and
Provencal words this gives the possible development of

meaning 1 burning heat, heat of the day, rest during the

heat of the day, quiet, stillness
' ; but it is notable that It.

cahna has no sense of 'heat', only 'a calme, or quiet faire

weather' (Florio). As to the phonetic change of an to at,

Diez suggested popular assoc. with calere to be hot, calor

heat, which Schuchardt also (Romania. IV. 255) thinks

probable ; the latter has given other instances of the pho-

netic change in Vokalismus des Vulgarlateins I. 494~6 and
III. 316.]

L Stillness, quiet, tranquillity, serenity ; freedom

from agitation or disturbance.

a. lit. of the weather, air, or sea : opposed to

storm ; = Calmness.
1393 Gower Con/. III. 230 As the .. rage Of windes

maketh the see salvage And that was calme bringth into

wawe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13157 All the calme ouercast

into kene stormes. < 1450 Chaucer s Dreme 1384 All was
one, calme, or tempest. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

252 The colde, the hete, the cawme, the frost, y snowe. 1530
Palsgb. 202/2 Calme, styll whether,carme. 1611 BibleMatt.
viii. 26 There was a great calme. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, ill.

i. 166 A Soule as euen as a Calme. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t.

Ser. 11. iv. (1869) 85 Before and after earthquakes there is

a calm in the air. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xi, Calm on
the seas, and silver sleep. x868 J. E. H. Skinner Roughing
it 253 By the rock of Pontiko there was a sheet of breath-

less calm.

b. Absolute want of wind : often in pi. calms.

Region 0/ calms, a belt of the ocean near the equator,

lying between the regions of the north-east and south-east

trade winds.

1517 Torkington Pilgr. (1884) 57 We. .fonde the wynde
agens vs or ellys. .calmys. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. x. 46 When there is not a breath of wind stirring, it is

a calme or a starke calme. 1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4547/2
By reason of Calms he could not come up with them 'till

the 6th. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 96 A calm prevailed, and the
heat was extreme. 181a J. Wilson Isle 0/ Palms ill. 923
Chain'd in tropic calms. 1857 H. Reed Led. Brit. Poets
II. xii. 113 The misery of a dead calm beneath a torrid sky.

C. Jig. (to a and b.) of social or political con-

ditions and circumstances.

1547 J . Harrison Exhort. Scottes 210 The stormes of this

tempestious worlde, shall shortely come to a calme. 1606
Shaks. Tr. <$- Cr. 1. iii. 100 The vnity and married calme of

States. 1781 Cowfer Friendsh. xxiii, Religion should .

.

make a calm of human life, a 1850 Calhoun Wks. (1874*

IV. 24 Till our free and popular institutions are succeeded
by the calm of despotism.

d. Jig. of the mind, feelings, or demeanour

;

= Calmness.
1606 Shaks. Tr. Cr. iv. i. 15 Our blouds are now in

calme. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. xiv. 236 All my calm
of mind, .seemed to be suspended. 1807 Wordsw. Soun.
Lid., To Clarkson, A good man's calm, A great man's happi-

ness. 1879 Farrar St. Paul II. 376 In that desperate crisis

one man retained his calm and courage.

2. attrih. and in comb.
1865 Intelt. Observ. No. 46. 253 The 'calm belt' of the

equator. 1886 Pall Mall G. 20 July, Now the birds are

storm-makers, and in another moment they are calm-
bringers.

t Calm, sb.2 Obs. exc. St. Forms: 6 calme,
cawm, 7 caulm, 8 calm, cam. Cf. also Came.
1. A mould in which metal objects are cast. Sc.

1535 Sc. Acts Jas. V (18 14) 346 Twa hagbutis .. with
powder and cawmysforfurnessingof the samin. 1540 Ibid.

1 1 597) § 94 Ane Hagbutte of Founde, called Hagbute of

Crochert, with their Calmes, Bullettes and pellockes of leed

or irone. 1599 in Pitcairn Crimin. Trials II. 75 Prenting
in calmis, maid of trie, fillit vp with calk, of fals adulterat

money. C1725 Orem Hist. Aberdeen in Bibl. Top. Brit.

(1782) V. 152 Three hagbuts, with calms of stone. 1768
Mauchline Less. Rec. in Old Ch. Life Scotl. (1885) 139 A
set of Cams or moulds.

b. In the calms (fig.) : in course of construc-

tion, in the state of preparation.

a 1662 Baillie Lett. (1775) II. 197 (Jam.) The matter of
peace is now in the caulms.

f 2. An enclosing frame, as of a pane of glass.

1577 Harrison England 11. xii. (1877) 236 Some .. did
make panels of home in steed of glasse, and fix them in

woodden calmes.

3. The heddles of a loom. See Caam.

Calm (kam)
f
a. Forms : 4-7 calme, 6 cawme,

caulme, (?came), 7- calm. [a. F. calme, in same
sense (15th c. in Littre), f. calme sb. The other

langs. have not the adjective.]

1. Free from agitation or disturbance ; quiet,

still, tranquil, serene ; without wind, not stormy.

a. lit. of the weather, air, or sea.

£-1400 Destr. Troy 2011 Stormes were stille-.All calme it

become, c 1440 Promp. Pan.'. 58 Calme-wedyr, malacia,
calmacia. 1550 Joye Exp. Dan. Ded. A ij, The same sea
. .wyl be so cawme and styll. 1573 Tusser Husb. {18781 125
Get home thy hawme, whilst weather is cawme. i6ix Bible
Jonah i. 12 So shall the sea be calme. 1794 Sullivan View
Nat. I. 63 The sea is much calmer, .at the bottom, than in
any part nearer its surface. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV.
v. xx. § 6 The sea. .is never calm, in the sense that a moun-
tain lake can be calm. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 53 A calm
atmosphere promotes the formation of dew.

b. spec. Absolutely without wind.
c-1440 Promp. Pan>.$B Calme or softe, wythe-owte wynde,

calmus, tranquillus. 1547 Boorde Introd. Knoivl. i. (1870)
126 Although a man stande in neuer so came a place. 1711
Lond. Gaz. No. 4906/2 It fell stark Calm.

C. trans/, and Jig. of sound, utterance, etc. ; of
the mind, feelings, demeanour, or actions.

Vol. II.

1570 Ascham Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 100 A. .caulme kinde of
speaking and writing. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T.
1. 6 Sweet and calm and sociable manners and conversation.

1729 Butler Semi. Wks. 1874 II. 87 He could have no
calm satisfaction. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. v. xiii, Be
calm, thou Wedding-Guest ! 1859 Thackeray Virgin.
xix. 147 He tried to keep his voice calm and without tremor,

1870 E. Peacock R . Skirlaugh III. 146 The placid river

whose calm murmur was distinctly audible,

d. Jig. of conditions or circumstances.
1667 Milton/*. L. vl 461 Live content, which is the calmest

life. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 185 ?4The calmest mo-
ments of solitary meditation. 1837 Hi. Martineau Soc.
Amer. II. 352 In the calmer times which are to come. 1863
Hawthorne Old Home, Lond. Suburb (1879) 244 A calm
variety of incident.

2. Comb., as calm-minded, -mindedness.
1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1632) 83 A calme-minded

hearer. 1820 Keats Lamia 11. 158 With calm-planted steps.

— HyPer. in, 38 The thrush Began calm-throated. iBSzPall
Mall G. 26 Oct. 1 Public opinion has been cursed .. with
an odious malady called calm-mindedness.

Calm ;kam\ v. Forms: 4-6 calme, 7- calm,
[f. Calm a., or perh. a. F. calme-r, which however
is only trans. Perh. the trans, sense was really

the earlier in English, though evidence fails ; the

intrans. is not in Johnson.]
1. intr. Of the sea or wind : To become calm.

Obs. exc. with down. Also Jig.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redcless 111. 366 J>an gan it to calme
and clere all aboute. .1400 Destr. Troy 4587 The course
of the colde see calmyt. 1569 W. Gibson in Farr's A'.

(1845) II. 244 If God command the seas to calme. 1598
W. Phillips Linschoten's Trav. in Arb. Garner III. 22

It . . raineth, thundereth, and calmeth. 1599 Shaks. Pass.
Pilgr. 312 What though her frowning brows be bent, Her
cloudy looks will calm ere night. 1684 Loud. Gaz. No.
1982/2 The wind calming, they were forced to give over
the pursuit. 1877 Mrs. Olifkant Makers Flor. xi. 1 1877)265
The excited mass calmed down under this wonderful appeal.

2. trans. To make calm ; to quiet, still, tran-

quillize, appease, pacify, lit. andyf^*.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. 0/ 1 'ork xxiv. 7 Right shall raigne,

and quiet calme ech crime. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in.

iii. 38 Renowned Queene, With patience calme theStorme.
1667 Milton P. L. xii. 594 Go, waken Eve; Her also I

with gentle Dreams have calm'd. 1709 Lady M. W. Mon-
tague Lett. Ixv. 107 [She] can also . . calm my passions.

1783 Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 436 When . .that inflammation
is calmed. 1795 Southey Joan 0/ Arc 1. 122 She calm'd
herself. 1841-44 Emerson Ess., Heroism Wks. (Bonn) I.

no It may calm the apprehension of calamity.

T 3. To delay (a ship) by a calm ; to becalm.
1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ix. 33 A ship that, having

'scaped a tempest, Is straightway calm'd [1623 calme]. 1604
—~Oth. 1. i. 30, I ..must be be-leed, and calm'd. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., It is not uncommon for the
vessels to be calmed, or becalmed, as the sailors express it.

Caimant (.karlmant, ka-mant), sb. Med. [a. F.

calmant, pr. pple. of calmer ; used as adj. and sb.

in medical lang. and transferred.] = Calmative sb.

1811 Melusina Trench Leadbeater Papers II. 210 What
females call work, .is a sort of composer, a calmant pecu-
liarly useful, .to the delicate and irritable spirits of women.
1862 Med. Times II. 390 Tobacco has always had the repu-

tation of being a calmant rather than a stimulant. 1881

Mrs. Praed Policy § P. iii, Prussic acid, .acted as a speedy
calmant.

Calmative (koe-l-mativ, ka -m-), a. and sb.

Chiefly Med. [f. Calm v. + -ative. (The Latinic

suffix is here defensible on the ground of the It.

and Sp. calmar, F. calmer: but cf. -ative.)]

A. adj. Having a calming effect ; sedative.

1871 Napheys Prev. Cure D is. 11. v. 569 Cool sponging
of the body is grateful and calmative in delirium. 1875 H.
Wood Therap. 59 A calmative action on the nervous system.

B. sb. A medical agent which quiets inordinate

action of an organ
;

transj. and Jig. anything
which has a calming effect.

1870 Pall Mall G, 5 Nov. 4 The venerable Professor of
Materia Medica tried to prescribe a calmative. 1875 H.
Walton Dis. Eye 103 The combination of iron with calm-
atives and sedatives. 1883 Brit. Q. Rev. July 19 There is no
more effectual calmative to the irritable nervous system than
the healthy fatigue of sustained labour.

Calmed (kamd, poet ka-med), a. [f. Calm
v. + -ED.] Made calm, reduced to calmness.
1590 Greene Arcad. (1616) 3The Dolphines. .fetcht their

carreers on the calmed waues. 1795 Southey Joan 0/Arc
viii. 669 The calm'd ocean. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers
Flor. iii. (1877) 86 A softened, calmed religious twilight.

+ b. Detained by a calm, becalmed. Obs.

1634 in Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857} III. lxiii. 251 For
a more speedy passage of calmed ships.

Calmer (ka'maj). [f. Calm v. + -ER 1
.] One

who or that which calms.
1653 WALTON Angier 33 Angling was. .a calmer ofunquiet

thoughts. 1785 Keatinge Trav. (1817)1.265 The duplica-

tion of the sum operated as a calmer to his mind. 1876 M

,

Arnold Lit. <y Dogma 148 The calmer and pacifier.

t Ca'lmewe. Obs. Also 5 caldmaw. [Deriv.

uncertain ;
possibly f. cald, Cold + Mew (Sc. maid)

a gull. Cf. Colmow.] Some sea-fowl
;
perhaps

the Winter Mew, or Gull in its immature plumage.
c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (1840) 202 The semewe . . Nor

the caldmawe, nouthir fat nor lene. 14. . Piers 0/ Fnllh.

356 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 15 The lampwynkes and thise

calmewes That sweme on wawes whan it flowes, And som
tyme on the sondis gone.

tCa'lmey. Obs. [«. G«r. halmd.] - Calamine.
I 1756 Nugent Gr. 'Tour {Netherl.) I. 273 Near this place

there are several mines of lead, coal, vitriol, and calmey,
or lapis calaminaris.

Calming (ka-mirj), vbl. sb. [f. Calm v. +
-ING 1

.] Stilling, tranquillizing.

1711 Shaftesb. CItarac. (1737) II. 61 To tend . . towards
the calmineof the mind. 1883 Daily Neivs 10 July 4/7 Time
works wonders in the calming of national passions.

Calming,///, a. [f. as prec + -ing-.] That
calms.
«i853 Robertson Led. ii. (1858) 62 A question not alto-

gether calming in these days. 1858 Froude Hist. Eng.
III. xv. 328 A calming circular to the justices of the peace.

Calmly (ka-mli), adv. [f. Calm a. + -ly-.J In

a calm manner
;
tranquilly, without agitation.

1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. Ixxix. § 14 By quiet speech did
thus calmly disclose itself. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia v.

178 This threatning gust passed ouer more calmlier then
was expected. 1671 Milton P. R. nr. 43 To whom our
Saviour calmly thus replied. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 295
p 1 When her Passion would let her argue calmly. 1856
Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 424 They .. settled them-
selves calmly down to transact, .the ordinary business.

Calmness (,ka-mnes). [f. Calm a. + -ness.]

The state or quality of being calm ; stillness, tran-

quillity, quietness.

a. orig. Absence of wind : now Calm.
1516 Pynson Life St. Birgette 58 There arose anon suche

a great calmenes that in a lytell smalle Ilote they came.. to

londe. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke viii. 24 (R.)

Immediately shall the tempeste be tourned into calmnesse.

b. Stillness of the sea or other surface of water,

of the atmosphere, or general aspect of nature.

1580 Baret Alv. C 40 Calmenesse or quietnesse of the

sea. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (18401 I. i. 9 The sea was re-

turned to its. .settled calmness, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. § 16.

iu6 The calmness was perfect.

C. trans/, and Jig. Of the mind, feelings, or de-

meanour ; of conditions and circumstances, etc.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's lust. iv. ii. (1634^513 The Church
in calmenesse of time appeareth quiet and free. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. § 18 Calmness of speech. 1699 Luttrell
Brief Rel. IV. 538 The dyet goes on with calnmtss<_-.

1823 Lamb Elia 11860') 153 The Quakers go about their

business, .with more calmness than we. 1883 Lloyd Ebb
Flow 1 1. 283 The almost rigid calmness of his features.

Calm-stone, var. of Cam-stone.
Calmus, obs. form of Calami's.

Calmy (ka-mi), a. poet. arch. [f. Calm sb.

(or a.) + -T 1
.]

1. Characterized by calm
;
tranquil, peaceful.

a. of the air, sea, etc. ; of times and places.

1587 Churchyard Worth. Wales (1876) 107 When Calmie
Skyes sayth bitter stormes are past. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
ii. xii. 30 A still And calmy bay. 1598 Tofte Alba (1S80)

130 A gentle calmie Winde. 1663 Cowley Verses $ Ess.

(1669) 17 That Sea, where she can hardly say, Sh' has

known these twenty years one Calmy day. 1725 Pope
Odyss. xv. 511 Six calmy days and six smooth nights. 1855
Singleton Virgil I. 335 All lies settled in the calmy sky.

b. Jig. of thoughts, feelings, etc. {rare.)

1580 Sidney Arcatlia (1622) 256 My calmie thoughts I

fed On Natures sweete repast, a 1649 Drummond Wks.

(1711) 12 Sleep. .Had. .left me in a still and calmy mood.

2. Of or pertaining to the equatorial calms.

1818 Colebrooke Import Colon. Corn 156 Enabling them

to hasten out of a calmy region.

t Calmy. [cf. Calmey.] ? Calamine.

1658 A. Fox Wurtz' Surg. 11. xxiii, Gray Calmy Stone.

II Caio. Obs. rare~ l
. [L.] A camp-servant.

1617 S. Collins Dc/ence Bp. Ely B ivb, A calo of that

campe, but the meanest of many.

Calo-, Gr. ttaXo- combining form of koKqs beau-

tiful : in some words interchanging with Calli-.

Calobash, Calober, obs. ff. Calabash, -ber.

t Calodemcvnial, a. Obs. nonce-wd. Of or

pertaining to beautiful or good spirits.

1522 Skeltos Why uat to Courte 806 To his college con-

uenticall As well calo demonyall, As to caco demonyall.

Ca-logram. [f. Gr. /cd\u-s cable + -gram.]

A suggested substitute for Cablegram.
1868 Let. in Daily Neivs 29 Sept., 'Cablegram*., is a

mongrel and unsatisfactory term ; instead of which, allow

me to suggest one regularly and analogically formed

—

'Calogram', from the Greek word «aAiu?, a cable. 1879

Ibid. 14 Oct. 6/2, I would suggest that the word ' Calo-

gram ' be used in place of ' Cablegram '.

Calo'graphy. rare~ 1
. Inquot.kalo-. [f. Calo-

+ -ypwpta writing {not according to Greek pre-

cedents.] = Calligraphy.
1804 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 206 An amateur of Gothic

kalography. 1847 in Craig ; and in mod. Diets.

Calomel (karUmel). Chiefly Med. Also 8

calamel. [In F. calomel, calomclas ;
according to

Littre f. Gr. fca\6-$ fair, beautiful + /«Aaj black.

Littre says ' so called, it is said, because the chemist who
discovered it, saw a beautiful black powder change into a

white powder in the preparation.' Chambers (Cycl. 1727-51)

s.v. says The denomination Calomel rather seems to have

first belonged to the ^Ethiops mineral ; from *aAo?
(
putcher,

fair ; and txe\a<;, niger, black : for that white or pale bodies,

rubbed herewith, become black. Some^ will have it first

given to Mercurius dulcis, by a whimsical chymist, who
employed a black in his laboratory ; whose complexion, as

well as that of the mercury, he alluded to in the term : the

medicine being fair, the operator black.' Nothing appears

as to when, where, or by whom the name was given ; Littre

calls it 'ancien nom'.]

Mercurous chloride, or * protochloride* of mer-

cury (Hg 3 CI 2 ) ; a preparation much used in
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medicine in the form of a white powder with a
yellow tinge, becoming grey on exposure to light

;

also found native as horn-quicksilver in crystals.
1676 Wiseman Surg. ( J.) Lenient purgatives with calomel.

17*7-51 Chambers Cycl., Calomel, in pharmacy, a name
given to Mercurius dulcis, further sublimated to a fourth
time, or upwards. 1800 «M Jrnl. IV. 410, I have been
dissatisfied with the general and indiscriminate use of
Calomel in the diseases of children. 1863 Kingsley Water
Bab. v. (1878) 229 She dosed them with calomel and jalap.
1873 Watts Ecnvnes' Chem. 402 Pure calomel is a heavy,
white, insoluble, tasteless powder.
atlrib. 1799 Med. Jrnl. L 466 The calomel pill was given

morning ana evening.

Calompniouse, obs. form of Calumnious.
t Calopha ntic, a. 1 nonce-wd. [f. Gr. «aAo-s

fair, excellent + -tpavTr/s shower (f. <ptuvtiv to show)
+ -IO.J Pretending or making a show of excellence.
i6o» Warner Alt. Eng. ix. liii. (1612) 238 In Calophan-

tick Puritaines.

t Calor, -our. Obs. [L. calor.] Heat, warmth.
1599 *• M. Gabellwuer's Bk. Physic 31/2 With a gentle

& easye calor distille it. 1611 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks.
(1653) 91 Of a moderate or temperate calour. a 1618
Sylvester Tobacco Battered 517(1).) The other drowns
the Calor Natural!. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Calour.

Calorescence i kael&resens). Physics, [f. L.
calor heat ; suggested by calcescence, fluorescence.
(Etymologically, incorrect in form, and not ex-
pressing the fact to which it is applied.

1

] Aname
applied (Jan. 18655 by Prof. Tyndall to the change
of non-luminous heat-rays into rays of higher
refrangibility so as to become luminous. See also
Calck.scknce.
1865 Tyndall Heat xiii. (1870) § 617 To express this trans,

mutation of heat rays into others of higher refrangibility, I

propose the term calorescence. 1869 — Notes Lect. Light
§ 248 In calorescence the atoms of the refractory body are
caused to vibrate more rapidly than the waves which fall

upon them ; the periods of the waves are quickened by
their impact on the atoms. The refrangibility of the rays
is, in fact, exalted. 1881 Nature XXIV. 56 Akin gave the
name of calcescence . . but the term has been superseded by
Tyndall's term calorescence, which is etymologically un-
fortunate, seeing that the Latin verb is calesco, not caloresco.

Caloric kahrrik). Physics. Also 8-9 -ique.
[a. V . calorique invented by Lavoisier , f. L.calor-
cm heat + -ique ^ -ic]

1. The name given to a supposed elastic fluid, to
which the phenomena of heat were formerly at-

tributed. (Now generally abandoned, with the
theory to which it belonged.)
(1791 E. Darwin Hot. Card. 1. 8 note. This elastic matter

of heat, termed Calorique in the new nomenclature of the
French Academicians

] 1791 Phil. Trans. LXXXII 88
The universally diffused caloric or matter of heat. 1801
Month. Mag. XII. 581 The laws of this ca/orii/ue (or what-
ever it is to be called). 1826 J. Wilson Noel. Ambr. Wks.
1855 I. 84 Poor Vulcan has recently got A lingo that's almost
historic And can tell you that iron is hot Because it is filled
with caloric. 1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Sc.
xxv. (1849) 238 The rays of caloric which produce the sen-
sation of heat. 1864 Max Muller Sc. Lang. Ser. 11. xii.

579 Till very lately, Caloric was a term in constant use, and
it was supposed to express some real matter.

2. I'sed simply for ' heat
' ; alsoJig.

1794 Pearson in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 386 Such a de-
gree of caloric as was just sufficient to melt them. 1799
Southey NoneUscr. iii. Wks. 1 1 1. 63 A wretch . . Who swells
with calorique. 1870 Kmerson Soc. *c TriHf . Eloquence
Wks. (Bohn) III. 24 The additional caloric of a multitude.

3. Comb, oaloric-engine, the name given by
Ericsson to his improved hot-air-engine.
1853 in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. V. 305 The experimental

trial of the caloric-engine vessel. 1883 Daily News 10 Sept.
2/1 Two small caloric engines.

Calorically, adv. rare~~ x
. [f. an assumed

adj. *calorical ( f. Caloric) + -lt -.J In the man-
ner of heat, as heat.

1869 Baring-Gould Orig. Relig. Belie/ 176 In the sun it

[Divine power) is gathered up and centred to act lumin.
ously, calorically, and attractively.

Caloricity beUri-ftti). Biol, ff. Caloric +
-ITY : cf. F. caloricih'.] The faculty in living
beings of developing heat so as to maintain nearly
the same temperature at all times.
1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anal. II. 651/1 Caloricity or the power

of evolving caloric.

Caloriduct I
kahrridnkO. [f. L. color-cm heat

+ duct-us conveyance, after aqueduct.] A tube or
channel for conducting heat.
1864 in Webster.

Calorie (kae loriX Physics. Also calory- [a.

mod.F. caloric, arbitrarily f. L. calor heat.] The
French conventional unit of heat ; also applied to
the English unit. See first quot.
1870 T. L. Phipson tr. Guillemin's Sun 37 The quantity

of heat which is called a calorie is the amount required to
raise 1 kilogramme of water i° centigrade. . In England the
. .calorie is sometimes stated to be the quantity required to
raise 1 lb. of water from 6o° to 6i° Fahr., the equivalent of
which in work is 722 foot-pounds. 1880 Sature XXI. 437
I he amount of heat received from the sun is about twelve
calories, per square metre, per minute.

Calorifacient (IclJ^riO'-ri&t), a. Phys.
fFormed as if from a U *calorifacientem, pi. pole,
of *calorifacere (f. calor-em +facere to make^ ; but

the true L. type was *calorificare : whence calorify,

calorifiant, q.v] Heat-producing.
J854 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. 263 in Circ. Sc. (1865)

II. 21/2 Furnishing food to the calorifacient process. 1867
Pall Mall G. 19 July 16 The purely starchyor calorifacient
group [of foods].

Calorifiant (kahrrifai:ant\ a. [a. mod. F.
calorifiant, pr. pple. of *calorifier, repr. L. type
*calorifiedre, f. calor heat : see -FT.] = prec.
i860 Worcester cites Thompson ; in mod. Diets.

Calorific (ktelori-fik), a. Physics, [a. F. calo-

rifique:—L. calonfic-us heat-making: see -PIC.]
1. Producing heat.
i68» Grew Anat. Plants (J.) A calorifick principle is

either excited within the heated body, or transferred to it.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. ii. 161 Luminous and Calorifique
Bodies. 1861 H. Macmillan Footn. Page Nat. 197 The
sunbeam . . divided into actinic, luminous and calorific
rays. 1869 Tyndall Notes Lect. Light § 246 The non-
luminous calorific rays may be thus transformed into lu-
minous ones.

2. loosely. Of or pertaining to heat ; thermal.
181s Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 67 Active powers, such

as gravitation, cohesion, calorific repulsion or heat, i860
TrlCDALL Glac. I. i 22. 151 To make good the calorific waste.

t Calorifical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.] = prec.
162© Venner Via Recta iv. 80 By reason of their moist

and calorificall nature. 1635 Swan Spec. M.\.iz> 1643) 149
Dew. .is of a calorifical] nature.

Calorifically, adv. [{. prec. + -ly 2
.] By

way of heating, by means of heat.
1880 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 380 If the land be acted upon

calorifically.

Calorification (kaleTifik^'-fan). Phys. [a. F.

calorification, n. of action f. L. type *caldrificdre :

see Calorifiant.] The production of heat, esp.

in living animal bodies.
1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 804/2 Calorification is not the

only function that may survive, .death. 1859 Ibid. V. 471/2
All the phenomena of excess of. .calorification.

Calorifi cient, a. [An utterly erroneous form
]

•= CALORIFACIENT. In mod. Diets.

Calorifier (kaUrrifoiiai . [f. Calorify +
-ER '.] A name of an apparatus for heating air.

1881 Daily News 20 Oct. 2/3 In winter these fans will
drive a current of air over ' calorifiers ' into the courts.

CalorifV kahrrifai , v. [f. I., calor-em heat +
-FY

-

,
repr. L. type *caldrificdre: cf. Calorifiant

]
trans. To make hot. (In quot. only humorous.')
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 219 Feeling myself then

somewhat calorified, I took off my wig.

Calorimeter kaeldrimAan). [f. I., calor-em
heat + -METER, Gr. pirpov measure.] An instru-

ment for measuring actual quantities of heat, or
the specific heat of bodies.

1794 G. Adams Nat. fr Exp. Philos. I. viii. 321 Calori-
meter, or apparatus for measuring the relative quantities of
fire in bodies. 1810 Henry Elem. Chem. 11826' I. 109 La-
voisier ascertained that equal weights of different com-
bustible bodies melt, by burning, very different weights of
ice. The apparatus which he employed, .he has called the
calorimeter. 1881 Hill in Metal World No. 22. 342 Two
distinct forms of calorimeter have been used, one tne con-
tinuous calorimeter, .the other the intermittent calorimeter.

Calorimetric UUprinrtrfk , a. [f. prec. +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to calorimetry ; also loosely
used for : pertaining to the measurement of tem-
perature, tliermometric. So Calo rime trical a.

1864 in Webster. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. 655
Exact calorimetric investigations. 1880 Nature XXI. 273
To obtain the temperature . . by a well-known calorimetric
method. 1875 H. Wood Therap. (18791 121 Various calori.
metrical experiments.

Calorimetry kalori metri . [f. L. aUfr-tm
heat + Gr. -purpia measurement.] The measure-
ment of heat.
185a Lardner Nat. Phil. iv. (title) Calorimetry. 1871

Maxwell Th. ileal ( 18771 9 The method of measuring heat
may be called Calorimetry. t88a Watts Diet. Chem. III.
18 The measurement of temperature, or thermometry, is ..

a preliminary to the measurement of heat, or calorimetry.

Calorimotor {kUftitafitilt), [f. L. calor-em
heat + motor mover] 'A voltaic arrangement
consisting of one pair or a few pairs of very large
plates, used chiefly for producing considerable
heat effects' (Watts Diet. Chem. I. 733).
183a Nat. Philos. II. Galvan. ii. § 8 lU. K. S.) The first

battery of this kind . . constructed by Dr. Hare, professor
of chemistry in Philadelphia, and called by him a Calori-
motor, from its remarkable power of producing heat.

Calorist (koe lorist'l. rare. [f. Calor-ic + -1ST.]

One who held that heat or caloric was a material
substance. Hence Calori stic a.

1864 -V. Brit. Rev. Feb. 43 Any able Calorist. maintain-
ing the materiality of heat. Ibid. 6 The Caloristic idea [of
radiant heat] seems to have been exactly analogous to the
Corpuscular Theory of Light.

t Calo rous, a. Obs. rare. \(. L. calor-em heat
+ -OUS ; cf. F. ehaleureux.] Warm.
1737 Ozell Rabelais V. 232 Our outward Man wants

something that 's calorous.

Calot, var. of Cai.let. Obs.

Calotte \kahrt). Forms: 7 calot, callott e,

callote, 7 8 eallot, 9 calotte, [a. V. calotte, ac-

cording to Littrc, dim. of ca/e caul ]
1. A plain skull-cap ; now esp. that worn by

Roman Catholic ecclesiastics, etc.
; formerly also

the coif of a serjeant-at-law.
16.. Songs Costume 118491 135 Then calot leather-cap

strongly pleads. 163a B. Jonson Magn. Lady I. vii. 68 1"he
wearing the Callott ; the politique hood. 1656 J. Harring-
ton Oceana (17001 214 They wore black velvet Calots. 1670
Lassels Voy. Italy II. 388 An ordinary callotte (or cap
which we wear under our hats'. 1776 Pennant Tours
Scotl. 11. 243 A head of Cardinal Beaton, black hair, smooth
face, a red callot. 1875 Ceremonial Cath. Ch. U. S. 137
Should any wear the calotte, it is taken off also when a
genuflection is made ; when the deacon sings the Gospel.
2. A cap-like set of feathers on a bird's head.
1874 Coles Birtls N.-W. 616 Occiput subcrested. .forming

a calotte of brownish-black.

|| 3. Any thing having the form of a small cap ;

the cap of a sword-hilt ; the cap of a pistol, etc.

(Chiefly Fr. uses, but occas. used in Eng.)
1886 'Ilines 3 Mar. 9/5 If . . the spherical calotte of the

German system were put out of shape during the firing, it

is doubtful whether the firing could be continued with the
same precision.

||
4. Arch. (See quot.)

»7*7-5i in Chambers Cycl. 1876 Gwilt Archil. Gloss.,
Calotte, a concavity in the form of a cup or niche, lathed and
plastered, serving to diminish the height of a chapel, alcove,
or cabinet, which otherwise would appear too high for the
breadth.

||
5. Any segment of a sphere, especially the

smaller of two unequal segments. (A French
sense ; but given in some Eng. Diets.)

Calotype (ka-Wtaip), sb. Photography, [f. Gr.
KaAof beautiful + tvwos type.] The name given by
Fox Talbot to the process of producing photo-
graphs, invented by him in 1841, sometimes also

called Talbotype. The picture was produced by the

action of light upon silver iodide, the latent image
being subsequently developed and fixed by hypo-
sulphite of soda. Also attrib., as in calotype pro-

cess, picture, etc
1841 Fox Talbot Specif. Patent No. 8842. 3 The paper

thus prepared, and which I term ' calotype paper ', is placed
in a camera. 1845 A thenxum 22 Feb. 202 The sharpness of
the outline of the Calotype pictures is . . inferior to that of
the Daguerreotypes, 1881 Times 4 Jan. 3/5 Calotype, or the
waxed paper process, with itsdevelopment by means ofsilver,
superseded the daguerreotype, in which the image was de-
veloped by mercury vapour ; and, again, calotype . . was
ousted . . by Archer s collodion process, in which the paper
picture gave way to. .glass and a substratum of collodion.

Hence Calotypic a., Caloty:pist.
1854 Scopeern in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 88 Paper suit-

able for taking Calotypic impressions. 1855 Browning
Mesmerism ix, I imprint her fast On the void at last As the
sun does whom he will By the calotypist's skill.

Ca'lotype, V* [f- prec. sb. ; cf. to photograph.']

trans. To represent or imprint by the calotype

process ; to photograph.
1853 Blackiv. Mag. LXXIV. 754 Presenting the mind to

it in a state of repose . . a blank sheet of paper, upon which
the object may reflect or calotype itself, a 1879 M. Collins
in Pen Sk. I. exciv. Who could calotype Amy's laugh?

Calouh, ealouwe, obs. forms of Callow.

II Caloyer ,karhryaj). Also 7 coloiero, caloiro,

caloieri, caloier, caloire, 9 kaloyeri. [a. F.

caloyer, ad. It. caloiero (pi. -ieri), ad. late Gr.

KnXuyrjpvs, f. xak&s beautiful + fr/po-, -fypoi in comb,
old, aged, i.e. ' good in old age, venerable'. The
It. caloiero, whence Fr. and Eng. immediately

come, has i for palatal 7 ( -y cons.). The accen-

tuation is shown in Hyron quots.]

A Greek monk, esp. of the order of St. Basil.

1615 G. Sandys Trav.ii This mountaine is only inhabited

by Grecian Monks whom they call Coloicros, vntntermixed
with the Laity. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 1. ii. 11636)47
Dedicated in honor of St. Basil, to the Greeke Caloicrs.

1676 F. Vernon in Phil. Trans. XI. 582 Now there is "a

Convent of Caloicri's there 1682 Wheler Journ. Greece
It. 194 His usual Habit dtffereth not from the ordinary

Caloyers, or Monks of the Order of St. Basil. Ibid. vi. 450
They consist of above a hundred Caloiroes. Ibid. 479 Here
is also a Convent of Caloires, or Greckish Monks. 181a

Byron Ch. liar. 11. xlix. The convent's white walls glisten

fair on high. Here dwells the caloyer, nor rude is he, Nor
niggard of his cheer. 1813— Giaour 786 How name ye yon
loneCaloyer? 1884 W.Carr Monteneg 10 29 The Vladika,

the black caloyer of the Czernagora.

Calp (k;vlp\ Mill. [See quot. 1862 ; mod.F.

has also calpi] Local name of a species of dark-

grey limestone occurring in Central Ireland.

1784 Kirwan Min. ied. tTL 233 Calp, or black quarry
stone of Dublin. Colour, bluish black, or dark greyish blue,

variously intersected w ith veins of white calcareous spar,

and often invested with the same. 1803 Ann. Re7'. I. 872/2
The calp quarries are situated in the neighbourhood of
Lucan 186a Jukes Stud. Man. Gcot. 512 This, .has been
called Calp from a local term signifying black shale.

Calpac, calpack (tarlpjek). Also kalpack.

[Turk! jLJj qalpiiq or (jLJlJ qdlpdq.] A felt

cap of triangular form, worn by TurkJs, Tartars,

etc. ; also an oriental cap generally.

1813 Byron Giaour 716 'Tis Hassan's cloven crest ! His
calpac rent. Note, The calpac is the solid cap or centre

part of the head-dress ; the shawl is wound round it, and
forms the turban. 1835 Willis Pencillhigs II. xlvii. 71 The
old trader, setting his huge calpack firmly on his shaven
head. 1871 Daily Neit'S 10 Feb., The . . Persian Ambassador

. .wearing his fur kalpack.
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Hence Calpacked a., Wearing a calpack.

1852 Willis Summer Cruise Medit. xxxvii. 223 Calpacked

and rosy Armenians.

Caique, variant of Calk v.

Calsay, calsey, calsway : see Causeway.
Calsoun, var. of Calzoon.
Calstock, obs. f. Kale-stock, and Castock

i/as/o'), cabbage-stock.

Calsydoyne, obs. f. Chalcedony.

II Caltha (kae-lha). Bot. [L.] The Marsh Mari-

gold ; also the genus to which it belongs.
'

1599 Cutwode Caltha Poet, lxii, To buz of Caltha now
the Bee was bold . . For now no more he cals her Marygold,

But newes from Lady Caltha he is bringing. 1718 Prior

Poems 400 Wanting the Sun, why does the Caltha fade?

1882 Garden 10 June 404/3 The richly coloured double

yellow Caltha.

Calthrate (Cockeram), erroneous f. Clathrate.

Caltrop (ksE-ltrpp), Caltrap. Forms : 1 (?)

coltetreeppe, oaloatrippe, 3 calketrap, 3-5

calketrappe, 4 calketreppe, kalketrappe
; 5

ealletrappe, 5-6 caltrappe, 6 caltrope, -troppe,

-throppe, calltrop, calteroope, 7 ealthrap, (6

galtrope, -troppe, 7 galtrap, -trop, -throp(e,

gall-trappe, -throp, 7-8 gall-trap) ; 7-9 cal-

throp, (5, 9 oalthorp), 5- caltrap, 6- caltrop.

[ME. calke-, kalketrappe, occurring in senses 1 and

3 ; OE. coltetrmppe (? colcetreppe), calcatrippe, sense

3 ;
corresp. to OF. kaukctrape, cauchetrepe (caude-

trepe) Godefroy, in sense 3, later chauche-trape,

chauces-trappes, chausse-trape Littre (senses 1, 2,

3), which point back to an orig. catlike-, caulce-

trape, cf. obs. It. calcatrippa, sense 3 ; these forms

indicate a L. type *calcatrap(p)a or *calcitrap{p)a

(the latter is in mod. botanical L.), app. f. calc-em

heel + trappa trap, gin, snare (a. OHG. trapo trap,

gin, noose) ; but perhaps in cakatrappa there was
an association with calcdre to trample, tread. All

the earliest examples are in sense 3 ; but it seems

much more likely that the name should have been

first used literally, and then transferred to plants.

The mod. Eng. and Fr. sense ' star-thistle ' is

clearly transferred from 2. As a plant-name the

word appeared (from med.L.) already in late OE.

;

sense 2 was probably adopted from French. Gall-

trap, frequent in 1 6-1 7th c, is an evident popular

etymology, referring to the galling of horses' feet.]

f 1. A trap, gin, or snare, to catch the feet of

beasts, of horses or men in war, and the like. Obs.

(Still in Fr. in sense 'wolf-trap'.)

(Quots. C1300 and 1393 lead on to sense 2.)

a X300 Gloss. Neekam's Treat, in Wright Voc. 1 1 1 Pedicam
sive deseipulam, qua lupi eapiantur, gloss, calketrap. c 1300

K. Alls. 6070 They haden .. calketrappen maden ynowe,

In weyes undur wode and bowe, Alisaundris men to aqwelle.

1340 Ayenb. 131 pise wordle bet ne is bote . . a forest uol of

byeues an of calketreppen and of grines. 1393 Langl.

P. PI. C. XXI. 296 With crokes and with Kalketrappes a-

cloye we hem echone. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 59 Caltrap of

yryn, fote hurtynge, hamus. 1830 Leitch Mutter's Anc.
Art § 391, note 9 Psyche maltreated by Eros, singed as a
butterfly, .caught in a caltrop.

2. Mil. An iron ball armed with four sharp

prongs or spikes, placed like the angles of a tetra-

hedron, so that when thrown on the ground it has

always one spike projecting upwards : Used to

obstruct the advance of cavalry, etc.

1519 Horman Vttlg. 266 b, They hydde pretely vnder the

grounde caltroppys of yron tosteke in horse or mennys fete.

1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 57/1 The Irishmen had strawed
all alongest the shore a great number ofcaltrops of iron, with

sharpe pricks standing vp, to wound the Danes in the feet.

1581 Marbeck Bk. of Notes 164 They did cast from them
their Caltropes, which pricked their horses in the feete so

sore, that down came the Chariots, horsemen and all. 1611

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xiv. (16321 777 The murtherers to

preuent pursuit, strewed galthrops behinde them. 1622 F.

Markham Bk. War UL ix. 114 Foards are soon choakt up
by Calthropes. a 1626 Fletcher Love's Pilgr. 1. i, I think

they ha' strewed the High-waves with caltraps, No horse

dare's pass 'em. 1659 Hammond Paraphr. Matt. xi. 6 Sharp
stakes or other instruments to wound or gall the passengers,

which are known by the name of Gall-trappes. 1816 Scott
Antiq. iii

T
Ancient calthrops. .dispersed by Bruce to lacerate

the feet of the English chargers. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut.
Break/. T. (1883) 255 One of those small ealthrops our
grandfathers used to sow round in the grass when there

were Indians about,—iron stars.

a I555 Ridley Wks. 368 The devil's galtropes that he
casteth in our ways by some of his busyheaded younkers.
1607 Dekker Wh. Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 224 If euer I come
backe He be a Calthrop To pricke my countries feet, that
tread on me. 1876 J. Weiss Wit, Hum. $ Shaks. ii. 57 So
he is a caltrop in men's path, with a spike always upper-
most to impale the over-hasty feet.

fe. attrib., as in caltrop-thistle, -grass.

1597 Gerard Herbal 1. xiv. 18 Wee may call it in English,
Round headed Caltrope Grasse. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Mor. 59 With Calthrap-thistles rough and keen.

3. Herb. Now usually Caltrop : A name given
to various plants that catch or entangle the feet,

or suggest the instrument described in 2. Applied
in OE. to brambles or buckthorn, and apparently

to Eryngo or Sea-holly; by 16th c. herbalists to
j

Star-thistle {Centaurca Calcitrapa) from its round

head garnished with long radiant spines ;
also by

translators to the spiny-seeded Tribulus terrestris

(Land Caltrops) ofSouthern Kurope. b. "Water

Caltrops, a name for Potamogeton densus and P.

crispus, which tend to entangle swimmers ; also

from its resemblance to the instrument (sense 2) for

the seed of Trapa natans of Southern Europe.

c 1000 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 269 Ramnus, colte-

tra;ppe, pefanSom. a txoo Ibid. 298 Heraclea, calca-

trippe. c 1265 Ibid. 557 Tribulus marinus, calketrappe,

seabistel. a 1387 Sinon. Barthoi. in A need. Oxon. 37 Sali-

unca, wilde popi {marg. calketrappe). c 1440 Proinfi. Parv.

58 Caltrap, herbe, saliuuca. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. lix. 521

This herbe is now called in . . English, Starre Thistel, or

Caltrop. 1597 Gerard Herbal II. ccxeviii. 825 Most do call

the fruit of this caltrops castanex aqnatiles [= F. chdtaigne

d'eau, fruit of Trapa natans]. 1611 Cotgr., s.v.Achantique

. . Calthrop, or Star-thistle. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 111. xxii.

437 Tribulus TpijSoAo? Caltrop, abates inflamations. 1727

Bradley Fam. Diet, s.v., Land Caltrop, .the Seeds are in-

closed in a Fruit that is furnish'd with several Prickles, and
resembles the Cross of Malta. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 80

Succeeds a prickly wood And burrs and caltrops. 1866

Treas. Bot. s.v. Trapa, The very singular four-homed fruits

of the European species of Trapa (T. natans'* . . have been
compared to the spiked iron instruments called caltrops.,

growing in water, it is commonly called the Water Caltrops.

t Ca'ltrop, v. Obs.~° In 5 caltrappyn. [f.

the sb.] trans. To catch or trap with a caltrop.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 59 Caltrappyn, hamo.

Calubur, obs. form of Calabeb.

Calumba (kalfmba). Med. Formerly also

calomba, calumbo, -ombo, columba, -umbo,
-ombo. [f. Colombo, in Ceylon. ' So called from

a false impression that it was supplied from thence
*

(M. T. Masters in Treas. Bot. 636).]

The root of Jateorhiza palmata (or Coccolus

palmatus) N. O. Menospermacex, a plant indi-

genous to the forests of Mozambique, used in

medicine as a mild tonic and stomachic.
181 1 Hooper Med. Diet., Columbo . . the root formerly so

called is now termed Calumba in the London pharmacopoeia

..As an antiseptic, Calumba root is inferior to the bark.

1876 Harley Mat. Med. 724 Calumba is indigenous to the

forests of Eastern Africa, where it climbs to the tops of the

loftiest trees. 1883 CasselTs Fam. Mag. Aug. 555/2 'lake

some of the milder bitter tonics—infusion of calumba, for

instance.

Hence Calu'mbin [see -in], Caltvmbic acid

[see -ic], bitter substances found in Calumba root.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 306/2 The active principle Calum-
bine..may be obtained either by alcohol or aether. 1876

Harley Mat. Med. 725 Calumbin is the principal constitu-

ent. Ibid. Calumbic acid is a yellow amorphous substance.

Calumet (karli^met). [a. F. calumet (Nor-

man form of chalumet), given by the French in

Canada to plants of which the stems serve as pipe-

tubes, and to the Indian pipe. A parallel form to

chalumeau, in OF. chalemel=Vr. calamel :—L. ca-

lamellus, dim. of calamus reed. The u in chalu-

meau began in the i6thc, and chalumet, calumet,

was evidently modelled on it in the 17th c.

Charlevoix (1721) says ' Le calumet est un mot Normand,
qui veut dire chalumeau, et est proprement le tuyau d'une

pipe.']

A tobacco-pipe with a bowl of clay or stone, and

a long reed stem carved and ornamented with

feathers. It is used among the American Indians

as a symbol of peace or friendship. To accept

the calumet is to welcome terms of peace offered,

to refuse it is to reject them.
[1638 Jesuit Relations 35 Jamais lis ne tlrent aucune con-

clusion que le calumet a la bouche. 1673 Marquette Voy.

Mississippi (Recit. des Voy. en 1673, ed. Lenox 54) II y a un
calumet pour la paix, et un pour la guerre.] 1717 Atlas
Geogr. V. 780 They send 5, 10, or 20 Warriors to the

Enemy, with the great Calumet of Peace. . .This Calumet
is only a Tobacco-Pipe described by La Hontan, etc. 1754
World II. No. 102. 264 The French desired to smoak the

calumet of peace. 1778 Robertson Amer. I. iv. 393 The
ambassadors present the calumet or emblem of peace. 1841

Catlin N. Amer. Ind. (1844) I. xxix. 235 The calumet or

pipe of peace . . is a sacred pipe and never allowed to be used

on any -other occasion than that of peace-making. 1849
Thackeray in Scribner's Mag. (18S7.1 I. 552/2 » I wanted to

have gone to smoke a last calumet at . . Portman Street. 1855
Longf. Hiaw. 1, Smoke the calumet together, And as

brothers live henceforward !

t Calumner. Obs. [irreg. f. Calumny (cf.

astronom-er). See Calumnier.] A calumniator.

1614 Lodge Seneca, Life vi, Senecas calumners, saith he,

accuse him of diuers crimes. 1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig.

Appeal 11. 38 (1*0 The calumners of Lysimachus.

Calumniate (kalzrmni^'t), v. [f. L. calum-

nidt- ppl. stem of calumniari ; see -ate 3
. Cf.

1 6th c. Fr. calomnier.
-

]

1. trans. To asperse with calumny, utter ca-

lumny regarding ; to accuse or charge falsely and

maliciously with something criminal or disreput-

able ; to slander.

1554 Bp. Hooper in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xxiv. 67

So that hatred unto the trewth dyd alwayse falsly reporte

and calumniate all godly mens doinges. 1611 Bible I'ref.i

marg., The highest personages have been calumniated.

1620 N. Brent tr. Sarpis Hist. Council Trent (1676) 480

Mantua was . . calumniated to be ill affected. 1718 Free-

thinker No. 2. 12 He was never heard to Calumniate his

Adversary for want of Argument. 1837 Whewell Hist.

Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 309 We must not calumniate even the

Inquisition.

b. inlr. (absol.) To utter calumnies.
1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. v. ii. 124 Deceptious functions

Created onely to calumniate. 1699 BENTLEY I'hal. Pref. 27

The Editor and his Witnesses may calumniate as they please.

f 2. To charge (a thing) calumniously against a

person. Obs. rare.

1648 Eikon Bos. xii. 95, I thought, that . . the gaining

of that respite could not be so much to the Rebels advantages
(which some haue highly calumniated against mel.

Calumniated .kalfmnij^ttd), ppl. a. [f.

prec. +-ed.] Aspersed with calumny, slandered.

1793 W. Robekts Looker-on No. 67 The calumniated, like

a city taken by night, are slain in their sleep. 1828 1)' Israeli

Chas. I, I. xii. 331 It requires . . more zeal to defend the

calumniated than care to raise the calumny. 1848 Macau-
i.ay Hist. Eng. II. 216 The calumniated Latitudinarians.

Calumniating (kal»*mni|^tirj), vbl. sb. [f.

as prec. + -ing The action of slandering or

defaming. (Now gerundial.)

1659 Genii. Call. (1696) 7 A wronging, a calumniating

even of the very Devil. 1855 Macaulay Hist. III. 24 Ca-

lumniating and ridiculing the Church which he had deserted.

Calu mniating, ppl- a. [f. as prec. + -inq

That calumniates, slandering.

1606 Shaks. Tr. Cr. m. iii. 174 Loue, friendship, charity,

are subjects all To enuious and calumniating time. 1711

Brit. Apollo III. No. 154. 3/1 Calumniating Tongues.

Calumniation (kal^mni^jbn). [n. of action

f. Calumniate. Cf. F. calomniation \\^\\\ c.).]

1. The action of calumniating ;
slandering ; mali-

cious detraction.

1548 Hooper Decl. 10 Commandm. Pref., Clear and free

from misconstruing and calumniation of such sycophants,

etc. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1051 By the calum-

niation of the envious. 1726 Aylifee Parerg. 25 Calumnia-

tion, .a Malicious and False Representation of an Enemys
Words or Actions for an Offensive Purpose.

2. A libellous report, a slander, a calumny.

1588 Let. in Hart. Misc. (1809) II. 67 With many more
such matters (which I nevertheless count to be very vain

calumniations'. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 483 A notable

calumniation framed against him. 1755 Carte Hist. Fug.
IV. 184 By their calumniations against his majesty.

Calumniator (kalymniif'toj). In 7 also -er,

-our. [a. L. calumniator, n. of agent f. calumni-

ari; see Calumniate and -ok. Cf. 16th c. F.

calomniatcur.l One who calumniates ; a slanderer.

1549 Compl. Scot. iv. 31 The peruerst opinions of inuyful

calumniaturis ande of secret detrackers. a 1563 Becon Neiu
Catech. iv. (1844) 185 Satan.. is called 'the tempter', 'the

calumniator or quarrel-picker ', and ' the accuser of the bre-

thren'. 1663 Cowley Verses $ Ess. (1669)85 The Calum-
niators of Epicurus his Philosophy. 1848 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. II. 148 To appoint, as his successor, his rival and
calumniator, Tyrconnel.

Calumniatory (kalzrmni^tSTi), a. [f. L.

type ^calumniatori-us, f. calumniator : see -oitY.]

Slanderous, calumnious. %

1625 Bp. Mountagu App. Cxsar 17 Your selves have re-

lated it in your calumniatory Information. 1836 Random
Recoil. Ho. ofLords xv. 366 Never did personality, or any-
thing calumniatory of an opponent escape his lips.

tCalu'mnier. Obs. rare- 1
. = Calumniator.

1586 Whetstone Eng. Mirr. 165 Yea these calumniers

and lybellers . . slaunder their owne knowledge.

fCalumning, vbl. sb. Obs. rare- 1

. [irreg.

var. calumnying \ cf. calumner.'] Calumniating.

1541 Wyatt Let. Privy Council 248 Touching the Bishop

of London and Haynes' calumning in this matter.

Calumnious (kahrmnias), a. Also 5 calomp-,

6 calumpniouse. [ad. L. calumnidsus, f. calum-

nia : see Calumny and -ous. But perh. Caxton

took it immediately from a 15th c. F. calompnieux
y

-euse (though Littre has it only from 16th c.).]

Characterized by calumny ; of the nature ofcalum-

ny or of a calumniator; slanderous, defamatory.

Hgo Caxtox Eueydos xxvii. 98 Dydo seeng the first open-

yng of the daye sore besi to chasse the tenebres calompniouse

away. 1508 Fisher Sev. Pcnit. Ps. Wks. 266 This calum-

nyous vyce of enuy. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. iii. 61 A
foule mouth'd and calumnious knaue. 1667 Milton P. L.

v. 770 With calumnious Art Of counterfeted truth. 1711

Steele Sped. No. 151 ? 7 He has been .. unmercifully

calumnious at such a Time. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

IV. 225 It might be true that a calumnious fable had done
much to bring about the Revolution. 1871 Morley Voltaire

(1886' 99 A calumnious journalist.

Hence Calii'mniously adv., Calti-mniousness.
1625 Bp. Mountagu App. Cxsar 26 Dealing .. so insin-

cerely and calumniously. 1652 Gaule Magastrcm. 350
[She] most calumniously charged the vertuous Queen with

her own sorcerous act. 1633 Bp. Morton Discharge Im-
putat. 159 (R-) The bitterness ofmy stile was plainness, not

calumniousness.

f Ca'lumnize, v. Obs. [ad. med.L. calum(p)

nizd-re or 1 5-1 6th c. F. calompnise-r
\ f. L. calum-

nia : see -ize.] trans. To calumniate.

1606 Warner A lb. Eng. xv. xcviii. 388 Saints, vnsanctified,

that also sturre the State, Calumnize Church, our Lkurgie,
and Rites in criticke rate. 1636 Heywood Challenge iv. i.

Wks. 1874 V. 54, I have callumnis'd Your fame, a 1723
D'Urfey Athen. Jilt (D.) Rather than calumnize the king.

Calumny (ksedamni). [ad. L. calumnia and
F. calomnie (15th c. in Littre).]
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1. False and malicious misrepresentation of the

words or actions of others, calculated to injure

their reputation ; libellous detraction, slander.

1564 Q. Eliz. in Froude Hist. Eng. (1863) VIII. 103 Ca-
lumny will not fasten on me for ever. i6oz Shaks. Ham.
111. i. 141 He thou as chast as Ice, as pure as Snow, thou
shalt not escape Calumny. 1611 — Ivint. T. 11. i. 72 The
Shrug, the Hum, or Ha (these Petty-brands That Calumnie
doth vset. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 144 F6 Calumny is

diffused by all arts and methods of propagation. 1838
Thirlwall Greece V. xl. 118 His conduct .. had given a
handle for calumny.

2. A false charge or imputation, intended to

damage another's reputation ; a slanderous report.
t 1611 Chaiman Iliad xx. iR.) What then need we vie

calumnies, like women that will weare Their tongues out.

1675 Baxter Cath. Thtol. 11. 1, 108 The Synod of Dort re-

jecteth your accusation as a Calumny. 1751 Johnson
Rambl. No. 183 p 7 To spread suspicion, to invent calum-
nies, to propagate scandal, requires neither labour nor
courage. 1836 <1ilbert Chr. Atonem. vi. 11852) 168 A ca-
lumny against the revealed character of God.

t Calu mny, v. Obs. [a. F. calomnier ;i6th c.

in Littre), ad. late L. calumnidre for classical

calumpnidri to Calumniate. Cf. calumnier
y
etc.]

To calumniate. Hence Calumnying vbl. sb.

1563 Foxe in Latimer's Serin. A> Rem. (1845* Introd. 10
Changing his old manner of calumnying into a diligent kind
of conferring, etc.

I Calvair. Obs. rare~\ [a. F. calvaire ' the

(bare) skull or skalpe of the head ' (Cotgr. ,ad. L.

calvaria skull (see below,.] A skull.
t 1430 Pal/ad. on Husb. 1. 984 The calvair of an horsed

asse or mare, Sette that uppe.

Calvar, aj>p. erroneous f. Caravel, q. v.

1590 Greene OrL Fur. 115991 4 Stately Argosies, Caluars,
and Magars, hulkes of burden great.

II Calva ria, calva rium. Anal. [L. calva-

ria skull, f. catv-its bald-headed, bare, calva the
scalp. The form in -urn is modern and not of

Latin authority.] ' That portion of the skull

which is above the orbits, temples, ears, and occi-

pital protuberance* Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1398 Trevisa Rarth. De P. R. v. iv. 114951 108 Caluaria

the formest partye of the skulle hath that name of balde
bones. 1866 Huxley Preh. Rem. Caithu. 88 The calvaria
is remarkable for the projection of the supraciliary ridges.
1882 Owen in Longm. Mag. I. 64 What is posed as the
' Neanderthal skull ' is the roof of the brain-case, or 'cal-
varium ' of the anatomist.

Calvarial kcelveVrial), a. Anal. [f. L. cal-

varia + -AL.] Of or belonging to the calvaria.
1866 Huxley Prrh. Rem. Caithn. 135 The calvarial sutures.

Calvary (kse'lv&ri). [a. L. calvaria skull,

used to translate Aram. j^^a^^C^''/'' or

gogolpd 'the skuir Heb. n'jaVa gulgolep skull,

poll), in Gr. transliteration yoKyoOd, the name of
the mount of the Crucifixion, near Jerusalem.]

1. The proper name of the place where Christ
was crucified. (Rendered in OE. Headpan-slaw.)
Also used generically.

< 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke xxiu. 33 Hi^ comon on ba stowe
be is xenemned caluarie bait is heafod-pannan stow. — Matt.
xxvii. 31 Golgotha, bat ys, heafod-pannan stow. 1382 \\

.

Luke xxiii. 33 And aftir that thei camen in to a place, which
is clepid of Caluarie [1388 Caluerie], — Matt, xxvii. 33
Clepid Golgatha, that is, the place of Caluarie. 1878 Geo.
Eliot Coll. Break/. P. 293 A Calvary where Reason mocks
at Love. 1878 N. A mer. Rev. 342 A new Calvary and a new
Pentecost in reserve for these coheritors of the doom.

2. [F. calvaire'] in A'. C. Ch. a. A life-size

representation of the Crucifixion, on a raised ground
in the open air ; b. A series of representations, in

a church or chapel, of the scenes of the Passion.

1717 51 Chambers Cycl., Calvary, a term used in catholic
countries for a kind of chapel of devotion, raised on a hillock
near a city. . Such is the Calvary of St, Valerian, near Paris

;

which is accompanied with several little chapels, in each
whereof is represented in sculpture one of the mysteries of
the passion. 1815 M. A. Schimmelpenninck Demol. Port
Royal III. 206 She also took her for three weeks to the
calvary of the Luxembourg. 1846 K. Hart Reel. Records
(ed. a) 323 Of the Golgotha, or Calvary, which represented on
a large scale the circumstances of the Passion, with images
of S. Mary and S. John, our Saviour on the Cross, and
sometimes the two thieves, grouped in the open air, we have
no English example. 1884 Harper's Mag. Nov. 852/1 By
the side of the high-road, .is one of those calvaries so as-
sociated with the landscape of Catholic countries.

3. Calvary clover, a name for Medicago echinus
\

Calvary cross, cross Calvary, in JYer.
y
a cross

mounted on a pyramid of three grises or steps.

188a Garden 2 Sept. 220/2 Calvary Clover . . makes a very
pretty basket plant. 1678 in Phillips App. y

A Cross Calven.

WS0^ Bailey, Calvary iin Heraldry) as across calvary, is

set on steps to represent the Cross on which our Saviour
suffered. 18x6 Kirbv& Si-. Entomol. (1828) III. xxxiv. 483
The front is nearly the shape of a Calvary cross. 1863 I).

Wilson Preh. Ann. Scot. II. 458 Engraved with floriated
or Calvary Cross.

Calve, obs. form of C alp.

Calve (kav), vA Also 5 calfe, 5-6 calue, 7
calf, (9 dial, cauve). [OE. ccalfian, f. cealfC\\,v
sbA ; cf. the corresp. MHG. kalbcn, Du. kalven,
Sw. kalfva, Da. halve. See sense 3.]
1. intr. To give birth to a calf. Saidofkinc,

deer, etc. ; cf. Calf sb. ]

1, 3.

< 1000 Ally ric Horn. II. 300 Da wolde heo [seocul cealfian
on fcesihSe bits folces. 1388 Wyclif Job xxi. 10 The cow
caluycd [138a bar] and is not pnued of hir calf. 1398 Tre-
visa Bartk. De P. R. xvn. xhx. (1495) 632 A Hynde..etith
this herbe [diptannusj that she may calue eselier and soner.
1513 Fitzherb. Husb. g 70 If a cowe be fatte, whan she
shall calve, than.. the calfe shall be the lesse. 1674 tr.

Scheffer's Lapland xxviii. 131 The does, .calve about May,
1828 Scott F. M. Perth II. 293 ' What'* the matter?' said
Dwining, 'whose cow has calved?' i860 Merc. Mar.
Mag. VII. 213 They [whales] differ. .in their habit of re-

sorting to very shallow bays to calve,

b. trans/.

1667 Milton P. L. vn.463 The grass i.- Clods now Calv'd,
now half appeer'd The Tawnie Lion, pawing to get free His
hinder parts.

2. trans. To bring forth (a calf, or young).
1388 Wyclik fob xxi. 10 The cow. .caluede [1383 bar] not

a deed calf. i53»-3 Act 24 Hen. VIIIy vii, Any maner
yonge suckynge calfe . . which shall happen to fall or to be
calued. 1607 Shaks. Cor. UL i. 240, I would they were Bar-
barians, as tney are. Though in Rome litter'd : not Romans,
as they are not, Though calued i' th' Porch o' th' Capitoll.

1846 J. Baxtkr Libr. Pract. Agric. II. 87 Of the origin of

j

[the short homsl . . little can be learned, prior to 1777, in

i
which year the famous bull, Hubback, was calved.

3. Of a glacier or icel>erg : To detach and throw
off a mass of ice. Cf. Calf sb. 1 6, and Calve v.'1

1837 Macdoucall tr. Graak's E. Coast Greenl. 104 The
Greenlanders believe that, .the reverberation caused by the
utterance of a loud sound, is sufficient to make an iceberg
calve. Ibid. 132 One of the numerous large ice-blinks .

.

calved a very considerable berg. 1873 A. £1 Adams Field
ff Forest Rambles xt. 280 A vast field of ice at one time
poured down the slope into the long fiord below, where it

calved its bergs. 1883 H. Lansdell Through Siberia I.

199 The icebergs ' calved ' as they went along, with much
commotion and splashing.

Calve, v.'1 dial. [Of uncertain standing and
derivation. It is possible that (kav) is merely an
earlier pronunciation of cave retained locally; but

it is notable that calve in coincides in form and
sense with \V. Flemish in-kalven (cf. de gracht
kalft in ' the ditch caves in

1 De Bo\ in which the

root part is the same as in Du. afkalveny
to fall

or break away, uit-kalven to fall or shoot out, said

of the sides of a cutting or the like. De Vries
refers this -kalven to halve, kaluwe

y
surface of the

ground, surface layer or soil (see Callow). In-
kalven would thus signify the shooting in of the

surface or earth above. Some, however, think that

the word is, in its origin, identical with the pre-

ceding. The evidence is not decisive.

Calve ikav, k$v) in y is the vernacular form in Lincoln-
shire, Notts, Hunts, Norfolk, and adjacent parts of Suffolk,
Cambridge, Leicester, Derby, and Yorkshire. Wesley,
who is quoted for it, was a native of Epworth, in the dis-

trict covered by Mr. E. Peacock's Gloss, of Manley and
Corringham t North Lincolnshire. Assuming the word to

be from Dutch, it has been suggested that it was 'intro-

duced by the Dutch navvies who came over for the large
drainage works in the Lincolnshire fens' (Wedgwood*.

J

To fall in as an undermined bank or side of a

cutting ; to Cave in.

I7SS Wesley Wks. (187a* II. 323 The rock calved in upon
him, with a concave surface, wnich just made room for his

body. 1788 Ibid. VI. 521 Instantly part of the pit calved in,

and crushed him to death. 1873 I
. Peacock in A'. + Q.

Ser. iv. XII. 274 In this part of the world we all say
calved in f never caved in. 1877 Manley $ Corringham
Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cauve, to slip down as earth does in a
cutting or in a bank undermined by water.

Calved klvd
, ///. a. Also 6 caulfed. [f.

calve{s (see Calf 2
) + -ed.] Having calves.

1593 Pass. Morrice 82 They that trode right, were either

clouterly caulfed. .spindle shankte, or bakerly kneed. 1870
Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks. 11879) II. 244 A Highlander.,
with, .bare shanks, most enormously calved.

Calveless, var. spelling of Calfless.

Calven (kaVn), ///. a. ff. Calve v. after

strong pa. pples. like shaken!] That has calved.

1880 Maidstone Neivspr., For Sale, Fresh Calven Dairy
Cows. 1863 Atkinson Danby Provinc, Catven~cmv% a cow
which has not long since had a calf.

Calver (kavaj\ sl>y [f. Calve v. + -erI.] A
cow that calves, or bears young.
1785 Worfat Bran Nciv Wark 322 (E. D. S.) He that

sell'd me tother day a barren cow and a calf, for a calver.

1808 T. C. Curwen Hints on Feeding Stock 177 The milk
of the sixth, a winter calver, was reserved for the family.

1884 York Herald 26 Aug. 7/1 Calvers made up to ^23
each, and half-breds and calving heifers up to ^16 each.

f Calver, sb.2 Obs, rare~ x
. [See Calver a.]

Only in Palsgrave, and it is difficult to determine
what he intended by 'salmon scum*. Perh. the

treatment as a sb. was some error.

1530 Palsgr. 302/2 Calver of saulmon, escume de saubnou.
|Tne following OE. passages possibly belong to these

words. Unfortunately the OE. and Latin are alike uncer-
tain in meaning

:

(i 700 F.pinal Gloss. 471 galmaria y caluua:r iErf. caluuer 1
.

— 476 galbalacmm, catuxr (Erf. caluuer). <: 800 Corpus
Gi, 952 galmaria, caluuer. — 956 gabalacrutn, calwcr.
— 954 gt'lmitla, Himcaluuer. — 427 calvarium, caluuer-

clim. a 1000 OE. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 280 (Incipit de
mensa) calmaria, cealfre. — 281 Caluiale, calwerbriw.

a 1 100 A iphabet. Gloss, ibid. 369 calmaria, cealre, Caluiale,

cealerbriw. Ibid, 413 Galmaria, calwere, Gabalacmm,
calwcr. Cf. also Ags. Leechd. 98 I. xxxviii. 2 Nim sur

molcen, wyrc to cealre, and bep mid by cealre.]

t Calver, a. Obs. In 4 calwar, 5 calvur. [Of
this and its connected words, the origin and
original sense are unknown : cf. prec. It may be
the earlier form of Sc. Caller (cf. silver, siller}.]

An epithet applied to salmon or other fish. E.
Midler thinks 1 fresh ;

Way (Promp. Parv.) 'fish

freshly taken, when its substance appears inter-

spersed with white flakes like curd \ See also

Calvehej).
A good deal of evidence points to the condition of a fish,

the dressing or cooking of which has begun while it is yet
alive, instead of after it is dead. (T. also 1536 Bellenden
Descr. Alb. (1821) I. xliii, Quhen the fish faillis thair loup,
thay fall callour in the said [boiling] caldrounis, and ar
than maist delitius to the mouth.)
a 1403 Forme ofCury in Warner Antiq. Cult'n. 19 Take

calwar samon, and seeth it in lewe water, c 1440 Promp.
I'arv. 59 Calvur, as samoon or obyr fysshe. 15*6 Ord.
Hen. VIII. ibid. 175 Calver Salmon 1 mess . . 2s. 6d, 1719
D'Urfev Pills V. 145 Your Pheasant, Pout, and Culver
Salmon. 1865 Wav Promp. Parz>. mote s.v.) In Lanca-
shire, the fish dressed as soon as caught are called calver
salmon.

+ Ca lver, v. I Obs. Also 7 calvor. [app. f.

Calver a. : cf. Calvered, which is in form the

pa. pple. of this vb., though earlier in our qnots.]

1. trans. To treat or cook as a 'calver' fish.

(The mode apparently differed at different times.)

Nares says 'To prepare salmon, or other fish, in

a peculiar way, which can only be done when they
are fresh and firm \ Some identify it with to

Crimp, Some explain it To cut salmon into thin

slices while 'fresh' (or 'alive*) and then pickle

these.

1651 Barker Art of Angling (1653) 13 Trouts calvored
hot with antchovaes sauce. Ibid. (1820) 33 A dish of close
boyled Trouts buttered with eggs . . Every scullion dresseth
that dish against his will, because he cannot calvor them.
1660 K. May Accompl. Cookj$4 To calver salmon to eat hot
or cold. 1663 Killigrew Parson's Wed. in DodsUy (1780)
XI. 445 The chines fry'd, and the salmon calver'd.

2. intr. Of fish: To behave when cooked as a
' calver' fish. Some recent writers conjecture 'To
shrink by cutting and not fall to pieces * (Craig

,

some ' to bear being sliced and pickled '.

1651 Harker Art ofAngttHg(i6sp 13 So the fierce boyl-
ing will make the fish to calvor. Ibid. (1820) 21 You shall

see whether he calvors or no. 1676 Cotton Angler 11. 310
A Grayling is a winter fish . . his flesh even in his worst
season is so firm and will so easily calver that . . he is very
good meat at all times. 1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m.
xii. fi 1 His flesh, .is firm, white, will easily calver.

Hence Ca lvering vbl. sb.

1651 7 Harker A rt ofAngling (1820) 12 When it [vinegar]

boyles take it off the fire and pour it upon your fish, you
shall see your fish rise presently, if they be new, and there

is no doubt of calvoring.

Calver, obs. form of claver, Clover.
1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 18 b, Great

calver, sperie, chick, and the other pulses.

Ca lvered, ///. a. ? Obs. (exc. Hist.) Also 7
calvert, calvored. [f. Calver v.] Used from
end of i6thc. app. in room of the earlier Calver a.

:

see Calver v. Cf. quots. 1822 and i860.
1610 It. Jonson Atch. u. ii. (16161 622 My foot-boy shall

eate phesants, caluerd salmons, a 1640 Massinger Guar-
dian iv. i, Great lords sometimes For change leave calvert*

salmon and eat sprats. 1651 Harker Art ofAngling{\%-x>\
11 We must have two dishes of calvored Trouts. 1691
Shadwell Scowrers 11. Wks. 1720 IV. 330 Think on the
Turbott and the Calvert Salmon at Locket's. iSaa Nares,
Calver'd salmon . . now means, in the fish trade, only crimj»ed

salmon. 1855 Malallav Hist. Eng. III. 560 Prince
George, who cared as much for the dignity of his birth as

he was capable of caring for any thing but claret and
calvered salmon, i860 Kitchener Cooks Orac. 178 note,

Calvered Salmon is the Salmon caught in the Thames, and
cut into slices alive.

Calveren, obs. = Calves, irreg. pi. of Calk 1
.

Calves'-snout, calf's- (.ka vzjsnaut, kafs-).

[f. CalfIj calves + Snout.]

An old name of Antirrhinum or Snapdragon
;

esp. of A. Orontium or Small Snap-dragon.
1548 Turner Names ofHerbes s.v. Antt'rrhinon, PHnies

antirrhinon. .maye l»c called in englishe calfe snoute, 1551
— Herbal 1. Dijb, Yellow Calfys snowtc. 16*9 Parkinson
Paradisi in Sole xW. 270 In English Calues snout from
the form of the seede vessels, and Snap-dragon, or Lyons
mouth from the forme of the flowers. 1845 Penny Cycl.

Supp. I. 125/2 A. Orontium . . or Calves'-snout, occurs in

dry sandy and gravelly soils.

II Calville. ? Obs. Also 7 calvile, 8 calvil.

[Fr. : of unknown origin (Littre).] A kind of apple.

1664 Evelyn h'at. Hort. (1729) 232 Apples.. Pome Apis,

Cour pendue, Calvile of all sorts. 1717 Bradley Earn.

Diet. s.v. Apple, The White Calville, is white both within

and without; its Taste is more delicious than that of the

red, for which reason 'tis more valued. 1755 in Johnson
(from Bailey); and in mod. Diets.

Calving ;ka virj) f vbl. sb. [f. Calve + -tng L]

Of kine, etc.: The bringing forth of calves or young.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xxx. (1495 1 792 After

the caluynge the hynde etyth two manere herbes. 11420
Pallad. on Husb. vtti. 66 Mete in mesure her calvyng wol

advannce. 1587 Harrison England 111. 1.(1878) n. a Acow
..which in six yeeres had sixteene calfes; that is, foure at

once in three caluings, and twise twins, a 1854 E. Forbes
Lit. Papers 152 <L.) Bay-whaling, a practice destructive to

the cow whales about the time of calving.



CALVIN Gr.

b. trans/, of a glacier or ice-berg.

1837 Macdougall tr. Graah's E. Coast Greenl. 48 An oc-

casional report, caused by the calving of the ice-blink.

c. Comb., as calving-season, -time.

1528 Paynell Salcme's Regim. Eijb, Hare fleshe and

hartis fleshe . . best before caluing tyme. 1881 Du Chaillu

Land Midn. Sun II. 197 The reindeers' calving season.

Ca lving, ppL a. [-ing Bearing calves.

1886 York Herald 10 Aug. 7/4 Calving cows made up to

£19. .calving heifers ^12 ios. each.

Calvinian (kaelvrnian), a. and sb. Also 0

Caluen-. [f. pr.n. Calvin, in Lat. Calvinus + -IAN.]

A. adj. Of, belonging to, or following the

doctrine of, Calvin. (See Calvinihm.)

1566 T. Stapleton Utitr. Jeiueil Pref., The Lutheran

and Caluinian Religion. 1688 Bp. of Oxford Reasons

Abrog. Test 54 Patron of the Calvinian Faction. 1862 Lit.

Churchman 446 The Calvinian development of St. Augus-

tin's idea of predestination was logically true-.

f B. sb. = Calvinist. Obs.

1582 Munday Eng. Rom. Life in HarL Misc. (1809I II.

206 He curseth all Caluenians, Lutherians, Zwinglians.

1691 Wood A th. Oxon. I. /193 Laurence Humphrey [was]

. .much of the Calvinian both in doctrine and discipline.

f Ca lvinish, a. Obs. rare. = Calvinistic.

1637 Declar. Pfaltzgrave's Faith 30 A Calvinish heresie.

Calvinism (kse'lviniz'm). [f. as prec. + -ism.

Cf. F. calvinisme, mod. L. Calvinism tts.] The
doctrines of John Calvin the Protestant Reformer

(1509-1564), particularly his theological doctrines

on grace, in which Calvinism is opposed to Ait-

minianism. b. Adherence to these doctrines.

(The particular doctrines of theological Calvinism are con-

tained in the so-called 'five points', viz. (it Particular elec-

tion. (2) Particular redemption. (3) Moral inability in a

fallen state. (4) Irresistible grace. (5) Final perseverance.)

1570 Levins Manip. 146 Caluynisme, caluinismus. 1650

R. Stapylton Strada's Lcnv-C. Warrcs in. 65 She was
jealous lest Calvinisme, which then infected France, might

be caught by their neighbours of Haynolt. 1655 L'Estrange
Chas. /, 127 The Doctrine of St. Augustine; which they

who understand it not, call Calvinisme. 1863 Fkoude Hist.

Eng. VII. 367 Thus spoke Calvinism, the creed of repub-

lics, in its first hard form.

Jig. 1863 Denise I. 126 The destruction, the waste in

Nature ; the plants that bud and never bring forth fruit.

.

the Calvinism of Nature, things predestined to destruction !

Calvinist (karlvinist). [f. as prec. + -1ST. Cf.

F. calviniste.] An adherent of Calvinism.

1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 577 The seconde and thirde,

he sayeth are denyed by the Caluenistes. 1673 Milton
True Relig. 7 The Calvinist is taxt with Predestination,

and to make God the Author of sin. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat.
I. 545 No Arminian will doubt a man being debarred of his

liberty by shutting him up in a gaol ; nor will the most
rigid Calvinist deny, that upon being let loose he is at

liberty to go which way he pleases. 1850 R. Wilberforce
Holy Bapt. 253 Those who compiled the Service-Books of

the Church of England were not Calvinists.

attrib. 1876 Bancroft Hist. If. S. VI. Index 510 Union
of Calvinist colonies proposed.

Calvini'stic, a. [f. prec. + -ic.] Of or be-

longing to Calvinism, following the doctrines of

Calvin. Calvinistic Methodists : a section of the

Methodists who follow the Calvinistic opinions of

Whitfield, as distinguished from the Arminian

opinions of Wesley ; their chief seat is in Wales.
1820 Scott Abbot xiv, The cloak and band of the Calvin-

istic divine. 1850 R. Wilberforce Holy Bapt. 145 The
Calvinistic doctrines of Election, Predestination, and Per-

severance are incompatible with. .Baptismal Regeneration.

Calvinistical, a. [f. prec. + -al.] = Cal-
vinistic ; ofthe nature of, or pertaining to, Calvin-

ism. Hence Calvinistically adv.

1606 W. Crashaw Rom. Forgeries 78 Is not such a Cal-

uinisticall sentence worthy to be razed out for euer ? 1779
Johnson Milton, L. P. {1816) 128 His theological opinions

are said to have been first Calvinistical. 18x4 Scott Wav.
xxv, This calvinistical Colonel. 1853 Lytton My Novel I.

365 (Hoppe) Mrs. Avenel, in an awfully stiff, clean, and
calvinistical cap.

1674 Hickman Hist. Quinquart. (ed. 2) 58 The Doctrine of
Free-will is laid down as Calvinistically as one could wish.

1832 Eraser's Mag. XLVI. 588 Do not be so Calvinistically

severe on their little amusements.

Calvini*sticate, v. To make Calvinistic.

1834-43 Southey Doctor xlvi, If the old English worthy.

.

had been Calvinisticated till the milk of human kindness
with which his heart was always ready to overflow had
turned sour.

Ca'lvinize, v. [see -ize.] a. intr. To follow

Calvin, to teach Calvinism, b. trans. To imbue
with Calvinism. Hence Calvinized, Ca'lvinizing
ppl a.

1659 Heylin Cert. Epist. 175 He did not Arminianize in

all things, I am sure he Calvinized in none. 1824McCulloch
Scotl. II.75 This Calvinised Country.

^
i86i(?. ^^'.CX.549

One brother Churchman was Romanising, or another Cal-
vinising. 1862 Ibid. Apr. 325 The Calvinist has Calvinized
.. the services of his Church by his hymns. 1829 Southey
Sir T. More (1831) II. 40 The Calvinizing Clergy.

Ca'lvino-, in comb. Calvinistic.

[1584 Fenner Def. Ministers (1587) 39 Calling some
Anglo-puritani, some Caluino-papist.v.] 1667 H. More
Div. Dial.\v, xviii. {1713) 325 The Turks indeed are held
great Fatalists, whence some in reproach call this Point of
Calvin, Calvino-Turcism.

Calvish (ka vij), a. [f. Calf 1 + -ish.]

1. Resembling a calf
;
calf-like, doltish, stupid,

b. Of or addicted to calf-worship.

Co lie g a h i % ft n 1
J
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1570 Piththy Note Papists (Colliery The Bui bewitcht his

caluish braine. 1660 Gauden Brounrig 48 He was trans-

ported with just indignation against the calvish Idolaters.

1834 Beckford Italy II. 71 Her Majesty's absolute com-

mands having swept females off the stage, their parts are

acted by calvish young fellows.

2. nonce-use. [f. Calf 2
.] Pertaining to the calf

of the leg (with pun on prec. sense).

1826 Lamb Let. in Final Mem. viii. (1850) 210 The cramp
..clawing me in the calvish part of my nature, makes me
ever and anon roar bullishly.

Calvity (karlviti). rare. [ad. L. calvities bald-

ness, f. calv-us bald : cf. F. calvitie.] Baldness.

1623Cockeram, Calnity, baldnesse. 1656 Bi.ovnt Clossogr.,

Calvity, baldness, deceit. 1886 Comh. Mag. 384 Middle-

aged - .and inclining to calvity and obeseness.

Calvor, -ur, variants of Calveu v.

Calvysfote, obs. form of Calf's-foot.

Calwey, var. form of Calewey, Obs., a pear.

Calx (kselks). Forms : 5 eals, 5-7 calce, 7

callixe, calxe, 8 calix, 7- calx. PL calces

(formerly also calxes). [L. calx, calc-em lime

;

applied in an extended sense to substances pro-

duced in the same way as quick-lime.]

1. A term of the alchemists and early chemists

for a powder or friable substance produced by

thoroughly burning or roasting ('calcining') a

mineral or metal, so as to consume or drive off all

its volatile parts, as lime is burned in a kiln.

The calx was formerly taken as the essential substance or
' alcohol ' of the crude mineral after all the grosser parts

had been dispelled. The 'calx' of a metal was supposed

to be the result of the expulsion of ' phlogiston '
; in reality

it was usually the metallic oxide, but in some cases the

metal itself in a state of sublimation.

c 1460 Bk. Quintessence 7 Caste . . cals of. . gold . . in wjyn .

.

and }e schule haue 3oure licour. .bettir gilt. 1605 Timme
Quersit. 1. xiii. 56 The black feces . . being reduced . . into a
calxe. Ibid. 11. v. 123 Put fire thereunto, .until! the earth.

.

is well calcined. .Divide this thy callixe. 1610 B. Jonson
Alch. 11. v, Sub. How do you sublime him? F'ac. With the

calce of Egg-shells. 1612 Woodali, Surg. Mate Wks.
(1653) 268 Calcination is solution of bodies into Calx or

Alcool. 1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2042 Nor reduced into a calx

but by a strong fire, by which it will turn into a substance

like unslaked lime. 1691 Boyle Wks. I. 719 All brought
into calces or powders that are white. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.

Waters!. 3 Lead by calcination, .becomes a red calx or

mineral earth. Ibid. Metals deprived of. .phlogiston . . are

reduced to calces. 1781 J. T. Dillon Trav, Spain 233
Metallic calxes. 1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing \.\.\.

i. 7 Oxygen may be separated from some oxyds or metallic

calces. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 23 Having ascer-

tained the increase of weight of lead during its conversion

into calx. 1822 Imison Sc. § Art II. 20 The calx of tin,

now the oxide of tin.

fig- '799 Southey Nondescr. iii. Wks. III. 63 Some mass
for the poor souls that bleach, And burn away the calx of

their offences In that great Purgatory crucible.

f 2. Sometimes in Latin sense ' lime '
: esp. in

calx vive, calcevive (L. calx viva, F. chaux vive)

quick-lime. Obs.

1581 Styward Mart. Discip. 1. 12 They ought to haue .,

Calx viue, Lint seede Oile, etc. 1641 French Distill, v.

(1651) 129 Make a strong Lixivium of Calx vive. 1652 Ash-
mole Theat. Chem. Brit. 116 Our true Calcevive. .our Fer-

ment of our Bread. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 439 Calx is lime

combined with acids.

3. Eton School slang. [Another L. sense of calx,

'the goal, anciently marked with lime or chalk'.]

The goal-line (at foot-ball).

1864 Daily Tel. 1 Dec, The Collegers were over-weighted
. . and the Oppidans managed to get the ball down into their

calx several times.

Calybite. [f. Gr. Kakvprj little hut.] One of a

class of early saints who passed their lives in huts.

Ca'lycanth. Bot. [ad. L. Calycanthus.] A
book-name of the Natural Order Calycanthacem.
1866 Treas. Bot., Calycanthacem (Calycanths).

Calyca*nthemy. Bot. [f. Gr. ko\vk- Calyx
+ dv0€fi~ov flower + -Y.] The conversion, partial

or complete, of sepals into the appearance of petals,

as in the variety of primrose called Jack-in-the-

box. Hence Calyca nthemous a.

1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 400 Calycanthemy, name of the

monstrosity in which the calyx imitates an exterior corolla.

||
CalycailthuS (k?elikse*n):£s). Bot. [mod.L.,

f. Gr. k&Kvk- Calyx + avOos flower.] A North
American genus of shrubs ; esp. Calycanthusjlori-

dus or Carolina Allspice.

1864 Miss Yonge Trial I. 190 Come and reach me down
some calycanthus out of the greenhouse. 1884 Stevenson
Silver. Squatt. 267 Cal[y]canthus crept, like a hardy weed,
all over our rough parlor.

Calycifloral (koedisi|flo**ral, kft&si-), a. Bot.

[f. L. calyc-em {calyx) a. Gr. k&\vk- +fior-em flower

+ -al.] Having the stamens and petals inserted

in the calyx. So CalycifLo'rate, Calyciflo rous,

in same sense.

1872 Oliver Elem. Bot. 1. v. 58 Polypetalous flowers have
their stamens inserted on the receptacle . . or inserted upon
the calyx, and are hence called Calycifloral, as Pea, Bramble,
Apple. 1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 400 Calyciflorous, petals

(distinct or coalescent) and stamens adnate to the calyx.

Calyciform (ksclisifiUro, kalrsi-), a. Bot. [f.

as prec. + -form ; cf. mod.F. caliciforme.'}

CALYPTRATE.

Having the form of a calyx, calyx-shaped. Also
erroneous spelling of Calicitorm cup-shaped.

1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 453 Male flowers in

elongate aments, caliciform scale diversely shaped. 1870
Hooker Stud. Flora 463 Woodsia .. involucre inferior,

membranous, at first calyciform.

Calycinal (kceli-sinal), a. Bot. [f. Calycine
+ -al.] ^Calycine i.

1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 453 Salicinese . . male
flowers, calicinal scale supporting an unilocular ovary. 1835
Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 386 While the calycinal pro-

tuberance is making its appearance.

Caly cinar, a. Bot. [f. as prec. + -ar.] 1.=
prec. 2. (see quot.)

1866 Trcas. Bot., Calicinar, when a flower becomes double
by an increase in the number of lobes of the calyx or sepals.

Calycine (kre-lisain, -in), a. [f. L. calyc-em

(calyx) + -INE.] Of or belonging to the calyx
;

resembling a calyx.

1. Bot.
1816 Coi.ebrooke Asiat. Res. XII. 539 Embraced at the

base by the calycine hemispherical cup. 1830 Lindley
Nat. Syst. Bot. 218 The symmetry of the stamens, corolline

and calycine segments. 1861 S. Thomson Wild Ft. in.

(ed. 4) 239 Calycine sepals.

2. Biol, and Pkys. (See Calyx 2.)

1872 Nicholson Palzeont. 133 Spha^ronites has each caly-

cine plate perforated by two pores. 1877 Huxley Anat.
Inv. An. ii. 96 A calycine investment for the whole animal.

Calycle (kae-likT). Bot. [ad. L. calycul-us

(which is now often used instead"), dim. of calyx.']

1. A little calyx : a. A row of bracts or leaves

surrounding the base of the calyx, and resembling

a smaller outer calyx, b. The outer proper cover-

ing or crown of the seed, adhering to it to facilitate

its dispersion, f C- Formerly, the outer envelope

of a bud.

1731 Kailey vol. II, Calycle, with Botanists, a small bud of

a plant. 1803 Rees Cycl., Calycle, a term invented by Vail-

lant to express a series of leaves surrounding the base of the

calyx. 1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 400 Catyculus, an invo-

lucre or involucel imitating an additional calyx.

2. Erroneous form of Calicle.

Hence Calycled a., having a calycle, calyculate.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. yjZnote, The calyx is

. .calycled, or furnished with a second set of leaflets at the

base. 1810 Encycl. Land. I. 683/1 Calycled andromeda.

Ca lycoid, -ordeous, a. Bot. [f. Gr. k6l\vk-

Calyx + -oiD, + -eous ; the Gr. was
1866 Treas. Bot., Calycoideous, resembling a calyx.

Calycular (kali-ki^lai), a. Bot. [f. L. caly-

cul-us Calycle + -ar. Cf. mod. F. caliculaire.']

Relating to or composing a calycle (in its various

senses).

1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus iii, Even the Autumnal
buds, which await the return of the Sun, do after the winter

solstice multiply their calicular leaves. 1707 Sloane
Jamaica I. 259 The calycular leaves are purple. 1866

Treas. Bot., Calicular, a term of aestivation, when the outer

bracts of an involucre are much shorter than the inner.

Calyculate (kali-Hz/l^t). a. Bot. [f. L. caly-

cul-us Calycle + -ate -2. Cf. F. calicuh'.'] Hav-
ing a calycle. So formerly Calyculated, (having

fruit) enclosed in a calyx or involucre.

1690 Sloane in Phil. Trans. XVII. 466 Calyculated Berries

of the bigness of a large Pea. 1693 Ibid. 928 Such . .
have

the Calyx of their Flower non deciduous, in which the Fruit

standeth as in a Cup, and these he calls Calyculated Fruits.

1725 Sloane Jamaica II. 95 Of Trees which bear berries,

and are umbilicated or calculated. 1880 Gray Bot. Text-

bk. 400 Calyculate, bearing bracts next to the calyx which

imitate an external or accessory calyx.

Ca'lycule. Another form of Calycle; see

-cule and cf. F. calicule.

Calyon, variant of Calion, Obs.

Calyptobla'Stic, a. Zool. [f. Gr. tcaXv-rrro-s

covered + pXaaros sprout, shoot.] (Hydroids)

Having the generative buds provided with an

external protective receptacle.

1869 Nicholson Zool. viii. (1880) 122 The name of 'Ca-

lyptoblastic Hydroids ' has been proposed by Professor All-

man for the Sertularians and Campanularians.

Calyptolite (kali-pt^bit). Min. [f. Gr. na-

Auttto-s: covered + -lite.] A variety of Zircon.

1839 Shepard Min. (1858) 288 Calyptolite, very minute

dark brown crystals, having the form of zircon.

1 Calyptra (kali-ptra). Bot. In 8 calyptre.

[mod. L. a. Gr. KaXvmpa covering, veil, f. Kakvir-

ruv to cover. Cf. F. calyptre.'] A hood or cover
;

spec. a. the hood of the sporecase in mosses ; b.

' the interior membranaceous and often hairy cover-

ing of the ovarium ' (De Candolle and Sprengel

Philos. Plants 61).

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Calyptra. 1777 Kobson
Brit. Flora 26 A calyptra is the calyx of a Moss, covering

the fructification like a hood. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's

Bot. xxxii. 493 A lidded capsule, covered with a smooth
calyptre. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 402 Mosses, which

have.. a hood-like corolla, or calyptra, bearing the style,

and concealing the capsule. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot.

6o[Ofthe Mangrove Tribe] Calyx superior, .with the lobes

varying in number, .occasionally all cohering in a calyptra.

1858 Carpenter Veg. Phys. § 736.

Calyptrate (kali-ptr^t), a. Bot. [f. prec.

+

-ate - 2. Cf. F. calyptre^] Having a calyptra,

hood, or covering
;
hooded, operculate.
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1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 273 Each fibre of the roots

has a calyptrate covering at the extremity. 1835 — Introd.
Bot. (18481 I. 327 The calyx is . . calyptrate, if at the period
of falling it bursts on one side, as in Eschscholtzia.

Calyptriform (kaliptriffiim), a. Bot. [f. as
prec. + -fokm.J Calyptra-shaped.
1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 46 The corolla is calyptri-

form in Antholoma. 1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 400 Calyp-
triform, calyptra-shaped ; as the calyx of Eschscholtzia.

So Calyptrimorph.0118 a. [Gr. itopqrq form.]
' Applied in Botany to ascidia which have a dis-

tinct lid.' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1881.

Calyptrogen (kalrptnJdsen). Bot. [f. Gr.
KoXvnrpa covering + -gen taken in sense of ' pro-

ducer '.] The outer zone or layer of the meristem
or primary tissue of the youngest part of plants.
1881 Nature XXIII. 288 Four zones of meristem :—calyp-

trogen, dermatogen, periblem and plerome. 1884 Bower
& Scott De Bary's Phatter. Firms 9 Since this accession
originates in certain cases from a special layer of meristem,
the latter is to be distinguished as the calyptrogen.

II Calystegia (kielistt-dgia). Bat. [f. Gr. xa-
Kvk- Calyx + mtyr) covering/ in reference to the
generic distinction.] A genus of plants separated
by modem botanists from Convolvulus, because of
the two large bracts which enclose the calyx ; it

contains the large White Convolvulus or Bindweed
of the English hedges.
1880 Neiv Virginians I. 85 A tangle, or wilderness of dew-

berries, white calystegias.

Calyver, obs. form of Calivkh.
Calyx (kseliks, kj'liks). Formerly also calix.

PL calyces (karlis/z), rarely calyxes. [L. calyx,

a. Gr. xd\v( outer covering of a fruit, flower, or
bud; shell, husk, pod, pericarp ( from root of xa\vir-

thv to cover). In med.L. and in the Romanic
langs., this word has run together in form with the
much commoner Latin word calix ' cup, goblet,

drinking vessel '; and the two are to a great extent

treated as one by modern scientific writers, so that

the calyx of a flower is commonly (though quite

erroneously) explained as the ' flower-cup ', and the
form calyx and its derivatives are applied to many
cup-like organs, which have nothing to do with the
calyx of a flower, but are really meant to be com-
pared to a calix orcup. See sense 2 and cf. Calix.]
1. Bot. The whorl of leaves (sepals), either separate

or grown together, and usually green, forming the
outer envelope in which the flower is enclosed while
yet in the bud. Called by Grew, 1683, Empale-
ment.
[1671 MaUKSH Allot. Plant., Calyx .. Boris basis est.

1686 Ray Hist. Plant. I. A 2 Calyx, folliculus sive, invo-
lucrtim floris . . the cup enclosing or containing the flower.]

1693 (see Calyculate]. 1704 in J. Hakkis Lex. Pectin.

1718 R. Bradlev New Improv. Planting 11. (ed. 31 83
The other [race] whose petals cannot contain themselves
within the Bounds of the Chalyx, are call'd round podded
Flowers. 1737-59 MlLLX) Card. Diet. Explan. Terms,
The empalement, Calix, is generally understood to mean,
those less tender leaves, which cover the other parts of the
flower. 1791 E. Darwin Bot. Cant. 1. 195 note. The effect
of light . . occasions the actions of the vegetable muscles .

.

which open their calyxes and chorols. 1802 Mar. Edge-
worth Moral T. (i8i6> 1. xvii. 144 The brown calyces of
the geranium flowers. 1866 Ruskin Eth. Dust 212 The
calyx is nothing but the swaddling clothes of the flower

;

the child-blossom is bound up in it, hand and foot.

b. Applied to similar parts of other organisms.
1851 Richardson Ceol. viii. 234 In the sea-lily it [the

stomach] reposes in the calyx surrounded by the arms. 1871
Nicholson Palxont. 1 19 At the summit of the stem is placed
the body, which is termed the 'calyx \

2. J'/iys. and Biol. Variant spelling of Calix.
1831 R. Knox Cloqucfs Anal. 798 The Calyces (Infundi-

bulal are small membraneous ducts which embrace, .the cir-
cumference of the mammilla:. 1836 Todd Cyel. Aiiat. I.

357/1 The part of the ovary in which the ovum is lodged is

termed the calyx.

3. Comb., us calyx-base, -leaf, -limb, -lobe, -seg-

ment, -tooth, -tube ; calyx-lite adj.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 315 Beta. . Fruit adnate to the
disk and *calyx-base. 1872 Oliver Firm. Bot. I. i. 7
Calyx-leaves or Sepals. 1849 5a Todd Cyel. Anat. IV.
1137/2 A. .'calyx-like arrangement. 1870 Hooker Stud.
Flora 176 *Calyx-limb deciduous. i6&1)arwin Orig. Spec.
vii. (1872) 173 The uppermost flower generally has two
"calyx-lobes. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 66 Stamens in-
serted on the "calyx-mouth. Ibid. 115 Bracts longer than
the ovate "calyx-segments. Ibid. 265 "Calyx-teeth short.
Ibid. 183 "Calyx-tube and corolla white.

tCalzoo'ns,^' //. Obs. Also calsoun, -sound,
-aune. [From one or other of the Romanic
langs. : F. calcons, calecons, Sp. calzones, Pg. calcdes

It. cahoni breeches, drawers :—late L. calciones
;

augmentative forms of L> *calcea, Sp. calza, I'g. calca
It. calza, F. c/iausse hose, f. L. ealceus shoe, half-
boot.] Drawers, hose, trousers : used of those of
oriental nations.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 63 The next that they weare is a

smock of callico with ample sleeves . . vnder this a paire of
calsouns of the same, which reach to their ancles. 1656
Blount Clossogr., Calsounds or Calstincs, a kind of drawers
or such like garment of Linnen, which the Turks wear next
thcirskm. 1677 Herbert Trav. 115 The better sort of that
lex here w ear linen Drawers or Calzoons.

Cam (karm), sb. Also camb, camm. [cf. Da.
kam (MDu. cam), Ger. tamm, Da. and Sw. kam,
the same word as Eng. Comh, but also applied to
a ' toothed rim or part of a wheel, teeth of a
wheel', as in Du. kamraJ, Ger. kammrait, Da.
and Sw. kamhjul 'toothed wheel, cog-wheel';
thence also mod.F. came ' cog, tooth, catch of a
wheel, sort of tooth applied to the axle of a
machine, or cut in the axle, to serve to raise

a pestle or forge-hammer'. Taken into English
prob. either from Du. or Fr.
The primary meaning of Teut. kambo- was 'toothed in-

strument '; cf. its cognates Gr.-ywi*o- tooth, peg, StVtjaiiibha-
tusk, OSlav. zabu tooth : see Comb.]
A projecting part of a wheel or other revolving

piece of machinery, adapted to impart an alter-

nating or variable motion of any kind to another
piece pressing against it, by sliding or rolling

contact. Much used in machines in which a uni-

form revolving motion is employed to actuate any
kind of non -uniform, alternating, elliptical, or
rectilineal movement. The original method was
by cogs or teeth fixed or cut at certain points in

the circumference or disc of a wheel, but the
name has been extended to any kind of eccentric,

heart-shaped, or spiral disc, or other appliance
that serves a similar purpose.

1777 Specif. W. Vickefs Patent No. 1168 The wheel F
turning a cylinder with a cam and two crankes. 1805
Specif J. Ilartop's Patent No. 2888 Upon any axis A .

.

apply a pin, cam, crank or curve or curves C. 1831 G.
Porter Silk Manuf. 269 Camms, or wheels of eccentric
form. 18321 Babbace Ecoh. Manuf. vi. (ed. 31 44 If one or
more projecting pieces, called cams, are fixed on the axis
opposite to the end of each lever. 1858 Greener Gunnery
418. 1867 Athenaeum No. 2084. 440/3 An iron camb for
power-looms. 1879 Cossells Techii.Educ. I. 407/2 Cams are
variously-formed plates, or grooves, by means of which a
circular may be converted into a reciprocating motion.

b. Comb., as cam-ball valve, cam-groove, cam-
gear wheel, cam shaft, cam-wheel.

1879 CasselFs Techn. Educ. IV. 393/1 A cam-groove cut in
the reverse side of the crank-plate. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech. 435/2 The duty of the cam-wheel is to give an inter-
mittent reciprocating motion to the liar.

Cam, sb.- north, dial. [= Sc. kame, kairn, a.

ON. kamb-r (Da. and Sw. kam) Comb, crest, ser-

rated ridge, crest or ridge of a hill, etc. The
same word originally as Comb, and Cam sb.'1 , but
the three come through distinct channels, and there

is no consciousness of their identity.]

A ridge ; a long narrow earthen mound ; the

bank on which a hedge is planted or the like.

1788 Marshall E. Vorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Cam, any
long mound of made earth. 1855 Whitby Gloss., Cam, a
mound of earth, a bank boundary to a field. 1861 Ramsay
Retain. Ser. 11. Introd. 26 t Vorksh. dial.) Cum doun t' cam'
soid. 1876 Mid. Vorksh. Gloss., Cant, a rise of hedge-
ground ; generally cam.side.

Cam, sb* dial. [f. Cam a. or v.] Contradic-
tion, crossing in purpose.
1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S), When he meets wi cam, there's

no good to be done.

t Cam, a. and adv. Obs. exc. dial. Also kam,
(7 kammeV [Adopted from Celtic : in Welsh
cam crooked, bent, bowed, awry, wrong, false

;

Gael, cam crooked, bent, blind of one eye; Manx
cam (as in Gaelic) ; Ir. cam :—Olr. camm crooked,
repr. an OCcltic *cambo s, as in the pro|>er name
Cambodunum 'crooked town'. In English prob-

ably from Welsh, and no doubt in oral use long
before the 1 6th c. when first found in literature;

the derived form cammed is in the Promptorium.]

A. adj. Crooked, twisted, bent from the straight.

Hence moil. dial. Perverse, obstinate, 'cross'.
it 1600 Hooker.Serin. iii.Wks. II. 698 His mind is perverse,

kam [ed. 1676 cam], and crooked. 1644 Sc. Pasquils (1868)
1 17 Cam is thy name, Cam are thyne eyics and wayes .

.

Cam are thy lookes, thyne eyies thy ways bewrayes. 1853
Akerman IViltsh. Tales 13B As cam and asobstinateasa mule.
1862 Hughes in Macm. Mag. V. 236/2 As cam as a peg.

B. ailv. Away from the straight line, awry,
askew (also Jig.). Clean cam (kam), 'crooked,
athwart, awry, cross from the purpose' (J.); cf.

Kim KAM.
1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 909/1 We speake in

good earnest, and meane not . . to say, walk on, behaue your
selues manfully : and go cleane kam our selucs like Creuises.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 111. l 304, Sid*. This is cleane kamme.
Brut. Meerely awry. 161 1 Cotgr. s. v. Contrefoil, The
wrong way, cleane contrarie, quite kamme. 1708 Motteux
Rabelais v. xxvii, Here they go quite kam, and act clean
contrary to others. 1755 Johnson, Kam, crooked.

Cam (km), C. dial. ; trans, and intr. [f. Cam
a.] (See quots.)
e 1746 J. Collier iTim Bobbin 1 Tumtitusff M. Wks. (1862)

53 So ot leh [so that they] camm'd little or none ; boh agreed
t' pey aw meeon [to pay all between them]. 1847-78 Hai.-
liwell s. v., A person who treads down the shoe heel is said
to cam. North. 1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.I Colloq. use.

He cams his shoon at th* heel. Ibid., Cam, to cross or
contradict; to oppose vexatiously; to quarrel. I'll cam

; him, an' get up his temper.

I
Cam, obs. and Sc. form ot came, pa. t. of Comk.

Cam, obs. f. Cham, Khan, and var. Calm sb~

t Camaca. Obs. Also camaka, cammaka,
! -aca, camoca, cammoca, -oka. [a. OF. camocas
{kamoukas in Froissart) ' silk stuff approaching
satin

1

(Godef.), or med.L. camoca, cumucum, meil.

Gr. xatiovxa. ; also in Sp. camocan, camucay, acc.

to Dozy, ad. Arab, kamkhd or kimkha, which
Devic thinks originally a Chinese word, and ulti-

mately identical with OF. camjue.'] A kind of
fine fabric, probably of silk.

'375 WiB ofEdlo. Ld. Despenccr (trans. Rock) My great
bed of blue camaka, with griffins, also another bed of ca-
maka striped with white and black. 1393 Lancl. P. PI. C.
xvm 290 A cote of cainmoka obcr of cfene Scarlett, a 1400

j

Cov. Myst. 163 In kyrtyl of cammaka kynge am I cladde.
c '475 Sqr. lowe Degre 835 Yourcurtainesof camaca, all in
folde. £-1485 E.E. Misc.(i%w 4 The dosers alle of camaca.
[1717 Blount Laiv Diet., Camoca, a Garment made of

Silk, or something better. 1876 Rock Text. Fair. iv. 30.)

Camack, Sc. form of CammockA
II Camaieu (kamayii'). Also eamayeu. [F.

camaieu,iormex\ycamahieu, camaheu: see Cameo.]
1. = Cameo.
1596 Danett tr. Comines (1614) 264 Goodly Camayeux

excellently well cut. i7»7-si Chambers Cyel., Camaieu or
Camayeu. .a peculiar sort of onyx : also, .a stone, whereon
are found various figures, and representations of landskips,
&c, formed.. so as to exhibit pictures without painting.
1731 Bailey voL II Camaitu. 17C6 [Anstey] Bath Guide
x. 65 And sure no Camayeu was ever yet seen Like that
which I purchas'd at Wicksted's Machine.
2. A method of painting in monochrome.
1727-51 Chambers Cyel., Camaieu is also used for a paint-

ing, wherein there is only one colour ; and where the lights
and shadows are of gold, wrought on a golden, or azure
ground. 1755 in Johnson. 1875 **oltTNUM Maiolica xi. 96
A small plate, the painting ofwhich in blue camaieu is, etc.

t Camail. Obs. exc. Hist. [a. F. camail = Pr.

capmalh, It. camaglio ; acc. to Diez f. cap head +
mail Mail, and thus orig. 'head-armour'.]
1. A piece of chain-mail armour attached to the

basinet or head-piece, and protecting the neck
and shoulders. In comb., as camail-lace.
1826 Mrs. Bray De Foix xi. (1884I 127 The dagger there-

fore slipped out, and sliding athwart the camail of his oppo-
nent fell to the ground. 1874 Boutell Arms tjr Arm. viii.

127 In England the basinet was constantly worn with the
camail, but without any ventaile. Ibid. x. 197 The camail-
lace or other mode of attachment was covered by a plate,
generally enriched, which formed a part of the basinet.

2. (See quot.)
1670 Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) I. 147 The Canons in the

Quire wear a rochet and camail. 1681 Blount Clossogr.,
Camail (Fr.) a Hood to cover the head in foul weather:
also a blew or purple ornament, worn by Bishops above
their Rochets, and reaching as low as the bent of the arm.
1823 Ckabb Techn. Diet., Camail {Eccl.\ a purple orna-
ment worn by a bishop over his rochet.

3. 'A capuchin or short cloak, sometimes of fur '.

1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade.
Hence Camailed a., having a camail.
1874 Boutell Arms 4- Ann. viii. 128 In England the

camailed basinet ceased to be wom when the 15th century
was only two or three years old.

Camaile, obs. form of Camel.
Cama ldolite. Also Camaldulite, -dulian,

-dule, -dolensian. A member of the religious

order founded by S. Romuald at Camaldoli in the

Ajiennines, at the beginning of the nth c.

1727 -51 Chambers Cyel., Camaidulians or Camaldunians.
1764 Maclaine tr. Mosheim's Ecct. Hist. (1844) I. 256/1 In
the year 1023, Romuald, an Italian fanatic .. founded the
order or congregation of the Camaldolites. l88a~3 Schafp
Relig. Eneycl. 1. 373 s. v. Casnatdutes . .[Rudolf] also es-

tablished Camaldulc nunneries (1086L II. 912/2 [Gregory
XVI] since 1823 general of his order, the Cameldotensians.

Camail, var. of Ctmbly, coarse ^Indian) woollen.

Camalyon, obs. form of Camelion.
Camamel je, -ille, -ylle, obs. ff. Camomilb.
Camara 1 ka-nural. Bot. [a. Gr. teanapa (see

Cameha? ; cf. F. camare in sense a .]

a. A membranous fruit com]x>sed of two united

valves and enclosing one or many seeds attached

to the internal angle (l.ittre, and Syd. Soc. Lex.).

b. One of the cells of a fruit, c. A carpel ( Treas.

Bot. 1866).
1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 400 Camara and its diminutive

Camerula (chamber) are sometimes used for the celts of a
fruit.

I! Camara 2 (ka."mara). [Native name in Guiana.]
' A hard durable timber obtained from LJipteryx

Oitorata ' (N. O. L-eguminostr). Trcas. Bot. 1 866.

|| Camara da. Obs. [Sp. camarada, lit. ' room-
ful': see Comhade.]
1. A company of soldiers messing or lodging

together. 2. One of such a company in his rela-

tion to the others ; a comrade.
1598 Barret Theor. IVarres 1. ii. 9 With his Camaradas,

hee is todemeane himself, sober, quiet, and friendly. Ibid.

10 Pescennius Niger did condemne vnto death, a whole
Camarada ofSoldiers. Ibid. Gloss. 249 Camarada, a Spanish
word, is a small number of 11 or 12 soldiers, and is the one
halfe of a squadra, being vnited together in their lodging.

Camarade, obs. form of Comrade.

!l Camaraderie (kamara d?rJ). [Fr., f. cama-

I
rade Comkade.] ' The familiarity which exists
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between camarades'' (Littre), comradeship; loyalty

to, or partiality for, one's comrades
;

esprit de

corps.

1840 Eraser's Mag. XXI. 721 A spirit ofcamaraderie and
partisanship prevails in matters of art. 1863 Russell Diary
North S. II. 107 The only camaraderie I have witnessed
in America exists among the West Point men.
Camarike, obs. form of Cahbhic.

II Camarilla (kaemari-la, Sp. -rUa). [Sp.,

dim. of camara room, Chambek.J
1. A small chamber.
i860 Emerson Cond. Life Wks. II. 312 Now and then, one

has a new cell or camarilla opened in his brain.

2. A private cabinet of counsellors ; a cabal,

clique, junto ; a body of secret intriguers.

1839 R. Mi Beverley Heresy Hum. Pricsth. in Confer-
ence is a camarilla of priests, who, with closed doors, make
all the laws by which the society is regulated. 1858 Sat.
Rev. V. 445/1 It is only a camarilla which demands Lord
Palmerston's return to office. 1867 Ward in Ess. Reunion 117
No camarilla ofworldly-minded politicians lay or sacerdotal.

H Camarine. Obs. Also camerine. [f. Cama-
rtna (Kapiapiva), the name of a Sicilian town,
beside which was a pestilential marsh.] A fetid

marsh or swamp. Also Jig.

1576 Newton tr. Lemnie's Complex. To Rdr., This Author
. .doth not onely. .wade into the very Gulph and Camarine
of Mans apparant wilfulnesse. 1617 S. Collins Def. Bp.
Elie 454 And doe wee meruatle now, if King Henry voyded
such a Camarine ? 1681 P. Rvcaut Critick 163 The danger
of poisonous sents, and Camerines of Customs, which use
to envenome and infect the soul.

H Camas, camash, cammas, variant forms of

Quamash (Camassia esculentd), a liliaceous plant,

whose bulbs are eaten by North American Indians.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 221 The Indians .

.

come to it in the summer time to dig the camash root. 1884
Joaquin Miller Mem. # Rime 83 Thecamas blossom, .all

Oregon in the early spring.

Hence Camas rat ((see quot.).
1868 Wood Homes without H. i. 35 The Camas Rat

(Pseudostoma borealis). .The name is derived from its food,
which consists chiefly of quamash root.

Camayeu : see Camaieu.
Camayle, camaylle, obs. forms of Camel.
Camb, obs. form of Comb.
Cambace, ?obs. form of Canvass [ot Camaca).
1460 Capgrave Chron. 177 Thanne schuld thei clothe him,

and gird him with a girdill of cambace.

Cambake, obs. form of Cammock.
f Cambal. Obs. ?= Cumbly (or next).

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. l 257 Marchants which come out
of China, .come to buy muske, cambals, agats, silke.

Cambaye*. [f- Cambay a sea-port of India.]

A kind of cotton cloth made in India.

1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. I. i. 9 Coarse
chequer'd Cloth, called Cambaya Lungies, made of Cotton-
yarn. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 432 Cambayes.

Camber (karmtei), sb. Also Gambeu. [a. F.
cambre, f. cambrer: see next. Cf. Cambrel.]
1. The condition of being slightly arched or

convex above. Also concr. a flattened arch.
1618 [see Camber-keeled in 4]. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract.

Build. 220 Camber . . the convexity of a beam upon the
upper edge, in order to prevent its becoming straight or con-
cave by its own weight, or by the burden it may have to
sustain, in course of time. Ibid. 582 Camber ; an arch on
the top of an aperture, or on the top of a beam ; whence
Camber-windows, &c. 1876 Gwilt Archit. 437 If the re-

quired rise or camber [in a riveted girder] equals e in the
middle in inches. 1881 Times 11 Apr. 10/5 Boatbuilders
insist on giving ' camber
2. A piece of timber so bent ; a camber-beam.
1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 158 Camber, a piece of

Timber cut Arching, c 1830 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 102.

3. 'The part of a dockyard where cambering is

performed, and timber kept. Also, a small dock
in the royal yards, for the convenience of loading
and discharging timber' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.).
1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 403 Just outside the

camber, [he] met us in the dockyard steam-launch.

4. Comb., as camber-beam, -slip (see quots.^

;

t camber -bored, camber- keeled (also -keel), adjs.

Camber -nose, 'an aquiline nose* (Halliwell,
who cites 1 Junius').

1721 Bailey, *Camber-beam . . is a Beam cut hollow or
arching in the middle. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 129.
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 32 To know whether
she be equally bored, *camber, taper, or belbored. a 1618
Raleigh Royal Navy 34 It is a great weakening to a ship to
have so much weight, .at both the ends, and nothing in the
Mid-Ship, which causeth them to warpe, and (in the Sea-
phrase, and with Marrinerst is tearmed *Camberkeeld.
a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts Hi. (1704) 350/1 It
will make the Ship Camberkeel. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., Camber-keeled, keel slightly arched upwards
in the middle of the length, but not actually hogged. 1823
P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 388 The *Camber-slip is a piece
of board of any length or breadth, made convex on one or
both edges, and generally something less than an inch in
thickness ; it is made use of as a rule . . When the brick-
layer has drawn his arch, he gives the camber-slip to the
carpenter.

Camber (kse-mbaiX v. [app. a. F. cambre-r
' to arch slightly' (16th c. in Littre\ a semi-popular
repr. of L. camerare to vault (the natural repr.
being chambrer), f. camera vault.]

L intr. To be or become slightly arched or

curved so that the centre is higher than the ends.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman s Gram. ii. 6 The Decke doth
camber or lie compassing. 1757 Robertson in Phil. Trans.
L. 288 Now it so happened, thro' the great weight of the

head and stern, that the ship cambered very much.

2. trans. To bend (a beam, etc.) upwards in the

middle ; to arch slightly.

1852 P. Nicholson Encycl. Archit. I. 74 In all these in-

stances the difficulty may be obviated by cambering the

timber upwards. 1876 Gwilt Archit. 437 It is usual to

camber a riveted girder, so that on receiving the permanent
load it may become nearly horizontal. 1882 Nature XXV.
247 At the centre of the span, where the bottom member
has been cambered upwards to a height of 150 feet for navi-

gation purposes.

Hence Cambered ppl. a., Ca'mbering vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Cram. ii. 6 A cambered
Decke. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789* Cambered
Deck, the deck, .of a ship is said to be cambered, or to lie

cambering, when it is higher in the middle of the ship's

length, and droops toward the stem and stern. 1878 Hart-
ley tr. Topiuards Anthrop. II. vi. 340 With head erect and
cambered loins. 1757 Robertson in Phil. Trans. L. 399
The resistance of the parts bent by the cambering.

Camber a.: see Cambrian.
Ca mberwell Beauty, [from Camberwelt^

a parish of Surrey, now within the London area.]

A collector's name for a species of butterfly
\
Vanessa

Antiopa), occasionally seen in England.
1847 Proc. Bent: Nat. Club II. v. 198 Mr. Broderick re-

marked that he had seen the ' Camberwell Beauty ' on
Twizel-moor. 1847 Carpenter Zool. § 7116.

Cambial (kse'mbial), a. [ad. late \*% cambial-is9
f. cambium : see Cambium and -al.]

1. Relatingtoexchangeincommerce. [F. cambial.']

1864 in Webster.
2. Sot. Pertaining to cambium.
1881 Card. Chron. No. 414 XVI. 726 The adventitious

roots in the cambial region of the vascular bundles. 1882
Vines Sachs' Bot. 130 A middle layer of the cambial cells

always remains capable of division.

Cambiform (kae*mbifpjm), a. Bot. [f. Cambi-
um + -F0KM.1 Of the form of, or like cambium.
1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 114 Cambiform tissue. 1884 Bower

& Scott De Bary's Phaner. <y Ferns 523 The narrow cam-
biform cells.

II Cambio. Obs. [It. cambio change, ex-

change :—L. cambium.'] a. A bill of exchange,

b. A place of exchange, an exchange; - Cambium i.

1645 Howell Dodonas Gr. 20 < D.i Punctuality in payment
of cambios. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Cambio, a Burse or
Exchange as the Royal Exchange in London.

Cambiogenetic (ksesmbwidg/hctik), a. Bot.

[f. L. cambium + Gr. *ytv€Ti/£o$, f. yevtats produc-
tion.] Pertaining to the formation of cambium.
1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. % Ferns 473 The

cambio-genetic production of tissue. Ibid. 585 An indica-
tion of cambiogenetic growth in thickness.

Ca mbism, rare, [see next and -ism.] The
theory and practice of exchanges.
1837 Whittock Bk. Trades 11842) 334 The authors who

have written . .on cambism and the operations in exchanges.

Cambist (karmbisf. [a. F. cambiste, f. L.

cambium, It. cambio exchange. (So Sp. cambista.)]
1. One who is skilled in the science or practice

of exchanges ; one who deals in bills of exchange.
1809 R. Langford Introd. Trade 130 Cambist, one well

versed in the knowledge of exchanges, a trafficker in bills.

i86x Goschen For, Exch. 99 These speculators in exchange,
or cambists, as they are technically called.

2. trans/. Astitleofamanualof foreign exchanges.
1811 P. Kelly {title) The Universal Cambist, and Com-

mercial Instructor. 1882 NatureXXVI. 55 The book isso
far a cambist or dictionary of weights and measures.

Ca'mbistry. [f. prec. : see -by.] The science

or operations of the cambist. In mod. Diets.

Cambium (ka^-mourni). [a. late L. cambium
exchange (found in the Laws of the Lombards)

;

the physiological sense, 2, occurs in 14th c. in

Arnold de Villa Nova (* cambium humiditas mani-
feste alterata membri continentis complexione ').]

fl. a. Exchange, barter, b. A place of ex-

change, an exchange. Obs.
1708 Kersey, Cambium, the exchanging or bartering of

Commodities ; also an Exchange, or Place where Merchants
meet. 1721-1800 in Bailey ; and in mod. Diets.

f 2. One of the 'alimentary humours* formerly
supposed to nourish the bodily organs. Obs.
1643 T- JOHNSON tr- Pareys Wks. 1. vi. (16781 9 The

Arabians have mentioned four other humors, which they
term Alimentary . . The third [humor] they call by a bar-
barous name, Cambium, which, already put to the part to
be nourished, is there fastned. 1708 Kersey, Cambium,
one of the three Humours sometime thought to nourish the
Body, the other two being call'd Gluten and Ros. 1721-
1800 in Bailey ; and in mod. Diets.

3. Bot. A viscid substance, consisting of cellular

tissue, lying immediately under the bark of exogens,
in which the annual growth of the wood and
bark takes place. 'The cells are inactive during
winter, but very succulent in spring. This name
was formerly given to the fluid contents only of

the cells.' Syd. Soc. Lex.
(Quot. 1671 illustrates the origin of this sense from 2.)

1671 Grew Auat. Plants 1. ii. §23 The said sap. .becomes
(as they speak of that of an Animal) the Vegetative Ros or

Cambium : the noblest part whereof is at last . . assimilated

to the like substance with the said Lignous Body. 1813S1R
H. Davy Agric. Chem. iii. 147 The Cambium which is thu

mucilaginous fluid found in trees between the wood and the

bark. 1877 W. Dall Tribes N. IV. 86 A species of red . . de-

rived from pine bark or the cambium of the ground-willow,

b. attrib., as in cambium-layer, -ring.

1842 Gray Struct. Bot. iii. § 3 1 1880 78 There is always a

zone of delicate young cells interposed between the wood
and the bark. This is called the Cambium, or better, the

Cambium-layer. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 654 The primary
bundles, .are united by a cambium-ring.

"Camblet, variant of Camlet.
Cambmok, camboc, -ok, obs. ff. Cammock.
Camboge, obs. form of Gamboge.
Camboline, var. of Cameline sb. A Obs.

Camboose, var. of Caboo.se.

Cambrel (kse'mbrelV ? Obs.exc. dial. Forms :

5-8 cambrel, 6 camborell, 7 cambrell, cambril,

cammeril, 9 dial, camrel, cammeril, cambril,

camoral. See also Chambhel, Gambkel. [It is

uncertain whether this is a mere variant or alteration

of CAMBREN (given as a synonym by Blount and

Bailey, and really a Welsh word), or whether it is

to be referred to the verb CaMBKK, F. cambrer
; cf.

Camber sb. 2. The lateness of these words isagainst

their being the source of cambrel ; on the other hand,

the variant forms chattibrel ;in sense i \ andgambrel

(in both senses) make the Welsh derivation difficult.

Perhaps there has been contact of distinct words,

and action of popular etymology.]

1. A bent piece of wood or iron used by butchers

to hang carcases of animals on.

c 1450 / oc. in Wr.-W nicker 612 Spatula, a Cambrel, and
a sclyse. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. II. 116 He. .was
crucified, .with his head downward, just like a sheep upon
the Cambrell. 1731 1800 Bailry, Cambren, Cambrel. 1808

JAMIESON, Camrel, Cammeril, a crooked piece of wood,
passing through the ancles of a sheep, or other carcase, by
means uf which it is suspended. 1863 Glasgow Daily Her.

14 Nov., He said a camera! was a beef-tree or piece of wood
used for hanging up carouses. 1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. II.

Gloss., Cambril or Gambril, a butcher's stretch to hang car-

cases from or by. 1881 in I.eicestersh. Gioss. tE. D.S.i.

2. The bend or joint of the upper part of a

horse's hind leg ; the hock. Now chiefly dial.

1610 Makkham Master/, 11. i. 212 The length of his hinder
hough would be twelue inches, and his cambrell flue inches.

Ibid. 295 The hinder legges will be all swolne . . from the
cambrels or houghs vpward. a 1631 Dkayton Nyviphal x.

Wks. 1519 (N.> A perfect goat below, His crooked cambrils

arm'd with hoof and hair. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. II.

52/2 View his Cambrels, have an eye to the Joint behind.

1880 O. C. $ Farm. Iv'ds. (E D. S.t 137 In the north the

hocks of animals are called cambrils or gambrils.

3. at t rib.

1523 FiTZHERi:. Hnsb. § 107 A courbe is an yll sorance .

.

vnder the camborell place. 161 1 Cotgr., Chaf>elet du iarret

. .the cambrell hogh ofa horse. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2121/4
Two hinder feet white towards the Cammeril Joint. 1877
E. Peacock N.-IV. Lincoln. Gloss. \E. D. S.)Cameril stick,

by which the carcase is suspended.

i Ca mbrell. Obs. rare. [a. Welsh cambren,

a combination of cam crooked + pren wood, stick,

applied in Wales both to the butcher's cambrel,

and to the swingle-tree used when one horse is

yoked in front of another. (The latter in Anglesea
is called bombren.)] = Cambrel i.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1721 Bailey, Cambren, a
crooked Stick with Notches on it, on which Butchers hang
their meat. 1731-1800 [see prec. 1].

II Cambresine (k&'mbrezrn). Also 8 cam-
brasine. [F.] ' A species of fine linen made in

Cambray* (Littre) ; also a similar eastern fabric.

1750 Beawes Lex Mercat. 731 The Persians however
drive a very considerable trade here in silk stuffs, Cambre-
sines, Indianas, Carpets, Lizats, &c.

Cambrian (kge*mbrian), a. (sb.) [f. Cambria,

var. of Cumbria, latinized derivative of Cymry
(:—OCeltic Combroges * compatriots ') Welshmen,
or of Cymru Wales. Cumbria and Cambria were

originally the same, but were subsequently differ-

entiated : Cambria was regularly applied to Wales
by Tieoffrey of Monmouth. (Some think that

Cymru, a late word, is only a variant of Cymry
the name of the people, parallel to the later Eng.

use of Wales = OE. IVealas 'Welshmen', as the

name of their country.
1

)]

1. Pertaining to Wales, WT
elsh ; sb. a Welshman.

[1586 J. Hookek Girald. Iret. in Holinshed II. 24/2 There
came vnto him a Welsh or a Camber woman. 1626 W.
Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. ^1629^ 290 Wee, Brittans of t'other

race, are growne all Cumber, Camber
; quite changed from

the temper of our peaceable forefathers. Cf. kim kam,
Cam a.] 1656 Blount Glossogr., Cambrian,Welch, Brittish.

1780 Von Troil Iceland 211 Among the ancient Cambrians.
1860 All Y. Round No. 68. 420 Change is too strong even
for Cambrian nationality.

2. Geol. A name given by Sedgwick in 1836 to

a group or 'system* of Palaeozoic rocks lying

below the Silurian, in Wales and Cumberland.
As originally defined, the Silurian of Murchison and

Cambrian of Sedgwick, being established in different dis-

[
tricts, were found on further investigation to overlap each
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other; the Cambrian is now generally held to include the
Tremadoc slates, Ungula flags, Menevian beds, and Long-
mynd group, containing the Harlech grits and Llanbens
slates ; but the Geological Surveyors limit the term to the
Longmynd group, while others extend it to include all the
Lower Silurian of Murchison (Bala and Llandeilo groups).
1842 H. Miller O. R. Sandst. xii. (ed. 2) 257 The geolo-

gist has learnt from Murchison to distinguish the rocks of
these two periods,—the lower as those of the Cambrian,
the upper as those of the Silurian. 1873 Geikie Gt. Ice Age
xvi. 207 In Lewis we get boulders of Cambrian sandstone.
1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geoi. xi. 193 The Cambrian may
vary in composition in different regions.

Cambric (k^ mbrik . Forms: 6 camerick'e,
-yk(e, -ike, camarick, -ike, {Sc. cammeraige,
camorage, camroche), 6-7 cambricke, ca-
merige, 7 cameric, 6-8 cambrick, 8- cambric.
[f. Kameryk or Kamerijk, Flemish name of Cam-
bray.— L. Camaracum, in French Flanders.]

1. A kind of fine white linen, originally made at

Cambray in Flanders. (Also applied to an imita-
tion made of hard-spun cotton yarn.)
1530 Privy Purse Exp. Hen. Will, 20 Oct. in Heck

Draper's Diet., xxiij elles of cameryk for vj shines for the
King, exsjo Thynne Pride $ Lotul. (1841) 19 His shirt
had bands and ruffe of pure cambrick. 1578 Royal Inv.
232 (Jam.) Ane quaiff" of camorage with twa cornettis.

1581 Sc. Acts y<is. I'l (1597) § 113 The wearing of coastelie
Cleithing of Silkes . . Cammeraige. a 1586 Maitland Poems
(1786) 326 (Jam.) Of fynest camroche thair fuk saillis. 1597
Lowe Chirurg. 1 16341 367 Cover it with a Unnen cloth, or for

persons of higher dignitie take layre or camerige. 1607
Shaks. Cor. 1. iii. 95, I would your Cambrick were sensible
as your finger. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. \. 478 Came-
ric, Calecut, &c. had.. their denomination from the places
where they were first invented. 17U Steele Sped. No.
552 T 1 The most delicate cambricks, muslins, and linens.

1735 Berkeley Querist § 552 Wks. 1871 III. 399 Diapers
are made in one town . . in another cambrics. 1875 Uke
Diet. Arts I. 675 Linen cambric . . manufactured . . from
power-spun flax, .frequently called cambric muslin,

b. As the material of handkerchiefs.
x886 Sat. Rev. 6 Mar. 328 It is not our habit . . to flourish

cambric over the woes of any one.

C. attrib.

"575 G. Harvey Letter-bk. 11884) 98 Frenche camarike
ruffes. 1714 Gay Trivia 111. 82 Cambrick Handkerchiefs
reward the Song. 1703 J Beresford in Looker-on No. 79
A cambrick trophy of former achievements.

Cambril, Cambuc, var. Cambrel, Cammock.
Cambugium : see Gamboge.
Came (k^'m'. Also 7 caum. [app. the same as

Calm* q.v.] A small grooved bar of lead used for

framing the glass in lattice windows : chiefly in //.
1688 R. Holme iii. ix. 384/2 Leads [Glasier's] .. termed

Caums. 1731 Bailey vol. II, Cames, the small slender rods
of cast lead of which they make their milled lead for joining
the panes or quarrels of glass. 17334 Builder's Diet. s. v.
Cames, Their Lead being cast into slender Rods, of twelve or
fourteen Inches in Length, are called Cantes \ and some-
times they call each of those Rods a Came. 1875 Ure Diet.
Arts I 677 Cames .. were formerly called 'lattices', and
hence leaded windows were termed lattice windows, 1875
Gwilt Archil. § 2228 The glazier's vice is for preparing the
leaden slips called cames with grooves, etc.

Came (k^'m), pa. t. of Come v. ; Sc. f. Comb.

Cameist (karm/|ist). rare. [f. Came o + -1ST.]

A maker or connoisseur of cameos.
1866 Reader 10 Feb. 148/3 M. Saulini (the celebrated

cameist).

Camel (kne'mel). Forms : 1 camel, -ell, 3
kamel, 4-5 camele, kamell(e, 4-7 camell, 5
camelle, -ylle, 6 cammell, 6-7 cammel, 3-
camel. Also &. 3 camayl o, 4-5 camail(e,

5 cameile, cameylle, oamayll(e
t (camely)

;

7. 4-5 chamel, 4-7 chamell(e ; 5. 4-5
chameyl(e, 5 chamayle, chamoil. [Late OE.
camel, came//, ad. L. camel-us (-etlus), a. Gr. *d-

HjjK-os, adopted from Semitic: Heb. and Phcen.

70a gdmdl ; if of native Semitic origin, pern. f.

vb. *gdma/, Arab. Jamala to bear (Gesenius). In
ME. affected by the OF. forms (see below).
The early Teutonic name for the camel was app. in some

way identical (or rather, perhaps ultimately derived from
a common source) with the Gr. «A«f>a?. cAc$aira, L. ete-

phant-us, elephant: viz. Gothic ulbandus (= ulv-\ OHG.
otbenta, MHG. olbent % OE. olfend, oluend, found in the
Ags. Gospels, and coming down as late as Ormin in form
Olfent, q. v. But the Lindisfarne Gloss already in the
10th c. adopted the L. of the Vulgate as camel, camell-,
which after the 12th a, helped by the influence of OF., be-
came the only name. So in the other modern Teut. langs. :

Ger. kameel, kamel, Du. kameel. The Romanic langs. follow
two Latin types : < 1 1 L. camtlus, whence ON F. cameil, OF.
ckameil, later eamoil, < 'utpnoil dike Vila, veile, voile)', (2)

L. camellus, whence It. cammello, Sp. camello, ONF.
camel, OF. chamel, modF. chameau (like bellus, hello, bet,

beau). All the OF. forms appear in ME. (where cameil
regularly became camayl) ; but the came/ ofOE. and ONF.,
being also most like the Latin, is the survivor.]

1. A large hornless ruminant quadruped, dis-

tinguished by its humped back, long neck, and
cushioned feet ; it is nowhere found wild, but is

domesticated in Western Asia and Northern Africa, 1

in the arid regions of which it is the chief beast
1

of burden.
There are two distinct species, the Arabian or one-humped,

and the Bactrian or two-humped ; a lighter and fleeter !

variety of the former is known as the Dromedary.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. iii. 4 Gewede of hemm Saera
camella [cyji Rushu: hne^l olbendena herum ; c 1000 Ags.
reaf of olfenda haerum ; c 1160 Hatton, of oluende haere].— Mark i. 6 MiS herum camelles [Rushiv. cameles. Ags.
oluendes, Hatton, olfendesl — Matt. xix. 24 EaSur is

camel [Rushiv. olbende, Ags. olfende] 5erh oyril nedles
oferfxra. e 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 1398 And fond good gri5 and
good hostel, Him, and hise men, and hise kamel. c 1280
E. E. P. (1862) 3 As ebe forto bring a camel in to be neld-is
ei. a 13)00 Cursor M. 3304 And bine camels [Gott. chameyles,
Trin. camailes] sal drinc bair fill, c 1300 K. Alt's. 6333
They no haveth camayle, no olifaunt. c 1382 Wyclif Judg.
viii. 21 The neckis of kyngis chamels [1388 camels], —
1 Chron. xii. 40 Assis, and chamoilis [ i388camelis], and mulis.
< 1386 Chaucer Clerkes T. 1140 Syn ye be strong as is a
greet Camaille [v. r. camaile, camayle, Hart. MS. chamayle
(rime bataille, -aile, ayllei]. c 1400 Maundev. xxiiL 250
Mylk of mares or of camaylles or of asses, c 1400 Apd.
Loll. 45 Blind foolis, clensing forb be knatt, but swelowyng
be camely. c 1440 Promp. Parv., Camelle, or chamelle,
camelus. (1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 690 Hie camelus, a
camylle. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 164/4 His knees were as
harde as the home of a camel. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. v. 16
It is as hard to come, as for a Camell To thred the posterne
of a Needles eye. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 75 The
wantonness thereof appeareth by the proverb of a dancing
Camel. 1699 Dampier's l

r
oy. 11729) III. 1. 384 His Neck

small, and resembling a Cammels. 1847 Carpenter Zool.

§ 278 Well, therefore, has the Camel . . been termed ' the
Ship of the Desert '. i86x Flor. Nightingale Nursing 71
It is the last straw that breaks the camel's back.

b. fig. A great awkward hulking fellow.
1606 Shaks. Tr. 4/ Cr. 1. n. 271 A Dray-man, a Porter, a

very Camell. — 11. i. 58 Do rudenes, do Camell do, do.

c - fig- 'n allusion to Matthew xxiii. 24: Any-
thing large and difficult to 'swallow' or away with.
[c 1380 Wyclik Wks. 1 1880) 172 Swolwynge be grete

camaile alhool.] 1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. 11. v.23
Christians. . mocked& nicknamed Puritans, except they can
swallow the Camell of Conformity. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt.
vi. (18511 125 Can we believe that your government strains

in good earnest at the petty gnats of schisme, when it makes
nothing to swallow the Camel heiesie of Rome? i860 I..

Harcourt Diaries G. Rose I. 143 If the former was more
than ' a gnat ', the latter was not less than ' a camel ' of
immorality.

2. techn. A machine for imparting additional

buoyancy to vessels, and thus enabling them to

cross bars, shoals, etc., otherwise impassable ; also

for raising sunken shins, removing rocks, etc.

It consists generally of two or more huge water-tight
chests provided with plugs and pumps. Water is admitted
in order to sink the chests into position, and they are then
fitted and braced to the sides of the vessel, which they are
sometimes shaped to fit. On pumping out the water the
camels rise, bearing up the vessel along with them.
1716 Ferry State 0/ Russ. 168 His Majesty, .sent a Per-

son with me to shew me all the Camels (which are flat

Vessels made to be fix'd to the bottom of Ships, and to

come up like a Chest on each sidei. 1709 in Naval Chron,
1 1 . 283 Men of war . . lifted over the bar by means of camels.
1805 Ibid. XIV. 7*7. 1847 A. Key Recov. H. M. S. Gorgon
76 The construction ofcamels to be secured to the ship's bilge,

f3. (See quot.) Obs.

X 7S3 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v., Camel is also a denomi-
nation given to a kind of pit-coal, otherwise called canel.

4. attrib. and Comb., as camel-back, -battery
t

-corps, -driver, -gtt/per (see 1 c\ -hide, -keeper^

-had, -man, -palh, -trunk ; also camel-backed,

-faced, -haired, -like, -shaped adjs.

i860 R. Noel Vacat. Tour 464 For ladies to ride ten,

twelve, and twenty-four hours on Vamel back at a stretch.

1631 VVeever Ane. Fun. Mon. 477 Crooked, crump-
shouldred,or "Camell-backed. 1639 Fuller Holy War iv.

xxvi. (1840)227 Not that he was crookshouldered, or camel-
backed. 1884 J Macdonalo in igth Cent. June 087 The blue-

jackets of the . . "camel-battery poured a well-directed fire at

..the redoubt, 1884 Gilmour Mongols 112 The "camel
caravan usually does a good part of its travelling at night.

1884 Times 22 Nov., The *Camel Corps which marched from
Assouan. 18x8 Keats Endym. m. 473 To slake My greedy
thirst with nectarous 'camel-draughts. 1753 Hanway Trav.
(1762) I. in. xxix. 125 The trifling conduct of the carriers and
*camel-drivers. 1809 Southby Sir T, More II. 27 Father
Cressy. the *Camel-guIpcr. 1807 Med. 7rnl. XVII. 179
*CameI-faced boys and girls, and "cam el-haired children.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2250 pai bam hide Bath wit hors and
"camel-hide. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Cantelero, a "Camel
keeper, a 1603 T. Cartwright Con/ut. Rhem. N. 7\<i<5i8)

500 Knees . . *Camcll-like in the curtesie which you giue
unto his name. 1761 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 59/2 A lar>je

camel-like protuberance of fat on the top of their shoulders.

1753 Hanway Trav. (17621 I. m. xxx. 129 "Camel-loads of
cloth. 1613 Purchas Pilgr. (1864) 68 Indian Merchants,
with their . . ten Camels, and fiue "Camel-men. 1883 K.

Arnold Pearls 0/Faith xxn. 79 Amm the camel-man lay

dead. 1884 Daily Neivs 27 Sept. 5/3 Two "camel messen-
gers, .came in to-day to ask for food and arms. 18x4 Edin.
Rev. XLI. 45 Beaten "camel-paths. 1660 3 I. Spencer
Prodigies (166$) 394, 1 think it hard to find a Faith that can
swallow any sucn Camel-stories. 1854 Thackeray AVtk-
comes II. 294 A "camel trunk or two which have accom-
panied him on many an Indian march.

5. Special comb. : camel-bird, name applied

to the Ostrich; camel - brown, an artificial fly

used in angling; camel-engine, = sense 2 ; camel-
gut, the dried gut or intestines of a camel

used to furnish strings for musical instruments

;

carael's-hay, a sweet-scented grass or rush grow-

ing in the East {Atuiropogon Scha*nanthus\

;

camel-insect, a name given to members of the

genus Mantis, from their elongated thorax

;

camel-kneed a., having hard or callous knees

like those of a camel, caused by much kneel-

ing ; camel -locust = camel-insect ; camel's-
meat = cameVs-hay

; camel's-straw, nn old name
for the Common Rush {Ju?tcus conglomerate and
effusus) ; camel *s, -thorn, a leguminous plant
{Alkagi came/orum); camel-tree, Acacia giraffx.
Also Camel('b)-hair.
1771 T. Scott Job, note, The Ostrich is called by the Per-

sians the *Camel-Bird. 1787 Best Angling 107 September
. .2 "Camel brown. .2 Dubbed with the hair pulled out of the
lime of an old wall. 186. Athenaeum No. 1999. 240/3 A
huge powerful "camel-engine. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur

Languishing acacias and tufts of "camel-grass. 1879
TAINF.R Music 0/ Bible 12 The Kinnor had, according to

Fetis, nine strings of "camel-gut. 1597 Gerard Herbal 1.

xxix. ( 1. 40 "Camels haie hath leaues very like vnto Cy-
perus. 1718 Quincy Compl. Disp. 81 Camels-Hay Is also
frequently call'd the sweet Rush. 1801 Solthey Thalaba
v. xxxvi, Some "camel-kneed prayer-monger. 1598 Florio,
Squinance, squinanth, "cammels meate, or sweet rush,
which is very medicinable. 1578 Lyte Dodoens nr. Iii. 511
The first kindc [of Rushes] is called in English, the Rush
candle, or Candle rushe : "Camels strawe. 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts 74 There is a certain herb, which hath a seed
like a myrtle-seed . .and this seed is food for Camels. . It is

therefore called "Camel-thorn. 1850 Layard Nine7'ch xii.

306 Without a blade of vegetation, except a scanty tuft of
camel-thorn.

Ca mel, v. nonce-ivd. [f. prec. sb.] To camel
it : to ride or perform a journey on camel-back.
1865 E. C. Clayton Cruet Fort. II. 144 He had. .camelled

it through the deserts. 1885 L'pool Daily Post 9 Jan. 6/2
To day I have heard 'fueled' for taking in wood, and
' cameled * for using that ungainly beast in travelling.

Ca'melcade. nonce-wd. [after cavalcade.] A
train of people on camels ; a caravan with camels.
1886 Contemp. Rev. 860 The train . . overtakes the crawl-

ing camelcade.

Ca'meldom. nonce-wd. [see -dom.] The
region of camels. •

1885 Daily News 10 Jan. 4/6 Evolutions [of a camel] .

.

which neither the most far-travelled Arab nor the oldest
inhabitant of cameldom had ever seen or heard of.

Cameleer vka?melie\i). Also camelier. [An
analogical repr. of L. came/drius : see -eer.] A
camel-driver ; a cuirassier mounted on a camel.
1808 A. Parsons Trav. Afr. iv. 76 The cameliers (men

who attend, feed, load, and unload the camels). 1837 De
Quincey Revolt of Tartars (i862)lV. 148 A body of trained
cameleersj that is cuirassiers mounted on camels. 1883 Col.
Warren in W. Besant Life Palmer xi. 309 Six of these
cameleers were of the Aligat tribe.

Cameleon, obs. form of Chameleon.
Camel-hair : see Camel's-hair.

Cameline (knrmelin, kx mlin\ sb. 1 Also 5
kamelyne, 5-6 camelyn e, 6 camboline, 8 cam-
lin, 9 camaline. [a. OF, came/in, ad. med.L. came-
/inum, f. came/lnus : see Cameline a.]

orig. A kind of stuff made (or supposed to be
made^ of camel's hair : cf. Camlet. Also the trade

name of a modern fabric
c 1400 Rom. Rose 7167 And dame Abstinence . . Toke of a

robe of kamelyne, And gan hir gracche (? graithe] as a
bygynne. a 1450 Acts oj Christ, MS. Addit. 11307, f. 97
( Haitiw. 1 The cloth was ryche and ryjt fyn, The chaumpe
it was of red camelyn. c 1450 / 'ox. in Wr.-Wiilckcr 569
Camrlinusj camelyn. 1886 Rtpon Chron. 4 Sept. 2/6 iAdvt.)
We can suit every taste in Cameline Prints,

b. A garment made of this material.

'599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 261 The Tallipoies go very
strangely apparelled with one camboline or thinne cloth

next to their body of a browne colour. 17*7 A. Hamilton
AVto Ace. E. Ind. I. L 15 A Gown, .called a Camlin ; it is

made of Camels Hair, or of their Sheeps Wooll. 1837 I.ard-

nrr Steam Commun. iv. India 114 Their dress consists of
a camaline, bound round the waist by a leathern girdle.

Cameline ksraelatni sb;1 [a. F. cameline

(in modi., came/ina). Littre says 'the sauce is

doubtless named from the plant*. '

v
1 1 has been

conjectured to be a corrupt form of chamx/inum,
corresp. to Gr. xa/imAn'OK 1 dwarf flax*.)]

1. A genus of cruciferous plants ; spec, the 1 Gold
of pleasure* (Camelina saliva). Also attrib.

1578 Lytk Dodoens iv. xxxv. 494 The oyle of the secde of

Cameline or Myagrum .. doth cleare and polish the skinne
from all roughnesse. 1598 Florio, Miagro, the herbe Ca-
meline. c 1865 in Circ.Sc. I. 105/2 Cameline or Dodder oil

is extracted from the seeds of the Camelina sativa.

2. 'A certaine daintie Italian sauce* (Cotgr.).

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 30 pis is sawce fyne, pat men
calles camelyne.

Cameline (karmetoin), a. [ad. L. cameltnus

i. camelus Camel : see -ine *>.] lielonging to a

camel, or to the camel tribe.

1865 W. G. Palsgrave Arabia I. i. 39 The loss of his old

master and cameline companions gives him no regret.

t Camelion. Obs. Also 5 camalyon. [As a

word app. the same as Chameleon, but in the

14th c. taken as made up of camel' + lion, and
identified with camelo-pard.] A camelopard or

giraffe.

1382 Wyclif Dent. xiv. 5 Phigarg, origen, camelion [1388

camelioun], that is a beest lijk a camele in the heed, in tht

bodi to a paard, and in the nek to an horse, in the feet to a

bugle; and pardelun, that is, a litil pard. [t'nlg. tragela-

phum, pygargum, orygem, camelopardalum ; Douay the

pygargue, the wild beefe, the cameloparde ; 1611 the py-
garg, and the wild ox, and the chamois.] 1387 Thevisa

Higden (1865J 1. 159 Camelion is a tlekked best in culour
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Uche to a lupard. c 1400 Sowdonc 1008 Wilde beestes

bloode, Of Tigre, Antilope, and of Camalyon. 1535 Cover-

dale Dent, xiv. 5 Vnicorne, Origen and Camelion.

[Wycfif appears to have had before him a Latin text

reading cameleopardatum ; this he mistook for two words,

rendering cameleo ' camelion ' (with a description identify-

ing it with the giraffe), and pardalum 1 pardalun, that is a

litilpard'. Hut some MSS. correct this by omitting the

latter, thus taking 'camelion' as the translation of the*whole

camelopardalum : this was followed by Coverdale.]

Camelion, obs. form of Chameleon.

Ca'inelish, a. [f. Camel + -ishL] Of the

nature of the camel ; obstinate as a camel.

Hence Ca melishness.
1883 P. Robinson Harml. Beasts, Camelishness is a term

of abuse for one who is obstinate past all reasoning.

Carmelist. nonce-word. [f. Camel + -ist.] A
partisan of the camel.

1863 Miss Power Arab. Days # N. 117 They, the camels,

are patience itself, say the camelists.

f Ca meller. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Camel + -ER 1

,

probably after F. camelier.] A cameleer.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 137 Our Companions had their

cradles struck down through the negligence of the Camellers.

Camellia (kame'lia). [Named (by Linnaeus)

after Kamel (latinized Camellus), a Moravian

Jesuit who described the botany of the island of

Luzon. (Often mispronounced as camelia.)] A
genus of evergreen shrubs belonging to the tea

family ( Temstromiacex),remarkable for the beauty

of their flowers, and chiefly natives of China and

Japan. Also attrib., as in camellia-house, -tree.

1753 in Chambers Cycl. Sitpp. 183a Veg. Subst. Food
202 We are indebted to China for. .species of the Camellia,

Pceonia, and Rose. 1872 Oliver Elcm. Bot. 147 The
favourite Camellias of our plant-houses, evergreen shrubs

introduced from Japan. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades

41 Camellia-trees of . . gigantic proportions.

Camelopard (karmeU>ipa:jd, kame-l#paid).

Also 7 -e ; and {erron.) 6 cameleoparde, 7-9 ca-

meleopard ; also (in Latin form) camelopardus,
-pardalis, and camelopardal. [ad. L. camclo-

pardus, -pardalis, Or. Ka,prj\Qirap8a\ts, f. /eafMjXos

Camel + irdpbakts Pard : so Fr. camelopard.

Confusion with leopard led to the erroneous early

spelling cameleopard in medL., Fr., and Eng., and

to the vulgar pronunciation as ca-mel-leopard.

See also Camelion.]

L An African ruminant quadruped with long

legs, very long neck, and skin spotted like that of

the panther; now more commonly called Giraffe.

1398 Trevisa Batik. De P. R. xvm. xx. (14951 780 Came-
leopardus hyghte cameleopardalis also, and hathe the heed

of a camell. .and speckes of the Perde. 157a Bossewell
Armorie 11. 53, P. beareth Or, a Cameleoparde,_ Sable,

.Macule d'Argent. 1601 Chester Love's Mart, cxviii, The
Horse, Cameleopard, and strong pawd Beare, The Ape, the

Asse, and the most fearefull Deare. 1609 Bible (Douay)
Dent. xiv. 5 The pygargue, the wild beefe, the camelo-

parde. 1613 Purchas Pilgr. I. vi. i. 464 The Giraffa or

Camelopardalis, a beaste not often scene. 1653 H. Cogan
Diod. Sic. 104 Those beasts called Cameleopards are pro-

created of them whose name they bear. 1708 Motteux
Rabelais v. xxx. (1737) 141 Hyaena's, Camelopardals. 1769
Carteret in Phil. Trans. LX. 27 Inclosed I have sent you
the drawing of a Camelopardalis. 1776 Gibbon Decl. 4r F.

I. 35oCamelopards, the loftiest and most harmless creatures

that wander over the plains of. . /Ethiopia. 1840 Macaulay
Rauke, Ess. {1851) II. 128 When camelopards and tigers

bounded in the Flavian amphitheatre.

2. Astr. A northern circumpolar constellation,

situated between Ursa Major and Cassiopeia.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 191/2 Camelopardalus, the camelo-

paru or giraffe, a constellation formed by Hevelius.

Camelopa rdel. Her. [f. prec] A heraldic

animal, figured as a camelopard with the horns

of an ibex. 1830 in Robson Hist. Heraldry.

Camelot, obs. form of Camlet.

Camelry (kce'melri). [f. Camel + -rt ;in sense

1 after cavalry).]

1. Troops mounted on camels.
1854L1DDELL & Scott Greek Lex. s. v. Ka/irjAoc, 17 jca/i»]Ao?,

like 7} ittttos, the camels in an army, as one might say the

camelry- J883 G. A. Simcox Latin Lit. II. vl nr. 176 It

was Crcesus who frightened his enemy's cavalry by his

camelry. 1885 Times 2 July 5 General Buller and the second
half of the ' Light Camelry .left Assouan to-day. Ibid. 16

July 12/3 The Camelry is a new force in the British Army.
It is neither, properly speaking, cavalry nor infantry..

A

special flag had, therefore, been invented representing a
black camel rampant upon a white ground.

2. 'A place where camels are laden and unladen.'
1882 in Annandale Imperial Diet.

Camel's hair. Also camel-hair.
1. The hair of the camel. (But cf. Camel-tarx.)
c 1325 Metr. Horn. 10 Wit camel hare was he cledde. Ibid.

41 Al men wist that knew sain Jon, That he hauid camel
har him upon, c 1380 Wyclif Sertn. Sel. Wks. II. 3 Joon
was clobid wib camele heer. 1611 Bible Matt. iii. 4 The
same Iohn had his raiment of camels haire. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade s. v., Camel's-hair is much longer than sheep's
wool, and often as fine as silk, i860 O. \V. Holmes Elsie V.
(1887) 67 A camel's-hair scarf.

2. The long hairs from the tail of a squirrel, used
to make artists' paint-brushes. Also attrib., as
in camel^s) hair brush, pencil.
1771 Smeaton in Phil. Trans, LXI. 206 Take a middling

Vol. II.

camel's hair pencil. 1825 Honh Every-day Bk. I. 347 He
could not procure camels' hair pencils. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Camel-kair Pencil, a small brush used by
painters in water-colours, made of badgers' hair, camel's

hair, or other suitable material. 1859 Gullick & Timbs
Paint. 295 Brushes made of red sable, and also the squirrel

—or ' camel hair' as it is called.

Camel-yarn. [\n Tin.. kamcelgarn,~D\\. kernels-
;

haar, Ger. kamelhaar : app. from a mistaken
|

notion: cf. Camlet and Mohair.] Yarn made
from the wool of the Angora-goat, mohair yarn.

1670 Bk. of Rates, Yarne Camel, or Mohair Yarne.

Camemille, obs. form of Camomile.

CameneS. Logic. A mnemonic word, repre-

senting the second mood of the fourth figure of

syllogisms, in which the major premiss is a uni-

versal affirmative, the minor premiss and the con-

clusion universal negatives.

1851 WHATSLEY Logic ted. 2) 42 Camenes, viz. {cam)
every A is B ; (en) no B is C ; therefore (cs) no C is A.

Cameo (kse'nwjo). [a. It. cameo, cammco, cor-

resp. to med.L. cammmts (Du Cange) : of un-

known derivation. Rarely accented as in It. on e.

The mod.F. cami'e (masc.) is ad. It. cameo (also cammeo,
both in Florio 161 1). Older F. forms were camehit, cameu,
camaheu, camahieu, gamahieu (whence MHG. gamaheu\
camahier, camayeu, and cama'ien still in use, whence oc-

casional Eng. CahaiKU in 18th c. Sp. has camafeo (in

Minsheu 1623* Pg. camafeo (also acc. to Diez camafeio,
camafeu) ; med. L. had camahutus lin Englandi 1295,

camahotus, camahelns, camahen, 14th c. ; Du Cange has
also camasil, camayuus, camayx; cam&us (Lives of Ab-
bots of St. Albans). Some of these, possibly all, are formed
from the modern langs., though the relations between the

earliest known forms, med.L. catnahiitns, and OF, camehn,
camen, all found in England in 13th c. documents, are un-
certain. Of the derivation nothing is yet known : guesses

may be seen in Mahn, Diez, and Littre*]

A precious stone having two layers of different

colours, in the upper of which a figure is carved in

relief, while the lower serves as a ground. For
this purpose the ancients used the onyx, agate,

etc., and especially the sardonyx, ' a variety of

chalcedony, consisting of alternate parallel layers

of white and red chalcedony
1

, which was carved

so as to leave a white figure in relief on a red

ground. Thence extended to all lapidary's work
of the same kind ; and in modern times (

( by
abuse ' Littre says) to similar carving in shells of

molluscs, of which the inner stratum is differently

coloured from the outer.

[1222 Omamenta Eccl. Sarum in Register S. Osmnnd
(1884) II. 129 Item capa una . . brodata cum morsu argent,

in quo continetur lapis unus cameu . . Item capa una. .cum
morsu argent, in quo continetur magnus camehu. 1295
Visitat. Thesaur. S. Panli iMonast. Angl. III.) Septem
annulos auri, novem cum saphyris . . unum cum camahuto.
1530 Palsgr. 202/2 Camuse, precious stone, chamahievx.
1554 in Bristol Wills 193 My Ryng wth A white camfeo.

1596 Danett tr. Comities (1614) 157 A ring set with a
camee.] 1561 Hobv tr. Castiglione's Covrtyer (1577)
Gj a, Olde coynes, cameses[?-oes], grauings. 1670 Lassels
Voy. Italy I. 127 Rich jewels, strange stones, cameos,
pictures. 1747 Dingley in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 506 The
Merit both of Intaglio's and Cameo's. 1757 Keysler
Trav. (1760) II. 27 Two exquisite cammei. 1762-71 H. Wal-
pole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 137 The ring which
Henry sent . . to Cardinal Wolsey, was a Cameo on a ruby
of the king himself. 1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard., The bold
cameo speaks, the soft intaglio thinks. 1813 Mar. Edgeworth
Patron. I. xvi. 269 A woman's accomplishment . . ought to
be.. as Dr. South expresses it, more in intaglio than in

cameo. 1865 Athenmtm 28 June 127/3 Cameos and in-

taglios, ancient and modern. 1871 Miss Yonge (title)

Cameos from English History. 1874 Westropp Precious
Stones 45 Sardonyx, .the Occidental variety . . for camei.
attrib. i860 Print. Trades Jrnl. No. 32. 30 The Cameo

colour stamping-press. 1863 Kingslev Water Bab. v. (1878)

219 Her car of cameo shell. 1883 Glasgenu Weekly Her. 5
May 8/6 Cameo checks in beautiful colourings at %\d.

Camera (karmera). [a. L. camera {camara)
vault, arched chamber, = Gr. Kapapa anything
with an arched cover. In late L. in sense ' cham-
ber', as also It., Pg. camera, Pg., Sp. camara,
Pr. cambra, F. cambre, chambre: see Chamber.
Used in Eng. only as a Latin or alien word, until

popularized in connexion with photography.]

||
1. In Latin sense: An arched or vaulted roof

or chamber. Given in mod. Diets., but probably
not in Eng. use, exc. in such cases as 'the Camera*
of the Radcliffe Library at Oxford.

1708 Kersey, Camera, (L.) a vaulted or arched Building,
an Upper-Chamber or Gallery. 1730-6 Bailey, Camera,
a vault, roof, or upper gallery ; (in the title of Mus. Books)
signifies chamber-musick, or musick for private consorts, in

distinction to musick used in chapels and publick consorts.

1863 Oxf. Univ. Cal. 63 The building known till lately as
' the Radcliffe Library* is now used as a Reading Room in

connection with the Bodleian Library under the name of
'Camera Bodleiana'. [In the Latin Statute of 1856 the
Radcliffe building was described as a camera.]

b. ' Used in the Latin law proceedings for the

judge's chamber' (Tomlins) ; hence the phrase

in camerd% i.e. in the judge's private chamber,
instead of ' in open court \

||
2. In reference to Italy and Spain : A cham-

ber ; a council or legislative chamber ; one of the

departments of the papal curia.

1712 Lond. Gaz. 5068/1 A Declaration read . . by the Secre-
tary of the Camera. 1832 Downes Lett. I. 343 The Camera,
or Chamber, adjoining the body of the church, contains
ten large frescoes by Raphael. 1841 Spalding Italy A> It,

Isl. III. 114 The Camera or Treasury, whose president,
the Cnmerlengo, is assisted by the Auditor, the Treasurer-
general, and Assessors.

3. Optics. Short for camera obscura (see 4 a).

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Camera Obscura, Another
portable camera niay be thus made. 1760 Sterne Tr.
Shandy 1 1793) I. 133 Others, .will make a drawing of you in

the Camera. 1770 Court Misc. Apr., In the plate we have
represented the different sorts of cameras. Fig. I is of the
first kind ..or camera obscura. 1845 Athenxum 22 Feb.
202. 1878 Foster Phys. lit. ii. 397 The eye is a camera,

b. esp. That form used in photography.
1840 K. Riddle Set. A> Nat. Philos. 11844) 359 Producing

pictures with the aid of the Camera, by the.. process of
M. Daguerre. 1853 R. Hint Man. Photogr. 36 The photo-
graphic picture, which is invisible when the plate is taken
from the Camera. 1859 Sala T-.v. round Clock 111 He
throws the curtain of the camera over his head.

4. Ca -mera obscu ra [L.; lit. ' dark chamber
a. Optics. An instrument consisting of a dark-

ened chamber or box, into which light is admitted
through a double convex lens, forming an image
of external objects on a surface of paper, glass,

etc., placed at the focus of the lens.

[1668 Phil. Trans. III. 741.] 1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v.,

Construction of a portable cameia obscura. 1796 Hltton
Math. Diet, I. 237 Various sorts of camera obscuras. 1822
Imisgn Sc. iy Art I. 255 The eye is. .no more than a camera
obscura. 1841 Emerson Misc. ( 18531 2I 5 The Daguerreo-
typist, with camera-obscura and silver plate. 1874 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek., Camera obscura. .was described by Leonardo
da Vinci, in 1500 .. Baptista Porta, in 158^, mentions it in

his book on ' Natural Magic'.

b. lit. Dark chamber or room.
1725 Pope Let. to E. Blount 2 June, When you shut the

doors ofthisgrotto, it becomes on the instant, from a luminous
room, a Camera obscura. 1753 Richardson Gnmdisou
(1781) III. xvii. 144 Shall I . . make a Lover's Camera
Obscura for you?
5. Ca'mera lu'cida [L. ; lit. 'light chamber',

after camera obscura]. Optics, fa. (see quot.

1753) Obs. b. An instrument by which the rays

of light from an object are reflected by a peculiarly-

shaped prism, and produce an image on paper
placed beneath the instrument, whilst the eye at

the same time can see directly the pencil with

which the image is being traced.

[1668 Hook in Phil. Trans. III. 741.] 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp., Camera Lucida, a contrivance of Dr. Hook,
for making the image of anything appear on a wall in a
light room, either by day or night. 1831 Brewster Optics
xl. § 195 Camera Lucida . . invented by Dr. Wollaston .

.

has come into very general use for . . copying and reducing
drawings. 1832 Cell Pompeiana I . v. 79 The original draw-
ing as obtained by the camera lucida.

Camerade, -ado, obs. forms of Comrade.
Ca'meral, a. [a. Ger. kameral, ad. med.L.

camerdl-is, f. camera in its late sense of 'chamber,
bureau'.] Of or pertaining to the camera or

'chamber' ;
relating to the management of the state

property (in Germany). Hence Ca:merali stic a.,

Ca:merali stics sb. pi. (in Latin form cameralid).
176a tr. Busehing's Syst. Geog. IV. 103 The imperial

royal representation and chamber, with which the cameral
exchequer is connected. Ibid. IV. 522 The Amptskelier.

.

looks to .. ceconomical and cameral matters. 1830 W,
Tavlor Germ. Poetry III. 242 Gothc.was ennobled in

1782 with the appointment of Cameral President.

Cameral, variant of Cambrel.
Camera'nious, a. nonce-word. [f. L. camera."]

Chamber-.
1791 T. Twining Country Clergym. (1882) 147 Private

cameranious fiddlings and singings.

Camerate (karmenrt), a. Zool. [ad. L. camer-

dt-us, taken as = 'chambered' (see next).] Divided

into chambers ; chambered ; =Camerated 2.

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. 11. xxi. 33 Some[exitures,
i. e. abscesses] are called camerate, bycause they have many
concavites and chambers. 1881 Cleland Evolution iii. 83
Camerate eyes found in the invertebrata.

t Ca merate, v. Obs. [f. L. camerdt- ppl.

stem of camerdre to vault, f. camera : see -ate ^.]

trans. To vault, to arch.

1623 Cockeram, Camerate, to siele, or vault. 1656 Blount,
Camerate, to vault, seil, or make an Arch or Roof.

Camerated (kaermeitfted), a. [f. prec]

1. Arch. Arched, vaulted. ? Obs.

1678 Phillips, Camerated, vaulted, or arched, a term
used in Architecture. 1708 E. HattonAVtw View Lond.
II. 362/1 The roof within is camerated and covered with

Lead. 1817 D. Hughson Walks thro' London 187 The roof

of the interior is camerated.

2. Zool. Divided into chambers (as some shells).

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 547/1 The camerated portion of

the shell. 1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 77 Shell ex-

ternal, camerated and siphuncled.

Cameration (ksemer^'Jan). [ad. L. camerd-

tion-em vaulting, f. camerdre ; or f. Camerate v.]

1. Arch. Vaulting, arching. ? Obs.

1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archit. (R.) Where two arches
Intersect, which is the strongest manner of cameration. 1731
Bailey, Cameration, Vaulting or Arching. 1755 Johnson.

fb. Surg. An old term ( = Galen's xafidpajpa)

for a fracture of the skull where the bones appear

arched.

7
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1730-6 in Bailey. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cameration ;

synonymous with Camarosis.

2. Zoo/. Division (of a shell, etc.) into chambers.
1877 Hlxley Anat. Inv. An. xii. 658 The cameration of

the skeleton.

tCamerelle, Obs. rare~\ [It. and med.L.

dim. of camera] A little chamber.
1483 Cath. Angl, 52 A camerelle, camerella.

Camerie, var. of Camery.
Camerige, camerike, obs. ff. Cambric.
Camerine : see Camauink.
Ca*merist. noncc-wd. [app. a. F. camcriste

chamber - woman, ad. It. cameris/a, f. camera

chamber.] Chamber-woman, lady's maid.

1838 JKw Month. Mag. LII. 515 The fraternal camirist

attacked the hair of her sister with combs, brushes, perfume,

and all the tact of a genuine artiste.

Cameronian (ksem£rt?"Tufcn), a. and sb. [f.

the name Cameron + -ian\] A. adj. Pertaining

to Richard Cameron, his tenets, or his followers.

B. sb. A follower of Richard Cameron, a noted

Scottish Covenanter and field preacher, who re-

jected the indulgence granted to nonconforming

ministers and formally renounced allegiance to

Charles II. His followers afterwards constituted

the body called the * Reformed Presbyterian Church
of Scotland

1

.

1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Cameronians, Field-Con-

venticlers (in Scotland*. 1691 Llttrell BriefK el. (1857)

II. 229 The Cameronians pretend neither to acknowledge
king William or king James, but king Jesus, and declare

for the old covenant. 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 15 Camero-
nian Zealots in the Western Shires, 1816 Scott Old Mort.
Introd.,The religious sect called Hill-men, or Cameronians.
was at that time much noted for austerity and devotion.

1886 W. G. BuUKII in Diet. Nat. Biog. s. v. R. Cameron,
It ought to be added that the 'reformed presbyterians

'

decline the term 'Cameronian ', although to this day it is

applied to them in popular use.

2. Cameronian Kegiment: the title of the old

26th Regiment of Foot in the British Army (now

the 1st Battalion of the Scottish Rifles), formed

originally of the Cameronians and other Presby-

terians who rallied to the cause of William III,

and fought at the Battle of Killiecrankie.

1848 Macaui.ay /list. Eng. xiii.

t Camery. ? Obs. A disease of horses, in which

pimples appear on the palate ; thefrounce.
157a Mascall Govt. Cattle (16271 16 a, Camerie, is In his

mouth venomed. 1610 Markham Masterp. n. xxvii. 261

The Camery or Frounce in horses, are small pimples or

warts in the midst of the palate. 17*7 Bradley Fam. Diet.,

Camery or Frounce, a distemper in horses, being small

warts or pimples in the palate of a horse's mouth.

Cames e, var. of Cammes, Obs.; see also Camise.

Came-stone, another form of Cam-stone.
1615 Sir R. Boyle in Lismorr Papers (1886) L 90, I gave

him a came stone for his arms.

Camestres. Logic. A mnemonic word, re-

presenting the second mood of the second figure

of syllogisms, in which the major premiss is a

universal affirmative, the minor premiss and the

conclusion universal negatives.

1551 T. Wilson Logiquc Hja, Ca. The christian right -

eousnesse is the purenesse of the raynde. mest. To
weare a tipete, a coule, a shauen croune is not the purencs

of the minde. tres. Therfore the outwardeattyre is not the

christian righteousnesse. 1870 Bowen Logic vii. 200.

Camesyd, var. of Camoised, Obs.

Cameylle, Camfeo, obs. ff. Camel, Cameo.
Camfer, -fire, -fory, etc., obs. ff. Camphor.

t Camfering, ///. a. Obs.

158a Stanyhurst AKneis Ded. (Arb.) 4 Theyre Verses in

camfering wise run harshe and rough. [Cf. Shrofsh. Word'
bk. (E. I). H.) Cambering, mettlesome, high-spirited.]

Camforye, Camfrey, obs. ff. Comfrey.

II Camion. Obs. [F. camion a cart on low
wheels, also in OK. chamion : see Littre.] A
truck or wagon formerly used for transporting

cannon. In mod. Diets.

T Ca*mis, Camus. Obs. [Spenser's word was
prob. meant to represent Sp. and Pr, camisa, —
Pg. camiza. It. camicia, camiscia 'shirt, smock,

priest's surplice', F. chemise (ONF. kemise) :—

late L. camisia, camisa linen tunic, alb, shirt (see

Chemise) ; or else the cognate It. cdmice surplice.

It is hardly likely that he knew the Oriental qamic*

or Camise (see below .] A light loose dress of

silk or linen ; a chemise, shirt, tunic.

1596 Spenser F. Q. ii. iii. 26 And Ishe] was yclad, for heat

of scorching aire, All in a silken Camus lilly whight. Ibid.

v. v. a [The Amazon) All in a Camis light of purple silke

Woven uppon with silver, subtly wrought,

% Various foreign forms of the word camisia:

camera, camisa, camiscia. occur casually.

1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Camesa, a Shirt or Shift.

1796 Stedman Surinam II. xx. 89 The rest of his [a rebel

negro's) dress is a camisa, tied around his loins like a hand-
kerchief. i8m Scott Talisman xv, His. .person was wrap-
ped in the folds of his camiscia, or ample gown of linen.

Camisade. Mil. Obs. or arch. [a. F. cami-

sade.] ~ Cami8aix>.
1560 DmM tr. Slridane's Comm. 268 a, The Empcrour at*

tcmptcth the matter by a Camisade in the night, and

I
chouseth out of the whole nombre the fotemen of Almaignes

\

and Spanyardes, & comaundeth them to put on whyte
shines ouer their harnesse. 1690 W. Walker Idiom. Anglo-
Lat. 80 Others were to set upon to give a camisade to the
camp. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose xiii,

1 It was a pretty
camisade, 1 doubt not . . a very sufficient onslaught.' 1831
Carlvle Sart. Res. 11. i. 56. 1864 Reader 28 May 678 The
word 'Camisade' .. had its origin in the surprise of a
French post near Rebe"c by the Marquis de Pescaire; the
Marquis's men on that occasion having worn white shirts

over their clothes to distinguish them.

Ca misa do. Mil. Obs. or arch. Also 6 cam-
massado, camnesado, camisada, 7 camizado,
8 camiscado. [ad. Sp. camicada, camisada, f.

camisa shirt : lit.
1 an attack in one's shirt *

: see

Camis, Chemise, and -ado ; also Canyasado.]
1. A night attack

;
originally one in which the

attacking party wore shirts over their armour as a

means of mutual recognition. (A very common
word in 16- 17th c.)

1548 W. Patten Exfed. Scotl. in Arb. Gamer III. Bo Of
whom, in a camisado. .his Lordship killed above eight hun-
dred. 1566 C-ascoigne Jocasta Wks. 91 By night I wfl the
cammassado give. 1575 Churchyard Chippes (18171 110
The French came forth, at midnight . . As though they
would a camisado make. 1579 Fenton Guiceiard. x\\.

<X599) 554 Ranse de Cere, .gaue them a Camnesado in their

lodging^ 1598 Barret Theor. Warres Gloss. 249 Camisada,
a Spanish word, and doth signihe the inuesting or putting
on of a shirt ouer the souldiers apparell or armour ; the
which is vsed in the night time, when any suddaine ex-
ploit .. is to be put in practise vpon the enemy. 1661
Flagellum or O. Cronrwe/l (1672) 83 Not dreaming of such
a Camisado. 1711 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 106 The
garrison . . gave us several camisadoes. 1865 Carlylk
Fredk. Gt. V. KM. xiii. 125 Prince Karl . .has been on march
all night, intending a night-attack or camisado.

'5*5 Jewel Repl. Harding (1611I 5 Howbeit (gentle

Reader) be of good cheere. All this is but a camisado :

These be but visards : they bee no faces. 1678 Bl*tlfr
Hud. 111. ii. 206 Some for engaging to suppress The Camis-
ado of Surplices . . More proper for the cloudy Night Of
Popery, than Gospel-Light. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. II. iv.

vii. 216 A camisado, or shirt-tumult, every where.

2. - erroneously) The shirt worn over the armour
in a night attack.
1618 Sir R. Williams Actions Lowe Countr. 82 (T.) Some

two thousand of our best men, all in camisadoes with scal-

ing ladders. Ibid. 83 Their armours and camisadoes : I

mean the shirts that covered their armours.

t Camisard, camisar. [a. F. camisard, f.

Pr. camisa shirt- + akd : cf. Caiiisade.] ' Name
given to the Calvinist insurgents of the Cevennes,

during the persecution which followed the revoca-

tion of the edict of Nantes ' (Littre . Also attrib.

1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3908/3 Accounts . . of the Successes of

the Camisars against the French King's Forces. Ibid.

No. 397V2 These Roman Catholicks call themselves the
White Camisars, or the Florentines. 1710 Steele & Ad-
dison TatUr No. 257 P 12 Brownists, Independents, Mason-
ites, Camisars, and the like. 1816 Keatinge Trav. I.

30 They could effect little in a midnight warfare against

Camisard*. 1881-3 ScMAJI Relig. Encycl. I. 376 Without
leaders the Camisard army gradually melted away.

Ca misated ///. a. rare—". See cjuots.

1731 Bailey vol. II, Camisaied, cloathed with a linen gar-

ment, surplice or shirt. 1755 Johnson, Camisaied, dressed

with the snirt outward. Hence in mod. Diets.

Camiscia : see Camis, Chemise.

II Camise, camiss (kam/'s). Also 'in Byron

camese. [Arab. , n - . I qamic under-tunic, shirt

;

occurring in the Koran, but generally thought to

be ad. L. camisia, camisa : see Camis, Chemise ;

Mahn suggests Skr. kshauma linen stuff.] The
shirt worn by Arabs and other Mohammedans.
181a Byron Ch. Har. 11. Tambourgi ii, Oh I who is more

brave than a dark Suliote, In his snowy camese and hi>

shaggy capote? .1850 Nat. Encycl. I. 237 The national

costume of the lower orders [in Afghanistan] is.. a lar^c

shirt, 'camiss', worn over the trowsers, reaching down to

the knees. 1839 Sala Tw. round Clock 11861) 143 The Su-
liote of the fruitship, in his camise and capote. 1865 S.

Evans Bro. Fabian s MS. 105 Snow-white the camise.

Camisole karmisffol). [a. F. camisole, ad. Sp.

camisola, dim. of camisa shirt : see CHEMISE.]
l| 1. A kind of sleeved jacket or jersey.

1816 Centl. Mae. LXXXVI 1. 213 They wore short

camisoles, hu/ar-sabres. 1828 G. W. Bridges Ann. Jamaica
II. xiii - i2i Columbus found, .a multitude, .naked, or clothed

only in a species of camisole.

2. A loose jacket worn by women when dressed

in negligee.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair II. v. 56 Mrs. O'Dowd the
good house-wife, arrayed in curl-papers and a camisole.

1857 C. Bronte Professor I. viii. 134 She seldom wore a
gown—only a shabby cotton camisole.

3. A strait-jacket, formerly put upon lunatics.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Ca'mister. 7'hievcs' cant. [f. Camis in sense

' surplice ' (? termination suggested by minister).']

A clergyman, a minister.

1851 Mayhew Lotid. Labour I. 231 (Hoppe).

Camizado, var. of Camisado.
Camle. Obs. cf. Chameleon and Camelion.
c 1400 Maundev. 289 There ben also in that contree manye

Camles that is a lytille best as a goot, that is wylde, & he
lyvethe be the Eyr, and etethe nought ne drynkethc nought.

I Camlee, camly, var. Cukbly, Indian blanket.

Camlet (kae-mlet , sb. Forms: j ehamlyt,
I chamelet(t, 5-6 ehamlett, 5-7 eham;e)lot, 6
chambelot, 6-7 ehamblet(t, 6-8 chamlet, 6-9
camblet, 7 chamolet, camelott, oamlott, 7- 8 ca-

melot, 7- camlet, [app. immediately from French:

Littre cites chamclot 13th c, camelot 16th c.

;

Cotgr. translates F. camelot, ' chamlet 1

; Du Cange
has med. L. camclotum; Anglo-French statutes of

Edward IV have chamclett, and the spelling with

cham- was the prevalent one in English till after

the Restoration. The ultimate origin is obscure :

at the earliest known date the word was associated

(byEuropeans witherw/,«s if stuff made ofcamel's

hair ; but there is reason to think it was originally

the Arabic khamtat, from k/iaml ; Marco Polo (ed.

Yule) I. 248 ^keat). Khaml, khamlat, is ex-

plained by I.am- as 'the nap or pile or rillous

substance on the surface of cloth
' ; khamlat, by

Johnson, as 'camelot, silk and camel's hair, also,

all silk or velvet, especially pily and plushy '. Ac-
cording to Littre, the Jotirnal offuiel of 1874, p.

32J0/1, says camelot is so called from the Arabic
seil el kernel, the Angora goat ; cf. Camel-yarn.]
A name originally applied to some beautiful and

costly eastern fabric, afterwards to imitations

and substitutes the nature of which has changed
many times over. ' A kind of stuff originally made
by a mixture of silk and camel's hair; it is now
made with wool and silk ' (J.).

' A light stuff, for-

merly much used for female apparel, made of long

wool, hard spun, sometimes mixed in the loom
with cotton or linen yarn' (Ure). It is uncertain

whether it was ever made of camel's hair ; but in

the 16th and 17th c. it was made of the hair o(

the Angora goat.
According to Beck, Draper's Diet., ' In [the] production [of

camlets), the changes have been rung with all materials in

nearly every possible combination : sometimes of wool,

sometimes of silk, sometimes of hair, sometimes of hair with
wool or silk, at others of silk and wool warp and hair woof
..Those of our day have had cotton and linen introduced
into their composition. They have been made plain and
twilled, of single warp and weft, of double warp, and some-
times with double weft also '.

1 1400 Epiph. (Tumb. 1843I 114 Wer ther of gold any
clothes fownde. .Or was ther any ehamlyt or satyn. a 1413
Inv. Wardrobe Hen. IV (Draper's Dict.i, Seven yards of

red ehamlett at 13*. \d. the remnant 1423 Jas. 1. Kingis
Q. clvii, There sawe I . . For chamelot, the camel full of hare.

1472 Act 12 Edu*. IV, iii, Satens Sarcenetz & Tarterons
Chamelettis& autres Draps de soie, & dore & soie. iS3>-3
Act 24 Hen. VIII, xiii, Silke, chamblet, or taffata. 1578
Florio 1st Fruites 10, I wil buy . . Velvet, Grograyne, bat-

ten, Makadowe, Chambelot. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 15
Natolia affoording great store of Chamolets and Grogerams.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 146 Some of rich gold or silver

Chamlets, and other of cloth of gold. 1635 Swan Spec. M.
1 '16701 308 Camblet ..of Camels hair as some do affirm.

1644 Evelyn Diary (18711 64, I went to see their manu-
factures in silke, their pressing and watering the grograms
and chambletts. 1680 Morden Ceog. Red. (1685) 317
Famous . . for good Chamlets. 1714 Gay Trivia 1. 46
Show'rs soon drench the Camlet's cockled Grain. 17*7 De
Foe Eng. Tractesm. xxvi. (184 11 I. 266 Camlets from Nor-
wich. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour I. 98 Here [Leydcn] they
make . . camblets, tho' inferior to those of Great Britain.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. II. 35 Stuffs made from the hair

of [the Angora goat] are well known among us by the name
of camlet. 1812 J. Smyth Fract. Custoffis 256 Mohair, .is

commonly imported ready spun, and is woven into camblets.

1815 Elphinstonf. Acc. Caubul {1842) II. 87 The tents ..

are of a kind of black blanket, or rather of coarse camlet.

b. Watered {water) camlet : camlet with a wavy or

watered surface ; cf. Fr. camelot <} onties ^Cotgr.).

1596 Spenser Q. iv. xi. 45 Wav'd upon, like water

chamelot. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 228 The waued water

Chamelot, was from the beginning esteemed the richest

and brauest wearing. 16*4 Bacon New Atl. (1650) 3 A
Gowne. of a kinde of Water Chamolet, of an excellent

Azure Colour. 1658 Rowland Mouffets Tkeat. Ins. 961

Wings as if it were watered Chamblet 1710 D'Urpey Pills

(187a) VI. 95 A watered Camlet Gown she had

O. A garment made of camlet. AlsoJig.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. iv. 93 You i' th' Chamblet, get

vp o th' raile. 1648 Herrick Hesper. I. 64 Cloath'd in

her chamlets of delight. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women, «,

B. II. xi. 272 To see and be seen in his new camlet.

d. attrib.

1516 Lane II 'ills (1854) 1. 13 My ehamlett kyrtell. a 1615

Fletcher ll'om. Prize v. i, His camblet breeches. 1661

Pepys Diary 6 Mar. , This night my new camelott riding

coate. .came home. 1696 Bp. Patrick Comm. Exod xxvi.

(ed. a) 507 These Camlet Curtains (as I may call them [of

Goats' hair]'. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France I. 5 The
women, .in long white camblet clokes. 1847 L. Hunt-Mw,
Women, 4 B. 27 1 His black camlet cloak with silver buttons.

e. Comb., ascamlet-maicr
;
camlet-mingled adj.;

also camlet-fly, a fly with mottled wings.

1658 Rowland Moujfet's Theat. Ins. 969 Nature bred this

with a chamblet mingled coloured coat.
^
1676 Cotton

Angler 11. 335 In the middle of May [comes in] the Camlet-

fly. I7JO Beawes Lex Mercat. (17521 686 Of the aforesaid

wool the Camblet-makers alone take 80000 lb.

Ca mlet, v. For forms see Camlet sb. [f.

prec. sb.] trans. To mark or variegate as (watered)

camlet ; to mark with wavy veins. Hence Ca m-
leted fpl. a. ; Ca mleting vbl. sb.
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1618 Bolton Plena L v. 14 Embroydered Gownes, Cas-

sockes chambletcd with figures of palmes. i6z6 Bacon
Syiva § 658 Some have the Veines more varied and Cham-
loted : as Oake, whereof Wainscot is made. Ibid. § 741
The Turks have a pretty Art of Chamoletting of Paper.

1653 Evelyn Mem. (1827.) II. 53, I also inspected the man-
|

ner of chambletting silk & grograms. .in Morefields. 1652

Benlowes Theoph. 1. liii, In sackcloth chamleted with tears.

1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. I. s. v. Alder, They afford the
Inlayer Pieces curiously chambletted and very hard.

Camleteen, -ine (kaemletrn), a. Also 8

oamlettee, camletine,9cambleteen. [f. Camlet;
cf. F. camelotine.] An imitation camlet ; a 'camlet'

of inferior kind.
1730-6 Bailey, Camlettce, Camleteen,a Sortoffineworsted

camlets or camelots. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cam-
letine, in commerce, denotes a slight, narrow kind of canib-

let, little valued, .also, .stuff made of hair mixed with wool,

in imitation of a camblet. 1861 S. Jldd Margaret n. xi.

' 1871) 309 Dress of cambleteen.

Camleting (karmletin). In 7 chambleting.
[f. Camlet : cf. coating, shirting.'] Stuff of camlet.
1697 Evelyn Numism. viii. 280 Several sorts of Stuffs,

Calandring and Chambletings.

Camlin, Camlott, obs.f. Camelinej/'.,Camlet.
Cammaka, -oka, var. Camaca, a fine cloth.

Caramamyll, -myld, obs. ff. Camomile.
Cammas, var. Quamash : see Camas.
Cammassado, -esado, var. of Camisado.
Cammauyne, obs. form of Camovyne.
Cammed (ksmd), a. Obs. exc. dial. [app.

extended from Cam a. ; cf. wicked.]

+ 1. = Camois; having a cam or camois nose. Obs.
tc 1350 Sat. Blacksmiths in Rcl.Aut. I. 240 The cammede

kongons cryen after col ! col ! c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T.

14 Rounde was hese face and kammede was hese nose.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 59 Cammyd, or schort nosyd, simus.

2. Crooked, perverse, dial.

c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Tummus >s M. Wks. (1862)

61 Its not to tell heaw camm'd things con happ'u ! 1875 E.
Waugh Old Cronies vl. 60 (in Lane. Gloss.) Thou'rt gettin'

camm'd as a crushed whisket.

Hence Cammedness.
l 1440 Promp. Parv. 59 Chammydnesse [1499 cammed-

nessej, simitas.

Cammel, Cammeril, obs.ff. Camel, Cambhel.

t Cammes. Obs. Also cames, camwysse.
Apparently a corrupt form of Canvas ;

' a kind of

gauze for samplers' (Jamieson).
X540 Sc. Ld. Treas. Acc. in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 301

For cammes to stuff the orpheis of be samin. 1541 Ibid. 309
For xij boltis of cammes, to be salis. 1555 Ch. Ace. Lever,
ton, Line, in Archxol. XLI. 360 For iiij yardes of camwysse
for the hye awlter. 1578 Inventories 215 (Jam.) A lang pece
of cammes, sewit with the amies of Scotland.

Cammock 1 (karmak). Forms : I cammoeo,
-uo, i, 4 oammoc, 4-7 caramok, 5 cambmok,
chambmok, camok, -oke, -ocke, 6-8 cammock,
7 oamook, 9 dial, cammick. * [OE. cammoc,
generally assumed to be from Celtic, and to be the

same word as the next, with a reference to ' crooked
stems or roots

' ; but the plant is not so named in

any Celtic language, and the root is not specially

crooked, so that the actual origin remains doubtful.]

The plant Ononis spinosa (N. O. Leguminos;v)

also called Rest-harrow, and according to Cock-
ayne, Cammock Whin. Some earlier writers iden-

tified it with Peucedanum, and ' Petty Whin
'

; but
it is not clear what plant or plants they meant.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 209 Das wyrte man peucedanum, &

ofirum naman cammoc [v. r. cammuc] nemneb. c 1000 O. E.
Voc.\nWr,CWv\ck.<ix-$oo{Nomina Herbaria/^, Peucedanum,
cammocc. c 1050 Glosses (Cott. Cleop.) ibid. 416 Gotuna,
cammuc. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 319 For comunelich
in contrees kammokes [text C. canmokes] . . & wedes Fouleth
be fruite in be felde. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.)

33 Peucedona, i. cammoc secundum quosdam. Ibid. 36
Resta bovis, herba est retinens boves in aratro, an. Cammoc.
1308 Trevisa Bartli. De P. R. xvn. exxxviii. (1495) 695 The
Cambmok is a pryckynge shrub. Ibid. Of the rotes and of
the stalkes of Cambmok is made a medycyn that Physicyens
call Licium. Ibid. Chambmok gendreth fyre of itselfe.

c 1450 Alphita {Anecd. Oxon.) 156 Resta bouts . . anglice
hyseneherde uel cammok. X578 Lyte Dodoens vi. ix. 668
The roote of Restharrow or Cammock. 1579 Langham
Gard. Health (1633) 527 Restharrow, Cammok, or Petywin.
1775 Lightfoot Flora Scot. (1777) 1. 386 Prickly Restharrow
or Cammock. 1787 Winter Syst. Husb. 123 The above field

contained many cammocks.

2. Vaguely applied dialectally to other plants, as

St. John's Wort, Ragweed, Fleabane, Yarrow, etc.

1878 Britten & Holl. Plant-n. s. v., In Hampshire almost
any yellow flower is called Cammock.
3. Comb. Cammock whin= sense I

.

Cammock a
, cambock (karmsk). Obs. exc.

Sc. Forms : 5 cambok, -oke, -ake, 6 camok,
-oke, -ock, -ocke, (7 cambuc(k), 6, 9 Sc. cam-
mock, 9 Sc. camack. [ME. kambok, app. im-
mediately ad. cambuca, a late L. word (Du Cange
cites Papias cambuta, sustentamen vel baculus,
flexus, pedum, crocia, and Gloss. Corbeiense, cam-
buta, baculus episcoporum), app. of Gaulish origin,

derived from cambo-, crooked, Cam
;
represented

in mod. Welsh by camawg, camog fern, 'piece
of bent wood, the felloe of a wheel '. Cf. also

Gaelic camag ' curl, ringlet, crook,' and Manx
camag ' crutch, crooked bat or shinty to play

hurlesj also the game itself.

But some of the senses of the Manx word may be from
Eng. ; for the Irish and Gaelic for a bent stick for hurling,
shinty, hockey, a golf-club, is camdn, camani]
1. A crooked staff, a crook

;
esp. a stick or club

with a crooked head, used in games to drive a
ball, or the like ; a hockey-stick

;
hence, the game

played with such a stick.

l 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 666 {Nomina Ludorum) PIoc
pedum, cambok. 1483 Cath. Augl. 52 A Cambake [v.r. Cam-
boke], cambuca. 1547 Salesbury Welsh Diet., Kamoc, a
camocke. 1720 Stains Surv. (ed. Strype 1754) I. I. xxix.

302/2 People please themselves . . some in Hand-ball, Foot-
ball, Bandy-ball, and in Cambuck. 1821 Edin. Even.
Couraut 22 Jan., On Christmas and New Years day, matches
were played, .at the camack and football. 1885 Inverness
30 Yrs. ago ii. 80 A numerous party played a game of Cam-
mack.

2. A crooked stick or piece of wood, a knee of

timber ; a cambrel.
c 1450 Nominate in Wr.-Wulcker 724 {Nomina demo perti.

nentia) Hee cambuca, a cambok. c IJJIO Barclay Mirr.
Good Mann. (1570) Byj, Soone crooketh the same tree that

good camoke wilbe, As a common prouerbe in youth I heard
this sayde. 1580 Lyly Enphues iArb.) 237 Crooked trees

proue good Cammocks. Ibid. 408 If my fortune bee so yll

that searching for a wande, I gather a camocke. 1593
Drayton Eclog. vn. 62 And earely crook'd that will a
Camocke bee. 1615 Crook v. Body ofMan 815 This tendon .

.

maketh an empty cauity, through which the Butchers peirce

their Cammockes to hang the beast vpon in the shambles.

Cammocky, a. [f. Cammock l + -yL] Of
or abounding in Cammock or Rest-harrow.
In mod. Diets.

Cammus, var. of Camois, Obs.

Camnesado, obs. form of Camisado.
Cam-nosed, a variant reading of cammosed,

Camoised : prob. only an error.

Camoca, var. of Camaca, Obs., a fabric.

||
Camocho. rare— 1

. [Cf. It. camoscio 'akinde
of stuffe worne in Italie ' (Florio).] A fabric.

(In quot. applied contemptuously to a Spaniard.)

1607 Dekker T. WyatVJks. 1873 III. 115 A Spaniard is

a Camocho, a Callimanco, nay which is worse a Dondego.
Camock(e, obs. form of Cammock.
+ Ca mois, camus, a. (and sb.) Obs. Also

4 cammus, 5-8 camoise, -oys, -oyse, 6 ? -ous,

8 chamois, [a. F. camus, -use, ' having a short

and flat nose'. Thurneysen refers it to a Celtic

source, comparing the Ir. sb. camus hollow, re-

treating angle, bay, Gael, camas bought, bay, creek,

space between the thighs : cf. Cambus- in place-

names in Scotland. For another suggestion see

Diez, and Littre.]

1. Of the nose : Low and concave. Of persons

:

Pug-nosed.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4437 Ys browes were bobe rowe and

grete, & ys nose cammus. c 1386 Chaucer Reeves T. 14
Round was his face and camuse [so 3 MSS. ; v. r. kamuse,
camoyse, kammede, Hart, camois] was his nose. 1580
Baret Alv. C 44 A Camoise nose, that is to say, crooked
vpwarde as the Morians. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
VI. x. 328 Many Spaniards, .of the race of Barbary Moores
. .have not worne out the Camoys nose unto this day. 1650
Bulwer Anthropomet. vii. (1653) 123 The Inhabitants have
all Camoyse or saddle Noses. 1745 tr. Columella's Husb.
B vj, Such oxen . . [as have] black eyes and lips, wide
nostrils, a camoys nose. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v., The
Tartars are great admirers of camus beauties. 1877 R. H.
Horne in Mrs. Browning's Lett. II. 277 A gentleman ..

with a large camus nose.

b. fig. Low and curved like a camois nose.

1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archit. xxi. 52 The Cornice
is camuse and blunt.

C. Hence camois-nosed.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 336 The former haue flat noses,

the other are hooked and camoise nosed vpward. 1636
Blount Glossogr., Camoise-noscd, hooked-nosed.

2. absol. or quasi-.fi. A person or animal with

a camois nose.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. (1881)94 The camuse .. is geffroy

langeuyn. 1315 Barclay Egloges iv. (1570) Cvj, She with
Bacchus her camous did promote. 1618 Sir R. Williams
Actions Low Countr. 49 White little hounds, with crooked
noses, called camuses. 1751 Chambers Cycl., Camus, a
person with a low, flat nose, hollowed or sunk in the middle.

t Ca'moised, a. Obs. Also 4-5 camused, 6

camesyd, camoused, cammoised, cammosed,
7 camus'd, -oysed. [f. Camois + -ED.] Made
camois ;

having a camois nose.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 210 Some one, for she is noble of
kinne . . Some one, for that she is camused. a 1533 Ld.
Berners Huon xxxiii. 103 Grete eeres and a camesyd nose.

1583 Stanyhurst Poems (Arb.) 141 This slut with a cam.
moysed haucks nose, c 1600 Montgomerie Flyting 472
That cammosed [ed. 1688 camnosed] cocatrice they quite

with them carie. 162s Lisle Du Bartas, Noeix Camoysed
dolphins. 1637 B. Jonson Sad Sheph. 11. i. 49 Though
my nase be camus'd, my lipps thick, And my chin bristled !

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. vii. 82 All children are a little

camoised about the Nose, before the bridge riseth.

t Ca-moisly, camously, adv. Obs. [f. Ca-
mois + -LT 2

.] Like a camois nose ;
concavely.

j a 1528 Skelton El. Rummyng 28 Nose som dele hoked,
i And camously croked.

I

Carnok^e, obs. form of Cammock.

Camomile, Cham- (kaeWmail). Forms:

3-4 came-, camamille, 5 camamylle, -melle,

-myle, camomelle, 5-6 camomylle, 6 camma-
myll, -myld, cam(m)omyle, camamile, -mil,

-mel, camimile, chamomylle, -myle, chamce-
mell, 6-7 cammomill, 6-8 camomil(l, 7 cha-
mamil, chamsemell, cammomel, chamce-, cha-

memile, chamomel, (8 camomoil), 8-9 chamo-
mile 6- camomile, [a. F. camamille (also for-

merly camamille), ad. L. chamomilla (Pliny, etc.),

an altered form of chamstmelon (Pliny, Palladius,

etc.), a. Gr. xafxnifx-nKov earth apple (f. xQMat' on

the ground + /jijAoe apple) ; so called from the

apple-like scent of the blossoms. Cf. It. and Pr.

camomilla, Sp. camomila, Fr. dial, camomile, cama-

mile. The spelling cha- is chiefly in pharmacy,

after Latin ; that with ca- is literary and popular.]

1. The name of a Composite plant, Anthemis
nobilis, an aromatic creeping herb, found on dry

sandy commons in England, with downy leaves,

and flowers white in the ray and yellow in the

disk, but in cultivation often all white like a

double daisy. The flowers are employed in medi-

cine for their bitter and tonic properties. Also

distinguished as Noble or Roman Camomile,
White C, and in its single wild form as Scotch C.

c 1265 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 557 Camomilla, camemille,

maiwe. 1313 in Wardrobe Ace. Edw. II, 20 Camamille,

I2(f. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 59 Camamyle, herbe, eamamilla.

a 1450 E. E. P. (1862) 141 Vn-to a benche of camomylle My
wofulle hede I dyd inclyne. 1483 Cath. Augl. 52 Camo-
melle, camomillum. 1513 Douglas Aineis XII. Pro!. 116

The clavyr, catcluke, and the cammamyld. 1530 Palsgr.

202/2 Cammamyll herbe, camamille. 1540 Elyot Image
Gov. (1556) 63b, The grounde was thicke covered with

Camamile. 1548 Turner Names 0/ Herbes lE. E. T. S.) 13

Anthenus [Anthemis] . . is called in englishe Cammomyle.

1573 Tusser Husk 1.1878195 Herbes of all sortes. .Caniamel.

1586 CoGAN Haven Health (1636) 77 Chamsemell is hot and

dry in the first degree. 1605 TlMME Quersit. I. vii. 33 The
flowers of chamamil. x66o Bond Scut. Reg. 41 The Camo-
mile the more it is trodden on, the better it groweth. 1748

Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. lviii, He bask'd hiinon the ground,

Where the wild thyme and camomoil are found. 1794
Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. 397 Common or true Camo-
mile, .sometimes covers a considerable extent of ground on

dry sandy commons. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 51

Warm fomentations, .medicated with, .chamomile.

b. Also used as an English book-name for the

genus Anthemis, and popularly applied to several

allied plants, esp. Matricaria Chamomilla (Wild

Camomile, Dog's C, German C, or Camomile
Goldins) ; Anthemis Cotula .Stinking Camomile,

Dog's C, May-weed) ; Blue or Purple C, the Sea

Starwort, Aster Tripolium ; Bed or Purple C,

Adonis autumnalis \hom its foliage).

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xxx. 184 Stinking Camomill or Co-

tula foetida. Ibid. 185 Vnsauery Camomilla [M. inodora)

or Cotula non fretida. 1597 Gerard Herbal, Women that

dwell by the seaside call it . . blew camomill. 1783 AlNS-

worth Lat. Diet. (Morell) VI, Cauta, Dogs camomile. 1790-

1820 Sowerby Eng. Bot. (ed. 3) VI. 52 Corn Chamomile,

Anthemis arvensis. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede 214 The
wild camomile that starred the road side.

2. Comb., as camomile-flower ; also camomile-

alley, an alley planted with camomile (see quot.
;

camomile-tea, an infusion of camomile flowers.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 96 A Physitian prescribeth, for the

cure of the Rheume that a Man should walk continually

upon a *Camomill-alley ;
Meaning that he should put Camo-

mill within his Socks. 1652 Culpepper Eng. Physic 18

Boiled with. .'Chamomel flowers. 1753 Worlds, I .
.
am

forced to attend with her ^camomile tea.

Camooyne : see Camovyne.

t Camoroehe. Obs. rare. The Wild Tansy or

Silver-weed (Potcntilla anserind).

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 204 Gosys gres, or camoroehe, or

wylde tanzy, camaroca, vel lauasetum agreste.

|| Camorra (kamp'ra). [It. camorra (kamp-rra),

'Irish rugge or mantle, a Mariners frocke' (Florio).]

1. A kind of smock-frock or blouse.

1869 W. Gilbert Borgia I. 211 She was dressed, .in a

camora of gold shot brocade.

2. A secret society of lawless malcontents in

Naples and Neapolitan cities. Sometimes trans/.

1865 Sat. Rev. 21 Jan. 87/1 The Camorra is a system of

organized extortion, which has survived the Bourbon rule.

.

its name is conjectured to be that of a species of short coat

worn by members of the society. 1880 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 174

The profits which . . this official camorra divide between them

are enormous. ... e
Hence Camorrism, the principles or practice ot

this society ; lawlessness, anarchy. Camo-rrist,

I

a member of a camorra.
1863 Sat. Rev. 7 Nov. 625/2 The notes . . treat . . of the

!
Neapolitan Camorrists. 1883 C/tamb. Jml. 78 The Ca-

morrist remains the personification of power and heroism to

the Neapolitan.

i

fCamose. °&s - [cf. Calmewe.] A sea-gull.

1538-46 Elyot, Candosoccus, a sea gull, or a camose.

II
Camonflet (kannzflf). Mil. [Fr. : see Littre.]

A mine containing a small charge of powder,

placed in a wall of earth between the galleries of

1

besieged and besieger, so as, in exploding, to bury,
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suffocate, or cut off the retreat of the miner on the
opposite side ; a ' stifler '.

1836 in Penny Cycl. VI. 197/1 Camoujlet or Stijlcr. 1847
in Craig.

Camous, -ed : see Camois, Camoised.
Camovyne, -wyne. Sc. Also 6 cammauyne,

9 eamooyne. = Camomile.
'549 Compl. Scot. 67, I sau cammauyne, quhilk is gude

for ane scabbit moutht. 1768 Ross Helenore 112 1Jam. 1 On
the camowyne to lean you down. 18B4 Miller Ptaut-u.,
Camooyne, or Camowyne, Anthemis nobitis.

Camow-nosed, a. = Camois-nosed. Camois.
a 1600 Hume in Sibbald Chron. Sc. Poetry iii. 386

(
Jam.)

His little camow-nosed sheepe, And rowtting kie to fecde.

Camoys(e, var. of Camois, Obs.

t Camp, rf.l Obs. exc. dial. Also 1-3 comp,
3 komp, 4 kamp. [OE. camp, comp, corresp. to
OFris. camp, comp, MDu. camp, Du. kamp), MLG.
kamp, OHO. champf MHG. and Ger. kampf),
combat, all masc., ON. kapp (pp from mp) neuter,

(Da. and Sw. kamp, contest, keenness, vehemence.
VVGer. or OTeut. *kampo-z was presumably an
early Germanic adoption of L. camp-its in its

transferred sense • field of contest or combat ', also
'duel, fight, battle, war' ; see Camp sb* The word
was thoroughly at home in WGer., and gave
origin to numerous derivatives, particularly the

vb. kampjon ; see Kemp v. and cf. Kemp sb. :—OE.
c{mpa, YVGer. kampjo n = late L. campion-em
Champion. In ME. the word survived longest in

the north, esp. as an archaism of alliterative verse.
(Kluge and others, however, claim the word as native

Teutonic, mainly on the ground of the improbability that
the Germans who had so many native words to designate
war, should adopt a foreign designation ; but they offer no
satisfactory account of its etymology. J

1 1. Martial contest, combat, fight, battle, war.
Bco7uutf 5003 In campe xecrong cumbles hyrde. c 1000

Riddles vii. 2 (Gr.) Mecx esette Crist to compe. 1205
Lay. 4215 per heo weren on kompen [1*75 fihte]. Ibid.

4347 pu ea:rt muchele betcre cniht to halden comp [127s
werrej and ifiht. Ibid. 14024 per wes fcht swi5e strong
comp swiSe stume. ? a 1400 Morte A rth. 3702 Alle be kene
mene of kampe, knyghtes and obcr.

2. Hence Camp-ball : An ancient form of foot-

ball in which large numbers engaged on both sides.

See Camp z/.
1

3, and Camping vbl. sb.i

c 1600 Day Brgg. Bedn. Gr. in Strutt Sports t, Past. 11.

iii, I am Tom Stroud of Hurling, I'll play a gole at camp-
ball. 1840 [see Camping vbt.sb. 1

] Fighting camps. 1847-78
Halliwell, Catnp, an ancient athletic game of ball formerly
in vogue in the Eastern Counties. 1887 lllust. Lond. tftwt
26 Feb. /t The game in very ancient times was not so
properly called football as camp-ball. 1887 JtssoFPz4nr<i<T>
236^Camp-ball . . used to be a very favourite game in my
parish some fifty years ago, and it was, by all accounts, a
very rough one—something like football.

Camp s
ka;mp), sb* Also 6-7 campe. [a. F.

camp [i6th c. in Littre' in same sense : cf. It.,

Sp., Pg. campo ' camp ', orig. ' field ', and F. champ,
Pr: camp, field, field of tournament, field of battle

:—L. camp-us level field, spec, the Campus Martius
at Rome, the place for games, athletic practice,

military drills, etc., whence 'field of contest or
combat', 'field of battle'. Although camp was
the Norman form of champ, no trace of it appears
in ME., which had only Champ from central OF'.,

in the senses of field of duel or tournament ' and
heraldic 'field'. Camp was introduced early in

the 1 6th c, from contemporary Fr. and with the
sense castra, but was also at first used to render
L. campus in other senses, as well as occasionally
in the sense of the earlier champ ' field of combat .

LittnS supposed that the 16th century French use at camp
was merely the literary adoption of the Picard form in a
special sense; but evidently it was an adaptation of It.

(or ?Sp.< campo, in a sense not used with F. champ.]

I. In the military sense.

1. The place where an army or body of troops is

lodged in tents or other temporary means of shelter,
with or without intrenenments. In common
modern use the collection of tents, huts, and other
equipments is the chief notion, the site being the
'camping-ground' ; but as used of ancient works,
Koman, Hritish, Danish, etc., it usually means the
intrenched and fortified site, within which an army
lodged or defended itself; a modern intrenched
camp includes both notions. The name is also
given to a permanent station for the reception of
troops, in order that they may be trained in

manoeuvring in large bodies, and in campaigning
duties generally, as the camps at Aldershot, Shom-
cliffe camp, camp of Chalons.
X5a8 Sir Gr. de Cassalis, etc. ( The King's Ambassadors

with the Popes in Strype Ecel. Mem. I. 11. xxiii. 61 It is very
certain, that the Spanyards have refused batel, and conveyed
themself out of ther camp neerer unto Naples in the night.
•S*? Bible {Genev.) 2 Kings vii. 7 They left their tentes and
thetr horses and their asses, euen the campe as it was, and
fledde for their liues. 1593 Shaks. Lttcr. Argt. 13 Sextus
I arquimus departed with the rest back to the camp. 1683
HuRNET tr. More's Utopia 170 They fortify their Camps well,
with a deep and large Trench. 1697 Drydi n Vtrg, Georg. I

ill. 540 The Youth of Rome, .pitch their sudden Camp be-
fore the Foe. 1717 51 Chambers Q-iV.s. v., Rhoe, describ-
ing the great Mogul's camp, says, it is twenty English miles
round. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits v. Ability WlcsT ( Bohn)
II. 33 He disembarked his legions, erected his camps and
towers. 1870 F. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 70 A fine ancient
British camp, upon a neighbouring hill-top.

2. A body of troops encamping and moving to-

gether ; an army on a campaign. (In earlier Eng.
the host.)

a 1584 Vicary Englishm. Treas. 59 In anno 1551, when
the said citie was taken and destroyed by the campe of
Charles the first, f 1590 Marlowe Massacr. Paris 11. vi,

Dismiss thy camp. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. iv. vi. 97
This fleeting enemy was not to bee pursued with a maine
campe. 161 1 Bible t Sam. iv. 7 God is come into the campe
[Coverd. hoost, Genez: hoste]. 1706 Farquhar Recruit.
OJF. \\. i, I hope you have more honour than to quit the
service, and she more prudence than to follow the Camp.
1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 144 f 4 Multitudes follow the
camp only for want of employment. 2839 Thirlwall
Greece III. 451 The army was formed in a hollow square,
inclosing the baggage and the followers of the camp.

b. Flying camp, camp-volant: 'a little army
of horse and foot, that keeps the field, and is con-
tinually in motion' ^Phillips 1696-1706). See
also quot. 1699. ? Obs.

1577 Holinshel* Chron. 1 1 1. 1040/2 Who . . with a camue
volant did what he could to stop the Englishmen within
Hadington from vittels. 17*6 De Foe Hist. Devil (1822)

209 Some of his camp-volent are always present. 161

1

Cotcr., Camp volant, a flying campe, a campe of light-
horsemen for ordinarie roades. 1699 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Flying-Camps, Beggers plying in Bodies at Funerals. 1717-
51 Chambers Cycl s.v. Camp, Flying Camp is a strong
body of horse or dragoons.

C. Camp-royal : the main or chief body of an
army with the commander-in-chief; a great body
of troops ; henceJig. a great number, a host.

1593 N ASHE Christ's T. 31 b, False witnesses they had in

pay a Campe royal. 1601 Dent Pathn: Iteauen 216 A
Campe-royall, euen forty thou>and strong. 1641 Bromk
Jov. Crt-lv 11. Wks. 1873 III. 377 This Doublet, .might serve
to furnish a Camp Royal of us.

3. Used for: The scene of military service;

military service, the military life in general.
1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 111. iv, I must . . my Patrick

soon remove To Courts and camps that may his soul im-
prove. 1799 Lamb Corr. lxxi. 118701 194 The world, the
camp and the university have spoilt him among them. 1805
Scott Last Minstr. 111. xv, Love rules the court, the camp,
the grove. 1827 Keble Chr. Y. 1 Advent x. Through court
and camp he holds his heavenward course serene. 1855
Macaulay Mist. Ene. 1 1 1. 204 His knowledge of courts and
camps was such as few of his countrymen possessed.

II. trans/, from the military sense.

4. The temporary quarters, formed by tents,

vehicles, or other portable or improvised means of

shelter, occupied by a body of nomads or men on
the march, by travellers, gipsies, companies ofsports-
men, lumbermen, field-preachers and their audi-

ences, or parties 'camping out'; an encampment.
Connected with sense 1 by intimate gradations, e.g. the

camp of the Israelites, or of North American Indians.
1560 Bible (Genev.) Ex. xvi. 13 At euen the quailes came

and couered the campe [ Vulg. castra, Coverd. tentes). 1823
F. Cooper Pioneer xx, The sugar-boiler, who was busy in

his ' camp '. 1864 W. Campbell My Indian Jrnl. Contents
. .Sport at Dharwar . . A Civilian's Camp. . Bison-Shooting,
etc. 1886 F. H. Guillemard Cruise ofMarchesa 1. 95 It is

the hunter's rule to see that the fire is extinguished . . before
breaking camp.

b. loosely. ' Quarters.'

1747 H. Walpole Corr. (18371 1. 108, I am got into a new
camp and have left my tub at Windsor.

5. An encamping ; a ' camping out '.

In Australia the regular term for an expedition or excur-
sion for fishing, shooting, etc., in which the party camps out.

1865 Intell. Observ. No. 37. 15 A previous night's camp
near the spot. 1880 Inglis Austral. Cousins 233 We're
going to have a regular camp ; we . . intend going to Port
Hockingto have some shooting, fishing, and general diver-

sion. 1886 Pall Mall G. 3 Aug. 13/2 Cadet corps (now out
for a week's camp*.

6. The whole company or body of persons en-

camped together, as surveyors, lumbermen, sports-

men, etc. ; a company of nomads.
1750 Beawes l.e.v Mercat. 797 The Chan of the Western

Moungalcs Camp, tributary to China. 1864 in Webster.

III. /ig. from the military sense.

7. A ' host ' or ' army ' of arguments, facts, etc.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. Ded., Titus Liuius in whom is

contayned a large campe of noble facts and exploites at-

chieued by valiaunt personages. 1871 E. Bcrr Ad Fidem
xiv. 282 Tne main camp of allegations.

8. a. A body of adherents of a militant doc-

trine, or theory, b. The position in which ideas

or beliefs are intrenched and strongly defended.
1871 Mohley Voltaire (1886) 23 No one who has marched

ever so short a way out of the great camp of old ideas. 1885
Clodd Myths fif Dr. n. vii. 182 Matters still dividing philo-

sophers into opposite camps.

IV. In sense of ME. Champ.
f 9. The field of combat, the lists. Obs. rare-1

.

1525 Ln. Berners Froiss. II. clxi. [clvii. ] 446 Howe he
durste . . do armes with hym in campe or iustes mortal!.

V. In various senses of L> campus.

flO. Campe 0/ Mars, Camp Marl: = Campus
Martius. Obs.

'534 Ln. Berners Gold. Hi: M. Aurel. (15461 Fviij, The !

emperour goynge to the campe of Mar>. 1647 R. Stapyl-
ton Juvenal 109 Exercising and training like the tyrones
or young souldiers in Camp .Man.

\ 11. Plain, level surface, field. Watery camp
(cseruleus campus, campus latus aquarum) : the

surface of the sea. Obs.

1598 Sylvester Die Bartas 1. iii. 11641) 29/1 Whereby
ware stor'd with Truchman, Guide & Lamp, To search all

comers of the watery Camp.
1 12. Field of inquiry ; field of discussion or de-

bate, subject of debate. Obs.
1538 Leland Itin. I. p. xxi, I have more exspatiatid yn this

Campe then they did. c 1538 Starkey England iv. 128
Whcrfor I wyl not entur into that Camp.

II
VI. 13. = Spanish campo : see quot.

1877 Athenaeum 1 Dec. 707/2 The Falkland Island word
for expanses of bog land, ' camp,' is not derived from the
French champ, .but from the Spanish campo.

fl4. (A sense of F. camp : see quot.) Obs.tare~".
.'753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Camp, is also used among the

Siamese and East. Indians, for a quarter of a town assigned
to foreigners, wherein to canyon their commerce. In these
camps, each nation forms itself a kind of city apart, in which
their store houses and shops are, and the factors and their
families reside. [So in London Encycl. 1829.]

VII. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple, as camp-
boy, -cra/t, -diseases, -equipage, -equipment, -/are,

-/ashion, -/rock, -guide, -hut, -keeper, -kettle, -kit,

-language, -li/e, -mill, -money, -plot, -squire, -slave,

etc.

1811 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. XI. 27 Stores commonly
called 'camp equipments. 1820 T. Mitchell Aristoph. I.

121 The sack that holds our coarse 'camp-fare. 1886 Pall
MallG. 28 July 2/1 Seated #camp-fashion on boxes, a 1849

J. C. Mangan Poems 118591 33^ In an uniform of blue and
white And a grey 'camp-frock he is dressed. 1828-40
Tytler Hist. Scot. 11864) L 153 The servants who remained
in the "camp-huts. 1805 Naval Chron. XIV. 35 Bailing it

out with a "camp-kettle. 1850 Alison Hist. Europe XI.
txxvi. $ 39. 447 The ponderous iron camp-kettles hitherto
used by the soldiers had been exchanged for lighter ones.
1861 .NIax MC'ller Sc. Lane. 303 Urdu-zeban, camp-lan-
guage, is the proper name of Hindustani. x8a8 Macaulay
llallam, Ess. (1854) I. 72 The Judges would have given as
strong a decision in favour of 'camp-money as they gave
in favour of ship-money'. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1.

83 Maximus, a base 'Campe-Squirc.

b. Special comb., as camp-bed, -bedstead, a

bed or bedstead for use in field - service ; hence
spec, a bedstead made to fold up within a narrow
space ; a trtstle bedstead ; camp-chair, a form of

folding chair ;
t- camp-chaplain, an army chap-

lain
; camp - colour, a flag or colour used in

marking out and arranging the camping-ground
for a body of troops ; hence camp colour-man (see

quot.)
;
camp-disease, -duty (see quots.) ; camp

fever, a name given to fevers of an epidemical

character occurring in camps, chiefly typhus

;

camp-fire, a fire lit in a camp or encampment

;

hence a military social gathering in a garrison, etc.

;

spec, in U. S. a re-union of members of one or

more clubs, ' posts ', of the ' Grand Army of the

Republic ', a society of ex-voluntters; camp-flux,
-furnitur* (see quots.) ;

camp-marshal ^ F. marc-
chal de camp, see Camp-mastek

;
camp-paper, a

kind of copying paper, like carbon-paper ;
camp-

party, a party forming a camp, a camping-out

party; camp-seat, -stool, a light portable fold-

ing stool
;
camp-vinegar, a preparation made by

mixing vinegar with Cayenne pepper, soy, walnut-

ketchup, anchovies, and garlic, and afterwards

straining it. Also Camp - followeh, - masteh,
-MEETING.
1690 Loud. Gas. No. 3529/4 One large Tent fit lor a

Colonel, with Chairs and 'Camp-Beds. l8«s Hone Every,
day Bk. I. 940 A *camp-bedstead, of planks resting on

bars of iron. 1885 Harper's Mag. Mar. 631/1 Winthrop
found a *camp chair. 1679-88 Seer. Sen: .Money Chas.

Sf Jos. (1851* 196 One of the 'camp chaplains, .on his allow-

ancc of 8r. per diem. 1785 Ray In Phil. Trans. LXXV.
422 By arranging "camp colours in the intervals. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., The 'camp colour-men, are

drawn a maiv out of a company. 18M Stocqueler Mil.

Encycl., Camp Colour men, soldiers whose business it is to

assist in marking out the lines of an encampment, etc. ; to

carry the camp colours to the field, 011 days of exercise, and
fix them, for tne purpose of enabling the troops to take up
correct points in marching, etc. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.
s.v., The 'camp disease, morbus eastrensis, absolutely so

called, is a malignant fever. Dudley Digges died of the

camp disease which raged in the garrison at Oxford, in

1643. Ibid., "Camp Duty, in its utmost extent, includes

every part of the service performed by the troops during
the campaigiu But in a more particular sense, denotes the

guards ordinary and extraordinary kept in camps. Ibut.

s.v. Camp, The *camp fever is the same with what is other-

wise called the Hungarian fever, and bears a near affinity

to the petechial fever. 1837 Thirlwall Greece IV. xxx.

121 Their 'camnfires first announced their presence. 1884

Boston 1 Mass.) Jrnl. 6 Sept., Edwin-Humphrey Post, No.

104, G. A. R., of this town celebrated its fifteenth anniversary

by a camp-fire Friday evening. 1871 Forbes War France

<V G. 283<Hoppe) During peace time, there is a camp-fire

—or gathering equivalent to it— once a week in every

Prussian Regiment. 175.3 Chambers Cycl. Supp., "Camp
J'in.c, a name frequently given to the dysentery. 1857

Simmonds Diet. Trade, "Camp-furniture, articles ofcabinet

work made compact, light, and portable, so as to he easily

folded and transported ; such as camp-stools, camp-bed.
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steads, tables, etc. 1670 Cotton Esperuou \. iv. 152 The
Count de Suze, Bezaudun, *Camp-MareschaI. 1707 Loud.
Gaz. No. 4332/2 The Count Louvignies, a Camp-Marshal
to the Spanish Forces, c 1790 Imison Sch. Art II. 31 To
make *Camp Paper, with which a Person may write or

draw without Pen, Ink, or Pencil. 1831 PEACOCK Crotchet
Cast. 296 Sitting on a *campstool with a portfolio on his

knee. 1873 Black Pr. Thide vi 87 He folded up and
shouldered his camp-stool.

Camp, sb$ dial. [Of uncertain origin and

history* A conical or ridge-shaped heap of po-

tatoes or turnips, in the open air, covered with

straw and earth, for winter storage ; called also a

bury, pie, or pit. Cf. also Clamp.
1790 Marshall Midi. Counties (E. D. S.) Camp, a hoard

of potatoes, turneps, etc. i88x Leicester Gloss. i,E. D. S.)

Camp, 1 bury ', a pit lined with straw in which potatoes

are placed, and then earthed over so as to form a mound.

Hence Camp-cellar, a temporary cellar made of

clay heaped up.

1713 Loml. § Countr. Breiu. 11. (1743) 110 This Salt, which
is of a hot moist Nature, is that with which they make their

Camp-cellars, by mixing it with Clay, to keep their Wine
and other Liquors in.

Camp, sbA Obs. rare-1
, [a. ON", kamp-r

beard, moustache.] pi. Whiskers (of a cat) ; stout

bristly hairs : cf. KEMP sb.

c 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 47 Hee [the Cat] lay so still,

the Myce were not affeird . . Some tirled at the Campes of

his beird.

t Camp, P.* Obs. exc. dial. [OE. campian,

cgmpian, f. camp fight : a parallel formation to

Du. kampen :—WGer. type *kampojan. The other

langs. have forms from WGer. *kampjau, viz.

MDu. hempen, OHG. chamfen, ckemfan, MHG.
kemphen, kempfen, Ger. kdmpfcn ; also Icel. keppa

*kawpja), Sw. kampa, Da. kxmpe, whence north.

Eng. Kemp.]
1. intr. To fight ; to contend in battle. Cf. Kemp.
\,The rare 16th c. instance, may belong to Camp v?)
1000 Guthlac 316 t,Gr.) Sceal oretta a . . gode compian.

[''.a 1400 Morte ArtA. 2634 There es no kynge undire Criste
may kempe with hym one!] 156a Leigh Armorie (1597'
6i Aristotle affirmeth that Rauens will gather together 011

sides, and campe and fight for victorie.

2. To contend in athletic contests ; also trans.,

as in to camp the bar. Obs. or dial.

1774-6 J. Bryant Mythol. (T.) In our island, the exhibi-

tion of those manly sports in vogue among country people
is called camping ; and the enclosures for that purpose,
where they wrestle and contend, are called camping closes.

1856 R. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. vi. viii. 262 Those three
tall fellows, .fonder of sword-play, wrestling, and camping
the bar, than of churchmen or church-going.

b. To strive with others in doing anything, e. g.

drinking. Cf. Kemp v.

I587 J. Melytll Diary (1842) 256 A banquet of wat and
dry confectiones, with all sortes ofwyne wharat his Majestie
camped verie mirrelie a guid whyll.

3. esp. To contend at camp-ball, to play a foot-

ball match. Cf. Camping vbl. sb.1

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 60 Campyn, pedipilo. 1573 Tussek
Husb. 11878) 60 Get campers a ball to campe therewithal!
Ibid. 64 In medow or pasture (to growe the more fine) let

campers be camping in any of thine, a 1684 Sir T. Browne
Tract viii. Wks. 1836 IV. 205 Words .. of common use in

Norfolk, .as. .kamp. 1691 Ray S. % E. C. Wds. <E. D. S.)

Camp, to play at Football. This word .. extends over
Essex, as well as Norfolk and Suffolk. 1880 Standard 29
Dec. 6/2 Another field, called Camping Close, on which the
inhabitants of Haverill, in Essex, used to Camp.
4. intr. To wrangle, scold. Cf. Cample.
1606 Wily Beguiled'in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 251 She'll camp,

I warrant you. Oh she has a tongue ! 164Z [see Camping

5. trans. To kick (a person) like a foot-ball.

1567 Drant Horace' Epist. 11. ii. Hvij, Lest euen younge
folke, seinge you drinke . . Do make of you mere mockinge
stockes and campe you with theire feete.

Camp (kcemp), v.'1 [a. F. campe-r, f. camp
Camp sb.2]

1. intr. To live or remain in a camp ; to form
or pitch one's camp ; to encamp.
1543 Foray Fr. Country in Ckron. Calais t,Camd.i 211

The hole oste departed owte of Callyes . . and campid the
same night without the walles of the towne in the feldes.

IS5* J. Heywood Spider $ F. lxvi. ad fin., At retret of
trompet, they retyred a meyne, Where they before had
campt. 1580 North Plutarch 152 (R.) Fabius camped al-

ways in the strong and high places of the mountains. i6n
Bible Ex. xix. 2 There Israel camped before the mount.
1808 J. Barlow Columb. m. 533 To meet the expected war,
Camps on the confines of an eastern plain. 1850 Blackie
/Eschylus I. 51 He Was camping far at Ilium.

2. To sojourn or remain in a tent, pitch one's

tent ; also famil. to take up one's quarters, lodge.
i6n Bible NaJium Hi. 17 The great grashoppers which

campe in the hedges in the cold day. 1651 C. Cartwright
Cert. Relig. 1. 125 Bring it to the place, where they camped.
1857 Kingslev Two Y. Ago 1. 106 Don't . .ask me to come up
and camp with you. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, vi. 48 The
messenger from Virginia, .camping at night in the snow by
the forest fires. 1883 Gilmour Mongols xxvi. 307 A great,
tall, blustering Mongol, .advised me to camp beside him.

b. To camp out : to lodge in the open in a camp.
1837 H. Martineau Soc. in Amer. (1839) I. 294 Others

besides emigrants camp out in the woods. 1867 Smiles
Huguenots Eng. xi. u88o) t8i They had to camp out at
night in the public squares. 1884 T. E. Dawson Handbk.
Lauada 301 Canadians who cainp-out upon these islands.

3. trans. To establish or place in camp ; to

lodge ; falso to place, put (obs.).

1549 Compi. Scot. 83 The tua gry t battellis of onnumerabil
men of veyr var campit neir to giddir. 1598 Barret Theor.
Warrcs 11. i, 20 In Garrisons it [Ensign] . . is most often

camped upon the wall. 1616 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. iv. viii. 33
Had our great Pallace the Capacity To campe this hoast.

Mod. The troops would be camped along the river side.

II Campagna, campagnia kampan>a). Obs.

[It. campagna open field, champaign, the country,

a campaign :—L. campania : cf. Campania, Cam-
paign, Champaign.]
+ 1. In 17th and 18th c. occasionally used for:

Champaign, level, open country, plain (esp. in

reference to countries where Italian is spoken, but

also in ordinary Eng.\ Obs.
1641 M. Frank Serm. (16721 413 This is a hill of Glory, hard

to climb .. no plain campagnia to it. 1703 Maundreli.
Journ. Jems. 1 1732) 18 We pitch'd in the Campagnia. 1717
Berkeley 'Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 568, 6 miles through
the like flat campagna.

f2. In 17th c. occas. : A (military) Campaign.
165a Evelyn State Frame Misc. Writ. (18051 84 He who

hath not made two or three campagnas (as they use to term
it) by the time that he is 18 years of age. 1663 Pepvs
Diary 11 Dec, He appoints such a day, and summonses all

the country-people as to a campagnia, and, by several com-
panies, gives every one their circuit.

3. Now only as proper name ' the Campagna
(di Roma)' in Italy ; see Campania.
Campagne, obs. form of Campaign.

II Campagnol (ko'inpan^l). [Fr.; f. campagne
country.]

r

I he Short-tailed Field-mouse.
[1768 Pennant Zool. 1. 104 The short-tailed Field Mouse.

Names. . Fr. Le petit Rat de champs, Le campagnol, Itul.

campagtioli.\ 1835 Kikby /lab. lust. Anim. I. ii. 92 The
Campagnol, or short tailed rat of Pennant. 1868 Wood
Homes without ff.xxxL 598 The Short-tailed Field Mouse
otherwise termed Campagnol or Field Vole {Arvicola
arvensis).

Campaign (k&mp^'n). Also 7-8 campagne,

7 -agn, -aine, -aigne. [a. F. campagne country,

open country, champaign, ' the field campaign,

which in the course of the 16th c. took the place

of the earlier champagne in all its senses .except

as the proper name of a French province). It

was introduced into Eng. in the 17th c, and at

first occasionally used in all the senses of the

earlier Champaign, but was at length differentiated,

and restricted to the military sense, for which it is

now the proper term. The forms campagna, -agnia,

-ania were also in 17th c. use (see above).
Littre treats 16th c. Fr. campagne as a substitution of the

northern or Picard dialect form for the Parisian cham-
pagne; but there can be no doubt that it was actually an
adaptation of It. campagna tcommon in the military sense

in 16th c, e.g. Cako Virgil's AKn. xii. 563
1 Turno la cam-

pagna aprendo', Turnus opening the campaign), and may
have been taken into F. first in military phraseology, and
gradually extended to other senses, the advantage of a
form which could not be confounded with the name of the

province Champagne perhaps conducing to the result. For
ultimate etymology see Champaign, Campania.]

f 1. A tract of open country ; a plain ; — Cham-
paign. Obs.
1628 Hobbes Thucyd. (1822) 130 The River Achelous .

.

running through . . most part of the campagne of Acarnania.

1647 Clarendon Hist.Reb. II. vi. 34 There was between
the Hill and the Town a fair Campaigne. a 1718 Garth (].)

Where Tiber, .fattens, as he runs, the fair campaign. 1765
Sterne Tr. Shandy (1802) VII. v. 12 The outworks stretch

a great way into the campaign.

f2. Operf country as opposed to hills, woods, etc.;

country as opposed to town ;
= Champaign.

a 1667 Cowley Dang, in Much Company Wks. 1710 II.

762 To be sure not to venture his Person any longer in the

open Campaign, to retreat and entrench himself. 1684
Scanderbeg Rediv. it 9 For that the Countrey is there

Composed of vast Campagn and level woods. 1699 Main-
drell in fourti. Jcrus. (i72i)Tijb, We hunt in the most
delightful Campaign. 1706 Collier Rejl. Ridic. 194 They
that see you in the Campaign in the Summer.

3. Mil. The continuance and operations of an

army 1
in the field ' for a season or other definite

portion of time, or while engaged in one continuous

series ofmilitary operations constituting the whole,

or a distinct part, of a war. (In Ger. Feldzug.)
The name arose in the earlier conditions of warfare, ac-

cording to which an army remained in quarters lin towns,
garrisons, fortresses, or camps) during the winter, and on
the approach of summer issued forth into the open country
(nella campagna, dans la campagne) or ' took the field ',

until the close of the season again suspended active opera-

tions. Hence the name properly signifying the ' being in

the field ', was also applied, now to the season or time during
which the army kept the field, and now to the series of
operations performed during this time. In the changed
conditions of modern warfare, the season of the year is of
much less importance, and a campaign has now no direct

reference to time or season, but to an expedition or con-

tinuous series of operations bearing upon a distinct object,

the accomplishment or abandonment of which marks its

end, whether in the course of a week or two, or after one or

more years. The history of the sense is seen in early

Dictionaries ; e. g.

1656 Blount Glossogr. s.v., A word much used among
Souldiers. by whom the next Campaine is usually taken for

! the next Summers Expedition of an Army, or its taking the

I field. i7« Bailey, Campain, [in Military Affairs] tha

1 space of time every Year, an Army continues in the Field,

during a War. 1730-6 — A summer's war. 1755 Johnson,

I

Campaign, the time for which any army keeps the field,

without entering into quarters.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. I. 1. 49 After he had made two
or three Campaigns . . he came in the leisure of the Winter
to visit his Friends in England. 1667 Pepvs Diary 28 June,
Several commanders that had not money to set them out

to the present campagne. 1693 Mem. Ct. Teckely I. 37
And prepared themselves to open the Campagn in good

;

time. 1708 Swift Predict, for 1708 Wks. 1755 II. 1. 153 It

will be a glorious campaign for the allies. 1790 Beatson
Nav. <y Mil. Mem. II. 218 The want of success in the last

campaign. 1847 Emerson Repres. Men, Napoleon Wk>.
iBohn) I. 375 In the Russian campaign he .. said ' I have
two hundred millions in my coffers, and I would give them
all for Ncy '.

4. trans/, fa. A naval expedition ; a voyage or

j

cruise. Obs. (So F. campagne, It. campagna.
1708 ). Bion Suffer. Prot. in Arb. Garner VI. 404 Being

several Campaigns, Chaplain aboard one of the Galleys.

b. An expedition or excursion into the country ;

a summer's trip or sojourn.

1748 II. WALPOLE Corr. I. 123 A campaign at Twickenham
furnishes as little matter for a letter as an abortive one in

Flanders. 1749 Mrs. E. Montagu Lett. III. 82 The
waters are good . . the place agreeable, and you cannot

make a better summer's campaign. 1789 Wolcott (P.

Pindar) SubJ. for Painters 59 A man in rather an exalted

station.. Made frequent curiosity campaigns ; Sometime*
caught grass-hoppers.

c. Ironworks. The period during which a furnace

is in continuous operation.

1871 Trans. Amer. Inst. Mining Eng. I. 98 By their cor-

rosive action on the lining . . they shorten a campaign or

run to a few days. 1881 in Raymond Mining Gloss.

5. fig. Applied to any course of action analogous

to a military campaign, either in having a distinct

period of activity, or in being of the nature of a

struggle, or of an organized attempt aiming at a

definite result.

1770 Junius Lett, xxxix. 201 They . . rest from the .
. la-

bours of the campaign. 1773 Macklin Man of World
1 '793 1 36 Their amorous equipage for the nuptial campaign.

1868 Dickens Lett. u88o) II. 388, I am now preparing fur

a final reading campaign. 1887 Pall Mall Budg. 31 Mar. 3

A campaign is being carried on in Paris . . against the in-

terlopers who sell tickets at the doors of the theatres.

b. esp. in Politics, An organized course of action

designed to arouse public opinion throughout the

country for or against some political object, or to

influence the voting at an election of members ol

the legislature, c. The Plan of Campaign in

Ireland, entered upon in the winter of 1886-7, a

method of conducting operations against landlords

who refused to lower rents, according to which the

tenants in a body were to pay what they considered

the fair rent into the hands of a political leader,

charged to retain it until the landlord should

accept the sum offered, less any amount subse-

quently expended in maintaining the struggle.

1880 Wi:bsteh Supp., Campaign, <U. S. Politics) the sea-

son of excitement and effort preceding an election ; canvass.

1884 Boston iMass.) Jml. 20 Sept., The attempt of the Re-

publicans to introduce the tariff as one of the issues of the

campaign. 1886 United Ireland 20 Nov. 272/2 The ' Plan

of Campaign' as laid down in United Ireland of October

23rd. xWfo Pall Mall G. 24 Nov. 2/1 The plan of campaign
is. .the proposal that whenever a landlord refuses to settle

at the abatement proposed by his tenants, .the reduced rent

of all the tenantry is to be banked with an unknown in-

dividual, who is to act as paymaster and dole out weekly
allowances to such of the tenants as are evicted by the land-

lord for non-payment of rent. Mod. The electoral cam-
paign has now begun in earnest.

f 6. Short for campaign-coat, -lace : see 7 b. Obs.

1690 Muudus Muliebris, Campaine, a narrow kind of

lace. 1693 Tryon Good Housezv. i. 7 A Flannel Shirt, and
a Wastcoat, Doublet, Coat, and Campaign, a Gown over

all lin'd.

7. attrib. and in Comb. ; a. Of the nature of open

country ;
belonging to the open country.

1628 Hob'bes Thucyd. (1822) 129 The campagne country

beyond Strymon. 1634 Holland Pliny II. 84 The Cam-
paign Rose bloweth earlyand is very forward. 1768 G.White
Selborne xv. 43 The stone curlew . . abounds in aU the cam-

paign parts of Hampshire and Sussex. 1882 Elwes tr.

Capello <$ Ivens II. iv. 77 We plunged into the vast cam-

paign country to the north.

b. Of, belonging to, or used on a military cam-

paign : as campaign-coat, -lace, -oven, -shoes, -zvig.

(Some of these were perhaps merely catch names

referring to the famous campaigns of Marlborough.,1

1677 Loud. Gaz. No. 1180/4 Wearing a brown serge Sute,
' and a brownish *Campaine Coat. 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant.

i Creiv, Campaign-coat, originally only such as Soldiers

wore, but afterwards a Mode in Cities. iyz$Nerzv Cant.

I
Diet, Campaign-coat, in a Canting Sense, the ragged,

tatter'd . . Coat, worn by Beggars and Gypsies, in order to

move Compassion. 1682 Lond. Gaz. No. 1769/4 A green

Mohair Silk Petticoat, with a *Campain Gold and Silver

Lace. 1708 Kersey, *Campaign-Oven, a portable Oven.,
us'd by Confectioners. 1730-6 Bailey, Campaign tn-en, a

!
portable oven made of copper, of a convenient length, and
about three or four inches high, being raised on feet, so that

j
fire may be kindled underneath, and on the cover or lid of

it are ledges to hold fire also. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2840/4
A Highway Robber . . with a *Campagne Perriwig. 1691

j

Satyr agst. French 7 Our stockings must be MiTl'd, our
I Shooes ^Campaign. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. xviii. § 118

1 A *Campaign Wig, hath Knots or Bobs (.or a Dildo 011 each
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side) wkh a Curled Forehead, a Travelling Wig. 1846-60
Fairholt Coilume, Gloss., A wig called a 'campaign-wig'
was introduced from France about 171a. It was plain, and
close-fitting-

Campaign (koemp^i'n), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. '1 o serve in, or go on, a campaign. Also
fig. and trans/.

1701 [see Campaigning). 1766 G. Canning Anti-Lucretius
. 401 Without an host what General could campaign '! 1801

Sir R. Musgrave Hist. Irish Reb. p. vi. (T.) The officers,
who campaigned in the late rebellion. 187s Jowett Plato
ed. 31 III. 280 He.. feeds his heroes, when they are cam-
paigning, on soldiers fare. 1885 Pall Mall G. 20 Feb. a/a
You will campaign in the Soudan.
2. trans, (nonce-use.)
1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. 11778) I. 114 An old soldier ..

campaign'd and worn out to death in the service-

Campaigner (ka&mp^i-nai . [f. Campaign v.
or sb.) + -ek.] One who serves in a campaign

;

esp. one who has served in many campaigns, a
veteran ; also fig.
1771 Smollett Humph. CI , Both horse and rider were

old campaigners, and stood without moving a muscle. 1815
Scott Guy M. xi, I am an old campaigner, and perfectly
used to it. 1858 Longf. Emperor's Birds-n. vi, Forth
the great campaigner came Slowly from his canvas palace.

Campai gning, vbl. sb. The action of the
verb CAMPAIGN. Also attrib.

1701 Collier tr. M. Anton., Med. 186 This Campaining,
lempestuous Life you are engaged in. 1789 Wolcott

' P- Pindar 1 Expost. Odes viii. 23 When Judges a campaign-
ing go. 1859 G. Wilson E. Forbes iv. 1 18 Old soldiers who
were past campaigning. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. I. v. 45
Preparing sledges for our campaigning- on the ice. 187*
Black Adv. Phaeton xxii. 314 His foraging adventures in
campaigning time.

Campaignlet. A diminutive campaign.
1885 Sat. Rcr. 18 July 67/1 The campaign or canipaignlet

of 1S85 cannot be considered a triumph.
Campain e, obs. f. Campaign, Campane.
+ Campal, a. Obs. [a. Sp. campal cf. Miu-

sheu 1599 ' Campal, belonging to a champaine
countrey, as Batdlla campal, a champaine warre'
= F. campal, It. campale in med.L. campdl-is, f.

camp-us Camp sb.- V. ; see -al.] Pertaining to
the open country or 'the field'.

1598 Barret Theor. Warm in. ii. 82 If it shold come to
campall fight. lbid. lv. i. 116 Slaine. .in a campall battell.

Ibid. v. iii. 152 Sufficient with a campall fortification. 1611
Cotgk., Campal, campall ; of. .a campc or field.

Campari : see Campa.ny.

Campana kampa na . [late L., It., and Sp.
campana a bell.

Isidore says, xvl. xxv. 6, Campana a regione Italia: nomen
accepit. ubi primum ejus usus rcpertus est. This refers to
the ancient statement that belts were either invented or
first used in churches at Nola in Campania. 1

]

1. A church bell.

1706 in Phillips ; and in mod. Diets.

2. Used by Drayton as the name of some bell-

shaped flower
; according to various Dictionaries,

The pasque flower Anemone Pulsatilla).
1613 Drayton Poly-olb. xm, For the laboring wretch that's

troubled with a cough, Or stopping of the breath . . Cam-
pana heere he crops, approoued wondrous good.
3. Arch. (See quots.)
1813 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 582 Campana, the body

of the Corinthian capital. Campana, or Campanula, or
Gutta, the drops, .of the Doric architrave.

Campanal (ka-mpanal), a. rare- 1
, [f. late

L. campana bell + -al.J

tl. Bell-shaped. Obs.
1571 Digges Pantom.digii 177 Conicall or CampanalL
2. Campanal Alliance : in Bot. Lindley's name for

his alliance of natural orders, of which the Cam-
panulacem or Hell-flowers were the type.

Campanalian : see Camfanilian.
Campanarian, a. rare- 1

, [f. late L. cam-
pdndri-us bell-founder, bell-inaker + -an.] Of or
pertaining to bell-founding or to bells.

1869 J. Raven Ch. Bells Cambr. (188H 61 Campanarian '

luxuries in obiils were but sparingly indulged in al Cam- I

bridge.

Campane kamp^'-n). In 7 campain. [a.

F. campane :—L. campana bell.]

1. Her. A bell. Cf. Campany. Hence Cam-
paned ppl. a., furnished or adorned with bells.
1688 in R. Holme Armory HZ. 461/2 He bcarcth Argent, a

Pell, or a Campain. .by the name of Campane.
t2. A bell-shaped vessel forming the head or

upper part of an alembic. Obs.
[1641 French Distill, ii. (1651) 52 Put to the Water as

much of the Spirit of Sulphur Per Campamim, as will give
it a pleasant acidity.) 1662 J. Chandler Van Hetmont's
( >riat. ico By a Campane or glassen Bell. 1670 W. Simpson
llydrol. Ess. 100 Sulphur burning under a Glass Campane
ifor the making its Oyl).

t Ca mpanel. Obs. rare. [ad. F. campanelle
or It. campanella, dim. of campana bell.]

1. A small bell.

•653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xvii. Tingling Tantans and
ringing Campanels, to hang about his mares neck.
2. A sort of bit.

l6«i Cotgk., Campanel, campanell, or Bell. fashioned rowle
in the mouth of a bitt. 1617 Markiiam Cmvmt 11. 58 If he
.

.
wryth his nether chappe, you shall then take that bytt

which we call the Cainpam II. 1688 K. Holmi: Armoury ,

54

j
111. vii. §44 There are several sorts of Bits, as. .The Bastonet
Bit, The Campanell or Bell Bit. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust,
et I'rb. s. v., The Campanell, or the Curb and Hook, being
the Chain and Hook under the Horse Chops.

liCampanero kampane-ro i. [a.Sp. campanero
bell-man, f. campana bell.] The Bell -bird of
South America.
1825 Waterton Wanderings 11. (1887) 157 No sound .

.

from any of the winged inhabitants of the forest . . causes
such astonishment as the toll of the campanero. i860' .

- -

Rom. Nat. Hist. 21 The campanero or bell-bird of the
Amazon . . much like a snow-white pigeon, with a sort of
soft fleshy horn on its forehead, three inches high.

t Campa nia. Obs. [In form, a. L. campania
'plain level country', spec, as the name of the
rich and level province of Italy, lying south-east
of the Tiber afterwards particularly distinguished
as Campagna ili Roma) ; in later Lat. applied to
many similar tracts, and as a common appellative ;

i. campus field. Hence (through Fr. , Cham-
paign, Campaign. But perh.. in Eng. use, really

the Italian word (also adopted as Campagna,
campagnia

,
spelt as Latin, or phonetically.]

1. ' A large open level tract of ground without
hills' lj.); plain; - Champaign.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. I. v. 556 A clear view, upon

an open Campania. 1663 Charleton Chorea Gigemt. 42 In
fields and spacious campanias. a 1698 Tlmpll (J.) In
vast campanias, there are few cities.

2. In campania : in the flat open country where
the operations of regular warfare are conducted

;

in open battle, ' in the field', ' in campaign' (in its

original sense). Cf. Campaign and Champaign.
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. f, Comuno. (1603193 The Hun-

garians presuming . . upon their valour in campania, have
ever neglected to fortifie their frontiers. Ibid. 179 As they
[cavalry] are of great consequence in campania, so amongst
hils and rockes they are of small service.

3. Operations of an army in the field during a
season ; «= Campaign sb. 3.

1679 Faerard Prot. Primes Europe 8 Since the last Cam-
pania, the three . . have entred into the entanglement of a
War. 41698 Temple (J, s.v. Attribute , I have observed a
Campania determine contrary to appearances, by the cau-
tion and conduct of a general.

Campaniform ^kamparniffjjm), a. Bot. [f.

late L. campana : see -Furm.] Hell-shaped.
1757 Pultney in Phil. Trans. L. 65 Campaniform or bell-

shaped flowers. 1759 Miller Gard. Diet. (ed. 7). 18*3 in

Ckabb Techn. Diet.

II Campanile. [It. ; f. campana bell. The
plural is in It. in -/, in Eng. usually in -es. Most
frequently pronounced as Italian (kampan/" l<r),

often as French (kampanrl), but also anglicized as

^kae'mpanil, -ail),]

A bell-tower
;
esp. applied to the lofty detached

bell-towers of Italy ; a steeple generally.
1640 Somner Antiq. Cauterb. 160 Neere unto their Cam-

panile or Steeple. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxnn. I./303 The Cam.
panileorTowerat Darleston. 1761-71 H.Walpole Vertue's
A need. Paint. 1 1786' III 167 The great Campanile at Christ-
church Oxford. 1855 Tennyson Daisy 13 Slender cam-
panili grew By bays the peacock's neck in hue. 1868 Free-
man Xorm. Cong. 11876 11. ix. 400 The rude art of English
masons strove to reproduce the campaniles of Northern
Italy. attrib. 1841 S. Lewis Topogr.Di, t. Eng. I. 583 On
the north side of the north aisle . . is a detached campanile
tower. 1865 Morning Star 4 Apr., The shaft is a splendid
structure ofthe campanile order.

t Campani'lian, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. prec. +

-ian.] Pertaining to a bell-tower, or peal of liells.

1693 Urquhart Rabelais ill. xxviii, This Canipanilian
Oracle frettelh me to the Guts.

Campani'liform, a. [f. Campanilk + -f<'Iim.]

Shaped like a bell-tower or steeple. (In various

Diets, explained as ' shaped like a small bell '.^

1846 Worcester cites Harris.
Campaniloger, incorrect f. Campanologer.
Campanist ka"mpanist\ [ad. med.L. cam-

panista bellman, f. camptina.~\ One versed in the

subject of bells.

187a J. Ti Fowler in N. ttQ. Ser. iv. IX. 531 Campanists
all, Looke, Brothers, Looke ! Loe ! here's a passing goodlie
Booke ! 1881 J. P. Briscoe Old Sottingkamsh. 110 It has
been figured by most campanists.

Hence Campanl-stic a.

1883 Trans. Cumbtd. Antiq. AW. VIII. 153 Our campanislic
major, Jeremy Tolhurst.

Campanology (kxmpan^'lod.^i . [ad. mod.L.
campanologia, f. late L. campana bell : sec -log v.]

The subject of bells ; detailed examination of the
principles of bell-founding, bell-ringing, etc
[1677 F. S[ted.man] (fx'//*) Campanologia. 1753 Ch.kmbers

Cyel. Supp., Campanologia, the art or science of ringing
bells.] 1847 Craig, Campanology, the art of ringing bells.

1857 Lukis Ace. Ch. Bells 1 In investigating the subject of
campanology, the belfry first presents itself. 187a FClla-

combe Bells of Ch. ii. 30 Writing a treatise on Campanology.
Hence Campano loger ; Campanological a.,

-ly adv. ; Campano-logist.
1800 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 11/1 In the records of the Cam.

paniloger's art. 1857 Lukis Ace. Ch. Bells p. vi, Cam-
panologist, campanological. 188a Athenaum No. 2859. 205
Musical and campanological performances. 1884 Ibid. 18

Oct. 501/2 The. .county of Surrey turned out. .to be one of
the poorest, campanologically speaking, which has come
under review. i8aa J. Tate in Parr's Whs. 1 1828) \ 1 1. 250

CAMPEMENT.
A learned Grecian . . a campanologist. 1868 Guardian 455/1
The Revd. H. T. Lllacombe, a well known campanologist.

Campanula kampseni/aa). Bot. [mod.L.
campanula, dim. of campana bell.] A bell-

flower ; a large genus of herbaceous plants, giving
its name to the N.O. Campanulacess. The flowers

are bell-shaped, and usually blue or white. The
best-known species are C. rotundijolia ( Bluebell
of Scotland), and C. Medium (Canterbury Bells).
1664 Evelyn A'al. Hort. (1729) 205 Antirrhinum, Asphodel,

Campanula. 1738 9 Mrs. Dklany Life Ii Corr. 11861) II.

40 My lady Sutherland will be very glad of your campanula
and vetch seed. 1806 Bow les Banwell Hill 1. 184 Along
this solitary ridge. Where smiles, but rare, the blue cam-
panula. 1846 Rlskin Mod. Paint. I. a. 1. vii. % 22 The
interwoven bells ofcampanula and heather. 1849 Kingsley
iV. Devon Misc. II. 262 The little ivy-leaved campanula.

Campannla'ceons, a. Bot. [f. prec. +
-ACEous.] Belonging to the N.O. Campanulaces.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 187 More properly a Cam-

panulaceous than a Looeliaceous plant.

Campanular (kxmparni/HaV, a. [f. as prec.

+ -ab.] Bell-shaped
;
having a bell-shaped pedicle.

1817 Bingley Anim. Biog. III. 270 The campanular wasp.
1868 Wood Homes without H. xiv. 259 Another species of
. .Tree Wasp is the Campanular Wasp ( Vespa sylvestrisK

Campannlaria (kampa'niKle»na\ Zool.

[mod.L. ; f. Campanula : see -aria.] A genus
of hydroid Zoophytes having the polype-cells

bell-shaped and supported on long footstalks.

1855 Kingsley Glaucus (18781 App. 234. 1883 Harper's
Mag. Dec. 107/i Graceful sulked, vases of the campanu-
laria appear as if by magic
Campannlate kampa-nirfliV, a. [ad. mod.

L. campdnuldtus, f. campanula; see -ate- 2.]

Bell-shaped. (Used chiefly in Botany & Zoology.)
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 96 A flower of one intire leaf,

whether Campanulate ; such whose flowers have some re.

semblance to the figure of a Bell. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's
Bot. xvi. 185 Rather a funnel-shaped than a campanulate
corolla. i8a8 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxv. 710 The
pedicle is campanulate in many VespicLe. 184a Dana Zooph.
686 Calicles tubular or campanulate.

Campa nulated, a. [f. prec. + -ed.] = prec.

1757 Pultney in Phil. Trans. L. 60 The flowers . . are
large, of a campanulated figure. 1856-8 W. Clark I '<i

'.

der Hoeven's Zool. I. 76 Cells campanulated, pedunculate.

Campa nulous, a. [f. mod.L. campanula +
-ots.] Bell-shaped, campanulate.
1787-51 in Chambers Cyel. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 39 The

calyx is undivided, campanulous.

t Ca-mpany. Obs. rare~ x
. (See quot.)

1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 461/2 A Bell . . is termed a
Canipan, or Campany from the French word, Campaine.

t Camparnole. Obs. rare- 1
. Alsocompur-.

campre-, camper-, [app. a corrupt form of a dim.

of campana, such as *campanola, .uola."\ See quot.)

1387 TttBvisAHigden Rolls Ser. IV.65 A compurnole [r. r.

campurnole, camprcnol, campernole ; anon, trattst. a gyr-

delle of golde ; L. bitllain auream] of golde for his sone.

1398 — Earth. De P. R. xix. cxliv. (1495) 946 Tinlinabului
is a belle other a Camparnole.

Camp-ball : see Camp sb^ i.

Campbellite (ka-mbelait). A follower of

Alexander Campbell, a religious teacher of Vir-

ginia.

1881 -V. K Nation XXXII. 401 We are quite sure these

are the doctrines ofthe Campbellites. 1881 W. M. Thayeh
Log.Cab. to White Ho. ii, Anram Garfield . . united with a
comparatively new sect, called Disciples, though Camp-
bellites was a name by which they were sometimes known,
in honour of the founder of the sect, Alexander Campbell.

Camp ceiling. Arch. [? from its shape re-

sembling the root of a camp tent.] ' A ceiling

formed by an inclination of the wall on each side

towards the plane surface in the middle, so as to

form something like a coved ceiling. Most fre-

quently used in garrets' < Crabb Techn. Diet. 1823).

Campeachy wood. Also 7 Campecha,
Compeche, 7-9 Campeche, 8 Campechy, -chie,

-chio. [From Campeachy on the west coast of

Yucatan, in Central America, whence it was ori-

ginally exported.] The red dye-wood yielded by

lisematoxylon Campechianum, better known as

Logwood. So Campeachy tree.

165a Wadsworth Chocolate 15 Three Cods of the Log-
wood or Campeche tree. 1686 Loud. Gas. No. 2186/1 Four
Thousand Quintals of Compeche Wood. 17*5 Sloane Ja-
maica II. 184 Campeche wood good to dye withal. 1836

Macgillivray tr. Humlvldt's Trav. xxiv. 370 Campeachy
wood abounds in several districts. 1866 Treas. Bot.

t Campeohena, Campechiana, Campu-
china, obs. by-forms of the prec.

1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3895/3 Goods out of the Mary, Man
ofWar from Vigo, consisting of Sugars. .Campuchina. Ibid.

No. 3912/3 Tobacco, Campechena. 1780 Stow's Sun: (ed.

Strype 17541 II. v. xvii. 362/3 Cocheneal. Campechiana, etc.

II Campea r, v. Obs. [Sp. compear to pilch a

field
;
campear MM vandero ' to flourish an ensign

'

Minsheu\ f. campo field.] See quot.)

1598 Bakret Theor. Warres 11. i. 2i_Toaduance the En-

signe, and not to campear it, or pitch it on the ground.

II Campement (kanp^man). [Fr.; f. camper io

Camp.] A detachment whose duty is to mark out

the ground for a camp in advance of the army.
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1821 V. Blacker Mahratta War i. ix. tyij The campe*

ment was always attended by a russalah [division ofnative

cavalry] of Mysore horse on the line of march. Ibid, 146

The campement was ordered to attach itself to the brigadier-

general, instead of proceeding in advance.

t Camper 1
. Obs. ox dial, [f. Camp^. 1 +-er1.]

1. A player at camp-ball ; a foot-ball player.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 60 Campar or pleyar at foott balle.

1573 Thsser Hush. (18781 60 Get campers a ball, to campe
therewithall. Ibid. 64 In medow or pasture (to growe the

more fine) let campers be camping in any of thine.

2. ? A contentious person ; a wrangler. Cf.

Camp vA 4.

1730 Oldmixon Hist. Ho. Stuart 281 Women of quality

are wont to be campers.

Camper 2 (karmpai). [f. Camp sb*, v? + -er.]
|

1 1. One who belongs to a camp, or to the camp
(cf. Camp sb.% 3); a soldier, military man; a

camp-follower. Obs.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creat. xi. § i. 99 They pro-

mise, .more than Saul to his Courtiers and Campers. 1691 :

New Disc. Old Intrmgue xvi. 8 The running Campers.

2. One who goes into camp, or encamps ; one

who lives or lodges in a camp or tent. Camper
out : one who lodges in a camp or tent in the open.

1856 Kane A ret. ExpL 1 1 . ix. 92 As ingeniously . . crowded

together as the campers-out in a buffalo-bag. 1869 Daily

Tel. 5 July, The new campers this year are the 7th Surrey,

the 19th Surrey, and the London Irish. 1883 American
VI 1. 169A true and circumstantial delineation of the camper's

life in the Maine forests.

3. One who takes part in a camp-meeting.

1883 Chicago Advance 16 Aug., At the Sabbath services

none but the regular campers were in attendance.

f Ca'mpernoyle. Obs. [A corrupt form of the

word appearing in med.L. as campinolius. It. cam-

pig>iuolo,OF .campigncul (cf. mod. F. campagnoule)
;

a deriv. of campus field : see Champignon.] A
champignon, mushroom, or toadstool.

1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters C j bj Camper-
noyles that some men callyth tode stoles.

Campeson, var. of Gambison, Obs., a stuffed

doublet worn beneath the armour.
c 1325 Coer de L. 376 For plate, ne for acketton, For

hauberk, ne for campeson.

Campestral (kaempe'stral), a. rare. [f. L.

campester, campestris pertaining to a level field

(f. campus plain, field) +-AL. (Cf. for the form

L. campeslr-dties.y\ Pertaining to fields or open

country ;
growing or living in the fields.

a 1750 Mortimer (J.) The campestral or wild beech, is

blacker and more durable. i88oHowells Undisc. Cotoitry

xiii. 188 The sylvan and campestral flowers.

t Campe'Strial, a. Obs. [See prec. and cf.

tcrrestri-al, equestri-an. Both forms have analo-

gies in Latin.] = Campestral.
i6o6Birnie Kirk-BuriallDwX., Inall campestrial prowes

and pas-tyming exploits. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 170

A wilde Campestrial Weasil. 1678 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 137

The Campestrial or wild [Beech].

• Camp-fight. Obs, [A 17th c. rendering of

AFr. chaump bataile (see Champ sb. 1), or of

med.L. pugna campi (in a charter of 1122, in Du
Cange), in which campus has the ordinary me-
diaeval sense of the place enclosed for two cham-

pions to fight in single combat (' in campo decer-

tare'), or of the duel or combat itself, ' singulare

certamen quod rustice dicimus campum, 1 pugna

duorum, quod nostri campum vocant*, * pugna

campi, id est, duelli' (Du Cange, s.v.). Cf. Acre-

Fight.] * In law writers [from 1 7th c] the trial of

a cause by duel, or a legal combat of two cham-

pions in the field, for decision of some controversy'.

Chambers Cycl. Supp.
1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. iii, If it were a crime deserv-

ing death then was the Camp fight for lyf and death. 1627

Hakewill Apologie (1630) 318 For their tryall by Camp-
fight, the Accuser was with the perill of his owne body, to

prove the accused guilty. 1644 Coke Instit. 111. 221. a 1698

Temple Hist. Eng. 572 The Trials Ordeal, and of Camp-fight

.

Ca :mp-fO'llower. A man or woman who
follows or hangs on to a camp or army, without

being in military service,

1810 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Disp. V. 464 The proceed-

ings of the General Court Martial, on the trial of Edward
Poole, camp follower. 1850 W. Irving Mahomet II. 265

Here he and several thousand of his soldiers and camp-
followers were cut to pieces. 1876 Daily News 3 Nov. 5/4
Those unfortunates who are known under the euphemistic

appellation of ' camp followers'.

Campheer, obs. form of Camphor.

Camph-, abbreviation of Camphor, taken as

a stem on which to form names of related chemical

substances, as Ca'mpkene, a terpene contained in

camphor oil from Laurus camphora ; a crystalline

colourless mass ; generic name for the hydrocar-

bons isomeric or polymeric with oil of turpentine

(C 10H,a); = Tekebene. Ca*mpherene,a camphene
of the second order (see quot.). Ca'mpliileiie,
' Deville's name for the camphene obtained by
treating hydrochlorate of turpentine oil with lime

;

also any camphene of the third order* (Watts).

Ca'mphine (-am), the commercial name of an

illuminating oil procured by distillation from com-
mon turpentine ; also aitrib. Camphoffen, ac-

cording to Watts — Cymene, Ci0H 14 ; but appa-

rently also loosely used for camphene and camphine.

Ca'mphol, f applied by Gerhardt to common
camphor ; but by Berthelot to C 10 H, 3O, regarded

as the alcohol of a series of which Borneol is

one variety, and common camphor the aldehyde.

CamphoTic acid, C 10 Hu 02. Camphyl, the

radical of Camphol, C 10H I7 ; whence Camphylic a.

1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 152/6 Camphor .. is now
found to be an oxide of *camphene. 1873 Watts Fcnvnes'

Chem, 779 A crystallised hydrocarbon, called camphene.
1863-79 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 724 A camphene often yields

several isomeric modifications by treatment with different

acids, or by repeated treatment with the same acid. The
new camphenes thus produced are called camphenes of the
second order, or sometimes 'camphcrenes. Another class,

called camphenes ofthe third order, or sometimes ^camfihi-

lenes, are obtained by the action of lime or baryta at high
temperatures on the hydrochlorates of other camphenes.
1842 Mcch. Mag. XXXVII. 380 Lamp for burning oil and
'Camphine. 1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies xxxvi. (1875) 275
This camphine is always too dull or too bright. 1850 Rings-
ley A It. Locke iii. (1876) 37 Ye comfortable folks who. .grow
wise in an easy chair with, .a camphine lamp, c i86sLethedy
in Cite, Sc. I. 106/r Oil of turpentine, or camphine. 1863-79
Watts Diet. Chem. 1. 726 "Camphogen, Dumas' name for the

hydrocarbon C'°

H

I+
, obtained from camphor by the action

of phosphoric anhydride ; it is identical with cymene. Ibid.

The several bodies to which the name camphol has been
applied, are isomeric but not identical, being especially dis-

tinguished by their different rotatory power. 1876 Harley
Mat. Med. 703 A solid crystalline camphor, called borneol

or camphol. Ibid. *Camphylic alcohol, of which common or

laurel camphor is the aldehyd. 1876 tr. Schutzenberger's
Ferment. 30 The presence of *camphyl alcohol.

Camphor (ksrmfoi,-6.i). Forms: (4eaumfre
,

5-9 camphire, (6 canipher, carafory, -ie, cam-
fery, camphora, camfora, canfora), 6-7 cam-
phyre, (champhire, 7 camphory, campheer,
-phir, -fer, -fire, canfir, 8 champhor), 7- cam-
phor, [a. F. cam/re, camp/ire — med. L., Pr.,

and Pg. camphora, It. canfora, Sp. and Pg.

alcanfor, med. Gr. m<povpa (' Camphora, quam
Aetius caphura nominavit' Herm. Barbaro, 15th c.

commentator on Dioscorides, Devic), a. Arab.

hafur, in Old Pers. kdpur, Prakrit kappfi-

ram, Skr. karpuram ; in Hindi kappur, kapftr,

kdpur, Malay kdpur. The European forms are

immediately from Arabic, with an for long a.

Various forms of the word occur in 16th c. Eng.,

but the typical form down to c 1 800 was camphire ;

the mod. camphor is conformed to the Latin.]

1. A whitish translucent crystalline volatile sub-

stance, belonging chemically to the vegetable oils,

and having a bitter aromatic taste and a strong

characteristic smell : it is used in pharmacy, and

was formerly in repute as an antaphrodisiac.

Common camphor (CiaH^O) is prepared by distillation

and sublimation from Ca/nphora officinarum ILaurus Cam-
phora), a tree indigenous to Java, Sumatra, Japan, etc., and
from other lauraceous trees. Many essential oils, as those of

feverfew, lavender, etc.
,
deposit varieties ofcamphor differing

only in their action on polarized light. Borneo camphor or

Borneol (Go HiS O) is yielded by Dryobalanops Camphora,
N. O. Diptcracex, a tree growing in Sumatra and Borneo

;

it is less volatile than common camphor, and has a mingled
camphoraceous and peppery smell. Ngai Camphor, of the

same chemical composition as Borneol, is produced in China
and Burmah by the distillation of Blumea balsamifera.

1313 in Wardrobe Ace. 7 Edw. II, 20 Caumfre iSd. 1530
Palsgr. 202/2 Camforie or gumme, camfre. 1553 Eden
Treat. Nezv hid. (Arb.) 22 Great plentie of Camphora called

camphyre, whiche they affirme to be the gumme of a cer-

tayn tree. 1585 Lloyd Treas. Health I. ii, Gume ofArabiclce,

Dragance, Camfery. 1398 Gilpin Skial. (1878) 35 Tearmes
of quick Camphire, & Salt-peeter phrases. 1599 Hakluyt
Voy. II. 1. 242 Canfora being compound commeth all from
China, and all that which groweth in canes commeth from

Borneo. 1605T1MME Quersit. in. 177 Camphor. 1626 Bacon
Sylva §30 Brimstone, Pitch, Champhire, Wildfire make
no such fiery wind, as Gunpowder doth. 1629 Capt. Smith
Trav. Adv. v. 8 Campheer, and powder of Brimstone.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. m. xiv. 15 Intemperance ..

makes a fair estate evaporate like Camphire, turning it into

nothing. i6$y\V.CoLKSAdam in Eden ccbcxxlv, InEnglish
camphire, camfi re, camphor, andcamfer. 1661 Boyle Spring
ofAir 11. i. {1682) 21 Camphire of which a little will fill a
room with its odour. 1680 Morden Geog. Red. (1685I 323
The Canfir of Borneo. 1681 Dryden Sp. Fryar L Wks.
1725 V. 149 Prescribe her an Ounce of Camphire every

Morning, .to abate Incontinency. 1764 Churchill Candi-

date Poems (1769) II. 35 Her loins by the chaste matron
Camphire bound. 1781-7 Bp. Watson Cliem. Ess. (1789) V.

273 Camphor. i8i4Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem.146 Camphor
is used to preserve the collections of Naturalists. 1875 Dar-
win Insectiv. PI. ix. 209 Camphor is the onlyknown stimu-

lant for plants.

f2. A tree or plant which yields camphor; esp.

Camphora officinarum and D)yobalanops Cam-
phora ; see prec. sense. Obs.

The shrub called 'camphire' in the 161 1 version of tho

Bible is now identified with the Latvsonia inermis or henna-

plant, N.O. Lythracex.
1570 Levins Manip. 72 Campher, herb, camphora. 1590

Spenser F. Q. iii. ii. 49 Rew, and Savine, and the flowre Of
Camphora. i6xx Bible Song ofSol. i. 14 My beloued is vnto

me, as a cluster of Camphire [1885 R. V. henna-flowers].

1633 H. Cogan Pinto's Trav. xxxix. (1663) 156 A Tent
pitched upon 12 Ballisters of the wood of Camphire. 1684
Bunyan Pilgr. 11. 194 Here also grew Camphire, with
Spicknard, and Saflron.

3. attrib. and in Comb., as camphor ball, Julep,

oil, pill, posset, tree (see 2).

1592 Greene I'pst. Courtier 11871) 38 Being curiously
washed with no worse than a

1 Camphor ball. 1611 Beaum.
& Fl. Philast. 11. 26 Such *Camphire constitutions as this.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI . 204 In that part cf the stem [of Dryo-
balanops Camphora] which should be occupied by the pith
it [Borneo camphor] is found along with *camphor-oil. 1671
Mrs. Behn Amorous Pr. iv. iv, To do penance In "Cham-
phire Posset, this month. 1607 Topsfll Foitr-f. Beasts 448
The leopard delighteth in the "camphory tree. 1876
Harley Mat. Med. 451 The Camphor Tree is a large and
handsome tree with evergreen shining leaves.

Ca'mphor, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
impregnate or wash with camphor; to camphorate.

Hence Ca"mphored ppl. a.

i$6z Whitehornf. tr. Macchiavellis Arte warn (1573)
26 b, Some moistc it . . with camphored aqua vitae. 1607
Tourneur Rev. Trag. in. v, Doe

t
s every proud and self-

affecting Dame Camphire her face for this? 1696 Tryon
Misc. 2 Camfired Spirit. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 101 P5
Wash-Balls Perfumed, Camphired, and Plain, shall restore

Complexions.

Camphoraceous (krcmforji-jas), a. [f. Cam-
phor sb. + -ackous.] Of the nature of camphor.
1845 Garrod Mat. Med. <y Therap. (1855' 225 The leaver

. .possess a powerful odour and camphoraceous taste.

Camphorate (kx*mfor c
v
t , sb. Chem. In 8 -at.

[see next, and -ate 4
.] A salt of camphoric acid.

1794 G. Adams Nat. § Exp. Philos. I. App. 547 Campho-
rats.. white and transparent, bitterish, .crystals irregular.

1800 tr. Lagrange s Chem. II. 244 The camphoric acid unites

readily with earths and alkalies. Combinations of this kind
are called Camphoratcs. 1874 Schorlemmrr Carbon Cotnp.

306 Calcium Camphorate . . is readily soluble in water.

Camphorate .karmfonV, a. 10bs. [ad. med.

L. camphordt-us : see -ate-.] Camphorated.
111691 Bovle Whs. I. 433 (R.j Shaking the saline and

camphorate liquors together. 1710T. Fuller Pharm. Ex-
temp. 94 A Camphorate Draught.

Camphorate v
kK'mfor^t), v. [f. as prec. +

-ate ^.] To impregnate or treat with camphor.
1641 French Distill, ii. (1651 > 54 Crollius his Treakle water

Camphorated. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 182 Spirit

of Wine camphorated. 1812 Month. Rev. LXXIX. 1S1 Who
would, .camphorate an ephemeron for immortality?

Hence Ca"mphorated a.

1743-4 Mrs. Delanv Life fyCorr. (1861) II. 256 One ounce
of Castille soap dissolved in half a pint of camphorated
spirits of wine. 1786 tr. Bedford's I'athek (1834 1 88 Two
large torches . . the camphorated vapour of which ascended
and gathered itself into a cloud. i8xx A. T. Thomson Lond.
Dfcp. (1818) 324 Camphoretted oil of turpentine. 1830

Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 173 A fragrant camphorated smell.

Camphored///. a. : see Camphor v.

Camphoretted. Obs. : see Camphorated.
Camphoric '

(
k3emfjrrik

,

.

}
a. Chem. [f. Cam

PHOR + -IC.] Of or pertaining to camphor ; con-

taining camphor in chemical combination, as in

camphoric acid (C 19H 1B04 ).

1794 G. Adams Nat.. Exp. Philos. I. 542 The camphoric
acids. 1819 Children Chem. Anal. 280 Camphoric acid.,

forms snow white plumose crystals. 1884 Health Exhib.
Catal. 63/1 Camphoric Antiseptics.

Ca'ttlphorize, v. Also 8 -irize. [f. as prec. -t

-ize.] — Camphorate v. Hence Ca'mphorized.
1736 Bailev Honseh. Diet. 155 To Camphorise Spirit of

Wine. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 1. i. 17 Nothing so effectually

cures Kibe Heels, as doing them with camphiriz'd Spirits.

CamphorOUS (karmforas^ a. [f. as prec. +
-OL's.] Of the nature of camphor, camphoraceous.
1881 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v. Borneol, It . . is . . of a mingled

camphorous and peppery smell.

Camphory .k^mfori), a. = prec.

1826 H. H. Wilson tr. Malati 89 The camphory balm,

and flowery perfume. Mod. It has a camphory smell.

Camphyl : see Camph-.
Camphyre, obs. form of Camphor.

t Ca'mping, vbl. sb.i Obs. [f. Camp z>.l]

1. Fighting in Camp-fight or single combat.
[Perh. taken by Caxton from Flemish kampen.]

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 102 Reynard the foxe thought

how come I on this Campyng, we ben not bothe lyke.

2. Contending, fighting.

1549 Prayer-bk. Troubles (1884) 148 Leave off .. good
countrymen, your camping at your own doors, and bestow

that your stoutness of courage . . against your enemies.

1563-87 Foxe A. <$• M. (1596) 410/2 A yong and a stout

prelat, more fitter for the camping cure, then for the peace-

able church of Christ.

3. Contending in a camp-ball match ; foot-ball

playing. Also attrib., as in camping-balL

c 1430 Lvdg. Min.PoemsiiB^o) 200 Bolsteryd out oflenghth

and breed, Lyche a large campyng balle. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 60 Campynge, pedipiludium. 1466 Deed in Sir J.

Cullum Hist. Haivsted {1813) 124 The camping pightel

joined to the East side of the churchyard. 1567 Drant
Horace's A. P. B iv, The stoole ball, top, or camping ball

if suche one should assaye As hath no mannour skill therin

. .They all would, .laughe at hym aloude. 1840 Spurdens
Supp. Forby's Voc. East. A. s.v., I have heard old persons'

speak of a celebrated camping, Norfolk against Suffolk, on
Diss Common, with 300 on each side.. The Suffolk men,
after 14 hours, were the victors. Nine deaths were the

result of the contest, within a fortnight. These were called

fighting camps ; for much boxing was practised in them.
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Camping ^ sc

'mP' I))> s^'-2 U- Camp v.2] i

1. Going into a camp, encamping ; a lodging in

tents, etc. Camping out, cf. Camp v." 2 b.

157* N. Roscarrocke Bossewelfs Annorie Prel. Verses,

Campings, mornings, musterings. 17*1 De Foe Mem. Cava-
lier ^1840) 53 The., order of their marchings, camping, and '

exercise was excellent. 1850 Lyell 2nd Visit U.S. II.

234 The camping out of the people in the night when the
first shocks occurred.

2. altrib., as in camping-place, -ground.
1606 Bryskett Civ. Li/e 94 (T. \ I had rather be at a camp-

ing dinner than at your's. 1616 Purchas Pilgr., Descr. Ind.

Many memorials and monuments of Alexanders Expedition
to these Parts . . Altars, Camping-places, and great Pits.

1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 187 In quest of a camping-
place. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. viii. 207 A beautiful

camping-ground.

t Ca'mping, ppl. a. 1 Obs. [f. Camp vA 4.] I

Wrangling, contentious, scolding : cf. Cample.
164a Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. (18491 80/1 A troop of

camping Huswives in Viraginia.

Ca'mping, ///. a* [f. Camp v.2 + -two -.]

That camps or lodges in a tent, etc.

1601 Shaks. All's Well m. iv. 14, I . .sent him forth, From
Courtly friends, with Camping foes to hue. 187a Taunt
Map of Thames 22 '2 A camping man should not require

more than three good meals per diem.

Campinion, obs. f. Champignon, mushroom.
>• Ca'mpion '. Obs. Forms: 3 caumpiun,

4-7 campion, -pioun, 5 campyon. [A doublet

of Champion, in later times chiefly Scotch. ME.
campiun, a. ONF. campiun, -on = central OF.
champiun, -on ( — Pr. campio, -on, It. campione) :—

late L. campio, -oncm a combatant in the campus
or arena, a professed fighter, f. camp us field of

athletic or pugilistic contest, place of fighting in

single combat, lists: see Camp J*. 1 and 2
. Campio

was formed on campus, like tabcllio ' scrivener' on
tabella ' written deed'. Practically also a doublet

of Kemp sb.]

1. One who fights in single combat as a trial of

strength or bravery, or to decide a judicial ques-

tion ; a gladiator, pugilist, or professional fighter
;

a combatant.
c 13*0 Cast. Love 970, I am as campion [v. r. campioun)

ouer-come. 1375 Barbour Bruce XV. 60 As ilk man war a
campioun. c X440 Promp. Part'. 60 Campyon or champyon,
athleta, pugil. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. xvi. (Jam.)
Thay refusit na maner of besines nor laubour that mycht
pertene to forsy campionis.

2. One who fights on behalf of another, or on
behalf of any cause ; a champion, tec/in. One
who 'does battle' for another in wager of battle.

c 1170 Saints' Lives (Laud. MS.i (1887) 281 Ich habbe anc
guode Caumpiun to bine bi-hofbe i-founde. 155a Lyn-
desay Monarche 5660 Mony one nobyll Campioun . . The
Law ofGod thay did defende. 1588 A. Ktsc Cauisius' Catech.
180 b, S. Paul that maist invincible campion of Christ. 1509
Sandys Europe Spec. 11632* 215 Their cheife Campions dis-

couraged. 1609 Skene Keg. Maj. 57 Anent the exchange
of campions . . gif . . ane other campion is produced in the

kings court then he quha waged the battell in the inferiour

court, a 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 79 Our
Head, and soverane Campioun, Jesus Christ.

Campion 2 (ksempian). Herb. Also 7 cam-
pian. 7-8 champion. [This name appears first

in Lobel (1576} and Lyte (1578) applied to the
' Rose Campion' or ' Garden Campions' (Lychnis,

now Agrostemma, coronaria), and the ' Wild Cam-
pions'—Red and White

—

(L. diurna, and vesper-

tina). As the first was identical with the plant

called by Dioscorides Kv\vh OTupavaifiaTiKr), in Lat.

lychnis coronaria, where the second word in both
means ' of or fit for a crown, chaplet, or wreath ',

and the \v\vts is said by Thcophrastus to have
been used for garlands, the Eng. name has been
conjectured to be identical with Campion 1 and
= 'champion'.
But if so, we should have looked for some such name as

'Campions' flower' 'Campions' lychnis', and also that the
name should have gone back to the 14th c. when the form
' campion ' for ' champion ' was in Eng. use. But of neither
do we find any trace, and the conjecture must for the pre-

sent be taken for what it is worth. The Diet, des Sciences
du Nat. (18 1 8) tome X, has ' Compagnon Blanc, nom vulgaire
Lychnis dioica.' Hericher, Philol.de la Flore de Norman,
die et d'Angleterre 18, has Red and White Campion, le

rouge et le blanc Compagnon, but the age of these names
and their relation to campion is very doubtful. Others have
conjectured formation from campus field.]

The name of certain plants, species of the genus
Lychnis : under the name Lyte included the culti-

vated Rose Campion, L. (Agrostemma Linn.) coro-

naria, and the wild Red and White Campions, L.
diurna and L. vespertina. It is doubtful whether it

was a popular name even of these. Later writers

have extended it, with qualifications, to a number
of allied species, as Campion of Constantinople,
the Scarlet Lychnis (L. chalcedonica) ; Meadow
Campion, the Ragged Robin, L. Flos Cuculi

;

Bladder Campion, Silent inflata ; Corn C, the
Corn Cockle, Agrostemma Gilhago ; Moss Cam-
pion, Silent acaulis : these are only book-names.

1576 Lobel Stirpium Adversaria MM (Antwerp) 142
Lychnis Coronaria, (Anglicc Rose Campion. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens B. x. 158 The wilde white Campion hatha rough
white stemme. 1630 Drayton Muses Elys., Nymphal v,

Sweet-williams, campions, sops-in-winc, One by another
neatly. 1688 Ray Hist. Plant. 1 1. 992 Lychnis Coronaria,
Garden Campions or Rose Campion. 1688 R. Holme Ar-
moury 11. 68/1 The double Champions are both red and
white, 1859 Capern Ball. 4- Songs 128 The campion with
its star of fire. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 102 Here and
there bloomed a little moss campion. 1881 G. Allen Vig-
nettes fr. Nat., Ked Campion 4 White, Known to . . vtl-

lage children as red and white campion.

Campish kmnpij), a. [f. Camp sb:- + -ish.]

Savouring of the camp, in manners, etc.

1581 Mi l.caster Positions xiv. (1887) 67 Not for the sol-

diars saying . . bycause his authoritie is to campishe. 1868
B. Cracroft Ess. II. 290 He. .was of military tastes, not a
little campish in his licence.

Cample (kce-mp'1), v. Obs. exc. dial. [app. f.

Camp v.l + -le, frequentative suffix.] inlr. To
enter on a wordy conflict ; to answer in anger

;

to wrangle, scold, or quarrel.
i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. m, iii. tv. ii. 381 If they be in-

censed, angry, chid a little, their wives must not cample
again, but take it in good part. 1640 G. Abbott Job Para-
phr. 224 Not to cample, but humbly to yeeld obedience.
1691 Ray A^. C. Wets., Callet, to cample or scold. 1709
Hearse Collect. 1 18861 II. 280 In the North ofEngland when
a man complains they say he camples. 181 1 Willan W.
Riding Yorksh. Gloss. lE. D. S.) Cample, to answer pertly
and frowardly when rebuked by superiors.

Hence Ca mple sb., Ca mpling vbl. sb. 8c ppl. a.
1660 H. More Myst. Godl. nr. xi. 126 His campling and

cavillingwith the Gymnosophists. 1867 E. Waugh Tattlin
Matty ii. 23 in Lane. Gloss. iE. D. S.) Yo know aw've no
neighbours to have a bit ov a cample to. 1881 Leieesiersh.
Gloss. iE. D. S.i s.v., Shay wur a very camp! in" woman.

Campless, a. [f. Camp j*.- + -less.] With-
out a camp or camp-accommodation.
1863 Life in South II, Footsore soldiers, campless and

hlanketless.

t Camplete. Obs. ? Some kind of wine.
e 1500 Blozo/vfs Test, in Halliw. Nugw P. 10 Malmasyes,

Rumneys, With Caperikis, Campletes, and Osneys.

Ca mp-master. Obs. exc. Hist. [i.ChMTsb.*]
The term used in 161 7th c. to render Sp. maest/e
dt campo, It. maestro di campo, and F. maistre de
camp, a staff-officer of the army in these countries :

also put for the L. prtvfectus castrorum. Camp-
master-general, a field-marshal.
In France, the staff-officers of infantry regiments at their

institution in 1558 consisted of a colonel-general, a mestre
de camp, and a sergeant-major ; the mestre de camp sub-
sequently became colonel of the regiment; in the cavalry
the title of maltre de camp was retained by the commander
of the regiment. Sir D. Scott Brit. Army 18681 II. 382.
a 1569 Kingesmyll Conft. Satan (1578* 21 So wicked that

you might be a Campmaster, a General amongst them. 1581
Savile Tacitus' Hist. 11. xxvi. 11591.1 68 Julius Grains the
Camp-master [prrfectus castrorum] was put in prison. 1598
Barret 'Theor. IVarres Gloss. 249 Campe-maister, in

Spanish Maestro del Campo, is a Colonell : being the chiefe
Commander or officer ouer one Regiment. Ibid., Camp
maister Generall, in Spanish, Maestre del Campo General!,
is a great Commander, and is with vs the high Marshall of
the field. 1670 Cotton Espernon 1. 1. 2 He was made Camp-
Master to the Light Horse of France. 1603 Paris Kel. Batt.
Landen 4 The Regiment of the Camp-Master-General.

Ca mp-mee ting, [f. Camp sb.'- + Meeting.]
A religious meeting held in the open air or in

a tent chiefly among Methodists in America", and
usually lasting for some days, during which those
who attend encamp on the spot.

1809 Q. Rev. II. 336 Our fanatics, .have not yet ventured
to hold camp*meetings. 1842 Dickens Amer. Notes (1850)

174/1 Religious scenes . . which can hardly be surpassed by
an American camp-meeting.

Campment. rare. Short for Encampment.
i8ax Rlactnv. Mag. VIII. 39 Nursoo's youth had Scindia's

enmpments seen.

tCa'mpo. Obs. School-slang. [?ad. L. campus
field, perh. in some such phrase as in campo ' in

the play-ground ' ; or ? a. It. campo field.] Play-

field, play-ground.
161a Brinsley Ltid. Lit. 299 Without running out to the

Campo (as they tcarme itt at schoole times. Ibid. There is

no day but they will all looke for so much time to the Campo.

CampOO (k;vmp/7 -

\ Anglo-Lnd. Rarely campo.
[app. ail. Pg. campo camp.] 1 Used for " a camp",
but formerly specifically applied to the partially

disciplined brigades under European commanders
in the Mahratta service ' (Yule).
1803 Wellington in Grant Hist. India I. lxx. 368/1 Their

infantry, of which there were three campoos, fought welL —
Let. in Gurw. Disp. II. 390 Two battalions of the Begum's
Campoo escaped. 1883 Q. Kev. Apr. 394 (Y.) Campos and
pultuns (battalions) under European adventurers.

Camp-shed, v. [see next.] trans. To face

the bank of a river or the side of an embankment
with piles and planks.
188a Daily Neivs 2 Oct. 6/2 The Richmond Vestry, .camp-

shedded and otherwise improved it [the eyot below Rich-
mond Bridge). 188a Globe 1 Oct. 7/2.

Camp-shedding, -sheeting. [Derivation

and proper spelling uncertain ; if tiie 1 7th c. camp-
shot (see nextl is the original form, it would apjiear

that camp-shotting has been variously corrupted

to -shutting, -sheeting, -sheathing, shedding.']
Collective form of Camp-shot.
1819 ReesCj-c/., Camp sheeting, camp shot, or campstead,

in inland navigation denotes a facing of piles and planks in
the front of banks or wharfs, to prevent the banks being
worn away. 1858 Kingsley Chalk-stream Stud., Misc. 1.

182 There is a campshutting ta boarding in English) upon
which you can put yourelbows. 186a H. Kingsley Ravens-

I
lioe III. 201 The old gentleman, .moved slowly down along

' the camp-shuting. .Then the lad.. slipped over the camp-
I

shooting twill anybody tell me how to spell that word?
Camps-heading won't do, my dear sir, all things considered).
1865 Bazalgette Metropol. Drainage 25 A channel is cut
in the bed of the river, .the sides protected by campsheath-
ing. 187a Taunt Map Thames 13 The old weir, with its

broken campsheding.
Campsho, var. of Camshoch a. Sc. crooked.
Ca mp-shot. [Etymology unknown.
The term has been plausibly conjectured to be Du. or

Flem. with second element = schot ' boarding ', as in wain-
scot', *kant-schot would be ' side-boarding

' ; but no trace of
this or any similar compound is found in these langs. The
thing is well known there, and called schoeiing i.e. 'shoeing'.]

A facing of piles and boarding along the bank of
a river, or at the side of an embankment, to protect
the bank from the action of the current, or to
resist the out-thrust of the embankment.
1691 T. H(ale] Nrtv Invent, p. lxxi, Surveyors assured

inc that under St. Magnus Church they after the Fire met
with an old Campshot and Wharfing, gain'd from the
Thames, and . . that there were found Campshots much
further from the Thames in digging of Cellars. 1867 F.
Francis Angling i. (1880)61 note, 'The campshot', as it

is termed on the Thames, ls the wooden boarding and piling
that keeps up the bank of the river.

Cairipsin, camsim, obs. ff. Khamsin, simoom.
Ca-mpward, ca mpwards, adv. [f. Camp

sb.2 + -ward.] Toward a camp.
1 1600 Fairfax Tasso xi. xlvi. Against that part which to

his campe ward lay.] 1830 W. Phillips Mt. Sinai 1. 331 Hied
then the Levite campward. 1881 Philada. 'Times No. 2228.
1 But proceeded campwards in modest civilian's state.

Ca mpylite. Mm. [f. Gr. xanmiK-os bent-f-

•ite.] An arsenio-phosphate of lead, a variety of

Mimetite.
1868 Dana Min. 537 Campylite, from Drygill in Cumber-

land, is in barrel-shaped crystals (whence the name, from
itaM^iiAoc, curved).

Campylospermons (ka^mpiloispa-jmas), a.

Bot. [f. mod.L. campylosptrm-us (f. Gr. Ka/nnjAos

bent + owtpfia seed) 4- -ous.] (See quot.)
1880 Gray_ Bot. Text-bk. 400 Campylospermous, curved-

seeded.
_
Said of seed-like fruits or carpels, as those ofsome

Umbelliferae, in which the contained seed is involute by the
lateral edges, so as to produce a longitudinal furrow on the
ventral face.

Campylo tropal, a. Liol. = next.

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 397 Mirbel, who first

distinguished these ovules, calls them campylotropal.

Campylotropous (kaempilp-tnTpss), a. Bot.
[f. mod.L. campyloti op-us, f. Gr. Kapiri\ot bent
Tponos, f. Tpfirttv to turn + -ocs.] Said of the ovule
of phanerogamous plants when its nucleus, with
its integuments, is curved upon itself.

1835 H enslow Phys. Bot. 270 The ovule is then termed
campulitropous. 1870 Bentley Bot. 324 The progressive
development of the campylotropous ovule . . in the Mallow.

Campyon, var. of Campion 1. champion.
Camrade, -ado, obs. forms of Comrade.
Camrel, dial, form of Cambrel.
Camroche, obs. form of Cambric.
Camrocke, Cf. Cammock and Cambrel.
1 a 1400 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc. ) t86 And with this crocket

camrocke your backes I shall doe.

Camshachle (kamja x'l), v. Sc. Also cani-

shauchel. [f. Cam a. crooked, awry + Shachle v.

to distort.] trans. To crook, distort, twist all

awry. Hence Camshachled///. a.

1805 J. Nicol Poems I. 33 (JAM -) ^* ae auld camshaucheld
warlock loun. 1819 St. Patrick II. 191 (Jam.) An ye think
tae camshachle me wi' your bluidthristy fingers.

Ca mshell. In Orkney and Shetland : Cuttle-

fish bone.

1693 Wallace Descr. Orkney 18 On the shore is to be
found . . Camshells or Os-Sepiar, that the Gold-Smith makes
so great Use of. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v. Cam-
shall, a word used in Zetland to denote the os sepiae.

Camshoch (ka mjox, ka'mjo), a. Sc. Also 6

camsohow, -scho, 7 -schoche, S campsho, 8-9
camsheugh, 9 -shach. [The first part is evidently

Cam a. ' crooked, perverse
'

; the second perh. repre-

sents OE. sceoh 'askew, perverse', of which schoch

would be the normal Scotch form : Jamieson has
also the Sc. verbs sheuch, shach to distort, and
shachle, shochle to distort, wriggle.]

1. Crooked, distorted, awry ; deformed.
1513 Douglas /Eneis m. x. 43 Thai elriche brethir. .with

mony camscho beik, And hedis semand to the hevin areik.
Ibid. vn. Prol. 107 Laithlie of forme, wyth crukit camschow
beik. a 1600 Montgomerie Plyting 295 That cruiked,
camschoche croyll, vncristned, they curse. 1730 Ramsay
Tioa Cats $ Ck. 13 A monkey with a campsho face. 1807-
10 Tannahill Poems (1846) 21 Auld, swirlon, slaethom,
camsheugh, crooked Wight.

2. fig. Perverse (in disposition or fortune).
1606 Birnie Kirk-Burial (1833) 36 The camshoch com-

! mons now at last corns in a rere warde to debate the cause.
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1787 W. Taylor Scots Poems 170 (Jam.) Bot camshach wife I

or girnin gett. 1790 A. Wilson To E. Picken, The queer

carles sae camsheugh spak'. a 1809 Christmas Ba'ing in

Skinner Misc. Poet. 129 (Jam-) Pate nacl caught a camshach
cair At this uncanny wark.

Camstairy (k&mste^ri), a. Sc. Also -stairie,

-starie, -stary, -steary, -steirie. [Derivation

uncertain : first element app. Cam crooked, awry.]

Obstinately perverse, unruly, or wilful ; fractious.

1776 Herd Coll. Sc. Songs, When she is fou she is unco

camstarie. 1844 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 12. 100 He
had a wild, camstary pony. 1863 Miss Tytler in Gd. Words
Oct. 709/1 No wonder he is camsteary. 1868 G. Macdonald

Falconer I. 195 ' What are ye sae camstairie for?'

Camstone (kae*mst0 nn). Sc. In 8 calm-,

a. ' Common compact limestone probably of a

white colour* (Jam.), b. A white or bluish-white

clay used to whiten hearths, door-steps, etc.

1791 Statist. Ace. Scotl. I. 209 There is calmstone and
plenty of ruddle. 1795 Ibid. XV. 327 (Jam.) At the base of

the hill, .you meet with several layers of camstone. 1815

Scott Guy M. xxxvi, A pail of whiting orcamstane, as it is

called, mixed with water—a circumstance which indicates

Saturday night in Edinburgh. 1806 Forsyth Beauties

Scotl. III. 359 The third kind of limestone is. . camstone or

glenstone. .It contains a considerable proportion of clay.

Camus, var. of Camis and Camois.

Cam-wheel : see Cam.

Cam-WOod (kse-mwud). [According to some,

ad. native African name /iambi.] The hard red

wood of Baphia nitida (N.O. Lcguminosx), im-

ported from West Africa, and used for dyeing, and in

turning and cabinet-making ; called also Barwood.
1698 Dampier Voy. (1705) II. n. 58 At Cherburg near

Sierra- Leone, .there is Camwood, which is much like Blood-

wood, if not the same. 1701 Land. Gas. No. 3758/8 Cam
Wood and Elephant's Teeth, lately cast away upon the

Goodwin Sands. 1788 Clarkson /w/W. Slave Tr. 7 The
first African woods, that were known to be objects of com-
mercial importance, were Camwood and Barwood. 1876

R. Burton Gorilla L. I. 257 Corisco had long been cele-

brated for cam-wood . . yielding a better red than Brazil.

Camwysse, var. of Cammes, Obs.
t
linen cloth.

t Ca'my, a. Obs. rare. [app. f. came = Kaim
comb, crest.] Having a sharp or serrated ridge.

1513 Douglas Atneis vn. xiv. 42 Thai that with scharp

culter teill. .the hylly knowis hie, Or camy eige.

Can (ksen), sb, 1 Forma : 1 canne, (4 cane),

4-7 canne, kan, 5-6 kanne, 6-9 cann, 6- can.

[app. Com. Teut. : OE. canne :—WGer. kanna
weak fem. (whence MDu. kanne, Du. kan, OHG.
c/ianna, MHG. and Ger. kanne) ; also ON. kanna

(Sw. kanna, Da. kande) :—OTeut. type *kannSn-.

The word occurs also in med.L. canna, app. from

Teutonic. The Germanic origin of the word is

questioned; but the form is not derivable from

L. canthants pot, and L. canna 'reed, pipe', does

not suit the sense. (In OE., only in a glossary,

where it might be from L.)]

1. A vessel for holding liquids
;

formerly used

of vessels of various materials, shapes, and sizes,

including drinking- vessels ; now generally re-

stricted to vessels of tin or other metal, mostly

larger than a drinking-vessel, and usually cylin-

drical in form, with a handle over the top.

a 1000 v-Elfric Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 122 Crater, uel

canna, canne. c 1375 ? Barbour St. Laurentius 361 He
brocht a vatir-cane & Laurens hyme baptist pane. 1388

Wyclif John ii. 6 There weren set sixe stonun cannes [1382

pottis]. a 1400 Cot. Myst. 259 (Matz.) Beryng a kan with

watyr. 1485 Inv. in Ripon Ch. Acts 370 Duo kannes de

ligno. 1535 Covi;rdale Hosea in. 1 They..loue the wyne
kannes. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. § Epigr. (1867} 49 Mery
we were as cup and can could holde. 1598 B. Jonson Ev.
Man in Hum. n. v. (1616) 27 Two cannes of beere. 1649

Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653* 131 The Buckets or Kans
to take up thy Water. 1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) III. 247

Now what do you say to the Cans of wood? 1731 Bailey
Cann, a wooden Pot to drink out of. 1755 Johnson, Can, a

cup ;
generally a cup made of metal, or some other matter

than earth. 1800 Wordsw. Pet Lamb xi, I have brought

thee in this can Fresh water from the brook. 1803 Scott
Bonnie Dundee, Come fill up my cup, come fill up my can.

1838 Dickens O. Twist xlv, The milk-can was standing by
itselfoutside a public-house. 1842 Tennyson Will Waterpr.

xxii, The truth, that flies the flowing can, Will haunt the

vacant cup.

b. (from its shape) A chimney-pot.

1833 Act 3 % 4 Will. IV, xlvi. § 103 Chimney cans or pots.

1866 Glasgcnv Police Act 29 <y 30 Vic. eclxxiii. § 384 To
repair any Chimney Head or Can.

*f 2. Sc. A measure of capacity. Obs.

1809 Edmonstone Zetland Isles I. 163 (Jam.) About three

fourths of a can or gallon of oil.

3. A vessel of tinned iron, in which flesh of

animals, fish, fruit, etc. are ' tinned \ or sealed tip

air-tight for preservation (chiefly in U. S.).

1874 Harper's Weekly Jrnl. 26 Sept. (Hoppe) Salmon.,
pickled, Smoked, and put up in cans.

4. Comb., as can-carrier, -maker
; can-quaffing

adj. See also Can-buoy, Candock, Can-hook.
1597 Return Jr. Pernass. 11. 1. ii. 170 Can-quaffing huck-

sters. ai6ix Beaum. & Fl. Philaster v. ui, My kind can-
carriers. 1623 Reg. St. Mary Bredmau, Canterb., Thomas
Colle Cannemaker.

Can, s/>.
2 Sc. [f. Can v. 1 Cf. canny.]

a. Skill, knowledge, b. Tower, ability.

Vol. II.

1768 Ross Helenore 15 I Jam.'i Tliae auld warld foulks had
wondrous cann Of herbs that were baith good for beast and
man. Ibid. 134 I'll all Maggie's can and her cantiaps defy.

Can (kaen), v.1 irreg. (Forms: see below.)

[A defective verb, belonging to the small but in-

teresting gronp of Teutonic preterite-present verbs

(now chiefly used as auxiliaries of tense, mood, or

predication), in form characterized by having as

their present tense an original preterite, which re-

tains the preterite form but has come to have a

present signification, and from which a new
weak past tense lias subsequently been developed.

Cf. dare, etc. OE. cunnan, pres. Ind. can (cpn),

pa. aWe (:—cunSe), is identical with OFris.

kunna, kan, hunda (konda), OS. cunnan, can,

consta, const, {Du. kunnen, kan, konde), OHG. kun-

nan, kan,kunda {kondd), or kunsta {konsta), (Ger.

kbnnen, kann, konnte), ON. kunna, kann, kunna
{x—kunda), Goth, (and OTeut.) kunnan, kann,

kunpa.- The OTeut. sense was 'to know, know
how, be mentally or intellectually able', whence
*to be able generally, be physically able, have the

power, L. posse'. Since the present was formally

a preterite, its meaning ' I know 1 must have been

derived from that of 'I have learned, I have at-

tained to knowledge' ; the original present stem

being *kin-n- or *ken-n-, pre-Teut. *gen-n- : cf.

Lith. zinau I know, Zend a-zaift-ti knowledge,

Olr. pret. adgein he knew. Beside this Teutonic

has kn£- (ablaut form kno-), WGer. hid-, whence

OE. cndivan to Know, OHG. ir-chnd-an, bi-chnd-

an, to recognize, ur-chnd-t recognition (answering

to a Goth. *-kncps fem.). This stem is widely

diffused in the Aryan langs. ; cf. L., Gr.gnd- in L.

gnd-sco, Gr. yi-yvw-crKoj {e-yvoo-v) ; OSlav. zna-ti

to know ; Olr. gndth known. In Skr. the pres.

has stem Jan-, the preterite jnd,
jdnahni, fajfiaht.

It has been further thought that the root was originally

related to the Aryan gen- (with by-forms gnd-, guo-), to bring

forth, produce, Skr. ja'nami, pret. jajtfua, L., Gr. gen-,

gi-gn- (see Kin, King) ; but if so, they were already differen-

tiated in Old Aryan, and the nature of the connexion of

sense has not been determined.]

Here, as in Be, it will be convenient to illustrate

the inflexions separately from the senses.

A. Inflexions.

1. Pres. Indie.

1st and $rd sing, can (kren, kan, k'n).

Forms: 1-4 cann, con, conn, 1- can, (4-5

conne, canne; also kan, etc.).

a 1000 Ca'dmeu Poems, Sat. 250 Ic can eow laeran. Ibid.

629 Ic eow ne con. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Nis nan sunne

pet he ne con. a 1225 After, R. 206 More vuel ben heo con.

c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 309 Ic wene I can a red. c 1300 Cursor
M. 20358 O me self can [later MSS. con, canne] I na rede.

c 1320 Cast. Lone 555 Hose bis forbysene con. c j^zoAvcrw.

ArtA, xxxiii, I conne notte say. 1467 Eng. Gilds (1870) 407
The craft that he canne. 1556 J. Hf.ywood Spider $
Giij, Sure I can no false knackes. Mod. What can it be?

2nd sing, canst (^kaenst).

Forms : 1-4 const, 1- canst, (4-5 konst, kanst,

6 canest, 6-7 cannest), northern 3- can, kan.
a 1000 Andreas 68 (Gr.) pu ana canst ealra jehygdo.

a 1225 Juliana 66 GreiSe hwet so bu const grimliche bipen-

chen. a 1240 Lofsoug in Cott. Horn. 217 To pe bet const and
wult wel don. a 1300 Cursor M. 12121, I can be ken bat bou
ne can. a 1400 Ibid. 824 (Add. MS.) Ynow pou canst fynde.

i 1500 in Hazl. E. P. P. 36 Canst thou thy byleve? 1526

Tindale Mark i. 40 Yf thou wilt, thou cannest [1557
Genez'., etc., canst] make me clene. 1600 [see B 6]. 1610

Shaks. Temp. m. ii. 67 Canst thou bring me to the party?

plural can.
Forms: 1-2 cunnon (cunne-), 2-5 cunnen,

(4-5 kunnen), 3-5 cunne, 4-5 connen, conne,

4-5 south, kunnej), conne)), 3- north, con, can,

(kan), 5- can.
Beozvulfifa Men ne cunnon. aioooCsed>?ion's Danie?'141
5e ne cunnon. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 Alle $e kunnen. .ower

credo. C1205 Lav. 7301 Tweien wise men'pe wel cunnen
a speche [c 1275 conne of speche]. Ibid. 23059 Ne cunne we
demen [c 1275 ne con we telle], a 1300 Cursor M. 9065 Quat
rede can [v. r. con] we. 1340 Ayenb. 249 po pet conneb .

.

onderstonde. a 1340 Hampole Psalter ix. 11 Ober pat kan
bairn noght. c 1350 Will. Palerne 4184 As wel as we kunne.

c 1386 Chaucer Sqrs. Prol. 3 For certes ye konnen [v. r.

konne, can]. 1387 Trevisa Iligden (18651 II. 169 f>ese men
..kunnej* wel inow telle, c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xvi. 89

Manye kunnen suche textis bi herte. 1550 Latimer Serm.
Stamford 11. 104 All that can it not may learne. 1835
Browning Paracels. iv. Wks. I. 149 You can see the root

of the matter.

Negative cannot (kte-n^t)
;
famil. can't (kant).

(Sc. canna). (The earlier mode was to prefix ne.)

? a 1400 Cursor M. (add. to Cott.) p. 959. 105 And bou bat he
deed fore cannot sorus be. 1451 Paston Lett. 140 I. 186

Other tydyngs as yett can I non tell you. Ibid. 172 I. 229
Whethir it be thus or non I can not say. 15.. Plumpton
Corr. 72, 1 canot get my money. 1706 Col. Records Penn. II.

256 The House cant agree to this. 1741 Richardson Pamela
I. 56 If he. .as you say can't help it. 1742 Young Nt. Tk. 1.

89 An angel's arm can't snatch me from the grave ;
Legions

of angels can't confine me there. 1827 Keble Chr. V. 4

j

Without Thee I cannot live. Mod. Can't you go?

j

2. Past Indie. 1st and %rd sing, could (kud).

I Forms : a. 1 cutte, 2-3 cupe, kuthe, 3-5 cowpe,

cowthe, (4 coth), 4-5 couJ>e, 4-6 couthe, (5
coujthe), 4 north, cup, cuth, 4-6 couth, (also

in 4-5 with k-) ; £. 4-6 coude, k-, 5-6 coud, 7-8

often cou'd; 7. 6 coulde, 6- could, (6 coold,

6-7 cold, 6- Sc. culd).
The current spelling is erroneous : I began to be inserted

about 1525, app. in mechanical imitation of should and
would, where an etymological / had become silent, so

that these words now rimed with coud, and might better

have been written shond, wend', cf. northern wad. In the

sense know, the earlier form couth was retained longer.

a. ("893 K, Alfred Ores. 1. ii. § 1 Ninus. .se cufte manna
arrest dry-crajftas. c 1250 Gen. Ex., 289 Ne kucSe he no^t

blinne. a 1274 Prisoner's Prayer 1 in Philol. Trans. |i868>

104 Ar ne kuthe ich sorghe non. c 1297 R. Glouc 29 He was
y flowe an hey, & ne cowbe not a-li^te. a 1300 Cursor M.
21420 iCott.) Ful wel he cuth [later MS. cutht, coupe].

Ibid. 23945 (Edin.) I wald spek if I cube [C. G. cuth,

coupe], e 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 813 As be wyf coube. 1340
Hampole Pr. Consc. 7444 YVha couth ban telle, a 1450
Knt. de la 7>>«rn868i 75 He took fro them all that he
couthe. 1519 Mem. Ripon (1882) I. 315 In as convenient

hast as I couthe. 1530 Lvndesav Test. PaPyngo 875 In

Inglande couthe scho get none ordinance. 1579 Spenser
Sheph. Cat. Jan. 10 Well couth he tune his pipe. 1607
Walkington Opt. Glass 18 Ne any couth his wit so hiely

straine. 1653 C. Stapvi.ton I/erodian v. 37 So well his

leere he Couth [rime South].

C1350 Will. Paler?ie 4378 As he coude. ("1386 Chau-
cer Sqrs. T. 31 A Rethor excellent That koude [?'. r. coude,
coube, koube, coube] hise colours, a 1400 Octouian 111 (\V.)

The emperour, couthde no man kythe His ioye. c 1420
Chron. I'ilod. 554 As he wel coujthe and ou5te to do. 1478

John Paston Lett. $12 III. 210 He koud get the good wyll.

( 1500 in Hazl. E. P. P. 211 Yet could he neyther pates

noster nor ave. ^1532 Ln. Berners Hnon clxvi. 654 Al
preuely as he coude. 1697 Dbyden i'irg. Georg. in. 738
Th\ . Entrails cou'd no Fates forctel. 1762 Genii. Mag.
137 [Will] cou'd his fears impart.

7. c 1530 Ld. IIekners Arth. Lyl. Bryt. (1814) 129

There was none that coude . .yet Gouernar dyd as moche
as he coulde. 1530 Myrr. Our Ladye (18731 20 The same
Alphonse. .coulde nothynge of her language. 1575 Lank-
ham Let. (1871)61, I coold my rule?, coold conster, and pars.

1584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria 315 [He] cold doo no good.

1588 A. King Canisius' Catech. 114 He culd nocht be pne-

iudiciable to y" kirk. 1590 Spenser E. Q. i. ii. 6 He could

not rest. ri620 A. Hume Brit, Tong. (1865) 20 Of this I

cold reckon armies. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 265

He could not consent. 1882 Leslie Keith Alasnam's
Lady III. 201 He really couldn't say where.

2nd sing, couldest, couldst kudst).

Forms : 1 cuttest, 4 couthest, coudest, 6-

couldest, couldst.
r 1000 Ags. Gosp. John i. 48 Hwanon cuSest Su me [Lin-

disf. wistes 5u vel cuoes Su]. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. v. 540
Koudestow au^te wissen vs be weye. Ibid. vm. 76 pow
couthest me wisse. 1526 Tindale Mark xiv. 37 Couldest

not thou watche [so all exc. Rhem. couldst, Wvclif my3-
tist not]. 1667 Milton L. tv. 950 And couldst thou
faithful add 7. . Faithful to whom ?

plural could (kud).

Forms: 1 cuSon, 2-3 cupen, 3-5 eouthen,
couthe, (4 copen, 5 coothe% 4-6 couth, 4-5
koude, cowde, 5-6 coude, 6 kowd, colde, 6-

could.
a 1000 Cxdmon's Daniel 258 [Hi] dydon swa hie cu5on.

cny$Cott. Horn. 223 Hi cu3on3ei3ergod and yfel. a 1300

Cursor M. 12344 Wele pai couthe baire lorde knaw. c 1340
Ibid. 14716 pai cowd a-gayn him finde resoun nane. 1350

Will. Palerne 1033 Alle be surgyens of salerne. .ne coii^en

have 3our langoures a-legget. ^1400 Rom. Rose 789 Welle
koude they the gise. 1413 Lvdg. Pylgr. Sowle Hi. iii. (1483)

51 Ye that more good coothe. c 1449 Pecock Repr, 1. vi. 28

As othere men mitten and eouthen do. ("1450 Merlin x.

146 Thei cowde heir tydynges. 1475^. Noblesse (i860) 13

They, .couthe have no socoure. 1510 Love Bonavent. Mirr.

(Pynson) viii. Dj, They coude the langage of Ebrewe.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Hnon vil 16 The ii. brethern kowd
not. 158° Sidney Arcadia 397 \Vell my pipe they couth.

1646 E. F[isher] Mod. Divinity 237 They could skill to say.

Mod. Could you or couldn't you?

3. Pres. Sub/. : sing, can (ksen). Since 16th c.

levelled with the Indie.

Forms : 1-4 cunne, (3-4 kunne), 4-5 conne, (4

cone, konne).
'.' 1000 Satan 702 Dxt 5u cunne. a 1225 Ancr. R. 280

Hwat turn his fere ne cunne nout. c 1250 Hymn Virg. 1.

45 Nis non maiden . . bat swo derne loui^e kunne. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B.xix. 26 Thow knowest wel . . And how conne

resoun. 1393 Gower Conf. I. 50 Though I ne conne but a

lite, c 1450 Merlin \\. 40 With that thou conne me no

magre. 1528 Roy Sat., All though he canne many a wyle.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. ii. 34 List if thou can heare the

tread [Qq. canst]. Mod. He will come if he can.

plural can.
Forms : 1-3 cunnen, 7-3 cunne, 4-6 conne.
a 1000 Elene 374 paet [hi] andsware secgan cunnen. 1735

Berkeley Wks. 1871 III. 320 Confute them if you can.

4. Past Subj. sing, could, 2nd sing. could(e>t.
(Like the Indicative.) • -

Forms : 1 cutte, 3-5 couthe, (4 cope, kou3de),

4-6 couth, 4-6 coud, coude, 5 cowde, 6- could.

a 1300 Cursor M. 438 If he cuth [v. r. coude, couth, coube].

Ibid. 4555 Coud pu [v.r. cuth, cowde; Trin. coudestou]

tell me quat it ware. Ibid. 20024 pof.. i cothe. ^1380
Wyclif Wks. (1880) 382 No leyser to telle all 3if I kou3de.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. (1878) 361 If thou couthiste peynte. 1508

Fisher Wks. (1876) 172 So yf he coude fynde x good and
ryghtwyse personnes. t*i53* Ld. Berners Hnon clxvi.

654 To seke yf he coude fynde the damoysell. 1586 Ferne
Lacyes Nobil. ix, I had rather, .my daughter Alice couth
karoll a lay so lustilie. 1656 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. (1851)

Oh that thou couldest! 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 705
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Were levers Judges, or cou'd Hell forgive. Mod. I ui-»h

I could help you.

plural could.
Forms: i cuUen, 3-4 couthen, coude, 6-

could.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1330 \>:\\\ we cu3en. a 1300 Havelok

360 Til bat he kouben speken. 1394 P. PI. Crede 62

pel couben her crede. 161 1 Hiblk 2 Cor. xi, 1 Would to

God ye could bear with me.

5. Infinitive can (kaen ]. Obs. exc. Sc. ox dial.

Forms : 1 cunnan, 2-4 cunnen, 3-5 cunne,

4 connen, 4-5 conne, 6- can (in 9 dial.
;
regular

in Sc.) See also Con v.

t 1175 Lamb. Horn. 73 pet heo sculen . . heore hileue cun-
nen. a 1340 Moral Ode 332 He sceal him cunne sculde
wel. a 1300 Finding-Cross 216 in Leg. Roodi\%/i)Q-$ J>e laws
wele better mai he cun. C1320 Cast. Love 1071 He scholde
konnen al bat God con. c 1340 Cursor M. 2570 Na mart
saltow ham con rede ben sternesof heyuen. c 1374 Chauckr
'i'roylns v. 1404 Cryseyde shal not conne knowe me. t 1380
Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 245 To cunne no more ban i-.

nede to cunne but to cunne to subrenesse. 1393 Gowkk
Com/. II. 158 To conne arede. 1460 Toioneley Myst. 55
Wold I ken, And kun him thank. 1484 Caxton Curial 5
He shal neuer conne trotte. 1555 Ei>kn DecatUs W. Ind.
(Arb.) 52 To wyl to doo hurte & can not. 1607 is Bacon
Gt. Place, Ess. fArb.) 282 In evill, the best conuicion is not
to will, the second not to can. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxvi,
* He'll no can haud down his head to sneeze, for fear o' see-

ing his shoon. 1847 FkAscts Kkmblk iMrs. Butler Rec.
Later Life (18821 III. 165 Lady Macbeth, which I never
could, and cannot, and never shall can act. 1886 Steven-
son Kidnapped 298 ' Ye'li can name your business.'

+ 6. Pres. pple. cunning (in OF. cunnand\
now only as adj., q. v. Obs.

f 1. Pa. pple. could : in OF. cuj?, ME. couth,
chiefly as adj. : see Cot'TH. As pple. conne

( = cun, on model of str. vbs. occurs anomalously,
and in mod. dialects could is commonly so used.

1413 Lydg. Pylgr. SowU 1. ii. 11859* 3 Vf thou haddest ony
good conne. Mod. Sc. He has not could come. If I had
could find it.

8. vbl. sb. Cunning, q. v. As a gerund canning
has been used for the nonce, and is in mod. Sc.

1563 87 Foxk A. <\ M. (1684) II. 419 In canning the text
of the whole New Testament .. without book.

B. Signification.

I. As an independent verb.

f 1. trans. To know. a. To know or be ac-

quainted with (a i>erson). b. To know or have
learned a thing) ; to have practical knowledge of

'a language, art, etc.). To can by heart ', to know
by heart. To can ones good : to know what is

good for one. Obs.
1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 12 Ne can ic eow. r UN

Trin, Coll. Horn. 29 Cune sume me5e benne bu almesse
makest. c 1197 K. Glouc 443 ( )f Engelond ne con ych non
rede, a 1300 Cursor M. 13142 Sco sa well her mister cuth.
a 1340 Hamtole Psalter Comm. 22 p*c lord bat all bing can.
« 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 18, I can a noble tale for the
noones. 1387 Trevisa Higden Rolls Ser. HI. 281, I can
nou^t but pat I can nou^t. 1-1400 Destr. Troy 1251 For
sleght bat he couth. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 35 Now
they lerne no frenssh ne am none. 1526 Skelton Magnyf.
561 Can you a remedy for the tysyke r 1538 Coverdale N.
T. I)ed. ( To. .instruct such as can but English. 1541 Paynel
Catiline 1. 74 He coulde it by hart. 1548 Hall Chron.
{18091 363 An honest manne and one that could his good.
1563 87 Foxe A. M. 11684) II. 325 Unlearned men that
can no letters. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur. lxxxv. xxiii, It

had bin well that he it never coud. 1600 Fairkax Tasso x.

iv. 180 The way right well he could. 160s Carew Cormoall
56a, Most of the Inhabitants can no word of Cornish. 163a
H. Jonson Magn. Latly 1. i, She could the Bible in the holy
tongue. 1640 Ixivelace J'oemsdt^) 120 Yet can I Musick
too ; but such As is Wyond all Voice or Touch.

C. In phrase To can [some, no, small, goo*/, etc.)

skill of or in : to have skill in, be skilled in.

c 1518 Pace in Ellis Orig . Lett. in. I. 186 They couth
goodde skele in byldyngs. 1531 Hervet Xenophon s ffouseh.

(1768) 52 A carpenter . . that can good skylle therof. 1538
Lkland /tin. II. 56 One Thomas Long, .could skille of the
I-aw. 1578 T. Proctor Gorg. Gallery, Talke thou of that,
wherin some skill thou can. 1613 Chapman B. D'Ambois'
Kn>. Plays 1873 II. 180 Since I could skill of man. 1644
Hi'lwer Chiron. 19 One that could well skill in Manual]
Rhetorique. 1710 Philips Pastorals iv. 23 No Skill of
Musick cau I, simple Swain.

2. intr. To have knowledge, to know of ; also

to know much or little of. arch.
a 1250 (hvl <v Night. 560 Bute thu canst of chateringe.

a 1300 Cursor M. 740 J>at mast kan bath on crok and craft.

Ibid. 7408 (Gott.) He coude of harpe mekil bi rote, c 1400
Destr. Troy 2529 A mad priste, That neuer colde of no
knighthode, but in a kirke chyde. .1420 Avoiv. Arth.
xvii, The king couthe of venery. 1602 Rowlands Greene's
Ghost fi86oi 70, I neuer was there tthat I can of >. 1825
Scott Talism. (1854) 407 Thou canst well of wood-craft.
a 1875 Kingsley Poems, Little Baltung 82 That cunning
Kaiser was a scholar wise, And could of gramarye.

II. With infinitive, as auxiliary of predication.
(Many manuals of English Grammar have ineptly treated

can so construed, as an auxiliary of the Subjunctive or
' Potential ' mood \)

3. To know how {to do anything) ; to have learned,
to be intellectually able.
a 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 Suilc & mare

banne we cunnen saiin. a 1300 Cursor M. 14692 Your aun
bok yee can noght spell, c 1400 Rom. Rose 176 Wei coude
he peynte, 1 undirtake, That such ymage coude make.
1485 CAxton Paris * V, (1868) 64 ( >n al the maner-; that ye

shal cunne demaunde. 1490 — IIoiu to Die 2 To conne
deye is to haue in all lymes his herte redy. a 1510 Myrr.
Our Ladye 148 Dyscrecion lo canne kepe peace . on all
partyes. 1579 Spknskk Slirph. Cut. Jan. 10 Well couth hee
tune his pipe. 1716 Ga Fables 11. vi. 48 We country-folks
Cou'd ope our gracious monarch's eyes.

This passes imperceptibly into the current sense

:

4. To be able ; to have the power, ability or
capacity. (Said of physical as well as mental, and
of natural as well as acquired ability ; = L. posse,
F'. pouvoir.~)
a 1300 l/avelok 1 1 1 So yung bat sho ne coupe Gon on fote.

1375 Barboub Bruce DL 431 Sum off thaim couth swome
full weill. 1475 Hk. A'oitfsse 76 To can renne withe speer.
1516 Tinoale Mark xiv. 37 Coudest not thou watche wit h me
one hour ? 156 1 T. Nokton Cntvin's Inst. 1. 6 Thou canest
not with one view peruse the wide compasse of it. 161

1

Bible Ex. vii. 21 The Egyptians could not drink of the
water. 1650 T, B. Worcester's Apopk, 21, 1 . .cold not come
to the speech of any of them. 1667 Milton L. 1. 117
This Empyreal substance cannot faiL 1697 Dkvden Virg.
Ceorg. iv. 642 What Madness cou'd provoke A Mortal Man
t' invade a sleeping God? 1709 Steele Tatter No. 11 r 3
The whole Company, .take Hands ; then, at acertain sharp
Note, they move round, and kick as kick can. 1875
Jevoxs Money 11878) 2 [She] could not consume any con-
siderable portion of the receipts herself. Mod. What weight
can you carry ? Who can run farthest ? The house can hold
no more. Such language can do no good to the cause.

b. In this and the prec. sense it occurs, used for

the nonce, as a main verb, with infinitive.

[Cf. 1555 1607 in A 5.1

1566 Dhant florace's Sat. 1. iii. Bvij, The wyse can rule ;

to can is full as muche As though he did. 1633 P. Fletcher
Pise. F.cl. vi. xxvi, If from this love thy will thou canst un-
bind, To will is here to can. (1837 Carlvlf. Fr. Rev. (1872}
111. 111. iv. 118 ^ .'..it a Man kens he cans.]

5. Expressing a possible contingency; - May
possibly.

c 1250 Gen. *r Ex. 2872 Ic am sonder man, Egipte folc me
knowen can I = may possibly know me). 1600 Bible (Douay)
Numb, xxxii. 17 Whatsoever we can have, shal be in walled
cities. 1816 J. Wilson City 0/Plague 1. i. 138 Dost think
My mother can l>e living ?

6. Expressing )>ossibility : To be permitted or
enabled by the conditions of the case ; can you . . ?

- is it possible for you to . . ?

i54» Udali. Erasm. Af>of>k. 209 a. Thou cannest not
haue of Fhocion a frende it a naterer bothe to gether.
1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. tl. 38 And can you blame them?
1600 Hkywood Eeho. IV, 1. 11. iii. Thou cannest bear me
witness. 1611 Bible i Cor. x. 21 Ye cannot drink the cup
of the Lord, and the cup of devils. 1664 Evelyn KaLIfort.
U7291 195 You can hardly over-water your Strawberry-Beds.
1667 Milton /'. 111. 735 Thy way thou canst not miss.

1709 Si eele Tatter No. 45 P9 The best Sort of Companion
that can be. a 1856 LoNGF. 17//. Blacksm. iii. You can
hear him swing his heavy sledge, With measured beat and
slow. 1848 Macaulav Mist. tug. II. 221 Even if it could
be believed that the court was sincere.

7. In past subjunctive, expressing an inclination

in a conditional form. ( = Ger. konnte.)
1658 9 Col. White in Burton DiaiydSii) IV. 39, 1 could

like well that they should he in that House. 1711 Addison
Spect. No. 121 F 8, I could wish our Royal Society would
compile a Body of Natural History. 1786 Mrs. Inchbald
Such things are in Brit. Theat. (1808) 14, I cou'd not think
of leaving you so soon.

8. ellipt., with verb to be supplied from the con-

text, or with do, make, come, gtt, etc., understood.
Can or cannot away with : see Away 16. Cannot
but : see Bi t 7 c.

< 1440 Hvlton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) 1. lxxii, I can
wyth plente and I can wyth pouerte, I maye all in hym that
strengthith me. .1440 Gesta Rom. (1879) 38, I am a scr-

uaunt of yourys in all bat 1 can and may. r 1500 Maytt
F.nilyn in A nc. Poet. Tracts (18421 27 He coude well awaye,
With her lusty playe. a 1536 Tinoale Pathiv. Holy Script.
Wks. 1. 27 The more tangled art thou therein, and canst
nowhere through. 1611 Hkywood Gold. Age it. i. Wks.
1874 III. 19 What cannot womens wits? they wonders
can When they intend to blinde the eyes of man. a 1700
Dryden 1 J.) Mecamas and Agrippa, who can most With
C.xsar. 1715 Dk Foe Fam. Instruct. 1. iii. (184O I. 63,
I will do all I can with them. 1718 Poi'E Iliad xill.087
What with this arm I can, prepare to know. 1719 Youw;
Busiris 111. i. (1757) 53 What could your malice more? 1807
Sir R. Wilson in I.t/e 1 18621 II. viii. 374, 1 could no more.
I was really exhausted. 1869 J. Martinkau Est, II. 394.

b. Cards. Can-ye, can-you : see Can-you.
III. Senses now written Con.

f 9. To get to know ; to learn, study. Obs.

In this sense it was also treated as a weak vb. with
pa. pple. cand : the variant con was at length es-

tablished as a separate form, with weak inflexions

{cons, conned ) : see Con v.

1394 /*. PI. Crede 107 A man bat my^te me wissen For
to conne my crede. 1518 More Dial. Heresyes 1. Wks. ni/i
He lalioured .. to can many textes thereof by harte. 1530
Palsgr. 93 If the lernar can perfitly these two exemples.
1563 Mirr. Mag., Blacksm. xviii. 7 So fare they all that
have not vertue cand. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshcl
III. 1082/1 They had cand their lesson.

1 10. To can or con thank^ : to express or offer

thanks, to thank : app. originally ' to acknow-
ledge ' or ' recognize ' one's gratitude. [ME. thank
cunne{n, OE. pone cunnan, - pone wilan, in OS.
thank witan, OIIG. thank wi?,an. Cf. also Gr.

\apiv CiHvai, (I,, gratias mcininisse), It. sapci

grado, Pr. saver gral, V. savoir grit whence also
j

in ME. to cunne gm, ntaulgre, to express one's
^

satisfaction or displeasure. These phrases were
distinctly identified with can, could as late as 1525.
But on the other hand, already in ME., the verb
was often imagined to be different, and inflected as
a weak vb. can or cunn (whence Cannes, canned;
cunnest, cunnes, cunneth, cunned) and in later
times generally con (connest, cons, conned), rarely
ken. See Con : the examples which follow illus-

trate its original form as belonging to can.}
eilJS Lamb. Horn. 31 Ne con Crist him nenne bone.

« '300 Cursor M. 14065, I can hir mikel thank, c 1400 Rom.
Rose 4400, 1 drede thou canst me gret maugre. 1483 Cax-
ton G. de la Tour xviii. 26 Yef he canne ani good, thanne
he wille cunne her moche thanke. 1483 - Gold. Leg. 364/4
The ladyes. couthe her moche thanke. 1483 Vulgaria ahs
Terentio 9 b, My maister cowdc me grete thanke. 15*3
Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cexxiv. 294 The good lady.. coude
hym great thanke. 1533 More Apology xii. Wks. 871/2 No
man hath any cause to can him ani thank. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. (Arb.l 31 Not onelye I . but many other mo. wyll
can you very moche thanke. 1584 R. Scot Mm
U'itckcr. xii. xiv. 201 The smiths will canne them small
thankes for this praier. 1167a — See Con.]
H The following examples show the tendency

to make a separate vb. of it with regular inflexions.

Some writers made it into gait, the converse of
the change in Can v.*

1534 More Com/.agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1210/1 Els would
Chnste haue canned her much more thanke. 154a Udall
Erasm. Apoph. 1 10 b, I allowe hym and gan hym thanke.
Ibid. 248a, Augustus ..after gannyng hym thanke, com.
maunded, etc 1566 Drant Horace's Sat. 1. i. Evijb,
And Cannes me lille thankes.

IV. r
.
Can, cannot, can be, can do, may for the

nonce be used substantively in obvious senses.
1616 Fenner Hidden Manna 11652) 62 Hee hath still, in

every action, more Can-does than Wil-does. 1644 Hlnton
I 'indie. Treat. Monarchy vi. 51 Sure, by cannot, he un-
derstands fallaciously, as he uselh to doe, a morall cannot.
1839 Carlyle Chartism iii. 124 Let a man honour his
craftsman, his can-do. Ibid. v. 11858) 25 How can do, if

we will well interpret it, unites itself with shall-do among
mortals ; how strength acts ever as the right-arm of justice.

Z See also Can-you.

t Can, v.- [pa. tense.) Obs. Also 4 cun, cun-
ne, 4-5 kan, con, conne. [In ME. and early
mod.Eng. used for Gan, pa. t. ofginnau to begin :

see Gin v. In the early MSS. of Cursor Mundi
gan and can constantly interchange', but the evi-

dence shows that can was fully established in

northern use early in the 14th c, and its beginnings
were evidently in the period before 1300, from
which no northern documents survive. It was in

its origin a variant of gan, apparently merely pho-
netic ; in later times,when used as a simple auxiliary

of tense, its identity with gan tended to lie for-

gotten ; it was, from its form and construction,

curiously associated with the preceding verb Can,
and this occasionally led to a forgetfulness of its

tieing a past tense, and to the substitution of couth,

eotui, could, the pa. t. of that verb. Can prevailed

in northern and north midland pin ts till the 16th c,
and in the end of that century it was greatly

affected by Spenser and his fellow-archaists and
followers. Its main function is now filled by did,

though the original gan is still a favourite note
of ballad poetry.]

1. A verb in the past tense meaning gan, i. e.

Iiegan, fell, set, proceeded to. Eollowetl by an
inlinitive with to, it was much less usual than
gun.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13557 Yt&\ bai can 16'. gan, F. con T„

gon] on him to stare. 14J3 Jas. 1 R'ingis Q. iv, And than
how he . . In philosophy can him to confort. c 1470 Henry
Wallace iv. 98 And so on ane hys eync he can \ca. 1648 Ik-.

gan] to cast.

2. It was usually followed by an infinitive with-

out to, and then approached or passed intoa simple

auxiliary of the past tense = the modern did.
a 1300 Cursor M. 758 pe nedder ner-hand hir gun [G. gan,

/'. con, T. gon] draw. Ibid. 2009 A neu liuelade cun [G.

gan, F. con, T. dud] bai bigin. Ibid. 6390 Moyses on be
roche kan stand. // ;./. 6462 Moses . . fourti dais can [G. gan,
F. con, T. gon] ber-on duel). Ibid. 12129 Ho ! all pan cun
[F\ con, G. T. gan] bai cri. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 330 Sone
to paryss can he ga. 11400 Destr. Troy 11258 Antenor
titly con ryse, fferkyt on fote, & to be fre sayde. r 1430
Chron. V'ilod. 128 pis pore mon toke bis bred and., on
his waycon passe, c 1420 Sir A matiace liii, The king toke

Sir Amadace . . And to him conne he say. 1513 Douglas
Aineis 1. viii. 116 Thus saide Ilioneus, and sa can he seis.

c 1570 Thynnf. Pride <y Lcrwl. (1841) 7 And straightly with
his amies he can me fold. 1590 Stenser Q. 1. i. 50 Tho
can she weepe [cd. 1679 gan]. Ibid. 1. vi 23 Till to ryper
yeares he gan aspire. 1602 Davison Rhapsody (161 1) 37
Then gan his Teares so swiftly for to flow . . Then blust-

ring sighes to boistrously can blow.

•fb. 16th c. Scotch can 1/0 = ' did' auxiliary.

1513 Douglas Aineis vn. vi. 11 As scho fure Doun from
the skyis, on fer can do [ed. 1553 gan do] espy. Ibid. vin.

vi. 57 He can do [**(/. 1553 gan do] schaw the allairc.

H 3. Erroneous forms couth, coud, could : =
' did '. (Sec above.)

1375 Barbour Bruce 111. 460 The croune, that Ihesu couth
ber. a 1550 Clm'stis Kirke Gr. xvi, The carlis with clubbis

coud udir quell. Ibid, xxi, Ane bent a bow, sic sturt coud
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steir him. 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 27 (Bannat. MS.
1568) On euery side full warely could hee wate.

Can, [f. Can sbA] To put in a can or

cans ; to preserve by sealing up air-tight in a can
;

' to tin '. See Canned, Canning.
1871 San Francisco Weekly Bulletin 17 Nov. (Hoppe)

Full directions Tor canning fruit. 1884 Harper's Mag.
July 297/2 The. .facilities for canning beef.

Can, obs. form of Khan
Canaan (ktTi-nan). [ad. Heb. JS33 £'«MM«].
The ancient proper name of Western Palestine,

promised to the Children of Israel ; henceJig. (esp.

in hymns and devotional use) land of promise, land

of heavenly rest across the Jordan of death, heaven.

1637 T. Morton (title) New English Canaan. 1^72 W.
Williams Hymn, ' Guide me O thou great Jehovah', Land
me safe on Canaan's side. 1807 Southky Fsprietla's Lett.

(1814) III. 328 It [Spain] is also the Canaan of Physicians.

Canaanite (fo'-ninait), sbA [f. prec. + -ite.]

1. A native of Canaan. Jig. ' No true Israelite.'

138a Wyclif Judg. i. 32 He dwellid in the mydil of Cha-

nanei [1388 in the myddis of Cananey]. 1535 Coverdale
ibid. But dwelt amonge the Cananites. 1605 Tryall Chez'.

n. i. in Bullen O. PI. (1884) III. 285 What foolish Ca-

naanits were they to run in debt to their eyes for an houres

sleepe. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic I. i. (18401 35.

2. ^more properly Canansean) : One of a Jewish

sect desperate and fanatical in its opposition to the

Romans : hence, a zealot, a fanatic.

1611 Bible Matt. x. 4 The names of the twelue Apostles

are these. .Simon the Canaanite [x88x Revised, CananEean.]

Hence Canaanitess, a woman of Canaan

;

Canaani'tic, Canaani'tish adjs., belonging to

Canaan ; of or like a Canaanite. Also Jig.

1621 Ainsworth Annot. Pentat. Numb. xxvi. 13 [Saull

the sonne ofa Canaanitesse. 1882-3 Schafk Relig. Encyel.

II. 1151 The Jebusites were a Canaanitic tribe. 1535

Coverdale Gen. xlvi. 10 The Cananitish woman. 1872

Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ix. 6 Let not Canaanitish doubts

and legalisms keep thee out of the inheritance of grace.

Canaanite, t6.* Mm. A variety of pyroxene

consisting of a greyish- or bluish-white rock, found

near Canaan, Ct., U. S.

1844 W. Phillips Min. 89 Canaanite occurs very exten-

sively at Canaan, Ct. 1868 Dana Min. (1880) 803 Canaanite

is a whitish pyroxene rock . . and constitutes ridges.

Canaby\e, obs. North, form of Canopy.

t Canace (karnasO- Obs. rare. [L. Canace =
Gr. Kara/ft;.] The daughter of /IColus, who com-

mitted incest
;
formerly taken typically.

1623 Cockeram, Canaces, incestuous women. 1678 Phil-

lips s.v., They use to call an Incestuous Woman, Canace.

tCanacin, ca'nakin. Obs.

1673 Cant. Acmiciuy, Canakiu, the Plague. 1721 1800

Bailey, Cauaciu, the Plague. C[ountiy tvord).

t Canacle, CO'nacle. Obs. rare. [Of un-

known derivation and meaning.] ? A cup.

e 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B 1461 pe coperounes of pe canacles

bat on be cuppe reres, Wer fetysely formed out in fylyolcs

longe. Ibid. 1515 perwatz. .Clatenngof conacles pat kesten

bo burdes.

Canada 1 (karnada). The name of a British

possession or ' dominion ' in N. America, used

attrib. in the names of various commercial pro-

ducts, animals, and plants, as Canada agaric, goose,

stag, etc. ;
esp. C. balsam, a pale balsam or

resin derived from Abies balsamca, and A. cana-

densis, used in medicine, and as a transparent gum
for mounting microscopic objects ; C. rice, an

aquatic grass (Hyi/ropyrum esculentum), whose

seeds feed great flocks of water-fowl, and are also

used as food by the natives ; C. tea, the leaves of

Gaultheria procumbens, used to flavour tea, or as

a substitute for it ; Mountain Tea ; C. turpentine
= Canada balsam.
[1624 Capt. Smith Virginiav\. 205, I had. .called it New

England, yet so long he [Thomas Hunt] and his Consorts

drowned that name with the Eccho of Cannaday.]

1840 Gosse Canadian Nat., The bark of the fir or balsam

is covered with bladders full of a fluid resin.. this is the

"Canada-balsam of the apothecaries. 1861 Miss Pratt
Flcauer. PI. III. 284 "Canada Flea-bane . . a dull-looking

plant, with small heads of dingy flowers. 1772 Forster
Hudson's Bay Birds in Phil. 7><i;m.LXII. 414 The "Canada
geese are very plentiful at Hudson's Bay. 1838 Penny Cycl.

XL 308/1 The Canada Goose generally builds its nest on

the ground. 1842 Ibid. XXIII. 120/1 This [Sumia/unerea]
is the . . "Canada Owl of Latham. 1869 T. Burroughs m
Galaxy Mag. Aug., The tree or *Canada-sparrow. 1837

Penny Cycl. VIII. 359/1 The French in America call this

beast [Cervus Wapiti] the "Canada Stag.

II Canada 2 (kan ya'da). [a. Sp. cailada ' a dale

between two mountains', f. cafto tube, gutter,

cafla reed.] In the Western States of N. America

:

A narrow valley or glen ; a ravine or small cafion.

1850 B. Taylor Eldorado xiii. (1862) 131 Descending a
long Canada in the mountains. 1879 Beerbohm Patagonia
iv. 311 The Canada . .was about a mile and a half broad. x88x

Raymond Mining Gloss., Canada, a ravine, or small canon.

Canadian (kan?>-dian), a. and sb. [f. Canada '

+ -ian.] A. adj. Of or belonging to Canada or its

people. B. sb. A native or inhabitant of Canada.
1805 L. in Naval Chron. XIV. 30 Canadian balsam, .had

been shipped. 1825 Scott Let. in Loekltart (18391 VII. 362,

I can get the Canadian geese .. from Mr. Murray. 1868

Mrs. Oliphant Brtr.vnloivs I. 127 The Canadian had crept

into his good graces. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV. xiv.

415 The French Canadians of that day.

t Canadoe. Obs. rare. {? Drink from a Can.)
1610 llistrio-m. ii. 104 And now, my maisters, in this

bravadoe, I can read no more without Canadoe. O/uues.

What ho ! some Canadoe quickly !

Ca nage 1 (kJi-nedj,). Sc. [f. cane, Cain + -age.]

The payment of cain ; amount of cain paid.

1597 Skene Exp. Terms, Canage of woll or hides is taken

for the custonie theirof.

Canage -. nonet-nod. [f. Cane sb. 1
; a humor-

ous nonce-word formed after vintage.'] A ' harvest

of canes ', i. e. a copious caning.

1881 Half.s in Antiquary Nov. 190/1 Plautus's Virgi-

demia (a canage) a comical analogue of Vindemia (a vintage).

II Canaglia. Obs. rare. Also canalia. [a. It.

canaglia ; see next.] =next.
1605 li. J< 'Nson Volpone 11. ii. 73 Clamours of the Canaglia.

1681 Rycaut Critick 231 Not trusting to these vile Canalia.

1x1734 North Exam. 11. iv. p 141. 306 Low Plebeian In-

vention, proper only for a Canaglia of Poltroons.

II Canaille (kana-'y, -e">']). Also 7 canaile,

cannale, S kennel, 9 Sc. cannailyie, canalyie.

[a. F. canaille, ad. It. canaglia (Sp. canalia, Pg.

cana/lia', f. cane, L. can-is dog, with collective

suffix, lit. ' pack of dogs'. In 17th and 18th e.

app. naturalized ; now again consciously used as

French. The It. form was in earlier use : see prec]

A contemptuous name given to the populace ; the

' vile herd , vile populace ; the rabble, the mob.
1676 Etheredge Man 0/ Mode v. i. 11684) 66 Let the

Canaile wait as they should do. 1679 Penn Addr. /'rot. 1.

26 This Shameful Impiety, .has not only prevailed with the

Populace, the Cannale, the Vulgar. 1748 Richardson Cla-

rtua (181 1) II. 73 Faulty morals deservedly .. bring down
rank and birth to the canaille. 1792 Genii. Mag. LX11. 1.

6 Like true Canaille . . literally, a parcel of Dogs. 1805

J. Nicol Poems I. 37 (Jam.) The hale cannailyie, risin,

tried In vain to end their gabblin. 1845 Disraeli Sybil 103

Railroads . . and manufactories . . are enterprises for the

canaille, and I hate them in my heart,

b. A pack.
168 . Fears /, Jcai. Ceas'd 4 A most Powerful Party, .en-

rag'd against the whole Canaille of these Miscreants.

Canakin, var. of Canikin.

Canal (kanarl), sb. Forms: 6 canall, 6-7

canale, 7 canaile, (oannal), 5, 7- canal, [a.

F. canal (iOth c. in l.ittre), a refashioning, after L.

canal-em or It. canale, of the earlier F. chcnal

{chattel, chcnel) : see Cannei., Channel. (The

15th c. instance may be lrom L.) The words camel,

Cannel, and chattel, Channel, from the same-

Latin source, but immediately from old French,

were in much earlier use in Eng. : when canal was

introduced it was to some extent used as a synonym

of these, but the forms were at length differentiated.

(There was an OF. (Picard) canal, a variant of cane1 in

the 12th c, but this had nothing to do with the 16th c. canal

of literary French.)]

f 1 A pipe used for conveying water or liquid
;

also a tube, or tubular cavity. Obs.

c 1449 Pecock Kepr. v. iii. 497 As thoru3 a pipe or a canal.

1578 T. N. tr. Cony, IV. India 193 The water is brought .

.

in two pipes or Canalls. 1601 Holland Pliny 1 1. 467 These

canales (as I may so say of gold ore) follow the veins of such

marble and stone in the quarry. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 138

If the sound which would scatter in open Air be made to go

all into a Canale, it must needs give greater force to the

Sound. 1670 E. King in Phil. Trans., [They, a sort of

Wild Bee] first bore a Canale in the Stock. 1698 KsiLL

Exam. The. Earth (1734) 95 We take the Diameters and

Axis, .as small Canals or Tubes.

2. Phys. A tubular cavity in the body of an

animal or in the tissues of a plant ; a duct ; as the

alimentary canal, the Haversian canals of the

bones, the semicircular canals of the ear, etc.

Rarely applied to small tubular passages in inor-

ganic substances. (The second sense in current rise.)

1626 Bacon Sylva § 30 A small Quantity of Spirits, in the

Cels of the Braine, and Cannals of the Sinewes, are able to

move the whole Body, a 1711 Ken Hymuar. Poet. Wks.

1721 II. 25 Through ev'ry soft Canal, Make vital Spirits

sail. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. i. § 1 r 5. 27 The

Cavities of the Vestibulum, semicircular Canals, and Cochlea

[of the ear]. 1764 Reid Inquiry iii. Wks. I. 11 5/2 The en-

trance of the alimentary canal.. the entrance of the canal

for respiration. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 172 The duplicative of

membrane within the cranium and spinal canal. 1866 Hux-

ley Phys. xii. (1869) 318 All bones, except the smallest, are

traversed by small canals . . These are called Haversian

canals. 1869 Phillips Vcsuv. xi. 308 We found it [Vesuvian

lava] pipy or full of canals.

f 3. A water-course, a Channel generally. Obs.

(exc. as influenced by sense 6).

1538 Lkland Itin. II. 72 The . . canales of eche paries of

Sowey river kept from abundance of wedes. 1674 Petty

Disc. bcf. R. Soc. 37 The different Velocity of Bodies .

.

experimented in large Canales, or Troughs of water, tilted

with a convenient Apparatus for that purpose. 1756 Watson

in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 900 One of the canals, which carries

off the waste water from the baths. 1771 Cavendish ibid.

LXI. 607 The fluid shall be able to pass readily from one

body to the other by that canal, i860 Tyndall Stall
§25. 366 We could see the water escape from it [moulin]

through a lateral canal at its bottom.
,

1 4. Geog. A (comparatively) narrow piece ol

water connecting two larger pieces ; a strait. Obs. ;

now Channel.

1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 21 19/2 The Canal of the Black Sea

near to Scularet. 1704 Collect. Voy. ^ Treat. III. 32/1 In

the Canal of Bahama. 1716 Land. Gaz. No. 5473/1 The
Turkish Fleet having entred the Canal of Corfu. 1750

Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752) 8 In the bottom of the Adn-
atick Sea there were a quantity of small marshy isles, sepa-

rated only by narrow canals. 1829 Sun 17 Sept. 1/5 The
canal of Constantinople, or of the Bosphorus, gives vent to

the waters of the Black Sea, which flow. . by the canal of the

Dardanelles or of the Hellespont.

t 5. A long and narrow piece of water for the

ornamentation of a garden or park. [App. directly

from 1 7th c. French ; see Littre.] Obs.

1663-4 Pepys Diary 14 Mar., My Lord Southampton's

canaile. 1666 Ibid. 15 July, Walked to the Park; and

there (it being mighty hot. and I weary, I lay down by the

Canaile. 1725 H. de Saumakez in Phil. Trans. XXXIII.
412 Having a Boat on the Canal in St. James's Park. 1725

Lend. Gaz. No. 6388/3 A Canal or Fish-Pond well stocked.

1751 Johnson Rami/. No. 142 T 4 The wall which inclosed

the gardens . . and the canals. 1827 Honk Kvery-day Bk.

II. 102 Skating..on the Canal in St. James's, .park.

6. All artificial watercourse constructed to unite

rivers, lakes, or seas, and serve the purposes of

inland navigation. (The chief modern sense,

whicli tends to influence all the others.)

1673 Temple United Pro-.: iii. (R. ) The great rivers, and

the strange number of canals that are found in this province.

1703 I.. Huddleston i title) Method of conveying Boats or

Barges from a higher to a lower level on Canals. 1797

J. Rennie (title) Report concerning a Canal proposed

between Edinburgh and Glasgow. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 426/1

Shortly after this 1

1 7561 Brindley was consulted by the Duke
of Bridgewaler on the practicability of constructing a canal

from Worsley to Manchester. 1857 Buckle Civilis. I. in.

142 If we have no rivers, we make Canals.

trans/. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv. 176 From the basin of

the Orinoco, the wonderful natural canal of the Casslquiare

leads us straight into the Kio Negro.

t 7. fig. A medium of communication, means,

agency. Obs. ; now Channel.
1722 Wodrow Corr. (18431 II. 65S You will nut fail to send

. .a full account of your Synod, and I shall be a canal to

your friends at Edinburgh. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic.Ul.

I.vxxiv, Ignorant of the canal through which lie obtained

that promotion. 1779 Sir W. Hamilton in I'lul. Trans.

I.XX. 43 The Royal Society.. through the respectable canal

of its worthy president.

8. Arch. Applied to various semi-tubular grooves

:

see quot. More commonly Channel. [These uses

already in I.alin, in Vitruvius.]

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v. 1876 Gwilt Archil. Gloss.,

Canal,, .the flutings of a column 01 pilaster. The canal oj

the volute is the spiral channel, or sinking on ii- face, com-

mencing at the eye, and following in the revolutions of the

volute. The canal 0/ the larmier is the channel or groove

sunk on its soffite to throw off the rain.

9. Zool. The groove in the shells of certain uni-

valve molluscs, for the protrusion of the siphon or

breathing tube. (The third current sense.)

1835 [see Canaliferous]. 1854 Woodward Mollutca 34

Protected by the canal of the shell.

10. Comb., m canal-barge, -boat, -bridge, -earner,

-lock, -man, -watered adj. ;
canal-built a., of a

build adapted to canal navigation ; eanal-eell

{Bet.), a cell in the archegonium of Vascular Cryp-

togams, which ultimately forms the canal through

which fertilization takes place ;
canal-ways adv.

1842 Dickens Anter. Notes (1850) 104/2 The passengers

being . . taken on afterwards by another "canal-boat. 1843

Lever J. 11hiton xix. d87 8> 131, I started from Portobello in

the canal-boat. 1819 Post Off. Loud. Direct. 319 Canal-

carriers to Manchester, Liverpool, and Staffordshire lot-

teries. 1875 Bennet & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 11. iv. 336 the

"canal-cell penetrates between the rows of cells of the neck

and becomes converted into mucilage. 1828 Fall Bruns-

wick Theatre 1 Rivermen, "canalmen, and their families.

i860 Notes N.-IV. I'rov. India 86 Assessing "canal-watered

estates to the land revenue. 1831 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc.

(1842)!. 350 If the Chinese ..have conveyed their moral

government "canal-ways to the other side of the Great

Wall. , „ ,

Canal, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To make

a canal through ; to furnish with canals.

x87o Emerson Soc. tfSolit. vii. 131 Canalling the American

Isthmus. 1876 C. Warner Ifinteroh Nile 1. 18 Allcanaled

and railwayed.

Cana'lage. rare-1
, [f. Canal sb. + -age.]

The construction of canals ; canal-work.

1854 Chamb. Jrnl. 211 This extensive system of canalage.

Canal-bone, -coal, var. Cannel bone, -coal.

Canalia : see Canaglia.

Canalicular (ka;nali'ki«laj), a. Nat. Hist.

Tad mod.L. candliculdris, f. candlicul-us ; see be-

low. Cf. F. caualiculaire.] Of, pertaining to, or

resembling a canaliculus ;
minutely tubular.

X878 Bell Gegeubaiters Comp. Anal. 144 Ihe specla

metamorphoses of the fibres into canalicular, or flattened

cylindrical forms.

Canalixulate, a. Nat. Hist. [ad. mod.L.

candliculdt-its, f. canaliculus. In mod.F
.
canali-

cn/e'.i Having a longitudinal groove or hollow ;

minutely channelled.

1828 Kiruy & Sp. Eutomol. III. xxix. 183 They are all

canaliculate. 1852 Dana Crust. 1. 446 Tarsus of third pair

of legs long, canaliculate. Ibid. 541[The beak .. l? canali-

culate or longitudinally concave. 1880 Gray Bot. I ext-Ci:

401 Canaliculate, channelled, or with a longitudinal groove.

Canalixnlated, ppl. a. - prec. ; also, striated

8-a



CANALICULATION. (ill CAN-BUOY.
with minute grooves or flirtings; also, pierced with
a minute canal.

1761 Da Costa in rhil. Trans. LI!. 446 A kind of crystals
canaliculatcd, or striated lengthwise. 1838 Stark Etem.
Nat. Hiit. II. 37 Shell .. canaliculatcd at the base. 1849
Ruskin Sm. Lamps iv. j 2. 95 The fluting of the column.

.

feebly resembled many canaliculated organic structures.
"88a C C. HorLEY Snakes xix. 372 Redi. .observed the
canal . . in the fang . . and that these canaliculated teeth.

.

were for the conveyance of the venom.
Canaliculation. Nat. Hist, [see prec. and

-ATION.J A canaliculate formation ; a minute
channelling or grooving.
1880 R. B. Watson in 7ml. Linn. Soc. XV. No. 82. 98 The

slight canaliculation in which the mouth terminates. Ibid.
XV. No. 87. 406 A very slight canaliculation on the suture.

Canalicule. [so in Fr.] ^Canaliculus 3.

1830 ToddC>7. Anat. III. 91 2 The lacrymal canalicules.

II Canaliculus taenali-kUfUh). PI. canali-
ouli. [a. L. canaliculus, dim. of canalis pipe,
groove, channel. The 16th c. plurals in -noli,
-icolos in Shute appear due to an It. tanalicolo.']

tl. Arch. A groove, fluting, channel. (See
Canal and Channel.) Obs.
•5*3 Shute An h. C iij a, If your pillor shall haue Can.ili-

atlos. Ibid. C iij b, The Canalicoli, standing vpright within
the Triglyphi. /bid. D iij b, If this piller be garnished and
filled with Canaliculi.

2. Phys. A small canal or duct ; applied esp. to
the minute tubes connecting the lacuna; in the
bones, and to the lachrymal canals connecting each
lachrymal sac with the eye-lids.
[1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Canalis or Canaliculus arterio-

sus.] 1854 J. Hogg Microsc. 1. ii. 11867) 67 The lacuna;
and can.thi.uli of bone-structure. 1875 H. Walton Dis.
Eye 471 The division of a canaliculus.

Canaliferous (ka;nali'feres), a. Nat. His/.
[f. mod.L. canalifcr (f. canalis channel + -for pro-
ducing) 4- ous. Cf. F. canalifirc] Having or
bearing a canal : said of shells of molluscs.
1834 Kiruy /lab. 4- lust. Anim. I. ix. 296 Lamarck's

canaliferous Zoophagans, called so from the long straight
canal which terminates the mouth of their shells. 1856 8
W. Clark Van der Hoezen's Zool. I. 796 Shell spiral, with
aperture entire, not canaliferous.

Canalization kanalaiz/ifan, kanaeliz^Jan"

.

[f. Canalize + -atkin ; or a. mod.F. canalisation.}

1. A furnishing with canals ; the cutting of a
canal through (an isthmus, etc.), the making (a
river, etc.) into a canal ; the construction of canals.
1844 Bleukw. Mag. LVI. 193 A plan of canalization for the

Hellenic kingdom. 1858 Times 26 Nov. 7 '3 The canaliza
tion of the Isthmus [of Suez], .may well cause hesitation.
1880 Law Reports, 13 Chanc. Viz: 4 The canalisation of
the rapids.

2. Pkys. and Pathol. The formation of a canal or
canals in the living organism : see also quot. 1881.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. I'athol. 203 Canalisation of the
embolus . . leading to the permeability of the obstructed
part. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Canalisation, the conversion of
a vessel, especially a vein, into a rigid tube. Also, the
boring through a structure, as of the prostate gland.

Canalize (kajnaUiz", v. [f. Canal si. + -ize :

mod.F. canaliser was perh. the immediate source.]
1. trans, a. To cut a canal through ; to furnish

with canals, b. To make like a canal ; to convert
(a river) into a canal.
i860 Pvsey Attn. Proph. 142 This system of canalising

l-.^ypt. 1805 Times jj Mar. 10/6 The St. I.awrence .. has
been canalized for such parts of its course as were naturally
unfit for navigation. 1870 A thenMum 26 Feb. 209 We do
not desire so to * canalize ' the Thames, as our neighbours
have 'canalized' the Seine.

2. Phys. and Pathol.
187* tr. Wagner's Cen. Pathol. 199 The symptoms . . of

thrombosis disappear . . if the thrombus is reabsorbed or is
sufficiently canalized.

Hence Ca nalized ppl. a.
1855 llotneh. Wds. XII. 54 The canalised river. 1885

Athciixum 605/2 Slowly descending the canalized Seine.

Canaller (kanarbi). colloq. [f. Canal + -ek "

.]

a. A person who works or lives in a canal-boat.
b. A canal-boat. (Chiefly U. S.)
1864 T. S. Nichols 40 Yrs. Amer. Life II, Steamboat

men, sailors, canallcrs. 1884 .San Francisco Citron. Aug ,

The 'canaler's' family is seen on deck. 1887 Century Mag.
Aug. 487 Near the bow of each canaler was a lantern.

t Canalliary. Obs. rare '. [f, cauaglia or
canaille (q. v.) + -by.] = Canaille (collectively).
1600 O. E. Repl. Libel 1. viii. 210 Moriscoes and Negroes,

and horseboies, and such Canalliary,

Canalling kanarlin.), vbl. sb. [f. Canal sb.

and v. + -ing".] a. The construction of a canal

;

canal-making
; canal-work. b. Travelling or

doing business by canal ; canal traffic.

1834 Chamb. Jrnl. I. 40 The longest piece of canalling re-
quired to open the whole line. 1885 Harper's Mag. Slay
858/2 The journey, .is made up of twenty miles of. .canal-
ling. 1885 Graceville (Minnesota) Transcript 3 Jan. 2/t
They say the days of canaling are over . . The railroads .

.

have taken all that business.

Canalure, obs. form of Cannelure.
Canalyie, Sc. form of Canaille.
t Ca-namell. Obs. Also 5 galameUe. [ad.

med.L. cannamclla sugar-cane, f. carina cane + mel
honey. Cf. Caramel ] The sugar-cane.

c 1400 Maundev. xiL 141 Made of Galamelle ; and that is

that men maken Sugar of. 1506 Glvlkorue Pilgr. (1851)
47 lnfynyte plente of vynes, olyffe, fygges, and canamells.

Canape, -pie, -py, obs. ff. Canopy.
II Canard (kanar, kanaid). [Fr. ; lit. ' duck '

;

also used in sense given below.
Littrc says Canard for a silly story comes from the old

expression * vendre un canard a moitie ' 1 to half-sell a duck >,

in which a moitie' was subsequently suppressed. It is clear
that to half-sell a duck is not to sell it at all; hence the
sense ' to take in, make a fool of. In proof of this he cites
bailleur de canards, deliverer of ducks, utterer of canards,
of date 1612: Cotgr., 161 1, has the fuller vendeur de
canards a moitie' ' a cousener, guller, cogger ; foister,
Iyer '. Others have referred the word to an absurd fabri-
cated story purporting to illustrate the voracity of ducks,
said to have gone the round of the newspapers, and to have
been credited by many. As this account has been widely
circulated, it is possible that it has contributed to render
the word more familiar, and thus more used, in English.]
An extravagant or absurd story circulated to im-

|x>se on people's credulity; a hoax, a false report.
[I saw the word in print before 1850 (Ed.) 1864 in

Webster. 1866 Even. Standard 13 July 6 A silly canard
circulated by the (Shot, about England having joined France
and Russia in 1 offering ' their mediation to the belligerents.
1880 W. Day Racehorse in Train, xix. 185 The canards
so industriously circulated as to the real cause of the deadly
opposition he had met with.

Canard kanaud ;., v. [f. prec. sb. ; in sense 2,

a. F. canarde-r.]

1. intr. To fly abroad as a false report.
1862 Rcssell in Times 27 Mar., Stories of all sorts last

week respecting his resignation . . which may be heard
cmarding about in the halls of the hotels.

2. To make a harsh sound like the cry of a duck,
on a wind-instrument.
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 399 A ragged starveling,

canarding on a clarionet.

Canary (kane»ri), sb. Forms: ;6 canara),
6-7 canarie, (7 canari, cannaries, 8 kanary,
canario 7- canary, [a. F. Canarie, ad. Sp.
Canaria, in L. Canaria insula ' Isle of Dogs ' one
of the Fortunate Isles, so called from its large
dogs [candri-us of or pertaining to dogs, f. can-is
dog, Pliny), whence Canarix insula; as the name
of the group in Arnobius c. 300 ]

The name of an island {Gran Canaria) on the
west coast of Africa, and of the group Canary Isles

or Canaries, to which it belongs. I lence in various
uses, originally atlrib., but subseq. taken as sb*.

1. A lively Spanish dance, the idea of which is

said to have been derived from the aborigines of
the Canary Islands. In early use generally plural.

1591 Nashe P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 18b, As gingerly as if she
were dancing the Canaries. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 11. i.

77 A medicine That's able to breath life into a stone . . and
make you dance Canari. 1606 Dekker Sev. Sins 111. (Arb.)

27 They would make all the Hogges-heads that vse to
come to the house, to daunce the Cannaries till they reeld
againe. 1655 5, I played the Canaries, which
almost all the company danced. 1772 84 Cook Voy. (1790)
II. 413 The canario, first used by the Canarians. 1789
Hcrney Hist..Mus. III. vii. 488 Country-dance and canaries.
1861 Athenxum 25 Jan. 11 1/3 Pe"cour it was who invented
the 'Canary', a very lively dance, something like our Sir
Roger de Coverley. 1880 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 302 Canarie,
a now antiquated dance.
attrib. 1609 Ev. Wont, in Hum. 1. i. in Butlen O. PI.

IV, Another as she goes treads a Canarie pace. 1789
Hcrney Hist. Mus. (ed. 2) IV. ii. 89 Sometimes the canary
and sometimes the courant step.

+ 2. = Canary wine, a light sweet wine from the
Canary Islands. Formerly also in //. Obs.
'597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 29 V faith, you have drunk

loo much canaries. 1601 — Ttvet. N. 1. iii. 85 Thou lack'st
a cup of Canarie. 1641 Hrome Jov. Crew iv. i. Wks. 1873
I I I. 4 1 8 Good old Canary, I assure you. 1667 Lond. Gag.
No. 126/1 The St. Francis of Bilboa, laden with Canaries,
and in her way was robbed . . of one Hogshead of Wine.
.11711 Ken Lett. Wks. (1838) 80 Three bottles of canary
for our sick friend. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 320 To
intoxicate large assemblies daily wilh claret or canary.

3. -Canary-mrh. Occasionally
fog.

= songster.
1655 Mocket & Benn. Health's Improv'. (1746) 180 So

also doth the Canary, Finch or Fiskin. 1661 I.0VELL Hist.
Aniui. <y Min. Introd., Birds, which are .. the .. canarie,
sparrow, finch. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 229 The hen canary
will generally lay three or four times in the year. 1862
Calvkrlky Verses t, Trans. 34 No darkringleted canaries
Sing to me of ' hungry foam '.

4. Short for Canary-bird (sense 3) in various
slang and other uses cf. I lalliwell, ; also for

Canary-grass or -seed.

5. Angling. A 'fly' of a canary colour.
1867 F. Francis Angling x. (18801 372 The Canary .. is

more often called the ' Goldfinch '.

* 6. A humorous blunder for quandary put into
the mouth of Mrs. Quickly).
1508 Shaks. Merry IV. 11. ii. 61 You haue brought her into

such a Canaries, as 'lis wonderfull : the best Courtier of
them all could neuer haue brought her to such a Canarie.

7. attrib. and Comb., as canary-coloured, -suck-

ing sense 2), -yellow adjs. ; canary-creeper, ' a
garden name for Trop&olum aduncum, (wrongly
called '/'. cauariense)

; canary-finch^ Canari -

bird; canary-grass, the grass (Phalaris canad-
ensis) which yields canary-seed ; reed canary-

grass -canary-rced ; canary-reed, a British grass,
Phalaris (Digraphis) arundinacea; + canary

-

sack = Canary 2 ; canary-seed, the seed of Pha-
laris canariensis, used as food for canaries ; also
the plant itself; canary-stone, a * beautiful yellow
species of carnelian' (Simmonds Did. Y'rade);

t canary-wine = Canary 2; canary-wood, the
light orange-coloured wood of Persea indica and
P. canariensis, obtained from Brazil.
1813 Bincley Anim. Biog. II. 174 The Canary.finch.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 228 Canary bird, or Canary finch. 1668
Wilkins Real Char. 11. iv. I 3. 73 "Canary Grass. 1711 I.

Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 380 It's call'd Canary
grass, because brought from thence, and is the common
Food of those Birds. 1884 Jekferies in Chamb. Jrnl.
I Mar. 130/2 The reeds and reed canary-grass come up.
1884 Miller Plant. n. 229 "Canary Reed. 163a Massinger
City Matt. iv. i, All the conduits Spouting 'canary-sack.
'597 Gerard Herbal 1. Ixiv. 86 'Canarie Seed groweth
naturally in Spain. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xiii. 133
Canary seed, .is found in the Canary Islands, .and is culti-
vated in Europe for the food of Canary and other small
birds. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 230 Canary seed is chiefly
cultivated in the Isle of Thanet in Kent, and about Sand-
wich 1641 Milton Ch. Discip. L (1851.1 18 His canary-
sucking, and swan-eating palat. 16*0 Venner Via Recta
ii. .27 *Canarie-wine . . is of some termed a Sacke, with this
adiunct sweete ; but yet very improperly . . for it is not
so white in colour as sack, nor so thin in substance. 1670
R. Coke Disc. Trade 6 The Canary Wines imported. 1875
Ure Diet. Arts I. 679 "Canary wood.

Cana'ry, a. [attrib. use of Canary sb. 3.]
Canary-coloured, bright yellow.
1854 Thackeray Nnvcomes II. 128 The tall canary ones

with white polls, c 1865 Circle 0/Sc. I. 228/2 The . . liquid
is. .of a canary-yellow colour. x88s Garden 14 Oct. 347/2
Overlapping florets . . of a clear canary yellow.

t Cana'ry, v. Obs, [f. Canary sb. 1.] intr.

To dance the canary ; to dance in a lively way.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. lit. i. 12 To ligge ofTa tune at the

tongues end, canarie to it with the feete. x8xa W. Tennant
Anster F. III. ii, The^ saffron-elbow 'd Morning up the slope
Of heaven canaries in her jewcll'd shoes. Ibid. iv. lxxxi,
Hoar-hair'd men . . Canary tn unconscionable rage.

Canary-bird. [See Canary sb.]

1. An insessorial singing bird, a kind of finch

Fringilla or Carduelis canaria, family Pringil-

Udm), originally brought from the Canary Islands,
now a very common domestic songster. The wild
bird, still found in Madeira, is green, but the do-
mesticated breed is mostly of a characteristic yellow
colour. (Also canury-fonch and simply canary.)
1576 Gascoigne Compl. Philomene 33 Canara byrds come

in to beare the bell, And Goldfinches do hope to get the
gole. 1591 Percivall Sp. Did., Verdon, a canarie bird,

Auis riridu ex insula Canaria. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No.
2077/4 These are to give notice that there is lately come
over from Canary, 700 Canary Birds. 1706 PHIl.Lirs,
Canary-bird, an admirable Singing.bird of a green Colour,
formerly bred in the' Canaries, and no where else. 1802
BingleysI M/'/H. Biog. (1813) II. 174 The Canary-bird must be
considered as the musician of the chamber. 1850 Mrs.
Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xiv. 124 She lEva} would perch like

a canary-bird on some box or package near Tom.
2. Thieves' slang. i^See quots.)

1673 R. Head Cant. Acad. 157 Neicgate is a Cage of
Canary-birds. 17^5 .VWc Cant. Diet., Canary-Bird, a
little arch or knavish Boy; a Rogue or Whore taken, and
clapp'd into the Cage or Round-house. 1785 Grose Pit t.

Vttlg. Tongue, Canary^ bird, a jail bird, or person used to
be kept in a cage, also in the canting sense, guineas.

fCana rye. Obs. Also canayr. Used by \A.
Berners to render Froissart's nacaire, a sort of
kettle-drum, otherwise called Naker, q. v.

1523 Lie Berners Froiss. I. xii. 12 With tmmpes ami
Canaryes. Ibid. lxxx. 102 Noyse of trumpcltesand canary-,.

Canaster vkanaj stoi . [a. Sp. canaslra, ca-

nasta (¥r. canastre, It. canestra, :— I.. *canasl>iun,

canistrum, a. Gr. nayaarpov basket. Cf. Canister.]
1. A rush basket used to pack tobacco in.

2. A kind of tobacco made of the dried leaves

coarsely broken, so called from the rush basket in

which it was formerly imported.
1827 Hone Every-day Bi: II. 106 The best tobacco, .the

Dutcn Canaster. 1850 Thackeray linit. Horace, Mean-
while 1 will smoke my canaster, And tipple my ale. 1853
Blackw. Mag. LXXlV. 132 The dried leaves, coarsely
broken, are sold a> canaster or knaster.

II Canaut (kan^-t). Anglo-Indian. Also 7
cauat, kanate, 9 kanaut, connaut. [Urdu from
Arab, qandi (Yule .]

1 The side-wall of a tent ; a
canvas enclosure 1 (Yule).
16*5 Pi/kchas Fttgrhncs 11. 1481 The Kin>;s Tent . . in-

circled with LanatMmade of red Calico stiffened with Canes
at euery breadth, standing vpright about nine foot high).

1793 Diko.m Camp. India 330 (Y-> The canaut of canvas .

.

was painted of a beautiful sea-green colour. 1817 Jas. Mill
Brit. India II. 201 (Y.> Silk of which they make tents and
kanauts. 1834 T. MtmviN Angler Walts I. ix. 163, I have
known tents, though the 'canauts' twalls> and 'ny (roof)

consisted of four or five cloths, completely honeycombed in

a very few weeks [by while antsj.

Canayr : see Canakyb.
Ca'n-buoy. Nant. [f. Can st>. 1 + Buoy sf>.]

A large cone-shaped buoy, floated over sands,

shallows, etc., ami usually painted of a definite

colour for purposes of recognition.
|

Formerly
called can-MieSy Smyth, Sailors Word-bk.)
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1626 Cart. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 13 A boy, a can

boy. 1769 Falconer Diet. Murine (17891 Can-Buoys. .are

in the form of a cone, and of this construction are all the

buoys which are floated over dangerous banks and shallows.

1858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 317 The Black Can Buoy on the

Black Tail Spit. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket-bk. v. (ed. 2)

136 Single-coloured can buoys, .will mark the starboard side.

t Cancabs. Obs. See quot.

177S Bruce in Phil. Trans. LXV. 417 The worst sort of

Troglodyte Myrrh, called cancabs.

II Cancan ;kankari, kEe'n^sen). [F. (16th c. in

Littre), noise, disturbance, ' rumpus ', also the

dance. Of uncertain etymology, the popular fancy

being that it is the L. quanquam, about the proper

pronunciation of which a noisy wrangle is said to

have occurred in the French schools. But Littre

also points to an OF. caqnehan tumultuous as-

sembly ; Scheler thinks it the vbl. sb. from can-

caner, which he thinks was ' to quack as a duck '.]

A kind of dance performed at the public balls in

Paris, with extravagant and indecent gestures.

1848 H.Greville Leavesfr. Diary^ Wearing a beard,

smoking a short pipe, dancing the cancan. 1882 A. E.

Sweet Sk.from ' Texas Siftings' 36 He usually compro-

mises by dancing the Can-can.

Hence Cancaning ppl. a. [Cf. F. cancaner to

dance the cancan.]

1865 Daily Tel. 5 Dec. 3/5 The shouting, dancing, cancan-

ing crowd.

Cancar, -d, -ous, obs. ff. Canker, -ed, etc.

Cancel 'karnsel), sb. [(i) ad. L. cancelli (see

Cancelli)
; (2) f. following verb.]

tl. 1. //. Prison bars, limits, bounds, confines.

Chiefly/^-. Obs.

1596 FrTX-GarrmEY SirF. ZMrfe(i88i)66 Bounded Within

the cancels, that the world doe bound, c 1645 Sir E. Dp.r-

ing in Rushw. Hist. Coll. DL (1692) I. 295 As Mr. Speaker

is bounded in and limited, by the Rules and Cancels of this

House, 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. in. xiv. 14 A person

whose spirit is confined . . and desires no enlargement beyond

the cancels of the body, a 1667 — Serin. 11678) 28 To put

holy things into cancels, and immure them with acts and
laws and cautions of separation.

II. 2. The act of striking out, erasing, annulling,

rescinding, etc.

1884 Manch. Exam. 12 May 4/4 If an order is fairly

executed it is a rare thing to receive a cancel.

3. Print. The suppression and reprinting of a

page or leaf. Hence concr. a. a page so cancelled

or struck out ; b. the new page substituted for

that cancelled. Also cancel-page, -sheet.

1806 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 394 Send me down a whole

set of the sheets, that I may look them over ; and see what

cancels are necessary. 1824 D'Iskaeli Cur. Lit. (Rtldg.)

459/2 It was his pride to read these cancels [suppressed by
the censor] to his friends. Ibid., These cancel sheets or

castrations. 1862 National Rev. Jan. 38 This title-page is

a manifest cancel. 1872 J. A. H. Murray Compl. Scotl.

Introd. 33 The leaf is a cancel replacing the original 31.

4. Pair of cancels : an instrument for defacing

or punching tickets (on the railway, etc.).

1887 Daily Tel. 11 Apr. 2/6 Charged with stealing a pair

of Cancels, the property of the District Railway Company.
1887 Standard 18 Apr. 3/5 A pair of ticket cancels.

Cancel (karnsel), v. Also 5-6 oansel, 5-7

caneell, 6 Sc. cancil. [a. F. cancelle-r (15th c. in

Littre):—L. cancelldre to make lattice-wise, to

cross out a writing, f. caucellus, cancelli cross-bars,

lattice. Cf. Pr. cancellar, Sp. cancelar, It. can-

cellare. F. canceller is a learned word : the native

F. repr. of the L. is chanceler : see Chancel, etc.]

1. trans. To deface or obliterate (writing), properly

by drawing lines across it lattice-wise ; to cross out,

strike out. Of legal documents, deeds, etc. : To
annul, render void or invalid by so marking.
c 1440 [see Cancelling vbl. sb. i\ 1466 Mann. $ Honseh.

Exp. 332 This day my mastyr reseyvid and canselled the

said obhgacyon. 1539 Elyot in Ellis Orig. Lett. I. 142 II.

117 There was a former patente founde of the sayde Office,

and myn was callid in and cancelled.
_
1592 Greene Art

Conny catch, ll. 2 Marry saies the prentise. .then Bull shall

caneell my indentures at Tiburne. a 1716 South Serm. II.

x.(R.)The hand-writing against him may be cancelled in the

court ofheaven. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. xx. 309 A deed
may be avoided, by delivering it up to be cancelled

",
that is

to have lines drawn over it, in the form of lattice work or

cancelli
;
though the phrase is now used figuratively for any

manner of obliteration or defacing it. 1836 Arnold Let.

in Life *s Corr. (1844* II. viii. 34 In my Catholic Pamphlet
. .there is one paragraph which 1 should now cancel,

fb. To deface or destroy by cutting or tearing up.

1580 Baret Alv. C 50, I tore or rent in peces the verses

that I made : I cancelled thein. 1613 R. C. Table Alph.
led. 3) Cancel!, to vndoe, deface, crosse out, or teare. 1650
Fuller Pisgah in. iv. 385 That innocent Volume, first can-

celled with a pen-knife to pieces, then burnt to ashes. 1659
Pearson Creed (1839) 296 One ancient custom of cancelling
bonds was, by striking a nail through the writing.

2- fig- To annul, repeal, render void (obligations,

promises, vows, or other things binding).

1494 Fabyan vn. 352 All such bandes and promysses that
the Kynge or any other had made. . shuld be adnulled &
cancelled. 1594 Drayton Idea 845 Shake hands for ever,
Caneell all our Vowes. 1692 Bentley Boyle Lect. ix. 335
Who can say that this [the Moial Law] is abrogated and
cancelled by Jesus? 1772 Priestley Nat. Rev. Relig.
(1782) II. 34 That promise must have been cancelled. 1844
Thirlwall Greece VIII. 138 All debts were to be cancelled.

T b. inir. To become void or null. rare,

a 1667 Cowley, A rash oath that cancell'd in the making.

3. gen. a. To obliterate, blot out, delete from

sight or memory.
1530 Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 252 Quho bene Iniuste

degraditar of glorie, And cancillat out of thy memorie.

1667 Milton P.L. VI. 379 Canceld from Heav'n and sacred

memorie, Nameless in dark oblivion let them dwell. 1827

Montgomery Pelican 1st. 11. 292 Great Babylon was like

a wreath ofsand, Left by one tide, and cancell'd by the next.

b. To frustrate, reduce to nought, put an end

to, abolish.

'593 Shaks. Lucr. 934 Why hath thy servant, Opportu-

nity. .Cancell'd my fortunes? 1608 Yorksh. Trag. I. ii. 203

Much good has been expected in your life ; Cancel not all

men's hopes. 1813 Byron Let. to Moore 2 Oct., Your letter

has cancelled all my anxieties. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
xcv. 44 At length my trance Was cancell'd, stricken thro'

with doubt. 1868 Helps Realmah v. (18761 87, I would

cancel those offices which are becoming obsolete.

C. with off. (Cf. cut off.)

1608 Shaks. Per. 1. i. 113 We might proceed to cancel off

your dayes.

4. Arithm. To strike out (a figure) by drawing

a line through it ;
csp. in removing a common

factor, e.g. from the numerator and denominator

of a fraction; also absol. Hence b. To remove-

equivalent quantities of opposite signs, or on oppo-

site sides of an equation, account, etc. ; to balance

a quantity of opposite sign, so that the sum is zero.

1542 Recorde Gr. Aries (1575) 151, I must write that 1

ouer 3, and deface or caneell the 3. 1594 BLUHDEVIL lixerc.

1. iv. (ed. 7) 12 Caneell the 2, and draw another line under

the 2 severall Products. 1798 Hutton Course Math. 118271

I. 161 Here the 2 to carry cancels the —2, and there re-

mains the — 1 to set down.

c. fig. To render ^a thing', null by means of

something of opposite nature; to neutralize, coun-

terbalance, countervail ; to make up for, com-

pensate.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, The Bag iv, Many a brunt He
did endure to cancel! sinne: And having giv'n the rest be-

fore, Here he gave up his life to pay our score. 1681 Dry-
den Abs. % Ac/lit. 181 With publick Zeal to cancel private

Crimes, a 1777 Goldsm. Prologue 16 Here then at once

I welcome every shame, And cancel at three score a life of

fame. 185s Maury Phys. Gcog. Sua xix. (i860) S 792 One
motion exactly cancels the other. 1881 Jowett Thucyd. I.

29 The later kindness . . may cancel a greater previous wrong.

5. Printing. To suppress (a page, sheet, etc.)

after it has been set up in type or printed off.

1738 Birch Milton's IVks. I. 46 The Sheet otherwise the

same, not cancell'd, but the Alteration made as it was print-

ing. 177S Mason Mem. in Gray's Poems (1775- 401, I once

had an intention to cancel the pages, and correct the pas-

sages objected to. 1852 H. Cotton Edit, of Bible 276

Mr. Lea Wilson was of opinion that fol. xxxi. in the New
Testament has been cancelled and reprinted:

te.
1473 in Arnolde Chron. 11811) 78 That noo wullen cloth

from thensforth be shorne excepte cancellyng but yf it be

fully wet. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, viii. § 4 That no Sher-

man nor other persone. .shere nor caneell any Cloth within

this Roialme but if the same be afore fullye wette.

\ 7. To inclose with lattice-work or rails. Obs.

[the literal sense of L. cancelldre."]

1644 Evelyn Diary (1827) I. 177 In a little obscure place

cancelled in with yron worke. 1650 Fuller Pisgah IV. iii.

50 Cancelling, and railing it with posts.

Cancelee'r, sb. Hawking. Forms : 7 can-

celleer, -ere, canceleer, cancileer, -ier, eancil-

leere, chancelleer, 7-8 cancellier, 8 cancelier,

[a. the infinitive (taken subst.) of ONF. canceler,

in mod.F. chanceler to swerve, shake to and fro,

waver, totter, stagger, app. the same as OF. can-

celer, chanceler to place in the position of crossing

bars or lattice-work, to cross ; but since OP', had

also es- canceler, es -chanceler, Littre takes the

latter as the proper form in this sense, and ex-

plains it as :—L. *ex-cancelldre to escape out of

cancelli, ' sortir des barreaux, d'oit chanceler', and

thinks that the use of the simple verb in the sense

of the derivative was due to confusion. But the

simple canceler is quite as old in this sense (nth

c.).] See quot. 1704.

599 Weever Epigr. iv. v. (N.) Nor with the Falcon

fetch a cancelleer. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xx, The fierce

and eager hawks . . Make sundry eanceleers e'er they the

fowl can reach. 1665 CoTTOH Scamti. IV. (17411 141 full

swift she flew till coming near Carthage, she made a Chan-
celleer, And then a Stoop. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et

Urb. ,
Cancellier. . when a light flown Hawk, in her stooping,

turns two or three times upon the Wing, to recover herself

before she seizes. 1823 in Crabb Techn. Diet,

b.fig.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, eclvi, Enough if

fame . . Scorne to Stoope, in well-wing'd Verse, To Single

Names, in fainting Canciliers. 1655 L'Estrange Chas. I,

20 His cancellier, his fall being only from the first loft.

Cancelee'r, cancelie r, v. Hawking, [f.

prec] Of a hawk : To turn (once or twice) upon

the wing, in order to recover herself before striking.

1633MASSINGER Guardian I. i, The partridge sprung, He
makes his stoop, but, wanting breath, is forced To cancelier.

1834 Mar. Edgeworth Helen (Rtldg.) 166 Now right over

the heron, and now she will canceleer.

b. fig. To turn aside, to swerve or digress.

a 1697 Aubrey Nat. Hist. Surrey (1719) V. 407, I will take

the Boldness to cancelleer, and give a general Description

of these Parts of England.

Cancellable, cancelable (kae-nselab'l), a.

[f. Cancel v. + -able.] That may be cancelled.

1675 Penn Eng. Pres. Int. Disc. 22 The free People are

the Original, not cancellable by a Transcript.

Cancellarian (ksenselea-rian), a. rare. [f. L.

cancclldri-us Chancellor + -an.] Of, or of the

nature of, a chancellor.

1846 EHin. Re-.: Apr. 28S (Lord Chancellors\ Holding

the Great Seals.. for eighteen years together (a length of

cancellarian days of which there is no other instance). 1887

Pall Mall C. 19 Sept. 4/2 It was only last year that he

went out of the Vice-Cancellarian office.

Cancellariate (ksenseleVriyt). rare. [f. L.

cancelldri-us + -ate.] Chancellorship.

1846 Worcester has ' caucellareate, belonging to a chan-

cellor', app. an attrib. use.

T Ca'ncellate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. cancellat-

ppl. stem of cancclla-re to Cancel : see -ate : \]

trans, a. To inclose, rail in ; b. to strike out,

cancel. Hence Ca'ncellating vbl. sb.

1647 Jer.TaylOR Dissuas. Popery i. (1686) 16 He was forced

tocancellate or blot out many sayings of St. Ambrose. 1649
— Gt. Exemp. xix. § 12 (1703' 375 This act was like to can-

cellating and a circumvallation of the holy mysteries.

Cancellate (kse
-
nsel<?t), a. [ad. L. cancellat-

us pa. pple. of cancelldre to Cancel.] Marked

with cross lines like lattice-work ; reticulated.

1661 LoVELL Hist. Auim. tf Min. Introd., The belly, in

solipedes is rough and hard . . in some mordaccOUS cancel-

late. 1835 Linuley Introd. Hot. (1848) II. 362 Cancellate,

when the parenchyma is wholly absent, and the veins alone

remain, anastomosing and forming a kind of net-work. 1880

Gray Bot. Text-bk. 401 Cancellate, latticed.

Cancellated jue-nseUtted), ///. a. [f. prec]

1. Marked with crossing lines, like lattice-work ;

separated into spaces or divisions as by cancelli.

1681 GREW Museum < J.) The tail of the castor is almost

bald, .and cancellated, with some resemblance to the scales

of fishes. 1800 Young in Phil. Trans. XCI. 55 To this I

adapted a cancellated micrometer. 1841 Proc. Bono. Nat.

Club 1. 272 Shell conical, .cancellated with transverse stria:.

2. spec. Having a cellular structure formed by

line interlacing fibres and plates running in all

directions, and separated by minute labyrinthine

cavities, as in the less compact tissue of bones.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anal. I. 443 The cancellated structure in

which the marrow is lodged. 1857 Hikch Am. Pottery

(18581 II. 326 In quality from a coarse gritty and cancellated

structure to a fine compact homogeneous paste. 1881 frill.

Microsc. Sc. 42 Labyrinthic or cancellated shelly growths.

Cancellation (ksensel^'Jan). [ad. L. cancel

Idtidn-em, n. of action f. cancelldre : see Cancel v.

and -ATION. So mod.F. cancellation. (In L. the

sb. had only the sense of fixing a boundary. ]

1. The action of the vb. Cancel : the crossing

out or obliteration of writing, the suppression of

a leaf or sheet of a book as originally printed, the

annulling of a legal document ; a making void or

rescinding of an obligation; the neutralizing of

opposing equal numbers or amounts.

1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, xxvii, The said Chauncetluur

shall haue power. . to make cancellacion of suche leases and

letters patentes. 1628 Coke On Litt. 308 b, By cancella.

tion of the Deed. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 90 In

spite of cancellations and interlineations, the original words

can easily be distinguished. 1872 J. A. H. Murray Compl.

Scotl. Introd. 20 They entailed the cancellation of no fewer

than 33 of the original leaves, and the substitution of 37

others. 187s Poste Gains 11. (ed. 2) 247 The mere cancel-

lation or obliteration of a will was an informal Revocation

and left the will valid at civil law. 1878 F. A. Walker
Money I. iii. 68 In this cancellation of indebtedness.

2. elymologically. The action of marking with

cross lines lattice-wise, {nonce-use.)

1843 Blackw. Mag. LIV. 60 The cancellation of his back

by stripes and scars.

Cancelled vkae'nseld), a. [f. Cancel v. +

-ED.] Crossed or struck out, annulled, made void.

1539 Tunstall Serm. Palm Sund. 11823) 15 In cancellyng

the bonde of our synne . . and fastenynge it cancellyd to his

crosse. 1557 Recorde Whttst. Kiv, I leave out. .cancelled

figures. 1631 StarChaiub. Cases (1886) 8r The said can-

celled deed. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. IV. i. n Many
a cancelled year.

Ca nceller, [see -er] One who cancels.

i6m Cotgr., Quasseur, a squasher, casser, canceller.

II Cancelli (ksenserbi), sb. pi. [L. cancelli cross-

ing bars, gratings, lattice, railings, pi. of catuellus,

dim. of cancer, pi. cancri crossing bars, grating.]

1. Bars of lattice-work ;
spec, the latticed screen

between the choir and body of the church ; hence

the Chancel (mod.F. cancel) so railed off. (Hardly

in Eng. use.)

1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. (16471 247 S. Ambrose his send-

ing his Deacon to the Emperour, to desire him to goe forth

of the Cancelli. 1703 Maundrell Journ. Jems. (1732)

27 The Altar is inclos'd with Cancelli.

2. Phys. 'The lattice-work of the spongy por-

tion of bones, consisting of thin plates and bars

interlacing with each other, and forming arches

and buttresses in the direction of greatest pressure'.

Syd. Soc. Lex.
1802 Med. Jml. VIII. 371 The bone of the cavity of the
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tympanum in the cetacea .. shewing no vestige of fibres,

cancelli, or vessels. 1871 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. XII. 25
The cancelli. .always run parallel with the axis of the bone.

% b. Improperly applied to the interstices be-
tween these bars and plates of bones. (Probably
first extended to the whole cancellous or cancel-

lated tissue, including the interstices, and then
carelessly misapplied to the latter.)

1845 Todd & ISowman Phys. Anat. I. 80 In the cancelli of
bones there is a large deposit of fat. 1854 Owen in Circ.
Sc. (c. 1865) II. 47/2 Mere cancelli, or small meduflary cavi-
ties. 1881 MivaktCTz/ 20 Some bones have their entire

substance replete with cavities or cancelli, and such are
called cancellated or spongy.

Cancellier, variant of Canceleer.
Cancelling kixnselirj), vhl.sh. [f. Cancel v.]

L The action of crossing or blotting out, annul-
ling, rescinding, etc. (see the verb) ; cancellation.
C 1440 Promp. I'arz'. 60/1 Cancellynge or strekynge owte

a false word, obelus. 155a Hlloet, Cancellynge) or de-
facyngeof wrytvnge. 1611 StarChant. Cases < 1 886 1 81 The
supposed cancelling of the deed. 1870 Gladstone Glean.
IV. xxv. 216 The King became a party to the cancelling
of the whole arrangement. 1887 Athcmnm 13 Aug. 2ii/£
Shelley cut it up freely with cancellings and alterations.

2. Cornb.^ as cancelling-press
y
-stamp (contriv-

ances for defacing printed stamps, to prevent their

rc-use .

Cancellous Icse-nselM), a. Phys. [f. Can-
cell-i + -oca : cf. I,. cancellosus.] Having an open
]>orous structure as of network, made up of fine in-

terlacing fibres and plates, as in cancellous tissue.

1836 9 TODD CycL Anat. II. 789/1 Deep in the cancellous
structure of the bones. 1881 Mivart Cat 36 Cancellous
bony tissue invested by compact bone.

Cancelment (IcseTuelm&t). [f. as prec +
-ment.] =- Cancellation.
1621 Klsing Debates Ho. Lords (1870) 134 A brcefe of the

cancellments. 1881 Miss BsADOOM Asph. III. 269 The
cancelment of Madoline's engagement.

Cancer (karnsai), so. Also (4 cancrc\ 5
canser, {6 canker). [L. cancer {canerum crab,

also the malignant tumour so called. (So in

Greek, Kapicivos, Kapxivtufxa *crab* and * cancer';
the tumour, according to Galen, was so called

from the swollen veins surrounding the part affected

bearing a resemblance to a crab's limbs.) The
word was adopted in OE. as cancer, cancor for the

disease, reinforced after 11 00 by the Norman Fr.

cam re, which gave the ME. and modern Canker.
The original I-atin form was re-introduced in ME.
in the astronomical sense, and about 1600 In the
medical, as a more technical and definite term
than canker, which had come to be applied to cor-

roding ulcerations generally. (Cf. also Chancre,
in 1 ;th and iSth c. shanker.)]

1. A crab. (Now only as a term of Zoology.)
1561 HuLi.KVN Afc Similes (1579) 76 [ This castor . . loueth

to feede vpon Crabs and Cankers of the Sea. J 1607 Topskli.
Serpents 686 The like things are rejwrted of the Asps, Can-
cers, and Tortoyses of Egypt. 1650 Fullkr Pisgah IV. iii.

47 The slowest snail makes more sjiecd forth-right, than
the swiftest retrograde Cancer. 1791 E. Darwin Hot. Gard.
U 121 The anchor'd Pinna, and his Cancer-friend.

b. Med. ( A term for an eight-tailed bandage

;

those resembling, it was thought, a crab's legs*
[Syd. Sot: Lex.). Also called cancer-bandage.
"753 m Chambers Cycl. Supp.
2. Astron. a. The Zodiacal constellation of the

Crab, lying between Gemini and Leo. b. The
fourth of the twelve signs or divisions of the Zodiac

beginning at the most northerly point of the

ecliptic or summer solstitial point, which the sun
enters on the 21st of June. The sign originally

coincided with the constellation, but on account
of the precession of the equinoxes, the first point
of Cancer is now in the constellation Gemini.
Tropic of Cancer: the northern Tropic, forming
a tangent to the ecliptic at the first point of
Cancer, about 11° 28' from the equator.
c 1391 Chalckr Astrol. (1872) 9 In this heucd of cancer is

the grcttest dcclinacioun northward of the sonne . . this signe
of cancre is cleped the tropik of Somer. c 1400 Dcstr.
Troy 2344 In the season of somer, er the sun rose, As it

come into canser. 1594 BuWDtVH Exerc. vi. xiv. (ed. 7)

624 The Sunne being in the fourth degree of Cancer. 1606
Shaks. Tr. \ Cr. n. iii. 206 And adde more Coles to Cancer,
when he burnes With entertaining great Hiperion. 1717
Thomson Summer 44 When. .Cancer reddens with the solar
bla/e. 1833 Macaulay War Success. A/., Ess. (1854) 1.

230/1 The American dependencies of the Castiltan crown
still extended far to the North of Cancer and far to the
South of Capricorn. 1859 Pictures 0/ fleavens 32 Cancer
. .perhaps the Zodiacal sign was so called l>ecatise the sun
l»egins to return back . . when it enters this sign, and its

retrograde motion may l>e represented by that ofa crab.

3. Pathol. A malignant growth or tumour in differ-

ent parts of the body, that tends to spread indefin-

itely and to reproduce itself, as also to return after

removal ; it eats away or corrodes the part in

which it is situated, and generally ends in death.
The carlitT name was Canker, q. v. 1601 Holland Pliny

II. CAoss.) Cancer is a swelling or sore comming of melan-
choly bloud, about which the veins appeare of a blacke or

I swert colour, spread in manner of a Creifish dees. 1671 I

Salmon Syn. Med. 1. xlviii. 114 Kapicivof, Cancer is a hard
round Tumour blew or blackish having pain and beating. 1

1747 Hek\ 1 y Mcdit. «y Contempt. (18181 254 On some a re-

lentless cancer has fastened its envenomed teeth. 1768 C.
White Selborne xviii. (1853) 80 The wonderful method of
curing cancers by means of toads. 1877 Roberts Handbk.
Med. I. (ed. 3) 274 Cancer is decidedly a hereditary disease,

b. Jig. An evil figured as an eating sore.

1651 Haxter Inf. Bapt. 274 This Cancer is a fretting and
growing evil, a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II.

1 104 Sloth Ls a Cancer, eating up that Time Princes should cul-
tivate for Things sublime. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2} II.

355 The incurable cancer of the soul.

+ 4. A plant : possibly cancer-wort (see 5).

1546 Langley tr. Pol. Vtrg. De Invent, i. xvii. 31b, Yf he
be stynged with a spider, he healeth himself with eatinge
Pylles or a certain herbe named Cancer. 1609 Heywood

1 Brit. Troyc, Who taught the poore beast having poison

I

tasted. To seek th' hearbe cancer, and by that to cure him 1

5. Comb. 1 in sense $\ as catuer-eell, -element
f

-serum
;
cancer-root, cancer-wort : see quots.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 479 Cancer-juice consists

I

of "cancer-cells and a usually scanty, fluid substance, the

j

intercellular substance or cancer-serum. 1768 G. White
Setbomt xviiL (1789) 53 This woman . . having set up for

a 'cancer-doctress. 1714 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 64 To this

they add a Root call'd the "Cancer Root. 1884 Miller
I /'lant-H., Cancer Root, Conopholis (Orobanche) ameri-
cana and Epiphcgus virgiuiana. one-flowered, A/hyl-

,
Ion uni/lornm. 1597 Ceraru Herbal Index (Britten &

I Holland) "Cancerwoort, that is Fluellen, 504. 1884 Miller
Ptant-n., Cancer-wort, Linaria spuria and L. Elatinc\
also an old name for the genus i'eronica.

Cancer (,kx'ns3j\ v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
!
eat into as a cancer; to cat (its way) slowly and
incessantly like a cancer.
1840 De Qltncey Casuistry Rem. Meals Wks. III. 280

Other things advance /er salttun— they do not silently

cancer their way onwards. 1858 — Autobiog. Sk., Wks.
(1863) xiv. 93 The strulbrug of Swift, .was a wreck, a shell,

that had l>een burned hollow and cancered by the fierce

furnace of life.

Hence Ca ncered ppL a. t affected with cancer.

^1774 Goldsmith Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 102 The appli-
cation of toads to a cancered breast.

Cancerate (karnser^t), v. [f. L. cancerdl-us

cancerous.] intr. To become cancerous, to grow
into a cancer. Hence Cancerated ///. a.

1688 R. Holme Armoury ml 426/1 Breasts. .Cancerated.
1694 R. L'Estrance Eahles 95 Hut striking his fist upon
the point of a nail in the wall, his hand cancerated. 1736
Burton Cancers 11. in Phil. Trans. X 1,1 1. 110 The Right
Lobe of the Lungs was full of scirrhous cancerated Tuber-
cles. 1814 J. Gilchrist Reason Arbiter Lang. 64, I would
thank any man to put a cover on a cancerated nose.

Cauceratic (kxnscTartik), a. Pathol, [ad. L.

cancerd/ic-us: see -atic] Of the nature of, or

related to, cancer. 1881 in Syd.Soc.Ltx.

Canceration kaiutfifl'jap). [noun of action

from Cancekate v.] A growing cancerous or

into a cancer.

1731 Bailey vol. II, Caiucration, a spreading abroad can-
cerously. 1755 in Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

Cancerd, cancered, obs. ff. Cankered.
Cancerideons (kaeni&rixb'iM , a. Pathol, [f.

L. cancer, on some mistaken analogy.] CancKoID.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Cancerin (ka- nserin). An artificial guano
from Newfoundland.

Cancerism kxnserizW. Pathol. [£€jUKOT -t

-ism.] ' The cancerous diathesis* (.Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Ca ncerite, ca*ncrite. Pahvont. [see -ite.]

A fossil crab.

1848 Wlbstur Cancrite. i860 Worcester Cancerite.

Cancerous (ksms&ai , a. In 6 canaerous.
[f. Cancek sb. + -OL'S.] Of the nature of cancer

;

affected with cancer.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. 11. 20 Canscrous vIcerationN. 1681

Glanvill Sadducismus 91 Cancerous Knots 111 the breast.

1797 M. Haillie .Morb. Anat. (1807) 198 When a portion of
the intestinal canal l>ecomes cancerous. 187s Cohen Dis.

Throat 125 Cancerous tumors . . occur in the tonsils.

/*£• 1655 H. Vaughan Silex Sunt. 200 Frustrate those

cancerous close arts, ijao Wi lton Suffer. Son o/Goti 1 1.

x\i. s<;i (."iinccrou-i and Calumniating Heart-. 1868 G1.0.

Eliot .S^. Gi/sy 317 Remorse was bom within him, cancer-
ous, Forcing each pulse to feed its anguish.

Ca ncerously, adv. In a cancerous manner.
1731 Isec CancerationJ. 1847 in Cram; ; and in mod. Diets.

Ca'ncerousness. Cancerous condition.

1731 in Bailey vol. II. 1755 in Johnson. 1886 lit it.

Med. Jrnt. 159/2.

Cancheler, obs. form of Chancellor.
Cancil(

i
l)eer, -ier, variants of Canceleeh.

Cancker, -cred, etc., obs. ff. Cankek, -em, etc.

Ca ncrenated, Obs. rare~*. [f. It. can-

crenare to gangrene (f. cancrena gangrene) + -ATE

+ -ej>.] Affected with gangrene.
158a Hkster Phiora7\ Seer. 11. xix. 97 Woundes. .l>eyng

impostumatcd or cancrenated, thci chaunge their names.

Cancriform ik.xr)krif^jm), a. [f. L cathr-

(eancer) crab + -FoltM.]

1. Cral>-shapcd.
1826 Kirbv & Sr. Entotuol. (1828) III. xxxv. 714 The

cancriform spiders. Ibid. IV. 394.

2. Pathol. 4 Having the appearance of cancer*

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Cancrine kx rjkrDin), a. [Formed on the
normal L ty|>e *cancrFnns

f
f cancer: see -IKE.]

Having the qualities of a crab ; crab like. Can-
crine or palindromic) verse : * (Latin) verses which
are the same, read either forwards or backwards,
as A'oma tibi subito motibus ibit amor y

^Bailey).

>7S5 in Johnson. 1846 R. Hart Eccl. Records 245 At
Hingham Church in Norfolk there is a curious cancrine
inscription over the font.

Cancrinite (kce ijkrinait). A/in. [Named after

Cancriu, a Russian statesman : see -ite.] A mas-
sive mineral found at Minsk in the Urals, a silico-

carbonate of aluminium and sodium.
1844 in Dana Min. 1850 Dalbkny Atom. Th,-. .\ii .-*. .•

413 Silicates .. with Carbonates. Example: Cancriu it t.

1879 Rutlky Stud. Rocks x. 108 Cancrinite is probably an
altered condition of nepheline.

I! Cancro. Obs. [It. : lit. ' the cancer (take

you!)'] An imprecation. (Cf. plague ! pest !)
c 1600 N. Breton PAi/iston's Lett. (Oros.)63(Hoppe) Now

and then [he would] rise off his bed in a rage, knitting
his brows with cancro. 1612 Chapman IViaenvex T. in

DodsUy (1780) VI. 21 1 Cancro ! what, thy husband's body?

Cancroid (ka-rjkroid, •ifci), a. and sb. In
sense 2 also -ide. [f. L. cancer, cam r- crab +
-OID. In sense i after F. cancroide]
A. atlj. 1. Like the crab in structure.
1826 Kirhv & Sr. Entomol. (1828) III. xxxv. 705 In the

cancroid spider*. 1852 Dana Crust. 1. 65 These are Can-
croid in the. .branchial peculiarities.

2. Pathol. Resembling cancer.
1859 Todd Cycl;Aunt. V. 591/1 Of a cancerous or cancroid

nature. 1876 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 513 Cancer of the
lips is generally applied to epithelioma or cancroid disease,
true cancer or carcinoma being very rare.

B. sb. 1. A crustacean of the crab family.
185a Dana Crust. 1. 48 The outer antenna: are small, as in

the Cancroids.

2. A disease resembling cancer ; also a symm\m
of epithelial cancer.

1851 in Mayne Exp. Lex. 1859 Todd Cycl. Aitat. V
593/2 Scirrhous or Hard Cancer and Cancroid are by no
means so common. 187a K. Thomas Dis. Women 519
Malignant disease . . in two forms, cancer and cancroid.

Cancrous, obs. form of Cankerous.
Cand (krend). 'A name in some mining dis-

tricts for Fluor spar' (Ure Did. Arts I. 679).
1880 ly. Cormviilt Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cam, cand, nuor spar.

Candareen kan(!ar; nt. Also 7 oondrin.

fin Malay, to which language the word apparently

belongs, kamiiiri ' (Yule).] A Chinese weight and
money of account, equal to 10 cash or y^j ofa tael.

As a weight of gold or silver estimated at about 6

grains Troy.

bfM A. Ni'nes 39 (Y.) In Malacca the weight used for

gnldVtnusk, &c, the cate, contains 20 taels, each tael 16

mares, each ma/ 20 cumduryns.] 1615 R. Cocks Diary i.

(1883) 1 I.Y.) We bought sgreate square postcsof the Kinges
master carpenter ; cost 2 mas 6 condrins per peece. 1745
P. Thomas yml. I'oy. S. Seas 260 A Nloidore by those

Weights weighs just thirty Caiuhirines. 1796 Morse Amer.
(>coq. II. 531 Candareen. 180s Xaval Chron. VIII. 382
Which will tie settled at seven mace two candereen per

head. 1854 in R. Tomes Amer. in JajHW 410 The Japanese
have a decimal system of weight, like the Chinese, of catty,

tael, mace, candareen, and cash.

Candavaig (karadivfig). St. Sal. [According

to Jamieson, f. Gael. MM head 4 dubhach black-

ing
;
melancholy, sorry.] A salmon that lies in

the fresh water till summer without going down
to the sea, and is consequently reckoned as foul

;

a biatk-fish. Also a later-spawning variety of

salmon.
1793 Statist. Acc. Scott. IX. 109 (Jam.1 We have-a soe-

rics of salmon, called by the country people candavaigs,

that frcoucntly do not s|>awn before the month of April.

Canded, obs. form of Candied.

tCa'ndefy, candify, v. Obs.-" [Cf. L. emu

defacfre : see -rv.] To make or become white.

1656111 Hlovvt (flossogr.; hence in Bailey, and mod. Ilicts.

II Candelabrum i»l/liT i br/>m). ri. -bra.

(Also in modem use, candelabra, //. -as.) [I..

candelabrum candlestick, f. candcla CANDLE.]

1. Greek and Roman Antiq. a. A cantilestick,

usually an ornamental one. b. A stand on which

lamps were supjMirted.

1834 I.YTToN Pompeii tv. vii, One of those tall and grace,

ful candelabra, common to that day. supporting a single

lamp. 1876 Hlmi-hrevs Coin Coll. Man. xxvi. 397 Bronze

candelabra of Strain workmanship.

2 An ornamental branched candlestick holding

a mimlicr of candles ; a chandelier.

1815 /•'<//«. A'rr. XXV 106 Some of these [cacti) divided

into several branches in ihe form of candelahras. 1820

Scott tvanhoc vi, Four silver candelabras, holding great

waxen torches. 18414 Emerson Ess. Art Wks. (Bohn) I.

149 Galleries of statues, vases, .and candelabra.

Candelere, obs. form of Chandelikh.

Candelere, -deller, obs. ff. Chandlke.

tCa'ndency. Obs. rare^K [ad. I.. ,aihnn/ia

whiteness, glow, sb. of quality f. candent em : see

next and -encv.] Warmth, fervency.

1723 M'Ward Earnest Contend. Eaitk 18 (Js*>J Your
paper bewraying so much candency for the one, and cool-

ness in the other.
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Candent (kscndSat), a. Obs. or arch. [ad. L.

candcnt-em, pr. pple. ofcandere to be white, glow.]

1. At a white heat
;
glowing with heat.

1577 Dke Rclat. Spir. I. 1 1659) 35^ * he Colour of the fire of
the 4 Arches is very red ; The rest are very pure, Aerial, can-

dent. 1646 Sir T, .Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. ii. 60 Wires
totally candent. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys.-Mecti. xxxvi.

283 Th« heat of a candent TEolipile. 1790 Cowi'ER Iliad

xix. 141 Lord of the candent lightenings. 1800 SirW. Her-
schell in Phil. Trans. XC. 296 Rays emanating from can-

dent substances. 1832 Fergusson in Blackw. Mag. XXXI.
282 The candent hearth, the ruddy lurid row Of smiths.

%K fig. Fervent, impassioned, rare.

1723 M cWard Earnest Contend. Faith 170 fjam.) Some
men. .are keen and candent against any who will do this.

t Canderros. Obs.

1753 Chambers Cyel. Supp., Canderros, in the materia
inedica, a name of an East Indian gum. .It has much of the
appearance of common amber, only that it wants its yellow
colour, being white and pellucid ; we sometimes see it

turned into toys ofvarious kinds, which are very light,

Cande scence, [f. next : see -ence.] Can-
descent state

;
dazzling whiteness or brightness.

1880 Miss Broughton Sec. Th. I. 1. vl 83 The clear can-
descence of country snow.

Candescent (k&nde'scnt), a. rare. [ad. L.

candescent-em^ pr. pple. of candescere to become
white, begin to glow, inchoative from candere :

see Candent.] Glowing with, or as with, heat.

1824 Beddoes Let. in Poems Introd. 34 The moment he
[the sun] touched [the Alps], it appeared that all the snows
took fire, and burned with a candescent brilliancy. 1863 Q.
Rev. CXIV. 540 The spark, .cast forth from the candescent
metal. 1884 C Wallace Ben-hur 1. xiv. 68 The star . . less

candescent than before.

Hence Caudescently adv., glowingly, dazzlingly.

1883 Miss Broughton Belinda n. ii, Candescently white.

t Ca'ndicant, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. candi-

cdnt-e/n, pr. pple. of candicare to be whitish or

white.] Growing white, inclining to white, whitish.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 317 Small cups with can-

dicant flowers. 1731 Bailey vol. II, Candicant, waxing
white. Hence in Johnson, and mod. Diets.

Hence Candicancy, 1 a whitening or making
fair, etc.' (Railey vol. II. 1 73 1 ).

t Ca'ndicate, z>- Obs.~° [f. L. candicat- ppl.

stem of candicare (see prec.) + -ate.]
1623 Cockeram, Candicate, to waxe white.

Candid (karndid), a. [ad. L. candid-us white,

glistening (also used in many fig. senses as below),

f. stem of candere to be white, to glisten. Perh. im-

mediately from F. candide, 16th c. in Littre. (Not
in Shaksp., Bible, Cotgrave, or Cockeram 1623.)

fl. White. (Usually with reference to other

meanings, or in translation from Latin.) Obs. or arch,

1630 Jackson Creed \iu. xxvi. Wks. VIII. 105 Sending
Him back to Pilate in a white or candid robe, a 1700
Drvden Fabl., Pythagor. Philos. 60 The stones came
candid forth, the hue of innocence. 1738 Warburton
Div. Legal. I. 54 That candid Appearance, which . . does
result from the Mixture of all Kinds of Colours. 1805 J.
M. Good Lucretius 1. 298 The candid milk.

2. fig. f a. Splendid, illustrious ; fortunate.

1648 Hekrick Hesper., To T. Shapcoit 179 Brave men ..

whose candid actions are Writ in the poets endlesse kalen-

dar. 1715 Bentley Serm. x. 371 This candid and joyful Day.

to. Pure, clear
;
stainless, innocent, arch.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. 1. 72 Nor cared to make his

designs . . appear as candid as they were, a 1667 Cowley
To Royal Soc. ix, His candid stile like a clean stream does
slide. 1868 Browning Ring- $ Bk. ix. 475 Where does the
figment touch her candid fame ?

3. Free from bias; fair, impartial, just.

163s SwMxSpec. M. (1643) Pref. 1 Men of candid sinceritie

will be readie. .to give it a friendly welcome. 1754 Chatham
Lett. Nephew vi. 46 Keep your mind in a candid state of
suspense. 1828 Arnold Let. in Life $ Corr. (1844) I- v*

243, I know that your mind is entirely candid : and that no
man will conduct an inquiry with more perfect fairness.

1883 Froude Short Stud. IV. n. iii. 197 He was too candid
to attribute such doubts . . to wickedness of heart.

f 4. * Free from malice ; not desirous to find

faults' (J.) ; 'gentle, courteous' (Cotgr.) ; favour-

ably disposed, favourable, kindly. Obs.

1633 Marmion Fine Compan. Ded., Candid dispositions

who (in spite of malice and ignorance) dare countenance
Poetry. 1660 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 79/2 To shun
the censorious, and to apply our selves to such as are candid.
1718 Free-thinker No. fit* 37 Your Lectures meet with a
very Candid Reception. 1732 Pope Ess. Man L 15 Laugh
where we must, be candid where we can. 1800 Med. Jrnl.
IV. 502 The candid manner in which my Communication
has been treated, lays me under strong obligations.

5. Frank, open, ingenuous, straight-forward, sin-

cere in what one says.

1675 OtiiLBY Brit. Advt., We shall gratefully accept Can-
did Informations. 1774 Goldsm. Petal. 113 Let us be candid
and speak out our mind. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1838) I.

ii. i2i A . . very candid account of Henry's feelings is fur-
nished by himself.

b. ironically, in phrase candidfriend*, one who
claims to be a friend, and, in the name of candour,
speaks unpleasant things.
1798 Canning New Moral, in Anti-Jacobin 9 July (1852)

208 Save, save, oh ! save me from the Candid Friend ! 1867
Habits % Cnst. Working Classes 26 Troops of friends .

.

candid and sugar-candied. 1884 Daily News 5 Dec. 3/1
Mr. Raikes congratulated [Mr. Goschen] on being able to
pose as the candid friend of the Conservative party.

Candid, obs. form of Candied.
Candidacy ^kae-ndid&i). [f. Candidate : see

-acy 3 ; cf. magistracy] The position or status

of a candidate
; Candidateship, Candidature.

[1852 D. G. Mitchell Batie Summer 129 He. .avows his
own candidatecy.] 1864 Fremont in Daily Tel. 21 June,
In accepting the candidacy you propose to me. 1870 Daily
Nevus 22 Oct., The candidacy of the Duke d'Aosta for the
throne of Spain.

Candidate (karndid^t), sb. [ad. L. can-
didates adj., clothed in white, sb. a candidate
(because candidates for office wore a white toga),

f. candidits white : see Candid. Cf. mod.F. can-

didal vi6th c. in Littre).]

1. One who seeks or aspires to be elected or

appointed to an office, privilege, or position of

honour, or who is put forward or selected by
others as an aspirant

; e.g. one who seeks a seat

in the House of Commons, or other representa-

tive body. Const. for; formerly sometimes of
1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3) Candidate, a suiter for, or

one elect for a place. 1685 Lett, in Academy (1876) 21 Oct.

408/2 Yesterday the newes came of the Lord Chamberlain's
death . . There are severall candidates for the place. 1704
Nelson Lest. <y Fasts xiiL (1739) 158 Candidates for Holy Or-
ders. 1741 MlDOLETON Cicero I. n. 150 A white Gown, the
proper habit of all Candidates. 1818 in Pari. Deb. 1068 A
court of law decided, that a man was not a candidate, who
had not offered his services to the electors. 1844 Stanley
Arnold's Life $ Corr. I. ii. 54 The head-mastership of
Rugby became vacant . . [Dr. Arnold] finally resolved to

offer himself as a candidate. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt
(1868) 14 Offering himself as candidate for North Loamshire.
in apposition. 1713 Swiet On Hi/nseIfWks. 1755 IV. 1.

12 Caress'd by candidate divines. 1845 Stocquelkr Handbk.
Brit. India 11854) 153 A numerous supplementary class of
candidate pupils.

b. Formerly the word had a spec, use in the

Universities (cf. licentiate), but this is now merged
in the general sense.

1691 Wood Ath. OxonAV..) He published certain books
against B. Jewell, being then a candidate of the Fac. of
Theology. 1706 Phillips, [after explaining the Ancient
Roman sense, adds] the Word is still in use in the Univer-
sities. 1804 Med. Jrnl. xn. 287 His name as a Candidate
for a Degree shall be entered in the minutes of Senate, and
a day fixed when the Candidate shall read his Commentaries
on the Aphorism and Case. 1846 M'Culloch Acc. Brit.
Empire (1854) II. 339 The candidate for honours may seek
to attain them in classical literature . . or in mathematics.

2- fig. & transf a. Sometimes simply = Aspirant,

seeker for ; sometimes with tacit allusion to the

white dress of the Roman candidate or the posi-

tion of a Christian catechumen.
1647 Crashaw Poems 149 Ye holy doves !. . bright Candi-

dates of blissful light, The heirs elect of love. 1673 Cave
Prim. Chr. in. ii. 275 They laid up the body as a candidate
and expectant of a joyful and happy resurrection, a 1700
Dryden(J.) While yet a young probationer, And candidate
of heav'n. 1750 Johnson Rambl. No. 21 ? 6 A candidate
for literary fame, a 1847 R- Hamilton Rew. Punishm.
iii. (1853) 145 The Christian is a candidate for the approval
of his Judge. 1873 F. HAhhMod, English 105 Thousands of
words and uses of words, on their first appearance, or"

revival, as candidates for vernacularization.

b. One who is thought likely or worthy to gain

a post, a position of honour, etc.

1766G0LDSM. Vic. W. xxxi, If ever there was a candidate
for Tyburn, this is one. 1781 Gibbon Decl. Fall 111. 260
Strength and majesty, .marked him, in the popular opinion,
as a candidate worthy of the throne.

t 3. Hist. One of the cohors candidatorum (so

called from their white dress) who served as the

body-guard of the Roman Emperors after the

time of the Gordians, a.d. 237.
1656 Blount Glossog-r., Candidats . . also gallant yong

Gentlemen or Knights about the Emperors person. 1727-51
Chambers Cycl. s.v., It was the younger Gordian who insti-

tuted the Candidati.

t Candidate, ct. Obs. rare. [ad. L. candidat-

es : see prec] Clothed in white, (poetic.)

1616 HolydayPersiiis 329 He. .Whom candidate chaulky
ambition Draws gaping to her lure? i64&IIv.krickHesper.

,

Cloud, Seest thou that cloud that rides in state, Part ruby-
like, part candidate ?

t Ca*ndidate, v.1 Obs. rare. [f. L. candiddt-
ppl. stem of candida-re to make white, f. candidus
white : see Candid and -ate 3.] trans. To make
white, or as a candidate ; to whitewash (fig.).
1628 Feltham Resolves n. 57 (T.) To purify and cleanse

us, that we may be the better candidated for the court of
Heaven. 1677 Gilpin Dzemonol. (1867) 437 This is his usual
note to candidate iniquity.

Ca'ndidate, colloq. [f. the sb.] To stand

as a candidate. Candidating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1885 Chicago Advance Aug. 538 To look upon the parish
instead of himself as the candidating party. Ibid. 554 He
holds candidating. .to be absurd, delusive and sacrilegious.

1887 N. L. Walker Pel. Life Scot. 264 The ' candidating
'

which, .has given greater liveliness to preaching.

Candidatecy : see Candidacy.

Candidateship f>arndid t-t,Jip). [f. Candid-
ate sb. + -ship.] The position of a candidate.

1775 i' 1 Perry. 1829 Blacktv. Mag. XXV. 200 The can-
didateship for that uneasy and cheerless seat. 1861 J.
Sheppard Fall Rome vii. 385 Genseric supported, .the

I
candidateship of Olybrius.

Candidature (kte-ndid/tioi). [a. F. candid-
ature : see Candidate sb. and -use.] Standing
as a candidate, candidateship.
1851 Dixon W. Penn xx. (1872] 171 The Court prepared to

oppose his candidature. 1882-3 Calderwood in Schaft"
Relig. Encycl. II. 936/2 [Hamilton] was supported in his
candidature by Dugald Stewart.

Candidly (karndidH), adv. [f. Candid + -ly 2
.]

1. Fairly, without prejudice or bias, with open
mind.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 153 That proverbe must be

candidly interpreted. 1647 Saltmarsh Sparkl. Glory{iB^j*
207. c 1650 Tombes in Baxter In/. Bapt. 211 He would have
sought for truth candidly. 1745 Season. Adv. Protest. 28
So that the Children . . may listen candidly to wholesome

I

Instruction. 1817 Mar. Edgeworth Harrington (1832! 49
To think candidly of persons of his persuasion.

t 2. Without malice
;

favourably, kindly, cour-

teously. Obs.

1650 H. More in Enthus. Tri. (1656) 72. I will candidly
passe over what may receive any tolerably good inter-

pretation. 1768 Sterne Sent. Jonru.iTjjSf I. 132 Candidly
disposed to make the best of the worst. 1782 Hellins in
Phil. Trans. LXXII. 425. I hope this little piece will be
candidly received. 1845 Maurice Mor. $ Met. Philos.
in Encycl. Metrop. II. 581/1 He must not candidly ami
generously concede the truth and wisdom of those [pro-

positions] w hich seemed to him plausible or reasonable.

3. Frankly, openly, straightforwardly, without
reserve.

1762 Golds m. Nash 3 Montaigne or Colley Cibber, who
candidly tells us what they thought of the world. 1783
L.D. Haii.es Anc. Chr. Ch. iv. 98 Few judges have so can-
didly avowed their incapacity to discharge the duties of
office. 1884 G. Den.man Law Times Rep. LI. 666/2 The
manager himself candidly answered that they took the risk.

Mod. I candidly confess that I am ashamed of my party.

Candidness (karndidnOs). [f.CANDU)+ -ness.]

State or quality of being candid.

f 1. Purity, innocence. Obs.

1654 Cokaine Dianea 1. 67 The candidness ofmy thoughts.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. x. 69 Whose plain Tombs, made of

white Marble, shew . .candidnesse of their natures. 1692
South Serm. II. xii. 459 (R.) The candidness of a man's
very principles, the sincerity of his intentions.

2. Fairness, impartiality.
1628 Feltham Resolves 11. lxii. (L.) The candidness of an

upright judge.

f 3. Favourable disposition, favour, courtesy.

1643 Prynne Power Pari. 1. Pref. A ij b, Entertaine it

therefore, with that candidnesse. 1688 I. Clayton in

Phil, Trans. XVI I. 790, I . .have no reason to suspect their

Favour, whose Candidness I so signally proved.

4. Frankness, straightforwardness, sincerity in

speech.

Candied Tcse*ndid), a. Also 7 eanded,
7-8 candid, [f. Candy v. + -ed 1

.]

1. Preserved or incrusted with sugar.
1616 R. C. Times' Whis. vi. 2771 Marmalade, Candid

eringoes, &rich marchpaine stuff. 1620 Venner Via Recta
vi. 106 Candied ginger. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs 1. 151
Candied Orange Peel. 1859 Sala Tw. round Clock 56
Candied horehound.

b. transf and fig. Covered with anything crys-

talline or glistening, as hoar-frost.
1600 Fairfax Tasso vi. ciii. 114 The siluer moone. .Spred

frostie pearle on the canded ground, c 1750 Shenstone
Odes Wks. 1764 I. 305 The winter's candy'd thorn. 1822
Hazlitt Table-i. Ser. 11. vii. (1869) 144 My sensations are
all glossy . . they wear a candied coat.

2. Crystallized, congealed.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (1856! 68 Putte up before it [honey]

wax cold and canded. 1648 Earl Westmorld. Otia Sacra
(1879) 88 When the clumsie Winter doth incline His candid
Icicles. 1746 G. Adams Mkrogr. 238 The inside Cavity
of it [a Flint] appear'd to be crusted all over with a pretty
candid substance. 1810 Henry Elem. Chem. (1840) II. 198
Transparent crystals of sugar, .called candied sugar.

3. fig.
* Sugared', 1 honied', flattering, glozing.

1602 Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 65 The Candied tongue. 1649
Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 55 The candid
poyson'd baits Of Jesuites.

Candier (karndi|3.i). rare. One who candies.

1598 Florio, Zuccheraio, a sugar-maker, a comfet-maker,
a preseruer, a candier.

t Ca'ndify, v. 7 Obs. [In Bailey a variant of

Candefy ; but in mod. diets, referred to Candy.]
1721 Bailey, Candify, to whiten. 1847 Craig, Candefy,

to whiten, to make white. 1864 Webster, Candify, to make
or become white, or candied. 1885 Annandale Imp. Diet.,

Candify, to make or become candied, to candy.

t Candify, sb. Obs. Herb. [cf. prec] Name
of a plant : app. = Fuller's Herb or Soapwort,

Saponaria officinalis.

1727 R. Bradley Fam.Dict. s.v. Fly, Put some Candify
or Fuller's Herb, and some Opium or Poppy Tears, amongst
the Lime with which you whiten the House.

Candisa*tion. Obsr~ 0 [a. F. candisation, f.

candir to Candy.] 1 The Crystallizing or Can-

dying of Sugar, after it has been dissolv'd in

Water, and purify'd ' (Phillips 1706).
Hence in Kersey and Bailey.

Candite (ksrndait), sb. Mitt. [f. Candy in

Ceylon.] A variety of Spinel, dark green or

brown to black, found in Ceylon, also called

Ceylonite or Iron-Magnesia Spinel. (Dana.)
1844 Phillips Min. 138 It was called Candite by Bournon.

tCandi'te, v. Obs. rare~ x
. [After It. candito
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candied, pa. pple. of camlire to candy ; also can-

ditare 'to candy with hard sugar'.] ^ Candy v.

1693 S ,R Ti Blount Nat. Hist, 61 [Ginger). .Tran:»ported
Candited into Forrcign Parts. [? error for candied.}

I Canditee rs. Obs. 'In Fortification, Frames
to lay faggots and brushwood on to cover the

workmen' Phillips 1696) ; whence in subsequent

Diets, to the present day.

Candle karad*]
t
sb. Forms: 1-4 condel, -ell,

1-6 candel, -ell, 3 Or/;/, kanndell, 3-4 kandel,

4-5 condle, -il, kandil, 5 candelle, -ylle, -yle,

-ulle, -ul, 5-6 -yl, 4- candle, (dial, cannel, -le,

kennel.) [OF. cat/del, condel fern., ad. L. candcla

(or candella) 'candle', f. candcrc to shine. One
of the Latin words introduced at the English Con-
version, and long associated chiefly with religious

observances: even in the 15th c. three of the

glossaries in Wright -Wiilcker include 'candle*
among the ' names of things pertaining to the

church ' {nom/na pcrtinencia eeeutim). This sacred

character of the word bears on the OF. poetic

compounds Codes candel, heofoncandel, etc. in 2.

The southern ME. pi. was condlen.

L. candeta came down in Romanre as It., Pr., Sp. can-
dt'Ia. Pg. cmndfa. OK. chandeile, -doile, ONK. candeite,
doile. The actual F« cha/idclte (OF. chaudelo represents a
late L. variant candella (usual in met). L. \ assimilated to

diminutives in -ella. tCf. querela, queretla. I The occasional
late ME. spelling candelle may have been after French.)

I. 1. A source of artificial light, consisting of

a usually cylindrical body of wax, tallow, sper-

maceti, or other solid fat, formed round a wick
of cotton or flax, formerly also, of the pith of a rush.
Candles are distinguished according to the method of

manufacture, as dipped or mould tandles, by the material
employed, or by some other peculiarity, as Paris candle,

royal candle, etc. The word is also used without plural as a
name of material, as in a piece 0/caudle, an inch 0/ candle.
a 700 Erfurt Gloss. 382 (O. K. T.) Emunctoria, candel-

thuist. a Boo Corpus Hloss. 745 Emunctoria, candeltwist,

< 1000 I'oc. in Wr.-Wfdcker 154 Lampas, candeles leonia.

a 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1140 Me lihtede candles to aiten hi.

1297 K. Glolx. 200 pat chyld heo bete so stronge myd
be condlen long & towe. 1386 ChaVCKI Wifs Prot. 334
A nigard that wol werne A man to light a candel at his

lanterne. 139B Tkkyisa Bartlt. t)e P. K. VIII, xvi. (1493) 322
A glasse sette byfore a candle receuyth lighteof a candil.

1477 Karl Riven (Caxton) Dictesix) Is like to hym that

Hghteth a candelle to another. 1570 in Turner Hec. Oxford
402 A pound of the best cotton caiidells. 1613 Shaks. Hen.
I HI, 111. ii. y6 This Candle burnes not cleere, 'tis 1 must
snuffe it, Then out it goes. 166a Earl Okkkrv State Lett.

11743) I. 117 To provide fire and candle. 1708 Brit, Apollo
No. 80. 2/1 Why should a Rush Candle burn longer than a
Cotten one? 1771 Smoi.lktt Humph. CI. I. 15 May, Ten
mould-candles, tnat had scarce ever been lit. 1851 YV. i\

Snow Jml. Arct. Seas. iv. 46 Very little candle was re-

quired below at night. 1856 Emcrson Eng. Traits xii. Uni-
versities Wks. (Bonn,! 1 1. 91 No candle or fire is ever lighted

In the Bodleian.

b. In religious or superstitious use.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20701 Gas ban wit fair processiun. .Wit
cirges and wit candel bright, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 48 Wil pu
"Mm a candil pat pu geyt merit & grace? 1554 Woodl>k
Dial. DJ in Brand Pop. Antiq. (1870) I. 27 Wherefore
serveth holye Candels? To light up in thunder, and to

bless men when they lye a dying. 1561 Pilkington Hum.
St. Pauls I ivb, ibid. We shuld bear our Candel at her [the

Virgin'sJ Churching at Candlemas. 161 1 Cotcr. s.v. Chan-
</(//( . . TIutu was for euery Saint his candle. 1824 W.
Irving T. 'Prav. II. 101 A votive candle placed before the
image of a saint. 1865 Thollope Helton Est. I. i3(Hoppe)
Captain Aylmer was member for Perivale in the Low Church
interest .. lie would say a sharp word or two..al>out vest-

ments ; he was strong against candles [i.e. the use ofcandles
on the altar or communion-table in Anglican churches],

f C. as used at a sale by auction : see 5 d.

166a Pkpvs Diary 3 Sept., After dinner we met and sold

the hullces, where pleasant to see how backward men are at

first to bid ; and yet when the candle is going out how they
bawl. 1690 Records A*. Ind. ComP., Mr. Thorowgood to
manage the Company's Candle at the Sale,

d. A standard sj>ermaceti candle used as a unit

of illuminating power : hence cat/die penoer.

1869 Roscof. Elem. Chem. 98 Cannel gas is said to be

equal to 34.4 candles. 1875 Ure Hid. Arts II. 553, 10,500
cubic feet of 2 5-candle gas to the ton. \9&$Harper's Mag.
Feb. 482/1 One hour's light of two-thousand candle-power.

fM. Jf{. A source of light
; applied poetically

(with attributes) to the natural luminaries. In

OE. poetry 4m candel, heofon-candcl, rodor candel,

ivoruId-candel, Codes candel, were poetical terms

for the sun. Obs.

Bemvutf 3148 Hadre scinep rodores candel. 937 0. E.

Citron.^ Glad ofer grunda* Codes condel beorht. c 1374
Chaucer Compl. Mars 7 1 .00 yonde the sunne the candel

of lalosye. 159a Shaks. Rom. «y Jul. ill. v. 9 Nights can-

dles are burnt out. 1596 R. L(inchk] Dt'ella (18771 37 He
that can count the candles of the skie. 1634 Bp. Hall
Occas. Medit. xlix. Wks. U8081 148 On a glow-worm. What
a cold candle is lighted up, in the body of this sorry worm.

t 3. fig- a. That which illuminates the mind.
153a Frith Mirr. to knmv Thyself \ 1820(267 Yet will I set

you up a candle which shall . . clearly dispel his mist and
vain poetry-. 1555 Latimer in Foxe A. <V M. (1^31 1 111.

xi. S°V2 Wee shall this day light such a Candle by Gods
grace in England, as I trust shall neucr bee put out. a 1619
Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1634* ? Since the candle of letters

gave us some little light therof.

b. The Might' of life.

»53S Covehdale Job. xxi. 17 How oft shal the candle of
wicked be put out. 1503 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. vi. 1 Heere

urnes my candle out ; I, heere it dies. 1605 — Macb. v.
v. 23 Out, out, breefe Candle, Life's but a walking Shadow.
1642 Flli.fr Holy a> Prof. St. 1. ii. 6 Her candle was put
out, as soon as the day did dawn in S. Augustine. 1768
Black*stone Comm. II. 175.

4. transf. a. A preparation containing resinous
or aromatic substances for diffusion during burning

;

a pastil. Medicated candle \ (see quots.)
1621 Burton Ana/. Mel. 1. in. in. (16511 210 Perfumes,

suffumigations, mixt candles, perspective glasses, and such
natural causes. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Sufp, s. v.. Medicinal
Candles, camlehefumales, are compositions of odoriferous,
aromatic, and inflammable matters, as benzoin, storax ..

formed into masses in shape of candles. The effluvia and
odours whereof when burnt, are supposed to be salutary* to
the breast. 1880 Syd. Sue. Lex., Medicated camtie, a candle
containing some drug for diffusion during burning . . Mer-
curial candle.

fb. A bougie; a suppository. Obs.
1684 tr. lionet's Mere. Corn/it, xix. 839 Suppositories are

made round like Candles . . whence they callthem Candles
from the similitude. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v., Can-
dles for caruncles of the urinary passage. [tWi Syd. Sac.
Lex., Caudeta, bougie.)

C. Mucus pendulous at the nose.
1858 Geo. Eliot Amos Barf. ii. <D.> The inveterate cul-

prit was a boy of seven, vainly contending against candles
at his nose by feeble sniffing.

d. Cmrihtmam Candle, Roman Candle, q. v.

II. 5. Phrases, a. Candle, book, and bell : see

Hell sb\ 8.

a 1300 Cursor M. 171 10 Curced in kirc ban sal bai be wid
candil, boke, and bell. 184a Barham Ingol. Leg., fuck-
daw ofRheims, The cardinal rose with a dignified look, He
called for his candle, his bell and his book.

t b. To set, light, proffer a candle before or to

the devil : to propitiate or humour him, as saints

are supposed to be propitiated by a votive candle

;

later, to hold a candle to the devil (by confusion
with c) : to serve or assist an evil person, to be
active in evil courses. Obs.
c 1461 Paston Lett. No. 428 II. 73 A man must sumtyme

seta candel befor the devyle. 156a J. Hevwood Prof. $
Epier. (1867) 20, I fearyng She would spit her venym,
thought it not euyll To sette vp a candle before the deuyll.

1577 1'l'sser Husb. ti878t 148 Thou maist find ease so prof-
fering vp a candell to the detiilL 1599 Marston Pigmat. 11.

145 A damn'd Macheuelian Holds candle to the deuill for a
while, That he the better may the world beguile. 1649
Howell Pre-em, Pari. 20 According to the Italian Proverb,
That one must sometimes light a candle to the Devil, c 1670
Lady Abergavenny in R. Mansell Xarr, Popish Plot 12
She could not endure to hear it, but yet was forced to hold
a Candle to the Devil. 1828 Scott M. Perth II. 213
tD.) Here have I been holding a candle to the devil, to
show him the way to mischief.

C. To hold a candle to another : ///. to assist

him by holding the candle while he works ; hence,

to help in a subordinate position. Not to Af able

or fit to hold a candle to : not fit to hold even a
subordinate position to, nothing to be compared to.

1550 Crowley Way to Wealth 131 Dise playars .. that
haue nothynge to playe for. . Holde the candle to them that
haue wherewyth, and wyll sette lustily to it. 1590 Greene
Never too late ( 1600* 19 Driuen . . when I am worst able, forst

to hold the candle. 1596 Shaks. Merxh. l\ 11. vi. 41
Lorenzo. Descend, for you must be my torch-be:ner.

Jessica. What, must I hold a Candle to my shames? 1614
T. Adams Droits tlanq. 225 I^et Plato then, hold the candle
to Moses. 1640 Sir E. I >ering Carmelite (16^1) 43 Though
I be not worthy to hold the candle to Aristotle. 1773
Hyrom Poems, Others aver that he to Handel Is scarcely
fit to hold a candle. 1883 W. E. Norris No Neiu Thing
L vii. 175 Edith is pretty, very pretty ; but she can't hold a
candle to Nellie.

d. To sell or let by the candle, by inch of candle,
etc. : to dispose of by auction in which bids are

received so long as a small piece of candle bums,
the last bid l>elore the candle goes out securing the

article ; hence in many fig. and t/ansf uses. Cf.

Auction 3.

This appears to have l>een a custom adopted from the
French ; cf. Littre', also Cotc.r., s.v. Chamtelte.
160 Milton /.*//. State Wks. 1738 II. 169 The Council

;
thiiiks it meet to propose the way of selling by inch of
Candle, as being the most probable means to procure the

true Value of the goods. 167a Sir T. Browne /.•-.'/ to

Eriend xx. f 1881 > 141 Mere pecuniary matches, or marriages
made by the candle. 1680 in Sir /. Picton L'pool Mnnt'c.
Rec. (18831 I. 287 The new marked ground . . was lctt by
inch of candle in the towne hall. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor.
Subj. 11.(1709) 53 To give Interest a share in Friendship,
is in effect to sell it by Inch of Candle. 1700 Act 11 % n
Witt. Ill, in Loud. (,'az. No. 6129/1 All such Goods, .shall

be sold at nublick Sale by the Candle. 1797 Burke Regie.
Peact iv. Wks. IX. 84 W'here British faith and honour are

to be sold by inch of candle. 18*5 Hone Every-day Bk. I.

837 Four acres . . are let by inch of Candle. 1851 N. ^ Q.
15 Nov. 383 Forty or fifty years ago goods were advertised
for public sale by the candle.

1717 51 Chambers Cycl. s.v., There is also a kind of Ex-
communication by Inch of Candle; wherein, the time a
lighted Candle continues burning, is allowed- the sinner to

come to repentance; but after which, he remains excommu-
nicated to all intents and purposes.

fe. 7b smell of the candle', i.e. of work by
night, of close and prolonged study. Obs.

! 1604 Hieron Wks. L504 If that l>ee commendation, .for a
mans labours to smell of the candle. (Cf. Lamp.)

I

f. The game, play, etc. is not WtrfA the candle :

i. e. not worth the mere cost of supplying the
necessary light ^cf. 1550 in 5 c) ; not worth the
labour expended.
iOf French origin : cf. Cotgr. s. v. Chandelte 1 Le yen ne

'••ant pas la chandelte, it will not quit cost'.)

a 1690 Temple Ess. Health Wks. 1731 I. 274 Perhaps the
Play is not w..rth the Candle, c 1700 < , Instruct. (1732'
556 1 D.i After all, these discoveries are not worth the candle.
1874 P. Bavne in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 706 The game would
not be worth the candle.

g. To light or bum the candle at both ends : to

consume or waste in two directions at once.
iCf. Cotgr. ' Bmsler la cha/tdelle par lex denx bout**.)

1730-6 Bailey, s. v., The Candle burns at both Ends. Said
when Husband and Wife are both Spendthrifts. 1753 Han-
way Trot: 11762- II. 1. iii. 19 Apt to light their candle at
both ends ; that is to say, they are apt to consume too much,
and work too little. 1848 Kinc.slev Saint's Trag. 111. i

140 To double all your gnefs, and burn life's candle, As vil-

lage gossips say, at either end.

h. Various phrases obvious in meaning.
1551-6 Robinson tr. Mart's Utop. (1869 Arb.t 27 Set-furth

the brightnes of the sonne with a candell as the Prouerbe
saieth. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 41, I burnt one
candle to seek another, and lost bothe my time and my
trauell, when 1 had doone. 1581 Lambardk Eiren. rJL iv.

361, I shal but set a Candle in the Sunshine. 1607 Topsell
Eour-f. Beasts Pref., Another Physitian, lighting his Candle
by the former lights succeeded them in this great under-
taking. 1676 M. Clifford Hum. Reason in Phent'x 117081
II. 532 Men grope in the dark that light not their Candle
at ours. 17*8 Young Love Eame vii. 97 How commentators
each dark passage shun, And hold their farthing candle to
the sun. a 1873 Lytton A*. Chillingly vm. vii iHoppei
Slothfully determined to hide his candle under a bushel
Icf. Matt. v. 15J.

III. attrib. and Comb.
6. General relations : a. attributive, as candlc-

flatne, -grease, -rath, -screen, -shine, -smoke, -time,

-toright, etc. ; b. objective, as candle-bearer; -bear-

ing, -maker, 'making, -seller, etc.

1555 Eardle Facions 11. xii. 267 The Acholite . . occupieth
the roume of 'Candle-bearer. 1887 Spectator 2 Apr. 463/1
Draughts which no 'candle-flame was sensitive enough to
indicate. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. iii. (Jod.) Drops
of Vandlegrease. 161 1 Cotgr., Chandelier, .a Chaundler,
or *Candle-maker, or Candle-seller. 161X Toi-rneur Ath.
Prog. v. ii. 41878) 142 Back to your 'candle-making ! 1 1865
Letheby in Circ. Sc. I. 98/ 1 We do not employ much wax .

.

for candle-making. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 209 A
curious 'candlerack of wrought iron foliage. iBtg Post Off.
Lond. Direct. 324 'Candle-screen Manufacturers. 1853
Charles Anchester III. 230 By Vandleshine, or the setting

sun. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal Z$ Foul'd with "candle-
smoak. 1698 Songs Costume 11849' *68 But you keep off

till *candle-time. 1766 Entick London IV. 3 A street occu-
pied., by *candle-wrtghts, or candle-makers.

7. Special comb. : candle-ball, -bomb, a small

glass bubble filled with water, which when held

in the Maine of a candle, bursts with a loud explo-

sion ; candle-bark {dial.), a candle-box (cf. Bark
sb. 1 8 ; candle-box, a box for keeping candles

in ; + candle-branch, a chandelier (cf. Branch sb.

a dh ; candle-canting (see quot. and cf. 5 d)

;

t candle-case, a case or box to keep candles in ;

candle-dipper, a machine for making candles by
dipping; candle-dipping, the process of manu-
facturing candles by dipping as distinguished from
moulding ; also attrib., as in candle-dipping ma-
chine; candle-fir {Sc.), 'fir that has been buried

in a moraas, moss- fallen fir, split and used instead

of candles* (Jamitson) ; candle-fish, a sea-fish of

the salmon family, frequenting the rivers of north-

western America, which on account of its extreme

oiliness is used when dried as a candle ; t candle-

fly, ' a flic that houering about a candle burnes

itself (rlorio s.v. Farfalla), a moth; candle-

hour, Vtime when candles are burnt, night-time;

t candle-inch (see 5 d) ;
candle-lamp, a kind of

lamp in which candles are used ; candle-match,

a match or fusee made of the w ick of a candle, or

of a piece of greased paper
; f candle-mine (fig.\

a mine of fat or candle material ; candle-mould,
a mould or mould-frame for making candles in,

now usually made of pewter or tin
;
candle-nut,

the commercial name for the fruit of the Candle-

!>erry tree, or Vamlle nut tree ;
candle-paper, a

spill for lighting candles; f candle - quencher,
an extinguisher ; + candle-rush, the common rush,

formerly used for making rush lights
; + candle-

shears, snuffers ; candle -shrift, penance done

with candles; f candle-silver, a money payment
for the supply of candles; candle-slate (seequot.);

t candle-sniting, the snuff of a candle ; tcandle-

stuff, (rt. study or work done by candle-light;

{b.) material for candles ; candle-teening {dial.},

-tending, -tining, the time for lighting or seeing

to the candles, evening, nightfall. Also Canple-
BEKKY, -KNI>, -LKJHT, -.STICK, etC.

1794 G. Adams Nat. -V Exp. Philos. I. ix. 325 This effect

of vapour is .. exemplified by the small machines called

*candle-baIK 1813 in Crabh Technot. Diet., ''Candle-

bomb. 1875 Lane, (iloss. <E. I>. S.)
" Candle-bark, cannel-

bark, a candle-box. 1566 J. Harvngton in Leisure Ho.

(1884! 630/1 That no mans bed be vnmade, nor fire or 'candle

1
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box vncleane, after eight o'clock in the morning. 1837
Carlylf. Fr. Rev. II. iv. vii. 223 Amid candle-boxes and
treacle-barrels. 1599 Minsheu Span. Diet., Candelero de
tinieblas, a *candle-branch that hath many candlestickes in

it. 1875 Robinson Whitby Gloss, s. v. Canting (E. D. S.
)

'A
' cannle-canting' when articles were appraised until a candle
burned down to a certain mark, and the highest bidder got

the bargain. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. S/ir, 111. ti. 45 A paire of

bootes that haue beene *candle-cases. 1604 B. Jonson Case
is Altered, Neither knive-cases, Pinne-cases, nor Candle-

cases. 188a Standard 7 Oct. V2 The wonderful handle-
fish, or 1 oolachan which ascends the North-Western ri vers

in March. 1886 Montreal Gaz. 14 Aug. 2/4 Advt., British

Columbia ' Candle Fish '. This delicious fish, the 1 oolachan'

packed in small tubs—for family trade. 1626 Cockkram 11,

Far/alia, a *Candle-Fly. 1733 Bailey Frasni. Collog . (1877)

392 ( D.) Why should an owl be an enemy to small birds .

.

a turtle-dove to a candle-fly ? 1650 G. Danikl Trinarch.,

Crastini Anim. 12 Till when, our Numbers (destin'd to

more) Creeps to a corner, at a "Candle-Hower. 1719
D'Urfey Pills I. 355 Meaning by *Candle-Inch to buy my
Lot. 188a E. O'Donovan Merv Oasis I. xxvi. 448 On the

table burned half a dozen *CandIe-lamps. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. I V, 11. iv. 326 You whorson *Candle-myne you. 1566
in Rogers Agric. <$• Prices III. 577/2 'Candle-mould. 1655
Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv. Index 8 A Candle-mold. 1835 6

Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 58/1 The fruits of the A lenrites triloba

. .the *candle-nuts of the inhabitants of these remote regions.

1884 Leisure Ho. Feb. 86/2 Candle-nuts, which are exceed-
ingly hard, but yield good oil. 1854 Simmonds Comm.
Products Veget. Kingd. (L.) The *candlenut tree grows in

the Polynesian Islands. 1829 Praed Poems (.1865) I. 363
Twisting up his song Into the sweetest *candie-papers.

1382 Wyclif Ex, xxv. 38 *Candelquenchers, and forsothe

where the snoffes ben quenchid, be thei maad of moost puyr
gold, c 1440 Prom/>. Parv. 60 *Candylrysche \v. r. candel-

rushe], papirus. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. lii. 511 The first

[kind] . . semeth for Matches to burne in lampes . . is called .

.

in English, the Rush candle, or candle rushe : Camels
strawe. 1679 Plot Staffordsh. 11686) 379 Both which it

seems are Candle-rushes. 1483 Cath. Angl. 52 A *Candyl
schers, emunctorinm. 1611 Kates (Jam.) Candlesheares,
the dozen pair xxxs. 1871 Rossetti Dante at Ver. Ivii,

This Dante writ in answer thus . . Hither to *candleshrift

and mulct. 1420 Will of T. Exton, *CandeIsilvyr qui in

eadem ecclesia ut in aliis ecclesiis civitatis predicte tempore
paschali colligi solent & levari. 1854 Pharmac. Jml.
XIII. 623 *Candle-slates, and other bituminous shales.

1483 Cath. Angl. 53 A *Candylsnytynge, licinus, licinnm.

1589 Nashe in Greene Mcnaphon (Arb.) 10 For recreation

after their *Cand le -stuffe. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 774 By the

help of Oyl and Wax, and other Candle-stuff; the flame
may continue, and the wick not burn. 1519 Horman Vulg.
261 About xcandell tendynge the fyglitynge broke of.

1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. (1625) 132 Primafax, Candle-
tining. 1746 Exmoor Scolding (E.L>. S.) 314 Vrom candle-
dowting to candle-teening.

Ca'ndle, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec]

f 1. To candle over : to cover with the material

of candles. Obs.

1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke 16 Is it the Taeda, in which
they candled a Man over in Wax, and he, instead of the

wick, burnt out to his lives end like a Taper, to give light

to the Company?
2. To test by allowing the light of a candle to

shine through,

1879 Daily News 28 Aug. 3/7 Letters ..' candled ', like

suspicious eggs, to detect whether more than one sheet was
covered by the enclosure. 1883 Ibid. 1 Aug. 5/1 An old-

fashioned post-office, with clerks 'candling' the letters.

t Candle-beam. Obs. exc. Hist.

1. A beam between the chancel and the nave of

a church, on which the rood stood, with candles

placed on each side of it ; a rood-beam.
1463 Bury Wills (1850) 15 And my body to be beryed by

the awter of Seynt Martyn . . under the percloos of the re-

tourne of the candilbeem. 1499 in T. Gardner Hist. Dun-
wick (1754) 156 Paid Tho. Cuttyng for makyng of the Vyse
unto the Candelbem. 1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers III. x. 471.

2. ? A suspended beam of wood to support a

number of candles; cf. quot. 1552.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 60 Candelbem [1499 candell heme],

lucemarium. 1492 in Bury Wills (1850) 238 My candyl-
beme that hangyth in my hall w' vj bellys of laton standyng
thereon. 1552 Huloet, Candle beame, suche as hangeth in

gentlemens halles, with sockettes to set candels vpon.

Candleberry (karnd'lberi). [f. Candle sb.

+ Berhy sb. 1
] A name applied to the fruit of

. two plants and to the plants themselves.

a. properly Candleberry-myrtle: {a.) A shrub

(A/yrica ccrifera) common in North America,
whose berries yield myrtle-wax or bayberry tallow,

a greenish-white wax, of which tolerable candles

are made ; called also bayberry and wax-myrtle,
and in U. S. commonly candleberry tree, (/>.) The
name is sometimes extended to the other species

of galeworts, esp, to the Sweet Gale {A/yrica

Gale).

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Candle berry tree . . an aro-
matic evergreen . . also called the Virginia myrtle. 1761
Watson in Phil. Trans. LII. 93 The candleberry myrtle of
North America. 1858 Carpenter Veg. Phys. § 347 Wax .

.

exists in such abundance in the fruit of a Virginian myrtle,
that this has received the name of Candleberry.

b. properly Candleberry tree : A species of
spurgewort, Aleurites triloba, a tree of the Mo-
luccas and the S. Pacific Isles, which produces the
candle-nut of commerce, the kernels of which are
used by the natives as candles.
1866 Treas. Bot. 36/1 The Candleberry tree . . attaining

the height of thirty to forty feet, .is commonly cultivated in

tropical countries for the sake of its nuts.

Vol. II.

Candle-coal. A variant of Cannel-coal,
frequent in the 18th c. See Cannel2 d.

Candle-end (,karnd'l Mid). Also 6-8 candle's.

1. The end piece of a burnt-down candle, which
remains in the socket of the candlestick.

1547 Boorde Introd. Knoivt. vi. (1870I 141 Whan I ete

candels ends, I am at a feest. 1668 R. L'Estrange Vis.

Quev. (1708) 65 The Brands and Candle-Ends, which they
would still be filching, and laying out of the way. 1732
Pope £p. Bathurst 292 When Hopkins dies, a thousand
lights attend The wretch, who living sav'd a candle's end.

1871 Mori.ev Voltaire (1886) 195 How Voltaire put his

host's candle-ends into his pocket.

t b. To drink off (or eat) candle-ends : a ro-

mantic extravagance in drinking a lady's health by
which gallants gave token of their devotion. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, n. iv. 267 Dol. Why doth the
Prince loue him so then 1 Fal. Because, .hee. .eates Conger
and Fennell, and drinkes off Candles ends for F lap-dragons.

a 1626 Fletcher M. Tliomas 11. ii. (N.) Carouse her health

in cans and candle-ends, a 1637 B. Jonson Masque Moon
in Dodsley VI. 62 (N.) But none that will hang themselves

for love, or eat candle's-ends, as the sublunary lovers do.

+ e. To rate by candle-end: see Candle 5 d.

1687 J. M. Elegy to Cleveland 51 Wks. 283 The Cause by
Candles-end he did not rate, When others Pens did Truth
assassinate.

2. fig. A thing of short duration or of little

value ; a trifle, fragment, soap. Usually //.
a 1626 Fletcher Hum. Lieut. 111. v. (R. ; We are but spans,

and candles-ends. 1841 Orderson Creoleana ii. 16 A saving
of cheese parings and candle ends, i860 Sala Lady Chester/.

v. 81 This nip-cheese, candle-end saving, .principle.

Candle-holder. rare— 1
. [See Candle 5 c]

One who holds a candle ; an attendant or assistant

who lights those who are engaged in any work or

ceremony by night ; a candle-bearer.

1592 Shaks. Rom. § ynl. 1. iv. 38 Giue me a Torch, I am
not for this ambling. Being but heauy I will beare the

light. .A Torch for me. . lie be a Candle-holder and looke on.

Candlelight (kariHrijlsiO. Forms: 4 can-
deli3t ; see also CANDLE^and Light. [OE. candcl

leoht, f. candc^ Candle sb. + /eo/it, Light.]

1. The light given by a candle or by candles.

Often, artificial light in general.
a 1000 C. R. Benet 53 (Bosw.) CandeMeoht. 1205 Lav.

23752 per wes al longe niht songes and candel-liht. e 1380
Sir Feruntb. 2544 payschyne per in tal bat house so doh be
candelt^t. e 1430 Hymns \ irg. (1867) 123 As cler as candyl-
Lyjth. 1678 Trial Coleman 30, I cannot see a great way
by Candle-light. 1710 Addison Taller No. 240 p 5 One who
had studied Thirty Years by Candle-light. 1716-8 Lady
M. W. Montague Lett. I. xix. 59 A very fine effect by
candle-light. 1875 Helps Soe. Press. ix. 133 Well, don't

you think that most men fall in love by candle-light?

b. ' The necessary candles for use '

(J.).
1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 149 Whether the warkes that thou

. .& thy seruauntes shall do be more auauntage to the than
the fyre & candell-lyghte, meat & drynk yl they shall

spende. a 1704 Molineux Let. to Locke (J.), I shall find

him coals and candlelight.

C. A picture representing a scene by candle-

Hght.
1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's A need. Paint'.(1786) III.

24 He frequently painted candle-lights.

t d. fig.
1 Light 1

of life. Cf. Candle 3 b. Obs.

1596 Spenser Q. VL 111. iii, A man of full ripe yeares .

.

weake age had dimd his candlelight.

2. The time during, or at, which candles are

lighted ; dusk, nightfall.

1663 Pepvs Diary 29 Aug., She and I, it being candle-
light, bought meat for to-morrow. 1699 Luttrell Brief
Rel. (i&s7) IV. 481 Yesterday the lords satt till after candle-
light debating his majesties speech. 1699 Bentley Plial.

Pref. 26 The Whole might be done . . twice over before
Candle-light. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. Hx. 195 Soon
after candle-light on the fourth, .the firing was renewed.

3. attnb. Of or pertaining to candlelight.

1634-46 Row Hist. Kirk (18421 328 Unlawfull conventicles,
candle-light congregations. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant.
viu. 80 Candle-light devotion. 1813 Exami?ier 22 Feb.
124/1 The candle-light glow of Titian. 1797-1803 Foster
in Life <y Corr. (18461 I. 178 Pages of vulgar truisms and
candle-light sense. 1832 Marryat A". Forster xliv, A very
pretty candle-light colour.

Candle-lighter, [f. Candle + Lighter.]
1. One who lights candles

;
spec, an acolyte.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Candle-lighter, an officer in

the antient church, called also accensor and acolythus. 1853
Ruskin Stones Ven. II. iii. § 35. 51 Watching the candle-
lighter at his work, knocking his ladder about the heads of
the capitals as if they had given him personal offence.

2. A thing for lighting a candle, etc. ; a spill.

1855 Mrs. Gaskell North S. 240 (Hoppe) She knew
that her mother slept, from the candle-lighter thrust through
the keyhole of her bedroom door. 1859 W. Collins After
Dark 67 (Hoppe) A piece of paper, rolled uptight like those
candle-lighters that the ladies make.

So Candle-lighting vbl. sb.

1605 L. Hutten An Answer 80 They washed at table
and at candle-lighting.

Candlemas vkce-nd'lmaes). Forms: 1-2 can-
del maease, 3-5 -masse, -messe, 5 -mas, 4 can-
dil-masse, 5 -messe, -mas, condulmas, 5 candyl-
messe, 6 -mas, 6-8 candlemass, 6- candlemas.
[OE. cattdelmtesse, f. candel, Candle sb. + mn'ssc,

Mahs. In Icel. kyndilmessa : cf. med.L. candelaria,

F. chandchur, tier, lichtmesse.']

1. The feast of the purification of the Virgin

Mary (or presentation of Christ in the Temple)
celebrated with a great display of candles.
1014 O. E. Chrou., Her on bissum £eare Swegen geendode

his dagas to candel maessan iii nonas Febr. a 1225 [see 3].

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 155 The first nam es Candelmesse, The
totner Maryes clensing esse, The thred Cristes meting es
cald. - 1410 Love Bouavent. Mirr. ix. (Gibbs MS.) (>is

feste of be puryficacioun bat is cleped candelmasse. 1500
Ortus Voc. in Cath, Angl, 52 The feest of candelmas, or
meetynge of candelles. 1590 Greenwood Collect. Art.
Fiiijb, Your solempne & double feasts of your hollomass,
Christmass, Candlemass. 1879 Simmons Lay Folks Mass
Bk. 242 note, Candles were offered at Candlemas and cer-

tain other festivals.

2. The date of this feast, February 2nd. It is

one of the quarter-days in Scotland.
a 1123 O. E. Chron. an. 1101 Dises geares eac se b' Rannulf

to ban[m] Candel maessan ut of ban[m] ture on Lunden
nihtes oSbavrst. c 1200 Ormin 7706 patt da3j. .mang Enng-
lisshe menu Iss Kanndellmesse nemmnedd. -1450 Bk.
Curtasye in Babees Bk. (1868) 327 Frow alhalawghe day To
candelmesse, 1631 Krathwait Whimzies, Zealous Bro. 117
Hee holds all bonds bearing date at Lammasse, Michaelmasse,
Candlemasse or any masse whatsoever to be frustrate and
of no effect ; but by changing masse into tide they become
of full force and vertue. 1818 Scott Rob Roy vi, ' I wad
sae for certain, that I am gaun to quit at Cannlemas.' 1876
Grant Burgh Sch. Scotl. 11. xiii. 469 The old quarterly
terms for paying the school fees were, Lammas, Hallow-
mas, Candlemas and Beltane.

3. attrib. and Co/fib., as candlemas-day, -eve,

-even, -night
}
-season, etc., and in Sc. candlemas-

ball, blaze, crown, king, offering {see quots.\
a 1225 Auer. R. 412 Condelmesse del. 1389 in Eng. Gilds

(1870)54 After candilmesse day. < 1450 Bk. Curtasye in

Babees Bk. (18681 311 liryng in fyre on alhalawgh day, To
condulmas euen, I dar welle say. 1521 in Arnolde Chron.
iii p. xliii. Candy Unas day next after, the Kynge and the
sayd Duke of Iiurgoyn bare theyrCandyls. 1655 L'Estrange
Chas. I, 129 February the 2' 1

. (you may if you please call it

Candlemas night) had been time out of minde celebrated

at Court with somewhat more then ordinary solemnity.

1843 Carlyle Past Pr. (18581 129 In that Candlemas
season. 1857 Chambers Inform. People II. 466 Candlemas-
day is a holiday at the public offices.

1794 Statist. Acc. Scotl. XIII. 211 (JanO The scholars.,

pay.. a Candlemas gratuity, according to their rank and
fortune, from ci, even as far as 5 guineas, when there is a
keen competition for the Candlemas crown. The king, i.e.

he who pays most, reigns for six weeks. 1825 Jamieson,
Candlemas bleeze, the gift made by pupils to school-master
at Candlemas ; elsewhere Candlemas offering. 1863 Cham-
bers Bk. of Days 2 Feb., The latter part of the day was
usually devoted to what was called the Candlemass bleeze,

or blaze, namely, the conflagration of any piece of furze

which might exist in their neighbourhood . .Another old
popular custom in Scotland on Candlemas day was to hold
a foot-ball match . . the Candlemass Ba' as it was called.

t Ca ndle-rent. Obs. Rent or revenue derived

from house-property (which is continually under-

going deterioration or wasted.
i6ii Chapman Mayday ii, Candlerents : if the wars hold,

or a plague come to the town, they'll be worth nothing.
a 1613 Ovfrbury Charac, Ordinarie Widow, She dare
not venture upon, .a souldier, though he have candle-rents

in the citie, for his estate may be subject to fire. 1633
Marmion Fine Compan. 1. iii, Candle rents that are subject
to fire and ruin. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. vi. § 16 (1845)
III. 447 The dean and chapter of Paul's . . pretended them-
selves yearly losers by some of these chantries ; for gener-
ally they were founded on candle-rents, (houses are Lon-
don's land,) which were subject to casuality, reparation, and
vacations. Ibid. xi. ii. § 6 VI. 68 Bying them generally (as

candle-rents) at or under twelve years' valuation.

Ca ndle-snuff. The snuff or burnt wick of a

candle.

1552 Huloft, Snuffer of a candle or candlesnuffe. 1683
Chalkhii.l Thealma $ CI. 102 Her eyes like Candle-snuffs
by age sink quite Into their Sockets. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Candle snuff, .has been recommended for the cure of ague.

Ca'ndle-snu:fFer.
1. An instrument for snuffing candles.

1552 Hui.oft, Candle snuffer, or instrumente to snuffe

candelles. 1766 Smollett Trav. xxiii. I. 353 (Tod.) Hard-
ware, .such as knives, scissars, and candle-snuffers.

f 2. An attendant whose duty it is to snuff and
attend to candles

;
spec, in Theatres, the man in

charge of the lights, when these were candles.
171X Addison Sped. No. 42 p 3 Two or three shifters of

Scenes, with the two Candle-snuffers. 1821 Carlyle in

Macm. Mag. XLV. 236 Then shall I no longer play a
candlesnuffer's part in the great drama. 1881 Fitzgerald
World behind Sc. 17 ' Not fit to be a candle-snuffer'. When
oil lamps took the place of candles, the wicks required con-

stant trimming, and the services of this official continued in

requisition.

1 Candle-stafF. Obs. [OE. amdelstxf, f.

Candle + Staff.] A candlestick ; the main stem
or shaft of a branched candlestick.

: 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 15 Ne hi ne ada3 hyra leoht-fset

[Vulg. lucemanr] and hit under cyfe setta5, ac ofer candel-

stffif [Vulg. candelabrum]. <i 1100 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
326 Catuietabrum, candelstaef. 1382 Wyclif Ex. xxv. 33
Six serdes, that ben to be brou3t forth out of the candelstaf.

Candlestick (koe'nd'listik). Forms: see Can-
dle and Stick. [QJZ.candelsticca, i. candel, Candle
+ sticca, Stick. Cf. prec. : there is no ground for

the inference that it was originally 1 a piece of

pointed wood' ; app. the earliest recorded meaning
was the metallic * stalk

1 or shaft ofa candelabrum.]
1. A support for a candle

;
formerly a general

name, including chandeliers, simple or branched,
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CANDLETREE.

upright or pendent, branches, lustres, etc. ;
now

chiefly a moveable stand for holding a candle.

1 970 Chart. Bp. rESelivold in Cod. Dipl. VI. .0., .". syl-

ure^nddsticcar, and.ii.ouergyldeetc. awO.E.Lhron.

an 1102 Pet wa;ron roden ..and candel sticcan. 1303 »
Brunne J/W/. Syuuegm A kandels.y,,:

stode>
:

kyng

before, pat oute of lerusalem was bore. 1387. '""** *f*£

* R fc Ser. V. 207 He hadde a candle stikke

brurn] -made by craft of honde so bat £e oyle schulde

renne i" Ch. Goods 0/ Berks 8 Fyve brasenne candle

tickes forThaul.er. 155a Huloet, Candlestycke
,
wUh to

braunches or lightes. 1599 Minsheu Sp. Diet., Lanelelero

de™nu?la°U candle-bralSn that hath many candlesticks

in UTtSt Bacon Adv. Learn. U iv. § 6 11873; V Set

up one great light, or branching candlestick of lights 687

Ioiui to. Na 2217/4 Two pa.r of small silver Chamber

Tandiesticks. .753 Chambers t>7. S„pp.s.v., Larger, and

„ stately candlesticks contrived for holding a grea

number of candles, are called branches and girandoles;

andVhen made of glass, lustres. 1862 C. Wordsworth AT™

7V»rGenXist. ,70 The word Candlestick has taken root

in he EnglisR language as an emblem of a Church .. but it

does not rightly represent those avX"«' ; which were sum-

lar to the Seven-branched Xvxviai or Lampstands.

2. fig.
(chiefly with reference to Rev

.
1. 20, in

which the lighted candle is included.)

,483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 259/1 Thou spouse of god .
.
thou

candelstyk of ly?t withoute derkenes. 1709 ««"• •y"<:/"-

veldts Serm. 9 The golden Candlesticks, as the seven pe-

nning Bishops were then call'd. 188a Farrar / «r/»

C/'° II. 359 The final removal of the candlestick of

J
3 Comb., as candlestick-caster, -maker, turner, etc.

,1510 Cocke Lorelles B. (1843I 10 Broche makers, glas

h overs, candelstycke casts. »599. Nashe Lent. Stuff,

(,87.1 94 Candlestick-turners and tinkers 1845 Disraeli

SMI 1.863) 25 Some monster of the middle class, some

tinker or tailor, or candlestick-maker, with h* long purse

preaching reform and practising corrup 1011 1867 ^FMMCU
iuglingx. (18801 346 The Candlestick Maker. This is a

fly to light the salmon to bed with. .85. Dickens Bleak

Ho II 236 (Hoppei, With a look candlestickwards.

Hence Candlesticked ///. a., set on a candle-

bt

i'8al A A. Putnam Ten Vrs. Police Judge xxviii. 226 A
dozen such candles not hid under a bushel, but candle-

sticked and lighted on the bench.

Candle-tree. „
1 = Candle-berry Myrtle. Hence Candle-tree Oil.

1601 R« Creation 11. (R.) The candletrees of the West

Indies, out of whose fruit, boiled to a thick fat consistence,

are made very good candles. 17S3 Chambers Cycl. Si.pp.

2 An American tree, Partnentiera cenjera Js .
U.

Cresccntiaccir) : from the appearance of its fruit.

1866 Treas. Bot. 648/1 In the Isthmus of Panama, .termed

the Candle-tree . . because its fruits, often four feet long

have quite the appearance of yellow wax-candles 1855

Lady BrasSEV The Trades 108 In the nursery' and exten-

sion grounds are.. candle-trees. .

Candle-waster. He who or that which

wastes candles by late study at night, bo also

Candle-wasting. .... v ,

,«o B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 111. 11, A whoreson book-

wornT, a candle-wastcr. t599 Much AJ
\
v
'£,.'l

Patch griefe with prouerbs, make misfortune drunke With

candle-wasters. 1600 E. Blount Uosp. Incur. Fooles Ded.

(N I A thousand of these candlewasting book wormes.

2. A small bit of burning wick that falls upon

the substance of the candle and causes it to run.

Candle-wick (ksendT.wik). [OE. candtl-

weoca : see Wick.] The wick of a candle. Also

attrib.
, ,. . ,

c 1000 /Elfric Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker .54 funalia, uelJunes,

candelweoca. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 53 A Candylweke, liclunus,

lichinum. 1576 Newton tr. Lemn.es Complex, (.1633) 125

As Oyle doth nourish the flame in the Candlewike. 1611

Cotor., Emmeeher, to furnish with a match or candle-

weeke. 1777 Howard Prisons Eng. (1780) 397 The Keeper

employs the prisoners in spinning candle-wick 1880

Browning Clive 129 Pray me trim your candle-wick I

f b. Candlewiek Mullein, a name ol the Great

Mullein or Hag-taper, Verbascum Thapsus, the

leaves and stalks having been used for wicks. Oh.

i«7 Gerard Herbal cclvii. § 3- 631 Candle weeke Mullein

hath large, broade, and woollie leaues. 1611 Cotgr., Mcs-

cheuiere, candle-weeke Mullein.

Candle-wood. .

1. Resinous wood, splinters of which are burned

to give light.

17I3 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Candleiyood, slips of pine

about the thickness of the finger, used in New England .

.

to burn instead of candles. 1857 Holland bay 1 ath xv.

168 The Candle-wood blazed cheerfully upon the hearth.

2. A popular name of several trees which yield

such wood : Californian C, Fouquiera splendens ;

Jamaica C, Gomphia guianensis ; S. American C,

Sciadophyllnm capitatum; White and Black C.

(of the West Indies), Amyris balsamifera.

171a tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 62 Besides the Candle-

Wood, we have, .a certain red Wood which they call Cora -

Wood. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 208 While Candlewood,

or Rose-wood . . The younger trees are frequently cut for

firewood . .they are full of resin, burn very freely and with a

most agreeable smell. 1884 Miller Plant-n.

Can-dOCk (,kx-nd
(
>k). [f. Can sb> + Dock *M]

The Yellow Water-lily. Also applied to the White

Water-lily ; see quota.
1661 Walton Angler (ed. 3) xx. 242 To kill the water

weeds, as Water-fillies, Candocks . . and Bull-rushes that

bieedethere. U787 Withering Bot. Arrangem. led. 21 II.

555 (Britten & Holl.t, Nymphsea alba [ckllad Wiitercan] at

66

Tamworth, from the half unfolded leaves floating on the

water, being supposed to resemble cans.] 1820 SALTER

Trotter's Guide 88 Candock Weeds (by some called the

Water Lily. 182. S. F. Gray Brit. Plants II. 707 AW
thxa alba. White Water-Lily. .White water-can, Candock

1879 Prior Plant-n., Can-dock, from its broad leaves, and

the shape of its seed vessel, like that of a silver can or

flagon. Dan. aa-kande, the yellow water-lily.

Candore, obs. form of Condou.

Candour (ka-mba). Also 7-9 candor. [17th c.

candor, a. L. candor (-orem) dazzling whiteness,

brilliancy, innocency, purity, sincerity, f. root

cand- of candcre to be white and shining,

Ire to set alight, kindle: cf. camltd, candle. V.

candeur (16th c. in Littre may have aided; the

14th c. example is properly Latin ]

+ 1 Brilliant whiteness ;
brilliancy. Obs.

[1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. x.x. xi d 495' 87; Candor

is p^synge whytnesse]. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trm.W
This nights travaile was bettered by Cynthias candor. .69a

Trvon Good f/ouse-io. ii. 25 Milk .. the Emblem of Inno-

cence, deriving that aimable and pleasant Candor from a

Gleam of the divine Light,

t 2. Statelessness of character
;
purity, integrity,

innocence. Obs.

1610 B. Jonson Alch. v. v. (16161 676 Helpe his fortune,

though with some small straine Of his owne candor. 1675

Trahfrne Chr. Ethics xxv. 388 If afterwards he comes to

see the candor of his abused friend^ 1703 Rowe fair

Peuit. 1. i. 376 Pure native Truth And Candour of the Mind

a 1704 T. Brown Eng. Sat. Wks. 1730 I. 20 My lord Dor.

sets morals and integrity, his candor and his honour.

3. Freedom from mental bias, openness of mind ;

fairness, impartiality, justice.

a 1637 B. Jonson Epigr. exxiii. (R.) Wrmng thyselfe. or

judging others writ, I know not which th' hast most, candor

or wit. 1653 1/ales' Dissert. Peace in Phlnue (1708) [L

388 If thou hast but a grain of Candor in thy heart, and

wilt pass Sentence according to the Prescript of I ruth

ijoi Clarendons Hist. Reb. I. Pref. 2 The candor, and

impartiality of what he relates. 1704 hv>d- "' "
1 1 81 7 1 282 A species of candour which is shown towards

every other liook, is sometimes refused to the Scriptures.

1816 Whatelv Chr. Evid. v, To exercise candour in judg-

ing fairly of the evidences. 1857 H. Reed Led Brit. I oets

xv. 202 In criticism candour with its comprehensive sym-

pathies, is as rare, as bigotry is frequent.

+ 4. Freedom from malice, favourable disposi-

tion, kindliness ;
' sweetness of temper, kindness

'

(J-)- Obs.
. ,

1653 Walton Angler l o Rdr., If he [the Reader) bring

not candor to the reading of this Discourse, he shall, injure

me by too many Criticisms. 1666 Drvdf.n Ann. Mirab.

Ded. tGlobe ed.) 42 Your candour in pardoning my errors.

i7St Johnson Cheynel Wks. IV. 508 He shews.himself sin-

cere, but without candour. 176s — Pref. S haks. W ks. IX.

252 That bigotry which sets candour higher than truth.

1802 .Med. Jrul. VIII. 226 A gentleman of unbounded can-

dor, and a most benevolent disposition.

5. Freedom from reserve in ones statements;

openness, frankness, ingenuousness, outspokenness.

1760 Lett. Junius ii. 11 This writer, with all his boasted

candour, has not told us the real cause of the evils. 1830

Hor. Smith Tin Trump. 118761 72 Candour in some people

may lie compared to barley sugar drops, in which the acid

preponderates over the sweetness. 1876 J H. Newman Hist.

St I. 11. iv. 257 Openness and candour are rare qualities

in a statesman.

Candred, var. of Cantred.

Ca*ndroy. A machine used in preparing cot-

ton cloths for printing.

1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade.

Candy (ka-ndi), .rf.l [a. F. candi in sitae candt
;

cf. It. utcchcro candi (found, according to l.ittu .

in an It. author of 1310 ,
Sp. azucar cande, Pg.

assikar candi, med.I.. saaliarum candi; a. Arab.,

orig. Pers. Xli qaml sugar, the crystallized juice

of the sugar-cane whence Arab. »JjJ qandah

candy, ^J^i qandt candied) ; of Indian origin,

cf. Skr. khanda ' piece ', also ' sugar in crystalline

pieces ', f. Hand to break. As in the other langs.,

the full Suoau'Cakdy q.v.) appears much earlier

than the simple candy.]

1. Crystallized sugar, made by repeated boiling

and slow evaporation, more fully called SOOAB

Candy ; also any confection made of, or incrusted

with this. (In U. S. used more widely than in

Great Britain, including toffy, and the like.)

lci4K> Liber Cocorum 7 With sugur candy thou may hit

dowc^iS43 'I'RAHERON tr. VigdsChirnrg. Interpr. Straunge

Wds.,Asyrupetheycallesugrecandie.l 1769 Mrs. Raffald

Eng. Housekpr. 11778' 241 To a pound of double refined

sugar put two spoonfuls of waler, skim It well, and boll it

almost to a candy, when it is cold, drain your plums out ol

the first syrup, and put them in the thick syrup. 1808 17

Foster in Life v Corr. 118461 I. Ixxv. 410 Handing round

candies and cowslip wine. 1844 Emerson 1 onng Amer.

Wks iBohnl II. 302 One man buys, a land title, .and makes

his posterity princes ; and the other buys barley candy. 1850

Mrs. Stowk Uncle Tom's C. xiv. 124 With her hands full

of candy, nuts, and oranges. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gay-

worthys II. 44 The parson . .
approved only of white un-

favoured candies for his children.

2. Comb., as candy-stall, -store, -woman ;
candy-

braid ((/. S.), a twist of candy or toffy
j
candy-

broad sugar ySc), 'loaf or lump sugar' (Jam. ;

candy-high a. or a<fr., to the point of candying

CANDY.

or crystallizing ; so candy-height ;
candy-man,

an itinerant seller of candy ; in the north ofEngland,

a bum-bailiff or process-server ; so called because

in the great strike of coal-miners in 1844, when

a large number of extempore bailiffs were employed

to eject the miners wholesale from the cottages,

therewere recognized amongthem some well-known

sellers of ' dandy candy ' from the Newcastle streets,

whose appellation was transferred to persons em-

ployed in the unpopular office j + candy-plate, an

obsolete confection (see Plate); candy -pull

( U.S.), a turn at pulling or twisting toffy to make it

tough and light-coloured, a party of young people

at which toffy is made in Scotland a taffy-join) ;

candy-sugar = Sugar-candy.
1870 Emerson Sx./f Solit.Vfks.\ii. (Bohn) III. 64 Steam

. .can twist beams of iron like 'candy-braid-.. 173a R. Max-

w ell Trans. Soe. Improv. Agric. 290 (Jam. I Three ounces

of *candy-broad sugar. 1741 Ci»«//. Earn. Piece I. 1. 91

Boil it to a -Candy-height. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng.

Housekpr. (17781 24; When it begins to candy round the

edge of your pan it is candy height. 1750 E. Smith Compl.

timnm 200 Sugar made into a syrup, and boiled candy-

high. 1863 Newcastle Chron. 31 Oct., 1 he colliery carts anil

waggons stood at the doors and the furniture was handed

out It was evident that the "'candymen' had warmed to

their work. 1880 Patterson Antrim t, Derail Glass. (E.

I). S.) Candy-man, a rag-man. These men generally give

a kind of toffee, called 'candy', in exchange for rags, etc.

1886 Leeds Merc, r 3 Jan., A large body of police and thirty

' candymen ' arrived at Medoursley Collieries, Consett, near

Durham, yesterday, for the purpose of evicting sixty,

unionists. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch , Hen. I , ccclxvi,

Soe saue the Ipocras, and "Candy Plate. 1887 Boston (Mass.)

Jrnl. 20 Aug. 5/3 The candies suggest pleasant winter even-

ings and " candy pulls ' at the beach in summer. 1879 Sala

in\ Daily Tel. 26 Dec, A very grand "candy -

stall, over-

brimming with those lollipops so irrepressibly dear to the

American palate. 1884 AVw York Her. 27 Oct. 7/6 Girlto

leam to attend bakery, lunch room or "candy store. 1B64

Louie's last Term 168 The "candy-woman . . did not make

any thing of the Dough-balls any how.

Candy in mod. edd. of Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, I. ill.

251 : see Caldie.

t Ca-ndy, Obs. form of Candia, name of

an island ( formerly Crete) : used in some obs. names

of plants and products : also in Candy-TCFT.
jS07GFKA«D/7V>rWi.xxiv.3i It grows in Creet, now called

Candy. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 229 Touching the Candy-

Carol, it resembleth fennel. «6« J. Tavlor (Water P. 1

Parr in Harl. Misc. (Malh.l IVT 212 More sweet than

candy oil. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. iv. 89 Candy Alex-

ander. 17SO Bf.awes Lex Mereat. (17521 382 Oils, in Candy

'llCa'ndy, sb? [Mahr. khandi, Tamul and

Mayal. kandi ; in Pg. eandil Yule).] A weight

used in southern and western India, varying greatly

in different parts, but averaging ;co pounds av.

1618 Pirchas Piter. I. 657 lY.) The candee at th.s place

IBatecola) containeth neere 500 pounds. 186* Bright

America, Sp. (18761 101 Every Candy of cotton-a candy is

7 cwt. or His. 784—costing 80 rupees 187s Bedford Sailor s

Pocket-bk. ix. (ed. 2) 323 The Maund 25 lbs., and the Candy

500 lbs. English av. — _ _
Candy (kw ndi), v. [f. Candy j*.1, after F.

candir, It. candire to candy. The formation of the

French vb. was prob. assisted by taking candi in

sucre candi as a pa. pple. = candied : cf. It. zue-

chero eandilo.]

1. trans. To preserve (fruits, etc.) by boiling

with sugar, which crystallizes and forms a crust

;

to coat or incrust with sugar. Also absol.

i«2 Elvot Cast. Helth 1154H 72a, Gynger. candyd with

Sugar a 1634 Randolph To Eeltham 1 14 Neatly to candy

o're the wholesome pill. 174' Richardson Pamela (1824'

I 126 To pot and candy, and preserve for the uses of the

family. c\ltx> Glasse (MM0 Compleat Confectioner

Method of . . Candying Fruit. 1866 (too, KIWI E. Holt

11868)24 If I've only got some orange flowers to candy.

2. fiif.
To sweeten, render pleasant or palatable ;

to give a pleasant appearance to; to sugar over.

iui Conspir. Pretend. Rcf. Pref. 2 To candie and sweeten

them ouer with the louely shewe of peace. 1604 T. W right

Passions v iv. 203 That which was canded with semblable

pleasure. 164a Fuller Holy t, Pro/. St. iv. xix. 337 His

Teachers . . candy over his sourest studies with pleasure.

01658 Cleveland Gen. Poems (1677) 15 For shame you

pretty Female Elves, Cease thus to candy up your selves.

a 1734 North Examen 305 (D.> Thereby to candy thein

up to posterity.

3. To form into crystals, congeal in a crystal-

line form : a. sugar, honey, etc. ; b. {trans/.)

other things resembling sugar, as salt, ice, etc.

1598 Svivkstkr Pu Bartas 1. ii. (1641) 14/1 Th' excessive

coldof the mid-aire (anon) Candies-it [a dropping show'r) all

in bals of Ycy-stone. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 362 As for

sugar . . the best comes out of India. A kind of hony it is,

gathered and candied in certaine Canes. 1713 Lotid. *
Country Brno. 11. (17421 1 10 The Sea-sah waler candied or

coagulated by the Sun. 1880 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxx. 37

Too much boiling candies the molasses.

4. trans/. To cover or incrust with crystalline

substance, as hoar-frost, etc. Also lo candy over.

1607 Shaks. Timon IV. iii. 226 The cold Brooke Candied

with ice. 1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. iv. 11772' I 119

Hoary frosts had candy'd all the plaines. 1639 G. I>ANieL

Ecclns. xliii. 44 Frost, sent as salt, .and Plants are Candid

ore. 1703 Bl'RCHKTT Naval I rans. m. xix. I1720I 393 I he

Provisions sent to them were, .candied with Salt.
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5. intr. To crystallize or congeal, to become in-

crusted with sugar.

1657 S. Purchas Theal. Pol. Flying-Ins. 209 The hony.

.

. .of the new world, candies not, but is alwayes liquid like

uyl. 1718 Quincey Compl. Disp. 34 After the Syrup comes
to stand some time, it will candy. Mod. Preserves candy
by long keeping.

Candying1

;karndi|irj), vbl. sb. [f. Candy v.

+ -ing U The action of the verb Candy, q. v.

1653 W. J. Gisnt (title) A Choice Manual, .also post ex.

quisite ways of Preserving, Conserving, Candying, etc.

1662 Fuller Worthies, Essex 318 The candying of them
[Eringo roots] being become a staple commodity at Col-

chester. 1871 Nichols Fireside Sc. 99 The 'candying'
results from boiling the molasses.

Candytuft (karndi|ttift). Also erron. -turf,

[f. Candy sb.- — Candia, name of the island+TuFT.]

A plant, Iberis umbellata, originally brought from

Candia
;
and, by extension, the genus Uteris (N. O.

Cruciform), consisting of herbaceous plants or

small undershrubs with white, pink, or purple

flowers in flat corymbs or ' tufts '.

[1578 Lyte Dodoens v. lxiii. 629 Candie Thlaspi is in com-
plexion lyke to the other Thlaspies.] 1664 Evelyn Kal.
Hort. (1729) 200 Sow divers Annuals . . Candy Tufts. 1727
Bradley ram. Diet., Candy 'Tuft, serves for an Ornament
to great Parterres. 1741 Compl. F'am.-Piece n. Hi. 362 Hardy
annual Flowers, as . . dwarf Lychnis, Candy Turf 1858

Glenny Gard. Everyday Bk. 146/1 The smaller kinds [of

hardy annuals] . . such as Larkspur, Candy Tuft.

Cane (k^'n), sb. 1 Also 5 eanne, can. [ME.
canne, cane, a. OF. cane, later canne ( = Pr. cana,

Sp. caila, It. canna) :—L. canna, a. Gr. ni-vva,

Kavprj, reed, perh. from Semitic: cf. Heb. njp

qaneh, Arab. »Li5 qanah reed, cane. In Latin

the sense was extended from ' (hollow) reed or

cane ' to ' tube or pipe ', a sense retained in

Romanic, and prominent in the derivatives can-

ncau, cannella, etc.]

1. The hollow jointed ligneous stem of various

giant reeds or grasses, as Bamboo and Sugar cane,

and the solid stem of some of the more slender

palms, esp. the genus Calamus (the Rattan) ; also

the stem of the Raspberry and its congeners.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. HI. ix. (14951 419 A noyse

as it were wyth a canne other a grete reyd. c 1425 Vcc. in

Wr.-YVnlcker 645 Hcc canna, cane. i 1475 /«* 763 Hie
calamus, a cane. 1481 Caxton Myrr. II. x. 89 Ther growe
in many places [of ynde] canes . . ful of sugre. 1620 Venner
Via Recta vi. 101 The Sugar is nothing else but the iuyce

of certaine Canes or Reedes. 1727 A. Hamilton NewAcc.
E. Ind. II. xlvi. 152 The best Canes in the World grow
hereabout. 1783 Cowper Task l. 39 Now came the cane

from India, smooth and bright With Nature's varnish. 1861

Delamer Kitch. Gard. 163 As soon as the last dish of fruit

[raspberries] has been gathered, cut down . . every cane on
which it has grown. 1880 Howells Utidisc. Country xiii.

189 The canes of the blackberries and raspberries in the

garden were tufted with dark green.

b. contextiially = Sugar-cane.
1781 Cowper Charity 190 Has God then given its sweet-

ness to the cane, .in vain? 1837 Ht. Martiuvav Soc.Amer.
II. 52 Some of the southern newspapers have recommended
the substitution of beet for canes.

c. As name of a substance, without plural :

usually the stem of the rattan or other palm.
Mod. A piece of cane. Ribs of whalebone or split cane.

2. Hence, with various defining words, Bamboo
cane, Dragon cane, Rattan cane, Reed cane, Sugar
cane ; see Bamboo, etc. Malacca cane, a species

(Calamus Scipionum) much thicker than the rattan,

used for walking-sticks ; Tobago eane, a slender

West Indian palm, used for the same purpose.

Also in the names of plants which are not canes :

as Dumb Cans, an araceous plant, Dieffenbachia

seguina ; Indian cane, Canna indica (N. O.

Marantacese) ; Sweet Cane, the Sweet Flag,

Acorns Calamus.
1611 Bible Isa. xliii. 24 Thou hast bought mee no sweete

cane with money. 1611 Cotgr., Acore, Calamas aromaticus,
the sweet Cane. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 227/2 The canes
which grow immediately from the planted slips are called

plant-canes, .the canes which sprout up from the old roots,

or stoles, being called rattoons. 1866 Treas. Bot. 116/1 Its

[Baetris minor] stems, .are said to be sometimes imported
into this country under the name of Tobago canes. Ibid.

406 Dieffenbachia, It has acquired the name of Dumb Cane
in the West Indies, in consequence of its fleshy cane-like

stems rendering speechless any person who may happen to

bite them, the juice of the plant being so excessively acrid

as to . . prevent articulation for several days. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 443/2 Malacca canes have frequently to be
colored in parts.

1 3. A dart or lance made of a reed or cane
;

alsoyfir. Obs. [cf. Lat. uses of calamus, haruudo.]
1581 J. Bell IIaddon's A nsw. Osor. -j-j You shall see how

CHUckly he will take up your glove, and . . crush your Sophis-
ticall canes in peeces. 1677 Sedley Ant. <y CI. Wks. 1722
1

. 162 Slain .. by some flying Parthian's darted Cane, a 1700
Dhyden tj.t The flying skirmish of the darted cane,

tb. Play of {the) cane{s: a translation of Sp.
juego de caiias ' skirmish with throwing canes on
horsebacke one at another' (Minsheu 1623). Obs.
1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 92 The play of the Span-

yardes that was callyd the cane. 1574 Hellowes Gueuara's
I'aiu. Ep. (1577) 209 All the knights of the bande should .

.

practise the play at the canes. 1627 R. Ashley Almansor

5 The Prince went downe, with all the Alcaydes . . to play

at the Canes.

4. A suitable length of a cane stem, especially of

one of the slender palms, prepared and used for a

walking-stick, or as a rod for beating. Hence, by
extension, a slender walking-stick of any sort.

1590 Webbe Trav. (1868) 17 In Turkie they are beaten for

debt vpon the soles of their feet with a Cane. 1662 Pei'ys

Diary 18 Apr., Sending the boy down into the cellar. . I fol-

lowed him with a cane, and did there beat him. 1686 Loud.
Gaz. No. 2186/4 A Silver Sword, and a Cane of gilded Silver.

1722 De Foe Relig. Courtsh. I. iii. 11840) 104 There are more
ways of correction than the rod and the cane, r 799 Southey
Shufftebottom's Amat. Poems iv, That portly Gentleman'

With gold-laced hat and golden-headed cane. 1853 A rabian

Nts. (Rtldg.) 100 One of the slaves, .gave me so many blows

with a small pliant cane.

t 5. A pipe or tube ; in later use, esp. a slender

glass tube, the tubular neck of a retort, or the like.

[So L. and It. canna, F. canne. ]
Obs._

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy I. vi, They take a quil . . or a large

can And in the ende this stone they set than. 1547 Boorde
Brer. Health lii. 23 b, The canes of the lunges [cf. L. canna
gutturis]. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vi. I. 209 Least

our eyes should bee As theirs that Heau'n through hollow

Canes do see. 1684 R. Waller Nat. Exper. 28 Take a
Glass Cane AB . . seal it at A, and . . fill it with Mercury.

1693 E. Halley in Phil. Trans. XVII. 652, 1 took a smaller

Bolt-head with a proportional Cane or Neck. 1720 Ibid.

XXXI. 118 Let there be provided two small Glass Canes.

T b. Cane offire : old term for a gun or fire-arm.

[16th c. F. and It. ; cf. F. canne a vent air-gun.]

1550 Edw. VI, Jrnl. in Lit. Rem. ( 1858) 279 With, .canes

of fire and bombardes assaulted the caslel. 1591 Harington
Orl. Fur, IX. lxvii. (R.) And brings with him his iron cane

and fire, Wherewith he doth beate down and burne All

those whom he to mischiefe doth desire [1670 Lassels
Voy. Italy I. E v, They bring home nothing but firecanes, »
parots, and Monkies.]

6. Applied to a slender cylindrical stick or rod

of various substances : a. of sealing-wax or sulphur
;

b. of glass (solid) ; t C. of tobacco.
a 1618 Sylvester Tobacco battered Wks. 1 162 1 ) 1 1 45 1 mpose

so deep aTaxeOn All these Ball, Leafe, Cane, and Pudding
Packs. <*i6i2 Harington Fpigr.1v.34 (N.) Then of tobacco

he a pype doth lack, OfTrinidade in cane, in leaf, or ball. 1645

Evelyn Diary (Chandos) 129 Sulphure made . . casting it

into canes. 1746 Phil. Trans. XLIV. 27 Concerning the

effects of a cane of black sealing wax, and a cane of brim-

stone, in electrical experiments. 1849 Pellatt Curios.

Glass-making 108 'Cane' invariably means a solid stick of

glass ; and ' tube ' hollow. 1884 Public Opinion 1 1 July 47/1

Glass blowers, with globes, cylinders, and canes.

7. Put for F. canne, It. canna, as a measure of

length. Cf. Canna
'

l
; also L. calamus, and Reed.

At Naples = 7 ft. 3J in., at Toulouse 5 ft. S't in. ; in

Provence 6 ft. 5$ in.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxxvii, A combe which was
nine "hundred foot long of the Jewish Canne-measure. 1750

Beawes Lex Mcrcat. (1752) 891. 1769 Hamilton in Phil.

Trans. LX. 9 A Neapolitan cane is two yards and half a

quarter, English measure.

8. =-Cannel.
1621 H. Ainsworth Anuot. Peulat. Lev. i. 6 11639) 6 The

Cane (or chanell bone) of the shoulder.

9. Comb.: a. attributive, as cane-arrow, -bill,

-bottom (hence cane-bottoming), -chair, -cut, -field,

-grass, -piece, -seat, -slip, -sugar, -wine ; b. objec-

tive, as cane-scraper, -seller, -splitter, -stripper;

C. with pa. pple., as cane-bottomed, -seated, adjs.
;

also cane-like adj., cane-wise adv.

1874 Boutell Arms Arm. iii. 52 Long "cane arrows.

.

tipped, .with sharp pieces ofstone. 1831 J. Holland Maun/.
Metals I. 142 The "cane bill. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile

ii. 40 A row of *cane-bottomed chairs. 1696 Loud. Gaz. No.

3213/4 •Cane-Chairs. .Tables, Stands. 1710 Ibid. No. 4646/4

Richard Lewis, born in Shropshire, a Cane-chair-maker.

1850 Maru. Fuller Worn, in 19M C. (18621 263 Light cane-

chairs. 1887 Pall Mall G. 5 Aug. 3/1 Three *cane-cuts over

the palm of the hand. 1841 Orderson Creol. xvii. 202 A
*cane field bordering the road. 1882 P. Robinson Under
Sun III. v. 198 The tiger, .crouches among the "cane-grass.

1866 Treas. Bot. I. 406/1 The stem has a "cane-like appear-

ance. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 937 The *cane-pieces were
strewed . . in the path of the wheel, and the juice expressed

flowed away through a channel or gutter. 1881 Mechanic

§ 40. 19 Beechen frames for cane-seated chairs. 1875 Ure
Diet. Arts III. 936 The proper season for planting the

*cane-slips. 1887 Daily News 20 May 6/8 Sugar.. *Cane
sorts continue inactive. 1855 J. F. Johnston Chem. Com.

Life I. 255 The Vane sugars are popularly distinguished

from the grape sugars by greater sweetness. Ibid. 329 To
this *cane-wine the negroes give the name of Guarapo.

c 1654 Flecknoe Trav. 71 The body [ofthe Pinto tree) grow-

ing *cane-wise.

10. Special combs. : cane-apple, the Strawberry-

tree, Arbutus Unedo (Chambers Cycl. Supp.

1753); cane-brake, (a.) a brake or thicket of

canes ;
(b.) a genus of grasses, Arundinaria, allied

to the bamboo ;
cane-brimstone, sulphur in rolls

or sticks ;
cane-fly, a West Indian insect ; cane-

gun, a gun constructed in tha form of a cane or

walking stick ; cane-harvester, a machine for

cutting standing (sugar) canes; cane-hole (in

Sugar-planting), the hole or trench in which the

slips of sugar-cane are planted ;
cane-juice, the

juice of the sugar-cane; cane-killer, a plant

(Alectra brasiliensis) ;
cane-liquor = cane-juice ;

cane-mill, a mill for crushing (sugar) canes ;

cane-press, a machine for pressing sugar-canes ;

cane-stripper, a knife for stripping and topping

the stalks of the sugar-cane ; + cane-tobaceo, to-

bacco in the form of cane (see sense 6) ; cane-

trash, the refuse ofsugar-canes after the expression

of the juice.

1839-40 W. Irving Wolfert's R. (1855) 201 They were
generally pitched, .close by a canebrake, to screen us from
the wind. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. I. ii. 49 The impass-

able canebrakes, and the dense woods. 1750 G. Hughes
Barbados, The*Cane-fly. .is a small whitish fly. .It is chiefly

to be seen among thick-planted ripe canes.
_
1750 Beawes

Lex Mercat. 17521 751, I might add Sugar, .if these People

had the Art to cultivate and boil the *Canes Juice. 1764
Grainger Sugar Cane 1. f*Wr(R.) A nation who made use

of the cane-juice as a drink. 1875 VRKDict. Arts III. 941

Recent 'cane liquor contains no appreciable portion of acid

to be saturated. 1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Blood vi.

77 Out upon 'Cane and leafe Tobacco smell. 1605 Chapman
All Fools in Dodsley (17801 IV. 187 My boy once lighted A
pipe of cane tobacco with a piece Of a vile ballad. 1608

Merry Dev. Fdmout. in Hazl. Dodsley X. 215 Sluff'd With
smoke, more chargeable than cane-tobacco. 1842 Penny
Cycl. XXIII. 228/2 The canes . . are reduced to the form of

dry splinters, which are called *cane-trash, and are used as

fuel in heating the vessels for evaporating the juice.

T Cane, sb.- Obs. form of Khan 2
. [Pers.^U.

khan.] An eastern inn or caravanserai.

1612 Trav. four Fnglishm. 77 The Canes that stand in

high Wales, .for the protection of Trauellcrs. 1650 Fuller
Pisgak iv. i. 18 Amongst these canes or turkish innes. 1743
R. Pocock Egypt in Pinkertou Trav. XIV. 194 Several

canes at Buloc, in. .which strangers are accommodated.

Cane, sb$ local. A weasel.

1789 G.White Sclbornc xv. 11853) 6 1 ^ little reddish beast

. .which they call a cane. „

Cane, sbA, var. of Cain, payment in kind.

Cane,rf. r',obs. f.KHAN 1
, an eastern prince or lord.

Cane (k*'n), v. 1 [f. Cane sb. 1
]

1. trans. To beat with a cane as a punishment.

a 1667 Jkr. Taylor Serin, iii. 147 (L.) That it be esteemed

. .more shame to fornicate than to be caned. 1715 De Foe
Fain. Instruct. I. iv. (1841) Wks. I. 73 I'll cane the rascal if

he don't. 1812 D'Israeli Calam. Auth. (18671 M 2 To exe-

cute martial law, bycamng the critic. 1825 Macaulay Ess.

1851)1.25 Dressed up in uniforms, caned into skill.

2. To drive ^a lesson) into (a person with the cane.

1866 Newspaper I had a little Greek caned into me.

3. To fit or set (a chair, etc.) with cane.

1885 Leisure Ho. Jan. 47/1 Women and children, .caning

or rushing the ' bottoms '.

'I' Cane, v.- Obs. exc. dial. To form a scum or

' head ', as liquor in a state of fermentation, ale

turning sour or becoming ' mothery '. Hence

Caned ///. a., Caning vbl. sb.

1483 Cath. Angl. 53 Caned, acidus. Ibid. 53 Canynge of

ale, acor. 1500 Ortus Voc. ibid. 53 Acer, canynge of ale.

1847-78 HaLLIW., Caned, mothery. Yorksh. 1876 Robin-

son Mid- Yorksh, Gloss. (E. D. S.) Kean, to scum, or throw

off" as recrement. Keau, a particle of this nature. Keaned,
scummed in this wise.

Caned (kcTi nd;, ppi. a. [f. Cane sb. 1 and v.]

1. Beaten or chastised with a cane.

2. Furnished with cane, or with a cane.

1696 Loiul. Gaz. No. 3206/4 Cain'd Chairs. 1848 Thack-
eray Bk. of Snobs ii, The long-caned ones [footmen] walked

up and down the garden.

t Ca'nel, canelKe. Obs. Forms : 3-6 canel,

3-4, 7 canele, 4-7 canell, canelle, 5 canylle,

cannell, 7-8 cannel. [ME. canele, a. OF. canele,

canelle (mod. F. cannelle) cinnamon :— med. L.

cauella, dim. of canna cane.] Cinnamon; perhaps

including the similar but inferior Cassia bark.

c 120S Lay. 17744 Muche canele S; gingiuere & licorU. 1382

Wyclie Prov. vil. 17 Myrre, and aloes, and canell. c 1460

J. Russell Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. 11868' 125 Gynger,

Canelle, longe pepur. 1575 Turberv. Bk. Falcoiirie 342

The powder of fine Canell whiche is nothing else but Cinna-

mon. 1608 Sylvester Du Bartas 268 Moluques Isles, that

bear Cloves and Canele. 1651 Rcc. Pitteu-.uccm in Statist.

Acc. Scott. IV. 376 (Jam.) Some great bunns . . baken with

sugar, cannel, and other spices. 1721 Ramsay Wks. (1848)

III. 70 Strains that warm our hearts like cannel gill.

f Canel, -ell. Early form of Kennel for dogs.

1509 Barclay Ship of Fooles (1570) 85 They make of the

Church for their hawkes a mewe And Canell for their dogges.

1570 Levins Manip. 55 A canel of dogs, canile.

Canel, -ell, var. Cannel. Obs., channel, neck,

cannel-coal.

Canella (kanela). [meci.L.canc/la seeCANEL.]

+ 1. Cinnamon, or Cassia bark ;
= Canel. Obs.

1693 Sir T. P. Blount Nat. Hist. 40 Doubtless, the Shop-

Cinnamon or Cauella, is the true Cassia of the Ancients.

1876 Harley Mat. Med. 719 Cauella was at one time ap-

plied to cinnamon.

2. a. Bot. A genus of plants (N. O. Cauellace.r),

the most important of which is the West Indian

tree, C. alba, or Wild Cinnamon, b. The inner

bark of this tree, also called white cinnamon ; used

in medicine, and in the West Indies as a condi-

ment. Also Canella bark.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 17 Large quantities of. .canella

or winter's bark. 1881 Syd.Soc. Lex., Canella. .the Phar-

macopceial name, U.S.A., of the bark of the C. alba. 1865

Treas. Bot., Canella, furnishes a pale orange-coloured bark,

with an aromatic odour, which is used as a tonic.

Cane-llin. Chem. [f. prec. + -in.] (Seequots.)

1876 Harley Mat. Med. 720 A little Mannite, which was

described by Petroz and Robinet as canellin. 1863- 79 Wai is

9-2



CANEPHORUS. 68 CANION.
Diet. Chew. I. 734 Canella alba, .contains manna (formerly
mistaken for a peculiar kind of sugar called canellin).

Caneo logy, humorous, [f. Cane sbA ; see

-logy.] The doctrine of the use of the cane in

corporal punishment.
1837 Fraser's Mag. XV. 572 When caneology WM practised

..in all well-disciplined schools. 1876 Clouston Wine
Walnuts I. 242 Deeply skilled in caneology.

Cane'phorus. Also canephor, canephora.
[a. L. canephora, Gr. Kayrj<p6pos adj. (f. icavtov

basket + -(popos carrying), also as sb. in senses given.

In mod.F. canephore, whence Eng. canephor?]

a. In ancient Greece, one of the ' maidens who
carried on their heads baskets containing the sacred

things used at the feasts of Demeter, Bacchus, and
Athena ' (Liddell and Scott) ;

hence, b. Arch, ap-

plied to 'figures of young persons, of either sex,

bearing on their heads baskets containing materials

for sacrifice' (Gwilt Encycl. Archil. Gloss.).

1849 Fraser's Mag. XXXIX. 713 To be chosen canephor
was as if ' Beautiful were stamped on the lintel of a woman's
door. x88o Warren Book-plates iii. 23 The head of a cane-
phorus.

Caner (k^nai) One who canes.
1868 Daily News 6 Oct., Described as a chair-caner.

Canescence kane'sens ). rare~ x
. [f. asnext;

see -enck.J Hoariness, dull whiteness.
1855 R. Burton ElMedinah (1861) I. 306 All colour melts

away with the canescence from above. The sky is of a
dead milk-white.

Canescent (kane'sent), a. [ad. L. cancscent-

em, pr. pple. of caniscfrt to grow hoary, f. can-us
hoary.] Rather hoary; greyish or dull white,

like the down or hairs on the leaves of plants.

1847 in Craig.

II Canette (kane t). [F. dim. of cane, canne
Can, jug.] A little (earthenware) can or pot.
1881 Harper's Mag. Feb. 366 These quaint canettes are

pretty, with their gilded edges, colored bodies and footlines
in black.

Caneva, -as. 1. Obs. form of Canvas.
2. Also, modern fancy name of a woollen fabric.

1885 Yng. Ladies JmL i July 3/2 Caneva . . made of the
finest wool . . closely woven together to resemble canvas.

Caniir, canfora, obs. forms of Camphor.
Canful. As much as a can will hold.
1701 in Fleet St. Mag. (1887) I. 11 Having brought in a

canfull of salt water. 1824 Scott Redgaunt, ch. xiii, A
cup, or rather a canful, of tea.

t Cang, a. and sb. Obs. Also kang, chang,
chunk, cank. [Of unknown derivation : the ex-

change of ca-, cha- suggests French origin ; Gode-
froy has a quotation for changon, as a term of per-

sonal insult, which might be a deriv. of chang.']

A. adj. Foolish, silly. (In first quot. from
Ancr. Rhvle ? wanton.)
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 260 Ne keccheS he creft'iluker cang men.
.1225 Ancr. R. 56 To kesten kang \v. r. canh] eien upon
^ungewummen. Ibid. 62 And nis heo to muche cang [r-. r.

chang. cangun]. Ibid. 358 Nis he a kang knit pet seche6
reste ioe uinte.

B. sb. A fool.

a 1225 Aner. R. 214 pis is al pes canges blisse. Ibid. 270
He is so old cang \v. r. aid fol ; aid ganh] bat kume5. Ibid.

362 Ooer we beoo kanges [v.r. changes).

Hence Ganged, a., foolish, besotted. Ca'ng-
liche adv., foolishly. Xangscnipe, folly. Ca n-
gun = canged.
a iajs Ancr. R. 362 (MS. T.) Ooer we arn cangede, bet

weneS mid lihte scheapes, bug^en eche blisse. [See Cang
sb.) Ibid. 56 pet te wummen lokede cangliche o weopmen.
Ibid. 338 Nan more kangschipe [r\ r. madschipe, kanh-
schipe] nis ben setten God terme. Ibid. 62 [see Cang].
( 1230 llali Meid. 33 pu most to him halden, beohe cangun
o5er crupel.

Cang : see Cangue.
t Cangeant, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. northF. can-

geant =^ changcant : see Change.] Changing.
a 1618 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. iv. (1641)228/1 The

cangeant colour of a Mallards neck.

Cangenet. [Perversion or error.] - Canzonkt.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. ii. 124 Let me superuise the

cangenet.

II Cangia (ka-nd^a). [cf. It. cangia, F. caugc]
A light boat used on the Nile.
1715 Lond. Gas. No. 5306/2 Cangi a Bashes (which . . are

small Vessels fit for carrying and landing 40 Men). 1859
All Y. Round No. 14. 334 A couple of cangias with large
flapping sails. 1877 A. B. Edwards Nile xi. 300 Such
ricketty, barbaric-looking craft as these Nubian cangias.

Ca ngica-wood. A wood from South Ame-
rica, of a light yellow - brown colour, used for

cabinet-work and turnery. (Weale.)
1871} Ure Diet. A rts, Cattgiea wood. . is imported from the

Brazils in trimmed logs, from eight to ten inches diameter.

Cangle (kaeqg'l), z/. Sc. [perh. onomatopoeic:
cf. jangle, wrangle.'] inlr. To dispute acrimo-
niously, to wrangle.
1619 Z. Boyd Last Battell (1619) 530 (Jam.) Only jangling

and cangling, and at last returning to that where once wee

§
a
i
ine

' 1839 Chai,tb
> 7rni- 19 Oct 310 To have . . personal

and domestic affairs harrowed up and cangled over.
Ca-ngler, a wrangler, a quarrelsome disputant.
1730 Ramsay Cameleon, « Fy '.' said a tangler, 'what d'ye

mean ?

II Cangue, cang (ksen,). Also 8 congo. [In

F. cangue, ad. Pg. cango, connected with canga
1 yoke for oxen, porter's yoke'.
Prof. Legge thinks that the notion that the Portuguese name

represents or was suggested by a Chinese word is baseless.

The Chinese name is kid, in modern Pekinese chid, in

Canton dial, ka, explained as * one stick added to another,
as a flail, a cangue or wooden collar.' The kang-giai. mod.
Mandarin k'ing-hiai, ch'ing-hiai ' neck-fetter ', cited from
the Kiuang-yun (a Diet, of 1009) is not the name, but merely
one of the explanations of the character kid.)

A broad heavy wooden frame or board worn round
the neck like a kind of portable pillory as a punish-

ment in China.
1717 A. Hamilton New Aec. E. Ind. II. 175 iY.) With his

neck in the congoes. 1797 Staunton Embassy II. 492 (Y.)

The punishment of the cha, usually called by Europeans
the cangue, is generally inflicted for petty crimes. 1836
/V«w^Cxc/.s.v.,Thecang most commonly in use weighs 50 or
60 pounds. . As the cang prevents his making any use of his
hands, he must be fed by others. 1883 Q. Rev. Jan. Corea
188 A sort of cangue was fastened round the neck.

Hence Cangue, v.

1 1696 Bowyer Jrttl. Coehin China in Dalrymple Orient.
Rep. I. 81 (Y.) He was imprisoned, congoed, tormented.]
1883 Daily Tel. 2 Oct., Several men were brought up and
cangued, the square boards being opened, their heads thrust
through, the boards nailed up.

Can-hook. [?f. Can sby + Hook sb.] A con-
trivance for slinging a cask by the ends of its

staves, consisting of a short rope or chain (little

longer than the cask), with a flat hook at each
end, the tackle being hooked to the middle of
the rope or chain.
i6a6 Capt. Smith Aceiil. Yng. Seamen 13 The canhookes,

slings, parbunkels. 16*7 — Seaman's Gram. v. 21 The Can-
hookes. .the Brewers vse to sling or carry their barrels on.

1769 Falconer Diet. Mar. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

Canibal e, obs. form of Cannibal.
Ca*nicide. [f. on L. type *canicida, f. cants

dog t- -cida killing : see -cidk.] A dog-killer.
185a Willis Sum. Cruise Medit. xli. 248 The dead dog is

hung by his heels..and the canicide is compelled to heap
wheat about him.

Canicular (kanrkiwlai), a. {sb.) Also 5 cani-,

canyculere, 6 canycular, canikeler, canicu-
lare, Sc. -lair, 6-7 caniculer. [ad. L. cantculdr-is

pertaining to the dog-star, f. cannula little dog,

dog-star, dim. of cants dog. Cf. F. canicttlaire^]

A. adj.

1. Canicular days : the days immediately pre-

ceding and following the heliacal (in modern
times, according to some, the cosmical) rising of

the dog-star (either Sirius or Procyon), which is

about the nth of August; the Dog-pays, q.v.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. xv. 356 In the mydle of
the monthe Iulius the Canicular dayes begyn. 1502 Ar-
nolds Chron. (1811) 172 The Canycular dates begynne y
xv. kalendas of August and endure to the iiij. nonas of Sep-
tembre. 15*7 Andrew Brtmswyke's Distyll. Waters B vj t>,

In the camkeler dayes whan the leves begynne to fall.

1601 Holland Fliny I. 19 All the time of the canicular
daies they [dogs] are most ready to run mad. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. F.p. 225 Some latitudes have no canicular
dayes . . as . . Nova Zembla . . for unto that habitation the
I )ogge-starre is invisible. 1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-
Ins. 132 The extraordinary heat of the Sun. .in the Canicu-
lar dayes. 1753 Chambers Cyel. Supp. s. v., Canicular days
are computed by Harris to extend from the 24th of July to
the 28th of August. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 158
In the canicular days or other hot weather.

2. Of or pertaining to the dog-days.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's (1586) 95 In Julie, before
the Caniculer windes. 1594 Greene Look. Glasse ( 1861 1 144
The sun . . Afflicts me with canicular aspect. 17J0 T. Ful-
ler Pharm. E.rtemp. 243 The Canicular Habit of the
Body. 1847 Disraeli Tanered m. iii, The canicular heat
oflerusalem.

3. Canicular cycle orperiod : the ancient Kgyptian
cycle of 1 46 1 years of 365 days each, or 1460
Julian years, also called the Sothic or Sothiac

period; in which time (as was supposed
1

)
any

given day of the year of 365 days would have
passed successively through all the seasons of the

natural year (taken as — 365 J days;. Canicular
year: the ancient Egyptian year, computed from
one heliacal rising of Sirius to the next.
1660 Stanley Hist. Chald. Pht'los. (1701) 2/1 A canicular

Cycle, which consists of 1461 years (and are 1460 natural
years). 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Saer. i. vi. § 1. 1837 Wiie-
well Hist. Induct. Se.(iB$7) I.98 This period of 1461 years
is called the Sothic Period, from Sothis, the name of the
Dog-star, by which their fixed year was determined, and
for the same reason it is called the Canicular Period.

4. humorously. Pertaining to a dog.
159a G. Harvey Four Lett. 7 If mother Hubbard . . Hap-

pen to tell one canicular tale ; father K Iderton . . will counter-
feit an hundred dogged Fables. 1833 Lamb Elia (i860) 425
Content with these canicular probations.

B. sb.

t 5. The dog-star; (//.) the dog-days. Obs.
c 1430 Pallad. on Husb. vm. 13 Er the Caniculere the

hounde ascende. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy v. xxxvi, At
goyng out of the Canyculeres. 17*7 M cUre Hist. Glasgotv

119 Scorching heats of the Canicular.

6. humorously, {pi.) Doggrel verses.

1871 De Morgan Paradoxes 207 Some caniculars or
doggrel verses.

Canicule ika-nikial). rare. [a. P. canicide
dog-star, dog-days, ad. L. canicula.] The dog-days.
a 1719 Addison Let. in Student II. 89 More afflicting to
me than the canicule. 1819 H. Busk I'estriad rv. 1000 Re-
sembling more the baneful Canicule. 1834 Fraser's Mag.
IX. 541 During the canicule of 1825.

Ca niculture. humorous, [f. L. canis* dog +
cultural] The rearing of dogs.
Netvspaper. The most philosophic of the protests against

caniculture.

Canikin, variant of Cannikin.

+ Cani'nal, a. Obs. [f. L. canin-us Canine
+ -al.] = Canine, dog-like.

1599 A. M. Gabelhouer's Bk* Physic 20/1 People which
are troubled with a Caninall hunger. 1660 Fuller Mix!
Contemp. (i8^i> 186 OurEnglish pulpits, .have had in them
too much caninal anger.

Canine (kanai-n, karn3in\ a. [ad. L.

caninus, f. cant's dog ; cf. P. canin, 16th c]
A. adj.

1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of, a dog
;

having the nature or qualities of a dog.
16*3 Cockeram, Canine, doggish. 1664 H- Moke Myst.

I Iniq. Apol. 5-1 That Canine eloquence must needs sound
harsh to their ears. 1735 Somerville Chase iv. 335 As the
I >og . . Raving he foams, and howls, and barks, and bites .

.

His Nature, and his Actions all Canine. 1870 L'Estrange
Miss Mit/ord I. iv. 101 Greyhounds, the most graceful and
the most attached of all the canine race.

b. of appetite, hunger, etc. : Voracious, greedy,

as that of a dog. Canine appetile, hunger-, the

disease Bclimt. Canine madness : hydrophobia.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. ied. 3) Canine, dogge-hungry.

1648 Hunting of Fox si The Sectaries have canine Ap-
petites. 1750 Johnson Rambl. No. 6 F 6 The dreadful

symptom of canine madness. 1804 Med. Jrnt. XII. 391
Characteristic marks of canine madness. 1818 T. Jefferson
Writ. (1830) IV. 308 A canine appetite for reading.

2. Canine tooth : one of the four strong pointed

teeth, situated one on each side of the upper and
lower jaw, between the incisors and the molars

;

a cuspidate tooth. (In some animals the canine

teeth are immensely developed and become tusks.

,

[ 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xx. (1495) 124 Houndes
wytn the sayd teeth that hyghte Canini gnawe bones.] 1607
Topsell Four-/. Beasts 113 They whose teeth hang over
their canine teeth, are also adjudged railers. i6«6 Bacon
Sylva $ 752 The Teeth are in Men of three kinds, Sharp,
as the Kore-teeth ; Broad, as the. .Molar-teeth, or Grinders;
and Pointed-teeth, or Canine, which are between both.

1836 Todd Cyel. Anat. I. 478/1 The canine teeth [of the
Camivora] are . . preeminently strong, long and sharp.

3. Anat. & Phys. Caninefossa : a depression in

the upper jaw-bone behind the canine prominence.

Canine laugh : the expression of the face in sneer-

ing ;so called because similar to that of a dog's

face in snarling , risus sardonicus. Canine muscle

:

the levator anguli oris, which in the dog raises

the comer of the mouth in snarling. Canine
prominence or ridge : a ridge on the upper jaw-

bone caused by the fang of the canine tooth.

1836 39 Todd Cyel. Anat. I. 223 1 From the inner part of

the canine fossa. Ibid. 307/2 The canine ridge, which corre-

sponds to the socket of the canine tooth.

B. sb. = Canine tooth (see 2). Also in tomb.,

as canine-shaped adj.

1835 Swainson Nat. Hist. Quadrupeds § 71 (L.) The more
perfect quadrupeds have three sorts of teeth, termed in-

cisors, canines, and molars. 1870 Roi.i.estun A/tint, Lift
7 The absence of canines is characteristic of the order.

% Jocosely used for 1 dog\
1869 E. Farmer Scrap Book (ed. 6> 61 As though ' Hullah

'

had tutored each canine to sing. 1886 Pall Matt G. 3 Apr.

13/2 A better-favoured canine was sacrificed.

Caning (k^' nirj), vbl. sb. [f. Cane v. + »m '.]

The action of Cank v. ; a beating with a cane.

1715 De Foe Eatn. Instruct, t. viii. (1841* I. 150, I owe
him a caning for all this. 1871 Mohlev Voltaire (18861 53
Having a caning inflicted.

Caniniform vkanai nifjSim), a. [f. L. cantn us

Canine + -FOHM.] Shaped like a canine tooth.

1876 Tomes Dent. Anat. 390 The outermost [incisor] be-

ing somewhat caniniform.

Caninity (kani'niti). [f. L. caninus, after hu-

manity.]

1. Canine quality or trait ;
dog nature or race.

1794 Mathias Purs. Lit. (1798*92, I surely maybe ex-

cused for this caninity. 1879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibhie I.

ix. 131 A lover of humanity can hardly fail to be a lover of
caninity. 1884 A. Putnam 10 Yrs. Police Judge x\\. 86 These
dog-masters have imbibed the worst qualities of caninity.

2. Sympathy with dogs, kindness to dogs.
1864 A'. <V (?. Ser. 111. VI. 447 Our Duke's caninity had the

more benevolent purpose, etc. 1886 Sat. Rer. 27 Feb.

289/1 The humanity of the wire muzzle, or rather its en-

lightened caninity.

t Ca'nion, ca^nnion, canon. Obs, Forms

:

6 cannyon, 6-7 canion, canyon, 7- 8 canniou
;

also 6-7 canon, 7 cannon. [In form canton,

a. Sp. canon tube, pipe, gun-barrel, ' the cannions

of breeches' ( = F. canon, It. caunone), augmenta-
tive of cafia, It. canna tube : see Cannon. The
F. form canon was also used in the same sense.]

pi. Ornamental rolls, sometimes indented, some-
times plain or straight, laid like sausages round
the ends of the legs of breeches.



CANISTER. 69 CANKEREDLY.

1583 Stubbes Auat, Abus. (18771 56 Hose, .with Canions

annexed reaching down beneath their knees. 1598 Hens-
lowe Diary Apr. ( Fairholt) A payer of paned hose . . drawne
out with cloth of silver and canyons to the same. Hud.
Hose . . laid with silver lace and canons of cloth of silver.

161 1 Cotgk.j Chausses a queue de merlus, round breeches

with strait cannions. 1660 PSFYS Diary 24 May, Made
myself as fine as I could, with the Hnning stockings on and
wide canons. 1677 Songs Costume (1849) 182 By thy dan-

glmg pantaloons, And thy ruffling port cannons. 1706 Phil-

lips, Cannions, old-fashioned ornament for the Legs. 1834

Planche Brit. Costume 266 Closer-fitting hose . . with the

canions, or canons attached, i860 Fairholt Costume 412

Canions . . are constantly seen in portraits of Henry 1 1 1 of

France and his court.

Hence CaViioned a., having canions.

1607 Dekker & Webster Northw. Hoe^ IL i. Wks. 1873

III. 20 The bragging velure-caniond hobbi-horses.

Canister (ksenistai). Also 8-9 cannister.

[ad. L. canistr-um bread basket, basket for fruit

or flowers, ad. Gr. Kavacrpov wicker basket (&pp«

f. Kavva reed).]

1. A small case or box, usually of metal, for hold-

ing tea, coffee, shot, etc.

1711 Lond. Gaz, No. 4915/4 A silver Canister for Tea.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Ccc b, A case, .or can-

nister, filled with case-shot. 1778 Johnson in Bosivcll

(1887) III. 320 An author hunted with a cannister at his

tail. 1828 J. W. Choker in Cr. Papers (1884) I. xiii. 404 A
dog with a canister tied to his tail.

b. R. C. Ch. A metal vessel used to hold the

wafers before consecration.

f 2. An instrument used in racking off wine. Obs.

1678 Phillips, Cannister, a certain Instrument which
Coopers use in the racking of [1696 off] the Wine. Hence
in Bailey, etc.

f 3. A quantity of tea from 75 to 100 lbs. weight.

1704 Worlidge Diet, Rust, et Urb. s.v., Canister; of
Tea, 75 to 1 c. weight. 1715 in Kersey. 17*1 in Bailey.

4. A basket for bread, flowers, etc. [transl. or

imitation of the Lat. or Gr.]

1697 Potter Antiq. Greece IV, viii. (1715) 233 Full Canis-

ters of fragrant Lillies. 1697 Drvden Virg. /Eneid 1. {1886)

30. 17x8 Pope Odyss. 1. 184 They heap the glittering can-

isters with bread. 1847 Emerson Poems, Monadnoc Wks.
(BohtlJ I. 435 Weave wood to canisters and mats.

5. Short for canister-shot (see 6).

1801 Naval Chron. VI. 237 A brisk discharge of cannister

and grape. 1833 Marryat P. Simple (1863) 531 'Put
another dose of canister in.' We did so, and then discharged
the gun. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) III. i. 121 The
storm of. .grape and canister came in blasts.

6. Comb., as canisterjul
;
canister-shot, a kind

of case-shot consisting of * a number of small iron

balls . . packed in a cylindrical tin case fitting the

bore of the gun from which it is to be fired
1

(Smyth Sailor s Word-bk. s.v. Case-shot).

1809 Naval Chron. XXI. 25 Repeated broadsides of grape
and cannister shot. 1810 Wellington in Gurw. Di'sp. VI.

376, 1000 rounds of canister shot. 1865 Dickens Mat. Fr.
vi. 309 A canister-full of treasure.

Ca nister, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans, a. To put

in a canister, b. To fasten a canister to the tail

of (a dog). Hence Ca'nistered ppl. a.

1815 Hist. J. Deeastro ii. 58 No dog canistered but I held

his tail. 1843 A. Fonblanque in Life <y Labours ii. (1874)

144 The canistered genii. .in the 'Arabian Nights'. 1862
Mark Napier Life Dundee II. 124 In the same spirit with
which a cruel boy canisters a dog.

t Ca-nitude. Obs.~° [ad. L. canitfido, i.eanus

grey.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Cauitude, hoariness, whiteness,

gravity. Hence in 1678-96 Phillips, and 1721-42 Bailey.

Cani*vorous, a. nonce-wd. [f. L. cams dog,
after carnivorous.'] Dog-devouring.
1835 New Monthly^ Mag. XLV. 287 They are fond of

puppies. .They do this not from a canivorous propensity.

T Cank, a. dial, or slang. Obs. Dumb.
1673 R. Head Canting Acad, 36 Cank, dumb. 1688 R,

Holmes Armoury n, in. § 68 Canke, a Dumb Man. 1731-
1800 Bailey, Cank, dumb. C[ountry Word],

Cank (krerjk), v. dial. [Imitative of the sound.]

intr. To cackle as geese ; to talk rapidly, to chat-

ter. Hence Cank sb., Ca'nking vbl. sb.

1741 Shenstone Let. 23 Sept. Wks. 1777 III. 36 The cank-
ing of a goose. 1773 Graves Spir. Quix. TV, in. (D. ) The
canking of some Spanish geese, .threw poor Jerry into the
utmost consternation. 1869 B. Brierley Red Wind. Halt
xiv. in Lane. Gloss, s. v., Aw'll just have a bit of a cank
wi' thee. 1879 Miss Jackson ShroPsh. Word-bk., Cank, to
cackle as geese ; to talk rapidly, to gabble.

Cankar, -ard, -art, obs. ff. Canker, -ed.

Cankedort : see Kankerdort.
Canker (kce'nkai), sb. Forms : 1 cancer, -or,

3 cauncre, 3-4 cancre, 4 kankir, 4, 6 cankre,

5 cankyr, kankere, 6 cancar, cankar, kanker,
6-7 cancker, 4- canker, [a. ONF. cancre, in

Central OF. and mod.F. chancre (whence also in

Eng. shanker, Chancre, q. v.) : — L. cancr-um
(nom. cancer) crab, also gangrene. The word
had been used in OE. directly from L.]

1. An eating, spreading sore or nicer ; a gan-
grene, f a. Formerly, often the same as Cancer.
b. Now A gangrenous affection of the mouth,
characterized by small fetid sloughing ulcers

;

gangrenous stomatitis, stomacace. Also called
canker of the mouth or water- canker, c. Farriery.

A disease of the horse's foot, characterized by a

fetid discharge from the frog.

For the specific sense a. the Latin cancer was introduced

about 1600 ; but canker was used alongside of it till c 1700.

, 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 110 Gemeng wiS bam dustum,

claim on 5one cancer. Ibid. I. 370 Wi5 cancer-wund. a 1225

After. R. 98 Ase holi writ seiS, ' hore speche spret ase

cauncre.' 138a Wvclif 2 Tim. ii. 17 The word ofhem crepith

as a kankir [1388 canker, Vulg. ut cancer]. 1528 Paykbll
Salerue's Regim. X ij, A canker is a melancolye impos-

tume, eatynge partes of the bodye. 1559 Mirr. Mag.,
Dk. Clarence xi. 3 No cankar fretteth flesh so sore. 1563

T. Gale Antidot. II. 79 Cankers in the mouthes of the chil-

dren. 1595 Shaks. John v. ii. 14 Heale the inueterate

Canker of one wound, By making many. 1599 A. M. Ga-
belhouer's Bk. Physic 248/2 When as a woman getteth

an obduratede Breste, & feareth leaste it be the Cancker.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 282 The Canker in the mouth
..is a rawness of the mouth and tongue, which is full of

blisters. 1630 Wadsworth Sp. Pilgr, viii. 88 Who had
halfe his nose eaten away with a Canker. 1662 R. Mathew
Unl. Alck.%gg. 163 Women that have Cankers in their

breasts. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3723/4 Her [a mare's] Tongue
almost eaten off with a Canker. C1720 W. Gibson Far-
rier's Guide 11. Ixiii. (17381 219 A mishapen or rusty Bit .

.

will create those sort of Ulcers the Farriers call Cankers.

1753 Berkeley Thoughts Tar-Water Wks. III. 497 The
foul disease, which with them passeth for a canker as they
call it. 1831 Youatt Horse xix. (1847) 401 Canker is a
separation of the horn from the sensible part of the foot.

f 2. Rust. Obs. exc. dial.

1533 Elyot Cast. Hclthe 1. 9 Choler, grenc lyke to grene
cankar of mettalls. 1557 Bible (Genev.) Matt. vi. 19 Wher
the mothe and kanker corrupt. 1570 Levins Manip. 71

The canker on Iron, /errugo. 1855 Whitby Gloss., Canker,
rust ; oxidization on any metal, but especially iron.

3. A disease of plants, esp. fruit-trees, character-

ized by slow decay of the bark and tissues.

1555 Eden Decades W. fnd. lArb.) 239 The disease of

trees that the Latines caule Caries, which we may caule

the worme or canker, being but a certeyne put rifaction.

1657 Austen Fruit Trees 1. 54 Crab trees.. are usually free

from the Canker. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agrie. Chem. v. (1814)

264 The canker or erosion of the bark and wood is a disease

produced often, .by a poverty of soil. 1846 J. Baxter Libr,

Praet. Agrie. I. 62 Such trees are. .not liable to canker,

b. (See quot.)

1713 Lond. <y Country Breiv. 11. (1743) 92 Suffering others

with their Shoes to tread on many of the Corns of the Malt
while they lie working on the Floor, which is often attended
with ill Consequences ; for, by bruising the Kernels, there

immediately commences the Growth of a Canker, that will

show itself in a Bunch, turn green, etc.

4. A caterpillar, or any insect larva, which destroys

the buds and leaves of plants ; a canker-worm.
c 1440 Promp. Pan: 60/2 Cankyr, worme of a tre, teredo.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 6 The eyes of. .lietles, Cankers,
& such other. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N.w. ii. 3 Some to kill

Cankers in the muske rose buds. 1637 Milton Lycidas 45
As killing as the canker to the rose. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost
in The garden worm commonly called a Canker. 1782
Marshall in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 217 Among the nu-
merous enemies to which turnips are liable, none have
proved more fatal here than the Black Canker (a species of
Caterpillar). 1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 103 The prophet

tJonah] was offended, - that the canker was sent to destroy

his favorite plant.

+ 5. An inferior kind of rose; the dog-rose

{Rosa canind). Obs. exc. locally.

1582 Hester Phiorav. Seer. 1. xi. 11 The buddes of Can-
kers or wilde Eglantine. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. iii.

176 To put downe Richard, that sweet louely Rose, And
plant this thorne, this Canker Bullingbrooke. 1623 Flet-
cher Maid of Mill 20 A white rose or a canker. 1846
Sowerby Eng. Bot. (1864) III. 230 The Wild Rose is some-
times called the Canker in various parts of the Country.

b. A local name for (a.) the common Wild
Poppy (PapavcrRh?ecis)\ (b.) the Dandelion {Leon-

todon Taraxacum) ; (c.) a toadstool or other

fungus. (Britten & HoU.)
0. Jig. (from senses 1-4) Anything that frets,

corrodes, corrupts, or consumes slowly and secretly.

1564 Palfreyman in Bauldwm's Mor. Philos. To Rdr.,

That pestilent and most infectious canker, idlenesse. 1583
Stubbes Auat. Abus. (1877) 105 Three cankers, which.. wil

eat vp the whole common welth. 1597-8 Bacon Honour <y

Rep., Ess. (Arb.) 68 Enuie which is the canker of Honour.
1750 Beawes Lex Mcrcat. 36 An extravagant In-

terest, .is a sure Canker to their Fortunes. 1863 Kinglake
Crimea (1876) I. i. 17 The canker of Byzantian vice.

7. (See quot.: cf. Cankered 4.)

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 455 The brains of a Leopard
being mingled with a little quantity of the water which is

called a Canker, and with a little Jasmine, and so mixed
together, doth mitigate the pain or ach of the belly.

8. Comb., as canker - bit(ten, -eaten, -hearted,

-like, -mouthed, -poisonous, -stomached, -toothed

adjs. ;
canker-berry, the fruit of the Dog-rose

;

also the West Indian plant Solarium bahamense
;

canker -bloom, the blossom of the Dog-rose;
canker-blossom, a worm that cankers a blossom,

a canker (sense 4) ; also Jig. ; canker-eat v., to

eat away like a canker
; f canker-fly, app. some

kind of caterpillar
;
canker-rash, a variety of

scarlet fever in which the throat is ulcerated
;

canker-rose, \a.) the Dog-rose ( = sense 5) ;
{b.)

the wild poppy ( = sense 5 b),
1 from its colour, and

from its injuring corn-land* {Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; cf.

Turners name ' red corn rose' ; cankerweed, a

I dial, name of Ragweed ; f cankerwort, (a.) the

Dandelion ( = sense 5 b); {b.) 1 = cancerwort (see

Cancer. See also Cankerfret, Cankerworm.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 174 The 'Canker Berry. The

berries are bitterish and thought to be very serviceable in

sore throats. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 122 My name is lost

By Treasons tooth : bare-gnawne and *Canker-bit. 1753
Smollett Ct. Fathom (1784) 187/1 His reputation canker-

bitten by the venomous tooth of slander, c 1600 Shaks.
Sonn. Hv. 5 The Canker-bloomes have full as deepe a die

As the perfumed tincture of the Roses. 1590 - Mids. N.
in. ii. 282 You iugler, you canker blossome You theefe of

loue. a 1619 Daniel Hist. 2-2-2 Those corruptions which
Time hath brought forth to fret and *canker-eate [the state].

1593 Drayton Eclog. x. 81 A leaveless 'Canker-eaten Bow.
1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4847/4 Her [a mare's] Tongue Canker-

eaten. 1653 Walton Angler 98 There be of Flies, Cater-

pillars, and Canker flies, and Bear flies. 1583 Golding
Calvin on Dent, clxvii. 1034

v Cankerhearted against God.

1559 Mirr. Mag. 704 (R.) [Dissimulation] * canker-like de-

vours it to the root. 1820 Hoyle's Games Impr. 434 They
[cocks] may.. become seam-eyed or 'canker-mouthed. 1871

Palgravk Lyr. Poems 47 The *canker-poisonous chain.-..

1712 tr. Foun t's Hist. Drugs I. 112 The Wild, or 'Canker-

Rose, called Cinosbaton. 1861 Miss Pratt Floiver. PI.

II. 233 Rosa canina (Common Dog-rose) . . another of its

names, the Canker-Rose. 1607 Lingua ill, ii. in Ha/1.

Dodsley IX. 388 Those "canker-stomached, spiteful crea-

tures. 1788 Burns Let. Mrs. Dunlop 27 Sept. (Globe) 42S

A canker-toothed, caterpillar critic.

Canker (karnkoi ,, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To infect or consume with canker.

1398 1664 [see Cankered 1, 3]. 1750 Johnson Rambl.
No. 95 T 1 To canktr the root.

fb. To corrode, rust, tarnish. Obs. exc. dial,

c 1420 [see 2]. 1570-1799 [see Cankered 2].

2. Jig. To infect, corrupt ; to consume slowly

and secretly like a canker.
a 1420 Occlkvk De Reg. Princ. 4003 God graunte knyghles

rubbe awey the ruste Of covetise, yf it her hertes cankir.

1641 Milton Ch. Discip. ii.
(1851J 33 There is no art thai

hath bin more canker 'd in her principles .. then the art of

policie. 1750 Johnson Rambl. No. 85 r>n Cankered by
the rust of their own thoughts. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
xxvi, No lapse of moons can canker Love. 1875 E. Whi i \:

Li/e in Christ u. xi.f 1878) 119 A world smitten with acurse

which cankers half its blessings.

3. intr. To become cankered
; + to rust, to grow

rusty or tarnished ; to fester ydiaL). AlsoJig.
1519 Hokman Vulg., This latton basen cankeryth, for

faulte of occupyeng. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 192 As with

age, his body ougher growes, So his minde cankers. (11626

Bacon Physiol. $ Med. Rem. <L.) Silvering will sully and

canker more than gilding. 1879 G. Macdonalu P. Faber
I. vii. 75 It cankers and breeds worms.

Cankered (kce-rjkajd^, a. Forms : 5 can-

kerd, 5-7 -creel, 6 -karde, -card, -cerd,

-ckerde, -ckered, -ckred, -crid, (Sc. -karit,

-kerit, -kerrit, -kcart, -kart, kankyrryt), 6-7

cankard, 6-8 -kred, 7 -cered, 6- cankered,

[f. Canker v. + -ed.]

1. Ulcerated, gangrened.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. XVHI. xxiv. (14951 783 Rotyd

woundes. .cancred other festred. 1720 Welton SuJJer.Son
0/God II. xxiv. 654 Old cankered sores.

f2. Rusted, corroded ; tarnished. Obs. exc. dial.

1570 Levins Manip. 49 Cankred, /errugiuosus. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. IV,vt. iv. 72 Thecanker'd heapesof strange-

atchieued Gold. 1611 Uible Jas. v. 3 Your gold and siluer

is cankered. 1799 G. Smith Laborat, I. 227 The iron, .will

become cankered.

3. Of plants : a. Infected with canker, b.

Eaten by a cankerworm.
(•1530 More De quat. Noviss. Wks. 88/2 The cancred rote

of pride. 1664 Evelvn A'al. Hort. (1729' 205 If you find any
[Tulips] to be Canker'd. 1803 Ann. Rev. I. 767/1 A new
and effectual method of., curing cankered trees. 1837

Hawthorne 'Twice-told T. (1851) I. vi. 115 To pine and

droop like a cankered rosebud.

f 4. Infected, polluted
;

infectious, venomous.

1633 Milton Arcades 53 What the .. hurtful worm with

cankered venom bites. 167^ Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 106

The Colepit waters, especially those they call Canker'd

waters, that kill all the fish wherever they fall into the

Rivers.

5. Jig. Infected with evil
;
corrupt, depraved.

c 1440 York Myst. vii. 97 Here is a cankerd company.

1513 Douglas Aincis v. iv. 72 Defend ;ow fra that cankyrit

\v. r. kankeyryt] cast. 1535 Coverdale Susanna 52 O thou

olde canckerde carle, that hast vsed thy wickednesse so

longe. 155$ Hari-sheld Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 296

Dangerous, pestilent, cankered heresy. 1695 Kennett Par.

Antiq. App. 693 The cancred greediness of worldly minded

men. 1797 Godwin Enquirer \. ii. 9 The . .
most cankered

villain. 1857 H. Reed Led. Brit. Poets vrn. 290 A can-

kered profligate, case-hardened in sensuality.

6. fig. Malignant, envious ;
ill-natured, spiteful

;

ill-tempered, crabbed. (This and preceding sense

were exceedingly frequent in 16th c.)

1513 Douglas sEneis v. xl 12 Rolling in mynd full mony
cankarit bloik. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 60 Cruell and

crabit, and cankerit of kynd. 1555 Fardle Facions Pref.

20 Any cankered reprehendour of other mens doynges.

1595 Shaks. John n. L 194 A wicked will . . A cankred

Grandams will! 1618 Stukeley Petit, in Hart. Misc.

(Malh.) III. 394 A cancered enemy to God and his Sove-

reign. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxv, ' What ails ye to be cankered,

man, wi' your friends?' 1859 C. Bronte Shirley x. 146 The
vinegar discourse of a cankered old maid.

Cankeredlv (karnkaidli\ adv. [f. prec. +
-ly 2

.] Spitefully, malignantly; peevishly.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 447 Rycht cankartlie he
ansuerit him. 1559 Mirr. Mag. 401 So cankardly he had
our kin in hate.



CANKEREDNESS. 70 CANNEL.

Ca'nkereduess. rf.asprec + -kxss.] Malice,

spile ; ill-humour ; crabbed temper.
1538 Sir T. Wriothksly in Ellis Grig. Lett. 11. II. 109

Thinking . . with his clemencyc to conquerre their cancerd-
nes. 1548 Udall, etc. Frasm. Par., Pre/, to Luke 3a, With
malicious cancardnesse. 1660 Hacket Sert/i. Whitehall
22 Mar. 8 The cankardness of two men cost them fourty

years bondage more.

Cankerfret, sb. Obs. or dial. [See next, and
the verb.]

f L Corrosion by rust. Obs.
1618 Uolton Floras 11. iii. 86 That the Amies of the Ro-

mans might not take dust, or canker-fret. [Or is this vb. ?]

2. 'Copperas* ? Verdigris). 3. 'A sore or

blister in the mouth. East,
1
Halliwell.

t Ca'ukerfret, & Obs. [f. Canker sb. + Fkkt
pa. pple. 1 eaten away, gnawed '.] a. Eaten away
with 'canker' or gangrene; b. Corroded with rust.

1297 R. Gi-ouc 299 Somme by come cancrefrete, & somme
blynde ober wode. 1603 H. Crosse FertncsCof/tuno. (iSy8)

56 Blades, .canker-fret and rustie within.

t Ca*nkerfret, v. Obs. [f. Canker sb. +
Fret v.] a. trans. To eat with ' canker b.

intr. To become cankered ; to rust.

1642 Rogers Xaaman 36 Which else through ease and
selfe-love would rust and cankerfret. Ibid. 103 Ere [this

sin] have cankerfretted the soul.

Cankering i karrjksrirj), a. [f. Canker v.

+ -inu2.] That cankers : see Canker v.

1388 Wyclik Pre/. Ep. Jerome vii. 69 Thorou3 cancrynge
rust [1381 rust wastynge] 1513 More Kick. Ill ( 164 1

»

439 Neither fretting time, nor cancaring oblivion. 1673
T. Monck {title) Cure for the Cankering Errors of the New
Eutychians. 1775 Adaik Avur. /rut, 196 The rust it had
contracted, through the fault of cankering time. 1814
South ey Inscript. xxxvii. Wks. III. 158 A slow and can-
kering malady. 183a LANDER F-iped. Niger I. i. 32 Cut-
lasses, .half devoured with cankering rust.

tCa'nkerly, a. and adv. Obs. [f. Canker sb.

+ -ltJ = Cankered, Cankkkedly.
1580 H. Gifford Gillo/lowers (1875) 6 That crabbed and

canckerly naturde curre.

Cankerous karijkarss), a. Forms: 6-8 can-
orous, 7 cankrous, -ckerous, -carous, 7- can-
kerous, [f. Canker sb. + -ous, after It. canckeroso^

F. chancreux.~\

1. Of the nature of a Canker, or eating sore;

cancerous, gangrenous.
1543 Trahexon I'igo's Chirurg. it iii. 18 The begynnynge

of cancrous corruption. 1616 Scrfl. fv Markh. Countr.
Farm 390 Cankrous vlcers of the mouth. 1715 BRADLEY
Fam. Diet. s. v. Mntand, rs, Being a sharp Salve, it will

kill the canckerous Humour,

f b. Rusty, like rust. Obs.
1651 Biggs Neva Disp. p 160 A canckerous and jeruginous

quality.

C. Of the nature of canker or blight in plants.
1866 I!. Taylor Vineyard Saint Poems 118661 206 The

vines were brown with cankerous rust. 1866 Fei.ton Am.
.y Mod. Gr. I. xt 196 Cankerous blight, fruit-withering,

f 2. Affected with canker ; in a state of decay.
1609 W. M. Matt in Moone in HalHw. Charac. Bks. (1857'

99 Your flesh, rotten ; your bones, cankerous.

3. Having the qualities of a canker
;

eating

into the flesh
; corroding ; infectious.

1691 T. H[ale] Ace. Keiv Invent. 17 A Cancarous and
Corroding substance. 1833 M 5. Browning /Vw«t*M. Bound
Poems 1850 1. :86 These cankerous fetters,

1620 I>kkkkk Drcame {1860^ 18 Cank'rous enuy. a 1734
North F.xam. ni. vi. P36.450 His Words are cancrous, and
fall as Excrements. 1735 Thomson Liberty iv. 50 Tyran-
nick rule .. whose cancrous shackles seiz'd The envenom'd
soul. 1881 Mrs. Pkalu Policy P. L 100 A cankerous
regret.

Cankerworm ncsrqkanwAxm). [Canker sb.4.]

1. A caterpillar that destroys buds and leaves,

a Canker (sense 4 . b. spa. (in U. S.) The larva

of the Geometra brumata or winter moth.
1530 Palsgr. 202/2 Cancker worme, ucr de chancre. i6n

Bible foci i. 4 That which the locust hath left, hath the
canker-worme eaten. 1634 Cannk Necess. Stpar. (1849) 3*5

Viperous generation, caterpillars, moths, canker-worms.
18*0 Scott Monast. v, Pestilential heresy ..as a canker-
worm in the rose-garland of the Sjjouse. 1841 Kmkkson
Lect. Times "Wks. <Bohn* II. 260 'Hie canker-worms have
crawled to the topmost Iwugh of the wild elm. 1863 LOtfQfc
Birds Killing™. 196 From the trees spun down the canker-
worms upon the passers-by.

2 fif
1580 in Farr's S. P. (1845^1 1. 307 Unto the minde a canker-

worme of care. 1641 Milton Ch. Goz't. vi. (1851) 121 Must
tradition, .be the perpetuall canker-worme to eat out Gods
commandments? 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. xiii. 148
Lies, .are cankcrworms, and sjioil all causes, good or bad.

Cankery ikarnkari), a. Also 4- cankry. [f.

Canker sb. + -y 1
.]

1 1. Of the nature of a canker
;
gangrenous. 0/>s.

1398 Trevisa Karth. De P. R. WL lix. (1495) 274 Noli me
tangere is a cankry postume in the face.

2. Affected with Canker.
1674 R. Godfrey Inj. 4 Ab. Physic 70 Others [seem'd to

be] Cankery or Black-Chollery.

t b. Rusty ; affected as if with rust. Obs.
'744 Wogan in J. Burton Genuineness Clarendons Hist.

140 The ink being turned brown and cankry.
c. Of trees.

1669 Worlidgk Syst. Agric. (1681) 136 Cut ofTas much as
you can of the Cankry Boughs. 1802 \V. FoCIYTH Fruit

I Trees vii. (1824) 188 Finding the pear-trees in Kensington

I
gardens in a very cankery, and unfruitful state.

3. fig. Cankerous ; ill-humoured, crabbed. St.

1786 Blrns Ep, Major Logan iv, Cankrie care. 1791 A.

Wilson Eppie f, Dcil Poet. Wks. (1846)85 Right cankry
to hersel' she cracket. — Poems (1816) 40 (Jam') J ne can"

kriest then was kittled up to daffing.

CanMng, vbl. sb. : see Cank v.

Canmesse. Obs. A variant of Canvass.
1570 Levins Manip. 85 Canmesse, canabis.

Cann, v. Naut. See Con.
1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) L ii- 14, 1 must confess

you did not steer ; but howsomever, you canned all the

way. 1826 Scott in Lockhart xxiv. (Chandos) 571 'I"hough
I shall not desire to steer, I am the only person that can
cann, as Lieut. Hatchway says, to any good purpose.

Cann, obs. form of Can.

II Canna (kse na), sb. 1 [L. canna reed, Cank,
taken in Bot. as the name of an entirely different

genus.] A genus of endogenous plants (N.O.
Afarantacex), with brightly coloured flowers, yel-

low, red, or orange, and ornamental foliage, na-

tives of warm climates, but cultivated in Britain.

1664 Evelyn K'al. Hort. (1729) 197 Sow on the Hot-bed .

.

Canna Indica..and the like rare and exotic PlanLs. 1767

J. Abkrcromhie Ev. ManM Card. 742/2 Canna, Indian

I

shot, or canacorus. 1883 Pali Mall G. 17 Sept. 4/1 Mark
also the crescent-shaped bed of Cannas—the Indian shot,

as it is sometimes called, from the seed being so hard that
the Indians used it as a missile.

II
Canna, sb:- See Cane sb. 1

7.

1600 Pory Leo's Africa 11. 61 A Canna (a measure proper
to this region containing two elles) of course cloth is solde
for halfe a peece of gold.

Canna (in 16th c. cannochl), Sc. form of tarn-

tut : see Can v.

i7ai Ramsay Poems (1877) II. 267 He disna live that canna
link The glass aliout. 182)6 J. Wilson Xoct. Ambr. Wks.
1855 I. 230, I canna read Greek—except in a Latin transla-

tion done into English.

Canna, var. of Cannach.
Cannabal, obs. form of Cannibal.
Cannabic (kanarbik , a. ff. Gr. xai'va^is (L.

cannabis) hemp + -ic] Of the nature of hemp.
Cannabic composition, a substance composed of

a basis of hemp amalgamated with resin, and
made into thick sheets, available for the same
purposes as papier machc. Ca'nnabene (Chtm.\ a
volatile, colourless, strong-smelling liquid obtained

from Indian hemp. Ca'nnabin (Clicm.), the

poisonous resin of the extract of Indian hemp.
Ca nnabine a., of or pertaining to hemp. ||

Can-
nabis Indica, Indian hemp ; the dried flowering

tops of the female plants of Cannabis saliva,

grown in warm countries.

1731 Bailey vol. II, Cannabine, of hemp or hempen. 1871

Watts Diet. Chem. VI. 391 Cannabene exerts a powerful
intoxicating action, though in this respect it is less energetic

than cannabin, the resin of Indian hemp. Ibid. I. 735 Can-
nabis indica . . used in the East as an intoxicating agent.

Cannabie, obs. Sc. form of Canopy.

Cannach ka nax). Sc. Also canna. [a. Gaelic

ciinach.'] The Cotton-grass \Eriophorum '

.

1803 Mrs. Grant Poems 42 (Jam.) The downy canuach of

the wat'ry moors. 1804 Grahame Sabbath 244 Where the

leafless cannachs wave their tufts Of silky while. 1810 Scott
I. atty 0/ L. M. xv, Still as the canna's hoary beard. 1851

Dl Moir Desert. Churchyard, The hoary cannach.

Cannailyie, cannale, obs. ff. Canaille.
Cannakin, obs. form of Cannikin.
Cannal, obs. f. Cannel, Canal, Kennel.
Cannapie, obs. form of Canopy.
Cannas, eanness, obs. Sc. ff. Canvas sb.

Canne, obs. form of Can sb. 1
, Khan I,

Canned bend , ///. a. [f. Can p.9] Put op
or preserved in a can ; tinned.
1865 Mom. Star 13 Apr., Canned milk. 1879 Boddam-

Whetiiam Roraima 140 note, A small quantity of canned
provisions. 1881 Ncivtpr., Canned beef and mutton.

Cannefas, obs. form of Canvas si,

t Cannel, canel (ka'nCI), stA Obs. Forms

:

4-6 canel, 5 canell, 5 fi kanol, 6 canelle, can-
nel, 1, ;-8 cannalll- Sec also Canal. [ME.
canel, kanel, a. ONK. canel channel of a river,

conduit, etc. ; the central OK. form was clianel,

whence the parallel ME. clianel, later channel.

F. canel, clianel. correspond to Pr., Sp. canal, It.

canale :— I., eaiuil-em pipe, groove, channel, etc.

After Canal was introduced in 16th c, ca nnel
gradually became obsolete, though sense 2 still

exists in the form Kennel, and Cannel-bone,
from sense 5, is in 18th c. dictionaries. In both
of these senses channel also occtits as a parallel

form ; and all the other senses have been taken up
either by Channel or by Caxai..]

+ 1. (form canel
.
The natural bed of a stream of

water ; a water course. Obs. Now Channel.
a 1300 Cursor M. i8f>6 He did be waters ga til pair canels

bat pai com fra. Ihid. 22$n (G'itt.) In-tif hir canel [v. r.

clianel] sal scho [be se] turn, And als til bairis ilk a burn.

f2. ;forms canel, cannel) The gutter or surface

water course in a street, or by a road. This sense

still survives as Kennel sb.-, q.v. (The 18th c.

spelling cannal was app. influenced by canal.)
• 1380 Wvclif Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 335 Pei grutchiden

a v. • 1
- bis water, and drunken podcl water ofpc canel. c 1450

j
Lonei.ich Grail xxxix. 244 Is likned to a flood . . that
trowbled as a kanel schal be. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 60/2
Canel, or chanelle [H. in the weye, P. in the strete], carta-
lis (P. aouagium], 1533 ^*ORK ^pol. xxxii. Wks. 896/1
They wyll . .kneledowne in the kanel and make their praiers
in the open stretes. 15^63 Homilies 11. Gluttony, etc. (1859)
303 They lie stinking in our bodies, as in a lothsome sink
or canell. 1666 Pei-ys Diary 6 Sept., It was pretty to see
how hard the women did work in the cannells, sweeping

[

of water. 1756 C Lucas Ess. Waters I. 83 The common
cannals in the streets. •

Jig. 1S40 Elyot Image Gov. (1556) 59 All the stynkynge
canelles of vice. 1657 Reeve God's Plea 92 Unravell your
lives, sweep the hid corners, rake the cannels.

t 3.
I
form canel) A pipe or tube ; a tap for a

cask. Obs.
c 1420 Patlad. on Husb. 1. 464 Canels or pipes wyncs forth

to lede Into the vat. 1 1460 ). Kcssell Bk. Nurture in

Bal*ecs Bk. 121 Looke bow haue tarrers [and] wyne canels.
1620 Church-iv. Acc. Houghton -le -Spring Giuen for a
spidick and a Cannell

—

jd.

t4. Channel, passage. Obs.
1561 Hoby tr. Castiglione's Covrtytr (15771 Xija, When

the canelles of the body be so feeble, that the soule can
not through them worke hyr feates.

t 5. The neck. Obs. — Channel sb.l 10, Ken-
nel sb.'i [An ancient sense, the origin of which is

not quite clear. Cotgr. has F. canneau ilu col

'the nape of the neck', I.ittre Me conduit qui

traverse le cou', evidently the medullary canal of

the cervical vertebra: (see F. nnqtte in Devic).

Matzner compares also L. canalis antrum wind-

pipe. Hence Cannel-bone, Channel-bone.]
t Z340 Ga-.o. ft Gr. Knt. 2298 Kepe by kanel at pis kest.

+ 6. (See quot. 1 Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Pan: 60 (MS. K.) Canel ofabcWc, cancllui.

7. Comb, sense 2 >, canel-dung, cantl-raker (cf.

Kennel); sense 5 canel -piece, a piece of

armour for the neck ; see also Cannel-bone.
1593 H. Smith Serm. (1866) II. 33 When we knocked at

the cannel-door, then the good door was shut. 1480 Caxton
Chron. ccxlviii. 316 The women . . came out with stones &
'canel dunge [Fabyan 599^' ordure of the strete']. 1430
Lydg. Chron. Troy 111. xxii, Some wolde haue of plate a
bauer That on the brest fastned be a forne The 'Canell pece
more easy to be borne, t 1500 Cocke LorelCs B. 10 Be-
wardes, brycke bomers, a-.ia *canel rakers. 1541 Barnes
Wks. (1573)244/1 Carter or Cardinal!, butcher or Byshop,
tancardbearer or cannelraker. 1580 Baret A It. C 58 A
cannel raker, purgatorplatearum.

Cannel ikwncl , sb.- Forms: 6 canel, (7-8
canole, 7 cannol), 7 cannell, cannal, S canal,

cannil, kennel, (7-8 channel, 8-9 candle ,
*-

cannel. [Of northern, prob. I-ancashire origin.

Can'le, cannle is the Sc. and northern form of

candle, and the opinion has been expressed, at

least since early in the 1 8th c, that cannel-coal is

really ' candle-coal'. It does not appear in evi-

dence that the pronunciation of candle as can'le

goes back in Lancashire to the 16th c, though

such may be the case. A greater difficulty is that

it is doubtful whether the original name was not

simply canel, rather than cannel coal : sec the first

mention in Leland 1538. Hut no other etymo-

logical conjecture yet offered will bear examination.

The following quotations refer to the derivation :

a 1734 North Lives I. 294 Famous for yielding the Canal

(or Candle) coal. It is so termed, as I guess, because the

manufacturers in that country use no candle, but work by
the light of their coal fire. 1796 Kirwan Min. 1 1. 52 Can-
nel Coal. This is found chiefly in Lancashire, its proper

name is Candle Coal, as it hums like a Candle, but Candles

in that shire are called Cannels. 181 1 Pinkerton Petral.

I. 57a Cannel coal, so called from the enunciation of the

word candle, in Scotland and the north of England, be-

cause its flame is clear and pure, like that of a candle.

183* Sir G. Head Home Tour 14 It seems to be the general

opinion that having been used to light the men at their

work, and serving as candle, it became by corruption ' Can-

nel ' coal. 1875 Robinson Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cannle,

a candle. Cannle+oal or kennel-coal, so called because it

burns without smoke like a candle.]

A bituminous coal ,in Scotland called pai rot-

coal), which burns with a very bright flame, and,

from its richness in volatile matter, is much used

in the manufacture of coal oils and gas : its texture

is sufficiently compact and hard to allow of its

being cut and polished like jet.

1538 Leland Itin. VII. 47 Mr. Bradeshau hath a place

caullid Hawe a myle from Wigan. He hath founde moche
Canel like Se Coolc in his Grounde very profitable to hym.

1673 R. Blome Brittania in -V. f, Q. Ser. ill. VII. 485/1

Wigan is famous for . . the choicest Coal in England called

cannell. 1600 II. E. Did. Cant. Crexv, Cannal, choice

Coals, .that Blaze and Bum pleasantly. 1700 Leigh Lane.

4 Chesk. in .V. * p. Ser. ill. VII. 485/2 The Kennel near

, Haigh, from which by distillation in a retort, will come over

a very severe vitriolic water. 1836 Sir G. Head Home
I

Tour 14 In Liverpool and elsewhere it is advertised by
' hoards and placards ' Coal and Cannel sold here '. i860

! Tyndall Glac. 11. App. 437 Boghead Cannel . . was once a

] mass of mud. 1864 Daily Tel. 16 July Advt., The ' Curly

Cannel of a small district in Flintshire yields a larger per-

I centage of crude mineral oil. .than any cannel.
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attrib. 1869 Roscof. Elan. Cliem. 98 Cannel gas is said

to be equal to 34.4 candles.

b. Also called cannel coal.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. L 735 Commonly called

Canole cole. 1679 1'i.ur Staffordsh. {1686) 125 The Cannel-

coal being the hardest . . will take a passable polish, a 1728

Woodward (J.) Our canal-coal nearly equals the foreign

jet. 1773 Genii. Mag. May, A head of his present majesty,

cut in cannil coal. 1878 GXBBM Coal i. 30 Cannel coal does

not soil the fingers.

C. Occasionally, also channel coal, by assoc.

with Cannkl tbS and its variant Channel.
1669 Lister in Ray's Philos. Lett. (1718) 55, I do think

them not Channel because they burn with much Difficulty.

1751 S. Whati.ky Eng. Gazeteer, Wigan (Lane.) Channel-
coal, which . . may be taken up in a handkerchief without

soiling it. . .They make snuff-boxes and other toys of it.

d. Often (since 1700) written candle-coal.

1734 [see above]. 1769 De Foe's TourGt. Brit. III. 281

Between Wigan and Bolton, is found great Plenty of what
they call Cane! or Candle Coal. 1793 Statist. Acc. Siotl.

VII. 424 (Jam.) At Blair, beds of an inflammable substance,

having some resemblance of jet, here called candle-coal,

or light coal. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. II. 467 That
light, hard, grey-coloured species called here candle coal.

t Cannel, £> Obs. Sc. [a. F, canne-ler.] * To
channel, to chamfer* (Jamieson).

Cannel, -ell, var. Canel, Obs., Sc. f. Candle.

t Ca 1111 el-bone . Obs. Forms
; 4- 7 canel-,

5 canelle-, 5 -7 cannell-, 6 cainell-. 6 -7 canell-,

7 canal-, kannell-, cannel-. [f. canel, kancl, kenel

'neck'; see Cannel j^. 1 5, and Channel sb.,

whence also the form Channel-bone.]
1. The 'neck-bone

1

: perh. properly the cervical

vertebra?, which form the medullary canal. (But

it is not easy to know in what sense early writers

used it. Quotations c 1420, 1593, may belong to

sense 2 ; and the Diet, explanations of 1 7-1 8th c.

are of uncertain authority.)

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 943 Hyt [her neck] was
white smothe slreght, and pure fiatte Wythouten hole or
canel-boon. C 1420 Auturs Arth. xl. 12 The squrd squappes
in toe His canel-bone allsoe, And cleuet his schild clene.

1557 A". Arthur (Copland) rv. xxviii, His swerd kerued him
unto his canell boone. 1593 Holding Ovid s Met. 284 [He|
thrust him through the place in which the necke and shoul-

ders joine, He groand, and from his cannell-bone could
scarcely pull the stake. 1656 Blount Glossogr,, Cannel
bone, the Neck or Throat-bone. 1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's
Arc/tit. 149 The cannel bone of the Throat. 1678-96 Phil-
lips, Cannel-bone, the neck-bone or wind-pipe. 1721 Bailey,
Canel'bone, the Neck or Throat Bone, so named, because of

its resembling a Canal.

2. The collar-bone or clavicle.

c 1420 [see prec] 1470 Henry Wallace v. 823 Baith cannell
bayne list ed. 1570 collar-bane] and schuldir blaid in twa,
Throuch the mid cost, the gud suerd gart he ga. 1548
Patten Exp. Scot. 47 (Jam.) The Lorde Hume, .had a fall

from his horse, and burst so the canell-bone of his neck,
that he was fayne to be caryed straight to Edenborowe.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 409 His cannell bone was
broken which knitteth the two shoulders together in the
forepart. 161 1 Cotgr., Clavicules, the kannell bones, chan-
nell bones, necke-bones, craw-bones ; extending (on each
side one) from the bottome of the throat vnto the top of the
shoulder. 1636 Dugard Gate Eat. Unl. § 219. 61 The two
Shoulder-blades (which the Cannel-bones, called in birds,

furculae, that is little forks, couple to the Chest).

3. ? The haunch-bone or ilium of an animal.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. (1868) 145

Betwene be hyndur leggis [of be cony] breke be canelle
boone. 1610 Markham Mastcrp. 11. civil. 463 The vpper
thigh bone goeth into the pot of the Cannel-bone.

Cannel coal : see Cannel sb*

t Ca*nnellate, -elate, ci. Arch. Obs. [After

It. cannellato 1 wrought hollow or chamfered as a
reed' tFlorio), and F. cannclc. pa. pple. of canncler
to channel or flute, as canncler une colonne ; cf.

canneau fluting, and med.L. canellus channel.

(The number of ns and /'s is thus quite unfixed.)

The Fr. and It. words are taken as immediately
connected with cannella, cannclle, dim. of canna,
canne reed, cane, but F. canneau can hardly be
separated from OF. canel, one of the forms of
canal : see Canal, Channel.] Channelled, fluted.

1673 Ray Trav. (1738) II. 359 They are cannellate, and
there are now standing seventeen of them. 1676 F.Vernon
in Phil. T?-ans. II. 579 These Pillars.. are canellate.

t Cannel-nail. Obs.
1610 Markham Masterp. 11. xcviii. 389 Some canell naile,

or other naile piercing the soale. 1639 T. De Grey Compi.
Harsem. 199 If your horse have gotten a sore foot by meanes
of any cannell-nayle.

Cannelure (kce-neluu). Also 8 canalure.
[a. F, cannelure groove, f. canncler to Channel.]
A groove, fluting

; also called Channelure.
Hence Ca'nnelured a., grooved, fluted.

1755 Genii Mag. XXV. 128 The colour of this shell is the
purest white ; its canalures or ribs, which serpentize, are
crossed by circular lines. 1866 Comh. Mag. Sept. 350 The
hinder cannelure of the bullet. 1881 Greener Gun 153 Swiss
long-range cannelured bullets.

II Canneqilin koe'nekin). [a. F. canncquin
= Pg. canequim, Sp. cam'i/ui.] A kind of white
cotton cloth from the Kast Indies.
1847 in Craig; and in mod. Diets.

Canner fjesraax). [f. Can v.* + -er* ; cf. Can-
ned.] One who cans meat, fish, fruit, etc.

1878 N. H. Bishop Voy. Paper Canoe 120 The canners

take a large portion of the best peaches. 1878 Robinson's
Epitome of Lit. Sept. 136/2 A canner of tomatoes. Mod.
Newspaper, Fifteen million lobsters are annually used by
the Maine canners.

Cannery (kfleueri). ff. as prec. + -fry.] A
1

factory where meat, fruit, etc. are canned.

1879 Echo 18 Oct. 1/5 The salmon canneries in Oregon.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knmvl. XL 47 {Oregon) The first [salmon]
cannery was established in 1868 by Mr. Hume, of Maine.

Cannes, -ess, obs. Sc. forms of Canvas.

Cannet (kse net). Her. [a. F. cancttc, dim. of

cane duck.] A duck, borne as a charge, without

feet or bill.

Cannibal (kjcnibal). Forms : 6-8 canibal,

6-7 caniball.e, canniball, 7 cannabal, 7- can-

nibal. [In 1 6th c. pi. Canibales, a. Sp. Canibales,
j

originally one of the forms of the ethnic name
Carib or Caribes, a fierce nation of the West

j

Indies, who are recorded to have been anthro-

pophagi, and from whom the name was subse- 1

quently extended as a descriptive term.
Professor

J.
H. Trumbull, of Hartford, has pointed out

that /, «, r interchange dialectally in American languages,

whence the variant forms Caniba, Caribe, Galibi : and that

Columbus's first representation of the name as he heard it I

from the Cubans was Canibales, explained as ' los de Caniba
or Canima'; when he landed on Hayti, he heard the name

;

of the people as Caribes and their country Carib ; the latter

was afterwards identified with Puerto Rico, named by the

Spaniards ' Isla de Carib ' which in some islands Colum-
bus says, 'they call Caniba, but in Hayti Carib'. Ap-
parently, however, it was only foreigners who made a place-

name out of that of the people : according to Oviedo {/fist.

Gen. 11. viii.) caribe signifies ' brave and daring with which
Prof. Trumbull compares the Tupi caryba ' superior man,
hero, vir'. Calib-an is app. another variant = t7ir/7>-a« ; cf.

j

Galibi above-mentioned.
Columbus's notion on hearing of Caniba was to associate

j

the name with the Grand Khan, whose dominions he be-

lieved to be not far distant ; he held ' que Caniba no es otra

cosa sino la gente del Gran Can '. To connect the name with
Sp. can, It. cane, L. cam's dog, was a later delusion, enter-

tained by Geraldini, Bp. of San Domingo, 1521-5; it natu-
rally tickled the etymological fancy of the 16th c, and may
have helped to perpetuate the particular form canibal in

association with the sense anthropophagi. See Prof. Trum-
bull's article, in N. 4- Q. Ser. v. IV. 171.]

1. A man (esp. a savage; that eats human flesh
;

a man-eater, an anthropophagite. Originally pro-

per name of the man-eating Caribs of the Antilles.

1553 Eden Treat. AVre /ud. (tr. Sebastian Minister Cos-

mog. 15) Arb. 30 Columbus . . sayled toward y* South, and
at y* length came to the Ilandes of the Canibals. And
because he came thether on the Sundays called the Domini-
cal day, he called the Hand . . Dominica . . Insula Crucis.

.

was also an Ilande of the Canibales. 1555 — Decades AVrc
World (tr. Peter Martyr 151 1) 1. (Arb.) 66 The wylde and
myscheuous people called Canibales or Caribes, which
were accustomed to eate mannes flesshe (and called of the
olde writers Anthropophagi) . . Vexed with the incursions

of these manhuntyng Canibales. 1584 R. Scot Disco?'.

Witchcr. 11. ix, Kin to the Anthropophagi and Canibals.

'594 J- Davis Seaman's Seer. 11. (1607) 12 The Canibals of
America five the presence of men. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii.

143 The Canibals that each others eate. 1661 Hickkr-
ingili. Jamaica 76 Thence they are call'd Caribs, or Canni-
bals. 1679 Establ. Pat 18 The fierce Cannibals of the
West Indies. 1748 Anson Voy. in. vii. (ed. 4) 480 The ne-

cessity of turning cannibal. 1772 Priestley Nat. Rev.
Retig. (1782) III. 50 M. Voltaire . . represents the Jews as
canibals. 1852 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. III. 214
Geraldini, who sought to Latinize all barbarous denomina-
tions, recognized in the Cannibals the manners of dogs
{canes). 1865 Livingstone Zambesi iii. 67 Nearly all blacks
believe the whites to be cannibals.

b. fig. (sometimes formerly as a strong term of

abuse for 1 bloodthirsty savage ').

1563-87 Foxe^. §M. 11684) HI' 739 (On Boner's portrait)

This Cannibal in three years space Two hundred Martyrs
slew. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. v. 61 Butchers and Vil-

lages, bloudy Caniballes, How sweet a Plant haue you vn-
timely cropt. 1604 Hieron Wks. I. 559 Such are his carnall

cardinals, Or rather bloudy canibals. 1845 Stoddart in

Encycl. Metrop. (1847) I. 159/1 The late Mr. Windham, an
accomplished scholar . . whom Mr. Tooke calls , . a 1 canni-
bal ', and 'a cowardly assassin '. i860 Emerson Coud. Life
vii. Wks. (Bohn) II. 420 Sickness is a cannibal which eats

up all the life and youth it can lay hold of.

2. An animal that preys on its own species.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. 1. 696 The shark and great black
stingray, are insatiable cannibals. 1881 Darwin Earth
Worms i. 37 They [worms] are cannibals.

3. attrib. Pertaining to a cannibal, cannibal-like
;

bloodthirsty.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 120 He is such a vaine Ba-
silisco..& swarmeth in vile Canniball words. 1607 Chap-
man Bussy D'Amb. Plays 1873 II. 58 To feede The rauenous
wolfe of thy most Canibal valour, a 1694 Tillotson Serm.
xcix. (1742) VI. 1591 They have the face to complain of the
cannibal laws, and bloody persecutions of the church of
England. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 210 To stimulate their
cannibal appetites. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. III. xiv.

400 The street poets portioned out all his joints with can-
nibal ferocity. 1873 Spectator 22 Feb. 240/1 He [the shrike]
is a cannibal bird.

Cannibale'an, a. rare. In 7 cannibaTlian.

I
[f. prec. + -kan, -ian.] = Cannibauc.
1602 Carew Cornwall 34 a, His Canniballian fellowes. :

1845 Blaclnv. Mag. LVII. 52 His cannibalean majesty.

Cannibalic (kienib£edik),#. [f. as prec. + -ic]
I

Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a cannibal.
1837 Dickens Pickw. (1842) I. 413 The fat youth gave a |

semi-cannibalic leer at Mr. Weller. 1844 — Mart. Ckuz.
xxxvii, Preparers of cannibalic pastry. 1886 Blackie What
does Hist. Teach ? 111 In this worse than cannibalic style.

Cannibalish (karnibalij), a. [f. as prec. +
-ish.] Savouring of cannibalism.
1837 New Month. Mag. XLIX. 522 It is rather a canni-

balish proceeding. 1863 Fossibil. ofCreation 291 The poor
fellow would be horrified at the cannibalish suggestion.

Cannibalism kcrj-nibaliz'm). [f. as prec. +
-ism.] The practice of eating the Hesh of one's

fellow-creatures, fig. Bloodthirsty barbarity.

1796 Burke Regie. Peace 1. Wks. VIII. 177-8 By canni-
balism; I mean their devouring, as a nutriment of their

ferocity, some part of the bodies of those they have mur-
dered. 1824 D'Isbaeli Cur. Lit., Dk. lluckhm. 11866' 312
The political cannibalism of the mob. 1879 Wallace
A ustrat.w 93 Cannibalism is. . practised in mo^t of the tribes.

Cannibalistic ka?:nibali'stik), a. [f. as prec.

+ -1ST + -ic.] Addicted to or pertaining to canni-

balism. Hence Ca:nnibali stically adv.
1851 Eraser's Mag. XLII1. 476 They see Knglishmen ..

pugnacious, intemperate, and cannibalistic. 1884 Pall Mai!
Budget 22 Aug. 27/1 Badgers are equally cannibalistic.

1851 H. Melville Whale x. 55 Queequey was General
Washington canniballistically developed.

Canniba'lity. rare, [see -ity.] = Cannibalism.
1796 Monthly Mag. I. 294 Cannibality, or man-eating,

has always existed as a condition and practice of mankind.

Cannibally (kct'nibali), adv. [f. as prec. f

-ly -.] After the manner of a cannibal. A\*ofig.
1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. v. 200 And hee had bin Cannibally

giuen, hee might haue boyld and eaten him too. 1702 L.

Mather Magu. CAr. 11. App. 118521 194 To have cannibally
devoured one another.

t Ca*nnibe, a. Obs. [Conjectured by some to

be for F. canif or its OF. dim. canivet.']

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 1157 Showe forth also the can-

nibe knyves lite In plantes yonge a branch awaie to take.

Canine : see Canny.
Cannikin, canikin (karnlkin . Forms:

6-9 canni-. cani-, 7 carma-,9 canakin. [dint. f.

Can.*"/'. 1
: d.'Dw.kanneken, Kng. niannikin, panni-

kin, and see -kin.] A small can or drinking vessel.

1570 Leg. Bp. St. Andrew in Sc. Poems ibth C. 18. 313
(Jam.) Carru-^e, and hald the cannikin klynclene. 1604
Smaks. Oth. 11. iii. 71 And let me the Cannakin clinke,

clinke. 1658 HEXHAM Iht. Diet., Kauneken, a small Canne,
Pot, or Cruse.] 1764 Gentl. Mag. XXXIV. 8,, And clink

the cannikin here below. 1845 DROWNING Flight Duchess
xvi. 1 When the liquor's out why clink the cannikin? 1849
Hlackw. Mag. LXVI. 570 With a canikin of rum.

b. slang, (see quots.)
1688 R. Holmk Armoury m. iii. § (38 Cannikin, the

Plague, 1690 in IJ. £. Diet. Cant. Cre-io.

Cannily ^karnili), adv. Sc. and north, dial.)

[f. Canny a. + -ly -.] Sagaciously, skilfully, pru-

dently; cautiously, slily
;
gently, softly; comfort-

ably, etc. (see various senses of Canny}.
1636 Rlthkkford Lett. IxiXi 118621 I. 178 Those who can

take that crabbed tree handsomely upon their back and
fasten it on cannily, shall find it such a burden as wings to

a bird, a 1662 BailUE Lett. (1775* I. 147 ijam.i He has .

.

carried himself far more cannily than any of that side. (11758

Ramsay Poems u8ooi II. 386 Steering cannily thro' life.

j8i6 Scott Antiq. xxvu, Step lightly and cannily. — Bl.

Dwarf vii. 1839 Cumbrld. <y Westm. Dialog. 18 Sae we
dud varra connoly. 1866 Kingslky Hcren: XV. 199, I told

my story as cannily as I could.

Canniness (kie'nini's). Sc. [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] Sagacity, skilfulness, prudence, cautious-

ness ; gentleness, quietness.

(7i66z Kaillie Lett. (1775) II. 92 (Jam.) When the canni-

ness of Rothes had brought in Montrose to our party. 1878

P. Bayne Purit. Rev. iii. 81 Native Scotch prudence and
canniness.

tCanning, vbL sb.i Obs. [f. Can v.i + -ingI,]

Being able, ability.

a IS5S Bradford Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 28 (D.) Why
would I not but because I could not? I mean because my
canning is taken away by sin. 1615 T. Adams White Dev.

38 Cunning served his turn when canning did no good.

Canning (karnirj), vbl. sb:1 [f. Can v$ +

-ing The preserving of meat, fish, fruit, etc.,

by sealing up in cans or tins
;
tinning.

187a in Sacramento Weekly Union 24 Feb. 6 (Hoppe'.

1879 Echo 18 Oct. 1/5 In canning, every precaution is used

to secure the native freshness and flavour of the article pre-

served. 1882 Standard 10 Feb. 5/3 The ' canning ' of the

vast shoals of salmon.
attrib. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal-ied. 41 159 Thistle

Haddie Canning and Curing Company. 1884 Harper's

Mag. July 297/2 The canning house.

Cannion, variant of Canion, Obs.

t Ca*nnipers. Obs. Corrupted f. Callipers.

1707 J. Mortimer HttsbA].) The square is taken by a pair

of cannipers, or two rulers clapped to the side of a tree,

measuring the distance between them. 1725 Bradley Earn.

Diet. s.v. Felling, A pair of cannipers.

Cannister, obs. form of Canister.

Cannoa, cannoe, obs. ff. Canoe.

Cannon (kse nan), sb. 1 Also 6 (chanon), 6-8

canon. [In 16th c. also canon, Sc. cannoun, a.

F. canon (14th c. in Littre) = Pr. canon, Cat. cand,

Sp. canon, It. cannon e, lit. 'great tube, barrel',

augm. f. canna, canne Cane, reed, pipe, tube.

The spellings canon and cannon occur side by

side down nearly to 1800, though the latter is

the more frequent after c 1 660.]
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f 1. A tube, a cylindrical bore. Obs.

1588 Lucar Tartag/ia's Arte Shooting 30 How long the

canon or concauitie of every Peece of Artillerie ought to

bee. 1604 E. G. D'Acosta's Hist, indies v. ix. 353 A small

canon of cristall, in length half a foote. 161 1 Cotgr., Tra-
/ectoire, the cannon, or taile of a perfuming funnel!. 1616

Surfl. & Makkii. Countr. Fartn 358 \'.-»u must make fast

the foresaid Canon of the said barke of the new branch.

2. A piece of ordnance ; a gun or fire-arm of a

size which requires it to be mounted for firing.

(The leading current sense.)

The following varieties are mentioned in the i6th-i7thc.

:

Canon Royal/, height in. ; shot 66 lbs. Canon* height

8 in. ; shot 60 lbs. Cation Sarpentitu; height j\ in. ; shot

534 lbs. Bastard Canon, height 7 in.; shot 41) lbs. Dewy
Canon, height 6\ in.; shot 304 lbs. Canon Petro, height

6 in. ; shot 24I lbs.

For the various ancient forms of cannon or great guns, see

Aspic, Basilisk, Bastard, Carthoun, Culverin, Dragon,
Falcon, Falconet, Saker, Serpentine, Siren, etc.

15J5 T. Magnus in State Papers (1836) IV. 325, 5 gret

gonnes of brasse called cannons, besides sondery other faw-

cons. 1 545 1 . Shrewsbury ibid. V. 441 To sende unto
Tynmowtne. .a cannon, a saker, etc. 1570 Levins Manip.
163 A chanon, gunne, tonnenti genus. 1573 Diurtt. 0<cur-
rents 11833* 33° Thrie houlkis of Ingland, ladunit with ane
cannone ryell, four singill cannounis . . with ane Scottts

peice les nor ane cannoun. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11.

vii. 153 Then, a Soldier . . Seeking the bubble Reputation
Kuen in the Canons mouth. 1604 E. Grimston Siege of
Ostend 189 Canons of wood, afadom long, with great bandes
of Yron. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hih. xvi. 118211 387 An
other Cannon was brought up, and planted by the Demy-
cannon. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. I. 18 They march directly

up to the mouth of the loaded Canon. 1750 Bkawes Lex
Mcrcat. (1752) 832 Iron liars, Cannons, and Bullets. 1858
Greener Gunnery 97 Mr. Nasmyth, whose monster cannon
. .was to astonish the whole world. 1864 H. Jones Holiday
Papers 219 The Irishman's recipe for a cannon ' Take a long
hole, and pour some brass round it'.

b. Also collect. (
=

' artillery, ordnance *), and //.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, IL Hi. 56 Thou hast talk'd .. Of
Basiliskes, of Canon, Culuerin. 1666 Pepys Diary (1879)
III. 495 In the trial everyone of the great guns, the whole
cannon of seven . . broke in pieces. 1760 Keysler's Trav.
I. 184 The largest cannon here are about fifty pounders.

1855 Tennyson Charge Lt. Brigade iu, Cannon to right

of them, Cannon to left of them, Cannon in front of them
Volley'd and thunder'd.

c. Phrase.
a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. C/t. Scot/, v. 11655' 239 He was

apprehended, and by sentence of the Council of War con-
demned to ride the Cannon.

3. Mech. a. A barrel or hollow cylindrical piece

capable of revolving independently on a shaft,

with a greater or less velocity than that of the

shaft, b. The perforated barrel of a watch-key.

4. A smooth round bit. Also cannon-hit.

1596 Spenser F. Q. i. vii. 37 Could manage fair His
stubborne steed with curbed canon bitt. 16x4 Markiiam
Cheap //us/\ 1. ii. ( 1 668 1 24 A sweet smooth Cannon bit , with
a plain watering chain. 1617 — Cava/. U. 50 The first byt
a horse should weare, should be a smooth Cannon. 1617

J. Lane Squire's T. 273 The bitt, a canon bytt.

5. The part of a bell by which it is suspended
;

also called the ear. See also Canon 1 14.

1872 Ellacombe Belts 0/ Ch. i. 4 The ear or cannon on its

top or crown, by which it is hung . . in the tower.

8. An empty zinc retort ; see quot.

1871 Trans. Amer. Inst. Mining Eng. I. 74 Beneath the
retorts is placed a row of six so-called cannons to break the
heat.

7. Billiards. A stroke in which the players ball

is made to hit one of the other balls in such a

way as to glance from it and strike the second.
(Also called carambo/e and carrom, of which cannott ap-

pears to he a perversion
;
probably influenced by the notion

of a 'heavy shot'.)

1839 Kehtfw.ld Bi//iards 16 Canons, .constitute by far the
most interesting part of Billiards. 1844 Maruon Billiards

4 Scoring canons and hazards. 1850 Thackeray Pendcnnis
xxiii, ' I wish to the doose your wife was dead.' ' So do I.

That's a cannon by Jove.' 1863 Miss Bradix>n J. March,
tnont II. i. 3, I am afraid she'll never make a cannon.
1871 Black Adv. Phaeton xi. 157 Even when he got a good
chance of a cannon, the smallness of the balls caused him to
fail entirely.

b. c/ransf. [The date is early.]

1806-7 J- Bkresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vn. ii,

Briskly stooping to pick up a lady's fan when two other
gentlemen are doing the same, and so making a cannon
with your head against both of theirs.

8. altrib.

1599 Marston Sco. Vil/anie 11. vii. 203 His new stampt
complement, his Cannon oathes. a x668 Dayenant Siege
Rhodes Poems (16731 40 With smoke of Cannon-Clouds.
1885 R. Buchanan Alaster of Mine I. xii. 175 Gusts, fitful

though terrible—very cannon blasts of air.

9. Comb., as cannon-bore, -breech, -hi/let, -cast-

ing, -fever, -Jiash, -mouth, -fodder, -reek, -smoke ;

cannon-hot, -moulded, -mouthed, -smoked adjs.
;

t cannon-roared pa. pple. ; cannon-clock, a can-
non with a burning-glass so fixed over the vent as
to fire the priming on the sun's reaching the meri-
dian

; cannon-fly (see quot.); cannon-lock, a
contrivance for exploding the charge of a cannon

;

cannon-metal, a variety of bronze used for cannon ;

cannon-mouth, the mouth of a cannon-bit ; can-
non pinion, the perforated pinion which carries
the minute hand of a watch, and drives the minute
wheel

; cannon-royal (see sense 1 ) ; cannon-

stove, a stove for heating, shaped somewhat like

a mortar. See also Cannon-ball, -basket, etc.

1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv. $ 64 So clear from dan-
ger, that . . a Pound of Butter did not melt being laid upon
the "Cannon-britch. 1605 xst Pt. Jeronituo in Ha/ 1. Dads-
ley IV. 382 Spleens big as a *cannon-bullet. 1724 Wat is

J-ogic 1. ii. I 4 It is slow when compared with a cannon-
bullet. 1833 Fdt'n. Rev. LVII. 381 That . . exciting sensa-
tion known to military men by the name of the "cannon-
fever. i860 Hawthorne Marb. Faun xxix. 229 The last

'cannon-flash of a retreating army. 1787 T. Best Art of
Angling {^d. 2) 114 The Oak Ask, Woodcock, "Canon or
Down hill fly. 1799 G. Smith Lalwrat. II. 297 The oak-fly.

Some call this, .the cannon-fly. 1567 in Tytfer Hist. Scot I.

(1864) 1 1 1.264 Knox thundered out. .^cannon-hot against her.

1651 Davenant Gondibert 11. xxxv, Deep "Cannon Mouth'd
experiene'd Hounds. 1884 F. Britten Watch 4> Cloekm. 178
A long boss or pipe called the ^cannon pinion. The cannon
pinion drives the minute wheel. 1598 Barret Tlteor. Warret
v. iu. 134, 5000 Quintals or Centenaires of ** Cannon powder.
i6»7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram.xxv.fi Serpentine powder
in old time was in meale, but now corned and made stronger,
and called Canon corne powder. 1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe
(1871' 91 When the fame of the king of fishes was 'canon-
roared in her ears. 1813 Sir R. Wii^on Diary II. 147 My
new order ribbon : it is not in itself beautiful, but it be-
comes so when 'cannon-smoked.

Ca nnon, sb.- [Cf. Canion (also spelt can-

non), and Cannon sbX\ A cylindrical or sausage-
like curl, properly horizontal, like the canions of
breeches. Hence Cannon curls.

1800 Mem. Mary Somertnl/e iiL (1873) 41 He wore a
powdered wig, with cannons at the ears, and a pigtail. 1857
Geo. Kliot Sc. C/eric. Life

x
Janet's Repent, v. 218 With

. . sandy hair, which was this morning arranged in taller

cannon curls than usual. Ibid. II. 190 Old lawyer Pittman's
daughters with cannon curls surmounted with large hats.

Ca nnon, v. [f. the so. : cf. It. cannotmrej]
1. intr. To discharge a cannon, trans. To can-

nonade.
1691 Luttrell BriefRe/. (1857) II- 170 To learn and use

the art of canooning and bombarding. 1693 Mem. Ct.
Teche/y 1. 43 At break of day they began to Cannon the
Imperialists. 1865 Spectator 7 Jan. 5 He must . . cannon
them into materialcivilization.

2. Billiards. To play one's ball so as to make
a Cannon (see sense 7). Also (of the ball), to strike

and rebound.
1844 Mardon Bi/Uards 11 Any bungler can canon full

upon a ball. 1859 J. Lang Wand. India 114 He cannoned
all over the table, went in ofT the red and white. 1864
Spectator 531 The art of cannoning as it were, against the
miserable, the ball ultimately meant to strike the great and
powerful. 1873 Bennett it Cav. BU/iards 225 If the spot-
white is cannoned on full, the balls will be left together.

3. trans. To strike with rebounding collision

(prop, laterally or obliquely), to come into violent

collision with.

1864 Vamberv Trav. C. Asia 197 Our heads were con-
tinually cannoning each other like balls on a billiard table,

b. intr. with various preps.)

1871 Daily At-rvs 25 Mar., Franc Huron and Acton can-
noned, and both fell. 1879 F. Pollok Sport Brit. Bnrmali
I. 111 He [a blind bear] used to get loose and run up the
first tree against which he cannoned. 1880 Miss Braddon
Just as I am xvii. 106 Scampering over hedges and ditches,
and cannoning at gates.

Cannon, obs. form of Canon.
Cannonade .kxnom^d), sb. [f. Cannon sb.

+-adk : cf. It. cannotuzta, Sp. caflomuta ( Minsheu).]
A continued discharge of cannon; an attack with
cannon.
1655 Fleckno Trav. 12 Your young gallants of the time.

.

talk of nothing but rampards and parapats, musquetads ..

and canonads. 1769 Robertson Chat. /', III. vhi. 96 A
furious canonade. 1776 W. Heath in Sparks Corr. Amer.
Rev. (1853) I. 333 We could not reduce the fort by cannon-
ade. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. III. v. vi. 209 Twelve hours
of raging cannonade. 1841 Kli-hinstone Hist. Ind. II. 113
A cannonade was kept up on both sides.

fig. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 167 A cannonade, more or
less sharp, is constantly kept up against the coast,

b. humorously : at billiards.

1844 Disraeli Coningsby xii, Where the echoing balls de-
noted the sweeping hazard or the effective cannonade.

Cannonade (k»6W*dl v. [f. prec.]

1. trans. To batter or attack with cannon ; to dis-

charge cannon against.
a 1670 Sir J. Turner Mem. (1839) 68 Da. Leslie . . can-

nonading theroyall troops, when they came in view of him.
1790 Beatson Aav. <r Mil. Mem. 221 Throwing shells and
cannonading the ships. 1795 Monthly Rev. XV II. 569 Let
fresh cities he cannonadeti into rubbish.

2. intr. To discharge cannon continuously.
170a Lond. Cos. No. 3829/3 The Enemy cannonaded all

day. 1841 Elphinstone /list. Inti. 1 1. 443 After cannonad-
ing for three days, .he ordered a general assault.

fig. 1886 Pheli-s Burglars in Par. I. 9 The omnibus
bobbed and cannonaded through, .the streets.

Cannonading, vbl. sb. The action of the
prec. vb. ; the sustained discharge of cannon.
1704 E. Whitakek in Camden Soc. Misc. (1881^ 46 Admi-

ral! Byng, who commanded the cannonading. 1777 Watson
Philip II (1819* 245 He l>egau a brisk cannonading.
fig. 1878 Morley Crit. Misc., Byron?y> No. .j>olemical

cannonading can drive away the impalpable darkness of
error.

Cannonarchy. [cf. anarchy, etc.] Govern-
ment by cannon ; usurpation supported by cannon.
1841 Mrs. Gore Cecil f i860) 79 (Hoppe) The greatest des-

potism of miHjern times the cannonarchy of Napoleon.

1864 Atlantic Month/y May 633 Our constitutional polity-

would give way to a cannonarchy.

Ca*nnon-ba:ll. [See Ball sbA 5.]

1. A ball, usually of iron, to be thrown from a

cannon. (Also collect, and as //.)

1663 Butler Hud. i. u 872 Heavy hrunt of cannon-ball.

1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 4077/2 Colonel Fox was killed with a
Cannon-Bali. 1704 Co/lect. Y'oy. A> Trav. III. 764/2, 800
Cannon-ball. 1848 W. K. Kelly tr. L. B/anc's Hist. Ten 1

".

II. 265 Being battered down with cannon balls.

b. Hist. A nickname for the hard-headed rem-

nant of the protectionist party in England.
1858 Sat. Rev. 30 Oct. 413/2 The amendment .. which

sealed for ever the fate of Protection, was carried (in 1852J
with only fifty dissentient voices—the celebrated ' cannon-
balls \

2. Cannon-ball fruit, the globular woody fruit

of a South American tree, ( ouroupita guianensis

(N. O. Lecythidacetr) or Cannon-ball Tree.
1839 Penny Cyct. XIII. 381/1 Cannon-ball tree. 1866

Treat. Bot. 342 The Cannon-ball fruit : its shell is used as
a drinking vessel, and its pulp when fresh is of an agree-
able flavour. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 112 Perhaps
the most remarkable of the order of Lecythidaceae . . was
the so-called ' Cannon-ball tree '.

t Ca*nnon-ba:sket. Obs. A gabion.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. (17031 II. vm. 410 The Govern-

our . . brought away their Cannon Baskets, and many Armes.
1656 Dl'card Gate Lat. Un/. § 905 With Ordnance, placed
beninde Canon-baskets (filled with earth'. 1687 I. Richards
Journ. Siege of Buda 10 Cannon-Baskets and t aggots were
brought to the Tower, in order to the raising a Battery.

Cannon-bit: see Cannon sb. 4.

Ca nnon-bo ne. [f. Cannon sb.* as being tube-

or reed-shaped ; in F. canon.'] The single bones
between the knee or hough and fetlock of the fore

and hind leg (of a horse or other quadruped),

the metacarpal and metatarsal bones respectively.

1834 Sir C. Bell Hand 92 When we look in front, instead
of the four metacarpal bones, we see one strong bone, the
cannon bone. 1854 Owen in Circ. Sc. ti865 l II. 83/1 The
single bone [of ox], called ' cannon-bone ', which articulates

with both these carpal bones, does not answer to the single
1 cannon-bone ' in the horse, but to the metatarsals of both
the third and the fourth digits. 1872 Nicholson Pa/wont.
400 These are anchylosed together in the adult, and form a
single mass which is known as the ' canon-bone*.

Cannoned (kxnand), a. [f. Cannon sb. +
-an Furnished with cannon.
1869 M Arnold South. Night vi, There, where Gibral-

tar's cannon'd steep O'erfrowus the wave.

Cannoneer (^koenoni ' j). Also 6- cannonier.
[a. F. canonnier It. cannoniere, Sp. caiionero,

Pg. canhoneiro'. see Cannon and -eeb.1

An artilleryman who manages the laying and
firing of a cannon ; a gunner.
156* Act 5 E/iz. v. 5 12 Gunners, commonly called Canon-

eers. 1590 Marlowe 2nd pt. Tambur/. 111. iii. ad fin., To
save our cannoneers from musket-shot. 1591 Garrard,4;7
Warre 303 The Cannoniers ought to be readie. 1674 Wallis
in Kigaud Corr. Sci. Men {1841) II. 588 Practical cannon-
eers., find the random of a bullet very different from the
parabola. 1795 in Nicolas Ditp. Ae/ton (1846) VII. Introd.

77 Ordnance stores for the siege, and cannoniers. 1855
Macaulay //.-.'. /'.;. III. 244 'I he Irish cannoneers stood
gallantly to their pieces.

Hence Cannonee ring vbl. sb., management of

cannon; cannonading.
1756 Burke Vind. Aat. Soc. Wks. I. 31 The present per-

fection of gunner)*, cannoneering, bombarding, mining, and
all these species of artificial . .cruelty.

+ Ca nnonery. Obs. Also 7 canonrie. [cf.

F. cannoniere= Sp. caflonera^] See quot.; also a

loop-hole to shoot out at.

[1598 Barret Theor. Warret Gloss. 249 Cannonera, a
Spanish word, and is the place or roome where the Cannon
is placed in a hulwarke.] Ibid. v. ii. 130 Make the Can-
noneries that they may shoot from aboue. 1611 Florid
Casamatta, a casamat, a canonrie.

Ca nnoning, vbl. sb. [f. Cannon v. + -ing V]

1. The discharge of cannon ; the noise of this

discharge ; any similar action or its noise.

1607 Brewer Lingua 1. i. iR.) The loud cannoning of
thunder-bolts. 1691 (see Cannon v. iJ.

2. The making a cannon at billiards ; a coming
into violent collision.

1864 [see Cannon v. 2J. t88i Titties 14 Feb. 4/2 In riding

for gates, .there was crowding and cannoning.

Cannon-proof, sb. and a, [see Proof.]

A. sb. Impenetrability to cannon-shot
;

safety

from cannon
;
cannon-proof armament.

1601 Cornwallves Fss. ii. xxix. (1631I 42 Put him in a
Castle by Cannon proofe well guarded. 161 1 Beaum. & Fl.
Ring A'o A". 111. ii, If I might stand still in cannon-proof,
and nave fame fall upon me, I would refuse it.

B. adj. Impenetrable to cannon-shot
;

proof

against cannon.
163a G. Hi'ghes Saints Losse 37 It's canon-proofe, and a

wall impregnable 1 1667 Eari. Orrery State L.ett. (1743)
II. 222,1 endeavour to make my batteries at Kingsale can-
non proof. 1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3100/4 The Lodgment on
the Right was made Cannon proof.

Cannonry (karnanri). [f. Cannon sb. + -ST :

cf. musketry, gunnery.]
1. Discharge of cannon, cannonading.
1839-40 W. Irving Wo/fert's R. (1855) 157 Their columns

were ripped up by cannonry. 1873 Mrowninc. R,d Cot/.

1 At. Ca/> 114 Had not the dreadful cannonry drowned all.
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2. Artillery, cannon collectively.

1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi W. n, Long live the
Duke !—how roared the cannonry!

3. nonce-use. Cannoneers as a force.

1866 Ruskin Crenvti Wild Olive 210 You may have to call

yourselves ' Cannonry ' instead of chivalry.

Ca'nnon-shot. [see Shot sb.~\

1. The shooting or discharge of a cannon.
1606 Hieron Win, I. 46 If Hee had done it by cannon

shot. 1876 Bancroft Hist. 17. S. III. xiii. 199 Triple line

was formed, out of reach of cannon-shot.

2. Ammunition shot from a cannon ; balls or

other ' shot ' for a cannon.
1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, UL Hi. 79 These haughtie wordes

of hers Haue battred me like roaring Cannon-shot. 1653
Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxxvii, These are cannon-shot. 1687
Lotid. Gaz. No. 2282/6 Ply'd with Bombs and Cannon-shot.

1871 Joaquin Miller Songs Italy (1878J 119 The hail like

cannon-shot struck the sea.

3. The distance a cannon will throw a ball ; the

range of a cannon.
1580 Sir R. Bingham in Spenser's Wks. (Grosartl I. 463,

I entered the harbour . . within canon shottc of the fortress.

170a Lond. Gaz. No. 3844/4 Out of Cannon-shot of that

Town. 1790 Beatson Nav. Mil. Mem. (1804) 327 To
approach within cannon-shot.

Cannopy, Cannow(e,obs. ff. Canopy, Canoe.
Cannos, variant of Canous a. Obs.

Cannot (karnfft), the ordinary modern way of

writing can not : see Can v.

|| Cannula (kje*ni/?la). Surg. Also {incorrectly)

canula. [a. L. cannula 1 small reed or pipe *,

dim. of canna (q.v.)reed, pipe.] A tubular instru-

ment introduced into a cavity or tumour in order

to allow the escape of fluid.

1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Compit. xiv. 484 Let a Cannula be
made of a Linnen Rag besmear'd with White Wax. 1754-

64 Smellie Midivif. I. 229 Blowing into the mouth with a
silver canula so as to expand the lungs. 1866 Flint
Princ. Pract. Med. (1880) 148 A canula or hollow needle
introduced into the chest. 1876 Foster Phys. 11. iv. (1879)

378 When a ureter is divided . . and a cannula inserted.

Ca'nnular, a. [f. prec. + -ab.] Of the form
of a cannula, tubular.

1823 H. H. Wilson Wks. (1864) III. 386 A sort of canular
trochar. 1847 in Craig.

Ca'nnulate, -ated, a. Also canu-. [f. as

prec. + -ate + -ED.] a. Made of a tubular shape,

tubular; b. Channelled or grooved.
1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. VXIL 288 Putting a cannu-

lated Catheter into the Wound. 1707 Sloane Jamaica 1. 171
Furrowed or cannulated calyces. 1775 Ellis in Phil.
Tram. LXVI. 4 A regular cannulated appearance 011 the
surface. 1805 Med. Jml. XIV. 4goThecanulated catheter.

1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cannulate, tubular.

t Ca'nnule. ? Obs. In 8 camile. [ad. L.

cannula : see above.] A minute canal or channel.

1718 Blair in Phil Trans. XXX. 894, I find one Canulo
entring the Bone from the sides of the Orifice for the Care-
tide Artery.

Canny (kce-ni\ a. Sc. Also in north Eng.
dial, conny. [A comparatively modern word

:

not found before 1 7th c. App. f. Can v. in sense
* to know how, be able \ or the derived Sc. sb.

Can, ' knowledge, skill * + -Y : cf. Sw. kunnig.
Canny, conny; thus originally was nearly = cun-
nand, cunning in its primary sense. But it has
developed an extensive series of meanings, two or

three of which are in common use in Eng. literature

to denote qualities considered characteristically

Scotch. It is also current in the North of Eng-
land as far south as Lancashire and the Humber,
but in senses more or less distinct from the Scotch.]

1. Knowing, sagacious, judicious, prudent
;
wary,

cautious. Sc. arch.

1637 Rutherford Lett, lxxxiii. (1862) I. 212 Men's canny
wisdom, who, in this storm, take the nearest shore and go
to the lee and calm side of the Gospel, a 1661 Ibid. 1. xi.

(Jam.) I trust in God, to use the world, as a canny or cun-
ning master doth a knave-servant ;—he giveth him no
handling or credit, a 1662 Baillie Lett. (1775) II. 138
(Jam.) The Parliament is wise to make, in a canny and a
safe way, a wholesome purgation, a 1758 Ramsay Poems
(1800) II. 256 Ye gales that . . please the canny boatman.

b. esp. Cautious in worldly matters, worldly-
wise, shrewd, having a constant eye to the main
chance. (A somewhat sneering application of the
Scotch word by English writers to 'a low pru-
dence or roguish sagacity, which southern people
are pleased to attribute to their northern kinsfolk'
{Chambers' Jml,^. Perh. from Scott's use.
1816 Scott Antiq. xxxviii, ' If ye'Il let me hear the ques-

tion,' said Edie, with the caution of a canny Scotchman,
* I'll ull you whether I'll answer it or no.' 1852 Miss Yonge
Cameos 11877) H« v«* 90 Starving out the English, as the
canny Scotch had so often done. 1870 Lowell Study Wind.
145 It [the Hohenzollern] was an able and a canny house,
a Scotch version of the word able, which implies thrift and
an eye to the main chance. 1878 Holbrook Hyg. Brain 53
As they say in canny Scotland.

f2. Cunning, artful, wily. Sc. Obs. or arch.
ax66x Baillie Lett. (1775) II. 67 (Jam.) Mr. Marshall .

.

by canny conveyance, got a sub-committee nominate accord-
ing to his mind.—Vines, Herle, &c. . .seeing us excluded by
Marshal's cunning, would not join. 1794 Ritson Sc. Songs

Vol. II.

I. 269 (Jam.)Well does the canny kimmer ken, They gar the
scuds gae glibber down.

3. Skilful, clever, 'cunning' (in the old sense).

Canny wife : 'wise woman', midwife {Fr./emme
sage) ; hence canny moment : moment of child-

birth. Sc. arch.
1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 15 (Jam.) [They] did with care

the canny knack impart Unto their bairns. 1790 Shirrefs
Poems 266 (Jam.) A skilly wife, our parish howdy ; Wha did
her jobs sae freely canny. 1810 Chomek Nithsdale
Song- App. 335 (Jam.i When the pangs of the mother seized

his beloved wife, a servant was ordered to fetch the cannie
wife who lived across the Nith. 1815 Scott Guy M. i, ' Ye'll

be come in the cannie moment I'm thinking.'

t 4. Supernatural ly wise, endowed with occult

or magical power. Sc. Obs.

1768 Ross Rock -V Wt* pickle Tow (Jam.) She was ne'er

ca'd chancy, but canny and slim. 1816 Scott Bt. Dwarf iv,

His popular epithet soon came to be Canny Elshie, or
the Wise Wight of Mucklestane Moor.

f 5. Lucky, fortunate, prosperous. Sc. Obs.

1715 Pennecuik Poems 62 (Jam.i Farewel, old Calins, kan-
nie all thy life. 1721 Ramsay Poet's Wish H, Whaever
by his canny fate, Is master of a good estate.

b. Lucky or safe to meddle with
;

esp. with

negative. Cf. Uncanny. Sc.

1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk in. v, Word gae'd she was na
kanny. 1829 Scott De?nonol. v. 161 Which are not supposed
to he themselves altogether canny.

6. Careful, frugal, thrifty. (An archaic Sc. sense,

which has been taken up in English to characterize

a quality considered specially Scotch.)

1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. I. ii, Whate'er he wins, I'll

guide with canny care, c 1800 Maxim, ' lie canny with the

sugar!' 1866 Howells Venet. Life 267 The number.,
and cost of the dishes were carefully regulated by the canny
Republic's laws. 1872 Spectator 7 Sept. 1129A business-
like, thrifty, canny, constitutional government.

7. Careful or cautious in motion or action

;

hence, quiet, gentle, ' soft ' of speech ; free from
commotion, disturbance, or noise. Said of persons

or animals, in their action, speech, or disposition

;

and also applied to things, as running water, the

sea, wind, etc. i,The usual sense in modern Scotch.)

178s Burns Colter's Sat. Nt. iv, Some tentie rin A cannie
errand to a neebor town. 1786 — Saint. Auld Mare v,

Hamely, tawie, quiet and cannie. 1814 Scott Wav. Ix,

'The plaids [Highlanders] were gay canny, and did not do
so much mischief.' 1822 — Pirate v, ' Speak her fair

and canny.' 1820 Glenjergus II. 341 (Jam.) The canniest
hand about a sick bed. x86i Ramsay Remin. v. ied. 18)

125 Mounted upon a Highland pony as being the canniest
baste. Mod, Sc. A cannie laddie. Cannie Nannie, a
species of wild bee not given to stinging.

b. Of humour : Quiet, sly, ' pawky'. (Sc., and
used by Eng. writers as characteristic of Scotch

humour.)
1876 Green Short Hist. viiL § 2. 464 His canny humour

lights up the political and theological controversies of the
time.

8. Quiet, easy,snug, comfortable, pleasant, cosy.6V.
a 1758 Ramsay Poems (1800) I. 44 (Jam.) Edge me into some

canny post. Ibid. II. 227 (Jam.) A canny soft and flowery
den. 1787 Burns pp. James Smith xviii, Cannie, in some
cozie place, They close the day. Mod. She [a servant] has
a gey cannie place.

0. Agreeable to the eyes or perception, tidy,

seemly, comely ; good, worthy, c nice very satis-

factory. In the north of England (in some parts

pronounced conny) a general epithet of approba-

tion or satisfaction, as in 'Canny Newcastle', 'the

Canny Town'. In N.Lancashire, 'of good size or

amount'. (Cf. the vulgar ' a tidy bit of money
and the like.) Not a Scotch sense.

i8oz R. Anderson Cumbrld. Ball. 40 Tom Linton was
bworn till a brave canny fortune. 1821 Mrs. Wheeler
Westmrld. Dial. 99 Saa yee awt else et wur conny while
yee stayd? 1863 in Robson Bards of Tyne 237 We wish to

be cleanly and canny. 1870 Lancash. Gloss. (E. D. S.) s.v.,

'Jim had supp't a conny lot.' 187s Whitby Gloss., Conny,
seemly :

' she's conny beeath te feeace an te follow.' 1877
Holderness GL, 'A conny lahtle bayn' [=bairn].

10. Also used advb.
; esp. in phr. to ca' canny :

to go cautiously, quietly, gently, carefully, warily.

a 1796 Burns My Nannie O vi, I maun guide it cannie, o.

1804 Tarras Poems 82 (Jam.) The troddling burnie i' the
glen Glides ctnnie o'er its peebles sma\ 18x4 Saxon
Gael III. 73 (Jam.) 'Chaps like them suld ca' canny.' 1816
Scott Antiq. vii, 'Canny now, lad—canny now—tak tent,

and tak time.' 1822 Galt Entail I. 239 ijam.) 'But,
Charlie and Bell, ca' canny.*

Canoe (kan/7*), sb. Forms : a. 6-8 canoa, 7
cannoa ; 0. 6-8 canow(e, 7 cannow(e, canou(e,
7-8 canoo

; 7. 7- eaano, cano, 7-8 cannoe, 8-
canoe. [In i6thc. canoa, a. Sp. canoa, a. Haytian
canoa, the native name found in use by Columbus.
Canoa continued in Eng. use into the i8thc, but
before 1600 there appeared a parallel form canow,
used with varieties of spelling into the 18th c,
which was apparently an Eng. modification of

canoa ; in the course of the 1 7th c. appeared the

forms caano, cano, canno, canoo, cannoe, and canoe,

of which cano is also the Du., and canoe an earlier

Fr. form (in Cauxois' transl. of Acosta 1600).
•(The mod. F. canot is considered by Diez and Scheler a
dim. of OF. cane ship, boat (prob. of Teut. origin : cf. LG.

kane, Du. kaan, Ger, kahu, also L. canna small vessel,
gondola) ; but it is perh. the word canoe spelt according to a
mistaken etymology. It is not however the equivalent of
canoe in English, but means simply ' little boat '.)]

1. A kind of boat in use among uncivilized

nations : a. Originally applied to those of the

West Indian aborigines, which were hollowed out

of a single tree-trunk, and thence to those of other

savages, or of pre-historic men, of this construction,

b. Extended to those of other races and other con-

struction, and used generally for any rude craft in

which uncivilized people go upon the water; most
savages use paddles instead of oars, whence ' canoe'
is sometimes understood to be any vessel pro-

pelled by paddles (cf. sense 2).

a. 1555 Hi>kn Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 45 The Indian lan-
guage. Canoa, a boate or barke. Ibid. 1. i. Arb.) 66 Theyr
lighters or small buates (whiche they call Canons . . Tlieyr
boates are made only of one tree, made holow with a cer-

tain sharpe stone. .And are very long*' and narowe. Many
alTirme that they haue sene some of them with lortie ores.

a 1618 Raleigh invent. Shipping 5 The Boate of one true

called the Canoa. 1622 R. Hawkins I'oy. S. Sea 1 1847) 90
With cannoas, which they have in this coast so great, that

they cawy seventie and eightie men in one of them. 1697
DAMPIER Voy. 1172a) I. 29 Canoa's .. arc nothing but the
Tree it self made hollow lioatwise. 1727 A. Hamilton New
Acc. E. hid. II. xxxviii. 71 The People come thronging on
Board in their Canoaes.

£>. 1590 Greens Fr. Bacon (1630) 40 Persia [shall] downs
her Volga by Canows, Send downe the secrets of her
spicerie. 1613 \V. Browne Brit. Past. 1. ii, In a boate like

the cannowes of Inde. 1661 Hickeringill Jamaica 48 In
Boats and Canoues. 1756 Nugent Gr. Ttmr I. 78 An In-

dian canow brought from the straights of Davis.

7. 1622-62 HeVLIN Cosmogr. IV. (16S2 1 143 Making
Caanos or Boats. 1637 HEYWOOD Royal Shi/1 9 Such the
Indian Canooes. 1665 G. Havers P. delta I'alle's Trav.
E. Ind. 343 Little Canoos which are long narrow boats, but
like troughs out of firm trees'. 1685 Phil. Trans. XV. <,So

Rowed up the River Mississippi, in a Canot. 1719 W.
Wood Surv. Trade 167 To work in any Cannoe or Wherry.
1760 T. Ht tchinson Hist. Col. Mass. v. 117651 467 They
had two sorts of canoos. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Atner.
(17831 I. 115 Canoes, .rudely formed out of the trunk of a
single tree. 1825 Bro. Jonathan II. 29 Our birch canoe
dipping, with every motion of the paddle. 1837 W, Ikying
Capt. Bonneville 1. 78 [He] descended the Platte from this

fork, in skin canoes. 1865 Llkhock J'reh. 'Times xiii, 1 1R691

429 Each canoe being formed from a single trunk, probably
hollowed by fire.

2. In civilized use : A small light sort of boat

or skiff propelled by paddling.
The ordinary canoe is made of thin board, galvanized

iron, caoutchouc, paper, etc.. and like the kayak of the

Esquimaux is covered in, except the small space occupied
by the canoeist ; it is propelled by a paddle having a blade
at each end ; but so-called ' Indian ' or ' Canadian canoes

',

which are open, and hold several persons, are also in use as

pleasure-boats, and are propelled by a singlediladed paddle.

1799 Caldron or Follies ofCambridge 9 Some mount the
broad-built sloop, while others woo The well-oar'd funuey
or the slim canoo. 1807 Southey Espriella's Lett. II. 63
Many of the smaller boats [on the Isis] had only a single

person in each ; and in some of these he sat face-forward,

leaning back as in a chair, and plying with both hands a
double-bladed oar in alternate strokes. .One of these canoes
is, I was assured, so exceedingly light that a man can
carry it. 1818 Visit to Oxford 50 A young man who was
drowned just below Folly Bridge by the over-setting uf a
dangerous kind of boat called a canoe, much used for

pleasure till forbidden by the Governor of the university.

1865 J. Macgregor {title) A thousand miles in the Rob Roy
Canoe. Pop, Sotig ' Paddle your own canoe '.

3. attrib. and Comb., as canoe burial, travelling

;

canoe-man ; canoe-lihe, -shaped {shape) adjs. ; also

canoe birch, a name for Bctula papyracca

;

canoe-song, a song sung by a canoeist while

afloat ; canoe wood, the wood of the Tulip tree.

1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 349/2 Betnla papyracea, the paper
or "canoe birch. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. xii. 352
With this belief the *canoe-buriaI of the North West and of

Patagonia hangs together. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 359
A number of long, narrow, *canoe-like boats, of light draft.

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1859) 360 Quoth Hanse
to the black *canoe man. 1885 F. Pollock in Macnt.
Mag. Feb. 261/2 An expert canoeman will almost turn it

round with one twist of the paddle. 1882 W. Boyd Aquatics
in Canada, One of the most popular French *canoe-songs.

i
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 341/2 Tulip-tree . . in America,

' where it is native, it is also known by the names White
1
wood, *Canoe wood, Saddle-tree, etc.

CailOe (kan«-)> v. Also 9 canoo. [f. prec. sb.]

intr. To paddle or propel a canoe ; to move as

in a canoe. To canoe it (colloq.) : to do the

journey in a canoe.
184a Nabob at Home in Athen&um 3 Dec, Stretching

out the muslin, and canooing forward on his heels with-

out getting up. 1883 Harper's Mag. Apr. 692/2 Many
enterprising souls . would have . .

bicycled, or canoed. 1884

Ibid. Jan. 304/1 You go on your, vacation trip, canoeing it

. . to Lake George.

Canoeing ikam7-irj\ vbl. sb. [f. prec. + -ing 1
.]

The practice of paddling a canoe. Also attrib.

1870 Daily New* 10 Oct., When it was not the fashion to

I

regard, .the Nile as a punting and canoeing stream. 1871

Ibid. 27 Sept., Recognised canoeing, .dates, .from the pub-

j
Iication of the cruise of the Rob Roy in 1865. Since then

' a literature of canoeing has sprung up.

Canoeist . kan?7-ist\ (Also canoist ;
spurious

! fern, -iste.) [see -ist.] One who paddles a canoe.

1865 Macgregor Rob Roy in Baltic 2 The hard-won
10
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experience of a former voyage was a great advantage to

the canoist. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount. <y Mere xviii. 155

Panting canoeists stop for a refresher. 187a M. Collins

Pr. Clarice I. ii. 30 The pretty canoiste can move silently

along the river with unfatiguing strokes of the paddle.

Canon 1 (karnan). Forms: 4-5 canoun, (5

canown;, 6-8 cannon, 1, 3- canon. [Found in

OE. as canon, a. L. canon rule, a. Gr. navwv rule.

Early ME. had ca-non, prob. from OE., and canun t

canown, a. OF. canun, canon, the Fr. descendant

of the L. Senses 1 2-14 are of obscure origin ; some

or all may belong to Cannon, in F. spelt canon.]

1. A rule, law, or decree of the Church ;
esp. a

rule laid down by an ecclesiastical Council. The

canon (collectively' = Canon law : see b.

The Canons, in Ch. of Engl. = ' The Constitutions and
Canons Ecclesiastical ' agreed upon by Convocation, and
ratified by King James I under the Great Seal in 1603.

c 890 K. Alfred Bmda iv. xxiv. (Bosw.) Canones boc. <f 900

Laws ofMl/red in Thorpe II. 376 (Bosw. Dacanonas
openlice beodab. a 1300 Cursor M. 26290 Als be hali canon

[v.r. -oun] vs sais bat scrift on sere-kin sines lais. 1451

Treaty w. Scotl. in Rymer Foedera 1 1710) XI. ab8

Maister Robert Dobbes, Doctor of Canon. 1489 Caxton
Faytes of A. IV. ix. 254 The canon deffendeth expresly

al manere of bataille and violent hurt. 1597 Hooker
EccL Pol. v. lxi. § 2 A sacred canon of the sixth reverend

synod. x6ox Shaks. All's Well \. i. 158 Selfe-loue, which

is the most inhibited sinne in the Cannon. 1658 Bram-
hall Consecr. Bps. vii. 171 The Papall Canons were never

admitted for binding Lawes in England. 1817 Hali.am
Const. Hist. (1876) I. vi 303 A code of new canons had

recently been established in convocation with the King's

assent. 1859 Jephson Brittany viii. 131 A priest is ex*

pressly forbidden by the canons . . to enter a public inn.

b. Cation law { formerly law canon : cf. F. droit

canon) : ecclesiastical law, as laid down in decrees

of the pope and statutes of councils. ^See Gratian,

Dist. Hi. § 2.)

c 1340 Cursor M. 26290 (Fairf.) Squa sais high Canoun bat

is wise, bat shrift on mani synnis lise. i387Trkvisa///^^/c«

118651 U- tI 7 (Mitt.) By dome of lawe canoun. ("1400

Apol. Loll. 73 Law canoun is callid law ordeynid of prelats

of the kirk. 1494 Fabvan VI t. 526 They sent y- estudy-

auntys of y lawe, canon & cyuyle. 1511 in W. H. Turner
Select. Records Oxford 7 John Prynne, bachiller of Canon.
155a Am*. Hamilton Catech. (1884)1 Doctours of Theologie
and Canon law. a 1586 Ansiv. Carttvright 3 The common
Lawes are against the cannon I>awes in many hundreth
poyntes. 1765 Bi.ackstone Comm. 1. Introd. 82 The canon
law is a body of Roman ecclesiastical law, relative to such
matters as that church either has, or pretends to have, the
proper jurisdiction over. This is compiled from the opinions

of the antient Latin fathers, the decrees of general councils,

the decretal epistles and bulles of the holy see. 1850
Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. f 1 863) 331 Where he made
himself master of civil and canon law.

2. gen. a. A law, rule, edict (other than ecclesi-

astical
1

, b. A general rule, fundamental principle,

aphorism, or axiom governing the systematic or

scientific treatment of a subject; e.g. canons of

descent or inheritance; a logical, grammatical, or
metrical canon ; canons of criticism, taste, art, etc.

1588 Frkvnce Lawiers Log. 1. ii. 7 b, Such rules, maximaes,
canons, axioms . . or howsoever you tearme them. 1602 Shaks.
IIam.\. ii. 132 Or that the Euerlasting had not fixt His Cannon
'gainst Selfe-slaughter. 1607 — Cor. I. x. 26 Against the
hospitable Canon. 1638 Milton Vacat. Exercise, Sub-
stance with his Canons ; which Ens. .explains. 1788 Reid
Aristotle's Log. v. ii. 113 They have reduced the doctrine of
the topics to certaine axioms or canons. z8o6 Med. Jml.
XV. 1 34 The canons of pathology. 1869 Rogers /Vr^^Lraw
Smith s IV. N. I. 17 The indirect taxation of France violated
every canon of financial prudence and equity. 1874 Sayce
Compar. Philot.'x. 58 The canons of taste and polite literature.

1879 Farrar St. Paul I. 613 We may assume it as a canon
of ordinary criticism that a writer intends to be understood.

C. A standard of judgement or authority ; a test,

criterion, means of discrimination.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 497 Moreouer, he made that

which workmen call Canon, that is to say, one absolute
piece of worke, from whence artificers do fetch their
draughts, simetries, and proportions. 1651 Hobbes Govt. Hf

Soc. xvii. § 16. 313 The sacred Scripture is. .the Canon and
Rule of all Evangelicall Doctrine. 1869 Gouldurn Purs.
Holiness vii. 65 This Lord's Prayer, what a canon does it-

supply for testing and correcting our spiritual state. 1874
W. Wai.lace Hegel's Logic § 52. 93 [Reason] is a canon,
not an organon of truth, and can furnish only a criticism of
knowledge.

t 3. Mailt. A general rule, formula, table
; esp.

a table of sines, tangents, etc. Obs.
c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 32 Lok how many howTes

thilke coniunccion is fro the Midday of the day precedent,
as shewith by the canoun of thi kalender. 1504 Blundevil
Exerc. XL (ed. 7) 130 If you shall not finde in the Canon, the
Sine which by your calculation is found. 1656 tr. Hobbes'
Elcm. Philos. 118391 292 The straight line BV. .if computed
by the canon of signs. 1706 Phillips, In Mathematicks,
Cannon is an infallible Rule to resolve all things of the same
Nature with the present Inquiry. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v.
Canon, Natural Canon of Triangles is a table of sines, tan-
gents, and secants together. .Artificial Canon of Triangles
is a table wherein the logarithms of sines and tangents are
laid down. 1798 Hutton Course Math. (1807) II. 3 A
1 ngonometrical Canon, is a table.

4. The collection or list of books of the Kible
accepted by the Christian Church as genuine and
inspired. Also trans/. Any set of sacred books.
1381 Wvcuf Afoc Prol. In the bigynnyng of canon,

ls
-
of 'h?Ji°l< of Genesis, is,, T . Norton Calvin's

inst. i. 13 b, What reuerence is due to the Scripture, and

what bookes are to be reckened in the canon therof. 1641

J. Jackson True Evang. T. 11. 116 S. Andrew the Apostle

. . added nothing to the Canon of Scripture. 1870 Max
Muller Sc. Relig. (1873) 29 The process by which a canon

of sacred books is called into existence. 1882 Farrar Early
Chr. I. 08 The Epistle to the Hebrews is not a work of St.

Paul, but it is pre-eminently worthy of its honoured place in

the Canon.

t 5. A canonical epistle. See Canonical 3.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 25 3 Saynt John that saith in his

canone, We have, etc. t$o*Ord. Crysten Men 11. L (W. de
W. i5o6)84Wherfore sayth well saynt lames in his canon.

6. The portion of the Mass included between the

Preface and the Pater, and containing the words of

consecration.
a 1300 Cursor M'. 21100 J>e first mess bat sent petre sang.

Was bar ban na canon fang Bot pater-noster in baa dais, Na
langer canon was, it sais. 139s Purvey Kemonstr. 11851)

42 After the sacringe, in the canoun of the masse, a 1450
A'nt. de la TouraB6&) 40. 153a More Confut. Tindale
Wks. 490/2 Luter himself casting away the holy canon of
y* masse. 1656 Bp. Hall Tracts (1677' 43 It was the

farther solemnizing and beautifying that holy action which
brought the Canon in. 1781 Gibbon Decl. F* VL xlv.

605 He officiated in the canon of the mass. 1868 Hook
Lives Abps. II. 11. iii. 284 note, The canon or rule was the
part of the service containing the actual consecration.

n^7. A/us. A species of musical composition in

which the different parts take up the same subject

one after another, either at the same or at a different

pitch, in strict imitation.

A passage in Burney's Hist. Music (1781) 480 suggests as
an earlier meaning :

' The rule by which a composition (in

canon-form >, which is only partially indicated in the score,

can be read out by the performers in full.' Cf. quot. 1609.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 104 Of how manie parts the
Canon is, so manie Cliefes do they set at the beginning of
the verse. 1609 Docland Ornith. Microl. 48 A Canon
..is an imaginarie rule, drawing that part of the Song
which is not set downe out of that part which is set downe.
Or it is a Rule, which doth wittily discouer the secret of a
Song. 1795 Mason Ch. Mus. 1. 54 Such Organists as were
Masters of Canon, Fugue, and Counterpoint. 1869 Ouse-
ley Counterp. xxiii. § 13 The closest stretto should be re-

served for the end. .especially if it be introduced in canon.

b. A long hymn, used in the Eastern Church,
consisting of eight odes, each of many stanzas.

186a Q. Rev. Apr. 338 If we might venture . . to name the
characteristics of these canons, we should say richness and
repose, and a continuous thread of Holy Scripture .. woven
into them.

8. a. 'In old Records, a Prestation, Pension, or

Customary payment upon some religious Account 1

(Phillips 1706). From Roman Law.
1633 Cave Ecclesiastici Introd. 51 He restor'd the Corn-

Canon, las they call'd it 1 the yearly Allowance of Corn,
which Constantine had settled upon the Church. 17*6
Ayliffe Parerg. 139 Which Allowance was, by the ancient
Lawyers, called a Canon, and not a Prebend, as now it is.

1847 79 Halliwell, Canon, a portion of a deceased man's
goods exacted by the priest,

b. A quit-rent. [cf. Littre\ Canon 10.]

1643 Prynne Power Pari. App. 164 Therefore to sus-

taine the burthens of Peace, the demesne was instituted,

(which among the Lawyers Is called Canon 1. 1774 Bp.
Hallifax Anal. Rom. Lazv (1795) 69 On condition that the

Tenant shall improve the Lands, and pay a yearly Canon
or Quit-Rent to the Proprietor.

9. A chief epoch or era, serving to date from
(Gr. Kavwv xP0VlK^ \ a basis for chronology. Cf.

canon monument in 15.

1833 Cruse Fusebius vi. xxu. 242 A certain canon com-
prising a period of sixteen years. 1876 Birch Rede Led.
Egypt 1 1 The Turin papyrus, the canon of history, a list of
all tne kings.

b. Paschal Canon : the rule for finding Easter,

to which was often appended a table of the dates

of Easter and the feasts varying with it for a series

of years.

1717-51 Chambers Cycl. %.v.Cantm, Paschal'Canon, a table

of the moveable feasts, shewing the day of Easter, and the
other feasts depending on it, for a cycle of nineteen years.

10. a. (See quot.)

1717 51 Chambers Cycl., Canon, in monastic orders, a book
wherein the religious of every convent have a fair transcript

of the rules of their order, frequently read among them as

their local statutes.

b. 'The list of saints acknowledged and canon-
ized by the Church ' (Chambers Cycl. 1727-51).

11. Printing. A size of type-body equal to 4-line

Pica; the largest size of type-body that has a specific

name.
So called perhaps as being that used for printing the canon

of the Mass ; but Tory is said by Reed (op. cit. 361 to have
used the term Canon for letter cut according to rule— lettres
deforme—as distinguished from lettres bastardes.
1683 Moxon MecA. Exerc., French Canon 17! [types] to a

foot. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. iii. 119/2 Canon, the
great Canon is the name of the largest Letter for Printing
that is used in England. 17*1 Bailey, Canon, iwith
Printers) a large sort of Printing Letter. 1887 T. B. Reeo
O. Eng. Lett. Foundries, 36 The Canon of the Mass was
. .printed in a large letter, and it is generally supposed that
this size of letter being ordinarily employed in the large
Missals, the type-lxxly took its name accordingly ; a suppo-
sition which is strengthened by its German name of Missal.
12. (See quot.)
1696 Phillips, Canon.,* Surgeon's Instrument, made use

of for the sewing up of Wounds. 17a! in Bailey ; 1755 in
Johnson; and in mod. Diets. (Not in Syd. Soc. Lex.)
13. ^See quot.)

1847-78 Halliwell, Canons, the first feathers of a hawk
after she has mewed. [Perh. the same as Cannon : cf. Sp.
canon a quill.]

14 A metal loop or ' ear 1
at the top of a bell,

by which it is hung. Also written Cannon (sb* 5).
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 461/a This is called a St. Bell,

because it hath not Canons on the head to fasten it to the
stock. 1878 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 219 [Bells] are first

carefully secured by iron bolts and braces through the
ears or ' canons ' to the stock. 188a School Guardian No.
315. 12 The height of the bell from the lip to the top of the
canons is 8 ft.

15. attrib. and Comb.
y
as canon law (see 1 b),

-lauyer, -making, monument (cf. 9), rule, type

(cf. 11) : canon-like, -wise adjs.

1601 Bp. Barlow Defence 99 We acknowledge it "Canon-
like, but not Canonicall. 1659 Baxter Key Cath. xxv. 147
This is a cheaper way of *Canon-making in a comer. 1631
R. Byfield Doctr. Sabb. 149 You finde nothing . . in any .

.

*cannon monument, and register of Antiquitie. 1603
Holland Plutarch's Mor. 33 The very *Canon rule, and
paterne of all vertue. 1641 Milton Reform. Wits. 1738 I. 7
An insulting and only *Canon-wise Prelate.

Canon 2 (kse^nari). Forms: (1 canonic), 3
canon, 3-4 canun, canoun, 3-4 chanun, 3-5
chanoun, 4-7 chanon, 5 chanowne, (cannon),
6-7 channon, 6- canon. [Found in OK. in the

form canonicy ad. L. canonic-us, a late L. sb. use

of the adj. canotiicus Canonic, f. canon rule, etc.

:

see prec. L. canonic-us gave It. canottico
t
Sp.

canonigo, Pr. canorgue. Cat. and Pr. canonge,

ONF. canonie
}
later canovne, central F. chanoine,

derive from a late L. form *canonius : cf. cancmia

in Do Cange. The I2thc. Eng. form was canu n,

later ME. canown : apparently an adaptation of

the ONF. canonie (pron. kaxurnya), with the end-

ing imperfectly represented (perh. by confusing

with Canon sbX). When this was subsequently

influenced by French of Paris, the central Fr.

chanoine was represented in Eng. by chanun, cha-

noun
t
so common in 14-15^ c. But canon re-

appeared in the l6thc. and is the surviving form,

running together with the preceding Canon K so

that many dictionaries treat the two as one word.]

1. EccL Hist. A clergyman (including clerks in

minor orders) living with others in a clergy-house

(claustrum\ or (in later times) in one of the

nouses within the precinct or close of a cathedral

or collegiate church, and ordering his life accord-

ing to the canons or rules of the church. This
practice of the canottica vita or canonical life

began to prevail in the 8th c. ; in the nth c. it

was, in some churches, reformed by the adoption

of a rule (based upon a practice mentioned by
St. Augustine) that clergymen so living together

should renounce private property : those who em-
braced this rule were known as Augustinian
(Austin) or regular, the others were secular canons.

From the ' regular
1

canons, came in the rath c those who
followed the still stricter rule of Norbert of Premontre\
thence called Premonstratensian Canons. These two
groups of 'canons regular' were popularly distinguished

By the colour of their habits as Black Canons and White
Canons. As these vied, in strictness of living, with the

monastic orders, the difference between a canon regular
and a monk, became in the later Middle Ages (as now in

the R. C. Ch.) so slight that the one is frequently confounded
with the other. Thus Littnf explains * Augustinian Canons'
as ' moines, dits ausM hermites de Saint-Au^ustin '.

c 1*05 Lay. 21 861 Canones ber comen. Ibid. 34289 Canunes
[1J7S many canoun] per weoren. a 1300 Cursor M. 2200a
Cleric, or munk, or canun [v. r. canoun, chanoun]. t 1386
Chavckr Chan. Yem. Prol. 4- T. 20, I demed hym som
Chanon for to be. 1393 Lancl. P. PI. C vi. 157 Bobe
monkes and chanouns. c 1440 I'romp. Pan: 69 Chanone,
chanonicus. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. excii. 168 Preestes

and frerys and chanons and seculeres. 1518 Wriothkslky
Chron. 1 1875) I. 12 All the orders of friers, channons, moncks
of Stratforue and Tower Hill. 1616 Si kh.. & Markh.
Countr. Farm 580 Students, monks, chanons and other

fine and daintie persons. x68a N. O. Boileaus Lutrin 11 21

But Oh ! these Chanters, Chanons make a Pother. 1861

Pearson Early Mid. Ages Eng. 275 An attempt of the

anti-reformers to substitute canons for monks in Winchester
was put down.
1387 Trkvisa Higden (1865^ I. 373 Patrik rered here a

chircne, and dede (*ere chanouns reguler. c 1400 Malnukv.
vii. 79 In the Chirche of Seynt Sepulchre was wont to ben
Chanouns of the ordre of Seynt Augustyn. c i4»5Wyntoun
Cron. 1. Prol. 86 Of Sanct Androwys a chanowne Regulare.

1609 Skenk Reg . Maj. 54 Abbats and Priours of regular
Channons. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. 11858' II. xii. 235
Regular canons, whether in holy orders or not, are always
reckoned among those who are bound to a life of chastity.

1297 R. Glouc 282 Canons ber were Seculers. 1513
Bradshaw St. IVerburg {1848- 137 From secular chanons
to monkes religious. 1531 Dial. Laivs of Eng. 11. xl.

(1638) 132 Goods gotten by a Canon seculer by reason of his

Church . . shall not goe to his successor. 1844 Lingard
Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. xii. 235 The conversion of the

conventual and collegiate clergy into secular Canons. 1868

Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. vii. 85 The chapter was
formed of secular canons.

2. In the Church of England, since the Reforma-

tion, all canons have been secular, and the system

of canons has been retained mainly in connexion

with cathedral churches, where the canons, with
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the dean at their head, constitute the body of

resident ecclesiastical dignitaries, who manage the

cathedral, and (formally) elect the bishop. (See

Chapteb.)
The name of Minor or Petty Canons is now sometimes

given to those clergymen of the cathedral establishment

who assist in performing the daily service, but are not mem-
bers of the chapter. Honorary Canons, are titular members
of the cathedral chapter, who are non-residentiary, and re-

ceive no emoluments. See also Prebendary.
[c 1305 in E. E. P. (1862) 82 Alle be Canouns of be queor.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. XI. 33 Neuer kyng ne kniht ne Canoun
of Seynt poules. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 223/2 Commaund-
yng hym . . that he shold assemble the chanones of Seint

James for to burye thys pylgryme.] 1361 T. Norton Cal-

vin's Inst. IV. v. (1634) 535 There be commonly Canons with

five, six or seven benefices. 1576 Lambarue Peramb.
Kent (1826) 143 A college stored with two and twenty

Chanons. a 1626 Bacon (J.) Deans and canons, or prebends,

of cathedral churches. 1628 Earle Mic rocosm, iil. 8 He is

a main pillar of our Church, though not yet Dean or Canon.

1709 Steele Tatler No. 54 F 3 One of our Petty-Canons.

1765 Blackstone Comm. I. xi. 383 The chapter, consisting

of canons or prebendaries. 1837 Svd. Smith Let. Singleton

Wks. 1859 II. 261/2 You are not a Dean nor a Canon-Resi-

dentiary. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Channings i. 2 He was one

of the senior minor canons,

b. prefixed as a title.

(This fashion has prevailed chiefly since the

appointment of titular or honorary canons.)

1849 Birks Horz Apost. Pref., The late Canon Tate.

Canon, obs. form Cannon, Canion.

Canon (karn'an, karnyan). Also cannon,

canon, Canyon, [a. Sp. cation tube, pipe, conduit,

barrel, cannon, etc. (augm. of caua:—L. canna

reed, pipe, quill, Cane ; thus the same word as

It. cannone, Pg. canhao, Pr. and F. canon. Eng.

cannon, and canion), but spec, applied by the

Spaniards of New Mexico in the sense in which

it has been adopted from them by their English-

speaking neighbours. In order to retain the pro-

nunciation and prevent confusion with canon, which

would result from the frequent want of the Spanish

letter S, ft (enye), in English typography, the

word is frequently spelt Canyon, q. v.]

A deep gorge or ravine at the bottom of which a

river or stream flows between high and often

vertical sides ; a physical feature characteristic of

the Rocky Mountains, Sierra Nevada, and the

western plateaus of North America.
1850 B. Taylor Eldorado xxvii. {1862) 287 The word canon

(meaning, in Spanish, a funnel) has a peculiar adaptation to

these cleft channels through which the rivers are poured.

1863 Lel.fr. Vancouver's 1st. in Daily Tel. 17 Nov. 7/2

Through what is called a cannon (pronounced kanyon), a

vast gorge formed by perpendicular rocks. 1874 Coues
Birds N.-W. 228 Deep, rocky canons, where the dense

foliage and precipitous walls shut out the sun, and a per-

¥:tual twilight prevails. 1882 Geikie Geol. m. 11. ii. § 3. 379
he Grand Canon of the Colorado river is 300 miles long,

and in some places more than 6000 feet in depth.

attrib. 1879 Beerbohm Patagonia y. 65 The tracks sud-

denly turned and went up the canon-side on to the plain,

t CanoneeT. Obs. Also cannonier. [humor-

ously f. Canon 1, after Cannoneer.] One who
makes, cites, or interprets (ecclesiastical) canons;

a canonist ; a zealot or stickler for the canons.

1641 Curates' Confer, in llarl. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 376
They are the curates, who are set to be Cannoniers. 1659

Baxter Key Cath. xvii. 71 We turn this Canon against

the Canoneers. 1681 — Search Schism, i. 1 The Diocesan-

Militants, or Canoneers.

Cauoness (karnones'). [f. Canon 2 + -ess;

cf. F. chanoinesse, in 16th c. also canoniesse; in

med.L. canonica and caiiouissa.']

1. Eccl. Hist. A member ofa college or community
of women living under a rule, but not under a

perpetual vow ; hence, a woman holding a prebend

or canonry in a female chapter. (The Augustinian

Canonesscs are now practically an order of nuns.)

1682 Neios fr. France 36 The Nuns, or Regular Canon-
esses of the Blessed Virgin of the Nunnery of Charron. 1726

Ayliffe Parerg. 140 There are also in Popish Countries,

women which they call Secular Canonesses living after the

Example of Secular Canons. 1772 Pennant Tours Scotl.

(i774_) 246 The nunnery, filled with the canonesses of St. Au-
gustine. 1844 Marg. Fuller Worn, in iglh C. (1862) 97 She
may be one of the lay sisters of charity, a canoness bound
by an inward vow. 1885 Vict. Nat. Biog. I. 216/2 Louisa
was appointed at the age of seventeen a canoness of Mons,
then the wealthiest . . chapter in the Austrian Netherlands.

2. humorous. The wife of a canon.

1873 E. Berdoc Adv. Protestant 213 The canons, canon-
esses, and minor canons.

t Cano -nial, a. Obs. [a. F. canonial, ad. late

L. canonidlis : cf. canonia in Du C] = Canonical.
aiz2$ Aucr. P. 8 Sein James canoniel epistle. l&mOrd.

Crysten Men iv. xxvi. (W. de W. 1506) 314 The whiche
ben bounde unto the houres canonyales. 1589 Pasquill's
Ret. 13 Whatsoeuer he speakes, must be Canoniall.

Hence Cano'nially adv., canonically.
1581 Marbeck Bk. Notes 115 To our Lord N., the Pope,

and to his successours entring canonially.

Canonic (kanp-nik), a. (and sb.) [ad. L.

canonic-us, = Gr. kovovmus of or according to

Canon; or a. F. canonique. Already in OE. as

sb. = modem Canon -.]

1. Authorized by, or according to, ecclesiastical

canons: ^Canonical i.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 219/1 Euery day atte vii houres

canonyques. 1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 516/2 liy

an olde canonike and sure grounded custom of ye churche.

1663 Butler Hud. 1. 1. 257. 1664 Dkyoen Rival Ladies

I. ii, Til Evening now, and the Canonick Hours For Mar-
riage are past. 1812 Combe (Dr. Syntax) Picturesque vm.
The Doctor, in canonic state, Now op'd at once the church-

yard gate.

2. Of or pertaining to the canon of Scripture
;

= Canonical 2.

1634-46 Row Hist Kirk (1842) 53 Some portion of holie

Canonick Scripture. 1645 RUTHERFORD TryalQ Tri. Faith

(1845) 6 The Church's last prayer in canonic Scripture is for

union. 1835 I. Taylor Sfir. Despot, iv. 150 Not to be

traced in the canonic writings.

3. gen. Having the authority of an accepted rule

or type ; classic ;
= Canonical 4.

1850 Lkitch tr. Mailer's Anc. Art § 138. 115 His numerous
pictures of gods and heroes (as his Theseus) attained a

canonic consideration in art.

4. Mus. Following the strict rules of canon-form.

(Cf. Canonical 6.)

1854 tr. CkerubinCs Counterpoint 45 Canonic imitation is

that where the consequent responds to the antecedent, note

for note, from beginning to end. 1879 Grove Diet. Mus. I.

654 The voices move, in strict canonic imitation, on a ground-

bass.

5. Of or belonging to the order of canons; =
Canonical 7.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 426/1 They toke not the canonyke
breed, for the chanonnes that were at yl tyine . . goucrned

them self after the reule of Saynt Austyn.

B. sb. 1. = Canon sb.2 ; one in canonical

orders. (I., canonicus.)

<[icoo Laws of Elhclbcrt vi. 2 (Bosw. I
Godes beowas,

biscopas and abbodas, munecas and mynecene, canonicas

and nunnan. 1678 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers xn. jj x.

443 Ten Canonicks, so called, were burnt for that Crime.

a 1853 Lanoor Wks. 1. 60/1 The bones had been verified . .
in

presence of the archbishop, the canonics, and the protono-

tary.

2. A scheme or system of logical rules or dia-

lectic ; =the Epicurean to kclvovikuv.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. 11701I 548/2 Thus may this

short Canonick or Treatise of Rules, serve instead of a

laborious and prolix Dialectick. 1847 Lewes Hist. Philos.

viii. ii. 118711 I. 351 The Epicurean Logic called Canonic,

which is a collection of rules respecting human reason and
its application.

+ 3. a. The theory of music or harmony (17 Kavov-

(/07). b. One who studies music theoretically (of

the Pythagoreans, who were called of khvoviko'i).

165s 60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 385/1 The Pytha-

goreans named that which we now call Harmonick,_Cano-
nick. .A Canonick in general is a Harmonick, who is con-

versant about that which consists of Harmony.

Canonical (kanfrnikal), a. (and sb.). [f. med.

L. canonicdl-is, f. canonic-us : see prec. and -al.]

1. Prescribed by, in conformity with, or having

reference to ecclesiastical edict or canon law.

1570-6 Lambarue Peramb. Kent. (1826) 303 Rochester

hath.. a lawful and canonicall Cathedral See. 1586 Will
in Spenser's Wks. (Grosart) I. Introd. 17 For..my wyfe for

and in the name of her canonicall parte and porClon. 1768

Blackstone Comm. 1. 1 17031 553 These canonical disabilities

being entirely the province of the ecclesiastical courts.

1868 Freeman Norm. Cony. (1876) II. viii. 298 With the

weapons of legal and canonical disputation.

b. Canonical hours: (a.) stated times of the day

appointed by the canons for prayer and devotion

;

(b.) the hours (now from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.) within

which marriage can be legally performed in a

parish church in England ;
(c.) trans/.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 218/2 And euery day at euery

hour canonycal she was lift up in thayer of thangellis. 1526

Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 164 All suche meditacyons

perteyneth to the houres canonicall. 1607 Topsell Four-f.

Beasts Ded. 7 The canonical voice and watchfulness of a

cock, a 1667 Cowley Friendship in Abs., Each Day think

on me, and each Day I shall, For thee make Hours Cano-

nical. 1859 Hook Ch. Diet. 144/2 In the Church of Rome,
the canonical hours begin with vespers.

1665 Pepys Diary (1879) III. 207 We, fearing the cano-

nicall hour would be past before we got thither, did with a

great deal unwillingness send away the license and wedding

ring. 1719 D'Ureey Pills III. 270 Let us be wed, At

Hours Canonical. 1847 Barham Iugol. Leg. (1877) 344 It's

long past the canonical hour.

c. Canonical dress, etc. ; the articles of dress

worn by clergy according to canon.

1666 Pepys Diary 27 Sept., I . . to speak for a cloak and

cassock for my brother, .and I will have him in a canonical

dress. 1685 Luttrell BriefPel. (1357I I. 343 Titus Oates

. . to be divested of his canonical habit for ever. 1862

Smiles Engineers III. 391 Two. .old men, whose canonical

hats indicated their quality as village pastors.

d. Canonical obedience: the obedience to be

rendered by inferior clergy to the bishop or other

ecclesiastical superior, according to the canons.

1621 Burton Anal. Mel. in. iv. 1. ii. 11651.) 650 A false per-

swasion . . of canonical or blind obedience. 1769 Black-

stone Comm. IV. 87 His new engagements of canonical

obedience to the pope. 1869 Hook Lives Abps. II. ii. 150

At his consecration he made a profession of canonical obe-

dience to the Archbishop.

2. Of or belonging to the canon of Scripture.

(Also used of other sacred books.)

a 1568 Coverdale Carrying Christ's Cross viii. Wks. II.

258 The canonical books of the old and New Testament.

1632 Massinger & Field Fatal Dowry 111. i, If this new
preacher .. Could prove his doctrine for canonical. 1651

Baxter Inf. Bapt. 167 Though it be not Canonicall, he was
a wise man that said, etc. 1790 Paley Horx Paul. 1. 6

Sentences from the canonical epistles. 1857 Max Muli.er
Chips (1880) I. x. 267 The chief canonical books of the

Buddhist faith. 1862 Trench Miracles Introd. 42.

3. Canonical Epistles, more particularly, the

seven catholic epistles of James, Peter, John, and

Jude ; also applied to certain epistles of St. Basil,

etc. Also quasi-rf., a canonical (obs.) = Canon 1

5.

('E7r«rToA>7 Kavovitri had various senses in ecclesiastical

writers. In reference to the Catholic Epistles the meaning
is disputed ; in reference to those of St. Basil, it means
' having the authority of a canon '.

I

1561 Daus tr. Bullineer on Apoc. (1573) 203 He is greater,

that is in vs isayth S.John in his Canonicall than is he

that is in the world. 1755 Chambers Cycl. Snpp., Canoni-

cal, -or general epistles. [a 1225 see Canonial.J

4. gen. Of the nature of a canon or rule ;
ot

admitted authority, excellence, or supremacy

;

authoritative ; orthodox, accepted ; standard.

J 553 ' • Wilson Kbet. 67 Suche as all the worlde hathe

confirmed and agreed upon, that it is autenlique and canon-

ical. 1603 H. Crosse VertueS Commui. (1878' Si Wise-

dome vnder a ragged coate is seldome canonicall. 1651

Hobbes Govt, ff Sue. xvii. § 18. 31 5 There must bee some Ca-

nonicall Interpreter. 1796 Monthly Rev. X I X. 545 He.,

remained the canonical geographer of the antients. 1811

Ibid. LXV. 13 j Before Polycletus had ascertained the

canonical proportions of a beautiful human frame. 1868

Sat. Rev. 15 Aug. 229/1 Challenging all those who may be

disinclined to accept his criticism as canonical.

5. Math. Furnishing, or according to, a general

rule or formula (see Canon 1 3).

1738 Logan in Rigaud Corr. Sci. /LV« (1841) I. 331 A true

canonical equation or power. 1851 J. J. Sylvester [title!

On a remarkable discovery in the Theory of Canonical

forms of Hyperdeterminants. 1876 Salmon Higher Alg.

xv. Art. 164 The simplest form to which a quantic can

without loss of generality be reduced is called the canonical

form of the quantic.

6. Mus. According to the rules of canon, in

canon form.

1609 Holland Orttitk. Micro!. 51 Virgular Syncopa-

tion is much vsed, Numerall seldome, Canonicall most

seldome. 1869 Oi.-ski.ky Counterf. x.viii. § 15 Some frag-

mentary imitation or canonical episode.

7. Of or belonging to an ecclesiastical chapter,

or to one of its members (see Canon -).

1579 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxx. § 11 No other benefices

but only their canonical portions. 1600 Ibid. cm. vii. §3
The very act of canonical election. 1634 Alp. Lauds
Visit. Exeter in 4th Rep. Commits. Hist. MSS. 138/2 A
canonicall house, due to a canon residentiary. 1662 J. Bar-

ORAVE Pope Alex, VII 18671 116 At my Canonical house,

at the metropolitical church of Christ, Canterbury. 1881

Freeman Sib]. Lands Venice, ParmzofAmmg the canon-

ical buildings on the south side of the church.

B. sb, pi. [cf. academicals.! Canonical robes.

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, ix, I did not at all wonder to

find a cheat in canonicals. 1751 — Per. Pic. 11779' IV - »*»«•

171 He was accosted by a person in canonicals. 1755 Con-

noisseur No. 65 (Jut of his canonicals, his constant dress is

what they call parson's blue. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

I. 327 An ecclesiastic in full canonicals.

Canonically (kanp-nikali), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY-.] In a canonical manner (see the adj.).

1529 More Supptic. Soulcs Wks. 296 Stephen was well and

canonically chosen archbishop of Caunterbury. 1609 Bp.

Barlow Ansno. Nameless Cath. 355 Then is he Sacrile-

giously false, and Canonically irregular. 1759 H. Walpolk

Corr. ,18371 I. 405 Marca was married yesterday.
.
the law-

yers and milliners were all ready canonically. 1768 Black-

stone Comm. I. 387 The vicar, .shall be canonically insti-

tuted and inducted. 1824 Byron Def. Trans/. 1. 1. 293

Would you . .be a Titan ? Or (To talk canonically) wax a

son Of Anak? 1837 Hawthorne Twice-told T. (18571 I. v.

70 An English priest, canonically dressed. 1875 Ouseley

Mus. Form ix. 49 Treat the theme canonically, or with

perpetual imitations.

CanonicalneSS kanfrnikalnes). [f. as piec.

+ -NESS.] The quality or fact of being canonical.

1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. I. iii. § 28. 141 Their Autho-

rity and Canonicalnesse. 1715 Burnet Own Timc an. 1711

(R.i Maintaining the canonicalness of the apostolical consti-

tutions. 1747 Cartk Hist. Eng. I. 472 The canonicalness of

whose election he had as abbot already acknowledged.

Canonicate (kanp-nikJt). [a. med.L. canomc-

at-us, f. canonicus ; cf. F. canonical.] The office

or dignity of a canon ; a canonry.

16S2 Wadsworth tr. SandovaCs Civil Wars Spain 237

The Bishopricks, . . Canonicates, & other Ecclesiastical

preferments. 1662 J. Bargrave Pope A lex. VII (1867) 41

Theservice. .did scarce deserve a simple canonicate. a 1853

Landor Wks. II. 82 Within the walls of the canonicate.

1865 Even. Standard 3 June, His nomination to thecanonl-

cate of St. Peter is spoken of.

t Canonica-tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [n. of action

f. med.L. canonicare to make canonical, to canon-

ize.] Canonization, consecration.

,21641 Spelman Wks. 122 (R.) After his canonication,

those that would consecrate the tenth part of their sub-

stance unto Hercules, should be very prosperous.

Canonicity (kajnonisiti). [f. on type of a

L. *canonicitas, f. canonic-us, or ad. F. canonicite:

see -ity.] Canonicalness, canonical status, esp.

the fact of being comprehended in the Canon of

Scripture, or in any other sacred canon.
10-2
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1707 Monthly Rev. XXIII. 485 To attribute canonicity

to all thnse Scriptures of the Jews. 1841 Myers Cath. Tit.

xix. 73 If none but a literal line and measure of Canonicity
will be accepted. 1849 W. Fitzgerald tr. Whitaker s

Disput. 46 Would Augustine, if he held all the books to have
an equal right to canonicity . . have preferred some to
others 1

Cancvnieo-, combining form of Canonic.
1689 Apol. Fail. Walker's Ace. 1$ It being Canonico-

Prelatically impossible, tho Schisinatico-Presbyterially cer-

tain.

+ Ca nonism. Obs.
~l [f. after next ; see

-ism.] The principles of canon-law.
x6zz W. Sclater Tythes Rev, (16211 161 Neede you, A

man so skilled in Gratian, bee catechized in Canonisme :

Canonist (ka-nonist). [a. F. canoniste (15th c.

in Littre), in med.L. canonista : see -1ST.]

1. A professor of, or one skilled in, the canon
law ; a canon-lawyer.
1542 Brinklow Complaint xxiv. (18741 71 The greasy

canonistes nosel the peple in idolatry. 1549 Latimer Serm.
/'toughers 38 A cannoniste, that is to saye, one that is

broughte up in the studie of the Pope's lawes and decrees.

1643 Milton Divorce 1 1851) Introd. 10 The shallow com-
menting of Scholasticks and Canonists. 1761 Sthhne Tr.
Shandy (zSoa) IV. xxiii. 90, I am a vile canonist, replied
Yorick. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cona. (18761 II. App. 652 It

offended against the strict laws of the Church as under-
stood by continental canonists.

2. One who makes or upholds canons in science,

criticism, etc.

1786 1805 H. T00KE Purley 1. vi (1829)93 If the etymolo-
gical canonists, .had not been so remarkably inattentive to
the causes, .of those literal changes of which they treat.

Canonistic (Ic3en6nrstik , a . [f. prec. + -ic]
Of or belonging to a canonist ; concerned with
the exposition of canon-law.
1645 Milton Tetrach. .185P 223 The apt Schollers of this

canonistic exposition. 1861 W. Perry Hist. Ch. Eng. I. v,

218 Famous for his canonistic learning.

Canoni-stical, a. rare. [f. prec. + -AL.]

1 laving relation to canonistic matters ; also = prec.
1865 Pall Mall G. 27 July 10/2 Decisions, cases important

for canonistical hermeneutics, and the like.

+ Canonistre. Obs. [ad. F. canoniste : cf.

alkamistre, sophister, etc., and see -ISTBE.] An
earlier form of Canonist.
1362 LangL. /'. PI. A. vm. 135 Bote Catoun construweb

hit nay And Canonistres bobe, And siggen bi hem-seluen
Sompnia nt cures. 1393 Ibid. C. x. 303 Caton counteth hit
at nouht and canonistres at lasse. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel.
Wks. I. 32 pis man of lawe . . was nebir civilian ne canon-
ists. 1382 — liille Prol. xiii. 51 Sumtyme cyuylians and
canon1stnj weren deuout.

Canonizant karw/nizant), a. Math. [a. F.
canonisant, pr. pple. of canoniser in sense ' regler'.]

Attributive of an equation by the solution of which
a quant ic may be reduced to the ' canonical form '.

W79 Salmok Higher Plant Curves v. 186 A cubic iden-
tical with the Canonizant cubic of the last article.

t Canonizate, pa. pple. Obs. [ad. L. canonizdt-
us, pa. pple. of canonizd-re."] = Canonized.
1538 Bale Thre La-.ves 1223 To haue canonyzate Francis-

cus de pola. 1565 Jewel Kepi. Harding (1611) 271 Not
Canonizate for a Saint as yet.

Canonization (kanonaiz^i/an). [p.A.'L.caiion-

izalidn-em, n. of action f. canonizare to canonize:
cf. F. canonisation] The action of canonizing

;

esp. formal admission into the calendar of saints.
c 1380 Wyclif Set. H'ks. III. 433 To trowe siche canony-

zaciouns is lesse ban bileeue. c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 60 Ca-
nomzacion, cammizacio. i«a More Con/11/. Tituiale
Wks. 344/2 This new saint of Tindales canonisacion. 1538
Bale Thre Laives 1635 He sent hym to heauen by hys
canonyzacyon, And from thens to helle by an excommunyca-
cyon 1648 Herrick HesperA 1844! II. 158 Tobenumber'd
one Here, in my book's canonization. 1651 Hoboes Govt.
>lSoc. xviii. 8 14. 362 The canonization of Saints which the
Heathen called Apotheosis. 178s Priestley Corrupt.
C hrist. I. iv. 370 Before there were any regular canonizations.

1854 Emerson Lett, t, Soc. Aims, Quot. t, Orig. Wks.
(Bohn* 1 1 1

.
220 Tis curious what new interest an old author

acquires by official canonization in Tiraboschi or Dr. John-
son. 1877 Mozley Univ. Serm. iv. 87 The canonisation of
men—the popular judgment which sets them up morally
and spiritually upon the pinnacle of the temple.

Canonize (karnonoiz), v. Also -ise. [ad.
med.L. canoniza re (also in 15th c. Fr. canonizer).']
I. trans. To place in the canon or calendar of

the saints, according to the rules and with the
ceremonies observed by the Church.
c 1380 Wyclif De Eccles. Sel. Wks. III. 344 If pe pope

canonise (lis man panne he must nedis be seint in hevene.
1460 Capcrave Chron. (1858' 253 This same }ere was
Thomas of Lancastir canonized. 1516 Pynson Life St. Bir-
gitte in Myrr. Our Ladye (1873I Introd. 58 This blessyd
woman seynt Birgette was canonyzed by pope bonyface.
1598 I arckley Felic. Man 1163!) 257 They assured him he
should be canonized for a Saint, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759)
II. 105 A fanatic . . canonizes himself a Saint in his own
Ute lunt. ,875 H. K. Manning Mission H. Ghost vii. 191A multitude who have not been canonised on earth, though
they are saints in heaven.
t 2. To install in any ecclesiastical dignity or

office
; to consecrate. Obs.

JSP Govts* CoaJ. I. 254 Thus was he pope canonisedWith great honour and intronised. c 1400 APol. Loll. 57Wan any auerous or couetous is canonizid in be kirk, ormaau cheef.

t 3. To deify, apotheosize. Obs. or arch.

1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb. 1 20 Of them which
amonge the gentiles were canonized into y* numbre of the
goddes. 1564 H award Eutropius 1. 2. s6oi Holland
I'liny II. 210 Circe our famous witch .. was canonized a
goddesse. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles I. 11. viii. 106. 1794
Sullivan View Nat. II, Adventurers who were afterwards

. . canonized as a sign in the heavens, .called Argonauts.

4. Jig. To treat as a saint or glorified person.

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 683/1 But women are
as it were canonised here : God putteth them into his regis,

ter, and setteth them in an honourable degree, c 1590 Mar-
lowe Faust. 1. 118 Faustus, these books, thy wit, and our
experience, Shall make all nations to canonize us. 1825
Bro. Jonathan II. 282, I am not ready to canonize all

women because 1 love one.

5. To make canonical ; to admit into the Canon
of Scripture, or ( trans/.) of authoritative writings.

1382 [see Canonized]. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 38 b,

Canonizing such a multifarious Gencalogie of Comments.
1595 Tolimanteia 118811 36 To canonize your ownc writers.

1645 Ussher_ Body Div. 5. 1657 Cosin Canon Script, ii. 14
They canonized the Books of the Maccabees. 1872 O.
Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms 86 Apocryphal books, .were not
canonized.

6. To sanction by the authority of the church

;

to give authoritative sanction or approval to.

'393 Gower Con/. III. 280 Of the law canonized The pope
hath bode to the men, that, etc. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 46 per
wordis are canonized, & approuid of holi kirk. 1635
Pagitt Christianogr. 1. iii. (1636' 89 These . . doctrines are
Canonized in their late meeting at Trent. 1670 G. H. Hist.
Cardinals 11. 1. 132 The Popes are sure to nave the Car-
dinals Canonize their errours. 1869 Lecky Europ. Mor. I.

i. 39 We should still be compelled to canonise a crowd of
acts.

t 7. (See quot.)

1578 Cooper Thesaur., Canonize, to canonice : to exa-
mine by rule. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Canonize, to examine
by rule, to Register, to put in the rank and number.

Ca nonized, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ed.] Placed
in the canon ; sainted

; consecrated, beatified,

deified, f Canonized epistles : cf. Canonical 3.
138a Wyclif James Prol., Not the same ordre is at

Greekis. .of the seuen epistoelis that ben clepid canonysid.
C 1440 Promp. Pan<. 60 Canonyzyde, canonizatus. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. iii. 63 Brazen Images of Canonized
Saints. 1602 — Ham. 1. iv. 47 Thy Canoniz'd bones
Hearsed in death. 1700 Burke Fr. Rev. 49 Acting as if in
presence of canonized forefathers. 1827 Pollok Course
Time lv. The lofty seat Of canonized bards. 1886 T.
Hardy IVoodlanders iv, No canonised antique.

Canonizer karnonaizoj). [f. as prec. + -Eit.]

One who canonizes.
1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. K j, The canonizars of

thir new sanctes. 1588 G. D. Disc. Allen's Sedit. Drifts
An open patrone of. .trecherie, and a cannoniser of dis-

oyall traytors. 1751 Bp. Lavtngton Enthusiasm (1754* ill.

216 Such Canonizers and God-makers. 1821 Blaekw. Mag.
X. 697 The canonizer is worthy of the saint.

Ca nonizing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -WO 1
.]

The action of the vb. Canonize ; canonization

:

a. Admission into the calendar of saints.

c 1380 Wyclif Serin, xxix. Sel. Wks. III. 456 J>o canon-
ysynge of bo seyntes. a 1638 M f.ue Apost. Latter Times iv.

Wks. 1 16721 629 The Canonizing of the Souls of deceased
Worthies, .was an Idolatrous trick even from the days of the
elder world. 1717 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind.W. li.

243 The Chinese are speedier in their canonizing than the
Romans are.

b. Establishing as canonical.

_
1651 Hobres Leviath. 111. xlii. 282 The Canonizing, or mak-

ing of the Scripture Law, belonged to the Civill Soveraigne.

Ca nonizing, ///. a. That canonizes.
1869 Freeman Norm. Cona. (1876) III. xi. 30 The canon-

izing voice of England.

t Ca'nonly, adv. Obs. rare-'. [f. Canon' +
-LY -.] Canonically.
150a Ord. Crysten Men IV. xxi. (W. de W. 1506I 234 If he

hath not ben elccte canonly.

Canonry kartuaii . Also 4-5 chanonry(e.
[f. Canon 15 + -ry. (The L. was canonia, F.
chanoinie.)] The benefice of a canon ; the status,

dignity, or office of a canon.
1482 Caxton Higden (1527) 305 b, He . . hadde geuen

his letyll newe a cnanonrye . . in the chyrche of Lyncoln.
1687 l.ond. Gaz. No. 2307/2 The Seizure of the Canonries
and Prebendaries. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 81 This Tol-
lard. .enjoyed his Canonry but few months. 1705 Hearnk
Collect. (18861 I. 104 His Canonry of X' Church. 1726
Ayuffe Parerg. 139. 186j Mrs. H. Wood Channings
1. 2 A young man who had but just gained his minor
canonry. 1886 /.,n<; Times Rep. LI 1 1. 702/1 The profits of
a canonry of Windsor were alienable by way of mortgage.

Canonship. [f. Canon '* + -ship.] -Canonry.
"534 Hen. VI I L Liber Regis p. viii, Every suche dignitie,

prebend, vycarship, pety canonship. 1640 Bp. Hall Chr.
Moder. 31/2 The time was, when . . none should be promoted
. .to canonships in cathedrals, but those which could read,
sing, and competently construe. 1714 Act 13 Anne vi. § 8 in
Ox/. If Camb. Enactm. 56 Canonship or Prebend in the Ca-
thedral Church. 1762 tr. Husching's Syst. Gtog. II. 602
Lautenbach .

. containing an important canonship.

t Ca nony, cna'nonie. Obs. [a. F. chanoinie
or med.L. canonia in same sense ] = Canonry.
1641 Milton Ch. Discip. 11. (18511 66 For their Bishop-

ricks, Deaneries, Prebends, and Chanonies.
Canoo, obs. form of Canoe.
Canope, obs. form of Canopy.
Canopic (kaiwu pik), a. [ad. L. Candpic-us, f.

Canop-us a town of ancient Egypt.] Of or per-

v,

t lining to Canopus. Canopic vase : a vase used
in Egypt, chiefly for holding the entrails of em-
balmed bodies.

1878 Wilkinson Anc. Egyptians III. Index, Canopic
vases. 1883 W. Armstrong Perrot's Art Anc. Egypt I.

301 The canopic vases, .were sometimes of stone, especially
alabaster, sometimes of terra cotta, and now and then of
wood, and were used to hold the viscera of the deceased.

Canopied (karn^pid ),///. a. [f. Canopy sb.

or v. + -ED.] Covered with, or as with, a canopy.
'593 Shaks. Lucr. 398 Her eyes . . canopied in darkness

sweetly lay. i6ix Chapman Iliad xiii. (R.i Mars. .Sat cana-
pied with golden clouds. 1796 Mokse Amer. Gtog. II. 550
Palanquins . . a kind of canopied couches. 1870 Lowell
Among my liks. Ser. 1. (1873) 196 These saints of literature
descend from their canopied remoteness.

b. Arch. (Cf. Canopy sb. 3.)

1849 Freeman Arckit. 296 Rows of canopied niches. 1879
Sir O. Scott Led. Archit. I. 182 A graceful canopied and
crocketed panel to each intervening pier.

II Canopus karwu pfJs). [L., a. Gr. Kavwiros.]

L The bright star a in the southern constellation

Argo, situated in the rudder of the ship.
MM Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 278 When these are

hydden, there is seene on the lefte syde a bryght Canopus
of three starres of notable greatnesse . . I n the mydd<ait of
these is seene an other bryght Canopus. 1830 Tennyson
Dream Fair Worn. 146 We drank the Libyan Sun to sleep,

and lit Lamps which out-bum'd Canopus.
2. = Canopic vase.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 244/2 Canopus is also the name of an
Egyptian jar. 1857 Bikch Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 204 The
canopos or jar resembling those in which the Egyptians
placed the entrails of their mummies. //'/,/. (1873) 593.

Canopy (kx n^pi;, sb. Forms : 5-6 canape,
-ope, 6 canapee, -opi, cannopy, canyppy,
(?cannebe), north, canaby e, canapie, -apy,

-opie, Sc. caunabie, 7 cannapie, canopey, 6-
canopy. [In 15th c. canape, a. F. canape1 (for-

merly also conope'e masc. 1 a canopie, tent, or

pauilion', Cotgr.) = Sp., Pg. canape' ' couch, sofa*,

It. canop? (Diez'j med.L. 1 canopeum, quod suspen-

ditur super altare' (Du Cange), in cl. L. conopeum,
-cum, -item, 'net of fine gauze about the bed,

mosquito curtains* (Lewis & Short), 'pavilion,

tent, or bed with a tester' (Scheller), a. Gr. kwvw-

•nuov 1 an Egyptian bed or couch with mosquito
curtains' (L. & S.), f. tewvanf- gnat, mosquito. The
Eng. forms may have been partly from med.L.,

and in Eng. the sense has adhered to * curtain or

tester', while in the mod. Romanic langs. that of
1 couch' or * sofa' has prevailed.]

L A covering or hangings suspended over a
throne, couch, bed, etc., or held over a person
walking in procession.
138a Wyclif yudi/h xiii. 10 She toe awei his canope fro

the pileris. 1454 E. E. Wills 11882) 133 My bed of grene
sylke, wib the testour & Canape ther-to. e 1511 tst Eng.
Bk. Amer. (Arb. ) Introd. 29,2, Iiij of the nobleste bereth
the canapie ouer his hed. 1561 Invent. 138 I. mi. Ane
cannabie of grene tafTetie . . quhilke may seme for any dry
stuill or a bed. 1576 Lambarde Pcramb. Kent 118261 113
They beare the foure staves of the Canapie over the Kings
head at the time of his coronation. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
iv. xlv. 365 At this day the Popes arc carried by Switzers
under a Canopie. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round World (1840)

268 The mattress . . had a large canopy over it, spread like

the crown of a tent. 1843 Pkescott Mexico (1850* I. 28
Above the throne was a canopy of variegated plumage.

b. spec. A covering over a shrine, or over the

Host when borne in procession.

1513 Hradshaw St. Werhurgh (1848) 146 Also ouer the
shrync was prepared a canaby Of cloth of golde. c 15*0
Mem. Ripon iSurtees) III. 201 Caruer framyng et carvyng

j canape pro Corpore Xpi per iiij dies, 2s. 1556 Chron.
Gr. Friars <i852> 94 The byshoppe bcreynge the sacra-

ment under a canapy. 17^57 tr. heysler's Trav. (17601 I.

70 The venerable host, which was carried under a splendid

canopy.

2. trans/, and gen. A covering, an over-hanging
shade or shelter.

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. v. i. 88 Their shadowes seeme A
Canopy most fatall, vnder which Our Army lies. 1641
Maisterton Serm. 23 Beautifull walks .. shaded with the
green canopy of every pleasant . . tree. I7t3 Pope Let. to

Digby 10 Oct., The prospects begin to open, .thro' the high
canopies oftrees to the higher arch of heaven. 1855 Maury
Phys. Geog. Sea v. ( 1860* 5 299 Under a canopy of perpetual
clouds. 1874 Habtwig Aerial W. i. 1 The atmosphere
spreads its invisible canopy oversea and land.

b. esp. applied to the overhanging firmament.
i6oj Shaks. /law. 11. ii. 311 This most excellent Canopy

the Ayrc . . this braue ore-hanging, this Maiesticall Roofe,
fretted with golden fire. 1607 — Cor. iv. v. 41 Where
dwel'st thou? vnder the Canopy. 1667M1LTON P. L. 111.556

Where he stood So high above the circling Canopie Of
Nights extended shade. 1794 Sullivan VU%v Nat. II. 1.

453 At first, the celestial canopy was divided into three

principal pans. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq.y\%-j(>\ III. xiii.

290 The people had met under the canopy of heaven.

C. fig. Covering, shelter.

1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commiv. (1878* 19 Shrowding thy
selfe vnder the Cannapie of Vertue. 1650 Huhbert Pill
Formality 12 A form of Religion serves for a Canopie to

cover all these abominations. x8. . Syd. Smith, Withdraw,
ing the canopy of his name from the bad passions of coun-
try gentlemen.

3. Arch. A roof-like ornamented projection, sur-

mounting a niche, door, window, tomb, etc.



CANOPY.
1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutriu iv. 31 The Pulpit now lifting

its lofty Head With carved Canopy stands covered. 1874

Parker Illust. Goth. Archit. L v. 186 A niche was origin-

ally intended to contain an image, and the canopy over it

was to protect the head of the image.

Canopy (ksem^pi), v. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To cover with, or as with, a canopy.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xii, Lofty trees . . Which erst from

heat did canopie the herd. 1698 Crowne Caligula in. 28

That point of Heaven . . Which canopys that holy happy
land. 1791 E. Darwin Bol. Gard. n. 65 Yon gay clouds,

which canopy the skies. 1869 E. Peacock in Athcnxum
22 May 710/3 A very graceful iron herse. .canopies the ala-

baster effigies of a Marmion and his spouse.

|| Canor. [L.] ' Melody or sweet singing

'

(Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Canorous (kanS^ ras), a. [f. L. candr-us melo-

dious (f. canor song, f. cancre to sing) + -ocs.]

Singing, melodious, musical ; resonant, ringing.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. xiv. 368 Birds that

are canorous.. as Nightingales. .Canary birds and Larkes.

1745 tr. Columella's Husb. vn. xii, The keeper of the manor
house [i.e. a dog], .of a vast canorous bark. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. III. 171 A beautiful & a canorous bird. 1822 1 )e

Quincey Con/ess. Wks. V. 94 A long, loud, and canorous peal

of laughter.

Hence Canorously adv., CanoTousness.
1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc.-ZQT, The voice, .as of a Trum-

pet talking loudly or canorously with him. 1870 Lowell
Among ?ny Bis. Ser. 11. 184 He chooses his language for its

rich canorousness rather than for intensity of meaning.

Canou(e, canow(e, obs. ff. Canoe.
Canoun, early form of Canon 2

.

T Ca'nous, a. Obs. rare. Also spelt -ois, -us,

cannos. [f. L. canus hoary.] Grey, hoary.

1513 Douglas SEneis v. vii. 97 Or that wnfreindlie eild

had thus besprent My heid and halfettis baith with canus
[cd. 1553 canous] hair. Ibid. v. xii. 144 To Troiane ingill,

and the cannos {cd. 1553 canois] Veste.

t Canqne. Obs. [So in F.] A Chinese cotton

fabric : see quots.

1750 Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752) 793 Cotton Linens,

called Canques . . of Nanquin. Ibid. 794 Coarse and fine

Canques or Cotton Linen.

Cansel, canserous : see Cancel, etc.

Cansonet, obs. form of Canzonet.

t Canstick. Obs. Apparently a contracted

form of Candlestick. Kit -with the canstick

:

Jack-o'-lantern, Will o' the wisp.
1562 J. Heywood Prov.ft Epigr. (1867) 20 Coll vnder can-

styk, she can plaie on bothe handis, Dissimulacion well she

vnderstandis. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witclicr. vn. xv. 122

They have so fraied us with bull beggars, spirits, witches. ,

kit with the cansticke, etc. 1596 SHAK&i Hen. IV, III. i.

131, I had rather heare a Brazen Canstick [1623 candle-

stick] turn'd Or a dry Wheele grate on the Axle-tree. 1616

Chapman Batrachom. 8 Their fencefull bucklers were The
middle rounds of can'sticks. [Cowper has : The lamp con-

tributed its central tin, A shield for each.] 1617 S. Collins
Def. Hp. Elie A ij b, His . . wodden cansticke.

Cant (ksent), sb.1 Also 5-8 kant. [Found

^1400 ; rare before 1600. Words identical in form

and corresponding in sense are found in many lan-

guages, Teutonic, Slavonic, Romanic, Celtic. Cf.

Du. kant, MDu. cant, border, side, brink, edge,

comer, MLG. kant (masc.) point, creek, border, also

kante {km.) side, edge, whence mod.G. kante edge,

corner, border, brim, margin ; also Du. and Ger.

kante point-lace. (There is no trace of the word

in the older stages of Teutonic.) Also OF. cant

and mod.Norman cant, Walloon can side, Sp., Pg.,

It. canto edge, comer, side, med.L. cantus comer,

side; with which some compare "L.canthus, Gr. kcw-

0os corner of the eye, and L. canthus tire (? felloe)

of a wheel, according to Quintilian a ' barbarous

'

word. The Welsh cant edge of the circle, Breton

kant circle, circumference, which were thought by

Diez to represent an original Celtic word, are

held by Diefenbach and Thurneysen not to be

native; so that at present we cannot go beyond
the Romanic canto, and its possible identity with

L. canthus. The Teutonic words were probably

from Romanic. It is not clear whether the Eng.

word was adopted from OF. or from LG., or, in

different senses, from both.

I. Original sb. senses.

fX. (probably) Edge, border, brink. Obs.
c 1375 ? Barbour St. Lucas 69, 70 Quhene he had dry-

wyne wel oure pe kanttis of sewynty jeris & foure. c 1400
Melayne 1495 Under the cante of a hille Oure Britons
beldis & bydis stille.

+ 2. A nook, corner in a building ; a niche. Obs.

[1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (1841) 400 Item, for ij.

panchons at the garden gate, with kant ther above viiji/.]

1003 B. Jonson Jas. Ps Entert. Wks. (1838) 530/1 Irene, or
Peace ; she was placed aloft in a cant, her attire white,
seinined with stars. 1604 Dekkek King's Entert. 297
Directly under her in a Cant by her selfe, Fame stood up-
right. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Iutell. v. 150 A nooke or
corner being in our ancient language called a kant or cantell.

1624 Webster Moti. Honour. Wks. (1857) 369 In several
cants beneath sits, first Magistracy, .next Liberality,

t 3. A corner or angle of a polygon. Obs.
1611 Cotgr. s. v. Pe/it, La figure hexagoue a six pents,

hauing six Cants. 1688 R. Holme Armoury tu, xiii. § 42
A Tower or Steeple of six Cants or six square. .Some term

77

it an Hexagon or Octagon Tower, that is six or eight cor-

nered ; but Master Masons generally term it six or eight

Cants or Corners. 1876 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Cant, an
external angle or quoin of a building.

t b. ? A corner piece ; a triangular piece. Obs.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 118/2 Garden, part to be

divided into Beds and them again to be cast into Ovals,

Squares, Cants, Frets, Borders or Knots.

4. One of the side-pieces in the head of a cask ;

also cant-piece. (So in Welsh). Cf. cantle-piece

(Cantle sb. S).

1611 Cotgr. , Panneau de doite, a cant pane or peece.

1848 J. A. Carlyle tr. Dante's Inferno xxviii. 22 Even a
cask, through loss of middle-piece or cant [per mezzulper-
dere o lulla] yawns not so wide as one I saw.

5. The oblique line or surface which cants or

cuts off the corner of a square or cube ; an oblique

face of a polygon, a crystal, etc. ; an inclined or

slanting face of a bank, or the like.

1840 rOSBHOKX Encycl. Antiq. 148 Cants (parts which
have inclined faces!. 1850 Gloss. Terms in A rcliit. (ed. 5)

107 Cant, a term in common use among carpenters to ex-

press the cutting off the angle of a square. 1874 Knight
Mech. Diet., Cant, an angle, a bevel, a chamfer, a slope, an
arris, a hip, a ridge. 1875 Brande & Cox Diet. Science I.

367 Cant, a term used in Architecture to express the sides

of a polygon turned from the spectator. 1877 E. Peacock
N..\V. Line. Gloss., Cant, part of a buttress wall or other

building which is sloped off. 1880 Standard 20 May 13

Along the ' cant ' of the ice the sealer coasts.

6. A squared log. U.S. Cf. Canter- sh\ 2.

1877 Lumberman's Gaz. 24 May, A cant or square-edged

timber. 1879 Ibid. 5 Nov., The cheapest and most effec-

tive means yet devised fur holding the cant in place.

7. Naut, A piece of wood laid upon the deck of

a vessel to support the bulklieads, etc. Cf. Cant-
piece, etc. in 12.

1794 Rigging <y Seamanship 1 1. 286 Fir cants nailed on

the limber-strakes. 186s Reader 12 Aug., Washing arrange-

ments. Suitable places on board ship are to be set apart

for the purpose, fitted with cants, to prevent the escape of

water, and screens so arranged as to roll up when not in use.

II. from Cant v.

8. A toss, pitch, or throw, which overturns, casts

down, etc.

1736 J.Lewis Hist. Thanet Gloss., Cant likewise sig-

nifies a cast or throw ;
4
1 gave him a cant '. 1735 Mem.

Capt. P. Drake II. xiv. 244 To give me such a cant, as I

never had before nor since, which was the whole Length of

the Coffee-room ; he pitched me on my Head and Should-

ers, under a large Table, at the further End.

9. A sudden movement which tends to, or results

in, tilting up or turning over.

1806 A. Duncan Nelson 308 The carronade . . took a cant

from a roll of the ship. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. 67. XII. viii,

Fortune's wheel made suddenly a great cant.

10. A slope, a slanting or tilted position ; a de-

flection from the perpendicular or horizontal line.

1847 InfantryMan. (1854) 20 Giving the piece a cant with

the forefingers. 1873 Mrs. Whitney Other Girls xxxiv,

The seat sloped with the sharp cant of the half-overturned

vehicle. 1876 Davis Polaris Exp. x. 245 A large tongue of ice

below the water was forced under the Ixjws of the vessel,

raising her. .and with the help of the wind giving her a cant,

b. An inclination.

1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., The helm had been lashed with a
small cant to leeward.

11. Whale-fishing. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bit. , Cant, a cut made in a
whale between the neck and the fins, to which the cant pur-

chase is made fast, for turning the animal round in the

operation of flensing.

III. Attributively and in combination.

12. Combs, with the sb. (or stem of thevb.) with

the general sense of ' having canted comers or

sides, on the slant, sloping, in a position diverging

from the perpendicular or straight line', as in

cant-buttress, -floor, -frame, -piece, -riband; cant-

board, a sloping board ; in Carriage building, a

board serving to show the plan of the side of

a carriage ;
cant-body, Naut. (see quot.) ; f cant-

ceiling, a ceiling which slants to meet the wall,

as in attics, etc., apparently now corrupted into

Camp-ceilin& ;
cant-moulding, -riband, -tim-

ber, -window (see quots.).

17S9 Smeaton in Phil. Trans. LI. 103 A *kant-board,
p

for

throwing the water more directly down the opening, .into

the lower cistern. 1879 Carnage-building in Casselfs

Techn. Educ. IV. 131 The cant-board which shows the side-

cant. Ibid. The diagram showing the cant.board. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bi., 'Cant-body, an imaginary figure

of that part of a ship's body which forms the shape forward

and aft, and whose planes make obtuse angles with the

midship line of the ship. 1879 W. H. White Ship-build.

in Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 190/1 In the cant-bodies the

plan followed is almost identical with that sketched. 1663

in Cosin Corr. (Surtees II. 367 Two *cant buttresses cf

hewen aishler neately jointed. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
III. xiii. § 88 He beareth. .the like Tower with an Eve, or

•Cant seileing Roofe. c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 119

One or two *cantfloors are added. 1833 Richardson Mere.

Mar. Arch. 21 The only guides in drawing the *cant

frames. 1869 Sir E. Reed Ship Build, viii. 151 The half-

beams stand in the planes of the *Cant frames and are

consequently nearly at right angles to the side. 1823 P.

Nicholson Pract. Build. 582 'Cant-moulding, a bevelled

surface. 1876 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Cant-mouldiug, one

with one or more bevelled, instead of curved, surfaces.

1794 Rigging A> Seamanship I. 4 *Caut-pieces are used in

the angles of the fishes and side-trees. 1:1850 Rudim.

CANT.

Navig. (Weale) 103 *Cant Ribands are those ribands thai do
not lie in a horizontal or level direction, or square from the

middle line, but nearly square from the timbers, as the

diagonal ribands. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789)

*Cant-timbers . .those timbers which are situated^ at the two
ends of a ship. They derive their name from being canted,

or raised obliquely from the keel, c i860 H. Stuart Sea-

man's Catech. 67 Those timbers which form the bow and

stem of a ship are called ' cant timbers '. 1663 Gerbiek

Counsel 13 Those Spectacle-like *cant Windows, which are

of Glasse on all sides. 1877 E. Peacock N. IV. Line. Gloss.

(E. I). S.) Cant-window, a bay-window whose angles are

bevelled off. 1881 EvANS Leiceslcrsh. Gloss. (E.D.S.) ("«»/-

window, a projecting window with angles, as distinguished

from a * bow-window ' which projects in a curve.

13. From other senses : as in Whale -fishing

(sec 11). Cant-blocks, the large purchase blocks

used by whalers to cant the whales round during

the process of flensing. Cant-purchase is formed

by a block suspended from the mainmast-head, and

another block made fast to the cant cut in the

whale. So Cant-dog, Cant-hook, Cant-spab.

Cant (kant , sb.- Obs. exc. dial. [App. con-

nected immed. with Cant Z-. 1 ' to share', and with

Cantle, though in some uses it closely approaches

Cant sb. 1
; whether this is original or due to sub-

sequent confusion is not clear.]

A portion ; a share ; a parcel ; a division.

«I54I WvATiin Tot tel's Misc. lArb.l 92 Lend in nowise,

But if thou can be sure to win a cant ( )f half at least. 1736

J. Lewis Hist. Thanet Gloss ,
Cant, a corner of a field.

1812 J. H. Vaux Hash Diet., Cant oj Dobbin, a roll of

riband. 1847 78 Hali.iwell s. v.. In Hampshire a small

bundle of bay is termed a cant. 1863 Morton Cycl. Agric.

Gloss. (E. I). S.) Cant-furnm; a divisional furrow. 1875

Parish Sussex Dial., A haystack is said to be cut across

in cants, and a field of wheat is divided'into cants when it

is portioned out in slips for the reapers, each of whom takes

one or more cants as his share of work.

Cant kant), sb.-> [This and its accompanying

vb. presumably represent L. cant-us singing, song,

chant (Pr. and NFr. cant, Fr. chant ), cantd-re

NFr. canter) to sing, chant ; but the details of the

derivation and development of sense are unknown.

Canton and its Romanic representatives were used con-

temptuously in reference to the church services as early as

11S3, when according to RigordfC 12001 Gelt Philip. August.

(1818)11, the Cotarelli of the Bourses country ' sacerdotes

et viros religiosos captos secum ducentes, et irrisoric can-

tons ipsos vocantes, in ipsis tormentis subsannando dice-

bant : Cantate nobis, cantons, eantate : et confestim dabant

eis alapas, vel cum grossis virgis turpiter caedebant '. So

far as the evidence shows, the vb. appears in Eng. first ap-

plied to the tones and language of beggars, ' the canting

crew': this, which according to Harman was introduced

c 1540, may have come down from the religious mendicants

;

or the word may have been actually made from Lat. or

Romanic in the rogues' jargon of the time. The subse-

quent development assumed in the arrangement of the verb

is quite natural, though not actually established. Some

have however conjectured that cant is the Irish and Gaelic

eainnt (pronounced ka'n't', or nearly Icantp) 'language .

And as early as 1711 the word was asserted to be derived

from the name of Andrew Cant or his son Alexander Cant,

Presbyterian ministers of the 17th c. This perhaps means

that the surname of the two Cants was occasionally asso-

ciated derisively with canting. The arrangement of the sb.

here is tentative, and founded mainly on that of the vb.,

which appears on the w hole earlier.]

fl. (Sporadic uses, from L. cantus or its re-

presentatives ; not directly related to II.)

f 1. Singing, musical sound. Cant organ : app.

a technical term in music. Obs.

1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. I. xiii, Fabourdoun, pricksang,

discant, countering, Cant organe, fiuuratioun, and gem-

mell. 1704 Swift T. Tub Wks. 1760 1. 100 Cant and vision

are to the ear and the eye the same that tickling is to

the touch. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 79. 2/2 That shrill Cant

of the Grasshoppers,

f 2. Accent, intonation, tone. Obs.

1663 Aron-bimn. no It depends not upon the cant

and tone, or the wording of the Minister. 1763 Ann. Reg.

307/2 If these lines want that sober cant which is necessary

to an epitaph.

II. The speech or phraseology of beggars, etc.,

and senses connected therewith.

3. 'A whining manner of speaking, esp. of beg-

gars* ; a whine.

1640 Cleveland in Wilkins Polit. Ballads I. 28 By lies

and cants, [they] Would trick us tcMielievc 'em saints.

1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. iv. (1721" 227 With a Cant

like a Gypsie, a Whine like a beaten Spaniel.

4. The peculiar language or jargon of a class

:

a. The secret language or jargon used by gip-

sies, thieves, professional beggars, etc.
;

transf.

anv jargon used for the purpose of secrecy. ;

1706 in Phillips. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com.

Wis. (1709) 226 They talk'd to one another in Cant. 1715

Kersey, Cant, Gibberish, Pedler's French. 1734 North
Exam. 11. v. T no. 383 To avoid being understood by the

Servants they framed a Cant, and called the Design of a

general Rising the Lease and Release. 1865 Dickens Mut.

Fr. xvi. 127 The ring of the cant.

b. The special phraseology of a particular class

of persons, or belonging to a particular subject

;

professional or technical jargon. (Always depre-

cialive or contemptuous.')

1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth I. 214 There is heat and mois-

ture in the body, & you may call the one ' radical '
and the

other ' innate ' if you please ; this is but a sort of cant,
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171a Addison Sped. No. 421 F3 In the Cant of particular
Trades and Employments. 1750 Johnson Rambl. No. 128 F4
Every class of society has its cant of lamentation, which is

understood by none but themselves. 1830 Dickens Nick.
Nick xxxiv, All love—bah ! that I should use the cant of
boys and girls—is fleeting enough. 1841-4, Emerson Ess. x'm.

Poet Wkt tBohn) I. 156 Criticism is infested with a cant
of materialism. 1861 Holland Less. Life viii. 119 Re-
peating the cant of their sect and the cant of their schools.

t C. The peculiar phraseology of a religious

sect or class. (Cf. 5 b.) Obs.
1681 Dryden Abs. <f AckiU 521 Hot Levites . . Resum'd

their cant, and with a zealous cry Pursued their old be-

loved theocracy. 1696 C. Leslie Snake in Gr. (1698) In-

trod. 46 Really to understand the Quaker-Cant is learning
a new Language. 1709 Sacheverell Semi. 15 Aug. 15
Diabolical Inspiration, and Non-sensical Cant. 171 1 Sped.
No. 147 P 3 Cant is by some people derived from one Andrew
Cant who, they say, was a Presbyterian minister. . who by
exercise & use had obtained the Faculty, alias Gift, of talk-

ing in the Pulpit in such a dialect, that it 's said he was
understood by none but his own Congregation, and not by
all of them.

d. Provincial dialect
;
vulgar slang.

1802 Mar. Edgeworth Irisk Bulls (18321 226 The cant of
Suffolk, the vulgarisms of Shropshire. 185s Gladstone
Glean. IV. lxxxii. 122 The coarse reproduction of that un-
mitigated cant or slang.

e. aitrib.

xjij Swift Let. Eng. Tongue Wks. 1755 II. 1. 185 To
introduce and multiply cant words is the most ruinous cor-
ruption in any language. 18*4 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 273
Slang talk and cant jokes. 1841 Borrow Ztncali (1843)
II. 150 The first Vocabulary of the 'Cant Language'.,
appeared in the year 1680 appended to the life of The
English Rogue '.

5. A form of words, a phrase :

+ a. A set form of words repeated perfunctorily

or mechanically. Obs.
1681 Sejanus in Bagford Ballads (1878) 758 note, A young

Scribe is copying out a Cant, Next morn for to be spoke in
Parliament. 1704 Steele Lying Lover l i. 7 Sure. . you
talk by Memory, a Form or Cant which you mistake for
something that's gallant. 171a Addison S/ect. No. 291 § 6
With a certain cant of words.

b. A pet phrase, a trick of words
;

esp. a stock
phrase that is much affected at the time, or is re-

peated as a matter of habit or form. (Formerly
with a and plural.} arch.
1681 Country-man s Contpl. Advice to A'ing, Gods! to

be twice cajol'd by cants and looks. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon.
II./450 Enamour'd with his obstreporousness and un-
decent cants. 1692 BeMTLBY Boyle Led. 200 That ordinary
cant of illiterate, .atheists, the fortuitous or casual concourse
of atoms. 1710 Hearse Collect. (18861 II. 365 The late
happy Revolution, (so he calls it, according to the common
Cant). 1769 Junius Lett. xxvi. 119 note, Measures, and not
men, is the common cant of affected moderation. 1 1815
Jane Austen Northang. (18331 I- v. 22 It U really very
well for a novel . . is the common cant.

C. attrib.

17U Addison Sped. No. 530 r 3 Enlivened with little cant-
phrases. 1753 Steiuart's Trial App. 130 It wasacant word
through the country, That the tenants might sit, since the
worst of it would be paying the violent profits. 1774 Gouvr.
Mokris in Sparks Life f, Writ. (1832) I. 23 The beiwethers
. .roared out liberty, and property, and a multitude of cant
terms. 1790 Palev Horn Paul. (18491 39* There is such a
thing as a peculiar word or phrase cleaving, as it were, to the
memory of a writer or speaker and presenting itself to his
utterance at every turn. When we observe this we call it a
cant word or a cant phrase. 1855 Prescott/,

A</i)» // (1857 I.
v. 79 To borrow a cant phrase of the day, like ' a fixed fact '.

1868 Helps Kealmah xvii. (1876) 465 He . . can—to use the
cant phrase—afford to support the dignity of the peerage.

6. As a kind of phraseology :

a. Phraseology taken up and used for fashion's
sake, without being a genuine expression of senti-
ment ; canting language.
1710 Berkeley Prime Hum. Knmvl. § 87 All this sceptical

cant follows from our supposing, etc 1783 Johnson in Bos-
well is May, My dear friend^ clear your mind of cant, .you
may talk in this manner ; it is a mode of talking in society

jbut don t think foolishly. 1809 Svd. Smith Wks. (1867) L
174 The pernicious cant of indiscriminate loyalty. 1870
Lowell Study Wind. 157 Enthusiasm, once cold, can never
be warmed over into anything better than cant. 1875
Smiles Thrift ii. 20 In fact there is no greater cant than
cant. 1883 J. Parker Tync Ch. 320 There is a cant of in-
fidelity as certainly as there is a cant of belief.

b. esp. Affected or unreal use of religious or
pietistic phraseology

; language (or action) imply-
ing the pretended assumption of goodness or piety.
1709 Strvpe Ann. Ref. I. Iv. 609, I set down this letter at

large, that men may see the cant of these men. 1716 Addi-
son Freeholder No. 37 (J.) That cant and hypocrisy, which
had taken possession of the people's minds in the times of
the great rebellion. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Joum. France L 256
Hypocritical manners, or what we so emphatically call cant,
1849 Robertson Semi, Ser. 1. x. (1866) 182 Religious
phraseology passes into cant. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Life
vi. 111. 211 He had a horror of cant, which, .gave him a re-
pulsion for all outward show of religious observances. 1879
r roude Csesar \. 6 The whole spiritual atmosphere was
saturated with cant.

c. attrib.

*747 Carte Hist Eng. L 601 To make up what was want-
ing m the justice of their cause . . by a cant and sophisticalway of expression.

7. One who uses religious phrases unreally.

nTSuT°"u Hypocrite, a Dissembler,^™°;igUd'^hmin5 Person
"

t8*4 Mrs
-
CameronPtuk Tippet 111. 16 Lest she should be called a cant. 1873

E. Berdoc Adv. Protestant 132 He was not a cant, but

really felt what he said.

Cant (kient), sb* [Goes with ( ant v.* '1 he
sb. (if not immediately from the vb.) may be an
aphetic form of *encant, or *acant, a. OK. encanl,

mod.K. encan (Pr. encanl, Sp. encanto, It. incanto
,

in same sense : of disputed origin. 1 he loss of

the initial syllable is found also in MHG. and
mod.G. gatit in same sense.

Diez takes the Romanic words as repr. L. in quantum
* to how much?' as the cry of the auctioneer ; and with this

agree the occas. med.L. form inquantus, Pr. enquant, and
OF. inquant, and med.L. vb. inquantare. But no forms of
the word appear to go back before the end of the 12th c.

;

the earliest and ordinary forms in med.L. were incantus
(4th decl.t, incantum, incantare, accantare, t'neantator,

accantator; and OF. had enckanteur, enckantement < al-

ready in Assizes of Jerusalem). These show that the word
was then identified with the Lat. incantare, accantare,
derivs. of cantare to sing, in the sense of ' proclaim, cry*.

Cf. Du Cange, under date 1351, *quod incantator publicus
dicti castri . . debeat facere proclamationem ', and the illus-

trative 'jussit ergo Moyses praeconis voce cantari'. M.
Paul Meyer thinks the identification with cantare too old
and general to be explained as an error; and that there is

more ground for treating the connexion with in quantum
as a later fancy. Cf. also the mod.Fr. vendrc a la criie to sell

by auction, and the Sc. and north.Eng. roup, cry, shout,
auction, 'selling of goods by an outcry' (Phillips 1678JJ.

A disposal of property by public competition to

the highest bidder ; an auction. Chiefly Irish.

1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4178/4 The Manor, .is to be sold by
publick Cant to the best Bidder. 1738 Hist. Crt. Exckeq.
vii. 134 The Goods are set up to Cant. 1832 Ht. Martineau
Ireland ii. 27 Two or three lots of ground were to be let

by auction, or, as the phrase goes, by cant, 1834 Southey
Doctor exxxix. (1862) 352 The whole of them were set up
for sale by public cant in Dublin.

Cant, sbfi Sc. [Of uncertain origin : possibly
belongs to one of the prec. sbs. Cf. also cantrip.']

?
1 Trick

;
slight, illusion * (Jamieson).

1790 Morison Poems 38 (Jam.) Williy's wisp wi' whirlin'
cant Their blazes ca". 1813 D. Anderson Poems 8 1 (Jam.)
Superstition. .Experiencing plans O' auld cants that night.

Cant ,kant), a. Sc. and north, dial. Also 4-6
kant, 5 kaunt. [Common in early times (13—
14th c.) in the allit. phrase 'kant and keen\
App. the same word as mod.Du. kant 'neat,

clever', in phr. kant en klaar quite ready; also

East Fris. kant ; considered by Franck to have
been developed out of the sb. kant edge, etc. (see

Cantj^. 1 }; cf the connexion of idea in 'keen'
and 'edge'. The actual historical relation be-

tween the Low German and the northern English
word does not appear. Hence Canty, Flem. and
EG. kantig.]

Bold, brisk, courageous, hearty, lusty, lively, hale.

The Sc. sense leans to ' Lively, merry, brisk * ; cf.

Jamieson, who compares 'cant men' (armed fol-

lowers) with * merry men ' of the ballads.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8943 Iuus bat war sacant [Gott. 4 Trin.

crabbed] and kene. 1330 R. Brunne Chron. 50 Knoute com
with his kythe, \ at kant was and kene. 1375 Barbour
Bruce viii. 280 The kyng . . Vith his men that war cant
and keyn. 1400 A/orte Artk. 3195 The knyghte couc-
ride on his knees with a kaunt herte. 1440 Gatv. <V Got.
ii. 2 1Jam. 1 Cant men and cruel, c 1450 Henryson Mor.
Fab. 5 Ane Cocke. . Right cant and crous. 1^13 Douglas
AZneiswu. Prol. 42 The cadgear callis furth his capill wyth
crakis waill cant. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 517 Alss
blyth and als rejosit, And in him self that tyme als crous
and kant. 1674 Ray N. C. Wds. 9 Cant, strong lusty;
4 Very cant, God yield you', i.e. Very strong and lusty, God
reward you. Ckesk. 1849 C. Bronte Skirley I. 189 Th*
wife 's a raight cant body. 1868 E.Waugh SneckBant iv.

76 As cant as a kitlin.

t Cant, vA Obs. [Of uncertain etymol. : asso-

ciated in sense with Cant sb.*
t
but of much earlier

appearance, being the oldest vb. cant in the lang.,

and as a word preceded only by Cant a. and
Cant sb.* Since the dim. of the latter word,
cantel, chanteau, Canti.e, had the sense of 'piece,

fragment', it is possible that this sense may have
attached also to the primitive, and that a verb
to cant 'to divide into pieces* may have been
in LG. or ONF. : but it has not yet been found.]
1. trans. To part, divide, share, parcel out,

apportion.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 60 Cantyn or departyn, partior,

dnndo. 1519 More Comf. apt. Prib. nt. Wks. 1245/2 Our
very prison this earth is. And yet therof we cant vs out
. .dyuers partes dyuerslve to our self, 1533 Debell.Salem
Wks. 943/2 To diutde & cant it among good poore hus-
band men, that should til the ground [with] theyr handes.

2. (See quoO Cf. Cant sb% (quot. 1875).
1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. Gloss. (E. D. S. > CatU,\ Kent*,

to let out land to mow, hoe, etc.

Cant (ka?nt ,7'.a [f. Cant sbA ; cf. Du. and
Ger. kanten in several of the same senses.]

I. tram.

1. To give a cant edge to ; to bevel
; esp. to

bevel offa corner.

>54"-3 Act 34 <y 35 Hen. VIII, vi, Pinnes. .shal. .haue.

.

the point well and rounde filled, canted, and sharped- 1791
Smeaton Edystone L. $ 274 The corners only were a little
canted off. x8xa J. Hodgson in J. Raines Mem. (1857) I. 97

The several pillars which have their uppermost comer
canted off. 1851-3 Turner Dom. Arckit. II. ii. 30 The
Abacus is square, with the angles canted.

2. To bring or put (a thing) into an oblique
position, so that it is no longer vertical or hori-

zontal ; to slope, slant, tilt up.
1711 Duncan Mariner's Ckron. (1805) III. 302 The sea

broke in upon us, and the canoe being filled half full, canted
her broadside to it. 1756 Winthrop in Pkil. Trans. L. 11
Some [chimnies] were.. canted horizontally an inch or two
over, so as to stand very dangerously. 179a Munchausen's
Trav. ix. 30 The wind rose suddenly, and canted our barge
on one side. 1826 Miss Mitford Vill. Ser. ML (1863) 496
She sat . . with her feet canted up on an ottoman. 1884
Pall Mall G. 12 Aug. 12/t If the ship needs a * list ', she can
be canted.

b. To turn over completely, turn upside down.
1850 Kudim. Navig. iWealej 103 Canting, the act of

turning anything completely over, so that the under surface
shall lie upwards. 1855 Kisgslhy Glancus 160 Without
canting the net over, and pouring the contents roughly out.

t c - fig' (f) To incline, adapt with a bias. Obs.
1681 Southerne Loyal Bro. iv. Wks. 1721 I. 56 Gifted

rogues, That cant their doctrine to their present wants.

3. To throw off, e.g. to empty out, the contents of
a vessel by tilting it up. To cant off : to decant
1658 A. Fox IVurtz' Surg. in. viii. 241 Let it stand in a

warm place . . then cant of the Aquavits cleanly, a 1845
Hood Poems (1864) 265 As vessels cant their ballast—rat-

tling rubbish.

4. To pitch as by the sudden lurching of a ship
;

to toss, to throw with a sudden jerk.

1685 F. Spence Ho. Medici 120 Some couragious Priests

had the leisure to joyn him, and cant him into a vestry, that

was accidentally open. 1755 Smollett Quur. 11803) 1»»IJB
This very innkeeper, .held a corner ofthe blanket,and canted
me into the air with great strength and nimbleness. 1791
Smeaton Edystone L. §254 The boat took a sudden
yaw or sheer, which canted me overboard, head-long into

the sea 1805 Naval Ckron. XIII. 387 The Ship gave a lurch,

by which he was canted into the mizen shrouds ! 1816 Scorr
Antiq. xvii, That spray of a bramble has . . nearly canted
my wig into the stream. 1861 G. Berkeley S/ortsm. W,
Prairies v. 82 ' Does the cow-catcher I asked, * always
cant the beef on one side ' ?

II. intr.

5. To tilt, take an inclined position, pitch on
one side, turn over ; often to cant over,

170a C. Mather Magn. Ckr. vi. ii. (1852)356 It fell on end
and then canted along on the floor between two of the chil-

dren. 1851 S. Judd Margaret iiL 11871) 15 It jolted over
stones, canted on knolls, sidled into gutters. 1863 Smiles
Engineers IIL 410 note, A loose plank, which canted over.

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1873) II. 88 The celestial sign

of the Balance just about canting. Ibid. (1865) II. v. ii. 72
The History so-called of Europe went canting from side to

side. 1884 Manck. Exam. toSept. 5/1 The steamer, which
had canted over, lay in a very dangerous position.

6. To have a slanting position, lie aslant, slope.

1794 Pigging v Seamanship II. 301 The upper nuke
should cant down. 188a Nares Seamanship ed. 6) 135
The . . yard-arm should, .cant abaft the yard rope.

7. Naut. To take, move into, or have an oblique

position in reference to any defined course or

direction ; to swing round from a position.

1784 in Nicolas Ditp. Nelson VII. Add. 7 At 7 weighed :

in canting the ship got stern way. 1850 Blacktv. Mag.
LXXXVI. 655/2 The great length of the Nimrod and Cor-
morant caused them, when canting or swinging across the
Channel, almost to block it up. 1887 Blacxmore in Har-
per's Mag. Mar. 563 The boat canted round towards the

entrance of the creek. Newspaper, The stern of the
Andalusian was seen to be canting to the southward.

t 8. Jig. To cant with : ? to fall in with, take the

direction of. (Cf. 2 c) Obs.

1656 in Burton Diary (1828) L St| They were all earn-
ings, such as could not cant with my thoughts.

f 9. (See quot. 1877.) Obs. or dial.

1674 [see Canting vbl. sb. 1
]. 1877 Iloldemess Gloss.

(E. D. S.) Cant, to move about with a jaunty step. ' Why
awd woman gans can tin aboot like a young lass.'

Cant (ka-nt), t>.3 [See Cant sb.z It is not

certain whether the vb. or the sb. came first.]

I. 1. intr. To sj>eak in the whining or sing-

song tone used by beggars ; to beg.

1567 HARMANC<rr'Crt/(i8og)3i ' It shall be lawefull for the
to Cant'—that is, to aske or begge—'for thy living in al

places.' 161s Beaum. & Fl. Cupid's Pev. iv. 418 The cun-
ning'st rankest rogue that ever Canted. 1687 Congreve
Ola Backet, m. vi. Thy master, .lies canting at the gate.

1750 Johnson Kambl. No. 171 P 10 [He] bad me cant and
whine in some other place.

2. intr. To speak in the peculiar jargon or

'cant' of vagabonds, thieves, and the like.

1609 Dekker Lantk.ffCandle-L. Wks. 1885 III. 194 He
that m such assemblies can cant best, is counted the best

Musitian. 165a Gaule Magastrom. To Rdr., He cannot
tell how to cant with him fa gypsie] in his own foysting

gibborish. .1652 H. More in R. Ward Life (1710* 307,

1

don't deny but that may sooner teach a Man to Cant and
talk Gibberish. 1708 Kersey, Cant, to talk darkly, after

the manner of Thieves, Beggars, &c. i7ax-x8oo in Bailey.

b. Slang and dial. To speak, talk ; in St, (see

quot. 1788).
1567 Harman Caveat (\$6q) 84 The vpright Cofe canteth

to the Roge. 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Cant, to

speak. 1713 Ramsay Elegy Maggy Joknstoun, Of auld

stories we did cant X7a6 Avliffe Parrrg. 309 Tho' it

cants or speaks in another manner. 1788 Picken Poems
Gloss., Cant, to tell merry old stories.

c. trans. To speak or utter in a cant way.
159a Greene Def. Coneycatck. (1859) 5 To hearc a pesant
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cant the wordes of art belonging to our trade. 1631 Brath-

wait Whimzics, Wine-soaker 102 Which sackes his capitall,

makes his tongue cant broken English. 1633. Shirley

Gamesters in. iii, Canting broken Dutch for farthings.

+ 3. intr. To use the special phraseology or

jargon of a particular class or subject. ? Obs.

1625 B. Jonson Staple of N. iv. iv, When my Muster-

Master Talkes of his Tacticks, and his Rankes.and Files.

.

Doth not he cant? Ibid. Thou canst cant too. Pic, In all

the Language in Westminster Hall, Pleas, Bench, or Chan-

cery, Fec-Earm, Fee- Tail, Tenant in Dcnuer, etc., etc

1688 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet., Cant, to speak a canting Lan- I

guage, to have an affected peculiar kind of Speech. 1698

Norris Pract. Disc. 262 The Quakers, .only Cant in some
loose general Expressions about the Light.

f 4. To say or exclaim in the pet phraseology

of the day, to use the phrases currently affected

at the time. Also, To cant it: to phrase it in

the cant of the period. Obs.

1648 TsKKYM Blind Guidex. 6 No other import or ten-

dency (as he cants it). 1660 S. Ford Loyal Subject's Exult.

13 The Sovereign Authority of the People (as our Times
have learned to cant it). 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 24

Those, .which they so much cant to be drying decoctions.

1710 Sir. J. St. Leger Matiagers Pro Con, in Somers
Tracts Ser. iv. (1751) III. 242 To set right (as they cant) the

..Youth of the University. ^1716 South 12 Serm. (1744)

1 1. 64 There was thirty years more generation-work (as they

canted it) cut out for him.

5. To affect the conventional phraseology of a

school, party, or subject.

1728 Young Love Fame VL (1757) iS5 Let them cant on,

since they have got the knack, And dress their notions, like

themselves, in black. 1784 Johnson in Bos*ivell (1887) IV.

308 Don't cant in defence of savages. 1802 Mar. Edge-
worth Moral T. <i8i6> I. xiv. 114 Who cants about the

pre-eminence of mind. 1866 Carlyle Remin. II. 215 A
paltry print then much canted of. 1870 Lowell Among
?ny Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 340 Leasing . . knew the classics, and
did not merely cant about them.

6. spec. To affect religious or pietistic phrase-

ology, esp. as a matter of fashion or profession ; to

talk unreally or hypocritically with an affectation

of goodness or piety.

1678 Butler Hud. lit n. 765 Till they first began to Cant
And sprinkle down the Covenant. 1778 Johnson in Boswell

12 Apr., He [Dr. Dodd] may have composed this prayer

then. A man who has been canting all his life, may cant to

the last. 1813 Scott Rokeby L xviii, I could not cant of

creed or prayer. 1851 Kingsley Yeast xi. U853I 189 In
Christian England Where they cant of a Saviour's name,
And yet waste men's lives like vermin's. 1856 R. Vaughan
Mystics {i860) II. viii. ix. 102 Those dreamers who . . cant

about a general brotherhood which exempts them from
particular charity.

7. trans, (in senses 5, 6.)

1641 M. "Frank Serm. Transfig. (1672) 514 To set up King
esus ; a phrase much canted. 1676 M arvell Mr. Smirke
iij, Shall any sort of men presume to .. force every

man to Cant after them what it is not lawful for any man to

utter? 1761 Sterne TV. Shandy m. xii. 60 Of all the cants

which are canted in this canting world . . the cant of criticism

is the most tormenting. 1825 Edin. Rev. XLII. 355 He
may cant out his panegyricks. 1843 Macaulay in Life <$

Lett. 1 1880) II. 146, I have heard the same cant canted
about a much finer building.

8. dial. (,See quots.)

1877 E. Peacock N.-W. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cant, to

deceive by pious pretences, to impose upon. 1881 Evans
Leicestersh. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cant, to wheedle; coax ; hu-

mour. ' The pony '11 be quiet enough when he's been canted

a bit.'

II. f 9. trans. To chant, sing ; to repeat in

a sing-song manner, intone. Obs.

60SGauls Magastrom. 24 Who is an Inchanter? A Sooth-
singer, by canting numbers, or a Sooth-sayer by calculating

numbers. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-Cr. d. iii. 35 Singing
Men and singing Boys, that instead of rehearsing the Creed,
cant it, like the tune called the Mock-Nightingale.

1 10. intr. To chant, sing. Sc. or dial. ? Obs.

1768 Ross Helenore 59 (Jam.) The birdies. .Canting fu'

cheerfu'.

Cant (ksent), [cf. Cant sbA, and the med.L.
cognate verbs incantdre, accantdre to proclaim, cry,

put up to auction, there mentioned.] To dispose

of by auction. Chiefly Irish.
The first quotation may belong to Cant 7'. 1 to divide.

[1570 Wills
<jr Inv. N. C. I 1835) 328, I will y l all my goods

aftr my deathe shalbe canted & sold at my foredore &
then to be distributed in money by euen portions to my
executors.] 1720 Swift Irish Manuf. Wks. 1761 III. 4
Canting their own lands upon short leases, and sacrificing

their oldest tenants for a penny an acre. 1723 — Power of
B^s. ibid. 262 [Irish] landlords ..cant their lands to the
highest bidder. 1828 C. Croker Fairy Leg. Irel. II. 236
Tim the driver swears if we don't pay up our rent, he'll cant
every ha'perth we have. 1839 W. Carleton Fardoroug/ia
(ed. 2) 46 He . . canted all we had at half price, and turned
us to starve on the world. 1880 in Antrim <y Down Gloss.

t 2. To enhance by competitive bidding, rare.
a I74S Swift Hist. Eng., Will. II (Rj When two monks

were outvying each other in canting the price of an abbey.

tCant, f. 5 Obs. dial, [f. Cant a.] intr. To
become 'cant' or well; to recover strength, to
mend. Hence Canting vbl. sb.

1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crrat, Cant . . also (Cheshire) to
grow Strong and Lusty. 1691 Ray N. C. Wds. s.v., 'A
health to the good wives [wife's] canting ' i. e. her recovering
after lying-in.

Cant, v.$ = Scant.
1580 Tusser Husb. 11878) 184 Good huswiferie canteth

1*577 scanteth] the lenger to last.

Can't kant), a colloq. contraction of cannot
;

see Can h. 1 A 1,

Cantab (kse'nt&b). A colloquial abbreviation

of Cantabrigian.
1750 Coventry Pompey Lift. n. x. 117851 68/1 The young

Cantab, .had come up to London. 1755 Gentl. Hag. XXV.
60 Upon gawdy, or exceeding days, as they are call d by the

Cantab*. 1807 Byron To Miss Pigot 5 July, Sad dogs all

the Cantabs.

Cantabank (kce'ntabrcnk). rare. [ad. It. can-

ta/nbanco, f. canta-re to sing + banco bench.] A
singer on a stage or platform

;
hence, contemptu-

ously, a common ballad-singer.

[1589 PUTTSMHAH Eng. Poesie iArb,)g6 Small and popular

Mnsickes song by these Cantahanqui vpon benches ami
barrels heads.] 1834 Sir H. Taylor Artcvelde 1. iii. i, He
was no tavern cantabank.

II Cantabile (kanta -

b/V), a. and sb. Music.

[It. = that can be sung, suited for singing.]

A. adj. In a smooth flowing style, such as

would be suited for singing.

1730-6 in Bailey. 1822 Repository No. 80. 103 The smooth,

Cantable, and expressive melody which pervades its struc-

ture. 1864 Realm 13 Apr. 8 Written in a simple cantabile

style.

B. sb. Cantabile style ; a piece or passage of

music of this style.

1744 J. Green Psalmody 140 Cantabal, Vocal Music.

1788 J. Williams (A. Pasquini Childr. Thespis (1793) 137
'I ho her sportive cantabilies win us. 1808 Wolcott (P.

Pindan Wks. 1812 V. 353 The tuneful Nymph.. That in

cantabile delights the soul. 1856 Mrs. C. Clarke tr. Ber-
lioz' Instr. 81 It expresses them admirably in its cantabile.

Cantabrigian (ksentabrrdgian), a. and sb.

[f. Cantabrigia, Latin form of the name Cambridge

+ -an.] Of or belonging lo Cambridge ; a mem-
ber of the University of Cambridge.

1645 Howell Lett. 116501 I. 15 The Oxonians and Can-
tabrigians .. are the happiest Aeademians on earth. 171

1

Steele Sped. No. 78 Y 5 Some hardy Cantabrigian Author.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, ' Times' Wks. iliohn) II. 120

Every slip of an Oxonian or Cantabrigian who writes his

first leader, assumes that we subdued the earth before we
sat down to write this particular ' 'l imes '.

Hence, nonce-wds., as Cantabrigl*city, Canta-
brize v.

1863 L>e Morgan in A". >V Q. Ser. in. IV. 170 There is a
general Cantabrigicity about it. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.
ix. vii. §47 Know also that this university [Dublin] did so

Cantabrize, that she imitated her in the successive choice
of her Chancellours. 1885 Academy 10 Jan. 19 2 Readers .

.

might be excused for considering that Mr. Mullinger ' can-
tabrizes '.

f Cantai'llie. Sc. Obs. [A variant of Cantle
;

cf. Du. kanteel battlement.] ? ' A corner-piece
1

(Jam.).
1561 Royal Invent. 11815) 165 1 Jam.) Item, ane bed. .with

a litle cantaillie of gold furnisit with ruif head piece.

Ca'ntalite. Min. [a. Y . cantalite, f. Cantal in

France + -ite.] A feldspathic rock from Cantal

in France, formerly considered a variety of quartz.

t CantaloO'n. Obs. A woollen stuff manu-
factured in the 18th c. in the west of England.
1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4806/4, 4 Trusses of Cantaloons or

Serges. 1748 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. 94 <D.i Western
Goods . . Shalloons, Cantaloons, Devonshire Kersies, etc.

Ibid. (1769) II.25 I" Bristol, and many Towns on that Side,

Druggets, Cantaloons, and other Stuffs. 1

Cantaloup karntalwp). Chiefly U.S. Also
cantalupe,-leup, canteleup, -lope, -loup, -lupe.

[a. F. cantaloup, ad. It. Cantalupo, the name of a
former country seat of the Pope near Rome, where
it is said, on its introduction from Armenia, to have
been first cultivated.] A small, round, ribbed

variety of musk-melon, of a very delicate flavour.

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 86/2 Varieties of melons. .The Early
Cantaloup, i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Wealth Wks. (Bohn)
II. 354 The cantaloupes, crooknecks, and cucumbers will

send for him. 1863 Life in South II. 343 A fine cantalupe
melon, at five cents. 1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius
xiv, Behold also, his Grace eateth the cantelope.

f Cantanker. Obs. nonce-wd. [A back form-

ation from Caktankeb-ous, like canker, canker-

ous.] =Cantankebousness. So Cantankerate
v., to provoke; Cantaukersome a. = Cantan-
kerous (both U. S. colloq.)

1825 Canning Let. in Stapleton Canning Times (1859)

App. iv, F. is cantankerous. He is also tricky. No man
has a right to be both . . Straightforwardness is the only
excuse for cantanker. 1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. 1. xxiv.

(1862) 115 You may .. cantankerate your opponents, and
injure your own cause by it. Ibid. in. xii, A terrible cross-

grained cantaukersome critter.

Cantankerous kantze-nkaros", a. colloq.

Also 8 cantanckerous. [Said by Grose, who
spells it contankerous, to be a Wiltshire word.
This spelling gives some support to the conjecture

that the word was fonned on ME. contak, conteke,

contention, quarrelling, contckour, conteckour one
who raises strife, whence *conleckerous, *conta~

kerous would be a possible deriv. like traitorous,

which might subseq. be corrupted under influence

of words like cankerous
t
rancorous. Its oddly

appropriate sound, and perh. some assoc. with these

I words, have given it general colloquial currency.]

Showing an ill-natured disposition ; ill-conditioned

and quarrelsome, perverse, cross-grained.

177Z Goldsm. Stoops to Cong. II, There's not a more bitter

cantanckerous road in all Christendom. 1775 Sheridan
Rivals v. iii, I hope, Mr. Faulkland. .you won't be so can-
tanckerous. 1842 Miss Miti ord in L'Estrange Life 11870)

III. ix. 142 As cantankerous and humorous as Cassius him-
self. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi ix. 195 A crusty old bachelor

or. .a cantankerous husband. 1873 St. Paul's Mag. 1. 533
A cantankerous element in his nature.

Hence Canta nkerously adv., Cantankerous-
ness.
1868 A. K. H. Boyd Lessons Mid. Age 217 One impractic-

able, stupid, wrongheaded, and cantankerously foolish per-

son of the twelve. 1876 MRS. H. Wood Orville Coll. 411
You have behaved cantankerously to him. 1881 A. R. Hui'i;

in Boy's Own Paper 10 Sept. 794 The roller had crushed the

cantankerousness right out of him. 1886 Chr. Life 2 Jan.
2/6 A member, .expelled for general cantankerousness.

Cantar ,kae*ntai). Often in the native forms

ca'ntaro, c&ntara. [f. It., Sp. cantaro, cantara :—

L. canthar-us, Gr. K6.v9apos tankard, drinking-pot.]

A measure of capacity and weight used in some
of the countries bordering on the Mediterranean,

varying greatly according to the locality, from

74J lbs. in Rome to 502J lbs. in Syria.

1730 6 Bailey, Cantar [in Spain] wine measure, is about
two gallons. Cantar [in Turky in Asia] 100 rotelloes,

about 418 pounds averdupoise. Cantar [at Tunis] 114

pounds. 1773 BrYDONE Sicily xvii. 11809 186 Mortars . . to

throw a hundred cantars of cannon-ball or .stones. 1858
SiHMONDS Diet, t rade, Cantara, cantaro, a liquid measure
of Spain ranging from 2^ to 4 gallons. i88z Even. Standard
16 Sept. 5/2 The cotton crop is estimated at 2,000,000 can-
tar>. 1887 Pall Mall G. 24 June 12/1 formerly twenty loaves

[of sugar] went to the Moorish cantar, or hundredweight.

t Cantarie. Obs. [ad. L. cantdria Chantry,
f. cantarc to sing: cf. CANTUARlE.] -CHANTUY.
C 1593 Rites of Durham 1 1842) 37 Within the said Gallelei

in the Cantarie . . stood Our Ladies alter.

II Cantata kanta'ta). Music. [It. ;
=

' a thing

sung, a song, a composition to be set to music

f. cantarc to sing ; for the It. ending -ata see -ADE.]

1. Originally, a narrative in verse set to recitative,

or alternate recitative and air, for a single voice,

accompanied by one or more instruments; now
applied to a choral work, either sacred and re-

sembling an oratorio but shorter, or secular, as a

lyric drama set to music but not intended to be

acted. (See Grove Diet. A/us. I. 304.)
1724 H. Carky {title) Cantatas for a voice, with Accom-

paniment. 1744 J. GREEN Psalmody 140 Cantata, a Song in

an Opera Stile. 1751 Smollktt Per. Pic. 11779) I. ii- 22

Pipes performed the whole cantata. 1775 Mrs. Harris in

Priv. Lett. 1st Ld. Malmesbury I. 2u6 A very fine new
cantata composed by Kanzini. 1861 Woods Pr. oj Wales
in Canada 140 The Montreal Oratorio Society performed
. .a grand Cantata specially composed.

f2. A song, chant, {nonce-use.)

a 1754 Fielding 'True Pair. Wks. 1775 IX. 311 The ..

swan, whose last breath goes out in a cantata.

Hence Cantatize v. nonce-wd. To perform

cantatas.

1842 Blackvf. Mag. LI. 24 The flexile trills of a cantatiz-

ing Signora.

Canta'tion. rare. [ad. L. cantdtidn-em sing-

ing, incantation, t. cantarc to sing : see -ation.]

f a. Singing {obs.). b. Incantation, magical charm.

1623 Cockeram, Cantation, Singing. 1656 BLOUNT Gloss.,

Cantation, singing or enchanting. 1846 Ford Goth. fr.
Spain 237 As Ulysses stopped his bleeding by cantation.

II Canta tor. rare. [L.: agent-noun f. cantarc

to sing; cf. Cantatrice.] A \male) singer.

1866 Engel Nation. Mus. vii. 239 In describing a voyage,

the cantator represents with his body the uneasy motion of

the waves.

Cantatory (kse'ntatari), a. rare. [f. on L.

type *cantdtori-us, f. cantdtor-em : see prec] Of or

pertaining to a singer or his singing.

1836 Eraser's Mag. XIII. 75 This specimen of his can-

tatory powers.

1j Pertaining to cant ;
whining, sing-song.

In mod. Diets.

I! Cantatrice (It. kantatritp, Fr. kantatrfs).

[a. It. and F. cantatrice :—L. canldtrix, cantdlric-

em, fern, of cantator.} A female professional singer.

1866 Daily Tel. 16 Jan. 7/4 The rival cantatrice.
_

1871

Smiles Charac. xii. (1876) 350 A promising but passionless

cantatrice.

Cant-dog ,krc-nt,aYg). [f. Cant ».2 + Dog.]

north, dial. 'A hand-spike with a hook
1

(Halli-

well) ; in U. S. = Cant-hook 2.

1868 Harper's Mag. XXXVI. 420 Six large logs were
piled on to one large sled in a hioment's time, two or three

men assisting with their cant-dogs. 1883 Boston (Mass.)

7ml., Cant-dogs are coming into use for various purposes.

Canted (ksetrt&d), a. [f. Cant sb.^ and v*
+ -ed.] In various senses of Cant v.2 : tilted up,

caused to lean from the perpendicular ;
having a

sloping or slanting surface ; bevelled
;
placed at

an oblique angle
;
having the corners bevelled off.

1649 in Vetusta Man. (1748) II, Plates 23 & 24 One round
Structure or Building of Free Stone, called the Canted
Tower [of the Old Palace at Richmond, Surrey]. 1664 in

Bp. Cosin Corr.(SurteesJ II. 374 To make a canted steppinto

the great roome. 1848 Rickman Archit. li, The general

plan of the abacus is a square with the angles cut off, or
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what is called a canted square. 187a 0. Shipley Gloss.

Eccl. Terms 66 s. v. Bevel, A sloped or canted surface.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. Cant, A bolt with a hexagonal
or octagonal head is said to be six or eight canted.

Canteen (k.a.*nt/~n). Mil. [a. F. cantine, ad.

It. cantina cellar, cave, of doubtful deriv. : see

Diez and Littre. The history and order of the

senses is obscure. The quotations of date 1744
virtually carry senses 1 and 4 back to 1710-11,

the date of the occurrences referred to. See also

note under 4.]

1. A kind of sutler's shop in a camp, barracks,

or garrison town, where provisions and liquors

are sold to soldiers and non-commissioned officers.

Now under regimental control. Also, in Indian

and colonial use, applied to a victualling or re-

freshment house resembling this.

1744 M. Bishop Life <t Adv. 138, I took him to the Can-
teen, and gave him what he would drink. 1803 Rem Cycl.,

Canteen is the cabaret, tavern, or place in a garrison-town

where the garrison have the privilege of purchasing spirits

. . and beer. 183a Life W. J. Neptune 105 In the kitchen

of the Canteen at the Citadel. 1844 Regul. <y Ord. Army
243 No civilians . . are to be permitted to frequent, or in any
way to make use of the Canteen, without the . . sanction

of the Commanding Officer. 1886 The Canteen at the

Indian and Colonial Exhibition.

||
2. *A small case divided into compartments

for carrying flasks or bottles of wine and other

liquors* Littre); a French use, which however
may have given rise to the next two English ones.

1737 Ozell Rabelais 1 1. 255 Two Cantines 1 Bottle-Cues).
The best Cantines are sold at Charing-Cross.

3. A box or chest with an outfit of cooking and
table utensils, and other articles serviceable in a

camp, or on an expedition, used by officers, etc.

1817 Keatingk Trav. II. 6 Next follow the mules, with
the tents and canteens. 1839 Anne Tytler 13 Mr.
Howard's canteen contained a small tea-service, etc. 1855
MacaULAY Hist. Eng. III. 627 The sumpter horses were
unloaded : the canteens were opened.

4. A small tin or wooden vessel, of a capacity of

from 3 to 4 pints, for water or liquor, carried by
soldiers on the march, travellers, workmen, etc.

(This sense appears to be in vulgar Fr. , since Littre" says
*11 ne faut pas employer cantine pour cruche, ni dire:
reinplissez cette cantine '.)

1744 Mi BlSHOP Lift Adv. 8 The soldiers, .ran into the
Water . . and after they had fdled their Bellies, filled their

Canteens. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine < 17891 Espoulctte,

a tin canteen, or case, to carry fine powder. 1800 Weems
Washington x. 1 1877! 129 Her soldiers often without a crust

in their knapsacks or a dram in their canteens. 1811
Monthly Mag. 1 I>ec. 464 Canteen, or cantine . . a tin flat

bottle, in which soldiers carry liquor on their shoulders.

1851 Coal-tr. Terms Northumbld. A> Durh. 12 Canteen, a
small wooden flat barrel, containing about half a gallon, in

which a pitman carries water or coffee with him to his work.
1868 Regul. .5- Ord. Army §1128 The Men will, .shift their

pouches, havresacks and water canteens, round to the front

of their bodies.

5. allrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) canteen-keeper,

-sergeant, -steward ; (sense 3) canteen - camel,

-horse ; (sense 4 canteen-maker.
1706 Cavalry Instruct. (1803) 216 On a march, servants,

led horses, and canteen horses remain with their squadrons.
1882-3 Schaff Kelig. Encycl. I. 374 The canteen camel of
Eastern tourists. 1886 Pall Mall G. 12 Sept. 2/2 The
regimental and canteen supplies arc left in the hands of
canteen stewards and quartermasters. 1887 Haggard Jess

19 The canteen keeper sent for his boys to turn him out.

Cantel, var. of Cantle ;
misreading of Cautel.

t Cantel-cape, -cope. 06s. [Cf. F. chan-

teau 1 the quarter-piece of a garment, a cantle of

cloth ' ^ONF. cantel)."] A kind of cope or cape.

<inai O.E. Chron. an. 1070 Marsse hakeles and cantel-

capas and reafes. [transl. Stevenson 1853, Mass-robes, and
cantle-capes, and vestments.) e 1205 Lay. 29749 Godd clarc

and wel idon, ba haucS his cantel-capc on. 1545 Ludlmv
Churchiv. Acc. iCamden) 24 Payde for mendynge of iij.

cantylcopes \i')d. Ibid. 27 For mendynge of a cantilcop \ d.

Canter (karntai), sb, 1 [f. Cant v. 2 + -eb K Cf,

also Cant j/;. 1 6.]

1. One who cants, or tilts.

2. (See quot.)

1875 Robinson Whitby Gloss. {E. D. S.) Canter, a timber-

carrier ; one who brings 'bauks' or tree-trunks from the
woods to the ship-yards.

Canter (karntsj), sb.2 [f. Cant ».> + -eh '.]

1. One who uses the ' cant ' of thieves, etc. ; one
of the ' canting crew 1

; a rogue, vagabond, arch.

1609 Dekker VwrnM. $ Candle-L. Wks. 1885 III. 197
Stay and heare a Canter in his owne language, making
Rithmes. 1610 S. R[owlands] Mart. Mark-all E j b.Thus
haue I runne ouer the Canter's Dictionary. 1630 J. Taylor
(Water P.) Wks. 11. 239/1 [They] gaue all their mony to the
mendicanting Canters. i6sbGaule Magastrom. 131 Astro-
logers, Soothsayers, Canters, Gypsies, juglers. 17x9 D'Ur-
ff.y Pills III. 100 A Filchcr my Brother, A Canter my
Uncle. 1865 tr. V. Hugo's Hunchback 11. vi. 76 Four or five
canters . .were quarrelling.

2. A talker of professional or religious cant ; in

17th c. a nickname of the ruritans.
165a Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 292 On Whit-Smnday, I

went to the church . . and heard one of the canters. 1711
Vjnd. Sacheverell 42 The seditious Canter. 18*1 Plachc.
Mag. X. 731 The Schlegels are the great critiral canters of
modern Europe. 1848 M u ai'i.ay Hist. Eng. I. 213 The
days when be [Lauderdale} was a canter and m|mL

Canter .karntai), sb2 [cf. Canter z>.2] A
Canterbury gallop ; an easy gallop. ' The exertion

is much less, the spring less distant, and the feet

come to the ground in more regular succession/

than in the gallop proper (Youatt).

1755 Connoisseur No. 69 She never ventured beyond a
canter or a hand-gallop. 1773 Johnson s. v. Canterbury
gallop, The hand gallop of an ambling horse, commonly
called a canter. 1831 Vocatt Horse (1843) 527 The canter
is to the gallop very much what the walk is to the trot,

1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. v, This canter over hill and glade.

b. To win in a canter*, to distance all the

other horses in a race so much that galloping is

unnecessary at the end ; Jig. to come off victor

with the greatest ease.

1853 I'Ytton My Novel (Hoppe) He wins the game in a
canter. 1874 Sat. Rev. Aug. 180 (ibid.) Hermitage won in

a common canter.

2. jig. (cf. run, scamper.)
171864 Sir J. Stephen 1 Webster) A rapid canter in the

Times over all the topics of the day. 1865 Dickens Mut.
Er. xi. 86 Ma was talking then, at her usual canter. 1879
0. W. Holmes Motley xvii. 118 He ever and anon relieves
his prose jog trot by breaking into a canter of poetry.

t Ca nter, sbA Obs. rare- 1
. [r&d.Sp.cantera.]

A kind of Spanish fishing-boat.
a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts \\. (1704) 532/1 There

are .employ'd out of Spain ..Vessels call'd Canters, upon
that Fishing. [1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Cantera, a
Spanish fishing-boat.]

Canter, obs. var. of Cantor.
t Canter, v.^ Obs. ?To chant, to intone.

1538 Starkey England I. iv. (1871* 137 Thynke, yf Saynt
Augustyn, Jerome, or Ambrose nerd our curyouse dys-
cantyng and canteryng in churchys, what they wold say.

Canter ikarntsj), v.- [Shortened from Canter-
bury v.]

1. intr. Of a horse, etc. : To move in a moderate
gallop, raising the two fore- feet nearly at the same
time with a leap or spring.

1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4247/4 Trots, Paces, and Canters
very fine. 1804 G. Rose Diaries (i860) II. 193 The horse,
on cantering down a . . hitl, came on his head. 1865 Living-
stone Zanibesi x. 212 The zebras, .canter gracefully away.
2. ( >f the rider.

1768 Sterne Sent. foum. (1778* 1. 117 Fleur. .canter'd

away. .as. .perpendicular as a prince. i8ai Byron Juan iv.

ciii, I canter by the spot each afternoon. 1870 E. Peacock
RalfSkirl. II. 164 He was cantering through the park.

3. trans/. To run or move as in a canter ; to

move nimbly or briskly.

1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy '1793) IV. 157 Tis.any thing
which a man makes a shift to get astride on, to canter it

away from the cares and solicitudes of life. 1825 Houlston
Tracts II. No. 38. 11 Away she canters, and tosses over
and tries on before the looking-glass every article of dress.

4. trans. To make a. horse) go at a canter, to

ride at a canter.

1856 R. Vauchan Mystics (i860' 1 1. \ m. vii. 80 The Islander
catches, .the first [pony] that comes to hand, puts on the
halter, canters it his journey, and lets it go.

6. trans/. To impart a cantering motion to.

182 1 Ntm Month. Mag. 1 1. 322 She would not be cantered
in a swing set up in a kitchen - garden, because, as she
whispered, the potatoes had eyes.

Canterburian (ksenfaibifl^riln), a. and sb.

[f. Canterbury + -an.] Of or pertaining to Canter-

bury, esp. to the archiepiscopal See ; in the i7thc.

taken as a representative of High Church Angli-

canism. Hence Canterburianism. So t Ca'n-
terburiness, mock designation of the Archbishop
of Canterbury or his dignity.

1570 Levins Manip. 20 Canterburiane, Cantuariensis.
1660 T. Fisher Rus/icks Alarm Wks. (1679) ai6 Either
Romish or Canterburian Catholicks. 1848 II. Miller ^Yr*/
/fttpr. xx. (1857' 35 1 TIm Canterburianism of the times of
Charles the First did that hapless monarch much harm.
1588 Marprd. Epist. iArb.> 15 The Hope. .Wing far belter

than were John with his Canterburines.se. 1589 Marpret.
Epit. (1843) 9, I hope his Canterburinesse will looke to this

geare.

Canterbury kx ntojbOri, -bari), sb. [A city of

England famous from ancient times as the see of

the Archbishop and Primate of all England. The
shrine of Thomas a Heckct (St. Thomas of Canter-

bury) who was murdered in the cathedral 29 Dec,
1 1 70, was in pre-Reformation times a favourite

object of pilgrimage ; and it was a company of
pilgrims to this shrine that Chaucer made the nar-

rators of his ' Canterbury Talcs to which some
of the attributive uses refer.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 16 Thanne longen folk to goon on
pilgrimages. And specially from euery shires ende Of
Engelond to Caunturbury they wende The hooly blisful

martir for to seke That hem hath holpen whan pat they
were seeke.l

A. attrib.

1. In phrases referring either (a) to the pilgrims,

as Canterbury bells
;
(b) to the tales told on the way

(or Chaucer's work so called), as Canterbury tale

or story, in later times often taken as a long tedious

story, a 'friar's tale*, a fable, a* cock-and-bull

story; (r) or applied by the Puritans to the hierar-

chical position of Canterbury, as Canterbury trick.

I [e 1386 Chaucer Prol. {title) Here bygynneth the Book of
I the tales of Caunterbury.] "ia imo in C. Wordsworth EccL

Biog. (1818) 1. 168 Pilgrimes. .with the noise of their piping,

I

and with the sound of their singing, and the jangling of
i

their Canturburie bels. 1575 Tubbekv. Bk. Ealconrie 260
A verie olde womans fable or Cantorburie tale. 1579 Fulke
Heskins' Pari. 422 A lewd lying counterfeter of more then

j

Caunterburie tales. 1589 Greene MenapK Wks. 1881-3
I VI. 86 Whosoeuer Samela descanted of that loue, tolde you
a Canterbury tale. 1589 Hay any Work 1 There is a canter-
bury trick once to patch up an acusation with a lye or two.
166a Fuller Worthies (1811) I. 527 (D.) Since that time
Canterbury Tales are parallel to EabuUe MiUsia, which
are characterized, nee verac, nee verisimiles. 1709 Steele
Tatler No. 132 r 10 One [Story] of a Quarter of an Hour
long, .gathers Circumstances every Time he tells it, till it

grows into a long Canterbury Tale of two Hours. 1737
in A'. <y Q. Ser. H. IX. 414/2 [He] would begin a long
Canterbury Story of a duel he had fought. 1763 Col-
man Deuce is in hint 11. L iD.t What, to come here with
a Canterbury tale of a leg and an eye, and Heaven knows
what !

2. Canterbury pace, rack, rate, trot, gallop, etc.,

supposed originally to designate the pace of the
mounted pilgrims.
a 1636 W. Sampson VoTv-6reaker v. 1, Have I practie'd

. . my smooth Ambles, and Canterbury Paces ? 1675 Charac.
Eanatic in Hart. Misc. VII. 637 D.) A Canterbury rack,
half pace, half gallop. 1717 E. Ward Wks. II. 6 With whip
and spur he might beat-up Into a Canterbury tit-up. 1773
Johnson, Canterbury gallop, the hand gallop of an ambling
horse, commonly called a canter

', said to be derived from
the monks riding to Canterbury on easy ambling horses.
i8»6 F. Cooper Mohicans ii, The most confirmed gait that
he could establish, was a Canterbury gallop with the hind
legs. 1830 Galt Laurie T. vl vii. (1849) Cm horse-
l>ack, and off at a Canterbury trot. 1

B. sb,

fl. [From phrases in A 2.] An easy galloping
pace; a hand-gallop ; a Caxteb. Obs.
1631 Brathwait Whimzies, Hee rides altogether upon

spurre . . who is as familiarly acquainted with a Canterbury,
as hee who makes Chaucer his author, is with his tale.

1710 Shaftesb. Charac. \. iii. (17371 III. 25 The common
Amble or Canterbury is not . .more tiresom to a good Rider,
than this See-Saw of Essay-Writers is to an able Reader.
17*9 Dennis Pope's Dune. (N.) The Pegasus of Pope, like a
Kentish post-horse, is always on the Canterbury.

2. A piece of furniture ; a stand with light

partitions to hold music-portfolios and the like.

1849 in 6mart Supp. 1857 J. H. Walsh Dom. Econ. 202
Rosewood or mahogany plain Canterbury with drawer.
1880 Argosy XXX. 9 Look in the canterbury and find me
that piece by Schubert. 1883 Miss Hraddon Gold. Calf i.

10 In an ancient canterbury under the ancient piano.

t Canterbury, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. sb.]

intr. To canter.

1673 M arvell Reh. Transp. 1 1. 402 The Prelates trooping
it up and down on the publick Post-horses and canterburing
from Synod, .to Synod.

Canterbury Bell(s. [See Bell sbA 4 ;
app.

the full name was fancifully associated with the

small bells wom on their horses by the pilgrims

in pre- Reformation times, and often mentioned in

the 1 6th c. (See Britten and Hollands]
A flowering plant of the genus Campanula

;

originally applied to the native species C. Tta-

chelium, the Nettle-leaved Kel I flower or Throat-

wort ; but in later times erroneously transferred to

the cultivated exotic C. Medium, called in the

16th c. Coventry Hells or Marian's Violet. More
loosely, the name has been applied to the Giant
Bell - flower, C. lati/otia, and perhaps to other

species. (Until the present cent, always Bells.)

1578 Lvtk Dodoens u. xx. 170 Of Canterbury Belles or
Haskewurte. Ibid. 17a In English they be called Bel-

floures, and of some Canterbury Belles. 1597 Gerard
Herbal 163 (Britten & Holl. 87) Of some about London
Canterbury bels, but improperly, for that there is another
kind of bell flower growing in Kent, about Canterbury,
which may more fitly l>e called Canterburie bels, bicause

they crow there more plentifully than in any other countrie.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. iv. g 60 The Canterbury Bells

have large rough leaves like Nettles. 1741 Compl. Earn.-
Piece 11. iii. 357 Towards the End of this Month, sow ..

Cinterbury-bells. i8ai Clare VUL Minstr. 1 1. 134 The wild

stalking canterbury bell, By hedge-row side. 1861 Miss
PtLKTrEto7oer.pt. III. 339 Giant Bell-flower .. often called

Canterbury-bell. 188s Garden t July 12/2 A collection of

Canterbury Bells.

H Formerly Lady's Smock, Cardamine pratensis.

15^7 Gerard Herbal 203 They are commonly called in

Latine, FlosCuculi; in English Cuckowe flowers ; inNorth-
fotke Caunterburie bels; at the Namptwich in Cheshire,

where 1 had my beginning, Ladie Smocks.

Canterer (kre-ntarsi). A steed or rider that

canters.

1820 Hlacktv. Mag. VII. <jai Her husband was .. one
of the gayest sparrers, swimmers . . canterers, drinkers,

reveller^.

Ca ntering, vbl. sb. The action of the vb.

Canter.
i8»7 I.vtton Pclham xlii. (L.) For the rest, he loved

trotting better than cantering.

attrib. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle £, vii. 167 A better

track with occasional cantering ground.

Ca ntering, ///. That canters.

1793 I,d. Auckland Corr. (186a) III. 81 A little cantering

horse. 1846 Prkscott Ferd. <$ Is. I. i. 110 Cantering dac-

tylic measure

T



CANTHARIC. CANTING.

Cantharic (Men>ee-
rik), a. [f. Canthak-ides

+ -ic] In Cantharic acid, a substance of the

same composition as cantharidin {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

So Cantharidal a. Med., pertaining to, made
with, or caused by cantharides. Cantharidate st>.,

a salt of cantharidic acid. Cantharidate v., to

impregnate or treat with cantharides. Cantha-

ri'dlan, -idean, of the nature of, or composed of,

cantharides. Canthari dic a., of the nature of

cantharides, as in Cantharidic acid, a development

of cantharidin by the absorption of one equivalent

of water. Cantha'ridin, the vesicating principle

of cantharides ; also called Cantharidrnic acid.

Cantharidism, the poisonous action of cantha-

rides. Cantharidize v., to affect or treat with

cantharides (esp. as an aphrodisiac) ; also fig.
1871 Napheys Preit. t, Cure Dis. D. iv. 534 Cantharidal

collodion can be applied to the skin. 1875 H. Wood Tlicrap.

(1879) 563 A constant symptom in cantharidal poisoning.

1881 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v., Cantharidate of potash. 1786

Burns Holy Fair xiii, O how they fire the heart devout,

Like cantharidian plasters. 1873 Morley Rousseau II. 29

He writes . . like a pedagogue infected by some cantharidean

philter, 1833 Carlyle Misc. (1857) III. 268 His love-

philtres, his cantharidic wine of Egypt. 1877 Watts
Fcmrnes' Chem. II. 608 Heated with alkalis it [cantharidin]

dissolves, forming salts of cantharidic acid. 1819 Chil-

dren Chem. Anal. 309 Cantharadin has the form of small

crystalline plates with a shining micaceous appearance. 1861

Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. 111. iii. 131 Cantharidin..

taken internally, is a virulent poison. 1812 Southey Om-
niana II. 223 He may. .very probably have cantharidized

it [the language of a book] to the taste of the French court.

1832 Mitford Pamell's Poems (Aldine ed.) Life 37 note,

He has cantharadised the story.

II
Cantharides (ksenbje-ridiz), st>. pi. Also 6

canterides, 5-7 cantarides, 9 cantharids.

Rarely in sing. 5 cantharide. [L. ; pi. of can-

tharis, a. Gr. navdap'ts blister-fly.]

1. (sing. Cantharis in Entom.) A genus of cole-

opterous insects of the family Trachelidre ; the

officinal species (C. vesicatoria or Spanish Fly)

has golden-green elytra. Early writers appear to

have applied the name to Aphides.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. XVII. lxv. (1495) 642 Grene

flyes brede in corne that ben callyd Ca[n]tarides. c 1420

Pallad. on Husb. 1. 865 The cantharide in roses that we se.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 112 One kind, .is in colour greene :

in humor or iuice verie poysonous, and is called Cantharis.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 73 a, The greene venemous flies

Cantharides. a 1625 Cope in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 121 The
Cantharides ever have, and will crop the fairest flowers.

1878 Dowden Stud. Lit. 418 The cantharides vibrating in the

transparent air.

2. The pharmacopoeial name of the dried beetle

Cantharis vesicatoria or Spanish Fly. Used ex-

ternally as a rubefacient and vesicant
;
internally

as a diuretic and stimulant to the genito-urinary

organs, etc. Formerly considered an aphrodisiac.

1541 R. Copland Guydou's Quest. Chirurg., And make no
scarres, but blysters as canterides. 1579 Langham Gard.
Health (1633) 531 Apply it on the bare skinne, to make
blisters and holes, euen as Cantarides doth. 1611 Beaum.
& Fl. Philaster IV. i, Before, she was common talk ; now,
none dare say, cantharides can stir her. 1831 YouATT Horse
xii. (1847) 252 Some stimulating liniment . . consisting of

turpentine or tincture of cantharides. 1847 Emerson Poems,
Mithridates Wks. (Bohn) I. 410 Give me agates for my
meat

",
Give me cantharids to eat.

Jig. 1598 E. Gilpin SkUU. (18781 32 They are Philosphicke

true Cantharides To vanities dead flesh. 1601 B. Jonson
Poetast. v. i, I, you whoreson cantharides ! was it I? 1790
Burke Fr. Rev, 93 Swallowing down repeated provocatives

of cantharides to our love of liberty.

Cantho- : see Canthus.
Cant-hook. (k;e-nt|huk). [f. Cant v.2 + Hook.]

1 1. //. north, dial. ' The fingers ' (Halliwell).

2. U. S. A form of lever for canting over or

turning timber, etc., consisting of a wooden bar

with an iron catch or hooked arm near its lower

end which passes over the log, grips it, and so

affords a hold by which it may be pulled over

;

called also cant-dog.
a 1848 in Bartlett Diet. A mer. 1883 Harpers Mag. Jan.

206/2 Chinese laborers easily roll them down upon the cars,

aiding themselves with cant-hooks, jack-screws.

Canthrip, dial. var. of Cantrip.

II Canthus (kze'nbfe). Phys. [L. ; a. Gr. xavSus

comer of the eye.] The outer or inner angle or

comer of the eye, where the two lids meet. Hence,
from combining form canthip-, Canthe'ctomy
{Surg.), [Gr. ikto/m, cutting out], ' excision or in-

cision of either canthus' {Syd. Soc. Lex.). Can-
thi'tis, inflammation of the canthus. Cantho-
pla'stic, of or pertaining to Canthoplasty [Gr.

-vKaaria moulding], the operation of enlarging
the palpebral aperture when too small. Canthor-
rhaphy [Gr. -patpia stitching], the operation of
sewing up the canthus.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 174 They open at the in-

ward canthus or greater angle of the eye. 1727-51 Cham-
bers Cycl. s.v., That corner next the nose, is called the
great, inner, and domestic canthus. 1799 J, Robertson
Agric. Perth 316 By opening the vein below the canthus.
1874 Coues Birds N.-IV. 608 A conspicuous spot just at the
Vol. II.

anterior canthus of the eye. x86o Mayne Exp. Lex.,
Canthoplastic, belonging to the operation of canthoplasty.

II Cantica. Obs. [L. ; pi. of canticuni song

;

f. can-ere, cant- to sing.] The Song of Songs (in

the Vulg. Canticum Canticorum). Cf. Canticles.

a 1300 Cursor M. 84^72 J>e quilk man clepes cantica. 1563

39 Articles vi, Cantica, or Songs of Solomon. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decades (1592) 12 Ecclesiastes, and Cantica.

+ Cantic, -ict, s/>. Obs. [a. F. cantique, ad.

L. canticum : see prec] A song, a canticle.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 27 b/t It is said in the Cantykes
Canticorum ii Aryse thou my spouse, etc. 1613 R. C. Table
Alph. (ed. 3), Canticke, a song. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais
1. xxiii, Canticks, made in praise of the divine bounty. 1669
Gale Cri. Gentiles 1. in. i. 2 We find not . .in the Psalter, or

Lamentations any Cantic bound up by Laws of Metre.

[1867 Cornh. Mag. 473 A cantique by the village-girls.]

Cantic (karntik), a. [f. Cant jA.1, or its

Romanic cognates + -ic] Cantic quoins (coins) :

' short three-edged pieces of wood to steady casks

from labouring against each other ' (Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk.). Cf. also Cantling 2.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Quoin, Cantic Quoins are

short, three legged [? edged] quoins, put between casks to

keep them steady. 1753 — Supp., Canting coins, in ship

building, the same as cantic coins.

Canticle (kae-ntik'l). Also 6 Sc. cantikil.

[ad.L. canticulum. dim. canticum song (Cantica).]

1. A song, properly a little song ; a hymn.
1250 Gen. Ex. 4124 He [Moses] .. wrot an canticle

1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech. (18841 33 In the Cantikil of
Moyses. C1705 Pope Jan. May 524 Thus his morning
canticle he sung, 1 Awake, my love,' etc. 1870 Lowell
Among my Bks. Ser. 1,(1873) 201 Religious canticles stimu-

lant of zeal. 1881 J. C. Shairp in Academy 12 Feb. 112

The Queen's Wake contains several ballads which exhibit .

.

much more of his power than this tiny little canticle.

b. spec. One of the hymns (mostly taken from
the Scriptures) used in the public services of the

Church. (In the English Prayer-Book applied

only to the Bcncdicitc ; but often used also

of the Benedictus, Jubilate, Magnificat, Cantatc,

Nunc Dimittis, and Dtus miscrcatur, and some-
times of the Te Dcum.)
1625 Bacon Death, Kss. (Arb.) 7 The sweetest Canticle is,

Nunc dimittis. 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. III. iv. 1 1872) 55
The canticle whichuelongs to our morning service. 1874
H. Reynolds John Baptist ii. 72 The evangelic canticles

contained in this chapter. 1880 T. Helmore in Grove
Diet. Mus. I. 336 The short melodies sung to the psalms
and canticles in the English Church.

c. trans/.

1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. in. Nativity 5 Where robins chant
their Litanies, And canticles of joy. 1863 Kinglake Crimea
(1877) II. vii. 56 The time-honoured canticles of a doctrine

already discarded.

2. pi. A name for the Song of Solomon.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 284 b, Rede the canticles

of Salomon. 1712 Tickell Sped. No. 410 F 5 A Transla-

tion of one of the Chapters in the Canticles into English
Verse. 1845 J. H. Newman Ess. Developm. v. (L.) The
Canticles must be interpreted literally; and then it was ..

a necessary step, to exclude the book from the canon.

1 3. A canto of a poem. Obs.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. v. 46 The end whereof . . Shall for

another canticle be spared. 1647 H. Moke Song ofSoul
III. in. 1, So large matter, .for a fresh Canticle more fit.

b. A small canto, {humorous.)
1819 Byron Let. to Murray 6 Apr., You shan't make

canticles of my cantos.

II
Cantile na. Music. [It. or Lat. : see next.]

a. The plain-song or canto-fcrmo in old church

music ; the melody or ' air ' in any composition,

now usually the highest part. b. A ballad.

ti 1789 Burney Hist. Mus. III. ii. 165 The cantilena or
principal melody was not given as it is by modern com-
posers to the soprano or highest part. 1867 Macfarren
Harmony 1. 20 The people may be said to make their can-

tilenas in the very act of singing them.

II Cantile ne. OAr.(exc.as Fr.). [a. F. cantiline,

ad. L. cantilena a song, an old song, gossip, etc.,

f. cantilldre : see Cantili.ate.]

\ 1. An old song, silly prattle ; idle tale, trick.

1535 Lyndesay Satyre 4180, I knawfals Schiphirds fyftie

fidder,—War thair canteleinis kend. 1656 Blount Glos-

sogr., Cantilene, a verse, a common speech or tale, a
song.

2. A song, a melody.
1635 Swan Spec. M. vii. § 3 (1643) 348 They [birds] chaunt

her [Aurora] out a mirthfull cantilene.

Cantilever (kteutflfirai). Also 7 candi-, 7-9
canti-, 8-9 cantaliver, 8 cantaliever, 8-9 can-
talever. [The spelling candilever found in the

17th c. (if of any authority) compared with the

Sp. 'can debaxo de la viga, mutilus super quern

capita trabium imponuntur, a corbel in masonry

'

(Minsheu Voc. Hisp. 161 7), naturally suggests

some such Sp. phrase as can de llevar, ' modillion

for carrying or bearing ' : but of this there is

actually no trace. On the other hand the name
' flying lever bridge ' used in A treatise on Bridge-

buildingby T. Pope, New York, 1811, for what is

now called a 'cantilever bridge', and the term
'framed lever' used for cantilever in Tredgold's

Carpentry 1828, indicate that lever in its ordinary

I
mechanical sense, is part of the word. For the

first part we then think of Cant sbX, but as to the

meaning in which that word might be here used,

or the nature of the combination in canli-lever or
canta-lever, no satisfactory suggestion can be
offered. (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., has canling-

livre = console-bracket.)]

1. Arch. A kind of bracket or support of stone,

wood, or iron, whose length is many times its

breadth and more than twice its depth, which
projects from the wall of a building for the support

of a balcony, the upper members of a cornice,

eaves of a house, etc. ; also attrib., as in cantilever

cornice, principle.

1667 Primatt City <y C. Build. 71 For Candilivers about
eighteen inches deep and eight inches broad, handsonily
carved with flowers. 1740 Pineda Span .-Eng. Diet., Can,
a dog. . In architecture, the end of timber or stone jutting
out of a wall, on which in old buildings the beams used to

rest, called Cantilevers. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. I.

311 Wainscot Galleries round it, sustained by Cantilevers.

1869 Latest Neivs 26 Sept. 14 A plan, .for widening London
Bridge by. .forming footways upon cantilevers and brackets
external to the road. 1880 Contttnp. Rev, Mar. 421 Each
architrave, each niche within the wall, Each cantilever,

moulding, tooth or ball. 1884 Pall Malt G. 5 Dec. 11/2
The cantilever principle in its first development.

2. In Bridge-building. A projecting support or

arm of great length, two of which, stretching out

from adjacent piers, are used to support a girder

which unites them and completes the span ; also

attrib., as in cantilever arm, bridge, etc.

[181 1 T. Pope Treatise on Bridge-building (N. York)
frontisp. Flying lever bridge.] 1850 E. Clark Britannia
<y Cottway Bridges I. 276 The semi-beam or cantilever has
to support half the weight of the beam suspended from it>

extremity [At p. 44 ' bracket arch ' is used\ 1867 B. Baker
in Engineering III. 338 {Long Span-Bridges)The cantilever

girder of uniform depth in appearance is identical with the
independent girder. 1882 American IV. 70 A combination
of two cantilevers with a central girder. 1887 ffaze/fsAnn.
Cycl. 174/2 The main feature [of the Forth Bridge] will be
the extraordinary spans, for a rigid structure, of a third of

a mile in length, each of which is made by two cantilevers

of 680 feet long, united by 350 feet of girder.

Cantilie, var. of Cantily adv.

Cantillate (kse'ntiUH), v, [f. L. cantillat-

ppl. stem of cantilld-re 1 to sing low, to hum

'

(Lewis and Short), f. can/are to sing : see -ateS.]

To chant ; to recite with musical tones : spec, ap-

plied to the intoning in Jewish synagogues.
1864 R. Lee Reform Ch. Scotl., Singing can hardly be

said to be used.. in the Synagogues. Their cantillating

much more resembles intoning.

Cantillation (kaentilft-Jan). [f. prec. ; see

-ATioN.] Chanting, intoning, musical recitation ;

spec, that used in Jewish synagogues.
1864 Engel Mus. Auc. Nat. 32S The kind of singing

which musicians call cantillation, and which may be heard
in every synagogue. 1879 Stainek Music of Bible 158 The
Arabs . . recite the Koran to a sort of in-regular chant or

cantillation.

Cantily (kae-ntTli), adv. Sc. [f. Canty + -i.y -.]

In a canty manner, cheerfully, blithely, cheerily.

1721 Ramsay Addr. Town Council Edinb.. And cantily

Your supplicant shall sing. 1826 I. Wilson Noct. Ambr.
Wks. 1855 I. 200 A' the bit bonny burdies are singing sae

cantily.

Cantine, obs. form of Canteen.

Cantiness (kseiitines). Sc. [f. Canty a. +
-ness.] The quality of being canty ; cheerfulness.

Canting (ksentig), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Cant v.- +

-ing 1
.] The action of the vb. Cant; tilting,

sloping, turning over or about, a. trans, b. intr.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (17891, Canting, .the act of

turning any thing about. ^1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale)

105 Canting, the act of turning anything completely over,

so that the under surface shall lie upwards. 1865 Specif.

Plimpton's Patent No. 2190 These springs . . control the

turning, tilting, or canting of the stock or foot stand [of

the roller skate]. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. III. x. v. 262

Friedrich Wilhelm is amazed at these sudden earnings of

Fortune's wheel.

f e. (See quot.) Obs.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk A> Selv. 102 It cannot well be call'd

motion .. But 'tis somewhat else that we have no right name
for, (unless skipping or canting may in a low sort speak it).

Canting, vbl. sb:- [f. Cant v? + -ing 1.]

1. The practice of using thieves' cant ; the secret

language or jargon used by thieves, professional

beggars, etc. ; see Cant sb? 4 a.

1567 Harman Caveat (i860) 23 Their languag—which they

term peddelars Frenche or Canting—began but within these

xxx. yeeres. 1577 Harrison England 11. x. (1877) 1. 218

They [beggers] haue devised a language among themselues,

which they name ' canting '
; but other ' pedlers French ', a

speach compact thirtie yeares. 1641 Brome Jov. Crew 11.

Wks. 1873 III. 392, I understand their canting. 1670 Cot-

ton Espemon 11. VB. 327 Le Plessis in the Canting of that

Cypher was call'd Floze. 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,

Canting, the Cypher or Mysterious Language, of Rogues,

Gypsies, Beggers, Thieves, etc. 1725 in Neio Cant. Diet.

2. The use of the special phraseology of a par-

ticular class or subject (always contemptuous)
;

jargon, gibberish ; see Cant sb.'A 4 b.

1625 B. Jonson Staple of N. nr. iv, Pye. She bears, Ar-

gent, three Leeks vert, In Canton Or, and tassel'd of the

first. Pen. Can. Is not this Canting ? 1651 Hobbes Lei'iath.

I
21 Hypostatical, transubstantiate, consubstantiate. .and the
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like canting of SchOof«M& 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 799
Nothing but Canting, and a Jargon of Scraps.

aitrib. x8i» D'Israeli Calam. Auth. (1867) 146 The
canting dictionary of criticism.

3. Unreal or affected use of language ;
spec, the

formal use of religious or pietisiic phrases
;
hypo-

critical talk ; see Cant sb.'*, 5 b,6. In 17th c. ap-

plied in ridicule to the preaching of Presbyterians

and Puritans ; hence Canting coat, the Geneva

gown, or coat of the Puritan minister.

1659 Character Engl, in //art. Misc. X. 191 [The Pres-

byterians] .. make an insipid, tedious, and unmethodical

prayer, in phrases and a tone so affected and mysterious

that they give it the name of canting : a term by which they

do usually express the gibberish of lieggars and vagabonds.

1687 Dryden Hind $ P. 111. 232 Quit the Cassock for the

Canting-coat. 1698 Norris Pract. Disc. 190 Canting I call

using Words without any real Sense or Notion under them.

17M Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) II. vii. 23 Judge. Leave

your canting. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (1815) 180 Here

has been nothing but canting and praying since the fellow

entered the place. 1809 Syd. Smith Wks.Krtty) 1. 141 They
hate canting and hypocrisy.

Canting (karntiij), vbl. sb$ north, dial. [f.

Cant vA + -ing l.l Sale by auction.

1651 Neivsietterii May in ' Milton' State Papers (1743)68

The Venetians made lately an edict that they should sell all

the offices within the City, by way of cantinge, to rayse

monies. 1691 Kay N. C. Wds., Canting, audio. 1825

Hrockett A". Country Gloss. 37 Canting, a sale by auction,

proclaimed publicly on the spot where it is to take place.

1875 Robinson Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S.) s.v., 'We will call

a canting,' hold a sale. 'A cannle-canting' [= sale by inch

of candle).

Canting, vbl. sbA : see Cant vA
Ca'nting, ppl. a. 1 [f. Cant v.- + -ing '-.]

1, That cants, tilts, or turns over ; that stands or

lies a-tilt
;
slanting, sloping.

1877 E. Peacock N.-W. Line. Gloss,, Canting, sloping on
a level. 1880 Daily News 18 Sept. 5/3 A Martin's self-

canting anchor.

2. Canting quoin, coin : see quot. and cf.

Cantic quoin. Canting-1ivre : see Cantilever,
1626 Caft. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 13 Ballast, kint-

lage, canting coynes, standing coynes. 1730 6 BAILEY.
Citntiug-ioif/s, [in a Ship] are small, short pieces of wood
cut with a sharp ridge to lie between the casks, and prevent
them from rolling one against another.

Ca'nting, ///. [f. Cant v.* + -ing-.] That
cants or uses cant.

1. Speaking in a sing-song tone
;
whining.

1625 B. Jonson Staple 0/ A*. 1. v, An old Canting Beggar.

1748 Dodslky Preceptor (1763) I. Introd. 37 Some have a
singing or canting voice. 1841 Borrow Zincali I. iv. 11. 278
The whining, canting tones peculiar to the gypsies.

2. Speaking the dialect of vagabonds, etc. ; of

the nature of, or belonging to, this dialect ; see

Cant sb? 4 e. (Blending with vbl. sb. used attrib.)

1592 Groundwork Coneyniitch. 99 The manner of their

canting speech. 1620 Melton Astrolog. 15 The Gypsies
Canting Tongue. 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Canting
Creiv, Beggers, Gypsies. 1710 Palmkr Prci>erbs 197 A
canting catch that common rogues make use of.

3. Of, pertaining to, or using the phraseology or

jargon of a special class or subject.

1629 M assinger Picture 11. ii, This is no canting language
Taught in your academy. 11659 Osborn Observ. Turks
341 The custom of Universitie requires . . knowledge in the
Arts so called, and a nimble mouthing of canting terms.
a 1684 Roscommon Ghost Old Ho. Commons ( R.) While I .

.

took for oracles that canting tribe [lawyers]. 1704 J. Harris
Lex. Techn,, AtkaJtest, one of the Canting Terms of the
Alchymists,

4. Given to using religious or pietistic language
formally or affectedly; hypocritical; of, or be-

longing to, such phrases or pretensions.

1663 Ftagellum or O. Cromwell 91 A letter, .fraught with
hypocritical canting expressions. 1703 Du Foe Short Way
iv. Dissenters Misc. 420 You.. have set up your Canting
Synagogues at our Church-Doors. 1781 Cowpkr Truth
233 On holy ground Sometimes a canting hypocrite is found.
1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. v. 349 A clamorous quack or
canting fanatic.

6. Her. Canting arms : = allusive arms (see

Allusive i b). So canting heraldry
',
herald, coat.

1727-51 Chambers Cyct. s.v. Arms, Canting Arms arc
those wherein the figures l>ear an allusion to the name of
the family. 1814 Scott Wav. xiv, Canting heraldry. 1830— Monast. xxxiv, A device of a punning or canting herald.
1852 Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) IV. iii. 38 Boleyn—or
Bull-en—had the canting arms of a black bull's head. 1864
Sir F. Palgrave Norm. 4- Eng. III. 30 His descendants
gave a very clever canting coat, a bridge crossing a con-
ventional similitude of water.

Hence Cantingly ath\, Ca nting-ness.
1695 Whether Present. Protest. Relig. Motive of Revol.

4 Sycophant Divines, .cantingly blow us into Triumphs of
Thankfulness and Joy. 1740 Trial Mr. Whitfields Spirit
40 (R.) In a suffering hour, as he [Whitfield] cantingly ex-
presses it. 1840 Hook in New Monthly Mag. LX. 429 To
moralize, not tediously, boringly, or cantingly.

II Cantinier. [Fr. ; f. cantine Canteen.] A
canteen-keeper. (The feminine in F. is cantinttre.)
1721 Lond. Gaz. No. 6001/3 The Cantinier acquainted him

that neither Mr. Knight nor the Serjeant .. were in his
Lodgings.

t Ca'ntion. Oh, fad. L. cantidn-em singing,
incantation, f. cant- ppl stem of cantre to sing.]
1. A song.

1579 K- K. Spenser's Sheph. Cat., Oct. Gloss., Singing a

Cantion of Colins making, c 1660 Wharton Fasts * Fest.

Wks. (16831 17 The Ecclesiastical Cantion thereon [Quin-

quagesima] used, taken from Psalm 30.

2. An incantation, charm.
1656 Bloi nt Glossogr., Caution, a song or enchantment,

a sorcery or charm. 1678 Cudworth /nttll. Syst. L iv. 349
The Arcane Cantion. .harps much upon this Point.

Cantish, a. rare~\ [f. Cant sb$ + -ish K]

Savouring of cant.

1880 Grant White Every-Day Eng. 461 The phrenological

use of the word is . . if not cant, at least cantish.

Cantitate, v. nonce-tod. [f. L. cantitat- ppl.

stem of cantitare, frea. of cantare to sing.] intr.

To sing as a bird. (Used contemptuously.)

1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 341 To play the cantitating gander
to his wise group of admirers.

Ca*ntity. nome-wd. [f. Cant sb,% + -ity.] Cant-

ing quality ; cant.

1850 Carlvle Latter-day Pamph. viiL 52 From the chair

of verity this, whatever chairs be chairs of cantity.

Cantle (kx-nt'l), sb. Forms: 4-9 cantel, 5-7
cantell, 6- cantle ; also 4-5 kantel, -tell, 5
cantelle, -tylle, chantel, 6 cantil, 7 kantle.

[a. ONF. cantel (in Central OF. chantel, now
chanteau) = Pr. cantel, med.L. eantell-us, dim. of

cant, canto, cantus corner. ^Du. kant has, among
other senses, that of * piece

1 or * cantle ' of bread.)]

1 1. A nook or comer ; a corner-piece. Obs.

t 1350 Magdatena 383 in Altengl. Leg. (Horstmann) Opon
be hei^e hurst in a grene cantel. ta 1400 Morte Arth. 4232
I he kyng with Calaburne knyghtly hym strykes The can-
telle of be clere schelde he kerfes in sondyre. c 1420 Anturs
ofArth. xli, He keruet of the cantel, that couurt the kny^te,
Thro his shild and his shildur. 1575 in Laneham's Let.

(1871)42 A rich skarlet mantell, With a-leauen kings beards
bordred aboout . . and yet in a cantell Iz leaft a place, the
twelth to make oouL 1605 Verstecan Dec. /ntell. v. (1628)

150 A nooke or corner being in our ancient language called

a kant, or cantell.

fb. A projecting corner or angle of land. Obs.

1583 Stanyhurst AKneis ill. (Arb.i 86 A cantel of Italye

neereth. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 87 Constrained to leave

the sayd plaine, save a cantell that was toward the sea.

i6jo Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 601 It runneth far into the
sea with a long cantle or Promontory. 169s Luttrell
Brief Ret. (1857) II. 613 A road to be made . . crosse a can-
tell of land.

t 2. A corner or other portion cut or sliced off;

a shiver, a slice. Obs.
c 1400 Melayne 1032 Thay hewe theire scheldes to thaire

handis In cantells hyngand by. c 1430 Syr Gener. 5034 Of his

sheld flo3 of a grete cantel. 1470 85 Malory Arthur 1. xvi,

But the stroke ofkynge Ban felle doune and carfc a cantel of
the sheld. 1530 Palscr. 202/2 Cantell or shyver, chanteau.
1600 Fairfax Tasso vi. xlviii. 103 Their armours forged
were of nietalle fraile, On euery side, thereof huge cantels
flies. 16*7 Drayton Agincourt (1631) 58 The English.,
cut into Cantles all that them withstood.

3. A section, or segment, cut out of anything.
( 1440 /'romp. Part'. 60 Cantel, of what euer hyt be,

quadra, minutal. 1574 Hellowks Gueuara's Ep. (1577)
12 The vniuersall earth, which .. by the ambition of men
hath bene diuided into cantels. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. /V, 1.

i, See, how this Riuer .. cuts me from the best of all my
Lands, A huge halfe Moone, a monstrous Cantle out. 1653
H. Cocan Diod. Sic. 1 19 Those great cantles of the Marble,
which . . they have hewed and cut off from the Quarry. 1823
Lamh Last Ess. Elia, Superan. Man 441 The huge cantle
which it used to seem to cut out of the holiday. 1871 M.
Collins Mrq.

<fr
Men h, I. i. 8 It has always cut an awkward

cantle out of my property.

b. A thick slice or * cut * of bread, cheese, meat,

or the like.

ri475 t'oc. in Wr.-Wdlcker 772 I/ec quadra, a cantel of
brede. a 1528 Skklton Etynour Rum. 429 A cantell of
Essex chese. iui Huloet, Cantel or shief of bread,
minutal. 16*7 Keltham Low-Countr. (1677) 46 A Cantle
of green Cheese. 1737 Ozeli, Rabelais 11. xxx, At the price
of a cantle of bread. 1804 Duncumb Herefords. Gloss. (E.
D. S.), Cantle, a piece of bread or cheese.

+ C. A segment of a circle or sphere. Obs.

1551 Rkcorpe Pathiv. Knoivl. 1. Dcf., If that part be
separate from the rest of the circle.. then ar both partes
called cantelles. .

- id Halfe globys and canteles of a
globe. 1606 Shaks. Ant. 4- CI. m. x. 6 The greater Cantle
of the world is lost With very ignorance.

4. A part, a portion (viewed as separate).

c 1315 Shoreham 33 Al i-hol Mot be thy schryfte, brother

;

Na^t tharof a kantel to a prest And a kantel to another.
< 1386 Chaucer A'nfs. T. 2150 Nature hath nat take his

bygynnyng Of no partye ne cantel of a thing, But of a
thing that parfyt is and stable. 1552 Let. in Edw. I '/'s Lit.
Rem. (1858) II. 418 That you might have soche a cantell of
recreation. 1577 Stanyhurst Descr. /ret. Ep. Ded., Pe-
rusing a cantell or parcel of the Irish historic that heere
jssuetn. 1636 Keatly Clavis Myst. xxxi. 401 Time is as
it were a portion or cantle of eternity, i860 Gen. P. Thomp-
son A udi Alt. III. exxxix. 116 A huge cantle of the folly.

5. The protuberant part at the back of a saddle

;

the hind-bow.
1592 Greene Art Canny catch, n. 5 His sadle is made

without any tree, yet hath it cantle and bolsters. 165a Sir
C. Cotterell Cassandra IL 11.(1676) 138 Nailed it to the
cantle of his Saddle. 1859 Art Taming Horses viii. 120
Young men should learn to leap into the saddle by placing
both hands on the cantle, as the horse moves.

b. Cantle bar : a bar in the saddle of a camel,
in place of the cantle.

1859 W. Gregory Egypt I. 50 As the dromedary rises .

.

you. .are. .brought up by the rantle-bar just in your lower
vertebra.

I f6. The crown of the head. Sc. [perh. from
Du. kanteel a battlement, used fig. (Jam.).]
1822 Scott Nigel ii, 'My cantle will stand a clour wad

bring a stot down.' 1847-78 Halliwell, Cantle, the head.
Northumb. Mod. To crack his cantle for him.

v "

7. dial. (See quot.)
1811 Willan W. Riding Yorksh. Gloss

, Cantles, the
legs, chiefly in young animals. 1847-78 Halliwell, Cantle,
the leg of an animal. North,

8. ? (Cf. Scantling.)
1536 MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., To y* sawers

for sawyng ko{n]tyIl bord. 1615 /bid. Payd for saing of
contellbordes and quarters. 1573 in L'pool Munic. Rec.
(1883) I. 110 A cantel of a chest board. 1693 J. Edwards
Bks. O. *f N. Test. 428 Cantle [in Heraldry] quasi Scantling.

9. Comb, f cantle-meal, piecemeal ; cantle-
piece, a side piece of the head of a cask ; cf. cant-

piece (Cant sbA 4), and F. chanteau ; cantle-wi^e
adv., by cantles, in manner of a cantle (cf. Cantle
v. x 3). See also Cantkl-cope.

_
1479 Caxton Bk. Curtasye (1841) 409 (MatzJ Men gete

it now by *cantelmele. 1699 J. Dickenson Jml. Trar.
46 The *Cantle•pieces of Sugar-Hogsheads. 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. V///, an. 12 (R.) His garment wasachemew
of clothe of siluer, culpond with clothe of golde, ofdamaske
'cantell wise.

Ca ntle, v> Obs. Also 6 cantel, kantel.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To cut into quarters or portions, divide.
1607 Dekkeh Wh. of Babylon i. i. Wks. 1873 II. 193 This

vast Globe Terrestriall should be cantled, And almost three
parts ours. 1693 Dryden JuvenaTt Sat. , For four times
talking, if one piece thou take, That must be cantled, and

;
the judge go snack.

2. To cantle out : to portion out, cut out.
x 5fi3 Golding Calvin on Deut. xcii. 570 Men are alwayes

giuen to cantle out the poore folkes morsels as short as can
be. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk «y Setv. 64 Their shape being
nothing but their bulk so cantled out.

3. To piece together cantles of cloth.

1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 609 The garment was large &
plited verie thicke & canteled of very good intaile. 1568
Grafton Chron. Hen. V/ll, an. 6 Their apparell and bardes
were cloth of golde, cloth of siluer, and crymsyn velvet
kanteled together all in one sute.

t Ca'ntle, v:± Obs. rare. =Scantle, to measure
by a standard.
1603 Harsnet Pop. /mpost. 80 Thyroeus likely dooth

Cantle all Exorcists by himselfe.

f Ca*ntler. Obs. rare. App. ~ Canter sb*.
1611 Florio, Birrone, a cheater, a conycatching can tier.

Ca'ntless, a. rare. Void of cant.

1885 Jeaffbeson Real Shelley II. to.

Gantlet (krentlet). [f. Cantle sb. + -et.] A
small cantle, a fragment.
a 1700 Dryden Fab. Ovufs Met. xii. 180 Huge camlets

of his buckler strew the ground. 1848 Kincsley Saint's
Trag. 1. t 201 To spoil a waggon-load of ash-staves. .And
break a dozen fools' backs across their camlets. 1849 C.
IIronte Shirley xxxiii, A camlet of cold custard-pudduig.

t Ca ntling. Obs. rare. [app. f. Cant, Cantle
;

but cf. Scantling.]
1. A small part, corner, section, or division.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk «y Selv. 186 At Dooms-day a less

cantling of it than Fogland. .will be enough to hold all the
dwellers of iL

2. A support under a cask, to keep it steady

when lying on the staves. Cf. Cantic-quoin,
1616 Surfl. & Markh. Countr. Farm 611 A vessell ..

which hee shall cause to be set . . vpon a cantling. ///./. 617
Making two or three towres in the vessels, and afterward
setting it againe vpon his cantling.

t Ca'ntly, adv. Sc. &. north, [f. Cant a.+'LY*.]

Boldly, briskly, eagerly, energetically, cheerily.

135a Minot Poems v. 64 John of Aile of the Sluys . .Was
comen into Cagent cantly and kene. 11400 Destr. Troy
6504 Then criet he full cantly be knightes vpon.

Canto (krvnto). PL -os. [a. It. canto song,

singing :—L. cantus, f. canere to sing.]

fX A song, ballad. Obs.

1603 G. Fletcher Death of Eliza iii, To heare a Canto of

Elizae*s death. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple /si. vi. lxxvi.

Then should thy shepherd sing A thousand Canto's in thy
heav'nly praise. 1656 Blocnt Glossogr., Canto, a Song or

Sonnet. 1710 Pict. Malice 12 The Canto, or Poem in

Dogre 11 Khime.

2. One of the divisions of a long poem ; such

a part as the minstrel might sing at one ' fit

(Used in Italian by Dante, and in Eng. by Siwnscr.)

1590 Spenser Q. {heatiing} Canto I. 1596 /bid. nr. ii.

54 The which, for length, I will not here pursew, Hut rather

will reserve it for a canto new. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars
I. Ixvii. 8 As the next Canto fearfully shall tell. 1759 Dil-

worth Pope 20 This truly elegant piece in five cantos.

1883 Lloyl> Ebb Flow II. 195 In the twelfth canto of the

Purgatorio.

|| 3. Mus. [Ital.] See quot. 1870.
a 1789 ik'RNFY Hist. Mus. (ed. 2) II. iv. 325 Canto.. the

upper part or melody in a composition of many parts. 1879
Hlllah in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 306 Technically canto . . is

understood to represent that part of a concerted piece to

which the melody is assigned. With the old masters this

was, as a rule, the Tenor ; with the modern it is almost

always the Soprano.

II
Canto fermo (kant<? fermo). Mus. [It.:— L.

cantus firmus firm song, i.e. 'the melody which

remains firm to its original shape while the parts

around it are varying with the counterpoint
'

(Grove Diet. Mus. I. 306).]
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a.
1 The simple unadorned melody of the aneient

hymns and chants of the church' (Grove)
;
plain-

song. b. Hence applied to any simple subject

of the same character to which counterpoint is

added*
a 1789 Burney Hist. Muts III. iii. 261 Making supplica-

tions to St. John in a fragment of simple melody, or Canto
fermo. 1840 Caklyle Heroes (1858)253 His Divine Comedy
. .is, in all senses, genuinely a Song. In the very sound of

it there is a cantofermo; it proceeds as by a chant. 1879

Grove Diet. Mus. I. 306 [Palestrina's] motet ' Beatus Lau-
rentius' is still more completely founded on the canto

fermo, since the tune is sung throughout, .in the first tenor,

while the other four parts are moving in counterpoint above
and below it.

Canton (karnb/n, karnbrn), s6A [a. OF. canton

corner, portion of a country, part of a shield, etc.

= It. cantone corner, angle, augmentative of canto

comer ; see Cant sb. 1
]

f 1. A corner, an angle ; a retreating corner,

angle, or nook. Obs.

1534 Ld. Burners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xv, When I kept
the Cantons, jetted in the streetes. 1598 Yong Diana 87

The house was quadrant, and at euery Canton was reared

vp a high and artificiall tower. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 73
In the inmost nouke of the creeke, the very canton and
angle of Baeotia is washed by the sea. 16^3 Urouhart
Rabelais 1. xlviii, He. .with his Artillery began to thunder
so terribly upon that canton of the wall.

2. Her. An ordinary of a shield or escutcheon,

being a square division less than a quarter, occupy-

ing the upper (usually dexter) corner of the shield.

1572 Bossewell Armorie n. 39 Whan ye shall see anye
token abated, by the dignitie of the Canton. 1662 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) I. 389 The King gave us [the Royal Society]

the arms of England to be borne in a canton in our arms.

1808 Regul. relat. to Service at Sea iv. i. 79 Merchant
Ships are to carry a Red Ensign with the Union Jack in

a canton. 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. <y Pop. (ed. 3)

208 Heirs of an heiress, who are not also heirs of their

father, should bear on a Canton their father's arms. 1872
Ruskin Eagle's N. § 235.

b. ' Also used for the angular spaces between
the branches of a cross or saltier' (Chambers Cycl.).

1830 E. Campbell Diet. Mil. Sc. s.v. Colours, The Second
Colour, .is the St. George's Cross throughout, the Union in

the upper Canton, the other three Cantons black.

f 3. A quarter ; a division of anything ; a piece,

or part. Cf. Cantle 2-4. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 434 A square piece or canton of

the fish Tuny salted and condited. 1603 — Plutarch's
Mor, 462 If you regard number, all Greece, .is not able to

furnish us, for it would but answereone portion or canton of

their [the Persians'] multitude. 1631 Brathwait Whimzies,
Postmast. 75 Hee quarters out his life into foure cantons,

eating, drinking, sleeping, and riding. 1686 Burnet Trav.

255 (L.) Another piece of Holbein's, .in which, in six several

cantons, the several parts of our Saviour's Passion are

represented. 1686 tr. Chardins Trav. 405 How many
Degrees are required to be a canton of thy knowledge?

4. A subdivision of a country ; a small district.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 56 The description by him made
of all Italy, which be diuided into 11 Regions or Cantons.

1602 Warner Albion's Eng. Epit. (1612) 360 The Saxon
Heptarchia or their seuen Kingdomes, Cantons or Colonies
here erected. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. 319 Men who have
been the refuse of a little canton, and are now the honour
of the world. 1760 T. Hutchinson Hist. Coll. Mass. Bay
ii. (1765) 277 The Indians . . divided into smaller cantons.

1796 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 153 In the retired can-

ton where I live, we know little of what is passing. 1839
Thirlwall Greece I, 343 Cypselus, king of Arcadia, or of
some Arcadian canton.

b. A parcel of ground ; a portion of space.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. L § 15 There are no
Grotesques in nature : not any thing framed to fill up
empty cantons and unnecessary spaces. 1690 Locke Hum.
Und. iv. iii. § 24 This little Canton, I mean this System of

our Sun. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Combl. Card. I. 180
All the Fruits of the same season, should be placed in the

same Canton, or Parcel of Ground.

5. spec. a. One of the several sovereign states

which form the Swiss confederation.
i6n Cotgr., Canton .. proper to Helvetia, or Switzer-

land ; which, at this day consists of thirteene such Cantons).
1625 Bacon Nobility, Ess. (ArbO 191 The Switzers last well,

notwithstanding their Diversitie of Religion, and of Can-
tons. 1720 Loud. Gaz. No. 5860/1 Berne, June 12 .. One
of the Avoyers or Chief Magistrates of the Canton. 1868
G. Duff Pol. Surv. 21 Pure democracy . . has long existed
in several of the small cantons.

b. In France, a division of an arrondissement
containing several communes, answering somewhat
to the hundred in England.
1611 Cotgr., Canton . . a Canton, or Hundred ; a Precinct.

1838 Penny Cycl. X. 416/1 The smallest judicial divisions
are cantons, each of which . . in the rural districts compre-
hends several communes . .The whole number of cantons in
the kingdom is 2834. 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's
Hist. Ten Y. L 50 An electoral college in each canton.

" tCa'ntcm, sb.2 Obs. [A variant form of Canto;
perh. from confusing the Italian words canto comer,
canto song, cantone corner, canzone song.]
1. A song ; = Canto 1.

I594 Zeplieria Canzon ii, How many Cantons then, sent I
to thee? 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. v. 289 Write loyall Can-
tons of contemned loue. 1609 Heywood Bryt. Troy xn.
xviii, They Oades and Cantons sing.

2. = Canto 2.

1609 Heywood {title) Troia Britanica, or Great Britaines
Iroy. A Poem deuided into XVII. seuerall Cantons.

Canton k;c-nt/7n, kcent^'n), v. Also K cantoo n.

[Partly f. Canton sbA, partly repr. F. cantonnc-r

to quarter, It. cantonare to canton, to corner, f.

K. canton, It. cantone : to which the 17th c. can-

toon points.]

1. trans. To quarter, divide : a. To divide (land)

into portions ; to part, share. Also with out.

1598 Klokio, Cantonare. -Also tocanton. 1602 W. Watson
Decacordon 62 marg.. The Iesuits are iolly fellowes to cap
crownes, to canton Kingdoms. 1622-62 Heylin Cosmogr.
ill. (1673) 159/1 Cantoning his Estates amongst his children.

1701 De Foe True-born Eng. 1. 152 He Canton'd out the

Country to his Men, And ev'ry Soldier was a Denizen. 1747
Carte Hist. Eng. I. 287 The great lords, among whom the

country was cantoned. 1875 H. Rogeks Orig. Bible ii.

(ed. 3) 68 How contentedly they 'cantoned ' out the world
amongst them.

b. spec. To subdivide into cantons or districts.

1619 Sir D. Carleton in Relat. Eng. $ Germ. Sen 11.

(1868)7 Follow the example of., the Swisse, in cantoning

themselves. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece ill. i. (1715)2 lining

canton'd into a great number of States. 1713DEKI1AM I'hys.-

Theot. iv. x. 172 They, .begun to be Cantoned into distinct

Nations. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 403 Where any
kingdom is cantoned out into provincial establishments.

1851 Thirlwall Charge \tnote, Hereupon they [the bishops]

cantoned their great dioceses into Archdeaconries.

c. trans/. To subdivide or cut out ;generally).

1653 Consid. D/ssoIt'. Crt. Chancery 36 The cantoning or

cutting of the Courts at Westminster into so many County
Courts, or parts. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety \x. § 10. 303 When
they came to be. .canton'd out into curious aerial notions.

1720 Welton Suffer. Son ofGod I. x. 253 Who canton their

Devotions in Quadrature with the World.

2. To divide (a part) from, or cut (it) out of a

whole ; to separate, sever by division, arch, or Obs,

1653 Consid. Dissolv. Crt. Chancery 63 To canton out a

part of his Kingdom to be tryed by a Commission. 1681

Whole Duty Nations 14 A Nation or Kingdom is a part of

Mankind canton'd from the whole world, t 1690 Locke
Conduct Und. § 3 They canton out to themselves a little

Goshen in the intellectual world. 1741 WATTS Impnn:
Mind \\. Wks. (18131 63 They canton out to themselves a
little Province in the intellectual world.

+ 3. intr. (for reft.) To sever or separate oneself,

secede, withdraw
; fig. to digress. Obs.

161 1 Cotgr., Se Cantonncr, to canton, or cantonnize, it

;

to seuer themselues from the rest of their fellowes, or from
the bodie of a State, and fortifie, quarter, or erect a new
State, apart. 41630 Drumm. OF Hawth. Poems 56/1 Hold
those subjects too too wanton, [That] Under an old king dare

canton. A1734 North Lives II. 93, I have not cantoned

much from the places intended express for particularities of

this nature.

4. trans. To quarter (soldiers) ; to provide with

quarters. {Pronounced ksenty'n and ka.nt/7'n.)

1700 Rycaut Hist. Turks III. 384 Leaving some of their

Horse Cantoned near the City. 1751 /'/(/'/. Trans. XI A ll.

xxviii. 194 The Greys were cantoon 'd in the village of \ ucht

near Boisleduc 1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake II. iii. 141 The
small Corps, that were cantooned about that Neighbourhood.

1855 W. Sargent Braddock's E.tped. 142 An absurd plan

for cantoning them in small divisions all over the country,

b. fig. To quarter, or locate in detachments.

1773 G.White Selborne xxxviii. 96, I myself have found

these birds in little parties in the autumn cantoned all along

the Sussex downs. Ibid. (1853) 1 1, xvii. 207 The variegated

breed of his son-in-law, Jacob, were cantoned on the other.

rti779 H.Wali'ole Mem. Geo. II (1847) III. vi. 157 The
whole body of Whigs were cantoned out in attachments to

the Dukes of Newcastle and Bedford.

5. intr. (for reft.) To quarter (oneself), take up
cantonments or quarters.

1697 Potter Antiq. Greece (1715) I. iii. 10 His People .

.

canton'd up and down the Country. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No.
4381/1 Our Army hath . . received Orders to canton. 1841

Elphinstone Hist. Ind. II. 279 He.. cantoned for the rains

near the present site of Calcutta.

6. Her. To furnish (a shield or cross) with a

canton or cantons ; to furnish the cantons with
;

to place in a canton. See also quot. 1688.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 1. via. § 45 This is of some 131a-

soned two Barrs Cantoned, thereby shewing that the higher

hath a Canton joined to it. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v.,

Acrossargent, cantoned with four scallop-shells. 1864 Bou-
tell Heraldry Hist. <y Pop. xxi. 5 10 (ed. 3) 315 The cross of

St. George cantoning in the 1st quarter a sword erect gules.

Cantonal (kxmtonal), a. [a. F. cantonal: see

Canton sbA and -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of a canton.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 426/1 In Switzerland several of

the cantonal governments were parties to the bargain. 1847

Grote Greece 11. xxxi. IV. 176 It is well known . . how un-

alterable are parochial or cantonal boundaries. 1861 M.
Arnold Pop. Educ. Erance 41 The formation of cantonal

committees, to watch over the. .primary schools.

Cantonalism, a cantonal system or principle.

1873 Echo 13 Sept. 5/1. 1884 Contemp. Rev. June 887 The
Vaudois Government . . has . . come back to Cantonalism.

Cantoned {see the vb.), ppl. a. [f. Canton sb.

and v. + -ed.]

1. Formed or divided into cantons.
1611 Cot(;r., Cautouue, cantonned, or cantonnized ; se-

uered from the rest oftheir fellows, and fortified, or quartered

apart. ^1649 Dkumm. of Hawth, Skiamachia \Vks.u711)

195 Conform to the government of a republick and cantoned
towns. 1869 A. W. Ward tr. Curtins' Hist. Greece II. in. i.

259 The cantoned associations of Arcadia.

2. Quartered in cantonments.
1790 Beatson Naval $ Mil. Mem. I. 169 The army can-

toned in the neighbourhood of Dunkirk. 1877 Clery Mm.
Tact. ii. 20 Troops cantoned in and about the town.

3. Arch. (See quot.)

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. i876Gwilt A rt /i. Gloss.

,

Cantoned
building, one whose angles are decorated with columns,

pilasters, rustic groins, or anything projecting beyond the

naked of the wall.

4. Her. See Canton v. 6.

Cantoner. The inhabitant of a Canton.
11670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1693) 67 These poor

Cantoners (the Swiss] could not enjoy their own in quiet.

Cantoning, tw. sl>. The action of the vb.

Canton
; f concr. a portion, fragment {obs.).

1622 62 Heylin Cosmogr. 1. 11682I 190 The dismembrmg
and cantoning of this fair Estate. 1625 Br. Mountagu App.
Cxsarcm 8 Popular cantonhigs of dismembred scripture.

1844 Regul. <V Ord. Army 73 Quartering, Billeting, and
Cantoning of Troops.

|| Ca ntonist. [ad. Kuss. kantoni'st, from Fr.]

The child of a (Russian) soldier in cantonment.

1854 Eraser's Mag. L. 481 The so-called military canon-
ists supply a yearly contingent of recruits, of which it is im-

possible to estimate the amount.

Cantonite (kae-nt&nsit). Min. [Named from

Canton in Georgia, U. S. ; see -ite.] A variety

of Covellite, in cubes, with a cubical cleavage.

1858 Shepard Min. App. 3 Cantonite.. a dimorphic form

of covelline. 1868 Dana Min. 84.

t Ca'ntonize, v. Obs. [f. Canton 56.1 + -IZB.]

1. trans. To divide into portions or parts ;
' to

parcel out into small divisions' J.) ; to form into

cantons.
1606 Sylvester Du Bartas it. iv. 111.(1641)217/1 To Can-

tonize the State. 1612 DavieS Why Ireland, etc. (1787) 103

And thus was all Ireland cantonized among ten persons of

the English nation. 1701 Argument for War 20 An un-

warrantable reason for cantonizing the Spanish Territories.

1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 1. ii. 57 Those kindred

countries were each cantonized into many tribes.

b. To cantonize out : to separate.

rti67o Hacket Cent. Sertn. (16751 818 ( 'otl cantonized out

for himself but Twelve Families or Tribes out of all the

Kingdoms of the Earth.

2. intr. To separate oneself) into, or form, an

independent community. Also to cantonize it. Obs.

1605 Raleigh hitrod. Hist. Eng. (1693' 6 Whether any

parties did cantonize or were free Estates, or Common-
wealths. 1611 [see Canton v. 3]. 17" ShafTESB. Churac.

11. §2 1 1737' I. 113 To cantonize is natural ; when the Society

grows vast and bulky. 1809 Edin. Rev. XIII. 458.

3. trans. To canton (troops' ; to locate.

1626 T. H[awkins] tr. Canssin's Holy Crt. 127 The Diuclls

and Furyes were cantonnized. ^1674 Scotland'sGriev. under

Lauderdale 56 Neither is he content to have thus canton-

ized those [ministers] that were licensed.

Hence Cantonized a., Cantonizing vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

1611 [see Cantoned 1]. 1651 Davenant Gomfiberi (1673)

Pref. 4 Their cantonizing in Tribes. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac.

11. §2(1737)1. 113 Sedition is a kind of cantonizing already

begun within the State.

Cantonment (kaent(rnm£nt, -tw-nment). Also

8-9 cantoonment. [a. F. cantonnement, i. can-

tanner : see Canton v. and -MENT.]

1. The cantoning or quartering of troops.

1757 Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. I. iii. (R.J No places of

cantonment for soldiers.

2. The place of lodging assigned to a section of

a force when cantoned out ; also (often in plural)

the place or places of encampment formed by

troops for a more permanent stay in the course of

a campaign, or while in winter quarters ;
' in

India the permanent military stations are so

termed' (Stocqueler Mil. Encycl.\

1756 Genii Mag. XXVI. 554 They repaired to their re-

spective cantonments. 1777 W. Heath in Sparks Corr.

Amer. RevMZ^ I. 33S Every purpose, .has been answered,

by the troops in their present cantonment. 1813 Welling-

ton IM. in Gurw. Disp. XI. 311 The distress of the Spanish

troops .. induced me to order them into cantonments within

the Spanish frontier. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I.

287 To withdraw from the cantonment to the Residency.

1844 Regul. <y Ord, Army 270 No Officer is on any account

to sleep out of Camp or Cantonments without leave.

3. trans/. Quarters ; places of occupation.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville 1. 166 All hands now set

to work to prepare a winter cantonment. 1875 tr. Schmidt's

Desc. «y Dativ. 227 The Mammalia, whose extraction may
be inferred . . from a comparison of their present cantonments

. .with the encampments of their former kindred.

f CantOO-n. Obs. A strong kind of fustian,

showing a fine cording on one side and a smooth

bright surface on the other.

1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2328/4 A Cantoon grey cloth Bed.

1864 in Webster ; and in mod. Diets.

Cantoon, -ment, var. of Canton v., -ment.

II
Cantor (karnt^i, -3.t). Also 7 canter. [L.

cantor singer, agent-noun f. can-ere to sing.]

+* 1. A singer. Obs.

1609 Doulano Omith. Microl. 4 A Cantor, who doth .

.

sing those things, which the Musitian . . doth set downe.

1631 Brathwait Whimzies, Ballad-monger, 18 Stanza's,

which halt and hobble as lamely as that one-legg'd cantor

that sings them. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Cantor, a singer.

2. He whose duty it is to lead the singing in

a church ; a precentor.

1538 Leland Itin. V. 26 The Cantor of S. Davids. i66z

Fuller Worthies ru. 155 Being Canter of that Church.

^1789 Burney Hist. Mus. (ed. 3I III. ii 255 The Cantor or

Chanter who directs the singing in Lutheran churches. 1867
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CANTOR-COPE. 84 CANVASADO.
I.ady Herbert Cratile L. vil 176 The pillars where the
Cantors stand during service. 1887 J. Baden Powell in

Ch. Union Gaz. XVI 1. 145 A prose consists of a chorus, with
intervening verses sung by cantors.

Hence Cantorship.
1884 Edin. Rev. July 227 [Bach's] appointment to the

Cantorship at Leipzig.

t Cantor-cope. Oh. (Cf. Caxtel-cope.)
1348 in Eng. Gilds { 1870) 233 Two ' cant' copes ' of * blewe

satyn'. 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 721 Hec dalmatica, a
canturcope.

t CantO're. Oh. [ad. Du. kantoor (in Ger.

kontor\ ad. F. comptoir ;in 1 5-1 6th c. also cen-

tailer : see Counter.] Office, banking house.

1673 Temple Observ. United Prov. Wks. 1731 1. 71 llie com-
mon Revenue of particular Men lies much in the Cantores,

either of the Generality, or the several Provinces, which
are the Registries of these publick Debts. 1669 Child
Disc. Trade ( 1 604 1 62 They have since reduced it by placart

to 3 per cent, as to their cantors, and all publick receipts.

n 1680 Butler Rem. L 211 Like a Dutchman's Money i th'

Cantore . . And whether he will ever get it out Into, his own
Possession is a Doubt.

Cantorial (kratd**rial), cantoral (karnto-

ral), a. [f. on L. type *cantori-us
t
or f. CAKTOB

+ -AL.] Pertaining to a cantor or precentor; ap-

plied to that side the north side) of the choir of

a cathedral or church on which the precentor sits.

179a Chron. in A nn. Reg. 67/1 The pall bearers and execu-
tors in the seats on the decanal side, the other noble gentle-
men and gentlemen on the cantorial side.

Cantred. Hist. Forms: 4-5 candrede, 5
candred, 5-7 cantrede, 6-9 cantred. [app. an
adaptation of Cantref, assimilated to the Eng.
hundred] A hundred ; a district containing a
hundred townships.
1387 Trkvisa Higden Rolls Ser. I. 343 A candrede is a

contray bat conteynep an hondred townes. 1480 Caxton
Deter. Brit. 20 Hundred and candred is all one. 1495 Act
11 Hen. VII, xxxiv. Preamb.

,
Cantredes, comotes, hundredes

. .to the seid Castelles. .belongyng. 1577 Holinshed Chron.
II. 10/2 Meeth conteineth but sixteene cantreds. 1587
Harrison England u. xix. (1877' L 312 Essex hath in lime
past wholie beenc forrest ground, except one cantred or
hundred. 1610 FoLKlNGHAM Art ofSurvey II. vii. 60 Two
Knights Fees make a Cantred. 16x4 Speed T/teat. Gt.
Brit. Pref., The Shires divisions into Lathes, Hundreds,
Wapentakes, and Cantreds. 1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 640
The city of Wexford and the two adjoining Cantreds. 1875
Stubbs Const. Hist. I. iv. 63 The cantred of Howel dna
may answer to the hundred of Edgar.
tb. transf. Oh.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv. 139 That this.. is evenly
dealt out amongst the sundry Clubs and Cantreds of bodies.

Ca ntref, -ev. Also dial, canthrif. [a. Welsh
cant hundred + tref town, place.] = Cantred.
1606 Warner Alb. Eng. XV. xciii. (1612)375 Wales, that

had neere as many Kings as Cantrefes in times past. 1656
Blolnt Glossogr., Cantred or rather Cantref signifies an
hundred villages. 1847 Afa£ Cycl. I. 738 The county of
Anglesey is divided into three cantr=fs. 1875 Robinson
Whitby Gloss, i E. D. S.t.

4
I'll whallop the whooal canthrif,

i.e. fight the entire lot. 1887 Edin. Rev. Jan. 75, 12,800
crwr [= acres] formed the territorial division called a cymwd
and about double that number a cantrev.

Cantrip (ktentrip). Also -raip, -rap. [A
mod.Sc. word, of unknown origin : the orig. phrase
appears to have been 'to cast cantrips', like to
cast figures, horoscopes, nativities, lots, spells

:

perh. a perversion of some term of astrology.
'Jamieson suggested cant to turn over-f raip rope ; Mahn

IccL ean frenzy, frantic gestures (.which he renders 1 witch-
craft ) + /ra//<i a step.)]

A spell or charm of necromancy or witchcraft

;

a witch's trick or mischievous device. Also
Jocosely, any playfully mischievous trick

;
any

whimsically mad, eccentric, or extravagant piece
of conduct ; in phr. to play one a cantrip.
1719 Ramsay Ep. Hamilton ill. vi, Nor cantrapes cast to

ken your fate. ij%$ — Gent. Sheph. it. ii, A witch, that
for sma' price, Can cast her cantraips, and give me advice.
1790 HuKNS Tatn O'Shanter, By some devilish cantrip
slight Each in its cauld hand held a light. 1816 Scott
Antiq. xliv. 298, ' I think some Scottish deevil put it into my
head to play him yon other cantrip.' 187a Daily News
'7 Aug .Our own young lady was permitted no such cantrips.
1884 Tknnyson Becket 171 Save from some hateful cantrips
of thine own.

Cant-Spar. Naut. * A hand-mast pole, fit

for making small masts or yards, booms, etc.
1

(Smyth Sailors Word-bk.).
16x1 Rates (Jam.) Cant-spars or fire-poles, the hundreth,

xxl. 17*7 W. Mather Yng. Maris Comp. 410 For which
they import . . Cantspares.

+ Cantuarie. Oh. [ad. med.L. cantuaria,y&r.
of cant'aria

,
Chantry, a. v.] = Chantry 3.

1538 Leland Itin. I. 4 And at the west end of the Chirche
Yarde they made Lodgings for too Cantuarie Prestes. Ibid.
1. 51 I her is a Cantuarie.

Canty (karnti), a. Sc. and north, dial. [A
denv. of Cant a., either native or of Low German
origin

:
cf. Flem. and LG. fcwwCfe similarly re-

lated to kant, there referred to.] Cheerful, lively,
gladsome

; esp. in Sc. manifesting gladness and
cheerfulness; in north of England rather = lively,
brisk, active : a. of persons.
«i7*4 Gahrlunzie Man ii, He grew canty, and she grew

fain. i7j5 Ramsay Gent. Slteph. 1. i, 1*11 be mair canty wi't,

and ne'er cry dool. c 1775 Mrs. Grant Roy's Wife, O, she
was a cantie quean. 1789 Burns T0 Dr. Blacklock, And
are ye hale, and weel, and cantie? 1837 Dickens Pickw.
(1847) 406/2 Three or four, .canty old Scotch fellows. 1845
Emily Bronte Wuther. Heights xxii. 193 My mother lived

till eighty, a canty dame to the last. 1864 Atkinson Whitby
Gloss. s.v., 1 She s a canty aud deeam for her years.' 1866
Carlyle Remin. E. Irving 115 Canty, shrewd and witty
fellows, when you set them talking,

b. of things.

1725 Ramsay Gent. Sheph. 1. ii, Little love or canty cheer
can come Frae duddy doublets, and a pantry toom. 1786
Harvest Rig in Chambers Pop. Hum. Sc. Poems (18631 34
Till they do lilt some canty song. 1780 Burns J. Anderson,
And mony a canty day, John,We've had wi' ane anither.

Canula, -lar, common var. of Cannula, -lar.

Canun, early form of Canon
Canvas, canvass (kcenvas), sb. Forms: 4-5

canevas, 5 kaneuas, canivas, 5-6 canwas, 5-7
canuas, 6 canvesse, canues, (cannefas

,
6-7

canves. 6-8 canvase, (7 canuase, canvasse,
canuasse, 8 dial cauvest, carinas, canneBs),

5- canvas, 7— canvass. [ME. canevas, a. ONF.
canevas (Central OF. chanevas) = Pr. canabast Sp.

! cailamazo, It. canavaccio :—late L. type *canna-
bdeeus * hempen f. cannabis hemp. (From La t.

! adjs. in -dceus were made, in Romanic, adjs. and
sbs. of augm. and pejorative force, e.g. L. populus,

populdce-us, It. popolaccio. Eng. populace.) The
word has entered into most of the European langs.

The spelling canvas, with one s, plural canvases (cf. at-
lases) is, it will be seen, more etymological than canvass,
and now predominates ; this spelling Is also better used in

the verb with the literal sense of furnish or line with can-
vas ', whence canvased, canvasing ; but the old derivative
verb with sense 1

to toss in a sheet, discuss, debate, solicit

votes', is now always spelt Canvass, and this spelling is re-

tained in the verbal sb. in turn derived from it, as * the
electoral canvass'.]

1. A strong or coarse unbleached cloth made of

hemp or flax, used (in different forms as the ma-
terial for sails of ships, for tents, and by painters

for oil-paintings, formerly also for clothing, etc.

iaoo et seq. in Rogers Agric. A> Pr. II. 511. c 13*5 Coer
de L. 2645 A melle he hadde . . Four sayles wer theretoo .

.

With canevas layd wel al bout, c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
570 Caneiutsium, Canevas. c 1460 r ortescue Abs. <V Lim.
Mon. 1 1714' 19 A pore Cote under their uttermost Garment,
made of grete Canvas. 1537 Bury Wills (18501 133 My
best couerlett lyned wyth canwas. 1608 Rowlands Humors
Look. Glasse 6 Sattin and silke was pawned long a goe. And
now in canuase, no knight can him knowe. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Rejl. (1675) Pref. 21 The fashion, that . . allows our
Gallants to wear fine Laces upon Canvass and Buckram.
1871 Bryant Odyss. v. 312 Calypso, .brought him store Of
canvass, which he fitly shaped to sails.

b. Under canvas : in a tent or tents.

1864 Soc. Science Rev. 137 A life under canvas in the finer

seasons of the year. 187.

1

1
. Griffiths Eng. Armyx. 26 The

residue lived all the year round under canvas.

2. A piece of canvas used for various purposes :

as t a. A sheet, covering or screen ; a filtering or

bolting cloth ; a blind for a carriage window,
etc. Oh.
c 1386 Chaucer Chan. Yem. Prol. <y T. 387 And on the

floor y-cast a canevas (7'. r. kaneuas, canvas). 1411 E. E.
Wills U882) 19 A reed bedde of worstcyd. . with a canvase,
a materas. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 397/2 There was a can-
uas that hynge ouer hys heed. 1561 Hollyblsh Horn.
Apoth. 27 Wctt a cannefas in Kndiue water . . and < it

vpon the lyuer. 158a Hester Phiorav. Seer. m. xhi. 61
Straine it harde through a Canues. 1667 Sir R. Moray in

Phil. Trans. II. 474 All the interposed Canvasses. 1754 R 1

ardson Grandison (18121 I. 210 On the contrary side of the
chariot (his canvass being still up on that next me . 1785
Miss Fielding Ophelia II. xviii, A chariot .. having can-
vasses to let down.

b. A covering over the ends of a racing-boat to

prevent water from being shipped ; hence canvas-
length (see 8).
1880 Xi-.vspaper. At the Farm he led by his forward can-

vas. 1887 St. James's G. 28 Mar. 13 Not a canvas-length
(about 15 ft.) separated the boats.

3. spec. As material for sails ; sail-cloth ;
hence

t

sails collectively. Umler canvas : with sails spread.
1609 [see Canvas-climber in 8}. 1645 Quarles Sot. Re-

cant, vii. 88 Pilots that are wise Proportion out their Can-
vase to the skies. 1697 Dryoen virg. Georg. 1. 347 To
spread the flying Canvass. 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship [,

86 From No. 1 to 6 is termed double, and above No. 6
single, canvas. 1835 Sir J. Ross N.-W. Pass. iii. 32 We
were obliged to reduce our canvas. ( i860 H. Stuart Sea-
man's Catech. 52 Canvas is made in lengths of 40 feet called
bolts. .The stoutest is called No. 1, and so on in fineness to
No. 8. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xv. 242 The small boat was
put under canvas again.

4. spec. As material on which oil-paintings are
executed ; hence, a piece of canvas prepared to
receive a painting.

170S Tate Warriour*s Welc. xxxiv, Then try your Skill

:

a well-prim'd Canvass stretch. 1756-7 tr. A'eyster's Trav.
(1760) II. 273 Damp, which is such a prejudice to the pictures
on canvas or wood. 1769 Junius Lett. xxx. 135 Mark in
what manner the canvass is filled up. 1805 N. Nicholls
Let. in Corr. iy. Gray (1843) 43 A power . . of painting a
scene, by judicious detail, as if it were on canvas.

b. An oil-painting
; also, paintings collectively.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 137 The canvas glow'd beyond e'en
Nature warm. 1835 Lytton Rienzi 11. i, Receptacles for
the immortal canvas of Italian .. Art. 1868 Ruskin Pol.

Econ. Art ii. 125 Cheques, .freely offered, for such and such
canvasses. 188a AtAenarum No. 2866. 439 The most im-
portant serial or cyclical group by Mr. E. Buxne Jones .

.

consists of six canvases in all.

c- A'-
1768 78 'I uckerZ,/. Nat. (1852) 1 1. 422 Striving to imprint.

.

upon the imagination so much . . as her coarse canvass can
take off. i8aa Hazlitt Tabled. II. iii. 47 The canvas of
the fancy is but of a certain extent. 1845 J. H. Newman
Ess. Dei'elopm. Introd. 7 History .. does not bring out
clearly upon the canvass the details.

|| d. [French.] (See quots. and cf. Littre.)

1727 51 Chambers Cycl., Canvas, is also used, among the
French, for the model, or first words, whereon an air, or
piece of music, is composed, and given to a poet to regulate
and finish. The canvas of a song, is certain notes of the
coBiposcr, which shew the poet the measure of tbe verses he
is to make. Thus, Du Lot says, he has canvas for ten
sonnets against the muses. 1730-6 in Bailey. 1849 in Smart.
1864 in VV ebster.

5. A clear unbleached cloth so woven as to pre-

sent the appearance of close and regular lattice-

work, used for working taj>estry with the needle.
161 1 Cotgr., Gaze, Cushion Canuas; the thinne Canuas

that semes women for a ground vnto their Cushions, or
Purseworke, etc. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v.,Working
canvas, for botts or cushions, narrow, broad, and broadest.

+ 6. Hawking. (An early use, of which the

precise meaning is now obscure.) Cf. Canvas v. i.

1589 Nashe Pasquill Mar. 10 Such canuaces made,such
stales set, such traynes laide by the factious, to bring their
Superiours into contempt.

7. attrib. (or adj.\ a. Of canvas.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. 11. 49 Straine it through a newc
canues clothe. 16*7 Drayton Agincourt (R. > barks . . with
their canvass wings. 17*0 Gay Poems (17451 1. 165 Thick
rising tents a canvass city build. 1856 Kane Arct. ExpL II.

xvi 167 Canvas moccasins, .for every one of the party.

+ b. Having the colour or appearance of canvas;
light grey. Cf. Canvas-back 2. Oh.
i486 Bk. St. Aloeu;s A vij b, Hawkes haue white mail),

Canuasmaill, or Rede maill. .Canuas maill is bctwene white
maill and Iron maill.

C. Pertaining to a canvas booth at a fair.

i860 Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 131 A fair, or as we call

it, a canvas clown. .'.-.* 149 Strolling actors . . as long as
they are acting in a booth, are called canvas actors.

8 . Comb. , as canvas-breadth
,

-cutter, -dauber,

-stretcher ; canvas-bag, a bag made of canvas ;

Jso MiUt* see quot. 1708) ; + canvas-climber,
a sailor ;

canvas-length (see 2 b above 1
.

1708 Kersey, *Cattvas-bags or Earth-bags tin Eorttf.) are
Baggs fill'd with Earth, and us'd to raise lor repair] a Breast-
work in haste. 17*1-1800 in Bailey. 1838 Dickens O.
Twist II. viii. 173 Guineas in a canvas bag. 1768 Ross
Helenore 27 ijam.) The shade beneath a *Canuess braid

outthrow. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. i. 62 From the ladder tackle

washes off* a 'Canuas-clymer. 1806 Wolcott iP. Pindar)
Tristia Wks. 1812 V. 267 Behold the 'Canvas-dauber !

Canvas (kwnvll , v. Also canvass, [f. prec.

sb. : see also Canvass v., which has the same
origin, but is unconnected in sense, and is now never

spelt canvas. For spelling, see note to prec. sb.]

f 1. Hawking. To entangle or catch in a net (W
Canvas sb. 6) ; also transf. and fig. Oh.
1559 Mirr. Mag. 230 (N.) As the canuist kite, doth feare

the snare. 1576 Pettie Palace 0/ Pleas., The hawke having
bin once canvassed in the nettes, wil make it daungerous to

strike againe at the stale. 1580 Lyly Euphues 402 Some
thing I should 1 1581 would] not utter which happylye the

itchying eares of young gentlemen would so canuas, that

when I would call it in, I cannot, and so be caughte with
the Torteise, when I would not. 1653 E. Cmisenhalk Cath
Hist. 95 Unless he . . made a hah to ny at a Bishoprick, and
being canvassed in Peters net, it stirred up some atra bills.

t 2. ?To stuff or pad out with canvas. Oh.
1606 Chapman Moms. D*Olive Plays (18731 300 Heers

wit canuast out ans coate into's Jacket. 1630 J. Taylor
tWater P.) Wks. 11. 65/1 Linnen Drapers but for transporta-

tion Could hardly Canuase out their occupation.

3. To cover, line, or furnish with canvas.

1556 [see below]. 1865 Dickens Christmas Bks., Dr.
Marigold, The door had been nailed up and canvassed
over. 1881 Mrs, Praed Policy «r /'. L 122 The walls were
only canvased. 1885 Manch. Guardian 10 Jan. 6 More
cotton was still to be baled and canvassed.

Hence Ca nvased ///. a.

1556 Robinson tr. More's UtopjArb.) 80 marg., Glued or

canuased windowes. 1559 [see 1 above]. 1875 Daily Aews
18 Mar., Canvassed verandahs.

+ Canvasa'do, -za do. Oh. Also canuas-
sado, canuazado, canvissado, canuisado,-zado,
canvisado, -zado. [Cf. Canvass v., and Can-
vass sb. 2 ; but in sense a, there was apparently

confusion with Camisado, which might easily arise

from the corrupt forms cammassatio, camnesado,

on one side, and cammas, cammes, camwys, tannes,

on the other.]

1. A sudden attack.

1581 ]. Heli. Hoitdoris Ansiv. Osor. 381 That is wont to

happen in a Canvizado or sodein skarmishe. 1593 Bacchus
Bounty in Harl. Misc. (1809* II. 264 Which coppernosed

crue . assaulted with a fresh cantia/ado the citie of Vinosa.

1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe 51 Which had the worst end of

the stafTe in that sea iourney or canuazado.

2. A ( night attack ', a Camisado.
a 1626 Breton Pilgr. Paradise 19 (D.i And in the night

their sodaine canuassados. 1605 Z. Jones tr. De /.oyer's

Specters 57 Which came thus by night to give them the

[canjvazado. a 1618 Raleigh Malwtuet U637J 79

1

ne night
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following the Moores gave a Canvasado upon don Orpas.

1617 J. Moore Mappe Mans Mortal. 11. v. 131 To giue the

enemie a canvUado.

3. ? A kind of stroke in fencing ; a counter-

check direct.

1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits Dev. 312 The one of

them preferring the canuizado, or counterchecke directly

vnto the other. — A nsw. Darel To Rdr. 2 Giuing the Can-
uisado of late to her Maiesties high Commission. 1605
Heywood Troubles Q. Eliz. Wks. 1874 I. 225 Holo, holo !

thou hast giuen me the canvissado.

Canvas-back. [f. Canvas sb. + Back jM]
1. A back of a garment made of canvas ; hence

fig. a reverse much inferior to the front.

1605 Land. Prodigal in. i. 243 My father in a mocado coat

a pair of red satin sleeves and a canvas back. 1668 Child
Disc. Trade (ed. 4) 10 Many, .would not go to the price of
a whole satten doublet ; the embroiderer made many hun-
dreds of them, .with canvas backs, a 1734 North Exam.
1. ii. P 83, I thought it reasonable to bid Defiance to this bold
Traducer, and turning him round, shew his Canvas Back.

2. A North American duck {Fu/igttta valisne-

riana), so called from the colour of the back
feathers. Called also more fully Canvas-back
ducky and Canvas-backed duck.
a 1813 A. Wilson foresters, Four large ducks . . The far-

famed ' canvass-backs'. 1832 Blackw. Mag. May 846/2 The
canvass-back stands alone. Ibid. The man who has feasted

on canvass-back ducks, cannot philosophically be said to

have lived in vain. 1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser. n. I. i.

20 He had never tasted a canvas-back duck.
1842 Dickens A /tier. Notes (1850)79/1 The water in both

was blackened with flights of canvas-backed ducks.

Canvass, canvas ;karnvas), v. Forms: 6

kanivas(se, kanvas, 6-7 canuas e, canvase,
canuasse, canvasse, (6 canvaze, canvisse, can-

uize, 7 canvise, canvize, eanvace), 6-8 canvas,
6- canvass, [f. Canvas sb., in its former spelling

canvass, and some of its special senses. The de-

velopment of senses 1-5 is plain enough, starting

from the literal notion of ' toss in a sheet', whence
* shake up, toss to and fro {agitare), discuss, etc.'

;

but that of the intrans. 6, which appears early,

has not been explained. The two notions sub-

sequently influenced each other, and produced
connecting usages.
Johnson says 'from canvass as it signifies a sieve': cf.

Canvas sb. 2 ; but no clear example of the vb. in the literal

sense ' sift or winnow ' has occurred. Yet Cotgrave's ex-

planation of F. vanner 1 to vanne or winnow, .also to course,

chide, canuasse, bayt . . rake up scoffingly the faults or

imperfections of others', affords an analogy for such a
development ; not so the case of berner 1

to vanne or win-
now corne, also to canuasse or tosse in a siue (a punish-

ment)', which points to the development in 1-4 below.

With Johnson's derivation agrees his explanation 'to try

votes previously to the decisive act ', but this is not histori-

cally the original sense of 6, and is either a conjectural ex-

planation, or at most a mixing up of the notions of soliciting

and of discussing or investigating. The trans, sense in 1 to

canvass the constituency' is quite late.]

+ 1. trans. To toss in a canvas sheet, etc., as

a sport or punishment ; to blanket. Obs.
1508 Dk. Buckhm's Acc. in Brewer Calendar 497 To a

child of the kitchen being kanivassed before my Lord. 1530
Palsgr. 596, I kanvas a dogge or a matter, trafficque.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. iii. 36 lie canuas thee in thy broad
Cardinalls Hat, If thou proceed in this thy insolence [cf.

2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 243]. 1611 Cotgb., Berner (see above).

f 2. trans/. To knock about, shake and shatter

thoroughly ; to buffet ; to beat, batter, drub. Obs.

1573 Rastell 12 yests of Widcnv Edyth xu. H iij b, I

should canuas thee, and make thee lame. 1577 Holinshed
Chron. IV. 242 How lustilie the English canons did canvass
and batter his castell walles. 161a Warner Alb. Eng. 11.

vii. 27 Hercules did canuase so his carkas. 1643 Subj. of
Supremacies etc. 57 To play, .at the cudgels, to canvase one
another with crosse blowes.

t b. To subject to attack or assault. Cf. Can-
vass sb. 2. Obs.

1599 Hayward 1st Pt. Hen. IV, 53 The north parts were
many times canvased, and . . almost consumed by the Scots.

t * fig- To buffet or ' thrash 1
(a person) in

writing ; to criticize destructively and unsparingly.

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 64 Some . . haue for their

satirical inuectiues been wel canuased. 1611 Cotgr. s. v.

Berne, He hath beene throughly canvassed; (a phrase
most commonly applied to an ignorant or dull-headed
fellow, that hath prouoked a learned penne, or tongue, to
fall aboord him). 1618 Bamevelt's Apol. D ij, I leaue him
to your learned penne : canuase him according to his merits.

f b. To pull to pieces, criticize or discuss de-

structively (a writing, etc.). Obs.
1577 tr- Bellinger's Decades (1592) 165 Therfore did the

Gentiles bait and canuase it too and fro with wonderful
preatie quippes. 1589 Nashe in Greene Menaph. (Arb.)
Ded., Some desperate quipper will canvaze my proposed
comparison. 1615 Lutlter's Comm. 1 Pet. v. 51 These words
have been so canvassed and wrested by my Lord the Pope.
4. jig. To shake out or discuss (a subject or

matter), so that its parts may be thoroughly in-

vestigated ; to discuss, criticize, scrutinize fully.

1530 Palsgr. 596/2 This mater hath be canvassed in dede.
1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (1884) n Sutch matters have
bene thurrouly canvissid long ago. 1662 J. Bargrave Pop*
Alex. VII 11867) 15 Canvacing many titles, at length they
pitched upon Eminency. 1753 Richardson Grandison {1781)
VI. xvii. 67 They canvassed the matter, with . . much good-
natured earnestness. 1798 Dallas Anrer. Law Rep. II,

343 An opportunity to canvass the character of the witnesses.

1845 Disraeli Sybil (1863) 261 It was canvassed and criti-

cised sentence by sentence. 1864 Eraser's Mag. Apr. 487
Clubs where the reputations of men are coolly canvassed,

fb. To investigate or examine physically. Obs.

1622-62 Heylin Cosmogr. iv. (1682) 105 Having thoroughly
canvassed all the Eastern Shores, he turned his course.

+ C. * To discuss' (a dish). Obs.

1602 Return fr. Parnass. il vi. (Arb.) 33, I inuited the

hungry slaue. .to the canuasing of a Turkey pie.

d. intr. To debate ; to discuss.

1631 Heylyn St. George 40 That he should neyther can-

vasse over idle Pamphlets, nor give beleefe to old wives
Fables. (11766 Frances Sheridan Sidney Bidulph (1767)

V. 169 Having canvassed over the first part of Sir George's
|

letter. 1794 Godwin Cal. Williams 272, I canvassed for a
moment whether I should make use of this. 1835 Mahhyai
Jac. Faith, xxxii, We sat there canvassing over the affair.

e. trans. ? To scrutinize, so as to reject bad
votes. Cf. Canvasser d.

1715 Burnet Own Time 11766) II. 182 The poll was closed

when the Court thought they had the majority: but upon
casting it up, it appeared they had lost it : so they fell to

canvass it.

+ 5. ?To bargain or deal with ; to sound or try

as to their expectations. Obs.
1688 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 289 The hero [William III]

is now at St. James's. . By what I collect, the ambitious and
the covetous will be canvassed for places of honour,and rich

employment.

6. intr. To solicit ; esp. to solicit votes or support
,

previously to an election ;
also, to solicit support,

contributions, orders for goods, etc. ( Johnson says
' To try votes previously to the decisive act'.'

a 1555 Latimer Serm. $ Rem. (1845) 296 This object is so

seriously taken up, and canvassed for. .in socager or rather

so ardent a spirit. <i 1626 Bacon (J.) Elizabeth being to re-

solve upon an officer, and being by some that canvassed for

others, put in some doubt of that person she meant to ad-

vance. 1660 Hammond Wks. IV. 510 (R.) He that should
j

give his voice unto Christ, because there was no body else I

to canvass for it. 1681 Temple Mem. in. Wks. 1731 I. 342
Every one began to canvas for Elections in the ensuing Par-

liament. 1726 Ayliffe Parerg. 119 This crime ofcanvassing

or sollicking for Church-Preferment- 1824 Miss Fekrier
Inker, xv, She had begun to canvass with her brother and
uncle, to bespeak their votes. 1831-55 Brewster Newton
II. xix. 215 Unwilling to canvass personally for a seat in

the new Parliament.

7. trans. + a. To sue for or solicit a thing;. Obs.

1768 H. Walpole Hist. Doubts Pref. 19 He . . was not

likely to canvass the favour of the father by prostituting his i

pen to the humour of the court, a 1774 Goldsm. Hist.
\

Greece I. 75 Even kings sometimes canvassed that title

['citizen of Athens'] for themselves and their children.

b. To sue or solicit persons, a district' for I

votes, subscriptions, custom, orders, etc. ;
esp. to

solicit the support of a constituency, by going

through and interviewing the individual electors

;

to ascertain by this means the number of one's

supporters.
18x2 Examiner 5 Oct. 638/1 His inability to canvas the

Livery in person. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 161

Mr. Paull, having canvassed unsuccessfully the borough of
j

Westminster, ceased to be a member. 1855 Motley Dutch
Rep. (18611 II. 293 His most trustworthy agent . .

was now
actively canvassing the governments and peoples of Ger-

many. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. VI. lxxi. 236 Having can-

vassed the town and county of Aberdeen [for], .adherents

to the Covenant.

Canvass (kce*nvas), sb. Forms: 6 eanvace, 7

-uasse, -uase, -vase, 7-8 canvas, 7- canvass,

[f. prec. vb., the spelling of which it retains.]

fl. A shaking up ; a tossing up and down. Obs.

1611 Cotgr., Demene'e. .a tumble tosse, canuasse.

+ 2. A shock ; esp. that of a sudden attack or

surprise. Cf. Canvasado.
1611 Cotgr., Camisade, a camisado, canuas, or cold Pie;

a suddain assaulting, or surprisall of the enemie. 1627 F. E.

Hist. Edw. II (1680) 69 Levies, .sufficient to give a Canvas
to the Royal Army.

f b. In Fencing. = Canvasado 3. Obs.

a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts $ Mon. 184 For it is the sorest

canvase, that can be giuen an opposite, to beat him at his

owne weapon.

+ 3. Repulse, rejection (e.g. at an election, in a

suit). Phrase, To have or receive the canvass. Obs.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii.HI. xi, If he chance to miss

and have a canvass, he is in hell on the other side. Ibid. 11.

iii. vii. (1651) 352 But why shouldst thou take thy neglect,

thy Canvas so to heart? It may be thou art not fit. 1626

Shirley Brothers n. i, I have promised him As much as

marriage comes to ; and I lose My honour if my Don re-

ceive the canvas.

f 4. Examination of the * pros and cons' ; full

discussion. ? Obs.

1608-U Bp. Hall Epist.v. iv. (1627) 369 Learned canuases

of the deepe points of diuinitie. a 1687 H More Pre-exist.

Soul Pref., I deem it worthy the canvass and discussion of

sober and considerate men.

5. The action or process of personally soliciting

votes before* an election; including the notion of

ascertaining the amount of support which a can-

didate may count upon. (Johnson makes it
1 The

act of sifting voices, or trying them previously to

the decisive act of voting', but of this, apart from

the actual solicitation of votes, there is no clear
j

evidence. The first quot. is obscure, and may
belong elsewhere, e. g. to Canvas sb. 6.) I

[1612 Bacon Cunning, Ess. <Arb.1 435 There are some that

are good in Canuasses & factions, that are otherwise weake
men.] 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I./846 In the election ..

was the greatest canvas .. in the memory of Man. 1788

Lix Sheffield in Ed. Auckland's Corr. (i86i> II. 222 In

short their success on the canvass quite astonished them.

1791 Mackintosh Pari. Suffrage Wks. 1846 II 1. 229 Candi-

dates and their . . agents in every street during an active

canvass. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby v. iv. 201 The results of

the two canvasses were such as had been anticipated.

attrib. 1881 Daily News 21 Jan. 5/4 It had never been

their custom to preserve canvass books.

6. A solicitation of support, custom, etc.

1790 Hi'Kke Fr. Rev. 219 The other mode of ecclesiastical

canvas, subjects them [bishoprics and cures] infinitely more
surely and more generally to all the evil arts of low ambition.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 78 One gentleman procured

me nearly a hundred names for The Friend and . . took

frequent opportunity to remind me of his success in his can-

vass. 1846 Bkescott Ferd. $ Is. I. vi. 290 Honours, which
had before been . . made the subject of a furious canvass.

Canvassed kxrnvast),///. a. [f. Canvass v.]

Subjected to canvassing ; discussed.
Mod, A much canvassed appointment.

Canvasser karnvasoj). [f. Canvass s/.+-erJ.]

1. One who canvasses ; see Canvass v. 1-5.

1599 Minsheu Sfi. Diet., Manteador, acanuasseror tosser

in a blanket or sheet. 1628 Le Grys tr. Barclay's Argents

254 These busie Canuassers of causes. 1648 W. Clement
Retat. fyObscrv. 3 Old Canvasers of Factions. 1799 Shkri-

DAN Pizarro 111. iii, Who seeks alone for living homage
stands a mean canvasser in her temple's porch,

b. One who canvasses electors for votes.

a 1797 BURKE < R. 1 As real publick counsellors, not as the

canvassers at a perpetual election. 1855 MaCAULAY Hist.

Eng. IV. 458 As a canvasser he was irresistible. 1869 Daily
Neivs 25 Jan., It has become practicable for an authorised

canvasser to vitiate an election by excessive zeal.

C. One who solicits custom, or goes about so-

liciting orders, esp. in the book-trade.

1865 K. night Pass. Working Life III. 18 Book-hawker>
known as canvassers. 1879 Print. Trades Jrnl. XXVIII. 4

One of the greatest nuisances of the day is the canvasser.

d. U. S. ' One who examines the returns of votes

for a public office
1

(Webster) ; a scrutineer.

1792 in Sparks Life <y Writ. G. Morris (1832) 1 1 1. 38 A ma-
jority of the canvassers rejected the votes of three counties.

Ca'nvassing, vbl- sb. The action of the vb.

Canvass, q.v,

1565 Jewel Rep I. Harding (1611I 86 This errour must
needs hold by the canuasing of the Scriptures. 1577 Stany-

hurst Desc. Ircl. in Holinshed VI. 25 Through the can-

vasing of the towne merchants .. that famous Mart was

supprest. 1589 Cooper Admon. 142 Such canua-sing and
working for Bishoprikes. 1606 Holland Sueton. 34a, That
pastime with us in some places called the canvasing, and
else where the vanning of dogs. 1613 R. C. 'Table Alph.

(ed. 3» Canuasing, narrowly searching out of any thing.

1620 Shelton Quiz. iv. v. II. 55 She told likewise all the

Story of his Canvasing. 1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom (1784)

121/2 He .. after much canvassing agreed to discharge the

defendant. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick. xvi. 121 At canvass

ing or election time.

fb. {ellipt. const, for ' a-canvassing'.)

1681 Temple Mem. lit. (R.) The elections were canvassing

for a new parliament.

Ca nvassing, a. That canvasses.

J579 J- STUBBES Gaping Gulf F ij, Such a rablement of

itching canuasing discoursing and subtile heads. 1865

Knight Pass. Working Life III. 18 The persevering ac-

tivity of the agents of the canvassing booksellers.

Cany ,kv'-m), a. [f. Cane sb. + -v.]

1. Made or consisting of cane.

1667 Milton P. L. 111. 439 Where Chineses drive With
Sails and Wind their canie Waggons light. 1738 Glover
Leonidas iv. (R.) Scimitars., and cany bows. 1849 Dk
Quincey Mail-coach IV. 343 The little cany carriage.

2. 'Full of canes' (J.) ; cane-like.

1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. East. Borders I. 75 They
shoot up in freedom their cany boughs.

Canyculere, Canyon : see Cani-.

Canyon (kse-nysn). Also kanyon. [A phonetic

spelling of Sp. cation, designed to represent the

proper spoken word : cf. Canion.] =CaSox.
1861 R. Burton City of Saints 117 note, The Spanish

canon—Americanised to kanyon—signifies a . . ravine of pe-

culiar form, common in this part of America. 1865 Tyi.or

Early Hist. Man. iii. 30 Traversed a kanyon or ravine.

1878 Black Green Past. xiii. 103 To explore the neighbour-

ing canyons.

Can you? Cards. Also formerly can-ye?

Now Can you one ? A ' call' at Long Whist

;

when one side has already scored dght ('ten*

being the game), and a new hand is dealt, if a

player on the winning side has two honours in

his hand, he may thus ask his partner if he also

has one, in which case, counting the majority of

honours, they would score two and win.

1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards 338

If either side are at eight groats he hath the benefit of call-

ing can-ye, if he hath two honours in his hand, and if the

other answers one, the game is up, which is nine in all, but

if he hath more than two he shews them, and then it is one

and the same thing ; but if he forgets to call after playing a

trick, he loseth the advantage of can-ye for that deal. 1709

Brit. A/>ollo II. No. 36. 2/1 The first are 8 Groats, which is

generally call'd Can-yon, the last are 6 Groats, which is

generally call'd long Can-you.
,

t Ca nzon. Obs. [ad. It. canzone song : see next.

In very common use in 1 7th c] A song.
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1590 Lodge Euphnes Gold. Leg. in S/taks. Wks. (Halliw.)

VI. 37 My canzon was written in no such humor. 1597
Middleton Wisdom ofSol. Wks. V. 459 Deepest canzons of

lament. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple hi. L xiv, To frame

Angelick strains, and canzons sing. 1687 Winstanley Lives

Eng. Poets 99 A writer of . . canzons, and madrigals.

|| Canzona (kantsirna). [It. ; deriv. form of

canzone : see next.] 1. = Canzone.
2. Music, a. The setting to music of the words

of a canzone or canzona, for one or more voices,

b. An instrumental piece written in the style of

a madrigal, fc. Apparently an equivalent for

sonata, as a piece of several movements. (Grove.)

1880 E. Prout in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 306 A canzona by
Sebastian Bach may be found in. .his organ works.

|| Canzone kants<rm?;. [It. canzone (= Sp.

cancion, Pr. canso, canson, F. chanson) :—L. can-

lion-em singing, song, f. cant- ppl. stem of can-fre

to sing.] In Ital. or Prov. Lit. : A song, a ballad

;

a species of lyric, closely resembling the madrigal

but less strict in style.

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 34 Francesco . . to try the

finesse of his wit, with a poeticall furie, began thus to make
a Canzone, a 1789 Burney Hist. Mus. led. 2) II. iv. 325
When the song is written on a grave or tragic subject, says

he it is called Canzone. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers of
Elor. iv. 122 The Florentine public . . sang the great poet s

canzones about the streets.

Canzonet (ka'nzone't). [ad. It. canzonctta

( = Vt.cansoiuta, Fr. chansonnette), dim. of canzone.']

A little or short song ; a vocal solo in more than

one movement ; now usually, a short song of a

light and airy character.

1593 T. Morley {title) Canzonets, or little short Songs to

three Voyces. 1597 — Introd. Mus. 180 Canzonets, that is

little shorte songs . . which is in composition of the musick
a counterfet of the Madrigal. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 291

The lakes reechoing their continual canzonets and the like.

1763 J. Brown Poetry fy Musk xii. 199 The common Song
or Canzonette. 179* S. Rogers Ital. .Soug 118 The can-

zonet and roundelay Sung in the silent greenwood shade.

1847 Tennyson /"'cess rv, 117 A rogue of canzonets and
serenades. 1880 W. H. Cummings in Grove Diet. Mus.
I. 306 Haydn has left us some admirable canzonets grave
and gay ; for example, ' She never told her love '.

Can-: see Can-. (In Spanish fi is a distinct

letter (called en-ye), with its own alphabetical

place, between N and O.)

t Caorsin. Obs. (exc. Hist.) Also 4 kauersin.
[a. OF. caorsin, caoursin, coursin, etc., in med.L.
caorcini, cat/urcini, caturcini, in Matt. Paris caur-

sini, an inhabitant of Cahors, L. Cadurcum, in

Langnedoc, a famous seat of Italian money-
changers and financiers in the Middle Ages ;

hence,

banker, usurer, money-lender. Commonly men-
tioned along with Lombards and Jews. See
Godefroy and Du Cange.]
A banker or money-dealer from Cahors ; usurer.
The Caorsins were expelled from England by Henry III

in 1240, readmitted on the intervention of the Pope in 1250,
and again proscribed and imprisoned ' on account of their

unl)ounded and detestable usury' in 1251.

[a 1259 Matt. Paris Chron. an. 1235 .Rolls Ser.) III. 328
Caursinorum pestis abominanda. Ibid. an. 1255 V. 519 Qui
[Judaul si forte ab aliquibus Christianis plangerentur, ab
a:mulis eorum Cahursinis siccis lacrimis deplorabantur. ]

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5555 Okerers, ande kauer-
syns, As wykkede bey are as sarasyns. 1340 Ayenb. 35
pe he^e men . . bet hyealdeb and sosteneb Tewes and pe
Caorsins, bet leneb and destruib be contraye.

Caoutchin (kuu-tfin). Client, [f. Caoutch-odc
+ -in.] A hydrocarbon, C„ H,„ contained in the
oils produced by distillation of caoutchouc and
gutta percha : one of the elements of caoutchoucin.
1863 7« Watts Diet. Chem. I. 736 Caoutchin is a trans-

parent, colourless, mobile liquid, having an odour like that
of oil of orange.

Caoutchouc (kuu tjuk, ku--). [a. F. caout-

chouc (pron. ka,«|tjtt , ad. Carib cahuchu (Littre).]

1. India - rubber, or Gum Elastic ; the milky
resinous juice of certain trees in S. America, the

E. Indies, and elsewhere, which coagulates on ex-

posure to the air, and becomes highly clastic, and is

waterproof ; it is now a most important substance
in arts and manufactures.

' Introduced to France early in the last century, but its

origin was unknown till the visit of the French academicians
to South America in 1735. They ascertained that it was
the inspissated juice of a Brazilian tree, called by the natives
Ithve"; and an account of the discovery was sent to the
academy by M. dc la Condamine in 1736' (Penny Cyel.).
Chiefly obtained from the Brazilian Siphonia elastica {He-
vea caoutchouc) N.O. Euphorbiacex, and E. Indian Eicus
elastica. But many other tropical plants, Euphorbiacex,
Apocynaeeae, A rtoearpads, and others, yield it in consider-
able quantity. Chemically it is composed entirely of car-
bon and hydrogen, but is not a simple proximate principle,
but a mixture of substances.
1775 PIM. Trans. LXVI. 25S An elastic gum bottle, other-

Wlse called boradchio or caout-chouc. 1779 Ibid. LXIX.
384, I take the tube out of the phial, and thrust it . . into a
small caoutchouck, or elastic gum bottle. 1788-0 HowardNew Royal Eueycl. s.v., Caoutchouc in natural history., a
very elastic resin . . Very useful for erasing the strokes
pi black lead pencils, and is popularly called rubber, and
tead-eater. 1837 Faraday Chem. Manip. iv. 122 Cloth is
rendered air-tight by caoutchouc. 1870 Emerson Soc. *

Sot., Workf, Days Wks. (Bohni II 1. 65 What of this dapper

caoutchouc and gutta-percha, w hich makes water-pipes .

.

and rain-proof coats for all climates? 1875 J. H. Bennet
Shores Medit. 1. i. 25 The secret of the luxuriant verdure

[in the Euphorbia] . . is the existence of a kind of caoutchu

in their white acrid juices,

b. attrib. or in comb.

1833 Brewster Nat. Magic viiL 206 The country where

the caoutchouc-tree was indigenous. 1859 Jkphson Brittany

iv. 38 Drinking . . out of my caoutchouc cup. 1861 Du
Chaillu Equat.Afr. x. 121 The native caoutchouc collectors.

Ibid. 122 1 he caoutchouc-vine grows equally welL

0. = ' Waterproof ' (cloak).

1867 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 59 With the large hood of her

caoutchouc heavy with snow.

2. Artificial Caoutchouc : a substance formed by

adding to a solution of glue tungstic acid or sodium

tungstate, and then hydrochloric acid ; it is elastic

when warm. Mineral C. : = Elateeite, a hydro-

carbon found at Castleton in Derbyshire, and else-

where. Vulcanized C. : caoutchouc kneaded with

flowers of sulphur, with which it unites and be-

comes black and horny : see Vulcanite.
1863 72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 739 Sulphured or vulcan-

ized caoutchouc is an excellent material for tubes for con-

veying water or gases.

Caoutchoucin ;kau-tf«sin). Chem. [f. Ca-
outchouc + -in.] A thin volatile oily liquid or

empyreumatic oil, obtained from caoutchouc by
dry distillation. It is composed of two polymeric

hydrocarbons, Caoutchin and Isoprene.

1863-72 Watts Dmt. Chem. I. 739 Caoutchoucin . . forms
an excellent solvent for caoutchouc and other resins.

Cap (ksep), si. 1 Forms : 1 (cappa), ceeppe, 3
keppe, 4-6 cappe, (5 cape), 5-7 capp. 6- cap.

[OE. cieppe, a. late L. cappa 'cap' (It. cappa, Pr.,

Sp., Pg. capa, ONF. and Picard cape, F. chape, all

meaning ' cloak, cape, or cope '). Isidore, a. 636,

has (XIX. xxxi. 3,De ornamcntis capitisfeminarum)
'cappa . .quia capitis ornamentum est'; Diez

cites cappa from a document of 660, and an ancient

gloss 'cappa mitra '. Med.L. used indiscriminately

cappa and capa ^the latter, however, much more
frequently), and commonly in the sense of ' cloak,

cope '
; Chron. Treverti anno 1

1 46, has ' caracal la

(i. e. a long cloak with a hood) quam nunc capam
vocamus '. The presumption is that the name was
transferred from a woman's cap, hood, or head-

covering, as Isidore used it, to the 'hood' of a
cloak, and then to a cloak or 'cape ' having such

a hood, and thus to a priest's 'cope'. The sense
' head-covering, cap, hat ' was at an early period

in Romanic appropriated by the dim. cappellum,

-ellus, in It. cappello, Sp. capelo, Pr. cape/, OF.
cape/, chapel, F. chapeau, ' hat . (The sense ' little

or short cloak' was retained by the fern. dim.

cappella, capella. It. cappella, Pr., Pg. capella, Sp.

capilla, ONF. capelle, F. chapelle, until this received

the curiously transferred sense Chapei,, q. v.)

An explanation of capa, from capere to take, ' quia quasi

totum capiat hominem ' (because it takes as it were the whole
man) is erroneously cited by Du Cange, and many after

him, from Isidore. It is really from Papias . 1053; and is

manifestly a ' popular etymology ' of a late age, after the
application had passed from ' cap ' to ' cloak with a hood '.

(Mahn thinks that cappa may be of Iberian origin.) The
evidence of OE. is important, since it points to two distinct

L. types, viz, cappa (which gave emppe, cappe, cap), and
capa which gave cape, c&pe ; the latter is also witnessed by
Ice!, kdpa ' cowled cloak, cloak with a hood '

: see Cope.
It looks as if cappa, the living Romanic form, was first

adopted in Eng. isay from Italy) in its 7th c. sense, and gave
cappe, and that at a later time eCtpa, so common in med.L.,
was introduced specially for the ecclesiastical dress. The
latter is not actually evidenced in OE., but it occurs in

Layamon, and was in the language early enough to undergo
the phonetic change of OE. d into ME. d. OHG. (late) had
chappa ' cloak with a hood '

; so M HG. kappc, Ml)u.t<z//<
(both rarely in sense ' cap ') ; modG. kappe, Du. kafl ' cap «

Words to be distinguished arc (i) Cap, OE. cappe, L.

cappa ; (2) Cap, Sc. dial, form of cop dike tap, stap, lor top,

stop)', (3) Cape, early ME. form of cope, retained in north,
dial, and Sc. as eaip (cf. early M E. and north, pape,
Sc.paip=pope)

', (41 Cape, mod.Eng., from F. cape, Sp. capa
cloak, the same word in origin as 3, but re-introduced in a
new connexion ; {$)Capc, F. cap. It. capo headland ; (6)Oy*,
OE. cop, copp top, summit, also cup ; (7) Cope, early ME.
cape, ML kdpa, L. capa. In ME. cape also occasionally
appears for cappe, cap.)

1. A covering for the head.

1. A hood, a covering for the head. Precise

sense not definable ; in first quot. still in Latin
form.)
c 1000 /Elfric Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 152 Capitulum ucl

eapitularium, heafod-clab uel cappa. a 1 100 Agt. Voc.
ibid. 328 Cappa, cxppe.

1 2. A cloak with a hood ; a cape or cope. (Hut
prob. cappa here is really Latin, and not OE.)
a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 200 Caracalla, cappa.

8. A head-dress for women, varying according
to fashion and taste. In later times a light cover-
ing of muslin, or the like, for the head, ordinarily

worn indoors, or under a bonnet. Cf. Mob-cap.
a 1225 Aucr. R. 420 }if }e muwen beon wimpel-leas, beo5

bi warme keppen. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 70 lie

haue no bigger, this doth fit the time, And Gentlewomen
weare such caps as these. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in

Hum., Our great heads . . never were in safety Since our
wives wore these little caps, c 1830 Mrs. Sherwood Haul-
ston Tracts 1 1 1. No. 67. 7 My lady's maid . . with a fly cap,

and a hat all puffed about with pea-green ribands. 1872
Ruskin Eagles N. 8 153 The quaint cap surrounds . . the
courtly and patient face. 1883 Lloyd Ebb *t Flcno II. 201
Count the nuns' caps and handkerchiefs. Mod. She insists

on all the maids wearing caps.

4. A head-dress of men and boys : commonly
applied to every kind of ordinary male head-dress

which is not called a ' hat ', from which it is dis-

tinguished by not having a brim, and by being

usually of some soft material ; also to a number
of official, professional, and special head-dresses.
138a Wyclip Ex. xxiii. 14 [Men with] cappis died, or

steyned, in the heedis of hem. c 1430 Ereemasonry 697 When
thou comest by-fore a lorde . . Hod or cappe that thou of do.

1450 Nominate in Wr.-Wiilcker 735 Hie pilius, acape.
1523 Ld. Berners Eroiss. I. cxix. 142 He toke of his cap
and saluted the duke. 1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.1

22 Some [weare] high cappes lyke myters, of redde colour.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 111. vii. 35 Some followers of mine
owne . . hurld vp their Caps, And . . cry'd, God saue King
Richard. 1662 Fuller Worthies iv. 50 The best caps were
formerly made at Monmouth, where the Cappers Chappel
doth still remain. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. 111. 1151 Black Caps,
underlaid with White, Give certain guess at inward Light.

1742 Middleton Cicero III. ix. 6 note, A Cap was always
given to Slaves, when they were made free, whence it be-

came the emblem of liberty. 1772 Hartford Mercury
Suppl. 18 Sept. 1/1 The Swedes were divided into two
parties, distinguished by the names of Hats and Caps.
Mod. Hats and caps of every shape.

b. Used contextually instead of college cap (esp.

in phrase cap and gown), night-cap, skull-cap, or

other specific sense : see e.

161 1 Cotgr., Calotte., a little light cap, or night-cap,

wome vnder a hat. a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (16601 242
We hold the head uncovered if the hat be off, though the

cap be on. 1807 Southev Espriella's Lett. II. 63 The
caps and tassels of the students. 1835 Hood Poetry, Prose,

«V Worse xxix, Judge Park appears dreadfully prosy While
dooming to death in his Cap. 1857 C. Bede Verdant
Green 341 While Mr. Green was paying for the cap and
gown. Mod. Do wc appear in cap and gown? Is it a cap-

and-gown affair?

c. A helmet or headpiece : also cap offence.
1530 Palscr. 202/2 Cappe of fence, segrette de mailte.

1580 Sidney Let. in Arb. Garner I. 309 When you play at

weapons, I would have you get thick caps and bracers.

1839 E. D. Clarke Trav. 50/1 Their cap or helmet is the

most beautiful part of the costume. 1874 Boutell A ruts

4r Arm. ix. 161.

d. ' The ensign of the cardinalate' (J.) ; a car-

dinal's biretta.

1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, v. i. 33 If once he come to be a
Cardinal! Hee'l make his cap coequal with the Crowne.
1666 Loud. Gaz. No. 26/2 The Pope expects more windfalls

before he will give any Caps. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals
1. 111. 74 He puts on the red Cap upon their heads . . with

these words, Esto Cardixalis. 179S Southey Vis. Maid
ofOrleans 11. 276 These . . in scarlet, and in caps Like car-

dinals, I see. 18(4 Burton Scot. Abr. II. i. 69 It would
have proved, .as fatal, .as another such like cap. .had done
to.. Cardinal Betoun.

e. With some qualifying word, indicative of

shape, origin, or character ; as Ulack Cap, q. v.

;

eol/ege cap, square cap, that wom by academics,

which in its present shape is also popularly styled

trencher cap, or mortar-board, and in its earlier

form is called in Scottish Universities the John
Knox cap (see also Cater-cap)

;
forked cap, a

mitre; + great cap (see quot.) ; t Monmouth cap

see quot. i66i in 4): Scotch cap, the cloth cap worn
with the Highland dress ; also various recent

modifications of that pattern ; + spiced cap, ? a

cap lined with a blister for the head; f statute

cap, a cap of wool ordered by statute (see quot.

I571) to be wom by citizens on holydays for the

benefit of the capjiers' trade ; hence, cap of wool,

taken as the mark of a tradesman or citizen. Also

cricket-, polo-, football-cap. And see Cater-cap,

Nightcap, Skull-cap, etc.

1514 Barclay Cyt. * Uplondysh. (1847) Introd. 66 With
forked cappes it folly is to mell. 1571 Act 13 In xix,

Euery person . . shall wear vpon the Sabbath and holy day
. .vpon their head a Cap of Wooll knit thicked and dressed

in England. 1582 in W. H. Turner Seltct. Rec. Oxford 430
Scottyshe cappes partelie colored. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v.

ti. 281 Well, better wits have worne plain statute caps.

1599 — Hen. V, iv. vii. 103 The Welchmen did good service

. . wearing Leekes in their Monmouth caps. 1605 M akston

Dutch Courtezan (N.I Though my husband be a citizen,

and his cap's made of wool, yet I have wit. 1689 R.

Davies Jrnl. (18571 si It was concluded, .to put on a spiced

cap by order of Dr. Willis for amaurosis. 1091 Wood Ath.

Oxen. I. 193 Sampson, .was an enemy. -to the square cap.

1732 Berkeley A leiphr. 1. ( 11 Philosophers in square caps

and long gowns. 1751 Chambers CycL s. v., Churchmen,

and the members of universities . . wear square caps. 1753

Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cap or great Cap, a denomination

of a kind of compendious bandage, serv ing for almost all

occasions of the head, being in figure not unlike a helmet.

1873 Edin. Univ. Calendar 174 Cap of black silk velvet

after the John Knox fashion. 1885 Cornh. Mag. July,

Court Royal, A silk cassock, red hood, and college cap.

f. Caf of maintenance : <,a) see Maintenance;

(A) A cap borne as one of the insignia of office

before the sovereign of England at the coronation,
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and before mayors of some cities; (r) in Her. A
cap borne as a charge, or in place of a wreath,

so cap of dignity, estate, honour state. Cap
of liberty or Phrygian bonnet : the conical cap
given in the Roman times to slaves on emancipa-
tion, and often used as a republican symbol. Cap
and bauble, Cap and bells : the insignia of the

fool or jester : cf. Fool's Cap. Cap and feather
days : the days of childhood.
1489 Wriothesley Chron. (1875) I. 2 A capp of mayn-

tenance brought from Rome to the Kinge. 1528 Tindale
Obed. Chr. Man Wks. 1. 186 For their labour he [the pope]
giveth to some a rose; to another a cap of maintenance.
1610 Guillim Heraldry vi. v. (1660) 400 This kind of Head-
tire is called a Cap of dignity. 1632 Massinger City Mad.
iv. i, The cap of maintenance and city sword Borne up in

state before him. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. in. 1067 For who
without a Cap and Bauble . . Would put it to a second proof.

1709 Addison Tatter No. 161 ? 4 The Genius of a Common-
wealth, with the Cap of Liberty on her Head. 1752 Carte
Hist. Eng. III. 191 The Earl of Surrey had re-assumed
them, putting over them, .a cap of maintenance purple with
powdered furr. 1766 Porny Heraldry 11787) Gloss., Cha-
Peau..z\\ antient Cap of Dignity, formerly worn by No-
bility, being made of crimson Velvet in the outside, and
lined with fur. 1821 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 50
Here I was got into the scenes of my cap-and-feather days

!

1851 Layard Nineveh 97 The head dress of the Persian
Monarchs appears to have resembled the Phrygian Bonnet
or the French Cap of Liberty. 1874 Boutell A rnts Ann.
x. 201 In this example [crested helm of King Richard II.]

the lion-crest stands upon a ' cap of dignity '. 1884 Punch
1 Mar. 100 Where last he shook the cap and bells.

g. From the custom of uncovering the head
(abridged to 1 raising ' or merely * touching ' the

cap) in sign of reverence, respect, or courtesy,

come many expressions, such as to come with cap
in handy + with cap and knee, bareheaded and
bowing or kneeling, f with cap and courtship, or

+ cap and curtsey ; and also the contextual use

of cap, for the raising of the cap, respectful salute.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met, 1. (1593) 3 No man would crouch
. . to Judge with cap in hand. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk,

(1884) 5 Neither afording me a word, nor a cap. 1581 Mar-
beck Bk. ofNotes 1189 They shall have cappe and knee, and
many gaye good morrowes in this lyfe. 1598 E. Gilpin
Skial. {1878) 44 Cap and courtship complements. 1600
Holland Livy ix. xx. 328 They. . importuned them . .with
cap and cursie. 1675 Brooks Gotd. Key Wks. 1867 V. 486
Oh the caps, knees, and bows that Haman had. 1679
Pehx Addr. Prot. 1. 14 It [Apparel] opens Doors .. carries
away the Cap and the Knee from most other pretences.
170a Eng. Theophrast. 109 A cap or a smile perhaps will

serve to gain us the reputation of the opposite Virtues. 1887
Pall MallG. 23 Feb. 3 Suppose that it went cap in hand to
every Government in Europe.

h. fig. ^with some sense of top).

1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 363 Thou art the Cap Of all the
Fooles aliue.

5. In names of plants, as Friar's cap, Soldier's
cap, Turk's cap, for which see these words.

f6. slang. (From the expression 'to send round
the cap (,or hat) for an improvised collection

')

= cap-money (see 19). Obs.
1851 Eureka; Sequel Ld. Russell's Post Bag 21 What

amount of Cap is realized out of an average field ?

7. =Head; as in quot. 1659 in 9, and in such
combs, asfuddle-, huff-cap.

8. Short for Cap-paper.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. (N.) Dunghill rags. .May

be advane'd aloft to sheets of cap. 1751 Chambers Cycl.
s.v. Paper, Papers, .may be divided, .with regard to use .

.

into cap, cartridge, copy, etc. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v.,

Flat cap is 14X17 inches ; double cap is 17X28
; foolscap

and legal cap are of various sizes. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts
III. 497 Under the characteristic names of coarse papers
may be mentioned : Kent cap, 21 by 18

; bag cap, iq£ by 24 ;

Havon cap, 21 by 26 ; imperial cap, 22$ by 29.

9. Phrases, f To cast one's cap at : to show in-

difference to, give up for lost, f To come, fall
under, lie in one's cap : to occur to, be in one's

mind. To put on one's thinking or considering
cap : to take time for thinking over something.
The cap fits-, the description or remark suits or
is felt to suit (a particular person). Topull caps :

to quarrel, wrangle, struggle together (? in a noisy
or undignified way). To set one $ cap at'j (colloq.)
said of a woman who sets herself to gain the
affections of a man. f To have one's cap set, to

have (enough) tinder one's cap : to be intoxicated.
To throw up one's cap : i.e. in token of joy. f If
your cap be of wool : as sure as your cap is of wool.
And other obvious proverbial phrases, such as My
cap is better at ease than my head, Ready as a bor-
rowers cap, etc.

1562 J. Heywood Proi>. Epigr. (1867) 136 My cap is
better at ease then my hed. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Sertn.
Tim. 824/2 Hauing cast their caps into ye winde (as the
prouerbe is) thinke no harme can touch them. 1582 Long
Meg of Westminster (N. ) Vicar . . I'le make thee pay every
farthing, if thy cap be of wooll. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,
11. 1, 196 He that throwes not vp hjs cap for ioy. 1597 —
2 Hen. IV, 11. ii. 125 The answer is as ready as a borrowers
cap. i6n Cotgr. s.v. Prendre, Lapiuye leprendra, he will
be well whitled, his cap will be set. 1624 Bp. Mountagu
Gage. 61 Goe cast your cap then at Peter's primacy from
confirming his Brethren, a 1637 B. Jonson T. Tub 11. ii. (N.)

Slip, you will answer it, an if your cap be of wool. 1657
R. Ligon Barbadoes ^1673) 42 They fall back, and put on
their considering caps, a 1659 Osesorn Obscrv. Turks
(1673} Pref. 4 It lies not in my Cap to apprehend. i7i9D'Ur-
FKYpiils III. 52 He. .casts his Cap, At the Court and her
Cares, a 1734 North Ld. Guilford (1808) I. 84 (D.) It fell

not under every one's cap to give so good advice. Ibid. II.

32 The reasons were special, and such as come not under
every cap. ij$$Mem. Capt. P. Drake II. v. 188 Mr. Miller,

to show the Cap fitted him, made a Stroke with his Cane.

.

at me. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops toConq. 1. i, Instead of break-
ing my heart at his indifference, I'll . . set my cap to some
newer fashion, and look out for some less difficult admirer.
1785 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ode to R. A.'s x. Wks. 1812 I.

100 Our lofty Duchesses pull caps, And give each other's
reputation raps, 1806 — Tristia Wks. 1812 V. 341 Seven
cities of the Grecian world Pull'd wigs, pull'd caps. 1816
'Quiz' Grand Master nr. 55 If the cap fits him, he may
wear it. 1822 Byron Juan xi. Ixxx, Some, who once set
their caps at cautious dukes. 1830 Gf.n. P. Thompson
Exerc. (1842) I. 195 Men are exhorted to struggle and pull
caps. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair I. iii, That girl is set-

ting her cap at you. 1839 De Quincey War Wks. IV. 272
They could not have caused a war by pulling caps with
each other. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holta&6%) 38 If anybody
shows himself offended, he'll put the cap on for himself.

II. Things of similar shape, position, or use.

* Of things natural.

10. a. A cap-like covering of any kind ; spec,

the pileus or head of a mushroom, the patella or

i
small bone protecting the knee-joint (Knee-cap)

;

a cloud resting on a mountain top. b. A top
stratum or layer, esp. when harder than that which
it covers ; a capping, c. A cap-like top.
1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP.R. xvn. lxxxi. (1495*653 Somme

plantis beere sede in harde shales and in cappys wythout
aboue the shalys : as nottes and other suche. 1664 Power

i

Exp. Philos. n. 92 The little Cap of Air in the obtuse end
of an Egge. 1671 Grew Auat. Plants 1. vi. § 8 In a Nut .

.

there are three general Parts, the Cap, Shell, and Pith.
1678 Phil. Trans. XII. 1052 The Mine., lies twenty yards
under a surface or Cap of Earth. 1762 Hudson in ibid. LI I.

456 Part of the base of one of the Fungi.. rests on the
pileus, or cap of the other. 1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy IX.
xxxi, A wound upon the cap of a man's knee. 1791 Smkaton
Edystone L. § 108 The merchantable P.eds are universally
covered with a Stratum called the Cap, which is formed en-
tirely of a congeries of petrified sea-shells. 1839 Murchison
Silur. Syst. 1. xxxvu, 516 The present form of the hills has
alone been preserved by caps of semi-conglomerate corn-
stone. 1856 Longf. Tivilight, Like the wings of sea-birds
Flash the white caps of the sea. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. § 15.

101 On looking towards the ^Eggischorn we found a [cloud]

I
cap upon its crest. 1865 Lubbock Prch. Times xii. (1878)

I 426 The ice cap at the Antarctic Pole.

** Of things artificial : general and technical.

11. A cap-shaped part forming or covering the

top of various things, e. g. of a thimble, furnace,

etc. ; the movable upper story of a windmill, the
outer covering of a bee-hive, an extra box or case
added on the top of a hive, the upper half of a
journal-box (the lower half being the pillow).
1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1634) 39 The Head [of the

hive] is to be covered and bound fast with a Cap. 1674
Ray Smelt. Silver Co\\. 114 The refining Furnace is covered
with a thick cap of stone. 1693 Sir T. Blount Nat. Hist.
293 Full of little Pit-Holes, like the Cap of a Thimble.
1783 Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 452 The cap of the receiver.

1867 F. Francis Angling \. (1880) 10 Take off the cap of the
float. 1881 Mechanic § 970 The roof should be ornamented
at its very apex by a cap.

t>. The tire of lead and tin on the periphery of
a glazing wheel.

12. A cap-like cover or similar part on the end
of anything.
E. g. of a magnetic needle, a portable telescope, the lens

of a camera ; also the iron-banded piece on the end of a
wooden pump-rod by which it is connected with a working,
beam ; the band of leather, etc. in a flail through which the
middle-band passes= Capling ; the metal on the butt-end of
fire-arms ; a covering^ of tarred canvas on the end of a ship
rope ; an extra covering on the toe of a boot or shoe <— toe-

cap) ; small pieces of leather used to confine temporary pins
or bolts in carriages.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 61 Cappe of a fieyle, meditentum.
1530 Palsgr. 203/1 Cappe of a flayle. 1680 Loud.
Gas. No. 1532/4 A Pair of French Pistols.. the Stocks of
Maple, Silver Side-plates, and Silver Caps. 1747 Knight
in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 658 These [magnetic] needles .

.

weighed, .with their caps 7 pennyweight. 1794 W. Felton
Carriages (1801) Gloss., Pole pin caps, etc. 1870 Eng.
Mech. 18 Mar. 661/3 Designs . . suitable for the toe-caps of
boots. 1876 Hiles Catech. Organ iv. (1878) 25 The cap [of
a wood organ pipe] is a piece of hard wood at the lower end
of the pipe, covering the block. 1879 Casselfs Techn.
Educ. III. 99 When the camera has been placed in position
. .the cap of the lens should be removed. 1885 Law Rep.
XV. Queen's B. Div. 359 A metal cap was put over the shaft
. .The cap kept the shaft in its place.

13. A cap-like covering ; a cover or case.
E. g. a nipple or breast-cap ; the inner case, which en-

closes the movements in some forms of watches ; in a can-
non^ Apron ; the cover of a headband or the envelope of a
book while binding.
1688 R. Holme Armoury m. xii. § 18 A Brest Cap, or

Nipple Cap. .is made of silver in shape like an hat. 1704
I. Harris Lex. Techn. s.v., They call also that Piece of
Lead which js put over the Touch-hole of a great Gun, to
keep the Prime from being wasted or spilt, the Cap of the
Gun. 1883 Leisure Ho. 244/2 Sewing the ' caps', or covers,
on to the bales [of wool]. 1884 F. Britten Watch <*f

Clockm. 4 The cap covers the escapement and balance,

b. A small conical paper bag for holding

I groceries, etc., made by twisting up a sheet of
paper ; a * cornet'.

14. = Gun cap, Percussion cap : A cap-shaped
piece of copper lined with a fulminating composi-
tion, used to ignite the powder in fire-arms.
rx8z6 Wellington in Mem. R. Davenport-Hill 231

'Croker, you may understand the battle of Waterloo, but
I'll be d d if you know anything of copper caps!'
1844 Regul. § Ord. Army 112 note, Copper caps [will be
charged for] at the rate of ten shillings a thousand. 1868
Sat. A'ev. No. 652. 561/2 Sometimes the caps would not ex-
plode ; sometimes there were no caps at all. 1886 Manch.
Exam. 6 Jan. 5/2 The cap missed fire.

15. A part laid horizontally or flat along the
top of various structures.
E. g. a horizontal beam joining the heads of a row of

piles in a timber bridge, or the tops of a row of posts in a
frame, aplale; the handrail of a balustrade, or ofa stair rail-

ing ; the lintel of a door or window frame ; a piece of wood
laid upon another in order to bring it up to a required
height ; the hood-sheaves of a shock of corn.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (17031 151 If the Board be too
thin, they underlay that Board upon every Joyst with a
Cap. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. xiii. § 78 The first is a
Wall with a Cap or Head over the Door. 1790 W. Mar-
shall Midi. Counties I.E. D. S.) Caps, hoodsheaves of corn-
shucks. ( 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 103 Caps, square
pieces of oak, laid upon the upper blocks on whicli the ship
is built, to receive the keel.

16. Arch. The uppermost part of any assemblage
of principal parts.

E.g. the capital of a column, the cornice of a room, the
capping or uppermost member of the surbase of a room, etc.

1870 F. Wilson Ch. Liudisf. 50 The pillars are cylindrical

;

their caps primitively fluted. Ibid. 110 Its pillars .. from
floor to cap, are hexagonal.

17. Naut. A strong thick block of wood, having
two large holes through it, used to hold two
masts together, when one is erected at the head of

the other in order to lengthen it (Smyth Sailors
IVord-bk,), Cap of a block : see quot. 1 794.
1626 Capt. Smith Sea?nan's Accid. 28 Strike your top

masts to the cap. 169Z — Seaman's Gram. xvi. 77 To
lower or strike the Flag, is to pull it down upon the Cap.
1762 9 Falconer Shipwr. 111. 583 The .. stay Drags the
main top-mast by the cap away. 1794 Rigging Seaman-
ship I. 150 Cap, a semi-circular projection from the sides
and round the end of a block above the pin ; through it

two holes are bored . . through [which] the strap is passed,
to prevent its being chafed. 1840 R. Dana Bef. Mast xxxv.
132 Rigging all let go . . topsail yards down upon the caps.
c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 75 The lower caps are
usually made of oak, with an iron band round them.

III. attrib. and in comb.

18. General relations : a. simple attrib., as cap-

border, -box, -peak, -riband, -string, -strip, -wor-
ship, -pockety -priming; b. appositive, 'formed
or acting as a cap as cap-glass, -house, -piece,

-roof -sill ; c. objective gen., as cap-knitter,

-maker, -making, -setting; d. adjs., as capless,

cap-ended, -roofed.

1798 W. Felton Carriages (1801) I. 219 A ^Cap-Box is a
case made convenient for carrying ladies' head-dresses safe.

1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 145 Every such segment belonging
to a root-cap is hence termed simply a *Cap-cell. 1843
Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV. 11. 365 *Cap-ended, that is, having
no gables. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 12 Those that use
*Cap-Glasses . . straw, litter, or the like. 1861 C. Innes
Sk. Early Sc. Hist. 443 A square keep surmounted by a
*cap-house. 1465 in RiponCh. Acts 120 Marjoria Claton,
*cappeknytter. 1600 Hevwood Edw. IV, 1. 11. ii, All kings
or cap-knitters! 1840 Gam Demon of Dest. vm. 53 His
hoary hair streamed *capless. c 1440 York Myst. xxiv, The
*Cappemakers. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VII, ix, Hatmakers and
Kapmakers doth sell their hattes and cappes at suche an
outrageous price. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5182/4 The Cap-
makers of Bewdley. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. L 405 Each
pier is composed of seven sticks of oak timber, united by a
*cap-piece. 1844 Regul. ,r Ord. Army 92 With a view to
the preservation of the *Cap Pockets, they are . . to be car-
ried inside the Pouch, over the Ammunition. 1879 G. Mac-
donald Sir Gibbie xxi. 112 A turret with a conical *cap-
roof. 1882 Society 30 Dec. 12/2 Caught by a *cap-setting
woman. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 263
Beautiful, in spite of age, and *cap-strip, and neckcloth,
and spectacles. 1630 Sanderson Serm. II. 262 The knee-
worship, and the *cap-worship, and the lip-worship they
may have that are in worshipful places.

19. Special combs.

:

f Cap-castle, the chief village of a district ; cap-
head {Mining), a top placed upon an air-box,

used in sinking, etc.
;
capland (see quot.) ; j cap-

man, a cap-maker; cap-money (see quot.;
;
cap-

pudding, a pudding containing plums or currants,

which form a black top or cap to it when it is

served up
;
cap-scuttle (see quot.) ; cap-sea t.see

quot.) ; cap-sheaf, the top sheaf of a shock or

stook, alsofig. ; cap-shore (see quot.)
;
cap-sick

a., ? brain-sick, intoxicated
;
cap-square, f-squire

t,see quot).
1664 Spelman s.v. Metrocomiae, Et nos in Gallia Nar-

bonensi Metrocomias nunc *Capcastles appellamus. 1819
Ediu. Rev. XXXII. 10 *Cap-land . . was held by the oaths
of seven recognitors. 1647 m Rushw. Hist. Col. iv. II. 974
Two Thousand *Cap-Men from Bewdly. 1847-78 Halli-
well, *Capmoney, money gathered for the huntsman at
the death of the fox. c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 103 A
*cap scuttle, a framing composed of coamings and head-
ledges raised above the deck, with a flap or top which shuts
closely over into a rabbet. 1880 Andrews Daring Voy. 135
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Their course took them into the '*Cap Seas', or ! Rolling

Forties' of Sailors, to the south and eastward of the Grand
Hanks. 1851 H. Melville Wliale xlv. 296 The placing the

*cap-sheaf to all this blundering business was reserved for

. .Cuvier. 1882 Nakes Seamanship <ed. 6> 8 *CaPskore, a
support under the forepart of a lower cap. 1619 H. Hutton
Follies Anal. (1842) 9, I could . . tell a tale should . . make
them startle; fain themselves *cap-sick. 1611 Cotgr.,

Clavette . . also the *Capsquire, or Fore-locke of the car-

riage ofa Canon. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Cap-Squares,

are broad Pieces of Iron, on each side of the Carriage of

a great Gun, and lock'd over the Trunnions of the Piece

with an Iron Pin : Their use is to keep the Piece from flying

out of the Carriage when 'tis shot off with its Mouth lying

very low.

t Cap, d>:1 Obs. Also 6 cappe. [Etymology

uncertain : not easily connected with prec, and

being exclusively Eng., it cannot be the Scotch

Cap sb.^] A closed wooden vessel ; a cask.

1519 Horman Vulg. 19 Valantynys be put and shocked in

a close vessell as is a cappe. a 1671 Wilkins <J.> A barrel

or cap, whose cavity will contain eight cubical feet of air,

will not serve a diver above a quarter of an hour.

Cap (ka:p, kap), sb$ Sc. Also 5 cop, 8-9

caup. [app. a later Sc. form of cop (as in tap,

lop, etc.) :—OE. copp cup, vessel, or ON. kopp-r

cup, small vessel used in the dairy; but the form

caup, unless merely phonetic, raises difficulties.

A med.L. caupus is rendered by ^lfric ' cuppe '.]

1. A wooden bowl or dish, often with two ears

or handles, formerly used as a drinking vessel.

17*4 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733I 1-9' There will be.,

brandy in stoups and in caps. c 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scot/.

(l8x8)I« 157 It is often drunk, .out of a cap. .a wooden dish

with two ears or handles about the size of a tea-saucer and
as shallow. 1785 Burns Holy Fair xxiii, How drink gaed
round, in cogs and caups. 1868 G. Macdonald R. Falconer

I.272 A good slice of swack cheese with a cap of ale.

D. 7b kiss caps with :
' to drink out of the same

vessel with* (Jam.) ; hence the kiss ofa cap. To

drink cap-out : to empty : see Cop. Also proverb

Between cap and Hp.
7x5 Let. in Wodrow Corr. (1843) H< 115 They., got not

so much as the kiss of a caup. 1737 Ramsay Sc. Prov.

(1776/ 53 (Jam.) Meikle may fa" between the cap and the

lip. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxix, ' Drink clean cap-out, like

Sir Hildebrand." 1879 Jamieson Sc. Diet. s.v., ' I wadna
kiss caps wi' sic a fallow.

2. A measure of quantity : formerly Cop, q. v.

1879 Jamieson Sc. Diet., Cap, Cap/ou, Caf>fi<\ the fourth

part of a peck ; as a capfu' o' meal, salt, etc.

3. Comb, cap-ale, * a kind of beer between

table-beer and ale' (Jam.) ; f cap-ambry, a cup-

board : see Cop-.
1864 A. McKay Hist. Kilmarnock 163 Sandy brewed

within his own premises the cap-ale.

Cap (kaep), v. 1 [f. Cap sb. 1
]

1. trans. To provide or cover with a cap ; to put

a cap on (a person, or his head) ; esp. as the sign

of conferring a University degree (in Scotland .

Also to cap about.

1483 Cath. Angl. 54 To Cappe, cappare. a 1529 Skelton
Elynour Rum. in //art. Misc. iMalh.) III. 479 With her
clothes on her hed. .like an Egyptian Capped about. 1620
Venner Via Recta (1650) 302 Not by over much wrapping
and capping the head. 1881 Hist. Glasgow lvi. 468 Their

royal Highnesses were duly capped. 1883 W. C. Smith jV.

Country Folk 44 When . . he was capped, the town Gathered
to see him.

b. To put a cap on (the nipple of a gun).
1856 Kane A ret. Ejcpi. I. xxix. 387 While the men were

loading and capping anew. 187a Baker Site Tribut. xviii.

318, I had capped the nipples.

2. To cover as with a cap or capping.
160a Carew Cornwall 115/2 When the top of Hengsten is

capped with a cloud. 1691 T. H(ale] Acc. New Invent. 82
To Capp the Bolt-heads with Lead. 1750 W. Ellis Mod.
Husbandm. V. i. 28 Cap, to cover a sheaf at the top. 1853
G. Johnston Nat. Hist. R. Bord. I. 109 The turf has been
pared off to cap stone-dikes.

b. To cover at the end ; to protect the end of.

1794 Rigging <V Seamanship I. 163 To Cap a rope, to
cover the end with tarred canvas. 18*3 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 264 The extremities of beams, etc., have
sometimes been capped with pitch. 1857 Chambers In-
form. People II. 703/1 Capping the end of the oar with the
hand has a very awkward appearance.

3. To form, or serve as, a cap, covering, or top
to ; to crown ; to overlie, lie on the top of.

1808 J. Barlow Columb. BL 153 Columns of smoke, that
cap the rumbling height. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 58
The basalts, .capping the hills. 1855 Browning Fra Lippo
Lippi, Lodging with a friend . . In the house that caps the
corner. 1878 11. Taylor Deukalion lv. iv. 160 One block
Shall cap the pediment

b. To serve as a cover or wrapping for. ? Obs.
1735 Pope Ep. Lady 38 One common fate all imitators

share, To save mince-pyes, and cap'the grocer's ware.
4. To overtop, excel, outdo, surpass, beat. (At

first north, dia/.)

i8ai Mrs. Wheeler Wesimld. Dial Pref. 9 He wod giv a
supper, .if they cud cap him wie onny six words. 1848 C.
Bronte. J. Eyre (1857) 386 ' Well ! . . that caps the globe.'
1857 Gen. P. Thompson Audi. Alt. I. xix. 68 There is one
story, which caps all the records religious war . . can pro-
duce. 1876 Green Short Hist. ix. § 4 11882) 637 Oales
capped the revelations of Bedloe by charging the Queen
herself.

. with knowledge of the plot,

b. dial. To pass the comprehension of; to
puzzle, bring to one's wit's end.

I 1736 Bailey, To Cap one, to put him to a non-plus. 1857

! Heavysece Saul (1869* 167 Twould cap a monkey To say

what I have gathered. 1863 Mrs. Toocood Yorksh. Dial.,

It caps me how t' old man gets his work done.

C. Hence phrases, 7b cap the climax, to cap all.

1836 W. Irving Astoiia III. 160 He capped the climax of

this . . intelligence, by informing them that, etc. 1863 Cornh.

Mag. VII. 323 As if to cap the climax of mismanagement.

5. To cap an anecdote, proverb, quotation, etc.

:

: to follow it up with another, a better, or one

which serves as a set-off ; to quote alternately in

emulation or contest, so as to try who can have

the last word. To cap verses : to reply to one pre-

viously quoted with another, that begins with the

final or initial letter of the first, or that rimes or

otherwise corresponds with it.

1584 Peele Arraignm. Paris iv. ii. (1820) 48 Sh'ath
capt his answer in the cue. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. viL

124 OrUance. Ill will neuer sayd well. Const. I will cap
that Prouerbe with, There is flatterie in friendship. 1606

Bp. W. Barlow Serm. (1607) D 2 b, Had he bin to sit in

the Consistory, only to cap voices, himself hauing no nega-
tiue, etc 16 1 z Brinsley Lud. Lit. 300 Or if time permit,

sometime to cap verses. 170J Eng. Theophrast. 59 He
thinks the Roman Poets good for nothing but for Boys to

cap verses. 1741 Richardson Pamela 118241 I- M5 L»on't

think we are capping compliments as we used to do verses

at school. 1856 R. Vaughan Mystics (i860' I. 1. v. 32 Now
you come to Shakspeare, I must cap your quotation with
another.

6. To place or put on as or like a cap.
1612 T. James Jesuits' Downef. 30 The Iesuits are iolly

fellowes to cap crownes. xSaa New Monthty Mag. VIL
494 The hood will just cap itself over the horse's ears.

f7. To take away the cap from ,a person). Obs.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 92b, Boyes. .will saye . . Sir I wyll

cappe you if you use me thus . . meanynge that he will take
his cappe from him. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen.

307 To cap one, or take away his hat.

8. intr. To take off the cap in token of respect ;

also, To cap it. Const, to (a person), whence
indirect passive to be capped to.

1555 Bradford in Strype Fed. Mem. III. App. xlv.

134 You must cappe to him in all places, a 1564 Becon
Humble Suppiic. in Prayers < 1844* 238 They alone be
capped, kneeled, and crouched to. 1687 in Magd. Coll. \
fas. II (1886) 316 They have denied any power over them
in that College, and do refuse to cap. 1863 Sala Capt.
Danger. III. iv. 115 Soon I was well known and Capped to.

b. trans. ; by omission of to).

a 1593 H. Smith Serm. (18711 I. 205 How would they cap
me if I were in velvets. 1763-5 Churchill Author, Poems
II. 2 And cap the fool, whose merit is his Place. 1850
Thackeray Pendennis I. xviii, He and the Proctor capped
each other as they met.

9. Of a horse : To cap the hock : to injure, and
hence cause a swelling at, the point of the hock.
1886 Sat. Rev. 6 Mar. Horse-idiocy 327/2 Capable of ex-

ercising, sufficient discretion . . to refrain from capping his

own hocks.

t Cap, v2 Obs. [app. a. OF. cape-r to seize,

take, cf. cape 'bref de prise de corps* (Godef.) :

see Cape sbA But cf. also Capias, the name of a

writ ; and Cape vt, a. Du. kapen to take.]

1. trans. To arrest.

1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 11 Cap him sirra, if he pay it

"hot. 161 1 Beauk. & Fl. Knt. Burning Pest, in. Twelve
shillings you must pay, or I must cap you.

2. 1 To seize by violence, to lay hold of what is

not ones own * (Jamieson). Mod. Sc.

Cap, v.'-i Obs. Sc. form of Cape v.

Ii Capa k.rpa). [Sp. : see Cape.] A Spanish
cape or cloak.

1787 J. Townsend Joum. Spain (1793) I. 335 The genteel

young Spaniard in his capa. 1879 Beerboh m Patagonia'w.
62, I drew my head under my capa and fell into a sound
sleep again.

t Capabi'litate, v. Obs. To make capable ; to

indicate the capabilities of property).
1780 W. Woty in Cussans Hist. Herts 104 Brown .

.

whom Chambers may excel, But ne'er could capabilitate

so well.

Capability k^pabHiti\ [f. Capable : see

-bility, -ity. Of mod. English formation ; there

is no similar word in French.] The quality of

being capable in various senses.

1 1. The quality of having room for any thing

;

ability to receive or contain. Cf. Capacity. Obs.
1616 Bullokar, Capability, an aptnesse to containe or re-

ceiue. 16*7 HakewillW/W. 223 ( R. t Discoursing of the arke
and the capabilitie thereof. 1656 in Blount Gtossogr,

2. Power or ability in general, whether physical

or mental ; capacity.
1587 Golding De Momay xv. 240 The abilitie or capa-

bilitie that is in men to vnderstand things. s6oa Shaks.
Ham. iv. iv. 38 He. .gaue vs not That capability and god-
like reason To fust in us vnused. 18*5 M*Culloch Pol.
Econ. 11. ii. 125 Commodities, for the production of which
they have no natural capability. 1856 Sir B. Brodik
Psychol. Inq. I. iii. 91 The capability of fixing the attention.

3. Legal or moral qualification or capacity.
1684 Bunvan Pilgr. 11. 58 The Righteousness of his Man-

hood giveth capability to his obedience to justifie. 1846 (

Phillks in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cv. 22 The capa-
bility of binding is to be regarded as an evidence of

I authority.

4. The quality of being susceptible of, or admit -

|

ting of treatment, in any specified manner.

1794 G. Adams Nat. Exp. Philos. II. xix. 331 If the

ray . . have exactly the same capability or disposition to be
refracted by the prism. 1816 Keatince Trav. 1:17 I. 246
1Tie charge has been very near capability of substantiation.

1875 Jevons Money 11878) 40 The capability of a substance
to receive such an impression. Ibid. The capability of a
substance for being easily recognized. 1879 Cosset/s Techn.
Educ. 1. 166 The capability of rapid movement.
6. ^usually //.) An undeveloped faculty or pro-

perty ; a condition, physical or otherwise, capable
of being converted or turned to use. Capability-
man, one who makes it his business to discover

the capabilities of estates.

1778 Phil. Surv. S. /ret. 169 Here are all the capabilities

for a terrestrial paradise. 1831 Disraeli Yng. Duke \.\'\.

(L.) Sir Carte, .was immensely struck with Hauteville, par-

ticularly with its capabilities. 1841 Emerson Nature \\\\.

Meth. Nat. Wks. .Bohn) II. 221. 188a A. W. Ward
Dickens ii. 23 It was only as the author proceeded that he
recognised the capabilities of the character. 1887 G. B.

Hill Bostoell's Johns. III. 400 note ['Capability Brown'l
got his nickname from his habit of saying that grounds
which he was asked to lay out had capabilities.

Capable (k^-pabT:, a. [a. F. capable ( = Pr.

capable), ad. late L. capdbil-em in early theological

use : see Du Cange', irregularly f. L. cap-ere to

take. The regular formation would have been

capibilis ; perh. capdbilis was influenced by capax :

Beda Lib. de Orthogr. has 1 capax, qui facile

capit
;
capabilis, qui facile capitur 1 (Du Cange)

;

so Augustine, but Cassio<lorus c. 575 has it in the

active sense = capax, as in the mod. Iangs.]

+ 1. Able to take in, receive, contain, or hold ;

having room or capacity for. Const, of, for, or

inf. Obs.

1571 Digces Pantom. iv. xxv. Ggij, This transfygured,

bodye is also capable of two internal I spheres. 1601 T.
Wright Passions (1620) 330 They are almost capable of a
bushel of wheate. a 1618 Raleigh Lett. (1651)87 The other
five ships stand at Trinidado, having no other Port capable
for them near Guiana. 1634 Sir X. Herbert Trav. 25
Their Canoes . . are . . capable of three naked men. 1675
Hobbes Odyssey BL 450 1 he seat was large and capable of

two. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. 246 Capable to lodge two
hundred men. 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist. (i7i4 l I- 43* 1'ne
Moselle . . being not capable of Ships of Burden. 1775
Johnson Western 1st. Wks. X. 479 He has begun a road
capable of a wheel-carriage.

t b. fig. Able to take in with the mind or

senses ; able to perceive or comprehend. Obs.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 76 Only those things be
painted and grauen wherof our eies are capable. 1594
Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. xi. (R.) Capable we are of God, lx>th

by vnderstanding and will, a i66» Hevlin Laud 1. 222
1 he likeliest way to make them capable of the inconveniences

they should run into. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 51 Not
capable her eare Of what was high.

f 2. absol. Able to hold much ; roomy, capacious
1594 Ti B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 343 The rounde

forme is most capable. 1617 Mokvson /tin. 111. 11. til. 86 The
hugest and most capable vessels in his Cellar. 1650 Ful-
ler Pisgah 11. ii. 75 That capable vessell of brass,

t b. fig' Comprehensive. Obs.

159a Nashe P. Penilesse ed. at 33b, You make this

word Daemon, a capable name of Gods, of men and of

diuells. 1604 Shaks. Otk. 111. iii. 459 Till that a capcable,

and wide Reuenge Swallow them vp.

3. Able or fit to receive and be affected by ;
open

to, susceptible : + a. of anything material. Obs.

161 1 Tournel'R A th. Trag. v.LWks. 1878 1. 136 Ifany roote

of life remaines within 'em Capable of Phisicke, fcare'em not

my Lord. 1612 Davies Why Ireland, etc. (1787)3 The hus-

bandman must first break the land before it be made capa-

ble of good seed. i66» Fuller Worthies (1840) I. 263 Some
have flesh, salt, and flesh capable thereof,

b. of things immaterial, arch.

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 95 Mirimidas eares

are not capable of any amorous persuasions. 1597 Shaks.

2 Hen. IV. 1. 1 172 You were aduis'd his flesh was capeable

Of Wounds. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 283 His violence ..

being such As wee, not capable of death orpaine. .can repell.

1858 Bushnell Nat. Superttat.x.(i%b4)in To be capable

of his doctrine, only requires that the hearer be a human
creature.

C. absol.

1601 Shaks. Ham. M, iv. 127 His forme and cause con-

ioyn'd, preaching to stones, Would make them capeable.

4. Able to be affected by; of a nature, or in a

condition, to allow or admit of; admitting; sus-

ceptible. Const, of, also absol.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lvii. J 1 Infants which are not

capable of instruction. 1651 Needham tr. Setden's Mare
CI. 11 The soil of a strange Citie is not capable of such

a dedication. 171a Addison Sped. No. 469 * 5 He who is in

any degree capable of Corruption. 173a Berkeley Alciphr.

vii. S 33 The being of a God is capable of clear proof. 1736
Butler Anal. 1. v. Wks. 1874 I. 96 It is easy to see, that

we are capable of moral improvement by discipline. 1794
Sullivan View Nat. I. 45 [A matter] capable of explanation.

1868 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. I. 407 It was a system

capable of very ready abuse. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 21

V. 70 Men differ from the lower animals in that they are

capable of musical discipline.

O. Having the needful capacity, power, or fitness

for (some specified purpose or activity
1

. Const.

of ; formerly also inf.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxxL I 5 A quality which
maketh capable of any function. 1634 Bp. Hall Occas.

Medit. Wks. 11808) 111 No other creature, besides man, is

capable to apprehend this beauty. 171a Steele Sped. No.

2^4 Pi How few there are capable of a religious, learned.
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or philosophick Solitude. 1752 Johnson Rambl. No. 207 T 8

Anything .. capable of giving happiness. 1737-59 Miller
Gard. Diet., The weaker trees being less capable to furnish

a supply of nourishment. 1796 Br. Watson Afiot. Bible 338
You are capable of better things. 1863 E. Neale Anal.
Th. % Nat. 51 Animals must be capable of forming general

thoughts. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV^ji/3 A common
compass-card, capable of free movement on a needle-point.

b. In a bad sense : Having the effrontery, de-

pravity, wickedness for.

a 1680 S. Charnock in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. x. 11

The criminal capable to practise them. 1777 Burke Corr.

(1844) II. 144 They who are capable of being forgers, are
capable of being incendiaries. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq.

(1876) I. vi. 417 Eadric was capable of every wickedness.

6. absol. Having general capacity, intelligence,

or ability
;
qualified, gifted, able, competent.

1606 Shaks. Tr. § Cr. in. iii. 310 Let me carry another to

his Horse ; for that's the more capable creature. 1715
Burnet Own Time (1766) I. 31 The capablest man for busi-

ness and the best speaker in that kingdom. 1728 Morgan
Algiers II. v. 294 Giving him, when capable, the whole
management of all his domestic affairs. 1857 Mrs. Jameson
Leg. Madonna 237 Joseph as the vigilant and capable
guardian of the Mother and the Child. 1871 Blackie Four
Phases L 3 A more capable, .witness could not be desired.

f 7. Having some external, esp. a legal, capacity

or qualification
;

qualified, entitled ; in Law,
qualified to hold or possess (property, etc.).

Const, of, also absol. Obs.

1605 Shaks. Lear 11. L 87 Of my land .. He worke the
meanes To make thee capable. , 1610 Guillim Heraldry 11.

v. I1660 1 65 Bastards are not capable of their Fathers
patrimony. 1633 Bi\ Hall Hard Texts 134 To keepe
themselves from all legall pollution, that they might
be capable of eating the passover. 1760 T. Hutchinson
Hist. Coll. Mass. u. (1765.1 327 Protestants . . were capable
of being made freemen. 1809 Tomlins Law Did. s. v.

Capacity, An alien born, .is capable of personal estate ; but
he is not capable of lands of inheritance. 1818 Cruise
Digest VI. 534Thedevisee must be a person capable at the

death of the devisor.

Ca'pableness. [f. Capable + -ness.] The
quality or condition of being capable (in various

senses')
;
capability.

1587 Golding De Mornay xv. (1617) 261 So it [the mind]
should euermore haue brought the ability and capablenesse
of it into act. 1594 Carew Hnarte's Exam. Wits(i6i6) 27
Whereunto these ventricles serue, and their large or narrow
capablenesse for the reasonable soule, all shall bee told by
vs. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 289 Where there is no capable-
nesse of faith, there ought to bee no baptisme, 1680 R.
Mansel Narr. Popish Plot 7 She there examined his

capableness for business. 1731 Bailey, Appeasableness,
capableness of being pacified.

Capably (k^-pabli), adv. [f. Capable + -ly 2
.]

In a capable manner ; in a way that shows ca-

pacity ; with ability, ably.

1885 Manch.Exam. 18 Mar. 3/2 The details. . are ., freshly

conceived and capably handled.

t Capace. Obs. [ad. L. capdx, capdei-, f. ca-

pere to take. (See -acious.) Ital. has capace, and
there may have been a 16th c. F. capace, as the

direct source.] Able to take in (with the mind)
or comprehend ;

' capacious
1

of.

1555 Cdl. Pole in Strype Cranmer (1694) App. x. 216
The doctrine of the presence prevayling . . above mans
reason.. may be capace of the same. 1658 Lennard tr.

Charron's Wisd. ill. xiv. § 36 (1670) 459 When they are

great and capace of that whereunto they were instructed.

1 Capa'cify. Obs. rare. [f. L. capdei- (see

prec.) + -FY.] = Capacitate.
a i&jj Barrow Serm. I. i. (R.) Capacifying us to enjoy .

.

all those good things. Ibid. (1823) II. xliv. 462 [To] enjoy
the benefits he is capacified and designed for.

Capacious (kap^-Jas). [f. L. capdei- (see

above) -+ -ous : see -acious.]

fl. Of such size as to take in or hold; able to con-

tain; having the capacity of or to (with infinitive).

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. vi. (R.) The ark. .was suffi-

ciently capacious to contain of all. 1624 Massinger Pari.
J^ove in. ii, There cannot be room in one lover's heart
Capacious enough to entertain Such multitudes of pleasures,
1634 Brereton Trav. (1844' 154 A spacious harbour capa-
cious of many thousand sail. 1656 Cowley Davideis iv,

What breast but thine capacious to receive The vast in-

fusion? 1744 Akenside Pleas, /mag. 11. 244 Is thy short
span Capacious of this universal frame ? 1779 Forrest
Voy. N. Guinea 232 A range of. .china jars, each capacious
of, at least, twenty gallons.

2. Able to hold much
;
roomy, spacious, wide.

1634 Brereton Trav. (1844) 67 The Lutherans have . . a
mighty congregation, and a capacious church. 1656 tr.

Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (1839)488 Nature has bestowed upon
them wide and capacious ears. 1690 Norris Beatitudes
(1694) I. 14 The Importunity of such craving and capacious
Appetites. 1700 Maidwell in Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I.

311 He will erect a capacious Auditorium. 1818 Hazlitt
Eng. Poets iv. (1870) 93 The capacious soul of Shakspeare.
1840 Dickens O. C. Shop iii, A pair of capacious shoes.
1836 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. I. ii. 64 There is no
animal whose memory is equally capacious with that ofman.
18j2 Yeats Growth Com?n. 202 Capacious quays.
3. Qualified, adapted or disposed for the recep-

tion of. arch, j Of capacity or qualified to do
something {obs.).

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. II. 450 The more capacious
he is to order al means and affaires in subservience to his
end and designe. 1692 Poems in Burlesque 20 The girl
began To grow capacious of a Man. 1709 Brit. Apollo

aVi
No

" z ' Each Human Soul Capacious is to learn
All Arts. 1715 Pope Odyss. v. 330 For the future sails

Vol. II.

Supplied the cloth, capacious of the gales. Jbid. X3Hn. 201
Then posts, capacious of the frame, I raise. 1828-40 Sir
W. F. Napier Renins. War vn. i. (Rtldg.) I. 328 A mind
capacious of warlike affairs. 1850 Mrs. Browning Vis.

Poets ccxliii, Their eyes capacious of renown.

Capa ciously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In a

capacious manner.
1818 in Todd. 1846 in Worcester.

Capaciousness (kap^ijbsnes\ [f. asprec. +
-ness.] The quality of being capacious ; the

power of holding or containing
;
largeness, roomi-

ness, wide extent. Cf. Capacity.
1642 T. Goodwin Heart ofChrist 129 There is. .a greater

capaciousnesse, vastnesse, and also quicknesse in his affec-

tions. 1658 Rowland Mou/et's Theat. Ins. 1109 What
thou speakest of the capaciousness of the place. 1685 H.
More Paralip. Prophet. 169 By reason of the vast differ-

ence in their capaciousnesses. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. It.

yrnls. I. 297 The vast capaciousness within St. Peter's is

thrown away. 1874 Pusey Lent. Serm. 98 We . . gain .

.

larger capaciousness for His endless Infinite love.

Capacitate (kapce'sit^t), z>. [f. Capacity +
-ate ; see -acitate and -ate 3 7.]

1. trans. To endow with capacity for or to do

(something) ; to render capable ; to qualify, fit.

1657 Cromwell Sp. 8 Apr. (Carlyle) You can capacitate
me to receive satisfaction in them. 1669 Worlidge Syst.

Agric. ii. (1681) 10 It capacitates all sorts of Land .. for

some of the Improvements mentioned. 1704 Swift T. Tub
Pref., He will please to capacitate and prepare himself by
these directions. 1710 Norris Chr. Prud. iv, 175 This
Temper that naturally qualifies and capacitates us for Hap-
piness. 1853 Robertson Serm, Ser. m. iii. (1872' 32 Long
and careful study . . capacitates him for his task,

absol. 1692 Villiers <Dk. Buckhm. >, Chances (1714^ 177
A Fund which might capacitate to make you Presents of
my own.

2. To make legally capable ; to qualify in law.

1657 Cromwell Sp. 21 Apr. (Carlyle) It seems to capaci-
tate ail those who revolted from the parliament [to elect or
be elected]. 1686 Evelyn Mem. (1857} II. 273, 2nd March
Came out a proclamation . .capacitating Papists to be chosen
into all offices of trust, c 1792 Wilkes Corr. (1805) V. 190
To admit all the other sectaries to be capacitated equally
with the members of the church of England.

Hence Capacitated ppl. a., Capacitating vbl.

sb. and///, a.

a 1652 J. Smith Sel. Disc. ix. 417 The capacitating of man
for converse with God. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym.
270 Being conveighed into a proper capacitated Matrix.

Capacitation (kapcesiLJ'Jbn). [noun of

action f. prec. : see -ation.] A rendering capable.
a 1858 De Quincey MiraclesWks. VIII. 234 The. .super-

natural birth, .was essential as a capacitation for the work
to be performed.

Capacity (kapre'sTti). Also 5-6 -yte(e, 6-7
-itie, (6 -ite. -itye, -asitie

1

). [15th c. capacyte,

a. F. capacity ad. L. capdeitdt-em\ noun of state f.

capdx, capdei- able to take in : see -acity.]

f 1. Ability to receive or contain
;
holding power.

Obs. (in general sense).

1481 Caxton Myrr. nr. xx. 179 The capacyte and gretnes

of heuene. 1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 1. 1. (Arb.) 66
Hauens of capacitie to harborowe greate nauies. Ibid.

iv. (Arb.) 85 A potte of no bygger capacitie then to houlde
them only. 1606 Shaks. Ant. # CI. iv. viii. 32. 1702
Eng. Theophrast. 228 There is a certain degree of capacity

in the greatest vessel, and when tis full, if you pour in still,

it must run out.

Xl.fig.

1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 513 That I may
so drink of thee, according to my capacity, as I may live

for ever. 1634 Bp. Hall Occas. Med. Wks. (1808) 195 All

favourable promises presuppose a capacity in the receiver.

1845 De Quincey Wks. VI. 275 Men of genius have a larger

capacity of happiness.

C. Capacityfor heat, moisture, etc. : the power
of absorbing heat, etc. Capacity of a conductor

(Electr.) : see quot.

1793 T. Beddoes Calculus, $c. 233 The great capacity of

the arterial blood for heat. 1863 R. S. Culley Pract. Telegr.

(1871) 293 By the Capacity of a Condenser or Cable is meant
its power to receive a charge. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 68

The hotter the air the greater its capacity for moisture.

1885 Watson & Burbury Math. The. Electr. # Magn. I.

160 The capacity of a conductor in presence of any other

conductors is the charge upon it required to raise it to unit

potential, when all the other conductors have potential zero

2. Hence, Content : + a. superficial, Area (obs.)
;

b. cubic, Volume, solid content. Measure of ca-

pacity : the measure applied to the content of a

vessel, and to liquids, grain, or the like, which
take the shape of that which holds them.
1571 Digges Pantom. n. ix, You maye readely measure

all equiangle figures, what capacitie . . soeuer they^ bee of.

Ibid, iv.xxiv, Rules for the inuention of his capacitie super-

ficial! and Solide. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. 11. (1736)

18 The present Urns were not of one Capacity, the Largest

containing above a Gallon. 1697 Dampier Voy., Of a
Capacity usually of a Gallon or more. 1818 Faraday Exp.
Res. iv. 11 A glass globe of the . . capacity . . of about 140

cubic inches. 1866 Herschel Fam. Led. Sc. 192 Our
ordinary measures of length, weight and capacity.

*j* 3. A containing space, area, or volume. Obs.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 155 Into a long

square . . or an Ovall Capacity, or else into a Circular plot.

1756 Burke Subl. B. iv. ix, The whole capacity of the eye,

vibrating in all its parts.

t b. esp, A space of three dimensions ; a hollow

space, a cavity. Obs.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 G ij, In diuiding ye

tronke. .betwene the necke & the legges, is two great capa-
cytees, 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 216 There
are two capacities or holow places in the heart. 1662 Glan-
vill Lux Orient, xiv. 129 Not . . a meer void capacity, for

there are no such chasms in nature. 1704 J. Harris Lex.
Techn., Carcass, is an Iron Case, or hollow Capacity, about
the bigness of a Bomb.

1587 Golding De Mornay xv. 248 Influence that floweth
into the capasitie of our vnderstandmg. 1752 Johnson
Rambl. No. 204 F 3, I will fill the whole capacity of my
soul with enjoyment.

4. Mental or intellectual receiving power ; ability

to grasp or take in impressions, ideas, knowledge.
1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 1 After the capacyte of my lytel

entendement . . I haue ordeyned this book. 1580 Baret
Alt'. C 64 To apply himself to the capacitie of the scholer.

1671 Milton Samson 1028 Capacity not raised to .. value
what is best. 1713 Berkeley Wks. III. 145 He wants ca-

pacity to relish what true piety is. 1836-8 Sir W. Hamil-
ton Metaph. I. 253 Faculty is active power; capacity is

passive power.

5. Active power or force of mind ; mental abil-

ity, talent.

1485 Caxton Paris $ V. Prol., My capacity is not suffi-

cient for the proper handling .. of such subjects. 1597
Hooker Feci. Pol. v. lxvii. § 12 Hath not perhaps the wit or
capacity to tread out so endless mazes. 1673 Marvkll
Corr. ccxi. Wks. 1872-5 II. 413 Ready to . . serve them to

the best of your capacityes. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 17

Ty The fellow was a person of diligence and capacity.

1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. x. § 22 Kverlastiiii;

difference is set between one man's capacity and another's.

6. gen. The power, ability, or faculty for any-

thing in particular. Constr. of, for, or inf.

1647 Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph. x. 10 Enable him with the
capacities of our Saviour and Lord. 1736 Hi tler Anal. 1.

i. 19 We are endued with Capacities of action, of happiness
ana misery. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones IX. v», The capa-
city of removing themselves from one place to another.

1833 H i. MARTINKAU Charmed Sea i. 8 Sophia, .seemed to

have lost the capacity of loving. 1869 Buckle Civilis. II.

i. 5 As society advanced there arose a capacity for self-

protection. 1883 Nature 8 Mar. 435 The means of deter-

mining exact positions [in astronomy] and the capacity to

reduce them.

7. The quality or condition of admitting or being

open to action or treatment; capability, possibility.

1659 Whole Duty Man x. ii. 79 Several branches [of Jus-
tice] answerable to those capacities of injury. 1669 W'ok-
lidge Syst. Agric. iii. (16S1) 17 Of Wet Meadows or Land
under that capacity ofbeing overflown. 1669 Marvell Corr.
cxiv. Wks, 1872-5 II. 274 You have yet ..a capacity of
straitning the project. 1719 De Foe Crusoe II. v. 106 To
deprive them of the capacity of ever returning. 1791
Smeaton Edystone L. § 90 That there should be a level

area, .or the capacity of making such a one. 1825 M'Cui.-
loch Pol. Econ. 1. 23 Countries possessed of the greatest

capacities of improvement. 1850 Daubeny Atom. The. v.

(ed. 2) 159 A capacity for infinite division.

f 8. Hence To be in, put into or out of a capa-

city: i.e. a position which enables, or renders

capable. Obs.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. vi. 17 He instantly, if

he be in capacity, leaves the wife of his bosom. 1669 M ar-

vell Corr. exxxi. Wks. 1872-5 II. 296 The House, .not. . in a
capacity to finish that bill before their meeting in February.

a 1672 Wood Life (1848) 23 Being just .. in capacity of

spending the remainder of his dayes in ease and quietness,

he died. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. xiii. 352 The capacity we
were then in, of settling ourselves at Mindanas. 1725 De
Foe Voy. round World (1840) 282 Not willing to put our-

selves out of a capacity of planting further. 1804 Duncan
Trident I. 185 Our [galley] alone was in a capacity to

begin the engagement.

9. Position, condition, character, relation.

a 1649 Chas. I. Wks. 295 He should be in a capacity of

Honor. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. m. 9 In what capacity

these Jews came over, I finde not. 1710 Pope Lett, in Wks.
V. 84, I am. .dead in a natural capacity, .dead in a poetical

capacity .. and dead in a civil capacity. 1747 Hervey
Medit. Contempt. (1818} 266 The moon is . . ready to act

in the capacity of a guide. 1835 Buchanan Ch.Establishm.
i. 7 Channels through which the mind of a people, in their

collective capacity, can be expressed. 1848 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. I. 364 The King, in his individual capacity, had very

little to give. 1871 Smiles Charac. iv. (1876) 111.

fb. Relation, tenor, sense (of words). Obs.

1720 Waterland Vind. Christ's Divin. 102 Irena:us

understood those Texts, .in that Capacity.

10. Law. Legal competency or qualification. To
be in capacity : to be legally qualified.

1480 Bury Wills (1850) 66 Capacite in the Iawe to pur-

chase, take, and resceyue. .possessiouns. a 1626 Bacon Use

Com, Law (16361 42 Persons attainted of felony or treason,

have no capacity in them to take, obtaine, or purchase.

1641 Terms de la Ley 44 Capacitie is when a man, or bodie

politicke or corporate is able to give or take lands or other

things, or to sue actions. 1768 Blackstone Comm. II. 497

The ecclesiastical court is the judge of every testator's capa-

city. 184s Stephen Laws Eng. II. 406 The capacity of an

alien may be enlarged by his becoming a denizen.

Capacks, var. of Capax a. Obs.

t Capade (kapi^d). [a. F. capade, f. cap head

+ -ADE.] In Hat-making — Bat sb.2 12.

1797 P. Wakefield Mental Improv. (iSoit I. 85 These
pieces, or capades, as they are called, being formed in this

manner. 1875 Ure Did. Arts II. 784 The bat or capade.

•f
Ca'padOS. Obs. rare. [? F. *cape a dos ( cape

to back' (but this does not appear in French

Diets.). Halliwell says Captyhouse occurs in same

sense in MS. Amndel 249, If. 88.] ? A hood ; a

piece to protect the back of the neck.
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c 1340 Gaits. $ Gr. Knt. 186 In be wyse Of a kyngez ca-

pados, bat closes his swyre. Ibid. 572, & sythen a crafty

capados, closed aloft.

Cap-ambry : see Cop.

Cap-a-pie (ksepap/-)* adv. Also 6-9 cap(e-

a-pe e,
1
7 capp-a-pse, cap a pea, capape(e,

7-9 cap a pied, etc.\ [OK. cap a pie head to

foot, mod.F. de pied en cap.] From head to

foot : in reference to arming or accoutring.

15*3 Ld- Berners Froiss. I. ccccxvii. 730 Harnessed men
cape a pe, lyke men of armes. 1556 J- Heywood Spider ft

F. lii. 28 The rest all in bright hamesse capa pe. 1640

Fuller Abel Rediv., Berengarius (1867) I. 3 Confessors

of the truth accoutred capp-a-pae with undaunted courages.

1650 Rulwer Antkropcmet. Pref., Thus Capa MM is that

Gallant great. 168a Bunyan Holy War 55 To arm you

with cap-a-pe for your body. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic.

(1779) II. lxiii. 204 There was no possibility of furnishing

them cap-a-pee at Antwerp. 1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. f
Leg. Art (1850J 240 Mounted and armed cap-a-pie.

Caparison kaparrisan). Also 7 caparisson,

-izon, 8 -ason. [a. earlier F. caparasson, now
caparacon, a. Sp. caparazon, Pg. caparacdo, accord-

ing to Littre, an augm. of med.L. caparo chaperon

[a. sort of cape worn by old women, etc.), deriv. of

capa Cape. See also CoOperison.}

£ A cloth or covering spread over the saddle or

harness of a horse, often gaily ornamented ; hous-

ings, trappings ; also of other beasts of burden.

1602 Fulbecke Pandectes 66 To esteeme. .a horse by his

trappinges and caparison. 16*7 Lisanderfy Calista x. 210

Seeing him without any caparison or other coverture but

his saddle. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 120 f6 He covered

his horses with golden caparisons. 1845 Stocqueler
Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 307 Elephants, with .. rich

caparisons, and gorgeously painted trunks.

+ b. A kind of defensive armour for a horse. Obs.

1598 HaKLUYT Voy. I. 62 Some of them haue. .caparisons

for their horses made of leather, artificially doubled or

trebled vpon their bodies, 1753 Chambers Cycl. s.v., An-
tiently, the caparasons were a kind of iron armour, where-

with horses were covered in battle.

2. trans/. The dress and ornaments of men and

women
;
equipment, outfit. Also Jig.

1598 Pasqnilts Ret. 4 Spangled and trapt with a full ca^

parison of the ornaments of this present age. x6xx Shaks.
li'int. T. iv. iii. 27. 1634 Heywood Lane. Witches IV.

Wks. 1874 IV. 224 You have, .furnisht her with all the Ca-
parisons that she hath worne. 1749 Smollett Regicide ul
iv. (R.) My heart groanes Beneath the gay caparison. 1868

MlLMAM St. Pauls vl ri2 A. .rigidly restrictive caparison

of the human mind.

Caparison (kapecrisan}, v. [a. F. caparas-

sone-r, f. the sb.] trans. To put trappings on
;

to trap, deck, harness. AlsoJig.
1504 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 289 Come, bustle, bustle.

Caparison my horse, a 1797 W*. Mason F.p. Sir W. Cham-
bers, O let the Muse attend thy march sublime And with

thy prose caparison her rhyme. 1822 Byron Werner tv. i,

He shall be straight caparison'd.

Hence Capa'risoned ppL a., Capa risoning

vbl. sb. and ppL a. Caparisonment, rare.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. m. ii. 205 Though I am caparison'd

like a man. 1613 Sir F. Cottington in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1.

284 III. 142. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. II. 343 Trains

of caparisoned horses followed.

Capar
v
s, obs. form of Caper sb.1

t Capax, a. Obs. Also 6 capack(e>. [a. OF.
capax, a. L. capax, f. cap?re to take : cf. Capack,
Capacious.] Of capacity ; able and ready to take

or receive
;
capable.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 361 They scholde sende
theire servauntes to the study, if thei were capax of
conynge [Trevisa able to leme]. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
271/2 Goo fight and be capax of perylles. 1491 — Vitas
Pair. iW. de W.i 11. 282 a, Was capax and redy to receyue
the euerlastyng blysse. c 1530 Redeorde Play Wit 9f Sc.

(1848) 2 Yoong, paynefull, tractable and capax. 1556 J.

HBfWOOO fyfrntr «V F. xv. 49 Sure I can no false knacks,
Alas, master spyder, ye be to capacks.

f Cap-bar, -barre. Sc. Obs. = Capstan bar.

c 1550 Aberd. Regist. (Jam.) Serving of schippis with cap*
barres.

t Ca'p-case. Obs. [?f. Cap sbA or Capk sb.*]

L A travelling-case, bag, or wallet ; Represent -

ing the modern portmanteau or carpet-bag.)

1577 Harrison England 11. xvi. (1877) 1. 281 feeling
whetner their capcases or budgets be of anie weight or not,

by taking them downe from their sadles. 1632 T. Deloney
P. of Reading, [He] turned backe and called for a capcase
which lay in the Warehouse. 1641 Hinde J. Brucn 122

Thus many gamblers bring a Castle into a cap-case.

2. A receptacle of any kind ; a box, chest, casket,

case (L. capsa). AlsoJig.
1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 164 Your two last barresyou

haue robde out of the cap-case of some olde Organist. 1608
Df.kker Behttan Lotut. Wks. 1884-5 III. 109 These Bawdy
baskets . . walke with baskets or capcases on their armes,
wherein they haue laces, pinnes, needles. 1621 Burton
Anat. Mel. m, iv. 1. 11.(1651) 645 S. Philanus arm. .shut up
in a silver capca.se. 4x6*5 **oys Wks. 11630) 259 Wormes
shall haue their carcase, and vnthrifty heires their cap-
case, a 1627 MiDui.KTON Changeling lit. iv, 'Twill hardly
buy a capcase for one's conscience though.

t Ca p-dates. 'Perhaps Cape dates' (Nares).
IS - • Pathway 0/ Health (N.) Take . . halfe a quarter of

cap dates.

t Cape (k^ip\ sb> Obs. Also 4 kape, 6 Sc.
oaip. [Early form of Cope retained in north, dial.

and Sc. Cf. ONF. cape.] A cloak with a hood ;

a cloak or mantle generally ; an ecclesiastical

cope.
c 1*05 Lay. 7782 A cniht mid his capen [1250 cope]. Ibid.

13097 He nom ane cape [1*50 cloke] of his ane cnihte.

c 13*0 Seuyn Sag. iWj 3523 Thou sal be ful fayne For to

hala my kapes sleue Whils I washe. 1423 Jas. I. King's

Q. 111. viii, There saw I stand, in capis wyde and lang,

A full grete nowmer, but thair hudis all. c 1450 Nominate
in Wr.-WQlcker 721 Hec capa, a cape. 1 1520 Treat. Ga-
taunt ^W. de W.) xxvii, So many capes as now be, & so few
good preestes. 1561 in Inv. R. Wardr. Scott. (1815) 156

(Jam.) Nyne peces of caippis, chasubles, and tunicles.

Cape (knp), sb.2 [16th c. ad. F. cape {cappe) t

ad. Sp. capa or It. cappa, in same sense. Cotgr.,

161 1, has 'cape, a shorte and sleeueless cloake or

garment, that hath instead of a cape, a capuche

behind it'.]

1 1. A Spanish cloak (with a hood). Obs.

1565-78 Cooper '£hesaur., Chlamys, a cloke : a Spanish
cape. 1580 Baret Ah'. C 63 A spanishe cape: a cloke
with an hoode.

2. The tippet of a cloak or similar garment,

being an additional outer piece attached to it at

the neck and hanging loose over the shoulders

(e.g. in old riding-cloaks, infants* pelisses, etc).

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv, iii. 140, I said a gowne . . With
a small compast cape. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 199 Leaues
..resembling the cape of a cloke. 1818 Byron Juan I.

exxxiv, The mountains, .clap a white cape on their mantles

blue. 1828 Scott F\ M. Perth III. 39 Having the cape of

[his riding cloak] drawn up.

3. A separate article of attire, being a kind of

short loose sleeveless cloak, fitting round the neck

and falling over the shoulders as a protection

against rain or cold. Waterproof capes of this

kind are in common use.

[1611 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 02 Or any other

garments, safe only a cape of vefuet.) 1758 Johnson Idler

No. 40 P 3 He . . buttoned up his cape, and went forwards.

1837 Hawthorne Twice-told 'P. 11851) II. xii. 190 To see

the stream of ladies, gliding along the slippery sidewalks,

with, .quilted hoods, boas, and sable capes. i86j Miss
Yonge Ctess Kate vii. u88ot 70 Adelaide had meantime
picked out a nice black silk cape. 1885 Law Rep. 14

Queen's B. Dt'v. 274 Such rain as they . . caught in their

oilskin capes. Mod. A policeman in his waterproof cape.

The fur capes at present worn by ladies.

4. Comb., as cape-bonnet, -cloak, -coat.

a 1613 Overbury A Wife (1638) 71 A picketooth in his

Hat, a capecloak, and a long stocking. 1691 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2631/4 A thin flaxen Hair'd Man, with a black Hat.,
a brown Prize Cape-Coat. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks.

Ser. 1. '1873* 247 Decanting secrets out of the mouth of one
cape-bonnet into that of another.

Cape k^'p), sb.% [ad. F. cap head, cape, ad.

Pr. cap or It. capo :—Romanic capo, for L. caput

head. (The native Fr. repr. of Rom. capo is che/.)]

1. A piece of land jutting into the sea ; a pro-

jecting headland or promontory.
t386 Chaucer Pro/. 408 fTrom Gootlond to the Cape of

ffynystere. 15M Eden Decades W. Ind. L in. (Arb.) 75
Inclosed on bothe sydes with capes or poyntes which re-

ceaue the water. 1598 Hakluvt Voy. L 311 A cape or

headland called Sivetinoz. 1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del.

11. xi. 180 A Promontorie. .whose extremity is called a cape.

1799 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. III. 8 Between
Cape Horn and the Cape of Good- Hope. i8i« Hvron Ch.
Har. 11. xl, Childe Harold hail'd Leucadia's cape afar.

trans/. <y Jig. 1850 B. Taylor Eldoratto xxxvii. < i86a> 388
We approached a cape of the mountains, i860 Ruskin
Mod. Paint. V. Pref. 6 Pieces of paper . . eaten away . . in

capes and bays of fragile decay.

2. The Cape : some familiar headland
;

esp. the

Cape of Good Hope in South Africa. Hence
familiarly for Cape Colony, and ellipt. for Cape

[colony) wine, wool, funds, etc.

1667 Milton P. L. ii. 642 Through the wide Ethiopian

to the Cape. 1686 Lond. Gas. No. 2180/4 The 25th of

June they all sailed from the Cape. 1*1800 Southev /«•

script. x\. Vessels which must else have braved The for-

midable Cape, and have essayed The perils of the Hyper-
borean Sea. a 1845 Hood Public Din. ii, Buccllas made
handy, With Cape and had Brandy. 1884 York Her.

23 Aug. 7/2 Wool Markets . . Capes are without improve-
ment. 1884 Pall Mall G. 1 Oct. 5/2 Capes . . were practi-

cally unsaleable at the beginning of this week, investors

fighting shy of the stock of a colony whose future, etc.

Mod. He has gone out to the Cape, to try sheep-farming.

3. Cape Fly-away see quot).
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Terre de beurre,

cape fly-away, a cant-phrase applied to any illusive appear*
ance of land in the horizontal clouds. 1867 Smyth Sailors
Word-bk., Cape Fly-away, a cloud-bank on the horizon,

mistaken for land, which disappears as the ship advances.

4. attrib. a. in sense a, as in Cape boor, region,

wine, etc.
;

esp. in numerous names of animals,

plants, etc. found at the Cape of Good Hope, as

Cape aloes, ant-eater, ash, badger, ebony, heath,

marmot, etc. ; Cape clouds (see quot.) ;
Cape elk,

the Eland
;
Cape-gooseberry, Physalispubescens

;

Cape-hen, a small kind of Albatross
; Cape jas-

mine, GardeniaJiorida ; Cape pigeon, a Petrel.

1812 Bi'rrowes Encyct. V. 623/2 A Vape boor bestows no
more labour on his farm than is absolutely necessary. 1880

Agnes Giberne Sun, Moon 4- S. 269 The famous Magel-
lanic Clouds in the southern heavens. Sometimes they are

called the *CapeClouds. 1880 'Silver 8c Co.' S. Africa led.

3) 140 The *Cape Gooseberry is a species of winter cherry.

1775 Dalrvmple in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 408 An uncom-
: mon birdlike *Cape hen. 1760 Ellis ibid. LI. 932 The
*Cape Jasmine, .is the most rare and beautiful shrub, that

has yet been introduced into the European gardens. 1858

Merc. Mar. Ma%. V. 290 Albatrosses and "Cape Pigeons

about. 1797 Holcroft Stolberg's Trav. III. lxxxiv. <ed. 2)

351, I have seeji it drunk, .for red 'Cape wine.

D. attrib. and in comb, in other senses ; as

cape-wise adv. ; Cape weed, Roccella tinctoria 1 a

dye lichen, obtained from the Cape de Verde

Islands* {Treas. Bot. 1866).

1849 Thoreau Week Concord Riv. 207 I jutted over the
' stream cape-wise.

t Cape, r/'.4 Old Law. [a. OF cape sb. fem., ad.

i L. cape imperat. of captre to take.J A judicial writ

(now abolished) relative to a plea of lands or

! tenements ; so named from its first word. Divided
I into cape magnum, or the grand cape, and cape

' parvum, or petit cape.

[1292 Britton in. i. § 4 A respouns par le graunt Cape et

; par fe petit, transl. To answer by the great and little

! Cape.] 1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log. 1. xii. 55 Replevyne
of land upon a grand cape in olde time. 1641 Termes

j

de la Ley s. v., Grand Cape lyeth before apparance, and
petit Cape after . . By the grand Cape the tenant is sum-
moned to answer to the default, and over to the demandant

:

Petit Cape summoneth the tenant to answer to the default

onely. 1706 in Phillips.

+ Cape, sb.r> Obs. exc. dial. [var. of Cap (see

10 b). Cf. also Cope, Copestone.] Top.
1650 Howell GiraffPs Rrv. Naples 22 To negotiate with

the cape leaders of the people. 1796 W. Marshall Yorksh.

(ed. 2) I. 203 Setting the plants behind the 'cape-sod', or

first-turned spit. 18x1 H. E. Strickland Agric. E. Riding

99 Turning the cape-sod, and planting the quickwood.

t Cape, J'.
1 Naut. Obs. Also 5-7 cap. [app.

more or less directly, f. F. cap cape, also 'the

forepart of a ship, in relation to the direction

which it is following, as u porter le cap au nord"
*

(Littre\] intr. To head, keep a course, bear up;

]

to drift. Said of sailors and of ship.

c 1500 Dunbar in Maitland Poems 133 (Jam.) That ye man

I

cap be wind and waw. 1513 Douglas AEneis 11. viii. 125

The port quham to wecappit was full large. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. I. 124 Sum with ane torss la capand on the

wynd. 16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 41 Experience

to try her drift, or how she capes. 1730 6 Bailey, Cap .

.

used of a ship, in the Trials of the running or setting of
currents. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v., How does

she cape T How does she lie her courseT

Hence Capping vbl. sb.

1594 Davis Seaman's Secrets (1607^40 The ship.. may
make her way 2 or 3 points from her caping.

t Cape, Obs. [a. mod Du. kapen to take,

pilfer, plunder ; te kaap varen to go a privateer-

ing : see Caper sb.^ Cf. also Cap v.* : but it is

uncertain whether there is any original connexion.]

To take or seize as a privateer ; also, to go a priva-

teering. Hence Caped ppt. a , Ca ping vbl. sb.

1676 Row Supp. Blair's Autobiog. xi. (1848) 489 Some of
1 our grandees get much by their caping. 1711 Wodrow
;

Hist. Ch. Scott. I. 220 (Jam.) Some private persons made
themselves rich by caping or privateering upon the Dutch.

; 1759 Fountainhall Decisions I. 80 (Jam.) The buyers of

caped goods in England are not liable in restitution.

Cape, v.'*, var. of Kep to catch.

a i8oj Lanckin x. in Child Ballads iv. 332/2 A bason. .To
cape this ladie's blood.

Cape, Sc. f. Cope; occas. var. Cap sb.

Caped (kv'pO, a. [f. CAPE sb.2 + -ED -.] I laving

a cape ; clad in a cape.
c 1550 Pride <y Abuse Worn, no in Ha*l. E. P. P. IV. 239
A caped cassoc, Moche lyke a players gowne. 1389 Pappe
70. Hatchet Dijb, In a cap'de cloake. 1764 .\rtvSpecf.

I. 4/1 The treble-caped great coat and belt. 1859 Sala Tw.
round Clock 11861) 362 A hackney coachman's many-captd
coat. 1886 T. Hardy in Athtnxum 16 Oct. 501/3 Quaintly

attired in caped cloak, knee-breeches, and buckled shoes.

Caped, ///. : see Cape
Capel 1 (k^-p'l\ Min. Also caple. A com-

posite stone of quartz, schorl, and hornblende,

occurring in the walls of tin and copper lodes

(Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881).
1801 Hitchins in Phil Trans. XCI. 162 The copper

lode is filled with layers of ore and stony matter, the latter

of which is here [in Comwalll called Caple.

t Capel-, cappell. Alch. Obs. [ad. L.

capelta, app. so used in med.L, by alchemists ; see

Du Cange.] ? A kind of large crucible.

1527 Andrew Brunsityke's Distylt. Waters A ij a, Ye
must have cappellys of whyte claye. .comonly halfe a yerde

I wyde and depe. Ibid. A 1j b, As brode and longe as the

cappell or fornays is. 1733 Chambers Cycl. Supp. II.

Plate i2Cappels. [1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Capelta,

Spanish, cupelling furnace.]

Capel ;J
, variant of Caple, Obs., a horse.

Capelet lorp&At). Also capellet. [a. F.

eapelet, Picard for chapelet, from the resemblance

to a wreath.] A wen-like swelling on the heel of

a horse's hock, or on the point of the elbow.
1731-1800 Bailey, CapeU. 1775 Ash, Gavelet. 1792

Osbaldistone Brit. Sportsm. 03/2 Capellet, in horses, a
particular swelling to which they are subject. 1847 in

,
Craig. 1864 in Webster.
Capelet, obs. form of Chaplet.
Capelin, caplin (kcrj-pelin, koe'plin). Also

I

7capline, -ling, 7-9 capeling, 8 -elan, caplein,



CAPELINE. 9] CAPERNAITE.

9 capalan. [ — Fr. capelan, caplan, Sp. capelan.~\

A small fish very similar to a smelt, found on

the coast of Newfoundland, and much used as a

bait for cod.
1620 J. Mason Newfoundland 5, June hath Capline a fish

much resembling Smeltes in forme and eating. 1623 Whit-
bournk Newfoundland 8 The Riuers..are stored with..

Launce, Capelin, Cod, and Trouts. Ibid. 89 Capeling. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Su/>/>., Capelan. 1823 in W. Cobbett Kur.
Rides {1885) I. 397 Innumerable small fry slip down unper-

ceived, like caplms down the throats of the sharks. 1861

Hulme tr. Moouin-Tatidon n. in. i. 102 Other Gadoids ..

the Haddock, the Capalan. 1861 L. Noble Icebergs 53
Four or five whales, .were feeding upon the Capelin.

Capeline (kce*pelin\ In 5 capleyne, 9 ca-

pelline, cappeline. [a. F. capeline, ad. It. (or

med.L.) cap(p)ellina little hat, dim. of cctppella

(see Chapel), dim. of cap(p)a Cap, Cape.]

1. 1 A small skull-cap of iron worn by archers

in the Middle Ages' (Fairholt). Obs. (exc. Hist.).

c 1470 Henry Wallace ttl. 88 A steylle capleyne in his bonet
but mar. 1834 Planche Brit. Costume 204 The skull-caps

of steel, called capellines \teinp. Edw. IV.].

2. Surg. A bandage, which by its arrangement

forms a kind of cap or bonnet.

1706 in Phillips. 1731 Phil. Trans. XLVII. xl. 270, I

bound the head with a strong capeline. note, A bandage
peculiar to the head. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Sufip., Capeline,

a kind of bandage used by the French surgeons in cases of

amputations ; consisting of a roller with two equal heads.

3. A lady's hat ; also, a woollen hood of loose

texture, worn by ladies in going to or from an

evening entertainment. [From mod.Fr.]
[1775 Ash, Capeline (from the French), a woman's hat

adorned with feathers.] 1868 Holme Lee B. Godfrey lxix.

412 She.. drew the. .capeline. .over her head.

||CapeUa(kape"la). [L. capella she-goat.] Proper

name of a star of the first magnitude in Auriga.
1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 121 The time might come

when capella, a noble northern star, would have its motion
in the sequator. 1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. lxii. 24 We
read, .that Capella, which is now pale blue, was red.

Capella : see Chapel.

+ Cape'llane. Obs. [ad. late and med. L.

capelldnus. Cf. It. cappellano, F. capelan, chapc-

tain chaplain.] a. A keeper of the sacred relics,

b. One who officiates in a chapel ; a chaplain.

a 1661 Fuller, The dignities and duties of the precentor,

sacrist, subsacrist, capellane, ostiary. 1827 Genii. Mag.
XCV1I. 11. 541 At that time forty shillings a year was a
common stipend for a capellane.

Capelline, var. of Capeline.
Capelcvcracy. [f. Gr. Kairrj\os shop-keeper t

-uparia rule.] The shopkeeping ' interest
1
or class.

1841 Lytton Nt. Morn. (1851) 236 A milliner's house
(shop, to outward appearance, it was not*, evincing, .its de-

gree above the Capelocracy, to use a certain classical neo-
logism, by a brass plate. 1853 — My Novel (Hoppe), The
triumph of the capelocracy.

t Ca'pe-nie reliant. Obs. Also Cap-, [app.

an adaptation of some foreign title in cap or capo,

meaning ' head merchant' or ' head of the traders'.]

An old name for the supercargo in early voyages

;

also the head merchant in a factory. (Smyth.)
1613 Purchas Pilgr., Descr. India (1864) 156 The Cape-

Merchant Floris performed a worthy exploit. 1627 Capt.
Smith Seaman's Gram. vin. 34 The Cape-merchant or
Purser hath the charge of all the Carragasoune or mer-
chandize. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) I. 272 Cape-Merchant,
or Super-Cargo of Capt. Swan's Ship. 1708 Kersey,
Cap-Merchant. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

1581 J. Bell //addon's A nszv. Osor. 138 b, They .. did
admitte Grace to be cape marchaunt (as it were) with Free-
will. 1639 Fuller Holy War 19 The French . . were the
cape-merchants in this adventure [Crusades]. 1649 Selden
Laws Eng. 11. vii. (1739) 39 The King shewed himself the
Cape-Merchant of the world.

Caper (ktfi'pal), sb. 1 Forms : a. with -s in sing.

and pi. 4 caperis, 4-6 cap(p)aris, -es, 6-7 ca-

peres, -era, -ars, cappers ; without -s in sing,

6-9 caper, 7 capar ; 7. (from Fr.) 5-7 capres.
[ME. caperis, caperes, a. L. capparis, a. Gr. ttdir-

irapts
; in OF. caspres, mod.Fr. cdpre, It. cappcro.

The final s being treated as the plural sign, esp. in

sense 2, was at length dropped in the singular.

Cf. F. cypres in Littre.]

1. A shrub {Capparis spinosa) in habit ofgrowth
like the common bramble, abundant on walls and
rocky places in the South of Europe.
1382 Wyclif Eccles. xii. 5 The erbe caperis ( 1388 capparis]

shal be^ scatered. 1551 Turner Herbal H lij b, Capers
is a pricky bushe. 1378 Lyte Dodoens vi. xviii. 680 The
Caper is a prickley plant or bush almost lyke the Bramble.
1597 Gerard Herbal 11. ccexxxi. 896 It is generally called
Cappers in most languages ; in English Cappers, Caper, and
Capers. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 102/2 Capers hath a
weak woody stalk. 1751 Chambers Cycl., Caper, Cap-
paris. 1881 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 315 In sheltered nooks the
caper hangs her beautiful purpureal snowy bloom.
2. (usually in pi.) The flower-buds of the same,

gathered for pickling.
148 1 90 /loiuard Househ. Bks. (1841) 311 He bout for

my Lord. .xxij. lb. capres. 1566 Gascoigne Supposes, Wks.
(*5%7) 58, I will go into the towne and buy oranges, olives,
and cappers. 1641 Suckling Let. 56 The Capers which
will make my Lord of Dorset goe from the Table. 1732

I

Arbuthnot Rules of Diet I. 244 Capers, astringent and
; diuretic. 1882 Garden 9 Sept. 233/1 The Capers ofcommerce
1 are the flower-buds gathered while in a young state.

3. Capucine, Capuchin Capers, English Capers

:

I

the seed-vessels of the Nasturtium (Tropivolum
majus\ see Capucine), or of the Caper Spurge
{Euphorbia Lathyris), gathered for pickling ; also

the plants themselves.

1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Card. II. 189 Capu-
cine-Capers, or Nasturces, are annual Plants. 1721-1800
Bailey, Capuchin Capers, a plant called Nasturces. 1750
Johnson RambL No. 51 P 12 The art of making English
Capers she has not yet persuaded herself to discover.

4. A sort of scented tea.

1864 W, Wood Wds. about Tea 10 Scented Teas, .a close

twisted round shot-like leaf, termed Caper. 1883 Daily
Nexus 27 July 6/8 Tea. .scented Caper 5d. tois. oid.

5. attrib., as in caper-berry, -bush, -plant, -sauce,

-shrub, -tree ; also caper-bean — bean-caper (see

Bean)
;
caper-bush, caper-plant, caper-spurge,

different names of Euphorbia Lathyris
;

caper-

tree, Busbeckia arborea of New South Wales.
1885 BlBLE I R. V.) Eccles. xii. 5 The *caper-berry shall fail.

1673 Ray Trav. '17381 II. 14, I found nothing by the way
but a few ''Caper-bushes. 1807 Pinkerton Mod. Geog.
Abr. (1811) 209 The rocks on the [Spanish] coast . . abound
with samphire, .vetch, caper bush. 1882 A. J. C. Hark in

Gd. Words Mar. 185 The beautiful *caper plant, which is

the hyssop of Scripture. 1791 Wolcott (P. Pindan Rights
ofKings Wks. 1812 II. 431 Dear as, to Legs of Mutton,
*Caper-Sauce. 1609 Bible iDouay) Eccles. xii. 5 The'caper-
tree shal be destroyed.

Caper (kc7i'p3.i
; , sb:1 [app. abbreviated from

Capriole sb. : Klorio has It. ' capriola a capriole

or caper in dancing'. Cf. the vb. ; also cab from

cabriolet.'] A frolicsome leap, like that of a play-

ful kid ; a frisky movement, esp. in dancing ; said

also of horses; Jig. a fantastic proceeding or freak.

1592 Greene Upst. Court, in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 248
You, Maister Usher of the dauncing schoole. .stand upon
your tricks and capers. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. iv. 55 We
that are true Louers, runne into strange capers. 1712 Pope
SPect. No. 408 F 5 An Hour in Secret, wherein he had his

Frisks and Capers. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 68 Jane
[a horse] gave a little sympathizing caper.

b. To cut a caper or capers : to dance in a

frolicsome way, to act fantastically, t To cut a
caper on nothing : to be hanged.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. iii. 129 And. Faith, I can cut

a caper. To. And I can cut the mutton too't. 1691 Wood
Ath. Qxon. IL/262 By his high dancing and cutting of Ca-
pers . . he did . . sprain a vein. 1708 Motteux Rabelais IV.

xvi, Two of the honestest Gentlemen in Catchpole-land had
been made to cut a Caper on nothing. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 4 f8 He can Dance, though he does not cut Capers.
1826 Disraeli Viv, Grey v. xv. 260 Executing splendid

somersets, and cutting every species of caper.

2. Comb, caper-cut, the cutting of a caper

;

caper-cutting a., that cuts capers; caper-wit-

ted a., of frivolous or unsteady mind.
a 1626 Fletcher Love's Pilgr., My poor child .. Your

caper-cutting son has run away with, a 1670 Hacket Abp.
Williams I. 227 (D.i Whatsoever any caper-witted man
may observe. 1875 Browning Aristopk. Apol. 361 Those
tlute-girIs—trash who. .fed eye with caper-cuts.

f Ca'per, sb.3 Obs. exc. Hist. [a. mod.Du.
kaper privateer, corsair, f. kapen, E.Fris. kapen to

take away, steal, rob, plunder (see Cape v.-).']

I. A privateer (also caper-vessel) ; the captain of

a privateer ; a corsair.

1657C0LVIL Whig's Supplic. {1695) 23 Capers bringing in

their prizes, Commons cursing new excises. 1666 Lamont
Diary {1810) 243 Divers persons contributed to the reaking
out of smaller Vessels to be capers. 1667 Ibid. 246 A
caper vessel . . did spleit on upon the Sands. 1668 Treaty
in Magens /nsurances (1755) II. 447 The Captains and
Capers shall . . give good and sufficient Security, 1821 Scott
Pirate xxvi, Brenda. .ran from her like a Spanish merchant-
man from a Dutch caper.

fig. 1719DTJRFEY Pills V. 349 Wit Capers, play Sharpers,

loud Bullies.

1 2. A captor, seizer. Sc. Obs.

1759 Fountainhall Decisions I. 333 (Jam.) The oft de-

bated cause of the Capers of the two prize Danish ships.

.

that they were free ships, but that the Capers had probable

grounds to bring them up.

Caper (k^-pai), sbA Sc. Also kaper. [a.

Gael, ceapaire piece of bread and butter.] * A
piece of oatcake and butter with a slice of cheese

on it ' (Jamieson).
1815 Clan Albin I. 211 (Jam.) Hugh.. I gave you a

kaper, and a crogan of milk. 1818 Trial Sous ofRob Roy
107 She gave the deponent . . bread, butter, and cheese,

which they call a caper.

Caper (k^'pai), sb$ slang. (See quot.)

1851 Mayhew Loud Labour I. 287 And capers (chorister

boys and ballet-girls).

Caper (k^'-pai), v. 1 [app. abbreviated from

Capriole v. : Klorio has It. * capriolare to caper

or capriole*. Cf. the sb.] intr. To dance or leap

in a frolicsome manner, to skip for merriment ; to

prance as a horse. Also with about, away.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 113 The third he caper'd, and

cried All goes well. 1635 Swan Spec. M. vi. ii. (1643) 221

As if it danced or capered up and down. 1691 Bovle Wks.

II. 282 (R.) Dancing and capering like a kid. 1768 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1852) IT. 445 The complete horseman .. may
let him sometimes prance and caper and curvet. 1802

Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. I. viii. 50 A number of people

capering about. 1847 Barham Ingot. Leg. (1877) 168
Capering away in a Spanish bolero. 1859 Tennyson Elaine
788. Making a roan horse caper and curvet For pleasure,

b. transf. and fig. of a singer or singing bird.

a 1593 H. Smith Serm. I. 410 A nightingale, .quavers and
capers and trebles. 1609 Douland Ornith. Microt. 88
The Italians . . caper with their voyces. 1850 BLACKIE
Aeschylus I. Pref. 6 The old Hellenic dialect can caper
gracefully through movements, that, .would twist our Eng-
lish tongue into, .dislocation.

t Caper, v. Obs.'1 [f. Caper sb$\ To privateer.

See Capekeh and Capering.

+ Ca perate, V. Obs. [f. L. caperdt- ppl. stem

of caperd-re in same sense.] a. trans. To wrinkle,

b. intr. To frown. Hence Ca'perated a.

1623 Cockeram, Caperate, to frowne. 1657 Tomlinson
Reuou's Disp. 372 Its pill more crasse, rugous, and cape-
rated. 1731 Bailey II. Caperated, wrinkled like a goat's

horn. 1775 in Ash.

Capercailye, capercailzie (kapaakt7 -lyi,

-k3'lzi). Sc. Forms; 6-9 capercailye, -Hie, -ly,

-le, capercal3e, -calye, -calzeane (-callzie), 7

-kelly, 7-9 -caley,-cally, 8 -coille, -colze, -colly,

eobberkely), 9 capercailzie, -kayle, caiper-

caillie. [Corruption of the Gael, name capull

coille (kapsl Yp\*e) great cock fit. horse) of the

wood {coille — genitive of coll wood). The Iz for

I) is a 16th c. Sc. way of representing / mouillc,

as in Sc. sputje, Fr. espouillc spoil, and is properly

represented by ly.']

The Wood-grouse \ Tetrao urogallus), the largest

of European gallinaceous birds; the male is also

called Mountain Cock or Cock of the Woods.
Formerly indigenous in the Scottish Highlands,

where, after having become extinct, it has'' again

been introduced from Scandinavia.

1536 Bellehden Crm. Scot. (i8ax) I. Introd. 42 Caper-

cailye, ane foul mair than ane ravin quhilk leilTis allanerlit:

of barkUoftruis. 1596 J. Dalkympue tr. Leslie's Hist. Scott.

(1885 1 39 The Capercal^e. .with the vulgar peple, the horse

of the forest. 1630-56 Sin R. Gordon Hist. Earl. Suthd'.,

In these fforests. .ther isgreat store of partriges, pluivers,

capercaleys. t'1739 ^tKT I* ett- & ScoiLiiSiS) II. 71 The
Cobberkely which is sometimes called a wild turkey. 1797
Statist. Acc. ScotL XX. 307 Tnvernessi The caper coille or

wild turkey was seen in Glenmoriston about 40 years ago.

1799 R. Jamikson Ballad, Ld. Kenneth % Etliuou?; The
Caiper-caillie and Tarmachin, Craw'd crouse on hill and
muir. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. (1875) II. in. xlii. 46a The
larger capercailzies .. had been quite destroyed. 1884 Q.
Victoria More Leaves 50 Saw a capercailzie, of which there

are many here.

t Ca*perclaw, variant of Clapperclaw.
1589 Hay any Work (1844* 60 His Bishopdome was reason-

ably caperclawed.

Caper-cousin, corruption of Cater-cousin.

t Caperdewsie, caperdo chy. Obs. [app.

corruptions of Cappadochio.] The stocks
;
prison.

1600 Heywood i Edw. /y, iv. iv. Wks. 1874 I. 72 My
son's in Dybel here, in Caperdochy, itha gaol. /bid. 1. I.

86 He's in Capperdochy, Ned, in Stafford Jail, fyr a rob-

bery. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. n. 832, I here engage myself to

loose ye And free your heels from caperdewsie.

Caperer (k^-porai). [f. Caper t;. + -er1.]

1. One who capers.

1693 Dryden Juvenal, The nimble caperer on the cord.

1812 Byron Waltz x, Columbia's caperers to the warlike

whoop.

2. A caddis-fly {Phiyganea) ; from its flight.

1855 Kingsley Glaucus 11878) 208 Caperers and sandflies.

1863 — Water-bab. 80 Fly away as a caperer, on four

fawn-coloured wings, with long legs and horns.

f Caperer = Caper sb.'^, privateer.

1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. xii. U84B) 508 At
this time our caperers set to sea.

t Ca'perhay, z>. Obs. [?f. Caper v. + Hay a

kind of country-dance.]
1600 Look About You in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 421 Come,

caperhay, set all at six and seven.

Caperik, var. of Caprike, Obs.

Capering (k^'psrirj), vbl. sb.i- [f. Caper v. +

-iNGf] Frolicsome dancing or leaping.

1599 Marston Sco. Villanie 193 To shew his capring

skill. 1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 84 The leaping and

capering she [the hare] displays. 1868 Helps Realmak xv.

(1876) 410 Not to be indulged in caperings of their own.

t Ca'pering, vbl. sb:- Obs. [f. Caper v* +

-ING 1
.] Privateering.

1676 W. Row Contn, Blair's Autobiog. xii. (1848) 491 The
Scots capering did not a little irritate the Dutch.

Ca'pering, ppl. a. [f. Caper v. + -ikg 2
.]

That capers, dancing.

1595 Markham Sir R. Griniule xxiv, A winde-taught ca-

pring Ship. 1597 1st Pt. Ret. fr. Pamass. v. L 1418 A
capringe page. 1698 Rowe A tub. Stepm. Prol. 21 Nor

capering monsieur from Active France. 1828 Scorr F. M.
Perth ii, Those gallants, with their capering horses.

Hence Ca peringly adv.

1641 Brome Jov. Crew 1. Wks. 1873 III. 366 Most crowse

most capringly.

Caperis, -es, obs. ft of Caper sbJ, the plant.

Capernaite (kapaun£|3it). Also 6 capar-

naite. [f. Capernaum a town of Galilee + -ite.]

An inhabitant of Capernaum ; hence (with refer-

ence to John vi. 52) A controversial designation

for a believer in transubstantiation.
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CAPERNOITIE. 92 CAPILLIFORM.
Hence f Caperna itan si., Capernaitic a., Ca-

pernaitical a., Cape rnai tically adv., f Ca-
perna itish a., f Cape rnize v. (All frequent in

the doctrinal polemics of the 16th & 17th c.)

1540 Ridley Determ. Sacrament Wks. (1841) 175 They
which affirm transubstantiation are indeed right Sacramen-
taries and Capernaites. 1579 Fulke Heskins1

Fart. 217
To be Capamaites. 164a Rogers Naaitian 230 Call-
ing them Capernaits and Carnall. 1661 S. Fisher Spir.
Verities Rev. Wks. (1670) 851 No High-climbing Caper-
naites. .can ever soar high enough to enter. 1641 Milton
Animadv. (1851) 234 O race of Capemaitans. .capable onely
of loaves and belly-cheere ! 1880 tr. Hagenbach's Hist.
Chr. Doctr. II. 338 Cardinal Humbert was carried so far.

.

as to interpret the phrase [This is my body] in the grossest
Capernaitic manner. 1882-3 Schaff Relig. Encycl. III. 2368
The carnal Capernaitic misunderstanding. 1563-87 Foxe
A.^M. (1684) II. 7/2 The absurd, gross, and Capernaitical
opinion of the new Schoolmen, a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks.
(1660) 102 They will admit of (no] other then a grosse caper-
naiticall sence. 1640 Sir E. Derinu Prop. Sacr. (1644) 4 1

Forbear this carnall barbarisme of eating our Saviours body
thus Capernaitically. 1643 Hi km Ahstv, to Feme 7 A
Capernaitish following the King for loaves. 1624 A. Darcie
Btrih Heresies xxi. 98 Did he determen we should hereby
Capernize & Nicodemize, to. .make doubt of Gods power?
Capernoitie (kiepainorti), si. Sc. [Etymo-

logy unknown.] Head, noddle. Hence perhaps
Capernoi ty a., Capernoi ted a., 'crabbed, irrit-

able, peevish' (Jam.) ; slightly affected in the
head by drinking, muddle-headed, wrong-headed

;

also Capernoi tedness.
1719 W. Hamilton Ep. ii. in Ramsay's Wis., I thought I

shoud turn capernoited. 1769 Herd Sc. Songsll.2? Sheis
. .Saecapornoytie, and sac bonny. 1819 St. Patrick III. 42
(Jam.) His capernoitie's no oure the bizzin' yet wi* the sight
of the Loch fairies. 1 824 Scorr Redgauntlet ch. ii, Caper-
noited maggots and nonsense. 1832 53 Whistle-Bittkie (Sc.
Songs) Ser. 11, Of the stark aquavita: they baith lo'ed a
drappie, And when capernutie then aye unco happy.

Caperoile, -oilie. Sc. The Heath-pea (Oro-
ins tuberosus), or Cabmele.
1795 Statist. Acc. Scotl. (Lanarti XV. 8 Jam.> Carameile

or Caperoiles—the root so much used in diet by the ancient
Caledonians.

Caperon, obs. var. of Chaperon a hood.
Capersome kt^ pajsjJm), a. [f. Caper v. +

-some.] Given or inclined to capering.
185a Aird Life D. Moir in Hair's Wks. I. 29 We are in a

frivolous capersome humour. 1857 Heavvseoe Saul{iS6g)
206 I've never seen a cat . . more capersome.

Capes k£
Tips), si. pi. north, dial, and Sc.

a. Grains of com to which the husk continues to
adhere after threshing ; b. The grain which is not
sufficiently ground ; c. Flakes of meal which come
from the mill when the grain has not been suffi-

ciently dried. Jamieson.)
1641 Best Farm. Bks.liiifn 103 Thechaffe, capes and heads

gather togeather on the toppe and are taken off. 1790
Morrison Poems noWi' capes, the mill she gard them ring

. . Then Goodie wi" her tentie paw, Did capes an' seeds the
gether ca'. 1796 W. Marshall Yorksh. (ed. 2) I. 362 To
separate the chaff, the capes, and the grain. 1847-78 Halli-
well, Capes, ears of corn broken off in thrashing.

Capestan, obs. form of Capstan.
Capestone, north, form of Copestone.
Capet, obs. form of Capot v.

Capful (karpful). [f. Cap si. + -ful.] As
much as a cap will contain. A capful of wind
(Xaut.) : ' a light flaw, which suddenly careens
a vessel, and passes off' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.).
1719 De Foe Crusoe 7 You were frightened, wa'n't you,

last night, when it blew but a cap-full ofwind ! 1851 Loinr.
Gold. Leg. v. At Sea, I was whistling to Saint Antonio for
a capful of wind to fill our sail. 1873 C Robinson N. S.
Wales 44 When down the shaft one night he picked up a
capful of quartz worth £20.
Capha, -e, obs. forms of Caffa, Coffee.
t CaphaT. Ois. [In F. caphar, a. Arab. ^Ui,

kkajdrah defence, premium for defence or protec-
tion, f. khafara to protect, patronize.] See quot.
1703 Maundrell Journ. Jerus. (1732I 4 A place where

we paid our first Caphar. Ibid. 119 Trie excessive demand
made upon us by the Caphar-men. 1751 Chambers Cycl.,
Caphar, a toll, or duty imposed by the Turks on the Chris-
tian merchants, who carry or send merchandise from Aleppo
to Jerusalem.

Capharnaism (kafauntv z'm). [f. Capharna-
um, Aramaic form of Capernaum + -ism.] The
doctrine of the Capernaites. Also f Capha rnaite,
-nite m Capernaite.

,.
,s5* Bl°unt Glossogr., Capha mails. 1706 tr. Dupin's

SE5f c
l6/

.* C
'
IL v

:
25 The impious Capharnites.

1818 Southev in P. Ret: XXXVII. 217 Bishop Ricci ..
would have taxed him with Capharnaism.
Caphtan, Capiai, var. of Captan, Cabiai.
t Ca-pian, a. Ois. rare- 1

. Of or belonging to
the Cape of Good Hope.
(« Medley Kolben's CapeC. Hope II. 80 Capian wine.
II Capias (karpues). Law. [L. capias ' thou

mayest take .] A writ or process commanding
the officer to take the body of the person named in
it, that is, to arrest him ; also called writ of capias.the termX apias includes writs of various kinds; Capias

all 7a?,7
"UU

r'' *«*"<iance at court c3£
»ft";udK.™ent, to imprison the de.fendant, until the plaintiff s claim is satisfied

; Capias utla-

gatum, to arrest an outlawed person ; Caputs in Wither-

tiam, to seize the cattle or goods of any one who has made
an unlawful distraint isee Withernam 1

.

1467 in Eng. Gilds (18701 390 That noseriaunt take, . for ser-

vynge of a capias eny thynge but in maner folowynge. 1543
Ludloiv Churchiu. Acc. iCamdeni 14 Payde for ij capias.

.

vjii. 1622 Fletcher Span. Car. v. ii, A capias from my sur-

geon and my silkman. 1648 Prynne Plea /or Lords 52
Walter Clerke. .was arrested, .upon a Capias Utlagatum.
1682 I.uttrell Brief Ret. (1857) I. 234 If his lordship had
not appeared, a capias in Withernam would have gone out,
whereon he must have been committed. 1689 Hickerincill
Modest Inq. ii 17 Excommunications, Capias's, Fines,
and Imprisonments. i8xa Combe iDr. Syntax) Picturesque
xxv, Near Clifford's-Inn appear'd to stand Of Capiases an
ugly band. 1865 Dublin bniv. Mag. I. 563 A distinguished
general officer . . who was just going out to India and who
had been stopped bya capias.

Capibara, var. of Capybara.
Capidan, obs. form of Capitan.

t Ca-pidoee, ca-pydois. Sc. Ois. [perhaps
the same as Capaixis.]
1548 Aberd. Regist. V. 20 <Jam.) Vij capidocis of velvet.

Mod. Sc. Capie-dossie, a hairy cap.

Capie-hole : see Cappy-hole.
Capil, -pill, -pyl, var. of Caple, Ois., a horse.

CapillaceOUS (kacpil^i jss). [f. L. capilldce-us

hairy, hair-like, f. capill-us hair : see -aceois.] Of
the nature of, or resembling hair

;
hair-like, thread-

like. Cf. Capillary 5. Hence Capilla ceously
adv. ; Capilla ceo-mu ltifid a., divided into many
hair-like filaments.
1731-7 Miller Gard. Diet. s. v. Crocus, Spring Crocus,

with a capillaceous Leaf. 1858 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 401
Capillaceous, so slender that it may be compared with the
hairs of animals. 1877 F. E. Hulme Wild Fl. Introd. 10
Water-Buttercup,—Submerged leaves capillaceo-multifid.

II Capillaire ikaip/lt-r . [F. capillairt maiden-
hair fern, ad. L. capillaris of hair, capillaris

hcria the maidenhair.] A syrup or infusion
of maidenhair fern (Adiantum capilius Veneris).
b. A syrup flavoured with orange-flower water.
Also Syrup of capillaire.

'754 Connoisseur No. 38 Whatever orgeat or capillaire can
inspire. 1791 Boswell Johnson (18311 I. 482 He used to
pour capillaire into his port wine. 1794 Maftyn Rousseau's
Bot. xxxii. 491 True Maiden-hair, which is used, or supposed
to be so, in the syrup of capillaire. 1851 T. Moore Brit.
Ferns 11864) '7 Capillaire . . is prepared by pouring boiling
synip over the fronds, and flavouring the infusion with
orange flowers.

t Capillament. Ois. [ad. L. capilldment-um
the hair collectively, f. capilius hair. Cf. F. ca-
pillament.'] An organic structure, presenting a
slender and hair-like appearance ; a hair-like fibre,

filament ; one of the ultimate ramifications of the
root of a plant, or of a nerve in animals.
1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Gloss., Capillaments,

small hairy thredsof the Nerves. I7»7 Bradley Fam. Diet.
I. s.v. Adder's Tongue, The Root is small, and divided into a
few Capillaments. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. L l.F j. 17
The Nerves are rather solid Capillaments than small TuduIl
1785 Keid Int. Powers 83 Capillaments of the optic nerve,

tb. Bot. A filament; a stamen. Obs.
<-l7»o Quincy ().), Those small threads or hairs which
pow up in the middle of a flower, and adorned with little
Herbs at the top, are called capillaments. 17*7 A. Hamilton
Mem Acc. E. Ind. II. xxxix. 81 Fruit, .with a tough Skin,
beset with Capillaments. 17S1 Chambers Cycl., Capilla-
ments, more usually called stamina.

t Capi llar, a. Ois. Also 7 capillars, [ad.

1.. capillar-is of or jx-rtaining to hair, f. capilius
hair: cf. F. capillaire, 14th c. in Littre.] Of or
pertaining to hairs, hair-like.

1. = Capillary 5.
i6oi Holland Pliny II. I27 No root at all these Capillar

hearhe> haue. /Wrf.232 Polytrichia & Callitrica (both capil-
lare hcrbst.

2. ^Capillary 3.
1611 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 22 The cutis, .hath

many capillar veines in it. 1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl.
x. 06 The chyle . . sticks in the Capillar veins.

3. = Capillary 2.

1638 A. Read Chirurg. xxii. 162 If the chink [in fractured
skull) be only capillar, and hard to lie seene . . the Chirur-
geon may be excused. 1603 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl.
Gard. I. 7 All the Capillar Roots must be taken away.

Capillarimeter (MpfeUri-m/tajX [f. L. cm-
pilldri-s + -meter.] An Instrument for determin-
ing the strength of wine or the quality of oil on
the principle of capillary attraction.
1874 in KniohtTJAV. M,rh. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Capillariness, -arious, etc. : see after Capil-

lary.

Capillarity (ktcpila.-riti). [ad. F. capillarite",
f. L. capillar-is Capillary + -nr.] Capillary
quality

; csp. that of exerting capillary attraction
or repulsion. Also, capillary attraction.
1830 Herschel Stud. Sat. Phil. 234 Capillary attraction,

or capillarity as it is sometimes called. 1850 Daubeny
Atom. The. (ed. 21 315 The affinity of capillarity .. which
acts solely between the surfaces of the attracting body and
of that which combines with it. 1882 Geikie Text-bk.
Geot. 111. 1. iv. S 2. 299 The power possessed by water ofpene-
trating rocks, in virtue of the porosity and capillarity.

Capillary (karpilari, kapi lari), a. and si. [f.

L. capillaris : see Capillar and -auy'-'.]

A. adj. 1. Of, pertaining to, consisting of, or
concerned with hair.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Capillary, of or like hair. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxvi.(i8s6) 326 Another, remarkable
for a dirty person, of well used-up capillary surface. 1863
Possibilities 0/Creat. 182 [A whisker] shooting its capillary
herbage in a curving direction across the cheek. 1885
Truth 1 1 June 932/1 It is as good for the dentists as for
the capillary artists.

2. Hair- like ; resembling a hair in tenuity.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 37 All diaper'd or branched

over with pure white capillary little veins. 1704 Swift
Mech. Operat. Spirit Misc. (1711) 294 Certain capillary
Nerves. 174a H. Baker Microsc. 11. v. 86 This Dunghill-
Water abounds, .with a sort of capillary Eels, that are ex-
treamly active. 1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 261 Capillary
virgin silver. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 182 Lesser He-
losciad, submerged leaves, with capillary segments.
3. Having a very minute or hair-like internal

diameter ; as a capillary tube or vessel.

1664 Power F.xp. Philos. il 142 Take a small Capillary
Glass-pipe, or Tube, open at both ends. 1669 W. Simfson
Hydrol. Chyin. 207 Rain-water . . meeting with capillary
veins (as I may call them) or small pores [in the rocks]. 174a
H. Baker Microsc. 11. x. 132 The Blood . . in the minute
Capillary Veins and Arteries. 1819 Playfair Nat. Phil.
I. 191 'Ine reason why the water between the two narrow
plates of glass rises only to half the height it does in a
capillary tube. 1871 B. Stewart Heat j 16 A tube of glass
. .which has a capillary bore.

4. Of, pertaining to, or taking place in, capillary
vessels or capillaries. For Capillary Attraction,
Repulsion, see those words.
1809 title) An Examination of M. La Place's Theory of

Capillary Action. 1831 Brewster Optics iv. 30 A drop of
the fluid . . will be retained by the force of capillary attrac-
tion. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 77/3 The capillary system
. .becomes infinitely less extended.

t 6. See quots. Ois. yd. B. 3.)
c 1720 Quincy (J.', Capillary, or capillaceous plants, arc

such as have no main stalk or stem, but grow to the ground,
as hairs on the head; and which bear their seeds in little

tufts or protuberances on the backside of their leaves. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., Capillary plants amount to
much the same with what are denominated acaulose plants.

B. sb.

1 1. Anything resembling a hair or collection of
hairs. Obs.
1697 EvelynXurnism. vi. 214 As it were Capillaries, hairy

Lines and tender Rays.

2. A capillary vessel. Cf. A. L esp. One of a
number of extremely minute blood-vessels, in which
the arterial circulation ends, and the venous begins.
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 511 The capillary's of the Arteries,

and Veins. 1744 Berkeley Siru i 56 Mercury, .may justly
be suspected of hurting the fine capillaries. 1794 G. Adams
Nat. ^ Exp. Phil. II. xxl 420 Secreted by the fine capila-
ries .. in the bodies of plants and animals. 1873 Mivart
Elem. Anat. x. 406 Minute tubes, capillaries, which convey
the blood to the tissues.

t3. Bot. A name given apparently at first to

the Maidenhair Kern, Adtantum capilhts I \-nens
(in ancient Lat. Capilius Veneris and hcrlm papil-

laris , and thence to other fems or allied plants.

[1578 Lyte Dodofns tit. lxviii. 409 Apuleius calleth it Ca-
pilius Veneris, Capillaris, and Crinita.] 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. P.p. 351 Somekindeofthe capillaries, which are very
small plants and only grow upon wals and stony places.
169a Ray Disc. 11. iv. (1732) 191 The leaves of Ferns and
other Capillaries. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v., The ancients
thought that the capillaries were all without seed,

tb. Any stemless or acaulous plant. Obs.
1664 Evelyn AW. Hort. (17251 21? All Fibrous Plants .

.

Also the Capillaries ; Matricaria, violets, Primroses, etc
may now be transplanted. 1675— Terra (1729) 45 Violets,
Auricula, Primroses, and other Capillaries planted in Beds,
or Bordures.

Hence f Capi llariness - Cawllakity ; f Ca-
pilla rious a. « Cafillaby ; also Capilla rian a.

notne-wd.

'775 Ash, Capillarimss, the state of being capillar)'. [Also
in mod. Diets.] 1750 G. Hughes Barbados 252 Its..capil-
larious, fringy branches arc divided into . . smaller ones.
x8as LAMB S Life «y Lett. xv. (Wks. 18651 441, I call ull

good Christians the Church, Capillarians and all.

Capillate ksrpllA), a. [ad. L. capilldt-its

hairy, f. capill-us hair : see -ate 2
.] Furnished

with hair.

1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

t Capilla tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. capilld-

tion-em, f. capilldtus hairy, f. capilius hair.] The
state or condition of being hairy or hair-like

;

hence, toner, a. a hair-like blood-vessel, a capil-

lary ; b. a capillary fracture of the skull.

1646 Sik T. Browne Pseud. Ep. no Nor is the humour
contained in smaller veines, or obscure capillations, but in

a vesicle or little bladder. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Capil-
tation, hairiness, a making a thing hairy, or a causing hair
to grow. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Capillation . . is a
Fracture in the Skull, so small that it can scarce be found,
which yet often proves mortal. 1751 in Chambers.

t Capi llature. Obs. rare. [ad. L. capillar

tt'tra in same sense.] See quot.^
1656 Blount Glissogr., Capillature, a frizling of the hair,

the bush of hair on the head. 1721 1800 in Bailey ; and in
mod. Diets.

Capilliform ,kapi lif/um\ [f. L. capill-us +
-fokm.] Having the form of a hair; hair-shaped.
1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 104 Long capilliform

ptdicels.
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II
Capillitium (kapili'Ji^m). Bot. [a. L. car

pilHtntm the hair collectively, f. capillus.] En-

tangled filamentary matter in fungals, bearing

sporidia. {Treas. Bot. 1866.)

1871 Cooke Fungi (1874) 34 The spinulose projections

from the capillitium. .are the remains of pedicels, 1875

Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs' Bot. 255 The mass of slender

filaments remains as a delicate Capillitium.

Capillo'Se, and sb. [ad. L. capillds-tis

full of hair, f. capillus] A. adj. Full of hair,

hairy. In mod. Diets.

B. sb. Min. A synonym (in Chapman 1843) for

Millerite or sulphide of nickel, also called capil-

lary pyrites. (Dana Min. 57.)

t Ca'pilmute, ca*"balmute. <S5r. Law. Obs.

[app. f. capi/, Caple, Cable horse + mute, Moot,

pleading, plea. The synonym cattelmute is f.

Cattle.] The form of legal action by which the

owner of strayed or stolen cattle proved his

ownership, and obtained restoration.

Quoniam Attachiamenta x. Note (Jam.i Forma controver-

sial vulgo appellatur ca-Pilmute, cabatmute, vel cattelmute ',

nam mote vel mute significat placitum, querelam, etc.

t Capilota'de. Obs. Also 7-8 eapirotade,

-adoe. [a. F. capilotade, formerly eapirotade, in

Rabelais cabirotade, ad. Sp. capirotata (,cf. It. cap-

perottato), according to Littre f. capirote hood, as

if 'a dish with a hood', but Scheler and others

doubt this.] A kind of dish (see quot.)
; fig. a

cooked-up story, hash, medley.
i6ix Cotgr., Capirotade, Capirotadoe, or stued meat,

compounded ofVeale, Capon, Chicken, or Partridge, minced,

spiced, and layed upon several beds of Cheese. 1696

Phillips, Capilotade, a stew'd meat, compounded of the

heads, legs, carcasses of Capons, Partridges, etc. 1705 Van-
brugh Confed. in. ii, What a capilotade of a story's here !

1731-1800 Bailey, Capirotade . .Minc'd Meat.

Caping, vbl. sb., see Cape v. 1
,
2, and Coping.

Capisten, obs. form of Capstan.

t Capi'strate, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. capistrdt-

Epl.
stem of capistrdre to halter, f. capistrum

alter.] trans. ' To halter, muzzle, or tye

'

(Cockeram 1623).
Also 1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

Capital tkce-pital), sbl Forms: 3 capitale,

5 capital, 6-7 eapitell, -el, (7 capitull, -ol\ 7-

capital. [Answers to L. capitell-um in same sense

(dim. of caput head, or rather of its dim. capita-

luni), and its representatives, It. capitello, OF.
capitel, chapitel, now chapiteau ; but from the be-

ginning tending to confusion with the adj. Capital,

to which it is now assimilated. Italian influence

favoured capitelJ) in the 17th c]
1. The head or top of a column or pillar.

CM90 Land Cokaygne 69^ E. E.P. (1862) 158 pe pilers.

.

Wip harlas, and capitale Of grene jaspe and rede corale.

1413 Lydg. Pylgr. Sowle iv. xxxvi. (1483) 83 The legges hen
as it were pylers . . the knees ben the capitals and the feete

the bases. 1563 Shute Archit. Bjb, In the Capitel, was
set Voluta. .for an ornature and garnishment of the Capjtell.

1604 Drayton Owle 629 From the Base, up to the Capitel].

1660 BLOOMS Arckit. E a, Corinthian Capitall. 1670 Las-
sels Voy. Italy II. 157 Four great Pillars .. adorned with

Capitels . . of brasse guilt. 1747 Scheme Equip. Men of War
60 On the Capitol, Victory, Trade, Peace and Plenty might
be expressed. 1831 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874) vi'- 72 A
capital is only the cornice of a column.

2. The head or cap of a chimney, crucible, etc.

1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. 713 Such a Capital will

wholly hinder the Wind from going into the Chimney.
1753 Chambers Cycl. Snpp. s. v.. Capital of a lanthorn .

.

Capital of a mill. 1800 Henry Epit. Chan. (180S) 14S An
alembic, covered with its capital.

II 3. A chapter of a book, (for Capitle.)
1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxvii, Holy St. Bernard in the rule

of our, .profession, hath said, in the fifty-ninth capital, etc.

Capital, sb.2 : see B. under the adj.

Capital (karpital), a. and sb.2 Forms: 3-4
capitale, 5-7 capitalize, 5-6 capytal (1, 7 capi-

toll, 4- capital, [a. F. capital (12th a), ad. L.

capital-is, in legal and ecclesiastical use. The
actual F. descendant of the L. word is cheptel

(.pronounced c/ietel).']

A. adj. I. Relating to the head.

1 1. Of or pertaining to the head or top. Obs.
a \%%%Ancr, R. 258 WiSuten eddren capitalen pet bledden

on his hefde. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. Fj, Sparris. .put
. . by the maner ofan hede, and ij syche sparris ionyt togedyr
make a capitall sygne. 1616 Chapman Homer's Batrachom.
9 Their parts capitall They hid. 1667 Milton P. L. X2S. 383
His [the Serpent's] capital bruise. 1688 K. Holme Armoury
hi. xiii. 34 A Pillar Composed in the Capital part.

2. Affecting, or involving loss of, the head or life.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 184/3 To haue capytal sentence
&be beheded. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. 1. xii. (1588)67 Capitall
(or deadly) punishment is done sundry wayes. 1770 Lang-
hoknr Plutarch (1879) 1. 181/2 Cimon. .narrowly escaped a
capital sentence. 1868 Spectator 19 Dec. 1487 We never
remember a capital verdict upon such insufficient evidence.

b. Punishable by death.
1526 Frith Pnrgat. 201 Whosoever hath committed a

capital crime. 1688 Stradling 6W-w. {1692) 168 The Egyp-
tians made it Capital to affirm that their God Apis was
dead. C174S Swift Wks. (1841) II. 154 Guilty of a capital

crime. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. 11876) III- xvii. 330 It

was capital to preach even in houses.

T c. Of persons : Dealing with capital crimes

;

also, capitally condemned. Obs.

^83 Stubbes Anat. Abus. n. 106 They, as Capytall

ludges, geue definytiue sentence of lyfe and death. 1631

GoUGE&Mfl Arrows 111. §60. 295 Putting capitall malefac-

tors to death. 1644 Prynne Check to Briton, 4 An impeni-

tent, obdurate, Capitall Delinquent,

td. Fatal. Obs.

a 1626 Bacon (J.) War, which is capital to thousands.

1701 Collier M. Antoninus 11 In the Reign of Adrian an
excellency of almost any kind was sometimes Capital to

the Owner.

e. Roman Law. Involving loss of civil rights.

1838 Arnold Hist. Rome (1846) I. xiv. 289 The punish-

ment of a libeller involved in it a diminutio capitis, and was
thus in the Roman sense of the term capital.

+ 3. Said of an enemy or enmity: Deadly,

mortal. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce ill. 2 The lord off torne . . That wes
capitale ennymy To the king. 1502 ARNOLDS Chron. ii8it)

283 A capital enmyte lyke to haue endured for eiier. 1670

Cotton Espernon L in. 109 The Bishop was his capital

Enemy. 176a Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. liv. 162 The
capital enemy of their country.

4. fig. Of defects, errors, and the like : Fatal,

vitally injurious, most serious, radical. (Passing

into sense 6 d.)

x538 Stabkev England 128 You have notyd such [faults!

as be most capytal. 1581 Mulcastkr Positions xxxiii.

11887)121 Immoderate exercise, .a very capitall enemie to

health. 161a T.Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 10(1619) 429 It

is more capitall to smite the master then a stranger. 1734
tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) II. 11. 34 Hannibal s stay at

Capua was a capital blemish in his conduct. 1855 Pkes-
cott Philip II, 11. v. (1857) 249 In the outset, he seems to

have fallen into a capital error.

II. Standing at the head. /it. and fig.
5. Of words and letters : + Standing at the head

of a page, or at the beginning of a line or para-

graph, initial [obs.). Capital letters: letters of the

form and relative size used in this position.

C1301 Chaucer Astrol. 8 This same bordure is devyded
..with 23 lettres capitals. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls Ser.)

IV. 299 The capitalle letters, .expresse this sentence. 1490

CAXTON Eneydos xxii. 84 The grete capitalle lettres of the

bygynnynge. .of the psalmesand chapytres. .ben alle mayde
fayre. 1584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria 9 It is easy for the C.

Capitall to creepe in. 1662 PefyS Diary 11 June, To have
the capitall words wrote with red ink. 1676 Moxon Print.

Lett. 10 Use a Capital Letter, .in all Proper Names. 1811

J. Bannatine in Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 420 One very

modern improvement in writing and printing, .dropping the

capital letters, except in the beginning of sentences, etc.

6. Chief; head- : a. of persons, arch, or Obs.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. xix. 37 Of pis Lawch are thre

capytale. 1461-82 Liber Niger Edw. IV"in Honseh. Ord.

73 This sergeaunt, capitall Buttler. 1530 Test, Ebor. (Sur-

tees) V, 293 Capital Sanctes under God of the aforsaid

kirkes. 16x4 T. Adams Divel's Bang. 213 Diseases, which
be Deaths capitall Chirurgions. 1683 Loud. Gaz. No. 1866/4

The Mayor, Aldermen, Bayliff, Capital Burgesses, and
Commonalty of. -Waymouth. 1753 Chambers Cycl.Supp.,

Capital lord . . the lord of the fee. 1810 in Risdon's Surv.
Devon 426 A Mayor, assisted by 18 capital burgesses.

b. of mansions, estates, towns, and cities.

Capital manor; one held in capite, or directly

from the King. Capital messuage : that occupied

by the owner of a property containing several

messuages. Capital town or city** Capital sb.

(see B. 2 below).

1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, v, The saide manour of Hampton
courte shall . . be the chiefe and capitall place and parte of

the saide honour of Hampton courte. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
1. 125 From thence, .to thecapitoll towne of the Arachosians,

515 miles. 1642 Perkins Prof. Bk. v. § 406. 175 The heire

is not compellable to assigne unto his mother . . the capitall

messuage which was his Fathers. 1667 Milton P. L. II.

924 Battering Engines bent to rase Som Capital City. Ibid.

XL 343 This had been Perhaps thy Capital Seate, from
whence had spred All generations. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. II. 214 The eldest son had the capital fee or prin-

cipal feud of his father's possessions. 1774 T. Warton Hist.

Eng. Poetry (1840) I. 18 Chained in the cloister, or church,

of some capital monastery . 1809 Bawuen tr. Domesday Bk.

589 The Abbot of Westminster claims all this because the

capital manor is given to St. Peter.

•fc. of ships: 'Of the line'; first-rate. Obs.

1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2397/4 The Capital Ships are off of

Torbay about 4 Leagues from the Shore. 1766 Smollett
Hist. Eng. (1804) V. 248 Of these capital ships (those of the
line), 17 were stationed in the East Indies.

d. of other things.

a 1535 More De quat. Noviss. Wks. 85/2, Ii. capital! vyces,

that is to wit enuye and couityce. 1597 J. Payne Royal
Exch. 44 Love ys the capitall affection in men and weinen.

1671 Milton Samson 394 To win from me My capital secret.

1749 Chesterf. Lett. II, clxxxv. 189 The Last Supper, by
Paul Veronese . . is reckoned his capital performance. 187Z

R. W. Dale Commandm. 7 The old traditions, .made Obe-
dience the capital virtue of childhood.

e. less strictly. Main, leading, weighty, im-

portant, first-class.

1724 A. Collins Gr. Chr. Relig. 20 Several capital places
in the sacred Writers. 1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds 182

These preparatory rules, generally necessary before any
capital operation. 1788 Priestley Led. Hist. 1. i. 5
All history has a capital advantage over every work of

fiction. 1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 47 He. .espoused
the daughter of a capital grocer. 1818 Hazi ttt Eng. Poets

vi. (1870) 146 So capital and undeniable a proof of the

.author's talents.

7. In mod. use : Excellent, ' first-rate \ Often
as an exclamation of approval.
1762 Ln. Radnor in Priv. Lett, 1st Ld. Malmesbury I,

85 The Hobbema is also a very capital picture. 1791 ' G.
Gambado ' Ann. Horsem. vi. (1809) 91 He clears everything
with his fore legs in a capital style. 1835 T. Hook G. Gur-
ney I. ii, Nobody said capital, or even good, or even toler-

able. 1870 E. Peacock Rat/Skirl. III. 26 He was a capital

companion. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 100 Capital,

Socrates ; by the gods, that is truly good.

8- Of or pertaining to the original funds of a

trader, company, or corporation ; principal
;
hence,

serving as a basis for financial and other opera-

tions.

1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4534/1 An Act for Enlarging the

Capital Stock of the Bank of England. 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. I. 1. ix. 98 The capital stock of Great Britain was
not diminished even by the enormous expense of the late

war. 1825 Southey in Q. Ret'. XXXII. 41 Compelled, .to

encroach largely upon its capital fund. 1884 Ld. Selbokne
in Latu Rtp. 25 Chanc. Div. 689 She may commute into

a capital sum., the benefit given to her. .by way of annuity.

III. t 9. Capital lye : the first or strongest

alkaline solution employed in the process of soap-

making. Obs. [Cf. F. capitel in same sense, med.
L. capitellum ' aqua saponis vel lixivium \ It.

capitello 'lie to wash and skoure with' ^Florio;.

So that strictly this is a distinct word.]
1704 Woklidge Diet. Rust, et Urb. s.v. SoaP, The Magis-

tral or Capital Lye . . is so strong, that an Egg will swim
therein. 1731 Bailey, Capital Lees, are the strong Lees,
made by Soap-boilers from Pot-ashes.

B. sb, [Several elliptical uses of the adjective.]

1. A capital letter. Hence To speak in capitals :

i.e. with emphasis. (Cf. A. 5.)

1649 G. Daniel Trtnarch., Rich. II, cxvti, Noe Character
so small, But through that Glass appeares a Capitall. 1676
Moxon Print. Lett. 5 A, B, C, etc. are Capitals. 1733
Swift On Poetry 99 When in Capitals exprest, The dulle-t

reader smokes the jest. 1871 L. W. Lockhakt Fair to See
I. 4 (Hoppe) ' And I AM 1* cried Puskisson, a little white
ensign, speaking in large capitals, with a voice like a Jew's
harp. 1873 Blkton Hist. Scot. VI. Ixviii. 147 The Service-

book was amply decorated with pictorial capitals.

2. A capital town or city ; the head town of a

country, province or state.

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 756 Pandamionhim, the high Capital

Of Satan and his Peers. 1750 Johnson Rambl. No. 49 f 4

He that, like Casar, would rather be the first man of a
village, than the second in the capital of the world. 1853
Robertson Serm. Ser. in. ix. 115 § -z A constant round from
the capital to the watering place, and from the watering
place to the capital.

3. A capital stock or fund. a. Commerce. The
stock of a company, corporation, or individual

with which they enter into business and on which
profits or dividends are calculated ; in a joint-

stock company, it consists of the total sum of the

contributions of the shareholders, b. Pol. Leon.

The accumulated wealth of an individual, com-
pany, or community, used as a fund for carrying on

fresh production ; wealth in any form used to help

in producing more wealth.
[1611 Cotgk., Capital, wealth, worth; a stocke, a man's

principal!, or chiefe, substance.] 1630-0 Wotton Lett. A>

Treat. 459 ( K. O.) 1647 Clarendon Hut. Reb. VII. 118471

441/1 Such anticipations upon all kinds of receipts for monies
borrowed and already spent, that they had no capital for

future security. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v.. Power given

by Parliament to the South-Sea Company to increase their

capital. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 51 You began ill . . You set

up your trade without a capital. 1793 Bentham Emancip.
Col. Wks. 1843 IV. 411 In proportion to the quantity of
capital a country has at its disposal, will, .be the quantity

of its trade. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 442 The gen-

tlemen of fortune turn their capitals into this channel.

1825 M cCui.loch Pol. Econ. 11. ii. 73 The accumulation, .of

the produce of previous labour, or, as it is more commonly
termed, of capital or stock. Ibid. 114 Credit, .enables those

who have capitals, .to lend them to those who are desirous

to obtain them. 1863 Fenn Eng. For. Funds 26 Bank
Stock.. is the capital of the Corporation of the Bank of

England. 187^ Helps Soc. Press, in. 54 The immense
difficulty that it is for any human being without capital

to ensure himself a living.

c. Fixed capital : that which remains in the

owner's possession, as working cattle, tools, ma-
chinery, etc. Circulating, floating capital: that

which is constantly changing hands or passing

from one form into another, as goods, money, etc.

1776 Adam Smith W. N. (1869) I. 11. i. 276 His capitaMs

continually going from him in one shape, and returning to him
in another. Such capitals . . may . . be called circulating

capitals. 1825 M^Culloch Pol. Econ. II. ii. 95 What could

he do without the assistance of fixed capital or tools?

d. fig. ; also phrase, To make capital out of: to

turn to account.

1847 Helps Friends in C. (1851) I. 28 To reject the ac-

cumulated mental capital of ages. 1855 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. xxv. (18691 rV« 314 He tried to make, .political capital

out of the desolation of his house. 1865 Mrs. Riddell G.
Geith II. ii. 26 The quietest, most conciliating manners that

ever a man made capital out of. 1885 Stevenson Dr.
Jekyll i. 8 If you choose to make capital out of this accident.

4. Fortif. (See quot.)

1706 Phillips, Capital, the line . . drawn either from the

angle of the Polygon to the point of the Bastion, or from

I

the point of the Bastion to the middle of the Gorge 1853
' Stocqueler Mil. Encycl., Capital., is an imaginary line

i bisecting the salient angle of a work.

-I
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+ 5. (See quot.) Obs.

1709 G. Smith Laborat. I. 188 One part of capital or cream
of clay.

Capital (ksrpitil), v. [f. the sb.] trans. To
furnish or adorn with a capital.
1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. I. ix. § 20 They shod and capi-

tated the mouldings till they looked like a group of shafts.

Capitaled ikarpitald),///. a. [f. Capital sb.

+ -ed 2
.] a. Arch. Furnished with a capital, b.

Supplied with capital. (Chiefly in comb.)
1803 Ann. Rev. I. 383/1 The. .sluggish proceedings of an

under-capitaled community. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. I.

i. § 17 All Romanesque, massy-capitaled buildings. 1853

C. Bronte Villeite xx. (D.) The white column capitalled

with gilding.

Capitalhood (kse-pitalhud). [f. Capital sb* +
-hood.] The condition of being a capital city.

1865 Examiner 25 Nov. 743 Her [Florence's] half forgotten

dreams of capital-hood are more than realized.

Capitalism (kscpitili -z'm ,. [f. Capital t&J* +
-ISM.] The condition of possessing capital ; the

position of a capitalist ; a system which favours

the existence of capitalists.

1854 Thackeray Newcomes II. 75 The sense of capitalism
sobered and dignified Paul de Florae. 1877 A. Douai Better
Times (1884) 10 This institution of private capitalism is ofa
comparatively recent origin. 1884 Pall MallG. 11 Sept. 6/1

A loophole for capitalism to creep in upon the primitive

Christian communism.

Capitalist (kx-pitalisi.). [f. Capital sb% +
-1st.] One who has accumulated capital ; one

who has capital available for employment in

financial or industrial enterprises. Also attrib.

179a A. Young Tra?'. France 529 A gross evil of these

direct imposts is, that of moneyed men, or capitalists, escap-
ing all taxation. 1813 Coleridge Tabled. 27 Apr., The
poor-rates are the consideration paid by . . capitalists for

having labour at demand. 1845 Disraeli Sybil (1863) 95
The capitalist flourishes, he amasses immense wealth ; we
sink, lower and lower ; lower than the beasts of burthen.

1867 J. B. Kinnear Quest, /or Refd. Parlt. 213 The capi-
talist class.

Capitali'stic, a. [f. Capitalist + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to capitalists.

1877 A. Dolai Better Times (1884) 7 The offshoot of
capitalistic production. 1884 Christian C7nion(X. l'.)24Apr.

390 The substitution of some form of co-operation in pro-

duction and exchange for the capitalistic method.

Capitalization pitalaiz^ Jan). [f. Capi-
talize + -AT10N.]

1. The action of converting into capital, or of

representing an annual income or payment by its

capital value.

i860 Sat. Rev. IX. 3/2 Her creditors, .agreed to the capi-
talization of their overdue dividends. 1885 Sir H. Cotton
in Law Rep. 30 Chanc. Div. 243 The profits . . were to be
capitalized, and she was only to have the income arising
from that capitalization.

2. Conversion into a capital city.

1865 Tall Mall G. 9 Oct. 10 Florence is being summarily
subjected to the advantages of capitalization.

3. The action of printing in capitals.
1864 in Webster, etc.

Capitalize karpitahiz
, v. [f. Capital sb.-

+ -IZE.]

1. trans. To convert into capital.
1868 Rogers Fol. Econ. xxiii. (ed. 3) 307 Notes bearing

interest, to be subsequently capitalised into a funded debt.
1885 Sir E. Kay in Law Times Rep. LI I. 369/2 The com-
pany were authorised, .to capitalise the reserved fund.

fig. X878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXV1I. 341 They should
teach us to capitalize our philosophy.

2. To convert (a periodical income or payment)
into an equivalent capital sum ; to compute or

realize the present value of such a payment for a
definite or indefinite length of time.
1856 Times 22 Jan.

t
As to the project ofcapitalizing incomes,

that is another affair. 1861 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt.
III. cxlv. 131 The hundred millions . . must be, as the term
learnt in France I think is, capitalized.

3. To print in capitals, nonce-use.
1850 Whipple Aft <$• Rev. II. 264 Capitalizing the names

of abstract qualities.

Hence Capitalized ppl.a., Capitalizer (karpita-
laizai) sb.f Ca pitalizing vbl. sb.

1863 Gladstone Financ. Staiem. 33 The capitalized value
of the income. 1880 Atlantic Monthly Dec. 849 The ad-
ministrator of capital and labour is not a mere middleman

;

he is a capitalizer. 188a W. B. Weeden Soc. Law Labor
28 Small farmers .. are almost always capitalizes. 1880
Atlantic Monthly Dec. 848 Capitalizing; that is the con-
verting of capital and labour into more capital.

Capitalless (kie*pitlljttt), a. [f. Capital sb.

+ -less ] Without capital ; having no capital.
1866 chump Banking \\. 65 Dishonest speculation which

thoroughly bad and capitalless houses have practised.

Capitally (.ksc pitali), adv. [f. Capital a. +
LY '-C] In a capital manner.
1. In a manner involving loss of life, as in To

punish or accuse capitally,
»6«9 N. Brent tr. Sarpi"s Hist. Count. Trent (1676) 410

Those that are infected with Heresie ought to be proceeded
against capitally. 1695 Bp. Patrick Comm. Gen. xlii. 15 He
was punished capitally. X741 Middleton Cicero I. v. 378
I he people could not condemn, nor even try a man capitally.
1837 Thirlwall Greece IV. xxxv. 396 He was capitally im-
peached.

2. Fatally, seriously.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. c. 394 So capitally bad. 1741

Richardson Pamela II. 77 None but the Presumptuous,
^

the Conceited, and the Thoughtless, err capitally. 1835 1

,

Taylor Spir. Despot, ix. 376 Those who are capitally . . in

fault.

3. Principally, mainly, eminently, in an im-

portant degree.
1786 T. Jefferson Writ. (1850) I. 586 The commerce, .so

far as it depended on that article, which was very capitally

too. 1836 Foster in Life <$• Corr, (1846) II. 304 Capitally
fantastic, witty, and brilliant,

4. Excellently, admirably.
1750 Warblrton Julian Wks. 181 1 VIII. 90 The action

too was capitally interesting. 1810 Scott Let. in Lockhart
11842) 191 Miss Baillie's play went off capitally here. 1875
JowETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 331 You understand me capitally,

Socrates.

5. In capital letters : in large characters.

1755 Young Centaur vi. Wks. IV. 259 In heaven's, .effort

for our welfare, is capitally written the Dignity of Man.
Ca pitalness. [f. Capital a. + -XSM.] The

condition or fact of being capital.

x6xx Cotor., Capita/ile", capitalnesse ; or a capitall fact.

[ I
Capitan (kapita'n, karpitsen;. Also 8 capi-

dan, (7-8 captain). [Sp. capitan Captain.]
Mostly attrib., as in Capitan (or Captain) Pacha,
the chief admiral of the Turkish fleet. Hence
capitan galley — next.

[1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2320/3 The Captain Bassa or Lord
Admiral, xw Ibid. No. 4336/6 The Captain Pasha will go
. .with the Gailies .. into the Archipelago.) X755 Smollett
Quix. (1803) II. 150, I rowed in the capitan galley of the
Three Lanthorns at Navarino. x8« Willis PencilUngs
II. v. 96 He was formerly capitan pasha, or admiral-in-chief
of the fleet, a 1849 J. C. Mangan Poems (1859) 182 Many
a Capitan, and bey.

II Capitana kapita'na). [It., Sp., and Pg.
capitana in same sense, prop, adj., fern, of capitan,

o, qualifying nave 1 ship ' or other word.] The
chief or admiral's ship.

1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1988/1 The Capitana of the Gailies

of Naples, .was in a great storm cast away. X7»8 Morgan
Algiers II. v. 315 Algiers lost . . their Capitana or Admiral.
1843 Prescott Mexico EL iv. (1864) 87 Orders were given ..

to take the direction of the capitana or admiral's ship.

Ca'pitanate. [ad. It. capilanato.'] The office

of a Capitano.
1818 J. C Hobhouse /list. Illustr. 523 Ve. . were, .in*

jured first by what was called a Senate, then under the
name of a Capitanate.

Capitalize, obs. form of Captain.

II Capitano (.kapitano . [It. ;= Captain.] A
captain, headmnn, or chief.

161 1 Corvat Crudities 283 The Pra?fectus otherwise called

the Capitano .. over all their [VenitianJ forces. X705 Ad-
dison Italy (1766)87 The chief officers of the commonwealth
are the two Capitaneos. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea
1 10, I made him a Capitano, by giving him a frock and
drawers of chintz. 1847 Disraeli Tancreds. viii.

Capitanery, -ry : see Captainry.
Capitate (karpiU't), a. Nat. Hist. [ad. L.

capiltlt-us headed, f. caput
y
capit- head : cf. next,

and see -ate- a.]

1. Having a distinct head, knob-headed.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. 4/ Min, Introd., Gudgin, capi-

tate and not capitate. 1807 J. K. Smith Phys. Bat, 274
[The Pistil] capitate, forming a little round head. 1848
Dana Zoofk. 135 Tentacles long and capitate.

2. Hot. Having the inflorescence in a close

terminal cluster or head, as in composite flowers.

1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 285 The capitate Herb, whose
flowers are fistular. 1794, Martvn Rousseau's Bot. x. 103
Capitate flowers like the thistles. x86x Miss Pratt Flower.
PI. V. 298 Dense-headed Rush, or Capitate Rush.

Hence Ca pitated ///. a., with same meaning.
X676 Grew Anat. Flov-ers App. 5 15 Without Stalks, that

is. Capitated, as in Scabious. X763 Khret in Phil. Trans.
LIII. 132 Having a globular or capitated stigma.

Capitate (kx-pitt'O, v. Math. [f. as prec]

(See quot.)
1884 Cavi.ey Mem. Semtnvariants in Amer. Jmt. Math.

VII. 1. 10 We capitate a symbol by prefixing to it a number
which is not less than the highest number contained in it

:

thus 55a may t>e capitated into 5552, 6552, etc.

Capitatioil (kivpit^'JdnV [ad. L. capilatioti-

em (sense 2), f. caput, capit- head, having the

form of noun of action from a vb. : see prec. and
-ATION.]

1. The counting of heads or persons.
X614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. 418 This law of capitation.

1646 Sir T. Hrowne Pseud. Fp. 360 For not performing
the commandement of God concerning capitation.

2. a. The levying of a tax or charge by the head,

i. e. upon each person, b. A tax or fee paid for

each head ; a poll tax. c. A payment or fee of so

much per head from pupils, etc.

1641 Kwrs (title). Speech, touching the Bill of a Capi-
tation or Poll-money. 1696 Luttrei.l Brief Ret. '1857)
IV. 156 To make the whole capitation about 5 millions.

1745 Fielding True Pair. Wks. 1775 IX. 317 Demand-
ing two millions, to be immediately raised by capita-

I tion. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 281 According to the

last capitation, there were 166,871 Jews in Poland .. who
paid the tax. Ibid. 461 All other religions are. .included in

this system of toleration, on paying a certain capitation.

Mod. The Head Master's salary, paid partly by a capita-

I tion on each pupil.

3. Attrib. and Comb., as capitation-consumption,

-lax; also f capitation-drugget, stuff", etc. (see

quots.)
;
capitation grant, a grant of a certain

sum for every person who fulfils certain conditions,

as to a school for scholars who pass a test examin-
ation, to volunteers, etc.

1886 Pal/Mall G. 19 Oct,, We find, .the average "capita-
tion consumption of tobacco about 8 lb. 3 oz. 1690 B. £.
Diet. Cant. Crew, * Capitation-Drugget, a Cheap, Slight
Stuff, called so from the Tax of that Name. 186s Sat. Rev.
15 Mar., It would be quite possible to merge several of the
existing grants [for education] into a single capitation
grant. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4031/4 Some Druggets, *Capi-
tation Stuffs, and Shalloons. 1776 Adah Smith W. N.
(1869) II. v. ii. 466 *Capitation taxes are levied at little ex-
pense. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 113 A capitation
tax upon pilgrims to the temple of Jagannath. 1701 Lond.
Gaz. No. 3740/4 An Olive 'Capitation Wastcoat.

Capitative, a. [f. L. capital- (see prec)+-lVK.]
Reckoned by the head ;

1 per head \
1879 Gladstone in 19M Cent. Sept. 571 The capitative

addition made by their population to our commerce.

f Ca'pitaynate. Sc. Obs. [f. capitayn, obs. f.

Captain + -ate 1
.] A captainship.

1593 Dee Diary (1843) 43 Jan. 7th I receyved letters from
the \43Td I .a-ky from his capttaynate in Livonia.

II Ca pite .kae'piu"). L., ablat. of caput head,
occurring in the phrase tenere in capite to hold

(of the king) in chief; whence tenant, tenure in

capite, and attrib. uses, as capite-lauds, and the

treatment of capite in Law Diets, as 1 The name of

a tenure {abolished by Act 12 Chas. II, xxiv.) t by
which land was held immediately of the King, or

of the crown \
16 1 6 I s.v. Capite, a tenure, when a man holdeth

lands, immediately of the king as of his crowne. a 1626

Bacon Use Com. Law(\b-$(>) 39 If a man be seized of capite

lands and soccage, he cannot devise but two parts of the
whole. 1634 Sanderson Serm. II. 391 A single rood of
capite-land will bring the whole estate into wardship. 1641

Temtes de la Ley 46 Capite is a Tenure that holdeth im-
mediatly of the King, as of his Crowne- 1755 in Johnson.

f Capite-berne. Sc. Obs. Also capy-. [app, f.

cappit, Capped or Caped + Fr. * bertte a kind of

Moorish garment, or such a mantle as Irish gentle-

women weare' (Cotgr.).] Perh. a cape or hood.

1473 in Act. Ld. Treas. Scott. I. 29, ij£ elne of blak for a
clolc and capiteberne for the Quene. 1474 Ibid. 22, ji
elne of satyne to lyne a cipiberne of the Kingis clok. .'•/

24, v quarteris of vellus to lyne a capitbirne for a riding

gowne to the King.

Capitel 1, -ele, -il, obs. ff. Capital, Capitle.

Capitellate kapi teUt), a. [f. L. capitellum

(see next) + -ate - 2.] Furnished with a capitel-

lum or small head
;
terminating in a small knob.

Cf. Capitate.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 240 Stigma capitellate.

II Capite 11um. [I., dim. of caput or itsdim.

capitulum) head.] A little head. In Phys. The
rounded eminence on the outer surface of the

lower end of the humerus or upper arm.
1871 Miyart Flem. Anat. 148 A rounded prominence,

called the capitellum, which joins the outer bone of the

fore-arm or radius.

t Ca-pitle. Obs. Also 4-5 itil, -ytle, -itele.

fa. ONr\ capitle :—L. capitulum, dim. of caput

head. Another form of Chapitle, chapter.]

1. ? A chapter ; or V a capital city.

1340 Aytnb, 4 3 pe zenne of ham bet . . purchaceb be stryfs

andpe werres in cites ober ine capiteles, ober betuene be

v men.
2. A chapter of a book (or the like).

1340 Ayenb. t pise byeb be capiteles of be boc uol^inde.

1 1380 Wvclif Serm. Scl. Wks. t 134 As tellib be Gospel of

Joon in be same capitle. .14.30 Lvnc Bochas t. x. 11554'

20b, In this Capitle id 1558 chapitle) [Bochas] gan direct

his stile To write the story, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 61

Capytle, or chapytle, or captur, capitulum.

3. A summary.
138a Wvclik Hebr. viii. 1 Forsothe a capitle vpon tho

thingis that ben seid. 1388 Ibid. (Gloss) A capitil, that is

a schort comprehending of many thingis.

Capitol(k3e*pitfn). Forms: 4capitole, (-hole,

-olye), 4-5 capit-, capytoile, -olie, 7 capitoll,

7- capitol. [ME capitolie, capitoile, a. ONF.
capitolie, Parisian capitoile ( = It. capitolio , ad. L.

capitolium, a derivative of capt4them\. The mod.F.
capitole and Eng. capitol are new adaptations of

the L.]

1. Literally, A citadel on the head or top of a

hill. esp. The great national temple of Rome,
dedicated to Jupiter Optimus Maximus, on the

Satumian or Tarpeian (afterwards called Capito-

linc) Hill; sometimes applied to the whole hill

including the arx or citadel.

1375 Harbour Bruce I. 543 Syne in hys capitole wes
he [Caesar] Throw thaim of his consaill priue, Slayne.
t 1386 Chaucer Motikes T. 713 This Iulius to the capitolie

[v.r. capitolye, capithole, capitoile] went. ?,/i4oo Morte
A rth. 96 At Rome . . Appere . . In be kydd capytoile before
be kyng selvyne, X475 Bk. Noblesse 10 Brcnus. . wanne and
conquerid to Rorne^ except the capitoile of Rome. x6oi

Shaks. yul. C. 1. lii. 36 Comes Oesar to the Capitoll

to morrow? 167X Milton P. R. iv. 47 There the Capitol
thou seest. .On the Tarpeian rock. 1838 Arnold Rome I.

315 The commons in that revolution occupied the Capitol.



CAPITOSE. 9fi CAPITULUM.

b. trans/, andfig.
c 1630 Dkumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. ("1711) 29 The spot-

less sp'rits of light . . Greet their great victor in his capitol.

1682 Sik T. Browne Chr. Mor. 26 Triumphs not leading
up into capitols, but up into the highest heavens. 1751
Chambers Cycl. s.v., Antiently the name capitol was. .ap-

plied to all the principal temples, in most of the colonies.

2. U. S. ' The edifice occupied by the congress

of the United States in their deliberations. Also,

in some states, the state-house, or house in which
the legislature holds its sessions ' (Webster).

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 98 The president's house is

situated at the opposite extremity of Pennsylvania avenue
from the Capitol.

Hence Capitolian, Capi'toline a., of or per-

taining to the Capitol
;
Capitoline games : games

in honour of Capitoline Jove.
1618 Holvday Juvenal 142 He could not add the capi-

tolian oaken garland to the Alban olive garland, a 1822
Shelley Liberty vii, Gold profaned thy capitolian throne.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 508 Ammonian Jove, or Capitoline,

was seen. 01789 Buhnky Hist. Mus. (ed. 2) II. i. 6 In the
time of this Emperor [Constantine] . . the Capitoline games
were abolished.

Capitol^l, obs. form of Capital.

Capitose ^kce pit^'^s), a. [f. L. caput, capit-

head + -ose.] a. Having a large head. b. Obstin-

ate, headstrong. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

\\ Capitoul (kapit«l). [F. caption/, a. Pr.

capitol :—late L. capitdlium, for capitnhtni chapter,

town -hall.] A name given, to the municipal

magistrates of Toulouse.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour
I V . 243 Their eschevins were called capitouls. 1818 Hallam
Mid. Ages (1872) I. 347 The capitouls of Toulouse pretend
to an extravagant antiquity.

t Capitoulate- Ol>s. Also capitolat, -ulate.

[ad. Fr. capiioulat, f. capitoul : see prec] a. The
dignity of a capitoul. b. A ward or quarter of a

city presided over by a capitoul.

1586 T. B. La Prima.ud. Fr. Acad. (1589) 591 The Stats
yeerely held in the Provinces, the Mairalties of townes,
Shreevalties, Consulships, Capitolats, & Church-wardens,
are as it were the forme of a Democraty. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp. s.v., Tholouse is now divided into eight capitu-
lates or quarters.

Capitulant (kapHi/?lant). [a. F. capitulant,

pr. pple. of capituler to Capitulate.] One who
capitulates.

1839-57 Alison Hist. Europe xxvii. §99 Gaining posses-

sion of the fortress which the capitulants held.

Capitular (kaprti/idaj), a. and sb. [ad. med.
L. capitular-is adj., capitulare sb., f. capitulum in

its various senses : see below.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to an ecclesiastical chapter
;

governed by a chapter.
1611 Cotgr., Capitulaire, capitular; of, or belonging to,

a chapter. 1651 Life Father Sarpi (.1676,) 36 That in a ca-

pitular action . . should be sent forth two Apostolical Briefs.

1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 787 Seizing the temporalities of
bishops and capitular bodies. 1861 A. B. Hope Eng.
Catliedr. xqtk C. 182 Some of the old cathedrals had been
served by cUapters of canons, others by monks—all were
hereafter to be capitular.

2. Phys, Of or pertaining to a terminal pro-

tuberance of bone. Cf. Capitulum 2.

1872 M ivart Elem. Anat. 28 The first of these articular
sources is termed 'capitular'. 1881 — Cat 37 One kind,
attached to the centrum, are called capitular.

3. Hot. Growing in small heads, as the Dandelion
does. 1846 Worcester cites Loudon ; and in mod. Diets

B. sb, [various elliptical uses of the adj.]

1. A member of an ecclesiastical chapter.

1726 Ayliffe Parergon 201 The Cha'pter may. .make De-
crees and Statutes which shall bind the Chapter itself and
all its Members or Capitulars. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy
(1802) IV. 20 The dean of Strasburg . . the capitulars and
domiciliars (capitularly assembled) . . all wished, etc.

2. = Capitulary B 2.

1660 Jf.r. Taylor Rule Conscience iv. i. (R.) The capitular
of Charles the Great joyns dicing and drunkenness to-

gether. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v., In these capitulars did
the whole French jurisprudence antiently consist. 1809-10
Coleridge Friend (1818) I. 142 Nothing gives us a better

notion of the . . French monarchy, than the third capitular
of the year 811.

3. ? A law or statute of a chapter, or of an ec-

clesiastical council ; a canon ; alsofig.
a 1667 Jer. Taylor Serin. (1678) 90 Our Blessed Saviour

made those capitulars and canons of Religion. 1721-1800
Bailey, Capitulars, ordinances or injunctions of kings or
bishops, about Ecclesiastical Affairs. 1751 Chambers Cycl.,

Capitular or capitulary, denotes an act passed in a chapter,
either of knights, canons, or religious.

4. ? A heading or title of a chapter.
1846-7 Maskell Mon, Rit. I. p. Hv, Here must be men-

tioned a Capitular which not unfrequently is to be met with
in MSS. of the New Testament in English .

.
' Here begyn-

nythe a rule, that tellith in whiche chapitris of the bible.

.

ye mown fynd the epistlis and the gospels'.

t Capitularly, adv. Obs. [f. Capitular a.

+ -ly z
.] In the form of, or as, a chapter.

170Z Acc. Transact. Present Convocation 5 The Dean and
Prebendarys.. meeting Capitularly in the Jerusalem Cham-
ber. 1711 Swift Let. Mr. St. John 11 May (R.) You could
do nothing but when all three were capitularly met. 1761
[see Capitular B. i],

Capitulary (kaprti/flari), a. and sb. [ad.

med.L. capituldrius, -turn in same senses ; F.

capitulaire. Cf. Capitular.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to a chapter.

1774 T. Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry III. § 35 (R.) The
register of the capitulary acts of York Cathedral. 1861
Times 23 May {Milan), The Capitulary Vicar has prohibited
the clergy from taking part in the approaching national fete.

B. sb.

1. A member of an ecclesiastical chapter. ? Obs.

1694 Luttrell BriefRcl. (1857) III. 298 The grand dean
. .adjourned the chapter, .and retired with 22 capitularies.

2. A collection of ordinances (in mod.L. called

capitula), especially those made on their own
authority by the Frankish kings.

1650 Elderfield Tythes 111 And the capitularies [say]

that they were the vows of the faithful. 1747 Carte 1

Hist. Eng. I. 240 Enjoined by the capitularies of Charle-
]

Magne. 1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, iii. (1862) 54 We
have also an ordinance of 829, the Capitulary of Worms.
1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. i. 10 Germany, except in the few
Capitularies of the Frank sovereigns, has no central or

common written law.

3. A heading, title, category.
1824-9 Landor liuag. Conv.ySouthey <y Porson 1. All that

portion of our metre, .ranged under the capitulary of lyric.

t Capi'tulate, ppl> a. Obs. [ad. med. L.

capitulat-tts, pa. pple. of capitulare 1 capitulis ali-

quid distinguere ' (Du Cange), to draw up under
distinct heads, f. capitulum head of a discourse,

chapter, title, dim. of caput head.]

Reduced to heads
;

agreed or laid down in a

number of distinct heads or items
;
stipulated.

1528 Gardiner in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. 1, 09 It is capitu-
late between the king's highness and the French king to

make actual war in Flaundres. 1574 Hellowes Gueuara's
Ep. (1577) 19 It was a law made and capitulate by the
Lawyers. 1600 Holland Livy xxiv. vi. 512 It was capitu-
late and covenanted, that, .the river Himera, etc.

Capitulate (k&pi'tijfl^t , v. [f. prec. or on
analogy of vbs. so formed : see -ate 3

.J

T 1. trans. To draw up in chapters, or under
heads or articles ; to specify, enumerate. Obs.

J5?3 Lodge Wm. Longbeard Eijb, The lawes. .which we
capitulate at sea are not.. used on lande. 1608 Topsei.l
Serpents 600 The places of serpents abode being thus
generally capitulated. < 1645 Howell Lett. (1678) 116.

1678 Marvell De/. Jf<xve\Vks. 1875 IV. 182 The Discourse
..capitulates that Mr. Howe should by efficacious intend
infallibility, etc.

fb. intr.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 81 For an assay .. of his

pen, he capitulated on the births of monsters.

f 2. intr. To draw up articles of agreement ; to

arrange or propose terms ; to treat, bargain, parley.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. ii. 120 Percy, Northumberland,
..Mortimer, Capitulate against vs. 1618 Sir T. L,AKE_in

Fortescne Papers 38 He did not intend to capitulate with
his Majesty. 1669 Baxter Call Unconv. 247 Think not to

capitulate with Christ, and divide your heart betwixt him
and the world. 1697 Dampie^. Voy. (1729) I. 220 The
Spaniards . . capitulated day after day to prolong time.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VII. 344 It bad the ap-

pearance of meanly capitulating with you. 1815 Welling-
ton in Gurw. Disp. XII. 355 We must not capitulate with
mutiny in any shape. 1816 Southey Ess. (1832)1. 322 Those
magistrates, .who capitulated with the. .agricultural rioters,

and. .acceded to the demands of a mob.

fb. With various constructions : To make con-

ditions, stipulate, agree. Obs.
1580 North Plutarch (16761 965 Plemminius. .did capitu-

late with Lepidus to render up the Town. 1580 Sidney
Arcadia iv. (.1590) 432 To capitulate what tenements they
should have. x6oa Segar Hon. Mil. <y Civil m. x'ui. 126

Two gentlemen capitulate to fight on horseback. 1715 De
FoeHou. 3* fust. 41841) 16, I capitulate for so much justice

as to explain myself. 1818 Mrs. Shelley Frankenst. iv,

The man who thus capitulated for his safety.

t 3. trans, a. To make terms about, agree upon
the terms of; to formulate, arrange for, conclude,

b. To make the subject of negotiation. Obs.

1593 Lodge Wm. Longbeard Fijb, A peace lately capitu-

lated betwixt Dagobert, kinge of France and Grimoald.
(21649 Chas. I. Wks. 230 Hehad no Commission, .to capitu-
late anything concerning Religion. 1661 Webster Thra-
cian Wonder n. i, How dare you, sir, capitulate the cause?

4. intr. To make terms of surrender ; to sur-

render or yield on stipulated terms, in opposition

to surrendering at discretion. The ordinary use

;

said ofa general, force, garrison, fortress, town, etc.

1689 Luttrell BriefRet. {1857) 547 The 12th, the duke
of Gourdon beat a parly, and desired to capitulate. 1705
Loud. Gaz. 4160/3 The Castle of Mittau began to capitulate

the 14th instant. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, V. v. 439 Want
of provisions quickly obliged Trevulci to capitulate. 1874
Bancroft Footpr. Time iii. 160 Washington . -after defend-
ing himself one day, capitulates.

fig. 1714 Sped. No. 566 r 8, I still pursued, and, about
two o'clock this afternoon, she thought fit to capitulate.

1841-4 Emerson Wks. (Bohn) I. 21, I am ashamed to think
how easily we capitulate to badges and names,

b. trans. To surrender upon terms.
1847 R. Hamilton Reiv. § Punishnt. vi. (1853) 264 We

cannot capitulate the premises. 1870 Daily Tel. 22 Sept.,

The new Minister, .seems, .disposed to the policy of capitu-

lating France.

Hence Capi'tulated ppl. a. Capi'tulatiiig

vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrte 331 A Combate capitulated,

that is to wit, a Combate, wherin are set downe . . diuers

Articles or conditions, as to the manner of the battaile.

1654 Earl Orrery Parthenissa {16761 281 This capitulating

Traytor. 1753 Smollett CI. Fathom (1784) 154/1 He put
on his capitulating face.

Capitulation (kapi^tiwlJi'/an"). [a. F. capitu-

lation, ad. med.L. capitulation-cm, n. of action f.

capitulare to draw up under heads.] The action

of the verb Capitulate.
*{* 1. The action of arranging in chapters or heads

;

a portion of a work so arranged. Obs.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3) Capitulation, distinguish-
ing by parts, bringing to hands [? heads].

2. A statement of the heads of a subject ; sum-
mation, summary, enumeration ; cf. recapitulation.

1579 Fenton Gtticciard. 1. « 1 599 ) 15 This is the capitula-

tion and summe of them [the conditions of a convention].

1638 Heywood Port Piety 264, I should but spend paper in

a meere capitulation of their names. 1882 Stevenson Men
<y Bis. 124 Capitulation is not description.

t 3. The making of terms, or of a bargain or

agreement
;
stipulation. Obs.

1589 I'uttenham Eng. Poesie fArlO 298 In conuersation
simple, in capitulation subtill and mistnistfull, 1647 Clau-
endon Hist. Rcb. vt. (1843' 347/2. 1721 Strypk Reel. Mem.
I. 1. xii. 103 Appointing by capitulation what the pope
should do.

fb. pi. Articles or terms of a treaty, stipula-

tions, covenants, conditions. Obs.
1580 North Plutarch < 16761 377 The capitulations which

the F.phori sent unto him, were these. 1667 Treaty in

Magens lusu?-ances II. 530 The Kings of Great Britain and
Spain shall .. keep .. all and singular the Capitulation^
in this present Treaty agreed. 1721 Strype Eccl. Mem.
II, 1. xxvii. 221 Soldiers .. bail been paid for their service

..according to their capitulations. 1728 Mohgan Hist.
Algiers II. iv. 285 The Capitulations between his Imperial

Majesty and his new Ally.

f c. An agreement on specified terms, a cove-

nant, convention, treaty. Obs.

1535 GARDINER in Strype EccL Metn. I. n. Ixv. 161 In
case.. any of them should swerve from any piece of the

capitulation by force of the emperor. 1642 Bridge Wound.
Consc. Cured § 4. 29 Then the Doctor comes to the matter
of capitulation or covenant. 1691 Luttrell Brief Ret.

(1857) 212 The French at Mons had already broke their

capitulation with the burghers. 1798 Dallas Amer. Lain
Rep. II. 459 The rights which descended to him in con-
sequence of his father's original capitulation. 1843 PrES-
cott Mexico vn. iv. 11864) 444 The terms of his [Columbus]
original ' capitulation ' with the crown.

d. spec, (a.) The agreement or conditions sworn
to by the former German emperors at theirelection.

(b.) The agreements made by the Swiss cantons

with foreign powers respecting the regiments of

Swiss who took service under them, (c.) The
articles by which the Porte gave special immunities

and privileges to French subjects; extended subse-

quently to those of other nations.
1622 Trot. Princes in Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 74 As was

agreed upon in the Capitulation Royal, and Fundamental
Law of the Empire. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour II. 26 Every
Emperor is tied down at his coronation to some new
articles, which are called terms of capitulation. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. II. 472 European merchants live here in ..

splendour and safety . . owing to particular capitulations

with the Porte. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I. viii. 116.

1872 Freeman Grmvth Eng. Const. 209 The system of

military capitulations . . by the Cantons. 1884 Twiss Law
Nations I. 463 It may be doubted whether the term 'Ca-
pitulations' came into use before the Treaty of 1535 between
France and the Porte.

4. The making of terms for surrender ; the action

of surrendering to an enemy upon stipulated terms.

1650 Cromwell Let. 18 Dec. (Carlyle) The gentlemen you
desire .. to treat and conclude of the capitulation. 1769
Robertson Chas. V, V. iv. 407 Clement . .was soon obliged

to demand a capitulation. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I.

1. i. 17 In Greece to offer earth and water was the sign of

capitulation. Mod. The capitulation of Metz.

b. The instrument containing the terms.

1793 Ld. Alxkland Corr. III. 9, I.. enclose the capitula-

tions of Breda and Gertruydenberg. 1849-50 AusonHt'st.
Europe VIII. Iv. § 34. 590 At daybreak the capitulation was
signed.

Capi'tulator, [agent-noun 'in L. form, from

Capitulate v.] One who capitulates.

i6ix Cotgr., Capituleur, a capitulator. 1632 in Sher-

wood ; 1846 in Worcester ; and in mod. Diets.

Capitulatory (kaprti^latSTi), a. [f. as prec.

4- -ory.] Of or pertaining to capitulation ; cf.

recapitulatory.

1833 Lamb Elia {i860) 243 In their tedious genealogies, or

their capitulatory brass monuments?
Capitule, -ull, obs. ff. Capitle, Capital.

[| Capitulum (kaprti//hmi). [L. ; dim. ofcaput

head.] A little head or knob.

1. Eccl. A short 1 lesson ' from Scripture.

1753 in Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1883 ^feCmE Sketches <$-

Stud. 29 The last page of the capitula of St. John's Gospel.

2. Phys. 1 A protuberance of bone received into

a hollow portion ofanother bone 1

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1755 in Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1881 Mivart Cat 37 They
articulate with the heads, or the capitula, of the ribs.

3. Pot. * A close head of sessile flowers. Also

a term vaguely applied among fungals to the re-

ceptacle, pileus, or peridium '
( Treas. Boti).

1721-1800 Bailey, Cafiitulum [among Botanists] is the

Head or Flowring Top of any Plant. 1830 Lindley Nat.
Syst. Bot. 106 The neutral florets . . being quite open in very
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many capitula. 1861 S. Thomson Wild Flowers 1. (ed.

4J 91
The flower-head or capitulum of such a plant as the daisy.

4. Zoo/. The body of a bamacle together with

the case containing it ; so called from its forming
a head to the peduncle or foot-stalk.

1872 Nicholson Palaeont. 152 At its free extremity the
peduncle bears the 'capitulum '.

Capivara, var. of Capybara.
Capivi, var. of Copaiba.

Capkin (kae'pkin). nottce-ivd. [f. Cap sb. +
-kin.] A little cap.

1844 Blackw. Mag- LVT. 215 The small mannikins had .

.

thrown down their broad brown capkins.

Caplan, obs. form of Capelin.

Ca'ple, capul. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : a. 4-5
capel, 4-6 capil, 5 capylle, 5-6 capill, 6 capyl,

4-7 caple. £. 4-9 capul, 5 capulle, 5-6 capull.

In Drayton cauple. [ME. capel, -il, -yl, -ul, cor-

responds to Icel. kapall (for kapal-r, nag, hack,

mare ; also to Ir. capall, capttll horse, mare, Gael.

capall mare, the relations between which are un-

certain ; the ultimate source is prob. L. caball-us

horse, hack. See also Caball, and its variants.

Not in Old Irish iWindisch): Manx has cabbyl, Welsh
ceffyl iDavies, not in Pughc, Cornish cevil, kevil, heftyI
(also in place names as Nanhevt'l, PtMt*vil\ Breton caval
(in Lagadeuc's Catholicon 1499, and in Rostrenen 1732, not
in Legonidec 1

. These forms point to no common Celtic
source, but to separate adoption from L., Norman Fr., and
peril. Eng. The Irish capall was evidently directly from
I., caballus. The Icelandic word is chiefly in ecclesiastical

documents after 13th c, and may be directly from L., or

perh. immed. through Irish. The immediate source of the
ME. word is not determined.]

Ahorse: in ME. chiefly poetical; now only dial.

c 1290 Land Cokaygne 32 in E, E. P. (18621 157 Hors, no
capil, kowe, no ox. C1315 E. E.Allit. P. H. 1254 pay wer
cagged and ka;t on capeles al bare. 136a Langl. P. PI.
A. iv. 22 J>enne Concience on his Capul Carieth forb Faste.
c 1386 Chalcer P'rere's T. 254 Bothe hey and Cart and eek
hise caples thre. c 1440 Prom/. Parr'. 61/2 Capul, or caple,
horse, caballus. c 1475 RaufCoil\ear 114 The ane of )ow
my Capill ta, The vtner his [the king's) Coursour alswa.

1547 Salesburv Welsh Diet., Kephyll. a capull. 1600
Holland Livy m. vii. 1365 note, Grasse and food, for sheepe,
caples, and goats. 1603 Drayton Bar. Warres VL 1, Phoebus
tooke his lab'ring Teame . . To wash his Cauples in the
Ocean Streame. 1670 Ray Proverbs 48 It is time to yoke
when the cart comes to the caples, Cheshire. 1799 K.
Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 333 ijam.i And hark ! what
capul nicker d proud? 18x9 Scott Ivanhoe xxxviii, I will

get me . . my neighbour Buthan's good capul.

2. A name for a hen. rare.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. 99 Sely Capyll, oure hen, both to

and fro She kakyls.

Caple, variant of Capel.
Capleyne, obs. form of Capeline.
Caplin, capling (kx-plin, -lirj). [f. Cap.]
The cap of leather on a flail, through which the

thongs pass that connect the swingel and staff.

1688 R. Holme Armoury m, 333/1 The Cap-lings . . of a
Flail or Threshal . . are the strong double Leathers made
fast to the top of the Hand-staff and the top of the Swiple.

1704 in Worlidge Diet. Rust, et 1/rb.s.v. Flail. 17*7 in

Bradley Font. Diet, s.v. Flail.

Caplin, -ling, var. of Capelin, a small fish.

Capnite (koe-pnoit). A/in. [in Ger. Kapnit
(Breithaupt 1841

s

), f. Kapnik (in Hungary) + -ite.]

A variety of Smithsonite, containing carbonate of
iron. 1868 in Dana Min.

Capnomancy (karpn^miensi). [f. Gr. Kattvos

smoke + fiayrtia divination. Cf. F. capnomatuie
(in i6thc. capnomantie.'] Divination by smoke.
1610 H ealey St. A ug. City ofGod 294 Divination . . was

done, .by smoake, Capnomancy. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies
(1665) Pref., Those thin and curious arts, capnomancy, au-
gury, Sooth saying._ ^1883 Stewart Neth. Loehaber xxxiv.
206 In books on. .divination it is called Capnomancy.

Capnomor (karpnompi). Client, [f. Gr. Kawvfc
smoke + (?) fx6oa, Doric for fiotpa part.] A colour-
less transparent oil of peculiar smell, one of the
constituents of smoke, obtained from wood-tar.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 736 Capnomore .

.

was discovered by Reichenbach, . . and was so named by him
. .because it exists in the smoke oforganic bodies. 1863 79
Watts Diet. Chem. I. 741 Capnomor is contained, together
with creosote and another oil, in the portion of wood-tar
which is soluble in potash.

II Ca*poc. 'A fine short-stapled cotton wool,
used in India for stuffing cushions and lining pa-
lanquins, etc.* ^Simmonds 1858). See Kapok.
1750 Beawes Lex Afercat. (17521 817 Capoc (a sort of very

fine Cotton).

t Capcche, v. trans. Obs. rare 1
. Meaning

uncertain: Johnson suggests 'perhaps to strip

off the hood \ f. Capouche ; it might also be a
sportive use of Caboche v.
1664 Butler Hud. 11. 11. 529 We still have .. Capoched

[ed. 1689 has o*er-reach*dl your Rabbins of the Synod And
snapt their Canons with a Why-not.

II Capo'Cchia. [It. ; fern, of capocchio silly,
simple {capoceio, capocchio 1 shallow skonce, log-
gerhead ' Florio) ; lit. 'blockhead', f. capo head.]
1 heobald's correction of the reading c/tipoc/iia, in
1606 Shaks. TV, <r O.iv.ii. i 3 fFol. 1) Alas poore wretch

:

a poore chipochia.

Capon (k^i-psn), sb. Forms: 1, 3 capun, 4
capoun, (kapoun, chapon), 4-6 capone, 5 ca-

pun(e, (capvne), capoone, 4- capon. [OE.
capun, ad. L. capon-em in same sense, whence also

ONF. capun
f
capon (K. cliapon, Pr. and Sp. capon.

It. cappotu), which prob. reinforced the Eng. word.]

1. A castrated cock.
c 1000 >Elfric P'oe. in Wr.-Wulcker 132 Capo, capun.

Gallinaecus, capun. c 1*50 Bestiary 300 in O. E. Misc. 13
De coc and te capun. a 1300 P'loriz «y Bl. 260 Bute he also
capun beo idi^t. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. iv. 38 For a dozeine
chickenes Or as many capones. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xii. xviii. (14951 425 The capon is a cocke made as it

were female by keruynge away ofhis gendringe stones. 1481
Caxton Reynard it He. .hadde toforehym as fatte capone
as a man myght fynde. 1598 Barckley Felie. Man 1.(16031
11 Is made fat with daintie and delicate fare like a capon.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. vii. 154 The Justice In faire round
belly, with good Capon lin'd. a 1704 T. Brown Wks. (1760)
III. 26 (D. ) To truck, .justice for fat capons to be delivered
before dinner. 1847 Barham Ingol. Leg. (1877) 161 On
capons fine they daily dine. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi
x. 216 Some fine fat capons.

b. formerly used in payment of rent in kind.
1495 Act 11 Hen. VI I, xl. Preamb., xl. acres of wood xlr7.

rent and the rent of L. capons. 1513 Ld. Berners Frot'ss.

I. ccccxl vii. 789 They gadered vp the rentes, as Capons, and
other thynges in his townes.

C. as a type of dullness, and a term of reproach.
154* Udall Erasm. Apoph. 307 b, I HeJ came flynging home

to Roomc again as wyse as a capon. 1551 'I. Wilson
Logike 11 Some {men] are capones by kinde, and so blunt
by nature, that no arte at all can whet them. 1990 Shaks.
Com. Err. 111. i. 32 Mome,. .Capon, Coxcombe, Idiot, Patch.

1 2. trans/. A eunuch.
i594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits <

,

i6i6l279 Of a 1000
such capons who addict themselues to their booke, none
attaineth to anie perfection, euen in musicke (which is their
ordinarie profession 1

. 1605 Tryall Cher: D. i. in Mullen O.
PI. 11884) III. 289. 1691 jyUftrKY All/orMoney6$ If there
be a Capon in Christendom, I'll make thee one.

3. Humorously applied to various fish; esp. a
red-herring.
c 1640 J. Smyth Hundred ofBerkeley (1885I 319 The Sole

wee call our Seuverne Capon. 1699 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Yarmouth-Capon, a Red Herring. 1710 Ramsay Hamil-
ton ii. iii, A Glasgow capon and a fadge Ye thought a feast.

181a W. Tennant Anster F. iv, Each to his jaws A good
Grail's capon holds [note ' a dried haddock ']. 1847-78 Hal-
i.iwfll, Capon, a red-herring. Kent.
t 4. A billet-doux. Cf. F. pottlet 1 a chicken

;

also, a loue-letter, or loue-message
1

(Cotgr.). Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 56 O thy letter, thy letter .

.

Boyet, you can carue, Breake vp this Capon.

6. Comb. ,as capon-broth, -flesh; capon-crammed,
-like, -lined adjs. ; capon - beer, ? capon-broth
made with beer; capon-bell, the passing-bell

Halliwell cites Dekker' ; t capon-cote, a house
for keeping capons ; capon-justice, a corrupt
magistrate who is bribed by gifts of capons ;

capon-money, money in commutation of a pay-
ment of capons ; + capon's-feather, the feather of

a capon
; also, Common Columbine (Aquilegia

vulgaris); + capon's -tail, a plant, Valeriana
pyrenaica ; capon's-tail grass, Fcstuca Afyunts

v
Britten and Holland).
i6a6 Bacon Syh-a (411 Drink Incorporate with Flesh or

roots (as in *Capon-beer &c.) will nourish more easily. 1691
T. H[ale] Ace. Netv Invent. 78 If the Alderman thought
that an impossibility, he was certainly far gone in *Capon-
broth. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vii. 116 Hue hadde a childe
in the *chapon-cote. 1597 wd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. K,
ii. 1214 His mawe must be "Capon crambd each day.
a 1661 Heylin Hist. Ref. (1849) *• 9« <D > Salcot of Salis-

bury" [otherwise called Capon] .. redeems his peace .. by
making long leases of the best of his farms and manors

;

known afterwards most commonly by the name of *Capon's
feathers. 1847-78 Halmwell, Capon's-feather, the herb
columbine, e 1435 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 663 Caro sfatlonia,
*capuneflesche. Caro caponina, caponflesche. a 1039 Ward
Sertn. { 1862) 138 (D.) Judges that judge for reward, and say
with shame, ' Brine you such as the country calls "capon
justices.

_
1856 R. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 150 A portly,

"capon-Hned burgomaster. 1714 Lond. Gat. No. 5246/3 In
Arrear to the Corporation of Portsmouth, for Town-Rents,
Reliefs, "Capon-Money or other Dues. 1548 Turner Names
of Herbes, l'hu is called in englishe setwal, of other some
^Capones tayle. 1598 Kiorio, Amantitla, the herbe Vale-

rian, Capons taile or Setwall. 1597 Gerard Herbal 1. xxii.

29 My friend . .gave it the title. . Capons-taile Gracce.

Ca'pon, v. [f. prec ; m Y. chaponner.] trans.

To make a capon of; to castrate. Hence Ca-
poned a., Ca poning vbl. sb.

1614 Massinger Renegado 1. i, Had it been discovered, I

had been caponed. 1668 R. L'Estrange Vis. Quett. (1708)

184 Nothing but a Capon'd, a thing unman'd, could ever,
etc. 1693 Dryden Juvenal's Sat. vi. 487. 1886 N. Zealand
Her. 1 June 2/b The caponing of male fowl birds.

t Ca'ponet. Obs. [f. Capon + -et : prob. OF
;

mod.F. nas chaponneau.'] A little or young capon.
1570 Lf.vins Manip. 93 A caponet, of capon, capunculus.

1619 H. Hutton Poll/es Anat. U842) 21 To shelter the
scorcht caponet or hen. 1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. lix.

(1737) 243 Caponets, Caviar and Toast.

Caponier (kxp6nIo*j\ Also caponiere, ca-

ponniere, kaponier. [a. F. caponniere, ad. Sp.

caponera in same sense ; orig. a capon-cote or

mews, f. capon Capon. Many modern writers have

used the French form.]

I A covered passage across the ditch of a fortified

place, for the purpose either of sheltering commu-
nication with outworks or of affording a flanking
fire to the ditch in which it stands' (Stocqueler
Mil. Diet. 1853).
1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1858/6 A Retrenchment . . which we

still maintain, to cover the Caponiers we have in the Ditch.
1704 J- Harris Lex. Techn., Caponniere, 177a Simes Mil.
Guide, Caponier. 1830 E. Campbell Diet. Mil. Sc.,
Caponiere. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) HI. v. 364 Of
its eight angles, every other one was supplied with a little

bastion or caponiere. 1879 CasselPs Techn. Educ. IV. 138/2
Kaponiers are large casemated masonry buildings for the
defence of the ditches of permanent works on the polygonal
system. 1882 Si, James's Gaz. 6 Feb., Strong caponiers for
flanking the ditches.

Capoilize (k^'-paniaz), v. [f. Capon sb. 4--ize.]

trans. To make a capon of ; to castrate.

1654 Gayton Fest. Notes iv. ii. 180 [To] dishonour a Cock
of his spurrs : that is to Caponize the gallant spirit of the
Creature.

^
1736 IJailey Househ. Diet. 140 These bustards

may likewise be caponiz'd, as well as turkeys, to make them
larger. 1859 R - Burton Centr. Afr. in Jml. R. G. S.
XaIX. 350 The habit of caponizing cattle and poultry pre-
vailed., before the arrival of the Arabs.

Capoone, obs. form of Capon.
II Caporal (karwra-1). [a. Sp. and F. caporal.]

1 1. A corporal. (Sp.)

1598 Barret Theor. Warres 11. i. 23 Of the best approued
souldiers to chuse for Caporals. Ibid. Gloss. 349 Cabo de
esquadra or Caporall, a Spanish word, is the head orchiefe
vnder the Captaine of a small number of souldiers.

2. A kind of (superior) tobacco. (Pr.)
1850 Thackeray Pendcnnis Ixix. (1885) 680 Couldn't find

a bit of tobacco fit to smoke till we came to Strasburg,
where I got some Caporal.

Caporcianite ;kapp-jjanait\ Min. [f. Monte
de Caporciano in Tuscany + -ite.] A variety of
Laumontite.
1868 Dana Min. 399 Caporcianite occurs in pearly mono-

clinic crystals of a flesh-red color.

Capot (kapf't, formerly karpaO, sb."1 Also 7
capet. [a. F. capot (I always mute) * said of the

player who fails to make a trick*, also 'the stroke

by which a player is made capot'' (Littre).]

In Piquet. The winning of all the tricks by one
player i^which scores 40).
1651 Royall Game Picquet 32 Which of them soever

wins all the Cards, ..he shall reckon Kourty ; and this is

called a Capot. 1674 Cotton Compl. Gamester vi. (1676) 87
{Picket) A Capet. 1700 i • Const. Couple 11. 11. 1, The
Capot at Piquet. 1893 Lamb Elia, Mrs. Battle (1853) 55
She would ridicule the pedantry ofthe terms—such as pique
—repique—the capot—they savoured (she thought) of affec-

tation.

II Capot kaptf), sb:* [a. F. capot, dim. of cape

Cape.J= Capote.
1775 R. Chandler Trav. Asia M. (1835) I. 195 Wrapped

in their thick capots or loose coats. 1836 W. Irving Astoria
(1849) 47 They wear a capot or surcoat, made of a blanket.

Capot (kapfrt', v. [f. Capot sb} : formerly

accented on first syllable.] trans. In Piquet. To
score a capot against, to win all the tricks from.

1651 Royall Game Pieanet 41 And so by this meanes he
come to be Capotted. 1059 Shuffling, Cutting, 4- Deal. 3,

I have thrown out all my best Cards . . so I may very well

be capetted. 1700 Farouhar Const. Couple 11. 1. i, I have
capotted her my self two or three times in an evening. 1818

Scott Rob Roy x. He hazarded everything for the chance of

piqueing, repiqueing, or capoting his adversary.

D. trans/. To * score on* (a person) heavily.

Also as an imprecation Capot mil
1649 Dr. Df.nton to Sir R. Vemey 15 Oct., If it be to

come in by a Privy Seal . . I doubt you will be capotted.

1760 Footk Minor 1. i. Capot me, but those lads abroad art-

pretty fellows.

Ca potaine, a. [? Fr.] perh. = Capote 2.

i8ji Scott Kenihv. xxxiii, She laid aside her travelling

cloak and capotaine hat.

Capote tkap<?«'t). [a. F. capote, a fern, form,

answering to capot masc, dim. of cape Capk.]

1. a. A lonj; shaggy cloak or overcoat with a

hood, worn by soldiers, sailors, travellers, etc.

b. A long mantle reaching to the feet, worn by
women.
1812 Bvron Ck, Har. n. Hi, The little shepherd in his

white capote. 1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 76 Emerging ..

like spectres from the hatchways, in capotes and blankets.

1854 Thackeray Newcomes II. 299 The ladies came down,
pretty capotes on. 1857 Emerson Poems ^7 Frocks and
blouses, capes, capotes. 1877 Kinglake Crimea VI. vi. 94
His troops in their sombre capotes.

2. A close-fitting hat of cap-like form.

1882 Society 14 Oct. 24/1 Some of the capotes have had
their dimensions reduced to such a degree as to attain

merely the form of a skull-cap. 1886 .V/. James's Gaz. 25

Sept. 11/1 New bonnet and capote shapes.

t CapoTrch. Obs. A variant of Capvche, a

hood or cowl.
159a Chettle Kinde-Harts Dr. (1840 47 Conueying a

massy sault vnder his capouch. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,

Capouche, a coul, hood or cover for the head. 174a Jarvis
Quix. 1. iv. xxix. 11885' 171 He. .put on him a grey capouch.

1783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. (Morelh 11, Capitium%
as some

say, a hood, a capouch.

Capoun, obs. form of Capon,
Cappadine (kre'padin, -d/"n). [perhaps from

Capade.] ( A son of silk flock or waste obtained
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from the cocoon after the silk has been reeled off
1

(Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858).
1678 Phillips, Cappatline, is a kind of Silk whereof the

shagg of some kind of Ruggs is made. 1721 in Bailey.

t Cappado cliio. Obs. Also Caperdewsie,
-dochy, q. v. [Nares suggested * a corruption of

Cappadocia', of which country 'the king, says

Horace, was rich in slaves, but had little money'.

But this reason seems far-fetched.] ' A cant name
for prison ' (Nares)

;
perhaps rather, the stocks.

1607 W. S. Puritan in Supp. Shaks. II. 510 (N.) How,
captain Idle? my old aunts son, my dear kinsman, in Cap-
padochio ?

Cappagli (kse-pa). A place near Cork, in

Ireland ; whence Cappagh or Cappah brown, a

brown pigment, consisting of a bituminous earth

coloured by oxide of manganese and iron ; man-
ganese brown.
1875 Ube Diet. Arts I. 896 Vandyke, Cappah .. and Co-

logne Browns.

Cap-paper (karp^^paj). [See below.]

1. A kind of wrapping paper: the precise appli-

cation has apparently varied from time to time.

1577 Richmond. IVills (1853) 260, Vj quare of capp paper,

x\yt., xij quaire of paper. 1583 J. Higins Junius' Nomen-
clator 6 (N.) Packe paper or cap-paper, such paper as mer-

cers.. use to wrappe their ware in. 1634. AWwrp MS. in

Simpkinson Washingtons Introd. 65, 4 quire of cappe paper
to pack up y« plate, 00 01 04. 1693 Robertson PhraseoL
Gen. 973 Cap paper or brown paper, wherein grocers wrap
their ware. 1745 Stukeley Corr. I. 371 Send it to me by
the carrier, tyed up in a bit of cap-paper, a 1847 Mrs.
Sherwood Lady ofManor IV. xxiv. 92 She was offering to

Henry a small parcel contained in cap-paper. 1877 E. Pea-
cock N. W. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cap-paper, a whity-
brown, thin paper, such as milliners fold their wares in.

f 2. Used as filter-paper. Obs.

1634 Bate Myst. Nature <$ Art 30 Strain them through
a cap paper. 1667 Boyle Orig. Formes Qua/., Glasse
Funnel lin'd with Cap-paper. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn.
s. v. Caustiek, Then filtrate through Cap-paper. 1788 With-
ering in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 321 Saturated with vege-

table alkali it converted cap paper into touch paper.

3. A size or kind of writing paper.

1854 Landor Lett. American 52 Meanwhile on what cap-

paper were employed the unseasoned crow-quills of the

Continent 1 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 494. 1874 Knight
Meek. Diet., Cap-Paper, 1. a kind of writing paper. Ruled
with blue lines, and folding on the back, it is foolscap ; with
red lines to form a margin on the left hand, and made to

fold on the top, it is legal cap. 2. A size of paper from
7^x12 to 8^x14.
[Probably, senses 1 and 3 are quite distinct in origin.

Sense 1 has been conjectured to have originated in the use

to which the paper was put, as a 1 cap ' to hold groceries,

or as the material for the paper caps of workmen. Sense 3
may have been named from the watermark of a cap, em-
ployed to indicate a certain size. Cf. also Foolscap.]

t Ca-ppard, a. Obs. [Cf. Caperate.]
1653 Plat Gard. Eden 110 A Peare. .graffed upon a white

thorn will be small, hard, cappard, and spotted.

Capparid (kse-parid). Bet. [f. L. capparis the

caper : see -id.] A plant akin to the Caper ; one
of the Capparidacex.

Capparida ceous, a.
y
of the natural order Cap-

paridace?e, of which the Caper is the type. [Cap-
paridacedd is erroneously formed for Capparaeeze.]

1866 Livingstone Jrnl, xii. {1873) I. 316 A species ofCap-
paridaceous fruit.

Capped, capt (ksept), ppl. a. [f. Cap sb. and
v. + -ED. J
1. Provided with or wearing a cap, either as an

article of dress, or of defensive armour.
c 1370WYCLIF Agst. Begg. Friers {1608) 30 Capped Friars,

that beene called Maisters of Divinitie. 1401 Pol. Poems
(1859) II- 107 Aske thi cappid maistres. 1587 FulwellZ^
will to L. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 321 Where learn'd you to
stand capp'd before a judge? 1667 J. Chamberlayne St.

Gt. Brit. 1. 111. x. (1743) 243 Anciently it was not permitted
to any Subject to be so much, as capped in presence of the
King of England. 1859 Jephson Brittany xv'u 269 Crowds
of white-capped laundresses.

b. Having a natural cap or head-covering.
1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb. s.v. Fishing Flies,

The Steel-Fly. .capt about with the Feathers of a Peacocks-
tail. 1783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. (Morelb 1. s. v. Lark, The
capped, or chit, lark.

1856 R. Vaughan Mystics (1860I I. vi. 1. 150 The friar .

.

went capped with the name of Brother Brimstone ever after.

2. Covered on the top as with a cap ; crowned.
1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. 152 The Clowd-capt Towres.

1665 Boyle Exp. Hist. Cold xix. (R.) Savoy, and the
neighbouring countries, .have mountains almost perpetually
capped with snow. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. hi. lxxxvi,
Darken'd Jura, whose capt heights appear Precipitously
steep. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 25 London clay capped by
Lower Bagshot sand.

c 1605 Montgomerie Flyting 624 Great fraud . . Cappit
with quyet conceit. 1847 Emerson/?epr. Men iv. Montaigne
Wks. (Bohn) I. 338 You are bottomed and capped and
wrapped in delusions.

C. Having the surface caked or hardened into
a crust, dial.

1750 W. Ellis Mod, Husbandm. Ht, i. 78 (E.D. S.)When
heavy rains presently succeed . .the surface is apt to become
what wecall capped. 1807 A. Young Agric. £»Mr(i8i3)II.
89 He found the surface slightly bound (called here capt).

3. Fitted with a cap, as a ship's mast with pro- 1

tective covering, a loadstone with a piece of steel

or magnetic iron, a fire-arm with a percussion cap.

1575 Lanf.ham Let. (1871) 38 A payr of capped ShefTeld

kniuez. 1613 M. Ridley Magn. Bodies 3 Artificially capped
and armed with Steele, or iron. 1667 H. Oldenburg in

Phil. Trans. II. 423 The two pieces [of Load-stone] .. un-

capped as well as capped. 1685 Boyle Effects 0/Mot. iv.

38 The Load-stone vigorous, .and well capped. 1803 Naval
Citron. IX. 329 All the lower and upper masts up, capped,

rigged over head. 1887 Times (weekly ed.> 23 Sept. 4/2 The
muzzle-loading rifle was also loaded and capped.

4. Of a horse's hocks : Having a swollen ap-

pearance, as if covered with a cap. Cf. Capelet.
1831 Youatt Horse xvii. (1847) 366 Capped Hock . . is sel-

dom accompanied by lameness. Ibid. (1872) 392 A horse .

.

with a capped hock is regarded with a suspicious eye.

5. dial. Puzzled, beaten.

6. Capped Quartz, a variety of crystallized

quartz, embedded in a matrix of compact quartz.

Capped, cappit, Sc. var. of Copped, crabbed.

Cappelenite. Mm. A silico - borate of

yttrium and barium, from Norway.
1886 Amer. Jrnl. Science Mar. 230 Cappelenite occurs in

hexagonal crystals of a brown color.

Cappeline, var. of Capeline.

Capper (karpai), sb. 1 Also 6 cappar. [f.

Cap sO. and P. + -EB 1
.]

f 1. A capmaker. Obs.

1389 Eng. Gilds 118701 12 PhilippoatteVyne.Cappere.ciui
Londonie. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VII, ix, No hatter nor cap-

per, .[shall] put to sell any hatte . . above the price of xxd.

1574 Ludlmv Ckurckw. Acc. (Camden) 158 Richarde

Philipes, capper. 1581 \V. Stafford Exam. Compl. i.

(1876; 14 He . . bryngeth wyth him . . a Capper of the same
towne. 1677 Yarranton Engl. Improv. 162 The benefit

that may come, .to the Cappers of Bewdley. 1805 LucocK
Nat. Wool 67 In the reign of Elizabeth the cappers made a

violent struggle to counteract the trade of their rivals.

2. One who caps ; in various senses of the verb.

1587 Golding De Momay xviii. (1617) 320 A thousand
flatterers, and as many crouchers and cappers. 1850 L.

Hunt Autobiog. 100 An excellent capper of verses. 1876

Mid-Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Capper, an extinguisher.

3. dial. A person or thing who ' caps' or ' beats
'

all others ; a thing which ' beats' one's compre-

hension.
1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dial. (1840'' 13 Nea yan

knas what it means, it's a capper. 1802 R. Anderson
Cumbld. Ball. 52 Then at dancin, O he was a capper

!

1868 E. Waugh in Lane. Gloss. That's a capper of a tale,

as heaw ! 1877 Holtiemess Gloss. It's a capper wheear mah
knife's gone teeah.

Capper, Sc. var. of Copper.

Capper- : See Caper-.

Cappie (kavpi). Sc. [dim. of Cap
1. A small drinking vessel.

1824 Scott St. Ronan's xiv, I think ye hae been at the

wee cappie this morning.

2. ' A kind of beer between table-beer and ale,

formerly drunk by the middling classes ' (Jamieson).

Capping (kEepirj), vbl. sb. [f. Cap v.1 + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the vb. Cap in various senses.

1592 Greene Groatsvo. Wit (1617) 3 Schollers . . receiued

(after long capping and reuerence) a sixepenny reward. 1602

Return fr. Pamass. 1. iv. (Arb.) 17 Letts leaue this cap-

ping of rimes. 1717 De Foe Hist. Ch. Scot. 11. 45 The
Bishop, .would have proved that Capping, or pulling off the

Hat, and kneeling, were synonimous. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola 1. xvi. (1880) I. 225 To be swamped in the capping

of impromptu verses. 1883 Athenaeum 3 Nov. 564/1 A cap-

ping of the Cervantic with the Rabelaisian spirit. 1885 M.
Pattison Mem. 57 In the thought of how I ought to per-

form my first act of ' capping ' I omitted the ceremony al-

together.

b. spec. The putting of a gun-cap upon a gun,

etc. Also attrib.

1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 34 Bring the firelock down to

the capping position. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 345 A
capping system, .entails a loss of not less than fifty per cent,

in rapidity. 1881 Greener Gun 105 The best capping
breech-loader ever invented.

C The ceremony of conferring a University

degree in Scotland.

2. Cap-making ; the capper's trade.

1662 Fuller Worthies, Wales 49 Capping anciently set

fifteen distinct Callings on work.

3. That with which anything is capped, covered

at the top, or overlaid.

iji^Lond. <y Country Breiv. in. (1743) 207 Under its Cap-
ping offresh Malt. ijqzPhil. Trans. LXXII. 374The upper
plate of lead which served as a capping to the junction of

the hip with the ridge of the roof. 1832 De la Beche
Geol. Man. 409 It is here without that great capping of the

oolitic group. 1850 Leitch tr. Mailer's Anc. Art 316 A
truncated pillar . . with base and capping. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 25 The capping of sand .. of insignificant thick-

ness.

4. attrib. and Comb., as capping-sheaf, -stone
;

capping-leather, leather from which the upper

leather of a shoe is made ;
oapping-plane (Join-

ery), a plane for working the upper surface of the

balustrade on a staircase ; capping - woollen,
woollen stuff for cap-making.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (1856) 142 *Cappinge leather issoe

deare. 1877 E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.)

I *Capping-sheaves, the hood-sheaves of a ' stook ' of corn.

I *Capping-stones, the coping stones of a wall or other

building. 1555 Fardle Facions It. ix. 198 Rounde about

these sparres thei straine *cappyng wollen.

Capping (koe-pirj), a. [f. Cap + -ing 2.]

That caps, that makes an obeisance.

1602 Breton Mother's Bless, lxii. (D.) A smoothing

tongue, a capping knee.

Cappuee, obs. form of Capuche.

Cappy (karpi), a. [f. Cap si. + -Y 1
.] Character-

ized by a cap ; like a cap.

1865 Sat. Rev. 24 June 758/1 Hairless and cappy age.

1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayiuorthys i. 10 Cappy headdress.

t Ca'ppy - hole. Sc. Also capie-hole, eop-

pihool, coppiehoall. A school beys' game, in

which the object is to throw a marble into a hole.

1605 Session Rec. Ayr 24 Mar., To summon Thomas Smal
for playing at y

e coppihool in the Kirk -door.
t

C1675 A.

Peden Lortfs Trump, ijam.i Adam played it [his stock] at

the Capie-hole one morning with the Devil at two or three

throws at the game. 1722 Life Sc. Rogue 7 in Brand Pop.

Anti']. (1870) II. 304, I was. .readier at. .Cappy Hole than

at my Book.

Caprate .koc-pre't). Chem. [f. Capr-ic+-ate4.]

A salt of capric acid.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 273/1 In order to procure capric

acid, caprate of barytes is first obtained. 1863 79 Watts
Diet. Chem. I. 742 The caprates are mostly difficultly soluble

in water.

Capreall, capreol, obs. forms of Capriole.

Caprel, corruption of Capriole.

t Ca'preol(e. Obs. [ad. L. capreolus (in same

senses), dim. of capreus roe, f. caper goat.]

1. A kind of deer ; a roebuck or variety of it.

1655 Mol'fet & Benn. Health's Improv. (1746) 155 Of all

Venison, Roebuck and Capreol beareth away the Bell.

2. A tendril. [Cf. It. capriolo.}

1578 Lvtk Dodoens v. xxx. 589 A kind of Cucumber, .full

of Capreoles or clasping tendrelles. 1725 Bradley Earn.

Diet. II. s.v. Sallet, TheCapreols, Tendrelsand Claspers of

Vines.

Capreolate (kse'pntfb't, kaprr^UU), a. Bot.

[ad. L. *capreoldt-us (cf. capreoUtim ,
f. capreolus

:

see Capreol.] Furnished with tendrils.

'737 59 Miller Gard. Diet., Capreolate plants .. such

plants as twist and climb upon others, by means of Tendrils.

1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 401 Capreolate, bearing a tendril.

Capreoline (kaprfAloin), a. Zool. [f. L. ca-

prcol-us roebuck + -IKK.] Of or belonging to the

genus Capreolus of Cervida:.

1835 Swainson Quadrupeds § 299 The Capreoline group
is formed to contain the roebucks.

Capres, obs. form of Caper sb.1

tCapret. Obs. [Cf. It. caprello, caprctta kid,

fawn, dim. of capro, capra goat : in Fr. chevret,

chevrette. (Perh. in med.L. ] A roe.

1382 Wyclif Dent. xii. 15 As capret and hert tbow shalt

eete. — 2 Sam. ii. 18 Ceertis Asahel was_ a moost swift

renner, as oon of the caprettis that dwellen in wodis.

t CapTFe'ttie. Obs. rare-'. [Some corruption of

F. capriot or It. capriccio, or irreg. formation from

Caper.] A fantastic motion of some kind.

1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 18 By an Italian, such feats of

agilitiee. .gambaud, soomersauts, caprettiez and flights.

Capric (karprik\ a. [f. L. caper, capr-um

goat + -ic. Cf. F. capritjue.']

1. Of or belonging to a goat (nonce-use).

1881 Academy No. 491. 252 Capric and porcine flesh.

2. Chem. a. Capric acid (C 10 HM O^, a fatty

acid obtained from butter, cocoa-nut oil, fusel oil,

etc. : a colourless crystalline body, having a slight

odour of the goat. Otherwise known as rutic

acid, the name preferred by various chemists, who
would apply capric to what is otherwise called

caprylic. (Formerly sometimes caprinic acid).

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 273/1 Capric acid crystallizes in small

needles. 1853 F. Hall in Ledlie's Misc. II. 183 The odour

in question . . may possibly be influenced by the formation

of capric acid, a much more pungent substance than the

caproic acid of the fair subject.

b. Capric series: the series of chemical com-

pounds allied to capric acid, as capric aldehyde, etc.

From same source Capramide, the primary

amide of capric acid (formerly called Ca-prin-

ami de). Ca'prone, the ketone of the capric

series. Also Caprate, Capryl, q.v.

II Capriccio (kaprz'-ttja). Also 7 caprichio,

capritio, 7-8 capricio. [a. It. capriccio sudden

start, motion, or freak, app. f. capro goat, as if

' the skip or frisk of a goat ' (in Sp. capricho) :—L.

type *capriceus. (For the sense cf. Capriole.)]

1. A sudden sportive or fantastic motion ; a prank,

trick, caper.

1065 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. Addr 16 The shifts, windings,

and unexpected Caprichios of distressed Nature. 1693

Bentley Atheism, Boyle Led. v. 9 All the various Machins

and Utensils would now and then play odd Pranks and Ca-

pricio's quite contrary to their proper Structures.
^
1761

Sterne Tr. Shandy 11802) I. xxiii. 117 To have .. viewed

the soul stark naked, watched her loose in her frisks, her

gambols, her capricios. 1823 Lamb Ehm Ser. 11. v. (1865)

267 Magnificent were thy capriccios on this globe of earth,

Robert William Elliston !

f 2. = Caprice i. Obs.

1601 Shaks All's Well 11. iii. 310 Will this Caprichio hold

in thee, art sure? 01634 Chapman To Pan, In quite oppos'de
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capriccios. x686 \V. de Britaine Hum. Prud. § xx. 92 The
Capricio's of Fortune. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. xvi. § 11

A thousand odd Reasons, or Caprichio's, Men's Minds are

acted by. 1794 Mathias Purs. Lit. (1798)379 Another little

capriccioof. .the late Adam Smith. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet
Let. v, Folks who. .partake of their fantastic capriccios.

3. A thing or work of fancy ; = Caprice a.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iii, [They] look upon the

plastick life of nature as a figment or phantastick Capritio.

1824 Heber Jml. (ed. 2) II. xxu 353 It is a mere capriccio,

with no merit except its carving. 1873 Symosds Grk.
Poets xi. 390 These exquisite little capncci, engraved by
Greek artists upon gems.

b. Music. A name variously applied (see

Grove s.v.) but usually denoting a composition of

lively character, and more or less free in form.

1696 Phillips, Capriccios are pieces of Music, Poetry,

and Painting, wherein the force of Imagination has better

success than observation of the Rules ofArt. 1789 Wolcott
(P. Pindar 1 Subj. Painters 42 Still is that voice, of late so

strong, That many a sweet Capriccio sung. 1845 E. Holmes
Mozart 155 This is not a prelude . . but a capriccio to try a
piano. x88a Statham in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 225/1 His
next published work, the 1 Capriccio in D minor'.

11
CapriccioSO (kapmtjtrs*?), a. Music. [It.,

f. capriccio + -oso = -OU8.] A direction in music
to denote a free fantastic style.

Caprice (kaprf-s). [a. (after 1660) F. caprice,

It. capriccio-. see Capriccio, and Caprich, which
both preceded this. About 1700 caprice was a

usual accentuation ; Pope rimed the word with vice.]

1. A sudden change or turn of the mind without

apparent or adequate motive ; a desire or opinion

arbitrarily or fantastically formed ; a freak, whim,
mere fancy.

1667 G. Digby Elvira v. in Hazl. Dodsley XV. 82 Depen-
dent on the wild caprice of others. 1673 Dryden Marr. a
la Mode iv. iv, Rho. Now I have the oddest thought .

.

Melan. This is the strangest caprice in you. 17*7 Swift
Gulliver 111. iL 192 The caprices of woman-kind are not

limited by climate or nation. 1731 Pope Ess. Man 11.239

That counter-works each folly and caprice ; That disappoints

th' effect of ev'ry vice. 1776 Adam Smith It'. A'. L IL 1. x.

146 He was liable to be removed .. at the caprice of any
church-warden. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (18581 I. ii. 120
The restraint which ordinary persons, .are able to impose
on their caprices.

b. The disposition of a mind subject to such

humours ; capriciousness,

1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 287 Critics of less judgment than
caprice. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 435 § 1 The Folly, Ex-
travagance, and Caprice of the present Age. 17*8 Young
Love Pame VII. 161 Say, Britain ! whence this caprice of
thy sons? i85$Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 433 There was
something appalling in the union of such boundless power
and such ooundless caprice.

C. trans/, of things.

1748 Anson's Voy. n. ii. (ed. 2) 178 The vessel, .left to the

caprice of the winds and waves. 1793 T. Beddoes Catarrh
150 This caprice of our climate. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Conq. (18761 I. iii. 136 By a caprice of language.

2. A work of irregular and sportive fancy.

17*1 Bailey, Caprichio, Caprice, .also a particular Piece
of Musick, Painting and Poetry. 1838 Hallam Hist. Lit.

I. 1. iii. % 82. 199 Extravagant combinations of fancy,
caprices rapid and sportive as the animal from which they
take their name.

b. Music. = Capriccio 3 b.

:88o E. Prout in Grove Diet. Mus. s. v. Capriccio, In the
present day the word Caprice is usually, .applied to a piece

of music constructed either on original subjects, and fre-

quently in a modified sonata- or rondo-form las in Mendels-
sohn's 'Three Caprices,' op. 33, or Sterndale Bennett's
Caprice in E>, or to a brilliant transcription of one or more
subjects by other composers.

3. A kind of scarf so called.

1838 li 'orfnuoman s Guide, A kind of scarf made of broad
ribbon, and called a caprice.

t Capricerve. Obs, rare— 1
, [ad. mod.L.

capricerva the antelope, f. capra she-goat + cerva

hind.] The antelope.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. ff Mitt. 28 Capricerve .. The

flesh of the last is not very pleasant.

t Caprich. Obs. [ad. It. capriccio: see above.

This adapted form of the It. preceded the adop-
tion of K. caprice."] = Capriccio, Caprice.
1656 Blount Glossogr., CaPrichio, Caprich, an humour,

fancy, toy in ones head, a giddy thought. 1664 Butler Hud.
II. i. 18 Till drawing blood o' th' Dames, like Witches
Th' are forthwith cur'd of their Capriches. 1698 S. Clark
Script. 'Just. Introd.B ij, If once we give way to the Caprich,
Luxury and intemperance of a wanton Fancy herein.

Caprichio, capricio, obs. ff. Capriccio.

Capricious kaprijbs\ a. Also 7 -ichious,

-itious. [ad. F. capricieux, ad. It. capriccioso

( = Sp. caprichoso) : see above. The by-form ca-

prichious belongs to the corresp. forms of the sb.]

+ 1. Characterized by play of wit or fancy;
humorous, fantastic, 'conceited*. Obs.
1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits 153 k L. ) The inventive

wits are termed in the Tuscan tongue capricious tcapriciuso)
for the resemblance they bear to a goat, who takes no plea-
sure in the open and easy plains, but loves to caper along
the hill-tops. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. Bfc iii. 8, I am heere
with thee, and thy Goats, as the most capricious Poet honest
Ouid was among the Oothes. 17x0 Shaftesh. Charae.
U737> HI- 142 The capricious Point, and Play of Words.
2. Full of, subject to, or characterized by ca-

price
; guided by whim or fancy rather than by

judgement or settled purpose ;
whimsical, humour-

some.
1605 Camden Rme. 57 A friend of his that knew him to

be Caprichious. 1644 Eng. Tears in Harl. Misc. iMalh.)

V. 4*0 The monstrous exorbitant liberty, that almost every

capricious mechanick takes to himself. 1753 Johnson Ad-
venturer No. :ii P6 Our estimation of birth is arbitrary

and capricious. 1833 J. Kessiz A Iph. Angling 40. We have

known the salmon, .so capricious as often to prefer a fancy

fly. 1884 Law Times Rep. 10 May 325/1 The defendants'

refusal was not capricious, but a bona fide exercise of their

judgment.

3. trans/. Of things : Subject to change or irre-

gularity, so as to appear ungoverned by law.

i8»3 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. vii. (18651 283 The capricious hues

of the sea, shifting like the colours of a dying mullet. 1830
Lyell Princ. Geol. (1875) II. 11.xlix.617 I'he capricious dis-

tribution of coral reefs. 1874 Helps Soc. Press, vi. 75 The
vicissitudes of a capricious climate. 1875 Tait& Stewart
Unseen Univ. iv. § 118 To give to the atoms a perfectly

arbitrary and capricious side movement.

Capriciously ^kapri Jbsli;., adv. [f. prec. +
-LY-J In a capricious manner, according to ca-

price ; arbitrarily.

1746 Hervey Medit. (1818) 23 One is tempted to exclaim
against the King of Terrors, and call him capriciously cruel.

1771 Junius Lett. xlviiL 250 A power arbitrarily assumed,
and capriciously applied. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxvL
(1856)217 This ice-opening was instructive .. because it

taught . . us . . how capriciously insecure was our position.

1869 Freeman Norm. Cotuj. (1876) II. App. 663 How ca-

priciously Scottish and Northumbrian affairs are entered
or not entered in our national annals.

Capriciousness (kaprrjasnes). Also 7 ca-

prichiousnoss c, caprytchyousnes. ff. as prec.

+ -kess.] The quality of being capricious.

1617 Markham Cavat. 11. 53 Inuented.. to showe ca-

prytchyousnes of cunning mens braines. 1671 Dryden
Evening's Love iv. i, You have a just Exception against the
Caprichiousness of Destiny. 175* Fielding Amelia iv. v,

From nothing better than a capriciousness in his friend's

temper. 1828 D'Israeli Chas. /, I. xi.301 The capricious-

ness of popular favour. 1863 Geo. Lliot Romola vi t I

. .marvel at the capriciousness of my daughter's memory.

Capricorn kx'prik^Jn). [a. ¥. capricome or

ad. L,. capricornus 'goat-horned' (the Zodiacal

sign), f. caper, capr-um goat + comu horn ; cf. Gr.

ai'yuKfpoK. The Latin form also is common in

English books in sense i

.]

1. Astron. a. The Zodiacal constellation of the

He-Goat, lying between Sagittarius and Aquarius,

b. The tenth of the twelve signs of the Zodiac,

beginning at the most southerly point of the ecliptic

or winter solstitial point, which the sun enters

about the 2 1 st of December. Tropic 0/ Capricorn :

the southern Tropic forming a tangent to the

ecliptic at the first point of Capricorn.
c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 1. g 17 Wiche declinacioun . . U 23

degrees & 50 Minutes, as wel in cancer as in Capricome.
1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy Prol., Whose lordshyp cheifest is

in Capricome. 1509 H awes Past. Pleas, xxxui. i. 1 1845 161

Whan golden Phebus in the Capricome Can to ascend fast

unto Aquary. 1595 J. Davis Seamans Seer. 11. 5 What is

the Tropick of Capncorn? 1667 Milton /*. L. x. 677 As
deep as Capricome. 1687 Dryden Hind * /'. 111. 598 That
very* mom The Sun was entered into Capricorn. 1833
[see Cancer 2]. 1867 Denison Astron. without Math. 37
The tropic of Capricorn, which the sun reaches in our winter
and the southern midsummer.

t 2. A * goat-horned' animal ; ? a chamois. Obs.

1646 Evelyn Diary (Chandos) 189 He shew'd two heads
and homes of the true capricome, which animal he told us
was frequently Icill'd among the mountaines.

3. Capricorn beetle : a name given to beetles of

the genus Cerambyx.
1700 King Transactioneer 18 A Scarlet Butterfly, an Ash-

coloured Capricorn. 1781 Smeathman in Phil. Trans.
LXXI. 168 note. The Caterpillar of a large Capricorn
Beetle, or Goat Chafer. 1828 Kirby & Sp. P.ntomot. IV,
xlix. 517 In the wood itself may be found the Anobidx and
the Capricorn beetles.

% ? Humorously used for capriccio, with a refer-

ence to horn (as in next verb;.
i6i»Chapman U'idmvs T. in Dodsley (1780) VI. 183 Have

you no other Capricoms in your head, to entrap my sister

in her frailty.

t Ca pricorn, v. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To fit with (goat's) horns ; to horn.
1665 R. B Comment. 2 'Tales 85 A wily Wench there was

. .Who us'd to Capricorn her Husband's head.

t Caprico-rniry, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

+ -fy.] = prec.
x6n Coryat Crudities (1776) 40 So consequently they

should be Capricorn ified.

Caprico-rnity. mmce-tvd. [f. as prec. + -ity.]

Goat-horned or he-goat quality.
l837 Eraser's Mag. XV. 227 Billy [a goat], as if perceiving

some indefinite symptoms of capricornity about him.

Caprid (karprid), a. Zool. [f. mod.L. caprid-»,

{. caper goat : see -in.] Of or belonging to the

Capridce or goat tribe.

1864 in Webster.
Capri-ficate, v. IT. L. capri/icdre ; see next

and -ate 3
.J

trans. To ripen by caprification.
(In mod. Diets.)

Caprification (ka^prifik^jan). [ad. L. ca-

pri/iedtion-em, n. of action f. capri/icdre 'to ripen

figs by the stinging of the gall-insect', f. capri/icus

the wild fig-tree (f. caper, capr-um goat + /icus
fig-tree, fig).]

I. A process resorted to for ripening figs by means
of the puncture of insects produced on the wild
fig {Capri/icus), or by puncturing them artificially.

' According to the investigations of modem science, it is

proved to be not only unnecessary but positively injurious.'

(R. Thompson in Treas. Bot.)
1601 Holland Pliny I. 545 As touching the ripening of

Figges by Caprification, true it is, that there be certain

; flies like gnats engender in greene figs, which are the occa-
! sion thereof. 1751 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 171 The effects of

caprification in fig-trees. 1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (1802)
II. 411 Caprification, or the piercing of figs in the island of

I

Malta, is said to ripen them sooner. 1835 Lindley Introd.

I

/'.'-( 1
- 48) II. 217 Causes so essentially different as fertilisa-

I
tion and caprification. 1870 A. L. Adams Nile V. 4- Malta
107 The Maltese practice caprification extensively, by at-

taching the fruit of the wild fig by strings to the branches of
the domesticated trees.

* 2. Krroneously used for : Artificial fertilization.

1836 Penny Cyel. VI. 273 This kind of caprification..

practised with the date palm, and which has been mentioned
by Herodotus. 1859 R. Burton Cenir.A/r. in Jml. R. G. S.
XXIX. 368 } 2 Bees .. performing an important part.,
by masculation or caprification, and the conveyance of pob
len. 1879 Casselt's Techn. Educ. I 243/2 An artificial

means of ensuring fertilisation, .a small feather is inserted

and turned round in the cavity. This operation is called

caprification.

tCa'prifig. Obs. rare- 1
. [ad.L. capri/ic-us:

cf. ¥. capri/iguier.] The wild fig.

c 1490 Pallad. on Hush. iv. 589 Sum men sette amonge
hem caprifige Tree, that it nede not for remedie To honge
on every tree that trees fige. 1866 Treas. Bot. 492 A wild

sort called the Caprifig. [see Capriey.)

Caprifoil (.kxprifoil). Also 6 caprifole,

-foly. [ad. med.L. capti/olium 'goat-leaf* or

honeysuckle ; cf. It. capri/ogtio, F. tkevre/euille.]

a. Old name for the Honeysuckle or Woodbine;
b. English name for plants of the N.O. Capri-

/oliacex, including the honeysuckle.
1578 Lvte Dodoens nr. li. 391 Called, in Englishe Hony-

suckle, or Woodbine, and of some Caprifoyle. 1596 Spenskr
F. Q. 111. vL 44 Eglantine and Caprifole emong. 1597
Gerard Herbal 11. cccxxviiL 891 Called in English Honi-
suckle and Caprifoly. 1676 Phillips, Capri/oite. 1849

Johns Forest Trees II. 440 Caprifoils, Capri/oliaeem.

Caprifoliaceous (k^prifJurii^-Jas , a. Bot.

[see -0U8 ; cf. F. eapri/oliaee'.] Belonging to the

N.O. Capri/oliaeese see prec.).

185a Th. Ross Humholdfs Trav. I. vi. 212 The family of

the honeysuckle, or caprifoliaceous plants.

Capriform (karprifaim), a. [(.L.eaper, capr{i)-

goat + -form.] Goat-shaped.
1847 in Craig. 1847 Carpenter Zool. % 267 The Capriform

Antelopes are more widely diffused.

t Ca*prify, v. Obs. rare— \ [f. L. capri/icdre :

on the analogy of vbs. in -/tcdre see -FY.] To
ripen by caprification.

c 14x0 Pallad. on Hush. iv. 592 In Juyn, as sonne is hiest,

to caprifie The fig-tree is, that is to signific The figges grene

of caprifigtree rende With tree made like a sawc on hem
suspende.

Caprigenous (kapri-d.^enas), a. [f. L. eapri-

gen-us [I tapr(i). goat + 'genus produced by, of

the kind of) + -OU8.] Produced by a goat ; of the

goat kind.

1731 in Bailey vol. II ; and in mod. Diets.

t Ca prik(e. Obs. Also 6 capryck, caperik.

A kind of wine.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 120 in Bahees Bk. (1868)

125 Greke, Malevesyn, Caprik, & Clarey. 1514 Barclay
Cyt. 4- Uplondyshm. 36 Muscadell, Caprike, Romney, and
Malvesy. 1587 Harrison England 11. vi. (1877) 1. 149 Ca-
prike, Clareie, and Maimesie.

tCa*pril. Obs. [cf. Capreole ] ?Awild^<«at.

1514 h.xam. Cokeye More 15 in Chetham Misc. II. Sum
caprils of Redclyf yl were wyld and wold not be dryven.

Caprine (ka.- proin, -in), a. [ad. L. caprin -us,

f. caper goat ; cf. K. caprin.] Of. or pertaining to

a goat ; goat-like.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 2a8 These eyes, .their

colour varieth as it doth in Men, according to the caprine

and glazie humour. 1660 Cauden Brounrig 236 That
which in their Physiognomy is canine, vulpine, caprine.

1824 J. M rCutxocH Highl. ScotI. II. 310 The Caprine

population has undergone the same revolution. 1847 Car-
penter Zool. ft 267 Other Caprine Antelopes (often desig-

nated as Goats) are found in Asia.

Capring, -ly, obs. ff. Capering, -lt.

Capri'nic, a. Chem. [f. 1.. caprin-us of a goat,

Caprine + -ic] In Caprinic acid ; an older name
for Capric acid.

1 1865 J. Wyi.de in Circ. Sc. I. 333/2.

[Capriny, V mispr. for Caimuno.
a 1687 C. Cotton AKneid 11. Burlesqued Pref., As frolick-

some as a capriny Monsieur.]

Capriole i,kie-prii<'"l\ sb. Also 6 capreall, 7

capreol, capriollfe, (caprel), 7-8 capriol. [a.

F. capriole (now cabriole) 'a caper', or ad. It.

capriota ' a fawn, a kid, a young hind ; also, a

capriole or caper in dancing, also a Capriole or

Goat's leap that cunning riders teach their horses'

(Florio), dim. of capra she-goat :—L. capra : cf.

I caprea, capreolus, applied to wild goats, etc.]



CAPRIOLE.

1. A leap or caper, as in dancing.

1594 Davies Orchestra in Arb. GamerV. 40 With lofty

turns and caprioles in the air. 1630 1!. Jonson Chloridia

Wks. (1692) 657/2 Ixion . . does nothing but cut capreols, fetch

friskals, and lead lavoltaes with the Lamiae. 1760 i 00TE

Minor 1. (1781.1 15 Italy [has] equip'd him with capnols and

cantatas. 1832-4 De Quincey Caesars (1862) IX. 107 All

possible evolutions of caprioles and pirouettes.

fie- 1599 Marston See. Vitlanie m. ii. 225 His heeles doe

caper . . His very soule, his intellectual Is nothing but a

mincing capreall. .11670 Hacket Cent. Scrm. (1675) 326 In

the Capreols of our own fancy. 1852 Hawthorne Blithe-

dale Rom. ix, Permitting no caprioles of fancy.

2. Horsemanship. A high leap made by a horse

without advancing, the hind legs being jerked out

together at the height of the leap.

c 1605 Montgomerie Flyting 509 While ky kest caprels

behind with their heeles. 1617 Markham Caval. 11. 239

That sault which . . Italians call Capnoll, and wee heere in

England the Goates leape. a 1634 Randolph Poems, 1 hy

Pegasus, in his admii'd careere Curvets no capreols ofnon-

sence here. 1814 Scott Wme. viii, The occasional caprioles

which his charger exhibited. 1884 E. L. Anderson Horse-

manship ll.xvii. 153 The Capriole, the most vigorous of all

the school movements.

3. A kind of head-dress worn by ladies.

1756 Connoisseur No. 112 (1774) IV. 58 The milliner told

me . . that the name of this ornament . . was a Capriole or

Cabriole. 1864 in Webster.

Capriole (kse'prii^ol), v. [f. prec. sb., or di-

rectly from It. capriolare ' to caper, to capriole

'

(Florio).] intr. To leap, skip, caper. Also said

of horses (and their riders)
;
andyfy.

1580 Sidney, etc. Ps. cxiv. (R.) Hillocks, why capreold

ye, as wanton by their dammes We capreoll see the lusty

lambs. 1690 Crowne Eng. Frier 111. 20 If you had been

starv'd you wou'd not have caprioll'd with your witty con-

ceits. 1788 Dibdin Mus. Tour xc. 365 Leap, skip, and

pound would poor Ap Hugh, And capriole, and caper too.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. (1857I I. 1. VII. x. 220 Rascality,

caprioling on horses from the Royal Stud.

Hence Caprio ling vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1628 Le Grys tr. Barclay's A rgenis 41 To have their stables

full.. of capreoling Horses. 1821 De Quincey Wks. (1863)

XIII. I2t The wild .. dancing, waltzing, caprioling, .of the

chamois. 1824 Scott Rcdgauntlet let. xii, In the midst

of her exuberant caprioling.

Capriole, cbs. var. of Cafreole.

t Ca-prious, a. Obs. rare- 1
. (See quot.)

1623 Cockeram, Capriatis, a goatish desire, lustfull.

Ca'priped, a. [ad. L. capripes, -pedem, f. caper,

caprki)- goat + pes foot.] Goat-footed.

1730-6 Bailey, Capripede ; and in mod. Diets.

Capritio, -ious, obs.ff. Capricck>,Capricious.

Ca prizant, a. Med. [ad. medical L. capri-

zans {pulsus), f. caper goat.] Of the pulse :

' Bounding', uneven in motion.

1730-6 Bailey ; and in mod. Diets.

Ca-prizate, *>• Med. [cf. prec] 'To leap

like a goat ; a term applied to the pulse ' (Crabb

Techn. Diet. 1823).

Caproic (kaprt>"'ik), a. Chem. [f. L. caper,

capr- goat (from its smell) + -oic, -10
;

in form

purposely varied from Capric, with which it is

associated. Capronic was another form used by

some.]

1. Caproic acid: a peculiar acid found along

with the capric and butyric acids in. butter, etc. ;

chemically also called normal caproic or pentyl-

formic acid; this and iso-caproic or isopentyl-

fortnic acid being forms of the hexoic acids

(C, H„ Oj), the monatomic monobasic or fatty

acids of the hexyl series.

1839-47 XovvCycl. Anat.lW. 359/1 The butyric, caproic,

and capric acids. 1873 Watts Fownes' Chem. 686 Caproic

Acid is produced by the action of alkalis on amyl cyanide.

2. Caproic series : the series of chemical com-

pounds allied to caproic acid, or containing the

radical caproyl ; as caproic alcohol, caproic alde-

hyde, caproic ethers, etc.

From same source Caproate, a salt of caproic

acid. Caproone, the ketone of the caproic series.

Ca proyl or Capronyl, C, H„ O, the radical of

the caproic series ; whence Caproylami:ne, etc.

1845 Day tr. Simon's A nim. Cliem. I. 76 Nearly the whole

of the caproate salt is deposited. 1873 Watts F'oivues

Chem. 687 The metallic caproates are soluble and crystal-

lisable.

tCa'pron'. Obs. Also chappron, (capon),

[a. F. capron, NF. dial, form of chaperon hood.]

A hood. Capron hardy [F. = bold hood or cap;

cf. mad-cap, wild-cap, etc.] : an appellation for

an impudent fellow.

c 1460 Bk. Curtesye (Oriel MS.) Ixvi. (1868) 46 To his soue-

reyne Chappron [Caxton capron] hardy nobonet lust avale.

1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. (1550) 67 The monkes had their

cowles, caprones, or whodes, and their botes. 1561AWDE-
lay Frat. Vacai. 12 This knave with his cap on his head
lyke Capon hardy, wyll syt downe by his Maister. [1611

Cotgr., Vn Cliaperonfait a i'en veux, a notable whipster

or twigger; a good one, I warrant her.]

II Capron 2
. Obs. [F. capron, caperon : see

Littre.] A sort of strawberry.

1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard. Gloss., Caprons,
Straw-berry Plants that have large Velvet Leaves, and bear

large Whitish Straw-berries which have but a faint taste.

99

Caprone. Chem. See under Capric.

Capronic. Chem. An early variant of Caproic.

1859 Todd Cycl. Auat. V. 392/1 A variety of volatile fatty

acids, .known under the names of. .caprylic, capronic, capric

and vaccinic acids, c 1865 I. Wylde in Ore. Sc. I. 333/2.

Caproone, caproyl : see Caproic.

f Capruch. Obs. ? = Caprich, caprice.

1634 Shirley Example 11. i, A mental tiphon, a windy

Capruch.

t Capnrncle. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. capruncu-

IttmJ] An earthen vessel.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 489 The vessels in a

Pharmacopoly. .are Bottles, Capruncles, etc.

Capryck, caprytchyous, etc. : see Capri-.

Capryl (kce-pril). Chem. [f. Capr-ic (acid) +

-Y1.J Applied by some to the radical (C, 0 H,, O)

of capric or rutic acid ;
by others to the radical

(C g H„ O) of caprylic acid, which some distinguish

as Caprylyl. In the latter sense it appears in

Ca prylami de, the amide of the caprylic series
;

Caprylate, a salt of caprylic acid
;
Capryloni-

trile, etc.

Caprylic, a. Chem. [f. as prec. + -ic]

Caprylic acid (C, H„ 02 ) : a fatty acid of a faint

but unpleasant odour, found as a glyceride in

butter, cocoa-nut oil, etc. ; one of the octylic or

8-carbon fatty acids. So caprylic series, etc.

1845 Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 75 Two of these

acids, the capryllic and vaccinic, were discovered only a

few months ago. 1859 ]see Capronic]. 1873 Watts Fownes'

Chem. 688.

Caps. A printers' abbreviation of capitals,

capital letters.

1850 Thackeray Pendcnnis xxxii, We'll have that in large

Caps., Bungay, my boy.

t Capse. Obs. rare. [a. OF. capse, ad. L. capsa

box.] A coffer, chest.

1447 Bokenham Scyntys 100 In a capse of sylvyer it for to

close.

II
Capsicum (karpsikwm). Bot. [mod. L.

(Tournefort) of uncertain composition. Linnaeus

explained it from Gr. «rWtiv ' to bite ' (rather ' to

gulp down ') ; but it is generally referred to L.

capsa case, as if named from the pods. In either

case the formation is etymologically irregular.]

1. A genus of tropical plants or shrubs (N.O.

Solanacese), characterized by their hot pungent

capsules and seeds.

The common annual capsicum or Guinea Pepper (Can-
nuuni), and Spur Pepper (C./rutesccns) produce the chillies

of commerce, the chief source of Cayenne pepper. Other

species are Bird Pepper (C. baccatum), Bell Pepper (C. gros-

sum), Goat Pepper (C. fruticosum), etc.

[1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 19 Sow on the Hot-bed

..Capsicum Indicum. .andthe like rare and exotic Plants.]

1796 C. Marshall Garden, xvi. (1813) 264 Capsicum is

sometimes raised for its young pods to pickle. 1878 H. M.
Stanley DarkCont. II. xii. 351 The capsicum with its red-

hot berries rose in embowering masses.

2. The fruit of the capsicum ;
esp. the prepared

fruit of Capsicumfastigiatum, an active stimulant,

used chiefly as a condiment.

1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. II. s.v. Sallet, The Indian

Capsicum superlatively hot and burning. 1787 J. Collins

in Med. Commun. II. 372 The active ingredient .. is the

capsicum. 1801 Med. Jml. V. 425 The gangrenous dis-

position of the throat was only checked by capsicum. 1845

Darwin Voy. Nat. xiii. (1852) 279 After tobacco, indigo

came next in value ; then capsicum.

Hence Capsicine, Chem., the active principle

extracted from the capsules of capsicum.

1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 161 Capsicine. .when

perfectly pure, is tasteless, inodorous, and crystallizes in acicu-

lar fragments. 1866 Treas. Bot. 219/1 A peculiar acrid fluid

called capsicin, which is so pungent that half a grain of it

volatilised in a large room, causes all who respire the con-

tained air to cough and sneeze. 1863-79 Watts Diet.

Chem. I. 747 Capsicine. 187s H. Wood Therap. (1879) 85

The name of Capsicin has been applied by different ob-

servers to the oil, to the resin, and to their combination,

but should, .be dropped, as having no definite meaning.

Capsizal (ki-psaizal). [f. Capsize v. + -al

II. 5.] The act of capsizing; an upset.

1881 W. C. Russell Sailor's Swecth. III. v. 218, I was

none the worse for my capsizal. 1882 Eraser's Mag. XXV.
687 To protect, .against all risks of further ' capsizals .

Capsize (kSpsai-z), sb. [f. next.] = prec.

1807 E S. Barrett All the Talents 62 Shou'd he get a

capcise. How. .could he rise? 1848 J. Grant Adv. Aide-

de-C xxxviii, We escaped a capsize. 1882 Nares Seaman-

ship (ed. 6) 152 In the event of a capsize they, .will float.

Capsize (kaepssi'z), v. [Origin unknown ;
app.

originally a sailor's expression : not in Bailey,

Johnson, Ash, nor in Todd 1 818. The first element

may possibly be Cap sb. 1

(Prof. Skeat suggests corruption of Sp. cabezar ' to nod,

pitch as a ship ', or of capuzar in ' capuzar un baxel, to sink

a ship by the head ', from cabeza, cabo head.)]

1. trans. To upset, overturn {esp. on the water).

1788 Dibdin Mus. Tour xxxv. 142, 1 began to think, with

the sailors below, that there was certainly a chance of 'our

being capsized '. 1803 Rees Cycl., Capsize, m Naval Lan-

guage to upset or turn over anything. 1823 Byron 7"an

ix. xviii, What if carrying sail capsize the boat? 1847-78

Halliwell, Capsize, to move a hogshead or other vessel

forward by turning it alternately on the heads. Somerset.

CAPSTAN.

1870 E. Peacock Rat/ Skirl. II. 286 He., capsized the

stool on which he had been seated.

fig- '833 Marryat P. Simple xvii, I was capsized ..when

I looked at the house.

2. intr. (for rcjl.) To be upset or overturned.

1805 A. Duncan Mariner's Chron. IV. 75 The captain ..

expressed his surprise that the ship should remain so long

on her beam-ends, in such a heavy sea, without capsizing.

1882 Nakes Seamanship (ed. 6) 140 The sail . .
will capsize

behind the top-gallant sail.

Hence Capsi-zed a., Capsi-zing vbl. sb., etc.

1882 Daily Neius 1 June 3/6 She fell in with a capsized

vessel, apparently a schooner.

Capstan v
ka;-pstan). Forms : a. 4 capstan,

5-6 capstayne, 6 capestan, 6-7 oapstain(e,

-sten, 7-8 -stane, 7 -stone, -stang, 7- capstan

;

0. 7 capsterne, 7-9 -stern, (7 capstorm) ; 7. 7-8

capstand ; 5. 7-8 capstall ; see also Capstring.

[either a. F. cabeslan, also in 16th c. capestan

(Littre), or else directly from the source of the

Fr., viz. Pr. cabestan, earlier cabestran (Cat. cabes-

trant, Sp. cabestrante, -estante, cabrcstantc, Pg.

cabrcstante) :-L. *capistrant- pr. pple. of capistra-

re (Pr. caiestrar), to halter, bind fast, fasten, f.

capistr-um (It. capestro, Sp. cabestro, Pg. cabresto,

Pr. cabestre, ¥. chevHre) halter, f. cap-ere to take

hold of.

The Fr. cabestan is not known to us earlier than Palsgr.

1530; since the word occurs in Eng. in 14th c, it may have

been learned from the shipmen of Marseilles or Barcelona

at the time of the Crusades. In Pg., captttrtmmi its

derivatives have the r transposed, cabresto ' halter ,
nauti-

cally 'ropes, cables belonging to the bowsprit ,
cabresteiro

'halter-maker', cal'icstantc j the last is also the approved

form in mod. literary Sp. ; this form gave rise to the un-

tenable conjecture that the derivation was from cabra goat

+ estante ' standing ', ingeniously supported by the known

application of the name of the goat in various languages

Kcabria, chevre, bock, etc.), to various mechanical devices.

The attempt to find a meaning in the word, in English,

produced many popular perversions of the second element,

as stain, stone, stand, stall, stem, storm, string. Other

names were capstock, and cablestock.]

1. A piece of mechanism, working on the principle

of the wheel and' axle, on a vertical axis, the power

being applied by movable bars or levers inserted

in horizontal sockets made round the top, and

pushed by men walking round, whereby the appa-

ratus is made to revolve and wind up a cable round

its cylinder or barrel ; it is used especially on board

ship for weighing the anchor, also for hoisting

heavy sails, etc., and for raising weights out of

quarries, mines, coal-pits (see Gin), and the like.

Double capstan, one that has two barrels on different

decks, so as to be worked by two sets of men. Phrases,

To /leave at tlie capstan, to man tlie capstan, to bring the

cable to the capstan ; to rig the capstan, to insert the bars,

etc. ; to pawl the capstan, to drop the pawls or catches

into their sockets so as to prevent recoil, when heaving is

stopped ; to come up the capstan, to slacken the cable by

lifting out the pawls and walking back ; to surge the cap-

stan, to slacken the rope while heaving so as to prevent

riding or fouling.

a. forms capstan, -slain, -sten, -stone, -slang.

C1325 E.E. Allit. P. B. 418 pe arc . . with-outen . . kable

ober capstan to clyppe to her ankrez. c 1500 Cocke LorclCs

B. (1843) 12 Some wounde at y - capstayne . . Some stode at

y° slynge. 1530 Palsgr. 607/2 Let go your capestan .

.

chez vostre cabestan. a 1608 Sir F. Vere Comm. A T he

Cap-stain being too strong for my men. 1615
\
Mi:

.
A cc.

St. John's Hosp. Canterb., A nyorne pynne for the capsten.

1618 Raleigh Shipping 16 The weighing of Anchors

by the Capstone is also new. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S.

Sea (1847) 132 With our capstens [we) stretched the two

byghtes. 1633 T. James Voy. 25 Bringing the Cable to

Capstang, to heauc in our Cable. 1706 Phillips, Capstan,

Capstand or Capstem . . Come up Capstan, or Launce out

the Capstan, when the Sea-men would have the Cable that

they heave by slacked. 1729 Desagulieks in Phil. Trans.

XXXVI. 196 A Capstane, or upright Shaft, drawn round

by Horses. 1832 Babbage Ecou. Manuf. vu. (ed. 3) 48 In

mines it is sometimes necessary to raise or lower great

weights by capstans.

P. forms capstem, -storm.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia 1. 14 The men. .were throwne

from the Capstern, by the breaking of a barre. 1670 Dry-

den Tempest I. i, Hands down ! Man your Main-Capstorm.

1759 Wesley Wks. (1872) II. 521 The capstern of the ship.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) To come up the Lap-

stem, is to let go the rope which they had been heaving.

1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xiii. 45 Mind you leave all your

pistols on capstern.

7. form capstand.

1616 Bullokar, Capstand, an instrument to wind up things

of great weight, some call it a Crane. 1791 Smeaton Edy-

stone L. § 154, I tried them by a strain from the Capstand.

5. form capstall.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 318 Enforced to worke

their vessels to land by a Capstall or Crane. 1714 Steele

The Lover (1723) 190 Anchors, Cables, Rudders . .
Capstals.

2. altrib. and Comb., as capstan-bar, -barrel,

-heaver ;
capstan-headed adj. ; capstan-house,

see quot. ;
capstan-swifter, ' a rope passed hori-

zontally through notches in the outer ends of the

bar . . the intent is to steady the men, and to give

room for a greater number to assist, by manning

the swifters both within and without ' (Smyth).

1627 Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 7 Holes thorow which you

put your *Capstaine barres, for as many men as can stand

13-2
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at them to thrust it about, and is called manning the Cap-
staine. 1798 Cai-t. Miller in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846)
VII. Introd. 157 They dropped under the capstan-bars, and
were asleep in a moment. 1706 Phillips s.v., 'Capstan-
barrel is the main part of the whole piece. 1790 Roy in
Phil. Trans. LXXX. 147 *Capstan-headed screws. 1791
Bentham Panopt. 11. 115 The *capstern-heaver would be
dead before the wheel-walker felt the sensation of fatigue.
1809 C. Milward in Naval Chron. XXII. 309 The mess-
room door of the *capstan-house. 1863 Harry Dockyard
Econ. 101 Capstan-houses. These are the houses in which
capstans, anchor stocks, pump boxes, etc., are manufactured,
repaired, and stored.

T Ca'pstock. Obs. [Cf. Capstan and Cable-
stock.] = Capstan.
^1551 Recordf. Pathiu. Kncnvl. Pref., To sette forth the
Capstocke, and eche other parte, wold make a greate showe
of Geometries arte.

Cap-stone (ka:'psti?"n). [f. Cap + Stone.]
1. A stone which caps or crowns : a. the top-

stone. Also
fig,

1685 Gracian's Courtier's Orac. 150 Here is the fair occa-
sion . . to put the cap-stone upon his other perfections. 1791
Smeaton Edystone L. § 293 They had put on the cap-stone
of the stair-head. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. xvii.

447 The capstone to his revelry is when he accepts Falstaff's

pledge to a bumper.

b. The overlying horizontal stone of a cromlech
or dolmen.
1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863^ II. 9 Much greater

mechanical skill . . was required to . . upheave the capstone of
the cromlech on to the upright trilith. 1879 Lubbock Attdr,
Pol. <y Educ. ix. 157 A dolmen, .of which only the capstone
now remains.

c. Coping-stone, coping.
1665 Lond. Caz. No. 6/1 The Sea here threw up several

Capstones and Keys. 1818 41 Tytler Hist. Scot. 11864) I.

137 So near the walls as to be able to fix their movable
bridges on the capstone.

d. The uppermost bed of stone in a quarry.
1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 108 Were it not for these

cavities, the cap-stone would not readily be worked.
2. Geol. A fossil Echinite of the genus Conulus,

so called from its cap-like shape.
1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 92 By the Country people called

commonly Cap-stones, from their likeness to a Cap laced
down the sides.

Capstone, obs. form of Capstan.
t Ca'pstring. A perversion of Capstan.
1609 HeywooO Brit. Troy iN .) Some to the cap-string call,

some pray, some sweare. 1655 Hevwood & Rowley Port.
Land A> Sea IV. iii, Part of their Capstring too I with a
Piece abaft shot overboard.

Capsular kaepsijJlai), a. [ad. mod.L. capsu-
lar-ts, i. cupula : see Capsule and -ak 1.] Of,
pertaining to, or of the nature of a capsule.

1 1679 Plot Staffordsh. 1 1686) 106 The bicapsular seed vessel
of Digitalis ferruginea.] 1730-6 Bailey, Capsular, pertain-
ing to a coffer, chest or casket. 1748 Hartley Oiserv. Man
1. li. vii p 74. 245 The capsular Ligaments of the Joints.
1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 175 A berry covered with
a capsular shelj. 1831 R. Knox Clofnet's Anat. 766 Cap-
sular Lymphatics . . come from the supra-renal capsules.
1822 44 Good Study Med. led. 41 III. 167 Capsular cataracts
are those in which the front, or back, of the capsule of the
lens is alone affected. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 37
Fruit berried or capsular.

t Capsulary, a. Obs. [ad. mod.L. capsuldri-
us = capsularis (see prec.).] ^prec.
1615 Crooke Body 0/Man 300 A small braunch from the

Axillary veine which they call the Capsulary or purse-
braunch. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 172 A capsulary
reception of the breast bone. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

t Capsulate (karpsirflrt), a. Bot. Obs. [ad.
mod.L. capsulatus, f. capsula : see -ate -.] Fur-
nished with or enclosed in a capsule ; formed into
a capsule

; capsuled.
1668 Wilkins Real Cliar. 11. 103 Capsulate herbs. 1688

R. Holme Armoury 11. n 5/i Capsulate Pods [are] little

short seed Vessels.^ 1803 Rees Cycl. s.v., Capsulate plants
. . bear their seeds in short capsular.

t Capsulated, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -En.] - prec.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 194 The seed of plants

lockt up and capsulated in their husks. 1664 Power Exp.
Philos. 1. 40. 1737-50 Miller Card. Vict., Capsulated
Plants.

Capsula tion. Med. [f. Capsule v. + -ation.]
' The enclosure of a drug in a capsule to render it

more convenient or more pleasant in administra-
tion ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Capsule vkre psi«l\ Also 7 oapsul ; and in
Latin form oapsula, //. -ee. [a. F. capsule, ad.
L. capsula small box or case, dim. of capsa box,
repository.]

1 1. gen. A little case or receptacle. Obs.
1651 Ukquhart Jeivel Wks. (1834I 233 Brought their dis-

orderly raised spirits into their former capsuls. 1713 Der-
ham Phys-Thcot. x. note 1 (R.) The little cases or capsules
which contain the seed in this species (the fern].

2. Phys. A membranous integument or envelope

;

a bag or sac.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xxxi. 262 The left Capsul of

the Heart 1738 Med. Ess. t, Oiserv. led. 2) IV. 193 When
this Capsule is opened the Crystalline escapes. 1804 Abf.r-
netiiy Surg-. Oft. 13 The tumour will . . acquire for itself
a kind of capsule. 1855 Owen Skel. t, Teeth 7 The capsule
ot the eye-ball is a fibrous membrane. 1866 Huxley Phys.

^SuSStM the kidney]- .terminate in dilatations.,
called Malp,ghian capsules.
•i. Bot. a. A dry dehiscent seed-vessel, contain-

ing one or more cells, and opening when ripe by
the separation of its valves, b. Applied to certain

kinds of perithecia or receptacles in Fungi.
1693 Leei/wenhoek in Phil. Trans. XVII. 706 So soon as

the Capsula breaks upon the ripening of the Seed. 1776
Withering Bot. Arrangem. (1796) I. 96 A Capsule with two
boat-shaped Valves, and one Cell ; the Valves opening
length-ways. 1830 Lindley Nat.Syst. Bot. 182 The de-
hiscence of their capsule. 1874 Lubbock Wild Flowers iii.

77 The seed capsules, when ripe, burst open if touched.

4. Chem. A shallow saucer, for roasting sam-
ples of ores, or for evaporating.
1737-51 Chambers Cycl., Capsula, in chymistry, is an

earthen vessel, in form of a pan ; wherein things are fre-

quently placed, that are to undergo very violent operations
of the fire. 17*7 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Distilling; Two
Bars of Iron . . to support the Retort or Capsula. 1853
Gregory Inorg. Chem. 181 If we heatacapsule of platinum
a little beyond 2120 , and drop water into it. 1873 W. Lees
Acoustics 111. v. in A small capsule containing water.

5. Med. A small envelope of gelatine to enclose
a dose of nauseous medicine.
1875 H. Wood TherapAiZj^' 503 When patients object to

the taste, the drug may be given in gelatine capsules.

6. A metallic cap or cover for a bottle.
1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade.

7. A percussion cap ; the shell of a metallic cart-
ridge. [Fr.] In mod. Diets.

Ca-psule, v. [f. prec] trans. To furnish or
close (a bottle, etc.) withacapsnle or metallic cover.

I Ience Ca psuled ///. a., Ca'psuling vbl. sb., etc.
1859 All Year Round No. 3a 77 Any patent capsuled

colour tubes. 1886 Brit. Manuf. Export Jrnl. 1 Oct., The
necessity for wiring, sealing, or capsuling.

Capsuli-, capsulo-, comb, forms of L. cap-
sula, Capsule; as in Capsuli ferous a., bearing
capsules. Ca psuliform a., having the form of
a capsule. Capsuli genous a., giving origin to
capsules. Ca psulo-lenti cular a., of the capsule
of the lens of the eye.

1857 Berkeley Cryptog. Bot. § 474. 430 Variously formed
capsuUeform organs. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 471 Lyco-
podium Selago. .leaves erect.. upper capsuliferous. 1870
Rolleston Anim. Life 125 The so-called capsulo-genous
glands. 1875 Walton Dis. Eye 741 Traumatic cataract is
always capsulo-lenticular.

Capt, var. of Capped///, a.

tCa ptable, a. Obs. [ad. L. captdbilis, S.

capture to catch at (see Captate).] Liable or open
to be caught or taken.
1649 J. Ecliston tr. Behmen's Epist. xv. (18801 12 Our

precious life, .lying captable to both (i.e. heaven and hell}.

Captain (karpten), sb. Forms : a. 4-5 capi-
tain, -tayn, -tane, -tein, 5 oapytayn, -tein,
capeteigne, 5-6 eapi-,capytayue, 5-7 capitaine,
6 oapitan, 7 Sc. capitane ; 0. 4-5 capteyn, 5
-tayn, -tan, 5-7 -tayne, 6-7 -taine, 7 Sc. -tane.
5- captain. [ME. capitain, a. late OF. U4thc.)
capitaine, capitain, ad. late L. capitdne-us eapitdn-
us adj. ' chief, principal ', sb. ' chief, headman ',

f. caput, capit- head.
Had L. capitdneus been an old word, which lived on in

French, its OF. form w ould hare been catain, chatain (:—
captdneumV, being of somewhat later tio-nth c origin! the
actual OF. form was cata-nic", cataigne, chataigne ; a still

later (12th c.) semipopular form, preserving the intertonic
I of capitdneus, was chevctaine (whence Eng. Chieftain).
Capitaine was again a much later adaptation of the L-]

I. A chief or headman.
1. One who stands at the head of others and

leads them, or exercises authority over them; a
headman, chief, or leader. Now only as Jig. use
of special senses.

t 1380 Wyclif De Eccles. ix. Sel. Wks. III. 360 It were
good to obeishe to Petre, and bat sich a captein were in be
Chirche. 1485 Caxton Chas. Ct. 331 Thou hast ben capy-
tayn ayenst the fayth. 1534 More Picus Wks. 21 Christ
our lorde and soueraine captayne. 1611 Bible Heb. ii. 10
The Captaine of their saluation. 1683 tr. Erasmus* Morise
Ene. 50 Homer, that Captain of all Poetry. 187s Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) III. 489 He (Homer) is the great captain and
teacher of the whole of that charming tragic company.
2. esp.A military leader; a commander of a body

of troops, of a fortress, castle, etc.

1375 Barbour Bruce vm. 52 Thai off the castell . . tauld it

to thair capitane. 1450 W. Somner in Four C. Eng. Lett. 4
Peris Brusy was cheffc capteyn. 1535 Coverdale Judg. i. 1

Who shall . . be oure Captayne of warrc against v* Cananites?
1603 Siiaks. Meas./or M. 11. ii. 130 That in the Captaine \s

but a chollericke word, Which in the Souldier is flat blas-
phemie. 1618 Bolton /torus 11. xviii. 157 Such as the
Captaine is, such is the Souldier. 1671 Milton Samson
1651 Lords, ladies, captains, counsellors, or priests. 1751
Johnson Rambl. No. 190 r 2 The captains of thousands
awaited his commands. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. III. 200
Of all the Irish captains the most dreaded and the most
abhorred.

3. A military leader of skill and ex]>erience ; an
able general or commander ; a strategist.
1590 A. Cope t title) The History of two most noble Cap-

tayncs of the World, Anniball and Scipio. 1689 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) III. 207 Authors of sects, great captains and
politicians. 1701 Swift Contests in Athens H Rome Wks.
'755 II I. 18 Miltiades . . is reckoned to have been the first
great captain, not only of Athens, but of all Greece. 1838M acaulay Sir W. Temple, Ess. iL.) Condi and Turenne
will always be considered as captains of a very different
order from the invincible Lewis. 1868 Freeman Norm.

Com;. (1876) II. x. 477 The world first fully learned how
great a captain England had in her future King.

II. The head of a division.

4. gen. A subordinate officer holding command
under a sovereign, a general, or the like.
C1380 Wycuf Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 323 Folk, bat weren be

fendis capteyns in killing of martiris. 1535 Coverdale
1 Maec. xv. 38 The kynge made Cendebeus captayne or the
see coost. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. to8 O thou, whose
Captame I account my selfe . . Make vs thy ministers of
Chasticement, 1609 Bible (Douayi Lament, t.comm., His
capitaine Nabuzardan spoyled aL 1611 Bible Deut. i. 15
Captaines ouer fifties, and captaines ouer tennes, and officers
among your tribes. 1830 Sparks Biog. S. Cabot ii. 109 On
Cabot's arrival, .he gave him the title of his Captain.

5. spec. In the army : The officer who commands
a company of infantry or foot artillery, or a troop
of cavalry or horse artillery, ranking between the
major and the lieutenant. The grade is the third
in order of promotion.
'SfoCon/ed Popish Princes in Strype Ann. Re/. 1. 11. 1.

538 The principall lievetenaunts and capytaines. 1598
Barret Theor. IVarres 11. I 15 Regiment (divided] into
companies, ouer every company a Captaine. 1641 Sc.
Acts (18701V. App. 679/2 Petitione be the Lieutenant Colon-
elhs and Majoris . . desyring the pay of ane captaine. 1814
Scott H 'av. v, Captain Waverley of the regiment of
dragoons. 1845 S. Austin Ranh.'s Hist. Re/. II. 347 Who
had now risen to the rank of captain.

6. The officer who commands a man-of-war. In
the liritish navy, the title of an officer who ranks
between a rear-admiral or a commodore and a
commander. The title is also often given by
courtesy to a commander.
Captain 0/the Fleet : an officer, temporarily appointed by

the admiralty, who acts as adjutant-general of a naval force,
carries out all orders issued by the commander-in-chief, but
whose special duty it is to keep up the discipline of the fleet

;

he wears the uniform of a rear-admiral. Captain 0/ the
Port : an officer of the Board of Health who ' controls the
entries and departures, the berthing at the anchorage, and
general marine duties in a port, but possesses no naval
authority. Hence, the port-captain is quite another officer

'

(Smyth Sailor's iVorddfk.).
I5S4 Eden Decades W. Ind. vii.iArb.) 375 This capitayne

Wyndam, puttyng furth of his shyp at Porchtnouth. 1593
Shaks. 2 lien. VI, iv. L ,07 This Villaine heere, Being
Captaine of a Pinnace. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vng.
Seamen 1 The Captaines charge is to commaund all, and
tell the Maister to what Port he will go. 1745 Observ. Cone.
Nary 36 A Captain of a Man of War of the Line, is equal
in Rank to a Colonel. 1804 G. Rose Diaries nS6o) II. 194
Captain Pr«scou,_a commander in the navy. 1836 Marryat
Midsh. Easy xxii. The captain of the frigate.

b. Applied to the chief sailor of a gang of men
to whom the duties of a certain portion of the
ship are assigned, as captain of the Jorecastle,
captain of the hold, captain of the maintop, etc
1801 Naral Chron. VI. 103 He was captain of a gun at

the Battle of the Nile. 1833 Marryat P. Simple 11. vii,
The captain of the main-top was there with two other sailors.

859 W, Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 208, No. 1, the Cap-
tain [of a gun] commands, attends the breech, primes,
points, and fires. 1882 Navy List July 459 Captain of
Quarter-deck Men, Captain of the Forecastle, Captain of
the Foretop, Captain of the Hold, etc
7. 1 he master or commander of a merchant ship

or of any kind of vessel.

1704 Addison Italy 6 Our Captain thought his Ship in so
great Danger. i8u J. Flint Lett. Amer. 144 The persons
who take the charge of keel-boats are also Captains 1858
Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 39 Capt. Baker had every confidence
in the ship. 1873 Morlev Rousseau II. 55 A kidnapper of
coolies or the captain of a slaver.

8. The suj>erintendent or manager of a mine (in
'

Cornwall, etc.).

160a Carew Cornwall 10/1 Their ouerseer, whome they
terme their Captaine. 17^7 Borlase in Phil. Trans. L. 504
This very intelligent captain of the mine observes, etc. 1852
Leisure Ho. 632 note. 1864 Mrs. Lloyd Ladies Pole, id
9. The foreman of a company of workmen or of

a workshop in various trades. (Cf. also 6 b.)

1886 Nnvspaper, D. H., 'captain' of Messrs. Davies'
[tailors'] shop, said that he never saw a coat worse made.
10. The head boy of a school, or of a form

in it.

1706 Spect. No. 307 r 13 Every Boy is bound to have as
good a Memory as the Captain of the Form. 1730 Etoniana
x. 156

1
There was a speech made by the captain. 1825

Scott in Lockhart (1839) VIII. 149 A schoolboy who writes
himself Captain of diggleswick School. 1864 Blaclnv.
Mag. XCVI. 226 (Hoppei Trie late captain of Harrow.,
gives it as his opinion that the small houses have their
necessary advantages.

11. In Cricket, Football, and other sports : The
leader of a side or team, the chief of a club, etc.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. v, Old Brooke is talking to
the captain of quarters [at foot-ball). Ibid. 11. viii, And then
the Captain of the eleven . . what a post is his in our School
world. 1865 (title) The Rob Roy on the Jordan . . By J.
Macgregor, Captain of the Royal Canoe Club. 1884 Har-
per's Mag. Jan. 299/1 They [bowling club] have a captain,
and a treasurer.

12. As a term of address (without implying any
office or rank ) . familiar or slang. Cf. ' governor .

1607 Shaks. Timon 11. iL 76 Why how now Captaine?
what do you in this wise Company? 16x1 — Wint. T. 1. ii.

122 Come Captaine, We must be neat ; not neat, but cleanly,
Captaine. 1862 Russell Diary, North \S. I. xiii 139 All

the people who addressed me by name prefixed ' Major ' or
' Colonel '.

' Captain ' is very low. .The conductor who took
our tickets was called ' Captain '.



CAPTAIN. 101 CAPTIOTJSNESS.

III. 13. A name for the Grey Gurnard.
[c ijao Andrew*: Noble Lyfe in Babees Bk. (1868) 232

Capitaius is a lytel fisshe with a great hede, a wyde rounde
mouthe.] 1810 P. Neill Fisltes 14 (Jam.) Grey Gurnard;
Crowner.— 1 t is known by a variety of other names, as Cap-
tain, Hardhead, etc.

IV, 14. Comb., as captain-craft, -commandant,
-hackum, -sharp

;
captain's biscuit, a hard variety

of fancy biscuit
; f captain-pacha : see Capjtan.

1844 Dickens Mar. Ckuz. v. (C. D.) 53 He took a Cap-
tain's biscuit. 1639 Fuller Holy War ui. xxiv. (1840' 162
There were some mysteries in the *captain-craft. 1876 Ban-
croft Hist. U. S. IV. xv. 419 Commissioned, .as Captain-
commandant for Pittsburg. 1877 Major Discov. Pr. Henry
x. 131 Prince Henry.. gave Cabral the rank of "Captain
Donatary. 1690 li. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, *Captain-hackum,
a Fighting, Blustering, Bully. Ibid. *Captain-sharp, a
great Cheat ; also a Huffing, yet Sneaking, Cowardly
Bully.

t Captain (kse-pten), a. Obs. [In part perh.

ad. med. L. capitaneus chief, principal ; but in

many cases not to be distinguished from an attrib.

use of prec. sb.] Chief, principal, leading, head-.
1566 Drant Horace Sat. ii. B, He lays it to the captaine

heape Whereof it rose, and grew. 1566 T. Stapleton Ret.
Untr. Jewell iv. 50 A manifest and Captain Untruthe.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxiii. (1887) 121 Sound sleepe,
the captaine cause ofgood digestion, c 1600 Shaks. Sontt.
Hi, Like stones of worth .. Or captain jewels in the car-
canet._ 1635 R. Bolton Com/. Affl. Conse. iv. 182 Some
Captaine and Commanding sinne.

Captain (kce-ptt*n), v. [f. the sb.] a. trans.

To act as captain to, lead as captain, head.
1598 Barret Theor. IVarres IL i. 24 Captained as we are,

our blind ignorance may chance breed our owne woe. 1700
Southerns Fate 0/ Capua 1. i, This head-long rout .. Is
captain'd, headed, and led on by some. 1815 Southev
Roderick xiv. 103 Who called them to the field, who cap-
tained them. 1885 Manch. Even. Netus 29 May 2/4 Lord
Harris captained the team. 1885 Sat, Rev. 4 July 1/2.

b. intr.

1671 Drvdew Even. Love 19 As if I were gone a Captain-
ing to Flanders.

Captaincy (kae'ptensi). [f. Captain sb. + -ct
(cf. aldermancy) ; after infancy, lieutenancy, etc.,

in which the suffix, really -y, is apparently -cy.]

1. The post or position of captain.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xvi, The captaincy of the Tolbooth.

1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858) 275 Enlistecf, under Heaven's
captaincy. 1884 Cyclist 13 Feb. 242/1 Mr. G. . .after seven
years of captaincy duties, retires from the post."

2. The action or control of a captain
;
general-

ship.

1850 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. L 43 To bring these
hordes of outcast captainless soldiers under due captaincy.
1864 Wendell Phillips in Boston (Mass.) Commonw. 27
May, We have had neither statesmanship in the White
house nor captaincy in the head quarters of the army.
3. The district under the rule of a captain (e. g.

in Brazil). [ = Sp. capitania.]
i8zi Southey Lett. (1856) III. 255 Disputes and divisions

between the great captaincies will be the next step.

Captainess (koe-pterres). [f. Captain sb. +
-ess. Cf. F, capitainesse in sense 2.]

1. A female captain or commander. (Formerly
frequent.)

1465 Marg. Pabton Lett. 502 II. 187, I had lever.. to be
captensse here then at Caster. 1581 Sidney Astr. Stella
lxxxviii, From my dear Captainnesse to run away. 1658
Ussher Ann. vi. 354 A Company of woemen whose Cap-
tainesse was Archidamia. 1864 R. Burton Dahome II.

75 note, The captainesses of the life-guards.

t 2. The flagship of a fleet of galleys. Obs.
1600 Holland Livy xxxv. xxvi. 903 The rest of the fleete

having lost their captainesse [Pretoria nave amissa].

CaptainGe neral, captain-general. [ =
F. capitain general, Sp. capitan general.'] Chief
commander of a force ; commander-in-chief of an
army {obs. in Eng. use). Also the governor of a
Spanish province or colony.
1514 Summ. Tcrouane in Rel. Ant. I. 317 The Lord Pont

Deremy, capeteyn generall. 1606 Shaks. Tr. q Cr. 11. iii.

279 Honour'd Captaine Generall of the Grecian Armie,
Agamemnon. 1708 Proclam. 30 Dec. in Lond. Gaz, No.
4503/1 John Duke of Marlborough, Captain General of
our Forces. 1777 Watson Philip II (1839) 159 The marquis
of Mondejar, captain-general of the province. 1809 Wel-
lington Let in Gurw. Disp. V. 3 Appointing me one of
the Captains General of the Spanish armies. 1845 Darwin
Voy. Nat. 1.(1879) 3 It is here the governors and captain-
generals of the islands have been buried.

Ca ptainless, a. Without a captain.
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. Dl. xix. (R.) But captainless Con-

fusedly they deale. 1796 Southey JoanofArc\-\\\. s87(R.)
All captainless, 111 marshalled. 1850 Carlyle Latter-d.
Pamph. i. 43 Captainless, uncommanded, these wretched
outcast

' soldiers ' . . must needs become banditti.

Captain -lieutenant. A military officer
who commanded a company or troop, with a cap-
tain's rank, and lieutenant's pay. (The rank no
longer exists.)

a 1658 Cromwell in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. II. 278 My
captain-lieutenant slew him. 1745 Obserr: Cone. Navy 48
In the Army there are Captain-Lieutenants whose Commis-
sions are superiour to all other Lieutenants and inferiour
to Captains. 1770 Davies in Phil. Trans. LX. 187 Tho.
Davies, Captain Lieutenant of Artillery. ci88o Grant
Hist India I. Ivi. 289/2 Captain-Lieutenant Clark ..was
struck on the breast by a spent ball.

t Ca'ptainly, a. Obs. Befitting a captain.
I597 J- Payne Royal Exch. 34 Endowed wth courrage

and Captaynely knowlege.

Captain-pasha : see Capitan.

t Ca'ptainry. Obs. Also 6 capitanry, -ery.

[ad. F. capitainerie, in med.L. capitaneria (Matt.

Paris) : see Captain sb. and -BY.]

The office of captain, captaincy ; a district under

a captain.

1336 IIellenden Cron. Scot. I. 276 The king of Pichtis .

.

promittit . . to geif the capitanry of Camelon to him. c 1565
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 51 Under the Cap-
tainry and Government of James Hamilton. 1577 Hoi.in-
SHKDChron. /rel. an. 15681 R.) Fearing that their capteinries

should be taken away. 176a tr. Buschiugs Syst. Geog. III.

740 The caphanery of I.uggarus. 1796 Morse Ainer. Geog.
I. 749 The 16 captainries, into which this country is divided.

Ca ptainship, [f. Captain sb. + -ship.]

1. The office, position, authority or rank of a
captain; commandership ; leadership.

^1465 Fne. Citron. (Camd. Soc. ) 79 To dyscharge hym
[Capteyn of Caleys] of the capteynshyppe. 1495 Act 11

Hen. VI'/, xxxiit. § 25 The Captainshippe of the Castell of

Aberwstoyth. 154s Uoall AVojw. 234 a, He was
putte from the capitaineship of a compaignie of horsemen.
1643 PkyhNE Power Pari. 11. 63 The Earle of Warwick was
elected to the Captainship of Calice. 1752 Carte Hist.
Eng. III. 223 The captainship of the Scotch Guards. 1841
W. Spalding Italy It. 1st. II. 150 A still more terrible

host, called the Great Company . .then under the captain-
ship of Lando, a German.

2. The dignity or* personality of a captain.

humorous ; cf. lordship.

1611 Barrey Rant Alley in Hazl. Dodslcy X. 324 Is this

the fittest place Your captainship can find to puff in? 1612
Chai'Man IVidowes T. in Dodsley (17801 VI. 224 Your Cap-
tainship commands my service no farther. ^1817 Hoik;
Tales cy Sk. VI. 1^4, I advise your lordship, your captain-
ship, and your besiegership.

3. A district under the rule of a captain,
[transl. Sp. & Pg. capitatiia.}

1680 Morden Geog. Red. (1685*258 The Portugueses enjoy
.. the Captainships of Para, etc. 1825 Waterton II 'and.

S. Amer. n. ii. 173 He has been shot south of the line, in

the captainship of Para.

4. Skill in performing the part of captain or

leader, 'skill in the military trade' (J.).
1606 Shaks. Ant. CI. in. xiii. 8 The itch of his Affection

should not then Haue nickt his Captain-ship.

II Ca'ptal. Obs. [Pr. :-L. capital-is."] An old

title ofrank in the south of France = chief, captain,

as in the famed Captalde Buch, here referred to :

1591 Wyrley Armorie 159 Truth and courage bold That
Chandos, and the Captall true did hold.

t Captate, v. Obs. [f. L. capiat- ppl. stem
of captdre to catch at, freq. of capcre to take, seize.]

trans. To catch at, strive to obtain, seek after.

1628 Hobbes Thucyd. 1. xxii. note, [They] recited their
histories to captate glory. 1659 Gauden Tears Church 255
(D.) Condescending oft . . in order to captate the love and
civil favour of people. 1671 True Non-Con/. Pref., I do not
captate the empty praise of an affected modesty.

Captation (kaept^'Jan). [a. L. eapldlidn-em,

n. of action f. captd-re (see prec.) ; cf. F. captation^]

A catching at, an endeavour to get., esp. by address

or art ; the making of ad captandum appeals.

1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 815 With proper captacyouns
of benevolence. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. ied. 3), Captation,
procuring, purchasing. 1628 Bp. Hall Quo Vadis xv. 700
Neuer generation was so forward as the Jesuiticall for cap-
tation of wils [cf. L. captatio testamenti] amongst their
owne, or of soules amongst strangers. 1648 Eikon Bos. 107
Popular captations which some men use in their speeches.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Captation, subtilty to get favour,
a cunning endeavor to get a thing. 1873 Daily Nezvs 28
July 4/7 To induce candidates to rely, .less on the arts of
political captation.

f Capte. Obs. [ad. L. capt-us taking, com-
prehension, capacity, f. capt- ppl. stem of cap- ere

to take.] Capacity, comprehension.
1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. Pref. 23 b, Helpe the weake

and tendre capte of the vnleamed reader, /bid. 321b, A
mery conceipte to those that are of capte to take it.

Caption (karpjon). Also 4 capcioun. [ad. L.
captzdn-em taking, f. capt- ppl. stem of capere to

take. Cf. OF. capcion, -Hon.]

1. Taking, catching, seizure, capture, nenv rare.
1383 Wyclif 2 Peter ii. 12 Beestes, kyndeli in to capcioun

[Vulg. in captionem\ or takinge. 1680 Sess. Admir. 18 Feb.
in Beawes Lex Mercat. 238 A caption in order to an adjudi-
cation. 1689 Treaty in Magens /nsurances (1755I II. 471
Shipspresent at the Caption. 1813 Monthly Mag. XXXVI.
14 To handle is to exercise the instrument of caption. 1886
Pall Mall G. 3 June 16/1 (Advt.) Mineral water . . an im-
proved method of caption, by which dilution is avoided.

b. Law. Arrest or apprehension by judicial

process, {esp. in Scotch law.)

1609 Skene Reg. Maj. Table, 70 The forme of the breive
of caption of ane debtour. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. in.

(1636) 35 Letters of Caption sent forth against the said Pre-
bend. 1702 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. m. x. (1743)
434 The last step . . is called a caption, which is a warrant to
seize the debtor's person. 1739 Col. Rec. Peun. IV. 391 Y°
Day and Cause of his Caption and Detention. 182 . Scott
Rob Roy Introd., Sentenced by letters of horning and cap-
tion. 1837 New Month. Mag. XLVII. 310 The caption of
some of the most violent appeased the riot.

"f*
2. The action of cavilling or taking exception ;

an objection or cavil ; fallacious or captious argu-
ment ; a quibble, sophism. (L. captio.} Obs.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learning 11. xiv. § 6. 55 The degenerate

and corrupt vse is for Caption and contradiction. 1622 62
Heylin Cosmogr. Introd. (1674) 2/1 Not to spend more time
in answering so vain a Caption. 1655 Fullkr Ch. Hist. 11,

84 How causelesse is the Caption of the Papists at the Con-
secration of Matthew Parker, a 1734 North Lives I. 365
He . . showing them the proclamation, asked if they could
find any caption to be made upon it.

3. Law. ' That part of a legaTinstrument, as a

commission, indictment, etc., which shows where,

when, and by what authority it is taken, found, or

executed' (Tomlins Law Diet. 1809':. This ap-

pears to be short for 'certificate or note of caption

or taking
'

; and it is sometimes used for the
' making or execution 1 of this certificate.

1670 BloVNT Laiv Diet. s.v. Caption (Captio), When a
Commission is executed, and the Commissioners names sub-

scribed to a Certificate, dt-claring when and where the Coin-
mission was executed, that is called the Caption. 1790
Dallas Amer. Law Rep. I. 131 The time from which they
are bound : whether from the caption or from the inrohnent

of the recognizance. 1818 Cruise Digest V. 123 Unless
the caption of such fine be before one of the justices or

barons. 1885 J. Woodcock in Law Times LXX1X. 233/1
A customary tenant, .must attend before the steward to be
sworn to the caption.

The foregoing is sometimes explained as 1 the beginning or

heading of a warrant, commission, or indictment , whence
comes
4. The heading of a chapter, section, or news-

paper article. (Chiefly used in U. S.)

1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Caption : This legal term is

used in the newspapers where an Englishman would say
title, head, or heading. 1854 N. <y Q. Ser. 1. IX. 245/1 [A
review] having three works as the caption of the article.

1865 Gkosaht Palmer's Mem Introd. 21 Prof. De Morgan
. .delighting the readers of the Athenaeum with the treasures

of his. .reading, under the caption, 'A Budget of Paradoxes'.

1879(1. Prescott Sp. Telephone xxx A short article .. in.

.

this journal under the caption 'Galvanic Music'.

Captious (karpjas', a. Forms : 4, 6 capcious,

5 -cyows, 6 -this, 7 -tiose, 6- captious, [ad. F.

capticux or L. captids-us fallacious, sophistical, f.

caption-em ,see Caption).]
1. Apt to catch or take one in ; fitted to ensnare

or perplex in argument
;
designed to entrap or

entangle by subtlety ;
fallacious, sophistical.

1447 lioKENUAM Seyutys 7 At Caimbrygge. .Where wyttys
be manye ryht capcyows And subtyl. 1530 Pai.sgr. 307/1
Capcious, crafty in wordes to take one in a trap, capticux.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark ii. 23a, Wherfore they
went vnto Iesus, & moued vnto hym this capcious question.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. 111. 31 Verbal, Captiose, So-
phistic Questions. 1784 Cowper Tirocinium 903 A captious

question, sir, and yours is one, Deserves an answer similar,

or none. 1871 Hlackie Four Phases 1. 113 By captious
questions to worm answers out of other people,

fb. Crafty. Obs.

1590 SwtNBURN Testaments 147 This former kinde of
disposition which by reason of the cunning condition ap-

peareth to be made in hope of gaine, and is therefore

properlie tearmed captious. 1608 Topsell Serpents 779
Spiders . . have given themselves . . to captious taking at

advantage, watching and espying their prey.

2. Apt to catch at faults or take exception to

actions
;
disposed to find fault, cavil, or raise ob-

jections
;
fault-finding, cavilling, carping.

c 1380 Wyclif Senn. Sel. Wks. II. 13 pes wordisben sobeli

seid ajens alle capcious men. 1538 Coverdale T. Prol.,

The world is captious, and many there be that had rather

find twenty faults, than to amend one. 1561 Eden tr. Cortes'

Arte de Navigar Pref. ad fin., Enemies to vertue &
captious of other mens doinges. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist,

Pref., To cut off all occasions of Cavill from captious per-

sons. 1804 Med. Jml. XII. 359 The objections of the

captious. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. vi. 60 He was cap-

tious, making little difficulties, and answering him with
petulance.

3. In various nonce-uses.

t a. Able to take in or contain, capacious. Obs.

1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. iii. 208 Yet in this captious, and
intenible Siue, I still poure in the waters ofmyloueAnd
lacke not to loose still.

f b. Alluring, taking, plausible. Obs.

1776 Sir P. Francis in Mem. (1867) II. 55 The proposition

was captious, and if made at an earlier period, might have
been listened to by some of us.

C. humorous. ?

1808 W. Irving Knickerb. (1861) 134 Little captious short

pipes, two inches in length, which, .could be stuck in one
corner of the mouth.

Captiously (karpjasli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a captious manner.
1539 Bible (Great) Luke xi. 53 The lawears and the

Pharyses began. -capciously to aske him many thynges.

1563-87 Foxe^I. <y M. (1684) III. 239 Captiously asking

often of Bradford a direct answer concerning Oaths. 1657

J. Smith Myst. Rhet. 78 A fallacy in sophistry, that is, when
a saying is captiously taken and turned to another sense.

1812 J. & H. Smith Rej. Addr. x. (1873* 96 Objections .

.

captiously urged. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb.

xxiii. (1878) 415 The father . . had been behaving captiously

and unjustly to his son.

Captiousness (kae-pjasnes). [f. as prec. +
-ness.] Captious quality or disposition.

1545 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke (1548) 71 a, The mali-

cious capciousnesse of the Pharisees and of the Scribes 1664

H. More Myst. /niq. 101 Who put questions, .for captious-

ness, contention and a conceited hope of puzzling him.



CAPTIVABLE.
1750 Johnson Rambl. No. 74 r 5 The captiousness of old
age. 1861 .Va/. Rez>. 30 Nov. 562 [He] sometimes pushes
his criticism to the length of captiousness.

t Captivable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Captive v.

+-AB1.E.J That can be taken captive.

167s H. More in K. Ward Li/e (1710) 244 If we find our
selves Captivable by them.

t Capti'vance. Also -aunce. Obs. rare.
[f. F. captiver to Captive + -ance.] — Captiva-
tion:, Captivity.
1596 Spenser /*'. Q. HI. VII. 45 That wofull squyre Whom

he had reskewed from captivaunce. Ibid. v. vs. 17 With
that hegan at large to her dilate The whole discourse of
his captivance sad.

Captivate kje-ptivcU), v. [f. late L. captivdt-

ppl. stem of captivat e to take captive, f. captivus
Captive ; cf. r. captiver and Captive v.}

f 1. trans. To make captive, take prisoner, cap-
ture. Obs. or arch.

C 1555 Hakpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 186 The Em.
peror would yet again captivate the Pope. 1641 J. Jack-
son Trite Evang. T. 111. 209 Croesus . . when he was cap-
tivated by Cyrus. 1768 C. Heatty Two Months' Tour n
The Indians, .killed and captivated all. 1706 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 428 They were mostly taken or destroyed by the
enemy, and their seamen captivated. 1825 Bro. Jonathan
III. 86 The British, .captured or captivated four successive
patroles.

fb. To capture, secure, hold captive (animals
and things). " Obs.

1595 I.ocrine 111. iv. 165 Thy bragging banners. .Shall all

be captivated with this hand. 1613 Pukchas Piter. I.

vi. i. 466 Another captivateth his legges with a Rope.
1696 Tryon Misc. i. 6 There this dark furious Spirit is hid
or captivated.

t 2.
fig.

To make or hold captive, put or keep
in subjection, subjugate (the mind, mental attri-

butes, etc.) Const, to. Obs. exc. as passing into 3.
c 1526 Krith Disput. Purgatorydfoty 1 18 Let us ever cap-

tivate our reason unto that. 1603 Florio M'ontaigne (16341
189, I captivate more easily my conceits under the auc-
toritie of ancient opinions. 1611 Bible Pre/. 116 They
that are wise, had rather haue their iudgements at libertie
in differences of readings, then to be captiuated to one.
1698 Norms Pract. Disc. 11707) IV. 269 That requires us
to captivate our Reason to the Obedience of Faith. 1838
J. Halley in Li/e 11842. 163 Lord, subdue me to thyself;
captivate me to thyself.

3. esp. ' To overpower with excellence ' (J.) : to
enthrall with charm or attractiveness ; to enslave,
fascinate, enamour, enchant, charm.
1535 Coverdale Judith xvi. 9 Hir bewtye captyuated his

mynde. 159* Siiaks. Ven. q Ad. 281 This I do to captivate
the eye Of the fair breeder that is standing by. 1665 Bovle
Occas. Re/l. VI. x. (R.) Princesses, .who captivate by proxy.
1713 Addison Guardian No. in Wisdom, .so captivates him
with her appearance, that he gives himself up to her. 1768
Beattie Minstr. 11. xxxvi, Lured by the toys that captiv-
ate the throng. 1814 Scott Wav. xiv

;
The sort of beauty

or merit, which captivates a romantic imagination in early
youth. 1828 DTsraeli Chas. I, I. v. 92 A tale .. to cap-
tivate the listeners, and humour the nation.

t Ca ptivate, a. Obs. Also 6 -7 -at. [ad.

L. captivdt-us : see prec] = Captivated. Hence
f Captivately adv., in captive condition or form.
1556 J. Heywood Spider!, P. lxxiii. 12 Before nor since

my suffrance captiuatlie. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Anrw.
Osor. 137 b, It is bond, servile and altogether captivate.
1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, v. iii. 107 Tush, women haue bene
captiuate ere now. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. L 247
That Arke In Balaims temple Captivate. 1671 True Non-
Con/. 427 His Majestic .was so possessed and captivat by
a design.

Ca ptivated,///, a. [f. prec. vb. + -ed.] Made
captive, enthralled.
1621 Molle Camerar. Liv. Libr. Ded., This captiuated

and exhausted Kingdome. 1636 Featly Clavis Myst. xiii.

183 To release your long captivated attention. 169a South
13 Serm. (1697) L 294 The Victorious Philistines were
worsted by the Captivated Ark. i«o Beawes Lex Mercat.
(1752) 213 The Captor must exhibit all the . . captivated
mariners to be examined. Mod. A captivated admirer.

Captivater, obs. f. Captivator.
Captivating.knrptiviritin),^/. sb. Theaction

of the verb Captivate.
1623 H\rt Arrnignm. Ur. Ded., The captivating of the

French King. 1659 Pearson Creed (18391 354 By captivat-
ing he ascended.

Ca ptivating, ///. a. That captivates, takes
captive, or enthralls. (See the vb.)
1675 H. More in R. Ward Li/e (1710) 244 The Captivating

Desires of the Animal Life. 1690 Baxter Kingd. Christ
i. (1691) 6 Their Persecuting, Captivating .. Enemies.
a11711 Ken Hymnoth. Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 213 When cap-
tivating Death he captive led. 1771 Wilkes Corr. (1805)
IV. 109 Mrs. Garrick is . . the most captivating of the
whole circle. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cona. (1876) II. viii. 219
The tale is one of the niost captivating in the whole range
of monastic history.

Hence Captivatingly adv.
l8

?',,
T""^le Bar III. 533 The child is captivatingly

modelled 1863 E. C Clayton Queens 0/ Song II. 326
Never did she sing or act more captivatingly.

Captivation (kseptivji jan). [ad. L. captivd-
tion-em, n. of action f. captivdre to Captivate.]
1. The action of taking or holding captive ; the

fact or state of being taken or held captive ; now
on'y/A'-i of the attention, mind, fancy, affections.
1610 Healey 57. Aug. Cityo/Godn* In the seaventith

yeare alter their captivation they [i.e. Jews] returned home.

102

a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 31 No small part of our
servitude lyes in the captivation of our understanding. 1751
Johnson Rambl. No. 147 r 5 By some occult method of
captivation, he animated the timorous, .and opened the re-
served. x868 Holme Lee B. God/rey xxiv. 129 It was a
case ofmutual captivation. 1878C Stanford Symb. Christ
49 They are bound, not in captivity, but in captivation.

2. A captivating influence, a fascination.
1824 Scott St. Ronan's xviii, Lady Penelope threw out

the captivations of her wiL

Captivative kx-ptiv^tiv), a. [f. L. captivat-
(see above) + -ive.] Fitted or tending to capti-
vate.

1772 J. Ross IVinterdine Rocis 42 The warbling tenants
of the Grove, Which captivative trill the voice of love.

Captivator (kse-ptivrftai). In 7 also -er.
[f. Captivate v + -or.J One who captivates.
1651 Baxter In/. Baft. 151 Captivaters of the best of their

Brethren. 1690 — Kingd. Christ ii. (1691)41 Babylonish
Conqueror and Captivater. 1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos.
Syst. 62 Nature is both the captivator and the emancipator
of the soul.

Captive (karptiv), a. and sb. Also 4-5 eap-
tif(e, -yfe, 6- yue. [a. F. captif, -ive, ad. L.
captiv-us taken prisoner, a prisoner, f. capt-tis

taken : see -ive. Cf. Caitiff.]
A. adj. (In early use, and in many phrases, the

adj. and sb. are hardly separable.)

1. Taken prisoner in war, or by force; kept in
confinement or bondage.
C1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 333 Stocked in prison..

Captive to cruell king Agamemnon. 1535 Coverdale Ezra
x. 6 Put out from the congregacion oithe captiue. 161

1

Bible 2 Mace. viii. 10 To make so much money of the cap-
Hue Icwes. a 1700 Dryden Pal. t, Arc. 1. 511 Nor hopes
the captive lord his liberty. 1855 H. Reed Led. Eng. Lit.
iv. (1878) 128 Kings were captive in England's capital.

b. trans/. Said of animals caught and kept in
confinement, e. g. a captive lark ; also of things
restrained from escaping, as a captive balloon.

c. To lead, take, hold captive : perh. this was
orig. the sb., as in to take prisoner, but it remains
unchanged in the pi.

(1382 Wyclif 2 Chron. xxx. 9 Their lordis that hem laddyn
caityf.] 1535 Coverdale Jer. xxii. 11 In the place, where
vnlo he is led captyue. 157s Laneham Let. 1 1871 1 32 Many
led captiue for triumph. 1611 Bible Gen. xiv. 14 His brother
was taken captiue. 1806 A. Knox Rem. I. 33 Temptations
by which.. we were led captive. 1884 Gi stafson Pound.
Death i. ( ed. 31 4 Setting free the waters they had held captive.

2. fig. Captivated, enslaved in will and feeling.
1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, nr. L 80 My Womans heart,

Grossely grew captiue to his honey words. 1601 — All's
Well V. iii. 17 Whose words all eares took captiue.

3. Of or belonging to a captive.

1S90 Spenser P. Q. 1. vii. 49 That he my captive languor
should redeeme. 1671 Milton Samson 1603, I sorrowed at
his captive state.

T 4. Used for Caitiff a. or sb.

1634 Malory's Arthur (1816) II. 239, I am the most wretch
and captive of the world.

B. sb.

L A person taken prisoner, in war, or by brigands
or savages ; one taken and held in confinement.

f a 140a Morte Arth. 1580 To comone with his captifis
fore covatys of silver. 1494 Fabyan iv. lxvii. 45 To be a
Captyue or a prysoner to y Romaynes. i6tl Bible Dan.
ii. 25 A man of the captiues of Iudah. 1713 Young Force
Relig. 1. (1757) 53 But whither is the captive borne away,
The beauteous captive, from the chearful day?
fig. £1600 Shaks. Sonn. lxvi, And captiue. good at-
tending Captaine ill.

b. trans/. Said of an animal or thing.
1820 Hoyle s Games Impr. 313 He [a piece at draughts]

becomes king and is crowned by placing one of the captives
upon him. 1885 Pall Mall G. 7 Feb. 3/2 The balloon com-
mittee at Chatham is only busy with •captives'.

2. fig. One captivated or enslaved by beauty,
personal influence, or the like.

1732 Lansdowne Beauty t, LaiuiR.) The fairest of the
sex complain Of captives lost, and loves invok'd in vain.

C. Comb, captive-liko a. and adv.
1583 T. Watson Poems lxxiii. (Arb.) 109 The winged boy

..led him captiuelyke from all delight.

Captive karptiv"), v. arch. [a. ¥. captive-r
(15th c. ) :—L. captivdre, f. captiv-us Captive a.
In very common use in i6-i8thc. ; rare in 19th. Orig.

pronounced captive, as still in Milton; but captive, used
by Shaks., and frequent in 17th c, alone survives.]

To take captive, bring into captivity : a. lit.

C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (1840) 38 Thei hym captived,
whereby he was y lore. 1506 H. Clafham Brie/e Bible 1.

91 Tiglath Pilecser had before tyme captived them [the
Israelites]. 1J99 Shaks. Hen. V, XL iv. 55 When Cressy
battell fatally was strucke, And all our princes captiu'd.
1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. 11. (1B52) App. 217 They butch,
ered and captived many of the inhabitants. 1756 Burke
Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. 1842 I. 8 And their inhabitants
slaughtered, and captived. 1828 W. Taylor Sum. Germ.
Poetry I. 300 Thusnelda has been captived by the Romans.

b. fig. To captivate, enthrall (the understanding,
reason, affections, will, etc.).

1528 More Heresyes 1 Wks. 169/1 To captiue and sub-
dewe oure vnderstandyng. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's A nsw.
Osor. 142 b, Freewill being captived hath no power to worke
anything but sinne. ^1595 Southwell Peter's Compl.,
O women ! woe to men ; traps for their falls. .Earth's neces-
sary ills, captiving thralls, c 1605 Rowley Birth Merl. n.

ii. 305 That face. .Captiv'd my senses. 1640 Bastwick
Lord Bps. ii. B ij b, Captiving them with manyfold cere-

CAPTURE.
monies, c 1710 Prior (J.I How she the vagrant might in-
thral, And captive him, who captives all. 1761 Churchill
Rosciad (R.) If music. Captives the ear.

Hence Ca ptived ///. a., Ca ptiving ppl. a., etc.
1591 Horsey Trav. (1857) 182 To by and redeme divers.

.

of those captived people. 1596 Spenser P. Q. 11L i. 2 But
the captiv'd Acrasia he sent . . a nigher way. 1613 Purchas
Pilgr. I. 1. xvii. 79 The Philistins placed the Captived Arke
in Dagon's Temple. 1671 Milton Samson 33. 1724 Ramsay
Tea-t.Misc. (17331 H 125 My captiv'd fancy. 1798 Monthly
Mag. VI. 99 The captived king Zedekiah.

t Ca-ptivement. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Captive v.

+ -ment, or a. obs. F. captivement, f. captiver.']

A taking captive, captivity.

1714 'Nestor Ironside' Orip. Canto Spenser xxv, And
eas'd the Pain of her sad Captivement.

t Captiver. Obs. [f. Captive v. + -eh.] One
who takes captive ; a captor.
1613 Forbes On Rev. 200 The captiuers are captiued.

16140 Featly Remolds in Fuller Abel Rediv. (1867) II. 222
Without captiver both are captive led.

Captivity ;ka?pti viti). Also 4 (eaptyuide),
4-6 captyuyte, 6-7 captiuitie. [perh. a. F\
captivite", ad. L. caplivitas, -tdtem, I. captiv-us
captive. The OF. was chetivete': as Littre has
captivite only from 15th c, the ME. may have been
direct ad. Lat.]

1. The condition of a captive ; the state of being
held prisoner by an enemy or conqueror ; some-
times spec, that of the Jews at Babylon.
cijas E. E. Allit. P. B. 1612 pat cajt wat* in be eap-

tyuide in cuntre of lues, c 1380 Wyclif Wicket (18281 2
They shall fall . into captyvyte manye dayes. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. ecliv. 328 There were many cristen men. .put
in captyuyte. 1533 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, IT. v. 13 To set him
free from his Captiuitie. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. Lvi.
t 8 How durst Ezra, .after the Captivity, profane so sacred
a thing? 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 238 Their several
captivities, dispersions, and desolations, i860 Pusey Min.
Proph. 135 A captivity implies a removal of the inhabitants,

b. of a captive animal.
1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. V. 305 A malicious joy in thes«

call-birds to bring the wild ones into the same state of cap-
tivity.

2. fig. The servitude or subjection of the reason,

will, or affections.

"S3* Starkey England 31 Wyse conseyl may at the lest .

.

restore the wyl out of such captyvyte. 1552 Abp. Hamilton
Catech. (18841 38 The miserable capttvitie of the devil. 1605
Bacon Adv: Learn. 1. tv. § 12 Disciples do owe unto masters
. .not an absolute resignation or perpetual captivity. 1611
Bible 2 Cor. x. 5 Bringing into captiuitie euery thought to
the obedience of ChnsL 1651 Hobbes Leviath. B, xxxii.

196 By the captivity of our understanding is . . meant a Sub-
mission . . of the Will to Obedience. J714 Addison Cato 111.

i. (L.) The strong, the brave, the virtuous, the wise Sink in

the soft captivity together.

1 3. Those who are in captivity ; captives col-

lectively.- (A Hebraism.) Obs. To lead captivity

captive: a Scriptural phrase used in Judges v. I a,

J's. lxviii. 19 in the sense of 'lead off one's captives
in triumph ; but often taken (after Eph. iv. 8) in

the sense ' to lead away into captivity those who
have held others in bondage '.

1526 Tindale Eph. iv. 8 He is gone vp an hye, and hath
ledde captivitic captive [Wyclif, ledde caitifte caitif ]. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxviii 1 9 He led captivity captive.

x6ix Bible Judg. v. 12 Leade thy captiutie captiue, thou
sonne of Abinoam [138a Wyclif, Tak thi chaytyues

; 1388
thi prisoneris ; 1535 Coverd. Catch hem y* catched thee,
thou son of Abinoam], — Dan. vi. 13 That Daniel which
Is of the captiuity^ of the children of fudah. 1667 Milton
P. L. x. 188 And with asccntion bright Captivity led captive
through the Aire.

Captor (karptai, -oj). [a. L. captor, agent-n.

f. cap-frc to take (see Capture) : cf. F. capteur.']

1. One who takes by force a prisoner or a prize
;

spec, (in 18th c.) one who makes a capture at sea.

1688 Miege Gt. Pr. Diet., Captor, celui qui a fait la prise.

1712 Act 10 Anne xxvi. § 113 Her Majesty's Declaration
made in favour of the Captors of prizes. 1722 Capt. Ogle
in I~ond. Gas. No. 6091/3, I being Captor, was disqualified.

1755 Magens Insurances I. 487 Before the Ship or Goods,
can be disposed of by the Captor. 1805 Southey Madoc in
Azt. xviii, Ririd .. Close on the captors, with avenging
sword, Follow'd right on. 1871 Blackie Pour Phases i. 56
Lysandcr the captor of Athens.

1 2. A censor. (Cf. caption.') Sc. Obs.
1646 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 186 There were captors ap.

pointed to observe what speeches ministers uttered.

Captress (karptres). rare. [f. Captob+-ess.]
A female captor.
1867 Pall Mall G. 21 Feb. 3 He has followed his captress

with heavy heart and sickly smile.

Captnrable (karptiurab'l), a. [f. Capture tv.

+ -adle.] Capable of being captured.
1865CARLV1.E Frtdk.Gt. IX. xx. iii. 36 Breslau capturable.

1876 Tinsley's Mag. XIX. 109 Less capturable than the
sleeping weasel.

Capture karptiui), sb. [a. F. capture (16th c.

in l.utre), ad. L. captiira taking, seizing, i. capt-

ppl. stem of cap-Ire to take : see -ure.]

1. The fact of seizing or taking forcibly, or by
stratagem, or of being thus seized or taken ; catch-

ing
;
seizure; arrest ; esp. the seizing as a prize.

1541-2 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials 257* Remission to John
Lausone. .for his capture and apprehension. 16x1 Cotgr.,
Capture, a capture or taking. 1713 Guardian No. 159
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Being concerned in several captures, he brought home with
him an estate of about twelve thousand pounds. 1841 El-
phinstone Hist. Ind. II. 197 After Akber's capture of
Ahmednagar. 1848 Arnould Ma?: Insur. (1866) II. ill. ii.

706 Capture is the forcible taking of a ship, etc. in time of ;

war, with a view to appropriating it as prize. 1873 Morley
j

Rousseau II. 124 The primitive usages of., marriages by 1

capture, purchase, and the rest.

2. The prize, prey, or booty so taken.

1706 in Phillips. 1750 Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752) 213
It is allowable to bring a dubious capture into port. 1775
Johnson West. Isl. Wks.X. 399 Produces a plentiful capture
of herrings. Mod. He had been butterfly-hunting, and
now exhibited his captures.

Ca'pture, v. [f. prec sb. : cf. F. capture-r.

Not in Johnson 1755-73 ;
replaces Captive v.]

trans. To make a capture of ; to take prisoner

;

to catch by force, surprise, or stratagem ; to seize

as a prize in war.

1795 Southey Joan 0/Arc tit. 121 His bravest Chiefs Or
slain or captured. 1814 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Disp.
XII. 8 The value of the property so captured. 1850 Pres-
cott Peru II. 175 To disperse the enemy, and, if possible,

to capture their leader. 1879 Lubbock Sci. Led. i. 5 To
capture small aquatic animals.

fig. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xviii. 281 As if women were to
be captured by millinery ! i88z Hinsdale Garfield
JSduc. 1. 60 He took great pleasure in ' capturing boys ', as
he called it.

Hence Ca-ptured///. a. ; Ca-pturing ppl. a., etc.

1795 Southey Joan ofA rc VI. 168 Of every captured town
the keys Restore. 1820 Hoyle's Games Impr. 357 Should
all the captured pieces not be taken off the board. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 240 The English . . turned the
captured guns against the shore. 1800 Ld. Spencer in
Nicolas Disp, Nelson (1845) IV. 225 note, The capturing

'

Squadron. 1864 Morning Star 2 Feb., The capturing of
vessels when not carrying contraband of war was unlawful.

Capturer (ka^ptiiirai). One who captures.
1820 Hoyle's Games Impr. 357 The capturer in that case

is forfeited or huffed. 1829 J. Knapp Jrfil. Nat. 149 A
very skilful capturer of these animals. 1884 O'Donovan
Story ofMerv i. 17 The capturer of Schamyl.
Captyhowse, obs. var. of Capados.

!l Capuccio (kapwttjtf). Obs. rare. [a. It.

cappuccio [capuccio IB Florio).] = Capuche.
1396 Spenser F. Q. hi. xii. 10 In a discolour'd cote of

straunge disguyse, That at his backea brode capuccio had.

Capuche (kaaparj, kapa'tf). Also 7 capuch,
-uce, cappuce. See also Capouch. [a. F. capuche
(also capuce), ad. It. cappuccio ( = Sp. capucho),

augm. of cappa : see Cap, Cape.] The hood of a
cloak

;
spec, that of the Capuchin monks.

a 1600 Aberdeen Register (Jam.) Ane sie [i.e. say] ca-
pusche. 1611 Cotgr^ Capuchon, a Capuche ; a Monks
Cowle, or Hood, .also, the hood of a cloake. 1658 Cleve-
land R ustick Ramp. Wks. (1687) 424 His Hood or Capuch
(which was a part of the Cloak . . and served to cover the
Head). 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals r. 11. 46 He put his
Cappuce or Cowle upon his head. 1726 Cavallier Mem.
L 49 Nothing else was to be seen there but Cassocks and
Capuches. 1843 James forest Days{iZ^j) 105 A jolly friar,

clothed in grey, with his capuche thrown back.

Hence Capvrched a., hooded.
1646 SirT. Browne Pseud. Ep.v. iii. 236 They are differ-

ently cucullated or capuched upon the head and backe.
1636 Blount Glossogr., Capuched, hooded.

Capuchin (karpizftjin, ksepwfrn), sb. (and at-

trib.) Also -ine. [a. 16th c. r. capuchin (now
capucin), ad. It. capuccino, f. capuccio, capuche
hood : see above.]

1. A friar of the order of St. Francis, of the new
rule of 1528. So called from the sharp-pointed
capuche, adopted first in 1525, and confirmed to
them by Pope Clement VII. in 1528.
1599 Marston Sco. Villanie L ii. 178 When impropriat

gentles will turn Capuchine. 1603 Bp. Hall Serm. v. 5
More strict and Capuchin-like. 1712 tr. Pomct's Hist. Drugs
I. 163 The invention of Friar Auge the Capuchin. 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. (1785) I. 63/2 He .. traversed .

.

France, in the disguise of a Capuchin. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. II. xL 494 The Capuchin missionary.

2. ' A female garment, consisting of a cloak and
hood, made in imitation of the dress of capuchin
friars ; whence its name ' (J.).
[1706 tr. Ctess D*Annoy's Trav. 5 Wrapping up their

Heads in their Hooded-Gowns, they seemed to me to be
Thieves disguised in Capuchins.] 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones Wks. 1775 III. 72 The young lady had on her hat
and capuchin. 1752 — Covent Gard. Jrnl. 9 May, With-
in my memory the ladies . . covered their lovely necks
with a Cloak; this was exchanged for the manteel, this
again was succeeded by the pelorine, the pelorine by the
neckatee, the neckatee by the capuchine, which hath now
stood its ground a long time. 1858 Thackeray Virgin.
I. 377-

b. = Capuche, hood.
1834 Planche Brit. Costume 322 In. .1752 we find a suc-

cessor to the hood in the capuchin. 1887 Cornh. Mag.
Mar. 266 Attached to the collar of the coat, and hanging
midway down the back, is the uncouth capuchin.
3. A plant, Impatiens.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 322 The Capuchine or Balsa-

mine [Impatiens] . . introduced to Jamaica many years ago.
4. Capuchin monkey, an American monkey
{Ccbus capucinus) with black hair at the back of
the head, looking something like a cowl

;
Capu-

chin pigeon, a sub-variety of the Jacobin pigeon,
with a range of inverted feathers on the back of
the head, suggesting a cowl or hood.

1785 J. E. Smith in Leisure Ho. (1883) June 353/2 The
Capuchin monkey . . whose horrid yellings are intolerable

to the ears. 1855 H. Spencer Priuc. Psychol. (1872) I. 1. 1.

11 The movements of the little Capuchin monkey. 1855
Owen Skel. <$- Teeth 300 Capucin-monkey (Cebus).

1735 J. Moore Columb. in Tegetmeier Pigeons xvi. (1867)

146 Under the title of the Capuchine Moore alludes to a
breed which is evidently nothing more than an inferior or
cross-bred jacobine.

5. Capuchin's beard, a variety of endive used
for salad

; Capuchine capers, see Caper sb.^ 3.

1861 Delamer Kitch. Gard. in Barbe de Capucin, or
Capuchin's Beard, is consumed in large quantities in Paris
during winter and early spring. It is the same thing as the
foregoing chicory.

II Capuchon. Obs. [Fr. ; augm. of capuche
hood.] A hood ; a kind of head-dress.
1604 E. G. DA costa's Hist. Indies iv. xii. 245 An earthen

vessel 1, like to . . a capuchon or hoode. 1613 R. C. Table
AlpA, (ed. 3) Capuchon, a hoode or coule. 1854 Planche
Brit. Costume 120 The capuchon, instead of being worn as
a cowl, was sometimes twisted into a fanciful form and
placed upon the top of the head like a modern toque.

f Capu'cian, -u-ccian. Obs. — Capuchin.
1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. vt. i. 198 And dieth like a starv'd

Cappucien. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant, u. 2 T" abjure de-
light, and turn Capuccian.

II Capuciue (kapac'sFn). Obs. [Fr. ; fern, of ca-

pucin : see Capuchin.]
1. The French name of the Tropceolum (majus
and minus) or Indian Cress, in England commonly
known as Nasturtium. Capucine capers : the
pickled seeds of this plant.

1693-1721 [see Caper sb. 1

3]. 1719 London & Wise Compi.
Gard. i. 289 Violet Capucins, or Nasturces Camamils.

2. The dark orange colour of these flowers.

1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing II. 11. 352 To make
these colours incline to mor-dore and capucine.

CapuliJ, obs. form of Caple, horse.

Capulet (kae'pi^flet). = Capelet.
1848 Johnson Sportsm. Cycl. 104 Capulet, or Capped

Hock.
Ca-pulin. < The Mexican Cherry' (Webster).
Capun, obs. form of Capon.
Capusche, obs. Sc. form of Capuche.
II Caput (karp^t). [L. ;^head.]
1. Sometimes used in technical language instead

of the vernacular 'head' or 'top'; esp, in Anat.
In Bot. the peridium of certain fungi.

+ 2. Short for Caput mortuum, q.v.

+ 3. The former ruling body or council of the
University of Cambridge.
1716 Kennet in Monk Life Bentley (1833) I. 423 The

Caput, as they call them, complain much of a breach of
their privilege, that it was not laid before them preparatory
to its being laid before the Senate. 1797 Cambridge Univ.
Cat. 144 The vice-chancellor, a doctor of divinity, a doctor
of laws, a doctor of physic, a regent master of arts, and
a non-regent master of arts, form the caput. They are to
consider and determine what graces are proper to be brought
before the university. 1823 Lamb £Y/a (i860) 16 Your caputs,
and heads of colleges care less than any body else. 1830
Bp. Monk Life Bentley (1833) I. 423 The . . mistake of con-
founding the Caput Senatus with the Heads of Colleges.

4. Occas. used in certain L. phrases in Astron.,

etc., as Caput Draconis, i.e. Dragon's Head, a
star in Draco

;
Caput Medusze, the star Algol or

Medusa's Head in Perseus ; also a species of fossil

Pentacrinite
;
caput radicis, the crown of the root

in a plant.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch, Hen. V, lxxxii, Irresolution,
doth as Dreadfull rise As Caput Algot in Nativities.

II Ca'put mo rtuum. [L. ; = dead head.]

fl. A death's head, a skull. Obs.
1658 R. Franck North. Mem. (1821) 153 Fancying .. he

lived now in his grave, and every object a Caput Mortuum.
2. Alch. and Chem. The residuum remaining

after the distillation or sublimation of any sub-
stance, 'good for nothing but to be flung away,
all vertue being extracted' (Willis 1681).
1641 French DistillA. (1651)4 Adde the Caput Mortuum,

of Vitriall, or Aqua fortis. 1662 R. Mathew Unl. Alch.
§ 89. 153 Take out the Retort with the Capud. 1741 Compl.
Earn. Piece \. \. 80 Take, .the Caput Mortuum of the Scull
of a Man 1 Dram. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 135 Earth,
or. .caput mortuum . . is the last element of all bodies which
can be no farther altered by any art whatsoever.

3. fig. Worthless residue.
a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 138 His youth-

ful Heat and Strength for Sin engage, God has the Caput
Mortuum of his Age. 1812 Examiner 5 Oct. 633/1 The
caput mortuuni of the Addington administration. 1876 A.
M. Fairbairn in Contemp. Rev. June 124 The Pietists.,
hailed it as the caput mortuum of the speculative, .school.

Capybara (kaepiba-ra). Also capibara. [A
native name in Brazil.] The largest extant rodent
quadruped {Hydrochcerus Capybara), nearly allied

to the Guinea-pig ; it lives about the rivers of
tropical S. America. Cf. Cabiai.
1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. in. iii. 350 The capi-

bara resembles a hog of about two years old . . Some natu-
ralists have called it the water-hog. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist.,
Mammalia IV. 155 The food of the capybara consists ex-
clusively of grass and vegetables, as water-melons, gourds,
etc. 1852 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. II. xviii. 168 A
herd of capybaras which was crossing the river.

Capy- : see Capi-.

Capyl, obs. form of Caple, horse.

t Ca*pyOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. cap-cre to take.]

= Capable.
c 1430 Lydg. Lyfour Ladye xlv. ii. (Caxton) The wonder-

fullest and most meruaylous [things]. .Wherof no wyght by
kynde is capyous.

Car (kfu), sby Forms : 4-7 carre, (5 *SV.

caar), 7-8 carr, 6- car. [ME. carre, a. ONF.
carre :—late L. carra, a parallel form to carrus,

carrum (whence It., Sp. carro, Pr. car, char.

,ONF.rtz?-,F. char, ME. Char), a kind of 2-wheeled
wagon for transporting burdens. The L. was a.

OCelt. *karr-os, *karr~om, whence Olr. (also mod.
Ir. and Gael.) r<2?7-masc. 'wagon, chariot,' 0\Yelsh
carr, Welsh car, Manx carr, Bret. karr.
(Late L. carra also gave WGer. carra fern., in OHG.

charra, Ger. karre, MDu. carre, Du. kar fern., Sw. karra,
Da. karre.)\

1. A wheeled vehicle or conveyance :

a. generally—a carriage, chariot, cart, wagon,
truck, etc. (Now little used in this wide sense.)

1382 Wyclif Isa. Ixvi. 16 His foure horsid carres [1388
charis]. ^1400 Maundev. xi. 11839) 130 Ne Hors ne Carre
nouther. c 1440 Protnp. Par^>. 62 Carre, carte, carrus, cur-
rtts. 1480 U'ardr. Acc. Edw. IVuZjo) 122 For cariage .

.

of the Kinges carre.. from Grenewiche. 1600 Holland
Livy xxv. xiii. 556 They sent little above forty carres

[vehicula]. 1611 Hible i Esdras v. 55 They gaue carres

that they should bring Cedar trees from Libanus. 1750
Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752)399 Merchants, and others that

use Carrs or Carts.

b. Since i6thc. chiefly poetic, with associations

of dignity, solemnity, or splendour
;
applied also

to the fabled chariot of Phacthon or the sun, and so

to that in which the moon, stars, day, night, time,

are figured to ride in their grand procession. Also
in prose, a chariot of war, triumph, or pageantry.
1590 Si'enser F.Q. 1. ii. 1 Phoebus fiery carre In hast was

climbing up the Easterne hill. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v.

iii. 20 The weary Sun . . by the bright Tract of his fiery

carre. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 65 Four times [he] cross'd

the Carr of Night. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. tit. 795 To
draw the Carr of Jove's Imperial Queen. 1738 Glover
Leonidas xa. 133 The king arose. 'No more; prepare
my car.' 1758 Johnson Idler No. 51 F 9 A slave was placed
on the triumphal car. 1852 Tennyson Ode Wellington 55
And a reverent people behold The towering car, the sable
steeds. 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. in. vii. 93 Whose body
opposing the progress of the car of Juggernaut is crushed
beneath its monstrous wheels.

c. spec. Applied locally and at special periods

to various vehicles in particular ; also with de-

fining words, as Irish car, etc.

1576 Act 18 Eliz. x. § 4 Cars or Drags, furnished for..
Repairing . . Highways, 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, el
Urb. s. v. Beech, Some approve it much for Cars. 1716
Loud. Gaz. No. 5446/2 Carts, Drays, Carrs and Waggons.
1824-7 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 240 The common Irish

Car is used throughout the province of Leinster . . The I rish

'jaunting car ' [is al wholly distinct and superior vehicle.

1838 Murray's Handbk. N. Gerjuany 318 A Russian Moun-
tain, down which visitors descend in cars. Mod. In some
provincial towns (e. g. Birmingham) ' car ' means a four-

wheeled hackney carriage, ' cab ' meaning a hansom.

d. trans/. A miniature carriage or truck used

in experiments, etc.

1831 Brewster Nat. Magic iv. (1833) 87 The living object
AB, the mirror MN, and the lens LL, must all be placed in

a moveable car for the purpose of producing the variations
in the size of the phantasms.

2. ' In the United States the term has become
restricted almost entirely to vehicles designed for

travelling on railways * (in Great Britain known
as carriages, trucks, wagons, etc.), or to those

used on tramways. Hence in U. S. passenger-car,

sleeping-car, coal-car, freight-car, petroleum-car,

provision-car, tool-car, etc. In Great Britain regu-

larly applied to those of street tramways.
1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 181 During my last

trip on the Columbia and Philadelphia rail road, a lady in

the car had a shawl burned to destruction on her shoulders.

1850 Lyell md Visit U. S. II. no Here we.. entered the

cars of a railway built on piles. 1854 Thoreau Waldeniv.
(1886) 113 For the last half-hour I have heard the rattle of
railroad-cars. 1879 Harlan Eyesight viii. 109 Straining

the accommodative apparatus of the eye by reading in a
car or carriage. Mod. On account of the snow, the cars on
the tramways in London ceased running at eight o'clock.

f3. Formerly extended to a sleigh or hurdle

without wheels. Obs. (So in Gaelic.)

c 1400 Maundev. xi. 130 Thei let carye here vitaylle upon
the yse, with carres that have no wheeles, that thei clepen

scleyes. C1470 Henry Wallace n. 263 On a caar wnlikly

thai him cast.

4. The part of a balloon in which aeronauts sit.

1794 G. Adams Nat.fy Exp. Philos. III. xxxiii. 404 (Of
Air Balloons) To this a sort of carr, or rather boat, was sus-

pended by ropes. i8zz I1wrs0N.Sc. $ Art I. 171 The car, or

boat, is made of wicker-work covered with leather. 1825 in

Hone Every-day Bk. I. 443 Mr. Graham . . seated himself

in the car of his vehicle.

f 5. The seven stars in the constellation of the

Great Bear, called also the Plough or Wain. Obs.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl. I. H, None nam'd the stars,

the North Carres constant race. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
1. 210 The Pleiads, Hyads, and the Northern Car.

6. Comb., as car-borne adj.
;
chiefly attrib., as car-

boy, -driver, -gear, -nail, -ring, -wheel, etc., etc.

;

and esp. in U. S. in sense 2 (where carriage-, truck-,
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wagon- are used in Britain), as car-axle, -buffer,

-conductor, -coupling, -door, -heater, -lamp, -seat,

-spring, -starter, -wheel, -wittdow, etc. , etc. ; ear-

ful, as many or as much as a car will hold. Also
Carman, etc.

1827 Heber tr. Pindar v. 4 *Car-bome Psaumis. 183a

G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 207 An occasional •car-

full of priests. 1808 Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 11819) 43
The *car-gear at Durdar she wan. 1605 Sylvester Dh
Bartas L iv. 11641) 32/2 *Car-nails fastned in a wheele.

x8ol Southey Thalaba XII. xiii, And clench'd the *car-rings

endlong and athwart. 1881 Chicago Times 14 May, The
employe's of the Grand Trunk *car shops are on strike.

1884 Western Daily Press 2 Apr. 5/7 A "car-washer in the

employ of the Great Western Railway.

Car so.'- : see Carb.

Car, a. Sc. Also kar, ker. [a. Gael, cearr

wrong, awkward, Ir. cearr left-handed, wrong,

cearr-lamhach left-handed, Manx kiare in laue-

chiare left hand.]

a. Left, sinister : commonly in car-hand, car-

handed, b. Awkward; perverse; wrong ; sinister.

1420 Anturs Arth. xlviii. With a cast of the carhonde,

in a cantelle he strikes. 1450 Wisdom Solomon in Kalis
Ravingi^ The visdome of the wysman is in his rycht hand,

and the foly of the ful in his kere hand. 1548 Compl. Scott.

115 He resauit the vryting in his kar hand. 1397 Skene
Exp. Wds. s. v. Hebdomas, Vpon the ker and wrang side,

was placed the thrid Idole, Frigga. 1808-70 Jamieson s.v.,

If you meet a car-handit person, or one who has flat soles.

Ibid. Sc. Prov. You'll go a car gate yet.

Car, v. [f. Car sbX\ trans. To place or carry

in a car. To car it (colloq.) : to go by car.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 1. no Car'd on the foam your
flimmering legion rides. 1861 E. Forbes in Life xiv. 501

'he ladies and I prepared to car it to Killamey.

t Ca'rab. Obs. rare. [ad. L. carab-us (see Dn
Cange 'a small wicker- boat covered with raw
hide ' : cf. Gr. xapapos ' a kind of light ship '.

English writers appear to have identified it with

Ir. corrach, COBBAOH.1 (See quot.)

1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls Ser.tVI. 389 pe Scottyshe
men. - took a carabum, bat is a schippe i-made but of tweie
hydes and an half. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 11. 228
Devout men, that in a Carab (or Carogh ' made of two tanned
hides only and an halfe, sailed out of Ireland into Cornwall.

Carabe, obs. form of Carob.
Carabid, cara bidan. Ent. [f. mod.L. pi.

Carabid*, f. L. airabus a kind of crab, used in

Zool. for a genus of beetles.] One of the Cara-
Incite, a family of large carnivorous beetles.

1835 Kikbv Itab. ^ Inst. Anim. II. xx. 359 Evidently be-

longing to the Carabidans. 1880 D'Albertis New Guinea
I. 369, A large number of insects, especially carabids.

tCarabin (karrabin). Obs. Also 6-7 car-

bine, 6 -yne, 7 carbeene, carabine, carrabin.

See also Carbine, the weapon : the two words
have been taken as one in English, [a. F. carabin

^ 1 6th c. in Littre', of disputed origin : Roquefort

alleges an earlier calabrin, according to Diez,

f. calabre an ancient engine of war, the name cala-

brin being transferred from the man who worked
that to those who carried these lire-arms ; but Littre

inclines to see in it a transl. of Calabrinus Cala-

brian.

Calabre, also Pr. and OSp., is regarded by Diez as repr.

medL. chadaiitla an engine (or throwing stones, earlier

catabola, a. Gr. Kam/SoAq overthrow, destruction.]

A mounted musketeer ; a carabineer. See 161 1.)

1500 Webbe Trav. (Arb. ) 19 Much like to Carbines or
Horsemen readie to y* warre. 1591 Sir J. Smvthe Instr.

Afitit. 202 Musters of Carabins or Argolettiers. 1611

Cotgr., Carotin, a Carabine or Carbeene ; an Arguebuzier
armed with a morrian, and breast-plate, and seruing on
horsebacke. 1615 Markham Souldier's Accid. 42 Hargo-
busseirs, or Carbines. x6a6 T. H. Caussin's Holy Cri. 266
To leaue it, like a Carbine, who hath shot of his pistol). 1735
Carte Ormomle I. 07 A troop of horse which consisted, .of

sixty Carabins. (Not in Johnson 1755.) [1885 R. Burton
iooi Nights 1. 202 note. Men who formerly would have
half starved as curates and ensigns, barristers and carabins.]

b. (See quot.
; cl.free lame.)

1816 Singer Hist. Cards 234 Carabin a term used at the
game of lansquenet, to designate an occasional player who
takes the chance of a card or two. .and then ceases to play.

Carabineer (be ribinl**!), carbineer ;ka>
binl»\i). Also carabinier. [a. K. carabinier, f.

carabine Carbine.] A soldier who carries a
carbine. (The 6th Dragoon Guards are distinctively

called The Carabineers.)
167a T. Venn Mitit. Qbserv. vi. 15 That the Harquebuzier

and Carabinier be often exjercised to shoot bullets at a
mark.

^
17*1 Bailey Caral'ineers, horse-men who carry

Carabines. 1819 Rees Cycl. s. v., Formerly, all regiments of
light armed horse were called Carabineers. l8ao Byron
Let. to Mthire 13 July, I have heard no more of the cara-
biniers. 1873 Daily Neil's 17 Sept. 5/4 Yesterday, five Cara-
bineers, -gave evidence in favour of the Claimant.

Caraboid, a. Ent. [f. L. airabus (see Ca-
rabid) + -oil).] Like or related to the genus
Carabus of beetles.

Caracal k 1 r.i'„.< 1). [a. F. caracal, a. Turkish

ijj^ s^S qarah qulaq, f. qarah black + qulak
ear.

J A feline animal {Felis caracal Linn. ) found in
northern Africa and south-western Asia ; it belongs

to the sub-genus of the lynxes, and is generally

supposed to be the ' lynx' of the ancients.

1760 Phil. Trans. (1809) XI. 474 note, The caracal is an

animal of great strength and fierceness. 1774G0LDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1862) I. iv. i. 381 The siagush, or, as Mr. Buffon

names it, the caracal. 1834 Jardine Felime 251 The cara-

cal has always been considered to be the lynx mentioned

by the ancients as possessing such wonderful power of

sight. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 218/2 The Caracals hunt in

packs like the wild dogs.

II
Caracara (karakara). Also carcara. [See

quot.] Name for the South American birds of

the Polyborinx, an aberrant sub-family of the

Falconidse, with affinities toward the Vultures.

1838 Penny Cycl. X. 168 Marcgrave was the first to in-

troduce into Europe the name of Caracara, the vulgar

appellation of the bird in Brazil, derived from its hoarse

and peculiar cry.

Caracature, obs. f. Cabicature.
Carack, var. of Cabrack, a ship.

Caracol vkarrakpl), caracole (-ko"l), sb. Also

7 caragolo, carrocol. [a. F. caracol, caracole, ad.

It. caracollo wheeling of a horse, ad. Sp. (and Pg.)

caracol snail, periwinkle, spiral shell, also winding

stair ; in sense 1 Cat. has caragol, It. also caragollo.

Ulterior derivation doubtful : see Diez and Skeat.]

+ 1. A spiral shell. Obs.
1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 94 Certaine shels, like

those of mother of pearles, which are brought out of the

East Indies, to make standing cups, called caracoles.

2. Arch. ' A term sometimes applied to a stair-

case in the form of a helix or spiral ' (Gwilt).

17*1-1800 Bailey, Caracol. 1753 in Chambers Cycl.

Supp. 1823 in Crabb Techn. Did. ; and in mod. Diets.

3. A half-turn or wheel to the right or left

executed by a horseman. Littre' gives the sense

in Fr. as ' a succession of such wheels to right and
left alternately, movement in a zigzag course',

which appears to have been the earlier sense in

Eng. also. Many writers have used the word
without any clear notion of its meaning : see

next.

1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. i. (1668) 21 In the Art of

Horsemanship, there are divers and sundry turns . . those

we call Caragolo. 1643 Slingsby Diary { 1836) 103 Now was
S* W" Constable crept out of Hull w*° their Horse making
their Carrocols upon y* woulds. a 1679 Earl Orrery Gut.
man iv, What a Caracole he made, wnen you fae'd about.

1791 Osbaldistone Brit. Sportsm. 94/1 They sometimes
ride up in caracols, to perplex the enemy. 1810 Encycl.
Brit. ted. 4) V. 171 In the army, the horse always makes
a caracol after each discharge, in order to pass the rear

of the squadron. 18*5 Scott Talism. xxviii, The Scottish

knight . . made his courser carry him in a succession of

caracoles to his station. 1863 Thornbury True as Steel 1.

143 Chargers pacing with curvets and caracoles.

Ca racol, caracole, v. [a. F. caracole-r, It.

caracollare to caracol, wheel about : see prec]

1. intr. Of a horseman or horse : To execute a

caracol or caracols. Often used loosely for ' to

caper about'. Also trans/, of other animals.
1656 Blount Glossogr. , Caracol, to cast themselvs into a

round ring, as souldiers do. 17615 Sportsman's Diet., To
caracol is to go in the form of half rounds. 1813 Scott
Trierm. n. xix, Now caracoled the steeds in air. 1840

Thackeray Catherine ii, The Captain on his . . steed cara-

colling majestically. 1861 G. Meredith Evan Harr. xli.

466 Once that sound used to set me caracoling before an
abject multitude.

2 trans. To make (a horse) caracol.

1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 44 He was fond of caracol-

ling his horse. 1845 Saunders Cat. Pict., Chaucer 82 The
youthful knight, .caracolled his horse along the pavement.

Hence Ca racoling, -colling vbl. sb. anil ///. a.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. (1857) I. 1. TOL vi. 205 Caracoling
Bodyguards. 1843 Miall Nonconf. III. 209 We crave in-

dulgence for a little caracotling.

Ca racoler, -coller. [f. prec. + -er1.] One
who caracols.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Ret'. (1857) I. l.vn. vi. 205 Himself and
his Women are dispersed by caracolers. 1861 Sat. Rev. 27
Apr. 421/1 The trained caracoller of Batty's circus.

II
Caracoli. Obs. [? the Carib name.] A mixed

metal or alloy formerly used by the natives of the

Caribee Islands, and imitated by Europeans by
mixing 6 parts of silver, 3 of copper, and 1 of

gold. Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1753.

II
Caracore. [Also in F. caracore, Sp. cara-

cora.] ' A sort of vessel used in the Philippine

Isles (Littrt$).

1794 Rigging ft Seamanship I. 240 Caraeores are light

vessels used by the natives of Borneo . . and by the Dutch
as guarda costas in those latitudes.

t Caract, carect, sb. Obs. Forms : 4-6
caracte, careete, 4-7 carect, 5 kareet, 6 car-

racte, karecte, carrect, 7 caract, carract. See

also Chabact. [ME. caracte, carect, OK. caracte,

careete fem., caract masc, correspond to L. types

*characta, -urn, app. a. Gr. xaPaKT6*,

' graven, impressed as a mark ', taken absol. as =
character. Caracta occurs in Pr. rendering cha-

racterem in the Vulg., Rev. xiii. 15 : possibly the

form arose only in Romanic from L. chara'cler.]

1. A mark, sign, or Character.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xit. 80 porw carectus bat cryst

wrot. 138a Wyclif Rev. xiv. 11 If ony man toke the ca-

recte of his [the beast's] name, c 1449 PMKM Repr. 11. v.

166 Sum seable cros or mark or carect. 1570 Bili.ingslev
Euclid 11. v. 68 The greatest and least karectes or numbers.
ic^7 Golding De Mornay iii. 37 The Egiptians. .described
him [God] in their holy Carects as a Pilot alone gouerning
a ship. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. v. i. 56 In all his dres-
sings, caracts, titles, formes. 1655 Trapp Comm. 1 Cor.
x. 21 An altar, .which must have its prints and carects.

spec. 1530 Palsgr. 203 1 Carracte in pricke song, mitiime.

2. spec. A magical character or symbol ; a charm.
1393 Gower Conf. I. 57 Whan that a man . . With his

careete him [a serpent] wolde enchaunte. Ibid. III. 138
Of sorcerie the caractes. 15SS Skelton Why nat to Court
694 By nycromancy, By carectes and coniuracyon.

t Caract, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb. Cf. med. L.

carandrc in Du Cange.]
trans. To mark (with a sign or letter).

1662 Fuller Worthies 1. 61 We have in the Margin ca-
racted them with a Rem ; for Remove.
Caract e, obs. form of Cabrack and Carat.
Caracter, -ere, earlier spelling of Character.
Carafe (kara-f). Also caratf, -affe. [a. F.

carafe = It. caraffa (Neapol. carra/a a measure of

liquids), Sp. and Pg. garrafa, Sicil. carrabba.

According to Littre' identified by Mohl with Pers.

ij\fi qardbah ' a large flagon ' (see Carboy) ; but

Dozy refers it to Arabic i_jji gharafa to draw or

lift water : cf. the derivatives >_'sj& ghuruf little

cup, ghiraf a great and full measure of

dry things ; 1 »UJc gharraf having much water,

%Jt\jh ghirafah a draught, etc., no one of which

however exactly answers to the Romanic forms.]

A glass water-bottle for the table, bedroom, etc.

The word has long been in common use in Scotl. ; in Eng-
land it is of later appearance, and often treated as still

French. Also vulgarly corrupted to craft, croft.

1786 Lounger (1787) II. 178 Called for a . . caraff of

water. 1845 Thackeray in Eraser's Mag. Nov., Caraffes,

with the tumblers, .placed over them. 1851 Art JrtU.

Catat. Exhib.gi A Water-caraft and Tumbler. 1800 Ramsay
Remin. Ser. 1. (ed. 7)260 [With old-fashioned Scotch people]

the crystal jug or decanter in which water is placed upon
the table was a carafT 1 Fr. carafe 1. 1861 Trafford City «r

Sub. I. 28 On the table stood a croft of water, surmounted
by a tumbler. 1868 Miss Braddon Rum to Earth I. xi. 277

A claret jug, a large carafe of water, and an empty glass.

Carage, obs. form of Carriage.
Carag(h(een, var. of Cabbageen.
Carain v

e, -ing, obs. forms ,of Cabrion.

Carak e, obs. form of Cabback, a ship.

Caral(le, caralde, obs. forms of Carol.
Caramba. = Cabambola.
1866 Treas. Bot., Averrhoa Caramlvla, the Caramba.

II Carambola. [a. Pg. (and mod.Lat.) caram-

bola. Several Portuguese writers of the 16th c.

state that this was the native name in Malabar

:

Molesworth has MahrattT karanbal ; Forbes Wat-
son has a Hindi name karmal, Singhalese and

Hindi kdma-ranga, Skr. karma-ranga. (Marsden

has Malay karambil coco-nut.) Linnius took the

Pg. name into botanical Latin.]

The acid fruit (golden-yellow, ellipsoid, ob-

scurely 10-ribbed) of a small East Indian tree

Averrhoa Carambola, (N.O. Oxalidacem) ; also

the tree itself.

1598 tr. Linschoten's I'oy. 96 note. The fruile which the

Mai. iliars and I'ortingales call Carambolas, is in Decan
called Camarix, in Canar Camarix and Carabeli. 1887

Standard 16 Sept. 5/3 The carambola and the Otaheite

apple.

Carambole ka-ramLw»r, sb. Billiards, [a.

F. carambole, ad. Sp. carambola the red ball at

billiards, the stroke so called, a trick: derivation

unknown. As the word is in Pg. identical in

form with the prec
,
suggestions as to their iden-

tity have been made, but without any evidence ]

t a. In billiards, the red ball which is placed

on the mark. (But it is doubtful whether this

sense has ever been practically in English use.)

+ b. The game in which this ball is used. Obs.

C. The stroke otherwise called a Cannon.
1774 C. Tones Hoyl/s Games Impr. 205 Billiards . . Caram-

bole, is played with three Balls, one being red which is neu-

tral . . The chief Object of the Game is to hit with your own
Ball the two other Balls, which is called a Caraml>ole. 1788

J. Beaufort ibid. iii. 195 Carambole is a game newly intro-

troduced from France. Ibid. 196 The Russian carambole

. . has still more lately been introduced. 1820 Hoyle's Games
Impr. 371 Each of the hazards and the caramtxile counts

two. Ibid. 372 Which stroke, called a carambole or carom.

1850 Brthn's Handbk. Games 519 If with his own ball he

strike two others successively, the stroke is called a canon
(formerly carom or caraJnboU).

d. attrib., as in carambole game = b.

1807 in N. ft Q. (1886' 27 Feb. 167. l8ao Hoyle's Games
Impr. 371 The Red or winning and losing carambole game.

1850 Bonn's Handbk. Games 544 The Carambole Games
. .are played with three balls.

Carambole, v. [a. F. carambole-r, f. caram-

bole ; see prec] intr. To make a carambole or

I
cannon at billiards. Hence Ca ramboling vbl. sb.
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1775 C. Jones Hoyle's Games ItHpr. 205 Seven may be
gained in one Stroke, by caramboling and putting in both
Balls. 1820 Hoyle's Games Impr, 380 If the striker caram-
boles and holes both the red and his adversary's ball, he
gains seven points. 1870 Daily Neivs 6 Oct., A good deal

of . . domino-playing, and caramboling at billiards.

Carameile : see Carmele.
Caramel (karramel), sb. [a. K caramel, ad.

Sp. (It., Pg.) caramelo, of uncertain origin.

Scheler suggests that the Sp. represents L. calamellus ,

little tube, in reference to its tubular form ; Mahn thinks it 1

from med.L. cannamella sugar-cane: an Arabic source is

conjectured by Littre.]

A black or brown porous substance obtained by
heating sugar to about aio° C, by which it loses

two equivalents of water ; burnt sugar. It is used

for colouring spirits, etc. b. A kind of * candy
1

or sweet, c. attrib. as caramel-walnuts.
1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Sugar, When it is boiled to

Caramel, it breaks and cracks, c 1865 J. Wylde in Circ.

Sc. I. 413/1 High-dried malt . . contains a substance termed
caramel. 1884 Philadelphia Times Sept., An article so
generally a favorite with all classes as caramels. They are
made of cream, sugar, vanilla, pistache, etc.

Hence Ca ramel v., Ca ramelize v. [cf. F. cara-

meliser\, trans, and tjitr., to turn into caramel.

1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Apple, Let it boil so long
till the Sugar be red enough and caramel'd. 1842 Penny
Cycl. XXIII. 230/1 By caramelizing the syrup. 1883
Knowledge 20 July 36/1 Partial carbonisation, or 'caramel-
ising

liCaramoussal, carmousal. Obs. Also
caramousal, -musall, -mosil

;
carmasal, car-

mizale, carmusol. [In It.
1 caramusali, a kind of

ship in Ormuz, caramusalino, a kind of pinnace or

bark' (Florio), caramussale, a Turkish merchant-
|

man (liaretti), Sp. caramuzal ' transport vessel used
,

by the Moors ' (Velasquez), F. carmoussal * a kind
j

of Turkish ship' (Cotgr.\ 16th c. L. caramussallus,

Turkish JLo^e^S qardmusal a kind of ship

(Meninski 16S0, Zenker 1866). {Kara-mussal is

also the name of a place in the Gulf of Nicomedia
near the Bosphorus.)] A Turkish and Moorish
ship of burden, noted in the 17th c.

Thos. Hyde Notes on Peri/sot's Trav. f 1691I says (p. 81)

'naviscujus prora ac puppis sunt elevatiora ^uam media
pars ' : cf. the description of the old Caravel.

L1565 Hieron. Comes Alexandrinus Comment, de hello

m insulam Melitam (in Du Cange, and Jal) Tria navigia
qu^e vulgo appellant Caramussalos ; minora sunt autem
onerariis navibus, et figura prope ovali.] 1587 Saunders
Voy. Tripoli'va Hakluyt Voy. II. 187,1 and sixe more, .were
sent forth in a Galeot to take a Greekish Carmosell. 1603
Knolles Hist. 'Purkes (16211 1329 There were two gallies,

a caramoussal, and a Greeke brigandine. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 1 1670) 20 Turkish Carmasals and Gallies. 1628 Dicby
Voy. A/edit. (1868) 33, I made her for a carmizale. 1651
Howell Venice 195 Som Gallies and Caramusalls that

carried passengers upon a Pilgrimage to Mecha. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Carmasal, carmusol. 1668 Wilkins Real
Char, il xi. 280 Galeot, Caramosil, Carrack, Caravel. 1696
Phillips, Carmousal, a Turkish ship with a very high
poop. 1721-1800 Bailey, Caramousel, and Carmousal.

II Caraiia, caranna (kara-nVa, -oe-na). Also

1 -agna. [a. Sp. caraiia, from the native name.]

A resin obtained from a West Indian tree, Bur-
sera acuminata (N.O. Amyridacea').
1616 Bullokar, Carauua. 1678-1706 Phillips, Caranna,

a Gum coming from the West-Indies, good for the Tooth-
ach, if applyed to the Temples. 1713 tr. Pomet's Hist.
Drugs I. 198 It is call'd Caranna Gummi, or Caragna.

Carant, caranto : see Coranto.

II Caranx karnerjks). [mod.L.; in F.carangue.]

A genus of fishes of the family Scomberidm. C.

Trachurus is the Scad or Horse-mackerel.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 278/2. 1854 Badham Halieut. 227

At Rome . . during Lent . . this caranx is often seen, heard,
and smelt, sputtering in rancid grease.

Caranye, obs. form of Carrion.
Carap. [from the native name.] Carap oil:

an oil obtained from the seeds of the Carapa guia-
nensis, a large tree found in Guiana.

c 1865 Letheby in Circ. Sc. I. 95/1 A semi-solid oil, named
Crab or Carapa oil. 1866 Trcas. Bot. I. 220 s. v. Carapa,
By pressure the seeds yield a liquid oil, called Carap oil

or Crab oil, suitable for burning in lamps. . In this country
it hardens into a solid fat.

Carapace (karrapcis). [a. mod.F. carapace,
ad. Sp. carapacho upper shell of a tortoise : of
doubtful origin ; taken by Barcia as a by-form of
*carapazon, by metathesis for caparazon caparison,

body-armour of a horse, augmentative of capara,
-0, in med.L. a hood, a covering of the head and
shoulders, f. L. capa, Cape.]
The upper body-shell of tortoises, and of crus-

taceans. Extended to the hard case investing the
body in some other animals, as certain Infusoria.
1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 202/1 If the carapace is raised

in a crab. 1854 H. Miller Sch. A> Schm. x. (18571 201 The
carapace of some tall tortoise. 1878 Bkll Gegeubauer's
Comp. Anat. 38 A continuous covering for the body, like
the carapace of the Arthropoda.
Jig. i860 O. Vv. Holmes Prof. Breakf.-t. ii, Nothing.,
could have got me to leave the shelter of my carapace.
Hence Carapaced a.

1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xix. 357 Carapaced turtles.

Vol. IT.

Carapax. » Carapace.
1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 10/2 Amoebic endowed with

a power of constructing for themselves a carapax or shelly

covering. 1862 Dana Man. Geol. 345 Turtles or Chelonians.

Body having a carapax, or shell.

Carat (kae'rat). Forms ; 6 caracte, carette,

carret, carrotte), charect, 6-7 karect;e, car-

rect, 6-9 caract, 7 caratt, karat, charat, char-

act, charract, corrat, carack, carrack), 7-8

carrat, carract, 7- carat, [a. F. carat, ad. It.

carato: cf. Sp. and Pg. quilate, earlier quirate,

a. Arab. qirat and qirrdt )
1 weight of 4

grains', acc. to Freytag ad. Gr. fcepctTiov 'little

horn, fruit of carob or locust tree, a weight = ^
of an obol \ Isidore (xvr. xxv. 10) has ' ceratum
oboli pars media est, habens siliquam unam et

semis
1

; but originally the Gr. Kfpariov was iden-

tical with the L. siliqua, and was called the siliqua

Grseca. (Formerly confounded with caract mark,

sign, character : see sense 4.)

As a measure of weight and fineness, the carat represents

the Roman siliqua, as of the golden solidus of Constan-
tine, which was 4- of an ounce : hence the various values

into which ^ and enter or originally entered.]

+ 1. The seed or ' bean ' of the carob-tree. Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 447 The fruit called Carobes or

Caracts. I1846 Lisdlev Veg. A'ingd. (18531 55o.]

2. A measure of weight used for diamonds and

other precious stones, originally of an ounce,

or 3$ grains, but now equal to about of an

ounce troy, or 3^ grains, though varying slightly

with time and place. It is divided into 4 carat-

grains. Also altrib., as in a one-carat diamond.

1575 LAMBHAM Let. 118711 48 As for the valu, yoor iewel-

lers by their Carrets let them cast, and they can. 1598
HAKLUYT Voy. II. 1. 225 These pearles are prised according
to the caracts which they weigh, euery caract is 4 graines.

1667 E. King in Phil. Trans. II. 420 A Diamond of 10

Carats. 1679 Land. Gaz. No. 1462/4 Lost, .a parcel of Rough
Diamonds .. containing 38 Caracks \. 1743 S. Madden
Boulter's Mon. 117451 57 Augmenting Carracts vastly raise

Th' advancing Value of the Diamond's Blaze. 1750 BeAWES
Lex Mercat. 1 1752' 873 The Jewellers divide the Ounce into

152 Parts, or Carats, and these into Grains, whereof four
make a Carat. 1868 SbYD Bullion 146 Six carats are equal
to 19 grains Troy weight. 1875 JbvONS Money u8-8i 36 A
one carat diamond. 1887 Whitaker s Aim, 362 The jewel-

lery ounce is divided into carats and 600 pearl-grains.

3. A proportional measure of one twenty-fourth

used in stating the fineness of gold
; e.g. if the mass

contain 22 parts of pure gold and 2 of alloy, it is

said to be 22 carats fine, or gold of 22 carats.

Also attrib. with numeral, as 2 2-carat gold.

1555 Eden Decades W. hid. lArb.) 211 The golde is

of .xxii. caractes or better in fynesse. 1575 6 Act 18

Eliz. xv, No .. Golde lesse in fynesse than that of xxij

Carrottes. 16*7 Donne Serm. cWu. Wks. 1839 VI. 266 All

their clods ofEarth are Gold, .of innumerable Carats. 1676
B. W[ili.is] Man. Gcldsm. 57 In his report of a Gold assay
he [the Assay-master] sets it down by Carracts and Carract-
grains. 1721 Loud. Gaz. No. 6.150 '2 The Gold, .will be of
the Standard of 22 Carrats. x8oo Hltton Course Math.
(1806) I. 129 It is said to be 22 caracts fine. 1820 G. Carey
Funds 94 The whole weight of any piece of pure gold is

supposed to be divided into twenty four parts, called carats.

Jig. 1581 Sidney Astr. $ Stella xvi, Beauties which were
of many carrets fine.

t b. The tradition that the carat was originally a definite
weight of gold, and = Ts\f of some weight (see the etymology*,
survived in dictionaries, arithmetical works, etc., but these
have erroneously taken it as fw of an ounce ( = 1 scruple

,

and -r^f of a pound Troy ( ~ ^ oz. <

; also as i of an ounce.
1552 Hi'loet, Scruple, a certayne measuer called a cha-

rect, whereof thre make a dramme. 1558 Warde tr. Alexis'
Seer. (1568) 49 a, Take Dama^kene Roses . .an unce, Lignum
Aloes, Galanga, Bengewyne, of eche of them a carette. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Carat . . is the third part of an ounce.
1667 E. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. '16841 12 The pound
weight or 12 Ounces Troy of Gold, is divided into 24 parts
which are called carrats so that each carrat is 10 penny
weight troy, or half an ounce. 1686 W. Harris tr. Lemery's
Chym. 1. i. 75 A Carat of Gold is properly the weight of one
Scruple. 1755 Gent/. Mag. XXV. 361 Weigh a small vial

which holds about 4 ounces . . fill it with water, and weigh
that. ,i-i28th of the whole.. is called a caract. 1852 A.
Ryland Assay Gold S. 28 The ounce containing 24
carats.

f 4. Jig. Worth, value ; estimate. Obs.
(Here a confusion with Caract character, is evident.)

1597 Siiaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 162 Thou best of Gold, art
worst of Gold. Other, lesse fine of Charract, is more pre-
cious. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Alan in Hum. in. iii. 22 No
beautie, no ; you are of too good caract, To be left so,

without a guard. 1650 Howell Giraffi's Rev. Naples 125
Authority doth commonly discompose the mind of man,
specially one of a tbase carat. 11680 Butler Rem. (1759)
II. 14 Counterfeit Jewels of any Caract.

1! Caratch. (kara-tj). [Arab, kharaj

tribute.] The tribute or poll-tax levied by trie

Turks on their Christian subjects.

i68z Wheler Joum. Greece VS. 479 The Inhabitants were
all run away, not being able to pay their Caratch. 1753
Hanway Tra7;. (1762) II. v. iii. 138 The abolition of the
carak, imposed on the sunnis. 1775 R. Chandler Trav.
Greece (1825) II. 7 They pay .. caratch or tribute money.
1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 481
The carach or tribute is paid only by the Greeks.

Caraus : see Carouse.

Caravan (karravsen, karravx'n). Also 6 ca-
rouan, 7 carrauan, caruan, karavan, S karra-

wan. [In 16th c. carman^ a. Pers. ^jl^jl^ karwan,

in same sense. Found in med.L. carvana (Hove-
den), caravanna, caravenna (Matt. Paris', and F.

carvane, from Crusading times, but app. not in

Eng. before 16th e. The form caravan was per-

haps caravanc from French.]

1. A company of merchants, pilgrims, or others,

in the East or northern Africa, travelling together

for the sake of security, esp. through the desert.

Also attrib., as in caravan route.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 204 The maner and order which
the Carouan obserueth in marching. 1601 \V. Parry Sker-
ley's Trav. 23 A caravan is a great many of camels laden,

and men in a company. 1602 Warner „-///>. Eng. xi. Ixvi.

(1612I 282 Their Marchants trauailing by Carauan, that
is, Great Droues of laden Camels. 1615 G. Sandys Trav.
\ii Brought oner-land by Caruan from Media 1760
Goldsm. Cit. IV. xxii, He. .hired himself as a camel-driver
to a caravan that was crossing the desert. 1761 Sterne
Tr. Shandy iv. (1770) 62 (D.) From thence by karrawans
to Copt os. 1872 Yeats GnnvthComm. 31 Various caravan
routes. 1873 J.ONiiK. Kambalu 3 At the head of his dusty
caravan.

t b. Thieves' cant. An object of plunder. Obs.
1688 Shadwell Si/r. Atsatia 1. i, Thy cousin here is the

wealthiest Caravan we have met with a long time. 1690
li. E. Diet. Cant. CftW, Caravan, a j;ood round Sum of
Money about a Man, and him that is Cheated of it.

2. A fleet of Turkish or Russian ships, esp. of

merchant vessels, with their convoy.

1605 74 Camden Rem. 49 j The sinking of the great Gale-
asse of the Saracens, the taking of their Convoy, which, .is

called a Caravana. 1654 FULLER Comm. R nth 1 1 863 119
A caravan, .sailing in the vast ocean. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No.
2177/2 News .. of the rencounter between Signior Venier,
Captain Extraordinary of the Ships of this State, and the
Turkish Caravan. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. g.v,, Sea
Caravans, .conveyed by ships of war.

b. See quots.)

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Caravan is also an appellation
given to the voyages, or campaigns, which the knights of
Malta are obliged to make at sea, against the Turks and
Corsairs. 1858 \V. I'outer Hist. Knts. Malta II. xx. 2a>
Every Knight, during his residence in Malta, was bound
to complete four caravans, or cruises of >ix months each.

3. trans/. A troop of people going in company
[so in Fr.] ; a company in motion. Also Jig.

1667 Milton /\ L. VII. 428 [Birds] rang'd in figure wedge
thir way. .and set forth Their Aierie Caravan. 1681 Cotton
Poet. Wks. 117651 332 We a Caravan of dead Folks were.

1683 Argum.Jor L nion 4 [Arians, Socinians, etc.] may asso-

ciate in a Caravan, but cannot joyn in the Communion of a
Church. 1711 SwiFT Lett. 1

1 767 1 III. 223 We got out be-

fore eleven, a noble caravan of us. 1719 De foe Crusoe
iHotten) 177 Attacking a whole Caravan of them.

4. A covered carriage or cart: In 17-iSth c.

applied to a private or public covered vehicle carry-

ing passengers or a company of people together

vnow shortened to van ; hence early in 19th c. to a

third class ' covered carriage ' on a railway
; now,

usually, a house on wheels, e. g. the travelling

house of gipsies, a showman, or (according to

recent fashion) a party on a pleasure tour; one of

the covered vehicles of a travelling menagerie, etc.

1674 Blount Glossogr., Caravan or Karavan . .also of late

corruptly used with us for a kind ofWaggon to carry passen-
gers to and from London. 1689 Load Gaz. No. 2450/4 A
Fair easie going Caravan, with a very handsome Roof
Brass Work, good Seats, Glasses on the sides to draw up,
that will carry 18 Persons. 1741 Act 14 Geo. II, xlii. § 5
Nothing in this act shall-, extend .. to Caravans or the

covered Carriages of Noblemen or Gentlemen for their

private use. [So 1751 24 Geo. II, xliii. § 5.] 1754 Con-
noisseur No. 25 We should laugh at a nobleman who .

.

should . . be content to have his family dragged to his

country seat, like servant maids in the caravan. 1797 Be-
wick Brtt. Birds (1847) I. 369 One of these birds which was
kept in a caravan. 1823 Mechanic's Mag. No. 19. 290
The steam-engine employs its force to impel the caravans.

.

and coaches. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 272 Several
caravans containing wild beasts, and other spectacles. 1872
Browning Fijine iv. 5 A slow caravan, A chimneyed house
on wheels. 1886 W. G. Stables Cruise oj Wanderer 9
Nice curtains divide the caravan at pleasure into two com-
partments. Ibid. 3 He is unsuited for a caravan life.

Hence CaravaneeT, the leader or conductor oi

an (oriental) caravan. Ca=ravaging- vbl. sb.,

travelling by caravan or house on wheels. Ca^ra-

va'nist, one who practises this mode of making
a tour. Carava'nnisli a., resembling or smacking

of a caravan.
1768 E. Buys Diet. Terms ofArt, Caravanier, a Person

who leads the Camels, and other Beasts of Burden, com-
monly used in the Caravans in the East. 1885 C/ir. Leader
5 Nov. 680 Caravaning in Scotland. 1887 Pall Mall G.

19 Sept.6/i The caravanist reverses matters . . every night

finds him encamped in meadow, in wood, or on moorland.
1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. ii. § 15 Great diligences

going in a caravannish manner, with whole teams of horses.

Caravance, obs. form of Calavance.
Caravanserai, -era, -ary (kseravarnserai,

-era, -eri). Forms : (6 cauarzara), 7 carauan-
sara, car(r)avans-raw, karavan serai, quer-
vanseray, 8 caravanserie, 8-9 caravansera,
-sary, 9 caravansery, (caravensary), 8- cara-

14
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vanserai. [ult. a. Per. kdrwdn-sardi, f. kdrwdn
caravan + (^ly-** sardi, or^-w sard palace, mansion,

inn. In F. caravanserai, Pg. caravancara. The
endings -ary, -ery, are due to popular analogy.]

A kind of inn in Eastern countries where cara-

vans put up, being a large quadrangular building

with a spacious court in the middle.

1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. 1. 196 We lay in one of the great

Cauarzaras (rcaruanzaras], that were built by Mahomet
Bassha with so many goodly commodities. 1615 tr. De Man-
far?s Surz: E. Ind. 8 The Sophie hath caused to bee erected

certaine. -huge lodgings, .called Carauan-sara or Surroyes,

for the benefit of Carauans. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.

51 Where is a Carravans-raw. 168a Wheler Jourtt. Greece

11. 193 Publick Buildings they call Karavan Serais, or

/Cans. 1687 tr. De Th*rz>enot's Trav. in, 1. v. 8, I went to

lodge in a Quervanseray. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 289 P 9
A house that changes its inhabitants so often, and receives

such a perpetual succession of guests, is not a Palace but a
Caravansary. 1708 T. Maurice Hindustan nr. iii. 1 18201 II.

252 The birth of Christ [in], .the stable of the caravansera

..in the lowly village of Bethlehem. zSoi Southey Thalaba
v. viii, Not in sumptuous Caravansery. 1855 Milman Lai.
Chr, (1864) IV. vii. vi. 170 In Jerusalem there were public

caravansaries.

b. trans/, and fig.
1760 Sterne Serin. Yorick III. 17 What provision the

Author of our being has prepared, .how many caravanseras

of rest ! 1805 Foster Ess. 1. vii. 88 The man whose mind
has been a kind of caravansera of opinions. 1864 SaLA in

Daily Tel. 13 Oct., The palatial caravanserais of New
York.

Hence Caravanserial a.

1864 SaLA in Daily Tel. 13 Oct., Hotels.. at Saratoga
Springs [and] their caravanserial congeners in other parts

of the United States.

Caravel (kse*ravel). Naut. Forms : 6 cara-

uelle, 6-7 -veil, 7 -vail, 0-9 -val, 6- caravel :

see also Cakvel. [a. F. caravellt (16th c. in

Littre—in earlier F. canulle , ad. It. caravella

(Sp. carabcla, Pg. caraveld), prob. dim. of Sp.

caraha ; cf. late L. carabus, Gr. /capa&os a kind of

light ship.

Isidore xix. i. 26 explains Carahus as 'parva scapha ex
vimine facta, quae contecta crudocoriogenus navigii praebet '.]

1. A kind of ship: variously applied at different

times, and in relation to different countries.

a. The same as Carvel, which was the earlier

vernacular form ; but since the term came to be

only historical, usually written caravel, like b and c.

In later times applied to b. The Portuguese caret*

vela, a small ship with lateen sails ; O. The Turkish

war-frigate, called in Italian caravella.

15*7 R. Thorne in Hakl. Divert J V>\ 0 582 1 B iv b, Aflote
of three shippes and a carauell that went from this citie.

1555 Eden Decades IV. Ind., Interpr. (Arb.) 45 A Carauel
or Camel. Ibid. 1. L lArb.) 65 Light marchaunte shyppes
without deckes whiche the Spamardes call Carauelas. 1600

Holland Livy XXVUL viii. 673 Three Galleaces or Caravels.

1643 Fuller Holy
<fr

Prof. St. 11. xxi. 138 The King of

Spain., sent a Caravall of adviso to the West Indies. 1738
Earl Sandwich in Naval Citron. (1799) II. 324 The
(Turkish] Caravels orfrigates under forty guns. 1769 Fal-
coner Diet. Marine (tj&q \Caravetlc, a small square-sterned

Portuguese vessel, navigated with lateen sails ; and esteemed
very expeditious. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 463 Cara-
vellas [ Turkish war-vessels]. 1843 Prescott Mexico (1850)

I. 221 The vessel, .in which Cortes himself went, was of a
hundred tons' burden . . the remainder were caravels and
open brigantines. 1848 \V. Irving Columbus L 123 Two of

them were light barks, called Caravels. .They are delineated

as open, and without deck in the centre, but built up high
at the prow and stern, with forecastles and cabins.

2. The floating mollusc lanthina.

1707 Sloane Jamaica I, 7 What seamen call a Caraval or

Portuguese Man of War.

Caraway (kae'rawi*'). Forms: 5-7 carway),
6 caruway e, carowaye, -weio, 6 7 careway(e,
carawey, 7 carrowayo, 7 -9 carraway, 5-
caraway. [From med.L. carui, or some allied

Romanic form: cf. F., It., Sp. carvi whence Sc.

earvy, kervie), OSp. alcaravca, alcarahueya, Pg.

alcaravt'a, alcorovia, a. Arab. L>«^JI al-karaioiyd

or -kanviya \ cf. Gr. Kapov, tcaptov (in L, carum,
careum Pliny\ forms however which could not
immediately give the Arabic]
1. An umbelliferous plant \Carum Carui ) : its

small fruits, commonly called 'caraway-seeds', are

aromatic and carminative
;
they are used in cakes,

sweetmeats, etc., and yield a volatile oil.

1440 Pro/up. Tarv. 62 Caraway herbe, carway, sic scri-

bitur in campo florum. 1*51 Turner Herbal H iv b, Caru-
wayes..the poticaries call it carui. 1579 Langham Card.
Health (1633* 125 Carway breaketh winde. 1794 Martyn
Rousseau's fiot. xvii. 236 Carraway has no proper involucre.
1861 Delamer Kitch. Card. 124 Caraway is the object of
field culture in Essex, and on other stiff soils.

t 2. The fruit or ' seed ' of the caraway ; also a
sweetmeat or confection containing caraway-seeds.
06s. exc as Sc. Carvy.
1557 Seager Sc/i. Vertue in Bal-ees Bk. (18681 343 Bisketes

or Carowayes. 1586 Cogan Haven Health 11636) 101 To
eat Carawayes or liiskets, or some other kinde of Comfits
or seedes together with Apples. 1597 Siiaks. 2 Hen. IV,
v. ill. 3 We will eate a last yeares Pippin of my owne graf-
ting, with a dish of Carrawayes, i6ao MvtTOM Astrot. 7 s

A piece of Cheese, Pippins, or Carrowayes. 16*0 Venner
Via Rtctavii. 162 In meatcs, I prefer the Carewayes before

.. Fennel-seeds. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 5 The
Caraways that the people of Paris buy out of the Shops.

3. Comb., as caraway-comfit, a sweetmeat con-

taining caraway - seeds ; caraway -seed (seei*};

also attrib., as in caraway-seed biscuit.

1710 Steele Tatler No. 245 p 2 One Silver gilt [l>ox] of
a large Size for Cashu and 'Carraway Comfits. 1548 Tur-
ner Names ofHerbes s. v., Ye may use "carawey seede or
carot seede. 1626 Bacon Syiva 1 54 Adding a little Coriander-
seed and Carraway seed. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 212
Oyl of Carui-Seeds. 1836-7 Dickens Si-. Boz ' 18301 141/2
Some sweet carrawayseed biscuits.

fCarawimple. Obs. (Cf. Cakkiwitchet.)
1672 1, .' ft. 2 A meer fiction.. a dream, device,

and carawimple.

Carayne, obs. form of Carrion.

Carb-. Chem. Combining form of Carron,
used ^instead of Carbo-) before vowels, in names
of carbon compounds, as

CarballyTic (or tricarbaHylic) acid [Al-LYL], a
3-basic acid obtained by the action of potash on
allylic tricyanide; its salts are Carballylates.
Carbanll [Anil], an amido-derivative of the
benzene group, cyanate of phenyl, CO =N-Ct II 5,

a mobile liquid with a pungent odour ; hence
Carbanilamide, NH,CONH-C, H s , Carbanilic
acid, HCCO-NH-CH,, Carbanilide, CO =
2 NH CS H s). Ca-rbazol [Azo- + -OlJ, an amido-
phenyl, 2C, H 4 = NH, occurring in coal-tar oil,

and as a by-product in the manufacture of aniline.

Carbazo tic acid [Azotic], an earlier name of
Picric acid ; its salts are Carba ssotatea.

1873 Foumes' Chem. 730 Carballylic Acid is produced by
the action of nascent hydrogen on aeon it ic acid. Ibid. The
carbaliylates of the alkali-metals are easily soluble in water.
1877 ibid. II. 56 Carbazol crystallizes in shining lamina?.
1 88 1 A then.eum 1 4 May 658/3 ' On some Carbazol Com-
pounds'. 1836 9 'I odd Cyil. Anal. II. 405 The properties
..closely resemble the carbazotates. 1830 Lindley Nat.
Syst. Bot. 93 A peculiar acid, called Carbazotic. 1883
Chamb. Jrnl. 226 A yellow, intensely bitter mass . . known
also as Carbazotic Acid.

Carbage : see Cabbage, Garbage.
Carbamide kaubamaid). Chem. [f. Carb- +

Amide.] Analytical name of the organic com-
pound Urea, CO-j^NH,), as a primary diamide
of Carbonyl. Hence Sulpho-carl>amidc or Sulphur
urea, in which CS takes the place of CO.
Also Carba mic [see Amu] a., related to car-

bamide, as in Carbamic acid, CO NHj-OH, Car-
bamic ethers. Ca rbamate, a salt of carbamic
acid, as Ammonium carbamate, CO NH, O NH 4 .

1865 Mansfield Salts 367 The compound ' Carbamide * is

not yet known in the separate state. 1877 Watts Eoivnes*
Chem. II. 391 Carbamide or Urea, .was the first instance of
the artificial formation of a product of the living organism.
1869 Roscok Elem. Chem. xxxv, 382 Carbamic Acid.

t CaTberry, v. Sc. Obs. [? f. Carberry Hilt
where <^ueen Mary was finally routed.] trans.

? To defeat, get the better of.

169a Habell 551 We, for all the Councell's threats, On that
day neither pray nor preach. . By whit h we doe the state

Carberrie.

Carbide (kaubaid). Chem. [f. Carb- + -idk
]

A compound of carbon with an element, as hy-
drogen or a metal, as Iron carbide ; less usual
than the older equivalent carburet.
c 1865 J. Wvldk in Circ. Sc. I. 308/2 The combinations of

sulphur with metals are termed sulphides . . of carbon,
carbides. 1879 Athenxunt 6 Sept. 312 2 Native iron car-
bides of Greenland. 1879 G. Phkscott Sp. Telephone 434
Carbides of hydrogen obtained as secondary products.

Carbinado, obs. selling of Carbonaimi.

Carbine (.kauboin), ca*rabine. Also 7 car-
r abin, 8 carrabine. [In 17th c. carabine, a. K.

carabine, in It., Sp., and I'g. carabina, the weapon
of the Cararix, q.v.]

A kind of fire-arm, shorter than the musket, used

by the cavalry and other troops ;
1 a kind of

medium between the pistol and the musket *

;J.).
1605 Verstkcan Dec. Intetl. \. (1628) 23 The names of

Lances, Carabines, pykes, muskets. 1640 T. Carew On
Death K. .S'«*v//'«(RjThethunderof their carabius. 1 1645
Howell The Vote \\, No pistolls or some rare-spring carra-
bins. 1660 H. More Myst. Godl. v. xvi. 189 Discharging
their carbines. 1711 De Foe Mem. Cavalier 11840) 182,
I discharged .. my carabin twice. 1799 Karl Ancram in

Trans. Roy. Soc. Edt'n. (18051 V. 246, I had a carabine
made at Drogheda. 1815 Wellington in Gurw. Disp.
XII. 345, I will apply for the Carbines for your Cavalry.
1858 Greener Gunnery 309 Double rifted carbines can be
constructed of so light a weight that their exclusive use for

cavalry is not far distant. 1859 Jephson Brittany x. 152
His double-barrelled carabine - slung over his shoulder,

b. Comb., as carbine-ball, -lock, -proof, -shot.

1643 CronnoelTs Lett. <V Sp. A pp. 29 July, Retreating in

order, near carbine-shot of the enemy. 1655 Mrc>. Wor-
cester Cent. [nv. § 44 A Brest-plate . . of Carabine-proof.
172,1 Di Pol Mem. Cavalier (1840) 66 A salvo of carbine-
snot. 180a Wellington in Gurw. Disp. I. 380 Ordering .

.

20,000 carbine l>alls to be cast. 1814 Hvhon Corsair i. vii.

24 Free from rust, My carbine lock.

Carbinol (ka jbin^r . Chem. [f. Carbon + -oh

the ending of alcohol, used to indicate an analo-

|
gous compound).] A generic name introduced
by Kolbe c iS68 for the monatomic alcohols.

I

Simple Carbinot is methyl alcohol or wood spirit (taken as
1 COH. H 3X a compound of 1 atom of carbon with 1 of hy-

droxyl OH, and 3 of replaceable hydrogen, anyone or more
of which may l>e replaced by the same number of alcohol
radicals, the name or names of which are prefixed. When
only one hydrogen atom is replaced, the carbinol is a
' primary alcohol', as methyl carbinol COH.H ;.CH,=
ethyl or ordinary alcohol, C4H4OH ; ethyl carbinol COH.
Ha.C;H s= propyI alcohol CsH TOH. When two atoms of
hydrogen are replaced, the carbinol includes the ' secondary
alcohols ' as dimethyl carbinol C< (H.H^CH^ssecondary
propyl alcohol CiH 6<>; methyl-propyUarbinol COH.H.
CH>C»H7. When all three atoms of hydrogen are re-

;

placed, the carbinol includes the * tertiary alcohols', as
,

trimetkyl carbinol COH. CH, s= tertiary butyl alcohol
C4H„OH, dimethyl, ethyl. carbinol COH^CH^X-H!.
The nomenclature of the complicated members as carbinols
is more simple and definite than as alcohols.

Carbinyl (kaubinil). Chem. [f. Carbon + -tl,

as in ethyl, etc.] A term for the alcohol radicals

of the corresponding carbhwls, as Dimethyl car-

binyl iodide C (CH.)rH.I. (Watts.)

Carbo-. Chem. Combining form of GaSMVi
used l>efore consonants, in names of carbon com-
pounds.
1810 Henry Elem. Chem. (1826) I. 468 The bi-sulphuret of

carbon was found by Berzelius to be capable of. .forming
compounds which may be called Carbo-Sulphurets. 1873
Eoienes' Chem. 823 Carbo-cresylic and Cresotic Acids are
formed simultaneously by the action of carbon dioxide and
sodium on cresol.

Carbo-hydrate kauboihai-dr^t . Chem. [f.

Carbo- + Hvurate, q.v.] An organic compound
of carbon with oxygen and hydrogen in the pro-

portion to form water. They are divided into

Sugars proper CuHuO,,), Grape-sugars or Glu-
coses (Cf H„Of \ and Amyloses, comprising starch

and woody fibre {Ct H„Oj).
1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 393. 1876 tr. Wagner s Gen.

Pathol. 531 Carbo-hydrates andfats serve chiefly to the pro-
duction of heat, and of vital force. 1882 Vises Sachs' Bot.

668 Cell-walls and starch-grains . . consist mainly of carbo-
hydrates insoluble in water.

Carbokull, obs. form of Carbcxcle.

Carbolate !yvibo\c*i). Chem. [f. Carbol-ic
+ -atk.] A salt of carbolic acid ; a phenate.

1875 H. Wood Tkerap. 118791 628 An alkaline carbolate.

1870 Hartholow Mat. Med. (18701523 Carbolic acid exists

in the blood, probably, a< a carbolate.

So Ca rbolated ///. a., made into a carlxdate
;

impregnated with carbolic acid, carbolized.

1884 Rev. 7 June 760 '2 Cotton-wool, .moistened with
carbolated oil. 1884 Health Exhib. Catat. 62/1 Concen-
trated Carbolated Creosote Disinfecting Fluid.

Carbolic kajbfHik),a. Chem. [f. Carb- -r -01,

the ending of alcohol, benzol + -ic] In Carbolic
acid, a substance more systematically called

Phenol or Phenyl alcohol, C,H;,-OH, a secondary

monatomic aromatic alcohol ^consisting of benzol

in which one atom of H is replaced by Oil
,

found in the heavy coal oils, and elsewhere, form-

ing, when pure, white deliquescent crystals, melting

at 35
0
to an oily liquid, with penetrating odour and

burning taste. It has powerful antiseptic qualities,

and is much u*ed as a disinfectant. Hence carMi,
soap, etc.

c 1865 I.KTHf BV in Circ. Sc. I. 118/2 The acid of creosote,

or carbolic acid. 1865 Ln. Bury in Morn. Star. 6 Nov.
Cowsheds were carefully cleansed and washed with gas-tar,

carbolic acid, and water. 1881 Libbock in Nature 405
Some substance capable of killing the germs, without l>eing

itself too potent a caustic .. Dilute carbolic acid fulfilled

these conditions. 1871 Hlack Adv. J'haetou iHoppei My
lady doubted the efficacy of carbolic soap.

Carbolize (ka il*>].>iz , v. [(. prec. + -ize.]

trans. To impregnate with carbolic acid. Hence
Ca rbolized///. a.

1870 Daily A<TfJ 24 Oct., Fine hemp or tow carbolised

with crystallised carbolic acid. 1884 W. H. Stone in Times
30 Oct. 9/6 A small tent of carbolized gauze, to prevent the
dispersion of poisonous membrane.

Carbon (.kre jbfin, -an), [ad. F. carbone (same
sense), made by Lavoisier from L. carbo, carbon-em

coal, charcoal.]

1. ( hem. One of the non- metallic elements,

very abundant in nature, occurring uncombined in

three allotropic forms—two crystalline (diamond
and graphite) and one amorphous (charcoal), and
in combination in carbonic acid gas, the various

carbonates, and nearly all organic compounds
thence often called 'the carbon compounds').
Carbon .symbol C) is a tetrad ; atomic weight 12.

1789 I'riksti.ky in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 279, Suppose
that even the whole of this plumbago afforded only one of the
elements of the fixed air, viz. that which the French chemUts
call carbone. 1794 O. Adams Nat. $ Exp. Philos. I. mi.

496 Their carbonne is supposed to be the remaining part of
charcoal after it has been divested of earth and fixetf salts.

1810 Hknry Elem. Chem. 1 18261 I. 335 The diamond . . was
first shown by Guyton to contain carbon. 1813 Sir H.
Davy Agric. Chem. ii. (1814) 46 Carbon is considered as the

I
pure matter of charcoal. 1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith vi,

iv. 3=52 Is man's body mere carbon r 1862 K. H. I' vu krron
Ess. Hist. A- Art 8 Carbon .. in its amorphous state, iv
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charcoal ; when crystallised in prisms, it becomes black
and opaque graphite ; and when crystallised in octohe-
drons, it is etherealised into the limpid and transparent
diamond.

2. Electr. A pencil of fine charcoal (usually made
of condensed lamp-black), used in one form of the

electric light. Two of these are placed with their

points close to each other, and a current of gal-

vanic electricity transmitted through them renders

the carbon points intensely luminous.
Also sometimes used for the delicate filament of charcoal

in the incandescent form of the electric light.

c i860 Faraday Forces Nat., Electric L. 184 The light is

essentially given by the carbons. 1879 G. Pkescott Sp.
Telephone 403 The light, .is soon extinguished by the burn-
ing or wasting away of the carbons.

0. attrib. a. In general sense, Of, like, or per-

taining to charcoal or coal, or some form of

carbon
;
spec, carbon printing, process, a photo-

graphic process introduced by Poitevin in 1855,
producing permanent prints in black and white,
the shades of which are produced by the carbon
of lamp-black.
1808 J. Barlow Columb. v. 669 When at his word the car-

bon clouds shall rise. 1879 Cassetl's Techn, Educ. III. 326
The perfecting of a carbon process has been the work ofcon-
siderable time. Newspaper, The majority of the works
shown are permanent carbon photographs.

b. Chem., as in carbon compounds, etc., and
specific names, as Carbon dioxide, CO,, system-
atic name of carbonic acid gas ; Carbon mon-
oxide, CO, a highly poisonous gas, also known as
carbonic oxide gas ; etc.

1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. xxvii. (1874) 289 Organic
Chemistry is defined as the chemistry of the carbon com-
pounds. 1873 Fwunes* Chem. 161 Carbon Dioxide, or Car-
bonic Oxide, is always produced when charcoal burns in air
or oxygen gas. Ibid. 163 Carbon Monoxide is a combustible
gas.

c. Electr., as in carbon light, points, poles, etc.

1871 tr. Schellens Spectr. Anal. 30 As soon as the current
passes through the carbon-poles the electric arc is formed.
Ibid. 33 To reach the carbon holders. Ibid. 74 Instead of
the carbon-cylinder thick rods or wires of zink. - may be em-
ployed. 1875 Hamerton Z/)fcvii.iii.238TheIightthat
lays between the wedded intelligences as the electric light
urns between two carbon points. 1879 G. Prescott Sp.
Telephone 39 C is a carbon transmitter included with bat-
tery B in the primary circuit.

Carbonaceous tkaiboivi-Jas), a. [f. L. car-
bon-em charcoal, coal 4- -aceous.]

1. Of the nature of coal, charcoal, or other com-
mon form of carbon ; coaly.

1791 Hamilton Berthollefs Dyeing I. 8 It destroys the
carbonaceous or coaly matter. 1863 Possibil. Creation 53
Manchester would soon be enveloped in a great carbon-
aceous fog. 187a Yeats Techn. Hut, Comm. 101 Bellows,
chimneys, and carbonaceous fuel were certainly employed
by the ancients.

2. Chem. Of or pertaining to the chemical ele-

ment carbon
; consisting of or containing carbon,

1794 Sullivan Vieiv Nat. I. 243 The acid is decomposed,
the carbonaceous principle combines, and is fixed in the
vegetable, while the oxigene is thrown off. 1794 G. Adams
Nat. tf Exp. Pkilos. I. xii. 497 Carbonaceous inflammable
gas. 1807 Allen & Pepys in Phil. Trans. LX. 268 To
consume certain known quantities of diamond and other
carbonaceous substances in oxygene gas. 1879 Christian
World 19 Dec. 814/1 Food, .is made up of two constituents,
the nitrogenous or flesh-forming part, and the carbonaceous
or heat-producing part.

3. Geol. Of the nature of coal, abounding in coal,

coaly.

1833 Lykll Princ. Geol. III. 222 In one part of the series,
carbonaceous shales occur. 1872 W, Symomds Rec. RxJksvi,
208 Carbonaceous markings of plants. 1878 Green Coal 1. 27
The beds . . more or less coaly or carbonaceous in character.

tCarbona'de, sb. Obs. [a. F. carbonade, 'a
rasher on the coales' (Cotgr.).] = Carbonado.
1631 Massinger Bcleeve as you I. iv. iii, I was tolde that

I had fleshe enough of mine owne, And, yf that I were
hungrie, I might freelye Eate mine owne carbonades.

t Carbonade, v. Obs. [f. the sb.] = Cae-
BONADO V.

i6»9 Massinger Picture 11. i, With his keen-edge spear
He cut and carbonaded them. 1634 Sir T. Herbekt Trav.
150 Carbonaded or rosted in the fire. 1635 Francion i-m.
73 The Gyants, who carbonaded one another as small as
minced meat. 1748 Richardson Clarissa {xZii) VI. xxv. 106
[I'll! carbonade and broil the traitress.

Hence t Carbonading vbl. sb.

1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe (1871)87 To have the scorching
and carbonading of it. 1673 Ray Journ. Low-C. (113S) I. 350
1 heir roasting differs not much from our broiling or carbon-
ading. 1736 Bailey Househ. Diet. 156, Carbonading.
t Carbonado, sb. Obs. Also 7 carbinado,

charbonado. [ad. Sp. carbonada 'a Carbonado
on the coles ' (Minsheii) = It. carbonata, F. carbon-
ade (Cotgrave} ; see -ado.] A piece of fish, flesh,
or fowl, scored across and grilled or broiled upon
the coals. Often transf.
1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. tv. iv. 47, I will make

thee slice the brawns of thy arms into carbonadoes and eat
them. 1591 Lyly Sapho 11. iii. If I venture . . to eate a
rasher on the coales, a carbonado. 1607 Shaks. Cor. tv. v.
«)9 He scotcht him, and notcht him like a carbinado. 1651M \rkham Eng. I/ous7v. 70 Charbonadoes. 1656 Heyl[n
^urv. trance 72 A suit of Turkie grogram . . cut with long
.lashes or carbonado's. 1636 H. More Antid. Ath. m. iii.

I They made goodly Carbonado's of Witches. 1687 B. Ran*
j

dolph Archipcl. 19 His Buttocks were like unto Carbonados.

Carbonado {ka.ibone l -do), v. arch. [f. prec]
1. trans. To make a carbonado of ; to score

across and broil or grill.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 268 How she long'd to eate
Adders heads, and Toads carbonado'd. c 1630 Jackson
Creed iv. cvii. Wks. 1844 III. 105 Having .. lastly his raw
bulk broiled or carbonadoed quick. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 5
The colour of his face was as if it had been newly Carbana-
doed, and laid upon a Gridiron. i8zo Scott Monast. xvi,
On a level with Richard Cceur-de- Lion, when he ate up the
head of a Moor carbonadoed. 1823 [see Carbonari].
Jig. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 62 Whose heart hath been
long carbonado'd. .in flames of affection towards you. 1672
R. Wild Poet. Licent. i-j Raw men you were, raw still you
are, I Do scarce believe you'l carbonado'd die.

b. quasi-intr. ^from elliptic use of gerund).
1675 f- Smith Chr.Relig. App. 11. 7 His Arm not to shrug,

while it was carbonadoing, with that live Coal that fell into
his Sleeve. 1863 Thornbury True as Steel III. 2 While
some venison stakes, dipped in wine and spiced, were car-
bonadoing at a fire.

2. transf. To cut, slash, hack.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 20, I am the man will deliuer

him to thee to be scotcht and carbonadoed. 1605 Shaks.
Learn, ii. 41 Draw, you Rogue, or He so carbonado your
shanks. 1650 Bulwek A nthropomet. 259 Barbarous Gallants
. .slash and carbonado their Bodies. 1748 Smollett Rod.
Rand. (1812) I. 58, I would flea him, carbonado him. 1832
W. Irving Alhambra II. 166 He. .has been, .so cut up and
carbonadoed that he is a kind of walking monument of the
troubles of Spain.

Carbona'doed ppl. a., Carbona'doing vbl. sb.
1601 Shaks. All's Well iv. v. 107 Your carbinado'd face.

1615 Markham Eng. Ilouscw. n. ii. (i668> 78 The manner of
carbonadoing. 1635 Quakles Embl. 1. v. (1718) 21 To broil '

the carbonado'd hearts of men. 1655GURNALL Chr. in Arm.
11. 223 Satan's plundering him of his estate . . carbonadoing
(as I may sayi his body with sores and boiles (which were
as so many deep slashes in his flesh).

II Carbonari ^karb^naT/"., sb. pi. Rarely in

sing, carbonaro. [It.; pi. of carbonaro collier,

charcoal-burner, an appellation assumed by the
society.] The members of a secret political asso-
ciation formed in the kingdom of Naples during
the French occupation under Murat, with the de-
sign of introducing a republican government.
1823 Byron Age Bronze xii, Have Carbonaro cooks not

carbonadoed Each course enough? 1840 Marryat Olla
Podr. iRtldg.l 245 The Carbonari had become formidable
in Italy. 1870 Disraeli Lothair viii. 33 How they can be
got together, I marvel : priests and philosophers, legitimists
and carbonari ! 1880 W. Cory Mod. Eng. Hist. I. 148 note,
In 1799 ..when driven to the forest of the Abruzzi they
[republicans] are believed to have disguised themselves as
charcoal-burners. In the course of twenty years the name
Carbonari was borne by a society, or confederate societies,
ranging all over Italy.

Hence Carbona rism, the political principles of
the Carbonari, or {transf. ) of similar revolutionists.
1832 Athen&nm No. 243. 390 A touch of carbonari-ism.

1857 Sat, Rev. III. 51/1. 1878 Skel^y Stein III. 487 His
subjects . . were almost all imbued with the principles of
liberty, and indeed with some ideas of carbonarism.

Carbonate (ka jbom-t),^. Also 8-9 carbonat.
[a. F. carbonate, ad. mod.L. carbonatum 'a carbon-
ated (product)', f. Carbon or L. carbon-em + -ate
1 c. Cf. Carbonated.]
1. Chem. A salt of carbonic acid, a chemical
compound formed by the union of carbonic acid
with a base or basic oxide. These constitute a
very numerous class of bodies, some of which, e. g.
Carbonate of lime, Ca C03, exist in great quantities
in nature.
Since Carbonic acid (the hydrate', CH;Oj = 2 HO. CO,

contains two atoms of replaceable hydrogen, there exist
two sets of carbonates, viz. Normal Carbonates in which
both atoms of H are replaced by a metal, and Hydrogen
Carbonates, in which only one atom of H is so replaced.
Thus normal sodium carbonate (carbonate of soda)
2NaO.CO, hydrogen sodium carbonate (bicarbonate of
soda) HO . NaO . CO. .
1794 Pearson in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 394 Carbonate

of lime (chalk) readily dissolved, with effervescence, in the
liquid. 1794 G. Adams Nat. Exp. Philos. I. App. 546
The alkaline carbonats are soluble in water. 1807 Marcet
in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 308 Common carbonat of magnesia.
1876 Page Adv. TexUbk. Geol. iii. 70 The alkalis and alka-
line carbonates attack many rocks with great facility. 1876
Harley Mat. Med. 245 Carbonate of lead has been known
from the highest antiquity.

2. cllipt. 'The common term in the West for
ores containing a considerable proportion of car-
bonate of lead. They are sometimes earthy or
ochreous (soft carbonates) , sometimes granular
and comparatively free from iron (sand carbonates),
and sometimes compact (hard carbonates) * (,Ray-

mond Mining Gloss.).

Carbonate (kaubon^t), v> [f. prec. : cf. F.
carbonater.~]

1. trans. To burn to carbon, char, Carbonize.
1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 744 Witches .. were carbonated

,

in the fire because they unreasonably resisted drowning
I

in the millrace.

I

2. Chem. To form into a carbonate, b. To im-
pregnate with carbonic acid gas, to aerate.
1805 W. Saunders Min. Waters 237 Caustic alkali . . be-

j

coming itself carbonated by means of the water. 1853 W.
I
Gregory Inorg. Chem. 279 The slow action of air, moisture,

and the vapour of aeetic acid on thin sheets of lead, by
which the metal is oxidised and carbonated.

t Carbonate, v. 2 Obs. [var. of Carbonade v.]

— Carbonado v. Hence Carbonated ppl. a.

1629 Gaule Holy Madn. 255 To carbonate his Flesh. 1675
Evelyn Terra (1729) 22 How men carbonate and cut so
many Rills, and narrow Trenches irregularly crossing one
another, to drain their Meadows. 1659 Gauden Tears Ch.
580 (D.) Antiepiscopall Preachers .. being loth to be Car-
bonated or Crucified Christians.

Carbonated ^kaubon^ted), a. [f. mod.L.
carbonatns, -urn, or F. carbonate, f. L. carbon-em

;

see Carbon.]

f 1. Reduced to carbon, carbonized ; burnt black
;

covered with carbon. (Cf. Cakuonate v.1 j.)

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 249 Coal, and bituminous and
carbonated wood. 1825 in Hone Every-day Bk. I. 883
blacksmiths are super-carbonated.

t 2. Chemically combined with carbon; Cak-
liU RETTED. Obs.

1797 Henry in Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 402 The heavy
inflammable air . . is termed, in the new nomenclature,
carbonated hydrogenous gas. Ibid. 41X) The carbonated
hydrogen. 1805 Brande ibid. XCV1. 96 Mixed gases,
consisting chiefly of carbonic acid and carbonated hy-
drogen.

3. Chemically combined with carbonic acid

;

made into a carbonate.
N. B. Carbonate 0/ lime, soda, ammt'uia, etc. were orig-

inally called carbonated lime, soda, ammonia.
1803 Sir H. Davy in Phil. 'Trans. XCIII. 269 The car-

bonated alkalis. 1805 W. Saunders Min. Waters 43 The
mild or carbonated ammonia, will decompose all the earthy
salts by double affinity. Ibid. 50 Carbonated suda is readily
procured. Ibid. 280 A wine pint of Pyrmont water contains —
Of oxyd of iron -56; carbonated lime 4 46; carbonated
magnesia 10-03. x8o8 Henhy I'.pit. Chem. led. 51 135 This
water.. will effervesce with carbonated alkalis. 1887 i\d(
Mall G. 16 Dec. 1 1/1 To separate the carbonated lead from
what remains of the metallic.

4. Impregnated with or containing carbonic acid
gas.

1858 GBIKIR Hist. Boulder viii. 144 Pormed by the percola-
tion of carbonated water. 1875 Uke Diet. Arts III. 109S
Acidulous or carbonated waters are characterised by an
acid taste, and by the disengagement of gas. 1876 rAGfi
Adv. Text-b/c. Geol. ii. 48 Highly carbonated atmosphere.

Carbona'tion. [f- Carbonate v. + -ion.]

Formation of a carbonate
;

impregnation with
carbonic acid.

1881 Daily News 6 June 3/2 Defecation of the beet juice
with lime, carbonation with carbonic acid.

t Carboned, ///. a. Obs.- 1 = Carbonaded
(for which it may be a misprint).
1660-1 Pepys Diary 1 Jan., Where we had a calf's head

carboned, but it was raw, we could not eat it.

Carbonic (kai^-nik
, a. Chem. [f. Carbon,

or its L. source carbon-em + -IC.]

1. Of or pertaining to carbon, esp. in certain

chemical names, as Carbonic acid, a name origin-

ally given to the gas now more systematically
called Carbon(ic) dioxide or Carbonic anhy-
dride, C02 ,

formerly also known asfixed air, the
gas which-is formed in the ordinary combustion of
carbon, disengaged from fermenting liquors, given
out in the breathing of animals, and largely evolved
from fissures in the earth, constituting the choke
damp or foul air of mines and caves. This is

still popularly called carbonic acid gas, but the
name Carbonic acid is applied in chemistry to the

hydrate or compound CH^Oj supposed to be
formed when carbon dioxide comes in contact

with water, of which the carbonates are the salts.

Carbonic oxide -= carbon monoxide, CO.
1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. 82 note, The various kinds

of acids, as Carbonic acid (or fixed air). 1793 T. Beddoes
Calculus 234 It returns to the lungs surcharged with car-
bonic-hydrogene air. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 232 This
aerial, or carbonic acid. 1794 J. Hutton Philos. Light, $c.
161 The azotic and carbonic air. 18x2 Sir H. Davy Chem.
Philos. 105 An inflammable gas, called carbonic oxide,
which burns with a blue flame. 1863 A. Ramsay Phys.
Geog. \. (1878) 4 The carbonic acid in the air. 1873 J. Cooke
New Chem. 143 This aeriform material is now called in

chemistry carbonic dioxide. 1877 Roberts Handbk. Med.
I. 383 The expired air may be cool, and is deficient in

carbonic anhydride.

b. Of or caused by carbonic acid gas.
1872 Aitkin Sc. <$• Pract. Med. II. 735 Carbonic narcosis

may possibly, in some cases, retard the heart's action.

2. Of coal or charcoal ; of the Carbonari. (Also
sb.)

1819 H. Busk Dessert 421 Come share the heat of our
carbonic fire. 1821 Byron To Moore 19 Sept., The cause
has been the exile of all my fellow Carbonics.

Carboniferous (kaaboni feras), a. [f. L.

carbon-em coal, Cakbon + -fer bearing + -ous.

Cf. mod.F. carbonifire]

1. Producing coal. Applied in Geol. to the ex-

tensive and thick series of paleozoic strata, with
which seams of coal are associated, the Carboni-
ferous System or Formation, lying next above the
Devonian or Old Red Sandstone, and including
the Coal Measures, Millstone Grit, and Mountain
or Carboniferous Limestone; also to the rocks,

fossils, etc., of this formation, and to the age of
14-2



CARBONIFICATION.

geological time, the Carboniferous Age, Era, or
[

Period, during which these strata were deposited, I

and the luxuriant vegetation existed that formed
the coal-beds.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. ago By carboniferous soils, I mean
the various sorts of earth or stone among or under which 1

coal is usually found. 180a Playi-air Ulustr. Huttou. 'flu.

152 The facts which Mr. Kirwan produces in treating of
what he calls carboniferous soils. 1830 Lyell Pri/u: Geol.

(1875) II. in. xlv. 529 The Scar Limestone, a member of the

carboniferous series. 1842 H. Miller O. A*. Sandst. x.

(ed. 2) 224 During the vastly-extended term of the car-

boniferous period. 1857 - rini /«Mr- M PCCP 'n tn
.

e

carboniferous ocean. 1851 Richardson Geol. i. 6 Lead i>

chiefly confined to the carboniferous limestone. x88x A.
Ramsay in Nature 419 The Apalachian chain is chiefly of

post-Carboniferous date.

2. jocularly . Coal-bcaring, carrying coals.

1865 Daily Tel. 20 July, There was a set-to between some
of the speakers and the coalporters. .One speaker suggested
. .the expulsion of the carboniferous brawlers.

Carbo nifica tion. [Noun of action f. next.]

Conversion into coal.

1883 Standard 31 Jan. 5/3 Lignite is vegetation further
advanced in the process of carbonification.

Carbonify kaabfnifai), v. [f. L. carbon-cm

coal fr -FY : on L. type carbonificare] trans. To
convert into coal or charcoal, to Carbonize.

Hence Carbo'nified ///. a.

1803 Med. Jml. IX. 371 The phenomenon of Scintillation

produced by the concussion of carbonified wood.

Carbonigenous (k&iboni dgtads), a. [f. L.

carbon-em + -genus born, bearing + -ous.] Pro-

ducing or developing carbon.
1865 KtrnderU} Apr. 477/3 A carbonigenous era composed

of stemmy herbage and productive trees.

Carbonization kaubonaiz^ijan). [f. next +
-ATI01C.] a. Conversion into (mere) carbon, char-

coal, or coke. b. Charging with carbon or car-

bonic acid. c. Combining chemically with carbon
;

Cakbiiuzation.
1804 Hatchett in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 390 Vegetable

matter in an incipient state of carbonization. 1830 Lyell
Trine. Geo/. L 351 The heat of the tuff, was proved by the
carbonization of the timber, corn, papyrus-rolls, .there dis-

covered. 1875 H. Wood Therap. I18791 These changes
of the blood .. its secondary excessive carbonization. 1875
Use Diet. Arts III. B99 (Steel) The carbonization or con-
version is effected, as it were, in layers.

Carbonize kaubonau), v. [f. Cabbon + -jus ]

1. trans. To convert into mere carbon ; to reduce

to charcoal or coke.
1806 H atchet i in Plu'l. TV1ailu.XCVI.x31 note, Caoutchouc

and elastic bitumen were only superficially carbonized by
the sulphuric acid. 18x6 J. Laurence in Monthly Mag.
XL II. 298 Diamond .we can carbonize that precious gem,
and prove it to be charcoal. 1870 K. Pope Electr. Tel. iv.

11872,1 44 A flash of .. electricity frequently carbonizes the
paper between the plates.

2. To carburet or carburize. arch.
1808 [see Carbonized]. 1875 Ure Did, Arts III. 899

(Steel) The combination of the carbon with the iron, .extends
from one lamina to another until the whole is carbonized.

3. To cover with charcoal, lamp black, etc.

See Carbonized.

Hence Carbonizing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1867 Morning Star 7 Aug. 5 The men employed in the
carbonising departments in the gas factories.

Carbonized,///, a. [f. prec. + -£!>.] 1. Con-
verted into mere carbon or charcoal, charred.
1858 Geikie Hist. Boulder iv. 53 A . . mass of carbonized

matter. 1863 <,'. Rev. 380 In the 1-ake of Constance, .have
l>een found . . carbonised wheat, grains of barley, etc.

2. = Carburetter, Carbuiiizkd. arch.
1808 Henry in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 285 Carbonized

hydrogen, from Stagnant water. 1875 Ure Diet, Arts III.

899 Steel so produced being more carbonized on the surface
than at the centre of the bar.

3. Covered or prepared with carbon so as to yield

a copy of anything written over it.

1883 Daily Neivs 19 Sept. 7/1 To keep an account of the
sales and receipts, .and, by means of carbonised papers, to
make duplicate copies.

Ca rbonless, //. Void of carbon.
1850 Eraser's Mag. XLI. 295 The carbonless, .hydrogen.

Carbono'meter. [f. Cabsoh + -(o)meter.]

An instrument for testing the presence of an excess

of carbonic acid. 1864 in Webster.

t Carbono'Se, a. Obs. rare— 1

, [f. L. carbon-

em + -ose.] Of the character of coal.

1811 Pinkerton Petrat, I. 249 Weight, from carbonose to
granitose.

Carbonous (kaubcaws), a. [f. Carbon +
-ous : perh. after V. carboncux.] Of the nature
of or containing carbon.
1794 G. Adams Nat. <$ Exp. Philos. I. xi. 483 A carbonous

substance, which is disengaged from the blood in the lungs,
1865 Mansfield Salts 501 We ..see the epibasic attach-
ment for metal salts, which is so strongly marked in H3 N, 1

considerably weakened in its carbonous congeners.

Carbonyl (kaubemil). 4
C/ie/n. [f. Carbon +

-YL(E) = Gr. v\rj substance, base.] A name for

the divalent compound radical CO (known in the
free state as carbon monoxide or carbonic oxide gas)
considered as a constituent of urea, alloxan,
creatin, etc. Also at/rib., as in carbonyl series,

compound, chloride, etc., and in comb., as sulpha-

108

carbonyl, C8, in which the combination is with

sulphur instead of oxygen.
1869 Roscoe Eleht. Clum. xxw. 381 Carbonyl chloride is

formed when dry carbonyl and dry chlorine gases are

brought together in sunlight. 1880 Li'br. Univ. Know/.
VII I. 493 Carbonic oxide or carbouyle, CO.

Carboxyl kajty ksil;. Ckem. [f. Carbon +
Ox YOEN + -yl — substance.] A name given to the

monad group — CO-OH, contained in all the fatty

acids; thus Formic acid is H —CO-OH, Acetic

acid CH.-CO-OH, Butyric acid C, H7-COOH.
1869 Kuscoe Elan. Ghent. 346 Carboxyl we thus regard

as contained in all the fatty acids : it is formed by the oxida-

tion of methyl. 1878 Kingzett Am'/n. Chew. 33 Hydro-
gen is replaced by a monad carboxyl group.

Carboy (kauboi). Also 8 karboy. [Evidently

a corruption of I'ers. w)^Ji qarabah, qarrdbah, 'a

large flagon ' (for wine, rose-water, etc.) : see the

quote. Kaernpfer (loc. cit.' * gives an exact etch-

ing of a carboy* Yule).]

A large globular bottle, of green or blue glass,

covered with basket-work for protection, used

chiefly for holding acids and other corrosive liquids.

fi7i» K AEMHtER Aman. Exot. 379 (Yj [Referring to the

wine trade of Shiraz} Vasa vitrea, alia sunt majora, ampul-

lacea et circumducto scirpo tumcata, quae vocaat Karaba
..Venit Karaba una apud vitriarios duobus maiuudi, raro

carina.] 1753 HamwAY Trmv. L i54» 1 delivered a present

. .of oranges and lemons . . and 6 Karboys of Ispahan w ine.

iSooSymes Emb. to Ava 488 lY.) Six corabahs of rose-water.

1813 lilUKWBM Orient. Comm. II. 3301V.) Carboy of Rose-

water. 1838 Pok A. G. Pym Wks. 1864 IV. 106 A carboy

containing nearly three gallons uf excellent Cape Madeira
wine. 1883 Times 7 Apr., Two carboys were . . found to

contain nitro-glycerinc.

Hence Carboyed ///. a., put into a carboy.

1855 Frater's Mag. LI. 536 Shrimps and anemones live in

water carboyed many miles off shore.

Carbuncle ikfubrrjk'l . Forms: a. 3-4 char-

bu^le, -bokel, 3-; -bocle, (3 -bugle
, 4 -bokyll,

-bukel le, 5 -bokill, -bokell, 6 cherbukkill
;

0. 5 carbokyl, -bokull, (? 6 -bocle) ; 7. 5 char-

boncle, bonkkel, -bouncle, 5-6 -buncle

;

3". (4 carbunculum , 5 karboncle, carbunacle,

5-6 carboncle, 6 -bonkel, 6-7 -bunckle, 7

-bunkle. 4- carbuncle. [MK. charbucle, -bocle,

a. central OF. charbucle, -boucle, var. of charbuncle,

in ONF. carbuncle, carboucle (
= Pr. carbuncle, Sp.

carbunclo, (f carbonco, + carboncol;, It. carbonchio)

:—L. carbttncul-us small coal, carbuncle stone,

red tumour, dim. of carbo coal. At a later period

the forms in char- were displaced by carbotule,

-buncle, wUch came nearer to the Lat. ; these

alone occur in the medical sense.

The mod. K. escarboucte is a by-form with a prefix es-

(L. ex-), which goes back also to the 1 ith c. Cotgr. has also

carboncle; charboncle remains in rural use for 'smut of

com 1

1 Littrc'. Prob. both the change of -buncle to -boucle,

and the prefixed es- were owing to popular etymology.]

1. (Formerly often more fully carbuncle-stone :

A name variously applied to precious stones of a

red or fiery colour ; the carbuncles of the ancients

(of which Pliny describes twelve varieties were

probably sapphires, spinels or rubies, and garnets
;

in the Middle Ages and later, besides being a name
for the ruby, the term was esp. applied to a myth-

ical gem said to emit a light in the dark ; in mod.
lapidary work the term is applied to the garnet

when cut en cabochon, or of a boss form, usually

hollowed out to allow the colour of the stone to

be seen.

a. (1130 flati Meid. 43 Alswa as a charbucle is betere

ben a iacinet ibe euene of hare cunde. a 1300 Elortz «y PI.

234 On \'c lur anouen-on Is a charbugle ston. e 1400 Destr.

7 ray 3170 Chaundelers full chefe, & charbokill stones.

c 1489 Caxton Sottnes o/Aymon iii. 74 A charbokell . . whiche
stone full precyous was shtnyflg as a torche that brenneth.

ft. C14. . Sir BeuesiMS. C.> In the hylte was a carbokull

[v.r. charbokyll] stone. ^1475 Pid. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker

769 Hie ctirbocutus, a carbokylstone.

y. t 1400 Mai sdev. xxii. 239 A rubye and a charboncle

of half a fote long. < 1430 Lvi>g. Clwrle ft Byrde xxxviii,

The white Charl»onkkel that rolleth in wave.

5. .1305 Land Cohaygne 90 in E. E. P. (1862I 158 f>er is

. .Carbuncle and astiune, Smaragde, lucre and prassiune.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. vii. 79 Carboncle, the whiche by
nyght .. shyneth as a cole brennyng. 1567 Mai-let Gr.
Forest 5 The Carbuncle, .giueth light, but especially in the

night season. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1.96 'I he He-
brewes . . suppose that the Arke was lightened by a Carbuncle.
a 169 1 Bovlk II 'ks. I 790 <R.> There are very learned men,
who iplausibly enough) deny that there are any carbuncles

or shining stones at all. 1787 Glover Athenaid iv. (R.>

Carbuncles, gems of native light, Emitting splendour. 1816

Cleavelasd Min. 296 The carbuncle of the ancients was
probably a garnet. 1866 Kingslev Heretv. viii. 138 They

\
were all lighted by a single carbuncle.

+ b. Jig. applied to a thing or person of re-

splendent quality. Obs.
i 1430 Lvlk;. Bochas 111. ix. (1554) 8tb, Charboncle of

armes ! mirrour of policie! 1513 Doi glas AKneis Pro!. 7

Thow peirles perle . . Chosin cherbukle, cheif flour, and
cedir tree, e 1630 DsUMH* ok Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 1

The wand'ring carbuncles which shine from high.

C. Carbuncle as a substance ;
also_/%r. resplen-

dent substance.

CARBUNCULOUS.
1413 Lvdc. Pylgr- v. iii. (1483) 93 This other world whiche

thou seest sowen with sterres of Charbouncle. 1667 M ilton

P. L. ix. 500 His Head Crested aloft, and Carbuncle his

Eyes. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men iii. SwedenborgWks. (Bohni

I. 313 If you will have pure carbon, carbuncle, or diamond,
to make the brain transparent.

2. Her. A carbuncle borne in a shield, and

hence, a charge or bearing repiesenting a carbuncle

with its rays ;
- Escarhuncle.

c 1386 Chaucer Sir TlicPas 160 His sheeld . . And therin

was a bores hed, A charbouele [v.r. charbokele, charbokil,

charbokel] beside. '! a 1400ModeA rth. 2523A charbocle in be

cheefe, chawngawnde of hewes. 1557 K. Arthur vCop!and>

v. ix, Griffons of golde in sable charbuncle y* chefe of

syluer. 1573 Bossewell Armoric 11. 55b, The field is

parted per Pale Nebule, Carboncle and Diamonde. 17*7

in Chambers Cycl. 1730-6 in Bailey; and in mod. Diets,

3. Med. An inflammatory, circumscribed, ma-
lignant tumour, caused by inflammation of the skin

and cellular membrane. It differs from aboil in

having no central core ; an anthrax.

[1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. K. vn. lix. 11495) 275 Antrax
. .is callyd also Carbunculus-J 1530 Palscr. 157 Vnecliar-

boncUy a carboncle, a sore pestylenciall. 156a Bulleyn Bk.
Simples, #c. 16b, [It] healeth Antrax, called the Car-
buncle. 1605 Shaks. Lear it. iv. 227 A Byle, A plague sore,

or imbossed Carbuncle In my corrupted blood, a 1691

Boyle Wks. III. 676 (R.) Which turned to a pestilential

carbuncle, that could scarce be cured in a fortnight after.

1859 Times 20 Apr. 8/2 The original complaint of the King
of Naples «M carbuncle (anthrax *.

b. A red spot or pimple on the nose or face

caused by habits of intemperance.
1682 N. 0. Boileau's Lutrin \. 87 Her Nose, emboss'd

with Carbuncles Divine, Before her steps did like a Flam-
boy shine. 1709 Addison Taller No. 131 F5 The Council
for the Brewers had a Face . . inflamed . . with Carbuncles.

1830 James Damlcy (18461 25 Sundry carbuncles illumin-

ated his countenance, and gave an air of jollity to a face.

.

not otherwise very amiable.

4. transf.

1805 Naz al Chron. XIV. 368 The description of the car-

buncles and the cotyledons [of a cuttle-fish J.

f5. (Seequots.' Obs.

1577 * Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 17b, Carbuncle,
that is ground over heated and parched with the sunnc

;

which will burne the rootes of whatsoever commeth in it.

1 1601 Holland Pliny I. 503 The hot earth, called . . Car-

bunculus, which vseth to burn the come sown therupon.l

6. ailrib. and Comb., as carbutule-face, -nose,

tumour; carbuncle-stono : see 1 above.

1658 Rowland Moufet'sTheat.fHS.92$The\r sting.. causcth

a carbuncle tumor. 1690 B. E. Did. Cant. Creiv, Carbuncle-

Pace, very Red and full of large Pimples. 1710 Tatler No.
260 F7 A Carbuncle Nose likewise bore an excessive Rate.

1864 Daily Tel. 17 Mar., A carbuncle ring on his finger.

Carbuncled .ka ibrrjk'kr., ppl.a. [f. prec]

1. Set or adorned with carbuncles.

1606 Shaks. Ant. 4- CI. iv. viii. 28 Carbunkled Like holy

Phoebus Carre.

2. Affected with a carbuncle or carbuncles

;

spotted, pimpled ; red or shining like a carbuncle.

1664 Brome Good fellmu in Songs $ Poems 155 A car-

buncled face Saves a tedious race, For the Indies about

us we carry. 1709 Steele & Swift Tatler No. 66 r 4

Our Friend is to drink till he is carbuncled and Tun-bellied.

1845 Miall Nonconf. V. lfai Look at that carbuncled nose,

and those trembling hands.

3. transf.

1805 Naval Ckron. XIV. 368 The carbuncled ap{>endagcs

[in a cuttle>fishl might be tentacles.

f4. (Cf. Carbuncle 5. . Obs.

iS77 Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 24 Carbunckled
(land), that is burnt with the sonne, rotten, and mossie.

Carbuncular ikajbtf"r)ki//liLr, a. [f. L. car-

buncul-us Cakbtnclk + -AK *.] Of, pertaining to.

resembling, or characterized by carbuncles.

1737 Ozell Rabelais H.78 Who ow'd the carbuncular

Richness of their Phyz to. Drinking. 1754 Walpole Lett.

H. Mann No. 252(1834)111. 63 Such a carbuncular state of

blood as carried off my brother. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
viii, Sticking his fork into a carbuncular potatoc. 188a

Pop. Sei. Monthly 422 Carbuncular germs in the soil.

Carbtrnculate, [ad. mod.L. carlntnculat-

us, f. carbuucul-us : see -ate -.] Having car-

buncles, Mike to carbuncle, tubciculate ' {Syd.

Soc. LexX So Carbu nculated a.

i860 in Mavne Exp. Lex. 184a Blaikno. Mag. LIL 97
Their carbunculated physiognomies.

+ Carbu nculate, v. Obs. [f. as prec. : see

-ATI 8.] ' To burne like a coale
1 ^Cockeram 1623).

t Carbu:ncula'tion. Obs. [ad. J., emrhmcu-
Idtion-em a disease of plants, f. carbunculd-re to

have carbunculus or blasting.] (See quote.)

a 1673 Caryl in Spurgeon Treas. Dai: Ps. cxlvii. 16 Un-
seasonable frosts . . scorch the tender fruits, which . . is usu-

ally expressed by carbunculation or blasting. 1704 J. Harris

Lex. Techn., Carbunculation. is the blasting of the new-

sprouted Buds of Trees and Plants, either by excessive

Heat, -or else by excessive Cold. 1755 in Johnson, etc.

+ Carbu'nculine, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. I., car-

buncul-us + -INK : cf. carbunculosus agcr) land

containing red toph-stone.]

. 1420 Patlad. on Husb. XII. 272 Black erthe is apte, and

londe carbtinculyne, And ragstoon all to rapte is fur hem
digne.

Carbu'iiculous, <*• [ad. L. carbunculos-us,

{. carbuncul-us CAEK ncle: see -01 s.] Of. abound-

ing in, or of the nature of carbuncles.

161a Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 405 Pestilential or
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Carbunculous spots. 1883 Mozley Remin. 1, ix. 69 An
angry eye, and a carbunculous complexion.

t Carbure. Obs. Chan. [a. F. carbure, f.

Carbon: see -uue.] <* Carburet,
1790 Wedgwood in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 319 Lavoisier

. .mentions a carbure of zinc also, and says that both these

carbures are called plumbago, or black-lead. 1799 G. Smith
Laborat. I. Pref. 6 Black lead is well known to be a com-
pound of iron ; called carbure of iron.

Carburet (kaubiuret),j& Chem. [T.Carb-on +
-uret, q. v.] A compound formed by the chemical

combination of carbon with another element ; =
Carbide.
*795 Pearson in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 335 A compound

of iron and carbon . . which in the new system is denominated
a carburet of iron. 1820 Faraday Pes. xvi. 68 Pure steel .

.

and good iron mixed with charcoal powder were heated in-

tensely for a long time, .they formed carburets. 1836 Mac-
gillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav. ii. 33 Carburet of iron,

which gives the green colour to the parenchyma of plants.

Carburet, v. [f. prec.] trans. To combine (any

element) chemically with carbon ; to impregnate

or charge with carbon. Hence Ca'rbure^ting,
-eting, vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1869 Eng. Mech. 31 Dec. 379/1 A small gas- making
machine, founded upon the principle of the carouretting of
the atmospheric air. Ibid. It feeds the . . vessel in which is

placed the carburetting clement.

Carburetted, -eted (ka-ibiure^ttd), a.

Chem. [f. prec. + -ED.] Combined with carbon,

as in Carburetted hydrogen, the 'fire-damp' of

miners, and chief constituent of coal-gas. Also
impregnated with, or holding carbon in solution.

1802 Henry in Phil. Trans. XCIII. 37 Carburetted
hydrogen gas. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 306 Car-
buretted hydrogene. .is the gas evolved in stagnant waters.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 60/2 Animal fat is chiefly a ..

highly carburetted hydrate of oxygen. 1861 Smiles Engin-
eers II. 227 He suggested, .the employment of carburetted
hydrogen gas, then coming into extensive use for lighting

purposes. 1881 P. Smyth in Nature 430 The existence there

of carburetted gas of some kind.

Carburettor, - etter. [f. prec. v. + -or,

-er.] That which carburets
;
spec, an apparatus for

charging hydrogen, coal-gas, or atmospheric air,

with carbon, by passing it through or over a liquid

hydro-carbon, so as to add illuminating power.
1866 Morning Star 21 Sept. 5/3 A dull, sluggish gas-flame

is brightened to an extent almost marvellous when a car-

burettor is placed in the course of thepipe supplying it.

1882 Echo 20 Jan. 1/5 The hydrogen is passed through
carburetters, and is stored in holders.

Carburiza'tion. [noun of action f. next

;

see -ATION.] The process of combining an element

or substance with carbon, as in the conversion of

wrought iron into steel.

1864 Keatler 9 Apr. 450 The degree of carburization is

regulated by the addition of ' Spiegeleisen '—a material con-

taining a known quantity of carbon. 1881 Metal World
133/1 The history of our knowledge concerning the carbur-
isation of iron, from the work of Clonet at the end of last

century to that of Margueritte in 1856.

Carburize kaubiuraiz). [f. F. carbure carburet

+-ize.] trans. To combine with carbon or a carbon

compound ; used esp. of the process of imparting

carbon to wrought iron in making cement steel

;

also —Carburet v.

Carcage, Sc. form of Carcase.
1477 Charter fas. Ill in Hist. Edinburgh 1. i. (1753) 8

The Nolt-Market of Carcages and Mutone. 1513 Douglas
AEneis xi. v, 35 Full mony carcage of thir oxin greyt.

II Carcajou (kaTka^//). [Fr. of N. America,
app. of Indian origin.]

1. A name given in N. America to the Glutton
or Wolverene {Gulo luscus).

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. 11862) I. iv. iii. 425 The glutton
..in the north of Europe and Siberia, as in the northern
parts of America, where it has the name of the carcajou.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 196 The Wolverene, called in

Canada the Carcajou, and by hunters the Beaver eater.

1865 Ld. Milton & Cheadlf; N. W. Pass. vii. 103 The fur-

hunter's greatest enemy is the. .wolverine or carcajou.

*; 2. According to Littre, Webster, and the Diets,

generally, ' The American badger {Metes Labra-
doricd) found in the sandy plains or prairies of N.
America \ (Apparently some error.) Also errone-

ously applied by Charlevoix to the Canadian Lynx.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 231/1 The mistake of Charlevoix

in applying to it (.the Canadian Lynx] the appellation of
Carcajou . . has produced some confusion of synonymes
amongst subsequent writers. 1866 W. R. King Sportsman
A> Nat. in Canada i. 16 The name ' Carcajou ' is erroneous
as applied to this animal [the Canadian Lynx].

Carcake (ka*.i,ktT>k). Sc. Also in Jamieson
care-, ker-. [First part as in Care-Sunday,
Ger. Kar-freitag, etc.] A kind of small cake
baked with eggs, and eaten on Fastern's Een
(Shrove Tuesday) in some parts of Scotland.
Blood kercake : a cake made of blood and oat-
meal, formerly used in the south of Scotland.
(Jamieson\
1816 Scott Antiq. xxvi, The dame was still busy broiling

car-cakes on the girdle. 1818 — Hrt. Midi, xxix, They
arena that bad at girdles for carcakes neither. 1818 Hogg
Brownie of Bodsb, 1. 277 (Jam.) Ye'll crush the poor auld
body as braid as a blood-kercake.

t Carcan. Obs. Forms : 6 Sc. carkanne,

(carcant), 6-7 carquan, 7 carkan, carkeyne, 6-8

carcan. [a. F. carcan (in OF. also quercant,

cherchant, charchant, Pr. carcan, late L. carcan-

num, It. carcame), f. Teut. : cf. OHG. quercka

(fern.), ON. kverk, in comb, kverka- throat.]

1. An iron collar used for punishment.

1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. A uret. iv. D iij b, Carcans
for blasphemers, chaynes for sclaues. 1596 Danett tr.

Comma 236 A fetter to put on their feete, very hard to be

opened, like to a carquan. 1777 Brand Pop. Antiq. (1849)

III. 109 An iron collar or carcan.

2. An ornamental collar or necklace ; =next.

1539 Ld. Treas. Acc. in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 299
New-3eris Giftis, in chen^eis, tabullatis, ringis, stanis, car-

kannis. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxm. xii, Carquans and such

ornaments for their shooes of silver. 1603 — Plutarch's

Mor. 215 The gorgeous trappings and capparisons, the

brooches, collars and carkans of riches. 1694 Stkype Cran-
mer App. iii. 7 One carkeyne of gold antique warke.

Carcanet (kaukanet). arch. Forms : 6 kark-

nett, garganet, 7 carckanet(t, -keuet, -quenefc,

-conet, -kaneth, 7-8 carknet, 7-9 carkanet, 6-

carcanet. [f. prec. + -et, dim. suffix.

(No Fr. carcanet appears to be recorded, but it is difficult

to believe that the word was entirely of Eng. formation.)]

1. An ornamental collar or necklace, usually of

gold or set with jewels, arch.

(.App. obs. from C1670 to 19th c.)

€ 1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 313 A Karknettfor my Lorde
of Richemount. 1542 P'cess Marys Jewels in Madden
Privy Purse Exp. 180 A carckanet. Ibid. 198 Item a kar-

kenet. 1572 Gifts to Queen in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. I.

323 One richa carkanet or collor of golde, haveing in it two
emeraldes. 1583 Stanyhurst AEneis I. 25 Thee pearle and
gould crowns, .with garganet heauye. 1601 Holland Pliny
I- 357 To weare costly pearles and rich stones in carkanets

F
about our necke. 1616 W Browne Brit. Past. 11. iv, He
"might but see the Carknet where it lay. 1649 Jer. Taylor
Gt. Exemp. 11. vii. 36 A gold chaine, or a carkenet of pearle.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals u. in. 204 A Carcanet of Gold.

1815 Moore Lalla R. (1850) 56 Around the white necks of

the nymphs . . Hung carcanets of orient gems, [erroneously

1863 Sala Capt. Danger. I. i. 5 The Don wears jewelled

rings and carcanets on all his fingers.]

f b. A similar ornament for the head. Obs.

1611 Cotgr., Eermaillet, a Carkanet, or border of gold,

etc., such as Gentlewomen weare about their heads. 1630

Marston Ant. <y Mel. 11. 1. ii, Curled haires, hung full of

sparkling carcanets. 1822 Scott Nigel v, His high-crowned
grey hat . . encircled by a carcanet of large balas rubies.

2. trans/, and Jig.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 148 Tor thy Carcanets of

pearle, shalt thou have Carcanets of Spiders. 1648 Her-
rick Hesper. (18691 43 Making a carkanet Of maiden-
flowers. 1830 Tennyson A deline v, A carcanet of rays. 1876
Macfarren Harmony \». led. 2) 191 This a carcanet of

smiles, the other, a rosary of tears.

Hence CaTcane:ted#., furnished with a carcanet.

a 1652 Brome City Wit iv. i, Her Up painted, her neck
carkanetted.

Carcass, Carcase ^ka'ikas), sb. Forms: a.

4 carcays, karkeis, 4-6 carcas, 5 carkoys,
5- 6 carkes, 5-7 carkeis, -keys, -kas. 6 car-

kace, carckesse, karkaise, 6-7 karcasse, car-

casse, -kasse, -kesse, -keise, 7 -caise, -kase,

karcase, 7-8 carkass, 8 carkess, 6- carcase,

7- carcass. [Of this we have two types : a. ME.
carkoys, -cays, -kits (which survived to 16th c. and
even to 161 1 as carkeis, -eys), a. Anglo F. carcois,

carcas (in Central OF. charcos, Charcots, charchois,

cliarquois, still dial, in W. of France) answering

to med.L. carcosinm ;see Du Cange and quot.

1450 in sense 1) ; $. 16th c. carcasse, later carcase,

carcass, a. 16th c. Fr. carcasse, ad. It. carcassa (Pg.

carcassa, Sp. carcasa) 'carcass'. The i6-i7thc.

forms carkaise, -keise, -kesse, are app. a mixture

of a and j9. In mod. spelling carcass and carcase

are almost equally common : the Dictionaries

from Bailey and Johnson downward give carcass

alone or by preference.

(The ulterior etymology presents many difficulties: see

Diez, Littre, Scheler, Skeat. It is to be noted however that

OF. carcois, med.L. carcosinm, must app. be separated from
OF. tarquais quiver (repr. med.Gr. rapKaaiov, evidently

ad. Pers. (Arab., Turk, tarkash quiver, arrow-case', al-

though some confusion of the two words may be suspected
in mod.F. carqnois (since 15th c), It. carcasso and tureasso,

Pg. carcaz quiver. M. Paul Meyer thinks it must also be
separated from the 17th c. F. carquois in sense 1 mast-head ',

repr. L. carchesium. But the actual derivation ofcarcosium,
carcassa, and their mutual relation remains quite uncer-

tain. Diez's suggestion of L. caro flesh, and It. casso chest,

breast, or cassa case, trunk, is untenable for carcosinm, and
not very likely for carcassa.]

1. The dead body of man or beast ; but no
longer (since ^1750) used, in ordinary language,

of the human corpse, exc: in contempt (see 3).

With butchers, it means the whole trunk of a

slaughtered animal, after removal of the head,

limbs, and offal.

a. [1299 Lib. Citstwn. I. 192 (Godef.) Le carcois de boef.

1321 Ibid. 304 Le carcas de porke. 1314. Sir R. Clifford
in Hist. Lett, $c. (Rolls 1873) 228 Carcois de beef sale, xx.

carcois de moton.]
1340 Hampole Pr. Cause. 874 Wormes. .sal .. gnaw on

bat stynkand carcays. 1388 Wyclif Ex. xxi. 35 The kar-

keis [1382 careyn] of the deed oxe. C1400 Yivaine <y Gaiv.

470 A Karcas of Saynt Martyne. c 1440 Pre/up. Parv. 62

Carkeys, corpus, cadaver, c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 570
Carcosinm, a carkoys. 1530 Palsgr. 203/1 Carkes of a
foule, granche. a 1535 Moke Wks. 190 (R.) Setting hys
carcas in a gay shrine, & then kissing his bare scaipe. 1555
Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 56 Lefte theyr carkeses in the

wildernesse. 1575 Brieff Disc. Troubl. Franckford (1846)

195 No skermishe, where some . . left not their karkaises in

the felde. 1611 Bible Judg. xiv. 8 A swarme of Bees, and
honie in the carkeis of the Lion. — 2 Kings ix. 37 The car-

keise of lezebel. 1630 Lord Banians 11 That he might
strowe. .the earth with dead carkeyses.

$. 1528 Roy Satire (18451 A dedde stynkynge carkace.

1583 Stanyhurst AEneis 1. (Arb.) 19 His carcasse on rockish

pinnacle hanged. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 64 1'de

rather giue his carkasse to my hounds. 1650 Milton Lett.

State Wks. 1738 II. 160 That the breathless Carcass may
be deliver'd to his Friends. 1663 Flagellnm or O. Crom-
well (1672) 120 On the 17th December his Carcasse was
landed at Bristol. 1727 Swift Gulliver 1. viii. 90 The car-

casses of an hundred oxen. 1750 Johnson Rambl. No. 33
* 4 Famine who scattered the ground everywhere with

carcases. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 124 To bring home
the carcass of the doe. a 1849 H. Coleridge Poems (1850'

II. 162 She wept O'er the new-ransom'd carcase of her..

Hector. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 6 A carcase of meat.

ih. Said of part of a dead body. Obs. rare.

1663 Gerbier Counsel B v a, The carcass of his head on a
Pole.

f 2. The living body considered in its material

nature, Obs. exc. as in 3.

1406 Occleye Misrule 350 My carkeis repleet with hevy-

nesse. 1571 Digges Pantom. Pref. Aiij, This man not-

withstanding he were imprisoned in a mortall carkasse..

yet his diuine minde, etc. a 1618 Raleigh Mahomet 9
His Trances proceeded through the weaknesse of his earthly

Carcase, a 1683 Oldham Poems (L.), Was ne'er so fair a
creature For earthly carcass had a heavenly feature.^ 16.

.

R. L'Estrange {].), He that finds himself in any distress,

either of carcass or of fortune. 1701 Collier tr. M. Aurel.

57 The Declension of your Health, or the Accidents in

your Carcass, need not affect you. 1717 J. Fox Wanderer
No. 12 (171S) 77 The injur'd Animal only sought to secure

his little Carcase from farther danger.

3. In later times, in application to the human
body, dead or alive, it has gradually come to be

a term of contempt, ridicule, or indignity.

[1528 Roy Sat. (1845) Fye on his carkes bothe quycke and
dead. 1563-87 Foxe A. # M. (1684) III. 115 Laden with a
heavier lump of this vile carcase.] 1586 Warner Alb. Eng.
11. vii. 27 Hercules did canuase so his carkas. 1692 South
Serm. IV. ii. (R.) He thinks that Providence fills his purse,

and his barnes, only to pamper his own carcass. 1775 Adair
Amer. Ind. 265 That they might shed blood, like wolves,

without hazarding their own carcases. 1827 Pollok
Course T. vii, The miser drew His carcass forth, and
gnashed his teeth, and howled. 1870 Bryant Homer I. n.

47 Cloak and tunic and whatever else Covers thy carcass.
^

4. fig. Anything from which the 'life', 'soul',

or essence is gone ; the lifeless shell or husk, the

'corpse', 'skeleton
1

.

1612 5 Bp. Hall Contempt, v. Quails Manna (1628)909

The carkasse of the sacrament cannot giue life; but the

soule of it. ^1617 Hilron Wks. II. 484 Hee is but. .almost

a Christian. Hee is but the out-side and carkasse and
sheath. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang.T. 11. 148 No better

than a counterfeit or carcasse of true patience, a 1763 Shen-
stone Ess. 19 The mere carcase of nobility. 1883 Bright

in Edin. Daily Rev. 15 June 3/1 The corrupt carcase of an
old commercial body.
attrib. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 8 The dead and

carkase faith not of a few.

5. trans/. The decaying skeleton of a vessel or

edifice ; a ruin.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. in. i. 6 The Goodwins, .very dan-

gerous fiat, and fatall, where the carcasses of many a tall

ship, lye buried. 1637 Heywood Royal Ship 3 In the very

Apex and top thereof [M l Ararat], there is still to be dis-

cerned a blacke Shadow, resembling a Darke Cloud . . by
the Natives . . held, to be the still remaining carkasse of the

Arke of Noah. 1662 Fuller Worthies (1840) II. 505 The
carcass of a castle. 1879 J. Hawthorne Laugh. Mill 43
The carcase of a dismantled and deserted house.

6. The naked framework or i shell ' of a building

before it is plastered, etc., the ( skeleton ' of a

ship ; see quots.
1663 Gerbier Counsel 67 Oaken Carcasse. 1677 Moxon

Mech. Exerc. (1703) 159 Carcass is (as it were) the Ske-
leton of an House, before it is Lath'd and Plastered. 1704

Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb. s.v. Wind-Mill, The Body
or Carcase, or outside of the Mill. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 221 Carcase 0/a Building, the naked walls,

and the rough timber-work . . before the building is plastered

or the floors laid. 1865 Daily Tel. 18 Oct. 7/3 They get the

land on a ground-rent, and ' run up ' carcases with money
borrowed. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Carcass of a
ship, the ribs, with keel, stem, and stern-post, after the

planks are stripped off.

7. Mil. A spherical iron shell, filled with an

inflammable composition, and having three holes

through which the flame blazes ; fired from a

mortar or gun to set fire to buildings, wooden

defences, etc. Formerly also of other shape and

material; see quot. 1751.
(In this sense regularly spelt carcass.)

1684 Lout. Gas. No. 1980/1 To attack that place with

Bombs and Carcasses. 1731 J. Gray Gunnery 67 Bombs,
granadoes, carcasses, and other shot. 1751 Chambers Cycl.,

Carcasse, or Carcnss, a kind of bomb, usually oblong, or

oval, rarely circular; consisting of a shell, or case, some-
times of iron, with holes ; but more commonly of a coarse

strong canvas, pitched over, and girt with iron hoops

;

filled with combustible matters. 1790 Beatson Nav. $ Mil.
Mem. I. 322 The carcasses, bombs, and red-hot balls, .fired

into the town, had little or no effect. 1810 Wellington



CARCASS. 110 CARD.
Let. in Gurw. Vis/. VI. 577 No opportunity of trying the
J4 pound carcasses which you have been so kind as to offer
him. 1859 F. Griffiths Artil. Man. 118621 86 Carcasses ..

the name from which is. .nearly unextinguishable.

8. Comb., as carcass-carrier ; -less, -like adj.

;

carcass-butcher, a butcher who sells meat by the

carcass; also Jig. v
cf. Butcher i b); carcass-floor-

ing, -roofing (Arch.), the framework of timber
which supports the boarding of the floor or roof

(see 6 ; carcass-shell = sense 7.

1773 Gcntl. Mag. XLI II. 509 The trades of the fell-monger
and *carcase-butcher are intolerable. 1835 Gen. P.Thomp-
son Exerc. 1 18421 III. 446 An exercise of despotic power
such as is not usual among the carcase-butchers of the con-
tinent. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades 1842) 81 When the
bullock is killed, skinned, and dressed, the carcass butcher
sells it to the retail butcher. 1609 liv.it s in Fair's A\ P.
1 1848) 182 ' Cast out your dead !

' the * carcase-carrier cries.

1736 H. Walpole Corr. (1837) 1- 7 Headless carcases and
'carcaseless heads. 1548 Udall, etc. Eratm. Far. Mark
ii. 20 b, The *karkaslyke sicke man. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 582 'Carcase roofing, that which supports
the covering by a grated frame of timber-work.

Ca rcass, v. [f. prec. sb., sense 6.] trans. To
put up the carcass of

;a building). Hence Ca r-

cassing vbl. sb.

1881 Mechanic § 163. 56 Battens, deals and planks for car-
cassing and rough purposes. 1886 Standard 18 May 3/5
Buildings which were to be carcassed by the 24th of
January.

Carcassed (ki jkast), a. [f. Cabcass sb.]

1 1- Turned into a carcass ; dead, corrupt. Obs.
a 1603 T. Cartwrighi Con/ut. Rhem. X. T. ii6i8> Prcf. 3

As vnto Vitellius, the dead citizen was alwayes of good
sauour, so vnto you, the dead and carcased soules arc of
pleasant smell.

2. Having a carcass. (In parasynthetie comb.)
17*4 Lond. Gas. No. 6318/3 A grey Marc .. strong car-

cassed.

Carcat, var. of Cakknet, carcanet.
15. . Songs Costume 11849) 92 Thair collars, carcats, and

hals beidis

!

Carcedony : see Carchedony.
t Carceir, v. Sc. Obs. fa. OF. carcere-r, ad. L.

carcei are, f. career prison.] trans. To imprison.
1630-56 Sir R. Gordon Hist. Earld. of Sutherl. (18131

406 This Felton had bein tuyse carceired by the Duke.
Carcel (kausel). [f. proper name of inventor,

a Frenchman, early in 19th c] Carcel-lamp, a
lamp in which the oil is pumped up to the wick
by clockwork. Called also the French or me-
chanical lamp.
1845 Mechanic's Mag. XLlli. 402 One of the most de-

serving of notice is the improved carcel lamp, c 1865
Letheby in Ore Sc. I. 105/1 Colza oil is generally con-
sumed in the Carcel or French lamp. 1881 Miss Braddon
Asph. v. 60 In the bright white light of the carcel lamps.

tCa rcelage. Obs.-" [ad. med.L. carcelagium
' quod . . carceris custodi pra:statur ab incarcerato

pro victu et potu qui ei subministrantur
1 (Du Cange

s. v. Carcerarium . Cf. Sp. carcel prison, carcel-

age prison fees, f. L. career.] ' Prison fees '

(J.).
1678 -96 Phillips, Carcellage, the Fees of a Prison. 17a!

Bailey, Carcellage, Prison- Fees. 1755 Johnson, Carcelage.
1 So in mod. Diets.)

t Ca rceral, a. Obs. [ad. L. carcerdlis, t. car-

eer prison.] Of or belonging to a prison.

1563-87 Foxii A. tf M. (1596) I. 605/2 Released from his

carceral indurance. 1656 in Blount. 1678-96 in Phillips.

Carcerate (klMser^t), v. [f. L.carcerdt- ppl.

stein of carcerdre to imprison : see -ate^.J trans.

To imprison, incarcerate, confine.

1839 K. Bakham Adamus Exul 19 Living souls .. car*
cerated in matter.

Carcera'tion. [n. of action f. prec. : see
-ation.] Imprisonment, incarceration.
1870 Troi.lopk I'icar 0/ BnUk.fl Talking of ..the in-

justice of carceration without evidence of guilt.

CaTeerist. nonce ted', [f. L. career + int.]

One who advocates or has to do with prisons.
i8ai 8m Sam Wks. 1 18591 !• 338/1 How comes our loyal

careerist to forget all these sorts of tides?

Ca reerule (kaaseriKl). Bot. [ad. mod. I., car-

c,-ruins, dim. of career prison, taken as «= cell.]

See quot.)
1870 Bkntley Bot. 300 The Carcerule is a superior, many-

celled fruit, each cell being dry, indehisccnt, and one or
few-seeded. 1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs' Bot. 11. v. 537.

• Carchedony, carcedony. Obs. [ad. L.
carcheddnius (carbunculus) a brilliant precious
stone from Carthage (Pliny), f. Gr. Kapxt)Hiv
Carthage. Some MSS. read Kapxt)bav instead of
XoAjcthW Chalcedony in A'ev. xxi. 19: the two
words were evidently confused.]
1678 Phillips, Carcedony, see Calcedonie. 17*1-1800

Bailey, Carchedony, a kind of Carbuncle, a precious Stone.
Carchef, obs. form of Kerchikf.

Carcinology kajsiiy lodgi). Zool. [f. Gr.
Kapxivos crab + -Ao-ym : see -LOGY.] That part of
zoology which treats of crabs and other crustaceans.
Hence Carcinological a., Carcino logist.
185a Dana Crust. 11. 1592 The Carcinological collections
in the United States. 1864 WuCTEft, Carcinology. 1876

Bf.neden Anim. Parasites 7. 1886 Athenxum 3 July 20/1

,

Challenger, could never afford to operate for the con-
chologist, or carcinologist, or ichthyologist, .separately.

I Carcinoma kaJsinJu ma). Pl.carcinomata.
[L., a. Gr. Kapieaxotia {-par-), the disease cancer,

f. Kapxtvos crab ; cf. Cakcek.]
1. Med. The disease Cancer.
I This word has been applied by authors in other ways.

Indolent non-malignant tumours, [and] those forms only

j
of cancer in which the structure resembles brain matter,
have been thus called.. By some, .restricted to the early
stages only of cancer ' {Syd. Soe. Lex.).
1721 Bailey, Carcinoma, the Cancer before it comes to an

Ulcer. 1751 Chambers Cyct., Carcinoma, in medicine, a
tumour more usually called a Cancer. 1805 Med. jfrnl.

XIV. 83 Possessing a similar life with carcinoma, and multi-
plying in the same manner. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg.
I. 99 Secondary carcinomata can only be produced by the

I

direct propagation of the epithelial cells.

+ 2. Med. A disease of the comea. Obs.

1731 Bailey, Carcinoma . .a Disease in the horny Coat of
the Eye. 1753 Chambers Cycl.Su//., Carcinoma is. .used
to denote a disorder of the tunica cornea of the eye, wherein
the little veins of the part appear turgid and livid.

3. Bot. ' A disease in trees when the bark sepa-

rates, an acrid sap exuding and ulcerating the sur-

rounding parts' (Treas. Bot.).

Carcinoniatose, a. Obs. [f. as next-r

-osk.] =next.
1740 Zollman in Phil. Trans. XLI. 304 The Flesh was

hard, and, as it were, carcinomatose.

Carcinomatous (kiisinj«*matas, -p-matas),

a. Med. [f. L. carcindmat- (see Carcinoma) +

-Otis.] Characterized by, or of the nature of, car-

cinoma.
ijooPhit. Trans. XXII. 478 The growth ofcarcinomatous

Tumours. 1753 Scots Mag. XV. 51 With carcenoniatous
eye. 1847-9 Todd Cyct. Anat. IV. 430/2 Carcinomatous
degeneration. 1878 A. Hamilton Xerv. Dis. 191 The car-

cinomatous growtn.

II Carcinosis ikajshwusis). Med. [mod.L. f.

Gr. KapKtvos crab, cancer ; see -osi.s.] ' The pro-

duction and development of cancer
;
also, a syn-

onym of the disease cancer ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. 118801 282 In so-called general

carcinosis, many small cancerous nodules may appear in

the various organs and tissues of the body. 1876 tr. Wag-
ner's Gen. Pathol. 131 Tuberculosis, carcinosis, etc., not
arising from an exterior cause, are not ranked among the
infectious diseases.

Carck, var. of Cabk v.

Carckesse, obs. form of Carcass.

II CarCOOn (kajkwn'). Anglo/nd. Also -koon.
[Mahratti kdrkun clerk, a. Pers. kdr-kun operator,

manager, f. kdr action, work, business ] A clerk.

1803 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Dis/. II. 161 A carkoon
whom he sent to me this morning. 1816 Elphinstone in

1
Q. Rez: (1884' 374 The carcoon wlio brought it missed the

! detachment. 1858 Beyeridge Hist. India III. vm. i. 267
1 He laboured ', says Duff, ' as assiduously as any carcoon
under his government.'

Card (kiud), sb.l [a. F. carde teasel-head,

wool -card (15th c in I.ittre,
;
app. ad. Sp. or

It. carda thistle, teasel, card, a deriv. fern, form
from com. Romanic (It., Sp., Pg.,) canlo masc,
thistle : — med.L. cardus : — L. carduus thistle.

Adopted in WG. as *tarda, OHG. cliarta (wk.
fern.), MHG. c/iarte, MLG, iarde, MDu. caerde,

Du. kaanle, Ger. iarde from EGA In Eng., the

related verb (Card-) occurs in the 14th c.

The Romanic sense, ' teasel ', does not seem to occur in

English, unless in the comb, card-gatherer — card-thistle-

gatherer.]

1. t a. An implement for raising a nap on cloth,

consisting of teasel-heads set in a frame (obs.).

b. An iron instrument with teeth, or (later) a wire

brush see 1 a, b', used for the same purpose.
[1401 See 3. Some of the early quots. in 2 may !>clong

here.) Ijn-u Act 3 /ten. VIII, vi. f 1 The Walker and
Fuller, .snail not rowe nor werkcany Clothe or Webbe with
any Cardes. 1550 .-/ ct 3-4 Edtv. VI, ii, No Person shall .

. oc-

cupy any yron cards or pickards, in rowing of any set cloth.

1611 Cotgr., A/planeur <rV dra/s, the Cloathworker ; who
with his thistle cards doth smooth and stroake down clothes.

1819 Rf.es Cycl. s.v. Cloth, The instruments used in this

operation [dressing cloth] are the wire cards, and teazels.

2. a. An instrument with iron teeth, used in

pairs to part, comb out, and set in order the fibres

of wool, hemp, etc., one of the cards being held

in the hand, and the other fastened to a ' stock
1

or

support, b. In later use a sort of wire brush for

the same purpose, consisting of a strip of leather,

vulcanized rubber, or similar material, into which
short steel wires are inserted. These strips are

fixed on a flat surface or on the cylinder of a
carding-machine, and the wool is passed between
two sets of them working with each other.
Also with defining prefix as hand.card, stock-card, ttrtv.

curd, tuooliard, etc.

1401 [see il 1418 Bury Wills 11850) 3 Assigno Sibill

Chekyneye seruienti mee . . j par de wollecombes, j. kem.
byngstok ; j. rot j. par de cardes. c 1440 Prom/. Part'. 62
Carde, wommanys instrument, cardus. 1483 Act 1 Rich.
Ill, xii. § 2 No Merchant Stranger . . shall bring into this

I Realm . . Cards for Wooll. 1548 R. Crowley in Strype
I Eccl. Mem. II. i. 142 Honest matrons brought to the needy

rock and cards. 1563-87 Foxe A. <f M. (16841 III. 747 It

is no Womans matter, at Cards and Tow. 1614 Markham
Cheap tlvsb. 11623) 125 Take a Wool-Carde and. .combe off

I
all the scurfe and filth from the Swines backe. 1757 Dyer

Fleece ill. (R.) Behold the fleece beneath the spiky comb
Drop its long locks, or from the mingling card, Spread in

soft flakes. 1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 11. 58 With wiry
teeth revolving cards release The tangled knots. 1851 A rt

Jrul. Illust. Catal. p. iv**/i From the lap machine, the
cotton passes to the carding engines, or cards.

3. attrib. and Comb., as card-board, -room, -stock,

-tack, -wire ; also card-can, the receptacle into

which the carded cotton or wool falls
;
card-cloth,

the leather or indiarubber backing of a card ;

hence card-clothing; card-end, the soft mass or

rope or fibre delivered by the carding machine
;

card-gatherer, a gatherer of carding-thistles or

teasels; card-maker, one who makes caids for

combing wool, etc. ; card-tenter, one who attends

to a carding-machine ; card-thistle, the teasel.

1688 R. Holme Artnory 111. ix. 383 The third is a *Card
Board or Leaf . . as yet without Leather or Teeth. 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 403 In manufacturing card-boards,

card-tacks, and finishing the cards. 1887 Manch. Guard.
26 Feb. 12 Frame pulleys, *card cans. 1851 Art jfrttl.

Illust. Catal. p. v**/i To make *card-cloth, hides of leather

are cut up into strips. 1864 R. Arnold Cotton Fain. 29
The "'card end '. .deposits itself in circular tin ' pots '. 1725
Lond. Gaz. No. 6400/6 James Hand, late of Lyneham in

the County of Wilts, *Cardgatherer. 1401 Pot. Poems
11859I II. 109 Carpenters ne sowters, *card- makers ne
powchers. 1483 Act 1 Mick, III, xii. % 1 Founders,
Cardmakers, Hurers, Wyremongers. 1596 Shaks. Tarn.
Stir. Induct, ii 20 Christopher She .. by byrth a Pedler,
by education a Cardmaker. 1885 Manch. E.xam. 24

July 5/1 An appeal has been issued by the *cardroom hands
to the trade unionists of the country. 156a Richmond.
Wills 11853) '56 *Cardstocks, iij». Stockcards and hande
cards, iij*. 1851 Art Jrnt. Illust. Catal. p. v*"/i The
carding depends more on the quality of the cards than upon
any. .skill in the. ."card-tenters. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. lx.

521 The 'Cardthistel or Teasel is of two sortes, the tame
and the wild. 1597 Act -laF.liz. xiii, Their trade . .of Card-
making and drawing of Cardwyer.

Card (UUd), sb.'- Also 5-7 carde. See also

Cart sb.'-, Chart sb.1 [An altered representative

of ¥. carte (14th c. in Littre in sense ' playing-

card'), ad. It. carta, in same sense (cf. quot. 1816

in 1), a specific use of It. carta paper, leaf of

paper, leaflet :—L. charta (carta) papyrus leaf,

paper, ad. Gr. x°PTV* l£af ol papyrus, leaf, thin

plate; perh. of Egyptian origin. CU does not

npiiear now the Eng. form came to be catde, in-

stead of carte, which was established in Sc.)

The native Fr. repr. of I- carta was charte; after the in-

troduction of carte from Ital. it was gradually extended to

other senses, belonging to charte las in charte HancheX or

to med.L., It., or Sp. carta, as those of map, chart, card.

The Eng. word has had a parallel history ; the shape and
stiffness of a playing-card being generally present to mind
in the later extensions of the word.]

I. 1. One of a ' pack ' or set of small oblong
pieces of pasteboard, used in playing games of

chance, or chance anil skill combined : now called

more specifically playing-cards. Unless otherwise

indicated by the context, always referring in this

sense to the particular species of cards which are

marked with 'pips' or conventional figures of four

different kinds or 'suits', called severally spades,

clubs, hearts, and diamonds. The ' pack ' consists

of 4 'suits', each of 13 cards, 10 of which bear

respectively 1, 1, 3, etc. (up to 10) pips all of one

form, and the remaining 3 have habited figures

called 'King', 'Queen and 'Knave', whence

they are called COOH J.e. coaP or picture-cards.

(The earliest sense in Fr. and English.)

'la 1400 Chester PI. ll. (18471 8j Usinge cardes, dice, and
cupes smalle. 1463 Act 4 Edw. IV, iv. ? 1 That no Mer-
chant, .shall bring, send nor conuey . . Chcs>emen, playing

Cardes. 156* J. Heywood Prm: >t E/igr. (1867) 29 Tell

thy cardes, and then tell me what thou hast wonne. 1577
North brooke Dicing \\i The Kings and Coate cardes that

we Use nowe were in olde time the images of idols and false

gods. 1589 Hay any Work Aiijb, Cards, .though they bee

without "homes, .are parlous beasts. 1650 Sir E. Nicholas
in .V. p.,/,-,, I. 192 If a Presbiterian or Scotch court

card were trumpe. 173a Pope E/. Bathurst 142 Mighty-

Dukes pack Cards for half-a-crown. 1816 Singer Hist.

Cards 4 Cards are mentioned as being in common use

among the Italians at the end of the thirteenth century-

1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Break/. T. (1883) 251 Turn up
the faces of your picture-cards

!

H One of the tablets in the game of 'dominoes '.

Sao Hoylr's Games Im/r. 182 At the commencement of

the game [of Dominol, the cards las they are called) are

shufued with their faces on the table.

b. .-/ house {castle) of cards : built by children

in their play ; hence applied fig. to any insecure

or unsubstantial scheme, system, etc.

1641 Mil ion Re/orm.Vik*. 1738 I. 18 Painted Battlements

. .of Prelatry, which want but one puff of the King's to

blow them clown like a past-board House built of Court-

Cards. 1645 Bp. Hall Rented. Discontent. 27 It is for

Children to cry for the falling of their house of Cards.

1665 9 Boyle Occas. Reft. IV. xviii. (1675) 275 As children

oftentunej do with their Cards, when having taken a great

deal of pains to build fine Castles with them, they them-
selves afterwards mine them with their Breath._

c. //. A game or games played with cards

;

card-playing. Phrase, To play cards or at cardi

I
Sc. at the cards) ; a game at or 0/ cards ; foi merly,

t on the cards.



CARD. Ill CARD.

1484 Marc Paston Lett. 881 III. 314 Pleyng at the

tabyllys, and schesse and cards. 1502 Privy Purse Exp.
Eliz. York (18301 84 Item to the Quenes grace . . for hurt:

disporte at cardes this Crisinas. 1589 Hay any Work A iij b,

Our brother Westchester had as Hue playe twentie nobles

in a night, at Priemeero on the cards. 1661-2 Pepys Diary

13 Jan., My aunt Wight and my wife to cards. 1699 B. E.

Diet. Cant. Creiv, Knave-Noddy, a Game on the Cards.

1715 Dr. Foe Earn. Instruct. 1. iii. (1841) I. 63 Spend no

more precious time at Cards. 1775 Annals ofGaming 86

Kvery thing that can be done upon the cards by the most
expert jouettrs. 1787 T. Jefferson Corr. (1830) 95 After

supper, cards ; and after cards, bed. 18*6 J. Wilson Noct.

A nth: XXV, While an occasional evening away . . at an in-

nocent and cheerful game at cards.

2. In many fig. phrases arising out of the game:
a. (in sing.) from technical terms of play,

f Card of ten : one that has ten pips, a ' ten '

;

from its function in some game appears to come the

phrase To face {brag) it out with a card of ten,

i.e. to brag, put on a bold front. t Cooling card :

app. a term of some unknown game, applied fig.

or punningly to anything that 'cools' a person's

passion or enthusiasm, f Facing card : ? — card

of ten. Leading card : a card which determines

the 'suit' which must be played by those who
follow the first player; fig. 'an example or pre-

cedent' {Diet. Cant. Crew 1690). Loose card (see

quot).
1542 Hrinklow Compt. xix. (1874) 45 He shal haue fauor

for his masters sake, or els bragg it owt with a carde of x.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 105 A certeine pamphlet which
he termed a cooling carde for Philautus. 1580 Ibid. 320 All

louers (he onelye excepted) are cooled with a carde of teene

Ltenne]. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, v. iii. 84 There all is

marr'd : there lies a cooling card. 1600 Breton Pasquill's

Mad-cap 116261 D ij b, Feedc their humours with a Card of

Tenne. 1606 SirG. Goosecappe U. i. in Bullen O. PL 11884'

III. 37 For temper sake they must needs have a cooling

carde plaid upon them. 1621 Jas. I Answ. Commons in

Rushw. Hist. Coll. (.1659) I. 51 God sent us a Cooling-card

this year for that heat, a 1624 Bp. M. Smith Sertn. (16321

33 If yee (goe away] for these facing-cardes of multitudes

or chaire, vnhappy are yee. 1683 Tryon Way to Health

474 Drunkenness being the leading Card to all Evils.. 1690

B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Cooling Card, cold comfort, no
hope. 1706 Hearne Collect. (1885) I. 164 A great Duke
(as a Leading Cardi has subscrib'd 30,000/. 1820 Hoyle's

Games Impr. 49 Loose card, is a card of no value, and con-

sequently, the properest to throw away.

b. Sure card : an expedient certain to attain

its object ; a person whose agency, or the use of

whose name, will ensure success. Similarly with

other adjs., as good, safe, likely, doubtful, etc., and

in phrases, to play one's best card, to have played

one's last card, etc.

1579 Lyly Euphues (1636) Aiv, A cleere conscience is a

sure card. 1589 R. Harvey Plain Perc. 12 To get a sure

card on their side, either calles for Iustice. 1605 Tryall

Chev. v. ii.in Bullen O. PI. (18841 III. 343 Here's Cavaliero

Bowyer, Core and Nod. .sound cards. 1649 Sf.lden Laws
Eng. 1. xv. (1739) 28 It cannot be denied that the Pope and
Kings were good Cards in those days. Ibid, xlvii. 78 The
Bishop, .had formerly no other Cards to shew but that of

the Canon. 1690 B.E. Diet. Cant. Crew, A sure Card,
a trusty Tool, or Confiding Man. 1707 J. Stevens Que-
vedo's Com. Wks. (17091 164 Is this the Service I am to ex-

pect from you, Paul ! I must turn a new Card. 1711 Brit.

Apollo II. No. 102. 3/2 Don Gimcrack his last Card has

plaid. 1742 Fielding J.Andreivs IV. iii, We have one sure

card, which is to carry him before justice Frolick. 1755
Young Centaur 1. Wks. 1757 IV. 123 All their objections to

Christianity seem to be no more, nor less, than playing the

best card they have. 1763 Fr. Brooke Lady J. Mandeville
inBarbauld Brit, Novelists (1820) XXVII. 23 Poor fellow!

I pity him; but marriage is his only card. 1811 Welling-
ton Let. in Gurw. Disp. VIII. 454 The Prince d'Aremberg
..is too great a Card to give up for the Marquis de Santa
Cruz. 1812 J. Bellingham in Examiner 25 May 336/1, I

have been called upon to play an anxious card in life. 1826

Scott Woods!. III. jriv, 358 No card seemed to turn up
favourable to the royal cause.

c. mod. slang, [app. suggested by such expres-

sions as sure card, etc.; see prec], applied to a

person, with adj. (as knowing, old, queer, etc.)

indicating some eccentricity or peculiarity.

1836 Dickens.Sk. Boz 264 Hoppe)Mr.Thomas Potter whose
great aim it was to be considered as a 4 knowing card '. 1852
— Bleak II. II. 77 But such an old card as this. 1873 Black
Pr. Thule x. 151 Vou are the most romantic card I know.

d. (in pi.) from the comparison of any enter-

prise to a game of cards, as To play one's cards

well, badly, etc. Also To throxv orfling up one's

cards : to abandon a project. To show one's cards ;

to reveal one's plans, the extent of one's resources,

t To have or go in with good cards : to have good
grounds for expecting success. + To cast or count

one's cards : to reckon up one's chances, take

stock of one's position. + Cards and cards (see

quot. 1584). See also Cut, Deal, Shuffle vbs.;

Trump.
1577 Holinshed Chron. IV. 207 Choosing rather to die in

battell (if hap had so cut their cards). 1581 Campion in

Confer. 11. (1584) V iv, I would I might be suffered to shewe
my cardes. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witckcr. XXV. viii. 311
Calculating and casting his cards in this maner. 1584 B. R.
Herodotus 1 b, It was cardes and cardes betwene them,
the one beyng full meete and quit with the other, c 1590
Marlowe Massae. Paris 1. ii, Since thou hast all the cards
within thy hands, .deal thyself a King. 1597 1st Pt. Ret.fr.

Parnass. iv. i. 1373 Let us caste our cards before wee goe.
1621 Quari.es Argalus <y U678.1 119 Amphialus. .trusting

to his Cards. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII, They went in upon
farre better Cardes to ouerthrow King Henry, then King
Henry had to ouerthrow King Richard. 1638 Chillingw.
Relig. Prot. 1. ii. § 155. 114 There being nothing unwritten,
which can goe in upon halfe so faire cards. 1645 Quarles
Sol. Recant, 111. 86 And let thy wisdome play Bad Cards with
best advantage. 1664 I'loddau E. iv. 32 Our Cards we had
both need to count and cast. 1688 W. Darrel Ignatius no
Phanat. 18 If I cannot oppose more weighty Reasons to the
contrary, I'll fling up my Cards. 1710 Subst. ofLate Conf.

3 The Cards run so much against him.

e. On the cards, t out of the cards : within ot

outside) the range of probability.
On the cards appears to mean with Dickens ' liable to

turn up', as any thing in the game may when the cards are
turned up. But it is very possible that the phrase origin-

ated with Cartomancy, when the cards were consulted as
to the issues of enterprises. Other sources have also been
conjectured.
1813 Sir R. Wilson Diary II. 40 It is not out of the cards

that we might do more. 1849 Dickens Dav.Cofip. xi, ' If

in short, if anything turns up.' Byway of going in for any-
thing that might be on the cards, I call to mind that Mr.
Micawber. .composed a petition to the House of Commons.
1852 — Bleak It. iv, It don't come out altogether so plain
as to please me, but it's on the cards. 1865 Cahlylf; Eredk.
Gt. (1873) V. 303 Lest a scalade of Prag should be on the

cards. 1868 Mill Engl, Ircl., It was on the cards whether
Ireland should not belong to France. Mod. It was quite on
the cards that he was to be raised to the Upper House,

t II. 3. A map or plan ; = Chart sb.* Obs.

1527 R. Thorne in Hakluyt Differs Voy. (1582') B iv b, A
little Mappe or Carde of the worlde. Ibid. C ij a, The first

lande from the sayd beginning of the carde towarde the
Orient is certaine Ilandes of the Canaries. 1555 Lui n
Decades W. Ind. (ArbJ 45 Of the vniuersall carde & newe
worlde. 1570 J. Campion in Arb. Garner I. 53 In our way
to Scio, as you may plainly see by the Card. 1577 Eden
& Willes Hist. Trav. 231 If Ortelius generall Carde of
the world be true. 1591 Blrghley Let. in Union Corr. 88

The best particular cardes of Normandie and Hicardie.

1602 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 114. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11.

xxiii. § 46 (1873)246 Not only that general map of the world
. . but many other more particular cards. 1650 Fi ller
Pisgah v. xx. 183 Such an elbow appears not in the late

cardes of this country.

t b. Card of the Sea, Mariner's Card or Sea
Card; = Chakt sb. 1 1 b. Obs.

1534 Ln. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. R vij, What pro-

fitte is it to the mariner to know the carde of the sue. 1555
Eden Decades W. Ind. n.x.tArb.i 134 Manye of those mappes
which are commonly cauled the shipmans cardes or cardes
of the sea. 1594 Blundevii. Exerc. yii. xxvii. (ed. yi 690
The Mariners Card, .is none other thing but a description

. . of the places that be in the Sea or in the land next adioyn-
ing to the Sea, as Points, Capes, Bayes. 1613 Pl rchas Pilgr.

vm. ii. 729 Pirats . . robbing him . . forced him to sustame
himselfe with making of Sea-Cardes. 1649 O. Daniel Trin-
arch.. Rich. II, cccx, Harry..by his Card knew how fan-

on His Voyage he might be. 1678 Phillips, Card, a Sea-

Map . . Vulgarly so called for Chart. 1721 1800 in Bailey.
[Not in Johnson.]

4. The circular piece of stiff paper on which
the 32 points are marked in the mariner's com-
pass.
16th c. quotations are doubtful since they may belong

rather to 3 b * chart '. Possibly the compass-card was at

first so called rather because it was regarded as a sort of
* chart ' than on account of its material.

[i555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 11. vn.fArb.) 127 Knowleage
of the sea carde & compasse.] 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iii.

17 All the Quarters that they know I' th' Ship-mans Card.

1656 J. Harrington Oceana (1700) 140 What Seaman casts

away his Card, because it has four and twenty Points of the

Compass? 173a Pope Ems. Man 11. 98 On Life's vast ocean
diversely we sail, Reason the card, nut Passion is the gale.

1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Compass, The flower de lis,

wherewith all nations still distinguish the north point of the

card. 1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 133 At noon it [the Scilly

light-house] bore directly north by true card. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk,

h.fig.
1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. (1617) 5 That Law. .is the Card

to guide the World by. 1636 Featly Clavis Myst. xxix.

382 Let us . . carefully steere by the Card of God's word.

(11703 Burkitt On N. T. 2 Peter ii. Pref., Our apostle ..

recommended the holy scriptures to us.. as our card and
compass. 1786 Burns To Mount. Daisy vii. 39 Unskilful

he to note the card Of prudent lore.

C. To speak by the card', to express oneself with

care and nicety ; to be exact to a point.

1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. ^Weemustspeake bythe Carde,

or equiuocation will vndoe vs. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

IV. 315, I speak by the card in order to avoid entangle-

ment of words.

III. 5. gen. A flat piece of stiff paper or thin

pasteboard, usually rectangular ; used as a surface

to write or draw upon, or for other purposes.
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. 1. xv, There hung the .

.

Card Where good and bad and life and death were painted.

1622 Peacham Compl. Geutt. xiii.(i634) 129 My booke. .will

teach you the use of colours for Limning . . the manner of

preparing your card. 1724 Swift Drapier's Lett. iii. (1724)

VI. 415 If we are driven to the expedient of a sealed card

[i.e. as a substitute for coin]. 1828 Southey Ep. A. Cun-
ningham, Thou . . didst wilfully Publish upon a card, as

Robert Southey's, A face . . as like Tom Fool's. Mod. Cards
bearing the names of the prize-winners are affixed to the

successful exhibits.

6. In many specific applications (la most of

which small size, not greatly exceeding that of a

playing card, is implied) :

a. A small sheet on which a letter or message

may be written ; hence formerly a short letter,

note, or message, whether literally on a card or

otherwise. Recently the use of actual cards for

this purpose has been revived, whence Post-card
(in U.S. postal card). So message-card, correspond-

ence-card.

1596 Colse Penelope (1880) 173 With scoffing cardes she

doth vs load. 1781 Cowper Let. to Newton 4 Oct., Send
Dr. Johnson .. my poems, accompanied with a handsome
card. 1784 — Task 11. 384 Never at his books Or with his

pen, save when he scrawls a card. 1797 Encycl. Brit. II.

432/2 These . . are to be noted down . . upon a large mes-
sage-card. 1873 MoKi.t-v Rousseau II. 289 Hume was the

friend of Walpole, and had given Rousseau a card of in-

troduction to him. Mod. Send me a card to let me know
of your arrival. I'll drop you a card when I hear from him.

b. conveying an invitation to a party, a ball,

etc. ; or serving as a ticket of admission to an

exhibition or entertainment, as evidence of mem-
bership in a society ; or the like.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (1815) 80, I can't resist the

curiosity I have to know if you received a card on this oc-

casion ? 1824 Byron Juan xvi. Ixix, All country gentlemen
..May drop in without cards. 1876 World V. No. 114. 17

Astonished by an invitation to dinner, which she declines,

and then by cards for parties, which she refuses. Mod. Advi.
House to be sold . . Cards to view may be obtained of the

auctioneer.

C. bearing a person's written or printed name,

or name and address. More fully with prefixed

sb. indicating the special purpose, as {a Visiting

card : used chiefly for presentation on making a

call, or to be left in token that a call has been
1 made. Phrase, 7b leave a card on (a person).

1 {/>) I Tedding cards : bearing the names of the

:
bride and bridegroom, and sent as a notification of

! the wedding. {c) Bus iness card : see Business 24.

I

1705 S. ROGERS Words for Mrs. Siddons 51 A thousand

I
cards a day at doors to leave. 1848 Thackeray Hi: 0/Snobs
xxviii. 1 1..

1 Our first cards were to Carabas House. — Van.
Pair III. 178 (Hoppei The Scape tradeMiien .. left their

cards, and were eager to supply the new household. 1855

O. W. Holmes Poems 160 Brattle Street and Temple Place

Were interchanging cards ! 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits vi.

Manners Wks. (Bohn II. 47 If he [an Englishman] give

you his private address on a card, it is like an avowal of

friendship. Mod. He called, and sent up his card.

d. with defining sbs. prefixed, as birthday,

Christmas, Easter, ATew Year cards, printed with

ornamental designs, etc. to be sent (on the occa-

sions indicated) as an expression of compliments

or good wishes
;
collecting cards, on which small

donations received by collection for charitable in-

stitutions are recorded ; menu cards, etc.

a 1869 E. Garrett Occup. Retired Life vii. 133 A Christ-

!
mas card gives as much delight as a Christmas-box.

I

e. A programme, official or not, of the ' events'

i at races, regattas, and the like.

Mod. Here's the c'rect card, sir !

7. transf U. S. A published note, containing a
1

short statement, request, explanation, or the like.

;

(Webster.)
1887 Chr. Leader 21 July 462 When news reached the

I
saloon keepers that a prohibitory law had been passed, they

1 published the following card : 'To all prohibitionists,' etc.

8. A large rectangular piece of pasteboard con-

taining an advertisement, or the like, for placing

in a window, hanging on a wall, etc. So window-
card, show-card, etc.

0. Comm. (more fullypattern-card, sample-card):

Sometimes simply a sheet of pasteboard, some-

times an elaborate contrivance resembling a port-

folio, on which samples of manufactured articles

are fastened for exhibition to customers.

10. Mech. One of the perforated pasteboards or

sheet metal plates in the Jacquard attachments to

looms for weaving figured fabrics.

1831 G. Porter Silk Manuf. 252 Figure weaving. .These

fixed cards thus become substitutes for the intermediate

blank spaces on the revolving card slips. 1859 Encycl. Brit.

XIII. 143 Since 1841 . .scarcely a machine has been worked
without the ornaments being applied by means of cards.

11. slang or colloq.
1 The card '

: = ' the correct

thing', the Ticket, q. v.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Lab. II. 47 {Hoppe) I've got iof.

often for a great coat, and higher and lower . . but 10s. is

about the card for a good thing.

IV. attrib. and Comb.

12. attrib. with prefixed numeral in names of

games (sense 1), as three-card montc, trick, five-

card, eight-card cribbage : see the sbs.

13. General combs., as (sense 1 b) card-castle,

-house ;
(sense 2) card assembly, box, -cheat, -cheat-

ing, -maker, -making, -meeting, -party, -player,

-playing, -room, -table; card-devoted adj.; (sense 6 c'

card-basket, -tray,

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) III. Ixxxiii. 285 Our hero
forthwith repaired to a *card-assembly. 1829 Carlyle Misc.

(18571 II. 76 A mere intellectual *card-castle. 1850 Sala Tii>.

round Clock 153 Skittle sharps, *card-cheats, ' duffers' and
ring droppers. 1608 Dekker Belman Lond. Wks. 1884-5

III. 131 This ^card-cheating, .is called Batt fowling. 1784
Cowper Task iv. 229 Sit pupils in the school Of *card-de-

voted time. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 14
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Knocking down the rest of the line like a nest of "card-

houses. 1564 J. Rastllj. Con/ut. Jewell's Serin, 2 1 Karde-
makers, tapsters, gailers. 1604 Luttrell Brie/ Rel. (1857)
III. 381 Mr. Whitfeild, the late kings cardmaker. 173a

Berkeley A fri/Sir. u. i 2 This idle amusement [gaming]
employs the card-maker. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Cards,
The great letters, in our old manuscripts . . are apparently
done by the illuminers after this method of card-making.
1824 Miss Mitfokd / illa^e Ser. 1. < 1863) 196 He belonged
. .to every "card-meeting of decent gentility. 1777 Johnson
in AmNW II. 574, I advised Mrs. Thrale who has no "card-

parties at her house, to give sweetmeats, and such good
things, in an evening. 1840 M akkyat Poor Jack li, She.

.

was considered quite a catch at card -parties, 1589 Hay any
Work A iij b, What, a bishop such a *cardplaier? 1816
Sinceh Hist. Cards 38 Ferdinand V. . . promulgated more
severe lawsand penal ties against Card-players. 1577N0RTH-
drooke Dicing (1843) 142 What say you to *carde playing?
1848 Macal lav Hist. Eng. I. 255 Most of the time which
he could save, .was spent in racing, cardplaying, and cock-
fighting. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. I. 211 Who is that
standingnear the *card-roomdoor? 17x3 Addison Guardian
No. 120 (Tod.) There is nothing that wears out a fine face
like the vigils of the*cardtable. 1785 Cou per Let. to Neiu-
ton 1 , Mar . The card-table, .is covered with green baize.

14. Special combs. : card-case, a case for carry-

ing visiting cards ; card-catalogue, a catalogue

(of a library, etc.) in which each item is entered on
a separate card

; f card-conny-catching, t card-
gospeller, nonce-ivds. (see quots.' ; f card-holder,
one who holds the cards for a great personage while
he is playing ; also fig. ; t card-man (see 3), a
maker of maps or charts

; + card-match, a piece

of card dipped in melted sulphur ; alsofig. ; card-
money, money allowed a person to enable him
to play cards

;
card-paper = Cardroard ; card-

press, a small press for printing cards ; card-
rack, a rack for holding business or vUiting cards

;

card-sharper, one who makes a trade of cheating

at cards
;
card-sharping, the practices of a caid-

sharper ; + card-work. Also Cardboard.
1835 Marryat Olla Podr. viii, Again drawing out his

*card-c;ise. 1870 Miss Bridgman A\ Lynne I. xiv. 235
Margaret took out her card-case. 1878 H. Stevens iof Ver-
mont) {titles Photo- Bibliography, ora word on printed *Card
Catalogues ofold rare beautiful and costly books . . Six sample
Cards of the proposed Titles. 159a Greene Def. Conny-
catch. Wks. 1881-3 XI. 76 Let mee vse it for an excuse of
our 'Card Conny-catching : for when wee meet a country
Farmer with a full purse, a miserable miser . . we hold it a
deuotion to make him a Conny, in that he is a Caterpillar
to others. 1550 Latimer Serin. Stamford I. 269 Among
so great a number of gospellers, some are "card-gospellers,
some are dice-gospellers, some pot-gospellers. . 1 1659 ()s-

born Essex's Dea'h Wks. 1 1673 677 With what Circumspec-
tion Princes ought to play their (.lame, since Counsellors
their 'Card-holders, are not seldome Cheaters. 16*5 Lisle
Dm Bartas 92 The poet followeth Mercator, Ortehus and
the common opinion of the "Cardmen of our times. 1673
(R. Leigh) TransA Reh. 102 Crying Chimney Sweep,
Ay, or "Card- Matches and Save-alls. 1730 Fielding Tom
Thumb 11. vi, Where are those eyes, those card-matches of
love. 1760 in Hone Every-day Bk. II. i628Twoofthe lady's
servants, .agreed . . to dispose of the "card money. 1858 Ld,
St. Leonards Handy Bk. Prop. Law xvii. 114 For. .orna-
ments of her person, pocket-money, card-money, charities,

or any other objects. 1777M1DGE inPIiil. Trans. LXVTI.
336 There must, .be two other circular pieces of *card-paper
cut out. 1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv. (18631 260 A
house of card-paper would be the solider refuge. 1826 Ibid.

Ser. 11. (1863) 342 Painted shells and roses, on *card-racks
and hand-screens. 1859 Sala Tw. round Clock 336 German
swindlers and 'card-sharpers. 1887 Edna Lyall Donovan
xvi. 183 Beware of pickpockets and cardsharpers dressed as
gentlemen. 1870 Daily Ncivs 20 Apr., Two men .. were
charged with., card-sharping in a railway carriage. 1653
H. Cogan Pinto's Trav. xxxix. (166 0 157, 12 IlaTlisters of
the wood of Camph ire . . wreathed about with silver in the
fashion of *Card-work.

t Card, sb$ Obs. Sec also Chard, [a. F. carde,
in same sense ; cf. Sp. card*, lit. * thistle*, used as a
name of the artichoke, from its thistle-like flower.]

a. The tender central leaf-stalk of the Artichoke,
Cynara Sco/ymus

f
blanched for table use. b.

The prepared midrib of a variety of white beet.
1658 Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 205 If you would have them

abound in fair cards, you must keep them well hous'd. 1704
Collect. Voy. <$• Trav. III. 34/1 They pare it like a Lettice,
or Artichoke Card. 17*7 Bradley ram. Diet., Cardes'.
They are of two Sorts, viz. Cardes of Beet and Cardes of
Artichoke ; those of the Beet are . . the Stalks or Ribs.

t Card, s/>A Obs. [Cf. Char, also ' Cardui, Sc.,

a kind of trout found in Lochlevcn, probably the
char' (JamA] Some sort offish.
c 1640 J. Smyth Humir. Berkeley 11885)319 A Cod, a Card.

Card (kajd), v. x Also 4 karde, 5 cardyn.
[f. Card aM, or, perhaps rather a. F. carder ; in

our quots. the vb. appears earlier than the sb.]

1. trans. To prepare wool, tow, etc., forspinning,
by combing out impurities and parting and straight-
ening the fibres with a card. Also with out, and
absoL Also, +To dress cloth with teasels or
cards {obs.) ; see Card sb.- 2. f To remove ^im-
purities) from flax, etc. witli cards {obs ).

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. x. 80 Bobe to karde and to kembe.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 63 Cardyn wotle, carpo. 1447 Boken-
iiam Seyntys (1857) 294 To spynnyn and cardyn she hadde
no shame. 1553 Eden Treat. Neiv /«</". (Arh.) 21 The men
spmne and carde and make clothe. 1577 Googe Hcresbach's
Ihtsb. 1. (1586) 39 Some use agayne to carde of the knoppes

(of flax] with an iron Combe. 1661 Hickerisgill Ja-
maica 31 The Natives, card out this Rind into a kind of
course Tow. .1687 Petty Pol. Arith. (1690) 19 Cloth must
be cheaper made, when one Cards, another Spins, another
Weaves. 1757 Dyer Eleece ill. (R.) These card the short,
those comb the longer flake. 1804 Earl Lauderd. Publ.
Wealth (1819) App. 409 Machines which at once clean, card,

i
and reduce the cotton into a state adapted for spinning.

! .fig> x377 Lasgl. PI. B. x. 18 Wisdome and wittenow
is nou?t worth a carse, But if it be carded with coiieytisea-.
clotheres keml>en here wolle. 1786 Birns Wks. II. 45, I

inclose you two poems I have carded and spun since I past
Glenbuck.

b. transf. Said of bees and spiders. Also, To
card up (dial. : see quot.
1608 I'opsei.l Setpents 786 As for separating, dividing,

picking, carding, or suting their stuflfe, they [a kind of
spiders] are very bunglers to the first mentioned. 1829
Eatnily I^ibr. I. 70 The bees, .carded it with their feet into
a felted mass. 1876 Mid. Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.) s, v.. To
' card up ' a hearthstone is. .merely to separate and remove
the ashes and cinders. To ' card up ' a room means, to put
it generally to rights.

t 2. To stir and mix with cards (see quot. 1607) ;

to stir together, to mix. Obs.
1591 G. Fletcher Russe Commit: (1857)93 They drinke

milke or warme blood, and for the most part carde them
both together. 159a Greene Upst. Courtier in Hart. Misc.
(Malh.) II. 241 You Tom Tapster, .carde yourbeere. .halfe

smal & halfe strong. 1607 Tocseli. Eourf. Beasts 277
As for his diet, let it be warm mashes, sodden wheat and
hay, thoroughly carded with a pair of Wool-cards. 1635

I Pagitt Christianogr. 1. iii. (1636) 133 Wine, carded to*

: gether with a little warme water.
I fig. X5p7 Shaks. 2 Hen. II ', lit ii. 62 The skipping King.

.

,
carded his State, Mingled his Royaltie with Carping KooTes.
1627 Feltham Resolves 11. xliii, Calm discussions do card
affections into one another.

t 3. To comb or cleanse (of impurities). Obs.
161* Siielton Qut'x. t. vi. L 42 Tis necessary that this

Book be carded and purged of certain base things.

4. To scratch or tear the flesh with a wool-card
or similar instrument, as a method of torture.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 74 For cardynge of hare
mavde wyth a payer of carddes soche as doth carde wolle
with-alle. 1603 Florio Montaigne (1634)393 With Cardes
and Teazels, .he made him to be carded, .untill he died of
it. 18*7 Q. Rev. XXXV. 87 On the overthrow of his party
he was taken prisoner, and carded to death. 1881 W. E.
Forster in Standard 25 Jan., ' Card ' him—that is to say,
an iron comb used for agricultural purposes is applied to
the man's naked body.

5. Sc. 'To scold sharply
1

(Jamieson\ [cf. Sp.
cardar 'to reprimand severely', tarda 'a severe

reprimand '.]

Card (ka\rd), v.* [f. Cakd sb.%]

1 1. intr. To play at cards ; to play one's cards.

Also, to card it. To card a rest : to set up a Rest
(in Priraero

; fig. to stand to one's point.

1548 Latimer Serm. Ploughers (1868) 25 Thei hauke, thei
hunt, thei card, thei dyce. 1613SHKRLEY Trav. 136 You shall

hazard to Card ill. that play to please one by displeasing
another, a 16x7 Bayne On hph. 1. (1658) 166 Many that live

revelling, carding, dicing. 1637 HsvwOOfk JR*JNttKing 11. ii.

Wks. 1874VI. 32 Will you card A rest for this? 1728 Fielding
Love in sev. Masks Wks. 1775 I. 42 losses, tnat sleep all

the morning, dress all the afternoon, and card it all night.

1766 Anstey Bath Guide xiv. 6 Brother Si inkin's grown a
Kakehelt, Cards and dances ev'ry Day.

t b. trans. To card away.
a i6so I. Dyke Divers Sel. Serm. (1640) 169 It may Ixre

they card and dice it [their trouble] away.

2. trans. (£/. S.) To send a message by post-card

to a person. Cf. Wire v.

1875 in S'rrvsfriper, Fulcitus carded almost daily his friend
Ruisseaux. 1880 ( from a tetter) Will you card to me here
an answer to my friend the professor's question?

3. To fix on a card. {Frequent colloq. in trades
where pattern-cards are used : see Card sb.% a.)

1884 Harper's Mag.Oct. 522/2 They arc carded, and boxed
in cotton-wool.

Cardakew, var. of Cardecu, Obs.

II Cardamine .
kajdarmin/, kS-jdlmais . Bot.

[mod Lat. (Linnxus), a. Gr. KtxphayXvy) some cress-

like plant, f. Kap&apov cress : cf. F. cardamine]
A genus of cruciferous plants, including the com-
mon Lady-smock or Cuckoo-flower C. pratensis)

;

Meadow-cress.
<753'» Chambers Cycl. Supp. iB^^Vkitch Tweed 27 The

slender cardamine, first lilac hued, J lien growing white and
pure. 1882 Garden 22 Apr. 284/1 A regular bed of lovely
pink Cardamine.

Cardamom (kaudam^m\ Forms: 6-8 car-
damorae, 7 -dumome, -daraony, -damon e, (9
cardemon), 7-9 cardamum, 7- cardamom, [ad.

L. cardamomum, a. Gr. KuphapMpov, f. Kapbapov
cress + afiwfxnv AMnMl'M ; cf. F. cardamom?.]
A spice consisting of the seed-capsules of various

species of Amomum and Elcttaria (N.O. /.ingi-

1

beracese), natives of the East Indies and China
;

used in medicine as a stomachic, and also for

flavouring sauces and curries. (Rarely applied to

the plant from which the spice is obtained. ) The
only kind included in the British pharmacopoeia
is the Malabar cardamom, obtained from E. Car-
damomum. b. Also occas. applied to the cap-

sules of A. Meleguctta of Western Africa, usually

called Grains of Paradise.

[1308 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xxxiii. (1493) 623
Cardomomum helpyth ayenst wamblyng and indygnacyon
of the stomak.] 1553 Eden Treat. Nczv Ind. (Arb.) 15
There begin spyces to be found as ginger . . Cardamome,
Cassia. 1579 Lam, ham Gard. Health (1633) 122 Car-
damom, or Graines of Paradise, are good to be drunke
against the falling sicknesse. 17H tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs
I. 21 The lesser Cardamome is enclos'd in a Pod of the
Length of a Child's Finger. 17*99 Southev Nottdvscr. iii.

Wks. III. 63 Give Boreas the wind-cholic, till he roar For
. cardamum. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. India I. 11 Pepper and
I cardamums #row in abundance on the western coast. 1870
Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 151 Cardamoms are shipped to
this country from Ceylon.
attrib. 1789 W. BUCHAR Dom. Med. (1790) 183 Powdered

cardamum seeds. \t&-$Athemeutn 21 July 75/1 Cardamom
gardens in Coorg.

+ Carda'niC. Math. Obs. Pertaining to Car-
dan, an Italian mathematician of the 16th c.

Cardanic equation : a cubic equation (for which
Cardan discovered a general method of soIutionX
1684 Phil. Trans. XIV. 575 A cardanick /Equation.

Ca rdboard, [f. Card «M + Board.] Paste-

board of the thickness of card, for cutting cards
from, or for making boxes and the like. Also
attrib. in cardboard box, etc.

1858 in Simmonds. 1863 Wynteh Subtb- Brains 309 The
rooms in which the portraits are gummed on cardboard and
packed up. 1879 Print. Trades Jml. xxvin. 16 They
are printed on stout, fine cardboard.

t Carde. Obs. Some fabric anciently used for

canopies, curtains, and linings. The explanation
in quot. 1882 does not suit quot. 1295, which in-

dicates a linen material.
[i»95 De Cancf s.v.,yisitatioThesauraria; S. Pauli Lond.

. .Unea una Carda Indici colons, .similiter Carda Indacum
zona defilo. .Unum velum Quadrag esimale de Carde croceo
et Indico. 1396 Mem. Ripon (Surtees III. 124 Incardemp.
pro coopertono Corporis XpL in die Corporis XpL 2s. 1401
//';'// o/Fumeux (Somerset Ho. )Gounam denigro Hurneto
dupphcat cum Carde.] 14*6 E. E. Wills 118821 76 A blewe
l»eddeofTapecery. .& a selour with curteyns of carde. f 1882
Beck Draper's Diet., Carda, Carduus, an inferior silk, sup-
posed to have been made of the coarse outer filaments of
cocoons, probably used for linings. Fourpence an ell was
paid in 1278 for i t

<'! of carda, for thirty-four surcoats to
be used in a tournament.)

Carde, perhaps = Cakdkr. But cf. Curd,
Card sb.% 3 c
157a in W. H. Turner Select Rec. Oxf. 341 No fuller, .may

kepe. .in their houses journeymen, otherwise called cardes.

rCa rdecu. Obs. Also 7 cardicue, -akew,
-ecue, -ekue, -eque, -ecew, -escue. [a. F. quart
oTecu quarter of an ecu .usually englished ' crown').]

An old French silver coin, worth \ of the gold ecu,

or 15 sous tournois.
In 1580, when the silver quart d"An was first struck, the

value of the gold e*cu is said to have been about 8/6 (see
Larousse s,v. Ecu), whence the carda n would be worth
about 2/1 1 by a gold standard. English writers of 17th c.

make it ^ about 1/6.

1605 Tryall Chcv. in. L in Bullen 0. PI. (1884' III. 305
There's a Cardicue to wash downe melancholy. 1606 Chap-
man Mons. D'Olive Plays 11873* I- 202, I could neuer yet
finger one Cardicue of her bountie. 161 1 Cobvat Crudities
60, I compounded with them fora cardakew. 166a Fuller
Worthies i. 95 In the Court of France, the Kings Jester
moved to have . . a Cardescue of every one who carried a
Watch about him, and cared not how he employed his Time.
17*7 W. Mather Yng. Man's Comp. 236 §i\ver . . Old Car-
decus. .value IA 6d. 1 farthing. 1819 Scoft Ivanhee xxxii,
The bunch of them were not worth a cardecu.

Carded (ki*id*d), ///. a. [t Card v. + -ki>.]

1. Dressed with a card, or by a carding machine.
1547 Boorde Brer>. Health ccclxx. 119 Stuffe it with

carded wolle or cotton. 1858 Longp, M. Star/dish HL 44
The carded woot like a snow-drift Piled at her knee.

2. Supplied or furnished with a can!.
1511 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 140 My cardyd and my best

compass.

f 3. Mixed, or adulterated by mixing. Also fig.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 99 Being constrained to be-

take him to carded ale. a 1625 Flktcher Worn. Prise iv,

iv. R.l Mine is.. Such a strange carded cunningness. 1626
Bacon Sylva % 46 To be drunk either alone or Carded with
some other Beer.

llCardel. Alsokardel. [ad. Do. ktnktl,mwt
dee/. ] A hogshead containing in 17th c. 64 gallons,

used in the Dutch whaling trade. See Quardeei..
1694 Acc. Sev, Late Voy. (irtl)II, 178 The Tr:iin-oyl runs

into the Warehouse into a Vatt, whereout they fill it into

Cardels or Vessels . .A Cardel or Hogshead holds 64 Gallons.
Ibid. 11 Cutting the great pieces of fat into lesser pieces,

to fill our Kardels with them. 1857 Polar Seas $ Regions
(ed. 2o) 461 The Dutch .. took 57.590 whales, yielding

3>i°5>5<>6 quardeelen of oil . . A quardeel of oil contains .

.

from 77 to 90 imperial standard gallons.

Cardenal, -ale, -all, obs. ff. Cardinal
Carder 1 (kaudaj). [f. Card vA + -er lJ
1. One who cards wool, etc. ; one who attends

to a c.irding machine.
< 1450 I'oc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 692 Cari>etrix, a carder.

1514 Act 6 Hen. VIII, ix. % 1 The Carder and Spinner to
deliver. .Yam of the same Wooll. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,
1. ii. 33 The Clothiers . . haue put off The Spinsters, Carders,
Fullers, Weauers. 1715 Loud. Gaz. No. 6380/13 Charles
B.inton. .Spinner and Carder. x86a Athenaeum 30 Aug.
265 Potters, grinders, carders, hacklers.

b. A species of wild bee, ftombus muscorum ;

so called from its tearing moss into shreds for

the construction of its Beat Cf. Card fcO 1 b.
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1854 H. Miller Sch. $ Schm. (1858) 68 There were the
buff-coloured" carders, that erected over their honey-jars

domes of moss. 1868 Wood Homes without H. xxiv. 463
Carder Bees, .prepare the materials for their nest in a man-
ner similar to that, .employed in carding cotton-wool.

2. See quot. Cf. Card v. 1
4.

1812 Gent, Mag. Mar. 282/2 Persons who call themselves

Carders, from the instrument they use (a wool card) to en-

force compliance with their demands for the regulation of

the price of land [in Ireland]. 1833 Mar. Edgeworth
Love L. U. iii. (D.) Carders and thrashers, and oak-boys,
and white boys, and peep o' day boys.

tCa'rder 2
. Obs. Also 6 cardar. [f. Card<v.2

+ -er.] A card-player.
c 1530 Hickescorner in Singer Hist. Cards 251 Walk-

ers by nyght . . and poly carders. 1580 Lupton Siquila 94
There is not one dicer nor yet carder in all our countrey.

1712 Steele Sped. No. 308 F 6 The Carders . . never begin
to play till the French-Dances are finished.

II Cardia. Anat. [Gr. Kaptia heart, also 'car-

diac orifice of the stomach * (Liddell and Scott) ;

so in mod.F.] The upper or cardiac orifice of

the stomach, where the oesophagus enters it.

1782 W. Heberden Comm. xxv. (1806) 140 From the fauces
to the cardia. 1880 Huxley Cray-Fish ii. 52 In a man's
stomach the opening by which the gullet communicates
with the stomach is called Cardia.

Cardiac (kaudisek), a. (and sb.) Forms: 5
cardiake, 7 -aque, -acke, 7-8 -ack, 8- cardiac,

[a. F. cardiaque of the heart, ad. L. cardiacus,

a. Gr. KaphiaKvs, f. tcapbia heart.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the heart, anatomically,

physiologically, or pathologically. + Cardiac
passion [L. cardiaca passio'] :

' an old name for

cardialgia or heartburn * {Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; but

app. orig. palpitation of the heart.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 153 The Cardiacke passion, which

is a feeblenesse and trembling of the heart. 1629 Chapman
Juvenal v. 65 His longing friend, .blown in fume up with a
cardiack fit. 1726 Mohro Anat. Nerves (1741) 74 The Car-
diac Nerves. 1810 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 4) V. 177 Cardialgia.

.

better known by the name of cardiac passion, or heartburn.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 192/1 The cardiac arteries arise

from the aorta close to its origin. 1883 Nature 15 Mar.
468 The cardiac action became stronger.

2. 'Applied to medicines supposed to invigorate

the heart' {Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;
cordial, strengthening.

1661 Evelyn Fumiftig. Misc. in. (1805) 241 Strawberries,

whose very leaves . . emit a cardiaque & most refreshing
halitus. 1718 Quincy Compl. Disp. 77 Whatsoever raises

the Spirits, and gives sudden Strength . .is term'd Cardiack,
or Cordial, as comforting the Heart. 1744 Berkeley Siris

§ 64 The stomachick, cardiack, and diuretick qualities of
this fountain. 1807 in G. Gregory Diet. Arts.

3. Pertaining to or affected with disease of the

heart.

1748 tr. Vegetius' Distemp. Horses 50 Such [Horses] as
have the Head-ach, or the Staggers, or are mad or are car-

diac. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. II. 30 We both suffered
from cardiac symptoms.
4. Anat. Distinctive epithet of the upper orifice

of the stomach ; hence applied to the correspond-

ing end or region of the stomach, or to some
organ connected with it. Cf. Cardia.
*843 J- Wilkinson tr. S'wedenborg*s Anim. Kingd. I. ii. 70

The cardiac orifice guards the stomach. 1866 Huxley
Phys. vi. (1869) 166 Its [the stomach's] left end is produced
into an enlargement which, because it is on the heart side

of the body, is called the cardiac dilatation. The opening
of the gullet into the stomach, termed the cardiac aperture.

5. Heart-shaped {in cardiac wheel— HEART-Cam )

.

1864 in Webster.
B. sb.

+ 1. A disease or affection of the heart, or re-

ferred to the heart ; ? = cardiac passion (see A. 1).

c 1450 Destr. Jems., Addit. MS. 10036, f. 29 Suche joie
Titus gan undretake, That him toke a cardiake. 1468
Medulla in Caih. Angl. 54 Cardiaca', quidam morbus,
a cardyake. 1483 Cath. Angl. 54 A Cardiakylle or cardiake,
cardia, cardiaca.

2. A medicine supposed to stimulate the heart,

a cordial. Alsofig.
1746 Berkeley %>td Let. Tar-water % 6 This medicine of

tar-water worketh . . as a., cardiac. 1803 Man in Moon
(1804) 65 No. 9 How many cardiacs has the fertile invention
of modern dramatists mixed up. .to please an audience ?

II Cardi'aca. Obs. [Lat. ; short for cardiaca
passio.] = cardiac passion ; see Cardiac A. I,

CI37S 1 Barbour St. Margarete 10 Vertuyse. .Agayne ane
II, callyt_ cardiaca. 1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 19 b,
Cardiaca is a disease of trembling of the harte.

t Cardi'acal, a. ? Obs. Also 5 cardyacle, 7
cardiacall. [f. as Cardiac + -al.]

L m Cardiac A. 1.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (1835) 9 The cardyacle passyoun.
1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 113 The Cardiacall Passion
proceeding of choler. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

2. = Cardiac A. 2.
1620 Venner Via Recta vi. 106 Cardiacall medicines. 1727

Bhadley Fam. Diet. s. v. Bezoar Stone, The great cardiacal
virtues with which the Bezoar is endowed.
3. = Cardiac A. 3.
1748 tr. Vegetius' Distemp. Horses 135 They, .turn mad.

furious, phrensical, and cardiacal.

Cardiace. ' A precious stone in the shape of a
heart.'

1730-6 in Bailey. 1775 in Ash. 1846 in Worcester.
Vol. II.

t Cardiacle. Obs. Also 4 cardiakill, 5 -kyll,
|

cardyakyll(e. [ad. L. cardiaca, OF. cardiaque,
j

perh. with excrescent -le as in chronicle, treacle

(OF. triacle from L. thcriaca), assimilated to sbs.

in -aclc] = Cardiaca, cardiac passim.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 81 Coughes, and cardiacales,

crampes, and tothaches. c 1386 Chaucer Pardoneres Prol.

(?- T. 27, I have almost y-caught a cardiacle. 1398 Trevisa i

Barth. De P. R. VII. xxxii. (1495' 246 There is dowble
maner of Cardiacle. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1363 pe
Ientyll Ielopher a-3ens be cardyakylles wrech.

Cardiagraphy, erron. f. Cardiography.

Cardial .ka'idial), a. rare. [f. Gr. xapSi-a heart

+ -al: etymologically irregular.] Pertaining to

the heart ; = Cardiac A. i.

1868 Duncan Insect. World Introd. 141 The cardial por-

tion of the dorsal vessel. 1887 Sala in Illiist. Lond. News
o Apr. 402 Everyone whose cardial arrangements are not as

hard as the nether millstone.

Cardialgic (kardiiarldgik), a. [ad. Gr. xap-

Sta\yuc6s ; cf. F. cardialgique : see prec]

1. Pertaining to cardialgia.

1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 124 They . . helpe the Car-

dialgicke paines of the stomacke. Ibid. viii. 188.

2. [fig. {nonce-use.*) Producing 'heart-ache'.

1817 Coleridge Own Times (1850) III. 951 Twice as

many cardialgic teeth, that have given ten-fold more heart-

aches than, etc.

Cardialgy (kaudiiseldji). Med. [ad. mod.L.

cardialgia (also used), a. Gr. napbiaXyia heartburn,

f. xapSia heart + a\yos pain ; cf. F. cardialgic.]

The disease or affection popularly known as

' heartburn ' (because anciently referred to the

heart), consisting of pain and a sensation of heat

about the cardiac orifice of the stomach, often

accompanying indigestion.

1655 Thys. Diet., Cardialgia. Heart-burning. 1710 T.
Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 414 Effectual against . . Car-

dialgy. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Stomach, The Car-

dialgia or gnawing at the Stomach. 1803 Med. Jml. IX. 144

Mr. H. P. M. had been frequently affected with cardialgies.

Cardiform (ka-jdif;urn\ a. [f. Card sb. 1 tor

F. carde) + -form.] Resembling a wool -card :

applied to the teeth of certain fishes : see quot.

1875 Blake Zool. 191 When, .with their points bent back,

they are cardlike or cardiform.

Cardigan, (kiiudigan). [Named from the Earl

of Cardigan, distinguished in the Crimean war

CI 855)-3 A knitted woollen over-waistcoat with or

without sleeves.

1868 Rowe in Gd. Words 699/1 Rubbing, .the sleeve of his

brown Cardigan. 1879 Miss Bird Rocky Mount. I. 278, I

bought a cardigan for myself, .and some thick socks. 1883

Daily News 22 Oct. 7/t Jersey frocks and Cardigans.

t Cardimelech. Obs. [f. Gr. xapSi-a heart +

Heb. "(712 melek king.] ' A supposed active

principle in the heart, superintending what are

now called the vital functions ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1684 Phil. Trans. XIV. 704 Vice-royes residing m the
j

Principal Viscera as in Provinces . . Cardimelech in the
j

heart.

Cardinal (kavidinal), a. Forms: 4 cardinal e,

5 -enale, 5-6 -ynall, 6-7 -inall, 4 -inal. [a. F.

cardinal, ad. L. cardinal-is pertaining to a hinge,

principal, chief, f. cardo, cardin-em hinge.
The specific applications in Eng. (found also in othermod.

European langs.) follow those of the Latin word (classical

or post-classical). The analogy of cardinalwinds (L. venti
eardinales), whence cardinal points, etc., led to a certain

association of the adj. with the numberfour, as in cardinal
virtues, cardinal humours.]

I From fig. uses of the Latin adj.

1. gen. On which something else hinges or de-

pends, fundamental ; chief, principal, of special

importance. (Almost always of abstract things.)

c 1440 Promp. Parr'. 62 Cardenale, eardinalis. 1593
Nashe Christ's T. 36 b, For thecardinall iudgement against

it. a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes 1. xi. (1640) 94 The
cardinall grace, that on which all other graces move as the
doore upon its hinges. 1650 R. Gell Serm. 8 Aug. iq Ye
read of . . four cardinal Angels. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog.
II. 629 One of the above cardinal crimes [theft, adultery,

murder]. 1821 Syd. Smith Whs. (1867) I. 316 One cardinal

fault which pervades the work. 1868 Gladstone Juv.
Mundi i. (1870) 5 A cardinal argument for placing the date
of the Poet near that of his subject. 1875 Bryce Holy Rom.
Emp. xv. (ed. 5) 245 To that position three cardinal duties

were attached.

2. Cardinal virtues (Lat. virtutcs eardinales) :

in scholastic philosophy, justice, prudence, tem-
perance, and fortitude, accounted the four chief
' natural ' virtues as distinguished from the ' theo-

logical ' virtues of faith, hope, and charity. Some
modern writers include these, and speak of ' seven

'

cardinal virtues ; so the ' seven cardinal sins '.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10008 pas er four vertus principals, pe
quilk man clepes cardinals . . pat es rightwisnes, and meth,
For-sight, and strenght. 1340 Ayenb. 123 Zeue obre uirtues

huer-of be bri byeb yclieped godliche and be uour byeb
y-cleped cardinals. 1 1470 Hors, Shepe, Sf G. (1822) 5 The
fbure vertues callyd cardynall. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) 11 The vertues cardynall, with the vertues morall.

1611 Shaks. Hen. VIII, in. i. 103, I thought ye . .
two

reuerend Cardinall Vertues, But Cardinall Sins, and hollow
hearts I feare ye. 1649 Roberts Claris Bibl. 363 The 4

chief cardinal vertues. 1852 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Maulonna

(1857) 94 The seven cardinal virtues. 1875 _H. E. Manning
Mission H. Ghost x. 266 The four Cardinal virtues are

prudence, justice, fortitude, and temperance.

b. Cardinal virtues also occurs in the general

sense (i).

1640 Watts Bacon's Adv. Learn. Pref. 33 A seperate his-

tory of their virtues : we mean, such as in nature maybe ac-

counted Cardinall. 1651 Hobbes Leviaih. 1. xiii. 63 Force,

and Fraud, are in warre the two Cardinall vertues.
_
1749

Fielding Tom Jones 103 That cardinal virtue, patience.

1855 Bain Senses # Int. 11. § 11 (1864) 217 In every kind of

expression clearness is a cardinal virtue.

3. Cardinal number (Arith.) : a number which

answers the question ' how many ?
' ; one of the

primitive or ' natural ' numbers (one, two, three,

etc.), as distinguished from the Ordinal numbers

(first, second, third, etc.).

1591 Pf.rcivall Sp. Diet. B iij b, The numerals are either

Cardinall, that is, principall, vpon which the rest depend,

etc. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 328 Adverbs Cardinals

;

as semel, bis, ter, etc. X711 J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. 277

Three is a cardinal number. 1845 Stoddart hi Encycl.

Met. (1847) I. 45/r Numerals are commonly divided into

cardinal and ordinal.

4. Cardinalpoints ; a. the four points of the hori-

zon (or the heavens) which lie in the direction of

the earth's two poles (cardines), and of sunrise

and sunset respectively ; the four intersections of

the horizon with the meridian and the prime ver-

tical ; the north, south, east, and west points. Car-

dinal winds : the four chief or main winds which

blow from these points.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. (18721 61 Ther is iiij. callit vyndis

cardinal. 1643 Parables on Times 15 All the winds in the

compasse, both collateral! and cardinall. c 1645 Howell
Lett. 116501 II. 26 They, .subdivided the four cardinal winds

to two and thirty. 1755 B. Martin Mag. Arts ff Sc.

III. ii. 179 Four of them are called the Cardinal Points..

S, the South ; W, the West ; N, the North ;
E, the East.

.

sometimes called the four Winds of Heaven. 1862 Raw-

linson Anc. Men. I. v. 96 The angles of the building

exactly face the four cardinal points.

f b. of the ecliptic : Astrol. and Astron. The

two equinoctial and two solstitial points of the

ecliptic; also applied to the corresponding signs

of the zodiac, viz. Aries, Cancer, Libra, Capri-

cornus, called also cardinal signs. Also, in a horo-

scope, 'the First, Fourth, Seventh, and Tenth

Houses' (Bailey). Obs.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. lit. I. xvi. (ed. 7) 311 The two Equi-

noxes, and the two Solstices, are commonly called the foure

cardinall or principall points. 1646 Sla T. Browne Pseud.

Ep. Wks. 116861 235 The cardinal intersections of the zo-

diack. 1839 Bailey Pestus viii. (1848) 94 Diurnal, car-

dinal, nocturnal, equinoctial.
, ,

c. of the prime vertical :
' Astrol. The rising

and setting of the sun, the zenith and nadir

'

(Webster) ; = cardines (see Cardo).

6. Phys.
. .

t Cardinal humours :
' an old term for four principal

humours, viz. blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile.' {obs. I

Cardinal veins :
' the venous trunks, .which transmit the

blood in the early embryo from the Wolffian bodies, the

vertebral column and the parietes of the trunk to the sinus

venosus by means of the ducts of Cuvier. Similar veins

from the anterior part of the body join the duct of Cuvier.

These are sometimes called_ anterior cardinal veins and the

others posterior cardinal veins ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

6. In R. C Ch. Cardinal bishop, priest, deacon :

a rendering of Lat. cpiscopus, presbyter, diaconus

eardinalis; see Cardinal sb., which arose from

the absol. use of the adj. in this sense. Also

(Hist.) Cardinal church : rendering of ecclesia

eardinalis, the name given in early times to the prin-

cipal or ' parish ' churches of Rome, to distinguish

them from the 'oratories' subordinate to them.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. in. 68 The Title of Cardinal

was first given to the Places, that is, to the Cardinal

Churches, but apply'd afterwards to the persons that Go-

vern'd them. Ibid. 72 There are six Cardinal Bishops, fifty

Cardinal Priests, and fourteen Cardinal Deacons.

II. 7. Zool. Pertaining to the hinge of a bivalve

shell.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. 1. 708/1 The part of the shell .
.
upon

which the hinge occurs, is called its cardinal edge. 1850

Dana Geol. App. i. 691 The cardinal area is nearly wanting.

1862 — Man. Geol. 180 The insertions ofthe cardinal muscle.

III. [f. Cardinal sb.] 8. Of the colour of

a cardinal's cassock ;
deep scarlet.

1879 Daily News 13 June 2/2 A black satin dress with

'cardinal' trimmings. 1882 Garden 7 Oct. 309/2 Single

Dahlias, .fine deep cardinal. 1887 Sat. Rev. x Jan. 19 the

young lady in cardinal hose and a scarlet hood.

Cardinal (ka-idinal), sb. Forms : 4 cardenal,

-ynal(le, -inarl, (//. -inaus), 5 -inalle, 5-6

-ynall, 6 -enall, (eartdenair, 6-7 -inall, 2-

cardinal. [absol. uses of prec, after those of

eardinalis in later Latin.]

I. The ecclesiastical sense and its derivatives.

1. One of the seventy ecclesiastical princes (six

cardinal bishops, fifty cardinal priests, and four-

teen cardinal deacons) who constitute the pope's

council, or the sacred college, and to whom the

right of electing the pope has been restricted since

the third Lateran council in 11 73.
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i

The cardinals hold the highest rank next to the pope, who
is chosen from their number. [See Cardinal a. 6.]

1 125 O. E. Chron., On pes ilces ;a?res sende se papa of
Rome to Sise lande an cardinal Johan of Creme. 1197 R.
Glouc 476 Tueie cardinals the pope him sende iwis. 1393
Langl. P. PLC. xxii. 415 Ich knew neuere cardinal bat he
ne cam fro be pope, c 1538 Stabkey England iv. 124 Hys
College of Cardynallys. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, L i. 51
The right Reuerend Cardinall of Yorke. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. I. 1. 23 Rochel . . was then straitly besieged by
the Cardinal Richelieu. 178a Priestley Corrupt Chr. I

L

x. 251 Cardinals . . have the rank of princes in the Church.
1845 S. Austin tr. Ranke's Hist. Ref. I. 341 The Council
. . prescribed to Cardinal Raimund very strict conditions.

b. Preceding other titles, indicating dignities

held by one who is also a cardinal.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. in. 79 The Cardinal Nephew,
whom they call Padrone. Ibid. 84 The Cardinal Vicar.
1709 I.ond. Gax. No. 4525/1 In the Cardinal-Legate's Coach.
1783 Watson Philip lit (1839) ™) The cardinal-arch-
bishop went himself to Rome.
t c. The cardinal 's blessing : a blessing merely

without any further advantage. Obs.
1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. ftt 32 What will they merit

but the Cardinal's Blessing who will take no warning? 1758
Jortin Erasm. I. 53 A gift, which, in all probability, would
never be worth more than a Cardinal's Blessing.

t 2. Name of a variety of apple. Obs.
1664 Evelyn A'al. Hort. 117291 223 Apples.. Lording.

Apple, Pear-Apple, Cardinal, Winter Chestnut.
3. A short cloak worn by ladies, originally of

scarlet cloth with a hood.
1745 Mrs. Delany Life *, Corr. fi86i) II. 382 You are

capering about in your fine cardinals. 177s Sheridan
Duenna 1. iiL 193 My cardinal & veil are in her room. 1826
Miss Mitford tillage Ser. 11. (1863) 451 The thickest and
bnghtest red cardinal that ever came out of a woollen,
draper's shop. 1858 Thackeray Virgin, xxxii. I1878) 248.
4. = Cardinal-bird ; see 7.

1756 P Browne Jamaica 467 The Cardinal. This bird is
frequently imported from South Carolina. 1851 J 'oy. Mau.
ritius iv. 160 The cardinal, though scarcely larger than a
bullfinch, is conspicuous for his bright scarlet plumage.
5. slang. ' Mulled red wine .

II 6. In plural for the adj. with a sb. pi.). —
cardinal points, winds, virtues.numbers, muscles, etc.
1398 Trevisa Barlh. De P. R. vm. vi. (14951 3°4 The

endes of this lyne that hyghte Axis ben pyghtc in the poles
and hyghte Cardinales. 1735 P. Gordon Geog. Anat., It is
impossible to distinguish properly in it anyone of the inter-
mediate points of the compass

; nay, or so much as two of
the four cardinals themselves. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852)
II. 402 Philosophy .. classes the virtues under the four
cardinals of prudence, fortitude, temperance, and justice.
1816 J. Smith Se. t, Art II. 183 Each segment between the
several cardinals and their compounds, is subdivided into
four equal portions. 1841-71 T. R. Joses Anim. Kingd.
553 Three pairs [of muscles] . . denominated respectively
'adductors', 'cardinals', and 'accessory cardinals'. 1871
Roby Lot. Gram. 1

. 442 The genitive plural of the cardinals
and distributives.

III. 7. Comb, (all in sense 1), as cardinal-
making vbl. sb.

; cardinal-bird, grosbeak, a
North American singing-bird {Cardinalis virgi-
nianus) with scarlet plumage

; cardinal's (+ car-
dinal) hat, the red hat worn by a cardinal, taken
typically for his dignity or office; cardinal lace,
the name of a modern pattern of lace ; cardinal
spider (see quotA Also Cardinal flower.
180a Bingley Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 161 The "Cardinal

Grosbeak . . is an inhabitant of several parts of North
America. 1885 Lady Brassey /* Trades 422 Cardinal
gros-beaks iPelylus Cardinalis) are a kind of Virginian
nightingale. 1538 Bale Thre Lames 1225 And as moch
besydes he had not longe afore For a 'Cardynall hatte.
183a (i. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 349 The devices
of a cock and a Cardinal's hat. 1881 Daily News 12 Sept.
3/5 'Cardinal laces are still wanted. 1662 Fuller Worthies
(1840) I. iv 16 This custom of "cardinal-making. 1883 Wixm
in Gd. Words Dec 762/1 The common House-spider, .some-
times grows to an enormous size, and it is then known by
the name of the "Cardinal Spider.

Cardinalate (ktV-idioJUrt), sb. [a. F. cardin-
alat ;It. cardinalato), ad. med.L. cardindldtus

;

see -ate 1.] The office or dignity of a cardinal

;

the rank of a cardinal church.
164s Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 170 Bearing also the title of

a Cardinalate. 1716 Pope Let. to Swift 20 June, I have
not the least hopes of the Cardinalat. 1839 James LouitXIV

, II. 105 The refusal, .to nominate De Retz to the Car-
dinalate.

T Ca rdinalate, v. Obs. Also 6 -ite. [f.

Cardinal sb. + -ate 3.]

trans. To raise to the rank of cardinal.
•577 Holinshf.d Chron. IIL 1167/1 Polydor . . affirmeth

him to lie cardinalited by Pope Nicholas 5. 1620 Br. Hall
Hon. Mar. Clergie 1. xxi. (16281 763 Panormitan was car-
dinalated by an intruding Pope.

Cardinal-flower. [From its scarlet colour,
like that of a cardinal's robe or hat. (In F. car-
dinal rouge; also cardinale bleue.)] The Scarlet
Lobelia (L. cardinalis), a native of North America,
cultivated for the splendour of its blossoms, b.
Blue cardinalf/oiver : (rare) for L. syphilitica.
1698 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XX. 405 American Scarlet

Cardinal-Flower. 1767 J. Abercrombie Ev. Man his own
Oarrf (1803) 233 Perennials and biennials of the fibrous
rooted tribe

. crimson cardinal flower. 1821 J. DaviesMan„„l Mat. Med T.obeliai or filue Cardinal
Flower. Lobelia Syphilitica. ,868 I.ossing Hudson a The
splendid Cardinal flower, .glowinglike a flame

Cardinalic, a- rare. [f. Cardinal sb. + -ic]
Pertaining to a cardinal. So Carolina lical a.

1650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo 32 The Cardinalical party, il

mean the Jesuitical). 1886 Fortnum in Archxol. L. 120
Some bronze casts from other cardinalic seals.

Ca'rdinali sll, a. rare- 1
, [see -I8H 1

.] Sa-
vouring of a cardinal.
1614 T. Scott Aphor. State 13 It not onely sheweth the

Cardinalish Prince, but that which lyeth next vnder.

Cardinalism. [see -ism: inF. cardinalisme.]
The institution or system of cardinals.

#
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. 11. 33 Cardinalism receiving

its form and essence from the Pewer of the Pope. 1849
Clough Remains 11869) I- 148 Papa PfyfTer (my landlord 1

. .protests against cardinalism loudly.

Ca rdinali st. Hist, [see -ist. In F. car-

dinaliste, a partisan of Cardinal Richelieu or Maz-
arin.] A partisan of cardinals or of a cardinal.
Applied esp. to the adherents of Cardinal Granvella during

the Dutch revolt from the Spanish rule in the 16th c.

1650 R. Stapylton Strada's Low-C. Warres iv. 81 The fac-
tion of the Cardinalists. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. I. 390
They stigmatized all who refused to enter into their league
as cardinalists.

Cardinalitial (kaadinali j'al), a. [f. L. type
*cardindlici-us (cf. It. cardinalizio, F'. cardinalice):

see -ITIAL.] Pertaining to cardinals as a class.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals II. i. 108 The Cardinalitial
Authority is great. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. III. 06
Renewing his attack against the Jesuits, .with the aforesaid
cardinalitial success. 1849 Rock Ch. 0/Fathers II. 70 All
the other cardinalitial robes.

Cardinalitian (kaudinali/'an), a. [f. as prec.

+ -an.] = prec.

1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. III. 95 Advanced to the
Cardinalitian eminency. 1770 Barrett! Joum. Genoa II.

68 Badajoz . . is no very cardinalitian residence. 1866 Daily
Tel. 30 Oct.. The Cardinalitian discourse.

t Cardina'lity. Obs. [f. on L. type *cardind-
litds : see -ITY.J Condition of a cardinal ; car-

dinalate.

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. exevi. [excii.] 605 All his
Cardynalles to be putte out of their Cardynalyties. 1616
Brent tr. Sarpis Counc. Trent (1676) 615 The Archbishop
of Otranlo, and others, who aimed at the Cardinality.

Ca rdinalize, v. Obs. [a. 16th c. F. car-

dinaliscr : see -ize.j

1. trans. To raise to the rank of a cardinal.
1616 R Sheldon Surv. Miracles Ch. Rome 306 His camall

kinred, whereof, he hath. . cardanalized diuers.

2. humorously. To make scarlet.

1653 Crquhart Rabelais 1. xxxix, Crayfishes, which are
cardinalised with boyling.

Cardinally ka-jdinali), adv. [f. Cardinal a.

+ -LY-.] Fundamentally, pre-eminently.
1866 P. G. Medd in Ch. t, World 348 That cardinally

important subject. 1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 36
Our own [agej is characteristically and cardinally an epoch
of transition.

Humorous perversion of carnally (cf. cardinal
sins).

1603 Shaks. Meat, for M. 11. i. 81 My wife, who, if she
had bin a woman Cardinally giuen, might haue bin accus'd
in fornication.

t Ca rdinalri C. Obs. [see-Ric; cf. bishopric]
= Cardinalate.
1688 R. Holme Armoury n. 37 Lesser dignities, as. Car.

dinalricks, archbishoprics, etc

Cardinalship kiidirulljip). [f. Cardinal sb.

+ -SH1P.] The state or office of a cardinal ; tenure
of office of a cardinal.

537 ?Tindalf. Exp. St. John 64 All his doctrine .. of
benefyces . . cirdinalships. 1651 Reliq. Wotton. 656 <R.)
During the time of his cardinalship. 1763 W. F. Martyn
Geog. Mag. 11. 332 In elevating foreign prelates to the car-
dinalships. 1871 Athenxum 8 June 713/1 Montalto's car-
dinalship was passed in worries.

t Ca-rdine, a. Obs. [Badly f. Gr. mpSi-a + -ink.]

= Cardiac.
1769 Whytt Vital Motions in Phil Trans. LX. 34 The

cardine nerves.

Cardines, pi. of Cardo.
Carding U'JdW, vbl. sb\ Also 5 gardyng.

[f. Card »~
-r -inoI ; with the form gardyng cf.

OF. guerder = carder (I.ittnf Suppl.).]

1. The dressing of wool, cotton, etc. with cards

or in a carding-machine.
1468 in Ripon Ch. ActsitZZi) 134 Spynnyng et cardyng

in festo S. Mathi. a 1485 Pol. PoemsiiBs')) II. 284 Thei putt
owte of purse. As myche for gardyng, spynnyng, and
wevyng. 1717 Dk Foe Eng. Tratlesm . xlvii. 118411 II. 189
The carding is generally done by hired servants. 1851 Art
Jml. lllust. fatal, p. v"*/i The carding depends more on
the quality of the cards than upon any attention or skill in

the operatives.

b. concr. The carded product.
1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 170 The fibres of the

cotton, .when sufficiently combed are called cardings.

2. Torturing with wool-combs. Cf. Cauii 4.
1828 Heber Journ. India III. 348 The work of carding.

.

murder and robbery, goes on as systematically.

3. attrib. (sense 1), as in carding-cylinder, -mill,

room
;
carding-engine, -machine, a machine

for combing or cleansing wool or cotton, in which
a large cylinder set with cards works in connexion
with smaller cylinders and a hollow shell similarly

set with cards.

i860 Smiles Self-help ii. 35 One of the first, .to adopt the
"carding cylinder. 1795 Edin. Advertiser 6 Jan. 15 '3 The
whole Cotton Machinery, .consisting of five common card-
ing engines, etc 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf n 1 Towards
one end of this floor are distributed the carding-engines.
1822 J. Flint Lett. Amer. 72 A fulling.mil), a "carding-
mill, and a mill for bruising flax-seed. 1854 Mrs. Gaskell
North tf S. xiii, I began to work in a "carding room soon
after, and the fluff got into my lungs, and poisoned me.

Ca rding, vbl. sb.2 [f. Card v .
2 + -ing *,]

Card-playing. Also attrib.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VIf, ii. § 5 Where disyng, cardyng,
tenys pleiyng . . shalbe used. 1494 Bp. King Jonas 1618)
125 To erect dicing and carding houses. 1654 Trapp Comm.
Job xxxL 22 In Carding and Dicing he had often wished
himself hanged if it were not so and so. 1885 Pall Mall
G. 24 J une 2 The sole . . income was derived from the carding.

Carding (ka-jdii)\ a. [f. Card i>.i +
-ing -.] That cards ; as in Carding Bee m Carder
Bee (see Carder 1 i b).
1802 Bingley Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 288 The Carding

Bees nearly all perish in the winter.

Cardio- (ka jdi,u- ; with dissyllabic endings
ka idi|(7'-\ combining form of Gr. KapSia heart, as

in Cardiograph (-graf), [Gr. -ypa<j>os writing,

writer], an instrument which registers the motions
of the heart by tracing a curve on paper, etc.

Cardiography
( p grafi), [Gr. --yptn/x'a writing], a.

in anatomy, ' a description of the heart ' (Craig)

;

b. ' the application and use of the cardiograph

'

{Syd. Soc. Lex.). Cardiology (-p-ldd^i), [Gr.
-A0710. discourse], knowledge of, or a treatise on,

the heart. Cardiometer -p mlt3i), [Gr. -n>Tp< y

measure], an instrument for measuring the force

of the heart's action ; also ftg. ; hence Cardio-
metrlcal( ametrikal),a. Cardiometryt-r 11^ 11^.
[Gr. -ftfTpia measurement!, ' the measurement of

the size of the heart by percussion and auscultation
'

{Syd. Soc. Lex.). Cardiopathy (-fvpabi), [Gr.
vaBla suffering], disease of the heart.

1870 S. Gee Auscult. * Percuss, iii. 48 The "Cardi-
ograph is an instrument invented by Chauveau and Marcy
whereby the movements of the cardiac impulse may be
registered. 1847 Craig, ^Cardiology, i860 Reade Cloister

<V //. II. 334, I called little Kate's hand a "Kardiometer, or
heart-measurer, because it graduated emotion, and pinched
by scale. 1875 H. Wood Therap. 118791 151 The. .beat will

influence the mercurial column of the cardiometer. 1878
Rep. Smithsonian Inst. 423 Careful "cardiometrical studies
showing that the arterial pressure is not seriously affected.

1885 Lantct 1 Aug. 219/2 The commonest age at which the
"cardiopathy manifests itself. . is from forty to forty-six.

t Ca rdiogHO st. Obs. [ad. Gr. mpSioyvwor^,
f. xaptia heart + --ynio-rr/j knowing, knower.] One
who knows the heart.

1652 Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834* a7^ ^s if tney wcre his

cardiognosts, and fully versed in his intentions.

So f Ca rdiogno stic, a. and sb. ( = prec).
1640 Sir E. Dering Carmelite (164x1 39 You will make the

Saints to be Gnosttcks indeed, Cardiognosticks ! 1643 True
Informer 40 Greater Kardiognosticks than God Almightie.
< 1645 Howell Lett. 1650 I. 436 The omniscient Creator,

he is only kardiognostic 1656 in Blount Glossofr.

Cardioid (ka'jdiioid). Math. Also-oide. [ad.

Gr. KnpStoftlnjs heart-shaped, f. KapSin + ut>us form.]

A curve somewhat resembling a heart in shape.

If through a fixed point in the circumference of a circle

straight lines be drawn, intersecting the circle at different

points, and such that the length of each line on each side of

the point of intersection is equal to the diameter of the

circle, the extremities of these lines will trace out a cir.

dioid, having its cusp at the fixed point. The cardioid is

also traced out by a point in the circumference of one
circle rolling round the circumference of another equal to it.

1753 in Chambers Cycl. Supp., The Cardioide. 1851

Salmon Higher PI. Curve 11879) IX. 44 The curve is of the

form of a heart and is called the cardioide. 1879 Thomson
& Tait Nat. Phil. 1 . 1. 1 04 We have . . the case of a circle

rolling externally on another of equal size. The curve in

this case is called the Cardioid.

Cardiphonia (kardift?o nia\ [f. Gr. Kaphia

heart + -ipaivia, f. <pwvr) voice.] The title given to

a collection of letters by the Rev. John Newton

(1 781), intended to mean 'utterance of the heart',

in which sense it has been occas. used by later

writers.

1781 J. Newton (title) Cardiphonia, or Utterance of the

Heart. 1881 Contemp. Rev. 330 The work [In MemoriamJ
. .became at once a text-book and a cardiphonia.

Cardite (kaudait). Zool. A genus of molluscs

(Cardita) of the family Cyprinidx. [So in Fr.]

1851 Til. Ross tr. HumboLlfs Trav. I. vi. 204 The cardites,

the turbinites, the ostracites, and shells of small dimension.

Ii Carditis (kardai-tis). Med. [mod.I. f. Gr.

napSia + -itis.] Inflammation of the muscular

substance of the heart.

1783 Culi.en Wks. (1827 1 II. 69 Carditis and Pericarditis,

or the inflammations of the heart and Pericardium. 1836 9
Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 637/1 True carditis seems to be
generally admitted to be rare.

II Cardo ka rdo). PI. cardines (ka rdin/A
[L. cardo hinge

;
adopted in some special senses.]

+ 1. Astrol. in //.-Cardinal points. Obs.

1571 Digges Pantom. 1. xxix. I iij, The foure cardines or

quarters of the Horizon, a 1614 Fletcher Rollo iv. ii, How
are the cardines? 1660 H. More Myst. Godl. vll. xv. 341
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Starres and Planets do most potently act in the Cardines

of the Celestiall Theme, of which Imum Cceli is one.

f2. fig. A * hinge', turning-point. Obs.

a 1638 Mede Wks. 1. xxvi. (1672) 109 The main Cardo and

hinge of Repentance. 1657 Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1695)

89 This is the Cardo of the Dispute.

3. Conch. The hinge of a bivalve shell.

I7S5 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 31. 1789 G. White Selbomc

(X853I III, 19 The cardo passing for a head and mouth.

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. An. vii.429 The cardines.

Cardooer. Sc. [f. vb. cardoo, cardow, curdow,

expl. by Jamieson as ' To mend old clothes, patch,

botch ' : of uncertain origin.]

1837 Lockhart Scott ( 1839) Vll. 217 A little hunchbacked
tailor, .one of the race who creep from homestead to home-
stead . . the great gossips and newsmen of the parish,—in

Scottish nomenclature cardooers.

Cardoon (kaad/7-n). Forms : 5 cardoun, 7-8

cardon, 7- cardoon. Also 7-9 chardon, 8

chardoon. [a. 16th c. F. cardon cardoon, ad.

It. cardom (or Sp. cardon) great thistle, teasel,

cardoon, augm. of cardo:— L. cardus, carduus

thistle, cardoon, or artichoke. In origin, the

same word as F. chardon thistle, the northern

form of which, cardon, had appeared in ME. as

Cardoun.]
A composite plant (

Cynara Cardunculus), closely

allied to the Artichoke (see quot. 1845); a native

of the south of Europe and north of Africa, and

cultivated in kitchen-gardens, esp. on the continent,

for the fleshy stalks of the inner leaves, which are

made tender by blanching. (By Cotgrave applied

also to the similar Card of the Artichoke.)

The cardoon was prob. first cultivated in Northern France

in the 16th or?end of 15th) c. ; it is mentioned by Parkin-

son iParadisus 1629* under the name of Carduus esculentus

(Edible Thistle), and is said in Treas. Bot. to have been

first cultivated in England in 1656.

1611 Cotgr., Means, .spaces left for Cardoons betweene
rowes of Onyons. ibid. , Cardans, Cardoones ; the stalkes of

Artichokes, or of the white thistle, buried in the ground, or

otherwise vsed, to get them a whitenesse (excellent meat).

1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 974 The Cretanes use their

wilde Artichoke in the same manner that the Italians,

Spaniards and French use their Cardui or Chardons. 1658

Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 162 The Spanish chardons. 1796

C. Marshall Garden, xx. (18131 4 Blanch, .endive, beet, and
chardons by tying. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. vi. (1873) 119

Botanists are now generally agreed that the cardoon and
the artichoke are varieties of one plant. 1882 Mrs. Reeve
Cookery Housek. xxv. 325 Cardoons, this excellent

vegetable is little known in England.

||
Cardo-phagus. nonce-wd. PI. -gi. [f. Gr.

Kapdos (L. carduus) thistle + -<payos -eater.] A
thistle-eater, i. e. donkey.
1857 Thackeray Virgin, xix. (D.) Kick and abuse him,

you who have never brayed ; but bear with him, all honest

fellow-cardophagi.

t Cardou n. Obs. [a. ONF. cardon = central

F. chardon thistle = Pr. cardo, It. cardom, augm.

of Romanic cardo :—L. cardus, carduus thistle : cf.

Cardoon.] A thistle.

c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 645 Cardo, cardoun.

t Cardue. Obs. [ad. L. carduus.] A thistle.

1388 Wyclif 2 Kings xiv. 9 The cardue, that is a low
eerbe andful of thomes [1382 thistill], of the Liban sente to

the cedre. — 2 Chron. xxv. iS A cardue, ether a tasil

[1382 the thistill

f Carduel. Obs. [ad. L. carduelis.'] A gold-

finch.

1572 Bossewell Armorie in. 22 On a wreathe d'Or and
Sable, a CardueU volante, beaked and legged Argente.

Cardumome, obs. form of Cardamom.

t Cardus. Obs. rare -*«

1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5481/4 The Pannel with red Cardus
near the Crupper.

II Carduus (ka\idi«i#s). The Latin word for

' thistle
',

formerly sometimes used in Eng. as the

name of the Carduus bemdictus or Blessed Thistle

;

esp. attrib., as in f carduus posset, f water.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xxxvi. (1495) 625
Carduus ben thystels grete and smale. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado hi. iv. 73 Get you some of this distill'd carduus bene-
dictus and lay it to your heart, a 1613 Overbury A Wife
(1638) 204 He utters a most abominable deale of Carduus
water. 1647 Ashmole Diary (1774) 305 Taking a carduus
posset at night, and sweating upon it. 1789 W. Buchan
Dom. Med. (1790) 677 infusion ofCarduus. Infuse an ounce
of the dried leaves of carduus benedictus.

Cardyacle, cardynal : see Cardi-.

Care (ke^i), sb. 1 Forms : 1 caru, cearu, 2-4
kar(e, 4 car, 3- care. [Common Teut. : OE.
caru, cearu — O^. cara, OHG. chara, MHG. kar,

Goth, kara, trouble, grief, care, ON. kor (:—karu),

gen. karar, bed of trouble or sickness :—OTeut.
hard-. (In no way related to L. cura.)~]

f 1. Mental suffering, sorrow, grief, trouble. Obs.
Beowulf 1303 (Gr.) Cearu waes geniwod geworden in

wicim. c 1250 Hymn to God 33 in Trin. Colt. Horn. 259
Bring us ut of wo and kare. a 1300 Cursor M. 3212 Sara
. .dejed . . and Abraham for hir hadde care. ibid. 3612 {>ar

i lig her now, in bedd o care [Trin. wo]. 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. (Rolls) 3204 J>ys body 30W bar wij> wo & kare !

c 1430 Syr. Gener. 7256 Comen he is to doo vs care, c 1440
Pro/up. Parv. 62 Care, tristicia. 15. . Frere A Boye 23 in
Ritson Arte. Pop. P. 36 Euer she dyde the lytell boye care,
As fer forth as she dorste. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. viii. 5

Him to recomfort in his greatest care. 1648 Herrick
HesPer., Sorrowes succeed, When one is passed another

care we have, Thus woe succeeds a woe. 1718 Pope Iliad
xvn. 89 His words infix 'd unutterable care Deep in great

Hector's soul.

fb. Utterance of sorrow ;
lamentation, mourn-

ing. Clothing of care : mourning-dress. Obs.

a 1000 Ags. Ps. lxxviii. 11 Geonge for be gnornendra care

[getuittts], a 1300 Cursor M. 10419 Sco tok on hir clebing

0 care. Ibid. 10444, I se be leuedi ma sli care.

2. Burdened state of mind arising from fear,

doubt, or concern about anything
;

solicitude,

anxiety, mental perturbation ; also in pi. anxieties,

solicitudes. + Withoutcn care: without doubt,

f To be in care: to be troubled, anxious, concerned.
< 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxi. 34 On ofer-fylle and on drunc-

ennesse and bises lifes carum. a 1240 Saivles Warde in

Cot!. Horn. 255 Ich habbe beruore sar care, c 1297 K.

Glouc 457 Of he erl of Chestre ?e ne dorre abbe non
care. (1320 Cast. Loue 1509 O God hit is, wib-outen

care, Of alle schaftes schuppare. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. 1.

170 j>et beo}> cumbred in care * and cunncn not out-crepe.

c 1420 Sir Amadace xxxi, Gode Sirs, haue 5c no care.

1576 Gascoicne Steel Gl. <Arb.)6i In my glasse .. I can
perceive how kingdomes breed but care. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VI, 11. iv. 4 So Cares and Ioyes abound as Seasons
fleet. 1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin IV. 332 Fretting Care,

that kills aCat ! 1714T. Ellwood A utobiog. {1765) 92, I was
in care how to speak with some Friend about it. 1796 7
Coleridge Poems 118621 2 The sorrow-clouded breast of

Care. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 222 Cast all your cares

on God. 1884 I/lust. Loud. News 27 Sept. 307/3 Black care

who sits behind the horseman.

3. Serious or grave mental attention ; the charg-

ing of the mind with anything ; concern
;
heed,

needfulness, attention, regard
;
caution, pains.

1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke x. 40 Nis be nan caru [1160 care]

b;et min swustur let me amlipie benian. 1548 Uuall, etc.

Erasm. Par. Matt. xxvi. 116 Buryed with the busy care of

a noble man. x^8o Lyly Euphues t Arb.) 320 Dost thou now
commit Idolatne with them with-out care? 1616 R. C.

Times' Whis. v. 1673 Many . . only vse their care In dainty
banquetes. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. tv. 791 His Mother's
Precepts he performs with Care. 1742 Pope Dune. IV. 431
Rose or carnation was below my care. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth \ i860) Introd. 10 Mustaches which had lately been
arranged with some care. 1847 Tennyson Priuc. Prol. 171

As a parrot turns . . And takes a lady's finger with all care.

b. Const, of {arch.), for, and inf. Here, and in

0., the sense may pass, esp. in negative construc-

tion, to Regard arising from desire or estimation,

liking, inclination to orfor.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 427 Criste on the crosse for our care

deghit. 1590 Greene Poems (1861) 295 Care to live or

sweet delight in life Draws me. 1623 Lisle sElfric on O.

N. T. Judg., They worshipped the God ofheaven with care of

his commandements. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. i.xii. 52 Man,
which looks too far before him, in the care of future time.

1705 I- Norris in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 82 They stand in

care of nobody's censure. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxxviii,

If any care for what is here Survive in spirits render'd free.

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola I. (1880) Introd. 8 Public spirit.

.

its essence is care for a common good.

C. To have a care, + keep a care, take care.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 511 We will turne it finely off

sir, we wil take some care. 1590 — Mids. N. nr. i. 15 Good
Mounsieur haue a care the hony bag breake not. 1596
— Tarn. Shr. i.i. 191 He tooke some care To get her cun-

ning Schoolemasters to instruct her. 1610 — Temp. 11. i.

301 If of life you keep a care, Shake off slumber and be-

ware. 1677 Moxon Meek. Exerc. (1703) 221 You must take

great care, that the Solid Ball. .be. .exactly Spherical. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 160 Take a timely Care to bring

the Truants back. 1819 Byron Juan 1. xiii, For native

Spanish she had no great care. 1876 Black Madcap V.

xviii. 161 ' Have a care, Jack !' Peter called out.

4. Charge
;
oversight with a view to protection,

preservation, or guidance. In the address of a

letter or package * care of \
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6196 Noble knightes all, Wider care of

two kynges. 1560 Bible (Genev.) 2 Cor. xi. 28, I . . have the

care of all the Churches. 1647-8 Cottrell Damla's Hist.

Fr. (1678) 4 He left the Care of the whole Enterprize. 1710
Prideaux Orig. Tithes ii. 67 Upon the Evangelical Priest-

hood., is incumbent .. to take on them the Care of their

Souls. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 99, I commend thee to the

care of God. 1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxiii. 230
* I'll take her under my care.' 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho.,

Address to Nemo, care of Mr. Krook. 1875 Jevons Money
(1878) 207 The ship-master, .is obliged to retain the identical

cases committed to his care.

b. Hence To have the care of, take care of, etc.

xS79ToMSONCrt/wVj Sertn. Tim. 363/2 O Lorde. .1 thanke
thee, for that thou vouchsafest to haue care vppon so

wretched a creature as I am. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Luke x.

32 [He] brought him into an Inne, and tooke care of him.

1611 Bible Pref 2 It doth certainely belong vnto Kings to

haue care of Religion. 1620 Shelton Quix. III. xxxiii. 240,

1 desired this Waiting-woman to have a Care on him.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 37 P4 She has no Children to take

care of. 1847 Tennyson Princ. in. 69 She had the care of

Lady Ida's youth. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 173 You
take care of your money.

5. An object or matter of care, concern, or solici-
' tude.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. x. 37 Gathered the Princes .. To
taken counsell of their common cares. 1634 Bp. Hall
Occas. Med. § 123 The main care of any creature is self-

preservation. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. 1. §1. 1750 Gray
Elegy vi, Or busy housewife ply her evening care. 1812

Byron Ch. Har. l ix, Pomp and power alone are woman's
care. 1855 Tennyson To Maurice, Come, when no graver

cares employ. 1875 Jowett Plato led. 2) I. 298 He could

not himself spare the time from cares of state.

b. of persons and things. Cf. *youthful charged
1697 Dryden Virg. Past. 11. 59 Come to my longing

Arms, my lovely Care. 1704 Pope Messiah 49 The good
shepherd tends his fleecy care. 1735 Somerville Chase
11. 465 Each watchful Eye Fix'd on his youthful Care. 1863
Aytoun in Talesfr. Blackwood IX. 39 Wintry frosts shall
never see The rose that is my care !

6. Comb. a. attrib., as care-line, -wrinkle ; b.
objective, (a.) with pr. pples. forming adjs., as
care-bewitching, -bringing, -charming, -defying,
-droivning, -eluding; {b.) with vbl. sbs. or agent-
nouns forming sbs., as care-charmer, -killing, etc.

;

C. instrumental, as care-accloyed, -crazed, -crossed,

•encumbered, -fraught, -laden, -lined, -pined,

-scorched, -tired, -tuned, •untroubled, -wounded,
etc., and esp. care-worn ; also care-bed, a bed
of suffering or grief; f care-weed, mourning attire.

Also Cake-taker, -taking, etc.

1596 Kitz-Geffrey Sir F. Drake (1881)81 Poore *care-
accloyed pilgrime traveler. 01400 Sir Perc. Ixvii, The
kyng to Carebedd es gane. 1768 Ross Helenorc 56 (Jam.)
In care-bed lair for three lang hours she lay. i64S(Juarlks
Sol. Recant, vii. 5 *Care-bewitching sweets. 1597 Drayton
Mortimer. 72 Prest with a *care-bringing Crowne. 1592
Daniel Delia Wks. (1717) 415 "Care-Charmer Sleep, Son
of the sable Night. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, in. vii. 184 A
*care-crazed mother of a many sonnes. 1876 M. Arnold
Lit. $ Dogma 249 *Care- crossed, toil-stained millions.
x8o2 Lamb Corr. cxliii. (1870) 376 *Care-drowning night.
1730 Thomson Autumn 605 With every gentle *care-eluding
art. 1841 6 Longf. Bridge xii, Thousands of ''care-en-
cumbered men. 1835 Willis Pencillings II. lvii. 140 Their
*care-fraught profession. 1880 Hlrton Q. Anne III. xiv.

11 Whispers and *care-laden looks. 1603 Dkkker Grissilt
Wks. 1886 V. 1T5 Coy dames, who.. Fly the *care-pined
hearts that sue to them. 1610 Histriom. in. 68 Cast water
on the *care-scorcht face. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, m, ii.

92 My *care-tun'd tongue. x6n A. Stafford Niobe 11.241
(T.i [ The nightingale] begins to carol out her care-tuned
musick. 1794 Burns Wks. IV. 279 *Care-untroubl'd, joy-
surrounded, c 1500 Dcnbar Tua Mariit IVem. 422, I go to
the kirk, cled in *cair weid. 1828 Carlyle Muc. (1857)
219 His *careworn heart. 1856 Dickf.ns Lett. 11880) I. 443
A face too careworn for her years. 1882 Three in Norway
xix. 149 We met a very careworn-looking man. 1627 M ay
Lucan v. (T.) Cornelia, his *care-\vounded breast clasping.

tCare, **-2 Obs. Some kind of stuff. (Perh.

the same word as Cart.)
1429 Test. Ebor. (1836) I. 420 A russet cloke, lynd w* care

aboute ye schuldyrs. a 1440 Sir Eglam. Ixxi, Thys lady
was in care cladd.

Care (ke^j), sb? The name for the Mountain
Ash, in the south-west of England.
1849 Kingsley in Life 1. 173 (D.) Of old Dartmoor was a

forest . . its hill-sides clothed with birch, oak, and ' care
1880 W. Contw. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Care, the mountain ash.

Care vKe"3 -1 )* v. Forms : 1 carian, cearian,
2-3 carien, 3-4 car, kar, 4- care. [Com. Teut.

:

OE. carian = OS. caron, OHG. charon, -en, MHG.
caren, karn, Goth, karon :—OTeut. *karojan to

mourn, sorrow, have trouble, trouble oneself, f.

*kard- Care sb. l ~\

•fX. To sorrow or grieve. Obs.
a 1000 Crist 277 (Gr.) Hwaet bemurnest "flu ceari^ende.

a 1175 Cott. Horn. 243 pa. cearodon ha sunder hal3an. c 1230
Halt Meid. 27 Moni bing schal ham wra55en .. ant makie
to carien. 1350 Will, Paleme 3182 Whi carestow? sede be
quene. c 1400 Pol. Poems (18591 II. 4 The lond. .for defalte
of help hath longe cared. 1530 Palsgr. 475/1, I care for his
losses, ye me chagrine de ses pertes.

fb. To mourn, lament. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3212 Sarra. .deid. .and abraham can for

hir car, c 1386 Chaucer Clerkes T. 1156 Lat hym care and
wepe and wryng and waille.

2. f a. To be troubled, uneasy, or anxious (obs.).

b. To feel concern (great or little), be concerned,

trouble oneself, feel interest. Now only with for.
Becnuulf 1536 Na [man] ymb his lif ceara5. (21225 Ancr.

R. 48 Sore mei anoSer of hire fluht carien. c 1300 Beket
1573 Ich wole sigge . . whi ich carie so. c 1340 Cursor
M. 11675 (Fairf.), I care mare for a-nober bing. .1460
Towneley Myst. 88 (Matz) Ye nede not to care if ye folow
my sawe. 153S Coverdale i Sam. ix. 20 As for the Asses
. .care not thou for them for they are founde. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VI, in. i. 173 Those that care to keepe your royall

Person. 1611 Bible 2 Sam. xviii. 3 Neither if halfe of

vs die will they care for vs. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.
(1858) I. v. 421 He cared only. . for his own interests. 1861

Faber Hymn, ' Sweet Saviour,' Labour is sweet, for Thou
hast toiled ; And care is light, for Thou hast cared.

c. To be careful, to take care. Now only dial,

a 1593 H. Smith Ser>u, (1637) 302 It is not enough to heare
but you must care how you heare ; it is not enough to pray,

but you must care how you pray. Ibid. (1866) II. 47 Let
them which are down care to rise. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Jan. 200/2 Unless a man cares to fall her right, she'll break
all up.

3. To carefor : to take thought for, provide for,

look after, take care of. Also with indirect pass.

c 1230 Halt Meid. 5 He wile carien for hire. 1377 Langl.
P.Pl.B.u. 161 panne cared bei for caplus to kairen hem
bider. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xxxix. 17, I am poore & in

mysery, but the Lorde careth for me. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1.

i. 79 Who care for you like Fathers? 1676 Hale Contempt.
1. 183 He careth for us that knows what is fittest for us.

1858 Geo. Eliot Sc. Cleric. Life, Janet's Rep. xxv. 318 In-

finite Love was caring for her. 1887 Manch. Guard. 14
Apr. 7 The child had . . been well cared for.

4. In negative and conditionai construction : a.

Not to care passes from the notion of 'not to trouble
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CARE-AWAY. 116 CAREER.

oneself, to those of ' not to mind, not to regard

or pay any deference or attention, to pay no re-

spect, be indifferent '. Const.yiw, etc.

C1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/ Aymon vi. 139, I departed fro

my londe poure & exyled but I dyd not care for it. I53S

Coveroale Matt. xxii. 16 Master we knowe that thou ..

carest for no man. 1596 Spenser F. Q. ii. a. 18 Ne ought he

car d whom he endamaged By tortious wrong. 1610 Shaks.

Temp 1. i. 18 What cares these roarers for the name ot

King? 1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. v. 28 Full little caren

they To make their milkie mothers bleating stay. 171

1

Steele Sfect. No. 145 T4 The young Man is rich and, as

the Vulgar say, needs not care for any body. 1740 1 homson

Cast. Indel. il iii, I care not, Fortune, what you me deny,

a 1774 Goldsm. Hist. Greece II. 61 This important pass,

which Philip did not care attempting to force. 1816 J.

Wilson City 0/Plague 11. iv. 174 In thy embrace what do

I care for death. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1878) 3 Men had

almost ceased to care whether there be any moral order or

not 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 11 Cephalus appears

not to care about riches. 1883 Lloyd Ebb t, Fl. I. 18, 1 don t

care what people say.

(a.) with some strengthening word, as a fin, a

button, a straw, a rush, a fig, afarthing, a rap, etc.

1500 Spenser F.Q. i. ii. II He. .cared not for God or man

a point. 1633 Marmyon Fixe Coixpan. 11. i. 68, I do not

care a pin for her. 1709 Steele Taller No. 50, I do not

care a farthing for you. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. IV. xlvi. Not

that I care three damns what figure I may cut. j8*B Thau-

maturgus 23 If for the truth you care a button. 1856 R.

Valchan Mystics (i860) I. 4 A subject .. for which not ten

of your friends care a straw. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dax. Der.

236, I don't care a toss where you are. Ibid. 211 You sup-

pose I care a damn for that ? 1880 Si-urgeon Treas. Dav.

II. 4 Pharisees care not a fig for the Lord's hearing them.

(i.) Sc. To care na by : not to care about (it).

1788 E. Picken Poems I. 189 Jam.) Alake, she cared na

by. a 1796 Burns My Nannie 0. viii, Come weal, come

woe, I care na by.

b. Not to mind (something proposed) ; to have

no disinclination or objection, be disposed to. Now
only with if, though.

1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 18 Some for a fewe

tythes, with Cayn, careth not to lese the eternal! rychesse

of heuen. c 1500 .Marlowe Dido nr. v, So you'll love me, I

care not if I do. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 142, I care

not ifl be your Physitian. 1611 Florio, Scrckca il/uso. .a

light-heeled trull that cares not to home hir husband. 1646

Row Hist. Kirk 1 18421 324 We care not to lett you see what

we wrot up to the King. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811)

V. 265 Will you eat, or drink, friend?. .1 dont care if I do.

1841 Gresley C. Lever 58, I don't care if I go with you for

once.

5. To have a regard or liking for. Orig. only in

neg. or interrog. constructions (' not to regard ' as

in 4 a) ; now also in affirmative, but usually as the

alternative or negative of an implied negation.

a. To have a regard, liking, or inclination for

(a thing) ; to be inclined or disposed to, to think

it worth while to do.

1560 A. L. tr. Calvin's Foure Serm. iii. (R.) He cared for

nothing more then that kynde of lyfe. 1631 Gouge God's

Arrows in. §4. 189 Malice, .onely careth to satisfie its owne
venomous humour. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. ix. 275 We ..

baked of these Roots . . but none of us greatly cared for

them. 176a Goldsm. Nash 12 He never cared to give

money. 1868 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. I. 98 Few cared

for reformation ; many cared for destruction. 1875 Jowett
Plato led. 2) III. 511 They become rulers in their own city

if they care to be. 1883 H. Wace Gospel t, Wit*, ii. 36 The
main positions for which a Christian writer cares to contend.

b. To have regard, fondness, or attachment for
(a person).

c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 244, 1 care not

for hym that is ayenst my heart. 1590 Lodge F.ufhuet

Gold. Leg. (1887) 163 Creep not to her that cares not for

thee. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes 47 He_never car'd much
for her afterward. 1750 Lady Hervey in Bk. 0/ Days II.

299, I dread to see people I care for quite easy and happy.

1878 Mrs. Wood Porxeroy Ab. I. vL 93 She was sure she

cared for the lord at heart.

6. trans, in various senses : f a. To cause care

to, trouble (obs.). f b. To care for, regard (obs.).

C. To take care of, guard, preserve with care (dial.).

(1230 Ilali Meid. 29 Lutel barf be carien for bin anes

liueneo.] c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T.ni Nay ther of care

thee noght quod Nicholas, c 1420 Iudiciutx (1822) 13 The
day is comen of Catyfnes all those to care that ar uncleyn.

c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottiei Chron. 301 (Jam.) He cares you
not in his just quarrell. 1612 Jas. I in Ellis Orig. Lett. I.

266 III. 106 Ye fittill care youre olde freindis. 1628 Felt-
ham Resolves I. 76 lL.) Care them [jewels] up, and wear
them but on festivals. 1881 Mrs. P. O'Donoghl-e LadV, s

on Horseb. vi. 84 If you care your things . . it is surprising

how long they may lie made to serve.

Care, var. of Chare, Obs.

Careage (see qnot.). [? for Caruage.]
1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb., Careage is a term

sometime used in Agriculture, and signifies the Ploughing
of Ground, either ordinary ; or extraordinary. 17*7 so in

Bradley Fain. Diet.

Careatides : see Caryatid.

t Care-away, phr. and sb. Obs.

a. An exclamation ofmerriment or recklessness
;

' care begone 1 away with care
!

' Hence, a reckless

fellow, roisterer, b. Something that drives away
care (with a pun on caraway, quot. 1633).
1440 Promp. Paro. 61 Care-awey, sorowles, tristicia

procul. 1471 Ripley Cotnp. Alch. v. xxxvi. in Ashm. (1652)

157 Hay hoe, careaway, lat the cup go rounde. 1575 New-
ton tr. Lemnie's Complex. 99 (D.) Wanton yonkers and wil-

full Careawayes. 1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log. 1. xix. 71 b,

False forsworne knaves, desperate careawaies. c 1633 T.

Adams Wks. (1862) II. 466(D.) If worldly troubles come too

fast upon a man, he hath a herb called care-away.

Careck(e, careet, careke, obs. ff. Carrack.

t Ca're-cloth. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6 carke-

cloth. [Etymology uncertain

:

Palsgrave's ' carde, clothe (?read carde-clothe) for brides

'

seems to be the same word, and, if not merely ablunder,would
seem to point to identity of the first element with Carde.
Some have conjectured F. carre sb. or carri adj., square

;

the word can hardly be Care sb. 1
,
though that sense has

been played on.]

A cloth formerly held over (or placed upon) the

heads of the bride and bridegroom as they knelt

during the marriage-service.

Cf. med. L. jugalis, for which Du Cange quotes an ex-

ample of 4th c, snowing that it denoted a cloth placed upon
the head of the bride and the shoulders of the bridegroom.

1530 Palsgr. 203/1 Carde, clothe for brides : they [i.e.

the French] use none. 1534 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furxit.

(1866) 204 A care cloth of sUke domex. 1550 in Surrey Ch.
Goods (1809) 42 A care cloth of silk. 155a Ibid. 12 Item a
carke clothe. Ibid. 63 Item on lynyn care cloth. 1559
Fabyan vii. 716 Thei cam foorthe, and kneled before the

altare alt the masse tyme, and the care clothe was holden.

1614 W. Whateley t title} A Care-Cloth, or a Treatise of the

Cumbers and Troubles of Matrimony. 1878 Rock Text.

Fair. 72 The care cloth was a sort of canopy held overthe
bride and bridegroom as they knelt for the nuptial blessing.

Careen (kan~n), si. Naut. Also 6-7 carine,

7 oarene, oareene, 8 oreen. [a. F. carine fern., keel,

in phrases such as en carine — ' on the careen ',

helped by the use of the verb.]

1. The position of a ship laid or heeled over on

one side. On (upon) the careen : turned over on

one side for repairing, or by stress of weather, etc.

1591 Hon. Actions E. GUmhatn, Which compeld them
to lie vpon the carine, to stop their Jeakes. 16*7 Capt.

Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 13 Breaming her . . either in

a dry dock or vpon her Careene. c 1645 Howell Lett. I.

1. xxviii, Many Gallics, and Galeasses . . either in Cours,

at Anchor, in Dock, or upon the Carine. 1651 — Venice

36 She hath bin so often trimmd, putt upon the Carine,

and metamorphosed. 1678 Loud. Gaz. No. 1359/4 The
Algierine . . had so great a hole made in her, that [s]he

was brought to her Carene. 1707 Ibid. No. 4380/2 We
saw him on the Careen [from being struck between wind
and water). 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (17801 L iij b,

When a ship is laid on a careen, every thing is taken out of

her. 1798 Naval Chrox. (1709) I. 171 A broadside, which
laid him on a creen. 1836 Marryat Pirate iii, The [ship]

righted from her careen.

2. The process of careening : see the vb.

1711 W. Rogers Voy.(iyA) 217 The Dutchess began to

make ready for a careen.

3. A careening over. (See the vb. 4.)

1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hurt. i. 6 The charm [of the camel]

is not . . in the movement, the noiseless stepping, or the

broad careen.

Careen (ksurn), v. Naut. Forms: 6-7 oa-

rene, 7 carine, (oareene, oarreene, caren, oar-

rine, 7-8 oarreen, 8 oreen), 7- careen, [cor-

responds to mod.F. can'ner, earlier cariner, Sp.

carenar, It. carenare, f. F. carine, Sp. or It. carena

keel :—L. carina keel.

(The precise source of the vb. does not appear ; it may
even have been f. the sb. : the Fr., Sp., It. verb is not in

Cotgr., Minsheu, Florio.)]

1. trans. To turn
v
a shipN over on one side for

cleaning, caulking, or repairing ; to clean, caulk,

etc. (a ship so turned over).

1600 Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III, A fit place to carene the

ship. 1618 Digby Voy. MeditAiteS) 56 To stay att Milo to

carine and fitt her. 1681 Wheler jourx. Greece 1. 28 A
Fountain of Pitch . . with which they caren Vessels. 1687

B. Randolph Archipel. 11 To carine his ship. 1747 Col.

Records Penn. V. 71 His Sloop cou'd not go to Sea without

being Careen'd. 1849 W. Irving Columbus III. 25 Finding

a convenient harbor, .he unloaded and careened his vessels.

fig. 17*3 H. Walpolk Corr. (18371 II. 189. After an Irish

voyage I do not wonder you want careening.

to. transf. Humorously To careen a wig.

1675 Character Town Gallant 5 He. .pulls out his Comb,
Carreens his Wigg. 170a Eng. Theophrast. 53 He [the

beau] is two long hours careening his wi^. 170a Poet

Banter'd 48 Swiming Line careend with Flies.

2. absol.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. xvi. 443 A fine small Cove .
.

fit to

Careen in. 1790 Beatson Nat: * Mil. Mem. I. 227 The
Commodore . . informed the Captains, that his orders were

. . to careen, and refit. iBai Byron yuan ill. xx, He left

his ship . . With orders to the people to careen.

fit- '737 M. Green (1B07) 173 Once in seven years

I m seen At Bath or Tunbridge, to careen. 1874 Sat. Rev.

19 Jan. (Hoppe) We got him safe to Eskmount . . There he

is at present, careening, and the ladies take the best care

possible of him.

b. Said of the ship itself.

1667 Lond. Gas. No. 145/3 Some that were driven to shore,

were since forced to unlade and Carine. 1670 Marvell
Let. Mayor Hull Wks. I. 155 Liberty for our ships to

careen and victual in any of his ports. 17JO Lond. Gaz.
No. 5827/1 The Barfleur. .is now carreening.

8. trans. To cause (a ship 1 to heel over.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xii. (1859) 281 Do you mean
to careen the ship that you have all run to the starboard

side? 1836 Marryat Pirate xi, The heavy blows of the

seas upon the sides of the vessel careened and shook her.

4. intr. ' A ship is said to careen when she in-

clines to one side, or lies over when sailing on a
wind ' (Smyth Sailor's Word-ik.).

a 1763 Shenstone Love A> Hon. 99 The fleet careen'd, the
wind propitious fill'd The swelling sails. 176a Falconer
Shipwr. 11. 32 Careening as if never more to right. 1863
Dicey Federal St. I. 4 The ship staggered, careened, and
reeled, as wave after wave came thundering on her. 1883
G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads ix. 76 If the wind is strong
then the yachts careen over to the very verge of safety.

Careenage (kar;ned,7,\ [f. Careen v. + -age
;

cf. F. carenage] a. The careening of a ship

;

ellift. the expense of this. b. A careening-place

(cf. anchorage).
In sense b the Fr. carenage is much used, esp. in W.

Indies, and parts of N. America.
1794 Sir J. Jervis in Naval. Chron. X, 462 The Asia and

Zebra were appointed . . to enter the careenage. 18*9 Lond.
ExcycL V. 161 Careenage is the place where the operation
is performed, and also the money given for careening. 1841
Orderson CreoUana v. 45 The wnole line of the carenage
being . . one continuous sloping bank of slime.

attrib. 1877 Kinglake Crimea V. ii. 372 [He] crossed the
Careenage Ravine.

Caree ning, vb/. sb. [f. as prec. + -m
The action of trie verb Careen.
1668 in Wilkins Real. Char. 283. 1693 in Capt. Smith's

Seaman's Graix. xvi. 76 Careexixg, is bringing a Ship to lye
down on one side while they trim and caulk the other.

1833 Brewster Nat. Magic, vi. 141 They were greatly
heeled-to on one side, or in the position called careening.
attrib. 1697 Dampier Voy. 1. iii. 38 A good careening

place. 1700 Beatson Nav. * Mil. Mem. II. 52 The ca*
rcening-wharfs, etc. are entirely decayed.

Career (kari»\i), sb. Forms : 6-7 carriere,

careere, ;6 carire, -eire, carrire), 6-8 carier(e,

carrier, -eer, 7 oarrere, carere, (oarrear, -eere,

-eir, oareir), 6- career, [a. F. carriere race-

course ; also career, in various senses ; = It., Pr.

carriera, Sp. carrera road, career :— late L. car-

rdria (via) carriage-road, road, f. carr-us wagon.
The normal Central Fr. repr. of late L. carraria is OF.

charriere, still usual in the dialects ; it is not clear whether
carriere is northern, or influenced by It. or Pr.]

f 1. The ground on which a race is run, a race-

course ;
also, the space within the barrier at a

tournament, b. transf. The course over which
any person or thing passes

;
road, path. way. Obs.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622)286 It was fit for him to go to

the other end of the Career. 1642 Howell For. Trav.
(Arb.) 46 In the carrere to Her mines, a 1649 Drumm. of
Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 6 Rowse Memmon's mother .

.

That she thy [Phoebus'] career may with roses spread. 1651
Howell Vexice 39 Since the Portuguais found out the

carreer to the East Indies by the Cape of Good Hope. 1751
Chambers Cycl., Career, or Carter, in the manage, a place

inclosed with a barrier, wherein they run the ring.

t 2. Of a horse : A short gallop at full speed

(often in phr. to pass a career). Also a charge,

encounter (at a tournament or in battle). Obs.

1571 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633) 139 Seven tall men .

.

made sundry Carreers and brave Turnaments. 1591 Har-
ington Orl. Fur. xxxviii. 35 (N.) To stop, to start, to pass

carier. 1598 Barret Theor. IVarres v. ii. 142 The Lanciers

. . ought to know how to manage well a horse, run a good
carrier, etc 1617 Markham Caval. 11. 203 To passe a
Cariere, is but to runne with strength and courage such a
conuenient course as is meete for his ability. 1667 Milton
P. L. 1. 766 Mortal combat or carreer with Lance. 1751

Chambers Cycl., Career, .is also used for the race, or course

of the horse itself, provided it do not exceed two hundred
paces. 1764 Harmer Observ. xxvii. vi. 284 Horses, .walking

in state and running in full career.

t b. ' The short turning of a nimble horse, now
this way, nowe that way' (liaret Alvearie.

; transf.

a frisk, gambol. Obs.

1577 Holinshed Chrox. III. 809/1 Manie a horsse raised

on high with carrier, gallop, turne, and stop. 1594 md
Rep. Fauslus in Thorns Pr. Rom. 118581 III. 338 Careers

and gambalds. 1509 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. i. 132 The king is a

good king, but . . he passes some humors, and carreens*.

3. By extension : A running, course (usually im-

plying swift motion)
;
formerly [like Fr. carriere]

applied spec, to the course of the sun or a star

through the heavens. Also aislr. Full speed,

impetus: chiefly in phrases like in full career,

t to take, give (oneself or some thing) career, etc.,

which were originally terms of horsemanship(see2).

c i«j4 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. 1 1846) L 55 Theie . . tooke

privilie there carier abowte, and violentlie assailed the tents

of there adversaries. 1591 Spenser Ruins 'Time xvi. As ye

see fell Boreas. .To stop his wearic ciriere suddenly. 1616

T. H.Caussin'sHolyCrt. 31 Dolphins, .leape and bound with

full carrere in the tumultuous waues. 1667 Milton P. L.

iv. 353 The Sun.. was hasting now with prone carreer To
th' Ocean lies. 01677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 III. 35

Sooner may we.. stop the Sun in his carriere. 176a Fal-

coner Ship-tvr. 11. 258 Vast torrents force a terrible career.

1810 Scott Lady of L. ill. xiii, Stretch onward on thy

fleet career ! 1863 Mary Howitt tr. F. Bremer's Greece If.

xvi. 137 Away we went in full career with the waves and

the wind.

b. Hawking. (See quot.)

1717-51 Chambers Cycl., Career, in falconry, is a flight or

tour of the bird, about one hundred and twenty yards.

4. fig.
(from 2 and 3) Rapid and continuous

'course of action, uninterrupted procedure' (J.);

formerly also, The height, ' full swing' of a person's

activity.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. iii. 250 Shall quips and sen-

tences, .awe a man from the careere of his humour? t6xi

IVint. T. L ii. 286 Stopping the Cariere Of Laughter,

with a sigh. 1603 Florio Montaigne 1. ix. (1632) 15 He
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takes a hundred times more cariere and libertie unto him-
selfe, than hee did for others. 1643 W. Burton Beloved
City 57 Antichrist, in the full course and carrere of his

happynesse. 1663 Cowley Verses Ess. (1669) 35 Swift as

light Thoughts their empty Carriere run. 1675 Traherne
Chr. Ethics xxv. 389 Quickly stopt in his careir of vertue.

1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat. ix. 174 Not to permit the reins

to our passions, or give them their full carreer. 1767 For-
dyce Serm. Yng. Women II. viii. 29 A . . beauty . . in the

career of her conquests. 1848 MACaulay .///si. Eng. II. 599
In the full career of success.

6. A person's course or progress through life

(or a distinct portion of life), esp. when publicly

conspicuous, or abounding in remarkable inci-

dents ;
similarly with reference to a nation, a

political party, etc. b. In mod. language (after

Et. carriere) freq. used for : A course of professional

life or employment, which affords opportunity for

progress or advancement in the world.
1803 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. II. 424 A more difficult

negotiation than you have ever had in your diplomatic
career. 1815 Scribbleomania 200 That great statesman's

public career, i860 Motley Netherl. (i860) I. i. 7 A history

. . which records the career of France, Prussia, etc. 1868

Geo. Eliot F. Holt 20 Harold must go and make a career

for himself. 1884 Contemp. Rev. XLVL 99 An artist, even
in the humblest rank, had a career before him.

Career (kari« j), v. For forms see the sb.

+ 1. intr. To take a short gallop, to 'pass a

career '
; to charge (at a tournament) ; to turn this

way and that in running (said of a horse) ; also

fig. Also trans, with cognate object. Obs.

1594 Willobie Aviso. Fij, Shamelesse Callets. .That, .can

carire the whores rebound, To straine at first, and after

yeeld. i6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. 52 His horse of a
fierce courage carrierd as he went. 1672 Villiers (Dk.
Buckhm.) Rehearsal (1714) 87 How we Tilt and Career.

2. trans/, and fig. To gallop, run or move
at full speed. (Also to career it.)

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 87 If 's tongue doth not career 't

above his wit. 1679 Sc. Pasquils (1868) 248 Episcopie
must quit the cause, And let old Jack carrear boys. 1795
Southey Joan of Arc 1. 368 When Desolation royally

careers Over thy wretched country. 1823 Scott Peveril
v, The little Julian was careering about the room for the

amusement of his infant friend. 1851 Houselu Narrative 13
Two heavy seas, .careered towards one another. 1856 Mrs.
Browning ..4 nr. Leighm. 331 Sap. .Careering through atree.

3. trans. To make (a horse) career.

1829 W. Irving Cong. Granada lxxxiii. (1856) 450 A Moor
is born . . to career the steed . .and launch the javelin.

4. To move swiftly over. (Cf. 'run the streets
9

.)

1830 W. Phillips Alt. Sinai U 47 In living clouds career-

ing the expanse, These fleck the firmament.

Hence Careerer, Caree ring' vbl. sb. and ppl.

a., Careeringly adv.

1844 Blackw. Mag. 691 Careerers of the skies! 1627 Bp.

Hall Heav. vpon Earth vii. 80 All . . fall to plunging and
careering. 1817 Coleridge Sibyl. Leaves (1862)66 The mad
careering of the storm. 1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe (1871)

48 The careeringest billow. 1667 Milton P. L. VI. 756
Careering Fires. 1838 De Quincey Whs. XIV. 295 Huge
careering leaps. 1832 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. 272, 1 came
down waveringly, careeringly, flourishingly.

Carefox, obs. form of Carfax.
Careful (ke>iful), a. Forms : 1 carfull, cear-

fui, 3, 5 karefull, 4-5 earful, 6 Sc. cairfull, 3-
careful. [OE. earful, cearfui, f. caru care + -ful.]

T 1. Full of grief ; mournful, sorrowful ; also (of

cries, etc. ), expressing sorrow. Obs.

a 1000 Soul's Address 15 CleopaJ? bonne swa cearfui . . se
gaist to 3am duste. 1205 Lay. 16761 Duden of claSes
karefulle cnihtes. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 441 pey crieden alle

o cry a carefull note. 1470-85 Malory Arthur (1816) I. 161

A careful widow wringing her hands and making great
sorrow. C1505 Dunbar Tua mariit Wem. 418 My clokis

thai ar caerfull in colour of sabill. 1592 Daniel Compl.
Rosamond, Her Tears upon her Cheeks (poor careful Girl !).

1599 Parismus 11. (1661) 26 To . . ease her careful heart.

2. Full of care, trouble, anxiety, or concern ;

anxious, troubled, solicitous, concerned, arch.
a 1000 Gutltlac 549 (Gr.) Cwxdon cearfulle Criste lao"e to

GuSlace. a 1300 CursorM. 231 16 paa care-ful eth sal be to
kene. c 1400 Rowland Ot. 1066 He crakkede full many a
carefull croun. 1535 Coverdale Tobias v. 12 That I make
the not carefull, I am Azarias. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Matt.
vi. 34 Be not careful therefore for the morrow. 1606
Marston Fawne in. Wks. (1856) 63 Necessarie as sleepe To
carefull man. 1714 Steele Arriv. Ulysses, The King arose,
and beat his careful Breast. 1814 Byron Lara 1. xx, It is a
sight the careful brow might smooth.
o. Full of care or concern for, attentive to the

interests of, taking good care of.
a 1000 Lambeth Ps. xxxix. 18 (Bosw.) Drihten earful o55e

ymhydig is mines. 1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. xv. 19 They
that were in the cite, were most carefull for those which
were to fight. 1553 Bale Vocacyon in Harl. Misc. (Main.)
I. 357 A woman . . which was to me a carefull creature.
1590 Shaks. Err. r. i. 79 My wife more carefull for the
latter-borne. 1594 — Rich. Ill, 11. ii. 96 Bethinke you like
a carefull Mother Of the young Prince your sonne. 1732
Pope Ep. Bathurst 13 Then careful Heav'n supply'd two
sorts of men. 1795 Southey Joan of Arc vm. 47 She ..

stretch'd forth her careful hands To ease the burthen. 1850
Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vi. 38 Be careful of the horses,
Sam. .don't ride them too fast.

4. Applying care, solicitous attention, or pains to
what one has to do

; heedful, painstaking, attentive

_
to one's work

; circumspect, watchful, cautious.
C1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 172 Curiosus, earful. 1583

Golding Calvin on Dent. xxii. 129 That they should be the

earnester and carefuller in teaching their children. 1588
Shaks. Titus A. iv. iii. 21 Goe get you gone, and pray be
carefull all, And leaue you not a man of warre vnsearcht.
1640 Bp. Hall Episc. I. vii. 29 The carefullest Ambassador
may perhaps swerve from his message. 1845 Graves in
Encycl. Metrop. (1847) II. 752/1 Dionysius of Halicarnassus,
a careful and learned antiquary, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1.

§ 22. 155. I felt just sufficient fear to render me careful.

1878 Morley Crit. Misc. 192 None the less careful, minute,
patient, systematic, in examining a policy.

b. Const, to do a thing, that a thing be done, or
with relative clause.

1579 Lyly Euphties (Arb.) 144 The master would be more
carefull what he did teach. 1622 Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer
(1661) 40 Careful to maintain the ancient usage. 1677
Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 48 Be very careful that the
Spindle stand exactly Perpendicular. 1771 Junius Lett.
xlviii. 252 He was careful not to assume any ofthose powers.
1820 Hoyle's Games Hnpr. 431 Be careful that they are
neither thrown about nor changed. 1836 Macgillivray
tr.Htimboldt's Trav. 290 Both males and females are careful
to ornament their persons with paint.

+ 5. Applying care to avoid; on one's guard
against, cautious, wary. Obs.
1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 446 Not disdainefull to con-

ferre, but careful to ofFende. 1666 Spurstowe Spir. Chym.
(1668) 217 Be more careful of doing anything to lose your
Peace. 1711 Steele Spcct. No. 118 p 2 Orestilla is . . par-
ticularly careful of new Acquaintance. 1728 R. Morris
Anc. Archit. 91 Ever careful of acting so indiscreetly.

f 6. Causing trouble or fear, dreadful. Obs.
C1340-70 Alex. <$• Bind. 158 Careful cocodrillus. .be king

lette. C1505 Dunbar Gold. Targe 243 So carefull was the
crak. I5«>3 Lyndesay Monarche 5747 Herode. .With mony
vther cairfull Kyng. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Dec. 133
The carefull cold hath nypt my rugged rynde.

7. a. Of things: Fraught or attended with
sorrow, trouble, or anxiety. Obs. or arch.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 171 On be careful dai ban he cumeS

al middeneard to demen. (11300 Cursor M. 3632 Ar bat
he deied in car-ful bedd. 1413 Lydg. Pylgr. Scnule 11. xliv.

(1859)50 Alas! the careful tyme that euer we were con-
ceyued. 1577 tr. Bttllinger's Decades (1592) 633 He casteth
him. .intoacareful and miserable exile. 1634 Ford Perkin
IVarb. in. ii, Paths which lead, .to a careful throne. 1814
Southey Roderick xv, He upon his careful couch.

b. Showing care, done or performed with care.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. in. xxxii. 198 By wise, .interpreta-

tion, and carefull ratiocination. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav.
(1760) III. 245 After a careful survey of this place. 1797
Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) I. 59 A careful examination of
the specimin. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 617 Careful
watch was kept all night. 1883 Lloyd Ebb $ Fl. I. 32 His
drawing was careful.

Carefully (ke>ifuli\ adv. [OE. carful-Hce :

see prec. and -ly 2
.] In a careful manner; with

care : in various senses of the adj. ; now chiefly,

Heedfully, attentively, circumspectly, cautiously.

a 1000 in Thorpe Laws II. 360 Se sacerd sceal don car-

fullice Godes benunga. a 1300 Cursor M. p. 989. 333 Ful
carfully me-think be bis way j$e walk. 1393 Langl. P. PI.

C. xxiii. 201 For drede gan ich quaken, And criede car-

fully. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. (Arb.) 147 Whome
they see depart from his life carefullie and agaynst his will.

1559 Morwyng Evonym. 7, I began carefully to muse. 1588
Shaks. Tit. A. n. ii. 8 Let it be your charge. .To attend the
Emperours person carefully. 1710-11 Swift Lett. (1766-8)
III. 95, I walkt plaguy carefully, for fear of sliding. a 1726
Collier (J.) Envy, how carefully does it look? how meagre
and ill-complexioned? 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. 11858) I. v.

429 The parliament, in asserting the freedom of England,
carefully chose their language. 1875 Jowett Plato <ed. 2)

III. 160 We must examine carefully the character of his

proposals.

Carefulness (ke>ifulnes). [OE. carfulnj/s:

see Careful and -ness.] The quality or state of

being careful.

a. Solicitude, anxiety, concern, arch. b. Heed-
fulness, vigilance, attentiveness, exactness, caution.
a 1000 in Thorpe Horn. II. 280 (Bosw.) Godes cwydas sind

to smeagenne mid micelre carfulnysse. c 1000 Sax. Leec/id.

III. 210 Briwasniman jestreon mi5 carfulnysse ge[tacna3].

c 117S Lamb. Horn. 115 MiS carfulnesse haldan pas bebo-
dan. 1535 Coverdale Ps. cxxvi[i]. 2 Eate the bred ofcare-
fulnesse. 1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 1. (1558) 13 It is

harde to haue a carefulnesse ouer other mens matters. 1605
Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. i. § 3 (18731 8 There groweth careful-

ness and trouble of mind. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T.
1 Cor. vii. 32 Carefulness about the World is so bad a thing.

1823 Lamb Elia(iS6o) 213 The face, .full of thought and care-

fulness. 1863 Fr. Kemble Resid. Georgia 16 You may rely

upon the carefulness of my observation. 1865 Monsell
Hymn, l O Worship the Lord' ii, Low at His feet lay thy
burden of carefulness.

Carein(e, obs. form of Carrion.
Careing : see under Care Sunday.
1785 Ne^vark Fair in Brand Pop. Antiq. {1870I I. 67 Care-

mg Fair will be held on Friday before Careing Sunday.
Carek, obs. form of Carkack.
Carel, -eld, obs. form of Carol, Carrell.
Careless (ke>iles), a. [OE. carleas, repr.OTeut.

type *karalaus : see Care sb. and -less.] The
opposite of Careful in its various senses.

•\ 1. Free from care, anxiety, or apprehension.

(Since c 1650 arch., poetic, or nonce-taord.)
a 1000 Rule Ben. 2 (Bosw.) He on Sam dome freoh and

carleas bib. c 1205 Lay. 12478 Nu we ma^en to 3erecareles

wunien here, a 1225 Ancr. R. 246 pe kastel is wel kareleas
a}ean his unwines. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt.
ix. 6 Depart in peace with a quyet and careles mynde.
1611 Bible Judg. xviii. 7 They dwelt carelesse, after the
maner of the Zidonians, quiet and secure. [1671 Milton
P. R. iv. 299 In corporal pleasure he, and careless ease. 1705

Pope Ep. Miss Blount 11 Thus wisely careless, innocently
gay. 1816 J. Wilson City of Plague 1. i. 352 That book,
With whose worn leaves the careless infant plays. 1857
Hughes Tom Brown, The may-fly is the carelessest fly that
dances, .by English rivers.]

2. Unconcerned ; not caring or troubling one-
self; not solicitous, regardless; having no care of
about, or f to.

a 1000 C&dmon's Exod. 151 (Gr.) Wulfas sungon, car-
leasan deor. c 1205 Lay. 19658 penne weoren heo care-lsse
of Costantines cunne. 1579 Lyly Euphites (Arb.) 144 See-
ing the father carelesse what they learne, he is also secure
what he teacheth. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serin. (1841) 148 A
governor like to Moses, .not careless to be zealous in God's
cause. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. ii. 79 And come to
Padua carelesse of your life. i6i4Markha.m Cheap Husb.
1. ii. (1668) 10 Gingle the. .stirrops about his ears, to make
him careless of the noise. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg,
iv. 504 'Tis Aristaeus ..Who to his careless Mother makes
his Moan. 1727 De Foe Eng. Tradesm. (1841J I. vii. 48
Careless ofthe event of things. 1770 Goldsm. Dcs. Vill. 161
Careless their merits or their faults to scan. 1800 Wordsw.
Michael 28, I was yet a Boy Careless of books. 1807
Crabbe Par. Reg. in. 859 Careless what he said. 1847 tr.

J. De Vega's Jrul. Tour iii. 18 Quite resigned and careless
about the loss. 1883 Lloyd Ebb Fl. II. 202 ' Not at all

'

. .said Frank, in one of his most careless tones.

3. Not taking due care, not paying due attention
to what one does, inattentive, negligent, thought-
less ; inaccurate.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 195 As farre be they carelesse
from honour as they be from awe. 1579 Thykxe A fiimadv.
(1865) 6 By oure carelesse.. printers of Englande. 1732
Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 25 It is natural for careless writers
to run into faults they never think of. 1805 Wordsw. Pre-
lude xiii. (1851) 276 Souls that appear to have no depth at
all To careless eyes. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 29
Writers so acutely careless as Montaigne.
4. Of things :

fa. Uncared for, untended {obs.) ; b. Arranged
or uttered without art

;
artless, unstudied, neglige

{arch.) ; c. (esp. in mod. use) Done, caused, or
said heedlessly, thoughtlessly, negligently.

1590 Marlowe Hero $ L. 1, A country maid, Whose care-
less hair. .Glistered with dew. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. iv.

38 Their many wounds and carelesse harmes. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 1. iv. 11 To throw away the dearest thing he ow'd
As 'twere a carelesse Trifle. 1660 Stanley Hist. Philos.
(1701) 32/2 Causing a careless rupture in the State. 1704
Steele Lying Lover 1. (1747' 12 My Sword . . does it hang
careless? 1706 Pope Lett. Wks. 1736 V. 52, I have seen.,
women, .look better in a careless night-gown, .than Made-
moiselle Spanheim drest for a ball, a 1763 Shenstone Wks.
(1764) I. 128 My limbs with careless ease reclin'd. 1768
Beattie Minstr. 11. vi, One evening, as he framed the
careless rhyme. 1798 S. Rogers Ep. to Friend 190 Care-
less my course, yet not without design. Mod. Nothing
could show better the contrast between careful and careless
work.

5. qua.si-adv.

i8iz J. Wilson Isle ofPalms 11. 447 The dripping sail is

careless tied Around the painted mast. 1855 Tennyson To
Maurice 15, A careless-order'd garden.

Carelessly (ke>ilesli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly2.]

In a careless manner, without care ; without ap-
prehension (obs.) ; without attention, art, or study

;

(now esp.) heedlessly, thoughtlessly, negligently.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. xviii. (1634' 711 Evill

men. .more carelesly follow their owne lusts. 1592 Greene
Groatsw. Wit (1617) 39 The one carelesly skiping, the other
carefully prying. 161 1 Bible Ezek. xxxix. 6 Among them
that dwell carelesly in the yles. — Zeph. ii. 15 This is the
reioycing citie that dwelt carelessely. 1667 Oldenburg in

Phil. Trans. II. 432 Course Hemp, carelesly twisted. 1726
Addison Dial. Medals ii. 46 Leaning carelessly on a pillar.

1747 Berkeley Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 315 Things hastily and
carelessly written. 1847 Helps Friends in C. (1851) I. 7
Looking at everything so carelessly that they see nothing
truly. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. III. xxxvii. 130 Many
a carelessly-begotten son of man.

Carelessness (keVilesnes). [OE. carleasnes :

see Careless and -ness.] The quality or state of

being void of care, or of taking no care ; freedom
from trouble or anxiety (obs.)

; heedlessness, in-

attention, thoughtlessness, negligence, indifference.

c 1000 iELFRic Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 172 Securitas, kar-
leasnes. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. m. 204 Consider
how great is our carelesnesse, or drowsinesse, or sluggish-

nesse. 1597 Hooker Ecct. Pol. v. Ixviii. § 9 Carelessness to

whom we impart the mysteries of Christ. 1613 R. C. Table
Alph.(ed. ^)Securitie, carelesnesse, feare ofnothing. 1641

J. Jackson True Evang. T. 11. 148 The Stoicks . . patience

. . was . . onely a . . wretched carelessnesse. 1729 Butler
Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 97 Men do indeed resent what is occa-

sioned through carelessness. 1823 Lamb Elia (i860) 211

With what ineffable carelessness would he twirl his gold

chain ! 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps v. § ix. 144 Accidental
carelessnesses of measurement or of execution.

Ca*relesswi se, adv. In a careless way.
1880 Emma Marshall Mem. Troubl. Times 15 With a

violet velvet cloak thrown carelesswise over his shoulder.

Caren, obs. form of Carrion.
Carenage : see Careenage.

f Carenayre. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. L. carendria

vessel for making carenum : see Carene
< 1420 Pallad. on Husb. vm. 129 In carenayres naked

children goo And glocke it oures v to and froo.

tCarency. Obs. rare— x
. [ad. med.L. carentia,

f. carere to lack ; cf. Fr. carence, It. carenzia.'] The
state of being without

;
wantingness, want.

1655 Bp. Richardson Observ. O. T. 185 (L.) This sense of
dereliction and carency of Divine favour.

•
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tCarene 1 . Obs. rare-*, [ad. L. carcenum,

a. Gr. xdpotvov.] A sweet wine boiled down.
c 1440 Palltid. on Huso. XX. 484 Defrut, carene, and sape,

in oon manere of must is made.

t Carene 2 . Obs. rare-*. [ad.med.L.«m(« a

forty days' fast, also a remission of such fast ; ac-

cording to Du Cange formed from quaJragena or

qttarantcna. Cf. Quadragesima, Quarantine.]

A forty days' fast ; a remission or indulgence

from forty days of fasting. 1 m Carenta.ve.

1647 Jeb. Tavlor Dissuas. Popery 1. iv. g 4 (R.) Were you
well advis'd ? it may be your Quadragenes are not Carenes,

that is, are not a quitting the severest penances of fasting

so long on bread and water.

+ Carene 3 . Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F. carene keel :—

L. carina] (See quot.)

1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 31 Carene, the bottom or keel of

a shell, when in its natural situation, as that part of the

Nautilus, on which it swims.

Carene, obs. form of Careen.
tCarentane. Obs. [Cf. It. quarantana, -ena,

-ina, Pr. i/uarantena, caraniena, F. quarantaine,

med.L. quarantena collection of 40, space of 40
days ; f. Romanic quaranta (:—L. quadraginta')

forty + -ana, F. -aine (see dozen).'] A group of 40

;

a space of forty days ; a forty days' indulgence.

1647 Jer. Tavlor Dissuas. Popery 1. § 3 (R.) In the church

of Sancta Maria de Popolo there are for every day in the

year 2800 years of pardon, besides 14,014 Carentanes, which
in one year amount to more than 1,000,000.

Carer (ke»TM). [f. Care z/.] One who cares.

1691 Norris Pratt. Disc. 185 The immoderate Carers for

the World. 1850 Browning Christm. Eve 166 A carer for

none of it, a Gallio?

Carerie, var. of Career : perh. erroneous.

1509 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd. (1841) 123 Giueroome
and let us have this hot carerie.

Caresay, obs. f. Kersey, a cloth.

t CaTesome, a. Obs. In 6 Sc. cairsum. [f.

Cake sb. + -some.] Troublesome, burdensome.

153S Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 588 He fell in sic trubill war
cairsum for to tell.

Caress vkare s
N

, sb. Also 7 carresse, caresse,
(charesse . [a. F. caresse, i6ih c. ad. It. carezza

:—late L. *cdritia, f. cdrus dear.] An action of

endearment, a fondling touch or action, a blan-

dishment.
[1611 Cotgr., Caresse. a cheering, cherishing . . hugging .

.

making much of.] 1651 Jer. Tavlor Holy Living x. xiv.

(R.) All the caresses and sweetness of love. 1667 Milton
P. L. vm. 56 Solve high dispute With conjugal Caresses.

1774 Golusm. Nat. Hist. 1 1776) III. 52 The goat . . easily
attaches itself to man, and seems sensible of nis caresses.

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 11. xxxii. (1880) I. 386 She felt his
caress no more than if he had kissed a mask.

b- fig-
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. I. 11. 08 The Scots made all

the Caresses to many of the English. 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarcli. Hen. V

% cclxxi, 'T wer in vaine To frame
Carresses of Discourse. 1750 Johnson Rambl. No. 77 T 2
When the gifts and caresses ofmankind shall recompense the
toils of study. 1761-* Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) V. lxx. 233
The caresses of faction, and the allurements of popularity.

Caress (kare s), v. [a. F. caresse-r to caress,

fondle, ad. It. carezzare, f. carezza ; see prec]
1. trans. To treat affectionately or blandishingly,

to touch, stroke, or pat endearingly ; to fondle.
1697 Dampier Voy. (1739 1 1. 359 {A^rt^xw^Thcnativcscaress

them. 1716-8 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. 1. xiiL 46 She
caressed me as if I had been her daughter. 1851 Longf.
Gold. Leg. vi. Cott. Odemuald, My very hands seem to
caress her. 1870 E. Peacock Ral/SkirL III. 141 Isabell
was caressing the fawn,

b. trans/, and fig.
C1746 Hervev Medit. (1818) 161 Fondly caressing this

little flower. 1853 C. Bronte VilltUexm. (18551 128 Acacia-
boughs caresssed its panes. 1870 Lowell Among my Bits.
Ser. 11.

(187J) 195 Its prolonged echoes caress the ear.

2- fig- To treat with kindness or favour, pet,
make much of. arch.
1658 Miltos Lett. State Wks. 1738 [L 230 For the Sweet-

ness of his Disposition caress'd by all Men. 168s Addr.
fr. Chester in Lond. Gaz. No. 1764/4 [We] do further re-
solve and promise not to Caress or Encourage any person
who shall obstinately persist in courses disliked by Your
Majesty. 1718 Morgan Algiers II. iv. 287 Sultan Suliman
highly caressed a Person, concerning whom he had heard
so much. 1740 Johnson Blake Wks. IV. 359 Without being
much countenanced or caressed by his superiors. 1771 R.
II enrv Hist. Gt. Brit. II. 5 The poets of the north were
..greatly caressed by our Anglo-Saxon kings. 1804 A.
Duncan Mariner's Chron. II. 227. 1876 Freeman Norm.
Com/. IV. xviii. 128 William was thus busy in half caressing,
half coercing, his English subjects,

t b-fig- To ' treat '. Obs.
1670 Hobbes Behemoth (1840) 409 Lambert, caressed his

soldiers with an entertainment at his own house. 1699
T. Cockman Tally's Offices (1706) 199 Sums.. daily thrown
away to Caress the People.
3. absol.

1683 D. A. Art 0/Converse 96 To treat with your Friend
as a Serpent caressing with the Tail. 175J Johnson Rambl.

« ?i's Some., offend when they design to caress.
1875 IS. Xaylor Faust I. v. 214 She slept while wc were
caressing.

Caressable, a. rare- 1
, [f. Caress v. +

-able.] That may be caressed.
1663 Sir G Mackenzie Relig. Stoic 1.(1685) 16 The most

caressable of opinions.

Caressant (kare'sant), a. rare and poetic, [a.

F. caressant, pr. pple.] Caressing, fondling.

1 86 1 Temple & Trevor Tannhauser 12 The caressant airs

of Heaven. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus xxv. 10 Those tender

hands caressant.

Caresser. [see -er 1
.] One who caresses.

1822 Beddoes Brides' Trag. in. v, Close to my heart, dear
caresser, you creep.

Caressing, vbl. sb. and a. [f. Caress v.]

A. vbl. sb. The action of the verb Caress.
B. ppl. a. That caresses ;

fondling, endearing.

1665 J. Spencer Prophecies 69 In caressing of Christ by
some pretty attributes, a 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scarron's Com.
Horn. (1775) I. 153 The same civility and caressing expres-
sions. 1855 Macaulay Hist. IV. 44X His caressing
manners.

Hence Caressingly adv., in a caressing manner.
1834 Mks. Hemans in Blachw. Mag. XXXV. 634 A bright

rill wound Caressingly about the holy ground, a 1845 Hood
Cupid Greyb., Passing his hand caressingly over her curls.

Care'Ssive, a. [f. Caress v. + -ive ; formed
after words like express -we."] Habitually caress-

ing ; of the nature of a caress.

1801 Monthly Mag. XII. 98 Diminutives easily acquire a
caressive character. 1880 Harper's Mag. 909 Much cares-

sive handling.

Care Sunday. Sc. Also cair-. [German
has the corresp. kar-freitag (in MHG. karvrttac,

kartac) Good Friday, and karwoche (also in

MHG.) Passion week
;
kar-sonntag&p\*taxs not to

be in use. OHG. chara, OE. cam, Care in its

earlier sense of * sorrow, trouble, grief
1

.]

* According to Bellenden, Sunday immediately
preceding Good Friday ; but now generally used
for the fifth in Lent * (Jamieson).
1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 497 Thus entrit

Pnnce James in Scotland ; and come, on Care Sunday, in

Lentern, to Edinburgh [Boeth. dominicae passionis ob-

viam. 1538 Aberd. Reg. V. 16 (Jam.) Betuixt this & Cair
Sonday. ai$j$Diurn, Occurr. (1833) 23 Lestit quhill caris

sonday in Lentrone. 18*5 Hone Everyday Bk. I. 415 Care,
or Carle Sunday is the fifth Sunday in Lent.

t Caresweet. Obs. An old name for Gentian.
a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 22 Gentiana,

baldemoyne, careswe te, idem.

Caresye, obs. f. Kersey, a cloth.

Caret (ka-ret, ktVret). [L. caret (there) is

wanting, f. carere to be in want of.]

A mark ( r ) placed in writing below the line,

to indicate that something (written above or in the

margin) has been omitted in that place.
17x0 W. Mather Vng: Man's Comp.(ij2j) 58 That which

is called Caret (that is to say in English, it is wanting)
markt with a Latine Circumflex, thus («) which is to shew
where a Word forgotten, .and placed above the Line, is to

come in. 18x4 J. Johnson Typogr. II. \ in. 218 Should a letter

have been omitted, a caret is put at the place. 1870 Lowell
Study Wind. (1886) 301 Like the carets on a proof-sheet.

Caret, obs. form of Carrot.
Ca*re-ta ker. [f. Care sb. + Taker, f. Take

v.~\ One who takes care of a thing, place, or

person ; one put in charge of anything.
1858 M. Porteous Souter johnny 17 The souter's wife .

.

was servant to Gilbert Brow n . . and . . acted as nurse and
care-taker to Agnes his daughter. 1850 W. G. Wills Life's
Foreshad 1 1. xvii. 205 The caretaker ofthe house met them,
hat in hand. 1869 Daily News 19 July, The votes of Par-
liament to the caretakers of the parks.

b. esp. in Ireland, a person put in charge of

a farm from which the tenant has been evicted.
1868 Times 24 June 12 (Irish Correspt.) Three companions

assaulted the caretaker. 1887 Iltust. Lond. News 29 Jan.
113 The evicted tenants were readmitted as caretakers.

Ca re-ta king, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +-OM J

.]

+ a. Anxiety (obs.), b. Taking care of.

i6»5 K. Long tr. Barclays Argent's iv. viii. 266 Shee was
very ill, both by caretaking and sicknesse. 1765 Stkrnk
Tr. Shandy VIII. xx, The want of caretaking of me.

So Care-taking //.'. a., that takes care, careful.

1825 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 12 Industrious and
care-taking creatures reduced to beggary by bank-paper.

Carete, -ette, obs. ff. Cart sb~, Carte, Carat.
Careway, obs. form of Caraway.
Carew, var. of Carue, Obs., a measure of land.

t Care-worm. Obs. [? error for Eareworm.]
1598 W. Phillips Linschotens Voy. (1864) 222 They can

hardly keepe any Paper or Bookes from wormes, which are
like care wormes, but they doe often spoile and consume
many Papers and euidences of great importance.

II Carex kO-Teks). Bot. PI. oaricea (ke**ris/z).

[L. aire* sedge.] A large genus, N.O. CypcraccK,
comprising various grassy-looking plants ; a sedjje.

1398 Trevisa z?arM. DcP. R.xvu. xxxv. (1495) 624 Canx,
Sedjje is an herbe moost harde and sharpe. 1833 J. Hodc*
son in J. Raine Mem. (1858) II. 305 Narrow haughs edged
with carexes. 1834 Mudie Brit. Birds (1841) II. 27 Carex,
and stunted rushes. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. iii. (1878) 56
Not counting grasses ana carices.

Careyne, obs. form of Cabrion.
t Carf. Obs. exc. dial. In 1 cyrf, 4 kyrf, kerfe,

4-7 carfe, 5 carffe. [OE. had cyrf fern. repr.

OTeut. kurbjS- from ablaut stem of Carve v. Cf.
MHG. kerbe, MLG. and MDu. kerve, Du. kerf
fern. Thence ME. kyrf kerfe \ the later form
may be modified after the vb.. in OE. ceorfan; cf.

LG. karf.l

1. Cutting, a cut, incision ; a wound ; a fissure.
a xooo Rule St. Benet 28 (Bosw.) Cyrf abscissu*. c 1340

Caw. 4- Gr. Knt. 372 Kepe be cusyn-.bat bou on kyrf sette.

*39S Gower Conf.W. 152 With sondry kerfe and portreture.
V a 1400 Morte Arth. 2714 And whene be cartTes ware
clene, bay clede them ajayne. 1559 Morwyng Evonym. 64
A thin borde with a slitt or carfe in the midst cut out over-
thwarth. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. viu. (1593)205 The
bloud came spinning from the carfe. 1639 MS. Acc. St.
John's Hosp. Cantcrb., For sawinge of a carfe in a peice
of timber, \yd. 1847-78 Halliwell, Car/, the breadth of
one cutting in a rick of hay. Kent. 1879 Jamieson, Carf,
a cut in timber, for admitting another piece. Dum/r.
2. ? The cut part at the end of a piece of wood.
150a Arnolde Chron. 97 Hij fote of assise be syde the

carf. 1542 3 Act 34-5 lien. VIII, iii, Euerie shyde of tab
wood to conteyne in length .iiii. foote of assise at least, be-
syde the carfe, 1799S. Freeman Town Off. 151 All cord wood
for sale shall be four feet long, including half of the carf.

Carf, obs. pa. t. of Carve v.

Carfax, -fox (kauf&ks, -f*?ks\ Forms: 4
carfuks, carfouk, 5 carfowgh, carfoukes, 6-7
carfox, 7 carfoix, carefox, 8 cairfax, 5- carfax.
[ME. carfuks, -fouk. repr. an earlier carrcforc(s

t

-furcSj corresp. to Pr. carreforc, OF. carrefor{s,

-four (mod.F. carrefour) :— L. quadrifurc-us
four-forked, f. qucuiri- = quaiuor four +furca fork.
As the F. had lost the final c before the 12th c, it is not

quite clear how this came into Eng. possibly from the
Latin form—it could hardly be from the Provencal. The
total absence of the r in Eng. is also notable, esp. as fork
was a well-known word from OE. times. But notwith-
standing these and other obscure points in the phonetic
history, the derivation itself appears to be beyond doubL]

1. A place where four roads or streets meet.
^Sometimes extended to more thanfour.)
1357 London City Rec, Lett. Bk. G 72 Item qe nul Pulter

nautre denzein de la Citee nestoise as Carfuks del leden-
halle ouesqz conyns volatil nautre Pulletrie pur vendre.
c 1440 Promp. Part'. 62 Cartehowse [v. r. C^arfax, or Car-
faus], quadri^ium. c 1450 Merlin xvii. 273 Thei enbusshed
hem a-gein a carfowgh ITcarfowrghJ of vj wcyes. .1500
Partenay 1819 No place ther had, neither carfoukes [Fr.
carre/ours] non. x66> Phillips, Care/ox, quasi, quatr*-
four, or a place parted into four waves, a market place in
Oxford, [ed. 1678 Carfax.] 1886 C. W. Bardsley Jim's
Psalm 17 He comes to a country carfax. Four roads meet.

2. Hence, the proper name of a place formed
by the intersection of two principal streets in

various towns, as at Oxford and Exeter.
1517 19*30 of IV. Secoll of Stanton Harcourt (Somerset

Ho.) My house in Eynesham before the Carfaxe. 1580
Vowell Exeter (1765) 6 The Conduit at Quatrefois or
Carfox. c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon % 107 (1810) 104 Four
..streets . . do all meet in the midst of the city, called
corruptly Carfox. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Carefox, a mar-
ket place in Oxford so called. 1673 VVl ofII. EUU ofHot.
sham (Somerset Ho.) Scarfolkes. 1693 J. Edwards Bks. of
p. jjr A7". T. I. 429 Carfax, .the place where Four Ways meet
in Oxford. 1709 fi 1 \ h m Collect. 24 July, Ad quadrivium,
vulgo Cairfax. 1751 S. Whatley Eng. Gatetter Exeter
(Devon), Here are 4 principal streets, .all centering in the
middle of the City, which is therefore called Carfox. 1880
Sussex Gloss. (E. D. S.) The Carfax at Horsham. 1886
T. Northy Hist. Exeter xiii 66 They were taken to Exeter
and executed at the Carfoix.

+ 3. i^In form carfouk) : Used to render med.L.
quadrivium

t in the academic sense of the four
' arts \ arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy
(cf. Art 7). Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden vi. xiv. Rolls Ser. VII. 69 pat car-
fouk ich leve \itlua quadrivium omitto], but he IGerebertus]
drank bcrof bat he passed al obcre.

t Carfe. Obs. [? error for CarseJ
i704WoRUDGKZ?iVr. Rust.et 6rrA.,Crtr/?,signifiesGround

unbroken in Husbandry. X7SX in Bailey. 1775 in Ash.
Carfe, sb. ; see Carp.
Carferal (ka-iferal). [f. the first syllables of

car-bon, fcr-rum (iron), and al-umina, of which
substances it is compounded.] i,See quots.)
1881 Xaturc XXV. 62 The powers of carferal, well known

as a filtering medium in the removal of ammonia from sew-
age. 1884 Health Exht'b. Catat. 65/1 Carferal, a new .

.

filtering material com|>ounded of alumina, iron and carbon.

t Ca rfle, v. Obs. rare— 1
. A verb applied to

one of the operations in preparing flax for spinning.
1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xvii. xcvii. tTollemache

MS.) It [fiaxl is knokked and bete, breyed and carried [ed.

1495 carfiyd], rodded and gnodded, ribbed and hecchelid.

Carfoix, -ouk^es, -owgh, -ox : see Carfax.

t Ca rfour, carrefour. Obs. In 5 quare-,

quarfour, 6 quare-, quarrofoure, 0-8 carfour,

6- caiTefour, carri-. [a. F. carrefour, in 1 3th c.

quarrefour : see Carfax.] A place where four

ways meet, a 1 carfax \ ( Formerly quite naturalized,

but now treated only as French.)

1477 Caxton "Jason 28 In alle the quarefours of the cyte.

1490 — Eneydos xxviL 100 By the grete quarfours and by
wayes. 150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1 506) v. ii. 362 In
a quarefoure of a towne. x6oo Holland Livy xxvn. iv. 628

Neere unto the carrefour or crosse waie [compitum] of Anag-
nia. Ibid, xxxvui. xxxvi. 1005 In all quarrefours or crosse

streets of the citie. x6ox — Pliny I. 59 Rome, .containeth.

.

265 crosse streets or carfours. 165a Evelyn State France
Misc. (1805) 93 You walk the Streets and public Carfours.

^1730 Burt Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 22 It [Glasgow] has

a spacious carrifour, where stands the cross, a 1734 North
Exam. in. vii. p 86. 572 Their Seat was in a Sort of Carfour

at Chancery-Lane End.
Carfuffle, variant of Cukfuffle, Sc.



CARGA. 119 CARICOUS.

II Ca'rga 1
. In 8 cargo, eargau. [Sp. carga load,

cogn, with F. charge, It. carica, f. caricare, in late

L. carricare to load : see Charge, Cargo.] A
1 load

1

as a measure of weight (see quots.).

1622 Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 26 They account also by
Cargaos of 4oolb smal weight. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn.

s.v. Weight, At Antwerp The carga, or charge, 400 1.,

which is two Bales of 200 1. each, for an Horse to carry.

1712 W. Rogers Voy. (1718) 199 Each Cargau 81 Pound
weight. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cargo also denotes a
weight used in Spain and Turky, amounting to about

300 English pounds. 1850 Prescott Peru II. 103 Two
hundred cargas, or loads of gold.

[] Carga 2
. Obs. [Sp. carga charge.] (Seequot.)

1625 Markham Souldiers Accid. 60 [Of] the Sounds and
Commands of the Trumpet .. (which we generally call

Poynts of Warre) there are sixe :. .The fift is Carga, Carga,
or an alarum, Charge, Charge which sounded, every man
(like Lightning) flyes vpon his enemie.

t Cargason, cargazou. Obs. Forms : 6-7

(9) cargason, 7 cargazon, cargosoon, car(r)a-

gasoune, (cargaison). [a. Sp. cargazon 'load of

a ship, cargo', double augm. (-azo
}
-on) of carga,

cargo load : cf. F. cargaison.]

1. The cargo or freight of a ship.

1583 J- Newberv Let. in Arb. Garner III. 172 There
should come in euery ship the fourth part of her cargason
in money. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vng. Seamen 2 The
Cape-merchant and Purser hath the charge of all the Cara-
gasoune or Merchandize, c 1645 Howell Lett. in. vi, Her
cargazon of broad cloth. 1657 R. Ligon Bardadoes (1673)8
That part of the Cargosoon that was consign'd for that

place. 1722 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 315 We will not fail

to.. bring money enough for any cargaison. 1882 Myers
Renew. Youth 65 They lade thy bark for nought, they pile

thereon With vain largess the golden cargason.

1625 Donne Serm. Wks. 1839 VI. 67 Discretion is the
ballast of our ship, .but zeal is the very freight, the carga-
son, the merchandise itself. 1642 Howell For. Trav.
(Arb.) 67 A cargazon of Complements and Cringes, c 1645— Lett. 1. xi, My body is but a Cargazon of corrupt humours.

2. An inventory of goods shipped, a bill of

lading. [So F. cargaison.]

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 217 These Marchants as soone
as they are come on land, do give the cargason of all their

goods to that Broker that they will haue to do their busi-
nesse for them, with the marks of all the fardles and packs.

Carge, obs. Sc. form of Charge sb.

C1470 Henry Wallace vm. 396 He had leuer haiff had
him at his large . . than off fyne gold to carge [ed. 1570
charge] Mor than in Troy was fund.

Carged, carging : see Cargued.
Cargo 1 (kaugfl). Also 8 cargoe. PI. cargoes.

[17th c. a. Sp. cargo loading, burthen, or perhaps
carga load, freight, cargo, in It. carico, carica,

med.L. carricum, carrica load, f. late L. carricare

to load, f. carries Car : see Charge.]
1. The freight or lading of a ship, a ship-load.

1657 & Ligon Barbadoes 8 As we had Cause to suspect
him for the Cask, so wee had for the Cargo. 1697 Pollex-
fen Disc. Trade § Coyn 116 The Ships Adventure and
Bristol, whose Cargoes cost in England about 60000/. 1705
Land. Gaz. No. 4151/4 The Catharine Maurice . . with her
Cargo of Brown Sugar and Ginger. 1725 De Foe Voy.
round World (1840) 7 We had a very rich cargo on board.
1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 321 The specie was leaving
the country in cargoes. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxii. 67
Having discharged her cargo and taken in ballast.

fb. A bill of lading. Obs.-° (Cf. Cargason 2.)

1678 Littleton Lat. Diet., A cargo or Bill of lading or
list of goods, mercium catalogus. 1721 Bailey, Cargo..
Also a Bill of Lading, or List of the Goods of a Ship.

2. Iransf. (cf. load), fb. slang, (see quot. 1690.)
1690 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Cargo, a good round Sum

of Money about a Man. 1714 H. Grove Sped. No. 558 T 5
Advancing towards the Heap, with a larger Cargo than
ordinary upon his Back, a 1762 Lady M. W. Montague
Lett. xciv. 155, I am promised a cargo of lampoons from
Bath. 1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) ir.

xxxi, A cargo of novels. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xv, Six
were intended for riding, and four for carrying cargoes.

3. Comb., chiefly attrib., as cargo-boat, -book,

liner, -port (an opening in the side of a ship for

delivering cargo"), -skip, -steamer.
tBsgMere.'Mar. Mag.(iB6o) VII. 8 Cargo boats conveying

goods to Canton from Ships. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
ok., Cargo-book, shows the mark, number, quality, and (if

measurement goods) the dimensions of such packages of a
ship's cargo. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 10 Apr. 5/1 The own-
ers of cargoships and steamers.

H See also Carga.

t Ca-rgo 2
. Obs. [Both of the following uses

seem explicable from the senses of the Sp. cargo,
carga burden, load, weight, bundle, fardle, truss,

etc. ; but they appear earlier than the prec, and
have no contact with it in Eng.
There is however no evidence that cargo was so used in

k" c^
he su&?estion that the exclamation was meant for

the Sp, cara'jo, appears phonetically out of the question,
as does that of its being for It. coraggio (kora'dd^).]

1. A contemptuous term applied to a person.
1602 B. Jonson Poetast. v. iii, A couple of condemn'd

caitiue calumnious Cargo's.

2. As an exclamation or imprecation.
1607 G. Wilkins Miseries En/. Marr. iv. in Hazl. Dads*

ley IX. 533 But cargo ! my fiddlestick cannot play without
rosm. 1615 Albumaz. in Dodsley (1780) VII. 251 Twenty
pound a year For three good lives? Cargo ! hai Trincalo f

Ca'rgoose. [app. f. Carr sb.2 + Goose : the

bird breeds in meres and fens : cf. carr swallow.]

A name for the Crested Grebe.
1677 Charleton Exerc. de Nomin. Animal. 107 Avis

qua;dam anate paulo major., agri Cestrensis incolis (ubi

frequens est) a Cargoos dicta. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ.
France II. 232 Why there are no .. cargeese upon these
lakes nobody informs me. 1879 Johns Brit. Birds 609/2.

t Cargued, carged, a. Nattt. Obs. [? cf. F.

carguer to charge, lade (Cotgr.).] In High-cargued
or -carged ; which is found also in the form high-

charged, and appears to be the same as high-carved.

The original form and sense are unknown.
High-caged (-cadged) has been suggested: cf. Cage 4 c,

Cage-work 2.

1580 North Plutarch (1676) 105 The Persian galleys, be-

ing high cargued, heavy, and not yare of stereage. 1591
Raleigh Last Fight Rev. (Arb.) 19 So huge and high carged
was the Spanish Ship.

So (high) Cargeing vbl. sb.

1618 Raleigh Z-^/.(i65i) 131 The high Cargeing of Ships,

is that that brings many ill qualities.

f Cariacare. Obs. Put for the Vulgate cart-

carum 'of dried figs' (1 Sam. xxv. 18). [L. carica.]

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 67/1, ii C masses of cariacares.

Carian, obs. form of Carrion.
I Ca riate, v. Obs. [f. Cari-es + -ate, prob.

after F. carier : see -ate.] trans. To affect with

caries or decay.

Hence CaTiated ppl. a., decayed, carious.

1665 G. Harvey Advice agst. Plague 24 Light cariated

dusts of Vegetables. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. x. 139 And
cariate the very bones. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg.

(1771) 20 The Hole of the Cariated Alveol.

Caria'tic, a* : for Caryatidic.
1789 P. Smyth tr. Aldrich's Archit. {1818) 107 Cariatic

columns in any temple would have been ridiculous.

Cariatid, -al, etc. : see Caryatid.

Carib (kfe-rib). In 6 pi. caribeis, caribes,

cariues. [a. Sp. caribe : see Cannibal.] One of

the native race which occupied the southern islands

of the West Indies at their discovery : in earlier

times often used with the connotation of cannibal.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 1. 1. (Arb.) 66 The wylde and
myscheuous people called Canibales or Caribes, whiche
were accustomed to eate mannes flesche. 1578 T. N. tr.

Cong. W. India 4 Others . . looking for death, and to be
eaten of the Cariues. 1602 Metamorph. Tabacco (Collier)

10 Which at the Caribes banquet gouern'st all, And gently
rul'st the sturdiest Caniball. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S.
VI. xlii. 259 The oppressed and enslaved Caribs.

Hence Ca'ribal a. (after cannibal) ; Caribbean
a. and sb., applied to certain of the West Indian

isles, and to the sea between them and the main-

land; Caribee- ( = Carib).
1849 Carlyle Disc. Nigger Question 37 Under the in-

competent Caribal (what we call ' Cannibal ') possessors.

1719 De Foe Crusoe (1858) 319 Their battles with the Carib-
beans. Ibid. (1858) 320 How 300 Caribbees came and in-

vaded them. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. (1783) II. 449
A Caribbean canoe. Ibid. II. 450 The Caribbees still use
two distinct languages.

Caribou, cariboo (kserib/*-). Also carr-.

[Canadian F. caribou : prob. of native American
origin.] The North-American Reindeer.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. 11. v. 336 The North
Americans also hunt the rein-deer under the name of the

caribou. 1848 Thoreau Maine W. i. {1864) n Deer and
carribou, or reindeer, are taken here in the_ winter.

_
1879

Ld. Dunraven in igth C. July 63 The American Cariboo is

identical with the reindeer of Europe.

II Carica'do. Obs. Also carr-. [prob. f. It.

caricare to load, caricata a loading ; see -ado.]

A movement in fencing.

1595 Saviolo Practice L ij a, You maie vse a caricado.

1599 Marston Sat. 227 The carricado, with th' enbrocata.

t Caricatxrra. Obs. Also 8 carri-, carra-,

8-9 cara-. [It. ; lit. ' charge 1 loading', f. cari-

care to charge, load, exaggerate. Superseded in

English by caricatured]

1. = Caricature i.

a 1682 Sir T. Browne Misc. Tracts 207 Pieces and
Draughts in Caricatura. 1690 Sir T. Browne's Let. to

Friend § 10 note, When men's faces are drawn with resem-
blance to some other animals, the Italians call it, to be
drawn in Caricatura. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong, iv, I

shall be stuck up in caricatura in all the print shops. 1829
Cunningham Brit. Paint. I. 187 Heidegger , . had a face

beyond the reach of caricatura.

2. = Caricature 2.

1712 Hughes Sped. No. 537 P 2 Those burlesque Pictures,

which the Italians call Caracatura's ; where the Art con-

sists in preserving, amidst distorted Proportions and aggra-
vated Features, some distinguishing Likeness of the Per-

son. 1751 Chesterf. Lett. 10 May, Rembrandt paints

caricaturas. 1814 J. Caulfield Calcograph. Pref., The
multiplicity of caracaturas of my person already appeared.

b. = Caricature 2 b.

1732 Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 20 Nothing is easier than to

make a Caricatura (as the Painters call it) of any Profession

upon Earth. 1756-83 J. Warton Ess. Pope II. viii. 42 A
caricatura of Cowley. 1783 W. F. Martyn Geog. Mag. II,

172 Their plays being mere extravagant caricaturas.

3. = Caricature 3.

1732 (title) Lusus Naturae, or Carracaturas of the present

Age. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France II. 313 Everything
appears to me a caricatura of London. 1809^. Rev. I. 347
Who can believe such a caricatura . . ever existed ?

4. attrib.

1680 Sir T. Browne Let. to Friend % 10 What Caricatura
Draughts Death makes upon pined Faces. 1682 — Chr.
Mor. iii. 14 Caricatura representations.

Caricatural (kosTikaliuoral), a. [f. Carica-
ture + -al.] Of the nature of caricature, resem-
bling a caricature.

1881 Daily News 4 May 5/4 This caricatural biography
of Lord Beaconsfield. 1882 Illustr. Loud. News 25 Mar.
278 To adorn the boulevards by their caricatural presence.

Caricature (karrikatiuou), sb. [a. F. cari-

cature, ad. It. caricatura, which it has super-

seded in English. The stress was, and is often

still, on u, esp. in the verb and derivatives cari-

caturing, etc.]

1. In Art. Grotesque or ludicrous representation

of persons or things by exaggeration of their most
characteristic and striking features.

1827 Macaulay Machiav., Ess. (1851) I. 50 The best por-

traits are perhaps those in which there is a slight mixture
of caricature. 1850 Leitcii tr. Mailer's Anc. Art § 13. 4 A
thorough destruction of beauty and regularity by exagge-
rated characterizing is caricature. 1865 Wright {title

1

*, His-
tory of Caricature and Grotesque in Literature and Art.

b. trans/, of literary description, etc.

1871 Freeman Hist. Ess. Ser. 1. i. 5 Stories .. which ..

illustrate, if only by caricature, some real feature in his

character.

2. A portrait or other artistic representation, in

which the characteristic features of the original are

exaggerated with ludicrous effect.

1748 H. Walpole Let. G. Montagu 25 July, They look

like caricatures done to expose them. 1788 Storer in Ld.
Auckland's Corr. (1861) II. 207 A pleasant caricature of
Lady Archer is lately come out. 1826 Syd. Smith Wks.
{1859) U> S8/1 You may draw caricatures of your intimate

friends. 1883 Lloyd Ebb <$* Flow II. 128 His marked
features stood out so strongly that it made his face seem
almost like a caricature of himself.

b. trans/, of literary or ideal representation.

1756 Connoisseur No. 114 Their ideal caricatures have
perhaps often represented me lodged at least three stories

from the ground. 1841-44 Emerson Ess. Nam. Realism
Wks. (Bohn) I. 254 If you criticise a fine genius, the odds
are that you are .. censuring your own caricature of him.

1853 Marsden Early Purit. 245 An early Puritan comes
down to us as a distorted caricature, known only as mis-

represented in the next century by profligate wits and
unscrupulous enemies.

3. An exaggerated or debased likeness, imitation,

or copy, naturally or unintentionally ludicrous.

1767 Sir T. Meredith in Burke's Corr.^iS^) I. 129 You
are a caricature of St. Thomas, not to believe, till you saw,

what I could do in an election. 1839 W. Irving Wol/ert's

R. (1855) 166 Where they were served with a caricature of

French cookery, i860 Smiles Self-Help ix. 251 The monkey,
that caricature of our species.

4. attrib.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. vii. (1879) 139 A caricature-like-

ness of the Common Swallow. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp.
xl. 365 A rough caricature drawing by one of the men.

Caricature (see prec), v. [f. the sb. Cf. F.

caricaturer.]

traits. To represent or portray in caricature ;
to

make a grotesque likeness of.

1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. IV. Iv. (R.)

In revenge for this epistle, Hogarth caricatured Churchill

under the form of a canonical bear. 1760 Lyttelton Dial.

Dead'w, He could draw an ill face, or caricature a good one,

with a masterly hand. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874) I.

App. 398 The appointed fate of the Renaissance architects,

to caricature whatever they imitated,

b. trans/, and fig. To burlesque.

1749 Smollett Gil Bl. 431 It would be caricaturing the

peerage to confer it on me. 1862 Goulburn Pers. Relig. iv.

vii. (1873) 307 The Faith once given to the saints is griev-

ously caricatured.

Hence (from sb. and vb.) Caricaturable a.

;

Caricatured ppl. a. ; + Caricaturely adv. ; f Ca-

ricaturer ( = Caricaturist) ;
Caricaturing" vbl.

sb. ;
Caricaturish a. (For pronunc. see the sb.)

1886 Sat. Rev. 31 July 170 A grotesque and caricaturable

ugliness. 1813 Examiner 5 Apr. 223/1 Those caricatured

rogues which give eclat to celebrated plays. 1865 Public

Opin. 28 Jan. 104 It is the caricatured crinolines that have

brought their originals into disfavour. 1759 Macklin Love

a la Mode \. i. (1793) 10 His manner .. has something so

caricaturely risible in it. 1758 Mo?ithly Rev. 319 The most

eminent Caracaturers of these times. Ibid. All the humour-

ous effects of the fashionable manner of Caracaturing. 1859

Dickens T. Two Cities n. xiv, With beer-drinking, pipe-

smoking, song-roaring, and infinite caricaturing of woe.

1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 401 Either that . . they are rude or

weak, caricaturish or insufficient.

Ca:ricattrrist. [f. Caricature + -ist ; or a.

F. caricaHtriste.] One who practises caricature.

1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne i. 8 Exaggeration is also the

art of caricaturists. 1865 Wright Hist. Caricature xxvin.

(1875) 480 Gillray was, beyond all others, the great political

caricaturist of his age. 1866 Felton Anc. $ Mod. Gr. II.

ix. 156 Aristophanes.. was a brilliant caricaturist.

Carices, plural of Carex, sedge.

Carick(e, carik(e, obs. forms of Carrack.

Carico'graphy. [f. Carex, ^nV-+-(o)GRAPHY,

after pure Gr. compounds.] A description of the

genus Carex and its species.

1846 in Worcester. 1864 Webster cites Dewey.

Caricous (kse-rikss), a. [f. L. carica a kind of

dry fig + -OUS.] Resembling a fig.



CARIED. 120 CARKING.
1730-6 Bailey, Caricous Tumour (with Surgeons) a swell-

ing resembling the figure of a fig. 1751 in Chambers CycL
1847 in Craig : and in mod. Diets.

f Carie. Obs. perhaps = Carry sb. load.
I 1300 K. A lis. 6695 With besauns, a thousand camailes ;

Y wol geve the gymmes, and byghes, Ten thousand caries.

Carie n, obs. form of Carry v., Care v.

Caried, a. rare— 1
* [f. Caries + -ed. Cf.

F. carie.] Affected with caries, decayed.
1884 Vern. Lee Euphor. I. 181 Unfleshed, caried carcases.

Carien, obs. form of Carrion.

Caries keeriifz). [L. caries. Cf. F. carie.]

a. Pathol. Decay of the bones or teeth, b.

Bot. Decay of vegetable tissue.

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. xix. 27 The excremen-
titious humours, .to wit the matter of the Caries. 1655 Cul-
pepper Riverius XL xv. 89 A Caries or foulness of the Bone.
1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 746/1 Caries, .attacks the cranium
in common with the rest of the osseous system. 1859 J.
Tomes Dental Sure. 305 The enamel and the dentine are
the tissues, .affected by caries.

Hence + Cariez'd ppl. a.

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Ckirurg. xxrx. (1678) 689 His
leg all ulcered, and all the bones cariez'd and rotten.

II Carillon (ka nlyon, -r'yon). [Fr. ; f.
( med.L.

qaadnlion-em a quaternary, because carillons were
formerly rung on four bells* (Littr£) ; cf. It. quad-
riglio 'a crue, troupe, companie' (Florio) ; but
some think the carillon was orig. the melody.]
1. * A set of bells so hung and arranged as to be

capable of being played upon either by manual
action or by machinery' (Grove).
1836 Fam. Tour S, Holland 11 1 A fine set of carillons,

which emit pleasing silvery tones. 1854 Badham Halieut.

377 Adjust to each a little carillon of bells. 187a Ellacombe
Bells of Ch. x. 349 There are in the tower of Notre Dame
at Antwerp two Carillons . . accords or harmonies of four
and six notes can be played on them.

2. An air or melody played on the bells.

1803 Rees Cycl., Carillons, a species of chimes frequent
in the I.ow Countries, played on a number of bells. 1873
Longf. Elizabeth Pref. 81 When ceased the little carillon
To herald from its wooden tower The important transit ot
the hour 1879 Dowdes Southey iv. 85 Flanders .. where
the carillons ripple from old spires.

3 A musical instrument, or appendage to one,

to imitate a peal of bells.

1819 Rkes Cycl. V!
(
Carillon, is likewise the name of a

small keyed instrument to imitate a peal of hand bells.

1876 Hiles Catech. Organ x. (1878) 98 The Carillon tin the
organ ]is a series of sonorous steel bars. 1881 C. A. Edwards
Organs 68 In Mr. Holmes' organ the echo, the solo, and
the carillon are alt three commanded from the fourth clavier.

Hence
|( Carillonneu r. [Fr.]

177* Burnev Pres. St. Mus. 15 The Carillonneur was
literally at work, and hard work indeed it must be. 1871
If aweis Music tf Mor. iii. iii. 472 The best living carillon-
neurs. 1879 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 593 As cariUoneur his
duties were to play, .to keep the chimes in tune and to set
fresh tunes, .on the drum of the carillon.

II Carina vkaroi'na . Zool. and Bot. [L. carina
keel.] Applied to various structures of the form
of a keel or ridge

;
esp. a. the two petals forming

the base of a papilionaceous corolla ; b. the

median ridge on the mericarp of an umbelliferous
fruit ; C. the median ridge on the sternum of
birds ; d. the dorsal single plate of the shell of
Cirripedes

; e. the vertebral column of an embryo.
(Syd. Soc. Lex.)
1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Carina, is a Term used ..

by the Anatomists for the first Rudiments of the intire
Vertebra, as they appear in a Chicken's Embryo, .because
it is crooked in the form of the Keel ofa Ship. 1774 Garden
in Phil. Trans. LXV. 104 This carina, or keel, is very dis-
tinguishable . . by its thinness, its apparent laxness. 1828
Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 187 Dorsal carina prolonged and
pointed. 184a Gray Struct. Bot. (1880) 185 In a Papiliona-
ceous Corolla, .the two anterior [petals]. . partly cohering to
form a prow-shaped body, the Carina or Keel. 187a Nichol-
son Palaeont.^ 151 The compartment at the end of the shell
where the animal thrusts out its cirrated limbs, is called the
4 carina '. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. App. 304 Ala: roundish,
converging, shorter than the compressed, curved carina.

Carinal (kareinal), a. Zool. and Bot. [f. prec.

+ -AL.l Pertaining to the carina ; see prec.
187a Nicholson PaUont. 151 The carinal Margin. 187a

Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 181 The carinal ridges are opposite to
thestamens. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. An. vL 39a The
carinal and the rostral compartments.

II Carmaria (kxrineVria). Zool. [f. L. carina
keel.] A genus of Heteropodous Molluscs, hav-
ing the heart and liver protected by a small and
delicate shell of glassy translucency, known to
collectors as Glass Nautilus and V'enus's Slipper.

1847^ Carpenter Zool. § 901 . 1873 Dawson Earth and
Man iv. 76 Those singular molluscous swimmers by fin or
float known to zoologists as. .Carinarias.

Carinate (M-rin^t), a. Zool. and Bot. [ad. L.
carinat-us, {. carind-re: see next, and -ate 2

.]

Furnished with a Carina or ridge ; keeled.
1781 Kerr in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 374 The back is cari-

nate; the belly flat. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 391 Leaves
linear, .smooth, channeled above, carinate below.
Hence Carina to-, comb. f. L. carindtus.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848)327 Lobes carinato-angular. Ibid.

166 Exterior often . . finely carinato-striate.

Camxate (k:erin«tt , v. Zool. and Bot. [f. L.
carindt- ppl. stem of carindre to furnish with a

keel (or shell), f. carina keel : see -ate 3.] trans.

To furnish with a carina, keel, or central ridge.

Hence Carinated ///. a., keeled, ridged; =
Carinate a. ; Ca rinating ppl. a., ? forming a

carina ;
Carination, a keel-like formation, ridg-

ing resembling a keel.

1608 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XX. 324 The Stalk is

round and carinated. 1880 Watson in Jml. Linn. Soc. XV.
No. 84. 228 Two threads whose prominence slightly cari-

nates each whorl. 1788 Gray in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 28
Carinated scales, - a character of venomous Serpents. 1846
Dana Zooph. 384 The twelve large carinating lamella:. 1880
Watson in Jrnl, Linn. Soc. XV. No. 82. 117 Each whorl .

.

projects in an angular carination. x88i — ioid. No. 87. 411
The line of the tubercles forms a rather acute carination.

t Carine. Obs. [a.. F. carine:—h. carina.'] Keel.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Carine, the keel or bottom of a

ship. Hoivel. 1678 in Phillips.

Carine, obs. form of Careen.
Caring (kesrir)), vbl. sb. [f. Cake v. + -ing 1

.]

The action of the verb Cake.
1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 11. (1558) 87 No painful-

nesse, no diligence, no caring. 1607 Hieron IVks. 1. 318
A caring and studying to prooue what is the good will of

I

God. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. vi. xxxv, Daintie joyes
laugh at white-headed caring, a 1797 H. Walpole Lett.

I. 39 (L.) If the god of indolence is a mightier deity with
you than the gal of caring for one.

Carino-, comb, form of Carina, keel.

187a Nicholson Palzont. 151 The one nearest the carina,
' carino-lateral '.

Carioch, obs. form of Caroche.
Carion, obs. form of Carrion.

t Ca^riO'se, a. Obs. ran~ l
. [ad. L. carids-us,

f. caries.'] = Carious.
176a Wollaston in Phil. Trans. LII. 585 The os calcis,

and astragalus, are both of them cariose.

Cariosity (kceriifsiti). Pathol, [ad. mod.L.
caridsitdt-em, f. cariosus rotten, carious.] Carious

state or condition ; a carious formation.
1638 A. Read Chirurg. xviii. 130 Moist medicaments are

not to bee applied to bones, because they cause cariositie.

1746 Amyand in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 199 A.. Cariosity in

the Body of the Os Humeri.

CariOUS (ke^rias), a. [ad. F. carieux (16th c.

in Pare;, or L. carios-us, f. caries : see -OL'8.1

1. Pathol. Of bones, teeth, etc. : Affected with

caries, decayed.
1676 Wiseman Chirurg*. Treat, rv. iv. 309 Finding the

I bone carious. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. 357 A rotten or

carious tooth. 1831 Youatt Horse viii. (1847) 202 Carious
or hollow teeth are occasionally, .seen.

2. trans/. Decayed ; rotten with dry rot.

1530 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) 295 My cariouse bodye to be be-

ride in the Trenyte qweir. 183* Veg. Subst. Food 49 The.

.

carious grains are . . often housed with the sound grain.

184a Blactew. Mag. LI. 286 Fire racing along the old carious

timbers. 1848 Ruskin Mod. Paint. I. Pref. 37 The earth

yields and crumbles beneath his foot . . for its substance is

white, hollow, and carious.

Hence Cariousness.
1818 Art Present. Feet 116 A cariousness which has ren-

dered the amputation of one or more toes . . necessary.

t Caritably, adv. Obs. = Charitably.
1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 973/1 To do otherwise

truly and caritably their duty. [Perh. only a misprint.]

Caritative (kse-ritdtiv), a. [f. L. cdritdt-em

charity + -TO.] Of charitable or benevolent ten-

dency. Cf. Charitative.
1884 M. Kaufmann in Gd. Words 617 Thus by a 'carita-

tive system '—a term first introduced into text books of
political economists by Wagner—to secure social peace.

t CaTity. Obs. [ad. L. cdrilds, -item, f. cdrus

dear. Cf. Charity, Chirty.] Deamess, dearth.

1530 St. Papers Hen. VtllA, 367 A gret carystye in Ilalye

of aTl maner of grayn. i6ao Venner via Recta iii. 56 Not-
withstanding the raritie and caritie of it. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Carity, dearth, scarcity, dearness.

Cariune, obs. form of Carrion.

Cark (kaak), sb. Obs. ox arch. Also 4-5 carke,

kark(e. [a. AY. karke, hark, a northern F. form

of carche, charche, bearing the same relation to

karkier, earthier, charchier (see next), that c/targe

does to chargitr.
The pretended OE. ' cearc, care, care' and its deriva-

tives in Bosworth are baseless figments. There is no word
of this form in Teutonic]

T 1. (?) A load ; a weight of 3 or 4 cwt. Obs.

/Z1300 [Riley Lib. Alb. (1859) 223 De Scawinga, Qe tout*

les avers des queux serra prys custume par karke, doit le

karke poysera iiii centaines . . kark du grein iii centaines.]

1473 Acta Audit. 31 (Jam.*, Ii tun of wad, a cark of alum,
a pok of madyr. a 150a Arnolds Chron. 11811)99 A karke
of peper. A kark of gynger. Ibid 99 The kark tnerof shal

wey lij. C. 1550S1K J. Balfour Practicks (1754) 87 (Jam.)
For ane hundreth carkes of kelles at the cntrie ij, at the

furthcoming ii. [1637 Cowell Interpr., Carke seemeth to

be a quantity of wooll whereof thirtie make a Sarpler, 27 H
VI. cap. 2. [Some error—the word there is sackes.\ Hence
in Termes de la Ley, Blount, Phillips, Bailey, etc]

+ 2. Charge, burden of responsibility. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20790 (Cott.) He wil noght tak be cark

[MS. F. charge] on him. c 1330 A rth. * Merl. 3952 This
ich seuen saunfail, The cark hadde of the batayl. c 1400

Gamelyn 760, I see that al the cark schal fallen on myn
heed. 1580 Babington Exp. Lords Prayer (1596) 148

Them that haue any great cark vpon their hands.

3. That which burdens the spirit, trouble ; hence,

I troubled state of mind, distress, anxiety ; anxious

solicitude, labour, or toil. (In later use generally

coupled with care.) arch.
c 13*5 E.E. A Hit. P. B. 4 Fayre formez myat he fynde in

for[b]ering his speche & in pe contrare, kark & combraunce
huge. Ibid. C. 265 He knew vche a cace [? care] and kark pat
hym lymped. 1330 R. Brunne Chron. 135 He quath. .hue
thousand to pe nospitale, for bei were in karke. 1 1449
Pecock Repr. in. xv. 377 This seid cark and caring it

attendaunce is miche more in a man for that he hath wijf

i

& children. 1541 Boorde Dyetary v. (1870) 240 Euer in

carcke & care, for his purse wyll euer be bare. 1567 Drast
Horace Epist. 11. ii, Mongst so much toyle, and such a
coyle, such soking carke, and spyte. 1590 Spenser F. Q.
I. L 44 Downe did lay His heavie head, devoide of careful

carke. 1626 Massincer Rom. Actor 11. i, What then follows

all your carke & caring? 1639 H. Ainsworth Annot. Ps.
x. 3 He woundeth himselfe with his greedy carke. 1841-6
Longf. Nuremberg xxii, The swart mechanic comes to

drown his cark and care.

t4. Care, heed, pains. Obs.
148a Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 78 The gret carke that they

had of her riches . . and imoderate carke of her kynnefolke.

1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par. Phil. iii. 1, I haue with
muche carke and care oftentymes warned you. 1576 Wool-
ton Chr. Man. 66 The cark & care which Gods Spirit .

.

taketh that justice may overcome. 1603 Florio Montaigne
1. xxiv. (1632)61 The carke and care men tooke about good
husbandry.

Cark (kaik), v. Obs. or arch. [ME. carke-n,

karke-n, is identical in form with ONF. carkier,

karkier, carquier, qarkier, later (and mod. Pic.)

carker (in other dials, carcier, carchier, charchier)

to load, burden :—late L. carcare, contr. f. carricdre

to load (whence came the OF. duplicate form

chargier, in ONF. carguer, cargier, to Charge .]

1 1. trans. To load, burden ; also, to charge or

impose as a charge upon. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8253 (Gott.) It was sua karkid[/-'. karked,

C. cherged, T. charged], ilka bow, wid lef, and flour, and
' fruit, enow. Ibid. 23002 J>ai sal haue na might vp to win,

Sua heui carked of |>air sin. 1330 R. Brunne Chron. no
Anoper oth. .be clergie did him karke. 1340 Ayenb. 138 pe

ilke. .bet na|t ne heb bote bane nhicke y-carked mid zenne

dyadlich. Ibid. 142 be milde herten y-carked mid bornes of

I

ssarpnesse of penonce. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 472 Shal

nober kyng ne kny^t. .Ouer-cark be comune.

2 To burden with care, burden as care does ; to

worry, harass, vex, trouble. (Mostly in pa. pple.)

Obs. or arch. ; but see CaRkino ppl. a.

a 1300 Cursor M. ^654 pan bai ware carked [v.r. fillud] in

bat land [Egypt] wit care. Ibid. 23994 (Gutt.) Bot carked

[C. charked, F. carkid] sua i was wid care. Ibid. 24233
pou cark be noght sa fast wit car. c «330 A rth. t, Merl.

4464 The king Cradelman Was soure carked and alle his

man. 1830 Tennyson Dirge 8 Thee nor carkcth care nor

slander.

3. intr. To be anxious, be full of anxious thought,

fret oneself ; to labour anxiously, to toil and moil.
1 Obs. or arch.

a 1400 in Wright Lyric P. xvL 54 For hire love y carke

ant care. 1530 Palsgr. 476, 1 carke, I care, I take thought,

Je chagrine. 1556 Abp. Parker Psalter xxxvi. Argt., How
he carelh and carkth for his lytheir gayne. 1580 Tussm
Husb. ( 18781 209 To carke led. 1573 carp] and care, and euer

bare . . What life it is. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xix.

x. 1 36 Constantius . . sat carking [ L. curantem] and musing

upon the matter. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. lmpr. (1652)

79 He need neither Moyle nor Carke as he did before, a 1677

Barrow Sent. Wks. 1716 I. 54 A covetous man . carking

about his bags. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. ii. S 20 Old Buba-

lion in the city is carking, starving, and cheating, that his

son may drink, game, and keep mistresses. 1848 Kingsley

Alt. Locke's Song 9 Why for sluggards cark and moil!

t 4. In weakened sense (cf. Care v.) : To take

thought or care, busy oneself. Obs.

01375 Joseph A rim. 30 pei carke for here herbarwe.

r 1420 Pailad. on Husb. iv. 701 For boles eke now tyme is

forto kark. 160a 2nd Pt. Retun/r. Pernass. m.v. ArtO 47

Our doting sires, Carked and cared to haue vs lettered. 1603

Engl. Moun. Gam. in SeUct. fr. Hart. Misc. (1793) 207

To cark for sheep and lambs, that cannot tend themselves.

1 5. ? ^Morns explains ' to produce '.) Obs. rare.

1340 Ayenb. 230 Adonghelbet necarkep. .bote bornes and

netlen.

Cark- in various words: see Carc-.

Carke-cloth : see Cake-cloth.

t Ca'rket. Obs. Also 6-7 carcat. -kat. [Con-

tracted f. Carcanet, carknet.] =Carcanet.
ij.. AM Costume (1849) 9a Thair collars, carcats, and

hals beidis. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. 'Long, Collier *
autre baguependant au col, a coller or carket. 1603 Phi-

lotus xxviii, For to decoir ane Carkat craif That cumlie

Collour bane. 1814 Discipline III. 26 (Jam.) There's a glen

where we used to make carkets when we were herds.

+ Ca rkful, a. Obs. [f. Cabk si. + -rvL.] Full

of care or trouble ; anxious.

1449 Pecock Repr. m, xv. 377 Ouer thoujtful and ouer

carkful. 1482 Monk 0/ Evesham (Arb.) 60 Ouer carkefulle

of hys bodely helbe.

Ca rking, vbl. sb. Obs. or arch. [f. Cark v. +

-ingV] The action of the verb Cark ;
grieving,

being anxious ; trouble, solicitude ; anxious toil.

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. exxxvii. 844 They which

are maried . . must needes be giuen ouer to many cares

and carkings. a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes 1. vi. (1640)

73 Without any further carking and perplexity of mind.

1659 Gcntl. Call. v. 414 Those carkings and solicitudes to

which needier persons are exposed. 1691 E. Taylor
Behmen's Three/. Life xvii. 312 Distrustful carking and

toiling. 1861 P. Young Daily Read, cexvi. 75 With all

our carking and caring, we cannot increase our stature.
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Carking (ka'ikiij),///. a. Obs. or arch. [f. as

prec. + -ing^.] That carks.

1. An attribute of care, or the like : Burdening,

distressing, grieving, wearing, fretting.

c 1565 T. Robinson Mary Ma&L lxviii, Solace in_ her

brest no place can finde, For carking care doth all delights

together binde. X748 Thomson Cast. Indol. n. i, Ate up
with carking care & penurie. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
Ixiv, Some carking care that would not be driven away.

2. Of persons : a. fretting, anxious ; b. Toiling,

moiling ; C. Miserly, niggardly.

1567 Drant Horace Epist. ii. C iij, Duke Nestor, sillie

carking segge. 1579 Twyne Physicke agst. Fort, if, lxxxiii.

266 a, A labouryng and carkyng man, whose lyfe ought to

be a patterne of all quietnesse. 1600 Heywood i Edw. I V,

Wks. 1874 1. 21 Whose recreant limbs are notcht with gaping
scars, Thicker than any carking craftsmans score. 1710
Welton Suffer. Son of God II. xv. 402 Who are so ex-

tremely carking and caring about this Life. 1748 Richard-
son Clarissa (1811) VIII. lxxi. 331 Immensely rich and
immensely carking. 1750 Berkeley Patriotism § 22 Ibycus
is a carking, griping, closefisted fellow. 1789 D. Davidson
Seasons 62 (Jam.) List'ning to the chirp O' wandring mouse,
or moudy's carkin hoke.

t Ca'rkingly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.]

Anxiously, fretfully, solicitously.

t6n Cotgr., Chagrinement, pensiuely, heauily, sadly,

carkingly. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 11 Be ye not
anxiously, distrustfully, carkingly careful for the things of

this life. 1656 Dugard Gate Eat. UnL xvi. 193 Neither
immoderately desire riches, or carkingly heap them up.

1660 S. Fisher Rnsticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 326 Your ..

false Translations ye are so carkingly careful of.

Carl, carle (.kjul), sb.1 Also 4-7 karl(e, 5
karll, 6 carril, cairle, carll. [a. ON. karl (Sw.

Da. karl) man, male, freeman, man of the people ;

found in OE., from the time of the Danish kings,

in hus-carl, later also in bulse-carl, and car/man,

but not as a separate word. ON. karl=OHG.
charal, karl, MHG. karl:—OTeut. type *karlo-z.

OHG. had also c/tarlo, MHG. charle, karle

OTeut. type *karlon-. Besides these the LG.
dialects have an ablaut form repr. an OTeut. type

*kerlo-z
i
viz. OE. ceorl (from cert), MDu. kerel,

kerle, Du. kerel, MLG. kerle (whence mod.G. kerl),

Fris. tzerl : see Churl. The form karl appears

as the proper name Karl, OE. Carl, L. Carohis,

Fr. and Eng. Charles : cf. Charles' Wain.]
1. A man of the common people ; more particu-

larly a countryman, a husbandman, arch.
[xooo See House-carl, Bus-carl, Carman 2

].

1375 Barbour Bruce m> 226 Stalwart karlis . . and wycht.
Ibid. x. 158 He wes a stout carle and a sture. c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 545 The Mellere was a stout carl for the
nones. ^1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xi. 90 Thai sparyt
nowther carl na page, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 62 Carle or
chorle, rusticus. c 1450 Merlin xi. 167 They saugh come
a grete karl thourgh the medowes. 1500 Barclay Ship of
Fooles (1570I 159 Fye rurall carles, awake I say and rise.

C1550 Sir J. Balfour Practices 510 (Jam.)Cairles,and men
of mean conditioun. 155a Huloet, Churle or carle of the
countrey, rusticus. 1757 Dyer Fleece 11. 435 They clothe

the mountain carl or mariner. 1820 Scott Monast. xvii, It

seems as if you had fallen asleep a carle, and awakened a
gentleman. 1821 Joanna Baillie Malcom's Heir xii. 2 By
lord and by carle forgot. 1876 Morris Sigurd it. 87 And
kings of the carles are these.

t b. esp. A bondman, a villain ; cf. Churl. Obs.

(after 1 500 blending with prec.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 29444 pe tober - - es woman, carl o feild,

and child bat es wit-in eild. c 1400 Cato's Morals 313 in

Cursor M. p. 1673 If bou haue carlis bo^t to serue be in bi

bojt. .1440 Promp. Parv. 62 Carle or chorle, bondeman
or woman, servus nativus, sen'a nativa. .1440 York
Myst. xi. 191 We are harde halden here als carls vndir be
kyng. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 148/2 He tormented a
uylayn or a carle for the couetyse of hys good. 1530 Palsgr.
203/1 Carle, chorle, nilain. 1549 Compl. Scot. xvii. 144
The discriptione of ane vilaine (quhilk ve cal ane carl in

our scottis langage^. [1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, x.

(1862) 140 The oath of a. .king's thane, being of equal avail
with that of six carles or peasants.]

2. Hence, A fellow of low birth or rude manners
;

a base fellow ; a churl. In later times, passing into

a vague term of disparagement or contempt, and
chiefly with appropriate epithets. Sc. (k^rl) ox arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13808 ' pou carl, qui brekes bou vr lau.'

ci3as F. E. A Hit. P. B. 876 An out-comlyng, a carle, we
kytte of byn heued. c 1400 Yivainc Gaiu. 559 The karl
of Kaymes kyn. 1476 Sir J. Paston Lett. 776 III. 163
They weer ffrowarde karlys. 15*6 Skelton Magnyf. 1844
A knave and a carl, and all of one kynd. 1549 Compl.
Scotl. xvii. 146 Thai that var vicius & couuardis, var reput
for vilainis ande carlis. 1597 1st Pt. Returnfr. Parnass.
v. i. 1479 Farewell, base carle clothed in a sattin sute. 1728
Thomson Hymn to May (R.), I deem that carl, by beauty's
pow'r unmov'd Hated of heav'n. 1818 Scott Hrt, Midi.
xvii, * Yedonnard carle'. 1829 — Demonol. iv. 123 Wrinkled
carles and odious hags. 1881 Miss Fothergill Kith $ A".

xiii, A rough-hewn, cross-grained carle like him.

b. spec. One who is churlish or mean in money
matters ; a grabber ; a niggard. Now .only Sc.
154a Brinklow Compl. ii. (1874) 9 Another rich covetos

carl. 1564 Becon Jnvell of Joye Wks. 11. 15 Those riche
carles and couetouse churles. 1593 T. Nashe Christ's T.
53 None is so much the thieues mark as the myser and
the Carle. 1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat. 11. iv. 34 The liberal man
should hue, and carle should die. 1642 Rogers Naaman
354, I will not say, as a Carle lately did, of great wealth, I

shall dye a beggar. 1730-6 Bailey s.v., An old Carle, an
old doting, covetous hunks, a surly niggard. 1753 Richard*

Vol. IT.

son Grandison (1781) II. xxxvi. 341 Mercantile carle. 1837
R. Nicoll Poems (1843) 90 He was a carle in his day, And
siccar bargains he could mak.

3. Without any specific reference to rank or

manners, but usually including the notion of sturdi-

ness or strength, and sometimes of roughness ;
—

Fellow. Sc. [Cf. 1375-86 in 1.]

a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. xxi, The carlis with clubbis coud
udir quell. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barihol. Anat. 1. xxxi.

74 If he be a lusty Carle. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733)

L 84 The night was cauld, the carle was wat. 1794 Burns
The Carles of Dysart, Up wi' the carles o" Dysart, And the

lads 0' Buckhaven. 1798 Wordsw. P. Bell 1. xvii, He was
a carl as wild and rude As ever hue-and-cry pursued. 1828

Scott F. M. Perth vii, The town hold me a hot-headed
carle. 1857 J. Wilson Chr. North I. 156 A rosy-cheeked

carle, upwards of six feet high. 1858 M. Porteous Souter
Johnny 7 A blither cantier carl.

b. Sc. To play carl again : ' to return a stroke,

to give as much as one receives ' (Jamieson).
1862 in Hislop Prov. Scotl. 161 Play carle wi' me again.

4. = Carl hemp, q.v.

5. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib. or in

apposition : That is or acts as a carl ; knavish.

c 1450 Erie of Tolous 1081 Thou carle monke, wyth all thy
gynne . . Hur sorowe schalt thou not cees. 1593 Peele Order
Garter Wks. 1829 II. 238 The carl Oblivion stol'n from
Lethes lake.

b. In sense of ' male ', as carl cat, carl crab
;

carl doddie, a flowering stalk of ribgrass, scabious,

etc. (cf. curl doddy) ; also Carl hemp, Carman ^.

(The asserted occurrence of carl-catt, carl-fuy>l, etc. in

OE. appears to be an error : they have not been found by
us even in ME.)
c 1605 Montgomerie Flyting 670 Carle cats weepe vinegar

with their eine. 1691 Ray N. C. Wds. (E. D. S.) Carl-Cat,

a boar or he-cat. 1803 Sir R. Sibbald Fife 132 (Jam.) The
common sea-crab, .the male they call the Carle crab. 1868

G. Macdonald R. Falconer I. 65 ' He kneipit their heids

thegither, as gin they hed been twa carldoddies '.

Carl, sb? dial. [Cf. Carl pjq
1. -= Carling 2

.

1875 Robinson Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S.I Carlings or Carls,

are gray peas steeped in water and fried the next day in

butter or fat. .They are eaten on the second Sunday before

Easter, formerly called ' Care Sunday '.

2. Carl Sunday = Carling or Care Sunday.
1688 R. Holme Armoury ill. 130/1 The 5 Sunday in Lent

called Carle Sunday. 1788 Marshall E. Yorksh. (E. D. S.)

s. v. Cartings, The Sunday next but one before Easter,

which is called Carl-Sunday.

Carl, v> [?f. Carl s6J]

fl. intr. (?)To act or behave like a carl ; to

talk with a gruff, snarling voice, to snarl. Still dial.

i6oz Returnfr. Parnass. v. iv. (Arb.) 72 Nought can great

Furor do, but barke and howle, And snarle and grin, and
carle, and towze the world, Like a great swine. 1621

Burton Anat. Mel. \. ii. 1. v. (1651) 60 They Carle many
times as they sit, and talk to themselves, they are angry,

waspish. 1875 Robinson Whitby Gloss. Carl, to snarl.

2. trans. To provide or suit with a male. Sc.

1807 Knickbie Wayside Cott. 177 (Jam.) If she could get

herself but carl'd . . She wi' her din ne'er deav'd the warld.

Carl, z>.
2 dial. [Of uncertain origin.

(Perh. a back-formation from Cabling 2 'parched peas',

taken as a participial form.)]

trans. To prepare as carlings ; to parch (peas)

;

to birsle or bristle. Hence Carled ppl. a.

1611 Cotgr. s. v. Groule, Febves groulees, parched or

carled Beanes. 1862 Leeds Dial. 263 Carled peas, grey
peas steeped all night in water and fried the following day
with butter. 1863 Mrs. Toocood Yorksh. Dial., The sun

carls the hay and makes it crackly. Ibid.., T'ground is

sumpy underneath, but carled on top.

Carlage, obs. Sc. var. of Carlish a.

Carlet. [ad. F. carrelet, in same sense, dim. of

carrel, carreau file :—Romanic *quadrello, dim.

of quadro :—L. quadrum square.] A file of tri-

angular section, two sides being single-cut, and

one smooth ; used by comb-makers.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 383/2 Combmakers Tools .

.

a Carlett . . three square, whereof the smooth side is up, and
one of the Teeth side seen. 1874 in Knight Diet. Mech. ;

and in mod. Diets.

[Carlet in Richardson, etc., a mistake for

Cartel, i. e. (the earl of ) Carlisle, in the following :

1630 Drayton Barons Warres iv. 7 That craftie Carlel

closely apprehended.]

Carl hemp. Also 6 churle hempe, charle
hemp, [from Carl sb. 1 in sense * male T

; but

the name was actually given in i6thc. to what is

now known to be the female plant (being the

robuster and coarser).

(So in med.L., and other langs. ; the popular error was
pointed out by Ray Hist. 11686) I. 159' Mas robustior (haec

nobis foemina dicitur quia prolifica)', also by Linn^us
Amcenitates (1746) I. 329; and fully discussed by Blair,
Botan. Essays (1730) 246.)]

L The female or seed-bearing hemp plant, which
is of stronger growth, and produces a coarser fibre.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 146 Thy female hempe must be
pulled from the churle hempe, for that beareth no sede .

.

The churle hempe beareth sede . . the hemp therof is not soo
good as the female hempe. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 32
Karle hempe, left greene, now pluck vp cleene. 1507
Gerarde Herbal cexxvii. 572 The male is called Charle
Hempe, and Winter Hempe. The female Barren Hempe,
and Sommer Hempe. 1691 Ray N. C. Wds. (E- D. S.) s.v.,

Nostrates dicunt karl-cat pro fele masculo, et karl-hemp pro

cannabo majori vel masculo. 1877 E. Peacock N.-W. Line.

Gloss. (E.D. S.) The carl or male hemp was used for ropes,

sackcloth, and other coarse manufactures ; the fimble, or
female hemp, was applied to . . domestic purposes.

fig. 1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 373 (Jam -) You "ave a sta^ °f

carle hemp in you ;—spoken to sturdy and stubborn boys.

1789 Burns To Blacklock, Come Firm Resolve, take thou
the van, Thou stalk o' carl-hemp in man.

2. Also called shortly carl.

1573 Tcsser Husb. (1878) 113 The fimble to spin and the

karl for hir seede. 1577 B. Googe Heresbaclis Husb. (1586)

39 b, The female or firble Hempe is first pulled up, afterward

the male or the carle, when his seede is ripe, is plucked up.

;

(In mod. Trade and other Diets.)

Ca-rlie. Sc. [f.CARLj<M+-iE = -Y4] A little

carl, a man short of stature.

1697 Cleland Poems 68 (Jam.) Some peevish clownish

carlie. i8aa Galt5:> A. Wylie I. 40 (Jam.) Andrew settled

into a little gash carlie, remarkable chiefly for a straight-

forward simplicity.

tCa'rlin. Obs. Also carline. [a. F. carlin,

ad. It. carlino, f. Carlo Charles, the name of several

rulers, esp. Carlo I, 1266.] 'A small silver coin

current in Naples and Sicily, equivalent \o about

four-pence English ' (Chambers Cycl. Supp.), or,

in later times, twopence.
1705 Hickeringill Priest-Cr. \\. i. 7 The Pardon will cost

. . a Dukat and 5 Gross or . . 5 Carlins. 1799 Sir T. Trou-
bridge in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1845) III. 329 Sailors. .all

driven into the gun-boats without a carline. 1818 Hobhouse
Hist. Illust. Ch. Harold 541, 26 pence of the ancient small

money (now, worth a carline).

Carline 1
, -ing (kaulin). Chiefly Sc. Forms:

4 kerling, -lyng, 6 carlyng, 6 9 carling. carlin,

carline. [Northern ME. kerling, a. ON. kerling

woman, esp. old woman, fern, of Karl (with um-

laut and -ing, Norse form of -in, -en}. Carlin is

assimilated to Carl, and in the ending follows the

Sc. pronunciation of -ing as -in, as in mornin\

JHttin\ etc. In Sc. commonly (kfrlm).]

A woman, esp. an old one ; often implying con-

tempt or disparagement, like Carl sb,^ 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11056 pe tan was leuedi maiden ying,

pe toper hir hand-womman kerling. t 1375 ? Harbour St.

Theodera 21 Thru flatry Of kerlyngis, \>at in mony wyse
3ung mene betresis oft-syse. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1942

Vnto the nimphe I maid a busteous braid, Carling [v.r.

Carline] (quod I) quhat was 3one. 1630 B. Jonson Ntnv
Inn v. i, Why . . sold'st htm then to me . . for ten shillings,

carlin ? 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull 11. iv, [/V^-says] There's

no living with that old carline his mother. 1787 Burns
To J. Smith, That auld, capricious carlin, Nature. 1810

Tannahill When John and me ivere married, Myminnie,
cankert carling, Would gi'e us nocht ava. 1827 Scott

i Chron. Canong. Introd.(i863) 242 It was but about a young
!
cateran and an auld carline. 1870 Morris Earthly Par.

i
III. iv. 56 Goodwife . .Thou art a sturdy carline yet.

b. Applied particularly to a witch or one

charged with being such.

1528 Lyndesav Dreme 45 Off the reid Etin and the gyir

carlyng. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 514 How King
Duffois was witchit be . ane Witche Carling that duelt in

Forres, a 1700 in Sc.Pasquils u868> 44 A witches son, shame
fa' his face Sa carling lyke. 1790 Burns Tarn O'Shanter,

The carlin caught her by the rump, And left poor Maggie
scarce a stump, a 1835 Hogg Witch ofFife lix, The kerlyngs

drank of the bishop's wyne Quhill they scentit the morning
wynde.

Carline 2 ^'Jim)- [a - F- carline, Sp., It., and

med.L. carlina, reputed to be for Carolina, from

the emperor Karl or Carolus Magnus (Charle-

magne)— ' Herba quam Carolinam vocant, quod

Magno quondam Carolo divinitus ostensa fuerit,

aclversus pestiferam luem salutaris
1
(Ruelle c 1525

in Du Cange).]

A genus of Composite plants, closely allied to

the thistles, and hence generally called Carline

Thistle. The common species {Carlina vulgaris)

grows on dry soil, and is conspicuous for the straw-

coloured, hygrometric involucre which surrounds

the dull purple disk of the flower.

1578 Lvte Dodoens iv. lxvii. 529 Carline Thistel

White Caroline Thistel. Ibid. 530 They call it Car-

lina, or Carolina, bycause of Charlemaigne Emperour of

the Romaynes, vnto whom an Angel first shewed this

Thistel, as they say when his armie was striken with the

pestilence. Ibid., The roote of Carline boyled in wyne, is

very good ..against the Sciatica. 1605 Timme Quersit.

111. 177 The rcotes of angelica, of the Carline-thistle. 1861

Miss Pratt Flmver. PI. III. 182 Carline-thistle. 1879

Lubbock Sci. Led. xi. 36 The heads of the common carline

. . present a sort of thicket, which must offer an almost im-

penetrable barrier to ants.

Carline 3
, a. and sb. Also Caroline. Applied

to one of the balls in a particular game at bil-

liards ; also to the game in which this is used.

1820 Hoyle's Games Impr. 372 The Caroline or Carline

game is played either on a round or square table with five

balls, two white, one red, another blue, and the Caroline ball

yellow. 1863 Pardon Hoyle's Games 408 The carline holed

in a centre pocket scores six.

Carling 1
, carline (kaulirj, -lin). [Of un-

certain etymology : in mod. F. carlingue 1 the step

of a mast, the peece of timber whereinto the foot

thereof enters
1
(Cotgr.), (according to Littre from

!
English"); Pg., Sp., It. carlinga. IcA MfH^g (fal

1 the pulur), as if the same word as Carline j
.]

16



CARLING. 122 CARMINE.
1. Araut. One ofthe pieces of timber about 5 inches

square in section, lying fore and aft under the deck
of a ship, with their ends let culvertail-wise into the

beams. ' On and athwart these the ledges rest,

whereon the planks of the deck and other portions
of carpentry are made fast ' (Smyth IVord-bk.).
1611 Cotgr. s. v. Aileurs, Our Ship-wrights name them

Comingsor Carlings. 16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Grain.
ii. 7 Carlings . . Jieth along the ship from beame to beame.
1775 Falch Day's Diving Vess. 5 These stanchions were
again supported with cross beams or carlings in the middle
of the chamber. 1804 A. Duncan Mariner's Chron. II. 325
The first explosion . . struck them against the carlings of
the upper deck, so as to stun them. 1840 K. Dana Be/.
Mast xxxi. 119 The water dropping from the beams and
carlines. c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 103 The carlings
by the side of, and for the support of the mast . . are much
larger than the rest. 1863 Times 19 Mar. 14/2 Iron carlines.

2. dial, (see quot.).

1875 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Carlin, or Care/in, the
portable beam beneath a hatchway in the floor, for giving
cross-support to the hatch-lid.

3. Carling-knee, a piece of timber lying trans-

versely from the ship's side to the hatchway, serv-

ing to sustain the deck between the two.
i6»6 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 30 Carling-knees,

for the Dauid. 16*7 — Seaman's Gram. ii. 7 The Carling
knees, .comes thwart the ship from the sides of the Hatches
way. 1704 in J. Harris Lex Techn. 1867 in Smyth.

Carling - (ka\ilirj). In 6 carline, 7 carlin.
[Possibly Ccare in Care-Sunday + -ling. Peas, parched,

or otherwise prepared, appear to have been long associated
with Lent : see Brand ' Mid-Lent Sunday', and Palsgrave
652,

1
1 parche pesyn, as folkes use in Lent, je grasle des

poys.' This being so, Carl v.' would be from carling.]

1. (See quots.

)

156a Turner Herbal 11. 93 a, The perched or burstled
peasen which ar called in Northumberland Carlines. a 1714
in Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. ( 17331 I. 00 There lads and lasses
. . Will feast . . On sybows, and rifarts and carlings. c 1746
J. Collier (Tim Bobbin! Lane. Dial. Gloss., Carlings,
peas boiled on Care-Sunday. 1875 [see Carl sb.* tj.

2. Carling Sunday, the fifth Sunday in Lent, on
which it was customary to eat parched peas.
c 1680 in Law Mem. 191 note, [Protest of the Gibbites]

They solemnly renounce. .' old wives fables and bye words,
as Palm.Sunday, Carlin-Sunday. .etc." 1777 Brand Pop.
Antiq. (1849) L 112. 1786 Gentleman's Slag., In North-
umberland the day is called Carling Sunday. The yeo-
manry . . steep peas, and afterwards parch them, and eat
them on the afternoon of that day, calling them carlings.
1815 Hone Everyday Bk. I. 378 Care Sunday is the fifth

Sunday from Shrove Tuesday . . It is also called Carle
Sunday, and in some parts Carling Sunday.
Carling S, var. of Cabline.
+ Carlip. Obs. rare~ x

. 1 A species of fire-arm.
1659 Unhappy Marksman in Harl. Misc. 11812) IV. 7 (D.)

The carlip is but short, wanting some inches of a yard in
the barrel.

Carlish (kaulij), a. Also 3 karl-. [f. Carl
sbA + -ish l.J Of or pertaining to a carl or carls

;

churlish, clownish, vulgar, coarse; rude, mean.
Hence Carlishness.
a 1 240 Wchange in Cott. Horn. 273 Ne bole me neauer

mi luue nohwer to sette okarlische binges, c 1375 Barbour
Troy-bk. 1. 86 Hyme lykis erare to be Carlyche pane curtase.
1 1440 1'romp. Parv. 77 Chorlysche or carlysche, rnsticanns.
a 1500 Colkelbie Sew 11. 513 < Jam.) This carlage man, this
foirsaid Colkelbe. 1542 Udall Krasm. Apoph. 179 b, At
suche a carlishe aunswer. 1551 Huloet, Carlishnes or
churlyshnes, rusticitas. a 1614 Bp. 14 Smyth Serm. 245
When a poore Dauid, as it were, would borrow a sheep of
carlish Nabal. 1803 W. S. Rose tr. Amadis dc G. 78 Two
carlish knights stood by.

Carlism (ka aliz'm). [a. F. carlismc, Sp. car-
lismo, f. Carlos Charles + -ism.] Attachment to
Don Carlos, second son of Charles IV of Spain,
and his heirs, as the legitimate successors of Fer-
dinand VII (died i833J,to the exclusion of the
daughter of the latter, and her heirs; Spanish
legitimism. So Carlist sb., an adherent of Don
Carlos

;
adj., pertaining to Carlism.

1830 Ann. Reg. 287 The Carlists were in fact the party
of the Church. 1834 Gentl. Mag. CIV. 1. 97 Vittoria, the
seat of Carlism. 1836 Gen. Thompson Brit. Legion v. 130
Lest the eloquence of the Carlist had been ofa nature to in-
duce the Chrislino to desert. 1873 Spectator 33 Aug. 1061/2
The delinquencies of some foolish partisans of CarlUm.

tCarllein. 06s. rare- 1
. [? for carling-, f.

Carl sb\ + -lino, or ? -inc.] A little carl.

1:1460 Towneley Myst. 146 Herod. Shuld a carllein, a
knafe, bot of oone yere age, Thus make me to rafe ?

Carloe, -lock, -lok e, obs. ff. of Charlock.
Carlock (ka il^k). [a. Kuss. karliik isinglass

;

in F. also carlock.] Isinglass from the bladder of*

the sturgeon, imported from Russia.
1768 in E. Buys Diet. Terms 0/A rt. 1819 in Pantologia

;and in mod. Diets.

tCarlot. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Carl^.I-t-ot.]

A churl, carl, peasant.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. nt. v. 108 He hath bought the

t-ottage and the bounds That the old Carlot once was
Master of.

Carlovingian (kajlavind^ianl, a. [ad. F.
wlovmgien, lor carlingian, after Merovingian (f.
Mcrove'e + -ing). Another form is Carolinciak.]
l.elonging to the second dynasty of French kings,
lounded by Carl or Karl the Great (Charlemagne)

1781 Gibbon Decl. t, F. xlix, The Carlovingian Sceptre
was transmitted . . in a lineal descent of four generations.

1879 Sir O. Scott Led. Arcltit. I. 45 The weakness of the
Carlovingian monarchs.

Carlsbad twins. 'Large felspar crystals which
are porphyritically embodied in a regularly con-
stituted rock, as in the granite of Carlsbad in

Bohemia, and the granite of some parts of Corn-
wall ' (Ure Did. Arts).

Carlylism (kailai-liz'm). [f. the name of
ThomasCarlyle(l795-i88l) + -ISM.] a. Thechar-
acteristic literary manner or teachings of Carlyle.

b. A mannerism of Carlyle (chiefly in language
or style).

1841 Eraser's Mag. XXV. 722 It is Carlyleism in manner,
but not in matter. x88x Atftenxum 9 Apr. 488/3 Fighting
the good fight of liberty against tyranny, Christian kindness
against Carlylism. 1881 N. Y. Nation XXXII. 231 The
emptiness, or, to use a Carlylism, the ' putrescent cant ' of
most of the talk.

So also Carly lean, -ei an, -ian a., of, pertaining
to, or like Carlyle

;
sb., an admirer or imitator of

Carlyle. Carlylese, the literary style or dialect

of Carlyle. Carlyle sqne a.. Carlylia na, Car-
ly lite, etc.

1878 Morley Carlyle 188 Two conspicuous qualities of
Car!)'lean doctrine. 1884 Illust. Lend. Nnus, 3 Sept. 243/2
Thence the Carlyleian gigmanity. 1878T. Sinclair Mount
104 Carlylians are good guides, if there are no better. 1858
Sat. Rev. V. 414/1 The Quarterly will . . talk Kingsleyism,
and the Edinburgh Carlylese. 1886 F. Harrison Choice
Bks. 181 The finest Carlylese is never equal to the finest
English. x866 Comh. Mag. Oct. 414 His letters, .took a
curiously Carlylesque tone. 1865 Sat. Ren'. 11 Nov. 607
The Carlylites retort that Mr. DUraeli is * a Jew \

Carmagnole (karman^-r. [Fr. carmagtiole
a kind of dress much worn in France during the
Revolution of 1789 ; also in senses given below.]
1. Name of a lively song and dance, popular
among the French revolutionists in 1793.
18*7 Slott Napoleon Prose Wks. 1835 II. 90 note. 1837

Carlyle Fr. Rev. (1857) II. 11. v. xi. 82 Duke Brunswick is

not dancing carmagnoles, but has his drill-sergeants ready.
1871 Farrar H'itn. Hist. v. :8o That liberty which has for
her lullaby the carmagnole.

2. A nickname for a soldier in the French revo-
lutionary army ; applied by Burns to the devil, as
the author of mischief or ruin.

1796 Burns Poem on Life, That curst carmagnole, auld
Satan. 1823 Galt Entail III. xii. 115 Switching away the
heads of the thistles . . as if they had been Parisian car-
magnols.

3. The bombastic style adopted in reporting the
successes of the French revolutionary army.
i860 Times 16 Apr. 10/2 A fair specimen of the style called

the Carmagnole, so much cultivated by the newspaper and
pamphlet writers of the first Revolution.

tCarmalle. Obs. rare~K ? Carmelite.
c 1 528 Skelton Image Hvfiocr. 11. 429 Be they not car-

nalles, And lordes infernalles? Yea gredy carmalles, As
any carmarante.

Carman 1 (Ulimim). [f. Car sb. + Man.] A
man who drives a car ; a carter, carrier. Also
name of one of the London City Companies.
1580 Baret Alv. C 146 A carman or carter. 1598 11.

Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 111. ii, Seme.. in Thames-street,
or at Custome-house key, in a ciuill warre against the car-
men. 1663 Gkrdier Counsel 26 That no Car-men turne or
tumble down their Bricks. 1735 in Swift's Lett. 1 1768) IV.
141, I promise .. to send the paper by the carman. 1880
Times 15 Nov. 6/2 The carman who drove me. .to Ballinroe.
1887 Whitaker's Aim. 309 The fee for taking up freedom
by purchase in the Carmen's Company "is ^9 15*.

t Ca rman Obs. Also 2 carlman, 4 car-
manne, careman. fa. ON. Aarmann, var. of
karlmann \ya nom. karmaQr, male, man, f. karl
man, male + mann man.] A man, an adult male.
1135 O. E. Chron., pa namen hi ba men.. carl men and

wimen. a iyoo CursorM. 27 166 Guar he carman be, woman,
or barn, c 13*5 Metr. Horn. 156 Simeon hiht the carmanne
And the womman was cald dam Anne. 1400 Morte
Arth. 957 Carcfulle caremane, thow carpez to lowdc.

Carmaaal, var. Cauamoi ssai,, Obs.

t Carme, sb. and a. Obs. Also 4 karme. [a.

F*. carme Carme/.'] = Carmelite.
f 1380 Wvclif Sel. Wks. III. 353 Carmes seien hat bei

weren bifure j>e tyme bat Crist was born, c 1394 /'.

PI. Crede 340 Two frere karmes wib a full coppe. 1479 // 'ill

0/Stoughton (Somerset Ho. t Freres mynors, freres carmes.
1515 Compl. too late MaryeJiti.^ A grey friar, Jacobin, or
a Carm. 1631 Weeveb Anc. Fun. Man. 139 This Order of
Carmes, or Carmelites. 1797 Archasol. XIII. 272 Discalccd
Carmes at Tongres.

Ca rmele. Sc. Also carameile. [a. Gael.
cau mcaf, corra-mciilc, Ir. earn meala, 1 heath-pea,
wild licorice \] The Heath Tea {Lathyrus ma-
cro) rhizus), a leguminous British plant with an
edible tuberous root.

1771 Shaw in Pennant Tour Scotl. (1769) App. 310'JanO
One root . . which we call carmele . . grows in heaths and birch
woods to the bigness of a large nut . . I have often seen it

dried, and kept for journeys through hills where no pro-
visions could be had. 1884 Miller Plant-n., Caramtile.

t Ca'rmelin, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [a. OFr.
carmclin, ad. L. carme/m-us.] = Carmelite.
Hence also Ca rmeliness. rare.
1631 Weever Anc, E'un. Mon. 139 There were likewise

Carmelin or Carmelinesse Nunnes here in England. 1655
Francion vi. 14.

t Ca rmelitan, a. and sb. Obs. «= next.

1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1632) 67 The Carme litans and
Augustines. 1736 J. Serces Popery Enemy Script. 50 note

%

A Carmelitan Monk.

Carmelite ka-imebit), sb. and a. [a. F. car-

?nelite L. Carmelites, -a inhabitant of Carmel.]
1. A member of an order of mendicant friars

(called also, from the white cloak which forms
part of their dress, White Friars), who derive their

origin from a colony founded on Mount Carmel
by Berthold, a Calabrian, in the 12th century.

Also attrib.y or as adj.
The order was introduced into Europe in the 13th c, and

in the 16th divided into several branches, one of which, the
bare-footed Carmelites, were distinguished by the severity
of their rule.

c 1500 Dunbar Freiris of Bertvik 25 The Jacobene freiris

ofthe quhyt hew, The Carmeleitis and the monkis eik. 1503
Test. Ebor. (1869) IV. 239 To the Freerres Carmelites a
certayne of bookes. 1648 M 1lton Observ. A rt Peace (1851)

572 Most grave and reverend Carmelites. 1756-7^. A'eyster's
Trazi. 11760* III. 81 The above-mentioned Carmelite church.
1766 Entick London IV. 281 The church of the White-
friars, or Carmelites, stood on the south side of Fleet-
street. 1833 Lingard Hist. Eng. VI. 501 Pallavicino, a
carmelite fnar.

f 2. A variety of pear. Obs.
1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb. % Carmelite* is a large

flat Pear, one side gray, and on the other a little tinged
with red. .It is ripe in March. 1755 in Johnson.
3. A fine woollen stuff, generally of a grey or

other obscure colour : perh. = Fr. carmclinc 1 wool
of the vicugna* (a species of llama), Littre.
1828 J. T. Smith Nollekins \. 19 Among her dresses was

one of a fashionable Carmelite, a rich purple brown. 1859
Lady's Tour Monte Rosa 7 Every lady.. should have a
dress of some light woollen material such as carmelite or
alpaca. 1873 Miss Braddon Sir. Pilgr. l vii. 77 [She]
put on her Puritan hat, and sober gray carmelite gown.

Ca rmeli tess. A female Carmelite.
1669 Woodhead St. Teresa 11. xxx. 183 The life of St. Ann,

a Carmel it ess.

t Ca rminate, v. Obs. [f. L. carminat- ppl.

stem of carmin-are to card (wool *, f. carmen a

card for wool + -ate3. Cf. It. carmittare ' to card

or teazell wool, also to make grosse humors fine

and thin 9 (Florio). Cf. Carmixative.]
trans. Of medicinea : To expel (wind) from the

stomach or bowels.
1601 Holland Pliny xxvi. viii, To carminate or dissolve

ventosities. Ibid. (1634) Gloss., To Carminat, is to make
more fine and thin the grosse humours, .a terme. .borrowed
from those that card wooll. x6« Phys. Diet. s. v., Car-
minating medicines, are such as do break wind.

f To card wool, etc. ^Only in Diets.)
1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 31 Carminate, to card wool,

or deuide. 16*3 Cockeram, Carminate, to spin. 1656
Blount Clossogr., Carminate, to card wool, or hatchel flax,

to sever the good from the bad.
• Carmina'tion. Obs. rare~ l

. [noun of

action, f. carmittare to make verses, f. carmen
verse, song.] Charming, incantation.
16*0 Melton Astroiog. 80 Seducing and blinding the igno-

rant . .by Incantations, Carminations, Annual Observations.

Carminative v
ka\imin^tiv), a. and sb. [f. L.

carminat- ppl. stem of carmittare to card + -1VE.

'A medical term from the old theory of humours. The
object of carminatives is to expel wind, but the theory was
that they dilute and relax the gross humours from whence
the M'ind arises, combing them out like the knots in wool.'
Wedgwood. J

A. adj. Of medicines, etc. : Having the quality

of expelling flatulence.

1655 in Phys. Diet. 1710 Addison Tatler Na 224 ?8 The
Carminitivc Wind-expelling Pills. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII.
555 Fennel . . The seeds . . supposed to be .stomachic and
carminative. 1875 H. W ood Therap. (1879) 39 l Chloroform
. .exerts, .a stimulant carminative action.

B. sb. A carminative medicine or agent.

1671 Salmon Syn. Med. in. xvi. 366 Carminatives are such
as by a heating, rare and Anodyne quality expell winde.
1731 Sv, irr Strrphon «y C, Carminative and Diuretick, Will
damp all Passion Sympathetick. 1807 Med. *jml. XVII.
560 Peppermint water is well known as a carminative.

Carmine tkaumin), sb. and a. [a. F. or Sp.

carm in. in med.L. carmtn-us, contracted from
carmesin-its, f. Sp. carmcsl Ciuxsoy, a. Arab

qirmazi * crimson f. airmiz, Kermes,
Aj.kekmes, the scarlet grain insect.]

1. A beautiful red or crimson pigment obtained

from cochineal, b. Chem. The colouiing maiter

of cochineal ; -cCarmimc acid.

[e 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon* 93 Lacca. -de qua et urina
humana fit carminum.J 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs It is

of no other use that I know of., but to make Carmine.
1756 Connoisseur No. 1 10 Fixing a high duty upon rouge
and carmine. 1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing II. 11.

111. iii. 180 Carmine is the lake obtained from cochineal by
means of alum. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 39 Weak acetic

solution of carmine lhas] no power of colouring living proto-

plasm.

2. trans/. As the name of a colour.

1799 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud Nat. I. 583 The amre
insect deposited in a goblet of carmine 1828 Southey Ep.
Cunningham, To give his cheeks that deep carmine en-
grain'd. 1870 Emma Marshall C. Kin^seote 30 A sky
where amber melted into the softest carmine.

1
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3. a. attrib. or as adj. Of this colour; deep

crimson. Carmine Spar = Cakminitk b. in

comb., qualifying other adjs. of colour, as carmine-
crimson, -purple, etc.

1737-59 P. Miller Card. Diet., Anchusa . . 2 . . Perennial
wild Borage with a Carmine Flower. 1845 Darwin Voy.
Nat. i. (1873) 14 A most beautiful carmine-red fibrous matter.

1882 Garden 1 Apr. 210/1 The fine bright carmine flowers

of this plant. Ibid. 21 Oct. 354/1 Bracts of a bright carmine-
crimson colour. 14 Oct. 347/2 Dahlias, .rich carmine-purple.

Carminic (kaimrnik), a. Chem. [f. prec. +
-ic] Carminic acid : the colouring matter of

cochineal ; = Carmine i b.

1876 Harley Mat. Med. 791 The latter is called carmine,
cochinellin, or carminic acid. 1880 Academy 20 Nov. 368/3
Carminic acid and Tyrian purple.

Ca'rminite. A/in, An arsenate of lead and
iron of a colour varying from carmine to tile-red.

1854 in Dana Min. 410.

Carmizale, carmousal, var. Caramoussal.

t Cannot. Alch. Name for the substance of

which the ' philosopher's stone 1 was supposed to

consist. 1851 in Mayne; and in recent Diets.

Carmuiche, -usche, obs. Sc. ff. Skirmish.
[Fr. escarmouche.~\
J535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 243 With countering

and with carmuiches also. Ibid. II. 610 With greit scrym-
myng and carmusche euerie da.

Carmusol, var. Caramoussal, Obs.

Cam, came, var. of Cairn.

11 Carnac (ka'insek). rare. [in F. comae, Pg.
comdea, supposed to be of Indian origin, but not

now found in any Indian vernacular. (Dr. Rost,

quoted in Yule, suggests Singhalese kfirawa ele-

phant-stud + nayaka leader ; others propose, for

the first part, Skr. kari elephant.)] The driver

of an elepha"nt, a mahout.
1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 825/2 Old Elephants .

.

oftentimes kill their Caruak or Guides. 1727 A. Hamilton
New Acc. E. Ind. II. xli. no Going to the River to be
washed, with his Carnack, or Rider on his Back, a 1832 in

Lyell Prine. Geol. xxxv. II. 43 The elephant only allows
himself to be led by the carnac whom he has adopted.
1884 C. Bock Temples Eleph. 22 The carnac or driver
was quite unable to control the beast.

t Ca'rnadine. Obs. Also carnatine, carnar-
dine. [ad. It. camadino 'a carnation colour*
(Florio) ; cf. carnato ' the hue or colour of one's

skin and flesh* (Florio), 'complexion' (Baretti),

f. came flesh : came, camat-o, camat-in-o, consti-

tute a regular series. Cf. Incarnadine.]
'Red, or carnation colour; or a stuff of that

colour' (Nares).

1398 Tofte Alba (1880) 74 How ill fits you this Ribbon
Carnatine. a 1627 Middleton Any Thing for Q. Life
Com. (N.) Grograms, sattins, velvet fine, The rosy coloured
carnardine. [1847-78 Halliwell, Carnadine, the carna-
tion.]

Carnage [ka-medg), [a. F. carnage (16th c.

in Littre), ad. It. camaggio 'carnage, slaughter,

murther ; also all manner of flesh meate ' (Florio

1611):—late L. carndticum flesh-meat, also, the

flesh-meat supplied by tenants to their feudal lords.
OFr. had the corresp. word cJtarnage, ONF. carnage,

'flesh of animals, meat, feast of flesh, season or day during
which flesh is eaten '

; it stills exists dialectally.]

+ 1. (See quots.) Obs. (only in Diets.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Carnage, flesh-time, or the season

wherein 'tis lawful to eat flesh. Also a term in Venery,
signifying that flesh which is given the dogs after hunting.
x66a so m Phillips. 1721-1800 Bailey, Carnage, Flesh
that is given to Dogs after the Chace.

2. Carcases collectively ; a heap of dead bodies,

esp. of men slain in battle. ? Obs. (or confused
with next).

1667 Milton P. L. x. 268 Such a sent I [Death] draw Of
carnage, prey innumerable. 1714 Gay Trivia u. 471 As
vultures o'er a camp . . SnufF up the future carnage of the
fight. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 124 The animals
of the forest .. mostly live upon accidental carnage. 1842
Barham Ingold. Leg., Black Mousquetairc, Where those,
who scorn'd to fly or yield In one promiscuous carnage lie.

3. The slaughter of a great number, esp. of men

;

butchery, massacre.
Frequent in Holland, then rare till late in the i8thc.
1600 Holland Livy 11. 16 The carnage and execution was

no lesse after the conflict than during the fight. 1601 —
Pliny vn. vii, Such as delight only in carnage and bloudshed.
1696 Phillips, Carnage, a great slaughter. 1776 Gibbon
Decl. F, I. xiii. 281 A slight resistance was followed by a
dreadful carnage. 1813 Byron Br. Abydos 11. xx, Mark !

where his carnage and his conquests cease ! He makes a
solitude, and calls it—peace !

b. Slaughter personified.
1814 Byron Lara 11. x, Carnage smiled upon her daily

dead. 1816 Wordsw. Thanksgiv. Ode viii, Yea, Carnage
is Thy daughter.

4. Comb., as carnage-field, -lover; carnage-
coloured, -covered, -loving adjs.
1721 Cibber Refusal 11, These Carnage Lovers have such

a Meanness in their Souls. 1800 Campbell Pleas. Hope 92
Carnage-cover'd fields. 1826 £. Irving Babylon I. 11. 90
The dragon, carnage-coloured, signifies Rome. Ibid. II.
vi. 131 The carnage-loving character of the infidel Anti-
christ. 1837 Cablyle Fr. Rev. (1857) III. n. vi. viii. 121
One of those Carnage-fields, such as you read of by the
name ' Glorious Victory

Carnaged (ka-.int<$d), a. [f. prec. + -ED 2
.]

Strewn with carnage or slaughtered bodies.

1795 South ey Joan ofArc ix. (D.) Look yonder to that
carnaged plain. 1852 D. Mom Castle of Time xvi, Death's
vultures crowd o'er carnaged Ascalon.

Carnaill, obs. Sc. form of Carnal a.

t Carnal, sbA Obs. [Presumably for F. comeille

crow ; but there may be some connexion or as-

sociation with carnal adj.] ? A crow.
17.. ' Carnal § Crane' i, in Child Ballads 11. iv. (1885)

8/1 In argument I chanced to hear A Carnal and a Crane.

f Carnal, sb? Obs. A perversion of cardinal.
a 1528 Skelton Image HyPocr. n. 429 Be they not car-

nalles, And lordes infernalles? 1543 Becon Pol. Warre
Pref., One .. an Englishe man borne daunceth now like a
Traytoure in a Carnalles wede at Rome. 1598 Barkcley
Felic. Man (1631* 51 This Cardinall. .or rather Carnall and
his Brother were both extremely in love with one woman.

Carnal (kaunal), a. forms: 5 Sc. carnaill,

5-6 carnell, 6 karnale, 5-7 carnall, 5- carnal,

[ad. L. carndl-is fleshly 1 in Tertullian and other

Christian writers), and frequent in med.L. as an
attribute of relationship, as frater or soror carnalis,

brother or sister by blood, in which use it appears

in Eng. in 15th c. The theological sense appears
equally early, but app. not in Wyclif. The Fr.

repr. is chamel : see Charnel.]
fl. Of or pertaining to the flesh or body ;

bodily,

corporeal. Obs.
c 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 7348 Bot Inglissmen him seruit

of carnaill fud. 1555 in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xliv.

125 Look not you for it with carnal eyes. 1579 Fulke
Refut. Rastel 745 The Lutheranes admitte the carnall

presence. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. i. 22 Carnal Interr-

ment or burying. 1847 tr. St. Aug. on Psalm xlv. III. 240
The Church which coming from the Gentiles did not con-
sent to carnal circumcision.

1 2. Related ' in blood 4 according to the flesh

c 1450 Merlin vii. 117 Noble knyghtes .. many of hem
carnell frendes. 1490 Caxton How to Die 8 His wyf, his

chyldren, & his frendes carnall. 1509 Barclay Ship of
Fooles (1570) 181 Christ our Sauiour .. His carnall mother
benignly did honour. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 66 Two carnall
brothers.

3. Pertaining to the body as the seat of passions

or appetites
;

fleshly, sensual.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. (1841) 84 Myghty soferauns of carnal

temptacion. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 148 b,

Blynded with sensualite & carnall pleasure. 1670 Walton
Hooker 33 The visible carnal sins of gluttony and drunken-
ness, and the like. 1829 Southey All for Loz<e iv, To
carnal wishes would it [Heaven] turn The mortified intent?

b. Sexual.
c 1450 Merlin i. 17 That myght haue childe with-owte

carnall knowynge of man. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 25 b,

Without wedlocke and carnal copulation. 1667 Milton
P. L. ix. ioi3That false fruit. .Carnal desire inflaming. 1686
Col. Rec. Penn. I. 176 He was accused of having Carnall
Knowledge of his Brother in Law's woman Servant.

4. Not spiritual, in a negative sense
;
material,

temporal, secular, arch.

1483 [see Charnel]. c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Good Mann.
(1570) D ij a, Suche one in carnell troubles can no displeasour
finde. Bible .Rom. xv. 27 Their duetie is also to
minister vnto them in carnall things. 1781 Gibbon Decl.
F. xxviii. § 5 III. 80 Judge whether Martin was supported
by the aid of miraculous powers, or of carnal weapons. 1839
Stonehousk Axholme 207 [Wesley] began to doubt the
utility, and even the lawfulness of carnal studies.

fb. as sb. in pi. t Carnal things', temporal or

worldly goods. [Rendering t<x aapKim, or Vulg.
carnalia, in Rom. xv. 27, 1 Cor. ix. 11.] Obs.
1607 S. Collins Serm. (1608} 89 They haue aduanced ..

the spirtualls of other men, with the loss.. of their own
carnalis. 1625 Burges Pers. Tithes 10 Euery man .. that
is made partaker of the Minister's Spirituals, must render
Carnals. Ibid. 14 Spirituals doe well deserue carnals.

5. Not spiritual, in a privative sense ; unregene-
rate, unsanctified, worldly.
CUM More Picus Ded., All faithfull people are rather

spirituall then carnall. 1526 Tindale Rom. vii. 14 The
lawe is spirituall, but I am carnall [Wyclif fleischli], i6n
Bible Rom. viii. 7 The carnall minde is enmitie against
God. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 212 Had not doubt And carnal
fear that day dimm'd Adams eye. 171a Addison Sped.
No. 494 p r To abstain from all Appearances of Mirth and
Pleasantry, which were looked upon as the Marks of a
Carnal Mind. 1865 Mozley Mirac. Hi. 65 To a carnal
imagination an invisible world is a contradiction in terms

—

another world besides the whole world.

T 6. Carnivorous ; fig. bloody, murderous. Obs.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 56 This carnall curre Preyes
on the issue of his mothers body.

7. Comb., as carnal-minded adj., -mindedness

;

carnal securitan [f. carnal security; sense 5], etc.

1664 H, More Antid. Idol. x. 123 Abusing the credulous
and *carnal-minded. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 105 This must
needes condemne our *carnall mindednesse. 1849 Hare
Par. Serm. {1849) II. 30 Spiritual pride . . is apt to settle

down into carnalmmdedness. 1627 Bernard Isle ofMan
18 One Mr. Outside, in the inside a ^carnall Securitan, a
fellow that will come to his Church. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.
ix. 112 A most *caniall-spirituall exposition. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xii, This *carnal-witted scholar, as he had in
his pride termed Butler,

t Carnal, v. Obs. rare. [f. Carnal «.] a.

trans. To make carnal, fill with sensuality, b.
intr. To have carnal intercourse with.
1643 Sir T. Browne Relt'g. Med. u. § 7 This was the

Temper of that Lecher that carnal'd with a Statua. a 1653

G. Daniel Idyll in. 90 The Lust of Tyrants . . carnalis the
world at Will.

Carnalism. rare. [f. Carnal + -ism.] The
practice of what is carnal ; sensualism.
1864 Times 17 Aug. 6 There is a degree, .of carnalism,

so to speak, in all this. 1876 M. Davies Unorth. Lond. 119
To avoid the Charybdis of carnalism, there is no need to
seek the Scylla of Quietism.

f Ca riialist. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ist ; cf.

sensualist.'] A habitual follower of carnal things
;

a ' fleshly-minded ' or unspiritual man.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. hl iv. 11. i. (1651) 685 Meer car -

nalists, fleshly minded men. 1659 Eng. Univ. Distract.
21 Shallow-headed, narrow-hearted CarnaHsts are pusled in
it. 1829 Lond. Encycl. V. 172 A Carnalite is a worldly-
minded man ; a carnalist seems to be some shades darker in
character.

t Ca rnalite. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ite.] = prec.
x573 Anderson Exp. Bencdictus 7 b (L.), We feare not

what the pope or any other carnalite can do against us,

Carnality (kajnarliti). [ad. L. camdlitds
^Augustine;, f. carndl-is. Cf. F. diamaHte.]
1. The state of being flesh

;
fleshly condition,

fleshliness ; fleshiness.

a 1400 Cffv. Myst. (18411 114 Parfyte God and parfyte man,
Havyng alle schape of chyldly carnalite. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 82 b, This vertue toke from Hely the pro-
phete all carnalite, and made hym apte. .to be lyfted up to

god in the fyry chare. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud Ep. v.

v. 240 His carnallity and corporall existence. 1881 Daily
News 31 Jan. 2/1 The carnality of Nana's beauty, which
would have been to the taste of Rubens.
2. a. Sensuality, indulgence of the ' flesh ' or
body with its appetites, b. Carnal intercourse.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. 1. xlvi. 158 Thow hast slepte to longe in

the slepe of carnalite. 1483 Caxton Cato Diij, In car-
nalitees and in many vyces delectable and swete to the
persone.

_
1675 Baxter Cath. Theol. 11, ix. 200 He may

give up himself to lewd carnality. 1720 Gay Equivocation,
Marriage at best Is but carnality profest. 1866 J. Murphy
Comm. Ex. xxiii. 24 To bury all moral feeling in the grave
of carnality.

3. a. The state of being unspiritual or unre-

generate; unspirituality, worldliness. b. concr. A
carnal thing, action, etc.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 1 29/1 Manydoo almesses that abyde
in theyr carnalytees. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke
xix, 154 b, The carnalitie of the lawe. 1660 Ingelo Benti-
volio I. (1682) 90 He exploded Reason as a meer Carnality.
1684 Charnock Attrib. God 1 18341 I. 252 Spirituality is the
genius of the Gospel, as carnality was of the law. 1748
Hartley Obsen>. Man 11. Hi. § 2. 234 Mankind . . tending
ever from Carnality to Spirituality. 1751 Bp. Lavington
Enthus. Method. # Papists Comp. U754) II. 155 The
most infamous Carnalities. 1834 H. Miller Scenes Leg.
x.^1857) T 53

^"ne deadness and carnality of the church at
this. .time. 1879 Chk. Rossetti Seek <y F. 254 Christ saw
that great company approach whom he fed by a miracle.

.

and whom later he rebuked for carnality.

Carnalize vkaunataiz), v. [f. Carnal a. +
-IZE.]

1. trans. To make carnal ; to rob of spirituality
;

to sensualize. Hence Ca'rnalized/^/. a.

1685 J. Scott Chr. Life i. § 2 A sensual and carnalized
spirit. 1755 Young Centaur vi. (1757; IV. 264 We are so
carnalized by our lusts. 1850 M cCosh Div. Govt. (1852) 21
A tendency to carnalize the Divine character by represent-
ing it in symbol. 1884 Miss Cobbe in Contemp. Rev. Dec.
803 It will not merely belittle life, it will carnalize it, to take
Religion out of it.

f 2 intr. To act carnally, have carnal inter-

course. Obs.
1706 T. Baker Tttnbr. Walks 11. i, Tell him you are sorry

you shou'd carnalize without his consent.

Ca'rnallite. Min. [Named (by H. Ross 1856)
after Von Carnall of the Prussian mines (Dana).]

A hydrous chloride of potassium and magnesium,
occurring as a milk-white mineral (but often red-

dish from admixture of oxide of iron and organic

matter) in the salt mines in Prussia and Persia.

It is now an important source of potash.
1876 Page Adv. Tcxt-bk. Geol. xvi. 305 A series of sali-

ferous strata . . carnallite, kieserite, etc. 1882 Playfair in

Macm. Mag. XLV. 335 Potash, .now found in the minerals
carnallit and kainit, in such inexhaustible quantity.

Carnally ^ka-mali), adv. [f. Carnal a. +
-LY

1. Corporeally, bodily ; 'in the flesh

1539 Tonstall Serm. Palm Sund. (1823)43 That Christe.

.

shall reygne with all his sayntes here in erthe carnally. 1561
T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 25 Men do not beleue that God
is among them, vnlesse he shew himself carnally present.

1607 Dekker Northw. Hoe iv, i. Wks. 1873 III. 49 What
saies the deuill . . for Ime sure thou art carnally possest

with him. 1847 De Quincey Sp. Mil. Nun Wks. III. 21
Gross men, carnally deaf from eating garlic and onions.

2. In the way of carnal intercourse.

1474 Caxton Chesse 114 He knewe hys doughters camelly.
I533~4 -Act 25 Hen. VIII,x\\, To thewhiche prince Arthur,
the said lady Catherine was lawfully maried, and by him
carnallie knowen. c 1610 Female Saints (1886) 180 Some
may thinke perhaps that, .he vsedher carnallie. 1611 Bible
Lev. xviii. 20. 1686 Col. Rec. Penn. I. 176 Being Carnally
Concerned with a Woman Servant,

3. In an unspiritual manner ; as a ' carnal ' or
unregenerate person ;

( according to the flesh \
1527 Tindale Doct. Treat. (1848; 43 Because either of us

looked carnally for him. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. xi.

(1634) 38 They carnally worshipped God in stocks and stones.
1611 Bible Rom. viii. 6 To be carnally minded, is death.
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CARNALNESS. 124 CARNIFY.
1685 Baxter Paraphr. Mark xii. 24 Carnal Men think car-

nally of things Heavenly. 1714 Nelson Bp. Bull xxxvi,
Either spiritually or carnally.

Ca rnalness. [f. Carnal a. + -ness.] Carnal
quality or state; unspirituality ; sensuality.

1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par. Rom. viii. 10 Ye haue for-

saken your carnalncs, and begunne now to be spiritual!.

1646 P. Bulkeley Gospel Cor. 1. 20 The carnalnesse and
licentiousnesse of the lives of Christians.

Carnardine, erron. form of Carnadine.

t Carnary ,ka-inari). Obs. [ad. med.L. car-

ndrium in same sense, in ancient L. a place for

flesh, a larder, etc., neut. of carndrius belonging to

flesh, f. caro, cam-em flesh. In F. chamier.]

A charnel or charnel-house ; also attrib.

1538 Leland Itin. III. 59 The Carnarie Chapelle in the
Cimitery. Ibid. 100 A fair Chapelle on the North side of
S- Mary Abbay Chirch. .under it is a Vault for a Carnarie.

Carnassial kainaj'sial ,a. (s/i.) Comparative
Allot, [f. F. carnassier carnivorous = Pr. carna-

cier, med.L. carnacerius butcher, bourreau, f. L.

type *carndce-us of or pertaining to flesh, f. cam-em
flesh + -AL.J

A. adj. 'Relating to flesh eating' {Syd. Sac.

Lex.) ; used of certain teeth of carnivorous animals,

specially adapted for tearing flesh. B. as tb. A
tooth adapted for eating flesh.

1849-52 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 907/1 The tooth . . has a .

.

carnassial modification of form. Ibid. 911/2'rhe fourth pre-

molar is the carnassial tooth. 1854 Owen in Ore". Sc.

(c 1865) II. 109/2 The lower carnassials of the lion. 1875
Blake Zool. 78 The carnassial apparatus of these predaceous
marsupials.

Carnatine, var. Carnadine, carnation-colour.

tCarna tion '. Obs. [a. OK. carnalion, -acion
= «»rar«0//ff«(perh.aphetic form".] = Incarnation.
C1410 Love Bonavent. Mirr. iii. (Gibbs MS.) pe secund

Adame cryste god and man reformed his ymage in his car-

nacioun. 1570-87 Holinshed Scot. Chron. (1806) I. 395 He
was slain the year of the carnation 1057. l7l° Hopkins
Wks. 716 (R.) The. .temporal carnation of the Son of God.
Carnation 2 (kajn^i-Jsn,, sb. and a. [ad. L.

carnation-em (in Cailius Aurelianus C420 in sense

'fleshiness, corpulence'), f. carnem flesh; cf. F.
carnation, and It. carnagione ' the hew or colour
of ones skin and flesh'

(
Florio).]

A. sb. 1. t a. The colour of human ' flesh ' or
skin ; flesh-colour {obs.) ; b. a light rosy pink, but
sometimes used for a deeper crimson colour as in

the carnation flower.

c '53S Dew es Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 921 Camatyon, car-
nation. 1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb. 11. (15861 67 Some
of them glitter . . with a deepe purple, and some with a
passing beautifull Carnation. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. iii.

35 A could neuer abide Carnation, 'twas a Colour he neuer
lik'd. x6a» Peacham Compl. Gentl. xiii. 129 Flesh-colours
or Carnations for the face and complexion. 1662 Phillips,
Carnation, a kind of colour resembling raw flesh. 1827
Lytton Pelham iii, Her complexion of the most delicate
carnation. 1863 Miss Braddon Eleanor's Vict. III. viii.

108 The pink-blossom tint of her cheeks was intensified into
vivid carnation.

2. //. 'Flesh tints' in a painting; those parts

of a painting which represent the naked skin.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Carnation, is a Term in
Painting, signifying such Parts of an Human Body as are
drawn naked . . or what express the bare Flesh ; and when
this is done Natural, Bold, and Strong, and is well coloured,
they say of the Painter, that his Carnation is very good.
1760 Goldsm. Cit. W. xxxiv, What attitudes, carnations,
and draperies ! 181a Examiner 25 May 327/1 He has
been . . less happy than usual in his carnations.

3. Name of a variety of cherry.
1664 Evelyn KmL Hort. (1729) 210 Cherries: Carnations,

Morella. 1767 J. Abercrombie Ev. Man own Card. (1803)
674/1 Cherries, early May, Carnation, Amber. 1846 J.
Baxter Libr. Pract. Agrtc. I. 163.

B. adj. [attrib. use of the sb. in sense 1.] fa.
Flesh-coloured (obs.) ; b. rose pink. See A. 1.

1565-78 Cooper Thesaur., Camosus candor, a carnation
whitenesse. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. lvi. 217 [The flowers of
the orchis are] . . of a carnation or fleshly colour like the colour
of mans body. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iii. i. 146 How much
Carnation Ribbon may a man buy? 1607 Topsell Four-/.
Beasts 13 A certain four-footed beast of a yellowish-carna-
tion colour. Ibid. 232 lOf Horses] the chief colours are
these ; bay, white, carnation, golden, russet, mouse-colour,
flea-bitten, spotted, pale and black. 1653 H. Cogan Pinto's
Trav. li. It. 202 In a Carnation Satin Suit. 1820 Scott
Monast. xvi, Hanging garters of carnation silk. 1814 Byron
Juan xvi. xciii, Juan grew carnation with vexation.
-AST- l647 Ward Simp. Cobler 86 To sugar your papers
with Carnation phrases.

C. Comb., as carnation-coloured, -painted adjs.
iS9*.Nashe Saffron Walden 64 When these Italionate

carnation painted horses tayles were in fashion. 1786 tr.
Beckfords Vathek 99 His superb carnation-coloured tent.

Carnation 3 (kajnjijan). Also 6 incarna-
cyon, ooron-, oornation. [Some 16th c. authors
give one form of the name as coronation, appa-
rently from its 16th c. specific name, Betonica
coronarta, in allusion to its use in chaplets (cf.
Campion), or from 'the floures . . dented or toothed
aboue

. like to a littell crownet ' (Lyte). On the
other hand, Turner calls the plant an incarnacyon,
Lyte has carnation as well as coronation, and
Cerarde expressly identifies it with the colour

' carnation '. Prior takes coronation as the original
form, and Britten and Holland think his opinion
' probably correct '.

One or other name must have been due to popular mistake

;

carnation is alone found after 1600, and has apparently
even modified the later application of ' carnation ' as a
colour-name : the flower, however, is not always of this
colour: as Lyte says, 'some be of colour white, some car-
nation or of a liuely flesshe colour, some be of a cleare or
bright redde, some of a darke or deepe redde, and some
speckled '.]

The general name for the cultivated varieties of
the Clove-pink (Dianthus caryophyllus .

1538 Turner Libellus Aiij, Betonica altilis siue coronaria,
que a quibusdam uocatur cariophillatum, est herba quam
uernacula lingua uocamus a Gelofer, aut aClowgelofer aut
an Incarnacyon. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. vii. 156 In English
garden Gillofers, Cloaue gillofers, and the greatest and
brauest sorte of them are called Coronations or Cornations.
Ibid. 154 Vetonica altilis, Carnations, and the double cloaue
Gillofers. ist^Spenser Sheph. Cat. Apr. 138 Bring Corona,
tions, and Sops in wine, Worne of Paramoures. 1597
Gerard Herbal 11. clxxii. 473 The great Carnation GiUo-
flower. .flowers of an excellent sweete smell, and pleasant
Carnation colour, whereof it tooke his name. 161 1 Shaks.
Wint. T. iv. iv. 82 Carnations, and streak'd Gilly-vors.
1779 Sheridan Critic 11. ii, The striped Carnation, and the
guarded rose. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. 1. 757 Carnations,
once Prized for surpassing beauty. 1861 M iss Pratt Floioer.
PI. I. 207 Clove. Pink, Carnation, or Clove-Gilly-flower.
attrib. 1631 Milton Epit. Mch'uess Winchester 37 The

pride ofher carnation train. 1706 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's
Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 107 Basilicons, with a carnation
smell, exhaled the sweetest of perfumes.

Carnationed (kaon/'-Jand), a. [f. prec. + -ed ».]

fa. Flesh-coloured
Kobs.); b. reddened, maderuddy.

1649 Lovelace Lucasta u <L.) Court gentle zephyr,
court and fan Her softer breasts carnalion'd wan. 1823
Byron Man/r. 11. ii. 18 Carnation'd like a sleeping infant's
cheek. 1876T. Hardy Hand Ethelb. II. xxxv. 76 Her hair
getting frizzed and her cheeks carnationed by the wind.
Carnaval, obs. var. of Carnival.
tCarneity. Obs rare-1

, [f. L. carne-us
of flesh + -iTyJ The state or quality of being flesh.
1691 G. Keith ind .Varr. Proc. Punter's Hall 31 Flesh

is a Substance, Carneity is but a Mode or Quality of it.

tCa'rnel. Obs. Also 4 karnel. [a. ONF.
camel ^Cotgr. carneau), var. of kernel, in OF.
crenel: see Kernel.] An early variant of the
word Kernel, Crenell, battlement, embrasure.
c 1320 Cast. Ltm 695 pe carnels so stondeb vp-riht, Wcl

i-planed and feir i-diht. c 1315 E. E. A tut. P. B. 1382 With
koynt carneles aboue, coruen ful clene. c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1035 pey wybynne stode in karneles,
Wyb arblastes schotten ageyn quarels. c 134a Cursor M.
(Trin. & Laud MSS.) pis castel .. with carneles is hit set
ful wele. 136a Lanci.. P. PI. A. vi. 78 pe carnels beb of
Cristendom. .brutaget with be bileeue.

Camel, obs. f. Kernel (of fruit).

[Carnel, camel-work, error for caruel, Car-
vel, Carvel-wohk, in Phillips, whence copied by
Blount, Harris, Bailey, Chambers, Webster, etc.]

t Carneled, a. Obs. [f. Carnel + -ed 2. Cf.
F. ' carnelc imbattled, having battlements ' (Cotgr.)
and Carnii.ate.] Embattled.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14646 Castels

aboute be toun dide make, Bretaxed & carneled.

Carnelian (kajnrlian). Forms: 7-8 carnc-
lion, 9 carnelian. [A variant of Cornelian,
altered under the influence of med.L. carneolus
CarneoL, or otherwise etymologized from L.
cam-em flesh, with the notion of expressing ' flesh-

coloured '.] Cornelian ; a flesh-coloured, deep
red, or reddish-white variety of chalcedony.
1695 Woodward .Vat. Hist. Earth (T.) The common

carnclion has its name from its flesh colour, .which is, in
some of these stones, paler, when it is called the female
carnclion ; in others deeper, called the male. 17(9 Mrs.
Piozzi Journ. France 1 1. 335 Camelions much amaze one
in so northern a latitude. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. f
Art II. 463 The carnclion is an agate nearly transparent, of
different shades. 1861 C. KiNti Ant. Gems I18661 5 The
Carnelian is a semi-transparent quartz of a dull red colour,
arranged often in different shades.

t Ca'rnell. Sc. Obs. [According to Jamieson,
dim. of cam heap.] ' A heap ' Jamieson).
1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. 11821 1 1. Introd. 40 Ane carnell

of stanis, hand togiddcr in mancr of ane croun.

+ Ca'rneol '. Obs. [ad. med.L. carneol-us cor-
nelian ; dim. of L. carneus fleshy, with the sense
of 'slightly flesh-coloured'; but perh. an altera-

tion of the forms in com- under the influence of
this supposed derivation.] — Cornelian.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P R. xvi. xxxiii. (1495) 563 Car.

neolus is a red stoon and dymme. .yf it is hanged aboute a
mannys neckc. in stryfes it alayth wrathes. 1708 Kersey,
Carneol, a precious Stone. 1731 in Bailey, vol. II.

tCaTneol-. Obs. Some (?fleshy-leaved) plant.
1678 Littleton Lat. Diet., Carneol, an herb, acesi. 1708

Kersey, Carneol, a kind of Herb. [Hence in Bailey, 1731.]

Carneous (kamfts), a. [f. L. carne-us fleshy

(f. carn em flesh 1 4- -ous.]

1. Consisting of flesh, fleshy.

1578 Banister Hist. Man nr. 45a, Of carneous and Mus-
culous substance. 166a Fuller Worthies nr. 98 All their
[carps'] mouths are Tongues, as filled with a Carneous
substance. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 575/1 The carneous
parts of the fishes.

+ 2. Flesh-coloured, pale red. Obs.
1673 Ray jfourn. Low C. 466 The one with a carneous,

the other with a blew flower. 1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 401

.

Carney, sb. 1 Obs. [perh. connected in some
way with L. caro, cam-em flesh : F. acharttf would
be in ONF. acarne', but evidence is wanting.] (See
quot.)

1678 Phillips, Carney, a disease in Horses, whereby their
mouth becomes furred and clammy that they cannot eat.
Hence in Bailey, Chambers Cycl.Supp., and mod. Diets.

Carney, v. -. see Carnv.
Carriiferous (kaini-feras) , a. rare- 1

, [f. L.
cam-em flesh + -ferous.] Flesh-bearing.
1841 L. Hunt Seer (1864) 27 There is also a milk tree;

but we nowhere find a carniferous, a flesh-bearing tree.

HCarnifex (kaunifeks). Obs. exc. Hist. [L.

camifex, camific-em, f. cam-em flesh + -/ex, -ficem,
maker, i.fac- (in comb, -jic-) make, making; in

ancient L. ' executioner ', but in med.L. often
' butcher ' (the trade), e. g.
15a! Crr. Rolls of Northall, Middx. [Presentment] quod

Johannes Swycote est camifex et vendit carnem corruptam.
166a Fuller Worthies 1. (1840) 497.]
An executioner.
1561 Godly Q. Hester^18731 40 Auoide the murder of this

carnifex Aman. 1617 Middleton Fair Quar. iv. iv, Let
the carnifexes scour their throats. 1813 Scott Xigel v, The
carnifex, or executioner there. 1882 J. Martineau Spinoza
21 The chief carnifex undertaking the high-bom folks.

t Cami'ficate. Obs. [f. L. camific-dre to exe-
cute: see prec.l 'To hang' (Cockeram 1633).

Carnification (ka jnifik^-fan,. [sb. of action
f. Carnify : see -ficaiion.]

T 1. The formation of flesh or sarcose tissue. Obs.
a 1734 North Lives III. 224 If a wound was . . come to

carnification.

2. Pathol. Alteration of certain tissues so that

they become like flesh ; esp. fleshy condition of
the lung, as in the foetus.

1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 351 The Carni-
fication of the Bone. 1834 J. Forbes tr. Laennec's Dis. Chest
183 The lung has entirely lost its crepitous feel under the
finger, and has acquired a consistence and weight altogether
resembling those of liver . . modern anatomists have named
this condition of the organ hepatization or carnification.
1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Carnification of the lung, a term ap-
plied by Laennec t > simple condensation of the lung, with,
out inflammation, in which it becomes tough, leathery, in-

elastic, and having the appearance of muscle ; it is the
condition which is found in the fcetal lung, etc.

3. The conversion of bread into flesh by transub-

stantiation.
i8a6 Southey Vind. Ecel. Angl. 418 Giving their sanction

to miracles of carnification. 18*7 Q. Rev. XXXVI. 341
A famous_ wafer in which the miracle of carnification had
been manifested.

t Ca rnifice. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. L. *carni/i-

cittm execution, butchery, f. camifex, -ficem : cf.

officittm, office, etc.] Butchery, murder, torture.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 470 It . . were camifice to

adhibite sixty of them [Spanish FliesJ.

Carnificial (kfamfijU), a. [f. as prec. + -al.]

Belonging to an executioner, or to a butcher

;

butcherly.
163a Ln hgow Totall Disc. B ij a, I bequeath thee to a

Camificiall reward. 1821 Scott Nigel xxx, By the blow
of my adversary's weapon, .and not by any caraificia! knife.

1863 .V. ff Q. Ser. ill. IV. 482 The carnificial curiosity of
Selwyn and Boswell. 188a Pall Mall G. 1 Dec 2 The
carnificial view of the uses of the Cattle Show.

tCamificine, sb. and a. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad.

L. camificina the executioner's office, *camifici-
nits adj., f. camifex, -icem : see above.]

A. sb.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Carnificine, the place of execu-
tion, the office of hangman. 1678 in Phillips.

B. atij. Of the executioner ; butcherly.
1681 Baxter Apol. Nonconf. Min. 201 Set up this Carni-

flcine trade.

Carnify (ka-inifai), v. [On type of F. *cami-
fie-r, L. camifed-re to execute: see Carnifex.]
Hence Ca ruined, Ca rnifying ///. a. and vbl. sb.

1. trans. To make or convert into flesh.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relif. Med. 1. 6 37. 89 All these crea.
tures..are but the herbs of the field digested into flesh in

them, or more remotely carnified in our selves. 18x6
Southey Vind. Eat. Angl. 415 The miraculous image, or
carnified and bleeding host.

b. Pathol. To alter (bone or other tissue) so

that it becomes of the structure of flesh : cf. Car-
nification 3. Chiefly passive. Also intr. To
undergo this alteration.

1746 Amyand in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 205 The Bone is

carnified, that is, turned into Flesh. 1830 R. Knox Be"-

ctard's Anat. 158 The nails soften, carnify, become imper-
fect horny tissue. 1862 H. Fuller Dis. Lungs 11 The
lung is carnified and reduced to a small inelastic mass.

f 2. trans, and intr. To generate flesh. Obs.

1639 T. de Grey Compl. Horseman (1656) 341 That the
carnifying flesh may heale the better. 1677 Hale Prim.
Orig. Man. (J.) In inferiour faculties I walk, I see, I hear,

I digest, I sanguify, I carnify. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust,
et I 'rb. s. v. Burnings, Heal the Sore with your carnifying
and healing Salves. 18*9 Lond. Encyct. V. 174 To Carnify
is to generate flesh.

1 3. ' To quarter or cut in pieces . . , to torment '.

Blount Glossogr. 1656. [Only a Latinism.]



CARNILATE. 125 CAROCHE.

i Ca rnilate, v. Obs. rare. [f. med.L. ker-

nelldre, quemelldre (Kernellate) ; cf. F. carnele
1 imbattled, having battlements ' (Cotgr.) : see

Carnel, and Crenellate.] To Kernel, Cre-
nellate, or furnish with battlements.

X577 Harrison England it, xix. (1878)1. 310 It is not law-

full for anie subject to carnilate, that is, build .stone houses.

Carnival (kaunival). Forms : 6 carnoval,

carnevale, 7 carnevall, carnivall, f-S carnaval,

7- carnival, [a. It. carnevale, carnovale (whence

F. carnaval), evidently related to the med.L.
(11—12th c.) names carnelevdrium, camilevdria,

carnilevamen, cited by Carpentier in additions to

Du Cange. These appear to originate in a L.

*camem levdre, or It. *came levare (with infinitive

used subst. as in M levaf del sole sunrise), meaning
* the putting away or removal of flesh (as food) ,

the name being originally proper to the eve of

Ash Wednesday. The actual It. carnevale appears

to have come through the intermediate carnclevale,

cited by Carpentier from a document of 1 1 30.

The history of the word is illustrated by the parallel med.
L. name camem taxare (cited by Carpentier from a charter

of 1050), corresp. to It. *carnc lastiare 4 leaving or forsak-

ing flesh whence, app. by contraction, the modern car-

nasciale ~ carnervalc. Camem laxare, *cartte lasdare,
*carnela$ciate,carnasciale, form a series exactly parallel to

*carnetu levare, *carne levare, carnelevale, carnevale.

Other names having a similar reference are, for Shrove
Tuesday, camicapium ' flesh-taking ', and camivora [dies] ;

for Lent or its beginning, carniprivtunt, carnisprivium,
frivicarnium, (.privare to deprive. In all these, 'flesh'

means meat, and that it was understood to mean the

same in camelevare is shown by many early quotations

in Du Cange; e.g. in a MS. of beg. of 13th c. ' De
ludo Carnelevar. In Dominica dimissionis carnis,' etc.

Also 1 Dominica ad vel ante carnes tollendas'; with which
compare the Spanish carnes tolendas, 1 siurore-tkie \ We
must therefore entirely reject the suggestion founded on
another sense of levare, ' to relieve, ease that camele-
varium meant 'the solace of the flesh (i.e. body}' before

the austerities of Lent. The explanations 'farewell flesh,

farewell to flesh '(from L. vale) found already in Florio,

and ' down with flesh !* (from F. aval), belong to the domain
of popular etymology. (Cf. Dr. Chance in N. <y Q. s. 7 1 V. 82.)]

1. The season immediately preceding Lent, de-

voted in Italy and other Roman Catholic countries

to revelry and riotous amusement, Shrove-tide
;

the festivity of this season. High Carnival-, the

revelry of the Carnival at its height.

Originally (according to Tommaseo and Bellini) 'the day
preceding the first of Lent ' ; commonly extended to the last

three days or the whole week before Lent ; in France it

comprises feudi gras, Dinternehe gras, Lumli gras and
Mardi gras, i.e. Thursday before Quinquagesima, Quin-
quagesima Sunday, Monday, and Shrove Tuesday ; in a
still wider sense it includes ' the time of entertainments
intervening between ' Twelfth-day * (or Boxing Day) and
Ash Wednesday' (Littre'.

Mid Lent Carnival {Carnaval de la mi-careme)'. a
festivity held on the middle Thursday of Lent, to celebrate

the fact that the first half of that season is at an end.

1549 Thomas Hist. Italie 85 a, In theyr Carnoual time
(whiche we call shroftide). 1565 Jewel RepL Harding
Wks. (1609) 4 The Italians .. contrary to the Portuise, call

the first weeke in Lent the Carneuale. 1632 Massinger
City Mad. iv. iv, After a carnival Lent ever follows. 1646
Evelyn Diary Jan., Shrovetide, when all the world repaire

to Venice, to see the folly and madnesse of the Carnevall.

1739 Gray Let. to West 16 Nov., This Carnival lasts only
from Christmas to Lent ; one half of the remaining part of
the year is past in remembering the last, the other in ex-

pecting the future Carnival. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour, Italy
III. 88 The carnival is the season devoted intirely to plea-

sure, and begins the second holiday after Christmas. 1763

J. Brown Poetry Mus. 202 The Carnaval is, in many
Circumstances, almost a Transcript of the ancient Satur-

nalia of Rome. 1817 Byron Beppovy, 1873 Morle

y

Rous-
seau I. 208 Like distracted masks in high carnival. x886
Pall Mall G. 3 Apr. 10/2 A tragical finale to the gaieties of
the Mid-Lenten Carnival .. The Carnival of the Mi-Ca-
reme. .is the great festival of the Parisian blanchisseuses.

2. fig. Any season or course of feasting, riotous

revelry, or indulgence.
1598 Tofte Alba (1880) 102 The Carnouale of my sweet

Loue is past, Now comes the Lent of my long Hate. 1649
Jer, Taylor Gt. Excmp. XL. xii. 93 To avoid . . freer revel-

lings, carnivals and balls, 1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy VII.
xxvii, During that carnival of sporting. 1816 Byron Siege

of Cor. xvi, He saw the lean dogs. . Hold o'er the dead their

carnival. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. (1886) 348 It was a
carnival of intellect without faith.

3. attrib.

1605 B. JoKSOH Voiponc iv. ii. (1616) 498 For your car-

niuale concupiscence [cf. Cotgr. Carnavalee], 1611 Coryat
Crudities 315 Carnival Shows in Italy like Shrove-Tuesday
ones in England . . Their Carniuall day . . is obserued amongst
them in the same manner as our Shroue-tuesday with vs in

England. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 94 F 2 Both of them
were at a Play in a Carnival Evening. 1800 Coleridge
Wallenst. iv. ii, This is a carnival night.

Hence Ca rnivale sque a., characteristic, or of
the style, of the carnival.

1791 H. Walpole in Jmls. $ Corr. Miss Berry (1866) I.

289 Your [letter] whets no reply, being merely carnivalesque.
1833 Btackiv. Mag. XXXIII. 374 This unique and car-
nivalesque drama. 1866 Reader 1 Sept. 760 [The Lord
Mayor] in grand carnivalesque pomp.

11 Camivora (k;um-vora), sb. pi. Z00L [L.
camivora (sc. animalia) flesh-eating (animals : ;

see Carnivorous.]

A large order of flesh-eating Mammalia, including

among others the feline, canine, and ursine families.

(For a singular, see Carnivore.) Also, some-
times applied to orders or groups of other animals,

e.g. to a large family of pentamerous beetles.

1830 Bennett Gardens Zoot. Soc. 99 The most typical

group of the Camivora. 1847 Carpenter Zool. § 645 The
aquatic Camivora [Beetles] .. live during their larva and
perfect states in water. 1865 Daily Tel. 7/2 In a land like

Hindostan . . what a veritable power the great camivora are.

Ca^rnivoracity. nonce-wd. [f. L. carni- flesh

+ Voracity : cf. carnivorous.] Appetite for flesh.

1730 Pope Let. Gay iS Aug., Wondring at the superior

carni-voracity of our friend.

Carnivore (ka*Jniv5»,i). [a. F. carnivore, ad.

~L.carnivor-us flesh-eating.] A carnivorous animal

;

one of the Carnivora. Also, a carnivorous plant.

1854 Owen in Circ. Sc. (1865) II. 86/1 The .. talons .

.

enable the carnivore to seize the prey. 1881 G. Allen
Vignettes i. 5 Fighting with their teeth, like carnivores.

1884 Pall Mall G. 14 July 5 Great tropical carnivores like

the beautiful Sarracenias, with their ingeniously devised
traps for luring unhappy insects to their living tomb.

Carnivorous (kajnrvoras), a. [f. L. carni-

vorous (f. carni- flesh 4- -vorus devouring) + -ous.]

1. Eating or feeding on flesh
;
applied to those

animals which naturally prey on other animals,

and spec, to the order Carnivora.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. x, Many there are .

.

which eate no salt at all, as all carnivorous animals.

1664 Power Exp. Pkilos. 1. 6 In all Flyes, more conspicu-
ously in Carnivorous or Flesh- Flyes. 1797 Bewick Brit.

Birds (1847) I. Introd. 9 Birds may be distinguished, like

quadrupeds, into granivorous and carnivorous. 1833 Mrs.
Browning Prometh, Bd., Poems (1850) 1. 187 Zeus's winged
hound, The strong carnivorous eagle. 1845 Darwin Voy.
Nat. i. (1852) 34 The carnivorous beetles or Carabidse.

1879 Wallace Australasia iii. 56 Carnivorous marsupials
preying upon the other groups.

2. Bot. Applied to those plants which absorb

and digest animal substances as food.
1868 Set. Opinion \. 16 The highly interesting carnivorous

plants. 1878 M cNab Bot. iv. (18831 95 Some plants . .obtain
a part of [their nitrogenous food] in a peculiar manner.
These are the so-called carnivorous plants.

3. Med. Applied to caustics as destructive of

flesh. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hence Carnivorously adv., Carnivoronsness.
1837 Marryat Dog-Fiend xxxviii, The sow .. was car-

nivorously inclined. 1858 Hogg Life Shelley II. 446 He
dined carnivorously. 1856 Chamb. Jrnl. V. 133 Carnivor-
ousness is an aberration of humanity, and a semi-return to

the diet of beasts.

t Carnoggin. Obs. [a. Welsh cyrniogyn a
piggin, dim. of cymiawg horned (Owen Pughe)

;

perh. in reference to the longer stave left pro-

jecting as a handle.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Carnogan (Brit.), a little kind of
a wooden dish with hoops, a Piggin. [Hence in Phillips,

Kersey, & Bailey.] i68a Wit <y Drollery 203 (N.) That
country [Wales] yeilds flannel, carnoggins, Store of Meth-
eglin in thy waggons.

Carnose (ka.m<?n's), a. [ad. L. carnds-us

abounding in flesh, fleshy, f. caro, cam-em flesh.]

Consisting of or resembling flesh ; fleshy.

1562 Turner Herbal n. 59 a, Ye Cypres tre and the
Tamarisk haue carnose or fiesshy leues. 1677 Gale Crt.
Gentiles II. XXL 122 The mortification of some carnose part.

1731 Massey in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 217 Two short
carnose Antennae. 1854 Badham Halieut. 77 Cartilaginous
fish . . are carnose in fibre and difficult to digest.

Carnosity (kam^-siti"). [a. F. camositc (14th c.

in Littre, with parallel forms in Pr., Sp., It), f.

L. carnds-us fleshy : see -ITT.]

T 1. Fleshiness ; pulpiness ; flesh or pulp. Obs.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe 1. 2 Carnositie or fleshynes, etc.

1601 Holland Pliny XV. iii. I. 431 They erre . . that they sup-
pose an Oliue the more grown it is in carnositie, to be the

fuller of oile. 1657 Tomlinson Kenou's Disp. 670 Their
[Golden Apples'] carnosity is very sapid and sweet.

2. A morbid fleshy growth, a caruncle.

1559 Morwyng Evonym. 280 If an eye be diseased with
blerednes. .or any swelling carnosity bred upon it. 1618
Fletcher Chances nr. i, What's good for a Carnosity in the
bladder? 1751 Stack in Phil. Trans. XLVIL 328 Stric-

tures and carnosities of the urethra. 1810 Encyct. Brit.
(ed. 4) V. 189 Carnosities are very difficult of cure,

tb. fig- Obs.

1613 Spelman De non iemer. Eccl. (2668) 105 Overgrown
with so hard a carnosity, as it requireth strong and potent
corrosives to make an entrance. 1689 N. Lee Princ. Cleve
iv. i, Your thoughts are swell'd with a Carnosity.

CarnoSO- (kain<7u-s<?), combining form of L.
carndsus, used in sense 'carnose and . . 'with
carnous modification * ; as in carnoso-fibrous, car-

noso-suberose, etc.

1846 Dana Zooph. 644 Carnoso-tuberose. 1866 Berkeley
in fntell. Observ. No. 50. 96 The camoso-fibrous stem.

Carnous (kaunss), a. ? Obs. [ad. L. carnds-us
fleshy, f. cam- flesh : see -ous.]

1. Consisting of or abounding in flesh ; flesh)'.

1577 Vicary Englishm. Treas. Kj, A carnous pannicle.
a 1682 Sir T. Browne Misc. Tracts 11684) 17 A fair and
carnous state of Body. 1694 J. Turner in Phil. Trans.
XVIII. 17 Much more like a Sceleton than a carnous Sub-
stance. 1758 J. S. Le Drafts Observ. Surg. (1771I 24 All

the Parts, both carnous and osseous. 1783 Pott Chirurg.
IL63.

2. Of fruits, roots, etc. : Pulpy, fleshy.

1601 Holland Pliny XV. iii, [The] stones and carnous
matter [of olives]. Ibid. II. 19 The roots of some be car-
nous and fleshie. .namely of the Beet. 1679 Plot Staf
fordsh. (1686) 109 Such [Herbs] as have a carnous substance,
and will never become Hgnous.

tCarnou*se. Obs. Also 7 -nooze, -nose.
'The base-ring about the breech of a gun' (Kersey).
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 32 Her carnooze or

base ring at her britch. 1627 — Seaman's Grant, xiv. 65
Carnouse . . is the greatest circle about her britch. 1678
Phillips, Carnose. 1708 in Kersey. 1731 in Bailey.

Carny, Carney ^ka'ini). v. dial, and colloq.

[Widely diffused in midland and southern dialects,

from Whitby to Cornwall, but origin unknown.
(There have been numerous conjectures, e.g. referring to

caro, camem flesh, or cara dear, but no evidence. Cf.
blarney.)]

a. intr. To act in a wheedling or coaxing
manner, b. trans. To wheedle, coax, cajole.

Hence Ca-rnying a. ; also Carny sb. * soft,

hypocritical language' {Slang Did. 1874).
18x1 Willan West Riding Wds. (E. D. S.) Carny, to

flatter, to coax. 1836-49 Smart, Carny v. n. , to interlard
discourse with hypocritical terms or tones of endearment.
{Coltoq .) 185 . Household Wds., That carneying old woman
. .who is pulling Mr. S. by the arm. 1867 A. Sketchley in
Cassell's Mag. I. 479/2 Them 'umbugs that carneys over
good ladies and gets reglar supported. 1870 Readk Put
yourself, II. v. 91 ' Well, sir,' said Cole, in a carneying voice.

Caroach, obs. form of Caroche.
Carob (karr^b). Forms: 6-7 carobe, carrob,

7 carabe, 9 carubbe, caroub, 6- carob. [a. F.
carobe, carrobe (also carroube, carrube) Cotgr.
(now caroube), corresp. to It. carrubo, Sp. garrobo,

algarrobo, a. Arab. Ij^s)^ (al) kharnlbah, in

Pers. L-jjj^. khimub, * bean-pods, carobs

1. The fruit of an evergreen leguminous tree

{Ceratonia siliqud), Carob-tree, a native of the

Levant : a long flat horn-like pod containing

numerous hard seeds embedded in pulp. Also
called carob-bean, carob-pod.
Generally identified with the ' husks' eaten by the prodigal

in the parable, Luke xv. 16 ; and by some taken to be the
'locusts' eaten by John the Baptist, whence the names
I^ocust-ftods, and St. John's Bread.
1548 Turner Names of Herbes s.v. Silt'qua, It may be

called in english a Carobe tree, and the fruite Carobes or
Carobbeanes. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Algarrova, Ca-
robes, or S. Johns bread. 1601 Holland Pliny II, 172 As
for those Carobs or Cods of Syria. 1682 Wheler fourn.
Greece vi. 424 /Egina hath . . abundance of Almonds, and
Keratia, or Carobs. 1880 V. L. Cameron Our Future
Highw. I.ii. 28 The carob harvest was going on as well as
the olive gathering. 1886 A. H. Church Food Grains Ind.
170 Carob pods are 6 inches to 1 foot in length, and about
1 inch broad.

2. The tree, more fully called carob-lree.

1548 [see 1]. 1568 Turner Herbal 111. 20 The leafe is

lyke unto Carobe, or saint Johannis breadis tre. 1685
Baxter Paraphr. Luke xv. 15 They would not let him fill

his Belly with the Cods of the Carabe Tree, which was the
swines meat. 1842 L. S. Costello Pilgr. Auvergne I. 45
Where the tall carob's branches spread. < 1854 Stanley
Sinai $ Pal. ii. (1858) 146 The large dark-leaved, wide-
spread tree called the 'Carob', common apparently in the
forests of Galilee. 1886 A. H. Church Food Grains Ind.

173 The carob tree was introduced into India about the
year 1840.

Caroce, obs. form of Cabosse : cf. next.

Caro'che, sb. arch. Forms: 6-7 carroch(e,

7 caroeh(e, caroach, carioch, 9 caroche, car-

roeh. [a. 16th c. F. carroche
t
ad. It. carroccio, -ia,

augmentatives of carro chariot:—L. carrus\ see

Cab. Cf. the parallel word Carosse.]
The 17th c. name of a coach or chariot of a

stately or luxurious kind ; the representative of the

modern ' carriage' for town use. Obs. exc. Hist.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Carrucha, a carroch, a coche.

1606 Dekker Sez'. Sins n. (Arb.) 20 They harnessed the
Grand Signiors Caroach. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1.

42 To ride in a Carroch, or hanging Coach. 1611 Coryat
Crudities 85 Seven or eight stately Carochs of great per-
sonages. 1614 Cook Tu Quoque in Dodsley VII. 28 The
keeping of a coach For country, and a carroch for London.
1671 F. Phillips Reg. Necess. 213 He did in . . 1666 prohibit
the Duke of Newcastles Footmen the wearing of black Vel-
vet Caps whilst they attend his Caroch. 1678 Butler
Hud. in. in. 211 To mount two wheel'd Carroches. [1822
Scott Nigel i, The court ladies . . when visiting his shop in

their caroches. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs u, When the
caroches of the nobles had set down their owners.]

b. Used to represent It. carroccio, the car of

state which accompanied the army of an Italian

republic and bore the standard.

1840 Browning Sordello 1. 263 We shut . . in . . all noises
but The carroch's booming.

C. attrib, (tradename of a kind of tricycle).

1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1274/3, 46 in. Caroche Gem, central
gear, front steerer. .44 in. Caroche tricycle, rear steerer.

t Caroxhe, v. Obs. [f. the sb. ; or ad. It.

carrocciare, carozzare, F. carrosser 'to ride in a
caroch \] a. intr. To ride or travel in a caroche.

b. trans. To convey in a caroche. Hence Ca-
ro*ched ppt. a., seated or driven in a caroche.
16x8 Wither Motto (1633) 560 If but he and 's whore

Carrocht a Furlong are, the Coach man may For sennight
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after let hi* Horses play. 16x9 Br. Williams Serin. Ap-
parell (1620) 11 To Caroach it abroad, to go out and see.

1636 Heywood Challenge 1. i. Wits. 1874 V. 12 Came hee on
horse-backe or Caroach't? 1650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo 30,

I speedily caroatcht thither.

Caroigne, obs. form of Carrion.

Carol ^karral), sb. Forms: 4-6 karol(e, ka-
rolle, carole, 4-7 caroli, e, 4-9 carrol vl, 5 (ca-

reld), caroul, 5-6 carali^le, carowl, 6 carralle,

caril, caryl, carrell, karrel, 7 karil. (carrold),

4- carol, [a. OF. carole, also kar-
t
char-, quar-,

quer-, kerole, -olle, in all the senses in which it

occurs in Eng. (exc. 3 ) ; still in French dialects.

(Marne carole dance, fete, joy; Swiss Rom. coraula,

coraulo, round dance, dance -song, coraul ball,

round dance (Godef.), Pr. and It. carola ; Old
Pr. also corola. The ulterior etymology of OF.
carole and its accompanying vb. caroler, is un-

certain ; nor is it clear whether the vb. or the sb.

takes priority etymologically. There are many
indications that the first syllable had originally co-

(see Diez, 1878, p. 539, and cf. the Swiss and
Breton forms) ; hence Romanic etymologists gener-

ally agree with Diez, In seeking the etymology in

the Gr.-L. chorus, and its derivatives c/iorea, cho-

rattles, etc. : cf. esp. * corolar vel coreiar, coreas

ducere
y

quoted by Diez from Faidit Gram. Prov.,

of 13th c. Wackemagel would take the vb. (corau-

lare ' co/tculcare* to tread, dance, Ugutio) as a de-

rivative of the sb. coraula, chorattla, choraules, the

fluteplayer who accompanied the chorus dance, and
the sb. as a derivative of the vb. Another con-

jecture, assuming * ring ' to be the original sense of

the sb., has proposed as its source L. corolla ' little

crown, coronet, garland \ In any case, a Celtic

origin is out of the question : Welsh carol (Christ-

mas) carol, and vb. caroli to sing carols, are from
English (Rhysl, and Breton koroll dance, korolli

to dance, koroller dancer, are from French. The
arrangement of thesenses herefullowed is tentative.]

I. A ring-dance, and derived senses.

T 1. A ring-dance with accompaniment of song ;

? a ring of men or women holding hands and
moving round in dancing step. arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7601 O pair karol suilk was be sang.

e 1300 K. Alts. 1845 Faire U carole of maide gent, Bothe m
halle and eke in tent. 1303 R. Bkusne Ilandl. Syntu 3460
Wymmen . . bat borwe elopes yn carol to go. c 1330 A rth.

«y Mert. 1722 Miri time it is in may . . DamiseTs carols
ledeth. 1387 Trevisa Ifigden (Rolls) VII. 123 He saw a
maydeii . . daunsynge in a carrole among ober maydouns.
1394 Gower Con/. III. 365 With harpe and lute and with
citole, The love daunce and the carole . . A softe pas they
daunce and trede. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1022 And daunceden
with a caralle be chirche abou^t. 1483 Cath. Angl. 54 A
Caralle, corea, chorus, pecten. 161a Drayton Poly-old. xi,

In carrolds as they course. 16x6 Bullokar, Carol, a song,
sometimes a dance. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. vi. u£
The circles of upright stones, .have suggested the idea of a
ring-dance, and the story has shaped itself, .that such a
ring was a party of girls who were turned into stone for

dancing carols on a Sunday. 1866 Engel Nat. Mus. viii.

273 We learn that the term Carole was applied by the
Trouveres to a dance in which the performers moved slowly
round in a circle, singing at the time. 1867 Loncf. Dante's
Farad, xxiv. 16 Those carols dancing in different measure.

+ b. Diversion or merry-making of which such

dances formed a leading feature. Obs. [So in

mod.F. dial. — 'fete, joie '.]

a 1300 Cursor M. 28146 Caroles, iolites, and plales, ic

haue be-haldyn and ledde in ways. 1340 Ayenb. 71 Oure
blisse is ywent in-to wop, oure karoles into zor^e. c 1340
Gaiv. ir Gr. Knt. 43 lusted ful Iolile bise gentylc kni^tes,

Syben kayred to be court, caroles to make. 1483 Caxton
C. de la Tour Cij, To be att feestes, Joustes, and carolles.

jC. A company or band of singers, a choir.

(?Or simply ' assembly, company 1

as in Godefroy
'assemblee, cercle, reunion '.) Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 253/1 Thassembles of martirs, the
Couentes of Confessours, the Carolles of Virgyns.

2. A song ;
originally, that to which they danced.

Now usually, a song of a joyous strain ; often

transf. to the joyous warbling of birds.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 9043 J>ys ys be karolle bat
bey sunge. 1393 Gower Con/. 1. 133 And eke he can carolles

make, Roundel, balade antf virelay. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
92 Caral, songe [P. caroli], palinodium [K. Psalmodium].
. .Caroolyn.or synge carowlys. 1595 Spenser Epithal. 259
The whiles the maydens doe theyr carroll sing. 1600
Shaks. A. Y.L. v. Hi. 27 This Carroll they began that houre,
With a hey and a ho, & a hey uonino. c 1750 Shenstone
Elegy ix, To sing soft carrols to your lovely dames, 1800
Worosw. Hart-leap Well 11. xv, He heard the birds their

morning carols sing, a 18*4 Campbell Dead Eagle 99 The
life-like carol of the lark.

3. a. A song or hymn of religious joy.
«i547 Surrey ASneid n. 300 Children, and maides, that

holly carolles sang. 1635 Bacon Ess., Adversity ( Arb. ) 505
Yet, euen in the old Testament, if you Listen to Dauids
Harpe, you shall heare as many HerseHke Ayres, as Carols.
1830 Tennyson Dream Fair Worn. 345 1 Glory to God ' she
sang, and past afar. .Losing her carol I stood pensively.

b. esp. A song or hymn of joy sung at Christ-
mas in celebration of the Nativity. Karely applied
to hymns on certain other festal occasions.

150a Prh: Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830J 83 Item to I

Cornishe for setting of a carralle upon Cristmas day. 1521
W. de Worde {title 1

, Christmasse Carolles. 1530 Palsgr.
203/1 Carole a song, chancon de ttoel. J573 Tlsser Husb.
U878' 70 A Christmas Caroli of the birth of Christ vpon

j

the tune of King Salamon. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 102
No night is now with hymne or caroli blest. 1641 J. Jack-
son True Evang. T. in. 175 The Dily of that hymne, or
Caroli, [was] Peace on earth. 1667 Milton P. L. at 367.

1774 T. Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry xxviii. (1840) II. 397
'I nese coronation carols were customary. 1806-7 J- Beres-
ford Miseries Hum. Life (18261 ii. 29 Screaming and
bellowing Christmas carols under your window. 1845 S.
Austin tr. Rauke's Hist. Re/. I. 371 Singing hymns before
the doors of houses, and new year's carols in the villages.

II. A ring, and related senses, (perh. ought to
be I.)

f4. A ring or circle, e.g. of standing stones.

1330 R. Brlnne Chron. Wacc in Hearne Pref. R. B. 194
is Bretons renged about be feld, J>e karole of the stones be-
eld, Many tyme ?ede bam about. Ibid. 195 Whan he had

gon alle aboute Within be karole & withoute. c 1470 Hard-
ing Chron. lxx. x, Within [the] Giauntes Carole, that so
ther hight. The [Stone henglesj that nowe so named been.
[All these instances refer to Stonehenge, also called the

Giants' Dance', cf. quot. 1865 in sense 1; but Du Cange
has instances of a very different kind, e.g. ' Unum annu-
lum cum saphyro magno, et karola in circuitu 7 lapidum
et 8 perlarum '.]

U A precinct, a space enclosed by rails, etc. See
Du Cange.

t5. A small enclosure or 'study
1

in a cloister.

[See numerous OF. examples in Godefroy, and quot. from
Premonstrat. Statutes in Du Cange ' in claustro carola; vel

hujusniodi scriptoria '.]

*593 Descr. Monuments, tyc. Ch. Durham §41(1843)70
In every wyndowe three Pewes or Carrells, where everyone
of the old monks had his carrell, severall by himselfe, that
when they had dynsd they dyd resorte to that place of
Cloister, and there studyed upon there books, every one in
his carrell all the after nonne. 17JI Bailey, Carrel, a
Closet or Pen in a Monastery. 18x0 Ace. Gloucester Cath.,
The ten divisions for the windows in the south cloister are
divided into twenty carrols ; two carrols in each window ;—
their width four feet.

b. Carol-window. ?a bay-window.
1600 Jlpp Acc. Comp. Carpenters 223 In 1572 the Car-

penters Company of the City of London ordered a caroli*

window to be made in the place wher the window now
standethe in the gallerie.

t 8. A chain. [So F. quarole, two examples in

Godef. : see also Du Cange.]
C 14x5 Seven Sag. (P.) 2885 Scho putte ilke resche in other.

And made a karole in a stounde, The ton hende touched
to grounde, And the othir scho helde on heygh.

7. Comb, and attrib., as carol-song, carol-wise

;

carol-chanting ppl. adj.

t 1385 Chaucer L. G. IK 201 (Camb. MS.) And songyn as
it were in carolewyse. 1583 T. Watson Poems (Arb.) 137
Let those lament who lust, He sing a carroll song for 00-
sequy. 1601 Chester Love's Mart. (1878) 5 And carroll-

chanting birds are sudden mute.

Carol (kse'rol, -al), v. For forms see prec. [a.

OF. caroler, f. carole ; see prec. The derivative

forms in -ed, -ing, -er, are now most commonly
spelt [In England) with // {carolled, etc.) though for

no good reason : cf. F. caroler, carolant, carolcur.]

+ 1. intr. To dance in a ring to the accompani-
ment of song ; to dance and sing, make merry. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7600 [J?arl karold \Go~tt. dauncid] wim-

men be be wai. 1303 R. Brlnne Handl. Synne 0041 pese
wommen ^ede and tollede here oute Wyb hem to karolle be
cherche aboute. Ibid. 9138 Dese men bat ^ede so karol-
lande Alle bat ^ere hande yn nande. .1400 Rom. Rose 810,
I wolde have karoled right fayn. As man that was to daunce
right blithe. 1530 Ld. Bekners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814)

327 Ladyes and damoyselles did carowle and sing.

2. To sing, orig. in accompaniment to a dance.

Now usually : To sing a lively or joyous strain.

(Chiefly poet.)
c 1369 Chal'cer Dethe Blaunche 848, I sawe her daunce so

comely, Carol and sing so swetely. 1393 Gower Con/ III.

30 If she carole upon a songe, Wiian I it here, I am so fed.

.1440 Promp. Fan'. 62 Caroolyn, or synge carowlys [F.
carallyn], psatmodio. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb., Tho
wouldest thou learne tu caroli of love. 1633 Fletcher
Pise. Eel. xi. i, And carol lowd of love, and loves delight.

1791 Cowper Iliad xviii. 712 Carolling to it with a slender
voice. 1853 De Quincey Sp. Mil. A«« viii. 17 Juvenal's
qualification for carolling gaily through a forest full of
robbers.

b. ironically.

1440 J. Shirlev Dethe A". James (1818) 18 Sirs the spows
is foundon, wherfore we bene cumne, and all this nyght haf
carold here.

0. transf. of the warbling of birds, etc.

159S Spenser Epithat. 79 Hark, how the cheerfull birds
do chaunt . . And carroll of Loves praise. 1768 Bkattie
Minstr. t. v, Where the grev linnets carol from the hill.

1830 Tennyson Sea-Fairies, Merrily merrily carol the gales.

3. trans, a. with cognate object.

1575 Laneham Let. 11871) 60 Then carroll I vp a song
withall. 1589 Greene Me/uiphoruArb. \ 37 To carroll out this
roundelay. 1718 Prior 2ndHymn CatlitnaehustR.) Hover-
ing swans . . carol sounds harmonious. 1797 Philanthrope
No. 25 Many a feather'd warbler .. Carrol'd the melodious
lay. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 700 Carolling as he went A
true-love ballad.

b. To sing of, celebrate in song.

1634 Milton Comus 849 The shepherds . . Carol her good-
ness loud in rustic lays. 1683 Chalkhill Theahna 4f CI.

40 Shepherds Swains still Carol out her Fame. 1774 M'estm.
Mag. II. 374 The Muse That carrol'd Sir John HUH

CarO'lathine. Mm. [f. Karolalh in Silesia ]

A variety of Allophane, found in rounded balls of

a honey-yellow colour at Zabize in Upper Silesia.

1858 in Dana Min. 500.

Caroler, -oiler ^karrobj). [f. Carols. + -kr1
.]

One who carols ; a carol-singer ; a singer, bard.
1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life ii. 11826' 29

'Sunt et mihi carmina ' . . says the caroller. 185a Miss
Vonge Cameos (1877) III. xxxtii. 345 Coming down with
some alms for the carollers.

' Ca rolet. Obs. rare~\ [dim. of Carol sb.
;

see -et.] A little carol or song.
1593 Drayton Sheph. Garl. vii, Repeat a carowlet in rime.

Ii Carolin (karr^lin). [Ger. Karolin, f. L. Carol-
us Charles.] The name of a gold coin formerly

current in Bavaria and in Wtirtemburg ; the Bava-
rain carolin was worth 20s. 4-2$d. sterling, that of

Wurtemburg 20s. l-tfd.
1821 in Kelly Cambist. 1847 in M^Cllloch Diet.

Comm. 326.

Carolina 'kaenflai-na). The name 'after Charles
II.) of a North American colony, now forming two
states (North C. and South C. of the American
Union ; hence applied to the Sweet Potato (see

quot. \ and used in the names of various plants

and animals, as Carolina ash, osprey, whiting; also

Carolina Allspice, the flowering shrub Calycan-

thttsJloridus ; Carolina Fink, Spigelia Marilan-
dicat also called Indian Pink, of which the root is

an active anthelmintic. See also Carolijtb a. 2.

1734 Mortimer Nat. Hist. Carolina in Phi/. Trans.
XxXVIII. 317 Albumus Anuricanus, the Carolina*Whit*
ing. 1884 Century Mag. Jan. 442/1 The sweet potato was
adopted from the aborigines in all the Southern colonies,

and it is yet known in tne market as the ' Carolina '. 1866
Treas. Hot. 203 Carolina Allspice or Sweet-scented shrub.

Ca roline, sb. [see Carolin, Cablin.] A
name of coins of various countries and of different

values ; sometimes = Caklink, or Carolin.
-555 Eden Decades IV. Ind. (Arb.) 105 A rounde plate of

syluer as brode as the coyne cauled a Corolyne. 1709 Lottd.

Gaz. No. 4571/2 'Naples) A Captain is to receive rive Caro-
lines a Day. 1717 Berkeley in Fraser Life (1871' 578
Tne clergy of Ischia get each a Caroline a mass. 1781 W.
F. Martyn Geoe. Mag. II. 78 (Sweden^ A Caroline, (about
one shilling and two-pence value. 1865 Athenaeum No.
1953. 448/2 The forty golden Carolines with which the

Grand-Duke . . repaid the dedication.

Caroline (kae r^lain), a. [f. Carol-us Charles.]

1. Of or pertaining to Charles : esp. a. of Charles

the Great (Charlemagne) ; b. of Charles I. and II.

of England, or their period.
165a Needham \.r.Selden's Mare CI. 322 Under the Caroline

kings. 1805 W. Saunders Mt'n. Waters 314 The village of
Carlsbad . . as well as . . the Caroline Waters [named after]

the emperor Charles IV. in 1370. 1839 Hallam Hist.
Lit. IV. iv. v. i 22. 234 Waller has a more uniform elegance
. . than any [otherj of the Caroline era. 1874 F. Hall in

A71

. Amer. Rev. CXIX. 310 Our Caroline divines. 1884
Courthopf Addison i. 20 The Caroline dramatists.

t 2. Applied in end of 17th c. to a fashion of hat.

1687 LotCd. Gaz. No. 2246/4, 25 black Hats, commonly
called Caroline. 1695 Ibid.fio. 31 19/4 A Young Man, aged
about 17. .wears, .a Carolina Hat.

Caroling, -oiling (kx rolirj), vbl. sb. [f.

Cakol v. + -ing *.] The action of the vb. Carol.
e 1300 A'. Alis. 1045 At theo feste was trumpyng . . Carol-

yng, and turneieyng. c 13)86 Chaucer Chan. rem. Prol. 4/

T. 79a Was never.. lady lustier in carolynge. 15*3 Ld.
Berners Froiss. I. ccxix. 279 On a Sonday after dyner .

.

ther was great daunsyng and karolyn$e. 1596 Spenser
Heart. Beauty 265 Carolings Of Gods high praise, a 1834
Coleridge Lit. Rem. I. 82 iLj The sweet carolings of As
you like it. 1853 C. Bronte Vtllette xxiv. (1876) 256.

Caroling, -oiling, ppl. a. That carols.

1867 Miss Braddon R. Godwin I. L 5 Carolling music of

birds. 1880 Atlanta Monthly Sept. 329 The singer's carol*

ing lips are dust.

Caroli ngianv
a. = Carlovingian, q.v.

1881 Athenmum No. 2805. 86,2 The accessories preserve

something that is Carolinian. 1883-3 Schaff Relig. En.
eye I. III. 1777 Ornaments of the Carolingian period.

Caroli nian, a. [f. med. L. Caroltnus of

Charles ; and its derivative Carolina.]

a. Belonging to Charles the Great, b. Belonging

to one or both of the Carolinas in U. S. Also sb.

1847 Secret Soc. Mid. Ages 321 The Fchm-Gerichte .

.

named . . Carolinian Tribunals, as having been (as was be*

Heved) instituted by Charles the Great. 1775 AnAiR Amer.
Imi. 226 Sharp and cold to a Carolinian. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. IV. xlvii. 228 It became the pride of native

Carolinians not to accept a seat in [the king s council].

Caroli*tic, a. Arch. Erroneous f. Corollitic.
1842 76 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Carolitic column, one with

a foliated shaft.

Carolus ^karnfliSs). [f. Carolus, Latinized form
of Karl, Charles.] A gold piece struck in the

reign of Charles I.; originally valued at 20s., but
afterwards at 2$s. The name has been given to

various other coins bearing * Carolus * as the name
of the monarch ; e. g. a Carolus dollar.

1687 Lotui. Gaz. No. 2258/4 A Boy about 18 years old .

.

Run away with. .5 Carolus pieces of Gold. 1753 Richard-
son Grandison 11781) II. xx. 316, i?o Carolus's were also in

this purse. 1855 Macalijvy Hist. Eng. IV. 490 Every
trader had his own strong box. and. .told down the crowns
and Caroluses on his own counter.
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Carom, carrom (kse'ram). An abbreviation

of Carambole, applied to the stroke so called in

Billiards ; now corrupted to Cannon A1 7.

A. sb.

1779 C. Jones Hoyle's Games Impr. 260 Which stroke is

called a Carambole, or for shortness, a Carrom. 1826 Hoyle
Impr. 396 A caronibole or carom. 1850 Bohn Ilatuibk.

Games 519 A canon [formerly carom or carambole). 187a
Mark Twain Iunoc. Abr. xii. 84 We accomplished very

little in the way of caroms.

B. vb. [trans/, in quots.)
x86o O. W. Holmes Prof. Break/. -t. 67 She glanced from

every human contact, and 'caromed' from one relation to

another. 1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 494/2 A single stone

was made to ' carom '.

Caromel, variant of Caramel.
Ca'rony bark. 'A synonym of true Angus-

tura bark ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1853 Tii. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. III. xxv, 2 ?/o/r*, The

trade carried on . . in the Carony bark, which is the bene-
ficial bark of the Bonplandia trifoliata.

t Caroo-n l
f carroon, caroo'me. Obs.

[Etymol. obscure. Derivation from Car or F.

carre has been conjectured ; cf. also OF. carron
paving tile : was the impost originally levied to

defray paving ?] 'A licence by the Lord Mayor of

London to keep a cart' (Wharton Law Lex. i860).

1720 Stpiv's Sunt. (ed. Strype 1754) II. v. xviii. 389/1 If

the yearly Rent of 17.F. +d, a piece be not paid to the said

President and governors, the Caroon, that is, the License of
such person so wanting or refusing shall be forthwith sus-

pended. 1730 6 Bailey, Carroon, a Rent received for the
Privilege of driving a car or cart in the city of London.
1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames xi. 331 To regulate and
control Carroons or privileged Carts. 1832 E. V, Williams
Executors Adm. I. 531 A caroome, or a license by the
Mayor of London to keep a cart.

Caroon 2 (kar/rn). [Etymol. unknown. (Mahn
compares Ix.caor, dim. caoran, the rowan-tree berry

;

but there is no connexion.)] A species of cherry.

1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade.

Caross, var. Kaross, an African cloak of skins.

tCarO'SSe. Obs. Also in 7 caroce. [a. F.
carosse (now carrosse), ad. It. carossa, augmentative
of carro chariot, etc. : cf. the parallel Caroche.]
A carriage, a Carochk.
1598 Flohio, Carroccta . . a caroce, a coche, a chariot.

1608 Chapman Byron's Trag. Plays (1873) II. 297 The
Carosse of the Marquis of Rhosny Conducted him along to

th' Arcenall. 1657 Colvil Whigs Supplic. 89 And when
ye travel in carosses, Ye will salute the high-way crosses.

II Carotee'l, -el. [possibly ad. Arab. JU^S
qirtdl, collective of qirtdlat, qartillat ass's burden,
basket, fruit-basket.] ' The commercial name for

a tierce or cask, in which dried fniit and some
other commodities are packed, which usually

averages about 7 cwt.' (Simmonds Diet. Trade).
1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb., Caroteel of Cloves

4 to 5 C, Weight; Currants 5 to 9 C. ; Malt about 3 C.
1721 Bailey, Caroteel, a quantity of some Commodities;
as of Cloves, from 4 to 5 Hundred Weight.

Carotic vkar^tik , a. Pathol, and Phys. [ad.

Gr. fcapwTifcos stupefying, soporific, f. /capovv to

stupefy. Cf. F. carotiqne.]

1. a. ' Having power to stupefy or produce stupe-

faction ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.), b. Of the nature of or

pertaining to stupor or cams ; in a state of cams.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xvi. 567 He was thought to

be carotick, but he was not so; for at length he awaked.
1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Carotic sleep, profound drowsiness.

2. ^Carotid, {rare.)

1656 Ridgley Pract. Physic 53 The temporal muscle, and
the Carotick Arteries. 1843 J. Wilkinson Swedenborg's
Anim. Kingd. I, ii. 85 The cranial or carotic blood.

Carotid (kar^'tid', (Z.and.y/>. [ad.Gr./ca/wTt'S-fj,

f. fcapovy 'to plunge into deep sleep, to stupefy',

because compression of these arteries is said to

produce cams or stupor. (Galen.)]

A. adj. Epithet of the two great arteries, one
on either side of the neck, which supply blood to
the head.
Each of the two primitive carotid arteries afterwards

divides into two branches, called the external and internal
respectively. 1667 E. King in Phil. Trans. II. 450 Which
made me open the Carotid Artery. 1804 Abernethy^SV/j-^.
Obs. 193 It had passed beneath, and torn the internal carotid
artery. 1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 649 They ascend.

.

to the upper part of the larynx, where they divide into the
external carotid and the internal carotid arteries.

b. Pertaining to or adjoining the carotid arteries

;

e. g. earotid canal, the tunnel through the temporal
bone which gives passage to the internal carotid,
and its plexus of nerves {carotidplexus).
1842 E. Wilson Anat. Fade M. 26 Nearer to the apex of

the bone is a large oval opening, the carotid foramen. 1877
Burnet Ear 88 The carotid canal is the simplest in struc-
ture, .of the canals in or about the tympanum.
B. sb. A carotid artery.

1741 Monro Anat. (ed. 3^ 90 The Arteries derived from
the external Carotids. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 477 After the
incision into the carotid of a horse. 1862 Calverley Verses
$ Tr. 46 With vest blood-spotted, and cut carotid.

+ Carotidal, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -al.] -prec.
1664 Power Exp. Pkilos. 1. 66 The carotidal Arteries.

1737 Bracken Farriery^jt^Zz The Blood which is brought
to the Brain by the Carotidal and the Vertebral Arteries.

Carotidean (kjm>trdian), a. [f. as prec. +
-ean. Cf. F. carotidien.] =prec.
1836-39 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 285/5 He would exclude

the Vidian nerve, or at least its carotidean branch.

Carouba (kanrba\ A variant of Carob (tree),

following the Arabic form of the word.
1856 J. H. Newman Callista (1885) 330 A few olives and

caroubas. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. ix. 233 The so-

called ' Forest of Carmel . . with dwarf oak, bay, carouba,

1884 Harper's Mag. 209/1 Looking at the carouba-trees.

Caroul, obs. form of Carol.

Carousal '.karairzal). [f. Carouse v. +-al;
but the formation may have been aided by the

misunderstanding of carousel, and its association

with Carouse v.] A fit of carousing, a drinking-

feast or carouse
;
revelry in drinking.

1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy VII. xliii. (R.i The swains were
preparing for a carousal. 1801 Southey Thalabaw. xxviii,

Sounds of carousal came, and song. 1814 Byron Lara 1.

vii, Join'd the carousals of the great and gay. 1872 Yeats
Techn. Hist. Comm. 124 The Germans were celebrated for

their hospitality, .and their carousals.

^1 Erroneously put for Carousel q. v.

t Carou'se, adv. Obs. Also garaus, carous.
[a. Ger. gar aus, in gar-aus trinken to drink ' all

out to empty the bowl. Cf. All out, the English
phrase in same sense. In 16th c. F., Rabelais has

boire carrous et alius.'] In the phrase To drink,

quaff {pledge one) carouse : i. e. to the bottom, to

drink a full bumper to his health.

1567 Drant Horace Ep. \. 18 The tiplinge sottes at mid-
night which to quaffe carowse do vse. 1586 T. K. tr. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1 15891 193 Rather than they wil refuse

to drink carouse. 1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Blood
(1874* 43 His hostesse pledg'd him not carouse [rime house].
1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxvu. i, Some againedrink-
ing garaus. 1667 E. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 1 1684*40.

Carouse (karenrz), sb. Forms : {6 garouse),
6- 7 carous, car(r owse, -ouse, 7 car r ousse,
carrouze, (caraus, garaus, -ausse, karausse^,

7-9 carouze, 6- carouse. [The prec. adv. in

phrase to drink carouse, taken for obj. of the vb.

:

cf. F. une carrousse, Sp. caraus, also from Ger.

The word formerly rimed with hottse, mouse; the

the pronunciation (-quz) appeared first in the vb.,

c 1660 (cf. grass, graze, advice, advise, etc.), and
subsequently spread to sense 3 of the sb., taken as

a deriv. of the vb.]

f 1. The action or fashion of ' drinking carouse'.

1559 Mirr. Mag. 610 (R.) Lyreus fruitful cup with full

carowse Went round about. 1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours
Blood vii. (1874) 13 Drinke some braue health vpon the
Dutch carouse Or visit Shorditch, for a bawdie house.
1611 Rich Honest. Age [18441 Introd. 19 Their best was, I

drinke to you, and I pledge yee ; some shallow-witted
drunkard found out the Carowse.

f 2. A cupful drunk 1 all out \ a full draught of

liquor, a full bumper to one's health, a toast. Obs.

bef. 1700 (but used by Scott).

1594 Drayton Ideas vii, Quaffing Carowses in this costly
Wine. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii. 277 Quaffe carowses to

our Mistresse health. 1611 Rowland Four A'ua7/es 11843)

13, I . .will drinke a healths carouse. 1611 Cotgr., Carous,
a carousse of drinke. 1617 Moryson Hin. it j. 11. iii. 86 All
which garausses he must drinke. 1674 Milton Moscov.
Wks. 1738 II. 145 The Emperor standing up, drank a deep
Carouse to the Queen's Health. 1813 Scott Rokeby 1. vii,

Quaff the full carouze.

3. A drinking bout ; a carousal
;
carousing.

1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 228 Bassus at the
Thracian carowse. 1725 Pope Odyss. 1. 480 The early feast

and late carouse. 1833 Ht. Martineau Manch. Strike i. 8
To go to the Spread-eagle and have a carouse. 1851 Longf.
Gold. Leg., Refectory ad fin., What means this revel and
carouse ?

Carouse (karcurz), v. Forms : 6 karous,
garouse, carous, 6-7 earrouse, car(r)owse, 7

garousse, carrowze, -ouze, 7-8 carowze, -ouze,
6- carouse, [f. Carouse adv. : cf. F. carousser
1 to quaff, swill, carouse it' (Cotgr.).]

1. intr. To drink * all out drink freely and
repeatedly. So to carouse it.

1567 Drant Horace Ep. xiv, I that in tune and out of
time, karoust it without measure. 1596 Ralkigh Discov.
Guiana (1848) 64 Some, .garoused ofhis wine till they were
reasonable pleasant. 1601 Holland Pliny 1 1. 349 To quaffe
and carouse again vpon it more lustily. 1656 Blount Glos-
sogr., Carouse, .to drink all out. 1727 A. Hamilton New
Acc. E. Ind. I. xv. 173 To procure Wine and carouze with
him, which they did, and he got beastly drunk. 1779 John-
son L. P., Thomson Wks. IV. 167 Thomson .. carousing
with lord Hertford and his friends. 1827 Pollock Course
T. iv, Drinking from the well of life, And yet carousing
in the cup of death. 1875 B. Taylor Faust I. vi. 102.

b. To drink a bumper to ;any one), to drink

health or success to.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. (1877) 1. 107 Swilling, gulling
and carowsing from one to another. 1594 Lyly Moth. Bomb.
n. i. 92, I carouse to Prisius, and brinch you mas Sperantius.

1604 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 3oo{2nd Qo.t The Queene Carowses
[1st Qo. drinkes] to thy fortune Hamlet.

f 2. trans. To drink off or up, to drain, to quaff,

to swill ; to drink (a health). Obs.

1580 Lyly Enphues ) Arb.) 432 The Glasses wher-in you
carouse your wine. 1604 Shaks. Oth. n. iii. 55 Roderigo .

.

To Desdemona hath to night Carrows'd Potations, pottle-

deepe, 1617 Moryson Hin. in. 162 Some Gentlewomen

were so free in this excesse, as they would, .garousse health
after health with men. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 168 To
Carrouze strong Drink, Brandy, Wine. 174a Young Nt.
Th. v. 545 Egypt's wanton queen, Carousing gems.

1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 23 Carrouse vp your owne
quarrels in the cup. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant. \. 20 Why
doe we thus .. carouse full Bowles Of boyling anguish?
1660 W. Secker Koftsuch Prof. 11 If the Cup be lawful we
must not carouze it.

Carousel ^karwzed). Also 9 carrousel, [a.

F. carrousel, ad. It. carosello, garosello 1 a kind

of joust or feat on horseback '. Littre takes It.

carosello or garosello as dim. oigaroso, quarrelsome,

contentious, f. gara quarrel, strife ; but this is

doubtful, and possibly the etymological form was
carrosello, from carro chariot.)]

* A tournament in which knights, divided into

companies (quadrilles) distinguished by their

liveries and dresses, engaged in various plays and
exercises; to this were often added chariot races,

and other shows and entertainments' (Littre).

1650 Marvell Death Ld. Hastings, Before the Crystal
Palace where he dwells The Armed Angels hold their

Carousels. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2117/4 A great carousel is

preparing here [Paris] against Easter. 1697 Dryuen Virg.
sEneid v. u8o6i 111. 131 This Game, these Carousels Asca-
nius taught. 1753 Hanway Trav. 11762) I. VIL xc. 414 The
carousel, the expence of which amounted to seventy thou-
sand crowns. 1839 James Louis ATI', III. 27 Those
carousels and mock-fights. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. VI.
xvi. vi. 187 Carrousel . . is, in fact, a kind of superb be-

tailored running at the ring.

U Many writers employing the word historically,

have erroneously identified it with carousal.

1709 Steele Tatter No. 33 F 10 A Carousal, wherein many
of the Youth of the first Quality . . ran for the Prize. 1762

Hume Hist. Eng. u8o6' IV. 1. 35 His line taste in dress,

festivals, and carousals. 1774 T. Wakton Hist Eng. Poetry
118401 II. 28 A royal carousal given by Charles the Fifth of

France to the Emperor. 1823 Lincard Hist. Eng. VI. 23
The young king loitered for weeks at Calais, spending his

I time in carousals and entertainments. 1858 Blanche
D'Aulnoys Fairy T. 440 After which, there were ballets,

carousals, and a thousand other things.

Carouser ikarau-zsi). One who carouses.

1596 Ralkigh Disan 1
. Guiana 118481 64 The greatest

; garousers and drunkards of the world. 1598 R. Barcklf.y
! relic, Man 1. 11603) 24 Carowsers that will match Nero.

1731 Ld. Lansdowne To Garth i R.) The bold carouser and
advent'rous dame. 1849 W. Irving Mahomed viii. (1853)

27 The noise brought the carousers from their tents.

Carousing (karairzin), vbl. sb. The action of

i the verb Carouse. Often attrib.

1583 Stanyhurst ALneis 111. (Arb.i 81 They kept a myrry
carousing. 159* Nashe /*. Penilesse led. 2) 23 b, Downe to

1 bottome of his carrowsing cups. 1617 Moryson /tin.

in. II. 87 Which kind of karoussing they call the crowning
of the Emperor. 1650 Hubbert Pill Formality 137
Drowned in carowsing bowls. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour,
Germ. II. 208 At Vienna, Their chief diversion is feasting

and carousing. i86x Ramsay Remin. iii. 62.

CarOil*sing, ///• That carouses. Hence
Carou'singly adv.
1603 Florio Montaigne 11. ii. (1634^ 188 Our carowsing

tospot German souldiers. 1704 Rowe Ulysses tl. i. 955
These Carousing Lovers. 1848 Craig, Carousingly. 1875

;
Myers Poems 58.

Carowaye, -weie, obs. ff. Caraway.
Carowl, carowse, obs. f. Carol, Carouse.
Caroygne, -oyne, obs. ff. Carrion.

Carp (kiup), sb. 1 Also 5-7 carpe. PI. carp,

formerly carps, [a. OF. carpe (Sp. carpa) :— late

L. carpa ^Brachet cites Cassiodorus 0575 ' destinet

carpam Danubius'). The same name (modified

in termination, etc.) appears in Romanic, Celtic,

Teutonic, and Slavonic: cf. esp. OHG. charpho,

MLG. karpe masc. pointing to a possible WGer.
*karpo. But the original source is unknown.]

1. A freshwater fish, Cyprinus carpio, the type of

the family Cyprinidw ; introduced into England as

early as the 14th c, and commonly bred in ponds.

c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 62 Carpe, fysche, carpus. 1462

Mann. $ Househ. Exp. 561 My master putte into the said

ponde, in gret carpes, xxj. 1584 R. Scot Disc. Witchcr.

xih. x. 248 A bone taken out of a carps head, stancheth

blond. 1653 Walton Angler \. ix, The Carp is the Queen
of Rivers : a stately, a good, and a very subtle fish. 1718

Lady M. W. Montague Lett. liv. II. 80 In the fish ponds
are kept tame Carp, said to be, some of them, eighty years

of age. 1770 White Selbome xl. 103 In this water are many
carps. 1854 Badham Halieut. 257 That singular fleshy

! palate which is popularly but incorrectly known all over the

world as carp's tongue. 1867 F. Francis Angling iii.

(1880) 84 In rivers carp bite more boldly than in ponds.

2. Applied to other species of the genus Cyprinus,

or family Cyprinidm, to which belong the Gold
and Silver Fish, the Prussian or Crucian Carp {C.

gibelio), the Norwegian Carp {Scarpxna norve-

gica), and others.

1786 White Selbome xcviii, Gold and silver fishes . . Lin-

naeus ranks . . under the genus of cyprinus or carp. 1847
Carpenter Zool. § 567 The CyPrinidx or Carp tribe. 1883
Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4^ 107 Collection of Stuffed .

.

Carp, Crucian Carp, Gold Carp.

3. Comb.
1678-1706 Phillips, Carp.stone, a triangular stone found

in the chop of a carp, white without and yellow within.
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t Carp, sb. 2 Obs. rare. [f. Cabp v.1]
a. Discourse, b. Power of speech, c. Carping

speech, cavil (with play on Carp sb.*).

c 13*5 E. E. A/lit. P. A. 882 In sounande notez a gentyl
carpe. Ibid. B. 23 Kryst kydde hit hymsclf in a carp onez.
Ibid. B. 1327 pat he ful clanly bi-cuv-er his carp bi be laste.

1618 Mvnshul Ess. Prison 1st Ep. Ded. i, Carpes haue bin

good cheap this Lent, for I haue had more than I desired
for nothing.

H Associated with Cahk.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark viii. 57 a, Their vayne

and superfluous carpe and care.

Carp (kaip), v. 1 Also 4 karp, 5 karpe, 4-7
carpe. [Senses 1-3, chiefly in northern poetry

(especially in alliterative verse), were probably a.

ON. karpa to brag ; but the later prose senses 4-6
appear to be derived from, or influenced by, L.

carpere to pluck, to slander, calumniate. The
ulterior history of the ON. word is uncertain.]

+ 1. intr. To speak, talk. Obs.
a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 287 Carpe toward ihesu

and seie pise wordes. a 1300 Cursor m, App. Resurrect. 388
Als bai come narre be castelle, to-geder carpand. c 1400
Dtstr. Troy 829 The Kyngban full curtesly karpes agayne.
14*) Siege Rouen 1235 in Arxhmol. XXII. 381 Vnnethe
thay myjt brethe or carpe. 1470 Harding Chron. Proem, x,

Leonell . . that wedded . . The erles daughter of Vister, as
man do Karpe. 1570 Levins Manip. 33/3 To carpe, tallte,

collogui, con/abutari. 1575 Turberv. Bk. FalconrU Epil.
Aaiij, To carpe it fine witn those that haue no guile.

+ b. To discourse of, in speech or writing. Obs.
1350 Will. Paleme 216 pe kowherdes bestes i carped of

bi-fore. 1393 Langl. PL C. xxn. 199 Thus conscience of
crist and of be croys carpede. < 1425 Wyntoln Cron. in.

Prol. 26
(
Jam.) Of thame . . Carpe we bot lityl. a 1605

Montgomery Flyting 575 Of his conditions to carp for a
while.

t 2. trans. To speak, utter, say, tell. Obs.
X350 IVilt. Pateme 503 To karp be sobe. 1393 Cower

Con/. III. 325 To carpe Proverbes and demaundes sligh.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 4610 When Calcas his counsell had carpit
to the end. 1515 Sc. f ield 73 in Furniv. Percy Polio I.

2:6 Our Knight full [of] courage carpeth these words.

+ 3. intr. To sing or recite (as a minstrel) ; to
sing (as a bird). Obs.
c 1425 Thomas 0/ Erceld. 313 ' To harpe or carpe, whare-

so bou gose, Thomas, bou sallhafc be chose sothely ' : And
he saide 'harpynge kepe I none, For tonge es chefe of
mynstralsye '. 15x5 Barclay Egloges iv. (1570) Civ/2 In
goodly ditie or balade for to carpe. a 15x8 Skelton Agst.
comely Coyst. 13 In his gamut carp he can. c X570 Thynne
Pride tt Lowl. 11841) 8 Many was the bird did sweetly carpe
Among the thornes. 180a Lochmaben Harper vii. in Scott
Minstr. Scott. Bord. (i860 94 Then aye he harped, and aye
he carped Till a" the lordlings footed the floor.

t4. Vituperatively : To talk much, to prate,

chatter. Cf. Carper. Obs.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 69 Clerkes. .carpen ofgod faste,

and haue [him] moche in be mouthe. a 1528 Skelton Col.
Cloute 549 Some . . Clatter & carpe Of that heresy. 1530
Palsgr. 476/1, I carpe (Lydgatei, ye carquette. .This is a
farre northen verbe. 1557 Praise Maistr. Ryce in Tottets
Misc. (Arb.) 202 Came Curiousness and carped out of frame.
5. spec. To talk querulously, censoriously, or

captiously; to find fault, cavil. (The current sense.)
(Certain examples of this before the 16th c. are wanting :

the early ones may have merely the sense of 1 with con-
textual colouring. Cf. Carper.)
[1377 Langl. /\ PI. B. x. 286 Abasshed To blame vow or

to greve, And carpen noght as they carpe now, Ne calle yow
dumbe houndes. 1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 77 Thou carpist
also of oure coveitise, and sparist the sothe. 1515 Barclay
MgitfU i. (1570) Aj, Some in Satyres against vices dare
carpe.] 1548 S<>ul John-Nobody in Strype Cranmer (1694)
App. 139 They will currishly carp. 1561 T. Norton Co/.
vtn's Inst. 1. xiiL (1634) 49 Servetto carpeth, that God did
beare the person of an Angell. 1655 Digges Compl. Am-
bass. 377 The King . . carpeth upon the marriage, a 1677
Barrow Serm. Malice 0/Soc., In carping and harshly cen-
suring . . their neighbours. 1785 Burns ind Ep. Lapraik,
Ne'er grudge an' carp, Tho' fortune use you hard an' sharp.
1863 Mrs. C. Clarkk Shaks. Char, xv, 386 The bulk of
society did not assemble to carp and to cavil.

b. Const, at.

1586 Thynne Contn. Holinshed Pref., Curiouslte carping
at my barrennes in writing. 1794 Burke Corr. IV. 235
That faction and malice may not be able to carp at it.

1879 M. Arnold Falkland Mixed Ess. 207 We will not
carp at this great writer.

f 8. trans. To find fault with, reprehend, take
exception to. Obs.

1550 Cranmer Sacrament 100 a, Whiche my saiyng diuers
ignorant persones . . did carpe and reprehende. 158a N.
'I. (Rhem.) Luke vii. tnarg., The Pharisees did alwaies
carpe Christ. 1598 Grenewf.y Tacitus Ann. v. ii (1622)117
Couertly carping the Consull Fufius. 1605 Camden Rem.
(1637) 230 Carping whatsoever hath been done or said
heretofore. 1678 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers iii. 3 vii. 87
Our Adversaries shall have nothing from thence to carp.

t 7. intr. (?) To censure ; to judge, discriminate.
1591 Troub. Raigne K. John (1611) 21 Any one that

knoweth how to carpe, Will scarcely iudge us both one
countrey borne.

t 8. \>) To contend, fight. Obs. rare.
"535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 606 With brandis bricht that

scherand wer and scharp So cruellie togidder did tha carp.

H Associated with Cabk, q. v.
c 1465 Chevy Chace 11. 135 Tivydale may carpe off care,

ijaa World <$• Child in Hazl. Dodsley I. 267 Ever he is
carping of care. 1670 <_J. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. 11. 49 Poor
dmdgeing. .Priests that carp and moyl all day long. 170a
Eng. Theopkrast. 312 Carping for the unprofitable goods of
this world.

Carp, [? ad. L. carptrc to pluck, card.]

(See quot.) Hence Carper, Carping1

vbl. sb.

1835 Ure Philos. Mann/. 202 The business to which chil-
dren are first put in this business is carping ; that is, pre-
paring thistle-teasels for the workman, who fits them into
the rods and handles for dressing the cloth. The little

carpers sit at this easy work.

t Carpaxious, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Lat. car-

pere, taken in sense of Eng. Carp : after loquacious,
rapacious, etc. : see -acious.] Given to carping.
1574 R. Scot Hop Card. (15781 62 Corrupt and hastye

Judges, .carpacious Controllers, and. .impudent Scoffers.

Carpal (kaupal), a. Anat. [ad. mod.L. car-

palis, f. carpus wrist.] Of or pertaining to the
carpus or wrist.

1743 Bevan in Phil. Trans. XLII. 489 Several Anchy-
losses's formed in the small Joints, viz. carpal and meta-
carpal Bones. 1840 G. Ellis Anat. 402 The posterior
carpal artery is very small. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 416 The
articulation between the carpal and metacarpal bones. 1856
Yarrell Hist. Birds I. 390 From the carpal joint to the
end of the wing.

b. sb. //. — Carpal bones.
1855 Owen SkeL <$ Teeth 1 5 The row of short bonesjoined

with these are the 1 carpals '.

Carpar, -are, obs. f. Carper.
Carpel (kaupel). Bot. [mod. f. Gr. *apir-ds

fruit, on type of mod.L. dim. *carpellum ; see -el,

and cf. F. carpelle.] One of the divisions or cells

of a compound pistil or fruit ; or the single cell of
which a simple pistil or fruit consists.

[1817 Dlnal Monogr. a\s Anonacees 13 II scrait utile et
commode d'avoir un mot particulier pour exprimer dans un
fruit multiple, le fruit partiel resultant de chaque ovairc
fe'eonde et de'veloppe ; je propose ici celui de carpelle, car-
Pellum.] 1835 Lindlev Introd. Bot. (18481 I. 372 Carpels
are modified leaves, i860 Gray Bot. % 547 It is convenient
to have a name which shall designate a single pistil-leaf,

whether occurring as a distinct simple pistil, or as an ele-

ment of a compound pistil. For this purpose the name of
Carpel has been devised. 1881 G. Allen in Knowledge
No. 4. 65 A little central boss or cushion, supporting several
carpels or unripe fruitlets.

t CarpeLL Obs. rare- l
.

1593 Peele Ediv. I (1829) 155 'God save her grace, &
give our young prince [Edw. 1 1 J a carpell in their kind.'

Carpellary (kaupelari;, a. Bot. ff. Carpel;
see -aky, and cf. F. carpeIlaire.] Pertaining to,

or of the nature of, a carpel.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 216 The two carpellary
leaves of which the fruit is formed. 1835 — Introd. Bot.
1,1848) I. 372 The carpellary theory of structure.

t Carpencloth, carpyncloth. Obs. [Cf.

carpent obs. f. Carpet.] Probably carpet-cloth;

table-cloth or bed-covering of carpet.

1577 Wills <r Inv. N. C. 118351 I. 414, Beddinge, iij car*
pencfothes of tappestarye iiij/. xs.—iiij grcne carpynclothes.

+ Carpenel. Obs. Some kind of fabric ; ? —
Carpmeal.
1523 Act 14 Jfr 15 Hen. VIII

X
xi, Clothes called carpenel

whites, commonly made for lining of hosen.

Carpent <,kaupent), v. rare. [ad. med. L.
carpent-dre to cut or make as a carpenter ; cf. F.

ckarpenier, in the senses here given.] trans. To
make as a carpenter

; fig. to put together, con-
struct mechanically. Hence Ca rpented ppl. a.

16J3 Favine Theat. Hon. n. xiii. 231 Extended upon the
Crosse, made and carpented of Oalce. 1878 T. Sinclair
Mount 75 With carpented ' Columbiads', unfortunately he
[Poe] condemned poetry not founded at all on the tour de
force plan of little ambitious prosaic spirits.

Carpent, e, obs. (erroneous) f. Carpet.

t Ca'rpentage. Obs. [f. Carpent + -age.]

Carpenter's work, carpentry.
1660 Hexham Dutch Diet., Barckoener, acertaiue Bcame

of carpentage.

Carpentarie, -ary, obs. f. Carpentry.
t Carpentaries. Obs. perh. pi. of carpentarie,

-ary, as a variant form of Carpenter
;
perh. for

carpentaris, pi. of form carpentar : see -ar
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. fj b, Carpentaries and makeris

of howses.

Carpenter (kaupentai), sb. Forms: 3 car-

penter, (4 carpunter, 5 -pentour, -pynter,
6 -pintor, {Sc.) charpenteir). [a. AngloFr. car-

penter ONF. carpentier (F. charpentier = Pr.

carpentier, Sp. carpentero, It. carpentiero):— late

L. carpcntari'US originally " carriage-maker \ f.

carpent-um two-wheeled chariot, wagon.
L. carpent-um was app. a. OCelt. *carPentom, whence

Olr. carpit, mod. Ir. & Gael. carba*i carriage, chariot,
litter, bier; prob. related to OCelt. \arr^w ; see Car.
Isidore xix. xix. 1 says 1 Lignarius generaliter ligni opifex
appellatur. Carpentarius speciale nomcn est. Larpentum
emm solum facit. j

1. * An artificer in wood *

(J.) ; as distinguished

from a joiner, cabinet-maker, etc., one who does
the heavier and stronger work in wood, as the

framework of houses, ships, etc.

.1325 Coer de L. 5934 My fadyr n'as mason, ne carpen-
tere. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) II. 367 Of Dedalus be
carpunter. a 1400 Leg. Rood{iByi) 30 pat holi tre was fairest

bo- .be carpenters it lettejadoun. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1597
Carpentours, cotelers, couchcouis fyn. 1495 Act 11 Hen.
I 'II, xxii. § 1 A maister Ship Carpenter . . havyng men undre
hym. 1548 Compl. Scot. 10 Ane merchant, ane cordinar,

charpenteir. 1564 Bullevn Dialogue (1886) 8 Suche Car-
penter, suche chips. 1567 Urant Horace Ep. xiv, The
carpintordothe grudge. 1611 Bible Mark vL 3 Is not this
the carpenter, the sonne of Mary? 1665-9 Boyle Occas.
Re/f. .1675) 376 Like the Carpenters that toyl'd to build the
Ark to save Noah from the Deluge, themselves perisht in.

1835 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Li/e III. iii. 31 Captain
Gore is. .a capital working carpenter. 1851 Rcskin Stones
yen. (1874)1. App. 381 The trade which ofall manual trades
has been most honoured ; be for once a carpenter.

2. fig. cf.
' builder, constructor*

1393 Langl. P. PL B. x. 410 Carpenters vnder criste holy
kirke to make. 1597 2nd Pt. Return /r. Pertuiss. iv. u.
1722 The chiefe Carpenter of Sonets.

3. Naut. 1 An officer appointed to examine and
keep in order the hull of a wooden ship, and all

her appurtenances * (Smyth Sailors Word-bk.).
Hence carpenter s crew, mate, yeoman, etc
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram, viii. 35 The Carpenter

and his Mate. 1708 Royal Prod. 20 May in Lond. Gaz.
No. 4440/1 Trumpeters, Quarter-Gunners, Carpenters Crews.
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., The carpenter has a mate
under him, and a crew or gang to command on necessary
occasions. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xvii, The captain.,
ient for Mr. Muddle, the Carpenter.

4. Short for carpenter-ant, carpenter-bee, etc
1883 Ktiowledge 13 July 20/1 [One species of tree-ants]

bore into the trunk of the tree itself, by reason of which .

.

they are designated Carpenters.

5. attrib. and Comb., as carpenter-fashion, -shop,

-theory. In possessive case, irequently designating
varieties of tools and instruments specially used by
carpenters, as carpenter s axe, chisel, clamp, gauge,
level, plane, square, etc. Carpenter-ant (see 4)

;

carpenter-bee, a genus of solitary bees, Xylocopa,

the females of which excavate cells in decaying
wood in which to deposit their eggs ; f carpenter-
grass, common Yarrow, Achillea Millefolium

;

carpenter's herb, common Self-heal, Prunella
vulgaris

; erroneously, bugle and yarrow ; car-
penter's measure, tonnage as measured by the

cubic foot ; carpenter's or carpenter-scene
(Theat.), a. a scene introduced on the front of the
stage to give the stage-carpenters time to arrange
complicated scenery behind for the next act ; b.

the painted scene which forms the background of

this, and shuts off the part of the stage behind,

where the stage- carpenters are at work.
1844 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 635/1 The wings of ihe..*car-

pentcr-becs are most frequently black, with a fine purple or
violet gloss. 1857 Sears Athan. xii. 41858' 102 The idea of
the universe as a building which . . God put up *carpenter-
fashion. 1536 Gt Herbal! (Britten & H. > In some places
is called *Carpenter-graise, it is good to reioyne, and soudre
woundes. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 1. xc 133 Brunella, in English
Prunell, 'Carpenters herbe, Selfe heale & Hooke heale. 16x1
Cotgb., Herbe au charpentier. . Carpenters-hearbe, Sickle*
worte, Hooke-heale, Selfe-heale. 1737 Ozill Rabelais \t&<yj)

II. 110 He should go search for some millefoil, commonly
called the carpenter's herb. x86i Miss Pratt Flower, PI. IV.
176. 1768 Phil. Trans. 1 VIII. 312 Secured in a tube from
the wind, in the manner of 'carpenters levels. 1756 in Picton
L'pool Munic. Rec. 11886 II. 147 A bounty often shillings

a ton. .of**Carpcnter's measure, i860 Cornhill Mag. Dec.
750 (Hoppei The dialogue of a front-scene iknown techni-
cally as a 'carpenter's scene) when your play requires a
complicated view to be arranged behind it. 1864 Athenmum
No. 1928, 506/2 Carpenter-scenes. 1874 Graphic 31 Jan.
1 11/2 A Carpenter's Scene is generally a fiat in the first

grooves consisting of some murky picture or other. i88«
Freeman in Longtn. Mag. I. 88 ' Barber-shop', * 'carpenter-
shop'. 1688 R. Holme Armoury ill. ix. f 13 A Joyner*
Rule, .and a "Carpenters Square. 186a H. Spkncek First
Pnnc. 1. v. § 33 (1875* 120 He declines to accept the "car-

penter theory of creation as the most worthy.

Ca rpenter, v. [f. prec]

intr. i o do carpenter's work, trans. To make
by carpentry ; to do carpenter's work ; to put

together mechanically.
11815 Jane Austen Persuns. (1833) I. xi. 301 He drew,

he varnished, he carpentered. 1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Dec. 582
The man who ploughs or carpenters sees a satisfactory fruit

of his labours.

Hence Carpentered a., Ca rpentering
vbl. sb. (also attrib.).

1837 Carlvle Fr. Ret: \. rv. iii. iD.l The Salle des^Ienus
is all new carpentered. 1838 Dickens O. Twist liii, Here
he took to gardening, planting, fishing, carpentering. 1840
Thackeray Catherine vii, He succeeded to. the carpenter-

ing business. 1844 W. G. Wills in Pall Mall G. 28 July
4/1 A playwright may take a month, .and only produce a
carpentered thing at last, 1884 Black Jud, Shaks. xxvui,
She even tried her hand at carpentering.

Carpenteraliip. [see -ship.] The art or

occupation of a carpenter ; fig. workmanship.
t.574 Withals 30 Carpentership, architectura. 1885

Bloikiv. Mag. July 98 a One man gave up his carpentership.

Carpentry tka-ipentri j. Also 4 carpentarie.

[a. ON F. carpenterie — F. charpenteric { - Pr. Car-

pentaria, Sp. carpinteria) :— L. Carpentaria (sc.

fabrica) carriage-maker's workshop: cf. -hy.]

1. The trade or art of a carpenter ; the art oi

cutting, working, and joining timber into structures.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 178 Tooles of carpentrie. 138a
Wyclif Ex. xxxv. 33 Werkis of carpentarye. 1513 Ld. Bkk-m Froiss. I. cxx. 144 Two connyng men maisters in car-

pentre. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 72 Carpentarie. .dealeth
with wood. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 117 It had been
more proper for me in these Exercises to have introduced
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Carpentry before Joinery. 1836 Emerson Nature, Spirit,
Wks. (Bohn) II. 166 Idealism is a hypothesis to account for
nature by other principles than those of carpentry and
chemistry. 1873 Roorkek Civil Engineer. I. iii. § 241
Carpentry is the art of combining pieces of Timber for the
support of any considerable weight or pressure.

2. Timber-work constructed by the carpenter

;

1 an assemblage of pieces of timber connected by
framing, or letting them into each other, as are the

pieces of a roof, floor, centre, etc' (Gwilt).

1555 Fardle Facions I. iv. 46 The chiefe citie. .stondeth
not by building of masonrie, & carpentrie as ours. 1616
Markham Countr. Farm 333 Borne vp with carpentrie or
frames of timber. 1770 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 335
The carpentry of the roof, .is sheeted or covered with deals.

1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. vn. iii, Solid well-painted carpentry.

3. attrib.

1750 Bbawu Lex Mercat. (1752) 832 Carpentry Wood .

.

brought here from Lower Saxony. 1796 Morse A trier.

Geog. I. 542 The inward carpentry-work.

Carper 1 (ka-jpai). [f. Carp v. + -er l.] One
who carps. +a. A talker, prattler. Obs. b. A
fault-finder, a caviller, a captious critic.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 6a Carpare, fabulator, garulator.
1547 Recorde yudic. Ur. Aiib, The besye brabling of
curyouse carpers. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (1841) 36 Every
Duns will bee a carper, 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv.
Osor. 501 A carper of other mens faultes. 1658 A. Fox
Wurtz' Surg. Ep. Ded. 9 He will meet with very many
Carpers and Cavilers. 1666 J. Smith Old Age (1752) 51
That audacious carper at the works of God. 1868 Brown-
ing Ring

<J-
Bk. VIIL 1007 Carpers abound in this misjudging

world.

Carper One who prepares teasels : see
Carp vJ
t Carpese. Obs. rare-1

, [a. 16th c. F. carpase,

ad. L. carpasum, a. Gr. K&pmaaov.'] A plant with
narcotic juice mentioned by ancient authors.
1598 Sylvester Dm Bar/as 11. t. m. 161 The stifning

Carpese, th' eyes—foe Hemlock stinking. [i6h Cotgr.,
Carpase. J

Carpet (kaupet), sb. Also 4 karpete, (6 car-
pente

, 5-6 carpette, -pyte, 6 carpett, -pete,
6-7 carpit. [ME. carpete, varying with carpette,

and in 16th c. carpyte: from F. or med.L., and
this from It. OF. had carpile (13th a), sort of
coarse cloth (mod. F. carpette rug, small (Turkish)
carpet is app. from Eng.). Med.L. had carpita,

carpeta, explained by Carpentier in Du Cange as
' a kind of villose or thickish cloth, and a garment
of that cloth

1

; also carpetta. Florio has It.

carpctta * a carpet for a table ' ; mod. Ital. diets.

carpita a coarse carpet ; La Crusca says * a coarse
hanging for a table, made of rough woollen mate-
rials, and of patches, of motley colours \
Carpita is etymologically identical with F. charfiie (Pic.

carpie, Latinized carpia 13th c.) Mint (for surgical purposes)
procured by the unravelling of old linen,' the pa. pple. fern,

of OF. cliarpir to card wool, to unravel cloth & reduce it to
threads, to tear to shreds, corresp. to It. carpire, pa. pple.
carpita, representing (with change of conjugation) L. car-
Pere to card, pick, pluck, tear, pull in pieces. The name
carpita may have been originally given to a fabric formed
of unravelled cloth, or of shreds of cloth patched together.
The variants carpeta, carpetta also occur in later med.L.,
doubtless from Italian carpetta, which assumes the form of
a diminutive.]

I. As a simple sb.

K In med.Lat. use, ' A kind of villose or thickish cloth, and
a garment of that cloth ', Carpentier cites, inter alia,
1291 Carmelite Rule, Habeat unusguisque frater unam

Carpitam, quod est nostra? Religionis stgnum, non de petiis
consutam sed contextam [a carpet which is the distinctive
dress of our order, not sewed together of pieces (or patches)
but woven together]. 1295 Unam carpitam de panno serico
velluto [a carpet of silk velvet cloth],

+ JL A thick fabric, commonly of wool, used to
cover tables, beds, etc. ; a table-cloth. Obs.
1345 Sacrist's Roll Lichfield Cathed. {Derbysh. A rcltzol.

Trans.) 9 Item unus pannus qui vocatur Karpete. 1434 in
Rogers Agric. <y Prices IV. 577. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in
Babees Bk. 283 Laye carpentes about the bedde. 1527 Imt.
Sir II. Guildford's Goods (MS. \ A carpet of grene cloth for
alytillfoulding table. 1563 FoxeA . M. an. 1555 Oct., The
carpet or cloth, which lay upon the table whereat M. Ridley
stood, was remoued. 1642 Fuller Holy <$ Prof. St. iv. x.
287 A Communion-table will not catch cold with wanting a
rich carpet. 1702 Lond. Gas. No. 3851/4 One green Cloth
Carpet, with a small Fringe round it, for the Communion
Table. 1727-51 Chambers CycL, Carpet, a sort of covering
..to be spread on a table, trunk, an estrade, or even a
passage, or floor. 1728 Newton Chronol. Amended, To
adorn their beds and tables with rich furniture and carpets.

b. On the carpet (i. e. of the council table) :

under consideration or discussion, [cf. F. sur le
tapis. ]

1726 Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 255.The great cry made for
the people's powers in election . . which is the case now upon
the carpet, a 1734 North Lives Pref. 21 These three
brothers, whose lives are upon the carpet before me. 1773
R. Graves Spirit. Quix. x. xi. (D.) He. .contrived to bring
another subject upon the carpet. 1800 Weems Washington
xu. (1877* 187 A question of importance being on the carpet.
1855 Motley Dutch Rep. iv. iii. 1 18661 604.

2. A similar fabric, generally worked in a pattern
of divers colours, used to spread on a floor or the
ground, for standing, sitting, or kneeling on, or
(now usually) to cover a floor, or stair. Also the
material, as in ' a piece of carpet \

Vol. II.

1438-60 Lib. de Aniiq. Legib. ccvi, Duas vestes vocatas
Carpette sternendas coram fontem ecclesire. 14.. MS.
Addit. 6ii3f. 106a in Dom. Archit. III. 107, Iij chambres
of pleasaunce . . all the floures covered with carpettes.

1513 More Rich. IIf 11641) 439 On a carpit in a Ladies
chamber. 1548 Hall Kdiv. IV, 234 (R.) A prelate, more
mete for a ladyes carpet, than for an ecclesiasticall pulpet.
1580 Baret Ah\ C 144 A carpet of Turky, Polymeta
Phrygia. 1682 Dryden Mac Ft. 91 No Persian carpets
spread th' imperial way. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 289 P9
'I he Dervise. .laid down his Wallet, and spread his Carpet
after the Manner of the Eastern Nations. 1839 tr. Lamar-
tine's Trai>. East 155/1 [In] the mosques . . I found a small
number of Turks, seated cross-legged, or kneeling on the
carpets. 1861 Flor. Nightingale Nursing 6t A dirty
carpet, .infects the [sick] room.

b. Being, at first, chiefly a luxury of a lady's

chamber, it became an attribute of luxury and effe-

minacy (see esp. 6) ; also of the chamber, drawing
room, or court, as opposed to the camp or field.

1581 Stvward Mart. Discip. To Rdr. 2 Whereby we maie
not be reputed sleepers, or followers too much of the carpet.
1630 Naunton Fragm. Reg. lArb.) 32 For the times began
to be quick and active, and fitter for stronger motions, than
those of the Carpet. Ibid. 40 They were of the Court and
Carpet, not led by the genius of the Camp.

fc. Knight of the carpet : see quotations ; also
= Carpet-knight. Obs.
?i547 in Strype Feci. Mem. II. 11. App. E, The Knights

of the Carpet dubbed by the King on Shrove Tuesday.
[These were evidently Knights Bachelors; the list follows
that of the A'nights of the Bath made at same time.]

1586 Ferne Blaz. Geutrie 105 A Knight . . may be dubbed
. . in the time of peace vpon the Carpet . . he is called a
Knight of the carpet, bycause that the King sitteth in his
regall chaire of estate and the Gentleman, .kneeleth before
his Soueraigne vpon the carpet or cloth vsually spred . . for
the Soueraignes footestoole. 1630 Naunton Fragm. Reg.
tArb.J 47 A worse Christian than he was, & a better knight
of the carpet than he should be. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
ill. 57/2 Knights of the Carpet, or Knights of the Green
Cloth ; to distinguish them from Knights that are Dubbed
as Soldiers are in the Field.

d. To walk the carpet : said of a servant sum-
moned before the master or mistress for a repri-

mand. (Cf. Carpet v. 4.)

1823 Galt Entail III. xxix. 278 Making .. her servants
' walk the carpet'.

3. Jig. Applied to a covering or expanse, as of
grass or flowers, resembling a carpet in smooth-
ness, softness, or varied colouring.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, in. iii. 50 Vpon the Grassie Carpet
of this Plaine. 1670 Evelyn Diary 22 July, At either end
of the towne, upon the very carpet where the sports are
celebrated. 1757 Dyer Fleece 1. 26 They. .The close-wov'n
carpet graze, c 1854 Stanley Sinai Pat. ii. (1858; 122 The
carpet of flowers, .on the bankes of the Chebar.

4. Short for carpet-moth ; see 5.
1856 K Shield Pract. Hints 108 Those beautifully marked

Geometry called 'carpets' by collectors. 1859 Stainton
Butter/, tf- Moths II. 73 In the month of May the ' Carpets '

enter on the scene. 1866 E. Newman Brit. Butter/. <y

Moths 64 The Satin Carpet . . the Ringed Carpet.

II. In combination or attributively.

5. Comb. a. attributive (pertaining to a carpet,

or made of carpet), as carpet-cloth, -shoe, -web,
-work ; b. objective, as carpet-beater, -beating,

-dusting, -maker, -planner*, c. instrumental, as
carpet-covered adj. ; d. similative (resembling a
carpet of smooth turf), as f carpet-grass,

t -ground, \-hill, -\-walk, f-way; also carpet-

smooth, -woven adjs. Spec, combs, as carpet-
bed {Gardening), a bed in which dwarf foliage-

plants of different colours are arranged so as to

form a pattern like that of a carpet ; so carpet-

bedding, -garden ; carpet-broom, -brush, one
used for sweeping a carpet

;
carpet-dance, a

dance on the carpet, an informal dance (the carpet
being taken up lor dancing on great occasions)

;

carpet-moth, a name for several species of Geo-
meter moths, from their variegated colouring

;

carpet-rod, a metal rod to keep a stair-carpet in

its place, a stair-rod ; carpet-snake, a large Aus-
tralian snake {Morelia variegata) with a variegated

skin ; see also qnot. from Whitworth ; carpet-
weed, the genus Mollugo (N. O. Caryophyllacesc).

see also Carpet-bag, -knight.
1836 7 Dickens Sk. £0*; (1850)44/1 A jobbing-man—^car-

pet-beater and so forth. 1883 PallMatt G. 7 Sept. 4/1 The
^
'carpet beds', where some intricate pattern is worked out

in a variety of colours. Here no flower is allowed, the effect

being due entirely to the colours of the leaves. x6iS
Church?u. Acc. Gt. Wigstone, Leicestersh. (Nichols 1797)
149 New *Carpet-cloth for the communion table. 1835 T.
Hook G. Gurney I. v. 84 Hard *carpet-covered benches. x86i
T. Peacock Gryll Gr. xxiii. 198 On these occasions, it was
of course a *carpet-dance. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. (Hoppe),
A well-conducted automaton to come and play quadrilles
for a carpet-dance. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood Jrnt. (1884)
26 Fine *carpet-grass. 1677 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. v.

(1706) 30 He will tread as boldly on Stones as on '"Carpet-
ground. 1759 Dilworth Pope 144 An ambling muse run-
ning on a carpet-ground. 1732 Mrs. Pendarves in Mrs.
Detaney's Autobiog (1861) I. 376 This house lies on the top
ofa *carpet hill, c \yxiCocke LorelFs B. (1843 9 Brouderers,
. . and *carpyte makers. 1863 Trafford World in Ch. I.

90 Another corridor . . reduced upholsterers and ^carpet
planners to despair. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair iii, She
looked for one instant in his face, and then down at the

*carpet rods. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lost Bower xviit,
'Carpet-smooth with grass and moss. 1863 Wood Nat.
IHst. III. 115 The Diamond Snake.. [and] The *Carpet
Snake . . are variable in their colouring. 1864 Glasgow
Herald 12 Apr., An enormous carpet snake which . . was
found to measure 12 feet 6 inches in length. 1885 G. C. Whit-
worth Afiglo-Ind. Diet., Carpet snake,. Loosely applied to
any kind of snake found in a dwelling house, other than a
cobra or a dhaman..most commonly the tycodon aulicus.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 201 Mow "Carpet-walks.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 549 To keep rank and file, .not
to break order though all be not *Carpet-way. a 1658
Cleveland The Tunes 31 We . . Must not expect a Carpet
way. 1884 Browning Ferishtah 128 A *carpet-web I saw
once leave the loom. 1611 W. Barksted Hirem (1876) 81
All the floore with 'Carpet-worke was strawn. 1816 Jank
Austen Emma 1. x. 72 If I give up music, I shall take up
carpet-work. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 414 The
*carpet-woven grass that beautifies our lawns.

6. attrib. and Comb, arising out of sense 2 b, as
carpet-consideration, courtship, friend, genhy

,
toy

;

+ carpet-man, f carpet-monger, one who fre-

quents ladies
1

boudoirs or carpeted chambers, one
who deals in 'carpet-trade'; t carpet-trade, the
occupations and amusements of the chamber or
boudoir. Also Carpet-knight (q. v.), and many
appellations akin lo it (in which carpet implies
haunting the chamberor boudoir), as carpet captain,

champion (champion of the dames), coroard, peer,
shield, squire ( = squire of dames', or modelled
on it (with the sense of dilettantism, shirking of

practical work, difficulty, or danger', as carpet geo-

logist, poet, soldier, etc.

1548 Hall Chrou. (18001 153 Like a 'Carpet capitaine he
. . removed his Campe is: fled to Crespy. 1613 COCKERAM
lit, Paris, a Carpet Captaine, rather than a Warriour. 1600
Fairfax Tasso XVI. xxxii. 286 A 'Carpet champion for a
wanton dame. 1601 Shaks. Tv.<el. N. ill. iv. 258 He is knight
dubb'd with vnhatch'd Rapier, and on 'carpet considera-
tion. 1636 Massingfr Bashf. Lev. 1. i, You are not to be
won By carpet-courtship, but the sword. 1605 Play Stucley
in Sch. Shaks. (1878) 201, I am a soldier And hate the name
of ''carpet-coward. .< 1616 Beaum. is: Fl. Valent. iv. ii,

Have I lived Only to be a 'carpet-frL-nd, for pleasure?
1571 Fortescue Forest of Hist. 153 b, The daintie coward
and carpette man. 1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe Ded., Any
other carpet-munger or primerose knight of Primero. 1592— /'. Penilcssc iN.lThe. .insinuating curtesie ofa "carpet-
peere. 1854 Emerson Lett. St Soc. Aims, Poet, Imag.
Wks. (Bohn) III. 167 Your carpet poets, who are content
to amuse. 1869 Rawlinson Atic, Hist. 470 No 'carpet
soldiers, but hardy troops. 1605 Play Stucley in Sch.
Shaks. (1878) 188, I shall be thought . . a coward, A sleepy
dormouse, and a carpet squire. 1660 Watkhhouse Arms
<V Arm. 68 Adorned with rich Clothes, precious Jewels, and
^Carpet toyes. 1581 Rich Fare^v. Milit. Profess. (N.)
This noble duke had no maner of skill in carpet-trade,

b. Sometimes passing into an adjective

:

a 1639 Ward Serm. 119 (D.) Our strait-buttoned, carpet,
and erteminate gentry. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 20 Apr. 4 The
carpet markmanship which is the special fruit of Wimbledon.

Carpet (ka\ipet;, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To cover or spread with a carpet.

Hence Ca'rpeted a.

a 1626 Bacon New AtI., A fair Chamber richly hanged
and carpeted under Foot. 1811 Leit.fr. Engl. I. xiv. 161
The room is carpeted. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley x. 142 She
noiselessly paced, .the carpeted floor, i860 Emerson Cond.
Life, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 348 A sumptuous ship has
floored and carpeted for him the stormy Atlantic.

2. transf. To cover or strew as with a carpet.
1728 Ramsay Ep. Somerrnlle, These delightful flowers,

Which carpet the poetic fields. 1817 J. F. Pennie Royal
Minstr. v. 339 The yellow leaves That carpet autumn's
groves. 1865 Gosse Land and Sea (1874) 216 Clumps of
pale primroses are carpeting the hollows.

3. To place on a carpet, rare. (Cf. pillovj.)

1821 Byron Juanux. Ixvii, Haidee and Juan carpeted their

feet On crimson satin.

4. colloq. To call (a sen-ant) into the parlour,

etc., to be reprimanded ; to reprimand, ' call over

the coals'. i^Cf. Carpet sb. 2 d.)

1840 H. Cockton Val. Vox xli, They had done nothing !

Why were they carpeted? 1871 Daily Netvs 23 Sept.,

When they [Colonel Burnaby and Captain Annesley] were
* carpeted ' [by the Jockey Club] to account for the sus-

picious running of the mare Tarragona with Michel Grove.

Ca:rpet-ba*g. A travelling bag, properly one
made of carpet.

1844 Disraeli Coningsby 1. v. (R.) Coningsby .. had lost

the key of his carpet-bag. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. tt It.

Jrnls. (1872) I. 1 Our dozen trunks and half-dozen carpet-

bags, being already packed and labelled.

b. attrib., as in carpet-bag adventurer, govern-

ment, rule (U. S. slang) : see next.

1874 Eraser's Mag. Aug. 155 The double curse of negro
and carpet-bag rule. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 279 A
ring composed of carpet-bag adventurers. 1886 Dicey Engl.
Case agst. Home Rule 108 The so-called Carpet Bag Go-
vernments, that is .- the rule of Northern adventurers who
were kept in office throughout the South by the Negro Vote.

Carpet-ba gger. U. S. Political slang, [f.

Carpet-bag + -ek.] A scornful appellation applied,

after the American Civil War of 1861-5, to ltn"

migrants from the Northern into the Southern

States, whose * property qualification ' consisted

merely of the contents of the carpet-bag which
they had brought with them. Hence, applied op-
probriously to all Northerners who went south and
tried, by the Negro vote or otherwise, to obtain
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political influence ; and generally to any one inter-

fering with the politics of a locality with which
he is thought to have no permanent or genuine

connexion.

Hence Carpet-ba ggery, Carpet-toaggism.
1868 Daily Neius 18 Sept., All 1 carpetbaggers ' and 'scala-

wags' are whites. The carpet baggers are immigrants from
the North who have thrown themselves into local politics,

and through their influence with the negroes obtained office.

187a Spectator i\ Sept. 1 194 At the elections which took place
in June, 1868, ' Carpet-baggers ' and other adventuiers who
put themselves forward as the friends of the freedmen were
everywhere successful- 1880 Gen. Grant in New York
Her. 26 Oct., See the prosperity and the thrift that has
been brought to these new States by these carpet baggers !

1881 Philada. Record No. 3459. 2 The 'solid south is a
protest against carj>etbagism. .in the form of Northern men
going down in person to take charge of Southern politics.

1884 Milnor (Dakota) Teller 30 July, To abolish this in-

famous system of territorial carpet-baggery, and to require

all appointees to territorial offices to nave been two years
residents of the territory. Mod. Eng. Neiusfi. The electors
have preferred the local man to a carpet-bagger from London.

Carpeting i^ka-jpt-tirj ), sb. [f. Carpet sb. or

v. + -ing ».]

1. The action of covering (as) with carpet.

2. Material for carpets.

1806-7 J. Bekesi ord Miseries Hum. Life ii. ix, This [is]

carpeting compared with what follows. 18x3 I* Hunt in
Examiner 22 Feb. 114/1 Matting and carpeting have done
much for the stone floor. 1835 Uke Philos. Mann/. 139
In Wilton carpeting, there is both a linen warp and a
worsted warp.

3. trans/. A carpet-like covering.

1883 Century Mag. Dec. 174/1 Its rich carpeting of wild
flowers. 1885 S. O. Jewktt March Island xiv, The frayed
whitish carpeting of their last year's leaves.

4. See Carpet v. 4.

Mod. colloq. 1 She received from her mistress a thorough
good carpeting.'

Ca rpet - kni ght, [f. Carpet sb, 2 b +
Knight.] Originally, perhaps = Knight of the

Carpet (see Carpet 2 c) ; but, usually, a contempt-
uous term for a knight whose achievements belong
to ' the carpet 1

(i. e. the lady's boudoir, or car-

peted chamber) instead of to the field of battle
;

a stay-at-home soldier. In modem use with less

reference to the lady's boudoir, and more to the

drawing-room with its avoidance of practical work.
1576 Whetstone Rock 0/ Regard 55 He consults with

carpet knights about curious masks. 1580 H. Gifford
Gilto/icnvers (1875) 85 Yee curious Carpet knights that
spend the time in sport & play. 1580 Baret AIt. B956
Those which serue abhominable and filthy idlenesse, and as
we vse to call them carpet knightes. 1611 Cotgr. s. v.

Couc/iette, Mignon de couchette, a Carpet- Knight, one that
euer loues to be in womens chambers. i6ai Burton Anat.
Mel. 1. ii. 11. ii. (1651) 75 As much valor is to be found in

feasting, as in fighting, and some of our City Captains and
Carpet Knights will make this good. 1719 D'Urfey Pills

(1872) IV. 276 Brave Carpet Knights in Cupid's fights.

1810 Scott Lady 0/L. v. xiv, I. .hold your valour light As
that of some vain carpet-knight, i860 A. L. Windsor
Ethica vi. 297 Their authors had been no carpet-knights,
but had lived and acted the lives of their heroes.

Carpetless, a. Without a carpet.

1835 Eraser's Alag. XII. 631 In spite of carpetless floors.

1838 Dickens Nich. Nick. xiv. (C. D. ed.) 100 The common
stairs of this mansion were bare and carpetless.

Carpholite (kauftfbit). Min. [Ger. karpho-
lith ("Verner 1819), f. Gr. napspot straw + \t60s

stone.] A hydrous silicate of alumina and man-
ganese, occurring in silky fibres of a straw-yellow
colour, in the tin mines of Schlackenwald.
1844 Phillips Min. 18. 1868 Dana Min. 419.

Carphology (kajffrlodgi). Med. Also in L.
form carphologia. [ad. Gr. tcapipoXoy'ui (Galen),

f. nap<pos twig, straw, bit ofwool + Xtyuvto collect.]

The movements of delirious patients, as if search-

ing for or grasping at imaginary objects, or pick-

ing the bed-clothes ; floccilation.

1851 in Mavne Exp. Lex. 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med.
fi88o) 703 Subsultus, carphologia, and fumbling with the
bed-clothes are frequent symptoms. 1880 Med. Temp.
Jml. ^an., When carphology has given place to a mere
trembling of the fingers.

Carphosi derite. Min. [f. Gr. *ap<6os straw

-r a'tSrjpos iron + -PTE.] A hydrous sulphate of iron

with sand and gypsum, occurring as a straw-

coloured mineral, found in reniform masses and
incrustations, in Labrador.
1850 Dana Mm. 452.

Carpid (kaupid). Bot. £In mod.L. carpidium,
dim. (on Gr. type) of Kapiws fruit.] A synonym
of CARPEL. 1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 401.

Carping (ka'jpin\ vbl. sb. 1 The action of the

verb Carp; fa. Speaking or saying; speech,

talk
; faculty of speech. Obs.

c 13*5 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1550 Sone so be kynge for

his care carping my5t wynne. a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr.
Thornton MS. '18671 7 Ryghte sayeyng and carpyng of be
wordes. a 1400 Cov. Myst. (1841) 166 Suche a carpynge is

unknowe.

b. Censorious speech : cavilling, fault-finding,

captious criticism.
C1400 Viuaine Can: 127 This kenckarping of Syr Kay.

1509 Shaks. Much Ado m. i. 71 Such carping is not cmn-

mendable. 1697-1711 Leslie S/tort Method w. Deists, $e.
\

iii, All those little carpings . . that are made as to the passage
through the Red Sea. 1868 Nettlkship Bronming'x. 49
The alloy of harsh criticism, of ungrateful carping.

Carping, vbl. jM The preparing of teasels :

see Carp v.*

Ca rping, a. That carps
;
fault-finding,

censorious, captious.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie <Arb.) 48 Their carping dis-

prayse. c 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. i. 90 With enuious
carping tongue. 1730 Ld. Lansdowne 'Jo Mem. Waller
20 No carping critic interrupts his praise. 1865 Trollope
Belton Est. xi. 120 That carping spirit in which she had
been wont to judge of his actions.

^1 Confused with Carking///. a.
1580 T. Marshall in Farr's S. P. (1845) H 3** With car.

pyng cares did call and crie. a 1703 Bcrkiit On N. T.
Luke xii. 30 By our carping care.

Hence Carpingly adv., in a carping way.
'579 J- Rogers {.titles An answer unto a wicked . . Libel

made by Christopher Vitell. .carpingly answering to certain
points. 1577 86 Holinsheo Chron. /ret. (1808) VL 13
Through his procurement carpinglie published. 1755 in
Johnson.
Carpit(e, obs. form of Carpet.
t Carples. Obs. rare~K [? Cf. Carpell.]
1537 WiltofW. WmSmjm iSomerset Ho.) A carplese of olde

wole.

t Carpmeal, Carptmeal. Obs. [from Cart-
mel on Morecambe Bay.] (See quot.)
1610 Act 7 fas. I, xvi. § 2 All Cogware, Kendalles, course

Cottons, and Carptmeales. .made within the said Counties
ofCumberland and Westmerland, or within the said Townes
and Parishes of Carptmeale, Hawkeshead, and Broughton,
in the said Countie of Lancaster. 1677-1692 Coles, Carpe*
meats. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb., Car/meals, a
coarse kind of Cloth made in the North of England, and
formerly mentioned. I know not whether the Name con-
tinues stilL 1799 Strl tt Dress <y Habits II. 195.

Carpo- combining form of Gr. xafmos, Car-
pus, wrist, as in Carpo cerite [Gr. Ktpas horn].

Carpometaca rpal^., ' relating to the carpus and
metacarpus \ Carpopedal a., 1 relating to the
hand and the foot * (in carpopedal spasm * a term
applied to the local convulsions which affect the
hands and feet of children-'). Carpo podite,
' the fifth basal joint of the hinder antenna; of
certain Arthropods \ {Syd. Soc. Lex.)
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. An. vi. 314 To its inner portion

the ischiocerite is connected, bearing a merocerite and car-

pocerite, while the last segment, or procerite, consist* of a
long multi-articulate filament. 1836-9 Todd Cyct. Anat.
II.5ioThecarpo-metacarpaljoint of the thumb enjoys motion
forwards, backwards, inwards, and outwards. 1877 Roberts
Hoitdbk. Med. I. 362 Carpopedal contractions. 1870
Rolleston Anim. Life 94 The fifth segment is known as
the Carpopodite. ^s.

Carpo- combining form of Gr. xapirus fruivs

as in Ca rpogone, Carpog-o nium Bot. [cf. ar-

chcgonium\ the female reproductive organ of Thal-
lophytes which produces a sporocarp or spore-

fruit ; hence Carpogo nial a., relating to the

carpogonium. Carpophagous a. Z00L [Gr.

-tpayos eating], fruit-eating. Ca-rpophore Hot. [Gr.

*<popos bearing, f. tpipuv to bear], a prolongation

of the axis of a flower, raising the pistil above the

stamens, as in Geraniacex and Umbellifent ; also,

in Thallophytes, the stalk of a sporocarp or spore-

fruit. Ca rpophyll Bot. [Gr. ipvKkov leaf], * the

modified leafwhich by its folding produces a carpel'

{Syd. Soc. Lex.). Ca rpospore Bot. [Gr. a-nopos

sowing, seed], in Thallophytes, the spore formed
in a sporocarp or spore-fruit; henceCarpospo rous
a. t applied to Algx which produce sporocarps or

spore-fruits with earpospores.
1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 236 The female organ [of Thallo-

phytes] .. may be dc>ignated by the general term Carpo-
gonium. Ibid. 292 The true fertile carpogonial branches.

'839 47 Todd Cyct. Anat. III. 302/1 The Carpophagous
Phalangers- 1870 Bkntley Bot. 298 The axis is prolonged
intheformofacolumellaorcarpouhore. 1871 M. Cooke Eungi
(1874) 168 A germ-like tube, which, without originating a
proper mycelium, develops at the expense of the nutritive

material stored in the zygospore into a carpophore, or fruit-

bearer. 1880 Gray Bot. Texi-bk. 401 t 'ar/>o/hyltt literally

fruit-leaf; synonym of Carpel. 188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 267
The earpospores are here precisely like the ordinary non-
sexual conidia. 1887 Nature 21 Apr. 577/2 The carposporous
forms of Algse.

Carpocra tian. A follower of Carpocrates

of Alexandria (\.i>. 120), who asserted the mor-
tality of Christ's body and the creation of the

world by angels. Also f Carpo xratite.
1585-7T. Rogers 39 Art. (1607 65. 1677 Gilpin Daentottol.

(18671 138 The filthy Carpocratians, who taught that men
must sin and do the will of all the devils. 1881-3 s ' 11 ' :

Relig. Encycl. II. 880 The Antinomianism of the Carpo-
cratians. 1579^ Fl'lke Con/ut. Sanders 500 The Gnostikes
and Carpocratites haue Images painted m collours.

Carpolite (ka .ij^loit). Also -lithe, [f. Gr.

Kapiro- fruit + \t$os stone: see -lite.] A fossil or

petrified fruit.

1847 Craig, Carpolite. 1851 Richardson Geol. 196 Car*
Polithes.

Carpology (kaJp^iod^i). [f. Gr. tcapiro- fruit

+ -\oyta : see -LOOT.] The part of botany which

I is concerned with the study of fruits. Hence
Carpolo gical a., Carpolo gically ai/v., Carpo -

logist.
1806 Edin. Rev. VIII. 66 Those botanists, .are. .aware of

the necessity of the study of carpology. Ibid. 67 A carpo-
logical tour in France, England and Holland. 1869 in Eng.
Mech. 2^ Dec. 370/2 Carpological specimens. 1819 Cole-
brooke in Trans. Linn. Soc. XIII. 11822) 46 That eminent
carpologist.

II Carpus ka jp£js\ Anat. [mod.L. carpus, a.

Gr. napTTos wrist.] The part of the skeleton which
unites the hand to the fore-arm, consisting in the
higher vertebrates of eight small bones, in birds

of two. In man it forms the wrist ; in the horse,

the knee.

1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 295 From the Carpus to the
end of the middle finger. 17JO Monro Anat. (1741) 250
The Hand is.. divided into the Carpus, Metacarpus and
Fingers. 1813 Sir C. Bell Hand 11834* 91 The carpus,
forming [in the horse] what by a sort of license is called the
knee. 1840 G. Ellis Anat. 417 Other small arteries are
given otT to the carpus and hand.

Carquan, Carquenet, obs. ff. Carcan, -et.

Carr 1 (kaj). dial. [Old NorthumLrian carr
rock.] A rock: now especially applied to insulated

rocks off the Northumbrian and Scottish coasts.
c 950 Lindis/. Gosp. Matt. vii. 24 Se 8e getimbres hus his

ofer carr. Ibid. Mark xv. 46 Byr^en bail waes geheawen
of aire. 1856 Berwick Nat. Club III. 223 Earne Islatids
—The Utt Carres, modernized into Out Carres, arc not far
from Monkshouse.

Carr-, car (kai). local. Also4kerr,5 ker,6-7
carre. fFrom ON. Cf. Da. kxr, kjxr pool, pond
(e. g. gaJe kier village pond), Sw. kxrr fen. morass,
marsh, moor, Norw. kjscr, kjerr pool, marsh, wet
copse, Icel. kjarr copse-wood, brushwood, kjarr~

myrr marsh grown with brushwood.]

L A pond or pool ; a bog or fen ; now, usually,

wet boggy ground ; a meadow recovered by drain-

ing from the bog.
c 1330 R. Brunne CAnrn. fF/wvfRolls* 14574 SireThadok.be

erchebischop of}ork, He liuede in kerres, as dob be stork. 1538
Leland /tin. V. 53 This Fenne . . hath many Carres ofWaters
in it. Ibid. V. 122 There is a praty Car or Pole in Bishops
Dale. 1556 Scatter Crt. Rott in K. Peacock N. IK Line.
Gloss. (ET!). S.) s. v., Euery inhabytant of Scotter shall put
thergeyse in the carre. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. (1623)

46 Which pastures may be either high woods, commons,
carres, or such like spacious pieces of ground. 1691 Ray
.V. C. Wds., Carre, a hollow place where water stands. 1843
Jml. Roy. Agric. Soc. IV. 11. 293 These redeemed meadows,
or carrs [Lincolnshire], consist of an unctuous peat. 1880
Times 17 Sept 8/5 In the carrs and marishes both corn and
tumips are under water. 1881 Archstol. XLVI. 378 There
are lands called cars in most of the neighbouring parishes.

1887 York Herald 16 Apr. 2/1 Agistments in Everingham
Carr. Horses and Cattle may be Pastured on the above
Carr from 10th May to Old Michaelmas Day, 1887.

^2. A fen or bog grown up with low bushes,

willows, alders, etc. ; a boggy or fenny copse.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 272 Ker, where treys growyn be a

watur or a fenn, cardetum ; ker for aldyr, alnetum. 1681
Worlilxje Diet. Rust, et Urb., Carre, woody moist boggy
ground. 1691 Ray S. if E. C. Wds., Carre, a wood of
alder, or other trees in a moist boggy place. 1865 W

.

White East. Eng. II. 98 The larger islets are known as
' carrs ', and ' alder carrs ' to denote those on which the water-
side tree grows thickly. 1874 A'. 4- Q. Ser. v. I. 13a In
Norfolk . . osier or alder carrs. One is called the bird-carr

from the fact of the black-headed gull breeding there. 1883
G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads xv. 41884) m In the upper
marshes, low copses, locally called 'carrs,' are numerous.

3. atlrib. and Comb.
f
as carr fir, oak, wood,

timber and trees dug up in carrs; jcarr-grave,
T-graver, an officer appointed to attend to the

carrs; f oarr-sick (see quotO : carr swallow, a

local name of the Black Tern {Sterna nigra).

Also Cakcoose.
1691 Ray N. C- Wds., Car-sick, the kennel, a word used

in Sheffield. 180a Montacve Ornith. Diet. II, It is found
in the fenny parts of Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire, and
is called at this last place Car-Swallow.

Carr :t

f car (kaj). local, [perh. identical with

prec.] (See quot.)

1679 Plot Stajffordsh. (1686) 146 Whether they can find

any coal water, i. e an acid water having a Car, or yellow
sediment. 1880 R. Holland in O. C. \ E. Words (E. I). S.)

77 The brown sediment ihumate of iron) deposited in wat«*r

from boggy ground is called carr in Cheshire.

Hence Carr-water, Carry a.

1875 Lane. Gloss. 70 Carr-zvater, red peaty water. Carry

;

red, peaty. x888 N. <y (?• v»- V. 135-

Carr, var. of Car.
Carrabin, Carrat, etc. : see Cara-.

Carracature, obs. form of Caricature.

t Carrack, carack tka; rak). Obs. exc. Hist.

Forms; 5-6 caryk.e, 5 carikke, careke, karik,

carrikjee, carryk^e, carrake, carryg, 5-7 carak,

carack^e, carrike, carricke, 6 carake, caryck,
( caracte, carect), carrek(e, 6 7 carike, car-

icki,e, careck e, carracke, carreck^e, carrick,

carrak, 7 (carract , carraque, 7-8 (caracte, 7-9
carack, carrack. fa. OF. carraque^ caraque =

med.L. carraca, carrica, carica, Sp., Pg. carraca, It,

caracca (whence also MDu. kar&-ke, now kraak),

of uncertain origin ; see Diez.]
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A large ship of burden, also fitted for warfare,

such as those formerly used by the Portuguese in

trading with the East Indies ; a galleon.
£1386 Chaucer Somfn, T. 24 Brodder than of a carryk

\MSS., carrik '-, carik, carike, caryke] is the sayl. (7x422

Hen. V.- in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. 31 I. 72 Maistres for

owr grete shippes, carrakes, barges, and balyngers. a 1422
Toma ibid, I. 72 note, Ther be twey new Carrakas of makyng
at Bartholetn. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxliii, With 3
carrickes [v. r. carrikkes, Fabyan carykes] of Jene. 1483
Act 1 Rich. Ill, viii. Preamb., In Caraks, Galeis, and
Shippes. 1495 Act 11 Hen. I'll, v. Preamb., Carrykis..
of other regions and Cuntreies. 1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII,
xx. § 1 Any Carrek or Galey. 1512 Wriothesley Chron.
(1875) I. 7 A carike of France. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.

xxvii. 41 Shyppes, careckes, and galyes. 1529 Rastell
Pastyme,IIist. Brit. (1811) 250 Toke .iii, of the greattest of
theyr Caryckes. 1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M.Aurel.
(1546) Uvb, In greate carrackes. 1579 North Plutarch 338
(R. ) One of the greatest carects or hulkes of the king. 1581

J. Bell Haddon's Ansu: Osor. 459 A great Carrick would
be skarce able to beare them all. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
in. ii. 140 Spaine, who sent whole Armadoes of Carrects. 1600
Abp. Abbot ExJ>. Jonah 146 The hugest mightiest Carickes
that ever came on the water. 1628 WITHER Brit, Rememb.
vii. 1045 The Carraks, and the Argosies of Spaine. 1655
Heywood Fort, by Land iv. i. Wks. 1874 VI. 414 With any
Carract that do's trade for Spain. 1670 Cotton Espemon
in. ix. 441 The wrack of the Carricks. 1703 De Foe Sp.
Descent Misc. 130 Here a vast Carrack flies, while none
pursue, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) II. xvi. 283 Drake .

.

fell in with one of those famous Spanish East Indiamen,
called carracks.

Carract, obs. form of Carat.
Carrageen, -gheen (kse-riigih). Properly

Carragheen moss. [From Carragheen near

Waterford in Ireland, where it grows abundantly.]

A kind of seaweed {Chrondus crispus), also

called Irish moss, common on the British coasts,

of a cartilaginous texture and a purplish colour,

becoming yellowish-white when dried. It yields

on boiling a nutritive demulcent jelly, used for

food and in medicine. Introduced into medical
use by Mr. Tcdhunter of Dublin. (See Recce's

Monthly Gazelle of Health, Jan. 1831.)
1834 Esther Copley Housekpr's Guide 57 Carraghan moss

. . in the time of the dreadful destitution in Ireland, in 1831,
was the means of preserving many families from starving.

1837 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. 1 1 . 323 Carrageen, commonly
called Irish moss, introduced from Ireland as an article of
food within the last ten years. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 156
Carrageen moss, .is frequently employed instead of isinglass
for the manufacture of blanc-mange and jellies.

Hence Carrageenin (67^w.),the form of Pectin
found in Carragheen.

Carraine, carran, carren, obs. ff. Carrion.
Carralle, -ell, obs. forms of Carol.
Carrat, Carraway : see Carat, Caraway.
Carrawitchet : see Carri-.

Carreck(e, carrek(e, obs. ff. Carrack.
t Carre-crow. Obs. = Carrion Crow.
x6u Cotgr., Corbin, (carrion, or carre) crow.
Carrect, carret, obs. forms of Carat.
Carreen(e, Carrell, etc. : see Care-.
Carrefour : see Carfour.
tCa'rrel. Obs. Also carele. A fabric men-

tioned in the 16th and 17th c.

1570 Bk. of Drapery in Beck Draper's Diet. (1882) Car-
rells, Currelles, [mentioned with bays, fustians, and mock-
adoes, as] works mixed with silk, saietrie, or linen yarn.
1611 Bk, ofRates (Jam.) Carrels, the peece, conteining 15
elnes, viij /. 1720 Sloius Surv. led. Strype 1754) II. v. ix.

266/1 There were Carells, Fustians, Blankets.

Carriable, carryable (knsriab'l), a. [f.

Carry + -able.] That may be carried.
1611 Cotgr., Portatisse, portatiue, portable, carryable.

1887 Pall Mall G. 10 June 10/1 A simple motion, carryable
by a simple majority.

Carriage (karrid:$\ Forms : 4-7 cariage, 5
karyage, 5-6 caryage, 5-7 carryage, (Sc. 5-7
carage, 6 carraige), 6- carriage, [a. ONF.
cartage, in mod.F. ckarriage, Picard carriage
action of conveying in a vehicle, I. carter, mod.F.
charrierio carry (in a cart, etc.) : see -age.]

I. The action of carrying.

1. Carrying or bearing from one place to another

;

conveyance.
1388 Wyclif Gen. xlv. 19 That thei take waynes . . to the

canage [1382 kariying] of her little children, c 1440 Promp.
Parv.62 Caryage, vectura, Portagium, etc. 1534 Ld. Ber-
bers Gold, Bk.M, Aurcl. (1546) F b, The horse, that hathe

passed his course of caryage, shoulde reste hym. 1626
Bacon Sylva §193 The carriage ofthe Sounds. 1693 Ukquhakt
Rabelais in. Hi. 422 Their Carriages by Wains and Carts
of the Wines. 1725 De Foe Voy. round W. (1840) 299
Mules or horses for carriage. 1825 M' Culloch Pot. Econ.
in. v. 284 For the expences of carriage as for those of pro-
duction.

b. with obj. genitive, or special reference to the
object : = 1 being carried
1611 Shaks. Cytnb. 111. iv. 190 Least . . I be suspected of

Your carnage from the Court. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840)
I. xx. 359 Trees, which. .lay there for carriage. 1826 Sir J.Sebright Obserz>. Hawking (1828) 35 By constant carriage,
not only by day, but also . . during a part of the night.
2. esp. Conveyance of merchandise ; commercial

transport ; traffic of transport
; carrying trade.

1533 Fitzherb. Husb. § 128 The erthe swelleth & bolneth
. . with treadynge, and specyally with caryage. 1547 Act 1

Edw. VI, v. § 5 The cariage or conveyaunce of anny horses
. . into Scotelande. 1684 Burnet tr. More's Utopia 73 The
Streets are made very convenient for all Carriage. 1727 De
Foe Eng. Tradesm. xxvi. (1841) I. 260 Our river navigation
is not to be named for carriage with the vast buik of carriage
by packhorses and by wagons, a 1797 Burke Late State
Nation (R.)The largest proportion of carriage had been
engrossed by neutral nations. 1834 Southey Doctor xxiii.

(1862) 52 The whole carriage of the northern counties ..

was performed by pack-horses.

f 3. An impost on the transport ofgoods through
a country or territory; a customs duty, toll, or

carrier's licence. Obs.
[c 1200 in Dugdale Monast. I. 310 Soluta et quieta de

omnibus Geldis . . et lastagio et stallagio et carriagio ] 1771
Antiq. Sar/sb. 80 Free from 'loll, Pontage, Passage, Pas-
ture, Lestage, Stallage, Carriage and every other Custom.

f 4. An obsolete service of carrying, or a pay-
ment in lieu of the same, due by a tenant to his

landlord or feudal superior, or imposed by autho-

rity. Cf. Average sbA Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Pers. T. T 677 Distreyned by taylages,

custumes, and cariages. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxii.

214 Touchyng vitails and also of caryages. 1549 Compl.
Scot. xv. 125, I am maid ane slaue of my body to ryn and
rashe in arrage & carraige. 1571 Campion Hist. Iret. 11. viii.

(1633) 102 The Irish imposition of Coyne, Livery, Cartings,
carriages, loadings. i6u Bible Pre/. 2 He [Solomon] had
. . troubled them with some cariages. 1703 in Keble Bp. T.

Wilson (1863! 194 To leave all such carriages, Boones and
services on the same foot as already provided for by Law.
1755 in United Presbyter. Mag. Apr. (1884) 156 To answer
all carriages and days' dargs exacted by the laird. *754~

183s [see Average sb. '].

5. \ellipt. or contextual/}') The price, expense,

or cost of carrying.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Carriage, also denotes the
money or hire paid to a carrier, or other bearer of goods.
The carriage of letters is called postage. 1866 Rogers
Agric. Prices I. xx. 504 Sometimes the carriage is given
as a separate item.

f 6. [contextually) Power, ability, or capacity
for carrying; (in quot. 1588 quibblingly). Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. ii. 74 Sampson . . was a man of

good carriage, great carriage ; for hee carried the Towne-
gates on his backe like a porter. 1740 Pineda Eng. Span.
Diet. s. v., A Beast of Carriage, a Ship of Carriage.

7. Arith. See Cakry 7.

1847 Db Morgan Arithmet. Bks. Introd. 22 Proceed with
each figure, and carriage.

f8. 'Bearing', course, direction. Obs.
1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Auat. 1. vi. 10 The in-

sertion of many Nerves, and the oblique carriage of many
fibres. Ibid. 12 The carriage of Fibres.

9. The carrying of a fortress, etc. ; also carriage

away: cf. Carry 16, 46.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1631) 610 Solyman . . resolued

forthwith to besiege Vienna, the chiefe citie of Austria, in

good hope that by the carriage away of that, the other
cities . . would without any resistance be yeelded vnto him.

10. Action of conducting, carrying out ; execu-

tion ; conduct, management, administration.
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. # Commiu. (1603) 82 The whole

Government and carriage of affaires. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt.
Brit, x. i. (1632) 1241 A Proclamation against all griping
Monopolies, .and Protections . .as also against other abuses
in other inferiour carriages. 1650 B. Discollim. 21 The car-
riages or miscarriages of these affaires. 1652 Needham tr.

Selden's Mare CI. Ep. Ded. 18 The carriage and conduct
of this noble Enterprise. 1876 Belfast Nevus 22 Nov. 3/3
Messrs. solicitors, had the carriage of the sale. 1884
Laiv Times Rep. 26 Apr. 246/1 The carriage of the order
[for winding up a company] is given to the first petitioner.

11. The carrying (of a motion).
1879 O'Connor Beaconsficld 397 The consequence of the

carriage of the motion would be the expulsion of Lord John
Russell from power.

II. Manner of carrying
;
conduct, behaviour.

12. Manner or way of carrying or bearing (e.g.

anything in the hand, the body, or any part of it).

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. nr. ii. m. iii. (1651) 470 'Tis not
the eye, but carriage of it. 1653 Walton Angler 1. v, The
ill carriage of the line . . makes you lose your labour. 1688
R. Holme Armoury III. 150/1 A good Graver, .[must] have
a curious & exact carriage of the Hand. 1711 Budgell
Spect. No. 67 F n An handsome carriage of the body. 1821
De Quincey in Page Life I. v. 97 A peculiar and graceful
carriage of her head.

13. Manner of carrying one's body
;
bodily de-

portment, bearing, mien.
1596 Smaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iv. 466 A goodly portly man .

.

of a most noble Carriage. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav.
xxxviii. § 3. 153 A stately carriage, far different from that
he was wont to have. 1705 Addison Italy 45 A free and
easie Carriage. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. ix.

(1878) 135 He had the carriage of a military man.
14. Manner of conducting oneself socially ; de-
meanour

;
deportment, behaviour. (Referring to

manners.) arch.
1590 Shaks. Com. Err. in. ii. 14 Teach sinne the carriage

of a holy Saint. 1642 Fuller Holy § Prof. St. in. xxi. 211
Others have so scornfull a carriage. 1697 Dampjer Voy.
xiii. (1698} 372 A pretty ingenious young man . . of a very
civil carriage and behaviour. 1741 Middleton Cicero II.

vii. 6 Her husbands peevishness and churlish carriage. 1818
Byron Juan 1. lxvi, Her very prudent carriage.

b. Manner of acting to or towards others

;

treatment of others, arch.
1398 Bacon Hypocrites, EssJArb.) 117 Their, .honest car-

riage towardes men. 1612 — Faction ibid. 83 The even

carriage betweene two factions, proceedeth not alwaies of
moderation. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. x. (1686) 30
Who can but laugh at the carriage ofAmnion unto Alexander?
1692 South 12 Serm. (1697) I. 125 We have treated of men's
carriage to Christ in this world. 1725 De Foe Voy.
round IV, 11840)158 The affectionate carriage of this poor
woman to her infant. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby iv. xii. 171
Lucretia's carriage towards her gave her little discomfort.
1856 Emerson Eng. Traits vi. Manners Wks. (Bohn) II. 48
Nothing can be more delicate . . than the courtship and
mutual carriage of the sexes.

t c. (with //.) An act of behaviour towards
another. Obs.

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Cousc. 1. ix, In all which mutual!
carriages, we ought to be guided by those respects which
we could wish tendered to ourselves in the like occasions.
1682 Bunyan Holy War 338 After some mutual carriages
of love. 1684 — Pilgr. 11. 6 All her unkind, unnatural, and
ungodly carriages to her dear Friend.

15. Habitual conduct or behaviour. (Referring

to morals or character.)

1588 Thynne Let. in Animadv. (1865) Introd. 92 Makinge
my actions the towchestone of the honest cariage of myself.

1648 Herrick Hesper., Epit. soberMatron, With blamelesse
carriage I Hv'd here. 1712 Steele Spect. No. 480 P 2 Some-
thing of their own Carriage they would exempt from Ex-
amination. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy

(

1802) I. vii. 1^ A person
of decent carriage. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby ir. 1.50 That
irregular and unsettled carriage of public men which so
perplexed the nation.

b. Conduct or action in given circumstances.
1587 Fleming Contn. Hotinshed III. 1402/2 His fidelitie

and good carriage in small things. 1634-46 Row Hist. Kirk
(1842) 217 His cariage in relation to Cowrie's Conspiracie.
1663 ( Ierbier Counsel C iv a, Negotiations . . wherein your
Lordships carriage hath justly deserved the respects of
those. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. ix. 409 Harold's
energetic carriage in the Welsh campaign.

fc. Short for 'good carriage'. (Also in sense 1 3.;

1618 Fletcher Island P'cess 11. i, One without carriage
or common sense. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (1870J
106 Protested his innocencye and carryage in that place.

1666 Pepys Diary 27 Sept., She is poor in clothes, and not
bred to any carriage.

tl6. A piece of conduct
;
action; proceeding.

1609 Toi rneur Fun. Poems 120 His former carriages.

1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 244 All her actions & carriages
are full of honor. 1696 Stillingel. Serin, iv. 159 Men,
sober, just, humble and meek in all their carriages.

1 17. Manner or way of conducting or managing
(an affair). Obs.
1612 Davies Why Ireland, fyc. (1747) 9 Touching the car-

riage of the Martiall affaires from the seventeenth year, etc.

1658 Bp. Reynolds Lord's Supp. xvii, To leave every man
in the external carriages of his worship unto the conduct of
his private fancy. 1683 Evelyn Diary 13 July, Some dis-

like of the present carriage of matters at Court.

III. That which is carried.

*t" 18. Something carried ; a burden, a load. Obs,

1458 MS. Christ's IIns/., Abingdon in Dom. Archit. III.

41 For cartis with canage may goo 8c come. 1523 Li>.

Bernkrs P'roiss. I. Iv, Their horses with caryages entred
in : and the two that came last [were] laden with coles.

1583 Babington Commaudm. (1590)339 The pismire, .whose
many little cariages. .make a great heape at last. 1598 Bar-
ret Theor. Warres 11. i. 27 The musket is a heauie cariage,

and painfull to be handled. 1607 Topsell Pour-f Beasts
Ded. 5 When our backs be broak, they must take up the

carriage. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb. s.v. Saddle,
To keep the Portmanteau, or other Carriage off the Riders
back.

b. A load, as a quantity definite or indefinite.

1596-7 S. Finche in App. Hist. Croydon (1783^ 152 We get

in carriages of stone and bricke. 1704 Worlidge Diet.

Rust, et Urb. s.v.
,
Carage of Lime is 64 Bushels. 1805

Forsyth Beauties Scotl. I. 519 Bringing, .carriages of lime.

C. fig. Burden, load.
a 1553 Udall RoysterD. m. ii, Mery Doth not love lade

you? Cust. I feele no such cariage. 1610 Shaks. Temp.
v. i. 3 Time Goes vpright with his carriage.

fl9. Baggage. (Originally collect. ; later often

in fll.) Obs. a. The portable equipment of an

army, L. impedimenta ; = Baggage 2. Sometimes
including the whole baggage-train.

1375 Barbour Bruce vox, 275 The cariage .. Behynd hym
levyt he all still. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 2282 They kaire to the

karyage and takewhate them likes. 1460 CapgraveC/i^ck.

313 In the tyme of the batail al her cariage was stole be
the Frenschmen. 1586 J. Hooker Girald. /ret. in Hotin-
shed II. 84/1 The cariage was dragging after the armie,

and slenderlie manned. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. 1.

"xi. (1622^ 21 The carriages inclosed in the middest [mediis
impedimentis]. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. iv. 43 The
King . . had sent his maine Army to conduct the Carriages.

1611 Bible i Sam. xvii. 22 Dauid left his cariage in the

hand of the keeper of the cariage. 1644 Slingsby Diary
(1836) 130 His carriage could not pass. 1655 Stanley Hist.

Philos. (1701) 116 To burn their Carriages and Tents.

b. Movable or portable property
;
baggage or

luggage carried with one on a journey, etc.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xix. (1495) 778 The
camell is. .gode. .to bere charge and caryage of men. c 1425

Three Kings Cologne 40 Euery kyng . . had with hym his

cariage, bat is to seye beestys, as oxen and schepe and ober

beestis bat longeth to mannys lyuyng and sustynaunce. 1563
Foxe A. $ M. 11583) 988 This Cardinall [Wolsey] . . hauing

I

in his cariage lxxx wagons. 1508 Hakluyt Voy. I. 94 Con-
I strained at euery baite to take downe my carriages and lift

! them up againe on sundry horses backs. 1611 Bible Acts
xxi. 15 We tooke vp our cariages, & went vp to Hierusalem.

1655 Francion ix. 2 A little waggon . , to be made here, to

put my Carriages in it, which is too heavy for my Sumpter-
horse. 1743 R. Poole Journ. France Holt. (17441 1. 200,

I would greatly have lessen'd my Carriage, and my expence
also thereby.

17-2



CARRIAGE, 132 CARRIER.

+ 20. Leaves and branches carried away by a
stag with his antlers when passing through a
thicket or wood. Obs.
1616 Surfl. & Markh. Countr, Farm 684 If the Hart be

tall and large, the cariages will also be somewhat large.

+ 21. Meaning carried by woids; burden, im-
port, purport, bearing. Obs.
160a Shaks. Ham. \. i. 94 By the same cov'nant And car-

riage of the article design'd. 1607 Hieron XVks. I. 367 This
was the question, as appeareth by the whole carriage of the
former chapter. 16.. Time's Store-Ac. ii2tL.jThe Hebrew
text hath no other carriage.

IV. Means of carrying.
* general use.

f 22. collect. Means of conveyance. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin x. 144 On the tother side come all the cariage

of the londe, and brought vitaile. 16is Brinsley Lud. Lit.
Introd. 16 Knowing languages to be the carryage of know-
ledge. 1710 Act 9 Anne xi.[x.] % 6 Letters and Packets,
passing or repassing by the Carriage called the Penny-Post.
1800 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Disp. I. 104 To proceed
with that quantity for which they have at present carriage.

+ 23. A vehicle or means of conveyance of any
kind. Obs. exc. in wheel carriage ; — next.
15. . Dk. Northumb. Household Bk. xlix. (1827) 386 Ther

shall be a Caryage apontide at every Remevall for the
Cariage of my Lordes Childre Stuff. 1665 CJ. Havers P.
delta Volte's Trav.E. India , OneofthoseCarriages which
the Portugals call Rete. .a net of cords ty'd at thehead and
feet, and hanging down from a great Indian Cane. 1740
Johnson Drake Wks. IV. 441 The most useful animals of
this country . . serving as carriages over rocks and moun-
tains. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 23 Apr., The poor chair-
men ancf their carriages. Ibid. 26 Apr., Coaches, chaises,
chairs, and other carriages. 1776Adam Smith XV. N. (1869)
1 1, v. i. 307 A high way, a bridge, a navigable canal, may .

.

be .. made and maintained by a small toll upon the car-
riages that make use of them. 1786 Burns Inventory,
Wheel carriages I hae but few, Three carts . . ae auld
wheelbarrow. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 118721 III. 94 No
wheel-carriage rolls this morning in these streets.

+ 24. A wheeled vehicle generally. Obs. or arch.
1560 Whitehorne Arte XVarre 1 15881 41 Euery ten men of

armes, should haue fiue carriages. 16x1 Cotgr., Charroy,
a cart, or other cariage. 1693 Pittington Vestry Bk. (Surtees)
210 For mending the church gate that carriages comes in

at, 2s. 6r/. 1711 Lomt. Gaz. No. 4935/4 Wheels of all man-
ner of Carriages. 1741 Act 14 George It, xlii. § 5 Carts,
waggons, or other carriages, employed only about Hus-
bandry, or carrying of only Cheese, Butler, Hay, Straw,
Corn. 1757 Gentl. Mag. 528 Laws . . for . . regulating the
drivers of carriages within this city [London].

25. A wheeled vehicle for conveying persons, as
distinct from one for the transport of goods. Often
in comb., as hackney-carriage, railway-carriage,
travelling-carriage, etc.

1706 Phillips, Carriage, also a kind of cover'd or close
waggon. 1748 Smollett AW. Rand, xi, The master of
the waggon . . fearing the captain and his lady would take
umbrage and leave his carriage, etc. 1751 — Per. Pic. Hi.

(heading), The whole company set out for Ghent in the
Diligence . . Our Hero is captivated by a Lady in that Car-
riage. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. nr. v, Monsieur in a com-
monplace travelling carriage is off Northwards. 1875 Echo
29 Oct., The Supervisor of Excise . . said that the word
'carriage' as defined by the Act of Parliament, meant any
vehicle not used for carrying merchandise or any kind of
goods. 1884 Miss Braddon Ishmael xxix, Lolling in the
corner of a railway carriage,

26. spec. A wheeled vehicle kept for private use
for driving in ; especially an elegant four-wheeled
vehicle having accommodation for four persons
inside, and drawn by two or more horses. Car-
riage andpair : one drawn by a pair of horses.
This use began about the middle of the 18th c. ; coach was

the word in earlier use.

[1741 Act 14 Geo. II, xlii. § 5 The covered Carriages of
noblemen and Gentlemen for their private use.] 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. 24 May, The postilion behind, en-
deavouring to stop the carriage. 179)4 W. Felton {title), A
Treatise on Carnages, comprehending Coaches, Chariots,
Photons, Curricles, Gigs, Whiskies, etc. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair\'\\\, A carriage and four splendid horses. 1879
Times 27 Aug., The party drove off in a carriage and pair.

1884 Miss Braddon Ishmael xxix, I wonder that you can
drive in an open carriage in such weather.

* * In technical use.

27. The wheeled support on which a piece of
ordnance is mounted ; a gun-carriage.
1560 Whitehorne Arte IVarre (1588) 97 To make the

carriage of the artillery, with the spokes of y* wheele
crooked. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (J.>, He commanded
the great ordnance to be laid upon carriages, which before
lay bound in great unweildy timber. 1706 Phillips, Car-
riages for Pieces of Ordinance, a kind of long, narrow Carts,
each made to the proportion of the Gun it is to carry. 1776
W. Heath in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev, (1853) I. 278, I

should be glad to have the carriages for the four pounders
sent forward. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., s. v. Cannon, The
gun is mounted on a steel carriage weighing 15 tons.

28. Carriage-building. The wheeled framework
which supports the body of a coach or similar
vehicle (see quot. 1794V
1761 Official Descr. Royal State Coach, The whole of the

carriage and body is richly ornamented. 1794 W. Felton
Carriages iiBoi) I. 39 Its (carriage's] meaning is frequently
confined to the under part only, on whi :h the body is
placed. Ibid. 40 AH four-wheeled carriages are divided into
two parts—the upperand under carriage. The upper is the
main one, on which the body is hung ; the under carriage
is the conductor, and turns by means of a lever . . The hind
-wheels are placed on the upper part; the fore wheels on
the under.

29. Applied to various mechanical contrivances
which move and carry some part of a machine.
1688 R. Holme Armoury m. iii. 114/1 {Several Parts of

a Press) The Carriage, is the sliding Plank on which the
Marble Stone is laid. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. MetalsW.
229 The type carriage is caused to move steadily along. 1879
Ctisseirs Techn. F.dnc. IV. 395/2 From seven hundred to
nine hundred spindles, .arranged upon the 'carriage', or
movable part of the mule.

30. t a. The loop attached to the sword-belt,
through which one passed his sword. Obs. ^Perh.

only an affectation.)

160a Shaks. Ham. v. u. 161 Ham. What call you the
Carriages ? Osr. The Carriages, Sir, are the hangers. Ham.
The phrase would bee more Gerinaine to the matter ; Ifwe
could carry Cannon by our sides.

b. 1847-78 Halliwell, Carriage, a belt which carries
a whetstone behind a mower. (Var, dial.) 1879 in Miss
Jackson Shropsh. XVord-bk.

31. Agric. An artificial channel for conveying
water for irrigation, drainage, etc. Obs. or dial.

(Cf. Carrikr 5.)

1669 WonuvGE.Syst. Agric. iii. § 2 {1681) 22 Let the main
Carriage narrow by degrees, and so let it narrow till the
end, that the Water may press into the lesser Carriages,
that issue all along from the main 1679 Plot Stnffordsh.
(1686) 356 Smaller carriages or trenches 40 or 50 yards
asunder. 1704 Worlidce Diet. Rust.et Urb. s. v. Drains,
The lesser Drains must be made among the Carriages in

the lowest places. 1885 Hampsh. Gloss.(K. D. S.) Carriage,
a drain, water carriage.

32. = Hearing^. 12. b. A rail-chair.

1788 Smeatom in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 3 A piece of
brass, or brass carriage, made to fit upon the vertical part
of the meridian ..This piece of brass carries the spindle.

18x6 Specif. Losh <y Stephenson s Patent No. 4067. 6 The
half lap joinings of the rails c, c placed in their carriages.

c. Arch. ' The timber framework on which the

steps of a wooden staircase are supported' Gwilt).
18*3 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 188 This additional

wood-work, which is necessary to the firmness and durability

of the construction, is called the carriage of the stairs.

f33. = Portage. Obs.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Carriage is also used to de-

note a space of ground, over which the inhabitants of New
France, and other colonies of North America, .are obliged
to carry their boats and provisions.

IV. Attributively, and in Combination.
34. General : +a. (used for carrying), as car-

riage-beast, -bier, -bullock, cattle, etc. ; + b. (con-

cerned with the baggage), as carriage - man,
-master; C. (referring to vehicles, senses 23-26,
esp. 26), as carriage-blind, -break, -builder, -build-

ing, -clock, -door, -exercise, -frame, -head, -ladder,

-lamp, -road, -spring, -tax, -top, -wheel, -window'.
1548 Thomas Hal. Gram., Giumenle, any 'cariage

beastes. i6»3 Bingham Xenophon 28 Lay your baggage
vpon the carnage-beasts, a 18*5 Gay Goshaivk xi. in Child
Ballads iv. xcvi. (:886) 362/2 Rise up. - And make her •car-
riage-bier. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. 1. iv. 33 Pull up
your "carriage-blinds. 1803 Wellington Let. in Gurw.
Disp. I-J99 Every "carriage Bullock, .should have a saddle.

1884 F. Britten XVatchft Clockm. 113 Used for striking
the hours on in. ."carriage clocks. i860 W. G. Clark
Vacat. Tour 53 Like a "carriage-lamp. 1375 Barbour
Bruce VOL 275 The *cariage-men and the pouerale. 1598
Barret Theor. IVarres tv. iii. no The *cariage-maister is

to fumish him with cartes and cariages. 1798 Sol'thev
Eng. Ectog. 1, A "carriage road That sweeps conveniently
from gate to gate. 1869 Phillips I'esuv. viii. 208 Wide
enough for a broad carriage-road. 1869 Nicholson Zool.

xliii. fi88o) 390 In many Brachiopods the arms are sup-
ported upon a more or less complicated internal calcareous
framework or skeleton .. sometimes called the ' carriage

-

spring apparatus'. 1887 Spectator 5 Mar. 318/1 Carriage-
builders and others interested in the "Carnage-tax. 1853
Douglas Milit. Bridges vii. 350 A very good substitute
for a capstan may be formed of a carnage wheel. 1856
Emerson Eng. 1 raits

}
XVeatth Wks. (Bonn) II. 70 Two

centuries ago. .the carnage wheels ran on wooden axles.

35. Special comb. : carriage-bridge, a military

bridge running on wheels
;

carriage-company,
people who keep private carriages ; carriage-
coupling, the coupling for uniting the fore and
hind carriages of a four-wheeled vehicle, or for

connecting the fore-carriage with the body ; car-

riage dog, a coach-dog, a Dalmatian dog ; car-

riage-drive, the roadway for carriages in private

grounds, parks, etc. ; carriage-free a., free of

charge for conveyance
; carriage-guard, a guard

to prevent the fore-wheels of a carriage from rub-

bing against the body in turning sharp round ;

t carriage-gun, a gun mounted on a carriage

;

carriage-horse, + (a.) a horse used for carrying

purposes; (b.) one that runs in a carriage; car-

riage-house, a coach-house
;
carriage-lady (cf.

carriage-company) : carriage-lock, a brake for a
carriage

; carriage-lubricator, a self-acting con-

trivance for oiling a carriage wheel-box and axle;

carriage-piece, one of the slanting pieces forming
the support of the steps of a wooden stair-case, a
string-piece (see 32 c); carriage-step, a step or

set of folding steps fixed below the door of a car-

riage ; + carriage-trade, the trade of conveyance,

carrying-trade
; carriage-way, that part of roads,

etc. open to, or intended for, vehicular traffic.

1853 Douglas Milit. Bridges vi. 277 Neither bateaux,

pontoons, nor *carriage-bridges can be conveyed. 1833
Chamb. Jml. No. 7a. 155 Affluent merchants and trades-
men . . vulgarly denominated 'carriage company. 1855
Thackeray Nenvcomes ix. iD. ) No phrase more elegant and
to my taste than that in which people are described as
"seeing a great deal of carriage-company'. 18x4 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. !. (1863) 221 The very *carriage-doe,
Sancho, was individualized. 1863 Miss Braddon J. March-
mont (Hoppe), A wretched equestrian making his way along
the *carriage-drive. 174* Woodroofe in Hanway Trav.
(1762) I. n. xvii. 76 The ship . . having six "carriage guns of
three pounders. 1804 A. Dl-ncan 'Trident I. 261 A French
privateer . . mounted ro carriage guns and 9 swivels. 1596
Danett tr. Comines 333 Their Estradiols tooke all our "car-

riage horses. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. lvii. 381 The Carriage-
Horse attending the Army seem serviceable. 1883 Roe in

Harper's Mag. Dec. 43/1 The drive passed to an old-

fashioned "carriage-house. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. vn.
v. (D.) No "carriage-lady . . but must dismount in the mud
roads, .and walk. 1848 Dickens Dombey III. 211 (Hoppe),
I put up the * carriage-steps. 1719T. Gordon Cordial Lmu
Spir. 274 These advantages . . will give us all the "carriage

trade of the Mediterranean. 1833 Act 3-4 Will. IV, xlvi.

§ 1 16 Whenever the width of the ^carriageway in such street

..will allow thereof. 1875 Poste Gains iv. % 3 A right of

horse-way or carriage-way through his land.

Hence Ca rriageful, as much or as many as a
carriage will hold. Ca'rriageless a., without car-

riage. Ca rriagewards adv., towards a carriage.

1837 Marryat Olla Podr. xxxii, A carriagefull of child-

ren. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton xviii. 244 A carriageful

of luggage. 1 86 1 Trafford City
<fr
Suburb. I. 284 Accord-

ingly, carriageless John Perman was . . fain to hand his

sister., into a Tottenham omnibus. 1871 Daily Neii'S 23
Feb., Some men hurrying carriagewards.

Carriageable (kae rid^ab'l), a. [f. prec. : sec

-able, and ct. marriageable.']

1. Capable of being carried ; portable, rare.
170a C. Mather Magu. Chr. 11. {1852) App. 196 What

billets of wood were, .carriageable for them. 1857 Ruskin
Pot. Econ. Art ii. (1868) 101 Works of carriageable art.

2. Practicable for wheeled carriages.

1813 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Disp. XI. 44 There are

only two carriageable roads across it. 1878 Eraser's Mag.
XVI 1 1 . 699. 1884 J . Colborn e //icks Pasha 276 Carriageable
roads might be made all over the country with little labour.

Carriaged (kce rid^d), a. [f. Carriage + -ed.]

+ a. Having a carriage, deportment, bearing ; be-

haved, mannered {obs.) ; D. furnished with car-

riages. Only with qualifying adv., as handsome-,

ill-, many-, well-carriaged.

1633 Ames Agst. Cerem. 1. 131 A well cariaged man out-
wardly. 1650 W. Fennlr Christ's Alarm 57 Any fine-

carriaged man under heaven. 1664 Pepys Diary 14 June
(D.) A fine lady . . and very well carriaged, and mighty dis-

creet. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4674^ A brown bay Gelding
. .handsome carriaged. 1883 Daily Neivs 1 Mar. 5/3 A .

.

many-carriaged excursion train. 1887 County Gentl. 25
June, Ihe Queen's guests were certainly well carriaged.

Carrick be nd. Kant. [See Bend sbA 3.

Carrick was a frequent variant of CarRack ship

of burden ; and may have that sense here.]

A knot for splicing two ropes together, formed by
looping the two ends to be joined, and interlacing

them, each going at every intersection, now over,

now under, the other.

1819 Kees Cycl. s. v. Bend, For a carick bend, lay the

end of a rope or hawser across its standing part, etc. c i860

H. Stl art Seaman's Catech. 2 Or a carrick bend, or a
bowline knot.

Ca rrick bi tts. Xaut. [app. {. carrick Car-
rack ship of burden (cf. prec.) + iiiTT\8, q.v.]

1847 in Ckah;. c 1890 Rudim. Navt'g. (Weale) to^Carrick-
bt'tts, the upright pieces of timber near the ends of the

windlass, in which arc the gudgeons for the spindles to

work on : they are also called * windlass-bitts '.

Carrick, carrik, obs. forms of Carrack.

Carried (kwrid), ///. a. [f. Carry v. + -ed.]

In various senses of Carry v. ; esp.

1. Mil. Of arms : Held in the position described

in Carry v. 36.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry i. 28 Standing steady with

carried arms. 1844 Regul. q Ord. Army 265 Remain with
their arms carried.

2. Sc. 'Transported' or * carried away* in mind
;

rapt, abstracted ; not 'collected'.

1815-70 Jamieson s. v., Jenny's gotten an heirscaip left

her, and she's just carryit about it 1815 K. Irving Let. in

Mrs. Oliphant Life 285 Sarah Evans, .was somewhat car-

I ried in her mind if you remember. 183a Gloss. Waverley
Novels, Carried, in nubibus : having the mind fixed upon
something different from the business in hand : having the

wits gone ' a wool-gathering \

Carrien, carrine, -ing, obs. ff. Carrion.

Carrier (.kre riaj). Forms : 5 caryare, -our,

5-6 -er, 6 cariar, -ier, carryar, 6-7 -er, 6-

carrier. [f. Carry v. + -er 1
.]

1. One who or that which carries, in various

senses of the verb ; a liearer.

1398 Tbevisa Barfh. DeP. R. v. Ixi. (1495) 178 A veyne is

berer and caryer of blode. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 62 Caryare,
vector, vectitor. 1571 Goldino Calvin on Ps. lxxiv. 16 The
sonne as the cheef caryer thereof [i.e. of light]. 1580 Baret
All'. C 129 A carier of letters. 1592 Lei. C 'niv. Cambridge in

Payne Collier Annals Stage I. 202 The most ordinary car-

riers and dispensers of the infection of the plague. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. tv. 13 Winds, .will drive The loaded
Carriers from their Ev'ning Hive. 1844-57 & Bird Urin.
Deposits 99 Blood-discs, the reputed carriers of oxygen. 1884
Spectator 12 July 913/1 To obtain carriers for the dead.



CARRIER.

b. A bearer of a message, letter, etc.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iii. 86 What sayes lupiter I aske

thee? Why villaine art not thou the Carrier? 1598 —
Merry W. II. ii. 141 This Puncke is one of Cupid's Carriers.

1621 Burtos Anat. Mel. m. ii. m, The very carrier that

comes from him to her is a most welcome guest, if he bring

a letter. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. iv. via, These birds are

employed, .as the most expeditious carriers. 18. . Thack-

eray Fatal Boots xi, Being a letter-carrier.

C. slang. [Set quot.

)

1725 New Cant. Diet., Carriers, a Sett of Rogues . .
em-

ploy'd to look out, and watch upon the Roads, at Inns, SC.,

in order to carry Information to their respective Gangs, of

a booty in Prospect.

d. Tcchn. Applied to particular parts of in-

struments and machines which act as bearers and

transmitters ; in Mech. esp. a piece of iron in a

lathe by which what is being turned is carried

round in the machine.
1858 Greener Gunnery 201 A carrier is then secured on

a part of the plug that projects out of the breech-end of the

barrel, and then put into the face-plate of the lathe, which

carries it round. 1870 Tvndall Heat iv. § 114 As long as

the rocker is able to communicate sufficient heat to the

Carrier on which it rests 1881 Maxwell Electr. $ Magn.
I. 295 The moveable conductors are called Carriers.

2. One whose occupation it is to carry loads,

a porter. Also in comb., as water-carrier, etc.

c 1511 1st Eng. Bk.Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 35/2 Cariers that

go with the olyphantes, and cary our hartleys and vitales.

1528 MS. Acc. St. John's Hosf-., Canterb., Paid for . . the

hay makers & cariars. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 72/1 A
Bearer or Carrier . . attend Merchants Cellars and Grocers

Shops, to carry their Goods, .on their Backs or Shoulders.

1885 Pall Mall G. 25 Nov., His carriers, thirty Malays,

are following.

3. spec. One who undertakes for hire the convey-

ance of goods and parcels (usually on certain

routes, and at fixed times). The most familiar

current sense.

In the legal sense the term carrier or common carrier,

includes any person or association of persons undertaking,

for payment, the transport of goods by land or water, as

stage coach proprietors, railway companies, parcel delivery

companies, owners and masters of ships, etc.

1471 Will in Ripon Ch. Acts 154 Rog. Brounfeld de Ebor',

earyour. c 1500 Cocke LorelCs B. (1843) 10 Carryers, car-

ters, and horskepers. 1533 4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, viii, The
poore cariers . . repairynge wekely and monthely to your

citee of London. 159a Greene Art Conny-catch. in. 8, I

haue . . a Cheese from my Vncle . . which I receiued of the

Carrier. 1642 Declar. Lords and Comm. 31 Dec. 3 The
robbing of the common Carriers and Trawnters. 1746

Berkeley Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 308 My wife.. sends you a

present by the Cork carrier. 1774 Johnson Let. 29 Jan. in

Boswell, If anything is too bulky for the post, let me have

it by the carrier. Mod. Inscription on Vans, etc. :
' The

North Western Railway Company, carriers.'

Jig, 1583 Babington Commandm. (1590) 455 Our senses,

the common carriers of conceits unto us.

b. Applied to a nation or community who con-

duct the commerce between distant parts of the

world.
1673 Temple Observ. Unit. Prov. Wks. 1731 I. 60 Their

Sea-men being, as they have properly been call'd, the com-

mon Carriers of the World. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. iv.

ii, The Dutch were . . the great carriers of Europe. 1861

Goschen For. Exch. 18 The country which becomes the

carrier for others. 1875 Merivale Gen. Hist. Rome xviL

(1877) 98 The Carthaginians made themselves the common
carriers of this vast population.

4. A Carrier-pigeon j also the breed of these,

though not used for carrying purposes.

1641 Wilkins Mercury xvi. (1707) 68 A smaller sort of

Pigeon, of a light Body, and swift Flight .. called by the

Name of Carriers. 1741 Cornel. Fam.-Piece in. 512 The
Carriers [are valuable] for their swift Return home, if car-

ried to a Distance. 1839 Darwin Orig. Spec. xi. (1873) 306

Varieties between the rock-pigeon and the carrier. 1862

H ux ley Led. Wrkg. Men 105 'Homing' birds., used as

carriers are not * carriers ' in the fancy sense. 1867 Teget-
meier Pigeons vii. 75.

5. A conduit or drain for water, etc. Cf. Car-
riage 31.

1797 A. Young Agric. Suffolk 157 A carrier or master

drain, into which all the single drains empty themselves .

.

I strongly recommend these carrier ditches to be open. 187a

Daily Neivs 12 Oct
,
Liquid flows gently from the delivering

carriers. 1883 Pall Mall G. 16 Oct. 4/2 This liquid . . is

lifted by a sludge pump into an underground carrier and
deposited in earth tanks.

6. VY ith advbs., as carrier about, on ; cf. Carry v.

1556 T. Hobv tr. Castiglione's Cottrtyer 11. (1561) N iij b,

No carier about of trifling newes. c 1661 Argyle's Last
Will, fyc. in Hurl. Misc. (1746) VIII. 30/2 A most indefa-

tigable Carrier on of his Designs. 1884 in Law Times
Rtp- 8 Mar. 45/2 The carriers on of the business.

7. Comb., as carrier-block, -pin ;
carrier-bird,

applied to the pelican, the carrier-pigeon; car-

rier-shell, -trochus, a genus of molluscs, re-

markable for the habit of attaching pieces of

stone, coral, etc., to their shells.

i8ox Southey Thalaba v. iv, And journeying onward,
blest the*Carrier Bird. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxv, But
this it was that made me move As light as carrier-birds in

air. 188 1 Greener Gun 162 To throw the cartridges upon
a *carrier-block in the rear. 1884 F. Britten Watch
Clockm. 104 Holes . . to receive the ^carrier pin. 1854
Woodward Matlusca 1 18561 15 The xarrier-trochus cements
shells and corals to the margin of its habitation.

Ca rrier-pi geon, [see prec. 4.] A breed of
.pigeons in which the instinct for finding the way

133

home is very strongly developed, used for bearing

communications or letters. Also fig.
1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 66 Letters brought by carryer-

pidgeons. 1650 — Strada's Low-C. Warres VII. 79 The
antient invention of Carrier- Pidgeons. 1840 Hp. E. Stanley

Birds v, Carrier Pigeons. These are a particular breed,

which can be so trained, that when carried to great dis-

tances from the place of their usual abode, and turned out,

they will find their way back. 1871 Tecetmeier (title)

Homing, or Carrier Pigeon, a 1856 LOHGF. Childr. Lord

s

Supper 157 Prayer, .the carrier-pigeon of heaven.

Carrine, obs. form of Careen.

Carriole (kaeri|U»l). Also cariole. [a. F.

carriole small covered carriage, = Pr. carriot, car-

riola, Sp. carriola, It. carriuola, med.L. carriola

vehicula feminarum (Papias, in Du Cange), dim.

of med.L. car/a Car.]

1. a. A small open carriage with a seat for a

single person, b. A covered light cart.

1834 Beckford Italy I. 65 These goddesses stepping into

a car, vulgarly called a cariole. i860 A 11 V. Round No.

64. 334 Obliged to burn his carriole, or covered cart. 1868

Hawthorne Amor. Nott-bks. 1 18791 4' Through the

curtain of the cariole. 1878 Black Green Past, xxxii. 257

The people shot by us in the light little carrioles.

2. A kind of sledge used in Canada.
1808 Pike Sources Mississ. I. 68, I rode in a cariole, for

one person, constructed in the following manner. 1820

Silli man TeitrQuebec 337 The Carriole, .gaily careers over
|

the frost-bound river. 1833 Chamb. Jml. No. 67 118

When ' beautified' with a little paint and a few trifling or-

naments the sledge assumes the name of cariole.

Hence CaTrioling vl>l. sb., riding in a carriole.

1884 Sat. Rev. l.VII. 636 Allcarioling is not of this agite-

able character. The tourist may now and again have to

drive for many hours together through pine- woods, gloomy,

monotonous, and empty of sound.

Carrion (karrian), sl>. (and a.) Forms : a. 3

caroine, caronye, (charoine), 4-5 caroigne,

-oygne, -oyne, 5 karoyne, -oigne ; 0. 4 caraing,

4- 5 careyn(e, kareyne, 4-6 carayne, 5 caranye,

5-6 careine, 6 caraine, earrayne, -eyne, kar-

reine, 6-7 earraine ; y. 4 karyn, 4-6 caren,

caryn(e, 6 carrine, 6-7 carren, earring, 7 car-

ran ; 5. 4 karyun, 4-6 cariune, earyon e, 4-8

carion, 5 earyonne, 5-6 caryen, carien, car-

rien, carryon, cariong, 6-7 carian, 6- carrion.

[ME. caronye, caroine, a. ONF. caivnic, later

caroine, caroigne, in central OF. charoigne (mod.

F. charogne, and in other sense carogne, Picard

carone, carongnc) = Pr. caronha, It. carogna, Sp.

carrona, pointing to a Romanic type *caronia, sup-

posed to be a. deriv. of caro flesh, but not regu-

larly formed on the stem cam-. The phonetic

history of the English /3. and S. forms is obscure.]

A. sb.

1 1. A dead body ; a corpse or carcass. Obs.

a 1225 A ncr. R. 84 pe bacbitare . . bekeo mid his blake

bile o cwike charoines as be bet is pes deofles corbin of

helle. 1297 R. Glouc 265 [They] slowe . . eyate hondred

& fourty men, & her caronyes [v. r. caroines] to drowe.

01300 Cursor M. 22906 Ded bar gun his [a lion's] caroigne

[v. r. carion, caroyne, careyn] li. ct&APol. Songs (1833)

203 A vilir caraing nis ther non. 1382 Wyclif Heir. 11L

17 Whos careyns ben cast down in desert, c 1386 Chau-
cer Knts. 7". 1157 The careyne [v.r. careyn, caroyne,

karoigne, caroigne] in the busk with throte ycorue. c 1440

Proinp. Pan'. 61 Caranye or careyn, cadaver. 1494
Fabyan v. exxiv. 102 Y" cource of the riuer was let by the

multitude of the caryens or dede bodyes. 1590 L. Lloyd
Diall Dales Oct. 51 The raven, .returned not, but fedupon
the carrens. (• 1645 Howell Lett. I. !. xx, Dogs which .

.

eat the Carrens. 1718 Free-thinker No. 47. 342 The Raven
.. stay'd to prey upon the Carrions of the Dead. 1763 C.

Johnston Reverie II. 23s They all flocked about him,

croaking like so many ravens about a carrion.

f b. = Applied to a dead man or corpse that

' walks ' or returns to earth. Obs.

1 1430 Lydg. MtH. Poems (1840) 143 Blisstd Austyn the

careyn gan compelle, ' In Jhesu name . . What that thu art

trewlyfor to telle'. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 174/3 Thenne
the caryon broughte hym thyder to the graue.

2. Dead putrefying flesh of man or beast ; flesh

unfit for food, from putrefaction or inherently.

1297 R. Gl-OUC (Rolls) 6544 po ne vond he atte laste No^t
of horn bote caroyne. a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxlvi. 10

pe deuyl. .fedis bairn wib karyun. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1972

Caste vnto curres as caren to ete. 1430 Lvdg. Citron. Troy
1. vii, Whan a beast is tourned to careine. c 1510 More
Picus Wks. 25 Vile carein and wretched wormes meate.

1557 North Gneitara's Diall Pr. (16191 698/2 The wormes
in earring. 1791 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Reiuonstr. Wks.
1812 II. 457 Like flies in Carrion. 1837 M. Donovan Doin.

Boon. II. 127 The vulture . . feeds on putrid carrion,

f b. ? = Death. Obs.

\
1387 Trevisa Higden IV xxxiii, perofCometh tweie manere

1 of careyns, for we beeb i-slowe wib wepoun, ober we beeb
1 adreent. [Hence 1494 in Fabyan.] 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1.

v. 18 They come the sooner to their ende and to carayne.

3. trans/. Used (contemptuously) of a living

human body ; cf. Carcass (? obs.). + b. The
fleshly nature of man, 'the flesh' in the Pauline

sense (obs.).

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 331 Ne noyther sherte ne

shone . . To keure my caroigne. a 1450 Kut. de la Tour

xxvii. (1868' 39 To aome suche a carion as is youre body.

1491 C\xton Vitas Patr. (W. de W.) 1. xxxv. 31 a, To leue

thy careyne and folowe Ihesu Cryste. 1549 Compl. Scotl.

CARRION.

xvii. 154 Our carions ande corporal natur . . is baytht vile

ande infekkit. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. m, i. 38 Shy. My
owne flesh and blood to rebell. Sol. Out vpon it old car-

rion, rebels it at these yeeres. 1832 Hi. Martineau Deme-
rara ii. 27 Much good may your tender mercies do your

carrion.

+ 4. Used (contemptuously') of a living person,

as no better than carrion. Obs.

1547-64 BaULDWIN Mor. Philos. (PalfiO x. § 1 It were better

for a woman to be barren Than to bring forth a vile wicked

carren. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. II. i. 130 Priests and Cowards,

and men Cautelous, Old feeble Carrions. 1661 Purrs Diary

15 Sept., Pegg Kite, .will be. .a troublesome carrion to us

executors.

f5. Used of animals: sometimes app. in sense

' noxious beast ',
' vermin ' ; sometimes merely

' poor, wretched, or worthless beast'. Obs.

1477 Earl Rivers .Caxton) Dictes 142 Theeuill creatures

ben wors than serpentes, lyons or caraynes. 1562 J. Hiv-

woon Prov.% Epigr. 11867) 119 Daws ar carren. 1573

Tusser Hutb. xvi. (18781 35 Let carren & barren be shifted

awaie, For best is the best, whatsoever you paie. 1634

W. Wood New line: Prosfi. I. vi, The beasts of offence

lie Squunckes, Ferrets, Foxes. Ibid. 1. viii, Having shewed

you the most offensive carrions that belong to our Wilder-

nesse. (11639 W. Whatelev Prototypes 1. xix. (1640) 227

They [dogs and monkeys] be paltry carrions.

6. fig. Anything vile or cormpt ; t corrupt mass ;

1 garbage', ' filth'.

1524 S. Fish Snpplic. Begg. 18 Declaring suche an horri-

ble carayn of euyll ageinst the ministres of iniquite. 1597

irf Pt. Return Parnass. v. i. 1455, 1 woulde prove it upon

that carrion of thy wilt. 1845 Carlvle CrtmweU (18731 ~
2i Flunkyism, falsity and other carrion ought to be buried !

1870 Emerson Soc. ft Sol., Courage Wks. (Bohnl III. 113

Melancholy sceptics with a taste for carrion, who batten on

the hideous facts in history. 1879 Froude Cxsur xxiii. 402

note, Roman fashionable society hated Caisar, and any car-

rion was welcome to them which would taint his reputation.

B. attrib. passing into adj.

7. Consisting of, or pertaining to, corrupting

flesh. (Usually with some notion of contempt.)

a 1535 Mori. De quat. Ncwiss. Wks 101 No man tindelh

fault, but carrieth bis carien corse into y quere, and.,

burieth y body boldly at the hie alter. 1583 Stanvhurst

/Etuis in. (Arb.) 77 A stincking Foule earrayne sauoure.

C1613 Rowlands More Knaves 30 Some carion beast,

Whereon the Rauens and the Crowes doe feast, i860 PUSEV
Min. Proph. 454 The carrion-remains should be entombed

only in the bowels of vultures and dogs.

t b. As an epithet of Death personified ;
also

of Charon. Obs.

1566 Adlinoton Apllleius 62 Deliver to earraine Charon

one of the halfepens, which thou bearest, for thy passage.

1587 Mirr. Mat;. Q. Cordila xlvii. 4 By bir elbowe carian

death for me did watch. 1576 Parad. Daynty Dev. (N.)

Seeing no man then can death escape. .\\ e ought not feare

his earraine shape. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 11. vii. 63 A
carrion death, Within whose emptie eye there is a written

scroule.

8. Applied in contempt to the living human
body, as no better than carrion (cf. 3).

1537 Sitrr. Northetmpton Priory in Prance Addit. JVarr.

Pop. Plot (1679) 36 In continual ingurgitations and farcyngs

of our carayne "Bodies. 1563 Homilies II. Excess Appar.

(1859) 316 Why pamperest thou that carreyne flesh so hye?

1577 Stanvhurst Dcsc. /ret. in Holinshcd VI. 14 By the

imbalming of their carian soules with the sweet and sacred

flowers of holie writ. 1606 Shaks. Tr. A> Cr. IV. i. 71 For

euery scruple Of her contaminated carrion weight.

9. fa. Carrion-lean, skeleton-like. Obs. b. Rot-

ten ; vile, loathsome ;
expressing disgust.

1565 Hardinc Con/ut. Apo/., Ye will haue your spiritual

Bankets so leane and Carrien. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr.

Tong., Eslaiice, as chevauje eslancez, carren horses. 1645 6

Evelyn Diary 28 Jan., My base, unlucky, stiffnecked trot-

ting carrion mule. 1653 H. Cocan Pinto's Trap. xxii. I 3.

79 Mounted on horses, or to say better, on lean carrion Tits

that were nothing but skin and bone. 1826 in Cobbett

Rnr. Rides(iBSs) II. 82 The foul, the stinking, the carrion

baseness, of the fellows that call themselves ' country gen-

tlemen'. 1867 N. ft Q- Ser. ill. XI. 32/2 Then she called

me all sorts o carrion names.

C. Comb. a. attributive with sense 'having to

do with, feeding on carrion', as carrion-bird,

-chafer, -fly,
-hawk, -kite, -raven, -vulture; b.

objective and instrumental, as carrion-feeder,

nosing ppl. adj., -strewn pa. pple. ; e. similative,

as carrion-like adj. or adv., -scented ppl. adj. Also

carrion-flower, a name for the genus Stafelia,

also for Smilax hcrbacea, from the scent of their

blossoms
; f carrion-lean a., lean as a wasting

corpse or skeleton ; fig.
me3gre, very deficient

;

t carrion-row, a place where inferior meat or

offal was sold. Also Carrion crow.

1839 Thirlwall Greece III. 137 Neither dogs, nor *car-

non-birds, would touch them . . so long as the pestilence

lasted. 1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1828) II. xxiv. 386

The "carrion-chafers, and others of the lamellicorn beetles.

1855 J. Johnston Cltem. Com. Life I. 332 The Stapelias are

called "carrion-flowers because of the disagreeable putrid

odours they exhale. 1852 Thoreau AaMW(llt|| 1/23 The
! Smilax herbacea, carrion flower, a rank green vine. . It smells

exactly like a dead rat in the wall, and apparently attracts

flies like carrion. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 114 The Oak
Ask, Woodcock, "Canon or Down hill fly comes on about

the sixteenth of May. 1796 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Sat. Wks.
1812 III. 39S Court-sycophants, the Carrion-flies. 1861

HuLMEtr. Moquin-Tandon 11. IV. i. 241 Larvae of the carrion

!
fly. 1581 T. Howell Denises 11879) 234 Art thou so fond,

j
with "carren kyre to haunt. 1542 Udall Erasnt. Apophth.

I 245b, Because it was so "caren leane. 1554 J. Procier tr.



CARRION.
Vincentitts To Rdr., Howowgle and carrion-lean ye are to sc.

1581 J, Bull Haddon's Answ. Osor. 135 So carrion leane in
the knowledge of Scriptures. 160a Fulbecke 1st Pt. ParalL
74 It is better to haue a declaration too copious thencarion-
leane. 17x0 Brit. Apollo III. 18. 2/1 He is so Carrion-lean.
1620 Venner Via Reda\\\\. 189 It maketh them *carran-
like leane. 1878 Tennyson Q. Mary iv. iii. 171 The 'car-
rion-nosing mongrel. 1589 Cooper Admon. 140 As carren
Rauens five, .to stinking carcasses. 1728 Swift Answ. Me-
morial Wks. 1755 ^ • 173 1 distnrt in the several mar-
kets, called *carrion-row. 1839 Scott Aune 0/ G. ii, The
huge 'carrion vulture floated past him.

Carrion crow, [see prec] A species of
Crow ( Corvus Corone) smaller and more common
than the Raven, and rather larger than the Rook,
which feeds on carrion, small animals, poultry, etc.

It is the ' Crow' of most parts of England, and the
' Corbie' of Scotland.
15*8 More lleresyes m. Wks. 225/2 We fare as doo the

rauens and the carein crowes y' neuer rnedle with any quicke
flesh. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. /list. III. 122 The Carrion
Crow is less favored by mankind, a 181: J. Levden Ld.
South xliii, And they heard the cry, from the branches
high, Of the hungry carrion crow.

b. Applied byDampier,Sloane.etc.,toaVulture.
1699 Dampier Vopt. II. 11. 67 Carrion Crows are blackish

Fowls, about the bigness of Ravens ; they have bald Heads,
and redish bald Necks like Turkeys; and.. are often mis-
taken for such. Ibid. Some of the Carrion Crows are all

over white . . The Logwood-Cutters call the white ones
King Carrion Crows. 1802 Hinglky Anim. Biog. (18131
II. 28 The Carrion Vulture .. Synonyms. Vultur Aura.
Linn. . . Carrion Crow. Sloane.

t Carrione-re. Obs. ? nonccwd. [cf. F. saliire

saltcellar,poivriere pepper-box, etc.] A holder or

dispenser of carrion, or ol that which stinks like it.

1648 Herrick llesftcr. (Grosart) II. 134 Fie, quoth my
lady, what a stink is here ? When 'twas her breath that
was the carrionere.

t Carrionize, v. Obs. rare - 1
. [f. Carrion- +

-IZE.] traits. To tum into carrion, to corrupt.

*593 N«HE fAr/j/V T. (1613) 43 Her Heart, her Lungs.

.

al_ are carioniz'd and contaminated with surfets of selfe-

will. 1633 Cockeram, Carionized, stinking.

t Ca'rrionly, a. and adv. Obs. Also 6 car-
renly. [f. Cabbion + -lt.J
A. adj. Of the nature of carrion

; corrupt, vile,

loathsome. B. adv. Like carrion.

'547 *4 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr. I viii. §6 Pampering
his carrlonly carkassc. Ibid. 7 The rumor of no vice
stinketh more carrionly, then the name of lechery, 1573
Tcsser ffusb. 118781 52 Such pestilent smell of a carrenly
thing. 1609 Bp. Barlow Atisw. Nameless Cat/i. 68 A
Carrionly Curre.

Carritch, -es (ka ritj, -«). Sc. [Carritches
is a corruption of Catechize sb. Y. catiehist, w hich
has been treated as a plural, with sing, carritch.]
= Catechism.
1761 Mem. Matopic0 5 (Jam.)A blind woman, .taught him

the A, B, C, and the Mother's Carritch. a 1774 Fergusson
Poems 1 17891 II. 112 (Jam.). 1818 Scott llrt. Midi, xvi,
I can say the single carritch, and the double carritch, and
justification, and effectual calling. Mod. Sc. He knows
the carritches thoroughly.

b. To give carritch : to take to task.
1776 Herd .SV. Songs II. 210 (Jam.) The very first night

the strife began, And she gae me my carriage.

Hence Ca rritch v. trans., to catechize.
1837 R. Nicole Poems (18421 83 The Minister . . duly car-

ritcnin' the bairns.

Carriwitchet, carwitchet. Forms : 7
carwhichet, -whitohet, -wichet, corwhichet,
7-9 carwitchet, S carrawitchet, carry-which-
it, carry witchet, 9 carwhichit, carriwitchet.
[Derivation unknown. Dr. Fitzedward Hall in Mod.
ling, asks 'can it be a corruption of F. co/i/ichel?']

A pun, quibble ; a hoaxing question or conun-
drum.
1614 B.JoNSONz7rtr//i. Fair v. 1.(1631 160 All the fowle i'the

Fayre, I meane, all the dirt in Sniithlield, (that's one of
Master Littlewit's Carwhitchets now). 1630 I. Tavlor
I
Water P. I Wks. ( N. ) Devices .. of planting the fie of Dons
with whiblins, corwhichets, mushromes and tobacco. i66»
Dryden Wild Gall. 1. i, A bare Clinch will serve the turn ;

a Carwichet, a Quarterquibble, or a Punn. 1669 Butler
Rem. II. 120 Carwitchets, Clenches and Quibbles, a 1743
Savage Author to be let § 4, I. .deal in clinches, puns, .and
carry-whicll-its. c 1750 Arbcthsot Dissert. Dumfilitigiii.)
Conundrums, and carrawitchets,—at which the king laughed
till his sides crackt. 1822 Scott Nigel xiii, Mortally
wounded with a quibble or a carwitchet at the Mermaid.
1874 Stan? D. Carriwitchet, a hoaxing, puzzling question.

.

as 1 How far is it from the first of July to London Bridge?'

Carrob, Carroch;e : see Cabob, Cabocub.
Carrogh, erroneous f. Cukkagh, coracle.

Carrol(l, -old, obs. ff. Cabol.
Carrollite (karr/bit). Afin. [Named from

Carroll Co. Maryland, where found.] A variety
of cobalt pyrites containing copper.
1887 Dana Man. Mitt, 181.

Carrom, var. of Cabom, Cabamboi.e.
Carronade (koeroivid). Mil. [f. Carron,

near Falkirk in Scotland (where originally cast)
+ -ADE.] A short piece of ordnance, usually of
large calibre, having a chamber for the powder
like a mortar: chiefly used on shipboard.
(Said in A'. * 0. 5th Ser. II. 247 . 1855. to be the invention

of Gen. Robt. Melville.)

134

1779 Admiralty Minute 16 July (MS. Record Off.\ Ex-
periments having lately been made . . of the utility of wafl
pieces of cannon called carronades, and the Comptroller of
the Navy . . having recommended the use of them. 1781
Geutl. Mag. LI. 4S5 Trials were made of an hundred pound
carronade, mounted on a battery at Leith. 1809 Welling-
ton Let. in Gurw. Disp. IV. 439 You have omitted to re-

quire carriages for the carronades. 1833 Mapryat P. Simple
(18631 131 Our large*boats had carronades mounted in their

bows. 1858 Greener Gunnery 67 Carronades . . short .

.

ordnance without trunnions, but fastened by a loop under
the reinforce. x86i Smiles Engineers II. 61 The manu-
facture of carronades or 'smashers* at the Carron works.

attrib. 1833 Marryat P. Simple (1863) 52 To take a seat

upon the carronade slides.

Carron oil- [From Carron ironworks, where
much used ] A liniment composed of equal parts

of linseed oil and lime water {Syd. Soe. Lex.^.
1884 Chamb. Jml. 4 Oct. 655/2 The best thing to apply to

a burned or scalded part is Carron oil spread on lint.

Carroon, variant of Caroon 1
.

Carrot (kae*Wt). Forms : 6 caret, carete,

carette, carot, carote, carotte, 6-7 carret. 7
carrat, carroote. 7- carrot, fa. F. carotte

carota ; ad. Gr. tcapwruv ? f. mpa head, top. (Cf.

K«pa\wrov
t headed, said of plants, as garlic ]

1. An umbelliferous plant (Daucus Carota)
having a large, tapering root, which in cultivation

is bright red, fleshy, sweet, and edible.

1538 Turner Libelous, Daucus creticus . . mihi uidetur
angTis esse, IVytde carot. 1548 — S'atnes of Herbes 60
Carettes growe in al countreis in plentic 1565 78 Cooper
P/iesaur., Carota .. the wilde caret. 1794 Martyn Rous-
seau's Bot. xvii. 232 Carrot has a large winged involucre.
183a Veg. Subst. Food 237 Unsuccessful attempts to change
by culture the wild carrot into the esculent one.

2. Usually, the edible root itself.

1533 Elyot Cast. Ifelthe 1541 1 28 Parsnepcs and carettes
. .doiiourishe with better iuyce than the other rootes. 1634
Althorp MS. in Simpkinson IVashingtons Introd. 26 Parse-
nipps and carrootes. 1776 Johnson in Bosivetl (1887) II.

439 You would not value the finest head cut upon a carrot.

1783 Cowi-er Pipit. Hare, Slic'd carrot pleas'd him well.

1832 / \g. Subst. Pood 244 The quantity of nutritive matter
. . in the whole weight of carrot, being 98 parts in 1000.

b. Something shaped like a carrot ; a plug.
1646 Sir J. Temple Irish Rebel! 106 The Rebels . . put a

gag or carret in the said Master Bingham's mouth. 1808
Pike Sources Mississ. 1. 17, I . .presented him with two car-
rots of tobacco.

3. //. Applied humorously or derisively to 'red'

or 'carroty' hair, or to one who has such hair.

(In the latter case used like a proper name.}
C1685 V*g

:
Mans Counsel/our, Roxb. Ball. II. 559 The

Carrots I'd like to forgot, which is the worst colour of all.

1685 S. Wesley Maggots 57 The Ancients .. Pure Carrots
call d pure threads of beaten gold. 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Carrots, Red hair'd People. 1775 Sheridan Ri'7-ats

1. i, Jack Gauge, the exciseman, has la en to his carrots.

1876 Mrs. Molesworth [title) * Carrots,' Just a little boy.

4. attrib. or as adj. =Carrotv. i Obs.
1671 Glanvill Disc. M. Stubbe 28 If I had said your head

was R-:d, I had not been such a Liar neither; it was direct
Carrot. x68o R>
pate be sure you 1

Carrot. cx68o Roxburgh Ball. <i886> VI. 219 The Carrot
pate be sure you hate, for she'l be true to no man. 1710
Palmer Proverbs 114 To picture Judas with ..a squint
eye . . a carrot beard. 1877 Blackik Wise Men 95 The
roving Scythian, with his carrot curls.

5. Comb., as carrot-coloured, -eating, -headed,

-fated adjs., carrot-fly, 'poultice, 'root, -sced\ car-

rot-tree, an umbelliferous shrub {Mottizia edttlis)

with an edible root, found in Peserta Grande, an
uninhabited island S.E. of Madeira.
a 1659 Cleveland Smectymn. 63 Robson and French ..

May tire their *Carret-Bunch. 1684 I.otui. Caz. No. 1935/4
A *Carrot coloured Beard and liair. 167a Davenant
Xeivsfr. Plymouth (16731 13 These "Carrot-eating Dutch.
188a Garden 1 Apr. 219/1 The 'Carrot fiyiPsita rosae) is one
of the true flies. 1719 D'Urfey Pills II. 323 Confound the
•Carrot Pated Jade. 1808 Med. JrnL XlX. 349 The
"carrot poultice, .would perhaps be useful. 1595 tfouseh.
lib. Earl Cumbrld. in Whitaker Hist. Craven 11812)320
Pd. for vi cabishes, and some 'caret roots bought at Hull,
in. 1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 187 Carrot Root
. .has been employed in decoction as a stimulant. 183a / 'eg.

Subst. Pood 242 *Carrot-seed is raised .. in Essex. 1866
Preas. Bot. II. 750 The "Carrot-tree, has a crooked woody
stem one to four feet high . .The orchil-gatherers and fisher-

men., eat the roots,

Ca'rrotiness. [f. Cakroty +-ness.] Carroty
quality or colour, ' redness of hair' (J.).
1730 6 Bailey, Carotimss. 1755 in Johnson.

Ca rroting, v/d. sb. {See quot.)
1880 Libr. Univ. Kmnvl. VII. 357 Furs intended for

felting, .are treated with a solution of nitrate of mercury, an
operation called carroting or secretage.

Carroty fjbntiti), a. [f. Carrot + -y i.] J.ikc

a carrot in colour, red ; said of hair. Also, of
persons : red-haired.
1696 TurcinN Pind. Ode v. 18 Ix>ng was his Chin, and

carotty his Beard. I7»8 Morgan Algiers I. iv. 106, I have
never met with any North-Briton, Dane, or any other, more
carotty and freckled. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. xiv.

(18041 77, I had parted with those carroty locks. x8a6 Dis-
raeli / 'iv. Grey vi. i. 276 I>ong, carroty hair.

b. Comb, as carroty-haired, 'headed, -polled.

1795 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Hair Powder Wks. 1812 III.

285 Poor Carroty-polled Phyllis. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack
viii, A carroty-headed boy. 1856 Thackeray Christmas
Bks. 251 That carroty-haired Angelica.

Carrouse, -ouze, -owse, obs. ff. Carouse.

CARRY.

tCa*rrow. Obs. Ireland, [app. a corrupt
form of some Irish word.
The adj carach 'tricky, shifty, deceitful' has been sug-

gested ; but evidence is wanting.] (See quots.)
1577 87 Holinshed Chron. I. 45/1 A brotherhood of

karrowes, that proffer to plaie at cards alt the yeare long.
1596 Spenser State tret. Wks. (i86a> 527/1 There is an-
other, .much more lewd and dishonest, and that is, of their
Carrows, which is a kinde of people that wander up and
downe to Gentle-mens houses, living onely upon cardes and
dice. 1829 Scott Antiq. Introd. 8 In the character of the
Irish itinerant gambler, called in that country a carrow.

Carry karri), v. Forms: 4-5 carie, carye,
cary, 5 6 carrie, 5- carry, [a. ONE. caric-r,

mod. Pic. carrie-r>= Central F. charier, charrier
:— late L. carricdre to cart, convey in a car, f.

carr-us Car.
An earlier I* carricare in sense of 'load', became car.

care, cargare, whence OF. charchier, chargier'. see
Charge. After this, was formed a new carricdre in sense
of ' transport in a cart', which gave OF. carier, charier.
Ultimately therefore carry has the same etymology as Cark,
Charge, and Cargo.]
From the radical meaning which includes at once ' to re-

move or transport ', and ' to support or bear up '. arise two
main divisions, in one of which (I.) 'removal' is the chief
notion, and 'support' may be eliminated, as in 4, 5, and
several of the fig. senses ; while in the other J I.) ' support is

the prominent notion, and 'motion' (though usually retained)
may entirely disappear. Cf.

4 Do not leave the carpct-bag
here ; cany it up stairs ', with ' Do not drag it along the
floor ; carry it '. For the former take is now largely sub-
stituted.

I. To transport, convey while bearing up.
* Of literal motion or transference in space.

1. trans. To convey, originally by cart or wagon,
hence in any vehicle, by ship, on horseback, etc.

[c 13a© in Dugdale Monast. 1 1661 > II. 102 De libero transitu
cum plaustris carcctis & equis . . cariandi decimas suas et
alia bona sua.] 1330 R. Brcnne Chron. 1 Rolls) 13987 He.,
dide bem carie to per contres, & byried pern at here cites.

1489 Caxton Faytes 0/A. i. xiv, Vpon cartis he shal doo
carye wyth hym. 1538 Starkey England 6s To the hole
destructyon . . of al other caryd in theyr srhyp. rfrx Bible
Gen. xlii. 19 Carry corne for the famine of your houses. —
2 Kings ix. 28 His seruants caried him in a charet to
lerusalem. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840 I, ii. 18, I carried
about 40/. in . . toys.

spec. a. To bear a corpse to burial, b. To
carry com from the harvest field to' the stackyard.
1466 y. Paston's Euneral in Let. II. 268 Gcven to Martyn

Savage, .awaytyng upon my master at Ixmdon be vii. dayes
before that he was caryed* iij- *d> (*5»<S RUgr- Per/, tw.
de W. 1 531 1 23 After that he. .repeth it, byndeth it, shocketh
it, and at the last caryeth it home to his barne.] 1801 Bp.
of Lincoln in G. Wast Diaries \\%bo I. 427 Ourwheat is all

carried. 1851 H. Mayo Pop. Superst. ted. 1) 170 It is a
field of wheat, but it has been cut and carried.

C. alfsol. Said e. g. of a carrier.

c 1631 Milton Oh Univ. Carrier ii. 18 If I mayn't carry,
sure I'll ne'er be fetched. Mod. The common carrier who
carries between London and Totteridge.

2. To bear from one place to another by bodily
effort ; to go bearing up -or supporting. So to

fetch and carry. To carry Coals (ng.) ; see Coal.
c 1340-70 A lex. A Dind. 725 5e . .carien by costum corn to

hure temple, c 1384 Chancer H. Fame 1280 Y saugh him
carien a wyndmelle. c 1386— Prol. 130 Wcl coudeshe carie
a nmrsd. 1449 Pecock Repr. I. vi. 30 His apostlis

. .wolden aftirward carie fischis in paniers. 1511 1st Eng.
Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 32/3 He [^ryflon] wyll well cary in

his neste an oxe. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. 1. 90 Hee will

carry this Island home in his pocket. Ibid. in. i. 25 He
beare your Logges . . He carry it to the pile. 1611 Bible
I Rings xxi. 10 Carie him out, and stone him. — Isa. xl.

II He shall gather the lambes with his arme, and carrie

them in his l>osome. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 41 f 6 Honey-
comb . . carried off his Handkerchief full of Brushes. 1791
* G. Gambado ' Ann. Horsem. iv. (1809)83 A horse . . which
does not carry me at all in the same way he did the man I

bought him of. 1816 Scott Guy M. xxiii, ' Dunvple could
carry six folk, if his back was lang eneugh.' 1884 Miss
Bhaddon Ishmael iv, The lad . . carried the youngest on
his shoulder across the sands,

b. Falconiy. To bear a hawk upon the fist.

1826 Sir J. Sebright Observ. Hawking (1828) 35 The
passage-hawk, when first taken, must t>e carried all day
upon the fist, and fed at night by candle-light. 1881 E. B.
Mil 111 1.1. Falconry in Min. in Macm. Mag. Nov. 39 He
[the young hawk] is ' carried ' for some hours amongst men,
children, dogs, and horses, so as to become accustomed to

their presence.

C. absol. f To carry double : said of a horse

with saddle and pillion. See also quot. 1677.
1577 Holinshed Chron. III. 813/1 They were put to carie

and draw. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 111, i. 274 Shee can fetch

and carry : why a horse can doe no more ; nay a horse can-

not fetch, but onely carry. 1677 N. Cox Genii. Recreat.,
Hunting (1706) 17 When a Hare runs on rotten Ground, or
in a Frost sometimes, and then it sticks to her Feet, we say,

she Cartyeth. 1678 Butler Hud. in. 1. 569 A Beast. .Which
carries double, c 17*0 Prior Alma 111, 1o go and come, to

fetch and carry. 186s Huxley Led. ll'rkg. Mm 105 The
Carrier [pigeon], I learn, .does not 'cany'.

3. Also said of a cart, wagon, railway train,

ship, bicycle, or other vehicle ; so running water
carries bodies floating on it, or suspended in it,

wind carries leaves, balloons, slates, etc.

1377 Langl. P. Pt. B. xix. 326 A carte hy^te cristendome
to carle Pieres sheues. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. i, 88 And
floating straight, obedient to the streame, Was carried to-

wards Corinth. 165a Evelyn Diary 22 Mar., Flinging it

into a rapid streame, it. .carried away the sand, etc 1803
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Med. Jml. X. 363 Blood carries with it the basis of nutri-

tion. Mod. This tricycle has carried me five thousand miles.

4. To bear or take (a letter, message, report, news,

and the like). (Without reference to weight).

c 1340-70 Alex, ft Dind. 184 And bad him in haste To be
king..carien his sonde. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. 1. 112

Nay Sir, lesse then a pound shall serue me for carrying

your Letter. 1641 Sir E. Nicholas in .V. Papers iCamd.)

I. 53 He being dessigned to carry that newes. 1670 Milton
P. L. v. 870 These tidings carrie to th' anointed King. 1820

Hoyle's Games Impr. 467 On such complaint being carried

to any one of the stewards. 1848 Macaulay Hist. E?ig.\.\.

600 1 he news, .had been carried to the Earl of Pembroke.

5. To conduct, escort, lead, Hake* (a person)

with one, without reference to the mode of transit

;

to * take ' (a horse, a ship) to a place, a given

distance, etc. Now arch, and dial.

1513 Douglas JEneis xui. i. 57 The Tro'ianis. .by power
of hie Jove ar hiddtr cary. 1584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria 79
Carieng with them the Archbishop. 1611 Bible 2 Kings ix.

2 Look out there Jehu, .and carry him to an inner Chamber.
1659-60 PEPYsi?/V*ry27 Feb., My landlord carried us through

a very old hospital. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World 11840)

2 He that can carry a ship to Lisbon may with the same
ease carry it round the world. 1730 Beawes Lex Mercai.

(1752) 795 The Japonese Pilots, .come aboard and carry the

Vessel into Port. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 6 P9 The lady

carried her horse a thousand miles in a thousand hours.

1771 Franklin Aufobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 7 My father carried

his wife with three children to New England. 1818 E.
Burt's Lett. N. Scotl. I. 66 note, The Scots . . talk of .

.

getting on the back of a cart-horse, and carrying him to

grass. 1822 J. Flint Lett.Amer. 264 (Americanisms) Carry
the horse to water. 1861 Ramsay Remin. Ser. 11. iv. 51
* Carry any ladies that call up stairs.' 1886 Burton Arab.
Nts. (abridged ed.i I. 286 As soon as it was dusk, the slave-

girl came to him and carried him to the house.

b. esfi. To take by force, as a prisoner or captive.

1584 Powf.l Lloyd's Cambria 93 Caried him towards the

ships. 1588 Pittington Vestry Bk. iSurtees) 27 Nicolas
Yonger was carried to Littleburne about the rogge monie.

'597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. v. 97 Go cany Sir Iohn Falstaffe

to the Fleete. 1665 Pepys Diary 10 Aug., My she-cose

n

Porter . . to tell me that her husband was carried to the

Tower. 1799 S. Freeman Toivn Off. 99 Apprehend and
carry him before a justice. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV.

423 A body of constables . . carried off the actors to prison.

C. in Backgammon.
1820 Hoyle's Games Impr. 294 Directions how to carry

your men home. Ibid. 296 Six and five, a man to be car-

ried from your adversary's ace-point, as far as he can go,

for a gammon, or hit.

6. To carryall before one: (i.e.) like a body
moving with irresistible force and carrying away
or propelling everything in its course.

1672 R. Wild Poet. Licent. 35 Some men there be that

carry all before 'em. 1848 L. Hunt Jar Honey \\\. 81 That,

indeed, carries everything, even truth itself, before it. 1878

Bosw. Smith Carthage viii. 169 The Irreconcilables carried

everything their own way.

b. To shoot down, * bring to the ground

\

1653 H. Cogan Pinto's Trav. xlix. § r. 190 Having dis-

covered this game [wild boars! , we got as near to them as we
could, and discharging amongst them, we carried two of
them to the ground.

7. To transfer (a number, cipher, or remainder)

to the next column or unit's place before or after,

in the elementary operations of arithmetic.

1798 Hutton Course Math. (1806) 1. 23 To carry as many
to the next figure as were borrowed before. Ibid. (1827) I.

161 The 1 to carry from the decimals is set down. 1825 in

Cobbett Rur. Rides (,1885) II. 35 You are to put down the

4 and carry 2.

b. To transfer (entries) from one account book
to another.

1745 De Foe's Engl. Tradesm. (1841) II. 41 This carrying

things from the journal, .to the ledger, .is called posting.

8. A channel, drain, pipe, etc. is said to carry

water or other liquid or fluid, sound, etc.

1601 Holland Pliny vi. xxvii, When it begins once to

carry a more forcible streame it is called Tigris. 1607 Tor-
sell Four-f. Beasts 389 The voice of a man carryed in a
trunk, reed or hollow thing. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1.

iv, A constant cascade not carried down a regular flight of

steps. 1750 Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752I 733 The Canal .

.

serves to carry the water, .to this city. 1878 Holbrook Hyg.
Brain 55 The nerve filaments carry the will. 1886 Law
Times LXXXI. 59/2 A o-inch sewer, which carried the

drainage from the houses into the main brick sewer.

9. A bow, a gun, or the like is said to carry an
arrow, a ball, or other missile to a specified dis-

tance or in a specified way. Usually absol. ; and
transf. orfig.
1636 Heale'y Tkeophrast. 19 Hee, that saluteth a man

as farre off as his eye can carry levell. 1643 Sir T. Browne
Relig. Med. ii. § 3 Scholars are men of Peace, but . . their pens
carry farther, and give a lowder report than thunder. 1644
Nye Gunnery 11670! 4 After you have made one shot, and
find the Peece carry just over the Mark. 1869 Phillips
Vesuv. viii. 226 About as high as a crossbow can carry.

1870 Lowell Study Wind. 377 A fine, telling phrase that
will carry true.

10. The wind is said to carry a ship along,

which it drives or impels over the sea.
1526T1NDALE Wf/^ xxvii. 17 We let doune a vessell and soo

were caryed. 1565-78 Cooper Thesaur. s.v. Nauis, The
shippe fleeteth beyng caryed with winde and sale. 1590
Shaks. Com. Err. 1. i. no Her part. .Was carried with more
speed before the winde. 1722 W.ollaston Relig. Nat. v. 99
The wind, which carries one into the port, drives another
back to sea. 1737 Pope Horace's Epist. t. vi. 70 Where
winds can carry, or where waves can roll.

11. To cause to go or come.

a. The impelling moral cause or motive is said

to carry one to a place.

1876 Green Short Hist. v. § 1 (1882) 213 A mission carried

him [Chaucer] in early life to Italy.

b. A march, journey, a space traversed, is said

to carry one to a point.

1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (18761 IV. xviii. 240 The great

march which carried Harold from London to Stamford
bridge.

12. Provision, or money, which lasts out till one

reaches a distant point of space or time, is said to

carry one to that point.

1703 Burchett Naval Trans, iv. xxi. (17201 553 They in-

tended to take in Provisions, being so much streighten'd

that they had not enough to carry them to the Havana.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 695 A scanty stock of silver,

which, .was to carry the nation through the summer.

13. fig. To continue to have with or beside one,

as one moves on ; to 'take with ' one.

1777 W. Dalrymple Trav. Sp. Port, xxxv, A hollow
way, which we carried with us to Aranjuez. Ibid, lxxxiii,

We carried a mountainous country along with us, on the

left hand. 1840 Makhyat Poor Jack xlvii, We made sail,

carrying with us three-fourths of the flood. 1857 Merc. Mar.
Mag. (1858) V. 9, I carried a steady Trade [wind], all sail set.

14. To extend or continue (,a line, a piece of

work) in the same direction to a specified distance,

or in a given direction.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 112 Ne yet the mone, that she carie

Her cours alonge upon the heven. 1704 Worlidge Diet,

Rust, et Urb. s. v. Lapis Calam., They should carry Air-

shafts with them, as in Lead-Mines. 1715 Desaguliers
Fires Impr. 32 Such a Pipe may be carried into a lied and
warm it. 1772 Hist. Rochester'28 [They] did not carry this

tower to the height it now is. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq.

(1876) IV. xviii. 154 The defences were not carried down
to the water. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 424 The man
who. -could carry a wall from sea to sea.

b. fig. of things immaterial : as in to carry to

excess, toofar, etc.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 1 19 F 5 This kind of Good-manners
was perhaps carried to an Excess. 1728 T. Sheridan Pcrsius

v. (1739* 67 The highest, and most generous Notions of

Friendship. How high does Cicero carry it in his first

Book of Laws. 1878 Morley Crit. Misc. Ser. i. 194 He
carries the process a step further.

* * With notion of taking away by force.

15. To take as the result of effort, to win (as a

prize), succeed in obtaining : also to cany off.

(F. emporter.) Cf. 17.

1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 254 He would misse it [the consul-

ship], rather then carry it But by the suite of the Gentry to

him. 161 x Cotgr., Enchere

.

. any Portsale, Outrope .

.

wherein he that bids most for a thing is to carrie it. 1625

Bacon Frieudsh., Ess. (Arb.) 169 He had carried the Con-
sulship, for a Frend of his. 1647 W. Browne Polex. 1.

69 He alwaies fights alone, and alone carries the victory.

#1716 South izSerm. (1717) VI. 379 Consider .. what the

Issue may be, if the Tempter should carry thy Choice. 1734
tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) V. xiv. 312 He had carried the

prize at the Olympic games. 1862 Merivale Rom. Emfi.

(1871) V. xlii. 169 He strove to carry with his own hand the

victory.

b. Hence To carry it : to gain the advantage,

win the contest, 4 win the day ' bear the palm

.

1580 North Plutarch 621 Caesar carried it by much. J598

Shaks. Merry W. in. ii. 70. 1601 — All's
t

W. iv. i. 30 It

must bee a very plausiue inuention that carries it. 1647 W,
Browne Polex. 11. 98 Love carried it from Jealousie. 1690

Locke Hum. Una. iv. xviii. § 8 Revelation . . must carry

it against the probable Conjectures of Reason. 1779 For-

rest Voy. N. Guinea 181 The name Selangan carries it

generally over the other [name]. 1870 Gol-lburn Cathedral
Syst. i. 7 Where the two come into collision, the second

must carry it over the first.

c. So 73? car?y the day.
,7.1685 N. Lockyer in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xciv. 15

He returns, and then his people carry the day. 1855 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. IV. 429 The French Kinghad. .said that the

last piece of gold would carry the day. 1879 M' Carthy
Own Times II. xix. 59 The phrase had carried the day.

16. To take away or win from the enemy by

military assault (a town, position, ship, etc.).

1601 Shaks. All's W. in. vii. 19 The Count. .Layes downe
his wanton Siedge before her beautie, Resolue to carrie her.

x6z2 Bacon Hen. VII, Wks. 1857-62 VI. 129 The town would
have been carried in the end. 1677 Govt. Venice 101 Dying
of pure indignation that he could not ca ry the Town. 1703
Bl'rchett Naval Trans, in. xix. (1720I 384 Lawson .

.

pressed so hard upon De Ruyter, that he had like to have

carried him. 1797 Sir J. Jeryis in A. Duncan Nelson (i8o6t

46 Boarded and carried two of the enemy's gun-boats. 1876

Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. x. 444 Home directed eight regi-

ments . . to carry this position.

b. fig. and transf. (,Often with mixture of senses.)

1622 Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., To court the affec-

tions and. .by their help, to carry the understanding. 1868

Freeman Norm. Conq. (18761 II. ix. 340 They were words
which at once carried the whole assembly with them. 1884.

Reade Perilous Seer, xiii, Always kept his temper and car-

ried everybody, especially the chaplain.

17. To gain victory for, to be victorious or suc-

cessful against opposition with (a matter or mea-

sure for which one contends). Hence such phrases

as to carry one's candidate ; to carry ( = win) an
election, etc.

a 1619 Fotherby A theom. 1. i. § 5.7 Arguments, .sufficient

to carry the matter. X715 Burnet Own Time II. 9 If the

King would have acted with the spirit that he sometimes

puts on, they might have carried their business. 1723 Wod-
row Corr. (1843) III. 9 Several of the elders, .have carried

a call for Mr. John Hepburn. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
II. 125 The government had been unable to carry its

measures. 1870 Stanhoi'e Hist. Eng. II. xiii. 178 They
carried their candidates in the centres of popular election.

b. frequent in phrase To carry one s point; cf. 16.

1699 Bentley Phal. 429 If I can carry this Single Point.

1759 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 416 The surest way of

carrying his point. 1885 Mrs. Macquoid Louisa III. ii. 21

She had carried her point with her husband.

18. esp. To carry a motion in a meeting, a bill

in a legislative assembly, etc. : to get it passed or

adopted by the whole or a majority of the votes.

1666 Marvell Corr. lix. Wks. 1872-5 II. 198 Upon division

of the House . . 'twas caryed for the provisos being com-
mitted. 1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin IV. 147 Let faithful

tellers take the Poll, and note The Ay's and Noe's ; And if

we carry 't, then Sir! Down goes the Innovation, once agen

Sir! 1837 Thirlwall Greece IV. xxx.135 This motion was
carried, probably by a very small majority. 1863 H. Cox
Instit. 1. viii. 100 The second Reform Bill was carried by a

large majority. Mod. The remaining clauses were carried

unanimously.
* * * Offigurative transference.

19. In a variety of figurative uses taken from 1

or 2, the subject, or object, or both, being things

immaterial, or the motion not in space, but from

or into a sphere of thought or action = take, con-

duct, transport, transfer, cause to go.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531I 29 b, But at his ende.

caryenge it out of this worlde with hym, he shall neuer dye,

1713 Berkeley Wks. III. 189 If we carry our thoughts from
the corporeal to the moral world. 1754 Krskine Priue.Sc.

Laiu (18091 257 Heritable rights may be carried from the

debtor to the creditor either by, etc. i8t8 Cruise Digest

III. 45 It does not appear that this case was ever carried to

the House of Lords. 1857 Buckle Ciritis. I. ix. 589 [Private

judgment] carried into politics, over-turned the government.

1885 Act. 48 <y 49 Vict. 1. § 25 All sums received, .shall be

carried to the consolidated loans fund.

1662 Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect 4th Sund. after F.piph.,

Such strength and protection as shall, .carry us through all

temptations, a 1778 Chatham Lett. Nephew \. 3, 1 will

recommend to Mr. Leech to carry you quite through Vir-

gil's Mr\z\d. 1781 Burke Corr. (1844 1 II. 438 The grand
principles ofjustice and policy are not dear enough to us to

carry us through the difficulties which we should encounter.

1873 Black Pr. 'Thule xviii. 280 The perfect independence

of that gentle young lady, .might carry her too far.

20. To impel or lead away as passion does, or

by influencing the mind or feelings ; to incline,

move, urge, sway, influence. Now usually carry

aiaay ; cf. 46 b.

1577 St. Aug. ManuelL Longmans) 62 The soule. .is caried

with desirousnes, drawen with longyng. 1596 Stenser
F. Q. IV. iv. 34 Caried with fervent zeale. 1601 F. Godwin
Bps. ofEng. 335 Subiect to flatterers, who carried him to

their pleasure. 1608 Golding Epit. Frossard's Chron. ill.

152 The king, .was altogether carryed by this man, in such

sorte as he both neglected and hated his vnckles in respect

of him. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. vr. i. 11651) 291 We
should moderate our selves, but we are furiously carryed.

1715 Burnet Own Time I. 556 That idleness to which
youth is naturally carried, a 1844 Campbell ' H&w delicious

is the winning' iii, Just as fate or fancy carries.

21. To be carried ; to be rapt, to be moved from

sobermindedness, to have the head turned. Obs.

exc. Sc.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. ix. § 1 They are not caried

with such giddinesse [tanta vertigine raptari]. 1827 Scott

Surg. Dan. iii, If their heads were not carried with the

notice which the foolish people . . took of them.

* * * * To conduct {a business).

22. To conduct, manage (a business or affair),

arch. Now usually to carry on.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 111. ii. 240 This sport, well carried,

shall be chronicled. 1599 — Much Ado IV. i. 212 This wel

carried, shall. .Change slander to remorse. 1607-12 Bacox
Ess., Seditions, $c. (Arb.) 395 When Discordes, and quar-

rells . . are carryed openly. 1612 — Vain-glory ibkh 462 If

they haue neuer so little Hand in it, they thinke it is they

that carry it. 1715 Burnet Own Time II. 193 The elections

were carried with great heat. 1845 Browning Soul's Trag.

(1868) 23 So will you carry matters, that the rest of the

world must at length unite and put down, etc.

+ b. Hence To carry it : to conduct matters,

behave, act. Obs.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. in. iv. 150 We may carry it thus for

our pleasure. 1625-6 Shirley Maid's Rev. in. i, She will

carry it so, that Velasco shall be suspected. 1671 Flavel

Fount. Life iv. 9 The Lord seemed to carry it as one at a

distance from his Son. 1742 Richardson Pamela III. 306

Sir Jacob carried it mighty stiff and formal.

C. with extension To carry into effect, execution,

practice, etc. (Cf. next.)

1731-59 Miller Card. Diet. Pref., Carrying this into

practice. 1769 Goldsm. Hist. Rome (1786) I. 483 [They]

were appointed to carry it into execution. 1828 Scott

F. M. Perth iv, He would find it difficult to carry it into

execution. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. 11876) IV. xviii. 123

He did not tarry long in carrying his purpose into effect.

***** ititr. or absolute uses implying motion.

f 23. To drive, ride, move with energy or speed.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 28 Coueyte not in cuntre to

carien [some B. MSS. have kairen] aboute. Ibid. iv. 22

Thanne Conscience on his capul carieth forth faste. 1399 —
Rich. Redetess 111. 301 Whanne realles remeveth and ridith

thoru tounes, And carieth ouer contre. CX450 Hf.nryson

Mo r. Fabl. 58, I tuke my club and homeward could I carie,

So ferlying as I had seene ane Fary. 1513 Douglas Mneis
vm. iv. 100 In haist Hercules com at hand Wyth furius

mynd careing ouyr the land. Ibid. xn. xi. 136 Lat ws follow

that way, and thiddir cary.
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24. Falconry. To fly away with the game or

quarry, [so Fr. charrier.']

1615 Latham Falconry (1633)14 Affirming that Doves will

make Haggards carry : which is not so, for this is idlenesse

and want of skill in their keepers, that causes them to

Carry. 1677 N. Cox Cent/. Ret reat. (17061 II. 49 Should
she be guilty of Carrying, yet by this means she will lie

reclaimed, and forget that Error. 1826 Sik J. Sebright
Observ. Hawking 1 1828] 8 Less disposed to carry, /. e. to fly

away with the game ; a fault to which all hawks are more
or less inclined.

II. To support, sustain.

* With more reference to motion.

25. To hold, hold up, sustain, while moving on

or marching; to bear. To carry-weight (in Horse-

racing) : i.e. such additional weight as equalises

the competitors.

1563 FoxE^.<fr .^.(1583^73 The myraclesof the foresayde

Helenus . . how he caried burning coales in his lap. 178a Cow-
per John Gilpin 115 'He carries weight!' 'He rides a
race !

' x8x8 Scott Rob Roy iii, ' You ride four stone lighter

than L* 'Very well; but I am content to carry weight.'

185a Tennyson Ode Wellington 6 Warriors carry the war-
rior's pall.

20. To bear, wear, hold up, or sustain, as one
moves about

;
habitually to bear about with one

(e.g. any ornament, ensign, personal adjunct; also

a name or other distinction).
(1380 Wyclif Set Wks. III. 266 Carie a swerd in a

scaberge. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny XXXVU, vii, Rubies of India
. . which carry the name also of Carchedonij. 1631 Weever
Anc. Fun. A/on. 149 Deacons, for a difference from the

Priests, carried a round wreath of white cloth. 1631 Gouge
God's Arrows v. |ii« 421 More fit . . to carrie a bush-bill

rather then a battell-axe. 1703 Blrchett Nai>al Trans.

III. xix. 1 1720) 389 The victorious Fleet . .under the Command
of the Earl of Sandwich, who carried the Standard. 1875
Jowett Plato led. 2) III. 46 We do not know whether they
are to carry arms. Mod. He carries a snuff-box.

b. To bear within one, contain.

1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xvi. vii, My sadde body my hevy
hert did cary. X748 Smollett Rott. Rand, lxvii, A sailor

having drunk more new rum than he could carry. 1880
Daily Tel. 3 Dec., Valuable carbonates of lead, which carry
silver.

C. To be pregnant with.

1776 Johnson in Bostvetl (1831) III. 458 Mrs. Thrale is

big, and fancies that she carries a boy. 1788 J. Powell
Devises 11827) H- 361 The mother supposed to be now car*

rying a third child.

27. To bear about (mentally) ; to have or keep
in the mind.
1583 Babington Commandm. 315 O let us carrie some

greater care to observe His will- 1603 Carew Cornwall
1 07/1, I carried once a purpose, to build a little woodden
banqueting house. 1709 Berkeley Ess. Vision § 91 We
ought to carry that distinction in our thoughts. 1878
MoBLEV Crit. Misc. Ser. L 195 To carry ever with us the
unmarked, yet living tradition.

28. To bear as a character, mark, attribute, or

property ; to exhibit, display: a. to the senses.

1581 Act 23 Fliz. ix. i 2 Whiche Coulers, althoughe they
carry* a Shew of a good, true and pcrfitte Couler. 1596
Spenser F. Q. i. L 46 That Lady trew, Whose semblance
she did came under feigned hew. X633 Br. Hall Hard
Ttxts Isa. xi. 13 That baye . . carries the forme of a tongue.
1671 Milton Samson 1073 His habit carries peace, his brow
defiance. 1704 Wohlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb. s.v. Foal,
The same Shape he carries at a Month, he will carry at six

Years old. 1791 Burke A/p. Whigs Wks, VI. 30 Any writer

who has carried marks of a deranged understanding. 1873
Holland A. Bonnie, xv. 236 Both carried grave faces,

b. to the mind.
1589 Puttenham Fng. Poesi'e HI xxni. (ArtO 279 Rude

and vnciuill speaches carry a marueilous great indecencie.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 76 Make your descant carrie
some forme of relation to the plaine song. Ibid. 114 These
waies of double descant carie some difficultie. tfyjf Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. 1. ii. 45 Something that carries a kind of
analogy to Sense. 1693 Mem. Ct. Teckely Ep. Ded. 6 At
this Day they carry the highest Value. 1845 Stephen
Laws Eng. II. 576 The liability . . may at first sight carry
the air of hardship.

f c. To bear (affection, respect, etc.) to, towards.
1598 Barret Theor. Warns 11. i. 19 He ought to carie

great respect vnto the Sergeant Maior. 1605 Verstegan
Dec. Intell. v. (16281 147 The naturall affection they carried
vnto the Country-men. 1709 Steele fatter No. 112 Fa To
carry an universal Benevolence towards every Thing that
has Life, a 1718 Penn Wks. 1 1726) I. 538 The Over-fondness
some carry to their Opinion.

d. So, To cany weight, authority, and the like.

In to carry conviction there is a mixture of notions.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, RL ii. 233 Words cannot carrie

Authority so weighty. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig.Sacr. 11. vii.

ji 2 Such as do not carry an immutable obligation along
with them. 1691 T. H[alk] A cc. New Invent. 13 The Navy
Officers, with whom it carries so much weight. 1719 Butler
Serm. iii. Wks. 1874 II. 33 Conscience .. carries its own
authority with it. 1870 E. Pkacock Rat/ Skirt. III. 192
The voice almost earned conviction.

29. To bear or convey (a meaning, sense, etc.).

1651 Hobbks Leviath. in. xxxiv. 207 The sense they
[wordsl carry in the Scripture. x88x Tylor Anthrop. vL
162 The root, which carries the sense . . is followed by suf-
fixes strung on to modify it.

30. To bear implicitly or as a consequence; to
involve.

jfa Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. n. vi. $ 5 Those predictions
which have seemed to carry the greatest improbabilities
with them. 1717 Cot. Rec. Penn. III. 39 Understood to
Carry their assent along with it. 1835 I. Taylor Spir.
Despot, iv. 168 The determination of (these questions] car-

ries, .the question of ecclesiastical polity. 1877 E. Conder I

Bos. Faith ii. 66 A positive judgment carrying immense
1

consequences.

31. A loan, etc. is said to carry interest, a bill

to carry grace.

1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 313 Corn carries a
price, Antwna cara est. 17x1 Lond. Gaz.No- 4870/4 Notes
carrying 6 per Cent. Interest. X767 Blackstone Comm. u.

xxx, A contract, which carries interest. 1767 A. Young
Farmer's Lett. People, These little farms carry twenty
shillings .. an acre. 1866 Crump Banking v. 104 Bills or
notes on demand carry no grace.

* * With chief reference to manner.
32. To hold ^the body, head, etc.) up in a certain

way.
1583 Babington Commandm. (1590) 352 Till hee and his

counsell have brought his maintainers to carie but a small
port. 1619 R. West Bk. Demean, in Babees Bk. 11868) 295
to carry up the body faire, is decent. 17*3 S. Morland
Spec. Lat. Diet. 12 His coming to an Estate makes him
carry his Head so high. 17x4 Lond. Gaz. No. 6258/3 Stolen
. .a Mare, .does not carry her Tail welt

b. said of a ship.

1796 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. Introd. 223* The
Captain gets on . .and carries a good helm. 1836 Marryat
Pirate iii, ' How does she carry her helm, Matthew ?' in-

quired Oswald .
.

' Spoke a-weather '.

C. absol.

1829 Lond. Encycl. V. 194 A horse is said to carry well,

when his neck is arched, and he holds his head high.

33. reft. To comport, demean, behave oneself.

Also of conduct.

1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 253 To carrie himselfe for
a Presbyter. 1653. H. Cogan Pinto's 'frav. xv. § 3. 49 Let
us carry ourselves in such sort, as they may not perceive we
fear them as Enemies. 1719 Col. Rec. Penn. III. 86 Carry-
ing themselves very rudely. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women,
Ar B. I. iii. 43 The way in which sheep carry themselves on
abrupt and saltatory occasions. 1876 G. Eliot Dan. Der.
v. xxxvL 331 She carried herself with a wonderful air.

b. of conduct or behaviour to ox towards others.

arch, or Obs.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. Seneca, How to
cary our selues towardes our neighbours. 1668 Pepys
Diary 4 Nov., The Duke of York do. .carry himself wonder-
full submissive to the King. 17x4 1mxw <<on . 1 utobiog. 74
My Sisters, .carried themselves very kindly to me.

tc. intr. (tor reftA To behave. Obs.
1634-46 Row Hist. Kirk '1842^ 95 He craved the advise

of the Assemblie how to carie in the mater. 1673 O. Walker
Education 285 It is an action of very great Prudence to
carry even between adulation and sowreness. 17S6W0DR0W
Corr. 1843) III. 269, I hope the youth will carry so as he
may not be ashamed of the God of his fathers.

t 34. To carry a hand {over, upon, to\ : to treat

in a specified way; so to carry an eye on : to watch,
oversee. Obs.

1596 ]. Norden Progr. Pietie (1847) 22 We must carry a
very short hand over our affections. x6as Massincer, etc.

Old Laws 11. ii, I'll carry an even hand to all the world.
1633 T. Stafford Pac. Ht'b. xxi. (1821 1 215 To carrie a strict

hand upon the Commissaries. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. 1. viii. 30 I f any man . . shall carry a wary eye on . . many
other. 17*3 S. Morland Spec. Lat. Diet. 12 To Carry a
severe Hand over any one.

+ 35. To wield ; to carry a (great) stroke, to

wield or have great influence. Obs.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres 11. t. 22 The Lieutenant . . in
the absence of his Captaine, carieth his roome, charge and
command. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts Dan. xi. 4 To
carry that sway and greatnesse w h that great monarch
bore before them, r 1645 Howell Lett. 116781 205 My Lord
Wentworth . . carries a mighty stroke at Court. 1646 Sir
T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. x, 'I hough Sulphur seem to carry
the master stroak. 165s Culpepper Astrol. Judgem. Dis.
(16581 6 The time of the year carries a great stroke in this
businesse.

36. Mil. To hold a weapon in the position for

saluting.

1796 lustr. ff Reg. Cavalry (1813)239 Carry swords!
Eyes—right! 1833 Ibid. 1. 60 The men remain at 'Carry
Swords ', till ordered to ' Slope '. 1844 Regut. 4- Ord. A rmy
265 Reliefs are to carry their Arms when passing Officers
who are dressed in their Uniforms. 1859 F. Griffiths
Artil. Man. 11862) 152 The officers recover and carry
swords.

* * * With chief reference to sustaining.

37. To carry sait : said of a ship, or of those

who work it. [F. charrier de la voile.]

1631 Massincfk Emperor 0/E. iv. iii, You carry too much
sail for your small bark. 1703 Burchett Naval Trans, v.

xiii. * 1720) 641 The Adventure, .stood away with all the Sail
she could carry. 1836 Makrvat Midsh. Easy xxvi. 103

4
1

fear, sir, we cannot carry the mainsail much longer.' 1840
R. Dana Be/. Mast xxxi. 119 No one could say that he was
slow to carry sail.

38. To support, sustain the weight of, bear.
1626 Bacon Sylva $ 530 Carry Camomile, or Wilde

Thyme .. upon sticks, as you do Hops upon Poles. 1831
Brewster Optics x. 93 An armed natural loadstone, which
could carry Roman pounds. x8$i Ki. skin Stones i'en.

(1874) I. i. 30 Main arches, .carried by. .pillars. 1875 Buck-
land Log-Bk. 59 The thick skin which carries the hair,

b. said of plants.
1626 Bacon Sylva §425 They will put forth many, and

so carry more Shoots vpon a Stemme. 1712 tr. Pomet's
Hist. Drugs I. a This Plant . carries its Seed in little

Bunches or Clusters on its Top. x828Steuart Planter's G.
368 The Trees of the present year, .all carried a healthy leaf.

f39. To bear, endure, 'take* (anything grievous).

1583 Babington Commandm. (15901 431 He is a slave to
the thing that he gapeth for, and to make up his mouth he
will cary any thing. 1605 Shaks. Lear 111. ii. 48 Mans

' Nature cannot carry Thaffliction nor the feare. 1670-17x5
Burnet Hist. Re/. 351 Queen Anne did not carry her death
so decently.

40. To bear as a crop; to sustain, support
(cattle).

"799 J* Robertson Agric. Perth 166 The foot of every
brook . . carries amazing crops of linL 1846 Grote Greece
(1862) II. xvi. 395 The cold central plain did not carry the
olive. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 12 Sept. 7/4 A grazing farm
. .which is said to carry 600 head of cattle.

41. To support 1an inference, analogous case,

etc.) ; to give validity to.

1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, vii. 298 The end being of in-

finite moment carries all means and makes all lawful. 1885
G. Denman in Z.atv Times' Rep. LIU. 785/1 It is impossible
to say that any one case is so in point as to carry this case.

42. Cards. To retain the cards of one suit in

one's hand, while those of another are thrown out.

1744 Hovle Piquet ii. 9 Which of these suits are you to
carry? 18*0 Hoyles Games Impr. 121 (Piquet\ Suppose
elder-hand, that you have the ace, queen, seven, eight and
ten of clubs, also the ace, knave, seven, eight and ten of
diamonds, etc., carry the ace, knave, etc.

t43. To have specified dimensions). Obs. [So
F. porter, ' avoir telle dimension *.]

1601 Holland Pliny II. 574 Another Obeliske, which car-
ried in length a hundred foot wanting one. 1631 Weever
Anc. Fun. Mon. 382 The height of the West arched roofe
. .carrieth an hundred and two foot. X670 Lassels Voy. Italy
(1695) II. 60 The walls shew you what compass it carried.

III. Combined with adverbs.

See also the preceding senses and the adverbs for

non-specialized combinations.
44. Carry about.
a. See senses 1-3, and About.

Mod. It is too valuable to carry about with you.

b. trans. To move or drive hither and thither.

1539 Bible Great.' Ephcs. iv. 14 Carved aboute with euery
wyntfe of doctrine. 16x1 — Hebr. xul 9 Be not caried about
with diuers and strange doctrines.

+ c. To cause to revolve, set in motion. Obs.
1677 Moxon Meeh. Exerc. (1703) 180 Wheels tum'd with

Wind, Water, or Horses, to carry the Work about.

45. Carry along. See senses of Carry and
Along.
1833 Chamb. Jml. No. 7a 141 A stone bridge carrying

along the road from Peebles to Selkirk.

4tf. Carry away.
a trans. - carry off, a.

;
1600 Shaks. Sonn. lxxiv, When that fell arrest Without

all bail shall carry me away.] 1603 Florio Montaigne \ 1632)

432 A popular sickenesse. .carried away an infinite number
of persons.

b. To move forcibly from the firm footing of

reason and judgement.
1570 Huloet, This thing rauished or caried me awaye,

whether I would or no. 1587 Golding De Momay Pref. 1

Their reason is caried awaie and ouermaistered by the
course of the world. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 151 p a
Woman-kind . . are carried away with every Thing that is

showy. 1879 Kroltje C&sar xvii. 275 Carried away by the
general enthusiasm for liberty.

c. To break off and remove by force. Also, to

lose by breakage ; and intr. Chiefly Naut.
1537 Wriotheslev Chron. 1x875) I. 61 Carriinge a parte of

thehouse awaye with him. 1703 Blrchett Haval Trans.
v. xxii. (1720 723 The best Bouer Ancher carried away with a
Shot, c 1750 Narrative Byron's Voy. 4 1 L. - We carried away
our mi/en-mast. 1840 R. Dana Be/ Mast xv. 41 Her jib-

boom ran between our . . masts, carrying away some of our
"Kging 1853 Kane Grinnelt Exp. iii. (1856 1 27 We ran
into an iceberg . . and carried away our jib-boom. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Wordd'k. s.v., That ship has carried away
her fore top-mast. 1881 Daily News 9 June 5/4 Some-
thing may carry away on board the leading boat.

+ d. to win, gain for oneself, or as one would
have it. Obs.
1581 Nowell & Day in Confer. 1. (1584^ iiij, Hiswordes..

were [not) of sufficient credite to carry away such a matter.
1633 Br. Hall Hard Texts Hebr. ii. 2 Every transgression
. . carryed away a terrible judgement from the just hand of
God. 1677 Earl Orrery Art 0/ War 157 Whoever keeps
in Reserve a Body of Men . .rarely misses to carry away the
victory.

fe. To carry it axcay. to have the advantage,
carry the day. Obs.
1598 Grknewey Tacitus' Ann. xnt. vi. (1622* 187 This

opinion carried it away. x6o» Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 377 Do
the Boyes carry it away? 1633 Br. Hall Hard Texts
Matt. xxvi. 25 Doe not thinke that either thy secrecy or
impudence can carry it away without notice.

47. Carry back.
trans. To take back in time by process of thought

or retrospective action.

17a* Dt Foe Plague (17561 221 None knows how far to

carry that back, or where to stop. 1876 Green Short Hist.
ii. § 7 1882 95 The legend, .carries us back to the times of
our own .'Elfred.

48. Carry forth. See simple senses and Forth.
49. Carry forward.
trans. To transfer from one column, page, or

book to its successor, or to the next account.
1839 Reply Loikhart's Pamph. 97 Carry forward ^41.478

15j. sd.

50. Carry In. See senses 1-5, and In adv.
51. Carry off.

a trans. To remove from this life, be the death of.

c 1680 Temple Health ^ L.ong I.. Wks. 1770 1 1 1. 275 Old
Parr, .might have . . gone further, if the change of country
diet and air for that of the town had not carried him off.



CARRY.

1710 Addison* Tatlcr No. 221 F2 A Fever, which . . at last

carried him off. 1878 Skeluy Stein III. 559 A serious cold,

which in seven days carried him off.

b. To win (the prize, honours, etc.: cf. 15);

so to carry it off.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth vi. Some of those who think

they carry it off through the height of their plumed bonnets.

1882 Pehodv Eng. Journalism vii. 57 The North Briton

carried off the palm.

c. To cause to pass ; to take away the adverse

effect of ; to render passable.

1715 Burnet Own Time II. 177 They promised, .to carry

off his impeachment with a mild censure. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Remain 1. iii, A rapid intellect and ready eloquence may
carry off a little impudence. 1879 Miss Braddon Vixen
III. 152, I have not enough diamonds to carry off black
velvet.

d. To bear it out, face or brave it out.

^1704 R. L'Estrange(J.i If a man carries it off, there is so
much money saved. 1886 Stevenson Dr. Jekyll i. led. 2) 8
Frightened too. .but carrying it off, sir, really like Satan.

52. Carry on.

a. traits. To continue or advance (a proceeding)

from the stage already attained.

1649 Milton Rikon. Wks. 1738 I, 377 To carry on the
solemn jest. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. I. 374 Which .

.

assisted to carry on the mistake. 1858 Trench Parables i.

(1877) 68 They did but carry on the work which he had
..begun. 1876 Green Short Hist. viii. §5(1882)511 Poetic
Satire had become fashionable in Hall . . and had been
carried on vigorously by George Wither.

b. To maintain, keep up, prevent from stopping.
1606 Shaks. Tr. <J Cr, 11. iii. 174 He .. carries on the

streame of his dispose, Without obseruance or respect of any.

1707 Floyer Pulse-Watch 32 The Circulation will be car-

ry'd on more rarely. 1790 Paley Horze Paul. 1. viii, They
carry on no connexion of argument. 1813 Jane Austen
Pride Prej. xii. 232 The conversation was carried on.

1856 Brewster Mart. Sc. n. ii. {ed. 3* 125 We at the same
time carried on a regular series of observations. 1877
Brockett Cress <y Cr. 34 The conflict which has been car-

ried on for nearly three hundred years.

C. To practise continuously or habitually ; to

conduct, manage, work at, prosecute.
1644 Slingsby Diary (1836) 127 Carrying on his busi-

ness with so much success. 171a Addison Sped. No. 305
P 5 The last War, which had been carried on so successfully

1748 Anson's Voy. 1. v. fed. 2) 61 Besides the battery men-
tioned above, there are three other forts carrying on for the
defence of the harbour. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. §101
Plan for carrying on the works. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth
Moral 'P. {1816) I. 217 His trial must be carried on in open
day. 1884 Ld. Coleridge in Law Times Rep. 8 Mar. 45/1
Brickmaking, which is undoubtedly a business, was being
carried on.

d. intr. {Naut.) To continue one's course,

move on.

1832 Blackiv. Mag. Apr. 643 Carry on, carry on ; reef
none, boy, none. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxxiii. 125 As
we were going before it [the gale], we could carry on. 1853
De Quincey Sp. Mil. Nun Wks. III. 35 She carried on, as
sailors say, under easy sail.

e. To continue a course of conduct or relations
;

esp. (colloq.) to behave or 'go on' in some con-
spicuous way which one does not more minutely
characterize.

1856 Whyte-Melville Kate Cov. iii, How Lady Carmine's
eldest daughter is carrying on with young Thriftless. 1863
Bates Nat. Amazon vii. (1864) 195 More drinking is then
necessary . . and thus they carry on for many days in succes-
sion. 1886 Stevenson Dr. Jekylt iv. (ed. 2) 37 Stamping
with his foot . . and carrying on (as the maid described it)

like a madman.
53. Carry out. (See senses 1-5, and Out.)

t a. trans. To transport (^the mind) in ecstasy
or devotion. Obs.

1599 Davies Immort. Soul xxxv. (L.) These things trans-
port and carry out the mind. 1639 Harvey in Carlyle
Cromwell (1872) V. x. 154 His requests, wherein his heart
was so carried out for God and His People.

b. To conduct duly to completion or conclusion ;

to carry into practice or to logical consequences
or inferences.

1605 Shaks. Lear v. i. 61 Hardly shall I carry out my
side, Her husband being aliue. 1840 Eraser's Mag. XXII.
317 His jackass brother. .

'carried out', as the phrase now
is, the principle so far that it drove him from the throne.
1856 Fkoude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 117 Henry . . proceeded
to carry out his father s ultimate intentions. 1875 Jowett
Plato's Crito (ed. 2) I. 391 The law which requires a sen-
tence to be carried out. 1885 Sir H. Cotton in Laiu Rep.
30 Chanc. 13, I do not think that the cases . . carry out the
proposition for which he has cited them.

c. To cany out one's bat (in Cricket) : to leave
the wickets (esp. at the close of the game) without
being ' out '.

.
l859 All V. Round No, 13. 306 We had made our 80 runs

in less than two hours, and carried out our bats.

d. trans. To bear out (a corpse) for burial.
1526 Tindale Acts v. 6 And the yonge men roose vp .

.

and caryed him out, and buryed him [so 1611]. 1832 Ten-
nyson May Q. t Neiv Yenr's Eve 42 When I have said good-
night for evermore, And you see me carried out from the
threshold of the door.

54. Carry over.
a. trans. To influence (any one) to pass over to

the other side.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 64 To carry over a
^S"nent or two would do more harm than good. Ibid, xxii,
Marlborough had promised to carry over the army, Russell
to carry over the fleet.
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b. To carry to a new account ; to keep over to

the next settling day on the Stock Exchange ; to

allow an account to remain open over the day when
its settlement is due ; also said of the debtors.

1745 De Foe's Engl. Tradesm. (1841) II. 19 Carried over

£10 14s. 2d. 1839 Reply Lockhart's Pamph. 13 Balance

carried over . . ^2932 4s. qd 1880 Standard 15 Dec, The
charge for ' carrying over ' English Railways advanced in

the later hours. 1887 Daily News 26 Feb. 6 The smaller

brokers and dealers were 4 carried over' on sufferance.

55. Carry through.
trans. To conduct or bring safely through diffi-

culties, or a crisis ; to prosecute to the natural end.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 3 My good intent May carry

through it selfe to that full issue For which I raiz'd my
likenesse. 183* Blackw. Mag. Jan. 67/2 It is by similar

means that conservative meetings, .may be carried through

in every part of the country. 1863 tr. V. Hugo's Miserable*
viii. (ed. 7) 163 Impudence had carried him through before

now. 1874 Act 37 <y 38 Vic. xciv. § 10 Such petition shall

be presented, published and carried through.

56. Carry up.

a. trans. To continue (building, etc.) to a given

height.

1705 Stanhope Paraph. I. 80 For carrying up his Spiritual

House. 1747 Col. Rcc. Penn. V. 61 So much of the Build-

ings as was carried up before such Notice. 1876 GwiLT
Archit. 566 Where walls, .are to be carried up.

b. To bring up (one portion of a series or subject

so as to preserve its due relation to the rest.

1630 WADSWORTH Sp. Pilg. iii. 17 Wee march forth .. by
two and two, Father Thunder himselfe carrying vp the

reare. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. iii. 392 Unable to

carry up its payment to the level of the taxation.

c. To trace back in time.

1677 Hall Prim. Orig. Man. 11. ii, He carries up the

Egyptian Dynasties before the Flood. 1862 STANLEY yew.
Ch. 1 1877) I. iv. 64 The feud . . is carried up by them to the

feud between Joseph and his brethren.

fd. To bear, holding up ; to hold up. Obs.

1563 Foxe A. <y M. (1596166/2 She was caried up from
drowning. 1613 Shaks. Hen. Vlll%

iv, i. 51 She that carries

vp theTraine. 1685 LUTTKBLL BriefRel. 11857 1 1- 34° These
six persons following carried up the pall.

e. = Carry over orforward to the top of a new
column, in accounts.

Carry (karri ,.?/>. [f. prec. in various unconnected

applications, of dialectal or technical origin.]

1. A means of transport ; a vehicle, b. spec.

1 A two-wheeled barrow ' (Jamieson). Sc. and

north, dial.

1605 Stowe Ann. 1272 On the last of March, Henry
Barrow and John Grenewood were brought to Tyborne in

a carry. 1820 Caledonian Merc. 20 July, Alexander then

asked the loan of her carrie. 1863 Atkinson Dauby Pro-

vine., Carry, a kind of waggon with solid floor but un*

planked sides .. Used for carting stone, wood, etc., and in

hay and harvest time. 1887 Scott. Leader 20 May 4 One
of the. .horses, .started, violently throwing Wilson on tothe

front of the ' carry',

c. (,See quotO
1881 Antrim <y Down Gloss. (E. D. S.) Carry, a weir or

mill- lead.

f2. Falconry. Manner of carrying. Obs.

1618 Latham md Bk. Falcowy (1633) 9° Shee is a buz-

zard *, shee is of a bad carry, he can make her do nothing.

3. The position required by the command to

' carry arms
' ; cf. Cabby v. 36.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry I. 170 The lance to be brought
to the ' Carry '.

4. The range (of a gun) ; cf. Cabby v. 9.

1858 Mayne Reid Oceala lxxxiii, Our position was beyond
the ' carry ' of their guns.

5. A portage between navigable rivers or chan-

nels. U. S. and Canada. Cf. Cabriage.
i860 All Y. Round No. 75. 588 We crossed the carry at

day-break. 1884 Harper's Mag. June 125/1 Boats came to

St. Louis from Montreal with but few ' portages 'or ' carries '.

6. The drift of the clouds as they are carried

along by the wind. Sc.

1819 H. Busk Vestrindv. 870 Still towering, till the faith-

less currents change, And adverse carries floating hopes
derange. 1828 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 292
The clouds are driving fast aloft in a carry from the sea.

1857 R. White Madeira 170 The direction of the wind .

.

registered from the 1 carry of the lower strata of clouds,

b. The clouds collectively, firmament, sky.

1788 Picken Poems 60 (Jam.), I min' . . sin' he used to speel

Aboon the carry. 1807-10 Tannahill Sleeping, Maggie,
Mirk and rainy is the night, No a starn in a' the carry.

Carry-all, carryall (k^-ri^l). u. s, [f.

Cabby v. + All : app. altered by 1 popular ety-

mology ' from Cabbiole.] A light carriage for

one horse, usually four-wheeled and capable of

holding several persons.

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. (1839) I. 276We mounted
our carry-all, a carriage which holds four. 1851 Haw-
thorne Twice-told T. I. xvi. 249 A four wheeled carryall,

peopled with a round half dozen of pretty girls. 1882

Howells in Longm. Mag. I. 45 The neighbouring farmer-
folks in buggies and carryalls.

b. In Canada applied to a sleigh (Bartlett).

Cf. Cabbiole 2.

c. trans/. That which carries everything one has.

1884 J. Habberton My Friend Moses 216 A haversack

;

could he find one of these carry-alls,

f Carry-castle. Obs* A descriptive term for

an elephant, which carries a castle.

CAUSE.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas \. vi. (1605) 193 The scalie

Dragon, being else too low For th' Elephant, vp a tbicke

Tree doth goe .. To watch the Carrie-Castell. 1599 T.

M[oufet] Silkeioormes $ Flies 34 To see a Norway whale,

or Libian cat, A Carry-castle or a Crocodile.

Carryg, obs. var. of Cabback.

Carrying (karri |irj), vbl. sb.

1. The action of the vb. Cabby in various senses.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 62 Caryynge. 1521 in Bury Wills

(1850) 123 Item for carieng of tymber. 1626 Capt. Smith
Accid. Yng. Seamen 13 The sheathing, furring, carrying.,

washing, and breaming, a 1719 Addison I J. \ In the carry-

ing of our main point. 1769 in Picton L'paol Munic. Rcc.

U886) II. 220 The slave carrying and limitation Bills*

t 1865 Circ. Sc. 435/1 In subtraction the carrying can never

amount to more than 1.

2. with advb.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.xAxxv. § 3 The carrying him forth

upon a bier. 1611 BlBLE Matt. t. 17 Vntill the carrying

away into liabylon. 1642 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 43
There are many things . . worth the carying away. 171X

Addison Sped. No. 73 f$ The carrying on of Traflkk, the

Administration of Justice. 1729 in Picton L'pooUHuntc.
Rec. U886J II. 87 The carrying on the building.

3. An act of carrying ; that which is carried.

Carryings-on (pi.) : questionable or outre pro-

ceedings, flirtations, frolics ; cf. Cabby v. 52 e.

1663 Butler Hud. ?. n. 556 Is this the end To which these

Carryings-on did tend? 1821 Byron Eoscari II. i. 305 Your
midnight carryings off and drownings. 18.. Peter Cram
in Knickerbocker Mag. (Bartlett) Wherever there were
singin' schools, there would be carryings-on. c 1865 ( /'*<

.

Sc. I. 510/2 The carryings from the rejected decimals are

to be taken account of.

4. attrib., as in carrying corporation, /iorse,p07cer,

vessel
;
carrying-place, a place where goods, etc.

have to be carried overland in inland navigation

(cf. Cabbiack, CARRY sb.) ;
carrying trade, the

trade or business of carrying goods, esp. over sea

between different countries.

t 1440 Promp. Parv. 62 Caryynge vesselle, or instrument

of caryynge. 1776 Adam Smith //
'. .V. I. 11. v. 377 The

coal trade .. employs more shipping than all the carrying

trade of England. 1786 \V. Gravsom in Sparks Corr. Amer.
Rev. (18531 IV. 133 The navigable waters and the carrying-

places between them are made common highways. 1876

Bancroft Hist. U, S. V. liii. 124 The shortest carrying-

place from the Kennebec to the Dead River. 1878 F. WIL-
LIAMS Midi. Rnilw. 157 A monopoly of the carrying trade

of the district. 1878 HUXLEV Physiagr. 133 If a river has

a steep bed it generally possesses great carrying^ power.

1887 Mauch. Guard. 2 Apr. 7 Business of a carrying cor-

poration.

T Examples of the passage of the vbl. sb. into a

gerund, and its subsequent apparent use as a pas-

sive pple., through omission of preceding preposi-

tion a, as in
{ the ark was a building*.

1684 J. Peter's Siege of Vienna 4 The Fortifications.,

which were vigorously carrying on by Count Staremberg.

1736 P»ctler Anal. IU iv. 186 A mysterious Oeconomy,
which has been carrying on from the Time the World came
into, etc. 174a Jarvis Quiz, 1. m. viii. {heading) Several

unfortunate persons, who were carrying, much against their

wills, to a place they did not like. 1777 Shf.kioan Trip
Scarb. 11. i, I met a wounded peer carrying off. 1816 Jam;
Austen Emma 11. xviii. 266 Tea was carrying round. 1849
Grote Greece (1Z62) V. Ixi. 338 The operations now carry-

ing on in Chios.

Ca'rrying, a. That carries : see Cabby v.

1627 Fkltham Kesofres 1. liii, The carrying stream is

greater, than the bringing one. 1887 Scotsman 19 Mar,,

Fourteen high-class weight-carrying hunters.

Carryke, obs. variant of Cabback.

t Carry-knave. Obs. A common prostitute.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P. I Wks. (N.) Our hyreling hackney
carry knaves, and hurry-whores.

Carryon, obs. form of Cabbion.

+ Ca'rry-tale. Obs. A tale-bearer, a tell-tale.

1577 Holinshed Chron. III. 1062/1 By reason of carietales

and flatterers, the loue continued not long. 1588 Shaks.

L. L. L. v. ii. 463 Some carry-tale, some please-man.

1619 Sclater Expos, i Thess. (1630) 131 We haue our

carry-tales . . to acquaint vs with their priuate actions &
speeches, a 1652 Brome Queen 11. vi. Wks. 1873 II. 35,

I can be here no carry-Tale. 1824 Loud. Encycl. V. 192.

Carsay, carsey, obs. ff. of Kersey.

Carse (ka_rs, Sc. kgrs). Sc. Forms : 4 kerss,

6 cars, 7- carse. [Of uncertain derivation, but

perhaps the same word as carres
f
carrs, cars

r
pi.

of Cabb sb. 2 fen, low wet land.

This suits the sense : the early quotations speak of the

kerss as full of pools and mires : Trivet describes the Carse

of Falkirk in time of Edwd. I. as loca palusiria (JamA
The suppression of the vowel of the plural is phonetically

regular, and the retention of the (s) sound instead of its

change to (z) is seen also in fence, dice, mice, truce (the

latter also, like carse, made into a singular). Cf. also the

change of P'teres, Peres to Piers, Pierce. The difficulty is

that no early examples of kcrris or tarres are found in Sc.

;

in Barbour the word is already kerss. The Welsh cors

'marsh ' suits the sense, but presents a difficulty in the vowel,

as well as in the geographical localization of the word.]

The stretch of low alluvial land along the banks

of some Scottish rivers :

* Thus all the flat lands, on the north side of Tay, between
Perth and Dundee, are called the Carse ofGowrie ; those

on the Forth, the Carse ofStirling, and the Carse of Fal-
kirk ' (Jam.). The name appears to have originally referred

to their wet fenny character, but is now associated with
their rich fertility.

18



CART. 138 CARTE.
1375 Barbour Bruce XII. 392 Thai herbryit thame thatnycht

Doune in the kerss . . in the kerss pollis [ =pools] ther war.
'535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 554 Into the cars of Cowrie
quhair tha la. 1657 Colvil Whigs Supplic. 100 When mires
grew hard, like toasted bread, That men might through the
Carses ride. 1787 Burns Let. G. Hamilton 28 Aug., The
windings of Forth through the rich carse of Stirling, and
skirting the equally rich carse of Falkirk. 1822 Southey
After Kings Visit Scot/, i, Highland and lowland, glen
and fertile carse. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. I. iii. 83 The
haughs or carses on the borders of the rivers,

b. attrib.

1797 Statist. Acc. Scott. XIX. 443 What lies next the
river is carse clay. 1806 Forsyth Beauties Scot/. III. 52
The soil . .formed by the slime deposited in floods, is of the
nature of carse-ground. 1873 Geikie Gt. Ice Age xxii. 287
The great carse-lands of the estuaries. 1881 Alloa Adver-
tiser No. 1617.2/1 Carse farmers have.. got their fallow
wheat sown.

Cart (kiit), sb. Forms: 3-7 carte, (3 karte,
3-4 kart , 6 (charte), Sc. oairt, 3- cart. [OE.
had erst neut., pi. cralu, app. related to Du. kra/
neut. ' hind part of a cart ' (which is, however, only
mod. Du. and suspected to be of recent adoption .

Some compare OHG. cratto, crezzo, masc, MHG.
kratte, kre/ze (m. and f.) basket, hamper, panier,
mod.G. dial, kratte fem., basket (cf. Crate), and
suppose that OE. crtet was prop, a cart of basket-
work, but of this there is no actual evidence. ON.
had kart-r masc. ' cart

', generally considered to be
cognate with the OE. word ; and since the ME.
was always cartie, and never era/, its direct

source appears to have been the ON'., rather than
the OE. word.

If ME. cartie had merely arisen by metathesis of r from
OE. crxt, we should expect some overlapping of forms as
in the case of ifrid, bird ; one may note, however, that OE.
crxt-win exists in mod. Welsh as cartluen. Cart has en-
tered from Eng. into most of the Celtic langs. ; but is there
palpably a foreign word.)

1 1. A carriage of any kind ; a chariot, car. Obs.
[aioaCorpus Gtoss., Carruca [MS. carcura), craet. c 1000

/Klfric Gen. L 9 He hajfde. .cratu and ridende men. c 1050
Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 426/6 In carruca on cnete.]
r 1100 Ormin 48 Alls iff be}} karrte wa.renn off wheless

fowwre. riao5 Lay. 11396 Mid carte he [Aldolf] for to
Lundene. a 1300 Cursor M. 6220 He . . cuppel did his
cartes all. a 1340 Hampolf. Psalter Ixvii. 18 t>e kart of
god is ten thowsand manyfald. 138a Wvclif Matt. Prol.,
They ben as foure whelis in the foure horsid carte of the
lord, c 1384 Chaucf.r //. Fame 943 Pheton wolde lede
Algate hys Fader Carte, c 1440 Promp. /'am. 62 Cart,
big", rata, quadriga. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 72/2
Salamon had xl M. Packes for the horses of his cartes,
chases, and curres. 1596 Spenser Q. v. viii. 34 On every
side of his embatteld cart. 160a Shaks. Ham. in. li. 165 Full
thirtie Times hath Phoebus Cart gon round Neptunes salt
Wash, and Tellus Orbed ground.
2. spec. A strong vehicle with two wheels, and

without springs, used in farming operations, and
for carrying heavy goods of various kinds. (Dis-
tinguished from a wagon, which has four wheels.)
1197 R. Glouc (1724) 189 So gret charge . . Of mules, of

cartes, and of hors mydde alle gode. c 13*3 E. E. A Hit. P.
1259 To cayre at be kart & be kuy mylke. c 1386 Chaucer
Nonnes Pr. '/'. 200 A carte ful of donge ther shalt thou see.
1 1450 Mer/in ii. 37 This erthe may be hadde a-wey..in
cartes. 1513 Fitzherb. Husb. § 19 Any wodde, cole, or
tymbre to cary . . with thy charte or wayne. 1621 Burton
Anat. MA 11. iii. vii. (1651I 350 As good horses draw in
carts as coaches. 1613 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wor/d on
Whttln U630) 235 A Cart is the Embleme of a Man, and a
Coach is the Figure of a Beast : for as man hath two legges,
a cart hath two wheeles. 1847 Emerson Poems, Monadnoc,
Their talismans are ploughs and carts. 1877 Pace De
Quincey I. vii. 128 A common farmer's cart was brought.

b. With various sbs. indicating its use, as
/ia£Sa.&-> dung-, dtts/-, harves/-, hay-, luggage-cart,
etc., or the animal that draws it, as donkey-cart.
164a in Thornbury Haunted London (1865) 38s Paid to

the same for the night-cart and cover . . £j as. 1710 Brit.
Apollo III. No. 26. 3/2, I..was PoyWd with Night-Carts.
1791 'G. Gambado' Ann. Horsem. v. (1809189 On a hay, pea,
or dust cart. Ibid. xv. 126 Some Mackerel carts on the
road. 1801 Med. 7ml. VIII. 52 Conveyed here on the
baggage cart. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. ii. (1866) 23
Wheat, dropped by a harvest cart upon a road.

t c. Formerly used for conveying convicts to
the gallows, and instead of a drop ; also for the
public exposure and chastisement of offenders, esp.
lewd women. Cf. Cart v. 2, Cart's-tail. Obs.
1614 HEYWooi)Ca/>r/Wi v. iii. in Bullen O. P/. IV, They

will spitt at us and doom us Unto the post and cart. 1682
Dryden Loya/ llro. Prol. 34 Like thief and parson in a
Tyburn-cart. 1708 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1886) II.
81 That Marg' Justice lie whipt next day att a cart's
arse, and

. .Jane Justice be carryed in the cart at the same
time from the Exchange to Jane Justice's house. 1800
Coleridge I'iccolom. 1. xii, Your windows and balconies all
forestall'd To see him on the executioner's cart. 1861
I hackeray Level 263 (Hoppe) She was always fitting the
halter and traversing the cart . . but she for ever declined to
drop the handkerchiefand have the business over.

3. A two-wheeled vehicle of lighter or more
elegant make, with springs, drawn by one horse
at a rapid pace. Often specified as spring-cart
(which varies least from »V mail carl, village cart •

also Dog-caiit, Tax(ed) Cart, q.v.
1813 Act 4 Geo. IV, xcv. § 19 Any . . chaise, curricle, gig,

chair, or taxed cart. ,835 Sir G. Stephen Adv. in Search

Horse ii. 34 Tradesmen who require light carts for the con.
1

veyance of their goods. 1848 Thackeray Let. 1 Nov., A
party of us drove in an Oxford Cart to Blenheim. Mcxl. He
met me at the station with his village cart.

f 4. Some kind of transport vessel. (? error.)
1568 C. Watson Po/yb. i. 26 After the third Navy came

the carts [rat iiririryoiisl and foists in which their horses
!

were transported,

5. Proverbs and Phrases. To set or put the cart i

before the horse : to reverse the natural or proper
order, f To be left out of the carl's tail: (see
quot.). f To keep car/ on wheels: ? ' to keep
straight ', or ' to keep things going'.
('340 Ayenb. 243 Moche uolk of religion zetteb pe zuoli

be-uore be oksen.J 1520 Whittinton Vu/g. (1527) 2 That
techer setteth the carte before the horse that preferreth
imitacyon before preceptes. a 1541 Wyatt Defence 265 It
is a common proverb, I am left out of the carts tail,' and
it is taken upon packing gear together for carriage, that it

is evil taken heed to, or negligently, slips out of the
cart, and is lost. 1J87 Mirr. Mag., Q. Cordi/a v. 5 Lest
I set the horse behinde the cart. 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie (Arb.) 181 We call it in English prouerbe, the cart
before the horse, the Greeks call it Histeron proteron, we
name it the Preposterous. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 244 May
not an Asse know, when the Cart drawesthe Horse? 161

1

Cotcr. s. v. Oye, The cart leads the horse ; the young in-
struct the old. 1662 Newcomf. Diary (1849) 56, I must
walke closer with God or I cannot keep cart on wheeles.

6. Comb., as car/-clrivcr (formerly also = chariot-
eer), -filler, -gelding, -grease, -harness, -horse,

-jade, -maker, -pi/ch, -road, -room, -rope, -shed,
-thill, -/rack {-tract) ; cart-aver Sc.) a cart-horse
(see Aver sb. 3) ; f cart-band, ? the tire of a
cart-wheel

; cart-body, that part of a cart which
holds the load see Body sb. 8 b) ; f cart-bote,
-boot {J-'eudal Sysl.), an allowance of wood to a
tenant for making and repairing carts (see Boot sb. 1

5 b)
; f cart-bread (see quot.

; ; f cart-clout, an
iron plate to protect the axle-tree from wear

;

t cart-gate = Cart-way
; f cart-gun, ? a cannon

mounted on a carriage
; cart-head, the front of a

cart (cf. Cart's-tail)
; cart-ladder (-leather), a

rack or framework at the front, back, or sides of a
cart, to increase its carrying capacity ; called also
lead-trees

; cart-man, a man who drives a cart

;

tcart-nave, ?the nave of a cart-wheel; t cart-
piece, ? = cart-gun; + cart-ritt = cart-rut ; cart-
road = Cart-way

;
cart-ruck, -rut, the deep rut

cut in soft ground by the wheels of a cart ; hence
cart-rutted a, ; cart-saddle, the small saddle
placed on the back of a cart- or carriage-horse
to support the shafts ; also f as v. trans., to put a
cart-saddle on, to yoke

; f cart-spur, -spirn, a
cart-track [OE. spor track ; cf. Spoor]

; + cart-
staff, the shaft of a cart ; also applied to other
parts of a cart

; f cart-taker, the officer who im-
pressed carts for the king's sen-ice; so t cart-
taking

;
cart-tire, the tire of a cart-wheel ; cart-

track, a track along which a cart has gone ; a
cart-rut

; cart-warping (see quot.). See also
Cart-pul, -horse, -house, -load, -tail, -way,
-wheel, -whip, -wright.
182s Scott Pirate iv, The carles and the "cart-avers . . make

it all ; and the carles and the cart-avers eat it all. 1483
Cath. Angl. 54 A "carte band, crusta. 1594West Symbol, ii.

Chancerie } 88 Surrender, .the said tenement and premisses
. . with sufficient "cartlxjte, heylxite, and hedgebote. 1716
Aylifff. I'arerg. 506 If a man cuts Trees for. .Cartboot,
Ploughboot and Hreboot. 1580 Baret Alv. C 140 Bread
solde in markets in l-ondon ; "cart bread. 1446 li'ills $Inv. N. C. (1835) I. 95, J carecta cum rotis iiij hopis et viij

cartecloutez. 1622 r. Markham At. War 111. x. 119
Nailes for Tycrs, and all other purposes. . Spunges, Chaines,
Cart-clouts, Weights. 161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. «v viii,

A Prince? nay an Incendiary .. a Stage-plaier, a 'Cart-
driuer. c 1J05 Dunbar Compl. to King 25 Chaff-midden
churls aiming off "cart-fillaris. 1594 Manclt. Crt. Leet
Rec. (1885) II. 89 There hath bene a 'Cartgate . . betwixte
the landes. 1773 Gcutt. Mag. XLIII. 644 "Cart-grease
must be used. i«o Haul Chron. 18 Hen. VIII, 156 The
Cardinal .

.
had there "cart gonnes ready charged. 1818

Scott ///. Mull, xviii. Mending his "cart-harness. 181

2

W. Tennant Anster F. ix, On his "cart-head, sits the
goodman. 1580 Sidnf.y Arcadia (1622) 174 With al his
clownes, hoist vpon such 'cart-jades, so furnished, etc.

1523 Fitzherb. llusb. 8 5 And a "carte ladder behinde whan
he shall carye eyther come or kyddes or such other .

.

Theyr waynes haue carte ladders bothc behynde and
before. 1787 Bradley Fam. Diet. I. s.v. Cart, The Cart-
Leathers. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v. Cart, Cart,
latldcrs, the crooked pieces set over the wheels to keep
hay and straw loaden off them. 158a North Plutarch
138 "Cart-makers .. Sadlers, Colly-makers. 1719 54 W.
Sewel Eng.-Dutch Diet. s. v. Sleeper, The "Cart-mcn at
London. 1807 W. Irving Salinag. (1824I 212 A cartman
driving full-tilt through Broadway. 1881 Echo 28 Jan. 4/3
Embezzlement by a Cartman. z88a Atlantic Monthly
XLIX. 678 Nearly all the cartmen and porters are negroes.
C 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 628 Timpaua 'cartenave. a 1670
Spalding Troub. Chas.I, 14 May, Thair cam..tua uther
iron 'cart peices to the schoir. 1865 Tylor Early Hist.
Man. ix. 255 Well smeared with "cart-pitch and tar. 1649
G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, clxxxv, Revenue run's
faire-.The other "Cart-Ritt holds but for a while. 1868
Holme Lee B. Godfrey xxx. 157 A "cart-road which plunged
deep into a wood. 183a Miss Mitford Village Ser. v. (18631

445 A miniature farm. yard, with stabling for two, "cart-

room for one. 1535C0VERDAI.E Isa.v. 18 Wovntovayneper-
sonnes, that drawe . . synne as it were with a 'cart rope.
1623 Massinger Bondman 1. iii, A cart-rope Shall not
bind me at home. 1659 Gauden Broitmrig (1660' 162 He
drew all . . not by the cart-ropes of rigor and imperious-
ness. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xi, I will have his meaning
from him.. if I should drag it out with cart-ropes. 1823
Lamb Elia, Oxford in lac. 319 The., quill, that has
plodded . . among the "cart-rucks of figures and ciphers.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 351 The earth taken from a
'cart-rut where a wheele hath gon. 1669 Woodhead St.
Teresa 11. xxxv. 233 To pull the coaches out of the cart-

rotes. x8ai Clare Vill. Miustr. 1. 135 The cart-rut rippled
down With the burden of the rain. 1881 Povnter Among
Hills I. 153 A steep, "cart-rutted lane. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B. 11. 179 "Cartesadel the comissarie, Oure cart shal he lede.

1692 Lond. Gaz. No. 2777/4 A black punch Gelding, .gall'd

with the Cart-Saddle on the off side. 1483 Cath. Angl. 55
A "carte spurre, ori'ita. 1518 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV.

496 It haith chaunced me . . to take a fall of my horse, and
to breke my left arme, overthuarl a cartspim. IJ97 R.
Glouc (Rolls) 2198 >e bebmen bet itei^t tossofle & to spade
To "cartstaf & to ploustaf. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v.

Cart, Cartstaves, those that nold the cart and the raers
together. 1455 in Househ. Ord. (1790I 24 "Carte Takers-
Richard Rede, etc. 1653 A. Wilson Jas. I, 11 Purveyors,
cart-takers, and such insolent officers. 178a S. Pegge Cur.
Misc. (1818) 33 The King's Cart-takers, a post which is now
in being though out of use. 1671 F. Philipps Reg. Necess.
46 To be freed from Pourveyance and "Cart-taking. 1601
Holland Pliny I. 493 The French white Ash.. will bend
well for "cart .thills and fellies. Ibid. II. 365 Snailes (such
. .as are found betweene two "cart-tracts ». 1827 Miss Mit-
ford Village Ser. 1. (1863160 The roads through the coppice
. .have the appearanceof mere cart-tracks. 1839STONEHOUSE
Axholme 43 Another method by which the sediment of the
Trent water is made highly beneficial to the adjoining land
. .is termed *' cart warping ', the alluvial soil lieing led on
the land during a hard frost or in very dry weather.

Cart kStf), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To carry or convey in a cart ; aho fig.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 62 Cartyn or lede wythe a carte,

carruco. 1663 Aron-bimn. 7 When the Ark was to be
Carted to the City of David. 1807 De Quincey in Page
Life I. vii. 129 We were all carted to the little town. 1864

J. H. Newman Apol. 31, I hereby cart away as so much
rubbish, the impertinences,with which the Pamphlet swarms,

t b. To mount on a cart or carriage. Obs.
1550 Hall Chron. 5 Hen. VIII, 27 The pece ofordinaunce

was raysed & carted, and furthe was it caried.

t 2. spec. To carry in a cart through the streets,

by way of punishment or public exposure (esp. as

the punishment of a bawd). Obs.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. l i. 55 Leaue shall you haue to
court her at your pleasure. Gre. To cart her rather. She's
to rough for mee. 1607 Dekker, &c. Korthw. Hoe 1. iii.

Wks. 1873 III. 13, I was neuer Carted ibut inharuest'neuer
whipt but at Schoole. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. 1. 81 Demo-
critus ne'er laugh'd so loud, To see Bawds carted through
the crowd. 1738 Pope EpiL Sat. 1. 150 Vice.. lifts her
scarlet head, And sees pale Virtue carted in her stead. 1812
Crabbe 7". ofHall 1. (D.) Suspected, tried, condemned, and
carted in a day.

3. intr. or absol. To work with a cart ; to use a
cart.

1393 Lancl. P. PI. C. vl 62 Hit by-comeb for. .knaues vn-
crouned to cart and to worche. 1463 Marg. Paston Lett.
480 II. 143 Your grey hors. .nowlhyr ryght good to plowe
nor to carte. 1707 J. Mortimer llush. iL.i Oxen are not
sogood. .where you nave occasidt; to cart much.

Ca'rtable, a. [f. Cart sb. or v. + -able.]
That can be carted ; that can lie traversed by carts.

1684 Phil. Trans. XVII. 744 Above Twenty Miles from
Keswick, and none of the way Cartable.

Cartaceous : sec Chartackous a. papery.

t Cartafila-go, -phi la- go. Obs. (iiven by
Turner as an English name of Gnaphalium sylva-

ticum or Filago germanica.
1551 Turner Herbal 1. (1568) I j b, Centunculus [cudweed]

. .inenglyshe in some places cartaphilago. 1562 Ibid. 11. 11 b,

Cottenweede .. I thinke that the herl>e which is called in

Englande Cartafilago is a certain kynde of the same herbe.

1578 I.vtf. 1. Ixii. 90 Called of Turner. .Cartaphilago.

Cartage k.i Jteds). [f. Cart sb. or v. + -age.]

The process of conveying by cart ; the price paid
for this.

1428 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869* 6 For chalke and
stoon and cartage £ 18 in. 5^. ijskMagkss Insurances I.

327 Cartage of the Sugars from thcKeysto the Warehouse.
1878 F. Williams Midi. Railiv. 297 The proposed line

would free the streets, .from an enormous amount of cartage.

Cartage, obs. form of Cartridge.
Cartall, obs. form of Cartel.

Carte 1 (kart, kart). Forms : 4- carte, 6 cart,

(carete), Sc. cairt. [a. F. carte card :—L. carta,

cliarta paper : adopted at two different times ; first

in ME. in branch I; secondly, after this had be-

come obs. (cxc. perhaps in Sc. cartes ' playing-

cards ' , from mod.Fr. in branch II.]

I. 1 1- ' A treatise, exposition of a science.

{J spec, of astrology). Obs.

1393 Gowek Conf. III. 130 As it is written in the carte,
Complexion he [/. e. Canis Minor] taketh of Marie. 1560
ed. of Chaucer's Astrol. 249/2 In any carts \ed. Slccat tretis]

of the Astrolabie that I have yseene, there ben some conclu-
sions, that, etc.

f2. A chart, map, plan, diagram. Msofig. Obs.
150a Arnolde Chron. (1811) Introd. 15 The Copye of a

Carete cumpasyng the Circuet of the Worlde. 1558 Treas.
Acc. in Lauder Tractate (1864) Pref. 8 For paynting of the
vii Planetis, of the kart, with the rest of the convoy xvi //.

1578 Invent. (1815) 237 (Jam. 1 Tua litle cairtis of the yle of
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Malt. 1669 MaRVEU. Wks. 1872-5 II. 273 A cart of the

tlats and sands that we meet with at Court. 1670 Cotton
EsPernon n. vn. 333 Very expert in the Geographical Cart.

1683 Weekly Memorial 85 Having referred his readers to

the common Sea-carts, .for the situation of the island.

f 3. A charter ; a legal ' paper' or document. Obs.

c 1449 Pixock Repr. 402 Cartis or chartouris conteyning
the formes of 3euyng the seid greet endewing. 1640 Fuller
Joseplts Coat v. (1867) 155 Though these outlandish sins

have of late been naturalized and made free denizens of

England ; yet our ancientest carte is for gluttony.

4. ^SV. A playing-card ; pi. the game of cards.

1497 Sc. Treas. Ace. in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 117

Augt. 7. Item, giffen to be king to play at be Cartis with be

Spanyartis, at Noreme, xx Vmcornis. a 1555 Lyndesay
Tragedy 81 Playng at cartis, and Dyse. 1785 Burns Epist.

Davie viii, Tent me, Davie, ace o' hearts ! (To say aught
less wad wrang the cartes). 1816 Scott Antiq. xv, ' Take a
hand at the cartes till the gudeman comes hame.'

|| II. 5. A bill of fare.

1818 Moore Fudge Fam. Paris iii. 6 The Carte at old

Very's. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis xlvi, The carte was
examined on the wall, and Fanny was asked to choose her
favourite dish. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxix. 387 Our
carte is comprised in three lines—bread, beef, pork.

6. Short for Carte-de-visite.
1861 Dickens Lett. (ed. 2) II. 148, I think the 'cartes'

are all liked. 1867 Yates BlackShecp II. 292 (Hoppe) Mr.
Felton had some letters yesterday . . and there was a carte

of his son in 'em.

Carte 2 ^kait). Fencing. [(Also written

Quart(e) : a. F. quarte, ad. It. qtiarta fourth.

First introduced in the form quarte ; in 18th c. naturalized

as carte ; recent writers, using French authorities, show a
tendency to revert to quarte.]

A position in fencing ; one of the eight parries

and two usual guards of the small-sword. See

quot. 1861.

1707 Sir W. Hope Metliod ofFencing 15 The only sure
defence and preservative upon the ordinary Quart and
Tierce Guards. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 26 r 11 Questions
about the Words Cart and Terce, and other Terms of
Fencers. 1809 Roland Fencing 37 In parrying either carte

or tierce the same edge of your blade will parry both parades,

provided you turn your wrist in its proper position for each
parade. 1840 Barham Ingol. Leg., Tragedy iv, He thrust

carte and tierce Uncommonly fierce. 1861 G. Chapman
Foil Practice 11 Quarte—The hand turning to the left, the

point raised and inclined to the left, the finger-nails turned

up (slightly*. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 137 No carte-

and-tierce Observes the grinning fencer,

b. as vb. (nonce-word).

1765 Universal Mag. XXXVII. 41/1 I'll carte and terce

you, you scoundrel.

II Carte blanche (kart blanj). Also 8 chart
blanch, charte blanche. [Fr. ^formerly charte

blanche) : = blank paper.]

1. A blank paper given to any one on which to

write his own conditions.

1707 Ld. Raby in Hearne Collect. (1886) II. 43 Who sent

Chart Blanch to make a Peace. 1712 Addison Sped. No.

299 P2, I threw her a Charte Blanche, as our News Papers
call it, desiring her to write upon it her own Terms. 1864
Kirk Chas. Bold 11. 111. ii. 154 Louis .. returned a carte

blanche which was filled up with the government of Guienne
and a long list of inferior posts and emoluments,

b. lit. Blank paper.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 285, I cannot conceive how
any man can. .consider his country as nothing but carte

blanche, upon which he may scribble whatever he pleases.

2. Hence fig. Full discretionary power granted.

1766 Chesterf. Lett. cccc. (1792) IV. 235 Mr. Pitt, who
had carte blanche given him, named every one of them.

1809 Windham Let. in Speeches Pari. (1812) I. 114 Unless
I can have carte blanche as to my military plans. 1861 A.
B. Hope Eng. Cathedr. igthC. 185, 1 may venture to assume
carte blanche in arguing the impossibility of basilican re-

vival. 1879 Lond, Soc. Christm. No. 47/1 Our good easy
vicar gave me carte blanche to use this organ.

3. Piquet. A hand containing no picture-cards.

(The French is avoir cartes blanches to have blank

cards ; the earlier Eng. was blank or blanche?)

[1651 Royal Game Picquet 6 If he ..find that he hath
never a Coat Card in his hand, he sales . . I have a Blanche.

1659 Shufflings Cutting, <$• Deal. 7, I am blanck. 1676
Cotton Cornel. Gamester vi. 88 {Picket) He that hath
a Blank . . his Blank shall hinder the other Picy . . and
Repicy.] 1820 Hoyle's Games Impr. 112 Carte Blanche,
means a hand without a court card in the twelve dealt,

which counts for ten. 1850 Bonn's Handbk. Games 200.

1882 Laws of Piquet Law xviii, Carte blanche . . scores

first, and consequently saves a pique or a repique.

Carted (ka-Jted), ppl. a. [f. Cart v. + -ed

Carried in a cart ; spec, as a punishment.
1683 Soame & Dryden tr. Boilcaiis Art Poetry (L.)

Thespis . . with his carted actors. 1692 Southerne Wives
Excuse 11. i, Like a carted bawd justly punish'd for the
sins of the people, c 1730 Swift Clad in Brown Wks. 1755
IV. 1. 263 Old carted bawds such garments wear.

II Carte-de-visite (ka-rt,d^iv/z/-t). H.cartes-
de-visite. [Fr. ; = visiting card.] A small photo-
graphic portrait mounted on a card, 3! by aj
iuches : so called from the purpose for which they

were first proposed.
i86x N. SfQ. Ser. 11. XII. 322/2 A carte de visite in old

times. In these days of cartes de visite, etc. 1869 Eng.
Mech. 17 Dec. 328/2 The former style of cartes-de-visite.

1873 tr. VogetsChem. Light iv. 36 The collodion process .

.

acquired an immense impetus through the introduction of
cartes de visite. Ibid. vi. 53 The Carte de visit'e was intro-
duced at Paris by Disderi in 1858 . . and has been diffused
over the whole earth.

Cartel (kaMtel), sb. Forms: a. 6-7 cartell,

7 -all, 7- -el. /3. 6 chartale, -ell, 6-7 -el. [a.

F. cartel, ad. It. cartello (=^Sp. cartel, med.L.
cartcllus), dim. of carta paper, letter, bill. (The
fern. dim. cartella has a different sense.)]

1. A written challenge, a letter of defiance.

1560 Sir T. Chaloner Let. 15 Jan. in Froude Hist.
Eng. VI. 313 Our professed enemies, .instead of cartels of
defiance, will send us solemn letters ofcongratulation. 1598
Ii, Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. v. 89, I should send him
a chartel presently. 1650 Jer. Tavlor Holy Dying iii. § 8

Xerxes . . sent a chartel of Defiance against the Mount
Athos. 1769 Robertson Chas. V (1813* V. 431 He ..sent
back the herald with a carteCoi defiance. 1841 DTsrakli
Amen. Lit. 11867) 454 To the unknown libeller .. Sir Philip

Sidney . . designed to send a cartel of defiance. 1880 S.

Cox Comm. Job 213 Job breaks out into this brief cartel

of defiance.

f2. A slanderous writing, a libel. Obs.
1590 Davidson Reply Bancroft in Wodr. Soc. Misc. 516

That calumnious chartale, fraughted with as many lies

almost as it hath lines. 1600 O. E. Reply Libel Ep. Dcd. 5
One of our friends doth only term it a chartell or libell.

3. A written agreement relating to the exchange
or ransom of prisoners, etc. ; such exchange itself.

169Z Bkntley Boyle Led. ix. 335 The agreements of the
Cartel do expire of their own accord when the Peace is

concluded. 1715 BuknetcM/m 'Time an. i65q(R.) Byacartel
that had been settled between the two armies, all prisoners

were to be redeemed at a set price. 1774 Westm. Mag. 1 1.

483 A cartel being soon after established for the exchange
of prisoners. 1809 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Disfi. V. 69,

I shall endeavor to establish a cartel of exchange as soon
as possible. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra II. 184.

b. = cartel-ship : see quot. 1769.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Cartet, a ship com-

missioned in time uf war to exchange the prisoners of any
two hostile powers ; also to carry any particular proposal
from one to another. 1795 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1845* II.

38 Three Cartels are expected from Toulon with sick pri-

soners. 1813 Examiner 10 May 304/2 He was coming home
in the cartel.

4. gen. A paper or card, bearing writing or

printing ; a tablet.

1693 Ukquhart Rabelais in. viii. 68 Covering them with
Husks.. Films, Cartels, Shells. .Rinds. 1762-71 H. Wal-
i-ole Verluc's A need. Paint. U7861 I. 210 He ordered a cartel

with some Greek verses ..to be affixed to the frame [of a
portrait]. 1850 Mus. Browning Poems II. 324 Wipe such
visionings From the Fancy's cartel. 1875 Stlbbs Const.

Hist. 1. xiii. 584 To send in a cartel or report of the number
of knights' fees.

5. atlrib., as in cartel ship, a ship employed in

exchanging prisoners ; see 3, 3 b.

1757 Wesley Wks. (1872) II. 425 Some hundred English,

who had been prisoners in France, were landed at Penzance,
by a cartel ship. 1826 Kent Comm. 6q The same interdic-

tion of trade applies to ships of truce, or cartel ships.

Hence f Cartel v. trans., to serve with a chal-

lenge ; tCa-rteller, f Ca rtelist, one who chal-

lenges; Cartelling vbl. sb., making of cartels,

exchanging of prisoners.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. iv, Come hither, you
shall chartel him. 1611 Fi.orio, Carteltaute, a challenger,

a carteller. a 1679 Earl Orrery Guzman in, The Mode of

fighting Duels with single Rapier, which . . has been call'd,

by the Cartelists, d la Boutiville. 1863 Caklyle Fredk.
Gt. V. xix. ix. 628 No more exchanging or cartelling.

Carter 1 (kautai). Also 3-6 cartare, 4 karter,

5 cartere, 6-8 cartar. [f. Cart sb. + -erI.

(Littre and Cotgr. have F. chartier in this sense in

16-17O1 c.)]

f 1. The driver of a chariot ; a charioteer. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21287 Pe carter self is iesus crist. c 1374
Chaucer Boeth. v. iv. 163 As men seen be karter worken in

be tournynge . . of hys kartes or chariottes. 1513 Douglas
sEneis xn. viii. 60 Metiscus the cartar, That Turnus chayr
had for to rewle on hand. 1351 Records Cast. Knowl.
(1556) 264 This .constellation is also named Auriga the

Cartar. 1580 Baret Alv. C 150A chariot man, a carter.

2. One who drives a cart.

a 1250 Otol& Night. 1184 Drah to the cwab be cartare.

1463 Mann. <y Househ. Exp. 226 The carteris that browt hame
the sayd yryn. 1549 Olde Erasm. Par. Eplies. Prol. Cij,

As vnmete for this, .as a carter of husbandry to be a caruer

at a noble mans table. 1697 Dampier Voy. ii-jug) I. 432 A
piece of Buffaloe-hide; shaped like our Carters Frocks.

1840 Hood Up Rhine 194 The carters drive along the streets

smacking a tune with their whips.

b. As a type of low birth or breeding; a rude,

uncultured man, a clown. (Common in 16th c.)

1509 Barclay Ship of Fooles Pref., Why are they [poets]

dyspysed of many rude carters of nowe a dayes whiche
vnderstonde nat them? 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiu.

Osor. 3 b, There is no Carter but knoweth it. 1589 Put-
tenham Eng. Poesie 1. xx. (Arb.) 57 Continence in a king is

of greater merit, then in a carter. 1848 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. iii. (1849* 1. 322 A man with the deportment, the

vocabulary, and the accent of a carter.

f 3. ? Some kind of missile. Obs.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) I. ii. 8 Heaving .. round
and doubleheaded partridges, crows, and carters.

4. More fully Carter-fish. : a kind of flat-fish

{Pleuronectcs megastomd), otherwise called Whiff.
1884 -SV. Jamcs'sGaz. 18 Jan. 6/1 The carter, etc... belong

to that strange family of fish.

fCa*rter 2
. Sc. Obs. Alsocairtar. [f. Carte 1

4 4- -er1
.] A card-player.

1566 Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 345 Tables, whairof

sum. .used to serue for drunkardis, dysaris, and carteris.

Carter, obs. form of Charter.

Carter-cap (Nashe) : =Cater-cai% collegian.

t Ca'rterlike, a- and adv. Obs. [f. Carter 1

+ Like a.] Like a carter; rude(ly, clownish(ly.
1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Couriyer i. I iij, Rude and

cartarlyke singing. 1580 Hollyband Treas. F'r. Totig.,

Roturierement, carters like. 1678 Flamsteed in Baily
Acc. Flamsteed 117 That you should think me of that
carter-like temper that I cannot move without a goad.

t Ca'rterly, a. & adv. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ly.]

A. adj. Like or befitting a carter ; clownish,

boorish, rude, ill-bred.

1519 Hokman i'ulg. 2S0 A carterly or a rebaud songe.

1579 Lylv Euphues (Arb. 1 40 Diogenes a philosopher, yet
who more carterly 't 1611 Cotgh. s.v. Charterie, A carterlie,

or churlish tricke. 1644 E- Dehing Prop. Sacr, L iiij 1>,

This is carterly language.

B. adv. In a rude or boorish manner.
I553 GriMALDE Cicero's Offices 1. (1558) 57 We must. .take

hede . . that . . nothing blockishly or carterly wee d . 1593
Nashe Lett.Confitt. 57 Not the most exquisite thing that i>,

but the Counsel Table Asse Richard Clarke, may so Carterly
deride. 1598 Florio, V'illanainente . .clounishlie, carterly,

basely, inciuilie.

Cartesian ikaatrzian, -3'an\ a. {sb.) [ad.

mod.L. Cartesidnus, f. Cartcshis, latinized form of

the name of Rene Descartes, the famous French
philosopher nnd mathematician (1596-1650).]
A. adj. Pertaining to Descartes, or to his

philosophy or mathematical methods.
1656 H. Moke Autid. AtA. Gen. Pref. 18 So perfectly

agreeable to the Cartesian Philosophy. 1691-8 NoRKIS
Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 128 When I happen to fall into that

Cartesian doubt and perplexity. 1837 Hallam Hist. Lit.

in. iii. £86 Cogito; Ergo sum, this famous enthymem of the
Cartesian philosophy. 1854 Scoi i kkn in Orr's Circ, Sc.

Chem. 73 Varying the form of lenses from sections of spheres
to sections of certain ovals, which, from the name of I tes-

tacies, are termed the Cartesian ovals. 1882 M INCH IN
i'nipt. Kiuemat. 20 The Cartesian equation of the curve.

b. Cartesian devil, C. diver: a philosophical toy,

consisting of a hollow figure, partly filled with water and
partly with air, and made to float in a vessel nearly filled

with water, having an air-tight elastic covering. This
covering being pressed down, the air inside the vessel is

compressed, and more water forced through a small apertuie
into the figure, which consequently sinks, tu ri^e again when
the external pressure is removed.
1731 Phil, Trans. XXXVII. 79 The (llass for shewing

the Experiment with the Cartesian Devils.

B. sb. A follower of Descartes ; one who accepts

the philosophy of Descartes.
1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. -Mech. Digress. 347 Divers

of the new Philosophers, Cartesians, and others. 1692
Uentley Boyle Led. 59 The Cartesians and some others .

.

have asserted that brutes are meer machins and automata.

1758 JoMNSON Idler No. 10 7 4 The Cartesian who denies

that his horse feels the spur. 1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. ill.

iii. § 86 note, This word [Ego], introduced by the Germans,
or originally perhaps by the old Cartesians.

Carte'sianism, the philosophy of Descartes.

1656 H. Moke Antid. Ath. Gen. Pref. 17 Not only Platon-

i.sin, but that which now deserves to be called Cartesianism,

for Des-Cartes his so happily recovering it again into view.

1870 Athauemn 3 Dec. 716 Cartesianism, if logically ful-

lowed into its conclusions, surely lands us in Spinozism.

Cartful (kautful i. [see -ful.] As much or

as many as a cart will hold.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 11. 158 Cau5te of the kytes a
cartfull at ones. 1453 Makg. Paston Lett. I. 256 This
day I have had inne ij. cartfull of hey. 1465 Maun. <y

Housch. Exp. 316 Payd for a cartfolle of charcolle vj*.

1651 Reliq. Wotton. 614 'R.» Wood, .at twenty-five crowns
the cart-full. 1863 J. Brown Horse Subs. (ed. 3) 143 A
cartful of irrepressible youngsters.

II
Carthamus (ka-jbami5s

1

). Also 7 cartamus,
8 carthame. [mod.L. carthamas (in F. carthatne),

ad. Arab. ^>ejs qartum, qirtim, in same sense.]

A small genus of annual composite plants
;
esp.

C. tinctoriits (Safilower or Bastard Saffron), culti-

vated from southern Europe to China, the flowers

of which yield red and yellow dyes. h. The florets

used in the mass as a dye, and as a drug.

1548 Turner Names of Herbes, Cnecus..is called.. in

englishe Bastarde saffron or mocke-saffron. .The Poticaries

call thys herbe carthamus. 1662 Fuller Worthies 1. 317

No precious drug is more adulterated [than Saffron] with

Cartamus. 1750 Bhawes Lex Mercat. 806 Commodities

of the Country's [Java's] Growth. .Carthame <or Bastard

Saffron*. 1814 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. 146 The Car-

thamus contains a red and a yellow colouring matter.,

from the red, rouge is prepared.

Hence Cartha-mic a., as in Carthamic acid, the

same as Ca'rthamin, the red colouring matter of

safflower, CuHi„0 7 .

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 405 Carthamin. This

. . Dobereiner considers as an acid, to which he has given

the name of carthamic acid. 1863-72 Watts Did. Clwiti.

I. 808 The carthamin is precipitated in red flocks.

f Cartholie. Obs. A derisive perversion of

Catholic.
158Z N. T. (Rhem.) Acts xi. Annot. 324 Some Heretikes

of this time call them Cartholikes and cacolikes.

Ca'rt-llO^rse. A horse used to draw a cart.

(In first quot. transl. bigalis 'horse drawing two-

wheeled chariot'. Now, a large thick-set horse

used for heavy work.)
1398 Tkkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xli. (14^ 802 Chary-

otte horse were ordeyned and halowed to the sonue, and
115-2
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carte horse were halowyd to the mone. 1483 Cath. Angl.

55 A carte hors ;
vercdus, caballns. 1535 Covebdale

1 Kings iv. 26 Salomon had fortye thousanae cart horses,

and twoluc thousandc horsmen. i6« J. Taylor (Water P.)

World on Whceles Wks. 11. 235. 2 Scarse any Coachhorse
in the world doth know any letter in the Booke, when as

euery Carthorse doth know the letter G very vnderstand-

ingly. 1813 Macaulay in Life tj Lett. (1880) I. 48, 1 will

work like a cart-horse.

t Carthoun. Obs. [ = Ger. kartaune, karlane,

tuL It. and med.L. quariana, which, as well as the

former Ger. transl. viertclsbiichse ' quarter-gun ',

designated originally ' a 25-pounder cannon in re-

lation to the largest siege-pieces of 100 lbs.'

(Kluge). Also Caktow, q. v.]

A kind of cannon, also called a quarter-cannon
;

recent writers identify it (apn. through some error)

with the cannon-royal. See also Cabtow, Curtalx.
1849 Mem. A'irialdy Gr. xxviii. 335 These consisted of

one cannon-royal or carthoun fa 48 pounden, two sakers,

etc. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.^ Carthoun, the ancient
cannon royal, carrying a 66 lb. ball. 1874 Knight Diet.

Meek. I. 446 Cannon royal or carthoun 48 pounds.

Cart-house (kaTt|haus).

1. A shed or outhouse in which carts are kept.

1483 Cath. Angl. 54 A Carte hows, carectarca. 1805

Forsyth Beauties Scotl. II. 230 The barn, cart-house, and
granary [formed] the third side.

f 2. (ka'Jt|huu-s) A house on wheels. 06s.

1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <y Commit'. (1603) 161 Moving
houses, built upon wheels like a shepperds cottage .. they
plant these cart-houses verie orderlie in a ranke.

Carthouse, obs. corrupt f. Caiitolche.

Carthusian v
kai)>i»-zian, -.^an), a. and sb.

Earlier forms were Charthous, Chartous, Cartu-
sier. [ad. L. Cartusitin-us, Carttisiensis, ' from

the Catursiani monies, or from Catorissium,

Caturissium, Chatroussc, a village in Dauphint,
near which their first monastery was founded'
^Littre). In F. chartreux, OF. charteus, -ous.

Most English dictionaries erroneously explain their name
from la Grande-Chartreuse, their chief convent, near Gre-
noble ; but this is really named after the order : see

Chaktkr-house.]

1. a. adj. Of or belonging to an order of monks
founded in Dauphine, by St. lirimo, in the year

10S6, remarkable for the severity of their rule. b.

sb. A monk of this order.

c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 674 Monkes ne preistes, Chanons ne
Charthous bat ill chirche serueth. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/ (W.
de W. 1 5 3 1 ) 26 b, The order of the cartusiensys. 1536 Bel*
LEMDEM Croit. Scot. 118211 II. 299 He. .deit achartour I? -ous]

monk. 1563-87 Vow. A. <y M. II. 375 The house of the
Carthusian monks. 1605 Stow Ann. 559 The religion of the
the Cartusiers. 1633 Massinger Guardian 111. i, Live, like

a Carthusian, on poor-John. 1838 Scott F. M. Perth xxv.
In theCarthusian convent. 1847 Sir J. Stephen Eecl. Biog.
(1850) 113 The Carthusians with their self-immolations.

2. a. adj. Of the 'Charterhouse' School, founded
on the site of a Carthusian monastery in London,
b. sb. A scholar of the Charterhouse School.
i860 All 1*. Round No. 66. 367 There is plenty of space

for the Carthusians to play in. 1864 : Mar. XCVI.
449 I

Hoppe 1 Carthusians regard their old school with loyalty
and gratitude.

Cartilage 'ka-itiledj). [a. V. cartilage (16th c.

in Littre , ad. L. cartilage gristle.]

1. A firm elastic flexible tissue, of a whitish trans-

lucent colour, in vertebrate animals
;
gristle.

Temporary cartilage is that which occurs only in very
early life, and subsequently ossifies or changes to bone

;

permanent cartilage is that which permanently retains its

character, e. g. the
t

articular cartilage which coats the
ends of bones at the joints, and the membrani/orm cartilage
which occurs in the walls of cavities.

1541 K. Coilani) Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., What is

cartylage? . . It is a substaunce as it were of the kynde of
bones, but it is softer or sowpler than the bone is. 1633 P.
FLKTCHKKPiir/lc/sl. iv. 44 note. The winde-pipe. .is framed
partly of cartilage, or grisly matter. 1797 Godwin Enquirer
1. iii. 15 What at first was caitilage .. gradually becomes
bone. 1873 Mivart Elein. Artat. ii. 24 The adjacent surfaces
of bones are coated with smooth cartilage.

b. A structure or formation consisting of car-
tilage, a gristly part ; as the cartilages of the ribs.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., The bones,
rystles, or cartilages, the synewes. x8J7 F. Cooper Prairie

5 Ornaments . . pendant from the cartilages of his
ears.

t 2. Applied to the coats of an onion. Obs.
1563 Hyli. Art Garden. (15931 131 The. .number of carti-

lages, with the which the bodie [of an onion] is included.

3. Comb., as cartilage-corpuscle, -like adj.
1847 Todd Cycl.Anat. IV. 518/1 The cartilage-like tendon.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 154 Hone and cartilage cor.
puscles.

Cartilaginean. rare. A cartilaginous fish.

1835 KiRiiv Ilab. f, Inst. Auim. II. xxi. 388 Cartilagi-
neans in which [the skeleton] is cartilaginous.

t Cartilagineous, a. Obs. Also 7 -ious.
[f. L. cartildgine-us (f. cartildginem cartilage)
+ -01K.] = Cartilaginous.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F.p. in. xix, The lamprey hath

'i SO. sp 'ne or ''aek-bone, a cartilagineous substance.
1693 I I'd. Praus. XVII. 930 Cartilagineous Fishes.

Cartilaginification (kajtilad.^nifik^jsn).
[So in modTFr.

: f. L. cartilCigini- stem olcartildgo

cartilage ; see -ficatiox. Cf. ossification.] The
formation of or conversion into cartilage.

1842 E. Wilson Aunt. Vade M. 5 The .semi-opaque

jelly becomes dense, transparent, and homogeneous, the

change, .constituting cartilaginification. 1847-9 Todd Cycl.

Anai. IV. 131/1 Some alterations of texture, .(the so-called

cartilaginification and ossification).

Cartilaginiform (kautiladsrnif/jm), a. [f.

as prec. ; see -form.] Resembling cartilage.

1830 R. Knox BVclard's Anat. 238 Cartilaginiform liga-

mentous organs. 1835 6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 249/1 This
remarkable structure . . called by the older anatomists .

.

cartilaginiform ligament.

Cartilaginoid,kaitilx-d^inoid), a. [f. as prec.

;

see -oiD.] Of the form or nature of cartilage.

x859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 517/1 A cartilaginoid thicken-
ing of the periosteum. 1881 E. R. Lankester in Jml.
Microsc. Sc. Jan . 1 3 1 A homogeneous cartilaginoid substance.

Cartilaginous (kartilx^inas), a. [ad. F.

cartilagineux, or L. cartila~ginos-us
i f. cartilagin-em

cartilage : see -ous.]

1. Of the nature of, or consisting of, cartilage.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. , The places
about the lachrymall. .and the palpebres neyghbours carty-
lagynouses. 1710 Steele & Addison Tatter No. 260 p 5
The Gristle or Cartilaginous Substance. 1851 Richardson
Geol. viii. 278 In the Sturgeon the skeleton is cartilaginous.

b. Zoot. Cartilaginousfishes: an order of fishes

having a cartilaginous skeleton.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth vi. (1723)271 Fish, .of
the cartilaginous and squammose. .kinds. 1769 Pennant
Zool. III. 57 Many of the cartilaginous fish are viviparous.

1847 Carpenter Zool. § 579.

2. Bot. Of thele texture of cartilage.

1677 Grew Anat. Seeds iv. § 22 The Inner Cover (of the
Seed] is also Cartilaginous or Horney. 1830 Lindley Nat.
Syst. Bot, 137 Albumen, .between horny and cartilaginous.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 80 [Holly] leaves glossy . . with
waved spinous cartilaginous margins.

Carting (ka\itirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Cart v. + -WO *.]

The action of conveying in a Cart. In specific

senses : a. exposure to public ignominy in a cart

;

b. the transport of coal underground to the shaft,

1554 Martin Marriage ofPriestes LL ij b i L. 1 In carting,

and ploughing. 1587 Golding De Momay xii. (1617) 188
Haddest thou once shamed him by the piflory or by cart-

ing. 1642 T. Taylor God's Judgem. 11. iv. 57 Scarce a
monthely Sessions . . without hanging and carting. 1645
Mercunus Anti-Brit. 11 Aug. 11 Have you ever, at a Cart-
ing, seen People throw rotten eggs ?

t Ca*rting, vbl. sbl Sc. Obs. [f. Carte 1 4 +
-ING Card-playing.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 345 Sic carting, dysing,
huruome, and harlatrie. 1536 Hellenden Cron. Scot. II.

167 The young men . . followit dising and carting.

Ca'rt-load . The load which a cart can carry.
a 1300 1

i
'avclok 895 A carte lode Of segges, (axes, ofplayces

brode, Of grete laumprees, and of eles. i6a6 Bernard Isle

of Man (1627) 165 David .. that gauc.3300 Cartload of
Treasure for the building of the Temple. 1641 S. Marshall
Peace-Offering 48 Above three and thirtie thousand cart-

load of silver. 1757 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) II. 322 The
many thousand cart-loads of earth or sand, taken out of the
catacombs. 1870 Emerson Farming Wks. (Hohn) III. 61
See what the farmer accomplishes by a cartload of tiles,

b. Often fig. for a large quantity, ' load,M hcap\
1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 123 Whole cart lodes of com-

plaints and greevances. 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (1647) 158
The Anabaptists brought Cart-loads of lyes to maintaine
their, .opinions. 1789 J. Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ejtpost- Ode
vii. Wks. 1812 II. 230 Of fun you rob him of cart-loads.

Cartographer (kajty-grafaj). Also charto-.

[f. F< carte card, chart, or L. charta, carta (a. Gr.

X<*pTi}, X"PT7
1
S 1 lea f °f paper + Gr. ypd<p-os writer

+ -ER 1
; cf. geographer. The ch- spelling is in

accordance with the ultimate etymology vtne Gr.
would be *xapT<yypa<t>os) ; but the other is com-
moner, and perh. preferred, as not suggesting the
pronunciation of ch- in chart.]

One who makes or compiles charts or maps.
1863 Keatier 12 Dec 705A Each cartographer only de-

lineated one take. 1880 Hau^hton Phys. Geog. vi. 308
The speculations of chartographers. 1885 Athenaeum 29
Aug. 274/2 No cartographer since the 15th century had
ventured to indicate it.

Cartographic (kaJt£>gra.-fik),rt. Also charto-.
[f. as prec. + -ic] Of or ]>crtaining to cartography.
So Cartogra phical, of, belonging to, or dealing
with cartography.
1885 Academy 19 Sept., A good specimen of. . cartographic

work. 1880 Ibid. 1 1 Dec. 428 The cartographical art being
only tn its infancy. i88x Nature XXIV. No. 607. 150
Valuable chartographical matter.

Cartography (kaat^grafi). Also charto-.
[f. as prec. + Gr. -ypa^ia writing ; as if ad. Gr.
*Xapmypa<pia.] The drawing of charts or maps.
1859 R. Burton Centr. A/r. in ?rul. Geog. Soc. XXIX.

28 The circlets which in cartography denote cities or towns.
1859 J. R. Jackson (title), A Manual of Geographical Science
. .Part I . . Chartography. 1884 Bookseller 6 Nov. 1177/1
A clever piece of cartography.

Cartomancy (kauti7moe:nsi). [f Jt. carta in

sense * playing-card ' + Gr. fiavrua divination.]
Divination by playing-cards.
1871 Tylok Prim. Cult. I. 114 Cartomancy, the art of for-

tune-telling with packs of cards. x886 NeiiKastle Weekly
Chron. 29 May 3/1 It is said that the earliest work on
cartomancy was written or compiled by Francesco Mar*

colini,and printed at Venice, in 1540. .Cartomancy was very
fashionable in England during the eighteenth century.
Numbers of young ladies used to consult the cards to know
whom, when, and where they would marry.

Carton (kauton). [app. a. F. carton papier-
mache, pasteboard, f. carte : see Cartoon.] In
rifle practice: A white disc or circle within the
bull's-eye of a target ; also a shot which strikes

this; attrib. as in carton-target.
1864 Daily Tel. 15 July, Captain Heaton, out of 27 shots

.. made 26 bull's-eyes, of which 13 were cartons .. These
Swiss carton targets, at which the Vernon prizes are shot
for, were, .crowded during the day.

Cartoon (kait« n), sb. Also 8 carton, car-
tone, [a. F. carton or (its source) It. cartone,

augm. of carta paper.]

1. A drawing on stout paper, made as a design
for a painting of the same size to be executed in

fresco or oil, or for a work in tapestry, mosaic,
stained glass, or the like.

1671 Evelyn Diary 18 Jan., I perceived him [Gibbon],
carving that large cartoon, or crucifix, of Tintoretto. 1683
Ibid. 9 May, To ask whether he [the Duke of Norfolk]
would part with any of his cartoons and other drawings of
Raphael. 1697 C. Hatton Corr. (1878) II. 229 But y> sight
best pleased mc was y« cartoons by Raphael, wch are far
beyond all y* paintings I ever saw. 1711 Steele SPcct. No.
226 p 1 The Cartons in Her Majesty's Gallery at Hampton-
Court, a 1721 Prior Alma in. 440 When Rams shows you
his Cartone, He always tells you, with a groan, etc. iy6*-jt
H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 240. 185s Mrs.
Jameson Leg . Madonna \ 1857) 24 The set of cartoons for the
tapestriesof the Sistine Chapel. 1867 Even. Standard 14 Feb.,
Coloured cartoons for church windows in stained glass.

2. A full-page illustration in a paper or period-
ical; csp. applied to those in the comic papers
relating to current events.

1863 Miss Braddon Eleanor's Vict, xl, One of Mr. Leech's
most genial cartoons. 1879 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxix. 8
The cartoons bearing on colonial politics.

Cartoo n, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To design, as a cartoon (sense 1); to

make a preparatory sketch or tracing of.

1887 Athenarum 12 Mar. 348/1 The mental cartooning that
foreshadowed those masterpieces. Ibid. 348/3 Rossetti was
greatly struck by this story, and immediately the subject
for ' Michael Scott's Wooing ' was ' mentajly cartooned '.

2. To represent by a cartoon (sense 2) ; to cari-

cature, or hold up to ridicule.

1884 A. A. Putnam 10 Yrs. Police Judge xxii. 194 They
make bold to cartoon., the goodly professton of the law.

Cartoo'nist. An artist who draws cartoons.
1880 Daily News 28 Dec. 3/1. 1883 Glasgow Her. 12

July, The cartoonist of the comic papers.

t Cartoo se. Obs. 1. var. of Cabtouse.
2. Ofdoubtful meaning ; cf. Cabtouse and Cab-

toush.
1607 Dkkker, etc. North7v. Hoc in. i. Wks. 1873 III. 37

A close sleeue with a cartoose collar.

Cartouche kait/7-J). Also (7 catouche,
carthouse, S catooch

, 7-9 cartouch. See also

Cabtouse, Cabtridge. [a. F. cartouche fem. * the

comet of paper wherein . . grocers put the parcels

they retaile ; also, a Cartouch, or full charge, for

a pistoll put vp within a little paper to be the

readier for vse, etc.' (Cotgr.). Also = 1 Cartochc,

a cartridge, or roll (in Architecture 1
(Cotgr.) : the

latter is in mod.Fr. cartouche, masc. a. It. cartoccio

'a coffin of paper* (Florio), a 'cornet* of pa]>er,

augmentative f. carta med.L. carta, L. charta
pa(K'r ; see Cabte 1

,
Chart.]

I, m Fr. cartouche fem.

1. a. Mil. A roll or case of paper, parchment,

etc., containing the charge of powder and shot for

a gun or pistol ; a cartridge. ? Obs. Also, in

Pyrotechnics, the case containing the inflammable
materials in some fireworks.
161 1 Cotgr. [see above]. i6a5 J. Glanvill Voy. Cadiz 20

To fill Carthouses of powder. 1662 Pkillii-s, Cartouch (Fr.),

a charge of powder and shot, made ready in a paper, called

also a Carthrage [cd, 1678 : also sometimes mistakenly used
for Carthrag^]. 1704 J. Harris l.e.t. Techn., Cartouche,
the same with Cartridge. 1718 J. Ciiamberlayne Kelig.
Philos. II. xxi. Ii 24 A little Cartouch or Case, of that kind
which they use in making Squibs in common Fire-Works.
1715 De Foe / 'oy. round Iv*. (1840) 257 A harquebuss. .with

cartouches, powder and ball. 1850 Si azzini Boy. «t Be/ub.
Italy 37 Women were rivals in the enthusiasm, .they pre-

pared cartouches.

+ b. A case of wood, pasteboard, etc., containing

iron balls, to be fired from a cannon or howitzer.

161 1 Cotgr., Cartouche, also, a peece of pastboord or

thick paper stuffed (in a round or pudding like forme with
bullets, etc., and to be shot out of a great peece. 1693 Paris
Bet. Batt. Landen 19 Whose Cannon play'd upon them
with Cartouches. 1768 Simes Mil. Medley, Cartouch, a
case of wood, .holding about four hundred musquet-balls,

besides six or eight balls of iron.

C. = Cartridge-box.
1808 J. Barlow Columb. vii. 595 No cramm'd cartouch

their belted back attires.

^1 ' A ticket of leave or dismission given to a
soldier.' (In mod. Diets., but app. purely Fr.)

II. —¥t. cartouche masc.
2. Arch. a. A corbel, mutule, or modillion.

The earlier form was Cartouse, q. v. ? Obs.
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17*6 R. Neve Builder's Diet. (1736), Cartooses, Cartouzes,

or as some call 'em Cartouches are the same as Modilions .

.

under the cornice at the Eaves of a House . . ornaments re-

presenting scrolls of paper : But most commonly are flat

Members with Wavings for a device. 1763-71 H. Walpole
Verge's A need. Paint. (1786) II. 50 Three cartouches to

support the balcony. 1850 Parker Gloss. Arc/tit. [see 2 c],

b. Any ornament in the form of a scroll, as the

volute of an Ionic capital.

1611 Cotgr., Volute, .the writhen circle, or curie tuft that

. .sticks out of the chapter of a piller, etc., and is tearmed

by our workmen, a Rowle, Cartridge, or Carthouse. 1662

Phillips, Carlouch (F.) . . a Roll, with which they adorn

the Cornish of a Pillar. 1708 New View Loud. II. 489/2 A
white marble monument adorn'd with Cartouches. 1789

P. Smyth tr. Aldrich's Archit. <i8i8) 105 Twisted columns,

which are called cartouches.

c. A tablet for an inscription or for ornament,

representing a sheet of paper with the ends rolled

tip ; a drawing or figure of the same, for the title

of a map, or the like ; a drawn framing of an en-

graving, etc. Often attrib.

a 1776 J. Granger Lett. (1805) 69 The roof of this church

is painted in cartouches or compartments. 1824 J. Johnson
Typogr. I. 540 The print itself has a _large cartouche

oval frame, with pinks and gillyflowers issuing from the

four corners. 1850 Parker Gloss. Archit., Cartouch, Car-
touche, F., a term adopted from the_ French for a tablet,

either for ornament or to receive an inscription, formed in

the resemblance of a sheet of paper with the edges rolled

up. 1875 Fortnum Maiolica xiii. 146 Panels edged with

cartouche ornament.

3. Her. The oval escutcheon of the Pope and
* churchmen of noble descent '.

1828 Berry Diet. Heraldry (1830) Cartouche, is an oval

shield in which the Popes and churchmen of noble descent

in Italy place their armorial bearings.

4. Archdiol. Name given to the oval or oblong

figures in Egyptian hieroglyphics, inclosing cha-

racters expressing royal or divine names or titles.

1830(7- Rev. May 118 {Egypt. Antiq.) It was soon found
that royal names were inclosed in a sort of oval ring, called

by Champollion a cartouche. 1850 Layard Nineveh x. 246

Between the figures is a cartouche containing a name in

hieroglyphics.

III. Comb, (from sense 1) as cartouche-box

m Cartridge-box.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. 231 Some, .that had not waxt up their

Cartrage or Catouche Boxes, wet all their Powder. 1711

Loud. Gaz. No. 4850/3, 3 Chests Catooch Boxes. 1753
Hanway Trav. (1762) I. vn. xciii. 429. 1808 ReguL Seri'ice

at Sea vn. ii. § 28. 223 He. .is to be very careful that there

are not any cartridges left in the cartouch-boxes.

+ Cartou'Se. Obs. Also 7-8-oose, -ouze, -oese.

[A variant of Cartouche, or ad. It. cartoccio J for-

merly appropriated to the architectural sense.]

1. A modillion or corbel ; = Cartouche 2 a.

1611 Cotgr., Modillon, a cartridge or cartoose, a foulding

bracket or corbell. 1624 Wotton in Reliq. (1672) 25 In the

Cornice both Dentelli and Modiglioni (our artizans call them
Teeth and Cartouzes). 1660 Bloome Archit. Aa, MulUs,
that which we commonly call in English a cartouse. 1663

Geruier Counsel 43 Masons put stone Cartoeses in the top

of the inside walls, which are bearers to the Summers. 1726

[see Cartouche 2].

2. A volute ; see Cartouche 2 b.

CartoU'sh. dial. Sc. [According to Jamieson
f. F. courie short, and honsse ' a short mantle of

course cjoth worne in all weather by countrey

women about their head and shoulders 1
(Cotgr.).

Du Cange has houcia curia of date 1360.]

A kind of ' bed-gown ' worn by working women
in parts of Scotland, e. g. Fife. (Jamieson.)

t Cartow*. Sc. Obs. [app. ad. 16th c. Flem.
kartouwe * genus bombardce maioris, vulgo car-

tuna et quartana, Ger. cartaunt It. courtaun 1

(Kilian) ; meaning 1 quarter-cannon * (Carthoun).
The Flemish word and the form curtail 'a great gun'

mentioned by Hall, suggest F. quartaut, in the 16th c,

quartault, the measure of a fourth of a bushel, which Littre

refers to med.L. quartale : hut no evidence of the applica-
tion of the F. word to a gun has been found. Cartow was
apparently sometimes associated in the 17th c. with cart, as
if the same as cartficcc, i.e. carriage-gun.]

A kind of cannon, also called a quarter-cannon,

which threw a ball of a quarter of a hundred-
weight. See also Carthoun.
1650 Row Hist. Kirk {1842) 519 June 15. .The Covenanters

Lords, .had. .with them tuo great cartowes and some lesser

field-peeces. at6jo Spalding Troub. Chas. /(1830) I. 109
Two cartowis or quarter canons, haveing the bullet to about
24 pound weight each. Ibid. II. 228 On Tuysday 14 of May,
the tua Cartowis wes brocht about fra Montrois to Abir-
dene be sea : bot thair wheilles wes hakit and hewin by the
Gordouns, as ye have hard. Thair cam also tua uther iron
cart peices to the schoir.

Cartre, obs. form of Charter.
Cartridge (ka-itrid3). Forms : 6-7 cartage,

7 cartrage, -redge, -rege, cartharidge, (earta-
lage), cartruce, 7-8 carthrage, 8 cartrouche,
7- cartridge. [A corruption of Cartouche, q. v.

for other forms and examples.]
1. Mil. The case in which the exact charge of
powder for fire-arms is made up ; of paper,
parchment, pasteboard, flannel, serge, metal, etc.,

according to its use. Generally, for small-arms,
the cartridge contains the bullet as well as the

powder (called distinctively a ball-cartridge') ; if

it contains no ball, it is a blank cartridge.

1579 Digges Stratiot. 116 Cases of Haileshot in manner
of Cartages. 1611 Florio, Scamuzzo, a cartage so called of

gunners. 1625 Makkham Souldiers Accid. 42 Cartalages

..for this or any other peece on horsebacke. 1626 Capt.

Smith Accid. Yug. Seamen 2 The Maister Gunner hath the

charge of the . . Spunges, Cartrages, Armes. 1644 Nye
Gunnery 1. (1647) 38 Canvas or strong paper, to make
Cartredges. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Cartouclie (Fr.), a
charge of powder and shot ready made up in a paper ; we
corruptly call it a cartage. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 84 A Cart-

ridge full of Gunpowder. 1677 Earl Orrery Art of War
58 If the Powder in the Cartruce be wet. 1678 Phillips,

Carthrage. .a bag of Canvas, .of such a depth as to contain

just so much Powder as the Charge of the Piece : Also a
Charge of Powder and Shot made ready in a Paper for any
smaller Gun. 1702 E. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. (ed. 20)

369 Ordnance, .with cartrouches and ball for service. 1868

Regul. § Ord. Army § 630a, 90 rounds of ball Cartridge

and 60 rounds of blank Cartridge. 1887 Murray's Mag.
Aug. 181 The famous buckshot-cartridges were ordered by
the Government that preceded him [Mr. Forster],

b. trans/, and Jig.

1673 Marvell Reh. Transp. 11. 182 'Tis pity that you. .did

not .. fill the cartridges or distribute them to each magis-

trate according to his calibre. 1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686)

221 Pellets or Cartrages of the same forme, .made not of the

leaves of the same tree.. but plainly of the Rose. 1826

Sheridan in Sheridaniana, Every line is a cartridge of wit

in itself. 1872 Lever Ld. Kilgobbin Ixvii, What rare

wisdom it is not to fire away one's last cartridge.

*j* C. = Cartridge-box. Obs.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram, xiv, 66 They haue also

Cartrages or rather cases for Cartrages made of Lattin to

keepe the Cartrages in. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Tcchn. s.v.,

There are also Tin Cartridges, in which the Paper or Parch-
ment ones are both formed and carried.

+ 2. Arch. a. A modillion or corbel; b. The
volute of an Ionic capital ; e. A tablet represent-

ing a sheet of paper with the ends rolled up ;
~

Cartouche 2 a, b, c. Obs.

1611 Cotgr., Cartoche as cartouche', also a Cartridge or

roll (in architecture'. 1756 Nugent Gr. 'four, France IV.

90 The cartridges in the deling are also by [Le Brun].

3. (See quot.)

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. E 1 b, When the Miner haums
a Pick, there is always some of the Haum comes through
the Eye on the other Side, -that part he calls the Cartridge.

4. attrib. and in comb., as cartridge-bag, a flan-

nel bag, etc., containing the charge of powder for

a cannon
;
cartridge-belt, a belt having pockets

for cartridges ;
cartridge-box, a box for storing

or carrying cartridges ; the case in which a soldier

carries his supply of cartridges; also see quot. 1 S67

;

cartridge-case, (a.) — cartridge-box ;
(b.) the paper

which contains the powder of a cartridge ; cart-

ridge-filler, (a.) one who fills cartridges
;

(b.) an
appliance for charging cartridge-cases with the

proper quantity of powder
;
cartridge-paper, a

strong kind of paper, used for making cartridges,

and also for rough drawings, etc. ; cartridge-

shot, shot contained in cartridges.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. iv. 70 The Soldiers have each a
*Cartage Box, covered with leather. 1802 Home Hist. Rcb.
iv, A musket, bayonet, and cartridge-box, were delivered to

each volunteer. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Cartridge-

box, a cylindrical wooden box. .just containing one cartridge,

and used for its safe conveyance from the magazine to the

gun. .The term is loosely applied to the ammunition-pouch.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine {1789) Lanterue. -a ^'cartridge-

case, to carry the cartridges from the ship's magazine to the
artillery. 1858 J. B. Norton Topics 7 The * cartridge-cry

. . did not originate with the sepoys. 1871 Ruskin Fors
Clav. vi. 8 Every collier and >; cartridge-filler is as fit for

Elysium as any heathen could be. 1712 Act 10 Anne in

Loud. Gaz. No. 5018/3 Paper called . . '^Cartridge Paper.

1739 Beighton in Phil. Trans. XLI. 750 Fine Paper pasted
on Cartridge-paper, or Two Papers pasted together. 1690
Loud. Gaz. No. 2544/3 Major la Borde was kill'd with
*Carthrage-shot from the last Cannon that was fired. 1753
Hanway Trav. (1762) II. 396 note, These [swivel guns or

harquebuses] carried cartridge-shot to a great distance.

Cart's-tail. Rarely cart-tail. The hinder

part of a cart, to which offenders were tied to be

whipped through the streets. Hence Cart's-tail-

ing* vbl. sb., Cart's-tailable a. nonce-wds.
1563-87 Foxe A.$M. (1596} 1868/1 They, .should be tyed to

a Carts tayle, and be whipped three market dayes through
the City. 1642 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1721) IV. 559b,

He shall be whipped from thence at a Cart's-Tayl. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Cart, Bawds and other male-
factors are whipped at the Cart's tail. 1856 Froude Hist.
Eng. i. (L.) The rough remedy of the cart-tail.

1808 Southey Let. 22 Nov., Your phrase of ' eking out

'

is cart's-tailable without benefit of clergy. Ibid. I am not
quite sure which deserves the severest cart's-tailing.

f Ca*rtuary, cha rtuary. Obs. [ad. med. L.

eartuarium = carlttlarium.'] = next.

1523 Fitzherb. SuTt'. (1539) Pref., The other small bokes,

as court-baron, court hundred, and chartuary. 1708 J.
Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. 1. ii. (1743 1 311 The cartuary
of Kelsoe. #1754 Carte in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 77 Entered
into Cartuaryes or Registers.

Cartulary (kautitflari). Also spelt Chartu-
lary, q. v. [ad. med.L. cart-, chartalarium, f. L.

cartula, chariula, dim. of carta, charta, a paper,

writing, charter ; see Chart and -ary. Cf. F.

I

cartulaire (14th c. in Littre).]

1 'A place where papers or records are kept' (J.) ;

whence the whole collection of records (belonging

to a monastery, etc.) ; or the book in which they

are entered ; a register.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Formul. Tij, Taken at the
cartulary of mayster Peter [of Bonaco]. 1631 Weever A nc.

Fun. Mon. xiv. 99 Those cartularies, by which Saxon princes

endowed their sacred structures. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. x.

I. 217 An action . . in which . . the King of France's cartulary

and records, .were taken. 1848 H. Miller First Impr. iii.

(1857) 37 The Cartulary of Moray—contains the Constitu-

tiones Lyncolnienses. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876)

II. App. 528 The cartulary of Saint Michael's Mount con-

tains two charters in which Eadward is called 'rex',

t Ca'rtware. Obs. [see Ware.] A team of

horses ; used by Harrison 1577 also in the sense

of Carucate (^L.jugttm).

1562 J. Heywood Prov. <§ Epigr. (1867) 142 There cumth, a

carteweare, of good hors 1563 Golding Ovid's Met. 11.

(1593)32 Which when the cart-ware did perceive, they left

the beaten way. 1577 Harrison in Holinshed Dcscr. Brit.

1. x. marg., For Hide they used the word Carucate or Cart-

ware, or Teme. — England 11. xix. (1877) 1. 309 So manie
hundred acres . . called in some places of the realme, carru-

cats or cartwares.

Cart-way (ka-itw^).

A way along which a cart can be driven ; some-

times = highway, as in the phrase ' common as

the cart-way
' ; but now usually a rough road on

a farm or in a wood, passable by a heavy cart, but

not by a carriage or other spring-vehicle.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. hi. 127 Heo is. .As Comuyn as be

Cart-wei to knaues and to alle. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII,
v, Any common high way, cartway, horseway, or fotcway.

1590 H. Swinburn Testaments 162 Albeit the wife were as

common as the Cart-waie. 1673 in Ansted Channel 1st. 1.

iv. (1862) 78 There is a cartway cut by art down to the sea.

1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Copse, Where the Woods are

large, it is best to have a Cart-way along the Middle of

them. 1768 Blackstone Comm. (1793) 442 Every cartway
leading to any market-town must be made twenty feet wide
at the least. 1824 Miss Mitiord Village Ser. 1. (1863) 46
Cross-roads, mere cart-ways, leading to the little farms.

Ca'rt-wheel.
1. The wheel of a cart.

fi386 Chaucer Sompu. T. 549 Twelf spokes hath a cart

whelcomunly. 1585 Parsons Chr. Exerc. 11. i. 152 A drye

cart wheel, .cryeth and complayneth, vndera small burden.

1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 342 Armed men, with a

clouted shoe and a cart-wheel for their standards.

2. humourously said of a large coin, as a crown

or dollar.

1867 A. Sketchley in CasselTs Mag. 327/1 He .. says

'This 'ere cart wheel's a duffer'. 1885 Lady Brassey
The Trades 195 The old Spanish doubloons, .by irreverent

travellers from the United States termed 'cartwheels'.

3. To turn cart-wheels : to execute a succession

of lateral summersaults, as if the feet and hands

were spokes of a wheel ; also Catherine-wheels,

(Street-boys do this by the side of a moving omni-

bus, etc., for chance coppers thrown to them.)

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 23 Dec, I saw a little, .blackguard

boy turning ' cartwheels ' in front of the Clifton House.

Ca'rt-whip, A whip used in driving a cart, a

long heavy horse-whip.
1713 Loud. Gaz. No. 5144/10 Carters are to ride with long

Cart Whips. 1823 Canning in Ann. Reg. (1824) 129/1 Driv-

ing the slaves, by means of a cart-whip.

Hence Cart-whip v., to flog with a cart-whip.

1788 Dibdin Mus. Tour liv'. 222 They are cart-whipt and
treated with much other cruelty. 1811 Ediu. Rev. XIX.
141 After a cart-whipping, .he was carried to a sick-house.

Cartwright (kautirait). [f. Cart sb. +
Wright.] A carpenter who makes carts.

14.. York Myst. Introd. 26. 1483 Cath. Angl. 55 A
Cartewright, caractareus. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet Biijb,

Be a ship-wright, cart-wright, or tibum-wright. a 1619

Fotherby Atheom. 11. i. § 8. 193 _Some, Housewrights;
some, Shipwrights ; some, Cartwrights ; and some, the

loyners of smaller workes. 1829 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I.

268 As essential, .as the millwright or cartwright.

Hence Cartwrigliting-, doing cartwright's work.

1850 Marg. Fuller Life without § withiu(iS6o) 124 The
blacksmithing, cartwrighting . . and grain-grinding.

Ca*rty, a. fam. [f. Cart ^.! + -y.] Of the

breed and build of a cart horse.

1863 Reader 7 Nov. 529 The early illuminators' variations

of a few podgy fat-calved knights, and the carty fetlocked

horses they should have ridden. 1875 ' Stonehenge' Brit.

Sports 11. in. i. 521 Well-bred but very strong and carty.

•i Ca'ruage. Old Law. (erron. spelt carv-

age). [a. ONF. carnage, in mod.F. charruage,

on L. type *carrucdticum ; but actually made in

med.L. carrucdgiupi, and car{r)udgitim.'\

1, Ploughing.
1610 Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1. vii. 14 This Deluage is

distinguishable into Caruage and Scaphage. Caruage com-

prehends all sorts of plowing of Grounds. Ibid. x. 24 Crust-

clung and Soale-bound soyles craue Caruage. 1688 R.

Holme Armoury m. 333/2 Carvage is Plowing of Ground.

2. =Carucage.
[1664 Spelman Gloss. 126 Carucagium, alias caruagium,

est tributi genus quod singulis aratris. .imponitur.]

1610 Folkingham Art ofSurvey Hi, iv. 71 Infeoffing with

Toll, implies Freedome from Custome, etc. With Caruage,

from taxation by Carues. 1641 Termes de la Ley 47 A pri-

viledge by which a man is freed from Carvage. 1670

Blount Law Diet. s.v. Carrucatc. 1700 Tyrrell Hist.

Fug. II. 711 The late unreasonable Carvage or Tax in his

Diocese. 1846 Dugdale's Monast. III. 103/1 He desired
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the convent tu lend him their annual rTTffffly. uiruca-
gium, or carvage.

Carucage, carrucage (karri*kedx). Feudal
Syst. (Also 6 charugage. [ad. ined.L. car{r)u-

edgium (=ONF. carnage, Y, charruage], f. mctl.

L. earruca plough. (If of Latin age, the type
would have been *carrucdticum ; but the word
was of later origin, after F. -age, med.L. -dgitttn,

had become familiar formatives : see -age.)]

A tax levied on each plough or carucate of land.

1577 Hoi.inshed Chron., John an. izoo(R.)The dutie called
charugage, that was, three shillings of euerie plough-land.
1593 Stow Annals 2ji The same time King Henry JIII]
tooke Carucage, that is two Marks of Silver of every Knights
Fee, towards the Marriage of His Sister Isabell to the lim-
perour. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. 68 After the taking
of Bedford, he had Carrucagc, that is, two shillings vpon
euery Ploughland. 1700 Tyrrell //«/. Eng. II. 851 The
King had granted him . . a Carucage of Two Shillings on
each Plough-Land. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. xi. 382
[Danegeld] was in very nearly the same form reproduced
under the title of Carucage by the ministers of Richard I.

t Carucate, carrucate (kK-ri«k^t). Feudal
Syst. [ad. med.L. car{r)ucata plough-gate
plough-land, f. car{r)uca plough (see Cakue .

The OXF. regular repr. of carruedta was
iar

K
r)uc'e, central F. char\r tue : see -ate

L. earruca (f. carr-us CakJ was originally 'a sort of state
coach or chariot

' ; this sense is still found anno 700 ' earruca
in qua sedere consuevi' (see Diezt; but in Gaul it was
early applied to the wheel-plough, in which sense earruca,
earruga, carrua appear in the Salic and Allemannic Laws.
Cf. the s.w. Eng. plough — * wagon '.]

A measure of land, varying with the nature of the

soil, etc., being as much as could be tilled with
one plough (with its team of 8 oxen} in a year ; a
plough-land.
The acreage of the carucate varied according to the sys-

tem of tillage. If the land lay in three arable common
fields the carucate, according to Fleta, contained 180 acres;
60 for fallow, 60 for winter corn, and 60 for spring corn. If
the land lay in 2 fields the carucate consisted of 160 acres,
80 for fallow, and 80 for tillage. Commonly only the land
under plough in any one year was reckoned, the fallow being
thrown into common pasturage. Hence in ancient deeds the
normal carucate is either 120 acres or 80 acres by the
Norman number (5 score to the hundred 1 and 144 acres or
96 acres by the English number (6 score to the hundred).

—

Rev. I. Taylor.

[1086 Domesday Bkt Hampsk. iDu Cangei In dominio
sunt 2 carucatsc c 1 190 Chart. Rich. I 1 Da Cangei Viginti
carrucatas terras scilicet unicuique carrucata; sexaginta
acras terra;.] 1432 50 tr. Higden 1. xlix. t Rolls' II. 91 Which
alle William Conquerour kynge of Englonde causedc to be
describede, and the hides and carucates of londe to be
measurede \et per hydas seu carucatas dimetiri). 1577
Hakkjson England 11. xix. (1877) 1. 309 So manie hundred
acres or families (or as they haue been alwaies called in some
places of the realme, carrucats or cartwaresi. 16x4 Stow
AnnalesWill. I, an. 1080. 118 How many carucates of lande,
how many plough-lands, c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon
§ 295 (1810) 305 Some hold a hide and a carucate to be all

one, but not of any certain content, commonly said to be
so much land as a plough can.. plough in a year. 1788
Kklham Domesday At, 168 (T.) 'Iwelve carucates of land
make one hide. 1841 Tvtlek Hist. Scot. (1879) I. 284
A novate . .contained eighteen acres ; a carucate contained
eight bovates; and eight carucates made a knight's fee.

1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. x. 303 The old English hide
was cut down to the acreage of the Norman carucate.

t Ca'ruck. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. med.L. ear{r)ucat

as occasionally used for caruedta, like mod.F.
charrue in sense of c/iarrue'e.] = Carucate.
1627 Speed England Abr. xxviii, §3 These Parishes

are measured by Hides, and Carucks, or Plough-lands.

t Carue. Old Law. Also 6 carewe, (7-
crron. carve), [a. ONF. carue (mod.F. charrue
= Pr. earruga, It. earruca) L. earruca (med.L.
carrucat earruga, carrua), used already in the Salic
Law in the sense ' plough See note to Carucate.
Mod.F. charrue is both plough and plough-land
or carucate , whence the Eng. use.
The spelling carve is a blunder of transcription, after

the differentiation of « and v, owing to the fact that v was
right before e in most words, e. g. carve, stan-e, serve.]

A plough-land or Carucate.
[ 129a Britton iii. xxi. § 1 Une carue de terre ove les apur-

tenaunces (one carucate of lande with the appurtunences.']
1593 Norden Spec. Brit. M'sex r. 5 The vsuall account of
lande at this day in Englande is by acres, yardes, carewes,
hydes, knightes fees, cantreds, baronies and counties. 16x0
Folkincmam Art ofSurvey n. vii.ooA Plow-land or Carue
of land is said to containe 4 Yard-land at 30 acres to
the Yard-land. 1628 Coke On Litt. :73 b, If a man bee
seised in fee of a carue of Land by iust title. 164a W. Bird
Mag. Hon. 155 A Carve of land, or Plow land. 1670 Blount
Law Diet., Carrticate or Carzv 0/Land.

Caruncle (kar»'nk'I, karrOTjk'I). Also 9 ca-
runcule, and 8-9 in Lat. form caruncula. [ad.

16th c. F. catuncule 'a little peece of flesh \
Cotgr. (mod.F. caroncule), ad. L. caruncula, dim.
of caro, earnem flesh.]

1. A small fleshy excrescence : applied in Ana-
tomy to certain natural formations, as the lachrymal
and urethral caruncles, the wattles of the turkey-
cock, etc. In Pathol, formerly applied to a stric-

ture.

1615 Ckookl. Body 0/ Man T43 Caruncles or teats, with
very fine perforations . . opening into the . . pipes of the

I Vreters. 1661 Iahlll ///»/. Anitn. <y A/in. Introd., A
caruncle like a tongue. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 306/1
The Caruncle;, [are] knotty pieces of flcih, hanging about the
Bill . . as in Turky-cocks. 17J0 Bucket in Phil. Trans.
XXXI. 51 A Caruncle in the Urethra. 1794 G. Adams
Nat. <y Exp. Philos. II. xvii. 255 At the inner corner of the
eye.. stands a caruncle. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man II. xii.

13 The fleshy caruncles on the heads of certain birds.

2. Bot. 1 An excrescence at or about the hilum
of certain seeds' (Gray).
1830 Lindlky Nat. Syst. Bot. 144 Having a remarkable

tumour, called a caruncula, at one end of the seed*. 1870
Hooker Stutl, Flora 328 Cuticle brown, caruncle large.

Hence Caruncled a. ^Cabuxculate.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 366 Seeds caruncled.

Caruncular kam-nki^laj;, a. [on type of
L. *caruncular-is, F. caronculaire : see prec. and
*ar.] Of the nature of or resembling a caruncle.
1847 in Craig.

Carrrnculate, [ad. mod.L. carunculdtus,
f. caruncula (see prec. and -ate^ 2) : cf. F. caron-
cult'.'] Having a caruncle or caruncles.
1835 Lindlky Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 31 The umbilicus .

.

is said to be. carunculate. 1870 Hooker Stttd. Flora 326
Euphorbiacea:. .seeds carunculate.

Carrrnculated, a. [f. as prec. + -ed.] = prec.
1804 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847* II. 385 A naked, red,

warty, or carunculated skin. 1868 Darwin Animals $ PI.
I. v. 139 The skin over the nostrils swollen and often carun.
culated or wattled.

Caru'nculous, <*. [ = F. caronculeux, on L.
type *carunculos-us.'\ ~ prec. 1847 in Craig.

II Cams kc - ri/s). Med. [med. L. carus, L.
caros, a. Gr. tc&pos heavy sleep, torpor.] A term
applied to various forms of profound sleep or in-

sensibility
; esp. * the fourth and extremest degree

of insensibility, the others being sopor, coma, and
lethargy' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1678 Phillii-s, Caros, a disease in the Head which is

caused by an over full stomach and want of concoction.
1696 — (faros, or Carns, a Sleep wherein the person affected
being pull'd, pinch'd and call'd, scarce shews any sign of
hearing or feeling. 178a Hebkrden Comm. lxix. (1800) 340
Paralytic debility of the senses and intellect .. as cams,
coma, lethargy.

Caruway, obs. form of Caraway.
Carvage, bad spelling of Caruage, ploughing.

Carve kajv), v. Forms : 1 ceorfan, 2 keruen,
2-3 keoruen, 3 keorfen, curuen :, 4 cerue,4-6
kerue, 5-7 kerve, 6-7 karve, 5- carve. Pa. t.

a. 1 cearf, 3-5 carf, 3 kerf, subj. kurue), 4
karf, karue, carue, corue, 4-5 carfe, 5 kerue,
carff; //. 1 curfon, 3-4 corue(n, 4 corwen.
&. 4 keruet, 5 carft, 5- carved. Pa. pple. a.

1 corfen, 3-4 i-coruen, 3-6 coruen, 4 coruun,
koruun, ykoruen, corn, caruen, kerue, 4-5
(y)corue, (y) coruyn, 5 coruene, 6 keruen, 6,

9 carven ; 0. 5 keruyd, 6 kerued, 6 - carved.
[Common Teut. : OE. str. vb. ceorfan, ccarf,

pi. cur/on, corvenf corresp. to OFris. kerva,

MDu. and Du. kerven, MHG. and mod.G.
kerl>en, to notch, carve, (pa. pple. gekurben occurs

in MHG., in Niederrheinisch) ; not known in

OHG. or Gothic: OTeut. type *kerfan, karf, pi.

kurftum, kortan. Cf. also Icel. kyrfa to carve,

Da. karve to notch, indent, Sw. harftoa to notch,

carve. The Teut. word is generally held to be
cognate with Gr. ypatp-av to write, orig. to scratch

or engrave; pointing to an Aryan grph-. The
original strong conjugation has become weak as

in all the mod. langs, but the pa. pple. carven is

still used as an archaic form.
The normal mod. repr. of ceorf. would be cherve \ c was

prob. retained here by influence of cur/on, corven. The ar
for earlier er is as in Arbour, bark, etc.]

I. +1. trans. To Cut: formerly the ordinary

word for that action in all its varieties.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark v. 5 Hine sylfne mid stanum ceor-

fende. .1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 87 To keruen bat fel biforen

on his strenende lime, a 1300 Cursor M. 7241 Quils samp-
son slepped . . H is hare sco kerf, c 1*15 E. E. A llit. /*. A. 40
Quen corne is coruen with crokez lcene. < 1386 Chaucer
Prioresses T. 159 Ther he with throte ykoruen lay. t 14x0
Liber Cocomm (1862) 40 Kerve appuls ovcrtwert and cast
bcrin. c 1450 9m. Citrtasye 765 In Bahees Bk., With brede
y-coruyn. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 45 They wolde .

.

pricke and kerue her owne bodyes. 1560 ed. of Chaucer's
Boeth. 1. 198 b/a They, .corven and renten my clothes.

T b. With various extensions, as of kerven, to

cut off ; to carve (a limb
1

) from any one ; to carve
asunder, in two. in or to pieces ; to carve (a knight)

out of his armour. Obs.
.1000 /Elfric Lev. viii. 20 Hi* curfon <Sone ram eall to

sticceon. .1025 O. E. Chron. an. 1014 He cearf of heora
handaand heora nosa. 1M7 R. Glch c. (1810) 560 Sir Willarn
Mautrauers Carf him offet & honde. c 13*5 Chron. Eng.
757 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 301 Hys ledges hy corven of
anon. 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 244 pedede body be[i]

britten on four quarters corn. 138s Wyclif Hosea xiv. 1

Wymmen with chijld of it hen coruen out. c 1386 Chaucer
Knts. T. 1838 Tho was he corven out of his harneys. t 1400
Destr. Troy 9468 He karve hit of cleane. Ibid. 9832 lie

kylles our knightes, kerues horn in sonder. < 1430 Syr
Ccner. <Roxb.) 4223 Laces and stringes he kerue on twoo.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 222 He carf hym asondre in the
myddes.

t c - fig- Obs. (witli influence of other senses).
1230 Hali Meid. 17 peo bat habbi5 fram ham icorucn

flenches lustes. 138. Wyclif Sertn. Sel. Wks. I. 231 A
sworde sharpe . . to kerve awey synne. c 1386 Chalcek
Monkes T. 467 His estate fortune fro him car?,

f d. intr. or ahsol. Obs.
a i»*5 Ancr. R. 384 Gif eax ne kurue, ne be spade ne

dulue. .hwo kepte ham uorte holden ? c 13x4 Guy Warw.
(A3 4066 Thai corwen purch liuer and burch lunge, c 1400
Destr. Troy 6674 He . . Corveeuyn at the kyng with a kene
sword. 1430 Lvrx;. Chron. Troy 11. xi, Y' lyue y* carueth
through the centre. 1513 Douglas .Eneis xn. v. 317 Onto
hys chyn the edge did carvin doun.

t 2. trans. To cleave (as by cutting). Obs.
c i3»s E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1547 As a coltour in clay cerues

bo forces, c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 2: No ship yit
karf the wawes grene. c 1430 L.YDG. Bochas 11. xvii. 11554*
56 a, A great hyl . . carf on twain, Not farre asyde from the
towne. 1604 1 . Wright Passions v. $ 2. 170 The filing of
iron, .almost all men. .abhorre toheare. .for that the aire so
carued, punisheth and fretteth the heart.

f3. a. To circumcise, b. To castrate a cock).
<: 14*0 Circumcision iTundate's Vis. 861 The chylde was

corve therwith. 1586 Bright Melanch. xxxix. 252 Gene*
rally of fowle the carued is better than the other, of beastes
the gelded have preferment. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 280
I f they be once carued and made capons they crow no more.
1678 Littleton Lat. Diet., To carve as cockrels are carved.
4. To cut (a way or passage). Alsofig.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxviL 97 The shippes . . carfe waie

in the water. 1813 Byron Giaour xxxv, To such let others
carve their way. 1856 Kane Aret. Exb. II. xxiii. 232 The
axe was indispensable to carve our path through the hum-
mocks. 1865 Holland Plain T. xix. 115 It is by work
that man carves his way to that measure of power.

II. To cut artistically or ornamentally.
5. trans, a. To hew, cut, or sculpture (any solid

figure, an image, out of stone, in ivory, etc.) ; to
make or shape artistically by cutting.

ii 1000 Rood 66 <Gr. ) Curfon hie 8*t moldern of beorhtan
stane. .1420 Chroft. Vilod. 292 He.. carff welle vmagus
and peynted bothe. 1535 Coverdale Isa. xl. 30 Morouer
shal the ymage maker.. carue therout an ymage. a 1700
Drvdkn (J.* And carv'd in iv'ry such a maid so fair. 1855
Tennyson Maud 1. viii, An angel watching an urn Wept
over her, carved in stone. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 207
Each column has been carved out of a single block of green
marble.

b. To fashion a material) into some shape by
cutting, chiselling, or sculpturing.
1535 Coverdalk W'isd. xiii. 13 He carueth it {wood] dili-

gently . . and . . fashioneth it after the similitude of a man.
17.. Bkntley (J.) Had Democrates really carved mount
Athos into a statue of Alexander the Great,

'

6. To cut or engrave figures, either in relief or
intaglio, on [in, into) a surface.

( isjo Gen. Ex. 2700 He carf in two gummes of pris Two
likenesses, e 1386 Chaucer MilUres T. 132 With Powles
wyndowes corven on his schoos. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
219/1 Thistory of her was . . entayled 8c coruen in the
sepulcre, 154a Udall tr. Erasm. Apoph. 332 b, An other
[chaire of estate] with whippes kerued in it 1600 Shaks.
A. Y. L. lit. 1L 9 Carue on euery Tree, The faire, the chaste,
and vnexpressiue shee. 1643 Milton Divorce 11. vi. (1851)
77 To carve into his flesh the mark of that strict and pure
cov'nant. c 1800 Southey Retrosftett, Some idle hind Carves
his nide name within a sapling's rind. 1807 Wolfe Bur.
Sir y. Moore viii, We carved not a line and we raised not a
stone.

b. to cover or adom (wood, stone, etc' with
figures so cut on or in the surface.

e 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 1205 Which [gate] that so wcl
corven was. 1304 P. PI. trede 161 pe pileres weren..
uueynteli i-corueu wib curiuuse knottes. 1570 I.kvins
Manip. 34/21 To carve wood, inseulpere. 1611 Bihlk
1 Kingsyx. 29 Hee carued all the walles of the house round
about with carued figures ofCherubim*. 1698 Dryden Virg.
Georg, 11. 632 Nor Box . . snu* >th-grained . . which curious
Hands may kerve. 1703 Maundkell *Jcurn. Jems. (17321
77 Carv'd in such a manner, as to re>emble a piece of
wainscot. 1832 Tennyson Pal. Art 138 A million wrinkles
carved his skin. 1875 I>onuf. Maso. Pandora v, Yon
oaken chest, carven with figures. 1883 I.loyd Ebb $ FL
II. 84 Sarcophagi carved with old Christian emblems.

7. intr. or absol. To cut figures or designs ; to

practise the sculptor's or engraver's art.

1S67 Maplet Gr. Forest 12 b, Kaman the stone . . is easie
to be engrauen and carued in. 1591 Harin<;ton Ort. Fur.
11. xxxiii, He that carves and drawes with equal! praise.

1841 4 Kmekson Ess. Art Wks. (Bohn) I. 147 We carve
and paint, or we behold what is carved and painted. 1858
Gladstone Homer I. 14 Where other poets sketch, Homer
draws ; and where they draw he carves.

III. 8. intr. To cut up meat at table, f To
carve to : to serve, ' help ' (any one at a meal).

*/ 1300 A'. Horn 233 Tech nim. . Biuore me to kerue. And
of the cupe serue. e 1386 Chaucer Prol. 100 He. .carf biforn
his fader at the table. 1484 Caxton Chyualry 17 Euery
man that wyllecome to knyghthode hym behoueth to lerne
in his yougthe to kerue at the table. . 1530 Ld. Berners
Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 283 There Gouernar carued to the
lady ryght goodly with his knyfe. 1625 Sanderson Serm.
< 1681 ) I. 133 Give them from your own, but do not carve
them from another's trenclu r. 1665 Boyle Oeeas. ReJI. in. v.

(i675> 152 Upon his being Carv'd to at a Feast. 1717 Swift
Gulliver 11. iii. 122 A bit of meat . . out of which I carved
for myself. 1751 Chesterf. Lett, ccxi, A man who tells

you gravely that he cannot carve. 1868 G\ Victoria Life
Hight. 148 General Grey and Lady Churchill carved,

b. trans, e. g. To carve a fowl, a joint, etc.

c 15*9 Frith Antith. 11829) 301 Men to carve his [Pope's!
morsels. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 157 A calucs head
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and a Capon, the which if I doe not came most curiously,

say my knife's naught, c 1611 Chapman Iliad ix. (R.) Till

I had. .earned thee tendrest meate. 1865 Trollope Belton
Est. xxiv. 286 Captain Aylmer. .would have carved the

roast fowl with much more skill.

9. fig. a. intr. To help or serve (oneself or

others) at one's own discretion, to do at one's

pleasure, indulge oneself.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. iii. 20 Hee may not, as vnuallued
persons doe, Carue for himselfe. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng.
ix. li. (1612) 232 Which of the Patriarks, Prophets, or
Gods people . . vnto their owne Affections caru'd. 1633
Bp. Hall Hard Texts 581 They shall carve themselves of
your punishment, and their owne advancement at their

pleasure. 1649 — Cases Consc. n. x. (1654) 159 Thus to
carve himselfe of Justice, is . . to violate lawfull authority.

1691 Locke Money Wks. 1727 II. 35 When some common
and great Distress, .emboldens them to carve to their wants
with armed Force.

fb. trans. To apportion at discretion, to assign

as one's portion or lot, to take at one's pleasure.

1578 Banister Hist. Man iv. 51 Be sapient therfore

Reader, .not captious in caruing a fault. 1650 Hobbes De
Corp. Pol. 35 Where every man carveth out his own right,

it hath the same effect, as if there were no right at all.

1662 Fuller Worthies (1840) I. iv. 18 Carving a good por-

tion of honour to themselves. 1742 Middleton Cicero I. 1.

33 Licence being indulged to an insolent army of -carving
for themselves what fortunes they pleased. 1755 Young
Centaur ii. (1757) IV. 159 God's promises are better than
anything we can carve for ourselves.

10. To cut up or subdivide.
1711 Shaftesb. Charact. (1737) III. 112 Our second head

we shou'd again subdivide into firsts and seconds, but that

this manner of carving is of late days grown much out of
fashion. 1818 Cruise Digrest. VI. 379 The testator . . has
carved the whole fee in particular estates. 1870 Bryant
Iliad I. 1. 25 All the rest was carved into small portions.

1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. v. 97 The Country was carved
into equal districts.

11. The alliterative phrase cut and carve goes
back to the 14th c. when the two words were
equivalent, and cut was beginning to take the

place of carve : it is still used, though mostlyfig.,
and prob. carve is now usually taken in the pre-

ceding or some of the extant senses.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. v. lxiv. (1495) 181 The
skynne is callyd cutis in latyn, for it.. is ofte kytte and
coruen. Ibid. xvn. cii. 667 Bowes of mirra ben kerue and
kytte and slytte. ( 1400 Rom. Rose 1887 This arwe was
kene grounde, As ony rasour that is founde, To kutte and
kerve. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Divinitie ii, Which with
the edge of wit they cut and carve. 1799 H. Hunter tr.

St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (ed. 2) I. Introd. 8 Mr. L. T. Rede.

.

proceeds to cut and carve me down into, .acareful abridge-
ment. 1812 Combe (Dr. Syntax) Picturesque xix. 72 To
the last he'd cut and carve.

12. To carve out : a. (in Legal lang.) To cut a
smaller or subordinate estate out of a larger one.

1625 Burges Pers. Tillies 21 To carue out his whole
maintenance out of their estates. 1767 Blackstone Comm.
II. 107 The fee-simple, .is generally vested and resides in

some person or other ; though divers inferior estates may
be carved out of it. 1876 Digby Real Prop. v. §2. 215 The
estate of tenant in tail was, according to the metaphorical
expression of the lawyers, 'carved out of, that is, less than
an estate in fee simple and different from it. 1879 Castle
Law Rating 66 The interests carved out or subordinate to
his occupation. 1885 Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 255 A lease
. .carved out of a term created by a lease of the 27th of
June, 1797.

b. trans/. (Sometimes also in other senses, esp.

1 and 4.)
1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. ii. 19 Braue Macbeth .. with his

brandisht Steele . . caru'd out his passage. 1695 Black-
more Pr. Arth. vn. 579 The valiant .. carve out to
themselves propitious Fate. 17x6-7 Bentley Serm. xi.

374 Carving out his own satisfaction in every object of
Desire. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. {1876) I. vi. 465 Roger
now sought to carve out a dominion for himself. 1874
Blackie Self-Cult. 77 Persistency will carve out a way to
unexpected success. 187s M cLaren Serm. Ser. EL viii. 144
No matter what honour they have carved out for themselves
with their swords.

+ 13. fig. (with reference to speech) Schmidt sug-
gests 1 To show great courtesy and affability \ Obs.
1388 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 323 He can carue too, and

lispe : Why this is he That kist away his hand in courtesie.
1598 — Merry W. 1. iii. 49 Shee discourses : shee carues :

she giues the leere of inuitation.

Carve, sb. [f. the vb.] An act or stroke of
Carving. See also Carf.
Mod. Give it a carv.e.

Carve, erroneous spelling of Carue ploughland.
Carved (kaivd, -ed),///. a. [f. Carve v. +

-ed 1.] Cut, sculptured, engraved ; see the vb.
1526 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 192 b, No kerued ne

grauen ydoll. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, in. iii. 152 A payre of
carued Saints. 1611 Bible Ps. lxxiv. 6 They breake downe
the carued worke thereof. 1662 Fuller Worthies (1840)
III. 188 The carved chapel of Wainscot. 1822 Procter
(B. Cornwall) Flood of Thess. 11. 102 Phidias— whose
carved thoughts Threw beauty o'er the years of Pericles.
1870 Bryant Iliad I. m. 100 At rest on his carved couch.

b. Naut. High-carved\ app. = high-cargued
see Cargued, and Carving.
a\1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts nr. (1704) 374/1 The

difference in the Built of Ships, betwixt a flush Deck and
high Carv'd. 1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 170/4 Two great
b renchmen of War, being high carved ships.

Carvel (ka-ivel). Araut. Forms : 5 kervel,
-yle; 5 caruyll, 5-7 carvell, ficaruile, karuell,

6-7 carvill, 7 carvile, -eile, karval, 6-7, 9 car-

vel ; see also Caravel, [a. OY.caruelle, kii'velle

(i6thc. in Littre) : see Caravel. Carve/was the

vernacular Eng. form from 15th to 17th c, and still

continues to be so, so far as the word is truly at

home, as in the comb, carvel-built, etc.]

The ordinary name from the 15th to the 17th c,

of a somewhat small, light, and fast ship, chiefly

of Spain and Portugal, but also mentioned as

French and English. (Rarely mentioned after

1650 exc. as a thing of history, and then usually

written caravel, aftermod.F.caravelle, Yg.caravela.)

1462 Rep. Fr. Prisoners in Paston Lett. II. 93 In to

Scotland ward in a kervyle of Depe. 1494 Fabyan vn. 447
Of y*-' Englyshe men. .ii. barkys, and a caruyll : the whiche
thre smalt shyppys escaped by theyr delyuer Saylynge.

1513 Douglas ALneis vm. ii. 61 The payntit carvellis fleting

throu the flude. 1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 13 Hoounds
harroing after [the deer], az they had bin a number of

skiphs too the spoyle of a karuell. 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon
ix. 262 Rich Alexandria drugs, Fetch'd by carvels from
^Egypt's richest streights. 1613 Purchas Pilgr. viii. ii. 729
Thus Columbus is set forth with three Caruels at the

King's charges. 1622 Heylin Cosmogr. iv. (1682) 29 An in-

finite number of karvals and small Boats. 1627 Capt. Smith
Seaman's Gram. ix. 40 A Caruell whose sailes stand like a
paire of Tailers sheeres. 1631 Heywood FairMaid of W.
I. iv. i.Wks. 1874 II. 313 It did me good To see the Spanish
Carveile vaile her top Vnto my Maiden Flag. 1686 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2201/1 Besides . . they have 9 or 10 Carvels or

small Frigats, from 18 to 6 Guns. 1830 James Darnley
xxxv. 154 From the biggest man-of-war to the meanest
carvel. 1854 H. Miller Sch. <y Schm. iii. (1857) 4 2 All sorts

of barques and carvels, .correctly drawn on the slate.

f 2. a. The Paper Nautilus or Argonaut, b.

The floating mollusc Ianthina. c. A jelly-fish

{Medusa). Obs.

1657 R. Ligon Barhadoes 6 This little Fish, the Carvill,

riseth to the top of the sea. .and there, .raises up his Maine
Mast, spreads his sayles, which he makes of his own sinews,

and begins his voyage. 1688 J. Clayton Virginia in Phil.

Trans. XVII. 783 In the Sea I saw many little things which
the Seamen call Carvels, .they Swim like a small Sheeps
Bladder above the Water, downwards there are long Fibrous
Strings, some whereof I have found near half a yard long.

1690 J. Banister Virginia ibid. 671 The Nautilus or Carvil
(as the Sailors call it). [1707 Sloane Jamaica 1. 7 When we
were in about 46 degrees of Northern Latitude, I first saw
what seamen call a Caraval or Portuguese Man of War.]

3. Comb, carvel-built, {Naut.) applied to a

vessel ' the planks of which are all flush and
smooth, the edges laid close to each other . . in

contradistinction to clinker-built, where they over-

lap each other ' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.). So
carvel-planked a., carvel-work.
1678 Phillips [erroneously] Camel-work, the building of

ships first with their Timbers, and after bring on their

planks. 1798 Capt. Miller in Nicolas Disp. Nelson VII.
clix, The pains I had taken to get carver-built boats. 1805
Mariner's Diet., Carvel Work, in contradistinction to

clincher work ; is the common method of planking vessels by
laying the edges close to each other, and caulking them to

make them water tight. 1859 M cClintock Voy. Fox(i%%t)
249 She had been originally 'carvel' built. 1886 R. C.
Leslie Sea-Painter's Log xi. 252 The heavy carvel-planked

boats of the French, Spaniards, or Italians.

Carven (kauv'n),///. a. [Strong pa. pple. of

Carve v. : in ME. corven ; carven occurs in 16th c,

but its present use is a 19th c. revival, orig. poetical,

but now frequent in rhetorical prose.] = Carved.
1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 336 Of arte he had \>e

maistrie, he mad a coruen kyng. 1430 Lydg. Chron. T?-oy

II. xi, The corue knottes. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xix. 114
Graued werk or coruun werk. 1528 More Heresyes 1.

Wks. 1 17/2 Hys ymage painted or caruen. 1820 Keats St.

Agnes xxiv, Garlanded with carven imageries. 1856 Mrs.
Browning Anr. Leigh iv. 1004 A screen of carven ivory.

1879 Dowden Southey 32 A miracle of carven tracery
branches overhead.

Carvene (kauvfn). Chetn. A hydro-carbon

C10 Hjc found in oil of Caraway.
1876 Harley Mat. Med. 578 Carvene boils at 343

0
.

Carver (ka-xvai). [f. Carve v. + -er 1.]

1. gen. One who carves or cuts.

£-1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 320 Clipperis and purse-
kerveris. 1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. v. xx. (1495) 125

Of the teeth some ben keruers. 1605 Bacon Adv. LearJi-
ing{iSj3) 56 A carver or a divider of cummin seed.

2. spec. One who carves wood, ivory, stone, etc.
;

a sculptor : most frequently (when not otherwise

qualified) applied to one who carves in wood.
c 1386 Chaucer Knis. T. 1041 Ne portreyour, ne kerver of

ymages. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, xxii. § 1 A Freemason .

.

Tyler, Plommer, Glasier, Kerver nor Joyner. 1589 Put-
tenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 311 The painter or keruers craft.

1605 TryallCIiev. iv. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 336 A cunning
Carver had cut out thy shape . . in white alabaster. 1754
Dodsley Agric. ii. (R.) Smooth linden best obeys The
carver's chissel. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 604
The carver, the gilder, and the paper-hanger. i84o_Hood
Kitmansegg, Death xvii, Its foreman, a carver and gilder.

f b. attrib. (A tree) used for carving.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. 1. 9 The carver holme, the maple
seldom inly sound.

3. One who carves at table.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 435 Whom the kynges
kerver hurte soore. 1x1450 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 446 To here
his swerd & be his keruere tofore him. 1509-10 Act 1

Hen. VIII, xiv, Hys Cuppe berers Carvours and Sewers.
1670 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 16 Several carvers cut up all

the meat at a side table. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4672/1 First

Carver, and Brother to the Empress. Mod. An expert
Carver.

b. A carving knife. A pair of carvers \ a carv-

ing knife and fork.

1840 Thackeray Catherine ii, You had got the carver out
of her hand.

+ 4. fig. One who assigns any one his ' portion

t To be one's own carver: to take or choose for

oneself at one's own discretion. Obs.

1579 Lyly Euphucs (Arb.) 55 In this poynte I meane not
to be mine owne caruer. 1598 — Moth. Bombie (Halliw.t

Neither father nor mother, kith nor kinne shall bee her
carver in a husband. 1583 Babington Commandm. 343
That everie souldier should be his owne carver and take
what he can get. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World v. v. § 7. II.

595 Plainly told them, that the Romans would be their
owne Carvers, and take what they thought good. 1645 Bp.
Hall Contentation 39 Wee are ill carvers for our selves ; hee
that made us, knows what is fit for us. a 1714 Abp. J.
Shari' Serm. I, i. (R.) He himself, were he to be the carver
of his fortunes . . would chuse for himself. 1797 Holcroft
Stolberg's Trav. li. (ed. 2) 250 Peter . . has . . been the carver
of his own fortune.

Ca'rvership. [see -ship.] The office of

carver (to the king).
1830 Nicolas in Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz. York 192/1 He

was. .protected in the enjoyment of the carvership.

Ca'rvery. nonce-tvd. [see -ery.] a. Meat to

be carved, b. Carved or sculptured work.
1839 Ne^v Monthly Mag. LV. 129 The tin was lifted from

his share of the carvery. 1845 T. Cooper Purgat. Suicides
(1877) 23 O'ercanopied with perforated carvery.

Carvey, -vie, var. of Sc. Carvt.
Carving (kauvirj), vbl. sb. [f. Carve v.~\

1. The action ofthe verb Carve, in various senses.

In senses 5-7 of the vb., carving is now usually restricted

to work in wood, ivory, etc., sculpture being used of work
in stone, and chasing of work in metal.

aizz$ Ancr. R. 344 Of keorfunge, oSer of hurtunge.
a 1240 LoJ'song in Cott.Hom. 207 In umbe keoruunge. c 1380
Wyclik Sel. Wks. III. 264 Kervynge of mete. 1530 Elyot
Gov. 1. viii, He shulde be. . enstructed in painting or keruinge.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 26 Caruing and painting

are the giftes of God. a 1613 Overbury Charac, Very
woman, Her wrie little finger bewraies carving. 1641

Milton Ch. Gout. (1851) 118 To say Episcopacy is partly of

divine institution, and partly of mans own carving. 1768

Priv. Lett. 1st Ld. Maimesbmy I. 168 Ladies here never

interfere with carving, etc. 1841-4 Emekson Ess., Hist.

Wks. I. 5 The value which is given to wood by carving.

2. Carved work ; a carved figure or design.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 1302 More to tellen .. Ne of

compasses ne of kervynges. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,

Sion i, Wood . . embellished with flowers and carvings. 1826

Scott Woodst. i, The carving on the reading-desk. 1867

Lady Herbert Imp?-css. Spain 20 The choir . . is very rich

in carving.

3. Naut. High -carving: see Carved b.

01642 Monson Naval Tracts (Churchill) III, 322/1 A
ship that carries her ordnance low, and her hull high built,

has a great advantage of a galley. . if she [sc. the galley] be

desperately forced to board the same ship, she will not

be able to enter her, in respect of her heighth and high

carving.

4. attrib. and in comb., as carving-board, -fork,

-knife, -machine, -machinery, -table, -tool, etc.

c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 673 in Babees Bk., Two keruyng
knyfes. 1503 Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 96 A.

payre of carving knyves. 1673-4 Grew Anat. Trunks vii.

§ 3 Shoomakers. .make use of it [sallow] for their Carving-

boards. 1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1332/4, 1 silver carving fork.

1680 Ibid. No. 1487/4 A great Carving Spoon. 1875 Ure
Diet. Arts J. 739 The most perfect carving machine, .made
for strictly artistic works. Ibid. The carving machinery

. .invented by Mr. Jordan and patented in 1845.

Ca'rving, a. [f. as prec. + -INQ 2
.] That

carves or cuts ;
cutting, sharp.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 212 Scherpe & keoruinde wordes. c 1400

Destr. Troy 8640 Hit was keruond & kene. 1413 Lydg.
Pylgr. Sowle in. i. {1483) 50 Sharp keruyng rasours.

T Carvist. Obs, Falconry. A hawk in its first

year, of proper age to be carried on the fist.

1677 N. Cox Gent. Recreat. 11.(1706)21 The fourth [Falcon]

is termed Murzarolt (the latest term is Carvist, as much as

to say, Carry on the Fist) they are so called January, Feb-

ruary, March, April, and till the middle of May, during

which time they must be kept on the Fist. 1704 Worlidge
Diet. Rust, et Urb. s.v. 1720-1800 in Bailey.

Carvy (kauvi). Also 7 carvi, 7- carvie, 9

carvey. Sc. form of Carraway, esp. (in //.) in

sense 2, small confections containing carraway

seeds.
11648 Digby Closet Open. (1671) 149 If you shew a few

carvi comfits on the top, it will not be amiss. 1689 A. Hay
tr. St. Germain's R. Physic 58 (Jam.) Seeds of the four

greater hot seeds, viz. Annise, Carvie, Cumin, Fennel. 1802

Agric. Snrv. Peebles 397 (Jam.) A small handful of camo-

mile flowers, two tea-spoonfuls of anise-seeds, and as much
carvey-seeds. 1820 Blacknv. Mag. Oct. 14 (Jam.) She had

preserved, since the great tea-drinking. . the remainder of the

two ounces of carvey, bought for that memorable occasion.

Carway, obs. form of Cakaway.
Carwhiehet, -witchet, var. Carriwitchet.

Carwi'dgeon. ? = Carriwitchet.
a 1626 Middleton Mayor ofQneenb. v. i, 2nd Player. The

Whirligig, the Whibble, the Carwidgeon. Simon. Hey-
day ! what names are these ? 2nd. PI. New names of late.

tCary. Obs. Some textile fabric. Cf. Carej^.2
c 1394 P. PL Crede 422 His cote was of a cloute pat cary

y-called.
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Caryatid (kariflSttt). Arch. PI. usually in I*

form caryatides ; also caryatids, and erron.)

8 careatides, 9 caryatides, [ad. L. carydtid-es,

a. Gr. KapvArihii, pi. of Carydtis, Kapvaris a
priestess of Artemis at Caryae (Kapi/eu a village in

Laconia), also a female figure as below.]

A female figure used as a column to support an
entablature. Also atlrib., as in caryatidfigures.
1563 Shute Archit. Biijn, Vmages, figured like women.

.

named Cariatides . . for pillers. 1679 Confinement, a Poem 9
Alas, the Order solely is, That of the captiv'd Cariatides.

1776 R. Chandler Trav. 6>rr«(i825) II. 86 The entablature
is supported by women, called caryatides. The Greeks .

.

destroyed Carya, a city which had favoured the common
enemy, cut off the males, and carried into captivity the
women, whom they compelled to retain their dress . . in a
state of servitude. 1804 Ann. Ret'. II. 351 To place like

caryatids our perfection in our supportance. 1844 Disraeli
Coningsby vn. viii. 275 Caryatides carved in dark oak. 1846
Ellis Elgin Marb. II. 39 Caryatid figures. 1847 Tenny-
son Princ. iv. 183 Two great statues, Art And Science,
Caryatids, lifted up A weight of emblem.

Hence Carya tidal, Caryatidean, Caryatidic
adjs., like, or of the nature of, a Caryatid.
1835 Gentl. Mag. III. 102/2 Cariatidal statues. 1865 K.

C. Clayton Cruel Port, f, 143 Caryatidean attitudes. 1881
O'Donovan Mem Oasis xxxvii. (1882) II. 126 Caryatidic
appendages of the architecture of my residence.

Carycke, caryk(e, obs. ff. Carrack.
Caryen, caryne, caryon, obs. ff. Carrion.
Caryinite (kSrarinait). Mm. [f. Gr. Kapinv-a

nut-brown.] A lead-manganese-calcium arsenate.
1887 Dana Man. Min. 234.

CaryophyllaceouB (kxarMl/i-jtos), a. Bot.
[ad. mod.L. Caryophylldcese, f. caryophyllus (ad.

Gr. Kapvcxpvkkov), the clove-pink.]

a. Belonging to the N.O. Caryophyllaecte. b.
Applied to a corolla having five petals with long
claws, as in the clove-pink.
1835 I.iNDLEY/«/>W..ei>/.(i848)I.335 A caryophyllaceous

[corolla] has long, narrow, distant claws.

t Caryophyllate, v. Obs.- 1
[f. as prec.

+

-ate.] To flavour with cloves. Hence Caryo-
phyllated ppl. a.

1641 French Distill, iv. (1651)99 On this pour Spirit of
Wine Caryophyllated.

Ca ryophy lleous, ; Bot. = Caryophylla-
ceocs, a.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xix. 272 Caryophylleous
plants.

llCaryopsisCkxrip psis). Bot. Pl.-ides(-idi"z .

[mod.L., f. Gr. xapv-ov nut + fyis appearance.] A
smallone-seeded dry indehiscentfruit,whose pericarp
adheres to the seed throughout so as to form one
body with it, as in wheat and other kinds of corn.
1830 Lindley .Vat. Syst. Bot. 6 Dry nuts or caryopsides.

1871 Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 278 In Barley and Oats, the
pale, or the pale and flowering glume, adhere to the cary-
opsis, after the time of flowering.

Cas, obs. form of Case sb.

f Cas. 1 0verthrow, fallen mass. (But in the
passage quoted the Ellesmere and two other MSS.
have tas heap.)

< 1386 Chaucer Knts. T. 147 (Harl., Corpus, Petw,
Lansd.) To ransake in the caasof be bodies dede [so 11. 151
162 ; Jure Harl. has chaas],

Ca. sa. ka sa). Law. The usual abbreviation
of capias ad satisfaciendum ;see Capias).
1796 J. Anstey Pleader's G. (1803) 70 (He) conceives that

Ca Sa's are vexatious, And shudders at a Fieri facias.
1864 Daily Tel. 30 Aug., The bankrupt had not only been
arrested on a ca. sa. but on a capias, and the proper course
would be to apply to a judge at chambers. 1865 Dublin
Univ. Mag. I. 562 I've got a ca. sa. against you, Captain.
Casakene, obs. form of Cassakin.
Casal (k^-sal\ a. [f. Case + -al.] Of or be-

longing to grammatical case.

1834 J. M. M'Culloch Eng. Gram. 57 note, The casal
termination of the Saxon possessive.

||
Casal, casale. [It. casale, f. casa house.]

A hamlet (in Italy, Malta).
1506 Guylforde Pilgr. (1851) 56 We landed .. and wente

to suche casales as we founde, and refresshed us. 1810
Coleridge Friend (1818) III. 321 A venerable old man,
belonging to one of the distant casals. 1834 F. F. Head
Bubbles 0/ Brunnen too People who had come from the
most remote casals [in Malta] to see the execution.
Casamat^e, obs. form of Casemate.
Casamunar, var. Cassumunar a medical root.

fCasard. Obs. = Casings.
1499 Pynson Promp. Par-.:, Casard netes donge [1516 W.

de w. casan], bozetum.
Casareep, casava : see Cass-.
+ Casbald. Obs. A term of reproach (addressed

in places quoted to Mary Magdalene).
' '440 York Myst. xxxiv. 194 Go home, casbalde with bi

clowte. en*) Temmeley Myst. 213 Go home, thou cas-
bald, with that clowte.

Cascabel (ka-skabel). Forms: 7 caskable,
casacabel(l, 9 cascable, 7- cascabel. [a. Sp.
cascabel little round bell, child's rattle, rattlesnake

;which has been conjectured to l>e connected with
L. scabcllum a kind of castanet played with the
foot : see Diez.]

1. Gunnery. Formerly the knob or pommel at

the rear end of a cannon ; now the whole rear part

behind the base ring, including knob and base.
1639 R. Ward A nimadv. Warre 129 The Center of the

pummell or Caskable of the Peece. 167a W. P. Compl.
Gunner iv. 5 The Pumel or Button at her Coyl or Britch-
end is called the Casacabel. 1795 Phil. Trans. LXXXV.
439 A circular cavity . . to receive the cascabel of the gun.
1797 Rumford ibid. LXXXVII. 240 A cannon of metal.

.

placed vertically upon its cascabel. 1858 Greener Gunnery
9 Furnished with trunnions, cascable, and touchhole. 1864
Daily Tel. 25 May, The knob of the cascable.

t b. called also cascabel-deck. Obs.
1669 S. Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. xi. 48 (On engraving

of a Gun) Casacabell deck. 1706 Phillips, Cascabel, the
Pummel or hindermost round Knob at the Breach of a
great Gun, by some called the Cascabel-deck.

|| 2. A rattle-snake ; also its rattle. [Sp.]
1760 7a tr. Juan ff I 'ilea's Voy. S. Amer. I vii. 60 The

cascabel or rattle-snake . . at the end of its tail Is the cascabel
or rattle. 185a Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. I. iv. 152
The Cascabel, or rattle-snake, the Coral, and other vipers.

Cascade (ksesk<?i'd), sb. Also 7 cascata. eas-
cate, caskade. [a. F. cascade, ad. It. cascata fall,

f. eascare to fall : see -ade.]

1. A waterfall, a. Usually, a small waterfall
;

esp. one of a series of small falls, formed by water
in its descent over rocks, or in the artificial works
of the kind introduced in landscape gardening.

_ 1641 Evelyn Diary 8 Oct., Divers springs of water, arti-

ficial Cascades. 1670 I.assels I 'oy. Italy 11. 315 The foun-
tains, the Cascatas, the Grottas, the Giraudolas, and the
other rare water works. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France 1. 1

1

The underwork of an artificial cascade. 1808 Pike Sources
Mississ. 1. App. 50 Springs which form small cascades as
they tumble over the cliffs. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount, and
Mere xiiL 101 For a quarter of a mile the water comes down
in a series of small cascades.

t b. Formerly in a wider sense.
1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2 151 On this side of the Cascata's

of the Nile. 1673 Ray Joum. Ler.v C. 105 A great Cascatc
or Catarract of the river Rhene. 1684 T. Burnet Th.
Partial. 99 Great spouts or caskades of water. 1718 Rowk
Ode King's Birth-D. vi, Volga tumbling in Cascades.
2. trans/. anAfig.
i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. { 2. 20 The ice cascade. 1869

Phillips I'csuv. iii. 70 Forming a most beautiful and un-
common cascade [of red-hot ashes, etc.]. 1878 Geo. Eliot
Coll. Break/. P. 389 Anti-social force that sweeps you down
The world in one cascade of molecules.

b. A pyrotechnic device imitating a fall ofwater.
C. A loose wavy fall or ruffle of lace, etc.

1882 World 21 June 18/1 [The jacket] had a sailor collar
..and cascade of lace down the front. 1885 New York
Weekly Sun 13 May6/s Morning dresses, .are made dressy
with profuse use of ribbons in bows, flots, cascades.

d. Electr. Charge by cascade: a method of
charging a series of insulated Leyden jars by con-
necting the outer coating of the first with the knob
of the next, and so on ; the last outer coating being
connected with the ground.
1870 R . Ferguson Electr. 89 Called the charge by cascade.
8. Comb., as cascai/e-garden.
a 1667 Cowley Greatness (1684! 123 Nor vast Parks, nor

Fountain, or Cascade-Gardens.

Cascade (ka?sk t-i-d), v. [f. the sb.]

1. intr. To fall orpour in a cascade.
170a S. P[arkf.r] tr. Tulip's De Finibus 70 Wines. Cas-

kading from a mighty Goblet. 171248 De Foe, &c. Tour
Gt. Brit. II. 218 (D.) In the middle of a large octagon piece
of water stands an obelisk of near seventy feet, for a Jet-
d'-Eau to cascade from the top of R. 1701 Smeaton Edy-
stone L. % 100 The waves cascade through this gap. 1830
Lyell Princ. GeoL (1875I II. n. xxvi. 34 A much more
copious stream of melted matter, had cascaded down the
same height and overflowed the plain below. 1880 Miss
Bird Japan I. 123 A vigorous mountain torrent cascading
its way between rocky walls.

b. trans/. (Cf. Cascade sb. 2 c.)
«86i Thackeray Philip xix. 258 Who wore a large high

black-satin stock cascading over a figured silk waist-coat.
c. vulgar. To vomit. ? Obs.

[1771 Smollett Humph. CI. III. 4 Oct. iii. She cascaded
in his urn.] 1805 Naval Chron. XV. 35, 1 had cascaded two
or three times. 1847-76 Halliwell, Cascade, to vomit.
'n' £_ 'Webster soy? : colloq. or vulgar in Amer.]
2. trans. To pour, like a cascade, nonce-use.
1 1796 Coleridge Lett, to Estlin ( 1884) 21 The Monthly

has cataracted panegyric on my poems, the Critical has
cascaded it.

Hence Casca ding vbl. sb.

1791 Smeaton Edystone L. % 100 The cascading of the
water through the gully before mentioned.

t Cascan. [a. obs. F. cascane.'] (See quots.)
1696 Phillips, Cascans, in Fortification, Wells digg'd to

clear the Mines from Water. 1704 J. Harris Lex Techn.,
Cascan.. is a certain Hole or Hollow-place in form of a well,
from whence a Gallery dug in like manner under Ground is
convey'd, to give Air to the Enemies Mine. 1711-1800 in
Bailey.

II Cascara (kcrskara). [Sp. cdscara bark.] A
bark canoe 'in Spanish America).
1881 Athenrum 4 Feb. 155/2 Birch-bark canoes, dug.

outs, cedar canoes, balsas, woodskins, and cascaras. 1882
Standard 10 Feb. 5/3 The cascara of the Caripuna. .or the
coracle of the Mandans and the Welsh.

Cascarilla (kmHiHg). [a. Sp. cascarilla,

dim. of cascara rind, bark. In F. cascarille.} The
bitter aromatic bark of the plant Croton eleuteria,

. used as a tonic. Also called cascarilla bark.

1686 Loud. Gas. No. 2186/1, 200 thousand pounds of the
Bark of Trees, called Cascarilla. 1759 B. Stillingfl. tr.

Beyerstein's Physic in Misc. Tracts (1762) 210 They use the
cascarilla, which is certainly a very good medicine in shiver-

ings. i8a6 Good Bk. Nat. (18341 1. 191 The cascarilla
bark and castor oil are obtained from plants poisonous in

some part or other. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 234.

Hence Cascarillin, a bitter substance (C„ H ls O,"

obtained from cascarilla bark.

1875 H. Wood Therap. (18791 83 Cascarillin, a neutral,
bitter, crystallizable principle.

t Caseeis. Sc. Obs. Some article of attire.

1578 Invent. (18151 23t (Jam.) Ane white caseeis pasmentit
with silvir.

t Caschielawis. Sc. pi. Obs. Also casche-
lawes.
[Cosmo Innes, Sketches ofEarly Sc. Hist, compares glas-

/«i?'M=Gael. glas-lamh handcuff; this has suggested the
possibility of formation from Gael, caisg (kajki restrain

+

lamh (lav) hand, or that the derivation includes cas foot
(genitive coise, Vo'Je) and lamh. But these are merely con-
jectures. The torture, however, appears to have been allied

to that called ' the three smalls,' in Gaelic folk-lore.]

An instrument of torture, said to have been in-

vented by the 'Master of Orkney' in 1596. Its

action appears to have been forcibly to draw to-

gether the body and limbs of the victim, and hold
him in this cramped position.
(An unlucky 'shot

1

at a derivation, hazarded by Dr.
Jamieson [' It might be deduced from Teut. kausse, kousse
(Fr. chausse) a stocking, and lamv tepidus q. the warm
hose ']. although absolutely pre-scientinc and worthless, is

the sole foundation for the imaginary description of this
' frightful machine', adopted by Mr. Lecky, Hist. Rat.(iB6s)
I. 142. The assumption that it was in legal use is equally
baseless ; all the references are to legal proceedings against
those who were charged with applying this cruel torture.)

1596 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 11. 375 The said Alesoun
was, be vehement tortour of the caschielawis quhairin sche
was kepit be the space of fourtie-aucht houns, compellit
to^mak the said pretendit Confessioune. Ibid. I. 376 He
l>eing

(

kepit in the caschielawis ellewin dayis and ellewin
nychlis ; tuyise in the day, be the space of fourtene dayis,
callit in the buites. [1607 Indictment 0/Master 0/Orkney
in Sc. Acts (1816) IV. 396/2 Novo et inusitato crudelitatis
tormento a se invento vulgoliecaschelawes.] 1599(11 Oct.)
Regr. ofPrivy Council 0/Scotl. VI. 49 Without ony offens
or fault cornmittit be him [he] patt him to tortour in ane
instrument nameit the caschielawis, and held him thairin
the space of twa houris, drawing his body, nek, armes, and
feit togidder within the boundis of ane span.

II Caschrom (kasxrfm). Also cascrome,
-croim, casschron. [Gael, cas foot, crom, chrom,
crooked.] An instrument of tillage formerlynsed in

the Scottish Highlands, called also ' foot-plough '.

1806 Gazetteer Scotl. 513 Thecascroim or crooked spade is

almost the only utensil used by the common class of tenants
in labouring the ground. 1808 J. Walker Hist. Hebrides
<t High/. Scot. I. 170 The cascrome, or crook spade. 1824
M'Culloch High!, t, If. /si. Scotl. IV. 297 Dugald who
drives at the Caschrom. 1861 Smiles Engineers II. 375
An instrument called the cas-chrom—literally the ' crooked-
foot '

. . was almost the only tool employed in tillage.

II
Casco. [Sp. casco hull, hulk.] a. The hull

of a ship. b. A kind of boat used at Manila in

lading and unlading ships.

1755 Magens Insurances II. 211 Upon the Casco as it U
call'd or the Hull of the Ship.

Case (U*l , sb. 1 Forms : 3-5 cas, (4 cais,

caice, cass), 4-5 caas, caace, 4-6 cace. kace. f>

Se. caice, 4- case. [ME. cds, caas, a. OF. cas in

same sense :—L. casus, cassu-sfM, chance, occur-

rence, case, f. stem cas- of cadfre to fall.]

+ 1. A thing that befalls or happens to any one
;

an event, occurrence, hap, or chance.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 340 Swuch cas and swuch auenture bid-

med to summe monne. 1107 R. Glouc. a8io 24 Par fore
me clepude bat Water bo Homber. .for be cas J>at Homber
. . ber ynne a-dreynt was. c 1314 Guy H'arw. (A.) 1698 In
lasse while ban bat was Might falle mani wonder cas. 1375
Barbour Bruce 111. 592 The Erie off the leuenax was, I can
nocht tell sow throw quhat cass, Lewyt behynd. ^1384
Chaucer H. Fame, 254 How Eneas tolde Dido every caas
That hym was tyd upon the see. 1460 Fortescue Abs. *
Lim. Mem. (1714) 38 For doute of sodeyn Casys, which
mowe fal to hym. 1596 Spenser F. Q. i. ix. 26, I you
recount a ruefull cace.

t b. A deed, a thing. Obs.

1197 R. Glouc. (1810) 282 pys gode kyng and he dude bys
gode cas. c 1340 Cursor M. 1497 (Fairf.l Quen caym had
done bat sari cas [G. & T. dede, C. plight]. 1-1531 Ld.
Berners Hum clxiv. (1883.' 646 Such a kyng traytoure that
hathe done suche a case [ed. 1601 deede).

t2. Chance, hazard, hap. Obs.
1340-70 Alisaunder 24 Case fell, bat this Kyng Was with

siknes of-sought. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 24 He tauld hys
brodyr halyly . . how he chapyt wes throw cass. c 1440
Gesta Rom. til 230 (Harl. MS.) Fel cas, that ther was a
kny^t namid andronicus. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 237/3

t
And thus by caase of fortune.. she toke the body of the
prothomartir.

+ b. Chiefly in phrases : by (be, bi) case, of case,

I

on, upon case — ' perchanee. perhaps
' ; so Percase.

1297 K Glouc (1810) 140 Gorlois, erl ofCornewail, berforb
com bi cas. c 1340 Ayenb. 70 And be cas hit is bet Salomon

! zayb. c 1375 ? Barbour St. Andreas 249 Syne eftirhapnyt
I

of case. 1387 Trevisa Higden I Rolls! I. 13 On cas [/orsan]
despised of envious men and proude. c 1490 Chron. Vilod.
220 Upon a day hit fell by case. 1513 Douglas ekneis 1.

vi. 99 The schippis that on caice war redy thair. 1560
Rolland Crt. Venus 1. 692 In argument I and that gentill
man Fell heir on case.
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3. An instance or example of the occurrence or

existence of a thing (fact, circumstance, etc.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 26679 In |>at case man most nede sceu
quam wit he did bat foli. c 1340 Aycnb. 42 pet hi ham loki

uram bise zenne ine bri cas. c 1400 Apot. Loll. 79 In J?is

cas he schal not be cursid. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 243 In
manye Caasis. 1581 Marbeck Bk. Noies 297 The case shall

bee this : My . . neighbour . . is so oppressed with povertie,

that he is not able to paie. 1651 Hobbes Lez'iath. m> xli.

265 In a certain case that rarely happens. 1769 Junius
Lett. xvi. 70 Some case or cases, strictly in point, must be
produced. 187a Helps Anim. § Mast. L (1875) 15 The
most recent case within my knowledge.

4. The case : The actual state or position of

matters ; the fact. It is not the case : it is not the

fact, it is not what actually is or happens.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 12025 Euen the couenand to kepe,

as be cas was, f*at bertat horn be toun. 1463 Bury Wills
(1850) 29, I wil the seid \\ys. i\\\d. go therto, or part therof,

as the case requireth. a 1626 Bacon (J.) Here was the
case ; an army of English, wasted and tired with a long
winter's siege, engaged an army of a greater number
than themselves . . fresh and in vigour. 1650 Jer. Taylor
Holy Living (J .) He hath no need to use them, as the case
now stands. 1758 S. Haywahd Serm. L 4 This is the case

not only with men of years, but with infants of a day old.

1830 Macaulay Let. in Trevelyan Life II. vti. 8 The case
with me is the reverse. x888 Sir L. W. Cave in Law Times
Rep. LII. 627/2 A short consideration of the different sec-

tions will show that this is not the case.

b. A state of matters relating to a particular

person or thing.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 42 Delicacy in loves cas Withoute
reson is and was. a 1586 Sidney (J.) Well do I find each
man most wise in his own case. 1680 Burnet Rock-
ester (1692) 30 What sense this noble Lord had of their Case
when he came at last seriously to reflect upon his own.
1711 Addison Spect. No. 108 P 7 Will Wimble's is the Case
of many a younger Brother of a great Family. 1726 Gay
Fables, Hare <y many Friends 41 And when a lady's in the
case, You know all other things give place. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. II. 178 But. .he regarded the case of the Church
of Rome as an exception to all ordinary rules,

t c. All a case : all one. Ops.
1660 Jer. Taylor Dud. Dubit. 341 He that swears by

Heaven, or by the Earth, by the Temple, or by the Gold,
it is all a case. 1666 Bunyan Grace Ah. r 313 Believe or
disbelieve me in this, all is as a case to me. (71704 R.
L'Estrange (J.) Taken or not taken, tis all a case to me.

5. Condition, state (of circumstances external or

internal), plight. In good case : well off.

C1300 K. Alis. 4428 With sweord ryden he dud amere In
this strong fyghtyng cas, He mette with Dalmadas. 1482
Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxlix. 319 Our enbassatours came
home ageyne in werse caas than they wente. 1529 More
Comf agst. Trib. 1. Wks. 1140/1 He. .neuer leaueth his ser-

uantes in case of a coumfortlesse Orphanes. 1535 Coverdale
Hosea iv. 3 Therfore shal the londe be in a miserable case.

1560 Bible (Genev.) Gen. xl. 14 When thou art in good case
show mercie unto me. 1611 — Ex. v. 19 And the officers

of the children of Israel did see that they were in euillcase.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1 1 1 . 80 Thereby leaving their old
enemies in case of much contempt and disabilitie. 1693
Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 315 In good case for estate,

beatus. 1782 Cowper Gilpin xlviii, But stop and eat, for

well you may Be in a hungry case. 1875 Jowett Plato
{ed. 2) I. 281 And now I know not what virtue is, and you
seem to be in the same case.

b. esp. Physical condition, as in good case (arch.);

also simply, in case, out of case (?obs.).

1640-1 Kirkcudbr. IVar-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855 1 60 Or-
daines . . that William keip the horss in good caice. 1660
Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 121/t By this means their

Horses are the better in Case, but the worse for Service.

1674 Diary of W. Cunningha'ti (1887) 3 The houses are
out of case. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 315 In
good case for flesh, pinguis. 1704 Swift Batt. Bks. (1711)
231 Their Horses large, but extreamely out of Case. 1725
Bradley Fam. Diet., Jockey . .one that brings Horses into
Case. 1735 Johnson s. v., In ludicrous language, In caseis
lusty or fat. 1808 Scott Marm. 1. xxi, Our Norham vicar
. . Is all too well in case to ride.

c. In case to or for : in a condition or position

to orfor; prepared, ready, arch.

[1461 Pastern Lett. 430 II. 77 Scheis in the cas to have the
lyf in stede of damages.] 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.

exxx. 157 We be nat in case to do any great dede of armes.
1610 Shaks. Temp. III. ii. 29, I am in case to iustle a Con-
stable. 1653 H. Cogan Pinto's Trav. viii. § 2. 23 When
thou art in better case to hear me I will tell thee. 1663
Butler Hud. 1. m. 745 Quoth Ralph, I should not, if I were
In Case for Action, now be here. 1824 Miss Mitford Vil-
lage Ser. 1. (1863) 70 Even if they escaped hanging for that
exploit, I should greatly doubt their being in case to at-

tempt another. 1865 Carlylk Fredk. Gt. VII. xvm. ix. 261
Breslau ; which is in no case to resist and be bombarded.

6. law. ' The state of facts juridically con-
sidered 1

(J.V a. A cause or suit brought into

court for decision, b. A statement of the facts of
any matter sub judice, drawn up for the considera-
tion of a higher court, c. A cause which has been
decided : leading case, one that has settled some
important point and is frequently cited as a prece-

dent.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccexxvi. 510 The pope gaue
the duke full puyssance . . reseruyng certayne cases papall,
the which he myght nat gyue. 1552 Huloet s. v. Preiudice,
As the ruled cases and matters of the lawe be called boke-
cases. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 108 Why might not that bee
the Scull of a Lawyer? Where be his Quiddits now? his
Quillets? his Cases? 1621-31 Laud Serm. (1847) 204 This

. .is a great leading case for Kings. 1689 Tryal Bps. 26
This being a Case of the greatest Consequence, peradven-
ture, that ever was in the Westminster Hall. 1710 Prideaux

Vol. II.

Orig. Titltes ii 42 Precedents and judged Cases have ever
had the like authority. 1863 H. Cox Instil. II, ix. 524 If
the justices refuse to state a case, application may be made
to the Queen's Bench for a rule commanding them to do so.

1877 ( title 1 Leading Cases done into English. 1886 Daily
News 17 July 2/1 There is a very strong Bar engaged in
the case.

d. The case as presented or £ put ' to the Court
by one of the parties in a suit

;
hence, the sum of

the grounds on which he rests his claim. Also

fig. as in to make out one's case, a case.

1*375 Barbour Bruce 1. 52 And othir sum nyt all that cass
And said that he thair king suld be That war in als ner
degre.] 1596 Drayton Legemis'w . 40 My doubtfull Case to

plead. 16022nd l't. Retumefr.Pe?-uass. iv. ii. 1647 Till at
length, per varios casus, by putting the case so often, they
make their client so lanke, that, etc. 1660 Jer. Taylor
Worthy Comniun. Introd. 7 This is a breviate of our case.

1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. xvi. 391 Shake-
speare has made out a strong case for Shylock. 1883 Law
Times 20 Oct. 407/2 A litigant without a case. 1885 Law
Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 452 Ifhe abandoned the point it must be
assumed that he had no case. Mod. This concluded the
case for the prosecution. 'That is our case, my lord.'

e. A form of procedure in the Common Law

:

see quots. Obs. in England.
1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. ii. 42. 1591 Lambarde Arch.

(1635I 61 Suits at the Common Law, for remedie in Cases,
where no proper helpe was formerly knowne . . called the
Action orWrit upon the Case. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 11617)
656 We should shortly have no actions upon the case, nor
of trespass, but all should be pleas of the crown. 1631 Star
Chamb. Cases 11886) 77 The plaintiff had brought an action
of thecase against Rickby. 1768 Blackstone in. 122 Action
upon the case, This action of trespass, or trangression, on
the case, is an universal remedy given for all personal wrongs
and injuries without force . . so called because the plaintiffs

whole case or cause of complaint is set forth at length in the
original writ. 1863 H. Cox lustit. 11. ix. 523 Action of tres-

pass on the Case, so called from the words in consimili casu
. . in the Statute of Westminster the Second, which autho-
rizes such actions . . Injuries caused by negligence are usually
remediable by action on the case.

7. Case of Conscience: A practical question con-

cerning which conscience may be in doubt ; a

question as to the application of recognized prin-

ciples of faith and obedience to ones duty in a par-

ticular case or set of circumstances.
A transl. of L. casus conscientix (F. cas de conscience),

according to Ames U576-1633), ' called casus, because it is

wont to happen or occur (cadere) in life ; and casus con-
scientix, because when it happens, conscience ought to give a
judgement with the greatest carefulness '. These cases or
questions are divided into two classes, (i) those which con-
cern a man's state before God, (2) those which concern his

actions in that state. It is mainly to the second of these,

or cases of conduct, that Casuistry is understood to refer.

[a 1400 Astexanus Summa de casibus Conscientix (1469).]

1592 W. Perkins [title), A Case of Conscience, the greatest
that euer was ; How a Man may knowe whether he be the
Child of God or no : resolued by the Worde of God. 1605
Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xxv. § 21 In this part I commend
much the deducing of the law of God to cases of conscience.

[1655 in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 309 IV. 5 note, He [Cromwell]
hoped . . to have had some clearing of the Case as to his

conscience: but instead of that they had made the matter
more doubtful . . than it was before.] 1660 Jer. Taylor
{title), Ductor Dubitantium ; or the Rule of Conscience
in all her general measures

;
serving as a great instru-

ment for the determination of cases of conscience. 1851
Robertson Serm, Ser. iv. xii. L 81 This epistle [1st to

Corinthians] is one of Christian Casuistry, or the applica-
tion of Christian principles to the various circumstances and
cases of conscience which arise continually in the daily life

of a highly . . artificial community.
8. Med. a. The condition of disease in a person.

1709 Tatter No. 121 pi It is the general fault of phy-
sicians, they are so in haste, that they never hear out the
case. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. VTU § 9 A patient must have
full liberty to explain his case, and tell all his symptoms.
1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 441 The fourteen doctors who
deliberated on the king's case.

b. An instance of disease, or other condition re-

quiring medical treatment ;
( a record of the pro-

gress of disease in an individual' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1732 Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 256 [They] are hurtful in

Cases where the Blood is too much dissolv'd. 1758 Gooch
{title), Cases and Practical Remarks in Surgery. 1804
Abernethy Surg. Observ. {title), Aclassification ofTumours,
with cases to illustrate the history of each species. 1851
Dixon W, Penn xxiii. (1872) 207 At Deal they shipped a case
of small-pox. 1864 Miss Yonge Trialll. 325 Nothing else

could teach him that patients are not cases but persons.
1881 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 18 June, About two hundred cases
of ulcerated legs pass through my wards annually.

c. U. S. slang, of persons : A 'specimen', * cure*.

1848-60 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Case, a character, a queer
one ; as 1 That Sol Haddock is a case '. ' What a hard case
he is ', meaning a reckless scapegrace, mauvais sujet. 1884
P. Roe in Harpers Mag. May 922/2 There was a little

wheat in all that chaff of a man . . But the wife is a case.

9. Grammar. [L. casus used to translate Gr.

TTToifTi? lit. 'falling, fall'.

By Aristotle Tn-wtm was applied to any derived, inflected,

or extended form of the simple oio^a or pfjtia. (i.e. the
nominative of nouns, the present indicative of verbs*, such
as the oblique cases of nouns, the variations of adjectives

due to gender and comparison, also the derived adverb
(e. g. Sucauus was a tttwctis of SikcuoO, the other tenses and
moods of the verb, including also its interrogative form.

The grammarians, following the Stoics, restricted irrwats to

nouns, and included the nominative under the designation.]

a. In inflected languages, one of the varied forms

of a substantive,adjective, or pronoun, which express

the varied relations in which it may stand to some
other word in the sentence, e.g. as subject or object
of a verb, attribute to another noun, object of a pre-

position, etc. b. But as many modern languages
have nearly or quite lost these variations of form,
case is sometimes loosely used for the relation itself,

whether indicated by distinct form or not.
Thus, by a mixture of the two notions, in modern English,

substantives are commonly said to have three cases, nomi-
native, objective, and possessir'c ; the two former being merely
relations, and the latterentirely formal ; in modern French to
have two (or three) cases, cas-sujtt and cas-rigime (the latter
subdivided into direct and indirect), which are in the noun
merely relations, while of the pronouns some retain only
one case-form, some have four (e. g. Us, les, leur, eux).
Thus also, in quot. 1824, 'nominative' case is loosely used
for subject.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 339 [As] adiectif and substantyf
vnite asken Acordaunce in kynde in cas and in numbre.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xci. 416 (Add. MS.) And so we han the
nominatif case. 1530 Pai.sgr. Introd. 30 But thre cases,
nominatyve, accusatyve and oblique as je, me, moy. 1581
Sidney Def. Poesie (Arb.)7oThose cumbersome differences
of Cases, Genders, Moodes, and 'lenses. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. IV. i. 46 Well : what is your Accusatiue-case ?

1612 Brinsi.ey Pos. Parts (i66j) 5 What is a Case ? Every
several! ending of a Noun in the declining of it. 1751 Harris
Hermes 11. in. (1786) 273 Whatever we maybe told of Cases
in modern Languages, there are in fact no such things.

1824 L. Murray Gram. I. 341 Tocrr, is the infinitive mood,
and the nominative case to the verb 'is'. 1868 Browning
Riugfy Bk. viii. 965 A complete list Of the prepositions each
with proper case.

II. Phrases.

1 10. In case. a. in the event, in fact ;cf. 3).

(See also 5, 5 b, for a different sense.,

1340-70 Alex. Sf Diud. 228 For more may hit in cas 30U
menske ban greue. c 1384 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 377 In
veyn preyers of ypocrites, bat in caas ben dampned devels.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 11, xiv. 231 Thou3 in caas it can not be
founde speciali witnessid bi Holi Scripture. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf (W. de W. 1531) 2 Except in case whan you vnder-
stande not y

l ye rede therin. 1629 W. Sclater Exp. 2

Thess. 75.

b. as conjunction (with sentence) : in the event
or contingency that, if it should prove or happen
that, if.

C 1400 MauKDBV. xviii. 191 In cas that he had ony Werre
a3enst ony other Kyng aboute him. 1418 E. E. Wills
25 Yn case I deye. 1554 Philpot Exam. # Writ. (1842) 327
In case one sudden chance . . had not interrupted me. 1596
Spenser Slate Irel. 12, I would tell you in case you would
not challenge me anon. 1646 Fuller IVounded Consc. (1841)
324 In case his leg be set, he flings, flounces, . unjomting it

again by his misemployed mettle. 1863 P. Barry Dockyard
Econ. 195 To be in readiness in case anything should happen
to the present Board of Admiralty. 1864 D. Mitchell^S"^'.
Stor. 76 In case his papers were not all right.

c. lest, in provision against the case that.

1588 A. King Cauisius' Catech. 152 Thou sail pay him
the price of his labour . . incaice he cry to God agains the.

Mod. Take your umbrella, in case it should rain.

d. /;/ case of : in the event of.

1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii. 70 Obnoxious to it [punishment]
in case of a discovery. 1745 P- Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy.
65 All the Ships had Orders . . in case of not meeting there,

to make the best of their way to Macao. 1832 W. Irving
Alhambra I. 90 More apt to trust to the length of his legs
than the strength of his arms, in case of attack.

1 11. If case be that : if it should prove or happen
that, if perchance. So if case. Obs.

IS3S Coverdale Job xxxi. 38 But yf case be that my londe
crie agaynst me. — Jer. xxxviii. 17 Yf case be, that
thou wilt go forth vnto the kynge off Babilons prynces.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., It ought nat
to be applyed, but yf case be that the pacyente were faynte
herted. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. iv. 34 If case some one
of you would flyefrom vs. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P. 1 Wks.
(N.) If case a begger be old, weake or ill.

12. To put or set the case, formerly to put or set

case, {that) : to propound a hypothetical instance

or illustration, to suppose.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2932 With Sossyngs, & Sotelte, Set-

tyng of cases, a 1420 Occleve De Reg. Priuc. 1058, I putte
cas . . Thow were yfalle in indigent povert. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
iv. 10 (Harl MS.), I sette cas, bat a thefe make an hole in a
hous. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tiin. 142/2 Let vs put
the case that nothing is sought for. 16S4 J ER - Taylor Real
Pres. Ep. Ded., Put case the Turke should invade Italy.

1751 Jortin Serm. (1771) III. 39 Either there is a future
state, or there is not. Put the case that there is not. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. xxxv, O me, what profits it to put An
idle case 1

13. In any case : by any means (obs.) ; at all

events, anyhow. In by, ffor) no case : by no
means (? obs. in this sense).

a 1400-50 Alexander 1362 How he mi^t couir in any cas

to come to be cite. Ibid. 2350 J?at bai suld corde be na
cas vnto be kingis hestis. c 1440 Ipomydon 355 But she
kowde wete for no case Whens he come ne what he was.

1577 B. Googe tr. Hereshach's Hush. 1. (1586) 12 b, Varro
wyll in any case have two courtes. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV,
v. ii. 25 Let not Harry know In any case, the offer of the

King. 1611 Bible Matt. v. 20 Yee shall in no case enter

into the kingdome of heauen. Mod. In any case you had
better hear what he has to say.

III. 14. Comb., as case-ending, -form (sense 8) ;

case-book, a book containing an account of legal

or medical cases ; f case-divinity, casuistry ;

case-law, the law settled by decided cases
; f case-

putter, one who puts cases or the (legal) case;

19
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so f case-putting, stating of a legal case, the

making of hypotheses.
176a Canning in Poet. Register 11807) 450 Now adieu, my

friend Jacob— I'll close up my Vase-book. 1862 Burton
Bk. -hunter 11. 129, I know not whether ' lay gents '

. . can
feel any pleasure in wandering over the case-books. 1618
Bi1

. Hall Righteous Mamm. 721 That which law and *case-
diuinity speakes of life. 164a Fuller Holy Prof. St. 0,

x. 90 In Case-divinity Protestants are defective. 1874 Savce
Compar. Philol. vii. 286 The so called *case-ending in -a.

1875 Whitney Life Long. in. 41 A *case-form of a com-
pounded adjective. 1861 Maine Anc. Law (1870) 13 Eng-
lish "case-law is sometimes spoken of as unwritten. 1871
Markby Elem. Law 1 1885) 58 English case law does for us
what the Roman law does for the rest of Western Europe.
1885 Laiu Times LXXIX. 153/1 The unwieldy mass of
case-law which now cumbers every practitioners shelves.
1681 Otway Soldiers Fort, ft i, He'satatter'd worm-eaten
case-putter; some call him Lawyer. 1645 Milton Tetrach.
(1851)159 Some heroick magistral, whose mind ..dares
lead him both to know and to do without their frivolous
*case-putting. 1687 R. L'Estrance Ansiv. Diss. 21 The
Case-putting- Humour goes on still too ; though the Author
succeeds no Better in his Third Supposition.

Case (J^'s), sb.- Forms : 4- case ; also 4 cas,
caas, kase, 4 6 cass, 5 kace, 5-6 casse, 6 (Sc.)

cais. [a. ONF. casse, in central OF. c/iasce, c/iasse,

mod.F. cMsse ( = It. cassa) :—L. capsa case, re-

ceptacle, f. cap-fre to take, hold.]

1. A thing fitted to contain or enclose something
else ; a receptacle or holder ; a box, chest, bag,

sheath, covering, etc.
;

spec, in very early use as

in ( )K. a reliquary.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21617 And ilk paskes . . wit-vten case.

.

bis cros was men ban wont to se. 1375 Barbour Bruce xx.

304 Ane cass of siluir fyne. 1386 Chaucer Knts. P. 1500
The arwes in the caas. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xvii. exxvi. 1 1495' 686 Of russhes ben made, .cuppys and
casses and baskettes to kepe in lettres and other thynges.
C 1440 Prom}. Pan'. 269': Kace, or casve for pynnys, cap*
cella. \yyi Shaks. 2 Hen. II', m. ii. 351 The Case of a
Treble Hoeboy was a Mansion for hiin. a 1639 Wotton
< ).\ A fair case for books. 1859 Tfnnyson Elaine 973 Full
meekly rose the maid, Stript off the case, and gave the
naked shield. 187a E. Yates Castaway I. 12 (Hoppe)
Lighting a cigar and handing his case to his friend.

b. with various substantives or adjs. indicating

special use or purpose; e.g. book-case, card-case,

cigar-case, etc. (for which see their first element .

138a Wvclif Isa. xxii. 6 And Elam toe an arewe caas.

3 f"v- CA, Goods Staffs. 46 Ij corporas casys of sylke
with ij corporases. 1596 Shaks. 'Pant. Shr. 111. ii. 45 A
paire of bootes that haue beene candle-cases. Mod. A col-

lector of planls with his botanical case.

c. A box or frame in which choice or delicate

plants are grown, e. g. fern-case, Wardian case.
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. 117291 205 The least size of

Cases ought to be of sixteen Inches, .supported from the
Ground with Knobs or Eeet four Inches. X704 Worlidge
Diet. Rust, et Urb. s. v. Fir, Sow the Seeds in Beds or
Cases, .during March. 184a Tennyson Amphion xi, Squares
of tropic summer shut And warm'd in crystal cases.

2. The outer protective or covering part of any-
thing, as the case of a watch, a fire-work, a sausage

;

a natural outer covering, sheath, or receptacle ;

e.g. a seed-vessel, the ' case
1 of a pupa or chrysalis,

of a case-worm, etc.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. \ \. 1 |
,- 155 The blood

sholde be brent but yf the superfluyte iherof had place
within the caas of the galle. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 147
Lear. Read. Clou. What, with the Case ofeyes ? i6xx —
Wint. P. v. ii. 14. 1605 Timme Querst't. in. 178 All the
kindes of poppey, with their cases which containe the seed.
1660 Boyi.e Xeiv Exp. Phys.-Mech. xxvii. 206 We took a
Watch, whose Case we open'd. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 89
This Insect leaves two Coats, in the Theca or Case. 1691
^.K^i Creation J.t, Other caterpillars produced maggots, that
immediately made themselves up in cases. 1856 Kane A ret.

Expl. II. vi. 70'I'his solid case of nine foot ice. 1870 Emer-
son Soc. *f Solit. Wks. 1 Bohn) III. 41 The care which covers
the seed of the tree under tough husks and stony cases.

b. So in comb., as clock-case, pillow-ease, wale It-

case ; seed-case, pupa case, see Clock, etc.

1848 C. A. Johns Wm at Lizard a<y8 The unusual hardness
of the seed-case.

c. spec.

1869 Eng. Mtch. 24 Dec. 354/1 Galls are of two kinds,
called respectively galls and cases. Calls are more or less

solid or ligneous, and contain one insect. Cases are hollow
and horny, comprising a colony of insects.

d. Book-binding. { = Book case.) The boards
and back, cloth-covered or otherwise, in which
books are * cased 1 or 1 bound in cloth ', and which
are often prepared and issued to the public for the
annual volumes of magazines, etc. Also a cover
of a similar kind made to hold separate pamphlets,
etc., without binding, so that they can be arranged
among books in a library.
1868 E. Arber

1
Prospectus of Eng. Reprints , Handsome

cases, in best roan and cloth, Roxburghe style, to contain
six of the 'Reprints'. One shilling each. Mods Cloth
cases, gilt-lettered, for binding the volume will be issued
with the December number.

3- fig- The body as enclosing the soul, etc.).

1547 Bai-ldwin Mot. Philos. (Palfr.i ii. 6 The l>ody .

.

the case & sepulchre of the soule. 1606 Shaks. Ant. «y CI.
iv. xv. 89 This case of that huge Spirit now is old. 1883
J. Gilmour Afougols xviii. 214 The body is merely the case
or shell in which the soul lives.

to. The exterior (of a man\ Obs.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vm. 1. § 26 On the inside thereof
walked the proper case of a man well habited.

f 4. The skin or hide of an animal. Obs.
a 1569 Kingesmyll Man's Est. vi. (1580) 31 Every mans

skinne H the case of a sinner. 1575 Turberv. Venene lxxii.

T98 His [Raynard'sJ case will seme to fur the cape of master
huntsmans gowne. 1633 Costlie Whore 11. ii. in Bullen O.
PI. IV, For Hares and i\sses weare the lion's case. 1704
Worlidge Diet. Rust.et Urb. s.v. Wild-Cat, Tho her case
be not so good as that of the Martern, yet it is very warm,

b. Applied to clothes or garments. Obs.

1593 Nashk Christ's T. 73 b, Our garments (which are
cases and couers for our bodies). 1597 1st Pt. Return fr.
/'amass. 1. i. 370 Then he steps, and bringes out Signior
Barbarisme in a case of nightcapps, in a case of headpeeces
all-to-be-wrought. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. xi. | 21 [Samson]
bestowed their corps on the earth, and their cases on their

fellow countrymen. 1667 Dryden hid. Emperoru. ii, A Man
of bearded Face, His Limbs all cover'd with a shining Case.

5. The frame in which a door or window is set

;

cf. Stair-case.
1663 Gerbier Counsel (1664) 44 Thatdoore cases, .be made

as high again as they are wide, and so must well proportioned
window cases be. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. xiv. 248, I

made a formal framed door-case, and a door to it of boards.
i8a7 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 25 Affixed to the outer door-
case. 1876 Gwilt rchit. Gloss., Case ofa Stair, the wall
surrounding a staircase.

6. ' The outer part of a house or building*
;

the shell or carcass.

1677 Hale Prim. Ong. Man. 1. iii. 75 That case or Scele*
ton of the World. Ibid. 76 The case or Fabrick of the
House. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb. s. v. Oak,
The rough-grain'd body of a stubbed Oak, is fittest for the
Case of a Cyder-Mill, and such Engines. 1704 Addison
Italy 147 The Case of the Holy House is nobly design'd.
1876 Gwilt A rchit. Gloss., Case . . is also a term used to
denote the carcass of a house.

b. Masonry. 1 An outside facing of a building,

of material superior to that of the backing
1

(Knight Diet. Meek. 1874).
c. In the following some have suggested influ-

ence of It. rasa house.
a 1678 Marvell Wks. '18751 HL 497 A net. .That Charles

himself might chase To Caresbrook's narrow case. 1690
B. K. Diet. Cant. Crew, Case, a House, Shop, or Ware-
house. 1730 6 Bailey, Case., a house where thieves, pick-
pockets, whores, house-breakers, highway-men, and all the
loose, idle, furacious crew meet and drink, .and revel.

7. A box or chest with its proper contents ; often

of definite character (e.g. a case of surgical instru-

ments, a dressing-case ; or of determinate quantity,

as a case of glass, f Case of drawers : chest of
drawers {obs.).

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, xiv, For euery case of veluet
conteinyng .xiiii. pieces of veluet vj. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No.
21 18/4 Looking-Glasses, Screwtores, Cases of Drawers.
1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb., Case ; this of
Normandy-Glass is 120 Foot. 1745 P. Thomas Jmt.
Anson's Voy. 58 Cases of Spanish Brandies and Wines.
1848 Macallay Hist. Eng. I. 556 Cases of arms from
Holland. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 217 Nail set cases,
dressing cases, .work cases, writing cases,

b. Hence ox from 8 , A set.

"599, Shaks. Hen. V, in. u. 5 The knocks are too hot : and
for mine owne part, I haue not a Case of Liues. 1834
Scott Redgauntletch, xvii, Cicely, .displayed a case of teeth
which might have rivalled ivory.

8. A case ofpistols {dags) : a couple, brace. So
f a case of rapiers. Also transf A brace, a pair.

1579 I. one- Wills 118601 II. 126 One case of pystolles .. a
case [of] dagges. c 1590 Marlowe Faust vi, I have run
up and down the world with this case of rapiers. 1598 B
Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. Pref. 82 An inseparable case of
coxcombs, city-borne ; The Gemini or Twins of foppery.
1667 Karl Orrery State Lett. (1743) II. 118 A hundred
case of pistols. 183a G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries 1.

304 [He] discharged in the act a case of pistols,

f b. ?One of a pair, the fellow to another.
1613 Fletcher Maid of Mill 11. ii, The other is the case

of this.

9. Printing. The receptacle or frame in which
the compositor has his types, divided into com-
partments for the various letters, figures, and spaces.
In ordinary printing the compositor nas two such cases

before him on a slanting stand, the upper case containing
the capitals, etc., the lower the small letters, ordinary
spaces, etc.

1588 Marprel. Ep. (Arb.l 22 His letters melted, with
cases and other tooles defaced. 1637 Decree Star Chamb.
11 July § 23 That no Master-printer shall imploy either to
worke at the Case, or the Presse [any but Freemen], 18*4

J. Johnson Typogr. II. i. 9 The compositor is materially
retarded by moving from one case to another. iMoPriuting
Trades Jml. No. 32. 25 Many eminent journalists began
life at a compositor s-case.

10. Mil. Short for case-shot.

1667 Lond. Gas. No. ifSo^ Being all laden below with
double and barrs, and above with Case and Bangs. 1810
Wellington Let. in Gurw. Disp. VI. 151 I,et there be 20
rounds of Case for each gun. 1879 . 1 then.rum 1 Nov. 556/3
The fire of case from the Russian naileries.

11. Mining, (see quot.)
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Case, a small fissure, ad-

mitting water into the workings.

12. Comb., as case-maker, -plant, -spring, -tree,

-wing\ case-bay, in Building see quot.); case-

man {Printing), one who works at the case, a
compositor ; case paper, ? a corruption of Cahsk-
paper ; + case-pepper, a species of Capsicum
(prob. C. baeeatum) ; ease-rack, the wooden frame

in which printers' cases are kept
;
case-room, the

I compositors* room ; case-work, ' a book glued on

I

the back and stuck into a " case " previously pre-
: pared ' (Knight). Also Case-bottle, -worm, etc.

1876 Gwilt A rchit. Gloss., *Case Bays, thejoists framed

J

between a pair of girders in naked flooring . The extent of
the casc-bays should not exceed ten feet, e 1450 Voc. in
Wr.-Wiilcker 688 Hie cassarius, a *casmaker. 1664 Pepys
Diary (18791 III. 36 Thence to my case-maker for my stone
case. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Case-maker, a carpenter
who makes wooden packing-cases for shipping goods. 1615
Markham Eng. Honsew: 11. L 1:668126 Seven corns of Vase
pepper. 1675 Evelyn Terra 11729145 Exoticks and choicer
•Case Plants. 1884 F. Britten Watch. $ Cloekm. 47 |He]
fixes the *case springs in a thin brass ring between the
movement and the case. 1664 Evelyn Sytva (1776) 139 To
shelter Orange and other tender Case-trees from the parch-
ing Sun. 1770 4 A. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1803) III. 100
The elytra, or *case wings are of a reddish brown colour.

Case, «M Also case-char. A fish of the
family Salmonidte.

1751 S. Whatley Engl. Gazetteer ( Winander Meer There
is a fish very much like it [the char] (but of another species,
supposed to be the casei called torgoch, or red-belly. 1769
Pennant Zoot. III. 260 The jaws in the Case Charr are
perfectly even.

Case, «M (See quot.)
1854 Chamb. Jrnl. I. 53 The greater part of the head of

the sperm-whale is composed of soft parts, called junk and
case. The junk is oily fat ; and the case is a delicate
fluid, yielding spermaceti in large proportion.

tCase,^-1 Obs. [f. Case sbA 12.] a. trans.

To put or bring forward as a supposition, b.
intr. = To put cases (see Case sby 12).

1647 Ward Simf. Cobltr 52 Good Casuists would cu*e it,

and case it, part it, and part it ; now it, and then it, punc-
tually. 1687 R. I/Estrange Ansiv. Diss. 21 For this way
of Casing a Matter, has the Force of Asserting it. a 1704— (J.) They fell presently to reasoning and casing upon the
matter with him, and laying distinctions before him.

Case ikjis), v.* [f. Case sb*]
1. trans. To enclose in a case ; to put up in a

case or box ; to incase, surround with.
1575 Tcrberv. Falccnrie 161 When he hath armed or

cased the hearons tronke with a cane or reed. 1608 Shaks.
Pericles v. L 112 Her eyes as iewelt-like, and cast as richly.

1664 Power Exp. Phtlos. \. 30 Long wings, like those of
Flyes, which lye folded up, and cased within the former.

1748 Anson's Voy. 1. vtiL m A great quantity of snow and
sleet, which cased our rigging, and froze our sails. 18*5
Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1524 The felloes are cased in brass.

1856 Ivane A ret. Expl. I. xxiii. 309 Bones of seals, walrus,
and whales—all now cased in ice. 1876 Smiles Se. Satur.
ix. fed. 4> 161, I procured the whole of them myself, pre-
served them and cased them.

b. with up. over.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 163 Like acunning Instrument
cas'd vp. 17x3 Guardian No. 05. 1741-3 Wesley Jrnl.
1 *749) 95 sl^t • • froze as it fell, and cased us over pre-
sently. 1815 Sir W. Grant in G. Rose Diaries 118601 II.

522 He insisted on having them cased up, and sent back.

c. To cover or clothe with the hide of an animal,

etc. (Chiefly said with reference to armour.)
1583 Stanvhurst A^ueis 11. 1 Arb. 1 66 With lion his yellow

darck skyn my carcase I cased. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11.

it. 55 Case ye, case ye; on with your vizards. 1613 Hey-
wood Sih'er Age BL i. Wks. 1874 III. 129 Yet I ere night
will case me in his skin. 17*5 Pope Odyss xxiv. 535 They
case their limbs in brass ; to arms they run. 1854 Patmose
Angel in Ho. 1. iii 5. 1863 W. Pku.lu-s Speeches iii. 40 Men
cased in iron from head to foot.

d
- fis-

1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. 111. iii. 187 If thou would'st not en-

tombe thy selfe aliue, And case thy reputation in thy Tent.
1871 Hlackie Four Phases I. 127 A people . . cased in the
hard jianoply of unreasoned tradition.

2. Technical uses.

a. Puilding. To cover the outside of a building

witli a facing of different material.

170a W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Li-vant IxiiL 235 It is a Huilding
Cased with g rc»t Free-Stone. 1734 Builder's Diet., Casing
of Timlier-Work, is (he Plaistenng a House all over on the

Outside with Mortar, and then striking it wet by a Ruler,
with the Corner of a Trowel, .to make it resemble the Joints
o( Freestone, a 173S Arbui hnot Then they l>egan to

case their houses with marble. 1876 Gwilt A rchit. Gloss.

&.v., A brick wall is said to be cased with stone, or with a
brick superior in quality.

b. Hook-binding. To glue (a book}, after sewing,

into its * case
1

or cover.

C. To line fa shaft, tube, etc.).

1879 Cassell's Tichu. Educ. IV. 337/1 The shaft is sunk
as in ordinary mines, cased with timber.

d. Class-making. Seequots.)
1849 Pei.latt Curios. Gtass-making 74 The modern prac-

tice of casing flint glass with one or more thin coatings of

intensely coloured glass. Ibid. 114 The principle of casing

a layer of colour upon flint crystal glass.

6. dial. (See quot.)

1813 A. Young Agric. Essex I. 261 The whole was clover;

part of it was what is called cased, in June, that is, made a
bastard fallow ; tempered as they call it in Norfolk ; and the

operations of this casing were, first to clean plough it shal-

low; then it was roved across; then stitched up, and
ploughed once more.

3. To furnish or fit with cases cf. shelveiV).

1884 Atheuxum 5 Jan. 23/3 The narrow gallery beyond
(not yet completely cased) will contain, when arranged, a
good stratigraphical series. »

f4. To strip of the case or skin ; to skin. Obs.
1601 Shaks. All's Well HI. vi. m Wecle make you some

sport with the Foxe ere we rase him. 1634 Sih T. Herbeki
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Trav, 212 The Bats, some case like Rabbets. 1796 Mrs.
Glasse Cookery vi. 126 Take a full grown hare and let it

hang four or five days before you case it. 1803 Rees Cycl.

s.v. Casing, They say, flay a deer, case a hare.

t Caseable, a. Sc. Obs. Also 6 caiceable, 7

casible. [f. Case sb.^ + -able. Cf. chanceable.]

Able orliable to happen, possible; natural in thecase.

1.1565 Lindksay iPitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 115 No
man can say, it is bot caiceable to ane man to fall in ane
offence, a 1662 R. Baillie Lett. {1775) I. 185 (Jam.) Of this

symptom, very caseable, more din was made by our people

than I could have wished. 1671 True Non-Con/. 97 As is

very casible.

Caseate (kt7i'szVt). Chem. [f. ~L.case-us cheese

+ -ate 4.] A salt of caseic acid.

1840 Henry Elcm. Chem. II. 448 Caseate of ammonia has

a sharpe saline bitter taste mixed with that of cheese.

Caseation {ke^i^'fen). U- L. casedt-us, treated

with cheese : see -ation.] a. The coagulation of

milk, conversion into cheese, b. Pathol. £ A form

of fatty degeneration of morbid products . . in

which the structure . . is converted into a soft

yellowish cheesy material
1
{Syd. Soc. Lex.).

' 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 162 Caseation of the

products of lobar pneumonitis. 1876 Bristowe The. Pract.
Med. (ed. 2) 64 A tendency to . . that form of degeneration
which is termed caseation.

Case-bottle (k^-sb^t'l). [f. Case sb?]

a. A bottle, often square, made to fit into a case

with others, b. A bottle protected by a case.

1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. vi. 108, I filled a large square
case-bottle with water. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxiv, A case-

bottle of brandy. 1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum. v. (1858)244
Under their arms, sword, hanger, and case-bottle.

Cased ^kt7 'st, poet. ktTi,sed), ppl. a. [f. Case
v. + -ed.] Enclosed in or furnished with a case,

put into a case, etc. (see the verb).

1595 Shaks. John in. i. 259 Thou maist hold..A cased
Lion by the mortall paw. 1634 Brereton Trav. (18441 11

Adorned over mantle-tree with birds cased. 1694 Acc. Sev.
Late Voy. 1. (1711) 38 The Armadillo is cased over the Body
with a shell. 1849 Pellatt Curios. Glass-making 115

Cased coloured glass for windows. 1876 Gwilt Archit.
Gloss., Cased Sash Frames, those which have their interior

vertical sides hollow, to admit the weights.

Case-harden (k^-siha^d'n), v. [f. Casej^
(in locative constr.) + Harden v.] trans.

1. To harden on the surface
; spec, to convert

iron superficially into steel by partial cementation.
1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 56 Rasps have formerly

been made of Iron and Case-hardned, because it makes the

outside of them hard. 1864 Daily Tel. n Aug., Till the
ship-men find some way of case-hardening their plates. 1881

Greener Gun. 253 Some work is case-hardened by plunging
when at a red heat into a solution of prussiate of potass.

2. fig. To harden in constitution or spirit, so as

to render insensible to external impressions.

1713 Steele Guardian No. 95 § 15 Adieu, old fellow, .e'en

get thyself case-harden'd. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. III.

26 Oct., In order to case-harden the constitution. 1871 R.
H. Hutton Ess. 1 1877) I. ioo He can so easily case-harden
his spirit against the supernatural pain.

Case-hardened,///, a. Hardened on the

surface, a. lit.

169 1 Lond. Gaz. No. 2624/4 A small screwed Case-hardened
Lock. X831 J. Holland Manuf. Metals I. 288 The method
will succeed well with case-hardened goods.

b. trans/, and fig.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine U789) Aaa2, A case-

hardened or weather-beaten tar. 1836 Marryat Midsh.
Easy v, Eventually, I cared nothing for a flogging. I had
become case-hardened. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char.
xiii. 328 The callous and case-hardened of the old world.

Ca se-ha rdening", vbl. sb. The process ex-

pressed by the verb Case-harden, a. lit.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 54 The manner of case-harden-
ing is this, Take cow-horn or hoof, etc. 1816 J. Smith
Panorama Sc. <$• Art I. 8 The depth of the steel induced by
case-hardening. 1866 Livingstone Jml. iv. (1873) I. 89
They are unacquainted with the process of case-hardening,

b. trans/, and fig.
175S Gentl. Mag. XXV. 60 Absolutely necessary for the

further case-hardening our hero. 1813 Scott Let. in Lock-
hart (1839) IV. 128 A few years of. . oppression would bring
us back to the same case-hardening in body and sentiment.

Caseic (.k^srik), a. Chem. [f. L. case-us cheese

+ -lc] In Caseic acid, a synonym of Lactic acid \

also (obs.) = Caproic acid.

1840 Henry Elcm. Chem. II. 448 Caseic acid is of the
colour and consistence of syrup . . and has an acid bitter
taste mixed with that of cheese, c 1863 J. Wylde in Circ.
Sc. I. 333/1 Caseic, sudoric, and capric acids.

Caseiform (k^-sziiffum), a. [f. L. case-us
cheese ; see -form.] Having the form of cheese.
1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 107/2 [Tuberculous matter]

of two materials, the one soft, friable, and caseiform.

Casein (.k^-sz^in). Chem. (Incorrectly -ine.)

[f. L. case-us cheese + -ix.] A substance belonging
to the class of Proteids or Albuminoids, forming
one of the chief constituents of milk ; chemically
identical with the Legumin (also called vegetable
casein), of the seeds of leguminous plants. Casein
is coagulated by acids, and forms the basis of cheese.
1841 Lond. Ediu. $ Dub. Jml. Dec. No. 126 Vegetable

Caseine. 1845 6 G. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 55
However much the nutriment of the mother may vary, no
great influence is thereby exerted on the relative quantities
of casein and sugar. 1863 Wynter Subt. Brains <$• Liss.

Fing, 157 Casein, or cheese, exists more abundantly in

peas and beans than it does in milk itself. 1869 Roscoe
Elein. Chem. 434 Casein is the nitrogenous substance con-

tained in milk and cheese.

b. Jocularly for ' the cheese', 1 the correct thing \

1856 Kingsley Let. May (D.) Horn minnow looks like a
gudgeon, which is the pure caseine.

Case-knife lk^i-S|naif). [f.CASE sb? + Kxife.]

a. A knife carried in a case or sheath ; a hunter s

knife, b. 'A large kitchen or table knife* (Craig;.

1704 Addison Italy Wks. 1721 II. 34 The King always
acts with a great case-knife stuck in his girdle. 1712 Ar-
buthnot John Bull (1727) 106 He pulled out a case-knife.

.

and threatened to cut his own throat. 1835 J" Holland
Manuf. Metals II. 5 The description of knife .. used for

cutting food, or a case-knife, as it was long afterwards called,

from being fitted with a sheath. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I.

126 A dagger or case-knife is . . now more commonly worn.

Caseless, a. Without a case.

1884 A. A. Putnam 10 Yrs. Pol. Judge xiL 70 A caseless day.

What better condition of a court than to be without business?

Casemate (k^'Sim^t). Forms: 6-7casamat t,

casamate, (6 casaamate, 7 casemat, cazimate\
6 - casemate. [The actual form is a. F. casemate

(in 16th c. also chasmate, casmate, -matte) ; the

earlier forms were ad. Sp. casamata, It. casamatta.

Of these the first element is app. Sp. and It. casa

house, but the second is uncertain. Diez mentions

It. matta in dial, sense ' pseudo- also Sicilian

matta dark. Wedgwood, comparing the ling,

equivalent 'slaughter-house', suggests Sp. malar
' to kill, slaughter but it is difficult on this theory

to account for the form of the word.]

1. Forti/. A vaulted chamber built in the thick-

ness of the ramparts of a fortress, with embrasures

for the defence of the place ;
' a bomb-proof vault,

generally under the ramparts of a fortress, used as

a barrack, or a battery, or for both purposes'

.Stocquelcr 1853). fb. An embrasure {obs.).

The original sense is thus given by Barret Thcor. U 'arres

11598) Gloss. :
1 Casamatta, a Spanish word, doth signifie a

slaughter-house, and is a place built low vnder the wall or

bulwarke, not arriuing vnto the height of the ditch, seruing
to scowre the ditch, annoying the enemy when he entreth

into the ditch to skale the wall.' The Sp. and It. is ex-

plained in the same words by Percivall and Flohio ; the

latter adds as an English equivalent cauourie, i. e. Cannon-
ery, loop-hole, embrasure.

1575 Gascoigne in Turberv. Vemrie Pref. A iv, Plotfoi mcs,
Loopes and Casamats, deuised by warlike men. 1589 Iv'E

Forttf. 26 Casemate, .any. .edifice that may be made in the
ditch to defend the ditch by. 1591 Garrard Art Warre
160 As curtaines or bulwarkes with their casamates do
flancke a fortresse. 1600 Dymmok Ireland 118431 38 Their
correspondency hindered by the cassamates in the ditch.

1620 Dekker Dreame n86o,t 12 Forts, gabions, palizadoes,

cazimates. 1647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist. Fr.(i6jB) 527
Raising new Forts, and making new Casamats. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Casemate. 1790 Beatson Nav. <§- Mil. Mem.
App. 138 The fort has good casemates. 1859 F. Griffiths
Artil. Man. (1862) 248 Casemates, or vaulted batteries, are

made bomb-proof. 1877 W. Thomson Cruise Challenger \.

19 Galleries in the solid rock, forming a kind of casemate,

t c - fig' ? Batteries.

1635 Heywood Hierarch. vn. 441 Of Thunder, Tempest,
Meteors, Lightning, Snow, Chasemates, Trajections, of
Haile, Raine.

2. Arch. 1 A hollow moulding, such as the ca-

vetto
1
(Gwilt) ; = Casemen-t i.

16x1 Cotgr., Nasselle . . a hollow in a piller, etc., called, a
Casemate.

Hence Casematedt*., provided with casemates ;

trans/, strongly fortified.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. xvii, Casemated as he was, the

instrument cut sheer even to the bone [of his skull]. 1851
Ord. Regul. R. Eng. iv. 18 Casemated Barracks, and Hos-
pitals. 1870 Daily Nevus 5 Oct., A perpendicular rock, like

Gibraltar, 200 feet high, casemated, and nearly impregnable.

Casement (kesment, k^>-z-). Also 5 cas-

ment, 6 casemund, cazement, 7 kesment. [app.

ad. med.L. casamentum, in It. casamento a building

or house-frame ; cf. OF. enchacement 'cadre*; or

? of Eng. formation, from Case sb.'2- or v? Sense

1 is perh. a distinct word.]

1. Arch. A hollow moulding, a cavetto, not ex-

ceeding a quarter-round ;
= Casemate 2.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xi, The ryche coyning, the lusty

tablementes,Uinettes ronningincasementes. a 1490 Botoner
in Gwilt Archit. 928 [Names of mouldings on sketch!, A
cors wythoute ; a casement, a bowtelle . . a casement wyth
Levys .. a casment wyth trayler of Levys. 1660 Bloome
Archit. Aa, Scotia, a hollow casement. 1677 Moxon Mech.
Exerc. (1703) 268 A Cavetto, or Casement. 1875 Gwilt
Archit. § 2531 The cavetto . . By workmen it is frequently
called a casement.

2. A frame or sash forming a window or part of

a window, opening on hinges attached to the up-

right side of the frame in which it is fixed. (The
usual sense. ) From the early pronunciation popu-
lar etymology made a form gase- gaze?nent.

1556 J. Heywood Spider A> Ft. xcvii. 5 Ech copweb. .she

full defaces : No wem seene in casemunds, nor casemund
cases. 1575 Turberv. Venerie xxxv. 91 Where casements
neede not opened be. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. i. 57 Why
then may you leaue a casement of the great chamber window
open. 1595 Barnfield Cassandra iii, Through her light

cazements cleare, He [Phcebus] stole a kisse. i6ao Venner
Via Recta Introd. 5. i66» J, Bargrave Pope Alex. VII

|

(1867I 132 The kesment being taken away, or a panncl of
glass broken. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb. s.v.

Green-Houses, Some use Glass-doors, Casements, or Chases.
1722 De Foe Plague (1884) 138, I seldom opened the Case-
ments. 1822 W. Irving Braceb. Haiti. 5 When I throw
open my jingling casement. 1879 Sir G. Scott Lect.

Archit. I. 229 If a window were beyond the width of a
single casement, a small pillar was often interposed,

fb. App. used by Gerbier for window-frame.
1662 Gerbier Princ. 18 Windows to be fitted in woodden

Casements. 1663 — Counsel 95 Shutters . . framed . . to the

witdth and height of the stone casement of the window.

c. fig. (,cf. window*)
1642 R Carpenter Experiences VI. vii. 182 Hee that hath

set the Casements of his curious eyes wide open to vanitie.

1691 Ray Creation 11. (R.) By these casements enter in

adulterous thoughts in the mind. 1696 J. Edwards Ex.
istence A> Provid. God u. 29 The clear and pellucid casements
of the body to let light in.

3. fa. ? =Case sb.- i. Obs.
1668 Lane. Wills (1884) 165, I give to my Grand-child ..

one great Cupboard and a little one wcb wee call a casement,

b. Casing, covering.

1689 Swift Ode to Temple., Some ('tis said) for their de-

fence Have worn a casement o'er their skin. 1862 I.ytton
Sir. Story 13 The mailed knight, .in his casement of iron.

4. Fortif. V Corruption of Casemate.
1772 Simes Mil. Guide, Casement, is a bomb-proof work

made under the rampart.

5. attrib.

1789 Mrs. Piozzi Jourii. France II. 120 We have got the

little casement windows clean. 1805 WoRDSW. Waggoner 1.

76 Those casement panes.

Hence Ca*semeuted a., furnished with casements.
1841 Hon. SMITH Moneyed Man I. iii. 51 Its panelled

rooms, and casemented windows. 1885 T. SIozlky Reiuin.

Towns, Vill. <y Schools 343 A large irregular room . . with
little casemented windows.

Caseous (k^'-s/bs , a. [f. L. tasc-us cheese +
-OUfl.]

1. Of the nature of cheese, cheesy.
1661 LoVELL Hist. Anim. Aft//. 3 The Asses [milk] bas -

ing more serum and lesse of the caseous, or cheesy matter.

1781 Kerr in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 380 [It] forms a coagu-

lum with the caseous part of the milk. 1881 Daily Tel.

23 Feb., Not Parmesan, but some inexpensive and whole-
some caseous product.

b. Jntmorously. Abounding in cheese ; fond of

cheese.
1807-8 Syd. Smith Plymleys Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 168/1

A universal state of disaffection among that caseous and
wrathful people [the Welsh]. 1859 ^ala Tw. round Clock
(1861) 271 Parma, in which caseous Italian city, etc.

2. J 'athoi. Resembling cheese in appearance.'

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., Cataracts are by some
divided into milky, and caseous, differing only in the degree
of hardness or consistence. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obsen:
I. 43 Cysts, .containing a kind of caseous substance. 1878
T. BltYANT Tract. Surg. I. 5 The formation of caseoua
deposits . . in the bones, joints, skin, or lungs.

t Caser. Obs.

1585 Wills <y Inv. A". C. 1 1860 1 112, j caser, j chair and a
launce, 12//.

Casern, -e kazaun . Mil. Also cazern.

[a. 1*'. caserne, ad. Sp. '.and Pg.' caserna, f. casa

house : Littre compares cava, caverna."] One of a

series of small ^temporary) buildings between the

ramparts and houses of a fortified town for the

accommodation of troops ; also a barrack.

1696 Phillips Cazerns. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3913/2
They set fire to their Caserns. 1716 Prot. Mer cury 3 Aug. 3

To build Cazernes or Barracks in Hide Park. 1858 BiiVK-

ridge Hist. India I. ill. xi. 638 All the tents and temporary
caserns were blown to pieces. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877)

IV. xiii. 314 The fronting walls of the cazern .. were in

some places destroyed. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Casernes . . correctly small lodgments erected between the

ramparts and houses of a fortified town, to ease the inhabit-

ants by quartering soldiers there.

Case-shot (k^-sij^t). Mil. [f. Cask sb:~ +
Shot.] A collection of small projectiles put up

! in cases to fire from a cannon ; canister shot. Its

j

composition and fashion have changed from time

to time. Also, a shrapnel-shell, or spherical iron

case containing a number of bullets.

1625-8 Camden's Hist. Eliz. an. 1601 (R.) A continuall

storm, .of chain-shot and case-shot. 1627 Capt. Smith Sea-

mans Gram. xiv. 66 A Case is made of two peeces of hollow

wood ioyned together like two halfe Cartrages fit to put into

the bore of a Peece, and a case shot is any kinde of small

i Bullets, Nailes, old iron, or the like to put into the case to

j

shoot out of the Ordnances. 1769 Falconkk Diet. Marine
1 1789) M mb, Case-shot, .is formed by putting a great quan-

tity of musket-bullets into a cylindrical tin-box called a

canister. 1877 Clery Min. Tact. xi. 134 Case-shot is ser-

viceable against troops under the same conditions.

Caseway, var. of Causeway.

Ca"Se-weed. Also 6 casse-weede, ; cass-

weed. [f. Case sb.'1 + Weed.] An old name for

Shepherd s Purse (Capsclla Bursa pastoris).

1578 Lyte Dodoens I. Iv. 81 In English Shepherds purse,

Scrippe, or Pouche : and of some Casseweede. 1597 Ge-
rard Herbal xxiii. § 2. 215 Called, .in the North part of

England. .Caseweede. 1879 Prior Plaut-u., Case-7veed1 or

cassC'iveed, in allusion to its little purse-like Capsules.

Ca'se-worm. [f. Case sb? + Worm sb.] A
caddis-worm ; see Caddis * Hence, case-worm

fly
= caddis-fly, phryganea.

1606 S. Gardiner Angling q$ The case-worme, the dewe-
worme, the gentile. 1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-/u. iv.
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§ 1 1
1 16891 40 Cod-bait, Cadis-worm, Cad-bait or Case-worm,

are all one and the same Bait. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol.
(1828) II. xxiii. 300 Those caseworm-flies that are remark-
able for their long antenna;. 1836 39 Todd Cycl. II. 865/1.

Cash (k^ef), sb. 1 [ad. F. casse 'a box, case,

chest, to carrie or kepe wares in, also a Marchants
cash or counter ' (Cotgr.), or its source It. cassa
* a chest, . . also, a merchants cashe or counter

'

(Florio 1598):—L. capsa coffer, Case. Mod.F.
has caisse, Sp. coxa, Pg. caixa : the phonetic his-

tory of the Eng. word is not clear ; the earliest

known instances have cash ; the sense ( money
also occurs notably early, seeing that it is not

in the other langs.]

+ 1. A chest or box for money; a cash-box, till.

1598 Flokio, and x6n Cotgr. [see above] a Marchants
cash, or counter, a 1617 Winwood Memorials III. 281 (T.)

20,000/. are known to be in her cash. 1673 Temple United
Prov. ii. (R.) This bank is properly a general cash, where
every man lodges his mony. ^1693 Urqchart Rabelais
111. xli. 342 They had . .emptied their own Cashes and Coffers

of. .Coin, a 1734 North Lives III. 387 He always carried

a cash on purpose for them [the beggars],

t b. A sum of money. Obs.

1677 Yarranton Eng. Improi>. 20 As the Land and Per-
sonal Security is at this day, no living man . . can take a
great Cash into his hands, and pay six in the hundred for

it. 1707 C. N. Poem on Union 19 A flowing Cash, an
Universal Trade. 1715 Burnet Own Time 11766,1 I. 327
There was a considerable cash in his hands, partly for the
pay of his men. 175a Hume Ess. a> Treat. (1777) I- 372 No
merchant thinks it necessary to keep by him any consider-
able cash.

2. Money ; in the form of coin, ready money,
a. Formerly in literary and general use ; but now
only commercial (see b , or consciously used as a

sort of commercial slang.

1596 Nashe Saffron Wahien 106 He put his hand in his

pocket but . . not to pluck out anie ca>h. 1661 Needham
Hist. Eng. Rebellion 48 For a twelve months cash. 1667
Milton P. L. rv. 188. 1686 Burnet Trap. ii. (17501 95 There
was great store of Cash and many Jewels in the House.
1714 SwlFl Drapicrs Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 55 Very near as
much as the current cash of the kingdom in those days.

1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. hut. II. xlv. 149 bees-wax
is the current Cash in that Country. 178a Miss Blrney
Cecilia il iii. (1783' 187 Where's the cash 7 who's to pay the
piper? 1788 Priestley Led. Hist. in. xv. 124 The quantity
of circulating cash in different nations. 1810 Sir A. Bos-
well Edinburgh 155 Those who have cash, come here to
spend. 1858 Greener Gunnery 231 I-et but some individual,
with the head and the cash, try tne experiment.

b. As a term of banking and commerce, used

to signify, in its strictest sense, specie ; also, less

strictly, bank-notes which can at once be con-

verted into specie, and are therefore taken as 'cash',

in opposition to bills or other securities. Also in

the phrases hard cash, ready cash, cash in hand.
I599 Shaks. Hen. V, n. L 120 Xym. I shall haue my

Noble? Pist. In cash, most iustly payd. 1641 Jrnts. Ho.
Commons II. 235 Three hundred Pounds ready Cash. 1696
Luttrell BriefRel. 11857) W . 100 Only bills or notes, and
not cash, 1753 Scots Mag. Oct. 512/1 He had then but
little cash in hand. 178a T« Pickering in Sparks Corr.
Amer. Rev. 118531 EII. 5*2 These notes are not received
there as cash, but only as pledges. 1817 Part. Debates 1528
On and after the 1st October next, the Bank will be ready
to pay cash for their notes of every description, dated prior

to the 1st Jan. 1817. 1837 W. Irving Ca/t. Bonneville

(1849) 38 He required hard cash in return for some corn.

185a M'Culloch Comm. Diet., Cash, in commerce, means
the ready money, bills, drafts, bonds, and all immediately
negotiable paper in an individual's possession. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 21 July 5/2 To pay down the price in ready cash.

Jig. 171J Burnet Own Time 11766) L 266 He had the
most learning in ready cash of any he ever knew,

fc. Minted coin, current coin. Obs.
1614 T. Adams Devil's Bang. 205 To buy leaden trash,

with golden cash. 1691 Locke Money Wks. 1727 II. 92
The current Cash being . . computed . . to want half its

Standard Weight. — Lower. Interest 93 Clipping had left

none but light running cash. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v.

xv - (I 737 1 00 A few cropt Pieces of White Cash.

d. It is also the regular term for ' money 1

in

Hook-keeping. See cash account in 3.

1651 in Index Royalists (Index Soc.) 18 The said treasurer*
or their clerk of the cash. 1875 Postk Gains in. 8 131 The
entry of a person as debtor to cash docs not constitute an
obligation, but is evidence of an obligation.

e. Phrases. Out of cash, in cash.

1593 Peele Ediv. I (1830) 57 Now the Friar is out of cash
five nobles, God knows how he shall come into cash again.
1609 Rowlands Doctor Merrie-m. 33 If once I doe begin
perceiue That out of cash they bee. 175* W. Stewart in

Sects Mag. (1753) Sept. 445/2 He was not in cash, and could
not send the five pounds. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.
(18 1 5) 157 With his credit when he is out of cash. 1848
Thackeray Snobs xxxvi. He bets, .freely when he is in fltn
3. attrib. and Comb., as cash-box, -chest, 'remit-

tance ; oash-account (see quot.) ;
cash-book, in

Book-keeping, a book in w hich is entered a record
of cash paid and received ; cash-boy, in large
shops, a boy who carries the money received by
the salesman from a customer to the cashier, and
brings back the change ; cash-credit (see quot.)

;

t cash-house, a counting-house; cash-keeper,
one who has charge of cash, a treasurer, a cashier ;

cash-payment, payment in ready money, spec.

the payment of cash for government paper money

or bank-notes ; cash-price, the price at which
an article is sold for ready money ; cash-sale, a

sale for ready money ; t cash-weight see quot.).

185a M cCulloch Comm. Diet., 'Cash account, in book-
keeping, an account to which nothing but cash is carried on
the one hand, and from which all the disbursements of the
concern are drawn on the other.. .Cash account, in banking,
is the name given to the account of the advances made by
a banker in Scotland, to an individual who has given
security for their repayment. 1622 Malynls Anc. Law-
Merch. 371 To keepe an orderly #Cash Booke of all the
moneys receiued and payed out. 1875 Poste Gains 111. 410
The Roman account-book, he supposes, was essentially a
Cash-book. 1864 Skeat Uhland s Poems 85 That on the
*cash-box watchful sits. 1649 '

' Daniel Trinarch., Hen.
V, ccxcviii, "Cash-catchers is a Trade to ravish Clownes.
1719 W. Wood Surv. Trade 335 It [money) must lie dead
in the *Cash-Chest. 1866 Crump Banking iii. 76 Over-
drawn accounts, or, as they are sometimes called, *' cash-

! credits'. 1879 Birmingh. Weekly Post % Feb. 1/4 The same
discount that most tradesmen will gladly allow to a *cash
customer. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 1 1 The oppressor
doth more hurt sitting silently in his "cash house. 1626
Raleigh's Ghost in //art. Misc. iMalh. i III. 539 Gondomar
. .chief *cash-keeper for the order of Alcantara. 1705 Van-
bkuch Confed. 1. ti, Her Cash-Keeper's out of humour, he
says he has no money. 1803 Edin. Rev. II. 102 The statute
of 1797 for stopping the #cash-paymenu. 185a M rCLXLocii
Taxation 11. xi. 380/1 When the currency recovered its

value, and cash payments were resumed. 1875 Jevons
Money (1878) 35 Iron money could not be used \n cash pay-
ments at the present day. 1866 Cklmp bfanking vii. 143
The employment of bills in the discharge of debts, whereby
*cash remittances are avoided. 1750 Beawes Lex Mercat.
117521 874 Genoa has. .Ca.«>h Weights, for Plate and Coin.

Cash kajj), j^.- [ad. (ultimately Tamil kdsu
('or perhaps some Konkani form of it'), name of

a small coin, or weight of money:—Skr. karsha
1 a weight of silver or gold equal to 4^ of a tula

1

(Williams) ; Singhalese kdsi coin. The early Por-

tuguese writers represented the native word by
cas

t
casse, coxa, the Fr. by cas, the Eng. by cass

:

the existing Pg. caixa and Kng. cash are due to

a natural confusion with Cash sb.^ From an early

date the Portuguese applied caixa (probably on
the same analogy to the small money of other
foreign nations, such as that of the Malay Islands,

and especially the Chinese, which was also natu-

rally made into cash in English. ^Yule.)]

A name applied by Europeans to various coins

of low value in the East Indies and China : esp.

a. The basis of the monetary system which
prevailed in Southern India up to 1818; in this

system 80 cash = 1 fanam, 42 fanams m 1 star

pagoda (about "js. 8*/.).

b. The Chinese le and tsien, coins made of an
alloy of copper and lead, with a square hole in

the centre whereby they are strung on cords ; of

these 1000 made a tael or liang.

1598 tr. Linschoten's Voy. 34 <Y.t Certaine copper mynt
called Caixa . . in the middle whereof is a hole to hang it

on a string. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. iv. 72 A fine Coat, or
about 1000 Cash, as 'tis called, which is a summ about the
value ofa Dollar. Ibid. vii. 131'lhe Money-changers, .here
(Achin], as at Tonquin..sit in the markets . .with leaden
Money called Cash, which is a name that is generally given
to small money in all these Countreys : but the Cash here
is.. Lead, or Block Tin. i7»7 A. Hamilton New Acc. E.
Did. II. xli. 109 At Atcheen they have a small Coin of
Leaden Money called Cash.
a. 1711 Ix>ckyek Trade in India 8 (Y.) Doodosand Cash

are Copper Coins. 1718 Projnig. Gospel in East 1 1 . 52 (Yj
Cass, a very small coin ; eighty whereof make one Fano.
1766 J. H. Grose Vcy. E. Ind. I. 282 (Y.) 80 casches make
a fanam or yt. sterling. 1790 Cornwallis Let. to E. J.
Holland (Y'

.\ I think that every Cash .. of that ill-judged

saving may cost the Company a crore of rupees. 1871

Mateer Travancore 109 The smallest coin in use is tne
copper Kasu, called by Europeans 'cash', equal in value to

one nineteenth of a penny.

b- 1750 Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752J 793 The Caches (a

Copper Money of Hainam and Canton. 1771 J. R. Forstek
tr. Osbeck's Voy. I. 262 Kas, which the Chinese call Lai, is

the only current coin which is struck in China. 1779 Fok-
rest Voy. N. Guinea 280 The China cash at Magindano .

.

have holes as in China. 1875 Jevons Money 11878' s8 The
Chinese cash are well known to be round disks of a kind of
brass, with a square hole in the centre.

tCash, sb* Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Cash t/.i] A

dismissal or disbanding of troops.

1617 Mohyson Itin . 11. 111. 1. 241 His Company of foote,

reduced lately in a general cash to 150.

I Cash, v. 1 Obs. [var. of Cass t/.] trans. To
1

disband, dismiss, etc. ^C'ahhikk i.

1564 Goldisg Justine (1570) 63 He cashed the old soul-

|

diers, and supplied their roumes with yong beginners. 1598
Bakket Theor. IVarres 11. i. 20 If the Companie bedissolued

I
or casht. 1601 K. Johnson h'ingd. <V Comnnv. (16031 177
The cashed soldier is ever ready to follow any faction. 163a
Le Ghys Velleius 202 That both Caesar and Pompey should
cast [corrected in Erratato 'cash'l of their armies. 1839
Lend. Encyct. V. 214 Cash or Cashier. . is now mostly used
to express the breaking of an officer.

Cash (kxj), v.- [f. CASH sb.*] trans. To give

or obtain the cash for [a note, cheque, draft, money
order, etc.) ; to convert into cash.
x8ix Moore Let. y. Corry 4 Nov., Get two bills upon

Power in Dublin cashed for me. 1833 H i. Martineau
Berkeley the B. 1. i. 14 Anybody in London whom she could
ask to get it cashed for her. 1863 I awcett Pot. Econ. BL

j
ix. 11876* 415 U. gets hi 3 bill cashed by taking it to a dis-

count-hou?.t: in France. Mod. Will you cash me a cheque
, for a few pounds?

Cashee: see Cassia 2
.

II Cashel (kie'shel). Irish Antiq. [ - Irish

caiseal bulwark, wall, prob. ad. L. casteli-um fort-

let.] (See quot.
1845 Petrie Eccl. Archit.Iret. 421 All separate edifice*,

surrounded by a cashel, or circular wall. 1885 Stokes in
Contemp. Rev. May 742 In Ireland alone does he find in the
West cashels such as he finds in Egypt. A cashel is a
strong fence or ring-wall enclosing a group of churches with
their annexed monastic buildings, e.g. at Glendalough.
Casher, var. of Coshek Irish Hist.).

t Cashet. Sc. Obs. Also casset. [a. F. cachet

seal.] A seal ; = Cachet.
1609 Sc. Acts 20 Jos. VI, xxv, Past his Heighne» Cashet,

Register and ordinare scales, a 1662 R. Baillie Lett. < 17751
I. 364 1Jam.' Lanerk had sent letters under the cashet to
many noblemen. 1706 Act bAnnexi. Art. xxiv, The privy
seat signet, casset signet of the Justiciary Court, etc

Cashew (kaj« ). Also 8 casheu. 9 cashoe,
caju ;*also Acajou, q.v. [ad. F. acajou, ad. Bra-
zilian acajoha Littre).]

1. Cashno-tree, a large tree Anacardium occi

dentate} cultivated in the West Indies and other
tropical countries, bearing a kidney-shaped fruit

cashew-nut ) placed on the end of a thickened
fleshy pear-shaped receptacle {cashew-apple

, popu-
larly taken for the ' fruit'.

The shell of the nut consists of three layers, of which the
middle one contains an extremely acrid black oil, which u
rendered harmless by roasting the nuts before eating. The
oil U sometimes used in India to protect floors from the
attacks of white ants. The receptacle has an acid flavour.

1703 Dampikr Voy. III. New Holland 68 The Cashew is

a Fruit as big as a Pippin, pretty long, and bigger near the
Stemb than at the other end. .The Seed of this Fruit grows
at the end of it ; 'tis of an Olive Colour shaped like a Bean.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 226 The Cashew Tree . . The al-

mond or kernel is of a delicate taste. 1796 Stedman Suri-
nam II xxii. 139 The real acajow or cashew nuts. 185a K.

ANeale Resta. Siam xii. 194 The cashoe-nut and apple.

1 1865 Letheby in Ct'rc. Sc. I. 106/1 Caju apple oil.

2. Cashew-bird, the name given in the West
Indies to an insessorial bird, Tanagra zena.
185a Tk. Ross tr. Humboldts Trav. II. xviiL 172 The

curassaos and cashew-birds . . going down several times a-day
to the river to allay their thirst.

Cashiclaws, misreading of Caschielawh.
Cashier (kse[i*u), sb. Also 7 cassier, caaheer,

-ire. [ad. F. caissier treasurer Cotgr.) ; in Du.
cassier : see Cash and -iek.] One who has charge
of the cash of a bank or mercantile firm, paying and
receiving money, and keeping the cash account.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 97 The Cashiers or Prouidi-

tores for lame Souldiours. 1598 B. Ionson Ev. Man in

Hum. 11. i, I haue made him my Cashier, And giu'n him,
who had none, a surname, Cash. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. n.

iv. 05 They tooke young youths of that Nation [the Dutch)
to be their Cassiers. 1705 Vanbruch Conjed. 1. ii, Go to

my Cashier, let him give you six and fifty pound. 1848
Macaclay Hist. Eng. xxiii. (L.) To accept the place of
cashier of the excise.

+ b. A money-dealer. Obs.
1643 T. Violet Declar. Bullion 9 Many Gold-smiths

and Ca>hcers of London, a 1687 Petty Pol. A rith. ix. < 1691

1

110 It was observed by the general consent of Cashiers.

Hence Cashiership.
1884 (Graphic 25 Oct. 422/2.

Cashier (kajl<»\i), v. Forms: 6 casseir, 6-7
casseer e, casheer;e, cashiere, 7 cassir, -ier(e,

-ere. caszier, easier, oachier, cashieere, cash-

er(e, 7-8 cashire, casheir(e, 6- cashier. [16th c.

a. Flem. or Du. casser-en, in same sense : Kilian

has kasseren de ki icghslicden, exauctorare militcs,

to disband soldiers, and kasseren een testament,

rescindere testamentum, to rescind a will ; cf. Ger.

kassiren ; and, for the sense, Cak8 v., Cash vA
Fr. verbs adopted in Du. and Ger. frequently retain the

inf. t-r, -ir, as part of the stem, but few of these have been
adopted in Eng. Cashier probably dates to the campaign
in the Netherlands of 1585. The instance quoted by Richard-
son from Strype Eccl. Mem. 11. App. KE. of 1549 has no
existence : see Cass a.]

1. trans. To dismiss from service or fellowship,

fa. Mil. To discharge, break up, disband

(troops'.

1598 Hakllyi" Voy. I. 63 Our men must jiot . . depart and
casseir their bandes, or separate thcmsclues asunder. 1580

North Plutarch 923 He could not abide very fat men, but

cashiered a whole band of them for that cause onely. 1604

E. Grimstone Hist. Siege Ostend 188 He hath caszicred and
diMiiKsed about 600 men. 16S5CHAS. I. in Ellis Orig. Lett.

1 t. 319 III. 211 To easier my Monsers. 1697 Potter Anttq.
Greece ill. v. 11715) 53 Power to cashire any of the Common
Soldiers. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. 1 1827) VI. xv. % 17. 291

He returns suddenly into his tent, cashiers his old gard.

b. gctieraily. Obs. exc. as in 2 b).

159a Greene Groatsiv. Wit 28 Hee was casseerde by I-a-

milia that had coosened him of all. 1610 Histrio-m. uL 85
All the Lords have now cashierd their traines. 1640 G.
Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn. 472 Those points . .which .

.

quite casseere them from the communion and fellowship of
tne faithful). 1649 Milton Eikon. iv. (Bohn) 351 By him
nicknamed and cashiered for a mongrel parliament. 1716
Addison Freeholder No. n (1751 ) 65 The Ladies . . have-

already cashiered several of their Followers. 1791 Co* PW
Odyss. xix, 405 That man shall be cashiered Hence instant.
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2. To dismiss from a position of command or

authority ; to depose. (In the army and navy !

involving disgrace and permanent exclusion from

the service.) a. Mil.
1599 Sandys Eitro/>x Spec. (1632) 131 The Pope ..it is

thought wilt cashiere some worthy authours who..holde
ranke among them. 1604 Shaks. Oth. vu in. 381. 1624 Hey.
wood Gttnaik. ix. 442 The King . . not onely cashiered them
from their commaunds, but banished them his kingdome.

1763 Act 4 Geo. Ill, ii. § 22 Such Military Officer shall .

,

be deemed and taken to be ipso facto cashired. 1830 E.

Campbell Diet. Mil. Sc., Cashiered, when an Officer is

ordered by His Majesty, or sentenced by a Court-Martial,

to be dismissed the Service, he is said to be cashiered. 1879
Seguin Black For. xiii. 225 All the officers who took part in

the capitulation, were cashiered or otherwise punished,

b. Iratisf. and Jig.

1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1634) 3 But if they [bees] have

many Princes, as when two fly away with one swarm .

.

they will not be quiet till one of them be cassiered. a 1639
W. Whateley Prototypes L xix. (1640I 227 When pride is

thus cashiered by the entering in of true humiliation, there

it no longer raigneth. C1640 in Sc. Pasqnils (1&6&) 126 That
Lad who late rewl'd all, Now cashier'd goes, most like to

catch a fall. 1650 A. A[scham] Reply Sanderson 13 If he
had a King to day, he would go neer to cachier him to

morrow. 1789 Belsham Est. II. xl. 503 The people have a
right to cashier their Governors for misconduct. 1793 Ld.
Sheffield in Corr. Ld. Auckland (i86i> II. 496 When a
majority of the people thought another kind of Government
preferable they undoubtedly had a right to cashier the

King. 1839 Svd. Smith Let. Singlclon'Wks. 1859 II. 267/2

You are cashiered and confiscated before you can look about
you.

3. To discard, get rid of, cast off, put away, lay

aside, dismiss, banish (a thing).

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 28 Let them cassier those old
|

Monuments of Ethnick prophane learning. 1628 Prynnk
Love Lockes 16 To casheere their Ruffianly Haire. 1641

Milton Ch. Discip. 11. (1851) 56 To cashier, and cut away
from the publ'ick body the noysum, and diseased tumor of

j

Prelacie. 1656 Trapp Comm. Hebr. x. 26 Others . . have
. . cashiered this Epistle out of the canon. 1775 Sheridan
Rivals 11. i, I shall .. cashier the hunting-frock. 1848 H.
Rogers Ess. (1878) I. vi. 282 All reject . . some dialogues

(though . . they are not quite agreed . . which they are to

cashier 1

.

1 4. To make void, annul, do away with. Obs.

1596 H. Clapham Briefe Bible 1. 58 They see the very
ground of all their hope, cashierde, & quasht. 1601 F.

Godwin Bps. Eng. 174 As for the election . . he caused the

same to be cassired and made void. 1650 Baxter Saints'

R. iv. xii. (1662) 772 This Argument would certainly cashier

all Spiritual obedience.

5. To deprive of. (rare.)

1668 Child Disc. Trade (1694) Pref. 26 How it comes to

pass that the Dutch low interest has not cashiered us of
these trades. 1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, iv. 156 To
cashier the ministers of religion of all dignity and power.

H * In the slang of Bardolph it seems to mean :

to ease a person of his cash' (Schmidt).

1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. i. 184, I say the Gentleman ..

being fap, sir, was (as they say) casheerd.

Hence Cashie'red fpl. a., CashieTing vbl. sb.

c 1605 Rowley Birth Merl. QL v. 325 Hath re-united all

his cashier'd troops. 1628 Earle Microcosm., Flatterer 68

-Makes him doubt his casheering. 1633 T. Stafford Fax.
Hib. xxi. (1821) 214 The cashiering of fiue hundred Foot.

1634 Heywood Mayden-head lost 1. i. Wks. 1874 IV. 105 He
return'd me home A Cashierd Captaine. 1826 Miss Mn-
ford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 326 From the first cashiering of

my blue ribands. 1844 Disraeli Couingsby vi. viii. 248 The
cause of fallen dynasties and a cashiered nobility.

Cashierer (kafie'rsi). [f. prec. vb. + -ER 1
.]

One who cashiers or dismisses from office.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 98 The heroic band of cashierers of

monarchs. 1807 Ann. Rev. V. 186 The cashierers of their

dynasties.

Cashiermeiit '

vkafi<>'iment\ [f. Cashier v.

+ -MENT.] The action of cashiering ; dismissal.

1656 Dugard Gate Lat. Unl. § 766 By the cashierment of

the son. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. X. xxi. vii. 145 Friedrich .

.

continued his salutary cashierment of the wigged Gentle-

men.

Cashless (kse-Jles), a. [f. Cash + -less.]

Without cash, penniless, impecunious.
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. II. ix. iv. 432 Friedrich . . being

totally cashless. 1874 Masson Cliatterton 1. ii. 28 Drawn
up by Chatterton in a cashless moment.

T Cashma rie. Sc. Obs. [ad. F. chasse-maree

a rippier (Cotgr.), f. chasser to drive in haste

(in ONF. cachtr) + mare'e tide, fresh fish.] A rip-

pier; one who brings fish from the sea-coast to

market in the inland country. (Jamieson.)
a 1606 Leg. Bp. St. Andrews in Sc. Poems 16th C. 11801)

328 (Jam.) Lyk a court ofauld cashmaries Or cadyers coming
to ane fair.

Cashmere (karJmi-M, kceJmT 'U;. Also cash-
meer, cachemire, -mere. [Cashmere or Kash-
mir, name of a kingdom in the Western Hima-
layas, used attrib.]

a. More fully Cashmere shawl \ A costly shawl
made of fine soft wool obtained from the Cashmere
goat and the wild goat of Tibet, b. The mate-
rial of which Cashmere shawls are made. c. Also
applied to a woollen fabric made in France and
England in imitation of the true cashmere.
1822 J. W. Croker Diary 11 Jan., She . . and Lady Eliz.

were dressed in rich cashmeres . . the wide borders of the
shawls making the flounce of the gown. 1827 Lytton

Pelluim (L.) If you can bring me a Cachemire shawl . .

|

Perhaps you could get my old friend Madame de to

choose the Cachemire. a 1845 Hood Desert-Bom ii, In

yellow folds voluminous she woreher long cachemere. i860

KmersonCW. Li/el FateWks. (Bohn> II. 311 You may as

well ask a loom which weaves huckaback, why it does not

make cashmere. 1884 Health Exhib. Catai. 35/1 Kashmir
(a substitute for flannel'.

Cashmerette (koejm/re't). [f. prec. + -ette.]

A fabric made in imitation of cashmere, with a

soft and glossy surface, for ladies' dresses.

1886 York Herald 10 Aug. 3/1 All-Wool French Cash-
merettes.

Cashou, cashu, obs. ff. Cachou.
1683 Land. Gaz. No. 1800/4 Tfte best Spanish Lozenges

and Cashu, to be eaten. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 245 p 2

Cashu and Carraway Comfits.

Casible, Casica, obs. ff. Caseable, Cacique.

Casimire, -inet, var. Cassimeke, Cassinette.

Ca'sing, sb. norlh. dial. Usually in pi. ; also 6

casen, 9 cazzan, cassons. cazzons. :

v
See quots.

1

)

1516 Promp. Parv, ( W. de W.I, Casen [1499 casard, netes

donge], bozetum. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 323
Casings or Coivblakes, Cow-dung dryed and used for fewel

as it is in many places where other fewel is scarce. 1734
D. Waterland Scripture Vind. in. 94 (T.) Dried casings, to

bake his bread with. 1870 E. Peacock Rat/ Skirl. II. 105

Stackin' peats and cassons aback o' th' laithe. 1875 Robin-

son Whitby Gloss., Cazzons, cattle-dung. 1877 Ilolderness

Gloss., Cazzan, a dried cow's dung, formerly used for fuel.

Casing <k*»-sirj), vbl. sb. [f. Case v.- + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the verb to Case.

1575 Tcrberv. Venerie 239 Turne his skinne over his eares

all alongst the bodie. .this is called casing. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) II. viii. 249 By skilful reproduction of

earlier forms or by no less skilful casing ofan earlier shell.

2. concr. Something that encases.

1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 49 The valve is

enclosed in a valve casing of cast iron. 1856 Kane Arct.

Expi. II. vi. 70 Allow the winds to break up its iron casing

[of ice]. 1867 F. Francis Angling vi. (1880; 195 The fly

throws off yet another complete casing.

b. Building, (cf. Case v* 2 a.)

1791 Smeaton Edystone L. §47 We must suppose that

the outside casing had been then begun from the rock.

c 1854 Stanley Sinai <y Pat. i. 11858)99 Wells, .deeply built

with marble casings round their mouths.

C. in various technical uses (see quots.).

1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Casing {Metal-working), the

middle wall of a blast-furnace .. {Shipbuilding.) The cylin-

drical curb around a steamboat funnel, protecting the deck
from the heat .. {Blasting ) A wooden tunnel for powder
hose in blasting. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Casing
(Cornwall) 1. A partition or brattice, made of casing-plank,

in a shaft. 2. (Pacific slope) Casings are zones of material

altered by vein-action, and lying between the unaltered

country rock and the vein.

Ca sing, a. [f. as prec. + -ing~.] That
encases or incloses.

1605 Shaks. Macb. in. iv. 23 As broad, and generall as the

casing ayre. 1812 S. Rogers Columbus vi, 44 High-hung
in forests to the casing snows.

Casino (kas/'n<?\ [a. It. casino small house,

dim. of casa house :—L. casa cottage.]

|| 1. A pleasure-house, a summer-house {in Italy'.

1831 13'ness Bunsen in Hare Life I. ix. 375 An old ac-

quaintance of many years' standing, who possesses a casino

in a delightful situation out of the town. 1832 G. Downes
Lett. Cout. Countries I. 372 It is separated from the sea

only by a casino of the king's.

2. A public room used for social meetings ; a

club-house ; esp. a public music or dancing saloon.

1789 Mrs. Piozzi yourn. France 1. 160 The nightly ren-

dezvous, the coffee-house, and casino. 1838 Murray's
Handbk. N.Germany 205 In all the principal German towns,

Societies corresponding nearly with a London club, and
known by such names as the Casino, Museum, Harmonie,
or the like, are to be found. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
(L.) That kind of company .. which nightly fills casinos

and dancing rooms. 1870 Swinburne Ess. a> Stud. (1875)

94 This poor hireling of the streets and casinos.

3. A game of cards : see Cassino.

f Ca*sitive, a. Obs. rare~ l

. Having cases.

1652 Urqlhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 201 Each casitive or

personal part of speech is endued with all the numbers.

Cask (kask), sb. Also 6-7 caske. [app. a. F.

casque masc. ' the head-peece tearmed a caske'

Xotgr.), ad. Sp. casco 1 a caske or burganet, also

a head, a pate, a skonce, an earthen pot, sheard

or galley cup' (Minsheu), which Diez thinks de-

rived from cascar to break into pieces, with the

original sense of 'something broken, sherd'. The
meaning 'head-piece, burgonet' coincides with

sense 4 (in later times also spelt casque, as in

French) ; but sense 1 appears only in Eng., and

its origin is not clear. Cf. also Casket.]

1. The general term for a wooden vessel of a

cylindrical form, usually bulging in the middle,

and of greater length than breadth, formed of

curved staves bound together by hoops, with flat

ends or ' heads' ; a barrel. Cf. Barbel sb. 1.

[1526-56 cited in Rogers Agric. <$• Prices III. 167/1. 574/4.

i548citedfrom Procl. Edw.VI, inStrype£tr/. Mem. II. 193.]

1557 Tottelt's Misc. (Arb.) 153 New wine will search to finde

a vent, Although the caske be neuer so strong. 1633 T. James
Voy. 80 With our Caske to Buoy her off. 1660 S. Fisher
R usticks Alarm Wks. (16971 583 Empty Casks, that ever

sound the loudest among their shallow Waters. 1708 J.

Philips Cider h. (,R.) Entertained With foreign vintage from

his cider cask. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <r Art II. 824
This cask must have a bung about an inch and a half from
the bottom. 1853 Sir H. Douglas Mil. Bridges 246 Let the

bung diameter of a cask be 34 inches, its head diameter 27
inches, and its length 50 inches.

tb. colled. Casks collectively; 'the commodity
or provision of casks' (J.). Obs.

1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 300 (R.i Because we be not sure

what timber they shall find there to make caske, we have
laden in these ships 140 tunnes emptie caske, that is 94
tunnes shaken caske, and 46 tunnes whole. 1695 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3109/3 Having thrown over-board her Boat, Guns, and
several Cask. 1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 28

We righted her by shifting some of our full Cask and Iron

Ballast.

C. A cask and its contents ; hence as a measure

of capacity, varying according to place, time, and
commodity.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v., A cask of almonds is about

three hundred weight. 1740 Somekville Hobbinol 1. (1749J

117 To broach his mellow Cask. 1752 HvMEFss.fr Treat.

(1777) I. 228 Negroes - . sell .. their wives and mistresses,

for a cask of brandy. 1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. <E. D. S.)

Cask of cider, usually no gallons. 1887 Whitaker's Al-
manack 408 In 1885 British Guiana exported of molasses

10,349 casks.

2. fig.
1598 E. Gilpin Skial. (1878)45 Philosophy Hauing so well

fore-season'd thy minds caske.
r
(c 1600 Distracted Emp.

iv. iii. in Bullen O. PI. 11884) HI - 237 A verye windye_ caske

of emptynes. 1857 Heavysece Saul 11869) 216 Ye binding

hoops that bind the cask o' the soul.

f3. a. = Casket, b. Case, shell. Obs.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 409 A Jewell lockt into the

wofullst Caske That euer did containe a thing of worth.

1646 R. Baillie Anabapt. (1647) 150 Not denying the shell

and the cask to them who enjoy the kirnell and the pearl.

1647 Ward*SV»//*. Cobler 28 Continually putting up English-

women into Out-landish caskes [-garments]. 1650 F uller
Pisgah 1. iv. 10 Wax, the cask of honey. 1727 A. Hamilton
New Acc. E. Ind. I. xxiv. 296 The Eibres of the Cask that

environs the Nut.

+ 4. A head-piece or helmet : ^ Casque. Obs.

1580 Sidney Arcadia 11. 325 A strong caske .. with which
he covered his head. 1598 Barret 'Fhcor. Warn s v. ii. 142

A strong cask with his open visier. 1606 Shaks. Fr. \ Cr.

v. ii. 169. a 1649 Drumm. OF Hawth. Hist. 7as. I '. Wks.
(171 1 1 105 Their casks, corslets, and vantbraces. 1696 [see

Casque). 1776 Pall Mall G. 26 Aug. '1870' 4 The infantry

should have casks and cuirasses made of strong leather.

+ b. as a type of military life or authority.

1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. vii. 43 Nature, .not moouing From th'

Caske to th' Cushion.

5. attrib. and Comb., as task-maker ; cask-like adj.

1598 E. Gilpin Skial. (1878) 64 Empty caske like minds.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xvii. 209 Old cask-staves. 1886

Pall Mall G. 21 Sept. 2/1 The ordinary cask butter from

Cork market.

Cask kask .f. 1 trans, [f. prec] To put into

a cask (or obs. a casket, box).

1562 Act 5 Eliz. v. §6 Any Herring, being not sufficiently

salted, packed and casked. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden
Wks. <Grosart> III. 204 Doctor Feme is caskt vp in lead,

and cannot arise to plead for himselfe. 1749 Wealth Gt.

Britain 55 They are . . casking .. the fish. 1879 Baring-

Gould Germany II. 86 Casking this costly drink for men.

Hence Casked ppl. a. Casking vbl. sb. (also

casks collectively ; in pi. wines in casks.,

1624 Cai'T. Smith Virgiuiaiu. xi. 86 Searching our casked

corne. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 206 What quantity of

casking would hold a given quantity of burnt lime was a

matter untried.

t Cask, v.- Obs. rare— 1
. [? ad. Sp. cascar.

\

? To crack, break in pieces.

1600 Weakest to the Wall (1618) (N.> This hand Now
shaking with the palsie, caske the bever Of my proud foe.

Caskable, obs. form of Cascabel.

Caskade, obs. form of Cascade.

+ Caskanet. Obs. Also eascanet, -kenet,

-kinet, casknet. [Made up by some confusion of

casket and carkanet, carcanet : perh. orig. a mis-

print for the latter, mistaken for a genuine word.]

A word common in the 17th c, which some

appear to have identified with Carcanet, others

to have used in the sense Casket.
1607 Lingua in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 426 Such stir with

sticks and combs, cascanets, dressings . . necklaces, carcanets,

rebatoes. i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. m. ii. iv. i. (1651) 520 A
chain of Pearl, a eascanet of Jewels. 1623 Webster
Devils Law Case 1. ii, Reach me the caskanet. 1638 Lane.

Wills (i86i> III. 200 A caskenett w«'' red stones in it. 1641

W. Cartwright Siege 11. vi, The sea yields pearls unto thy

Caskinet. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 108 Wheras you

please to call it the cabinet that holds the jewell of our

times, you may rather term it a wicker casknet that keeps

a jet ring. 1651 — Venice 134 Onely women might weare

a small Casknet about their necks. 1693 W. Freke Set.

Ess. xxxii. 198 Trie Diamond that is true Brilliant .
.
needs

nothing of the Golden Caskanett, to set it off, or adorn it.

Casket (kcrsket\ sbA Also 6 caskytt, 7 cas-

cate, 9 casquet. [Of uncertain etymology :
the

form suggests a dim. of Cask ; but casket in fact

occurs earlier than cask, and is without precedent

as to meaning in Fr. or other lang.

F. casquet is quoted by Littre only of 16th c. in sense
' light helmet ', which is also the sense of Sp. casquete.

Skeat conjectures that casket may have been corrupted from

Er. cassette ' small casket, chest, cabinet', etc., dim. ofcasse

box, chest, Case ; this would give the sense, but evidence

of, or analogy for, the corruption is wanting. Moreover

Littre has F. cassette only from 16th c, when it may have
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been adopted from It. cassetta : there is no trace of it in
Eng. in 15th or 16th c]
1. A small box or chest for jewels, letters, or

other things of value, itself often of valuable
material and richly ornamented,
1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 379 The same quayer to be put

in a boxe called a Casket. 1471 J. Paston Lett. 670 III. 7
Syche othyr wryghtynges and stuff as was in my kasket.

1530 Palsgr. 203/1 Casket or hamper, escrayu. 1570 in

Arnot Hist. Edinburgh 30 The confident of the Earl of
Bothwell . . delivered to the Earls servant his Casket of
letters. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 11. vii. 18. 171a Pope Rape
Lockx. 133 Phis casket India's glowing gems unlocks. 1876
Humphrey Coin Coll. Matt. i. 6 A richly carved casket of
ivory.

tb. Money-bcx or * chest' ( ? pseudo-arch).
183a L. Hunt Sir R. Esher (18501 357 An order on the

King's casket for a thousand pounds.

»595 Shaks. John v. i. 40 They found him dead . . An
empty Casket, where the Iewell of life, .was rob'd and tane
away. 1669 Si urmy Mariner's Mag. A iij b, Ransack this

Cascate (thereforej where you'l find Plenty of Jewel* to
adorn the Mind. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude v. 1 1850) 113 A
volume . . Poor earthly Casket of immortal verse. 1822
Hazlitt Table-t. II. x. 223, I unlock the casket of memory.

b. Sometimes used as the title of a selection of
musical or literary 'gems'.
1850 \title) Casket of Modern and Popular Songs. 1871

{.title) Casquet of Gem* for the Pianoforte. 1877 (title)

Casque t of Literature.

3. A coffin, a S.

1870 Corresp. in Nrw Y'orA; In America a coffin is called
a casket. 1881 Times 24 Sept. 6 (AVfO YorkCorresp.) Here
the casket will be placed on the train for Cleveland. 1885— 6 Aug. 5 Members . . mounted guard and stood around
the casket in the funeral coach.

Casket, sb.-, obs. form of Casquet. a helmet.
Casket, sb$

t
another form of Gasket.

Caskets [f. Casket sb.*] trans. To enclose
or put up in a casket. Hence Ca'sketed a.
1601 Shaks. All's Well 11. v. 26, I have writ my letters,

casketted my treasure. 1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 82 The
Priests themselves doe full devoutly Casket up as homelie
& brayed wares as these. 1636 Heywuod Challenge v. L
Wks. 1874 V. 77 This Mirrour, which He casket, As my best
jewell. 1822 W. Irving Braeeb. HallwZ^ 32 The beauties
casketed like gems within these walls.

Casle, var. of Casule 0/>s.
f chasuble.

Casque v
kusk!. [a. F. casque, ad. Sp. casco in

same sense : see Cask sb.]

1. A piece of armour to cover the head ; a helmet.
A term applied very loosely to all kinds of mili-

tary head-pieces, and now only historical, poetical,
or foreign. Formerly written Cask.
1580 1649 [sec Cask ^.4}. 1696 Phillips, Casque, a helmet.

1714 Gay Trivia m. 363 The fireman sweats beneath his
crooked arms, A leathern casque his vent'rous head defends.
1791 Cow per Iliad in. 37s They shook them in a brazen
casque. 184a Tennyson Galahad 1 My good blade carves
the casques of men. 1877 Afauf 2^ Dec. 5/4 The
mitre-like casques of the Pauloff Guard regiment.

2. trans/, a. Bol. The upper lip of the corolla of
certain Labiatx ; also the upper division of the
perigone of orchids, b. Zool. A helmet-like struc-

ture, as in the cassowary, the toucans.
1790 R. Bland in Med. Commun. II. 456 A very small

part of the bony casque. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. iv.

41 The casque or upper lip arched in order to cover the rest
of the flower. 1871 Darwin Dese. Man II. xiii. 72 In Bu-
ceros corrngatus, the whole beak and immense casque are
coloured more conspicuously in the male.

t3. (See quot.)

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Casque, in natural history, a
name given to a kind of murex, called the helmet-shell.

Casqued, a. [f. prec. + -el>-\] Having
a casque on.
1816 Scott Autiq. vi, Clothed in a dragoon's dress, belled

and casqued.

Casquet ka sket, kuki). Also 7 casket, [a.

F. casquet, dim. of casque : see Casque, Cask
sb.] A light and open helmet or casque.
161 1 Cotgr., Casque, the head-peece tearmed a caske, or

casket. Casquet, the same ; or, a little one. 1649 Love-
lace Poems 11659189 He tooke A Sword and Casket. 1864
Burton Scot Abr. I. u. 85 A spread eagle argent, membered
and beaked, poised on a casquet of the same.
Casquet, var. of Caskkt, a box.

Casquetel lko*WSte*l). [f. Casquh + dim. sufT.

-KL. App. not in Fr.] * A small open helmet of
a light kind, without leaver or visor, having a
projecting umbril, and flexible plates to cover the
neck behind* (Fairholt).

1795 Southey Joan 0/Arc ix. 230 With a light and un-
plumed casquetel She helm'd her head. 1834 Planche
Brit. Costume 195 Casquetels or steel caps, .are seen in the
illuminations of this reign [Hen. VI J.

I Casquette .kasket). [Fr.J fern, o( casquet,
dim. of casque Casque.] A head-dress resem-
bling a casque.
1840 L. S. Costello Summ. amongst Socages II. 206 His

long tresses were confined by an eastern-looking casquette.

Cass sb., short for Cashino, q.v.

Cass, a. Obs. [ad. L. cassus empty, void,
vain. Cf. Cass v. The word in quot. 1549 may
be meant for V. casses.] a. Dismissed, cashiered,
b. Void, null.

1549 Ld. Prot. Somerset to Sit P. Ifoby 24 Aug. (cf.

Strype Eccl.Mem. 1 1. App. EE.), The Ruffens among them
and Souldyeres Cases wh. be the chefe doeres. a 1651 Cal-
dehwood/Zm/1

. Kirk • 18431 II. 228 The sentence pronounced
by the said bishop of Rossc against the said James, in peena
contumaciam, to be casse and null.

t Cass, v. Obs. exc. Sc. [a. F. casscr to break,

annul, cashier, the form of which can be derived
only from I., quassdre to dash or break in pieces,

winch appears also to have in later times an-

nexed the senses of L. cassare to bring to nought,
annul, f. cassus empty, void, vain. The latter

would have given, in F., chasser. Also in form
Cash ; see Quash, and cf. Cashier, also Cast v.]

1. To make void, annul, quash. (Now chiefly in

Sc. Law.)
1460 Capgrave Chron. 153 Whan this eleccion came to the

Pope, he cassed it. 1509-10 Act 1 I/en. VIII, xix. Preamb.,
His lettres patentes .. cassed and made voyde. 155966
Hist. Estate Scot, in Misc. Wodroiu Sac. 11844) 57^hat
court wes cast. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 57 That brieve is

nulle, and may be cassen. 1687 Royal Proclam. 12 Feb.
in Loud. Gaz. No. 2221/4 W* . . Do therefore, with Advice
and Consent aforesaid, Cass, Annul and Discharge all Oaths
whatsoever, c 1700 in Sc. Pasquils 1 1868) 185 Young Stairs
. . the King entie'd To cass the laws. 1851 Grig. Paroch.
Scot. I. 333 Pope Benedict XIII. .had cassed and annulled
all annexations of churches.

2. To discharge, dismiss
;
disband, cashier.

(In this sense the pa. pple. cassed was completely confused
with cast from Cast v. 27.1

1550 [*ee Causing below! 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. $
Comnrrv. 200 When he casseth any gouemor of his prouince.

j

a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Valentin. 11. iii, Pontius, you are cast.
1622-62 Hk\us Cosmogr. 111.11673) *3°/i Constantine the
Great had cassed the Praetorian Souldiers. 1709 Strype
A. R. Introd. § 2. 20 To discharge and casse many others.

Hence Cassed a. t Cassing vbl. sb. andpp/. a.

1550 Pro/ 4 Edw. VI in N. <V (?• 11 Oct. 118561 287 Vntill
the daie of their cassyng and dismission, 1611 Cotgr.,
Malandrin, a cassed souldior. 1638 in Sc. Pasquils fi868)

32 Cassing acts of Parlament. 1844 Oltram Lyrics (lSjt) 14
An evendown cassin' o' the bargain

Cass, obs. form of Case sb.

Cassada. Also 7 cassawder. A variant of
Cassava.
a 1642 Sib W. Monson Naval Tracts iv. (1704' 450/2 We

shall not want a sufficient quantity of Maiz and Cassado.
1661 Hickeringill Jamaica 74 His Bread and drink both
made of one root are, Cassatvder call'd, cook'd by the
womens care. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 349 Cassava, Cas-
sada, or Cassadar. 1771 Robertson Hist. Amer. 17781 I.

11. 125 The insipid bread made of the cassada-root. 1802
Saval Chron. VIII. 149 A kind of bread . . called cassada,
or cassavi. 1826 Kirbv & Sr. Entomol. x. (1828) I. 337 The
larva;, .feed on the indigo and cassada. 1873 Act 36 <y 37 \

Vic. lxxxviii. Sched. i, An extraordinary quantity of.,
manioc, or cassada, commonly called farinha.
attrib. 1750 (». Hughes Barbados 249 The poisonous

Cassado juice. 1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. 59 The Cassada-
Plant unprepared poisoneth.

t Cassade. Obs. rare- 1
.

1430 Lvdg. Chron. Troy in. xxii, Some wolde haue . .An
hawberion of late wrought cassade That with weight he be
not ouer lade.

Cassadone : see Cassidoine.

t Cassakin. Obs. Also casakene. [a. F.
casaquin tin W.casacchino 'a jerkin, a mandillion',

Florio dim. of casatjue (or according to Lagarde,
its source) : see Cassock.] = Cassock i, 3.

1560 Aberdeen Regist. \. 24 tJam. ) Ane casakene of dam-
mass with pesmentis of siluir & lang buttownis of the samen.
1579 Fenton Guicciard. xiv.(i599i674 He caused his people
to put vpon their cassakin s the red crosse. 1615 Sylvester I

St. Leivis 544 (D. ) To turn the skins to Cassakins of Gold.

f Cassall. Obs. rare. [Derivation uncertain : cf.

Cat. caxal, Pr. dials, caissal, caysai tooth, grinder.]

? A wisdom-tooth.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirure. (1579) 18

Howe many tethc ought euery persone to haue?.. two
douales, two quadruples .viij. molares, and two cassalles
[L. caysales]. 1548 Vicary Anat. MaH.(i$yj) F iij b, Two
Cannines, eyght Morales, and two Can sales [?causales].

Cassamate, obs. form of Caskmate.
t Cassan. Obs. Thieves' cant. [cf. L. casctts,

Du. kaas, MD11. kdsc] Cheese.
1567 Hakman Caveat 83 Cassan cheese. 1641 Brome

'

Jov.Creivu. Wks. 1B73 III. 388 Here's Ruffpeckand Casson, <

and all of the best.

II Cassant, a. Obs. rare. [F. cassan/ hreaking

:

Littre has /wires cassantes.] Hrittle; friable.

1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Pear, the Pulp is Sugary
and Juicy, has a vinous Taste, and is cassant.

II Cassareep (Irjrfftrlb). Also casserepo,
cassaripa, -ripe. -reb. [Of Carib origin: Mar-
tius Gloss. B*kH aoii gives Calibi .Island Carib)
cassiripS, 'radix Manihot raspata', cassirl, caxiri,

cochin
t

' potus e radice fermentata Manihot Aypi

'

(the sweet manihot).] 'The inspissated juice of
the cassava, which is highly antiseptic, and forms
the basis of the West Indian pepper-pot ' {Treas.
Hot.).

1832 Veg. Subst. Eood 155 The juice of bitter cassava ..

boiled with meat and seasoned . . forms a favourite soup,
called by the Brazilians casserepo. 1853 Whatelev in Life
• 1866) II. 290 The inspissated juice of the Cassava is called
Cassaripa. 1859.-)// I' Round No. 32. 125 Casareep. .being
also a powerful antiseptic. 1882 Standard 14 Dec. 5/3 The
cassareb . . the chief ingredient in the famous ' pepper pot'.

t Cassate, pa. pple. and a. Obs. [ad. L.cassdt-
us, pa. pple. of cassare : see next.] = Cassed.
15*9 Horman Vutg. 204 b, This testament is cassat and an-

nulled. 1654 Hammond Ansiv. Animat/v. Ignat. ii. § 1. 27
A voyd or cassate hope. 1659 — On Ps. lxxvii. 10 Cod's
mercies were forgotten, and hLs promises cassate.

t Ca ssate, v. Obs. Also 6-7 cassat. [f. L.
cassat- ppl. stem of cassd-re ; see Cass v. and
-ate 3.] =; Cass v.

1512 Act 4 Hen. / '///, xiv. Preamb., The said late noble
Kyng .. reversed adnulled repelled cassated and made
yoyde, etc. i6ix Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viiL (1632* 584
The Pope . . did cassate his Election, a 1619 Daniel Co/1.
Hist. Eng. (16261 142 Why should he not cassat those
Charters? 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. xii. 64 This I hope
doth not cassate what we have said, but rather corrotwate.
1744 J. Lewis Pecocke 254 That he would cassate his bull of
restitution.

Hence Cassating vbl. sb.

1656 Trapp Comm. Hebr. vii. 18 For there is verily a dis-
annulling . . an outing, cassating, expunging.

Cassation (kaM^'fen). [ad. late L. cassation-

cm, n. of action f. cassare ; see Cass v. So in F.]
1. The action of making null or void ; cancella-

tion, abrogation.
Court of Cassation [Fr. Cour de cassation], in France,

the appellation of the supreme court of appeal, as having
the power in the last resort to alter, or cancel, or quash
tcasser) decisions of the other courts which are wrong in
form or law.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix xxiii. 70 Quhen of bir Electi-

ownys Twa fell sic Cassatiownys. x6i> Cotgr., Cassation,
a cassation, a quashing, cassing, breaking, a 1619 Daniel
Colt. Hist. Eng. 11626) 112 There was no cassation of the
first [election], 1750 Beawes Lex Merca4.<i-j$2) 369 Under
penalty of Cassation and being mulct. 1850 Alison Hist.
Europe II. vi. § 29. 28 A new Tribunal, entitled the Court
of Cassation, was established at Paris to revise the sen-
tences of inferior tribunals. 1855 Motley Dutch Ref>. 1. ii.

(1866) 81 By a general cassation of all their constitutions.

t 2. Dismissal of a soldier
; cashiering. Obs.

1602 Segar Hon. Mil. «y Civ. xxv. 32 Cassation causary or
reasonable, in consideration of sicknesse or disability, etc
. .Cassation ignominious, was for some offence, etc.

Cassava kaVsava . Forms: a. 6-7 casavi,

7-9 cassavi, cassavy, -vio, -via, ;cacavi) ; 0. 7
cazava, 7-9 cassava, 8-9 casava

; 7. 8-9 cas-
save ; see also Cassada. [In K. cassave, Pg. cos-

save, Sp. casabe, cazabe, all from the Taino language
of Hayti, where it is variously given as cacabi.

casavi, caz.ibbi, cassave (see Peter Martyr Sevei al

of these forms have been at times used in Eng-
lish.]

1. A plant, called also by its Brazilian name
Mandioc, u/itissima ^S.O.EuphorbiaccK),
two varieties or species of which are extensively
cultivated in the West Indies and tropical America,
as also in Africa, for their fleshy tuberous roots,

which ' yield the greatest portion of the daily food
of the natives of tropical America \
The root of the Sweet Cassava (.1/. Ai/iiis wholesome

and is commonly prepared as a vegetable , the root of the
Hitter Cassava contains a most virulent poisonous juice,
which is however highly volatile, and is expelled by heat.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 1. ML (Arb.) 93 They had onlyCmK that is suche rootes w hereof they make theyr breade.
16*4 Capt. Smith Virginia L 10 Cassavia growes in Ma-
rishes. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 31 [Bread] made
of the flower of Mayes and Cassavie mixed together. 1711
in A. Duncan Mariners Chron. 11803' HI* 3'5 Sweet cas-
save and green plantain roasted. 1796 Steijman Surinam
Il.xviii, Plantains and sweet cassavas roasted, a 1818 M.
C>. Lewis Jm/. W. /nd. 11834' a" The bitter cassava, unless
the juice is carefully pressed out of it, is a deadly poison.

2. The nutritious starch or flour obtained from
the roots of the Mandioc by grating them, and
pressing out the juice ; the bread made from this.

A prepared form of cassava flour is Tapioca.
1577 Vkampton Joy/u// Selves 103 The Casaui is the

bread .. made of an Hearbe that the Indians dooe call

Yuca. 1600 Haki.uvt Voy. (18101 III. 463 Cassaui, a
kindc of breade made of roots. 1613 Pl rchas Pi/gr. I. vui.
ii. 616 Bread of a great roote called Yuca, which they name
Cacavi. 1633 Gerard's Herba/ 1543 (L.) The Indian bread
called Cazava. 1750 Beawes Lex A/ercat. 1 1752) 754 Manioc
of whose Roots Cassave is made. 1828 W. Ikwhg Columbus
(1848) I. 160 A kind of bread called cassava.

3. at/rib. and Comb.
1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. 11783) II. 430 The inhabit-

ants . . had none but Cassava bread. 1884 I/ea/th Exhib.
Catat. 159A Cassave Bread. 1796 Steoman Surinam II.

xx. 96 We passed through two old cassava fields. 1836
Maccillivrav tr. Hnmbo/dt's Trav. xviii. 257 Occupied 111

preparing cassava-flour. 1837 M. Donovan Dom. Eton.
II. 325 The sweet cassava plant is free from any noxious
property. 1719 De Foe Crusoe

1 1840) I. vii. n6, I searched
for the cassave root.

Cassaware, etc., obs. fT. Cassowary.
Cassaydown, cassedon(ne, var. Cassidoink.

f Casse. Obs. rare. [cf. OF. casse oak.]
15*3 Fitzherb. Hnsb. % 130 Dyuers apple trees that haue

knottes in the bowes as casses or wydes.

Casse, obs. form of Cask to.

Cassegrainian (kan|fef?s*nttfca), a. Applied
to a modification of the Gregorian reflecting tele-

scope suggested in 1672 by M. Cassegrain.
1813 Kater in Phil. Trans. No. 206 ititle) On the light

of the Cassegrainian Telescope, compared with that of the
Gregorian. 1831 Brewster Optics xlii. 352 The Cas»u>
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grainian telescope . . differs from the Gregorian only in

having its small speculum, .convex instead of concave.

Casseer.e, casseir, obs. ff. Cashier.

Casse paper, cassie-. [perh. repr. a Fr.

papier casse broken paper.] The paper of the

two outside quires of a ream.
1688 R. H01.MK Armoury III. iii. 120/r Cassie Quires, are

the two out side Quires in a Ream, called also Cording
|

Quires. Cassie Paper, are Quires made up hy Paper-makers

of Torn, Wrinkled, Stained or otherwise naughty Sheets.

1825 Hone Every-day Ilk. I. 1139. 1858 Simmonds Diet.

Trade, Casse-paper, hroken or damaged paper.

tCasser. Obsr ' [f. Cass v. t-KR 1
.] One

who ' casses '.

1611 Cotgr., Quassenr, squasher, casser, canceller.

Casserian [Wbffctfen), a. [According to Syd.

Soc. Lex. from Giulio Casserio of Piacenza, 1545-

1616.] Casserian (or Gasserian) ganglion : the

ganglion of the larger root of the fifth nerve.

1842 E. Wilson Anat. Vade Mec. 407 It arises from the

upper angle of the Casserian ganglion.

II
Casserole ,ka?seroii-l). [Fr. = It. casserola,

Sp. caccrola ; the radical form is app. seen in Sp.

eazo, F. casse 'an open-mouthed pan fit to boil

things in' (Cotgr.); but its actual history is ob-

scure ; cf. F. cassole, It. cazzuola, Sp.- cazuela,

mentioned under Cassolette.]

1. A kind of stew-pan.

1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Roach, Roaches may . . he

dress'd in a Casserole. 1849 Ci'Rzon / 'hits Monast. 342

Not a scrap of furniture, not even a pipkin or a Casserole.

2. The edging or outer portion of certain dressed

dishes.

1706 Phillips, Casserole . . a Loaf stuff'd with a Hash of

roasted Pullets, Chickens, etc., and dress'd in a Stew-Pan

of the same Bigness with the Loaf ; also a kind of Soop or

Potage of Rice, etc. with a Ragoo. 1730-6 in Bailey. 1852

Ntm Syst. Cookery 126 Casserol or Rice Edging for a Currie

or Fricassee. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Casserolle . . a
bordering of rice to a dish. Mod. Diets, have A mould (in

the shape of a hollow vessel) of boiled rice, or of mashed
potato, baked, in which meats are served at table. Such

meats are said to be served 1 en casserole '.

II Cassette (kase't). [Fr., dim. of casse or

caissc (cf. Case), ad. It. casse/ta.~] A casket.

1793 Southey Life 4- Corr. (1849) } r96 In veT bad

weather, take out my casette and write to you. 1807 —
Espriclla's Lett. (1814I I. 83 One purchase I ventured to

make, that of a travelling caissette. 1881 ConUmp.Rev. June
926 The robbery of Baroness Von Meyerdorff's Cassette,

b. Photogr. (see quot).
1875 tr. Vogels Chem. Light v. 42 For the purpose of

transporting the plate.. the photographer employs a little

flat box called the cassette.

Casaey. Pavement : see Causey.
c 1711 Blackwell in Burton Hist. Scot. II. 42, I shall be

free of the cassey stones of London,

t Casshe. Obs. Also Caxes. [See Kex.]

The wild chervil, Anthriscus sylvestris; also

vaguely applied to other Umbelliferous plants.

1548 Turner Names of Herbes 54 Myrrhis, is called in

Cambrygeshyre casshes, in other places mockecheruel. 1578

Lyte Dodocns v. liii. 616 Of Myrrhis Casshes or Caxes.

This herbe is called . . in Englishe, as Turner sayth, Casshes,

or Caxes, bycause Spinsters use the stemmes . .
for quilles

and Caxes, to winde yarne upon. 1640 Parkinson Thcatr.

Bot. 1 Br. & Holl. ', Caxes or Kicsies is hemlock.

Casshe, obs. form of Cache.

Cassia 1 (kae'sia). Also (4 ehasee), 4-7 oasia.

[a. L. casia (cassia), a. Gr. mala, ad. Heb. ilJTXp

qtsls-dh 'a bark resembling cinnamon, but less

aromatic, so called from being stripped off (f. yyp
qatsas. to cut off, strip oft bark) ', Gesenius.

Wyclifs word points to an OF. form with eh."]

1. An inferior kind of cinnamon, esp. the bark

obtained from Cinnamomum Cassia ; thicker,

coarser, less delicate in flavour, and cheaper than

the true cinnamon. More fully Cassia-bark.

cioaoAgs.Ps.xXw. xolxlv. 8] Myrre, and gutta, and cassia

dropia3 of pinum claoum. 1382 Wyclif Ex. xxx. 24 Tak
to thee swete smellynge thingts. .of chasee [1388 casia] fyve

hundryd sides. 1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R. xvn. xxviii.

(14951 621 Though men vse to wryte and to sowne Cassia

wyth dowble S yet it sholde be wryten and sowned wyth
00 syngle S.—Casia and not Cassia. 1553 Eden Treat.

Neivlnd. (Arb.)i5 Spyces. .as ginger, pepper, mirabolanes,

Cardamome, Cassia. 1611 Bible l's. xlv. 8 All thy gar-

ments smell of myrrhe, and aloes, and cassia. 1626 Bacon
Sylva §620 Cassia, which is now the substitute of Cinna-

mon. 1693 Sir T. Blount Nat. Hist. 41 You may call the

thicker Bark Cassia, and the thinner Cinnamon. 1871 tr.

Schellen's Spectr. Anal. § 41. 162 The spectrum .. obtained

from oil of cassia.

b. Also distinguished from 4, as cassia lignca.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xxvii. (1495' 620 That
one manere Cassia is callyd Cassia fistula and the other

Cassia lignea .. Cassia lignea is the rynde of a lytyll tree.

1705 Loud. Gaz. No. 4146/4 Fine Cinnamon 12 Bales, Ordin-

ary Cinnamon or Cassia Ligna 153 Bales. 1883 Daily News
11 Oct. 2/7 Of 1,600 boxes Cassia Lignea offered.

2. The tree itself, Cinnamomum Cassia.

1553 Eden Treat. Neivlnd. (Arb.I 8 A great wood of Pre-

cious trees, some of Cinomome & Cassia. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 373 Casia or Cane!!, a plant it is, which groweth
neer to the plains from whence the Cinamon comes. 1832
Veg. Subst. Food 347 Cassia . . is a native of . . the south of

Asia. .The bark and buds are known in commerce as cassia

lignea and cassia buds.

3. foet. A fragrant shrub or plant. This is

partly a rhetorical use of the word from the Bible

(Ps. xlv. 8), partly a reference to the casia of

Vergil and Ovid, explained by Lewis and Short as

'a fragrant, shrub-like plant, mezereon', thought

by some to be Osyris alba Linn., by Prof. Daubeny

to be Daphne Gnidium.
1594 Greene Look. Glasse (1861) 135 This offering of.,

myrrh and cassia, freely I do yield. 1616 BuLLOKAR, s.v.

Casia, Poets understand often by it some sweet-smelling

herbe. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 293 Through Groves of Myrrhe,

And flouring Odours, Cassia, Nard, and Balme, A Wilder-

ness of sweets. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 430 Beneath
|

his Body, broken Boughs and T hyme, And pleasing Casia

just renew'd in prime, a 1821 Keats Epist. 271 And inter-

twined the cassia's arms unite, With its own drooping buds.

4. Hot. A genus of trees, shrubs, or herbs (.N.O.

Leguminos:v) distributed in numerous species

over the warmer regions of the earth. The leaflets

of several species constitute what are known in

medicine as Senna leaves. The name Cassiafistula

was given already in the Middle Ages, to one

species, the Pudding Pipe tree, a native of India,

but cultivated in Northern Africa, the West Indies,

etc., which produces the cassia pods containing

a pulp used as a laxative. Thence botanists have

extended the name to the genus.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R .xvn. xxviii. 11495' 621 Cassia

fistula is the fruyte of an certen tree that beryth longe sede

. . the mery within is hlacke and moyst and swete and is

medlyd wyth certen whyte greynes. 1585 Lloyd Treat.

Health Hv, Lentyl, roses, Licorise & a lytle of Cassia-

fistula. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 97/1 Cassia .. the

Flowers are yellow, many growing together on a long stalk.

1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3940/3 Their Cargo's, consisting of
.

.

Lignum Vita?, Molosses, Cashia Fistula, Shruff, etc. 1789

W. Buchan Dom. Med. (17901 545 Some manna and pulp of

cassia maybe dissolved in boiling water. 1866 Livingstone

frnl. ix. I. 235 Cassias and another tree, .are now in flower,

b. Any medicinal product obtained from this.

1543 Traheron Vigv's Chirurg. ix. 256 Purge the norice

with cassia or manna. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. III. lxxxiii.

w6GentlypurgewithCassiamixedwith turpentine. 1727-51

Chambers Cycl. s.v.. Cassia of the islands . . is sent from

the Antilles ; where it is produced in such abundance, that

the vessels, in their home voyages, use itas ballast. 1706

Stedman Surinam II. xxv. 225 The cassia, a shining hard

yellow seed inclosed in a woody shell near sixteen inches

long . . with a black soft pulp as sweet as honey : this is

considered as a very safe laxative.

5. attrib. and Comb., as cassia-bark, lignea

(see above, 1); cassia fistula see 4); cassia-

buds, the unexpanded buds of several species of

cinnamon, esp. Cinnamomum aroma/icum, used

like cinnamon or cloves ;
cassia-oil, common oil

of cinnamon ;
cassia-pods, -pulp, the fruit of

Cassia fistula (see 4) ; cassia-stick tree, a name

of C. fistula; cassia-tree (see 2).

1851-9 Hooker in Manual Sc. Eng. 426 An inferior kind

of *Cassia Buds known as Lovengoopor is found at Madras.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 222 The *Cassia-stick Tree .

.

T he pulp that surrounds the seeds . . is an easy gentle lax-

ative. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 266 On the hills we
saw a great many 'cassia trees. 1811 A. T. Thomson Loud.

Disp. (18181 225 The ^cassia tree is a native of Malabar,

Ceylon, Sumatra, and Java.

Cassia . Obs. Also cashee. See quots.)

1692 Luttrell Brief Rel. 1 1857) II. 572 Mr. Wightman .

.

has cast 2 cassia brass guns of 7 foot long, to throw bombs
of 10 inches diameter. Ibid. III. 28 A tryall of some Cassia

guns to shoot granadoes. . before his majestie in Hyde park.

Ibid. III. 93, 6 brass cashee pieces .. to shoot granado's

thro' the side of a ship, then breaks and setts fire to the

same.

Cassideous keesi'd^as), a. Bot. [f. L. casstd-

em helmet + -eous.] Helmet-shaped, helmet-like.

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 335 If the corolla is

very irregular with one petal very large and helmet-shaped

it is sometimes called cassideous. 1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk.

Cassidiform (luesrdiffum), a. [on L. type

cassidiform-is : see prec] Helmet-shaped.
1866 lutell. Observ. 134 The large cassidiform Thymalus.

tCassidoine.-donc-dony 1
. OAs. Forms:

a. 4 cassidoin, casydoyn, 7 cassidoin(e ; j8. 5

cassedon(ne, 5-6 cassidon, 6 cassaydown,

cassa-, eassidone, -en ; 7. 7 cassidonie, 8 cas-

sidony ; 5. 6 casyldon, cassilden. [a. OF. cassi-

donie, a semi-popular form of calcidoine, calcedoine,

ad. L. chalceddnius (lapis) a stone of Chalcedon :

see Chalcedony.] = Chalcedony.
a 1300 Floriz A> Bl. 286 Subbe riche cassidoines, And Ja-

cinctes and topaces. C1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1471 Casy-

doynes, & crysolytes, & clere rubies. 1488 Inv. fas. Ill,

in Tytler Hist. Scot. (18641 II. 392 A collar of cassedonis.

1500 Inv. in Ann. Reg. 11768.1 135 A pair of beads ten stones,

cassidens. 1503 Will ofBoth (Somerset Ho.', A peyre of

bedes of Casyldon. c 1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 297 A
garnysshing for a Sake for a Cassadone. 1534 in Eng. Ch.

Furniture 11866) 195 Item x bedes of lambre & ij cassildens

with a stryng of silk. 1548 Will of Dame M. Kingston

(Somerset Ho.\ A paire of beades of Cassaydown. i6ox

Holland Pliny II. 454 We digged into the same earth for

Cassidonie and Crystall. Ibid. 605 In these crystals as

well as in Cassidoins. 1611 Cotgr., Cassidonie, a cassi-

donie ; a base, and brittle stone, of small value, though it

shine like fire. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cassidony, a

name given by the Italians and Germans to a sort of beads

made of the yellow and red chalcedony.

attrib. 1601 Holland Pliny 1 1. 603 These rich Cassidoine
vessels [called in Latine Murrhina] from out of the Leuant.

Cassidony 2 (koe'sidani). Bot. [Of uncertain

etymology : suggestions are that it is the same
word as prec, or of the same derivation.

(Skinner's guess that it might be a corruption of *Storchas

sidonius labours under the fatal objection that no such
name is known.

)J

J.. The plantLavandula Stachas, French lavender.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. lxxxvii. 266 It is called .. in Eng-
lish French Lauender, Cassidonie, and of some I.auender

gentle. 1597 Gerard Herbal 1 1633 1 586 (L.l In English .

.

Cassidonie ; and some simple people, imitating the same
name do call it ' Cast me down '. 1629 Parkinson Kitchen
Gard. 1. vii. 471 Cassidonie is a small kinde of Lauender,
but differing both in forme 8; qualitie. 1713 J. Petiver in

Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 43 Cassidony or French Lavander.

1753 in Chambers Cycl. Supp. App., and in mod. Diets.

2. ' Mountain or Golden t assidony : names used

for the Gnaphalium of authors'. Chambers Cycl.

Supp. App. (Gnaphalium Sta-chas Treas. Hot."

Cassie, -y (kse'si). dial. Also cazzie, cosie.

[ = Icel. ' hass, mod. kassi a case, large box, creel '.]

A kind of basket made of straw, used in Orkney

and Caithness.

1693 Wallace Orkney 34 A sort of Vessel made of Straw,

called Cassies, in which they keep and transport their Corn.

1793 Statist. Ace. Scot.Vli. 524 Straw caz/ies which were
used as sacks for carrying Victual. Ibid. X. 23 1 Jam.) Straw
creels called cassies, made very compactly of long oat straw.

1880 Times 30 Sept., A peculiar basket made of plaited straw

and called a ' cassy'. The ' cassy' is strapped to the shoul-

ders in such a way as to leave the hands free.

Cassier^e, cassir, obs. ff. Cashier v.

Cassilden : see Casstdoine.

Cassimere (k^-simi-u . Also S kassimere,

9 easimire. [in F. casimir ('mot recent'
,
Sp.

casimiro, Ger. hasimir. Another form of Cash-

mere ; the country was called Keshimitr by Marco
Polo. Queximir by Barros, Kachemire by Hernier.

Cassimcr by Herbert 1665.]

A thin fine twilled woollen cloth used for men's

clothes. Cf. Kerseymere.
[1704 Dryden Aurnngz. III. i. (V.) The Queen of Cassimere.

1784 in Seton-Karr Set. Calcutta Gaz. I. 47 [Y.l For sale

—superfine cambrics and edgings . . scarlet and blue Karat*

meres. 18x4 J. Forbes Orient. Mem. III. 177 (Y.) The
shawls of Cassimer and the silks of Iran.]

1774 Westm. Mag. 11. 259 The favourite Riding-Dress is

a light-coloured Cassimere, lined with different coloured silks.

1807 8 W. Irving Salmag. (18261 77 His white cassimere

small clothes. 1822 Byron Juan ix. xliii, Brilliant breeches

..Of yellow easimire. 1842 BiscHOFF Woollen Manuf.
II. 421 Coatings, cassimeres, hosiery. 1843 Carlvle Past

<y Pres. (18581 203 Of fustian, of cassimere, of Scotch-plaid.

Cassin, obs. Sc. f. Castes pa.pple. of Cast v.

II Cassine. Obs. [F. cassine ifnh c. in Littre),

repr. late L. cassina hut. farm-hou-e (dim. of™.™,
casa cottage) ; cf. It. casino.]

' In the military language, a farm-house, where

a number of soldiers have posted themselves, in

order to make a stand against the approaches of

an enemy' (.Chambers Cycl. Supp. 1753).
1708 Kersey, Cassine, a Country Farm-House in Italy,

such as are occasionally fortify'd to maintain a particular

Post, etc. 1720 Loud. Gaz. No. 5915/1 The Moors entring

the Cassine set up their Colours there . . a Cassine before

a Half-Moon that covered our Centre.

Cassinette (kaesine't). Also casinet. [?A
factitious name suggested by cassimere.'] A light

mixed cloth, a modification of cassimere, with the

warp of cotton, and the weft of very fine wool, or

wool and silk.

1846 in Worcester. 1863 Dicey Federal St. I. 255 Casinet

pants, and yellow gauntlet gloves. 1881 Echo 2 Feb. 1/5

Scarlet woollen blankets pay 51 per cent, on their value

. . cassinetts, 135 per cent.

Cassing: see Cass v.

Cassinian (ksesi-nian\ a. [f. proper name
Cassini + -ian.] Of or pertaining to G. D. Cassini

(1625-1712), or his descendants, a celebrated

family of French astronomers, or to their scientific

researches. Cassinian oval :
— Cassinoid.

1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 394 This Cassinian Hypo-
thesis, .has this Physical Disadvantage. 1886 Academy 10

July 29/2 The curve ofsines, the cassinian oval, the catenary,

and such like curves. 1882 Minchin UnipL. Kinemat. 204

One of the Cassinian ellipses.

Cassinite. Mitt. A variety of orthoclase con-

taining barium.
ttmSfiH, ffPshm The more laminate, .bluish green feld-

spar, the cassinite, is found at Blue Hill, Delaware Co. (Pa.)

Cassino (kasrn;?). Also casino. [Another

form of Casino.] A game at cards in which

the ten of diamonds, called great cassino (or great

cass) counts two points, and the two of spades,

called little cassino (or little cass) counts one

;

eleven points constituting the game. Also attrib.,

as cassino table.

1792 V/. Roberts Looker-on (1794) I. 250 A large party at

Faro and Cassino was made, .at a great house in Piccadilly.

1800 Jane Austen Lett. (1884) I. 245 A whist and a casino

table. i8n — Sense Sens. 11. i. 122 Lady Middleton pro-

posed a rubber of Cassino to the others. 1811 E. Nares
Thinks I to myselfI18161 1 1. 132 (D.) Two whist, cassino, or



CASSINOID.
quadrille tables will dispose of four couple . . Great cass,
little cass, and the spades. Ma'am.
Cassinoid kx-sinoid). Gcom. [a. F'.cassitwide:

see Cassinian and -oit>.] A curve which Cassini
wished to substitute for the ellipse, in explanation
of the planetary movements : an oval having two
foci, such that the product of the focal radii of
any point on the curve is constant (instead of their

sum being constant as in the ellipse).

Cassioberry ,karsk>,be=ri). The fruit of
Viburnum Itrvigatum, the Cassioberry-bush.

17S3 Chambers Cycl. Supp. App., Cassioberry-tree, in
botany, the name of a genus of plants called by Linnasus
Cassine. 1864 in Webster. 1884 in Miller Plant-n.
Cassiope iau, a. Of Cassiopeia, one of the

northern constellations. (In this constellation a
brilliant new star appeared in 1572, which subse-
quently disappeared again.)
£1630 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wits. (1711) 55 And if

perhaps no Cassiopeian spark (Which in the north did thy
first rising mark) Shine o re thy hearse.

Cassique, obs. form of Cacique. Also, a name
of the Mocking Bird of Guiana.
1825 Waterton Wand. S.Amer. n, (1887) 167 The Cas-

sique is gregarious . he goes by no other name than that
of mocking-bird amongst the colonists. 1826 Syd. Smith
Wks. (1850) II. 78 The cassique, in size, is larger than the
starling ; he courts the society of man.
Cassit : see Chased.
Cassiterite ^kasi tewit). Mitt. [f. Gr. ira<T<ri-

Tfpot tin + -ite.] Native stannic dioxide, the most
common ore of tin, occurring in various forms, as
tin stone, wood tin, toad's-eye tin, stream tin.

1858 Shepard.V/m. 264 Wood-tm of the Cornish miners is

only a variety of cassiterite. 1873 Watts Fotvnes' Ckem.
445 Dioxide, or Stannic Oxide, occurs native as tin-stone
or cassiterite. 1879 Kutley Stud. Rocks x. 148.

Cassi terota ntalite. Min. [f. as prec. +
Tantai.ite.1 A variety of tautalile in which part
of the tantalic acid is replaced by stannic acid.
1850 Dana Min. 403 The tantalitefrom Finbo . .(cassitero-

tantalite) contains much oxide of tin.

Cassius (karsu's). Name of a German physi-
cian of 1 7th c. ; whence Purple of Cassius, a
splendid purple pigment : see quot.

1 1865 J. Wvlde in L ire. Sc. I. 373/2 The purple powder,
produced by precipitating a solution of chloride of gold by
means of the chloride of tin, is employed for the purpose of
colouring China ware. It is termed in the arts, the ' purple
powder of Cassius'. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Ckem. 252 A
splendid purple colour called purple of cassius.

Cassock (kaesak), sb. Forms : a. 6-7 cas-
sacke, 7 cassack, ' cass-, casaque)

; 0. 6 cas-
soke, cassocke, ,8-9 cassoe , 6- cassock, [a,

F. casaque 'a cassocke, mandilion, long coat',
1 6th c. in Littre, (corresp. to Sp. and Pg. casaea ' a
souldiers cassocke, a frock, a horsemans coat ',

Minsheu, It. casacca 'a frocke, a horse-mans
cote, a long cote; also a habitation or dwelling'
Florio . The military use is the original ; the
ecclesiastical use appears to have arisen in Eng-
lish, in the 17th century.

If the It. is the original, and casacca 'cassock' the same
word as casacca ' dwelling ' (sec above), then it is a deriv. of
casa house (as if

1 a garment that covers like a house ' : cf.

Casule, Chasuble); but the identification is doubtful.
The Diet, de Trevoux suggests that casaque is a variant of
Cosaque Cossack, from whom the military cassock might
take its name. Lagarde (Gotting. Gelekrte Anxciger, is
Apr. 1887, 238) maintains that F. casaque is a back-forma"-
tion_ from casaquin (by incorrectly viewing the latter as a
dimin. form), and that casaquin. It. casacchino

% was a cor-

ruption of Arab. X±£-J> kazayana', ad. Pers. 1
|
c.jC

kazkiyand, a padded jerkin, or acton, f.£ ka-}k =^kaj raw silk, silk floss + J^ill ayand stuffed. The word
kasagan actually occurs in MHG. as ' riding-cloak ' (' reit-
rock Schade), and gasygan in OF. as padded jerkin or
vest

' (Godef.), but the relation of these to casaquin and
casaque has yet to be settled

]

1 1- A cloak or long coat worn by some soldiers
in 16 17th c. ; also that ol a horseman or rider in

the 17th c. (' A name given to the cloaks worn
by musketeers and gardes du corps', Littre\) Obs.
1574 Lane. Lieutenancy II. (1850! 137 Also a Cassocke of

the same motley. 1580 Baret Ah. C 164 A cassocke : also
a souldiours cloke, sagutn. 1598 EL Jonson Ev. Man in
Hum. 11. v, He wili neuer come within, .the sight of a cas-
sock, or a musket-rest againe. [Cf. F. rendre le casaque.)
1601 Shaks. All's H 'ell iv. iii. 191. 1609 Tourneur Eun.
I'oeme Wks. 1878 I. 199 Brave Vere was by his scarlet
cassock known. 1638 Shirley Mart. Soldier 11. 1 in Bullen
0. El. 1. 190 A Soldado Cassacke of Scarlet. 1667 E. Cham-
berlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 111 iv. (1743' 173 Upon a Cloak,
Coat, or Riding Cassock. 1699 Ludlow Mem. (1771)384
Monk's army was . . thought to deserve the fool's coat rather
than the soldier's casaque. (1816 Scott Woodst. III. xi. 318
The coarse frie/e-cassock of the private soldier.}

t 2. A kind of long loose coat or gown. ( Fair-
holt.) Originally applied to garments worn by
both sexes.

a. as worn by women. (App. not after 1600.)
c I5JO C. Barnsley Pride t, Abuse 0/ Women 119 A

caped cassock much like a players gown, a 1553 Udall
Koysttr D. (Arb.l 35 We shall go in our frenche hoodes

152

euery day. In our silke cassocks fresh and gay. 1589 Put-
tenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.l 290 A ridiculous thing to see aLady in her milke-house with a veluet gowne, and at a
bridall in her cassock of mockado. 1590 Greene Poems
(1600) 112 Her taffata cassock might you see Tucked up
aboue her knee.

b. as worn by men : mentioned as worn by
rustics, shepherds, sailors ; also by usurers, poor
scholars, etc.

1590 Greene Neuer too late (1600) 93 Corydon in his
gray cassocke and Manalcas . . in his shepheardes cloake
1598 Bakxfielu Conscience * Covet. 12 Clad in a Cas.
sock, jyke a Vsurer. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxiv. vi. II.
491 [The statue] of Romulus is without any coat or ca-
socke at all [est sine tunica). 1603 — Const, t, Canons Eccl.
i 74 Persons ecclesiastical may use any comely and
scholar-like apparel, provided that it be not cut or pinkt ;

and that in publick they go not in their doublet and hose,
without coats or cassocks. 1612 Dekker 1/ not good PI.
Wks. 1873 III. 276 Greater Schollers languish in beggery :

And in thin thred-bare cassacks weare out their age. 1624
Capt. Smith Virginia VI. 231 Two or three old Iron things
. .bound vp in a Sailers canuase Cassocke. 1628 Wither
Brit. Rememb. nr. J765 Those many silken-Doctors, who
did here In shining satten Cassocks late appeare. [1825
Scott Talism. xxiii, The cassock of chamois which he
wore under his armour.l

3. A garment worn by clergymen,
a. A long close-fitting frock or tunic worn by

Anglican clergymen, originally along with and
under the gown

;
but, in recent times, also under

the shortened surplice, and sometimes by 'High-
Church ' clergymen, like the soutane of Roman
Catholic priests, apart from these vestments, as a
kind of ecclesiastical garb. Also, somelimes worn
by vergers, choristers, and others engaged in eccle-
siastical functions. See quots.
In this sense, which appears to date from the Restoration,

it seems to be the continuation of the scholar's cassock, in
sense 2 ; it had probably some reference to the canon of 60
years before, requiring clergymen not to appear in public
' without coats or cassocks ' (see sense 2).

1663 Killicrew Parson's Wedding (Fairh.) He was so
poor and despicable, he could not avow his calling for
want of a cassock. 1666 Pkpys Diary 27 Sept., I . . to
speak for a cloak and cassock for my brother . . and I will
have him in a canonical dress. 1708 Swift Baucis $ Pkil.
121 His waistcoat to a cassoc grew And both assum'd a
sable hue. 1 710 20 C. Wheatley On Bk. Com. Prayer
(1720) no Made fit and close to the Body like a Cassock
1727 De Foe Hist. Apfiar. iii. .1840' 24 If the Devil should
put on the gown and Cassock, or the black cloak, or the
Coat and the Cord. 17*8 Pofe Dune. 11. 326 Gave him the
cassock, surcingle, and vest. 1755 Johnson, Cassock, a
close garment ; now, generally, that which clergymen wear
under their gowns. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. 111. 862 He
knew no better than his cassock which. 1849 Rock Ck. 0/
Eatkers II. vi. 8 9 The old English cassock differed in its
shape very little, if anything, from the same kind of robe
still worn by the Catholic priesthood. 1854 Hook Ckurck
Direct., Cassock . . the under dress of all orders of the
clergy: it resembles a long coat, with a single upright
collar. 1866 Direct. Angl. led. 3) 352 Cassock, the garment
worn by ecclesiastics under their official vestments : usually
black, and for Bishops purple. 1866 C. Walker Ritual,
Reason Why 35 The Cassock is a long coat buttoning over
the breast, and reaching to the feet. It is confined at the
waist by a broad sash called the cincture. The collar is

made to fasten right round the throat. 1870 Disraeli
Lotkair v. 13 One or two curates in cassocks.

b. Used to render F". soutane, L. sublaneum.
the 'frock ' of a Roman Catholic ecclesiastic.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799I III.
136 A tall man dressed in a blue cassock . . an ecclesiastical
missionary of the island. 18x4 Hirer Jrnl. (1828) 1. iii. 76
A tall stout ecclesiastic, with.. a long black cassoc 1859
Jepiison Brittany vi. 69 A short stout man. .dressed in cas-
sock, bands, and cocked hat.

c. A short, light, double-breasted coat or jacket,

usually of black silk, varying in length, but gener-
ally reaching down to the thighs, worn under the
Geneva gown by presbyterian and other ministers.
Scotck Nrtvspaper. He has been presented by the ladies

of his congregation with a pulpit gown and cassock.

4. a. As a mark of the clerical office, esp. that
of a clergyman of the Church of England.
1687 Dryden Hind n P. 111. 232 And quit the cassock for

the canting coat. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, VI. vi. 124
During the war, he laid aside the cass...:. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. II. 217 The scarf and cassock could hardly ap-
pear there without calling forth sneers.

b. A wearer of a cassock ; esp. a clergyman.
1628 lip. F.arle Microcosm. (Fairholt> A vulgar-spirited

man . . one that thinks the gravest cassock the best scholar.
1649 t; - Daniel Trinarck., Rick. II, cccxliii, But the Gray
Cassock makes a double noyse. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, v,

[ He] had a suspicion of all cassocks, and said he would never
have any controversy with a clergyman but upon back-
gammon.
5. altrib.

1587 Fleming Cont. Holinshed 1 1 1. 317/1 Yeomen . . appar-
elled in cassocke coats, and Venetian hose of crimson veluet.

Ca'ssock, v. [f. prec. 3.] To dress in a cas-
sock. Hence Cassocked (karsakt). ///. a.

1780 Cow per Progr. Err. in A cassocked huntsman, and
a fiddling priest. 1853 M. Arnold Neckan xii, A cassock'd
priest rode by. 1883 CJi. limes 855/3 The occasion was
taken advantage of to cassock and surplice the choir.

tCaSSOle. Oh. rare- 1
, [a. 1 6th c. F. cassole

' coffin, box ', Cotgr., prob. ad. Prov. cassolo, dim.
of cassa case. (Not the same as mod.F. cassolle
' little pan '

: see next. ] A box or case.

CASSUMTJNAR.

1590 A. M. tr. GabelAouers Bk. Pkysickt 343/2 We must
I

applye thereon a freshe playster, and must sett the Legge
in a Cassole, or case, .and let it rest therin.

Cassolette ika^le-t). Also 7 casolette, 7-9
cassolet. [a. F. cassolette dim. of cassole, -olle,
' little pan ', dim. of casse ' pan.' Cat. cassa. It.
cazut, fire pan Florio;. Cp. Sp. cazo. cazuela.

:
cazolela; med.L. caza, cazia. cazcln, cazeo/a. See

[

Diez. Littre, and Du Cange.]
1. A vessel in which perfumes are burned.
1657 Tomlinson Reuou's Disf. 213 Put in a brasen or

silver pot which the Vulgar call a cassolet. 1716 Diet
Rust. (ed. 3) s. v. Cassolet, a small Vessel us'd in the Burn.
ln8 °f Pastils or other odours. 1834 Beckford Italy II.
43 Silver braziers and cassolettes diffusing a very pleasant
perfume, a 1847 Mrs. Sherwood Lady ofManor IV. xxiii.
45 Cassolettes, which, being now lighted up, exhaled all
the perfumes of the East.

2. A box for perfumes with a perforated cover to
allow of their diffusion.
1851 Sir F. Palcrave Norm. .\ Eng., Boudoir essences

and cassolette perfumes. 1884 Healtk Exkib. fatal. 94/1
Aromatic Ozonized Pocket Cassolette.

i Casson. Obs. [a. 16th c. F. casson, now
caisson chest : see Caisson.] A chest.
1613 Purchas Pilgr. I. 607 Twelve Cassons or Chests.
Casson, var. ol Casing.
t Cassonade. Obs. [a. F. cassonade, f. casson

chest, case
: cf. Cassons.] Unrefined cane-sugar

imported in boxes or casks ; brown or moist sugar.
1657 Tomlinson Reuou's Disp. 224 Another kind of Sugar

..which the vulgar call Cassonade or Castonade. 1725
Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Sugar, The Cassonade is nothing
but Muscovadoe that has been purify'd with the Whites of
Eggs and Lime- Water. 1810 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 4 1 V. 239 C<ir-
sonade, in commerce, cask-sugar, or sugar put into casks
or chests, after the first purification, but which has not yet
been refined.

tCasSOnS, cassyns. Obs. [perh. a. r

.

casson
' shapeless loaf of hue sugar ' (Littre), f. casson
case, chest : cf. prec] V Sugar in some form.

1 1443 in .Rogers Atrie, t, Prices 526/3 Cassons 6 lb. at /8]
1469 Ord. Dk. Clarence in tiousek. Ord. 117901 103 Item
Cassyns 300 lb. at ii d.

Cassoon kas«'n). [ad. It. casone, or OF.
casson large chest, mod.F'. caisson.] An occasional
variant of Caisson : a. an ammunition chest

;

b. Arch, a sunken panel.
(
= Caisson I a, 3.

1

1799 Ckron. in Ann. Reg. 3/1 Twelve brass held pieces
three pounders with their cas»oons. 1850 I.fitch Mutter's
Anc. Art f 53. 27 The ornamental foniLs of the cassoons

1 r. ...u.i lacunaria>.

Cassowary ka.-s<!rweri). F orms ; a. 7 casso-.
cassaware, 9 casaowar ; ft. 7 cassawarway,
-waraway, cassa-, cassiowary, 8 cassuary,
casuari

, 7- cassowary, [a. Malay tasudri or
iasavdri ,Yule). In F. casoar, It. casuario, mod.
L. casuarius. The earliest Eng. form was app.
through Du. or F.]

1. A genus of large cursorial birds, related to the
Ostrich, inhabiting the islands in the Indian Archi-
|>clago as far as New Guinea. They stand about
five feet high ; the wings are of no use for flight,

but are furnished with stiff featherless quills, like
spines, which serve lor combat or defence.

' Named Emeu by the early Portuguese navigators. It is
the Emeu vulgo Casoaris (the latter appearing to be the
Malay appellation of Bontius.' PennyCyct. XXIII. 142/2.
(See Emeu.)
1611 Coryat Crudities Pref. Verses, Saint James his Gin-

ncy-hens the Cassawarway moreover. . \ Margin. An East
Indian bird at St. James in the keeping of Mr. Walker).
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Gt. Eater Kent n From the
til-mouse to the enrich or cassawaraway. 1636 More Autid.
Atk. 11. xi. 11712)72 In the Cassowareor Emeu. 1690 Locke
(J-). The relation between dam and chick, between the two
cassiowaries in St. James's Park. 1729 Dam/ier's Voy. IV.
I. 266-The Cassawaris is about the bigness of a large Vir-
ginia Turkey. 177* Weekly Mag. 25 June 386/1 TheMM is black, and in size equal to an ostrich. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. 39 The Cassowary is a bird which
was first brought . into Europe by the Dutch from Java.
1801 Southey Tkataba Vll. xviii, I.arge as the hairy Casso-
warwas that o'ershadowing Bird. 1880 Haiuhion Pkys.
Geog. vi. 263 Papua is the proper centic of the Casso-
waries.

2. A'ew Holland Cassowary : the Kvi r.

184a Penny I vcl. XXIII. 142 British naturalists .. now
apply the term Emeu to the New Holland Cassowary.

II Cassnmu nar. Med. Also casumunar,
-niuniar, casmuaar. [app. a uoriuption of some
eastern name.] The tuberous loot of an East
Indian plant (apparently Curcuma aromntica
Salisb., C. /.cdoaria Roxb. ; it is warm, bitter and
aromatic, smells like ginger, and is used iii hyster-

ical, epileptic and paralytic affections. (Cf.
Zeik iakt.)

1693 Pechky {title) Some Observations made upon the
Root Casmunar, brought from the East Indies. 1700
Sloank in Phil. Trans. XXII. 580 A root .. niade greal
use of. .in Epileptic, Convulsive and Head diseases, .called
Cassumuniar. 1718 Quincy Compl. Disp. 92 Casamunar is

lately come into use. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. App.,
Cassumniar. .a root approaching to the nature of zeodary.
1885 Dvmock I 'eg. Mat. Med. of Ind. 770 Identical v.ith
the Cassumunar described by Pereira.

Cass-weed : see Case-weed.



CAST. 153 CAST.

Cast (kast), sb. [f. the vb.]

I. The act of casting or throwing (simply).

1. A throw of a missile, a bowl, or other object.

1382 Wycmf Numb, xx.xv. 17 If a stoon he throwe, and
with the cast [1388 strook] sleeth. < 1425 Wyntoun Cron.

vm. xxxii. 140 The fyrst kast that it [the engyne] kest,

bot ane, It hyt the towre a mery strak. 1565-78 Cooper
Thesaur., lactus, a throwe . . or cast. 1609 C. Butler Fern.

Mon. 1. (1623) Cij, One or other spying him. .will haueacast
at him. 1756 Connoisseur No. 129 At bowls, if any one is

near winning the game, he never fails, in the next cast, to

mistake his bias, i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Power Wks.
(Bohn) II. 332 The opponent has the sun and wind, and, in

every cast, the choice of weapon and mark. 1868 Daily
Tel. 7 Sept., Counting a cast with the right hand and
another with left as one throw.

b. Considered, as a performance, with reference

to its quality. A measuring cast : a competitive

throw at a mark in which the results are so close

as to require measurement.
c 1400 Soivdone Bab. 2603 The shotte, the caste was so

stronge Syr Bryer was slayn there. 1567 Harman Caveat
46 They coulde not agree vpon a caste. 1647 Fuller Good
Th. in Worse T. (1841) 96 Is it a measuring cast whether it

be lawful or no? 1655 — Ch. Hist. vn. 407 Yet was their

precedencie no measuring cast, but clear in the view of any
unpartiall eye. 1676 Wycherley PL-Dealer I, i. 4 My
Brother and I were quarrelling about a Cast. 1816 Scott
Antiq. (1879) II. no The disputed cast was a drawn one.

fig. 1660 Ingelo Beniivolio Urania n. (1682) 20 It is

a cast beyond Laughter to see. .how proud they grow.

c. The distance which anything can be thrown.
1387 Trevisa Higden (1865) I. 215 PUers as hi? as a stones

cast. ,1400 Maundev. viii. 92 A Stones cast fro that
Chapelle, is another Chapelle. 1611 Bible Luke xxii. 41 He
was withdrawen from them about a stones cast. 1671 Phil.
Trans. VI. 2102 Sinking from cast to cast, {i.e. as high as a
man can conveniently throw up the Ore with a shovel).

1870 Bryant Homer tl, xxm. 344 He fell as far behind As a
quoit's cast.

d. Manner or way of throwing (e.g. seed).

1677 Plot Nat. Hist. Oxfordsh. 246 In Sowing they have
their several methods, viz., the single Cast, the double
Cast. 1707 J. Mortimer Hush. (J.) Some . . sow wheat or
rye. .with a broad cast, some only with a single cast.

f 2. The delivery of a blow, a stroke. Obs.
[Cf. 1382 in 1.] (1420 Auturs of ArtA. xlviii, With a

cast of the car-honde. 1530 Palsgr. 563/1 He had thought
to gyue me a caste with a horse combe.

3. spec. A throw of dice ; the achievement of

the throw. Phrase, To set, stake upon a cast.

1509 Barclay Ship ofFooles (1570) 109 That playeth for

money. .And on his felowes caste taketh onely heede. 1594
Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iv. 9. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

xviii. (1632) 916 Here is a gay goodly cast, foule cast away
for hast. 1641 Milton Ch. Discip. 1. (1851) 32 'Tis no win-
ning cast. 1648 — Observ. Art. Peace (1851) 579. 1777
Robertson Hist. A mer. (1783) II. 187 Their clothes, their

arms, are staked, .upon a single cast. 1820 Itoyle's Games
Intpr. 303 To hit the one, that cast [of dice] must be eight.

h./lg.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25480 On domesdai be-for iustise, par all

es casten on a cast. 1692 Bentley Boyle Lect. v. 164 It

would be absurd to ascribe the formation of Human Bodies
to a Cast of this Chance. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy in. 50.,

I was my father's last stake, .he had been unfortunate in his

three first great casts for me. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
III. 423 Neither Rosen nor Schomberg wished to put every
thing on a cast. 1879 Froude Csesar xxv. 430 It was the

last cast of the dice for the old party of the aristocracy.

4. A throw or stroke of fortune
;
hence, fortune,

chance, opportunity ; lot, fate. Obs. or dial.

a 1300 Cursor 71/. 6205 Him suld pan reu his cast pat bis

folk was fra him past, c 1450 Erie Tolons 452 To reste hym
there he toke hys caste. 1513 Douglas /Eneis ix. v. 14
Glaid of this cast, seand thair tyme maste gane. a 1605
Montgomf.rie Flyting 340 Cauld be her cast. 1722 W.
Hamilton Wallace 323 (Jam.) Black be their cast! great
rogues. 1820 Scott Monast. iv, Before the death of Walter
Avenel, haly be his cast! 1871 Browning Balanst. 2038
Now that one cast of fortune changes all

!

f b. Hence (or from 3), At the last cast : at the

last shift, in extremities, near to death or ruin.
c 1449 Pecock Fe/r. 338 Into tyme he be at his last Caste.

1549-62 Sternhold & H. Ps. cxix (1583) 93 Thou hast my
lyfe restor'd When I was at last cast. 1615 Bp. M. Smyth
Pref. Babington's Wks., Having the plague about him, and
being at the last cast. 1617 Collins Def Bp. Ely 540,
I returne to him, who is now at his last casts. 1700 J.
Wellwood Mem. 251 As the last Cast for their Liberty they
applied to the Prince of Orange.

5. A throw of the sounding-lead, of a fishing-

line, net, dredge, etc.

1616 B. Jonson Forest Poems 92 And Pikes (run into thy
net) As loth the second draught or cast to stay. 1662 Ful-
ler Worthies (1840) I. 442 The next cast shall be no less
than fourteen or fifteen fathom water. 1805 A. Duncan
Mariner s Chron. III. 290 We had less water every cast of
the lead. 1824 Scott Red-gauntlet Let. vi He couldna help
taking a cast [with the fishing rod]. 1848 Life Normandy
(1863) II, 205 He had not made above half a dozen casts be-
fore he called out ' I have one !

' 1864 Burton Scot. Abr. I.

ii. 99 The right to a cast of a net was a feudal privilege.
1868 Carpenter in Set Opin. (1869) 6 Jan. 175/1 A cast of
the dredge was therefore taken at this point.

b. That which is so cast, or used in casting

;

now spec, in Angling.

.
I556 J. Hf.ywood Spider $ Ft. (N.) In eche weake place

is woven a weaving cast. 1883 CenturyMag. 378 Very killing
flies, and a cast admirably suited to the state of the water.
1887 fllnst. Lond. News 2 July 27/1 It is a mistake to coil
up the fly casts in the tackle book.

C. Angling. A spot suited for casting the line.
1823 Scott PeverilxX, He chose, .with an angler's eye, the

Vol. IT.

most promising casts. 1867 F. Francis Angling i. (1880)

41 It is so easy to pass good casts.

6. A throwing or turning of the eye in any
direction ; a glance, a look, expression. ? Obs.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 768 He conueyen hym con with
cast of his y3e. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows 1. § 41. 66 Pas-
sion will soone manifest itselfe. .by a fierce cast of his eyes.

1632 Milton Penseroso 43 With a sad, leaden, downward
cast. i66x Origen's Opin. in Phccnix (1721) I. 5 A direct

View of him without so oblique a Cast upon his Opinions.

1768 Sterne Sent. Joum. (1778) I. 161, I had given a cast

with my eye into half a dozen shops.

7. A ' lift ' in a conveyance, given to one to put

him forward on his way. Also Jig.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. <N.), I o'r the water will

giue thee a cast. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 88 If. .you
are for the Village, I'll give you a Cast. 1787 GentI. Mag.
Sept. 819/2 They met with some good-natured waggoners,
who gave them a cast. 1822 Neiv Monthly Mag. IV. 103,

I should get a cast to Newbury by one of the mails. 1885
L. B. Walford Nan <y other St. II. 26 So you can't give a
cast to this lassie? Well, I must take her on myself.

j 8. Cast of the hand : a helping turn. Sc. Obs.

1637 S. Rutherford Lett, exxix. (1881)238 A right cast of

his holy and gracious hand. 1775 Guthrie's Trial 82 To
delay their soul-business, hoping for such a cast of Christ's

hand in the end.

9. Jig. 'A stroke, a touch* (J.), specimen,
' taste \ esp. A cast of one's office.

rtI553 Udall Royster D. (Arb.) 19 Shall I go call your
folkes, that ye may shewe a cast? 1575 Laneham in Nichols
Progr. Q. Eliz. I. 418 Bringing with them a cast of their

office, by courtly mean. 1589 Greene Arcadia (1616) 32
Shew vs a cast of your cunning. 1625 Sanderson Serm,
Ps. cvi. 30 Do not show a cast of thy office for the promise
or hope of a reward. 1673 Answ. Season. Disc. 4 This
Dutchman has scribled and thrown amongst us (as a cast

of his office) this bone of Division. 1676 Wycheri.ky PI.

Dealer iv. i. (1678) 53 If you hate Verses, I'll give you a cast

of my Politics in Prose. 1699 Bentley P/ial. 360 To re-

ceive this as a Cast of his Rhetoric. 1749 Wesley Wis.
(1872) IX. 12 Now, Sir, give us a cast of your office, 1832
Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 248 Whose only cast of
surgery is blood-letting.

flO. Said of a bow: ? Casting power, ? elasti-

city, ? flexibility. Obs. Cf. Casting a. 1 a.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 28 Two bowes that I haue,
wherof the one is quicke of cast, tricke, and trimme both
for pleasure and profyte ; the other is a lugge slowe of cast,

folowing the string. Ibid. 11. 116 A faste and harde woode
. .stronge and myghtye of cast.

II. The act of throwing down, off, etc.

11. A throw in wrestling ; a fall ; an overthrow

or defeat, arch.

1375 Barbour Bruce xiv. 321 He thoucht ^eit to cowir his

cast, c 1400 Gamelyn 248 Shal it be holde for a cast ? 1530
Palsgr. 179 Sombresault, a tumblyng caste, a 1607 Descr.
Cleveland in Topog. <y Geneal. (1853) II. 410 Not without
hazard of a breaknecke tumblinge caste.

f 12. Bringing forth young, laying of eggs. ? Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 149 After the first cast,

there remaine successive conceptions.

III. What is thrown ; the quantity thrown.

13. A throwing (^anything); the quantity thrown,
r 1450 Bk. Curtasye in Babces Bk. ii868) 305 pay schyn

haue two cast of hay. 1481 Caxton Reynard viii. (Arb.) 16

Bruyn receyued of hem many a caste of stones. 1523 Fitz-
iierb. Huso. § 11 How many castes of corne euery lande
ought to haue. 16*97 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 86 A cast of
scatter'd dust. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Sitpp., Cast, among
wax-chandlers, denotes a laddleful of melted wax, poured on
the wicks of candles made by the laddie. 1797 W. Macro
in A. Young Agric, Suffolk 46 Drawing the land over with a
heavy harrow when only one cast, or half the seed is sown,

14. Haivking. The number of hawks cast off at

a time ; a couple ; also of other birds.

c 1470 Hors, Shepe, <$• G. (1822) 31 A caste of hawkes of the

tour. 1530 Palsgr. 203/3 Caste of haukes, niee doiseaux.
1562 Pilkington Exp. Obadiah v. Wks. (1842) 255 A kennel
of hounds or a cast of hawks, c 1611 Chapman Iliad xvi.

406 As, on some far-looking rock, a cast of vultures fight.

1615 — Odyss, xxn. 390 A cast Of hill-bred eagles, cast off

at some game. 1826 Sir J. Sebright Observ. Hawking
(1828) 41 A cast of falcons is always flown at a rook. 1852
R. F. Burton Falconry in V. hidns\. 60 The sport is better

with single birds than with 1

casts*. 1881 E, B. Michell in

Macm. Mag. Nov. 41 An exceptionally good cast of female
merlins.

15. The quantity of bread or ale made at one
time (obs.) ; a certain quantity of clay made into

flower-pots.

1470-85 Malory Arthur vn. xiv, Two cast of bread, with
fat venison baked, and dainty fowls. 1538 Bale Comedie of
Nat. (N.) If the bruar please me nat, The cast shall fall

down flat And never haue any strength. 1587 Harrison
England 11. vi. (1877) 1. 154 Of the flower of one bushell .

.

they make fortie cast of manchet. 1636 B. Jonson Discov.
ix. 163 An elephant, in 1630. .was every day allowed twelve
cast of bread, twenty quarts of Canary sack, besides nuts
and almonds. 1802 W. Forsyth Fruit Trees viii. (1824) 210
[Flower] pots are denominated by the number contained in

what the potters call a cast.

16. So many (herrings, etc.) as are thrown into

a vessel at once, a ' warp
' ; a set of three or four.

1577 Holinshed Chron. III. 914/2 A cast of red herrings.

1808Jamieson s. v. , A cast ofherrings, haddocks, oysters, etc.

;

four in number. S. 1884 F. Pollock in Eng. Illustr. Mag.
159/1 Three fish — onecast (as much as can be held in one hand).

f 17. A set or suit of other things. Obs. (exc. as

in 5 b).

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 140 With courtlie cast of cot-

armour abufe. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet. , Sartalde encntos,

a cast of counters, 1659 Cleveland Snrv. World vi, A
cast of Lackeys, and a Lady-bird.

\ b. (?) A standard size or quantity of wood in

a billet. Obs.
I542_3 Act 34 <$- 35 Hen. VIII, iii, Euerie byllette to be

onely of one cast and not aboue. 1553 Act 7 Edw. VI, viL

§ 2 Every Billet named to be a Cast, to contain ten Inches
about, and every billet named of two cast, to containe four-

teene inches about.

IV. That which is thrown off or out.

18. A second swarm of bees thrown off by a hive

in one season.
1662 Fuller Worthies 1. 22 Though only old Stocks of

Bees were kept, without either Casts or Swarmes. 1664
Evelyn A'al, Hort. (1729)207 Look to your Bees for Swarms
and Casts. 1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig. Appeal 1. 36 The
Swarm, that hived in Plato's mouth . . was a Cast of the

School of the Prophets. 1777 Terrier in Briscoe Old Not-
tinghamsh. I. 37 Every swarm of Bees sixpence, and every
£ast. .threepence. 1825 in Hone Every-day Bk. I. 647.

1875 J. Hunter Man. Bee-keeping (ed. 2) 92 If lighter, .they
would probably be casts or second swarms.

19. What is thrown up from the crop by a hawk
or other bird of prey. Also, the convoluted earth

thrown out by an earthworm ; or sand on the sea-

shore by the lug-worm.
*793 White Selbome (18531 382 Earth-worms make their

casts most in mild weather. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F.

849 Where the two contrived their daughter's good Lies the

hawk's cast. 1880 Huxley Cray-Fish ii. 67 As a hawk or an
owl rejects his casts.

20. a. The number of lambs produced in a

season, b. The yield of corn (? obs.).

1787 Marshall E. Norfolk (E. D. S.) Cast, yield ;
applied

to corn crops. 1887 Scott. Invader 10 Aug. 4 To estimate

what the result of the year's cast [of Iambs] will amount to.

V. f 21. A burden cast or laid upon people

;

an impost, a charge. Obs.
I597 Cartmel Ch. Ace. in Stockdale Ann. Cartmel 36 A

caste or laye should bee forthwith had throughout all the

parish to the value of twenty marks. 1619 in N. Riding
Rec. 11884) II- 2°9 Paying castes imposed on him by the

parishe for . . the poore. 1696 Let. IV. Cunningham in

Diary (1887) Introd. 36 Not putting you to the pains of a
Cast or Act of Imposition.

VI. 22. Calculation, reckoning; an act of

calculation ; iechn. the addition of the columns of

an account.

1575 Laneham Let. (1871*56 By great cast & cost. Mod.
If the account does not balance now, there must be an
error in the cast.

b. Conjecture, forecast.

1519 St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 4 Lettres devised by the

prudent caste of Your Grace. 1877 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 221

That, .must be taken into account in any casts a-head.

VII. Mental revolving, contrivance, device,

f 23. Device, purpose, design, aim. Obs.
c 1325 F.. E.Allit. P. A. 1 1 62 Out of bat caste I watz by-

calt. .1440 Bone Flor. 1406 Thus then ys my caste. 1513
Douglas /Eneis vm. Prol. 20 Thair is na sege for na schame
that schrinkis at short, May he cum to his cast, a 1529
Skelton Dk. Albany 101 Such trechery . . Is all your cast.

153* Hervet Xenophons Househ. (1768) 61 Teche me the

very point and cast of husbandry.

t 24. A contrivance, device, artifice, trick. Obs.

(-1340 Hampoi.e Psalter Ixxxix. 10 Ydell & swykil kastes

about erthly thynge. £1386 Chaucer Knts. T. 1610'l'he

derke tresoun, and the castes olde. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. 11. xx. (1495) 48 The preuy werkes and false castes

of Sathanas. c 1470 Henrv Wallace v. 740 He was full sle,

and ek had mony cast. 1513 Douglas sEncis 1. Prol. 255
Quent and curious castis poeticall, Perfyte similitudes and
examplis all. 1530 Palsgr. 658, I playe a caste of legyer

demayne. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xiv. xi. 26 Subtile

sleights and juggling casts [pr&stigits].

t b. Skill, art. Obs.
c 1320 Scuyn Sag. 2105 (W.) We beth mazouns queinte of

cast.

VIII. Form into which a thing is thrown ;

disposition, arrangement.

f 25. Plan, design
;
shape, conformation, of a

building, etc. Obs.
a 1300 Floriz <$- Bl. 338 To makie a tur after bis cast.

C 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wacc(R.o\\s.) 8735 He dide masons
diuise a cast What werk myghte lengest last, c 1384 Chaucer
//. Fame 1 178 The caste, crafte, and curiositie Ne can I not

to you devise. 1509 Fisher ^'£$.(1876)270 His buyldynges
. .after the newest cast. 1579 Gosson Sc/t. Abuse (Arb.) 24

My onely endeuour shalbe to show you that in a rough cast.

26. Theat. The assignment of the parts in a

play to the several actors ; the part assigned to

any actor (obs.); the set of actors to whom the

parts of a particular play are assigned.

1631 Brathwait (title), Whimzies : or a new Cast of Char-

acters. 1732 T. Fuller Guomol. 115 If thy Cast be bad,

mend it with good Play. 1795T. Wilkinson Wand. Patentee

I. 61 Played several characters . . but did not please in the

lovers, in which cast I wanted Mr. Kniveton. 1798 Epitaph

in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 390 To play a comic cast of

characters in this great theatre—the World. 1876 WorldV.
No. 116. 3 The best representatives for the complete cast of

a comedy. 1880 Dramatic List 219 The cast included the

following admirable players. 1880 Manch. Guard. 20 Dec,
He had brought together ' an unusually powerful cast '.

T b. Hence, To speak in a man's cast : to speak

during his part ; to interrupt. Obs.

1580 Lvly Enphues (Arb.) 274 If I may speak in your
cast, quoth Issida. Ibid. 412 The Lady Flaiua speaking in

his cast, proceeded in this manner. 1611 Cotgr., Entre-

Parlement, an interruption, a speaking in a mans cast. 1642

Rogers Naaman 46 As when the minde is filled with busi-

nesse, all that is spoken is, as it were, spoken in a mans cast.
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27. Painting. The adjustment of draperies in

1784 J. Parry Lett. Art v. (1848) 187 The several
"

. .afford an extensive variety in the cast and mam
several foldings. 1859 Glm.lick & Timbs Pain,
' cast ' or adjustment of draperies is made the
special course of study.

28. The form into which any work is thvOI
1775 T. Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry I. ii. 34 Some of Ald-

helm s verses are exactly in this cast. 1865 M. Arnold
Ess. Cr/'t, iv. I1875) 152 The turn of the phrase, .the happy
cast and flow of the sentence. 1875 Whitney Life Lang.
Pref.7 The compendious cast of the work.

IX. Casting metal, etc. ; mould ; model.

f29. Casting or founding (of cannon, etc.). Obs.
1602 Shaks. Ham. t L 73 And why such dayly Cast of

Hrazon Cannon.

30. A model made by running some liquid or

forcing some soft substance into a mould or shaj^e.

Sometimes applied to the negative impression
taken from the original ; more usually to the copy
of the original moulded in this.

1502 Arnolde Chron. (1811) 240 Plouer roosted, un caste
de gely tlorisshyd, creues deudose. 1645 Evelyn Diary
(Chandosi 175 My purchases of hooks, pictures, castes.
a 1763 Shenstonk Lett, cvii, A most excellent figure, and
I ^hall wish much to get a good cast of it. 1777 Johnson in
i'.oswell (18311 IV. 63 Direction to send you a cast of my
head. 1869 Phillips / 'esuv. ii. 38 A cast in plaster of Paris.

1872 Ellacombe Bells ofCh. i. 9 note, Taking therefrom a
cast to constitute the outer mould for the bell. 1875 Foht-
NUM Maiolica ix. 77 The Alhambra vase was copied . . after
a cast and photographs.

b. A model of a fossil organism formed by
mineral matter which has filled up the cavity
originally occupied by the organism itself.

1873 Dawson Earth <y Man iii. 38 Casts of sponges orfu-
roids. 1 88 1 Li bbock in Xature No. 618. 408 The green sands
of the geologist are largely made up ofcasts offoraminifera.
1881 HuxLKY ibid. No. 619. 453 Their solid substance may
be dissolved away entirely, or replaced by mineral matter,
until nothing is left of the original but a cast, an impression.

c. Path. 'A mould of an interior, specially

applied to casts of the urinary tubules in kidney
disease, or of the respiratory tubes in croup/ etc.

(Syd. Soc. /.ex.).

1867 J. Hoo<; Mterete, 1. iii.223 Urinary deposits (as casts,
epithelium, crystals). 1880 Webster Suppi. s. v., Renal
casts 1 Med. 1, microscopic bodies found in the urine of per-
sons affected with disease of the kidneys.

f3L (Sec quote.)
1726 R. Neve Builder's Diet., These casts are Pipes of

Wax .. proportion 'd to the Pigness of the Work. 1753
Chambers L'ycl. Supp., Cast, among plumbed, denotes a
little brazen funnel, at one end of a mould, for casting pipes
without soldering, by means of which the melted metal is

poured into the mould. Ibid., Cast also denotes a cylin-
drical piece of brass or copper, slit in two lengthwise, used
by the founders in sand to form a canal or conduit in their
moulds, whereby the metal may be conveyed to the different
pieces intended to l»e cast.

32. fig. Mould.
1709 Tatler No. 28 P 3 The true Cast or Mould in which

you may be sure to know him. 1761 Churchill Rosciad
Poems 117691 '-,47 I& whate'er cast his character was laid,

Self still, like oil, upon the surface play'd.

X. A twist, or turn.

33. A permanent twist or turn, esp. to one side;

a warp. Cast of the eye\ a slight squint.

1505 ft MARSiu.etc. Mem. Hen. VII (1858) 278 He hathea
litell caste with his lefteeye. 1635GLAPTHORNF. LadyMother
11. i. My lady has got a cast other eye. 1677 Loud. Gaz.
No. 1251/4 Trots all, and hath a Cast in her Gallop with
her Off leg before. Ibid. No. 1 183/4 Very small Kyes, with a
squint or cast with one of them. 1710 Sthkle Tatler No.
120 P 4 Her eyes . . had odd Casts in them. 17*5 Ramsay
Gentle Sheph. 111. iv. Which gi'es their sauls a cast, That
turns them downright beggars at the last. 18x6 Scott Old
Mort. iv, A cast ofeye which, without being actually oblique,
approached nearly to a squint. 1825 Watkrton Wand. S.
Amer. 1. (18871 100 Seldom placing it [the blowpipe] in an
oblique position, lest it should receive a cast.

34. A bearing in some direction ; inclination of
one's route.

1768 Ross Helenore 79 (Jam.) Gang east, but ay some
northward hald your cast.

XI. Dash or shade of colour.
(It is difficult to say whether the original notion was that

of dashing in an admixture or 'eye of some colour, or
associated with casting a shade.]

35. A 1 dash * of some colour, thrown into or over,
or interspersed with another

; tinge, hue ; shade.
1602 Shaks. Ham. in. i. 85 Thus the natiue hew of Reso-

lution Is sicklied ore with the pale Cast of Thought. 1711
Speet. No. 425 P 5 A Robe.. of a yellowish Cast. 177a
Hist. Rtx hester 66 Of a gray colour with a cast of green.
1791 Hamilton Bertlwllet's Dyeing II. 11, iv. i. 264 The
effect . . is to give the colour a gold cast. 1822 Wokdsw.
Seen. Lakes iii. (1823* 70 The colour of the house ought, .to
have a cast or shade of the colour of the soil. 184s Catlin
N. Amer. Ind. II. Iviii. (1844) 227 The teeth of the Indians
. . are not white, having a yellowish cast.

fig- Hue, tinge, shade, of guilt, conduct, etc.
1655 Fkli.owes tr. Milton's -2nd De/. 245 What follows is

of a more shocking and atrocious cast. 176a New Dial, of
Deatt 30 The crime was of such a deep and malignant cast.
1791 BMWtU Johnson (1816) I. Introd. 4 Of a dark un-
charitable cast. 1815 Scribbleomania 118 b, His thoughts
were of the sombre cast. 1820 W. Irving Sketch lik. I.

"*tJo
counten:ince assumed a deeper cast of dejection.

06. A ' dash ' of some ingredient or quality.
1662 Ftoun Worthies (18401 III. 499 This mungrel name

<eemetn to have in it an eye or cast of Greek and Latin.

1768 BtWtW Sent. Journ. (1778) I. 102 La Fleur had a
small cast of the coxcomb. 1816 Scott Antiq. i, A counten-
ance in which habitual gravity was enlightened by a cast of

rironical humour. 1823 Feveril xiii, Julian, who had in

his disposition some cast of the romantic. 1855 MlLMAM
Lat. Chr. (1864) II. iv. iv. 270 The wild cast of religion-;
adventure in his life.

XII. Sort, kind, style, quality, stamp, type, as
determined by characteristics.
This section, which Ls of modern use, and chiefly since

1700, appears to blend figurative uses of many of the fore-
going senses, YTII.-XI., one or more of these being promi-
nent, according to the feeling of the moment. Thus the
notions of conformation, mould, turn, inclination, color/r-
ing, complexion, quality^ appear all to contribute vaguely
to the result.

37. in reference to outward form, configuration,
tournure

y
esp. in phrase east of features, which

sometimes chiefly refers to facial expression.
1653 Walton Angler xi. 198 This fish is ofa fine cast and

handsome shape. 1717 Pope, &c. Art Sinking 93 The
figures must be so turned, as to manifest that intricate and
wonderful cast of head, which distinguishes all writers of
this kind. 1816 Scott Antiq. i, His countenance was of
the true Scottish cast. 1816 J. Scott Vts. Paris 36 The
general cast of feature is the same. 1833 Marryat
Simple (1863) 139 An officer, with a very sinister cast of
countenance. 1837 Disraeli I'enetia H.L 160 A cast of fea-
tures delicately moulded. 1879 Haklan Eyesight ii. 27 The
pictures of Mephistopheles owe much of their devilish cast
to the twitching upwards of the external angles of the lid.

38. in reference to the mind or character.
1711 Addison Speet. No. 106 p 6 This Cast of Mind.,

renders his Conversation highly agreeable. 1764 Rf.io In-
quiry \i. § 1 He must have a very strange cast of under-
standing who can seriously doubt, etc 1798 Ferriar
llluslr. Sterne iii. 62 Nothing is more seductive, .to minds
f this^cast. 1805 Foster Ess. 1. ii. 21 A strongly individual

riyalk Rom. Emp. VHI.lxiii.cast of character. 1861
His character was
I. Taylor Phys. TV
cast, 1870 H. Arno

severe and antique cast. 1836
her Life 6 Minds of philosophic

rr^^ixed Ess. 1 48 The professions
so naturally share. .the^Kt of ideas of the aristocracy,

b. with the notion of 1 bent* or 'tarn' emphasized.
1711 BuOGUX S/vct. No. 197 F2 The business men are

chiefly conversant in, does not only give a cej^in cast or
turn to their minds. 1711 Addison ibid. \>>.^BBto The
Mind that hath any Cast towards Devotion, fl^W W
Self-Knotvl. 1. vii. (18531 51 Every Man hatri something
peculiar in the Turn or Cast of his Mind. 178a Paine Let.
Abbe" Raynet 1 1791 1 44 The present condition of the world .

.

has given a new cast to the mind of man.
C. with the notion of 'tinge' or 'colouring*

emphasized.
1779 Cowpkr Lett. 14 Nov., My mind hasalways a melan-

choly cast, and is like some pools . . which though filled

with a black and putrid water, will nevertheless on a bright
day- reflect the sunbeams.
39. in reference to actions.

1750 Johnson Rambl. No. 99 p 16 A cast of talk, peculiar
to their own fraternity. Ibid. No. 181 f 10, 1 had now wholly
changed the cast of my behaviour. 1789 ISklsham Ess. I.

ii. 23 His language has acquired a certain obsolete cast.

1817 Monthly Rei: LXXXI1 1. 499 Certainly a loose cast
prevailed in the literature of the limes. 1838-9 Hai.lam
Hist. Lit. II. 11. vii § 36. 311 The reflections are usually of
a moral cast.

40. Kind, sort, style; 'stamp, type*: a. of
persons. A pp. there has here often !>ecn vague
association with Caste .formerly spelt east).

1673 Marvell Reh. Transp. II. 361 The design of you and
those ofyourcast has been, .against all the forraign Churches.
1713 Prrkelky Hylas -y P. iii, I am ofa vulgar cast, simple
enough to believe my senses. 1728 Yoi ng Love Eame iii.

(1757) 101 As if men now were of another cast, They meanly
live on alms of ages past. 174a Richardson Pamela III.
216 Better than twenty humble Servants of Mr. Murray's
Cast. 1776 Gibbon Decline <* F. I. ix. 180 Heroines of
such a cast may claim our admiration. 18*9 Scott in
Croker P. (1884) II. xiv. 30 Strict Presbyterian and Whig
of the old Scottish cast. 184a J. H. Nkwman Ess. (1871)
II. 376 Here is a man of the cast of Hooker and Puller.

D. of animals, or things.

1771 84 Cook I'oy. 11790) IV. 1290 Farther up the hills, it

[the soil) is of a grey tough cast. 1785 Burke Aaf>. Anot's
debts Wks. 1842 I. 318 Crimes of the same blood, family,
and cast. 1802 Huntington Bank ofFaith 73 A dapple-
grey, very spotted, and of the tabby cast.

XIII. 41. Hunting. The spreading out of the
hounds in different directions in search of a lost

scent.
<- 1830 C. Wicksted in R. Eg.-Warburton Hunt. Songs

u883> 226 Those sons of old Bedford . . So quick at a cast,
and so ready to turn. 1846 R. Fc-Warburton Hunt. Songs
11883) 4 Friends, gentlemen, foxhunters, pray now, Hold
hard, let 'em make their own cast. 1861 G. Berkeley
Sportstn. W. Prairies xviii. 311 No cast that I could make,
or the hound in his sagacity imagine, could recover her line
a^ain. 1885 Dk. Bhaukort & M. Morris Hunting (Badm.
Libr.t ii. 87 Always allow your hounds to make their own
cast before you make yours.

*>.fig.
1846 R. Eg.-Warburton Hunt. Songs ("1883) No. xx. v. 53How his Muse o'er the field made each season a cast.

XIV. 42. Cottib. (in some cases perh. the verb
stem): as cast-maker

; cast-fly, a fly for angling
;

cast-hole (see (foot,; ; cast-house see qoot.)-
1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. ii. % 11 (1689* 12 Your

line for Dub-fly, Cast -fly or Artificial fly. 1747 Hooson
Miners Diet. E ij, Cutting a Square Hole, about a Yard
every way, throwing out the Earth as far as he can with his
Spade, which will l»e . . al>out three Yards Deep, and this
is called a Cast-hole. 1877 Svmonds in Academy 3 Nov.
419/2 As a cast-maker uses plaster of Paris. 1880 Times 10

Sept. 9/4 The hops when . . swept from the floors of the cast-
houses are packed in sacks by the pressure of machinery.
1 88 1 Raymond Mining Gloss., Cast-house, the building in
which pigs or ingots are cast.

Cast (kast), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. cast.
Forms: Infinitive 3-5 casten, castin, -yn\

kaste n, kestein, 6 caste, 3- cast. Pa. t. 3-5
caste, kast(e, 3-7 kest(,e, (5, 6 eest, kiste,
keist, kyste), 7 Sc. cuist, 8 Sc. coost, 3- cast

;

also 4-7 casted, 4-5 -id(e. Pa. pple. 3-8 north.

casten, -in, -yn, 4-6 caste, kast(ef kest e, 4
ieast

, 6 Sc. casain, -yn, caissen, 4 cast ; also

4-6 castid. [ME. cast-en, a. ON. kasta wk. vb.

to cast, throw ( Icel. and Sw. kasta, Da. kaste, North
Fris. kasthi) : cf. kbs {kasn , kostr (:—kastuz), pile,

heap thrown up, which has been compared with L.

gerere {gesA gestus. It took in ME. the place of

OE. weorpan (see W'aiipI, and has now in turn

been largely superseded in ordinary language and
in the simple literal sense by Throw, q. v. * Cast it

into the pond 'has an archaic effect in comparison
with 1 thrcnn it into the pond \ Hut it is in ordinary
use in various figurative and specific senses, and
in many adverbial combinations, as cast ahout^\
General arrangement'. I. To throw. II. Tothrowdown,

overthrow, defeat, convict, condemn. III. To throw oft

so as to get tjuit of, to shed, vomit, discard. IV. To throw
up (earth) with a spade, dig (peats, a ditch, etc.). V. To
put or place with haste or force, throw into prison, into a
state of rage, sleep, etc. VI. To reckon, calculate, forecast.
VII. To revolve in the mind, devise, contrive, purpose.
VIII. To dispose, arrange, allot the parts in a play. IX.
To cast metal, etc. X. To turn, twist, warp, veer, incline.

XI. To plaster, daub. XII. Hunting and Hanking
senses, those of doubtful position, and phrases. XIII.
Adverbial combinations.

I. The simple action : To throw.

1. trans. To project (anything' with a force of

the nature of a jerk, from the hand, the arms, a

vessel, or the like ; to Throw (which is now the

ordinary equivalent) ; to fling, hurl, pitch, toss.

c 1130 Hali Meid. 41 Ha [pride] cast hire fader sone se ha
iboren wes fram be hehste heuene in tohellegrutide. 1 1175
Lay. 1919 Corineus. .caste hineadun mid be cleue. a 1300
Cursor M. 20962 His hand . . he schok and in be fir hir [be
neder]kest. . 1340 i946ivFairf.)pe witnes sulde be-gyn
be first stane for to caste, c 1450 Merlin iii. 42 Pendragon
caste in fier, and brente vp \ ortiger. 1477 Earl Rivkrs
(Caxton) Dictes 101 Certayn men beyng at a wyndow
keste water vpon him. 1595 Shaks. John v. i. 39 They
found him dead, and cast intoihe streets. 161 1 Bible John
viii. 7 Hee that is without sinne among you, let him first

cast a stone at her. 1664 Evklvn h'al. Hort. '1729) 195
Never cast Water on things newly planted. 1676 N. Wan-
ley Wond. Lit. World v. it f 86. 473/1 He would cast a
Horse-man's Mace, .farther than any other of his Court.
1704 J Harris Lex. Techn. s.v. Baite, Casting the water by
handout of a Roat. i8ag Hood Eng. Aram xxi.Itookthe
dreary body up And cast it in a stream. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. 1 1. 300 Men fell to play at casting of the
stone ; And strong men cast it mighty of their hands. 1887
( ornh. Mag., Gaverocks i. y ' Take my rein * said the girl .

.

casting the reins towards him.

ft), ahsol. Also, To aim, deliver a blow. Obs. or

arch.
1 1340 tfGr. Knt. 1901 pe wy^e. ,biayde7out be bryjt

bronde, ,\ :a \>v best cast^z.

<s-fig>
a 1340 Hami-olf. Psalter 498 pan kest behynd bi bake all

my synnys. a 1541 Wvatt Poet. Wks. (1861) 83 From my
heart I ccst That, I had first determin'd for the best. 164a
T. Tavi.or Gotfs Jndg. t. 1. xv. 49 Hee. .doth, .cast behind
his backc the grace of God's spirit. 1704 I'orK it indsor
For. 173 Lodona's fate, in long oblivion cast.

d. + To cast seed. Now chieflyy?^.

1577 B. Googk Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 24 b, Neither
can it be certaynely appoynted, howe muche seede is gene-
rally to be cast uppon an acre. 1611 Bible Eccles. xi. 1

Cast thy bread vpon the waters. 1861 T. Trollope La
Beata II. 73 (Honpei These hints had not been cast on
barren ground. 1864 Ti nnvson Flower, Once in a golden
hour I cast to earth a seed.

e. To throw (dice) from the box. Also ahsol.

Hence t To cast a chance {obs\
1458 MS. Christ's Hosp. Abingd. in Dom. Archit. III. 42

They cockid for cartes, & cast for her chisyng. 1565-78
Cooper Thesaur., Fritittus, a little boxe to cast dice on the
table. 1595 Southwell Tri. Death 22 God casteth the
dice, and giueth vs our chaunce. a i6s8 F. Greville
Sidney (1652) 58 tie might, .cast a chance for all our goodes
lives, and lil>erties. i8ao Hoyle's Games Intpr. 362 Any
throw which the caster may be going to cast.

f. To deposit (a voting paper or ticket) ; to

give (a vote).

1871 Smiles Charac. x. 11876) 27^ The immense majority
of votes would l>e cast in favour of Plutarch. 1885 Con-
temp. Re7>. June 886 Inability . . to read the ballot they are
expected to cast.

t g- To cast cross ami pile : to toss up a coin as

a way of casting lots. Obs.
1637 T. Rrian Pisse-proph. (1679^ *6j **e should notwith*

standing cast cross and pile which of these [remedies| he
should appoint, c 1645 Vox Turturis 23 They had a Cus-
tome, when buyer and seller could not agree, to draw Cutis
(as we do) or cast crosse and pile,

h. To cast lots : see Lot.

L fo. To cause to fall or happen.
1633 Hi-. Hall Hard Texts 46 Pray ye that this flight o(

yours, .he not cast upon such a time.



CAST.

1 2. Formerly said also of military engines, bows,

and the like, which throw or shoot projectiles;

often absol. (like to shoot). Also of the general or

soldiers. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor At. 9890 pis castel. .it es hei sett a-pon pc

crag. .Jian na maner engine o were Mai cast (jar-til it for to

dere. 113*5 Cocr de L. 4116 The engyne was bente..A

gret ston into the lolm was keste. 1330 R. Brunne Cliron.

(1810) 165 Bothe day & nyght unto be toure he kast. 1382

Wvclif 2 Kings zitt. 17 Helise seyde, kast an arowe ;
and

hekest. 1544 Ascham To.xoph. (Xrb.) 1 17 So that he be.

.

spedye ynough for far casting. 1599 Thynne AlumaOV.

(1865) 41 Th« trepeget must nedes also be one instruments

to cast stones. 1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Mace. vi. 51 Ar-

balists and engins, and instruments to cast fyre.

3. Said of the sea, waves, wind, or the like : esp.

in cast ashore Cf. cast away, 72 e.

1611 Bible Acts xxvii. 26 Howbeit we must be cast vpon

a certaine Hand. 1618 M. Baret Horsemanship L 4 Ari-

-stippus trauailing to Rhodes by Sea, was cast a-land by

sh'pwracke. 1634 Herbert Trav. 21 The wind blowing

strongly, we were cast upon the shoales. .of Mozambique.

4. Said of any similar motion however pro-

duced, arch. (In qttot. used absol.)

1340 Aycnb. 66 Ase |>e wy;te bet ualb ine hot weter bet

kest hyer and ber, and scoldeb alle bo pet byeb per aboute.

5. re/!. To throw oneself, (not colloq.)

1330 R. Brcnne (1810) 274 pam to kest smertly lo pe

assaute. lijgTomonCa/fin's Serin. Tim. 203/2 Not shew-

ing themselues too muche, nor casting themselues at ran-

dome. i6n Bible Pre/. 2 He casteth himselfe headlong

vpon pikes. 1653 H. Cocan tr. Pinto's Trav. viii. § 2. 23,

I cast myself at the feet of the Elephant whereupon the King

rode. 1693 Mem. Ct. Tecte/y u. i2r To cast themselves on

any other side upon the Emperor's Lands. 1714 Ellwooi>

Autobiog. 14 At length I found Means to cast my self into

the Company of the Daughter. 1783 Ainswortii Lat. Diet.

(Morell) iv. s. v. Alcyone, Alcyone . . hearing of her hus-

band's death, cast herself into .the sea. 1832 Tennyson
Mariatui in S. 27 Low on her knees herself she cast.

fb. intr. (for refl.y Obs.

C1300 St. Brandan 517 Ther-over [A. .rock] the see caste

i-lome.

6. To throw fortlt (a net, fishing line, hook, or

the like, also the sounding lead, an anchor).

a 1300 K. Horn 1014 Hi strike seil, And ankere gunne
caste. 1^6 Pilgr.fer/.{\V. dc W. 1 531) 133b, He casteth his

nettes in vayne before them y' be as byrdes full flygge.

1535 Coverdale Acts xxvii. 28 They cast out the [cade &
founde it twentye feddoms. x6io B. Jonson Aleh. LL i, The
Temple Church, there I have cast my angle. 1651-7 T.

Barker Art of Angling (1820) 6 You can cast your flye.

Be sure you be casting alwayes down the stream. 1674

Evelyn Navig. <y Comm. § 54. 101 Those of Flanders, who
never presume! to cast a Net without Permission. 1798

Capt. Berry in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1845) II I. 51 Hauling

the braces, etc., preparatory to our casting anchor. 1855

Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 353 Some angler casting his fly

on the foam of the river, i860 Plsey Min..Proph. 413

Shall he. .cast his emptied net, unceasingly,

b. Hawking. To cast a lure.

1682 T>r\vkh Epilogue A'ingt Queen (Globe) 457 Methinks

some vizard mask I see Cast out her lure from the mid gal-

lery. 1704 Worlidge Vict. Rnst. et Urb. s. v. Fanlcon,

Cast the Lure so mar her, that she may catch it within

the length of her lease.

C. intr. (for refl.) of an anchor.

1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angels 171 Our anchor casts

deepe in heaven.

7. To cast an eye, glance, look, etc. Still in

common use.

«i22S Ancr. R. 56 To kesten kang eien upon ?unge

wuminen. a 1300 Cursor M. 15952 [Jesus] ban turnd him
a-bute on petre his hei he kest. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV.

1852 As she felle adoun she kaste hir loke._ a 1450 tint, dc

la Tour 57 For a leude loke that he kiste on Barsaba.

1577 B. Googe Hcresbach's Husb. III. {1586) 124 Horses, .if

they cast their looke upon their belly. 1605 Shaks. Lear
IV. vi. 13 How fearefull And dizie 'tis to cast ones eyes so

low. 166a Stillingfl. Orig. Soxr. Ded. 2 Cast your eye

on the matter contained in it. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.

iv. 708 Th' unwary Lover cast his Eyes behind. 1732

Lediard Setlws II. IX. 302 My family have cast their eyes

on an excellent person. 1812 J. Wilson Isle 0/Palms 111.

866 They cast their eyes around the isle. 1816 Scott A ntit/.

xliv, I have sometimes thought that you have cast your

eyes upon Miss Wardour. 1863 G. Eliot Komola 1. vi.

u88o> I. 97 He cast a keen glance of surprise at the group
before him.

+b. Formerly, also, To cast a thought, a reflection

upon ; to cast one's heart, affections, etc. (now, to

set)
;
also, to cast love, favour, afancy unto. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (1810) 151 pe kyng in hys syde ys herle al

up hym caste, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1878 Ther as they

kaste hir hert, there it dwelleth. 1470 85 M aloky Arthur
(1816) I. 36 The king cast great love unto her. 1540 Hyrue
tr. Vives' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) M iv, Men never cast

any favor to a woman but for some good profite. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 64 An harlot that Anniball cast a fancie

vnto. c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. H. 9 A rich

widow.. cast her affections on him
;

1736 BuTUtX Anal. 1.

iii. 64 Who casts a transient reflection upon the Subject.

f 8. To emit, give out, send forth (light, dark-

ness, fire, heat, cold, an odour). Obs. (exc. as in 9).

1300 Cursor Al. 23218 Euer it brennes dai and night,

hot neuennare it castes light. c 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt.
2001 Clowdes kesten kenly be colde to be erthe. 1513
Douglas sftucis XIII. Prol. 68 Hornyt Lucyne castand bol
dym lycht. 1637 Rutherford Lett, clxxxi. I1862) I. 436
How soon can he with his flint cast fire. 1667 Milton P. /.

I. 183 Voyd of light Save what the glimmering of these livid

flames Casts pale and dreadful. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist.

£a/-rViiJ.)This. .casts a sulphureous smell. 1704 Wori.iiigi:

Diet. Rust, et Urb. s. v. England, Coal . . casts a greater

155

heat, and is more lasting. 174a Port Dune. iv. 539 Turned

to the sun, she casts a thousand dyes.

9. To throw or cause to fall (light, etc.) on

over any object, or in some particular dircetio

Now chiefly in cast a shcuiou* {on).

a 1300 Cursor M. 9925 It castes lem ouer al sa bright, bat

reches to be dunjon light. lUm\ 10060 pe grace bat of hir

brestis Ouer all pis world bat grace it kestis. i«S Covkk-

dale Judith ix. 8 Castinge a thick darcknes before them.

1634 Bp. Hall Oecas. Medit. Wks. (1808) 109 The sun

darkens the full moon, in casting the shadow of the earth

Upon her opposed face. Ibid, xxxii. 134 On the sight of a

dark lantern .. he can discern another man, by that light,

which is cast before him. 1738 Pope Epil. Sat. H. 97 Or

round a quaker's beaver cast a glory. 1752 J. Gill Trinity

iii. 72 Though they do not prove the doctrine of the '1 runty,

yet they cast some light upon it. x8ox Cami-bell Lochicl

56 Coming events cast their shadows before. 1830 Tennv-

son Poems 79 There is no bright form Doth not cast a shade.

1860K1SKIN Mod, Taint. V. vi. iv. 33 Every shadow which

onecastson the next, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. § 16. io6A pine-

fire was., casting its red light upon the surrounding objects,

fb. intr. (for reji.) Obs.

1692 in Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 11. 154, I find.

.

the Shadow of the top of the Tower to cast at I*. 1704

WoRLiixii-: Diet. Rust, ct Urb, s. v. Low Tell, The light

will cast a great distance before you very broad.

C. To cast (a things into the shade : usually
flg.

1884 Maneh. Exam. 2 May 4/7 Internal taxation . . is so

excessive, .as to cast even an illiberal tariff into the shade.

1 10. To toss the head , lo shrug (the shoulders).

a 1225 Leg. h'ath. 1351 pe keiser kaste his heaued, as wud
mon, of wre&Se. c 1430 How Gd. Wijf t\ in Halves Bk.

(1869) 39 Braundische not with bin heed, bi schuldris bou nc

caste, c 1500 Cocke Lorn-It's />'. (1843) 8 Than Cocke cast a

syde his hede. 1792 Burns Duncan Gray Maggie coost

her heed fu' heigh.

II. To throw down, overthrow, defeat.

11. To throw down, thn^^. the ground.

1481 Cam on- AYiv/WiArb.^B wulf caste bis glow to

fight with the foxe. 1755 Jomn^B;V/. s. v.. The king was

cast from his throne. 1861 TAHResay Four Georges iii.
1

176 Low he lies, .who was cast lower than the poorest.

12. To throw , a beast on its back or side. The

pa. pul^is used of a sheep or other beast that

has gHBon its back, and is unable to rise

1577 WWboGii //ereshach's Husb. m. (1586* 133 For kibed

heeles, take and cast him, and binde his legges fast

together. 1607 ToPSELL Four-/. Beasts 3 1 3 Cast the

Horse.. and with that Oyl rub the Splent. 18x0 Treat.

Choicey Buying, $c. y
LiveStcuk 63 The animal is first cast,

or thrown, and his legs bound. 1882 Romanks Auim. In-

tel}. 448 A collie which . . would run off to seek any sheep

that might l>e cast, and . . assist it to rise. 1886 Sat. Rev.
6 Mar. 327 Granted, .that it is a triumph of ingenuity [for a

horse] to get cast in a loose box half as big as a barn.

13. To throw to the ground, esp. in wrestling
;

fig. to overthrow (an antagonist), arch, or dial.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25671 pefeindesfraistes me ful fast, wele

i hope i sal bairn cast, c 1400 Gamelyn 245 And kaste him
on the lefte syde that thre ribbes tobrak. c 1489 Caxton
S. Aymon i. 55 Guenes. .casted hym ded to the erth. 1580

Lvly Enphnes (Arb. 1 158 Kither she should sit fast, or else I

should cast her. 1605 Suaks. Mach .11. iii. 46 Though he

tooke vp my Legges sometime, yet I made a shift to cast

him. a 1615 BrieueCrou. Erlis ofRoss (1850) 1 He had sic

craft in wrasling, that he cuist all men that assil^eit him.

1887 Cornh. Mag., Gavcroeks \. 6 His father .. tripped up
his heels, and cast him sprawling on his back.

14. To defeat in an action at law.

1542 Brinklow Coiupi. viii. 11874^ 22 The promoter payth

no charges though he be cast. 1655 Fuller C/i. Hist. 111.

20 Their cause thereby was cast by their own confession.

1630 Hammond On Ps. li. 4 What ever suite thou wagest

against me, thou art sure to cast me. 1730 Fielding
Temple Beau Wks. 1755 I. 119, I have resolved never to go
to law with a beggar or a lord : the one will never be cast,

and the other you will get nothing by casting. 1818 Jas.

Mill Brit. India I. 11. iv. 144 A punishment seems to be

inflicted on the defendant in all actions for debt wherein

he is cast. 1854 H. Miller Sch. <y Schm. xxii. (1857) 495
The magistrates were cast in damages.

fl5. To defeat in competition. Chiefly in pas-

sive. Obs. or dial.

1610 Healey St. Aug. City ofGod 6 Shee [i. e. Juno] was
cast, in the contention of beauty, by the judgement of Paris.

1628 Feltham Resolves 1. lxxii. Wks. (1677) 111 Juno was
content with her beauty, till the Trojan Youth cast her, by
advancing Venus. 1686 Burnet Trav. 1.(1750156 A Man
may have more than two thirds sure, and yet be cast in a

Competition.

+ 16. To find or declare guilty; to convict. Obs.

1536 Sir J. Russell Let. 12 May in Lisle Papers VII. 35
This day, Mr. Norris and such other as you know are cast

;

and the Queen shall go to her judgment on Monday next.

1649 Milton Eikon. 15 The Commons by farr the greater

number cast him : the Lords agreed to the Sentence. 1660

Stanley Hist. Phtlos. (1701)90/2 Socrates was cast by 281

voices, a 17x4 Burnet Own Time (1766) I. 33 When it went
to the vote seven acquitted but eight cast him. 1849 GltOTE

Greece 11. lxvii. VIII. 463 There was no man . . who might

not be cast or condemned, or fail in his own suit, even with

right on his side.

f 17. To condemn. Const, for (the penalty).

1567 Jewel Def. Apol. (1611) 107 Thinke you, he would
determine matters, before he knew them : So might he cast

Christ, and quit Barabbas. 1649 Lovelace Poems (1650)

155 As a prisoner new cast Who sleeps in chaines that night

his last. 1709 Strype Ann. Re/. I. xv. 102 Strangways and
his crew . . were . . all cast to suffer death, a 1714 Burnet
Qwt» Time (1760) II. 49 He was cast; and he prepared

himself very seriously for death. 1772 Mackenzie Man
World 11. xxii. (1823) 495, I was tried for the crime, &
was cast for transportation. 18x6 J. H. V.\ux in Knapp &
Baldw. Xeugate Cat., Cast/or death for privately stealing.

CAST.

fig. and trans/. To condemn.
Joseph Arim. 117 'What, mon'.'' qua^i be kyny
test biseluen.' 1567 Hakman Caveat 88 The
iwes do quite or do cast, Such suttile searchers.

ker Sa: Sins 1. (Arb.) 15 Thy last will, at the last

§
be an Indkement to cast thee. 1669 Penm Ao

. 10 (1682* 17 That, .thy unsutable & un-Christ-Hke

life may not cast thee at that great assize of the world.

III. To throw off, out, away : with stress on

the notion of getting quit of or losing.

18. To throw off. Of a horse: 7b cast his rider

(arch, or dial.). (0 cast a shoe (the ordinary phrase).

a 1300 Cursor M. 27067 Quen man has casten his birthing

0 sin bat on him forwit lai. 1477 Karl Rivers 1 Caxton)

Oktes 64 Like the hors that castethe his maistre._ 1596

Spenser Q. rv. iv. 30 To stumble, that his rider nigh ne

cast. 1649 SELDEN Laws Eng. 11. xxiii. 117391 io3 Having
once w on the Saddle, he is loth to be cast, a 1700 Trtwper's

Proph. in Sc. Past/nits U06S) 271 Sir Presbyter, ye spur

Your speavie mear too fa>t .. Your covenant she'll cast.

1816 ScoTT Anti>;. i, One of the horses had cast a fore foot

shoe. 1822 Bewick Mem. 24 One may socn get what one

will never cast. 1840 Thackeray Catherine vii, The hoi se

had cast a shoe.

fb. Of a pen, etc. : To shed ;ink, colour).

1639 I'Yi.LKR Holy War 11. xxvi. (1647* 76 His (jenne will

seldom cast ink when he meeteth with the corruption of the

Romish court. 1716 Hohnkck Cnuif Jesus 5^7 If the

Pencil in his Hand should, .cast no Colour.

19. To throw off (clothes). Now chiefly dial.

(esp. Sc,\ except where it has the sense of 'dis-

card', = throw off for good or for the season,

cease to wear. Cf. cast off (79 b).

a 1300 Cursor M. 21527 Of he kest al to his serk. 16. .

Dkvden <J.\ When I begin, In virtue clothed, to cast the

rags of sin. X711 Addison Sped. No. 98 P 1 They have-

cast their Head-dresses in order to surprise us. 1787 Bi i n

Amer. War, Till Suthrons raise, an' coost their claise Be-

hind him in a raw, man. 1845 Hood Mermaid ofMarg, i,

The widow comes . . to cast her weeds. Old maxim. Cast

not a clout till May be out.

20. To throw off in process of growth {esp. the

skin, as reptiles, caterpillars) ; also (somewhat

arch, or dial.) to shed (hair, horns, teeth, leaves .

1486 Bk. St. Albans K ivb, At saynt andrew day his homys
he will cast. 1577 87 Holinsiikd Chrou. tret. n8o8)Vl.

331 As the woolfe which often casteth his h aires but neuer

changeth his conditions. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 732 The
Creatures that cast their Skin are, the Snake, the Viper, the

Grashopper, the Li/.ird, the Silk-worm, etc. 1649 Selden
Laws Eng. 1. xlvii. (1739) 77 The Eagle had cast its Feathers,

and could towre no more. 1676 Walton's Angler iv. (1864)

62 Some hollies or oaks are longer before they cast their

leaves. 1678 Bctlek Hud. 111.11.649. 1704 Woklidgk Did.
Rust, et Urb.s.v. Oxen. He will cast his two foremost

Teeth in ten Months of his first Year. 1789 White Sclborue

11. xlvi, A skin or coat, which must be cast before the insect

can arrive at its perfect state. x8oi Strutt Sports -V /*. 1.

ii. 33 At the moulting time, when they cast their feathers.

fb. To give birth to, bear (young ;
to lay

(eggs), deposit (spawn). Obs. or dial.

1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. 1 1837) 161 Shee w.-is the fairest

hewde. .that ever kinde Had cast. 1653Walton Angler i.

26 There be divers fishes that cast their spawne on flags and
stones. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 120 P 5 Some Creatures

cast their Eggs as Chance directs them. 1769 Hi hd Colt.

Sc. Songs II. 7 Four-and-twenty gude milk kye .
.
a' cast

in ae year. 1774 Goldsm. Auim. Nat. (1776' IV. 174 They
make a second departure in March to cast their young,

t c. To void (excrements). Obs.

1704 Wohlidge Did. Rust, et Urb. s. v. Badger, One
[sort] casteth his Fiants long like a Fox. Ibid. s.v. Wolf
Itnuting,The Bitch casteth her Fiaunts commonly in the

midst of the High-way.

d. To 1 yield ' (as corn), dial.

1879 Miss Jackson Shropshire Word-bk, 'Ow did that

w'eat cast as yo' wun thrashin'? Middlin' like . . it dunna
cast like it did last 'ear.

21. esp. To throw off, or shed, or drop, out of

due season ; to give birth to or bear prematurely.

(In common use of animals, fruit-trees.)

1477 Norton Ord. Aleh. v. in Ashm. Theat. Chem. (1652)

71 A Mare woll cast her Foale. 1523 Fitzhehh. limb. § 69

Lesse hurte . . to haue his cowe caste her calfe, thanne an

ewe to caste her lambe. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm.

Par. i Cor. xv. 8 An vnseasonable borne apostle .
.
lyke

j
an vnperfite chyld. rather caste, than wel borne. 1587

Harrison England 11. xxi, The spring maketh him that

drinketh it to cast all his teeth. 1602 Return fr. /'amass.

111. v. (Arb.) 46 It was a terrible feare that madevs cast our

haire. 1611 Bible Rev. vi. 13 As a figge tree casteth her vii-

timely figs when she is shaken of a mighty winde. 1617 J.

Moore Mappc Mans Mortal, in. iii. 199 The Elephant

j

(being coursed) casteth ber precious tooth and so escapeth.

1658 Ussher Ann. vi. 220 Darius his wife, .cast the child of

which she went, and died. 1882 Garden 16S/3 Nature may

!

. . relieve herself by casting the whole of the crop.

22. Of bees : To throw off (a swarm) ;
generally

absol. to swarm. (The ordinary term in Sc.)

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 122 At the tyme that they shall
1

cast the swarme. Ibid. In June and July they do moost

comynly cast. 1577 B. Googe Hcresbach's Husb. 111. (1586)

188 b, From the fifth Ides of May, till the tenth, or the

I twelfth of June, they use to cast theyr swarmes. 1609 C.

Butler Fern. Mon. v. (16231 I iv, A good stocke doth .

! vsually cast twise, a prime swarme, and an after swarme.

1747 Maxwell Bee Master 34 (Jam.) A hive, which to ap-

pearance was ready to cast.

f23. Of plants: To throw out (branches or

shoots). Obs.

1340 Aycnb. 31 pis zenne his a to kuead rote bet kest uele

kueade bo^es. 1631 Markham Weald of Kent n. i. fi668)

11 The former Marie, .is but a dead Clod, .nor casteth any
i profitable grass at all.
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CAST. 156 CAST.

24. To cast colour : to lose colour, become pale,

fade, esp. by the action of light. Also absol. in

mod. dial. use.

l 1350 Will. Palerne 881 He cast al hi* colour and bi-

com pale. .',71400 Morte Arth. 118 The kynge keste
colours, .with crouelle lates. Mod. Sc. Avery good colour,

if it do not cast.

25. To throw up from within ; to vomit. To
cast the gorge: to vomit violently, or make violent

attempts to vomit. Now, only of hawks or other

birds (exc. dial.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 26783 pai bairn to pair filthes fest als

hundto bat he forwit kest. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xvii. xciii. (1495) 661 The sede ofclete helpith thcym whyche
castyth blood, i486 Bk. St. Albans Cvij, Ye se yowre
hawke nesyng and Castyng wat thorogh her Nostrellis.

1535 Lyndesay Satyre 4355 Till scho had castin ane cuppill

of quarts. 1607 Shaks. Timon tv. iii. 40. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. World II. v. iii. § 18. 483 Somewhat that shall make
him cast his gorge. 1768 Ross Helenore 56

(
Jam. > Gut and

ga' she keest wi' braking strange. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat.
I. 324/2 The undigestible parts of the prey of the Owl . . are
regularly cast or regurgitated from the stomach.

b. absol. N\$ofig.
( 1440 Promp. Pnrv. 63 Castyn or brakyn [A', as man owt

thestomackj. 1493 Festivalt (W. de W. 1515) 52 He might
not receyue y* sacrament for castynge. 1607 Topsell

j

Four-/. Beasts 278 These feathers will make him to cast
immediately at the nose. 16*3 Haht Arraignm. Ur. v,

110. 1735 Pope Donne's Sat. iv. 157 Like a big wife, at sight
of loathsome meat Ready to cast. 1850 Eraser's Mag. 557
The swallow casts after the fashion of a hawk or owl.

Jig, 163a Rutherford Lett, xxiii. (1862) I. 91 Let your
soul.. cast at all things and disdain them, except one only,

a 1665 W. Guthrie Serin. Mark viii. (1709* 25 (Jam.) They
have hroken the covenant, casten at his ordinances.

c. Said also of the sea, a volcano, etc.

159a No-body ($ Soine-b. 1*878) 296 All the chimneyes shall

cast smoake at once. i6oz Holland Pliny I. 106 The hill

Chima:ra, which casteth flames of tire euery night. 1610
Shaks. Temp. n. L 251 We all were sea-swallow d, though
some cast againe.

t 26. To ejaculate, utter (words), heave (a sigh).

a 1300 Cursor M, 10464 Wit the bolnning of hir hert, Sco
kest sum wordes son ouerthuert. 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
(1810) 295 f>e kest all suilk a crie, bat men mot here a myle.
( 1450 Sir Beues (MS. M.) 2740 The dragon had of ham a
smell And he keste vp a gret yell, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/
Aywon (1885)485 Whan the byshop turpyn sawe this, he
casted a grete sighe. 17124 Pope Rape Lock in. 157 Not
louder shouts to pitying Heav'n are cast.

27. To throw or set aside, reject, discard
; esp.

to set aside as disqualified; to reject (horses) as

unfit ; to dismiss soldiers, etc.).

[In this sense the pa. pple. ran together with that of
Cass v. (sense 21, so that about 1600 cast may be either.]

ii 1375 Joseph A rim. 703 Forte cristene be folk, and casten
\k false. 1587 Tcrberv. Trag. T. (1837)52 No more must
all Cupidos knyghtes be cast because of some. [1604 K.
Gkimston Siege 0/Ostend 80 He hath cast and dismist so

many olde experimented Captaines.] 1604 Shaks, Oth. 1. i.

150 The State. .Cannot with safetic cast him. [1614 Raleigh
Hist. World 1 1 . v. iv. § 5. 523 Many Companies . . of forrein

Auxiliaries are presently cast.] 1690 Locke Hum. Und.
111. vi. § 26 This Child, .was. .near being excluded, .and 'tis

certain a Figure a little more oddly turn'd had cast him.

1715 m Wodrow Corr. 11843) II. 78 If that [Revelation] be
once casten, we shall fall upon no other. 1817 Keatinge
Trav. II. 103 The nuuil>er of horses cast from the cavalry.

1854 II. Miller Sen. Schm. vi. (1857) 114 He determined
that Cousin George should be cast in the examination. 1872
Anteros ii. 9 No more thought of rejecting him as a suitor,

than a trainer would of casting a colt for showing temper.

H Improperly for Cahs, to make void.

1717 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 331 It is nothing. .less, .than

a total casting and making void the patrons' power in all

time coming.

IV. To throw up with a spade or shovel.

28. To throw up (earth, etc.) whence the cur-

rent northern use in to cast sods, turf, peat : to

dig them up. Also in ploughing.

1497 in Ld. Trcas. Acc. Scott. I. 364 To the monk that

castis the gardin. 1513 Fitzhekh. l/usb. § 13 Let him caste

his barley-erthe, and shortly after rygge it agayne. «6i6

Suki-l. & Markh. Conntr. Farm 307 It being vsed to be
cast and tilled with thicker raisings of the earth. 1663

Spalding Troub. Chas. I (1792) I. 166 (Jam.) Peats and
tire was very scarce, through want of servants to cast and
win them. Ibid. 216 The servants, who should have casten

the peats. 1799 J- Robertson Agrt'c. Perth 131 To be pre-

served always in the same form, by casting, that is, by
ploughing two ridges together, beginning at the furrow that

separates them, and ploughing round and round, till the two
ridges be finished, i860 J. F. Campbell Tales W. Hight.

II. 36 The I^iird was getting his |>eats cast. Mod. Sc.

Casting divots on the edge of the common.

b. To shovel coal from the keels into the collier

(vessels) ; see Cahtek 2 b.

i88s J. Green Tales $ Ballads Wearside (1885) 223 He
had commenced to cast at two o'clock in the morning.

f29. To dig or clear out (a ditch or the like),

throwing the soil up on the edges. Obs.
1481 90 Hmvard Hoitseh. Bks. (1841) 21 For casting the

poondes at Wysnowe vj.f. viij.i/. 1522 MS. Acc. St. John's
//osp.

f
Can/rrb., Paied for castyng of xxj roddis of dykyng.

1576 Act 18 Fliz. x. 1 7 No Person, .shall cast or scour any
lhich and throw or lay the Soil thereof into the Highway.
1579 Twvnk Phis. agst.Fort. 1. xc. tub, Thou hast planted
trees, thou hast cast ryuers, thou hast plashed hedges. 1617
Collins De/. Bp. Fly A uj a, I will not draine the fenne,
or stand casting the ponde. 1614 Ralkh.h Hist. World v.

vi. ft 7 A newt ditch lately cast by Perseus.

f30. To form by throwing up, to raise (a

mound, bank, earthwork, or the like). Obs. See
Cast up (83 e).

1593 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Washington^ Introd.

36 Payde for casting the causey iij.j, yd. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks ( 1 62 1

1
526 He commanded . . the broken passages

to be cast even. 1608 Shaks. Per. 1. i. 100 The blind Mole
cast Copt hills toward heauen. 161 1 Bible 2 Kings x\x. 32
The king of Assyria shall not come into this city, .nor cast
[Coverdale dygge] a bank against it. 1667 Milton P. L. 1.

675 Pioneers, -to trench a field Or cast a rampart.
V. To put, or place, with haste, violence, force,

or power, so that the effect resembles throwing.
31. To lay, place, put, with an action of force,

decisiveness, or haste. (Now usually throzu.)
a 1300 Cursor AL 3152 pe child he kest a-pon an ass. Ibid.

5441 He kest a-boute bam aiber arm. a 1300 Havelok 2448*

[They] keste him on a scabbed mere. 1516 Tindale Matt.
xxvL 12 She casted thisoyntment on my body. 1535 Cover-
dale Acts xil 8 Cast thy mantle aboute the, and folowe

; me. 165s Needham tr. Seidell's Mare CI. 87 Against
that man who hath cast a Dam or Pile into the Sea an In-
terdict is allowed him who .. may be endamaged thereby.
1667 Milton P. L. 1. 286 His ponderous shield behind him
cast. 1837 I. H. Newman Par. Serin. III. v. 117 To be cast
on the world, and to see life, .is a variety. 1859 Tennyson
Enid rTxxj She cast her Arms about him. 1861 S. Wiliier-
force Agathos, Tent in PI. 11865) *5* My guide cast on my
shoulders a beautiful mantle.

b. Jig. Of care, blame, or the like.

C 1400 Apot. Loll. 82 Who. .bat in pe last our of his deb
kastib not al his bisines & his affeccoun in to God. 1483 Cax-
ton G. de la Tour F vij, Sentence of dethe was cast on her.

1577 B. Gooce Hcresbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 7 b, Husinesse
. . which they would be lothe to beare themselves, they
cast all uppon his backe. 16x4 Raleigh Hist. World
II. 253 Casting ungratefully on Moses all their misadven-
tures. 1751 Jortin Serm. (1771) II. ii. 34 \xX us cast our
cares upon him. 184a Miss Mitfordhi L'Kstrange Life
III. ix. 137 Do not fancy .. that I cast the slightest blame
on my . . father. 1883 Law Rep. 11 Queen's B. 593 The
imputation cast upon Mr, M. was altogether unfounded.
32. To throw or put into prison.
a 1225 Si, Marker. 4 Ant het hire casten into cwarterne.
a 1300 Havelok 1784 J>e obre shal ich kesten In feteres.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13072 In prisoun heroude dud him cast.

1566 Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 383 The ane was es-

catpit, and the uthir in vyle preassoun cassin. 1608 Gold-
ing Epit. Frossarifs Chron. 1.^4 The Pope, .cast this fryer

in prison. 1611 Bible John iii. 24 John was not yet cast
into prison. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 513 They were
being taken away to be cast into hell.

fo3. To put, or cause to fall, into (a state or

condition, e.g. sleep, rage\ Obs. or arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10100 t>is cahif casten in care. Ibid.

12941 In glotoni he wend him cast. 1400 Destr. Troy
11311 1'he kyng at his karping cast was in ire. < 1440
York Myst. xvi. 36 He they kyngis or knyghtis, in care $e
bairn cast. < 1555 Haki-sfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878)

289 Being cast in love with a wanton maid. 1611 Bible
Ps. lxxvi. 6 Both the chariot and horse are cast into a dead
sleepe. 1650 T. Vaughan Anthrop. Theom. yj His Fall.,

did cast asleep his Intellectuall (acuities. 1697 Dampier
Voy. I. xix. 500 Our continuing wet for the last two days,
cast us all into Fevers. 1709 Steele Talter No. 79 P 1

This cast him into such a rage, that he threw down the
table.

+ b. To deliver, set free, bring out of (a state).

a 1300 Cursor M. 5289 He has me cast of al mi care.
Ibid. 25705 Has kyd pi merci mare To man-kind for to cast
o care.

f34. To set (a person) to (upon) some action.

Also reft. To set oneself with resolution. Obs.
< 1386 Chaucer Melibeus f 624 He that . . casteth hym to

no bisynesse. .shal falle in-to pouerte. c 1430 Lvd<;. Chichev.
-V Bycorne, Bycorne castith nym to devoure Alle humble
men. 1470 85 Malory Arthur (1816) II. 371, I cast me
never to be married. 1533 Bi i.lendrn Livy 1. (1822) 48 In
time of pece, he kest him to find occasioun of weir. 1 1565
Lindesav (Pitscottiel Chron. Scot., Jas. II, The Earl of
Douglas cast himself for to be stark against the King.
i$79 Spenser Shcph. Cat. Feb. 189 To this this Oake cast
him to replie Well as hee couth. 1662 More Autid. Athe-
Amp n. vi. (171a) 57 It cast them with more courage upon
attempting the virtue of those (plants).

f35. To add, throw in, as an addition to. Obs.
< 1380 ^Wvci.if Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 274 pis childhede is

Inrtere }if vertues l>e castid berto. t 1449 Pecock AV/r v.

viii. 528 A religion caste to the lawe of kinde. 15*8 More
Heresyes 11. Wks. 197/2 All other thinges. .shal be cast vnto
vs« "554 Philpot Exam. *f Writ. (1842* 365 Not so bold
that he would cast anything to the institution of Christ.

36. To l>estow, confer, allot, arch, ox obs.

1612 Bhinsley Lud. Lit. 285 God . . wil cast learning
v|»on them so far as shall l>e good, a i6a6 Bacon Use Com.
Laiv 1 1635) 25 leaving it to goe (as the law casteth it > upon
the heire. 1809 Tomlins Law Diet. s. v. Descent, An heir
is he upon whom the law casts the estate immediately on
the death of his ancestor.

VI. To reckon, calculate.

37. To count or reckon, so as to ascertain the

sum of various numbers, ori^. by means of coun-
ters, to the manipulation of which the word pro-

bably refers.

a. intr. Formerly in the phrases to cast in or

at accounts. Now, To add a column of figures.

1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 135 If any man in dede wille

keste in a countes. c 1340 Cursor M. App. (Edinb. MS.)
20834 Qua wel can caste sal finde it euin. a 1360 Song
Yesterday 66 in E. E. P. (1862) 135 And in vr hertes

acountescast Daybi day. 138. Autet rist in Todd 3 Treat.

Wyclif 138 To cast at be countes. 184a Tennvson Audley
Crt. 43 Who would cast and balance at a desk? 1884 Law
Times 25 Oct. 419/3 A resort to the court in order that, .a

mistake tn casting be corrected.

b. trans. To reckon up, sum up ; now tech-
nically, to add up a (column of figures or amounts).
c »3°5 St. Edmund 223 in E. E. P. (1862) 77 His figours

drou? aldai & his numbre caste. 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
(i8io> 248 pei . . Examend bam & cast ilk amountment.
c 1340 Cursor M. 22062 (Fairf.) To be laused atte be laste
quen pa pousande ?ere ware caste. 1496 Dwes <y Paup.
(W. de W.) 1. xxv. 62/1 They that calculen & casten yeres
dayes & monethes. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 15311 133
The marchaunt . . vseth euery nyght to cast his boke. ( 1590
Marlowe Jew Malta 1. ii, This ten years tribute .. we
have cast, but cannot compass it. 16x4 Bedell Lett. xii.

161 Review it, and cast it ouer againe. 1742 Young Nl.
Th. iv. 240 Archangels fail'd to cast the mighty sum. 1805
Naval Chron. XIV. 341 The books were cast and .. ad-
justed. 1886 Law Times LXXX. 165/2 Every column
cast before the bill is left for taxation.

C. esp. in to cast accounts^ originally to sum up
or reckon accounts (so to cast reckonings)

; now, to
perform the ordinary operations of arithmetic.
1399 Lancl. Rich. Reticles 111. 279 Caste all be counth bat

be kyng holdith. 1529 More Supplic. Soules Wks. 294/1
Folke that will learn to cast accoumpt. 1530 Palsgr. 477/1,
I caste an accomptes, after the comen maner, with counters,
je compte Parject. 1^65 78 Cooper Thesaur., Abacutus.

.

a counter or other like thing, that men doe use to cast
reckenings with. 1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Ep. (1584)
85 The count being wel cast, the wood costes as deare
as the dressing. 1581 J. Bell Haddons Answ. Osor.
44 b, You cast your accomptes amisse in your numbryng.
1655 60 Stanley Hist. Phttos. 26/1 Counters used in cast-
ing accounts . . sometimes stand for a great number, some-
times for a lesser. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xl (1857) 66 They
can read, write, and cast accounts. 1871 Ruskin Fors
Claz'. iv. 3 To be taught to read, and write, and cast ac-
counts.

+ 38. To reckon, calculate, estimate. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8775 pe king did cast wit scantliun, And

did mak al be timber bun. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 39 After as it

may be cast it was .cc.iiij"xj. yere, 1542 75 Recoddk Gr.
A rtes 78 Then will I caste the whole charge of one monethes
commons at Oxforde. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Ivstitte 2 a,

Wisely casting the inconuenience that might redound here-
by vpon himself, a 164a Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts
111. (1704) 341/2 He must be . . perfect in Casting the Tides.
1666 Pki'vs Diary 29 Oct.

fb. absol. Obs.
i 1386 Chaucer Knts. T. 1313 Of fiue and twentyyeer his

age I caste. 1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 48 Yoor iewellers
by their Carrets let them cast. 1603 Shaks. Ham. 11. i. 1 15
It is as proper to our Age To cast beyond our selves in our
Opinions. 1633 Ford "Pis pity 1. ii, You need not cast
upon the deartn of flesh.

39. To calculate astrologically, as to cast a
figure, horoscope, nativity, etc. ; also absol.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 25 (HeJ cast, and knew in good
plyte was the Mone To do viage. 1430 Lvdg. Chron. Troy
1. vi, She can anone to casten and deuyse When that the
moone on heauen would aryse. 1501 Scenser M. Hubberd
511 Or cast a figure for a bishoprick. 1621 Burton Anat.
Mel. Democr. (1676) 36/1 For casting a Nativity. 1667
Drvden Sir M. Mar-all Epil., We by tomorrow will our
Fortune cast. 1833 Nt~io Monthly Mag. VIM. 257 Casting
figures and preventing the butter from coming when they
churn. 1841 Brewster Mart. Sc. 111. ii. (1856) 181 Drawing
an income from casting nativities. 1855 E. Smedley Occult
Sc. 312 Cardan . . has cast the horoscope of our Saviour.

T b. To interpret a dream). Obs.
138a Wvclif Gen. xli. 15, I saw} sweuens, ne there is that

opnith, the which 1 haue nerd the most wiseli to caste.

f40. To cast water', to diagnose disease by the

insj>ection of (urine'. Alsofig. Obs. or dial.

1580 Lyly Fuphues (Arb.l 296 An Italian (physician], .cast-

ing my water, .commaunded the chamber to be voyded. 1589
Greene Menaphon i Arb.»35 Able to cast his disease without
hi> water. 1599 W. Goddard Mastifi-Whelp x\\\. D ij b,

Your vrinc. . I le truly cast, and tell you your disease. 1605
Shaks. Matb. v. iii. 50 If thou could'st Doctor, cast The
Water of my I^and, finde her Disease. 163a B. Jonson
Magn. Lady tT.), I had it of a Jew, and a great rabbi, Who
every morning cast his cup of white-wine With sugar. 1647
Cleveland Char. Lond.-Dium. 2 It casts the water of the

State, ever since it staled bloud. 1706 Hkarne Collect. (1883)

I. 189, I don't cast Water now, but Accounts. 1877 E. Pea-
cock N.-W. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.>s. v., A person is said to

cast another's water who pretends to discover diseases by
the inspection of urine.

t 41. To calculate or conjecture as to the future
;

to anticipate, Forecast : a. intr. (sometimes with

subortt. ct.) To cast beyond the moon : to conjec-

ture wildly ; to indulge in wild conjectures.

1384 Chaucer //. Fame 1148 Thoo gan I in niyn hert

cast That they were molte awey with hete. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) VI. 137 As fer forb as we conne caste.

1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 92 As far as may
I>e cast or tmagiened. 1559 Mirr. Mag. 529 Beyond the

moone when I began to cast . . what place might be pro-

cur'd. 1561 J. Heywood Pn>7>. <y Efigr. (1867) 158 He casth

beyonde the moone . great diuersitie Betweene far CMtynf
and wise castyng, may l»e. 1588 Greene Pandosto (18431 8

[Shel began to cast beeyond the moone .. which way she
should offend her husband. 1599 Montgomery: Cherry -v

St. 524 He sail nevir schaip to sayle the se. That for all

perrits castis. 1607 Hevwood Woman kitd Wks. 1874 II.

138 Hut oh, I talke of things impossible, And cast beyond
the moone. 1658 Ussher Ann. 309 Every man cast in his

mind, that Eumenes would be all in all.

f b. trans., as in to cast danger, peril, the worst.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 259 He. .the kynges couetous cast not

before, c 1449 Pecock Repr. \. xi. 53 Thanne perel i> castid.

1494 Fabyan vi. clxxxii. 181 The kynge, castyng no parell,

thanked hym of his kynde request. 1530 Palsgr. 476/2 It

is wysdome to cast afore what may come after. 1531 Hervet
Xenophon's Hoitseh. (17681 22 Man can not caste thcym
afore hande. 1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.> 9 To caste
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the worste, yf they should perishe in this viage. 1627 E.

F. Hist. Bdm. //, 126 With a world of melancholy thought

he casts the danger.

VII. To resolve in the mind, devise, contrive,

purpose, plan.

f 42. To revolve in one's mind, debate with

oneself, consider, ponder, deliberate. Obs. or dial.

a. intr. often with subordinate clause.

a 1340 Hami'ole Psalter xiii. 2 J>aijcast & studis how pai

moght doe in dede bat pai haf wickedly thoght. 1393

Gown Con/. III. 161 He caste and hath compassed ofte,

How he his prince might plese. c 1449 Pecock Repr, v. vi.

518 Thei schulen desire and caste and . . be constreyned to

abide. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxiii. 199 They caste.,

how they myght breng hym out of prison. 1549 CoVERDALK
Erasw. Par. Phil. i. 23, I haue cast what is best for me.

1600 Holland Lizyx. xlv. 385 Men began to cast in their

minds .. how they should do. a 1634 Chapman Alphons.

Wks. 1873 III. 202 They ward, they watch, they cast, and
they conspire. 1678 Wanley Wond. Lit. World \\. xxvii.

§ 4. 611/2, I lay still, .casting and discoursing with my self,

whether I waked or was in a dream,

f b. trans. Obs. or dial.

1530 Palsgr. 477/2, I have caste many thynges in my
mynde, sythe the mater began. 1577 Hanmkr Anc. Eccl,

Hist. (1619) 168 The Judge, casting doubts with hhnselfe.

c 1590 Marlowe v. 26 Cast no more doubts, a 1719

Addison (J.), I have lately been casting in my thoughts the

several unhapptnesses of life.

43. To machinate, contrive, devise, scheme,

fa. intr. Const, with inf. (or clause). Obs.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1455 To compas and kest to haf
hem clene wro^t. c 1380 Wvclif Sel. Wks. III. 439 Ante-

crist hab cast to be knyttid wib kyngis. 1393 Langl.
P. PL C. 1. 143 [TheiJ Caste bat be comune sholde hure

comunes fynde. C1450 Lonelich Grail lvi. 150 Cure londis

they casten to wasten ful pleyn. 1590 Marlowe Ediv. II,

v. ii, Edmund casts to work his liberty. 1597 Morlev
httrod. A/us. 77, I thought I should haue gone madde, with

casting and deuising. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. King No K.
in. 48 A strange Land, where mothers cast to poyson Their
only Sons, 1612-5 Hall Contempt. O. T. xx. Athaliah $
7. 16 She straight casts for the kingdom of Judah. 1653

Walton Angler iv. 109 Before you begin to angle, cast

to have the wind on your back.

b. trans. To contrive or devise (an action, etc.).

1382 Wyclif Gen. xlii. 11 Ne thi seruauntis eny thing

casten [1388 ymaginen] of evil, c 1420 — Esther Prol.

(MS. M.) He [Aman] castide the deeth of Mardochee. c 1440
Bone Flor. 2181 Be hyt nevyr so slylye caste, c 1590 Mar-
lowe Jeiv Malta v. ii, I'll set Malta free ; And thus we
cast it. 1613 Beaum. & Fl. Captain 11. ii, To cast A cheape
way how they may be all destroyed. 1833 Mrs. Browning
Proiueth. Bd. Poems (1850) I. 184 Do not cast Ambiguous
paths, Prometheus, for my feet.

7 c. Phrase. To cast counsel.

.1460 Play Sacram. 224 After ward more counselle

among vs shall [be] caste. 1596 Spenser State Irel. 1 Good
plottes devised, & wise Councels cast already.

f 44. To design, purpose, intend, determine (to

do a thing). Obs.

138. Wyclif Serin. Scl.Wks. II. 104 No man doip ou}t in

hiddis and :dthecastib to be in apert. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. xv. xii. (Tollemache MS.), I wonder bat bou castes

[1535 purposeste] to fy3te with women, c 1430 Hymn Virg.

(1867) 106 He bat casteb, wib conscience clere, To kepe,

wel Cristes Comaundcment. r 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 1444

Whan I am moreof'elde I cast myarmes forto welde. 1567

Drant Horace's F.pist. 1. ii. C v, That owner, .hauing riches

competent, doth cast to vse theim well. 1653 Walton
Angler Hi. 70 That has made me and my friend cast to

lodge here too. 1660 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 67 We cast to

be there at the solemne entry, which this Duke made for

his new Spouse. 1808 Scott Alarm. Vi. xvii, The marshall

and myself had cast To stop him.

+ b. To cast oneself onJs aiivice ; to form a

design, purpose. Obs.

1470-85 Malory Arthur (1817) II. 61 As yet I caste me not

to marye in this countrey. 1523 Ld. Berners Eroiss. I.

ccccxlvii. 789 This lorde of Destornay dyde cast his aduyce
to get agayne Andwarpe.

VIII. To put ' into shape * or into order ; to

dispose, arrange.
(Some senses originally belonging here, have prob. been

subsequently influenced by IX since that became a lead-

ing sense of the vb.)

f45. To put into shape, dispose, arrange, or

order ; to lay out in order, plan, devise : a. a piece

of ground, piece of work, or other thing material.

a 1300 Cursor AI. 9947 A tron of iuor graid, Craftili casten

wit compass, c \%zx>Sir Bent* 4610 A faire chapel of marbel
fin, pat was ikast wib queint engin. c 1320 Cast. Love 807
|>reo bayles . . i-cast w l cumpas and walled abouten. c 1384
Chaucer H. Fame 11 70 Ne coude casten no compaceSwich
another for to make, c 1440 Prom/. Parr'. 63 Caste warke
or dysposyn, dhpono. 1563 Shute Archit. B iij b, Ye must
furst haue knowlaige how to cast your ground plotte. 1577
B. Googe Hercsbach's Husb. nr. (1586) 162 b, Let your
nestes and lodginges, both for laiyng and brooding, be
orderly cast, 1596-7 S. Finche in Hist. Croydon App.
< 1783^ 153 The measure of the ground .. that the plotte

might be caste square. 1611 Bible Pre/. 8 They did not

east the streets, nor proportion the houses in such comely
fashion. 1762-71 H.Walpole Vertne's Anccd. Paint. (1786)

IV. 276.

*t*b. things not material. (Cf. 52.) Obs.

1340 Hampoi.e Pr. Consc. 1976 pan byhoved us our lyf
swa cast Als ilk day of our lif war be last, c 1430 Syr
Gener. (Roxb.) 2310 So thei can here iournes cast. 1589
Pappe if. Hatchet (1844) 18 The sermon is not yet cast.

1597 Morley Introd. Atus. 151 Y" musicke is so to be cast
as the point bee not offensiue.

46. a. To dispose or arrange in divisions ; to

divide or * throw* into divisions.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 432 Alle mans lyfe casten may
be., in bis partes thre. 1622-52 Heylin Cosinogr. ill.

(1673) 62/1 Constantine cast it into three provinces. 1689

Burnet Tracts I. 69 They were cast into tittle States,

according to the different Valleys which they inhabited.

1710 Steele & Add. Tatter No. 253 P4, I shall cast what I

have to say under Two principal Heads. 1835 T. Walker
Original \\. (1887)21 By casting them into other distinctions

to abolish the first and great distinction.

b. To 'throw* into a (particular) form.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 5 P 6 Casting into an Opera the

Story of Whittington and his Cat. 1854 H. Miller Sch.

ty Schm. xx. (1857) 437 Casting my facts . . into a series of

letters.

47 Tainting. \ a. To arrange or dispose (co-

lours). Obs.

1567 Jewel De/. Apol. (1611) 274 M. Harding casteth

his colours to shadow that thing, that will not bee hidde.

1579 Lylv Euphuts (Arb.) 37 Cunning Painters who for the

whitest worke, cast the blackest ground. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. 1, vn. 1 Cast her colours To seeme like Truth. 1633

T. Adams Comm. 2 Peter \. 5 Some painters are so skilful

in casting their colours, and can paint a fire so lively, that

at the first blush you would think it to be a fire indeed,

b. To dispose (the draperies in a painting).

1706 Art 0/Painting (1744) 30 To set or cast a Drapery.

1813 Examiner 8 Feb. 90/2 The draperies are cast with
much ease.

48. T/ieal. To allot (the parts of a play) to the

actors ; to appoint (actors) for the parts.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 219 p 12 Our parts in the other

world will be new cast. 1737 Fielding Hist. Reg. Hi, Apollo.

Is there anything to be done? Prompter. Yes, Sir, this

play to be cast. 1809 Malkin Gil. Bl. < Rtldg.) 372 They
. . wanting a boy . . to personate the young King of Leon,

cast me for the part. 1864 Realm 30 Mar. 8 The piece is

very strongly cast, and . . was most creditably performed.

1866 Mark Lemon Wait /or End xxviii. 365 She had been

cast (as it is called in the language of the stage) a most
interesting mother. 1875 Macreadv Remin. 125 The part

of Hermione was cast to Mrs. Egerton.

b. V transf
1763 Chesterfield Lett, ccclx.xii. IV. 192 You will have

known, .from the office, that the departments are not cast

as you wished.

IX. To cast (molten) metal ; to found. Now
one of the most used literal senses.

+ 49. To throw (anything plastic or fluid) into

a particular shape. Obs. in general sense.

a 1300 Cursor AI. 22941 pe potter . . whenne lie fordob his

new vessel he casteb soone al in a bal a bettre for to make.

1693 J. Beaumont On Burnet's The. Earth 1. 23 A fluid

mass always casts it self into a smooth and spherical Sur-

face.

50. To form (metal, or the like) into a shape,

by pouring it when melted or soft into a mould,

where it is allowed to cool or harden.
151a Ad 4 Hen. VIII, viii. § 7 Untrue or deceivable

Metal . . of Tin or Pewter . . wheresoever it be cast . . or

wrought. 1546 in W. H. Turner Select Rec. Oxford 182

For takyng doune the leade .. and castyng hit into so\ves.

1553 Eden Treat. Nciv Ind. (Arb.) 29 They . . melte it &
caste it fyrste into masses or wedges. 1581 Ad 23 Eliz.

viii. § 2 Every Piece of Wax . . so melted and cast. 1728

Woodward Fossils (J.), It .. will not run thin, so as to cast

and mould. 1750 Beawes Lex Alercat. (1752) 694 The
several Species of Metals, cast and wrought here. 1814

CtH.fr. England III. lxxv. 341 A large collection, .have.

.

been cast into candlesticks and warming pans.

51. To form (an object) by running molten

metal, etc. into a mould ; to found.

1496 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scot. I. 285 To the man that

castis the chameris to the brassin gun. 1535 Co\ erdale Ex.
xxv. 12 Cast foure rynges of golde. 15.. Lindesay (Pits-

cottie) Chron. Scot. 112 Seven Canons, called the Seven
Sisters, casten by Robert Borthwick, the Master-Gunner.
1668 9 Pepys Diary 1 Mar., Did bring home a piece of my
face cast in plaister. 1677 Moxon Alech. Exerc. (1703) 35
You must Cast a Nut of Brass upon the Spindle. 1753 Ho-
garth Anal. Beauty 10 A figure cast in soft wax. 1834
Lytton Pompeii 1. ii, Buckets of bronze, cast in the most
graceful shapes. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863) I. 11. ii.

345 A mould ofserpentine, .and another of granite intended

to cast ornamented celts of two sizes.

52. fg.
1593 Hooker Eccl. Pol. Pref. ii. § 8 AI! cast according to

that mould which Calvin had made.
_
1606 Day Isle of Gulls

111. i. 24 Let's cast our inventions in a new mould. 1671

Evelyn AIem.{\%sn) III. 230 Hereafter to cast it into other

languages. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 40 p 1 Several of the

celebrated Tragedies of Antiquity, are cast in the same
Form. 1844 Emerson Ess. Sel/Reliance Wks. (Bohn) I.

28 Is the parent better than the child into whom he has cast

his ripened being? 1876 — Lett, <$ Soc. Aims, Poet. <y

Imag. III. 158 Our habit of casting our facts into rhyme to

remember them the better.

X. To turn, twist. [Parallel to tvarp :-OE.
ivcorpan to throw, and t/irozv.—O'E. prdwan to

twist, turn.]

53. Of timber, etc. : To warp. a. intr.

1544 Ascham Toxoph. lArb.) 28 My goode bowe clene

cast on the one side. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (1856) 112

When oake cotneth to dry, it will shrink, cast, drawe a

nayle. 1669 Worlidgk Syst. Agric. (1681)239 ^ You 'aY
them in the Sun or Wind, they chap, or shrink, or cast.

1677 Moxon Alech. Exerc. (1703) 110 Stuff is said to Cast,

or Warp, when by its own Droughth or Moisture, .or other

Accident, it alters its flatness and straightness. 1881 Eng.
Alechanic 23 Dec. 368 In consequence of the liability of

this wood to cast.

b. V trans, (only in fia.pple.)

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (1856) 122 To prevent them ftheire

pikesl from beinge casten. 1717 Tabor in Phil. Trans.

XXX. 551 They (bricks] were very firm, and not in the least

Warp*d or Cast in Burning.^ 1736 R. Neve Builder's

Did. led. 3' s. v., A Piece of Timber . . is said to Cast or to

be Cast when ..it alters its Flatness. 1824 Carlvle in

Froude Life (1882) I. 237 The old tile roof is cast by age,

and twisted into all varieties of curvature. 1874 Knic-ht
Did. Alech. I. 497 Cast, warped— said of sprung timber.

t 54. intr. To turn in one's course. Obs.

1 1450 Bk. Curtasye 336 in Bailees Bk. (1868) 309 Noper to

harme chylde ne best, With castyng, turnyng west ne est.

1600 Roxb. Ball. (1887) VI. 404 The birds of Heauen the

nearest way haue flowne, And under earth the moules due
cast aright.

b. Naut. To veer, turn.

1671 Loud. Gaz. No. 580/2 Which causing a mistake at

Helm, the ship cast a contrary way. 1798 Capt. Miller in

Nicolas Disp. Nelson U846) VII. Introd. 1 50 We cast so as

to open the view of our broadside to her. 1882 Nakes .SV-i-

manship (ed. 6.) 199 Prepare for casting to port. 1885 W.
C. Ri ssell Strange Voy. I. xiv. 208 The wind has so got

hold of her that she won't cast one way or the other.

C. trans. To bring (a ship' round.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (17891 Jib.. It's effort in

casting: the ship, or turning her head to leeward is very
powerful. 1836 Makhyat Three Cutt. i, Her foresail K
loose, all ready to cast her.

55. To turn (the scale or balance). Obs. or arch,

Cf. casting-vote.

1597-8 Bacon Faction, Ess. (Arb.) 83 When matters have
stuck long in ballancinge, the Wyniung of some one man
casteth them. 1637 Rutheri ord Lett, ecliii. 1 1862) I. 355
One grain-weight less would have casten the balance. 1667
Naphtali (1761) 139 Such advantages do preponderate and
cast the scales. 1676 Marveli. Mr. Smirke sig. I, He cast

the Scales against Arrius. 1837 J. H. Newman Profit.

Office Ch. 112 Nor can we cast the balance between the

outward advantages and disadvantages.

t 56. intr. To have an inclination ; to incline,

slope, slant; to lie away. Obs.

1599 Sandys Europie Spec. (1632) 193 Their Countries
casting so much as they doe towards the North are out of

his way. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 66 After suine sudden
rain, or breaking up of a great snow in winter, you will

plainly see which way the ground casts.

XI. 7 57. To cover by casting (mortar, or the

like) on ; to plaster, daub. Obs, Cf. ROUGH-CAST.
1577 Harrison England 11. xii. 11 877) 1. 233 They, .cast it

all ouer with [thicke] claie to keepe out the wind. 1663
Si'Alding Troub. Chas. I, II. 63 1 Jam.) Our minister, .kest

with lime that part where the back of the altar stood, that

it should not be kent.

XII. Senses of doubtful position, and phrases.

+ 58. To tie or make (a knot) : also to catch

(in a cord, etc.), to entangle. Obs.

1591 Drayton in Farr's S. P. ( 1845) 1. 133 The bar'd steed

with his rider. .Whose foot in his caparison is cast, a 1605
Montgomerie Sonu. XXXVU, I can not chuse

; my kinsh is

not to cast. 1607 ToPSBLL Four/. Beasts 320 Of hurt-

in the legs, that cometh by casting in the halter or

collar. 1637 Ru 1 iiEREOHD Lett. exxiL (1862' I. 304 When
Christ casteth a knot, all the world cannot loose it. 1691

Ray Creation n. (17041 316 Cast a strait Ligature UpOtl that

part of the Artery. 1825 Jamieson Diet. s. v. Kittsck, To
cast a kinsch, to cast a single knot on the end of a rope, or

of a web ; a term commonly used by weavers.

59. Hawking. To cast a hawk : in various senses

:

cf. V, III, and see quots.

c 1430 Bk. Haiokyng'xw Ret. Ant. I. 296 Ye shull say cast

your hawke thereto [to her game], and say not lete (lee.

i486 Bk. St. Albans Aijb, Bere thi hawke home on thi

fiste and cast hir on a perch. Ibid. A vj b, Ye shall say

cast yowre hawke to the perch, and'not set youre hawke
vppon the perch. Ibid. B vj, Whan she is cast to a fowle,

she fleith a waywarde as thogh she knewe nott the fowle.

1615 Latham Falconry Gloss., To cast a Hawke, is to take

her in your hands before the pinions of her wings, and to

hold her from bating or striuing, when you administer any
thing vnto her. 1623 Fletcher Maid in Mill ill. ii, If you
had. .handled her as men do unnian'd hawks, Cast her, and
mail'd her up in good clean linen. 1704 Woklidge Did.
Rust, et lire. s. v. Eyess, It will be proper to shew how
to Seel a Hawk . . Casting your Hawk, take her by the Beak,
and put the needle through her Eye-lid.

60. Hunting, intr. Of dogs (or huntsmen) : To
spread out and search in different directions for a

lost scent. Cf. cast about.

1704 Woklidge Diet. Rust.et Urb.s.v. Haredtuuting,
So will they [Greyhounds] soon learn to cast for it at a

doubling or default. 1846 R. Eg.-Warbuhton Hunt. Songs
-xiii. (1883) 36 Whenever check'd, whenever crost, Still never

deem the quarry lost ; Cast forward first . . Cast far and near,

cast all around, Leave not untried one inch of ground.

Ibid. xliv. 129, I can only backwards cast, or Blow my horn

and take 'em home. 1863 Whyte-Melville Gladiators I.

233 Like a hound . .casting forward upon a vague specula-

tion. 1885 1>k. Beaui ort & M. Morris Hunting < Badm.
Libr.) ii. 80 When they [harriers] come to a check, .let them

swing and cast;.. only when they are utterly non-plussed

should the huntsman go to their assistance. Ibid. 87 In

casting, do not be afraid to cast forward in the first instance.

t>. transf. and fig. To cast about one : to look

about (mentally).

1823 .Scott Pcz'eril v\\, I cast round the thicket. i8zs in

Hone Evcry-day Bk. I. 292, I remember the old squire and

his sporting chaplain casting home on spent horses. 1867

Howells Hal. Journ. 277 Spinabello cast about him to

find a suitable husband for her. 1879 Browning Pheidipp.

28 Gravely they turned to take counsel, to cast for excuses.

1885 Law Times LXXIX. 190/1 He casts about him for

the wherewithal to meet the . .expenditure.

61. trans. To cast hounds: to 'throw off', put

on the scent.

1781 P. Beckeord Hunting (1B02) 163 When he casts his

hounds, let him begin by making a small circle.
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62. intr. (Sc.) Of the sky : To clear of clouds.

Cf. overcast.

1768 Ross Hclenorc 58 (
Jam. | The sky now ca^ts an* syne

\vi' thrapples clear, The birds about begin to mak their cheer.

63. trans. To cast loose : to unfasten or let loose

with force or decisiveness, set adrift ; said esp. of

a boat, or the like ; also to cast adrift. Also}?^.

158a 8 Hist. Jos. VI (1804) 85 All the people were cassin

sa louse, and were become of sic dissolutt myndis. 1660

J. Guthrie in LifeKxZifi) 249 The Lords Day disregarded

and casten loose. 175X Ad.m. Hawke in Naval Chron. VII.

464 Instead of daring to cast the squadron loose. 1805

A. Duncan Mariners Chron. 111. 353 The captain ordered

the boat to be cast loose. Ibid. 354 The boat . .
turned

bottom upwards, her lashings being cast loose, /did.

IV. 27 The boat was veered astern, and soon after cast

adrift. 1856 Dove Logic Ch. Faith v. i. it 284 The smallest

possibility of error on the part of God w ould cast the uni-

verse loose from its moral obligation. 1884 Mchatah ii. 27

She. .cast loose, and began to row.

f64. 'Jo cast clean: to cleanse. To cast open-, to

open suddenly, ' throw open 1

; also to open a way
through. 06s.

i$zz World <y Child in Had. Dodsley I. 256 From sloth

clean you cast. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 474 There-

fore will I cast open the frontiers of Moab. 1663 SmLMMC
Troub. Chas. I (1792) I. 126

(
Jam.) The watchword, .being

heard, the gates are casten open.

65. f To cast {any one) in the teeth : to reproach

or upbraid him {with, that) 06s. \ later construc-

tion to cast {a thing) in omcs teeth.

1526 TlMDAU James i. 5 Which geveth to all men. .with-

outen doublenes, and casteth no man in the teth [1611 up-

braideth not]. 1530 Palsgr. 764/2, I caste him in the tethe or

in the nose. 1563 Homilies lb Rcpeutame 111. 1 18591 34° That
we shall never be cast in the teeth with them. 157* Timme
Calvin on Gen. 254 He casteth the Jews in the teeth that

their fathers served strange Gods. 1642 RoGEM Naamau
30 He cast them in the teeth with their former injurious

casting him out.

b. 1562 J. Heywood Prav. Epigr. f 1 867 " 36 Deuiseth to

cast in my teeth Checks. 1579 LvLV Euphues lArb.) 125

The trecheries of his parents., will lie cast in his teeth.

1611 Bible Matt, xxvii. 44. 1675 Brooks Golden Key Wks.
1867 V. 328 God . . will never hit him in the teeth with his

former enormities, nor never cast in his dish his old wicked-
nc-so. 1716 Hdkneck Crneif. Jesus 33 Strangers cast it in

his Teeth so often, Where is now thy God? 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 21 I. 101, I would not have you cast in my teeth

that I am a haughty Aexonian.

t 66. To cast otters wits : to exercise or apply

one's wits. 06s,
, 1400 Pcstr. Troy 1 1428 pan bai comynd in the cas, castyn

bur wittes. 15.. Lindesay (Pitscoltie) Chron. Scot., Cast
his ingine to set a remedy thereto. 1579 Tomson Calvin's
Serin. Tint. 236/2 If the enterprise bee great, he must cast

alt his wit y1 way.

t 67. To cast their heads ^together) : to unite in

consultation. 06s. ; now put, lay heatis together.

1535 Coverdale Prol. Bible, Occasion to cast their heads
together, and to make provision for the poor. 1577 Patericke
Agst. Machiavell 318 They of the nobilitie all casting their

heads, and employing their abilities for their gentleman.

68. To cast eggs : a. to beat them ur> ; b. * to

drop them for the purpose of divination (Jam. .

a x8a«i MS. Poem [jam.) By. .casting eggs, They think for

to divine their lot. Receipts Cookery 7 (Jam.) Mix with

it ten eggs well cast. Ibid. 8 Cast nine eggs and mix them
with a chopin of sweet milk.

69. To cast a clod between (Sc.) ; to widen the

breach between. + 'To cast galmoundis (Sc.): to

cut capers. To cast a [point of) traverse : (see

<juots.). + To cast stones against the wind : to

labour in vain. Also To cast ambs-ace, anchor, a

bone, cantraips, cavel, a damp, damper, an essoin

(excuse), lots, a spell ; for which see those words
1539 Lyndesay Compl. KingiZi Castand galmoundis with

l«ndis and beckis. 1657 R. Ligon Barbados (1673) 43, I

grew weary of casting stones against the wind. 1704^ J-

Harris Lex. Tcchn.
t
Cast a Point oj Traverse, in Naviga-

tion, signifies, to prick down on a chart the Point of a Com-
iwss any Land bears from you, or to find on what Point the

Ship bears at any instant, or what way the Ship has made.
1768 Ross Ilelenore 105 (Jam.) Betweesh them sae by cast-

ing of a clod. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., To cast a
traverse, to calculate and lay off the courses and distances

run over upon a chart.

XIII. In combination with adverbs.

70. Cast about.
a. trans. Sec simple senses and About adv.
1648 Hkrkick Ilesper. (1885) 36 Sighs numberless he cast

al>out. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. iv. 7^ Begin, .tocast al>out

Thy Infant Kyes. 1789 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Snbj. /or
Paint. 69 She cast about her eyes in thought profound.

b. intr. To turn about. Kaut. To change the

course, to go on the other tack. Cf. 54.
1591 Raleigh Last Light Rev. (Arb.l 19 Perswadcd .. to

cut his maine saile, and cast about. 1611 HHI JSw- xli. 14
The people . . cast about and returned, and went into
Johanan. 1635 Ln. Lindsey in Sir W. Monson Naval
Tracts 111. U704) 335/1 If I cast about in the night, I will

shoot a Piece of Ordnance, a 1716 Sc. Pas'/nits (1868) 277
Prone to cast about to in' other snore.

c. To go this way and that in search for ^amc,
a lost scent, etc., orig. a hunting locution. Cf. 60.

1575 Tlrberv. rencriexl. i2oHuntesmcn may caste about
in the moste conueuicnt moyst place*., and .. vmler some
bushe or shade. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 1 1 1 Dogs .

.

will cast al-out for the game, as a disputant doth for the
truth. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. vii, There is nothing

158

for it but to cast about for the scent. 1879 St evenson Trax:
Ccvenncs 166, I began to cast about for a place to camp in.

1677 Hales Prim. Grig. Man. 1. i. 22, I cast alwut for all

circumstances that may revive my Memory. 173a Berkeley

Alciphr. vi. § 32 They who cast about for difficulties will be

sure to find or make them. 1875 K. White Life in Christ

111. xix. (1878) 252 Casting about for some explanation of the

Atonement.

e. To consider, contrive, devise means, lay

plans. Const, with inf. or clause. Cf. 42, 43.
1 1590 Marlowe Jc~.o Malta 11. H, Like a cunning Jew

so cast about, That ye be both made sure. 1603 Knolles
ftist. Turks (1621)428 The Turkes being mo in number,

cast about to han encloased them. 1677 V'arkanton Engl.

Im/rov. 18 Now he casts alx>ut how to preserve himself

from the Storm. 1704 Swiet Ball. Bks. (1711) 248 She cast

about to change her Shape. 171a Sped. No. S24 F9, I was
casting about within myself what I should do. 1861 S.

Wilberforck Agathos, Tent in PI. (1865) 141, I cast about
in my mind how I should speak to him.

71. Cast aside.

a. trans. See simple senses and Aside.
1864 Tennyson Arbiter's F. 803 For on entering He liad

cast the curtains of their seat aside.

b. To throw aside from use, discard.

a 1420 Occleve De Reg. Princ. 310 He . . cast our holy
cristen feithe aside. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. vii. 35 Worne now
in their newest glosse Not cast aside so soone. 1697 Dry-
den Virg. Georg. HI. 664 A Snake .. has cast his Slough
aside. 1885 Manch. Exam. 11 Nov. 3/3 Purcliased for

railway reading and then carelessly cast aside.

72. Cast away.
a. trans. See simple senses and Away.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1954 Lok bai cast a way be blod. 1388

Wyclif Gen. xxL 15 Sche castide awei the child vndur a
tre. 1549 Compl. Scot. iii. 28 The file, .is vorne ande cassin

auaye. 1885 Stevenson Dynamiter 125 To cast the bag
away from him.

b. esp.fig. To put from one, part with forcibly,

dismiss, reject.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25675 (GutO Mi soru i cast away. 1382

Wyclif Ezek. xvi. 45 Thi modir, which castide a wei hir

husboond and hir sones. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xxxiii. 24

Two kynreddes had the Lordechosen and those same two
hath he cast awaye. 1613 Ansiu, Uncasing 0/ Machiav.
Kb, All Cards and Dice .. discard and cast away. 1758
Johnson Idler No. 1 P 10 Hope is not wholly to be cast

away. 1 81 2 Lanix>r Ct. Julian D. iv. 27 Egtlona . . casts

away, Indifferent or estranged the marriage-bond

.

fc. To thrust, push, turn or drive away. 06s.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5688 Come hirdes and awai pam kest.

< 1340 Ibid. 14332 iTrin.) pe graue lid awey bei kisl. 1483
Caxton G. de la Tour vi. 9 Her husbonde kiste away his

herte from his wyff.

d. To throw away, i. e. in waste or loss ; to

spend uselessly, waste wantonly, squander, ruin.

1530 Palsgr. 477/1 Thou wylte caste away thyselfe and
need nat. 1595 Shaks. John n. 334 France, hast thou yet
more blood to cast away? 16*9 Shirley Wedding v. ii.

What d' ye mean To cast yourself away ? 1713 Addison
Cato v. ii. Our father will not cast away a life So needful to

us all. 188s Wingeield B. Philpot I. hi. 43 Never with my
consent shall you thus be cast away.

e. To wreck (a ship ; to throw upon the

shore, to strand. Also tra/tsf. and fig.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. in. i. 105 Anthonio .. Hath an
Argosie cast away comming from Tripolis. 16. . Sackville
ij.) Our fears tempestuous grow, And cast our hopes away.
1667 K. Chamherlaynk St, Gt. Brit. (1684) 141 Goods float-

ing on the Sea, and Goods cast away by the Sea on the

Shore. 1684 Land. Gaz. No. to88/i The Capitana of the

Gal lies of Naples . . was in a great storm cast away. 17x7

Act 4 Geo. I, xii. If any owner . . shall . . wilfully cast away
burn or otherwise destroy the ship. 1779 Arnot Hist.

Edinb. 98 The very next day, the vessel was cast away in

the Forth. 18x0 Saval Chron. XXIV. 474 Our fatigue has

been very great, being cast away on a barren place. 1840

R. Dana Be/. Mast xvii. 47 The small Mexican brig which
had been cast away in a south-easter, and which now lay

up, high and dry. 1864 Tennyson En. Arden 714 Knoch,
poor man, was cast away and lost.

73. Cast back.
a. trans. Sec simple senses and Hack. + b.

?To put or thrust back, repulse, defeat {obs.) ; ?to

leave l>ehind. f c. To throw behind, hold or

drag back, impede (06s.). d. intr. To go back
over the same course, revert.

c 14W /foetus. Land MS. 559 fol. 9, ij . .That in here lawe
were liohlcn wys For to despute with Sidrak, Hut he caste

hem all a bakke And ouercomc all here reasoun. s6aa K.
Preston Godly Man's Input's. 11. 47 Crooked wayes, and
crooked feete will cast backward. 1671 M MOM Samson t i7

Mine [feet], cast back with age, Came lagging after. 186a

Mrs. Riddle City $ Suburb 197 lip;. You cast back for

hundreds of years, and rake up every bit of plea-<ure I

ever had in my life. Ibid. 202, I think there must have
l>een a dreadful misalliance somewhere in our genealogy,
and that you have cast back to it.

74. Cast behind.
a. trans. See simple senses and Behind, b.

1 To leave behind in a race
1

(J.).
x6. . Dryden { J.) You cast our fleetest wits a mile IhAbmL

1714 BllWOOO Antobiog. 11765^ 85 We were so far cast be*

hind the Trooper that we had lost both sight and hearing

of him. 1735 Somkkvillk Chase \\\. 464 Tho' far he cast the

ling'ring Pack l»ehind. 1850 Hrownin*. Easter Day xxvii,

The mind So miserably cast behind To gain what had l>een

wist-ly lost.

+ 75. Cast by. To throw aside from use. Obs.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 1. i. 100 Verona's ancient Ciii-

1 /ens Cast by their (Iraue DMMBjhg Ornament. 1647 YV.

I Brou ne Polex. 11. 319 That great heart, .cast by the scepter

CAST.

of Oheneoa. 1690 I.ockk (J.) Men . cast by the votes and
opinions of the rest of mankind as not worthy of reckoning.

76. Cast down.
a. See senses 11-13 ar-d Down.

it 1300 Cursor M. 23720 Dame fortune tunics J-an hir qudt
And castes vs dun. a 1340 Hamiole Psalter cxx. 3 Pride
kastes men down. 1530 Palsgr. 477/1 Who wolde have
thought that so lytell a felowe coulde have caste him dowue.
1535 Coverdale Lament, ii. 1 As for the honore of Israel,

henath casten it downe from heauen. 1565 78 Coopeh
Thesaur s.v. Abjiceo, He . . cast himselfc downe a long in

the grasse. x86o Tyndall Glac. 1. § 15. 101 The blocks
which had been cast down from the summit. 1885 Creiuhton
Age of Eliz. 22 Henry VIII delighted to show that he could
cast down and could raise up.

b. trans. To overthrow, demolish (a building).

< 1230 Halt Meid. 5 And warpc8 eauer toward tis tur for

to kasten hit adun. . 1300 Cursor M. 16705 l*>u said hat

bou suld cast it [be temple) dun and ras it \ v thrid dai.

v 1425 \Vyntol'n£>(w. vii. viii. goThecastelle than on Twed-
mouth made. .Wes tretyd to be castyn down. 157* Lament.
Lady Scott, in Sc. Poems 16th C. II. 2471 I se aourtempills

cassin downe. 1637 S. Rlthereord Lett. exfv. (1881) 267
Bulwarks are often Casten down.

C. To bend and turn downward (the head, face,

the gaze of the eyes).

< 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. i. 7 pus bis compaygnie of muses
I-blamed casten wrobely be cnere adounward to be erbe.

a 1533 Ld. Herners Ituon li. 172 Huou . . spake no worde
but cast downe his hede. 175a Johnson Rambl. No. 190
P 1 Every eye was cast down l>efore him. 1875 Black Pr.
Thule iv. 60 Sheila cast down her eyes, and said nothing.

d. To deject in spirits, disappoint, dispirit.

Chiefly in pa. pple. =- downcast.
138a Wyclie Job xl. 28 And alle men seende he shal ben

kast down. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 6 For the oppressed

king I am cast downe. ijit Addison Sped. No. 256 P8
How often is the Ambitious Man cast down and disap-

pointed, if he receives no Praise where he expected it ?

X775 Sheridan Rivals v. iii, Come, Mrs. Malaprop, don't

be cast down. 1853 G. Rawson Hymn 'In the dark $
cloudy Day', Comfort me, I am cast down.

77. Cast forth.

a. trans. See simple senses and KoitTH.

1667 Milton /\ L. ti. 889 The gates, .like a Furnace mouth
cast forth redounding smoak and ruddy flame. 1694 Acc.
Sev. Late Voy. i. (1711) 114, I caused the Lead to be cast

forth, but could not get ground at eighty Fathom. 1704
Worlidce Diet. Rust. s.v. Withering, This will not only

cause her to cast forth her latter Burden, but dead Calf.

b. To throw or put out of doors, company, etc.,

expel, eject.

1383 Wyclik Jer. xxxvi. 30 His careyn shal be cast forth

at the hete bi the dai. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 157 To
be cast forth in the common ayre. 1596 .Spenser /*'. Q. VI.

xii. 15 That litle Infant, .which forth she kest. 1611 Bible
Nehem. xiii. 8, 1 cast foorth all the houshold stuffe of Tobiah
out of the chamber.

+ C. To throw out (roots, branches'. 06s.

16x1 Bible Hosea xiv. 5 Hee shall grow as the lillie, and
cast foorth his rootes as Lebanon.

78. Cast In.

a. trans. Sec simple senses and In. b. fig.

To throw in (as an addition, or something extra
1

.

1688 Culpepper & Cole Barthot. Anat. 11. i. 86 We shall

treat of the Dugs of Women, casting in between while,

wherein those of Men differ therefrom. x68a MBM
Relig. Laid 283 Twere worth both Testaments, and cast

in the creed.

C. To cast in one's lot among or with : to be-

come a partner with, to share the fortunes of.

1535 Coverdale Prov. i. 14 Cast in thy lott amonge us.

1816SCOTT Old Mori, xx. Numbers of these men. .prepared

to cast in their lot with the victors of Loudon-hul. 1848

MacaL'Lay Hist. Eng. iv. (L.) Baxter cast in his lot with his

proscribed friends, refused the mitre of Hereford, quitted

the parsonage of Kidderminster.

•fd. To choose partners at cards. 06s.

1741 Richardson Pamela II. 259 We cast in, and Miss
Boroughs and my master were together.

79. Cast off.

a. trans. See simple senses and Off. b. To
throw off (clothes or anything worn).

< 1400 Destr. Troy 12661 Palomydon . . cast of his clothis

candy & wele. . 1400 Mal'ndev. v. 41 A woman myghte
wel passe there, withouten castyngeof of hire Clothes. 1609

Bp. Barlow Ahsii: Nameless Cath. 274 Them hee casteth

off as the fellow, did his spectacles. 1697 Dampier I'oy. I.

vii. 165 In a weeks time the Tree casts off her old Robes.

C. fig. To throw off as clothes, a yoke, etc.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pot. v. Ixviii. § 6 The Christian religion

they had not utterly cast off. 1667 Milton /\ L. v. 786 To
cast off this Yoke. 1690 Locke fJJ Disown and cast off a

rule. 1751 Jortin .SVr»/.ti77ii V-i. 11 Casting of the belief

of the true God. a X876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. 1. iv.

179 National habits and opinions cannot be cast off at will

without miracle.

cLyf^.To p»t hom onc,discard,abandon, disown.

1535 Coverdale Anlt xvi. 45 Thy mother, .that hath cast

of hir houszbonde and hir children. 1611 Bible Ps. Ixxi. 9
Cast me not off in the time of old age. x6. . Dryden (J.)

To cast off my father when I am great. 1713 Addison Cato
111. vii. When I have gone thus far, I'd cast her off. 1850

Ht. Martineau Hist. Eng. Peace II. v. xvii. 455 (The
Princel did make the other [Brummell] the fashion, and then

cast him off. 1875 E. White Li/e in Christ 1. viil (1878) 7a

To be cast off by Got! may be to perish.

e. Hawking and Hunting. To throw off (the

couplings of hounds) ; to slip l^dogs) ; to let fly

(hawks).
1602 MM I't. Return/r. Famass. It v. (Arb.i 32 Another

company of houndes . . had their couples cast off. 16x1

Cotgr., AJdtcr nn oiseau, to cast, or whistle, off a hawke

;
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to . . let her flic. 1677 N. Cox Genii. Rtcteat, 1, 11706.) 42

You may then cast ofl your young Hounds. 1725 De Foe
Voy. round W. i 1840) 274 Just as a huntsman casts off his

hounds. 1774 Goldsm. Ketal, 107 He cast off his friends,

as a huntsman his pack, For he knew when he pleas'd he

could whistle them hauk. 1826 Sir J. Sebright Observ.

Hawking (1828) 26 When a magpie is seen at a distance, a

hawk is immediately to be cast off.

f f. To throw off, as vapour, or the like ; to

run off melted metal. Obs.

1674 Ray Smelt. Silver 115 The Lead . . is cast off by the

blowing of the bellows. 1692 — Discourses xi. (1732) 80

The ocean doth evaporate and cast off to the dry Land.

1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Ui-b. s.v. Calaminaris, They
cast not off above twice in 24 hours.

g. A T
aut. To loosen and throw off (a rope, sail,

etc.), to let go, let loose ; to loosen (a vessel) from

a mooring. Also intr. for rejl.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 17 It is like to over-

blow, .cast off the Top-sail Sheets. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl.
Anson's Voy. 146 On the 2d there being little Wind and
variable, we cast off the Gloucester, and the next Day took
her again in Tow. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 252 Cast

off, and rowed down the river. 1805 A. Duncan Mariner's
Chron. IV. 29 One of the crew, .jumped on shore and cast

off the stern-fast of the boat. 1806 — Nelson 30 La Minerve
. . cast off the prize. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xvi. (1856)

124 We cast off again about 7 a.m. 185s Russell War 47
The gaskets cast off the fore topsail.

h. Dancing.
1760 Goldsm. Cit. World xxviii, She .. makes one in a

country dance, with, .one of the chairs for a partner, casts-

off round a joint stool, and sets to a comer-cupboard.

i. Knitting. To take the work off the wires,

closing the loops and forming a selvedge. Cf. 58.
1880 Plain knitting, $c. 11 To cast off which is done by

knitting two loops and pulling the first made loop over the

last. 1887 Fancy Work-basket No. 4. 62 Cast off 5 stitches

in the usual way.

80. Cast on.

a. trans. To throw on r
ji plaid, or shawl) ; to

put on (clothes).

1813 W. Beattie Fruits of Time (1871)25 The young man
now cast on his plaid.

b. To make the initial loops or stitches on the

wires in knitting. Cf. 58.

1840 in Westmrld. Gloss. 1887 Fancy Work-basket No.
4. 62 Cast on 83 stitches. Mod. Will you cast on a stock-

ing for me?
81. Cast out.

a. trans. See simple senses and Out.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, ij-j J>e se flouweS be hi casteS ut

bat water of hire stede into bat lond. 1535 Coverdale
Lament, i. 17 Sion casteth out hir hondes, and there is no
man to comforte her. 1674 Ray Allom Work Whitby 139
After the second water is drawn off they cast out the Mine.
1697 DamPIER Voy. I. iii. 64 When we see them, .we cast

out a Line and Hook, a 1719 Addison (J.) Why dost thou
cast out such ungenerous terms against the lords.

b. To drive out forcibly, to expel, make an

outcast, lit. and Jig.
1297 R. Glouc. 375 He caste oute of horn & hous of hys

men gret route. ( 1340 Hampolk Prose Tr, 17 When all

vayne lufe and drede, vayne joy and sorowe es casten owte
of be herte. 138. Wyclif Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 67 J?ei token
Crist and kesten him out of Jerusalem. 1382 — Mark be.

37 Maistir, we syjen sum oon for to caste out fendis in thi

name. 1488 Caxton Chast. Goddes Chyld. 42 Yf thou cast

us out sende us in to a herde of hogges. 1637 Rutherford
Lett, lxxxv. (1862) I. 217 Christ now casten out of His in-

heritance. 1667 Milton /\ L. 1. 37 His Pride Had cast

him out from Heav'n. 1884 Chr. world 9 Oct. 766/3 Fear
casts out love, just as constantly as love casts out fear.

c. To throw out of one's house, one's keeping

or preservation ; to fling away ; to thrust out of
doors, society, etc.

1388 Wyclif Matt. v. 13 To no thing it is worth ouere, no
but that it be cast out. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xxxvi. 30
His deed corse shalbe cast out. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

lxiv. § 5 Whom the cruelty of unnatural parents casteth out.

1730 Thomson Autumn 47 Raiser of human kind ! by
Nature cast Naked, and helpless out amid the Woods. 1887
Academy 4 June 391 A sorceress.. cast out by her own
father for her infamous conduct.

\ d. To set forth by power, set free, deliver. Obs.
a 1300 Fall $ Pass. 96 in E. E. P. (1862) 15 Of be pit vte

he ham cast an brojt ham to heuen ly3t. c 1400 Mandev.
Voy. xxi. 225 God . . wolde casten hem out of servage. c 1489
Caxton Sonues ofAymon ix. 226 Good lorde. .that dydest
cast danyell out fro the lyons.

e. To eject from the mouth, to vomit. Also
transf. and absol. Cf. 25. arch.
1388 Wvci.if Job xx. 15 He schal caste [v. r. spue] out the

richessis, which he deuouride. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
306/3 What he ete or dranke alweye he vomyted and casted
oute. 1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 15 a, He that hath a
drye cough and doth not caste out. 1611 Bible Isa. xxvi.
19 The earth shall cast out the dead. 1751 Chambers Cycl.
s. v. Casting, In the morning she [the hawk] will have cast
them [pellets of cotton] out.

f. intr. To disagree, quarrel, fall out. Sc. and
north, dial.

1730 A. Ramsay MercuryinQ. Peace, The gods coost out,
as story gaes. 1851 Mrs. Oliphant Marg. Maitland 180 To
be together but one week.. and to cast out in the time.
1861 Ramsay Remin. vi. (ed. 18) 213 He's gane to mak four
men agree Wha ne'er cast out. 1877 E. Peacock N.-
W. Line. Gloss. (£. D. S.) They cast out wi' one another
six year sin'.

82. Cast over. See simple senses and Over.
a. trans. To turn over in one's thought, dial.

1877 E. Peacock N.-W. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.) I've been
castin' ower i' my head what you said.

33. Cast up.

a. trans. See simple senses and Up.
c 1340 Gaiv. <y Gr. Kni. 1192 Ho. .stel to his bedde Kest

vp be cortyn & creped with-inne. 1535 Coverdale Ps. lix.

[Ix.] 4 A token..

y

l they maye cast it vp in the treuth.

Ibid. Ruth iii. 2 Boos oure kynsman ..casteth up barly

now this night in his barne. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's

Hnsb. in. (1586) 181 b, A little dust cast up on hie.

+ b. To vomit. Cf. 25. Obs. or dial. (To cast

up one's accounts is used humorously in this sense.)

1484 Caxton Cnriald We ete so gredyly . . that otherwhyle
we caste it vp agayn. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. iii. 96.

1629 Earle Microcosm. (Arb.) 80 As in a nauseeating

stomacke, where there is nothing to cast vp. 1633 Rogers
Treat. Sacraments ii. 12 A penitentiall trial 1, by which a

beleever. .searches himselfe and casts up his gorge that he

might. .return to God. 1704 Worlidge Diet. s.v. Bear,
Which she eats and casts up again to her young ones, and
so feeds them. 1735 M. Poole Dial. 128 The very Body
of Christ, .may be cast up by Vomit. 1808 R. Anderson
Cttmbrld. Ball. 26 The breyde she kest up her accounts In

Rachel's lap.

e. Said of the action of the sea.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. XVI. xlvii. {1495) 569 Some
precyous stones ben cast vp out of the grete see. 1556

Chron. Gr. Friars (1&52) 46 Grete men and women of Spany-
arddes . . ware drownyd and lost and gast up. 1611 Bible
Isa. Ivii. 20 The troubled sea, when it cannot rest, whose
waters cast vp myre and dirt. 1883 Manch. Guard. 18 Oct.

4/7 Yesterday the body of a man. .was cast up at Southport.

d. To throw, turn up or raise suddenly (the

eyes, the head ;
formerly also, the nose, arms, etc.).

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 935 Now quod he thoo cast vp
thyn ye. 1535 Coverdale Ezek. viij. 17 Purposely to cast

vp their noses vpon me. 1590 Lodge Euphues Gold. Leg.

(1887) 21 Casting up his hand he felt hair on his face. 1704
Worlidge Diet. Rust. s.v. Bridle, To make him Rein
well and not cast up his Head. 1859 Sala Tiv. round Clock

39 His eyes, .cast up to count the peaches on the wall.

e. To throw up (with a shovel ), to form by this

means, to raise (a ridge, mound, rampart, etc.).

1603 Knolles Hist. Turkes (1621) 737 To cast up new
fortifications within. 1611 Bible Isa. Ivii. 14 Cast yee vp,

cast yee vp
; prepare the way. 1618 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 17

The way.. was cast up by the Patriarchs. 1721 De Foe
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 99 Two hundred [men] had orders to

cast up a large ravelin. 1783 Watson Philip III (1839) 67
Casting up entrenchments to secure his troops. 1881 Rus-
sell Haigs ii. 35 To cast up a barrier l)etween them ami
the aggressive inhabitants.

f f. To dig up, to dig. Obs.
1660 Sharrock Vegetables 100 This he onely did by cast-

ing up their nests.

t g. To shake or toss up. Obs.

1557 F. Seager Sch. Veriue 62 in Babces Bk. it868) 338
To cast vp thy bed It shalbe thy parte, Els may they say
that beastly thou art. 1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1593) 75
The hearb sodden with oyle, and after cast vp in glister

forme, doth put away the paines.

f h. To ' throw up '
;
give up, abandon. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 478/2 She hath ben his soverayne lady, this

tenne yeres, and nowe he casteth her up. 1540 Hyrde tr.

Vives' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) N j, Men have dispised &
cast them [mistresses] up. 1663 Spalding Tronb. Chas. I

(1792) II. 115 (Jam.) His wife cast up all labouring.

i. To rake up and utter as a reproach ; to cast

in one's teeth. Sc. and north, dial, (or in lit. Eng.
by northern writers).

1604 Glasgcnv Kirk Sess. Ree. in Hist. Glasgow xvii. (i88i>

149 To speak ill of the dead or to cast up their demerits.

1609 Bp. Barlow Ansnv. Nameless Cath. 12 To cast vp such
a disastrous example in his Maiesties teeth. 1725 Ramsay
Genii. Sheph. iil 11, Unless ye may cast up that she's but
poor. \%z\Ann. Reg. 21 Mar., No one shall cast up tome,
that I killed my father. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell M. Barton
xxv, But we shall ne'er cast it up against you. 1864 Tenny-
son North. F"armer (Old Styled, But a cost oop, thot a did,

'boot Bessy Marris's barne. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der.
II. xxxi. 274 It was to be hoped that he would never cast it

up to her that she had been going out as a governess.

j. To add up, reckon up, calculate.

1539 Househ. Ord. in Thyuue's Animadv. (1865) Introd. 33
The Clerke of the Greencloth shall, .cast up all the par-
ticular Breifments of the House. 1600 Holland Livy
xxxui. xlvii, 850 After he had cast up the bookes. 1660
Pepys Diary 10 Dec, Did go to cast up how my cash
stands. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techu. s. v. Abacus, sometimes
signifies.. a Table of Numbers for casting up Accounts.

1849 Grote Greeceu. lxviii. (1862) VI. 149 An arithmetician,
may.. cast-up incorrectly, by design. 1873 Act 36 <$* 37
Vic. lxxi. § 30 The returning officer . . shall . . cast up and
ascertain the number of valid votes given to each person.

k. intr. To ' turn up
' ;

emerge into view ; to

come up as it were accidentally. Sc. and north.

1723 Wodrow. Corr, (1843) III. 16 It will be strengthening
to our brethren to have our sentiments on what casts up
amongthem. 1753 Stewarts' Trial App. 128 If Allan Breck
did not soon cast up in the country. 1824 Scott Redgaunt-

\
let Let. xi, If the money cast up. 1864 Burton Scot Abr.
II. ii. 183 Another countryman, and Jesuit priest now casts up.

1. Of the weather, the day : To clear up (cf. 62)

;

also, Of clouds : To gather for a storm, etc. Sc.

1825 Jamieson s.v., It's castin up, the sky is beginning
to clear, after rain. Mod. It's casting up for a storm.

Cast (kast), ppl. a. [see Cast z».]

1. Thrown, that has been thrown. See the vb.
1621 Quarles Argalusfy P. (1678) 24 Her liveless hands

did, by degrees, Raise her cast body. 1859 Gullick 8:

Timbs Paint. 196 An eclipse is a vast cast shadow.

f 2. Condemned ; beaten in a law suit. Obs.

1577 Holinshed Chron. III. 865/2 About foure of the

clocke he was brought as a cast man to the Tower, 1642
Milton Apol. Smect. (1851) 258 Sitting, .upon his poore
cast adversaries both as a Judge and Party.

3. Cashiered, dismissed from office (obs.) ; dis-

carded, cast off. (Cast captain was app. orig.

casscd captain ; this led to other uses.)

1607 Dekker Northiv. Hoe v. Wks. 1873 III. 74 A new
trade come up for cast gentlewomen, 1622 Fletcher.Sytow.
Cur. 1. i. 25 The Sonne Of a poore cast-Cnpiain. 1636
Healey Theophrast. 33 Some cast Captaine, or cassierd

Souldier. 1672 Dkyden Secret Love \. ii, If thou should'st

prove one ofmy cast mistresses. 1755 Walpole Corr. 118371

I. 258 It is sung by some cast singers.

4. Of horses, etc. : Rejected, as unfit for service,

broken down.
1580 North Plutarch 291 To keep cast Horses. 1653 H.

Cogan Pinto's Trav. x. § 1. 30 Put a grasing like a cast

horse. 1844 Regul. <y Ord. Army 376 The sale of Cast
Horses.

5. Of garments : Thrown aside, discarded, no

longer worn. Now usually Cast-off.
1597 1st Pt. Return fr. Pamass. Hi. 1. 967 A moste lousie

caste sute of his. 1611 Jer. xxxviii. 11 Old cast cloutes.

a 1719 Addison Drummer 1. i, A wardrobe for my Lady's
cast cloaths. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxx, It is not for

Rothsay to wear your cast garments, Sir John.

6. gen. Thrown off, disused, worn out, aban-

doned, forsaken. Now usually Cast-off.
1597 Bp. Hall Sat. vi. i, In Margent of some old cast

bill. 1509 Shaks. Hen. /', IV. i. 23 With casted slough,

and fresh legeritie. 1600 — A. V. L. in. iv. 17 A paire of

cast lips of Diana.

7. Thrown up with the spade.

1487 Neivminster Cartul. (1878) 263 An olde casten dike.

1593 'Tell-trothe's N. 1'. Gift 42 Fortified with deepe cast-

rauelinges.

8. Of metal, etc. : Made by melting, and leaving

to harden in a mould. See also Cast-iron.

1535 Coverdale Isa. xlviii. 5 My earned or cast ymage.

1544 Ludlow Chnrchiv. Ace. (Camd.) 19 Item, for xxli. i>f

cast ledcxx^. 1692 in Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. 11.

xiv. 111 A Cast-Bullet of Iron. 1765 Univ. Mag. XXXVII.
84/1 Cast copper or brass. 1794 Rigging <y Seawansh, I.

154 Sheaves are made of cast metal. 1824 W. Irving Sal-

mag. 203 His learned distinctions between wrought scissor-,

and those of cast-steel. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11858) 20

Proposal for a Cast-metal King. 1851 Mavhew Loud.
Labour II. 18 iHoppet Before cast glass was so common,

9. Cookery. 'Whipped curded.

1597 Bk. Cookerie 46 How to make caste creame.

1 10. Calculated, planned. Obs.

( 1400 Destr. Troy 10448 He . . Neuer kyld no kyng. , but

with cast treson.

11. Like the verb, it may be used with many
adverbs. See also Castaway, Cast-by, Cast-off.
1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 321 With smiling and cast-vp

looke. 1645 Ruthereord Tryal cy Tri. F'aithn8<\5) 183

A cast-down mourner. 1653 H. Cogan Pinto's Trav. Ii.

§ 1. 201 With cast down looks, and tears in their eyes.

1834 Marrvat Jac. Faithf. iii, Cast up wrecks.

t Cast, a. Obs. [ad. L. cast-us.']. Chaste.
! 1430 Lvdg. Lyfe St. Albon (1534) Cij, To serue Diana

that was the cast goddesse That Venus had with them non
intraunce.

Castable (ktvstab'l), sb. rare. [f. Cast 7'.]

The projection of waste metal on cast articles.

1821 Trans. Soc. Arts XXXIX. 101 lOf an improved
bullet mould and nipper for bullets'. .When the castable is

removed by means of the common cutter . . a portion of the

castable wilt be left behind.

Castagnet, obs. form of Castanet.

f Casta'ldick, casta*ldy. Obs~". [ad.med.

L. castahtic-um, casta/dia, variants of gastaldicu/n,

gastaldia, office of the gastaldus or castahhts (It.

castahio) manager, bailiff, steward, ad. Goth, gas-

taldus (found in comp.) occupying, administering.

Common in the Laws of the Longobards, etc.,

but never in English use.]

1623 Cockemam, Castaldy, Stewardship. 1678 96 Phillips,

Castaldy, or Castaldiek, a Stewardship ; from Castaldius,

a word received for Latin. 1721-1800 Bailey, Castaldiek,

Castaldy, a Stewardship. Old Word.

Castalia (kresuTi-lia\ Castalie, -ly (kce-s-

tali). [L. Castalia, Gr. KaaraXia, pr. name.]

Proper name of a spring on Mount Parnassus,

sacred to the Muses ; often used allusively.

1591 Spenser Virg. Gnat. 23 The. .waues of. .Castaly.

1600 Tourneur Tra?zsf. Metamorph. Ixxxvii. (1878) 172

Conuert each riuer to pure Castalie. 1748 Thomson Cast.

Indol. 11. xxi, And brought them to another Castalie. 1847
Tennyson Princ. rv. 275, I led you then to all the Cas-

talies.

Castalian, a. [f. L. Castali-us + -an], of Cas-

talia or the Muses. Hence f Castalianist.
1602 Metamorph. Tobacco (Collier) 44 The Castalian

Muses. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 274 Th' inspir'd Castalian

Spring. 1783 Cowper Task in. 251 Lips wet with Castalian

dews. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 53 This made the

Castalianist or poet of yore, to be esteemed.

tCastane, -anie, -ayne. Obs. Also 4
casteyn(e, kasteyne, 5 castany, 6 kastainy.

[a. ONF. castanie, castaine (mod.F. chdtaignc)

:— L. castanea chestnut.] A chestnut.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. lxxxviii. (Tollemache
MS.) Kasteynes [1535 Casteyns] bredeb swellynge yf men
eteb to many berof. Ibid. xvii. lxxxviii. (14Q5) 656 The
casteyne tree is a grete tree and an highe. .Suche trees ben
callyd Castanie. Ibid, exxii. 684 The colour of a castane.

c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 73, Castany [1499 chesteyne], frute or

tre. 1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. X3XL xv, Thou shalt have
also castaynes grete plente. 1567 Maplkt Gr. Forest 48
The Kastainy is a tree of good high growth.



CASTANEOUS. 160 CASTELLATED.

Casta nean, a. In 8 -ian. [f. as next + -an.]

Of or pertaining to the chestnut.
1728 Young Lotv of Fame (1741) 65 Since apes can roast

the choice castanian nut.

Castaiieotis (ksest?t*n/#t), a. [f. L. castane-us

(f. Costarica) + -00*.] Chestnut-coloured.
1688 R. Hoi.mk Armoury 11, 311/2. 1848 Proc. Benv.

Nat. Club 11. No. 6. 336 Legs, .dirty castaneous white.

Castanet kustant-t, -anet). Also (7 castan-
netta, castanieta, castinetta), 7-8 eastagnet,

9 castinet, (castagnette). [ad. Sp. castafleta

(or its Fr. adaptation castagnettc), dim. of castatla

:— L. castanea chestnut. See quot. 1647.]
An instrument consisting of a small concave shell

of ivory or hard wood, used by the Spaniards,

Moors, and others, to produce a rattling sound as

an accompaniment to dancing; a pair of them,

fastened to the thumb, are held in the palm of

the hand, and struck with the middle finger.

1647 Stai'vlton Juvenal 240, Castinettas, knackers, of
the form ofchesnuts used . . by the Spaniards in their dances.
1648 ( »agk West Ind. xi. (1655) 37 Dancing with their Cas-
tannettas, or knockers on their fingers. 1665 Dkydf.n Indian
F.mp. iv. Hi, Two Spaniards, .dance a saraband with casta-
nietas. 1697 CV«* D'Annoys Trav. (1706*21 They play
admirable well on the Castagnets. 1700 Congreye Way of
World iv. i, They had gone together by the ears like a pair
of castanets, a 1754 FIELDING Pleas. 0/ 'Pimm Wks. 1775
I. 214 A lilackamore lady, who comes to present you with
a Saraband and castanets. 1783 Ainsworth Pat. Diet.
(Morel!) 11. s. v, Pesta, Like the Spanish castagnets. 1828
Moore Maltese Air i, Gaily sounds the castanet, Beating
time to l»ounding feet. 1832 W. Irving Atharnbra I. 181

The tinkling of innumerable guitars, and the clicking of
castanets. 1843 Lever J. Hinton Hii, The chink of the
castanet and the proud step of the fandago echoed around
ns. 1850 Lkitcii A/tiller's Anc. Art % 425 note, A young
maiden dancing in light dress with castagnettes.

f Castar, Obs. [? for CASTIR in some sense.]

1570 Wttii -V Inv. N. C. (1835) 341, X mylke skelues vx. a
castar for lyinge chcascs of ijs.

Castaway ka-staw^), a. and sb. [f. Cast v.

+ Away.]
A. adj. Thrown away, cast off, rejected ; re-

probate ;

( useless, of no value ' (J.).
154a BJUNKLOW Comf>l, xvL 41 Masteries and castaway

courtyers. 1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 57 Certaine cast-
away vowes, how much he would doe for her sake. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World

(J.)
We .. only remember, at our

castaway leisure, the imprisoned immortal soul. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xxxi, If I had minded .. I had never been the
cast-away creature that I am. 1876 Page Adv. Text-bk.
Gcol. xx. 4 1 3 Castaway bones ofthe deer, bear, and wild-ox.

b. Cast adrift, stranded.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780*. Cast aivay, the state

of a ship which is lost..on a lee-shore, bank, or shallow.
1885 Stevenson Dynamiter 75 A young lady and a mass
of baggage standing castaway at midnight on the streets of
London.

B. sb. One who or that which is cast away or
rejected ; a reprobate.

lS^6 Tindalk 2 Cor xiii. 5 Knowe ye not . .how that Jesus
Christ is in you excepte ye be castawayes [Cranmer cast a
wayes, Coverd. cast awayes, Khem. & 1611 reprobates].
1563 Homilies 11. Passion 11. (1850) 419 Plaine reprobates
and castawaies, being perpetually damned to the everlasting
paines of hell-fire. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, it. ii. 6 Why
do you .. call vs Orphans, Wretches, Castawayes. 1611
Bible i Cor. ix. 27. 1839 Southev All for Love ii, *Dost
ihou.

. For ever pledge thyself tome?'./! do; so help me,
Satan !' said The wilful castaway. 1871 E, Burr Ad Pidem
xi. 220 Castaways from God.

b. ftp. One cast adrift at sea; a shipwrecked
man. Also_/7^. (from both senses) One cast adrift

upon the world, or by society, an outcast.

1799 Cowpkr (title), The Castaway. 1816 J. Wilson City
tf Plague 1. iii. 92 A lone castaway upon the sea. 1835
Marryat Joe. Faith/, xviii, Those who. .leave it [youth]to
drift al>out the world, have to answer for the cast-away.
1865 Swinhlrnk Ft Use 8o(Such things] As the sea feeds on,
wreck and stray and castaway. 1869 Lecky Europ. Mor. II.

1. 36 The moral wellbeing of the castaways of Society.
1870 Times 27 Aug. 4/4 The visit of Her Majesty's ship
Blanche to the Auckland Islands in search of the castaways
of the Motoaka.

Caatayne, var. of Castane Obs., chestnut.

Ca*st-byf
sb. A person or thing cast aside

and neglected.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xx, Wha could tak interest in sic

a cast-bye as I am now. 1877 E. Peacock N.-W. Pine.
Gloss. [R. I). S.), These ritualists are bringing in all sorts of
old things which I thought had l>ecn cast-bys ever since
Popery was done away with.

Caste (kust). Forms: 6-9 cast, 6, 8- caste,
[ad. Sp. and Pg. casta 'race, lineage, breed* (Min-
sheu)

; orig. according to Diez * pure or unmixed
(stock or breed) \ {. casta fern, of casto :—L. rosi-

ns -a pure, unpolluted (see Chaste). App. at first

from Sp. ; but in its Indian application from the
Portuguese, who had so applied it about the middle
of the 16tha (Garcia 1503). The current spelling
(after K. taste, which appears in the Academie's
Diet, of i;40\is hardly found before 1800; it

was previously written east, and app. often assumed
to be merely a particular application of CahtjA]
1 1. A race, stock, or breed 1 of men\ 0/>s, in

general sense.

'555 Fardlt Faeious R, i. 118 The Nabalheens. .Their

caste is wittye in winning of substaunce. 1596 Raleigh
Disc. Guiana (1887) 134 One sort ofpeople called Tinitiuas,

but of two casts as they term them. 1615 Bedwell Arab.
Irudg., Pent', A family, nation, kinred, or east as they call

it. 1704 Collect. Coy. (Churchill) III. 5/1 Who are a cast

of Men that are their Doctors. 173a Berkeley Alcifhr. vi.

§ 2 AH the various casts or sects of the sons of men have
each their faith and their religious system. 1774 J. Bryant
Myt/tol. II. 328 There is a cast of Indians, who are disciples

of Bontas.

b. For Spanish casta, applied in South America,
to the several mixed breeds between Europeans,
Indians, and Negroes.
i76otr. Juan <y Utloa's Coy. S. A titer. (1772) I.i. iv.2oThe

inhabitants may be divided into different casts or tribes, who
derive their origin from a coalition of Whites, Negroes, and
Indians. Ibid. II. VI1. v. 53 The inhabitants of Lima are
composed of whites or Spaniards, Negroes, Indians, Mes-
tizos, and other casts, proceeding from the mixture of all

three. Ibid. II. VOL viii. 266 Between fifty and sixty
families, most of them Mestizos, though their cast is not at
all perceivable by their complexion.

C. Breed of animals.

1799 Corse in Phil. Trans. 205 (Elephants) Both males
and females are divided into two casts, by the natives of
Bengal, viz. the koomareah and the merghee.

2. spec. One of the several hereditary classes

into which society in India has from time imme-
morial been divided ; the members of each caste

being socially equal, having the same religious

rites, and generally following the same occupation
or profession ; those of one caste have no social

intercourse with those of another.
The original casts were four : 1st, Brahmans or priestly

caste; 2nd, the Kshatriyas or military caste; 3rd, the
Vaisyas or merchants; ^th, the Sttdras, or artisans and
labourers. These have in the course of ages been sub-
divided into an immense multitude, almost every occupation
or variety of occupation having now its special caste.

This is now the leading sense, which influences all others.

1613 Plrchas Pilgr. I. 485 (Y.i The Banians kill nothing:
There are thirtie and odd severall casts of these. 1630
Lord Banians 72 (Y.i The common Bramane hath eighty-
two Casts or Tribes. 1766 J. H. Grose Coy. E. Ind. L
301 (Y.) The distinction of the Gentoos into their tribes or
casts. 178a Burke Corr. (1844) III. 7 The illustrious and
sacred caste to which you belong. 1796 Hunter tr. St.
Pierre's Stud. Mat. (1709) III. 792 Her mother, .had lately
been burnt alive with the body of her father, conformably
to the practice of her caste. 1800 Wellington Let. in

Gurw. Disp. I. 125 They are of the cast of the old Rajahs.
< 1813 Mrs. Sherwood Ayah ft Lady Gloss, s. v.. The
natives of India are divided into various ranks, called casts.
1818 J as. Mill British India 1. 11.it. 182 The Hindus were
thus divided into four orders or castes. 1875 Maine Hist.
Inst. viii. 244 The problem of the origin of castes.

b. transf. A hereditary class resembling those
of India. fig. A class who keep themselves so-

cially distinct, or inherit exclusive privileges.

1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (18:3) 468 The peasant's
mind should never be inspired with a desire to amend his

circumstances by the quitting ofhis cast. 1816 J. Gilchrist
Philos. Etym. Introd. 18 Likely to unite the fearned casts
against him and provoke classic hostility. 1833 Tennyson
Lady Clara v, Her manners had not that repose Which
stamps the caste of Vere de Vere. 1839 Thirlwall Greece
I. 119 An ancient priestly caste. 1851 Disraeli Ld. G.
Bettttnek xxiv. 497 The peculiar and chosen race touch the
hands of all the scum and low castes of Europe. 1856
Kmerson Eng. Traits Wks. (Bohn) II. 136 The feudal
system survives in . . the social barriers which confine patron-
age and promotion to a caste.

C. transf. Applied to the different classes in a
community of social insects, as ants.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. ii. (1873) 36 The castes are con-
nected together by finely graduated varieties. Ibid. viii.

(1873) 230 The castes, moreover, do not commonly graduate
into each other.

3. The system or basis of this division among
the Hindoos; also the position it confers, as in

To lose, or renounce caste.

{1706 in Ann. Rev. 11803) I. 912/1 (Ix>w as it wasi he
should lose his cast.] 1811 Mrs. Sherwood Henry %
Hearer 63 He has lost caste for becoming a Christian.
1858 Max Mullek Chips (1880) II. xxvii. 302 In India
caste, in one form or other, has existed from the earliest

times. 1858 J. B. Norton Topics 181 The stationary insti-

tutions of India, especially that of caste.

b. gen. and Jig. A system of rigid social dis-

tinctions in a community; to lose caste : to lose

social rank, to descend in the social scale.
1816 Times in Hone Every-day Hk. I. 918 LoM of cast in

society. 1828 Miss Mitkord t illage Ser. 111. (1863) 65 A
natural fear of losing caste among her neighbours. 1841
Myers Calh. Th. iv. 423 [Christianity] exorcises the spirit

of caste. 1870 Emerson Soc. tySolit. Civilis. Wks. (Bohn)
1 1 1. 9 The diffusion of knowledge, overrunning all the old
barriers of caste. 188a Hinsdale Garfield$ Educ. 11. 240
In this country there are no classes in the British sense of
that word, no impassable liarriers of caste.

4. attrib. and in comb., as caste feeling, system ;

caste-ridden adj. See also IIalf-castk.
1840 Arnold Let. in Life <V Corr. (1844^ II. ix. 200 The

caste system is an insuperable difficulty. 1868 M. Pattison
Academ. Org. § 4. 73 By the abolition of the rank of noble-
man', .the last remnant of the caste system will be swept
away. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Life vin. i 279 The caste-

feeling in one class or another.

Hence Castehood, the condition of belonging to

a caste ; Castism, a system resembling caste ;

Casteless a., devoid of castes.

1862 k. Patterson Km, Hist, Art 464 Even the out-
casts—those who had fallen or been expelled from castehood
—band themselves together in castes of their own. 1881 J
Kerr (title), Kssays on Castism and Sectism. 1886 F'ortn.
Kev. Feb. 103 The dominion of a busy, roving, casteless
nation.

t Caste, 7'- Obs. rare. [A doublet of Chaste
v.; a. ONF. castier(mo(\.V. c/ittitert—L. castigate.]

To chasten, chastise.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 137 Mid softnesse he castede f>t

sinfulle.

t Ca'sted, ///. a. Obs. [see Cast v.] An
earlier form of Cast.
1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. i. 23 With casted slough, and

fresh legeritie.

Casteel, -el, -ell e, obs. ff. Castle.
Ca8telan, var. Castilian 2 Obs., a coin.

Castelet, variant of Castellet.
Castellan ku stelan). Forms : 4-5 castellin,

-elleyn, 4-7 castellaine, 5 7 castelane, 7, 9
castellane, castelyn, castelain, castelan, 7-
castellan. See also Chatelain. [ME. castelain

a. ONF. castelain ^mod.F. chAtelain = V\. and Sp.

castellan, It. castcllano) :—L. castcllan-us, f. castel-

lum castle, the current form is refashioned after

I,, or Sp.] The governor or constable of a castle.

'393 Oower Con/. I. 184 Of this castell was castellaine
Klda the kinges cnamberlaine. .1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.)

2735 The Castelleyn That of the prison was wardeyn.
1591 Garrard Art Warre 48 It is not lawful for the Cas-
tellane to leave his Castle. 1641 Termes de la Ley 47.
1678 Loud. Gaz. No. 1286/2 The Comptroller and Castelyn
of the Princes Hof to continue. 1684 Scanderbeg Kediv. L
5 His Father being James Sobiesky Castellan of Cracovia.
1827 V. Cooper Prairie I. xil 178 Obliged to constituti-

ve girl herself castellain. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India
(1845) I. 173 The castellans of the forts of Kalinjar and
Ajaygerh. 1876 Green Short Hist. iii. § 1 (18821 129 The
piety of the Norman Castellans rebuilt almost all the parish
churches of the city [OxfordJ.

Hence Castellan ship.
1885 J. H. Round in Diet. Nat. Biog. IV. 33/1 He was.

.

restored to his shrievalty and castellanshi p.

Castellany (ka stelani . [ad. med. L. (Pr.,

It., Sp.) castellania, f. castellan-us : see above.

(In mod.F. cha'tcllenic.')'] The office or jurisdic-

tion of a castellan; the lordship of a castle, or the

district belonging to a castle.

1*357 in Sir T. D. Hardy Syllab. Rymer's Fa-dera I. 392
The castelanny of Reule shall be committed only to Eng-
lishmen.) 1696 Phillips, Castellany, the Lordship of a
Castle, and the extent ofhis Land and Jurisdiction. 1756
Ntgent Gr. Tour, Setkerl. I. 292 The country round
about Ipres, called the castellany, or castlcward, and con-
taining about thirty villages, depends upon the government
of the town. 1788 Kelham Domesday Bk. 147 (T.> Earl
Allan has within his castellany.. 200 manors. 1849 tr.

V. Hugo's Hunchback 162 The seven castellanies of the
viscounty of Paris.

Castellar (kastelii), a. [f. L. castetl-uw

castle + -ab. (Li had castclltiri-us.)] Pertaining

to, or of the nature of, a castle.

1789 H. Walpole Lett. IV. 480 (D.) Ancient castellar

dungeons. 1881 Palcrave Cis. of Eng. 153 The entire

disappearance of the castellar clement from our country-
houses.

1 Ca stellate, *b. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. med.L.

castctldt-us ' castellanix districtus* (I)u CangeV]
The district belonging to a castle.

1809 IUwuwfn tr. Domesday Bk. 230 In the Castellate of

Roger of Poictou.

Ca stellate, a. rare. [ad. med.L. castellat-us
t

fortified as a castle : see next.J = Castellated.
1830 W. Phillips Sinai t. 212 'I he living porphyry, in

towers around Grotesquely < astellate. 1834 Imskwii A'.t-.

Epiek 11. xix, Heights castellate.

Castellate ka-
,

stt-h' i

t , v. [f. med.L. castel-

late to build or fortify as a castle, f. castcltum

Castle: see -ate-*.] a. trans. To build in the

manner of a castle; to build with battlements.

b. intr. {nonce-use.) To grow into a castle.

1831 J. Wii-Son Unimore \. 77 Clouds slowly castellating

in a calm. 1840 IL Taylor Antobiog. (1885) I. xx. 321

The citizen who castellates a Villa at Richmond.

Castellated (TurrtiU'tta), ///. a. [f. mod. I ..

castellat-us (see above) + -ed. (Earlier than the vb.)]

1. Huilt like a castle
;
having battlements.

1679 Plot Staffonish. (16861448 A Castellated mansion.

i8>9 J. II \ in J. Raine Mem. 11S58) II. 165 Large ad-

ditions, .in the castellated style. 1844 Disraeli Coniugsby
iv. v. I . It was a castellated building, immense and mag-
nificent. i860 Hawthorne Marb. Faun IL xv. 173
On the top of Hadrian's castellated tomb.

b. transf. Formed like a castle, castle-like.

176a 71 II. Walpole Vertne's Anecd. Paint. (1786* IV.

140 Rocks and precipices and castellated mountains. 1839
40 W. Irving Wolfert's R. (18551 271 Stately dames, with
castellated locks and towering plumes. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi vii. 171 The somewhat conical shape of Zakavuma
. .and the more castellated form of Morumbwa.

+ 2. * Inclosed within a building, as a fountain or

cistern.' Obs. [cf. L. castctlum reservoir for water.]

1720 Stoiv's Surv. (ed. Strype 1754) I. 1. v. 26/1 The first

cistern of I^ead castellated with stone in the city of London
was called ihe great conduit in West cheap. Ibid. 11. viii.

459/2 A fair Conduit of sweet water Castellated in the midst

of that Ward and street. 1766 Kn iick London IV. 66 It [a

conduit 1 was castellated with stone and cisterned with lead.
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3. Furnished or dotted with castles, ' castled '.

1808 R. Porter Trot. .«•. Russ.
/f- Swat (1813) I. iv. 30

This castellated island. 1813 BySON yuan x. lxi, The
castellated Rhine. 1862 S. Lucas Secnlaria ?8 History,

like the Rhine, passes through a castellated region.

4. Lodged or ensconced in a castle, rare.

1837 Landor Wks. (1846) II. 317 His unbiassed justice.,

struclc horror into the heart of every castellated felon.

Castellation (k-ssteV-Jsn). [ad. toed. L.

castcllation-cm, n. ofaction £ cuittUS-rt \ see above

and -ATloN.J The building of castles; the fur-

nishing of a house with battlements ; conn: a

fortified or castellated structure ; a battlement.

1818 in Todd. 1853 H. Jenkins Colchest. Castle, The
whole system of Norman castellation. 1858 Lond. Rev.

Oct. 123 We are treading, as it were, upon the battlements

of this immense natural castellation [Snowdon]. 1861 Miss

Beaufort Egypt. Sepulchres II. xx. 176 The castellations

and battlements of this Ithe Damascus Gate of Jerusalem]

are so quaint as to be quite ludicrous.

Ca-Stellet, -elet. [a. ONF. castekt (mod.F.

chdtelet), dim. of castel {chateau) castle. See also

Chatelet.] A small castle.

c 1320 Seuyn Sag.{W.) 2754 With seuen Soudans biset, Wal
and gate and castelet. cx&S Coer de L. 7010 Ryghte off

Jaffa castellette. 1538 Leland///m. II. 35 A strong Pile or

Castelet. 177a Pennant Tours Scotl. (1774) 68 The battle-

mented top of their castelet. 1841 Archzeol. XXIX. 30

(D.) The erection of a castellet at this point would then

become desirable. 1846 D. W. Puche Harlech Castle 29

Tradition notes the spot as the site of a castelet.

f Castellion, obs. form of Castellan.
1-1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 3128 Tho the castellion he

clepea ner And bad haue him to the tour ageyn.

Ca'stellite. Min. A silicate containing tita-

nic acid and near to titanite and sphene. (Dana.)

Castelry : see Castlerv.

+ Casten, ppl. a, Obs. exc. dial. Also dial.

cossen. A by-form of Cast pa. pple. after strong

pples. like xoashen.

1493 Will ofFranke (Somerset Ho.) A casten kercher. 1535
Coverdale Nahum 1. 14 The carued and casten ymages.

a 1560 Holland Crt. Venus 11. 307 They will me call ane

cassin Courticiane. i8a5 Brockett A'. Country Gloss. 38,

Casseu, cast off; as 1 cassen clothes '.

Caster (ku-staj). [f. Cast v. + -er 1.]

1. One who casts, in various senses of the verb.

1382 Wvclif Prov. xxiii. 7 In licnesse of a deuynour and
of a fals castere. 155* Huloet, Ilrayder or caster in teeth.

I SS3 dct 1 Mary Sess. 3 viii. § 1 Forcers of Wools, Casters

of Wools, and Sorters of Wools. 1580 Barkt Alv. C 171 A
caster of lottes, sortitor. 1598 Florio, A bbachiere, caster

of accountes. x6n Cotgr., Mathematicten, a caster of

Natiuities. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 117 The caster of the

first stone. 1669 Etheredge Love in Tub 11. iii, The Caster

wins if he fling above Ten with Doublets upon three dice.

a 1719 Addison (J .), Set up for a caster of fortunate figures.

1840 Thackerav Catherine iii, Three to two against the

caster [of dice]. 1856 R. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II. viii.

iii. 49 Casters of horoscopes and makers of cunning toys.

1885 Harper's Mag. 776/1 The caster stands on a platform.

1887 Athenzeum 414 Artificial casters of the evil eye.

b. also with adverb following.

1:1340 Cursor M. 16703 (Trin.) Heil bou temple caster

doun. j6oi Deacon & Walker Spirits and Dev. To Rdr.

16 A coniurour or caster foorth of spirits and diuels. 1617

5. Collins De/. Bp. Ely 304 They are made to be casters

on of the perfume. 1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xxvi, The
caster-up of sums.

2. spec. a. One who casts metal ; a founder.

1535 Coverdale Jer. x. 14 Confunded be all casters of

ymages. 1662 Gerbier Princ. 31 Architect, Sculptor, and
Caster in Brass. 1865 Mr. Cowper in Parlt. 12 May, The
model of the first Hon is completed, and now in the hands of

the casters. 1884 W. M. Fenn Sweet Mace III. vi. 84 Woe
to the caster of cannon.

b. One employed in shovelling or * casting

coals from the keels into the ships (on the Wear).
1815 J. Sykes Local Records (1832-57) A number of mis-

guided persons, principally keelmen and casters on the

River Wear. 1846 M cCulloch Acc. Brit. Emp. (1854^ I.

601 Keel-men, coal-boatmen, casters, and trimmers. 1861

Act 24 <$• 25 Vict. c. § 40 Whosoever shall prevent any
seaman, keelman, or caster from working at his lawful

trade. 188a J. Green Tales % Ballads 0/Wearside (1885)

229 The first coal staiths . . erected at Sunderland . . 1815 ;

but the keelmen and casters . . pulled them to the ground.
1888 Sunderland Daily Echo 22 Mar. 2/5 Casters and
trimmers . . their work was to cast the coals from the keels
into the ships.

3. Cant. * A cloke * (Harman\ ? Obs.
1567 Harman Caveat 77 For want of their Casters and

Togemans. 1609DEKKER Lanthome Candle-L. Wks. 1885
III. 199. 1640 W. M. Wandering Jciu (1857) 22 A poore
Alehouse is your Inne..a Plimouth cloake your Caster.
1600 in B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew. 17*5 in New Cant. Diet.

4. colloq. [f. Cast ///. a. + -er *, as in deader.]

= Cast one.

1859 Lang IVand. India 144 The horse which drew the
Duggy had been a caster . . a horse considered no longer fit

for the cavalry or horse artillery, and sold by public auction,
after being branded with the letter R on the near shoulder.

5. See Castor.
Casteyn(e, var. of Castane Obs,, chestnut.

tCastical. Obs. [?for castifcal.'] 'Making
chaste, pure or continent

1
(Blount Glossogr. 1656).

t Castifica'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [as if ad. L.

*castificdtidn-em, f. L. castificdre to purify, f. castas

chaste.] A making chaste, purification ; chastity.

1653 Jer. Taylor Serw. at Gold. Grove (1678) 226 Let no
Vol. II.

impure spirit defile the virgin purities and cast ificatIons of

the soul.

t Ca*stigable f a. Obs. rare, [see next and

-able.] To be chastised, deserving of chastise-

ment.
1716 M. Davies Athcn. Brit. u. 144 How censurable and

castigable soever.

Castigate (kx-stig^t), v. [f. L. castigat- ppl.

stem of castigd-re to chastise, correct, reprove (f.

castus pure, chaste) + -ate See Chastise.]

1. trans. To chastise, correct, inflict corrective

punishment on ; to subdue by punishment or dis-

cipline, to chasten ; now usually, to punish or

rebuke severely.

1607 Suaks. Timon IV. iii. 240 If thou didst put this soure

cold habit on To castigate thy pride, 'twere well. 1665

Glanvill Seeps. Scu 167 He . . that cannot castigate his

passions. 1865 Mozley Mirac. vii. 291 It has only, .casti.

gated and educated the belief, and not destroyed it. 1873

H. Spencer Stud. Sociol. vii. 170 Daily we castigate the

political idol with a hundred pens. 1878 S. Cox Salv.

Mundi vi. (ed. 3) 142 Discipline by which they should be

castigated for their sins.

2. To correct, revise, and emend (a literary

work).
1666 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 190 Seneca's tragedies.,

have.. been castigated abroad by several learned hands.

a 174a Bentlky Lett. 237 He had adjusted and castigated

the then Latin Vulgate to the best Greek exemplars.

+ 3. trans/. To chasten or subdue (id intensity).

1653 H. More Conjcct. Cabbat. (1713I 174 Morning is . . a
parcel of that full Day which was first created, and is

castigated and mitigated by its conjunction with the dark
Matter into a moderate Matutine Splendour. z66z Glan-
vill Lux Orient, xiv. i.T.) Being so castigated, they are

duly attempered to the more easy body of air again. 1669

W. Simpson Hydrol, Chym. 112 If the narcotick Sulphur
was castigated.

Hence Ca'stigated a., chastened.

1728 Young Love Fame v. (1757) 136 The modest look, the

castigated grace. 1784 J. Barry Led. Art vi. (1848) 228

This happily castigated style of design. 1787 Burns
Unco Guid iv, When your castigated pulse Gies now and
then a wallop.

t Castigate, a. Obs. [ad. L. castigdt-ns, pa.

pple. of castigdre : see prec, vb. and -ate -.] Sub-

dued, chastened, moderated ; revised and emended.
1640 H. More Anlipsychop. Pref., Being supprest or very

much castigate and kept under. 1678 Ci dworth Intell. Syst.

I. v. 673 Seeming more cautious and castigate. 1837 Hallam
Hist. Lit. m. iv. § 14 The later editions, .are castigate.

Hence f Castigrately aiiv.

1707 Humfrey Justif Baxter. 8 They have spoken many
times, .not castigately as they ought.

Castigation (kKstigd^-Jbn). [ad. L. castigd-

tidn-em correction, chastisement, n. of action f.

castigd-re ; see Castigate v.]

f 1. Chastisement, corrective punishment or dis-

cipline, correction, chastening. Obs.

c 1397 Chaucer Lack Stedf. 26 Shewe forbe by swerde of

castigacioune. 1509 Hawes Conv. Swearers 35 Blessyd be

ye of my castycacyon. 1594 Hooker Eecl. Pol. v. (1632)

413 He also inuested them . . with the power of the holy

Ghost for castigation and relaxation of sin. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Traz>. 35 Carroon is not yet sensible of those

castigations. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 143 Castiga-

tion is defined the curation of the soul from sin.

b. In modem use : Severe punishment or re-

buke, chastisement, 1 flagellation \

1640 Bp. Hall Episc. IL § 20. 201 It is enough for me to

leave him to the castigation of Bellarmine. 1759D1LWOKTH
Pope 77 The most complete piece of poetical castigation in

our language. 1831 Mrq. Londonderry Sp. Ho. Lords
21 May, He has given a well-merited castigation to the

Noble Lords on that side of the House. 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India (1845) 1. 71 Holkar then occupied himself in the

castigation of the Raja of Bundi. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch.

Scot. 11. v. 207 Smart castigation is in our opinion much
preferable to fool's cap, imprisonment, etc.

2. Correction, emendation (of a book, etc.).

ci6ii Chapman Iliad 1. (R.) To oppose his arrogant and
ignorant castigations. 1641 Vind. Smectymnuus 32 A casti-

gation of the Liturgie. 1673 J. Howell {title), French and
English Dictionary, with another English and French . . with
accurate castigations throughout the whole work. 1756
Johnson in Bosivell (1831) I. 307 He submitted that work to

my castigation ; and I remember I blotted a great many
lines. 1882 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. II. 76 The Breviary
of the old Sarum use underwent a considerable castigation.

*t"3. Purification. Obs. rare.

1615 Crooke Body 0/ Man 325 [The air in the lungs]

vndergoeth a peculiar Castigation before it bee admitted to

the heart.

f 4. Correction, subduing, moderating. Obs. rare.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. ix. 222 Floods and Con-
flagrations . . either for the Castigation of the Excesses of
Generation, .or to the total Dissolution thereof.

Ca'stiga tive, rare. [f. L. castlgdt- \ see

above, and -ative.] =Castigatory.
1641 Sir F. Wortlev Truth Asserted 11 A coercive and

castigative power.

Castigator (karstig^'taj). [a. L. castigdtor
}

agent-noun f. castigdre ; see Castigate.]

One who castigates ; see the verb.
1618 R. Houlder Bamez'elt's Apol. Fijb(T.)The Latin

castigator hath observed that the Dutch copy is cor-

rupted and faulty here. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets iv. 108

A sincere castigator of crime, extravagance, and folly. 1878

J.
H. Gray China II. xviii. 60 The beggar received his pun-

ishment without a murmur, his castigator being . . the head

of his clan. 1885 H. Morley Introd. Montaigne's Ess,
(Rtldg.) 20 The Pope's castigator of books.

Castigatory (karstigataii), a. (sb.) [f. L,

castigatorins
}

f. castigator: see prec. and -ory.]

A. adj. Pertaining to a castigator or to casti-

gation
;
chastising, corrective, punitive.

1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. 1.1625) ^7 The corporall pun-
ishments are either . . Capitall . . or Castigatory, such cor-

rections as serued for the humbling and reforming of the

offender. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theol. 1. 1. 108 The sin itself

is castigatory, and hath such like effects. 1866 Pall Mall
G. 3 Mar. 11 The castigatory measures in which our soldiers

andf sailors, .were subsequently employed.

fB. sb. An instrument of chastisement. Obs.
c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (18831 201 Stocks, cage,

tumbrell, pillory, Cuckingstoole, and other Juditialls and
castigatories. 1769 Blackstone Comm. iv. xui. (R.) A cer-

tain engine of correction called the trebucket, castigatory,

or cucking stool.

Castile Soap (kastrl sJ»
-

p). Formerly castle-

soap, [from Castile, a province of Spain, in which

the soap was originally made.]

A fine hard soap made with olive-oil and soda.

There are two kinds, the white and the mottled.

Called also Spanish soap.

1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass v. iii, Foam at the mouth.
A little castle-soap Will do 't to rub your lips. 1641 French
Distill, (1651) v. 153 You may make candles of Castle-sope.

1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4674/7 Castile marbled Soap. 171a

Addison Sped. No. 458 Pi A word or two upon the present

Duties on Castle-soap. 1766 Entick London IV. 86 White
soap in hard cakes, called Castile soap. 1866 Mrs. Riddell
Race/or IV. xxix, Like Castile soap, .generally mottled.

fCasti'lian, sb. 1 Obs. Also -Lilian. [A
variant or doublet of Castellan : cf. next ; also

med.L. ' caslellanus, castelli incola ' (Du Cange).]

One living in or belonging to a castle ; one of the

garrison of a castle. Applied e.g. to those who
held the Castle of St. Andrews in 1547, and frequent

during the civil war of the 17th c.

1570-87 Hoi.iNSHED Scot. Chrou.(iZo6) II. 389 In which
action also the adverse part forgot not to requite the cas-

tillians. 1828-41 Tytler Hist. Sect. ( 1864) III. 51 The Cas-

tilians sent an envoy to Henry the Eighth . . declaring that

their only object was to gain time to revictual the castle.

1649 Jrnl. Siege of Pontefract Cast. 106 We were upon
treaty with the casttllians. t- 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem.
(18381 79/1 Now the name of cavalier was no more remem-
bered, Castilian being the term of reproach with which they
branded all the governor's friends.

Castilian ,kasti'lian\ a. and sb.'- [in sense 1,

ad. Sp. Castellano pertaining to the Spanish pro-

vince of Castile [Castella, so called from the

numerous forts erected by Alfonso I for its defence)].

1. Of or pertaining to Castile ; a native of Cas-

tile ; the language of that province, hence, standard

Spanish, as distinct from any provincial dialect.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 303 The old Castilians are

laborious. 1822 K. Diguy Broadsl. Hon. I. 219 Willing to

adopt the Castilian maxim, that 'every man is the son of

his own works '. i860 All V. Round No. 68. 419 The Cas-
tilian is driving all the provincial idioms of Spain from the

field. 1867 Lady Herbert Impress, Spain 122 Whose pure
Castilian accent made his Spanish perfectly intelligible.

f 2. A Spanish gold coin worth about 5^. ster-

ling. Obs.

1526 Eden Decades IV. Ind. (Arb.) 238 Barres of golde..

of such byggenesse that sum of them way more then two
hundreth Castilians [ed. 1577 Castelan] or ducades of golde.

[1846 Prescott Ferd. II. ix. 463 Two hundred thousand
castellanos of gold went down in the ships with Bobadilla.]

3. Castilian furnace : a lead-smelting furnace

first used in Spain (but invented by an Englishman

named Goundry), which is specially adapted for

the treatment of ores of low produce. It is ar-

ranged so as to run off a constant stream of slag

into cast-iron wagons which succeed each other as

they are filled.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 62. Ibid. 74 The slag-hearth .

.

might in many cases be advantageously exchanged for the

Castilian furnace.

Cas'tillite. Min, [from proper name Castillo."]

A sulphide of copper, zinc, and lead from Mexico.

Dana 1868.

t Ca'Stimony. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. castimd-

nia purity, chastity ; ceremonial purity, f. cast-us

chaste ; see -mony.] Chastity, purity.

1490 Caxton Eneydos ix. 37 To make foul the holy pur-

pose of thy castymonye by thuntrue note of lykryke and
slypper luxurye.

Casting (kcrstirj), vbl. sb. [f. Cast v. + -ing*.]

The action of the verb Cast in various senses.

1. trans. Throwing, throwing up ;
ejection,

vomiting ; calculation ;
swarming (of bees) ; ar-

ranging, etc.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. XVtt exxxiii. (1495) 690

Juys of leke to drynke ayenst castynge of blood. 1493 [see

Casts'. 25 b]. \$yoMem. 7?ry*tf«iSurtees) III. 280 Pamenntt
of viij //. . . for castynge and makyng of y ' thyrd bell. 1342
Ludlozu Churchiv. Acc. (Camden Soc.) 11 The castynge of

a new peise for the clocke. 1557 Recorde Whetst. Rivb,
Trust not to my castynge. 16x5 Latham Falconry (1633)

23 So great casting and long fasting maketh her to dye.

1626 Bacon Sylva {].) Every casting of the skin. 1657 W.
Coles Adam in Eden cxvi. 167 [Whortle-berries]. .do some-
what bind the belly, and stay castings and loathings. 1668

Makkham Way to Wealth 77 In the time of casting [of
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bees]. 1783 Ainsworth Laf. Did. (Morell) 1, The casting of

a deer's head. 1801 Strutt Sports Past. 11. ii. 68 Casting

of the bar is. .one part of an hero's education. 1825 Hone
Every-day Bk. I. 173 A scheme to teach the casting of nati-

vities. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. (1875) 36 A new casting

of that story. 187a Yolatt Horse (ed. W. Watson) xxii. 456
We are no friends to the casting of horses, if it can possibly

be prevented.

b. with adverbs.

1340 Aycnb. 15 pe zixte kestinge out of the ilke bo^e is

wyf^tondinge. 138a Wyclip Heb. ii. 16 Casting up of yuel

fame vpon thi glorie. 1549 Latimer Strtn. v. (Arb.i 157

A casting away of God. 1580 Hollyband Treat. Er. Tong,

Delaissement, a forsaking, a casting off. 174a R. Blair

Grave 550 Nor anxious casting-up of what might be. 1769

Wilkes' Corr. (1805* I. 265 The casting up of the books., by

the sheriffs. 1845-6 Trench Huls. Lect. Ser. 11. v. 220 A
casting off of its old and wrinkled skin.

t
1871 Waleord

Insurance Cycl. I. 460 Casting away of ships—an offence of

very frequent occurrence.

2. intr. Also with adv.

1575 Turberv. Venerie xl. 120 If they cannot make it out

at the first casting about. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. L ii, AH
Reasoning is search, and casting about. 1794 Rigging &
Seamanship II, 247 Casting, the motion of falling off, so as

to bring the direction of the wind on either side of the ship.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 221 Casting or Warping,
the bending of the surfaces of a piece of wood. 1856

RtsKiN Mod. Paint. III. iv. v. 9 13 The casting about for

sources of interest in senseless fiction.

3. concr. a. Any product of casting in a mould

;

an object in cast metal, b. The convoluted earth

cast up by worms. C. Vomit ; esp. the excrement-

itious substances cast up by hawks and the like

;

also in Falconry, 1 anything given to a hawk to

cleanse and purge her gorge, whether it be flannel,

thrummes, feathers, or such like * (Latham Fal-

conry 1615).

1388 Wyclif 2 Pet. ii. 22 The hound turnede a^en to his

castyng. 1430 Bk. Haivkyng in Eel. Ant. I. 297 An
hawke that hath casting, and may not cast, i486 Bk.

St. Albans A iij b, Looke that hir castyng be plumage.

1558 lir. Watson Serpen Sacram. x. 58 A dogge turneth

back to eate agayne his castynge. 1565-78 Cooper Tkesaur.

s.v. Crusta, Covered with, .the playster of a wall or rough
casting. 16x8 Beaum. & Fl. Loyal Subj. m. v, The onely

casting for a crazie conscience. 1657 Rumsey Org. Salutts

iv. (1659) 24 All manner of Hawks cast their castings every

morning. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Eust. et Urb. s.v. Ger-

faulcon, Since they are crafty liirds. .instead of cotton, give

'em a Casting of low. 1869 Eng. Meek. 3 Dec. 274/2 The
best castings are seldom or never made in an_ open mould.

1874Wood Xat.Hist.28t I n the ' castings
1

ofthis species have
been found the remains of mice. x88i Darwin Veg. Mould
9 Earth-worms abound. .Their castings may be seen in ex-

traordinary numbers on commons. 1884 Laio Times Eep.
LI. 536/2 Means by which the owners of the foundry can
remove their castings.

4. allrib. and in Comb., as casting-dart's, -house,

line, -net, -shovel, -time, etc. ; also casting-box,

f (a.) a dice-box {obs.) ;
{b.) a box used in taking

a cast for stereotyping ; f casting-counters //.,

counters used in calculation or reckoning ; + cast-

ing-sheet (see quot.) ; t casting-top, a peg-top.

1616 Holvday Persius 311 Cogging forth a die Out of the

small-neck'd *casting-box. 1880 Print. Times 15 Mar. 61/1

The matrix must be allowed to dry without the application

of heat, or the blocks will split. The casting-box, slightly

heated, is generally used in such cases, a 1 529 Skelton
Vox populi, Thes are the vpstart gentylmen With *castinge

cownteres and ther pen. 161s T. James Corrupt. Script.

iv. 1 Vsing them, as Merchants doe their casting counters,

sometimes they stand for pounds, sometimes for shillings,

sometimes for pence. i6aa Bacon Hen. I'll, 190 They
would not bring him in amongst the Kings Casting-

Counters. 1883 Pall Mall G. 30 June 3/2 Morice's bronze

statue of the Republic . . was transported last night .

.

from the *castin^-house. 187a Echo 30 Sept., Ilusy . . reno-

vating *casting lines, assorting hooks, a 1680 Butler Bern.

(1759) ! 53 Threw "Casting-nets, with equal Cunning at her

[the moon] To catch her with, and pull her out o' th' Water.
1859 Lang Wand. Ind. 310 A clear stream called the Ram
Gunga, in which we caught a quantity of fish with a casting-

net. 1644 Bury Wills (1850) 186, I doe give with my owne
hands vnto Alice my wife, my *castinge sheet. 1805 R. W.
Dickson Pract. Agric. (1807) II. 299 To have the grain

cleaned by means of the "casting-shovel. 1668 Markham
Way to Wealtk 77 Too little hives procure bees, in *casting

time, .to cast before they be ripe. 1657 W. Coles Adam
in Eden 169 The fruit is 111 forme like a 'casting-Top.

5. Casting-bottle, a bottle for sprinkling per-

fumed waters ; a vinaigrette. So t casting-glass.

c 1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 342 A Cheyne and Howke
for twoo casting BottelUs. 1544 Privy Purse Exp. Pcess
Mary (1830) 141 Item my lady Huttler a Casting-glasse and
a Smoke. 160a II. Jonson Ev. Man out Hum. iv. (N.) His
civet and his casting-glass Have helpt him to a place among
the rest. 1638 Ford Fancies 1. ii. 127 Enter Secco, sprinkling

his hat and face with a casting bottle. 1883 J. Payne ioox

Nts. VI. 211 A casting-bottle full of rose water.

Casting (ku-stin), ppl. a. [f. Cast v. + -ing?.]

1. That casts, in various senses of the vb.

a. trans. Of a bow, etc. : Throwing, shooting

(see also quot. 1483). b. intr. Of bees; Swarm-
ing.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26020 pis reuth es like a castand gin.

1483 Catk. Angl. 55 Castynge as a bowe, flexibilis. 1485
Caxton Higden v. xiv. (1527) 201 A wonder fell man and
ferre casting. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 29 Except
they be. .vnbentlikc a good casting bowc. 1565-78 Cooper
Thesaur. Acer arcus, a strong or quicke casting bowc. 1627
Drayton Aginconrt 28 Like casting Bees that they arise
in swarmes.

2. That turns the scale, deciding, decisive (see

Cast v. 55), as in casting voice, vote, weight.
x6aa in Heath Grocers' Cornp. (1869) 101 There can be in

a Court but one casting voyce or ball. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 231 Which . . containe within themselves the
casting act, and a power to command the conclusion. 1693
Bentley Boyle Lect. iv. 141 Even the Herbs of the Field
give a casting vote against Atheism. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 17 P 3 The President to have the casting Voice. 1735
Pope Prol. Sat. 177 That casting-weight pride adds to

emptiness. i8a8 L> Israeli Chas. /, I. vl 160 The alliance
of England was a casting weight in the government of the
world. 1855 Macallay Hist. Eng. IV. 783 The question
was decided by the casting vote of the Chancellor.

Cast iron, cast-i ron, [see Cast ///. a.]

1. Iron run in a molten state into moulds where
it has cooled and hardened.
1664 Evelyn A'al. Hort. (1729) 232 The . . Pipes . . should

they be of the best Cast Iron. 166^$ D. Dudley Metallum
Mart is 31 Give me leave to mention that there be three
sorts of cast iron. 1679 Plot Staffordsk. (1686) 164 For the
back ofchimneys . . they use a sort ofcast-iron. 1788 Alder*
son Ess. Eevers 49 If the ingenious workers of Cast Iron
would turn their thoughts to this Article, Iron Bedsteads
might be supplied. 1812 Sir H. Davy Ckem. Philos. 392
The process for reducing cast iron into malleable iron called

blooming, i860 Roscoe Elem. Ckem. 240 Cast iron is manu-
factured . .chiefly from clay ironstone.

2. attrib. {commonly hyphened?)
169a in Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram, il xiv. 110 A Cast

Iron-Bullet of 4 Inches Diameter. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.
Waters III. 104, I took a.. shallow cast iron pot. 1816
Gentl. Mag. LXXXVI. 11. 424 We have Cast-Iron Bridges,
Cast-iron Boats, Cast-iron Roads. 1881 Metal World 21

May 28/2 Cast iron fences of much elaboration of pattern.

b. jig. Hard, insensible to fatigue
;
rigid, stern,

unbending; 'hard-and-fast', unyielding, wanting
in pliancy or adaptiveness. {hyphened.)
1830 A. Fonblanql'E Eng. under 7 Admin. II. 27 He

[Wellington] was esteemed a cast-iron Statesman. 1831
Carlyle Sart. Ees. (1858) 19 His look .. of that cast-iron

gravity frequent enough among our own Chancery suitors.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits xii, Those eupeptic study-
ing mills, the cast-iron men. 1870 Lowell Study Wind.
159 He laid down.. no cast-iron theorem, to which circum-
stances must be fitted as they rose. 1876 Lubbock in Con*
temp. Eev. June 80 It is very undesirable to lay down
cast-iron rules of this kind. x886 C. D. Warner Summer
in Garden 51 What a man needs in gardening is a cast-

iron back, with a hinge in it.

Castle (kcrs'l), sb. Forms: 1-6 castel, (4
castill, caastel, kastell. castele, 4-5 castelle,

4-7 castell, (5 castylle, -ille, caystelle), 6-
castle. [Taken into Eng. at two different times

:

(1) bef. 1000, castel neut. (pi. casteRJ, castelu),

ad. L. castell-um in the Vulgate, rendering Hwfuj

'village* of the Greek; (a) ^1050-1070 castel

masc. (pi. castelas) a. ONF. castel (mod.F. chdteau)
* castle L. castellum in sense 'fort, fortress*.

(Under the influence of this, castel village also be-

came masc. by uth c.) L. castellum was dim. of

castrum fort; for the later sense 'village' Du
Cange quotes an ancient glossary ' Castellum, tnu-

nicipium, Kwprf ; compare the later use oi castrum,

castra for * town 1

: cf. Chester.]

I. From Latin.

1 1. Used to render L. castellum of the Vulgate

(Gr. Hw^rf), village. Obs.
This continued in Bible translations and quotations tflfl the

16th c, but was probably often understood in sense 3.

Thus the author of Cursor Mundt evidently thought that

Bethany 'the castel of Mary and her sister Martha" was
like the castle of an English feudal lord.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxl a Fara5 on part castel [flatton

tobamcastellej. — Mark vl 6 He ba castel be-ferde. — Luke
Ix. 12 pxt hi* farun on pas castclu & on Wm tunas [Hatton
on pas castel les]. c 117J Lamb. Horn. 3 GoS in bane castel.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14132 pis lazarus. . Had sisters . . A castel

was bath his and pairs. 138. Wyclip Sertn. SeL Wks. I.

1^7 Jesus wente aboute . . 1k>d to more places and lesse, as

citecs and castellis .. Castels ben undirstonden litil touns.

138a — Luke xix. 30 Go $e in to the castel, which is a^ens

aou. 1515 W. M Worde Inform. Pylgrymes E vii, Fro
Karnes is xij myles to the castell of Emaus. a 1564 Becon
Christ's Chron. (1844) 547 He entered into a certain castle,

where a certain woman called Martha made him a dinner.

f2. //. Used to render L. castra camp. Obs.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxvii. 28 In mid bar kastelles fellen

pai. a 1340 Hampolk Psalter xxvi. 5 If castel* be set

agaynes me . . Kastels are conspiracyons of ourc foes. 1388
Wyclif Lev. xxiv. 14 Lede out the blasfemere without the

castels [138a tentis], 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 58/2 The
Angel of god wente to fore the castellis of Israhel.

II. From French.

3. A large building or set of buildings fortified

for defence against an enemy ; a fortress, strong-

hold. Retained as a name for large mansions or

country houses, which were formerly feudal castles,

but not, like F. chdteau, transferred to this sense.

,/ 1075 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1048 |>a harfdon ba
welisce men sewroht »nne castel on Herefordscire. Ibid.

an. 1069 Se eorl WalSeof . . and Eadgar a;3eling . . ba castelas

fcewunnan. ,. 1154 Ibid. an. 1140 He beset heom til hi

aiauen up here castles, a iaaj Ancr. E. 62 J>eo hwile biet

1 me. .wiouten asaileft bene castel. 1*97 R. Glouc. (1810 540

Tho the barons adde the toun, and the castel the king.

c 1386 Chaucer Erankl. T. 477 A castel al of lime and ston.

'393 Gowf.r Con/. I. 184 Of this castell was castellaine Elda

the kinges chamberlaine. 14x4 Paston Lett. I. 15 At

I

the comyng of . . the Due of Norfolk fro his Castell of

Framyngham. 1584 Powel Lloyds Cambria 3 The cities,

townes, Castels and villages. 1597 Shaks. Eick. II, 111. iiu

52 This castles tatter'd battlements. i6ix Bible i Chron.
xi. 7 Dauid dwelt in the castell. 1638 Dk. Hamilton in
//. Papers (1880) 12 Itt is imposabill to put ani of itt in to
Ed[in]bur{gh] Castell. 1756-7 tr. Eeyslers Trav. (1760) I.

406 The old castle of Pisa. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Wealtk Wks. (Bohn) II. 72 New men prove an overmatch
for the landowner, and the mill buys out the castle. Mod.
The Round Tower of Windsor Castle. Dover Castle is

still a fortress.

b. A model or similitude of a castle, made in

any material ; a castle-like pile of anything. (Ap-
plied by boys to four cherry-stones placed like a
pyramid.)
1627 Massisger Gt. Duke Flor. iv. ii, Sit down and eat

some sugar-plums. Here's a castle Of march-pane too.

1641 G. Cavendisk's Life Wolsey in Select. Hart. Misc.
( J 793) *°3 The officers brought into the house a casteel of
fine manchet. Mod. The whole collapsed like a castle of
cards.

c. Loosely applied to a large building.
1886 Pall Malt G. 10 Aug. 10/2 The Duchess of Teck..

opened a ' Babies' Castle' at Hawkhurst yesterday, in con-
nection with Dr. Barnardo's homes.

d. The Castle, in reference to Ireland, means
specifically Dublin Castle, as the seat of the vice-

regal court and administration
;
hence, in politics,

the authority centred at Dublin Castle, the officials

who administer the government of Ireland. Also
attrib. as in Castle influence, Castle government,
etc. So also Castleism, the officialism of Dublin
Castle.

1735 Mrs. Sican in Sunffs Lett. (17681 IV. 129 Our Irish

ladies made a fine appearance the birth-day at the cattle.

c 1705 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 321 The constant meddling of
the hishops and the clergy with the Castle, and of the Castle
with them, will infallibly set them ill with their own body.
1800 Grattan Speech in Irish Ho. Comm. 5 Feb., Whether
you will go, with the Castle at your head, to the tomb of
Charlemont . . and erase his epitaph. 1813 O'Connell
Speech 24 Dec., A newspaper in the pay of the Castle. 1843
Madden United Iriskm. II. xvii. 367 Hired spies, informers,

and witnesses kept in the pay of the Castle. 1880 A. M.
Sullivan AVto Irel. xxii. 267 The Castle raised a petty
squabble with the prison board as to the expense. 1887
Pall Mall G. 22 Sept. 4/1 So long as the whole machinery
of Castle government is . . anti-popular . . such elements of
popular government as exist will be anti-Castle. 1887 K.
Wallace Sp. Ho. Comm. 7 June, The unauthorised tyranny
which was the animating spirit of Dublin Castleism.

©. Phrase. An {Englishman s house his castle.

[1567 Staunforde Pless act Coron 14 b, Ma meason est a
moy come mon castel hors de quel le ley ne moy arta a fuer.)

1588 Lambard Eiren. 11. vii. 257 Our law calleth a man's
house, his castle, meaning that he may defend himselfe

therein. 1600 16 Coke 5 Rep. 91 b, The house of every man
is to him as his Castle and Fortresse, as well for his defence
against injury and violence, as for his repose. 1856 Emer*
son Eng. Traits, Wealtk Wks. tBohn) II. 73 The house is

a castle which the King cannot enter x868 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876} II. vu. 128 An Englishman's house is

his castle.

4. fig. {ox allegorical). 'Stronghold, fortress'.

c 1300 Cursor M. 9881 pis castel es o luue and grace,

c 13*0 \title\ Her byginet a tretys pat is yclept Castel off

loue. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 64 Suffisauncc is

a castell that kepcth wvse men from euyl werkis. 1533
Elyot {titles, The Castel of Hcllh. 1551 Kkcokde (title).

The Castle of Knowledge. 1783 Cowpek Task v. 525 Seeing
the old castle of the state so as&ait'd. 1833 Lamu Etui Ser.

I. xxvi. (1865) 211 Shake not the castles of nis pride.

6, poet, or rhetorical for : A large ship (esp. of

war) ;
usually with some attribute.

1642 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 46 Great Britaine. .having

so many invincible castles in motion il meane Her Ships).

1695 Blackmore/V. Artk.v. 224 The floating Castles dance
upon the Tide. iSai Shelley Hellas 24 Our winged-castles

Iffy] from their merchant ships. 1856 Kmerson Eng. Traits
viii. Wks. < Bohn} II. 63 These sea-kings may take once
again to their floating castles.

6. A small wooden tower used for defence in

warfare ; a tower borne on the back of an elephant.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3252 To be castel bat was ymad oftreo

al bat host he bro^te. c 1400 Maundev. xviii. 191 The Cas-

telles of Tree.. that craftily ben sett up on the Olifantes

Bakkes, for to fy^hten awn hire Enemves. 1489 Caxton
Eaytes ofA. \. xxiv. 77 Tne girdell that helde vpthc castell

vpon theyre backes. 1503 Hawes Examp. I'irt. ix. 167

Syttynge in a castell..On an olyphaimtes backe. 1843

Macaulay Proph. of Capys xxiv, The beast on whom the

Castle With all its guards doth stand. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) II. 624 The temporary towers.. used

in the military art of the time . .sometimes called castles.

b. A tower in general.

1642 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 77 There is a Castle in

the grand Caire in Egypt called the Niloscope, where there

stands a Pillar.

7. Naut. A tower or elevated structure on the

deck of a ship. Cf. Forecastle. Obs.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 3617 The toppe-castelles he stuffede

with toyelys. c 1460 Toieneley Myst. 27 The helmc and the

castelle also wille I [Noah] take. 15*1 Eden Decade* W.
Ind. u in. tArb.) 76 The watche men lokinge owte of the

toppe castell of the shyppe. 1611 Cotgr., Gaillant, the

round house, or hinder castle, of a ship.

8. Applied (in proper names) to ancient British

or Roman earthworks, as Abbotsbury Castle be-

tween Weymouth and Brklport, Maiden Castle at

Dorchester, Round Castle near Oxford, Yarnbuty

Castle, etc.
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9. Chess. One of the pieces, made to represent

a castle ; also called a Rook.
[1610 Guillim Heraldrie iv. xiii. (1611) 222 They [the

Rooks] stand in the vttermost corners of the Chesbord, as

frontier Castles.] a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Fam. Ep.

Wks. (1711) 146 Here is a king defended by a lady, two

bishops, two knights, at the end of the lists, with two rooks,

fortresses, or castles. 1847 Staunton Cliess-pl. Handbk. 5

The Rook, or Castle is next in power to the Queen.

f 10. 'A kind of close helmet ' (Nares) : but

perh. only a fig. use. 06s.

1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 8r5Then..entred Sir Thomas
Kneuet, in a castell of cole black, and ouer the castell was

written The dolorous castell. 1606 Shaks. TV. *r Cr. V. it.

187 Stand fast, and weare a Castle on thy head.
_

11. Castle in the air, visionary project or

scheme, day-dream, idle fancy. Common since

1575, varied occasionally with castle in the skies,

and the like ; castle in Spain [ = F. chitcau en

Fspagne] is found 1400- 1600, and occasionally as

a Gallicism in modern writers. Castle alone is

also used where the allusion is obvious : cf. Castle-

BUILDEll, -BUILDING.
[As to the Fr. /aire ties cIMeaux en Espagne (found in

13th c.) see Littre' ; since it varied with chateaux en Asie,

en A Ibanie, it appears that the phrase at bottom meant only

to build castles in a foreign country where one had no

standing-ground, Spain being finally taken as the nearest

Moorish country to Christendom, or perhaps with some

reference to the arms of Castile.]

c 1400 Rom. Rose 2573 Thou shalt make castels thanne in

Spayne, And dreme of joye, alle but in vayne. 1475 Cax-

ton Jason 19 He began to make castellis in Spaygne as

louers doo. 1575 Gascoigne Steel CI. 55 (Arb.) Things are

thought, which neuer yet were wrought, And castels buylt

aboue in lofty skies. 1580 North Plutarch (1676) 171 They
built Castles in the air, and thought to do great wonders.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. (1594) 182 Some .

.

have their wittes a wool-gathering, and as wee use commonly
to say, are building of castles in Spaine. 1590 Greene (V/.

Fur. (1599* 16 In conceite builde castles in the skie. i6u
Cotgr., Faire des chasteaux en Espaigtic, to build castles

in the aire (say we'. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. Hi. 1.11.

(1651) 187 That castle in the ayr, that crochet, that whimsie.

1-1630 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems 42. 2 Strange castles

builded in the skies. 1738 Keill AHtm. Oecon. Pref. 27

To explain Nature by Theories . . is only building Castles

in the Air. a 1763 Shenstone Odes (1765) 237 To plan frail

castles in the skies. 1829 Marrvat F. Mildmay xvi, I

built castles till bed-time, i860 Motley Netherl. IV. 282

The explosion of the Gunpowder Plot blowing the castles

in Spain into the air. 1867 Maurice Patriarchs <y Lawg. vi.

(ed. 4) 120 In looking back to the castles ofearliest boyhood.

1871 M. Collins Mrq. t, Merc/t. II. vii. 203 We have all

had our castles in Spain.

12. Comb., as castle-battlement, -court, -ditch,

-gate, -guardian, -wall ; castle-bom, -buttressed,

-crowned adjs. : also t castle-boon, an unpaid ser-

vice due to a castle from neighbouring owners or ten-

ants; see Boon sbA 6; t castle-bote, the keeping

of a castle in repair, a contribution levied for this

purpose; Castle-chamber (Court of), the Irish

analogue of the Court of Star-chamber, under the

Tudors and Stuarts
; + castle-cloud, a castle-like

cloud, a cumulus: t castle-come-down, used by

Foxe for ruin, total destruction ;
castle-garth, ? a

yard or enclosure belonging to a castle ; f castle-

gilliflow er, the plant Matthiola incana ; t castle-

hunter, one who builds castles in the air

;

f castle-monger, one who builds or owns castles

;

+ eastle-soap, see Castile soap ; t eastle-stead

(see quot.) ; castle-top, a tall humming top (still

in north, dial.) ;
castle-town, a town defended

by a castle ; also {Sc.) a collection of houses lying

near or under a castle ; eastlewards adv., towards

the castle ; castle-wick = Castleship ; castle-

work (see quot.). See also Castle - buildeh,

-guard, -wabd, -wise.

[15. . Plumpton Corr. Introd. 20 They and their tenants

were to be quit of *Castell-boone and of drink-money for

the foresters, upon payment ofa rent offour shillings a year.]

1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. 11. iii, The *castle-born brat

is a senator born, Or a saint, if religion's in vogue. 1628

Coke On Litt. 127 a, Bote signifieth amerciament or com-

pensation, or sometimes freedom from the same, as 'castle-

bote. 1648 Art. 0/Peace betw. Ormonde Irish xxi, Per-

sons, .authoriz'd by Commission under the Great Seal to

regulate the Court of *Castle-chamber. 1686 Goad Celest.

Bodies 11. ii. 160 Hot and dry, misty air, *castle clouds.

1363-87 Foxe A. tt M. (1596) 1902/1 Her high buildinges of

such ioyes and felicities, came all to a Castle Comedowne.
1815 Scott Ld. of Isles v. xxvii, Man and guard the

*castle-court. 1610 Mirr. Mag. 776 That ancient Castle-

crowned hill, c 147s Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 784. 19 Hec
iistia, a *castylledyche. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. v. ii. 1

Wee'll couch i'th Castle-ditch. 1596 Spenser F. Q. ii. xi. 6

Seuen of the name against the *castle-gate . . he did closely

place. 1851 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. Ar Eng. I. 567 Isem-
bard's *castlegarth now constitutes a suburb of Saint Valory.

1578 Lyte Dodoetis 11. iv. 152 The great *Castell or stocke

C-illofer. 1597 Gerarde Herbal cxiv. 373 Castle Gilloflower.

1752 Berkeley Lett, in Wks. IV. 334 We have not the

transports of your *castle-hunters ; but our lives are calm
and serene. 165s Fuller Ch. Hist. m. ii. 53 (D.) The
Bishops (being the greatest *castle-mongers in that age\
very stubborn, and not easily to be ordered. 1829 Carlyle
Misc. (1857) I. 274 A deep tragedy of the *Castle-Spectre

sort. 1678-1706 Phillips, 'Casllestecd. .anciently used for

any Fortress or Bulwark. [Also in Kersey, and Bailey
1721-1800]. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 633 The

kites, and marbles, and *castle tops he was fond of then.

1665 Select, fr. Hart. Misc. (17931 169 This was a 'castle-

town, and of great strength. XS64 Glasgo-.u Her. 16 May,
These cothouses were often called the Castletoun, because

they belonged to or lay near the castle, e 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 141 Alse an "castcl wal. 1815 Scott Ld. of Isles IV,

viii, That lovely lady sate and wept Upon the castle-wall.

1831 J. Wilson Unimore vi. 313 He moves "Castle-wards.

1611 Cotgr., Chastclleuie, a *Castle-wicke, a castleship.

1448 R. G louc. (1810) 450 {MS. College ofA rms) That auche
castellwerk was nat semyng to Religion. 1846 Wright
Ess. Mid. Ages I. v. 195 Grievously they oppressed the

miserable people of the land with their castle-works.

Castle (ku-s'l), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To inclose or place in, or as in, a

castle ; also fig. 1 1>. To inclose (a cistern, etc.)

within a building (obs. ; cf. Castellated 2). Also

castle up, etc.

1587 Fleming Cont. /toliushed III. 1354/1 The conducting

of Thames water, cesteming the s..me in lead, and castelling

with stone. 1611 Florio, Castellare, to encastle, to Castle.

1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. Introd. iv. § 1 11669) 13/2

Castle me in the arms of thy everlasting strength. 1704

Hearne Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 449 The first Cistern Castled

with Stone was the great Conduit in West-Cheap. 1792

W. Roberts Looker-on No. 30 After having castled himself

up, as it were, in his own exclusive spirit. 1871 Browning

Pr. Hohenst. 116 Some fierce tribe, castled on the moun-

tain peak.

1 2. To ornament with battlements or in imita-

tion of a castle. Obs.

C1386 Chaucer Pers. T. r 371 Bake metes and dish metes

. . peynted and castelled with papir.

3. Chess, a. intr. To bring the castle or rook tip

to the square next the king, and move the king to

the other side of the castle. Also said of the king.

1656 Beale Chess 8 He [the king] may change (or Castle)

with this Rooke, that is, he may goe two draughts at once

towards this Rooke . .causing the Rooke to stand next to

him 011 either side. 1820 Iloyles Games Impr. 210 If you

have your choice on which side to castle. 1847 Si aunton

Chess-pt. handbk. 19 If he castle on the Queen's side, he

plays his King to Q. 11. 's square, and Q.'s rook to Q.'s sq.

The object of this compound move is generally to plate the

royal Piece in safety, and at the same time bring the Rook
. .into better play. 1870 Hardy & Ware Mod. tfoyte. Chess

38 He can move only one square at a time except when he

castles, which he may do once during each game,

b. trans.

1820 Hoyle's Games Impr. 202 Castle your king as soon as

convenient. 1868 C. R. MARKHAM in Maem. Mag. No. 103.

87/2 The Abyssinian is allowed time to castle his king and

take the pieces.

Hence Ca'stling vbl. sb.

1813 Monthly Re-.'. LXXII. 355 His games are drawn up

as if Castling was not in use. 1880 Boy's cr.on Bk. 586

Castling is a compound move of king and castle.

Ca'Stle-builder. One who builds castles ;

commonly, one who builds castles in the air ;see

Castle sb. 1
1 ), a day-dreamer, a visionary schemer.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 167 P3 One of that Species of

Men. .denominated Castle-Builders, who scorn to be be-

holden to the Earth for a Foundation. 1822 Irving Braceb.

Hall II. 36, I have been always something of a castle-

builder. 1873 SYMOND5 Crk. Poets xi. 376 All day-dreamers

and castle-builders.

So Ca stle-building vbl. sb. and a. ;
Ca'stle-

built ppl. a.

1740 Cheyne Rcgim.Tnt. 7 Enthusiasm, Romanceing, and

Castle-building. 1750 Student I. 223 (T.) Castle-building, or

the science ofaerial architecture. 1833HT. M,\rtixe/.<j Berke-

ley the B. I. i. 1 1 The castle-building father bestowed almost

all his thoughts for the next half-hour on the new rector.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xxxiii. (1859' II. 272

Reverie or Castle-building, is a kind of waking dream.

1841 Orderson Creol. xx. 242 Castle-built schemes. 1850

Kingsley A It. Locke xxvi. 191 As I lay castle-building.

Castled (ka-s'ld), ppl. a. [f. Castle + -ed.J

1. Furnished with a castle or castles.

1662 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 282 John of Killing-

worth, born in that castelled village. 1676 Dryden Alt-

reng-z. 1. i. 119 Castl'd Elephants o'erlook the town. 1808

Scott Mann. 1. i, Day set on Norham's castled steep. 1839

Longf. Flowers i, One who dwelleth by the castled Rhine.

2. Built in the style of a castle, castellated.

1789 Macneill Poet. Wks. (1812) I. 82 [Thou] view'st

sublime her castled towers. 1877 M. Arnold Youth of

Man Poems II. 160 In the castled house. .Which sheltered

their childhood.

3. Inclosed or placed in a castle.

1821 Joanna Baillie Met. Leg., Wallace xlviii, Rush'd

Stirling's castled warriors to the plain.

Castle-guard. Also 6-7 -gard(e.

1. The guard of a castle.

2. Feudal Syst. A kind of knight-service, where-

by a feudal tenant was bound, when required, to

defend the lord's castle ; the tenure of such service.

1576 Lambaede Peramb. Kent (1826) 140 The service of

Casttegarde [at Dover], .was with the assent of King Henrie

the third converted into a paiment of money. 1610 Hol-

land Camden s Brit. I. 34s Lands in Kent . . to be held

in Castle-gard. 1628 Coke On Litt. 87 a, The tenant ought

by himselfe or by another to doe Castle-gard. 1700 Tyrrell

Hist. Eng. II. 815 No Constable shall distrein any Knight

to give Money for Castle-Guard, if he will perforin it 111 his

own Person, a 1779 Lo. Lyttelton (TO One species of

knight-service was castle-guard.
_

3. A tax originally in commutation of this

service ; also the territory chargeable therewith.

1576 Lamuarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 140. 1641 Termes

de la Ley 48 Castlegard is an imposition layd upon such .

.

as dwell within a certain compasse of any Castle, to the

maintenance of such as watch and ward the Castle. It is

sometimes vsed for the circuit itselfe, which is inhabited by
such as are subject to this seruice. 1888 A rchxol. Rev. L
57 In Pevensey Rape much of the land round the Castle

was wardable, 1. e. paid Castle-guard or Castle- ward.

attrib. 1704 Wori.idgf. Diet. Rust, et Urb., Castle-

guard-rents ; are Rents paid by those that dwell within

the Precincts of any Castle, towards the Maintenance of

such as Watch and Ward the same. 1888 A rchxol. Rev. I.

57 A large number of manors in Hastings Rape were held

by Castle-guard tenure. The Earl of Chichester, as owner
of Hastings Castle, still receives Castle-guard rents in the

Hundreds of lialdslow, etc.

Ca stle-like, a. and adv.

A. adj. 1. Like a castle. 2. Of or pertaining

to a castle, castcllar.

1611 Cotgr., Chastclnin. the Lord . . of a territorie, vnto

which Castle-like Jurisdiction and Royalties belong.

B. adv. After the manner of a castle.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 769 A stately house built

Castlelike.

T Castlery, castelry. Obs. [f. caste!,

Castle sb. + -euy ; or ad. OF. castclcrie, chastclene

territory belonging to a castle, med.L. castcllaria

in same sense.] The government or jurisdiction

of a castle ; the territory subject to it.

1679 Blount Anc. Tenures 116 The Castelry which he

and his ancestors have of Baynards Castle.
_
1877 G. T.

Clark in Arckxol. Cambr. 121 Both are mentioned, .as the

seats of a Castelry, a sort of honour or superior lordship

attached to the castle.

t Ca'stleship. Obs. = prec.

1598 Florio, Castellania, a castleship, the privileges or

territories of a castle. 1611 Cotgr., Chastellenie, a Castlc-

wicke, a Castleship, the Tenure or Honour of a Castleship.

Castle-soap, obs. f. Castile soap.

tCa'stlet. Obs. [A var. of Castellet, as-

similated to Castle : see -et.] A small castle.

1538 I.eland /tin. (T.) There was in it a castlet of stone

and brick. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 587 It hath

in this Moreland Carswell a Castlet situate upon it.

Ca'stleward.
1 1- The warden of a castle. Obs.

e 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxxvuL 129 (Jam.) The Cas-

telwartis on the Marche herde say, etc.

2. Feudal Syst. = Castle-guard 2, 3.

1576 LambaedePeramb. Kent (1826) 140 The lande beeing

charged with tenne shillings (called Castlewardsi for every

Warder that it was bound to finde. 1611 Coigk. s. v.

Chastelain, Castlcwicke or castleward. 1616 BullokAR,

Castleivard, a payment made by some dwelling within a

certaine compasse of a Castle for the maintenance of those

that do watch and ward the Castle. Also the Circmte of

land which oweth this Seruice. 1704 in Worlidge Diet.

Rust. 1756 [see Castellany]. 1888 [see Castle-guakd 3].

f3. fig- ? Defence. Obs.

1674 N.' Fairfax Bulk fr Set:: 40 The main Castleward to

shrowd these weaklings from blows and qualmes.

Castlewise, adv. In the manner of a castle.

1:1600 Nohden Spec. Brit., Cormo. (17281 55 An auntient

howse castlewise buylded. 1831 Blackvi. Mag. XXX. 470

Clouds, .piled, .about him castlewise.

t Castling (ka-stlirj), sb. Obs. [f. Cast///, a.

or sb. + dim. suffix -ling.]

1. The offspring of an untimely birth, an abor-

tion.

1580 Hollydand Treas. Fr. Tong, AvortoU, that which

is brought forth before the tyme, a castling. 1611 Cotgr.,

Cadet, a castling, a starueling. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.

Fp. 84 We should rather relie upon the urine in a Castlings

bladder. 1664 Butler Hud. II. II. 539 Castling Foles of

Bal'am's Ass. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, ct I rb. s. v.

Wet-Glover, Castling skins, .are slender, thin, and gentle.

2. The second (or third) swarm which leaves a

hive in the season ; =Cast sb. 18. Also trans/.

1609C. BUTLER Fern. Men. (1634)5, 17 [queen bees], whereof

one went forth with the prime swarm, 5 were brought out

dead fowr days before the Castling rose, other five came

forth with the Castling. 1622-62 Heylin Cosmogr. (1674)

Introd. 6/1 Those Countries were of an elder Plantation,

than to be a second or third Castling of some other Swarm.

1630 J. Levett Order. Bees (16341 27 When you have a

second swarme or castling (as some call it). 1662 Stillingfl.

Orig. Sacr. m. iv. § 11. 562 Not to have been that ancient

people but rather some latter Castlings.

Castling (ka-slii)), vbl. sb. : see Castle v.

t Cast-me-down. Obs. A popular corruption

of Cassidony {I-avandula stccchas).

1597 Gerard Herbal 11. clxxx. 470 Some simple people

imitating the said name doe call it Castte me downe. 1678

Littleton Lat. Diet., Cassidony, vulg. cast-me-down, or

French lavender, Stadias. .

,

Castock (kcrstyk). Sc. and north, dial. Also

4 caule stok, 5 cale stok, caustocke, 5-6 cal-

stok, 6 calstockie. [f. cal, Kale + Stock : the

vowel being shortened and the / at length lost

before the consonant group : in mod. Sc. further

reduced to casta', casta. Uncombined, it remains

kale-stock, kail-stock.-] The stalk or stem of a

cabbage.
1398 Trevisa Earth. DeP. R. XVtt xxh. (MS.), Men may

erSfe on a bete stok, as men dob on a caule stok [149S

caustocke]. C1425 Wr.-Wiilcker 644 Hoctnagudere,

calstok. 1483 Cat*. Angl. 51A cale stok, magudtrn* 1522

Skelton Wliy Nat to Court 350 Nat worth a shyttel-cocke,

Natworthasowrecalstocke. c 1620 Z. Boyd Z ion's /'lowers

(1855) 72 The Killings, Herrings, Castocks. 1785 JrnL

Loud, to Portsmouth in Poems Buchan Dial. 5 (Jam.) As

freugh as kaill-castacks. 1808-79 Jamieson, Castock, COM

tack, custoe; often iail-caslock.



CAST-OFF. 164 CASTRATION.

Cast-off, ppl. a. and sbX [f. Cast ///. a.]

A. ppl. a. Thrown off, rejected from use, dis-

carded : as clothes, a favourite, a lover, etc.

1746 \V. Thompson 7?. N. Advoc. (1757) 4oCast-orFHunters,
turn'd upon the Road for Post Chaise Service. 1755 Con-
noisseur No. 80 A cast-off suit of my wife's. 1809 W. Irving
Knickerb. (1861) 139 To strut at his heels, wear his cast-off

clothes. 1840 Mill Diss. <V Disc. (1859) I. 235 The cast-

off extravagances of Goethe and Schiller. 1844 Stanley
A mold {ifs$%) I, iv. 169 The worn and cast-off skin. 1853
Rogers Eel. Faith 44 To array your thoughts in the tatters

of the cast-off Bible.

B. sb. A person or thing that is cast-off or

abandoned as worthless or useless. (For the plural

cast-offs is more according to analogy.)
X741 Richardson Pamela L 49 And how. .must they have

look'd, like old Cast-offs. 1850 Blackie sEschylus I. 82

Thou shalt be From the city of the free Thyself a cast-off.

1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Cast-offs, landsmen's clothes.

187a Spubgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxvii. 7 The objects of his

contemptuous reprobation, his everlasting cast-offs. 1884
Longtn. Mag. Apr. 607 Our horses, casts-off from the flat.

Cast-off, sb.- Gunnery, [f. Cast j^. + Off.]

The * twist' of a gun-stock, the extent to which
the stock is thrown laterally out of the line of the

longitudinal axis of the barrel.

1881 Greener Gun 249 He adjusts the bend or crook of
the gun, and the amount of cast-off. /bid. 432 The object

of the cast-off is to bring the centre of the barrels ill a line

with the shooter's eye.

Castor 1 (ktrstai). Also 6 castour, 7 -er. [a. F.

castor (16th c.) and L. castor, a. Gr. xaarojp beaver,

prob. a foreign word. Cf. Skr. kasturi musk.]
1. The beaver. (Now rarely used).

[1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. XVtn. xxix. (1495* 789 The
Castor hyght Fyber also.] 1547 Boorde IntrotL Nnoivl.
vi. 141 Ther (in Norway] be many castours and whyte
beares. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. vi 87 Cleere Tivy. .Which
of thy Castors once, but now canst onlie boast The Sal-

mons. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. xxv. Like hunted castors

conscious of their store. 1750 Beawes Lex Mercat. (1752)
822 Skins, especially Castor. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts s.v., The
sacs are cut off from the castors when they are killed.

2. A reddish-brown unctuous substance, having
a strong smell and nauseous bitter taste, obtained

from two sacs in the inguinal region of the beaver
;

used in medicine and in perfumery ; castoreum.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 430 Two drams, .is thought to be

a sufficient dose of Castor. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F.p.

150. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 935 Castor he proyes to be
the Scent-bags adjoyning to the Intestinum Rectum, and
not the Testicles of the Beaver, as some assert. 1750 Mrs.
I*elany Autobiog. Corr. (1861) II. 550 Your letters, .have
!'<! my castor, pearl cordial, and sal volatile. 1768 74
Tucker Nat. {1852) II. 91 Bezoar, civet, and castor, are
the diseases of animals. 1834 J. Forbes Lacnnecs Dt's.

( lust 385 Musk and castor, -give more speedy relief. 1875
Ure Arts s.v., Chemists, .have examined castor, and
found it to be composed of a resin, a fatty substance, a
volatile oil, an extractive matter, benzoic acid, and some
salts.

3. A hat, orig. either of beaver's fur, or intended

to be taken as such ; in the end of the 17th and
beginning of 18th c. distinguished from 1 beaver *,

and said to be of rabbit's fur ; at that time also

usually spelt caster. Now mostly colloq. or slang.

Cf. Bkaveh 3. (So in Fr.)
1640 in Entick London II. 175 Bever hats, Demi-casters.

1656 Blount Glossogr. To Kdr. Aiija, In London many
of the Tradesmen have new Dialects. .The Haberdasher is

ready to furnish you with a Vigone, Codevec, or Castor.

1675 Land. Gaz. No. 1031/4 A parcel of Hats, being Mens,
Womens, and Boyes, Castors. 1680 Ibid. No. 1513/4 A
thick short boy. .with a . . gray caster hat. 1688 Ibid. No.
2363/4, 2 black Hats, one a Beaver, the other a new Caster.
1688 R. Holme Armoury \\\. 129/1 Of Hats . . the Caster .

,

is made of Coney W00II mixt with Polony Wooll. 1709
Steele Tatter No. 46 p 1 His Imperial Castor, which he
always wears cock'd in Front. 1750 Beawes Lex Mercat.
(175a) 578 The Manufactures of this Shire [Derby! are ..

some Felt, Castor, and Beaver Hats. 1768 Sterne Sent,

fourn. 11774) I. 133. i8»7 Scorr Chron. Can. Ser. i. Introd.

iii, A white castor on my head. 1838 Dickens O. Twist
xxv. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xiii. 193 His coat and castor
having been detained at the public-house in pledge.

4. 1 A heavy quality of broadcloth used for over-

coats
1 (Webster).

5. Oil of castor. (Littre has kuile de castor in

sense of castoreum from Pare c 1550.)
1717-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Castoreum, They draw an

oil from it called Oil of Castor.

Castor - (ka'stai). Also caster. [A variant of

Caster, f. Cast v. (in sense 1 ' to throw *, and 54
' to turn or veer ') + -ER. The spelling in -or prob.

arose primarily from confusion, and from missing

the actual derivation ; but it is now predominant,
though one might write pepper-caster.']

1. A small vessel with a perforated top, from
which to cast or sprinkle pepper, sugar, or the
like, in the form of powder; extended to other
vessels used to contain condiments at table, as in
1 a set of castors i. e, the castors and cruets usual
in a cruet-stand.
1676 Loud. Gaz. No. 1079/4 Stole . . Six Salts. A Sugar

Ca»tar. A Pepper Caster. A Mustard Pot. 1681 /bid.
No. 1591/4 One Sett of Casters. 1801 Jekyll Tears of
Cruets^ The Sugar Castor Wilberforce supplied. 1809 R.
Langkokd Introd. Trade 84 A Silver Set of Castors. 1836
Maruvat Midth. Easy ix, Put before our hero a tin bread-

basket .. and the pepper-castor. 1861 Dickens in All Y.
Round IV. 461 The table-cloth and spoons and castors.

2. A small solid wheel and swivel attached to

the foot of each leg of a piece of furniture, so that

it may be turned in any direction without lifting.

1748 Mrs. Montagu in Doran Lady of last Cent. (1873)
Like a slate-bed running on castors. 1800 Sir W. Hekschei.
in Phil. Trans. XC. 491 An arrangement of twelve bricks,

placed on a stand, with casters. 1833 Brewster Nat.
Magic xi. 269 The machine runs on casters. 187a Black
Adv. Phaeton xxv. 345 You can't have castors on old oak
chairs. 1873 J. Richards Wood-ioorking Factories 43
Trucks with casters.

Hence Castorless#„and comb.castor-maker,ttc.
1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2539/4 Charles Mansell, a Caster-

maker. 1883 J. Payn Thicker than Water II. xx. 29 Chairs
rickety and castorless.

Ca stor 3
- In Greek mythology, name of one

of the twin sons (Castor and Pollux) of Tyndarus
and Leda, brothers of Helena ; represented in the
constellation Gemini or the Twins, of which
Castor is the first, and Pollux the second star.

15*6 Tindale Acts xxviii. 11 A ship of Alexandry, which
had wyntred in the Vie, whose badge was Ca-stor and
Pollux. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 38 '1 ruth and Peace are
the Castor and Pollux of the Gospell. 1868 Lockver
Heavens (ed. 3) 350 note. Castor is a binary system to
which, .doubtless belongs a third star, which participates in
the proper movement of the two others.

2. A name given to the phenomenon called also

Corposant or St. Elmo's Fire. On the appear-

ance of two at once they were called Castor and
Pollux, and were thought to portend the cessation

of a storm.
1708 Motteux Rabelais v. xviii. (1737) 77 He had seen

Castor at the Main-yard-arm. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(17891, Feu Saint-Elmc

% a corposant, sometimes called
Castor and Pollux.

Castor 4 (kcrstsi). [pcrh. some corruption of
Castank, or L. castanea chestnut, in F. chataigne.]

;See qnot. and cf. Chestnut.)
1888 Brit. Med. Jml. 25 Feb., The singular patch ofhard

integument known as the castor on the inside of the foreleg

of the horse. 1888 Veterinarian May 304 Another organ in

process of disappearance is that piece of horn inside the fore-

arm, where it is termed the chestnut, and that inside the
hock, where it is termed the castor*, it corresponds to the
finger-nail of the thumb of our hand, and of the foot of the
five-toed ancestor of the horse.

Castor 5 . Min. See Castorite.

II Castoreum (ka'st6**r/'i>m). [X* castoreum, f.

castor beaver. Also Fr. castoreum/] =Cahtor1 2.

1398 Trevisa Rarth. De P. R. xvm. xxix. (1495* 791 Cas-
tonum helpyth ayenst many syknesses. 1585 Lloyd Treas.
Health C iv, Anoynte the cares, eyes and nodle with myrth,
storax, Castoreum. i6j6 Bacon Sylva $ 692 The parts of
Beasts putrified (as Castoreum and Musk). 1673 Phil.
'Trans. VIII. 6136 The art of driving away and linking
Whales by Castoreum. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 404 The
castoreum contained in a gland of the beaver.

Hence castoreum oil, resin, chemical products of

castoreum.
1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. 1. 815.

Casto rial, a. nonce wd. [f. Castor 1 3.] Per-

taining to a hat {jocose).

1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 1 A graduated arc . . by
which he meted out to each his rightful share of castorial

consideration.

Castorin. Chem. [f. Castor 1 + -in.] A
crystalline substance obtained from castoreum.
1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 292 Castorine is, ac-

cording to M. Bizio, the active principle of castor. 1861

Hulmk tr. Moqut'n-Tandon 11. in. ii. 121. 187a Wwis
Diet. Chem. I. 815 The mother liquor deposits crystals of
castorin.

Ca storite. Min. [This mineral and another
closely associated with it were at first fancifully

named Castor and Pollux.] A variety of Petalite

occurring in distinct transparent crystals.

1868 Dana Min. 230 Petalite occurs, .on Elba (castorite)

in detached crystals.

Castor oil (ka/stai oi l). [Origin of name
uncertain : it has been suggested that this oil

actually took the place of the drug castor, or

peril, of oil of castor (see Castor 1 5), in use

in midwifery, etc., and thus popularly assumed its

name. So 1 Castor oil pills ' is now a papular
name for certain pills which have the same laxative

effect but contain no castor oil.]

A pale yellow oil obtained from the seeds of

Kicinus communis or Palma Christi (N.O. Euphor-
biacew), having a nauseous slightly acrid taste;

used in medicine as a purgative, and in some parts

of the world in lamps.
174A P. Canvane (title), Dissertation on the Oleum Palmx

Christi. .commonly called Castor Oil. 1799 Med. *)ml. I.

468 A very useful medicine, where the stomach will l>car it,

is castor oil. 1803 Ibid. X. 492 His bowels to be kept open
by castor oil. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 205 Castor-

oil is obtained by expression from the seeds without heat,

hence it is called 'cold-drawn castor oil*.

fig. 1873 Tristram Moab xv. 281 The canebrake tops ..

are ' castor-oil to camels' stomachs '.

b. attrib., as in castor-oilplant or tree.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xx\. (1852) 492 An occasional green
castor-oil plant . . may be met with. 1857 Livingstone
Trav. xv. 272 The Palma-Christi, or castor -oil-plant.

tCa*story. Obs. [ad. L. castoreum in OF.
casfoire, castore.] = Castoreum. Also 'a colour
extracted from castoreum '. (Godef.)
1398 Trevisa Rarth. De P. R. vn. xiv. (i495> 233 The

pacyent shall vse sage and castory .. to helpe the palsey.
1586 Cogan Haven Health xxxix. (1636 56 Castoryithat is,

the stones of the beast Castoreum*. 1596 Si-enser /''. Q. 11.

ix. 41 Overlayd with fayre vermillion or pure castory. 1634
Harington Salerne Regim. 132 Castorie hath many Ver-
tues. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden ix, Sage, Castory,
Lavender, .cure members infected with the Palsie.

Castral (krestral), a. [f. L. caslra camp (pi.

of castrum fort) + -al.] Belonging to the camp.
1844 Kinglake Edthen xxiii. (1878) 308 The castral life of

the Arabs.

Castrametation (karstram/i^Jan). [a. F.
castrametation (16th c.), f. L. caslra metd-ri to

measure or lay out a camp.]
a. The art or science of laying out a camp. b.

concr. The outline of a camp traced out [obs ).

1679 Plot Staffordsh. (16861 404 Choul's discourse of the
Castrametation of the Romans. Ibid. 406 That entrench-
ment . . has been one of these Roman Castrametations.
1816 Scott Antiq. \, Discussion concerning urns, votive
altars, Roman camps and the rules of ca>trametation. 184a
W. Ramsay in Smith's Gr. Rom. Antiq. (1848) 244/2
A technical memoir on the art of castrametation.

Castrate (,karstnrit),a. (sb.) [ad.h.castrdt-us

pa. pple. of castrare ; see the vb.

]

A. a<lj. Castrated. Obs. exc. in Bot.
1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Androgynus, an Hermaph-

rodite, or one who is Castrate or Effeminate. 1754 Watson
in Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 873 Hut the castrate fish . . were
always in season. 1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 401 Castrate,
said of a stamen which wants the anther.

t B. sb. A castrated man, a eunuch. Obs. (

=

F. castral, It. castrato.)

1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xxx. 61 The Imperfect Castrate.

1691 T. HtYKicK Misc. Poems 31 The Castrate's sneaking
looks.

Castrate ^karstr^O, v. [f. L. castral- ppl.

stem of castrare to castrate, prune, expurgate, de-

prive of vigour, etc. : see -ate '>.]

1. trans. To remove the testicles of; to geld,

emasculate.
1613 [see Castrated!. 1633 Bp. Morton Discharge Im-

f>ut. Romish Party 138 (T.) Origen—having read that

scripture, * There be some that castrate themselves for the

kingdom of God '..he did castrate himself. 1646 Sir T.
Hrowne Pseud. Ep. 1 13 Toeunuchaleor castrate themselves.

1781 Gibbon Decl.
<fr

Fall 11. 90. 1831 Youatt Horse ii.

(1847) 19 The Barb.—They are never castrated, for a Mus-
sulman would not mutilate, .the beast of the Prophet.

b. Bot. To remove the anthers (or the pistil) of

(a flower) before fecundation. (Syrf. Soc. Lex.)

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. ix. (1873) 236 A plant, to be
hybridised, must be castrated.

f 2. Gardening. To prune, remove superfluous

suckers from. Obs.

1658 Kvelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 255 When your strawberries

shoot their string*, you must castrate them. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp., Castrating .. in speaking of melons and cu-

cumbers, .signifies the same witn pruning or pinching.

t 3. transf. and fig. To deprive of vigour, force,

or vitality ; to mortify. Obs.

1554 T. Martin Marriage of Priesies Yib (T.) Ye cas-

trate the desires of the flesh, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Wil-
liams 11. (1692) 181 Every subsequent action of that Parlia-

ment did castrate their hope. 1670 W. SiMrsoN Hydrot.
Ess. 123 Whether they [mineral waters] do not .. sooner

precipitate an Ocre to the bottom, nor sooner become
castrated thereby.

f b. To mutilate, ' cut down \ Obs.

17*8 Morgan Algiers I. iii. 56 The noble kingdom of Nu«
midia was so castrated, that it dwindled away to the

Eastern Province of the Algerines.

4. To mutilate (a book, etc.) by removing a

sheet or i>ortion of it ; esp. to remove obscene

or objectionable passages from ; to expurgate.

1617 Let. in Crt. * Times Chas. I. (1848) I. 295 An Oxford
man. .had his sermon perused and castrated before he came
there. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 179 F 5 The following U tter,

which I have castrated in some places. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp., Castrating a booh. 1753 Warblrton Lett.

Late Prelate (1809) 136 The letter.. is castrated of one of

its most curious anecdotes. 1701 Bosw ell Johnson (1816)

III. 210 Talking of Rochester s Poems, he said, he had
given them to Mr. Stecvens to castrate for the edition of the

poets. 1816 Southey Lett. (1856) III. 33 Gifford is at his

old work of castrating my reviews. 1873 Symonds Grk.

Poets xi. 344 The monk Planudes amended, castrated, .and

remodelled, .the Greek Anthology of Cephalas.

Hence Castrated ///. a. (in lit. and

senses).

1613 R. C. Table Alph, led. 3), Castrated, gelded, dimin-

ishecT 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Efi. 124 Castrated
iiniiuals. .are longer lived. 1791-1824 D'Iskaeli Cur. Lit.,

Bible /n>A#.,Thiscastratedcopyof the Bible. x8a8SouTHF.Y
Ess. (1832) II. 417. 1871 Dapwin Desc. Man II. xvii. 247
The horns are not developed - - in the castrated male.

Castration (ka?str<?i-j3n). [a. F. castration, or

ad. L. castration-em, n. of action f. castrare to

castrate.] Thcaction of castrating(
in various senses.

1. The removing of the testicles
;
gelding.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. vi. 92 Now . . is goode castracion

Of htel boles. 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 37. 1714
Mandeville Fab. Bees {1733) II. 102 That castration pre-

serves and strengthens the voice. 1875 Blake Zool. 30
Castration produce* diminution in size of the horns.
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f 2. The act of taking away a portion of the

honey from the hive. Obs. [Cf. L. castrare alve-

aria (Palladius) ; Fr. ckAtrtr une ruche.']

C1420 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 267 Castracion the been have
efte this moone. 1623 Butler Fern. A/on. x. (1623) Vj,

Exsection or castration . . is the cutting out of part of the

Combes, part being left for the Bees prouision.

f3. Mutilation, 1 cutting down '. Obs.

1728 Morgan Algiers I. List Subscribers, Near 100..

have desired to be excused, and accordingly they are erased.

. . I almost repent my consenting to so great a Castration.

4. The removal of objectionable parts from a
literary work ;

expurgation. Also concr.

1791-1824 DTsrakli Cur, Lit. (1859) II. 448 A partial

suppression, or castration of passages, .fatal to the cause of

truth. 1806 in Hoiinshed's Scot. Chron. I. 7 In this second
edition, several sheets, .were castrated for containing some
passages disagreeable to Queen Elizabeth, .but the castra-

tions have since been printed apart.

il
Castrato (kastra'to)- PI. castrati. [Ital.

;

pa. pple. of castrare used substantively :—L. cas~

trare to castrate.] A male singer castrated in

boyhood so as to retain a soprano or alto voice.

1763 J. Brown Poetry <$• Mus. v. 63 An Italian Castrato

(who hath laboured at this Refinement through his whole
Life). 1879 E. Gosse Lit. N. Europe 147 The Italian Opera
. . with its gang of castrati.

Castrator (ka^str^'-tai). [a. L, castrator, f.

castrare.] One who castrates ; see the vb.

1818 Southey Lett. (1856) 1 1 1. 93 The reviewal of ' Evelyn's

Memoirs' (part of which goes to the grand castrator with
this letter).

Castrel, another form of Kestrkl, a hawk.

t Castrcnsial, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. cos-

trensi-s belonging to a camp (f, castra camp) +
-al.] = next.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus ii. 44 According unto
military marches, or castrensiall mansions.

Castreusian (ka?stre*nsian), a. [f. as prec. +
-an.] Of or pertaining to a camp : camp-.
1657 G. Starkev Helmont's Vind. 261 Castrensian or

Camp Feavers. 1776 Kentish Trav. Com^an. 144 The cas-

trensian amphitheatre. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 1.

iv. 125 No castrensian remains. 1832-4 De Quincey Caesars
Wks. IX. 102 A mere military title, .purely castrensian.

Castrometer. nonce-wd. [f. L. castra camp
+ Gr. -fiirp^y in L. -metro, measurer.] A surveyor

of (ancient) camps.
1857 J- Raims Mem. J. Hodgson I. 138 Not merely as an

archaeologist or castrometer, but as an agriculturist.

Casual (kre'^al, koj'zu/al), a. (sb.) Also 4-5
casuel, 5-7 -all. [a. F. casuel, ad. L. casual-is

depending on chance, f. casus : see Case sb.^~\

1. Subject to, depending on, or produced by
chance ; accidental, fortuitous.

C1374 Chaucer Troyius nr. 391 It is but casuel plesaunce.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. 40 (Hari MS.) By a casuel happe or by
chaunce I was ny dreynt. 1590 Swinburn Testaments
132 Of conditions. .Some be casuall, such as are not in the

power of that man to whome they are imposed, but either

in the power of some other thing, or person, so that the

euent thereof is to vs vncertaine. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World
(J.) That which seemeth most casual and subject to fortune,

is yet disposed by the ordinance of God. 1670 Drvden
Tyran. Loz'e in. i, Him who thought A casual World was
from wild Atoms wrought. 167a Covent Gard. Drollery
231* His words like casual Atoms made a thought. 1705
Stanhope Paraphr. II. 497 How casual soever things., may
appear, yet there is One who ruleth over all. 1763 J. Brown
Poetry <y Mus. vi. 113 The Improvement, .was not casual,

but the Result of a natural Progression. 1879 Lubbock
Sri Led. ii. 52 Are these differences merely casual and
accidental, or have they a meaning and a purpose?

+ b. Non-essential ; = Accidental 3. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. nr. iv, (1495) 84 Some pro-

prytees. .ben secundary and casuall. 1655-60 Stanley Hist.
Philos. (1701) 196/1 It is Principle of the Platonists, that
every created thing hath a three-fold being; Casual, Formal,
participated.

t c. Used, like accidental, of untoward events.

C1386 [cf. Casually i b.]. 1577 Holinshed Chron. I.

130/1 In Ethelberts time the citie of Canturburie was burned
by casuall fire. 1586 Cogan Haven Health ccxiii. (1636) 222
Naturall death, which few attaine unto, but are prevented
by death casuall. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 566 Where casual
fire Had wasted woods. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 4 F 9
Who, by a casual hurt . . lie pining in want and anguish.

2. Occurring or coming at uncertain times j not
to be calculated on, uncertain, unsettled.

1 1460 Fortescue Abs. $ Lim. Mon. (1714) 47 The Kyngs
Extraordynary chargys ar so casuel, that no Man may
knowe them in certeynte. c 1525 30 More De Quat. Noviss.
Wks. 80/2 We call no sicknes by that name, but such as be
casual and come and goe. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. I.

1. 5 Both the known and casual Revenue. 1788 Priestley
Led. Hist, iv. xxi. 231 The accounts of the royal revenue,
whether certain or casual. 1818 Cruise Digest HI. 437 An
escheat is a casual profit, quod accidit domino ex eventu
et ex insperato. 1876 Grote Eth. Fragm. v. 174 Not for
a casual period but for a complete lifetime.

3. Occurring or brought about without design
or premeditation

; coming up or presenting itself

' as it chances'.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 223 What wonder if . . object new

Casual discourse draw on. 0:1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb.
(J.) The commissioners entertained themselves . . in general
and casual discourses. 1722 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 245
They talked of casual things. 1794 Sullivan View Nat.
I. 97 Anaxagoras .. would seem to have had more than a
casual glimpse of truth, 1863 Burton Bk. Hunter 17 A

mere casual spectator. 1864 D. Mitchell Sev. Stor. 70, I

made some casual remark about the weather. 1865 Dickens
Mitt. Fr. xii. 263 I'll mix with 'cm in a casual way.

j 4. Liable to happen ; incidental to. Obs.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. 275 (Harl. MS.> Of such men it is to

dred, for casuall vengeaunce. ^1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (1728) 46 It is but casual to a man to fall in an
offence. 1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 284 When they
dissent, which in all persons is casuall. 1610 Healey St.

Aug. City ofGod r. viii. 14 Tell me whether any thing be
casuall vnto the good, that tendeth not to their good, c 1645
Howell Lett. (1650) II. 121.

+ 5. Subject to chance or accident; frail, tin-

certain, precarious. Obs. + b. Liable to. Obs.

(Cf. mod.F. use of casuel forfragile, censured by Littrd)

1529 More Comf. agst. Trib. m. Wks. 1219/1 Landes seme
not so casual as money is or plate. 1568 Abp. Parker
Corr. (1853) 325, I carry about me such a casual body. 15.

.

Vaux Content. Mind in Parad. Dainty Devices (1576) The
body . . to a million of mishaps Is casual every houn 1611

Shaks. Cymb. 1. iv. 100 Your brace of vnprizeable Estima-
tions, the one is but fraile, and the other Casuall. 1620

Markham Farew. Husb. (16251 127 Of all Graine it [Oats]

is least casuall. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 200 In
case, .the weather prove casual. 1727 Swift State Irel.

Wks. 1755 V. 11. 166 A trade casual, corrupted and at mercy.

1729 Franklin Ess, Wks. 1840 II. 272 If the security is

casual.

6. Of persons or their actions : Not to be de-

pended on, uncertain, unmethodical, haphazard,
1 happy-go-lucky colloq. or slang.

[1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife, fyc. in. Wks. 1778 III. 457
Sane. Wilt thou lend me any? Cac. Not a farthing, cap-

tain; Captains are casual things.] 1883 Durham Univ.

Jrul. 24 Mar., A 'casual' man is one whose manner of life

is altogether the sport of chance. 1886 W. Hooi-er Sk.
Academic Life 10 He takes his meals in a casual sort of
way, without any attempt at regulation.

T 7. Casuistic. Obs. rare.
1672 Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 114 The Casual Divinity

of the Jesuites. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., Osiander
. .has published a system of casual theology, containing the

solution of dubious questions, and cases of conscience.

if 8. Confused with Causal. Obs.

1578 Timme Calvin on Gen. 314 We must put in the

casuall word Fear not Abram : hycause I am thy buckler.

:668 Howe Bless. Righteous (1825) 28 It is not at all casual

of this blessedness, but is that which the. . Lawgiver thought
meet, .to make requisite thereto.

9. In such phrases as casual labourer, one who
does casual or occasional jobs, but has no fixed

employment ; casual poor, those occasionally in a

state of poverty ; those not receiving regular or

systematic relief, esp. those not permanently in-

mates of workhouses, etc., but admitted for oc-

casional relief (cf. B. 3 b); casual ward, a ward
reserved for such occasional relief.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. 85 a, If wee cannot keepe and
cherrish the casuall poore amongst vs. 1849 Bright Irel.,

Sp. (1876) 164 For the support of the Irish casual poor.

i860 Mayhew Loud. Labour III. 382 (Hoppe' He con-

sidered a casual ward necessary in every union. 1876

Green Stray Stud. 17 The bulk of its population consisted

of casual labourers. 1887 Pall Mall G. 24 Oct. 1/2 The
casual wards in the central parts of the metropolis.

10. Lata. Casual ejector, the defendant in the

fictitious action formerly allowed for the purpose

of determining a title to land.

The casual ejector, a fictitious person, was stated to have
ejected the plaintiff from the land, which (as was stated) he
held on lease of the person actually claiming the land. The
action involved the proving of the lessor's right to grant the

lease, and so incidentally determined his title to the land.

1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 202 The lessee is entitled to

his action of ejectment against the tenant, or this casual

ejector, whichever it was that ousted him.

B. sK
+ 1. A casual event, a chance. (Chiefly in //.)

1566 Drant Horace's Sat. v. Civ, To sterte up in astrologle

the casuals of men. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 162 Provi-

dence is in the ordering of casuals as well as fatals.

2. A casual revenue or income ; see sense 2 above.

1825 T. Jefferson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 103 The tithes

and casuals of the Clergy.

3. colloq. A casual workman ; a casual visitor, etc.

i860 Mayhew Land. Labour II. 246 (Hoppe) The casuals

being mostly paid by the day, and the regular hands, .once

or twice a week. 1878 Hallberger's III. Mag. 32 (Hoppe)
The family, tradespeople, visitors and casuals [not to men-
tion run-away knocks]. 1880 Blackmore Frema h. (Hoppe*,

Not a farthing did his lordship ever pay . . to support his

casual [bastard).

b. A casual pauper ; a casual ward. See sense

9 above.
1865 Pall Mall G. 24 Oct. 11 The guardians of Marylebone

had to admit 800 or 900 casuals a week into their work-
house. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. II. 69. 1866 J. Greenwood
in Pall Mall G. Feb., A night in a workhouse, by an
amateur casual. 1887 Pall Mall G. 24 Oct. 1/2 The accom-
modation in casuals and workhouses. Ibid. This ward .

.

holds ninety —about the usual number for a London casual.

4. Mil. Cf. Casualty 2 b.

1853 Stocqueler Milit. Encycl. 53 Casuals, or Casualties,

a term, .signifying men that are dead (since first enlisted),

or have been discharged, or have deserted.

C. Comb. 7 casual-wise adv., casually.

1601 Chester Loz'c's Mart, cxlviii, If any happen casuall-

wise to dye.

Ca'Siialism. [f. Casual + -ism ] a. A state

of things in which chance reigns, b. The doctrine

that all things exist or happen by chance.

1873 Contcmp. Rev. XXI. 187 The most arbitrary casual-
ism in place of the orderliness of law. 1882-3 Schaff
Relig. Encycl. III. 1949 From infidelity and scepticism

sprung materialism, .sensualism, and casualism.

Ca'sualist. [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

+ 1. = Casuist. Obs.

1633 Ames Agst. Cerem. App. 39 Divers interpretations

out of the Casualists.

2. One who holds the doctrine of casualism.
•1 Casua'lity. Obs. [a. F. casualitc:—med.L.

cdsualitas, f. casualis ; see Casual. The form now
used is Casualty.]
1. Chance ; the state of being 'casual' ; a chance

or casual occurrence, contingency
;
esp. an unfor-

tunate occurrence, accident, casualty.

1540 Raynald Birth Man. 1. ii- (1634) 19 By cutting or

apostumation, or by other casuality. \^j\U.Marlorat's
Apocaltps 16 Nothing happeneth by casualitie. a 1618

Raleigh Royal Navy 19 More subject to casualitie and
danger. 1679 Hoiuses Behemoth Wks. (1840) VI. 246 Mere
contingency, casuality, and fortune. 1792 W. Roberts
Looker-on No. 7 (1794) I. 86 Superior to common casualities.

2. A casual or incidental charge or source of in-

come ; = Casualty 4.

C1568 Murray in Lovedett. Mary Q. Scots h^. (1824)

211 The intromissioun or disponyng upoun hir propertie,

casualities, or quhatsumever thing pertening, or that ony
wayis might perteue, to hir. 1607 Dayies 1st Let. Earl
Salisbury (1787) 242 An allowance out of the fines and
casualities of that county, a 1649 Dklmm. ok Hawth. Hist.

Jas. V Wks. (1711) 96 His partner and fellow-governour in

distribution of casualities and ruling the country.

Ca'SUally (see Casual), adv. Also 4-5 casu-

ally, 5 caswclly. [f. Casual + -ly -.]

1. Jiy chance
;
accidentally.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 679 And moo loves casuelly That
betyde no man wote why. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys "835)
174 He homward ayen. . Hys journe took, and caswelly To
the hyl he neyhyd. 1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, xii, By chance
negligently or casually. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. ii.

9 The Monument of Childenck. .casually discovered three

years past. 1667 Boyle Orig. Formes <y Qual. 4 That
Matter barely put into Motion, and then left to itself should

Casually constitute this beautiful and orderly world. 1691

Ray Creation 1. (1704) 102 If the Clouds moved casually.

+ b. Accidentally ( = by a mischance). Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Nonne Pr, T. 281 Casuelly the schippes

bothom rent, 1576 La.mkakde Peramb. Kent (1826) 151

In a fire that casuallie consumed the Popes owne chamber.

1678 Wanley Wond. Lit. World v. ii. § 3S Basilius .. was
. . casually killed by a Stag.

2. Without design or previous intention ; as it

happens or happened ; by mere chance.

1547 Boorde Introd. KHcnvl, 205 Casually going over the

bredge . . I dyd mete with ix Knglyshe .. parsons. 1627

Lisander <$ Cat. 11. 24 With whom Lisander casually being.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. (17021 I. iv. 294 All men, who.

.

had been casually present in the Hall. 1823 Lamb Elia
Ser. 11. (1865) 245 He casually looketh in about dinner-time.

3. Incidentally, by the way, in a chance way.
1697 Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 366 The Joint Answers of the

Quakes.. is not only Casually mention'd, but particularly

insisted upon. 1794 Balky Evid. x. iii. (1817) 53 Grounds
of argument . . casually and undesignedly disclosed. 1855

Bain Senses $ Int. in. ii. § 14 A word casually spoken, .will

often revive a stream of recollections. 1862 Stanley Jew.
Ch. (1877) I. xvii. 328 Shiloh is casually mentioned.

% ? Causally.
1661 Bramhall Just Vind. i. 5 The Papacy, .is become.

.

in a great part actually, and altogether casually, guilty. .of

..all the greater schisnies in Christendome.

Casualness. rare. [f. Casual + -ness.]

Casual state or quality. (See Casual 5, 6.)

1882 Sat. Rev. No. 1393. 45 Stacks of umbrellas and bales

of neglected great coats which in Scotland Yard await

their owners, and mutely reproach the casualness of man.

Casualty {kar^'Mialti, karzi«ialti). Also 5

caswelte. [ad. L. casualilas, on model of forms

like royalty, fealty, penalty ; the fuller form was
Casuality ; cf. speciality, special-ty ; see -ty.]

1. Chance, accident (as a state of things). ? Obs.

1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q. xxii, Were it causit throu hevinly

Influence OfT goddis will, or othir casualtee. c 1500 Merch.

<y Son in Halliw. Nugx P. 23, I have seyn men bothe ryse

and falle, hyt ys but caswelte ! 1548 Wriothesley Chron.

(1877) II. 6 Sainct Annes church . . brente by casualtie of

fire. 1639. W. Whateley Prototypes in. xxxix. (1640) 34

Sometimes by meere casualty almost they light upon a very

good servant. 1779 Johnson Pope "Wks. IV. 17 Combina-
tions of skilful genius with happy casualty. 1856 Kane Arct.

Expl. I. 398 Of too much worth to be left to casualty.

2. A chance occurrence, an accident
;
esp. an

unfortunate occurrence, a mishap ;
now, generally,

a fatal or serious accident or event, a disaster,

b. Mil. Used of the losses sustained by a body

of men in the field or on service, by death, deser-

tion, etc.

1494 Fabyan vii. 336 By syknesse and other casueltyes, he

loste moche of his people. 1530 Wolsey in Ellis Orig.

Lett. 11. II. 30 Ifany casueltie of deth. .chaunceduntohym.

1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov. (1552) 16 Betwene the cuppe

and the lyppes maye come many casualties. 1608 Shaks.

Per. v. i. 94. 161a Rowlands Knaue Harts 29 Losses on

Land, and casualties at Seas. 1655 Fuller Hist. Catnb,

(1840) 20 Many sad casualties were caused by these meet-

ings . . Arms and legs were often broken, as well as spears.

1727 SWIFT Country Post Wks. 1755 III. 1. 178 Severa/

casualties have happened this week, and the bill of mortality

is very much increased. 1779 Johnson L. P. Wks. 1816 XI.

73 He that runs against lime has an antagonist not subject

to casualties, x8xo Wellington Let, in Gunv. Disp. VI.
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480 Not enough to provide for the casualties of the service.

1861 Land. Rev. 16 Feb. 168 The annual loss of property
from casualties on our coast.

f3. State of subjection to chance (see Casual 5)

;

liability to accident
;
precariousncss, uncertainty.

1503 4 Act 19 lien. VI/, xxv. Preamb., The casueltie of
this worlde is suche & lyfe as uncertayne, etc. 1558 Br.

Watson Sev. Sacram. xvi. 104 The casualtie of oure frayle

life. 1668 Mabvell Corr. civ. Wks. 1872-5 II. 260 Because
of the distance of our lodgings and the casualty of finding

one another. 1812 Monthly Rev. LXVII. 529 The casualty

of public office, its distribution by accidental allotment ..

tended to form a gambling spirit.

+ b. concr. A thing subject to chance. Obs.

1667 Primatt City C. Build. 6 Mines, .in England, are

for the most part very great casualties.

4. A casual or incidental charge or payment

;

spec, in Sc. Lata, a payment due from a tenant or

vassal on the occurrence of certain casual events.

Casualty of Wards : feudal incidents accruing to

superiors in ward holdings.

1529 W. Frankeleyn in Fiddes Wolsey (1726) II. 166

Worthe two hundrethe markes a yere of standyng rents by-

sids casualties. 1643 Prvsne Sov. Power Pari. 11. 57 The
Chauncellor. .alleagmg that the King was much endebted,

and that he had neede retaine such casualties to himselfe.

1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6378/3 His Majesty's Land Rents and
Casualties in Scotland. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. 11817)

225 The King received the feudal casualties of the ward.

1887 Pall Mall G. 4 Aug. 2/1 This right, .the casualty of
composition on the estate passing to a singular successor,

was so irregular in its incidence, and so arbitrary, that it

has been so constantly evaded, whether rightly or wrongly,
as never to constitute an appreciable addition to the value
of the feudal superior's income.

5. Mining. (Seequot.)
1753 Chambers Cycl. Snpp., Casualty, in the tin-mines, a

word used to denote the earth and stony matter which is,

by washing in the stamping-mills, etc., separated from the
tin ore, before it is dried and goes to the crazing mill. [In

Phil. Trans. 1 1678 1 XI 1
.
952, and Bradley Fain, DietA 1725)

called causally.)

6. at/rib., as in casualty ward, the ward in a hos-

pital in which accidents are treated.

1836 7 Dickens Sk. Boz (1850* 147/1 We were conducted
to the casualty ward in which she was lying. 1885 Barthol.
/tosp. Rep. XXI. 89 The casualty department of Sl Bar-
tholomew's.
m

,' Krroneous for Causality ; cf. Casual 8.

1635 Swan Spec. M. (1670* 296 The same thing may l>c

both a sign and a cause. .And therefore when the stars are
called sighs, their casualty is not excluded. 1668 Howe
Bless. Righteous (18251 5 1 It* casualty is that of an objec-
tive cause, .that operates only as it is apprehended.

II Casuarina ;kx si/^ar9i na). Hot. [f. mod.L.
casuarius cassowary, from fancied resemblance
of the branches to the feathers of the bird.]

A genus of curious trees, with jointed leafless

branches, having the appearance of gigantic horse-

tails {Equiseta , natives of Australia and the
Indian Archipelago. The Australian species is

known as Beef-wood, and *Oak\
1806 Naval Ckron. XV. 460 Clubs made of the wood of

the casuarina, 1866 Treat. Bot. 237 The Fiji Islanders
eat human flesh with forks made of the hard wood of a
casuarina 1883 Sum/ay Mag. Sept. 547/1 Splendid date-
palms, .lofty Australian acacias, casuarinas, and eucalypti.

Casuist karzi/oist, kar3'«
(
ist. [a. Y.casuiste

(Sp. casuista, It. casista), f, L. casus case : see
-1st.] A theologian (or other person) who studies

and resolves cases of conscience or doubtful ques-
tions regarding duty and conduct. (Often with a
sinister application : see Casuistry.)
1609 R Jonson Sit, Worn. iv. v. (i6:6> 576 To talke with a

Casuist about his diuorce. a i66z Holyuay Juvenal Pref.,
Like an exact casuist does he not make conscience man's
keeper and judge? 1663 Cowley Cutter Colem. St. itt. v,
Like cunning Casuists as all Lovers are. a 1668 Dknham
Progr. Learning 118 Casuists, like cocks, struck out each
other's eyes. 173a Pope Ep. Bathurst 1 Who shall decide,
when Doctors disagree And soundest Casuists doubt, like
you and me? 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 359. 1836 H. Rogers
J. J/owe iii. (1863) 71 Provided we state a real reason, .it is

agreed by all casuists, that we are not bound to state every
reason. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 566 Casuist*
willing and competent to soothe his conscience with so-
phisms.

Hence fCa'suist v., to play the casuist ; Ca su-
istess, a female casuist; t Ca suistly adv., ac-
cording to the principles of casuists.

1643 Milton Divorce 11. xx. (1851) 119 We never leave sub-
tilizing and casuisting. 1650 B. Discolliminium 7 Un-
casuistly or unconscientiously asserted. 1865 M. Arnold
Ess. Crit. v. (1875) 219 No casuistess in the gay Science.

Casuistic ^krczi//,i-stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic] =
next. (Often with a sinister application : see
Casuistry.)
1660 Gaudkn Brmvnrig 208 All points and parts of Re-

ligion, Dogmatick, Polemick, Practick, Casuistick. 1816
Monthly Mag. XLII. 36 Diving into the weedy pool of
casuistic argument. 1872 Tullocii Ration. Theol. I. vi.

353 1 hose casuistic tendencies which . . gave complexion to
his fjeremy Taylor's] theological culture. 1875 I.O. Smith
Diet. Chr. Anti<], s.v. Celibacy, The great casuistic Epistle
li Corinthians].

Casuistical (kcezi«,i-stikal), a. [f. as prec. +
-Ai..] Pertaining to casuists or casuistry

;
relating

to the solving of cases of conscience.
1649 Roberts Ctavis Bild. 617 His Casu'isticall Sermon,

wherein the Prophet at large resolves the Jews in a case

of conscience touching Fasting. 1748 Hartley Obseri'.

Man 11. iii. 293 The endless Subtleties and Intricacies

of Casuistical Divinity. 1791 Boswkll Johnson (1831) V.

201 We talked of the casuistical question, 'Whether it was
allowable at any time to depart from truth?' 1876 Frke-

man Norm. Cong. V. xxiii. 143 We also see in Anselm him-

self the beginning of those casuistical distinctions.

Casuis tically, adv.[[. prec + -LY*.] In a

casuistical manner; sophistically.

1678 Cldwortii Intell. Syst. 1. v. 898 Themselves are

necessitated. .Casuistically to allow, etc. 1691 Wooo Ath.
Oxon. II. 282 [Jeremy Taylor] obtained in that house much
of that learning wherewith he was enabled to write casuis-

tically. 1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith Introd. 6 A similar

method may be casuistically brought to bear against

theology.

Casuistry (karzi«,istri, kar^'w-). [f. Casuist
+ -ry. App. at first contemptuous = 1 the casuist's

trade* ; cf. sophistry, Jesuitry, foolery. A term of

more respectful application would prob. have been
casuistn : Fr. has la casuistique, as if

1 casuistics '.]

The science, art, or reasoning of the casuist ; that

part of Ethics which resolves cases of conscience,

applying the general rules of religion and morality

to particular instances in which 'circumstances

alter cases or in which there appears to be a

conflict of duties. Often (and perhaps originally)

applied to a quibbling or evasive way of dealing

with difficult cases of duty; sophistry.

1715 Pope Rape Lock v. 122 Cages for gnats . . and tomes
of casuistry. 1736 Bolincbroke Patriot. '17491 I 7° Casu-
istry, .destroys, by distinctions and exceptions, all morality,

and effaces the essential difference between right and
wrong. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 359 The science of casuis-

try .. has been termed not inaptly the 'art of quibbling
with God'. 1841 Emerson Led. the Times Wks. (Bohn)
II. 254 The Temperance-question. -is a gymnastic train-

ing to the casuistry and conscience of the time. 186a
Mill Utilit. 37 Self-deception and dishonest casuistry.

1887 Kowi.ER J'rinc. Morals 11. vi. 247 Granted that duties
may clash, or that general rules may be modified by special
circumstances, it is surely most important to determine be-

forehand, as far as we can, what those circumstances are,

and, in the case of clashing duties, which should yield to

the other. Now this, and this alone, is the task which
1 Casuistry ' or the attempt to 1 resolve cases of conscience

'

proposes to itself.

2. A register or record of medical! cases.

1883 J.
W. Lkgg in Barthol. Hosp. Rep. XIX. 202 Nor

can I find any similar case in the casuistry of pemphigus
as recorded in the year-books.

t Ca'SUle. Obs. exc. Hist. Also in 6 casle.

[OE. casul, also OF. casule, ad. L. casula (dim. of

casa cottage
1

, used in late L. for 'a vestment
covering the whole person* ('casula est vestis

cucullata, dicta per diminutioncm a casa, quod
totum hominem tcgat, quasi minor casa*, Isidore

xix. xxiv. 17).] = Chasuble.
a 1000 Vac* in Wr.-Wulcker 196 Byrrum, casul. 1557

Wills ff htv. N. (7.(1835) x 59 Item more a casle of geld
price viij /. 1563-87 Foxe A.

<fr
M. (1596) 207/1 His Tthe

archbishop of York's] casule, chimer, and rochet. 1656
Blount Glossoer., Casule, or Planet, one of those attires

wherewith the Priest is vested, when he says Mass. 1824
South ey Bk. of Ch. 11841) 211 Plucked the priestly casule
from his back.

tCa'SUre. Obs. rare. [f. L. cds- ppl. stem of

cadere to fall + -uke (as if ad. L. *casura).'] Ca-
dence, rhythm.
1565 Calfhili. Anm: Treat. Crosse (1846} 298 (D.) Allured

with the pleasant casure of the metre.

II Ca sus. Obs. [L. casus fall, falling.] Each
of the segments of the base of a triangle cut off by
a perpendicular falling thereon from the vertex.

1571 Digges Pomtorn. 11. xxiv. Piijb, Diuide both the
Ca^us, that is to say, BD, and DC the distance of eyther
Angle from the perpendicular.

Caswelly, -olte, obs. fJf. Casually, Casualty.
Casydoyn, casyldon: see Cassidoink, obs.

var. of Chalcedony.
Cat tafl , fki Forms: 1 catte,catt, 2-7 catt,

4-6 catte, (j 7 kat, 6 katte), 1- cat. [The
ME. and mod. cat corresponds at once to OE.
cat and ONK. cat. The name is common Eu-
ropean of unknown origin: found in Eat. and
Gr. in i-Ath c, and in the modern langs. gener-

ally, as far back as their records go. liyzantinc

Gr. had xdrra [in Ca.*sarius ^350) and later Karros,

as familiar terms = aiXovpos ; mod.Gr. has 70x0
from Ital. Latin had catta in Martial a ioo,

and in the Old Latin liiblc version (' Itala '),

where it renders aiAoupo*. Talladius, ?("35°»

has catus, elsewhere scanned eatus (Ix;wis and
Shorts, and prob. in both cases properly callus.

From cattus, catta, came all the Romanic forms,

It. gatto, Sp., Pg. gato, Cat. gat, Pr. cat, ONF. cat,

F. chat, with corres^nding femiuines gatta, gala,

cata, cate, chate, chatte. The Teutonic forms re-

corded are OE. cat, catt, ON. fcott-r (i-l-attuz)

masc, genit. kattar (Sw. katt, Da. kat) ; also OE.
catte? (cm., WGer. *katta (MLG. katte, MDu.J«#4
kat. Da. kat, also Sw. kalta), OHG. chazzd, (MH&,
mod.G. katze) fern. ; OHG. had also chataro,

MUG. katero, katcr, mod.G. and Du. kater^ he-cat.

The OTeut. types of these would be *katluz masc,
*katton- fern., *kat a)zon- masc. ; but as no form
of the word is preserved in Gothic, it is not certain

that it goes back to the OTeut. period. It was
at least WGer. ^400-450. It is also in Celtic:

Olr. cat masc, Gael, cat com., Welsh and Cornish
cath f., Breton kaz, Vannes kach m. Also in Sla-

vonic, with type kot- : OSlav. kofka {., Bulg.
kotka, Slovenish kot m., Russ. kot m., kotchka,

koshka f., Pol. kot [koczur tn.^, Boh. kot m., kotka
f.. Sorabian kotka; also Lith. kate\ Finnish
katti.

(These forms indicate extensive communication of the
word, but do not fix the original source. History points to
Egypt as the earliest home of the domestic cat, and the
name is generally sought in the same quarter; Martial's
attribute might incline us to a. Slavonic or Teutonic origin :

(75 Martial xiii. 69 Pannonicas nobis nunquam dedit
Umbria catt;. ,1 250 Baruch vi. 21 (' Itala 'j Nocture et

hirundines et aves, similiter et catta: [LXX. ko.\ ot alAovpot}.

L The animal.

1. A well-known carnivorous quadruped {Felis

domesticus) which has long been domesticated,
being kept to destroy mice, and as a house pet.
a 800 Corpus Gloss. 863 Fellus (felis\ catte. * a 1000

jElfric Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 120 Muriceps, uel musio, rnu~
rilegus, catt. c 1050 Gloss, ibid. 445 Muriceps, cat. a 1215
Ancr. R. 416 Ne schulen habben no best, bute kat one.

c 1300 A'. Alts. 5275 By nighth als a cat hy seeth. c 1386
Chaucer Wife's Prol. 348 Who so wolde senge the cattes
skin. Than wol the cat wel dwellen in hire in. c 15*0
Asdrewe Noble Lyfe in Babces Bk. (1868 1 224 The mouse
hounter or catte is an onclene beste, & a poyson ennemy to

all myse. 1556 Chron. Grey Fr. (1852) 88 Item.. was a
katte hongyd on the gallos in Cheppe clothed lyke a preste.

x6oa Shaks. Ham. v. i. 315 The Cat will mew, and Dogge
will haue his day. 1699 B. E. Diet. Cant, Crenv s.v. Mouse,
He watcht me as a Cat does a Mouse. 1751 Johnson
Ra/nbl. No. 188 P 12 Purring like a cat. x8u A. Fon-
ijlanque Engl, nndcr 7 Admin. (1837) II. 272 The ruffians

who threw dead dogs and dead cats at the Duke.

b. The male or he-cat (formerly also boar-cat,

ram-cat) is now colloquially called Tom cat (see

Tom); formerly and still in north Engl, and Sc.

Gib-cat (see Gib) ; the female or she-cat was for-

merly also doe-cat.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6207 Gibbe our cat That awaiteth mice
and rattes to killen. m 15*9 Skelton /'. Sparovve 22 To
call Phylyp agayne, Whom Gyb our cat hath slayne. 1506
Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. ii. 83, I am as Melancholy as a Gyt>-

Cat. 1607-1 797 [See Boar-catJ. 16x1 Cotcr., Chate, a
she-cat or doe-cat. 1667 Pepys Diary 29 Nov., Our
young gibb-cat did leap down our stairs . . at two leaps.

1749 Coles Eng. Lat. Diet., A gib-cat, felis mas. 1760
Life «*/ Adv. of a Cat iv, Tom the Cat is born of poor but
honest parents. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T. f Gib eat, a
northern name for a he cat, there commonly called Gilbert.

1791 Hcddesford Salmagundi (1793) 141 Cats .. of titles

obsolete or yet in use, Tom, Tybert, Roger, Kutterkin, or
Puss. 1705 Wolcott 1 P. Pindan, Peter's Pension, Clapping
their dead ram-cats in holy ground. x839[see 13 c-] Tom-cat.

C. Wild Cat, Felis Catus, the only represen-

tative of the feline genus found native in Great
Britain ; it is larger and stronger than the domestic

cat, and is by some considered a distinct species.

c 1400 in Cod. Dipl. IV. 236 For hare, and foxe, and wild

cattes. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843* a 3 The church
is no wylde cat : it will stande still. 1847 Carpenter
Zool. I 190 The Wild Cat .. is now confined to Scotland,

some of the woods in the North of Kngland, the woody
mountains of Wales, and some parts of Ireland.

2. fig. As a term ofcontempt for a human being ;

esp. one who scratches like a cat ; a spiteful or

backbiting woman.
a 1M5 Ancr. R. 102 HweSer be cat of helle claurcde euer

toward hire. 1601 Shaks. *(",.'/ W» iii. 295 A pox upon
him for me, he's more and more a Cat. 1607 — Cor. iv. ii.

34 'Twas you incenst the rable-Cats. 1763 Mrs. Bkookb
Lady J. Mandevt'tle (17821 II. 72 An old cat.. who is a
famous proficient in scandal. 1778 Johnson in Bosivetl

(1887) III. 246 She was a speaking cat. 1840 Makkyai Poor
Jack xii, His mother called me an old cat.

fb. slang. A prostitute. Obs,

[1401 Pol. Poems II. 113 Be ware of Cristis curse, and of

cattis tailis.] 1535 Lvndesav Satyrt 468 Wantonnes. Hay!
as ane brydlit cat. I brank. 1670 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Cat, a common Whore. 170B Motteux Rabelais (1737) V.

217 Wrigglers, Misses, Cats, Rigs.

3. Zool. Extended (usually in f/f to the members
of the genus Felis, including the lion, tiger, panther,

leopard, etc. ; the feline animals or cat kitui, cat

tribe. It enters into the name of some of these,

as the tiger-cat of South America.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 383 Panthers, Pardals,

Linxes, or Tygers, had been all of the kinde of Cats. 1796

Stedman Surinam 11. xviiL 51 The tyger-cat is a very

lively animal, with its eyes emitting flashes like lightning.

1834 M eM lrtrie Cuvier's Anim. A't'ngd. 68 Of all the

Carnaria the Cats are the most completely and powerfully

armed. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 430/2 Leopards, the name
by which the greater spotted cats are known.

4. With qualifications (or contextually) applied

to some animals of similar appearance, as civet-eat,

musk-cat, pole-cat, etc. ; and in further extension

to other animals, as flying-cat {Cant), an owl

(cf. Fr. chat-huant) ;
sea-cat, the Wolf-fish.

1553 Eden Treat. Nciv Ind. (Arb.) 25 In this region are

founde many muske cattes. x6oo Shaks. A . V. L. m. ii. 70
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Ciuet is . . the verie vncleanly fluxe of a cat. 1605 — Lear
in. iv. 109 Thou ow'st..the Cat, no perfume. 1699 Ii. E.

Diet. Cant. Crew s.v. Flutter, An Owl is a Flying-Cat. 1859

Yarbell Brit. Fishes (ed. 3) 1 1. 384 The wolf-fish, sea-wolf,

sea-cat, Scotland. Jbid. 385 The savage Sea-cat is speedily

rendered incapable of doing further harm. 1870 Every
Boy's Ann. tRtldg.) 628 The polecat had pounced upon the

bait . . Between the two [dogs] the cat was killed.

b. Short for Catfish i b.

1796 Stedman Surinam II. xviii. 60 The spotted-cat. .this

fish is formed not unlike a pike. 1848-60 Bartlett Diet.

Amer. s.v. Catfish . .is also called by the name of Horned-

pout, Bull-head, Mud-pout, Minister, or simply Cat.

f 5. Short for Cat-skin, cat's fur. Obs.

1656 Sheph. Kalendar xxvii, Cats, Conies, Lambs, and
diverse other thicke furres that be good and wholesome.

1677 Hobbes Homer 148 And from him then they took his

cap of cat.

II. Transferred senses.

6. A movable pent-house used in early times by

besiegers to protect themselves in approaching

fortifications, also called cat-house, cf. Belfry,

Sow. In OF. chat-chastel (Cotgr.), med.L. cattus.

(Caxton has barbed eat : otherwise little evidence ap-

pears of its use in Eng., except by modem historians trans-

lating Lat, cattus or Fr. chat.)

1489 [see Barbed-cat]. 1605 [see eat-house in 18]. 1833

Southey Naval Hist. Eng. I. 85 Machines which, under

the names of ' Cats ' and ' Sows ', were used in sieges, i860

Reade Cloister $ H. xliii. iD.) A strong pent-house, which

they called a cat. 1885 C. W. Oman Art 0/ War 58 If the

moat could be filled, and the cat brought close to the foot of

the fortifications.

+ b. A lofty work used in fortifications and

sieges; a Cavalier. Obs.

i6z8 Wither Brit. Rememb. iv. 1304 A warlike Fort ; A
new rais'd Mount, or some fire-spitting Cat. 1647-8 Cot-

terei.l Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678) 524 Cavalier, a Mount
raised on purpose to plant cannon on. Some call it a Cat.

1652 Shirley Honoria <y Mam. 1. ii, Of turnpikes, flankers,

cats, and counter-scarps.

7. Natit. Applied to different parts of the con-

trivance by which an anchor is raised out of the

water to the deck of the ship, or suspended outside

clear of the bow; chiefly = Cat-head, but also

used for the cat-purchase and the cat-fall (see 18).

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Seamen 12 The forecastle

..the Cat, Catshead and Cates holes. 1627 — Seaman's
Gram. ii. 11 The Cat is also a short peece of timber aloft

right ouer the Hawse. 1670 Dryden Tempest 1. i, Haul
Catt, haul Catt. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Cat,

is. .a. .strong tackle, or complication of pullies, to hook and
draw the anchor, .up to the cat-head. 1825 H. Gascoigne
Nav. Fame 50 The Cat is hook'd ' Haultaught

!

' their

weight they ply By Sticking-out more Cable they supply.

i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 56 The cat, for lifting

the whole weight of the anchor, is rove through the foremost

sheave of the cat-head, through the inner sheave of the cat-

block. 1864 S. Ferguson ForgingAnchor vi, A shapely one
he is, and strong, as e'er from cat was cast. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Wd.-bk. 173 When the cat is hooked and 'cable

enough* veered and stoppered, the anchor hangs below the

cat-head. 1880 Boy's Own Bk. 315 Cat, a projecting piece

of wood or iron to which sheets or halyards are made fast.

8. Short for Cat-o'-nine-tails.
I'ft&Yhi.Q.o-xmMQ.v.Afr.Slave Tr. 40 Acat fan instrument

of correction, which consists of a handle or stem, made of a
rope three inches and a half in circumference, and about

eighteen inches in length, at one end of which are fastened

nine branches, or tails, composed of log line, with three or

more knots upon each branch 1
. 1789 Wolcott (P. Pindar)

Subj. for Paint. Wks. 1812 II. 149 This Cat's a cousin-

german to the Knout. 1824 Order in Council in Ann.
Keg. (1824) 64V2 Any whip, cat, stick, or other such like

instrument. 1846 A. Fonblanque Life Labours ii. (1874)

210 The Duke's professional prejudice makes him cling to

the cat.

9. A double tripod with* six legs, formed by
three bars joined in the middle and so placed that

it always rests on three legs, as a cat is said always

to land on its feet.

1806 Ann. Reg. 060 A new toast-stand, or an improvement
on the articles called cats or dogs, upon which things are
placed before the fire. 1826 Scott in S. Gibson Remiu.
(1871) 17 A mahogany thing, which is called a cat, with a
number of legs, so that turning which way it will it stands
upright. 1847 Mrs. Sherwood in Life vi. 88 There was
an ebony cat standing before the fire, supporting a huge
plate of toast and butter. 1884 Fall Mall G. 24 July 9/1
There are also at least a couple of 'cats', stands for open
fireplaces.

10. A term used in various games.
a. A small piece of wood tapering at each, end,

used in the game of tip-cat, etc. ; it is hit at one
end by the cat-stick, and made to spring from the
ground, and then driven away by a side stroke.

1598 Florio, Lippo, a trap or cat, such as children play at.

a 1627 M iddleton Worn, beivare Worn. 1. ii, Prithee, lay up
my cat and cat-stick safe, a 1652 Brome Neiv Acad. iv. 1.

Wks. 1873 II. 66 All my storehouse of tops, gigs, balls, cat
and catsticks. i8ox Strutt Sports and Fast. 101 (N.) The
cat is about six inches in length, and an inch and a half or
two inches in diameter, and diminished from the middle to
both ends, in the manner of a double cone.

b. The game itself; tip-cat.
1626 in Windsor $ Eton Gaz. ( 1886) 6 Mar. 4/5 Playing at

Catt in the Parke medow, 1653 J. Taylok (Water P.)
Journ. Wales (1859) 26 The lawful and laudable games of
trapp, catt, stool-ball, racket, etc. 1801 Strutt Sports $
Past. 11. iii. 101. 1885 J. Brown Bunyan 61 He was one
Sunday in the midst of a game of cat.

fc. The cat-stick. Obs.

1636 Divine Trag. lately Acted 23 Sundry youths playing

at Catt on the Lords day, two of them fell out, and the one
hitting the other under the eare with his catt, he therwith

fell downe for dead.

d. The stick in the game of Cat-in-the-hole.

(Jamieson.)
1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 325 (Jam.) Tine Cat, tine Game,

an allusion to a play called Cat i' the Hole, and the Eng-
lish Kit-Cat. Spoken when men at law have lost their

principal evidence.

e. In names of games : f Cat and trap, Cat ?
the hole (Sc.). Also Cat-and-Pog 3.

1598 Florio, Gatta orba, a kinde of Christmas game called

blinde is the eat. x6n Cotgr., Martinet . .the game called

Cat and Trap. 1837-40 Hai.ihurton Clockm. 1 1862 1442 What
do you say to a game at. .odd and even, wild cat and 'coon,

or somethin' or another? 1825-79 Jamieson ^at "*

the Hole, a game played by boys.

U. * A mess of coarse meal, clay, etc., placed in

dove-cotes, to allure strangers' (Halliwell). More
fully salt-cat.

1669 Worlidge Sysf. Agn'c. \x. §2 (1681) 177 A Salt-Cat

. . which makes the Pigeons much affect the place : and
such that casually come there, usually remain where they
find such good entertainment.

III. Phrases.

12. To turn the cat in the pan : + a. to reverse

the order of things so dexterously as to make
them appear the very opposite of what they really

are ; to turn a thing right about. Obs,

[Origin unknown : the suggestion that cat was originally

Cate does not agree with the history of that word.]

1532 Use Dice Play (1850) 18 These vile cheaters turned
the cat in the pan, giving to divers vile, patching thefts, an
honest & goodly title, calling it by the name of a law.

L I536"4o Pilgr. T. 692 in Thynne Animadv., Ther was a
prouerbe I knew wan, callyd ' turnyng the cate in the pane '.

1543 Becon /tweet, agst. Swearing Wks. 1 1843) 353 God
saith, 'Cry, cease not', but they turn cat in the pan, and
say, ' Cease, cry not'. 1572 Huloet (L.) A subtile turning

the catte in the panne, or wresting of a false thing to some
purpose. 1576 Newton tr. Lemnie's Complex. 11633) 2°8

Turning the Cat in the Pan, full of Leiger-du-maine. 1619

H. Hutton Follies Anat. 31 I'l, with the proverbe, Turne
the cat i' th' band.

b. To change one's position, change sides, from

motives of interest, etc.

1622 T. Stoughton Chr. Sacrif vif. 91 How do they
shrinke? yea, how fouly do they .. turne cat in pan, and
become themselves persecuters of other? 1675 Crowne
City Polit. 11. i, Come, Sirrah, you are a Villain, have
turn'd Cat-in-pan, and are a Tory, a 1720 Song, Vicar of
Bray, I turned the cat in pan once more, And so became a
Whig, sir. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxv, 'O, this precious

Basil will turn cat in pan with any man'.

13. a. A cat may look at a king: there are cer-

tain things which an inferior may do in presence

of a superior, b. Care killed the cat : care

will kill any one even though he had, like the

proverbial cat, nine lives, c. Enough to make a cat

speak', said of something very extraordinary (fre-

quently of very good drink), d. To jerk, shoot,

-whip the cat: to vomit, especially from too much
drink, e. To see (watch) which way the cat

jumps : i. e. what direction events are taking, f.

Tofight like Kilkennycats : to engage in a mutually

destructive struggle. To bell the cat, To hang the

bell about the cat's neck : see Bell v. and sb. To
let the cat out of the bag : to disclose a guarded

secret : see Bag. To grin like a Cheshire cat ( see

N. & Q. 1852 V. 402J. g. Cat and monkey trick

(cf. Cat's-paw).
a. 1562 J. Heywood Pr<n>. Epigr. (1867)57 A cat maie

looke on a king, ye know. 1590 Greene Never too late

(1600) 94 A Cat may looke at a King, and a swaines eye
hath as high a reach as a Lords looke. 1730-6 Bailey s.v.,

A Cat may look at a King. This is a saucy Proverb,
generally made use of by pragmatical Persons.

b. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. Epigr. (1867) 162 A woman
hath nyne lyues like a cat. 1592 Shaks. Rom. Jul. in.

i. 81 Good King of Cats, nothing but one of your nine

Hues. 1599 — Much Ado v. i. 133 Though care kil'd a cat,

thou hast mettle enough in thee to kill care. 1682 N. O.
Boileau's Lutrin nr. 332 Exiling fretting Care, that kills a
Cat! 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11. (1862)331 He had, as they
say, as many Lives as a Cat. 1886 Sat. Rev. 6 Mar. 322/^!

That Arab cat-o'-nine-lives, Osman Digna.

C. [1600 Shaks. Temp. n. ii. 86 Here is that which will

giue language to you cat.] 1719 D'Ureey Pills III. 272
Old Liquor able to make a Cat speak. 1839 Dickens
Nich. Nick, xii, It's enough to make a Tom cat speak
French grammar, only to see how she tosses her head.

d. 1609 Armin Maids of More-cl. (iSSo'i 70 He baste their

bellies and their lippes till we haue ierk't the cat with our
three whippes. 1630 J. Taylor iWater P.) Brood Cormor.
Wks. in. 5/1 You may not say hee's drunke. . For though he
be as drunke as any rat He hath but catcht a fox, or tvhipt

the Cat. 1830 Marryat King's Own xxxii, I'm cursedly

inclined to shoot the cat.

e. 1827 Scorr in Croker Pap. (1884) I. xi. 319 Had I time,

I believe I would come to London merely to see how the cat

jumped. 1863 Kingsley Water Bab. 289 He. .understood

so well which side his bread was buttered, and which way
the cat jumped. 1885 Pall Mall G. 19 Mar. 1/2 The Op-
position is as much devoted to the cult of the jumping cat

as are the Liberals.

f. 1770-1819 Wolcott (P. Pindar) 91 fD.) Lo ! like a
Cheshire cat our court will grin. 1855 Thackeray New-
comes xxiv. (D.\ Mr. Newcome says. .' That woman grins

like a Cheshire cat

g. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 494 So successfully was
this cat-and-monkey trick performed.

14. To draw through the water with a cat, also

to whip the cat : to practise a practical joke, thus

described by Grose

:

1 A trick often practised on Ignorant country fellows, by
laying a wager with them that they may be pulled through
a pond by a cat ; the bet being made, a rope is fastened
round the waist of the person to be catted, and the end
thrown across the pond, to which the cat is also fastened by
a pack-thread, and three or four sturdy fellows are ap-
pointed to lead and whip the cat ; these on a signal given,
seize the end of the cord, and pretending to whip the cat,

haul the astonished booby through the water.'

1614 B. Jonson Barthol. Fair 1. iv. (N.), I'll be drawn
with a good gib cat through the great pond at home. 1682

in Lond. Gaz. No. 1725/3 We hope, sir, that this Nation
will be too Wise, to be drawn twice through the same Water
by the very same Cat. 1690 B. E. Diet. Canting Creia,

Catting, drawing a Fellow through a Pond with a Cat.

1785 Ghose Diet. Vulgar T. s.v. Cat-whipping. 1847
Halliwell s. v. Whij-the-Cat. 1876 Times 13 Aug.,
Drawing a cat through the Lea (Trial for manslaughter at

Central Criminal Court 10 Aug. 1876]. 1888 N. «y Q. Ser.

vn. V. 310.

15. in many other proverbs and phrases.

c 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 65 It is ane olde Dog . . that

thou begyles, Thou weines to draw the stra before the Cat.

c 1530 Ld. Bkrners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. uSi4> 66 Wysdome is

greate if the cat neuer touched mylke. a 1535 More Wks.
241 (R.) It was alway that y* cat winked whan her eye was
oute. 1539 Tavernek Frasm. Prov. 47 The catte wyll

fyshe eate, but she wyl not her feete wette. 1562 J. Hey-
wood Prov. Fpigr. (1867I 10 When all candels be out, all

cats be grey. 1577 HOLINSHBD Chron. II. 731 The Eng-
lishmen in those daies were cats not to be caught without
mittens. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. m. ii. 109 If the Cat will

after kinde, so lie sure will Rosalinde. 1651 Culpepper
Astrol. Judgem. Dis. {1658) 114 The disease will stay in

one state as long as a Cat is tyed to a Pudding. 1665
Pepys Diary 14 Aug., The king shall not be able to whip a

cat but I mean to be at the tayle of it. 1708 Motteux
Rabelais v. vii, As analogous as Chalk and Cheese, or a
Cat and a Cartwheel! 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. II.

8 June, At London, I am pent up in frowzy lodgings, where
there is not room enough to swing a cat. 1887 Pall Mall
G. 17 Oct. 2/2 They play a cat-and-mouse game with him
for some time.

IV. Attrib. and Comb.
16. attrib. Of or pertaining to cats; cat-like.

(Often hyphened, as in next.)

1500-20 Dunbar Of Ane Blak-moir 8 Quhon hir schort
catt noiss vp skippis. 1720 Stoma's Surv. ied. Strype 1754)
I. 1. xvi. 84/1 One lion, one lioness, one leopard, and two
cat Lions in the said 'lower. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) III. 249 Animals of the cat kind. 1839-47 Todd Cycl.

Anat. ff Phys. III. 302/1 In the . . cat-tribe, there is a cae-

cum, though it is simple and short. 1865 Dickens Mut.
Fr. i. viii, Mouldy little plantation or cat-preserve. 1881
Mivart Cat 366 We cannot of course, without becoming
cats, perfectly understand the cat-mind.

17. General comb. : a. attributive, as cat-bolt,

'land, -scratch, -shaio, -speech ; b. objective, as cat-

catcher, -hauling, -killer ; c. parasynthctic, as cat-

eyed, -faced, -footed ; also cat-wise adv.

1592 G. Harvey Pieree's Super. 8 Instead of thunderboltes
shooteth nothing but dogboltes or "catboltes. 1799 Southey
Nondescr. v, Rare music! I would rather hear 'cat-court-

ship Under my bed-room window in the night. 1613 Row-
lands Four Knaves H 18431 42 Night-Raven, and such 'Cat-

eyed Fowle. #1700 Dryden Lucretius iv. (R.t If cat-ey'd,

then a Pallas is their love. 1816 'Quiz' Grand Master
VIII. 212 Some *cat-fac'd General. 1598 E. Gilpin Skial.

(1878) 52 *Cat-footed for she pace, and without sound. 1847
Tennyson Prine. 1. 103, I stole. .Cat-footed thro' the town.

1844-7 Chambers' Misc. Useful Tracts cxlix. 17, I saw a
slave punished by *cat-hauling. The cat was placed on the

bare shoulders, and forcibly dragged by the tail down the

back, .of the prostrate slave. 1880 Atlantic Monthly june

737 It is merely a 'cat-scratch. 1883 E. M. Bacon Diet.

Boston, Mass. 304 *Cat-shows, dog-shows. 1789 Wolcott
(P. Pindar) Snbj.forPaint. Wks. 1812 II. 187 As ifwith know-
ledge of *Cat-speech endued, a 1845 Hood Irish Schoolm,
xvi. U871) 191 Climbeth, *catwise, on some London roof.

18. Special comb. : cat-and-clay {Sc.), straw

and clay worked together into pretty large rolls

and laid between the wooden posts in constructing

mud-walls
;
cat-back, Aaut. (see cat-rope) ; cat-

beam {JtV£tut.\ the beak-head beam, the broadest

beam in a ship (see Beak-head 3 and Cat-head i);

cat-blash {dial.) = Cat-lap ; cat-block (JVaut.),

a two- or three-fold block forming part of the

cat-tackle; cat -brain {dial.), a soil consisting

of rough clay mixed with stones; cat -brier,

an American name for Smilax {7'reas. Bot.); cat-

chop, a plant, A/esembryanthemttm felinum ; cat-

collops {dial.), cat's-meat ; cat-dirt, a kind of

clay; cat-face {U.S.), a mark in lumber-wood

(see quot.) ; cat-fall {Atott.), in the cat-tackle,

the rope between the cat-block and the sheaves in

the cat-head ; cat-, cat's-gold (Ger. katzengold,

Sw. kattguld), a yellowish variety of mica (cf. Cat-
silver) ;

feat-harrow {Sc.), a nursery game,

played by pulling crossing loops of thread, cat'

saw ; cat-haw (dial.), the fruit of the hawthorn
;

cat-hook (Ar
aut.), the hook on the cat-block by

which it is connected with the anchor when the

latter is to be catted ; cat-house (see 6 above)

;

cat-ice, cat's ice, thin ice of a milky white ap-

pearance in shallow places, from under which the
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water has receded ; cat-in-clover, Bird's-foot Tre-

foil, Lotus corniculatus; cat -keys, cat's -keys,

cats and keys (dial.), the fruit of the ash-tree,

culver-keys ;
cat-ladder, a kind of ladder used on

the sloping roofs of houses ; + cat-leap (see quot,)

;

also the distance a cat leaps ; cat-mallison (see

quots.) ;
cat-nap, a short nap while sitting ; cat-

owl, a North American species of owl ; + cat-

pipe, a cat-call (see Cat-call i) ; cat-purchase

(JVaut.) — cat-tackle ; cat-rope (A'aut.), f (a.) —
cat-fall; (b.) 'a line for hauling the cat-hook

about; also cat-back-rope'' (Smyth Sailors Word-

At;); cat-salt, 'a beautifully granulated kind of

common salt . . formed out of the bittern or leach

brine * (Chambers Cycl. Supp.) ; cat-saw = cat-

harrow ;
cat-scaup, -scalp (dial.)

t
an ironstone

nodule (see Cat-head 2); cat-sleep = cat-nap
;

feat-sloe, the Wild Sloe
;
cat-squirrel, (a.) the

common squirrel (dial.) ;
(b.) the grey American

squirrel; cat-steps, ' the projections of the stones

in the slanting part of a gable
1

(Jamieson), crow-

steps ;
cat-stopper (Naut.), the cat-head stopper

(see Cat-head i)
; + cat-succory, the Wild Suc-

cory ; cat-tackle {JVaut.), the tackle to raise the

anchor to the cat-head ''see Cat-head i) ; cat-

thyme, a species of Ttucrium, which causes

sneezing ; cat trail (dial.), the Great Valerian, or

its root, used to attract cats ;
cat-tree, -wood,

the Spindle-tree ; cat-whin (dial.), a name of va-

rious plants as Dog-rose, Burnet-rose, etc. ; f cat-

wort — Catmint ; + cat-wralling : see Cater-
wauling. Also Cat-and-Dog, Cat-call, etc.

1756 Mrs. Calderwood Jml. (1884) 18 (The cottage] was
built of timber stoops, and what we call "cat and clay walls.

1833 Eraser's Mag. VIII. 410 The cat-and-clay hovels ..

had given place to neat . .cottages. 1882 Nakks Seaman-
ship ted. 6) Qt *Cat-backs, .are led through leading blocks.

c 1850 Rudim, Navie: (Wealei 95 *Cat- Beam, or Beak-Head
Beam. 1877 E. Peacock N-W. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.>

s v., You call this tea maybe, I call it sore *cat-blash. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine 11789! F iij, The *Cat-block is em-
ployed to draw the anchor up to the cat-head. 1840 K.
Dana Be/. Mast xxiii.68 The cat-block being as much as a
man could lift. 1670 Plot Staffordsh. (1686)345 The •Cat-
brain, i.e. a sort of Darren clay and stone mixt. 1879 Miss
ACKSOM Shropsh. Word-bk., Cat-brain, a rough clayey
ind of soil full of stone. 1875 Kmekson Lett, Soe.

Aims iv. 117 A clump of alders, with *cat-briers. 1855
Whitby Gloss., *CateoltoP, cat's meat, more particularly

the inmeats of animals. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet.

E ij, *Catdirt-Clay [is] a kind of Clay that is short in

cutting, and mixed with joynts that are whiter than the
Clay itself. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 153 Cat-dirt,

channel, &c. found in Derbyshire, are all lava. 1879 Lum-
berman's Gaz. 3 Dec, Logs that have "cat faces or burnt

places . . the cat face or knots. 1769 Falconer Diet.

Marine (1789) L iv, A rope called the cat-fall, .communi-
cates with the cat block. 1849 R. Dana He/. Mast xxviii.

97 All hands tallied on to the cat-fall. 188s Narks Sea-
manship ied. 6) 175 The cat-fall . .is rove through a sheave
in the cathead. 176a tr. Buschtng's Syst. Geog.l. 42 •Cats-
gold, which is semi-transparent. 1776 Seifehth Gellert's

Metal. Chym. 10 Cat -gold ..So the glimmer is called by
the Germans, when it has the colour of gold. 15*9 Lyn-
desay Cotnplaynt 303 Thay gan to draw at the *cat harrow,
17JI Kelly Sc. Prov. 329

(
Jam.) They draw the Cat Har-

row ; that is, they thwart one another. 1605 Camdkn Rem.
(1657) 206 This *cat-house answerable to the cattus men-
tioued by Vcgetius, was used in the siege of Bedford castle

in the tune of King Henry the third. 1840 I. Ritchie
Windsor Cast. 215 The gattus or cat house, the !>elfry

and sow . . were covered machines, used to protect soldiers

in their attacks upon the gates or walls. 1884 Daily News
to Nov. 5/7 The worst that would happen to him would l>e

to break through the "cat ice in shallows. 1695 Wicstmacot
Script. Herb. 189 The Sycomore with us. .leaves an imper-
fect Fruit, called Pods, or "Cat-keys, 1883 Standard 23
Feb. 3/6 A *cat ladder, twelve feet in length [was] placed
on the roof. 1611 Cotcr. s.v. Chat, Sauit dit ehat, the
*cat-leape ; a ccrtaine tricke done by Tumblers, and vaulters

upon a tabic set aslope against a wall. 1583 Will 0/ /sab.
Walker, Kendal (Somerset Ho.) One douche trough with
one thinge to putt chease in, alijs 'Cattmaddcson. 1781 J.
Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss. (E. D. S.) CatmalHsons, the
cupboards round the chimneys in the north, where they pre-

serve their dried beef and provisions. 1856 Kane A ret,

E.vpl. II. iv. 54 Catching *cat-naps as I could in the day .

.

but carefully waking every hour. 1885 N, Y. Weekly Sun
13 May 2/7 Catnaps were caught in the chairs as the players
sat. 1854 Thoreau Walden xv.(i886) 271 An unmistakable
"cat-owl ., with the most harsh and tremendous voice ..

responded. 1694 R. L'Estrange Fables clxxvi. (1714) 190
Put them [/. e. Songsters] out of their Road once, and they
are Meer "Cat-Pipes and Dunces. 1617 Capt. Smith Sea-
man's Gram. vi. 28 The *Cat rope is to hale vp the Cat.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Navy of Landsh. Wks. 1. 81/1.

1723 Brown in Phil. Trans. XXXlL 354 The Liquor, .will

crystalize to the Sticks, something like Sugar-candy, but in

much larger Shoots; and this they call "Cat-Salt, or Salt-
Cats. 187s Ure Diet. Arts III. 748 Lymington cat-salt.

1718 Woodward Fossils (}.) The nodules . . found in the
rocks near Whitehaven in Cumberland, where they call
them 'catscaups. 1837 Miss Sedgwick Live $ let L. (1876)
63 Roused from her "cat-steep by the unwonted noise. 1578
Lyte Dodoensw. xlvii. 721 The fruite .. growing upon the
blacke thorne, is called *Catte Slose, and Snagges. 1587
M. Grove Pclops *, Hipp. (1878) 124 Change . . For grapes
most pure his cat sloes sower frute. 1882 Sc. Gossip July
161 The following is a list of names now or lately in use in
the vicinity of Whitby ..«' Catswerril ' squirrel. 1833
Eraser's Mag. VIII. 399 He sought refuge on the top of

his master's house, and, sidling up the "cat-steps, disap-
peared with his prize. 1715 Petiver in Phil. Trans.
XXIX. 231 Blew "Cat-Succory. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast
xv. 40 The *cat-tackle-fall was strung along, a 1450 Alphita.
(Anecd. Oxon.)27 Calamentum magis, "catwort. Ibid. 125
Nepta, catwort.

19. Comb, with cat's : a. cat's-carriage (Sc.),

the game of king's- cushion
; f cat's - pellet,

f cat's-play, ? tip-cat or some other game with a
cat (see 10 above)

; cat's-purr, a thrill felt over
the region of the heart in certain heart-diseases

;

cat's-tooth (see quot.). Also Cat's - cradle,
-EYE, -HAIR, -MEAT, -PAW, etc
1609 Manchester Crt. Leet Ree. (18861 I. 248 A game or

games vsed in the towne of Manchest' called giddye guddye
or *catts pallett. 1648 Brit. Bellman in Harl. Misc. VII.
625 <D.) Who beats the boys from cat's-pellet and stool-ball ?

1668 R. L'Estrance Vis.Quev. (1708) 179 They had been
either at "Cats-play, or Cuffs. 1776 Wol'Lfe in Phil. Trans.
LXVI. 620 "Cat's tooth, white lead ore, from Ireland.

b. csp. in plant-names : cat's-claw, (a.) Common
Kidney-Vetch, Anthyllis vulncraria ; (/>.) = Cat-
in-clover (18); cat's ear, (a.) the book-name of the
genus 1lypochxris

; {/>.) Mountain Everlasting, An-
tennaria dioica; t cat's grass ; cat s-milk, a
species of spurge, Sun-spurge, Euphorbia helio-

scopia
; f cat's-spear, Reed-mace, Typha latifolia.

Also Cat's-eye, -foot, -tail, etc.

1756 P. Browne yamaiea 204 "Cat's claws. This little

plant is frequent about Old Harbour. 1848 C. A. Johns
Week Lizard 310 Hippochxris maculata, Spotted "Cat's-
ear. e 1450 A Iphita (Anecd. Oxon. I 38 Centinodiuin. swyne-
grece net "cattesgres. 1861 Miss Pratt Flotivr. PI. V. 5
Sun Spurge . . Country people call it . . "Cat's milk . . it is

a troublesome weed.

1 Cat, sb.- Alsocatt. Obs. exc. in Comb. [Origin-

ally, the same word as prec. ; Du Cange has catta

'navis species', ahogatus of date c 1
1 75 ; OF. chaz,

chat, catz (see Jal, and Godef.) ; but the relation

between these and the Eng. word, and the reason

of the name, do not appear.]

A name given to a vessel formerly used in the

coal and timber trade on the north-east coast of
England ; see Falconer's description (quot. 1769).
1699 in Diet. Sat. Biogr. VIII. 305/1, I was made a lieu-

tenant by the lords of the admiralty for boarding a cat
that was laden with masts. 1747 iDec 4) J. Gambif.r to
Secretary Adm'tty^lS.) Drove a new catt of near 500 tons
on the Barrough Sand. 1759 Adm. Saunders in Naval
Chron. XIII. 439 Two Cats, aimed and loaded with pro-
visions. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11789) Cat, a ship
employed m the Coal trade, formed from the Norwegian
model. It is distinguished by a narrow stem, projecting
quarters, a deep waist, and by having no . .figure|hcad).

These vessels are generally built remarkably strong, and
carry from four to six hundred tons, Chatte, a small two-
masted vessel, formed like a cat or Norwegian pink. 1794
Rigging Seamanship I. 236 Cat, a vessel, used by the
Northern Nations of Europe, with three masts and a bow.
sprit, rigged similar to an English ship ; having, however,
pole-masts and no top-gallant sails, c 1825 J. Ducdale jVcio

Brit. Trav. iv. 303 Certain vessels, called Ipswich Cats of
large tonnage . . formerly employed in the coal-trade here.

(The name is unknown to the oldest of the Elder Brethren
of Trinity House, Newcastle laged 821, and to the oldest
North Sea pilots there. One of the latter, however, remem-
bers to have heard as a boy the joke 1 Do you know when
the mouse caught the cat ?

' (the Mouse being a sand-bank
in the Thames 1 ; and several remember the expression cat-
built in the early part of the century. The last ' cat-built

'

ship is said to have been lost more than 30 years ago.)

Hence (perh.) oat-boat, a kind of sailing-boat

having the mast placed very forward and rigged

with one sail
;
oat-rig, a rig of one fore-and-aft

mainsail, used for pleasure-boats in smooth water;
so cat-rigged adj. ; cat-built (sec above).
1867 F. Ludlow Little Bro. 96 The cat-rig boat, .carries

a main-sail only and is a favourite on the Shrewsbury river.

1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 444/2 Victories of which cat-

boats might be ashamed. 1885 Sat. A't-v. 3 Jan. 11/1 Ojten
boats of one jib and mainsail and cat varieties. 1887 Daily
'Tel. 10 Sept. 2/5 A couple of trim-looking ratboats .

.

were dropped astern at a great rate . . The catboatmau is

ambitious.

Cat tet), v. [f. Cat rf.i]

1. A'aut. (trans.) To raise the anchor) from the

surface of the water to the cat-head.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) To cat the Anchor, is

to hook a tackle called the cat to it's ring, and thereby pull
it up close to the cat -head. 1833 M. Scott font Cfittgu ii.

(1859) 80 Lend a hand to cat the anchor. 1882 NaresAVa-
manship led. 6) 203 The cable. . will . .clear itself in catting.

b. To cat and fish : to raise the anchor to the
cat-head and secure it to the ship's side.

1808 Regttl. Service at Sea v. iv. § 25 Never, .to give her
head-way untill the anchors are catted and fished. 1881 W.C.
Kvhskll Sailor's Sivceth. I. iii. 59 Everything was now snug
forward, the anchor catted and fished, and the decks clear.

2. To ' draw through a water with a cat ' : see

Cat 14.

3. To flog with the cat-o'-nine-tails.

1865 Spectator 18 Nov. 1271/1 Thirty of them were lashed

to a gun, and catted with fifty lashes each.

4. dial, and colloq. To vomit. See To shoot the

cat (Cat sb.l 13 d).

Hence Ca tted a. ; Ca tting vbl. sb.

Cata- vkata-), cat-, cath-. [Gr. Kara-, nar-,

Ka6-, a preposition used in comp. with the senses a.

down (locally) ; b. down (ofdiminution,reduction,
consumption, waste), away, entirely, 'up'; c.

implying disparagement or abuse ( — mis-); d.
inferior, subsidiary ; e. down upon, against (as
blows fall) ; f. against and reflected back, hence,
answering to, according to, alongside of, each to
each

; g. intensive, downright, thoroughly, com-
pletely; h. hence, like Eng. be-, making a verb
transitive. All these senses occur in Eng. words
into which cata- enters ; most of these are adapted
or formed from compounds already made in

Greek, others follow or extend Greek analogies.]

Cataballitive, a. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. aarajiaK-

Kuv to cast down.] Tending to throw down.
1815 T. Peacock Headlong Hall. 79 A machine containing

a peculiar cataballitive quality.

+ Cataba'ptist. Obs. [ad. Gr. KaraPavTiaTJis
' coined by Gregory Nazianzen as opp. to pair-

Tio-Trjs ' ( L. and S.; ; f. Kara down + BaimoTris one
who dips, baptizer.]

' One that abuseth ordepraveth, or is an adversary
to the sacrament of Baptism ' CBlount Clossogr.

1656 ), A nickname of 16-1 7th c. for any one
who rejected the orthodox doctrine of baptism.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. xv. (1634) 648 Cata-

baptists, which denie that we be rightly baptised, because
we were baptised by wicked men and idolaters in the Popish
Kingdome. 1640 Br. Hall Episc. 11. vii. 128 The receiv-
ing of Infants to holy Baptisme is a matter of so high
consequence, that we justly Brand our Catabaptists with
heresie, for denying it. 164a Featlv Dippers Dipt 23
(R.) They I Anabaptists) are called also Catabaptists, from
the preposition Kara and Pavrt'sw, signifying an abuser or
prophaner of baptism. 17*5 tr. Dupin s Keel. Hist. I. vi. ii.

227 The Anabaptists, whom he calls Catabaptists. 1864
Mem. IV. Bull ii. (1805) 27 He was a Catabaptist, holding
that the ordinance of baptism was to be administered only
to Jews and Pagans.

So f Cat aba ptism ; 1 Catabapti'stical a.
;

t Cataba ptistry [cf. Anabaptistry], the doc-
trine of Catabaptists.

1574 Whitcift Def.Anm: 111. Wks. 1851 I. 368 Neither
is this any title of ' catabaptistry '. 1655 J. Goodwin UitU\
Cata-Baptism ; or new Baptism waxing old, and ready to
vanish away. 1661 Galden Consid. 12 The Liturgy . .vindi-
cates the . . Catholick use of Infant Baptiam against the
Anabaptistical novelty and Catabaptistical perverseness.

II Catabasion (-barzi<?n). [Gr. KaTaQaaiov.] A
place for relics under the altar of a Greek church.
1753 in Chambeks Cycl. Supp. (Also.in mod. Diets.)

Catabatic (-bse tik), a. Med. [ad. Gr. learafla-

tia-os affording an easy descent, f. KaTafsaivttv to go
down.] ' Hescending or declining by degrees.

Applied to a fever which gradually abates in

severity till its termination ' (.Syd.Soc. Lex. 1881 ).

||
Catabiba-zon. Astro/. Obs. [Gr. Kara0i-

/SafiV bringing down, lowering.] (See quot.)
1696 in Piiillii's. 1711 1800 in Bailey. 1751 Chambers

Cycl., Catat'ibazon, in Astronomy, the moon's descending
node ; called also Dragon's Tail.

Catacathartic : see Catocathartic.

t Cataca'tholic, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Cata-
in sense of perversion.] C atholic by a perversion

of the name.
1608 Bp. King Serrn. 25 Let. .Catholique, Catacatholique

cruelty be a prouerbe.

Catacaustic In tik-9 stik), a. and sb. [mod.
f. Gr. *aTa- back, again (as in catoptrics) + navo-

Ti«-di Caustic. So F. catacaustii/ue.] Catacaustic

(curve) ; a Caustic curve formed by reflexion.

1708 Kkrskv, Catacaustick Curve. 17*1 Bailey, Cata-
causticks, causticks by Reflection. 1751 Chambers Cycl.

s. v. Caustic, Every curve has its twofold caustic : accord-
ingly, caustics are divided into catacaustics and diacaustics.

1807 in (J. Gregory Diet. Arts.

Catache8e, -iso, var. of Cateciiese, -ize.

Catachresis katakr/sis). Also 7 kata-,

cato-. [a. L. catachresis, a. Gr. xardxpfjais misuse
(of a word), f. *aTa\pf)aflai to misuse, f. Kara
with sense of perveision + xPVa^a' 10 use.]

Iinprojier use of words
;
application of a term to

a thing which it does not properly denote; abuse

or perversion of a trope or metaphor.
1589 Pl'ttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 190 ntarg., Cata-

chresis or the Figure of abuse. 1605 J.
Dove Cott/ut.

Atheism 81 The three famous Lakes, .which are commonly
by the figure catachresis called seas. 166a Fuller li 'or-

tnies 111. 185 The general Katachresis of Good for Great
(a good blow, good piece, etc.). 1810 Coleridge Friend
(cd. 3) III. 221 The proverb is current by a misuse, or a
cataenresis at least, of both the words, fortune and fools.

Catachrestic ika;takre stik, -/ stik), a. [ad.

Gr. Karaxpriarixii misused, misapplied : see prec]
Of the nature of catachresis ;

wrongly used, mis-

applied, wrested from its proper meaning.
1656 Blount Clossogr., Catachrestical, Catachrestique,

abusive, as when one word is improperly put for anotner.

1785 J. Reynolds Virw of Death x, Go Doating, fond
Philosophy, With all thy Catachrestic Names. 1818 Hal-
lam Mid. Ages 11872) III. 238 The phrase is, so to say,

catachrestic, not used in a proper sense.

Catachre stical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]

Having to do with catachresis ; also = prec.



CATACHRESTICALLY. 169 CATADUPE.

1609 Bp. Barlow Answ, Nameless Caih. 156 This. .Mis-

begotten Catachresticall companion. 1651 Baxter Inf.

Bapt. 88 An abusive Catechresticall sence. 1695 Humfrey
Mediocria 35 Justification from a law, and not by it, is a
Catechrestical speech. 1884 C. A. Briggs Bibl. Study 355
Hyperboles, analogies, and loose catachrestical expressions.

Catachrestically, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.]

In a catachrestic manner
;
by improper use of

language or terms.

c 1600 Timon IV. ui. (1842) 67. 1603 Sir C. Heydon JW.
Astral, xviii. 375 He would catachrestically, or improperly,

apply them to the partes of the Zodiacke. 1702 C. Mather
Magn. Chr. iv. ii. (1852) 49 The churches (as they were

catechrestically called). 1864 J. H. Newman Af>ol. 274 And
(to speak catachrestically) they are most likely to die in the

Church, who are. .most prepared to leave it.

Catachthonian (kfetakjwunian), a. [f. Gr.

naTax06vtos subterranean, f. Kara down, under +
xOovtos of the ground, f. xe^v ground + -IAN.]

Subterranean.
1888 Rhys Hibhert Led. 131 Pluto .. was always .. a

chthonian or catachthonian Zeus.

So Catachthonic a.

1884 Atlieti^um 8 Mar. 314/3 In the Takashima coal-mine

..an underground, or, as he prefers to call it, a catach-

thonic observatory.

Cataclasm (kse-takloez'm) . [ad. Gr. Kard-

K\a<Tfia breakage, f. Kara-KXav to break down,

break off.] A break or disruption.

1829 Southey Sir T. More II. 201 The cataclasms of the

moral and social world. 1834 — Doctor cxxiii.^1862) 304

The history of the human race is but a parenthesis between

two cataclasms of the globe which it inhabits. 1870 Bowen
Logic ix. 301 To suppose that there was any Cataclasm, any
violent disruption of what is the usual course of nature.

Hence Cataclasmic a.

1888 H. S. Holland Christ or Secies. 37 Something
abrupt, violent, cataclasmic.

Cataclysm (kce*takliz'm). Also 7 -clisme.

[a. F. catadysme (16th c. in Littre), ad. Gr. Kara-

KAt/ff/id? deluge (alsofig.\ f. Kara-Kkv^uv to deluge,

f. Kara down + kKv^-uv to wash, dash as a wave.]

A great and general flood of water, a deluge
;

esp. the Noachian deluge, the Flood.
In Geology resorted to by some as a hypothesis to account

for various phenomena ; hence used vaguely for a sudden
convulsion or alteration of physical conditions.

1637 Heywood -AVy. Ship 3 More soules- .then perisht in

the first Vniversall Cataclisme. 1660 R. Coke Power <$

Subj. 91 Mankind sinned Malitiously, before God brought

the general cataclysme upon them. 1833 Lyell Prtnc.

Geol. Ill, 101 For the proofs of these general cataclysms

we have searched in vain. 1878 H. M. Stanley Dark
Cont. II. ii. 52 The accumulated waters, .will sweep through
the ancient gap with the force of a cataclysm. 1879 tr. Haec-
kel's Evol. Man I. iv. 77 The hypothesis usually called the

Theory of Cataclysms or Catastrophes.

2. fig. ;
esp. a political or social upheaval which

sweeps away the old order of things.

1633 True Trojans n. 1 in Hazl. DodsleyXU. 468 Ready
to pour down cataclysms of blood. 1633 T. Adams Exp.
2 Peter ii. 6 Heaven rained on them great cataclysms of

flames. 1861 Sat. Rev. 20 Tuly67 That the Indian army
surgeons will be swept away in the general cataclysm. 1882

. H. Blunt Ref Ch. Eng. II. 108 In the general up-

eaval of doctrine, .during the Reformation cataclysm.

Cataclysmal (ksetakli-zmal), a. [f. prec. +

-al : cf. abysmal.'] = Cataclysmic.
1857 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xviii. (1876) 337 It is never

cataclysmal save over the most partial and isolated tracts.

1862 D. Wilson Preh. Man (1864) I. Hi. 50, I could detect

nothing, .indicating cataclysmal action.

fig. 1882 Q. Rev. July 275 We now know what it is the

Radical party are waiting for . . It is a cataclysmal catas-

trophe. 1885 Spectator 19 Dec. 1693 [He] is too old to stand

the shock of such a cataclysmal enlightenment.

Cataclysmatist (kaM:aklrzmatist). rare~ l
.

[f. Gr. KaraitKvaixa, -fxaros (taken as = KarcucKvayios

Cataclysm) + -ist.] = Cataclysmist.
1855 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea xv. § 645 It is manifest, say

the cataclysmatists, that though the two hemispheres do
receive annually the same amount of solar heat, etc.

So Cataclysma tic a. = Cataclysmal.
1883 Merivale White Pilgr., Hiickel, Fast dying out are

man's later appearances, Cataclysma tic geologies gone.

Cataclysmic (ksetakli'zmik), a. [f. Cata-
clysm + -ic. Cf. F. cataclysmique.] Of, pertain-

ing to, or of the nature of, a cataclysm.

1851 Kingsley Yeast Epil., What if the method whereon
things have proceeded since the Creation were, .a cataclys-

mic method? 1879 Le Conte Elem. Geol. 551 The old geolo-

gists regarded these changes, .as sudden and cataclysmic.

Cataclysmist (kietakHzmist). [f. Cata-
clysm + -tst.] One who adopts the hypothesis of

cataclysms in Geology ; a ' catastrophist \
1887 A tlienteum 24 Sept. 410/3 In 1865 the battle of the

* Uniformitarians'and ' Cataclysmists ' Sub-aerialists ' and
* Marinists ', was still raging.

Catacly'Stic, a. rare~x
. [f.Gr. type*Kara/cXi;-

<ttik-os, f. KaTaKXvfriv (see above).] Cataclysmic.
1864 Reader No. 88. 298/2 The cataclystic geology.

Catacomb (kse'taktfum). [a. F. catacombe, ad.

It. calacomba (= Pr. cathacumba, Sp. catacumhd)
:—late L. Catacumbas, a name of which even the

original application is uncertain : see below.]

1. A subterranean place for the burial of the

dead, consisting of galleries or passages with re-

cesses excavated in their sides for tombs.
Vol. II.

a. Representing the Latin catacumbas {catecum-

pas)
y
or (?) ad catacumbas, used as early as the

5th c. in connexion with the subterranean ceme-

tery under the Basilica of St. Sebastian, on the

Appian Way, near Rome, in or near which the

bodies of the apostles Peter and Paul were said

to have been deposited : this is the only sense in

which the word occurs in English before the 1 7th c.

971 Blkkl. Horn. 193 Eal folc Romwara befeng pa licho-

man on baere stowe Catacumbe by wege be hate Appia.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 119/1 Whan thou hast wasshed it

[my body] thou shalt burye it at Cathacombes by the ap-

postlis. Ibid. 205/2 The grekes . . threwe the bodyes [of

the two apostles] in a pitte at catacumbas. 1636 Abp.
Williams Holy Table (1637) 220 The famous place called

Catacombe (a word of mongrell composition, half Greek,

half Latin, and signifying as much as near the Tombs), a
kind of vaulted Church under the earth. 1756-7 tr. Keys-

ler's Trav. (1760) II. 207 From this church a pair of stairs

leads down into the Roman catacombs. 1854 Cdl. Wiseman
Fabiola 11. ii. The cemetery of St. Sebastian [among] other

names had that of Ad Catacumbas: the meaning of this

word is completely unknown. 1870 W. B. Marriott Test.

Catacombs 1 Catacombs—this name properly applies only to

one particular cemetery beneath the church of St. Sebastian.

b. In later times applied (in the plural) to all

the subterranean cemeteries lying around Rome
(which, after having been long covered up and for-

gotten, were fortuitously discovered in 1578). In

the singular applied to a single crypt or gallery.

1662 J. Bargrave Pope Alex. ^7/(1867) 121 Ten miles,

almost, round about Rome, under the vineyards and corn-

fields, are hollow caves, streets, rooms, chappells, finely

painted, etc., which is called Rome underground, or the

Catacomjjs*-'1683-4 Robikson in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 479
Thc*se<3uarr'es became Catacombes. 1709 Steele Tatler

N6. 129 p 7 There has lately been found an Humane Tooth
in a Catecomb [at Rome]. 1782 Priestlkv Corrupt. Chr.
!• iv. 395 It was.. after the discovery of the Catacombs.
1841 W. Spalding Italy // Isl. II. 35 Se.xtus, bishop of

Rome, had been slain in the catacombs. 1870 W. Ii. Mar-
riott {title), Testimony of the Catacombs, and of other

Monuments of Christian Art. 1876 E. Venables in Diet.

Chr. Antiq. 313/2 The catacombs became places of refuge

in times of persecution (. . though not to the extent popularly

credited). Ibid. 314/1 At the entrance of the Jewish Cata-

comb on the Via Appia.

C. Extended to similar works elsewhere, as at

Naples, at Syracuse, in Egypt, etc.

1705 Berkeley Cave of Dunmore Wks. 1871 IV. 508
Those artificial caves ofRome and Naples called catacombs.

1717 Ladv M. W. Montague Lett. II. xlvii. 39 During his

wonderful stay in the Egyptian catacombs. 1732 Lediaru
Sethos II. ix. 327 Bury the king's corpse in the catacombs
of Utica. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 271 Under the

mountains adjoining the Kiow are several catacombs. 1858

R. Vaughan Ess. Rem. I. 5 The Necropolis, with its

Catacombs. 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I. xv. 290.

2. In a wider sense, applied to any subterranean

receptacle of dead bodies, as the catacombs of

Paris, which are worked-out stone-quarries (see

quot.) ; also fig. place of entombment of former

races of animals, etc.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 359/2 The catacombs of Paris could

not "be called catacombs with any propriety until very recent

times, when, by a decree of the French government, all the

churchyards were emptied of their contents, and the skulls

and bones sent to the spacious subterranean quarries,

where they are now arranged in a manner that is grotesquely

horrible. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. Iv. (1879) 80 This point

being a perfect catacomb for monsters of extinct races.

3 t trans/. A place arranged with crypts and re-

cesses, like the catacombs.
1884 Haiper's Mag. Nov. 828/1 These are, indeed, cata-

combs of books, with lettered avenues.

b. spec. A compartment in a cellar with recesses

for storing wine.

1795 Edin. Advert. 2 Jan. 2/1 One half of the sunk flat

or cellars, neatly laid out and furnished with catacombs.

1816 Scott Old Mori, ix, He ran down to the cellar at the

risk of breaking his neck, to ransack some private catacomb.

[Note.—The name regularly applied to the Roman cata-

combs during the first four centuries, when they were in use,

as well as during the succeeding four or five centuries, while
they were still objects ofattention and care, was ca-weterium.
Catacumbas, catecumbas, appears in the 4th (,?), 5th, and
following centuries only in connexion with the name of the

cemetery of St. Sebastian on the Appian Way, which is

distinguished as Cameterium Catacumbas, or shortly Cata-
cumbas. In other cases Catacumbas appears to be used_ as

name of the locality, or perhaps of the part of the Appian
Way, in which this cemetery lay. The earliest instances are :

laAoo Inscr. in Orelli 4575 Comparaui. .uiuus in cata-

cuinlb]as a[d] lumenarem a [fjossore . . 411 [or ?354l
Martyrology (Bucher ad Canon. Pasch. 237) Depositio

martyrum. .Decimo tertio Kalendas Februarij, Fabiani in

Callisti et Sebastiani in Catacumbas. . . Tertio Kalendas
Iulij, Petri in Catacumbas et Pauli Ostiense. «6oo (List of
Cemeteries) Cimeterium catecumbas ad St. Sebastianum
Via Appia. «6oo Greg. Magn. Epist. iv. Ind. xii. Ep. 30

In loco qui dicitur catacumbas collocata sunt, ayoo Im-
peria Cesarum (Eccard Corp. Hist. Med. JEv. I. 3i)_Maxen-

tius [a. d. 311] Termas in Palatio fecit et Circum in Cate-

cumpas. c 705 B^.da De Sex sEt. Mund. ad ann. 4327
Dainasus. .fecit basilicam. .aliam in catacumbas ubi jacue-

runt corpora sancta apostolorum Petri et Pauli. ^900
Anastasius Hadrian 1. § 343 In loco qui appellatur cata-

cumbas ubi corpus beati Sebastiani martyris cum aliis

quiescit. a 1300 De Mtrabil. Romze, Ccemeteria Calisti

juxta Catacumbas.
The evidence does not settle the disputed question whether

the name originally belonged to the cemetery, or (as the

majority of investigators now appear to think) to the locality.

Some of the other cemeteries were named from their
locality, e.g. Ostiense, Ad Septem Colnmbas, Ad Duas
Lauros (names of taverns*, but most from a personal name
as Calisti, Domitiltae, Cyriacx. The word catacumbas was
in later times treated as an acc. pi., with nom. sing, cata-
cumba ; but in earlier use it appears to be invariable. To
account for this, some have surmised that the full name was
Ad Catacumbas, others that it was itself a Greek phrase
Kara /eu'/i/Jas. The recorded meanings of Gr. Kv^fir) are ' the
hollow of a vessel, a drinking vessel, cup, or bowl (whence
a possibility that Kara Kvpfia<; was the name of a tavern

1 ; a
boat, L. cymba ; a knapsack, wallet '. But the question
how a Greek phrase was likely to become the name of
something near Rome, when it is not known what that
thing was, is manifestly futile; still more profitless are
conjectures that the word might contain the Greek prepo-
sition combined with a Latin, Sabine, or Celtic word or
root, which may be seen in works or articles treating of the
Catacombs. There appear to be no examples of the appli-
cation of the word to the other Roman subterranean ceme-
teries in ancient times, though catacuvtba is apparently
used by Joannes Diaconus (9th c.) of those of Naples : see
Du Cange. Hut the actual extension of the name belongs
to modern times, since the discovery of Subterranean Rome '.]

Catacombish (ka:"tak^"mij"), a. nonce-wd.

Savouring of the catacombs.
1826 Blackiv. Mag. XIX. 242 The smell . . is dull, dead,—

almost catacombish.

Catacorolla (ka^takorfrla). Bot. [f. Cata-
+ Coholla.] ' An additional corolla, either inside

or outside the natural one ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Catacoustics (kretakcurstiks). [mod. f.

Cata- in sense * against and back from ' -f Acous-
tics. In F. catacouslique. Cf. Catoptrics.]

1. A name for the science of reflected sounds.

1683 Phil. Trans. XIV. 473 Hearing may be divided into

Direct, Refracted, and Rcflex'd, which are yet nameless,

unless we call them Acousticks, Diacousticks, and Cata-
cousticks. 1721 in Bailky. 1751 in Chambers Cycl. In all

mod. Diets.

2. (See quot.)

1803 Ref.s Cycl., Catacoustics are ccoutes or small galleries

from distance to distance in front of the glacis of a fortified

place.

Catacumbal (kaHakwmbal , a. rare. [f. late

L. cataaimba (see Catacomb) + -al.] Of or re-

sembling a catacomb.
1865 Littli-:dalk North Side Altar 8 Two distinct types

of churches. ,{a) the Catacumbal form, (/') the Basilican.

Catadioptric (krc:la,dai,^ptrik}, a. [f.

Cata- in Catoptric + Dioptric. Cf. F. catadi-

optriqtte^\ Pertaining to or involving both the

reflexion and the refraction of light.

1723 Hadlf.v in Phil. Trans, (title), An Account of the

Catadioptric or Reflecting Telescope, made by him. 1759
GentI. Mag. 72 Mr. Dollond's new catadioptric Micrometer.
1866 Reader 3 Nov. 913 A catadioptric apparatus, in which
lenses are combined with totally reflecting prisms.

So Catadio'ptrics, the science of catadioptric

phenomena.
1755 Gcntl. Mag. XXV. 30 A.. work on Catadioptrics,

which he began about the year 1723.

Catadio'ptrical, a. = prec.

1672 Phil. 'Trans. VII. 4004 An Accompt of a New Catadi-

optrical Telescope invented byM r. Newton. 1696 Ibid. XIX.
215 Catoptrical or Dioptrical or Cata-dioptrical Machines.

1831 IJrf.wster Nat. Magic iv. 86 The apparatus.. may be

called the catadioptrical phantasmagoria, as it operates

both by reflexion and refraction.

Catadrome (kartadrJ«m). [ad. Gr. Kara-

Zpofios (L. catadromus) a course for exercise, lists,

a rope for rope-dancers, f. Spufxos race, course.]

fL A course or lists for tilting. Obs.—°
1623 Cockeram, Catadrome, a tilt-yard. 1656 Blount

Glossogr., Catadrome, a place where they run with horses,

for prize ; a Tilt-yard.

2. (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Catadrome, an engine which
builders use like a Crane, in lifting up or putting down any
great weight. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Catadrome.

Catadromous .katce-dr^mas), a. [f. Gr. tcara-

Spofios (f. Karh down + -Spopos running) + -008,

Cf. Anadromous.]
1. Z00L Of fishes : Descending periodically from

the upper to the lower reaches of the river, or to

the sea, in order to spawn ; as the Eel.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 97 Fresh-water fishes

may be. .catadromous or such as reside in fresh waters.

2. Bot. (See quot.)

1881 J. G. Baker in Nature XXIII. 480 Milde's classifi-

cation of ferns into a catadromous and anadromous series

according as to whether their lowest secondary branches

originate on the posterior or anterior side of the pinna:.

tCa'tadupe. Ohs. Also 7 -doup, -dupa.

[a. F. catadoupe, catadupe, ad. L. catadiipa (pi.),

ad. Gr. Kardboviroi (pi.' the cataracts of the Nile,

f. Kara down + Sovttos thud, heavy sound of falling,

Sovirt-uv to sound heavy, fall with a thud. (But

see Liddell and Scott.)]

1. A cataract or waterfall, eng. those of the Nile.

1596 Lodoe Wif* Miserie (N.) Sien of my science in the

catadupe of my knowledge, I nourish the crocodile of thy

conceit. 166a Fuller Worthies m. 142 In the River Caun
in this County, there be two Catadupa^ or Waterfalls. 1681

Chetham Angler's Vade-m. ii. § 1 (1689^ 111 At Kilgarran

upon the Tivy . . is a Catadoup, or very nigh Cataract.
1

1708
Motteux Ral'elais nr. xxxiv, TheCatadupes of the Nile in

Ethiopia. 1755 J. Irmay in Yorksh. N. Q. I. 206 The

*
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.lain-, across the river are in the nature of Cataracts, ami are

a sort of catadupes.

2. //. [L. Caladi'ipi.'] The dwellers by the

cataracts of the Nile.

1607 Brewer Lingua m. vii. (R.) The Egyptian Cata-

dupes never heard the roaring of the fall of Nilus because

the noise was so familiar unto them.

Catafalque (kartafoelk), catafa'lco. Also

8 -falch, 9 -talc, -falk. [a. motl.K. catafalque, ad.

It. catafalco (which also occurs in English) ; in Fr.

cadafahs, cadafaus, OCat. cadafal, Sp. cadafalso,

cadahalso, ecu/also, OXF. caafaus (in reg. -faul

,

OF. chaafaus (-faul), chafault, chafauld, whence

OF. escafaul, eschafaul, mod.F. t'chafaud, Kng.

Scaffold ; in mcd.L. variously found as catafaltus,

cadafaldus, cadaffale, caJapallus, cadaphallus, c/ia-

fallus. Of unknown derivation ; even the orig.

form is uncertain ; F. pointing to -/aid- or -fall-,

It. to -file-, Sp. to -fils (see Scaffold.)
The derivation proposed by Diez is entirely discarded

(see Romania I. 4901. M. Paul Meyer thinks the first ele-

ment may be the Or. pcara- which was sometimes used in

med.L. in sense 'beside', 'alongside' {Romania II. 8o».

'The cadafals or chaafaus in OF. was a wooden erection

crowning walls, and projecting from them on both sides.

Thence the besieged commanded assailants beneath '.)

1. ' A stage or platform, erected by way of honour
in a church to receive the coffin or effigy of a de-

ceased personage ' (Littre) ;
1 a temporary structure

of carpentry, decorated with painting and sculp-

ture, representing a tomb or cenotaph, and used in

funeral ceremonies ' (Gwilt).

1641 Evelyn Diary (18711 36 In the middle of it was the

hearse or catafalco of the late Arch-Dutchesse. 1643 —
Mem, (1857) I. 46 In the nave of the church lies the cata-

falque, or hearse, of Louis XIII. 1766 Ann. Register 58
The supposed corpse was deposited upon a magnificent
catafalco, or scaffold, erected from tlie bottom to the top of
the church and illuminated all over with wax candles. 1760
Pocock Tour Scott. (1881) 242 A sort of small wooden Cata-
falch placed over the tomb. 1831 I.andor Era Rupert
Wks. 1846 II. 579 Never drops one but catafalc and canopy
Are ready for him. 1834 Gentl. Mag. CIV. 1. 104 A rich

catafalque was erected m the centre, in which the remains
of the Marshal were deposited during the service.

2. A movable structure of this kind; a kind of

open hearse or funeral car.

1855 Browning Statue fr Bust 57 The door she had passed
was shut on her Till the final catafalk repassed. 1864 Daily
Tel. 16 Sept., The open hearse—one of the most extraordi-
nary catafalcoes ever seen upon wheels.

3. Iransf. [humorous.)
1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. 1. iii, The black and yellow

catafalque known as ' the best bed '.

t Cataglo'ttism. Obs.-" [a. F. calaglottisme
' a kisse or kissing with the tongue' (Cotgr.), ad.

Gr. Kara-fKuiTTiapa, -10-/105 ' a lascivious kiss'.]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Cataglottism, a kissing with the
tongue. Cotgr. 1678 Phillips, Cataglottism, a thrusting
out the tongue in kissing.

t Cataglyphic, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Gr. type

*Karay\v<piK-6s, f. nara-yKvifKiv to carve out,

groove.] ( If carving out or incising.

1708 Mottei x Rabelais v. xli, Carv'd in Cataglyphick
Work [a ouvrage cataglyphe].

Catagma'tic, a. and sb. Med. [a. F. catag-

matique (Cotgr.), f. Gr. xdrayisa, -aros breakage,
fracture, f. Kar-aynivat to break, shatter.]

A. ailj. Of or belonging to fractures or their

medical treatment.
1684 tr. Bowl's Merc. Compit. vn. 250 (The stump after

amputation] being every day covered with dry thread and
a catagmatic Powder. 16. . Wiseman Surg. (J. I, I put on
a catagmatick emplaster. 1704 J. Harris /.ex. Techn.,
Catagmatick Medicines, are such as are used to help to
consolidate Broken Bones. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

B. quasi-**. A medicine having the property of
healing fractures.

1657 Phys. Diet., Catagmaticks, medicines to consolidate,
or knit together broken bones. 1751 in Chambers Cycl. ;

and in mod. Diets.

So ) Catagma tical, a. Obs.

1657 Tomlinson Renon's Disp. 123 Of them that apply
Catagmatical Plaisters to all diseases.

tCa'tagraph. Obs.-" [ad. Gr. Karafpa<p-os

drawn in outline, f. Kara-ypatpftv to delineate.]
1656 Blount Glossogr., Catagraph, the first draught or

delineation of a picture. 172.1 111 Bailey, etc.

t Cataian, a. Obs. A variant of Calhaicin, a
man of Cathay or China ;

' used also to signify a
sharper, from the dexterous thieving of those
people' (Nares) ; ?a thief, scoundrel, blackguard.
[1577 Eden & Wili.es Hist. Trav. 237 The Cathaian

kyng is woont to graunt free accesse vnto . . forreiners.]

1598 Siiaks. Merry W. n. L 148, I will not beleeue such a
Cataian, though the Priest o th" Towne commended him
for a true man. 1601 — Tnvel. N. II. iii. 80 My Lady's a
Catayan. 1630 Df.kker vul I't. Honest H'h. Wks. 1873
II. 143 He make a wild Cataine of forty such : hang him,
he's en Asse. 1640 Davenant Lave $ Hon. (N.) Hang
him, bold Cataian, he indites finely.

Catal le, obs. f. Cattle.
Catalan ^kartaloen\ a. and sb.

Of or belonging to Catalonia, the most north-
easterly province of Spain, once an independent
principality. .1/-. A native of Catalonia: the

I language of Catalonia, a dialect of Provencal or

,
I.angue d'Oc, with affinities towards Spanish.
1480 Caxton Citron. Kng. eclvi. (1482) 334 Pope Calyxte

the iij was a Catalane. a 1859 Macai:lay //«/. Eng. (18611
V. 97 The Catalans had risen in rebellion.

Hence Catalan forge, a blast furnace for re-

ducing iron ores, extensively used in Catalonia and
the neighbouring districts.

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Catalan for%r, a forge
with a tuyere for reducing iron ore, with charcoal, to a loup
of wrought iron ; a bloomary.

Catalectic (kajhilektik), a. Pros. [ad. late

L. cataliclic-us, a. Gr. KaTaAn/m*os leaving off, in-

complete, f. Kara-Kryyuv to leave off, stop. Cf. F.
catalecliqtte.] Of a verse: Incomplete in its syl-

lables
;
wanting a syllable in the last foot.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 142 The Greekes and
Latines vsed verses in the odde sillable of two sortes, which
they called Catalecticke and Acatalecticke . . the catalectik
or maymed verse. 1883 tr. Ten Brink's E. E. Lit. 155 The
catalectic tetrameter, well known to antique poetry.

t Ca'talectS, sb.pl. Obs. rare. [ad. L. cata-

lecta (see below), a. Gr. *<taTdA««ra, f. leaToXiyciv

to reckon in the list of, reckon among. Cf. F.

catalectts, and Analecta.] In sense of L. catalccta,

name of a collection of short poems ascribed to

Vergil ; also, fragments or detached pieces.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. ( 1637) 10 That grammarian

whom Virgil in his catalects so taunteth. Ibid. 46 Joseph
Scaliger, in his Catalects, hath saved, .certain verses of a
most learned poet.

Catalency, corrupt, of catalcmpsy, Catalepsy.
Catalepsy (kartalepsi). Also 4-6 -lempsie,

-lencie. [a<l. med.L. catalepsia, f. Gr. /taraAr/fis

a seizing upon (see next; ; the L. form calalepsis

was formerly in common use. In F. calalepsie.']

1. Med. A disease characterized by a seizure or

trance, lasting for hours or days, with suspension
of sensation and consciousness.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. x. (1495) 229 There ben

thre manere of Epilency. . Epilencia. . Analempsia. .Catha-
lempsta. 1547 Boorde Brev. Health Ixiv. 27 b, The Cata-
lency which is one of the kyndes of the fallynge sickenes.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 200 Apoplexies, Catalepsies,
and Coma's. 173a Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 366 There is

a Disease of the same kind call'd a Catalepsis. 1866 A
Flint Princ. Med. (18801 839 Catalepsy, .is evidently allied
to one of the forms of hysteria.

2. Philos. Comprehension, apprehension.
(1580 North Plutarch 11676' 446 "ITte old Academicks ..

hold, that a man may certainly know and comprehend
something, and called that Catalepsin.] 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Catalepsie, occupation, deprehension, knowledge.
1847 Lewes Hist. Philos. (18671 I. 36; The doctrine of
Acatalepsy recalls to us the Stoical doctrine of Catalepsy,
or Apprehension.

Cataleptic (kietale'ptik), a. (and sb.) [ad. late

L. catalfptic-tis, a. (Jr. KaTaAr/irn/rot cataleptic, f.

KoroAr/iTT-os seized, f. KaraXa/iffavtiv to seize upon.]
A. adj. 1. Med. a. Affected by catalepsy.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. m, 86 Galen . . allows
Malmsey-wine to Cataleptick persons. 1862 Lytton Sir.
Story II. 224 A cataleptic or ecstatic patient. 1866 Cornh.
Mag. Sept. 379 A soulless body, a cataleptic subject mes-
merized by a stronger will.

b. Of or pertaining to catalepsy.
1704-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (18011 I. 325 Reverie is a disease

of the epileptic or cataleptic kind. 1817 Mar. Edgf.worth
Love «i L. 111. xliv. 171 The cataleptic rigidity of his figure
relaxed. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas Af. i. 7 Silas's cataleptic
fit occurred during the grayer-meeting.

2. Philos. Pertaining to apprehension.
1847 Lewes Hist Philos. (1867) I. 356 Of true phantasms,

some are cataleptic (apprehensive) and others non-cataleptic.
. .The cataleptic phantasm is that which is impressed by an
object that exists.

B. sb. ( )ne affected by catalepsy.
1851 H. Mayo Pop. Supers!, (ed. 2) 118 The cataleptic ap-
rehends or perceives directly the objects around her. 1861
. Cunningham in Macm. Mag. Apr. 514 There have been

cataleptics..who had two distinct currents of existence.
Hence (in Med.) Catale ptiform, Cataleptoid,

adjs., resembling catalepsy.
1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anal. * Phys. IV. 695/1 This con-

traction . . may keep it [the limb] fixed in a cataleptiform
manner. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cataleptoid.

Catallactic k;utala."ktik\a. [ad. Gr. xajak-
KanTiKui (not recorded in this sense), f. KaraAAdV-
MB> to change, exchange.]
A. adj. Pertaining to exchange (see B.).

i86» Ruskin Unto this Last 133 The perfect operation of
catallactic science . . Do away with these, and catallactic
advantage becomes impossible.

B. sb.pl. A proposed name for Political Eco-
nomy as the ' science of exchanges '.

1831 Whately Led. Pol. Econ.x. (1855)4 The name of
Political Economy . . The name I should have preferred as
the most descriptive, and on the whole least objectionable,
is that of Catallactics, or the ' Science of Exchanges '. 1862
Ruskin Unto this Last 132 The Science of Exchange, or,
as I hear it has been proposed to call it, of ' Catallactics ',

considered as one of gain, is. .simply nugatory.

Hence Catalla ctically adv., by way ofexchange.
1862 Ruskin Unto this Last 155 You may grow for your

neighliour. .grapes or grajieshot ; he will also catallactically
grow grapes or grapeshot for you, and you will each reap
what you have sown.

Catalogic (kxtah/dzik, -lpgik), a. [f. Cata-
logue + -it.] Of the nature of, or pertaining to, a
catalogue. So Catalo'gical a.
188a Athenrum 9 Sept. 331/1 The former [article] is ' pre.

scientific', the latter too catalogic.

Catalogist, variant of Cataloguist.
Catalogistic QwtaWflgfadk), a. rare. Of or

pertaining to cataloguing.
1840 W. H. Mill App/ic. Pauth. Princ. (1861) 29 In the

Sankhya or Catalogistic school of philosophy.

t Catalogize (kartaled^i-z, -gai z). Obs. [f.

Gr. /ra,TaAo-ytj,*-(o-0ai to count up, recount, reckon
among ; with the meaning partly from this, and
partly from Catalogue + -ize. Cf. Cataloguize.]
1. To reckon up.
160a Carew Cormuall 54 b, As the Welshmen catalogize

Ap Rice, etc.vntill they end in the highest of the stock.

2. To enumerate or insert in a catalogue.
163J W. Lithgow Totall Disc. 320 He deserueth to be

Catalogized as founder of this kingdome. 1660 S. Fisher
Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 505 Sure enough the man
Catalogized all these together out of his Concordance. 1665
Moxon Tutor to Astron. 1. (16861 19 Which..may be Cata-
logised either for the memory of the Observer, or the know-
ledge of Posterity.

Catalogue kartalfg' , sb. Forms : 5 cateloge,
cathaloge, catholog, cattologue, 7 cathalogue,
6, 9 catalog. 6- catalogue, [a. F. catalogue, and
ad. late L. calalogus, a. Gr. KaraKoyoi register, list,

catalogue, f. «raTaAi-yfii' to choose, pick out, en-
list, enroll, reckon in a list, etc., f. Kara down 4-

\{y-fiv to pick, choose, reckon up, etc.]

1. A list, register, or complete enumeration ; in

this simple sense now Obs. or arch.
1460 Capgrave Chron. 71 And than was Cyriacus Pope,

but. .he is not put in the Cateloge of Popes. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 295/4 He was . . set to the Cathaloge of martirs.
c 1535 Dewf.s Introd. Er. in Palsgr. 936 They be noted .

.

among the Catalogue of verbes. 1587 in Elks Orig. Lett.
11. 229 III. 133 That leaving a Catalog of all our names
we may depart. 1630 Wadsworth Sp. Pilgr. vii. 72 A
Catalogue of the Monasteries, Seminaries, and Nunneries
in Flanders. 1660 (.title', Englands Glory, Or, an Exact
Catalogue of the Lords of His Maiesties most Honourable
Privy Councel. 17", Addison Sped. No. 74 pto In the
Catalogue of the Slain the Author has followed the Ex-
ample of the greatest ancient Poets. 1839 Yeowell Anc.
Brit.Ch. xi. (1847I 127 In some of the catalogues of the
bishops, St. Petrock is mentioned as the first.

b. fig. List, roll, series, etc.

. 1590 Barrow & Greenwood in Conferences 41 Your cat-
tologue of lyes wherof you accuse vs. 1611 Shaks. Cyfnb.
1. iv. 5 Though the Catalogue of his endowments had bin
tabled by his side. 17x9 Young Revenge 11. i, I have
turn'd o'er the catalogue of woes. 179a Burgess in Corr.
Ld. Auckland (18611 II. 438 To fill up the catalogue of
their calamities. 1814 Travers Disc. Eye 325 The fnghtful
catalogue of disasters which the spirit of controversy pro-
mulgates.

2. Now usually distinguished from a mere list

or enumeration, by systematic or methodical ar-

rangement, alphabetical or other order, and often

by the addition of brief particulars, descriptive, or
aiding identification, indicative of locality, posi-
tion, date, price, or the like.

1667 Pepys Diary 1 18791 IV. 227 Home, and to my chamber,
and there finished my Catalogue of books. 1676 Lister
in Ray's Corr. (1848) 124, 1 am well pleased your Catalogue
of Plants is again to be printed. 17*7 Swift Gulliver 111.

iiL 196 They nave made a catalogue of ten thousand fixed
stars. 1834, Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Sc. xxxvii.

(1849) 4 10 I ne nrst catalogue of double stars, in which their
places and relative positions are given. 1870 L'Estrangk
Miss Mit/ord I. v. 154 [It] may apply almost as well to the
Booksellers' Catalogue as to the Parish Register. Mod.
(title). The London Catalogue of British Plants. The
British Museum Catalogue.

Catalogue (k:e talf^
N

, v. [f. the sb. Cf. F.
calalogiie>\]

1. trans. To make a catalogue or list of ; to

enumerate in catalogue form.
1598 ( in; v >\ Iliad 11. Argt., Beta, catalogues the navall

knights. ,/ 1612 Harington Brief I 'ictv Ch.io (V .) He so
cancelled, or catalogued, and scattered our books. 1705
Prowse in Hearne Collect. (1885) I. 10, I am . . busie in

Cataloguing his Books.' 1863 Miss Bkaddon Eleanor's
Viet. I. i. 3, I would rather not catalogue her other features
too minutely. 1884 Lalv Times 3 May 11/1 [He] had begun
to lot and catalogue the furniture. 1886 Pall Malt G. 15
Jan. 6/2 While engaged in cataloguing a library.

2. To inscribe or insert in a catalogue. Alsofig.
1635 Heywood Land. Sinus Sal. Wks. 1874 IV. 298

Amongst Schollarsdn which number I may Catalogue your
I.ordship 1

. 1762 71 H;
Wai.pole Auecd. Paint. III. i. (R.)

If religion is thrown into the quarrel, the most innocent
acts are catalogued with sins. 1870 Miss Bridgman A*.

Lynne II. iii. 64 He had catalogued Dicky Blake as a fool.

1886 Law Times I.XXX. 165/1 The book, .was catalogued
under the author's name only.

3. absol.

1601 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xliv. (1612) 212 And here occa.
sion apteth that we catalogue a while.

Hence Catalogued ///. a., Ca taloguing vbl. sb.

179S Burke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. i<w Their studied,
dehberated, catalogued files of murders. 1830 Herschei.
Stwd. Nat. Phil. 79 Mineralogy ceased to be . . a mere
laborious cataloguing of stones and rubbish.

Cataloguer (kx taV gsj '. [f. prec. + -er. Cf.

F. catalogiicitr.] One who catalogues.

'I
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1841 DTsraeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 120 The pen of a slum-

bering cataloguer. 1849 E. Warwick Poet's Pleas. (1853)

42 An accurate cataloguer of his flowers. 1884 Harper's

Mag. Nov. 828/1 Girls, .trained as cataloguers and library

assistants.

Cataloguish, a. noncc-wd. [see -ish.] Sa-

vouring of a catalogue.
t

1791 T. Twining Country Clergym. (1882) 148 Dry, prosaic

and cataloguish [verses].

Ca'talo guist. [f. Catalogue + -ist.] =
Cataloguer.
i860 All Y. Round II. 252 Our old friend the cataloguist

. .when he gets into the Chamber of Horrors. 1883 SI. &
F. Collins You play mefalse xii. 85 She did all her work,

whether as amanuensis or cataloguist, at the famous table.

Cataloguize (kae'talfgaiz). [f. Catalogue +
-ize; cf. Catalogize.] trans. To Catalogue.
1609 Bp. Barlow Ausiu. Nameless Cath. 22 He shall be 1

denounced an Herelike, and so Calaloguised on Holy-
Thursday. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 94 Amongst which 1

rabble may be cataloguized, the swarmes of Gnats, Flies '

and Snakes. 1820 Shelley Ess. ty Lett. (1852) 522 More
. .than I am able To cataloguize in this verse of mine.

II Catalpa (katarlpa). Bot. [Krom the lan-

guage of the Indians of Carolina, where Catesby

discovered C. bignonioides In 1726.I

A genus of trees (N. O. Big/ioniacem) l
natives

of N. America, \V. Indies, Japan and China,

having large simple leaves, and terminal panicles

of trumpet-shaped flowers. Two species, known
also as Indian liean, and St. Domingo or French

Oak, are cultivated in England. Also attrib.

1731-48 Catesby Nat. Hist. Florida (1754) I
; 49 The

Catalpa Tree. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxij. 317 The
Catalpa is a large tree with leaves remarkably simple and
heart shaped. 1856 Bryant Winds i, Before you the catal-

pa's blossoms flew, i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 174 The
large white blossoms of a catalpa tree . . just under my
window.

Catalysis v
katarlisis\ [a. Gr. KaraKvcns dis-

solution (e. g. of a government), f. Kwra\vtiv to

dissolve, f. Kara down + hv-tiv to loosen.]

+ 1. Dissolution, destruction, ruin. Obs. rare.

165s Evelyn Mem. (1857I III. 67 In this sad catalysis and
declension of piety to which we are reduced. 1660 Jer.
Taylor Duct. Dubit. I. iv, The sad catalysis did come, and
swept away eleven hundred thousand of the nation.

2. Client. The name given by Berzelius to the

effect produced in facilitating a chemical reaction,

by the presence of a substance, which itself under-

goes no permanent change. Also called contact

action.

1836 Berzelius in Edin. Netv Phil. Jrttl. XXI. 223
Many bodies, .have the property of exerting on other bodies

an action which is very different from chemical affinity. By
means of this action they produce decomposition in bodies,

and form new compounds into the composition of which
they do not enter. This new power, hitherto unknown, is

common both ill organic and inorganic nature . . I shall .

.

call it catalytic power. I shall also call Catalysis the de-

composition of bodies by this force. 1842 W. Grove Corr.
Phys. Forces Pref. 12, I am strongly disposed to consider

that the facts of Catalysis depend upon voltaic action.

c 1865 in Circ. Sc. I. 83/1 By means ofwhat has been termed
catalysis, alcohol is. .converted into acetic acid.

Catalysotype (ksetali-scXtaip). Photogr. [f.

prec. + Gr. tvvos Type.] A picture produced by a

calotype process using iodide of iron : see quot.

1853 R. Hunt Man. Photogr. 80 It would seem as if the

salt of silver, being slightly affected by the light, sets up a
catalytic action, which is extended to the salts of iron . . The
catalysis which then takes place has induced me to name
this process . . the Catalysotype. 1854 Scoffern tn Orr's
Circ. Sc. Chem. 85.

Catalytic (kaetalitik), a. [ad. Gr. KaraXvTiit-

ds able to dissolve, f. KaraXvan Catalysis.] Of
the nature of, or pertaining to, catalysis

;
having

the power of acting by catalysis.

1836 [see Catalysis 2]. 1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anal. III.

153/2. 1842 W. Grove Corr. Phys. Forces 86 That the in-

creased electrolytic power of water . . depends upon a cata-

lytic effect. 1861 Times 26Gct. 6/5 Bodies known as catalytic*

agents. 1876 tr. Schutzenberger's Ferment. 43 The theory
of catalytic forces, .maintained by Berzelius.

Hence Cataly tically adv., in a catalytic manner,
by catalytic action.

1845 G. Day Simon's Anbu. Chem. I. 19 Fibrin is stated
to have the power of decomposing binoxide of hydrogen
catalytically.

Catamaran (kse:tamararn, katae'maran). Also

7 cattamaran, 8 catamoran, kattamaran, 9
eatamarran. [ad. Tamil katta-maram tied tree

or wood (kalta tie, bond ; niarain wood.]
1. A kind of raft or float, consisting of two, three

or more logs tied together side by side, the middle
one being longer than the others ; used in the

East Indies, especially on the Coromandel coast,

for communication with the shore. Also applied
to similar craft used in the West Indies for short

voyages, and to others of much larger size used off

the coast of South America; as well as to a kind of
raft made of two boats fastened together side by
side, used on the St. Lawrence and its tributaries.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. vi. 143 The smaller sort of Bark-logs
. - are more governable than the other . . This sort of Floats
are used in many places both in the East and West Indies.

On the Coast of Coromandel . . they call them Catamarans.

These are but one Log, or two, sometimes of a sort of light

Wood, .so small, that they carry but one Man, whose legs

and breech are always in the Water. 1698 Fryer Acc. E.

India fir P. 241V.) Coasting along some Cattamarans made
after us. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 263 Rafts of bam-

boo, like the catamarans on the coast of Coromandel. 1794
Rigging fit Seamanship I. 242 Balsas, or Catamaran, a

raft made of the trunks of the balsa . . lashed together, and

used by the Indians, .in South America. The largest have

9 trunks of 70 or 80 feet in length, are from 20 to 24 feet

wide, and from 20 to 25 tons burthen. 1804 A. Duncan Mar-
incr'sChron. III. 112 We saw two of the catamarans, .com-

ing towards us, with three black men on each. 1834

Cauntek Orient. Ann. i. 4 The catamaran .. is generally

about ten feet long by eighteen inches broad. 1876 Times

25 Oct. (D.) The fan of her screw propeller came in contact

with a floating catamaran,

b. attrib.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 47 Tumble overboard Life-

raft. Reversible Catamaran principle.

t 2. Applied to a kind of fire-ship or instrument

of naval w arfare resembling the modern torpedo ;

esp. to those prepared in 1804 to resist Napoleon's

intended invasion of England. Obs.

1804 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 419/2 This undertaking commonly
known by the appellation of the Catamaran expedition.

1809 Naval Chron. XXII. 453 The explosion of a cata-

maran. 1882 Allardyce in Athen.enm 26 Aug. 268/2 He
experimented with Fulton's ' catamarans '—the prototypes

of the modern fish torpedoes—against the Boulogne flotilla.

fig, 1822 Byron in Moore Life V. 319 If you have any
political catamarans to explode, this is your place. 1832

Blaekw. Mag. XXXI. 480 He is . . the very catamaran of

oratory, and when he explodes, etc.

3. Applied to a cross-grained or quarrelsome per-

son, a woman, colloq. [? Associated with cat.~\

1833 Marryat Simple vi, The cursed drunken old

catamaran. 1848 Lytton Harold iv. 168 To dress that

catamaran in mail. 1868 M. Collins Anne Page II. 223
That old catamaran of a maiden aunt of his.

Ca tamaraTJ, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec. sb.] To
blow up with a catamaran. Also Jig.
1820 H. Matthews Diary Invalid u835> 288 In fact,

Napoleon has so catamaranned the foundations, that more
than one Aroulemeut has already taken place.

II Catamenia (kaetamrnia , si>. pi. Phys. [Gr.

KaTafi-qvia, menses, properly neut. pi. of Karafirjvios

monthly, f. ia\v month.] The menstrual discharge.

1754-64 Smellie Midvif. I. 107 If the Catamenia do not

flow at the stated time the patient is soon after seized with

the Chlorosis. 1845 G. Day Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 271

A woman labouring under suppression of the catamenia.

Catamenial (ksetamrnial), a. [f. prec. + -al.]

Pertaining to the catamenia ; menstrual.

1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2> 314 The Catamenial
discharge. 1859 Todd Cycl. Anal. V. 662/2 The catamenial

period and interval together occupy a space of one lunar

month.

7 Catami'diate, v. Obs. [f. Gr. /rara/xtioid-eii'

to despise.] ' To put one to open shame and
punishment for some notorious offence, to scorn,

to defame' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Catamite (kte'famait). [ad. L. Calamitus

corrupt form of Ganymales name of Jupiter's

cup-bearer; also, a catamite.] A boy kept for

unnatural purposes.

1593 Drayton Moon-Calf Wks. 1753 II. 484 His smooth-
chin'd .. catamite. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 11 1 Called

Cinedopolis, by reason of certain Catamites and shamefull

baggages that king Alexander the Great left there. 1699

Bentley Phal. 417 Agatho himself, .was a Catamite. 1795
T. Taylor Apuleius will. (1822) 185 A certain young man.

.

a common catamite.

Hence Ca tamited, Ca'tamiting ppl. adjs. (as if

from a vb. catamite).

1624 Heywood Captives 11. ii, That ould catamiting can-

kerworme. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece I. 1. xxyi, The cata-

mited Boy shall have no Action issued out against him.

Catamount (kartamaunt). [Shortened from

Catamountain.]

t1. = Catamountain ; a pard or panther. Obs.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. I. 5 With clea's or tallons (like a

Catamount). 1730-6 Bailey {folio) Cat-a-mount, a Mon-
grel, or wild Cat.

2. A common name in U. S. of the puma or

cougar (Felis concolor), also called Panther,

Painter, and Mountain (or American) Lion.

1704 S. Williams Vermont 86 The catamount seems to

be the same animal which the ancients called Lynx. 1825
Bro. jfonalliau I. 109 A wild beast . . I say ! twarn't a

cattermount tho\ was it? 1855 O. W. Holmvs Poems 193
The woods were full of Catamounts, And Indians red as

deer. 1870 FImerson Soc. fit Solit., Courage Wks. (Bohn)
III. 108 The liunter is not alarmed by bears, catamounts, or

wolves. 1884 Echo 24 Nov. 4/3 In Pennsylvania, bears and
catamounts are so numerous.. in Pike county as to be a
perfect nuisance to the farmers.

Catamountain, cat o' mountain (ksetft-

mairnten, -t^mau'nten). Forms : 5-7 cat of the

mountain, 6-7 cat ofmountain, 7-8 oatamoun-
tain(e, (8 eat-amountant), 6- eat o' mountain,
7- eat-a-mountain. [app. of English formation :

it does not appear that the ME. ' cat of the moun-
tain ' was a translation from another language.]

1. A name applied originally to the leopard or

panther
;

by Goldsmith to the Ocelot (Fell's

pardalis), and by others to species of Tiger-cat.

1432-50 tr. Higdeit (Rolls) I. 159 [In Ethiopia] caltes of

the mownteyne [pardi]. X5«6Tindale Rev. xiii. 2 And the

beast which I sawe was lyke a Catt off the Mountaync.

1598 G. GlFFOHD Disc. Relig. 134 The black Moore cannot

change his hew, nor the cat of the mountainc her spots. 1701

Lond. Gaz. No. 3708/4 On the Third is a Cat-amountant.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. 262 The Catamountain, or

Ocelot, is one of the fiercest . . animals in the world. 1840

Ainsworth ToioerofLond. (1864) 163 Moustaches, bristling

like the whiskers of a eat-a-mountain. 1865 Caklyle Fredk.

Gt. VI. xvi. vii. 211 He springs upon the throat of Hirsch

like a cat-o'-mountain.

2. trans/. A wild man from the mountains.

1616 Beau.m. & Fl. Cast. Country I. i. 400 To a wild fellow

that would worry her . . To the rude claws of such a cat-o'-

mountain. 1650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo 14 To bragg (mcerly

on the dependance o' these crafty Catamountaines 1

. 184Z

Lytton Zanoni iv. vi, These wild cats-a-mountain 1

3. attrib.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 11. ii. 27 Your Cat-a-.Mountainc-

lookes, your red-lattice phrases, a 1857 Carlyi.e Misc. I.

29 Boisterous outlaws with huge whiskers, and the most

cat-o'-mountain aspect. 1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cent.

II. vii. 220 Animated with a ferocious cat-o-mountain spirit.

f Catana dromous, a. Obs. Zoo/, [f. mod.L.

catanadromi (Gesner), f. Gr. Kara down + ova up

+ -Spoftos running.] An epithet preferred by some

early naturalists to Anadkomous.
1*753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., A nadromous . . Some use the

word Catanadromi in the same sense.] Hence in some
mod. Diets.

Cat and dog, cat-and-dog.
1. Referring to the proverbial enmity between

the two animals : attrib. Full of strife ; inhar-

monious
;
quarrelsome.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 27 He . . shall see them

agree like Dogges and Cattes. a 1745 Swift Phyllis ill.)

They keep at Staines the old Blue Boar, Are cat and dog,

and rogue and whore. 1821 Scott Ktnihu. ii, Married he

was.. and a cat-and-dog life she led with Tony. 1822 in

Cobbett Rur. Ride* (1885) 1. 96 The fast-sinking Old Times
newspaper, its cat-and-dog opponent the New Times.

1867 Trollope Chron. Basset I. xliii. 384 They . . were

gracious, .and abstained from all cat-and-dog absurdities.

2. 'Po rain cats and dogs : to rain very heavily.

Also attrib., raining heavily.

1738 Swift Polite Conv. 11. (D.), I know Sir John will go,

though he was sure it would rain cats and dogs. 1819

Shelley Let. to Peacock 25 Feb.. It began raining cats

and dogs. 1849 Thackeray in Stribuer's Mag. I. 551/1

Pouring with rain, .and the most dismal . .cat and dog day.

3. A game played with a piece of wood called a

cat (cf. Cat sb. 1 10 a.) and a club called a dog.

1808 in JamiESON. 1884 Public Opinion 5 Sept. 301/2

Cat and dog is in one sense a classical game. Bunyan tells

us that he was playing at it.

Hence Cat-and-dog-gish a.

1878 Coruh. Mag. XXXVIII. 648 To live under the same
roof, a cat-and-doggish life.

+ Cata ntiphra-stical, a. Obs. rare-', [f.

Gr. /car' avTitppaaiv by antiphrais : cf. Antiphbas-

TICAL.l = ANTIPHBASTIC.
1645 J. Goodwin Innoceucy fit Tr. Triumph. 51 It may be

that this argument is figurative and cat-antiphrasticall :

And so, by confusions, disorders, etc. he means peace, unitie

and concord amongst men.

Catapan Icse'tapsen). [ad. med.L. catapan-us

ca/e-, call-; in F. catapan; according to Littre,

f. Gr. Karcndva tuiv d{iaifia.Taiv (lie who is; placed

over the dignities.] The officer who governed

Calabria and Apulia under the Byzantine emperors.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Catapan or Catipau, a name the

later Greeks, about the twelfth century, gave the governor

of their dominions in Italy. 1832 tr. Sismomti's IttU. Rep.

i. 24 From time to time . . a catapan, or other magistrate,

was sent. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) III. vi. ii. 428

The Greek Argyrous the last catapan, the ally of Leo IX.

had retired in despair.

t Ca'tapasm. Obs. Med. [ad. Gr. KaTd7tao>ta

('Paulus ^Egineta vii. 13', Syd. Soc. Lex.), f.

Karavaoo-uv to besprinkle, strew over.] ' A former

term . . for any dry medicine in powder, which

was sprinkled on ulcers' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 201 Odoriferous Powders

. . strewed upon cloaths are properly called Catapasms.

1678 96 in Phillips. 1818 in Todd. 1849 in Smart.

Catapeltic, a. (sb.) rare-", [a. Gr. Kara-

TTthTiK-is pertaining to a Catapult.] A. adj.

Pertaining to a catapult. B. sb. A catapult.

1849 in Smart (adj.). 1864 in Webster {adj. and sb.).

Catapetalous (kaatape'talas;, a. Bot. [f. Gr.

Karri each to each + ithaXov Petal + -ous.]

Having the petals ' united only by cohesion with

united stamens, as in Mallow ' (Gray Bot. Text-bk.

401). 1847 in Craig.

||
Catapetasma (kaatap/tarzma). [Gr. «ara-

irtTaona curtain, veil, the veil of the temple, f.

/taTa7rerai'i'f;->'ai to spread out over.] The curtain

at the chancel-screen, veiling the altar from the

congregation, in the Greek Church.

1798 W. Tooke Catherine II (ed. 2) II. v. 85 On the roof,

over the catapetasma and holy doors, is a representation of

the supreme being.

Catapho nic, [f- Gr. Kara + <pa>vr) voice,

sound + -if. Cf. Catacoustics.] Pertaining to

cataphonics. In mod. Diets.
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CATAPHKACT.

Cataphonics ksetafpniks), s6. pi. The science

of reflected sounds ; = Catacoustics.
1683 Phil. Trans. XIV. 473 Unless we call them Cata-

phonicks. 1819 Rees Cycl., Cataphonics, in Music, synony-
mous with catacaustics.

+ Ca taphor. 06s. [medical L. cataphora, coma,
a. Gr. xaraipop-a, a bringing down, a lethargic

attack.] ' A deep or dead sleep ' (Blount 1656).

Cataphract (kje-tafraekt). [In sense 1, ad. L.

cataphrcutes, a. Gr. KaTcuppanTrji coat of mail ; in

2, ad. L. cataphractus, Gr. xaracppaKTos clad in

full armour ; f. Karaippaaauv to clothe in mail.]

1 1. An ancient coat of mail. 06s.
1581 Savile Tacitus Hist. I, Ixxix. (1501)44 Cataphracts,

a kind of harnish. .composed of iron plates or stifle bend-
lether. 1855 tr. Labarte's Arts Mid. Ages iv. 117 The
ancient cataphract, the military habit of the patricians.

Jig. 16*7 Feltham Resolves 11. viii, Virtue is a Cata-
phract : for in vain we arm one Limb, while the other is

without a defence.

b. Zool. ' The armor of plate covering some
fishes.' Webster cites Dana.
2. A soldier in full armour.
1671 Milton Samson 1619 Before him and behind, Archers

and slingers, cataphracts and spears. 18x4 H. Busk Fugit.
Pieces 173 Around, in panoply complete, Grim cataphracts
await.

H Catachrestically for Cataract.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 72 Borne so neere the

dull making Cataphract of Nilus, that you cannot heare the
Plannet-like Munck of Poetrie. 1603 SU C. Heydon jfud.
Astrol. To Rdr. 7 As he were borne neere the dull making
cataphract of Nilus.

Hence Ca taphracted a., Zool. covered with a
scaly or horny armour

; Cataphra ctic a., ' per-
taining to or resembling a cataphract' (Webster).
1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cataphractcd, covered with a horny

skin, as with a scaly cuirass.

t Ca taphragm. 06s. rare. [ad. Gr. type
*KaTa<f>payfia, f. as prec] Defensive covering or
coating.

1656 J.Serjeant tr. White's Peripatet. Inst. 380 The left

side .
. necessarily participates more of the Vegetative Ver-

tue then any other member of the exteriour Cataphragm.

Cataphrygian (ka.-tafri-dj'an ), a. and s6. Ch.
Hist. One ol a heretical sect in the 2nd century
who followed the errors of Montanus; a Montanist;
so called because they originated in Phrygia.
1585 7 Rogers 39 Art. 65 The. Cataphrygians. . who held

how Christ not in body but in soul ascended into heaven.
1750 Laroner Wks. (1838) III. 90.

Cataphyllary (ka:tafWari\ a. Bot. [f. Gr.
Kara down, degraded + <pvMov leaf + -ARY.] Cata-
phyllary leaves : the colourless or brownish scales
found on various parts of plants, esp. underground,
regarded as modifications of foliage-leaves.

_
1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 1. iii. 193 Scale- or

'Cataphyllary-Leaves 'are usually produced on underground
shoots, .although they also frequently occur above ground,
especially as an envelope to the winter-buds of woody
plants (as the horse-chestnut, oak, etc. 1.

t Cataphysic, a. 06s. [f. Gr. koto, down,
against, etc. -k/nJo-is nature+-ic] Contraryto nature.
So Cataphysics s6.pl. {noiue-tvd.) ; gee qnot.
»*54 JeR- Taylor RealPres. A ij, The wildnesse. oftheir

Cataphysicks (for Metaphysicks it is not) their affirmatives
and negatives are neither natural, nor above, nor besides
nature, but against it, 1656 Blount Glossogr., Cataphysick,
against nature.

Cataphy sical, a. noiue-wJ. [f. as prec. +
-al

] Against nature, unnatural ; infra-natural.

1839 De Quincey Antobioe. St. Wks. I. 337 (D.) A visual
object, falling under hyper-physical or cata-physical laws.
Ibid. II. T. 251 Some artists, .have given to Sir Walter
Scott a pile of forehead which is impleading and cataphysi-
cal, in fact a caricature of anything . . seen in nature.

Cataplasm (kartapliez'm). Med. [a. F. cata-

plasme, ad. L. cataplasina, a. Gr. KaravKaana poul-
tice, f. Kaja-TtXaaanv to plaster over, apply a
plaster.] A poultice : formerly also a plaster.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. 1. i. 2 Cataplasmes made with the
iuse o( these herbes, and with floure. 160* Shaks. Haw.
iv. vii. 144. x6ia Woodai.1. Surg. Mate Wks. (1653)90 A
Cataplasine made of bread crums, milk, and a little Saffron.
i6a6 Cockeram Cataplasme, a plaister, compounded of
certaine oyntments to cure sores, t- 1710 Gibson Farriers
Hisp.^ xiii. 1

1 7 34 ) 261 Some make a distinction between
Poultise and Cataplasm. 1866 S. Thomson Diet. Dont.
Med. 356 The well known mustard plaster or cataplasm.

fig-
i6aj I* letcher Spanish Cur. iv. v, This Cataplasm of a

well-cozened Lawyer. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace Wks.
VIII. 135 The emollient cataplasms of robbery and confis-
cation. 1831 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1843) I. 46a En-
deavour has been made to provide a cataplasm.

Catapla smic, a. [f. prec.-r-ic.J Of the nature
of a cataplasm. So Catapla'smical a.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wkt. 11. 259/2 A Cataplasmicall
Satyre .. very profitable to cure the impostumes of vice.
1689 Moyle Sea Chyrurg. 11. xxviii. 84 To make it into a
Cataplasmick consistence.

Cataple'ctic, a. [mod. ad.Gr. /carairAijKTiK-os

fitted to strike or be stricken down: see Cata-
plexy.] Of or pertaining to cataplexy.
1883 Romanes Ment. Evol. Auiin. xviii. 309 Such an

animal as a wood-louse or death-watch, which fall into a
kataplcclic state immediately on being alarmed.
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CatapleiiteCksetaplrait). A/in. [Named 1850,
f. Gr. Kara together with + tjA«toy more+ iTK,

l>ccause it occurs along with several other minerals.]
A hydrous silicate of zirconium and sodium ; a
hexagonal opaque mineral oflight yellowish-brown
colour. 1854 Dana Min. (1868) 401.

Cataplexy (kcetapleksi). [In Ger. kataplexie,
mod. f. Gr. KaratiK^is (Hippocrates) stupefaction,
f. Karairkrjca-av to strike down with terror or the
like.] The temporary paralysis or hypnotic state
in animals when * shamming death'.
1883 Romanes Ment. Evol. Anim. xviii. 308 The researches

Jj
Professor Preyer on the hypnotism of animals . . showed

that fright is a strong predisposing cause of ' Kataplexy or
mesmeric sleep in animals . . He ascribes the shamming dead
of insects to the exclusive influence of kataplexy.

t Catapo dially. Obs. nonce-ivd. [?f. Gr.
Kara iru$a(s close behind, immediately after.]
c 1600 Timott iv. iii. (1842) 66 The moone may bee taken

4 manner of waies ; either specificatiuely, or quidditatiuely,
or superficially, or catapodially.

t Catapresbyter. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Gr.
Kara against + Prksbytek.] A presbyter cata-
chrestically so called ; or an opposition-presbyter.
1659 Gauden Tears of Ch. 429 <D.) Various factions.,

have each their Anti-Ministers, their Cata- Presbyters, or
counter-preachers bandying one against the other.

t Catapuce. Obs. Herb. [a. F. catapuce ; in
It. catapuzza, med.L. cataputia : cf. L. catapotium,
Gr. Karairortov that which can be gulped down,
pill, bolus (whence It. catapotio, Florio .] Lesser
Spurge Euphorbia Lathyris.
c 1386 Chaucer Nonne Pr. T. 145 Ofcatapus or of gaytre

beriis. U791 Huddesford Salmag. (1793} 140 Without
purge or calapotium. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xx.
284 Called Hroad leaved Spurge or Cataputia.]

Catapult kartapwlt,. Forms : 6 catapelt,
-pulte, 6- catapulta ^only in sense 1), 7- cata-
pult, [a. Y. catapulte or L. catapulta, a. Gr. Kara-
ntkTTjs catapult, prob. f. Kara against + vaXXuv
to hurl, cast, poise (a missile).]

L An ancient military engine for discharging
darts, stones, or other missiles ; the motive power
being obtained by a strong lever working on an
axis, which was tightly strained with twisted ropes
and suddenly released.
The b\illista and catapulta were originally distinct, the for-

mer being used for throwing stones, etc, and the latter for
darts ; but afterwards the names were used synonymously.
1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist.ii6ig) 405 The great hollow

Catapelts which shoote the darts from aloft. 1599 Thynne
Animadv. < 18751 41 The Ramme..farr different in forme
from the magonell or catapulte. 1605 Camden Rem. (1657)
206 When a catapult was first seen at Lacedemon, Archi-
medes exclaimed : O Hercules, now manhood is come to an
end. 173a Lediard Setlws II. ix. 277 Catapulta 's and bat-
tering rams. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III. xxiv, May my
brains be knock d out by a. .catapulta. 1795 Solthey Joan
of Arc viii. 513 The catapults Drove there their dreadful
darts. 1839 W. Irving Gramula (1850) 338 The mangled
body of the Moor was . . thrown into the City from a cata-
pult. 1850 'Bat' Cricket-Matt. 49 By the application of
the Catapulta to peaceful purposes, the batting has been .

.

improved. 1878 B. Smith Carthage 392 The Matrons cut off
their long hair and twisted it into ropes for the catapults.

2. An instrument consisting of a forked stick

with an elastic band fastened to the two prongs,
used to shoot small stones, bullets, peas, etc.

1871 A. R. Hoi'E Schoolboy Fr. (1875) 227 The holes seem
to have been made by a catapult. 1887 Manch. Guard.
7 May 9 He . . shot the bird with a catapult. Mod. The
police have orders to seize all catapults.

Hence Cataptrltio a., Catapnltie'r, one who
works a catapult {cf. fusilier, etc.).

1831 J. Wilson in Btackiv. Mag. XXIX. 306 Balls are
showered upon them . . from a hundred catapultic arms.
1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser. 11. I. ii. 146 Flinging the
ball with catapultic force, i860 Reade Cloister «y //. xliii.

(D.) The beMegers. .sent forward their sappers, pioneers,
catapultiers, and crossbowmen.

Catapult, v. [f. prec. sb.] a. trans. To
hurl as from a catapult, b. To shoot or shoot
at with a catapult. C. intr. To discharge a cata-
pult ; hence Catapulting vbl. sb.

1848 Hlachtv. Mag. I.XIII. 409 The throne itself was
catapulted into the square. 1880 Daily Tel. 17 Feb.,
Lovely creatures are catapulted into the air and fall down
into a net. 1881 Chequered Career 5 The lead . . we saved
for catapulting, an amusement only indulged in by lower
boys. 1883 D. Pkyde Highways 0/ Lit. 11. 30 He [a boy]
catapults sparrows.

t Cataput. Obs. [in med.L. and It. ^Florio)
tataputia ] (Sec quot.)
1688 R. Holme Armoury n. 420/2 The Catheter of some

termed a Cataput, and Cataputia ; it is an Instrument long,
narrow and round .

. it is to search a deep wound, and also.

.

to pour or squirt in liquid Oyntments and Salves.

Cataract (kec tarxkt), sb. Forms : 5 cata-
racte, (cateracte, catterak, 6 catracto, cathar-
act, catarrhacte. 6-7 catarract e, 7 cattaract,

chateract, 8 catarect, 6- catarack L 7 -cataract,

[a. F. cataracle (in senses 1-4. 6\ ad. \,.cataracta

waterfall, portcullis, floodgate, a. Gr. *aTap^p)d*Tns

down-rushing, a down rushing bird, a portcullis,
|

CATARACT.

waterfall, 1 (in LXX) floodgate; f. Karapaaa-uv
to dash down, dash headlong, rush or fall headlong,
as rain or a river, f. /car' or Kara down + dpaoa- or
paaa-uv to dash. (But some think it a deriv. of
KarappTj-fvv-vat to breakdown.) The sense-develop-

ment in Gr., L.,and Fr.-Eng., is not in all respects

clear.]

T 1- pl> The ' flood-gates p
of heaven, viewed as

keeping back the rain (with reference to Gen. vii.

11, viii. 2,whereHeb. has nnw lattices, windows,
LXX KarappaKraif Vulg. calaraclir

t the former
rob., the latter certainly, = flood-gates, sluices;

ence also Fr. cataractes du del). This, the earliest

use in Eng., is now Obs.
1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy in. xxiv, It semed in the high

heauen The Cataractes hadden be vndo. c 1460 ToumeTry
Myst. 32 (Matz.) Now ar the weders cest, and cateractes
knyt. x6ia Brerewood Lang. <y Relig. xiii. 137 To open
the Cataracts of Heaven, and pour down water continually.
1656 Earl Monm. Adv.fr. Parnass. 03 That he would open
the Chateracts of Heaven. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 824.
1684 Burnet Th. Earth I. 13 The rain descended for forty
days, the cataracts or floodgates of heaven being open'd.

t b. applied to waterspouts ; also trans/.

1555 Eden Decades \V. Ind. (Arb.) 386 They say. .that in
certeyne places of the sea, they sawe certeyne stremes of
water which they caule spoutes faulynge owt of the ayer
into the sea. . Sum phantasie that these shulde bee the cat-
ractes of heauen whiche were all opened at Noes fludde.
1605 Shaks. Lear m. ii. 2 Blow windes, and crack your
cheeks; Rage, blow You Cataracts, and Hyrricano's spout.

1634^ Hebbert Trav. 7 A long spout of stinking raine Py-
ramide wise, dissolved itselfe very neere us. This hidious
Cataract. 1667 Milton P. L. \\. 176 What if all ..this
Firmament Of Hell should spout her Cataracts of Fire.

2. A waterfall
;
properly one of considerable

size, and falling headlong over a precipice ; thus
distinguished from a Cascade.
[A rare sense in Gr., but common in ].., where applied to

the Cataracts of the Nile.]

1594 Br. King Jonas (1618)346 We see what catarrhactes
and downe-falls there are by the rage of the water. 1601
Holland Pliny I. 98 The lowest cataract or fal of water
[of the Nile]. i6xs Drayton Poly-olb. vi. 88 Where Tivy
falling down doth make a Cataract. 1725 De Foe Voy.
round W. (1840* 343 A terrible noise, .as of a mighty cata-
ract, or waterfall. 1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Pkys.
Sc. f 16 (1849) 151 The great cataracts of the Oronoco. 1839
Thirlwall Greece II. 185 From the steppes of Scythia to
the cataracts of the Nile.

b. trans/. A violent downpour or rush of water.
1634 Herbert Trot'. 54 A violent stormc of raine..

caused such a sudden Deluge and Cattaract, that a Carravan
of two thousand Camels perisht. 176s Falconer ShiMvr.
in. 290 From on high huge Cataracts descend. 184J Ten-
nyson Locksley Hall iii, The hollow ocean-rid^es roaring
into cataracts. x86o Frovde Hist. Eng. VI. 1 Cataracts of
water flooded the houses in the city, and turned the streets
into rivers.

C. trans/, andJig. (cf. flodV^.
t 1630 Drlmm. of Hawth. Poems 61 And Tongues. .iCould

ye amidst Worlds Cataracts them heare). 1784 Cowper
Task iv. 73 Cataracts of declamation thunder here. 1864
Carlyle Fredk. Gt. I. 111. v. 164 His cataract of black
beard. Ibid. V.U iv. 44 Never came such a cataract of
evil news on an Aulic Council before.

t 3. A portcullis ; also the grating of a v» indow.

Obs. [Prob. in Gr. earlier than sense 1 ; common
in med.L. but rare in Eng.]

1 1360 -1 MS. Vicars' Roll York, In j ratcracta facta ante
hostium Will, de Preston, (xi.] 1656 BUMnr Glossogr., Cata-
ract, a Portcullis. .1 1693 U rl^uhart Rabelais ill. Prol.,

Others .. assured the Port-culleys, fastned the Herscs,
Sarasinasks and Cataracts. 1853 StoccjUELER Mitt't. En-
eycl., Catarm t, a portcullis.

4. Pathol. An opacity of the crystalline lens of

the eye, or of the capsule of the lens, or of both,
1 producing more or less impairment of sight, but

never complete blindness ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).
[App. a fig. use of the sense portcullis. In Fr., the phy-

sician A. Pare ic 15501 has 'cataracle ou coulisse'; and
Cotgr. 1 161 1 1 has coulisst- * a portcullis .. also a web in the
eye , the notion being that even when the eye is open, the

cataract obstructs vision, as the portcullis does a gateway.
(But if originally in med.L, it might arise from the sense
window-grating 'fenestra clatkrata, Du Cange.t)

1547 Boorue Brer: Health Ixvi. 28b, A Catharact, the
which doth let a man to se perfytly. 1575 Turberv. Fal-
conrie 235 Ther is a Cataract, which doth light upon the
eyes of a Hawke. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke
54/2 For Catarracts or Pearles of the Eyes. 161s Flokio,
Catardtta. .called a Cataract or a pin and web. 178s W.
Heberden Comm. lxvt (1806) 329 A cataract is always pre-

ceded by a dimness, or blue cloudiness of objects. 1791
Boswell Johnson 11831) I. 221 Tounderstand that he would
couch her gratis, if the cataract was ripe. i8u Good Study
ofMed. (18441 III. 168 Simple cataract comes on without
pain. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 40 Cataract ts especi-

ally transmisMble in the female line.

fig. 1630 Brathwait Eng. Gentleiv. (i64i> 319 Those
tnicke Cataracts of earthly vanities are dispersed, a 171

1

Ken Hymnothco Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 41 Your eyes thus
dimly will Things Heav'nly see, Till they from sensual
Cataracts are free.

f 5. A brake for flax. Obs. rare.

a 1693 Urqi hart Rabelais in. I. 401 Athwart those Cata-
racts they break and bruise to very Trash the woody
parcels.

6. Afech. A form of governor for single-acting

steam-engines, in which the stroke is regulated by
the flow of water through an opening.

I,'
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1832 Babbage Econ. Mann/, iii. (ed. 3) 27 Another very

beautiful contrivance for regulating the number of strokes

made by a steam-engine, .is called the Cataract. 1861 RaH-
kine Steam Eng. 58 A pump brake of a simple kind is ex-

emplified in the apparatus called the cataract.

+ 7. (Seequot.) Obs.
la 1400 AW. Ant. I. 9 Cataracta, a catarac of the ethere,

i. via subterranea.

8. attrib. and Comb., as cataract patient, curls,

wig, etc. ; cataract-like adj. ; cataract-wise adv. ;

eataract-bird, an Australian bird (see quot.)
;

cataract-knife, cataract-needle, a knife and

needle used in the extraction of cataract, or in

couching.
1868 Wood Homes without H, xii. 215 The bird . . is called

. . the ' Cataract Bird (Origma rubricata) because it is al-

ways found where water-courses rush through rocky ground
[in Australia]. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 21 Nov., That
beaming belle . . with the "Cataract curls, i860 Tyndall
Glac. L ii. 12 An avalanche pours *cataract-like overa ledge.

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 399/2 A *Cataract-needle. .is

used to draw up the Cataract off the sight of the eye while

it is cuting away. 1882 Good Study 0/Med. (1844) III. 165

A *cataract patient sees a lighted candle as if it were in-

volved in a cloud. 1870 Athenmtm 31 Dec. 881 Boileau

Despreaux himself, in his court suit and his *cataract wig.

1879 J. Hawthorne Laugh. Mill 39 The stream fell Cata-
ract-wise into a deep pool below.

Cataract, v. ff. prec. sb.]

a. tram. To pour like a cataract, to pour co-

piously {nonce-use), b. intr. To fall in a cataract.

1796 Coleridge Let. in Biogr. Lit. App. (1847J II. 370 The
Monthly has cataracted panegyric on me. 1833 J . Wilson
in Blackw. Mag. XXXII. 125 No river should cataract

larger than the Clyde. 1844 E. Warburton Crescent <r

Cross (1845) I. 285 The whole body of the Nile precipitates

itself, .cataracting very respectably.

Ca taracted, ///. a. [f. Cataract sb. or v.

+ -ED.] Having cataracts : poured in cataracts.

1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 146 With rivers cataracted

among the mountains. 183Z Wilson ibid. XXXI. 866 They
look down into the cataracted abysses.

t Catara ctic, a. Obs. [f. Catabact + -ic]

Of the nature of a cataract (see senses 2 and 5 of

the sb. ). So Catara'ctical a.

1693 J. Beaumont On Burnet's Th. Earth 1. 56 Cataracti-

cal Falls, and Serpentine Courses of Rivers, a 1693 Urqu-
hart Rabelais in. 1. 401 Certain Catarractick Instruments.

Catara-otine, a. [f. as prec. + -ine.1 =prec.
1856 Kane A ret. Expt. I. 335 These cataractine glaciers.

t Cataractist. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ist.] A
surgeon or practitioner who treats cataracts.

1660 tr. Paracelsus A rchid. 11. 140 According to the pre-

scription of the Catarractists, or blind Doctors.

Cataractous (kretararktas), a. Pathol, [f.

Cataract + -ous.] Affected with cataract.

1824 Travers Dis. Eye (ed. 3) 319 The cataractous eye is

not unfrequently amaurotic. 1875 H. Walton Dis. Eye
743 In ordinary cataractous capsular opacity.

Catarie, var. of Catery.
Catarrh, ^kata-j), sb. Forms : 6 cattar, catta-

rue, catarh, catterhe, Sc. caterr, catter, 6-7
catar, catarre, catarrhe, 7 catarr, catbar, ca-

tharre, cather, 7- catarrh, [a. F, catarrhe,

in 15th c. catcrre, 16th c. catarre ( = Pr. catar, Sp.,

It. catarro), ad. L. catarrh-us, ad. Gr. narappovs run-

ning down, rheum, f. Karappuv to flow down.]

fl. The profuse discharge from nose and eyes

which generally accompanies a cold, and which
was formerly supposed to run down from the

brain ; a ' running at the nose '. Obs.

[1398 Trevisa Barth. Dc P. R. vn. iv. (1495) 224 Dis-
soluynge and shedynge thumours of the heed highte
Catarrus.] 1533 Et.YOT Cast. Heltk (1541) 23 b, Egges
be good ageinst Catars, or stilling out of the lied into

the stomake. Ibid. 69 b, Catarres or reumes. 1536
Bellenden Cron. 46 a (Jam.) In the nixt winter Julius
Frontynus fell in gret infirmite be imoderat flux of catter.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. (1594) 364 Sodainely
choked by catarrhes, which like to floods of waters, runne
downewards. 1607 Topsf.ll Four-f. Beasts 272 The catar

or rhume, which, in a horse, is called the glaunders. 1656
in Blount Glossogr. 1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (1801) I. 425
When the secretion of these capillary glands is increased,
it is termed simple catarrh.

1 2. Formerly also applied to : Cerebral effusion

or haemorrhage
;
apoplexy. Obs.

1552 LyNDESAYMonarent 51 17 Sumar dissoluitsuddantlye
Be Cattarue or be Poplesye. 1579 Fenton Guicciard, ill,

(1599) 142 King Charles dyed .. of a catterhe which the
Phlsitians call apoplexie. 1708 Kersey, Catarrh of the
Spinal Marrow, a Falling-out of the Marrow of the Back-
bone. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

3. Inflammation of a mucous membrane
;
usually

restricted to that of the nose, throat, and bronchial
tubes, causing increased flow of mucus, and often

attended with sneezing, cough, and fever; con-
stituting a common 'cold'.
Often with qualifying word, as alcoholic, bron-

chial, chronic, gastric, uterine catarrh ; epidemic
catarrh, influenza ; summer catarrh, hay-asthma.
1588 R. Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 132 A ge-

nerall sicknesse . . called the Cattarre or murre. 1675
Gascoigne in Rigaud Corr. Sc. Men (18411 I. 221 The
great epidemical catarrh, which hath ranged through so
many countries. 1771 Smollett Humphr. CI. (1815) 107
Rheumatisms, catarrhs, and consumptions, are caught in

these nocturnal pastimes. 1782 E. Gray in Med. Comtnun.

1. 47 At Venice, .the common name of the disease, Russian

catarrh [influenza]. 1797 M. Baillif. Morb. Anat. (1807)

ir7 The Symptoms which attend catarrh are too generally

known to require being mentioned. 1818 Moore Fiulge

Fam. Paris vi. 171 Your cold, of course, is a catarrh. 1831

Youatt Horse xii. (1847) 258 Various names . .
influenza,

distemper, catarrhal fever, and epidemic catarrh. 1868

Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 338 So oppressed am I with this

American catarrh, as they call it.

Catarrh, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec] To remove

or take by catarrh.

1822 Lamb in Life § Lett. xii. (1837) 111 As many clerks

have been coughed and catarrhed out of it [the War-Office]

into their freer graves.

Catarrhacte, obs. form of Cataract.

+ Catarrliago gal, a. Obs. rare. [Implies a

sb. catarrhagogue, f. Catarrh sb. + -ayaryos

leading.] Carrying off catarrh.

1651 Biggs Ntnu Disp. p 240 A catarragogall Remedy.

Catarrhal (kata-ral), a. [f. Catarrh sb. + -al :

in mod.F. catarrhal.] Of the nature of, or per-

taining to, catarrh.

1651 Biggs Ntnv Disp. r 258 Catarrhall defects. 1787

Genii. Mag. Nov. 1020/2 Catarrhal fevers have now become
more frequent. 1824 J. M-Cui.loch HighL Scott. 111. 193

The catarrhal phenomenon of St. Kilda. 1848 Kingsley
in Eraser's Mag. 104 A soulless, skyless, catarrhal day.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 17 note, A spasmodic

and catarrhal affection, not unlike hay fever.

Catarrhine, catarhine (kartarain), a . Zoo!.

[{. Gr. Kara, alongside ol + pts, piv-a nose, nostril.]

Name of one of the two divisions of the order

Quadrumana, including those apes or monkeys,

which have the nostrils close together, oblique,

and directed downwards, and opposable thumbs
on all the limbs. It includes all the apes of the

old world, b. as sb. A catarrhine monkey.
1862 Dana Man. Geol. 422 note, The Catarrhines, con-

fined to Africa and Asia, excepting one at Gibraltar. 1863

Huxley Man's Place Nat. i. 23 The man-like apes . . are

what are called 'Catarrhine apes'; that is, their nostrils

have a narrow partition, and look downwards. 1881 Spec-

tator 25 Dec, Our common ancestor the catarrhine ape.

t Cata'rrhish, a. Obs. [f. Catarrh sb. +
-ISH !.] Of the nature of catarrh.

1689 Moyle Sea Chyrurg. in. x. 114 To purge the Brain,

and all the Body of that Catarrish humour.

t CataTrhopOUS, a. Obs. [f. Gr. uarappoir-os

(f. koto down + fionrj downward inclination) +
-ous.] Tending or moving downwards.
1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. x. 92 Why the same corro-

sive humour should sometimes prove Anarrhopous . . and
otherwhiles Catarrhopous (flowing downwards).

Cata'rrhous, a. ? Obs. [f. Catarrh + -ous

:

app. after 16th c. F. catarreux, catarrheux.~]

Pertaining to, subject to, or of the nature of,

catarrh ; = Catarrhal.
1651 Biggs rVeiv Disp. r 250 To excrete the catarrhous

matter. 1782 Johnson in Boswell (1831) V. 29, I am now
harassed by a catarrhous cough. 1819 Ref.s Cycl. s. v.,

Cure for a catarrhous cough, .the inhalation of the vapour
of warm water.

f Cataru-mpant, (?) -rampant, a. nonce-wd.

(humorous) : cf. Gr. Kara, cat and rampant.
1689 T. Plunket Char. Gd. Commander 49, 1 hope . . Their

Cat-like Cause, that lusty Puss is nigh To hanging ; not-

withstanding that she is So Catarumpant now.

t Cataskeua stic, a. Obs. rare-'1 , [ad. Gr.

KaraaKtvaaTiKos constructive {in Aristotle A'het.

2. 26, 3, opposed to Kvtikos destructive), f. Kara-

OK(va£fiv to equip, prepare, construct, f. KaTaaKfirq

preparation.] Constructive.

1645 J. GfooDwiN] Innoc. Truth Tri. 41 No_ occasion

to argue any thing . . in acataskeuastique or positive Way.

t Catasophistry. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Sophis-

try, after Gr. KaTao-o(pi£«T0at to outwit, to evade

by quibbling, f. Kara down, etc. + ao<pi£-to6ai to

quibble, etc.] Quibbling, deceit.

1609 J. Melvill Let. in Diary (1842) 782 Greater craft .

.

and catasophistrie wer nevir usit.

Cataspilite fkatse'apilait). A/in. [Named in

1867 f. Gr. KaTa.amX.os spotted, defiled + -ITE.]

A hydrous silicate of alumina, with some iron,

manganese, etc. ; an ash-grey pearly mineral found

in Sweden. 1868 Dana Min. 403

II Catasta, [a. L. catasla scaffold, stage for

selling slaves, etc., also an engine of torture.

According to Lewis and Short, f. Gr. Karaaraais

settling, putting down, fixed state, etc. (? Thence

It. catasta funeral -pile, Pg. catasta stall in which
slaves are set for sale).]

a. Hist. A block on which slaves were exposed

for sale. b. Hist. A stage or bed of torture used

in early Christian times, t c. Humorously or

affectedly used for the stocks (obs.).

1650 A. B. Mutai. Polemo 12 What will not money do
with a Scot (now their Catasta is in readiness). 1664 Butlfr
Hud. n. 1. 238 In close Catasta shut [ed. i6g4 401 note,

Catasta is but a pair of Stocks in English]. 1685 J- Scott
Chr. Life (1747) III. 9? How could they have sung in the

midst of Flames, smiled upon Racks, triumphed upon
Wheelsand Catastaes. 1853 Kingsley Hypa/ia xiii.(Hoppe)

Standing an hour on the catasta to be handled from head

to foot in the minimum of clothing.

Catastaltic, a. Med. [ad. L. catastaltic-us,

a. Gr. KaraarakTiKus, i. KaraarfWuv to repress,

check.] Restraining, checking : formerly applied

to astringent and styptic substances.

1851 in Mayne.

II CatastasiS (kalse'Stasis). [Gr. Karaaraais

settling, appointment ; settled condition ; f. Ka9-

WT&vai to set down, appoint, establish, settle ; f.

Kara down + ara- stand. In mod.F. catastase.]

1. (See quots.) [This sense not in Gr. or L.]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Cataslasis, the third part of a

Comedy, and signifies the state and full vigour of it. Tra-

gedies and Comedies have four principal parts in respect of

the matter treated of. 1. Protasis. 2. Epitasis. 3. Catas-

lasis. 4. Catastrophe. 1668 Dryden Dram. I'oesy in

Arb. Garner III. 520 Thirdly. The Catastasis or Counter-

turn, which destroys that expectation. 1751 Chambers
Cycl., Catastasis. .the third part of the antient drama;
being that wherein the intrigue is supported, carried on,

and heightened till it be ripe for the unravelling in the

catastrophe. 1761 Sti:rne Prist. Shandyrv. Slawkenh. Tale,

The epitasis, wherein the action is more fully entered upon

and heightened, till it arrives at its state or height, called

the catastasis. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. (1872) II. VI. i. 223

No catastrophe, rather a catastasis or heightening.

2. A'het. The narrative part of a speech, usually

the beginning of it, in which the orator sets forth

the subject to be discussed. (In mod. Diets.)

3. Med. ' The state or condition of anything ;

constitution ; habit of body'. (In mod. Dicts.)^

t Catastematic, a. Obs. rare ~ '. [ad. Gr.

KaraaTi^ptaTiKos established, sedate, moderate, tran-

quil (in r/Sofr) KaTaarrjpaTiKrj moderate pleasure,

a term of the Epicurean philosophy), f. KaraaTijpa

settlement, constitution, f. KaOiaravat ; see prec]

1655 60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 134/2 Catastematick,

permanent pleasure, which consisteth in privation of Grief

and a quiet void of all disturbance, which Epicurus held [to

be our ultimate end].

Cataster. [ad. It. Sp., cataslro.] = Cadastre.

1855 MtLMAN Lat. Christianity IX. xiv. i. 18 The valua-

tion of Pope NichoIas,the established cataster which had

been acted on for above a century.

Catasterism (katorstcriz'm). [ad. Gr. tear-

aartpia/io? a ' placing among the stars ; Kar-

aartpiapoi was the name of a treatise attributed to

Eratosthenes giving the legends of the different

constellations' (Liddell and Scott)
;

(ult.) f. koto

+ aarrip star. Cf. AsTERiSM.]

a. //. The treatise mentioned above, b. A
constellation.

1803 G. S. Faber Cabiri II. 251 The remarkable assem-

blage of catasterisms . . in the neighbourhood of the supposed

ship of Jason. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. I. iv. § 1

(Lj The ' Catasterisms ' of Eratosthenes, .were an enumera-

tion of 475 of the principal stars according to the constella-

tions in which they are. 1852 Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav.

Introd. 17 The catasterisms of their zodiac.

Catastrophal (katarstrJfal), a. [f. Cata-

strophe + -al.] Of the nature of a catastrophe
;

disastrous.

1842 P. Scrope Volcano: 6 The great catastrophal earth-

quake of Riobamba. 1882 Daily A'evjs 6 Feb., Mr. Proctor,

after his catastrophal forebodings.

Catastrophe (katarstrJfi). Also 7 cata-

strophy. [a. Gr. KaTaaTpoip-q overturning, sudden

turn, conclusion, f. Kara-orpkipuv to overturn, etc.,

f. Kara down + arptifxiv to turn.]

1. ' The change or revolution which produces

the conclusion or final event of a dramatic piece
'

(J.) ; the denouement.
1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cal. May, Gloss., This tale

is much like to that in Aesops fables, but the catastrophe and

ende is farre different. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. III.

x. 44 marg., A comicall catastrophe. 1602 2nd Pt. Return

fr. Parnass. 11. i. (Arb.i 21 Sad is the plot, sad the Cata-

strophe. 1616 R. C. Times' U'his. (1871) in Thou shalt be

the protasis and catastrophe of my epistle. 1684 T. Burnet

Th. Earth II. 157 That happy catastrophe and last scene

which is to crown the work. 1714 Gay What dye call it

Pref., They deny it to be Tragical, because its Catastrophe

is a Wedding. 31876 J. H. Newman Hist. Si. I. 1. iii. 158

Such was the catastrophe of this long and anxious drama.

2. ' A final event ; a conclusion generally un-

happy '

(J.) ; a disastrous end, finish-up, conclu-

sion, upshot ; overthrow, ruin, calamitous fate.

1601 Shaks. All's Well I. ii. 57 On the Catastrophe and

heele of pastime When it was out. 1609 Armin Ital. Taylor

(1880) 194 Thinking to deuower And worke my hues Cata-

strophy. 1628 Mead in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 343 HI. 265 I his

was the obscure catastrophe of that great man. 1672 Mar-

vell Rch. Trnusp. 1. 251 The late war, and its horrid

catastrophe. 1678 Littleton Lat. Did. , A Catastrophe or

upshot of a business, catastrophe exitus. 1728 Morgan
Algiers II. iii. 256 This catastrophe had the brave Barba-

rossa and all his vast Designs. 1783 Ld. Hailes Atltif.

Chr. Ch. iv. 128 The catastrophe of that siege is well known.

1850 W. Irving Mahomet II. 290 This miserable cata-

strophe to a miserable career.

f b. humorously. The posteriors. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. i. 66 Away you Scullion . .
lie

tickle your catastrophe.

3. An event producing a subversion of the order

or system of things.

c6a6 Month. Mercury VII. 91 The Consternation and Con-

fusion . . upon such a sudden Catastrophy. 1717 De Foe
Hist. Ch. Scot. (1844) s Her many Revolutions, Convulsions,
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and Catastrophes. 1871 Farrar Witn. Hist. iii. 92 God
reveals His will not by sudden catastrophes and violent

revolutions.

b. csp. in Geo/. A sudden and violent change in

the physical order of things, such as a sudden

upheaval, depression, or convulsion affecting the

earth's surface, and the living beings upon it, by

which some have supposed that the successive

geological periods were suddenly brought to an

end. (Cf. Cataclysm, Catastrophism.)
1832 Lvell Princ. Geo/. I. 80, II. 160. 1858 Whewell

Novum Org. Renin: 25 (L.) There are, in the paketiolo-

gical sciences, two antagonist doctrines : catastrophes and

uniformity. 1887 Spectator 7 May 626/1 No geologist of

repute now believes that mountain-ranges originated in

catastrophes.

4. A sudden disaster, wide-spread, very fatal, or

signal. (In the application of exaggerated lan-

guage to misfortunes it is used very loosely.)

1748 Anson Voy. m. ii. (ed. 4) 429 Thus were we all . . re-

duced to the utmost despair by this catastrophe. 1795

BukKR Corr. 1 1844) IV. 289 The public catastrophe was
actually completed by the actual recall of I.ord F. 1855

Motley Dutch Kef. (1861) II. 270 An inundation, more
tremendous than any . . recorded in those annals so prolific

in such catastrophes. i8j6 Kane Arct. Expl. II xiii. 131

T his fishery is tearfully hazardous ; scarcely a year passes

without a catastrophe. Moil. Our hostess was immensely
relieved that dinner had gone oft" without any catastrophe.

My luggage has not arrived : what a catastrophe !

Catastrophic .krctastrfvfik), a. [ad. Gr.

KaTa(jTpu<l>iit-us, f. KaTaaTpoifAj Catastrophe.] Of
the nature of, or belonging to, a catastrophe : Csp.

in the history of the earth or the universe.

1837 WhEWELL Hist. Induct. .SV.<i857) III. 512 The sup-

posed proofs of catastrophic transition. 1849 Murchlson
Siluria xx. 491 A catastrophic destruction of such animals.

1871 E. H. Plempthe Spirits in Prix. (18841 348 Events

which are not continuous, but catastrophic . . such as the

Resurrection and the Last Judgment.

Catastrophical, a. [f- as prec. + -al.] Re-

ferring to, dealing with, catastrophes ; also = prec.

1816 Blackw. Mag. x ' VwX. 24 Paragraphs circuitously

approaching . . to a catastrophical climax. 1876 Contcttip.

Rez: XXVIII. 740 A. .disturbance of the laws and direction

of matter and force,—sudden, and catastrophical.

Hence Catastro phically adv.

1872 Bagehot Physics A> Pol. 118761 155 As soon as that

repression was catastrophically removed.

Catastrophism katarstrtffiz'm). [f. Catas- I

IBOFHE 3 + -ism.] The theory that certain geo-

logical and biological phenomena were caused by

catastrophes, or sudden and violent disturbances

of nature, rather than by continuous and uniform

processes.

1869 HUXLEY in Sci. Opinion 21 Apr. 464/1 By Catastro-

phism I mean any form of geological speculation which .

.

supposes the operation of forces different in their nature .

.

from those which we at present see in action. 1883 H.
Drl mmond Nat. Lata in Spir. W. 19 It was the Geology
of Catastrophism.

fig. 1885 Century Mag. XXXI. 68 The Craig household

..was conducted on the theory of * catastropnisni ' rather

than that of ' uniform law'.

Catastrophist (kitsrstrffist). Geol. [f. as

prec. + -i.st.] One who holds the theory of catas-

trophism; opposed to uniforntitarian. Also altrib.

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) III. 509 Geolo-

gists who had been bred up in the catastrophist creed.

1879 Sl'ENCKR Data 0/ Ethics iv. § 17 For a generation after

geologists had become uniformitanans in Geology, they
remained catastrophists in Biology. 1879 I'lt. World 161/1

We are still catastrophists in judging of history.

t Cata strophize. Obs.~" ' To end a Comedy
or the like ' Cockeram 1623).

t Catastrophonical, a. ( A nonsense word.)
1605 Mahston Dutch Court. 11. i, A signe of good shaving,

my catastrophonicall fine boy.

t Catastrum. Obsr" [ad. Gr. KardaTpufta

deck.] 'The decke or hatch of a ship ' Coekeram}.

f Catathle ba. Obs. rare-'. [? f. Gr. xara-

Oktff- to press down.] Some fabulous monster.

1300 K. Alts. 6564 Another best ther is, of eovel kyndc
. .Catathleba is hire name.

CatawampOUB (kajtawo'mpos), a. thmg,
chiefly U.S. Also catawamptious (-Jos . [A
humorous formation, the origin of which is lost:

the first part of the word was perhaps suggested

by catamount, or 1 by words in Gr. Kara-.] Fierce,

unsparing, destructive. A high-sounding word
with no very definite meaning.)
1856 Ilouseh. MVnftXHL 148 It had fallen a victim to

the jaws of deadly alligator, or catawampous panther.

Hence Catawa rupously, Catawa mptiously
adv., ' fiercely, eagerly. To be catawamptious ly

chawed up is to be completely demolished, utterly

defeated' (liartlett Diet. Amer.).
1851 Lyttun My Novel in Blatku: Mag. I.XXI. 434 To

be catawampously champed up \ed. 1853 thawed up] by a
mercenary selfish cormorant ofacipitalist. 1857 (''.Doug-
lass Speech (Barllett) To take to our heels before three
hundred thousand slaveholders, for fear of being catawump-
tiously chawed up?
So also Catawa'tupus tb., used vaguely for ' fierce

creature, vermin ', or the like.

1874 M. Collins Frances I. 162 The catawampuses you

see about harvest time—they fly quite pretty in the air, but,
j

O my gracious, don't they sting !

Catawba ikatg'ba). [From the nver Catawba

in S. Carolina, U. S. (named from the Katahba

Indians
1

!, where the grape was first discovered.]

UmXnwuAmer.Ind.^, I begin with the Katahba, be-

cause their country is the most contiguous to Charles-Town.l ;

a. AnAmerican species ofgrape( K»Vu I.abrusca),

which is largely cultivated in the central States of

the American Union, b. The light sparkling rich-

flavoured wine made from this grape (first made
c. 1830). More fully Catawba grape, wine.

1857 Rep. Commits. Patents Washington 433 The Ca-

tawba Is the grape generally planted in vineyards for the

production of wine, c 1857 Losge. Birds 0/Passage, 1 Ca-

tawba Wine ', For Catawba wine Has need of no sign, No
tavern-bush to proclaim iL 1864 Browning Slndfe, It was
your own wine, sir, the good Champagne (1 took it for Ca-

]

tawba, you're so kind'. 1867 At/antic Monthly Aug. 241 I

Five thousand gallons of the still unvexed Catawba.

Catayl(e, catayll e, obs. ff. Cattle.

f Catazaner. Obs. rare- 1
.

1631 Shirley Ball v. 1 O the Catazaners, we turned

there !

t Cat-band. Sc. Obs. ' A bar or iron for

securing a door ; a chain drawn across a street

for defence ' Jam. . The exact sense is doubtful.

1650 Row Hist. Kirk I1842) 507 Also the toun. .made cat-
|

bands of yron to hold off horses, brought the canons., within

the toune, &c a 1670 .Spalding Tronb. Chas. I (1820) 80

To make preparations for defence .. to big up their own back
gates, closes, and ports, have their catbands in readiness.

1671 Acts of Sederunt 11 Feb. (Jam.i In case they have

not sufficient catbands upon the doors of their prisons.

Catbird (kartbaid). [See quot. 1885.] An
American thrush A/intus Carolinensis).

1731 Mortimer in Phil, t rans. XXXVII. 175 Muscicapa
vertice nigro. The Cat-Iiird. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut.
Break/.-t. 230, 1 hear the whispering voice of Spring, The
thrush's trill, the cat-bird's cry. a 1870 Low ell Poet. Wis.
(1879I 38 The cat-bird croons in the filac-bush. 1885 Pall
Mall G. 21 May 4/2 The ' cat-bird '. .derives its name from

its ordinary cry of alarm, which somewhat resembles the

mew of a cat.

Catcall (kretkgl), sb. Also 8 cateal. [From
the nocturnal cry or ' waul ' of the cat.]

1. A squeaking instrument, or kind of whistle,

used esp. in play-houses to express impatience or

disapprobation. See Spectator No. 301.)

1659-60 Petti Diary (1879) I. 67, I ..called on Adam
Chard, and bought a cat-call there, it cost me two groats.

171a Addison Sped. No. 361 F 2, 1 was very much surprised

with the great Consort of Catcalls, .to see so many Persons

of Quality of both Sexes assembled together at a kind of

Catterwawling. :73a Fielding Coveut Card. Trag. 1. i,

I heard a tailor sitting by my side, Play on his catcal, and
cry out, 'Sad stuff!' 1753 Gray's Inn Jml. No. 61 A
shrill toned Catcall, very proper to be used at the next

new Tragedy. 1865 I.ond. Re: 30 Dec. 687/1 That vilest

of all the inventions of Jubal, the catcall.

2. The sound made by this instrument or an imi-

tation with the voice ; a shrill screaming whistle.

1749 Johnson Irene Prol., Should partial cat -calls all his
j

hopes confound He bids no trumpet quell the fatal sound.
(

(11764 LLOYD Author's Apol. Wks. 1774 I. 1 Powerful cat-

call from the pit. 1817 Mar. Edgeworth Harrington (1833I

82. 1881 Daily Tel. 27 Dec, In the face of catcalls and
other occasional demonstrations from the ' gods '.

3. One who uses the instrument.

1714 Bedgell Sped. No. 602 A notorious Rake that

headed a Party of Cat-cals.

Catcall (kartkol), v. [f. prec]

1. iutr. To sound a catcall, esp. at a theatre or

similar place of amusement.
1734 Fielding Unit: Gallant Prol., Hi not thepoet's wit

affords the jest. Hut who can catcall, hiss, or whistle best ?
,

1762 Canning in Poet. Register (1807) 455 Let them cat- 1

call and hiss as they will. 1820 Bla<in:Mag. VIII. ,5 Some
catcalled, and some roared 'go on'.

2. trans. To receive or assail with catcalls.

a 1700 Drvden Prologue Pilgrim (R.I His cant, like merry
Andrew's noble vein, Cat-calls the sects to draw them in

again. 1843 Macali.ay Matt. D'Arllay, Ess. (1854)711/2 I

Better to be hissed and catcalled by her Daddy than by a
j

whole sea of heads in the pit of Drury I.ane Theatre.

Hence Ca tcalling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1781 Mad. D'Arblav in Macaulay Ess. (18871 748 That
hissing, groaning, catcalling epistle. 1864 Daily Tel. 9 Dec,
The gods indulged in their usual habit of whistling and cat-

calling. 1881 1. 11. W. Pitt Lennox Plays, Players, <yc. 1. 77
A sound of hissing and cat -calling was now heard.

Catch, kxlj), sby Also 5 cacche, kaohe,

•Sir. each, 5-6 St. caich(e, 6 eatohe, cache, 6-7

katch, 7 Sc. caitche, 7-9 (chiefly in sense 14)

ketch, [f. the vb. (The senses are taken from

different uses of the verb, and form no regular

series among themselves.)]

1. The act or fact of catching in various senses ;

see the vb.

1580 Sidney Arcculia 1. <i6y> 91 She would fainc the

catch of Strephon (lie. 1649G. Daniel Ttinarch., Rich. II,

Ixviii, Demands To Princes made in Catch of Rebel Hands.

1722 De Foe Col. Jack \i%^o) 201 She intended to have me,

if she could catch, and it was indeed a kind of a catch.

1870 Daily News 20 Sept., The French captured aGerman
schooner, .and this wretched little Catch called forth an un-

common deal of enthusiasm and cheering. 1884 J. Pavn
'thicker than W. vi. 42 T here was a 'catch' in her breath.

1887 Blackw: Mag. Nov. 692 The young people . . play at

catch with < oloured balls.

+ b. To lie (or be) at vlhe) catch, to lie (or be)

upon the catch : to lie in wait ; to be on the w atch

for an opportunity of catching or seizing some-

thing, csp. of catching a person's words, finding

fault, making objections, etc. Obs.

1630 Sibbes Bruised Reed xv. Wks. 1862 1.68 Asone sitting

at a catch for all advantages against them. 1642 Rogers
Naaman 528 As a prisoner . . always lies at the catch and
opportunity to seeke his escape. 1656 H. More Anlid.

Ath. 11. xi. § 7. 75 Scaliger lay at catch with him [Cardan]

to take him tripping wnerever he could. 1742 Richard-
son Pamela IV. 170, 1 saw he was up- :i the Catch, and
look'd stedfastly upon me whenever I mov'd my Lips. 1814

Jane Austen Lady Susan xiv. 11879) 23° iSJM M. is abso-

lutely on the catch for a husband.

2. a. The catching of fish. b. The number of

fish caught at one time, or during one season.

1465 Mann, fit Ilouseh. Exp. 473 To axe of my lord of

Duram in yifte the kache of Hangeford. 1799 J. Robert-
son Agric. Perth 377 The expence of fishing must be paid

. . after which the benefit of the catch is supposed to accrue

to the proprietors. 1875 Buckland LogM. 12 The catch

depends very much upon the weather. 1884 Stubbs' Merc.

Circular 27 Feb. 194/1 The total catch of mackerel by the

New England fleet was 236,685 barrets.

3. Cricket. The act of catching the ball, when
struck by the batsman, before it reaches the ground,

and so putting him ' out'.

1770 J. Love Cricket 17 Weymark unhappily misses a

Catch. 1837 Dickens Pick-.t: vii, At every bad attempt al

a catch . . he launched his personal displeasure at the head

of the devoted individual in such denunciations as.. 'now
butter-fingers '. 1886 Gurney Phantasms 0/Living I. 561

His mental condition after just missing a catch,

b. trans/. A player who catches well.

1884 Lillyii'hite's Cricket Ann. 102 H. J. Ford ; a safe

catch in the long-field.

1 4. Sc. A chase, pursuit. Obs.

c 1450 Hesrvson Mor. Fab. 83 Yee shall rew this race.

What was the cause yee gaue mee sic a katch T

f 5. Sic. Tennis. (Cf. Cachespkl.) Obs.

c 147s Ratis Raving 1. 1245 Ryne at baris, and at the ball,

And at the caich play with alL 1496 Treasurer's Ace. in

Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 261 note, To the king in Strive-

lin, to play at the each. IJ35 Stewart Cron.Scot. III. 509

j
James Stewart . . playand . . wes with his peiris all Than at

the catche. 1533 Lyndesav Satyre 341 1 Thocht I preich not,

I can play at the caiche. 1599 James I Basil. Doton M.
(1603) 121 Playing at the caitche or tennise.

t 6. A trick. Obs.

i 1430 Let-nt or be Lewd in Babees Bk. (1868) 9 Warre
Knavis cacches.

t 7. A catching or entangling question. Obs.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fit Sett: 86 The catch is so unphilo-

sophical, that that which gainsays it most, is most true.

1693 W. Freee Set. Ess. xii 62 Most of their arguments

. . are nothing but a few empty Catches in mere words.

8. Something intended to catch the attention, the

popular fancy or demand, etc.

1781 CowrER Lett. 5 Mar. Wks. (1876) 66 The passage you

objected to I inserted merely by way of catch. 1871 S. S.

Jordan in Ess.6 Lyriesi 18781 204 This is a ha'penny catch

t 9. A catching sight ; a glimpse, view. Obs.

1775 Johnson in Bosweti 11631) III. 258 Such houses as

had any catch of the river. 1706 Morse Amer. Geog. I.610

[It) presents to the eye, through the cleft, a small catch of

smooth blue horizon.

10. concr. That by which anything is caught and

held ;
any contrivance for checking the motion ol

a piece of mechanism, a door, etc.

1520 MS. Ace. St. "John's Itosp. Canter!., Payd for a lache

and a cache and a slapylle yrf. 1647 Ibid. 86 For a katch

for my gate yl. 1644 Nve Gunnery (1670) 31 These catches,

being either of steel or brass. 1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2132/4 A
pair of plain Pistols with . . one of the Catches broke off from

the Lock. 1829 Nat. Philtts. I. Mechanics 11. vi 25 ll-ibr.

Usef. Knowl.), The ratchet-wheel and catch. iSji lllttst.

Lotut. Newt 42 The derrick being supported by a calch or

pall. 1882 Mallock Sat. Eauaiity viii. 203 A catch at-

tached to the beam of the engine.

11. That which is caught or is worth catching ;

something gained ; an acquisition.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 333 No doubt but he hath got

a fMM catch. 1606 — TV. fi, Cr. 11. i. 109 Hector shall

haue a great catch, if he knocke out either of your braines ;

he were as good cracke a fuslie nut with no kernell. 1662

Drvden Wild Gall. 111. i, The Gentleman had got a great

Catch of her, as they say. iSjo Galt Lawrie T. iv. ix.

(1849) 174 He would be a great catch to the settlement.

1840 Marrvai Poor Jack li, She .. was considered quite a

catch at card-parties.

1 12. The point to be caught or seized. Obs.

1600 Holland l.ivy xxxiv. xxxii. 873 a, I will not use
1 many words, .but come to the very catch and point of the

matter.

+ 13. A fragment or scrap of anything caught

up ;
' a snatch ; a short interval of action ' (J.).

01626 Bacon (J.) All which notions are but ignorant

catches of a few things, which are most obvious to mens

observations. 16. . Locke (J.) It has been writ by catches,

with many intervals. 1665 UUMU Seeps. Su. 1. 10 We
retain a catch of these, pretty stories. 1742 Richardson

Pamela III. 362 Down she sat, and sung a little Catch,

and cry'd Hem I twice. 1830 I. Hamilton Cyril Thornton

(1845) 78, I made speeches, and roared catches of songs.

14. Music. Originally, a short composition for

three or more voices, which sing the same melody,

the second singer beginning the first line as the

first goes on to the second line, and so with each

successive singer ; a Round. ' The catch was for

each succeeding singer to take up or catch his
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part in time' (Grove). Subsequently specially

applied to rounds in which the words are so ar-

ranged as to produce ludicrous effects, one singer

catching at the words of another. Also attrib.

and in comb., as catch-dub, catch-maker.
1601 Cornwallyes Ess. 11. xliii. 11631) 207 Like a singing

catch, some are beginning when others are ending. ^1613
Overbury A Wife (1638) 217 The wakefull ketches on
Christmas Eve. [1625 Hacon Masques $ Tri., Ess. (Arb.)

539 Seuerall Quires . . taking the Voice by Catches, Antheme
wise.] 1636 Featly Clavis Myst. xxvii. 343 Singing as it

were a catch, and taking the word one from another. 1721

Addison Sped. No. 72 Pg Several old Catches, which they

sing at all Hours. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816)

I. viii. 56. a 1859 Macaulay Biog. (1867) 5 Dean Aldrich, a

divine now chiefly remembered by his catches.

1787 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ode upon Ode Wks. 1794 I. 385

note, Though not a Purcell . . a very pretty catch-maker.

1807 W. Irving Salmag. {1824) 197 Straddle was. .a member
of a catch-club.

Tl Sense obscure.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, It iv. 252 Thou Horson obscene

greasie Tallow Catch.

Catch- in comb. ; see after the vb.

t Catch, sb* Obs. Forms: 5-7 cache, 6-7

catch, 7 katch, 7- Ketch, q.v. [ME. cache ;
prob.

f. Catch v. or sb. 1 The later ketch is analogous

to keg for cag, kennel for cannel, etc.

It may be the sb. Catch 1 (in ME. cach{e) in sense 4 'chase,

pursuit', as Yacht is Du. jagt,jacht 'chase, pursuit', for

jachtschip, jageschip, in reference to its swiftness.]

A strongly-built vessel ofthegaliot order, usually

two-masted, and of from 100 to 250 tons burden.

= Ketch.
1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (1841) 397 Rede oker to

send be watyr with the sayd hoppes, in Ferdes cache of

Brekemlynsey. 1561 Eden Art Navig. Pref., Fyshermen
that go a trawlyng for fyshe in Catches or mongers. 1580

Sir R. Bingham in Spenser's Wks. (Grosart) 1. 468 A small

catch or craer of Sir William Wynters. 1624 Capt. Smith
Virginia 11, 23 The river, .is navigable, .with Catches and
small Barkes 30 or 40 myles farther. 1625 J. Glanville
Voy. Cadiz (1883) 1 16 Catches, being short and round built,

bee verie apt to turne up and downe, and usefull to goe to

and fro, and to carry messages between shipp and shipp al-

most with anie wind. 164a Nicholas Let. in Carte's Coll.

(1735) 89 Sir John Hotham hath lately apprehended . . one
of the King's caches, n 1693 Urquhart Rabelais ill. Hi.

429 Catches, Capers, and other Vessels.

f Catch, sbfi, obs. f. Kedge, small anchor.

1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 143 We immediately let go
another small anchor or Catch . . paying out the hawser of

the catch-anchor.

t Catch, sbA Obs. = Ketch, ' Jack Ketch '.

a 167Z Wood Life (1848) 234 When he had hanged about

half an hour [he] was cut down by Catch or Ketch, and
quartered under the gallows.

Catch, a. : see Catch- (after the vb.).

Catch (kcetj), v. Pa. t. and pple. caught
(k§t). Forms: 2-4 cache(n, 3 Orm. kaechenn,
kecchen, 3-4 cacchen, 4 kachen, 4-5 kache,

cacche, kacche, 4-6 each, catche, 5 kach,
katche, cachche, cahch, 5-6 cache, 6 Sc.

caucht
;

(also 3-4 keche, 5 kecche, ceche, 6

ketch(e), 6- catch, (9 dial, cotch). Pa. t. a.

4 cached, katched, 5 cacehid, -it, cacht,

6- catched, 7-8 catch'd, catcht. &. 3 Orm.
cahhte, 3-4 cahte, cauhte, 3-5 ca$te, ka^te,

4-5 cau3te, karate, (kaufte), ca3t, ka3t, caujt,

kau3t, cawght, 5 caghte, kaghte, caute, caght,

kaght, kaught, coght, cought, 4-6 caughte,

5- caught
;

(also 3 (bi) - kehte, keihte, 5
keste, 6 keight.) Pa. pple. a. 3 Orm. (bi)-

caeehedd, 4-5 cached, -id, cacchit, katched, 5
cacehid, cachet, 5-6 cachit, kaehit, 6 cacch-
ide, catchte), 6-9 catcht, catched, (7 catch't),

7-8 catch'd, (9 dial, cotcht, cotch'd). 0. 3 (bi)-

kahht, icaht, 4 caht, cauht, ycau3t, ikau3t,

kawht, cawght, (kight), 4-5 ca3t, cau3t, cought,

5 caght, kaght, (caut, keghet), (6 caughte, y-,

i-caught, caucht), 5- caught. [ME. cache-n,

eacehe-n, a. ONF. cachier (3rd sing. pr. cache), =
central OF. chacier, later chassier, mod.F. chasser

(Picard cacher) = Pr. cassar, Sp. cazar (OSp. cab-

zar), Pg. cacar, It. cacciare :—late L. *caplidre, f.

capt-us 'taken captive', which took in Romanic
the place of L. captdre ' to strive to seize, seek to

catch, lie in wait for', and in late use — vendri
'to hunt, chase', which is the sense in all the
Romanic langs. This sense was also original in

Eng.; and continued in Scotch to 16th c. (see
sense 1) ; but for this the central OF. chacier, chace
was adopted in form chace-n by 1300, and catch
was gradually confined to its present sense, which
is unknown to French and the other langs., but is

that of OE. lsecc{e)an, ME. lacchen, lachen. With
the latter, cachen seems to have been very early
treated as synonymous, and at length entirely took
its place. Hence, app. the pa. t. cahte, cauhte,
caujte, caught, like lahte, lauhtc, lautfe, taught,
which was used along with the regular cacchcd,
catchte, catched, and during the present century has

superseded it in literary use (though catched, cotched

is still widely prevalent in dial, or vulgar speech).]

I. fl. trans. To chase, to drive. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. 3- Ex. 949 Gredi foueles fellen 5or-on . . abram
. .ka;te is [= them] wei. r 1305 Disp. Mary Cross 102 in

Leg. Rood 134 Pe Jewes from be cros me kei^t. 1330 R.

Brunne Chron. (1810) 120 Maid borgh be Lundreis fro

London is katched. 138 . Wyclif Semi. Sel. Wks. II. 364

|>is is vois made of be fend bi which he cacchib on his carte.

1440 York Myst. xlviii. 326 Caytiffis ?e cacched [Townley
Myst. chaste] me feo youre ^ate. 1499 Promp. Pan'. 58

(Pynson) Catchyn [1440 chasyn] or dryue forth bestis,

mino. 1513 Douglas Mneis 1. L 4 Our land and see cachit

\
jactatns\ with mekle pyne.

f2. intr. To chase, run, hasten ; to press on.

ci«S E. E. Allit. P. B.629 He cached to his cob-hous &
a calf bryngez. 1340 Gam. Gr. Rut. 1794 Kysse me
now comly, & I schal each heben. 1400 Destr. Troy?o\\
J>ai. .kachyn on kyndly, & baire course held. 1526 Skixton
Magnyf. 1513 Hercules .. with hys stubborne mace That
made Cerberus to cache.

II. To capture, esp. that which tries to escape ;

hence, to ensnare, surprise, overtake, reach, get al.

f3. trans. To take forcible possession of, cap-

ture (a town, castle, ship, country, etc.). Obs.

1:1205 Lav. 4547 Monie scipen he ber cahte. 1382 Wyclif
2 Rings xiv, 7 And be cauhte [1388 took] the place, that

hatte Petra, in bateyl. ,1400 Destr. Troy 1467 To cacl:e

a castell bat was kene holdyn. Ibid. 9766 Carles baire

cuntre cacht as baire aune. 1535 Coyerdale Judg. v. 12

Catch him y* catched the, thou sonne of Abinoam.

4. esp. To capture or lay hold of (that which
tries or would try to escape, as a man or animal).

This may be done by superior speed and force, by
surprise, by any snare or engine of capture. (The

proper word for this action, which is also its main
sense, and lies at the base of most of the others.)

r 1205 Lay. 31501 %if he me mihte cacchen [1275 cache] he
me wolde quellen. a 1225 Ancr. R. 294 Capite nobis uulpes

paruulas. .kecche5 us. .be 3unge uoxes. ("1325 Pol. Songs
152 He may scape ant we aren ever caht. c 1386 Chaucer
Reere's T. 185 They cowde nat . . Here capil cacche, it ran

away so fast. — Metibeus P212 He. .setteth a nctte byfore
his feet to cacchen him. 1393 Gowf.r Con/. III. 258 As the

tigre his time awaiteth In hope for to cacche his pray.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 12993 He purpost hym priuely . . athis
comyng to kacche hym olyue. i486 Bk. St. Albans E viij a,

Theys houndes all Bayen and cryen when thay hym ceche
shall. 1593 Tell-trothe's N. V. Gift 35 The siliest crea-

tures are seldome catcht in ordinary trappes. 1601 Shaks.
Tiuel'N. 11. iii. 65 Some dogs will catch well. 1607 — Cor.

1. iii. 66, I saw him run after a gilded Butterfly, & when he
caught it, he let it go againe, and after it againe. .it catcht

it again. 1642 Rogf.rs Naainan 375 He had fished all

night and catcht nothing. 1672-5 Comber Cotup. 'Ten.ple

(1702)91 Some silly Bird, .suddenly catcht in the Fowler's
snare. 1713 C'tkss Wischelska Misc. Poems 96 Till think-

ing Thee to've catched, Himself by thee was caught. *7*6
Let. in IVodrmv Corr. (1843) II. 143 He catched four orfive

of the rebels that were lurking in Angus. 1797 Bewick
Brit. Birds (1847) I. 14 Small birds . . caught in a singular
manner. 1815 Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 435 One might
almost say they would come to be catched. 1847 Tenny-
son Princ. v. 105 Like tender things that being caught feign

death. 1866 N. <$- Q. Ser. m. IX. 498/1 True amphibians,
catching their prey in the water.

fig. 1715 Burnet Oion Time II. 43 He was early catched
by the Jesuits and bred many years among them.

5. fig. To ensnare, entrap ; to deceive, 'take in'.

1382 Wyclif i Cor. iii. 19, I schal catche wyse men in her
fell wysdom. 1460 Caporave Chron. 189 Othir lordis he
cacehid, or caute, with fayre wordes. 1611 Bible Mark
xii. 13 To catch him in his words. 1654 Cromwell Sp.

4 Sept. (Carlyle) For few have been catched by the former
mistakes. 1699 Bentley P/tal. 2S3 To see how Error is

propagated, even Petavius too was caught here. 1887
Manch. Guard. 8 Mar. 8 With a dollar only minted in Lon-
don, .someone would be ' caught '.

t- 6- fig- To obtain by exertion (viewed as a race

or chase) ; to attain, get possession of. Obs.
1382 Wyclif i Tim. vi. 12 Catche euerlastyng lyf [Tin-

dale, Coverd. laye honde on ; Rhem. apprehend; 1611 lay
hold on], c 1420 Metr. Life St. Kath. (Halliw.) 19 Many
have there kaght ther heele. 1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on
Apoc. (1573) 61 A feruent zeale to follow and catch thy
saluation. 1593 Shaks. 3 lien. VI, m. ii. 179, I . .Torment
my selfe, to catch the English Crowne. 1605 — Macb. 1.

vii. 3 If th* Assassination Could, .catch With his surcease,

Successe.

fb. in a weaker sense : To gain or obtain (e.g.

money) by one's own action. Obs. (Cf. 29, 38.)

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 168 For no cause to cacche siluer

bere-by. 1393 Gower Conf. II. 202 Where they the profit

mighten cacche. C 1550 Bale A". Johan (1838) 17 Besydes
what ye cacche for halowed belles Sc purgatorye.

7. To overtake, come up with (an agent in mo-
tion). Now more usually to catch up.
1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 315 Saile, so expeditious, that shall

catch Your Royall fleete farre off. 1678 Littleton Lat.
Diet., To catch or overtake one, assequor, apprehendo.
1791 1 G. Gambado' Ann. Horsem. xii. (1809) 115 He made
a loose, .and catch'd them, within twenty yards of the end-
ing post. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell M. Barton xxvii, You'll be
down the river in no time, and catch Will, I'll be bound.

b. To reach, get to (a person or thing before it

moves away) ; as in 'to catch a train, a boat, the

post, etc.', where the idea of being in time enters

in. (The opposite is to miss, lose.)

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey IV. iii. 146, I was afraid my note

might not have caught you. 1870 Miss Bridgman A'. Lyunc
I. xiii. 220, I shall be able to catch the Sandgate train. 1872

I Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes (1879I 232 The tourist may.

.

!
walk . . to the Bassenthwaite station, and there catch tho

train. 1879 Daily News 12 Dec. 5/3 The popular pastime
known as 1 catching a train .The number of disappointed

train-catchers. . reached a daily total of ten. Mod. I must
finish my letter in time to catch the post.

8. Said of rain, a storm, etc., which overtakes

one before reaching ones destination. Most fre-

quently in the passive ; const, usually in.

1712 Addison Sped. No. 317 F9 Caught in a Shower ..

Returned home and dryed myself. 1758 Johnson Idler

No. 33 P 19 Catched in a shower coming back. 1791 Smea-
ton Edystone L. § 111 The stone vessels, if catched by a

storm, .retreat into Weymouth Harbour. Mod. We were
caught in the rain. The rain caught us just as we had
reached the shoulder of the hill.

9. To come upon suddenly or unexpectedly ; to

surprise, detect (a person in or at some action.

I
or doing something).
1610 B. Jonson' Auk. v. iii, What shall I doe? I am

• catch'd. 1650 Baxter Saints' Rest n. (16621 Pref. 175 His
Adversaries would soon have catched him in it. 1712 STEELE
Sped. No. 466 r 3, 1 catched her once, .at Chuck-Fartlnng
among the Boys, a 1734 North Exam. in. viii. r 13. 5^1

Theywill be caught napping. 1772 Johnson in/>V^(W/(i8i6i

II. 162, I never catched Mallet in a Scotch accent. 1861

Dickens Gt. E.xpect. vii, My sister catching him in the act.

1883 Lloyd Ebb .y Flew II. 94, I used to catch myself say-

ing 1 Where's Frank?*

f 10. To reach, attain, arrive at (a goal . Obs.

1393 Gowek Conf. II. 387 Till they the haven of Troie

caught.

11. To reach or get at any one with a blow.

Said also of the missile, etc. To hit (as opposed

to miss). (The part reached is introduced by

some prep.)

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. clvi. 965 Wee must not

thinke to escape the scourges of God . . wee shall euer bee

caught by the backe if God bee against vs. 1834 Gcntl.

Mag. Dec. II. 587/2 In the act of catching the Saint with

the hot iron under the right ear. 1885 Manch. Exam.
10 Jan. 5/1 [The missile] caught him on the side of the

head. Mod. She caught him a sounding box on the car.

III. To seize and keep hold of.

12. To take hold of suddenly or forcibly ; to

grasp, seize.

a 1225 Ainr. R. 102 11 wc-5er be cat of helle . . cauhte, mid
his cleafres, hire hcurte heaued ? 1340 Cursor M. 18379

Oure lord by the hond Adam cawght. c 1400 Destr. Troy
1350S Wele his cosyn he knew, & kaght hym in armys.

1530 Palscjk. 723/2, I snappe at a thyng to catche it with

my tethe. 1596 Sj-ensek E. Q. iii. ii. 30 Betwixt her feeble

amies her quickly keight 1611 BlBLR Matt. xiv. 31 Iesus

stretched foorth his hand, and caught him. 1676 H0BBE.8

Iliad 11. 284 1'he Serpent catched her by the wing. 1766

Goldsm. Vic. IV. xxi, I caught the dear forlorn wretch in

my arms. 184a Tennyson Day-Dream 49 The page has
caught her hand in bis. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown II. iv,

He may throw him, if he catches him fairly above the waist.

13. fig. To seize, seize on, lay hold on, affect

violently. Obs. exc. as in 14.

1382 WYCLIF Micah iv. g Sorewe hath cachid thee. 1426

Audelay Poems 13 Thai be ca^t with covetyse. 1539 Ta\ -

erner Erasm. Prov. 10 Whan.. the disease cateheth ones
strength. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 127 Beyond the riuer

Ganges, .the people are caught with the Sun, and begin to

be blackish. 1604 Shaks. Oth. ill. iii. 90 Perdition catch

mySoule, But I do loue thee. ^1630 Risdon Surv. Devon
§ 216 (1810) 225 You have taken the cold, or the cold hath
caught you. 1789 Wolcott iP. Pindar) Expost. Odes iii,

Perdition catch the money-grasping wretch !

f b. intr. To catch to : to seize on. Obs. rare~ x
.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 50 Fore careful colde bat to me
ca^t.

14. Of fire : To seize on, lay hold of, attack.

1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 11. 392 The fire

catched all the engines. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. xxi, The
flames were just catching the bed. 1865 Carlyle Fredk.

Gt. IV. xii. vi. 167 The fire'caught many houses.

b. intr. To seize on anything; to be commu-
nicated, spread; a\so fig.
1560 Bible (Genev.) Ex. xxii. 6 If fire breake out, and catch

in the thornes. 1634 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. xxvi. Let but

some spark of heretical opinion be let fall upon some, .busy

spirit, it cateheth instantly. 1713 Addison Catou. vi. 37 Does
the sedition catch from man to man, And run among their

ranks? 1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. 136 The Fire that

i may chance to catch in the Chimney. 1814 Southey Carmen
Triumph, xv, The flame hath caught, the flame is spread !

fl5. intr. To set in fairly, begin. Obs. rare.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. ii. 168 Rains when they once

Catch, are apt to last.

fl6. trans. To fasten, attach. Obs. rare- 1
.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1077 Cogges with cablis [they] cachyn

to londe.

17. To lay hold of and detain ; to grip, entangle

;

said of merely physical action.

1611 Bible Gen. xxii. 13 A Ramme caught in a thicket by

his homes. 1644 Evelyn Diary (Chandos) 99 A chayre

which catches any who sitts doune in it so as not to be able

to stirr out. 1694 Acc. Sev. Late Voy. (1711) II. 43 The
Ships, .are often catcht between [the Ice-fields], and broken

by them. 1734 tr. Rollins Rom. Hist. III. 402 His arms

were catched in the trunk of the trees,

b. To fasten or hold with a catch.

1881 Greener Gun 160 The Vernier is . . catched under

the sliding bar.

18. intr. (for refi.) To be laid hold of and de-

tained ; to become entangled or fixed.

1787 ' G. Gambado' Acad. Horsem. (1809) 12 His foot

catching and hanging in the stirrup. 1875 Joweit Plato

(ed. 2) I. 84 The scythe end caught in the rigging. Mod.
The bolt would not catch.

To catch hold : see 45.



CATCH.

IV. Less forcibly : To take.

1 19. trans. To take hold of, to take. Often
with off, forth) etc. Obs.
c i3»5 R. R. A Hit. P. A. 237 [She] cajte of her coroun of

grete tresore. 138a Wyclif Pro-:: xxxi. 19 Hir fingris

ca^ten the spindle, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1850 Pryvely
she kauglit forthe a knyfe. 1393 Gower Con/. I. 291 He tho
cought A yerde, which he hare on honde. .and smote hem.
1605 Camden Rem. 18 So they called parchment which wee
have catcht from the Latine Pergamentum. 1626 Donne
Serm. 37 And so the Roman Church hath catched a Trans
and others a Con and a Sub and an In, and varied their

poetry into a Transubstantiation and a Consubstantiation
and the rest. 1667 Marvell Corr. xxxvi. Wks. 1872-5 II.

82 Strange reasons, .which must be catched or waived.

fb. In several fig. uses ( chiefly poetical)-. To
catch leave, courage, council, the field ; to catch

haste. Obs.

c 1340 Gaw. % Or. Knt. 1 118 pay . . Kysten ful comlyly, &
ka^ten her leue. c 1350 Witt. Paleme 1053. c 1386 Chaucer
Pers. T. f 615 Agayns this, .synne of accidie, .schulden men
. .manly and vertuously cacchin corrage wel to doo. 1400
Destr. Troy 3192 Counsel! was kaght of knightes & ober.
/but. 8285 Thre thousaund full J?ro prang into l»atell .

.

kaghten the fild. 1513 Douglas AKneis m. x. 51 The scherp
dreide maide ws so to cache haist.

20. fig. To take, get (rest, sleep, breath, etc.). Obs.

in simple sense ; in mod. use implying some-
thing momentary or sudden, and passing into next

branch.
1 1325 Poem temp. Edw. II (Percy) xxviii, For to cache

his rest, c 1330 Pot. Song* 331 Anon therafter he fondeth
to kacche reste. 1393 Gower Con/. II. m That I may
cacche slope. 1513 Douglas sEneis ix. v. 3 The othir
hestis. . Ful sownd on sleip dyd cawcht thair rest. 1684 Ct.
Rrost 10 The prentices starv'd at home for want of coals To
catch them a heat do flock thither in shoals. 1733 Pope Ess.
Man III. 18 By turns we catch the vital breath, and die. i8ai
Clare I'ilt. Minstr. I. 24 Old women, overpowered by
heat . . Seeking . . the mole-hill seat, To tell their tales and
catch their breath awhile. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell M. Par/on
vii, Before she could catch a wink of sleep. 1856 Kane
A ret. Rxpl. II. 54 Catching cat-naps as I could in the day.

V. To snatch.

21. To lay hold of forcibly and take away ; to

snatch, esp. in catch away, catch up, q. v.

.1525 I'ox Populi 91 in Ha/I. E. E.P. I II. 271 All men.

.

Which can ketche any lande Out of the poore mans hande.
J S53 Ghimaluk Cicero's Offices m. (15581 122 If cuery one
of us catche to hiiuselfe the commodities of other. 1667
Milton P. L. xn. 88 Upstart Passions catch the Govern-
ment From Reason. 1864 Tennyson Rn. Ard. 236 He
hastily caught His bundle, .and went his way.

t 22. intr. To make a sudden motion in order to

lay hold ; to make a snatch. Obs. exc. as in 23.

1597 J, Kin<; Jonas (1618) 188 It is not for vs to catch
after death. 1607 TopSell Pour-/. Beasts 83 How she [a
cat] l>eggeth, playeth, leapeth, looketh, catcheth. 164a K.
Carpenter Rxperience v. xviii. 315 Catching and scraping
for mony. 1642 Fuller Holy and Prof. St. u. x. 92
Mercy is a Grace which they hold the fastest, that most
catch after it.

b. fig. To carp, criticize. Cf. also 5.)
1628 Karle Microcosm. (Arb.) 43 He comes, .not to learne,

but to catch.

23. To catch at : to snatch at; to make a quick
or eager attempt to lay hold of; often fig. (Also

with indirect passive.) Cf. 25 b.

1601 Cornwallves Rss. 11. xxvii. (1631) 20 Fearing they
would be catcht at. 1606 Shaks. Ant.

<fr CI. v. u. 215
Sawcie Lictors Will catch at vs like Strumpets. 17J1 33
Strvfe Red. Mem. III. App. xx. 57 We hunted for praise

from impiety, and catched at commendation from al kind
of wickednes. 178a Cowper Gilpin 198 Catching at his rein.

VI. To intercept and lay hold of a thing in its

course.

24. trans. To seize or intercept (anything) in its

passing through the air, or in falling.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 239 We do. .catch the
ball.. before it come to the ground. 1684 T. Burnet Th.
Rarth I. 59 They might be catcht and stopt . . in their

descent, nil Addison Sfect. No. 160 F 11 Tossing up Eggs,
and catching them again without breaking them. 1734
Sale Koran Prelim. Disc. § 1 (Chandosi 3 To use rain-water
which they catch in cisterns. 1849 Laws Cricket in ' Hal

'

Cricket Man. (1850) 56 A ball being caught, no run shall be
reckoned. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. 1. (1882) 37/3. 1866
G. Macdonald Ann. Quiet Neighb. xxx. (1878* 523 Find a
basin or plate, .and put it to catch the drop here.

5.
1611 Bible 1 Kings xx. 33 The men did diligently obscrue

whether any thing would come from him, and did hastily

catch it.

C. Cricket. To catch {a person" out, also simply

to catch : to put (a batsman) * out ' by catching the

ball when struck by his bat.

1746 in
1 Rat* Cricket Man. (1850) 80 Newland .. 15

c[aught by} 1x1. J. Sackville. 1850 Ibid. 46 If a striker is

caugnt out, state the fieldsman's name. 1883 in Daily Tel.

15 Slay 2/7 Peate. .caught and bowled Heam.*
25. To lay bold of (an opportunity) as it occurs.

1548 Udall, etc. Rrasm. Par. Matt. xix. 3 Thinking
that they hadde caughte nowe an occasion. 1658 Sir T.
Browne Hydriot. Fp. Ded., We.. catched the Opportunity
to write of old Things. 1734 Fielding Quix. in Rng. 11. iv,

His design is to rob the house, if he could catch an oppor-
tunity, a 1764 Lloyd Voltaire's Henrioiie Wks. 1774 II,

224 The Guises. .Catch'd the fair moment which his weak-
ness gave. 1791 Smeaton Rdystone L. § 278 The first

opportunity he could catch after the violent storm.
D. intr. with at. Cf. 23.

( 1680 Beveridgr Sertn. (1729! I. 202 You catch at all op-

176

portunities. 1833 Ht. Martinf.au Berkeley the B. 1. Hi. 49
Martin caught at the idea.

26. To catch one's breath : to check the breath
suddenly ; see Bheath 5 b.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 111. ii. 371 A greeuous sicknesse
..That makes him gaspe, and stare, and catch the aire,
Blaspheming. 1833, 1864 [see Breath 5 b]. 1855T1NSWN
Maud 1. xiv. iv, I . . Felt a horror . . Prickle my skin and
catch my breath. 1859 — Rlaine 620 She caught her
breath.

27. To check, interrupt in speaking. (Now only
with up (53 d) ; colloq. ; cf. take up.)
1670 Cotton Rsfiemon 111. xii. 623 Not that I do (he

presently caught himself in the least confess, etc a 17^6
Penn Wks. I. App. 233 Saying one Day thus.. he imme-
diately catch'd himself, and fell into this Reflection.

28. A nail, hook, projecting corner, or the like,

is said to catch anything which comes against it

in passing, and is stopped or retarded by it.

1734 tr. Roltin's Anc. Hist. '1827) V. xiv. 380 His robe
being catched by a bramble. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L.
§ 250 Our stone vessels were liable to be catched by the
keel in going out. 1880 Black White Wings II. L 15 The
back sweep of the oars sometimes caught the waves.

VII. To get or take a thing passively, through
being in its way.

1 29. To receive, get, obtain, derive (from or by
another's action). Obs. exc. as in next.
c 1205 Lav. 10843 Hu he hauedebene nome icaht. a 1225

Ancr. R. 154 Neuer ?et i monne floe ne keihte he swuche
bijete. c 1350 Will. Paleme 5267 Sone pei caujt cumfort.
1393 Langl. P. Pi C. 1. 134 pK cardinales at court batcau^t
ban such a name, c 1400 Destr. Troy 2155 Myche comforth
he caght of paire kynd speche.

30. esp. To get, receive, incur (something in-

jurious or unpleasant;. Now chiefly in colloquial

language, esp. in phr. to catch one*s death of cold

(cf. 42), catch a mischief, and catch it Nsee 41).
11115 Ancr. R. 66 Heo hunteS efter oris, & keccheS

lastunge. Ibid. 88 Wo is me bet he, ooer heo, habbeS
swuch word ikeiht. 1*97 R. Glocc. (1724) 375 Rychard
ca3te ber hys deb. c 1330 Amis * Ami!. 2455 All that thei
there lafte, Grete strokes there thei caufte. c 1420 Avoiu.
Arth. xvi, As he hade keghet scathe. 1480 Caxton Chron.
Eng. ccxliii. 290 Ther he caught deths wounde. 1537 W.
T. Expos. St. John 79 They De taken tardy and ketch a
fall, a 1593 H. Smith Wks. (1867) II. 148 Always climbing
till we catch a fall. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, m. ii. 23
Fight closer, or. .you'le catch a Plow. 1676 Bunyan Pilgr.
1. 84 He.. went by, and catcht no hurt. 171a Addison
Sped. No. 517 pa, I am afraid he caught his Death the last

County Sessions. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton nr. 40, I will

not allow Belt to catch her death of cold.

31. To receive, incur, or contract, through ex-

posure; as f/o catch heat (obs.', to catch the

breeze. (Cf. also to catch cold, 4a.)
1>97 R* Glouc. (i 724* 28 per it cachep hete. c 1369 Chaucer

Dethe Blaunche 781 As a white walle or a table, .ys redy to
cachche and take Al that men wil theryn make. 1535 Coves*
dale Matt. xiii. 6 Whan the Sonne arose it caught heate.

1700 Addison Lett. Italy Wks. (172U 133 To catch the
breeze of breathing air. 1704 Worlidge Did. Rust, et

Urb. s. v. October, Least the Carnations catch too much
wet. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 47 Ye lakes, whose vessels catch
the busy gale. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell M. Barton xxxiv, His
face had caught.. the ghastly foreshadowing of I-)eath.

1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 231 [ThcJ tops [of the hills]

were catching the first rays of the rising sun.

b. cllipt. To catch the wind {A
T
aut.); to catch

fire ; to catch frost, begin to freeze.

1794 Rigging «y Seamansh. II. 292 Her sails begin to

eaten a-back. 18*5 in Hone F.very-day Bk. II. 1378 The
powdersoon may catch. 1879 Jei-feries Wild Li/eS. C. 38a
Causing the water to eaten—that is, the slender, thread-
like spicules form on the surface, and, joining together,

finally cover it. 1886 F. C. Philips Jack <* Three Jilts I.

vii. 96 We arrived at the lake to find it was caught over,

scantily, but with promise of skating to come.

t 32. To conceive, become affected by or inspired

with (a desire or emotion . Obs. exc. as in 34.
c 1185 Chaucer L. G. W. 1746 {HeJ caughte to this lady

swicn desyr. ( 1430 Lydg. Bochas 1. xiv. {1554^ 27 a, She
caught an indignation, c 1570 Thvnne Print <$ Lo7vl.

(1841) 5 Love, or feare, Which any wight .. hath icaught.

1715 ao Pope lliati xv. 439 Presumptuous Troy . .catch'd
new fury at the voice divine.

33. To take or contract (a disease) ; to take by
infection {of orfrom). (See also to catch cold 42.)
1547 Boorde Intnsi. A'norvl. 126 If I do go barlegged, I

do cach the coffe. 1601 Shaks, Tn*et. N. 1. v. 314 tuen so
quickly may one catch the plague? 1611 — Wint. T. 1. ii.

386, I cannot name the Disease, and it is caught Of you.
1667 Milton P. L. x. 544 They . . the dire form Catcht by
Contagion. 1747 Berkeley Tar-tvater in Plague Wks.
III. 480 Useful to prevent catching the small-pox. 1806
Med. Jrnt. XV. 219 The small pox raging here, he caught
the infection from some neighbouring children.

34. fig. To lake up as by infection ; to acquire

by sympathy or imitation ; to become imbueil or

infected with (accent, tone, spirit, etc.).

1590 Shaks. M/'ds. X. 1. i. 189 My tongue should catch
your tongues sweet melodie. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 409
Some ne cr advance a judgment of their own, But catch
the spreatling notion of the town. 1747 Hekvev Medit. iV

Contempt. (18181 103 Who can forbear catching the general
joy? 1778 Robertson Hist. Amer. I. 11. 112 He seemed
to have catched the same spirit with his subjects. 1848
Mrs. Gaskell M. Barton ix, She ' caught the trick of grief,

and sighed \ 1857 M aurice Rp. St. John 1. 3.

VIII. To seize by the senses or intellect.

35. To apprehend by the senses or intellect ; to

CATCH.

hear, see, etc., by an effort ; to succeed in hearing,
seeing, understanding, etc.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. ii. i. 70 Euery obiect that [his eye]
doth catch. 1606 — Ant. $ CI. 1. ii. 144 Cleopatra catching
hut the least noise of this, dies instantly. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. W. xx, Listening to catch the glorious sounds. 1822
Hazlitt Table-t. II. iv. 78 You cannot from the rapidity
and carelessness of his utterance catch what he says. 1837
Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. (18571 2* * l t*oes not aPPe^r
..easy to catch his exact meaning. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell
M. Barton x. (1882) 26/2 Catching the state of the case
with her quick . . eyes. 1875 Jowett Plato <ed. 2) III. 58,
I only caught the words, ' Snail we let him off? 1

38. To apprehend so as to adopt or appropriate ;

as, e.g. a musician 1 catches ' a melody, or an artist

the expression of a face.

1560 Shaks. Macb. 1. v. 19 Thy nature . . is too full o' th'

Milke of humane kindnesse, To catch the neerest way.
'753 H. Walpole Corr. (1837) I. 210 Sir Christopher Wren
who built the tower of the great gate-way at Christ Church
has catched the graces of it as happily as you could do.
1805 Scott Last Minstr. Introd. 87 When he caught the
measure wild. 1883 Lloyd Ebb <y El. II. 256 The attitude
had evidently been caught from life.

IX. To arrest the attention, mind, fancy, etc.

37. To arrest the attention of (a person) ; to

captivate, charm. Cf. take, fetch.
c 1386 Chaucer Doctor's T. 127 So was he caught wib

beaute of bis mayde. 16x3 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. iii. 77
Peauty and Honour in her are so mingled, That they haue
caught the King. ^1700 Dryden ij.) The soothing arts
that catch the fair. 1771 Junius Lett. lxi. 319 A concession
merely to catch the people. 1850 Krowning Easter-Day
xxxiii, She still each method tries To catch me.

b. To arrest a faculty or organ of sense

—

atten-

tion, affection, sight ; eye, ear, etc.).

1606 Shaks. Tr. Cr. 111. iii. 183 Things in motion sooner
catch the eye. 171a Hughes Sped. No. 467 p 5 It is below
him to catch the Sight with any Care of Dress. t736
I'i'tler Anal. 1. v. 131 Anyone of a thousand objects, catch-
ing his eye. 1777 Sir W. Jones Seven Eount. 44 Melodious
notes . . caught with sweet extasy his ravish 'd heart. 1806
Med. Jmt.xV. 228, I hope this paper may catch his eye,
i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 46 The figurative style of my
language caught the excited imagination of I^sfie. 183a
Ht. Martineau Homes Abr. vii. 100 A rustle outside the
door, .caught her excited ear. 1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 24
A card, with a few leading words to catch the eye.

38. fig. To obtain, get (money, eta) by attract-

ing the popular fancy or by similar means ; wilh
a mixture of senses 5, 6 b, 24 and 37.
1377 [see 6 h\ 1662 Geriher Princ. 17 The various de-

vices of Smiths, tocatch Money out of the builders Purses.

1833 Chamb. Jrnt. No. 72. 156 Every lure is set, every trap
is baited, to catch the contents of the Cockney's purse. 1886
Morley Voltaire 160 He sought to catch some crumb of
praise.

X. Phrases.

39. Catch that catch may, catch as catch can, etc.

:

phrases expressing laying hold of in any way, each
as he can.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 240 Was none in sight But cacche
who that cacche might. 156a J. Heywood Proz1

. $ EPigr.
(1867) 171 Catch that catch may. 1611 Cotgr., Grtfpe,
gra/fe, by hooke or by crooke. .catch that catch may. 1616
Beaum. & Ki.. Scorn/. Lady 1. i. Men, women, and all woo :

catch that catch may. 175a Johnson Rambt. No. 197 p 3
In a world where all must catch that catch can.

40. Catch me ! or catch me at it I (sense 9) : a
phrase expressing emphatically that one will never

be found doing a thing, colloq.

1830 Galt Lawrt'e T. v. iv. (1849' Catch me again at

such costly dalfin. 1879 Miss Braddon Vixen lL 15
Catch me going to London ! exclaimed Vixen. 1886 Mal-
lock Ord. Changes II. 58 He never did a stroke [of

work]. .Catch him

!

41. To catch it : to get a thrashing or a scold-

ing, colloq.

1835 Marhyat Joe. Paithf. xxxviii, We nil thought Tom
was V---.it to catch it. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell At. Barton
xxxi, I shall catch it down stairs, I know. 187a Black
Adv. Phaeton xvi. 218 He catches it if he does not bring
home a fair proportion to his wife.

42. Tocatch cold', formerly, to become chilled

by exposure to cold ; now, to contract the ailment

called a ' cold ' or catarrh, to ' take cold '. Also, in

this sense, tocatch a cold.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. ii. 136 Here they shall not lye,

for catching cold. 1670 I.assels Voy. Italy II. 98 It was my
fortune to find her [an Echo] when she had catched a cold.

171a Addison Sped. No. 517 Pi The old man caught a cold

al the county-sessions. 1734 Berkeley Wks. (18711 IV. 217,
I can hardly stir abroad without catching cold. 1776 John-
son Lett. Mrs. Thrale (17881 1. 321 MrsAVilliams says that

I have caught a cold this afternoon. x86i Fi.or. Nightin-
gale Nursing 7 Never be afraid of open windows. .People
don't catch cold in bed.

43. A person is said to catch the eye of another

when their eyes meet, either fortuitously, or ^nore
usually' when the one is purposely looking and
thus arrests the glance of the other.

1813 J ane Austen Pride Pre/, iii. 9 He looked for a mo-
ment at Klizabeth, till, catching her eye, etc. 1865 I - ;

<
i

Belton Rst. v. 48 Clara caught her cousin's eye and smiled.

1883 Lloyd Rob <V PI. I. n Here he caught Pauline's eye
and stopped. Mod. Mr. A. and Mr. B. rose together, but
the latter managed to catch the Speaker's eye.

44. To catch fire ^formerly also to catch afire) :

to become ignited, ' take fire *
; fig. to become in-

flamed or inspired (with passion, zeal, etc.).
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1377 Langi,. P. PI. B. xvii 219 A candel bnt can^te hath

fyre & blaseth. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 45 In Illyricum

there is a cold spring, oner which, if ye spread any clothes,

theycatcha fire and hurne. 1734 Watts Relig. Ju7>.(iy8g)

160 His soul catched fire. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's

Stud. NaU (1799) I. 480 But how comes it, that air and

water, though agitated ever so much, never catch fire ? 1872

Geo. Eliot Middlem. I. 338, 1 have a hyperbolical tongue:

it catches fire as it goes.

45. To catch hold of (obs. at, on) : to lay hold

of, take hold of, seize, apprehend. Alsofig.
1537 W. T. Expos. St. John 80 The deuel can ketch no

hold on them. 1602 Carew Cornwall 2 a. They will still

gripe fast, what they haue once caught hold on. 1606 G.

W[oodcocke] Ivstine 103 b, Which . . caught hold at the

least occasion [that] might intrap him. 1611 Bible 2 Sam,
xviii. 9 His head caught hold of the Oke. 1692 Washing-
ton tr. Milton's Def Pop. ii. (1851) 44 This saying you

catch'd hold of, thinking it would make for your purpose.

17x9 De Foe Ok.kv<i84o} I. xv. 251, I catched hold offr'ri-

day. 1848 Mrs. Gaskell M. Barton xxxii, Catching hold

of some rails.

46. To catch a glimpse, a sight of: to get a

momentary or sudden view of. To catch sight of:

to come abruptly in view of, to see all at once.

1825 Knapp& Baldw. NeivgateCal. IV. 378/1 My daughter

caught a sight of me. 1837 Dickens Pickzv. xxxvi, She.

.

caught sight of what was going forward. 1848 Mrs. Gas-

kell M. Barton vii, He turned to catch a look at her sweet

face. 1848 Macaulav Hist. Eng. I. 580 If once the train-

bands had caught sight of his well known face. 1851 Dixon
W. Penn i. {1872) 2 He caught some glimpses of the pirate

holds. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton xxx, 406 You catch a
glimmer of the blue peaks of Westmoreland. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 193, I caught a sight of him over their

heads.

H To catch a Ckab, a Tartar : see these words.

XI. combined with adverbs.

47. Catch away.
fa. trans. To chase away. Obs. See 1.

c 1315 Metr. Hotu. 151 Alle thar kache me away, c 1440

Prowp. Pan: 57 Cachyn away, abigo.

b. To seize and take away, snatch away.
(-1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1275 J>ay [Nebuchadnezzar's

army] ca^t away pat condelestik. 1611 Bible Matt. xiii.

19 Then commeth the wicked one, and catcheth away that

which was sowen. 1711 Sped. No. 524 F 8 These would
sometimes very narrowly miss being catched away.

+ 48. To catch forth, trans. To drive out. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 2710 Caches furthe his cold wirdis.

+ 49. Catch off. trans. To snatch or take off.

Obs. See 19.

e 1420 Anturs of Arth. xlix, Wilfulle Waynour Ke^te of

hur curonalle.

50. Catch on. a. See 1 and 2.

b. intr. To attach or fix oneself to, join on,

catch hold of. colloq.

1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 27 June, Now is the time to

catch on in order to keep up with the procession. 1885

Mt'lnor (Dakota) Free Press 28 Mar. 1/5 His sagacious

mind immediately recognized and caught on to the only

plan of salvation in sight.

C. U.S. To apprehend; =35. colloq.

1884 Cambridge (Mass.) Tribune 18 July, He Didn't

Catch-On to the Pronunciation. 1885 J. Hawthorne Lave
or Name 97, I don't think I catch on.

d. To 1 take make its way. colloq.

1887 Pall Matt G. 9 Mar. 1/2 A publisher never knows
whether a new book will ' catch on '.

51. Catch out. See 1 and 2. b. Cricket', see

24 c.

1330 R. Brunnk C/«w«. {1810) 331 pe Inglis pe katched
out. 1340 Ayenb. 171 Ase pet bote weter cachep bane hond
out of pe kechene.

52. Catch over. To freeze over: see 31 b.

53. Catch up.

a. trans. To raise or carry suddenly aloft.

c 1385 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 102 Cachen vp pe crossayl, cables

ay fasten. 1611 Bible 2 Cor. xii. 2 Caught vp to the third

eauen. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 33, I saw many catch'd up
and carried away into the Clouds. 1873 Browning Red
Cott. Nt.-Cap 234 An angel caught you up and clapped
you down.

b. To take up or lift suddenly.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 13027 He comaund the corse cacche vp

onone. i6oa Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 532 A blanket in th' Alarum
of feare caught vp. 1815 Hist. Decastro $ Bat I. 112 She
catched her feet up as if the floor burned her toes.

C. To take up or adopt quickly or eagerly.

1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 35 This project, .was catcht up
by our Prelates. 1868 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. I. 428 The
tone of irreverence . . which his followers too often caught up.

1887 Atlantic Monthly LX. 281 Catching up a popular
neologism from the newspapers.

d. To interrupt, stop, 1 pull up
1840 Dickens Barn. R. xl, You catch me up so very short.

e. To overtake.
1855 Kingsley IVestw. Ho xiv. (1871)244 If they catch us

up—as they are sure to do, knowing the country better than
we. 1857 Trollope 3 Clerks v. (1874) 55 We shall catch
them up . . before they leave the park. 1883 Lloyd Ebb
El. II. 242 Come along or we shall never catch them up.

f. U. S. 1 Among travellers across the great
prairies, the phrase means, to prepare the horses
and mules for the march' (Bartlett Diet. Amer.).
trans, and absol.
18.

. N. Y. Spirit of Times, Frontier Tale (Bartlett), They
. .stayed till about noon, catched up their fresh horses, etc.
18.. Prairie Scenes (Bartlett), We've a long march before
us ; so catch up, and we '11 be off.

Vol. II.

Catch-, in comb, and attrib. [Mainly the vb.

used in phraseological combination, as catch-all,

1 that can or will catch all
'

; or attrib., as in catch

phrase, catching phrase, 'phrase to catch'; but in

sense 4 it may be the sb.]

I. With sbs., etc., in objective relation. (There-

suiting combination is a sb., but capable also of

being used attrib. or as adj.)

1. In sense 'one who or that which catches (what

is expressed by the object)', as catch-all, f catch-bit,

f catch-cloak, + catch-coin, ^catch-credit, + catch-

fish, f catch-fool, f catch-plume, catch- shilling (cf.

Catchpenny), catch-water (see quots.) ; f catch-

dolt, some form of cheating or swindling ;
fcatch-

dotterel, V a cheat, sharper ;
catch-'em-alive-o,

slang name for a 'fly-paper' for catching flies.

(Primarily sbs. but sometimes also used attrib. or

as adjs. : see catch-all, catch-shilling, catch-water.)

See also Catchplv, Catchpenny, Catchpoll.
Few of these are found before 1600.

1866 M rs. Stowe Lit. Foxes 27 The general *catch-all and
menagerie, .for all the family litter. 1875 Howells Fore-

gone Concl. xviii. 296 A catch-all closet in the studio. _ 1611

Cotcr., Tirelupin, a *catch-bit or captious companion ; a

scuruie fellow. 1679 Hobbes Dial. Com. Laws (1840) 81

Cheaters, cutpurses, picklocks, *catchcloaks, coiners of

false money. 1611 Cotgr., Gripf urgent, a *Catch-coyne ',

a greedie or couetous Judge. 1629 Gaule Holy Matin. 86

Hath made him a new kinde of * Catch -credit, of his old

couer-shame. 1592 Greene Def. Conuy-catch. (1859) 4 At
Dequoy, Mumchaunce, "Catch-dolt, Ourelebourse . . none
durst euer make compare with me for excellence. 1671

Glanvill Disc. M. Stubbe 2 Impostors, ''Catch- Dotterels,

Fops, Tories. 1855 Dickens L. Dorrit (Hoppei Sticky old

Saints, with . .such coats of varnish that every holy person-

age served for a fly-trap, and became what is now called in
j

the vulgar tongue a *'catch-'em-altve-o'. 1859 SaLA Tw.
round Clock <i86i) 163 Itinerant vendors of catch-'em-

alive-o's. a 1661 HoLYDAY Juvenal 53 Sons ofsome "catch-

fish, or chief fencer. 1598 E. GlLPIN Skial. (18781 8 For
pleasant y catch-fooles. .he spares not To sweare hee's care-

lesse. a 1661 Holyday Juvenal, The rettarius wore a feather

in his crest : and so it might be render'd a "catch-plume.

1815 Southey Lett. (18561 II. 402 (D.t The other article is

upon a catch penny or rather *catch shilling ' Life of Wel-
lington '. 1861 Smiles Engineers II. 160 Intercepting or

*catchwater drains. 1877 Ld. Hathfrley in Law Rep.
App. Cases II. 844 The weirs or catchwaters are used to

divert the water to the lades. 1879 Cassell's Tcchn. Educ.
Vti. 23 In catch-water meadows the water is allowed to flow

on to the most elevated portion . . by means of a ' feeder '.

1869 Echo 9 Oct., * Catch-work, or running men, when with

the threshing machines, received as much as 3$. a day.

2. In sense ' to catch, the catching of (the object") *,

as catch-ball, catch-cold (also attrib.) ; hence catch*
j

coldy adj.

1631 J. BUBGBS Answ. Rejoined Pref. 70 You are as good I

at ^catch-ball . . but you strike not so well. 1881 Mrs.
Holman Hunt Chitdr. Jems. 30 Children, .playing catch-

ball. 1824 J. McCulloch HighL Scott. III. 192 Sufficient
j

warranty for this *catch cold. 1825 Scott Diary in Lock-
hart (1839) VIII. 148 No man. .has less dread than I of the

j

catch cold. 1884 Daily News 14 Nov. 5/4 Catch-cold
|

weather. 1884 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 332/1, I am not a catch-

coldy person.

II. In attributive relation to a sb.

3. In sense 'that catches or for catching' ; a. ///.,

as + catch-hook, catch-lock ;
catch-basin, the re-

ceptacle placed beneath the grating of a sewer or

other opening, to catch the dirt that is washed in ;

catch-drain, a drain or ditch, csp. on a hillside,

to catch the surface water ; also a drain by the

side of a canal or conduit to catch the surplus

water; catch-meadow, ?a meadow irrigated by
means of catch-drains

;
catch-pit, a pit to catch

drainage sediment in water, etc. ; also = catch-

basin ; catch plate {Colliery), an iron plate for

catching the safety hook of the winding rope, and
preventing the load from falling back, in case of

overwinding ; catch reservoir (cf. catch pit) ;

catch siding, a railway siding placed on steep

inclines so as to catch and stop a carriage, etc.

accidentally running back down the slope ; catch-

work, the method of irrigating a sloping meadow
by means of catch-drains (see quot.). See also

Catchweed.
1834 Brit. Husb. L 528 Where . . the plane of the surface

. .presents a considerable descent, the "catch-drains instead

of being carried straight across it, are cut in an angular
direction across the line of descent. 1751 S. Whatley Eng.
Gazeteer, Higham {Leic.), Great *catch-hooks and keepers

of silver, with links of a great gold chain. 1863 Kf.aue in

Alt V. Round 3 Oct. 126/2 His door, .closed with a Match-
lock. 1843 Pusey in Jrul. R. Agric. Soc. IV. IL 314 The
worthless slope would be converted into "catch-meadow.

1870 Echo 6 May 1/4 Forming a number of large *catch

pits, and passing the water on its way to the river through

them. 188a Card. Chron. No. 420. 45 A slight slope to one

corner, to a small catch-pit, for the purpose of collecting

the drainage. 1887 Daily News 11 Jan. 2/7 The force with

which the cage was hurled into the head gear was so great

that the bolts which fasten the ^catch-plate to the girders

were torn away. /bid. 4 July 3/4 To construct a *catch reser-

voir and pump into it water from the springs.

b. fur, in sense 'that catches or is meant to

catch the eye, ear, fancy, etc' ; as catch idea, catch

-

line, catch phrase, catch sound, Catchword. (In

this use, it is often treated as an independent adj.

and written without hyphen.)
1884 Chr. World 19 June 454/1 He has. .got hold of a few

"catch-ideas. 1866 Dickens Repr. Pieces 146 What you
wanted was Two or three good *catch-lines for the eye to

rest on. a 1850 Calhoun IVks. (1874) IV. 206 The whole
scheme, with all its plausible *catch-phrases. 1856 Dove
Logic Chr. Faith 1. ii. 73 Catch phrases of this kind are

sufficient to satisfy the simple. 1878 Page Roberts Law
tf Cod 127 It is not the ^catch-sound of a verse which has
authority, but the divine spirit of God's revelation.

4. More loosely ; as catch-crop, a crop got by
catching or seizing an opportunity when the ground

would otherwise lie fallow between two regular or

main crops ; hence catch-cropping, the raising

of catch-crops ; f catch-land (see quot.) ; catch-

match, a match which is ' a catch ' or great ad-

vantage to one of the parties; catch-weight
{Horse-racing.
1884 Sir T. Acland in Pall Mall G. 25 Feb. 2/1 *Catch

crops rarely pay on a farm. 1887 Daily News 16 July 3/8
' Catch-cropping '

. . is now coming to be looked upon as a

mark of skilful and thrifty farming. 1674 Kay S. <y E.

Countr: Wds. Coll. 61 ^Catch-land, land which is not cer-

tainlyknown to what Parish it belongeth ; and the Minister

that first gets the tithes of it enjoys it for that year. 1824

Scott St. Rman's vi, She made out her *catch-match, and
she was miserable. 1820 Hoylc's Games hnpr. 477 General

rules concerning Horse-racing. *Catch Weights are, each

party to appoint any person to ride without weighing. 1872

Pall Mall G. 1 Aug. n The 'catch' in 'catch weight '-

which is almost synonymous with 'chance weight '—orig-

inally applied only to the weight which was 'caught' as

best it might be.

Catchable (kartjab'l), a. [f. Catch v. t

ABLE.] That can be caught.
>

a 1695 Ld. Halifax (T.) The eagerness of a knave maketh
him often as catchable as the ignorance of a fool. 1866

CakLYLE Remin. (1881) II. 189 Both catchable and eligible.

1870 Law J\c/>., Com. Picas V. 670 A migratory fish, .in a

catchable and marketable state.

Catchoe-. nonce-wd. [f. Catch v. + -EE.] One

who is caught : the correlative of catcher.

1839 Fmscr's Mae- XX. 330 An uncomfortable 'catch' ;

the old god being the catchee, instead of the catcher. —

Catcher (kse'tjaJ . [f. Catchz>. (and j/*.+-f.r1.]

+ 1. ( )ne who chases or drives ;
huntsman, driver.

(Cf. Catch v. i .) Obs. rare.

c 1340 Gcm>. $ Or. Knt. 1139 penne bise cacheres bat coube,

cowplcd her houndez. c 1440 Promp. Pa}-".'. 57 Cahchare or

dryvare, initiator, at'actor.

2. One who or that which catches, in various

current senses of the verb.

<• 1400 Test. Lcroc Prol., This booke . .is . .so drawe togider

to maker the catchers [1560 calthers] therof ben the more

ready to hent sentence. 1541 Paynf.ll Catilitie iii. 4 A
waster of his owne goodes, and a catcher of other mennes.

"553 Hai.e / 'ocacyen in Hart. Misc. 1 Malh.) I. 329 Deliuered

from the snare of the catcher. 1562 J. Hewood Prcr: \
F.fiigr. 1 1867' 18 The rough net is not the best catcher of

burdis. 1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 219 The catcher now
is caught. 1587 Mirr. Hag., Jttafactev. 6 Watchers there-

on. .And catchers thereat. 1635 N. K. tr. Camden's Hist.

F.liz. 11. an. 14. 143 What jests lewd catchers of words made.

1779 Forrest I'oy. N. Guinea 137 The natives catch them

with bird-lime . . the catchers kill them immediately. 1872

Daily Newt 1 3 July, The name of a new bowler or catcher.

1886 F. H. BURNETT Little Ld. Fanntleroy 122 The atti-

tudes of pitcher and catcher and batter in the real game,

b. techit.

1832 Ht. MartINEAU Hill ft Vail. iv. 61 The roller and his

catcher who stand on each side of the rolling machine. 1861

Smiles Workmen's F.arn. 27 Rate of wages . Rollers

£ 5 10s. od. .. Catchers to ditto ,£1 icu. od.

+ 3. One who sings in a catch. Obs. rare- 1
.

1641 Brome Jcni. Cri-iu IV. i. Wks. 1873 III. 419 Where be

my Catchers? Come a Round.

4. Comb, catcher-warp, part of a loom.

1879 Cassell's Techn. Ednc. IV. 390^2 The catcher-warps

put in to hold down the chenille by its ' back-bone '.

Catchfly (tee-tjflsi). [f. Catch v. + Flt si.]

A name originally given by Gerard to Silcnc

Armcria (see quot.) ; now used for Lychnis Vis-

caria and the various species of Silene.

1597 Gerard Herbal clxxvi. § 1. 482, I have called it

Catchflie, or Lime woort, The whole plant, as wel leaues

as stalkes, and also the flowers, are couered ouer with a

most thicke and clammie matter like vnto Birde lime. 1656

Coles A rt o/SimJtling ix. 29 Some have a viscous matter

adhering to it, as Catchfly. 1741 Compl. Fam. -Piece a. UL

162 Hardy annual Flowers, as. .sweet-scented Peas, Lobel s

Catch-fly. Ibid. 373 Double Catchfly. 1776 Withering

Bat. Arrangem. (1796) II. 413 Silene anglica, English

Catchfly. 1863 Baring Gould Iceland 192 Among the

pebbles grows the red alpine catchfly.

Catching (ksrtjirj), vbl. sb. [f. Catch v.+

-ing 1.] The action of the verb Catch, in various

senses.

1297 R. Gl.ouc. (1724) 265 So muche vyss hu ssolde hym
brynge, pat ech man wondry ssal of so gret cacchynge.

ri40O Destr. Troy 2281 Why couet we combraunse,
_
or

cachyng of harme? 1571 Goi.ding Calvin on Ps. xxxvii. 7

Craftines and hurtfull catehinges. 1653 Walton Angler

ii. 48 The catching of a Trout. 1873 Black Pr. Tittle xiv.

219 A quick catching of her breath,

b. spec. Twitching.

1744 Wall in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 218, I found him de-

lirious, with convulsive Catchings in the Tendons. 1758

J. S. Lc Draft's Observ. Surg. (1771) 302 Catchings and
Cramps. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (1815) i9p_Profound

sleep, uninterrupted by any catching or convulsion. 1870

Bennett Baby May 1 3 Catchings up of legs and arms.
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Ca'tching, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -TNG 2.]

1. gen. That catches, in various senses ; see the vb.

1413 I.ydc. Pylgr. Sinvle 11. xlv. (1859) 51 Nayles hoked,
and catchyng. c 1450 Merlin 106 Couetouse and cacchynge.
x597 J- K.in<; *)onas (1618) 473 Busie and catching natures.
1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth II. 66 Still more catching and
more combustible. 1806 7 J. Bfresford Miseries Hum.
Life vi. (1826) 35 A charming morsel of the picturesque .

.

delicious catching lights on the principal objects.

2. spec. Of diseases : Liable to be communicated
from one person to another, infectious. Also fig.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i. 186 Sicknesse is catching. 1662

Fuller Worthies, Wanvicksh., Bad Latin was a catching
disease in that age. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 24 P 25
The virtues of men are catching as well as their vices. 1837
Carlvle Er.Rev. in. vi. iii. (I-) The assassin mood proves
catching. 1885 Law Times LXX1X. 161/2 The mare was
suffering from no catching disease.

3. In an uncertain or precarious state.

ci6ii Chapman ///<k/xxi, Fields that haue been longtime
cloide With catching weather, a 1670 HacketW A/. Williams
1. (1692) 114 Beace_ between the two kingdoms was but in a
doubtful and catching condition. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1852) II. 93 When . . frequent showers double his charges,
his labour, his care . . in a catching harvest. 183a Miss
Mitford Village Ser. v. (1863) 473 The weather . . was, on
the contrary, of that description which is termed ' catching '.

4. fig. Entrapping; deceptive, 'catchy*.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 175 What to answer

him vnto this his catching question. 1658-9 Burton's Diary
(1828) III. 334 This is an exceeding catching question. 1880
Macalpin Money-lenders zfy Catching bargains with 'ex-
pectant heirs' are set aside.

5. That catches the eye, the fancy, etc. ; attrac-

tive, captivating, ' taking \
1654 burton's piary(i32B) I. Introd.26 These words were

extremely catching to the generality of the House. 1816
Keatim;e Trav. II. 126 The objects most catching to the
eye of the navigator.

Hence Catchingness, catching quality.

1655 Fuller Hist. Camb. 37 Carelesness of coals and can-
dles, catchingness of Papers. 1884 Spectator No. 2903. 221
The irresistible catchingness of Gay's ballads.

Catchment (kse-tjment). [f. Catch v. +
-men t.J ^Catching; appropriated to the catch-
ing and collection of the rainfall over a natural
drainage area, in catchment basin, area.

1847 J. DwYBa Hydr. Engineer. 19 A great portion of the
catchment basin is very little raised above the level of the
take. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 34 The catchment-basin is a
term applied to all that part of a river-basin from which rain
is collected, and from which therefore the river is fed. 1881
Times 2 Feb., We have., eleven [rivers] with catchment
basins exceeding a thousand square miles. 1885 Blacktv.
Mag. Jan. 109/1 A vast catchment-area of encircling rock.

Catchoo, variant of Cachou, Catechu.
c 1760 J. H. Grose /

r
oy. E. hid. I. 238 (Y.) What they call

Catchoo, of a blackish granulated perfumed composition.

Catchpenny (kx-tjpeni),.^. (a.) [f. Catch- i

+ Penny.J
1. Something (esp. a publication) of little value,

designed to attract purchasers.
1760 Lond. Mag. XXIX. 36 The general run of catch

penny's upon the subject. 1785 Wesley Wks. (1872) IV. 321
The late pretty tale of her being the Emperor's daughter is

doubtless a mere catch-|>enny. 1850 W. I kving Goldsmith x.

133 You know already by the title that it is no more than a
catch-penny.

2. attrib.ox adj. Designed to attract purchasers

;

got up merely to sell.

i759GoLDSM.Z?«/Zrr',f Rem. Wks. 1817 IV. 467 One ofthose
catchpenny subscription works. 1850 L. Hunt A ntobiog. vi.

(i860) 113 The catchpenny lyricsof Tom Dibdin. 1879 < i
1 .

Eliot 'i heo. Such xiv. 257 Full of catch-penny devices and
stagey attitudinising.

Catchpole, -poll (kartjp<7»l). Forms : ? 1

ksecepol, cseccepol, 2-4 cachepol, 4 cacchepol,
4-5 kachepoi(l, 4 6 catchepoll, 5 cachepoll,
cahchpolle, 6 catchepolle, -pole, catchipolle,
catchpoule, catchpolle, 6 7 catchpol, 4- catch-
poll, 6- catchpolo. [a. mcd.L. cacepolhts

y
ONF.

*cachcpol m central OF. c/tacepof, chacipol
t chassi-

f>o/f in med.L. also cachepolus
% chacepollus, chaci-

pothts, chassipullus (Du Cange), lit. * chase-fowl *,

one who hunts or chases fowls. The form of the
word appears to indicate that it arose in Provencal,
where it would be cassapot, or It., where it would be
cacciapolh. The OF. was apparently adapted from
Pr. or med.L.
A charter of 1107 (St. Hugues, Grenoble) has the word

as a surname, ' ego Franco cassat pullum ',
' ego Franco de

Hiveu quern vocant OHM pullum \ where the first ele-
ment is the Provencal (and thence med.L.) verb cassare

L. capita re) in 3rd pers. sing. Of similar names, Geraldus
Cazaporcs 'swine driver' witnesses a charter of 1097 (St.
Victor of Marseilles) ; Petrus Chaceporc, clericus reels Hen-
rici III, witnesses a charter of 1246 (Bordeaux); Cachclen
appears as the older form of Chasseloup * wolf-hunter

'

;

Cachepouil, in 15th c. Cachapeolts, f.Pcdicutus louse, is the
name of a mill near Perigueux. (P. Meyer.))

1 1. A tax-gatherer, an exactor of taxes or im-
posts; a (Roman

)
publican. Obs.

a 1050 Iwk I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker in Exactor, kaece-
pol [printed haece wol}. ci.75 Lamb. Horn. 97 Matheus
bet wes cachepol bene he iwende to god-spellere. c 1500
Cocke Lorelles B. (1843* 4 Crystofer catchepoll a crystes
course gaderer. a 1563 BaOM Easting in Catechism, $c.
(1844) 536 What usurer leaveth his usury?, .what catchpole
his extortion? 1612 15 [see Cvn ih-oleshu J. 165a C.

Stapvlton Herodian xx. 167 Then all the Catchpole Officers
were slain.

2. A petty officer of justice ; a sheriffs officer or
sergeant, csp. a warrant officer who arrests for debt,
a bum-bailiff. (Used in early times to render L.
tictor; since 16th c, at least, a word of contempt.)
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xviii. 46 Crucifige, quod a cacche-

pofle I warante hym a wicche. 1382 Wvclif i Sam. xix.
20 Saul sente catchpollis IVulg. tictores) for to take David.
>393 Langl. P. PL C. xxi. 76 Quikliche cam a cacchepol
and craked a-two here legges. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 58
Cahchpolle or pety-seriawnte, angarius, exceptor, c 1440
Gesta Rom. at (Harl. MS.) The Cachepollys And the
mynistris of the Emperour mette with hem. 1596 Nashe
Saffron Walden 9 As ready as any catchpoule. .to torment
him. 1607-7* Cowf.ll Interpr., Catchpole, though now it

be used as a word of contempt, yet, in ancient times, it

seems to have been used without reproach. 1668 R. L'Es.
trange l is. Quev.djoS) 3 Your Algouazils (or Catch poles*
and your Devils are both of an order. 1760 Goldsm. Cit.
W. xcviii, The catchpole watches the man in debt. 1809 W.
Irvino Knickerb. (1861) 81, I have a mortal antipathy to
catchpolls, humbailiffs, and little great men. 1841 Macalxay
Ess. t Hastings (1854) II. 623 Miserable catchpoles. .with
Impey's writs in their hands,

b. attrib. and in comb,
a 1643 Bovs in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xlv. 2 The very

catch-poll officers, .gave this testimony. 1601 Douwf. Earl
Huntington 1. iii. in Had. Dodsley VIII. 118 Follow him,
ye catchpole-bribed grooms. 1784 Cowper Task B. 684
As fast as catchpole claws Can seize the slipp'ry prey.
Hence Ca tchpolery, catchpollery [OF. chassi-

po//erie
y
med.L. chacipoUarid\

; Catchpoleship

;

Ca tchpoll v.
y a. intr. to exercise the function of a

catchpole ; b. trans, only in passive, to be seized
or arrested by a catchpole ; Ca tchpolling- vbl. sb.

157* Newton tr. Lemnie's Complex. {1633) 03 The fourth
part of the goods, for their catchpolling, falleth to them,
for their lot and share. 1604 Dekker Honest Wk. xiL
Wks. 1873 II. 66 A rescue (premises! my masters catch-
polU 1613-15 Bp. Hall Contempt. A'. T. iv. KL (1833) 175
This catchpole-ship of Zaccheus carried extortion in the
face. 1668 K. L'Estrange Vis, Qutv. (1708) 2 A Devil
catchpol'd, and not a Catchpole bedevil'd. 1835 Eraser's
Mag. XII. 171 All the duns, bums, .and the other accursed
components of that diabolical system called 'Catchpollery'.

f Catchpole, -ule, var. Cachespell, tennis.
1663 Blair Autobiog. i. (1848) 8 The exercise of my body

by archery and the catchpole.

Catchup (kce tjwp
, catsup (karts»p\ [see

Ketchup.] A liquor extracted from mushrooms,
tomatoes, walnuts, etc., used as a sauce. More
commonly Ketchup.
1690 II. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Catchup, a high East-India

Sauce. 1730 Swift Paneg. on Dean Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 142
And, for our home-bred bntish cheer, Botargo, catsup, and
caveer. 1751 Mrs. Glasse Cookery Bk. 309 It will taste
like foreign Catchup. 183a Veg. Subst. Food 333 One. .ap-
plication of mushrooms is . . converting them into the sauce
called Catsup. 1845 Butt Acton MchL Cookery v. (1850)
I36(L.) Walnut catsup. 1861 Macm. Mag. Oct 466 He found
in mothery catsup a numt>er of yellowish globular bodies.

Catchweed (kartjwvd). Herb. [f. Catch v. +
Weed.] Goose-grass oTQ\e^\tx%{GatiumAparine\
1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. (1796) II. 193 Catch-

weed, Goosegrass, Cleavers, Clivers. 1861 Miss Pratt
ELnver. PL III. 154 Leaves, stems, and globular fruits are
aH bristly, and the latter often cling to the clothing . . thus
it is called . .Catchweed.

Catchword ^kx-tjwf>id\ [f. Catch- 3 b +
Word.]
1. Printing. The first word of the following
page inserted at the right-hand lower comer of
each page of a book, below the last line. (Now
rarely used.)

1730 6 in Hailey. 1755 Johnson, Catchivord, with print-
ers, the word at the corner of the page under the last line,
which is repeated at the top of the next page. 1817 Mar.
Ki>geworth Love <y L. in. xxxvi. 22 In the last page.. the
catch-words at the l>ottom were Countess Christina. 1824
J. Johnson Typogr. I. 68 Catch-words, now generally
abolished, were first used at Venice, by Vindeline de Spire.
1881 (

I

hosart in Spenser's Wks. IV. 3/2 Catch-word is mis.
printed.

2. A word so placed as to catch the eye or atten-

tion
; spec. a. the word standing at the head of

each article in a dictionary or the like; b. the
rime word in verse ; c. the last word in an actor s

speech, serving as a guide to the next speaker ; a
cue.

c 1780 C. Llovd Rhyme (R.) More demands the critic ear
Than the two catchwords in the rear Which stand like
watchmen in the close To keep the verse from being prose.
1863 Reader 28 Nov. 638 A tick at the beginning and end
of [the passage] and a line under the word show of what ex-
tent the passage is to be, and what the catchword is. 1868
C. Wordsworth in Spurgeon Treas. Dai'. Ps. xxxiii. 1 This
Psalm is coupled with the foregoing one by the catchword
with which it opens. 1879 Directions to Rentiersfor Diet.,
Put the word as a catchword at the upper corner of the
slip. 1884 Athett-rum 26 Jan. 124/2 The arranging of the
slips collected, .and the development of the various senses
of every Catchword. 1885 JLmm C>. A'm 297 The Digester
should . . revise every catch-word 111 the Reports.

3. A word caught up and repeated, csp. in con-
nexion with a political or other party. (Cf. catch-

phrase under Catch- 3 b.)

1795 Windham Speeches Pari, {1812) I. 259 The Influence
and dangerous tendency of these party catch-words. 1812
Examiner 25 May 332/1 Public virtue is only the catch-
word of knaves to delude fools. 1870 Law Study Wind.

106 Many of his phrases have become the catchwords of
party politics. 1886 W. S. Lilly Europ. Hist. II. 229 His
[the Ab!>e' Fauchet's] catch-word [Kratemity]. .has survived
him.. as the third article of the Revolutionary symbol.

Catchy kartfi , a. colhq. [f. Catch v. + -y '.]

1. Adapted to catch the attention or fancy ; at-

tractive, * taking
1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 679 A catchy, stage-like effect.

1885 Athenseum 9 May 593 Catchy titles. 1887 Ayrshire
Post 4 June 5 The building is. .by no means, unduly strik-

ing or * catchy 1

to the eye.

A. That catches or entraps ; deceptive.
1885 Sir N. Lindley in La:v Times Rep. 482/1 The con-

dition imposed was a catchy and not a fair condition.

3. Readily caught up.
1881 Pall Matt Budget 29 April 12/2 A smaller number of

catchy tunes. 1885 Pall Malt G. 2 Sept. 4/1 The music is

not particularly original, but it is tuneful, smooth, and
' catchy '.

4. Occurring in snatches, fitful, spasmodic.
1871 Mark Twain tnnoc. Abr. 137 Catchy ejaculations of

rapture. 1883 Blaektv. Mag. Aug. 214 The wind . .was very
I catchy.

5. Sc. 1 Merry, jocund * (Jam.).
1804 Tarras Poems 2 (Jam.) He . . langs To crack wi' San',

and hear his catchie glees.

tCa~tcluke. Sc. Obs. [f. Cat
claw.] The plant hird's-foot Trefoil.
i5"3 Douglas Mneis xii. ProL 116 The clavyr, catcluke,

and the cammamyld. a 1568 in Sibbald Chron. Sc. Poetry
11802) III. 203 (Jam.) Ane hat. .With catclukes strynklit in
that steid, And fynkill grein.

Cate, usually in //. cates (kvtts), sbJ AUo 6
caittes. [aphetized form of Acate: the original

sense being * purchase \]
fl. //. Provisions or victuals bought as dis-

tinguished from, and usually more delicate or
dainty than, those of home production ; in later

use, sometimes merely - victuals, food. Obs. See
Acate 2.

1461-83 Ord. R. Housch. 38 Upon frydaye is made pay-
mente for all manner of freshe cates. 1530 Test. Ebor.
(Surtees) V. 293 The vetulers howse .. wher I bought my
caittes. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark vi. 48 To by
them cates to eate. 1579 Lvi.v Euphues (Arb.) 132 Pur-
vayour for his cates at home. 1590 Grf.rne Er. Bacon ix.

237 Hid them fall unto their frugal cates. 1658 Ussher
Ann. vi. 300 Provision enough of com, and salt, and water,
but there was no store of fresh Cates to be had. 178a Han.
More David 11. 32 Such plain cates and rural viands as suit
his frugal fortune. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xW, The cates
which she had provided. 1866 Felton Ane. if Mod. Gr. I.

II. iii. 321 Sprinkling with flour the boiling cates.

b. Its frequent use with deticate
t
dainty, and

the like, led to sense 2.

1579 Lylv Euphues (Arb.) 152 For the desire of delicate
cates. 1594 Barnmelo Aff. Sheph. 1. vi, Where daintie
Cates upon the Hoard were set. 1637 Nabbe Microcosm.
in Dodsley IX. 146 All the ambrosian cates Art can devise
for wanton appetite. 17*9 Savage Wanderer u 241 Sav'ry
cates, upon clean embers cast. 1735 Sojherville Chase
III. 126 Well fed with every nicer Cate,

2. Choice viands ; dainties, delicacies.

1578 Timuk Calvin on Gen. 92 The best fruits, what and
how many cates and delights had he in one kind. 1594
(Jreem

. Glass Wks. 1831 I. 122 These curious cates
are gracious in my mine eye. 1596 Shaks. 7am. Shr. 11. i.

190 Kate, the prettiest Kate in Christendome, Kate of Kate-
hall, my super-daintie Kate, For dainties are all Kates, and
therefore Kate Take this of me, Kate of my consolation.
1651 C Stai*vlton Heroiiian xv. 126 While he in Silks
and Cates did much abound. 174a Siiekstonk Schoolmistr.
206 Whence oft with sugar 'd cates she doth 'em greet. 1870
Disraeli Lothat'r xxviii. 130 He fed her with cates as deli-

cate as her lips.

b. occas. in sing. : A viand, dainty.

1634 HKVWoon Witches Lane. 111. i. Wks. 1874 IV. 204
Taste of every cate. 1710 AnuisoN Tatter No. 255 f 3 The
Christmas Pye, which in its very Nature is a kind of conse-
crated Cate. 1864 Sir F. Palgravk Norm. 4- Eng. III. 23
The finest wheat-com ; then a cate or luxury. 1875 F. I.

Scudamork Day Dreams 22 Though it is a toothsome cate.

1615 P. Adams Rlackf Derillti. 16*4 Massikger Bond-
man, The pleasant taste these cates of comfort yield me.
1633 Hkni.owf.s Prtf. I 'trtts in /'. FUtchcr's FnrpU 1st.,

Ix-t Keaders judge thy book : Smh Cates, should rather
please the Cillcst, than Cook.

tCate, Obs. [Pg. cate, prob. ad. Hindi.

tilth catechu.] The same as Catkciiu or Cutch.
[»SS4 'n Nexts; 1578 in h'Acosta (Yule).) 1698 Phil.

Trans. XX. 465 'l"he preparation of Cate (which he takes to
be the same with Catechus

tCate, v. Obs. [f. Catej/'.I] To dress (food\
1617 IIikkon Wks. II. 51 The same meate cated one way

content the stomake t which in some other fashion would
not please.

Cate, obs. f. Cat and Catty.

t Catechese. Obs. rare. Tn 7 cataohese. [a.

F. twUtkht, ad. L. catee/ifsis."] -next.
1617 Collin's De/. /?/. Ely 11. x. 419 Which words were

the conclusion of his last Catachese.

II Catechesis (kaetfkfsis). [L., a. Gr. Karri.

XW's instniction by word of mouth, n. of action f.

narrixfTv to instruct orally, orig. to resound, sound
amiss, *din one's ears', f. A-ara down, thoroughly,

etc. + rjx''" t° sound, ring.]

1. Oral instniction given to catechumens ; cate-

chizing.

1753 Chambers Cycl. .9w//. s. v., In the antient church
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catechesis was an instruction given, viva voce, either^ to

children, or adult Heathens, preparatory to their receiving

of baptism. 1845 R. Hamilton Pop. Educ. vi. (ed. 2) 135

The httle community shall become the Bible class and be
addicted to a Bible catechesis.

2. A book for catechetical instruction, spec, the

name of a work of St. Cyril of Jerusalem.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v., The catecheses of St. Cyril,

are the principal work of that father. 1849 W. Fitzgerald

tr. Whitaker's Disput. 597 How far he is from approving

unwritten traditions, he shews plainly in the fourth Cate-

chesis.

Catechetic (kaetifceHk), a. and sb. Also 7-8

-tick. [ad. L. catechetic-us, a. Gr. KaTijxvTtK-^ s t

f. ftaTrjxyT-rjs oral instructor : deriv. as prec.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to catechesis ; accord-

ing to the manner of a catechism. See Cate-

chetical 1 and 2.

1661 Fell Dr. Hammond (R.) In the catechetick institu-

tion of the youth of his parish, a 1672 Wood Life (1848)

243 note, Of such sort a Catechetic Lecture must be. 1702

Addison Evid. Chr. Relig. (1727) 302 In the year 202 the

§reat Origen was appointed Regent of the Catechetick

chool in Alexandria. 17x8 Hickes & Nelson J.. Kettle-

well 11. i. 65 Catechetick Lectures upon the Creed. 1858

Bushnell Serm. New Life 181 Catechetic orthodoxy.

B. sb. mostly //. catechetics. That part of

Christian theology which treats of catechesis.

1849 J. Brown % FishcrW. 16 He answered his catechetics

and chronological questions on the last half of the ioth cen-

tury. 1882 W. Blaikie Mi/iist. ofWord 296 Ample treat-

ises on Homiletics, Liturgies, Catechetics and Poimenics.

1882-3 ScHAPF Relig. Encycl. 417 Catechetics. .corresponds

to catechesis, as theory to practice.

b. Catechetic writings or treatises. (Gr. Kar-q-

xy™*) _ ., ,
1849 W. Fitzgerald tr. Whitakcr s Disput. 596 Cyril of

Jerusalem, .in his Catechetics.

Catechetical ika-'Uke'tikal), a. Also 7 -call,

[f. as prec. + -AL.J

1. Of, pertaining to, or connected with catechetics

or catechesis ; pertaining to instruction in the

elementary principles of Christianity.

1624 Gataker Tratisubst. 43 To omit Cyril of Jerusalem
his Catecheticall Sermons. 1702 Echard Eccl. Hist. (1710)

515 In this city was a famous catechetical school for train-

ing persons up in divine knowledge. 1882 Farrar Early
Chr. I. 279 The great catechetical school of Alexandria,

which claimed as its founder the Evangelist St. Mark.

2. Of, pertaining to, or in accordance with the

catechism of a church.
1618 Hales Let. in Golden Rem. (168S1 386 There should

be observed a three-fold Catechizing . . A third in the Church
by Catechetical Sermons. 1726 Amherst Terrx Fil. xlix.

266 A considerable sum to buy advowsons of livings, and to

maintain a catechetical lecture. 1849 J. Brown J. Fisher
ii. 17 note, To show that he preached catechetical doctrine.

3. Resembling the method of instruction by

questions and answers, as in the catechism ;

1 con-

sisting of questions and answers '

(J.).
1691 Bp. Worcester Charge 18 The true Grounds of Re-

ligion ; which are easiest learn'd, and understood, and
remembered in the short Catechetical Way. 1704 Nelson
Fest. $ Fasts (1739) Pref. 17 To throw the whole Subject

. . into a catechetical Form. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 239
P3 Socrates introduced a catechetical Method of Arguing.
He would ask his Adversary Question upon Question, till

he had convinced him out of his own Mouth that his Opinions
were wrong. 1845 R. Hamilton Pop. Educ. iv. (ed. 2) 65
Stout advocates of catechetical methods and forms.

Hence Catechetically adv., in a catechetical

manner ; in the authoritative manner of a catechism.

1730-6 in Bailey, a 1834 Lamb Misc. Wks. (1871) 451 To
pronounce, dogmatically and catechetically, who was the

richest, -man that ever lived. 1842 G. S. Faber Provincial
Lett. (1844I II. 28 All those who had been catechetically

instructed and duly baptised.

Ca'techin. Chem. A substance obtained from

catechu, etc., after the removal of the tannin ; a

white powder composed of very small silky needles.

1853 Pharm. Jml. XIII. 79 He has detected catechine in

kino. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 641 The insoluble portion

is a mass of acicular crystals, catechin or catechuic acid,

t Catechise (kartrkiz). Obs. exc. dial. In 6

catechis. [app. ad. F. catechise Catechese, con-

founded with the vb. Catechize, in F. catechise-r.

The Sc. corruption carritches rests upon a pro-

nunciation (ka*t/tfiz) ; cf. F. (kateje'2)-] —Cate-
chesis, Catechism.
1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech. {i&84) j In the foure partis of

this present Catechis. Ibid. 122 In the thrid part of this

Catechis, quhilk intraittis of the sevin sacramentis.
_
1637

Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. 11. ii. 13 For every particular
head of Catechise. 1659 Gauden Tears of Ch. 619 No
Sermons, no Prayers, no Catechises. 1707 E. Ward Hud.
Rediv. I. vni, And open all thy Peoples Eyes, To read
th' Assembly's Catechise. 1715 De Foe Earn. Instruct.

1.1.(1841)1. 13 You know your catechise. 1825 Pro. Jonathan
III. 150 After the fashion of your . . Yankee, when he is .

.

teaching the ' catechise \ [In mod. Eng. dialects, where
generally treated as a corruption of catechism.]

b. in comb., as catechise-point.

*<>55 Gurnall Chr. in Ann. (1669) 125/1 Fundamental
Truths, or, as we call them, Catechise-points.

Catechism (jaeT/Tdz'm). Forms; 6 (?) cate-
chyzon, cathecysme, chatechisme, 6-7 cate-

chisms, 6- catechism, [ad. L. catechismus (in

med.L. also cathecismas)
i
on Gr. type */faTnx«r^s

(n. of action f. ftanjxK'w) taken as — tcaTr}XVms J

see Catechesis. Cf. F. catechisme.']

f 1. Catechetical instruction ; catechesis. Obs.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men 1. ii. (W. de W. 1506) 14 And that

suffyseth as now of the exorcysme and cathecysme. 1579
Fulke Heskius* Pari. 407 The learners of Catechisme
were dismissed after the Lessons that were read. 1600

Shaks. A. V. L. nr. ii. 241 To say I and no, to these par-

ticulars, is more then to answer in a Catechisme.

2. An elementary treatise for instruction in the

principles of the Christian religion, in the form of

question and answer ; such a book accepted and

issued by a church as an authoritative exposition of

its teaching, as the (Church) Catechism, that of

the Church of England in the Book of Common
Prayer, the Longer and Shorter Catechisms, of the

Westminster Assembly of Divines, used by the

Presbyterian churches, etc.

1509 J. Collet Eoundat. Stat. St. Pants Sch. in Lib.

Cantab. (1855) 452/3 The maister shall, .first se, that they
can saye the catechyzon [7 -yzmj. I will the children learne

first above all the catechyzon in Englishe. [1540 Crammer
(titled, Catechismus; that is to say, a Shorte Instruction

into Christian Religion, for the synguler commoditie and
profyte of Children and yong people.] 1549 Bk. Com.
Prayer, A Catechism, that is to say, an Instruction to be
learned of every child before he be brought to be confirmed

of the Bishop. 155a Abp. Hamilton Catech. 26 Ane
Catechisme, that is ane common instruction contenand
schortly and plainly thai thmgis quhilk ar necessary to tham
to ken and keip, to the plesour of God and thair eternal

salvation. 1597 PUgr. Paruass. 111. 354 Twoo or three

hundreth of chatechismes of Jeneva's printe. 1648 {title)

The Shorter Catechism, agreed upon by the Assembly of

Divines at Westminster. 1653 Walton Angler \. 31 That
good, plain, unperplext Catechism, that is printed with the

old Service Book. axyn Kkn Direct. Prayer Wks. (1838)

339 The doctrine delivered in the Catechism. 17S2 A.

Mair {title), Brief Explication of the Assemblie's Shorter

Catechism. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Circles Wks. (Bohn) L
130 We can never see Christianity from the catechism.

3. transf. A book of instruction in other subjects

by question and answer. (In I7thc. chiefly ap-

plied to works which parodied the preceding ;

its serious use and general extension came later.)

a 1637 B. Jonson Verses on Drayton's Muse (R.) This
book ! is a catechism to fight And will be bought of every
lord and knight, That can but read. 1643 Heylin {title),

The Rebels Catechism. 1754 (title), The Freethinker's

Catechism; that is to say an Instructor, to be learned by
every Young Fellow, before he can know the world. 1795

J. Rose {title), A Constitutional Catechism, adapted to all

ranks and capacities. 1806 Dalbiac {title), A Military

Catechism for the use of young Officers. 1844 Regal,
Ord. Army 127 These examinations are to be. .arranged in

the order laid clown in a ' Military Catechism' which is ap-

pended to the ' Regulations '. 18. . W. Pinnock, Catechisms
of the Arts, Sciences, History, Religion, etc.

4. Jig. A course of question and answer ; a series

or form of interrogatories put to candidates, etc.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. i. 144 Honour is a meere
Scutcheon, and so ends my Catechisme. 1848-55 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. III. 327 The catechism by which the lords

lieutenants had been directed to test the sentiments of the

country gentlemen consisted of three questions. Mod. The
candidate met the electors and was put through his

catechism.

5. attrib.

1637 Heylin Answ. Burton 167 A Catechisme Lecture of
some two houres long.

Catechismal .kaet/ld-zmal), a. [f. prec.

+

-al : there may have been a med.L. cateehismdlis.']

Of the nature of, or pertaining to, a catechism.
1819 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 64, I believe that

the so-called Apostles' Creed was .. the catechismal rather
than the baptismal creed, i860 Dora Greenwell Ess. 215
[She] puts her little niece through her catechismal paces.

f Catechismy. Obs. A variant of Catechism.
1578 Richmond. Wills (1853) 279 Absis [A. B. C.'s] and

Catechismies, viijd. 1579 Fulke Heskius' Pari, 360 Let
our catechismies. .beare witnesse of the same.

Catechist (karUkist). [ad. L. catechista, ad.

Gr. Ka.TT)xt0T-T}s he who catechizes, f. tcaT-rjx't^-ttv

to Catechize. In F. catechisteJ] One whose duty

is to catechize; a teacher of catechumens or in

a catechetical school ; a teacher appointed to give

oral instruction in the elements of Christianity ac-

cording to a catechism, or by question and answer

;

a native teacher in a mission church.
a 1563 Becon New Catech. (1844^ 9 The office of the cate-

chist was not only to instruct and teach, but also to examine.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pot. v. lxxviii. § 10 Catechists, Exorcists,

Readers, and Singer?. 1673 Lady's Call. 11. 82, I do not
say that the mistress should set up for a catechist or preacher.

1725 Berriman Hist. Acc. Trinity 77 Clemens was the
celebrated Schoolmaster and Catechist of Alexandria. 1876
Davis Polaris Exp. ii. 54 In the absence of the regular
clergyman the catechist conducts the worship. 1886 Pall
Mall G. 27 Nov. 5/2 The native catechist who accompanied
the Bishop on that final mission.

Catechistic (kect/ki'stik), a. [f. on Gr. type
*tcaTr}xt0TtK-6$ ; see prec. and -ic] — next.

1683 Cave Ecclcsiastici 339 His [Cyril's] Catechistick Lec-
tures. 1884 Craodock in Academy 19 July 40/1 The cate-

chistic terrors of the Last Day.

Catechistical (kset/lcrstik&l),, a. [f. as prec.

+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the office, teaching,

or method of instruction of a catechist, or of the

catechism he expounds
;
consisting of question and

answer, Cf. Catechetical.
1618 Hales Let. in Gold. Rem. (1688) 386 The custom is

in Catechistical Sermons.. to take.. a portion of the Cate-
chism for their Text and Theme. i66z Fuller Worthies
(1840) III. 432 His flock was. .well bottomed on catechistical

divinity. 1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. in. 1. L (1852) 259
He thrice went over the body of divinity in a catechistical

way. \%&Blackw. Mag. XXXVIII. 641 The catechistical

method.

Hence Catechi'stically adv.

1645 Ussher {title), A Body of Divinity, or_The summe
and substance of Christian Religion : Catechistically pro-

pounded and explained, by way of Question and Answer.
1692 South Serm. VII. v. (R.) The principles of Christianity

briefly and catechistically taught.

Catechizable (karttoi-zab'l),**. [see -able.]

That may be catechized.

1772 Pennant Tours Scott. (1774) 352 Four thousand cate-

chisable persons. 1867 H. ScoTTFasti Eccles. Scot. II. 459
The parish contained 6 hundred and 20 catechisable persons.

Catechization (k^tiltaiz^'-Jan). Also 7-

-sation. [ad. med.L. catechtzdtion-em, n. of action

f. catechizdre to catechize ; cf. F. calechisation.]

The action of catechizing.

16. . Burnet Records it. I. No. 53 (R.) The catechization

of young chaplains in the rudiments of our faith, a 1734
North Lives II. 355 That they might be prepared for his

future catechisations. 1869 Daily News 17 Mar., The usual

catechisation of Ministers [in Parlt.J.

Catechize ;kart/k3iz),z\ Forms: 5cathezize,

(6 cathecyse, 7 catachise), 6- catechise, 7-

-chize. [ad. L. catech izd-re, Tertullian (in med.L.

also calecizare, catezizare, calhezizare, in F. cate-

chiser (16th c. in Littre), Pr. cathezizar, Sp. cate-

quizar. It. catcchizzare), f. Gr. /mrr/x^-" 1' to m "

struct orally, a derivative of factitive form from

/faTT/x«-€if to resound, to sound amiss, to din

in, instill, teach or instruct orally, f. Kara down,

thoroughly + ^x c"/ 10 sound, ring. The primary vb.

is in N. T. ; the derivative, of iater introduction,

had only the technical ecclesiastical application.]

1. trans. To give systematic oral instruction ; to

instruct (the young or ignorant) in the elements of

religion by repeating the instruction until it is

learnt by heart, or (as always implied in modern
times) by the method of formal questions and
answers ; to instruct by means of a catechism ; in

the Church of England, to teach
(
lhe catechism,

esp. in preparation for confirmation.

1449 [see Catechized]. 14.. \\\ AngliaWW. 164 A chile

shulde be catecized, bat is to seye enformed in be feith atte

chirchedore. [1502 Ord. Crysten Men \. ii. (W. de W. 1506)

13 Cathecyser is as moche to saye as to instruct or teche the

fundacyons and artycles necessary of our holy fayth.] i577

tr. Bullingers Decades 11592) 007 Paslour . . catechiseth,

that is to say, instructeth them that be yonglings in religion.

1609 Holland Amm. Marccll., Chrouol. E j a, Constan-

tine, being confirmed by a signe from heaven, becommeth
catechized in the Faith. 1611 Bible Prov. xxii. 6 Train up
[marg. Catechise] a child in the way he should go. ^1639
Si'ottiswooi) Hist. Ch. Scott, an. 1616 (R.) That children

should be carefully catechised, and confirmed by the bishops.

rti7U Ken Direct. Prayer Wks. (1838)341. 1732 Berkeley
Alciphr. iv. § 3, I . . was once upon a time catechised and
tutored into the belief of a God. 1836 Hook in Life I. 292

To become a good catechist you must catechise,

b. fig. (ironical.)

1639 Fuller Holy Warm. xx.(D.) Reclaimed with gentle

means, not catechised with fire and fagot.

t 2. To teach orally, instill (religious instruction).

a 1625 Boys in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. I. 312 Their voices

are well understood, catechising the first elements of religion.

f 3. To instruct orally (in any subject). Obs.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. To Rdr. (1676) 35/2 Such Visitor

. . might . . root out atheism . . catechise gross ignorance,

purge Italy of luxury and riot. 1623 Cockeram, Catechize,

to instruct by mouth. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 313
Whether Herodotus were rightly Catechized and instructed

in the Egyptian Doctrine, .may very well be questioned.

4. To examine with a catechism or in the manner

of a theological catechism ; to question as to belief.

1684 Bunyan PUgr. n. 78 And because Prudence would

see how Christiana had brought up her children, she asked

leave of her to Catechise them. Ibid. 81 Come Matthew,

shall I also Catechise you? 1869 Daily News 1-2 Dec,
These gentlemen wanted Dr. Temple, .to admit their right

to catechise him. 1873 Morley Rousseau I. 228 He was

closely catechized by a commission of members of the con-

sistory.

5. To question or interrogate systematically or

at length ; esp. to question or examine with a view

to reproof or condemnation ; to take to task.

1604 Shaks. Oth. n. iv. 16, I will Catechize the world for

him, that is, make Questions, and by them answer, a 1649

Drumm. of Hawth. Prophecy Wks. (1711) 181 Armed vaga-

bonds catechising every man by the purse. 1659 Pearson
Creed (1839)62 God. .catechised the prophet Jeremy in a

potter's house, saying, O house of Israel, cannot I do with

you as this potter? 1727 Swift To very yug. Lady, Cate-

chising him where he has been. 1784 Covvpfr Task in. 203

Pierce my vein, Take of the crimson stream meandring
there, And catechise it well. 1847 Mrs. Sherwood Lady of
Manor I. viii. 309 She was catechised without end ; perhaps

she suffered corporeal chastisement. 1863 Emerson Thoreau
Wks. (Bohn) III. 334 Asking questions of Indians is like

catechizing beavers and rabbits.

Hence Ca techized ppl. a.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. iv. ii. 426 No man baptisid or Cathe-
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zized 1640 Yokkk Union Hon. Pref. Verso, Their cate-

chised Childe. 1858 P. PAOtT Parish t, Priest ;o Ht may

be as heretical as he will, but he will do no mischief if he

preaches to a catechized congregation.

Catechizer (kctflnw). One who cate

chizes, or teaches by a catechism ; a catechist ;
one

who interrogates systematically.
.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. IT. ii. 427 The Baptiser and Cathezizer

is a mynystre oonli undir God forto sette water on the

persoon. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. Catechiser, that teacheth

the principles of Christian religion. 1691 Wool) At*. Oxon.

L 169 1 R.) In I5SO he [Jewell] . became a preacher and

catechiser at Sunningwell. 1884 Exam. 6 Dec. 5/4

If the Tuesdays and Fridays . .were given over to the cate-

chisers, the public loss would be less.

Catechizing (kartfkarzirj), vbl.

action of the vb. Catechize : a. in religion.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. xix. (1634) 720 A Cate-

chising, whereby children or they that were neere to the

age of discretion did declare an account of their faith be-

fore the Church. 01613 W. Pemble Wits. <l633 > 7. i°4»

Featly Dippers Dipt 36 1L.1 Originally and properly cate-

chizing [is] such a kind of leaching wherein the principle*

of religion, or of any art or science, are often inculcated,

and by sounding and resounding beat into the ears of

children or novices. 01694 Tillotson Serin. I. hi. iK '

that particular wayof instruction, called catechwng. 17B1

Priestley Nat. «, Rev. Relig. I. Pref. 24. «»S» * Pace

Parish f, Priest 74 The mere propounding a string

questions is not catechizing. Any fool can ask questions.

b. generally, Examination by questioning.

1599 SHAM. Much Ado nr. i. 79 What kinde of catechizing

call you this ? To make you answer truly to your name

181.5 Blackm. Mag. in Byrons Wks. (1846' S82/2 We should

like to have the catechising of the . man. 18B0 r owler

Lode I 8 The professorial lecture, however learned, or the

tutorial catechizing, however searching.

C. atlrib. or 7///. a.

1581 J. FiELDE(//rVr>, Exposition of the Symbols, .gathered

out of the catechising Sermons of G. «). Treuir. c 1590 M ar-

lowe Jelv Malta 11. ii, As it were in catechising sort, I o

make me mindful of my mortal sins. 161$ J. Wright Ace.

Lady y. Cray in PheuixnjaSt II. 30 This catechising Ar.

gument between the Lady Jane and Mr. Feckcnham.

Catechu Quetfyh -tj«). [In. mod.L. catechu

(also Ger. katcchu, katcschu),app. ad. Malay kachu,

(Tamil, Telugu, Canarese kacchti, kayechu, kashu)

catechu (of acacia). The direct representatives of

the latter are Pg. cacho, F. cachou ; the exact history

of the form catechu is obscure. See also the other

names Cachou, Cabhou, Cate Cltch.]

A name given to several astringent substances,

containing from 40 to 55 per cent, of tannin, which

are obtained from thebark, wood, or fruits ofvarious

Eastern trees and shrubs. They are used in medi-

cine, and in tanning, calico printing, and dyeing.

The name was apparently first applied (in Europe) to the

pale sort called also Gambier, obtained from the leaves and

young shoots of Uncaria or Nauctea Gambir ; this is the

Catechu of Pharmacy <Syd. Soc. Lev.) : when first brought

to Europe in the 17th c. it was from its appearance believed

to be an earth, and called Terra Japonica. The dark sort

obtained from the wood of Acacia Catechu, is more com-

monly called Cutcm ; of this Pegu Catechu is a good variety.

(There is doubt whether the connexion with Japan assumed

in the name terra japonici is not purely imaginary, and

owing to the Burmese name for Acacia Catechu, shapm,
shabiu, or shaben.)

, „ t

[1654 Schroder Pharmacop. Medico*hyin.(l.yotK\ Cate-

chu . . Terra Japonica . . genus terra: exotica-. <\ .) 1679

Hagendornius ititle\ Tractatus Physico - Medicus de

Catechu, seu Terra Japonica. 1 1683 M eekly Mem. Ingen

157 A history of Catechu, or Terra Japonica. 1741 tow///.

Fam. -Piece 1. i. 64, 2 Drams of choice Catechu or Japan

Earth. 1805 C Hatchett in Phil. Trans. XCV. 288

Twenty grains of the common cutch or catechu being dis-

solved in nitric acid. 1B75 Ure Diet. Arts I. 749 Gambir

Catechu .. imported under the name ofGambir, from Singa-

pore and some of the neighbouring islands . In the trade

it is distinguished from the black catechu and cutch by llie

name of 'Terra Jap<mica.

b. Catechu Acacia, tree ; the Acacia Catechu.

1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 450 Catechu tree.

1876 Harley Mat. Med. 640 Catechu Acacia is a small

tree, with straggling thorny branches, and hard, heavy,

dark-red wood.

Hence Ca techutannic acid, the tannic acid Ol

catechu.
.

,863 75 Waits Diet. Chem., Catechutannlc acid softens

when heated, and yields by distillation a yellow cmpyreu-

matic oil. . .

Catechtlic ksct/-(t;J>ik\ a. Of or pertaining

to catechu. Catechuic acid Catechin.

1838 Ti Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 112 Of catechuic

acid: 1875 H. Wood /VScra/. (1879) *9 II contains kino-

tannic and catechuic acid.

Catechumen (toetflrJflTnen . Also in 7 cate

chumene, -eumen ; in L. form 6 cathecuminu«

;

//. 6-7 eatechumeni, -ini. 7 -any ;
also 5 oathc-

cumynys, 7 catechumenies. [ad. Y.catechiwiciic.

ad. L. catcch ft men-its, a. G r. KaTrjxoviifvos
J

one being

instructed ,in the rudiments of religion)', pr. pplc.

passive of k<itt)xuv : see Catechesis. The Latin

word was long retained : the modern form, first

found after 1600, was not universal till about 1 700 ;

the irregular pi. in -ys, -ics occurs in 1 5th and 1 7th C.J

1. A new convert tinder instruction before bap-

tism. Used in reference to the ancient church and

in modem missionary churches. Sometimes ap-

180

plied to young Christians generally, and especially

to those preparing for the rite of confirmation.

14 Langl. PI. B. xi. 77 (MS. O.) Rather ban to bap-

tise barnes bat ben cathecumynys [;>. r. catekumehng). UM
Ord. Crysten Men l. i. (W. de W. 150619 And they that

duely were cathecuminus, y> is to saye instructe of 'he

articles of y fayth. 1581 Makbeck Bk. 0/Notes 246 1 heie

sale amonge the Cathecumeni. c 1615 Lives Homcn-iatuts

118861 31 A Catechumene, or learner of ihe faith. ( 1630

Jackson Creed iv. 11. vii. One of their catechumenies. 164a

J. Ball Anno, to Can. I. 133 Thus they make their cate-

Villi- - 1651 Life ofColet in fuller's Abel Redw. 100

One is for your Catechumany. 1662 Gunning Lent J-ast

106 Catechumens or Competentes. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety

ix. 303 What brief and plain instructions S. Peter gives

his eatechumeni. a 1711 K»» H)mmittm WU. 1721 III.

184 He faithful care ofCatechumens took. 1837 J. H. New.

man Par.Serm. (1842) Vl.xii. 186 Thousands ..who are not

liaplized, yet are virtually catechumens. 1878 Lady Her-

bert tr. Hubuers Ramble II. «L 348 He boldly presented

himself, with two catechumens, at the court of the Mikado.

atlrib. 1887 Coutemp. Rev. May 727 Driblets ofreligious

leaching in catechumen classes and Sunday-schools.

2. trans/. One who is being initiated in any set

of opinions, science, art, etc.

aim Bolingbkoke Let. Windham (TJ The same lan-

guage is still held to the catechumens in Jacobitism.

Catechumenate tkat/ki« m£iu't). [f. pwc.

+ -ate 1 ; cf. F. catjc/iumenal.] a. Condition or

position of a catechumen, b. A house for ca-

techumens.
1673 Cave Prim. Chr. 1. viii. 218 Having passed through

the state of the Catechumenate. 1865 W. Strickland

Cath. Missions S. India 204 Those who enter the catechu-

minales must be fed and supported for several days. 1878

O Rev. Jan. 426 The catechumenate of Scripture is thai ol

adults. 1885 6 Centr. A/r. Mission Rep. 40 Confirmation,

Baptism, and admission to the catechumenate.

Catechumenical (kx t/ki«me ntkal), a. [f.

as prec. + -H AL.] Of or pertaining to catechumens.

1790 J. Coirtenay Philos. Reflect. 19 Have not these

catechumenical lectures been translated into all languages 7

1836 G. S. Faber Prim. Doct. Elect. (1842) 155 The whole or

his catechumenical and post-catechumenical instruction.

Hence Catechume-nically atlv.

1840 G. S. Faber Prim. Doct. Regen. 198 The Living

Word of Truth delivered to him catechumenically.

Catechumenism. [f. as prec. + -ism ] Ihe

condition of a catechumen.
184a G. S. Faber Prim. Doct. Regen. 196 The preparatory

stage of Catechumenism.

t Catechu menist. Oh. [f. as Catechumen

+ -1ST.1 = Catechumen.
1619 LvtrM Via tuta 155 Holy bread giuen to the Cate-

chumenisls. 1650 S. Clarke EccL Hist. (1654) L 1 13 « *B
took Ambrose, who was but a Calechumenlst. 1651 1

1

L'Estrange Smect.-mastix 13 Let us pray earnestly for

the catechymcnists.

+ Catechu menize, v. Oh. [f. as prec. +

-1ZE.] trans. To instruct as a catechumen.

1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke 24 Suppose, that the [Ethio-

pian] Treasurer were, in so short a time catcchumenlzed.

Catechu menship. The position of a cate-

'chumen.
1855 Col. Wiseman Fabiola 361 To pass through the

three stages of catechumenship.

Catechyzon, obs. f. Catechism.

Catecomb, obs. f. Catacomb. •

Categorem (kart/gore m, kate g. .rem).

[ad. Gr. Karrniprina accusation. (in logic predicate,

f. imTtnopttV to speak against, accuse, allege, assert

.

predicate; cf. iraTrhrop-or accuser, etc., t jmi
against + &yop\ assembly, place of public speaking

;

cf. dyopd-ny to speak in public, harangue.]

ta.-PKEliic.\TK'v
<>AO. b.Acategorematicword.

i<88 Fraunce l.aiviers Logike 1. it ioT), These generall

heades of argumentes. .sometimes ihey are called Catego-

remes. i6S5 60 Stanley Hist. Philos. ( 1701 1
yul. Zeno xx

43 Universally negative axioms are those, which consist ol

S universall negative particle, and a Categorem ;
as, No

man walketh. 1864 Shedden F.lem. Logic u, Names arc

called categorematic words, or categorems.
Lope.

TT/^opiyfin ;

Of a word

:

CATEGORY.

ochart Rabelais ill. xxxviii. 317 Predicamental and Cata-

^orick fool, a 1797 H. Waleole Mem. Geo. II I1847J J
L

vii. 240 She gave him an evasive answer. He demanded a

categoric one.

B. s/>. A categorical projiosition or statement.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. Proem 12 A Dilemma ..

consistes of a disjunctive syllogisme . . and two Categories.

a 1734 North Exam. D. v. r 146. 407 He .
.
comes tip to the

Categoric very roundly, saying And so it was really and in

Effect. 1839 Nau Monthly Mag. IN. 548.

Categorical ifaeugywu), a. (sb.), [f. as

prec. +-AI..]

A. adj.

1. Logic. Of a proposition: Asserting absolutely

or positively ; not involving a condition or hypo-

thesis; unqualified. Categorical syllogism: one

consisting of categorical propositions.

ico8 Flokio Categorico, categoricall, predlcable. 1616

BllTokar, Categorical! A xiome. 1638 Keatly Transub.

88 Of our simple categoricall proposition, there can bee

but one true sense. 17*4 Wai ts Logic (173?)
:

3°" Most

Categorematic fJU U^innB-llk ,
•

[f. on Gr. type *KaTr/7npij^aTi*o$, f. nan

sec prec. Cf. F. categorcmatique^ Of

Callable of tieing used by itself as a term.

18J7 Whatkley Logic 63 It is not every word that Is

categorematic, that is, capable of being employed by Use f

as a term. 1846 Mill f.ogu 1. 11. S 2. 1863 Burton Bk.

Hunter 2 If it be a question whether a term is catego-

rematic, or is of a quite opposite description one may take

up a very absolute positive position, without finding many

people prepared to assail ll.

t Categorema-tical, * Oh. [f. as prec

+

-AlJ = CategoKKAL. Hence Categoremati-

cally , adv.

1654 Jer. Taylor Real Pres. xi. S 14 C an there iwssibly

lie two calegorematical, that is, positive substantial in-

finites'! Ibid. xi. « 29 That some quantitative bodies should

not be in a place, or else that quantitative bodies were

Categorematically infinite. ,,. ...
r

,

Categoric (ka-t/"g,rnk), a. (sb.) t Oh. [ad.

L. catcgoricus, a. Gr. naTTryopiicw accusatory, affir-

mative, (later) categorical, f. Karriyop-os accuser

;

see Categohem and -ic]

A. adj. - CATEC.OKICAt.

1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles III. 162 Nolle is more categoric

and positive ill this than judicious Davcnant. 1693 c k-

to their substance ; vu. into categorical and hypothel

1837 8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xvl (1B661 L 294 As used

originally by Aristotle, the term categorical meant merely

affirmative, and was opposed to negative. ByTheophrastus

it was employed in the sense of absolute, . .
opposed to con-

ditional ; and in this signification it has continued to be

employed by all subsequent logicians. .

b. gen. Of a statement or him who makes it) :

Direct, explicit, express, unconditional.

a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 1. ix. I 1 (1622) 59 A simple and

categoricall denying of it. 1657 Cromwell SP^j Apr., You

do necessitate my answ er to be categorical. 1696 Llttrell

/Srr«//7^/.(»857liV.83 On condition he give his categorical

answer by the 18th instant. 1778 Mad. D'Arblay Diary, etc.

(1842I I. 116, I could never persuade her to be categorical.

1866 Motley Dutch Rep. v. i. 668 The ratification of the

Ghent treaty.. was in no wise distinct and categorical, but

was made dependent on a crowd of deceitful subterfuges.

c. Categorical imperative : in the ethics of Kant,

the absolute unconditional command of the moral

law, a law given by the pure reason, and binding

universally on every rational will.

1817 Hare Guesses Ser. u. 11873) 337 [Kant) spun a new

[system of ethics), .out of his categorical imperative. 1856

Dove Logic Chr. Faith U. i 2. 117 The categorical im-

perative of conscience. 1871 Farrar tVitn. Hist. iv. 161

' The Categorical imperative' (Duty, Conscience, Thou must).

2 Locic. Of or belonging to the categories.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 66 [It] will apply .. to all the

other eleven categorical forms.

B. sb. A categorical proposition or syllogism.

1619 W. Sclater Expos. 1 T*ess. (1630) 139 Reduce thy

Hypothesis to a Categoricall; thus lies thy Proposition.

18JT Whateley Logic II. iv. 62 (L.) A hypothetical pro-

position is defined to be two or more categoncals united

by a copula. 1837 8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xvl. (1866) 1.

303 The proximate canons by which Deductive Categoncals

are regulated.

Hence Catego ricalness.

1671 Marvell Re*. Transp. L 58 To find out the reason

of his own Calegoricalness. Ibid. 1. 192 1 he word or Mr.

Bayes's that he has made notorious is calegoricalness.

Categorically (fart/grrikili), adv. {(. pwc.

+ -ly In a categorical manner ; with absolute

assertion, absolutely, positively, unconditionally.

1601 Holland Plutarc*'s Mor. 1355 Of this particle or

Conjunction Ik that is to say, If., nothing can be made

nor categorically affirmed. 163S Pagitt C kmtuuufr. 53

Not one word Categorically, plainly, and distinctly set

downe, by which Purgalory is taught, a 1676 Hale Let.

from Dort\\K.^ Warn them to lay by all other answers, and

at the next sessions categorically answer, whether they

would . . or no. 1874 Sidgwick Met*. Etkics, T. he cate-

Eorically imitative function. 1875 Gladstone Glean V I

.

Ixxxi. 184 That every cause be resolved categorically by an

Aye or a No. '
r /-.._„

Categorist kse-tifcMfl [f-
Cate "

MMU: see -1ST.] a. One who categorizes or

classifies, b. One who deals with the ' categories '.

1847 Emerson Kefres. Men, Sm-denberg Wks. (Bonn) I.

ivj Swedenborg's revelation is a confounding of planes,-
.. • tr • 1 -.1 „ .

""capital offenM in so learned a categorist. 1857 C*aml:

jrnl. VIII. 294 Fencing cleverly, .with a^categorist.

[f. Category +
294

Categorize ka-t/gorau), v.

-i/.e; c" F. cate'goriser.] trans, lo place in a

category or categories ; to classify.

1705 1 1 K KE'RtNGiLL PriesKr. 1. (1721I 41 Priest craft has

Categorized Sacrilege as the greatest Sin, next to the Sin

against the Holy Ghost. 1883 Ifestm. Rev. July 99 fro-

perlius categorizes the penalties endured by the wicked.

Hence Ca teg-oriia'tion, the action oi categoriz-

ing ; classification.

1886 Spectator 6 Nov., Lit. Supp. 1506 A generation ago,

lwtany was mainly a categorisation of plant-forms under so

called natural systems.

Category ^kart/gon). [ad. L. categorta, a. Or.

Kartjiopia accusation, assertion, predication, abst.

sb. from wTifrop-r* accuser, etc. : see Categi ikkm ]

L L.ofic and Metaph. A term (meaning literally

'predication' or 'assertion') given to certain

general classes of terms, things, or notions; the

use being very different with different authors.

a. Originally used by Aristotle, the nature and

meaning of whose ten categories, or predicaments

(as, after the Latin translation, they are also called)
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has been disputed almost from his own day till the

present ; some holding that they were * a classifica-

tion of all the manners in which assertions may be

made of the subject \ others that they were 1 an

enumeration of all things capable of being named,

the most extensive classes into which things could

be distributed', or again, that they were 'the

different kinds of notions corresponding to the

definite forms ofexistence '. I lence many criticisms

of Aristotle's classification, with modifications of

it, or the substitution of new 1 categories,' proposed

by the Stoics, and later philosophers, according as

they viewed them logically or metaphysically.

The ten ' categories ' or ' predicaments ' of Aristotle were

:

i Substance or being (ovaia), 2 Quantity, 3 Quality, 4 Rela-

tion (irpds ti), 5 Place, 6 Time, 7 Posture (KtiaOai), 8 Having
or possession (e^eiv), 9 Action, io Passion.

1588 Fraunce Laiviers Logike 1. ii. 10 b, These general!

heades of argumentes . . sometimes . . are called Catego-

remes, and the handling or discoursing of the same Cate-

gories. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1 1, iv. Proem 4 Objective

Ideas or real Beings, considered in Logic, are reduced

by the Aristoteleans . . to Ten Categories or Predicaments.

1724 Watts Logic (1736) 25 The famous ten Ranks of

Being, called the ten Predicaments or Categories of

Aristotle, on which there are endless Volumes of Discourses

formed by several of his Followers. 1849 Abp. Thomson
Laws Th. §07 Logicians in almost every age have en-

deavoured to frame schemes of classification in which things

should be arranged according to their real nature. To
these the name of Categories . .has been given. 1858 Man-
BEL Bampton Led. iii. led. 4} 49 Existence itself, that so-

called highest category of thought, c 1866 G ROTE A ristotle

I. 144 We may illustrate the ten Categories of Aristotle by
comparing them with the four Categories of the Stoics.

Ibid. 149 Galen also recognizes five Categories; but not

the same five as Plotinus. 1882 E. Wallace tr. A ristotle's

Psychol. 5 The first point . . is to determine in which of the

higher classes soul is included, and what is its generic cha-

racter—whether, in other words, it is an individual thing

and real substance, or a quality, or a quantity, or any other

of the categories, as they have been distinguished. 1883 Lir>
uell & Scott Grk. Lex. s.v., The categories are a classifi-

cation of all the manners in which assertions may be made
of the subject.

b. Kant applied the term to : The pure a priori

conceptions of the understanding, which the mind
applies (as forms or frames) to the matter of know-
ledge received from sense, in order to raise it into

an intelligible notion or object of knowledge.
1829 Sir W. Hamilton Disc. (1853) 26 The Predicaments of

Aristotle are . . objective, of things as understood ; those of

Kant subjective, of the mind as understanding. .In reality,

the whole Kantian Categories would be generally excluded
from those of Aristotle, .as determinations of thought, and
not genera of real things. 1856 Meiklejohn tr. Kant's
Crit. Pure Reason 64 In this manner there arise exactly so

many pure conceptions of the understanding, applying a
priori to objects of intuition in general, as there are logical

functions in all possible judgments .. These conceptions
we shall, with Aristotle, call categories, our purpose being
originally identical with his, notwithstanding the great

difference in the execution. Table of the Categories. 1. Of
uantity : Unity, Plurality, Totality. 2. Of Quality '.

eality, Negation, Limitation. 3. Of Relation : Of In-

herence and Subsistence {substantia ct accidens), of Caus-
ality and Dependence (cause and effecU, of Community
(reciprocity between the agent and patient'. 4. 0/Modality:
Possibility—Impossibility, Existence—Non-existence, Ne-
cessity—Contingence. 1877 E. Caird Pliitos. Kant 11. viii.

342 Certain general conceptions which are principles of re-

lation for all the manifold ofsense . . these are the categories.

2. A predicament ; a class to which a certain

predication or assertion applies.

1678 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers v. xxvi. 187 He that can-

not hear a thing, as being necessarily absent, and he that

cannot hear it, as being naturally deaf, are to be placed in

the same Category. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 228

Any offender who was not in any of the categories of pro-

scription. 1856 Miss Mulock J. Halifax (ed. 17) 382 Lord
Ravenel's case would hardly come under this category.
1880 Nat. Responsib. Opium Trade 24 To place opium in

the same category as alcohol and tobacco.

to. A class, or division, in any general scheme of

classification.

1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 1. v, Doubts, .must be de-
rived from their several heads and categories. 1818 Haz-
litt Eng. Poets v. (1870) 129 With him there are but two
moral categories, riches and poverty. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 24 We must use the popular
category, .for convenience, and not as exact and final. 1871
Tynuall Fragm. Sc. II. xiv. (1879) 349 The body, .falls into
the category of machines. 1883 Ld. Granville Circular
in Pall Mall G. 9 July 7/2 The following specimens of bad
English, .have been taken from despatches recently received
at the Foreign Office .

.

' category ' for class.

H 'An accusation.' Obs.
1613 in R. C. Table Alph., and other 17th C. Diets.

Catekumeling". Obs. rare- 1
, [see -ling.]

A (young) catechumen.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 77 To baptise barnes pat ben

catekumelynges.

Catel, obs. form of Cattle.
Catelectrode (kaetfMrtwxl). [f. Gr. Kara
down + Electrode ; cf. Anelectkode.] The ne-
gative pole of a galvanic battery.

II Catelectrotonus (ka-t/lektrfrtJnps). P/ij's.

[mod. f. Gr. Kara down + TfKiKTpov amber (see
Electric) + totos strain, tension ; cf. Anelectuu-
Tonus.] A state of increased irritability produced

181

in a nerve near the negative pole of an electric cur-

rent which traverses it.

1866 A. Flint Xerv. Syst. iii. 116 Near the cathode, the

excitability is increased, and this condition has been called

catelectrotonus.

Hence Catelectrotonic a., pertaining to catelec-

trotonus. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Catell, obs. form of Cattle, Kettle.

t Catelles, a. Obs. [f. catel, Cattle t- -less.]

Without projjerty.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. x. 68 3if. .bei ben pore or Catelles.

Cateloge, obs. form of Catalogue.

II Catena (katrna). [L. catena chain.] A
chain, a connected series :

a. (More fully catena patrum : A string or

scries of extracts from the writings of the fathers,

forming a commentary on some portion of Scrip-

ture
;

also, a chronological series of extracts to

prove the existence of a continuous tradition on
some point of doctrine. Also trans/'.

1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 64 For a parochial! Minister.

.

to finish his circuit in. .a Harmony and a Catena. 1684 T.

Burnet '/'/;. Earth I. 261 The ancient glosses and caten;e

upon scripture. 1858 R. Vaughan Ess, Rev. I. 29 The
authorship of many, though assigned in the catena; to

Origen, is. .open to question. 1862 Malhick Mor. <v Met.
Philos. IV. 192 A catena of opinions in favour of an ecclesi-

astical system. 1882 3 ScHAFV Kclig. Eucyct. I. 419 The
true catena consists merely of extracts from a . . number of
exegetes.

b. generally. ' Chain, string.'

1862 Sat. Rev. 15 Mar. 303 The Mausoleum is mentioned
as existing by a catena of writers reaching down to the 12th

century of the Christian era. 1868 Pall Mall G. 23 July 4
Carried down in an unbroken catena of conscious observ-

ance. 1883 Spectator 6 Oct. 1274 His speech is but a
catena of 'lory platitudes writ large. 1884 F. Harrison in

19th. Cent. Mar. 494 One long catena of difficulty.

Catenarian (k*Uhe>'rian), a. (sb.) [f. L. ca-

iendri-us Catenary if. catena chain) + -ax.]

1. Math. Catenarian curve — Catenakv. So
catenarian arcli, an arch of this shape ; catenarian

principle, the principle of constructing a suspen-

sion bridge with a chain of this shape.
I75 I Johnson Ra/ubl. No. 179 p 8 The properties of the

catenarian curve. 1788 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 547
The catenarian arch, .its nature proves it to be in equilibno

in every point. 1831 J. Holland Manuf Metals I. 107

The new bridge constructed upon the catenarian principle,

b. sb. =Catenahy.
1872 Coutemp. Rev. XX. 477 It may be a catenarian, a

cycloid, a spiral.

2. Of the nature of a chain, chainlike.

1863 Lepsius' Stand. Alphabet 24 The Indians, Persians,

Greets, Romans, Slavonians, and Germans form a caten-

arian series.

Catenary (katniari), sb. and a. [ad. L. cale-

ndri-us relating to a chain, f. catena chain.]

A. sb. Math. [mod.L. catenaria.] The curve

formed by a chain or rope of uniform density hang-

ing freely from two fixed points not in the same
vertical line. The common catenary is the curve

so formed by a chain of uniform thickness.

1788 T. Jefeerson Writ. (18591 II. 546 Every part of a
catenary is in perfect equilibrium. 1798 Hltion Course
Math. (1828* II. 175 A heavy flexible cord or chain, left to

adjust itself into a hanging catenary. 1856 Ruskin Mod.
Paint. IV. v. xvii. § 12 One of the most beautifully gradated
natural curves—called the catenary.

B. adj.

1. Math. Catenary curve— Catenary ; see A.
1872 Ruskin Eagle's N. § 139 The parabolas of. .waterfalls

and fountains, .the catenary curves of their falling festoons.

1887 Hardy Woodlanders I. i. 6 A hook to which the reins

were hitched, .forming a catenary curve.

2. Relating to a catena or series.

1855 I. Taylor Reslor, Belief 221 By processes of catenary
deduction.

Catenate (kse*tih^t), v. [f. L. caiendt- ppl.

stem of catenare (f. catena chain) ; see -ate ^.]

1. trans. To connect like the links of a chain, to

link, to string together; to form into a catena or

series. Hence Catenated, a.

1623 Cockeram, Catenuate, to chaine. 1656 Rlolnt
Glossogr., Catenate, to link, chain or tie. 1794-6 K. Darw in

Zoon. (1801) I. 112 If this activity be catenated with the

diurnal circle of actions, a 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk.
II. v. v. 477 He fused those catenated passages into one
homogeneous comment. 1876 Maudsley Phys.Miudv. 308
A transference of energy from one to another of the caten-
ated cells.

2. Jig. [humorously.) To bind as with a chain.

178. Mock Ode in Boswell Johnson (1816) IV. 428 This
gigantic frame, .catenated by thy charms, A captive in thy
ambient arms.

Catenation [kseUb^'fw). [ad. L. catendl'ton-

em , f. catenare ; see prec]
1. A linking into a chain ; connexion like that

between the links of a chain
;
arrangement in a

connected series ; connected succession.

1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 1. v. 21 A perfect and uni-

versall catenation of all essentials and circumstantials.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 240. 1654 'Pala:mon'
Friendship 24 So by this Catenation of Vices some one link

of the chain would be found confessedly too heavy. 1838

Blackiv. Mag. XLIV. 234 In the catenation of the objects

CATER.

. .constituting that universe. 1876 Maudsley Phys. Mind
iii. 164 An association or catenation of movements.

Catenulate .kat^ni/H^t), a. [f. L. calenula,

dim. of catena chain + -ate - 2.] a. Bot. Formed
of parts united end to end like the links of a chain,

b. '/.00U Having on the surface a series of oblong

tubercles resembling a chain.

1880 Gray Bot. Tcxtd'k. 401.

tCa'ter, sb.^ Obs. Forms: 5-7 catour, -tor,

-ter, (5 -tore, -tur(e, kator, -tour, 6 kater .

[ME. catour, aphetic form of acatour, Acater, cpv.

Superseded before 1700 by Catekek.]

A buyer of provisions or ' cates"; in large house-

holds the officer who made the necessary purchases

of provisions ; a Catekek.
( 1400 Gamvlyn 321, I am oure Catour [v. r. Catur] and

here oure Alther purse. 1481 Ilcnvard Housch. Bks. (1841)

17 My lorde tuke to the Kator, for Hossolde, xxvj. s.ulj.d.

i$t* MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp. Cauterb., Rec. for iij

calvys off bc cater of Crystis Cherche. 1567 MaflC! Gr.

Forest 89 He is as good a meatus man and Catour for him
selfe as any thing living is. 1587 J, Harma it tr. Beza's Serin.

377 (T.) Their katers, butlers, and cooks. 1598 Barckli v

Folic. Man ill. (1603I 203 To eale of such a Caters provision.

1613 Bp. Hall Holy Panegyr. 29 The glutton makes God his

cator, and himselfe the guest. 1621 Quahles Argatus -y

(16781 43 Th'itupatient fist ( >f the false Cater.

b. trans/', and Jig. — ' Purveyor '.

1 1430 Lyooatk Bothns vii. x. 19*15581 161b, Ofhisdicte
catour was scarsite. 1590 Greene Mourn. Garni. 1 1616' 31

The eye is loues Cator. 1612 R. CARPENTER Soules Sent.

.7. 1665 Boyi.k Occas, Rejl. \ 1675) 49 Many of the Beasts,

and Birds, and Fishes, are but our Caters for one another.

Cater (k^i'tai, kse'tai), sb:2- [ad. F. rjualre

four. See also Quatre.]

f 1. Four. Obs. rare~ l

.

1553 'I'. Wilson Rhet. 86 b, Theauditour. .cometh in with

sise sould, and cater denern. for \\.s. and iiii.</.

1 2. Four at dice or cards ; also cater-point. Obs.

1519 HoH.MAN Vnig. 280 b, Cater is a very good caste.

1708 Kersey, Caterpoiut, the Number Tour, at Dice. 1721-

i8co Bailey, Cater-point. 1730-6 — Cater, four at cards

or Dice. In Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

b. Cater-trey : the four and the three
;
hence,

apparently, a cant term for dice (or V falsified dice).

?rti5oo Chester PI. 11. 118471 5^ Here is catter traye,

Therfore goe thou thy waye. 1532 Dice Play (1850) 23 A
well favoured die, that seenieth good and square, yet is the

forehead longer on the cater and tray than any other way.
Ibid. 24 Such be also called bard cater tres, because, com-
monly, the longer end will, of his own sway, draw down-
wards, and turn up to the eye sice, sinke, deuis or ace.

1589 I'appe W. Hatchet \ 1844 > 15 The quarrel was about
cater-tray, and euer .since he hath quarrelled about cater-

caps. 1608 Dekkek Bclman Loud. Wks. 1884-5 HI. 118

A Bale of bard Cater-Treas. c 1620 Fletciiek & Mass.
Trag. Barnavelt v. ii. in Bullen O. PL II. 304. ( ; 1700 Songs
Loud. Prentices 152 If any gallant haue with cater-tray,

riay'd the wise-acre, and made all way.

3. Change-ringing. (Seequot. 1878.'

1872 Ellacombe Belts of Ch. ii. 29 The very terms of the

art are enough to frighten an amateur. Hunting, dodging
..caters, cinques, etc. 1878 Gkove Diet. Music s. v., The
name given by change ringers to changes of nine bells.

The word should probably be written quaters, as it is meant
to denote the fact that four couples of bells change their

places in the order of ringing.

Cater (k^'tai), [f. Catkk sbX\

1. intr. To act as * cater', caterer, or purveyor of

provisions ; to provide a supply of food Jor.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. ii. iii. 44 He that doth the Rauens

feede, Vea prouidently caters for the Sparrow. 1713 Au-
djson Guardian No. 130 § 2 Androcles. .lived many days in

this frightful solitude, the lion catering for him with great

assiduity. 1828 Scon /*'. M.Perth xxx'u, You were wont
to love delicate fare—behold how I have catered for you.

1853 Kingsley Hypatia xiv. 169 In order to cater for both,

b. absol. To buy or provide food.

1822 Mair Lat. Diet., Obsono, to cater or buy in victuals.

1849 C. Bkon 1 ii Shirley III. i. 29 See if I don't cater judi-

ciously.

C. trans.
a 1634 Randolph Poems (1638) 4 Noe widdowes curse

caters a dish of mine, a 1643 W. Caktwkighi Siege n. ii,

And cater spiders for the queasie creature When it refuseth

comfits. 1866 Nlale Seo. $ Hymns 190 He. .Catered the

poorest of food.

2. transj. andfig. To occupy oneself in procuring

or providing (recpiisites, things desired, etc.) Jor.

1650 W. Fenner Christ's Alarm 10 To cater for heaven,

to bring in custome for the Kingdome of God. 1700 Con-

greve Way oj World in. v, What ! you are. .catering (says

he) or ferreting for some disbanded officer. 1789 Burns
Let. R. Ainstie 6 Jan., I am still catering for Johnson's

publication. 1838 9 Hallam Hist. Lit. iv. vi. § 50 He
rarely caters for the populace of the theatre by such inde-

cencies as they must understand. 1872 Minto Eng. Lit.

Introd. 25 He does not cater for the pleasure of his jurors,

b. occasionally const, to. [Cf. pander to.']

1840 Thackeray Paris Sk. Bk. (1872) 134 Catering to the

national taste and vanity, i860 Kingsley Misc. II. 102

Nine years afterwards we find him. .catering to the low

tastes of James I. 1864 6Vz/. .A\t'. 10 Dec. 711/1 Machinery
for catering to the wants of the profane and the dissolute.

Cater (.k^-tsj), vi1 dial. ff. Cater sk* or F.

quatre four.] To place or set rhomboidally ; to

cut, move, go, etc., diagonally. Hence Catering,
Ca tered, a.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 69 b, The trees

are set checkerwise and so catred [partim in quincuncem
directis], as looke which way ye will, they lye level. Ibid.
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71 Two sortes of this catred order [quincuncialis ordinis
duplicem rationem], one wherin my trees stand foure
square like the chequer or Chessel>ord. 1873 Silverland
i20,(Hopi>e> 'Cater across the rails {at a level crossing]
ever so cleverly, you cannot escape jolt and jar. 1875
Parish Sussex Via/., Catering, slanting, from corner to
corner.

Ca ter, cuiv. dial. [Related to prec] Diagon-
ally. So Ca tercross, Caterways, Ca'terwise,
adv. Also Cater-cornered.
1874 in -V. <y Q. Ser. v. I. 361 (Surrey words) Caterways,

catering, to cross diagonally. 1875 Parish Sussex Dial.
s. v. Catercross, If you goos caterwise across the field

you'll find the stile. 1878 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Wd..
bk., Cater-cornered, diagonal. A house standing diagonally
to the street would be cater-cornered. 1881 Leicester
Gloss. <E. D. S.)t Cater and Cater-cornered, diagonal;
diagonally. To 'cut cater' in the case of velvet, cloth,

etc., is . .
' cut on the cross '. Cater-snozzle, to make an

angle ; to * mitre '.

Cater, obs. form of Catarrh.
Cateran (kceteran). Forms; 6 ketheri;n)ck,

ketharin, catherein, 8 kettrin, (kaitrine), 9 ca-
theran, katheran, cateran. [Lowland Sc. ca-

therein, kettrin, appears to represent Gael, cea-

thairne collective 'peasantry*, whence ceathairm-
at A 'sturdy fellow, freebooter' (McAlpine) ; Cormac
has Ir. ceithem, which O'Donovan renders * band of
soldiers', thence ccithernach * one of a band'.
The th has long been mute in Celtic, and the Ir. ceitkeru

\kvarn> is phonetically represented by Eng. Kern. It is

not easy to account for the preservation of the dental in

Lowland Sc., unless perh. through the intermediation of
med.L. as in liower's caterattos. t Stokes refers ceitkem to
Olr. *kcitern, OCelt. ktUmmfm fern. <z-stem.)]

Lfft.prop, a collective sb. Common people ofthe
Highlands in a troop or band, fighting men {obs.).

Hence, b. One of a Highland band ; a Highland
irregular fighting man, reiver, or marauder.
»37>"9o Stmt. 12 Robt. II (Jam.*, Of Ketharines or Sor*

Dens. They quha travells as kctharans. .etand the cuntrie
and . . takand their gudis be force and violence. [< 1430
Bower Contn. Fordnn an. 1396 (Jam.) Per duos pestifcros
cateranos et eorum sequaces.] c 1505 Dunbar Sir T. Nor-
ray 13 Full many catherein hes he cheist . . Amang thai
dully biennis. 15.. Scot. Field in Furniv. Percy Folio
I. 219 There came at his commandement : ketherinckes full

many from Orkney that He. 1768 Ross /lelenore 120 (jam.*
Ask yon highland kettrin what they mean. 1816 Scott
Old Mort. vi, Grahame of Montrose, and his Highland
caterans. 183a Plockiv. Mag. 65/2 These overgrown pro-
prietors with their armies of catherans. 1887 1>K. Argyll
Scott, as it Was II. 6 Plundering Caterans always ready to
flock to those who promised booty.

2. gen. Brigand, freebooter, marauder.
1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 216 The statecraft of an Itha-

can catena 1880 Mrq. Salisbury in Manck. Guard. 27
Oct., They Ithe Montenegrins] are caterans, cattle-lifters.

t Caterbrawl. Obs. [f. Cater tb? four +
Bbawl shy* a dance.] A kind of dance; a parti-

cular kind of ' brawl \

1565^ Reg. Stationers Co., Thomas Colwell for his ly-

cense for prynting of a ballett intituled the Cater bralles,
bothe wytty and mery. 1581 J. Bell I/addon's Ansiv.
Osor. 303 b, You maypype uppe this kynde of catcrbrawle.
1584 Hand/. Pleasant Delights {title), Historic of Diana
and Acteon, to the (Quarter IJraules. 161 1 J. Daviks Pre/.
Verses in Coryafs Crudities, And lookes as if he danced a
Caterbrall. 1618 — Extasic Wks. (1876) 94 And foote fine

horne-pipes, jigges, and caterbralls.

t Ca'tercap. Obs. [f. Catkk sb:- four, referring

lo the four-cornered top + Cap.] The square cap
worn by academics. C£ Cap sbA 4 e. Hence
trans/. A wearer of a catercap, a university man.
1588 Marprel. Epist. <Arb.>44 You presbyter Iohn Cater-

cap are some man in the land. 1589 Nashk Almond/or P.
5 a, They (Sir Peter and Sir Paul] were none of these Car-
tercaps. Graduates, nor Doctors. 1691 WoooAtA. Oxon.
I. 228 He fcareih neither proud Priest, Antichristian Pope,
Tyrannous Prelate, nor godless Catercap.
I Icnce f Cater-capt, a., wearing a catercap, aca-

demic. Obs,
a 1669 Hi-. H. King Poems -y Ps. (18431 Pref. 50 A proud

prelate . . and a most pragmatical! malignant against the
parliament, as all his cater-capt companions also are.

Cater-COUSin (k^ taj^^z n . [derivation and
original literal meaning doubtful.
The ordinary conjecture (since Skinner) has Wen that

tater is Y. qnatre four, used in the sense of ouatrUme
fourth, 'from the ridiculousness of calling cousin or rela-

tion to so remote a degree' (Johnson); but etymologically
this receives no supiwrt from French (where qtuxtre-cousin
would^ Im; absurdly impossible), nor from the Eng. use of
cater in Cater si: 2

. Cater adv., or Catercap, nor is there
any trace of the word having ever been quater, quatre, or
quarter', moreover Johnson s explanation seems hardly to
suit early usage, however it may nave influenced later use.
Fewer difficulties appear in supposing cater to be the Eng.

Cater sb. 1 or T'.
1
, and taking cater-cousins as originally

those who were 'cousins ' by being catered for or boarded
togethtr, or by catering for each other : cf. companion lit.

'fellow bread-eater'. It would l>e easiest perhaps to ac-
count for such a formation from the verb, but as there is

not at present evidence that this was in use so early as 1547,
we must consider the possibility that the derivation was
cater sb. + cousin, pern, as ^ ' catering cousin' : cf. esp.
foster/ather, .mother, -brother, -sister, etc.]

A term formerly applied to jjersons on terms
of 1 cousinship', intimate friendship, or familiarity
with each other, who, though not cousins by
blood, were * next cousins ' in some respect, or

perhaps called each other ' cousin 1 from some
community of life, interests, or employments (cf.

Col'sin, to Call cousins 1 7 b.\ To be
v
or be made

cater cottsins : to be good friends, to be on the
best of terms. It still survives as a traditional

expression (chiefly from Shakspere), but without
any distinct notion of its intrinsic meaning.
1547 Latimer Sertn. ff Rem. (1845)425 Corrupt nature [is]

against the will of God ; and so to be natural may seem to
be cater-cousin, or cousin-germain with to be diabolical.
1583 Stlbbes Anat. Abus. w. 24 Of Drapers I haue little

I to say, sauing that I thinke them cater cosins, or cosin
germans to merchants. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. ii. 139
His Maister and he (sauing your worships reuerence) are
scarce catercosins. 1598 K. Bernard tr. Terence's Andria
v. ii, They are not now cater cousins [inimicitia est inter eos],

1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe 1 187 1 ) 24 Not that it is sib, or cater-
cousin to any mongrel Democratic 1600 J. Darrell De-
tection S. Harsnet 202 One falling out with her as she was
at Meate had lyke to have been choaked. .untill Alice and
shee were made Cater-cousins, and then loe she was as well
as might be. 1622 Mabbe tr. Alewan's Guzman itA If.

\ L (1630) 62, 1 was not halfe Cater-cousins with him, because
by his Meanes I had lost my Cloake. 1650 A. B. Mutat.
Potemo 8 Cats and Dogs will sooner be cater-cosins. 1680
Drvden Kimi Keeper \\\. i. 170a S. Parker tr. 'Putty's De
Finibus 247 The Stoicks are so far Cater-Cousins to these
Philosophers, that they confine the Summum Bonum to
Vertue. 1857 Sir F. Palcrave Norm. Eng. II. 57 A
I,ay Rector,—a lay Abbot's cater-cousin, at the present day.
1876 Browning Pacchiarotto 52 Proving you were cater-
cousins, kith and kindred, king and you f
Hence Cater-cousinship.
1870 Lowell Study Wind. 102 There is something nearer

than cater-cousinship in a certain impetuous audacity of
temper common to them both.

Caterect, obs. form of Cataract.
Caterer v^J' taraj). [f. Cater sb. 1 or v. } +

-er 1
; supplanting the earlier Cater sb.* (Some

words in -erer seem to have been formed, not on
verbs, but on the earlier sbs. in -er, cr perh, from
the nouns of state in -cry ; cf. fruiterer, poulterer,

sorcerer.)"]

1. One who caters or purveys provisions for a
household, club, etc. ; one who supplies the viands
at an entertainment, fete, etc.

(1469 Catourer is printed in Ifouseh. Ord. (1790) aj. But
the ed. is untrustworthy, and this portion of the MS is now
lost.] 1592 Nashe P. Penilesse {zd. 2 1 21 a, They drawe out
a dinner with sallets. .and make Madona Nature their best

Caterer. 1599— Lent. Stuffe (18711 83 The Popes caterer
. .asked what it was he had to sell. 1630 Wadsworth Sp.
Pilgr. iil 30 Sr. Gerard Kemps brother, who is a Caterer to
the Colled^e. 1751 Johnson Rambt. No. 206 p 4 The suc-
cession of dishes with which their cooks and caterers supply
them. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xxviii, The marine officer

. . was the gun-room caterer, ily* City Press 20 Jan.,
The Tallow-chandlers' Company dined at the hall.. Messrs.

were the caterers.

1618 Brathwait Dtsir. Death, Death is worm's caterer
a 1716 South 12 Serm. II. 40 Nature is their Cook, and
Necessity thcirCaterer. 1746 7 Hehvey Medit.fy Contempt.
'18181 143 All nature is our caterer. 1784 Cow per Task 11.

371 Grand caterer and dry-nurse of the church.

2. gen. One who caters in any way for the re-

quirements of others.

1709 Steele Talter No. 46 P 2 A Prince is no more to be
his own Caterer in his Love, than in his Food, a 17*3 M rs.

Centlivre Love at lent. 1. i, I like no caterer in love's
market. 1877 Manch. Guard. 26 Feb. 7 Caterers for public
amusement. 1884 Cassetfs Fam. Mag. Mar. 243/1 The
dress caterers have all their plans laid for the summer.

Hence Caterership, purvcyorship.
1830 Marryat King's Otvn \\, Why don't you give up the

caterership ?

Cateress k^tarit), [f. Catkk .«/'.' + -ml] a
female caterer ; a woman who caters for others.

1 634 Milton Comus 764 She,, good cateress. Means her
provision only to the good, a 1683 < )l»ham H ks. <t Rem.
(1686) 52 As if whole Nature were your Cateress. ft 1800
Cowpkr Odvss. (ed. 2, iSoat II. 115 Food of all kinds. .The
cat'ress of the royal house supplied. 1885 R. Ik rton iooi
Nts. I. 104 This dame, the cateress, hired me to tarry a
load.

Caterfoile, -foyle, obs. ff. Quatbkfoil.
Catering k £"'t.->rin\ vbL sb. [f. Cateh v. ] +
-ON sj rurveyinjr of food or other requisites.
1820 Keats Eve St. Agues xx, I scarce dare On such a

catering trust my dizzy head. 1828 J. T. Run in Hurtou's
Diary (1828) III. 163 note, Diligent, .catering forthe intel-

lectual palates of his readers.

Caterpillar betsupQai . Forms: 5 cat-
yrpel, 6 -pyllar, catirpillor, 7 catterpiller, 7-S
-pillar, 6- caterpiller, -pillar. [Catyrfcl, fan

Proinp. l'arv., may be merely an error of the
scril>c for catyrpelour (or -er) ; Palsgr. has the full

form. Generally compared with the synonymous
OK. chatepchse, lit. 'hairy or downy cat '

1 cf. the

Sc. name hairy ivoubit 'woolly bear'), of which the

ONF. would be catcfehse. This is a possible source,

though no connexion is historically established :

\
the final sibilant mijjht be treated in Eog. as a pi.

formative, and the supposed sinj;. catepelo would
l>e readily associated with the well-known word
piller, pilonr, pillager, plunderer, spoiler. This is

| illustrated by the fact that in the fig. sense, piller

and caterpiller arc used synonymously in a large

numl>er of parallel passages (see sense 2). The
regular earlier spelling was with -er ; the corrup-
tion caterpillar (?after pillar), occasional in 1 7th c,

was adopted by Johnson, and has since prevailed.
(Some think the word a direct compound ofpiller. The

giving to hairy caterpillars a name derived from the cat, is

seen not only in the French word cited, but also in Ix>m-
bard, gatta, gattota icat, kitten), Swiss ten/els/catz (devil's

cat); cf. also F. chenille*,:—cameula little dogt, Milan.
cagncm (dog, pup) a silk-worm (Wedgwood \ Cf. also

catkin, F. chaton, applied to things resembling hairy cater-
pillars.)]

1. The larva of a butterfly or moth ; sometimes
extended to those of other insects, especially those
of saw-flies, which are also hairy.
c 1440 Prom/. Pan: 63 Catyrpel, wyrm among frute,

erugo. 1530 Palsor. 203/2 Catyrpyllar worme, chatte pet-
tevse. 153S Coykkdale Ps. lxxvii[ij. 46 He gaue their frutes
vnto the catirpiller. 1597 Shaks. Rich. II, 111. iv. 47 Her
wholesome Hearbes Swarming with Caterpillers. 161

1

Kiblk Joel iL 25 The canker worme, and the caterpiller,

and the palmer worme. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. Miu.
Introd., Catter-pillers, which turne into butter-flies. 1664
Kvelvn Kal. Ilort. (1729) 193 Cut off the Webs of Cater-
pillars. 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 33 The gardener's hand
ricks from the colcwort a green caterpillar. 1880 Earle
Phihi. Eng. Tongue (ed. 3) 434 We know that the caterpiller

and the butterfly are the same individual.

2. Jff, A rapacious person ; an extortioner ; one
who preys upon society. In early times distinctly

transferred, and used synonymously with the earlier

piller, but afterwards onlyJig. with conscious re-

ference to the literal sense.

[1475 Hk. Noblesse (i860) 31 Pilleris, robberis, extorcio-
neris. 1539 Bible (Great! 1 Cor. vi. 10 Nether theues,
nether couetouse . . nether pyllers. 1545 Joye On Daniel x\,

Extortioner and pieller of the people, -t 1570 I 1 \ Jewel
of Joye Wks. 1564 II. 16b, Pollers and pyllers of the con-
trey.] 1541 Hamnes Wks. (1573) AAaiij, The Augustine
friers in London . . those Caterpillers and blouddy beastes.

iSjj Latimer Serm. Lord's Prayer v. 40 The children of
this worlde, as couetous persons, extorcioners, oppressours,
catirpillers, userers. 1579 Gosson {titte\ The Schoole of
Abuse, Contetning a plesaunt inuectiue against Poets,
Pipers, Plaiers, lesters, and such like Caterpillers of a
Commonwelth. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon.+ij Empson
and Dudley (cater-pillers of the common-wealth, hatefull to
all good people!. 1631 High Commission Cases (i886» 259
For his saying against the officers that they are caterpillers

I let that passe. 1696 Phillips s. v., When we see a com-
pany of Lacqueys at the tail of a coach, we say, There goes
a Bunch of Caterpillers. 17*6 Amherst Terrx Pit. xl. 211

Such nurseries of drones and caterpillars, to prey upon it.

i8a6 Scott Lett. Mat. Malagr. ii. 66 We have become the
caterpillars of the island, instead of its pillars.

3. /Hack Caterpillar : a. The larva of the Tur-
nip Saw-fly. b. A fly or an imitation of it used

as a bait in angling.
1787 Best A ngliug (ed. 2) 1

1 3 The black Caterpillar comes
on about the beginning of May . . if winds and clouds ap-
pear, they then grow weak for want of the sun, and fall upon
the waters in great quantities. The wings are made from
a feather out ofa jay's wing, the body ofan ostrich's feather.

1799 G. Smiih Laborat. 11. 303 Blatk-caterpillar-fly. 1848
Proc. Bertv. Nat. Club II. No. 6. 329 The larva of Atha/t'a
ccnti/olae

.

. named the nigger or black caterpillar, is an enemy
. .much dreaded by the agriculturist. In 1780 it was abunci-

ant in Northumberland.

4. Herb. A name (^iven to the leguminous plants

of the genus Scorpiurus from the shaj^e of their

pods. b. Hy Gerard Myosotis palustris, the true

Korgct-me-not or Scoqrion-grass, ' is included in

the same chapter and under the same name*
(Hritten and Holland /y

lant-».).

1597 Gerard Herbal i. | 10. 267 Our English gentle-
women and others do call it Caterpillers, of the similitude

it hath with the shape of that canker worme called a cater-

piller. 167a W. Hlghks Flayer Card. (1683) 8 Snails and
Caterpillers .. raised from Seed sowed in April .. cannot
|>ro|>erly be called Flowers, but they have very pretty
heads. 1713 Petiver Rare Plants in Phil. Trans. XX VI

1

1.

212 Prickley Cattt-rpillars. 1750 G. Hctiiits Parbattos 170.

1866 Treas. Hot., Caterpillar, a name for Scorpiurus.

5. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib. Of, per-

taining to, or resembling a caterpillar, b. cater-

pillar-catcher, a sub-family of shrikes which
feed on caterpillars ; caterpillar-eater, {a.) the

larva of an ichneumon flyI (A.) — caterpillar catcher

;

caterpillar-fly^ 3 above ; caterpillar plant * 4
above ;

caterpillar-like a.

a. 1859 Darwin (Mr Sfet. iv. (1878) 67 The caterpillar

and cocoon stages. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 95 The
caterpillar wooden bridges crawling with innumerable legs

across the flats of Charles.
b 1880 A. R. Wallace 1st. Life 407 •Caterpillar-

catchers . . abundant in the old-world tropics. 1753 Cham-
bers Cycl. Snpp. s.v.,One of the species ol these "caterpillar

eaters. 161 1 Coigr., Chenille, Caterpiller - like. 1862

Ansted Channel 1st. 11. ix. (ed. 2) 237 A fleshy, caterpillar-

like body. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 41 5/1 The CeMepyrins,
or 'Caterpillar Shrikes. 1847 Kmerson Woodnotes i. Wks.
(Hohn) I. 220 Poudering clouds, Grass-buds, and "cater-

pillar-shrouds.

1 lence Ca terpillared a., fitted with a caterpillar.

1608 Topsell Serpents 671 The trout . . deceived with a
caterpiltercd hook.

t Caterquibble. Obs. rare- 1
.

1691 Long Vacation Ded. 2 Thou . . hadst such Magnifi-
cent Puns, such Exalted Clinches, such Cateruuibbles and
Cunundrums.
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tCatcrve. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. caterve

(Cotgr.), ad. L. caterva.] A band, a company.
X491 Caxton VUat Pair. iW. de W.) 111. xlv. 329 b/2 He

sawe tweyne caterues & companyes of deuylles.

Caterwaul (kjTj-tajwgl), fb. [see next ; the sb.

is app. from the vb.] The cry of the cat at rut-

ting time. Also trans/. Any similar sound.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 73. 2/2 His softest Courtship's like

his Midnight Call, You'd swear it was not Talk, but Cater-

waul. 1855 O. W. Holmes Poems 125 The lovely caterwaul,

Tart solo, sour duet, and general squall,—These are our

hymn. 1880 Mark Twain Tramp Abr. I. 215 That varie-

gated and enormous unanimous caterwaul.

Caterwaul (krc-tsiwgl), v. Forms: 4-5cater-

wrawe, 4-6 -wawe, 6 katerwaue, 6-8 catter-

wawl, -wall, 8 -wowl, 7-9 -waul, 7 -waule,

caterwaule, -wawl, catterwrall, (catwrall), 8

catterwaw, 6- caterwaul. [This occurs in the va-

rious forms cateriurawe, -waive, -wrawl{e, -wawle,

-waul. The second element appears separately in

the vb. wrawen used (ofa cat) by Caxton, wrawlen,

wraule of cats, squalling children, etc., frequent in

Googe, Tusser, Holland, and others from c 1570 to

1625 or later; waul is of doubtful occurrence

before 1600. The precise relation between these

is not clear ; all are prob. imitative of the sound,

but whether the forms in -/ are formed on the

others (cf. mav, mewl, Ger. miauen, miaulen, and

F. miauler) is doubtful.

Forms akin to wnKt*, wrawl in other langs. are Da.
vraalt; Sw.7>rala, to roar, bellow, bawl, Norw. dial, rata,

in the north of Norway 'to cry as a cat', LG. ivralett

(Bremen Wbch.) said of a stallion in heat, also of an ill-

behaved man, 'to be noisy and unruly'; cf. also Bavarian

rauen, rauelen ' to howl, whine ', said esp. of the cat, also

Swiss rauen, r&ulen, the latter esp. of the cry of the cat

when in heat. (Wr- becomes r- in HG. : an OE. *wreaiv-

lian, ME. wrawlen would answer exactly to Bav. rauelen.)

The sense of the Ger. words also comes near the Eng., since

both in Chaucer and in the transf. use of the i6-i7th c,

the word was spec, applied to the cry and behaviour of the

cat when ' after kind '. As to the -waul form, an exact LG.
counterpart katterwanlen '(von Kindern) schreien und heu-

len wie streitende Katzen ' is given by Schambach, Getting-

isches Grubenhageu'sclies Idiotiken 1858, but its history is

uncertain ; cf. also Icel. vdla to wail.

Cater is, of course, connected with Cat, but the form is

not certainly explained : some would see in it a parallel to

Du. and Ger. hater male cat, which may once have existed

in OE. ; but the word appears too late to prove this.

Others would take -er as some kind of suffix or connective

merely, j

1. intr. Of cats: To make the noise proper to

them at rutting time.
Prof. Skeat explains Caterw(r)awct, in Chaucer, as a

verbal sb., on the type of OE. on httntaft, a-huntmg.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. (Harl.) 354 If the cattes skyn
be slyk and gay, forth' she wil, er eny day be dawet, To
schewe hir skyn, and goon a caterwrawet [so Corpus: 5
texts have -wawed], [1481 Caxton Reynard x. (Arb.) 22

Thenne began he [Tybert the Cat] to wrawen. .and made a
shrewde noyse. ] 1530 [see Caterwauling]. [1596 Spenser
F. Q. vi. xii. 47 Cats, that wrawling still do cry.] 1610

Chester's Tri. t
Envy # L. 51 Oh it grates my gall To hear

an apish killing catterwall. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)

Garret's Ghost Wks. II. 177/1 Dead midnight came, the

Cats 'gan catterwaule. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 11. viii,

A noise, not unlike . . in shrillness, to cats, when cater-

wauling. 1876 Smiles Sc. Natnr, vi. (ed. 4) 100 Two cats .

.

caterwauling in the grave-yard.

2. transf. To utter a similar cry ; to make a dis-

cordant, hideous noise ; to quarrel like cats.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. in. x. (1676) 66/2 They will

let them [children] caterwaule, sterue, begge and hang. 1651

Cleveland Smectym. 87 Thus might Religions Catterwaul
and spight Which uses to Divorce, might once unite, a 1680

Butler Rem, (1759) II. 311 Those that are concerned
in one another's Love and Honour, are never quiet, but

always catterwalling. 1721 Mrs. Delany Antobiog.(i86i)

I. 276 They agreed to sing a duetto . . such catterwauling
was never heard and we all laughed.

3. To be in heat ; to be lecherous ; to behave

amorously or lasciviously ; to woo {contemptuous}.

1599 Nashe Lent. Stnffe (1871) 89 The friars and monks
caterwauled, from the abbots and priors to the novices.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. ii 1. ii. (165 1) 445 She catter-

wauls, and must have a stallion, .she must and will marry
again. 1713 Rowe Jane Shore Prol. 1 They caterwaul'd

in no Romantick Ditty, Sighing for Phtllis's, or Chloe's
Pity* *73° Fielding Author's Farce Wks, 1775 I. 206 So,

so, very fine: always together, always caterwauling. 1870
[see Caterwauling vbl.sb. 2].

Ca'terwauler. [f. prec. + -er 1
.] One that

caterwauls {transf. in quot.).

a 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scarron's Com. Romance (1775) I. 185
These two catter-wallers were accompanied by the organ.

Ca'terwanling'. vbl. sb. Forms : see prec,

also 6-7 catterwaling, -wralling, (7 cat-wral-
ling), [f. as prec. + -INOM
1. The cry of cats at rutting time ; their rutting

or heat.

1530 Palsgr. 175 Larre des chafz, the caterwawyng of
cattes. Ibid. 235/2 Katerwayng. 1607 Topsell Fourf.
Beasts 82 In the time of their lust (commonly called cat-
wralling) they are wilde and fierce. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe
xvii, His serenade, .as little regarded as the caterwauling of
a cat in the gutter. 1834 Mudir Brit. Birds (1841) I. 150
Thus, if owls were established at every farm, the caterwaul-
ing of cats, .would be less necessary.

b. To go a catewauling: to go ' after kind

1562 J. Hf.ywood Pro7>. * Epigr. (1867) 57 My cat gothe

a catterwawyng. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586)

156 b, They goe a catterwalling about Februarie. 1582

Hester Seer. J'hiorav. m.lxxxviii. usTheCatte. .isneuerin

loue or goeth a catterwallyng, but in the coldest weather.

1616 Surfl. & Markh. Countr. Farm 194. 1737 Miller
Card. Did. s.v. Cataria, When they go a Cattei-wauling.

2. Going after the opposite sex; lecherous motions

or pursuits.

1530 Palsgr. 829 A katerwavyng, agars. 1532 More Con-
fut. Tindale Wks. 342/1 Priestes, freres, monkes and nunnes
. . may runne out a caterwawing. ^1555 Hakpsfield Di-
vorce Hen. i 'III (1878) 275 To see old doting . . priests .

.

run a catterwawling. 1611 Cotgr., Alter a gars (a wench)
to goe a caterwawling. [See also garouage, iar,

_
etc.]

1672 Wycherley Lo7'e in Wood n. t, This new-fashioned
cater-wauling, this midnight coursing in the Park ! 1708

Motteux Rabelais v. xxix.

3. transf. Any hideous, discordant howling noise.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 37. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man
in Hum. iv. ii, Why, you Munkies you, what aCatter-waling
do you keep? 1612 Dekkkr Ifnot Good Plays 1873 III. 289
Welsh harpes, Irish bag-pipes, Jewes trompes, and french

kitts. .their dambd catter-wralling, frighted me away. 1712
Addison Spect. No. 361 F 1 Akind ofcatter-wawling. .what-

ever the musicians themselves might think of it. 1853
Kingsley HyPatia xviii. 212 There they are at it now, with

their catterwauling, squealing, all together.

4. fig. Whining.
1850 Clough Dipsychus \\. iv. 152 These pitiful rebellions

of the flesh, These caterwaulings of the effeminate heart.

1870 Huxley Lay Serm. iv. 69 Sensual caterwauling.

Ca terwauling, ppl. a. That caterwauls.

a 1652 \\v.o*w.Covent Gard. tv. i. Wks. 1873 II. 60 This may
warne you out of such caterwaling company. 1663 Butler
Hud. 1. 11. 702 Was no dispute a-foot between The Caterwaul-
ing Brethren? 1791 G. Huddesford Salmag. 145 Of Cats
that grace a Caterwauling age. c 1834 tr. i/niomachia (1875)

23 Each caterwauling Tom consoles his spouse.

+ Ca'tery. Obs, Also 5 catarie. [Aphetic

form of Acatery, a. OF. acaterie ; see Cater sb}

and -Y 3
.] The office concerned with the supply

of the provisions of the royal household.

1455 in Housch. Ord$ (1790) 21 Th' office of the Catery.

1531 Dial. Laws ofEng. 11. xlii. (1638) 136 The Serjeant of

the Catery shall satisfie all the debt. 1779 Kf.lham Diet,

Norman (T.) Serjeaunt de I'acaterie, serjeant of the catery.

Catery, obs. form of Cattery.
Cates, provisions, dainties: see Cate sb.1

f Catesnd (katJ :,nd), pa. pple. Obs. [of implied

vb. catesne = catene, ad. L. catend re. ] Enchained.
1566 Drant Horace's Sat. iv. Bviij, Sum lyve catesnd in

cupids chaines.

||
Catexochen. The Gr. phrase /caV ^oxtjc

par excellence, especially.

a 1625 Boys Wks. (1630J 621 Infidelitie called in holy Scrip-

ture sinne catexochen. Ibid. 866 And this day is termed
here catexochen the day.

Cat-eyed : see Cat sb} in comb.

Cat-fish.
1. A name given to various fishes; particularly

to: a. The Anarrhicas or Wolf-fish. b. Several

species of Pimelodus, North American fresh-water

fish, esp. P. catus, the common cat-fish ; f C. The
Lophius or Fishing Frog.
i6zo J. Mason Newfoundland (1887) 152 What should I

speake of..crabbes f catfish, etc.? 1697 Dampier J'oy.I. 148

The Catfish is much like a Whiting.. It hath a great

wide Mouth, and certain small strings pointing out from
each side of it, like Cats Whiskers. 1769 Pennant Brit.

Zool. III. 88 [Given as a synonym for the greater dogfish].

1773 Williamson in Phil. Trans. LXV. 96 Its head was
fiat and its mouth wide, like that of a cat-fish. 1803 Sibbald
Hist. Fife 121 (Jam.) Lupus marinus. .our fishers call it the

sea-cat, or cat-fish. 1817-8 Cobbett Resid. U. S. (1822) 286

Saw a cat-fish in the market, just caught out of the river by
a hook and line, 4 feet long and eighty pounds weight. 1878
Daily News 16 Sept. 3/7 A large catfish . . was placed in

the tank, whereupon the bass immediately combined their

forces and commenced an attack on the intruder.

2. The cuttle-fish or other cephalopod.
1678 Phillips, Catfish, a sort of Fish in some parts of the

West Indies, so called from the Round-head, and large

glaring Eyes, by which they are discovered in the Concavi-
ties of the Rocks. 1758 Baker in Phil. Trans. L. 785 Sea
Polypi are frequent in the Meditteranean . . A different

species, .came from the West Indies, where it is called a
Cat-fish. 1880 Antrim $ Dmvn Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cat-fish, a
cuttle fish, Sepia officinalis.

Catgut (kartgyt). Forms : 7 cat's-guts, 8

cat's-gut, 8- catgut. [So in Du. kattcdarm. So
far as the name can be traced back, it distinctly

means guts or intestines of the cat, though it is not

known that these were ever used for the purpose.

Cf. also Catling.
(Some have conjectured a humorous reference to the resem-

blance of the sound to caterwauling.))

1. The dried and twisted intestines of sheep, also

of the horse and ass ; used for the strings of musical

instruments ; also as bands in lathes, clocks, etc.

1599 Warn. Faire Worn. 1. 9 What, yet more cats guts?
oh, this filthy sound Stifles mine ears . . I'll cut your fiddle

strings Ifyou stand scraping thus to anger me ! [1607 Mars-
ton What you will in. i. in N. Q. (1886) 10 Apr., The
musitions Hover with nimble sticks ore squeaking crowds
[fiddles] Tickling the dryed gutts ofa mewing cat.] 1680 Cot-
ton in Singer//"/^. Gzw.r(i8i6) 334 Strung, or run upon cat's

guts. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 357/1 Made of the Guts
of Beasts as sheep, etc., though thegenerall name of it is Cats-

Guts. ijBoCowpRRProgr.Err. 126 With wire and catgut he
concludes the day, Quavering and semiquavering care away.

1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 27 Sympathise at every
twang of the cat-gut, as if he heard at that moment the
wailings of the helpless animal that had been sacrificed

to harmony. 1878 Huxlf.v Physiogr. 71 The effect of
moisture upon catgut.

2. A violin
;
stringed instruments collectively.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 19. 2/2 Great Patron of Cat-
guts. 1740 Somerville Hobbitwl 1. 142 Hark, from aloft

his tortur'd Cat-gut squeals. 1867 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 30
Drowned in a roar of brass and catgut.

3. 1 A coarse cloth formed of thick cord, woven
widely and used in the last century for lining and
stiffening dress, particularly the skirts and sleeves

of a coat ' (Fairholt).

1731 Mrs. Delany Autobiog. (1861) I. 282, I have not
sent you any catgut for working handkerchiefs. 1825 Galt
Entail I. i. 7 The vast head-dress of catgut and millinery.

4. Sea catgut \ a slender cord-like sea-weed ; sea-

lace, Chordafilum.
5. attrib. and Comb, as catgut-scraper, a con-

temptuous designation oi a violinist.

1633 Massinger Guardian iv. ii, Wire-string and catgut

men, and strong -breathed heautbois. 1711 Land. Gar,. No.
4S90/4 A Cats-gut string. 1723 Ibid. No. 6222/3 William
liurridge, Catgut-spinner. 1806 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Tris-

tia Wks. 1812 V. 267 Behold ! the Cat-gut-scraper with his

croud Commands at will the house of hospitality. 1832 W.
Stki'iienson Gatcsheatl Poems 23 Two nightly cat gut

scrapers. 1833 Mauuf. Metal 11. i37(Cabinet Cycl.) Trans-
ferring the catgut band from one groove to the other. 1881

Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v. Catheter^ railway^ It is introduced
over a catgut bougie or guide.

Catha-, a former var. of Cata-, e. g. cathacomb,

cathalogue.

Cathasretic : see Catheretic.

Cat-hammed fkce-t
t
h?e-md), a. [sec Ham.]

Having hams like those of the cat.

1695 Land. Gaz. No. 3120/4 Lost or stolen . . a brown bay
Nag. .a little Cat-ham 'd. 1697 Ibid. No. 3303/4 Lost, .one

white Nag .. cut Tail'd, cat Hamm'd, fallen at the Crest

with the Harness. 1831 Youatt Horse ii. (1847) 30. 1880

H. St. John Wild Coasts Nipon\\\\. 169 The Japanese pony
is . . cat-hammed as a rule, big-headed.

tCa'tharan. Obs. AlsoCatha'rian,Catha -

re.

[f. Gr. KaOapoi, med.L. Cathari, 'the pure', the

name assumed by the Novatian heretics, and by
other sects later. Cf. F. Cathare.']

One who professes superior purity ; a puritan ;

a name applied to various sects, as the Novatians,

Paulicians, Waldenses
;

also, like Cathaxust, to

the English Puritans. So Cathari'nian.
1574 Whitgift Def. A nsw. 1. Wks. 1851 I. 172 Puritans

or Catharans. 1585-7 1". Rogkks 39 Art. (1607) 138 The
Catharans. .which think Gods people be regenerate into a
pure and angelical state. 1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem,
11. v. 24 The old Waldenses before us, were also named by
their adversaries, Cathares or Puritanes. 1656 Blol'nt
Glossogr., Catkarians, were a branch of the Novatian Here-
ticks. 1657 Gaule Sap, fust. 10 So [maintain] the Pighians

and Catharinians.

Catharism 'kx-bariz'm). [ad.N.-T. Gr. na$a-

ptafios purification, f. KaOapi^ew to make clean.]

1. The doctrine of the Catharists.

1574 Whitgift Def. A nsw. 1. Wks. 1851 I. 174 That very
perfection, .which you challenge unto yourselves, .well de-

serveth the name of Catharism. 1575 '1'. Cartwrk.ht 2nd
Replie, in Whitgift's Wks. 1852 II. 61 Uncharitable sus-

picions of papism, anabaptism, Catharism, Ponatism, etc.

1832 S. Maitland Facts <$• Documents 362 It was reported

that he had imbibed your Catharism. 1838 G. S. Faber
An Inquiry 153 The mode wherein the Canons of Orleans

were converted to Catharism.

2. C/tem. The process of making a surface chemi-

cally clean.

1869 Set, Opin. 17 Mar. 380/2 Mr. Tomlinson explained
the sense in which he applied the new term Catharism.

.

distinguishing between ' clean * in its ordinary and its chemi-

cal sense.

Ca'tharist. [ad. med.L. Catharist~x ( = Gr.

nadapiarai, f. /caOapl^tiv to purify). Cf. F. Catha-

rt'sle.'] A Paulician or Manichcean ; also applied

to similar sects ; cf. Cathahan.
1600 O. E. Repl. Libel n. iii. 52 The Catharistes do boast

much of their merits, 1616 Donne Serm. Wks. 1839 VI. 103

The Catharists thought no creature of God pure, and there-

fore they brought in strange ceremonial purifications of

those creatures. 1630 Prvnne Lame Giles 12 The Novatian

Catherist. 1645 Milton Tctrach. (1851) 148 Like the vermin

of an Indian Catharist, which his fond religion forbids him

to molest. 1832 S. Maitland Facts Documents 431 Any
Catharist. .of whatever sect.

Hence Catharistic a.

1838 G. S. Faber An Inquiry 103 From the Paulicians of

the East to their Catharistic Successors in the West.

fCa'tharite. Obs. [see Catharan.] A puritan.

1555 Bale in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xxxix. 108 Our
holy Communion hath not the face of a popish mas, as our

new Catbarites have most wickedly, .reported.

Catharize (karbaraiz), v. [ad. Gr. fca$api(-€tv

to make clean, purify, f. KaOapos clean.]

1. trans. To purify (by some ceremony).

1832 S. Maitland Facts % Documents 359 The unhappy
person who is to be baptized or Catharized.

2. To make chemically clean (see Catharism 2).

Hence Ca thariza tion. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Catharm. Obs. rare-1 , [ad. Gr. KaBapfios

purification, purging, f. ttaBatpctv to cleanse, purge,

f. KaBapos clean.] A purging or purgation.
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1678 CcnwoRTii Inttll. Syst. 7E7 Those Ancients made use

of Catharms, or Purgations to the same end and purpose.

Cat-harpings : tee HABrnrsa.
II Catharsis (kajiausis). Med. [motl.L., a. Or.

K&Bapaa cleansing, purging, f. KaBaipttv to cleanse,

purge, f. Kaiapus clean.] Purgation of the excre-

ments of the body
;

esp. evacuation of the bowels.
1803 ;Vrv/. Jrnt. IX. 418 Causing vomiting, catharsis, or

diabetes. 1875 H. Wood Therap. (1870* 449 The production
of catharsis is the surest mode of relief in general dropsy.

Cathartic (kaba jtik , a. and sb. [ad. L.

cathartic-its, a. Gr. KaBaprixos fit for cleansing,

purgative ; see prec. Cf. F. cathartique.]

A. adj.

1. Med. Cleansing (the bowels\ promoting eva-

cuation, purgative.
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (16531 35 1 Catharticke or

purging Medicines. 1667 Boyle Orig. Formes 4- Qual., The
purgative faculty of Rhubarb, Senna, and other Cathartick
Vegetables. 1801 Med. Jrttt. V. 220 An ounce of the com-
mon cathartic salts. 1 868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 239 Honey's
not sweet, commended as cathartic.

2. gen. (and fig.) Cleansing, purifying, purging.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 78^ As this Earthy body is

washed by Water, so is that Spirituous Body Cleansed by
Cathartick Vapours. 1795 T. Tavlor Apuleins (18221 364
This philosophic death . . is effected by the cathartic or puri-
fying virtues. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Heroism Wks. , Itohn
I. 104 We need books of this tart cathartic virtue.

B. sb. A medicine which has the power of purg-
ing or evacuating; a purgative. More strictly:

*a medicine which is capable of producing the

second grade of purgation, of which laxative is the

first and drastic the third' (Syd. Soc. /.ex.).

1651 Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. iv. 265 Aloes, which
is such a gentle cathartick. 1 76a 74 Tucker Lt. Ant.
11852) II. 147, It may be proper for jockeys and running
footmen to keep themselves spare and light by cathartics.
1830 LmoLBT Nat. Syst. Sot. 208 A mild cathartic.

b. fig.
1667 Decay Chr. Piety v. 230 Lustrations and cathartick s

of the mind were sought for. m Addison Sped. No. 507
P 1 Plato has called mathematical demonstrations the cath-
artics or purgatives of the soul, i860 Abp. Thomson Law*
TA, § 35 Logic, .is called the Cathartic of the Mind.
Catha'rtical, a. [f. as prec. + -al.] = prec.
1656 H. More Antid, Ath. (1712) Gen. Pref. 8 Not only

to a Political degree of vertue, hut Cathartical. 1680 Boylk
Scept. Chem. v. 336 Scarce^any Elementary Salt is in small
quantity Cathartical. 1822 Btac/hv. Mag. XI. 1 17 A lead-
ing article . . To Tories and to Whigs alike cathartical.

Hence Cathartically a</z., Catha rticalness.
1816 T. Tavlor in Pamphleteer VIII. 48 Or it (the soul|

lives cathartically, the exemplar of which is the Saturnian
kingdom. 1730 6HMi.F.Y

}
Catharticalness . .purgingQuality.

Hence in Johnson and in mod. Diets.

Catha'rtin. [see -tn.] A bitter substance
extracted from senna, and acting as a purgative.
1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 91 The active principle of

Senna is called Cathartine. 1840 Henry Elem. Cheat. II.

333 In examining the leaves of Senna, Lassaigne and Fenu-
efle obtained a peculiar substance, to which they gave
the name of cathartine. 1879 Watts Diet. Chew. VII.
270 Cathartin.

Cat-head kart,hed}. Also 7 cat's - head.
A r
aut. A beam- projecting almost horizontally at

each side of the bows of a ship, for raising the
anchor from the surface of the water to the deck
without touching the bows, and for carrying the

anchor on its stock-end when susj>eitded outside

the ship's side ; it is furnished with sheaves at the

outer end, and the inner end, which is called the

cat's-tail, fays down upon the cat-beam.
The anchor is catted or raised to the cat -head byMP

of the cat-taekle or eat-purchase, which consists of the cat-
block, cat-fall, and the sheaves in the cat-head; the cat-
block is furnished with a strong hook, the cat-hook, which
is hooked to the ring of the anchor by means ofthe cat-rope,
or cat-back-rope ; when raised, the anchor is fastened by its

ring to the cat-head with the cat-head-stopper or eat-
stopper. See also Cat sb. 7 and 18.

1626 Capt. Smith Acrid. Yng. Seamen 12 The Cat, Cats
brad and Cats holes. 1679 E.xec. Bury 3 The Prisoner was
. .shooting at the Cat-head of his own ship as a mark. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine 11789) The cat-bead serves to sus-
pend the anchor clear of the l>ow. 1805 in Nicolas Disp.
Nelson d8_6t VII. 156 note, She ceased firing and waved a
I'nion Jack at her cat-head. 1840 K. Dana />,/." Mast xv.

40 The anchor came to the cat-head pretty slowly. 1869
Sir E. Reed Ship Build, xv. 292 In order to reduce lx>th

the weight and the cost of the catheads .. box catheads
have been introduced instead of solid forgings.

2. dial. A nodule of ironstone, containing fossil

remains.
1670 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 63 Usually called by them

Doggers, or Catsheads. 1719 Strachev in Phil. Trans.
XXX. 970 Certain Lumps of Stone, .like a Caput mortuuiu
not inflammable, called Cats-bead. 1718 Woodward Fossils

(J.) The nodules with leaves in them, called catheads, seem
to consist of a sort of iron stone.

3. Mining, a. A small capstan (Simmonds Diet.
Trade 1858). b. A broad-bully hammer (Ray-
mond Mining Gloss.).

Hence Cat-head v., to cat the anchor.
1874 Chamb. Jrnl. 10 Oct. 651/1 (Hoppe) Let us cat-head

our anchor.

Cathecyser, -ysme, obs. f. Catechiser, -ism.

t Cathed, ///. a. rare-

\

1677 N.Cox Gcntl. Recreat. i.fi7o6)93Givethem[Coneys]

not too much green juicy meat, unless you intermix therwith
what is dry. .otherwise they will lie Cathed, or tun-belly 'd.

II Cathedra (kajvdra, ka1 brdra). [I-. cathedra,

a. (Jr. KaBibpa chair
;
csp. seat of a bishop, teacher's

or professor's chair : f. Kara down + <JJ- sit.]

1. The chair or seat of a bishop in his church

;

hence, the episcopal see or dignity.
1829 Trial y. Martin tVork) 35 The curtains of the

cathedra were up on Sunday. 1863 J. R. Wallran Mem.
Fountains Abbey 20 When Archbishop Turstin ascended
the cathedra of York in 11 14. 1866

J.
H. Newman Let.

to Pusey (ed. 2) 144 Chry'sostom. . was in close relations with
the once Semi-anan Cathedra of Antioch.

2. Latin phr. Ex cathedra*, * from the chair \ i. e.

in the manner of one speaking from the seat of
office or professorial chair, with authority ; also
used attrib. = officially uttered. So f in cathedrd.
1635 Pacitt Christianogr. 1, L (1636) 23 And that he in

cathedra cannot erre. 1674 Hickman Hist. Quinquart. Ep.
A iv b, When they can neither say, that the Pope was mis-
informed, or that he was not in Cathedra. 1818 Scott
Rob Roy xxii, He was a great lover of form, more especially
when he could dictate it ex cathedra. 1820 Byron Blues
1. 150 Old Botherby's spouting ex-cathedra tone. 1875
Jowett Plata (ed. 2) I. 128 He, ex cathedra, was determin-
ing their several questions to them. 1885 Manch. Exam.
4 May 5/2 The President's ex cathedrA judgment.

t Cathedra-ical, a. Obs. rare. [trreg. £ Prec - :

cf. algebraical.'] = Cathedral I.

1676 Df.(x;e Parson's Counsellor 284 (LO To prove them
one and the same with the cathedraical duty.

Cathedral (kab/dral', a. [a. F. cathedral
y
or

ad. (its sonrce) med.L. eathedralis of or belonging
to the (bishop's) seat, f. cathedra : see prec. (But
some adj. uses have arisen anew from the sb.)]

1. Of or pertaining to the bishop's throne or see.

a. esp. in cathedral church ^formerly also church
cathedral'), the church which contains the bishop's

throne, the principal church of a diocese ^Cathe-
dral sb. [F. eglise cathe'drajc.'] ,It has been

applied loosely to a collegiate or abbey church.)
1297 R. Gloi c (1724) 282 Atte heye chyrche of Wyn-

chester, ber ys se was ydo, bat me clupede chyrche cathedral.
<i 1384 WVCLIF il'ks. (i88o> 73 pei maken men to aeue here
nedi liflode to here cathedral chirches bat han no riede.

a 1420 Occleve De Reg. Princ. 2906 The chapitre of a
chirche cathedralle. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 25 Boniface
. .songe in euery Cathedrall chirche of Wales a mas. 1577
tr. liullinger's Decades (i 592) 344 To make sacrifices in the
high places, in their Cathedral Churches at Bethel and at

Dan. 1593 Shakr. 2 Hen. VI, 1. ii. 37 Me thought I sate

in Seate of Maiesty, In the Cathedrall Church of West-
minster. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxx. 1 11 Bishops and
churches cathedral being sufficiently endowed with lands.

1845 M'Cclloch Acc. Brit. .18^4) II. 277 The several
cathedral and collegiate churches in England and Wales.

b. generally.*

1570 Levins Manip. 13 Cathedral, eathedralis. 1613 K.

C. Table Atph. ted. 3*. Catludrall, chiefe in the Diocesse.
a 1640 Jackson Creed xn. xv, If in this cathedral constitu-

tion he did not err. 1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 207
More savoury knowledge in one I^ay-man, than in a dozen
of Cathedrall Prelates. 1688 R. Hotme Armoury 11. 391/1
The Broad, or Cathedral Beard .. l>ecause Bishops and
Grave Men of the Church antiently did wear such Beards.
1882-3 Schaff Relig. Encyct. III. 2305 He found his cathe-
dral chair full of thorns.

2. Of or pertaining to the chair of office or autho-

rity ; ex cathedra* : a. ecclesiastically.

1638 Hf.vwood Lncreee I. Wks. 1874 V. 170 Heere we
enthrone our selves, Cathedrall state Long since detaind
us, justly we resume. 1647 Jfr. Taylor Lib. Propk. vii.

125 To dissent from any of his (the Pope's] Cathedrall deter-

minations is absolute heresy. 1886 Sat. Rev. 10 July 47/1
The cathedral utterances of Leo XIII.

b. professorially.

1603 Flobio Montaigne 11. iii. (1632) 193 To resolve

l»elongs to a cathedrall master |F. cathedrant\. 1605
B. Jonson I'olpone 1. it (1616) 455 Hood an asse with
reuerend purple. .And he shall passe for a cathedrall Doctor.
1618 Halks Let. in Gold. Rem. ( 1 688 > 423 The Schoolmens
Conclusions and Cathedral Decisions had l»e«n received as
Oracles and Articles of Faith. 1849 T. B. Shaw Outlines
Eng. Lit. 209 The style is too uniformly didactic, cathedral,

and declamatory.

f3. (See quots.)

1690 P.. E. Diet. Cant. Creit; Cathedral, old-fashioned,
out of Date, Ancient. 1755 Johnson, Cathedral, in low
phrase, ant'uiue, venerable, old.

I In some cases, e. g. cathedral toten, it is difficult

to distinguish between the original adjective, and
the sb. used attributively : see next 3.

Cathedral (kabrdral\ sb. [originally cathedral

church : see prec. V. cathJdrate.']

1. The principal crTurch of a diocese, containing

the bishop's cathedra or throne; usually remarkable
for size and architectural l*eauty. (It has been
applied to the Abbey Church of \\ estminster.

1

1587 Harrison EnglaJtd 11. i. U8771 1. 16 As, the nbUt
of churches increased, so the repaireof the fannfull vnto the
cathedrals did diminish. 1663 Gerbifr Counsel Dvija.
The great Cathedralls of St. Paul, and St. Peter, in this

Metropolitan City. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagi'e Let. to

Pope 28 Sept., The g^reat Cathedral of St. John [in Lyons)
is a good Gothic building. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I.

339 Cathedrals decorated by all the art and magnificence of

the middle ages. 1851 Tennyson Ode Wellington ix, Lay
your earthly fancies down, And in the vast cathedral leave

him. 1861 A. B. Hope {title). The English Cathedral.

b. Taken as a type of the Episcopal system.
1679 Estal'l. Test 11 They had..ruin'd the Monarchy,

and pull'd down the old Cathedral, without Establishing.

.

any Church at all.

2. fig. Chief centre of authority and teaching.
1643 Mh-ton Divorce To Parlt., Our ancient Druides, by

whom this Hand was the Cathedral of Philosophy to France.
1651 Bices AWc Disp. Pref. 5 Let England then keep that
honour, .to be the Cathedral to other Nations.

3. attrib. and Comb., as cathedral air, chime, close,

dome, family, front, man, music, service, spire,

tower, to7on, walk {= resembling an aisle in a
cathedral ; cathedral-like, -wise advbs.
1644 T. Hill Right Separatist (1645) 34 This made

'Cathedrall aire ifor the most part) so impure. 1841
Penny Cycl. s. v. Salisbury, There is in the 'cathedral
close a college or almshouse for ten clergymen's widows.
1877 Bryant Lit. People of Snenv 155 Like some vast
*cathedral-dome. 1740 in Sivift's Lett. (1766) II. 264 When
there is a place vacant in your family . . I mean your 'cathe-
dral family. 1864 Tennyson Sea Dreams 211 Huge •cathe-
dral fronts of every age. 1631 Weever Ane. Fun. Mon.
628 This Church is spatious, beautifull, and built *Cathe-
drall-like. 1694 Providence ofGod 67 As ready and perfect
in their Responses, as any 'Cathedral-man whatever 1880
Grove Diet. Mus., ''Cathedral Music, music composed for

use in English Cathedral Service since the Reformation.
a 1704 Locke (J.) His constant and regular assisting at the
•cathedral service. 184a Tennyson Gardener's Dau. 213
The gray 'cathedral towers Reveal'd their shining windows.
" 1859 Macailay Hist. Eng. (1861) V. 157 Visions of.,
closes in old 'cathedral towns, xj. . Pope Imitat. Caivley
13 Here aged trees 'Cathedral walks compose, a 1780
Blackstone Fareivell Muse 22 Aged elms. . In long cathe-
dral walks extend. 1713 Sih.i k Guardian No. So 11756 I.

354 The service was performed 'cathedral-wise.

Hence Cathe drale sque. Cathedra lie, Cathe -

dralish, adjs., like a cathedral ; Cathe dralized
a., converted into a cathedral ; Cathe dralism,
the cathedral system.
1884 Pall Mall G. 7 Jan. 2/2 Such magnificent minsters

and cathedralesque churches as Tewkesbury, Malvern,
Wimborne. 1870 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks. (1879) II.

206 Almost cathedraltc in its dimensions. 1840 Tl-ppek
Let. in My life as Author (i886> 43 A large cathcdralish
church. 1885 G. N. Boardman in Advance (Chicago) 3
Dec 777 One large element of English religious character
..is, iff may coin a word, Cathedralism. 1861 A. B. Hope
Eng. Cat/tear. 10M C. i78Thecathedralisedabbcychurches.

Cathedraled (kab/"drald\ a. [(. Cathedral
sb. + -ed -.] In various nonce-uses, as + a. Seated
on a cathedra or throne ; b. Vaulted like a cathe-

dral ; C. Adorned with or having a cathedral.
16 it Heywood Gold. Age 111. i. Wks. 1874 III. 37 The

cittadell Where the Cathedral'd Satume is enthron'd. 1830
Tennyson Poems 125 Cathedralled caverns of thick ribbed
gold. 1840 Eraser's Mag. XXI. 126 Cathedraled Bristol,

castled Nottingham. 1850 L. Hint Autobiog. III. xxi.

106 Florence lay clear and cathedralled before us.

Cathe dralist. Obs. [see -ist.] A sup-

porter of the cathedral or episcopal system ; one
of the clergy of a cathedral.

1644 Jus Populi 12 Wre need not doubt this promissor was
some Cathedralist within orders, he does so shuffle Priests
and Princes together. 1644 Jessop A ngel ofEph. 30 Our
Cathedralists pretend the Church but meane the Bishops
and themselves. 1661 Prynne Exub. in Com. Prayer 23
Sober, judicious Protestants, Prelates and Cathedralists.

Cathedra rian, a. mmct wd. [f. L. cathedra-

ri-us (f. cathedra + -an.] Of or belonging to a

cathedra or chair {pedantic).

1830 Lvtton Eugene A. i. 5 The traveller taking advan-
tage of Peter's hasty almndonment of his cathedrarian ac-

commodation, seized the vacant chair.

tCathedrate, Obs. rare~ l
. ff. Cathedra

+ -ate *.] Containing a cathedra or oishop's seat.

1536 in Atterbury ,'f/A//V. isted. RighfsConvoc.(ijoi)App.
43 You our said Bishops. . in your Cathedrate Churches.

So f Cathedrated ///. a., enthroned on the

bishop's seat ; installed in the professorial chair.

1626 W, Sclater Expos. 7 Thess. 11629)128 At length wee
finde him 1 Antichrist] a Bishop Cathedrated in the Church.
1654 R. Whitiock Obsen\ Manners Eng. 385 (T.> With
the cathedrated authority of a pnrlector or publick reader.

Cathedra tic, a, and sb. [ad. med.I,. cathc-

draticus, f. cathedra. Cf. F. cathe'dratiaue.]

1. Law. Pertaining to the bishop's seat
;
belong-

ing to the episcopal see ; in cathedratic payment,
imposition, right.

1661 J. Stephens Procurations 85 This Cathedratick
payment to the Bishop from the beneficed Clcrgie within

his Dicecess. Ibid. 97 This Cathedratick imposition. 1725
tr. l)upin's Eccl. Hist. I. 11. iii. 41 They gave the Bishop
the Third Part of these Oblations, which was called the

Right Cathedratick [droit cathe'dratii/ue).

2. Pronounced ex cathedra, or from the chair,

authoritative.
18. . Eraser's Mag. lO.) There is the prestige of antiquity

which adds the authority of venerability to cathedratic
precepts. 1871 T. A. Trollope Dumtou Abb. II. xvii. 281

'Nothing is a matter of course (' said Mr. Burrows, in a
Very cathedratic manner.

/ B. quasi-j^. —cathedratic payment in 1. Also

in the L. form cafhedraticum (see Du Cange).
1670 Bi.orNT Laiv Diet., Cathedratick (Cathedrath nw\

I

is a Sum of 2S. paid to the Bishop by the Inferior Clergy,
in Argumentum subjectionis and oh honorem Cathedra:.

1721 in Bailfy. 1774 T. West Antiq. Fumess (1805! 203
'1 he cathedreticum, synodales, and the procurations of the

apostolic see. 1846 M^Culloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854)
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1 1. 305 The emoluments of a [Roman Catholic] bishop arise

from his parish, from licenses, and from the cathedraticum.

Cathedra'tical, a. and sb. = prec.

a 1670 Hackkt Abp. II 'Mum* 1L (16921 54 When you do

not pay your procurations only, but your cathedraticals and
synodals also.

Hence Cathedra'tically afv., authoritatively.

1828 Edin. Rev. XLVIII. 505 The wisdom of this world

cannot tolerate the idea that so little is left for it cathedrati-

cally to perform, with dogmatic certainty.

t Cather, cayther. Obs. exc. dial. [?a.

Welsh cader chair, cradle, wooden frame.] A
cradle ; a scaffolding.

1568 Ludlmu Ckurchw. Acc. (Camden) 129 Paid for poles

and hordes to make the cather for the steple. [Cf. 130 For

makinge of a cradelle to goe about the steple. ] 1750 J . Col-

lier Wk*. 66 {Lane. Gloss.) Th' barn ot wur i' th' keather.

1859 E. Waugh (ibid.) Keep th' keyther stirrin' gently.

Catheran, catherein : see Cateran.

Catheretic (kEefere'tikl, a. and sl>. Med.

Sometimes written cathseretio. [ad. Gr. xaOai-

pfTtKos in Galen) destructive, consuming, f. naOcu-

ptiv to take down, reduce, destroy (f. Kara down
-raipfiV to take). Cf. F. cathcrc'tique.] Having
power to destroy, reduce or consume ; corrosive.

As sl>. : An agent for consuming superfluous flesh :

a name given to the milder caustics.

1634 T. Johnson Farcy's Chirurg. xxvi. xviii. (1678) 640

Some [Pyroticks] are termed Catheretick or corroding, for

that they waste the proud flesh of an ulcerated . . part. 1713

Land. <y Country Breio. IV. 11743) 299 A not pungent, acrid

Matter, of a catheretic Nature, insomuch that, if applied

Plaister-wise to the Skin, it will raise a Blister. 1887 Hon-
lvn Mod. Diet., Cathxretics, the milder caustics, as iodine,

creasote, etc., also remedies which reduce superfluous flesh.

So f Catheretical a. = prec.

1638 A. Read Chirurg. ix. 66 Cathereticall medicaments.

Catherine (koe'Jierin). Also Catharine, Kath-.

[F. Catherine, mod.L. Catharina, earlier Katerina,

repr. Gr. AiKartpiVa name of the saint, subseq.

assimilated in spelling to KaBapos pure.] The
name of a legendary Saint and Martyr of Alex-

andria ; whence a female Christian name.

The name of a kind of carriage.

1861 Ainslif. Return. Sc. Gentleman 172, I accompanied
Miss Baillie to the review in her Catherine, a carriage nearly

similar to a gig, but with a roof raised on rods, to give pro-

tection from the sun. [This was in Jamaica.]

Catherine pear. A small and early variety of

pear. Also a variety of plum.

1641 SuatUNO Ballad on tveddi/ig'W)c&. (1709) 31 Streaks

of red were mingled there, Such as are on a Katherine

Pear, The Side that's next the Sun. 1664 Evelyn Kal.
Hort. (1729) 233 Catalogue of. .excellent Fruit Trees, Plums
..Daniasq, Violet, Date, Catherine. 1720 Gay Pastorals

iii, Catherine pears adorn my ruddy cheek. 1819 Cbabbe
T. ofHall x. 599 'Twas not the lighter red, that partly

streaks The Catherine pear, that brighten'd o'er her cheeks.

Catherine wheel.
1. The figure of a wheel with spikes projecting

from its circumference (in reference to the legend

of St. Catherine's martyrdom), csp. in Heraldry.

[a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1942 Hat Jarkin fowr hweoles, ant let

burhdriuen prefter be spaken ant te felien mid irnene gadien.]

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xu. xv. 206 Others likewise

have (as they bragi a Katharine wheel upon their bodies.

1650 B. Discollitniniiim 17 Though they turn theirRowels
into Katherine-wheeles till they have over-taken their Ends.

1703 Lend. Gaz. No. 3906/4 The Coat 2 Spread Eagles

quarter'd with Catharine Wheels. 1864 Bovtei.l Heraldry
Hist. <y Pop. xxi. led. 3) 360 A Catherine wheel or.

attrib. 1607 Webster Northw. Hoe fa. i, A short Dutch
waist, with a round Catherine-Wheel Fardingale.

2. Areh. (Also Catherine-wheel window.) ' A
window or compartment of a window of a circular

form with radiating divisions or spokes ' (Gwilt).

1848 Rickman Goth. Archit. xxxviii, A circular window
filled with fine flowing tracery, of the character often called

a ' Catherine wheel '.

3. A kind of firework which rotates, while burn-

ing, in the manner of a wheel. (Also called pin-

wheel?)

1760 Wilson in Phil. {Trans. LI. 906 In the same manner
that a Catherine-wheel is made to turn round in a direction

contrary to that in which the small rockets affixed to its

periphery discharge themselves. 1836 E. Howard A*.

Reefer xvi, A noble Catherine wheel had just begun to fizz.

1836-7 Dickens Sk. Boz (1850) 188/2 A noise like the first

indication a Catherine-wheel gives of. .its going off.

4. trans/, andJig. (chiefly from 3). Also attrib.

To turn Catherine-wheels : to turn lateral summer-
saults (=Cart-wheel 3).
1861 Times 29 July, The Catherine wheel is busy throwing

out sparks and fiery flashes all round the world. 1870

Lowell Study Wind, (1886) 79 Catharine-wheel republics,

always in revolution while the powder lasts. 1881 E. I.

Worboise Sissie xxiv, I have seen that boy put down his

basket of medicine and turn ' Catherine wheels 1

in the
street. 1887 Sat. Rev. 16 July 100/1 [Mr. Gale] admits that

the ' Catherine Wheel ' style of bowling has enabled bowders
to acquire a double break.

t Gathering. Ops. = Catheter.
1541 R. Copland Galyen's Therap. 2 H iij, Ye can nat

welvse a syring of bras y1 the grekes call Cathering, but
yf ye knowe parfytely the posycyon. .of all the bladder.

Ca'thern. [Corruption of Catherine. Cf.

:

1669 Dryden Epil. 'Tyrannic I.oz'e 30 Here Nelly lies,

who, though she lived a slattern, Yet died a princess, acting
in St. Catherine.]
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A festival or merry-making on St. Catherine's day

(Nov. 25). So Catherning vbl. sb.

1596 Forman Diary 27 § 3 At 4 I went first to see the

garden catherne. 1730 Lamottf. Ess. Poetry Sf Paint. 126

(Brand) Young women meeting 011 the 25th of November,
and making merry together, which they call Catherning.

attrib. [1476 Will ofSection (Somerset Ho. ) A flatte pece

of siluur called a Kateryn cupp.] 1849 Halliwell Pop.
Rhymes iBrandi, The Dean of Worcester informs me that

the Chapter have a practice of preparing a rich bowl of

wine and spices, called 'The Cathern Bowl', for the in-

habitants of the college precincts upon that day [Nov. 25].

Cathern, obs. lorm of Cauldron.

Cathetal (kse-bftal), a. Alsok-. [f. Cathetus
+ -al.] Pertaining to a cathetus ; perpendicular.

1874 tr. Lommel's Light 64 The rays which fall perpen-

dicularly upon the kathetal surface pass without deflection

through the glass. 1880 Webster Sitpp.

Catheter (kse'Jritai). Med. [a. L. catheter, a.

Gr. KaBfTTjp anything let down into, a catheter,

f. KaOiivcu to send or let down.] A long tubular

instrument, of metal or caoutchouc, more or less

curved at the end, for passing into the bladder

in order to draw off m ine, etc. ; a similar tube for

use with other canals (e. g. the Eustachian catheter).

1601 Manningham Diary Feb. 23 A crooked instrumentcon-

caued at the one ende called a catheter. 1684 R. Johnson
Eneliirid. Med. in. xxiv. 275 Draw away the Urine with a
Catheter. 1844 Dlt-ton Deafness 43 Warm water., may
be injected, by means of a catheter introduced into the Eus-

tachian tube, into the meatus. 1876 Gross Dis. Bladder 35.

Catheterism.. Med. [ad. L. catheterism-us

(in Kersey 1 708-21", a. Gr. Ka0tTt]piop.6s, 1. Kainj^p

(see prec.).] The employment of a catheter.

1721 Bailey Catheterism, the Operation of injecting any
thing into the Bladder by a Catheter. 1839-47 Todd Cyet.

Anat. 111. 924/1. 1844 DuFTON Deafness 71 The application

of catheterism to the Eustachian tube.

So Ca theterize v. [cf. F. cathctcriser], to employ

a catheter ; Ca theterization.
1849-52 Todd Cyel. Anat. IV. 1260/1 The patient . . had

been frequently the subject of catheterization. 1874 Roosa
Dis. Ear 38 Restoration of hearing by means of catheteriza-

tion of the tube through the nose. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex.
Cathcterise, to introduce a catheter.

Cathetometer (kaepVtzi'm/tai). [f. Gr. m20cto-s

Cathetus + -meter. Cf. F. cathitomltre.'] An
instrument for measuring vertical distances, esp.

small differences of level of liquid columns in tubes.

1864 in Webster. 1871 B. Stewart Heat % 63 The dif-

ference of level between the surface of mercury in the two
tubes was read by means of a cathetometer. 1879 Thomson
& Tait Nat. Phil. I. I. § 429 The Cathetometer is used for

the accurate determination of differences of level.

II Cathetus (karJiztiSs). Also kath-. [a. L.

cathetus, a. Gr. KaBtros (sc. ypappr)) a perpendicu-

lar line, naBiToi adj. ' let down, perpendicular ',

f. KotiUvai to let down.] A straight line falling

perpendicularly on another straight line or surface.

1571 Digges Pantom. IV. Def. 20 It shal be named the

Axis or Kathetus of that body. 1622 Peacham Genii.

Exerc. I. xi. (1634) 38 . 1676 Baker in Rigaud Corr. Sc.

Men (1841) II. 13 Having the cathetus of the first and the

common hypotenuse given, to find the cathetus of the sim-

ple angle. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Cathetus ofIncidence
. .a right line drawn from a radiant point, perpendicular to

the reflecting line, or the plane of the speculum, or mirror.

Cathetus of Reflexion, etc. 1817 Colebrookf. Algebra

59 The cfjtl or upright is the cathetus. 1875 Gwilt A rchit.

Gloss. Cathetus, a perpendicular line passing through the

centre of a cylindrical body as a baluster or a column. It

is also a line falling perpendicularly, and passing through

the centre or eye of the volute of the Ionic capital.

Cathodal (ka-Jwdal), a. Also kath-. [f. Gr.

m$oSos way down (see next) + -AL.]

1. Electr. belonging to the cathode.

1882 Athenxum 8 July 50/3 The character (anodal or

kathodal) of the electric charge.

2. Bot. — Cathodic 2.

1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 366 In Fontinalis the branch arises

beneath the median line of the leaf; but in Sphagnum be-

neath its cathodal half.

Cathode ^koe-hjud). Electr. Also kath-. [ad.

Gr. wdfloSos a going down, way down, f. Kara down
+-0S0S way.] a. The path by which an electric

current leaves the electrolyte and passes into the

negative pole ; the point or surface in contact with

the negative pole ; in electro-metallurgy the ob-

ject to be electro-plated, b. The negative pole.

Opposed to anode : see Electrode.
1834 Faraday Res. Electr. (1839) § 663 The cathode is

tha( surface at which the current leaves the decomposing

body, and is its positive extremity. 1839 Proc. Amer.
Phil. Soc. I. 100 The lower electrode formed the cathode.

1870 R. Ferguson Electr. 161 The poles . . are called elec-

trodes. .the - pole being called the cathode. i87SUrf.Z1/V/.

Arts II. 210 The deposit was formed in twenty-four hours

upon the whole of the cathode. 1881 Metal World No. 9.

131 The'object to be coppered is to be . . attached as a ca-

thode, .when it will become rapidly coated with an adherent

film of metallic copper. 1883 E. H. Gordon Electr. ff Magn.
(ed. 2) II. 1 The electrode attached to the zinc of the battery

is called the cathode, and the other, the anode.

Cathodic (,ka]>jrdik), a. Also kath-. [f. as

prec. + -ic]

1. Phys. Of nerve force: Proceeding from a

nerve-centre ; efferent.

1852 M. Hall Diastaltic Nervous Syst. (Mayne).

2. Bot. (Of leaves arranged on the axis spirally.)

See quots.
1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 190 If the spiral winds from right

to left, the right edge of the leaves las you ascend' is called

the Kathodic, the left edge the anodic. Ibid. 199 So that

. . all the segments are broader on the anodic than on the

kathodic side. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phauer.fy
Eerns 238 Between the median and descending, or kathodic

lateral bundle.

Cat-hole, sb. Forms : I catthola, 7 cat's-

hole, 7- cat-hole.

1 1. The hole or den of the wild cat. Obs.

854 Chart. SEthekvolfm Cod. Dipl. V. 105 Of Sam wogan
hlince on 6a catthola; of San cattholan on Wenbeorhge.

2. A hole in a wall, door, etc., large enough to

let a cat through.
a 1625 Fletcher Mad Lover in. ii, Is there ne'er a cat-

hole Where I may creep through ? 1721 Kelly Sc. Prov.

145 (Jam.) ' He has left the key in the cat hole' to signify

that a man has run away from his creditors. 1808 Med.
frnl. XIX. 120 A large round ball, .which rolled along the

floor of the room until it came to a cat-hole in the door.

3. A'aul. One of the two holes at the stern of

the ship, through which a cable or hawser can be

passed for steadying or heaving the ship astern, etc.

1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts III. U704) 346/1

Cat-holes are over the Ports in the Gun- Room, right with the

Capstain, to heave the Ship a stern by a Cable, or Hausc.

4. A deep pool in a river.

1883 Century Mag. 378 He seated himself at the edge of

J

a deep pool, or ' cat-hole '.

Catholic kse'bolik), a. and sb. [a. F. catho-

lique :13th c. in Eittre) ad. late L. catholic-us,

a. Gr. xaSukiKui general, universal, f. Ka$C\ov

(i.e. Ka$' iikov) on the whole, in general, as a whole,

generally, universally, f. /card concerning, in re-

spect of, according to + o/W whole. If immed.

derived from L. or Gr., the Eng. word would,

according to the regular analogy of words in -ic,

have been accented catho'li,] .]

I. In non-ecclesiastical use.

1. gen. Universal.

1551 T. Wilson Logihe 1 1>. Catholike being a greeke word
signifieth nothing in English but universall or common.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. led. 3) Catholicke, vniuersall or

general!. 1660 IngeLO Betttiv. Ur. (1682111, The Indis-

putable Commands of a CjLthohck Dictator in knowledge.

1885 Times (weekly ed.) 11 Sept. 7/1 Science is truly

catholic, and is bounded only by the universe.

t 2. In .specific uses: a. Universally prevalent

:

said e.g. of substances, actions, laws, principles,

customs, conditions, etc. Obs.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's lust. ill. 248 This isto beholden
for a catholike principle. 1615 CROOKS Body ofMan 418

It is a Catholicke principle, Euery thing is preserued and
refreshed with his like. 1657 S. PuRCHAS Pol. Elying-lns.

95 This is a common, but no catholique custome [among
bees] for I have often observed the contrary. 1660 Shar-

rock Vegetable* 79 The universal and catholick order of

all bulbous plants, is. .that about St. James' tyde they be

taken out of the ground. 1662 StILLIMGFL. Orig. Sacr. in.

ii. 5 74 The Catholick Laws of nature which appear in the

world. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 192 All Bodies are made of

one Catholick matter common to them all. 1675 Evelyn
Terra (1729! 10 There is but one Catholic homogeneous,

fluid matter. 1692 BeNTLEY Boyle Led. 112 This Catholick

Principle of Gravitation. 1696 Edwards Exist. <y Provid.

God I. 3 A great proof of the catholick degeneracy of this

present age.

f b. Universally applicable or efficient ;
spec, of

medicines, remedies. Obs.

1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653I 43 It hath the

prime place, for a Catholick medicine in exulcerations. 1621

Blrton Anat. Mel. 11. v. 1. v. (16511 393 There is no Catho-

like medicine to be had : that which helps one is pernitious

to another. 1658 A. Fox Wnrtz' Surg. IV. ii. 309 A Catho-

.lick Plaister, used for all wounds and stabs. 1671 Salmon
Syn. Med. m. xlix. 559 A noble Extract, and a catholick

purge. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704) 115 Fire .. which

is the only Catholick Dissolvent. 1693 Slare in Phil.

Trans. XVII. 906 Tho' Spirit of Wine be a very Catholic

Menstruum. 1713 Loud. & Country Brew. TV. (1743) 261

[Water] is the onlyCatholick Nourishment of all Vegetables,

Animals, and Minerals. 1752 Hume Ess. (1777) II. n
Accurate and just reasoning is the only Catholic remedy,

f c. More loosely : Common, prevalent. Obs.

1607 Dekker Northw. Hoe v. Wks. 1873 III. 74 What is

more catholick i' the city than for husbands daily for to for-

give the nightly sins of their bedfellows? 1631 Massinger

Emper. ofEast TV. iv, The pox, sir. . Is the more catholic

sickness. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 130 Hot beds are the

most general and catholick help.

f d. Entire, without exception. Obs.

1664 Evelyn Sytva 19 Deep interring of Roots is amongst

the Catholick Mistakes. 1671 Dryden Even. Lcrve iv. 1,

A Ion. And, how fares my Son-in-law that lives there? Mel.

In Catholick Health, Sir.

3. In current use : a. Of universal human in-

terest or use ;
touching the needs, interests, or

sympathies of all men.
a 1631 Donne Sent*. Ixvi. (1640) So are there some .

.

Catholique, universal Psalmes, that apply themselves to all

necessities. 1704 Swift Mech. Operat. Spirit (1711) 279
All my Writings . . for universal Nature, and Mankind in

general. And of such Catholick Use I esteem this present

Disquisition. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. VBU v. § 4 Catholic

poetry, by which I mean that which is good in all ages and

countries. 1844 Emerson Lect. New Eng. Ref. Wks. \Bohn)

I. 264 A grand phalanx of the best of the human race,

banded for some catholic object. 1867 Frol de Short Stud.

363 What was of catholic rather than national interest.
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b. Having sympathies with, or embracing, all

:

said of men, their feelings, tastes, etc. ; alsoJig. of

things. (Closely connected with. 8.)

1586 Bright Melanch. iv. 16 The stomach becommeth the
most Catholicke part in all the bodie, carying a more in.

different affection to what soever is receiued then anie part

beside. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. I. iv. 73 Others more
catholic in their taste. 1620 J. Parkinson Paradisus xxvi.

215 Such as are Catholicke obseruers of all natures store.

1833 Lamb Elia, Books <y Read., I bless my stars for a taste

so catholic, so unexcluding. 1851 Carlvle Sterling 1. iv.

(1872) 31 Of these two Universities, Cambridge is decidedly
the more catholic {not Roman catholic, but Human catholic'.

1878 Stevknson Inland I'oy., On these different mani-
festations, the sun poured its clear and catholic looks. 1879
Tovuckk Pool's Err. xxxviii. 271 A man of unusually broad
and catholic feeling.

4. Catholic Epistle : a name originally given to

the 'general' epistles of James, Peter, and Jude,

and the first of John, as not being addressed to

particular churches or persons. The second and

third epistles of John are now conventionally in-

cluded among the number.
It is not certain that this was the original sense of

fV«7ToAi) jtaffoAurr;, since some early writers appear to use it

in the sense 'genuine and accepted ' (see Canonical): but

the attribute has been understood in the sense ' encyclical

'

or * general
1

since the 10th or nth c.

158a N. T. (Rhem.) James (heading) The Catholic Epistle

of St. James the apostle. 17*5 tr. Dufiin's Keel. Hist. I. V.

69 The Encyclick, Circular, or Catholick Letters, were ad-

dress'd to all Churches, or to all the Faithful. 1855 West-
cott Canon N. T. (1881) 395 It may be inferred that the

seven Catholic Epistles were formed into a collection at the

close of the third century.

II. In ecclesiastical use.

The earlier history of this lies outside English, and may-
be found in such works as Smith's Did. Christian Antiq.
or in Lightfoot's Ignatius I. 398-400, 605-607; II. 310-312.
"II *a#oAiJti) ixxKriaia 'the catholic church' or 'church
universal was first applied to the whole body of l>e-

lievers as distinguished from an individual congregation
or ' particular body of Christians '. But to the primary idea
of extension 'the ideas of doctrine and unity' were super-
added ; and so the term came to connote the Church first

as orthodox, in opposition to heretics, next as one his-

torically, in opposition to schismatics. Out of this widest
qualitative sense arose a variety of subordinate senses ; it

was applied to the faith the Church held, to particular

communities or even individual members belonging to it,

and especially in the East, to cathedrals as distinguished
from parish churches, then later to parish churches as
opposed to oratories or monastic chapels. After the separa-
tion of East and West ' Catholic' was assumed as its descrip-
tive epithet by the Western or Latin Church, as ' Orthodox

'

was by the Eastern or Greek. At the Reformation the
term ' Catholic ' was claimed as its exclusive right by the
Ixxly remaining under the Roman obedience, in opposition
to the 'Protestant' or 'Reformed' National Churches.
These, however, also retained the term, giving it, for the
most part, a wider and more ideal or absolute sense, as the
attribute of no single community, but only of the whole
communion of the saved and saintly in all churches and
ages. In England, it was claimed that the Church, even as
Reformed, was the national branch of the * Catholic Church

'

in its proper historical sense. As a consequence, in order to
distinguish the unreformed Latin Church, its chosen epithet
of 'Catholic* was further qualified by 'Roman'; but see
sense 7. On this analogy Anglo-Catholic has been used
by some, since about 1835, of the Anglican Church.

5. Catholic Church, Church Catholic : the

Church universal, the whole body of Christians.

1559 Injunctions by Queens Majestic D iv. Ye shall praye
for Christes holy Chatnolique church, that is, for the whole
congregation of Christian people, dispearsed throughout the
whole worlde, and specially for the Church of England and
Irelande. 1560 61 Scotch Con/. Faith xvi, Whiche Kirk is

Catholik,that is universal], becaus it conteancs the Elect of
all aiges, all realmes, nationis, and tounges, be thai of
the Jewis or be thai of the Gentiles, who have communioun
and societie with God the Father, and with his Sone Christ
Jesus. i6-w Prvnne Anti-Artnin. 129 There is a holy
Catholicke Church, to wit, the whole company ofGods Elect.

1645 Ussher Body Dir. (1647) l87 The Catholick Church,
that is, God's whole or universall Assembly. 1651 Baxter
Inf. liapt. 304, I hope this learned man doth not take the
particular Romane Church, for the Catholick Church. 1685
Ken Ch.Catech., 'Holy Cath. Ch.' 1839 Yeowell Anc.
Brit. Ch. xi. (1847) 1 10 As members of the church catholic.
Moti. In this sense many accept the article of the Creed, ' I

believe in the holy catholic church '.

b. Of or belonging to the church universal, uni-

versal Christian.

1579 Flm.ke Ifeskins' Pari. 94 He can neuer prooue his
reseruation to lie catholike or vniversally allowed and prac-
tised of the Church. 1651 C. Cartwricht Cert. Rclig. 1. 10
That Church whose Doctrine is most Catholick and uni-
versall must be the Catholick Church. 1657 Cromwell Sp.
Apr., Such a Catholic interest of the people of God. 1777
letcher Reconcil. Wks. 1795 IV. 211 A great friend to

a catholic gospel. 1807 Knox & Jebb Corr. I. 370 A
catholic liturgy must be formed on a catholic plan ; that is,

from a harmony of those dispersed and vital truths, which
in different ages, different countries, and different churches,
were popularly, and effectually embodied, in established
liturgies. 188a Farrar Parly Chr. I. 250 Christianity in
all Churches was, and ever must be, in its essence Catholic—one and indivisible.

6. As an epithet, applied to the Ancient Church,
as it existed undivided, prior to the separation of
East and West, and of a church or churches stand-

' ing in historical continuity therewith, and claiming
to be identical with it in doctrine, discipline, orders,
and sacraments, (a.) After the separation, as-

sumed by the Western or Latin Church, and so

commonly applied historically. [A ) After the

Reformation in the 16th c. claimed as its exclu-

sive title by that part of the Western Church
which remained under the Roman obedience (see

7) ; but (c.) held by Anglicans not to be so limited,

but to include the Church of England, as the

proper continuation in England, alike of the

Ancient and the Western Church.
(Whatever the application, the implied sense is ' the Church
or Churches which now truly represent the ancient undi-
vided Church of Christendom '.)

153a More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 690/1 The very name
he sayth of catholike, y* is to sai vniuersal, gaue to ward y*
getting of hys credence y* catholike church gret autoritye.
c 1534 Abp. Lee in Lingard Hist. Eng. (1855) V. L 18/1
note, So that . . the unitie of the faiethe and of the Catho-
lique Chyrche [be] saved. 1551 Abp. Hamilton Catech.
(1884) 47 Quhilk catholike kirk is trewly represented in all

general counsellis. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. Wks. 1839 III.

517 The Christians of that time [before Constantine], except
a few, in respect of whose paucity the rest were called the
Catholic Church and others heretics. i 1670 Jer. Tavlor
Duty 0/ Clergy ii. 4 The Catholic Church hath been too
much and too soon divided, .but in things simply necessary,
God hath preserved us still unbroken : all nations and all

ages recite the Creed . .and all Churches have been governed
by Bishops. 1704 Nelson Pest, ff Pasts vii. (1739) 538 The
ancientest Fathers of the Catholick Church. 1834 Tracts
for Times No. 61, We [English Church] are a branch of
the Church Catholic. 1854 Hook Ch. Dict.s. v. Creed, There
are three creeds recognized by the catholic church. Ibid.
s.v. Trmiition, The great deference paid by the Church of
England as a branch of the Catholic Church to tradition.
1866 Ld. Romilly in Law Rfp-J Eq. 29 The Catholic
Church of Christ, of which the Church of England is a
branch. 187a Freeman Gen. Sketch vi. 111 The people of
the Oriental provinces, .putting forth or adopting doctrines
which the Catholic Church, both of the Old and of the New
Rome, looked on as heretical.

Hence, Of or belonging to this Church ; of the
true apostolic Church, orthodox :

a. Of belief, doctrine, etc.

c 1500 Melusinc (1888) 31 My byleueis asaCatholique by-
leue oughte for to be. a 1556 Cranmer Wks. (1844) I. 9 An
explication and assertion of the true catholic faith in the
matter of the sacrament, 1549 Bk. C< Prayer, A than.
Crede, And the Catholike faithe is this: That we worship
one God in trinitie, and trinitie in unitie. 1634 Habincton
Castara (Arb.) 1 1 2 The Catholique faith is the foundation on
which he erects Religion. 1840 Tracts for Times No. 85
vi, The Catholic or Church system of doctrine and worship.
1854 I Iook Ch. Diet. s. v. Image worship Protesting against
Roman corruptions of the Catholic Faith.

b. Of persons: Holding the faith of this

Church
; rightly believing, orthodox. (This and

a. appear to be the earliest uses in English. The
sb. is in 1425.)

( 1500 Melusinc (1888) 32 A man very catholoque & of
good feith. 1531 Elvot Govt. tit. xxiii. Wherein no good
catholyke man wyll any thynge doute, though they be mer-
uaylous. 155a HULOBT, Catholyke or perfect Christian,
orthodoxus. 1854 Hook Ch. Diet. s.v., In ecclesiastical
history , .a catholu Christian denotes an orthotiox Christian.
1881 Freeman Hist. Geog. Eur. I. iv. 101 The lands ruled
either by the Catholic Frank or by the Arian Goth.

C. Of the writers, fathers, or antiquity, of the

ancient undivided church, or accepted by the

orthodox historical church.
1548 Udall, etc. P.rasm. Par. Pref. 14 Whatsoeuer in any

catholike wryter is conteyned. 1593 I Govt. Christ s

Ch. xi, What Presbytery the primitiue Churches and Catho-
like fathers did acknowledge. 1841 Tracts/or Times No.
86 v. § 3 What is popularity when it is opposed to Catholic
Antiquity?

d. Of a particular Ixxly : Forming part of, or
in communion with, this church. (Cf. Anglo-
Catholic.)
1833 Crusk Eusebins vi. xIHi. 265 One bishop in a catholic

church. 1854 Hook Ok Did. a, v. Lights, We of the Anglo.
Catholic Church, ibid. s.v. Catholic, A Catholic Church
means a branch of this one great society, as the Church of
England is said to l>e a Catholic Church : the Catholic
Church includes all the Churches in the world under their
legitimate llishops.

7. As applied (since the Reformation) to the
Church of Rome <

KEcctesia apostolica cathoika
Kotnana) = Roman Catholic, q, v. (Opposed to
Protestant, Reformed, Evangelical, Lutheran,
Calvinistk, etc.)

Roman Catholic is the designation known to English
law

; but 1 Catholic 1

is that in ordinary use on the continent
of Europe, especially in the Latin countries; hence historians
frequently contrast ' Catholic ' and ' Protestant especially
in reference to the continent ; and, in familiar non-contro-
versial use, 'Catholic' is often said instead of Roman
Catholic.

1554 (March) Q. Mary's Injund. in Wilkins Concilia
(1737) IV. 90 To remove them, and place catholic men
in their rooms, a 1555 J. Bradford in Foxe A. 4 M.
(1583) 1647 This Latine sendee is a playne marke of anti-
christs Catholike Synagoge. 1563 Ibid. 1844 The Catholike
prelates of the Popes band. 1588 Allen Admon. in Lin-
gard (1855) VI. 358 She [Q. Eliz.] hath abolished
the Catholic religion. 1602 Carew Cornwall -j\ a, A matter
practised . . as well by the reformed as Catholike Switzers.
1620 Fr. Hunt {title), Appeal to the King, proving that our
Saviour was Author of the Catholic Roman Faith. i6aa
Rushw. Hist. CollA 16591 1- a87 His Majesties Roman Catho-
lick-Subjects. 1660 R. Coke Pviverfy Subj. 215 If the Pope
would be Head of the Catholique Church, the King would
be Head of the Church uf Kngland. 1790 I'i rkk Fr. Ret:

J

Wks. V. fo Whether . . the catholick heir [gave way) when
the protestant was preferred. 1845 S. Austin Rankes Hist.
Re/. II. 513 What was begun by the evangelical govern
ments, was carried on in an analogous manner by the
catholic. 1845 Brioht Sp. Maynooth Grant 16 Apr., A

I

Protestant soldiery, who, at the beck and command ofa Pro-
testant priest, have butchered and killed a Catholic peasant.
187a Freeman Gen. Sketch xiii. 252 That the government
of each German state might set up which religion it pleased,
Catholic or Protestant. 1873 Morlkv Rousseau I. 229 A
Catholic country like France.

t b. Catholic Scat : = Apostolic See. Obs.
In ancient times the koOoXikoI 0p6ft>i or catholic sees,

were those of Rome, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem.
1563 Foxe A. <y M. (1583) 798 The proud, cruel!, and bloudy

rage of the Catholique Seat.

C. Catholic King, his Catholic Majesty ; a title

given to the kings of Spain.
(In much earlier times the title belonged to the kings of

France, Pipin being so called a.d. 767.)

<SS5 Eden Decades W. Ind. To Rdr. (Arb.) 50 By the
moste catholyke & puissaunt kynge Ferdinando. Ibid. 288
Wheruppon I wente into Spayne to the Catholyke kynge.
1588 Allen (title). Admonition to the Nobility and People
of England . . by the high and mightic kinge Catholike of
Spaine. 16*7 Sanderson Serm. I. 281 He that . . hath
better title to the stile of most catholick king than any that
ever yet bare it . . I mean the devil, the prince of this
world. 1636 Massinger Bash/. Lover iv. i. 1704 Loud.
Gaz. No. 3987/3 To wait upon his Catholick Majesty. 1785
De Foe / oy. round IV. (1840) 280 Does not his Catholic
majesty claim a title to the possession of it?

d. See also B.

8. Recognizing, or having sympathies with, all

Christians; broadly charitable in religious mat-
ters. (Cf. 3 b. which differs only in not being
restricted to things ecclesiastical or religious.)

1658 Baxter in H. Rogers J. Howe iii. (1863)59 The Lord
Protector is noted as a man of a catholic spirit, desirous of
the unity and peace of all the servants of Christ. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe (1840) II. vii. 158 If such a temper was uni-
versal, we might be all Catholic Christians, whatever church
or particular profession we joined to, or joined in. 1734
Watts Reliq. Juv. U789) 155 To see all the disciples of
Christ grown up into such a catholic spirit, as to be ready
to worship God their common Father . . in the same as-
sembly. 1874 Blackie Sel/Cult. 80 A spirit of deep and
catholic piety.

f 9. brans/. Orthodox (applied e.g. to orthodox
Mohammedans). Obs.

1613 Purchas Pilgr. vii. viL 575 They are not all Catholike
Mahumetans. 1625 Pilgrimesw. i. | 3 By some they
are accounted Catholique or true Mahumetans, and by
others they are holden for heretiks,

10. Catholic ^amt) Apostolic Church \ the religious

body otherwise called Irvingites. (Seequots. 1861,

1867.)

[1837 Testimony to Bps., etc. 32 That no section of the
baptized bears the character of the one Holy Catholic Apo-
stolic Church.] 1861 Norton Restor. Apostles and Proph.
in Cath. Apostolic Ch. 150 In assuming, as our only title and
name, that of 'the Catholic and Apostolic Church'—we ar«

rogate to ourselves nothing, for we do not appropriate it in
any exclusive sense. \96n Address in Miller Irvingism L
5 Catholic and Apostolic Churches, a name which we have
not assumed, and to which we have no exclusive right .

.

But it is the only name by which we can, without protest,
suffer ourselves to be called. 1888 Whitaker's Almanm,
Relig. Sects, Places . . certified to the Registrar-General on
behalf of persons described as. .Catholic Apostolic Church.
B. sb.

1. A member of a church recognized or claiming
to be 1 Catholic * in sen^e A. 6

; e.g. an orthodox
member of the Church before the disruption of

East and West, as opposed to an Arian or other
* heretic* ; of the Latin Church as opposed to the

Greek or any separating sect or community (e.g.

the Lollards') ; of a church or churches now taken

to represent the primitive Church.
c 1425 Wvntoln Cron. ix. xxvi. 61 He was a constant Ca-

tholike All Lollard he hatyt and Heretike. 1904 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. iv. I 5 Let the Church of Rome be what it will,

. . hold them for Catholics, or hold them for Heretics, it is

not a thing . in this present question greatly material.

'597 J- Jones Prescrv. Bodie
<fr

Soule Ded., It is . . of the
faithful), Christian, and Catholike certainly beleeucd. 1609
Bible (Douay) Proemial Annot., Some of these bookes .

.

w ere sometimes doubted of by some Catholiques, and called

Apochryphal. 170a tr. Le Clerc's Prim. Fathers 941 An
Kdict bearing date the 27th of February (380).. That those
who would profess it should be called Catholics, and
the others Hereticks. 1854 Hook Ch. Did. s.v., Let the
member of the Church of England assert his right to the
name of Catholic, since he is the only person in Kngland
who has a right to that name. The English Romanist is a
Roman Schismatic, and not a Catholic, i860 Froudk
Hist. Eng. VI. 39, 1 must again remind my readers of the
distinction between Catholic and Papist. Three quarters
of the English people were Catholics; that is, they were
attached to the hereditary anu traditionary doctrines of the

Church. 187a Frfeman Gen. Sketch v. 102 He (Chlodwig]
became, .not only a Christian but a Catholic, .all the other

Teutonic Kings were Arians.

2. spec. A member of the Roman Church.
1570 B. GooCK Pop. A'iugd. iv. (1880I 60 Accounting here

for Catholickes, themselves & all their traine. 1581 (title)

A Checke or Reproofe of M. Howlet . . with an answere to

the Reasons why Catholikes (as they are called) refuse to

goe to Church. 1588 Allen Admon. in Lingard Hist. Eng.
(1855) VI. 358/t Not tolerable to the masters of her [C/. Elu.J
own sect, and to all Catholics in the world most ridiculous.

160a lip, J. Riokr (title), A caveat to Irish Catholick*. 160a

Warner Alb. Eng. tx. xlix. (1612) 226 Euen Catholiques
(that erred name doth please the Papists). 1611 Piblr Pre/
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The Catholicks (meaning Popish- Romanists). 1636 Fkatly

Clavis Myst. xxxiv. 483 Other of the Pope his stoutest

champions . [say] we are sirnamed catholikes, therefore we
are so. 1650S1RE. NiCHOLAsin N. Papers {\t&b)\. 180 That
which has been proposed concerningethe Catholics. 1719DK
Vae. Crusoe (1840) II. vi. 155, I am a Catholic of the Roman
Church. 184s BRIGHT Sp. 16 Apr., The Irish Catholics

would thank you infinitely more if you were to wipe out

that foul blot. 187Z Freeman Gen. Sketch xiii. 254 The
religious wars between the Catholics and Protestants within

the country [France ]. 1876 Green Slwrt Hist. vii. § 4 The
last hopes of the English Catholics were dispelled by the

Queen's refusal to take part in the Council of Trent.

3. Defined or limited by a word prefixed, as

t English Catholic, f Popish Catholic, Anglo-Ca-
tholic, Roman Catholic, q. v.

(See a different use of English Catholics, in sense 2 quot.

1876.)

1577 Fulke {title), Two Treatises. . Answeie of the Chris-

tian Protestant to the proud challenge of a Popish Catho-

licke. 1585 Sir W. HarBXKT {title), Letter to a Roman pre-

tended Catholike. 1598 HakjajTT Vqv. I. 597 Many rebels

against her maiestie and popish catholiques. 1837 J. H.
Newman Par. Serm. (1840) III. xiv, The Holy Church
throughout all the world is broken into many fragments .

.

we are the English Catholics, abroad are the Roman Ca-

tholics .. elsewhere are the Greek Catholics, and so on.

1854 Hook Ch. Diet. s.v. Protestant, We tell the Papist

that with respect to him we are Protestant ; we tell the Pro-

testant Dissenter that in respect to him we are Catholics ;

and we may be called Protestant or Protesting Catholics,

or as some of our writers describe us, Anglo-Catholics.

b. German Catholic, Old Catholic : names taken

by religious parties who separated from the Roman
Catholic communion in Germany, the former under

Ronge in 1845 (reunited 1848), the latter after the

Vatican Council in 1870-71.
1871 Sunday Mag. Nov. 84/1 The Old Catholics have

great hopes of support from the High Church party in

England.

f 4 — Catholicos. Obs.
1612 Brerewood Lang, Relig. xxiv. 213 The Catholick

of Armenia. Ibid. 210 They acknowledge obedience . . to

two Patriarchs of their own : whom they term Catholicks.

1735 Johnson tr. Lobo's Abyssinia 307 Catholick like Patri-

arch is no more than an empty Title without the Power.

C. attrib. Of, relating to, affecting, or on the side

of (Roman) Catholics. In Catholic Emancipation,

etc. [In construction not distinct from the adj.]

1791 J.Milner {title), Ashort Pamphlet on the Catholic Ques-
tion. 1795 Duigenan {title), Speech on the Catholic Bill in

the Irish House ofCommons. 1805 Ld.Hawkesbury(//V/£T),
Speech in the House of Lords, 10th of May on the Catholic

Petition. 1809 Southev Ess. (1832) II. 301 For these people

Catholic Emancipation can do nothing. 1878 Spencer
Walpole Hist. Eng. II. vii. 145 The anti-Catholic members
of the Cabinet [in 1 826] were as much opposed to their Catho-
lic colleagues as to their regular opponents. Ibid, note,

Persons in favour of emancipation were classed as Catholic

statesmen.

t Catholical, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -AX.] Of or

belonging to all, general, universal ; esp. belong-

ing to the universal faith —Catholic 5 b, 6 a, etc.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 186 Y* catholicall or

generall fayth of y chirche. 1556 Lauder Tractate 540
The Potent Kyng of kyngis all Preserue all Prencis Ca-
tholycall. 1642 J. Eaton Honey-c. Eree Justif. 5 The
Church Apostolicall and Catholicall. 1674 Horton Serm.
Rom. viii. 277 The comforts of Religion and Christianity.

.

are Catholical and Universal!.

b. of medicines : = Catholic 2.

1626 W. Fennek Hidden Manna Wks. II. 377 But, like

an Apothecaries drug, Catholical. 1644 N. Joceline [title),

Parliament Physick for a Sin-Sick Nation .. containing a
Catholicall Medicine for all Natures and Nations.

Catholically ikabflikali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY.] In a catholic manner.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. deW. 1531) 197 They .. that in a

true herte catbolycally byleueth the same. 1829 Blackw.
Mag. XXV. 153 He did catholically dread the very name
of what they called reform. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. I.

304 To consent that his niece should live Catholically after

the marriage. 1887 Times 7 Apr. 3/5 The Conservatives.

.

were more catholically minded.
.So Catholicalness.
1731 Bailey II, Catholicalness . . being of a catholick

spirit, universalness.

t Cathtvlican, a. Obs. rare- 1
. = Catholic 7 c.

1518 Dispatch in Ld. Berners Froiss. Pref. 15 Whiche
the king Catholicans Cownsell goothe fasteabowte to lette.

Catho'licate. rare. [ad. med.L. cat/wHcat-us.]
The jurisdiction of an Armenian catholicus.
1878 Stubbs Led. Study 0/Hist. (1886) 159 The Armenian

Catholicos . . took refuge at Sis and founded there an inde-
pendent or national Catholicate.

Catholicism (kabfrlisiz m, karbolisiz'm). [f.

Catholic + -ism. Cf. F. catholicisme.']

1. The system, faith, and practice of the Catholic
Church ; adherence to the Catholic Church.
1656 Blount Gtossogr.

t Catholicisme. .the orthodox Faith
of the Catholick Church. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. Rom. xi.

Annot., Much less will God ever confine the Church and
Covenant of peculiarity to the Jewish Nation, and take it

from the Gentiles, and cease Catholicism.
b. usually of the Roman Catholic Church.
1613-7 Purchas Pilgr., Dcscr. India {\%t^ 131 Thomaean

Christians. These Thomaians are now, as the Iesuites re-
port, reduced to their Catholicisme. 1779 Swinburne Trav.
Spain xxix. (T.) All the gipsies that I have conversed with
assured me of their sound Catholicism. 1871 Morlkv Vol-
taire (t886) i We may think of Voltairism . . as we think of
Catholicism or the Renaissance or Calvinism.

c. so Roman Catholicism.

1870 Daily Netvs 5 Dec. , Mrs. Craik can do justice to the

earnest and beautiful side of Roman Catholicism. 1876

Grant Burgh Sch. Scot. 11. xiii. ^12 The object .. being 110

doubt to ridicule Roman Catholicism.

d. A trait, note, or act of a good Catholic.

1609 T. Morton Anew. Higgons 2 Who hold it a Catho-

licisme to brand me with only an imaginarie imputation.

1842 G. S. Faber Prcn'inc. Lett. (1844) II. 286 Censure of

what, .we have been led to deem genuine Catholicisms.

1 2. = Catholicity 4. Obs.

1647 Jer. Taylor Dissuas. Popery 11. ii. Introd. (R.) This
broken consent is not an infallible testimony of the Catho-

licism of the Doctrine.

3. » Catholicity i. rare.

1796 Morse Amer.Geog. I. 454 All religions, .are tolerated

and a spirit of liberality and Catholicism is increasing.

Catholicist ^kajylisist). rare. [f. as prec. +

-1ST.] An adherent or partisan of Catholicism.

i8iz Monthly Mag. XXXIII. 133 We reproachaman by
terming him a Deist, Methodist, Catholicist.

Catholicity (kxbolrslti). [f. as prec. + -ITY;

cf. F. catholicite.] Catholic quality or character.

1. The quality of being comprehensive in feeling,

taste, sympathy, etc. ; freedom from sectarian cx-

clusiveness or narrowness.
1843 Ediu. Rev. Dec. 274 One of the greatest and most

attractive characteristics of his mind—its catholicity. 1855

H. Reed Led. Eng. Lit. ii. (1878) 55 It is important to

cultivate a true catholicity of taste. 1882 J. Hawthorni;
Eort. Eool 1. xxxi, Royalty itself could not compete with

Lady Mayfair in the brilliant catholicity of her entertain-

ments.

b. of religious feeling.

1841 Myers Cath. Th. iv. 435 This great principle of

Christian lirothcrhood. .a stronger feeling of the true Catho-

licity of Christianity. 1868 Mrs. Balfour Wrkg. Women
led. 3) 173 True Christian catholicity of spirit. 1882 Karrah
in Contemp. Rev. XLII. 813 The lessons of catholicity and
toleration.

2. Universal prevalence
;
universality.

1868 Huxley Phys. Basis Li/e 137, 1 share this catholicity

of assimilation with other animals.

3. Of a church or doctrine : The character of

being universally recognized or diffused.

1843 tr. Mariottis Italy Past <y Pr. (1848' I. 113 Univer-

sality of dominion was now to be cemented by catholicity

of faith and worship. 1845 J. H. Newman Ess. Developm.
Introd. (L.) An appeal to the catholicity of the church, in

proof that its doctrines are true, is an appeal to the voice of

the multitude upon a dispute as to truth. 1887 Times
(weekly ed.) 7 Oct. 3/1 Thus will the catholicity of our

Church be at length realized.

4. The character of belonging to, or in accord-

ance with, the Catholic Church.
1830 Coleridge Table Talk 6 June, In the first century,

catholicity was the test ofa book or epistle, .being canonical.

1842 Pusey Crisis Eng. Ch. 139 They wish to claim for

the English Church the character of Catholicity. 1868 G.
Hardy in Guardian 29 Apr. 494 A sincere and faithful

trust in the Catholicity of the Church of England.

b. spec, of the Church of Rome : The doctrine

or faith of that Church, Catholicism,

1847 Dickens Lett. (1880) I. 175 The Swiss radicals.,

know what Catholicity is. 1849 Southev Comm.-PI. Bk.
Ser. 11. 80 When the professors of Catholicity arrogate to

themselves political command.

Catholicize '^kabfrlisau, karbolisaiz), v. In

7 -ickise, -ikize. [f. as prec. + -ize : in its earlier

form f. Catholick.']

1. trans. To make catholic or Catholic (in

various senses of the adjective).

1629 H. Hurton Babel no Bethe-l 126 Doth not the Pope
monopolize and Catholickise (as I may so say) the Church
of Rome . . as the onely Catholick Church over the earth 1

1799 Monthly Rev. XXVIII. 570 To catholicise the phrase-

ology of natural history. 1809 Knox & Jebb Corr. I. 535
They will yet by their writings, serve to catholicise the

romanists. 1865 Pusey Truth Eng. Ch. 281 It seemed ..

before these secessions that . . nothing but time was needed to

Catholicize England. 1878 Dowden Stud. Lit. 333 To
liberalise the [Papal] Church, to catholicise Liberalism.

2. intr. To become, or behave as, a Catholic.

1611 Cotgr. ,
Catholizer, to catholikize it .. become a

Catholicke. 1853 W. Hazlitt tr. Monston's Lsrael 0/Alps
xxvii. 194 All protestant foreigners settled in Piedmont are

ordered to catholicize or to quit the country.

Hence Catholicized ppl. Catholicizing vbl.

sb. and ppl. a.

1826 C. Butler Life Grotius App. 256 He is said to have
had in view the catholicising, as it was termed, the Northern
Part of Germany. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. § 5.

299 The collision which is impending between the Catholic,

or catholicising party, and the liberal party in Oxford. 1870
Daily News 3 Oct., The forcible abduction and catholiciz-

ing of the little Mortara boy. 1878 Dowden Stud. Lit. 337
A catholicised liberalism.

Catholicly (karbolikH), adv. [f. as prec. + -LY.]

1. Universally, with universal application. ? Obs.

1631 Sir L. Cary Elegy on Donne (T.) No druggist of the
soul bestow'd on all So catholicly a curing cordial. 1645
Milton Tetrach. (1851) 170 That Mariage is indissoluble, is

not Catholickly true ; wee know it dissoluble for Adultery
and for desertion.

2. In accordance with the faith or teaching of

the Catholic Church.
1542 Boorde Dyctary xl. ( 1870* 302 That the sycke person

may fynysshe his lyre Catholyckely in the fayth of Iesu

Cryste. 1583 W. Fulke De/ence 63 The late new English

Testament catholicly translated and printed at Rheiins.

1679 Everard Popish Plot i, I was one of her privatest

Friends, and Catholickly affected. 1853 Cm.. Wiseman
Ess. II. 377 We own we do not see it, if viewed Catholicly.

b. so Roman Catholicly.

1793 H. Walpole Lett. H. Maun (1834) I. Ixviu. 250 You
are either run Roman Catholicly devout or take me to

be so.

t Ca'tholicness. ? Obs. [f. as prec. + -nesm.]

Catholic quality, catholicity.

1605 A. Wotton Anew. Pop. Articles 34 Neither can you
reasonably thinke, that the catholicknesse of the Church
requires a continuall being in all places at once. 1633 T.

Adams E.\p. 2 Peter ii. 6 The catholicness of their doctrine.

1664 More.Myst. Imq, 284 Their. .pretencetoCatholickness

or Universality. 1674 Krevint Saul at Eudor 10 (R.) Thus
one may judg of the catholikness, which Romanists brag of.

Catlio lico-. Combining form of Cathomc.
1864 Burton Scot, Abr. ILL 69 To advance the Ca'Jiolico-

Pontifical interest in Great Britain.

Catholicou (kafrrlikfm). [a. 1 6th c. F. calholi-

con, -cum, a. L. catholicum, or (Jr. ica6o\t/c6v adj.,

neut. sing., universal.]

1. An electuary supposed to be capable of evacu-

ating all humours ; a universal remedy or proph) -

lactic; panacea, arch. [Used in h'r., in 16th c. by

Ambrose Pare ; its earlier history does not appear.]

1611 I
' iti.E Pre/. 3 Men talke much .. of Catholicon the

drugge, that it is instead of all purges. 1642 Sin T. Rrowne
Relig, Med. 11. § 9 Death is the cure of all diseases. There
is no Catholicon or universal remedy I know but this. 173a-

69 He Foe, etc. Tour Gt. Brit, fed. 7> II. 364 A Catholicon,

and good for every thing. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 338 Nor
do I mean to assert, that it is such a catholicon as to ex-

clude other adjuvants. 1833 Chamb. Jritl. No. 62. 73 A
little plaister is his catholicon for all evils.

*> fig-
1631 Gouce 6W's Arrow's 1. §66. 109 'I he spiritual Catho-

licon, that generall remedy which is fit for any malady,

prayer. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (1654) H. 29 A good

wife is a Catholicon, or universal remedy for all the evils

that happen in life, a 1734 North Li/e Ld. h'pr. Guildford

(.1742* I. 224 He. .so made his Wit a Catholicon, or Shield, to

cover all his weak Places and Infirmities, 1832 Southev
Lett. (1856) IV. 274 The panacea for all moral and political

evils— the true and only catholicon. 1859 Jowett Ep.

Romans, Atonement $ Satis/ ji 3 To assume revelation or

inspiration, as a sort of shield or Catholicon, under which

the weak points of theology may receive protection.

f 2. a. A universal formula. Obs. b. A com-

prehensive treatise.

In the latter sense applied by Johannes de Balbis de Janua,

as the title of his celebrated Latin Grammar and Dictionary,

the Catholicon or Sitmma, made in 1286; whence in later

times given to various vocabularies of Latin and some
vernacular, e.g. the Catholicon Auglk um, an English-Lathi

Vocabulary dated 1483. 1647 Jek. Taylor Lib. Proph,\\\.

131 Neither one sense nor other can be obtruded for an

Article of Faith, much lesse as a Catholicon instead of all.

1837-9 Hai.lam Hist. Lit. 1 18471 I. i. g 90. 79 The Catholi-

con of John Balbi, a Genoese monk . . consists of a Latin

grammar, followed by a dictionary. 1865 Wav Promf.
Pari'. Pref. 23 The student of mediaeval antiquities will

find in the Catholicou an auxiliary rarely to be consulted

w ithout advantage and instruction. Ibid. 64 The valuable

English-Latin Dictionary, frequently cited as the 1 Catholi-

con Anglicum '.

I!
Catholicos (ka^liVs . [a. Gr. /caBoXtKos

:

see Catholic sb. 4.] The Patriarch of Armenia.

1625 Purchas Pilgrims 11. 1269 The Armenians .. hauing

a Primate of their owne whom they calle a Catholicon. 1878

Stubbs 17 Led. Study 0/ Hist. (1886) 159 The Armenian
Catholicos. .took refuge at Sis. 1883 Daily Newt 20 July

5/3 Certain rights affecting the election of the Catholicos.

t Ca'tholicship. Obs. [f. Catholic -i- -ship.]

= Catholicity.
1653 Cihsenhale Cath. Hist. 10 The Doctors Arguments

..concerning Romes Catholiqueship. 1674 Staveley Rom.
Horselcach Ep. Ded., The true marks and signs of the

Catholicship thereof.

Catholog, obs. form of Cataloguk.

Cathood (kart,hud . [f. Cat + -hood, after

manhood, etc.] The state of a (full grown) cat.

1791 HuDi>f-si-'OHD Sal/nag. 140 Sent.. In prime of Cat-

hood to the Catacomb. 1834-43 Southev Doctor xxv. (D.)

My kitten should never attain to cathood.

Ca'-thro*. Sc. [f. ca\ Call, in sense ' drive
T

+
Throuoh prep.] 'A great disturbance' (Jamieson).

1816 Scott Aniiq. xxiv, There was siccan a ca'-thro', as

the like was never seen. 1818 — Hrt. Mid. xvi, Ye never

saw sic a ca'throw.

Catif, caitiffe, obs. ff. Caitiff.

Catiline, a. [ad. L. Calili/ia.] The name of

a Roman who conspired against his country B.C. 63

:

sometimes taken as the type of a profligate con-

spirator. Hence Catilina rian, f Catili uary sb.

and a., f Ca'tilinism.
1592 G. HARVF.vin Nashe Strange Neivs Wks. 1883 II. 263.

1594 Hp. King Jonas (1618) 190 The. . vncompassionate style

of these Catilinary dispositions. 1611 Cotgr., Catilnusme,

Catilinisme, conspiracie. 1774 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg.

( I775 ) 71/r Catalmes at home who ought to be dragged

forth to public disgrace and punishment. 1798 G. Ellis

in Anti-Jacobin 12 Feb. 65 The Catiline of modern times

[Fox]. 1875 Symonds Renaiss. in Italy I. vi. 319 The Cati-

linarian riots of Tiburzio.

-f
Catillate, v. Obs.-° [f. L. catillat- ppl. item

of catilla-re to lick a plate, f. catilltts dish, plate.]

'To licke dishes' (Cockeram 1623).

Catioil ikte tipn). Electr. [a. Gr. koltiov (a

thing) going down, neut. of pr. pple. of aar-Uvai

to go down, f. Kara down + 1- go.] The name
24-2
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given by Faraday to an electro-positive element,
which in electro-chemical decompositions is evolved
at the cathode. Opposed to anion.
1834 Fakadav Res. Electr. 11839) § 655, I require a term

to express those bodies which can pass to the electrodes, or,

as they are usually called, the poles.. I propose to distin-

guish such bodies by calling those anions which go to the
anode of the decomposing body ; and those passing to the
cathode, cations. 1839 Grove in Corr. Phys. Forces 238
The cations of the electrolytes. 1885 Watson & Ucrbcrv
Math. Th. Elect. 4- Magnt. I. 231.

Catkin (kartkin). Bot. Also 6 catteken,
catken, 8-9 katkin. [Taken by Lyte from Du.
katteken ' kitten ' and ' catkin ' of hazel, willow,

etc. (in Dodoens), dim. of katte cat. The 16th c
L. catulus, F. chaton J. chat), and Ger. katzchen,

have the same two senses ; the catkin being named
from its soft downy appearance : cf. Catling 4.]

A unisexual inflorescence, consisting of rows of

apetalous flowers ranged in circles along a slender

stalk ; the whole forming a cylindrical, downy-
looking, and generally pendant part, which falls

off in a single piece after flowering or ripening

;

as in the willow, birch, poplar, pine, hazel, etc. ;

a deciduous spike ; an amentum. (Called by
Turner ie,68 tagge, and by various 16- 17th c.

' writers aglet.)

1578 Lyte; Dodoens VL lviii. 733 Leaues spring foorth after

the Catkins, agglettes, or blowinges. Ibid. lxvii. 743 Withy
. . his flower or blossom is lyke a fine throm or thickc set

veluet heaped vp togither about a little stemme, the which
when it openeth is soft in handling, and lyke downe or
Cotton, and therefore the whole flower is called a Chatton,
Kitekin or Catteken. 16x1 Cotgh., Chattons, the Catkins,
Cattails, aglet-like blowings, or bloomings, of nut-trees, etc.

1731-7 Miller Card. Diet. (J.) The pine tree hath amenta-
j

ceous flowers or katkins. KMX CtJUtE lilt. Minstr. II. 131
Golden catkins deck the sallow tree, i860 Gosse Rom. .Vat.

\

Mist. 6 The willows, .are gay with their pendant catkins.

Hence Catkined a.

1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt 2 Die bushy hedgerows .

.

shrouded the grassy borders . . with catkined hazels. 1869
Rlskin Q. 0/ Air i 73 Catkined trees, whose blossoms arc
only tufts and dust.

Cat-lap (k*tl*p). slang, or dial. [Cf. Shaks.
j

Temp. 11. i. 2S8 'They'll take suggestion as the
cat laps milk'.] Stuff fit for a cat to lap : con-

j

temptuously applied to tea or other weak drink.
1785 Capt. Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Cat-Lap, tea, called i

also scandal broth. 18*4 Scott Kedgauntlet ch. xiii. We
have tea and coffee aboard . . You are at the age to like such
catlap. 1865 Miss Brauuon Sir Jasper xxvii. 282 The clerk
only muttered, ' Oh, d n ! nobody wants your catlap !'

Catless (kse-tles), a. [f. Cat tb. + -less.]
Having no cat. (playful.)
1758 Mrs. Delanv Autobiog. 4 Corr.<i86i* III. 503, I.

alas ! am catless ! 1858 Chamb. Jrnl. IX. 338 We returned
to a catless fireside.

Ca't-like, a. (adv.) Like a cat, or that of a
cat ; esp. stealthy, noiseless of tread.
1600 Shaks. A. Y.L.w. iii. 116 A Lyonnesse. Lay cowch-

ing head on ground, with catlike watch. 1789 Wolcott (P.
Pindar) Stuff, /or Painters :8 Hugging her husband in
her cat like clutches. 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes (1850) II.

384 A ferocious-looking, cat-like head. 1866 Cernh. Mag.
Aug. 222 With stealthy, cat-like steps.

Catling kie'tlirj). Also 7 catlin. [f. Cat sl>.

+ -ling, dim. suffix. The connexion of sense 3
does not appear : perh. it is a distinct word.]
1. A little cat ; a kitten.

1:1630 Dm MM. ok Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 50 Never
cat nor catling I shall find. 1791 Hlddesforu Salmtjg.
134 Cats and Catlings of ignoble line. 1866 Ld. Osuornk
Educ. Children 23 The fate of the brother and sister catlings.

2. Catgut for a violin, lute, or the like ; ' the
smallest-sized lute-strings' (Stainer & Barrett).
[1591 Shaks. Roin.tr Jul. iv. v. 132 {To Musician) What

say you Simon Catling f] 1606 — Tr. f, Cr. 111. iii. 306 Vn-
Iesse the Fidler Apollo get his sinewes to make catlings on.
1708 Kersey, Catlings or Cat/ins, a sort of small Cat-gut
Strings for M usical Instruments. 17a! C KlNt, Brit. Merch.
I. 284 Lutestrings, Catlings, Minikings. i8u J. Smyth
Praet. Customs 53 Catlings are small strings for fiddles and
other musical instruments. 1833 3 4" 4 Will. W, Ivi,

Catlings, the Gross, containing 12 Dozen Knots,
b. trans/, (pi.'. Stringed instruments.

165a Benlowes Theoph. 111. li, Still Tort'ring the deep
mouth'd Catlins, till Hoarse-thundring Diapasons should
the whole room fill.

3. Surf. ' A long, narrow, double-edged, sharp-
pointed, straight knife for performing amputa-
tions ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1611 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653! 2 Of the dismem-

bring knife, and of the Catling . . Whatsoever the Catling
or dlsmembring knife cannot come at by reason of their
greatnesse, etc. 1689 Moylk .SV<i Chyrnrg. 11. i. 25 With
your Catling divide the Vessels between the bones. 1814
Ann. Reg. Chron. 16 Ian. 91 Sir Astley [Cooper), .with the
limb 111 one hand, and the catling in the other, commenced
ihe operation.

t4. - Catkin. (But possibly a misprint.) Obs.
1665-76 Ray Flora 221 The flowers [of mulberry] are

downy Catlins, which turn into berries. 1704 Harris (J.),Catling, The down or moss growing about walnut-trees, !

resembling the hair of a cat. Hence in Kersey, Bailey,
Johnson, and mod. Diets.

Catlinite. Mitt. [Xamed by C. T. Jackson,
J839, after Geo. Catlin, the famous delineator of I

the American Indians.] The sacred pipe-stone

of the American Indians, a kind of indurated red

clay occurring in a bed of considerable extent in

the region of the Upper Missouri, referred by
Hayden to the Cretaceous formation. .Dana.)
1858 Dana Min. 252. 1883 Barter in Amcr. Naturalist

July, Catlinite: its antiquity as a material for Tobacco pipes.

Catmint (kartmint;. Also cats-mint, 7 cata-
mint. [f. Cat + Mint ; cf. med.L. herba catti,

eataria, Y . herbe iltt chat, G. katzenmiinze, Du.
kattekruid. See quot. 1776.] A labiate plant,

Nepeta Cataria, a native of Britain and the con-

!
tinent of Europe, naturalized in North America.

j

Also taken as the English name of the genus.
e "65 ' 'oe. in Wr.-Wulcker 557 Septa, kattesminte. 1378

1 Lyte Dodoens 11. lxvi. 248 The third kinde [of Calamynte] is

now called in English Neppe, and Cat mynte. 1597 Geraku
//erbalccxti. { 1. 553 Cat Mint or Nep groweth high. 1774
Goldsm. .Vat. Hist. (1776) III. 206 The cat . . is excessively
fond of some plants, such as valerian, marum, and cat-mint

;

against these it rubs, smells them at a distance, and at last

.. wears them out. 1834 J. Forbes Laenmc's DU. Chest
645 Aromatics are also exceedingly useful, and particularly
the infusion of cat-mint. 1882 Gr. Allen Colours Flowers
ii 55 Ground-ivy.. is bright blue; catmint .. pale blue.

Catnache. rare. Apparently a corruption of
catananche ' C. aerulea), the Blue Succory, a per-
ennial herbaceous plant, of the south of Europe.
1803 Wheat 4 Weeds in Poet. Monitor 113 With star-like

rays, and sky-like blue . . The catnache blue may serve to
name The^proud, conceited, flirting dame.
Cat-nip. [f. Cat + Nep.] The common name

in U. S. of Catmint.
1796 Morse Amer.Ceog. I. 189 1 Medicinal plants in New

England) Catmint or catnip. 1807 W. Irving Salmag.iifo*)
144 The healing qualities of hoarhound, catnip and penny-
royal. 1851 Hawthorne Blithedale Rom. I. iv. 66 A de-
coction of catnip. 1861 Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's III. 20 A
. . tea-pot, which fumed strongly of catnip-tea.

II Catoblepas. Zool. [L. catoblepas, Gr. xarCu-

BKtif, f. Kara downwards + ^Ac'ir-ftp to look ; see
quots.] In ancient authors, some African animal,
' perhaps a species of buffalo, or the gnu, a species
of antelope' (Lewis & Short, s. v. . Now made
the name of a genus including the Gnu.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. mo. xvi. (14951776 A wylde

beest that hyghle Catoblefas and hath a lytyll body and
nyce in all membra and a grete heed hangynge alway to-

warde the erth. 1587 Golding De Momay xvl 299 Ye eye
of the beast of .ICgipt which killeth those whom it looketh
vpon. Marg. The catopleb and also the cockatryce. 1601
Holland Pliny vm. xxi, A wild beast, called Catoblepes.
1613 Pi rchas Pilgr. I. vi. i. 467 The Catoblepas is said to
bee of like venemous nature. 1616 Bcllokar, Catoblepa,
a strange beast . . some thinke it to bee the Basiliske, or
Cockatrice. 1715 Pope Odyss. xi. 777, note (ed. 1753), In
the same region the Catoblepon is found, a creature like
a bull, whose eyes are so fixed as chiefly to look downward.

Catocathartic (kte^ttrkiML-itik), a. and sb.

[mod. f. Gr. Kara downwards + KaBapriKoi Ca-
thartic ; cf. Anocathartic. Also formerly cala-.]

A. atlj. Causing evacuation of the bowels, pur-
gative. B. sb. A purgative medicine.
1704 I, Harris Lex. Techn., Catacatharticks, are Medi-

cines that purge downwards . . Catc~cathartick Medicines,
are such as work downwards. 17*1 Bailey, Cataeathartit.

HCatOche (kae-tA*). Med. Obs. [Gr. xaroxjl
catalepsy (Galen), f. «-it<\<"' to hold down, take
possession of, seize.] — next.
1656 Kidgley Praet. Physic 53 It differs, from a Catoche,

because in Cams the eyes are shut. 1707 Floykr Physic.
Pulse-Watch 129 The Pulse in the Catoche remain'd entire.

ll Catochus ,kart<>k/»s). Med. [Gr. tearoxm

v
Galen) = *aroxtj ; see prec] ' An old term for

catalepsy. Also, for an affection similar to cata-
lepsy, but with rigidity of the limbs

;
also, for

coma-vigil ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1656 H. More Autid. Ath. 1. xi. (1712) 35 The Nerves .

.

have no sense, as is demonstrable from a Catalepsis or Ca-
tochus. 1851 H. Mayo Pop. Supcrst. (ed. 2) 81 A second
[kind of spasm] is catochus.

II
Catogan. [F.] ^ Cadogan.

1885 .V. J'. Weekly Sun 29 Apr. 3/5 To dress the hair on
the top of the head and form it into a catogan loop in the
nape of the neck, as ultra-fashionable women are arranging
their coiffure at this moment.

Catogenic (k.-etJidae nik , a. [mod. f. Gr. koto*
downwards + ytvos race, kind, sort + -ic] Per-
taining to decomposition.
1878 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Ro,ks Class. 336 Regarding the

red hematites as products of catogenic transmutation from
brown hematite.

Cat o'mountain: see Catamolntain
tCaton. Obs. Alsocathou. [a. E. Colon,

atl. I.. Caton-em, Cato.') The Disticha de moribus
attributed to Dionysius Cato, a book of ethics in

Latin verse, of the 3rd or 4th c, much esteemed
in the middle ages as a manual of instruction.

. 1460 Twncley Myst. 94 It semys by youre Laton Ye
have lerd youre Caton. 1481-3 Caxton Bk./or Trav. in
Promp. Pan'. 63 George the booke sellar hath doctrinals,
catons, etc. oures of our Lady, Donettis, partis, accidents.
1484 — Cato (ad fin.) Here fynyssheth this present book
whiche is sayd or called Cathon.

Catonian (Utfiuuln), a. and sb. [ad. 1..

Calonian-us, f. Calo name of several celebrated

Romans, esp. Cato the Censor, and his descendant
Cato of Utica, both remarkable for the severity of
their manners.]

A. adj. Pertaining to or resembling Cato; severe,
stern, austere. B. sb. A follower of Cato.
1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) B ij, Cato-

niens, Peripaticiens, Academiens. 1676 R. Dixon Tuv
Test. 246 Be not. .morose, sullen, .nor of Catonian or lyri-
cal Spirits. 1851 S. Ji du Margaret ii. (i87t;9 Her brother
had a more catonian look.

So Cato nic a., Cato'nically adv., Ca tonism
;

also Ca toism.
1791 Bin Corr. (1844) IV. ai ' I aju weary of conjec-

tures'—but I do not mean to end them Catonically [i.e.

by suicide]. 1837 Syd. Smith Ballot Wlcs. 1859 II. 309/2
All the penalties of austerity and Catonism. 1850 James
Old Oak Chest I. 119 The age of Catoism is passed away.

I

1883 Austin Dobson Fielding v. 131 The Catonic
1 Thwatkum drinks considerably more.

Cat-o'-nrne-tails, sb. Also 8 catauine-
tails, cat-and-nine-tails, 8-9 cat-of-nine-tails,

;9 oat with nine taila\ [see Cat 8 : prob. the
name was originally one of grim humour, in

reference to its
1 scratching * the back.]

1. A whip with nine knotted lashes ; till 1881 an
authorized instrument of punishment in the
British navy and army.
1695 Congreve Lovefor L. (L.) If you should give such

language at sea, you'd have a cat-o'*nine-tai!s laid cross
your shoulders. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quet edo's Com. Wks.
(1709) 208 He hung up the Catamne- tails. 1748 Smollett
Rod. Rand, xxvii. To whip him up with the Cat-and-nine-
tails. 1763 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 90, 2 The plaintiff received
300 lashes with a cat o' nine tails. 1806-7 J- Beheskord
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) XM. xxv, You would joyfully
submit to the cat-and-nine-tails by way of a flapper to your
dormant excitability. 1866 R. Chambers Ess. Ser. 1. 97 The
disgusting operation of flaying a man alive with a cat-o*-
nine- tails. 1879 Daily News 14 Aug. 5/2 A fac-simile of a
cat-o'-nine-tails. . was exhibited.

fig. a 1736 Vanbrlgh False Friend Prol. (T.) You awful
cat-o'-nine-tails to the stage.
attrib. 1834 Gen. P. Thompson Exen. *i842) III. 99

What ts your cat-of-nine- tails man, in a battle or a storm?
2. A bulrush. (U.S.).
1858 O. W. Holmes Ant. Break/. T. (i88r 246 It swayed

back and forward like a cat-o'-iune -tails -bulrush' with a
bobolink on it. 1883 Harper's Mag. Dec 100/1 A mossy
bank with overhanging ferns and cat-o'-nine-tails.

Hence Cat-o'-nlne-tail, v. [hmmwom .

1796 South ey in Life (1849) 27' Must man be cat-a-
ninetailed by care, until he shields himself in a shroud ?

Catopleb : see Catoblepas.
tCatoptic. Obs. rare. [?f. Gr. k&towtqs to

be seen, visible + -ic] VOne skilled in optics.
1605 Z. Jones Loyers Spectres 27 This do the Catoptikes

themselves teach. 1656 Blount Glossogr. Catopticks^ pro-
fessors of the Opticks or art speculative.

Catoptric (ka-tfptrik , a. sb.) [ad. Or. *ar-

ovrptKos of or in a mirror, f. Karu-nrpov mirror, f.

Kara against + ow- see + -rpov suffix of instrument ]
A. cuij. Relating to a mirror or reflector, or to

optical reflexion.

" '774 Goldsm. Exper. Phil. (1776- II. 340 There have
been catoptric instruments formed for the amusement
of philosophers. 1779 Phil. Trans. LXIX. 425 The tele-

scope to which the catoptric micrometer is applied. 1831
Hhewster Optics xli. 338 This catoptric lens, as it may be
called. 1838 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. I. 97 The catoptric
examination of the eye. 1861 Ansteu Channel hi. t. ii.

33 The light-houses each having a catoptric light of the
ftrstorder. 1867 77 G. Chambers Astron. mi. L 606.

Ii. sb. 1. //. Catoptrics ^formerly in sing.") :

That part of Optics which treats of reflexion.

1570 Dee Math. Pr,rf. 20 That part hereof, which dealcth
with Glasses, .is called Catoptrike. 1587 Golding/^ Mernap
xxv. 44^7 He must gather together the Heames of the Skic
in a mirrour, which they call Alchcmtisie, according to the
rules of Catoptrik. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 626 The Catop-
tricks, that have for their object, Rays Reflected. 1700
Gregory in Collect. lOxf. Hist. Soc. > I. 321 Catoptricks and
Dioptricks. Where the effects of Mirrors and glasses are
shewed. 1864 Hub ton Scot Abr. II. i. 126.

1 2. An instrument or apparatus for producing
effects by reflexion. Obs.
162 1 Purton Anttt. Mel. 1. iii. 111. (1651 > 211 'Tis ordinarie

to see strange uncouth figures by Catoptricks. 1644 Evelyn
Diary 8 Nov., With Dutch patience, ne shew'd us his per-

petual motions, catoptrics, magnetical experiments.

Catoptrical k&jrptrikU), a. [f. as prec. +
•al.] Relating to a mirror or to reflexion ;

—
prtr. Hence Catoptricalljr adv.

1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 215 The Power of Catoptrical or
Dioptrical or Cata-dioptrical Machines. 1754/^jV/. XLVIII.
622 Philosophers began to increase their catoptrical experi-

ments. 1819 H- Husk 'Tea 63 By catoptrical devise survey
Stars. 1870 Eng. Mech. 501/3 It may be used catoptrically.

Catoptromancy Qdk&ptitoaaam [f. Gr.

! Harowrpov mirror f /lai'Ttiadivination ; see -MANcy
]

! Divination by means of a mirror.

1613 Purchas Pil^r. I. iv. v. 310 Catoptiomancie re-

ceived those resemblances in cleare glasses, a 1693 Urqu-
I hart Rabelais in. xxv. 207 Catoptromancy . . held in such
I account by the Emperor Didius Juliantis. 175^8 Ann. Reg

,

Charac. 275/2 He. .understands all the mysteries of. .catop-

tromanchy, he having a magical glass to be consulted upon
some extraordinary occasions. i8sjj Smkulev Occult. Sci.

321 Catt>ptromancy,a species of divination by the mirror.

Hence Catoptroma ntic >/.
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f Cator(e, -tour, var. of Cater, Obs.

Cat's-cradle. Also cat-cradle. [Origin

probably fanciful : the guess that it
1 may have

been' cratch-cradle is not founded on facts.]

A children's game in which two players altern-

ately take from each other's fingers an intertwined

cord so as always to produce asymmetrical figure.

1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 388 An ingenious play

they call cat's cradle ; one ties the two ends of a packthread
together, and then winds it about his fingers, another with

both hands takes it off perhaps in the shape of a gridiron,

the first takes it from him again in another form, and so on
alternately changing the packthread into a multitude of

figures whose names I forget, it being so many years since

I played at it myself. 1823 Lamb Elia, Christ's Hosp. 326
Weaving those ingenious parentheses called cat-cradles.

1867 Thollopk Chron. Barsct II. Ixvii. 246 Old Mr. Hard-
ing, .was in bed playing cat's-cradle with Posy.

attrib. 1824 Edin. Rev. XL. 84 One of those cats-

cradle reasoners who never see a decided advantage in any
thing but indecision. 1887 Patl Mall G. 29 Sept. 3/2 The
senseless accidents, and cat's-cradle plots of old romance.

Ca't'S-eye. [In sense 2, prob. a translation :

cf. F. aril de chat
y
It. occhi at gatti, Pg. olhos de

gatos, Ger. katzenauge, etc.]

1. The eye of a cat ; a cat-like eye.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. l Arb.) 266 Stones lyke vnto
cattes eyes. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Chat, Oeilde chat. .acat*eye,

or sight that is as good by night as in the day.

2. A precious stone, a variety of chalcedonic

quartz, very hard and transparent, which, when cut

en cabochon, displays, on being held to the light,

a peculiar floating lustre, resembling the contracted

pupil of a cat's eye, supposed to be caused by small

parallel fibres of asbestos. The finest come from
Ceylon and Malabar.
[1555 Eden Decades W, Ind. (Arb.) 265 They bore a fine

hole in these [diamonds] throughe the myddest, wherby they
appere lyke the eyes of a catte.] a 1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. 1.

226 It [Ceylon] bringeth foorth great store of Christall Cats
eyes, or Ochi de Gati. 1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchilli HI.
657/1 Called Olhos de Gatos, i.e. Cats-eyes, by the Portu-
gueses. 1798 Greville in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 414
Reflection of light, which, in a polished state, gives varie-

ties to the cat's eye, star-stone, sun-stone, etc. 1859 Lang
Wand. India 70 Confined his purchases to a large cat's-eye

ring. 1859 Tennent Ceylon 1. 1. i. 37 The Cat's-eye is one
of the jewels of which the Singhalese are especially proud.

3. A rural name of the Germander Speedwell,

Veronica Chamtrdrys ; also of the Forget-me-not,

and various other small bright flowers.

1817 Keats Calidore, The glow Of the wild cat's eyes.

1861 Miss Pratt Flower, PI. IV. 96.

Cat's-foot.
1. The foot of a cat ; f used lit. in reference to

the fable or tale of a monkey (or a fox) using the

foot or paw of a cat to rake roasted chestnuts out

of the burning coals.

(The story is told by some of a monkey belonging to Pope
Julius II., 1503-13 ; see N. % Q. Ser. VX. VII. 286.)

[i6z3 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman oVAlf. n. 167 To
take the Cat by the foote, and therewith to rake the coales

out of the Ouen,] 1 1661 Argyle's Last Will in Hart.
Misc. (1746) VIII. 30/1 Like the Monkey, that took the
Cat's Foot to pull the Chesnut out of the Fire. 1666 Pepvs
Diary 6 June, My Lord Brouncker, which I make use of as
a monkey do the cat's foot, c 1680 Humane Prudence
(1717) 214 The polite man makes use of others as the Fox
did of the Cat's Foot, to pull the Apple out of the Fire.

f2. HenceyS^. =Cat ?s-paw 2, Obs.

1675 Penn Eng. Pres. Interest Disc. 40 It is the Interest

of Governours . . not to be the Cat's Foot. 1693 T. Pitts
West. Martyrot. (1705) 7. 1699 li. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Tool, .the Creature of any Cause, .or Cat's Foot.

3. A plant : a. Ground-ivy, Arepeta Glechoma.

b. Mountain Cudweed, Antennaria dioica.

1597 Gekard Herbal 1. ccc. 705 In English ground luie.

.

Tunehoofe, and Cats foote. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ.
Surg. (1771) 122 An Infusion made with the Head of white
Poppies, Cat's-foot, Colt's-foot, and Maiden-hair. 1775
Lightfoot Flora Scot. (1777) I. 470 Mountain Cudweed or
Cats-Foot. 1878 in Britten & Holl. Plant-n. [Still used
in both senses.]

Cat's hair, cat-hair. [f. Cat + Hair, in

Fr. poil de chat (Cotgr.).]

+ 1. A kind of tumour or sore. Obs.

1552 Huloet, Cattes heere . . furuticutus. 1562 TVrner
Herbal [I. (1568,164b, Cresses, .driueth furth. .sores such as
one is called Cattis hare. 1585 Lloyd Trcas. Health T iv,

The sore y* is called a cattes heare & brekinge out in the
fingers. i6n Cotgr., Port dc chat, a Cats haire. 1616
Surfl. & Markh. Countr. Farm 116 Hard swellings,
whether they be called cat-haires or cornes.

2. Sc. a. ' The down on the face of boys, before

the beard grows', b. 'The thin hair that often

grows on the bodies of persons in bad health

'

(Jamieson).

Cat's-head. 1. 'A kind of apple' J.).
1617 Rider, A Cats head, Pomnm decutnanum. 1676

Worlidge Cyder (1691) 207 The Cats head, by some called
the Go-no-furthcr, is a very large Apple. 1767 Abercrom-
bie Ev. Man oivn Card. (1803) 671/2 List of Fruit Trees.
Apples . . French rennet, Cat's head, Leather-coat russet.

2. An ornament in Norman architecture.
1848 Rickman Goth. Archit. fed. 5) xxiii, The doorway.

.

combines the zigzag, and cat's-head with the tooth orna-
ment. 1853 A. P. S. Diet, of Arch. I, Bird's Head orna-
ment, sometimes called Bird's beak head, and Cat's head
molding . . decoration consisting of conventional heads of

monsters generally terminating in a beard formed of one
or more other heads, of foliage, or of beaks.

3. See Cat-head.

t Cat-silver. Obs. [In Ger. Katzensilber,

Sw. kattsilfver. Mod.L. argentum feliuvi\ perh.

with reference to its shining when it is nearly dark.]

Mica with a silvery appearance.
x583 J. Higins tr. Junius' Nomenclator(N .) Hujus species

est et . . mica . . Cat silver. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 72 Whence
I rather concluded it to be argentumfolium, or Cat-silver,

but that it would not shine in the dark. 1729 Woodward
Fossils (J.) Catsilver. .is of three sorts, the yellow or golden,

the white or silvery, and the black. 1776 Seiferth Gellert's

Metal. Chym. 10 Cat-silver, so the glimmer is called by
the Germans, when it has the colour of. .silver.

Catskin, cat-skin (kartskin).

1. The skin of the cat (wild or tame;, used for

fur, etc. Chiefly attrib.

1692 Land. Gaz. No. 2805/4, 2 Purses, one a Catskin, and
the other a colour'd Purse. 1805 Scott Let. in Lockhart
/.//l-fiSjpi II. 249 If Mrs. Ellis takes afancy for cat -skin fur,

now is the time. 1830 Gen. P. Thompson Exere. (1842) I.

228 We want no more wars for cat-skins.

2. fa. Short for a catskin bag {obs.), b. slang.

An inferior kind of silk-hat.

1600 Hevwood 2 Edw. IV, in. iii, (Enter Jockie, loden.)
j

Heres her cat-skin till she come. 1857 Hughes Tom Brcnvn
1. v, Tom is arrayed, .in a regulation cat-skin at seven-and-

sixpence.

Cat's-meat (kse'tsmft). The flesh of horses,

etc., prepared and sold by street dealers as food for

domestic cats. Also attrib., as in Cat *s-nteat-man.

1593 Nashe Strange Nezvs Ep. Ded. Wks. 1883 4 II. 1S0

We haue cattes meate and dogges meate inough for these

mungrels. 1632 MASSIMGER Maid ofHon. m, 1, I will cry

broom, or cat's-meat, in Palermo. 1826 in Hone Every-d.ty

Bk. II. 861, I saw her pass with her cats-meat barrow.

1836 Dickens Pickw, xxxiii, Purveyor of cat's-meat to the

Lord Mayor and Sheriffs. 1836 E. Howard R. Reefer Ivi,

A parcel of. - dogs, .following the catsmeat-man's barrow.

t Ca'tso. slang. Obs. Also catzo. [a. It.

cazzo, membrum virile, also word of exclamation

:

Florio says ' also as Cazzica, interjection, 'what!

gods me ! god forbid ! tush !

'] Frequent in 1 7th c.

in the Italian senses; also = Rogue, scamp. Cf.

the later Gadso.
1602 13. Jonson Ev. Man out Hum. 11. i, Nimble-spirited

Catso's, that ha' their euasions at pleasure. 1606 Wily
beguiled in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 285 Cunningly temporise
with this cunning Catso. 1650 Weldon Crt. fas. I, 99
Catzo. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. 39 Catso. 1671 Hay-
market Hectors in Roxb. Ballads (1883) IV. 521 Catzo.

1708 Motteux Rabelais v. viii. Cat-so ! let us. .drink.

Cat's pa w, ca t's-paw.
1. The paw of a cat

; Jig. that which comes down
like the paw of a cat upon its victim.

1821 Keats Isabel xvii, These Florentines . . In hungry
pride and gainful cowardice . . Quick cat's-paws on the

generous stray-away.

2. A person used as a tool by another to ac-

complish a purpose ; see the earlier Cat's-foot.

[1657 Hawke Killing is Murder, These he useth as

the Monkey did the Cat's paw to scrape the nuts out of
the fire.] 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Tool, cat's paw.
1817 in Churchyard's Chides 165 note, Bothwell was
merely the cat's-paw of Murray, Morton, and Maitlaud.

1837 Richardson s.v. Cat, Cat's-paw, common in vulgar

speech, but not in writing. 1877 Mrs. Forrester Miguon
I. 105, I am not going to be made a cat's paw of. 1883
American VI. 245 Making themselves mere catspaws to

secure chestnuts for those publishers.

3. Naitt. A slight and local breeze, which shows
itself by rippling the surface of the sea.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789^, Cats-Paw, a light air

of wind perceived . . by the impression made on the surface

of the sea, which it sweeps very lightly, and then decays.

1835 Makryat Jac. Faithf. xxxix, Cat's-paws of wind, as

they call them, flew across the water here and there, ruffling

its smooth surface. 1851 Longe. Got. Leg. v. At Sea, Sud-
den flaws Struck the sea with their cat's-paws.

4. ATaut>
1 A twisting hitch, made in the bight

of a rope, so as to induce two small bights, in

order to hook a tackle on them both ' (Smyth).

1794 [implied in vb., q.v.]. 3840 R. Dana Bef. Mast
xxxiii. 125 When the mate came to shake the catspaw out
of the down-haul, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 34
Make a cat's-paw in the fall of the luff.

Cat's-paw, v. [f. prec. sb.]

Naitt. a. Of the wind: To ruffle slightly and in

part the surface of water, b. To make a catspaw
in the bight of a rope ; to join by a cat's-paw.

1794 Rigging $ Seamansh. I. 217 A luff-tackle is cats-

pawed to the other end of the sheet. 1853 Kane Grinnell
Exp. ix. (1856) 69 The surface of the sea at this time was
cat's-pawed as far as could be seen.

Cat's tail, ca*t's-tail. Also cat-tail.

1. The tail of a cat ; a fur for the neck, so called.

1550 Lever Serm. (Arb.) 131 Bryngynge home sylkes and
sables, cat-tayls, and folyshe fethers to fil the realm full of

such baggage. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. Ivi. 730 Yellowe
ragged things compact of certayne scales, hanging vpon
the tree, like smal Cattes tayles. 1731-7 Miller Card. Diet.,

Catkins, .join'd together in Form of a Rope or Cat's-tail.

2. A name given to several plants from the re-

semblance of parts to the tail of a cat.

fa.? The Great Mullein, Verbascttm Thapsus.
c 1450 Al/hita (Anecd. Oxon.) 68 Flosmus . . tapsus bar-

batus . . angl. feltwort uel cattestayl. 1483 Calh. A/igl. 55
A Cattyle [v.r. Catalle], lanugo, herba est.

b. The Reed-Mace, Typha latifolia ; from the
long cylindrical furry spikes which form its fruit.

1548 Turner Names ofHcrbes 79 It is called in englishe
cattes tayle or reed-mace. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. liii. 512
Typha palustris, Reede Mace, Cattes tayle, or Water torche.
Ibid. 513 This plant yeeldeth his cattes tayles. 1597 Gerard
Herbal (1633) 46 yL.t. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xx, Cat-
tails .. which from the sedge doth grow. 1794 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot. xxviii. 430 The greater, or broad-leaved
Cat's-tail, otherwise called Reed-Mace. 1873 Miss IJrough-
ton Nancy II. 109 The tall cat's tails, and all the flags, stand
absolutely motionless.

C. The Horse-tail, Equisetuni.
1552 HutOET, Cattes tayle, herbe, which some cal horse

taile, cauda equina, equisetum. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv.
fntpr. 1 16521 26 So bad and boggy it was that .. it bore
nothing but Cattayles. 1880 Jei i eries Gt. Estate 25 She
pulled the ' cat's-tail;, ', as she learned to call the horse-
tails, to see the stem part at the joints.

f d. Viper's Bugloss, Echium vulgare. e.

Monk's-hood, Acomtum Napellus. f. Horse-tail

Rush, Eriophoritm vaginatum. g. = Cat's-tail

grass (see 3).

1538 Turner Libellus, Cattes tayle, cirsion. 1551
Herbal 1. (1568) 29 Thys herbe is called in some places of

Englande cattys tayles, in other places wylde buglose.

1789 I>. Davidson Poems 10 (Jam.) The cat-tails whiten
through the verdant bog : All vivifying Nature does her
work. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi jtoum. France II. 229 Slopes all

nourishing with cat's-tail and poppy. 1837 \V. Irving Capt.
Bonneville (1840) 329. 1861 Miss rKATT Flcnccr.Pl. VI. 6_;

Alpine Cat's-taiL

3. Cat's-tail grass : the name of the genus

Phleum
;
esp. P. praleuse, one of the earliest and

most productive of British grasses, Timothy Grass.

1597 Geraku Herbal 1. viii. u Great Cats-taile Graase
hath very small roots. 1794 Makiyn Rousseau's Bot. xiii.

13; [Of] Cat's-tail grass . . the spike . . seem> rough. 1863
Haring-Gocld A('/rt«i/ 2.|2 Among the marshes I found the

alpine catstail grass.

4. A catkin.

[Cf. 1578 in 1. 1 1611 Cotgr., Miuons, Cat-tailen, or Cat-
kins ; the long aglet-like buds of nut-trees. 1656 Dt'GAnu
Gate Lat. Cut. % 119 In the Hazel the Cats-tail [breaketh

out] before the budding. 1721 Bailey, Cats-tail, a Sub-
stance, growing upon Nut-trt^s, Tines, etc. 1875 Parish
Sussex Dial., Cats Tails, the male blossom of hazel or
willow.

5. Naut. The inner end of the Cat-head (sense i\

Ca't-stick. A stick or bat used in the games
of tip-cat and trap-ball.

a 1626 Massinger Women beware W. 1. ii, Prithee, lay up
my cat and cat-stick safe, a 165Z Brome New Acad. m. ii.

Wks. 1873 II. 61 That gall their hands with stool-balls, or

their Cat-sticks. 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Catstick,

used by Boies at Trap-ball. 1721 Mrs. Centliyre Perpl.
Lovers in, E'gad my legs are fall'n away to catsticks !

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) IV. iv. 16 Armed with
prongs, pitchforks, clubs, and catsticks.

Catsups Catchup and Ketchup.
+ Cattelmute. Sc. Law. Obs. See Capjlmute.
Catter, catterhe, obs. Sc. forms of Catakkh.
Catterpillar, -wall, -waul, etc. : see Cater-.

Ca'ttery (kartDri). Also 8 eatery, ff. Cat
+ -ery.] An establishment of cats.

1791 Huddesford Salfuag., Death Dick 133 Enshrin'd
celestial Cateries among, the sable Matron. 1830 Solthey
Lett. (1856) IV. 171 All the royal Cattery of Cats' Eden.
1834-43 — Doctor 684 (D.) An evil fortune attended all

our attempts at re-establishing a cattery.

f Ca'tting, vbl. sb. Obs. Also 7 eating,

cateing. [as if f. vb. cat.] Caterwauling ; going
after the opposite sex ^contemptuously .

1681 Colyil Whig's Suppi. (1695) ji6 The language us'd

byCatts, When in the Night they go a Gating. C1684
Elegy Lady Stair in Law Mem. (1818) 228 1 Jam.)_ A
strange unluckie fate . . Which sent her [a cat] thus a cateing
into hell. 1725 New Cant. Diet., Catting, Whoring.
*! Also in other senses of Cat v., q.v.

Cattish (te'tij), a. [f. Cat sb.1 + -ISH*.] Be-

longing to or resembling a cat ; feline.

1598 Florio, Gattino, of a cat kinde, cattish, c 1630

Drumm. oe Hawth. Phillis on Death cf Sparrow Wks.
{1711) 50 Vengeance falling on the cattish race. 1818 Lamb
Prince Dorus 5 All her cattish gestures plainly spoke. 1877
Blackie Wise Men 95 Flaring cattish eyes.

Cattle (kart'l), sb. Forms : 3-5 (occas. 6)

catel, A- cadel, catil, catele, cathel, katel, -ell,

ketele, 4-5 (occas. 6-7) catell. catelle, 4-6

catayl, 5 catail, catayll(e, catal, -ale, 5-8 -all,

;

6-8 cattel, cattell, (6-7 cattal, -all, cattaile, 6

cattayle) ; 7- cattle. See also Chattel. [ME.
catel, a. ONF. catel ( = central OF. chatel, Pr.

caplal, capdal) :—late L. capldle, L. capitale, neuter

of the adj. capitdlis head-, principal.. Capital, used

subst. in mediceval times in the sense 1 principal

sum of money, capital, wealth, property
5

; cf. mod.

Eng. Capital -stock in trade. Thus Papias has
' capitate, caput pecuniae capitis summa ', the Ca-

tholicon 1 capitale, pecunia \ Under the feudal

system the application was contined to movable
property or wealth, as being the only ' personal

'

property, and in English it was more and more
identified with 1 beast held in possession, live

stock', which was almost the only use after 1500,

exc. in the technical phrase ( goods and catells

(cattals) - which survived till the i7thc. In legal
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Anglo-French, the Norman catel was super-

seded at an early period by the Parisian chatel
\

this continued to be used in the earlier and wider

sense (subject however to legal definition), and
has in modern times passed into a certain current

use as Chattel, so that the phrase just cited is

now also since 16th c. 'goods and chattels \
Down to 1500 the typical sjx.-lling was catel; in

the i6thc. this became cattel, cattell; only since

1600, and chiefly since 1700, spelt cattle. As this

selling is never found in earlier use, and, hence,

never in the earlier sense, it would be possible to

treat this sense as a separate word Catel, property

;

but on the other hand the modern sense has all

the forms caUlt catteKJ, cattle, according to date,

and the history is better elucidated by treating the

word as a historical whole. Chattel, however,
as a distinct modern form and sense, is dealt with
in its own place.
OF. (besides the ch- forms, for which see Chattel) had,

according to dialect and date, the forms catel, katel,mAk
cateul, catcil. Hence the ME. variants cathel, catail,
ayl. The Norman word was again latinized as catellum,
catallum, the latter esp. current in English Iaw-I^atin,

whence the forms catal\l,cattai' t, so frequent in i5-i6thc,
esp. in the legal phrase * goods and cattals '.J

1 1. Property) article of proi>erty, chattel. Obs.

(Forms catel, catteKJ.)

f 1. Property, substance ; strictly personal pro-

perty or estate, wealth, goods. Obs.
c i«7S Lav. 30673 He nam tonnes [gode] and bat catel

1 1205 ;ehte] dude t^er] inc. a 1300 Sartuun 46 in E. E. /*.

11862* 6 Sij> bat be world nis no)t and catel nis bot vanite.

< 1300 Cursor M. 27934 It wastes bodi and als catel [v.r.

ketele]. c 13*5 Mctr. Horn. (18621 131 An unseli knafe That
wald gladli katel have. 1387 TBEVISA Higden VL be,

Clerkes. .spende the catayle of holy chyrche in other places

at theyr owne wille. la 1400 Manual* Sarisb., Sfonsalia
in Maskell Mon. Kit. (1882' I. 58 With all my worldely
cathel I the endowe. a 1400 Rtlt£. Piecesfr. Thornton MS.
(1867)6 Robes or reches or ober catell. c 1440 /''romp. Part'

;

63 Catelle (A', catal], catatum, census. 1495 W. DsWoUM
ea. Barth. De P. R. 111. iii. 57 By luue of worldly catall.

fb. Money; esf>, capital, as distinctfrom interest.

< 1330 Amis A mil. 1855 Al her catel than was spent
Saue tvelf pans, a 1340 Hamfou Psalter x'w. 6 He batgnf
noght his katel til okyre. 1340. lyenb. 36 pet hi habbe huet
ess yualle : hire catel sauf. 1483 Cam us Gold. Leg. 267/1

Fader I bane wonnc nothyng but haue lost your catayll.

f C. fig. Obs.

1388 WYCLW Ecclus. xxx. 15 No catel is aboue the catel

(1382 moneej of helthc of bodL c 1400 Maundkv. Prol. 2

More precious Catelle, ne gretter Kansoum ue myghte he
put for us then his blcssede body.

f d. Sometimes used in conjunction with other

terms for 'property* : see 3.

1387 Thkvisa Higden (Rolls) I. 229 J>cy bat . . gadereb
money and corn and catel of ober men. 1393 GoWBI Con/.
II. 128 Of golde, of catel, or of londe. c 1394 PL Crede
1 16 Ober catell ober clop to coveren wib our hones.

e. fig. Rubbish, trash. [But cf. 1 Cor. ix. 9.;

1643 M11. ion Divorce hr*(s8st) 28 Certainly not the meere
motion of carnall lust, not the meer goad of a sensitive

desire ; God does not principally take care for such cattell.

f 2. As an individual ting. C 11Atte 1. , with col-

lective pi. originally in association with 'goods* or

other pi. noun. Obs.

This use was evidently derived from law-Latin, in which
catallum, catatia were so used. Cf. cum suis catattis
omnibus mobt'libus, cited by I)u Cange, from Leg. Edit:
Con/, p. 894, and the phrase meliux catallum the best chattel,

droit de meilleur catel, the heriot, ibid.

14JJ Karl Rivers (Carton) Dictes 68 Sapience . . can not
be lost as other catalles and wordely goodes may. 150a
Arnoi.uk Chron. 245 The residew of alle my goodis,
catellis, and dettis. 1641 Vermes de la Ley 49 Calais com-
prehend in it selfe all goods mooveable & immooveable,
except such as are in nature of freehold. .Catals are either

reall or personall. 1644 Jus Po/>uli 37 The condition of a
slave is worse than of a beast or any inanimate Cattels.

1710 Stoiv's Sun 1
, (ed. Strype 1754* if. v. xxv\. 457/1 That

they ought not to be taxed of their rents and Catalls.

t b. fig. (see 1 c.) Obs.

1489 L'a.xton Faytes ofA. 111. xv. 203 They setten in ad
uenture so dere a catell as is, .the lyfTe. 1567 Wills

<fr
Inv.

S. C. (1835* I. 273 Superstitions and feyned cuttells onlye
dcuised to illud the syuiplc and vnlerned.

3. Often used in the phrase Goods and cattel;

later more frequently goods and cattels, of which
the extant form isgoods and chattels : sec Chattel.
As in this sense the form cattals "is socially prevalent, it

looks like a USIlllslif of alegal Angl<>-I>at. bonnet catatia.

Du Cange quotes from Leg. Edio. Con/, c. 35 Cum deci-

mis omnium tcrrarum, ac I n aliorum sive catalloruin.

< 1430 Freemasonry 468 Take here goodes and here cat-

telle Unto the kynges bond, everydefle. 1436 Test. Ebor.
(1855) II. 76 Y 1' rcsidewe of all my godes and my catell.

1464 in Paston Lett. 493 II. 167 The administracion of the
goods and catell. 14139 Act i] Hen. VII. xlv, Londcs,
tenementes, godes, catail, ami all other the prcmysses.
1418 A. E. Wills (1882) 35 The Residue of alle my (lodes

and my Catallys nieblcs. 1450 in Paston Lett. 107 I. 144
Whiche riotous peplc . . l»are awcy alle the goodes and
catalx. 1454 in Kllis Orig Lett. 11. 38 I. 121 And toke
godes and catals. 1528 In \V. H. Turner Select. Eec. Ox-
ford 61 Y" goods or catells of y" said si hollers, 1597 \st

Pt. Return /r. Par/toss. 1. i. 185 It's all the goods and
cattels thy father lefle thee. 1660 R. Coke Power a> Snbj.
211 AH contributions to the see of Rome . . were forbidden
upon pain of forfeiture of all the good* and cattals for ever.

It The transition to sense 4 is seen in the following :

15*9 Frith Pistte to Chr. Reader 10 Commaunded to de-
stroyc the kyngeof Amelech and all his goodes, howbeii he
spared the kinges lifTe& y^ fayrcst goodes it catellcs, makinge
sacrifice with them. 1547 Homilies L Falling/rom God 1,

Y l he should ky! al the amalcchites.and destroye them clerely
with their goodes and cattals : yet he. .saued . .all the chief
of their cattail [ed. 1574 has cattel, cattell], therwith to
make sacrifice.

II. Live stock. ^Forms catel", catteKJ, cattle.)

4. A collective name for live animals held as

property, or reared to serve as food, or for the sake
of their milk, skin, wool, etc.

The application of the term has varied greatly, according
to the circumstances of time and place, and has included
camels, horses, asses, mules, oxen, cows, calves, sheep,
lambs, goats, swine, etc The tendency in recent times has
been to restrict the term to the bovine genus, but the wider
meaning is still found locally, and in many combinations.
As this sense was originally comprised under 1, distinct
instances before 1500 are scarce.
a 1300 Cursor m. 6002 Hors, asse, mule, ox, camell, Dun

ban ueid all pair catell. 1375 Barbour Bruce lift 274 Bot
cattell haf thai fundyn nane, Outane a kow that wes haltand.

I C 1435 Wvntoln Cron. L xiii. 8 And tyl all catale pasture
I gwde. 15*3 FirziiKRB. Husb. % 37 Shepe in mync opynyon

is the mooste profytablest cattell that any man can haue.

1535 FisiifciR Wks. 1. 11876) 391 When hee goeth to hys
pastures to see hys Cattayle. 1577 B. Googe Heresback's
Husb. (1586) 125 b, The Camel is cheefly used in y east
parts, which some suppose to be the serviceablest cattell for

man that is. Ibid. 153 b, The Dogge (though the Lawyer
alloweth him not in the number of cattel) and though he
yeeldes of himselfe no profite, yet is he . . to be esteemed.
1580 Sidney Arcadia in. 400 Blithe were the common cat-
tell of the field. 1604 K. G[rimston] D'Acosta's Hist.
Indies 111. xvi. 170 There are great numbers of cattell,

especially swine. 1607 Toi*sell Four-/. Beasts 183 The
goatherds of the countrey do give thereof to their cattel.

1650 Fuller Pt'sgaJt 11. ii. 80 How came the Gadarens, being
undoubtedly Jews . . to keep such a company of useless
cattell [= swine]? 1697 Dryijkn Virg. Georg. 111. 590 Is
Wool thy Care ? Let not thy Cattle go . . where Burs
and Thistles grow. 1741 2 Act 154- 16 Geo. II, xxxiv,
By cattle, in this act, is to be understood any bull, cow,
ox, steer, bullock, heifer, calf, sheep, and Iamb, and no
other cattle whatever. 1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett.
People 297 Cattle of no kind will thrive but in the master's
eye. a 1856 Lonot. Psalm 0/Life, Be not like dumb driven
cattle, Be a hero in the strife. 1875 ]\>\qhs Money
The former use of cattle as a medium of exchange.

f b. Extended to fowls, bees, etc. Obs. ox arch.
\ 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 1057 So made that lysarde* may

not ascende, Ne wicked wonnc this catell [bees] for to
ofTende. 1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb. (1586) 163
I wilnot refuse to shew you somwhat also of my feathered
cattel. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Pert. 17 Take heed, thine
owne Cattaile sting thee not. i6aa Mabbe tr. Aleman's
Guzman D'Al/ L 139 In breeding of Cattell, as I*igs,

Hens, and Chickens, and the like. 1830 Carlyle Misc.
11857) II. 129 Among alt manner of bovine, swinish and
feathered cattle,

c. Now usually confined to, or understood of,

bovine animals.

1555 Eden Deceules W. hut. U x.fArb.) 104 Neat or cattail

I

becoome of bygger stature. 1570 Levins Maui/. 55 Cattel,

boves, jnmenta. 1605 Camden Rem. 1 Replenished with
cattell both tame and wilde. 1673 Ray fourn. LerwC. 57
Their Horse and Cattel. 1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 75 Fair
for the sale of black cattle once a fortnight . . There ls l»e-

longing to Chillingham Castle a large park where there is

a kind of wild cattle which arc all white. Fenny Cy'cl.

VL 378/2 In the usual acceptation of the word [cattle) it is

confined to the ox. 1887 Daily Metus 11 Jan. a/4 * fcS
demand for lx>th cattle and sheep.

d. In the language of the stable, applied to

horses.

a 1680 But i.ER Rem. (1759I I. 224 Such as a Carrier makes
his Cattle wear, And hangs for I'endeuts in a Horse's Kar.

1733 Fielding Quiz, in Flng. 1. iii, Your worship's cattle

are saddled. 1750 Coventry Pom/n-y Lift. 11. iv. 11785) 58/1
He kept a phaeton chaise, and four 'bay cattle'. 18*6
Scott Wooast. xxxii. 1835 Sir G. Stephen Search 0/
Horse ii. 34 AH the disabled cattle of the summer stages to
Brighton, Southampton, and so forth. 1886 J. S. Winter
In Quarters, To cast reflection! unfavorable to . . the color
of their uniform, the cla*s of their cattle.

O. Applied by slaveholders to their slaves.

1850 %fRs. Stowk Uncle Tom's C. xxxiii. What have any
of you cussed cattle to do with thinking what's right 1

6. Used also as an ordinary plural of number,

f b. rarely as a singular beast, ox, etc.

1614 Cai't. Smmh Virginia iv. 123 We found there in

all one hundred twentie eight cattell. 1715 Minute Hk.
Soc. Antiq. (Brand s.v. Funerals^ A bundled Mftcfc cattle

are killed. 1796 W. Marshall Vorksh. (ed, 2) I. 158 A
cattle, when it goes into a drinking pit , . throws the chief
part of its weight upon its fore feet.

6. With attributes ; Neat cattle, horned cattle :

oxen, bovine animals. Black cattle: 'oxen, bulls,

and cows '

(JJ ; prob. at first properly applied to

the black breeds found in the highlands of Scot-

land, Wales, and other districts, to which it is still

by some restricted, but as other colours appear in

the progeny of these, the name has come to have a
general application.

1535 Covhrdale i Kings iv. 23 Ten fat oxen, and twenty
small catell, and an hundreth shepe. 1701 Col. Ret . Pcnn.
II. 27 That there shall lie no neat Cattle kill'd. 17*5 Min.
FookSot. Antiq. 21 July (Brand 1

, After the body [ofa High-
land chief] is interred, a hundred black cattle and two or
ihrce hundred sheep are killed for the entertainment of the
company. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Suf>f>. s.v. Cattle, Black
Cattle more particularly denotes the cow kind. These are
aI>o denominated neat cattle. 1781 Gibuon Dec I. v F, II.

xlii. 555 Their sheep and honied cattle were large and
numerous. 1803 J. Bristed Pedest. Tour II. 450 We now
turned due west over the mountains, and. .met some black-
cattle drovers. 1815 Scott Guy M. iv, Green pastures, ten-
anted chiefly by herds of black cattle, then the staple com-
modity of the country. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 378/2 [Cattle]
In the usual acceptation . . is connned to the ox, or what
is called black cattle or horned cattle. But as many varie-

ties are not black, and several have no horns, the name
neat cattle is more appropriate. 1864 D. Mitchell Wet
Days at Edgrw. 257 Known for his stock of neat cattle.

1866 G. Duff Pol. Surr. 209 The horned cattle, horses, and
sheep are remarkably fine.

7. In various extended uses ;
mostly contemp-

tuous: a. of vermin, insects, and the like. ? Obs.
1616 Scrfl, & Markh. Countr. Farm 170 In the holes

of this wicked cattell (Rats]. Ibid. 318 Lizards and ser-

pents, and other noysome cattell. a 1656 Br. Hall Invis.
World in. iii, Doth he fetch frogs out of Nilus?. . they can
store Egypt with loathsome cattle as well as he. 1639 T.
Dfc. Gray Comfl. Horsem. 100 It hath caused the Horse to
voyd many of these bad Cattle [wonm-]. 1673 Cave Prim.
Chr. 11. vii. 169 Flies, Wasps, and inch little Cattel. 1685
R. Burton Eng. Em/. Amer. iv. 86 Tame Cattel they
have none except lice.

b. of men and women, with reference to various

preceding senses, arch.
1570 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 27 We haue infinite Poets,

and Pipers, and suche peeuishe cattel among vs in Kng-
lande, that Hue by mernc begging. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L.
III. ii. 435 Boyes and women are. .cattle of this colour. 1682
Evelyn Diary 24 Jan., The Dutchess of Portsmouth, Nelly,
. .concubines, and cattell of that sort, as splendid as jewells
.. could make them. 1600 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Sad
Cattle, Impudent I^wd Women. 1768 H. Walpole Hist.
Doubts 11 I'o have consulted astrologers and such tike

cattle. 1823 Scott Peveril xx, To sweep this north country
of such like cattle [priests].

III. Attrib. and Comb, (all belonging to branch
II, and referring mainly to bo\ine animals).

8. General relations : a. objective or obj. gen.

with verbal sb. or agent noun, as cattle-breeder

,

•breeding, -dealer, -driving, drover, -farming,
-houglier, -houghing, -hilling, -rearing, -stealing.

1827 Whate ly Logic in Encyct. Metro/. (1845* 234/1 Bake-
well, the celebrated #

cattic-breeder. 1877 lr - ^iele's Hist.
Retig. 17 Without neglecting "cattle-breeding and agri-

culture. 1824 Miss Mitforo Village Scr. 1.(1863) io3 A
rich and liberal 'cattle-dealer in the neighbourhood. 1878
Simpson Sch. Shahs. I. 60 If 'cattle-driving was to be in-

terpreted as levying war. 1806 Forsyth Beauties Scott.

IV. 260 The object of 'cattle-farming is chiefly breeding.
1886 Pall Mall G. 8 May t/t Executing the just judg-
ment of offended Heaven upon "cattle-houchers, traitors,

and assassins. 1831 Southey Lett. (1856* IV. 217 B— ..is

literally a *cattle jobber. 187* Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm.
37 *Cattle-rearing formed an important branch of Egyptian
agriculture. 1803 Edin. A'tT. 1

. 404 The renown of cattle-

stealers.

b. attrib., as cattie-cabbage, -close, -culture,

-dropping, -farm, -feed, -food, -herd, -market, park,

-pen, -shoiu, -trade, -trough, etc. ; (connected with

the transport of cattle\ as cattle sidi.ig. -steamer,

-train, -truck, -wagon, etc. ; C. instrumental and
parasynthetic, as cattle-specked, -sprent, etc. ; d.

cattle-farm vb. {rare).

1865 Miss Cahy Ball. *i Lyrics 5 She . . found him In the

dusty "cattle-close. 1886 Bazaar 18 Oct. 41s We devote
the greatest attention to oyster-culture, Inre-culture, "cattle-

culture. 1810 F. Clater <titte\ Every Man his own "Cattle
Doctor. 1883(1. C Davies SorJoik Broads xxxiv. (1884)

267 In a place where "cattle-droppings were abundant. 1881

Mrs. Pkaed Polity <y I 51 He •cattle-farms a few
thousand acres. 1831 Ht. Makiineal* Demerara iii. 34 We
have the "cattle feed to gather. i8si in Cofebatfl Rur.
Rides 11885^ I. 29 My . . system of *cattle-food husbandry.
1844 Maku Fi ller Woman tyth C. (1862 1 45 Penelope is

no more meant for a baker or a weaver solely than Ulysses
for a "cattle-herd. 1838 Dickens <>. Twist xvi, Pens for

beasts: and other indications of a "cattlt -market. 1813
Wellington Let. in Gurw. Dis/. X. 428 If . . our "Cattle

parks arc to be itlundi red with impunity. 1837 Carlyi.k
Fr. Rev. 111. \. ii, Hurled in thither as into 'cattle-pens.

1870 Daily Xetvs 23 Apr., The 'cattle sidings have been
lately set apart for gtwjds waggons. 1876 ( m o. Ei mi Dan.
Der. vim. txiv. 574 She saw the 'cattle-specked fields. 1800
Hurihs F'avourite Vitl. 195 Its "cattle-sprent enclosure*.

1883 Fortu. Rev. 1 Aug. iSrf If the "cattle truck and 'cattle-

steamer had not brought some inveterate plague. 1687
Whitaker's Almanack 98 On 1st June 1886 there were in

I<ondon 613 "cattle-troughs and 594 drinking • fountains.

i860 W. G. Clark in Vacat. Tour. 62, I found a train of
empty trucks and "cattle waggons just starting.

9. Special combs. : cattle bell, a bell borne by
the leader of a herd of cattle ; cattle feeder, a me-

chanical arrangement for re^ulatiii"; the supply of

food to cattle ; cattle-gate, a ' walk ' or pasture for

one's cattle, beast-^ate; cattle-loader, a note-ring

to lead dangerous cattle; cattle-lifter, a marauder
or robber who practises the stealing of cattle ; so

cattle-lifting \
cattle-pieco, a painting represent-

ing cattle ; cattle post, rancho, range, -run,

station, a district, tract of country, etc., occupied

for the pasturing of cattle; cattle pump, a con-

trivance by which cattle coming to drink, are

made to raise the water out of the well ; cattlo-

raik {Sc.), * a common, or extensive pasture, where

cattle feed at large
1

(Jam.' ;
cattle-trail, a trail

or path made by cattle. Also Cattle-guard,
-MAN, -PLAG UK.
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1872 Ki,lacomae Bells of Ch. vii. 154 Judging from . . its

size, may it not be considered to have been a cattle bell?

1817 W. Sklwyn Law Nisi Prius II. 663 Ejectment for 10

acres of pasture and *cattlegates, with their appurtenances,

in a close, called, etc. in Yorkshire. 1880 J. Williams
RightsCommon 83 The phrasecattle gate or beast gate was

|

a popular mode of expressing the ownership of an undivided

share in the soil . . by putting thereon so many cattle in
|

common with the cattle of the other owners, i860 Froudk
Hist. Eng. V. 195 The services of the mountain *cattle-lifter

were made valuable to Exeter, i860 G. H. K. in Vacat.
\

Tour. 158 His every tradition pointed to *cat tie -lifting as an
honourable pursuit, i860 Kuskin Mod. Paint. V. IX. vi.

264 From that time *cattle-pieces become frequent . .Cuyp's

are the best. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi xi. 223 Mosele-

katse's principal *cat tie-posts. 1887 Pall Mall G. 22 Feb.

1 1/2 The "cattle ranche business has been almost destroyed.

1887 Spectator 10 Sept. 1220 Going West to hold 'cattle-

runs. 1857 Livingston*; Trav. xii. 220 Numbers of 'cattle-

stations, .are dotted over the landscape. 1878 Black Green
Past. xiii. 100 Riding along a ^cattle-trail on the high-lying

and golden-yellow plains of Colorado.

Cattle-guard. A wide and deep trench cut

across a railway (under the rails), on each side of

a level crossing, to prevent cattle from straying

along the line ; a 'cow-pit*. (In U. S.)

1843 in Edwards' Chancery Cases III. 489 The first cattle

guards he saw were in one thousand eight hundred and thirty

six. 1881 Chicago Times 14 May, The night was. .dark, and
in groping along the track the negro fell into a cattle-guard.

Ca'ttleist. A cattle-painter.

1834 J. Wilson in Blackiv, Afag.XXXVl. 11 In company
with Hills the celebrated cattleist.

Ca'ttleless, Devoid of cattle. Cf. Catelles.
1851 Mechi 2nd Paper on Brit. Agric. 40 Poverty-stricken

and cattleless districts.

Ca'ttleman. A man who attends to cattle ;

a rearer of cattle on a ranche or run.

1878 E. C G. Murray Round about France 298 You
promised me one, answered the cattleman. 1885 Boston
(Mass.) Jrnl. 26 July 2/3 His proclamation ordering the

removal of the cattlemen. 1887 Pall Mall G. 22 Feb.

11/2 The cattle men cannot legally keep the sheep men
off their ranges. Under these circumstances, the cattle

ranche business has been almost destroyed in many parts

of the United States.

Ca'ttle-pla gue. A highly contagious disease

affecting cattle, characterized by running from the

eyes, nose, and mouth, fever, cessation of rumina-

tion, constipation, then diarrhcea, and emphysema
before death ;

rinderpest.

1866 Times 1 Jan. Summary 1865 The appearance of the

cattle plague in Great Britain .. Down to the middle of

December 50,000 reported cases of cattle disease had in the

great majority of cases ended fatally. 1866 Bright Sp.

Reform 13 March, [He] said that I, even in the matter of

the cattle plague, set class against class.

Ca'ttlish, a. Pertaining to cattle.

1877 Tinsleys Mag. XXI. 503 Fresh hay, clover, or some
other cattlish delicacy.

Cattologue, obs. var. of Catalogue.

Catty (karti). Also 7 catte, cate, 8 katty.

[Malay-Javanese kali, katt : see Caddy.] A weight

used in China and the Eastern Archipelago, equal

to 16 taels, i.e. 1^ lb. avoird., or 625 grammes.
[1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 259 They receaued in

Cambie . . For xvii. Cathyls of quicke syluer, one Ilahar.]

1598 W. Phillips tr. Linschoten's Trav. Ind. 34 (Y.) Everie
Catte is as much as 20 Portingall ounces. 1604 Capt. J.
Davis in Purchas I. 123 (Y.) Their pound they call a Cate.

1609 Keeling ibid. I. 199 (Y.) Gne cattie of spice. 1653 H.
Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. viii. § 1 He gave me two Cates of
Gold. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. vii. 132, 100 Catty make a
Pecul, which is 132 /. English weight. 1771 J. R. Forster

P. Osbeck's Voy. 1. 262 A Katty or Chinese Kann is 1 lb. 12] J
of half ounce. 1813 %V. Milburn Orient. Comm. II. 496
Bringals 3 candareen per catty. 1857 R. Tomes Amer. in

Japan 399 Water at the rate of six-hundred copper cash.

.

for 1000 Catties.

II Catur. Obs. [Original language unknown :

Portuguese writers call them catures ; Capt. Bur-

ton has suggested identity with Arab. * katJreh
y
a

small craft,' but this seems phonetically unlikely
;

moreover Jal identifies the catur of Calicut with

the Arab. Almadia. Some would see in catur

the source of Cutter.]
1 A light rowing vessel used on the coast of Mala-

bar in the early days of the Portuguese 1
(Yule);

according to Jal, a vessel 60 to 65 feet long,

sharp at both ends and curving back, having both
sails and oars.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. vi. § 1. Meanwhile a
Catur arrived from the Town of Din with a Letter. 1686
Dryden Life Xavier iv. (1821) 200 They found a good
bark of those they call catur, besides seven old foysts.

Cature, var. of Cateb.
Catvall, var. Cotwal, police officer (in India).

Ca't-witted, a. Small-minded, obstinate, and
spiteful.

1673 O. Walker Edne. 76 Catwitted, dissolute, foolish.

1804 R. Anderson Cnmbrld. Ball. 84 A silly proud cat-

witted fuil. 1862 Leis. Hours in Town 18 Multitudes of
men are what in Scotland is called catwitted. .It implies a
combination of littleness of nature, small self-conceit, readi-
ness to take offence, determination in little things to have
one's own way, and general impracticability. 1864 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. IV. 260 Very cat-witted woman,

f Catzerie. Obs. rare. [? f. Catso + -eby.]
1592 Marlowe JSrw Malta iv. v, Who . . looks Like one

that is imploy'd in Catzerie and crosbiting.

II Caubeen. [Ir. caipin dim. of c*tp ; or? dim.
|

of Ir. cdba cap, head-covering.] An Irish hat.

1831-4 Lovkr Leg. <y Stories 306 Pull off your caubeen and
sit down. 1859 F. Mahonky Rel. Father Front 73 A huge
black crape round his 'caubeen'. 1877 A. M. Sullivan
New /rel. xi. 138 English men and women who think all

Irishmen wear ' Caubeens' with pipes stuck in the rim.

Caucasian k^k^'pan), a. and sb. [f. Caucas-

ust
name of a mountain range between the Black

Sea and the Caspian + -ian.] Of or belonging

to the region of the Caucasus ; a name given by
lUumenbach {a 1800) to the 'white' race of man-
kind, which he derived from the region of the

Caucasus. Hence sb. A member of this family,

an Indo-European. (Now practically discarded.)

1807 W. Lawrence Short Syst. Compar. Anal. 1847
Carpenter Zool. § 141 Those nations (commonly termed
Caucasian) which in the form of their skulls and other

physical characters resemble Europeans. 1861 Hui.mk
Moqubi-Tandon 1. vi. 36 Three varieties or principal races

—Caucasian, Mongolian, and Ethiopian.

Caucht, obs. Sc. f. Catch, Caught.
Caucion, -cioun, -eyon, obs. ff. Caution.

Caucus (kg-kas). [Arose in New England :

origin obscure.
Alleged to have been used in Boston U. S. before 1724 ;

quotations go back to 1763. Already in 1774 Gordon (//&/.
Amer. Rev.) could obtain no 'satisfactory account of the

origin of the name '. Mr. Pickering, in 1816, as a mere guess*

thought it ' not improbable that caucus might be a corruption

of caulkers', the word " meetings" being understood '. For
this, and the more detailed statement quoted in Webster,
there is absolutely no evidence beyond the similarity of
sound; and the word was actually in use before the date

(1770) of the event mentioned in Webster. Dr. J. H. Trum-
bull iProc. Amer. Philol. Assoc. 1872) has suggested pos-

sible derivation from an Algonkin word cau'-cau-as'n, which
occurs in Capt. Smith's / 'irgiuia 23, as Caw-cawaassough
'one who advises, urges, encourages', from a vb. meaning
primarily 'to talk to', hence 'to give counsel, advise, en-

courage', and 'to urge, promote, incite to action'. For
such a derivation there is claimed the general suitability of

the form and sense, and it is stated that Indian names
were commonly taken by clubs and secret associations in

New England ; but there appears to be no direct evidence.]

1. In U. S. A private meeting of the leaders or

representatives of a political party, previous to an

election or to a general meeting of the party, to

select candidates for office, or to ^concert other

measures for the furthering of party interests;

opprobriously, a meeting of * wire-pullers \

1763 J. Adams Diary Feb. Wks. II. 144 (Bartlett) This
day learned that the caucus club meets, at certain times, in

the garret of Tom Dawes. 1788 W. Gordon Hist. Amer.
Rev. I. 240 (Hartlett) More than fifty years ago, Mr. Samuel
Adams's father, and twenty others . . used to meet, make a
caucus, and lay their plan for introducing certain persons

into places of trust and power. 1800 Kendall Trav. 1.

xv. 174 A caucus is a political, and what is in practice the

same thing, a party meeting; but it is not a popular

meeting .. It is in caucuses that it is decided, for whom
the people shall be instructed to vote, and by what course

of politics the party may be secured. 1818 Syd. Smith
Wks. (1869) 271 Caucus, the cant word of the Americans.

1847 in Craig, a 1850 Calhoun Wks. I. 41 Party organ-

ization, and party caucuses. 1853 Lytton My Novel xii.

xii. (D.j, I think of taking a hint from . . America, and estab-

lishing secret caucuses: nothing like 'em. 1855 Motley
Dutch Rep. I. 360 The meeting was, in fact, what we should

call a caucus, rather than a general gathering. 1870 Lowell
Among my Bks. Ser. 11.(1873) 9^ In the Greek epic, the gods
are partisans,, they hold caucuses, they lobby and log-roll for

their candidates.

"b. in reference to other countries.

1886 New Zealand Her. 1 June 4/5 The Auckland members
are to have a caucus this morning, to consider what action

should be taken in connection with the appropriation.

2. In English newspapers since 1878, generally

misused, and applied opprobriously to a committee

or organization charged with seeking to manage
the elections and dictate to the constituencies, but

which is, in fact, usually a representative committee

popularly elected for the purpose of securing con-

certed political action in a constituency.

It was first applied in 1878, by Lord Beaconsfield and the

Times newspaper, to the organization of the Birmingham
Liberal ' Six Hundred ', and thence to those which were
speedily formed on its model elsewhere; the implication

being that this was an introduction of ' the American system

'

into English politics, which deserved to be branded with an

American name. But the name was grotesquely misapplied :

in American use, a caucus is a meeting ;
English newspapers

apply tlte caucus to an organization or system. Such or-

ganizations have since been, in one form or another, adopted
by all parties ; and caucus is now a term which partizans

fling at the organizations of their opponents, and disclaim

for their own.
1878 Times 31 July 10/4 The policy of the politicians of

the Midland capital will bring upon us the 'caucus' with

all its evils . . The introduction and progress of the 1 caucus

'

system among us. J. Chamberlain Let. ibid. 1 Aug. 8/1

The 1 Birmingham system ' . . I observe that you, in common
with the Prime Minister [Ld. Beaconsfield] have adopted
the word 'caucus' to designate our organization. Cor-

respondent, ibid., To secure their election as members of a
' caucus '. 1879 Times 30 Jan. 9/2 The Southwark Caucus.

1882 Sat. Rev. 29 Apr., When he has made it impossible

for any man to obtain a seat in Parliament except by dint

oftheCaucus. Ibid. 27 May, 'Government by Caucus.' The
English Liberal Associations with their ruling committees.

.

Ibid. 21 Oct., Mr. Davitt represents Communism and the

Caucus. 1883 Birmineh. Weekly Post 14 Apr. 4/7 A his- I

tory of the Tory Caucus, .would go a long way back. 1884
Fortn. Rev. June 831 The Caucus, as it is now adopted by
the Tories, is a species of organization fundamentally dif-

ferent from that, .employed by the Liberal:-..

3. attrib. and comb.

1763 fsce 1 j. 1879 Campbell Whiter I'd. in (/. S. 63 The
caucus system which prevails in America in regard to elec-

tions. 1878 Black Green Past. xvi. 128 He was accustomed
to much recondite diplomacy, caucus meetings, private in-

fluence. 1882 Q. Rev. Oct. 56 The Caucusmongers have
not given any reflection to this point. 1884 Sat. Rev. 5 July

9/1 Whatever the real feeling .. it is .. obvious that the

Caucus-mongers are going the precise way to obscure it.

Cau cus, v. [f. the sb.] a. intr. To hold a

caucus ; b. trans. To control or ' work ' by caucuses.

1850 Carlyle Laitcr-d. Pam/>h. 1. 24 Men that sit idly

caucusing and bnllotboxing on the graves of their heroic

ancestors. 1883 Philada. Times No. i'89-t- 2 They, too, had
conferred or caucused. 1885 St. James's Gaz. 87 Nov. 3

They were to be caucusscd, gerrymandered and bullied into

silence by a pack of provincial wirepullers.

Hence Cau'cusing, vbl. sb.

1788 W. Gordon Hist. Amer. Rev. 216 note. Caucusing
means electioneering. 1840 K. Dana Be/. Mast xxi. 64
Instead of caucusing, paragraphing, .promising, and lying,

as with us. 1868 Daily News 2 Dec, They (Conservatives)

have recently been wheedled by caucusing into household

suffrage. 1885 Sat. Rev. 28 Mar. 410/2 To take to class-

baiting and to Caueussiug.

Also (in the abusive vocabulary of English party

politics), Caucusable a.
y

Cavtcusdom, Cau-

cusee r, Cau'cuser, Caucu sian, Caucusified,
1885 Sat. Rev. 14 Mar. 329/1 Counties, now hardly by

any means caucusnble, arc to be brought under the opera-

tion of the Caucus. Ibid. 24 Jan. 101/2 Gnashing of teeth

in Caucusdom. 1884 Ibid. No. 1476. 169/1 Their own place-

men and Caucuseers. 1888 Ibid. 18 l-eb. 203 A thorough-

going Caucuser, a machine politician. 1886 Ibid. No. 1597.

773/2 Peace and good-will even among Caucussians. 1888

Ibid. 21 Mar. 375/2 Nothing Caucusian is alien from Mr.
Chamberlain. 1885 Earl Wemyss Sp. Ho. Lords 18 May,
They [the l'cers| did not inhale the mephitic and caucusi-

fied atmosphere which elsewhere numbed the senses and
paralyzed independent action.

Caudal t,kg'dal , a. Zool. [ad. mod. L, cau-

dal-is, f. cauda tail.] Of or belonging to the tail

;

situated in or near the tail ; of the nature of a tail.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anint. Miu. 30 Three drops of the

bloud out of the caudate veine of a boor Cat. 1769 Pen-
nant Zool. III. 126 It wanted the pectoral, ventral, and
caudal fins. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 445 Us body
is round, having as yet no appearance ofcaudal appendages.

1849 Muhciiison Siluria xii. 303 The superior and inferior

spines of the caudal vertebra.-. 1871 Dakwin Desc. Man I.

viii. 269 The male, .bird, remarkable for his caudal plumes.

1872 Nicholson Palxont. 312 The caudal fin or tail,

b. quasi-j/'. ( — caudalfin, vertebra, etc.)

1834 M'MuRTRIE Cuviers Anim. Kingd. 202 The ventrals

and caudal are wanting. 1854 Owen in Circ. Sc. (1865) II.

63/1 It continues marking off the anterior third of the cen-

trum in all the other caudals.

Caudally (k^'dali , adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
,] In

caudal fashion ; in the manner of a tail.

1881 Athenxum 10 Dec. 782/3 The centres whence are

derived and caudally continued the homologues of the

vertebrate myelon.

Caudate (kg'd^t), a. [ad. L, cauddt-us, f.

cauda tail ; see -ate.]

1. Having a tail, tailed.

1600 Fairfax Tasso XIV. xliv. 259 How comate, crinite,

caudate starres are fram'd. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. £
Min. Introd., Birds .. black, ceruleous, caudate, cristate.

1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merch. $ Friar iv. \ 18441 180 A
caudate variety of the human species.

2. Furnished with a structure or appendage re-

sembling a tail : a. Zool.

1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 647/2 Caudate nerve-

vesicles. 1847-9 Ibid. IV. 120 The caudate cell is held to

arise from the prolongation of opposite points of the wall of

a spherical cell. 1854 Woodward Mollusca 11. 283 The
caudate species of Trigonia.

b. Bot.
1830 in Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 1851 T. Moore Brit.

Ferns {1864) 66 The very much attenuated apices of the

fronds and their pinna;, which are. .what is called caudate.

1880 Gray Bot. Text-bk. 401 Caudate, furnished with .
a

slender tip or appendage resembling a tail.

Cairdated, a. ff. as prec. + -ed.] = prec.

1829 E. Jesse Jrnl. Nat. 114 Its caudated seeds.

Cauda'tion. nonee-wd. [f. L. cauda tail +

-ATION.] The furnishing of a tail ; tailed condition.

i8S7READEiW7'^r too late Ixxvi. (D.) For a single moment
he really suspected premature caudation had been inflicted

on him for his crimes.

1 Caude. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. cauda.] A tail.

1572 Bossewell Anuorie 11. 41 b, The Caude, or Taile of

this Prelate his Lyon, is. .of a bright blewe colour.

[Caude in Peele's Eclogue 1589 (Nares) : Dyce

reads laudes.~\

t Caudebeck. Obs. In 7 cawdebink. [a. F.

caudebec, a kind of woollen chapeau, so called

from Caudebec in Normandy (Littre).] (See quots.)

1680 W.Cunningham Diary 30 July(i887)n6 For a black

Cawdebink hat £06 o o [Scots]. 1708 Kersey Caudebec (FJ,

a sort of light Hat, first made at Caudebec, a Town of

Normandy in France. 1730-6 BAILKY, Caudebeck. 1755

Johnson, Caudebeck (cite* Phillips). 1847-78 Halliwell
Diet., Caudebec, a French hat, worn in England about 1700.

Cauderoun, etc. obs. ff. Cauldron.

Caudex (k§-deks). Bot. PI. caudices

(k^-dis/z). [L. caudex, codex trunk or stem of a
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tree.] ' The axis of a plant, consisting of stem

and root' (7'reas. Bot. 1866) : esp. applied to the

stem of palms, fems, and the like.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 280 Some [Palms] have a

low caudex. .others exhibit a towering stem. 1851 T. Moore
Brit. Ferns (1864) 7 The stem of a Fern forms either an

upright stock, called a caudex, . .or it extends horizontally

. . and forms what is called a rhizome.

Caudicle k^ dik'l). Bot. [ad. L. *amdicmltu,
dim. of caudex ; see prec. Also in the erroneous

L. form.] The small stalk-like appendage to the

pollinia or pollen-masses of orchids.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 265 Pollen masses with a

< audicula. 184a Gray Struct. Bot. vi. iv. (1880) 234 Caudicle

or stalk. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec, vii. (1878 1 195 A mass of

pollen-grains attached to an elastic foot-stalk or caudicle.

bCau-die. Obs. rare-'.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. II', 1. iii. 251 Why what a caudie

deale of curtesie, This fawning Grey-hound then did proffer

me [Mod. edd. read candy].

Caudie, variant of Caddie.

Caudiform (kgdiffiim), a. Zool. [ad. mod. L.

caudifor/nis, f. cauda tail ; see -form.] Tail-

shaped, resembling a tail.

1839-47 Todd Cycl Aunt. III. 699/r A caudiform pro-

longation of the upper portion. 1856 8 W. Clarke ( an

iter Hoevm's Zool. I. 642 Ilrauchipus, abdomen caudiform.

Candle [kg'd'l , sb. Forms : 3 6 caudel,

4-7 cawdel;l, 5 cawdelle, eawdille, 5-6 cau-

delle, 5-7 caudell, 6 cadle, cawdale", 7-8

cawdle', (8 Sc. caddel ,
6- caudle, [a. OXF.

caudel [ central OF. chaudel, mod.F. chaudeau):-

med.L. caldellum, dim. of ealdum, calidum (neut.

of caldits, caliJus warm 'a hot drink'.]

1. A warm drink consisting of thin gmel, mixed

with wine or ale, sweclenetl and spiced, given

chiefly to sick people, esp. women in childbed ;

also to their visitors.

1297 R. GloUC 118241 561 As me seib, wan ich am ded,

make me a caudel. 136a LaMGL, /'. PL A. v. 205 Glotoun

was a gret cherl . . and cowhede vp a cawdel in clementes

lappe. r 1400 BeryU 431 Sit and ete be cawdell . . bat was

made With sugir and with swete wync. 1 1483 Caxton Bk.

for 'Trav., Potages, caudell for the seke, chaudel. 154°

Ravnald Byrth Man IL x. 1 152 It is a common vsage

to give often to women in theyr childbed, caudels of Cue-

meale. 1570 Levins Manip. a A cadle, potiuncula ouacea.

i6u Woodai l Surg. Mate Wks. 116531 164 A comfortable

Caudle made with some Wine, Spices, Sugar, and the yolk

..f an egge. 1641 Fuller Holy A> Prof.St. u. xxi. 137 They
cast cut of their ship . . much suger, and packs of spices,

making a caudle of the sea round about. 1659-60 Pepys

Diary (1879) I. 83 Went to bed and got a caudle made me,

and sleep upon it very well. 176s London Chron. 29 Aug.

202 The resort of different ranks of people at St. James's to

receive the Queen's Caudle is now very great. 1855

Thackeray Newcoiues I. 90 She went to see the grocer's

wife on an interesting occasion, and won the heart of the

family by tasting their caudle.

fb. Candle of hemp-secJ, hempen caudle (ironic-

ally; : = hanging. Obs.

1588 Marprel. Epist. 118451 22 He hath prooued you to

haue deserued a cawdell of Hempseed, and a playster of

neckweed. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. I'l, IV. vii. 95 \e shall

haue a hempen Caudle then, and the help of hatchet.

2. Comb, caudle-cup.
1657 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) !. 153 One

Cawdell Cupp with a toj)

mouth 11673
silver caudle-cup, .

Turner Tour Normandy II. 1 soThe odd mixture of caudle

cup, compliment and courtly flattery.

Caudle kg d'l), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To administer a caudle to.

1607 Shaks. Tiiuou iv. iii. 226 Will the cold brooke Can-

died with Ice, cawdle thy Morning taste. 1671 Davenant
Love #t Hon. 11673) 256 Cawdled like a Haberdashers Wife

That lies in of her first Child. 183a Black-to. Mao. XXXII.
458 [ They] have caudled and beflannellcd themselves.

2. To mix, as in a caudle.

1790 H. Bovd in Poet. Rcgisttr\iSo8\ 133 Messing! unso-

phisticate and pure ; Not caudled for our taste with dregs

terrene. 1845 Carlylk Croumvll (1871) V. 44 His High-

ness has inextricably caudled the two together.

8. To talk over, lecture (a husband). [A nonce-

use from 'Mrs. Caudle's Curtain Lectures'.]

1845 Tail's Mag. X 1 1. 482 The mother is easily convinced

. .she must Caudle her husband into the same conviction.

Caudo- (k§-do), combining form from 1.. cauda

tail, as in Caudo-femoral a. pertaining to the tail

and the thigh
|
of a bat ; see quot.).

1854 Owen in L ire. Sc. (1865I II. 86/1 An. .appendage .

.

which helps to sustain the caudo-femoral membrane.

Caudren, -dron, etc., obs. ff. Cauldron.
Cauel(l)acion, -tion i obs. ff. Cavitation.

t Cauf. Obs. [Prob. illiterate form of Coiif,

basket.] (See quot.)
? 1662 Blount Glossogr. (16701 Can/, a little trunk or chest

with holes in it, wherein Fishermen keep Fish alive in the

water, ready for use. (Hence in Coles, Phillips, Kersey,
Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets.)

Cauf, Sc. f. Cai.fI, Chaff; dial. f. Corf.
186a in Hislop Prov. Scot. 28 A wamefu s a wamefu' wer't

but o' bare cauf.

Caufee, obs. form of Coffee.
Cauflo, variant of Coffle.
Caufte, cau^t, cauht, obs. ff. C.u'ght.

in Picton L fool Munic. Rec. (1SB3I '53 "ne

I Cupp w ith a top. 1671 Davenant Newt Jr. Ply-

1673) 14. 1743 Fielding Jon. Wild m, vii, A pint

audle-cup, the gift of her grandmother. 1820 I).

Caught kgf, pa. t. and pa. pple. of Catch v.

Cauilero: see Cavalier.

Caulc (kgk , sb. Obs. and dial. Also j -fi calk e,

7-8 cauke, 8 calk, 9 caulk, cawk\ [Cf. Du.

tali; MDu. calc ; OHG. ehalch, MHC-. calch, calc,

mod.G. Italic; also OE. cealc {:-*aelc, *calc);

see Chalk. It is not clear whether cali, caut is

simply the northern form of Chalk, or adopted

independently from Du. or Low German.]

L = Chalk {dial.). +2. Lime. Obs. 3. ?Calc

spar. 4. Barytes, or heavy spar : see Cawk.
(The quotations cannot easily be separated, but 1653-1729

are app. in sense 4.

)

c 1440 Promp. Parr. 58 Calke or chalke, erye, calx, creta.

c 147s Voc. in Wr -Wulcker 769 Hec call, a calkestone.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 51 Calke, creta, calx. 1536 Bf.llf.nden

I ron. Scot. (i82t) I. Introd. 19 This He wes callit Albion.,

fra the quhit montanis thairof, full of calk. 1641 French
Distill, v. (16511 154 Take very strong lime, such as the

dyers use, and call cauke. 1633 Manlovf. Lead-mines 265

(K. D. S.) Cauke, Sparr, Lid-Stones, Twitches, Daulings

and Pees. 1684-5 Boyle Min. Waters 21 Other Ingredient

as Spar, Cauke, Sulphur, Orpiment, Arsenick 1699 De
la Prymf. Diary (Surtees) 212 Four-squair bitts of brick,

slate and cauk, set in curious figueres. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t.

Misc. 117331 L 87 Wi' cauk and keel I'll win your bread.

1729 Martyn in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 31 Cauk .. Dr.

Woodward says is a coarse talky Spar. 1816 W. Smith
Strata Lieut. 10 A singular variety . . is there called red

caulk. 1851 Tapping Gloss. Mantove's Chron. (E. D. S.)

Calk, calc, cauke, or calcareous spar, is the base mineral

constituting with brownhen, etc. the deads or rubbish of a

quick vein.

tCauk, f. 1 Obs. Also 5 kauke, 6-7 cawk.

[aONF. cauiier, eauquer (mod.Picard cokcr, F.

cdclier) :-L. calcdre to tread.] inlr. To tread, to

copulate as birds. Hence Cau-king vM. sb.

(Quots. 1486-1575 are difficult : cf.CAWK v. to call as some

birds.)

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 350 Some bryddes at be bilk-

borwgh brethynge conceyued ; And some kauked. 1393

Ibid. C. xv. 162 He Ikynde] tauhte be tortle to trede, be

pokok to cauke. i486 Bk. St. AlbautAi) a, Hawkis..in the

tyme of their loue rail and not kauke. 1575 It rberv. Fat-

lonrie 21 When the Eagle l>cginnelh to growe to lyking

neare cawking or calling time. 1675 Phil. Trans. X. 466

Her natural male dares not sit by her [the Peregrine falcon)

. .but only in cawking time. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust,

it I'ri. Caiuking-time, by this in the Art of Faulconry is

meant Hawk's treading-time.

Cauk, cawk, Sc. To Chalk.
1715 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. iv. i, I'll cawk my face, .and

shake my head. 1862 in Hislop J'rov. Scot. 223 Ve're

cawking the claith, ere the wab be in the loom.

Cauk, variant of Calk v.-, to rough-shoe.

Caukin, -en, obs. forms of Calkin.
1571 Mascal Govt. Cattle (1627) 157 Make the outside of

the shooe alwayes with a caukin. 1617 Markiiam Caval.

vi. 61 If he be for the . . draught, chiefly in paued streets,

then, instead of thick spunges, deep caukens are more com-

modious. 1688 R. Holme Armoury IIL 324/2 A Patten

Shooe. .hath both Caukins to secure sore Heels.

Cauking, caulking k£ kin,), vbl. sb. Archil,

and Carp. Also cocking. [Cf. Cock j'.2, Cocklt.]

172 1 42 Bailey, Cauking, in Architecture, signifies Dove-

tailing a Cross [
i78i-9oa-cross|. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.

s.v. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 506 Cauking ijoineryl, a

dovetail, tenon, and mortise-joint by which cross-timbers

are secured together. Used for fitting down tie-beams or

other timbers upon wall-plates. 1876 fiw ilt A rchit. Gloss.,

Caulking or Cocking, the mode of fixing the tie-beams of a

roof or the binding joists of a floor down to the wall-plates.

Cauky, var. of Cawky a.

Caul (kjl), sb.l Forms : 4-6 calle, 6 caull e,

6-7 call, cal, kail, caule, cawle, 7 kal, kaull,

kawle, 7-0 cawl, 7- caul. See also Kell. [a.

F. cale a kind of small cap or head-dress.]

1. A kind of close-fitting cap, worn by women :

a net for the hair; a netted cap or head-dress,

often richly ornamented. Obs. exc. Hist.

a 13J7 Pol. Songs (1839! 158 Heo . . scrynketh for shome,

ant shometh for men, Un- comely under calle. c 1374

Chancer Troylut m. 725 And makyn hym a howe [hoodj

above a calle. c 1)91 — Astrol. 1. J 19 A maner krokede

strikes . . like to the werk of a womanes calle. c 1 450 i 'oc. in

Wr..Wulcker 607 Reticulum, a calle. 1530 Palsgr. 202/2

Call for Maydens, retz de soye. 1557 Tottell's Misc. (Arb.)

201 On her head a caule of gold she ware. 1600 Haklcyt
Voy. (1810) III. 524 Feathers, and cals of net worke. 1697

De la Pryme Diary iSurtees) 125 Having opend a coffin

they found a skelliton, and, about the skull, an anlient caul,

which was a iort of cap or cornet that women wore formerly

on their heads. 1719 T. Cooke Tales, Ptvp. etc. 92 With

paralytic Hands she pulls the Caul From Head as naked

ai the Billiard-bail. 1834 Planche Brit. Costume 114 The
hair, .gathered up behind into a caul of golden network,

t b. The netted substructure of a wig. Obs.

1693 I.ond. Gas. No. 2807/4 A. Perriwig. .with a Seal on

the Caul almost worn of. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III.

xxxiii, He . . inserted his hand . . between his head and the

cawl of his wig. 1786 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Bosty P.

Wks. 1812 I. 363 To the forctop of his Wig . .
Down to the

very net-work, named the Caul.

a The hinder portion of a woman s cap.

1740 61 Mrs. Dei any Life f, Corr. (1861) III. 400 Her

cap. .had a very good effect with a pompon ; and behind,

where you may suppose the bottom of the caul, a knot or

diamonds. 1798 Jane Austen Lett. 1. 177. I "»k the liberty

a few days ago of asking your black velvet bonnet to lend

me its cawl. 1851 Mayhew Loud. Lah. I. 387. Net for

making caps and 'cauls', which are the plain portion at the

back, to be trimmed or edged according to the purchaser s

taste. 1861 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallih. Trout. 1. xii. 61

The peculiar net cap, with its high caul and neat little border.

1 2. gen. A net for wrapping something in ; any

ornamental network. Obs.

1481-90 Ho-.tardHouseh. Bks. (1841) 339 Item for iij. callis

iiijW. ob. 1552 Inv. Churches ofSurrey 73 A calle for the

pyx. 1578 Lvte Dodoens vi. lvii. 732 A greene thicke huske

. .under the same, .certayne thinne skinnes, lyke to cawles

or nettes. 1634 Herbert Trav. 199 The women . .weare a

large long cawle or sack, lik net-worke, which as a garment

hides them wholy. 1681 Grew Museum (I.) An Indian

Mantle of Feathers, and the Feathers wrought into a caul

of pack-thread.

f 3. A spider's web. Obs.

1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 462 Like a Spyder that daily

weaveth when hys Calle is tome. 1598 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11. L IV. (1641I 104/1 The low-rooft broken wals

(Instead of Arras) hung with Spiders cauls. 1631 Brath-

wait Whimiies, Almanack-maker, His shelves, aresubtilly

inter-woven with spiders caulcs.

jig. 1594 W. Percy Ccelia iv. in Arb. Garner VI. 141

What be mens sighs but cauls of guilefulness?

1 4. Anat. Any investing membrane or structure,

as the membranes of the brain. Caul ofthe heart:

app. the pericardium; alsofig. (from Hosea xiii.8;

id. Joel ii. 13). Obs. in general sense.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. iii. (1495' 107 A merueyl-

lous calle in whiche calle the brayne is wounded and by-

clypped- 1533 Elvot Cast. Helth (1541) 12 Calles betwixt

the uttermoste skinne and the fleshe. 1610 Barrough
Meth. Physick iv. L 1 1639) 216 The plure or kali that girdeth

in the ribbes. 1611 Birle Hosea xiii. 8, I ..will rent the

kali of their heart. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit. 111 112

Worms are bred in the heart and in its Caul.

fig. 1579 Lyly F.ufhues (Arb.) 63 Who so is blinded with

the caule of beautie. 1636 Featly Clavis Myst. ii. 26 Cus-

tome in sinne hath drawne a kail over my conscience. 1643

S. Marshall Let. 15 Their long conversing with Goddam-
mee's hath . . drawn such a kawl over their hearts, that to

them damnation is ridiculous.

5. spec. a. The fatty membrane investing the

intestines ; the epiploon or omentum.
138s Wyclif Ex. xxix. 13 The calle of the mawe, and the

two kydneers. c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790)

442 Wynde horn in the calle of the swyne. 1611 Cotcr.,

Alzatin, the fat caw le, or kell, wherein the bowels are lapt.

1713 Cheselden Anat. ill. 1V.H7261 159 Omentum, or Cawl,

is a fine membrane larded with fat, somewhat like net-

work. 180s Paley Nat. Thiol. xL The omentum, epiploon,

or cawl, is an apron, tucked up, or doubling upon itself, at

its lowest part.

b. The amnion or inner membrane inclosing

the foetus before birth ; esp. this or a portion of it

sometimes enveloping the head ofthe child at birth,

superstitiously regarded as of good omen, and

supposed to be a preservative against drowning.

1547 Boordf. Brer: Health cccxix. 103 b, A skyn or a call

in the whiche a chylde doth lye in the mothers bely. 1610

B. Jonson Atch. 1. ii. (16161 613 Yo' were borne with a caule

o' your head. 1798 Morton Seer, loorth know. i. 9 (L.)

Was he not bom with a cawl ? 18*6 Hood Sea-Spell, In

his pouch confidingly He wore a baby's caul. 1849 Dickens

Dai: Copp. i, I was born with a caul, which was advertised

for sale, in the newspapers, at the low price of fifteen

guineas.

6. attrib. and Comb., as ^senses i and 2) caul

fringe, silk, -vork ; \ caul-visarded adj.
;

(sense

5 a") caulfat. . .

1881 Daily Tel. 29 Aug 5/1 When oleomargarine is made

from "caul faL 1633 II Cogan Pinto's Trav. xxxii. ( 1663)

129 A cloth of state of white damask . with a deep "cawl

frcnge of green silk and gold. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, x. % 1

I
..... "calle sylk or coleyn silk throwen or wrought. 1593

Nashe Christ's T. (16131 146 Masker-like "cawle-visarded.

1577 Harrison England 11. xv. 118771 1. 272 Some ladies

exercise their fingers, in "caulworke.. 1830 } \MSS Darnley

xxv. 114/1 Here stood a frame for caul work.

t Caul, sb* Obs. [ad. L. can/is, in Or. navXus

stem, stalk, esp. cabbage-stalk, cabbage. Already

in OE. in sense I, in forms caul, cand, cavel
:
see

also Cawel, Cole, Kale.]

1. A cabbage. Also in comb, caul-stock, a cab-

bage-stalk, Castock.
c 1000 .SVt-r. Leechd. I. 240 Genim bysse wyrte croppas be

man brassicam siluaticam, (t oorum naman caul neinneb.

,1100 I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 323 (Plant Names Laula.vel

.ill ill ft caul. <i»6s I'oc. ibid. S59 Cauht, cholet,

kaul. 1308 (see Castock). .59° R- V*™* D"\r-
,rtl-

(i84i)9 The profite of the swine, winter milke, caulcs. 1717

Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Cabbage, Cauls and Sprouts.

2. Stem, stalk.

1420 Ballad, on Hutb. xi. 381 Take leef, or roote, or

caule of malowe agrest. ... ,

tCaul, sb* Obs.-" [ad. L, caul.i- opening,

sheepfold.] A sheepfold.

1483 Cat*. Angl. 56 A Caule, caula. 1570 I.emns .l/a»y>.

43 A caule, pen, caula. 1691 Ray N. L. II ds. (t. D. ».)

Cawel, chors [cohort].

Caul, sb* [?a. F. cale, thin piece of wood,

stone, or the like, inserted under an object to level

it or steady it : of uncertain origin ; cf. L. cdla piece

or billet of wood, and see Littre.] (See quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 506 Caul, a heated board used

in laying down large veneers. Its heat keeps up the fluidity

of the glue until all that is superfluous has been pressed out

at the edges. 1881 Mechanic i 506. 277 An instrument the

shape of the curve, .called a ' caul'.

Cauld (kgld), sb. Sc. Also caul. A weir on a

river to divert the water into a mill-lead.

.805 Scott Last Minstr. 11. xiii. note, He commanded

him to build a cauld or dam-head across the I weed at
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Kelso. 1818 Law-case (Jam.), Right to fish from the head
of the Black Pool, down to the caul or dam-dyke of Milnbie.

1839 Proc. Beriv. Nat. Club I. 104 The whole of the water
was . . diverted into the mill-lead by means of a cauld or weir.

Cauld, v. Sc. [f. prec] trans. To provide

with a cauld ; to dam.
1886 J. Russell Rttnin. Yarrow be, 294 The stones were

handy for caulding the river.

Cauld, Sc. form of Cold, a. and sb.

Cauldrife (kgldrif), a. Sc. [f. cauld cold +
-rife, q.v.]

1. Having a. tendency to cold, chilly, a. Of
things : Causing the sensation of cold. b. Of
persons : Susceptible to cold.

1768 Ross Helenore 142 (Jam.) 'T has been a cauldrifFe

day. a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1845) 5 Auld Reekie, .bield

formonya cauldrife soul. 1837 R. Nicoll Poems (1842) 108

Through it the blast sae cauldrife does gae.

2. fig. Cold or chilling in feeling or manner.
rti774 Fergusson Poems (1789) II. 75 (Jam.) She tholes..

the taunt o' cauldrife joes. 1825 Ld. Cockburn Mem. 238
[Church patronage] gave us cauldrife preachers.

Hence Cau ldrifeness.
a i66z R. Baillie Lett. (1775) I. 442 (Jam.) We were

looked upon for our coldrifeness, with a strange eye.

Cauldron, caldron (kg'ldran). Forms: 3
caudroun, 4 cauderoun, cawdroun, caudren,
(gaudroun\ 4-5 cawdrone, -run, 4-7 caudron,

5 cawdren, -derowne, -durne, -tron, caudryn,
calderon, 5-6 caldrone, 5-7 cawdron, 6 caud-,

cauld-, cautherue, 5- caldron, 6 -cauldron. See

also Chaldbon. [ME. caud(e)ron, -01m, a. AF.
and ONF. caud{e)ron t -oun, corresp. to central OF.
chaud(e)ron, Sp. calderon, It. calderone

y
augmenta-

tive oi*caldario, *calderio :—L. calddriumhot-hzLth,
of which the pi. calddria exists in It. caldaja, Pg.

caldcira, Sp. caldcra, Pr. cattdiera, NF. caudlere,

F. chaudierc kettle. The / is a later insertion of

the Renascence, in imitation of Latin, which has

gradually been recognised in pronunciation : Sc.

has still caudron, caudron. The spelling cauldron
decidedly preponderates in modern use, though
the dictionaries from Johnson downward have
favoured caldron.']

1. A large kettle or boiler.

c 1300 St. Brandan 158 Hi. .soden hem fisch in a caudroun.
c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2460 A gret boiland cauderoun.
1382 Wvclif Ecclus. xiii. 3 What shal comune the caudron
to the pot? 1387 E. E. Wills (1882) 2 \>e gaudroun in }>e

kechyn. 1398 Trevisa BartA, De P. R. xix. exxviii. (1495)
033 A caudren is a vessel of kechen. c 1425 I'oc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 662, Hoc caldarium, caldron, c 1440 Anc. Cookery
in Househ. (9r*/. (1790)433 Sethe it in a pot. .or in a cawdron.
c 1440 Gesta Pom. 381 (Add. MS.) A Cawderowne full of
wellyng piche and brymstone. 1535 Coverdale i Sam. u.

14 The Cauldron, or ketell, or panne, or pot. 1556 Ittv. in

French Shaks. Geneal. (1869) 471 In the kitchen .. ij. ca-

thernes. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 30 Thys yere [1521]
was a man soddyne in a cautherne in Smythfelde. .because
he wold a poyssynd dyvers persons. 1605 Shaks. Macb. rv.

i, 11 Double, double, toile and trouble, Fire burne, and
Cauldron bubble. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. BrH. ix. xii. (1632)

686 Fiue hundred Cawdrons made of beasts skins. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 280 Some steep their Seed, and
some in Cauldrons boil. 1725 Pope Odyss. XV, 151 These
will the caldron, these the tripod give. 1856 Froude Hist.
Eng. I. 289 For the poisoners of the soul there was the
stake, for the poisoners of the body, the boiling cauldron.

1875 B. Taylor Faust I. vi. 100 A great caldron, under
which a fire is burning.

fig. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. (CD. ed.) 173 Chance con-
tributions that fell into the slow cauldron of their talk. 1864
Lowell Fireside Trap, 193 When the great caldron of war
is seething.

2. trans/. A natural formation suggesting a
cauldron, in shape, or by the agitation of a con-
tained fluid.

[1413 Lydg. Pylgr. Sotule m. x. (1483) 56 This is cleped
the Caudron and the pytte of helle.] a 1763 Shenstone
IVks, (1764) I. 23 Vesuvio's horrid cauldrons roar. 1787
Burns Fall 0/ Fyers, Still thro' the gap the struggling
river toils, And still, below, the horrid caldron boils. 1845
Darwin Voy. Nat. xvii. (1852) 375 Deluges of. .lava which
have flowed.. over the ruins of the great caldrons. 1872
Blackie Lays Highl. 9 The cauldron of the sea.

Cauldron, P. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
put or enclose in (or as in) a cauldron.
1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. 129 Where. .Cauldron'd in

rock, innocuous Lava burns. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. in.

252 Dark fiend that, .cauldrons in his cave that fiery flood.

Caul(e, obs. form of Call.

tCauled, Obs. rare-1
, [f. Caul sbA

+ -ed 2
.] Having or adorned with a caul.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xvii. 351 In riche robes rabest he
walketh, Y-called and ycrymyled.

Cauler, obs. Sc. var. of Caller a.

Caulescent (kple-sent), a. [f. L. caul-is stalk,
after arborescent, etc.] Acquiring or growing to
a stem or stalk

; spec, in Bot. having an obvious
stem growing above the ground.
1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. 405 Dog Violet is one

of the caulescent or stalky kind. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst.
Bot. 154 Half-shrubby caulescent plants. 1846 Dana
Zooph. (1848) 494 Caulescent ramose, subdichotomous and
lobate. 1881 Baker in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XVIII. 280 A
bulbous caulescent herb.

Vol. II.

Caulf, -ed, obs. forms of Calf I, Calved.
Caulgarthe, var. of Calgarth.
1570 Levins Manip. 34 The caulgarthe, herbarium.

Caulicle (kS'llk'I). Bot. [ad. L. cauliculus, dim.
of caulis stalk.] A little stalk or stem

;
spec. a.

' the initial stalk or stem in an embryo, the radicle'

(Gray) ; b. a small stem proceeding from a bud
formed at the neck of a root, without the previous

production of a leaf ; e. the stipe of certain fungals.

1657 Phys. Did., Canticles, little stalks. 1880 Gray
Struct. Bot. ii. 10 Caulicle or Radicle. Ibid. iii. 40 The
initial stem, the caulicle. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 448 The
foot (caulicle) of the young plant [Salvinia].

Caulicole (k§lik0"l). Arch. [a. F. caulicole, ad.

It. caullcolo, ad. L. cauliculus, all in same sense ; see

next.] pi. ' The eight lesser branches or stalks in

the Corinthian capital springing out from the four

greater or principal caules or stalks' (Gwilt).
1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. q- Art I. 179 These volutes

spring out of small twistedi husks placed between the leaves
of the second row, called caulicoles. 1848 Rickman Archit.

39 The small space left of the bell is fdled by caulicoles.

Caulicolous (kglrkiflas), a. Bot. [f. L. caul-is

stem + -cola inhabitant + -ous.] ' Applied to para-

sitical phanerogamous plants that draw their

nourishment by means of lateral suckers on their

stems', as the Dodder {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1881).

Caulicule (kg-likiwl). Bot. [a. F. cauliculc,

ad. L. cauliculus ; see next.] (See quot.)

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 61 The imaginary
line of division between the radicle and the cotyledons is

the caulicule. 1870 Bentley Bot. 335 The point of union
of the base of the plumule with the radicle and cotyledons,
is called the caulicule or tigelle.

II Cauliculus (kjSli'ku&Ss). [L. dim. of caulis

stem.] in Bot. = Caulicle, Caulicule ; in Archit.
= Caulicole.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 116 Embryo very large .

.

with a long 2-edged cauliculus, having two small cotyledons
at the top. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. I. 84 Points
of resemblance to the Corinthian capital, as the cauliculi.

Cauliferous (kgli'feres), a. Bot. [f. L. cauli-s

stem + -fer bearing + -ous.] Producing or having
a stem or stalk.

1708-21 Kersey, Cauliferous Plants are such as have a
true Stalk, which a great many have not. X753 Chambers
Cyct. Supp. s. v., Perfectly cauliferous, as cabbage. 1755
in Johnson ; and in subseq. Diets.

Cauliflorous (kglin»res), a. Bot. [f. 'L.caul-is

stem + -flor-us flowering + -ous.] Having flowers

on the stem. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Cauliflower (kp-liflauiu), sb. Forms : a. 6
colieflorie, 6-7 cole-flory, -florie, 7 coly-flory,

coley-florey, colliflory. 0. 7 coleflower, colly-
flowre, coly-, eauly-, caully-, oawly-flower,

7 8 collyflower, oolliflower, 8- cauliflower.
[The 16th c. colc-florye, colieflorie, was app. cor-

rupted from the mod.L. cauli-flora or F. chou-Jlori,

chou-fleuri, assimilated to Eng. Cole. (The L.
and F. both mean ' flowered cole or cabbage' : cf.

Ger. blumenkolil, Du. blocmkool 'flower-cole'. Cf.

also It. cavolfiore, pi. cavoli (caoli) fiori, Sp.
coliflor. The later colly-Jlowcr and cauliflower
are assimilated toflower, and to the L. cauliflora.

So mod.F. has made chou-fleuri into chou-fleur
' cole-flower'.]

1. One of the cultivated varieties of the cabbage
{Brassica oleracea botrytis cauliflora), the young
inflorescence of which forms a close fleshy white
edible head.

a. 1597 Gerard Herbal xxxvi. 246 Cole Florie, or after
some Colieflorie. Ibid. 316 Cole-flory is called in Latin
Cauliflora. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 26 There grow out of
the same coleworte other fine colliflories (if I may so say).
1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey 1. xi. 37 The Coley-
florey, Rape-cole, Muske-melon. 1620 Venner Via Recta
(1650) 186 Cole-florie exceedeth all the other kinds of Cole-
worts. 1621-6 Bacon Sylva § 4S4 Lettuce, or Coleflory, or
Artichoake. 1659 R. Lovell Herbal 104 Cole-florie.

/3. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vm. (1626) 167 Her
husband gathers coleflowrs, with their leaues. 1634 At-
thorp MS. in Simpkinson IVashingtons Introd. 24 For
20 collyflowres 00 13 00. 1647 R. Stafylton fuvenal jo
What smells oth' lampe dawbes thy pale colyflowers. 1664
Evelyn Kal, Hort. (1729) 190 Early Cauly-flower. Ibid.
212 Sow .

. Cawly-flowers for Winter Plants. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11. 64/2 The Cole-flower or Colliflower. 1734
Mrs. Pendarves in Mrs. Delauy's Corr. (i86i> I. 478 For
dinner, .boiled leg of lamb and loin fried, collyflowers and
carrots. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (L.)They scarce know
a crab from a cauliflower. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng.
Housekpr. (1778) 353 Take the closest and whitest colly-
flowers you can get. 1832 Veg. Subst. Food 265 The Cauli-
flower, .brought into England from the island of Cyprus.
2. attrib. and Comb., as cauliflower excre-

scence, growth {Pathol.), terms applied to natural
or morbid growths that are developed in the form
of a stem with branches and branchlets all closely
applied to each other or crowded, e.g. acinous
glands, villous tumours, etc. ; cauliflower wig,
a wig supposed to resemble a cauliflower.
1832 Veg, Subst. Food 266 Cauliflower seed obtained from

England is the most esteemed in Holland. 1753 London
Mag. (Fairholt), [Names of wigs] The pigeon's wing, the

comet, the cauliflower, etc. 1833 A. Fonblanque Eng.
under 7 Admin. (1837) II. 382 He [a Bishop] had cauliflower
wig, apron, shovel hat. 1882 Daily Tel. 6 Sept. 5/4 Under
the good Queen Anne the 'cauliflower' wig came into
clerical fashion. Ibid. 10 Oct. 5/4 This gave the porter a
fine frothy or cauliflower head.

Cau liflower, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans,

t To powder (a wig).

1799 Southey Nondescr. vi, Some Barber's leathern pow-
der-bag Wherewith he feathers, frosts, or cauliflowers
Spruce Beau, or Lady fair, or Doctor grave. 1845 Ln.
Campbell Chancellors (1857J III. hi. 249 To trim the whole
Chapter and to cauliflower their wigs.

Cauliform (kglifjjjtrp, a. [f. L. caul-is stem
+ -fobm.] Stem-shaped, stem-like.
1847 in Craig.

Caulin (k^lin). Chem. [f. L. caul-is cabbage
+ -in.] The colouring principle of red cabbage.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Cau-linar, -ary, a. [Bad formations.] =next.
1851 Richardson Geol. vii. 203 They are caulinar, borne

on the stem. 1870 Bentley Bot. 171 When they remain as
little leaflets on each side of the base of the petiole, but
quite distinct from it, they are called caulinary.

Cauline (ko-lain), a. Bot. [ad. mod.L. caulTnus,
f. caulis stalk.] Of or belonging to the stem.
1756 Phil. Trans. XLIX. 835 Cauline leaves. 1807 J.

E. Smith Phys. Bot. 130 The Flower-stalk is . . cauline,
when it grows immediately out of the main stem. 184s
Gray Struct. Bot. iii. (1880) 86 Whatever is produced in
the axil of a leaf is cauline. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 21
Cauline leaves sessile auricled. 1884 Bower & Scott De
Bary's Phaner. q- Ferns 340 The vascular elements running
into the leaf here abut on the cauline vessels.

II Caulis kgTis). PI. caules (k§-liz). [Lat.,

stem, stalk ; in Gr. wauAos.]

1. Arch. Each of the four principal stalks which
support the volutes and helices in a> Corinthian
capital.

1563 Shute Archit. D iij b, Voluta . . which goeth out of
Caulis. 1876 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Caulicole, the eight
lesser branches or stalks in the Corinthian capital springing
out from the four greater or principal caules or stalks.

2. Bot. The stalk or stem of a plant, esp. of a
herbaceous plant in its natural state.

1870 Bentley Bot. 101 It is called a caulis in plants which
are herbaceous, or die down annually.

Caulk (k§k% sb. Naut. slang. [?f. Caulk v.]

A dram, a ' drop' of liquor ; = CaulkEB 3.

1833 Marryat P. Simple (1863) 265, I had no time to
take a caulk if I was inclined. 1880 M rs. Parr Adam <y E.
xxxii. 443 I've a had a bit o' a caulk, but not a drap more.
Caulk, var. of Cauk chalk, Cawk barytes.

Caulk, Calk (kgk), v. Forms: 5 caulke,
kalke, 5-7 calke, 7 calck e, kauk, :'ehalk), 8

cawke, 7- caulk, calk. [In 15th c. calke, caulke
(the same word as Cauk v.\ a. OF. cauquer to
tread, to press or squeeze in with force, to tent

a wound :—L. calcare to tread, stamp, press close

together, press in. The prevailing spelling for a
century back has been caulk, though dictionaries

retain calk from Johnson.]
1. trans. To stop up the seams of (a ship, etc.)

by driving in oakum, or the like, melted pitch or
resin being afterwards poured on, so as to prevent
leaking.

1 a 1500 Chester Plays i. (1843) 47, I will goe gaither slyche
The shippe for to caulke and pyche. 1552 Huloet, Botes
or shyppes calked with towgh. 1555 Eden Decades IV.
Ind. iv.viii. (Arb.) 174 To calke shyppes. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong.
IV. India 313 The Vergantines were calked withTowe and
Cotten Wooll. x6u Beau.m. & Fl. Scornf. Lady III. i,

You smell as if you were new calk'd. ui6i8 Raleigh
Royal Navy 27 Ocum wherewith they Calke the seams of
the Ships. 1638-48 G. Daniel Eclog. v. 334 How kauk'd
& trim'd y' Ship may be. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I. x. 295
In the South Seas the Spaniards do make Oakam to chalk
their Ships, with the husk of the Coco-nut. 1708 J. C.
Compl. Collier (.184$) 24 Like as a Ship or Vessel is Cawked
on the Ocean. 1718 Steele Fish-pool 181 Were her hold.

.

well caulked down. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 283 The
vessel wanting to be fresh calked. 1801 in Nicolas Disp.
Nelson (1845) IV. 417 They have been caulked and fitted for

service. 1840 R. Dana Bef. Mast xxvi. 87. 1856 Kane
A ret. Expl. 1 1, xxv. 247 They were to be calked and swelled.
1869 Sir E. Reed Ship-build, ii. 45 The butts of the plates
can be efficiently caulked before the angle-iron is secured
to the bottom.

2. To stop up the crevices of (windows, etc.).

1609 B. Jonson Sit. Worn. 1. i, The windores close shut,
and calk'd. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Fruitery, Win-
dows., ought to have very good double Sashes made of

Paper and well caulk'd. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 73
The windows are caulked up against winter. 1884 Gilmour
Mongols iv. 41 These houses . . are log-built, the seams
being caulked with moss.

fit. *777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. 11. ii, The widow Ochre
caulks her wrinkles.

3. Naut. slang, a. trans. To stop, 'shut up',

b. intr. To sleep.

1836 E. Howard R. Reefer Ixx, I can't sleep, Rattlin, and
tarnation glad am I to see that you can't caulk either. 1867
Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk. 173 Caulk, to lie down on deck
and sleep, with clothes on. 1881 W. C. Russell Ocean
Free L. II. 131 Tocaulk his banter, I asked him, etc.

Caulkage (kg-kedg). rare- 1
, [f. Caulk v.+

-age ; cf. cordage.] Material for caulking a ship.
1745 P. Thomas jfrnl. Anson's Voy. 171 From the Husk

covering the Shell of the Nut . . they make Caulkage.
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CAULKER. 194 CAUSALLY.

Caulken, var. of Calkin.
1883 Cranf. Smithy <$• Forge 47 Caulkens . . general on the

hind shoes in London, and many parts, for heavy work.

Caulker (k§-kai). Forms : 5- calker, 6 caw-

ker, 7- caulker, [f. Caulk ». + -er!.]

1. One whose work it is to caulk ships.

1495 Act. n Hen. VIi% xxii. § 1 A maister Calker by the

day iiijd. 155* Huloet, Calkers betle, or malle to dryue in

towe. 1611 Hii'.i k Ezek. xxvii. 9, 27. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto's Trav. xvi. 55 One was a ship wright, and the other

a Caulker. 1780 Coxe Russ. Disc. 107 Old cordage fit for

caulker's use. 1802 Naval Chron. VII. 370 The. .caulkers

continued at their work.

f 2. A tool for caulking, ?a caulk ing-iron. Obs.

1543 Richmond. Wills (18531 43 Iij payre of pynsowrs, v'xd.

.. lj cawkers, ij*£ 1779 Naval Chron. {1799) I. 203 It ..

shivered two caulkers to pieces.

3. slang. A dram, a 1 drop' of liquor. [? some-

thing 'to keep out the wet'.]

1808 J. Maynf. Siller Gun 89 (Jam.) The magistrates wi*

loyal din, Tak aflf their cau'kers. 183^-53 H'histle-binkie

(Sc. Songs) Ser. in. 89 Wi' here tak' a caulker, and there

tak' a horn, a 1854 J. Wilson Trees, Neither you nor I .

.

can be much the worse, .ofa caulker of whiskey.

4. slang. Anything surprising or incredible ; cf.

crammer.
Caulker, var. of Calker -.

Caulking k^ kirj), vbl. sb. [f. Caulk v.]

1. The action of the verb Caulk. Also
1481-90 Hoivard Househ. Bks. (1841) 70 To the Spanyard

for kalkyng iiijrf. 1577 Eden & Willes Hist. Trav. 224 b,

Lycour . . lyke vnto pytche . . very commodious for the calk-

yng of shyppes. 169a in Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 1.

xvi. 76 Caulking, is driving of Ockham, Span-hair, and
the like into all the seams of the Ship, to keep out Water.
1884 Law Times 10 May 26/2 Repairs of caulking.

2. attrib. and in comb., as caulking- chisel, a

chisel for closing the seams between iron plates
;

caulking-iron, an instrument resembling a chisel

used for driving the oakum into the seams of

ships ;
caulking - mallet, a mallet for driving

this.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 13 A calking Iron

and a Mallet. 1666 Drydf.n Ann. Mirab.cxlvi, Their left-

hand does the calking-iron guide, a 1859 Macaulay /list.

Eng. (1861) V. 75 [Peter the Great] wielded with his own
hand the caulking iron and the mallet. 1879 Comh. Mag.
an. 41 Docks, timber yards, calking basins, and ship-

uilders' yards.

Caulking: see also Caukino.
Caully-flower, obs. var. of Cauliflower.
Caulm, var. of Calm sb. 2 mould.
Caulme, obs. form of Calm jM ? Heat of the

day or weather.
1570 Levins Manip. 44 The Caulme, sudum, cauma.

Caulo- ), combining form of Gr. Kav\6t (or

L. caulis) stem of a plant, forming first element in

various technical terms of Botany, as Caulobulb,
a leaf-bearing or floriferous stem swollen at the

base, as in Ranunculus bulbosus, and many or-

chids. Cauloca rpic, Cauloca rpous<*. [Gr.wapiro?

fruit], producing flowers and fruit on its stem and
branches many years without perishing, as ordinary

shrubs and trees. Caulorhi zous a. [Gr. fl(a root],

sending forth roots from the stem. CauTosarc =
caulobulb. Caulotaxis [Gr. rafis arrangement

(after phyltolaxis)], (see quot.).

1880 Gray Bot. Text-hit. 401 Caulocarpic, applied to

plants which live to flower and fructify more than once or

indefinitely. 1835 61 Henslow (cited by Webster for

caulocarpous.) 1882 T. Hick in Jrnl. Bot. 297 The arrange-
ment and relation of the central and lateral axes of a plant
. .for these the term caulotaxis will be found convenient.

Caulome (kplj'im). Bot. [f. Gr. kclv\6s stem,

after rhizome, Gr. ftfapa (f. pt^o-uv to strike root)

;

see -ome. Also in Grxco-Latin form cautoma.]

The general name for the leaf-bearing axis of a

plant ; a stem or branch, or any member morpho-
logically corresponding to these.

1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 1. iii. 129 Applying a
common name to all those parts which bear leaves ; they
may be termed Stem-structures (Cautomes) or simply Axes.

1883 G. Allen in Nature 492 A central axis or caulome.

Hence Caulomic a., belonging to a caulome.
1880 Nature XXIII. 159 The bundles, .belonging to the

roots spring partly out of the caulomic vascular ring.

Caulp, var. of Caup sb. Obs.

tCaU'ly, a. Obs. rare. [f. Caul ^.i + -y!.]

Of the nature of a caul.

1615 Crook e Body 0/ Man 94 Immediately vnder these
Cipresse wings, .or Cauly cobwebs, appeareth the Maze or
labyrinth of the guts.

Cauly flower, obs. var. of Cauliflower.
Caum, var. of Calm and Came sb.

Caum, v. Sc. To whiten with Camstone *

(Jamieson).

II Cauma (kgraa). Med. [L., a. Gr. tcavfia

burning heat.] The burning heat of a fever.
1811 Hooper Med. Diet. 1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Caumatic (k§mx tik). Med. [f. Gr. xadfia,

tcaviMT- burning heat + -ic] Relating to the bunt-
ing heat of a fever.
1880 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Caumbre, obs. form of Chamber.

Caum stane, var. of Camstone.
1831 in Hone Year Bk. 1127 A multifarious variety of

articles, such as. .sand, caum stane, herrings.

Caun- : see Can-
;
Caunged, see Changed.

Caunter. dial, and Mining, [app. a deriv. of

I

Cant j^. 1 or v'1 ; but the value of the -er is

1 doubtful. App. diffused in Mining use from
Cornwall.]

A. as sb. (or ? absol. use of adj.) : a. (also

caunter-lode), a lode crossing the general direc-

tion of the veins in a mine, a cross-vein.
1810 J. T. in Risdon's Surv. Devon p. xni, Besides the east

and west veins, others are found which run either north or
south, or on points of the compass between these ; they are

called by the miner cross lodes, cross courses, or caunters.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Caunter-lode, a lode which
inclines at a considerable angle to the other contiguous
veins. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.

b. (See quot.)
1880 IV. Cornwall Gloss-, Caunter, a cross-handed blow.

B. adj. (or? attrib.} Crossing, cross, transverse.
1880 Prospectus of W. Frontino ff Bolivia Gold Mining

Co. 3 The several lodes . . have a strike, .crossed by a great
number of caunter branches, or feeders.

t Cauntercotte. Obs. [Cf. Cantel-cope, Can-
torcope.] A kind of ecclesiastical vestment.

"SS^-J tnv. Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Ann. Lichfield IV. 26
Itm. v. albes, ij cauntercottes, iiij alterclothes.

t Caup, caulp. Sc. Obs. [Of doubtful deriva-

tion : OX. kaup stipulation, wages, pay, suits the

form, and perhaps the sense ; but a Celtic origin

would a priori be expected.] vSee quot. 1597 )

1489 Act Jas. /F(i597) I 18 Certaine Gentlemen, .heads
of kin in Galloway hes vsed to take Caupes. 1597 Skene
De verb, signif., Caupes, Calpes, in Galloway and Car-
rier, signifies ane gift, sik as horse, or vther thing, quhilk
ane man in his awin life-time, & liege poustie giues to his

Maister, or to onie vther man, that is greatest in power and
authoritie, and speciallie to the head & chiefe of the clan, for
his maintenance & protection, like as for the samin effect and
cause, sindrie persons payis Black -mail I to thieues, or main-
teiners of thieues, contrair the laws of this realme. Bot in

the lies and Hi of this Realme, the Calpes are pre-

sentHe payed be him, quha oblishis him theirfore, after his

decease. Swa the Here^elde is payed be provision of the
I a * : and Calpe is given be special! paction and obligation,
baith the ane and the vther. after the decease of the debtor.
Ane notable oppression is vsed in taking vp of the Caupe.
1609 — Rtf. Slaj. xxiii. 137 Caupes sould not be taken be

I gentlemen, and heads of the kin in Galloway, and Carrick,

l

vnder the paine of oppression. 1617 Act *Jas. VI, xxi, The
Vnlawfull taking from them, after tneir deceisse, vnder the

, name of Caulpes, of their best aucht, whether it be Oxe,
Meare, Horse, or Cowe. 1885 Edin. Rev. Apr. 326 Caulpes

[
which were fines on the death of a Vassal or a tenant.

Caup, var. of Cap sb.*, a bowl.
Cauphe, cauph-house : see Coffee,.house.
Cauple, variant of Caple, Obs., a horse.

t Cauponate, v. Obs. [f. L, caupondt- ppl.

stem of cauponJri to traffic or trade in, f. coupon-

,
em retail tradesman, huckster, innkeeper.]

1. intr. To sell liquor or victuals, keep a victual-

ling-house.
1656 in Blount Glossogr.; 1711 in Bailey; 1755 in John-

I

son ; and in mod. Diets.

2. trans. To deal like a huckster with ; to traffic

in for the sake of gain. jig. [so L. caupdndri.']

1653 Gauden Hierasp. 195 By cauDonating Religion, and
handling the Scriptures deceitfully. 1656 Blount Glossogr.
slv., To cauponate a war, to make war for money. 1715
Bentley Serm. x. 360 AH the Privileges of the gospel
truck'd and cauponated by Popery.

tCaupona tion. Obs. [f. asprec: see - ation.]

Petty dealing or trafficking ; tricky or unfair deal-

ing ; mixing of liquors, adulteration.
(i 1555 Latimer Serm.

<fr
Rem. (1845* 34^ Some would

1 preacri the truth of God . . without cauponation, and adul-

teration of the Word. 158s N. T. (Rhem.) Pref. 9 Falsifi-

i cation or (to vse the Apostles Wordes> cauponation and
adulteration of Gods word. 1675 R. Vauchan Coinage 2

A second use of Cauponation. 1713 Bentley Serm. x. 346
Expose their corruptions and cauponationsof the Gospel.

t Cau ponize, v. Obs. [f. L. coupon-em (see

Cauponate + -ize.]

1. intr. To act as victualler, huckster, or sutler.

1765 Warburton Lett, late Prelate (1808) No. 171 The
wealth of our rich rogues, who cauponised to the Armies in

Germany in this last war.

2. trans. To traffic in like a retajj dealer or

tavern-keeper ; to mix and adulterate for gain.
165s Gaulk Magastrom.To Rdr., To the great dishonour-

ing of God . . despising of the Spirit, cauponizing of the
Word. 1771 Wesley Irks. (1872) V. 459 We do not caupon-
ize, mix, adulterate, or soften it [the word of God).
Caure. Sc. Bad spelling of eder, for cattwr,

calver, calves : see Calf.
1806 R. Jamieson Pop. Ballads I. 286 (Jam.) The caure

did haig, the queis low. 1868 G. Macdonald R. Fatnnn r
I. 41 Wha ever heard o* caure at this time o' the year?
Caurie, caury, obs. forms of Cowky.
Caursin, -yn, var. of Caorsin.

t Caury-maury. Obs. Also eawry-mawry,
cauri-mauri. ? A Kind of coarse, rough material.

1*87 in Rogers Hist. Agric. $ Prices II. 536/4 [Linen and
Clothingl T[?Claursmaurs. 136a Langl. /'. PI. A. v. 62,
I-clobedin A Caurimauri [7'. r. caury maury* cawrymawry,
kaurymaury] I coube him not discreue. 115*9 Skelton
Elynour Rum. 149 Some loke strawry,Some cawry-mawry.

II Cau'sa. The L. word for Cause, occas. used
in Eng., esp. in the phrases causa causans a causing
cause, i. e. a primary or original cause ; causa
causata a caused cause, a secondary or interme-
diate cause; vera causa a true or real cause.
c 1430 Chron. I'ilod. 428 For he was causa of his brotheris

deythe. 1659 Rcshw. Hist. Colt. I. 461 Among the Logi-
cians there are two causes ; there is Causa causans, and
Causa Causata. The Causa causans . . is not the Warrant

I

from the Lords of the Council, for that is Causa causata.

Causable k£-zabT), a. rare. [f. Cause v. +
-able.] That may be caused.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. WL xxi, That, .which is

naturally causable. Ibid. vn. vi, The Deluge .. being not
possibly causable from naturall showres above, or watery
eruptions below. 1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (1801) I. 43 The
fibrous contractions became causable by volition.

Hence Causabi lity.

1881 Nature No. 616. 372 The causability of tubercle.

Causal (kg zal), a. {sb.) [ad. L. causa/is re-

lating to a cause, f. causa cause : cf. F. causal.]

1. Of or relating to a cause or causes.
1570B1LLINGSLEV Euclidxi. def.xii. 316A causal! definition

geuen by the Cause efficient. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II.

iv. 268 The independence of the Divine Essence as to al

causes and causa! limitation. 1858 Whewe ll Novum Org.
Renov. 121 (L.) Aiming at the formation of a causal section
in each science of phenomena.
2. Of the nature of a cause ; acting as a cause.
1642 V'irtv 0/ Print. Book int. Observat. 12 This peoples

election . . hath no causall influx . . into the Regall power
conveyed. 167* H. More Brief Refly 202 As being a
means to this end, and, therefore, Causal thereto. 1699
Burnet 39 Art. xvti. (1700) 162 The Certainty of the Pre-
science is not antecedent or causal, but subsequent and
eventual. 1858 Mansfl Bampton Lect. ii. ted. 4)34 The
condition of causal activity. 1881 P. Brooks Candle of

\
I+ord 101 One supreme causal God.
3. Of the nature of cause and effect.

1656 H. Mokf. Antid. Ath. in. iii. (1712) 91 Any causal
connexion betwixt those ceremonies and the ensuing Tem-

j

pests. 171a Blackmore Creation 225 The links of all the

I

causal chain. 1855 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. {1872) I.

iv. viL 463 The causal connexions among those traits were
obscured by other connexions. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. 109 That, .the term cause and effect

was loosely or gratuitously applied to what we know only
as consecutive, not at all as causal.

4. Gram, and Logic. Expressing a cause. Causal
proposition : see quot. 17 24.

1 1530 More Ansiv. Frith Wks. 840/2 Thoughe I woulde
graunt this causale proposicion. a 1638 Mede Wks. 1. xtx.

(1673) 70 A causal or conditional Conjunction. 1655 Gi'R-

nall Chr. in Arm. i. I 2 (1669) 59/1 The words are coupled
to the precedent with that causal particle For. 1724
Watts Logic 167 Causal propositions are, where two pro-
positions are joined by causal particles ; as, houses were
not built, that they might be destroyed. 1870 ] ebb Sopho-
cles* Electra (ed. a> 8/2 Tijpqi and xpo*-?. .are causa! datives.

B. as sb. a. A causal conjunction or particle.

1530 Palsgr., 148 Some [conjunctions] be causales & serve
to bring in a sentence whereby the cause of a mater spoken
of before is expressed. 1750 Harris Hermes ii. (1786) 245
Causals subjoin causes to effects,

b. A thing implying a cause.
165J W. Sclater Civil Magist.(i(>$$S2$ Causalls they are

. casual they are not.

Causality kjzaeliti). [mod. f. on L. type

*eausalitds, L causal-is Causal + -ity.]

1. Causal quality, character, efficiency, or agency

;

fact or state of being or acting as a cause.

1601 Sir C. Hevdon Jud. Astrol. ii. 60 When they are

called signes, their causalitie is not excluded. 1649 Jer.
Taylor Life Christ 11. x. vii. p 6 Faith is the beginning
grace, and hath influence and causality in the production of
the other. 1678 Ci'dworth Intell. Syst. 750 A Power or Caus-
ality, whereby that which was Not before, was afterwards

Made to Be. 1748 Hartley Obsen: Man 11. i. p 16. 67 To
ascribe a real Causality to Free-will. 1875 Grindon /..'

ii. 14 Nature has no independent activity, no causality of

its own.

2. The operation or relation of cause and effect

;

1 the law of mind which makes it necessary to

recognise power adequate to account for every oc-

currence* Flemings Vocab. Philos. 1887).
164a O. Sedgwicke England's Present 10 By way oforder

only, and not by causality. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 62

The law of causality holds only between homogeneous
things. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xxxix (1859) II.

376 The nature and genealogy of the notion of Causality.

i860 Emerson Cond. Life it (1861) 34 A belief in causality,

or strict connection between even- trifle and the principle

of being . . characterizes all valuable minds. 1870 Bowem
Logic x. 333 The necessary laws of Causality and Time.

3. Phrenology. The mental faculty of tracing

effects to causes.

1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 6 The quality of mind, which
. . phrenologists call causality.

% 4. An excuse. (? Not Eng.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Causality, Causatt'otj, an excuse,

essoyning or pretence.

Causally (k^ zali^, adv. [f. Causal + -l\*2.]

In a causal way, with causal force ; in the manner
of, or as l>eing the cause ; by way ofcause and effect.

a 1638 Mede Whs. 1. xxiv. (1672) 91 Kat is . . to be taken
here [Luke ii. 14] for a conjunction causal . . Or both cau-

sally and gratulatorily. 1634 Rainbow Labour (16351 22

It cannot be said to be causally perishing. 1640-4 Sir S.

D'EwEsin Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. u6a2) I. 314 The. .Elector

of Saxony is causally guilty . . of those Calamities and
Slaughters. 1845 Bfackv: Mag. LVII. 523 From the death
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of Patroclus to the death of Hector is an entirely new move-

ment, though causally bound . . to that antecedent, a 1847

Chalmers Posth. Wit. (1847) I. 22 He was appeased caus-

ally and efficiently by God, yet proximately and inter-

mediately by the presents . . laid before him.

t Cau'Sant, a. Obs. [ad. L. causans, pr. pple.

of causdre to cause.] Causing, acting as a cause.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 464 Every second cause,

whether causant or conservant.

t Causarily, adv. Obs. [f. Causary + -ly 2
.]

By reason of a legally recognized cause.

1651 W. G. tr. Comets Inst. 38 There is also a Guardian

simply and originally so called, and a Guardian by acci-

dent, from the cause of custody . . Causarily, is he who for

that he hath the custody of his own Tenant being yet an

Infant hath upon that score the custody of another who is

Tenant to his Ward.

t Caivsary, a. Obs. [ad. L. causdri-us dis-

charged because of ill-health, invalid, f. causa

cause, reason. In med. L. used more widely.]

Having good and sufficient cause. Causary dis-

mission (L. causaria missid) : orig. a dismissal

from military service on account of ill-health.

1603 Segar Hon. Mil. $ Civ. I. viii. 11 Dioclesianus and
Maximianus ordained, That vnto euery Veteran hamng
honestly serued. .twentie yeeres, an honourable or causarie

dismission [causaria missio] should be granted.

t Catrsate, a. (sb.) Obs. Also oaussate. [ad.

med.L. causdt-us, pa. pple. of causdre to Cause.]

A. adj. Caused, due to a cause. B. sb. A
thing caused, an effect.

1652 Gaule Magastroiu. 103 A conscientionall, accidentall

event . . but no appropriate, causate, and observate experi-

ment. 1657 J. Smith Myst. Khet. Avijb, The Caussate,

. . depends upon the Cause, as having its being thence.

Causa te, V. rare. [f. med.L. cdusdt- ppl. stem

of causdre; see -ate 8.] a. trans. To cause,

originate, b. intr. To originate.

1839 Bailey Festus (1854) 535 That Divinity . . Wherein
all things authentic do causate. 1855 — Mystic 135 When
. . unnumbered times . . Have passed, shall God . .

another

world causate.

Causation (k§z*ljan). [ad. L. causdtion-em

excuse, pretext, used in med.L. in sense 'action ot

causing', f. med.L. causdre. Cf. F. causation]

1. The action of causing
;
production of an effect.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. xi, Ascribing effects

thereunto [to the stars] of independent causations. 1695

Congreve Love for L. m. xi. 59 Albertus Magnus . . says it

[Astrology] teaches us to consider the Causation of Causes,

in the Causes of things, c 1790 Reid Let. in Wks. I. 76/1

The thing most essential to causation in its proper meaning

—to wit, efficiency— is wanting. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit.

293 It sometimes happens that we are punished for our

faults by incidents, in the causation of which these faults

had no share. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. i. 1 The causa-

tion of any particular movement or the origin of any par-

ticular measure.

b. The operation ofcausal energy ; the relation

of cause and effect.

1739 Hume //xwa'i Nat. 1. iv, Cousins in the fourth degree

are connected by causation. 1809 W. Irving Knickcrb.

(1861) 13 To detect . . some latent chain of causation. 1831

Blakev Free Will 198 All that we know of physical causa,

tion is, that one thing precedes another in a regular order

of sequence, i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Fates (1861) 29 A
man. .looks like a piece of luck, but is a piece of causation.

1883 A. Barratt Phys. Metempiric 85 The broad relation .

.

between noumena and their phenomena, seems most reason-

ably conceived as one of Efficient Causation, not the mere
sequence of phenomena which we call physical causation.

II 2. An excuse. (L. causatio ; ? not Eng.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Causation, an excuse, essoyning or

pretence. 1662 Phillips, Causation (Lat.), an excusing, or

alleadging of a cause.

Hence Causationism, the theory or principle

of universal causation ; Causationist, one who
believes in this theory or principle.

1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks. (Bohn) I. 345
We are natural conservers and causationists, and reject a

sour dumpish unbelief, i860 — Cond. Life ii. All successful

men have agreed in one thing—they were causationists.

They believed that things went not by luck but by law.

Causative (kg'zativ), a. Also 5 -ife. [a. F.

causalif, ad. L. causdtivus ; see Cause v. and -ive.]

1. Effective as a cause, productive </(an effect).

a 1420 Occleve De Reg. Princ. 3848 It of his dethe was
verray causatife. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. xxvii. 255 The
Proces Causative That eftyr folowit effective.

_
1605 Bacon

Adv. Learn. II. viii, § 1 That, that is causative in nature

of a number of effects. 1830 Coleridge RemMZ^) III. 1

That which is essentially causative of all being must be
causative of its own. 1877 Morley Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 321

A superhuman causative agency.

b. cllipt. Of causation, of the existence of a

causative agency.
1842 W. Grove Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 6) 9 Hypothetical

currents were supposed, for the purpose of carrying out the

causative view.

2. Gram. Expressing a cause or causation
;

= Causal 4. Also as sb., a causative word.
c 1600 Swinburn Spousals (1686) 149 These words . .

are to be understood causative. 1750-1 Student II. 308
(T.) Let any Hebrew reader judge whether hiphel . . can
properly be said, in general ..to be causative. 1824 J.

Gilchrist Etyinol. Interp. 150 Lay is manifestly tin;

causative of Lie. 1879 Whitney Skr. Gram. § 540 The
secondary or derivative conjugations are. .the passive, the

intensive, the desiderative, the causative. Ibid. 607 This
stem. . has to a great extent a causative value.

195

Hence Causativeness, Causativity, the fact

of being causative, causative quality.

1846 O. Brownson Wit. VI. 107 He is the causativeness

of all and of each. 1856 J. H. Newman Callista 67 The
egg comes first in relation to the causativity of the_ chick,

and the chick comes first in relation to the causativity of

the egg. 1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst
;
208 Its causa-

tivity is accounted for by erroneous imputation.

Causatively (kgzativli), adv. [f. prec. +

-ly 2
.] In a causative manner

;
by way of causa-

tion, by acting as a cause, b. Gram. In a causa-

tive sense, as expressing cause.

1654 Warren Unbelievers 45 Christ hath causatively

removed by his death the guilt of sin. 1750-1 Student

II. 308 (T.) Several conjugations .. whether they are to be

taken actively, passively, causatively, or absolutely. 1824

De Quincey Pol. Econ. Dial. v. (i860) 553 Gravitation has

causatively impressed that direction on its course.

II
Causa'tor. Obs. [med.L. causdtor, f. causdre

to Cause.] One who causes, a causer.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. x, The indivisible con-

dition of the first causator.

||
Causa'trix. Obs. [fern, of prec. ; see -TBIX.]

A female causer.

1650 Charleton Paradoxes Prol. 14 Nature.. the prime

and proxime Causatrix of all Sanation.

||
Causa -tum. [med.L.] That which is caused

;

the product of causation.

1879 LEWES Study Psychol. 24 An effect is the causatum,

the incorporation of the causes or co-operant conditions.

Cause (kgz), sb. Also 4-6 cawse, 4-7 Sc.

oauss, 5-6 Sc. oaus, 5 Sc. caws, 6 causse, 6-7

caus. [a. F. cause ( =- Pr., Sp., It. causa), ad. L.

causa, caussa. The latter came down in living use

as It., Sp., Pr. cosa, ONF. cose, F. chose matter,

thing (a sense which causa has in the Salic Law,

in Gregory of Tours, and the Capitularies). At

a later period the med.L. causa, of philosophy and

the law-courts, was taken into the living languages,

in the form causa, cause ; in Fr. from the 1 3th c]

1. General senses.

1. That which produces an effect; that which

gives rise to any action, phenomenon, or condition.

Cause and effect are correlative terms.

c 1315 Shoreham 117 Cause of alle thyse dignyte .
.
Was

Godes owene grace. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix.

xxv. U495> 362 The cause of nyghte is shadowe of the

erthe that is bytwene vs and the Sonne, c 1400 Test. Love

II. (1560) 285/2 Every cause of a cause is cause of thing

caused. 1549 Compl. Scot. (1801) 234 The philosophour

sais that the cause of ane thing is of mair efficacite nor is

the thyng that procedis fra the cause. 1639 Rouse Heav.

Univ. x. 117021 143 To produce effects beyond the cause ;

which is indeed to make something out of nothing. 1697

Dryden V'irg. Georg. IV. 570 Proteus only knows The secret

Cause, and Cure of all thy Woes. 1751 Johnson Rambl.

No. I4t r I The greatest events may be often traced back

to slender causes. 1827 Pollok Course of T. v, These

were the occasion, not the cause, of joy. 1879 Lockyer

Elan. Astron. iii. 83 The Sun's heat and the Earth's rotation

are, in the main, the causes of all atmospheric disturbances,

b. as philosophically defined.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. 11. ix. 1 1839! 121 A cause

simply, or an entire cause, is the aggregate of all the acci-

dents both of the agents how many soever they be, and of

the patient, put together ; which when they are all supposed

to be present, it cannot be understood but that the effect is

produced at the same instant, c 1790 Reid Wks. I. 76/1 We
have noground toascribe efficiency to natural causes, or even

necessary connection with the effect. But we still call them

causes, including nothing under the name but priority and

constant conjunction. Ibid. 77/1 In the strict philosophical

sense, I take a cause to be that which has the relation to

the effect which I have to my voluntary and deliberate ac-

tions. 1846 Mill Logic (1856) ill. v. § 5 We may define.

.

the cause of a phenomenon, to be the antecedent or the

concurrence of antecedents, on which it is invariably and

unconditionally consequent. 1870 Jevons Elm, Logic

xxviii. 239 By the Cause of an event we mean the circum-

stances which must have preceded in order that the event

should happen.

2. A person or other agent who brings about or

occasions something, with or without intention.

(Often in bad sense : one who occasions, or is to

blame for mischief, misfortune, etc.)

c 1374 Chaucer And. % Arc. 257 paughe bat yee pus

Causelesse be Cause be Of my dedely aduersitee. 1509

Fisher Fun. Semi. C'tess Richmond 11708' 28, I am, sayth

he, the veray cause of raysynge of the Body, and I am also

the veray Cause of lyfe unto the Soule. 1540 Hyrde tr.

Vivcs' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) Gv, Howe much mischiefe

such women bee cause of. 1611 Bible i Chron. xxi. 3

Why will hee bee a cause of trespasse to Israel 1 1660

Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 73 The Mind is the disposer

and cause of all things. 1697 Dryden I'irg. Georg. 1. 92

The Laws Imposed by Nature, and by Nature's Cause.

1713 Berkeley Hylas f, P. ii, God is the supreme and uni-

versal Cause of all things. 1830 Tennyson Dream Fair
Worn. 104 ' My youth ', she said,

1 was blasted with a curse :

This woman was the cause.' 1859 — Enid 87 Am I the

cause, I the poor cause that men Reproach you ?

3. A fact, condition of matters, or consideration,

moving a person to action
;
ground of action

;

reason for action, motive.

rti22S Ancr. R. 320 Cause is hwi pu hit dudest, ooer

hulpe ]>erto, o5er puruh hwon hit bigon. 1340 Ayenb. 42

H uanne be seruises byeb y-do uor onclenliche cause, c 1460

FOKTESCUB Afa-f Llm. Mm. (1714) 67 Movyd therto by

non other Cause, save only drede of his Rebellion. 1526

Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 1 The cause why we name

CAUSE.

this treatyse y
1 pilgrymage of perfeccion. 1575 Laneham

Let. (1871) 3 Az I haue good cauz to think. 1592 West
Symbol. 1. § 55 (1632) The consideration of instruments is

the motiue cause, for which the Instruments are made.

1655 Comp. Clark 310 The said F. R. as well for the con-

siderations aforesaid as also, .for divers other good causes

and considerations .. doth for himself and his Heirs cove-

nant. 1678 Cudworth Inteli. Syst. (1837) I. 77 To give just

cause ofsuspicion. 1785 Reid Let. in Wks. 1. 65/2 A reason

.. is often called a cause 1876 Green Short Hist. 111.

j 4 (1882) 129 The causes which drew students and teachers

within the walls of Oxford.

b. In a pregnant sense : Good, proper, or ade-

quate ground of action
;
esp. in to have cause, have

no cause, with cause, without cause
;
so to show

cause, esp. in Eng. Law, to argue against the con-

firmation of a • rule nisi ' or other provisionally

granted order or judgement.

1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 25, I had gret causs hym for to

slay. 1413 Lydg. Pylgr. So-.vle 111. vii, They .
kepen hit

withouten ony cause, c 1440 ) 'ork Myst. xvi. 49 For fadir,

vnkyndnes 5c kythe bem no cause. 1520 in W. H . 1 urner

Select Rec. Oxford 26 To. .shew a cause why he ought not

to be . . disfranchised. 1549 />'/.'. Com. Prayer, Matrimony,

If any of you know cause, or just impediment, why these

two persons should not be joined together. 1561 T. Nor-

ton Calvin's lust. 1. xvii. £ 1 Modesty, that wee draw not

God to yeeld cause of his doings. 161 1 BlBLE Pre/. Q 1 0

amend it where he saw cause. 1747 in Col. Rec. Penn. \ . 88

The Government of Pennsylvania had not seen cause yet to

contribute something towards it. 1768 BlackstoNE Comm.
1 1 1. 265 Upon good cause shewn to the court. 1865 CarLYLK

Fredk. Gt. I. 11. vi. 84 The Order got into its wider troubles

..with Christian neighbours, .who did not love it, and for

cause. 1867 Lam Rep. 2 (J. B. 360 A rule was obtained.,

to enter the verdict for the plaintiff. . Hayes, Serjt., and

Beasley, shewed cause. 1875 JoWETT Plato (ed. 2) III.

!47 If a man has cause of offence against another. 1883

Law Rep. 11 Queen's B. 597 The plaintiff has been defamed,

and has prima facie a cause of action.

C. Cause why: 'reason why', reason. Some-

times used interrogatively, or conjunctively : Why,

for the reason that, for this rea-on. Obs. exc. dial.

1340 HamtoLE Pr. Consc. 3526 God wate wele be cause

why. c 1386 Chaucer Sirs. T. 177 And cause why ? forthey

kan nat the craft. (1440 Gesta Rom. viii. 21 iHarl. MS.'

He is gilly of my dethe, and I shalle telle you cause why.

c 1449 PeCOCK Repr. 11. xni. 222 Cause whi God wole leue

his gracis . . is ihis. 1548 Udall, etc. F.rasm. Par. Matt.

v. 42 There is no cause why to rut off these membres.

1581 Campion in Confer. 1. (1584) C b, You must consider.

.

the cause why. 1856 KlNGSLEY Let. in Life XJV. (18755) II.

21 Such a view . . as tourist never saw, nor will see, case

why, he can't find it. [Cf. Cause conj.]

1 4. The object of action; purpose, end. Obs. exc.

in b. Final cause: a term introduced into philo-

sophical language by the schoolmen as a transl. of

Aristotle's fourth cause, to oB tVc/ra or Tf'Aos, the

end or purpose for which a thing is done, viewed

as the cause of the act
;

esp. applied in Natural

Theology to the design, purpose, or end of the

arrangements of the universe.

C1386 Chaucer Clcrkes T. 386 This Markys hath hire

spoused with a ryng Broght for the same cause. 1514 Bar-

clay Cyt. A> Uploudyshm (1B47) p. xlix, Then all be fooles

. . Which with clad mindes use courting for such cause.

1595 Hunnls Josc/ih 59 For to sojourne in the land, is

cause we come to thee.

b. 1587 Goi.ding De Moruay x. 149 Let us consequently

see the final cause : that is to wit, how and to what entlc he

guydeth it. c 1660 Uoylk Dis,/itis. Final Causes § 1 those

that would exclude final causes from the consideration of

the naturalist, .either that, with Epicurus, they think, .it is

improper and vain to seek for final causes in the effects of

chance : or . . with Descartes, that . . it is rash for men to

think, that they know, or can investigate, what ends [GoclJ

proposed to Himself in His actings about His creatures.

1691 Ray Creation 1. (1701) 49 The Continuation of these

two Motions of the Earth . . upon Axes not parallel, is re-

solvable into nothing but a final and mental Cause, or the

70 Bc'Atkttoi', because it was best it should be so. 1768

Sterne Sent, fount. (1778) I. 24 The efficient as well as the

final causes of travelling. 1857 Buckle Civilts. I.m.54'

Descartes . . was, of course, led to abandon the study of final

causes. 1881 B. Sanderson in Nature No. 619. 439 1 he

final cause of an animal . . is muscular action, because it

is by means of its muscles that it maintains its external

relations.
. . c

5. In the preceding senses, with various denning

attributes.

The four causes of Aristotle were the efficient taitse, the

force, instrument, or agency by which a thing is produced ,

the formaline quot. 16781; the material, the element* or

matter from which it is produced ; the final, the purpose or

end for which it is produced (see 4 b). The 1-irst L attse, the

original cause or Creator of the Universe ;
secondarycauses,

those derived from a primary or first cause. Occasional

causes in Cartesian philosophy : see Occasional, -ism.

1393 Gower Conf. III. 87 He clepeth god the firste cause.

,398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. in. xvii. (.495) 61 t he

cause efficient of the syghte is the vertue of the soule that

hyghte animalis. 1447 Bokenham Scyntys Introd. (1835) 1

The fyrste is what, the secunde is why. In wych two wurdys,

. . The foure causys comprehended be. 1586 1
.

B. irr

Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1589) 667 The Philosophers propound

fower causes of everie thing, The efficient, the materiall, the

formall, and the finall cause. 1646 H. Lawrence Cammsm.

Ane-cls 31 His [God's] essence (which is the efficient, finall,

and exemplary cause of all thingsl. 1656 Ben Israel ^ tnd.

Jud. in Phcnix (17081 II. 409 The Knowledg of the one

first Cause. 1678 Hobbes Decameron ii. is Another they

call the Formal Cause, or simply the form or essence of the

thing caused : as when they say, Four equal Angles and

four equal Sides are the Cause of a Square Figure 1726

Aylih e Parcrg. 147 There are seven Causes consider d in

25-2
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Judgment, viz. the Material, Efficient, and Formal Cause

;

and likewise a Natural, Substantial, and Accidental Cause ;

and lastly a Final Cause. 1733 Pope Ess. Man WL. 1 The
Universal Cause Acts to one end, but acts by various laws.
•74* — Dunciad iv. 644 Philosophy, that lean'd on heaven
before, Shrinks to her second cause, and is no more. 1845
Corrie Theol. in Encycl. Metrop. 858/1 The main object
of 1 hcology is to ascertain the attributes and perfections
of this First Great Cause. 1858 Mansel Bampton Led.
ii. (ed. 41 30 By the First Cause is meant that which pro-
duces all things, and is itself produced of none. 1861 H.
Spencer First Priiic. L ii. § 12 (18751 37 We are not only
obliged to suppose some Cause, but also a first Cause.

6. From the general senses arise varions phrases

:

t a. By the cause that : for the reason that

;

with the purpose that, to the end that, in order
that

;
by the cause of : by reason of, on account of.

Obs. Hence bi-cause, Because, q.v.

* »3*6 Chaucer Kitts. T. 2488 Be be cause bat bei scholde
rise Erly. .Vnto her reste went bei att nihte. a 1450 K'nt.
de la Tour 2 Thei had in hem no shame nor drede by the
cause thei were so used. £1460 Fortescue Abs. tf Lim.
Mm. (1714) 138 Which by the Cause therof lyvyn in the
gretter penurye.

t b. For cause that : for the reason that ( = Be-
cause A. I, B. 1 ), For cause of : by reason of, on
account of (- Because A. 2 a) ; for the sake of
( = Because A. 2 b). Obs.
c 1415 Wyxtoux Crm. vii. vii. 205 For caws pat he past

til Twlows. 147s Caxton Jason 67 Callid god of bataill
for cause of many batailles that he had. 1480 — Chron.
Eng. ccxxii. 214 And al he did for cause of spences and for
to gadre tresour. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 334 For
caus that tha no wald Resist the wrang. 1578 Sc. Poems
\Uh C. II. 154 For cause his faith was constantly InChristcs
blude.

t c. For my (his, etc.) cause : on my (his, etc.)

account, for my (his, etc.) sake. Obs.
t 1450 Merlin 15 Ye shull neuer be Juged to deth for my

cause, c 1500 Lancelot 3395, 1 wald not . . for my causs, that
such o knycht suld dee. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 134
I have described and set him out in this manner . . which I

did_ for use and customs cause. 1611 Bible 2 Cor. vii. 12
I did it not for his cause that had done the wrong.
% See also Cause con/.

II. In legal, and related senses.
(In the Digest, 1 causa ' sometimes means ' the facts of the

case.

)

7. Law. The matter about which a person goes
to law

; the case of one party in a suit. Hence
to plead a cause. (Cf. 18S3 in 3 b.)

"97 R- Glocc. .Rolls) 9362 pe riate of is cause. (1300
Beket 1043 To bringe this cause of holi churche tofoie the
Pope. C1400 MAUXDEV. x«L 172 Bothe partyes writen
here Causes in 2 Billes. 1474 Caxton Chesse 27 Pletyng
of a cause for his client. i«3 T. Wilsox Rhct. 6 The
judges before whom . . the determinacion of his cause
resteth. 1611 Bible E.r. xxii. 9 The cause of both parties
shall come before the Iudges. 1760 Goldsmith Cit. II'.

xcviii, He that has most opinions is most likely to carry
his cause. 180a Mar. Edceworth Moral T. 11816) I. 218
Would to heaven my son could have, .such a trial ! And.

.

that I might plead liis cause !

c 1489 Caxtox Sonnes 0/Aytnon xxvi. 545 Ye can speke
shrewdly wythoute a cause lawfull. 1568 Bible (Bishops'!
Ps. xxxv. 1 Pleade thou my cause O Lord. 1611 Bible
Pre/. 6 This seemeth to argue a bad cause.

8. Law. A subject of litigation ; a matter before
a court for decision ; an action, process, suit ; —
Case jiM 6.

<ri3iS E. Allit. P. A. 701 To corte .. per alle oure
causez schal be tryed. c 1330 R. Brunse Chron. (1810) 128
In alle mane re cause he sought be right in skille. 1399
Langl. Rich Redeles 111. 318 To ben of conceill for causis
that 111 the court hangit. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, xxiv. f 1

In any accion or cause personell. 15*9 Ra,tei.l Pastyme
Hist. Fr. (1811) 73 He was in all cawsis so indyflerent
165a Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 5 This caus could
not by any pretens bee brought into judgment. 175a
Johnson Rambl. No. joi Fn He was summoned as an
evidence in a cause of great importance. 1790 Burki
tr. Rev. 302 The governing power, which, in the midst of
a cause, or on the prospect of it, may wholly change the
rule of decision. 1879 Carpexter Meut. Phys. 11. x. 436
Further proceedings having been taken in a cause which
he had heard some years previously.

b. Hence (Sc.) Day or hour of cause: i.e. of
trial ; alsofig. and trans/.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxiv. Whispering to Plumdamas

that he would meet him at Mac Croskie's . . in the hour of
cause. 18x1 — Xigel xxxvii, I will be with you in the hour
of cause.

O.fig. Matter in dispute, an affair to be decided.
e 1500 Lancelot M95 Ther god hymeself hath ton the

causs on hond. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 111. L 289 What coun-
saile giue you in this weightie cause ? 1665 Manley Grotius'
Low-C. IVarrs 283 Ready to decide the cause by Battel.

t 8. Contextually, and in translating L. causa or
Or. atVt'a, it sometimes has or approaches the sense
' charge, accusation, blame '. Obs.
<ri34o Cursor M. 16681 (Laud) The cawse of his deth they

wroght Abovyn his hed. 138a Wyclif Acts xxv. 27 For
to sende a boundun man, and not to signifie the cause of
him. 1494 Fabyax vii. 494 Many . . whiche laye there [in
tne prisons] for great causes and crymes. c 1550 Cheke
Matt xxm. 37 pei set his caus in writing over his hed.
1005 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. in, I pardon that mans life.What was thy cause? Adultery?
t b. To be in cause : to be to blame. Obs.

sf •n
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elats mai so™ drede, bat her vniustM milwilly cursing be in cause whi pe puple drcdib not

cursing, c 140a Rom. Rose 4525 Who was in cause . . But
hir sille ? 1635 R. N. tr. Camden s Hist. EUz. 1. iv. 38 Shee
herselfe is in cause that I cannot satisfie her.

1 10. gen. A matter of concern, an affair, business
;

the case as it concerns any one (cf. Case sbA 1).
Obs. (exc. dial.)

1375 Barbour Bruce 111. 302 His causs a,eid fra ill to wer.
1393 Gower Cm/. III. 85 Wisdom is .. Above all other
thing to knowe In loves cause and elles where. 14. . Tun-
dales Vis. too His frendys by sybbe Herd of that cause
that hym bytydde. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictcs 65
Commute alle thy causes to god. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1295
The cause craves haste. 1655 60 Staxley Hist. Philos.
(1701) 65 Pericles . . could easily reduce the exercise of his
mind from secret abstrusive things to publick popular causes.
1880 IV. Cormv. Gloss. (E. D. S.i, Cause, case. ' If that's
the cause I must work later.'

b. Phrases. If cause were, in cause. Obs. exc.
dial. (Cf. Case sbA 3, 10, 11.)

1 1400 Rom. Rose 5295 He . . shulde it fulfille . . Except
oonly in cause twoo. 1513 Fitzherb. Surv. 10 b. In that
cause the lorde of the honer or manere may take a distresse
for his rentes homages. 103 Ld. Berkers Froiss. (1812) I.

314 We are bounde to ayde him, in cause that he requyre
. .vs so to do. 1634 Malory s Arthur 11. lxiv. 402 If cause
were that they had to do with Sir Launcelot. 1696 Stil-
lixgfl. 12 Serm. i. 7, I may say . . as our Saviour doth in
another cause.

c. Seal ofcause : charter of incorporation.
1806 Forsyth Beauties Scot I. III. 260 The incorporation

of Fleshers [of Glasgow] obtained their charter or seal of
cause in 1580.

U. That side of a question or controversy which
is espoused, advocated, and upheld by a person or
party ; a movement which calls forth the efforts of
its supporters. (Spec, applied in Commonwealth
times to the Puritan ' cause '.)

1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. m. xxv. (1591) 129 It was the
..publicke act of the cause. 1588 Marprel. F.pist. lArb.)
36 Terming the cause by the name of Anabaptisterie. 1595
Shaks. John m. iv. 12 Such temperate order in so fierce a
cause. 1660 BihL Fanatica in Harl. Misc. (17461 VIII.
71/1 A pious Brother, and a real Assertor of the good old
Cause. 1678 Butler Hud. 111. 11. 545 Zeal . . made the
Church and State and Laws Submit t' old Iron and the
Cause. 1705 Addison Italy Ded., Their Hopes or Fears
for the Common Cause rose or fell with Your Lordship's
Interest and Authority. 1749 Fntm Tom Jones Km.
iii, I shall ever esteem it the cause of my sex to rescue any
woman, etc. 179a Burke CVtt-. (18441 III. 472 Nocause in
the world can. be more clear in my eyes, .than that of the
Poles. 1S27 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) II. x. 275 The
good old cause, as the commonwealth s men affected to
style the interests of their little faction. 184a Texnyson
Two Voices 148 In some good cause . . To perish. 1884
Gladstoxe in Standard 29 Feb. 2/7 We should be traitors
to the cause we profess to have taken in hand.

b. Hence To make common cause (with) : to
join in behalf of a common object.

1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India (1845) I. 200 Before they
made common cause with either French or English. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. toi The two parties, .united their
strength in a common cause. 1863 Mary Howitt tr. F.
Bremer's Greece II. xiv. 114 Epirus will make common
cause with Thessaly.

c. Hence applied colloquially in some religious
bodies, to their ' cause ' as embodied in a particular
local organization, enterprise, mission, or church.
Mod. Several new causes have been started in the county

during the year. The Baptists have a flourishing cause in
the village.

+ 12. Disease, sickness. Obs. [A sense, simply
transferred from late L., as to the origin of which
see the Latin Diets. In Eng. often vaguely asso-
ciated with other senses, and used accordingly.]

[ 149a Caxton IIoiv to Die 2 What some euer mater or
cause be layd to him . . he oughte to sufTre and receyue it

pacyently. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xviii. xvii, I your
cause can nothing remedy.] 1578 Lytf. Dodoens 111. xxvi.
353 Hellebor may not be ministred except in desperate
causes. ijSj Lloyd Treas. Health F iij, In a hole cause,
lettis made in a playster is much worth. 1601 Shaks. AUs
Well 11. i. 114 Toucht With that malignant cause. 1607 —
Cor. 111. i. 235 I.eaue vs to cure this Cause.

111. Comb., as cause-monger, -rcuderer, -seeking
adj., causewise adv.

; cause-book, a book in which
legal causes are entered

;
cause-list, a list ofcauses

to be tried.

1885 I.a-ut Time,' Rep. LI I. 574/2 The cause was re-
entered in the •cause-book. 1837 F.diu. Re-.'. LXIV. 491
These 'cause-mongers go also to the storehouse of their
fancy, a 1637 It. Joxsox Eng. Gram

, For, a 'cause-ren-
derer, hath sometime the force of a severing one. 1877
Tyxdall in Daily News 1 Oct. 2/4 He has been described
by the German Lichtenberg as ' das rastlose Ursachenthier '

—the restless "cause-seeking animal. 1869 Act 32 ft 33 Vict.
c. 91 Sched. i. i./a Accounts of various suitors kept 'cause-
wise.

Cause (koz\ v. 1 Also 5 cawse. cawes, 6
causae, [ad. med.L. causdre, as used, by the
Schoolmen, in sense ' efficerc '. ^Classical L. had
only causdri (later causdre) to plead causes, give
reasons or excuses. Hence also It. causare, Sp.
cauzar, F. causer, all in same sense as Kng.]
1. trans. To be the cause of; to effect, bring

about, produce, induce, make.
1 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. viii. 17 A fantasye caused of

trubblyng of be brayne. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 107 They
[the stars) causen many a wonder To the chmats, that stond
hem under, t 1430 CVirt'. Assigne 39 His moder. .pat cawsed
moche sorowe. ija6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 4 b,

That . oftentymes causeth heresyes & errours. 1607 Dry-
dex Virg. Georg. 111. 763 A Drench of Wine , the Patient's
Death did cause. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 430 How small of
all that human hearts endure, That part which laws or kings
can cause or cure. 187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 55 The
ruin of their empire . . was caused by the loss of freedom
and the growth of despotism.

b. Const, object and inf. with formerly also
without) to.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 114 It causeth . . A man to be subtil
of wit. c 148s Dig/y Myst. 118821 rv. 543 How durst thou
. .to be so bold To cawse hym dy? 155a Abp. Hamiltok
Catech. (1884) 34 It sall^ cause the cum in great dangeir.
1610 B. Jonsox Alch. 11. iii, Take heed, you doe not cause
the blessing leaue you. 1611 Bible Amos viii. 9, I will
cause the Sunne to go downe at noone. 16*5 Hart Anal.
Ur. 11. iv. 73, I caused him bleed oftner then once. 1667
Miltox P. L. iv. 216 Out of the fertil ground he caus'd to
grow All trees. 184a W. Grove Corr. Phys. Forces 10 It is

the gravitation of the water which causes it to flow.

C. with obj. and inf. pass.

1494 Fabyax i. iii. 10 They, .caused great fyres to be made.
'535 Coverdale Ps. civ. [cv.J 20 Then sent the kinge and
caused him be delyuered. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iii. i. 42 She
caused them be led. . Into abowre. 1678Wanley IVond. Lit.
IVorldv. ii. ( 84. 472/2 He. caused his five Brethren to be
all strangled in his presence. z8ai J. Q Adams in C. Davies
Metr. Syst. WL 127 To cause a statement in writing, .to be
hung up in some conspicuous place.

+ d. with inf. simply, as to cause make, to have
or get (something) made, cause (iO to be made.
(Cf. Y. fairefaire, etc.) Obs. ? exc. Sc.
535 Coverdale i Kings ii. 36 The kynge sent, and caused

for to call Semei. 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Jas. I,
Wks. 11711) 5 The king .. caused abolish the indictment.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais ill. xliv. 358 She caused kill
them. 1753 Scots Mag. Feb. 01/a The directorshad caused
prepare the draught. 1820 Mair Tyro's Diet. (ed. 10) 5Numa caused make eleven more [shields] of the same form.

O. with obj. sentence, arch.
1393 Gower Con/. III. 10B That causeth why that some

passe Her due cours to-fore another, c 1510 Virgilius in
Thorns Prose Rom. 23 She caused workemen shulde make
the walles ageyne. 1611 Bible John xL 37 Could not this
man . . haue caused that euen this man should not haue
died? 171a De Foe Plague (1756) 93 This caus'd, that
many died frequently, .in the Streets suddenly.

+ 2. To actuate, move, force, drive
v
an agent) to

(some action or emotion). Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 13402 What causet the kyng to his

cleane yre. C1430 Syr Tryam. 641 Crete nede cawsylh
hur therto.

f 3. As vb. of incomplete predication : To make
or render (a thing something). (Cf. L. ejgieere.)

1576 Baker Jemll 0/ Health 90 a, If oftencr it shall be
dystilled, it is then caused the effectuouser. Hid. 113a, It

causeth them also most white. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.)
188 An honest life will cause it a pleasaunt lyuing.

+ 4. To give reasons or excuses [ = L. causdri].
•59* Spenser F. Q. hi. ix. 26 He, to shifte their curioui

request, Gan causen why she could not come in place.

Cause, v.- rare- 1
, [a. F. cause-r\.o talk, chat.]

To speak familiarly, converse, talk, chat.
1839 Bailey /'«/;<j'xxviL (1848)321, I have caused face

to face with elements.

+ Cause, i\3 Obs. rare. 1 To cast or shed.
1420 PaJlad. em Hush. iv. 862 Thaire myddel teeth

aboue at two yere age Thai cause, at yeres 1111 an other
gage. Ere yeres six gothe the gomes stronge, The caused
first at yeres vi are even.

Cause, 'cause, conj. Obs. exc. dial. [An
elliptic use of prec. sb. for because ' dial, a-cause).]

+ 1. (with of) = Because of, on account of.

•S'3 Bradshaw St. Wcrhuree 11848) 184 Churches, were
gyuen To god and saynt Wcrburge cause of deuocion.
2. - Because. Since c 1600 often written 'cause

;

now only dial., or vulgar ; also spelt cos, coz, cuz,

case, etc.

1546 Lauder Tractate 295 ?e suld not chuse thame cause
?c MM thamc. 159a Marlowe Jew Malta iv. ii. 1 535 Do you
mean to strangle me? Yes, cause you use to confess. 1634
Sm T. Herbert Trav. 169 It was the more terrible, cause
hee had scene Mecha, and never after lied. 1653 in Walton
Angler xi. 218, I cannot hate thee [Musick], 'cause the
Angels love thee. 168a N. O. Boileau's Lutrin 11. Argt.,
'Cause he had left her in the Lurch. 1711 E. Ward I'ulgus
Brit. xi. 121 'Cause none will credit what they say. 18 .

Prout in Burrowes Rem. 267 All for what? 'Ka>e his

courage was good. 1884 Harper's Mag. Feb. 411/2 Jason
pitied her 'cause she was lonesome.

Cau'Sed, ///. a. Affected by causes.
187s Holvoake Co-oper. Eng. I. 333 No mad, devil-born

will, but a caused will, obedient to the laws of evidence.

Causeduess (kg-zidnes '. rare. [f. prec.

+

-NESS.] (See quot.)
18J9 Jas. Mill Hum Mind 11. xiv. (1869I43 In abstract

discourse effect [means] the same as would be meant by
causedncss.

Causeful (kS'zfiU), a. rare. [f. Cause sb. +
-pul ] f a. Showing or yielding a cause or
reason. Obs. b. Having (good) cause or reason,

well founded, well-grounded, c. That is a cause

of, productive, fruitful of.

1 1400 Test. Love 111. (1560I 208 2 Withouten causefull
evidence, mistrust in jealousie should not be weued. 1586
SiDXEY .4i/r. <y Stella (16221 575 Yet waile thy selfe, and
waile with causefull teares. 1613 Sherley Trav. Persia 7
His causefull indignation. 1849 I). Jerrold Man 0/Money
Wks. 1864 IV. 95 More causeful of blood and tears than the
hammer of Thor.

tCau sefully, adv. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +-LY-.]
With (good) cause, with reason.



CAUSELESS. 197 CAUSEY.

1615 T. Adams Black Devil 68 If we thrive not in, .Godli*

DOS, wee may causefully call our sanctity into question.

Causeless (kg-zles), a. [f. Cause sb. +
-LESS.]

1. Having no antecedent cause : a. fortuitous
;

b. not to be explained by any natural cause ; C.

antecedent to all causes.

[-1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 731 Grete God above That
knoweth that none act is causeles. x6oiShaks. All's Well
11. iii. 3 They say miracles are past, and we haue our

Philosophical! persons, to make moderne and familiar things

supernatural! and causelesse. 1712 Blackmore Creation I.

18 His causeless power, the cause of all things known.

2. Of persons : That has no cause or excuse for

his action (fids.) ; that has no cause at law.

c 1374 Chaucer Anel. $ Arc. 229_Nowe is he Fals, ellas

!

and Causelesse, And of my woo he is so rewthelesse. 1598

Drayton Heroic. Epist. vii. 161 Love causelesse still, doth

aggravate his cause. 1607 Bp. Hall Ps, vii, If I.. Doe
good unto my causeless foe That thirsted for my overthrow.

3. Of acts, etc. : Without cause; for which there

is no justifying cause or reason
;
groundless.

1535 Stewart Crott. Scot. 27472 Condampnit for ane
causles cryme, But ony fait. 1587 TUBBERV. Trag, T.(i%yj)

29 The causelesse rigour of the eraell Dame. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. lxv. § 16 And so delivered them from causeless

blame. 1649 Milton Eikon. Wks. 1738 I. 387 A causeless

and most unjust Civil War. axyw Ken Hymns Festiv.

Poet. Wks. 1721 [. 348 He ne're inflicts a causeless Pain.

1852 Hawthorne Tangleivood T., Dragon's Teeth, The
strangest spectacle of causeless wrath.

B. As adv. or in quasi-adverbial construction.

(Often capable of being explained as an adj. in sense 2,

qualifying the subject or object of the vb.)

c 1374 Chaucer TroyIns 1. 779 What may this be, That
thou dispaired art, thus causelesse? a 1400-50 Alexander
3190 Than kest bam twa of his kni3tis him causeles to spill.

c 1440 Partonope 4923 He hath betrayed me Causeles. 1533
More Debcll. Salem i. Wks. 934/2 My selfe was not cause-

lesse there moued to fynde fawte. a 1555 Lyndesay Trag.
11 Murdrcist at Rome, causles and creuellie. 1606 G.
\V[oodcocke] tr. Ivstine's Hist. 93 b, The causles banished
men. i6ix Bible i Sam. xxv. 31 Either that thou hast

shed blood causelesse. 1671 Milton Samson 701 [Thay]
causeless suffering The punishment of dissolute days.

Causelessly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly ^.] In a

causeless way ; without cause or reason.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. L xviii. § 1 Who dare say
that men are caried causelessely with blinde motion while

God . . sitteth stil? Ibid. IV. vl § 16 Our aduersaries doe
no lesse causelesly & falsly boast of the consent. 1622

Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 433 If an honest man. .become
insoluent . . casually and causelesly in himselfe. 1875
Whitney Life Lang. v. 97 Words . . which as causelessly

come to be looked askance at and avoided- 1880 Muirhead
Cains 1. § 53 Any one causelessly killing his slave.

Cau selessness. Causeless quality or nature.

a\66o Hammond Wks. (1674) I. 196 By your discerning

and acknowledging the causelessness of your exceptions.

f Cau-sely, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. ? Causally.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. iv. ix. 474 Ther of cometh causeli

nedis ful myche yuel.

Causer 1 (kg'zdi). Also 5-6 cawser. [f. Cause
y. 1 + -er L] He who or that which causes ; the

agent by whom or which an effect is produced,

fr First Causer \ God. Obs.
t 1386 Chaucer Mother ofGod 12 Causer of pees, stynter of
wo « stryf. < 1420 Occleve To Dk. York 62 Out upon
pryde, causer of my wo ! 1526 Pilgr. Perf (1531) 2 b, Who
was be fyrst causer of all thynges. 1538 Leland Itin. VIII.
30 Olde Erie Thomas, .was Cawser that new Quier of the

Collegiate Churche. .was newly reedified. 1577 B. GOOGB
Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 190b, It is a causer of sweete and
pleasant sleepes. 1662 J. Chandler Van Helmont's Oriat.
i Neither are Tartarous humours the causers or Patrons of
infirmities. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) VII. Ixxxix.

383 Thou the causer of all these shocking scenes ! iBzx Byron
Sardan. II. i. 309 Bel. I trust there is no cause. Sar. No
cause, perhaps, But many causers. 1866 J. Murphy Comm.
Ex. xv. 2 Jehovah is . . the constant Causer of all effects.

t Causer 2
, cawser. Obs. [Can this be f.

cause. Causey, as if a paviour's hammer or mall ?

The W. Cornwall Gloss, has ' cos'send, cos'sened, ham-
mered into shape ' ; but it is difficult to see any connexion.]
c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 589, Incussorium, a causer,

quidam malleolus est. C1450 Melr. Voc. ibid. 627, In*
cussoria, cawser.

+ CaU'sereSS. Obs. A female causer.

1631 Celestina iv. 54 Thou false Witch, thou Causeresse of
secret errors.

II Causeuse (kow'z). [F., fem. of eauseur fond
of talking or conversation.] A small sofa on which
two persons can sit.

1883 A. G. Hardy Bret yet a Worn. 165 She sat down on
the low causeuse in the window.

Causeway (k$*zw<*), sb. Forms: 5 cawce
wey, cawcy wey, 6-8 causey-way ;

6- cause-
way, causeway ; also 6-7 causway, 7 caws-
way, eowsway, (caused-, cawsedway), casse-
way, caseway, Sc. caulsway. [In 15th c.

cauce-rvey, caucy-iuey, f. cauce, caucy Causey +
Way. The compound has to a great extent

taken the place of the simple causey, which, where
it survives in local use, is apt to be treated as
a corniption of this. On the other hand, ety-

mologists have erroneously guessed that causeway
was merely a corruption of causey

]
1. A road formed on a 1 causey or mound ; a

raised road across a low or wet place, or piece of

water ;
formerly also applied to a mole or landing-

pier running into the sea or a river ; —Causey 2.

The Giant's Causeway (or Causey) : a natural formation

in county Antrim, Ireland, consisting of a collection of

basaltic columns extending like a mole or pier into the sea.

£1440 Promp. Parv. 64 Cawcewey [K. H. cavuee, 1499
cawcy wey], calcetum. 1571 Campion Hist. IreI. XI. v.

(1633) 81 Edified sundry Castles, cawswayes, and bridges.

a 1619 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. {1621) 28 Finding the case-

way long and the bridge narrow. 1643 Evelyn Diary
12 Nov., To crosse a vally by a causeway and a bridge

built over a small river. 1651 Jew. Taylor Course Serin.

1. viii. 95 Dig down the Causeywayes. 1662 Fuller Wor-
thies L 34 Builders of Bridges . . and makers of Caused-

waies, or Causways (which are Bridges over dirt). 1666

Pepys Diary 5 Jan., The . . running out of causeways into

the river. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 425 Narrow cause-

ways are raised a foot and a half on each side, for.. foot

passengers. 185s Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 244 A narrow
paved causeway which ran across the bog. 1853 Phillips

Rivers Yorksh. ix. 244 Roman roads .. traversing the.,

marshy ground by causeways.

fig. 164a S. Ash Refuge most Oppressed 25 The Lord
our Saviour hath cast up such a caus-way to Heaven.

2. A highway
;

usually a paved way, such as

existed before the introduction of macadamizalion.

Now historical, or forming part of the name of

ancient ways, esp. the Roman roads, the military

roads of the 17th c, etc.; = Causev 3, 4.
1611 Coryat Crudities 53 Betwixt Nevers and Moulins

was a goodly faire pitched casse-way. 1611 Speed Theat.

Gt, Brit. xxii. (1614) 43/2 That ancient causey-way, which
is called Watling Street. 1708 Luttrell BriefRet. 30 Sept.,

To encamp on the causey ways of Dovay and Arras. 1709
Steele Toiler No. 36 t 6 The Confederate Army extends

..on the Causeway between Toumay and Lisle, to Epain.

1736 Swift Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 596 Gallop a foundered

horse ten miles upon acauseway and get home safe. 1851 I).

Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863* II. 111. ii. 55 The Roman road
popularly styled the Fishwives' causeway, i860 Froude
//. E. VI. 177 The road or causeway on which Wyatt was
expected to advance, ran nearly on the site of Piccadilly.

t>- fig
1597 Bp. Hall Sat. in. v. 22 Much I mervailed, lo see so

large a caus-way in his head. 1646 J. Hall Horx Vac. 56
These are Cause-wayes of ambition as well as fame. 1649

J. H. Motion to Pari. 14 What director caus-way could you
finde to the aggrandization of your owne glory ? 1672
Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 76 Who hath paved a broad
Causway with Mortal Virtue thorow his kingdom.

3. Put for Causey in other senses.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth ii, I. .care not which side of the

causeway my daughter and I walk upon, so we may keep
our road in peace and quietness. 1853 Reade Chr. John-
stone 175 She drew near enough to the wall to allow room
for another on the causeway. 1878 Huxley Physt'ogr. 170
A causeway has been erected on the beach to arrest the

progress of the sea. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. ix. viii. (1849)

433 A woful thing to have heard as causeway talk.

Causeway (kg-zw*1
), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To pave with cobbles or pebbles.

Chiefly as a (supposed) anglicizing of Causey v.

1740 Williams in Phil. Trans. XLI. 468 A Circle of Two
Feet Diameter . . causwayed with small stones laid edge-

ways. 1814 Scott in Lockhart (1839) IV. 191 The streets

flagged instead of being causewayed. 1848 H. Miller
First Impr. xi. (1857) 175 Quartz pebbles, used in cause-

waying footways. 1854 — Sch. Schm. xii. (1858) 267 A
few loads of water-rolled pebbles for causewaying a floor.

2. To fill up, or cross, with a raised causeway.
1870 Daily News 24 Sept., They were causewaying the

approaches to the timber platform with grassy sods. 1887
E. D. Morgan in Proc. R. Geog. Soc. IX. 237 The worst
parts had been roughly bridged or causewayed.

Hence Causewayed ppl. a., Causewaying vbl.

sb. (Mostly for causeyed, -ing.)

1865 Daily Tel. 28 Nov. 7/3 Ten miles along the cause-

wayed track. 1876 Page Advd. Text-bk. Geol. vii. 136
Their extensive use in causewaying and macadamising.
1882 R. Munko Sc. Lake Dwellings 22 What may be called

a rough, loose causewaying of stones.

Causey (kj'z*1
,
-zij k9'S£>)> sb. Forms : 4 cauce,

kauce, cause, cauci, 4-6 causei, 4-7 cawse, 5
caulce, calse, 5-7 causy, 5-8 cawsey, 6 caucey.
caucie, causie, cawsey, causay, calsey, causeie,

6-7 cawsy, calcey, calceis, Sc. calsay, 7 caus-

sey, cawsie, St. casey, 6- causey. Also 5

cauchie, cawehie ; chaucie. [ME. cauce, a.

ONF. (Norman) caucie, earlier cauciee (Picard

cauchie from cauchiee, Parisian chaucice occas.

chaucie, now chaussee * Pr. caussada, Sp. calzada :—

late L. calcedla, calcidta, in Du Cange (who has

also via calciata, littus calciatum, chet/iinus cat-

ciaius ; prob. f. a late L. calcidre * to stamp with

the heels, to tread recorded by Du Cange. The
meaning would then be a mound or dam made firm

by stamping or treading down.
This is strengthened by the fact that calcidre in med.L.

interchanges with calcdre to ' tread, stamp ', and that cal-

cdta, calcdtuvi are actually found instead of calciata., cal-

ciatum *, also calcagium for the droit de chaussee or road-

toll. The Romanic forms are (necessarily> identical with
those derived from L. calceare to shoe (It. calzare, Sp.
calzar, Cat. calsar

t Pr. caussar, OF. canchier, caucler,

chancier, F. chausser^, whence some have suggested the

meaning 'shod way', whatever this might be. Diez and
others have conjectured a vb. of type 'calceare, or *cal»

cidre, from calx, calcem Mime', and taken calceata as

something built or formed with lime ; but there is no trace

of such a sense in any language. Other med. L. forms were
calcea mound, high way, paved way, also calceia^ calce-

turn, calceta, all app. formed on the French. The OF. forms
in -ie (from end of 12th c), represent earlier ones in -He ; the
Anglo- F. would be cattcee, cauce.]

tl. A mound, embankment or dam, to retain

the water of a river or pond. Obs.

[CU70 Charter Hen. II, in Dugdale Manas t. (1683) I. 914
Terra quam vivaria sua et calciai suai occupabunt.J e 1330
Arth. Merl. 7756OPO11 a cauci bi a broke. 1509-10 Act
1 Hen. VIII, ix. Preamb., A Cawsey extendyng a Myle.

.

ynclosyth the Water of themys from the Kinges hygh Waye.
1601 Holland Pliny vu xxvii. I. 139 Spasines . . opposed
miglitie dams and causies [oppositis molibus] against those

riuers. x6xx Cotgr., Chaussee, the causey, banke, or damme
of a pond or of a riuer. 1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's
Voy. 187 These Causeys, .are of no little Use, both to keep
in the Waters of these Canals, and for those to walk on

who drag the Boats along. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862)

I. vi. 480 This dike, or causey, is sometimes ten. .feet thick,

at the foundation.

2. A raised way formed on a mound, across a

hollow, esp. low wet ground, a bog, marsh, lake,

arm of the sea, etc. ; a raised footway by the side

of a carriage road liable to be submerged in wet

weather. More fully called causeyway, now
Causeway ;

causey being now less used.

C1330 R. Prunne Chrou. Wacc (Rolls) 3088 porow myres,

hylles & vales He made brugges and causes. — Chron.
Langt. (1810^ 183 Was ber non entre. .Bot a streite kauce,

at be end a drauht brigge. ^1450 Merlin 380 At the

foote of the castell was a maras. .and thereto was noon entre

saf a litill cawehie that was narrowe and straite. Ibid.

604 Aboue this marasse was a chaucie . . of the brede of a

sperc lengthe made of chalke and sand. 1577 Holinsiied

Chrou. III. 830 He. .made a continuall causie of timber ouer

the marshes from Watthamstow to Locke bridge. 1598

Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. 1. xiii. (1622) 25 Hauing . . cast

bridges and causeyes [pontesque et aggeres] ouer the moist

and deceitfull passages of the bogs. 1604 E. G[rimstonJ

D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xiii. 362 There was in the mid^
of the Lake where the Cittie of Mexico is built, foure large

cawseies in crosse. 1611 Bible Prov. xv. 19 The way of

the righteous is made plaine. Marg. Hebr. is raised vp

as a causey. 1622 Callis Stat. Sewers 116471 66 A Calcey

or Calsway is a passage made by art of Earth, Gravel,

Stones and such like, .through surrounded grounds. 1643

in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. II. 509 A Stone-Causey thorow

a Bogg. 1673 Ray Journ. Lcnu C. Pisa 26S Castel d'Ovo,

built on a rock in the Sea, having an artificial Caussey or

Mole leading to it from the shore. 1:1710 Hlarne Gloss.

Langtoft's Chron., Kauce, causey . .commonly taken with

us for a High way, or Bank, raised in Marshy Ground for

Foot passage, tho' even sometimes the Ways for Horse
Passage are also known by this name, such as that beyond
Friar Bacon's Study in Oxford [Abingdon Road]. 1853

Bryant Let. 16 June, A noble causey, with parapets and a

pavement of hewn stone, has been lately made over the

low grounds . . as the new Appian way. i860 J. P. Ken-
nedy Horse Shoe R. xii. 139 A swamp, .rendered passable

by a causey of timber. 1877 E. Peacock N.-IV. Line. Gloss.

f b. The solid mounding at the ends ofa bridge.

1523 Lu. Berneks Froiss. I. ccccxiii. 721 He and his men
were by the bridge on the causey, raynging on bothe sydes.

f C. Sometimes applied to an arched viaduct.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. u. 127 Athwart the plaine there

extendeth a caussey supported with arches.

t d. Sometimes app. a row of stepping stones.

1598 Yong Diana hi. 71 Vpon a fine causey of atones most

artificiallie laide in order, they passed all ouer into the

iland [vnas piedras . . pucstas in ordeii],

f e. The Giant's Causey : see Causeway. Obs.

1811 Pinkerton Petral. II. 301 That kind of earthy lime-

stone, which appears under the Giant's causey in Ireland.

f 3. Hence, A highway (as originally raised and

paved). Applied esp. to the Roman roads, and

still given as a proper name to some considered

Roman, as the DeviVs Causey (or Causeway) in

Northumberland. Otherwise Obs.

1495 Will of Bp. of Llandaff (Somerset Ho. 1

,
Vie Reg-

vulgariter Cawsey. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, xvii, The
causey or hygh way leading from Algate to White chapel

church. 1577 Eden & Willes Hist. Trav. 254 They de-

termined also to make three causeys or hygh wayes by land.

1606 Holland Sueton. 19 To make a cawsie or high-way,

form the Adriatick Sea, by the ridge or side of the Apen-

nine hill. 1670 Milton P. L. x. 416 Satan went down The
causey to Hell-gate. 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist. (1714' L 372

The Cawsey, called Via Appia. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St.

Gt. Brit. 11. i. ii. (1743' 305 Evident footsteps of a Roman
Causey, or Military Way. 1713 Steele Englishman No.

31. 202 A new Causey from Lisle to Dunkirk.

h.Jig.
1574 Whitgift Dcf.Aunsw. in. Wks. 1S51 I. 322 'I o walk

in the broad and beaten way, as it were the common causey

of the commandment, rather than an outpath of the example.

4. esp. A paved way ; the paved part of a way.

Still dial.

1430 E. E. Wills (1882) 85 To the causy atte Wyke, wyd.

1527 Test. Ebor iSurtees) V. 228 To the amendyng of Fns-

lon hie waye and caucey. 1530 Palsgr. 203/2 Causey in a

hye way, chavsce. 1572 Huloet, A caucie or a waye paued,

agger solidus, chemin pane de pieres, chaucee. 1577 Wel-

lowes Gueuara's Chron. 29 He made a paued Calsey,

being a broad high waye that lasted two leagues and halte.

1581 Savile Tacitus Hist. nr. xxi. (1591) 12b, He com-

j
manded the third Legion to make stand vpon the cawsey of

the Posthumian way [in ipso aggere viz Postiuniatm\

1659 Louth Ch. Acc. iv. 286 (Peacock N.-W. Line. Gloss.)

For paving the causey in the church-yard. 1768 1 ucker

Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 634 To turn her upon the flowery turf

of reward, rather than the rocky-pointed causey of punish-

ment. 1877 Holdcruess Gloss. (E.D.S.), Cawsey..?. raised

and paved side-walk, or one across a fold-yard, but often

any foot path. 1877 E. Peacock N.-W. Line. Gloss. (E.

D. S.\ Causey, a footpath, especially when made of flag-

stones or paved with cobbles.
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6. csp. A street, or part of a street, paved with
cobbles or small boulders (or blocks of trap or

granite , as distinguished from flag-stones ; a
street pavement. Chiefly Sc.
The whole street may be a causey ; or the road-way may

be causey, while the side walks are flagged, or the side walks
causey and the centre macadamized.
Crown of tlie causey : the centre or highest part of the

pavement, as most public, conspicuous, or honourable.
'535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 561 Throw alt the toun,

Quhair on the stains and all the calsay wnder, Rycht mony
stude that tyme on him to wunder. c 1538 Lyndesay Apst.

Syde Tailis 30 Quhare euer thay go it may be sene How
kirk and calsay thay soup clene. 1577 Hanmer Ahc. Eccl.
Hist. {1619) 423 The streete commonly called the great
Cawsy. 1584 J. Carmichael Lett, in Misc. Wodr. Soc.

(1844) 435 A great bragging between them in the calsay of
Edinburgh. 1587 in Northern N. <$ Q. L 83 Fraynch Cal-
say Makers to repair Calsayes in the Kowgaitt. 1611 Bible
1 Chron. xxvi. 16 By the causey of the going vp [1568 The
paved streate that goeth vpwarde]. 1635 Rutherford
Lett. (1862) I. 149 Truth will yet keep the crown of the
causey in Scotland. 1650 Row Hist. Kirk 511 The croun,
scepter, and sword of honour, .which, .the Noblemen them-
selves carried up the casey of Edinburgh, a 1774 Fergus-
son Election Poems (1845) 42 Glower round the cawsey, up
and down. 1820 Scott Abbot xvii. 1833 Galt Entail 1 1 1,

x. 95 It could ne'er be expected that I would let them be
married on the crown-o'-the-causey. 1840 Browning Sor-
dello v. Wks. II. 398 This companion slips On the smooth
causey. 1848 S. Bamford Early Days ix. (1859) 98 A
neatly paved footpath and a causey for carts.

6. A piece of pavement (of cobbles, as dis-

tinguished from flags), a paved area. Chiefly .SV.

1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (1841) 505 To Robt. Buk-
ton for the makyng of the causey at the stabill dore, 1633
T. James Voy. 60 We made a Hearth or Causie in the
middle of the house. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 98 Rogues
have taken up the causey or pavement before a doore.
1880 Antrim Down Gloss. (E. D. S.), Cawseyt cassy, the
paved or hard-beaten place in front of or round about a
farmhouse.

7. attrib. and Comb., as causey-cleaner, -crown
(see 5), -lamp, -maker, -making, -saint, -side

;

t ealsay-paiker [Sc.), a street-walker.
1786 Burns Brigs ofAyr 157 To whom our moderns are

but *causey-cleaners. 1837 R. Nicoll Poems (1843) 105
He keeps the "causey-crown. 1578 Glasgow* Town Council
/'roc. in Hist. Glasgow <i88i* 133 The expense of the *cal-
say-making. a 1555 Lyndesay Trag. 378 Off *calsay-
paikaris, nor of puhlycanis. 1862 in Hislop's Prov. Scot.

83 He's a 'causey saint and a house deil. 1651 Culpepi-er
Eng. Physic. 41 By a 'Causey side in the middle of a field

by Paddmgton.

CaTTSey, v. Chiefly Sc. and dial. [f. the sb.]

To pave with small stones. Hence Cau seying
vbl sIk

1538 1 tELANO /tin. IV. 126 Martin Bridge.. well causied
with Stone at both Endes. 1596 Willi Inv. N. C. {i860)
II. 341 To the mendinge and cawsiinge with stonnes, of
heighe-wayes. 1658 Sir T. Browne Wks. (2859) III. 496
By clearing the fennes . . and soe comprehending cawsing,
paving, drayning, etc. 1758 Monthly Ret: 631 Where the
bottom is clay, or where it is causeyed. x8aa Scott Nigel
iii, These I^ondon kirkyards are causeyed with through
stanes. 1877 Peacock N.-IV. Line. Gloss. (K. D. S.',

Causey, to pave. ' We mun hev our court-yard causied '.

t Causidic. Obs. [see next.] 1 A lawyer,

attorney, advocate, or procter' (Cockeram 1623).
1656 Blount Glossogr., Causidick, a lawyer, a pleader, an

advocate or counsellor.

Hence Causidicade (as title of a poem).
1743 (title) Causidicade. A Panegyri-Satirc-. .Poem.
Causidical kjzrdikil , a. [f. L. causidic-us

pleader, counsel, t£ causa cause + -dicus saying,
telling +-AL.] Of or pertaining to a pleader of
legal causes.
a 1797 H. Walpole Met//. Geo. Ill (1845^ L xvi. 241 His

foul tongue and causidical boldness . . offered him as a
proper tool to [the] Court. 1796 J. Anstey Ph atter's Guide
(1803) 86 A bold Causidical appearance. 1840 G. S. Fabek
Christ's Disc. Capernaum Introd. 29 Causidical dexterity
. .employed, .to make, .the worse appear the letter cause.

Causing (kozirj), vbl. sb. The action of the
vb. Cause. (Now chiefly gerundial.)
1651 Hobbes Let'iath I. xii. 53 Things that have no part

at all in the causing of it.

Cau'singf, a. That causes.

18*9 Jas. >1ill Hum. Mind xiv. $ 2 (18691 43 ' Cause 1 in
these cases is a short name for * causing object \ 1883
Harper's Mag. Nov. 878 The causing cause of the building.

Hence Causingiiess.
18*9 Jas. Mill Hum. Mind xiv. § 2 (iS6y1 43 Cause and

Effect are often used in the abstract sense, in which case-

Cause means the same thing as would be expressed by
Causing ness.

Causion, obs. form of Caution.

t Cau'gon. Obs. [a. med.L. causoti burning
fever ^Du Cangc,, a. (Jr. xavffojv burning heat, C
nai- : see Caustic] ? Inflammation, ? heartburn.
1398 Tkkyisa Barth. De P. R. (W. de W.) vu. xli. 254

Sonuyme Colera hyghte Causon, for it brennyth and kynd-
lyth the spyrytuall membres. 1661 Ix>vell Hist. Ani/n. \
Min. 202 Some apply it against the heart, to help causons
and heate.

Caustic ,k§stik), a. and sb. [ad. L. caustic-us
a. Gr. k(iv<jtik6s capable of burning, caustic, f.

Kav<jT-6s burnt, burnable, f. /ecu- (future *auo*-) to
burn. Cf. F. caustiquc]
A. Oiij. L burning, corrosive, destructive of

organic tissue.

*555 Eden Decades W* f'td. (Arb.i 229 Albeit the water I

of the sea haue a certeyne caustike qualitie ageynst poyson. !

1563 1*. Gale Antidot. 1. vii. 5 Causlicke medkynes which
dot remoue, and take away fy I thine* in vlccrs. 1605T1MMK

1 Quersit. 1. vi. 25 Causticke and burning simples. 1787
Bradley Earn. Diet. I. s.v. Gourdy legs, '1 his Stone, .from
its . . caustick or burning Quality, alone destroys Warts.

|

1863-71 Watts Cfiem. Diet. I. 818 In the old language of 1

i
surgery, caustics were divided into the actual, such as red-

\

,
hot iron and moxa, and the potential, such as strong alka-

j

lis, acids, nitrate of silver.

b. Caustic bougie : a bougie armed with a piece

of caustic.

1800 Med. Jml. III. 480 Caustic bougies, applied to the
urethra under pretence of removing strictures. 1805 Ibid.
XIV. 474 The superiority of the caustic over the common
bougie.

C. Chem. Caustic alkali: a name given to the

hydrates of potassium and sodium, called caustic

potash (KHO ) and caustic soda (NaHO) respec-

tively; caustic volatile alkali ox caustic ammonia,
ammonia as a gas or in solution; caustic lime,

quick lime (CaO;.
1774 Golijsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 143 These flies,

thus dried, .yield a great deal of volatile caustic-salt. 1791
Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing I. 1. 1. v. 80 Caustic alkali

,
tinges the infusion of galls of a dark red. 1811 A. T. Thom-

j

son Lond. Disp. (1818) 564 Take . . water of caustic kali,

nine fluid ounces. 18x3 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814)

,
21 Lime applied in its Caustic state acquires its hardness
and durability, by absorbing the aerial acid. 1845 Todd

|

1
& Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 102 Add solution of caustic am-

;

monia. 1869 Roscok Elem. Chem. 200 Potassium hydroxide
or Caustic potash . . is a white substance soluble in half its

weight of water, and acts as a powerful cautery, destroying
i

the skin. 1876 Hakley Mat. Med. 147 Caustic Soda,

d. gen. miming, {rare.
1

)

1863 Possibil. Creation 148 At the tops of mountains
;

the sun's rays are capable of producing very caustic results.

2. Jig. That makes the mind to smart : said of

language, wit, humour, and, by extension, of per-

Bona ; sharp, bitter, cutting, biting, sarcastic.

(Not in Johnson 1755.] 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (I*)
And mirth he has a particular knack in extracting from his i

guests, let their humour be never so caustic or refractory. .

1818 Scott Rob Roy iv, His shrewd, caustic, and some-
, what satirical remarks. 184a Macaclay Ercdk. Gt., Ess.

j

\
(1877* 677 Those who smarted under his caustic jokes.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. n. xviii. 147 Well, ma, I think
you are more caustic than Amy.
3. Math. Epithet of a curved surface formed by

the ultimate intersection of luminous rays proceed-

ing from a single point and reflected or refracted

from a curved surface ; also of the curve formed
by a plane section of a caustic surface. A caustic

by reflexion is called a catacaustic, that by refrac-

tion a diacaustic. So caustic line, surface.
[So called Itecause the intensity of the light, and con-

sequently of the heat, is in general greater at a point on

I

this surface than at neighbouring points not on it, and at :

special points may become sufficiently intense to initiate

j
combustion in a lxxly there placed. The focus of a con-

I cave mirror is the cusp of its caustic for incident parallel

rays.}

17*7 51 ChamBUS Cyct., Caustic curre, in the higher
1 geometry* a curve formed by the concourse or coincidence
!

of the rays of light reflected or refracted from some other
curve. 1869 Tyndall Notes on Light g 10' The interior
surface of a common drinking -glass is a curved reflector. ,

Let the glass be nearly filled with milk, and a lighted candle
placed beside it, a caustic curve will lie drawn on the surface

of the milk. Ibid. $ 166 Spherical lenses have their caustic
curves and surfaces formed by the intersection of the re-

fracted rays.

B. sb.

1. Med. A substance which burns and destroys

living tissue when brought in contact with it.
,

Common or Lunar caustic : nitrate of silver pre-

pared in sticks for surgical use.

158a Hester Seer. Phiorav. \. vii. 8 CosUcke . . l>eeyng

laid on the sore doeth mortune it. c 1600 H. Jonson Elegy
Lady Pawlet | K. 1 Put Your hottest causlicks to, burne, lance,
or cut. 1722 De Fok Plague (18841 HI They burnt them

j

with Causticks. 1771 Smollktt Humph. CI. CL>) He ap- i

plied caustic to the wart. 1800 Med. Jml. III. 290 The
application of lunar caustic to strictures. 1879 Harlan Eye-
sight v. 52 Quick-ltmc acts as a powerful caustic

b. fig.
163s Austin Medit. 197 With his Causlicks of Repentance,

he charitably burnt out, and purged the corruptions of
Mens consciences. 1817 Scott U'm'. xx. Pride, .applies its

caustic as an useful though severe remedy. 1832 L. Hunt
Bacchus in Tnse. 221, 1 snould like to see a snake . . fasten i

with all his teeth and caustic upon that sordid villain,

2. Math. * Caustic curve or surfac e : cf. A. L
1727 51 Chambkrs Cyct. s.v.. Every curve has its twofold

caustic. 1743 /*////. traits. XI II 343 In the next place,

the Caustics, by Reflexion and Refraction, are determined.
i860 Tyndall Notes on Light § 100 When a large fraction

of the spherical surface is employed as a mirror, the rays
are not all collected to a jtoint ; their intersections, .form a
luminous surface, .called a caustic (German, lirennllache'.

t Cau'Stical, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -al.] Of
caustic nature or oj>eration.

1660 Wiskman Surg. (J.) If extirpation be safe, the ltest

way will Ik: by caustical medicines or escaroticks. 1701 B>
Baynaku Cmm Baths D. (1709) 237 The Caustical Salts.

Caustically [kfftiklli), otto, [f. prec. + -ly-.]

In a caustic manner.
1850 ' Bat' Cricket Man. 100 A writer, .caustically re-

marked. 1876 1L. Mlllor J'rUsth. v. mi Their diver-
|

gences of opinion have been caustically likened . . to the

foxes which Samson bound, which, though united at their

tails were wide apart in their bodies, and widest of all at

their heads.

Catrsticate, v. rare— 1
, [f. Caustic + -ate '*.]

trans. To render caustic; =Causticizk. Hence
Cau'sticated ppl. a.

1790 Wedgwood in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 313 Salt of tar-

tar causticated by quicklime.

So Can sticator, one who applies, or advocates

the application of, caustic.

1800 Med. fml. III. 480 When radical cures have been
confidently promised by the causticators.

Causticity k^sti'siti). [f. Caustic + -itv.

Cf. F. causticitl.]

1. Caustic quality
;

burning pungent taste ; the

property of destroying or corroding organic tissue.

177a Priestley in Phil. Trans. I .X II. 254 Free from caus-

ticity. 1791 Macie ibid. I .X X X I. 375 This solution had
an alkaline taste, but seemingly with little, if any, causticity.

1802 Playfair Ittuslr. Hutton. The. 523 The causticity

produced in limestone by exposure to fire. 1830 Lindley
Nat. Svst. Bot. 7 Acridity, causticity, and poison, are the
general characters of this suspicious order.

2. fig. of speech or humour.
1785 H. Walpole Lett. Ctess Ossory II. 220, I .. en-

deavoured to repair my causticity. 1816 Scott Antiq. xiii.

With his usual dry causticity of humour. 1866 Freer
Regency Anne of A. I. L 20 The duke was witty, and
famous for the causticity of his tongue.

Causticize (kfrttbafa), v. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -ize.] trans. To render caustic.

1881 Nature XXIII. 236 On causUcising sodium carbon-
ate solutions with lime.

Causticly k§ stikli), adv. rare. [f. Caustic
a. + -ly -.] In a caustic manner.
1870 Athemeum 31 Dec. 878 He touched causticly the im.

moralities, excesses, and crimes of the dwellers in Antioch.

Cau'sticness. rare. = Causticity.
1731 in Bailey ; and in mod. Diets.

Caustive, Caustok, obs. ff. Costive, Castock.
Causy, variant form of Causey.

t Caut, v. Obs. See quot.
1688 K. Holme Armoury 11. 134/2 A Panther Cauteth,

which word is taken from the sound of his voice.

Caut(e, obs. f. caught : see Catch v.

t Cau*tel, sb. Obs. or arch. Forms : 4 cautell,

north, cawteile), 4-7 cautil e, g cauteel, caw-
tele, 5-6 cawtel;le, 5-7 cautell(e f 6 caut ill. {Sc.

cauteilt, 4-7 cautele, 4-7 (9) cautel. [a. Y.cau-

tele (13th c in Littre , ad. L. cautila of Roman
Iaw whence alsoPr.,Sp., It. cautela) precaution,

f. caut- ppl. stem of cavere to take heed.]

1. A crafty device, artifice, stratagem ; a trick,

sleight, deceit.

138. Wyclif Semt. Sel. Wks. I. 6 Make knowe to be

peple the cautelis of Anticrist. 1413 Lvoc;. Pytgr. Soivte

11. Ix. (i8s9> 57 Techinge me for to caste sleyghtes and
cauteles. 1549 Compl. Scot. xiv. 118 IV ane subtile cauteil

thai gart pausanias semitur pa"* to the tempi). 1605 Bacon
Adv. Learn. 11. xxl i 9 The fraudes, cauteK, impostures,

and vices of euery profession. 161 1 Cotgr., Cautetle, a

wile, cautell, sleight.

b. Applied to things material.

1440 Gesta Rom. 123 (Harl. MS.) What dude he but

yede, and purveyde him of iij cautils; scil. of an honest

Garlonde of Rede Rosys. 1533 4 Act 25 Hen. VI11, vii,

No . . person . . with any deuisc or engine made of heart-,

canuas, or with any other cautele shall ..take any frie,

spawne, or broode of yeles.

2. Cunning, craftiness, wilincss, trickery.

C1373 Barbour Troy-bk. 11. 114 A, what lobe wys mane
rytht wele It geynes to haue be cawteile That he be not the

forspekere. 1394 P. PI- Crede 303 But knewen men her

cautel & her queynt wordes, pei wolde worch>T*en hem
nou^t but alitel. 1548 A, t 2 ^ 3 Edw. VI, xxiv. \ 1 Thieves,

which . . by Craft and Cautele do escape from the same
without Puimhment. (1580 Hatton in I A. Campbell
Chancellors (1857) II. xiv. 289 Be free from cawtell.

3. Caution, wariness, heedfulness.

1511 Klyot Gov. i. iv, There is required to be therein (in

their hearts) moche cautele and sobrenesse. 1555 Eden
Decades IV. Ind. fArb.) 186 With great cautele least any
parte of their legges or feete bee seene. 1613 Shkrli y

Trav. Persia 78 As I would preserue my selfe with more
cautel heereafter. 1664 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 170

To entertain them in mutual cautele and suspicion.

4. A precaution ; in Law, etc, an exception, re-

striction, or reservation made for precaution's sake.

1541 Klyot Image Gov. 37 One meruailouse cautell he

vsed, that is to sale, one man was not oftentymes in that

truste of espial. 1563 Foxe^I. <y M. (1596)202/2 Without
cauteN & exceptions. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 53
Revlis and cautelis to be obseruit and eschewit in Scottis

Poesie. 1586 Fclkk Agst. Alien 418 <T.) For cautele and

provision against the like sins. HSf Gillespie Eng. Pop.

Cerem. 111. viii. 191 Which negative \,%communication, is ..

either a bare punishment, or a cautell and animadversion.

1861 C. W. Goodwin Mosaic Cosmog. in Ess. + Ret'. 209

With such limitations, cautels and equivocations.

b. Eccl. A caution or direction for the proper

administration of the sacraments; esp. in cautels

of the Mass.
'
1541 Barnes 1^^.(1573) 308/2 Why doc not by this reason

your owne priestes abstayne from the wine, seeing that this

perill may also chaunce to them, as your cautelles of y
Masse doe graunt. 1638 Fha i ly Strict, l.yndom. 1. 61 The
cautels of the Masse appoint what is to bee done in case the

Priest, being drunk before, cast up the host. 1641 R. B. K.

Parallel Liturgy w. Massbk. 59 As we may see in these two
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cautels of the Masse. 1880 Ediu. Rez>. Apr. 286 The re-

ception on the part of certain Ritualists of the Roman
Cautels' for the celebration of the Mass.

II As adj. -Cauteloi'M.
1606 G. \V[oodcockk] tr. I-.'st'mc's Hist. 108 Mistrusting

himselfe to be decerned by some cautel treason. 1616

Bullokar, Cautele, warie, circumspect. 1639 G. Daniel
Ecclus, xii. 31 He circumspect and Cautele to thy foe.

i Cau'tel, v. Obs. rare~ l

. [f. prec. sb. ; cf.

OK. caute/er, cauteller 'to deceiue, beguile, cousen 1

(Cotgr.)-] trans. To devise cunningly or craftily.

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 62 It was wisely cauteled by
the penner'of these savoury Miracles ..why Sara. .should

be more Devil-haunted then any of the possessed Men.

f Cautelayre. Obs. [Formation obscure : cf.

Cauter and Culteler.] A knife-shaped instru-

ment for cautery.

1541 R. CorLAXD Guydon's Quest. Chirurg* (1579) 49 They
be applyed to the lachrymalls to consume the superfluous

flesh, and [itl is done with a small actuall cautelayre. Lyke-

wise to the temples with a cautelayre to close the veynes.

i Cau'telous, Obs. or arch. Also 6-7 cau-

tilous, 7- ulous. [a. F. cautclcux (Pr. cautelos,

Sp. cauteloso), on L. type *cauteldsus, f. cautc/a

;

see prec. and -ous.]

1. Full of cautels ;
deceitful, crafty, artful, wily.

138 . Wyclif Semi. Sel. Wks. I. 223 Ypocritis ben cautel-

lous for to take men in wordis. c 1430 Hicnryson Mor. Fab.

16 The Foxe seemes craftie and cautelous. 1509 Barclay

Ship ofbooks (1570) 13 By falshood Hutng, and by wayes
cautelous. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. i. 33 Your Sonne . . caught

With cautelous baits and practice. 1661 Morgan Sph.

Gentry n. lit 36 An Adder or Snake, .signifying his cautu-

lous devises and deceivable policies. 1840 Browning Sot-

dello iv. 364 Cautelous Old Redbeard.

2. Cautious, wary, heedful, circumspect.

1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Ep. (1584) 308, 1 doe. .approve,

that men with their wives be cautelous. 1612 Woodall
Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 239 That they be exceeding cautel-

ous and warie in the inward use of all Mineral medicines.

/Z1734 North Lives III. 52 This makes all dealing with

them very nice and cautelous. 1829 Scott Hrt. Midi.

Proleg., I have been cautelous in quoting mine authorities,

b. Const, of, inf., or clause.

1625 King's Instr. E. Drummond in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

(1659) I. 162 You must be cautelous not to proceed any
further in this business. 1628 Feltham Resolves 1. xxiit.

Wks. (1677) 48 To be more cautelous of him. 1639 R. Ver-

ney in V. Papers (1853) 225 They are very cautelous how
they let any thinge of this nature passe. 1670 Baxter Cure
Ch.-Div. 343 To be cautelous what wife we choose, a 1677

Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 283 We are to be cautelous of

meddling with controversies.

t Cautelously, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY 2,]

In a cautelous manner.

L Craftily, deceitfully, artfully.

147S Caxton Jason 87 Your uncle hath sent you hether

cautelously . .to thende that he might obteyne your royame.

1509 Act 1 Hen. VIII, v. § 5 As much Money as the Goods
. .(so cautelously customed) amounted unto.

t

1610 Donne
Pseudo-Mart. x. 264 Falsely and cautelously insinuated.

2. Cautiously, warily, circumspectly.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. Pref., I have beene so

sparing and cautelously forecasting in my coniectures. 1685

Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Matt. x. 16 Be wise to carry your

selves inoffensively and cautelously. 1692 Covt. Grace Con-

ditional 49 He expresseth himself very cautelously.

t Cau-telousness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

Cautelous quality : a. craftiness ; b. wariness.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xv. xlii. 395 Be they with

never so much cautelousnesse and subtill circumspection

clouded, a 1624 Bp. M. Smith Serm. (1632) 156 For caute-

lousnesse to lookeere we leape. 1657 Baxter Present Th.

39 A very great cautelousness. .would be necessary.

fCau'telty, cauti'lity. Obs. rare. [ad.

OF. cautilite, f. cautele'. see Cautel and -ity.

For the contracted form cf. subtility, subtlety.']

m Cautelousness.
1554 Bale Declar. Bonner's Articles in Strype Eccl. Mem.

III. 1. xvi. 139 Such covered cautelty. 1567 Trial. Treas.

(1850) 22 Circes, the witche, with her craftie cautilitie.

Cauter (k§*tw). Also 6-7 cautere. [a. F.

cautere (Pr. cauteri
t
Sp. and It. cauten'o), ad. L.

cauterium, a. Gr. Kavr-qptov branding iron; or a.

Gr. KavT"f)p branding iron, f. tca'i-civ to burn.] =
Cautery i (to which 1534 may really belong).

1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Svj, The
fistula, where against thou hast giuen cautere. 1541 R.

Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. (1579) 50 How many be

there of actual cauters. . ? 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. rv.

140 Having their conscience cauterised or marqued with a
cauter. 1864 Daily Tel. 3 Aug., The liberal appliance of

the actual cauter, i. e. the red-hot iron. 1881 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Cauter, an instrument for applying the actual cautery.

Also, a liniment or application of a caustic character.

Canterant (k^terant), sb. and a. [as if f. a

Fr. *cauterer to cauter : cf. Cautering.]

A. sb. A cauterizing substance.

1846 Worcester cites Loudon.

B. adj. ( Relating to a cautery or to caustic,

or having the properties of either ' {Syd. Soc, Lex.).

t Cauterification. Obs. = Cauterization.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. (1579) 48

What is cauterification ?.. It is an operation made with
fire artificially.

t Cau'tering, vhl. sb. Obs. [f. as Cauterant
+ -ing '.] — Cauterizing. (Also attrib. oxpph a.)

1580 Hollyrand Treas. Fr. Tong., Cauterisation, the

searing vp of a wounde, called by the Surgions Cantering.

1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 324/2 The second is termed a

Cauting Iron, or a Cautering Iron, or Searing Iron.

I'CaU'terism. Obs. [f. after Cauterize : see

-ism.] The application of cautery.

1640 Ciiilmead tr. Ferrand's Love Melanch. 262 (T.) Some
use the cauterisms on the legs. 1688 II. Wharton Enthus.
Ch, ofRome 91 Necessitated to admit a Cauterism.

t Cau'terizate, v. Obs. rare— 1

, [f. late L.

cauterizdre : see -ate 3.] = Cauterize.
1576 Baker Jewell of Health 104 a, If it toucheth the

fleshe, it doth cauterizate or burne.

Cauterization (kg-teroiz^Han). In 6 cau-

terysacyon. [n. of action f. Cauterize v. : see

-ation. Cf. F. cauterisation.] The action of

cauterizing, the application of cautery.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., Cauterysa-

cyon . . is an operacyon made w' fyre artyfycyally in y- body
ofman for certayne vtylytees. 1607 ToPSELL Four-f. Beasts

333 Of Cauterization, or giving the fire, as well actual as

potential. 1876 Gross Dis. Bladder 53 Cauterization with

the solid nitrate of silver.

Cauterize (k^'teraiz), v. Also 4se. [ = F.

cauteriser, ad. late L. cauterizare to burn or brand

with a hot iron, f. cauterium, ad. Gr- ttavT-qptov

branding-iron.]

1. Med. trans. To burn or sear with a hot iron

or a caustic.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. , After that

they be cauterised ye must apply on the sayd places oyle of

Roses. 1623 Massinger Bondman 1. iii, Old festered sores

Must be lanced to the quick, and cauterized. 1735 Somer-
VILLE Chase IV. 283. 1800 tr. Lagrange s Client. II. 340
The acetic acid . . is . . so caustic, that it corrodes and cau-

terizes the skin. 1865 Public Opinion 28 Jan. 96 The boy's

wound was cauterized and he is doing well.

fig. 1824-9 Landor Imag. Conv. (1846.) II. 222 The un-

soundness of doctrine is not cut off or cauterised. 1856

Froude Hist. Eng. II. 39 To suppose that he could cau-

terize out heresy,

b. absol.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. 11. 77 Thys water . . wyl cauterise

like an whote yron. a 1631 Donne Serm. xxvi. 263 Whether
he cauterize or foment, he is the same Physitian.

f 2. To brand with a hot iron. Obs.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Cauierizado, marked with a hot

yron, or cauterised. 1684 Contempt. State of Man 11. vi.

11699I 191 Fugitive Slaves are Marked and Cauterized with

Burning Irons.

fig. 1609 Daniel Civ. Warres vm. lxxxiii, Now he must
Bringhome his Reputation Cauteris'd With th' idle Mark of

serving Others Lust. 1619 J. Taylor (Water P.) Sco. Base-

ness Wks. n. 36, I will Satyrize, cauterize, and stigmatize

all the whole kennell of curres.

3. fig. To 1 sear deaden, render insensible ,the

conscience, feelings, etc.\ In allusion to 1 Tim.
iv. 2 K€KdvTr}piaafX(u<uv TT/f tbtav (TvvetSrjatv

i having

their conscience seared with a hot iron'.

1586 J. Hooker Giratd. Irel. in Holinshed II. 117/1 His
conscience was so cauterised. 1625 Bacon Ess. Atheism,
Hypocrites; which are euer Handling Holy Things, but

without Feeling. So as they must needs be cauterized in

the End. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 141 When once

conscience is by frequent repetition of sins, cauterised,

dispirited, and made senselesse. 1807 Southev Espriella's

Lett. (1814} II. 103 Custom soon cauterizes human sym-
pathy. 1874 Pusey Lent. Serm. 139 The true conscience,

untill it is cauterised, will . . rebel against the false.

Cauterized (k^teraizd), pfl. a. [f. prec. +
-ED.] Burnt by cautery ; seared.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11. v. (1632^ 203 A guiltie-cauter-

ized conscience. 1651 Biggs New Disp. r 243 The cauterized

or wounded part. 1655 R. Younge Agst. Drunkards 6 An
habituated, infatuated, incorrigible, cauterized Drunkard.

Cauterizing (kg-tersizirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ING 1
.] Burning with a hot iron or a caustic.

(Now chiefly gerundial.)

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. (Baker 1579)

50 To be kept open after the cauterising. 1555 Eden
Decades W. Ind. u. iv. (Arb.) 119 By cauterising with

hotte Irens. 1607 Shaks. Timon v. i. 136. c 1720 W. Gib-

son Farrier's Guide 11. lvi. (1738) 212 Cauterizing is per-

formed by an Instrument made hot, or by corrosive or

burning Medicines. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 435/2 No
pain is excited by. .cauterizing a bone,

b. attrib.
}
as in cauterizing iron.

1575 Turberv. Falconrie 261 With a cauterizing yron.

1727 Bradley Earn. Diet. I. s.v. Cauterizing instr., A
cauterizing Button, to burn and sear the Head.

>
1850 W.

Irving Mahomed's Success, xlii. (1853) 193 The sight of the

fire and cauterising irons again deterred him.

Cau terizing, a. That cauterizes.

1626 Bacon Syh<a § 729 No marvel though Cantharides

have such a Corrosive and Cauterizing quality.

Cautery (kg-teri). [ad. L. cauterium brand-

ing-iron, cautery, ad. Gr. icavTrjptov branding-

iron : see Cauter.]
1. A heated metallic instrument used for burning

or searing organic tissue ; also a caustic drug or

medicine for the same purpose. The former is

called an actual, the latter a potential cautery.

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg., Ulcers 141 Let the bone

be bored through, with a quadrate pointed cauterie. 1599

A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 312/1 A little knobbe
or tumor, which then with a glowing siluer Cauterye we
must Cauterise. 1656 Ridgley Pract. Physic 326 Let the

Chirurgion hold a great actual Cautery in his hand. 1689

Moyle Sea Chyrurg. IL i. 26 Apply Buttons armed with

. . your Potential Cautry. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand.
xlvi, Bramwell prescribed the actual cautery, and put the

poker in the fire. 1878 Tennyson Q. Mary mi. iv. 123 The

I mad bite Must have the cautery. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v.,

Practically the term cautery is confined to the actual ; a

I
heated metallic instrument.

2. The operation of cauterizing, the application

of a cauterizing agent, [cf. abst. sbs. in -EBY.]

1575 Turberv. Falconrie 282 Cawterie to be bestowed
upon hawkes. 1607'rorsEi.L Four-f Beasts 333 The poten-

tial cautery is done by applying unto the grieved place some
medicine corrosive, putrifactive, or caustick. 1621 Burton
Anat. Mel. 11. iv. 111. '16761 238/1 Cauteries or searings with

hot yrons. 1738 J. S. Le Draft's Observ. Surg. (1771) iy

To consume the Excrescence. . both by Potential and Actual
Cautery. 1861 Reade Cloister H. I. 343 To lay out
blood and money, in flebotomy and cautery.

fig. a 1834 Coleridge, Who. .Withactualcautery staunch'd

the Church's wounds. 1833 Cdl. Wiseman Ess. III. 5 To
apply this actual cautery to the body of the Spanish Church.

f o. An eschar made by cauterizing. [So Gr.]

1651 N. Biggs New Disp. IP 239 Cauteries or permanent
wounds are thought to be. .related to it.

||
Cauth, caut. [Hind, kath catechu.] One

of the Indian names of CUTCH or Catechu, occa-

sionally used in commerce.
1858 SiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Cauth, a name in Canara

for the Terra Japonica of commerce.

Cautherne, obs. form of Cauldron.
Cautie, var. of Caut v. Obs.

Cautil e, Cautility, Cautilous, variants of

Cautel, -ty, -ous.

Cau'ting-iron. Shortened form of cauter-

I ing-iron (see Cautering). = cauterizing-iron.
1688 R. Holme Armoury Hi. 324/2 A Cauting Iron, or a

Cautering Iron. 1708 Kersey, Cauting-lrou, a Farrier's

Iron to Cauterize. 1721-1800 in BaJLEY. 1847 in Craig.

Caution (^§'J^"\ sb* Forms : 3 kaucyon,

3 6 caucion, 4 caucioun, 5 cawcion, 5-6 cau-

cyon, 6 cawcyon, causion, Sc. cautioun, 7

cawtion, 6- caution, [a. F. caution security,

surety :—L. caution-em taking heed, needfulness,

caution ; hond, security, f. caut- ppl. stem of

cavcre to beware, take heed. The earlier uses were

as in French; it was only in 16—
1
7th c. that the

original L. sense, as a quality, was introduced.]

1. Security given for the performance of some
engagement; bail; a guarantee, a pledge. Still

in Sc. Law, in U.S., and in caution-money ; see 6.

Bond ofcaution (Sc. Law) : a security given by one person

for another that he shall pay a certain sum or perform a

certain act.

1297 K. GloUC. Chron. (iSio^ 506 The kyng suor vpe the

hoc, and caucion vond god, That he al clanliche to the

popes loking stod. c 1300 K. Alls. 2811 Kaucyon they

nolde geve, no bidde. 1413 Lydg. Pyl%r. Smvle 1. xvii.

(1859) 18 He ne may. . oblyge hym self, ne ley caucyon to

pursue forth his accyon. 1531 in Turner Select. Rec.

Oxford 99 To put yn cawcyon or gage that he schall not

sewe the scollcr. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turkes 11621)

1284 Sufficient recognizance or caution sealed with his owne
hand. 1651 Hobbes Liberty i. Wks. (1841) II. 13 The con-

queror may. .compel the conquered. . to give caution of his

,
future obedience, a 1718 Pens Wks. (17261 1. 668 Our Can-

' tion is as large as the Man that Swears. 1726 Avliffk

l

Parerg. 25 He . . ought to give Caution by the Means of

Sureties, that he will persevere in the Prosecution. 1798 in

Dallas Amer. Law Rep. I. 107 These views are answered

herewith as good caution as in England. 1876 Grant
Burgh Sch. Scotl. n. iii. 132 To remain in ward until he find

caution not to contravene the act of council.

b. The person who becomes security, a surety.

Obs. exc. Sc.

1586 Let. Earle Leycester 23 By Othe, Bonds or Hostages,
i as cautions for her good and loyal demeanour. 1587 Fleming

Contn. Holinshed III. 1=184/2 Release of the bonds &
hostages that should be giuen for cautions in that behalfe.

1627 Rutherford Lett. i. (1862) I. 35 [Christ] becomes cau-

tion to His Father for all such as resolve and promise to

serve Him. 1656 Cowley Find. Odes (1687) 3 What God
(alas) will Caution be, For living Man's Securitie. 1685

Cotton Montaigne vi. 154 Any for whose intentions they

would become absolute caution. 1826 J. Wilson Noct.

Atnbr. Wks. 1855 I. 214 For whom you had been caution.

f c. An obligation, a bond. Obs.

138 . Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 22 Take hi caucioun and

sette soone and wryte fifty barellis. [So 1388 Wyclif Luke
xvi. 6; 1382 has obligacioun. J

d. = Caution-money : see 6.

1830 Bp. Monk Life Bentley ^833* II. 107 For some time

after his degradation the disputations in theology were

entirely dispensed with, on the payment of caution.

t 2. A saving clause ; a proviso. Obs.

a 1593 H. Smith Whs. (1867) II. 5 We pray for health, and

wealth, and honour . . and life, with a caution, If it be Gods

will. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxvi. § 6 It standeth there-

fore with these cautions firm and true. 1616 Sir H. Docwra

in Fortesc. Papers (1871) 18 The office shold be divided in

twoe, but with" this speciall cawtion, that our charges shold

be kepte aparte. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 5*3- 1695 Wood-
ward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. (1723) 8, I advance nothing from

any Observation that was not made with this Caution.

3. A word of warning ; a caveat, monition ; a

hint or advice to anyone to take heed.

1605 Shaks. Macb. IV. i. 73 What ere thou art, for thy

good caution thanks. 1623 Cockkram, Caution— Caneat, a

warning. 1661 Bramhall Just Viud. ii. 13 Not by way of

censure, but ofcaution. 1791 (title) A Caution to Gentlemen

I who use Sheridan's Dictionary. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

IV. 659 Measures for conveying to his rival a caution which
perhaps might still arrive in time.

b. Mil. An explanation previous to the word of

command ; a preliminary word of command.
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1796 Inst r. <$• Rtg. Cavatry (1813U03 The squadron leader

will give a loud caution that the doubling is to be made
either successively, or by the whole squadron at once.

1859 F. Griffiths Artil. Alan. (1862) 30 The commanding
officer will give the caution,form company squares.

c. An occurrence, act, or fact, which conveys a

warning. (Somewhat coiloq. : cf. * wanting'.)
1878 Fr. Kemble Rec. Girlhood L i. 14 The totally different

character imparted by a helmet, or a garland of roses, to

the same set of features, is a ' caution ' to irregular beauties.

d. slang. (Of U. S. origin.) Anything that

staggers, or excites alarm or astonishment ; an
extraordinary thing or person.

1835 C. F. Hoffm an Winter II 'est 234 (Bartletti The way
the icy blast would come down the bleak shore was a caution.

1859 All }'. Round No. 22. 520 One man . . whose perform-
ance was what the Americans call 'a caution'. 1868 H. C.
Johnson Argent. Alps 93 The first fifteen leagues we got
over cheerily enough, but the last five were a caution. 1870
M. Collins Vivian III. ii. 26 His wife was what the Yan-
kees call a ' caution '.

4. The taking of heed ;
* provident care, wari-

ness against evil *

J.), as a kind or quality of con-

duct : cautiousness, needfulness, cireumspectness,

prudence in regard to danger.
1651 Reliq. Wotton. 11 Solicitudes, .which kept the Earle

in extream and continuall caution. 1664 Evf.lvn Kal. Hort.
(1729) 197 Uncover, .your choicest Plants, but with Caution.

1097 Drydkn I'irg. Georg. iv. 703 By little Caution, and
much Love betray'd. 1719 Young Revenge v. ii, A rage
In which the wise with caution will engage. 1799 But-
ler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. Pref. 7 Caution to avoid being
mistaken. 1855 Milman Lat. Ckr. HI. vi. iii. 453 God-
frey. . had learned caution by his eventful life ; it had de-

generated into craft. 1863 \V. Phillips Speedws vi, 139
Caution is not always good policy. 1876 Grf.en Short
Hist. vii. § 6 (1882) 405 The caution and hesitation of Philip.

f5. with //.). A taking of heed, a cautious

action or mode of proceeding ; a precaution. Obs.

1605 Shaks. Mach. 111. vi. 44 That .. might Aduise
him to a Caution t" hold what distance His wisedome can
prouide. 1669 Bovlf. Contn. New Exp. 1. xlvii. 11682' 161.

1691 T. Hi ale ] Ace. New Invent. 26 The neglect of ordinary
Cautions. 1768 H. Wai.pole Hist. Doubts 21 (Something]
which, whether a prudent caution or not, was the first

overt act of the new reign. 1801 Med. *Jrnl. V. 157 By
due attention to those cautions in the practice, which
have been so fully pointed out.

6. attrib., as caution money, money deposited

as a security for good conduct, csp. by a student

on entering a college, or an Inn of Court ; + cau-
tion town = Cautionary town.
1665 Snrv. Aff. Xetherl. 140 They delivered us the Cau-

tion- Towns we had taken. 184a Arnold in Life $ Corr. 1 1844 >

II. x. ^05 The Colleges take care to secure themselves by
requiring caution money. 1848 tr. L.Blanes Hist. Ten V.

II. C31 No freedom of the press, except in favour of those

who can deposit an exorbitant sum of caution money.

Cautioil (k^'J^ii). v. [f- prec. sb. ; cf. F. cau-

tiouner, med.L. cautionare]

+ 1. intr. To give a caution or warning' Obs.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 111. 166 It was cautioned
in the Law not to yoake an Oxe, and an Asse together.

1678 CinwoRTii Intell. Syst. Pref, We have Caution'd
concerning it, in the Book it self.

j 2. To provide with a 1 caution * or saving clause

;

to guard. Obs.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. DC iv. 84 Such Prophesyings. .might
l>e .. discreetly cautioned and moderated. 1681 Burnet
Hist. Ri'f. II. 7 It was added, to caution this, that the

person . . should do nothing . .without the advice and con-

sent of the greater part of the rest.

3. To advise or charge (a person) to take heed

;

to wam. To caution oneself', to take heed, take

precautions. Usual const, against, or to with inf.

1683 Ixikrain Muret's Rites Fun. To Rdr. 4 In. .caution-

ing us against a too late expectation of finding it. <i 1694
Tillotson Wks. I. v. iR.) Cautioning us to take heed least

we be overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenness. 1702
Eng. Theophrast. 113 If a Man . . do not caution himself
against the Snares, etc. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain i. 28
Don Quixote cautions Sancho to be moderate in his food.

1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xiv. 535 He cautions his readers
against the common error of looking to antiquity for know-
ledge.

Hence Cau tioned, Cairtioning, ///. adjs.

< 1720 Prior (J.) To our caution'd soul. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1811) I.xxxviii. 284 More of the cautioning friend,

than of the satirizing observer. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola
III. xxi, Romola's belief in him had submerged all cautioning
doubts.

tCatrtional, a. Obs. [f. Caution sb. + -al.]

Of the nature of a caution ;
warning, cautionary.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Cautional, Cautionary, pertaininL;

to caution, pledge or wariness. 1660 Wither (title), Specu-
lum Speculativum. .with Cautional Expressions made tnere-

upon. 169a South Serin. IX. v. (R.> With this cautional

observation.

t Cautionarily, adv. Obs. [f. next + *ly 'A]

In a cautionary manner ; as a caution.
1665 Wither Lord's Prayer 44 This is cautionarily in-

tended, without purposing ought in opposition to what is

believed by others. 1758 Herald II. 173 We surely should
be cautionarily guarded against the practices.

Cautionary (k§-|onari), a. (sb.) [f. L. type
*cautiendrUus ; see Caution sb. and -ary 1

; cf.

F. eautionnaire,']

1. Of, pertaining to, of the nature of a pledge or
security ; held in pledge, or as a security or hos-

tage. Now chiefly Hist, or Sc.

1597 Sir F. Verb Comm. (1657) 70 The ordinary Garrison 1

of the cautionary towns. 161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii.

1 1632) 556 That . .all his cautionary- Lords should be released.

1659 Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 3 The Town of Flushing, the I

Castle of Ramakins in Zealand, and Brill in Holland, which
were held by way of caution from the United Provinces, to
insure their dependency upon England, the King resolved !

to render up, as being meerly cautionary. 1696 Southerns
,

Oroonoko iv. ii, And I am made the cautionary pledge,
The gage and hostage of your keeping it. 1829 -

\

More 118311 II. 95 As a nation withdraws its cautionary
troops from fortresses . . in a friendly territory. 1844 Blaelnv.

j

Mag. LVI. 140 To bring Afghanistan within the general
system of cautionary ties, i860 Motley Netherl. fi868) I.

iv. 131 The cautionary towns were to be restored. 1883
Scotsman 9 May 6/7 Cautionary obligations undertaken.

f2. Marked by caution, cautious. Obs.
1605 Bacon Adv. Leam. (1873) 11. xxi. % 5 Doctrines ..

more fearful and cautionary than the nature of things re-

ijuireth. 1649 Seldes Laivs Eng. 11. vi. (1739) 34 The
Prelates cautionary way of proceeding. 1806 31 A. Knox

jRem. (1844) I. 79 This cautionary conduct.

3. Of the nature of, or conveying, a caution or

admonition ; warning, admonitory.
1638 Rouse Heav. Univ. x. (1702)137 An Applicatory and

\

Cautionary Chapter. 1711 Steele latter No. 273 Many
cautionary precepts for my future conduct. 1806 Knox 1

& Jebb Corr. I. 255 A long cautionary letter against
the pernicious influence of philosophy and poetry. 1850 I..

Hunt Autobiog. v. ( i860) 107 It had a cautionary effect.

1884 Cyclists' Tour. Club Gaz. Dec. 362/1 Cautionary as
well as danger-boards should be prepared.

t4. Of the nature of a provision against evil or

danger; precautionary. Obs.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 33. 520 Cicero, .makes
a Law for them, .but with a cautionary provision, that, etc. I

1771-84 Cook I'oy. (17901 VI. 1980 Cautionary severity is

ever invidious. 1826 R. Peters in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. I.

88 He pursued such cautionary measures.

t b. Furnished with precautions. Obs.
1684 Bcnyan Pilgr. 11. 65 These ways are made cautionary

enough, .by these Posts and Ditch and Chain.

t B. sb. a. A security, b. A personal security,

a surety. Obs.

1653 L'Estrance Chas. /, 121 Two his Head Towns should
be left to the King as Cautionaries for performing the Coven-
ants. 1655 piccEs Compi. Ambass. 370 The Duke, .would
Iwcome cautionary for the due observation of the same.

Cautionary, var. of Cautionry.

t Cautionate, a. Obs. [ad. med. L. cau-

tiondt-us see next).] Cautious, cautionary.
1616 W. Sclater Serm. 28 To make you cautionate how

yee fall by example of like injustice, a 1626 — Three
Serm. (1629' 32 With cautionate distinction affirmed.

Hence + Can tionately < . t Cautionateness
1619 W. Sclater Expos. 1 Thess. (16301 ^3 No sinnes ,

should be more cautionately watched against. 1619 —
j

Ibid. 569 This cautionatenes in God's children*. 1626 —

~

Expos. 2 Thess. (1629* 81 Adiuring themtocautionatenesse.
1653 W. Sclater iSon) Fun. Serm. (1654) 23 Though it

be icautionately understood! thus possible.

t Cau tionate, v. Obs. [f. med.L. cautiondt-

ppL stem vicautionate, F. cautionner : see -atk -.1

To take or apply precautions ; to furnish or guard
with 'cautions or provisos. Hence Cau tion-

ated, Cautionating //>/. adjs.

16a 1 W. Sclater Tythes (1623) 176 Practising freely, yea
teaching lawfulnesse of cautionated vsurie. 1654 Trapp
Comm. Ps. xxxiii. 1 That cautionating counsel of Bernard.
1655— Marroiv Gd. A nth. (1868) 842/2 It is cautionated
by the duke of Russia, that there be no schools. 1658 9 in

Burton's Diary (1828) III. 143 To cautionate any prejudice
that can be upon our rights and liberties, by a general
question. Ibid. 200 If you cautionate it so that the pre-

vious vote shall be upon what is debated.

Cautioner ky-Jonaj). Also 7 Sr. catiounar
(usually k^'Janaj . [f. Caption sb. and v. + -eh '.]

1. Sc. Law. One who gives or becomes security

for another; a surety; —Caution^. 1 h.

< 1565 Lindesav tPitscottie) CAn>*. Scot. (1728) 8 He be-
came cautioner that such enormities . . should not be com-
mitted in time coming. 1631 Rutherford Lett. xix. (1862)
I. 79 Jesus, as the Cautioner, is bound for us. a 1662 Hevi.in
Laud (1671) 299 (I>.) That no Presbyter should hereafter
l>ecome surety or cautioner for any person whatsoever.
1846 Lainc. in Knox's i\"As. I. 345 note, Patrick Murray.

.

became cautioner for William Harlaw, and was amerciated
for his non-appearance to underly the law. 1846 T. Chal-
mers On Romans xxi, Should an able Cautioner liquidate
the whole. 1884 Sir K. E. Kay in Law 'Times Rep. LI. 21/1
The case of a cautioner to the bank for one of their agents.

2. ( >ne who cautions or warns.
In mod. Diets.

t Cau'tionist. Obs. rare~\ [f. Caution +
-1st.] One who affects caution.
a 1657 R. Ixjveday Lett. (1659) 33 Like some over-provi-

dent Cantion ists.

t Cautionize, v. Obs. ? 1 To promote caution

in anything' (Latham); ? to take 'caution' or

security of, to render cautionary cf. Caution-
ary i).

But it may !
>< a misprint for cantonize, the reading in ed.

1638 : ed. 1631 (the first ed. of the Continuation), and ed.

1687, II. 974, however, have rantionize.
1631 Contn. A'uottes' Hist. Turks 1414 The captain of the

lanizaries rose and slew the Bassa, burnt the Mufti and all

his kin, and gaue his daughter in manage to one Asian
Begh, a pretender to the antient inheritance of a bordering

prouince, to cautionize that part.

Cau'tionless, a. [f. Caution sb. + -less
]

Without caution.

1792 7 QrmmM yudges xviii. 7 (R.) The people . . dwelled I

careless, quiet and cautionless, 1859 i
. JmLXl. 315

Playing a wild game, in a reckless, cautionless way.

Cautionment k./fanment . [a. Y.cautionne-
jnenl: see -ment.] Caution i.

1815 Ann. Reg., Chron. 415 French subjects . . who have
paid sums under the head of cautionments, deposits, or
consignments, into their respective treasuries.

Cautionry (k^-Jami). Sc. Law. Also -ary,

erie. [f. Cautioner 4- -y : see AT, -ry.] The
position of a cautioner, suretyship. Bond of cau-
tionry : bond ofcaution ; see Caution' sb. 1.

1636 Rutherford Lett. \\x. (1862) I. 159 Christ's act of
cautionary*. 1640 1 E'irA-cudbr, War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855)

74 Johne Makmollan . . cautioner for David Makmollan .

.

presentit the said David and protests to be liheratit of his
cautionerie. 1630 Acts Chas. I (1814) VI. 167 (Jam-) Their
just and true ingagements, and cautionries. 1754 Erskine
Princ. Sc. Law (1809* 297 Bonds of cautionary.

Cautious (k^-Jas , a. [f. Caution as if from
L. *cautios us, not used) : sec -tious.]

Distinguished or marked by caution
;
heedful,

wary, careful, circumspect : said of persons, their

conduct, and acts. (In quot. 1640 perh. 'Fearful,

over-prudent, timorous
a 1640 Massinger (W.)You shall be received at a postern

door, if you be not cautious, by one whose touch would
make old Nestor young. 1665 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. 52
Where deep and enquiring spirits differ, I judge I have
reason to be cautious. 1671 Milton Samson 757 With more
cautious and instructed skill. 1718 Free-thinker No. 20. 137
Our old cautious English Proverb allows us to Trust every'

Man so far as we can see Him. 1795 South* v Joan ofArc
111. 18 Urging on their way with cautious speed. 1833 48
H. Coleridge N. Worthies '1852) I. 9 He seems to have
been a much more cautious man. 1842 H. Rogers Introd.
Burke's Works 1842 I. 22 Further than a cautious policy
would warrant. 187a Morley Voltaire (1886) 67 Patient
and cautious interrogation of experience

b. Const, of (obs. L how, lest, to with inf. Cau-
tious to was formerly used where cautious not to

is now in use : cf. Careful.)
1667 Milton /'. L. tx. 59 By Night he fled, and at Mid-

night return'd. .cautious of day. 1709 Hearse Collect. iS36>

1 1. 241 The late Opposition . . has made me cautious how I

enter upon new Experiments. 1715 Pope Odyss. tf, 207
Cautious to let the gushing grief appear, His purple garment
veil'd the falling tear. 17s* Johnson Rambl. No. 208 P 9
Cautious lest this offence should be .. committed. 1772
Hist. Rochester 28 Cautious not to exceed it. 1779 Forrest
I'oy. N. Guinea 71, I was very cautious of touching upon
what had happened that morning. 1820 Hoyle's Gaines
inipr. 5 Be cautious how you trump out. 1821 J. Q. Adams
in C. Davies Metr. Syst. in. (1871) 119 The act. .is cautious
not to tie them down to too close a measure.

Cautiously (kg-jasli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly

In a cautious manner, with caution
;
warily, heed-

fully, carefully, circumspectly.
1664 Kvelvn Kal. Hort. 117291 196 Uncover also Arti-

choaks cautiously, and by degrees. 1699 Bentlev Phal. 131
He cautiously says, that he often uses the Excerpta. 1781
Gibbon Dec/. <t F. II. 137 He cautiously suppressed nis

grief and resentment. 1876 Green Short Hist. viii. % 3
1 1 882! 488 Cautiously and tentatively they were introducing
Roman doctrine. 1877 Lady Brassey / oy. Sunbeam xiv.

1 ; 243 Opening the curtains cautiously.

Cautiousness ky jasnes^. [f. as prec. f

-NE8.S.] The quality or state of being cautious;

wariness, needfulness, caution.

1648 F.ikon Bat. 1
<

t , I could not but approve their

generous constancy and cautiousnesse. 171a Addison Spect.

No. 399 " 7 We should always act with great Cautiousness
and Circumspection. 1887 Laxv Times LXXXII. 205/2 A
cautiousness which is hardly distinguishable from timidity.

||
Cautor. Obs.~° [Lat.] ( He that foresecth or

beware^' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Cautulous, obs. form of Cauteloos.

t Cau*ty, <i- Obs. rare. Also cautie. [app. f.

F. raut, caute ( = It. Sp. cauto), or L. caut-us

cautious, heedful, wary, prop. pa. f^ple. of cavcre

to bcwaie; with Eng. ending -v.] Cautious, wary.

1579 E. Hake MpM Pennies Churchy. H j, O cawty cut-

throate. Ibid. E vij b, Our cawtie countrey Gentlemen.
1610 Mirr. Mag. 754 (R.) With cautie observation.

Cauve, dial, form of Calve, Calf.
Cauyll, obs. form of Cavil.
Cauzee, cauzy, var. f. Kazi, Mohammed;in

judge in India, Indian Cadi.

Cava, var. of Kava, an intoxicating drink used

in Polynesia.

|| Cava. Phys. Short for / 'ena cava.

\ 1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Voc, Cava vena, the great

liver-vein going thorow the body.) 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXL
270 The ascending and descending cava gorged with blood.

1866 Huxley Phys. ii. 11869) 57 Will reach the right auricle

by the superior cava.

Cavajar, obs. form of Caviare.

Cavalcade vksvHUfc?
k°dX sb. Also 6 caval-

gada, 7 cavalcado, cavalcata, cavelcade, (8

er?-on. calvacade). [a. F. cavalcade (i6th c. in

I.ittre), ad. Pr. cavahada or It. cavahata [m Sp.

cabalgada, Pg. cavalgata\ f. cavalcar :—late L.

cabafliciire to ride on horseback, f. caballns horse :

see -ade. The native F. form ol the word was<7*^-

MNttMf, whence also ME. Chivachie.]

fl. A ride, a march or raid on horseback. Obs.

1591 Unton Corr. 11847) 257, I am nowe attendinge uppon
the Kinge in this cavalcade he maketh towards the L)uke



CAVALCADE. CAVALLY.
of Parma. 1598 Barret Thcor. Warns v. i. 141 To make
Caualgadas, or great marches, for any sudden surprisall.

1604 Jas. I Counterbl. (Arb.) 110 To make some sudden
Caualcado vpon your enemies. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb.
vii. II. 215 He had with some Troops, made a Cavalcade
or two into the West.
fig. 1697 Snake m Grass fed. 2) 289 Being thrown into

Gaol for that his Blasphemous Cavelcade.

2. A procession on horseback, esp. on a festive

or solemn occasion. Also loosely used for a pro-

cession of carriages, arch, or ? Obs.

1644 Evelyn Menu '1857) !• 102 Desirous of being present
at the cavalcade of the new Pope. 1683 Brit. Spec. 260
His Majesty . . made a Glorious and Splendid Cavalcade
from the Tower to Westminster. 1687 Lotto

1

. Gaz, No. 2250/3
Cardinal Medici made a Cavalcata . . wherein he was Ac-
companied by 14 of the Sacred Colledge on Mules. 1762-71
H. Walpole Vertue's Auecd. Paint. (1786) III. 97 The
king's cavalcade through the gates of the city the day before
his coronation.

3. concr. A company of riders on the march or

in procession.
a 1700 Dryden Pal. Arc. nr. 540 The following caval-

cade . . Proceed by titles marshal'd in degree. 1703-14 Sc.
Pasquils (1868) 347 He and his noble Cavalcade design To
right their native Country. 1786 tr. Beckford's Vatltek (1868)

25 The cavalcade set forward. 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos
(1871) II. xix. 206 From Chester the Cavalcade set out for

London. 1869 Hook Lives Abps. II. it. 93 He evidently
expected to meet a large cavalcade.

4. trans/, andyf^-. 'Procession'.
1670 Caveat Conventiclers 9, I desired him to raise this

Devil before me ; which he courteously did, together with
the whole procession of the Cavalcade. 1708 Mottelx
Rabelais iv. xiii, He made a Cavalcade of his Devils ..

through the Town. 1855 J. Forbes Tour Mont Blanc 117
The cows were taken to the valley . . and I regretted ex-
tremely that I missed the opportunity of witnessing so
singular a cavalcade.

Cavalca de, v. [f. prec. sb. ; in F. cavalcader.]

intr. To ride in a cavalcade, esp. in procession or

in company with others. Hence Cavalcading
vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1710 Map of Trav. High Ch. Apostle 6 His mighty great
Cavalcading. 1771 P. Parsons Newmarket I. 115 The
hero . . cavalcaded it through a large breach made in the
walls, in an open chariot. 1816 Keatinge Trav. II. 1 A
large party of horse men was cavalcading . . in celebration of
a wedding. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. 1. in. vi. 71 Tumult
of charioteering and cavalcading. 1849 Frasers Mag.
175 The host . . homeward with his nobles cavalcaded.

tCavalet. Obs. [ad. It. cavalletto *a stay,

a prop, a tressell ' (Florio), dim. of cavallo horse.

Cavalet was also in i6-i7th c. French in sense of
1 a long hollow sticke, through which they vse in

some places, to blow the fire, in stead of bellowes'

(Cotgr.). The native Fr. form of the word is

chevalet.'] (See quot.)
1662 Merret tr. Nerts Art of Glass 243 [In an annealing

furnace] there's a round hole through which the flame and
heat passeth into the tower ; this hole is call'd Occhio or
Lutnella, having an Iron ring encircling it call'd the Cavalet
or Crown. Ibid, xvi, Neer the occhio or the cavalet.

Cavalier (k8evali»M), sb. and a. Forms : 6

cauallere, (cabbaleer, caueelere), 6-7 cavallier,

7 cavaliere, -leer(e, cavaglier, (by perversion)

caviler, Sc. cavaleire, cavelleir, 6- cavalier.
Also (from Spanish) 6 cavallero, cauilero, caua-
leiro, 6-7 cavaliero, 7 cavalero, 8 cavalliero.

[Originally adopted in the form cavallero, cavaliero,

etc. from Sp., with occasional use of the It. and
Pg. forms. The actual form cavalier is a. F. cava-

lier (16th c. in Littre), ad. It. cavaliere, f. cavallo

horse + -iere, a termination often occurring in

Italian for L. -ariits. The late L. caballdrius

{-e'rius) ' horseman * gave Sp. caballero (OSp.
cav-\ Pg. cavalleiro, Pr. cavallier, ONF. cavailler,

cava/er, OF. and F. chevalier, whence also Eng.
Chevalier.]
A. sb.

1. A horseman, esp. a horse-soldier ; a knight.
[c 1470 Hors, Shepe, <f G. (1822) 3 In duche a rider is called

a Knyght, Aragon tonge doth also specyfye Caualero, which
in that partie Is named of worship & toke begynnyng Of
spores of gold and chiefly of rydyng. 1598 Barret Theor.
IVarres Gloss. 249 Cauaglere, an Italian word, .signifieth a
Gentleman seruingon horsebacke.] 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III.

691 That so many cavalleros should alt faile in this one
attempt. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 51
That all brave cavaleires will tak the business to hart. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Car'alier, Cavalero, a knight or gentle-
man, serving on horseback, a man of arms. 1796 H. Hunter
tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 526 Of our cavaliers,
or of our foot-soldiers. 1807 Sir R. Wilson Jrnl, 2 July,
I returned, .decked with mud ; but as my horse was seen to
fall I did not appear as a dishonoured cavalier. 1870 Bryant
Iliad I. 111. 97 A mute wonder held The Trojan cavaliers.

2. A gentleman trained to arms, 'a gay sprightly
military man *

(J.) ; gen. a courtly gentleman, a
gallant. (Like gallant, also applied about 1600,
to a roistering swaggering fellow.)
1589 Pasquil's Ret. Aiij, How now Caualiero, are you

come to Scripture? v&% Prodigal Son in. 103 Our guest
is a free-handed Cavalier. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 62
He drinke to M. Bardolfe, and to all the Cauileroes about
London. 1599 IVam. Faire Worn. n. 589 Some swagger-
ing, swearing, drunken, desperate Dicke. Call we them
Cabbaleers? masse, they be Canniballes. 1600 Rowlands
Lett. Humours Blood 3 Humours is late crown'd kine of

Vol. II.

Caueeleres. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. ttt, 175 The
|

tidings . . brought not to cavalliers, but to tpuiet and simple
|

Shepherds. 1651 Life Father Sarpi (1676) 25 Signor Al-

phonso Antomini a Cavaglier of the most sublime vertues.

1670 Cotton Espernon 1. iv. 170 Some little dispute, .which
had oblig'd him to seek the satisfaction of a Cavalier. 1 777
Garrick Prol. Sheridan's Sch. Scand., He'll fight— that's

write—a cavalliero true. 1867 Emerson May-day Wks.
(Bohn) III. 413 To greet staid ancient cavaliers.

b. A gentleman attending upon or escorting a

lady, a 'gallant', a 'squire* (cf. 5); a lady's

partner in a dance.

1752 Mrs. Lennox Fern. Qnix. II. ix. ii. 213 The rest

of the cavaliers and ladies. 1765 Sterne Tristr. Shandy
vii. xliii, I'll take a dance, said I.. we want a cavalier,

said she, holding out both her hands, as if to offer them.
1825 Lytton Zicci 34 He wants to be your cavalier, not
your husband. 1829 — Disowned 99 Do come, Mr. Linden
will be our cavalier. [1847 Thackeray Mrs. Perkins's

Ball, Cavalier seal, This is my friend Bob Hely, perform-
ing the Cavalier seul in a quadrille.]

c. As a title or term of address.

1589 Nashe {title). The Return of the Renowned Caua-
liero Pasquill, etc. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 11. iii. 77 Caua-
leiro Slender, goe you through the Towne to Frogmore.

3. A name given to those who fought on the side

of Charles I in the war between him and the Par-

liament; a 17th c. Royalist.
Originally reproachful, and applied to the swash-bucklers

on the king's side, who hailed the prospect of war ; cf.

Cavalierish, -ism.

1641-2 [see quot. 1651]. 1642 D'Ewes MS. Journ. 10 Jan.
1641 (Harl. MS. 162 If. 312 b) Certain Hamletters in-

formed vs of some of the Ingeneers in the Tower to be
dangerous men and that some caualiers had gone in thither.

1642 Ld. Kimbolton's Sp. in Pari. 4 (not authentic) 111

affected cavaleers and commanders about the Court. 1642

(June 10) Propositions ofParlt. in Clarendon v. (1702) I. 504
Several sorts of malignant Men, who were about the King ;

some whereof, under the name of Cavaliers, without having
respect to the Laws of the Land, or any fear either of
God or Man, were ready to commit all manner of Out-
rage and Violence. 1642 Petition Lords Com. 17 June
in Rushw. Coll. in. (1721) I. 631 That your Majesty .

.

would please to dismiss your extraordinary Guards, and
the Cavaliers and others of that Quality, who seem to

have little Interest or Affection to the publick Good, their

Language and Behaviour speaking nothing but Division

and War. 1642 Chas. I Ansiv. Petition 17 June 13 The
language and behaviour of the Cavaliers (a word by
what mistake soever it seemes much in disfavour). 1642
Catal. Pamphlets Harl. Libr. xxiii. 101/1 No. 325 A Perfect

Declaration of the barbarous and cruel Practices committed
by Prince Robert, the Cavalliers, and others in his Majesty's
Army. 1651 Lilly Monarchy 107 [Speaking of what he wit-

nessed during Christmas of 1641-2] The Courtiers againe,

wearing long Haire and locks, and alwayes Sworded, at last

were called by these men [the Puritans] Cavaliers; and so

after this broken language had been used a while, all that

adhered unto the Parlament were termed Round-heads ; all

that tookepart or appeared for his Majestie, Cavaliers, few
of the vulgar knowing the sence of the word Cavalier. 1656
Cromwell Sp. ij Sept., Your old enemies, the Papists and
Cavaliers. 1656 R. Lane in Hatton C

_

Vrr,.(i878)i4Thepooie
cavilers are by proclamation banishd the towne. 1711 Addi-
son S/>ect. No. 125 p i When the Feuds ran high between the

Round-heads and the Cavaliers. 1864 H. Spencer Illustr.

Univ. Progr. 62 The Puritans, disapproving of the long
curls of the Cavaliers, as of their principles.

4. Fortification. 'A work generally raised within

the body of the place, ten or twelve feet higher

than the rest of the works ... to command all the

adjacent works and country round 1

(Stocqueler).

1560 Whitehorne Ord. Souldours (1573I 18 b, Cavaliers or

platformes. 1590 Marlowe "2nd Pt. Tamburl. 11. iv. 102

Raise cavalieros higher than the clouds, And with the cannon
break the frame of heaven. 1598 Barret Theor. IVarres
v. i. 126 These Caualleres ought in no wise to be made within
the bulwarkes. 1670 Cotton Espernon 1. 1. 23 He rais'd by
the industry of an Italian Engineer, aCavalier. 1799 Baird
in Owen Disp. VVellesley 127 The whole of the ramparts,
and every cavalier in the fort, were . . in the possession

af our troops, i860 Times 3 Nov. 7/6 In the centre of

the front face, .is a high cavalier mounting two large brass

guns.

|[
5. Cavalier-servant, or in It. form cavaliere-

servente (F. cavalier-servant): a man who devotes

himself wholly to attendance on a lady as her pro-

fessed slave, either from love or from gratitude.

Hence cavalier servitude, cavaliere - serventism

(nonce-formations).
1817 Byron Beppo xl. 1820 — Let. Wks. (1846) 153/1 The

conventual education, the cavalier servitude. 1823— Juan
ix. li, Which hovers oft about some married beauties, Called
'Cavalier Servente*. 1878 Frasers Mag. XVIII. 38
Neither married life nor conventional cavaliere-serventism
was prolific of inspiration.

B. attrib. or adj. + 1. Gallant. Obs.
a 1641 Suckling Fragm. Aurea (1648) 94 The people are

naturally not valiant, and not much cavalier.

+ b. Of things : Fine, ' brave ' gallant Obs.

1670 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 130 One of the most cavalier

curiositys a man can see in Italy.

2. a. Careless in manner, off-hand, free and easy,

b. Haughty, disdainful, supercilious.

1657 Hawke Killing is M. To Rdr., Cavalier and nimble
wits. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) II. xxxvii. 25 This
cavalier declaration of the young man. 1817 Mar. Edge-
worth Ormond xiv. (1832) 149 Very cavalier, indeed, to go
out to walk, without waiting to see us. 1865 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. VI. xvi. xv. 314 This cavalier tone from an un-

known person, .did not please me.

3. In reference to the 17th c. : Royalist.

I 1844 Disraeli Coningsby in. iii. (L.) An old Cavalier

family. 1868 Q . Rev. 259 Robert South was the very typ«
of a Cavalier preacher in the proper sense of the term.

4. attrib. and Comb., as cavalier riding habit,

cavalier-hat, a hat with a feather worn by
ladies in imitation of those worn by the Royalists

in the time of Charles I
;
cavalier-poet (applied

to Lovelace).
1666 Evelyn Diary 13 Sept., The Queene was now in her

cavalier riding habite, hat and feather, and horseman's
coate. i860 Sala Make Your Game 151 (Hoppe) Ladies
with ravishing bonnets and cavalier-hats. 1879 M'Carthv
Oivn Times (Hoppe) The fine lines of the cavalier-poet,

which remind his mistress that he could not love her so
much, loved he not honour more.

HenceCavalie ,ress^«0«f<?-'W.) ; Cavalie rship.
1872 Mark Twain lunoc. at Home xxi. (Hoppe) Every

street was . . packed with charging cavaliers and cavalier-

esses. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. Wks. 1883-4 V. 60 Did
I cashier the new vocation of my caualiership? 1596 -

-

Saffron-Walden Wks. 1883-4 III. 153 His Caualiership .

.

is lewder by nine score times than his Poetry.

Cavalie r, v. [f. prec. sb.] a. intr. To play

the cavalier, b. trans. To act as cavalier or

escort to (a lady). Hence Cavalie'ring vbl. sb.

1594 Nashe Terrors Night Wks. 1883-4 HI- 279 Bride-

well or Newgate prooue the ende of your caueleering.

1693 Shadwell Volunteers 1. i, I must fly from the Uni-
versity forsooth to run a cavaliering. 1748 61 Richardson
Clarissa (181 1) VII. 171 Cavaliering it here over half a dozen
persons of distinction. 1863 Mrs. C.Clarke Shaks. Char.
xvi. 427 From his cavaliering the ladies Percy and Mortimer.

Cavalie'ring,///. a. [f. prec. + -ing

Playing the cavalier ;
haughty, domineering.

164a J. Goodwin (title), Anti-Cavalierism. .for the suppres-

sing of that butcherly brood of Cavaliering incendiaries.

1647 J- Ha "e Ed-w. Ghost in Harl. Misc. (1746) VIII.

91/2 An haughty and cavaliering Nation. 1680 Hon. Cava-
lier n A bold Cavaliering Gentleman. 1816 Scott Old
Mort. xxvii, Some old cavaliering Baron.

Cavalie rish, a. [f. Cavalier sb. + -ISH 1
.]

a. Like a cavalier, b. spec. Of the cavaliers

of Charles I. Hence Cavalierishness.
1647 Myst. Two Juntos 15 The Countrey. . fearing these

Cavaliers are kept on free-quarter by a Cavaleerish party

for some Cavaleerish Designe. 1657 8 Scott in Burton's

Diary '1828) II. 383, 1 hopeT shall never be suspected to be

Cavalierish. 1698 Ludlow Mem. II. i68(R.) The cavalier-

ish party, who were very numerous, i860 All Y. Round
438 The rollicking cavalierishness of that highwayman.

Cavalie risni. [f. Cavalier sb. + -ism.] The
practice or principles of cavaliers, esp. of the ad-

herents of Charles I ; an expression characteristic

of the Cavalier party.

1642 Bridgr Serm. Norfolk Volunteers 6 There is a

vaunting, bragging, boasting Cavalierisme, which hath no

true courage ; such a Cavalier was Rabshakeh. 1643 Herle
A nstv. Feme 4 Both Houses of Parliament are cal'd . .

Rebels

and Traytors (the ordinary cavaleerismes of the times 1. 1818

Scott Ifrt. Midi, vin, When wine and cavalierism pre-

dominated in his upper story. 1791-1824 DTsraeli Cur.

Lit. (1866) 287/2 Various kinds of ranting cavalierism.

Cavalierly (ksevaliouli), a. [f. as prec. +- -LY*.]

Characteristic of a cavalier; knightly
;
haughty.

1876 G. Meredith Beauch. Career II. vi. 88 With acava-

lierly charm in the sullen brows she lifted. Ibid. III.

xi. 196 Tuckham's figure was . . neither cavalierly nor kingly.

1879 — Egoist I. ix. 154 He had a cavalierly style.

Cavalie*rly, adv. [f. Cavalier a. + -ly 2
.]

f 1. Finely, magnificently, ' bravely '. Obs.

1670 Lassels Italy (1698] I. 24 A stately room, than which

nothing can be more cavalierly furnished.

2. With haughty carelessness, disdainfully.

1718 Free-thinker No. 76. 147 Pamphilus .. engages in

Friendships, and in Enmities, very Cavalierly. 1768 Goldsm.

Good-n. Matt iv. i, You treat me very cavalierly. 1826

Disraeli Viv. Grey 1. v. 10 He bowed cavalierly to Mr. Dal-

las. 1864 H. Spencer Illustr. Univ. Progr. 377 Those who
cavalierly reject the Theory of Evolution.

Cavaliero, -ship : see Cavalier.

Cavallard (kavalaud). U.S. dial. Also

caviarde. [corruption of cavallade, ad. Sp. cabal-

lada (kabhaUadha), inTexasand New Mexico.] 'A

term used, in Louisiana and Texas, by the caravans

which cross the prairies, to denote a band of horses

or mules ' (Bartlett).

18. . Scenes in Rocky Mtns. 80 (Bartl.) Our whole caval-

lard, consisting of ten head of horses and mules. 18.
.
Stray

Yankee in Texas 97 (Bartl.) The caviarde of horses.

Cavallarie, -erie, -ery, obs. ff. Cavalry.

tCavallerice. Obs. [2L&.lt.cavallerizza,{Sy.

caballeriza) riding-school, f. cavallo horse. (Du

Cange has med.L. caballeritia service with a

horse.)] Horsemanship.
1607 Markham {title\ Cavelarice or the English Horse-

man. Ibid. 1.(1617)41 Least. .some other man might come

and deny my Cavallarice.

t Cava-llerize. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. It. caval-

lerizzo (Sp. caballerizd) riding-master.] A riding-

master, professor of horsemanship.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxiii, The cavallerize [Fr.

7>oltigeur\ of Ferrara was but as an Ape compared to him.

Cavally (kavK-li). Also 7-9 cavallo, 8 ca-

valie, cavaly. [ad. Sp. and Pg. cavalla, It.

cavallo mackerel ; also applied to the horse-

mackerel of various tropical seas. Cf. the specific

names Caranx cabalhis, Cybium caballa given to

species of horse-mackerel.]



CAVALRY. 202 CAVE.

A name given by the 17th c. navigators to
various species of tropical fish, known also as

horse-mackerel.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 213 The rest are Breame, Tench,
Trowte .. Cavalloes. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (16731 12
Fish . . of various kinds . . Snappers, grey and red ; Cavallos,
Carpians, etc. 1697 Dampier Voy. \, The chiefest Fish are
Bonetas, Snooks, Cavally's. 1772 -84 Cook Voy. (1700) V.
i695_We also caught . . a great quantity of fish, principally
consisting^ of cavallies. 1803 T. Winterbottom Surra
Leon* 1. iv. 69 They have . . snappers, mullets, cavallies.

1847 Sir J. Ross Voy. Antarctic Reg. II. 117 A kind of
mackarel, called yellow tail, and sometimes cavallo. 1887
Nat. Hist. Notes (fr. Leisure Ho.) No. 15, 131 The Kuku-
kina, or young cavally, when caught on the nook . . utters
an imperfect guttural sound like ' Ak, ak '.

Cavalry (karvalri). Forms : 6-7 cavallerie,
-arie, 7 cavallery, cavalary, ehavallery, cavel-
lerie, eavelrie, 7- cavalry. [In 16-1 7th c. caval-
lery, a. F. cavallerie (16th c. in Littre), ad. It. ca-

valleria ( = Yr.cavalaria,Sp.caballeria):—Romanic
typecaballaria,{.L.caballdriushor&eman. See-ERV.
(The native Fr. form of the word was chevalerie,

whence Eng. chivalry?) Massinger (1632) accented
cava-llery, but other spellings appear to indicate
ca vallery, whence also ca-valry in the middle of
the 17th c. (See also Chavallery, Chivalry.)]

T 1. Horsemanship
; chivalry. Obs.

1591 Harington Or/. Fur. 206 note. The likest to him for
armes and cavallarie (as we terme it). 1625 Markham
Souldier's Accid. i, The Cavallarie or Formes of Trayning
of Horse-Troopes. 1644 Milton F.duc. Wks. (1847) 101
All the Art of Cavalry . 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) II.

265 They tilt and use other sports of cavalry.

t 2. Knighthood ; an order of chivalry. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny 1 1. 460 Cicero . . re-established the

Knighthood and Cauallerie of Rome in their former estate
and place. 1616 Sir N. Brent tr. Sarpi's Hist. Counc.
Trent (1676} 366 To institute a Religion of an hundred
persons, like unto a Cavalary. 1625 Fletcher Fair Maid
in. i. 37 To keep offthe Cavelrie and Gentry. 163a Bromk
Court Begg. 11. 1. Wks. 1873 I.207 All The cavalry of Court.
3. The collective name for horse-soldiers ; that

part of a military force which consists of mounted
troops. Opposed to infantry.
(Usually construed with plural vb., exc. a cavalry, which

has pi. cavalries.)

1591 Garrard Art IVarre 225 The companies of the
couragious Cavallerie. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. i.

141. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1245 The cavallery
of the Thebanes. 1622 Bacon Hen. I'll, 74 You may haue
a good Cauallerie, but neuer good stable Bands of Foot.
163a Massinger Maid 0/ Hon. 11. iii, I, in mine own per-
son, With part of the cavallery. 1644 Milton F.duc. (1738)
137 Two Troops of Cavalry. 1665 Manley Grotins' Low.
C. IVarrs 355 The Cavallery belonging to the United
States, a 1714 Burnet Own Time in 1694 (R.) They sent
away their cavalry with so much haste. 1834 Gen. P.
Thompson Exerc. (18421 III. 127 A struggle between the
opposing cavalries, which shall keep itself in condition for
action longest. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 592 The
cavalry were about a thousand in number.

b. transf. Horses, horsemen, etc., collectively.
1684 Dk. Beaufort's Progr. Wales (1864) 17 Leading

horses to supply accidents and defects in the coach-cavalry.
179a A. Young Trav. France 11 A traveller so weak in
cavalry as myself. 1870 Disraeli l.othair. Troops of
social cavalry cantered, .in moming rides. 1881 Duffield
Don Quix. II. 550 Donkeys .. the ordinary Cavalry of
Country Maids.

O. (See quot.)
i8ao Hoyle's Games Impr. 347 A variation of Draughts

entitled Constitutional Checkers. Ibid. 348 The pieces
with the turrets to be considered as Cavalry, and the flat

pieces as Infantry. Ibid., A king may not be taken back-
wards by Cavalry or Infantry unless they have been to king.
4. attrib. and Comb.
799 Instr. t, Reg. Cavalry (1813) 266 The principles of all

cavalry evolutions. 1837 Ht. Martineau.Vwc. Amer. III.
144 On cavalry days, when guests are invited to dine with
the regiment. 1852 Grote Greece 11. Ixxvi. X. 77 A cavalry-
soldier, .was reckoned as equivalent to four hoplites. i860
Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. cxix.61 Cavalry-men on
both sides. 1861 Times 22 Oct., A blue cavalry jacket.
1871 Morley Voltaire 163 A daring cavalry-charge.
Cavash, -ass = Kavass, Turkish police officer.

tCavated, a. Obs. rare-', [f. L. cavdt-us
hollowed + -ed : cf. excavated.'] Hollowed.
1731-7 Miller Card. Diet. s. v. Cotyledon, The Leaves

. . are cavated.

II Cavatina (kavatfna). Mus. [Ital.] A
short song of simple character, properly one with-
out a second strain and repeat ;

' frequently applied
to a smooth melodious air, forming part of a grand
scena or movement ' (Grove).
1836 Dickens Sk. Boz (C. D. ed.) 205 The popular cava-

tina ' Bid me discourse '. 1845 E. Holmes Mozart 26 An
Italian Cavatina which she knew by heart.

t Cava'tion. Obs.-" [ad. L. cavatidn-em, f.

cavdre to hollow.] (See quot.)
17a! Bailey, Cavation, a hollowing the Ground for Cel.

larage. [1731-1800 Cavation, a making hollow.]
Cavayer, obs. form of Caviare.
t Cava-zicvn. Arch. Obs.-» [ad. It. cavazione

( = cavamento, il cavare) hollowing. Phillips'
entry is derived from a passage in Palladio Quail) 0
Lib. d. Architett. I. vii. (where, however, ed. 1601
has cauatione). Bailey, 1721, has both cavation
and cavazion ; in 1731 42 the latter is also entered

as cavation, but in 1761 and later edd. it is again
made cavation. The folios 1730 and 1736 have
only cavazion, in which they are followed by
Johnson.] (See quot.)
1658 Phillips, Cavazion

l
aTerm in Art Architecture, being

the hollowing, or underdlgging of the earth for cellarage,
allowed to be the sixth part of the highth of the whole
Fabrick. 1721 1800 Bailey, Cavazion, in Architecture, is

the digging away the Earth for the Foundation of a Build-
ing. [Hence in Johnson and mod. Diets. ; not in Gwtlt.)

Cave (k^'v), sb. 1 Also 4 kaave, 4-5 kave.
[a. F. cave :—L. cava, pi. oicavum a hollow (place

,

neuter of cavus hollow.]

1. A hollow place opening more or less horizon-

tally under the ground ; a cavern, den, habitation

in the earth.

r 1220 Bestiary 251 Caue }e [the ant] haueS to crepen in.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2915 In a caue he [Lot] hid him bare
And his dohutris. (-1340 Ibid. 1234: (Trin.) To be leones
caue [Cott., Gott. coue] he a.ode. c 1350 Will. Palerne 25
pat litel child listely lorked out ofhis caue. c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. W. 2307 And to a kaave pryvyly hym spedde. 1494
Fabyan iv. Ixxv. 52 The Picts and Scottes beganne to
breke out of theyr Dennes and Caues. 1535 Coverdale
1 Sum. xxii. 1 Dauid. .fled vnto the caue ofAdullam. 1560
Jewell Serm. Pants Cross A iv, The Temple . . was become
a cave of theues. 16S7 Milton P.L. iv. 454 A murmuring
sound Of waters issu d from a Cave. 1893 W. Buckland
Relig. Diluv. 5 Caves in limestone are usually connected
with fissures of the rock.

b. Idols of the Cave (idola specus) : see Idol.

t 2. gen. A hollow place of any kind, a cavity.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. v. 8 3 Are not the Organs of the

sences of one kinde with the Organs of Reflexion .. the
Eare with a Caue or Straight determined and bounded?
1607 Topsell Four./. Beasts 172 Some creep into the
caves of hollow trees. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 272 The Caue
of the Eare doth hold off the Sound a little from the
Organ. Ibid. $ 282 So is the Eare a sinuous Caue.
3. Glass-making. The ash-pit of a glass-furnace.
1875 Ure Diet. Arts IIT656 The furnace is thrown over

an ash-pit, or cave as it is called.

4. Political slang. The secession of a small body
of politicians from their party on some special

question ; the malcontent body so seceding : sug-
gested by Mr. Blight's use of ' cave of Adullam '

in reference to the secession from the Liberal party
in 1866 ; see Adi llamite.
1866 Bright .9/. 1 1876) 349 The right hon. gentleman, .has

retired into what may be called his political Cave ofAdul-
lam, and he has called about him ' every one that was in
distress and every one that was discontented 1884 Daily
Netvs 19 Feb., There is no expectation of what Mr. Bright
has taught all English politicians to call a ' Cave '. 1887
Standard 30 Mar. 5/7 There are rumours of an Anti-
coercion Cave in the Conservative ranks. 1887 Sir W.
Harcourt in Daily Nexus 21 Oct. 6/1 They [the Dissentient
Liberals] are a cave, as it used to be called, and the
danger of a cave was long ago pointed out that all the
footsteps led into the cave, and none out of it.

6. attrib. and Comb., as cave-keeper; cave-
guarded, -keeping, -like, -lodged, -loving adjs.

;

cave-breqpia (Geol.', breccia deposited in caves;
cave-deposit (Geol.\ any geological formation
deposited in caves

; cave-dweller, one who dwells
in a cave, a troglodyte

; spec, applied to 'a.) those
races of prehistoric men who dwelt in natural
caves; (b.) the Bohemian Brethren, a religious

sect formed from the remains of the Hussites in

the 15th c, so called because they hid in caves to
escape persecution ; cave-earth (Geol?, a layer of
earth forming the old floor of a cave before the
deposition of stalagmite

; cave-fish, a (blind) fish

inhabiting subterraneous streams or lakes in caves
;

cave-man - cave-dweller ; cave-rat . a kind of rat

that lives underground
; cave-spider, the spider

Scgestria cellaris Latr.
; cave-swallow, a West-

Indian species of swallow (Hirundo poccilomd)
which suspends its nest from the roofs of caves.
Also in names of extinct animals whose remains
are found in caves, as cave-bear, -hyena, -lion, -tiger.

1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 237 The remains of the "cave-
bear are abundant in Central Europe. 1866 Laing Preh.
Rem. Caithn. 64 Men . .contemporaries of the cave-bear and
tiger. 1863 Lyf.ll Antiq. Man 1 The occasional occurrence
. .of the bones of man . . in "cave-breccias and stalactites.

1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 243 The animal was essentially
a "cave-dweller. 1873 Gl 11,11 Gt. Ice Age xxix. 411 This
ancient deposit rests upon a second "cave-earth or breccia.
1865 Lubbock Preh. limes 244 To question . . the value of
what may be called "cave-evidence. 1871 Browning Pr.
Hohenst. 145 Found like those famed 'cave-fish to lack eye
And organ for the upper magnitudes. 1884 Longm. Mag.
Mar. 527 The blind cave-fish being, .probably the descend-
ants of species which once lived above ground. 1874 Daw-
kins (title), "Cave Hunting, c 1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii.

298, I thought I was a "Caue-keeper. 1393 — Lucr. 1250
"Caue-keeping euils that obscurely sleepe. 1856 Kane
A ret. Expl. I. xxix. 380 This "cave-like abode, c 1630
Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 33 "Cave-loving
Eccho, daughter of the air. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times x.

255 These ancient *Cave-men. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec.
v. (1878) no One of the blind animals, namely, the "cave-
rat. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 257 These "cave-researches
appear to have been conducted with care. 1865 Tylor
Early Hist. Man. 196 The Drift series of stone implements
passes into the *Cave series. i86x Hulme tr. Moquin-

I
Tandon 11, v. ii. 260 The "Cave-Spider, .is very common in

France and Italy. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 238 The
cave-hyaena, and "cave-tiger, are found associated with
the Ursus spelatus in the caverns.

t Cave, sb:1 Obs. [?for covie, cavey, Cavy]
Colloquial abbreviation of Cavalier.
1661 A. Urome Sengs 139 Then the Roundheads and Caves

agree.

t Cave, J*.3 Obs. or dial. [f. Cave v*] An
unwieldy toss of the head, or of a limb.
1808 Jamieson, Cave, a stroke, a push ; a toss—as signify-

ing to throw up the head. It is applied to the action of an
ox or cow. Ibid., A'aive, a tossing of the fore legs, rearing ;

when followed by prep, up, it denotes climbing.

t Cave, a. Obs. [a. F. cave hollow, ad. L.

cavus.] Hollow, concave. Of the moon : Waning
(L. luna cava Plin.). Of a month : Having less

than the usual number ofdays(late L. mensis cavus).

1540-64 Raynald Byrlh Mank. 61 Stooles made .. caue
or holowe in the middes. 1594 T. B. La Pritnaud. Fr.
Acad. 11. 356 The . . great veine called the cave or hollow
veine. 1657 Tomunson Renon's Disp. 264 Its flowers are
albid and cave like a scale. 1670 Flamsteed in Rigaud
Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 97 As if the parallax caused the
moon to be really cave. 1677 R. Cary Chronol. 1. 1. vii. 19
If the Month were Cave or Lame of 29 Days only.

Cave kf'v), i/. 1 [f. Cave sbS in various casual

j

applications.] Hence Caved ///. a.

L trans. To hollow, hollow out, excavate, make
into a cave. Cf. Cave (in) v.3

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2Dj, Is it possyble .

.

that an vlcere caued may growe togyther . . To cure caued
vlceres. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. v. 33 Vnder a steepe hilles

side, .where the mouldred earth had cav'd the banke. 186

1

Holme Lee Tuflongo 35 As if the ground were caved full

of hollow galleries.

2. intr. To lodge or lurk in a cave.
x6ix Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 138 Such as wee Caue heere,

hunt heere. x8a8 D. Moir in Blackw. Mag. 368 In the

same lair the tame beast and the wild Together caved.

3. trans. To place or inclose as in a cave.
1816 Byron Ch. HaK ill. lxxxiii, They Who in oppres.

sion's darkness caved had dwelt.

4. intr. To form a political 'cave' or cabal.
1881 L'pool Mercury 13 Jan. 5/4 The feeling that (to use

j
a new verb, now heard constantly in the lobby) to 'cave'
would be ungenerous.

Cave (kt;'v), v.- Also 6 Sc. caue, cawe, 9 dial.

keave, keve, kaive, kayve. [This includes

several senses of uncertain origin, the connexion of

some of which is j>erhaps only apparent. They
are taken here chronologically.]

1. intr. To fall as a thing does when overturned ;

to fall clumsily or helplessly. Usually with over,

back over. Sc. (Cf. Cave
1513 Douglas /Ends xi. xiii. 43 He cawis our [ed. 1553

cauis ouer], furth bokand stremys of blude. .11614 ]
Melyill Diary 32 (Jam.) Sitting down on a bedside, he
caves back over so that his feet stack out stiff and dead.

2. trans. To tilt and overturn ; to upset.

1854 Bampton Lane. Gloss, (ed. 2), Kayve, to upset, to

turn over. 'He's keyvt his cart.' 1879 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Word-bk., Cave, to turn over; to tilt up, so as to

empty. ' Now then, look aforeyo', or yo'n cave that bouk
o'er an' sheed all the milk.' 1882 Lane. Gloss. 171 A'ayve,

to overturn, to upset. Kayvt, upset, turned over.

3. To stick up in a tilted position.

1641 Best Famt. Bks. (1856) 45 To sette nine of the
sheaues with . . theire toppes cauen vp soe that they stande
just fower square, hauinge three sheaues on euery side, and
one in the midst.

4. To toss or push (any part of the body" in a

ponderous awkward way.
1808 Jamieson, Cave, keve, to push, to drive backward

and forward. To cave the head, to toss it in a haughty
or awkward way (like a horse or cow). Ibid, Kaive, to

toss the fore leg, to rear (as a horse, a goat). Batijfsh.

6. intr. (in same sense.)

1697 W. Cleland Poems 66 (Jam.) Up starts a priest .

.

And did not ceese to cave and paut While clyred back was
prickt and gald. 180a R. Anderson Cumbrld. Bail. 25
Sawney . . A whornpeypc dane'd, and keav'd and prane'd.
— 81 The laird's daft son..keaves as he wad wurry me.

1847-78 Halliwell, A'eave, to plunge, to struggle. Cumbld.

Cave (kJV), [Usually cave in : in meaning
identical with the dial. Calvk in (q. v.), and perh.

phonetically descended from it (cf. ha penny from

half-penny) ; but even if so, it has certainly been

associated with other senses of cave ; cf. esp. Cave
'to hollow', Cavk v.* 'to fall all of a heap'.

(All the earliest instances of cave in, in print, are from
America, and its literary use appears to have arisen there :

but, as the wonl is given as East Anglian by Forby, 1830,

and is widely used in Eng. dialects, it is generally con-

jectured to have reached the U.S. from East Anglia. Its

history requires further investigation.)]

1. To cave in : to fall in over a hollow, as the

earth on the side of a pit or cutting ; to fall in in

a concave form, as when the front of a vertical

section of earth or soil becomes concave in falling

forward, from the greater weight or momentum of

the higher part. Chiefly colloq.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 398 The cellars are walled
with brick . . to prevent the loose sand from caving in.

1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1859) 196 As some labourers
were digging to make an adjoining vault, the earth caved
in, so as to leave a vacant space almost like an arch. 1848
Bartlett Diet. Amer.(lB6o), To cave in, said of the earth

which falls down when digging into a bank. 1863 Kincslky
WaterBab. viii. 312 The roofcaved in bodily. 1883 Manch.
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Guard. i8 Oct. 4/7 Two brothers. .were at work, .disman-

tling an old pit shaft, when a portion of the sides caved in

and one of the men was partially buried.

2. Jig. colloq. To yield to pressure from above, or

from being morally or physically undermined ; to

break down, give way, give in, submit, collapse.

1837-40 Halliburton Sam Slick, Hum. Nat. ss(Bartlett)

He was a plucky fellow, and warn't a goin' to cave in that

way. 1848 New York Tribune 4 Mar. (Bartl.), [They] will

cave in.. though they talk loud against it now. 1851 T.

Parker Wks. (1863-71) VII. 372 Politician after politician

'caved in ' and collapsed. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. ix.

94 He felt so much better that he got up at six : but he

caved in soon after. 1859 H. Kingslev G. Hamlyn xxviit.

<D.\ A puppy, three weeks old, joins the chase with heart and

soul, but caves in at about fifty yards. 1880 J. Martineau
Hours Th. II. 268 The Romans . . found their empire cave

in for want of inward moral tension. 1887 Punch 12 Mar.

132/1 In the end Government caved in, and uncondition-

ally agreed to inquiry,

b. without ft*, slang,

1863 Reade Hard Cash I. 287 1 Now I cave.'

\ 3. trans, (causal.) To smash or ' bash ' in. rare.

1870 Miss Bridgman R. Lynne II. v. 115, I should like

to cave his head in.

Hence Cave-in sb.

1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 6 Sept., The most extensive

cave-in that has occurred in this region for years, nearly one

hundred acres of ground settling from four to six feet.

['Common in Suffolk.' F. Hall.]

tCave (kt7,v), vA Also dial, keave, keeave.

Obs. and dial, form of Chave, to separate chaff

and empty ears from the corn.

C 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 996 A place high, plain and
pure When nede is therto cave upon thi come. 1530

Palsgr. 479, I cave corne, Jescoux le grain. 1669 Wor-
lidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 323 To Cave, or Chave, is with a
large Rake, or such like Instrument, to divide the greater

from the lesser ; as the larger Chaff from the Corn or smaller

Chaff. Also larger coals from the lesser. 1855 Whitby
Gloss., To Keave, to rake the short straws and ears from

wheat on the barn floor.

Hence Caving vbl. sb., the action of separating

the chaff, etc., from corn
;
cavings, the chaff or ears

thus separated. Comb, caving-rake, -riddle.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. 121 They [young trees] will serve

for flayle-hande-staffes, cavinge-rake-shaftes . . and such other

like uses. 1807 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 208 The
short chaffy substance thus separated, is in some districts

termed cavings. 1865 Cornh. Mag. July 33 In the Midland
districts, ears of corn when thrashed are. .' cavvins'. 1877

Peacock A'. - W. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Cavings, refuse bits

of straw and dirt mixed with small corn, after threshing.

Caving-rake, a rake used for separating the long bits of straw

from corn before dressing. Caving-riddle, a riddle used

after threshing for separating the corn from the bits of short

straw which have come down the machine with it.

Caveach (kavrtf), sb. [a. Sp. escabeche (Min-

sheu escaveche) pickle for fish.] Mackerel pickled

in a certain way ; so called in the West Indies.

1822 Female Instructor 422 Caveach^ mackarel, cut up,

seasoned with spices and salt inserted in the pieces, fried

brown in oil, and when cold covered up in a jar.

Cavea ch, v. [f. prec. sb.] To pickle mackerel

or other fish according to a West Indian method.

1750 E. Smith Compl. House-wife 96 Mackrel to caveache.

1778 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. 50 To caveach Soles.

Cavear, -re, -ree, -ri, -ry, obs. ff. Caviare.

Caveat (k^-v^set), sb. Also 6 caviate, 6-7

caveate. [L. caveat let him beware, 3rd sing,

pres. subj. of cavere to beware.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 118 If he be tame, and haue ben
rydden vpon, than Caueat emptor, beware the byer.]

1. Law. A process in court (originally in ecclesi-

astical courts) to suspend proceedings ; a notice

given by some party to the proper officer not to

take a certain step until the party giving the notice

has been heard in opposition. Phrase, To enter

or put in a caveat : alsoJig. see 2 b.

1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 45 A Caveat they found entred

in the Bishops Office, by a Gentleman, one of the Petti-

Bag, who pretended a Title. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,

Caveat, used among the Proctors, when a person is dead,

and a competition ariseth for the Executorship, or Adminis-
tratorship, the party concerned enters a Caveat, to prevent

or admonish others from intermedling. 1667 Marvell Corr.

cxiv.Wks. 1872-5 II. 273, I entered caveats both atMr.Attur-
ny's and Mr. Sollicitor's. 1726Ayliffe Parerg: 145 A Caveat
in Law. .is an Intimation given to some Ordinary or Eccle-

siastical Judge, .notifying to him that he ought to beware
how he acts in such or such an Affair. 1818 Cruise Digest
V. 95 1884 Law Rep. 9 Probate Div. 23 The. .defendant,

one of the next of kin, entered a caveat,

2. transj. A warning, admonition, caution.

1557 Recorde Whetst. Y iij b, A caueat, to be ware of to

moche confidence. 1583 Stanvhurst /Eneis to. (Arb.) 85
Such od caueats, as I to the frendlye can vtter. 1646

S. Bolton Arraignm. Err. 50 A Caveat to you how you
live. 1651 Withe tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. iv. 248 Those
Caveats, whereof Astrologers do every year warn the people.

1712 Budgell Sped. No. 365 r 1, I design this Paper as a
Caveat to the Fair Sex. 1791 Boswell Johnson (1816) IV.

448 A caveat against ostentatious bounty and favour to

negroes. 1855 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. v. iii.

531 With this caveat let us now pass . . to more complex
cases.

b. To put in or enter a caveat (in senses 2 & 3).

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades {1592) 405 It pleased the
goodnesse of God by giuing the law to put in a caueat . . for

the tranquilitie of mankinde. 1600 Holland Livy xxvi.
xxiv. 602 They should put in a caveat, that he might have
no libertie to warre upon the ^Etolians. 1642 Fuller Holy

<V Prof. St. 1. xii. 37 She enters a silent caveat by a blush.

1755 Voung Centaur 1. Wks. 1757 IV. 116 Putting in a
caveat against the ridicule of infidels. 1875 E. WHITE
Life in Christ n. x. U878) 108 To enter a caveat against a

misconception.

1 3. A condition previously laid down ; a proviso,

reservation; = Caution sb. 2. Obs.

1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 370 M. Heskins fombleth out

the matter with a foolish caueat, that .. he suffreth not

violence. 1648 Gage West hid. xxt (1655) 196 Some were

offered me for nothing, with this caveat, that. . I must, etc.

f4. A precaution ; = Caution sb. 5. Obs.

1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. {1862) 539/1 The chiefest

caveat and provision in the reformation of the North must

be to keep out those Scottes. 1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. 54

Let them vse this caueat especially ; that they take but

little at a time. 1643 Burroughes Exp. Hosea ix. (1652)

310 God laid in a caveat and provision for the encourage-

ment of them.

5. U. S. Patent Laws. 1 A description of some-

invention, designed to be patented, lodged in the

office before the patent right is taken out, operat-

ing as a bar to applications respecting the same

invention, from any other quarter ' (Webster).

1879 G. Prescott SP. Telephone 256 A caveat, describing

this invention, was filed by Gray.

Caveat vk^'vz'i&t), v. [f. prec. sb.]

f 1. trans, a. To enter a caveat or caution

against, b. To serve with a caveat. Obs.

1661 Mro. Argyle Last Sp. 27 May in NaphtaU 288, I

would caveat this. 1707 Col. Ree. Peuu. II. 347 Charged
or Caveated the M r

. of the Rolls that he should make out

no Exemplification or Coppy thereof.

2. intr. To enter a caveat.

In mod. J )icts.

3. Fencing, (intr.) To shift one's sword from

one side to the other of one's adversary's sword, to

1 disengage \ Hence Caveating vbl. sb.

1652 Uhquhart Jewel Wks. (1834I 274 In case the adver-

sary after afinda, going to the parade, discover his breast

to caveat. 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Caveating; or

Disengaging, slipping the Adversary's Sword, when 'tis

going tot)ind or secure one's own. 1707 Hope New .Method

Fencing 82 This Contre-Caveating . . is a Circular Parade,

that is, a Man in performing it, forms with his Sword not

only one, but sometimes (according as his Adversary shall

Caveat or shun it) two or three Circles. 1753 Chambers Cycl.

Sitpp., Caveating is so necessary a motion in fencing, that

without it, there could be scarce any offensive part.

Caveator (k^-v/V^tai). [f. Caveat + -on.]

One who enters a caveat; see Caveat sb. 1, 5.

1881 Set* American Circular, After a Caveat has been

filed the Patent Office will not issue a patent for the same
invention to any other person without giving notice to the

Caveator. 188$ £<l™ Times LXXIX. 331/1 Fourteen days'

notice is given to the caveator.

Caveer, obs. form of Caviare.

Ca*vel f
sb. 1 north, dial. Forms : 4-8 cavil,

cavel, 5 kevelle, Sc. pi. caflis, 6 Sc. cauill, -yll,

-eill, 7 cavell, Sc. kavil, V 8 Sc. kevel, kevil, 8

Sc. kavel, 9 north, dial, kyeval, -el, etc. [Iden-

tical with Du. kavel lot, parcel {kavelcn to cast

lots, parcel out by loO, MDu. cdvele lot, MLG.
and MG. kavele * little stick (inscribed with runes)

for casting lots
1

Franck. Usually identified with

ON. kajli piece cut off, piece, bit, kefli cylinder,

stick, piece of wood ; but the connexion is not

fully traced.]

1. A lot (that is cast\ Now applied in the

Northumberland collieries to the lots which are

cast from time to time to determine in which
' bord ' each miner shall hew till the next cavelling.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18907, pan kest bai cauel [Gott. caueles ;

Fairf, lottis; Trtn. lottes] bam emell. Ibid. 21 157
Als pe cauel on him fell, a 1400 Sir Perc. 142 Sone ke-

velles did thay caste. 1513 Douglas sEneis 1. viii: 27 Be
cut or cavil that pleid sone partid was. i$^Gav Richt Way
{1887) 41 And thay suld cast cauels apone his kot [=coat].

a 1783 Gil Brenton xlviii. in Child Ballads 1. 69/1 The cavil

it did on me fa. 1852 Mining Gloss. 123, Kavels, lots cast

by the men at stated periods for the different working places,

b. The response of an oracle [transl. Lat. sors\

1513 Douglas /Eneis tv. vii. 31 The kavillis of Licia.

C. Jig. One's lot in life or in marriage, dial.

1768 Ross Hclenore 128 (Jam.), I should be right content

For the kind cavel that to me was lent. 1826 T. Wilson
Pitman's Pay. 1. xlviii, To please ma dowly cavel. Ibid.

in. Uvi, When Sail was for ma kyeval drawn.

t 2. Lot or share, in any joint privilege, liability,

or the like. Obs. or ? Sc.

i 1400 tr. Leges Quaiuor Burgorum xiii, He sail not

have lot nor cavill equallie with burgessis dwelland within

the burgh. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. Table 82 Lot, cut, and
cavill, hes place in ane half dacker of hides.

3. A division or share of property made by lot

;

an allotment of land.

1652 in Stonehouse Axholme (1839) 93 Part of the cavells

of 91 acres under Epworth. a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I

(1792) I. 230/1 (Jam.) 40 chalders of victual and silver rent

out of the bishops kavil. 1700 De la Pryme Diary
(1869) 316 A larg map having every field, ing, close,

mested, croft, cavel, intack, etc., in the whole parish in it.

1799 J.
Robertson Agric. Perth62 The first deviation from

run- rig was by dividing the farms into kavels or kenches,

by which every field, .was split down into as many jots as

there were tenants. 1805 State, Leslie of Po?uis, etc.

17 (Jam.) The Town and Bishop feued out this fishing in

shares, six of them called the King's cavil, and the other

six the Bishop's cavil. 1856 Best's Farm. Bks. 128 note.

t Ca vel, sb£ Obs. Chiefly Sc. Also 5 kevell.

[Of uncertain derivation : Jamieson suggests that

it is the ON. kefli (the same word as in prec.) used

first in the literal sense of ' stick, piece of wood
and then applied contemptuously to a man, * as

the vulgar call a raw-boned fellow a lang rung, a

stiff old man an auld stock *.]

1. Perhaps, a stick or stout staff.

(But it may be in sense 2.)

a 1550 Chrislis Kirke Gr. vii, The kensy cleikit to the

cavell, But, lord, than how thay luggit.

2. 'A low fellow
1

Jamieson).
c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (1840) 152 A kevell, corpulent of

stature. 1526 Skelton Magnyf. 2217 Ye, wilte thou,

hangman? I say, thou cavell. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre
2863 Ane cavell quhilk was never at the scule. 1706-11

in Watson's Coll. Sc. Poems iii. 501 Jam.) The Bride about the

Ring she skipped, Till out starts Carle and Cavel.

fCa'vel, v> Obs. exc. dial. [f. Cavel
a. intr. To cast lots. b. trans. To allot, ap-

portion. Hence Ca'velling vbl. sb.

c 1375 Bahholk St. Georgis 101 Quhetie be maste party Of
pe folk distroyt war vtrely Be sic cuttis and cawelynge.
1652 in Stonehouse Axholme (1839) 91 Lands lying in the

Isle of Axholme . . which . . were cavelled out, and allotted

to every Participant. 1805 State, Leslie of Powis, etc. 123

(Jam.) After the cavelling of the water in April. 1850 N. #
Q. Ser. 1. I. 473/2. 1887 R. O. Hesloi- in letter 2 Aug.,

Each collier draws his cavel, and the number on his ticket

is the number of the 'bord' at which he must hew for a
stated period, till another cavelling, takes place.

Cavel, -ell, obs. forms of Cavil.

Cavel, cavil, var. of Kevel (in a ship).

Cavelet k<F>'vlet). rare. A miniature cave.

1864 Linnet's Trial II. in. iii. 4 The aperture of one of

those supplemental cavelets. 1885 Chamb. Jrnl. 314 Open-
ings in the rocks to tiny cavelets.

Caveling, obs. f. Cavilling.
Cavelleir, obs. f. Cavalirb.

Cavellerie, cavelry, obs. ff. Cavalry.

f Cavenard. Obs. Perhaps the same as Cayn-
ARD (V error for cayettard).

(1300 Havelok 2389 Hede cauenard ! Wat dos thu here

at this pathe ?

Caveildish karvendij). [sec quot. 1^44.]

1. Tobacco softened and pressed into solid cakes.

1839 ihi a file of prices of Messrs. Grant, Chambers, & Co.,

London, of this elate. It is not in their circular of 1824).

1843 Hints to Freshmen (Oxford) 8 He has smoked Caven-
dish tobacco under the steadfast impression that it was the

mildest Turkey. 1844 Anstie in Rep. Comm. (Ho. of Com-
mons) Tobacco Trade Q. 33 ' Cavendish ' is a species of to-

bacco reckoned by the Excise under the general denomina-
tion of Roll. . I suppose the name is taken from the name of

the maker in America. I know of no other reason for the

name. 1879 K. Harrison Choice Bks. (1886) 70 Men. .read

it. .daily, just as they smoke cavendish. 1886 Pall Mali G.

19 June 6/1 The cakes are. .submitted to hydraulic pressure,

and in the end a substance is obtained of great solidity,

and which cuts like black marble. This is the cavendish

which army men, artists, and others affect.

2. Assumed name of the author {11. Jones) of a

treatise on Whist (,1862) ; often used allusively.

1878 H. H. Gibbs in B. Price Pract. Pol. Ecou., Like a

man having his Cavendish at his fingers' ends, who sits

down to play a rubber without seeing his cards.

Caver (k67i -v3i). Mining. ? Obs. [App. f.

Cave.] One who goes ' about the mines to beg

or steal ore from the miners' coes, or to steal their

stowes' (Tapping Gloss. Manlove's Chron.).

1653 Manlove Lead Mines 117 To keep in awe Such as

be cavers, or do rob men's Coes. 1678-96 Phillips, Cavers
(a word used by Miners), thieves that steal Oar out of the

Mines. 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet.,

Sj, Sauntle [is] the first pee or bit of Ore that the Cavers

find in a Morning by Purchassing.

Cavere, obs. form of Caviare.

Cavern (kse-vajn), sb. Also 4-7 cauerne, 5-6

kauerne. [a. F. caverne cave, ad. L. caverna

cave, den, cavity, f. cav-us hollow : see -ern.]

1. A hollow place under groUnd ; a subterranean

(or submarine) cavity ; a cave.

The Fr. caverne is the exact equivalent of Eng. cave ; F.

cave is a subterranean hollow generally, a cellar, etc. In

Eng., cave is the ordinary commonplace term, cavern is

vaguer and more rhetorical, usually with associations of

vastness, or indefiniteness of extent or limits.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11L ix. 82 pe crikes and be cauernes

of be see yhidd in be fioodes. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.

R. xiv. lvi. {1495) 487 In cauernes myes and crepynge wormes
make theyr dennes and nestes. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy

iv. xxxi, In rochys harde, and in kauernes lowe. 1601

Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 80 Where wilt thou [conspiracie] finde

a Cauerne darke enough To maske thy monstrous Visage ?

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 268 In hollow Caverns Ver-

mine make abode. 1752 Johnson Rambl. No. 33 T 5, I

will teach you to., bring out from the caverns of the moun-

tains metals. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. 1. 23 Mountains of

the earth, the caverns of the ocean. 1795 Southey Jean of

Arc 1. 293 A spacious cavern, hewn amid The entrails of

the earth. 1815 Moore Lalla R. viii, Terrific caverns

gave Dark welcome to each stormy wave. 1862 Stanley

Jew. Ch. I. xv. 300 Vast caverns open in the mountain side.

f 2. Applied to the cavity of the ear, the frontal

sinus, etc. ; also to interstices between particles. Obs.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 263 The cauerne and structure of the

Eare. 1729 Shei.vocke Artillery 11. 108 Being reduced to

a fine Meal, it [Gunpowder] loses all its little Caverns or

Pores. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 463 The small

spungy bones of the upper jaw, the caverns of the forehead,

26-a
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3. attrib. and Comb., as cavern-door, -house,

-pagoda, -temple, -well ; cavernhold, nonce-wd.

after household \
cavern-limestone, 'the carbon-

iferous limestone of Kentucky, so called from the

innumerable caves which its hard -strata contain
1

(Bartlett) ;
cavern-like a.

183a Dk la Beche Geo/. Man. 181 The theoretical con-

clusions that have been deduced from "cavern bones. 1785

Pope Odyss. ix. 22 [They] croud the "cavern-door. 1791

CowpfcK Odyss. ix. 434 Like whelps against his "cavern-

floor he dashed them. 1873 M. Collins Miranda I. 185

The various rude household or "cavernhold implements
which the Troglodyte had used. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <y

It. Jrnls. 1 1872) I. 30 A *cavern-like gloom. 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits xvi. Wks. (Bohn) II. 123 The gates of the old

*cavern temples.

Cavern karvsm), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To enclose or ensconce as in a cavern.

(.1630 Risdon Surv. Devon § 215 <i8io) 225 The river i>.

gathered into such a streight. .that it seemeth to cavern
itself. 1805 Southey Modoc in Azt. xiii, Now the child

From light and life is cavem'd. 1822 Byron Werner 11. ii.

351 Sickness sits cavem'd in his hollow eye.

2. To hollow out, so as to fonn a cavem.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlvii. (1856) 438 The sharpness

and Doldness of the lines where they were caverned and
cloven down, i860 Emerson Cond. Life viL Wks. (Bohn)
II. 421 The dungeons .. dug and caverned out by grum-
bling, .people. 1887 Scribner's Mag. II. 452 Places of exit

of the caveming streams.

3. intr. To lurk in a cavern ; to den.

i860 S. Dobell in Macm. Mag. Aug. 326 Where the last

deadliest rout Of furies cavern, to cast out those Daemons.

Cave'rnal, rare. [f. L. caverna cavern +

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a cavern.

1803 G. S. Faher Cabiri II. 266 Hades may be thecaver-

nal space immediately beneath the shell of the earth. 1816
— Orig. Pagan Idol. I. p. lxx, The two-peaked mountain
and sacred cavernal door.

Caverned (kx vajnd), ///. a. [f. Cavern.]
1. Having caverns ; hollowed out into caverns.

171510 Pope Iliad 11. 852 Antron's watry dens, ami
cavem'd ground. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. iv. 1161 Blind

recesses of the caverned rocks.

2. Formed as or like a cavern.

1847 Disraeli Tanircd VI. vii, Stealing into the caverned
chamber.

3. Enclosed or ensconced in a cavem.
1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 42 No cavem'd Hermit rests

self-satisfied. 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. xi. 140 There
is rest on the surface of the caverned lake.

Cavernous 1 koe'vajnas), a. [ad. L. tavtmds*
us (in It. cavernosa, Fr. cavemos, F. cavemeux),
in same sense, f. caverna : see Cavern and -ocs.]

1. Abounding in caverns.

1447 Bokenham Seyntvs (1835) 108 This hyl is craggy and
eke cavernous. 1605 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth in. i.

1 1723) 158 These Countryes being all Mountainous and
Cavernous. 1750 Warburton Julianw. vi. iR.) The town
and temple of Delphi were seated on a bare and cavernous
rock. 1853 Phillips Rivers Yorksh. iii. in The moun-
tains are thoroughly cavernous.

2. Full of, or characterized by, cavities or inter-

stices
;

having a porous texture ; hollow in the

middle. (,Cf. Cavern sb. 2.)

1597 Lowe Ckirurg. (1634) 116 It [cancer! is hard, un-
euuafl, and cavernous, or hollow. 1731 Bailey, Cavernous
ulcer is an Ulcer whose Entrance is straight, and the
Bottom broad, wherein are many Holes filled with malig-
nant Matter. 1811 Pinkerton P*tral. 1 1. 403 The cavern-
ous pumice-stone of Lipari. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys.
302 The Human Spleen has no true cavernous structure.

1876 T. Hardy Hand 0/ Ethetberta \. 1 18 Till the fire had
grown haggard and cavernous.

3. Of the nature of or resembling a cavern; hollow.
1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 261 Some huge cavernous

apertures into which the sea flows. 1865 E. C. Clayton
Cruel Port. III. 75 His thickeyebrows casting deepshadow*
on his cavernous eyes. 1853 Kanr Grinnell Ex/, xxiv.

(1856) 193 The cavernous recess of its cliffs.

4. Of or pertaining to a cavern.

1833 I. Taylor Fanat. iv. 84 This cavernous inspiration.

1839 Bailey Festus U852' 142 Cavernous darkness.

Hence Cavernously atlv., in a cavernous way.
1849 Blackiv. Mag. LXVI. 420 A rock that was cavern-

ously hollow at the base. 1885 G. Mereoitii Diana II.

xii. 277 The Fates.. were then beginning cavernously their

performance of the part of the villain.

Cavernulated (kavo\mi/?b_Mted\ a, [f. as

next + -ATE I + -ED 1
.] Formed into a minute

cavity ; also = next.

1875 Quain Anat. II. 102 The newly formed bone and.

.

its cavernulated structure.

Cavernulous (kava mi/?bs\ a. [f. L. ca-

vemu/a, dim. of caverna cavern, cavity + -ouh.]

Characterized by minute cavities, porous.
1757 Lewis in Phil. Trans. I. 154 The mass.. turned out

cavernulous and brittle. 1803 J. Black Led. Ckem. III.

326 (I*) Copper will not cast either solid or tenacious, but
is cavernulous and weak.
Cavery, obs. form of Caviare.
Cavesson vkrcvesan). Forms: 6 cauetzan,

7 cavezan ; cavechin
; 7-9 caveson, 8 cavezon,

(cavesion, 9 cavason), 7- cavesson. [a. F.
cavecon, ad. It. cavezzone, augmentative of cavezza
halter (cf. Sp. cabezon shirt-collar). Ital. had
another derivative form, cavczzana, whence the
earlier Eng. form cavezan. Dier associates It.

I
cavezza, OF. chevece, with Sp. cabeza, Yt. cabeissa

head, repr. L. capitia, from capitium ( head-cover-

ing , later ' the opening in a tunic for the head '.]

A kind of nose-band of iron, leather, or wood, 1

'fixed to the nostrils of a horse, to curb or render

him manageable through the pain it occasions

'

(Stocqueler Mil. Encycl. ).

1598 Florio, Cauezzana, a cauetzan or headstraine. 161

1

Cotgr., Camorre, a sharpe and double-edged Cavesson of
yron, for an vnruly horses nose. — Cavecon, a cauechin, 1

or cauesson, for a horses nose. 1618 M. Baret Horseman-
ship Cures 38 Extreame commanding bits and tormenting 1

; cauezans. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch. Author 17 That
Pegasus, .whichothers rather chuse to ride rather in a Cave-

'

son. 1715 Bradley Fam. Diet. I. s. v. Colt
}
The Cavesion

j

being placed upon the tender Gristle of his Nose. 1840
Blain Encycl. Eur. Sports 287 The cavesson is the first

active restraint applied to all saddle horses. 1863 Gambler s
\

Dream III. 201 No more chance with them than a colt in a
cavason. 1875 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Sports 11. 1. viii. 451.

II Cavetto (kave'tto). Arch. [It. cavctto, dim.
\

1 of cavo, f. L. cav-us hollow: see Cave.] 'A
hollowed moulding, whose profile is the quadrant

! of a circle. It is principally used in cornices *
;

I
(Gwilt Encycl. Archil.}.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 268 We will describe a
Cavetto. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <y Art L 174 The
bedmould should consist of an ovolo, fillet, and cavetto.

|

1876 Gwilt Encycl. Archit. 805 The cavetto, mouth, or
hollow is chiefly used as a crowning moulding . . By work-

j

men it is frequently called a casement,

Cavey, Cavialy, var. of Cavie, Caviare.
Cavezan, -zon, obs. ff. Cavesson.
Caviar, caviare (see below). Forms: 6

chauiale, 7 cavialy ; 6 cavery, 7 caveari, cave-
ary, (cauearee), cauiarie, 7-8 caviary ; cave-
ar e, caveer, (7 gaueare, cavere, cavajar, ca-

vayer, 8 cavier, kavia ; 7- caviare, caviar.

[Of uncertain origin, found in Turkish as ^b^l^

khdvydr; in Italian in 16th c. as caviale (whence
16th c. F. cavial, Sp. cavial, 16th c. Eng. cavialy),

alio as caviar

o

t
whence F. and Pg. caviar.

(' It has no root in Turkish, and has not the look of a
[

Turkish word. Redhouse in his M.S. Thesaurus marks it

as Italian-Turkish, looking upon it as borrowed from
Italian.

1
Prof. Ch. Rieu.)

In English occurring with great variety of spelling

and pronunciation, after Italian and French, with
various native modifications. Originally, cavia ly,

'

-ale, -a rie, -d're was of 4 syllables, with accent on
the penult, as in Italian, but was sometimes reduced
to 3 syllables, by slurring -id-, as -yd-, and later

with the accent shifted to the first syllable. As
early as 1625, the final e, in caviare, caveare, was

,

often dropped in speech, and later also in writing,

giving caviar, cavear cf. F. caviar), pronounced
(kavijau, -e*u , sometimes (kav,ya\i, -ye*M\ and
perh. also with accent shifted (ka viaj, -wj, -yw).

About 1700, prevalent forms were cavea r, cavet'r,

riming with prepare, ant! cheer ; the latter pronun-
ciation appears to have been the only one in com-
mon use in the end of the i8thc.

f
for Walker, 1797,

who spells caviare and pronounces (kavi«*-j), says,
' Either the spelling or the pronunciation of this word

should be altered, .the ancient spelling seems to have been
Caviare ; though Buchanan and Bailey, in compliance
with pronunciation, spell it Caveer, W. Johnston Cavear,
and Ash, as a less usual spelling, Cavier.

Smart (1846) pronounces {,kaviye»j), Webster has

the accent on first syllable (karvi|iu) ;
prevalent

pronunciations in England at present are kavi
(
a j,

kav,yau, which arc ctymologically the best, also

(kavi|e>i), and as in Smart. Shakspere*s caviarie,

and Swift's cavee r, are recognized archaic forms.]

L The roe of the sturgeon and other large fish

obtained from lakes and rivers of the cast of

Europe, pressed and salted, and eaten as a relish.

a. cavialy, caviarie, and allied forms :

1591 G. Fletchkr Russe Cowmw. (1857) 12 Of Ickaryor
cavery, a great quaniitie is made upon the river of Volgha.
1598 F.puTario H ij, Todresse a kind of meat of the spawne
of Sturgions, called Chauiale. a 161s Harington Epigr.
111. (1633) 33 Yet eatst thou Bingoes and potato Rootes And
Gaueare, but it litle bootes. a 1616 Beaum. & Fu Passion.
Madnr. v. 353 (N.* Laugh - wide—loud—and vary- . . One
that ne'er tasted caveare. 1616 Blllokar, ChmWA
strange meate like blacke sope. i6ao Skklton Quix. IV.
xiii. 103 Black Meat called Caviary, made of Fishes Eggs.
i6a6 Bacon Syh-a § 835 Red-Herrings, Caueary, Parmizan,
&c. 1639 Nabhks Spring's Glory, Anchoves & Caveary.
1655 Moufkt Si Bennet Health's Imprm: (1746) 364 As
for Cavialy. .the Italian Proverb will euer be true. . He that

eateth of Cavialies, Kateth Salt, Dung, and Flies. 170a
W.

J.
tr. Bruyn's Voy. Levant xiii. 170 They eat it . . like

Caviary. 1711 1800 BAiLEY.tVr'mry [1731-61 alsoC*?tw"rl.

&. caviare, caviar~elc, of 3 or 2 syllables.

i6zo E. Blolnt Obserx».
«fr Disc. (N.t, That the only deli-

cacies tie mushrooms, caveare, or snails. 16*4 Capt. Smiim
j

Virginia ft, 311 Cauiare and Puttargo. 1628 Wither
Brit. Rememb. 1. 345 Cavear, and twenty such like babies.

1663 R. Head Hie et V'bioue 24 Potargo, Cavere, Olives and
! such like. 1673 Ray Journ. Loxv-C. II. 353 The red Cavear

. . made of the eggs or roe . .of the Cyprinus. 1680 Morden
1 Geog. Red. (1685) 62 Oyl and Cavayer al>out Volga. Ibid.

77 Three or 400 weight of Caveer. 1698 J. Cklll Muscovy
,

163 (N.) Caviare, or cavajar (by the Russians called ikary).
1708 Mottlux Rabelais IV. xviii, Pots of Cavier. 1708 W.
King Cooitry (1807) 73 What lord ofold, would bid las cook
prepare Mangoes, potargo, champignons, caveare 1 1730
Swift Panegyr. Dean, And, for our home-bred British
Cheer, Botargo, Catsup, and Caveer. 1740 R. Brookes
Art ofAngling 1. xxxii. 74 A sort of Edible which they call
Cavear, or Kavia. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1863 1 1 1. 1. vi.

267 A kind of cavier. 176a P. H. Bruce Mem. vn. 336
What the Russians call Ikari, and we caviar. 1837 M.
Donovan Dom. Econ. 1 1 . 189 The roe is made into a caviare.

1853 Sover Pantroph. 217 Caviar of an inferior quality.
1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 325 Russian caviare.

b. The circumstance that caviar is generally
unpalatable to those who have not acquired a taste

for it, is referred to by Shakspere in a phrase
which has become one of the commonplaces of
literary quotation and allusion.

160a Shaks. Ham. ti. ii. 457 For the Play I remember
pleas'd not the Million, 'twas Cauiarie to the General! : but
it was. .an excellent Play. i8sa Hazlitt Men * Mann.
Ser. 11. iiL d86o> 77 Nothing goes down with them but what
is caviare to the multitude. 18*7 Scott Two Drm'ers i,

His own legends of clanfights and creaghs. .would have
been caviare to his companion. 1847 Barham Ingold. Leg.,
St. Dunstan, The fare to which I allude, With as good
table-beer as ever was brewed, Was ail ' caviare to the
multitude'. 1880 Literary World 13 Feb. 100/2 They ..

will be considered caviare to the general public.

Cavicorn (kae-vik^jn . Zool. [f. L. cavus
hollow + corttu horn.] A quadruped having hollow
horns : one of a family {Cavicornia) of Ruminants.
Cavie k^ vi). Sc. Also cavey, oavy. [app. a.

MDu. kevie, Du. or Flem. kevie, 16th c. Flem. also
kavie (Plantin i^73\cage, coop, corresp. toOHG.
chevia, MHG. kevje, Ger. kafig% kdfich cage :—
WGer. kavia str. fern., a. late L. *cavia, for cavea
cage, coop, den, etc., f. cavus hollow.]
A hen-coop ; a house for fowls.

1756 Mrs. Calderwood JmL v. (1884) 142 It is just like
a cavy full of men, instead of hens. 1805 J. Nicol Poems
II. 90 (Jam.) Nor duck, nor turkie-cavie enter'd. 1808
Mayne Siller Gun 56 (Jam.) Croose as a cock in his ain
cavie. i8a8 Scott F. M. Perth xxv, Cooped up in a
convent, like a kain-hen in a cavey.

Cavier, obs. form of Caviare.
Cavil (koe vil), sb. [f. the verb.]

1. A captious, quibbling, or frivolous objection.
1570 Lkvins Manip. 124 A cauill, calumnia. 1581 J.

Bell Haddon's Anstv. Osor. 33^2, I come now to the
other part of your cavill, which is in all respecles as untrue
and frivolous. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. 1. 302 That's but
a cauill. 1656 Hobbes Si* Less. Wks. 1845 VII. 227 The
ninth objection is an egregious cavil. 1735 Berkeley
Free-thinking in Math, ft 50 Whether there may not be
fair objections as well as cavils. 1850 Gladstone Glean.
V. xliv. 2oo To meet this technical cavil on the wording of
the Statutes.

2. The raising of frivolous objections
;
cavilling.

a 1600 Hooker (J.), Wiser men consider how subject the
best things have been unto cavil. 1611 Bible Pre/, init.,

If there be any hole left for cauill to enter (and cauill, if it

doe not finde a hole, will make one). 1729 Butler Serm.
Wks. 1874 II. Pref. 9 The first seems . . the least liable to
cavil and dispute, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) I. v. 144
His measures were sure to be the subject of perpetual cavil.

1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. viii. 183 There was no
candidate whose claims were altogether without cavil.

t 3. [cf. L. cavilla.] A flout, gibe, jeer. Obs.
1615 Chapman Odyss. xxu. 235 Eunueus on his just in-

fliction passd This pleasureable cavil.

4. Comb., as cavil-proof adj.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. in. viii ftn James, .granted them
a new Corporation Cavill-proof against all exceptions.

Cavil (kae vil), v. Also 6-7 cavel^l. [a. OF.
cavill-er (14th c. in Godef.) to mock, jest, rail,

'to cauill, wrangle, reason crossely, speake ouer

thwartly' (Cotgr.), ad. L. cavilldri (whence also

It. cavillare, Sp. cavilar, Pg. cavillar), to practise

jeering or mocking, satirize, jest, reason captiously,

f. cavilla a jeering, scoffing, raillery.]

1. intr. 1 To raise captious and frivolous objec-

tions
1

(J.) ; to object, dispute, or find fault un-

fairly or without good reason. Const, at, about

( formerly also against* with, on).

1548 Uuai.l, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark u. 19 b, Wheras ye
can not thwarte and cauyll in the thynges you see doen
before your iyes, 1964 Brief Exam. ***** Hj b, Men
dyd not cauill agaynst theyr whyte vestures. 1596 Shaks.
1 Hen. IV, 111. 1. 140 But in the way of Bargaine .. He
cauill on the ninth part of a hayre. 1597 Morley Introd.

Mus. 28 Let no man cauil at my doing in that I have
ihaunged my opinion. 1635 Swan Spec. M. i. $ 3(1643' M
After this manner, such mockers reasoned ana cavilled

with S. Peter. 164s Rogers Naaman 8 He . . who ca-

veiled against the Prophet. 1750 Wakhlrton Lett, late

Prelate (1809) 61 Without finding anything considerable

to cavil with you upon. 1798 Malthus Popul. (1878) 88
When the harvest is over tney cavil about losses, a 185a

Webster Wks. '1877) VI. 163 Those who do not value

Christianity, .cavil about sects and schisms. 1871 Rossetti
Dante at I'er. tin. To cavil in the weight of bread And to

see purse-thieves gibbeted. 1884 Sir W. Brett in Law
Times Rep. LI. 530/1 The rule exists, and I have not the

smallest intention of cavilling at it.

j* b. with object-clause. Obs.
1570 Billinosley Euclid i. ix. 19 He may cauill that the

hed of the equitater triangle shall not fall betwene the two
right lines. 1714 Gay What d ye call it Pref, They cavil

at it as a Comedy, that I had partly a View to Pastoral.
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2. trans. To object to or find fault with cap-

tiously.

1581 J. Bell IIaddon's Anna. Osor. 232/2 This were

perhappes not altogether from the purpose, that is cavilled.

1621 Br. Mountagu Diatribes 422 Nor can you cauill him
for leauing out the word. 1667 Milton /'. L\ X. 759 Wilt

thou enjoy the good, Then cavil the conditions? 1750

Warburton Wks. (1811) VIII. 96 The testimony of Amm.
ilarcellinus, decisive as it is, hath been cavilled. 1875 H.

E. Manning Mission H. Ghost ix. 256 There are men whose
intellectual pride cavils and perverts . . every truth of the

revelation of God.

*f b. with away, out : To do away with, bring

out, by cavilling.

164* Milton Apol. Sweet. (1851) 294 His seventh section

labours to cavill out the flawes which were found in the

Remonstrants logick. 1645 W. Jenkyn Serm. 28 'Tis this

which doth cavill away our peace and holinesse.

+ 3. in sense of L. cavilldri. Obs.—°
1570 Levins Manip. 126 Cauil, calumniari, cauillari.

1613 R. C. Tabie Alph. (ed. 3), Canity to iest, scoffe, or

reason subtilly. 1616 in Bullokar.

Cavil, variant of Kevel (in a ship).

Cavil(l, var. of Cavel, lot.

Cavillation (ksevilt7i'j3n\ Forms : 4 kaue-
lacion, 4-6 cauel(l)acion, (-acyoun, etc.), 4-7
cau-, cavil(l)-, cavyl(l)acion, 6 cauel(l)ation, 7

cavilation, 5- cavillation. [a. F. cavillation

(13th c. cavillacion in Littre), ad. L. cavilldtion-em

a jeering, scoffing, in med.L. a legal subterfuge,

chicane, f. cavilldri (see Cavil v.).] Cavilling.

1. fa. In early use, esp. The making of captious,

frivolous, quibbling, or unfair objections, argu-

ments, or charges, in legal proceedings ; the use

of legal quibbles, or taking advantage of technical

Maws, so as to overreach or defraud ;
hence,

chicanery, trickery, overreaching sophistry. Obs.

c 1340 Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 2275 Nawber fyked I, ne fla5e,

freke, quen bou myntest, Ne kest no kauelacion. 138.

WvcLiFiiV/. Wks. III. 198 Ne cavyllacion ne procuratour

schal be bere. 1413 Lydg. Pylgr. Soivle iv. xxix. (1859) 62

Yf lawes be keped stably withoute ony cauyllacions, or fals

fauoure of persones. a 1500 Songs Carols (Wright) 66

(Matz.) Was not Adam. . Arystotyll, Vergyll, by a womans
cavylacion Browt to iniquyte and to mych woo ? 1549 Cotupt.

Seot. 167 Aye inuentand cau'illatione and vrang titilis to

hef ther nychtbours heretagis. 1631 Bp. Webbe Quietn.

(1657) 190 If these accusations, .are mere surmises or forged

cavilations. 1636 Featly Clavis Myst. xxix. 373 Bribery

and forged cavillations [haunt] the courts of justice.

b. — Cavilling.
c 1540 Life of Fisher Wks. 11. (1887) Introd. 41 Lest some

cavillacion might in time arise about this matter. 1671

TrueNon-Conf 1 20 Those who have cleared this point above
cavillation. 11734 North Exam. 11. v. r 132 We have

instead of a Narration, a World of Cavillation. 1838-9

Hallam Hist. Lit. II. 11. iii. § 16. 112 A good deal more
follows in the same sophistical style of cavillation.

c. — Cavil sb. 1. arch.

153a MoreA ns7u. Frith Wks. 835/2 To trifle out the trouth

of Goddes wordes ; with cauillacions grounded vpon goddes
other wordes. 1540 Raynald Byrt/t Man (1634) Prol. 9
With diuers other such like cauillations and reasons.

C 1645 Howell Lett. (1688) IV. 468 Left-handed Arguments,
approaching the nature ofcavillations. 1866 Motley Dutch
Rep. vi. ij. 797 Provided it were interpreted healthily, and
not dislocated by cavillations and sinister interpolations.

f2. = L. cavillatio, a jeering, scoffing. Obs.—°
1623 Cockeram 11, Merry Taunts, Cauillations. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Cavillation, a mock or jest.

t Ca"viUato:ry, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type

*cavillatori-us of a cavillator Caviller (agent sb.

f. cavilldri) : see -ory.] Of the nature of cavilling.

1641 Ansiv. to Vind. Smectymnuus Pref. 10 The con-

tradiction they would raise . . is meerly cavillatory. 1643
Prynne Sov. Power Pari. iv. 14 These Cavillatory Objec-
tions against the Parliaments proceedings.

Caviller (karvib.i). [f. Cavil v. + -KB.] One
who cavils ; a captious or frivolous objector, a

quibbling disputant.

1574 Whitgipt Def. Aunnv. 429 (R.) You are but a shift-

ing cauiller. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 505 Of greater moment
than perhaps Detractors and Cavillers imagine. 1759 John-
son Rasselas xxx, That it is doubted by single cavillers,

can very little weaken the general evidence. 1869 Spurgeon
J. Ploughm. Talk 17 Cavillers . . find fault for the sake of
showing^ off their deep knowledge.

Cavilling' (karvilirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ing >.] The action of the verb to Cavil ;

captious

objection or frivolous fault-finding.

1565-78 Cooper Thesaur., Captio in verbis, captious
cavilling in wordes. 1656 Artif. Handsomeness 66 These
..fall to cavillings and menacings. 1840 Carlyle Heroes
(1858) 361 Bottomless cavillings and questionings about
written laws. 1857 Buckle Civilis. I. 751 It is not such
petty cavilling which can destroy an European reputation.

Ca'villing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing ^.] That
cavils, captious

;
also, fraudulent, sophistical

{obs.).

1578 Banister Hist. Mamv. 63 To shunne. . the cauelyng
tauntes of straungers. 1582 Bentley Mon. Matrones 11.

204 The caueling aduersarie, the enimie of mankind, 1633
T. Stafford Pac. Hid. iii. (1821) 258 They did use to buy old
caveling titles. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 239 An Ignorant
Grammarian or a CavelUng Logician. 1692 Bentley Boyle
Lect. iv. 116. 1835 Willis Pencillings II. xxxix. 18 The
most cavilling mind must applaud their devoted sense of
duty.

Hence Cavillingly adv., in a cavilling manner
;

Cavillingness, the disposition to cavil.

1563 Foxe A. .*(- M. (1596) 46/1 Nero and Domitian..

cautMinglie obiected against our doctrine. 1642 J. Eaton
Free Justif 273 As they likewise cavillingly object. 1818

Todd Cavillingness.

t Ca'villous, a. Obs. [ad. L. cavillos-us (f.

cavilla : see Cavil and -ous' ; or ad. OF. cavillcus,

-eux in same sense.] Full of cavils or cavilling

;

(of persons) apt to cavil.

157a Buchanan Detect. Mary in H. Campbell Love-lett.

Mary Q. Scots 140 Though we would shift it off by cavil-

lous expounding. 1577 Hellowes Gueuara's Chron. 330
Bassian was . . also more cauillous and troublesome. 1645
Digby Man's Soul viii. (1657) 78 Cavillous scruples, and wild

doubts. 1726 Ayliffe Parerg. 56 Cavillous and unfaithful

Advocates, by whose Fraud and Iniquity, Justice is de-

stroy'd. 1851 Gallenga tr. Marriotti's Italy 354 The
war-ministry were lukewarm, cavillous, impracticable.

Hence f Ca'villously adv. ; Cavillousness.
1561 T. Norton Calvin s Inst. 1. xiii. (1634) 59 Falsly and

cavillously they ascribe unto us a device oftheir owne braine.

1648 Milton Observ. A rt. Peace (1851J 559 By the Covenant
it self, since that so cavillously is urg'd against us.

[Cavilon, mistake for cavison — Cavesson.
a 1641 Suckling Brennoraltm. \, Rid with Cavilons, and

with harsh curbs.]

t Ca*vilsome, a. Obs. rare. [f. Cavil + -some.]

Of the nature of cavil, cavilling.

1611 W. Sclater Key (1629) 270 In despight of all cauil-

some premisses. 1621 — Tythes (1623) 1 None except cauil-

some contradiction.

Cavin (kie-vin). Mil. [a. F. cavin-.-OY. ca-

vain, f. L. cavus hollow.] A hollow way or natural

hollow, sufficiently capacious to hold a body of

troops, and facilitate their approach to a fortress.

1708 in Kersey ; in Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets.

Caving (k^-virj),^/. sb. 1 [f. Cave^. 1 + -ING 1
.]

The action of Cave v. y

1867 Jean Ingelow Story ofDoom yi. 23 The moon hath
grown again in heaven, After her caving.

Ca'ving, vbl. sb.'- [f. Cave z>.3 + _ing 1.] The
action ofCave v.'-'', lit. and fig. ;

usually caving in.

1857 R. Tomes Amcr. in Japan xiv. 330, Stakes or palis-

ades are driven in along the cuttings, to prevent the earth

from caving. 1865 Daily Tel. 18 Oct. 7/4 There will be

such a caving-in and bulging-out of worthless party walls.

1870 Echo n Nov., The public regard ^suspiciously. They
seem to think it the prelude to 'caving in'.

Caving, -ings, caving-rake : see Cave vA
Ca'ving, ppl. a. [f. Cave v. + -ing 2

.] Form-
ing caves, overhanging. Also, Falling in, through

being hollowed out beneath.
1850 Lyell 2nd Visit U. S. II. 214 A caving bank on one

side, and an advancing sand-bar .. on the other. ^11877
Ouida Tricotrin I. 350 The deep slopes of caving cliffs.

Cavish : see under Cavy sb. 1

Cavitary (karvitari), a. and sb. [f. L. cavitas

hollow, cavity + -ary ; cf. voluntas, voluntary.]

f 1. Having a cavity : used as an epithet of those

intestinal worms which have a distinct mouth and

anus. (Adaptation of Cuvier's term, vers cavi-

taires, in his division of intestinal worms.) Also

as sb. Obs.

1835 Kirby Hal>. $ Hist. Anim. I. xi. 319 The Infusories

and Polypes, and the Cavitaries of that author (Cuvier).

1836-9 Todd Cycl.Anat. II. 11 7/1 A third order of Cavitary

Entozoa. 1847 Nat. Encyct. I. 751/2 The cavitary intes-

tinal worms {cwlelmiutha).

2. Of the nature of, or belonging to, a cavity.

1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. VII, xiii. 397 A small

cavitary vesicle. 1878 Bell Gegeubaucr's Comp. Auat. 51

The hollow cavitary system which forms the haemal passages.

Cavitied (karvitid), ppl. a. [f. next + -ed.]

Having cavities.

a 1864 Owen is cited by Webster.

Cavity (karviti). Also 6 cauyte, cauitie.

[a. F. cavite, in 13th c. cavcte, { = cavitd, Sp.

cavidad), on L. type *cavitdt-ew (prob. in late L.

or Romanic), f. cav-us hollow : see -ity.]

*|* 1. Hollowness. Obs. rare.

a 1679 T. Goodwin Wks. III. 565 (R.) The fire of an oven
. . into which fire is put to heat it, and the heat made more
intense by the cavity or hollowness of the place.

2. A hollow place ; a void or empty space within

a solid body.
1541 R. Copland Galyens Terap. 2 Dj, Before that the

cauyte be replete with flesshe. 1603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor. 1022 The cavities as well of the mouth as of the

stomacke. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth (1723) I. 24

Within or without the Shell, in its Cavity or upon its Con-
vexity. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 3 Creatures

whose hearts are divided into four cavities—Mammalia and
Birds. 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I. viii. 159 ' The well

the deep cavity sunk in the earth by the art of man. 1878

Huxley Physiogr. 192 Little cavities, or vesicles, in this

scoria, or cellular lava.

3. *In naval architecture, the displacement formed

in the water by the immersed bottom and sides of

the vessel ' (Smyth Sailors IVord-bk.).

c 1850 Rudim. Navtg. (Weale) 104 Centre ofCavity, or of

Displacement, the centre of that part of the ship's body
which is immersed, and which is also the centre of the ver-

tical force that the water exerts to support the vessel.

Cavolinite (kzevelf-nsit). A/in. [Named 1826,

after Cavolini, an Italian naturalist : see -ite.] A 1

variety of nephelite, found on Vesuvius, character- 1

ized by a silky lustre.

1826 Amcr. 7ml. Sc. XI. 260. 1

II CavO-rilie'VO. [It. {ka.-vo rzlye-v^; =hollow
relief.] A style of relief in which the highest

portions of the figures are on a level with the

general surface ; much used in Egyptian sculpture.

Cavort (kav/ut), v. U. S. vulgar. [Etymology
uncertain. Bartlett says, a corruption of curvet.

The Slang Diet. 1874 has ' Cavaultiug, in vulgar phrase
equivalent to " horsing "

; Lingua Franca cavolta. From
this comes the Americanism "cavorting" running or riding

j

around in a heedless or purposeless manner'. But these

statements require verification. Webster (Suppl.) conjec-

tures Sp. cavar to dig, excavate, paw as a horse ; which
I has nothing to recommend it. J

intr. To curvet, prance, caper about, frisk, bound :

said of a horse, or rider, and hence transf.

a 1848 Major Jones's Courtsh. 41 (Bartlett) A whole gang
. .came ridin' up, and reinin' in, and prancin' and cavortin'.

— Georgia Scenes ibid., On horseback . . he cavorted most
magnanimously. 1843-4 Haliuurton Sam Slick Eng. xv.

(Hoppe) Old Clay in a pastur' .. snortin', cavortin', attitu-

dinizin' of himself. 1873 Bailey Life in Danbury 58 For
one whole hour you have been cavorting around on that

bed. Ibid. 110 A snapping and cracking, and general
cavorting of hemlock timber, new shingles, window glass.

1883 B. Haute Cart/. Woods i. 9 Cavorting round this yer

I spot for the last half-hour.

t Ca'VOUS, a. Obs. [ad. L. caves-us, f. cav-us,

I

-um, hollow : see -OUS.] Hollow, concave.
1608 Molyneux in Phil. Trans. XX. 217 One of the joints

I of the Causway . . is Cavous, both at Top and Bottom.

1717 J. Fox Wanderer No. 14 What Snout was ever so

: cavous. .unless that of a Death's Head ? 1750 G. Hughes
Barbados 58 Large cavous Icicles, which hung down.

tCa'VV, -ey» J^- 1 0°s - A familiar or con-

temptuous abbreviation of Cavalier. <^Cf. Cab,
sb:1, Cave sb. 2 .) Hence Ca-vish a.

1645 Relat. Defeat to Skellum Greenvile 4 < D. > In the

I
meane while .. were at least sixty great gunnes shot off,

I

which beat up the dirt bravely about the Cavies earcs.

1650 A. 1!. Mutat. Polemo 15 The Cavies being at that

time ready to turn anything, except Roundhead, for some
money to be chirpingly drunk. 1664 A. Bromb Poems in,

The Roundheads and Caveys no more shall be named.
1650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo 29 The Cavish Remora's of this

Nation shall have their bellies full of rebelling and jarres.

Cavy .kJ'-vi), sb.'- [modification of Cabiat, the

Galibi name in French Guiana. (Perh. through

Sp. or Pg.) Also Fr. cavie, mod.L. cavia.]

A rodent of the genus Cavia or family Cavid;*>,

all natives of America, of which the Guinea-pig

I

and the Capybara are the chief species.

1796 Stkdman Surinam II. xxii. 153 The long-nosed Cavy
. .or Indian Coney, is also very common in Surinam. 1813

Binglky Anim. Biog. I. 356 Of the Cavy tribe. The Cavies

have, in each jaw, two wedge-shaped front teeth, and eight

grinders. 1837 M. Donovan Horn. Eton. II. 95 The Javan

[

Cavy.. is not found in Java, but inhabits Surinam. 1838

Penny Cycl. XI. 480/2 Guinea Pig, Restless Cavy.

Ca*vy, $£.3 dial. Corruption of Peccavi.

1863 Mrs. Toogood Yorksh. Dial., She begged cavy, and
he forgave her.

t Ca-vy, a. Obs. [f. Cave sb.^ + -y 1.] Of the

nature of a cave.

1614 Chapman Odyss. ix. 57 Divine Calypso, in her cavy

j

house.

Cavy, variant of Cavie, hen-coop.

Caw (kg), int. and sb. Also 7 kaw. [Imitative.]

1. A representation of the cry of a rook or crow.

1676 Ethebedge Man ofMode v. ii. (1684) 80 Methinks I

hear the hateful noise Of Rooks already—Kaw—Kaw—
Raw. C1780 Cowpeb Jackdaw v, Church, army, physic,

law .. Is no concern at all of his, And says—what says he?
—caw. 1797 G. Colman Br. Grins, Maid ofMoor ii, The
hoarse crow croaked caw ! caw ! caw '.

attrib. 1874 Pusey Lent. Serin. 138 A monotonous, caw-
caw repetition of the same lie.

2. sb. The cry or call of a rook, crow, raven, etc.

1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. 87 The dastard crow .. With
her loud kaws her craven kind does bring. 1820 K*eats

Fancy 45 Rooks, with busy caw, Foraging for sticks and
straw. 1878 J. Buller Neio Zeal. 1. Introd. 17 The song

of the lark, the caw of the rook.

Caw (k§)
(
v. Also 7 kaw.

1. intr. Of rooks, crows, ravens, etc. : To utter

their natural cry.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 22 Russed-pated choughes.

.

1 Rising and cawing at the guns report*. 16.. Locke (J.),

Jackdaws kawing and fluttering about the nests, a 1800

Coleridge Raven, Round and round flew the Raven, and
cawed to the blast. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. II. 195

The rooks cawed from the . . tree tops.

2. transf. Of persons : To make a similar sound,

or one contemptuously likened to it.

1589 Pappe w. Hatclut E ij b, Like dawes, you will be

cawing a bout Churches. 1756 Wesley Wks. (18721 II. 381

He cawed and cawed, but could utter nothing, hardly three

words together.

3. trans. To caw out : to utter with cawing.

1616 Holydav Pcrsins 323 [Thou] Hoarsly crow-like

caw'st out some idle thing.

Hence Cawing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. I. v, The early rising Crow
with clam'rous kawing. 1670 J. Claridgk Slieph. of Ban-
bury's Rules iii, The cawing of ravens. 1784 Cowper Task
1. 203 Cawing rooks, and kites that swim sublime, a 1861

Clouuh Loud. Idyll 19 The cawing birds above.

Caw, var. of Cok, the rot in sheep.

Caw, var. of ca\ Sc. form of Call v.

Caw me, caw thee : see Ka v. ; cf. Claw v.

Cawation, humorous for cawing : see -ation.



CAWEL 206 CAYUSE.
Cawcion, cawdel, etc ! see Cau-.
Cawdie, -dy, obs. ff. of Caddie.
Cawed, var. of Coed, affected with sheep-rot.

t Cawel. Oh. [OE. cawel, cowl, caul, ad. L.

caul-is cabbage : see Caul, Cole, Kale.] Cab-
bage, cole, kale. Also in comb., \ cawel-hert, I

name applied to the hare; + cawel -wurrn. a

caterpillar, kaleworm.
a iooo Voc. in Wr.-Wulckcr 202 Catdus, cawel. < iooo

jElfric Voc. ibid. 121 Gurgulio, cawelwurm. e 1000 Sax.
Leechd. II. 336 Scle him etan zesodenne cawel. Ibid. II.

240 Wild cawel. Ibid. I. 106 On cawles [v. r. caulesj leaf.

a 1325 Names Hare in Rel. Ant. L 134 In the worship* of

the hare. .The cawel-hert, the worttroppere.

Cawel : see also Cawl, fish-creel.

Cawepys: seeCHAVEPVs, Obs.

Cawes, obs. form of Cause.
Cawf, Sc. form of Calf 1, Chaff.
Cawght, etc. : see Cau-.

Cawk, sb.^ Also cawkc, (8 calk, 9 cauk,
caulk). [A variant spelling of Cauk.]
1. ' A miners term for native sulphate of barium 1

(Watts Diet. ChemX or heavy spar.

1653 [see CalkJ. 1676 J. BEAUMONT in Phil. Trans.
XI. 731 The Stones, .move in Vinegar. ..sending forth bub-
bles, as I find Cawk will very freely. 171a Phil. Trans.
Abr. II. 553 Cawk is a ponderous white Stone found in

the Lead Mines. 1783 Withering in Phil. Trans. LXXIV.
307 Terra ponderosa Vitriolata, Calk or Cauk. 1806
Gazetteer Seotl. 398 In a matrix of sulphate of barytes or
cawk. 1811 PiNKtRTON Petral. II. 574 The .. cauk-spar,

since called barytes. 1813 Baklwell Introd. Geol. (18151
289 The matrix . . is caulk or the sulphat of barytes. 1877
Ouida Puck III. 25, I picked him out an atom ofcawke and
a morsel or two of Blue-John.

2. ^Cauk, chalk.

Cawk (kgk), $b* [Imitative.] The cry of some
birds, rooks, divers, etc.

1856 Kane A ret. Exp/. I. xxi. 269 These last flew very
high, emitting at regular intervals their reed-like * kawk .

1879 jETFEJtlES Wild Life in S. C. 276 Those [rooks] that
are diving utter a gurgling sound like the usual cawk pro-
longed—' caw-wouk
Hence Cawk v.

1761 Life J. Churchman (1780) 297, I thought I saw also
the raven fly, cawking, to and fro, but he did not return.

Cawk, var. of Cauk, Caulk.
Cawker, variant of Caulker ; also of Calkeh-.
1820 Scott Afonasl. juurfv, The shoe was made by old

Eckie . - 1 would swear to the curve of the cawker.
Cawkin, obs. f. Calkin.
Cawky (k$'ki), a. Also cauky, caukey. [f.

Cawk so. 1 + -v.] Containing cawk, barytous.

(Perhaps also -Chalky. 1

1676 J. Beaumont in Phil. Trans. XI. 730 A white Cawky
stone. 17*9 Woodward Fossils iJ.\ A white opaque cauky
spar, shot or pointed. 1747 Hoosos Miners Diet. Sj,
Caukey ore. Ibid. s. v. Brassil, Veins that are Caukey.

+ Cawl (k§l). Oh. exc. dial. In 1 cawel,
(couel, ceawT), 6-9 cawell, (9 cowel(l, -all),

1-9 cawl. [OE. cawl, ceawl, basket.] A basket

;

in modem Cornish dialect, a fish-basket or creel.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 305 Corvis (cordis), couel. a 800 Cor-
pus Gloss. 513 Corbus \-is), cauuel. (-893 K. Alfred Oros.
iv. viii. § 4 pa:t folc . . heora cawlas afylled ha;filon. < 950
Liudisf. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 2oTuoelfceawlasSa:rascreadunga
fullo [Slark vi. 43 ceaulasj. 11050 Voc. in Wr.-Wi'ilckcr

365 Coruis, cawel. 1568 Wills <y Inv. N. C. (1835) 285 One
almerye and a cawell wlh a cownter (Here the meanuig is

doubtful]. 1865 Esquiros Cornwall 136 Women, with bent
backs, loaded with a dorser called a cowel .. bear the
enormous loads of fish from the boats to the beach. 1880
Miss Courtney W. Comw. Gloss. (K. D. S.), Coiuall,

Cawell, a basket to hold fish, carried by the fish-wives.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 393 A Lamprey Cawl. A
Lamprey Basket.

Cawl(e, obs. form of Caul I and ^, CaWSL.
Cawlewort: perh. var. of Colewort, q. v.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Fonnul. Y uj, Plasters of
mountpyller of red cawteworts soden w l lye of asshes.

Cawm(e, obs. form of Calm.

II Cawney, cawny v^g-ni). [a. Tamil kdm
property, land (Yule).J A measure of land used

in the Madras Presidency : about i£ acre. The
systematic spelling is kdni.
1807 E. Buchanan Mysore, etc. L 6 (Y.» The proper canay

would only contain 43,778 feet. 1858 J. B. Norton Topics

224, 17,673 cawnies consisted of irrigated land.

II Cawquaw (k$*kw$). [Native name in Cree.]

The Urson or Canadian Porcupine Erethizon dor-

satttw, whose spines are used by the Indians as

ornaments.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 415/2 The . . Canada Porcupine

of Forster . . Cawquaw of the Cree Indians ; and Ooketook
of the Esquimaux.
Cawr-, caws-, cawt- : see Cau-.

||
Caxa, caxee, obs. ff. Cash jfcl ; cf. Pg. caixa.

1717-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v., Old caxas. .nearly the same
with the caches of China, and the cassies of Japan. 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. II. 503 The caxee . . is made of a white
metal of about the size of our farthing, with a small square
hole driven through the middle.

t CaxOH 1 (kae-kson). [? from the ]>ersonal sur-

name Caxon.] A kind of wig, now obsolete.
175* Cawthorn Poems (1771) 77 Though that trim artist,

barber Jackson, Spent a whole hour about your caxon.
761 Gcntl. Mag. 233 I've let my hair grow, and have

thrown off my caxon. 1791 Huddesforu Saittiag. 111

The worthies at Rag Fair old caxons who barter. 1828
Miss Mitfoku Village Ser. in. (1863* 34 The caxon worn
by the then Archbishop of Canterbury. 1834 Southey
Doctor cxii. (1862) 270 A wig which, with all proper respect,
..I cannot but honestly denominate a caxon.

II Caxon ? Obs. [OSp. caxon, now cajon

(kaxon), augm. of caxa, now caja Case, chest ; cf.

Fr. caisson Caisson, It. casone Cassoon.] A case
or chest of ores prepared to be refined.

1669 Earl Sandwich tr. Barba's A rl Mettals n. xii. 37He shall certainly know what Silver the Caxon contains.
,

Ibid. 40 How much materials they are to put into a Caxon
or Chest. 1674 I'hil. Trans. IX. 212 What he is to do
before he incorporates the Caxon for refining. 1775 in Ash ;

and in mod. technical Diets.

U A misprint of this as caxou in Chambers Cycl.
Supp. 1753, is copied by Todd and later Diets.

CaxtOU (kx kstan). [f. the proper name.]
1. ellipt. A book printed by William Caxton (died

1492), the first English printer.
1811 Dibdin Bibliom. (ed. 21502 From so many Caxtons .

.

it would be difficult to select a few, which, etc. 1870 W.
Blades (title) How to tell a Caxton.

2. A variety of printing-type, imitating that first

used in England by Caxton, introduced by Vin-
cent Figgins in 1855 ;for his reprint of the Chess

' book).

Hence Caxtonian a., of or pertaining to Caxton.
1811 In, : i.n Bibliom. (ed. 21 499 The love of black-letter

lore and Caxtonian typography.

fCaxy. Obs. rare- 1
. (?) A dim. of Caxon

'7*9 Duicmtmd i His Caxy's powder'd ev'ry Day.

Cay (k* ki ).__ Also Key 2, q. v. [ad. Sp. cayo
shoal, rock, barrier-reef, OF. cay, caye sand bank
or bar, in med.L. caium. Diez cites from the
pseudo-Isidore Gl. kai ' cancellx ', kaij ' cancelli ',

bars, barriers ; and refers it to Celtic cae, pi. caiott
' munimenta ' in Oxf. glosses. Cf. Welsh cae
hedge, Hreton kae embankment. The sense with
which it was applied to the reefs, was thus that of
' bars, barriers '. Orig. the same word as Quay,
q. v. In 1 7th c. Eng., key was pronounced kay
Mi'1

), whence, by assimilation, cay was also written

key, spelling now usual in the West Indies.

A low insular bank of sand, mud, rock, coral, etc.

;

,

a sandbank ; a range of low-lying reefs or rocks ;

orig. applied to such islets around the coast and
islands of Spanish America.
1707 Sloane Jamaica I. Introd. 86 Called by the

Spaniards Cayos, whence by corruption comes the English
word Keys. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (17801, Caus, a
ridge of rocks, or sand-banks ; called in the West Indies,
keys. 1790 Beatson Nav. fit Mil. Mem. I. 134 The misfor-
tune to lose the Tyger on a cayo near the island ofTortuga.
1858 in Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 159 The Light on Bush Cay
(Florida], i860 ///,/. VII. 71 A beacon . .has been erected on
this Cay (in Australia). 1873 Act 364-37 Viet. c. 6 Preamb.,
The islands and cays commonly known and designated as
the'Caicos Islands'. 1884 LittelTs Living Age 674 The
entrance, .is protected by cays or coral reefs.

Cayak, var. of Kayak, Esquimaux canoe.

Cayenne (k*l|Cn, kai,en). Forms: 8 cayan,
kayan, kian, kyan ; also chian, chyan. [In its

actual form, referred to Cayenne, the chief town of

French Guiana (founded 1634) '< DUt this is app.
only popular etymology, as the name in Tupi

; Brazilian; is given by Martini, p. 419, as kyynha,
i/uiyn/ia, also qttiya. Gul. I'iso, De Indix utrius-

t/ite A'e Nat. el Med. (1658) has ' qviya sive Piper
lirasiliensis. The name Cayenne Pepper is un-

known to French, and the Ger. Caycnne-pfeffer is

prob. from Eng. (The somewhat archaic pro-

nunc. (koi an') survives from the earlier form.)]

(Also called Cayenne pepper). A very pungent
powder obtained from the dried and ground pods
and seeds of various species of Capsicum, esp.

C. annuum and C. frutcscens, of South America
;

used as a condiment in cookery and as a stimu-

lant in medicine ;
formerly called Guinea ]>cppcr.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 177 The Cayan pepper or butter
of the West I ndies. 1774 Westnt. Mag. II. 447 Her
mouth had been so heated with Chian. 178a European
Mag. II. 66 His temper hot as Kayan, taste uncouth. 1781
Sciiotte in Phil. Trans. LXXI II. 93 Seasoned with
Cayenne |>epper. 1796 IfMl Glassi-: Cookery iil 28 Put to
it . .chyan, salt . . and a little lemon juice. 1809 W. Irving
h'nickerb. (l86i) 87 Hideous crimes, which, like cayenne in

cookery, do give a pungency and flavour to the dull detail
of history. 1833 Hykon Don Juan x. Ixxii, Leavening his
blood as cayenne doth a curry.

1784 AVri* S/ect. vii. 4/2 If you season it with a little

Kyan of Scandal. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (18761

216 Jokes -the cayenne of conversation and the salt of life.

1886 .W. Rev. 6 Mar. 328/2 The cayenne pepper of incen-
diary speeches.

Caye'nned, ppl- a. [f. prec. + -ed.] Seasoned
with cayenne ; Ag, spiced, hot.

1803 I.AM h in final Mem. Wks. (1865) 225, I have left

offcayenned eggs. 1837 New Monthly Mag. L. 290 The
panegyric is very handsomely cayenned. 187* H. Yates
Castaway (Hoppei, There were devilled biscuits and
cayenned legs of poultry.

Cayer, obs. form of Quire (of a book).
Cayle, obs. form of Kale, cabbage.
Cayles, obs. form of Kayles, ninepins.
Caylewey, var. form of Calewey, Obs., a pear.
Cayleyan (k^-li|an), a. & sb. Math. [Named

after Prof. Cayley of Cambridge.] Name of a
certain curve of the third or higher order.
i8s» Salmon Higher PI. Curves v. (18791 151 The

Cayleyan may also be considered as the envelope of lines
which are cut in involution by the polar conies of a cubic.
Caym, obs. form of Cain.
Cayman, caiman (k^-man). Forms : 7

caimain, 9 kay-, kaiman. [In Sp. and Pg. cai-
man, F. caiman, app. from Carib. Martini,
Galibi (Mainland Carib) Diet, has ' cayman croco-
dilus

' ; Rochefort {c 1660) lies Antilles 225 ' le

crocodile que les insulaires nomment cayeman.
Littre cites Carib Acayotiman ' crocodile ', from
Did. Fr. Caraibe of P. Raymond Breton, 1661.
Very positive statements, however, assert the word to be

African, from Congo ; Pigafetta 1598 itraus. in Yulc)says In
this river (Zaire or Congo), .mighty great crocodiles, which
the country people there call caiman.' And Cuvier Rigne
Animal, Sauri (trans). 1 IX. 196 says 'The slaves on their
arrival from Africa, at sight of a crocodile, gave it imme-
diately the name of cayman. It would appear from this
that it was the negroes who spread the name throughout
America '. But as Bontius 1631 (cited by Yule) says Cayman
is the name ' per totam Indiam' (i.e. the East Indies), the
name appears to be one of those like anacomla and bom,
boma, which the Portuguese or Spaniards very early caught
up in one part of the world, and naturalized in another.)

A name applied to some large saurians of the
crocodile family, a. The genus of these confined
to America, and distinguished from the true croco-
diles mainly by the shortness and roundness of the
muzzle, and the inferior development of the webs
between the toes ; also called Alligator, b. esp.

The species of this genus found in the tropics of
South America, chiefly A. palpebrosus and trigon-

atus, as distinguished from A. Lucius, the North
American species, to which the term alligator is

more particularly applied, c. Loosely applied to
all large American saurians, some of which are
true crocodiles ; and sometimes extended even to
those of Africa or Asia.

»S77 Fkampton Joyfull Neifcs 11. (1596) 73 b, Caimanes,
that are called Lagartos [in New Granada). 1648 Gagk
West hid. xii. (1655) 45 The great Lisarts, or Caimains
\on same page, CaymanesL 1668 Phil. Trans. III. 703
The Stone in the Stomach of a Cayman or Crocodile.
1699 Damfier Voy. II. 11. ii. 75 At the Isle Grand Cay-
manes, there are Crocodiles, but no Alligators. At Pines
by Cuba, there are abundance of Crocodiles, but 1 can-
not say there are no Alligators . . Both kinds are called
Caymanes by the Spaniards. 1774 *'OLDSM- fYwf Hist. IV.

67 The crocodile, properly so called, and the cayman or
alligator. 1796 Sthdman Surinam I. vii. 145 The alligator
or cayman (as called by the natives and negroes). /.''../. 146
That [name) which the Indians called them by, viz. the
cayman. 1831 Tvlrman & Bennkt Voy. II. liii. 523 They
(native fishermen in Madagascar) frequently have to dispute
with a kayman (the alligator! for their property. 1836
Maccillivkay tr. Itumboldt's Trav. xxiii. 324 He cannot
bathe on account of the caymans. 1885 Stevenson Dyna-
miter 1 59 See, where the caiman lies ready to devour us.

tCay'nard. Obs. [a. F. cagnard sluggard
(according to Littre, f. It. cagna bitch, fern, of
cane dog) : see -ari>.] A lazy fellow, a sluggard :

a term of reproach.
1303 R. Brcnne Hanitt. Synme 8300 A kaynarde ande a

olde folic, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxix.(i842) no This
croked caynard sore he is a-drcd. c 1386 Chaucer IVyf's
Prol. 235 See, olde caynard, is this thin array?

t Cayolac, cayelac, cayolaque. Obs. [Ma-
lay kayu wood, laka the wood of Myristica titers

(or ? Tanarius major) used as incense (Crawford).]
(See quota.)

1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's China 41 Euerie morning and
euening they do offer vnto their Idolles frankensence, ben-
iamin, wood of aguila, and cayolaque. 1615 Pcrchas
Pilgrims III. 177 (Y.l A sweet wood which they call

Cayolaque. 1750 Beawes Le.x Metxat. (1752) 794 [Car-
§oes on return from Siam to Canton carry] Caye-lac . . for

uniing before their Pagods. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
Cayelac, an aromatic wood obtained in Siam.

Cayr^e, var. Cair v. Obs. to turn, go.

Cayro : see Coir.

t Caysel. Obs. Some plant.
a 1387 Sinou. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 13 Brasica, caysel

secundum quosdam. ///,/. 26 Kaunus, caysel.

Cayser, obs. var. of Kaiser.
Caytef, -tif, etc., obs. ff. Caitiff.

Cayuse fjkoijr&i). U.S. local. [Said to be
from the language of the Chinook Indians of

Oregon.] ' A common Indian pony' (Scribner's

Mag. II. 510).
188a Hmtm Mag. Dec. 768, I stopped to let the old

cayuse rest. 1885 Century Mag. Nov. 33 As firm a scat .

.

as any cowlioy that ever put leg over a cayuse.

Caz. 1'hieves cant. [cf. Dtt. kaas, MDu. kdse,

L. caseus.'] Cheese. Cf. Casnan.
1812 ). H. Vaux Flash Diet., Caz, cheezej As good as

caz, is a phrase signifying that any projected fraud or rob-
bery may be easily and certainly accomplished.

Cazee, cazy, var. Kazi, Indian Cadi or judge.
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Cazern, var. of Casern.
Cazibi, obs. form of Cassava.
Cazimate, obs. form of Casemate.

II
Cazimi. Astrol. Obs. ' Among the Arabian

astronomers the center or middle of the sun

'

(Chambers Cycl. Supp.). In cazimi : said of a

planet when distant not more than 17 minutes,

or half its apparent diameter, from the sun.

1614 Tomkis Albnmazar in Dodsley VII. 171 (N.) I'll

find the cuspe and Alfridaria, And know what planet is in

Cazimi. 1632 Massinger City Mad. [I. ii, Saturn out of all

dignities . . and Venus in the south angle elevated above
him, in cazini of the sun, declare rule, preeminence, and
absolute sovereignty, in women. 1647 t#IIXV Chr. Astrol.

xix. 113 A Planet is. .in the heart of the Sunne, or in Cazimi,

when he is not removed from him 17 min. [Hence in Phil-

lips, Kersey, Bailey, etc.]

Cazique, var. of Cacique.
Cazzan, eazzons : see Casino.

Ce- in OE. words, has become Ch- or K-, q. v.

No modern word in ce- is of Old English origin.

Ce (s/ ), name of the letter C Cf. Cee.
Ce, obs. spelling of Sea, See, and in many words

for Se- q. v.

Ceaee, obs. form of Cease v.

Ceal, obs. form of Seal, Ceil.

I] Ceanothus (aj|5no"-
{>#s). [mod.L., ad. Gr.

Kt&va)$os ' a kind of thistle ' (Liddell and Scott).]

Red-root ; a genus of flowering shrubs, belonging

to the order Rhantnaceie. The species C. ameri-

canus, cultivated in English gardens, is known in

America as ' New Jersey Tea \
1882 Garden 25 Feb. 129/2 The plant . . grew against a

south wall mingled with the dense growth of a Ceanothus.

Cear, Ceare, Cearment, obs. ff. Sear, Cere,
Cerement.
Cearge, var. of Cierge, 0I>s., wax candle.

Cearse, var. of Searce, Obs., sieve.

tCea'sable. Obs. rare. In 6 -yble. [f.

Cease v. + -able.] Liable to ceasing. Never
cectsable : unceasing.
1510-20 Compl. too late jnaryed (1862) 7 Agenst the ryght

canon of the holy byble Offens [have I] done to God never
ceasyble.

Cease (s?s), v. Forms : 4-5 cess-en, cese, 4-6

cesse, 6- cease. Also 4 sesse, ceesse, cece,

sees, sesce, 4-5 cees(e, sesse, 4-6 ses(e, 5 sece,

ceeyn,ceysse, seace, seasse, seeee, sees: e, seysse,

secyn, sesyn, Sc. eeiss, seiss, 5-6 ceasse, 6

eeace, seas(e, seyse. [ME. cesse-n, a. F. cesse-r

( = Pr. cessar, sessar, Sp. cesar, Pg. ccssar, It. ccs-

sare) :—L. cessare to give over, stop, freq. of cederc,

cess-um to yield. Some of the obs. senses and
constructions appear to be after L. cessare."]

I. Intransitive.

I. Of persons and other agents : To stop, give over,

discontinue, desist {from, formerly of, an action)

;

to come to the end or to an intermission of a

state or condition of ' being, doing, or suffering '.

Formerly, cease offwas used, like leave off.

1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 316 pe kyng . . teld his

barons how, bat nede behoued him ses. < 1340 Hampole
Prose Tr. 10 pat we sesse of all vyces. 138 . Wyclif Set.

Wks. III. 302 Bi bis amortysyng bei wolen nevere cesse.

c 1440 York Myst. xxii. 155 Sees of thy sawes, bou Sathanas.
1509 Fisher Wks. 1. (1876) 59 He . . neuer seaseth tyil it

comes vnto the hyest parte of the soule. 1509 Barclay
Ship o/Fooles (1874) I. 97 Cease of your Foly. l6n Bible
Jonah i. 15 The sea ceased from her raging. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. It. xxviii. 165 Are either Enemies, or else they have
ceased from being so. 1761 Gray Fatal Sisters 52 Sisters,

cease ; the work is done. 1832 Tennyson Lotos-eaters 65
Fold our wings, And cease from wanderings.

b. Const, inf. with to.

138 . Wyclif Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 139 pet wolen not. .ceesse
to anoye hem silf in bilding of hye housis, 1485 Caxton
CJms.Gt. 232 They seaced not to fyght. 1584 Greene Ar-
iasto i, Cease off to inquire farther in the case. 1702 Pope
Sapko 259 I'll, .either cease to live, or cease to love 1 1876
Green Short Hist. iii. § 2. (1882) 120 An excommunicate
king had ceased to be a Christian.

c. with pr. pple. expressing the action, after

late L. cessare agens, used in the Vulgate in imita-
tion of the construction of Gr. itahojim. This
construction coincides in form with 6 b, which see.

t 2.= Ceasefrom action : to rest, take rest, be or
remain at rest. Obs. Cf. Ceasing vbl. sb.

1382 Wyclif Joshua xiv. 15 The loond ceesside fro
bataylis. 1483 Vulg. abs Tcrentio 13 b, Thow sesyste no
tyme nor takist no hede to thy selfe. 1513 Douglas jEneis
ym. i. 59 The nycht come, and all thing levand seisst. 1535
Coverdale 2 Esdr. xv. 22 My swerde shal not ceasse ouer
them, that shed the innocent bloude. 1655-60 Stanley
Hist. Philos. (1701) 326/2 Matter .. will cease if none
move it.

3. Of actions, feelings, phenomena, etc. : To come
to an end, be at an end. Formerly often conjugated
with the auxiliary be ; but some of the examples
may be rather passive of 5, 6, or 7.
anao Cursor M. 6032 Prai for me now, moyses bi lauerd

to do bis thoner ses. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 434 But
cesyd cause, aie cecith malady. 1413 Lydg. Pylgr. Smole
II. xh. (1859) 46 Now is al theyr noious labour secyd. 1535

Coverdale Ps. lxxxivfv], 3 O God oure Sauioure . . let

thine anger ceasse from vs. 1541 Elyot Image Gov. 91.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, I. i. 67 It must be so ; for Miracles

are ceast. 1620 tr. Boccaccio's Decameron 77 The modest
nmrmure of the Assistants was ceased. 1796 H. Hunter
tr. .9/. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 418 The tomb of his

adversary will cease to be honoured. 1819 Monthly Mag.
XLVIII. 30 The noise was ceas'd Of all the angelic l ing.

1879 Froudf. Cxiar xiv. 211 The influx of Germans on the

Rhine must cease.

j 4. —Cease to exist : to come to an end, fail,

become extinct, pass away. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Ezek. xxxiv. 25, I shal make for to ceese the

werst beestis fro the erthe. 1393 GowER Con/. II. 189 All

moral vertu ceseth. 1586 Thynne in Animadv. (1865)

Introd. 74 Concerning the high constables of England,
which office ceassed and tooke end at the duke of Bucking-
ham. 161 1 Bible Dent. xv. 11 The poore shall neuer cease

out of the land. 1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes i. 20 When
this Priesthood ceased, the Law . . must cease also.

II. Transitive.

t 5. To put a stop to (the action of others, a

state or condition of things), to stop. Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 9 Thus was cessed the debate Of
love. - 1399 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 6 He myghte oure dedly
werre cesse. c 1450 Lonelich Grailxlv. 265 Sese this tem-
pest and this torment That we ben now inne, Lord. 1534
More On the Passion Wks. 1300/2 The Phavisies woulde
haue had hym ceace y

e voice of the people hymself. 1610

Barrough Meth. Physick I. xxxix. (1639) 62 Sapa . . doth
cease paine much more then sweet wine. 1629 Milton Ode
Nativity 45 He, her fears to cease, Sent down the mcek-
eyed Peace. 1691 E. Taylor tr. Bchmen's Three/old Li/e
xviii. 313 A dead man's sence is ceased.

6. To leave off, discontinue (one's own action
;

formerly also, one's anger or other passions).

c 1410 Sir Clcges 297 Sese your angrye mode ! 1528

Impeach. Wolsey 178 in Furniv. Ballads /r. MSS. I. 357
Seas thyne insaciat covetous mynde 1548 Udai.i. Erasm.
Par. Pref. 4 a, God of his mercie was willing to ceasse his

wrath and vengeaunce. 1604 E. Grimston Siege 0/Ostend

199 Whereby he might be constrayned. .to cease the dayly
afarmes which hee gaue. 1728 Gay Begg. Op. 11, Cease your
funning, a 1744 Pope Dying Chr. to Soul v. 5 Cease, fond
Nature, cease thy strife. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 127

r 6 Others have ceased their curiosity. 1849 Ruskin Sep.

Lamps 3 To cease, for a little while, our endeavours,

b. with vbl. sb. as obj.

The vbl. sb. represents an earlier pr. pple. : see 1 c.

1382 Wyclif Ephes. i. 16, I. .ceesse not doynge thankyngis
[Vulg. non cesso gratias agens] for you. c 1440 Gesla Rom.
34 (Harl. MS.), pei cessid neuer drinking by be space of iij.

days or iiij. #1533 Ld. Berners Hnon xciii. 301 Desyre
of hym in my name to sease fyghtynge. 1611 Bible Numb.
viii. 25 From the age of fiftie yeeres they shall cease waiting
upon the service thereof. 1860TYNDALL Glac. 215 Through-
out the entire measurement the snow never ceased falling.

C. Mil. Ceasefire : a word of command.
1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 87 The fire is continued until

the bugle sounds the Cease. Ibid. 89 The Ceasefiring has
sounded. 1859 Musketry Instr. 56 At the conclusion of the

practice . . the bugler is to sound the ' cease fire '. 1884
Daily News 14 Mar. 6/3 ' Cease-fire ' presently sounded.

f7. To cause (an agent) to leave off (ofan action)

;

to appease, bring to rest, quiet. Obs.

C1320 Seuyn Sag. 781 (W.) The grehound wolde nowt
sessed be. f 1325 E. E. Allit. P. C. 391 Sesez childer of

her sok, soghe hem so neuer. J475 Caxton Jason 66 b,

Ysiphile . . cessed herself of her lamentacions. 1480 —
Chron. Eng. ccxlii. 282 They wold haue done moche harme
..nadde the maircseced hem with fayre wordes. 1526

Tindale Acts xix. 35 When the toune clarcke had ceased

the people, a 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 1. 5 Eolus. .ceissit

swyith the small foulis of their sang. 1575-85 Abp. Sandys
Serm. (1841) 61 The . . Lord of our tranquillity hath ceased
the waves of the sea.

Cease (sfs), sb. Also 4 ses, 5 ceasse. [a.

OF. ces, f. cesser : see prec] = Ceasing, Cessa-
tion. Obs. exc. in the still occasional Without
cease, without end, incessantly. (Cf. F. sans cesse.)

C1330 Arih. Merl. 3188 Of*swiche bataile nas no ses

To the night fram arnemorwe. 1490 Caxton Eueydos xvi.

64 The other he made to watche without ceasse.
_
1583

Stubbes Anat. Alms. 11. 57 They brought the world into a
woonderfull perplexitie and cease. 1602 Shaks. Ham. til.

iii. 15 The cease of Maiestie dies not alone. t66z R.
Mathew Unl. Alck. § 99. 163 Which instantly hath caused
cease of pain. 1798 Log Vanguard 2 Aug. in Nicolas Disp.

Nelson (1845) III. 54, 55 minutes past 2, a total cease of

firing. 1877 E. Conder Has. Faith ii. 65 We.. think of

space as . . extending without cease in all directions. 1880

A. Mitchell What is Civilis. 183 It is without cease and
everywhere undergoing change.

Cease, obs. f. of Cess, Seize.

t Ceased, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Cease v. +-ed.]

That has come to an end.

1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 11. (1558) 81 The stinges of

ceased libertie bee sharper than of libertie continued. 1633
P. Fletcher Purple 1st. in. xv, With never ceas'd dissension.

Ceaseless (srsles), a. [f. Cease sb. + -less.]

Without ceasing, unceasing, uninterrupted.

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tambitrl. v. j, Make our Souls
resolve in ceaseless tears. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 967 Thou
ceaseless lackey to eternity. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 9 With
ceaseless pain. 1843 Arnold Hist. Rome III. 145 We .

.

listen to their deep and ceaseless roar. 1873 Svmonds Grk.
Poets x. 314 Ceaseless beating of the spray.

Hence Cea selessly adv., without ceasing, in-

cessantly
;
.Cea'selessness, ceaseless quality.

1593 Drayton Eclog. x. 16 And me with hate, yet ceas-

lesly pursue. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) III. xii.

125 Every sort of damage was ceaselessly inflicted on the

country around. 1877 Legge Con/ncius 309 To entire

sincerity there belongs ceasclessness.

t Cea'ser . Obs. In 6 seaser, -our. [f. Cease
v. + -ER 1

.] One who stops or puts a stop to.

1509 Hawes Examp. Virt. xi. 195 O kynge of loue, and
seaser of debate. Ibid. xiii. 249 O amyable kynge, seasour

of debate.

Ceasing (srsin), vbl. sb. [f. Cease v. + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the verb Cease, in its various

senses; cessation. Without ceasing : incessantly.

a 1340 Hampole /,«i//wcjcliv.[cxlv.] 2 Ilk day wiboutences-

synge. . i sail loue be. 1490 Caxton Eueydosxxxvi i26Theime
gaffe the kynge seassyng tohys wordes. 1592 GREF.NE.4rr

Conny-calch. lit. 19 The time of ceissing betweene the

seuerall toyes and fancies hee plaied. 1611 Bible i Thess.

v. 17 Pray without ceasing. 1745 Warburton Remarks
Occas. Refi. II. (R.) Spencer, .did not mean by abrogation

a ceasing, but an alteration. 1862 Trench Poems, Justin

Mart. 11 The ceasing of this painful breath.

2. Comb. + ceasing-day, day of rest, sabbath.

1382 Wyclif Lev. xxiii. 4 Thes ben the holy cesyng daies

of the Lord.

Ceasyble : see Ceasadle.
Cebacie, Cebal, obs. ff. Sebacic, Sable.

Cebadilla : see Cevadilla.

t Cebe'll. Music. Obs. or Hist. See quot.

1776 Sir J. Hawkins Hist. Music (1853) II. 706 We meet

also among the compositions of the English masters of the

violin who lived in the time of Charles II, with an air

called the Cebell . . it appears to have been an air in duple

time of four bars or measures, only repealed in division at

the will of the composer, .the several strains are alternately

in the grave and the acute series of notes in the musical scale.

Cebine sf-bain), a. [f. Ceis-us + -ine : in mod.

L. ceblnus : see below.] Of, or pertaining to, the

family of monkeys of which the Cebus is the type.

1863 Huxley Man's PI. Nat. ii. 80 Some of the Cebine apes.

Cebocephalic (sf:bo|S/
,

fe'lik),3. [f. Gr. /rf;/3o-s

monkey + /rf</>aAr} head + -lc.] Monkey-headed.
1881 Nature XXIII. 235 A cebocephalic caprine monster.

t Cebratane. Obs. [ad. Sp. cebratana, cerba-

tana of same meaning, app. ad. Arab, (and Pers.;

*.jlky zabatana, silk*-, sabatdna blowing tube

for shooting birds (for which Piedro de Alcala has

zarbatana, Dozy) ; also found in Pg. sarabatana,

It. cerbottana, Fr. sarbatanc, sarbacane.]

A blow-pipe for shooting with.

1671 in Skinner ii. [who says it occurs only in a Diet.].

1708 zo Kersey, Cebratau, a Trunk to shoot at Birds with

Clay-pellets. 1775 in Ash.

II Cebus (srbSs). [mod.L. a. Gr. Kr//3os.] A
genus of long-tailed monkeys, inhabiting the forests

of S. America, including the Sapajous.

1863 Bates Nat. Amazons ix. (1864) 253, The White Cebus

..inhabited the forests on the opposite side of the riven

1871 Darwin Desc. Man (18S5) 70 Thus Renegger observed

an American Monkey (a Cebus) carefully driving away the

flies which plagued her infant.

Cee, Cecchin, obs. forms of Sick, Sequin.

Ceee, obs. form of Cease.

tCexeril. Obs. [?f. Ce = C + ceril= Cerilla,

Cedilla.] The letter C with a cedilla (c).

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Cedilla, The cedilla is called

by some of our printers ceceril.

Ceche, Cechelle, obs. ff. Catch v., Satchel.

Cecias, var. of Cecias, north-east wind.

Cecils (se-silz), 'A name for hashed beef

v
Simmonds Diet. Trade). Minced meat, crumbs

of bread, onions, chopped parsley, etc., with

seasoning, made up into balls, sprinkled with

bread-crumbs, and fried.

1819 Nesu Syst. Dom. Cooke-ry (Murray) 39 To dress .

.

Cecils, Mince any kind of meat, crumbs of bread, a good

deal of onion, some anchovies, etc. . . make them into balls

of the size and shape of a turkey's egg, with an egg ;

sprinkle them with fine crumbs, and fry' them of a yellow

brown. 1831 New Syst. Cookery 51 To dress the same

[cold beef] called Cecils.

Cecily, obs. form of Cicely.

Cecions, obs. form of Sessions.

Cecity (srsiti). arch. Also 6 eeeite, -tie, 6-9

osecity. [ad. L. cttcitds, f. csecus blind; cf. F.

chitl. See -itt.] Blindness. (Usuallyy?^.)

1528 Roy Sat. (1845), To leade men in blynde cecite.

a 1600 Hooker Serm. iii. Wks. 1845 III. 749 Unreasonable

cecity and blindness. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. 1 1867) 355

The cecity of superstition. 1848 Blaekw. Mag. LXIII. 64

His cecity was perhaps no absolute impediment to the dis-

charge of his pastoral duties. 1882 M. Arnold Ode Westm.

Abbey, After light's term, a term of cecity.

Cecograph (sfktfgrafs- [f. L. emeus blind +

Gr. ypaabdv to write.] A writing apparatus for

the blind.

185! Catalogue o/Exhib. III. 1187 Two pieces of appar-

atus called ' cecographo ' for writing in black characters

and small hand. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Cecograph,

the French writing-apparatus for the blind ; a chiragon.

Cecum, var. of C/ecum, the blind-gut.

Cecutiency (s!kiz?Jiensi). [f. L. csecutient-

pr. ppl. stem of csecfttire to be blind, f. emens

blind. See -ency.] A tendency to blindness

;

partial blindness.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. III. xviii. 152 There is in

them [moles] no cecity, yet more then a cecutiency. 1656

in Blount Glossogr. 1755 in Johnson. 1881 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Cecutiency, dimness of vision.

•
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t Cecu tient, a. Obs.-" [f. as prec] Partially
[

blind, dim-sighted. 1711-1800 in Bailev.

Ced, obs. form of Seed.

Cedar (tfdai). Forms: 1 ceder, -or, J-45
j

oedre, (4 cedri), 4-5 cedir, -ur, -yr, (cyder,
-yr, sydyr), 6 ceder, 6- cedar. [ME. cedre, a.

\

OF. cedre, ad. L. cedrus, ad. Gr. niSpos
;
(the OF.

repr. of redrus would have been cierre\ OE. ceder
'

was directly ad. Lat.]

L A well-known evergreen conifer, the Pinus
Cedrus of Linnxus, Abies Cedrus, Cedrus Libani
of other botanists, called Cedar of Lebanon from its

most famous early locality.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. xxviiifjx] 5 Se God biyc8 ba hean ceder
on Lihano. a 1300 Cursor M. 1379 J>e fader in cedre boil
sal take, A tre of heght, pat has no make, a 1300 E. E.
Ps. ciii. 16 pe cedres of Yban Whilk he planted with
his hand. 1308 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. m xxiii.
(Tolleni. MS.) The cedre is moste hya,e tre, lady and quene
of«!Uj£rL_ a 15a© Myrr. Our Lady? 282 Cedre, is a tree .

.

so durabTe"Hl«^-trotteth neuer. 1560 Bible tGenev.) Song
of Solomon i. 17 The beames of our house are cedars and
our rafters of firre. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iii. 45 Marcus
we are but shrubs, no Cedars we. 1715 Berkeley Prof.
Wks. III. 222 1 all cedars that sheltered their orange trees
from the north wind. < 1854 Stanley' Sinai 4} Pal. ii. 11858)
140 To them the cedar was a portent, a grand and awful
work of God.

b. The wood of this tree.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8007 Wandis. Of cydyr, pync. and of

cypress, c 1400 Maindev. ii. 10 Cedre may not, in fertile ne
in Watre, rote. 1430 Lvdc. Chrou. '/ ivy 11. xi, The tym- I

bre . . Was halfe of Cedre as 1 reherse can. 1697 OkvdeM '

Virg. Georg. 111, 626 With Smoak of burning Cedar scent
thy Walls. 1751 Chambers Cycl., Cedar is of so dry a
nature, that it will not endure to be fastened with iron
nails. 1847 Tennyson Princ.u. 131 In halls Of Lehanonian
cedar.

2. Applied to the genus Cedrus, or subgenus of
Abies, which contains beside the Cedar of Leban-
on, the Mount Atlas or Silvery Cedar (A. or C.
atlantica) and the Deodara or Indian Cedar A.
or C. Deodara). The distinguishing character of 1

the cedars consists in the evergreen leaves disposed,
many together, in fascicles, and the erect cones with
their carpels separating from the axis.

3. Applied, with or without distinguishing epithet,
to various trees more or less resembling the true
cedar : including species of Cedrela, Juniperus,
Thuja, Cuprcssus, Pinus, clc. : e. g. Barbadoes,
Bermuda, Canary, Pencil-wood, Prickly, Virginia
A'ed, White Cedar, which are species of Juniper;
Harbadoes Bastard, Brazilian, Chinese, East
Indian, Falsa, Honduras, Jamaica, Red Austra-
lian, Singapore, I Vest Indian Cedar, which are
species of Cedrela ; British Columbian, Colt-
fornian. White Cedar, which are Thujas; Btts-
saco, Goa, Oregon White, Port Orford White
Cedar, which are Cypresses. Bastard Cedar, in

different countries, applied to species of Cedrela,
Dysoxylon, Gua:uma, Icica. The 'cedar' used
for black lead pencils is the wood of Juniperus
bermudiana and virginiana, which also yield Oil
of Cedar. Also Cape Cedar, Widdringtonia
juniperoides ; Dominica C, Bignonia Ijucoxylon;
Incense C, I.ibocedrus

; Japan C, Cryptomcria
japonica

; Queensland C, Peniaccias australis
;

Red Californian C, Libocedrus decurrens ; Rus-
sian C, Pinus Cembra ; Water C.

,
Chamncy-paris.

1703 Art's Impror: I. 26 Above all, is commended, the
Oil of Cedar, or that of Juniper. 1715 Sloane Jamaica II. '

128 Cedar Tree [Juniperus Barbadeusis). . It has a reddish,
not close but lax, odoriferous wood. 1753 Chambers Cycl.
Supp. s. v., The cedar brought from Barbadoes and Jamaica

;

is a spurious sort. Cedar cups, .are made out of the wood
Of the bastard cedar. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 13 The 1

cedar [Cedrela odorata] and mahogany . . may be raised
\

with little care in all the waste hilly lands. 1794 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot. xxix. 459 Bermuda Cedar is. .imported for
encasing black lead in pencils. 1856 Olmsted Slave States
151 The main production [of the Great Dismal Swamp] has
been of cypress and juniper, the latter commonly known as
white cedar, at the North. 1871 Oliver Stem. Bot. 11. 247
The wood of Juniperus virginiana is commonly used for
' lead pencils ', under the name of Red Cedar. 1880 ' Silver
& Co. .S". Africa led. 31 125'rheyare patches of Cape Cedar
.

. and this is the only locality in which the tree is found.

4. attrib. and Comb., as cedar beam (OE.=(ree),
forest, -nut, parlour, -pencil, pillar, -rail, shade,
-swamp, top, -tree, -wood ; cedar-coloured, -Hie
adjs. ; also cedar-bird, the American Wax-wing,
Ampelis carolinensis, a sjiecies of Chatterer haunt-
ing cedar-trees

; cedar-nut, the seed of Pinus
Cembra.
r 1000 P*. ciiiliv]. 16 Cwice *ceder-beamas, ha ou

ciiohce sylfa xescttest. 1611 Bible i Kings vii. 2 With
Cedar beames upon the pillars. 1871 Lowell Study Wind.

,

(18861 7 A flock of "cedar-birds comes. 1883 Century Mag.
Sept. 686/2 Three nests of the cedar-bird . . in a single
orchard. 1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 154 A "cedar canoe.
1807 Vancouver Agrie. Devon (18131 36 A "cedar-coloured

1

™ equally well-stapled. 1802 Southey Thalal'a 1. xxii,
'

I he woodman's axe Open'd the "cedar-forest to the sun.
I63«.B. Jonson AV71' Inn 111. i. (R.) His tall And growing
gravity so "Ccdar-like. 1863 Mrs. Atkinson Tartar .

Steves 57 Each lady having a plate in her hand filled with
'cedar nuts, which she was occupied in cracking and eating.
1878 Morley Diderot II. 48 The atmosphere of the "cedar-
parlour. 1611 Bible i Kings vii. 2 Foure rowes of "Cedar
pillars. 1856 Olmsted Stare States 151 Rough poles of
the juniper, under the name of *' cedar-rails ', are sent to
New York, a 1835 Mrs. Hemans Graves ofHouseh. The
Indian knows his place of rest, Far in the 'cedar shade.
1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xiv. 267 The pine-barrens
and #cedar-swamps of America. 1592 Shaks. Ven. A> Ad.
858 "Cedar tops and hills seem burnished gold, c 1000 Ags.
Ps. xxviii[ixL 5 pa:s Godes word brycb 'cedor-treowu.
161 1 BtBL&Nnmb. xxiv. 6 As Cedar trees beside the waters.
—• Ezra iii. 7 Cedar trees from Lebanon. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) I. xvi. 272, I pitched upon a . . cedar-tree.
161 1 Bible i Chron. xxii. 4 They of Tyre, brought much
"Cedar wood to Dauid. 1887 Whitaker's Almanack 442
Among the chief exports ofCosta Rica are tortoise-shell anil
cedar-wood.

Cedared (srd3jd\///. a. rare. [f. Cedar +
-ED-.] Furnished with cedars.
1820 Keats St. Agnes xxx, Cedar'd Lebanon. 1864

LowiLL Eireside Trav. 146 Cedared solitudes.

+ Ce'darly, a. Obs. rare- 1

. Cedar-like.
1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter iii. t8Cedarly taltness.

Cedarn sFdojn', a. poet. [f. Cedar + -en.]

Of or pertaining to cedar-trees ; made of cedar.

1634 Milton Cornus 988 West winds . . About the cedarn
alleysfling. .cassia's balmy smells. 1816 Coleridge Kubla
Khan, Down the green hill athwart a cedarn cover. 1856
Mrs. Browning Anr. Leigh v. 510 He cut his cedarn
poems, fine As sketchers do their pencils. 1859 Tennyson
Enid 136 Moving toward a cedam cabinet.

t Cedary, a. In 7 cedry. [f. Cedar + -t '

:

cf. sugaiy, watery•.] Having the colour or pro-

]>erties of cedar.

1664 Evelyn Sylva ii. iii. % 2 (T.) That which comes from
Bergen being . . of a yellow or more cedry colour, is esteemed
much before the white. 1847 in Craig, Cedry.

Cede (s/d , v. Also 7 ced. [a. F. ce'de-r ( 1 6th c.

in Little), ad. L. cedcre to give way, yield, retreat.

(? or directly from L. ]
1 1. inlr. To give way, give place, yield to.

1633 W. Strlther True Happiness 42 It is a great gjft of
Godto seek God : It is second to no gift, because it is the
first ; It succeedeth no grace, which hath no precedent,
and cedeth to none that hath the perfection of all. 1673 < ).

Walker Education 266 In controversies let the master
sometimes cede to his servant, c 1675 Sc. Pasauils (18681

184 He only ceds to him this father] in pedantne. 1756 C*
Lucas Ess. Waters III. 264 [Let] private concerns always
cede to the common good.

f 2. Of possessions : To pass over to. Obs.

1756 Shenstone Ruin'd Abbey Wks. 1764 I. 317 This fair

domain Had welt nigh ceded to the slothful hands Of
monks libidinous.

3. trans. To give up, grant ; to yield, surrender

:

csp. to give up a portion of territory.

1754 A. Drummond Trav. 256 iT.) That honour was
entirely ceded to the Parthian royal race. 1787 T. Jeffer.
son U rit. (1859) II. 316 This copy has been ceded to me as
a favor. 1708 \Vellington in Gtirw. Disp. I. 8 The pro-
vinces which Ld. Comwallis had compelled him to cede
to the Company. 1823

J.
Marshall Const. Opin. (1830) 269

His most Christian Majesty ceded to the Queen of Great
Britain, all Nova Scotia, etc.

Hence Ce ded ///. a.

1844 Wilson Brit. India II. 11. xii. 545 The Ceded and
Conquered provinces. 1886 Yule Anglo-Iitd. Gloss., Ceded
Districts, a name applied familiarly at the lieginning of
this century to the territory south of the Tungabhadra
river, which was ceded to the Company by the Nizam
in 1800, after the defeat and death of Tippoo Sultan.

Cedent srdunt , a. and sb. [ad. L. ccdcnt-cm,

pr. pple. of cedHre to Cede.]

t A. as adj. ' Giving place, departing, yielding '.

Obs. rare~ ". 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

B. sb, Rotn. & Sc. Law. One who assigns pro-

|>erty to another.
1592 AY. Acts Jas. VI 11597' 9 145 The cedent remainis

Relielle and at the Home. 1754 Krskine Prim. Sc. Law
(1809) 345 Letters of diligence, which have been issued in the
name of the cedent, cannot be executed by the messenger
in the assignee's name. 1818 Coi.ebrooke Oblig. \ Con-
tracts I. 210 The right passes . . from the cedent to the ces-

sionary. 1 1880 Muirhead Vtpian xix. $9 Cession in court
..is accomplished by cooperation of three persons,—the
cedent, the vindicant, and the addicent.)

Ceder (srdDJV rare. [f. Cede v. + -er '.] One
who cedes (territory or possession .

1887 Daily MlW it May 5/3 Ceder of the infinitely more
important position at Zulficar.

Cedilla (ifdi'U). [a. Sp. cedilla = It. zediglia,

on L. type *zeticula, dim. of zcta the letter c ; see

quot. 1878.] A mark (, derived from the letter
,

written, csjiecially in French and Portuguese (for-

merly also in Spanish} words, under c, to show
that it has the ' soft ' sound of the letter in positions

in which the ' hard ' sound would lie normal, as

before a, 0, u. An earlier form was Cerii.la.
Chambers 1753 takes cedilla as the letter < with the sub-

script mark ; printers still sometimes use it in this sense.

1599 Minsheu Span. Gram. 6 Marked with a dash vnder
it thus, c, called t; Cerilla, or c Cedilla, is proper to the
Arabique tongue, from whence it was first taken. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cedilla . . denotes a sort of small

to the bottom of which is affixed a kind of virgula, as c. .

.

The cedilla is called by some of our printers a ceceril.

1878 Kitchin tr. Braehet's Er. Diet. s. v., The cedilla was
a z, placed first by the side of, afterwards underneath the

letter affected.

II Ce'dmata, tk pi. [inod.L., a. Or. KiSuara

sb.pl.] (Seequots.i Hence tCe dmatous a. Obs.

1715 Kersey, Cedmata (G.\ humours falling down upon
the joynts, especially about the Hips. 1736 in Bailey.

1775 in Asn. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cedmata, old name for

chronic pains of the joints, particularly the hip-joint.

Cedr-, repr. L. ccdr-us cedar, forming terms
of chemistry, etc. Ce drene, a liquid hydrocarbon

(Cn Hj,) found in the resin of the cedar of Lebanon.

T Ce drla, a name applied sometimes to the oil of

cedar, sometimes to the pitch or resin, but properly

to the crude tears of the cedar. {Syd. Soc. I^x.~)

Cedrlret, a product obtained by Reichenbach from
the tar of beechwood, said to crjstallize in line

needles. Cedrium = «(/r7a.

1 1420 Paltad. on Hush, t, 926 Thai thurle a nutte, &
stuffe it so withinne With brymstoon, chaf, & cedria.

1579 Langham Card. Health (1633) 127 Cedria, the liquor

of Cedar swageth toothach being put therein. 1847 Craig,
Cedriret crystallises into a kind of net-work, composed of red
crystals. 1708-15 Kersey, Cedrium.

Cedrat, -ate (irarit . [a. F. cldrat, ad. It.

cedralo, f. cedro (: —L. citrus) citron.] A variety

of the citron or lemon.
1781 J. T. Dillon Trav. Spain 399 The cedrats are so

large as sometimes to weigh more than six pounds. 1783
Hamilton in Phil. Trans. LXXI1I. 105 The agrume (the

general name of all kind of orange, lemon, cedrate, and
bergamot-trees). 1847 Craig, Cedrate Lemon, a variety . .

with round smooth fruit, having a long acute point.

t Cedrated, ///. a. Obs.-" [f. mod.L. cedrdt-

us + -ED.] ' Anointed with juice or oil of cedar-

trees ' (Bailey 1736).
1775 in Ash.

Ce'dre. Obs. [Fr., ad. It. cedro citron.] =
Cedrat.
171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 150 That which bears the

Name of the Cedre or Bourgamot. 1708-15 Kersey. Cedre
(F.), a kind of Citron, or Lemon.

II Cedrela s/drHa). [mod.L., a. Sp. cedrela,

dim. o( cedro, cedra Cedar. In F. cjdrel.] A genus

of large trees, common in the 'West Indies, Hindo-
stan, and Australia, species of which are called

Cedar or Bastard Cedar.
1836 Macgillivrav tr. Humboldfs Tras<. xiv. 169 The

thick forest abounding in Cedrelas. 1871 Mateer Travau-
core 98 Febrifuges, such as the bark . . of Cedrela.

Cedrelaceoua (s/dr/1<7i jas), a. Bot. [f. mod.

j

L. cedrela + -aceoi s.] Of, or pertaining to. the
' Cedrelacea, or Cedrela order, which includes the

cedar of Australia, and the mahogany-tree of the

Spanish Main.

Cedrelate. Obs. rare. [L. cedrelate, Gr.

•,«.y«Arirn. f. xiSp-os cedar + iAdrr/ pine-tree.] (See

quots.)
1601 Holland Pliny I. 388 Of the greater Cedar there

bee two kindes. . . Some cal this Cedar, Cedrelate : whereof

I

cometh the best Rosin. 1736 Bailey, Cedrelate, the large

sort of cedar, which grows as big_ as a fir-tree, and yields

I rosin or pitch as that does. 1775 in Ash.

Ce'drin. Clwm. The crystalline active principle

of cedron seeds.

1863 Watts Did. Chem. s. v., The fruit |of Cedron] after

exhaustion with ether, yields to alcohol a crystallisable

substance cedrin.

Cedrine (sTcWo, -oin), a. [ad. L. cedrin us of

cedar.] Of or pertaining to cedar.

1736 Bailey, Cedrine. a 1794 Sir W. Jones Tales (1807)

179 Iv'ry roofs, and cedrine floors.

Ce'dron. a. A small tree of New Granadn

[Simaba Cedron, N. O. SimarubaceK^ . b. The
fruit of this tree. Also attrib.

1859 Marcy Prairie Trav. iv. 131 Cedron.. is a nut that

grows on the Isthmus of Panama . . said to be an infallible

antidote to serpent -bites. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1059 The Cedron

of commerce which looks like a blanched almond, but is

larger, is the kernel of this fruit. >88> Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Cedron seeds . . are employed as a remedy for the bites of

serpents for hydrophobia, and for intermittent fevers.

Cedry, obs. f. Ckdabt.

II Ce clula. Obs. [Sp. c'dula (J*'d»la), Sched-

t'l.E, q.v.] A permit or order issued by the

Spanish government ; also applied to securities

issued by some of the S. American governments.

1714 Load. Gaz. No. 6323/3 The King of Spain's Cedula

for the South Sea Company's annual Ship. 1739 King's

Declar. War agst. Spam in Beatson Nov. *r Mil. Mem.
(1790) 1. App. 10 Notwithstanding the many promises made,

andcedulas issued, signed by the said King lof Spain].

Cedule, early spelling of Scheddle.

t Ce'duons, a. Obs. rare-', [f. L. cxduus, f.

cml-tre to fell : see -uot's.] Suitable for felling.

1664 Evelyn Sylva 1 1679) 3 These (trees] we shall divide

into the greater and more ceduous, fraticant, and shrubby.

173* Bailey, Ceduous, as ceduous trees, such as are usd to

be cut or lopp'ci. 1847 in Craig, etc.

Cedyr, obs. form of Cider.

Cee (s/1. Name of the letter C. a. See quot.

1542. b. A term formerly current in the Univer-

sities for a certain quantity of beer.

154a Records Gr. Aries Avjb, C, a cee, the xvj. part

of a penny, q, a kewe, the vHL (part). 1618 Eari.e Micro-

cosm. (Arb.1 38 Hee (old College Butler] domineers ouer

Fresh-men . . and puzzles them with strange language of
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Cues, and Cees, and some broken Latine. 1635 tt$ Pt.

Jeronimo in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 367 Hast thou . . suck'd

Philosophy, ate cues, drank cees?

Cee, obs. form of Sea, See.

Cee spring, C-spring. Coach-building. A
spring, snapeu like the letter C, used to support

the body of a carriage.

1704 W. Felton Carriages (1801) I. 72 Named according

to their shape .. the S, the C, the .. grasshopper spring.

1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1525 The springs . . differ not

from the present fashionable C spring. 1878 Mrs. Edwardes
Jet xiii. 568 Her ambition is bounded by a brougham on

C springs. 1884 Times 30 Oct. (Advt.) 1 3/5 An elegant light

patent landau, brougham, patent cee-spring Princess Vic-

toria and mail phaeton.

Ceede, obs. form of Cede, Seed.

Ceekenesse, obs. form of Sickness.

Ceel(e, obs. ff. Ceil v., Cell, Seal, Sele,

time.

Ceeldam, celdom, obs. ff. Seldom.
Ceeler, var. of Celure, Obs.

Ceem, obs. f. Seam, Seem.

Ceene, var. of Sexe-, Obs., synod.

Ceerche, Ceercle, obs. ff. Search, Circle.

Ceere, obs. form of Cere v.

Ceese, ceesse, obs. ff. Cease, Seize.

Cege, Cegge, obs. ff. Siege, Sedge.

II Ceiba (ssi'ba). [Sp. (Jtfrba) ;
possibly

of native West Indian origin.] The God-tree,

Silk Cotton- tree of the W. Indies, Eriodendron

anfractuosum (Bombax Ceiba). (Miller.)

1812 S. Rogers Columbus x. 157 Ceiba, and Indian fig,

and plane sublime. 1843 Prescott Mexico 11. iv. (1864) 92
He gave three cuts with his sword on a large ceiba tree

which grew in the place . 185a Th. Ross tr.Humboldt's Trav.
II. xvi. 3 The ceiba with its large yellow flowers. 1879
Boddam-Whettham Roraima 63 One who . . kneels before

an oak as the wild Indian does before his ceiba.

Ceil (sil), sb. poet. rare. [f. next.] Ceiling.

(Cf. the earlier Cyll.)
1840 Galt Demon Dest. vn. 48 The awning clouds were

as a cavern's ceil. 1861 Ben/iey Ballads 47 As the figures

we see in an arabesque . . In Gothic vaulted ceils.

Ceil, ciel is/1), v. Forms : 5 ceel-yn, selyn,

6 seele, sele, cele, cyle, syle, (Sc. syill), 6-7
seel(e, 7 seil(e, siel, ceal, seal, 7- ciel, ceil. [Of
ceil v. (recorded of date 1428) and the derived

ceiling (1380), ceiled, with the cognate sb. found

as Cyll in sense of 'canopy' ("1500, celure,

found as syllure, sylure la 1400, the derivation is

doubtful. The group is not very old in Eng., and
traces of it in French are scanty.

Three sources have been suggested : (1) L. celdre, F. celer

(nth c. in Littre) to hide, conceal, cover up ; (2) L. aeldre
to carve, engrave in relief; (3) L. caelum sky, vault of heaven.
If L. eeldrc could be shown to have acquired in late L. or

Romanic the simple sense of 'cover', it would suitably

explain the Eng. words in all their uses ; but such is not
the case, and in particular, F. celer does not appear to ap-

proach the required sense. In favour of L. caeldre (cf.

cieler Godef.) there are certainly early quotations (see sense

1, and Ceiling i) in which 'carve', 'carving', is a possible

sense ; but nothing of the kind occurs under Celure, and
if ceil ever meant ' carve ' this sense evidently soon entirely

gave way to one congruous with that of Celure. On the

other hand we have the known fact that med.L. caelum, It.

ct'elo, F.ciel, acquired the senseof 'canopy, vault, roof, tester

of a bed, etc' ; and there are traces of a derived vb. caeldre

to canopy or vault, whence cxldtum, co>ldtura, in senses

identical with or derived from caelum. Difficulties are that

while ceil v. and celure were so common in i5-i6th c.

English, and can hardly be connected with L. exc. through
Fr., their occurrence in OF. itself is extremely rare : a single

instance of cielee pa. pple. (with variants celee, choice, con-

verted has been noted in Chrestien de Troyes, Ywain (ed.

Fiirster 964). It is possible that *celeiire, *celure

caeldtura was common in Anglo-French, and thence passed
into English, but the whole subject remains for the present
beset with conflicting difficulties; the apparently certain

point being that we cannot separate the Eng. words from
caelum, ciel, canopy. See Celure.]

tl. trans. ? To furnish with a canopy, hangings,

or a screen. Obs. Cf. Celure.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 65 Ceelyn wythe syllure, celo. Ibid.

452 Selyn wythe sylure, celo.

f 2. To cover with a lining of woodwork, some-
times of plaster, etc. (the interior roof or walls of

a house or apartment) ; to wainscot. Obs.
1428 i n Heath Grocers'Comp. ( 1 869) 6The seide parlore . . lat-

tizid, glazid andselyd. 1519 Horman Vulg. in Promp. Pan'.
65 These wallys shal be celyd with cypruese. The rofe shall

be celed vautwyse and with cheker work. 1535 Coverdale
2 Chron. iii. 5 The greate house syled he with Pyne tre,

and ouerlayed it with the best golde. [Wyclif covered

;

1611 sieled
;
Vulg. texif, Heb. has same word nEFi for

both syled and ouerlayed.] 1338 Leland /tin. VII. 87
Fine greynyd Okes, apte to sele Howses. 1599 Minsheu
Sp. Diet., Enycssar, to seele or plaister houses. ?«i6oo
Aberd. Reg. (Jam. s.v. Site), To syill the kirk. x6zx Cotgr.,
Plancher, to seele or close, with boards.

fig* 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. it. (1641) 18/2 This proud
Palace where we rule and dwel . . had fall'n long since,
Had't not been siel'd-round with moist Elements. 1615
Wither SJieph. Hunt., Juvenil. (1633V 419 A Bower. .Seil'd
so close, with boughes all greene Tytan cannot pry be-
tweene.

b. To overlay (with gold, marble, etc.).

i6ox Holland Pliny II. 571 Slitting marble into thin
plates, therewith tocouerand seel as it were the outsides of

Vol. II.

walls. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. 181 Their Palaces they
seele and trim with gold.

3. esp. To line the roof of, provide or construct

an inner roof for (a building or apartment)

;

usually, to plaster the roof. Cf. Ceiling 5.

1519 [see 2]. 1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 346 The Church is

very Lofty, and Cealed with Irish Oak. 1756 Nugent Gr.

Tour, Germany II. 333 The rooms are wainscoted and cieled

with ash of Poland. 179c)\
Monthly Rev. XXVIII. 517 Every

apartment is floored with sandal, and ceiled with nacre.

1859 Jei'Hson Brittany iii. 27 The nave has just been ceiled

in wood.

fig. 1876 Mrs.Whitney Sights his. xxxiv. 317 Enormous
precipices wall it in ; the clear blue ceils it over.

4. Naut. To line (a ship, or a compartment in

a ship). Cf. Ceiling 4 b.

1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Ne?u Invent. 85 The Bread-room .

.

being seeled with Lead [on p. 84 the words used are ' lined

with lead '].

Ceile, var. of Sele, Obs., time, happiness.

Ceiled, cieled (srtd), ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ed.]

fl. Having the interior (roof or walls) overlaid

or lined with wood, etc. ; wainscoted, Obs. exc.

Naut. ; see Ceil v. 4.

1539 Bible (Taverneri Haggai i. 4 Ye your selues can fynd
tyme to dwell in syled houses. 1562 J. Heyuood Prov. <y

Epigr. (1867) xjq Walles, Som seeld, some hangd. a 1617
Hieron Ivks. I. 640 The .. large chambers, sieled with
ceder, and painted with vermilion. 1611 Bible Haggai
i. 4 Is it time for you, O yee, to dwell in your sieled [1633
cieled] houses? 1853 Kane Grinuell Exp. ii. (1856.) 20 The
entire interior was lined, ceiled, with cork.

2. Having the roof covered or plastered inter-

nally, so as to conceal the rafters, etc. ;
provided

with a ceiling.

1872 Bret Harte Prose <y P. I. 159 The dark platform,

which led to another low-ceiled room. 1872 Daily News
3 Oct. 5 The kitchen is a ceiled, papered, and carpeted room.

3. transf. and Jig. Covered, overlaid ; studded.

^1430 Lydg. Bochas VII. v. (1554) 169 a, With plate of
gold cyled, y l shone full shene. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas
(1608) 232 The arches starry seeld, Where th' all-creator

hath disposed well The Sun and Moon.
Ceiler, variant of Celure, Obs.

Ceiling, cieling 'sZ-lirj', vbl. sb. Forms: 4
celyng, o sel-, sil-, syling

,
6-7 seeling, 7 ceel-

ing, 7-8 siel e)ing, 6- cieling, 7- ceiling, [f.

prec. + -ING *.]

I. The action of the verb Ceil.

1 1. The action of lining (the roof or walls of) an

apartment with boards, or (more rarely) with

plaster, etc. Obs. exc. Naut.
(The sense ' carving ' is possible in the two earliest quots.)

1497 Acc. Ld. Treas. I. 357 (Jam. s.v. Siting) Item, to the

kervour that tuk in task the siling of the chapel, in part of

payment, ij lib. xiujs. 1519 Horman Vulg. 243 Vautynge,
and celynge, with cunnyng caruynge and peyntynge .

.

ornatteth wondersly lordys howsis. 1627 CapT. Smith
Seaman's Gram. ii. 13 There remaines nothing, .but onely
seeling the Cabins. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 149/^
Seileing is House Painting where Plaister Walls are made
to look like Wainscate or outlandish Timber.

2. esp. The lining of the roof of a room with

woodwork, plaster, or the like
;
now, usually, with

lath and plaster.

1764 Harmer Observ. iii. 90 Their cieling their rooms
with wood and neatly painting, and sometimes gilding

them. 1801 Hutton Course Math. (1828) II. 88 Plasterers'

work, .namely, ceiling, which is plastering on laths.

II. concretely.

f 3. A screen of tapestry, a curtain. Obs.
c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 626 Celynge, vclameu. 1548

Hall Chron. (14 Ediv. IV) 1. 232 b, The Frenche kyng .

.

caused the lord of Countay . .with the lord of Argenton. .to

stande secretly behynd a selyng or a hangyng in his chamber
. . so that what soever were purposed to hym, they standing
behind the clothe, might easely se, and facile heare the

same. 1577 tr. Bulliuger's Decades (1592) 342 He is the

curtaine and seeling, the rafter and ornament of his church.
1632 Sanderson 12 Serm. 343 Creepeth in betweene the
walls and seelings.

f 4. The wooden lining of the roof or walls of

a room ;
panelling ; wainscoting. Obs. Cf. Ceil v. 2.

c 1380 Sir Ferunw. 1231 pe celynge with-inne was siluer

plat & with red gold ful wel yguld. 1553 Fardle Facions
11. i. 117 They haue—ctelinges, voultinges, dores and gates

couered with siluer. 1598 Florio, Cielo, the seeling, vpper-

face or rooffeof ahouse. 1612 Bacon Ess. Vain-glory (Arb.)

464 Varnish, that makes Seelings not onely Shine, but Last.

1632 Vestry Bks. (Surteest 187 Five yeards and a halfe of
square sealing to the orgaine frame. 1634 Brereton Trav.

(1844)67 They go out into the room about three-quarters of

a yard, and are faced with some neat sieleing.

b. Naut. The inside planking of a snip's bottom,

carried up to the lowest deck ;
= Foot-waling.

1633 T. James Voyage 50 In the runne of her.. he cut
away the sealing. 1662 Fuller Worthies (1840) II. 117
Their ceiling was dammed up with a certain kind of mortar
to dead the shot. 1688 Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII.
783 Cutting.. the Seeling of the Ship, they immediately
stopt the Leak. 1749 Waddell ibid. XLVI. 112 Another
Part of it went through the Starboard Side, without any
Hurt to the Ceiling (or inside Plank). 1772-84, Cook Voy.

(1700) I. 203 Between the inside lining of the ship's bottom,
which is called the cieling, and the outside planking, there

is a space of about seventeen or eighteen inches. 1869 Sin

E. Reed Ship Build, xix. 424 The Liverpool rule . . states

that the ceiling in the flat of hold is to be laid in hatches.

5. esp. The undercovering of a roof or floor, con-

cealing the timbers; the plaster ofthe top of a room.

1535 Coverdale Song of Sol. i. 17 Y L' sylinges of oure
house are of Cedre tre, & oure balkes of Cypresse. 1598
Gkenewey Tacitus' Ann. iv. xv. {1622) 133 Betweene the
roofe and the seeling, the three Senators, .hid themselues.
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict., It [my cottage] doth
adore thee with the seeling low. 1667 Pkimatt City g- C.
Builder 67 Every hundred of Laths cover six yards of Ced-
ing or Partitioning. 1716-8 Lady M. W. Montague Lett.

I. xxxvi. 136 The ceiling is always of wood . . inlaid or
painted with flowers. 1731 Fielding GrubSt. Op. i.xi, Do'st

thou not expect the cieling to fall down on thy head for so

notorious a he? 1874 Parker I/lnst. Gothic ArcAit. t. iii. 53
At Canterbury . . the choir itself had a flat boarded ceiling.

1878 Grove Diet. Mus. 1. 172 The water had found its way
through the ceiling into the room beneath.

6. transf. and fig.
1596 Drayton Leg. 1. 344 The Brow of Heav'n . . The

gorgeous Seeling of th' immortall Frame. 1614 T. Adams
Devil's Bang. 315 You that haue neglected heauen. which
God hath made your more glorious seeling, c 1630 Drumm.
of Hawth. Poems Wks. '17111 322 Those boundless bounds
where stars do move, The cieling of the christal round
above. 1821 Clare VilL Minstr. I. 205 The rose's blu>h-

ing bloom, Loveliest cieling of the bower.

7. Comb., mostly attrib., as ceiling-board, -joist,

-relievo, -sky, -work ; also ceiling-wards adv.

c 1520 Mem. Ripou (Surtees) III. 202 Johanni Henryson.

.

sawyngseylyng Iwrdes per iij dies et di.,2i(/. 1535 Cover dale
Ps. lxxiii. [lxxiv.] 6 They cutt downe all the sylinge worke
of Sanctuary with bylles & axes. 1663 Gerbieb Counsel
68 Seeling Joyses on Cellaring. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v.,

A covering of plaster over laths nailed, where there is no
Upper room, on joists for the purpose : hence called ceiling

joists. 1840 Hood K'ilmausegg li. 4 Nothing but gold !

. .On the walls, .the ceiling-sky. 1850 LeITCH tr. Mutter's

Anc. Art § 402. 537 A Nereid, .in a ceiling-relievo at Pal-

myra. 1879 Daily News 21 Aug. 3/1 These princesses

who piously fold their hands and look ceiling-wards.

Ceilinged (srlirjd
,
ppl. a. [f. prec + -ei>.]

Having a ceiling ; also ceilinged -off, cut off by a

cieling.

18.. Wordsw. Misctll. Soun. 1. xv, Cell.. with purpureal

shell Ceilinged and roofed. 186a Owen I. 80 A low, black,

ceilinged room. 1884 W. Urwick NoHCOnf, in Herts 190

The massive roof of solid oak beams, ceilinged off.

tCeinte. Obs. Also 4 seynt, 5 ceynte ; also

Saint, Sain, q.v, [a. OF. ceint. ceinct :—L. ductus

in same sense f. cingere to gird.] A girdle; the

woven portion of a girdle.

c 1340 Cursor M. 793 (Add. MS.) Abowte hure myddel a
seynt sche sou^t. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 329 Girt with a
ceint of silk with barres smale. 1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowte
v. v. (1859) 76 These Aungels ledden thre spirites whiche
were . . gyrd with ceyntes of gold. 1530 Palscr. 268/2

Seynt of a gyrdell, tissu.

II Ceintu're. rare. [F. ccinture (sgntwr} :—

I

L. cinctura, f. ciugcre to gird.] = Oncti KE.

1856 Thackeray Christm. Bks. (1872) 8 A simple white
muslin dress and blue ceinture.

Ceiss, ceize, obs. forms of Cease, Seize.

Cek, obs. form of Sack, Sick.

Cekyn, obs. form of Seek.

Cekyr, obs. form of Sicker, sure.

f Cela'de, eela*te, obs. ff. Salade, helmet.

1611 Florio, Bachtetto, a skull or celate [1598 sallet] or

such head-piece. Celata, a morion, a celade [1598 sallat].

Celadine, obs. and dial. var. of Celandine.

Celadon (se-ladfn\ [a. F. celadon
;
according

to Littre the colour was named after Celadon, a

character in D'Urfe's romance of Astree.] The
name of a pale shade of green resembling that of

the willow. Also attrib. and as adj.

1768 E. Buys Diet. Terms of Art, Celadon, a Sea-green

Colour. 1857 Locker Loud. Lyrics, My Neighb. Rose iii,

I doat upon Frail jars, turquoise and celadon. 1876 R.

Burton Gorilla L. I. 125 A cool green-blue, a celadon

tint that reposed the eye and the brain. 1877 Longe.

in Harper's Mag. Dec, A sky Just washed by gentle

April rains, And beautiful with celadon.

Ce'ladonite. Min. [Named 1847, f. prec.

. and -ite.] Green earth of Verona (Dana) ; a

hydrous silicate of iron and potassium.
1868 Dana Min. fi88o) 463 Celadonite, colour deep-olive-

green, celandine-green, apple-green.

Celandine (sedandain). Forms : 4celydoine,

-oyne, 5 celydon, -oun, celidoyne, 6 celidone,

celaudyne, selandine, 5-7 eelondine, sellon-

dine, salandine, sal-, sail-, selendyne, -ine,

solydyne, 6-7 celendine, 8, 9 dial, celadine, 6-

celandine. See also Celidony \ [ME. celydoine,

a. OF. celidoine :—late L. celidonia, Lat. chelidonia

{-onium), ad. Gr. x €^ l^J/l0V
? X iKl^v swallow.

In reference to the name, ancient writers stated that the

flower appeared at the time of the arrival of the swallows,

and withered at their departure. The story of the use

made of the juice by swallows (see quot. 1601 in 1 a) was
probably suggested by the name. For the intrusive n cf.

messenger, passenger. ]

1. The name of two distinct plants, bearing

yellow flowers; by the old herbalists regarded

as species of the same plant, and identified (prob-

ably correctly) with, the ' greater and lesser cheli-

donia * of ancient writers.

a. Common or Greater Celandine, Chelidonium
majusQZ.Q. Papaveracav : called byLyte swallo^v-

wort. Its thick yellow juice was formerly sup-

posed to be a powerful remedy for weak sight.
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a X310 in Wright's Lyric P. 26 With celydoyne ant sauge.

1393 GowER Con/. III. 131 His [i.e. Ariel's] herbe also. .Is

cclidoine freshe and grene. c 1430 Bk. Haivkyng in Rel.
Ant. I. 297 Take the jus of salendyne. c 1450 Nominate
in Wr.-Wiilcker 712, Hec celidonia, celydoun. i486 Ilk.

St. A /Sans B iv b, Take the Juce of Salandyne and wete a
morcell of flesh therin. 1538 Turner Libellus, Celendvne.

1549 Com/i. Scot. vi. 67, I sau eelidone, that isgude to help
the sycht of the ene. 156a Turner Herbal 11. 15 b, The
iuice of Selendine .. maketh the eysight clere. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. 224 The great Celendine, called in Greek
Chelidonia, for that the old Swallows with the helpe of
this hearb helpe their young ones to see again. 1651 Biggs
New Disp. F 79 Celandin weepeth a golden juice. 187a
Oliver Elem. Hot. 11. 135 The juice of Common Celandine
is of a bright orange colour.

b. Small or Lesser Celandine, the Pilewort or

Figwort, Ranunculus Ficaria.

1578 Lyte Doiioens 1. xx. 32 The small Celandyne was so

called, bycause that it beginneth to spring and to floure, at
the comming of the Swallowes. 16x6 Surfl. & Markh.
Countr. Farm 197 The small Celandine, otherwise called
Pilewort. 1775 Ash, Cetadine, the name of a plant, pilewort,
chelidonium. 1803 Wordsw. To Small Celamtine, There's
a flower that shall be mine, Tis the little Celandine. 1859
Lewes Sea-side Stud. 189 The dog-violet and the celandine
are gay with colour.

t 2. Brave Celandine : applied by Lyte to the
Marsh Marigold, Caltha palustris. Obs.

1578 Lyte Dodoeus 1. xx. 31 There is another herbe much
like to small Celandyne in leaues and floures, the which we
may call Mar>h Marygolde, or Brave Celandyne.
3. Tree-celandine ; Bocconia fruteseens of the

W. Indies. {Treas. Bot)
Celarent (s*ie>rent). Logic. [A Latin word

( = ' they might hide') taken as a mnemonic.] A
term designating the second mood of the first

figure of syllogisms, in which the major premiss
and ihe conclusion are universal negatives, and
the minor premiss a universal affirmative.

1551 T. Wilson Logique fi vij b, In Celarent we se
twise E, whereby we are taught that the argument . . must
haue two vniuersall negatives, and one vniuer<all affirma-
tive. 1589 Marprcl. F.pit. K iiij b, The moodc answereth
unto Celarent, elder daughter to Harbara. 1589 Pafipe W.
Hatchet E b, V'ou shall not finde such reasons, they bee all

in celarent, and dare not shewe their heads. 188a Mallock
Soc. Equality vi. 138 We cannot prove it in Harbara, 1 ....

rent, or Bocardo.

Celate s see Celade.
Gelation (s/Lf-'Jan). Also 6 Sc. -ioune. [f. L.

celdre to conceal : see-ATUx,] Concealment; esp.

in Law, concealment of birth or pregnancy.
1567 Sc. Acts (1814! 573 <Jam.) In occultatioun and cela-

tioune of the premissis. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Celatiem, the
concealment of pregnancy or parturition.

Celature tsflitiui). Also 7 ceelature. [ad.

L. cvlatura, f. etcla-re to emboss, engrave.] a.

Embossing, b. concr. Embossed work, an em-
bossed figure.

1430 Ltdo. Chron. Troy nr. xxviii, With craftye archys
reysed wonder clene. .So merueylous was the celature. 1617
Hakewill Apot. (1630) 37a These celatures in their drinking
cups were so fram'd, that they might put them on or take
them off at pleasure. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. x. \ 17
They admitted even in the utensils of the Church some
celatures and engravings. 1650 Fuller PisgaJt 111. v. 367
Nor was all this flouretry, and other celature of the cedar,
lost lalK>ur. [In Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets.]

Celde, obs. pa. t. of Sell.
Celder, -re, Celdom,obs. ff Chalder, Seldom.

t Cele, sb. Med. Obs. [mod.L., a. Gr. k^Ktj ; cf.

Bubonocele, Enterocele, etc.] (See quots.)
1708-15 Kersey, Cele, a swelling in any part of the Body,

especially the Groin. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cele, in

a general sense, denotes any tumour, but more particularly
that proceeding from a rupture or hernia. 1775 in Ash.
181 1 Hooper Med. Diet., Cele, a tumour caused by the pro-
trusion of any soft part. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Cele, v. Obs. [a. F. celer :— L. celdre.] trans.

To hide, conceal, keep secret.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour H v b, None ought to cele or
hydenothyngefrohisfrend yf it be his prouffyte and honour.
• 1 1550 Form. Jurament in Balfour Practicks (17541 23
I Jam.) Your counsall celand that ye schaw me.

Cele, var. of Ceil, Seal, Sele, Obs., happiness.

Cele, obs. form of Chill sb.

t Celebe*rrimous, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Humor-

ously f. L. celeberritn-us, superl. of eelcber cele-

brated.] Very or most celebrated.

1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 475 The celeberrimous
doctor has made the thing as clear as the sun.

t Ce'lebrable, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. celebrable,

ad.L. celebrdbilis, f. cclebrare to celebrate.] Worthy
to be made famous.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. tit. ix. 84, I mot graunten. .pat pis

ping be ry^t celebrable by clernesse of renoun and noblesse,

iv. vii. 147 Hercules is celebrable for hys hard trauaile.

Celebrant (se'l/brann. [a. F. ctttbrant, or L.

celebrant-cm, pr. pple. of cclebrare.'] One who
celebrates, or who performs a solemn rite; esp.

the priest who officiates at the eucharist.
1839 Stonehouse Axholme 226 The piscina should be

situated near the celebrant. 1863 J. C. Morison St* Ber-
nard it. v. 255 They. . answered the prayers recited by the
celebrant. 1883 Cm, Times 9 Nov, 807/1 There cannot te
more than one celebrant or one chief consecrator.

t Ce lebrate, a. Obs. Also 5 -at. [ad.

L, celcbrdt-us, pa. pple. of cclchrd-rc to Celeiskati :,

I f. L. celebr-em honoured by a great assembly, etc., 1

renowned.]
1. Performed with due rites; observed with due

formality
; solemnly held. (Chiefly as pa. pple.

;

cf. Celebrate v.)

1471 Rii'ley Comp. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 148 Nor thy
i Conjunccion of them [be] perfytly celebraL 15x0 Sir R.
Elyot Will in Elyot's Gov. (1883) App. A, After hir mar-
riage celebrate. 1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cliii. 183 The
same day that the fratemyte of Saynt Owen was celebrate,
thenglysshmen toke the towne of Guynes. 1564 Brief
Exam. '***»

iij, Who brought in manages to be celebrate
in Churches?
2. Extolled, celebrated.

1538 Starkey England 212 Whose vertuese are celebrate
in our. .tempullys. 1574-7 Hellowes Guevara's Fam. Ep.
(1577) 28 Numantia and Sagunto were . . muche renoumed
ana celebrate in Spaine. 1680 Hickes Spirit ofPopery 35
Vicar was a most Zealous and Celebrate Professor.

3. Consecrated, dedicated. ;Cf. Celebrate v. 2.)

163a W. Lithcow Totall Disc. 57 Mount Pindus, cele-
brate to Apollo and the Muses.
Hence t Ce'lebrateness.
1731-6 in Bailey. 1775 in Ash.

Celebrate se Ubr^t , v. [f. prec, or on an-
alogy of vbs. so formed. See -ate 3.]
'1656 Blount Glossogr., Celebrate, to frequent, to solemnize
with an Assembly of men, to make famous, also to keep a
festival day or other time with great solemnity.)

1. trans. To perform publicly and in due form
(any religious ceremony, a marriage, a funeral,

etc.) ; to hold (a church council) ; to solemnize.
1564 title), A godly and necessary admonition of the de-

crees and canons of the Council of Trent, celebrated under
Pius IV. 1^70 T. Norton tr. Nowets Cateck. (1853) 115
What form is to be kept in celebrating the divine mysteries,

1574 Life yoth Abp. Canterbury B j b, The Archoisshopp
himselfe . .celebratmge the holy communion. 166* Office
Holy Commun., imi Exhort. 1 18441 f 345, 1 intend, by God's
grace, to celebrate the 1 . Supper. 1771 Pennant
Tours Scott. (1774 1 300 A couple were in pursuit of him, in
order to have their nuptials celebrated. 1840 Arnold Hist.
Rome I L 346 Fabius celebrated his funeral, and pronounced
his funeral oration.

b. absol. (with the eucharist as implied object).

1534 in Picton /.'pool. Munic. Rec. (1883' I. 26 The foun-
dation of John, lJuke of Lancaster, to celebrate there for
the soules of him and his ancestors. 1638 P. Smart Vanitie
Popish Cerent. 33 No side at which any Minister can stand
to celebrate. 186s Kington Fredk. II, II. xvi. 349 Had
forced priests to celebrate in his presence.

fc. trans/. To execute, enter into {a contract;

cf. Sp. celebrar un contrato) ; to perform (an opera-
tion ; cf. quot. 147 1 s.v. Celebrate///, a.). Obs.
1591 West Symbol. 1. 1. | 13 The thing . . may be in one

j

place, and the contract celebrated and perfected in another.
1684 tr. Bonets Merc. Compit. xvtii. 646 Bleeding must
be celebrated in an Inflammation of the parts.

+ 2. To consecrate by religious rites. Obs.
1584 R. Scot Discm*. Witchcr. iv. viii. 65 Virgine parch-

ment, celebrated and holied by a popish priest.

3. To observe with solemn rites (a day, festival,

season) ; to honour with religious ceremonies, fes-

tivities, or other observances (an event, occasion V
1560 Bible Genev.) Lev. xxiii. 32 From euen to euen shall

ye celebrate IWycl. halowe, Coverd. kepe] your Sabbath.
1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI. 1. vi. 14 Feast and banauet in the
open streets. To celebrate the ioy that God hatn giuen vs.

167a Dryoen Conq. Granada 1. i, With Pomp and Sports
my Love I celebrate. 1697— Wtap Georg. \. 466 Celebrate
the mighty Mother's Day. 1737 L. Clarke Hist. Bible ix.

(1840) I. 376 The Feast of Tabernacles bting then celebrat-

ing. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. 1. 71 The Minor Festival.,

is celebrated with more rejoicing than the other.

4. To make publicly known, proclaim, publish

abroad.
1507 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixviii. % 8 Whose name .. we

celebrate with due honour. 1660 Barrow Euclid (1714*
Pref. 2 As it is commonly cited and celebrated by all men.
1738 Wesley Hymn, H hen to the Temple ii, The stones
tnemselves would find a Voice, To celebrate his Praise.

1795 Solthey Joan ofArc ix. 360 His praise the song had
ceased to celebrate. 1856 Bryant Hymn to Death 72
And celebrates his shame in open day.

5. To speak the praises if, extol, publish the

fame of.

161 1 Bible Isa. xxxviii. 18 Death cannot celebrate thee.

1667 Milton /*. L. 11. 241 Could we Stand in his presence.

.

to celebrate his Throne With warbl'd Hymns? 169a K.
L'Estkange Josephus' Antiq. vi. vi. 11733* f 39 Neither did
the People forget to celebrate themselves all this while.

171a Addison Sped. No. 5:3 *6 There is a noble Hymn in

trench, which Monsieur Baylc has celebrated for a very
fine one. 1875 Jowett I 'lato III. 699 He celebrated the sur-

rounding mountains for their numtwr and sire and beauty.

Celebrated (irVbicfttd), ///. a, [f. prec +
-EI).]

1. Performed with customary rites.

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. I amburI. v. i. ad. fin., Our cele-

brated rites of marriage.

2. Much talked about, famed, renowned.
1665 9 Boyle Occas. Rett. 1675) Ded., Those Celebrated

Ladies, .taught their Children to Sway those Rulers of the

World. 1717 Lady M. W, Montague Lett. 1 1, xlvi. 33 This
is a dull imperfect description of this celebrated building.

1817 Soi'thky Ittscript. xliii, In many a celebrated fight

With Rodney [he] had his part. 1855 Maury Phys. Geog.

Sea xviiL ii86o>§ 768 Neither India, nor the East coasts

of Africa .. are celebrated for their fish. 1870 F.merson
Soc. ft Solit., Eloquence Wks. (Bohm III. 30 Who prosper,

like the celebrated schoolmaster, by being only one lesson

ahead of the pupil.

Hence + Ce lebratedne as.

1731-6 in Bailey. 1775 in Ash.

Ce lebrating, vbl. sb. [f. Celebrate v. +
-1NG l.J a. Observing with due ceremony, solemn
observance, b. Praising or extolling.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Celebracion, celebrating. 1611
Bible 2 Mace. v. 26 Hee slewe all them that were gone to
the celebrating of the Sabbath. 1667 Pepys Diary VI. 108.

1671 L. Addison iv'est Barbary in Southey Com.-pt. Bk.
Ser. 11. (1849) 96 They divine of the success of their tillage

from . . the due celebrating of their taster.

Celebration ;sel/bnTl j3n . [ad. L. celebration-

cm, noun of action f. celebra-re to Celebrate.]
1. The performance of a solemn ceremony; spec.

the action of celebrating the eucharist.
1580 Sidney Arcadia i\\ He laboured .. to hasten the

celebration of their marriage. 1662 Office Holy Commun.
Rubric yd Exhort. (1844) 5 346 The Celebration of the
Communion. 1678 Wanley Wond. Lit. World v. iii. § 9.

474/1 Telesphorus . . instituted . . the celebration of three
Masses the night of our Saviour's birth. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav. (1760) III. 303 Epitaph on a lady who dropt down
dead, during the celebration of her nuptials, stag Southey
All for Love iv, The Church hath been prepared For
spousal celebration. Mod. She has gone to early celebra-

tion.

2. The observing of a feast, clay, or special

season ; the honouring or recognizing of an event

by religious ceremonies, festivities, etc.

15*9 More Snpplic. Souls Wks. 318/2 Our sauiour bymself
went to the celeDracion of that same feast, c 1613 Shaks.
Hen. I'll7, iv. L 10 They are eucr forward In Celebration
of this day. 1650 Pearson Creed (1839) 377 The Jews do
still retain the celebration of the seventh day of the week.
1841-4 Kmerson Ess. Art Wks. iBohn) I. 151 Picture and
sculpture are the celebrations and festivities of form. 1844
Lincaro Anglo-Saxon Ch. 11858) I. L 46 Celebration of
Easter.

3. Making famous, publicly praising, extolling
;

in //. l.iudatory speeches.
a 1674 Clarendon (J.) His memory deserving a par-

ticular celebration. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 104 Fio
Have never been denied any celebrations which they were
willing to purchase. 1779 — L.P., Prior Wks. HI. 132
The Carmen Seculare, in which he exhausts all his powers
of celebration.

1 4. — Celebrity ; renown. Obs.

1710 Palmer Proverbs viii, The vulgar have a title . . to
convey the honour of celebration to a saying. 1779 Johnson
L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 44 That house at Twickenham to which
his residence afterwards procured so much celebration.

Cele brative (sc l/brifftiv), a. rare- 1
, [i. Ce-

lebrate v. -r -ive.] Pertaining to celebration.

1834 J Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXXV. 707 Walking in

. .procession on the day celebrative of Reform.

Celebrator >eMhxe^Ui). In 7-8 -ter. [a. L.

celebi a-lor, agent-n. f celebra-re; formerly in -ER,

as an English agent-n. f. Celebrate v ]

One who celebrates (see senses of Celkbratk v.).

1609 B. foNsoN Masq. Queens, ad fin., I know no worthier
way of epilogue, than the celebration of who were the cele-

braters. 1617 Hieron Whs. <i6i9*2o< II. 340 He will set

himselfe to bee a publisher and a celebrater of his righteous-

nesse. 1624 A. Darcie Birth Heresies iii. 12 To demand
of the Celebrater some flesh. 17.. Popk Let. Mrs. Eermor,
I am really more a well-wisher to your felicity than a
celebrater of your beauty. 1850 L. Hint Autol'iog. ii.

(1860)30 The birthplace of Marlowe ..and of my friend

Home, his congenial celebrator.

tCe'lebre, * Obs. rare~ l
. [a. F. ccl?brc

t
or

ad. L. eelcber, -brew.] Well-known, public.

"539 Hkn. VIII. Let. to Wyatt (R.i Barking preachers so

slaunderously defaming us in so celebre a place.

tCe'lebre, -er, v. Obs. [a. K. ce'lcbrcr, ad. L.

cclebrare] To Celebrate.
1475 Caxton Jason 76 The mystery of the flees of

goldc shal hyely be celebrerd. 1483 — Gold. Leg. 422/2
l"he solempnyte of thys glorious Saynt is celcbred the xvii

day of the kalendys of augustc. /';,/'. 432/4 Whan he was
preest he celc-bred as dayly.

Celebrious (s/1e*L»ri3s), a. [f. L. eclcbri-s +
-ots ; cf. alacrious. (Accounted obs. by Johnson.)]

+ 1. Of a place or assembly: Thronged, fre-

quented ; hence, of a ceremony, festival, etc.

:

Attended or observed by throngs ; festive. Obs.

1555 Cranmfh in Strype Eccl Mem. III. I. xxx. 236, I

have defrauded the souls of the dead of this daily and most
celebrious sacrifice. 16*7 I Carter Exp. Semi, on Mount
54 The most celebrious places of the Citie, as the Syna-
gogues, or streets, a 1638 Mkde To Ttviss Wks. iv. fxvi.

841, 1 see no reason why the I.ord*s-day should not be a
celebrious Day when the Lord reigneth. a 1680 Butlf.e
Rem. 117591 1- 407 A grave and weighty Oration pronounced
. . l>efore this celebrious and renowned Assembly.

2. Well-known, famous, renowned, arch, ox dial.

1608 Bp. J. King Serm.St. Maries, Oxf. 15 Make his death
.. renowned and celebrious to the world. 1674 Evelvn
Navig. ly Comm. Misc. Writ. 638 The most celebrious ex-

peditions that have been made, a 1734 North Exam. i. ii.

pi. 31 Men, celebrious in public Affairs. ,1860 Imp.
Gazetteer Scott. I 341 The manufacture of wooden snuff

boxes, .rendered Cumnock not a little celebrious.

Hence t Cele brionsly adv., in a celebrious or

famous manner ; with great celebration, t Cele -

briousness, renown, fame (J.).
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. x. i. § 10 The day for the Coro-

nation .. was celebriously kept, 1755 Johnson, Celebri-

onsly, -ness ; and in later Diets.

Celebrity I
s/le-briti). [ad. L. celebritcit-cm,

{. eclcbr-em famous, thronged ; cf. F. cele'brite'.]
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+ 1. Due observance of rites and ceremonies;

pomp, solemnity. Obs.

161a Brerewood Lang, A> Rclig. Pref. 6 Their general

synods . . they have frequently held with great celebrity.

1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Man. 585 Whose body . . was re-

nioued with all celebritie, and enshrined.

+ 2. A solemn rite or ceremony, a celebration.

J609 Holland Amm. Marcell. CJktmot. Or*, As
touching this celebrity of Sports, see Capitolinus. 1640

lip. Hall C/ir. Moder. 9/2 Small cheer in comparison

of that which he prepared for the celebrity of his son

Isaac's weaning. 1653 L'Estrange C/uts. I, 6 The celebri-

ties of his Fathers Funerall would be over. 1661 S. Stone

[title) Sermon at St. Paul's, 20 Oct.. .At the first Celebrity

of Divine Service with the Organ and Choristers. 1774 J.

Bryant Mytlwl. I. 61 It generally shewed itself at times,

when a celebrity was held.

3. The condition of being much extolled or

talked about ; famousness, notoriety.

j6oo Hooker Eccl. Pol. VII viii. § 8 The dignity and
celebrity of mother cities should be respected. 1751 John-
son Rambl. No. 165 f6, I did not find myself yet enriched

in proportion to my celebrity. 1838 Arnold Hut. Roine

I. 332 Recommended to public notice by the celebrity of

their family. 1863 M. Arnold in Macm. Mag. 7 Jan. 255

They [Spinoza's successors] had celebrity, Spinoza has fame.

4. cotter. A person of celebrity ; a celebrated

person ; a public character.

1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies ii, Did you see any of those
' celebrities,' as you call them ? 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits

xi. Wks. (Bohn) II. 86 One of the celebrities of wealth and
fashion confessed .. that, etc. 1876 M. Dames Unorth.

Lond. 90 Thronged with the spiritual celebrities of London.

t Ce'lebrous, a. Obs. [f. L. celcbr-em + -ous.

Cf. Celebrious.J Famous, well-known.
1624 Darcie Birth 0/Heresies To Rdr., A people at this

day celebrous and famous for their Gouernement. 1657

Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 317 The vulgar [Balm] is most

celebrous. 1678 Pre/. Rob. Hood in Thorns Prose Rom.
(1858)11. Celebrous for the yielding of excellent whetstones.

Celection, obs. form of Selection.

Celendyne, obs. form of Celandine.
Celer, var. Celure, and Soleu, upper room.

Celerer, obs. form of Cellarer.

Celeriac (siTe-riskV [Derivative of Celery;
the last syllable has not been explained ; the word

does not appear to be known outside of English.]

A turnip-rooted variety of the garden celery.

1743 Land. *f Country Breiv. II. Advt., Italian Brocoli,

Spanish Cardoon, Celeriac, Finochi, and other foreign

Kitchen Vegetables. 1796 C. Marshall Garden, xv. (1813)

232 Celeriac requires a rich soil. 1861 Delamer Kitch.

Gard. 82 Celeriac is easier and less expensive of culture

than celery. 1883 St. James's Gas. 20 Dec. 5/2 There is

likewise, though far too little known, the celeriac.

t CeleTiouS, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. ecleri-s,

swift + -ous. Cf. (delirious.] Swift, fleet.

163a W. Lithgow Totall Disc. 357 The most celerious in

flying or following, of all the cursares in Turkey.

t Celeripedean, sb. and a. Obs.—" [f. L. cele-

riped-em swift-footed (f. celer swift +ped-cm foot)

+ -ean.] ' A swift footman ' (Cockeram).
1623 in Cockeram. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Celeripedean,

swift footed, nimble heel'd.

Celerity (sile-ritil. Also 5-6 00I-, selerite,

6 celeryte, eel-, seleritie. [ME. celerite, a. F.

cilerite, ad. L. celeritat-em, f. celer swift.]

1. Swiftness, speed. Now chiefly (as distinguished

from velocity 1 with reference to the movements or

actions of living beings.

1483 Rich. Ill in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 39 I. 123 The same
with all celerite entendeth for to ordeigne and provide

. .for his sayd cousyn. 1531 Elyot Gov. i. xxii, The mean

..between sloth and celerity, commonly called speediness.

1591 Horsey Trav. (1857) 229, I speed my bussynes with as

much seleritie as I can. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 82

The cats followed with the same celerity and agility. 1691

Ray Creation I. (1704) 72 Whirl'd round about the Earth

daily with incredible celerity. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No.

T77 F 3 My quickness of apprehension, and celerity ofreply.

1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Sc. xxviii. (1849) 323

A wheel revolving with celerity sufficient to render its

. spokes invisible. Mod. The celerity of the squirrel's move-
ments.

f 2. A particular rate of speed. (In physical

science the word now used is velocity?) Obs.

1734 Berkeley Analyst § 4 The fluxions are celerities,

not proportional to the finite increments. 1794 Sullivan
View Nat. II. 383 To that center, .there is supposed a de-

scent, in various celerities.

Celery (se-leri). Also 7 cellery, 7-8 selleri,

-y, 8 sallary, -ery, oeleri. [a. F. celeri (not in

Cotgr.), according to Littre a. dial. It. sellari, pi.

of sellaro (Brescian se'leno, literary It. sedano),

repr. Gr. <r«'Xn'oi' parsley.]

An umbelliferous plant (Apium graveolcus) cul-

tivated for the use of its blanched stalks as a

salad and vegetable ; in its wild form (Smallage)
indigenous in some parts of England.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1660) 34 February, Sow in the

beginning. .Sellery. 1673 Ray Journ. Low C. 406 {Italian
food) Selleri . . the young shoots whereof they eat raw with
oyl and pepper. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules 0/Diet 256 Parsley
and Celery both contain a pungent Salt and Oil. 1753
Hanway Trav. (1762) I, iv, lvii. 263 Poor devotees, who
. . subsist upon wild sallary, 1833 Veg. Sjtbst. Food 190
Celery, .in its wild state, .known by the name of smallage.

1872 Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 183 Celery . . is only wholesome
when blanched.

attrib.

1719 London & Wise Compl. Gard. 203 We earth our

Cellery Plants quite up, with Earth taken from the high-

rais'd Path-ways. 1858 Wood Homes without H. xiv. 299

Of the Diptera the Celery Fly yTephrilis onopordinis) is a

good example. 1882 Garden 14 Jan. 23/3 For beauty of

barring the Celery fly may compare with most.

t Cele'st, a. Obs. [a. F. celeste, or ad. E. cse-

lestis, f. cxlum heaven.] Heavenly, celestial.

1. Of or pertaining to the sky; = Celestial i.

f Blue celest : sky-blue [Fr. bleu celeste'] {obs.).

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 89 The circulatioun of the

sone celes[tj. 1549 Compl. Scot. 47 Considir the ciiclis of

the spere celest. 1584 T. Hudson Judith, Her utmostrobe

was colour blew celest.

2. Of or pertaining to heaven ;
= Celestial 2, 3.

c 1420 Paltad. on Hush. I. 455 Licoure of grace above, a

thyng celest. 1549 Compl. Scot. C5 Eftir this sueit celest

armonye, tha began to dance. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II.

111. 145 Augustin observed in Paul.. a celeste Eloquence.

Celeste (s/le-st). [mod. a. F. celeste : see prec]

1. The name of a colour, sky-blue : see .prec.

1881 Porcelain Whs. Worcester 35 The. .mauve, Celeste,

and other enamels present an interesting series.

2. a. (short for voix celeste) : The name of a stop

on the organ or harmonium, b. A name for a

certain form of the soft pedal on a piano.

1880 in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 683/1 The use of the celeste

pedal was indicated by Hummel with a special sign.

1886 Daily Newt 14 Dec 7/2 All of the following are reed

stops. .Diapason, melodia, viola, celeste.

Celestial (sile'stial), a. and sb. Also 5-7

-tiall(e, -tyal(le, 6-8 ccel-, ceelestialll, (7 ce-

lestall, selestiall). [a. OF. celestial, -el ( = It.

celestiale, Sp. celestial), f. L. cxlesti-s of same
meaning, f. cxlum sky, heaven ; see -al.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to tire sky or material

heavens. Celestial globe, map : one representing

the heavens, f Celestial water : solution of copper

sulphate, used in opthalmia (see quot. 1 758).

c 1391 Chaucer Astral. II. § 2 To know the altitude of the

Sonne or of othre celestial bodies. 1481 Caxton Myrr. III.

xxiii. 184 This heuene Celestyall, whyche is aboue alle the

other. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxix. § 2 Years, days.hours,

minutes .. all grow from celestial motion, 1664 Makvell
Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 120 The influence of the ca:lestial

luminaries., is suspended. (11721 Keii.l tr. Maupertuis'

Diss. (1734' 61 The Ccelestial Bodies that turn about an

Axis. 1758 J. S. Le Drau's Obscrv. Surg. (1771) A a iv,

Sky-coloured, or celestial Water.. For Distempers in the

Eyes it must be well diluted. 1879 Lockver Elem. Astran.

iv. xxvi. 145 The celestial sphere—the name given to the

apparent vault of the sky.

2. Of or pertaining to heaven, as the abode of

God (or of the heathen gods), of angels, and of

glorified spirits.

c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1. 460 Of the goddys celestials.

c 1386 — Priorcsse's T. 129 Fohvyng ever in oon The white

lomb celestial. ' 1494 Fadyan 6 To the lorde that is Celes-

tyall, I wyll nowe crye. 1526 Tin-dale Luke xi. 13 Howe
moche more shall youre Father celestiall. 1651 C. Cart-

wright Cert. Relig. I. 252 Some by Angell there under,

stand not a caelestiall spirit, but a messenger. 1751 Johnson
Rambl. No. 168 Pio His celestial protectress thought him
not sufficiently secured. 1862 Stanley Jeiv. Ch. (1877) I.

v. 03 Not in any outward form, human or celestial,

b. In comb, (nonce-wds.)
a 1743 Savage Whs. II. ioo(Jod.) Celestial-hinted thoughts

gay hopes inspir'd. 1843 Carlyle Past ft Pr. (1858) 92
Alive and miraculous, celestial-infernal.

3. Of a divine or heavenly nature.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour I ij, To whome he gaf celes-

tyals and erthely goodes. 1538 Starkev England 207 He
[Christ] cam to make perfayt man . . by Hys celestyal apd
dyvyne doctryne. 1681 Dryden Abs. $ Achit. 306 Desire

of Pow'r . . is of Ccelestial Seed. 1794 Sullivan Vietu Nat.
II. 449 The celestial dew of knowledge. 1866 Neale
Sequences % H. 127 To fortify the parting soul with that

celestial Food.

b. Divinely excellent or beautiful, divine,

heavenly ; also in comb., as quasi-arff

.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Tray 11. xiii, So heauenly fayre and so

celestyall. 1613 R. C. Table Atph. (ed. 3) Celestiall,

heauenly, diuine, passing excellent, a 1704 T. Brown Sat.

Antieuts Wks. 1730 I. 24 The celestial beauties, which we
find in the writings of these incomparable men. 1713
Guardian No. 4 F5 A new sort of Stile, .which is above
the sublime, and may be called the Celestial. 1725 Pope
Odyss. 1. 149 His bloomy face Glowing ccelestial-sweet.

4. The Celestial Empire: a translation of one

of the native names for China. So Celestial Em-
peror; and humorously celestial — Chinese.

1824-9 Landor Whs. (1868) II. 117 England was devising

schemes, .to the detriment of the Celestial Empire.

5. Jocularly applied to a 'pug' nose, which

turns up at the tip.

6. quasi-.fi. (in //.) Heavenly objects, bodies,

attributes.

1582 N. T. (Rhern.} Hebr. ix. 23 It is necessarie therfore

that the examplers of the cadestials be cleansed with these.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 122 Inferior things doe obey their

celestials. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (l8ll) _VIlI, 399
Never was. .goddess so easily stript of her celestials !

B. sb.

1. An inhabitant of heaven.

1573 Twyne Mneidx. (R.) King Ioue from golden throne

vprose, Whom home to heauenly court celestials garding al

did close. 1713 Guardian No. 7 F 1 Diana . . or any other

Celestial who owes her being to poetry. 1750 Johnson
Rambl. No. 22 F 1 Of age to be received into the apart-

ments of the other celestials. 1869 Spurgeon Treas. Dav.
Ps. xix. 3.

b. fig. A heavenly being.

1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 27 You will require steps to

mount up to shake hands with these Celestials. 1885 ipM
Cent. July 48 From the parson's daughter up to the celes-

tials behind Spiers and Pond's counters.

2. A subject of the Celestial Empire ; a Chinese.

1863 Russell Diary India II. 171 (Hoppe) The China-

patterned lands which connect India with the country of

the Celestials. 1884 Christm. Graphic 7/2 The Celestial

inclined his head in grave courtesy.

Cele-stialite. Min. [f. Celestial + -ite.] 'A

sulph-hydrocarbon found in certain meteorites'

(Dana Min. (1S84, App. in).

Celestiality (sne=stiiae-liti). [f. as prec.

+

-ITY.J

1. Heavenly quality ; heavenliness.

1875 Browning Aristaph. Apol. 96 But, throw off hate's

celestiality. 1884 I-'. A. Pai.ey Ch. Restorer 56 The ccles-

tiality of countenance has never been equalled.

2. A Celestial (Chinese, dignitary, humorous.
1824-9 Landor tmag. Com. Wks. (1846) II. 118 His celes-

tiality then waved his hand. [So often in L.]

Celestialize 'sfle-stiabiz ,v. [f. Celestial +

-ize.] trans. To make celestial. Hence Cele's-

tialized ///. a.

1826S0UTHEV mQ.Rti: XXXIII. 390 Celestialized hu-

manity. 1830 Blackto. Mag. XXVIII. 863 Was there ever

a face in this world so celestialized by smiles?

Celestially s/le stiali), adv. [-LY-.] a. In

a heavenly manner. b. As from a heavenly

source, c. After the manner of celestial beings.

1494 FABYAN iv. Ixxv. 51 Thou [Quene celestyall] Art to

the hyghest Ioyned celestyally. 1529 More Com/, agst.

Trib. n. 1171/2 A certain holy father in makyng of a ser-

mon, spake of heauen . . so celestially, that muche of his

audyence with the swete sounde therof, beganne to.. fal a

slepe. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pal. 11. (1617) 62 That super,

naturall and celestially reuealed Truth. 1658 Flecknoe
Ep/gr. (1670) 71 They seem to be celestially inspir'd. 1848

Thackeray Let. 1 Nov., These pretty brats, .sing, .celes-

tially. i860 Ld. I.ytton Lucile 11. 1. § 1. 5 Celestially naked,

—new queen of the world . . Summer stands.

Cele'stialness. [see -ness.] Heavenliness.

1731 in Bailey. 177s in Ash ; and in mod. Diets.

t Cele'stian. Obs. = Celestlne sb.2 a.

1532 More Con/nt. Barnes vm. Wks. 798/2 Austine spake

. .against, .heretikes called Pelagianes, and Celcstianes.

t Cele'stical, a. Obs. [f. L. cxhsti-s + -IOAL ;

cf. agreslical.] Celestial, heavenly.

,-1530 Ld. BerneRS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (18141 197 Hie and
mighty King of Paradise celestical ! 1609 Bible (Douay)

204 The celestical God, maker of the whole world. 1695

Tryon Dreams x. 194 All celestical vertues.

t Celestien, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. cclcsticn:—

L. type cselesli-dnus, f. cxlest-is : see Celest.]

= Celestial.
c 1330 Owain Miles 146 That is paradis celestien ; Ther-in

com bot Cristen men.

t Cele'Stify, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. cselesli-s + -fy ;

cf. OF. celestijier.'] trans. To make heavenly.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 231 That heaven were but

earth celestified. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Celesti/y, to make
celestial, heavenly or excellent. 1768 E. Buys Did. Terms
0/A rt, Celesti/y, to communicate or endue with the Pro-

perties of Heaven.

t Ce'lestine, a. and sb.1 Obs. [a. OF. celestin,

ad. L. creleslin-us, f. aelcst-is heavenly : see -ink.]

— Celestial a. and sb.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (1840) 62 A bright hevenly sterre,

Monge celestynes reigneng. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxvi.

xi, Lyke Dyane clere in her spere celestyne. 1509 — Conv.

Swearers 41 Both god and man in Ioy celestyne.

Celestine (sedestain, -tin, sile'Stin), sb."2- [ad.

L. Cselestlnus, f. the proper names Calestius and

C$elestTnus.~\

a. One of a sect (called also Celeslians) named
after Calestius, an associate of Pelagius, in the

5th c. b. One of a reformed branch of the Bene-

dictines, founded by Celestine V. in the 13th c.

1530 Palsgr. 203/2 Celestyn a man of religion, celestin.

1577 Vautroullier Luther on Ep. Gal. 165 No Monke, no

Carthusian, no Celestine bruseth the head of the Serpent.

1686 Serjeant Hist. Monast. Conventions 27 The Celes-

tines [wear] Skie Colour or Blew. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI.

21/1 Buonafede. .entered the order of the Celestines .. was

elected general, .in 1777.

Celestine (sVl&tin), sb? Min. Also creles-

tine, -in. [named 1798: ?ad. It. celestino sky-

blue ; cf. Celeste.] A mineral : the same as Celes-

tite. Also, formerly applied to a blue alabaster.

1804 R. Jameson Syst. Min. I. 606 Celestine has also been

found crystallized. 1811 Pinkerton Petrol. I. 502 The ala-

baster called anydrous is of several colours, white, rose,

grey, and even blue, which is called celestine, a name now
strictly belonging to a kind of strontian. 1815 W. Phillips

Outl. Min. 4* Geol. (1818) 25 Strontian combined with sul-

phuric acid, .has obtained the name of ccelestine from its

delicate tint of light blue colour.

t Cele:stine -t(te. Obs. rare. (See quot.)

1774 H. Walpole Let. Sir W. Hamilton 19 June, I heard

a new instrument yesterday. . It is a copulation of a harpsi-

cord and a violin ; one hand strikes the keys and the other

draws the bow. .The instrument is so small it stands on a
table, and is called a Celestinette.

27-1
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t Cele stious, a. Obs. [f. L. cxlesti-s + -ova.]

= Celestial.
1542 Primer Hen. I'///, In the heart ravishment celes-

tious. 1691 Boyle Wks. II. 257 iR.) A book, ennobled by
its author with many celestious lights.

Celestite sedestait, s/hrstsit). Mitt. [Altered

by Dana from Celestine : see -ite.] A mineral

;

native-sulphate of strontia, SrO. SO), so called

from the sky-blue colour it sometimes presents.

Baryto-cclestite, Calcio-cclestite, are varieties containing

baryta and lime respectively.

1854 Dana Mitt. (i88o> 620 Wittstein finds that the blue

colour of the celestite of Jena is due to a trace of phosphate

of iron . . Celestite is usually associated with limestone.

Celestitude. [f- C.*;le.stis + -tude, after

altitude, etc.] =Celestiality 2. humorous.
1824-9 Landor Wks. 1 1 868) L 492 Would your Celestitude

[King of Aval believe it ! the whole company wept.

t Celestly, a. Obs. = Celest a. 2.

1400 Cov. Myst. (1841) 103 Thou .. makyst hym desyre

thyngys celestly.

Cele stoba'rite. Mm, [see Celestite and

liAitiTE.] A variety of Bamte containing much
sulphate of strontia. 1868 Dana Mitt. (1880) 6:7.

1 Celestrine, celstine. Obs. [app. ad.

It. ciUstrino, celestino a garment of sky-blue cloth

Tommaseo ] A kind of blue cloth.

1435-6 Warden's Aec. in Heath Grocers' Com}. (1869! 419
The clothing murrey and plunket celstyne. 1483 Act i

Rich. Ill, c. 8 $ 18 Cloth called Vervise, otherwise called

Plo/tkcts, Turkins, or fetestrines.

f Cele*tomy, bad form of Celotomy.

[| Celeu'sma. Obs. rare, [late L. celeus/na, a.

Or. Kiktva^a, f. flttXcv-ci* to order.] A watchword,
battle-cry; the call of the signalman who gives

the time to rowers.
1680 Hon. Cavalier 17 Curse ye Meroz, or such like

Celeusma's. 1684 De/. Case 0/ Consc. cone. Symbol. With
Rome 11, I cannot but wonder, at your adventuring into

the World this other Ccleusma. 1753 Chambers Cycl.

Sufp, s. v.. Hymns and psalms were sung in vessels by way
of ccleusma, in which the words amen and hallelujah were
frequently repeated.

Celiac, var. of Cceliac.

Celibacy (se'libasi). Also 7 coelebacy. [f.

L. avlibdtus in same sense, f. cttUbsy
c&lib-em un-

married, single : sec -ACT 3. {Cit'lebs, and its

noun of state aviibatus, are the only cognate words
found in Latin).] The state of living unmarried.
1663 A rOH'bimu. 54 St. Paul's advice for ccelebacy, or

single life. 1754 HUMS Hist. Eng. ii, The celibacy of
priests was introduced into the English System by Dunstan.
1791 B06WEIX Johnson < 1831) I. xxiv, 387 Even ill assorted
marriages were preferable to cheerless celibacy. 1796 H.
HUNTER tr. 5"/. Pierre's Stud Nat. 41799) III. 681 Celibacy
may suit an individual, but never a corps. 185$ Milman
Lat. Chr. (1864* II. 111. vii. 149 With Gregory celibacy was
the perfection of human nature.

Celibatair(e lse:lib&te rare. [a. F. eili-

bataire, f. eclibat — Celibate sb. 1 + -aire, repr. L.

drius : see -art.] A bachelor; one who is

vowed to celibacy.

1817 W. Godwin Mandevilte II. 268 (D.) While the de-

spairing celibataire descanted on his 1 whole course of love.'

1839 J.
Rogkks Antipapopr. xv. § 3. 317 If the priesthood

individually incline to celibate, let them be celibatairs.

Celibatarian (scdibatC'>'rian), a. and sb. [f,

CELIBATI sb. 1 + -arian ; cf. F. celibataire.']

A. adj. Characterized by, or characteristic of,

celibacy ; inclined to, or favouring, celibacy.

1839 Darley Introd. lieaum. Ft. Wks. I. 10 An act so

little in accord with the Queen's celibatarian prejudices.

1849 Eraser's Mag. XL. 137 He had vegetated twenty-years
in the celibatarian dignities of his fellowship. 1848 C lough
Amours de Voy. to, 183 Let me offer a single and celiba-

tarian phrase.

B. sb. One who lives in or advocates celibacy.

1863 Sala in Temple Bar VII. 546 Her chin, like a waver-
ing celibatarian, seemed scarcely to have made up its mind.
1867 H. C. Lea Saccrd Celibacy 168 So ardent a celiba-

tarian as Aldhelm.

Celibate (se'litvt), shy arch. Also 7 ceeli-

bate, ceelibat. [ad. F, ctllibal, ad. L. cedibatus

:

sec above.] State of celibacy ; order of celi-

bates.

1614 J. King Vitis Paint. 21 Solitude and celibate, a
single monasticke life agreeath not to it. 1673 Ray Journ.
Loin C. y

Malta 319 Hildebrand. .the great introducer of the
Celibate of Priests. ,11711 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721
II. 238 Despairing, I in Celibate would live. 1869 J. Rogers
Antipapopr. xv. $ 1 Has taken care of the celibate of the

clergy. 1874 H. Reynolds John liapt. \\\. 5 2. 183.

fig. x86a Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xtii. 173 The long
celibate of German intelligence may seem designed by a
superior Wisdom to crown it with inexhaustible fertility.

Hence Celiba tic a., of or pertaining to celibacy
;

Celibatist, a professed supporter of celibacy

;

Celibatory {rare) ~ Celibatarian.
1881 Echo if Apr. 1/6 The remnant of ' celibatic supersti-

tion ' which even now hangs around some of our academical
establishments. 1885 Jeaffreson Real Shelley I. 20 Com-
pensation for the loss of celibatic freedom. 18*9 Blackiv.
Mag. XXVI. 758 Elizabeth, .was herself a celibatist. 1841
L. Hunt Seer 11. (1864) 5 A lone lodger, a celibatory.

Celibate (se'HWt), a. and sb.* [f. L. atMkm
unmarried + -ate (not on L. analogy) : sec - ate'** 2.]
A. adj. Unmarried, single; bound not to marry.

1829 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 148 If celibate, to lay by
sufficient for his old age. 1863 J. M. Ludlow Sisterhood in

Gd. Words 493 The celibate girls.. would scarcely fail to

become.. a community. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org.

% 5- 205 The present anomalous position of the celibate

tutor-fellow. 1882 Karrar Early Chr. I. 505 He IJesus]

never breathed one word to exalt the celibate over the

wedded life.

B. sb. One who leads a single life, a confirmed

bachelor or spinster ; one bound not to marry.

1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 26 The proof may be very
convincing to celibates. 1879 Farbar .5"/. Paul II. 619 App.,
An order of female celibates or youthful nuns.

Hence CeTibateness, Ce libateship, — Celi-

bacy. 1775 in Ash.

Celibate, v. nonce-wd. [f. prcc] trans. To
restrain from marriage, compel to celibacy.

1659 Evelyn Gold. Bk. St. Chrysostom Misc. Writ. 114
That thou shouldst crclibat him. .and make him a monk.

tCe lic, a. Obs. In 6 ceelick. [ad. late L.

cselic-tts, f. avium heaven.] = next.

1652 Si'AKKK Prim. Devot. (1663) 341 Vet all their ca-liik

strains would fall too low.

t Ce'lical, a. Obs. Also 6 -icall, -ycalle. [f.

as prec. +-al.] Heavenly, celestial.

1511 Douglas AKneis xn. Prol. 42 Phebus ..defundand
from nys sege etheriall Glaid influent aspectis celicall. 15x3
Rradshaw St. Werburge (18481 213 Euer contynuynge in

doctrine celicall. 1383 Stanyhurst AKneis in. (Arb.) 89 By
stars., by the ayre, uy the celical houshold.

Celidography tselidfgrafi;. [f. Gr. kt]Xx$

fet)\i$o-s spot + -ypcupia writing. In F. celido-

graphie."] A description of the spots in the sun

or planets.

[1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. has Celidographia from
Biancnini 1729.] *77S in Ash ; and in mod. Diets.

tCe'lidony 1
. Obs. Forms: 1 celebonie, cyle-

benie, 5 cely-, seladony, celidoyne, celydoine,
-doun, 6 celedonie. [ad. med.L. celedonia (in

Pliny cheltdonid) and OK. celidoine : cf. Celan-
dine.] ^Celandine.

< 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 41 Nim . .cele^wnian moran. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. XVtL xlvi. (Tollem. MS.) By pe
iuce of celidony swalowes y}en turned a^en to be firste

state, yf bey ben hurte or put oute. c 1440 Promp. Part*.

65/2 Celydony, herbe, celidonia. 11450 Alphita (Anecd.
Oxon.) 36 Celidonia . .gall, et angl. celidoyne. c 1450 Nomi*

\
nale in Wr.-Wulcker 712 Hec celidonia, celydoun. . 1475
Voc, ibid. 786 Hec seladonia, a seladony. 1567 Maplet Gr.

\
Forest 37 Celedonie . . beareth a Saffron coloured flower.

1607 Tomu Four'/. Beasts 278 To bloud-shotten eyes it

I

is good, .to wash them with the juyce of celidony.

t Ce'lidony-. Obs. [ad. late L. celidottius (in

;

Pliny chelidonius), ad. Gr. x (^ l^Vi0S iA*'0os), £

;

XcXiooV swallow : see quot. 1621.] Astone fabled

: to be found in the belly of a swallow: see (plots.

! Cf. Fr. chelidoine 1 pierre precieuse : petits cailloux

appartcnant aux agates : on dit aussi pierres

d hirondelle' (Littre).

[t6ai Burton Anat. Mel. n. iv. 1. iv. 232/2 In the belly of

a swallow, there is a stone found called Celidonius, which
if it be lapped in a faire cloath, and tied to the right arme,
will cure lunaticks and mad men.] i65i Sir H. Vane's
Politicks 9 The Celedonie Stone, whose property it is to
low all its power and vertue, unless it be rub'd with gold.

Celine, a. [irregularly f. Gr. *otAt'a belly : cf.

Cosliac.] ' IJelonging to the belly.*

In mod. Diets.

t Celi'vagous, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. after F.

eclivage (Rabelais), on L. type *ctelivag-uS) f.

avl'Utn sky + vag-us wandering + -ous.] Straying
heavenwards.
a 1693 L*R(jt hart Rabelais DL xxii, Ily two celtvagous

Filopendulums.

Cell (sel\ sb\ Forms: 2 cell (//. -aa\ 3-6
celle, ^4-6 sell(e, 7 ceT, 5- cell. [ME. telle

t

a. OF. celle :—L. celta a small apartment, esp. one
of several such in the same building, used e.g. for

a store-closet, slave's room, prison cell ; also cell

of a honeycomb ; in late H also a monk's or

hermit's cell. The late OE. cell pi. cellos may have
been directly ad. L. celta.

The adoption of old and development of new senses in

Knglish, have proceeded along many lines, and the logical

and chronological orders do not agree. Sense 2 appears to
l»e the earliest, while 7 and 8, already used in I^atin, appear
comparatively late.

(Some would connect I,, celta with cera wax, regarding
' cell of a honeycomb ' as the original sense.)]

^

L A small apartment, room, or dwelling.

+ 1. A store-closet. (In early (plots, after eel/a

of the Vulg.). Obs.
a MM Attcr. R. 152 He scheawede be cellesof hisaromaz.

1381 Wvclik Isa. xxxix. 2 He shewed to them the selle of
spices. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Alms. 11. 45 [They], .carieng
it into their cellcs, and garners at home, keep it.

2. A monastery or nunnery, generally of small

size, dependent on some larger house. [A frequent

med.L. sense of cclla (see Do Cange).]
In the first quot. app. 1 monastery ' in general.

11131 O. E. Chron. an. 11 29 t>a priores, muneces and
canonias ba w;cron on calle ba ceflas on Kngla land. 1197
R. Gi.ouc. (1724) 333 In be cyty of Bangor a gret hous ber

was, pat were vnder seue cellcn [r<. r. vii celles). c 1330 R.
Brunnk Chron. (i8io> 267 A monke of a celle bare him wele
bat tide, c 1394 P. PI. Crede 314 We madtn oure celles To
ben in cyties y-set to ±>ty^tlc pe people. 1534 Ait 26

Hen. VIII, c. 368 There be diuers celles apperteining to
monasteries and priories. x6<x N. Bacon Cotttn. Hist. Disc,
xvii. 147 The Norman and trench Cells were in his Prede-
cessor's time seised under this color. 177a Pennant Tours
Scotl. (1774) 61 The house was once a cell to the Abby. 1868
Freeman Norm. Coftq. (1876) II. App. 680 There was a
priory of Lapley, which was a cell to Saint Remigius.
3. A dwelling consisting of a single chamber

inhabited by a hermit or other solitary.

c 1305 Life St. Dunstan 60 in E. E. P. {1862I 36 A priuei
smyjibe bi his celle he gan hira biseo. 136* Langi. P. PI.
A. Prol. 28 Ancres and Hermytes pat hoMeb hem in heore
Celles. 1393 Ibid. C. xviii. 7 Suche eremites, .in here selles
lyueden Wib-oute borwynge ober beggynge bote ofgod one.
t 1440 Promp. Parv. 65 Celle or stodyyngc howse {1499 cell
or stody hows], celta. 159a Shaks. Rom.fr Jul. 11. iv. 193
She shall at Frier Lawrence Cell Be shriu'd and married.
a 1764 R. Lloyd Ode Oblivion, Thou who delightest still

to dwell By some hoar and moss-grown cell. 1875 H. E.
Manning Mission H. Ghost vii. 186 Whose homes are more
bare and empty than the cell of an anchorite.

1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 275 Aue christi cella, Hayle
celle of cryste. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 881 In thy shady cell,

where none may spy him. Sits sin. 1645 Waller Div.
Love vi. (R.) The soul contending to that light to fly From
her dark cell. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 109 [Reason] retires
Into her private Cell when Nature rests. 1757 Gray Epi-
taph Mrs. Clarke, A Heart, within whose sacred cell 'lhe
peaceful Virtues lov'd to dwell.

c. poet. A small and humble dwelling, a cottage.

Also, a lonely nook ; the den of a wild beast.
1577 B. G00GE Heresbach's Husb. (1586) n What meaneth

this Cell., at the entrance? This is syr, my Baylifles lodg-
ing, I lay him by the Gate, that he may see who goeth in
and out. 16*4 Ql arles Sion's Sottn., See how kings' courts
surmount poore shepheards' eels. 1647 Herkick Thanks-
giving to Gott, Lord, thou hast given me a cell Wherein to
dwell. 1735 Somerville Chase 111. 222 All the Race Car-
nivorous . . retire Into their darksome Cells. 1810 Scott
Lady 0/ L. \u xxxvii. Like hunted stag, in mountain
cell.

d. Applied in poetry to the grave (often with
some notion of sense 4).

1750 Gray Elegy iv, Each in his narrow cell for ever laid

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep. 1843 Neale
Hymns/or Sick 49 Nor dreaming of the narrow cell. 1877
Bryant Among Trees 49 Their last rest, Their little cells

within the burial-place.

4. One of a number of small apartments in a
building, serving as the dwelling of a single person :

a. in a monastery, nunnery, or the like. For-
merly, also in an almshouse.
1340 Ayenb. 267 per byep Monekes uor claustres and uor

strayte ccllen. c 1394 PI. Crede 60 pei. .[lurkenj in her
selles, [And] wynnen werldliche god. 146a Hull Trinity
House Rec, Paide for xliii sawne board boght for th' mak-
yng of the Celles of th' said Trenyte House, .uiy. \jd. 1483
Cath. Angl. 56 A Celle, cella, celtula, conclaue. 1522 Hull
Trinity House Rec, Ye praisels In Agnes Breknan's Sel
prassvd by John Wyssby, etc. ..iiij*. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 179 b, Someaduysed her tobrenne incence
in her cell. 1644 Hull Corporation Bkt. M Apr., All such
goodes and household stuffe as they should . . use in their
seuerall cells or rooms. 1663 Cowley Verses Ess. (1669)

70 The Chartreux wants the warning of a Bell To call him
to the duties of his Cell. 1859 Jephson Brittany xiiL 220
In passing along. . I saw the cells of the sisterhood.

t>. in a prison
;
formerly, also in a madhouse.

Condemned cell', a cell occupied by one who is

condemned to death.

IJM De Fof. Col. Jackii^o) 166 The cells in Newgate.
1777 J. Howard State 0/ Pris. (1792)213 The rooms and
ce lis [of Old Newgate] were so close, as to be almost con-
stant seats of disease. 1810 Craiihb Borough xxiii, Here
separate cells awhile in misery keep Two doom'd to suffer,

1828 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 234 Tasso pines in the cell of a
madhouse. 1884 Griffiths Chron. Netvgate 360 Hence
there was a terrible accumulation of prisoners in the con-
demned cells.

j 6. A small private room. Obs. rare.

1340 jo Alisaunder 525 Nectanabus. .passed in his Paleis
too a priuie sell, c 1460 J. Ri ssell Bk. Nurture in Babees
BA: (i863) 128 Seme hit [ypocras] forth with wafurs, bothe
in chambur & celle.

0. Archil. = Cella (see also 9 a).

184s 75 Gwilt Archil., Gloss. Cell, in ancient architec-
ture the part of a temple within the walls.

II. One of the compartments into which any-

thing is divided.

7. generally, e. g. a compartment of a dove-cot

or the like
v
so in Lat.), of a drawer or cabinet, a

pigeon-hole. arch.

1577 Bt Googk Heresbach's //mj/\ (1586) 169 For the tame
Pigions. .they make . . certaine hollowe roomes, and celles

for them. 17*7 Pope Art Sinking 115 Cells resembling
those of cabinets for rarities.

8. One of the compartments in the comb of wax
made by bees. [So L. celta.]

1577 Ii. GcjOge Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 175 b, Their
Coames that they make are wrought full of holes, which
holes, .are their Celles . . these Celles they doe all fill with
Honie. 1609 C. Buti.fr Fern. Mon. {1634' 57 £Hs Com con-
teineth about six Cels of 9c bignes and fashion of 5e Bees
Cels. 17*0 Watts Hymn, Hoiu doth the tittle busy bee.

How skilfully she builds her cell, How neat she spreads the
wax. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 70 The cells of
the bees are perfect hexagons. x8i6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol.
(1843) I. 368. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 106 A bee-
keeper would cut out the cells of drones.

9. One of a number of spaces into which a surface

is divided by linear partitions : spec.

a. in Archil, (see quot.)
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1850 Parker Gloss. Archit. (ed. 5) I. 116 The term vault-

ing cell is applied by Mr. Whewell to the hollow space be-

tween the principal ribs of a vaulted roof.

b. Entom. 1 The space between the nerves of

the wings of insects.* 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

10. Klectr. Originally, one of the compartments

of the wooden trough of Craickshank's voltaic

battery ; afterwards applied to the vessel (in

Daniell's or similar batteries) containing one pair

of plates of divers metals immersed in fluid. Now,
usually, a simple voltaic apparatus, containing

only one pair of metallic elements ; when several

fells are united they constitute a battery.

1828 Ox/ Cycl. III. 521 The plates [in Children's battery]

are. .immersed in the cells of a trough. 1848 Walker Man.
Eiectr. 329 A single cell of this battery is represented in fig.

142. It consists essentially of a copper cell A, etc. i88z

WATTS Diet, Chem. II. 425 In Darnell's battery, each cell

consists of a copper cylinder. Ibid. 428 The two liquids in

each cell being separated by a porous diaphragm.

III. An enclosed space, cavity, or sac, in organ-

ized bodies, or {trans/.) in mineral products.

11. generally, a. Applied to various larger cavi-

ties having functions, as the ventricles of the heart,

the loculi of the ovary in plants, etc. (In modern

scientific language seldom used.)

1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xvu. xcix. (1495) 665 The
greynes of pomegarnades ben ordenyd in theyr owne selles.

1578 Lyte Dodoens IL xxiii. 174 After them certayne hollow

little huskes or Celles. 1607 TOFSELL Four-/. Beasts no
They [bitches] bring forth many at a time—sometime five,

seven, nine, or twelve*, for so many eels hath the female in

her womb. 1688 R. Holme Armoury n. 85/1 The Cell is

the hollow places in puds, husks, or coars . . in the Fruit.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Tec/tu. s. v. Coniferous, In which Cone
are many Seeds, and when they are ripe the several Cells

or Partitions in the Cone gape or open, and the Seed drops

out. 1751 Chamhers Cycl., The name is also given, by
botanists, to the partitions in the husks or pods, where the

seeds of plants lie. J776Withering Bot A rrangem. (1796)

I. 320 Capsule roundish, with as many cells as there are

styles. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bat. i. (1858) 16 The interior of

the ovary is called the celt.

b. Applied to minute cavities or interstices in

the structure of any tissue, mineral substance,

etc.

1819 Pantologia s.v., Cellular membrane . . by means of

the communication of the cells of this membrane . . the

butchers blow up their veal. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xxi.

(1852) 493 The central part is coarsely cellular, the cells de-

creasing in size towards the exterior . . the outside crust of

finely cellular lava. 1836 Woodward Fossil Shells 39 Hori-

zontal sections exhibit a cellular net-work, with here and
there a dark cell, which is empty. 1861 Hulme tr. Moqnin-
Tatuton IL L 41 Cellular or areolar tissue is composed of

numerous lamella:, which by their interlacement intercept a
number of open spaces termed cells.

c. Cells of the brain : the imaginary cavities or

compartments in that organ, formerly supposed

to be the seats of particular mental faculties, or

to serve as 'pigeon-holes' for the reception of

knowledge. (More scientifically, the ventricles

of the brain were called cells.) Obs. exc.fig.

1393 Goweh Con/. II. 176 Of a man The wit ,. Is in the

celles of the brain. 1430 Lydg. Chrou. Troy 1. ii, So feble

was his celle retentife. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest.

Chirurg., Howe many celles hath the brayne after his

length. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. iii. §5 History.,

answereth to one of the cells, domiciles, or offices of the

mind of man ; which is that of the memory, c 1720 Prior

(J.) The brain contains ten thousand cells, In each some
active fancy dwells. 1784 CoWFEK Task VL 11 It [the

sound] opens all the cells Where Mem'ry slept. 1834 H.
Miller Scenes $ Leg. vii. (1857) 88 The corresponding cells

of understanding and memory.

12. In modem Biology : The ultimate element in

organic structures ; a minute portion of proto-

plasm, enclosed usually in a membranous invest-

ment. Often with a defining word prefixed, as

blood-cell.

The history of this sense appears to begin with Grew, who
observed and described the cells of plants. (See the i7-i8thc.

quots. that follow.) But the determination of the relation

of these cells to the living organism belongs to the present

century.

1672-3 Grew Anat. Plants (1682) 64 The Microscope ..

shews that these Pores are all, in a manner, Spherical, in

most Plants ; and this Part an infinite Mass of little Cells

or Bladders. 1751 Chambers Cycl., Cells, in anatomy, are

little bags, or bladders, where fluids, or other matters, are

lodged; called also loculi, cellular, etc. 1770 Sir J. Hill
Constr. 'Timber 68 We see that cell in its true nature ; it is

an oval Bladder or Bleb.

1845 Day tr. Simon's Anim.Chem. I. 212 The general action

ofthe hepatic cells. 1851 Cari'enter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 7 We
shall hereafter see that a cell, or closed vesicle, formed of a
membranous wall, and containing fluid, maybe regarded as

the simplest form of a living body. 1855 Bain Senses $ Int.

1. ii. § 4 The countless millions of nerve cells. i86x Hulme
tr. Moquin-Tandon IL 1. 40 They are accordingly true vesi-

cles ; and on that account . . the name of ' blood cells ' is to

be preferred. 1866 A. FuctPrime.Med, ( 1880) 39The modern
conception of a cell is based, not upon its etymological sig-

nificance, but upon the presence in it of living matter or
protoplasm. Even formless clumps of protoplasm are some-
times called cells. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (ed. 6) II. xii.

264 The yeast-plant . . is an assemblage of living cells. 1880
Gray Struct. Bot. § 45 These component parts . . take one
common name, that of Cells.

13. The cup-like cavity occupied by an individual

polype in a compound polypidom, in the Zoophytes

and Polyzoa. Also, a simple shell of one of the

Foraminifera.

1847 CAKPBMTEK Zool. § 1053 This horny tube is enlarged

at certain points into sheaths or cells for the protection of

the Polypes ; within these the individuals can retract them-
selves. Ibid. 1054 The cells are arranged upon the sides of

these [branched stems] like the minute leaflets of mosses.

1855 Kincsley Glaucus (18781 73 Each polype cell is edged
with whip-like spines. 1855G0SSE Man. Marine Zool. 1. 11

Lagena : Cell calcareous, single, globular, with a long ex-

ternal tubular neck. Ibid. 21 Sertularia : Corallum plant-

like, .cells vase-like, .alternate, or in pairs.

IV. Applied to various hollow receptacles or

containing cavities.

14. a. generally.

1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E, Iftd. II. liv. 287 Wells of

Fire, that continually burn in their own Cells.

fb. The brass socket in which the lenses of

a microscope, etc. are mounted. Obs.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s.v. Microscope, Object-

Glasses. .fiVd in Brass Cells ready to screw on. 1784 Hek-
kchel in Phil. Trans. I,XXV. 44 Unscrewing the object-

glass or speculum a little in its cell.

C. Microscopy. A cavity hollowed out of, or

built up upon, a glass slide, for the purpose of

receiving an object for microscopical observa-

tion.

1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1881 Carpenter Microscope v.

(ed. 6) 216 Where large shallow cells with flat bottoms are

required (as for mounting Zoophytes, small Medusa;, etc.).

V. 15. attrib. and Comb. a. (in senses 3, 4) as

cell-gallery> -grating ; cell-bred adj. ; b. (in sense

1 2^, as cell-action, -aggregate, -body, -cavity, -cleav-

age, -division, -evolution, -fibre, -form, -forma-

tion, -fusion, -genesis, -germ, -growth, -life, -mass,

-membrane, -multiplication, -nucleus, -pigment,

-plate, -proliferation, -sap, -stage, -substance, -watt,

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 101/2 'Cell-action then

must have some influence as the cause of the chemical

changes. 1878 Bell tr. Gegenbauer's Comp. Anat. 16 A
subordinate part ofthe cell-body. 1728 PoPE Dnuciad 11.

356 A low-born, "cell-bred, selhsh, servile band. 1847 9
Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 443/1 Between the cell-wall and the

*cell-cavity. 188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 762 The fresh forma-

tion of parts connected with 'cell-division is in general in-

dependent of light. Ibid. 16 This mode of *cell-formation

consists almost invariably m the bipartition of a mother-

cell. 187a Aitken Sc. <y Tract. Med. led. 6) II. 1054 Other
' cell-forms occur in the urine. 1791 Bentham Pattopt. I. 17

Postsc, The *Cell-Galleries are. .perfectly commanded by
every station in the Inspection-part. Ibid. 55 Postsc, The
other [party] immediately within the *Cell-grating. 1859

Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 9/1 Minute cells are formed . . which
may be called reproductive ' cell-germs. 1870 BentleY Bot.

19 The *cell-membrane of young cells is very thin. 1835
Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 34 *Cell-nuclei occur in all

classes and orders of plants. 1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV.

117/1 The only true black cell-pigment. x88z Vines Sachs
Bot. 18 A row of granules now makes its appearance, .this

is the *cell-plate. 1877 Roberts Handbk. Med, (ed. 3) I.

45 The first tendency is to the active production of cells,

—

*cell-proliferation or germination as it is termed. 1847-9

Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 102/1 The *cell-wall must be the seat

of endosmosis and exosmosis. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 3
Older wood and cork thus consist of a mere framework of

cell-walls.

f Cell, sb.% Obs. rare" 1
. Erroneous f. Caul.

1607 Tops ell Four-/. Beasts 498 The fat of sheep which
is gathered from the caul or cell.

fCell, P. Obs. rare. [f. Cell sb.l] a. trans.

To shut up in a cell. b. intr. To dwell in a cell.

1592 Warner Alb. Eng. vn. (R.) A recluse from the

world, And celled under ground. 159a WyrjleV Armorie
96 An Abbey strong . . Wherein there celd a Monke of

enuious moode.

Cell, obs. form of Sell, Sill.

|| Cella (se-la). [Lat.] The body of the temple,

as distinct from the portico and other external

structures ; = Cell 6.

1676 F. Vernon in Phil. Trans. XI. 578 The length of

its cella is but 73 feet, the breadth, 26. 1846 Ellis Elgin
Marb. I. 24 It consisted of a cella, flanked by a double row
of pillars. 1878 B. Taylor in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI.
118 The cella of the temple was nearly seventy feet wide.

Cellseform, erron. form of Celliform.

Cellar (se'lw), sb. Forms : 3-5 celer(e, 4-6

seler, 4-7 celler, (5 celar), 5-7 seller, 6-7

sellar, (7 sellor), 7- cellar. [ME. celer, a. Anglo-

F. celer, OF. celier (mod.F. cellicr) :—L. eellartum

set of cells, receptacle for food, f. cella Cell.]

1 1. A store-house or store-room, whether above

or below ground, for provisions ; a granary, buttery,

or pantry. Obs. exc. dial, in fish-cellar; see quot.

1848; cf. also coal-cellar, wine-cellar.

1225 Ancr. R. 214 He stike5 euer i3e celere, o5er i3e

kuchene. a 1300 Cursor M. 4676 Siben commanded [ioseph]

him-selue Depe selers for to delue. a 1340 Hampole Psalter

cxliii. 15 paire celers ful riftand. c 1375 O. E. Prayers in

Ret. Ant. I. 40 The kyng hath led me in to a wyn-celer.

1382 Wyclif Luke xii. 24 Biholde }e crowis . . to whiche is

no celer, nether beerne, and God fedith hem. c 1420 Liber

Cocorum (1862) 33 Kepe hit fro ayre . . In cofer, or huche or

seler merke. 1483 Cath. Augl. 56 A Celler, eellarhim . .etc.

vbi a butry. 1483 Caxton Esope 2 b, He fonde the celer

open . . and hath eten al the fygges. ^1535 Dewes Introd.

Fr. in Patsgr. 1031 Brynge this gentilman to the seller &
make him good chere. 1598 Florio, Cella . . a seller or

hutterie. 1663 Cowley Vtrses $ Ess. (1669) 131 Sellars

and Granaries in vain we fill, With all the bounteous Sum-
mers store. 1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 41 Here

is a fish-cellar . . a place for salting, keeping, and storing

away pilchards.

-fh.fig. Obs.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter lv. 12 Of be awtere of my hert

and "pe celere of my consyens cumes all pat i kyndel in pi

luf. 1387 Trevisa IHgden (Rolls) I. 77 Paradys . . was J>e

celer and place of all fairenesse. 1480 Cambria! Epit. 64 in

Map's Poems (1841) App., God . . Made that lond . . To be
selere of all hele. 1565 Jewel Repl. Harding (1611) 393
A man. .being brought by God into his inward cellers, may
from thence obtaine the true vnderstanding, and interpret-

ation ofthe Holy Scriptures.

2. An underground room or vault.

This sense occurs contcxtually in some of the earlier

quots. ; it is impossible to determine at what period the

notion of ' store-room ' began to give place to that of ' under-

ground chamber'. Cotgr. 1611 has it as the transl. of Fr.

cave, and Minsheu 1617 gives as its equivalents Fr. cave
and Lat. hypogxum.
[1331 Litera Cantuar. (Rolls) I. 400 Nostre celer de nostre

novele meson de piere cn Chepe. ]
6' 1330 R. BftUNNK Chron,

Wace (Rolls.) 2068 In Londonc he dide hure kepe Vnder
erthe in a seler depe. t'1450 Merlin 125 In roches or in

seleres under erthe. 1583 Stubbes Anat. A bits. it. 29 In a
moyst seller, vnderneath the grounde. 1633 T. Stafford
PaC. Hib. viii. 11821) 572 They were constrayned to ret yre

into the Sellors. J787 T. JEFFERSON Corr. (1830) 123 A tine

piece of mosaic, still on its bed, forms the floor of a cellar.

1873 Mori.ey Rousseau I. 41 After . . six weeks . . passed in

the garret or cellar of his rude patroness. 1877 Bryant
Song 0/ Tower vii, In . .the damp cellar's stifling air.

-f b. trausfi Applied to the grave. Oh.
c 1550 Lacy li'yt Bueke's Test., I bequeth mi body to the

colde seler.

c. With defining words prefixed, as beer-, coal-,

wine-cellar, which sec under their initial clement.

3. Often for wine-cellar \ hence trausfi the con-

tents ofthe wine-cellar, a person's stock of wines.

1541 Act 33 Hen. I 'III, c. 12. § 10 The sergeant ofthe sellar

. . shall also be than and there redy with a pot of redde

wine. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 137 My Cellar is in arocke
by th' sea-side. 1706 7 FarqUHAR Beaux' Strut. 1, i, I

have now in my Cellar Ten Tun of the best Ale in Staf-

fordshire. 1841 Emerson Led. Conserv, Wks. (Bohn) IL

274 O conservatism ! your pantry is full of meats and your

cellar of wines. Mod. He gives very good dinners, but I

don't think much of his cellar.

f4. A box, a case; esp. for holding bottles; a

case of bottles. ,For Salt-celi.au cf. Saleh, of

which -cellar is a corruption.") Obs.

163Z B. Jonsos Magn. Lady ill. i. (D.) Run for the cellar

of strong waters quickly. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. xiii. 61 Boy fetch my cellar of bottles. 1667 1'ki vs

Diary 1 Apr., His wife afterwards did. .give me a cellar of

waters of her own distilling.

T 5- for Soler, upper-room.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15208 He bam lent . . A celer in at etc.

1432 50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 285 Goenge to a hie parte

of the seller [solarii] or chamber.

6. attrib. and Comb., as cellar-bin, -door, -keeper,

etc. ; cellarless adj. ; also cellar-book, a book con-

taining an account of the stock of wines, etc. in

a cellar ;
cellar-flap, a flap on hinges, level with

the surface of the ground, opening into a cellar

;

cellar-kitchen, a kitchen below the ground- Moor,

a basement kitchen; cellar-physic, wine; cellar-

plate, an iron plate in the pavement covering the

entrance-hole of a coal-cellar ;
cellar-slug, a large

striped slug found in cellars
;
cellar-way, a pas-

sage through, or as if through, cellars.

1883 Lloyd Ebb .y Ft. I. 2 Its *cellar-bins—some one else's

patent. x8. . Thackeray (0.) He overhauled the butler's

*cellar-book. 1684 Gt. Frost (1844) 14 Their carelessly

leaving open "sellar door. 1697 C'tess D'Annoys Trav.

(1706) 193 It is as big as a Cellar-door key. 1884']'. W. HlME
Public Health 57 Prohibition of occupying of *Cellar Dwel-

lings. 1883 Daily News 10 Jan. 6/7 Injuries received . . in

falling over the 'cellar-flap. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet
,

Cillero, a *celler-keeper. 1864 E. Burritt Walk John
O'Gr. 310 All the damp low *cellarless cottages. 1793 J.

IjEReseord in Looker-on No. 54 Cow-heel and such •cellar-

messes. 1697 DahpiBR Voy. (1729) I. 542 Fine Air .. good
Kitchin and *Cellar Physick. 1881 Daily News 22 Apr. 2/6

The defendant was legally liable in having his "cellar plate

unfastened. 1882 Garden 30 Dec. 579/2 A fine example of

the *cellar slug. 1867 Howells Ital. Jouru. 47 The effect

of the buildings vaulted above the sidewalks is that of a

continuous *cellarway.

Cellar (sedai), V. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To put

into a cellar ; to store up as in a cellar. Also, To

cellar in, andfig.
16 . . Cotton, There underground a magazine Of sovereign

juice is cellared in. 1677 R. Cary Chronol. U 1. 1, vn. 23

They had ended their Vintage . . and were ready to Seller

their Wine. 1873 W. S. Mayo Ner-er Again 11. 17 His

sympathies . . cellared in the depths of his own mind. 1885

Law Times LXXX. 191/1 A pipe of port wine, which was

cellared for the plaintiff's. 1886 A themeum 3 July 18/2.

Cellar, var. of Celube, Obs.

Cellarage (se bred^). Also 6-7 -idge, seler-

age, 7 selleredge, -idge. [f. Cellar sb. 4- -age.]

1. Provision of cellars ; cellar accommodation
;

cellars collectively.

1602 Shaks. Ham. L v. 151 Come one, you here this fellow

in the selleredge Consent to sweare. x66z Gekbier Princ.

(1665) 36 Nor ought the Kitchin or other Offices and Sel-

leridge . . to be so placed as they may prove prejudiciall to

the Court. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. I. s.v. Building,

A good Ascent . . makes a House wholesome, and yields

Conveniency for good Cellarage. 1855 Dickens Dorrit
The old house had had famous cellerage.
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b. trans/, and Jig.

1865 K. Burritt Walk Land's E. 349 Cornwall . .
has

almost everything in its cellarage except coal. 1878 Bayne

Purit. Rev. v. 165 Counting in its ranks Coke and Selden,

each with extensive cellarage of brain. [Cf. Cell ii c.J

2. fa. A feudal or seignorial duty upon wine

when placed in the cellar (o/>s.) b. Charge for

the use of a cellar or storehouse, t c. Money col-

lected from banqueters at a Lord Mayor's Feast

:

see quot. 1825.
1511 Act 4 lien. VIII, c. 10 The Bailifwike of Toppsam

with the Selerage and Cranage and the Warren of Cones

within the same. 152* Ord. R. Househ. (1790) 195 Cellar-

idge, Cranage, Sponage, Romage, and Carnage of Wine.

1761 tr. Buschiug's Syst. Geog. V. 566 The excise and toll

is collected by the King*s officers, but the cellerage there

by the magistrate to whom it belongs. 1809 R. Langford

Introd. Trade 122 Paid cellerage 5s. 1815 in Hone
Every-day Bk. 1. 1335 This was termed cellarage, and was

divided between the yeoman of the cellar and the butler.

Cellared (se-bid)
, ///. a. [f. Cellar sb. and v.

+ -ED.] That is stored or housed in a cellar.

Cellaredfish: fish prepared in a fish-cellar; cf.

quot. 1848 in Cellar sb. 1.

1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 54 The greater part of

the cellared fish are exported. 1855 I. Taylor Restor.

Beliefnisi*) 298 Cellared wretchedness, and disease.

Cellarer (se'larej). Hist. Forms : 4-6 cell-,

celerer(e, 6 selerer, 7 cellerar, 6- cellarer.

[ME. cclerer, cellerer, a. Anglo-Fr. celerer, for

OF. celerier, f. cclier Cellar.]

The officer in a monastery, or similar establish-

ment, who had charge of the cellar and provisions.

,71300 Vox t, Wolf Ac weste hit houre cellerer, He
wolde rone after the jonge. c 1386 Chaucer Menkes ProL
48 Thou art . . Som worthy sexteyn, or som Celerer. 1483

Caxton Cold. Leg. 149/1 He comanded yet to the celerer

to gyue it [the oil) toapoure man. 15™ Test. Ehcr. (Surteel)

V. 131 Laurence Clerke, maister sellerar of th'abbay of

Whalley. 166a Fuller Worthies (1840) I. 236 Bred a

monk in Bury Abbey, and the Cellerar thereof. iSao Scott

Monast. x, The cellarer will bestow on each a grace-cup

and a morsel as ye pass the buttery, i860 Rogers Agric.

<y Trices I. xxv. 627.

Cellaress se-lare*). Hist. [f. prec. : see -ess.]

A woman {t.g, nun) who had charge of the

cellar.

1801 Kosbpokk Brit. Monacli. x. (1S431 118 The Cellaress

of the Gilbertine Nuns. 1815 Scott Betrothed xvii, The
Venerable Mother might lie seen, .now giving orders to her

gardener, now to her cellaress.

Cellaret sebre't . [f. Cellar sb. +• -et.]

a. A case of cabinet-work made to hold wine-

bottles, etc. b. A sideboard with compartments

for the same purpose.
1806 7 J Berfsford Miseries Hum. Life xx. (18261 243

With venturous hands At the cellaret stands, Where she

picks out so handy Rum, Hollands, and Brandy. i8as T.

Cosnett Footman's Direct. 67 Keep proper corks in the

cellaret. 1837 Thackeray RoSMltswmg vii. Under the

sideboard stands a cellaret. 1870 Disraeli Lothair xxxii.

Ce-llarhood. nonce-wd. [see -hood.] The con-

dition of being a cellar.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1S61) 361 How it [Evans's

supper-room) emerged from a state of brawling night cellar-

hood, to the dignity of a harmonic meeting.

Cellaring (se-brir,), sb. [f. Cellar sb. and v.

+ -WO1.] 1. = Cellarage i.

1631 Spelman Hist. Sacrilege (1846) 200 Sir Roger having

digged the cellaring of his new house. 1701 A. Young
Trav. France 158 A wine press and ample cellaring. 1798

T. Morton Seer, ivorth Knoio. iii. 4 (L.) Roomy cellaring

and commodious attics.

2. vbl. sb. Placing in a cellar.

1885 Law Times LXXX. 191/1 In the careless cellaring

of a pipe of port wine.

fCe'llarist. 0t*~* U- Cellar sb. + -ist.]

He who keeps the cellar or buttery ; the butler in

a religious house or monastery.

S
21-1800 in Bailey. Hence in Johnson, Webster, etc.

ellarity. nonce-iud. The condition of living

in a cellar.

1847 Lewes Hist. Philos. (1867) II. 618 Cellarity, when

long pent up, is inimical to Life.

Cellarman (selajmi-n). A man who has

charge of a cellar
;
spec, the keeper of the Cellar-

tavem in old Newgate. Also trans/.

1658 Rowland Moufefs Theat. Ins. 920 The Greek Poets

make them [drones) to be the Bees cellarmen, or water,

bearers. 1771 Jackson in PUL Trans. LXIII. n Through

the inattention of the cellarman. 1857 Stanley Mem.
Canterb. ii. 58 One of the cellarmen of the Priory. 1870

Daily Nevis 27 Dec, The wine in bottle, 1 was told by the

cellarman, is not for sale. 1884 Griffiths Chron. Newgate

5 The ' cellarmen ' were selected prisoners who could sell

candles at their own prices, and got a percentage upon the

liquors consumed.

Ce-llarous, a. humorous. Of or pertaining to

a cellar.

i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. ix. (1861) 133 A litlle siae

door . . stood open, and disclosed certain cellarous steps.

1867 — All Y. Round, Christm. No., No Thoroughf. 15

Vendale .. went down for a cellarous stroll.

+ Ce-llat, obs. form of Salade, sort of helmet.
1508 Barret Theor. Warres III. i. 32 Armed with a skull

or close Cellat for the head. (See also Celade.)

Cellate (se'l<*t), a. [f. on L. type celldl-us,

f. ctlla : cf. caudcit-us tailed, f. cauda.] Celled,

having cells. Chiefly in comb., as unicellate one-

celled, multiccllatc many-celled.

Cellated (se'l^ted), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED ;
cf.

crenated, serrated, etc.] Made in the form of

cells ; furnished wilh or divided into cells ; celled.

1847 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 451/1 The cellated cavities

of the placenta. 1884 Health Exhib. Catat. 71/2 The
ovens for these kitcheners are cellated.

Celled (seld), a. [f. Cell + -ed.]

1. Furnished with cells
;
arranged or constructed

in the form of cells. Often with some defining

word prefixed, as single-, one-,two-eelled. Also fig.

1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. (17961 II. 397 Lychnis

Caps[ule] 1-3, or 5-celled. 1843-6 Owen Led. Comp. Anat.

iv. (L.) The single-celled plant. 1854 S. Thomson Wild Fl.

1. (ed. 41 65 Anthers . . one-celled. 1855 Bailey Mystic 8

Heaven's azure world-hive, celled with stars.

2. Enclosed or ensconced in a cell.

1650 tr. Bacon's Life \ Death 58 The spirits .
. seem scat-

tered over their whole bodie, rather than Celled. 1820

Keats Fancy, Thou shalt see the field-mouse peep Meagre
from its celled sleep. 1850 D. Moir Hour of Thought v,

'I he monk in hood, With book and rood, And nun in cell'd

contrition.

Cellendre : see Coriander.

Cellepore (se'lfpo'U). [ad. mod.L. cellcpora

(Linnieus), f. cella Cell, after madrepora Madre-
pore.] A genus of Polyzoa, consisting of a group

of vase-like chambers with a beak on one or both

sides. Also attrib.

Hence fCelleporite see quot.).

1 8 1 1 Pinkerton Petrol. I. 435 Zoophytes, .abound in com-

mon limestone . .Among them may also be classed the mille-

porite, the celleporite. 1851 Til. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav.

I. v. 184 Their interior is filled with fossil madrepores and

cellepores. 1855 Kisgsley Glaucus (18781 123 There are a

few other true cellepore corals round the coast.

Celler, cellery, var. Cellar, Celure, Celery.

Celli, obs. var. of Sellv, Silly.

Celli colous, a. [f. celli- comb, form of L.

cclla* -cola inhabitant + -ous.] 'Living in cells

or cavities' Syd. Soc. Lax. 1881).

Celliferons (seliferas . a. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -feroL's.] Hearing or producing cells.

J7S4 Kli.is in Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 633 Those . .
coral-

lines, which I call celliferous, from their having rows of

cells dispos'd in plant-like ramifications.

Celliform (se-liff>im), a. Erroneously ceLUe-.

[f. as prec. + -form.] Cell-shaped.

1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 503/2 Celbeforrn termination of

a nervous twig. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv.An. ii. 90 Cella:-

form bodies of a bright yellow colour.

Cellite. [a. F. cellite, ad. med.L. ccllita, f.

cella (from the cells which they inhabited).] In //.

An order of lay brothers hospitallers, called also

Bongaris or Alexandrins, founded C1300; they

took a special care of madmen. They are now
united to the order of Servites. (Little.)

1881 AthnmuM 26 Aug 273/1 A 'Missale Parvum' from

the convent of the Ccllites of Ghent.

t Ce ll-keeper. Obs. [f. Cell d>> I.] A cel-

lar-keeper or cellarer.

1598 Klorio, Celtaro, a butler, or cell keeper.

'Cello (tje'lo\ [shortened f. Violoncello.]

i88i Maciu. Mag. XLIII.435 In less than a quarter of an

hour two 'cellos made their appearance. i88» Athenrnm
9 Dec. 782/3 Handel's Concerto ('.rosso, .in seven parts (four

violins, viola, cello, and harpsichord) published in 1739.

Celloid (se'loid), a. [f. Cell + -OH).] Having

the appearance of a cell, cell-like.

1849-51 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1108/1 The epithelium con-

sisted of small imperfect celloid particles. 1861 N. Syd. Sec.

VearJik. 136 There are certain nuclean or celloid bodies

Cellular (se-lii/lajl, a. (& sb.). [ad. mod.L.

celluldris, f. ccllula little cell (dim. of cclla) ; or

perh. ad. F. cellulairt : in F. cellule has entirely

taken the place o( telle, and its derivatives take the

place of those of cella both in Vr. and Eng.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or characterized by cells or

small apartments for single occupants.

1813 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. xi. ( 1 865 1 308 A poor Carthusian,

from strict cellular discipline. 1853 Eraser's Mag. XLV1I.

139 The cellular vans employed for the transport of criminals.

1868 Brow ning Ring f, Bk. ix. 1200 Leave these [gauds] for

cellular seclusion. 1871 Daily News 13 July, The cellular

system [of convict discipline) as it is established in Belgium.

2. Containing a number of cells, small compart-

ments, or cavities
;

porous. Cellular pyrites : a

variety of Marcasitc ; Cellular quartz, etc.

1816 Accum Chem. Tests (18181 166 Calcareous cellular

stones. 1834 Sir C. Bell Hand 292 The skull of the giraffe

..is cellular and thin and light as a paper case. 184s Dar-

win Voy. Nat. ix. (1879I 180, I had noticed the presence of

a few small pebbles of a very cellular basalt. 1868 Dana
Min. 75 Marcasite. .in cellular specimens.

3. rhys. Characterized by or consisting of cells

(see Cell sb.', 11-13). As an epithet of veget-

able tissues, opposed to vascular. See also B.
Cellular tissue, in Animal Physiology, a synonym of

areolar or connective tissue; also formerly called cellular

membrane ; hence cellular-membranous adj. Cellular

pathology : a term introduced by Virchow in 1858; the doc-

trine of the origin of disease in a perturbation of action, or

an alteration of structure, of some or other of the ultimate

cells of which the body is composed ' iSyd. Soc. Lcx.r, the

study of morbid changes in the cells or ultimate elements

of organic tissues.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cellular, or Cellulose, an
appellation given by Ruysch, to the second coat of the

intestines ; in which fat is often found.
_
1773 Gentl. Mag.

XLIII.345 Atwisted worm, sometimes six feet long, which

introduces itself into the skin, and lodges in the cellular

membrane. 1799 Southey Nondescr. iii, My very cellular

membrane will be changed, I shall be negrofied. 1830

Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 15 Vegetables which have

no flowers . . are. .Cellular. 1861 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk 134

Virchow — Cellular Pathology and Physiological Thera-

peutics. 187S Daw son Daum of Life ii. 33 Cellular plants,

as, for example, mosses and lichens. x876QuAiN.4ii/i/.ied.

8 II. 53 If we make a cut through the skin and proceed to

raise it from the subjacent parts, we observe that it is loosely

connected to them by a soft filamentous substance of con-

siderable tenacity and elasticity . . This is the substance

known by the names of ' cellular ',
' areolar ',

' filamentous ',

1 connective ', and ' reticular ' tissue ; it used formerly to

be commonly called 'cellular membrane'. 1876 Bryant
Pract. Surgery (ed. 2) I. 33 The deep cellular-membranous

syphilitic sore.

b. Of or pertaining to cells.

1805 W. Saunders Mm. Waters, This cellular effusion

soon disappears. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 510/1 A very

thin albuminous fluid . .often termed the cellular serosity.

B. sb. pi. Cellular plants (in Lat. form Celiu-

lares) ; those having no distinct stem or leaves, but

consisting of a cellular expansion of various kinds,

which bears the reproductive organs. Applied

to Cryptogams, in reference to their markedly

cellular structure; but only the humblest orders

of these are entirely cellular.

[1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 1 The presence of flowers,

of spiral-vessels, and of cuticular stomata, will at all times

distinguish these [ I 'asculares] from Cellulares, or flowerless

plants.) 1879 CasselTs Techu. Edxc. I. 54 The least organ-

ised plants are termed cellulars.

Cellularity seliula. riti). [f. Cellulab +
-1TY.] Cellular quality or condition.

183s Lindley Introd. Bot. (18481 I. 358 Mirbel however

disputes the cellularity of the extine. 1851-9. Darwin in

A dm. Man. Sc. Eng. 291 The composition, thickness, and

degree of cellularity of any lava-stream.

fCe llulary, '< a. Obs. rare-'1
, [f. L ccllula

(cf. CkllI'LE) + -ary.] ? Of the nature of a cell.

1597 Daniel Civ. Wars MB. cii, The good father, with an

humble thought, Bred in a cellulary, low retire.

Cellulate (weVMtt ; a. [f. L. cellula, Cellule
+ - ate 1 2.] Composed of or containing cells.

Hence Ce llulate v. trans., to furnish with cells ;

to render cellular. Ce Uulated ///. a. = Cellu-

late ; Cellrtla tion, development of cells.

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais ill. i, Matrixes. .Architectonic-

ally cefiulated. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 761/1 A vertical

section . . exhibited a mass . . cellulated or porous. 1839 47

Ibid. III. 568/1 A section of it, as it thus cellulates the

neck. 1854 J. Hogg Microsc. 11. ii. (1867I 382 Melosira

cribosa, marine, orbicular, cellulate. 1859 Ibid. V. 474/2 A
process of . . cellulation takes place.

Cellule (se li«l). Also 7 cellul. [ad. L. ccl-

lula, dim. of cella Cell rf. 1

]

+ 1. A small compartment ; a pigeon-hole. Also

fig. ; cf. Cell j(U i 1 c. Obs.

i6s» Urquhart Jnvel Wks. (1834) 291, I could have fir.

reted out of topick celluls such variety of arguments, a 1693

— Rabelais 111. xxxiii. 240 The Celluls of his Brain. 1764

Footk Patron 11. i, A kind of bureau ; where, in separate

cellules, my different knowledge, is stor'd. 1818 J. Brown
Psyche 212 So liquor aids myself—like rain, It opes the

cellules of the brain. 1819 H. Busk Banquet 111. 209 Un-

lock the cellules, closets of the brain.

2. Phys. A minute cell (Cell 11) or

cavity.

(In Fr. the dim. cellule is used in sense of Cell *fc*UU
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 237 Cellular tissue, which.

.

offers an instance of reticulated cellules. 1857 H. Miller

Test. Rocks xi. 493 Both possess discs on the side of their

cellules. 1869 Gii.lmore Kept. «r Birds Introd. 2 In birds,

the lungs are spongy, the cavity of the air-bags becoming

obliterated by the multiplication of vascular cellules.

3. Zool. (Sec quot.)

1848 Dana Zooph. ii. 16 note, By cellule, as hereafter used,

the minute pores of the corallum will be referred to.

Cellulic (seli/i lik), a. [f. Cellule + -ic] Of

or pertaining to cellules or cells. Cellulic acid :
a

name given by Fremy to an acid supposed to be pro-

duced by the action of acids or alkalis on cell

walls of vegetables. {Syd. Soc. Lex.)

Celluliferous (seliwli feraO, a. [f. L cellula

+ -yiBOttB.] Hearing or prtKlucing cellules.

1818 Stark Eleiu. Nat. Hist. 1 1. 436 Expansions flattened

..celluliferous on the external surface. 1849 Murchisoh

Siluria ix. 187 Two or four very broad celluliferous plants.

Cellulill(se li;?lin;. Chem. [f. Cellule + -in.]

a. - Cellulose, b. esp. The form of cellulose

found in animal bodies.

1854 J. Hogg Microsc. 11. i. (1867) 257 Composed of celluhn,

a material allied to the cellulose of vegetable tissues. 1870

Bf.nti fy Bot. 18 The membrane . . consists of the substance

called cellulose or cellulin. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 712

Cotton is almost pure cellulin.

|| Cellulitis (seliwbi'tis). Med. [mod.L. f. L.

cellula = Cellule + -itis.] Inflammation of the

cellular or areolar tissue. {Syd. Soc. Lex.)

1861 Humstead Ven. Dis. (1879) 690 Orbital cellulitis. 1878

T. Bryant Tract. Surg. I. 50 No attempt is made to distin-

guish between it [erysipelas) and cellulitis.
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Ce'llulo-, used as a comb, form of Cellule,
L, cellula (for the form cf. Bulbo-) forming prin-

cipally adjs. used in physiology, which in sense

are practically compounds of Cellular: e.g. cel-

lulo-adipose, (tissue) partly cellular partly adipose

;

similarly cellulo-fibrous, -muscular, -tendinous,

-vascular; cellulo-cutaneous, pertaining jointly to

the skin and subcutaneous connective tissue ; cel-

lulo-membranous, pertaining to the ' cellular mem-
brane '

; cellulo-serous, pertaining jointly to the
' cellular ' and ' serous ' membranes.
1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 140 The disorganised

ceilulo-vascular structure. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 12/2

A fibrous or cellulo-fibrous expansion. 1836 Ibid. I. 178/2
A middle cellulo-tendinous raphe before and behind that

intestine. 1847-0 Ibid. IV. 126/1 The cellulo- muscular
structures of the limbs. 1857 Bullock tr. Cazeaiix' Mid-
wif. 40 A very thick layer of cellulo-adipose tissue. 1878
T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 27 Sores or ulcers, .of a cellulo-

membranous kind. Ibid. I. 51 Cellulo-cutaneous forms of
the disease.

Celluloid (se
-

li?Zloid), a. [f. L. cellula (see

above) + -01D.] Having the form or appearance
of cells.

Celluloid (se-lirfloid), sl>. [loosely f. Cel-
lul-ose sl>. + -OID.]

An artificial substance composed chiefly of cel-

lulose, and much used as a substitute for ivory,

bone, coral, etc., in the manufacture of knife-

handles, piano-keys, billiard-balls, etc.

Invented in America, and first patented in Gt. Britain

in April 1871, as a material for dental plates. In its manu-
facture the cellulose is first reduced by acids to pyroxyline
(gun-cotton), camphor is then added, and the mixture
subjected to immense hydraulic pressure. It may then
be moulded by heat and pressure to any shape, and it

becomes hard, elastic, and capable of taking on a fine finish.

(The Specification of Hyatt's first British patent (1871, No.
1025) does not contain the name.)
1871 Brit. Jrnl. Dental Sc. XIV. 364 The material is

named the celluloid base, so called from the material of
which it is composed. 1872 Specif. Hyatt's Patent No. 3101
The. .manufacture of pyroxyline or soluble cotton into a
solid ( which is herein denominated ' celluloid '). 1881 Chamb.
Jrnl. No. 909. 349 Celluloid . . is an imitation ivory composed
of collodion and camphor. 1882 Wliitaker s Almanack
375/2 One of the most recent uses of the celluloid is for
making type and engravers' blocks for printing from.

Cellulose (SClttfl^'s), a. & sb. [ad. mod. I,.

cellulds-us, f. cellula, Cellule.]
A. adj. Consisting of an aggregate of ' cells

'

or small cavities; full of minute cavities.

•753 [see Cellular 3.] 175s Manduit in Phil. Trans.
XLIX. 206 The base is of a stiffer and more cellulose tex-
ture. 1854 Woodward Moltusca 11. 241 One small niodiola
makes its hole in the cellulose tunic of Ascidians.

B. sb. [a.F. cellulose.^ One of the Amyloses.
A substance, also called lignin, which constitutes

the essential part of the solid framework of plants,

and occurs to some extent in the animal body.
It is amorphous, tasteless, inodorous, absolutely in-

nutritious, insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, dilute

acids, and alkalis. The name, introduced by
Payen, has become the type of the other chemical
terms in -ose. Also altrib., as in cellulose wall.

183s Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 6 Xhe organic basis of
the elementary organs is called cellulose. 1869 Roscoe
Elem. Chem. (18741 403 Gun Cotton, .is a substitution pro-
duct, being cellulose in which three atoms of hydrogen are
replaced by N02 , and is called trinitro-cellulose. 1875
Darwin Insectiv. PI. vi. 125 The gastric juice of animals
does not attack cellulose. 1877 Watts Fownes' Chem. II.

207^ Cellulose, .in fine linen and cotton, which are almost
entirely composed of it. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 13 In the
cell-plates cellulose walls are now formed.

Hence Cellulosic, of the nature of cellulose.
1881 Nature XXV. 168 Cellulosic substances in their

different isomeric states.

Cellulo"sity. [f. as prec. + -ity.] The quality
or condition of being cellulose ; also cotter, a cel-

lulose structure.

1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 1002/1 The eye is simply
supported on the orbit by a quantity of loose cellulosity.

1854 Owen in Ore, Sc. (1865) II. 72/1 The cut surfaces
will demonstrate the . . cellulosity of the divided bones.

Cellulous (se-li//bs), a. [f. Cellule +
-ous. Cf. Fr. celluleux."] ** Cellulose a.; con-
sisting of a single cell or an aggregate of cells.

1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 276 To know whether the most solid,
compact . . stony part of a bone were ceMulous. 1839-47
Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 253/1 Cellulous hydatids are simple
bags containing fluid. 1852 Dana Crust. 1. 164 Hand and
carpus with a cellulous surface,

CelO'logy (s/lfrlod^i). [£ Gr. kt}\7) tumour
+ -(o)logy.J That part of medical science which
treats of hernia. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Celondine, obs. form of Celandine.
tCelo'Stomy. Obs. [ad. Gr. tcotXoarotua, f.

koiKos hollow + CTofjui mouth.] Hollowness of
voice

; speaking with the mouth hollow.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Celostomy, when one speaks hollow

in the mouth.

CelO'tomy. Surg. Also ke-. [ad. Gr. /njAo-
TOfxia, f. K7)\tj rupture + -Tojua cutting.] The
operation for strangulated hernia by cutting down

and dividing the stricture. So Celotome, 'the

knife or instrument for performing celoLomy
1847 in Craig. '878 Bryant Surgery, Kelotomy.
Celour, var. of Celuke, Obs.

t Celse, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. cels-us lofty.]

Lofty, exalted.

1708 Motteux Rabelais (1737) V. 233 Ample Munificence,
and Office celse.

t Celsitude (se"lsiti«d). Obs. (exc. humorous).
Also 6 selcitud, 7 celc-, celsitud. [a. F. celsi-

tude, ad. L. celsitudo lofty carriage, also in late L.

a title of honour, f. celsus lofty.]

1. Lofty position, high rank
;
dignity, eminence.

c 1450 Crt. 0/ Loz/e lxxxviii, Honour to thee. . Goddess of

love, and to thy celsitude. 1500-20 Dunbar Gladcthe thoue
Queyne 7 Joy be and grace onto tin Selcitud ! 1563 Foxe
A . <jr M. (1596) 16/2 This celsitude and regalitie of the pope.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. xxii. § 15 See what Celsitud of
honor PUnius secundus attributeth to Traiane. 1680 tr.

Buc/iauan's De Jure Regni (1689) 63 It doth over-shadow
them all with the Top of its Celsitude.

b. As a title or form of address ; = Highness.
JS3S Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 177, I beseik, he said, thi

celsitude, Exerce thi strenth. 1685 F, Spence Ho. Medici
265 His Celsitude gave him men to guard hiin.

2. Loftiness, exaltation ; exalted character.

1563-87 Foxe A.$M. (1684) II. 294 Whose .. celsitude
of mind no man may sufficiently express. 1607 Schol. Disc,
agst. Antichr. 185 Such a celsitude of spirit, a 1761 W. Law
Bellmen's Wk$. (1765) 14 Sensibility, Finding, and Celsi-

tude.

3. Height, tallness. (Now humorous.)
1678 Phillips, Celsitude, tallness, heighth. 1721-1800

Bailev, Celsitude, Highness, Height, Talness. 1824 Scott
Redgauntlet ch. i, Peter Peebles, in his usual plenitude of
wig and celsitude of hat,

tCe'lsity. Obs.~° [f. L. cels-us + -ity.] =
prec. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

Celt 1 (selt). Also Kelt (kelt). [a. F. Celte,

ad. L. Cclta, sing, of Ccltze, in Gr. KcXrot. (A later

Gr. KiKrat, in Strabo, etc., was probably from L.

Celtic.) For conjectures as to a possible deriva-

tion, see Rhys, Celtic Britain (1884) 2.]

1. Hist. Applied to the ancient peoples of
Western Europe, called by the Greeks KeArot,

Kckrat, and by the Romans Cellos.

The KeArot of the Greeks, also called VaXdrai, Galatx,
appear to have been the Gauls and their (continental) kin
as a whole ; by Caesar the name Celtae was restricted to
the people of middle Gaul (Gallia Cettica), but most other
Roman writers used it of all the GalH or Gauls, including
the peoples in Spain and Upper Italy believed to be of the
same language and race ; the ancients apparently never
extended the name to the Britons.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 251 The Indians were wont
to use no bridles, like the Grecians and Celts. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Celt, one born in Gaul. 1782 Warton Hist.
Kiddington 67 (T.) This obstinate war between the insular
Britons and the continental Celts. 1839 Thirlwall Greece
VIII. 411 The Celts advanced within five or six days' march
of his camp.

2. A generat name applied in modern times to

peoples speaking languages akin to those of the

ancient Galli, including the Bretons in Fiance,
the Cornish, Welsh, Irish, Manx, and Gaelic
of the British Isles.

This modern use began in French, and in reference to
the language and people of Brittany, as the presumed repre-
sentatives of the ancient Gauls: with the recognition of
linguistic affinities it was extended to the Cornish and
Welsh, and so to the Irish, Manx, and Scottish Gaelic.
Celtic has thus become a name for one of the great branches
of the Aryan family of languages {see Celtic) ; and the
name Celt has come to be applied to any one who speaks
(or is descended from those who spoke) any Celtic language.
But it is not certain that these constitute one race ethno-
logically ; it is generally held that they represent at least
two 'races', markedly differing in physical characteristics.
Popular notions, however, associate ' race' with language,
and it is common to speak of the ' Celts' and ' Celtic race

'

as an ethnological unity having certain supposed physical
and moral characteristics, especially as distinguished from
' Saxon ' or ' Teuton '.

[1703 Pezron \title\ Antiquite de la Nation et de la

langue des Celtes. 1706 Jones {tr. o/Pezron), Antiquities
of Nations, more particularly of the Celtai or Gauls, taken
to be originally the same people as our ancient Britains.

1757 Tindal tr. Rapin's Hist. Eng. Introd. 7 Great Britain
was peopled by the Celtae or Gauls.] 1773 M'Queen in

Boswell Johnson Sept. 18, As they [Scythians] were the
ancestors of the Celts, the same religion might be in Asia
Minor and Skye. 1842 Prichard AW. Hist. Man 185 This
race, who had probably been expelled by the Italian nations
and the Celts from Italy and Gaul. 1851 D. Wilson Preh.
Ann. (1863) II. iv. i. 182 The Celts of Britain are apparently
the oldest among the Aryan races. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 21 If that be true .. that
Celts love unity of power, and Saxons the representative
principle.

Hence Certified a. (nonce-zvd.), made Celtic

in fashion or garb. CeTtish a., Celt-like, some-
what Celtic. Celtism, the distinctive character
of the Celt. CeTtist, one who studies the Celtic

languages. Celtiza'tion, a making Celtic ; con-
version to being Celtic.

1837 Lockhart Scott xx. 459 Sir Walter's Celtified page-
antry^ 1866 M. Arnold in Cornh. Mag. Mar. 289 A more
attentive and impartial study of Celtism than it has yet ever
received from us. Ibid. May 547 Celtism is. .everywhere
manifest still in the French nation. Ibid. Mar. 289 This is

a very different matter from the political and social Cekiza-

tlon of which certain enthusiasts dream. 1885 Athenaeum
17 Jan. 86/1 The name of a French Celtist.

Celt 2 (^elt). [ad. (reputed) Lat. celt-es (or
? celte, Iceltis) 'stone-chisel, sculptor's chisel'.
The received or Clementine text of the Vulgate has in

Job xix. 24 Styloferreo, et plumbi lamina, vel celte scul-
Pantur in silice

; but, though this is the reading of some
MSS., the Codex Amiatinus and others read eerie ' surely '.

Some hold certe to be the original reading (representing

"I"
1

? of the Heb., 'for ever' of the Eng., which is not ex-

pressed by the LXX\ and take celte as an erroneous alter-

ation of some kind *, others think celte a genuine word, and
suppose that it was originally a marginal gloss on stylo,

which was erroneously taken into the text, and subsequently
altered to certe by some one to whom it was perhaps un-
familiar. But the independent evidence for a word celtes or
celte is slender. The ' vetus inscriptio Romae', cited by
Du Cange, is a late forgery, and celte in it is app. from
the Vulgate. One of the miscellaneous undated glosses in

the Glossaiium C. Labbaei (Stephens' Thesaurus) is TAv-
</>etoi' Celte ', but this is prob. later than the Vulgate variant
reading, and may be founded on it. Later also than the
Vulgate is the gloss on Sidonius Epist. vii. 3 iAnecd. 0.vou. t

Class. Ser. I. v. p. xi.and 50) ' Hoc caelum, ut hoc celte, cellis,

instiumentum est quo caelatur,' which shows the ordinary
explanation of the word in the Middle Ages. Celtes occurs
however in two charters given in Lacomblet Urkioidenbuch
fiir die Geschichte des Nicderrheins, II. 331 (anno 1267)

1 meatum seu transitum . . ex fovea capituli Coloniensis, ad
educendum celtes seu fracmina lapidum per viam eandem',
and II. 382 (anno 1319) 'quod nulli frangentes lapides seu
alii quicumque proicient seu mittent celtes seu alia frag-

menta in ipsam foveam '. Here the meaning is ' pieces or
fragments, ? chips', of stone ; the relation of this to the
Vulgate word is uncertain. In Welsh, maeu cellt, with the

assumed meaning 'flint stone', occurs in the Triads oj

Wisdom (i6-i7th c.\ in Myv. Arch. III. 246; and cellt is

also said to be ior to have been! known in Breconshire, in

the sense of 'shell' of a nut, etc.; but the status of the

word is altogether obscure, and its alleged senses help the

question little. In any case, celtes, whatever its orgin and
character, was assumed, un the authority of the Vulgate, to

be a genuine word ; and, as such, the term was admitted
into the technical vocabulary of Archaeology, about 1700.
' In Beger's Thesaurus Braudetibiirgicus i6y6 a bronze celt

adapted for insertion in its haft is described under the name
of celtes ' (LI. Jewitt Half-lwurs among Eng. Aniiq. 1877,

p. 32'. Apparently the general adoption of the word by
antiquaries was influenced by a fancied etymological con-
nexion with Celt 1

: thus the Grand Diet, of Larousse
explains it as ' sorte de hache gauloise en bronze '.]

An implement with chisel-shaped edge, of bronze
or stone (but sometimes of iron), found among
the remains of prehistoric man. It appears to

have served for a variety of purposes, as a hoc,

chisel, or axe, and perhaps as a weapon of war.

Some specimens in bronze are flat, others flanged,

others winged, others have sockets to receive a

handle, and one, or two, ear-like ans;v or loops.

1715 A. Pennecuik Dcscr. Tiveeddale 203 note (Jam.'*,
Supposed to be the ancient weapon called the stone celt.

1732-69 De Foe Tour Gt. Brit. I. 309 In the great long
Barrow, farthest North from Stone-henge ..was found one
of those Brass Instruments called Celts. 1796 Pearson in

Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 428 Most probably celts were
originally chopping tools. 1830 LvEtX Priuc. Geol. (1875)

I. 1. i. 3 The. .stone hatchets, called Celts, found in our peat
bogs. 1851 1). Wilson Preh. Ann. 11863) I- lv - 3^3 t he
Bronze celt . . is fuund in various sizes and degrees of crna-

ment. x866 Laing Preh. Rem. Caithu. 40 The hammers or
celts are almost all natural stones from the beach. 1878
W. H. Dall Later Preh. Man 8 A skeleton interred in the

earth, together with the remains of a small iron celt,

b. Comb., as celt-maker.

1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 17 The celt-makers never cast

their axes as we do ours, with a transverse hole, through
which the handle might pass.

f Celter. Obs. A woollen fabric.

1597 in Jeaffreson Middlesex County Rec. I. 240.

Celtic (sedtik), a. Also Keltic (kedtik). [a.

F. celtique or ad. L. celtic-us of the Celts.]

1. Hist. & ArchteoL Of or belonging to the

ancient Celtae and their presumed congeners.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Celtique, pertaining to the people

of Gaul. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 521 Who.. ore the Celtic

[Fields] roam'd the utmost Isles. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trai<.

(1760) I. Introd. 10 Fragments of Celtic idols lately dis-

covered in the cathedral at Paris. 1839 Thirlwall Greece
VI. 3 Drawing a Celtic sword from beneath his garments.
1880 Boyd Dawkins Early Man in Britain xii. 344 Various
carvings in spirals, concentric circles, flamboyants and zig-

zags, forming part of the prehistoric series defined by Mr.
Franks as the late Celtic. 1884 Rhys Celtic Brit. 2 Britain

was considered to be outside the Celtic world.

2. Epithet of the languages and peoples akin to

the ancient Celtic
;
particularly, of the great branch

of the Aryan family of languages which includes

Breton, Welsh, Irish, Manx, Scotch Gaelic, the

extinct Cornish, and the ancient languages which
they represent. Also absol. = Celtic tongue.

1707 E. Lluyd Archaeol. Brit. Pref. C, The Latin-Celtic

or Comparative Vocabulary [cf. p. 290]. 1739 D. Malcolm
(title\ Collection of Letters, .in which the usefulness of the

Celtic is instanced in illustrating the antiquities of the

British Isles. 1764 Rowl. Jones (title). An English, Celtic,

Greek, and Latin-English Lexicon. 1839 Keightley Hist.
Eng. I. 78 Beneath them [Norsemen] were the Celtic princes.

1844 Stanley Arnold's Life § Corr. I. v. 245 note, Feud-
ality is especially Keltic and barbarian. 1846 M'Culi.och
Acc. Brit. Empire (1854* I. 317 The people, .being of Scan-
dinavian, and not Celtic origin. 1851 D. Wilson Preh.
Ann. (1863) II. 11. iii. 366 Bronze weapons . . of a bright
yellow colour, like brass or gilded metal—to these the term
Celtic brass is often applied. 1859 Jephson Brittany i. 1
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[The peasant-girl] relates the Celtic fairy-tale, or the

mediaeval legend. 1871 Tvlor Prim, Cult. I. 40 The
keeping up of an old keltic art. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S.
III. iv. 35: The Norman-Irish and Celtic- Irish were drawn
nearer to one another by common sorrows. 1886 W. Stokes
in Trans. Pkilol. Sac.' 202 The Neo-Cettic verb substan-

tive. Ibid. 218 In Old-Celtic bats, 219 The forms must in

proto-celtic have ended in vowels. 242 Both forms in

Celtic are toneless proclitics.

Hence Celtically adv., in Celtic fashion, f CeT-
tican a. ^ Celtic

;
spec, of Gallia Celtica. Celti-

cism, (a.) a Celtic custom or expression ;
{b.)

devotion to Celtic customs. Celticity, Celtic

quality or character. Ce lticize v., a. trans, to

put into a Celtic form ; to adapt to Celtic use

;

b. intr. to adopt Celtic fashions or usages.

1607 TetSBLL Four-/. Beasts 162, I wrote these things,

and dedicated the Celtican spoils. Eraser's Mag. XV.
556 Fin Mac Cowl, or, to spell him more Celtically, Fioun
Mac Cumhail. 1855 Milman Lat. Ckr. (1864) IX. xiv. vii.

225 note, His Celticism appears from his obstinate adherence
to the ancient British usage about Easter. 188a G. Allen
in Nature Studies 175 This element [Euskarian] was Cel-

ticized, but not exterminated, by the Aryan Celts. 1885-6
Whitley Stokes Celtic Decl. 43 The Novara inscription,

the celticity of which cannot possibly be doubted.

Celtified, Celtish, etc. : see Celt sb. 1

Celto-, combining form of Celt 1 [after Greek
analogies], as in Celtologist, Celtoloffue, a

student of the Celtic languages or of Celtic eth-

nology and antiquities. Celtomaniac, one who
is crazy on Celtic matters

;
esp. one who pretends

to derive all languages from Celtic. Ce ltophil,

a friend of the Celts and Celtic studies. Celto-

Roman, relating to a mixture uf Celtic and
Roman ; etc.

1887 Athenaeum 3 Sept. 305/2 The issue of these facsimiles

[of Irish MSS-1 has vastly lightened the labours of Celto-

logists. 1886 Academy 27 Mar. 223/2 The most rising of

the French Celtologues. 1883 American VII. 6 The Celto-

maniac. .wanted to identify some American language with

the Welsh. 1886 Life Sir R. Christison II. xvii. 45^ A
Celtophil whom no born Gaul surpasses for Celtic lore and
zeal.

t Ce'lure. Obs. Forms : 4 celure, selure,

cylour, 4-5 sylure, 5 celour, -ar, seler, selowyr,
silour, sylour, syllure, sillour, siller, 5-6

selour, 6 ceiler, cellar, seller, ceiler. [The
derivation presents many points of obscurity, some
of which are touched on under the related Ceil v.,

while others attach to the history of this particular

derivative. Celure presupposes an OF. or AF.
*ccleiire, *celure, answering to L. cclatura

;

celour, if a genuine form, might answer to an OK.
*ceteoir, *celoir — \.. cclatorium ; both these L.

forms occur in med.L., chiefly in sense 1 canopy
and both are in ME. Vocabularies glossed by

celure ; but of the required OF. words no exam-
ples have yet l>cen found. The I., words were of

course derivatives of cseldre or ccldre: see Ceil ]

A canopy covering a bed, dais, altar, etc., or

carried above the Host during a procession. Also

the hangings of a bed, the tapestry of a wall, a

screen of drapery. Rood celure: a canopy over

the rood.
c 13340 Gaiv, Sf Gr. Knt. 76 Guenore . . Dressed on be dere

des. .a selure hir ouer. 1418 E. E. Wills 36 A bed of I.yn

wit a hool silour and Couerlet. .also a bed of red and grene

dimi Selour. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1474 Hur bede was off

aszure With tcstur and celure. c 1440 Promp. Parr. 456
Sylure, of valle [v. r. of a walle] or a nother thyuge, cela-

tura, celamen. c 1450 1\k. in Wr.-Wfilcker 571 Celatorium,
a celour or a coverlet, c 1450 Bk. Cnrtasye 445 in Bal'ees

Bk. (i863i 313 Two beddys. .pat henget shalle l>e with hole

sylour. c 1475 Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 776 Hoc sup-ralectum,

a selowyr. 1483 CatA. Angl. 340 A Sylour, anabatrum
['anabatrum, cortina' (curtain) Gloss, in Du Cange, ed.

1883). 1494 // ill oj Sclatter ^Somerset Ho.), Two celars

of ooke oon of them to be sette ouer the aulter. c 1404 A rt.

Hen. I'll in Househ. Ord. 11790) 126 The font to bee
hanged with a riche siller over. 15*0 Lane. Wills I. 38,

1 bequethe unto the roode seller off Manchester xli. 1525
Ld. Bkrners Froiss. II. clvii. [cliii.] 434 The lytter had a
ceiler of a thynne fyne clothe of sylke. 107 Ibid. I. 33 My
body to be buryed in the Churche off Croston under the

rode ceiler afore the chancel. 1530 Palsgr. 203/2 Cellar

for a bedde, ciel de lit. 1553 Lane. Wills 1. 105 One seller

& tester of reede and greenc seye w,b curtens of the same.

1i ? = Ceiling 4, 5.

1 1394 P. PI. Crede 201 As a greet chirchc . .wib semlich

selure y-set on lofte. c 1400 Maindkv. xxii. 239 Of gold

& Sylver . . he maketh cylours, Pyleres, & Paumentes,
in his Palays.

Hence t CeTured ///. a., canopied ; overarched,

i Ce'luring", (sillering) = Ckluke I.

c 1430 Lydc. Cornel. Bt. Knt. viii. Celured eke alofte With
bowys grene. 1558 // 'ills <y Im>. N. C. (18351 1. 184 Another
jircssoure with a portall and y sillering in the parler.

Celwylly, var. of Selwylly. Obs.

Cely, var. of Sely a. Obs. blessed.

Celycalle, var. of Celical a. Obs.

Celydoine, -don, -doun, var. ff. Cemdony.
Cembalist (sembalist\ Mus. rare. [f. It.

cembalo, proj>erly cymbal or dulcimer, but used in

musical scores (abbreviated from clavicembalo) for

the harpsichord or pianoforte part : see -isr.]

One who plays the pianoforte in an orchestra.

1871 E. Graeme Beethoven ii. (1876) 21 Ludwig was ap-
pointed cembalist at the orchestra, i.e. to preside at the 1

pianoforte. 1878 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 37 Organist to the

cathedral and cembalist to the court at Salzburg.

Ceme, obs. form of Seam, measure of corn.

Ceme, -yn, cemely, -nesse, obs. ff. Seem-.

Cemelyn, obs. var. of Semble v. Obs.

Cemenary, obs. var. of Seminary.

Cement (s/me nt, se ment), sb. Forms : 3-5

syment, 4 si merit, 5-7 cy-, sement, 5 scyment,
symonde, 6 sciment, symunt, 6-7 ci merit. 7

seiment, symond, cemente, ccement, 8 sce-

ment, 6- cement. [ME. cyment, a. OF. ciment

( = Pr. cimen, Sp., Pg. cimento) :—L. cxment-um
(in late L. amentum), contr. for csedimentum

rough unhewn stone, chip, lit. * cutting', * produce

of cutting or chipping ', f. csedfre to cut. In

16th c. altered to cement after the L. form. The
pronunciation ce ment is found from 14th c, but

is now almost superseded by cement, after the

vb.
The name appears to have been given to broken or

. pounded stone, tiles, etc. mixed with lime to form a setting

mortar, and at length to the mortar or plaster so formed,

whence it passed into the modern sense of strong setting

mortar, or of mortar generally, however made.]

1. A substance used to bind the stones or bricks

of a building firmly together, to cover floors, to

form walls, terraces, etc., which being applied in

!
a soft and pasty state, afterwards hardens into

a stony consistency
;

esp. a strong mortar, pro-

duced by the calcination of a natural or artificial

mixture of calcareous and argillaceous matter.

Hydraulic cements harden under water, and are used for

piers, dock-walls, etc. Roman cement, like all the hy-

draulic cements, is an argillaceous lime. Portland cement
is so called because it resembles in colour the Portland

j
stone. It is prepared by calcining a mixture of the clayey

mud of the Thames with a proper proportion of chalk

I
iUre».

c 1300 A'. Alis. 6177 A clay. .Strong so yren, ston, or sy-

ment. c 13a© Seuyn Sag. iW.t 2125 The nr. .falsed the si*

I ment, and the ston. 1398 Thkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvi.

I xxiv. iTollem. MS 1, Lyme, .is a ston brente ; bymedlynge
berof with sonde and water sement is made, c 14*0 Pailad.

I on Husb. vi. 190 This scyment, bryk, stoon, cley togefter

drie. 1440 York Myst. viii. 102 Sadly sette it with sy-

monde fyne. 1534 Lxx Berners Gold Bk. M.Aurel. (154°)

H vj, With diuers stones and one ciment. 166a Gkrbier
Priuc. 20 Their Lime .. composed a Seiment, which
joyned with Stone (or Brick) made an inseparable union.

171a Blackmore Creation I. 230 For want of cement strong

enough to bind The structure fast. 1791 Smeatom Edystone

L. % 172 Nothing in the way of Cement would answer
our end, but what would adhere to a moist surface, and
become hard. 18*3 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 329 Ce-

ment, or mortar, is a preparation of lime and sand, mixed
with water. 1851 Richardson Gcol. 361 Ovate nodules of

argillaceous limestone, .named se/taria .. extensively used

j

fur cement. 186a Darwin Fertil. Orchids i. 15 Setting

I
like a cement hard and dry in a few minutes' time.

2. gtn. Any substance applied in a soft or glu-

tinous state to the surfaces of solid bodies to make
them cohere firmly.

156a Bi lleyn Bk. Simples 85 a, Whan stone pottes be

broken, what is better to glew them againe . . like the Sy-

munt made of Cheese. 1641 / estry Bks. (Surtecs) 191 Wax,
rosscl, and stone pitch to make symond for mending the

fount stone broken by the Scotts. 1664 Power Exp. Philos.

11. 97 No Air could pierce the Ccement, that luted the Glass

and I^ead-Pipe together. 1774 (Joldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)

1 VII. 3 The fluids of the animal itself furnish the cement.

1839-60 Ure Diet, Arts s.v. (L»\ The diamond cement ..

which is sold as a secret at an absurdly dear price, is com-
posed of isinglass soaked in water . . to which a little gum

1 resin, ammoniac, or galbanum, and resin mastic are added.

1884 F. Britten Wattk ft Clockttt. 48 The cement generally

! used by engravers . . to fit their work is composed of four

parts of pitch, two of plaster of Paris, and one of resin,

b. Any uniting medium or substance, rare.

1604 F.. G[rimston1 D'Acosta's Hist. Indies 1. iii. 11 Any
other ciment or uniting to the earth then the Klement of

water. 1794 Sullivan I 'iew Nat. I. 466 The quantity of

air discharged from metals, is supposed to 1« the cement

or principle, which unites all the parts together.

C. fig. A principle of union.

1606 Siiaks. Ant. ^ CI. 111. ii. 29 The peece of Vertue

1 which is set Betwixt vs, as the Cyment of our loueTo keepe

I
it builded. 1607 Chapman Bussy D'Amb. (16131 Kiijb, But

j

Friendship is the Sement of two mindes. 174a K. Blair
Grave 88 Friendship ! mysterious cement of the soul ! i8a6

I E. Irving Babylon I. Oh 246 Faith is the cement of all

domestic and social union. 187a Bagkhot Physics Pol,

'1876) 184 Custom was in early days the cement of society.

3. trans/, A substance resembling cement, used

for some other purpose; e.g. for stopping teeth.

1489 Caxton Faytes 0/ A. 11. xxxv. 152 Staues of drye
wode all holowe withinne and full of fyre of cyment of oyle

and of towe. i6a$ W. Beate's Patent in Abridgm. Specif.

ti86a) 1 Certen compounded stufles and waters called ..

cement or dressing for shippes. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Ce-

ment, a term applied to certain soft compounds used for

stopping of carious teeth.

4. Phys. The bony tissue forming the outer

crust of the fang of the tooth.

1849 52 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 865/t 'Cement* always

closely corresponds in texture with the osseous tissue. 1855

Owen Skel. <r Teeth 104. 187a Mivart Elem. Anat. 250

The cement invests the fang.

5. Mining. (See quot.)

i88x Ravmond Mining Gloss., CemeJit (Australia and Pa-
cific!, gravel firmly held in a silicious matrix, or the matrix
itself.

6. attrib. and Comb., as cement-covered, -form-

iV/^adjs. ; cement-cell, a Cell ^14 c) formed of a
ring of cement; cement-copper see quot.); ce-

ment-duct {Zool.) t a duct in Cirripeds which
conveys through the antenna the * cement 1 by
which the animal attaches itself ; cement-gland,
the gland at the base of each antenna which
secretes this cement ; cement-gold, -silver, -steel

(see quots.); cement-stone, a nodule of argil-

laceous limestone occurring embedded in clay,

from which cement is made; cement wall, ce-

ment-water (see quots.).

1881 Carpenter Microscope 214 A 1 *cement-cell ' answers
this purpose very well. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.,

*Cement-copper, copper precipitated from solution. 1849-53
TooaCycl. Anat. IV. 896/2 The "cement-covered cylindrical

base of the tooth. 1855 Owen Skel. if Teeth 292 The enamel
organ and "cement-forming capsule. 1871 T. R. JonesA nim.
Kingd. 498 In each of the antenna: there is situated a duct,

derived from a large glandular body ithe "cement-gland t.

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., *Cement-gold, gold precipi-

tated in fine particles from solution. Ibid. *Cement-silvert

silver precipitated from solution, usually by copper. Ibid. s.v.

Steel, Blister or "cement-steel is made bycarbunzing wrought
iron bars by packing them in charcoal powder and heating

without access of air. 1863 A. Ramsay Phys. Geog. xxxv.

(1878) 611 "Cement stones are also found.. in the Eocene
strata. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts II. 824 The Blue Lias cement-

stones are considered the strongest water-limes of this

country. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 45f/i A "Cement
Wall.. is a wall made of River Pebbles, or Marble Stones

split in the middle. 176a tr. Buschxng's Syst. Geog. I. 50
"Cement-Waters, that contain the vitriolic copper ; and on
laying clean iron in them they corrode its particles, and
substitute others of copper.

Hence Ceme ntless a., devoid of cement.
1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xbt. ? 12 Rough with

cementless and jagged brick.

Cement v
s/ment), v. Forms: 4 syment, 4-7

cyment, 7 ciment, simment, 7- cement, [t.

prec. sb. Cf. F. cimenter.']

1. trans. To unite (solid bodies) with cement.

1340 Hampoi.e Pr. Cofisc. 9068 Alle manere of precyouse

stanes sere, Cymented with gold. « 1400 Maundev. xxvi.

268 Of grete Stones and passynge huge, wel symented.

1624 Heywood Gunaik. 11. 92 1'he pallace of Cyrus . . the

stones of which were simmented together with gold. 1781

Gibbon Decl. tf F. III. 80 Large stones . . firmly cemented
with lead and iron. 187a Yeats Grotvth Comm. 24 Bricks

..cemented with bitumen.

b. trans/. To unite as with cement ; to cause

to cohere firmly.
1660 Sharrock vegetables 71 That the buds, .may be fast

cemented before frosts return, xivt Swift City Shower,
Dust cemented by the rain. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 190

The molten matter, .cements the loose ashes and cinders

into a compact mass.

c. Alchemy. (See Ckmkntiho vbl. sb.)

1606 Shaks. Ant. ff CI. 11. L 48 How the feare of vs May
Ciment their diuisions. 1665 Manley Grotins' Low-L.
Warrs 677 The Common-wealth, which had been built and
cemented with the blood of their Fathers and Kinred. 1761

Hume Hist. Eng. I. ii. 39 The kingdoms of the Heptarchy
..seemed to be firmly cemented intoone state under Kgbert.

1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. 118761 I. vi. 455 The alliance

was cemented by a treaty of marriage.

3. To apply cement to (a surfaced ; to coat or

line with cement, so as to make water-tight.

1886 Lam Times LXXXI. 6o/t To cleanse, level, and
cement the bottom of the pool.

4. intr, (for reJIX To cohere firmly by the ap-

plication of cement ; to stick.

1677 Moxon Meek. Kxerc. (1703* 259 Morter doth not

Cement so strongly to the Bricks when it dries hastily.

a 1709 Atkins Pari, ff Pol. Tracts (1734) 191 Iron mixed
with Clay, that can never cleave one to another, nor cement.

1739 Sharp Surg. >J.\ (The parts of a wound] will, .cement

like one branch of a tree ingrafted on another.

fig. 1660 Bonde Scut. Rcf. 368 So these knaves cemented
together again, like a Snakes tail. 1761 a Hume Hist. Eng.

d8o6> V. Ixvi. 47 The allies, .were not likely to cement soon

in any new confederacy. 1801 T. Jkfkkkson Writ. 11830)

III. 465 They will, .cement and form one mass with us.

Cemental iftne-nttl), a. Phys. [f. Ckmknt
sb. + -AL.J Relating to the cement of the teeth.

1849 5a Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 927/3 The cemental tubuli.

t Cemeiltaiy. Obs. [f. L. csmentdri us

stone-mason : sec Ckmknt and -ary.] (See quot.)

1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 72 Architecture .. deuideth it

sel!e..into two kindes : the first, called Cementarie, or

masonrie tconuersant in the working of stone* : the other

Carpcntarie. 1688 R. Holme Armoury hi. 66/1.

Cementation (s/mcntJ' Jan). [f. Cement v.

+ -ATION.]

1. The action or process of cementing or produc-

ing cohesion ; the state of cohesion thus produced.

Alsofig.
1660 Sharrock Vegetables 69 Strengthen those that arc

weak with a stick tyed above and below the grafted place.

.

till the cementation be made and confirmed. 1799 Kirwan
Geol. Ess. 109 Earthy substances acquire a stony hardness

..from .. concretion, cementation. 18x8 Scorksby in Ann.
Reg., Chron. 543 The cementation, .of the pieces of a closely

aggregated pack fof ice]. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xxxvii,

To this inequality, .society owes its firmest cementation.
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2. * The process by which one solid is made to

penetrate and combine with another at a high tem-

perature so as to change the properties of one of

them, without liquefaction taking place ' (Watts
Diet. Ckem.).
1594 Plat Jewell-ho. in. 86 Cementations, Blauncheis,

and Citrinations. 1605 Timme Qnersit. 1. xiii. 61 Their
colours may be taken away by cementation and reuerbera-
tion. 1662 R. Mathew Unl. Alch. § ior. 165 Make a good
fire of Charcole about it, which is called a Wheel-fire of

cementation. 1696 Phillips, Cementation, in Chymistry
it is used for the purifying of Gold, by laying plates of Gold
in the midst of Pouders made of Brick and Vitriol, enclos'd

in a close stop'd Vessel, and set in a Fire of Reverberation.

1750 Pkil. Trans. XLVI. 593 Gold, .could not be separated

from the Platina. .either by Cementation, or by the more
ordinary Operations with Lead and Antimony. 1818 Fara-
day Exp. Res. xvi.(i82o) 65 An attempt, .to procure the alloy

of steel with silver by cementation : a small piece of steel

wrapped in silver leaf, .was put into a crucible.

b. spec. 1 The conversion of iron into steel by
absorption of carbon ... from a mass of ground
charcoal in which it lies embedded while exposed

to strong ignition
1 (Watts Diet. Chem,).

1780 J. T. Dillon Trav. Spain (1781) 142 Steel is made
by fusion or cementation. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <$•

Art I.4 If the cementation be continued too long, the steel

becomes porous . . and incapable of being welded. x86z
Tim bs Year-bk. Facts 189 The theory of Cementation, or

conversion of iron into steel, has undergone a thorough in-

vestigation.

3. The process of encasing or lining with cement.
1886 Pall Mall G. 20 Sept. 3/2 Cementation as a substitute

for cremation. .Encase the body in cement, .and you remove
sanitary objections, and observe the formalities of the ritual.

Ceme'ntatory, a. [f. on analogy of prec. as

if from a L. vb. *c?e.mcntare : see -ORY.] Of cement-
ing quality ; pertaining to cementation.
1828-32 Webster, Cementatojy, cementing

;
having the

quality of uniting firmly.

Cementer (sflmentai). [f. Cement v. + -er 1
.]

One who or that which cements.
a 1755 Locke (J.) Language which was to be the great in-

strument and cementer of society [but the accepted reading
in Hum. Und. nr. i. init. is 'common tie 'j. x8i6 J. Law-
rence in Monthly Mag. XLII. 296 Salts, the . . cementers
of all elementary bodies. 1831 J. Holland Mannf. Metals
I. 242 The cementers and melters affect more or less mystery
in their methods.

Ceme nting. vbL sb. [f. Cement v. + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of uniting with or as with cement.
1677 Moxon Mech. Excrc. (1703) 241 The Cementing or

joining of Tiles, as well as Bricks together. 1868 E. Ed-
wards Raleigh I. viii. 122 The cementing of an old friend-

ship.

2. Alchemy. = Cementation 2.

c 1386 Chaucer Chan. Vein. Prol. § T. 264 Oure cement-
ynge and fermentacioun. 1584 R. Scot Discov. IVitchcr.

xiv. i, Mystical] termes of art ; as (for a tast) their subliming,
amalgaming . . cementing. 1684 Boyle Porousn. Bod. vii.

108 [Copper] put into a Crucible or Cementing Pot.

Cementing*, ///. a. [f. as pree. + -ing

That cements or unites firmly ; lit. andfig.
1802 Playfair Illusir. Mutton. The. 27 Without the help

of any cementing substances. 1858 Robertson Lectures ii.

50 The cementing principle of society.

Cementitious (sfmenti-Jas), a. rare. [An-
swering in form to L. cxmentlchis of the nature of

unhewn stones ; but referred in sense to the modern
Cement.] Of the nature of cement.
1828-32 in Webster. 1883 Times 24 Oct. 3 With its

cementitious matter.

||
Cementum. Lat. form of Cement ; occas.

used in some senses, esp. 4.
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) z68 Cementum is

a mineral matter like lute, .wherewith metals spred over are
reverberated to cement. 1842 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M.
53 The cortical substance, or cementum . . of the tooth. 1859
J. Tomes Dental Surg. (1873) 40 The cementum or the
enamel forming the common investment.

Cemeterial (semftI«TiSl), a. Also 7 cemi-
terialil, ccemeterial. [f. on L. type *C<etnHeridl-

is, f. ccemeteri-n?n Cemetery : see -al.] Belong-
ing or relating to a cemetery.
1606 W. Birnie {title), The Blame of Kirk-Buriall, tending

to perswade Cemiteriall Civilitie. 1658 Sir T. Browne
Hydriot. iii. 40 The Cemiteriall Cels of ancient Christians.
1833 D. Rock Hierurg. (1851) 555 The cemeterial chapels
in the catacombs. 1851 D. Wilson Preh.Ann. (1863) X, iii.

67 Cemeterial tumuli.

Cemetery (seTn/texi), Forms : 5 cymytery,
-torye, cymitory, cymetorye, cimiteri, 6 eimi-
torie, -tory, eemitorie, coemiteri, 6-7 cemi-
terie, 7 cemitory, cyme-, eimitery, scemeterie,
cyme-, cymitier, 7-8 cceme-, ccemitery, S
eemitery, ceme-, ccemitary, S- cemetery, [ad.
L. c&meterium, ad. Gr. KoifiTjTrjpioy dormitory,
(in Christian writers) burial-ground.]
A place, usually a ground, set apart for the

burial of the dead.
a. Originally applied to the Roman underground

cemeteries or Catacombs.
[1387 Trevisa Higden(Ro\te) V. 65 Achirche hawe at Rome

. .hatte cimitorium calixty.] 1460 Capgrave Chron. 67 Ani-
cetus.

. was biried in the cymytery of Kalixt. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. IV. (1520) 37/2 He ordeyned the Cimiteri where
many a thousande martyrs is buryed. a 1638 Mede Wks.
m. (1672) 679 Had the Christians long before used to keep

Vol. It
P

their Assemblies at the Ccemiteries and Monuments of their
j

Martyrs. 1841 W. Spalding Italy It. 1st. II. 37 Beyond
which there extend, in every one of the cemeteries, galleries I

choked up. 1855 Cdl. Wiseman Fabiola 11. ii, The very

name of cemetery suggests that it is only a place where
many lie, as in a dormitory, slumbering for a while.

f b. The consecrated enclosure round a church
;

a churchyard. Obs.

1485 Caxton Chat. Gt. 243 Two cymytoyres or chirche-

yerdes. 1530-1 A ct 22 Hen. VIII, c. 14 Any parishe churche,

Cimitorie, or other !yke halowed place. 1601 F. Godwin
Bps. ofEng. 321 [He] was buried in the Cemitory or church-
yard of his owne church. 1644 Evelyn Mem. 11857) I. 73
About this cathedral is a very spacious cemetery. 1771
Antiq. Sarisb. 74. 1806 Gazetteer Scott. 172 The place

on which the buildings of the Parliament Square stand was
formerly the cemetery of St. Giles.

c. A burial-ground generally ; now esp. a

large public park or ground laid out expressly

for the interment of the dead, and not being the

'yard' of any church.
1613 Purchas Pilgr. I. v. vii. 411, I saw a certaine Cccmi-

terium or burying-place, then which I had never seene a.

fairer sight. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 90 P 2 It is for this

Reason (says Plato) that the Souls of the Dead appear fre-

quently in Ccemiteries. 1753 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 337 A
public coemetery. .was highly requisite. 1841 Lane Arab.

\

Nts. I. 71 The women often stay all the days of the festival
I

in the cemeteries. 1883 Lloyd Ebb <$ El. II. 119, I should I

have been in the Protestant Cemetery at Puerto Blanco.
;

Mod. He was buried in Abney Park Cemetery.

1704 Swift Bait. Bks., It is with libraries as with other

ccemeteries. 187a O. W. Holmes Poet. Break/. T. ii. 70
The old folios that fill the shelves all round the great ceme-

|

tery of past transactions of which he is the sexton. 1886

Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxlv. 7 That the goodness of the
[

living God should be buried in the cemetery of silence.

Cemiterie, obs. form of Scimitak.

Ceinmed, ME. form of kembed, combed.
Cemster, var. of Kempster, Obs.

Cemy, var. of Semy, Obs.

Cenacle (se'nak'l). [a. F. cenacle, ad. L. cena-

culum dining-room, f. cena the mid-day or after-
j

noon meal, 'dinner', 'supper'; in the Vulgate used i

of the ' upper room ' in which the Last Supper was
\

eaten, whence its chief use in the modern langs. !

Also used in Latin form.]

A supping room ; an upper chamber ; esp. the

upper room in which the Last Supper was held, '

and in which the apostles met after the Ascension.
a 1400 Cm). Myst. (1841) 17 In Hierusalem were gaderyd

j

xij opynly To the Cenacle. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 328/3 I

A fayr Cenacle honestly arayed with al maner of deyntes. 1

1491 — Vitas Pair. (W. de W.) in. xix. (1495) 322 b/2 Danyell
the prophete . . was thre tymes in the cenacle and prayed
god deuoutly. 1858 Faber Xavier 220 A new tongue .

.

added to the many ancient ones which ..had first found
expression in the Cenacle of Judea.

Cenanthy (s/hce'nbi). Bot. [as if ad, Gr. 1

*fcevavdta, f. ho/us empty + avOos flower.] The
absence of stamens and pistils in a flower.

1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Cena'tion. Obs. [ad. L. cmatidn-em dining-

room (etymologically, nonn of action from cenare

to dine, sup.)] Dining, supping.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Physickc 42/2 Your cena-
tione must be moderate and sober, and your sleepe suffi-

ciente. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. VT. vii. 309 The
roomes of ccenation in the Summer.

+ Ce'natory, a. Obs. rare-1 , [ad. L. cend-

torius pertaining to dinner.] Relating or pertain-

ing to dinner or supper.
1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. vi. 206 The Romans

washed, were anointed and wore a cenatory garment.

Cence, var. of Cense sb. 2 Obs., census, tribute,

t Ce'nchrine, cenchris. Obs. [ad. Gr.

/ceyxp'iyl$> K*yXP l s> L. cenchris, f. tceyxpos millet.]

A kind of snake mentioned by the ancients :
* a

serpent with millet-like protuberances on the skin
1

I

(Liddell & Scott). (Hence, in mod. Zool., Ccn-
chrina, a genus of the Rattlesnake family.")

1608 Topsell Serpents 743 Of the Millet or Cenchrine. I

1627 May Lucan ix. 819 The Cenchris . .Whose speckled
belly with nine spots is dect.

Cend, obs. form of Send.
Cendal, -el, var. of Sendal, a silken stuff.

f Cendiary. Obs. rare. Short for Incendiary.
1624 T. Scott 2nd Pt. Vox Pop. 16 The onely Boutefeu

and Cendiarie of the jworld.

Cendleing, obs. form of Kindling.
a 1547 Earl Surrey A£neid 11. 919 (Virg. 11. 697), Which

full bright cendleing a furrow, shone, By a long tract appoint-
ing us the way.

||
Cendre. [F. cendre cinder, ash, cendre ash-

coloured, as in bleu-cendre.'] Ash-.
1805 Med. fml. XIV. 383 Produces a fine cendre blue.

Cendyn, -ynge, obs. form of Send, -ing.

t Cene. Obs. [a. F. chie the Last Supper, the

Communion :—L. cena mid-day or afternoon meal,

dinner, supper.]

The Last Supper ; also = Cene Thursday, the

day on which the Last Supper was eaten, Maundy
Thursday.
c 1320 R. Bhunne Medit. 1111 Certys, sayd petyr, bj'S ny3t

at be cene. 1382 Wyclif Rev. Prol., That in the cene on

his brest he shulde lyn, 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix.

xxx. (1495) 364 Lente lastyth to the Cene of our lord that is

Shere thursdaye. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. yzgf\ He had
be wasshen of the kynges honde on Cenethursdaye. 1491
— Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495* 1. xlii. 70b/! The daye of

the Cene comen. .Zozimas. .tooke a chalys.

Cene, obs. f. of Seen, and var. Sene Obs., synod.

f Cenefe'etory, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [corrupt ad.

L. scenofactdrius (Vulg.) pertaining to tent-making,

f. Gr. 0K7JV7] tent : see Factory.] Tent-making

;

also app. as sb. tent-maker.

1382 Wyclif Acts xviii. 3 Thei weren of cenefectorie [v.r.

cenefectoryes] craft [1388 of roopmakeris craft ;
Vulg. sceno-

factoric? artis] that is, to make hilingis to trauelinge men.

Cenereous, -itious, erron. ff. of Cin-.

Ceneth, obs. form of Zenith.

tCengle. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. OF. cengle:—L.

cingulum girdle, f. cing-cre to gird.] A girdle.

1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. dc W. 1495) 19 Gyrde with

a cengle. .He made cengles and coveryngesof leves of palme
woven after the custome of the countree.

Cengylle, obs. form of Single.

t Cenkanter, a. Obs.

c 1540 Pilgrim's T. 708 in Thynne's Animadv. App. (1865)

97 And leuis the slechy podell, full of frogis, to the old cen-

kanter phariziecall dogis.

Cenobite, -itic, eenobium : see Cos-.

Cenogamy, community of wives ; see Cceno-.

f Cenophe {-oie). Obs. Corrupt ad. late L.

sednopegia, a. Gr. GK-qvon-qyia pitching of tents,

(in LXX.) the Feast of Tabernacles.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14563 pan heild be Juus..A fest man

clepes cenophe. [1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. xxxiii.

(1495) 369 Cenophegia is afeest amonge the Ebrewes. .callyd

Pytchynge of tentes.j

Cenotaph (se'n£tctf\ In 7- aphe. [a. F.

ccnotaphc (16th c.) ad. L. ccnotaphinm , or it*

original, Gr. Ktvoratyiov, f. (twos empty + ratyos

tomb. The L. & Gr, pi. cenotaphia has also been

used in Eng.] An empty tomb ; a sepulchral

monument erected in honour of a deceased person

whose body is elsewhere.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1244 Their Cenotaphe or

imaginary tombe which was erected in Isthmus, c 1630
Risdon Snrv. Dcrwi § 254 (i8io> 262 Sir John Sully, .hath

here a cenotaphe. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 794 To Agamem-
non's name A Cenotaph I raise of deathless fame, a 1859
Macaulay Biog. (1867) 74 Some of Goldsmith's friends ..

honoured him with a cenotaph in Westminster Abbey.

b. In etymological sense of ' empty sepulchre

'

(whence one has risen). Also^r.
1642 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 19 To see him [Christ] in

his glory, rather than to contemplate him in his Ccenotaphe,
or Sepulchre. 1820 Shelley Cloud 81, I silently laugh at

my own cenotaph. 1878 G. Macdonald St. George St.

M. 5 Turning her back on the cenotaph of their former
greatness.

Ceuota.ph.ic (senctEe-fik), a. [f. prec. + -ic]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a cenotaph.

1872 J. Fergusson Rude Stone Mon. ii. 49 The larger

circles were cenotaphic.

Cenozoie, var. spelling of C-eno-, Cainozoic.

Censar(e, obs. form of Censer.

t Cense, sb.1 Obs. Also 4 cens, 4-5 sense,

4-6 sence. [Shortened form of ME. encens, In-

cense.] Incense.

a 1375 Joseph Arijn. 290 With sencers . . and a viole of

sence. 1382 Wyclif Song ofSol. iv. 6 The hil of cens [1388
encense]. 14.. Masse (Tundale's Vis. 150), iij. kyngis .

.

There offorde golde, sense, and myrrre. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 66 Cense or incense or rychelle. 1513 Douglas
j^Eneis IV. viii. 05 On the altaris birnand full of sence The
sacrifice scho onerit. 1540 Inv. Worcester Priory in Greene
Hist. Worcester II. App. 5 A navett to putt cense yn.

t Cense, sb.'1 Obs. Also 6-8 cens, 7 cence.

[a. OF. cense (mod.F. cens) :—L. census registration

of citizens, property, etc., census, f. censere to es-

timate, rate, assess, etc.]

1. A tax or tribute ; — Census 2.

1524 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 374 The pentionand cense,

which the Frenche King payd before the warris. 1582 N. T.

(Rhem.) Matt. xvii. 25 The kings of the earth of whom
receive they tribute or cense? *66i J. Stephens Procura-
tions 76 A Cense, or Tribute in money payd to the Bishop
. .from the inferiour Clergie. 1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind
i. 3 Which . . yielded no Cens, Rent, or Service in Money.
1763 Burn Eccl. Law (1797) III. 120.

2. = Census i, 3.

1533 Bellenden Livy iv. (1822) 316 Mony yeris eftir thare

wes na cens, that is to say, estimacioun of men, be thare

gudis. 1600 Holland Livy 1. xlii. 30 He [Servius Tulliusj

devised and ordained the Cense. 1720 Stcnv's Snrv. (ed.

Strype 1754) I. i.i. 3/1 In the year 1636. -Sir Edward Brom-
field then Mayor took occasion, .to make a Cense or Com-
putation of the people who were, .found to be 700,000.

b. An enumeration or list (of things).

16x5 Crooke Body ofMan 279 In all the Cense of Here-

ditary diseases.

3. Rating, taken as determining position or rank
;

' rate ' ; income.
1627 Feltham Resoles 11. Iii. (1677)264 More resplendent

in their robes, than others of a larger cense. 1636 B. Jonson
Disco?.'. (1692) 713/1 A man whose estate and cense, .you
are familiar with. 1650 Elderfield Tythes 298 A person of

cense and possession.

Cense (sens), z*.1 Forms: 4 synse, 4-6 sense,

5 scence, 5-6 sence, 5- cense, [f. Cense sb. 1
,
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or shortened (in Eng. or Vr.) from ENCENSE, F.

ffkWiff'.]

1. trans. To perfume with odours from burning
incense; to burn incense before, offer incense to;

esp. by way of worship or honour.
ri386 Chaucer Milleres T. 155 This Absolon. .Goth with

a senser on the haly day, Sensing the wyves of the parisch
fast. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys < 1835 > 49 In the temple.,
hem to scence bothe clene and pure. 1536 Wkiothesley
Chrem. (1875) I. 59 With . . sensers to sense the Kinge and
Queene as they rode by them. 1581 I. Bell Haddon's
Ansiv. Osor. 309 b, To cense them with Frankencense. 1675

J. Smith Chr. Relig. Appeal 1. 17 He was censed in his
Cratch by the Wise-men of the East 1700 Dryden Ovi<fs
Met. xii. 362 The Salii sing, and cense his altar* round
With Saban smoke. 1716-9 Lady M. W. Montague Lett.
I. xxxvii. 141 Two Slaves kneeling censed my hair, clothes,
and handkerchief. 1811 H. Martyn in Sargent Life (1881)
289 The priest . . at the time of incense censed me four
times. 1852 Miss Yonge Cameo* (1877) IV. xvii. 189.
fig. 1881 E. PuaCELLmAcademy 22 Jan. 56 The reverent
adulation with which the authoress censes her she- Ritualist,

b. trans/. To fill as with the smoke of incense.
1886 Pali Mall G. 7 Sept. 4/2 Clouds waving, dreamily

cense the air continually.

1 2. intr. To burn or offer incense. Ohs.
^1440 Promp. Parv. 66 Censyn or caste be sensere,

thurifjeo. f 1449 Pecock Repr. 169 It is not leeful and
expedient that men . . cense bifore hem. 1483 Caxton
Cold. Leg. 171/2 That they shold sacrefyse and sence tofore
the goddes. 1563-87 Foxe A. M. (1596) 279/1. 1670
Cotton Espcmon m, xn. 617 The man that cens'd at
Vespers. 173a Neal Hist. Purit. I. 34 Censing and kneel-
ing before tnem [images] is allowed.

t Cense, V.2 Obs. [ad. L. censere to estimate,

rate, assess, be of opinion, etc. Cf. Cense sb,-]

1. trans. To judge, estimate, reckon.
1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. To Rdr., And most—what

but for Nods doe cense Saints, senselesse of more Recom-
pence. 1697 Evelyn Numism. \\. 21 The Saracens who
likewise are to be censed among the Barbarous.

2. To take a census of, assess.
a 1719 Addison F.vid. Chr. Relig. 11. ii, Augustus Caesar

had ordered the whole Empire to be censed or taxed.

Censer (
se*ns3i), sby forms: 4-5 censere,

4-6 senser, sencer, 5 censour, censare, senscer,
sensure, 5-6 censure, 6 censar, senssour, 6-7
sensor, 7-8 censor, 4- censer. [In sense I, a.

OF. censicr senser), shortened from encensier

Encenser :—L. type incensdrium, f. incens-um
Incense. (Mod. F. has encensoir:—L. type incen-

sdrium.) In Eng. the word would coincide with
an agent-noun from Cense v. =¥. encenseur.']

1. A vessel in which incense is burnt ; a thurible.
a 1250 Meid Maregrete lxxv, Cherubim ant serafin. .Mid

tapres ant mid sensers. 138a Wvclif Rev. viii. 3 Another
aungel. .hauynge a golden censer, c 1386 [see Cense v. x

iJ.

1449 Churchw. Acc. St. George, Stamford (Nichols 1797)
132 To the said chirch I bequethe a peyre of censours of
sylver . . for frankincense. 1483 Cath. Angl. 330 A Sen-
sure, batUlna, thuribulum. 1552-3 Inv. Ch. Goods Staffs.
in Ann. Lichfield IV. 5 A sensor ofbras.se. 1553 Eden
Treat. Afav hut. <Arb.) 17 The Prieste taketh rus senser
with burning coles. 1584 Fenner Def Ministers (1587) 97
Though he haue no censure, no odours, a 1619 Fotherby
Atheom. \. xi. § 4 (1662) 116 Who maketh. .his Caldron, his

Sensor. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 24 Prayers, .in this Golden
Censer, mixt With Incense. 17x6-8 Lady M. W. Mon-
tague Lett. I. xxxvii. 146 Four fair slaves, .with Silver
Censers in their hands. 1842 Tennyson Sir Galahad iii,

The shrill bell rings, the censer swings, And solemn chaunts
resound between. 1888 Church Times 8 June 507 Then let

the priest receive the Censer from the Gospeller.

Jig. 1871 Macduff Mem. Patmos xviii. 242 The flower
. . was swinging its tiny censers with their fragrant perfumes.

b. app. = Cassolette. (The commentators
are not agreed as to what exactly is referred to.)

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 91 Heers snip, and nip,

and cut, and slish and slash, Like to a Censor in a barbers
shoppe. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, v. iv. 20.

2. One who perfumes with incense.

1670 Cotton Espcmon ftt, xn. 617 The Censor was soon
aware of the accident.

3. Comb., as censer-box, -pot ; eensertess adj.
161 1 Corvat Crudities 229 The Priest's Clarke, .perfumeth

the people with his Censor-boxe. 18*7 W. G. S. Excurs.
Village Curate 142 No incense now breathed over its

censerless altar. 1870 Disraeli Lothair xlvi. 246 If Popery
were only just the sign of the cross, and music, and censer-
pots. .I'd Iw free to leave them alone.

t Censer x£.fl Obs. [f. Cense *M + -er ; cf.

Censure 7 b ; and Censarii, villeins paying cense,

in Domesday, and in Du Cange from various

sources.] One who pays cense or 1 censure \
1691-1713 Blount Law Diet. s.v. Censure, in divers

Manors in Cornwall and Devon, the calling of all Resiants
therein above the Age of sixteen, to swear Fealty to the
Lord, to pay [id per Poll, and id per. An. ever after, as
Cert-money or Common Fine : and these thus sworn are
called Censers. [1719- See Censure sb. 7 b.]

t Censer, v. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 censor, [f.

prec. sb.] — Cense v.1 2.

1635 Purchas Pilgrimesu. 1416 The Priest went round
about the Altar three times. The first time hee censored.
Censer, obs. form of Censure.
t Censerie. Obs. [a. OF. censerie, f. censer to
pay cens or rent : see -ehy.] Assessment, rating.
a "54^. E.Chron.(\x.xx& MS.) an. 1 137 Hi keiden ntJMliI

o[nl the tunes aeureumwile &, clepeden it censerie [printed
tenserie\

Censery (se*nseri). rare- 1
, [f. Censer; see

-ery.] Incense.
18*3 Beddoes Rom. Lily (1851) 147 Echo. . Soft spreading

her wild harmony, Like a tress of smoking censery.

Censing (sensirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Cense vA +
-iNti 5

.] 'I he burning or offering of incense.

138. Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 203 Ws here synsynge and
criynge bat men usen now. 1409 Promp. Parv. (Pynson)

I
Censinge, tkurificatio. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 56

I

Item this same yere [1548] was put downe. .the sensyng at

Powlles at Wytsontyde. 16*7 Bp. Hall Epist. 1. i. 275.

1706 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. \6th C. II. iv. xx. 333 There
were no Censings, nor any Peace given at the Mass.
comb. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. ofEl. n. x. (1883) 188

j

Posterity will continue to wave the censing-pot and send up

I

wreaths of spicy smoke.

1 Ce nsing, vbl. sb.2 Obs. [f. Cense v.% +
I
-ING 1

.] Estimating, rating, assessing.

1692 O. Walker Hist. Illust. 149 Servius Tullius . . was
the first that ordain'd the censing or valuing of the People.

t Cension. Obs, [ad. L. censidn-em taxing,

f. censere ; see Cense z/.^l Assessment, rating.
1612 Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. 1. iii, God intended this

cension. .that Christ mignt be born where he should.

Censive (se-nsiv), a. [ad. med.L. censivus
subject to taxation, (L)u Cange gives censiva terra),

f. census assessed, rated, f. censcre.] (See quot.)
1878 G. R. Marriott tr. Laveleye's Prim. Property 227

In the feudal system, there were, .military tenure and cen-
1 sive tenure .. 'censive' tenure was that of the cultivator,

1

who owed his superior payments in kind or in labour.

Censor (se*ns6i, -01), sb. Forms : 5-6 sensour,
6 sensor, 6-7 censour, 6- censor, [a. L. censor,

f. censcre : see Cense v.-]

1. The title of two magistrates in ancient Rome,
who drew up the register or census of the citizens,

etc., and had the supervision of public morals.
1533 Bellenden Lhy iv. (1822) 333 In this yere began the

office of censouris. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. iii. 252 Twice being
Censor. 174a Middleton Cicero I. 117 These Censors were
the guardians of the discipline and manners of the City.
1838-43 Arnold Hist. Rome III. xliv. 172 Censors, to whom
the duty of making out the roll of the senate, .belonged.

2. trans/. One who exercises official or officious

j

supervision over morals and conduct.
159J Greene Upst. Courtier in Hart. Misc. (MalhJ II.

224 A severe sensor to such as offend the law. i6ai Mas-
1 singer, etc Old Law v. i, Cleanthes . . for. his manifest

virtues, we make such judge and censor of youth. 1776

I

Gibbon Decl. E. I. xx. 564 The bishop was the perpetual
i censor of the morals of his people. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.

xxxiv, Regarding his father as a rigid censor. 1871 J
Duncan Colloquia Perip. 118 Punch is a censor, but not
censorious.

b. spec. An official in some countries whose
duty it is to inspect all books, journals, dramatic
pieces, etc., before publication, to secure that they

shall contain nothing immoral, heretical, or offen-

sive to the government.
1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 56 He . . must appear in print

like a punie with his guardian, and his censors hand on the
back of his title, to l>e his bayl and suretye that he is no
idiot or seducer. 1731 Fielding Coven t Gard. Jrnl. No.
3 A record in the censor's office. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.
Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799* III. 607, I prevailed so far as to
have it submitted to the inspection of a Censor. 1810 W,
Irving Sketch Bk. I. 103 Information . . received with cau-
tion by the censors of trie press. 1872 Moklev Voltaire
(1886) 140 A man of letters whose life was tormented by
censors of the press.

c. In Universities and Colleges, the title of
various officials.

At Oxford and Cambridge it is the title of the official

Head of the Non-collegiate or 'Unattached' Students; in

the Royal College of Physicians, the officers who grant
licenses.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 359 Intolerably impudent,
saucy and refractory to the Censor. 1876 Grant Burgh
Sch, Scott. 11. iv. 146 The providing of Censors and ex-
aminers. 1885 Oxf. Univ. Calendar 281 The [Non-col-
legiate] Students are under the supervision of the Censor,
who is charged with the care of their conduct and studies.

1885 Med. Directory s.v. Coll. of Physicians, All other
candidates for Membership shall be examined on the sub-
jects of General Education by the President and Censors of
the College.

d. U.S. (See quot.)

[1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. u. xv. 257 The Censors
and moderators to decide controuersies in matters of state.]

1794 S. Williams / 'ermont 349 A council of censors, to con-
sist of thirteen persons to be elected by the people every
seventh year. The duty assigned to them is to inquire
whether the constitution has been preserved inviolate. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. xxii. 577 Once in seven years an
elective council of censors was to take care that freedom and
the constitution were preserved in purity.

3. f a. One who judges or criticizes (obs.). b.

esp. One who censures or blames; an adverse critic ;

one given to fault-finding.

1599 Marston Sco. Villanie 11. vi. 199 Hence, thou mis-

iudging Censor. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 502 Re-
ferred or brought hereunto as vnto their fudge and Censor.

1631 Gouge Gotfs Arroivs v. Ded. 406 Baited by the differ-

ing censures of diverse censors. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No.
172 r 5 Nor can the most . . steady rectitude escape blame
from censors, who have no inclination to approve. 1848

Macaui.av Hist. Eng. 1 1. 661 Not . .understood either by
eulogists or by censors. 1868 M. Pattison AcaaUm. Org.

4 A defence of the Universities against their censors.

Ce*nsor, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To act

1 as censor to ; see Censok sb. 2 b.

1881 H. Foley Rec. Eng. Society of Jesus VII. Introd. 35The Fathers were constantly engaged by the Inquisitors in
censoring lx>oks infected with heresy.

Censor, obs. form of Censer.
Censorate (se nsorA). [f. Censors. +-atei.]
The institution of censors.
1863 Alcock Capit. Tycoon I. 66 The justly lauded cen

sorate of China.

Censorer, obs. form of Censurer.
Censoress se nsnres). A female censor.
1779 Mad. D'Arblav Diary (1842U. 157, I am to pass for

a censoress now.

Censorial (senso>*riar, a. [f. L. censori-us
of or pertaining to the Censor + -al : so in F.]
L Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a censor

(see Censor i, 2).

1771 Junius Lett. Pref, While this censorial power i-,

maintained. 1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 525
The censorial inspection of the publick eye, 1810 liENTHAM
Packing (1821)265. 1865 Merivale Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixvii.

301 The fathers listened with censorial gravity. 1880 Mum-
|

head Gains 11. § 226 note, A citizen, whose fortune was
estimated in the censorial register at 100,000 asses.

t 2. Of persons : Like a censor; censorious. Obs,
159a Nashe Str. Newes Ciij, If in his Epistle he had not

been so arrogantly censoriall. 1596 — Saffron Ifatden
Ep. Ded., 'I he .. censoriall animaduertiser of vagrant
moustachios.

Censorian (sensorrian), a. Also 7~9 "©an.
[f. as prec. + -an.] = prec.

1598 Marston Pygmal. u. 142, I dull-sprighted fat Hoetian
iJoore, Doe farre off honour that Censorian seate. 1618
Bolton Elorusii6^6\ 59 Fabricius, using Censorian severity.

1741 Middleton Cicero I. 118 This Censorian animadver-
sion. 1851 Ld. Cockburn Jeffrey I. 180 It exercises..

a

censorian and corrective authority over all the evils, and
all affairs, of the church.

f b. as sb. = Censor. Obs.
1598 Marston Pygmal. iv. 154 When pitty Priscians Will

needs step vp to be Censorians.

t CeilSO rical, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. as prec. +
-ICal, after Greek derivatives like historical, rhe-

torical : cf. oratorical.] = prec.
1589 Pasouifs Ret. B nij b, They think.. to carrie all

away with censoricall lookes, with gogling the eye.

Censorious isensoa-rias), a. [f. L. censori-us

pertaining to a censor (f. censor; see Censor) +
-ous : cf. OF. cettsorieux.]

1. Addicted to censure
;
severely critical ; fault-

finding. Const. 0/ ; ion, upon (obs.).

1536 St Trials, Anne Boteyn iHarl. MS.hR.), I intreate
him to judge favourably, .and not rashly to admit any cen-
sorious conceit. 1605 Camden Rem. 5 Which you must
not reade with a censorious eye. 1646 Fuller Wounded
Consc. (1841) 288 Those who are most indulgent to their
own, are most censorious of others' sins. 1671 Marvell
Reh. Transp. 1. 199 Tis possible that the Nonconformists
..may be too censorious of others. 1711 Steele Spec/.
No. 53 p 5 At a Loss to acquit themselves to a Censorious
World, a 17*0 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I.

133 Such is the mode of these censorious days, The art is

lost of knowing how to praise. 1766 Ansthv Bath Guide
xii. 6 Bath is a very censorious Place. 1875 Jow ett Plato
(ed. 2) 1. 161 He is not censorious and does not censure him.

t 2. Befitting a censor ; grave, severe. Obs.
1636 B. Jonson Discov. ix. (16921 183 His [Bacon's] lan-

guage (where he could spare or pass Dy a jest) was nobly

I

censorious. •< 1660 Hammond Wks. IV. 614 K To take

1

upon them, .a solemn censorious majestick garb.

Censo riously, adv. [f. prec. * -lv -.] In a

censorious manner.
1679 L. Addison Mahomet 128 (T.) To animadvert too

censoriously upon their carriage, a 1691 Boyle Wks. II.

304 (R.) Vain pretenders, who speak arrogantly and cen-

soriously both of God and men.

Censoriousness (senso'-riasnes). [f. prec. +
-Ness.] The quality of being censorious or severely

critical ; disposition to censure or find fault.

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 281. 1653 — Chr. Concord 103

God will cause men to abhorre that censoriousness of their

Brethren. 1709 Addison Tatter No. 102 F5 All Females
addicted to Censoriousness and Detraction. 1750 Johnson
Rambl. No. 50 F 12 Another vice of age . . is severity and
censoriousness. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1841) I. iii. 300
The bold censoriousness of republican historians.

Censorium, obs. erroneous form of Sensortum.

Ce nsorize, v. rare. [f. Censor + -ize.]

trans. To act as censor over.
i860 Sat. Rev. IX. 144/2 Thinks that God's cause is helped

by insulting women, .and censorizing clergymen.

Censorship (se nsojjip). [see -shiiv]

1. The office of a Roman censor (or its period).

1600 Holland Livy 264 (R.t To stand for a censorship.

1869 Rawlinson Anc. Hist. 361 The dignity of the censor-

ship was. .lessened by the yEmilian law.

2. gen. The office or function of a censor (see

Censor sb. 2); official supervision.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Ceusura, the censorship or
iudgement. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. iii. (1851) 157 Other
thing then a Christian censorship. 1856 Fboudk Hist.
Eng. I. 292 There was no censorship upon speech. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 42 If I were a lawgiver, 1 would
exercise a censorship over the poets.

b. spec, of the press : see Censor sb. 2 b.

i8»7 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xv. 166 Even during
the existence of a censorship, a host of unlicensed publica-
tions, .bore witness to the inefficacy of its restrictions. 1841
W. Spalding Italy <y //. 1st. III. 80 In the middle of

1806, a decree of the viceroy declared, that no literary cen-

sorship should be instituted. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
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IV. 540 The law which subjected the press to a censorship.

1876 Green Sliort Hist. viii. § 5 (1882) 514 The censorship

struck fiercer blows at the Puritan press,

c. as a university or college office.

1880 T. Fowler Locke ii. 12 The Censorship of Natural
Philosophy . . he appears never to have held.

Censour, obs. f. Censer, Censor, Censure.

Censual (se*nsi«al), a. [ad. late L. censudlis,

f. census : see Census.]
1. Of or relating to a census.

1613 m Marl. MitC. (MalhO III. 153 He caused the whole
realm to be described in a censual roll [Domesday]. 1711

J. Gale Rejl. Walls Inf. Baptism 470 The censual rolls

of Augustus. 1845 StocqukUW Hatulbk. Brit. India (1854)

135 The. .systematic investigator into censual truth,

t 2. ? Subject to tax or tribute ; see Cense sb.%

1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind\. 3 Censual or Rent-Service
Land.

t Censur. Obs. [app. corruption of F. sangsure,

Picard form of sangsue.] A leech.

1597 Lowe Chirurg. (1634) 155 Applying of censurs or

bloud-suckers.

Censurable (scnsiurabT, -JfurabT), a. [f. Cen-
sure v. + -able.] Subject to formal censure ;

worthy of censure
;

blamable, culpable ; to be
found fault with.

1635 Wentworth in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 276 HI. 286, I

doubte he will lose his place, and be found deeply censur-

able in the Castle-Chamber. 1644 Bp. Maxwell Prerog.
Chr. Kings i. 12 The Pope was deposable (not onely censur-
able) by a Councell. 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 35 Ready to

censure what is not justly censureable. 1751 Johnson
Rambl. No. 173 F13 There is no kind of impertinence more
justly censurable. 1810 BsNTHAH Packing (1821) 264 On
the declared ground of censurable misconduct.

Hence Ce nsurafalene ss, Censurability, the

quality of being censurable ; Ce'nsurably adv., in

a censurable manner.
1654 R. Whitlock Mann, of English 493 (T.) This and

divers other are alike in their censurableness by the un-
skilfull. 1819 Aheillard He I. 321 Its uncharitableness Is

full of censurableness. 1884 Philadelphia Public Ledger
17 Apr., The fact . . adds to their censurability. i8z8
D' Israeli Chas. I, I. vi. 186 That Charles I. was censur-

ably remiss in not hanging all these priests. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 10 July 5/1 No one was. .censurably responsible.

Ce*nsural, a. rare. [(. Censure 7 + -AL.]

1708 Kersey, Ccnsural, belonging to Valuations, or As-
sessments. 1721-1800 in Bailey; 1731 vol. II. Censural
Book, a register of taxations.

Censurate. [f. Censure 5 + ate 1.] A cen-

sorial body.
1803 Ann. Reg. 643 The Censurate is a committee of

twenty-one members, nominated by the colleges . . It shall

reside at Cremona.

Censure (se*nsiuj, le'npui), sb. Also 4-7
sensure, 5 sensour, 6 censoure, censer, [a. F.

censure, ad. L. censura (so in It., Pr., Sp., Pg.)

censorship, judgement, teens- ppl. stem ofcense-re.]

f 1. A judicial sentence
;

esp. a condemnatory
judgement. Obs.

c 1470 Harding Chron. clxiii. iii, He should it baue by
execucion due, By sensours of theyr churche and hole sen-

tence. 1547-6^ Bauldwin Mor. Philos. iii. (Palfr.) 6 Ac-
cording to the infallible censure of God. 1637 Laud (title),

Speech in the Starr-Chamber at the Censure of Bastwick,
Burton and Prinn. 1647 May Hist. Pari, n. vi. nsHewas
brought to.. the House of Lords to receive his Censure.

171Z Bp. T. Wilson in Keble Life'w. (1863) 295 A person.

.

is ordered to be dragged after a boat at Douglas . . and the

Governor is desired to give his order for soldiers and a boat
to execute this censure. 1727 SwlFT Gulliver I. VU. 82 The
council thought the loss of your eyes too easy a censure.

b. spec. 1 A spiritual punishment inflicted by
some ecclesiastical judge.

1
Ayliffe. (The earliest

recorded sense.)

138. Wyclif Sel. IVks. III. 361 Censures bat be fend
blowib, as ben suspendingis, enterditingis, cursingis, and rei-

singis ofcroiserie. 1494 Fabyan vi. clxvi. 161 Hepurchasyd
agayne hym the censures of holy churche, & accursed the
sayde Bawdewyn. a 1694 Tillotson Ser/n. I. xxv. (R.)

The publick censures of the church. 1726 Ayliffe Parerg.
155. 1845 Graves in Ettcycl.Metrofi. 784/1 The deprivation
of spiritual advantages, and the censures of the Church,

f 2. A formal judgement or opinion (of an ex-

pert, referee, etc.). Obs.
c 1555 Hari-sfield Divorce Hen. V/II (iSyB) 81 Reasons

..to underprop, .the Censures .. of the said universities.

1625 Ussher Ausiv. Jesuit 305 The Interlinearie Bible
approued by the Censure of the Vniversitie of Louain.

1 3. gen. Judgement
;

opinion, esp. expressed
opinion ; criticism. Obs. or arch.
1576 Raleigh Pre/. Verses Gascoiguc's Steel Gl. t To

write my censure of this booke. 1594 Shaks. Rick. Ill, n.

ii. 144. ci6ii Chapman Iliad xni. 655 But, for me, I'll

relate Only my censure what's our best. 1624 Heywood
Gunaik. v. 251 Give me thy free and true censure. 1649
Br. Hall Cases Consc. Pref., Though unworthy to pass my
censure on such a subject. 1715-zo Pope Iliad m. 288 Our
ears refute the censure of our eyes. 1805 Foster Ess. ii. iv.

164 The collective censure of mankind.
4. spec. An adverse judgement, unfavourable

opinion, hostile criticism
;
blaming, finding fault

with, or condemning as wrong; expression of dis-

approval or condemnation. (The usual sense.)
1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. m. ii. 197 No might nor great-

nesse in mortality can censure scape. 1606-33 Bp. Hall
Occas. Medit. (1851) 15 They, that, upon the hearing of
one part, rashly pass their sentence, whether of acquittal
or censure. 1702 Eng. Tlieophrast. 23 An author ought to

receive with an equal modesty both the Praise and censure

of other People. 1713 Swift On Himself, Vices of the

graver sort, Tobacco, censure, .pride and port. 1748 Anson
Voy. 11. x. (ed. 4) 334 The whole conduct of this navigation

seems liable to very great censure. 1844 Emerson Led.
Yng, Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II. 306 Our sensitiveness to

foreign and especially English censure.

5. Censorship ; the office or action of a censor,

a. Of the ancient Roman censors ( = L. censura) :

also concr. (obs.).

1534 Ln. Berners Gold. Bk. M. A urel. (1546) C iij, The
Censure, whoe gouerned Rome. 1598 Barckley Felic. Man
(1631) 609 Plinie said to his master Trajan—the life of a
Prince is a censure, that is to say, the rule, the square, the

line and the forme of an honest life. 1862 Mekivale Rom.
Emp. (1865) IV. xxxiii. 86 The censure of Camillus.. was
celebrated. Ibid. xxxv. 200 The censure or prefecture of

manners.

b. Of any official supervisor, e.g. of the censor

of the press.

1663 Gkrihkr Counsel 48 The Clarke of the works, ought
to be subject to the censure of the Surveyor. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 15 Nov. 1 4/1 It is.. not easy to get one's papers
sent on without censure.

6. Correction
;
esp. critical recension or revision

of a literary work. rare.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Censure, correction, or

reformation. 1837-8 Hali.am Hist. Lit. (1S55) I. 386 So
arduous a task as the thorough censure of the Vulgate text.

+ 7. An assessment, a tax. Obs. (Cf. Cense sb:2-)

1641 Silted. Grievances in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I.

221 By reason, .of extreamUsage and Censures, Merchants
are beggar'd.

b. (See quot.) ? Obs.

11547 Cust. Manors Braunton (MS. penes R. Dymond,
Esq.*, Tenants having ther chyldern in howshold with theym
under their govcrnaunce and charge not to be presented for

a Censur tyll tyme that they do be of full age by statute

and put owte in buys from theem forwagys or otherwise to

be marled then after that they be presented for censur.

1691-1713 Blount Law Did. 1729-62 G. Jacob Law
Diet., Censure, a custom called by this name, observed in

divers manors in Cornwall and Devon, where all persons

residing therein above the age of sixteen are cited to swear
fealty to the lord, and to pay nd. per poll, and id. per ami.

ever after ; and these thus sworn are called censers. 1768 E.

Buys Did. Terms ofA rl. 1797 - Tomlins Law Did.

Censure (se*nsiui, se*njKu),z>. [a. F. censure-r

(16th c. in Littre), f. censure sb.]

*t*l. trans. To form or give a 'censure' or

opinion of; to estimate, judge of, pass judgement

on, criticize, judge. Obs.

1590 Greene Never too late (1600") 32 No further euidence
came to censure the allegation. 1592 No-body Some-b.

(1878) 280 Peruse our evidence and censure it According to

your wisdome. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. nr. ii. 16. 1642 R. Car-

penter Experience 1, xiii. 56 The mouth . . censuring all

that passes, by the taste. 1729 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840

U.276 As this essay is wrote and published with haste I

hope I shall be censured with candor.

f 2. With complemenlal adj. or phrase : To
judge (an object) to be [of such a kind). Obs.

1597 Sir R. Cecil in Ellis Prig. Lett. 1. 234, I am con-

tented in this to be censured idle. 1610Histriom. vi. 137

We censure thy advice as oracles. 1619 Let. in Eng. \
Germ. (1865), I . .censure this for no more then a wild imagin-

ation. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. v. 704 They censure

me unkinde or impudent. 1646 Fuller Wounded Consc.

(1841) 288 Eli. .censured Hannah . . to be drunk with wine.

1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes v. 283 Censuring it to be done
by the Instinct of the Devil.

f 3. To form or give an opinion ; to judge, esti-

mate. Obs. a. intr. with of ax (rarely) on.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxiv. (1612) 167 Too yong
were ye to censure of your vncles tyranie. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. 1. ii. 19. 1607 Hevwood Worn. Kilde w. Kindn.
Wks. 1874 II. 104 Most severely censur'd on. 1618 Latham
2nd Bk. Falconry (1633) 148 Censure better of me. 1682

Otway Venice Pres. in. i, Oh thou too rashly censur'st of

my loue

!

fb. with subord. el. (or pron.) as object.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas il i. it. (1641) 90/2 To censure

how this change befell Our wits come short. 1609 Heywood
Brit. Troy UL xii, Hard it were to censure which were

fairer. 1623 Webster Duch. Malfey in. i, Your graver

heads., what censure they? 1652 H. Bell tr. Luther's

Cotloq. 208 We ought to censure and hold that we are

justified by faith.

fc. absol. Obs.

1613 Heywood Silver Age in. Wks. 1874 III. 162 Come
we hither To trifle or to censure? 1709 Pope Ess. Crt't. 6

Ten censure wrong, for one who writes amiss.

f 4. To pronounce judicial sentence on ; to sen-

tence to. Obs.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 11. L 2tj When I, that censure

him, do so offend, Let mine owne Judgement patterne out

my death. 1618 Bolton Florus (1636) 261 Cato censured

them to death for their treason. 1621 Slingsby Diary (1836)

316 My lord chancellor [Bacon] was this daie censured to go
to the tower duringe the Kinges pleasure. 1624 Capt. Smith
Virginia v. 193 Some were censured to the whipping post.

1682 Eu</. Elect. Slieriffs 27 He was censured . . to be de-

graded of all Honours and Titles.

+ b. To adjudge to be. Obs.

1640 YorKE Union Hon. an. 1215 King Johns covenant
was censured to be void.

5. To pronounce an adverse judgement on, ex-

press disapproval of, criticize unfavourably ;
to find

fault with, blame, condemn. (The current sense.)

1596 Drayton Legends 1. 409 Duke Robert iustly censured

stood, For Disobedience and unnatural! Pride. 1625 Bacon

Em. Folloivers A Fr. (Arb.) 39 Would not Censure, or

Speake ill of a Man. < 1710 Swift Wks. (1841) H. 24 Dis-

courses, .which instead of being censured, were universally
approved. 1779 Johnson L. P. Wks. 1816 X. 138 He was
censured as covetous. 1828 Whately Rliet. in Encycl.

Mdrop. 296/1 Their ill-success will probably lead them to

censure the proposed method.

f b. With of : To charge (a person) with (some

fault). Obs.

1634 Jackson Creed vn, xxvii, This . . writer sometimes
censures the seventy interpreters of ignorance in the Hebrew
tongue. 1653 Ashwell Fides Apost. 58 [He] might be not

undeservedly censured'of Arrogancy.

C. With subord. clause, rare.

1853 F. W. Newman Odes Horace 18 We rather lament
than censure that he had no inward strength to combat cir-

cumstances so unfavourable,

d. absol.

1702 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. II. iii. (i743 l 35*
They, .proceed accordingly to censure or commend, as they

find cause, a 1763 ShenstonE Wks. (1764) I. 54 The souls

..That never flatter'd, injur'd, censur'd, strove.

+ 6. trans. To exercise censorship over. Obs.

rare. (Cf. Censure sb. 5.)
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, ir. xxUi. § 49 How the practice,

profession, and erudition of law is to be censured and
governed.

Censure, obs. form of Censer.

Ce'nsureless, a. rare. [f. Censure sb. +
-less.] Without censure.

1683 PORDAGE Myst. Div. To Rdr. 6 Let me therefore be-

seech you to be censureless, till the Day of the Lord cometh,

Censurer (sensiurai, -J'uraj). Also 6 cen-

sorer. [f. Censure v. + -er '.] One who censures,

fl. -Censor sb. i, 2. Obs.

1586 T. 1!. La I'rimaud. Fr. Acad. 1 1589I 206 Cato, being

the Censurer of the election. 1621 Bk. Discip. Ch. Scot, 89
Some to be censurers of the manners of the people.

f 2. A judge, a critic. Obs.

1575-85 Art. Sandys Serm. (1841) 106 To be favourable

censurers of our brethren. 1624 Heywood Gunaik. IN. 454
1 low can I . .bee a just and equall censurer of such divine

beauties? 1661 C>rigens Optn. in Phanix 11721' I. 81 As
candid and equal a Censurer as you are.

3. One who finds fault, blames, or condemns.
1586 T, 1>. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. To Rdr., Like to

malicious censorers. 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Feb. (1720)

III. XI. 184 A free Speaker and Censurer of their affected

behaviour. 1724 Swift Riddle, I'm too profuse, some
cens'rers cry. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 165 p 7 My op-

ponents and censurers tacitly confessing their despair.

1882 A. W. WARD Dickens vii. 205 That Dickens had such

a manner his most supercilious censurer will readily allow.

Ce*nsureship. -Censorship.
1606 Holland Sutton. 50 Hee had not the honourable

title of Censureship. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. § 54
To begin his vsurped censureship and dictature. 1835

Reeve tr. De 'Tocquevilie's Democr, in Amer. I. vi. 138

The censureship of the laws.

Ce'nsuring, vhl.sb. [f. Censure v. + -ing '.]

The action of the verb Censure.
1599 Marstom Sco. Villanie 166 Each quaint fashion-

monger. .Tainting thy lines with his lewd censuring. 1656

Artif. llandsom. (1662)2 The secret censuring* or back-

biting whispers of some. 1685 J. Scott Chr. Lifevu. (1747'

III. 443 The Power of censuring.

Censuring, ppl a. [f. as prec. + -in<; -.]

That censures.

1606 Shaks. Ant. a> CI. v. ii. 57 The showting Varlotarie

Of censuring Rome. 1638 Hkomk Antipodes Introd. Verses,

To censuring Criticks. 1728 K. Morris Ess. Ahc. Archit.

p. xiii, The censuring Part of Mankind.

f Censu rious, a. Obs. = Censorious.
1604 'I". WEIGHT Passions IV. ii. § S. 143 Araigned at the

tribunal! of euery .. censurious Aristarchs vnderstanding.

1684 Baxter Atisw. Theol. Dial. 22 Censurious disputes.

tCe'nsurist. Obs. [f. Censure + -ist.] A
professed or systematic censurer.

1627 8 Fkltham Resolves, The captious and critical cen-

surist. 1641 I. H. Petit, agst. Pocklington 5 He censures

the Censurist for bold and impious. 1670 G. H. tr. Hist.

Cardinals 29.

t Ce*nsury. Obs. [irre^. f. L. censura, or F.

censure, with the ending of injuryy
perjury, etc.]

— Censure sb. i b.

1494 Fabyan vii. 363 He thretened hym with the censurie.s

of the Churche. 1523 Ld. Bernkrs Froiss. I. ccxlii. 358

That he shulde constreyne by censuries of the Churche.

Census (se-nsws), sb. [L. census registering of

Roman citizens and their property, registered

property, wealth, f. censerc to rate, assess, estimate.]

1. The registration of citizens and their property

in ancient Rome for purposes of taxation.

1634 Preston NeivCovt. 337 If there should be a Census

of men, as one may so say. .as there was wont to be among
the Romans. 1646 J. Bknbrigge Vsura Acc. 28 The first

worke of the Census was to value every mans estate. 1781

Gibbon Ded.fyF. II. 63 An accurate census, or survey, was

the only equitable mode ofascertaining the proportion which

every citizen should be obliged to contribute for the public

service. 1880 Muirhfad Gains 469 Entry of the name of

a slave, by his owner's authority, in the census.. was one

of the Civil modes of freeing him.

f 2. Applied to certain taxes, esp. a capitation

or poll-tax. Obs.

1613 Purchas Pilgr. I. iv. xvi. 373 What is properly called

Census, the poll-money of his subjects. 1756 Nugent
Montesquieu s Spir. Laws (1758) II. xxx. xv. 370 What they

called census at that time was a tax raised upon the bond-

men. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages 11872* I. 326 He paid a

capitation tax or census to the state. 1828-64 Tytler Hist.

Scot. I. 270 Pensions from the census of their burgesses.
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CENSUS. 220 CENTAURY.
3. An official enumeration of the population of a

country or district, with various statistics relating

to them. Also attrib.

A census of the population has been taken every tenth year
since 1790 in the United States of America, since 1701 in

France, and since 1801 in Great Britain. In Ireland the
earliest census was in 1813, since which it has been taken
simultaneously with that of Great Britain.

1769 Goldsm. Rom. Hist. (1786) II. 115 The census, or
numbering the people. 1789 Constit. U. S. i. § 9 No capit-
ation or other direct tax shall be laid unless in proportion
to the census or enumeration [of inhabitants] hereinbefore
directed to be taken. i8ao J. Marshall Const. Opin. (1839)
213 A census exhibiting the numbers of the respective
states. 1846 M'Culloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 448
Summary Account of the Population . . at the periods at
which Censuses have been taken. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.
(1858) I.L 3 A rough census was taken at the time of the
Armada.

b. attrib., as in census return ; census-paper, a
paper left at each house, to be filled up with the
names, ages, etc., of the inmates, and returned to

the enumerators on the day of taking the census.
1846 M^Culloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 611 The

number given in the census returns.

Ce'nsus, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
take a census of, enumerate in a census.
1881 Times 1 1 Apr. , The visitors were called to be censused.

Cent 1 ;sent). fa. F. cent hundred, or ad. L.
centum or It. cento. (The etymology does not
justify senses 3, 4, exc. as cent may be a contraction

of centime, centesimum, or other equivalent of
'hundredth \)1

+ 1. ? A hundred, [a- F. cent.'] Obs.
a 1400 Octouian 1463 Hy[sJ massengers. .broghl with hem

many stout cent Of greet lordynges.

2. Per cent : for (in, to) every hundred ; used in

stating a proportion ; esp. of the rate of interest.

[Perh. at first in the It. form Per cento ' for a hundred ';

then pseudo-latinized as Per centum (which could not have
been used in Latin \ Whether percent, is merely an ab-
breviation of this, or is more or less due to the French pour
cent, ' for a hundred is not clear.]

1568 GRESHAM in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 182 II. 314 TV interest
of xij. per cent by the yeare. 1583 J. Nkwblry Let. in

Purcnas Pilgr. u. 116251 '^43 'I*he exchange . . is sixtie per
cento. 1635 Austin Afedit. 240 Not as heere ten or tifteene

per Centum. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 65 These Deales are
. .sold from foure pound per. Cent, to six pound per. Cent.
1667 Pepys Diary 30 Aug., By that means my 10 per cent
will continue to me the longer, a 1687 Petty Pel. Arith.
vi. (1691 1 99 The Interest thereof was within this fifty years,
at 10/. per Cent, forty years ago, at 8/. and now at 6/. 17*0
Lond. Gaz. No. 5825/3 The Interest of one Penny per Cen-
tum per Diem. 1843 J. A. Smith Product. Fanning 153
The ash of the turnip bulb contains 16} per cent, of soda.
1846 M rCfLLocH Acc. Brit. Empire (1854I I. 403 During
the 10 years ending with 1850, the entire population in-

creased at the rate of 13 per cent. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol.
Econ. 54 People fancy that, if they get 25 per cent, more
money wages, they must be 25 per cent, more wealthy.
1888 Resol. Ho. Comm. 6 July, That the Consolidated Three-
Pounds per Centum Annuities and the Reduced Three
Pounds per Centum Annuities shall be redeemable, etc.

b. Three (four, Jive, etc.)per cents = three (etc.)

per cent stocks, i. e. public securities bearing that

rate of interest. Also attrib.

182a Byron yuan xi. Ixxvii, Where are those martyred
saints the five per cents? 18*8 Southey Ep. A. Cunning-
ham, Of loans, of omnium, and of three per cents. 1844
W. H. Maxwell Sports Adv. Scott, xiv. (1855) 128 Her
four-per-cents. were conveyed to her nephew. 1888 J. Mor-
ley Burke 291 A charge on the four and a half per cent,
fund.

c. Cent per cent : a hundred for every hundred
;

interest equal in amount to the principal
;
loosely,

a proportion which approaches this.

1576 Gascoigne Steele 67. (Arb.) 71 To gaine no more, but
Cento por cento, c 1677 Marvell Growth Popery 38 Pay
Cent per Cent, more than the things are worth. 1705 M rs.

Centlivre Gamester 1, O, impudence, she calls Cent per
Cent fair dealing. 1709 E. W. Life Donna Rosina 36 The
Cargo he had brought home at Cent per Cent profit. 17.

.

Burns Curefor all Care iii, There centum per centum, the
cit with his purse. x8aa T. Mitchell Aristoph, II. 127
Hence with your registers, your cents-per-cent. 1884 Times
(weekly ed.) 29 Aug. 15/2 A score or so of sheep, which he
had sold for nearly cent, per cent, in Scotland.

3. A hundredth. ? Obs.
1685 J. Warner in Boyle Hist. Air xvii. (169a) 134 The

Mercury subsided 9 Cents of an Inch.

4. In various monetary systems the term used
for the hundredth part of a standard unit.

a. In United States of America (also in Canada,
British Guiana, and many other liritish colonies)

:

The hundredth part of a dollar; a copper or nickel)

coin of this value, nearly equal to a half-penny of
Great Britain. (Often taken as the type of the
smallest current coin ; whence such expressions as
1 I don't care a cent for \)
Apparently the first mention of cent occurs in the letter

of Robert Morris to the U.S. Congress in 1782, suggesting
that the American monetary unit should be the nVff of a
dollar, and that a coin equal to 100 of these or ^ of a dollar
(about 2\H. Eng.) should be made, and called a cent. This
proposal was not taken up ; but it may have suggested the
name * cent

'
for the coin = T^y

of a dollar, ordained by the
Continental Congress on 8 August 1786 {see quot.). There
exists, however, an American copper token, commonly
called the Washington tent, bearing on one side a head in

a wreath with the legend ' Washington and Independence ',

and date ' 1783 '
; on the other the words 1 One Cent ', and

the exergue ri^. But it is not certain that 1783 represents
the date of issue ; this token was probably struck as late
as 1789, the date 1783 being merely that of the conclusion
of the War of Independence. Previously to the coining of
the cent, or 7^ of a dollar, and down to 1789, accounts were
kept in dollars and ninetieths, a relic of the time when the
Spanish piastre or piece of eight reals, called by the colonists
' dollar was worth 7J. 6d. (90 pence 1 of the money of account
of Maryland and Pennsylvania. ( Prom notes communicated
by the late Prof. J. W. Andrews of Marietta Coll., Ohio.)
178a Morris in Sparks Life $ Writ. 11832) I. 275 One

hundred [units] would be the lowest silver coin, and might
be called a Cent. 1786 Ord. Continent. Congress. U.S.
8 Aug., Mills, Cents, Dimes, Dollars. 1804 Mitchell in
Naval Chron. XIII. 160 Seamen pay twenty Cents. 1837
W. Irving Copt. Bonneville II. 45 To pause at any paltry
consideration of dollars and cents. 1863 Fr. Kemble
Resid. Georgia 40, I will give a cent to every little boy
or girl. 187a Raymond Statist. Mines a- Mining 335
Potatoes, 6 cents, per pound ; sugar, 20 to 30 cents.

b. The hundredth part of the florin of the

Netherlands.

c. A (French) centime.
1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 302, 47 francs 20 cents. 1851

J. H. Newman Cath. in Eng. m A chair without cushion,
two cents : a chair with cushion, four cents.

T Cent 2
. Obs. Forms : 6-7 saunt, saint,

cente, 7 sent, 6- cent. ['Called cent., because
100 was the game* (Nares). If so, the word is,

originally, the same as prec, but prob. taken inde-

]*ndently from some Romanic lang^No evidence
of such a name in Fr., Sp., or It., has however
been produced, and the matter remains at present
merely a conjecture.]

1. An old game at cards, said to have been of

Spanish origin, and to have resembled piquet, with
one hundred as the point that won the game.
(See Nares, and Singer Hist. Playing Cards 267.)
153a Dice Play 118501 12 Because I alleged ignorance [of

dice] . . we fell to saunt, five games a crown. 1576 Househ.
Bk. Ld. North in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. II. 244 Lost at
Saint. . 15*. 1577 Northbrooke DicingtiS+y 9 To play-
post, cente, glebe, or such other games. 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 112 Playing at Cent, and at
Triumph, though not so far forth as the Primero of Al-
maigne. 1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Blood Hi. 58 He
hath Cardes for any kind of game, Primero, Saunt ; or
whatsoeuer name. 1608 Machin & Markh. Dumb Knight
in Dodstey IV. 483 (N.) It is not saint, but cent, taken from
hundreds. 16x1 Cotgr

v Mariage. .a game at cards resem-
bling (somewhat) our Saint. 1636 Davenant Wits in Dods-
tey (1780) VIII. 419 Whilst their glad sons are left seven
for their chance At hazard, hundred, and all made at sent.

1636 W. Denny in Ann. Dubrensia (1877) 16 Cent for those
Gentry, who their states have marr'd, That Game befitts

them, for they must discard.

2. A particular counter used in playing Ombre.
1768 Hellecour Acad, ofPlay 90 Vou are first to distribute

twenty Counters and nine Fish to each Player ; and re-

member that each Fish is worth twenty Counters, and is

called a Cent, You will then agree on the value of the Fish
whether it shall be five, ten, twenty or thirty pence. 1878
H. H. Gibbs Ombre 8 The larger round counters which used
to be called Cents count as twenty points.

3. Comb, f cent-foot, a game at cards.

[1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse(\Th\$5 Suche playing at foote
Saunt without Cardes.] 1640 Brathwait Boulster Led.
163 Playes at Cent-foot purposely to discouer the pregnancy
of her conceit. (1650 Bartuibecs Jml. (1818) 53 At
Cent-foot I often moved her to love me whom 1 loved.

Centage (se'ntedj). [f. Cent 1 -!- -age.] Rate
by the hundred; = Pkk-centage (which is now
the usual term).

»799 J* Robertson Agric. Perth 271 It is proper to add
this centage to the aggregate sum ofthe rent. 1807 Southey
EsprUlla s Lett. (1814) II. 69 He stipulated for a centage
upon the clear increase of revenue above a certain sum.
1809 R. Lancford Introd. Trade 130 Brokerage, centage
or sum paid to a broker. 183a Chalmcir Pol. Econ. viii.

245 There is scarcely any centage of taxation, however
great, that would discourage cultivation.

t Centaine, -ayne. Obs. rare. [a. F. ccn-

taitte, OF. centeine (Pr. & Sp. centena) :—L. cen-

tcna neut. pi., a hundred things each.] A company
of a hundred.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 281 b, He should ayde

hym . . with certen centaynes of horsemen.

Cental (se-ntal). [f. L. cent-um a hundred,
? after quintal, or perh. dual, plural.] A weight
of one hundred pounds avoirdupois, first intro-

duced into the Liverpool cornmarket on 1 Feb.

1859 and legalized by an Order in Council issued

4 Feb. 1879.
(The name was proposed by Mr. Danson, a barrister.*

1870 Athenaeum 8 Oct. 470/1 Some years ago the corn
trade of Liverpool became convinced that a great improve-
ment would be effected by the adoption of one common
measure. The result was that the cental of 100 lb. avoir-

dupois was unanimously agreed to in that town. 1883
Times 9 Mar., A short Bill which has been introduced this

session . . to render the use of the cental compulsory in all

dealings in corn and the dry products thereof. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 5 Aug. 7/1 The price having reached the abnormal
figure of 2 dols. 17c per cental.

Centapee, -pie, obs. var. of Centipede.

Centaur (se'ntp-i). Forms: (4-5//. centauros,
-rus, 4 centaury), 4-5 sentawre, 5-7 cen-
taure, 6 centure, 5- centaur, [ad. L. centaur-

ust a. Gr. Ktvravpos in same sense ; of unsettled
origin : see Liddell & Scott.]

1. Alythol. A fabulous creature, with the head,
trunk, and arms of a man, joined to the body and
legs of a horse. In early Greek literature the

name appears as that of a savage race of Thessaly,

supposed by some to have been the first expert
riders the Greeks were acquainted with, and hence
to have given rise to the subsequent fables.
c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 109 Off Hercules. . He of Cen-

tauros leyde the boost adoun. 1475 Caxton fason 8 These
Centaurs were an C men that alway helde hem in armes
for to kepe the countreye of thessaylle. 1475 Bk. Noblesse
(i860) 21 He made tame the proude beestisclepid Centaurus,
that be halfe man and halfe be>t 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W.
India 44 Thinking that he hadde bin a Centaure and that
the Horse and man was all one incorporate. i6ox Hol-
land Pliny I. 189 The Thessalians called Centaures, in-

habiting neere to the mountain Pelius, were the first that
fought on horseback. 1616 Blllokar, Centaures, People
of Thessalie. 1680 H. More Apocat, Apoc. 88 Such monsters
as are usually called Centaures. 1794 Sullivan View Nai,
II. 177 Many, .have held the mammouth to be as fabulous
as the centaur. 1885 Mag. ofArt Sept. 443/1 The shaggy
centaur, all beast in inoocfand well-nigh all beast in form.

2. Jig. a. An unnatural hybrid creation, b. An
intimate union of two diverse natures.
1606 I

1 Scv. Sins vii. (Arb.) 49 Sixe of these Cen-
tuares (that are halfe man, halfe beast, and halfe diuell).

1641 Mjlton Animadv. (1851) 243 Make our selves rather
the Bastards, or the Centaurs oftheir spirituall fornications.
1820 Byron Juan v. clviii, Why don't they knead two vir-

tuous souls for life, Into that moral centaur, man and wife?
1883 W. J. Stillman in Century Mag. Oct. 826 Master and
servant.. a kind of social Centaur, a single brain and a
double body.

3. One of the southern constellations.

[1551 Recorde Cast. Knawl. (1556) 270 There standeth
the centaure Chiron.. he hath in him 37 starres.J 1667
Milton P. L. x. 328 Satan in likeness of an Angel bright
Betwixt the Centaure and the Scorpion stearing. 1836

I Penny Cyct. VI. 414/2 From Ptolemy's catalogue, it is

1 evident that he considered the Centaur as holding the wolf
. .in one hand, and a thyrsus in the other,

f 4. A kind of ship. Obs.
i6aa Malynes Anc. Laiv-Merch. 173 To describe the

diuersitie of ships, as Carracks, Galleons, Gateasses, Gal-
leys, Centaureis

;
ships of Warre, Plyboats, Busses, and all

other kind of ships and vessel is.

5. attrib. and Comb., as centaur-porcer ; centaur-

like adj.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 115 As if Centaur-like he had
beene one peece with the horse. 175$ Sterne Tr. Shandy
1. x, The horse was as good as the rider deserved . . they
were—centaur-like—both of a piece. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. I. vii. 123 The thrill of social vanities and centaur-
power which belong to human kind.

Hence (chiefly twnce-'oords Ce ntaurdoni, the

estate of centaurs (cf. quot. 1883 m 2 b). Centaur-
e sque a., in the style of a centaur. Ce ntauress,
a female centaur. Centau rial a.

t
pertaining to

centaurs. Centau rian a., Centau ric a., of the

nature of a centaur. Ce ntaurize v., to behave
brutally like a centaur.
1883 W. J. Stillman in Century Mag. Oct. 826 Refusing

to recognize Centaurdom as the highest human good. 184a
Mrs. Browning Grk. Chr. Poets 160 Something centaur-
esque and of twofold nature. 1754 Young Centaur Ded.,
All but Centauresses are prudes with you. 184x 4 Anthon
Classic. Did. s.v. Centauri, [Buttmann] supposes Hippo-
damia to have been a Centauress, married to the prince of
the Lapitha;. 1883 W. I. Stillman in Century Mag. Oct.
826 The bluest blood being that of him whose remote fore-

fathers did but follow the original centau rial proposition of
taking all they wanted wherever they found it. Ibid. 827
This very class which I have in no disparaging sense termed
Centauric, the aristocracy, where social independence has
reached its highest. 1846 Mozlky / (1878) 1. 246 Com-
mon sense rejects his. .centau rian image of an evangelising

sceptic. 1816 G. S. Fader Orig. Pag. Idol. II. 491 The
centauric form of Chivan. 1755 Young Centaur ii, Time
was, when to centaurize was less ridiculous.

Centaury se ntgri, -ori). Forms : (1 cen-

taurie, 4-5 centauria), 4-5 centaure, -ture,

sentaurye, 5 oentary(e, -torye, 6 sentorye,
centuary, 6 7 centorie, centaurie, (7 centry),

6-9 centory, 6- centaury, [ad. med.L. centaurea^

•ia, for L. ceniaurcum, or centaurion f a. Gr. «<c-

ravpuov, or Ktvravptov, f. Ktvravpos CENTAUH.]
1. A plant, of which the medicinal properties

were said to have been discovered by Chiron the

centaur; twospeciesweredistinguished. Centaurion

majus, and C. minus (also Upton). The herbalists

identified these probably correctly) with two
Gentianaceous plants, More or Yellow Centaury

(C/t/ora per/oliata), and Common or I>esser Cen-

taury {Erythra>a Centaureum . Hence C entaury

is sometimes used as the book-name for all the

species of Eryt/inva.
(t 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 186 Nim centaurian ba:t is fel-

terre sume hataft . . eor& Xeallan.] c 1386 Chaucer Nonne
Pr. T. 143 Take youre laxatyues Of lawriol Centaure
[v. r. sentaurye, Centure) and ffumeterc. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 56 Centary, centauria, felterre. 154a Linacre
Macer's Herbal in Prior Plant-n. s.v., More Centory or

Earthgall hath..yelowe flowers. 1551 Tuknkr Herbal 1.

Ija, Centaurium minus, that is the les centaury .. our

common centory in england, is an herbe lyke vnto organe,

or wyld marierum, or saynt Johnes worte. 1599 A. M. tr.
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Gabelltouers Bk. Physkke 138/1 Boyle Sentorye in wine,

& drinck therof warme. 1601 Holland Pliny xxv. yi,

The greater Centaury is that famous herbe wherewith
Chiron the Centaure (as the report goeth) was cured. 1688

R. Holme Armoury Yellow Centoryhath the leaves

seven or eight on a side. 1784 Twamley Dairying 1x4 Cen-

taury, lesser centaury or gentian, is an extream bitter plant.

1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PL IV. 8 Common Centaury

. . a pretty and frequent plant on heaths.
attrib. 1647 Sir R. Fanshawe tr. GuarinVs Pastor Fido

(1676) 190 Squeesing out The juice, and mingling it with

Centry root.

2. By 16th c. herbalists, Great Centaury was
(by some confusion) applied to a composite plant

or plants ; and to the genus containing these the

name Centaurea was appropriated by Linnaeus.

Great Centaury of Turner was C. Rhapontica,

of Lyte and his successors, C. Scabiosa, and 'Cen-

taury ' has since been extended as a book-name
to all the species, as Australian, Black, Com,
Erect, Mealy, Mountain Centaury.
1551 Turner Herbal 1. I j a, Great centaury other wyse

called ruponticum . . the seed is like wyld safforne wrapped
in certayn flockes. 1578 Lyte Dodoeus II. ix. 325 The great

Centorie . . The flowers be of small hearie threddes or

thrommes, of a lyght blewe purple colour, and they growe
out of the scalye knoppes at the toppes of the braunches.

1741 Compt. Fam. Piece XL iii, 386. 1794 Martyn Rous-
seau's Bot. xxvi. 401 The Great or Officinal Centaury.,
the scales of the calyx are ovate.

3. American Centaury : a name for Sabbalia, a

genus of North American herbs of the Gentian

family, esp. S. angularis.
1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 116 American Cen-

taury. .This plant is a pure bitter, justly held in estimation

as a valuable tonic and febrifuge.

Hence Centaurin,Centaxirite, names proposed

for the bitter substance existing in the leaves of

Erythnta Centaureum
;

formerly also for the

Cnicin or bitter principle of many Composites.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 707 Centaurite may
be given to the bitter substance which exists in the leaves

of the centaurea benedicta.

Centena'rial, a. rare. [f. as next + AL.] Of
or pertaining to a centenary.

184.7 Must. Loud. News 18 Dec. 408/3 In 1788, the cen-

tennarial day was kept up with great pomp.

Centenarian (sentihe**rian), a. and sb. [f. L.

centendri-us containing a hundred, of a hundred

years old (f. centeni a hundred each, f. centum a

hundred) + an.]

A. adj. 1. Of the age of a hundred years.

1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies xii. (1875) 90 The shroud
of its centenarian fabricator. 1868 J. H. Blunt Rcf. Ch.
Eng. I. 276 The almost centenarian Bishop of Chichester.

1871 Echo 15 Aug., Tales of centenarian longevity.

2. Of or belonging to a centenary celebration.

1864 Realm 13 Apr. 7 One of Burns' centenarian bards.

B. sb. A person a hundred years old.

1846 in Worcester. 1856 Sat. Rev. II. 210/1 Two-thirds
of these centenarians being women. 1877 Wallace Russia
viii. 123 From the new born babe to the centenarian.

Hence Centenarianism, the condition or fact

of being a centenarian.
187Z Around Oxford 104 Several cases of centenarianism

have been known at Woodstock. x88i Pop. Science Monthly
XX. 100 Facts concerning centenarianism are. .abundant.

t Centena'rious, a. Obs.-° [f. as Centen-
arian -f-ous.] = Centenary adj.

1730-6 Bailey Ceutenarious, belonging to 100 years. 1775
in Ash.

Cente'narize, v. To honour with a centenary

celebration. Hence CenteTiarized ppl. a.

1866 Pall Mall G. 25 July 9 We shall soon have as many
centenarized heroes as. .canonized saints.

Centenary (see below), a. and sb. Also 6

centenaire, 7 eentinary. [ad. L. centendri-us

'consisting of* or 'containing a hundred', hence
' of a hundred years old

1

(a sense not actually

recorded in ancient Lat, though the corresp. sense

occurs with the other words of the same class,

from vicenarius of twenty years, to ndndgendrius
of ninety years old) ; f. centeni a hundred each,

f. centum hundred. In F. centenaire.
The regularly analogous pronunciation is (se'nt;nari) J cf.

millenary, culinary\promontory ; but some say (sentz'nari};

cf. catenary
; others, with less reason, (sente'nari), as if the

word were ceutennary, and connected with ceuteunium.]

A. adj.

L Of or pertaining to the space of a hundred
years.

1647 Fuller Good Th. in Worse T. (1841) 92 Centenary
years returned but seldom. 1688 Answ. Talon's Plea 30
The Centinary possession, as they call it, or the enjoyment
for many Ages can make no prescription against Sove-
reignty, c i8n Fuseli Lect. Art iv. (1848) 452 During the
course of nearly a centenary practice. 1830 Bp. Monk
Life Bentley (1833) I. 190 The University of Frankfort ..

having resolved to celebrate the centenary anniversary
of its foundation. 1857 H. Miller Test. Rocks x. 410
Dividing the total thickness of the bed by the centenary
elevation.

2. gen. Of or belonging to a hundred.
1768 E. Buys Diet. Terms ofArt, Centenary, belonging

to an Hundred. 1824 Heber Jrnl. ix. (ed. 2) I. 267 The
centenary and millesimal way in which the Hindoos ex-
press themselves.

3. Relating to the division of a county called
I

a 1 hundred
1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merch. Friar ii. (1844) 53 Marco

ascertained that they were the ' sworn centenary deputies

a phrase by which I suppose he means the jurors who 1

answered for and represented the several Hundreds. 1879
Green Read. Eng. Hist, xxiii. 115.

B. sb.

+ 1. A weight of a hundred pounds. Obs. [— late

L. cenleudrium.']
[6^636 Isidore Ort'g. xvi. xxv. 23 Centenarium nunieri

nomen est, eo quod centum librarum ponderis sit. 1398
Trevisa BartA. De P. R. xix. exxx. (1495) 939 Centen-
arium is the name of a nombre for it conteyneth an hundryd
pounde.] 1598 Barret Theor. Warrcs v. iii. 134, 300 Cen-
tenaires of fead. 1656 Dugakd Gate Lat. (Jul. § 536 A
hundred pound make a Centenary, or hundred-pound
waight. 1712 Perquisite-Monger 7 The Loan of only ten

Gold Centenaries. 1788 Gibbon Decl. F. (1846) V. liii.

256 Their pay. .computed at thirty-four centenaries of gold.

2. A space, duration, or age of one hundred
years ; a centennium or century.

1607 R. C. tr. //. Estienne's World Wonders 229 We
haue seene sundry strange things in this last centenary of

the world. 1627 Hakewill Apol. iv. 49 If we should allow

but one inch of decrease in the growth of men for every

Centenary. 1863 De Morgan Paradoxes (1872) 11 [The
editorial system] has grown up in the last centenary—^
word I may use to signify the hundred years now ending,
and to avoid the ambiguity of century. 1884 Birmingh.
Weekly Post 6 Dec. 3/4 Mr. John Hogben . . on Sunday
completed his centenary.

3. A centennial anniversary; the celebration of

the accomplishment of a centennium.
1788 Ann. Reg. 220 Among the clubs of London who cele-

brated the centenary of the glorious revolution. 1839 T.

Jackson (title), The Centenary of Wesleyan Methodism.

1859 Tiiiies Jan. 26 The Bums centenary was celebrated

last night. 1885 Pall Mall G. 20 June 3/2 The [HandelJ
festival is one full year before its time, owing to the present

rage for centenaries. This is the second centenary of

Handel's birth.

4. A centenarian, rare. [= L. *cenlenarius, F.

centenaire.']

1834-43 Southey Doctor exxxn, Centenaries, he thought,

must have been ravens and tortoises.

5. (See quot.)

1700 Sir H. Chauncy Hist. Autiq. Herts. (1826) I. 52
Every Hundred was govern'd by a particular officer, called

a Centenary or a Hundredary.
Hence Centenary v.

1888 Scottish Leader 9 Apr. 4 Those who had already
monuments enough might be centenaried, while one whose
centenary was not available might have a new monument.

Centence, obs. form of Sentence.

Centenier (se'nteniai). Forms : 4 centener,
6 centenyer, sentener, 6-7 centiner, -ere, 7
centinier, 6- centenier. [a. F. centenier:—L.

ceutendrius (see Centenary), in 4th c. used for
1 a centurion \]

f 1. A centurion. Obs.

(11300 Cursor M. 19907 A centener, Cornelius. 1523 Ln.

Berners Froiss. I. cccxlix. 559 He . . ordayned and made
secretely capitayns of the whyte hattes, as Senteners, and
Muquateners. 1577 Hellowes Gueuara's Gold. Ep. 178

Pilate, .sent, .a Centenier to discouer a truth. 1580 North
Plutarch 961 Cornelius the Centiner, chief of this Legation.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xxxiv. (1632} 415 His [Caesar's]

Centeniers offered him . . to find him a man at Armes.

t 2. = Centurian. Obs.
Time's Store House 19 (L.) They are an hundred,

chosen out of every town and village, and thereon were
termed centeniers or centurians.

3. A police-officer in Jersey.
1862 Ansted Channel 1st. iv. xxiii. {ed. 2! 521 Each parish

has also two centeniers, except St. Helier's, where there

aresix. 1880 Jersey Weekly Express 13 Nov. 3/2 Charged
by Centenier George C. Godfray with having been picked

up dead drunk in the Royal Hall, Peter-street.

Centennial (sente*nial), a. (sb.) [f. (after

biennial, etc.) on L. type *centennium (f. centum
a hundred -f annus year) + -AL,]

Of or relating to a space of one hundred years,

or to its completion ; of a hundred years* standing

;

a hundred years old ;
completing a hundred years

;

of or relating to the hundredth anniversary. Cen-

tennial State (U. S.) : appellation of Colorado,

admitted as a state in the centennial year of the

existence of the United States (1876).
a 1797 Mason Pal'modia x. (R.) To her alone I rais'd my

strain, On her centennial day. 1816 Monthly Rev. LXXX.
304 The deciduous willow, and the centennial oak. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. 1. ii, The blossom is so brief; as of
some centennial cactus-flower, which after a century of

waiting shines out for hours. 1872 Longf. Div. Trag. lit.

iv, This ancient olive-tree, that spreads its broad centennial

branches. 1874 Motley Barueveld II. xiii. 104 With a
centennial hatred of Spain. 1881 Geikie in Macm. Mag.
XLIV. 233 (Wyoming) But for the protrusion of this wedge
the ' Centennial State ' would have been a quiet pastoral

or agricultural territory. 1882 Hinsdale Garfield <$• Educ.
11. 411 That I would meet her in the Centennial summer.

B. &ssb. A hundredth anniversary or its celebra-

tion ; a centenary.
1876 Howells, The Centennial is what every one calls

the great fair now open at Philadelphia. 1876 Daily Nnvs
9 Nov. 5/2 America has been of late very much centennial-

lsed—that is the word in use now since the great celebra-

tion of this year. Centennials have been got up all over

the States.

Hence Cente nnialize v. nonce-wd. : see prec.

Centennium. [f. (on L. analogy! I., centum
hundred + annus year : cf. biennium, millennium.]

A space of a hundred years, a century.

Center : see Centre.
Center, var. of Centure, Cincture.
Centerie, obs. form of Sanctuary.
1600 C. Sutton Disce Mori xiii. (1846) 104 Hole, In time

of need no surer centerie.

Centering, centreing (se-ntarirj), vbl. sb.

Also centring, [f. center, Centre v. + -ingI ; the

spelling on the analogy of settle, etc. would be

centring, but as the word is of 3 syllables, center-

ing (more rarely centreing is generally used, esp.

in technical senses.]

1. See Centring.
2. A placing in the centre or making central

;

the bringing of two or more centres into coin-

cidence
;

spec, the setting of lenses so that their

axes are in the same straight line.

1768 E. Buys Diet. Terms 0/A rt, Centering of an Optick-
glass, is the grinding it so that the thickest part is exactly

111 the Middle. 1831 Brewster Optics xliii. 358 The . . risk

of imperfect centering, or of the axes of the three lenses

not being in the same straight line, 1881 Edift. Rev. Oct.

537 Mr. Carter recommends that people should look to the

centreing of their spectacles for themselves. 1883 Daily
News 10 Sept. 2/1 When the ring rotates at high speed,

any slight error of centring tends to injure the ring.

3. Arch. 'The temporary woodwork or fram-

ing, whereon any vaulted work is constructed

'

(Gwilt;.
ft 1766 Paretttalia in Entick Louden (17661 IV. 206 Both

centering and scaffolding. 1861 Smiles Engineers II. 182

The centering upon which the arches of the bridge were
built. 1879 Sir G. Scott Lect. Archit. II. 194 'the use
of continuous timber centering. 1883 Ruskxn Prxtcr. iii,

Well-made centreings . . made this model, -attractive.

4. attrib. and Comb., as centering motion, punch
(sense 2), stone (sense 3).

1855 I. Taylor Restor. Belief 138 A centering-stone of
that structure which in the age of the Antonines had arched
over the Roman world. 1883 Knowledge 27 Apr. i, Second-
ary stage with centering motion [in a microscope]. 1884 F.

Britten IVatch Clockm. 148 Another spring . . carrying

a fine centreing punch.

Centesimal (sente'simal), a. and sb. [f.

L. centesimus hundredth, centesima {pars) hun-

dredth (part), f. centum hundred + -AL. Cf.

decimal.']

A. adj. fl. Hundred-fold. Obs.
<ri68a Sir T. Browne Tracts {1684) 40 This_ centessinial

increase [Matt. xiii. 23]. .this centessimal fructification.

2. Relating to division into hundredths. Cen-

tesimal thermometer— Centigrade thermometer.
1809 Thoughton in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 135 The cen-

tesimal division of the quadrant. 1812-6 Playkair Nat.
Phil. (1819) I. 247 When the centesimal thermometer is

used. 1852 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. I. i. 23 At great

depths the thermometer marks 7 or 8 centesimal degrees.

3. Relating to fractions of a hundred ; calculated

according to percentage.
1829 C. Welch West. Polity 234 The centesimal ratio of

increase.

B. sb. A hundredth part ; the second figure after

the decimal point. ? Obs.

1698 Derham in Phil. Trans. XX. 47 The Height of

the Mercury in the Barometer, in Inches and Centesimals.

1727 Arbuthnot Anc. Coins, fyc. {].) The neglect of a few
centesimals in the side of the cube.

Centesimally (sente'simali), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY

Into hundredths, in fractions of a hundred.
1832 Nat. Pittas. II. Thermom. tj- Pyrom. i. 9 (Usef.

Knowl. Soc.) Celsius . . divided centesimally the thermometer
known, .by his name. 1869 Daily News 13 Sept., I have
..given the result of my examination in ounces and also

centesimally.

Centesimate (sente'sim^'t), v. [f. L. cen-

tesimdre (f. centesimus hundredth) : see -ATE 3.

Cf. decimate] To select every hundredth person

for punishment. So Cente'simation.
1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. ii. 122 (L.) Sometimes the

criminals were decimated by lot, as appears in . . Julius

Capitolinus, who also mentions a centesimation.
_

1753

Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., Macrinus sometimes decimated

and sometimes centesimated the soldiers. 1768 E. Buys
Diet. Terfns ofArt, Centesimation, a milder Kind of mili-

tary Punishment . .when only every hundredth Man is exe-

cuted. 1839 De Quincey Wks. (1862) VII. 270 Elsewhere,

we decimate, or even centesimate.

t Ce'ntesm. Obs. Also 5 eentysrae, 7 een-

tesme ; also 8 in Lat. form centesima. [a. OF.

centicsme (prob. in Anglo-K. centesme, centisme),

mod.F. centiime, centime:--L. centesim-um hun-

dredth.] A hundredth part.

1483 Caxton Cold. Leg. 427/3 The centysnie of the

goodes of the forsayd bysshop. 163s Gellibrand Varia-

tion Mag*. Needle 2 The Horizon, .divided into 360 parts,

and each part subdivided into Centesmes or Millesmes.

1827 HuttonCV/*™.' Math. I. 150 Mr. Briggs also computed
the Logarithms of the sines, tangents, and secants, to every

degree, and centesm, or 100th part of a degree.

Centessence. mnce-wd. [f. L. centum hun-

dred + Essence, after quintessence (the proper

analogue of which would be cenlesimessetice).']
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The hundredth essence, the essence a hundred

times distilled.

1871 M. Collins Mrq. «, Merck. II. vi. 161 'The—quintes-

sence, shall I say?—no, the centessence of nightmare.

t Centgrave. Obs. [ad. Ger. centgra/, zcnt-

eraf, f. MHG. zente, a district originally of 100

'hamlets, ad. late L. centa, It. cinta, in same sense :

see Du Cange. The Centgrafwas the president of

the Centgerichte, which administered the criminal

law in these districts.] Used by Selden as trans-

lation of OE. humircdes ealdor the presiding officer

of the court of the hundred ;
also, to render Ger.

Centgraf, Zentgraf.

1649 Selden Laivs Eng. 1. xxv, He was (per eminentiaml,

called the Centgrave or Lord of the Hundred. 176a tr.

Busching's Syst. Gcog. V. 474 Over which is. .a Centgrave

whose business it is to look to the criminal jurisdiction.

Centi-, combining form of L. centum hundred,

used in the French Metric system of weights and

measures to denote the hundredth part of the unit,

as centiare, of an are, etc.

1810 Saval Chron. XXIV. 301 Centiar, square meter.

Ibid., Ccntistere = 0-2920 cubic feet.

CenticrpitouS, a. rare-", [f. L. centicipit

-

$. centum + caput head) + -OUS.] Hundred-headed.

1730-6 in Bailey ; 1775 in Ash ; and in mod. Diets.

Centi'fidous, a. rare-", [f. L. centiftd-us (f.

centum +findcre to split, divide, + -OUS.]

• Divided into an hundred parts or ways.'

1730 6 in BAILSY ; 1775 in Ash ; and in mod. Diets.

Centifo'lious, a. rare-", [f. I- centifoli-us

(as in Rosa centifolia the hundred-leaved or cab-
j

bage rose) + -ous.] Hundred-leaved.

1730 6 in Bailey
; 1755 in Johnson and in mod. Diets.

Centigrade >entigre<d), a. [a. F. centigrade,

f. L. centum + gradits step, degree.] Having a

hundred degrees
;

usually applied to Celsius's

thermometer, in which the space between the

freezing and boiling points of water is divided

into 100 degrees. .Symbolized by C, as 40° C.)

1812 Edin. Rev. XX. 196 This thermometer is exactly

the same with what has been since called in trance the

Centigrade, i860 All Y. Round No. 43. 391 A tempera-

ture of 120 . .centigrade. 1878 Huxlev Physwgr. 15; The
centigrade scale is now frequently used in scientific inves- !

tigations in this country. 1881 Nature XXIII. 476 The
Centigrade Photometer, a new optical instrument for deter-

mining the intensity of any source of light.

Centigramme (se'ntigrajm, Fr. sanU'gram).

[F. centigramme : see Centi- and Gramme.] In

the Metric system, a weight equal to i-far of a

gramme, or 1543248 of a grain troy.

18m IK'i'RE Ncolog. Fr. Diet. 73 Dicigramme . .
equal to

ten centigrammes. 1833 ManuJ. Metal II. i23<Cab. Cycl.)

One centigramme of bruised gun|wwder.

Ce-ntilingued, a. nonce-wd. [f. L. centum +

lingua tongue + eu.] Hundred-tongued.

1859 Sala Gaslight «t D. ix. 105 Centilingued Rumour.

Centilitre (se-ntilitai, Fr. santilitr). [F. ecu-
j

lilitre : see Centi- and Litke.] In the Metric

system, a measure of capacity equal to ^ of a

litre, or .61028 of a cubic inch.

1801 Dupre Neolof. Fr. Diet. 42 Centilitre . . is the hun-

dredth part of the litre. 1883 1'allMallC. 31 Oct. 4/1 How
many bottles of 70 centilitres capacity can be filled out of

4 hectolitres and 34 litres of wine I

Centillion (sentilyan). [f. L. centum hun-

dred + the termination of million : cf. Billion.]

The hundredth power of a million ; a number

which wotdd be denoted by 1 followed by 600

ciphers. Hence Centi lllonth.

i8sz Tail's Mag. XIX. 473 There existed not a ceiltil-

lionth of the blessing.

Centi'lOfjny. [ad. L. *CtntiloqmUM, f. centum

+ loqui to speak.] Name of a work attributed to
|

Ptolemy, consisting of a hundred aphorisms of

astrology.

1588 J(ohn) HIarvey] Disc. Prol'leme 113 This is the true

. doctrine of Ptolomey as may appear . . by his Aphoristicall

Centiloquie. i6ai Burton Anal. Mel. 1. iii. 1. iii. 1635

Person Varieties 11. 60 Hali the Jew his commentary,

upon the centiloquy of Ptolomec.

II Centime (s.nitrm). [Fr. !—OF. centum*, ten-

liesme:—\.. centcsimus hundredth: see Centesm.J

A F"rench coin of the value of^ of a franc.

1801 Dutre Neolog. Fr. Diet. 42 A piece of five centimes

is equal to a sou. 1816 J. Scon Vis. Paris 99 A centime,

or the tenth part of a halfpenny. 1868 Miss Mulock in

Macm. Mag. No. 103. 44/2 Champagne at four francs fifty

centimes the bottle.
_

b. trans/. Any com whose value is rTI of that

of the standard.
1866 Howells Venet. Life vi. 79 The soldo being the

centime of the florin.

Centimetre (»e'ntim*tai, Fr. lafttnrurtr . [F.

centimetre : see Centi- and Metre] In the

Metric system, a measure of length equal to , Jo

of a metre, or -3937 (nearly j of an inch.

1801 Dupre Neolog. Fr. Diet. 43 Centimetre, is the hun-

dredth part of the metre. 1809 Na~'.il Citron. X X 1 1. 36;
Its .. diameter did not exceed a centimetre. 1865 Pender
11 Feb. 162/3 It amounts to aliout eighty cubic centimetres.

Centinary, obs. form of Centenauy.

Centinel, -er, obs. ff. Sentinel, Centenier.

t Centinody. Oh. [ad. 1.. centtnSiia {herba) i

some unknown plant, f. centum hundred + nodus 1

knot. Cf. F\ cenliiu>de.] The plant Knotgrass
;

{Polygonum aviculare).

(1S78 Lyte Dodoens i. lxvii. 98 Knot grasse..The first

kinde is called -.in Shoppes Centumnodia.] 1611 Cotcr.,

Herbe noue'e, Centinodie, Knotgrasse.

Centipedal ;senti-pfdal), a. [f. L. centum +

ped' foot + -al.] Of one hundred (metrical) feet.
|

1879 G. Meredith Egoist II. vi. 136 Your uncertainty .

.

would only be extended were the line centipedal. 188a

Washburn Early Eng. Lit. vii. 153 Conversation made 1

up of all the largest centipedal words in Webster.

Centipede (se'ntiprd). Also 7 centapee, 8
j

centapie, centipes, 8-9 centipee, 9 (in Diets.)

centiped. [ad. L. centipeda centipede, f. centum

+pes {ped-) foot. The actual form is perhaps

a. F. centipede ;
centipie, centapee, in W.Indies

and early navigators was prob. from SfXJ

A name given to wingless vermiform articulated

animals having many feet, constituting the order

Cheilopoda of the class Myriapoda. Those of

tropical countries are very venomous.

tool Holland Pliny II. 381 There be Latine writers who
call this worme Centipeda, as if it had an hundred feet.

1646 Sir T. Brow ne Pseud. Ef. 141 Some . . with many
legs, even to the number of an hundred, as Juli Scolopen-

dra=, or such as are termed centipedes. 1697 Dampia Vvy.

1 1720) I. 320 Centapees, call'd by the English 40 Legs ..

Their Sting or Bite is more raging than a Scorpion. 17J7

A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. II. xxxix. 89 [He] was bit

in the Calf of the I,eg by a Centipee. 1756 P. Browne

"Jamaica 426 The Centapie is reckoned very venomous.

1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (1801) I. 261, I once saw a worm
..and observed a centipes hanging at its tail. 1799 G.

,

Hamilton in Asiatic Pes. II. 339 Stung by a scorpion, or

centipee. 1835 Kihuy Hat. f, Inst. Anim. II. xvl. 67 A
specimen of the giant centipede . . more than a foot long.

1847 Carpenter /.ool. 9 823 The Centipede and other car-

nivorous Myriapods, possessing strong and active limbs,

varying in number from fifteen to twenty-one pairs.

attrif. 187s tr- ZitMUtttl Cycl. oj Med. III. 539 In the

case of Centipede bites,

b. trans/, and /ig.

1866 Thoreau I 'ankee in Catuuia \. 16 They made on me
the impression, not of many individuals, but of one vast

centipede of a man. 1867 F. Francis Angling vii. (1880)

262 The line will make ' centipedes ' on the water.

Centiplnme (se ntipl«m}, a. iwnce-wd. [f. L.

centum + plfima feather.] Having a hundred

feathers
;
applied to a moth whose wings are cut

up into many narrow plume-like segments.

187s Blackmore Alice Lorr. I. xviii. 196 Like a centi-

plume moth in a spider's web.

f Cemtirelrgious, a. Obs. nonce-iud. [f. as

prec. + Religious.] Of a hundred religions.

1650 B. Discollim. 28, I could demonstrated to be Hetero-

geneous . . Pluranimous, Versipellous, Centireligious

Centner se-ntnoj). [a. Ger. centner, ad. L.

centendriut relating to a hundred.]

1. A measure of weight used in Germany.
1683 Phil. Trans. XIII. 190 A centner or hundred weight.

1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) L vn. lxxxvui. 408, i2o[Pounds]

1 centner. 1861 Leeds Mercury 2 Nov., The Furslcnberg

works use about 10,000 centners of cast iron
;

. and produce

yearly from 80,000 to 100,000 centners ofraw iron . 1875 Ure
Diet. Arts I. 756 The Zollverein Centner contains 110-231

English lbs. avoirdupois.

t 2. Proposed as a name for what was at length

called the Cental. Oil.

1861 Kef. Set. Pari. Comm. Weights tr Meas. (Evidence

of Prof. Leone Levi) § 37.

3. Metallurgy, (Set quot.)

1753 Chambers Cycl. Suff. s.v. Hundred, Centner in

metallurgy and assaying is a weight divisible first into an

hundred and thence into a great number of other smaller

parts. .The centner of the metallurgists contains an hundred

pounds, the centner of the assayers is really no more than

one dram, to which the other parts are pro|wrtioned.

Cento .se iito;. Also 7 oenton. [a. L. ,ciito,

centdn-cm, pi. centones, garment of patchwork,

also the title of a poem as the cento nuptialis of

Ausonius) made up of various verses. In It. ccutone,

F. cenlon. Orig. with L. pi. centones ; afterwards

centoes, now usually centos ; the F*. and It. forms

of the sing, have also l>een used.]

1 1. A piece of patchwork ; a patched garment.

1610 Healey St Aug. City of God (1620) 605 Centones
are pecccs of cloath of diuerse colours ; vsed anyway, on
the back, or on the bed. i6»8 Shirley Witty Fair 11. ii,

His apparel is a cento. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med.
ii. § 13 There is under these Centoes and miserable outsides

. .a soule of the same alloy with our owne.

2. *A composition formed by joining scraps

from other authors ' (J.).
1605 Camden Kern. (1614I 14 Quilted .. out of shreds of

diners Poets, such as Schollers do call a Cento. 1646 Jek.

Taylor Afol. Liturgy Pref. S 16 A very Cento composed out

of the Massbook, Pontifical, Breviaries, Manuals, and Por-

j
tuises of the Roman Church. 1730 A. Gordon Maffeis

Amfhith. c,s They affected a kind of Medley or Cento.

188a Farrar Early Chr. 1. 554 A cento of Scripture

1
phrases.

b. more loosely : cf. ' string ', ' rigmarole '.

1780 T. Jeeeerson Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 264 Henrys map
of Virginia ..is a mere cento of blunders. i8aa Hazliit

I

Tabte-t. II. viii. 194 A cento of sounding common-places.

3. trans/, (of persons, etc.) Obs.

1626 W. Sclater Exfos. 2 Thcss. (1629) 1 58 Amongst the

many Centones of reuolters of Poperie. 1647 Sanderson
Scrm. II. 217 The Moabites and the Agarens, Gebal aml
Ammon . . a cento and a rhapsody of uncircumcised nations.

Hence Ce ntoiam also Ce ntonism) ; Cen-

to nical a., of the nature of a cento; Centoize

v., to make into a cento.

t 1618 E. Bolton Hyfercr. in Haslewood Ane. Crit. Ess.

(1811) II. 237 The vast vulgar Tomes procured for the most

part by the husbandry of Printers . . in their tumultuary and

centonical writings, do seem to resemble some huge dispro-

portionable Temple. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. I. 1. iii.

i 80 Not too ambitiously chosen, nor in the manner called

centonism. Ibid. viii. § 2 Tassoni has ridiculed its centonism,

or studious incorporation of lines from Petrarch. 1842 Mrs.

Brow ninc Gr. Chr. Poets 24 The tragedy is. .a specimen of

centoism, which is the adaptation of the phraseology of one

work to the construction of another. Ibid. 54 Eudocia..

thought good to extend her sceptre, .over Homer's poems,

and cento ize them into an epic on the Saviour's life. 1859

Hat. Kcz>. VIII. 257/1 Warton seems to have imagined

the text of Comus, Lycidas, etc., to have been little more

than a centonism of borrowed thoughts.

+ Cento'Cnlated, a. Obs. rare. [f. late L
centocul-us (f. centum + oculus eye) + -ate3 +. -eiA]

Hundred -eyed.

1627 Feltham Resolves 1. i. The Centoculated Argus.

1660 Charae. Italy 3 His Bastards that closed the Eyelids

of centoculated Argus.

t Ce -ntoner. Obs. [A variant of centener, Cen-

tenier.]
1610 Holland tr. Camden's Brit. I. 275 Every of them

hath their severall Centoner, as one would say Centurion.

1659 V.. Leigh Eng. Deser. 85 The whole country [Isle of

Wight) is divided into eleven parts, and every of them hath

their several Centoner or Centurion.

Centorie, -tory, obs. ff. Centadby.

Ce'ntrad, adv. Phys. [as if ad. Gr. *A-«VTpa8f

to the centre, f. *«Vrpoi' centre, after oimk home-

wards, f. o7*os home.] To or towards the centre.

1803 J. Barclay Arw Auat. Nomeuel. 1839-47 Todd
CycL Anat. III. 720/2 Hie change travels no further cen-

trad than the same point.

Central (se ntral), a. [ad. L. central-is central,

f. centrum Centre : cf. F". central.]

I. Of or pertaining to the centre or middle

;

situated in, proceeding from, containing or con-

stituting the centre.

1647 H. More Song 0/Soul 1. 11. iii, Or else his inward life

And Centrall rains do fairly him compel! Within himself.

1658 SirT. Browne Hydriot. (17361 Introd. 1 Even such as

hope to rise again, would not be content with central Inter-

ment. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 2 leaving that central

spot in the middle of the flea-biting, where the probe enlred.

a 1720 I. Hughes Ecstasy (R.) Around the central sun in

circling eddies roll'd. 1837 Emerson Addr. Amer. Schol.

Wks. iliohnl II. 1S6 One central fire.. flaming now out of

the lips of Etna, i860 Tyndall Glae. 11. j 15- 3'° l ne

quicker central flow (of a glacier].

b. Applied to a city, quarter, building, etc.,

situated in the heart of its district, where popu-

lation is densest or trade busiest.

1675 Ociliiy Brit. Pref. 2 Roads to the less central Cities.

1814 Wordsw. F.xcurs. vul. 221 Palmyra, central in the

desert. 1861 Swinhoe A'. China Camp. 7 The island .

from its central position would form a good depot for

troops. Mod. The point of de|>arturc was the Central

Station, Manchester. To let, convenient business premises

in a good central position.
(

0. Belonging to the party that holds a position

midway between the twoextremcs (cf. Centre 15).

i860 Froude Hist. Eng. VI. 75 The ultra-faction among
the Protestants became now rxjwcrless. The central mul-

titude, whose belief was undefined, etc.

2. fig.
Belonging to the centre as the chief and

most significant point or part, which lies at the

heart, or dominates the rest ;
hence, chief, principal,

leading, dominant.
1647 H. More Song ofSoul w. xlvi, The most profound and

• entrall energie. The very selfnesse of the soul. 1776 Adam

Smith W. N. I. 1. vii. 60 The natural price.. is, as it were,

the central price, to which the prices of all commodities are

continually gravitating. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh

1 800 Every turn still brought me nearer to the central

truth. 187s Jowett Plato ted. 2) II. 423 Odysseus is the

central figure of the one poem. 188s Farrar Early ( hr.

II. 438 Love is the very central command of Christianity,

b. Of a governing body, association, etc. : Con-

trolling all branches of the organization from one

common centre ;
opposed to local.

1809 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Disf. V. t, I am very

I sensible of the value of the approliation of the Central

Junta. 1846 M Culloch Acc. Brit. Emfire (18541 II. 3"3

In 1811 the different district societies were incorporated as

members of a central association 1863 Bright Sf. Amer.

30 June, The continent would still be united under one

central Government. 1888 Gladstone in Sfect. 562/1 To
commence not with local but with central institutions.

3. Phys. Of or |iertaining to a nerve-centre ;
in

Pathol, applied to affections of parts of the body

caused by lesions or diseases of the brain or spinal

cord, as distinguished from affections of the same

parts produced by local disease or lesion.

1865 New Syd. Soc. Year bk. 88 (title) On Central Paraly-

sis. 1871 W. Aitken Sei. ft Pr. Med. led. 6' II 360 Reflex

symptoms may be present in central anaesthesia, but they

are entirely absent in peripheral anajsthesia. 187S Gamgee
tr. Hermann's Physiol, xi. 467 The central end-organs or

nerve-fibres are contained in certain structures, which are
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called 'the centra! organs of the nervous system'. 1877
Foster Physiol, iii. 73 A sensitive cell on the surface of the

body connected by means of a sensory nerve with the

interna! automatic central nervous cell.

4. In various phrases :

Math., etc. : Central curve {conic), a curve having

a centre; central eclipse, an eclipse in which the

centres of the sun and moon are in a line with

the spectator ; central force, a force attracting to

or repelling from a centre; so central orbit (see

quot.) ; \ central rule (see quot.) ; central section,

a section passing through the centre.

1684 T. Barker Geometr. Key 6 The central rule. 1704

J. Harris Lex. Techn., Central Ride, is a rule found

out. .by. .Mr. Tho. Baker, .whereby he finds the Center

of a Circle designed to cut the Parabola in as many
Points as an Equation to be constructed hath real Roots.

1801 Hutton Course Math. (1S28) II. 224 The subject of

central forces. 1846 J. Joyce Set, Dialog, xv, A central

eclipse, i860 Salmon Conic Sect. x. (1879) 143 The ellipse

and hyperbola are hence often classed together as central

curves, while the parabola is called a non-central curve.

1865 P. T. Main lulrod. Plane Astron. i. (1879) 5 Every
central section of a sphere is called a great circle. 1882

Minchin Unipt. Kinemat. 63 Central Orbit..an orbit de-

scribed by a moving point whose resultant acceleration

is in every position directed to a fixed point or centre.

5. Centralfire : applied attrib. to a cap or cart-

ridge in which the fulminate occupies a central

position, instead of being disposed around the

periphery of the flanged capsule.

1881 Greener Gnn 202 The employment of a central-fire

cap. Ibid. 204 The central-fire cartridge. 1884 St.

James's Gas. 18 Jan. 5/1 Exploded by central-fire action.

|| Centrale (sentr^-h'). Anat. [Latin.] Short

for os centrale, one of the bones of the carpus.

1872 M ivart Elem. Anat. 169 The centrale may form

a very large and conspicuous part of the carpus. 1878

Bell tr. Gegenbauers Com/. Anat. 4S2 A centrale, also,

is not unfrequently present.

Centralism (se-ntraliz'm). [f. Central +
-ism.] A centralizing system, centralization.

1837 Calhoun H'ks. II. 638 The tendency of our system to

centralism, with its ruinous consequences. Ibid. 650. 1886

Athen&nm 2 Jan. 16 The power of the provinces, .destined

to put an end to the centralism of the capital. 1870 Daily
News 3 Nov., Under the influence of Imperial centralism.

Centralist (se
-

ntralist). [f. as prec. + -ist.'J

An upholder of centralization. Also attrib.

1864 Realm 13 July 4 The Austrian centralists. 1871

Daily News 21 Sept., The Emperor . . would gladly . . con-

tent both the Centralists and the Separatists. 1870 Ob-

server 9 Oct., The Constitutional, centralist party.

Hence Cexitralistic a. rare.

1864 Realm 15 June 3 The strangely-centralistic speech

of the Hungarian magnate.

Centrality (sentrse-liti). [f. Central + -ity
;

in mod.K cenlralite'.']

1. The quality or fact of being central ; central

nature or position ; situation in or at the centre or

middle. Line of centrality : line (on the earth's

surface) along which an eclipse is central.

1647 H. More Song of Soul iv. xv, If there be but one
centrality Of th' Universall soul which doth invade All

humane shapes. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 213 The
centrality of the sun. 1879 Farrar St. Paul I. 364 The
centrality of its position . . made it a great commercial em-
porium. 188a Atlieneeum 2 Dec. 789 The line of centrality

is confined to the South Pacific Ocean.

h.fig.
1691-8 Norris Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 129 That Cen-

trality of the Divine Nature, whereby he is fully satisfied

in himself. 1844 Emerson Ess. Ser. 11. iii. 85 Character is

centrality, the impossibility of being displaced or overset.

1862 W. M. Rossetti in Eraser's Mag. Aug. 195 Clear grasp

of ideas, centrality of purpose.

2. Phys. [so F. centratite*.~\ *A term applied to

describe the inherent action of the nervous centres

as distinct from those of the peripheric nerves ; it

is used in contradistinction to conductivity
1

(Syd.

Soe. Lex.).

Centralization (se^ntratoiz^'-Jan, -iz^'-Jan).

[f. Centralize + -ation, or ad. F. centralisation.]

1. The action of centralizing or fact of being

centralized
;
gathering to a centre.

1801 Dufr£ Neolog. Fr. Diet. 44 Such is the effect of the
centralization of government. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I.

763/2 This tendency to centralization is still more con-
spicuous in the Phyllosoma. 1849 Ruskin S*V. Lamps vi.

§ 2. 164 It is as the centralisation and protectress of this

sacred influence that Architecture is to be regarded.
_
1869

Mill Liberty 204 The greatest possible centralization of
information, and diffusion of it from the centre.

%.esp. The concentration of administrative power
in the hands of a central authority, to which all

inferior departments, local branches, etc. are di-

rectly responsible.
[See 1801 in 1.] 1822 Ann. Reg. II. 793 Centralization
—that ferocious hydra which has preyed upon. .Europe
for a century. 1836 Bp. of Exeter Charge 33 The vice of
modern legislation . .'centralization ' as it is called ; a word
not more strange to our language, than the practice . . is

foreign to our ancient habits and feelings. 1863 Rates
Nat. Amazon I. 38 To combine happily the principles of
local self-government and centralisation.

Centralize (se'ntrabiz), v. Also -ise. [f.

Central f -ize, or ad. F. centraliser.]

1. intr. To come together at a centre ; to form

a centre ; to concentrate.

1800 Monthly Mag. VIII. 598 A new Popery, or Catholic

Patriarchate . . which is now to centralise at Mohilow, or

Petersburg. 1859 Sat. Rev. VIII. 72/1 Art has a tendency

to centralize. 1888 Harper's Mag. Apr. 764 The eyes .

.

flamed as if the life of the man had centralized and
focussed within them.

2. trans. To bring to a centre, locate in a centre,

make central
;
esp. to concentrate (administrative

powers) in a single head or centre, instead of dis-

tributing them among local departments ; to sub-

ject to centralization.

1801 Dupre Neolog. Er. Diet. 44 To centralize die welfare

by depurating the committees of false patriots. 1834
Arnold Let. in Life <y Corr. (1S44I I. vii. 381 If ever

the question of National education comes definitely before

the government, I am very desirous of their not 'cen-

tralizing' too much, but availing themselves of the existing

machinery. 1839-48 Bailey Festns 30/1 Draw to thy soul,

And centralize the rays which are around Of the Divinity.

1874 Helps Soc. Press, iv. 59 Business always tends to

centralize itself. 1884 F. Harrison Choice Bks. fi886) 238

England was centralised earlier than any other European
nation. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 July 5/1 The functions

that are now centralised in the Government departments

in London.

3. To give or assign a centre to.

1851 Ruskin Stones yen. I. i. 22 The transitional style of

the Venetian work is centralised by the date 11 80.

Centralized (se*ntrabizd), a. [f. prec. +
-En"1

.] Made central, referred to a centre.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 270/1 A centralised system of

government. 187s Maine Hist. Inst. i. 11 The formation

of strong centralised governments concentrating in them-
selves the public force of the community. 1885 Athenaeum
18 Apr. 503 '3 In these days of centralized administration.

Centralize!* se'iitralsizaf. [f. as prec. + -er.]

One who centralizes or promotes centralization.

1857 Toulm. Smith Parish 421 The centralizers 1 only

wait the word ' to establish such a system. 1876 A*. Amer.
Rev. 360 As strong a centralizer as Jefferson.

Centralizing (se'ntralaizin , vbl. sb. The
action of the verb Centralize. Also attrib.

1845 J. H. Newman Ess. Dc7'elop>n. 171 The centralising

process by which the See of St. Peter became the Head of

Christendom. 1883 J. Sime All-Israel 544 The centralizing

shadowed out in these new arrangements.

Centralizing, pph a. [f. as prec. + -ing '^.]

That centralizes.

1846 Grotk Greece n. iii. II. 399 Destitute of any cen-

tralising city. 1865 Busiinell Vicar. Sacr. in. v. 280
The will is the grand centralizing element.

Centraliassite (sentralarsait). Min. [Named
1859 >

K*vrP0V centre + akXaaa-eiv to change

+ -tte, because the change of colour to white

begins at the centre.] A hydrous silicate of lime,

in composition near Okenite.
1861 H. W. Bristow Gloss. Min. 68.

Centrally ^se'ntrali), adv. [f. Centbal +-LY -.]

In a central manner or position ; in or with regard

to the centre.

1647 H. More Songof Soul in. n. xxxiii, Sith all forms
in our soul be counite And centrally lie there. 1753
Scots Mag. Sept. 457/2 The sun will be centrally and
totally eclipsed. 186a M. Hopkins Hawaii 3 Situated

somewhat centrally. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. x. 274 An
octahedron or double pyramid, whose solid angles meet
the inner faces of the prism centrally.

Centralness (se*ntralnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] Central position, centrality.

1881 P. Brooks Candle ofLord 5 Certain philosophies .

.

would depreciate the importance of man in the world, and
rob him of his centralness. 1886 Manch. Exam. 22 Feb.

6/1 Sites . . mainly determined by centralness of situation.

t Centra'tion. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. ccn-

trdtio.] Centering ;
placing in the centre.

1647 H. More Song of Soul 11. in. 11. viii, What needs
that numerous clos'd centration, Like wastefull sand ytost

with boisterous inundation? 1730-6 Bailey, Centration
(with Paracelsians) the principal root or foundation of any
Thing ; as God is the Centre of the Universe.

Centre, Center (se'ntei), sb. and a. Forms :

4-5 sentre, 6 centur, (centure, centrie, centry),
6- center, 4- centre, [a. F. centre (It., Sp.

centro), ad. L. centr-um : see Centrum below.
The prevalent spelling from 16th to 18th c. was center,

in Shakspere, Milton, Boyle, Pope, Addison, etc. ; so the
early dictionaries, Cotgr. (' centre, F., a center \ Cockeram,
Phillips, Kersey, and all the thirty editions of Bailey 1721-

1802; but the technical volume of Bailey (Vol. II.) 1727-31
and the folio 1730-36, have ce7itre \

' an interleaved copy ofthe
folio of 1730 was the foundation of Johnson's Dictionary \
which followed it in spelling centre ; this has been generally

adopted in Great Britain, while center is the prevalent

spelling in the United States.

I. The centre of a circle, of revolution, of cen-

tripetal attraction ; and connected uses.

1. The point round which a circle is described ;

the middle point of a circle or sphere, equally

distant from all points on the circumference.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. v. 132 J?e sterres of arctour

ytourned neye to be souereyne centre or point. ^1391 — As-
trol.1.%4. C1400 Maundev. xvii. 185 Aboute the poynt of the

gret Compos, that isclept the Centre. .Allethe Lynes meeten
at the Centre. 1413 Lydg. Pylgr. Sowle 1. iii. (14831 4 The
Centre of the erthe was wonder derck. 1570 Billings-

ley Enclid xi. xiv. 316 The centre of a Sphere is that

poynt which is also the centre of the semicircle. 1591

Morley Inirod. Mus. 18 His signe is a whole cirkle with
a prick or point in the center or middle, thus ©. 1613
R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Centre, middest of any round
thing or circle. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. iv. xlvi 375 The
center of the Earth is the place of Rest. 1683 Salmon
Dorofi Med. 1. 91 From the Center to the Circumference.

1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime Surv. 23 The Lines . . will

intersect each other in . . the Center of the Circle. 1822

Imison Sc. <$- Art I. 15 They are all drawn towards the

center of the earth. 1879 Lockyer Elem. Astron. vii. vli.

239 A circle is a figure bounded by a curved line, all the

points in which are the same distance from a point within

the circle called the centre.

b. fig.
1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxlvi, Poore soule the center of my

sinful! earth, a 1631 Donne Poems (1650* 7 This bed thy

center is, these wals thy spheare. 1836 Emerson Nature v.

Wks. iBohn) II. 157 The moral law lies at the centre of

nature, and radiates to the circumference.

2. ellipl. a. The centre of the earth.

138. WYCMF Serw, Sel. Wks. I. 356 As be sentre is

lowest of alle bingis. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 159, I will

tinde Where truth is hid, though it were hid indeede

Within the Center. 1611 Tot uni.uk Ath. Trag. iv. iii.

I will search the Center but He find out the murderer.

1823 r,AMu Elt'a Ser. 1. xvi, With the feeling of an English

freeTiolder, that all betwixt sky and centre was my own.

b. The earth itself, as the supposed centre of

the universe.

1606 Shaks. Tr. Cr. 1. iii. 85 The Heauens themselues,

the Planets, and this Center, Obserue degree, priority, and
place. 1667 Milton /'. L. 1. 74 As far remov'd from God
and light of Heav'n As from the Center thrice to th' utmost

Pole.

f 3. The prick or dot in the middle of a circle
;

the hole pricked by the stationary point of a pair

i

of compasses, [cf. Gr. nevrpov.] Obs.
<- 1391 Chaucer Astro/. 1. § 18 The centre bat stamlith a-

I

Middes the narwest cercle is cleped the senyth. 1551

! Recokdk Pathw. Knowl. 1. Def., When a prickc standeth

in the middell of a circle ms no circle can be made by com-
passe without iti then is it called a centre. — Cast. Kn&wl.
115561 10 Although the earthe in it selfe haue a greate anil

notable quantity, yet in comparison to the firmament,

it is to bee esteemed but as a centre or little pricke.

t b. Astrol. The sharp point or extremity of

the metal tongue representing a star in the ' rete'

of an astrolabe. Obs.

1386 Chaucer Erankl. T. 549 Ne hise rootes ne hise

othere geeris As been his centris and hise Argument/,
r 1391 — Astrol. 1. § 21 Of whiche sterres the smale poynt
is cleped the Centre. Ibid. 11. § 19 Set the Sentre of the

sterre vp-on the est Orisonte.

4. The point, pivot, axis, or line round which
a body turns or revolves ; the fixed or unmoving
centre of rotation or revolution.

c 1386 Chaucer Souieres T. 14 Of his corage as any
Centre stable. 1671 Milton /\ R. iv. 534 As a rock Of
adamant, and as a centre, firm. 1677 MoxON Mcch. Exer.
(1703) 177 The Pole may move upon that Nail, or Pin, as

on a Center. 1717 S. Clarke Leibnitz's yd Paper § 17

If God would cause a Body to move free in the /Ether

round about a certain fixed Centre. 1825 J. Nicholson
Operat. Mcch. 777 Gudgeon, the centres or pivots of a

water-wheel. 1837 Carlyle Er. Rev. (18721 III. v. v. 197 Not
even an Anarchy but must have a centre to revolve round.

5. A particular form of bearing adjustable in the

direction of its length and having a conical point

entering into a corresponding depression in the

end of the revolving object which it supports. In

the lathe, long works are supported either at one

or both ends upon ' centres \

[1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. No. x. 180 Upon the points of

this Screw [i.e. the 'centre'] and Pike the centers of the

Work are pitcht.] 1797 'Trans. Soc. Arts XV. 273 The
treadle moveable at the end of the platform .. between two
centers. 1879 Holtzapffel Turning iv. 47 The crank

[shaft] has been made to run in bearings, on centers. Ibid.

iv. 91 The distance at which the axis of the lathe mandrel
stands above the surface of the bed or bearers . . called the

height of center is used as the term to designate the

dimensions of all lathes. Ibid. iv. 99 The five-inch centre

lathe.

6. fig. a. The point round which things group

themselves or revolve, or that forms a nucleus or

point of concentration for its surroundings.

1685 Pridraux Lett. (1875) 146 We live here remote from
ye center of affairs. 171a Steele Spect. No. 474 § 1 The
Center of Business and Pleasure. 1796 H, Hunter tr.

Si, Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 492 The centre of all the

powers of the kingdom. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers Flor.

1. 1 The great centres of old Italian life, Rome and Venice

and Florence. 1883GiLMOUR-^wgw/sxxxii. 366 The officers

at the nearest military centres.

b. A point towards which things tend, move,

or are attracted.

[1606 Shaks. Tr. # Cr. iv. ii. no The strong base and

building of my loue Is as the very Center of the earth,

Drawing all things to it.] 1626 Donne Serm. iv. 31 A
center of Reverence, .to which all reverence flowed. 1653

Walton Angler ii. 63 Viewing the Silver streams glide

silently towards their center, the tempestuous Sea. 1827

Pollok Course T. v, Centre to which all being gravitates.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ixiv, The centre of a world's

desire.

C. A point from which things, influences, etc.

emanate,, proceed, or originate. Esp. in biology,

etc. (see also 7).

1738 Glover Leonidas vi. 250 The center of corruption.

1812 Sir H. Davy C/tem. Philos. 195 The light . . proceeds

in right lines or rays from the luminous body as a center.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. xii. {18S5) 322 The question of
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single or multiple centres of creation. 1865 Tylor Early
Hist. Man. i. 10 Diffused from a single geographical centre.
187a W. Aitken Set* $ Pr. Med. (eu. 61 II. 60 All new cells

proceed from ' centres of nutrition ', from other cells, or
from the nuclei of them. 1876 Mozley Ihtiv. Serm. ix. 188
Sick lives are centres of improving and refining influence.

7. a. Short for newe-centre.

1847 Carpenter Zool. § 998 A number of ganglia or dis-

tinct centres of nervous action. From these diverging
filaments are sent off", which are distributed to the various
organs- 1869 Huxley P/iys. xi. 297 The grey matter of

j

the upper part of the cord is . . a vaso-motor centre for the
head and face. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. Centre, visual.
Destruction of this centre on one side causes complete, but
temporary, blindness of the opposite eye.

b. Short for centre of ossification see 16).

1876 Qi-ain Anat. led. 81 1. 19 The lateral centres [for

each vertebra] appear about the 7th week.

8. The name given to a leader of the Fenian
organization, the chief being called head-centre.
1865 Ann. Reg. 178 In the language of the party he was

termed the ' Head Centre ' of the Fenians in Ireland.

9. The part of a target between the 1 bull's-eye

'

and the 1 outer*, b. ellipt. The hitting of this.

1887 H'hitaker's Almanack 540 In this case a bull's-eye I

counts four points, a centre three, and an outer two.

II. Of other things, the middle point.

10. Ccom. The point at equal distances from
the extremities of a line, of any regular surface or

j

solid, or at a mean distance from all points in the
j

periphery of an irregular surface or body (centre
\

of magnitude) ; the central or middle point.

So the centre of a regular polygon, quadrilateral figure,

triangle, cube, cylinder, etc. Centre of a conic section :

the point which bisects any diameter, or in which all

diameters intersect each other ; the centre of an ellipse

or hyperbola, is the point midway between the two foci ; that

of a parabola is at infinity; centre 0/ a higher curve, the
point in which two diameters meet; centre of a dial, the
part in which the gnomon intersects the plane of the dial.

1796 Hi tton Math. Diet. I. 262 Centre or center, a point
equally remote from the extremes of a line, plane, or solid ;

or a middle point dividing them so that some certain effects

are equal on all sides of it. 1840 Lardnei Geom. 91 Lines !

drawn from the centre to the angles of the polygon.

11. gm. The middle point or part, the middle
or midst of anything.
1591 Shaks, i //en. J Y, n. ii 6 The Market-Place, The

middle Centure of this cursed Towne. £1645 Howell
|

Lett. vi. 86 Though they dwelt in the center of Spain not
far from Toledo. 1706 Addison Rosamond 1. vi, Full in

the center of the grove. 1776 Withering Bot. Arrangent.
(17961 I. 205 Florets all fertile, those of the center smaller.

1781 Cowper / *( rses A . Selkirk 3 From the centre all round
to the sea. 18x6 Scott Antiq. vii, Near the centre of a

|

deep but narrow bay. 1878 Mori.ey Carlyte 175 The puni-
ness of man in the centre of a cruel and frowning universe.

]

1880 Scribner's Mag. June 221 The centers of the great
jgummy logs.

b. fig. (or of things not material).
16x8 T. Spencer Logick 160 Predication is the very Cen-

ter, and life of Logicke. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 317
If the Disorder happen near the Center of Life. 1835 Brown-
ing Paracelsus Wn I. 71 There is an inmost centre in us I

all, Where truth abides in fulness. 1846 Prescott Ferd.
Is. I. Introd. 27 Those dismal scenes of faction which

convulsed the little commonwealths to their centre.

C. Centre of a bastion-, 'a point in the middle
of the gorge of the bastion, from whence the

capital line commences, and which is generally at

the inner polygon of the figure* (C. James).

12. The point or position of equilibrium of a

body. Also fig. See also Centre of gravity, of
inertia in 16.

t tui Chaucer Astrol. 1. 5 2 Hit [the ringl disturbeth

nat the instrument to hangen aftur his rihte centre. 1668

Temple in Four C. Eng. Lett. 127 Things drawn out of
their center are not to be moved without much force, or
skill, or time ; but, to make their return to their center
again, there is required but little of either. 1704 Swift
Hatt. Bks. {1711) 230 By his own unhappy Weight and
Tendency towards his Center, i860 Kmerson Cond. Life
Wks. (Bonn) II. 384 If the man is off his centre, the eyes
show it.

13. Archil. A temporary framework supporting

any superstructure ; now spec, the wooden support

and 'mould 1

upon which an arch or dome is

supported while building.
i6ix Shaks. Wint. T. 11. i. to2

<

In those Foundations
which I build vpon, The Centre is not bigge enough to

beare A Schoole-Iioyes Top. 1630 Prynne Anti-A rmht.
1 13 This, .is the onely center vpon which the whole fabricke

is erected. 1893 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 338 Centres,

the frame of timber-work for supporting arches during their

erection. x86i Smii.es Engineers II. 182 The centres span-

ning the . . width of the arch were composed of eight ribs.

14. Mil. a. The main body of troops occupying
the space between the two wings, b. 1 The divi-

sion of a fleet between the van and the rear of the

line of battle, and between the weather and lee

divisions in the order of sailing
1 (Adm. Smyth).

1598 Harret Theor. Warres Gloss. 250 Centre, a French
word, is the middle of a battel), or other things. 1710
Steele Tatter No. 210 p 8 One Ibodyl to be commanded
by himself in the Center. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, III. KB,
386 Brought some pieces of cannon to bear upon their center.
1871 Smiles Charac. i. (1876)17 At the combat of Vera,
when the Spanish centre was broken.

C. The middle man of any rank of soldiers, or
an imaginary point in the middle of any body of
soldiers. * Centre of a battalion on parotic : the

middle, where an interval is left for the colours

;

of an encampment, it is the main street ; and on a

march, is an interval for the baggage ; when it is

so placed ' C. James).
1671 Venn Mil. \ Mar. Discipline L 127 Secondly,

wheelings on the midst (or Center). I shall not use the word
Center, for it is more proper to a circular body than to a
square. 1796 /us/r. Cavalry (1813* 226 The squadron will

receive the word Center Dress. 183a Prop. Keg. Instr.

Cavalry O. 33 Their Centres and Lefts move up.

15. Politics. In the French Chamber (which
is arranged in the form of an amphitheatre), the

deputies of moderate opinions who occupy the

central benches in front of the president, between
the extreme parties who sit to the right and left.

Right centre, left centre : divisions of this party

inclining towards the opinions of the right and
left respectively, and sitting adjacent to them.

Also transferred to the political opinions so in-

dicated ; and to the politics of other countries.

In Germany the Centre is the Catholic or Ultra-

montane party.

1 This use originated in the French National Assembly of

1789, in which the nobles as a body took the position of
honour on the President's right, and the Third Estate sat

on his left. The significance of these positions, which was
at first merely ceremonial, soon became political.)

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. VI. ii, Answered, from Right side,

from Centre and Left, by inextinguishable laughter. 1874
Times Sutnm. of Year, The Left Centre has withdrawn in

some degree from its alliance with the Left, and overtures
are from day to day on l*oth sides tendered and rejected

by the two divisions which form the Centre. Ibid. The party
which is known in [the German] Parliament as the Catholic
Centre. 1884 Bertha M. Gardiner Fr. Kev. ixi. 52.

III. 16. Phrases.
Centre of attack (Mil.) : 'when a considerable front is

taken l>efore a besieged place, and the lines of attack are
carried upon three capitals, the capital in the middle, which
usually leads to the half-moon, is styled the center of
attack * (C. Jamesi.
Centre ofattractiott (Physics) '. the point to which bodies

tend by gravity, or by the action of centripetal force

;

(fig.) the object or point which attracts attention, interest,

or curiosity.

Centre ofbuoyancy, ofcavity, ofdisplacement, ofimmer-
sion : the mean centre of that part of a ship or floating

Ixxly, which is immersed in the water.
Centre ofconversion : the point in a Ixxly alx>ut which it

turns or tends to turn when force is applied at a given point.

Centre ofenrvature: see Curvature.
Centre offriction : that point in the base of a Ixxly on
which it revolves when put in rapid rotation, e.g. the point

of the peg of a top.

Centre ofgravity bx\%.= centre ofattraction ',
afterwards,

and still popularly (see quot. 1879) =centre ofmass: in the

case of a single body or a system of bodies rigidly connected,

the point about which all the parts exactly balance each
other, and which being supported, the body or system will

remain at rest in any position.

Centre ofgyration ; the point at which if the whole mass
of a revolving body were collected, the rotatory motion
would remain the same.
Centre ofinertia : =centre 0/gravity or mass.
Centre ofmagnitude '. sense 10.

^

Centre oftnass : that point in relation to a Ixxly or system
of bodies so situated that any plane whatever that passes

through it divides the body or system into two parts of
which the masses or weights are exactly equal.

Centre ofmotiott : the point which remains at rest while

all the other parts move round it.

Centre ofoscillation : the point of a Ixxly suspended by an
axis at which, if all the matter were concentrated, the oscil-

lations would be performed in the time actually taken.

Centre of ossification '. the point (or points) in the car-

tilage or fibrous membrane of an immature bone in which
the Done salts are first deposited, and from which they ex-

tend until the whole hone is ossified.

Centre of percussion : in a moving Ixxly, that point

where the percussion or stroke is greatest, in which the
whole percutient force of the body is supposed to be col-

lected.

Centre ofpressure *. the point at which the whole amount
of pressure may Ix? applied with the same effect as when
distributed.

1717 51 Chambers Cyel., Center of Gravitation or *At-
traction. 1796 Hutton Math. Diet., Centre of *Conver-
sion, a term first used by M. Parent. 1659 Leak Water-
wks. 4 They fall towards their centre of "gravity in the
Water. 1704 J. Harris Lex Techn. s. v. Earth, The
Earth doth not describe an Orbit round the Sun properly by
her own Centre, but by the Common Centre of Gravity of

the Earth and the Moon. 1822 Imison Sc. «t Art I. 449
The centre of gravity is that point in which the weight of a
body may Ixt supposed to he collected. 1831 Carlyle
Sart. Kes. ( 1 858) 150 The casting of this pebble from my hand
alters the centre-of-gravily of the Universe, 1796 Hutton
Math. Diet. I. 269 *Fhe distance of the centre of "gyration,
from the point ofsuspension, is a mean proportional between
those of gravity and oscillation. 1829 Nat. Philos. L Hy-
draulics lii. 28 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.*, The point of percus-
sion, or of greatest effect, (which, in revolving Ixxlies, is

called the centre of gyration V. 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat.
Phil. I. L § 230 The Centre of "Inertia or Mass is thus a per-

fectly definite point in every body, or group of bodies. The
term Centre of Gravity is often very inconveniently used
for it. 1796 Hutton Math. Diet. I. 267 Centre of*magni-
tude is . . the same as the centre of gravity in homogeneal
bodies, as in a cylinder or any other prism. 1717-51 Cham-
bers Cycl. s. v., If the weights P and Q revolve about the

point N, so that when P descends, Q ascends, N is said to

be the Center of Motion, /bid. He found, in this case, the

distance of the centre of "oscillation, from the axis in a
circle, to be J of the diameter. 1796 Hutton Math. Diet.

I. 267 Centre ofoscillation . . in a compound pendulum, its

distance from the point of suspension is equal to the length
of a simple pendulum whose oscillations are isochronal with
those of the compound ones. 1867 J. Marshall Physiol.
II. 651 The cranial bones begin by one or more flat radiat-
ing centres of "ossification. 1869 Huxley Physiol, xii. 321
A long bone has usually, at fewest, three centres of ossifica-

tion. 17*7-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v., The center of ^percus-
sion is the same with the center of gravity, if all the parts
of the percutient body be carried with a parallel motion.
1796 Hutton Math. Diet. I. 269 When the percutient body
revolves about a fixed point, the centre of percussion is the
same with the centre of oscillation, /bid. The centre of
*Pressure of a fluid against a plane, is that point against
which a force being applied equal and contrary to the
whole pressure, it will just sustain it.

IV. attrib. and in comb.

17. attrib. or op&A-adf. Of or pertaining to the

centre, central. Hence Centkemost.
1791 Bentham Panopt. 1. Poster. 99 The center one of the

5 uppermost Cells. 1796 /nstr. <y Kegnl. Cavalry (1813)

233 Trumpeters and music are behind the center interval.

1829 I. Taylor Enthus. ix. 219 The centre illusion of the
system. i860 J. Kennedy Horse Shoe R. lvii. 586 The
centre division of the assailing army. 1879 R. K. Douglas
Confucianism iv. 92 The centre figures of his philosophy.

18. Obvious combinations: as centre arbor, -line,

-pin, -pinion, -point, -tal>le, -truth, etc. Also centre-

board, centre-wise ad vs.

1884 F. Britten Watch v Clockm. 266 The "centre arbor
. .turns once in an hour. 1804 Med. Jml. XII. 202 The
distance between the "centre-pin and blade. 1807 26 S.

j

Cooper First Lines Surg. 303 In order to fix the centre-pin
of the trephine. 1884 F. Britten H atch 4- Clockm. 266 The

! teeth round the barrel drive the "centre-pinion. 1648 Bp.
Hall Set. Th. $ 22 What a mere "centrepoint the earth is in

comparison of the vast circumference of heaven. 1866
Liudon Bampton Led. v. (1875) 253 Christ is the centre-

! pointof the history' and hopes of man. 1868 Holme Lee B.
Godfrey xxxvi. 195 He. .remained standing by the 'centre-
table. 1858 Sears A than. 11. xi. 245 The "centre-tnith in

his system of doctrines. 1843 Carlyle Past Pr. 1. ii, At
all moments it is moving "centrcward. 1853 Kane Grin-
nell Exp. xvii. 11856) 126 It contracts itself "centrewise,
and rounds itself endwise,

19. Special combs. : centre-chisel, a pointed
cold-chisel; centre-chuck, a kind of chuck for a

lathe; centre-drill, 'a small drill used for mak-
ing a short hole in the ends of a shaft about to

be turned, for the entrance of the lathe-centres'

(Weale) ; centre- fire -central fire (see Central

4) ; also attrib., as in centre-fire cartridge ;

f centre-fish, a mollusc allied to the limpet

;

centre-lathe, a turning-lathe in which the work is

supported or held by centres (sense g) ; centre-

piece, a piece in the centre of anything; spec, an
ornamental piece of plate or glass for the centre

of a table, etc., an epergne
;
centre-punch, a

punch with a conical point for marking the centre

of work to be turned in the lathe, or the centre of

a hole to be drilled
;
centre-rail, a third or middle

rail, sometimes used on railway lines, in connexion

with a cogged wheel or other device on the engine,

for the ascent or descent of steep inclines ; also

attrib. ; centre-saw, a kind of circular saw which
cuts round timber in sections meeting in the

centre, for spokes, pick -handles, etc. ; centre-

second s, applied to a seconds hand on a clock

or watch mounted on the centre arbor, and com-
pleting its revolution in one minute ; also to a
clock, etc. having such a seconds hand ; centre-

split (sec quot.) ; centre-valve, in gas-works, a

rotating valve by which the gas is distributed to

several sets of purifiers ; centre-velic, see Velic
;

centre-wheel, the third wheel of a watch in some
kinds of movements.
1863 Smiles Indnst. Biog. 247 His self-adjusting double

driving "centre-chuck, for which the Society of Arts

awarded him their silver medal in i8?8. 1668 wUM
Real Char. 11. v. §a. 130 Univalvs; having but one Shell

..being unmoved.. 1 Limpet, 'Center fish. 1819 Rkf.s

Cycl. s.v. 'Turning, Lathes are. .called "centre lathes where
the work is supported at both ends. 1879 Holtzapffkl
Turning nr. 99. 1836 Disraeli H. Ten/pie vi. vi. iHoppe)
A bouquet which might have served for the "centre-piece

of a dinner table. 1854 //lust. Loud. Neii>s 18 Mar. 259/1

The . . testimonial is a silver centre-piece consisting of a
column encircled by two gracefully-formed figures repre-

senting Peace, etc. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. It. Jrnls. II.

100 With screws, .and a silver centre-piece. "879 Holtz-
apffei. Turning iv. 19a A steel "center punch is driven into

the flat end. 187A Knight Diet. Mech. s. v., Another form
' of "center-rail railway, /bid. s. v., The largest "centre-

second clock . . is the turret -clock for the Bombay Harbour
Board Lwith] a dial %\ feet in diameter. 1884 F. Britten
Watch *t Clockm. 49 [A] Centre Seconds . . [isj a long seconds

hand moving from the centre of a watch dial. 1886 Daily
Neivs is Oct. $/t They are made of ' 'centre splits '. Good,
honest hides . . are skilfully split into three skins, and the

centre one, having no grain, and being of a soft, flimsy sub-

stance, is nevertheless capable of being made to assume the

guise of serviceable leather, 1884 K. Britten Watch <f

Clockm. 266 The "centre wheel drives the third wheel
pinion.

Centre, center (se ntaj), v. [f. Centre sb.

or a. F. centre-r. In 17th and 1 8th c. often spelt

center, still prevalent in U. S. CI. Centering.]

I. intr.

1 1. To rest as on a fixed centre or pivot ; to re-
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pose. Obs. (as a distinct sense, though it often

colours 2).

1612 Bacon Cwsar Wks. (Bohn) 503 He . . admitted none !

to his intimacies, but such whose whole expectations cen-
tered upon him. 1664 Decay Chr. Piety (J.) Where there

I

is no visible truth wherein to centre. 1669 Bunyan Holy
Citie 97 Here cent reth Luke the Evangelist, here centreth
Jude. 1708 Penn in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 268 He
assures me he intends to centre with us, and end his
days in that country. 1719 W. Wood Sum. Trade 144 We 1

have a Balance .. to the value of 1,750,000^ which centers
and remains among us.

fb. To unite, agree. Obs.
1622-62 HeYLIM Cosmogr. To Rdr,, I wondred how they

could all center upon the same Proposal. 1657 Reeve
God's Plea 5 Let us both center together in this ijualifica-

j

tion.

2. To find or have their (or its) centre ; to be
concentrated as at a centre ;

* to be collected to a
point ' (J.), to gather or collect as round a centre ; I

to be placed as at a centre ; to move or turn
|

round as a centre. Often with a mixture ofnotions,
including that of sense 1.

1 691 8 Norris Pract. Disc. IV. 186 He that makes him- I

self his End, that Centers and Terminates in himself. 1736
Butler Anal. n. vii. 365 Whom all the prophecies referred
to, and in whom they should center. 1764 Goldsm. Trav,
424 That bliss which only centres in the mind. 1765
Blackstone Comm. I, 208 In his person also centered the
right of the Saxon monarchs. 1777 Robertson Hist.
Amcr, (1778) II. vn. 272 The supreme authority centered at
last in a single person. 1781 Cowper Convers. 134 His sole
opinion. .Centering at last in having none at all. 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 173 The traded wealth and power of
America, may, at some future period, depend, and perhaps
centre upon the Missisippi. 1818 Cruise Digest VI. 550 If
the whole property should center in one person. 1823 J.
Badcock Dom. Amusem. 20 All three tubes afterwards
centre in one. 1867 Hales in Percy Folio I. 143 The rare
adventure on which the tale centres. 1868 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1876) II. viii. 262 It is around the King . . that the
main storm of battle is made to centre. 1876 Green Short
Hist. v. § 4 (1882) 246 The hopes of the peasants centred in
the young sovereign.

f 3. To converge (on) as a centre. Obs.
1789 H. Walpole Remin. viii. 65 All those mortifications

centering on a constitution evidently tending to dissolution.

II. trans.

4. To place or fix in the centre ; to provide or
mark with a centre.
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. (R.) Where the sun

centres himself by right. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 228 In
his hand He took the golden Compasses . . One foot he
center'd, and the other turn'd. 1887 Knox Little Broken
Vmvg A plot of smooth green grass . . centred by a basin in
which there is a continual plash of falling water.

f5. To fix to, repose upon, as a fixed centre or
pivot. Obs. (But often colouring 6.)

1623 Ailesbury Serm. (1624)2 Man. .doth center his rest-
lesse motions vpon nothing but the Almighties fruition.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarc/i,, Hen. I', xxxv, Men cent'red
to Selfe-Interest and lock't To their wild Causes. 1721
Berkeley Prev. Ruin Gt. Brit. Wks. III. 205 Centering
all our cares upon private interest.

6. To place or put as in a centre; to collect,

bring, or direct, as to a centre ; to concentrate in,
on. To be centred in or on has often a shade of
sense 5.

1702 Pope Sapho 50 Once in her arms you center'd all

your joy. 1776 Goldsm. Haunch of Feu., While thus I de-
bated, in reverie centred. 1794; Godwin Cat. Williams
201 Each of these centered in himself a variety of occupa-
tions. 1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII. lxii. 179 All his hopes
were henceforth centred in Antigonus. 1875 Stubbs Const.
Hist. I. xiii. 606 The process of centering the administra-
tion of justice in the hands of the itinerant justices. 1878
Black Green Past, xxxvii. 295 As if her whole thoughts had
been centred on the Falls.

7. In various technical uses : To place or fix in
the (exact) centre ; to find the centre of ; to grind
(a lens) so that the thickest part is in the centre.
1703S1R G. Shuckburgh in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 109

If this [the object glass] be not correctly centered .. that
is, if its axis be not concentric with the axis of the cell, in
which it is fixed. 1796 Hutton Math. Diet. I. 289 Cassini
the younger has a discourse expressly on the necessity of
well centring the object glass of a large telescope. 1831
Brewster Optics x\l 339 When the aperture was well
centered. 1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. § 518 It is of the
last importance, .that it should be correctly centred,—that
is that the centre of movement should be also the centre
of graduation.

Ce/ntre-bit. [soe Bw sbl 6»] An instrument
turning on a projecting centre-point, used for mak-
ing cylindrical holes. (Noted as a burglar's tool.)

. *794 Rigging Seamansh. I. 150 Centre-bit, a bit, having
in the middle of its end a small steel point, with a sharp
edge on one side to cut horizontally, and a sharp tooth on
the opposite side to cut vertically. 1833 "A. Fonblanque
Eng. und. 7 Admin. (1837) II. 315 There are picklocks,
files, and centre-bits available for robbery. 1838 Dickens
O. Twist xix, ' None,' said Sikes. ' 'Cept a centre-bit and
a boy.' 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat, xviii. (1852) 409 [He] then
rapidly turns the curved part, like a carpenter's centre-
»t i?S5 Tennyson Maud r. 1. xi, And Sleep must lie
down arm'd, for the villainous centre-bits Grind on the
wakeful ear in the hush of the moonless nights. 1857 Rkade
Nei'ertoo late ii. (D.l His intelligence bored like a centre-
bit into the deep heart of his enemy.

Centre-board (se'ntsjbo-ud). In a flat-

bottomed sailing-boat, a movable board or plate
of iron, which can be lowered through the keel in

Vol. II.

deep water to prevent lee-way and increase the

stability under canvas, and in shallow water can
be lifted up within the boat ; often attrib. as in

centre-board boat, cutter, b. Short for centre-

board boat.

1867 J. Macgregor Voy. Alone Rob Roy (1868) 93 All
rigs and all sizes there were even to a great centre board
cutter. 1881 Times 19 Jan. 8/2 Mr. Young went, .to cross
the bay in a centre-board boat. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug.
443/2 Two keels are being laid down to every centre-
board designed. Ibid. 449/1 The centre-board is generally
lowered. 1886 Times 25 Oct. 13 {Article) A week in a
Centre-board.

Centred, centered (sentwd), ///. a. [f.

Centre v. or sb. + -ed.]

1. Placed at the centre or in a central position.
1590 Spenser Muiopot. 19 Betwixt the centred earth,

and azure skies. 1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 403
They werc.easie of Access from all Parts; center'd be-
tween Spain and Sweden. 1820 Tennyson Timbuctoo, A
center'd glory-circled memory, Divinest Atalantis.

2. Fixed on a centre as a point of support or

equilibrium ; furnished with a centre.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarck. , Rich. II, ccxcvii, Soe may a
Cent red Rocke Bee made a Tennis-ball. 1847 Emerson
Rtfr. Men, Plato Wks. (Bohnt I. 309 Plato is so centred,
that he can well spare all his dogmas. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. lix, My centred passion cannot move, Nor will it

lessen from to-day.

3. Brought together to a centre, concentrated.
1805 Southev Madoc in Azt. xxii, There to collect their

strength, and thence with centered numbers urge the war.

4. Having a centre : also in comb., as in deep-

centred, etc.

t Centre'ity. [app. formed after words like

corporeity, spontaneity, which rest upon L. adjs.

in -eus ; but there was no L. centreusJ] The fact

of being the centre ; central quality.

1642-7 More Song ofSoul, Psychathan. Hi. 11. xx, In every
thing compost Each part of th" essence its centreity Keeps
to it self. Ibid. II. App. xiv, So do these Atomes change their
energies, Themselves unchanged, into new Centreities.
Ibid. 11. 11. iii. xiv. Ibid. n. lit. n. xx, Trees, .they want their
fixed centreities.

Centreless, a. [see -less.] Without a
centre.

1856 Ferrier lust. Metaph. IV. xviii. 138 A centreless
circle is absolutely incogitable in itself.

Centrement. nonce-wd. [see -ment.] The
action of centring; that in or about which any-
thing is centred.
18. . Stevenson Cornh. Mag., Falling in Lave, That state

In which another person becomes to us the very gist and
centrement of God's creation.

Ce'ntremost, a, rare, [a superlative form
from Centre 17; cf. middlemost

,
topmost.'] Most

central ; midmost.
1866 Neale Sequences $ H. 146 The spice-fields .. that

girdle the centremost mountain. 1871 Joaquin Miller
Songs of Italy (1S78) 53 In the centremost star Of all whirl-

ing stars.

Centress (se'ntres). [f. Centre sb. (sense 8

+ -ess.] A female ' (head) centre'.

1866 MorningStar 6 Mar. 6/1 Head centress ofthe Fenian
Sisterhood.

Centric (scntrik), a. [mod. ad. Gr. tc€VTptK-6s

pertaining to the centre, f. Ktvrpov : see Centrum.]
1. That is in or at the centre, central.

r 1590 Marlowe Faustus vi, The substance of this centric
earth. 1594 xst Pi. Contention iv. 18 To pierce the bowels
of this Centricke earth. ^1631 Donne Poems (1650) 33
Some that have deeper digg'd Loves Mine than I, Say,
where his centrique happinesse doth lie. 1642 H. More
Song ofSoul \. 11. xvi, Centrick all like one pellucid Sun.
1802 G. Colman Br. Grins, Elder Bro. i, Centric in Lon-
don noise.. Proud Covent Garden blooms.

2. Of, pertaining to, or characterized by a centre.

1712 Blackmore Creation a. (R.) Orbs centric and ex-
centrick he prepares. 1850 Mrs. Browning Dead Pan iv,

Stung to life by centric forces. 1884 Bower & Scott De
Bary's Phaner. $ Ferns 406 In the first type, which may
be called the centric, the chlorophyll-parenchyma is uni-
formly distributed around the entire organ.

3. Phys. Of or pertaining to a nerve centre.

1871 Sir T. Watson Prime. <y Pract Med. (ed. 5) I . 570
When the irritating cause operates directly on the spina!

cord itself, he calls the disease centric tetanus. 1873
F. E. Anstie in E. H. Clarke Sex in Educ. no A non-
inflammatory centric atrophy. 1879 Carpenter Ment.
Phys. 1. ii. § 73. 77 Movements, .simply centric, depending
upon an excited condition of the ganglionic centres.

B. quasi-j-^. A circle or circular orbit with the

earth in its centre.

1667 Milton P. L. viii. 83 How gird the Sphear With
Centric and Eccentric scribl'd o're, Cycle and Epicycle.

a 1764 Lloyd Wks. (1774) II. 154 Talk of words little under-
stood, Centric, eccentric, epicycle.

Centrical (se'ntrikal), a. [f. as prec. + -al.]

1. Situated at or in the centre or middle ; cen-

tral ; = Centric 1.

1741 Monro Anat. Nerves fed. 3) 42 In the Centrical Part

of the optic Nerve. 1768 Whitefield Let. Gov. Wright'aj
The late addition of the two Floridas renders Georgia more
centrical. 1803 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Disf. II. 208

To leave the infantry in a centrical situation. 1864 Guthrie
in Gd. Words 510 Situated in a centrical part of the town.

fig. a 1659 Oshorn Est, iii. (1673) 566 .
II is not unuliely to

have been the Primary and Centrical Sin.

2. Of or pertaining to a centre.

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. II. VL ii. § 2. 30 A cer-
tain extension of the centrical medium. 1876 F. Brodie in

G. Chambers Astron. 325 The second centrical envelope [of
the comet] just embraced both these eccentric envelopes.

Centricality. rare. [f. prec. + -ITY.] Central

position
;
centrality.

1777 H. Walpole Lett. C'tcss Ossory I. 261 Its cen-
tricality made it very agreeable.

Centrically se'ntrikali), adv. [f. as prec. +
-lyZ]
1. In a central position

;
centrally.

1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 445 The bone is seldom fractured,
unless the ball strikes centrically. 1810 Wellington Let.
in Gurw. Disp. VI. 297 In the pine wood, .where they will

be more centrically situated. 1817 Edin. Rev. XXIX. 50
Centrically and commodiously situated.

2. On or with the centre or centres.

1882 Geikif. Text-bk.Gcol.w. 11.507 A pile uf balls stand-
ing exactly centrically one upon the other, an arrangement
which seems hardly possible.

Centricalness. rare. [f. as prec. + -ne.ss.]

' Situation in the centre' (Craig 1847).

Centricity (sentrrsiti). [mod. f. Centric +
-ITY ; cf. eccentricity^ Centric quality or position

;

relation to a centre.

1826 KmnY & Sp. Etttom. (1828' IV. xxxvii. 6 Gives a de-

cided character of centricity to the whole nervous system.

1854 J- Hogc Microsc. 1. iii. (18671 I04 Fi»t, their cen-
tricity, and secondly the fittest condensation of the light to

be employed. 1879 Ruti.ev Stud. Rocks vii. 57 In order
to get proper centricity in the movement.

Centrifugal (sentrifu/gal). a, [f. mod.L.
centrifug-us (Newton, f. centrum centre + -fugus

fleeing, avoiding') + -AL, (Cf. Centhipetal . In

mod.F. centrifuge.]

1. Flying or tending to fly off from the centre as

a. Centrifugal force, also centrifugal tendency :

the force with which a body moving round a

centre tends to fly off from that centre; the ten-

dency which a revolving body has to do this.

('Centrifugal force' is really Inertia.

t

[1687 Newton Principia Sect. 11. Prop. iv. Schol., Hxc
est vis centrifuga, qua corpus urget circulum; et huic
xqualis est vis contraria.] a 1721 MULL Manpertuis' Diss.

11734) 5 It is under the Equator that the Centrifugal Force
is greatest. 1841-4 K.mkrson Ess, Hist. Wks. iBohn) I. 2

As the poise of my body depends on the equilibrium of
centrifugal and centripetal forces. 1855 MAURY Phys.
Geog. Sea l. (i860) 3 At the height of 26,000 miles from
the earth, the centrifugal force would counteract gravity.

1866 Airy Pop. Astron. 241 The centrifugal tendency is

powerfully in operation at the equator, but not at all at the

poles. 1876 RouTLKDGB Discov, 7 If .. the velocity of the
engine increases, the balls diverge from increased centri-

fugal force.

b. fig. or transf.
1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. I. xii. 275. 1856 R. VaUCHAN

Mystics (i860) I. 03 A process of evolution, a centrifugal

movement in the Divine Nature. 1868 G. Duff Pol, Sur7'.

2i So strong are the centrifugal forces in Spain.

C. Cenlnfugal current :

i applied to that ar-

rangement of a battery in galvanizing an animal

body, in which the positive pole is the nearer to

the centre. . .of the nervous system' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

2. Applied to machines or parts of mechanism in

which centrifugal force is employed: as + centri-

fugal bellows, a fan or blowing machine ; cen-

trifugal filter, a sugar-filter in which a porous

cylinder rotates rapidly so as to drive off liquid

from the sugar ;
centrifugal gun, a kind of

machine-cannon with a rotating chambered disk

whence balls are driven tangentially ; centrifugal

machine, gen. any machine in which centrifugal

force is employed
;

spec, a machine, also called a

hydro-extractor, for drying yarn, cloth, sugar, or

other substance, this being placed in a rapidly

revolving cage, whence the moisture is thrown
off by centrifugal force ;

centrifugal mill, Barker's

mill ; centrifugal pump, a rotary pump in which
the fluid is driven outward and upward from a

centre ; there are many forms of it
;
sentrifugal

dresser, etc.

1765 Gentl. Mag. 555 This centrifugal machine. 1803

Banks Pmvcr Machines 41 Centrifugal machine or Erskine's

centrifugal pump. 1807 T. Young Nat. Philos. I. 781 The
centrifugal bellows. By the revolution of the fly the air is

caused to enter at A and is discharged at B. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. 514 Le Demour's centrifugal pump is supposed

to have been the first of its kind. Ibid. 515 Andrew's cen-

trifugal pump resembles a helix or snail's shell. 1884 Bath
Herald 27 Dec. 6/5 After being carried through .

. de-

tachers, the wheat passes through centrifugal dressers.

3. Bot. a. Of inflorescence, in which the ter-

minal flower opens first and the lateral ones suc-

cessively after; inflorescence terminal or definite,

b. Of an embryo: Having the radicle turned

toward the sides of the fruit. C. Said of the order

of cell division.

1830 I.indley Nat. Syst. Bot. 134 Flowers often with a
centrifugal inflorescence. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 277
Labiatse . . Flowers solitary or in axillary opposite centri-

fugal cymes. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phafier.

Ferns 545 In the course of the tangential divisions in an
initial cell and the radial row derived from it, two extreme
forms may in the first instance be distinguished . . termed the

centripetal and centrifugal forms.
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4. Phys. Of nerve-fibres : Conveying impulses
from a 'centre' (see Centbe sb. 7 a ; efferent.

185s H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. (18721 L v. vi. 568 The
centre, .from which issue through centrifugal nerves motor
impulses. 1876 tr. IVagner's Gen. Pathol. 20 The proper-
ties of centrifugal fibres.

Centri-fugalize, v. [f. prec. + -ize.] trans.

To impart a centrifugal motion to.

1879 CasselFs Techn. Ednc. IV. 395/2 Would not that
ocean, .be also centrifugalised or driven outwards?

Centri-fugally, adv. [f. as prec. + -hi a
.]

In a centrifugal manner ; from the interior or
centre towards the exterior.

1819 H. Busk Vestriad iv. 955 Hemm'd skirts centri-
fugally through Concentric orbits, glitter'd as they flew.

1833 Sir C. Bell Hand Prelim. Disc. (1874) 17 The nervous
agency which excites the muscles proceeds outwardly from
the brain, or centrifugally. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc.
(ed. 6)11. vi. 76 The British Association then, .pushes know-
ledge centrifugally outwards. 1876 Daily News 27 Oct.
5/6 When a shell explodes the splinters fly centrifugally
upwards.

CentrLfugate, v. rate. [f. as Centrifugal
+ -ate3: cf. L. vbs. in -ficdre from -funs. Cf.
mod.F.ccntrifuger in same sense.] intr. To move
away from the centre ; to disperse.

187(5 Mrs. Whitney Sights t, Ins. vii. 88 To meet again
at the great focus, before we centrifugated off again upon
our diverse tracks.

Centrifuge, a. and sb. [a. F. centrifuge
centrifugal.] A. adj. = Centrifugal.
1801 Fuseli Led. Art iii. (18481 408 The projectile and

centrifuge qualities of the system.

B. sb. A centrifugal machine ; spec, one for

separating cream from milk by rotary motion.
1887 Pall Mall G. 27 Sept. 2/2 Two of the Danish centri-

fuges, which have a rotary motion equal to 4,000 revolu-
tions a minute. They, .effect an instantaneous partition of
the cream from the milk. 1887 Scot. Leader 29 Sept. 4
His dairymaids are Danish centrifuges.

Centrifugence, -fu-gience. rare. [f. L.
*centrifug-us : cf. benefucntia f. beneficus.]
1847 Emerson Repr. Men i. Uses Gt. Men Wks. (Bohn) I.

285 The centripetence augments the centrifugence. 1870— Sac.
<fr Solit. vi. 120 A hoarding to check the spending

;

a centripetence equal to the centrifugence. 1883 S. Wain-
wright Set, Sophisms vii. 114 As congelation is a property
cf water, or centrifugience of gas.

t Centrifugous, a. Obs. [f. mod.L. centri-

fug-us (see above) + -ous.] = Centrifugal.
1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 77. 3/1 Their Centripetous Mo-

tion, .detracts from their Centrifugous Motion.

t Ce'ntrine. Obs. [a. F. eentrine, ad. Gr.
Kfvrp'ivrjs in same sense.] The Spiny Shark or Ray.
1661 I-ovell Hist. Atiim. f, Min. 233 Flesh .. like that

of a Centrine, the hardest of all fishes, and of evil juyce.
Centrinel, -onel, obs. variants of Sentinel.
a 1593 Marlowe Dido 11. i. 323 These milk-white doves

shall be his centronels. 1598 V'ong Diana 120 The gate .

.

was opened to them out of hand by the Centrinels, who
had notice of that was past and what they shuld do.

Centring, -ering, -reing (se-ntarin), vbl.

sb. [f. Centre v. + -ing '.]

1. The action of the verb Centre
; placing in

the centre, convergence to the centre.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 109 As God in Heav'n Is Center,

yet extends to all, so thou [Earth] Centring receav'st from
all those Orbs, a 173J Atterbury (J.) The visible centring
of all the old prophecies in the person of Christ.

2-3. See Centering.
Ce ntring, -ering, -reing, ///. a. [f. as

prec. + -ing 2.J That centres.

1647 Crashaw Poems 157 All-circling point, all cent'ring
sphere, The world's one, round, eternal year.

Centripetal (sentri-prtal), a. [f. mod.L. cen-
tripct-us (Newton) centre-seeking + -al. With
mod.L. cenlrifugus, centripetus, cf. fsid. XII. viii.

9 ' musca lucipcta, blatta lucifugaest'
; heredipeta,

lucripeta also occur in L. Cf. mod.F. ccntripite,]

1. Tending toward the centre ; the opposite of
centrifugal.

a. Centripetal force: a force which draws or
impels a body toward some point as a centre, and
thus acts as a counterpoise to the centrifugal ten-

dency in circular motion ; for this the name cen-
tripetal tendency is substituted by some.
[1687 Newton Principia Defin. v, Vim conatui illi con-

trariam .. Centripetam appello ] 1709 Taller No. 43 r 7
Thus the Tangential and Centripetal Forces, by their
Counter-struggle, make the Celestial Bodies describe an
exact Ellipsis. 1764 Rhid Inquiry ii. §9 Centripetal force
is put for the cause, which we conceive to be some power
or virtue in the centre or central body. 1841-4 [see Ckn-
trifugal \\ 1868 Lockver Elem. Astron. 306 Were the
centrifugal tendency to cease, the centripetal force would
be uncontrolled, ami the body would fall upon the attract-
ing mass.

D. fig. and transf.
•mi Ken Sion Wks. 1721 IV. 419 They Unwing'd, as

swiftly flew the spacious way, By their centripetal con-
nat'ral Force, To tneir Triune, co-amiable Source, a 1763
Shenstone Ess. 112 Indolence is a kind of centripetal
force. 1870 Gladstone Glean, iv. vi. 202 While centripetal
and centrifugal forces are thus engaged in mortal tug.
2. Applied to machines or parts of mechanism
which employ centripetal action : as centripetal
press, centripetal pump.

1874 Knight Did. Mech., Centripetal pump . . in one
form it is the exact converse of the Barker Mill.

3. Bot. Tending or developing from without
toward the centre. Centripetal inflorescence, that
in which the lowest or outermost flowers blossom
first, as in spikes and umbels; also called indeter-

minate or indefinite.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 184 Compositae . . Inflorescence
a centripetal head of many small flowers. x88o Gray
Struct. Bot. v. 145 The Indefinite or Indeterminate type of
inflorescence has been called Centripetal, because . . the
evolution is seen to proceed from circumference to centre.
1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 536 The acropetal or centripetal
order of succession of the floral leaves.

4. Biol. a. Proceeding from the exterior to the
interior or centre, b. Of nerves : Conveying an
impulse from the periphery to the ' centre' ; afferent.

1836 Todd Cyct. Anat. I. 763/1 The law of centripetal
development. 1855 Owen Skel. 4 Teeth 131 As the centri-
petal calcification proceeds, the caps are converted into
horn-shaped cones. 1877 Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3)
I. 52 The centripetal or sensory nerves.

Centrrpetally, adv. [f. prec. + -ly -.] In
a centripetal manner or direction ; from the ex-

terior towards the interior or centre.

1854 R. Owen in Circ. Sc. (1865) II. 57/2 Ossification .

.

proceeds centripetally. 1881 Pennsylv. Sch. Jrnl. XXX.
86 While the adult may be educated centrifugally, the child
must be educated centripetally. 1884 Bower & Scott De

: Bary's Phaner. 362 The development . . begins at the peri-
phery of the ring, and in general proceeds centripetally.

Centri petence. [f. on L. type *centripeten-

j

lia ; cf. centrifugence. In mod.F. centripetence]

Centripetal motion or action.

1847 I 5** Centrifugence]. 1867 Emerson Lett, Soc.
Aims vii. (18751 179, 1 shall never believe that centrifugence
and centripetence lialance, unless mind heats and meliorates,
as well as the surface and soil of the globe.

Centri'petency. [f as prec. + -ency.] Ten-
dency toward the centre.

1&46 Worcester cites Monthly Rev.
t Centripetous, a. Obs. [f. mod.L. ccnlri-

pcl us see Centripetal) + -ous.] =Centripetal.
1709 [see Centrifugous].

Centrique, obs. form of Centric.

Centrist (scntritt). [a. F. centriite, f. cenlrc

Centre : see -in.] Petit. A member of the

Centre Party (in France).
187a Daily New* 31 July, That weak-kneed congregation

who sit in the middle of the House, and call themselves
'Centrists'. ttS* Pott Mall G. 31Jan.Aclosegamewasthen
being played lietween the Centrists and M. Gambetta.

Centro- vsentro). Stem of L. centrum and Gr.
KivTpov, used as a combining form, with senses 'cen-

tre, central, centrally ' : as Centroacinar a., of or

belonging to thecentre ofan acinus (of the pancreas).

Centroclinal a.(Geol.), see quots. Centrodorsal
a., of or belonging to the centre of the back.
Centroli nead (Geont.), see quots. Centroli neal
a., applied to a series of lines converging to a centre.

Centrosta ltic a. {Med.), 'applied by Hall to the

action of the vis nervosa in the spinal centre ' (Syd.

Soc. Lex.). Centrostomatous a. (Zoo!.), having
the mouth perfectly central, as a star-fish. Centro
symme trical a. (Crystal/.), having Centrosym-
metry, symmetry to a point or centre.

1881 Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 115 The centroacinar cells

of I.angerhaus. 1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. GcoL iv. 83
When strata dip . . to a common centre, they are said to be
centroclinal. 1877 Green Phys. Geol. ix. % 3. 347 They have
a centroclinal dip or form a basin. 1878 tr. Gegenbauer's
Comp. Anat. 318 The centro-dorsal plate. x88o Carpenter
in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. 193 A specimen with a more regular
centrodorsal and pointed muscle-plates. 1814 P. Nicholson
in Trans. Soc. Arts XXXII. 67 An instrument of my in-

vention called a centro-linead, for drawing lines to inacces-
sible vanishing points in perspective. 1878 Stanley Draw-
ing Instr. 169 The centrohnead was invented by Peter
Nicholson, a man ofgreat geometrical ingenuity. 1876 Gur.
ney Crystatlogr. 40 In the Anorthic system . . a holohedral
form can only lie centro-symmetrical. Ibid. 36 The crystal

can only possess symmetry to a point or centre-symmetry.

Centrobaric (sentrobarrik), a. [f. Centro- +
Gr. Pip-os weight + -ic]

1. Of or relating to the centre of gravity, or to

the process of finding it.

Centrobaric method (Math.) : a method of determining the
area of a surface, or the volume of a solid, generated by the
revolution of a line or surface respectively about a fixed
axis, on the principle that the superficies or solid so formed
is equal to the product of the generating line or surface and
the length of the path of its centre of gravity; sometimes
called the theorem 0/Pappus.
1717-51 in Chambers Cycl. s.v. Cenirobaryc Method. 1796

Hutton Math. Did., Centrobaric method.
2. See quot.
1867 Thomson & Tait Nat. Philos. (1883! § 534 If the

action of . . gravity on a rigid body is reducible to a single
force in a line passing always through one point fixed rela-

tively to the body, .that point is called its centre of gravity,
and the body is called a centrobaric body. 1885 Watson &
Burbury Math. The. Electr. 4. Magn. I. 64 A body which
has the same potential at all points outside of itself, as if its

mass were collected at a point O within it, is a centrobaric
body, and O its centre. It follows . . that if a body be centro-

baric, its centre is its centre of inertia.

So Centroba rical a.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Centrobarycal, is what re-

lates to the Center of Gravity. 1768 E. Buys Did. Terms
0/Art, Centrobarical.

Centrode (se-ntr<7»d). Math. [f. Gr.
or L. centrum Centre + Ms path. (The earlier
proposed name was Centroid.)] See quot.)
1878 Clifford Elements 0/Dynamic I. 136. 1882 Min-

chin Unipl. Kinemat. 39 A locus traced out by the succes.
sive positions of an instantaneous centre of pure rotation
has received the special name of a centrode . . We shall
have therefore, in all cases, both a body centrode and
a space centrode. 1884 Athenaeum 15 Sept. 339/2 Instan-
taneous centres and centrodes are not introduced till a late
stage, link work and teeth of wheels being discussed without
their aid.

Centrodo'ntOUS, a. [f. Gr. Kivrpov sharp
point + uSovt- tooth + -ous.] ' Having sharp and
subulate teeth ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Centroid (se-ntroid\ Math. [f. Centre (or

its source) + -om.]
1. = Centrode. [In this sense introduced by

Prof. A. B. \V. Kennedy, 1876, on the analogy of
cycloid and other names of curves, but subsequently
abandoned for centrode]
1876 A. B. W. Kennedy tr. Reuleaux's Theoret. Kine-

mat. 1876 S. Kens.Mus. fatal. No. 563 Sinoidic cams. Car-
dioids. With second disc and centroid. 1884 A thtfiaeum
13 Sept. 339/2 The author erroneously calls the loci of the
instantaneous centre ' centroids ', a term which has become
appropriated in a very different sense. 1886 A. B. W.
Kennedy Mech. 0/Machin. 49 (note).

2. Centre of mass, or of gravity.
1882 Minchin Unipl. Kinemat. 06 To find.. the position

of the Centroid (* centre of gravity 1 of any plane area,

t Centron, sb. Obs. 1 The plant centaury.
1570 Levins Manip. 163 Centron, centaurum.
Centronel : see Centrinel.

Centronote (sentnmant). [a. F. centronote,

ad. mod.L. centrondtus, f. Gr. Kivrpov sharp point,

spine + vurros back.] A genus of fishes (Centro-
notus) having a spur-like prickle pointing forwards
in the back.
1836 Blackw. Mag. XXXIX. 306 The thorny lophoderme

of a centronote or stickleback.

II Centrum se-ntrftn). [L. centrum Centre
of rotation, etc., a. Gr. kIvtoov sharp point, a goad,
a peg, the stationary point of a pair ofcompasses

;

f. same root as Kfvri-uv to prick, goad, stab, etc.]

The Latin word for centre, used technically in

Animal Phys. : The body of a vertebra ; the solid

part to which the arches and processes are attached.
1854 R. Owen in Circ. Sc. (1865) II. 62/2 The centrums

coalesce. 1869 Gillmore Rept. .\ Birds Introd. 5 Free ver-
tebra;, forming a series of separate centrums, deeply cupped
at both ends. 1870 Rolleston Anirn. Life 5 The articu*
late ends of their centra. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man I. i. 29.

t Centry, sb. Obs. [f. Centre ; the ending is

not explained.]

1. Centre, middle, midst.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. 5 This country is scituate as
it were in the centric, or midst of others. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, v. ii. 11 This foule Swine Is now euen in the
Centry of this Isle.

2. The centre or centering of a bridge.

1651 Jer. Taylor Serm. (1678) 143 Pleasure is but like

centries or wooden Frames, set under Arches, till they be
strong by their own weight and consolidation to stand alone.

m 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. I. 342 Centries . . put under
the arches of a bridge, to remain no longer than until the
latter arc consolidated.

t Centry, a. Her. Also sentry, [a. F. centre'

centred.]
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. Bivb, A Cootarmure . . sentry

of (lyuerse colowris.

Centry, obs. form of Sentry, Centaury.
Centuary, obs. var. Centaury.
Centum. [I..] A hundred : see Cent.

II Centu mvir. Pom. Antiq. pi. Centu m-
virl. [I., centum hundred, viri men.] (In //.)

A body of judges appointed by the prcetor

to decide common causes among the Roman
people. They were elected out of the thirty-five

tribes, three from each tribe, which made the

number one hundred and five, though for the sake

of conciseness called 'the Hundred Men', which
name they retained even when increased under the

emperors to 180.
1601 B. Jonson Poetaster (T.) Thou art one of the centum-

viri, old boy, art not?

Centumviral (sento mviral), a. [f. L. cen-

tumvirdl-is, f. prec. : see -al.] Of or pertaining

to the ccntumviri.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais ill. xxxix, That Centumviral

Court. i8ji Lockhart I'alerius I. v. 7s The appearance

he had made the day before in the Centumviral Court. 1880

Muirhead tr. Gains iv. § 15 note.

Centumvirate (sento-mvirA). [f. on L. type

*centumvirdt-us (cf. triumvirdtus), f. centumvir :

see above, and -ate 1.] .

1. The office of the Roman centumviri, or the

body of these collectively.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Centumvirate, among the Ro-
mans, a court of one hundred magistrates or judges. 1765
C. Smart Phaedrus ill. ix. ( Bohn) 503 Th' accusers take the

woman straight, And drag to the centumvirate.
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2. gen. A body of 100 men.
1761 Sterne Tr. Sltandy III. xx, Finding food and rai-

ment all that term for a centumvirate of the profession.

Centuplation . [n. of action f. Centuple :

see -ATION.] Multiplication a hundred-fold.

1641 W. Gascoigne in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) I. 47

The decuplation, or, if need be, centuplation of the bars.

Centuple (se'ntrwp'l), a. [a. F. centuple, ad.

L. centup-lus, in late use for centuplex, f. centum

hundred*-flic- fold. Cf. double, treble, quadruple]

A hundred-fold.
1609 B. ToNSON SiL Worn. XL i, It were a vengeance cen-

tuple. 1639 Massinger Unnat. Combat. 1. i, I wish his

strength were centuple. 1674 Petty Disc. Royal Soc. 109

Of Centuple value. 1829 Carlvle Misc. (1857) II. 10 To
more than centuple that sum. 1844 Eml.rson Ess. Ser. n.

i. (1876) 12 The quadruple, or the centuple, or much more
manifold meaning, of every sensuous fact.

Centuple (Wntiwp'I), v. [a. F. centuplc-r, or f.

on L. type *centuptdre= centuplicdre on analogy of

quatlrupldre, f. centupl-us : see prec] trans. To
multiply or increase a hundredfold. Hence Cen-

tupled ppl. a.

1607 Chapman Bussy D'A/ub. Plays (1873I II. 27 And shall

your royall bountie Centuple. 1614 in Spurgeon Treas.

Dav. Ps. exxvi. 5 All,that you have lost shall be centupled

to you. 1636 G. Sandys Paraphr. Ps. lxix, Behold, and
centuple their joyes. a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith, (1690) 3 The
same Land being built upon may centuple the Rent. 1812

Examiner 19 Oct. 666/1 Which . . would more than cen-

tuple the ministerial majority. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,

Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 72 Every stroke of the steam-piston

. . doubles, quadruples, centuples the Duke's capital.

Centuplicate (senti/7-pIik^t), a. and sb. [ad.

L. centuplicat-us, -Utn pa. pple. : see next.]

Hundred-fold. (Cf. duplicate a. and sb.)

1835 Tail's Mag. II. 579 He received his richly-adorned

ass-skin copy, with . . a big patent centuplicate lock. 1882

Sat. Rev. LIII. 585 Ready for telegraphic transmission in

centuplicate.

Centuplicate, ^- U- centuplicdt- ppl.

stem of centuplicdre, f. centuplic- (centuplex) a

hundred fold : see above.] = Centuple v. Hence,

Centu plicated ppl. a.

c 1645 Howell Lett. iv. ii, I performed the civilities

you enjoyn'd me to your frends here, who return you the

like centuplicated.. 1654 Cokaine Dianea 11. 135 Their

kisses were centuplicated. 1768 E. Buys Diet. Terms of
Arty Centuplicated, made an Hundredfold.

Centu plica'tion. [n. of action, f. L. centu-

plicdre] Multiplication a hundred fold.

1881 Blackmore Christowell in Get. Words May 291 When
a man is in a hurry, .every little thing that can converge to

a confluence of tangles turns its whole vitality to that cen-

tuplication [printed centumplication].

t Ce'ntuply, V. Obs. rare. [ad. L. centupli-

cd-re,on analogy ofmultiply, etc.] — Centuplicate.
i6zz Fletcher Sp. Curate r. ii, Though my wants Were

centuplied upon myself, I could be patient.

Centu'ply, adv. [f. Centuple a. + -ly 2
.] A

hundred-fold.
1876 Browning Pacchiarotto 99 Like the gem Centuply-

angled o'er a diadem.

t Ce'nture, ce*nter. Obs. [ad. It. Centura,

or F. ceinlure.] A waist-belt, girdle, or Cincture.

1595 Shaks. John iv. in. 155 Now happy he, whose cloake

and center can Hold out this tempest f 1624 A. Darcie
Birth Heresies xii. 51 The Stole, Ephod, Zone, or Centure.

Centurial (sentiu^'rial), a. [ad. L. centuridl-is,

f. centuria : see Century and -AL.]

1. Of or pertaining to a century (senses 1,2).
1610 Healey St. Aug. City of God 81 The kings being

casheered out of Rome by the great Centuriall Parliament.

1656 J. Harrington Oceana (1700) 185 The Suffrage in the

Centurial Assemblys. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863)

II. in. ii. 42 Legionary or centurial tablets and other Roman
inscriptions. 1880 A thctwum n Dec. 781.

2. Of or pertaining to a century or hundred years.

1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 71 Quadrangles mossy with
centurial associations. 1877 Bp. S. Butcher Eccl. Calendar
xxx. 36 In any two consecutive centurial years, the 1st of
January in the one year will be 6 week-days apart from
January 1 in the other.

tCenturian. Obs. [f. on L. type *ceutu-

ridn-us, f. centuria century: see -an.] a. An
officer appointed over each hundred, b. (?) A
hundred (a division of a county").

1641 in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) V. 47 Those earls . . divided
them [each county] into centurians or hundreds ; and in

every hundred was appointed a centurian or constable.

TI See also Centurion.

+ Centu'riate, a. Obs. [ad. L. centuridt-us

pa. pple. of centurid-re : see next.] In centuriate

assemblies, translating L. comitia centuriata, a
meeting in which all the Roman people voted by
centuries (see Century 2).

1600 Holland Livy vi. xli. 247 In the Centuriate assem-
blies holden by degrees, and Curiat-meetings by the wardes
and parishes.

t Centuriate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. centuridt-

ppl. stem of centurid-re, to divide into centuries,

f. centuria Century.] * To divide into bands of
hundreds' (Bailey 1721).

Centuriator (sentiuo-ri^tai). [a. L. cen-

turidtor, n. of action f. centuridre to Centuriate.]

//. (usually Centuriators ofMagdeburg) : A name

given to a number of Protestant divines who in the

16th c. compiled a Church History in thirteen

volumes, each volume embracing a century. For-

merly called Centurists.
1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 11. iii, The innumerable

errors in the matter which have been observed by the cen-

turiators of Magdeburg. 1706 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. i6thC.

II. v. 93 He particularly answers the Objections of the

Centuriators. 1883 Pall Mall G. 1 Sept. 1/2 The pains-

taking criticism of the Magdeburg Centuriators.

Centurie, obs. f. Sanctuary, Century.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. ii. Prime Officers § 17 Sanctu-

arium, or the Centurie, wherein Debtours taking refuge

from their Creditours. .lived, .in all security.

Centuried (seutiurid), a. [f. Century + -ed^.]

Established for centuries ; centuries old.

1820 Byron Proph. Dante 111. 62 This centuried eclipse of

woe. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 226 Its centuried roots

gave way.

t Ce*nturine. Obs. [ad. It. centurino 'a little

girdle or waist band ' (Florio), dim. of Centura

belt, girdle :—L. cinctura Cincture.] A waist-belt

formerly worn.
1731 Cibber Love's Last Shift 11, The Cravat string, the

Garter, the Sword-knot, the Centurine, Bardash..the long

Sleeve, the Plume, and full Peruke, were all created . . by me.

Centurion (sentifwrion). Also 4 -ioun, -ien,

-yone, centorioun, 6 centurian. [a. F. centu-

rion (1 2th c. in Littre) or ad. L. ccnturio, -onem,

f. centuria Century. The L. ccnturio is found

unchanged in the Wycliffite versions, and other

works of I3th-i5th c]
1. The commander of a century in the Roman

army.
c 1275 Passion our Lord in O. E. Misc. 485 pet iseyh een-

turio pat per bisydes stod. 138Z WvcueAets xxi. 32 Kny^tis

takun to, and centuiiouns [1388 centuriens]. c 1400 Apol.

Loll. 2 Corneli eenturio, ?et vncristund, is clensid wip be

Hooli Goost. c 1440 Gcsta Rom. IviiL 241 (Harl. MS.) The
Emperoure. .seide to his eenturio, bat he shulde feche that

knyjt. 1525 Tindale Matt. viii. 5 marg. note. Whom I

call sometime a centurion, but for the most part a hunder-

captain. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. iii. 47 The Centurions .
. to

be on foot at an houres warning. 1838 43 Arnold Hist.

Rome I. xiii. 223 To seize and execute every centurion whose
century had fled.

2. trans/. Any officer in command of 100 men.
1382 Wyclif Deut. i. 15, I haue ordeynd hem princes, and

tribunes, and centuriouns, and quynquagenaryes, and denes.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. \. 11. (Arb.) 72 He sent forth

dyuers other Centurians with their hundrethes. c 1730 Burt
Lett. N.Scotl.{\%\%)\\.-2\ One of the centurions, or captains

of a hundred is said to strip his other tenants of their best

plaids wherewith to clothe his soldiers.

t Centurist. Obs. [ad. L. centuria + -ist.]

^Centuriator.
1636 Unbistiop. Timothy <y Tit. 15 Making the Succession

of Bishops, .as questionable as the Centurists orders. 1652

Sparke Prim. Devot. (1663) 81 The centurists acknowledge

this gesture the most ancient. 1686 Catholic Reprcsenter

11. 87 These Fathers are rejected by the Centurists.

Century (sentiuri). Also 6-7 -ie. [a. F.

centurie or ad. L. centuria, an assemblage or di-

vision of one hundred things, a company of 100

men, one of the 193 orders into which Servius

Tullius divided the Roman people.]

1. Rom. Hist. A division of the Roman army,

constituting half of a maniple, and probably con-

sisting originally of 100 men ; but in historical

times the number appears to have varied according

to the size and subdivision of the legion.

1533 Bellenden Livy 1. (1822) 24 The first centurie of thir

horsmen war namit Ramnenses. 1600 Holland Livy 1.

xiii. XI Three centuries of gentlemen or knights. 1607

Shaks. Cor. 1. vii. 3 If I do send, dispatch Those Centuries

to our ayd. 1613 T. Godwin Exp. Rom. Antiq. (1658) 257
Every cohors containing 3 maniples, every maniple two
centuries, every century an hundred soldiers. 1838-43

Arnold Hist. Rome I. i. 25 The thirty centuries which
made up the legion. 1850 Merivale Rom. Emp. II. xv. 199

The whole body of the legionaries, century by century,

b. transf. Any body of 100 men or soldiers.

1612-5 Hall Contempt. O. T. xix. i, As many centuries of

Syrians, as Israel had single souldiers. 1839 De Quincey
Casuistry Wks. VIII. 267 Forty-two centuries of armed
men . . firing from windows, must have made prodigious

havoc.

2. Hist. One of the 193 political divisions of the

Roman people instituted by Servius Tullius, by

which they voted in the comitia centuriata.

1604 Edmonds Observ. Cxsar's Comm. u. 3 The people be-

ing deuided first into their Tribes, and then into their classes

and centuries. 1631 Heywood Loudon's Jus. Hon. Ded.,

Censors, .set a rate vpon euery mans estate, registring their

names, and placing them in a fit century. 1830 Merivale
Rom. Emp. (1865) IV. xxxii. 4 Assembled in their centuries,

the Roman citizens appointed to all the higher magistracies

of the republic.

transf. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. {1852) I. 647 None could

ever fail in distinguishing the classes [the good and the

wicked], however they might mistake in the particular cen-

turies under each.

3. A group of a hundred tilings; a hundred, arch.

1598 J. Dickenson Greene hi Cone. (1878) 104 A Centurie of

sowltyring passions. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 391 When with

wild wood-leaues and weeds I ha' strew'd his graue And on

it said a Century of prayers. 1672 Manley Cowel's Interpr.

Pref., Some Centuries of words therein totally omitted.

1737-40 H. Carey {titled The Musical Century in One

Hundred English Ballads. 1855 Browning One Word
More, Rafael made a century of sonnets. 1867 Boyd Oakiv.
Old in, Printing centuries of copies, In the usual pamphlet-
form.

b. A hundred ' points ' in the score of a game.
1884 York Herald 23 Aug. 7/6 At 4.15 the third century

was reached, Pullen having made exactly half the number.
1884 St. James's Gaz. 29 May 5/2 Mr. W. G. Grace and
Barnes each scored upwards of a century in the same
innings.

4. A period of 100 years; originally expressed

in full a ' century of years \
1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629) 109 In as few

centTtries of yeeres after the floud. c 1645 Howell Lett.

(1650) II. 6 About the latter end of the last century of
yeers. 1662 Stilungfl. Orig. Sacr. ill. iv. § 9 By that pro-

portion . . it would amount to many thousands within a
Century, a 1691 Boyle (J.), Though our joys, after some
centuries of years, may seem to have grown older. 1727
A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. I. Introd. 19 One intire

Century would be too short a Time to learn them all. 1849-50
Alison Hist. Europe I. i. § 71. 115 Not years, but centuries

must elapse during the apprenticeship to liberty.

5. Each of the successive periods of 100 years,

reckoning from a received chronological epoch,

esp. from the assumed date of the birth of Christ

:

thus the hundred years from that date to the year

a.d. 100 were the first century of the Christian

Era; those from 1801 to 1900 inclusive are the

nineteenth century.
a 1638 Mede Wks. 11. i.(R.) Through everyone of the first

three centuries. 1649 S. Clark Alarrcnv Eccl. Hist. Ep.

Chr. Rdr., Here [the Learned, etc.] shall see in what Cen-
turies, Ages and Places the famousest Lights of the Church
. .have flourished. 1771 Junius' Lett. liv. 284 The rebellion

in the last century. 1780 Harris Philol. Enq. (1841) 471

Soon after the end of the sixth century, Latin ceased to be

spoken at Rome. 1846 Knight Pass. Working Life I. § 1.

18 The learned had settled, after a vast deal of popular con-

troversy, that the century had its beginning on the 1st of

January, 1801, and not on the 1st of January, 1S00. 1852

Tennyson Ode Wellington 142 Thro' the centuries let a

people's voice. .Attest their great commander's claim. 1872

Morley Voltaire (1886) 4 Voltaire may stand for the name
of the Renaissance of the eighteenth century.

f 6. A 'hundred ', as a division of a county, rare.

1611 Speed Thcat. Gt. Brit. ii. 3/2 Elfred .. ordained

Centuries, which they terme Hundreds.

t 7. A hundred in numeration ; one of the figures

expressing ' the hundreds \ Obs.

1773 Horsley in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 299 Collect the cor-

rections for the units, decades, and centuries of fathom in

the approximate height.

8. pi. The Church History of the Centukiatoks
of Magdeburg, divided into centuries.

1606 Earl Northampton in True <y Perf. Relation

Vviijb, The iudgement of the Centuries in this circum-

stance concerning Childericke.

9. Comb, as century-plant, the Agave or

American Aloe; century-writer ^-Centukiatok ;

century-clock, century-circled adj.

1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629) 202 In euery age
inclinations of doctrine are wel obserued by the century-

writers. 1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. in. iv. 79 The
Centurie-wrUers make out of Dionysius. .his Epistle, .that

the Custome of the Church of Alexandria, .was, etc. 1684

Baxter Cath. Communion 36 Noted Divines and Century
Writers. 18.. Whittier Ship-builders iii, The century-

circled oak. 1870 Emerson Soc. $ Sol. xii. 255 Not know
that the century-clock had struck seventy instead of twenty.

1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. J93/2 The great gray-blue swords

of the century-plant.

Hence centuryism, as in nineteenth-centuryism,

a characteristic of the 19th century.

1882 Athenmtm No. 2836. 277 The vapid eighteenth cen-

turyisms of Le Bailly.

Century, obs. van of Sentry.
1649 Lane. Tracts Civil Wars 222 Walk to the Deans-

gate, and from thence to the other Centuries, using his best

encouragements to prop up their hearts. 1759 Robertson
Hist. Scotl. 1. 11. 87 Having placed Centuries at door of the

Cardinals apartment.

Century, obs. form of Centaury.
Ceny. Obs. [ad. F. signe, Sign.] = Sign.

1 1440 Promp. Parv. 66 Ceny, or tokyn, signum. Ibid.

Ceny, or tokyn of an in or ostrye, texera.

Cenyth, obs. form of Zenith.

Ceol, the OE. original of Keel, q.v.

Ceorl (kve^rl, tje^rl), the OE. original ofChurl ;

often retained by historical writers, to avoid the

associations of the later form : An Old English

freeman of the lowest class, opposed on one side

to a thane or nobleman, on the other to the ser-

vile clfisses.

a 1000 La-MS ofEtk. vii. 21 (Thorpe I. 334) We witan 3ast

burh Codes gyfe, bral wearb to begene, and ceorl wearb to

eorle. 1611 Speed Thcat. Gt. Brit. ii. (16141 4/1 Ceorle or

Churle of their yeomanly condition. 1650 Elderfield

Tytlics 85 Every ceorle or husbandman. 1735-8 Boling-

broke Parties 193 The Ceorles were Freemen to all In-

tents and Purposes. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. I. App. i. 95 If

the person killed be a clown or ceorle. 1867 Freeman Norm.

Cm:], (ed. 3> I. iii. 97 The ceorl was . . sinking into the vil-

lain. 1875 Brycf. Holy Ram. Emp. viii. 132 In England

all who did not become thanes were classed as ceorls.

Cepaxeous, C8e-, a. 1 Obs. [f. L. csepa, cepa,

onion ; see -aceous.] Of the nature of an onion.

1657 Tomlinson Kenan's Disp. 305 Scilla is csepacious.

Cephalalgic (sefalee-ldgik), a. (sb.) [f. next

+ -ic.l
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A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or affected with

head ache. B. sb. A medicine for head-ache.
1717 Swift Gulliver m. vL 216 Administer to each of

them, .cephalalgia. In mod. Diets.)

Cephalalgy (se falxld^i). Forms : 6 oepha-
large, 7 -alge, \ 8 -algie, 8-9 -algy. Also

7- cephalalgia, [ad. L. cephalalgia, a. Or.
Ht(pa\a\yia (found also as cephalargia, tc((pa\apyia),

f. K(ipa\ii head + -0X710 pain, ache, f. d\yot pain ;

cf. F. cephalalgie. Now usually, as a medical
term, in L. form.] Head-ache.
i£47 Boorde Brev. Health lxviii. 29 Cephalarge or an

universal peyne in the head. 1607 ToreELL FourJ. Beasts
61 He is troubled with a Cephalalgie ; that is, a pain in his

head. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 75 Spasms, Con-
j

vulsions, Cephalalgia^. 1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. IVks.
Voc.

,
Cephalalge,

_
the head-ach. 1822 New Monthly

Mag. V. 1 10 Dividing their discourses into heads . . which
always afflicts me with a Cephalalgy. 1878 Habershon i

Vis. Abdomen 5 In indigestion, we find cephalalgia.

||
Cephala-nthium. Bot. [mod.L., f. Gr. nt-

<pa\jj + dvSos flower.] 'Name by L. C. Richard
for the compound flower of Linnaus, the head or

I

capitulum of modern botanists ' [Syd. So*:. Lex.).
1880 Gray Bot. Te.rt.bh. 401 Cephalanthium. . A synonym

of Anthodium.
Hence Cephala nthous, a. Bot. having flowers

united in heads, as in the Composite.
Cephala rtic, a., [? shortened from Ckfhalo-

cathaKTIC.] 'Having power to purge or clear

the head 1

[15yd. Soc. Lex.).

II Cephala'spis. Paltxont. [mod.L., f. Gr.

nfipa\i) + diriris shield, buckler.] A genus of fossil

ganoid fishes found in the Old Red Sandstone,

having a large buckler-shaped plate attached to

the head : also called buckler-heads.
1842 H. Miller O. R. Satutst. vii. ted. 21 161 The Cephal-

aspis is one of the most curious ichthyolites of the system.

Hence Cephala spean, Cephalaspi dean aiijs.

1854 H. Miller Sck. q Schm. xxiv. 11857* 527 The Cepha-
laspean genera, too. -greatly puzzled me. 187a W. Svmonds
Rec. Rochs vi. 202 The little Cephalaspidean fish.

Cephalate (se-faUt). Zool. [f. Gr. KopaX-i]

+ -ate -. Cf. F. cepha/c adj.] A mollusc having
a distinct head, or belonging to the Encephalous
division \Cephalata).
186s Dana Man. Ceol. 155 The ordinary Mollusks are

usually divided into. .The Cephalates, having a head.

Cephaleonomancy, improp. form for Cepha-
lo noma ncy. [f. Cephalo- + Gr. ovo-s ass

+

fiaviua divination.] - Cephalomancy (in Ceph-
alo-) : see quot.
i65*Gaule Magastrom. 165 Cephaleonomancy, [pretend-

ing to divine] by broyling of an Asses head. 1807 Socthev
Espriella's Lett. (1814) III. 28 Cephaleonomancy, or the
art of divination by an ass's head, is a species of art magic
which still flourishes in England.

Cephalic (sffae'lik), a. (sb.) [a. F. cephalique,

ad. L. cephalicus, a. Gr. *{</xiAi/ros belonging to

the head, f. KdpaKii head.]

1. Of or pertaining to the head, situated in the

head ; of the nature of a head.

a. Phys. and Biol.
Cephalic artery : the common carotid artery on either

side. Cephalic ganglia : the anterior ganglia of the nerv-
ous chord in Arthropoda and Mollusca, answering to the
brain of higher animals. Cephalic index : a number indi-

cating the ratio of the transverse to the longitudinal dia-
j

meter of the skull. Cephalic-median (or median cephalic)
vein :

' the outer . . division of the median vein which joins
\

with the radial vein to form the cephalic vein ' \Syd. Soc.
Lex.). Cephalic vein : the principal vein of the arm, so 1

called because the opening of this vein was anciently sup- I

posed to relieve disorders of the head.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physickc 1/2 The Cepha-
lick vayne on the hande, behinde the thunibc. 1681 tr. rVillis
Rem. Med. Wks. Voc., Cephalic arterie consists of two
branches which, springing out of the great artery, ascend up
into the head. 1766 G. Canning Anti-Lucretius v. 401
Order reigns in each cephalick cell. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat.
I. 763/1 Each pair is a counterpart of .. every other pair,
without even excepting the cephalic ganglion. 185a Dana
Crust. 1. 34 There is sometimes a cephalic segment. 1866
Huxley Preh. Rem. Caithn. 83 The cephalic index. 1871
Darwin Dese. Man I. x. 370 A single cephalic horn. 1871 w.
R.Greg Enigmas ii. 85/10/*, Barren marriages, .so frequent
among persons of preponderatingly cephalic temperaments. I

b. in general sense. (Chiefly humorous.)
1650 Itci.wER Anthropomet. 1.(1653)2 The first Cepha-

lique Fashion-mongers . . so called, because there were
found many Macrocephali, that is, such Long Heads, as no
other Nation had the like. 1837 Syd. Smith Let. Singleton,
The objection of certain cephalic animalcula to the use of
small-tooth combs. 1844 G S. Faber Eight Dissert. (1845)
I I. 382 The Cephalic Teraphim ofthe Rabbins. 111845 Barham
Ingot. Leg. (1876) 370 Spinning away on his cephalic pivot.

2. Curing or relieving disorders of the head.
1656 Ridgley Pract. Physic 169 With Cephalick powders.

1707 Farqchar Beaux' Strat. ill. i, Shall I send to your
Mother, Child, for a little of her Cephalick Plaister to put to
the Soals of your Feet ! 1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem.
(1796) I. 270 The plants . . are odoriferous, cephalic, and re-
solvent. 1813 Mar. Edgeworth Patron. L xx. 351 He
ordered some cephalic siuiff to be administered.

B. sb. 1. A cephalic remedy.
1656 Ridgley Pract. Physic 56 Conserve of Roses . . min-

gled with hot Cephalicks. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 117
11 is a gentle cephalic and diaphoretic.

2. Short for cephalic snuff.
1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 182 Take a pinch of cephalic

from the little agate box. 1834 Beckj-ord Italy II. 165 A
pinch of her best cephalic.

t Cephalical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
j= prec., in various senses.

1599. A - M. tr. Cabelhoncr's Bk. Physickc 54/1 Phle-
botomize also the Cephalicalle vayne. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz'
Surg, iil vi. 234 The medicine must be Cephalical.

Hence Cepha lically adv., in relation to the head.
1852 Dana Crust. 11. 1412 Number of annuli cephalically

absorbed, 1874 — Tcxt-Bk. Geol. 342 Improvement ill the
. .organs of the head, that is, cephalically.

Cephalrstie, a. rare. [f. Gr. «*<paA.ij + -ist +
-10.1 Pertaining to the head. Improper synonym
of Cephalic.
18.. I. Taylor (in Ogilvie) A cranium, the cephalistic

head-quarters of sensation.

II Cephalitis (sefabi tis). Med. [f. Gr. K«pa\i]

+ -ins.] ' Inflammation of the brain and its

membranes ; all inflammatory conditions of the
central nervons system ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).
181 1 Hooter

_
Med. Diet. 1888 F. Vachet Infanticide

j

4 Deaths, .ascribed to convulsions, cephalitis, meningitis.

Cephalization (se fabiz^ jsn,. Biol. [f. as
j

if from a vb. *cephalize (f. Gr. Kt<pa\i] + -ize) +
-ATioN : cf. specialization.'] A term introduced
by Dana to express the degree to which the head is

developed and dominates ov er the rest of the body.
1864 Q. 7ml. Sc. I. 523 Mr. James D. Dana has con-

tinued the publication of his memoir on the classification of
animals, based on the principle of Cephalization. 1880
Libr. Univ. h'ncnvl. III. 632 Degrees of cephalization may
be illustrated by the subdivisions of the mammalia.

So Ce phalized a., organized with a head, having
the head developed.
1861 Dana Man. Geol. 596 Cephalized species.

Cephalo-(sefalo), combining formofGr./fjcpaAr;

head, used as the first element in many technical
words

:

a. in combinations, such as ce phalo-bra n
chiate a. [see Branchiate], having gills opon the
head ; ce phalo-catha'rtic a., 'purging the head

'

(Syd. Soc. /.ex.)
;
cep halo-extractor, an instru-

ment for extracting a fcetus by the head ; ce phalo-
htvmeral a. [see Humeral], name of a muscle in

the horse and other animals, analogous to the cleido-

masloid part of the stemo-cleido-mastoid in man ;

ce phalo-o rbital a. [see Orbital], see quot.

;

ce phalo-phary ngeal a. [see Pharyngeal], re-

lating to the head and pharynx ; ce phalo-
rhachi dian a. [Gr. /5ax ,s spine], belonging to
the head and the spine, cerebro-spinal ; ce phalo-
spi rial a. , bad synonym of prec.

b. in derivative formations, as Ce phalocele
[see Cele], a tumour in the head. Ce-phalo-
graph [dr. -ypcupos writer], an instrument by
which the contour of the head may be reproduced
on paper. Cephalo graphy [Gr. -y/xupta writ-

ing], a description of the head. Ce phalohse-
mo'meter [Gr. atpa blood -t- ptrpov measure], an
instrument for measuring variations of blood-pres-
sure in the head. Cephalo logy, ' a treatise on the
head' {Syd. Soc. Lex.), t Ce phaloma ncy [Gr.
ciafTt/a divination], divination by means of a head
(see quot.\ Ce phaloiuant [Gr. uoVtis diviner],

a professor of cephalomancy. Cephalo meter
[Gr. ikitpov measure], 'an instrument formerly
used for ascertaining the size of the foetal head
during parturition

;
also, an instrument used in

the measurement of the different angles of the
skull' {Syd. Soc. Lex.). Cephalophorous a.

I

[Gr. -d>opos bearing], having a distinct head,
J

applied to the Cephalatcs among molluscs. Ce-
phalo pterous ii. [Gr. mipov wing], having a

\

winged or feathered head. Ce phalosta t [Gr.
iTTOToi standing], a head-rest ; an instrument for fix-

ing the head during an o;>eration. Cephalo stegite
[Gr. ariynv to cover closely + -ite], ' the anterior

division of the large calcified dorsal shield of
rodophthalmia ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Ce phalota xus
[L. taxus yew], Bot., a genus of Conifers, called

I

Cluster-Jlowercd Yew, natives of N.China and
j

Japan. Co phaloto me [Gr. toiios adj., cutting], 1

'an instrument for cutting or breaking down the
head of the fcetus in the operation of embryotomy '

l Syd. Soc. Lex.). Cephalo tomist [see -ist], one
skilled in cephalotomy. Cephalo tomy [Gr. -to-

pua sb., cutting], the dissection of the head
; also,

the operation mentioned under ccphalotomc. Ce -

phalotra ctor, a term for the midwifery forceps.

Ce'phalotri be [(Jr. Tflfitm to rub, bruise], an in-

strument used in cephalotripsy. Ce'phalotri pay
[Gr. rptyts rubbing, bruising], the operation of I

crushing the head of the fcetus with a cephalo-
tribe, in cases of difficult delivery.

1871 W. A. Hammond Dis. Nerv. Syst. 56 Experiments

with the 'cephalo-hamiometer. 1881 Mivart Cat 137 The
origin of the 'cephalo-humeraL a 1693 Urqlhart Rabelais
111. xxv, "Cephalomancy, often practised amongst the High
Germans in their boiling of an Asses Head upon burn-
ing Coals. i860 R eade Eighth CoMttiattdm. 202 The
"cephalomant is he who opposes a priori reasoning, or mere
assumption, to direct evidence, present or accessible. 1878
Hartley tr. Topinard's AtUhrop. 11. iii. 206 A special
*cephalometer. Ibid. 11. ii. 332 The sum of the volume
of both orbits thus obtained he compares with the cere-
bral capacity. This is the *cephalo-orbital index. 1839-
47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 945/3 This aponeurosis, named
*cephalo-pharyngeal. Ibid. V. 106/1 The 'cephaJorachidian
fluid. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 91 The anterior portion
of the carapace is called the 'cephalostegite. x9A^Har/wr's
Mag-. Apr. 726/2 A *cephalotaj£us—a yew-tike Japanese
plant- with very light foliage. 1869 Eng. Stech. 19 Mar.
577/2 A *cephalotomist and neurologist. 1836 9 ToddOv/.
Anat. II. 332/2 The necessity of performing "cephalotomy.
i860 Churchill Midwifery 366 M. Baudeloque junr. has
invented an instrument which he calls a ' *cephalotribe
1876 Leishman Midwifery xxxii, *Cephalotripsy.

Cephaloid (se-faloid), a. [a. Gr. tc€<pa\ouMis

head-shaped : see -olD.] Shaped like a head ; 'in
Bot, having the appearance of a capitulum
1847 in Craig.

Cephalopod (se-fal%7d). [prob. a. mod.F.
i cphalopodc, -is, ad. mod.L. cephalopoda : see next.]
An animal of the class Cephahpotla.
18*6 Kirby & Si-ence Entomol.K\%-2&\ IV. xlv. 243 The

Cephalopods have no smell. 1835 6 Todd Cycl. Anat.
I. 5*9/a Cephalopods resembling theNautilus. 1881 Modern
Rev. IL No. 5. 45 The habits of a cephalopod.

II Cephalopoda sefalp-p^da), sb. pi. Zool.

[mod.L., f. Gr. tcctpaXf/ head + wow (#o5-) foot.

For the sing, cephalopod or cephalopodan is used.]
The most highly organized class of Mollusca,

characterized by a distinct head with 1 arms 1

or

;

tentacles attached to it ;
comprising Cuttle-fishes,

the Nautilus, etc., and numerous fossil species.
180a Med. jml VIII. 372 The cuttlefish, one of the

I

cephalopoda. 1851 Richardson Geol. viii. 330 The Cepha-
lopoda have . . their locomotive organs arranged round the
head, in the form of eight or more arms or tentacula.

Hence Cephalo podal, Ce phalopo die adjs* =
! next.

;
Cephalo podan a., in same sense ; sb. —

Cephalopod.
1885 A. Stewart Twixt Ben Nevis <y Gt. Ui. 25 Arrived at

the years of Cephalopoda! discretion. 1854 Hvxley in
I
Woodward Mollusca (1856) 447 It takes on the cephalopodic
form. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. xiv. (1873) 390 The cepha-
lopodic character.

Cephalopodous (sefalp p^das), a. [f. prec.+
-OUBJ Belonging to the Cephalopoda

;
pertaining

I

to or characteristic of a cephalopod.
1833 Black*. Mag. XXXIV. 393. 1877 Huxley Anat.

j

Inv. Am. viii. 528 '1 he apparent resemblances between the

j

cephalodous and the vertebrate eye.

Cephalot, -ote se-faVt, -<?ut). Chew, [in F.
cephalote, f. Gr. Kf*paXrj head.] ' A name applied
by Couerbe to a yellow elastic fatty substance,
insoluble in alcohol, but soluble in ether, which
he obtained from the brain

1

(Watts Diet. CAem.).

Cephalothorax (se faWboe-neks). ZooL [f.

Gr. *c<paA.i7 head + Thorax ; see quot. 1835.]
The anterior division of the body, consisting of

the coalesced head and thorax, in certain Arack-
nida and Crustacea (as common spiders and crabs .

1835 Kiroy Hob. <\ Inst. Anon. The head and trunk ..

forming together what he [Latreille] names a cephalothorax.
1861 J. Bi.ackwali. HUL Spiders I. Introd. 1 Spiders, with
few exceptions, have a cephalo-thorax. 1880 Huxley Cray-
Fish 19 The fore part is termed the Cephalothorax.

Hence Ce phalothora cic a.

1851 Richardson Geol. viii. 260 The Kiug-Crabs . . have
the body covered with a large tephalo-thoracic shield. 1859
Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 299/1 The cephalo-thoracic division.

Cephalous se-falas), a. [f. Gr. KttpaX-Ti head
+ -ous.] ^ Cephalatk.
1874 Carpenter Ment. Phys. \. ii. (1879* 49 In the Cephal-

ous Mollusks, we always find a pair of ganglia situated in

l lit- head.

"t Ce'phen. Oh, [a. Gr. Ktuprjv drone-bee.] A
drone- bee.
[1601 Holland I'tiny I. 318 The Drones at the beginning

l>e termed Sirenes or Cephenes.) 1609 C. Uutler Few.
Mon. 1. < 1623) C iij, They will, .call out trie Drones, yea and
mill out the Cephens that are shut vp in the cells. 1657 S.

Purchas Pol. Flyiug-tns. 21 They lay their Cephen-seeds
in a wide comb by themselves.

Ceprvorous, a. mtttw wd* [f. L. cepa onion +

-vor-us devouring + -ous.] Feeding on onions.

1864 Webster cites Sterling for ccpevoroits.

CepOtaph lf*p#taf). rare. [ad. Gr. Krjirora-

tptoVy f. kijwos garden + ra*po% tomb.] ,See quot.)

1846 C. Maitlani> Ch. in Catacombs iii. 67 The word ce-

potaph is derived from tHe Greek Kiproro^ioi', a tomb in a
garden. As the cinerary urns occupied but little space, .the

ashes of the dead were generally deposited in the garden
or courtyard of the house.

t Ce'pOUS, Obs. [f. L. cmpOj ccpa onion +
-ous.] Like an onion ; bulbous.
1657 Tomunson Renous Disp. 265 Its root is cepous,

crass and white.

t Ce*ptionable, a. Obs. rare- Shortened
form of Exceptionable.
1703 Eng. Theophrast. 23 Judges in their own case, being

suspected of Partiality, are therefore ceptionablc.
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Cepture, -tyr, obs. forms of Scei'tre.

Ceraceous (sft^Jas), a. [f. L. cera wax +

-aceous.] Of the nature of wax, waxy.

1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 389 Ceraceous injections.

i70 De Serra in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 502 An aggre-

gate of solid parts, of a ceraceous appearance.

Ceraginous, a. p f. next.]

1657 Tomlinson Renoiis Disp. 407 Pliny mentions another

sort . . which he refers to ceraginous honey.

Cerago ,sne'-go). [f. L. cera wax.] Bee-bread.

1839 in Crabb ; also in later Diets.

Cerain (sI«T<|in). Chan. [f. L. cera wax + -in.J

« A name applied by Bondet and Boissenot to the

portion of beeswax which is sparingly soluble in

alcohol, and, according to their statement, is not

saponified by potash. It appears to be chiefly

impure myricin ' (Watts Diet. Chem.).

Ceral (»I»T*1), a. [f. (in sense i) Cebe, or

(in sense 2) L. cer-a + -al.]

1. Pertaining to the Ceke of a bird's bill.

1874 Coues Birds N.-W. 605 Ceral longer than the ungual

portion of the bill.

'

2. Relating to wax.
1883 S. Wainwright Set Sophisms ix. 181 Had Mr. Dar-

win fived two thousand years ago, his ceral experiments

might have furnished a target for the shafts of Aristophanes.

Cerame -an, a. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. Ktpautvs a

potter + -an.] Of or pertaining to a potter.

1783 Burney in Parrs IVks. (18281 VII. 386, I praised

Potter's Ode exceedingly, even when I had been stark mad
at his pompous, saucy, ceramean criticisms.

Ceramic (sfra;-mik), a. (si.) Also keramic
;

[ad. Gr. KtpauiKos of or for pottery, KipapuKji

(t«x>";) the potter's art, pottery, f. Ktpauos potter's

earth, pottery. Cf. F. cJramiftu.]

1. Of or pertaining to pottery, esp. as an art.

[Not in Craig 1847.] 1850 J. Marryat Pottery f, Pore.

Introd., The Plastic or Keramic {,</. 1868 Ceramic] Art.

1863 Thorn-bury Turner I. 245 About 1775 Mr. Wedgwood
. .began to introduce high art into ceramic manufacture.

1879 Academy 38 Imitations of ancient ceramic work.

2. As sb. in The ceramic art, the art of

making pottery.

1839 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 30 Writers on ceramics.

1870 Academy 38 {Article) Hjoccat Ceramics.

Ceramist (se'ramist\ Also keramist. [f.

Cekam-ic + -1ST.] One skilled in making pottery ;

a ceramic artist.

1855 tr. Labarte's A rts Mid. Ages viii. 287 The Kera-

mists of Pesaro. 1865 E. Meteyaro Wcdgloood I. 63

The Italian ceramists. 1875 Fortnum Maiolica xi. 109 An
accomplished ceramist of Urbania.

f Ceramite. Obs. [a. F. ceramite (Cotgr.), in

both senses, ad. Gr. KtpapuTis, f. Ktpap.os (see above).]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Ceramite, a precious stone of the

colour of Tyle. a 1693 Ukouhart Rabelais 111. v, A kind of

Potters Earth, which is called Ceramite.

CeramO'graphy. [f. Gr. Ktpafios + -ypaipia

writing : see -gbaphv.] The historical descrip-

tion of pottery.

1853 C. T. Newton £ss. Archieol. 53 Ceraniography pre-

sents to the student of art another and special interest.

Cerargyrite (sira-idsirait). Min. [improperly I

f. Gr. Ktpas (K(paT-) hom + dpyvpos silver + -1TE.]

Native chloride of silver, horn silver.

1868 Dana Min. 115 Ceratargyrite, the proper derivative,

being contracted to cerargyrite.

Cerasin (se'rasin). Chem. [f. L. cerasus cherry-

tree + -in.] The insoluble portion of the gum
|

which exudes from the cherry, and other trees.

1838 T.Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 677 Probably arabin :

was originally in the same state with cerasin. 1854 Bal-

four Boi. 29.

t Ce-rasine. Min. Obs.

185a C. Shepard Min. 441 An old name for both mendipite

and phosgenite, which were formerly not separated.

Ce'rasite. Min. Another form of Cerasine.

1844 Dana Min. 275.

t Cerast(e. 06s. [a. F. ceraste (Cotgr.), ad.

L. cerastes, a. Gr. KtpdoTj)si\ = next.

157a Bossewell Armorie 11. 62 b, O. beareth sable, a

ceraste nowey d'Argent. This is an horned Serpente, as

Isidore saithe. 1608 Topseli. Serpents 732 Cerasts and

lean Haemorrbs are ever lame.

li Cerastes (sftwstfc). Zool. [L. cerastes, a.

Gr. KtpduTrjs horned, a horned serpent, f. Ktpas

horn.] A genus of venomous serpents found in

Africa and some parts of Asia, having a projecting

scale or ' hom ' above each eye ; the horned viper.

Early and poetic uses are drawn vaguely from

Pliny, and other ancient writers, who probably

meant a species of the same genus.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xxxi. 794 Cerastes is

an hornid serpent. 1591 Sylvester Die Bartas I. vi. (1641)

51/1 TV horned Cerastes, th' Alexandrian Skink. 1625 K.

Long tr. Barclay's Argents 1. Hi. 10 Like the new-horn'd
Cerastes, violent. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 525 Cerastes

hornd, Hydrus, and Ellops drear, a 17H Ken Hymnoth.
Wks. 1721 III. 20 As horn'd Cerastes wont to . . watch for

Mischief in a beaten Road. 1814 Cary Dante's Irif. IX. 42
Adders and cerastes crept Instead of hair, and their fierce

temples bound. 1863 Wood Nat. Hist. iii. 107 The true

Cerastes or Horned Viper is a native of Northern Africa.

Cerate (4*T|l). MeJ. Also 7 cerat. [ad. L.

(ercltum cerate, neut. pa. pplc. of cerdre to cover

with wax, which seems to have in use varied with

ccrotum, a. Gr. KrjpaiTuv cerate, neut. of Kijparros

waxed, covered with wax, f. Knpovv to cover with

wax. Cf. F. cerat (in Cotgr.), in 16th c. cerot.]

A kind of stiff ointment composed of wax to-

gether with lard or oil and other ingredients.

1543 Traueron Vigo's Ckirurt, VUl. 199 The description

of Oyntments, Cerates, Playsters, etc. 1658 Rowland
Moufct's Thcat. Ins. 916 It [wax] is also the ground of all

Cerats and Plaisters. 1810 Henry Elem. Chem. (1840) II.

294 Fixed oils unite with wax, and form, .cerates.

Cerated, a. [f. L. cerdt-us waxed (see prec.)

+ -ED.] ' Waxed, covered with wax' (J.).

1730-6 in Bailey ; thence in Johnson and later Diets.

t Ce'ratine, a. Obs.-" [ad. 1.. ceratina, or Gr.

M/mrfop 'the fallacy called the Hobns, thus

stated in Diog. L. VII. 187, ti ti ovk airi$a\ts,

toOto «xf's' Ktpara Si ovk aviHaXts' xipara dpa

ex«'s', If you have not cast a thing (away), you

have it : but you have not cast horns ; therefore

you have horns.]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Ceratine, as ceratine arguments,

sophistical and intricate arguments. 1678-96 Phillips,

Ceratine, Horny, as Ceratine Arguments, Horny and subtile

Arguments. 17:1-1800 Bailey (from Blount).

CeratinOUS iszrartinas), a. [f. Gr. Ktpanvos

of horn, horny (f. Ktpas horn) + -ous.] Of horny

structure or nature.

1881 Athcnxum 18 June 818/1 The existence of ceratinous

material in the skeleton.

t Ceration. Obs. [ad. med.L. ccrdlion-em, in

F. ceration, noun of action f. L. cerdre to smear

with wax, to wax.] ' Alchemical term for the

action of covering anythingwith wax, or of softening

a hard substance . . not capable of being liquefied
;

also, the fixation of mercury' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1610 B. Jonson Ale/l. II. v, Name the vexations, and the

martyrizations of mettalls in the worke. . Putrefaction, Solu-

tion, Ablution. .Calcination, Ceration, and Fixation. 1678

R. R[ussell]C7<A'(- 11. I. 4. xviii. 139 Ceration is the mollifi-

cation of an hard Thing not fusible unto Liquefaction. 1721-

1800 Bailey, Ceration, among Chymists, the making of a

Substance fit to be dissolved, or melted. 1727-51 Chambers
Cycl., Ceration, in chymistry, the operation of waxing.

Ceratite (se-ratait). [f. Gr. Ktpas, Ktpar- horn

+ -ite.] A fossil Cephalopod, with a discoidal shell

having lobed sutures, with the lobes oviculated.

1847 Ansted Anc. IVorld vii. 119 Among the cuttle-fish.

.

there is a curious example, .known as the Ceratite.

II
Ceratinm (sir^i-Jicm). Hot. [L. ceratium =

siliqua, a. Gr. Ktparwv carob-bean, lit. little horn,

dim. of Ktpas horn : the application is modem.]

A long slender one-celled many-seeded superior

fruit, shaped like a siliqua, but having placenta;

alternate with the lobes of the stigma.

1880 Gray Bot. Te.rt.li-. 402 Ceratium, a siliquiform cap-

sule, such as that ofCorydalis, Cleome, etc.

t Cerative, a. Obs. [f. L. cerdt- ppl. stem of

cerdre to wax : see -rVB.] That causes ceration.

Also as sb. a cerative substance.

1650 Ashmole Ckym. Collect. 51 Oil it self, the cerative of

all Elements. 1678 R. R[ussell1 tr. Geber iv. xxiii. 269

Our other Philosophical Cerative Water.
(

CeratO- (se'rato), combining form of Gr. Ktpas,

Ktpar- horn, used chiefly to denote relation to a

cornu or horn, as of the hyoid bone, or to the

cornea ; as in Cerato-branchial (-brai ijkial), a.

Anat. [Gr. Ppayxta gills], epithet of one of the

main portions of permanent branchial cartilage

in fishes and Amphibia ; where there are only two

segments the lower is the cerato-branchial. Ce-

ratocele (-si\), Pathol. [Gr. /ojXr; tumour, rup-

ture], a hernia of the cornea of the eye. Cerato-

glossal (-glj)'sal), a. Anal. [Gr. yKSiaaa tongue],

pertaining to the eerato-glossus muscle. Cerato-

glossns (-glp'sws), 'that part of the hyoglossus

muscle which arises from the cornu of the hyoid

bone ' [Syd. Soc. Lex.). Cerato-hyal (-haral), a.

[see Hyoid], the part of the hyoid arch in mam-
mals below the styloid process. Cerato-hyoid

(-hai'oid), a., epithet of a bundle of muscular

fibres (see quot.). Ceratophyllous, a. [Gr. <pvK-

\ov leaf], horn -leaved; having simple, linear,

subulate leaves. Ceratophyte (-fait), Zool. [Gr.

epvrov plant ; cf. zoophyte'], a kind of coral polyp,

the internal axis of which has the appearance of

wood or horn. Ceratoplasty (-pla^sti), Med.

[Gr. 7rAdo
-

ereii' to form, mould], 'the artificial

restoration of the cornea '. Ce'ratostome (-sto'im),

Bot. [Gr. o-To/ta mouth], ' a perithecium with an

elongated and firm-walled neck '. Ce ratotome

(-t9"m), [Gr. -To/ios cutting], 'a knife for dividing

the cornea ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1849-52. Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1144/2 Each arch .
.consists

j
of a short inferior piece . . surmounted by a long, curved

piece, the cerato-branchial. 1880 Glnther J'ishes 58 The

I next much longer one, the ceratobranchial. 1849-52 Todd

Cycl. Anat. IV. 1 150/2, 1 would suggest the name of Cerato-

glossal for it. Ibid. 1 133/1 The cerato-glossus arising from

the greater comua. Ibid. 1144A Tw° lonS and stout cylin-

drical pieces, the cerato-hyals. 1854 R. Owen in Cm. Sc.

I

(c. 1 165) II. 52/1 The ceratohyal part of the haeniapophysis.

1849 52 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1 150/2 Aceralo-hyoid passing

from the posterior comua to the uro-hyal.

Ce'rature. ' Obs. [ad. L. ceratura a waxing,

f. cerdre to wax.] The application of a cerate.

1730-6 Bailey, Ceraiure, a dressing.

Ceraunics (sfirjuiks), sb. pi. rare. [f. (jr.

Ktpavvus thunderbolt + -ICS : see -It.] That branch

of physics which treats of heat and electricity.

In mod. Diets.

tCeraunite (s/rg'nait). Obs. [ad. Gr. Ktpav-

vItijs (XlSos), f. Ktpavvus thunderbolt.] 'Thunder-

I stone ' : applied by some early mineralogists to

a meteorite or to meteoric iron
;
by others to be-

lemnites, and to flint arrow-heads of prehistoric

times viewed as ' thunder-bolts '.

1814 T. Allan Min. Nomcn. 10 Ceraunite (used as a sy-

nonym of meteoric iron or stone 1
. 1822 P. Cleveland Min.

260 Ceraunite, or thunderstone often belongs to jasper.

CeraunOSCOpe (s/rJ'nJskJup). [ad. Gr. Kt-

pavvoo-Kontiov a machine for producing stage-

thunder.] An apparatus used by the ancients in

their mysteries to imitate thunder and lightning.

1827 Moore Epicurean (1830) 220 note, Imitations of the

noise of earthquake and thunder, .by means of the Ceraun-

OSCOpe, and other such contrivances.

||
Cerbas. Obs. A supposed tree of vast cir-

cumference, formerly rumoured to grow in the

West Indies.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. I. 1 16411 86/1 Yet envying

all the massie Cerbas fame, Sith fifty pases can but clasp

the same. 1623 Cockeram hi, Cerbas, an Indean tree

fifteene fathom about.

Cerberean saibl<>
-

rian), a. Improp. -ian. [L.
1 Cerbere-us, f. Cerberus.] Of, pertaining to, or

1

resembling Cerberus. So Cerberic.
1628 M. Laymon Syon's Plea 24 Such Cerberean Porters;

as shut the gates upon Christs Friends, and Entertain his

foes. 1667 Milton /'. L. 11. 655 A cry of Hell Hounds
never ceasing bark'd With wide Cerberean mouths. 1731

Swift Cassinns f, P., But hark, The loud Cerberian triple

bark. 1787 Mad. D'Arblay Diary U842I III. 410 By no

means so much disconcerted as by a similar Cerbc'ric detec-

tion. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. x. (1870) 90 Cerberean

whelps of feud and slander.

Cerberus (sauber#s). [Lat., a. Gr. lUpPtpos.]

In Greek and Latin mythology the proper name
of the watch-dog which guarded the entrance of

1 the infernal regions, represented as having three

heads. Used allusively, esp. in phrase, to give a
' sop to Cerberus (so as to stop his mouths for the

! moment: cf. slineid vi. 417).
c 1386 Chaucer Menkes T. 112 He drow out Cerberus, the

hound of hclle. 1513 Douglas .-Ends VI. vi. 69 Cerberus,

the hidduus bund . .Quham til the prophetes. .A sop stepit

intill hunny..gan cast. 1632 Milton L'Allegro 2 Melan-

choly, of Cerberus and blackest Midnight born. 1640 Sin

E. Dering Sp. on Rclig. 14 Dec. v. 14 A threefold Chinuera,
'

a monster to our Lawes, a Cerberus to our Religion. 1695

Congreve Lcn-e/or L. 1. iv. 17 If I can give that Cerberus

a sop, I shall be at rest for one Day. 1773 Foote Nabob I,

There is but one way of managing here : I must give the

I Cerberus a sop, I suppose. 1825 Hor. Smith Gaitics A>

Grav., I will throw down a napoleon, as a sop to Cerberus,

b. altrib.

1807 W. Irving Sttfntag. (1824) 6 We keep more than a

Cerberus Watch over the golden rules of female delicacy.

II Cercaria (sarke^Tia). Zool. [mod.L., f. Gr.

KtpKos tail.] A kind of trematode worm or fluke

in its second larval stage, shaped like a tadpole,

found as a parasite in the bodies of molluscs.

Pormerly supposed to be a genus of Infusoria.

1841-71 T. R. Jones A Him. Kingd. 159 In these yellow

worms, which are about 2 lines long . . the Cercaria;, which

are the larva; of the actual Flukes, are developed. 1877

Huxley Anat. lnv. Ann. iv. 204 The Cercaria has a long

tail with lateral membranous expansions.

Hence Cercarial, Cercarian, Cerca riform

adjs.

1876 Beneden AHim. Parasites 45 This trematode passes

its cercarial life freely in thesea. 1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat.

II. 113/2 The Cercarian tribe. 1869 Nicholson Zool. xxiv.

1 1880) 237 In many cases the larva; are ' cercariiform ' or

'tailed'. 1877 Huxley Anat. Im. An. iv. 205 Having

undergone no Cercarian metamorphosis. /bid. xii. 675 1 he

Trematoda, with their cercariform larvae.

Cerce, obs. f. Seabce to sift.

tCerceauS. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. cerctau-s :—

L. circellus, dim. of circus, circulus anything bent

into a ring or arch, a hoop.] A hoop.

1340 Ayeub. 159 Hi went ayen ase deb be cerceaus.

HCercelle. Obs. [OF. cercelle (mod.*, sar-

celle), med.L. cercella :-L. e/uen/uedula.] The

teal duck. ......
1387 Trevisa Higden I. 371 Seynt Cohnan his briddes .

.

beeb i-cleped cercelles [Higden cercella;] and comeb home-

liche to manis honde.

Cercle, obs. form of Circle.

Cercomonad (saakump-nad). Zool. [ad. mod.L.

cercomoncts, f. Gr. KtpKos tail + uovas : see Monad.]

An infusorial entozoon of the genus Cercomonas.

1861 Hulme tr. Moonin-Tandon IL VU. 407 The Cerco-

monads are extremely active.

II
Cercopithecus (saukopijirkps). Zool. [L.

cercopithecus, a. Gr. KtpKom6r\Kos a long-tailed

I
monkey, f. xipxos tail + ntffrjKos ape.] A genus
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of long-tailed monkeys found in Africa, having
cheek-pouches, and callosities on the buttocks.

Hence Cercopithe coid a., akin to this genus.
157a Bossewell Artnorie 11. 48 Twoo Apes Cercopetikes

comhattante. 1883 New York Nation 29 Mar. 281/1 A cer-

copithecoid monkey.
Cerd. Cf. Caird, L. cerdo.

1885 M^Chie Sketches <$ Stud. 30 The family furnished

cerds or artificers to the monastery.

Cere (ita)* sb. Ornith. Also 5, 7, 9 sere, 9
sear. [a. F. cire wax, cere :—L. cera wax ; also

in med.L. in this sense.]

The naked wax -like membrane at the base of the

beak in certain birds, in which the nostrils are

pierced. It is supposed to be an organ of touch.
\c 1230 Fridericls II, De Falconibus 11. (DuCangei, Pars

ilia corii. .ubi sunt nares, quam vocamus ceram.] i486 At.
St. A /bans A viij a, The skynne abowt your hawkys leggts

& her fete is callyd the Serys of her leg^is & here fete.

1610 Guillim Heraldry 111. xx. (1660) 2231'he Yollow be-
tween the Beak and the Eys [of a Hawk] is called the
Sere. 1767 G. White Selborne g Sept., With regard to the
falco . . its cere and feet were yellow. 185a Burton Fal-
conry Indus viii. 76 A splendid goshawk . . with . . bright
yellow sear. 1875 Blake Zool. 98 The nostrils are placed
at the anterior margin of the cere.

Cere (
si<u), v. Forms ; 5-7 sere, 6 ceare,

ceere, (cerre), 6-7 sear, 7 seare, 4- cere. [a.

F. ctrer:—L. cerdre to wax, f. ccra wax.]

+ 1. trans. To smear or cover with wax, to wax.
C 1489 Caxton Sonucs o/Aymon vii. 173 Mawgys. -tokc a

threde of sylke and cered it well. 1580 Hollyhand Treas.
Fr. Tong, Bougier, to ceare veluet, or any silk cloth. 1601

Holland Pliny 1 1. 425 If the vessclls be sered with wax,

2. a. To wrap in a cerecloth, f b. To anoint

with spices, etc.; also (app.} to embalm {obs.).

1 1465 Eng. Chron. (18561 21 He leet close and sere him in

lynne cloth alle save the visage. 1404 Fabvan 160 V* corps
. . to be seryd and enoynted with ryche and precyous
bawmys. 1555 Fardle Facions 1. v. 78 Then do thei ceare
it [the bodye] ouer with mirrhe and cinamome. 1557 K.
Art/ittr(\V. Copland) v. viii, Ceere them in thre score folde

of ceered cloth. ( 1580 J. Hooker SirP. Carew in Arcluxol.

XXVIII. 144 His body beingeunbowelled and throughtlye
scared, he was then chested. 1608 Tourneur Rcz: Trag.
1. ii, The bowel'd Corps May be seard in. 1790 Pennant
Tour Scott. III. 284 The body, -was embalmed, cered and
wrapped in lead-

fc. To shut up (a corpse in a coffin; ; to seal

up (in lead, or the like). Obs.

1525 Ln. Berners Froiss. II. ccxxvi[xxiij. 706 His body
v ,1 cnbaumed and seared in lead and couered.

d- fig-
i6iiShaks-Qmw. i.i. 116 Seare vp my embracenients from

a next, With bonds of death. 18x8 Shklley Juliatt \
Mad. 437 Let the silent year* be closed and cered over their

memory.
Cere, obs. form of Sere.

Cereal (8l*rf|tt), a. and sb. [ad. L. Cercdlis

pertaining to Ceres, the goddess of agriculture

:

cf. mod.F. cereale.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to corn or edible grain.

1818 I'll 1
: '.1 Import. Colon. Corn 20 Wheat . . is, of

all the cereal seeds, the oest adapted to the making of bread.

1853 G- Johnston Nat. /list. E. Bord. I. 19 The sylvan and
cereal grounds of Blanerne. 1871 Oliver Elcm. Bot. II. 276
Com-producing or Cereal Grasses, called Cereals.

B. sb. (usually in //. ; also in Lat. form cerealia.)

A name given to those plants of the order

Graminacese or grasses which are cultivated for

their seed as human food
; commonly comprised

under the name corn or grain. (Sometimes ex-

tended to cultivated leguminous plants.)

183a Vqt. Subst. hood 10 The chief corn-plants, orcerealia,

are wheat, rye, barley, oats, millet, rire, and maize. 1868
Darwin Anim. ,y PI. I. ix. 318 The slow and gradual im-
provement of our cereals. 187s Baker Nile Tribut. iv. 54
The cultivation of this cereal.

1i Used to render L. Cerealia, ancient Roman
games in honour of Ceres.
1600 Holland Livy xxx. xxxix. 768 The Dictatour and

Generall . . exhibited the games called Cereales . . to the
honour of Ceres.

Hence Cerea'Uan, Cerea lie adjs. ; Ce realism
;after vegelarianism).

1849 Thoreau Week Concord Rh'. 235 These cerealian

blossoms expanded. 1881 Academy 1 Oct. 252 A vast

cerealic and frugiferous region. 1888 G. J. Hoi.voake in

Co-operative Netvs 14 Apr. 33J The progress which vege-
tarianism, or rather cerealism, is making everywhere.

Cerealin (si»Tialin). Chem. [mod. f. prec. +
-IN.] A nitrogenous substance found in bran,

closely resembling diastase.

1861 Times 26 Oct. 6/5 The internal coat of the whealen
grain, .is an infinitely more important alimentary substance
than its mere bulk would indicate . . This substance, which
has !>cen named by the discoverer [M. Mi-ge Mouries] 'ce-
realinc ', has a most powerful solvent action in the presence
of warmth and moisture in gluten and starch. 1883 Knmo.
ledge 10 Aug. 03/2 Cerealin shares with some of the other
albuminoids this peculiar property [sweetness 1

.

T Cerealious, a. Obs. - Cereal a.

a 168a Sir T. Browne Tracts (i68*>) 16 Any edulious or
cerealious Grains.

tCerebel. Obs. Phys. Also -ell. [ad. L. ccrebel
htm (cf. OF. cervel, F, cerveau).] m Cerebellum.
1611 Burton Anal. Mel. 11. i. 11. iv, The Cerebell or little

braine and marrowe of the back-bonc. 1713 Deriiam /'liys.

Theol. (1727) 320 The Base of the Brain and Cerebell. 1819

H. Busk Tea 28 Whose unctuous fumes by sovereign power
dispel All other vapours from the cerebel. 1836 A. Walker
Beauty in Worn. 158 The thinking organs, namely, the or-
gans of sense, cerebrum and cerebel.

Cerebellar (serebelai), a. Phys. [f. next +
-AR.] Of or pertaining to the cerebellum.
1831 R. Knox Cloqnci's Anat. 752 The inferior cerebellar

veins. 1855 Bain Senses <y Int. 11. iv. § u The other move-
ments maybe cerebellar.

So Cerebe llic a.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anal. I. 279/1 The cerebellic promin-
ence.

II Cerebellum (ser/be lum). Phys. [L. cere-

bellum, dim. of cerebrum brain ; in ancient Lat.
used only in sense 'small brain', and in Romanic
substituted for the lost primitive cerebrum : cf. It.

cervello, Cat. cervell, Pr. cervel, OF. cervel mod.F.
cerveau, also (from pi. cerebelld), OF. cerve/e,

mod.F. cervelle, brain. But the media;val trans-

lators of Galen and Aristotle used cerebellum to

render the lraptyieftpaXts , as distinguished from the
iyttiipaKov or cerebrum. For this sense the Ro-
manic langs. have formed a secondary dim. F.
cervelet, It. cervellelto.

Galen, frcpt avar. iweytp. (Kiinn 714) has oiricrtW 5* Aeyciv
(YKcaWAoR ij iy<panoe r] traptyittjtdXUa cUa^e'pu ov£eV, which
the Old Latin trans!, renders 'posterius cerebrum, vocesne
cerebellum,Encranium, vel parencephalidcm, nihil interest '.]

The little or hinder brain ; the mass of nervous
matter forming the posterior part of the brain,

situated behind and below the cerebrum, and above
the medulla oblongata, and divided, like the cere-

brum, into two 'hemispheres', one on each side.

>5*S] Hall Anal. in. i, The fourth [ventricle] is behynde,
in an other lyttle brayne called also in Latyne by diminu-

|

tion Cerebellum, and of the Grecians Parencephalis. 1615

j

Crooke Body 0/Man 432 The Cerebellum that is, the backe-
ward or after-braine, 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 302 His placing
the Spirits to serve to voluntary actions in the Cerebrum,
and those that serve Involuntary in the Cerel>e!ium, is a
noble and useful discovery. 1778 A neUom. Dial. ii. (17851

57 Wounds in the Cerebellum . . are mortal. 1855 Bain
Senses «y Int. 1. ii. $ 18 The cerebellum is looked upon as
the centre of the higher order of combined actions.

Cerebral (se rfbral;, a. (and sb.) [a. F. cere-

bral, f. on L. type *cerebrdlis, f. cerebrum : see -al.]

1. Pertaining or relating to the brain, or to the
cerebrum ; of the nature of or analogous to a
brain, e.g. a cerebral ganglion. Cerebral hemi-
spheres : the two great divisions of the cerebrum.
Cerebral nerves : the twelve pairs of nerve-trunks
which arise from the brain.
1816 W. Lawrence Comp. Anat. soo (L.) If the nobler at-

tributes of man reside in the cerebral hemispheres. 1858
O. W. Holmes Ant. Break/. T. xii. 116 Written under cere-
bral excitement. 1871 W. A. Hammond Vis. Nervous Syst.

33 Cerebral congestion. Ibid. 74 Cerebral haemorrhage. 1875
Lvell Princ. Ceol. II. in. xlili. 491 Man's superior cerebral
development.

2. Cerebral letters : a name given by some to

a class of consonants recognized in .Sanskrit and
other Indian languages, developed from the dentals
by retracting the tongue and applying its tip to

the palate. Also as sb.

1805 Colebrook Cram. Sanskr. Lang. 24 A dental conso-
nant. .being contiguous to a cerebral, or followinginot pre-

ceding) t^is changed to the corresponding cerebral. 1857

Monier Williams Sanskr. Gram. i. 9 The. .cerebrals should
be . . produced by turning back the tip of the tongue towards
the palate, or top of the head (cerebrum). 1879 Whitney
Sanskr. Cram, j} 45 Lingual series. .They are called by the
grammarians mtirdhanya

l
literally 'head sounds, capitals,

cephalics'; which term ts in many Kuro]>ean grammars
rendered by ' cerebrals '.

Hence Ce rebralism, the theory that mental
ojierations arise from the action of the brain

;

Ce rebralist, one who holds this theory. Ce re-
bralization, a making a consonant 'cerebral'

(cf. labialization, palatalization).
1881 N. Potter in Trans. Victoria Inst. XIV. 63 Bain's

gross physiological cerebralism,

t Cerebrand. Obs. Corruption of Sarahand.
1677 E. Ravenscrokt Wrangling Lov. <N.) The song

ended, a cerebrand is dane'd.

Cerebrate ;serrbrc't), sb. Chem. A salt of

ccrebric acid.

1871 J. H. Bennett Text-bk. Physiol, in. 494 We have
now Cerebrate of Soda mixed with phosphate of lime, etc.

Ce'rebrate, v. rare. [app. f. next.] To per-

form by 'cerebration;' to subject to brain-action

(esp. unconscious or mechanical".
1874 Content?. Kev. XXIV. 205 To say that a man cere-

brates a thing more quickly than he could calculate it.

Cerebration (lewbr/i-jao). [f. L. ttnhmm
brain + -ation.] Hrain-actton. First used by Dr.
\V. B. Carpenter in the phrase unconscious cere-

bration, to express that action of the brain which,
though unaccompanied by consciousness, produces
results which might have been produced by
thought.
1853 Cari-knter Phys. ted. 4) §819 It is difficult to find

an appropriate term for this class of operations. .The desig-
nation unconscious cerebration is l>erhaps less objectionable
than any other. 1866 Ahgvi.i. Reign Law vi. (1871) 282
There are philosophers who ap|>ear to think., that thought

I is in some measure explained when it is called Cerebration.
1869 Daily News 15 July, An example of what physiolo-
gists call reflex cerebration.

Hence Cerebra tional a.

1874 Contemp. Rev. 206 The cerebrational assumption.

Cerebxic (sere brik), a. [f. L. cerebrum + -ic]
Pertaining to the brain

; esp. in Cerebric acid
{Chem.), a fatty acid obtained from the brain.
'839-47.Toup Cycl. Anat. III. 587/2 Cerebric acid, when

purified, is white, and is in the form of crystalline grains.
1883 American VI. 410 The English naturalists defined
identity as a cerebric habit.

Cerebriform (sere brif^jm), a. [f. L. cerebntm
' + -FORM : cf. F. cert'bri/ormeJ] Resembling the
brain in form or texture ; encephaloid.
1834 J. Forbes Laennecs Dis. Chest 365 Their penetration

;
of the cerebriform matter. 1846 Dana Zooph. 11848) 616
The cerebriform hemispherical surface.

Cerebri fugal, a. [f. as prec. + L. -fug-us flee-

ing + -al.] An epithet of nerve-fibres which ran
from the brain to the spinal cord, and convey
cerebral impulses outward.
So Cerebri petal a., epithet of the nerve fibres

which run in the opposite direction, and convey
sensations from the outer parts to the brain.
1879 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Cerebrin .se-rrtirin;. Chem. Also -ine. [f.

as piec. + -in.] A name that has been applied to
several substances obtained from brain

; esp. a
light white hygroscopic powder, obtained by the
action of baryta and heat on brain-tissue. (Sec
Watts Chem. Diet., and Syd. Soc. Lex.)
1830 R. Knox BVclartfs Anat. 332 M. Chevrcul has found

in the blood a characteristic ingredient of the nervous sub-
I stance, which is named cerebnne. 1878 Kim.zett Anim.
[
Chem. 267 Kuhn gave to one of the principles of the brain
the name of cerebnne.

II Cerebritis (serfbrai-tis). Path. [f. L. cere-

brum + -ins.] Inflammation of the substance of
the brain.

1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 717. 1878 A. Hamil-
ton Nerv. Dis. 105 During a cerebritis . . a number of serious
muscular distortions of a permanent character may ensue.

Cerebro- .se rfbrc), combining form of L. cere-

bntm brain ; as in cerebro-ca rdiac a., relating

to the brain and heart
;
cerebro-ocular, relating

to the brain and the eye
;
cerebro-thoracic, re-

lating to the brain and thorax
; cerebro-visceral,

relating to the brain and viscera. Also Cerebro-
spinal, b. Also used to form several hybrid
derivatives, of which the second element is Greek ;

as Cerebrolog-y (-p-lod^i), [see -logy], nonce-wd.,
the science or discussion of brains. Cerebro-
meter (•fmJtM), [see -meter], an instrument for

recording cerebral pulsations. Cerebropathy
i-fpiibi), [Or. -taBua suffering], 'the series of
hypochrondriacal and other symptoms of like

nature accompanying overwork of the brain

'

[Syd. Soc. Lex.). Cere broscope (-sk<?up), nonce-

wd., after horoscope ,sce quot.). Cerebro'scopy

( p'skopi), [Gr. -oKovia examination, f. oxonuy to

look, examine], the use of the ophthalmoscope
to determine the state of the retina and deduce the
condition of the brain. (Syd. Soc. Lex.)
1881 Set. American XLV. No. 3. 36 Ccrebrology of

criminals. 1875 H. Wood Therap. (1879) 278 By means of
a ccrebromcter set into the skull of the dog. 1849-52
Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1459/2 The cerebro-ocular conges-
tion. 1838 Blackio. Mag. XLIII. 658 A material ingredient
in casting the cercbroscope. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 206/2
The [first] ganglion, .may be termed cerebro-thoracic. 1831
Youait Horse xiii. (1847) 287 The cerebro-visceral nerve.

Cerebroid (scrfbroid), a. [f. L. cerebr-um +
-OLD.] Resembling or akin to brain ; brainlike.

1854 Woodward Mollusca 11. 182 The labial nerve, which
comes from the front margin of the cerebroid. 1870 Rol-
leston Anim. I.i/e 53 A . . Cord is seen to connect the
cerebroid mass with the. .ganglion.

Cerebrol (sc'r/'brfl). Chem. [a. mod.F. cM-
brol, f. L. cerebrum brain.] ' An oily reddish sub-

stance . . obtained by Couerbe from brain ' ( W atts

Diet. Chem.). 1871 [see Cerebrot].

CerebrO'Se, a. rare. [ad. I,, cerebrosus head-

strong, passionate, f. cerebrum brain.] ' Brain-

sick, mad-brained, wilful, stubborn' (Bailey 1727).
Hence t Cerebro sity.

a 1586 Sidney Wanst. Play Wks. (1674) 622 (D.) Till I

have endoctrinated your plumbeous ccrebrosities. 1647 8
Wood Life (1848) 36 To admit . . a nicer frog of Helicon to
croak the cataracts of his pluml>eous cerebrosity before

your sagacious ingenuities. 1656 Hevlin Extraiteus
Vap. 38.

Cerebro-spinal(se'ri'bn?pspsrnal),(7. [f. Cere-
bri)- (see above) + §P1NAL.] Relating to the

brain and spinal cord.
Cerebrospinala-t is : the brain and spinal cord as together

constituting the central or main part of the cerebrospinal
system, the chief of the two great nerve-systems of verte-
brates. Cerebrospinal fluid I a serous fluid occupying
the space between the arachnoid membrane and pia mater.
1826 Kirby & Sr. Enlomol. (1828) IV. xxxvii. 4 In the

cerebro-spinal the nervous tree may lie said to be double.
1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 723/2 1 he cerebro-spinal axis.

1866 Huxley Phys. xi. (1869) 283 The nervous apparatus
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consists of two sets of nerves and nerve-centres. .These are

the cerebro-spinal system and the sympathetic system.

Cerebrot, -Ote (se-rfbr^t, -0"t). Chem. [a.

mod.F. ce'rebrole, f. L. cerebrum brain, after ccpha-

lole.] 'Brain-fat': 'a substance containing sulphur

and phosphorus, which Couerbe obtained by treat-

ing the deposit which separates the alcoholic and

ethereal extracts of the brain with ether. Accord-

ing to Fremy it is merely a mixture of cerebric acid

with small quantities of cerebrate of potassium and

brain-albumin ' (Watts). Cf. Cefhalot.
1839-47 Todd Cycl. Altai. III. 643/1 Tne following consti-

tuents [of the brain] are enumerated . . 3. cholesterim ; 4.

cerebrote. 1845 G. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 188

The brain-fat, denominated cerebrot by Couerbe. 1872

J. H. Bennett Text-bk. Physiol. 111. 495 Other substances

have been found in Brain, termed cerebrin, cerebrol, and
cerebrote, but it is probable they are one and the same
substance.

II Cerebrum (e'rfbnifm). Anat. [L. cerebrum

brain.] The brain proper; the convoluted mass

of nervous matter forming the anterior, and, in the

higher vertebrates, largest part of the brain ; in

man it overlaps all the rest and fills nearly the

whole cavity of the skull.

1615 Cbooke Body ofMan 475 It filleth almost the whole
Scull ; and this is properly called Cerebrum or the Braine.

1718 Prior Alma III. 155 Surprise my readers, whilst I tell

'em Of cerebrum and Cerebellum. 1855 H. Spencer Princ.

Psychol. (1872) I. 62 note. The cerebrum is generally re-

cognised as the chief organ of mind. 1879 Calderwood
Mind <y Brain ii. to Enveloped within three membranes, is

the brain proper, or cerebrum,

+ Cere-candle. Obs. [see Cere sb.] A wax
candle.

1632 T. Randolph Jealous Lov. v. vi, Who in thy Temple
Will light a Cere-Candle.

Cerecloth (siouklfib), sb. Also 6-8 sear(e-,

7eear(e-. [App. originally cered cloth: seeCEREn.]

Cloth smeared or impregnated with wax or some
glutinous matter

:

1. used for wrapping a dead body in ; a waxed
winding-sheet or a winding-sheet in general.

[1475-1608 see Cered.] 1553 Eden Treat. Nno Ind. (Arb.)

27 Inuoluinge with cere clothe & pouderinge with spyces the

body. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. vii. 51. 1678 Wvcherley
Pl.-Dealer 11. i, Thou Bag of Mummy, that wou'dst fall

asunder, if 'twere not for thy Cere-cloaths. 1868 Stanley
Westm. Abb. iii. 142 The wax of the king's cerecloth re-

newed.

fig. 1866 Motley Dutch Rep. Introd. xiv. 46 The mo-
nastic .. spirit which now kept., all learning, .wrapped in

the ancient cerecloths.

f 2. used as a plaster in surgery ; a Cerate.
1547 Boorde Brev. Health xlvii. 22 b, For aches and peyne

in the armes use seare clothes. 1609 C. Butler Fern. Mm.
x. (1623) Ziij, A Cere-cloth to refresh the wearied Sinewes

and tired Muscles. 1625 Donne Scrtn. 663 A Sear-Cloth

that Souples all bruises. 1667 Pepys Diary 14 July, I.,

did sprain my right foot . . To bed, & there had a cerecloth

laid to my foot. 1755 Smollett Quix. (1803) I. 121, I am
at present more fit for a searcloth than such conversation.

1818 A rt Preserv. Feet 148 Fix the cere-cloth close to the

surrounding skin.

3. for various other uses, esp. as a waterproof

or protective material.

1540 Wyatt Let. Wks. (1816) 371 Out of his bosom he
took a bag of a cerecloth with writings therein. 1658 Evelyn
Fr. Card. (167s) 106 Cerecloth to cover the clefts of your
trees. 1764 Harmer Observ. v. v. 213 A thing like an horse

litter, .covered all over with sear-cloth. 1844 Pugin Gloss.

Feci. Ornament 53 Cerecloath, a waxed cloth fixed over a
consecrated altar-stone to protect it from desecration.

t Ce recloth, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.]

trans, a. To apply a 'cerecloth' or cerate to.

b. To wrap in a cerecloth.

1620 Shelton Quix. 11. liii, I must seare-cloth myself : for

I beleeve all my Ribs are bruised. 1658 Sir T. Browne
Hydrioi. ii. 31 The body of the Marquis of Dorset seemed
sound and handsomely cereclothed. x666 Dryden Ann.
Mirab. cxlviii, Some . . sear-cloth Masts with strong Tar-
pawling coats.

Cered (si<tfd), ppl. a. [f. Cere v.] Smeared,

anointed, saturated, or rendered waterproof, with

wax, esp. in Cered cloth : = Cerecloth.
c 1386 Chaucer Chan. Yem. Prol. A> T. 255 Ceride poketes,

sal peter, and vitriol. 1475 Caxton Jason (1477) 114 b, Her
epistle which she rapped in a cered cloth. 1541 Act 33
Hen. VIII, c. 12. § 12 Seared clothes, sufficient for the sur-

geon to occupie about the same execucion. 1608 Tourneur
Rev. Trag. 1. ii, The -faults of great men through their

searde clothes breake. 1634 Malory's Arthur (1816) I. 169
He did sew them in threescore folds of seered cloth of Sen-
dale, and then laid them in chests of lead. 1821 Joanna
Baillie Metr. Leg., Colum. lxii, His cered corse lies

here.

Cereiore, -owre, obs. forms of Searcher.

Cereless (sto-iles), a. [f. Cere sb. + -less.]

Of birds : Without a cere.

1866 Wood Nat. Hist. (1874) 283 The Passeres, distin-

guished by their cere-less and pointed beak.

Cerement (sioument). Forms : 7 cerment,

9 cerement, eearment, searment. [a. F. cire-

ment ' a waxing, a searing ; a dressing, closing,

covering, or mingling with wax ' (Cotgr.), f. cirer

to wax : cf. also Cere v. in sense 2, to wrap (a

corpse) in a waxed cloth or shroud. Always
concretely in Eng. : cf. covering, wrap, wrapping,

231

shroud, and similar vbl. sbs. (Sometimes erro-

neously pronounced se'rf- after ceremony.)]

Almost always in //. : Waxed wrappings for the

dead ;
loosely, grave-clothes generally. Karely in

sing. = cerecloth ;
winding-sheet, shroud. (App.

caught up by modern writers from Shakspere, and

used in the same loose rhetorical way as urn,

ashes, etc.)

1602 Shaks. Ham. I. iv. 48 Tell Why thy Canoniz'd bones

Hearsed in death, Haue burst their cerments. 1820 Scott

Ivankot xliii, The ghost of Athelstane himself would burst

his bloody cerements. 1825 — Talism. iv, Like a voice

proceeding from the cearments of a corpse, a 1845 Hood
Bridge Sighs 10 Look at her garments Clinging like cere-

ments. 1836 Mrs. Browning Poet's Vow, Nor wore the

dead a stiller face Beneath the cerement's roll. 1856 Ca-

pern Poems 144 In her cerements enfolded Pale and
beautiful she slept.

attrib. 1877 A. B. Edwards Nile iv. 76 Shreds of cere-

ment cloths.

b. fig. (Chiefly in reference to ' bursting cere-

ments ' or similar notions.)

1804 W. Austin Lett.fr. London 87 Prior, .the only one

who burst the cearments of servitude and rose to eminence.

1821 Byron Two Fosc. in. i. 81 Just men's groans Will burst

all cerement, even a living grave's. 1879 FarRAR St. Paul
I. 5 The man who loosed Christianity from the cerements

of Judaism.

2. The action of 'cering' a dead body or its

covering; the wax used. rare.

1868 Stanley IVestm. Abb. iii. 142 The renewal of the

cerement ceased. (Cf. Cerecloth i, 1868. i

3. Waxy coating generally, rare.

i860 All V. Round No. 47. 493 The very lips seemed stiff

with cerement, and the skins that were not hard red, were of

a ghastly cosmeticised whiteness.

Hence Cerement v., to wrap in cerements.

iBs&Sal. Rev. V. 308/1 Ceremented in inodorous fallacies.

Ceremonial (se
-rfmo<»"nial), a. and sb. Forms

:

4 eerimonial, -yal, cerymonial, (sermonyal),

5 ceremonyalle, cerymonyal, 5-7 oeremoniall,

6 ceremonyall, ceriraoniall, 5- ceremonial,

[ad. L. carimdnidl-is (3rd c.), f. cxrimonia : see

-A.L. So mod.F. ceremonial (1 6th c. in Littre).]

A. adj.

1. Relating to, consisting of, or characterized by

ceremonies ; of the nature of a ceremony or rite
;

ritual ; formal.

138 . Wyclif Scrm. Sel. Wks. II. 57 Kepyng of be Sabot

was sumwhat a comandement and sumwhat cerymonial,

to figure bat Christ shuld reste in be tombe al be satirdai.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 392/1 To accomplysshe the com-
maundementes ceremonyalles of the feythe. 154s Brinklow
Lament. (1874)87 A vayne supersticiouscerimoniall Masse.

1596S11AKS. Tam.Shr. in. ii. 6 The ceremoniall rites of mar-

riage. 1634 Canne Necess. Separ. (1849) 288 A curate that

will keep the ceremonial law. 1755 Adair Amcr. Ind. 106

Speaking certain old ceremonial words. 1853 Robertson
Serm. iv. xix. (1876) 248 The ceremonial law, which_ con-

strains life by customs. 1883 Gilmour Mongols xxvi. 316

The head lama, .in his most imposing ceremonial costume.

b. Relating to or involving the formalities of

social intercourse.

1549 Compl. Scot. xvii. 145 Ther vas no ceremonial reuerens

nor stait, quha suld pas befor or behynd. 1750 Johnson
Rambl. No. r F 2 Such ceremonial modes of entrance.

1851 Dixon W. Penn xxiv.(i872) 214 Laying on one side all

ceremonial manners.

f 2. Of persons : Addicted to ceremony or

ritual
;
precise in observance of forms of polite-

ness ; formal, ceremonious. Obs.

1579 Fulke Conf. Sanders 550 A ceremoniall and super-

stitious man. 1599 Sandys Europse Spec. (1632) 152 Very
magnificall and ceremoniall in his outward comportement.

1653 Milton Hirelings Wks. (1851) 357 They quote Am-
I

brose, Augustin, and some other ceremonial Doctors.

B. sb.

+ 1. A ceremonial commandment or ordinance.

1382 Wyclif Prol. Bible ii, The old testament is departid

. .in to moral comaundementis, iudicials, and cerimonyals.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. viii. 526 God ordeyned the ceremo-

,
nialis and the iudicialis. .to the lewis. 1621 R. Johnson
Way to Glory 35 If, then, tythes be neither ceremonials nor

I judicials, they must needes be morals.

2. A prescribed system of ceremonies ; a series

j
of rites or formalities observed on any occasion ;

a ritual, rarely, A rite or ceremony.
1672-9 Temple Mem. ii, I remember no other points of

the ceremonial, that seem to have been established by the

course of this assembly. 1750 Johnson Rambl. No. 78.

r 6 To adjust the ceremonial of death. 1830 DTsraeli
Chas. /,111.x. 214 The ceremonial prescribed in the An-

glican service. 1840 G. S. Fafjer Regen. 150 The use of

water is not a mere empty ceremonial. 1880 M cCarthy
Own Times IV. lix. 308 No ceremonial could be at once

more useless and more mischievous.

3. A usage of formal courtesy or politeness ;
the

observance" of conventional forms in social inter-

course ; = Ceremony 2, 3.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones XVt viii. The two ladies, .after

very short previous ceremonials, fell to business. 1771

Smollett Humph. CI. 23 Apr., Maintaining a ceremonial

more stiff, formal, and oppressive than the etiquette of a

German Elector. 1858 Gladstone Homer II. 11. 69 We do

not hear a great deal respecting mere ceremonial among the

Olympian divinities.

f 4. A robe or garment worn on some cere-

monial occasion ; = Ceremony 4. Obs.

c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1827) 122 The ceremony [the

CEREMONIOUS.
installation of Lord Robert Dudleyas Earl of Leicester] took

place at Westminster, herself [Elizabeth] helping to put on

his ceremonial.

5. R. C. Ch. The order for rites and ceremonies,

or a book containing this.

1612 E. Grimstone tr. Matthieu's Heroyk Life 1. 31 This

is a History, not a Ceremoniall. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.

s. v., The Roman ceremonial was first published by the

bishop of Corcyra in 1516.

Ceremonialism (serimffn-nializ m). [f. prec.

+ -ism.] Addiction to or fondness for external

ceremonies in religion ;
ritualism.

1854 Tait's Mag. XXI. 269 A priesthood, submission to

ecclesiastical supremacy, and an imposing ceremonialism.

1859 Jowett Bp. St. Paul (ed. 2) II. 385 The ceremonial-

ism of the age. .passed by a sort of contagion from one race

to another, from Paganism or Judaism to Christianity. 1879

A. B. Hope in Trans. St. Pauls Feci. Soc. (1885) 1. 1 That

newer movement.. called Ritualism, but which ought more

properly to be called Ceremonialism.

Ceremonialist (serfiji«»'nialist). [f. as prec.

+ -1st.] One addicted to external ceremonies in

religion ; a ritualist.

1682 2nd Plea for Nonconf. 69 The Ceremonialists, that

preached Circumcision. 1882 Contemp. Rev. XLII. 680

The ceremonialist in his church is the enthusiast in his

parish.

t Ceremonia-lity. Obs. [f. as prec. + ity.]

Ceremonial character or quality.

1621 W. Sclater Tythes (1623' Some accessories of Caere-

monialitie and iudicialitie also perhaps annexed thereto.

1660 Jeh. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 11. ii, The whole cere-

moniality of it is confessedly gone.

CeremO'nialize, v. rare. [f. as prec. + -izf..]

trans. To render ceremonial or ritualistic.

»8s8 Masson Milton I. 346 To ceremonialise the Church

to the full extent of his [Laud's] wishes.

Ceremonially ;serfm«u-niali
N

', adv. [f. as

prec. + -i.Y 2
.] In a ceremonial manner; in rela-

tion to ceremonies or the ceremonial law.

1643 Milton Doctr. Divorce v, David, .did eat the Shew-

bread. .which was ceremonially unlawful, a 1679 T. Good-

win Wks. IV. iv. 168 (R.) Persons clean or unclean cere-

monially. 1872 J. Murphy Comm. Lev. vi. 11 Ceremonially

or essentially holy.

tCeremo-nialness. Obs. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -ness.] Ceremonial quality, ceremoniality.

a 1679 T. Goodwin Wks. IV. iv. 1C6 1R.1 The Circumcision

and the Passover, had assuredly, besides the ceremonialness

annexed to them, the institution of typifying Christ to come.

+ Ceremo'niary. Obs. [on L. type cxnmam-
drium : see -ARYl B. 2, and cf. antiphonary,

breviary, etc.] A directory or rule of ceremony.

1567 Jewell Def. Apol. (1611) 593 Your owne Ceremo-

niarie of Rome telleth you, that Abbats haue right .
.
to

determine and subscribe in Councell, as well as Bishops.

+ Ceremo-niate, v. Obs. [f. Ceremony +

-ate3 ;
perh. after L. mremoni&ri, -atus, to treat

with ceremony, worship.] trans. To celebrate

with a ceremony ; to observe as a ceremony.

1654 L'Estrakge Chas. /(1655) 2 To ceremoniate his dis-

mission agreeable to his reception. Ibid. 20 Ceremoniated

as it [Coronation] is, with such formalities, it representeth

itself a serious vanity. 1659 — A lliance Div. Off. 451 T he

rites wherewith they are ceremoniated.

t Ceremo-nical, a. Obs. rare. = Ceremonial.

a 1626 W. Sclater Expos. Rom. iv. (1650) 3 Abraham ob-

tained not righteousness, by any work Ceremonicall. 1661

K. W. Conf. Charac. (i860) 55 Zealous sacrifices in their

ceremonicall works.

f Ceremoniless, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Cere-

mony + -less.] Devoid of ceremony.

1603 Florio Montaigne 01. xiii. (1632) 619 That . .
mascu-

line and ceremonilesse maner of life.
, -c ' '

Ceremonious (senWu-nias), a. [ad. F. cere-

monieux, or L. cxrimoniosus, f. citrimonia Cere-

mony : see -ous.]

1. Pertaining to, or consisting of, ceremonies or

outward forms and rites ; = Ceremonial, formal.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind.iArb.) 57 The ceremonious lawe

of Moises. 1602 Segar Hon. Mil. f, Civ. In. xlvn. § 1. 182

When he should haue been anointed with the holy oile,

there was none found in the ceremonious Home. 1634 Sir

T. Herbert Trav. 34 Ceremonious rites due to the Coro-

nation, a 1720 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753)

53 Ty'd in Hymen's ceremonious chain. 1737 Waterland

Eucharist 443 Ceremonious Observances.
_

2. Full of ceremony ;
accompanied with rites,

religious or showy.
1611 Shaks. Wint. T. m. i. 7 O, the Sacrifice, How cere-

monious, solemne, and vn-earthly It was 1 tn ottnng.

1658 Manton Exp. Jtide 3 A ceremonious ritual religion.

t8os Southey Modoc in Azt. v, The pomp of ceremonious

woe. 1883 Manch. Exam. 14 Dec. 5/2.A statue has been

raised to him. .and there was a ceremonious unveiling.

3. According to prescribed or customary forma-

lities or punctilios.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. » Let vs take a ceremonious

leaue .of ourseuerall friends. ? 1650 Don Belhanis 36 Words

of ceremonious thanks. 1759 Johnson Idler No. 50 r 10

Either in friendly or ceremonious condolence. 1780 Cowper

Lett 12 July, To enter a room . . with a most ceremonious

bow. 1863 Mary Howitt tr. F. Bremer's Greece II. xi,

His. .somewhat ceremonious politeness.^

+ 4. According to the Ceremonial Law. Obs.

S6s6 S. Winter Serm. 120 The holiness of children, which

some say was ceremonious.

5. Of persons : Addicted to ritual observances

(obs.)
;
given to ceremony ;

punctilious in observance
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of formalities, esp. those of intercourse between
ranks or persons.

1553 Bale Vocacyon in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) L 337 (The
earlier monks and hermits] were sumwhat ceremonion se,

but these [later corrupt monks] altogether superstitiouse.
1621 Burton Aunt. Alel. L ii. iv. vii, Wholly ceremonious
about titles, degrees, inscriptions. 1667 8 Pecvs Diary
1 Jan., To see the different humours of the gamesters to
change their luck when it is bad, how ceremonious they are
to call for new dice, to shift their places, etc. 1819 K. I

>
:

Broadst. Hon. L 223 The ceremonious and ungrateful cour-
tiers of Vienna.

Ceremoniously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly-\] In
a ceremonious manner

; formally, in <lue form ;

with strict observance of formalities
; t in accord-

ance with the Ceremonial Law {obs.).

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. v. i. 37 Ceremoniously let vs pre-
pare Some welcome for the Mistresse of the house. 1621
\V. Sclatek Tythes (1623) 225 Tithes, .caeremoniously, not
morally, payable. 1655 Fuller Hist. Cam/'. ( 1840* 217 It

was never ceremoniously consecrated. 1791 Boswell John-
son (1831) I. 21 Scrupulously and ceremoniously attentive
not to offend them.

Ceremoniousness. [f. as prec. + -mas.]
Ceremonious quality ; addiction to ceremonies

;

strict observance of formalities.

1583 Golding Cabin on Dent, xlviii. 2S6 This consisteth
not in bare ceremoniousnesse but it lyeth altogether in the
heart. 1666 Pepvs Diary 11 July, The Ceremoniousnesse
<»f the King of Spayne. 1783 W. F. Maktyn Geog. Mag.
II. 177 The general characteristics of the Hamburghers art-

complaisance, ceremoniousness, and frugality. 1843 **° K -

row Bible in Sp. xlviii. ( 1872 1 278 With much stiffness ami
ceremoniousness. 1884 Manch. Exam. 7 June 4/6 The ex-
cessive ceremoniousness and warmth of the reception.

t Ce remonize, v. Obs. [f. Ceremony + -ize.]

inir, To practise or observe ceremonies.
1633 Amks Agst. Cerem. 11. 380 We must cercmonize

[trans, ccremoniandum est] according to God's Word onely.
1663 Sparke Prim. Devot. <ed. 3) 542 Without staying to.

.

ceremoni2e witli his relations.

Ceremony (scr/mani). Forms : 4 ceri-,

eery-, ceremoyn(e, cerymone, //. -nis
; 4-5

sermony e, -ie, serimonie, 4-6 ceri-, eery-,
sery-, seri-, seremony(e, -ie, 5 ceri-, eery-,
serymonij, 6 cerimonie, 6-7 ceremonye, -ie,

6- ceremony,//, -ies ; earlier -yes. {Sc. 6 sere-
monV,. [ME. ceiymonyc, scry-, prob. a. OK. eery-

monie, serimonie, ? ccrimoine, ad. L. c&rimania
sacredness, sanctity ; awe, reverence ; exhibition

of reverence or veneration, religious rite, cere-

mony : for conjectures as to derivation of which
see the Lat Diets, and Skeal. The ME. forms in

-moyne prob. represent Anglo-Fr. variants : cf.

the F. ending -moin from I., -monium, and pairs

like gtorie, gioire, etc., and see -mony. In med.I..

often spelt cere- ; since 16th c. this spelling has
t>een established in Fr. and Eng.]
1. An outward rite or observance, religious or

held sacred ; the performance of some solemn act

according to prescribed form ; a solemnity.
< 1380 WTCUP Sel. Wks. III. 431 And cerimonyes of y

olde lawe, betere ban pes, ben tauht to be left bi lore of
PouL 138a Bible Gen. xxvi. 5 That Abraham .. wolde
holde my seremonyes and lawis. — Deut. iv. 8 Ceremoyns
and ryjtwis domis. 1447 Kokenham Seyntys (1835) 11 It

was doon in ful solemne wyse And with many a cerymonye.
c 1535 Df.wes Introd. Fr. in Patsgr. 1067 The ceremonyes
of the Masse. 1549 Compl.Scot. Ded. 7 Ensens to male the
seremons of his sacrefeis. 1590 Shaks. Afids. N. v. i. 55
Some Satire. .Not sorting with a nuptial! ceremonie. 1611
Bible Numb. ix. 3 According to alt the ceremonies thereof
shall ye keepe it. 1641 ' Smectvmnvl's* Vind. Anno, f 13.

163 It is ordinarily said, No Ceremony, no Bishop. 1710
Answ. Sacheveretfs Serm. 7 Old antiquated Ceremonies.
1770 Langkorke Plutarch (1879) I. 161/2 The vestals re-

mained a considerable time at Oere. .and hence those rites

were called Ceremonies. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits Wks.
(Bohn) II. 49 They repeated the ceremonies of the eleventh
century in the coronation of the present Cuieen.

b. disparagingly. A rite or observance regarded
as merely formal or external ; an empty form,

t Sometimes regarded as symbolic or typical.
" 1533 Firth Purgatory 11. Wks. (1573) 38 Shal we be-

comejewes and go backe to the shadow and ceremonie,
sith we haue the body and signification whiche is Christ?
1621 Burton Anat. Afel. ft iii. 11. (1676) 197/1 It is non ens,
a meer Mash, a ceremony, a toy, a thing of nought. 1631

J. Burges Ansio. Rejoined 29 A Ceremony is an outward
action designed or purposely observed and done in refer-

ence to some other thing to the substance whereof it doth
not belong. 1693 Col. Rec. Penn. I. 420 There is no obli-

gation to use the seal. It is onlie a Ceremonie. 1841
Thirlwall Greece (1844) VIII. Ixii. 141 The custom had
probably been long a mere ceremony.

C. loosely. Applied to a thing done in a formal
or ceremonious way ; a stately formality.
1801 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. i. 5 Thank

Cod, the ceremony of dinner is over.

2. A formal act or observance, expressive of
deference or respect to superiors in rank, or esta-

blished by custom in social intercourse ; a usage
of courtesy, politeness, or civility.
M386 Chaucer Squire's T. 507 This god of loue. .Doeth

S

°wf
e cerymonyes and obeisances. 1528 More f/eresyes

\ :
io7/2 Without any strayning of curtesie, whereof

the senmonyes in disimtacion marreth much of the matter.
1507-8 Bacon Ess. Cerem. $ Res/. (Arb.) 26/1 Ceremonies
. .be not to l>ec omitted to straungers and strange natures.

1778 Miss Burney Evelina vii, I seldom use the ceremony
of waiting for answers.

3. 'without a or //.) Formal observances or usages
collectively, or as an order of things: a. in refer-

ence to matters of religion or state : Performance
of rites, ceremonial observance.
1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. iv. 266 Intrusted with

matters of mere ceremony alone. 1771 Junius Lett. Iv.

273 A true and hearty christian, in substance, not in cere-
mony. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 76 Ceremony
. . all that is considered necessary by many in religion and
friendship. 1856 Kmerson Eng. Traits xiii. Wks. (Bohn)
II. 97 The national temperament deeply enjoys the un-
broken order and tradition of its church ; the liturgy, cere-
mony, architecture.

b. Precise observance of conventional forms of

deference or resect
;
formality, ceremoniousness.

IVithout ceremony : off-hand , nceremon iously

.

To stand upon ceremony : to insist upon the punc-
tilious observances of formalities or refuse to go
on without them. (Cf. Shakspere's use in 5.)

1603 Jas. I. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. 243 III." 78 Not
with that ceremonie as towardis straingeris. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 111. iv. 36 The sawce to meate is Ceremony. 1709
Steele Taller No. 21 p 8 Without further Ceremony, I

will go on to relate a singular Adventure. 1798 Jane
Atsten Northang. Ab. viii, 1 never stand upon ceremony
with such people. 1833 Ht. Martineau Loom «c Lngg. 11.

vi. 113 Without ceremony the two young ladies ran out of
the room. 1866 G. Macdonai.d Ann. Q. Neighb. xxv. (18781

436, I was shown with much ceremony . . into the presence
of two ladies.

*t*c. Ceremonious respect or regard.
1607 Topsell Eour-f. Beasts 264 The Romans had the

Etniestrial Statues in great reverence and ceremony. 1675
tr. Afachiaiclli's Wks. (1675) 255 Oliveretto having paid
his ceremony fell in with the rest.

d. Ceremonial display, pomp, state, arch.

1599 Shaks. Hen. I tv. i. 256 What haue Kings, that Pri-
uates haue not too, Saue ceremonie. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No.
4742/2 He was brought in Ceremony from the Princess-
Royal's Apartment. 1859 Tennyson Enid 297 His dress
a suit of fray'd magnificence. Once fit for feasts ofceremony.

1 4. concr. An external accessory or symbolical
' attribute ' of worship, state, or pomp. Obs.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 47 /Eneas .. carrying I

away his religious ceremonies. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. 1. 70
Disrobe the Images If you do finde them deckt with Cere-

|

monies. 1603 — Afeas. for M. 11. ii. 59. 1605 Journ. Earl
Nottingh. in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 553 Dukes of especial
name bearing divers ceremonies . . as the Salera or salt

borne by one, the taper of wax by another, the chrism by
another. 1709 Strvpe Ann. Re/, xliv. 454 The ceremonies
of cap and surplice.

1 5. A portent, omen: (drawn from the per-

formance of some rite). Obs.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 197 He is Superstitious growne

of late, Quite from the maine Opinion he held once, Of
Fantasie, of Dreames, and Ceremonies. Ibid. 11. ii. 13, I

neuer stood on Ceremonies, Yet now they fright me.

6. Master of the ceremonies', the person who
superintends the ceremonies observed in a place

of state or on some public occasion.
166a Gerrier Princ. (1665) Ded., My place of Master of

the Ceremonies, which the King confirmed unto me during
my life. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. Iv, Mr. Nash..com-
monly attends in this place.. as master of the ceremonies.

1798 Jane Austf.n Nortkang. Ab. I. iii, The master of the
ceremonies introduced to her a very gentlemanlike young
man as a partner. 1888 Court Guide, H. M. Household,
Master of Ceremonies. General Sir F. Seymour.

7. Comb., as ceremony-monger.
1681 in Ro.ib. Bal. (1886) VI. 3 A Ceremony-Monger,

who rails at Dissenters, And damns Non-Conformists in

the Pulpit he enters. 1710 Anno. Sachn>ereirs Semt. 6
The rigid Ceremony-mongers did hate the Religious part
of the Nation.

+ Ce remony, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To sanctify or treat with ceremony.
163s Quarles Embl. v. viii.U7i8t 278 If. . Hymen's bands

Have ceremonied your unequal hands. 1656 S. H. Gold.
Law 36 Call'd and ceremony 'd like a King.

t Ce'reole. Obs. [? f. L, ccra wux + oleum
oil ; or ? ad.L. cereol-us wax-coloured.] A cerate

of wax and oil.

1657 ToMLiNsoN Renou's Disp. 123 Whence it is called
ceratum or more properly cereole.

Cereolite. A/in. obs. var. of Cerolite.
1814 Allan Afin. Nomen. 10. 1835 Sheparii Afin. 120.

Cereous (si»t/|3s), a. [17 L. ccre-us waxen
+ -ouh.] Of the nature of wax, waxen, waxy.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 135 That cereous substance Pro-

polis. 1654 Gayton Fest. Notes 11. v. 52 What is worth his

observation, goes into his cereous tables. 1679 Sir T.
Hrowne Wks. (1852) III. 459 The bones of a dead body
cereous or somewhat soft like wax. 1803-4 Syd. Smith in
Atken.rum 11884* 18 Oct, 490/3 The room .. is lighted up
. .and in this cereous galaxy, etc.

Ccrer. [f. Cf.uk v.~\ One who ceres (a corpse .

1587 Golding De Atortiay xx'il. 339 The Cearer of dead
folks.

Cererite, Cererium ; see Cerite, Cerium.

v
The former name is used in the Brit. Mns. Catal.

of Afinerals.)

II Cereus (sio-n'i^s). Bot. [L. chats waxen,
resembling wax, f. ccra wax.] A large genus of

cactuses, natives of tropical America, remarkable
for their singularity of form and the l>eauty of

their llowers ; the Torch -thistle.

1730 Stack in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 46r This Cereus.

.

exposed in open air all Summer, grew without pushing forth

Hranches. 1767 J. Abercrombie Ev. Man own Gard. (i8o3>

382 The tenderer sorts of cereuses. 1844 Tupper Heart
iv. 38 Lustrous to look upon, even as the night-blowing
Cereus. 1871 Reade Put yourself, <yr. II. xi. 173.

Cereuse, obs. form of Ceruse.
Cerevrsial, a. [f. L. cerevisia beer + -al.]

Of or pertaining to beer.

17. ., 1862 [see Ckrvisial).

Cerevi'sious, a. ncnce-ivd. *=prec.

1841 Fras. Afag. XXIV. 26 Those flasks of Falemian, and
cans cerevicious.

t Ce rfoil. Obs. rare. [a. OF. cerfoilt
F.

cerfeuitf ad. L. cserefotium Pliny), latinized form

of Gr. xcuP* tPv*-^0V (which Columella has as

clmrephyllui)i)!\ m Chervil, q.v.

[c 1265 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 557, Cerfolinm (Anglo-Fr.),
cerfoil, villen.} 14. . Afed. Receipts in Ret. Ant. I. 55 Tak
confery . . cerfoyle, herbe Robert, ambrose, etc. c 1410
Paltad. on Htisb. x. 158 Parsnepe and cerfoile also forth

may stande. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 37 CerfoHe is an
herbe in operation and working in a maner fiery.

Cerge, variant of Cierge, Obs., taper.

Cergyn, obs. form of Search.
c 1440 Promp. Part'. 67/1 Cergyn, scrutor, rimor.

Ceriatly, var. of Seriatly outv. Obs. in order.

Ceriawnt, obs. form of Sergeant, Serjeant.

Ceric (sterile), aA Chem. [f. Cer-ium + -CO.]

Of or belonging to cerium
;
applied to compounds

in which cerium combines as a tetrad, ns in Ceric

oxide, CeOj, ceric (or cerium) salts.

1863 79 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 834 Ceric fluoride . . is a
yellow precipitate. 1879 Ibid. 3rd Supp. 421 Normal and
basic ceric salts. 1873: Watts Fcnvnes' Chem. 380 The
ceric compounds, in which it is apparently trivalent.

Ceric (s!**rtk)f
a.2 Chem. [f. I., cha, Gr.

Kijpos wax + -ic] Chemically related to wax ; as

in Ceric acid, a brownish diaphanous waxy mass
obtained by treating cerin with nitric acid.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 1045 An acid .. to

which we may give the name of ceric acid.

CeriferOUS vri'fcras), a. [f. L. type *ccrifer

(f. eera + -fer bearing) + -ora; cf. F. ccrifcre.']

Producing wax.

Cerigerous (s/ri-d^CTas^ a. [f. L. ccr-a Cere
+ -ger t>earing + -0U8 ; cf. F. cJrighe.] Of the

beak of a bird : Furnished with a cere.

1856 8 W. Clark Van der Hoer'en's Zool. II. 423 Bill .

.

thick, cerigerous at the base.

t CerigO, -gOU. Obs. rare, [see quot. 1 753

;

and cf. K sarigue opossum, from Brazilian cari-

gueya (Littre). Florio has It. cerigone (explained

as in Kersey), which in form looks like an augmen-
tative of cerigo 1 clerk, shaveling '.] The opossum.
1708 Kersey, Cerigon, an American wild Beast having^ a

Skm under the Belly like a Sack, which serves to carry its

Voung Ones. 17*1-1800 in Bailey. 1753 Chambers Cycl.

Supp. s. v.. The Americans in some places call this animal
in tneir language carigueya ; and it is probable that this

name cerigo is only a corruption of that word, though it be
received generally in the world as a proper name.

t Ceri 11a. Obs. [So. cerilla, variant of cedilla,

due to interchange of a and r; also in 17th c. F.

cerille (Cotgr.).] ~ Cedilla.
1591 Percivall Sp. Die/.] Gram., C before a o u like k

. .if the nature of the word require any other pronunciation,

it is noted with a little taile, as 9, and is called Cerilla,

sounding almost as the Italian z. a 1646 J. Gregory Ter-

rest. Globe in Posthuma (1650) 268 The Acores, or Azores,

for so the cerilla will endure to bee pronounced. 1708 Kersey,
Cerilla (in the Art of Printing), a \l ark set under the letter

9 in French and Spanish, to sncw that it is to be pronoune'd
as an s. 1863 Miss Sewell Chr. Names i. 32 The mark is

called a cedilla or cerilla.

Cerimony, -moyn, -monial, etc., obs. ff.

Ceremony, Ceremonial.
Cerin (sl»*rin). Chem. [f. L. ccra wax + -in.]

1. 'A waxy substance extracted by alcohol or

ether from grated cork. Cork contains from i>8 to

2.5 per cent, of waxy matter.) Watts Diet. Chem.

t 2. 1 A name applied by John to the portion of

beeswax which is readily soluble in alcohol ;

according to Brodie.. .merely impure cerotic acid \

1850 Daubeny Atom. The. viii. 258 Pure bees-wax is com-
posed of two vegetable principles, the one . . most readily

dissolved l>eing called cerin, that less so, myricin. 1861

Hulmk tr. Aloquin- Taiiiion 11. iii. 210 Wax contains three

distinct principles viz. cerine, myricine, and ceroleine.

The cerine, or cerotic acid, forms the greatest part, c 1865

Lki iiehy in Circ. Sc. I. 98/t About twenty-two per cent, of

a peculiar fatty acid icerotict. .formerly named cerine.

Cerine (sw-rain
1

). A/in. [f. Cer-ium + -ine;

named (in Swedish) by Hisinger in 1815.] A
variety of the mineral Allanite or cerium-epidote.

1814 Allan Afin. Nomen. s, v. Cerium, Brown Oxide.
Allanite, Cerin. 1868 Dana Min. (1880I 286 s.v. Allanite,

Cerine is the same thing, .subtranslucent in thin splinters.

Ibid. 289 Cerine occurs at Hastnas in Sweden.

Cering (sT*-rirj), vbl. sb. [f. CERE v. + -ing

1. Waxing, covering with wax.
1480 Wardr. Acc. Edw. 7^(1830) 125 For rede threde,

ceringe, sowing. 1565-78 Cooper Thesaur., Ceratura, .1

dressing with waxe, searing.

2. attrib., as in cering-candle, cering-cloth.

1480 Wardr. Acc. Edw. /K(i83o) 121 For ceryng can-

Mm
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dell' at ii tymes vd. 1502 Priv. Purse Exp. Elis. York
U830) 83 Searing candelles for the awter clothys. 1530
Palsgr. 470/2, I ceare a garment of sylke or velvet, as a
taylour doth with a ceryng candell, Jencire. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. (Arb.) 109 Take a searynge cloth made of fine

virgin waxe and Deres sewet, and put nexte your fynger.
1686 tr. Chardin's Trait. 154 A little Searing Candle.

Cerinin (si«Tinin). Chem. [f. Gr. mj/w-os

waxy + -in.] ' A waxy fat which forms about 1

S

per cent, of the lignite of Garstewitz near Merse-

berg ' ^Watts Diet. Chem.).

Ce'rinite. Alin. [f. as prec. +-itb: named
1859.] An amorphous silicate of alumina, a

yellowish white mineral with a waxy lustre.

1861 H. W. Bristow Gloss. Min. 69.

Cerinthian (sfrrnj>ian\ a. and sb. [f. Cerin-

thus +-iak.~] A. adj. Of or pertaining to the

teaching of Cerinthus, one of the earliest heresi-

archs of the Christian Church (Ya.d. 88), who at-

tempted to unite Christianity with a mixture of

Gnosticism and Judaism, the main peculiarity

being the assumption that Jesus was a man and
the Christ an aeon who entered into Jesus. B. sb.

An adherent of the teaching of Cerinthus.

1576 Hanmer Aunc. Eccl. Hist. (1585) 57 Cerinthus,
founder of the Cerinthian heresie. 1585-7 T. Rogers 39
Art. (1607) 48 They., which either deny or impugn the
Deity of our Saviour, as did the Cerinthians. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul (1882) 766 Any Cerinthian attempt to distinguish

between Jesus the man of sorrows and Christ the risen Lord.

Ceriore, -iowre, obs. ff. of Searcher.

Ceriph. (serif). [Deriv. obscure. A writer in

N. <£• Q. 8 May '69 suggests Du. and Flem. schreef

line, stroke (schreve 'Tinea; norma, et terminus'

Kilian), which fairly suits sense and form ; but

historical evidence is wanting, and the quasi-

French form of sans-ceriph is not accounted for.]

One of the fine lines of a letter, esp. the fine ' hair-

line ' at the top or bottom of capitals, as of I

;

hence sans-ceriph a name for the block type that

has no hair-lines, as in TH I S.
1830 in Figgins Spec. Printing Types, Sans-cerif. 1833

in Blake & Stephenson Printing Types, Nonpareil sans-

surryphs. 1841 Savage Diet. Print. 163. 1876 Phonetic

Jml. 20 Sept, 454/1 The capital C in sans-ceriph type is

too much like G>

II Cerise (s?rrz), a. and sb. [a. F. cerise cherry,

rouge-cerise cherry-red.] Name of a light bright

clear red, resembling that of some cherries.

1858 Titnes 30 Nov. 10/2 Well-dressed beauties . . in all the
glowing grandeur of cerise and blue. 1865 Pall Mall G.

25 Oct. 10 Gladiateur's colours are blue and red, and Nu's
are cerise (which is very like red) and blue. 1882 Garden
3 June ^95/1 The colours are . . cerise, maroon, orange, rose.

Cerite 1 (slo-rait). Min. [Named 1804: f. as

Cerium + -ite.] A very rare mineral, the hydrated
silicate of Cerium (of which it is the chief source).
Found as yet only in an abandoned copper mine at Bastnas

near Riddarhyttan in Westmannland, Sweden, in compact
fine-grained masses of indistinct blackish-red colour, and
also in short six-sided prisms. It contains also the rare
metals Lanthanum and Didymium, and generally a small
quantity of Yttrium. Called by Klaproth ochroite.

1804 W. Nicholson Jrtil. Nat. Phil. XII. 105 (title)

Experiments on a Mineral formerly called false Tungsten,
now Cerite, in which a new Metal has been found. 1812
Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 433 There is a mineral found
at Ridderhytta in Sweden, very like tungsten, of a reddish
colour, and which has been called cerite. 1837-68 in Dana
Min. 1885 Erni Min. 317 Color of cerite, reddish-gray.

b. Cerite metals : cerium, didymium, and lan-

thanum (Watts Diet. Chem. 3rd Supp. 418).

Ce'rite-. Palxont. [a. V. clrite, ad. mod.L.
cerithium, name of the genus.] A genus of fossil

brachiopod molluscs. Also attrib.

1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 497 Some of the marl beds
contain cardites . . cerites or screws. 1852 Th. Ross tr.

Humboldt's Trav. I. v. 184 The cerite limestone of the
banks of the Seine is sometimes mixed with sandstone.

Cerium (sT*>Tit!m). Chem. [Named by Hisin-

ger and Berzelius, along with its source cerite, after

the planet Ceres, whose discovery (in 1801) was
then one of the most striking facts in physical

science. The ending is as in potassium and other

names of metals. Klaproth, in 1807, changed the

names to cererium and cererite ' lest they should
appear to be derived from cera, /tr/pos wax ', but
the change was not accepted ,Dana\]
One of the chemical elements : a rare metal, dis-

covered in the mineral called Cerite ; it has the
colour and lustre of iron, and takes a high polish,

which it retains in dry air, but in moist air it be-
comes covered with coloured films like heated steel

;

it is malleable and ductile, of specific gravity 6.63
to 6-73. Atomic weight 138 ;

symbol Ce.
1804 W. Nicholson Jrnl. Nat. Phil. IX. 290 (title) Ac-

count of Cerium, a New Metal found in a Mineral Sub-
stance from Bastnas in Sweden. 1808 Henry Epit. Chem.
(ed. 5) 266 From the planet Ceres, discovered about the
same period, it has been called Cerium ; and the mineral
that contains it is termed Cerite. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem.
Philos. 433 Cerium had not been obtained in the metallic
form till I succeeded in reducing some oxide sent me byM.
Berzelius, by means of potassium . . [forming] a deep gray

Vol.. II.

metallic powder, which became brown by oxidation. 1844-
68 Dana Min. 4_r4 In 1839 Mosander proved that the oxyd
of cerium contained the new metal lanthanum, and in 1842
another new metal didymium. 1865 A. H. Church in

Chem. News XII. 121 A new British mineral containing
cerium. 1875 Ure Diet. A rts I. 757 Cerium has also been
detected by Prof. Church in a Cornish mineral.

b. attrib. : in cerium compounds, group (of

metals), salts, etc. =Ceric ]
.

1879 Watts Diet. Chem. 2nd Supp. 273 Preparation of
pure cerium salts. Ibid. 3rd Supp. 420 A piece of cerium
wire burns with even greater brilliancy than magnesium.
1886 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 166 Class VI, Cerium Group.
Cerke, variant of Serk, Obs., a shirt.

c 1380 Sir Eemmb. 2449 AI naked, .saf hir cerke.

Cermocination, -trix, etc. : see Ser-.

Cern (sdJn),z>.l [ad. L. cem-ere 'to separate,

to decide ', in judicial language ' to resolve to

enter upon an inheritance ', 'to make known this

determination ',
' to enter upon an inheritance

'

(Lewis and Short).] Used in translation of Roman
law-books for : To declare acceptance of an in-

heritance. Hence CeTning vbl. sb.

1880 Muirhead Gains 11. § 166 If the individual so insti-

tuted desire to be heir, he must cern within the time for

cretion. .. I enter upon and cern to his inheritance. —
Ulpian xxii. § 25 A stranger heir, if he be instituted with
cretion, becomes heir by cerning.

So Cerniture, formal declaration of the ac-

ceptance of an inheritance. [Not formed on I..

; analogies : the L. is cretin.']

1880 Muirhead Ulpian xxii. § 28 To cern is to recite the
words of cerniture in this way. — Gains 11. S 482 Cer-
niture in compliance with the cretion-clause.

tCern, Obs. rare- 1
. Short for Concern.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. i. 77 What cernes it you, if I

weare Pearle and gold.

t Cerne, sb. Obs. rare. [a. F. ccrne circle :—

L. circin-us circle, deriv. of circus circle.] A circle;

an enceinte.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 46 With Cernes bothe square and
rounde He traceth ofte upon the grounde, Makend his

invocation, c 1450 Merlin 309 Merlin . . made a cerne with
a yerde in myddell of the launde.

Cerne (sam), v. rare. [a. F. cerne-r to encircle,

1
surround :—L. circindre, f. circin-us : see the sb.]

trans. To surround, invest.

1857 Sir. F. PalgravkNorm. a> Eng. II. 548 The cavalry
occupied the undulating valleys, .and they cerned the lofty

fortress on all sides.

f Cernicle. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. cemicu-
lum sieve, f. cernere to sift.] A sieve.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 559 Dates .. must be
brayed . - then trajected through a cernicle.

Cernnous (savmi«|as), a. [f. L. cernu-us in-

clined forwards + -ous.] Bowing downwards ; in

Bot. of a flower : Having the top bent downwards ;

drooping, nodding.

1653 J. Hall Paradoxes 48 That very weight which
sinks us downe from our erect constitution, into the cer-

nuous lownesse of beasts. 1836 Penny Cyi I. V. 252 (Bot.

Terms) Cernuons, drooping. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist.
E. Bord. I. 42 The flowers are cernuous after their blow.

Cero- comb, form of L. cera or Gr. Knpds wax
;

as in cero-mastio, cero-mimene, cero-resin.

Also the first element in many derivatives.

1804 Hatchett in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 215 Lac may be
denominated a cero-resin. 1828 S. F. Gray Opcrat. Chem.
805 Ceromimene, or prepared stearine, is brilliant, white,

and semi-transparent. 1884 A. J. Butler Coptic Ch. Egypt
II. i. 28 Mixed with ceromastic.

Ce'rofer. rare. [repr. Gr. Kijpotf>6pos wax-
taper-bearer, and med.L. ceriforus and ceroferd-

rius formed on the Gr.,with influence of l^.fer-re,

-fer : the pure L. form would be cerifer.~] A wax-
taper-bearer ; an acolyte.

1884 W. H. R. Jones Registers. Osmund ii. Gloss, 19? An
engraving of cerofers in rochets holding their tapers.

Ceroferary (sir^-feraii
-

!. rare. Also eero-

pherary. a. =Ceroper [in F. cero/eraire.'] b.

A candlestick, candelabrum [= L. ceroferdriunf\.

[Isidore Orig. vn. xii. 29 Acolythi Grace, Latine cero-

ferarii dicuntur, a deportandis cereis, quando legendum
est Evangelium, aut sacrificium oflerendum 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xix. Ixi. (14951 898 They that seme in

chyrches of wexe candyls ben callyd Ceroferarii.] c 1650
Fuller is cited by Webster for sense a ; sense b is given

without quotation in mod. Diets.

Cerography (sftp-grafi). [ad. Gr. K-qpoypa^pia

painting with wax, encaustic painting, f. *r/p<5s wax
+ -ypa<pia writing.] Writing or painting on or in

wax. a. Applied to the encaustic painting of

the ancients, b. ' Engraving on wax spread on a

sheet of copper, from which a stereotype plate is

taken ' (Webster, 1856).

So Ce rograph, a writing or engraving on wax

;

an encaustic painting. Ceroffraphic, -ical, a.,

pertaining to cerography. Cerographist, one

skilled in cerography.

1593 B. Barnes Earthen. $ P. in Arb. Gamer V. 465
Which Cerography I n unknown character ofVictory, Nature
hath set. 1731 Bailey Vol. II, Cerography, a painting or

writing in wax. 1846 S. E. Morse Geography Title, Illus-

trated with more than fifty cerographic maps. Ibid. Pref.

5 The new art of Cerography is applied for the first time to

the illustration of a work of this kind.

Cerolein (sfttf*-l»|ta). Chem. [f. L. cera wax
+ Olein.] A soft substance containing carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen, obtained by treating bees-
wax with boiling alcohol.
1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. III. 210. 1876 Harley

Mat. Med. 793 Cerolein forms about 5 per cent, of wax, and
gives to it the appropriate colour and odour.

Cerolite (si«'r^l3it . Min. Also kerolite. [ad.

kerolith (lireithaupt 1S23), f. Gr. frnpos wax +
Ai'flo? stone : see -LITE.] A hydrous silicate of

aluminum, having a somewhat waxy lustre and
greasy feel.

1868 Dana Min. (18801 470 Breithaupt unites deweylite to
cerolite.

II Ceroma (s'wrina). [Lat. cerbma ointment
for wrestlers, place for wrestling, etc., a. Gr.
Ki]pap.a anything made of wax, ointment for wrest-

lers, f. nr\po to wax.] 'An apartment in the Gym-
nasia and baths of the ancients, where the bathers

and wrestlers were anointed' (Gwilt).

Ceromancy ^sT«'r<ymBensi). [a. F. clromancie,

med.L. ceromantia, f. Gr. KTjpus wax + p-avrda

divination.] Divination from the figures produced
by dropping melted wax into water.
1652 Gaule Magastrom. 165-6. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,

Ceromanty, divination or sooth-saying by wax put into

water, a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais 111. XXV, By ceromancy,
where, by the means of wax dissolved into water, thou shah
see the. .lively representation of thy future wife.

Ceromel .sT-'Ttftnel). [a. F. ceromci, f. L. cera

wax + mel honey.] A mixture of wax and honey.
' used as an application to wounds and ulcers in

hot climates, where ointments soon turn rancid
'

(Syd. Sac. Lex.).

t Certvneous, a. Obs. rare. [f. med.L. cero-

neum an ointment chiefly composed of wax.]

Consisting of or containing wax.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 123 They admit of wax as

many Plaisters which are therefore, .called ceroneous,

Cerotvn. 'The American mode of spelling

SER00N, a bale or package made of skins' Sim-
monds Diet. Tratle 1858).

Ceropherary : see Ceroferary.
Ceroplast (si»T0plaest). rare. [ad. Gr. nrjpu-

TrAar/Tos moulded in wax; see next.] A mould in

wax, etc. ; also attrib.

1872 De Morgan Budg. Paradoxes 149 He spread a
thick block of putty over a wooden chair and sat in it until

it had taken a ceroplast copy of the proper seat.

Ceroplastic (SITOpWstik), a. [a. Gr. HT]po-

w\aaTifcus relating to modelling in wax, f. Ktjpus

wax + TrAdo'o'fii' to form, mould, irXacnus moulded.]
1. Of or relating to modelling in wax.
1801 Monthly Mag. XII. 423 The first application of

I ceroplastic to anatomical science. 1855 tr. Labarle's Arts
\ Mid. Ages i. 37 The ceroplastic art. 1882 Daily Tel. 27

Mar., A ceroplastic panorama of the Men. .of the Time.

2. Ceroplastics sb., the art of modelling in wax ;

concr. waxworks.
1882 Daily Tel. 27 Mar., A permanent Museum of Cero-

plastics, or in plainer English, a waxwork exhibition. 1884

i
Ibid. 14 July 5/4 The unrivalled collection of ceroplastics

I in Baker street.

So Ce roplasty, ' the making of anatomical

models in wax ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Cerosin ^sis-r^sin). Chem. [f. L. *ccros-us waxy
+ -in.] A wax-like substance obtained by scrap-

ing the surface of some kinds of sugar-cane.

c 1865 Letheby in Circ. Sc. I. 97/2 A wax-like substance,

named cerosine by Dumas, is. .obtained from the surface of

many species of sugar-cane.

Ceroso-. Chem. Combining form ofCerous a.i

1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 834 Ceroso-ceric Oxide .

.

may be regarded as a compound of cerous and eerie oxide.

1873 — E'oivues' Chem. 380 The ceroso-ceric compounds, of

intermediate composition. 1879 — Diet. Chem., 3rd Supp.

421 The brown-red hexagonal [sulphur] salt remains also a

ceroso-ceric salt according to the new atomic weight.

t Cerote. Obs. Also cerot. [ad. L. cerdtum,

a. Gr. nrjpcuTuv waxed, f. Ktjpo- to wax.] = Cerate.
1562 Turner Herbal II. 30 b, The roote .. is good for

brused places and wyth a cerote or treat made of waxe.

1562 Bui.leyn Bk. Simples 64 b, Sondrie oyntementes and
Cerots. 1601 Holland Pliny ' Wds. of Art ', Cerote is of a

middle nature between an ointment and a piastre, not so

hard as the one nor so soft as the other. 1669 W. Simpson

Hydrol. Chym. 364 Added to cerots and plaisters.

Cerotic (sftp-tik). Chem. [f. Gr. K-qpar-uv (see

prec.) + -ic] In Cerotic acid, Cj, Hw 02 ,
' the es-

sential constituent of that portion ofbeeswax which

is soluble in boiling alcohol ' (Watts Diet. Chem.}.

See Cerin. Its salts are called Ce'rotates.

1850 Daubeny Atom. The. viii. 258 As cerin forms a

soap with potass, Brodie regards it as an acid, which he

therefore calls the cerotic. 1873 Watts Fmones' Chem. 695

Cerotic Acid is the essential constituent of cerin.

So Ce'rotene, an olefine (C 27 HH ) obtained by

the dry distillation of Chinese wax ;
Ce'rotin,

hydrate of ceryl, CjjHjbO; Ce rotyl, =Certl.
1850 Daubeny A torn. The. viii. 258 Mr. Brodie . . also de-

tected in a species of wax from China a substance, .which

he calls cerotin. c 1865 Letheby in Circ, Sc. 1. 98/1 Chinese
I wax . . is made up of cerotic acid and an alcohol named

80
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oxide of cerotyl. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 334 Cerotyl

Alcohol, is contained in Chinese wax.

Cerous (sie-ras), a. 1 Chem. [f. Cer-ium + -ous.]

Of the nature of Cerium
;
applied to chemical

compounds in which cerium combines as a triad,

as in cerous salts ; Cerous chloride, Ce Cl3 , Cerous

oxide, Cej 03 . Cerous silicate, Ce3 Si3 Oir

1863 7a Watts Diet. Chem. I. 834 Cerous fluoride is ob-

tained as a white precipitate by adding an alkaline fluoride

to a cerous salt. Ibid. 835 Cerous silicate exists in nature as

Cerite ; the phosphate as Monazite. Edwardsite, Cryptolite,

and Phosphocerite ; the carbonate in Parisite.

Cerous si<>T3s), a.'1 Omith. [f. Cere sb., or

L. cera + -ous.] Of the nature of a cere.

1869 Gillmore Kept, Birds Intrcd. 190 In the Goose,
we find the bill, .covered at the base with a cerous skin.

Cerre, obs. form of Cere v.

t Cerre-tree. Obs. rare— [ad. L. cerrus,

a kind of oak + Tree.] A species of oak : the

Turkey Oak Quercus Cerris , or the Holm Oak
(Q. flex).

1577 H. Googe Heresback's Huso. (1586) 102 b, An other
Mast bearing Oke there is . . a kinde whereof some thinke
the Cerre tree to be, called in Latine Cerrus.

t Ce'rrial, a. Obs, Also oerial, serriale.

[a. Olt. cereale, f. cerro (cero) evergreen oak, L.

cerrus Turkey or bitter oak ; see -ai,.] Of or per-

taining to evergreen oak.
t 1386 Chaucer A'nts. T. 1433 A coroune of a grene 00k

cerial [v.r. serial; Boccaccio Teseide, Corona di querzia
cereale). a 1500 Flower «$• Leaf xxx, Chapelets fresh of
okes serrial, Newly sprang, [a 1700 Drvden Flower a>

Leaf 284 Branches . .Of palm, of laurel, or of cerrial-oak.]

+ Cerse, cers, cerss, v. Sc. Obs. [cf. OF.
cercer, dial. var. of cercher ^Search), chercher."]

An obsolete variant of Search v.

1503 Acts Jas. /fd8i4l 242 (Jam.i, To cerss the salaris

and passaris furth of the Realme. 1516 in Pitcairn t rim.
Trials I. 265* To cerse and seik George Howme. 1533
Bellenden Livy x, (1822)414 The two men sail cers the
bukis of Sibilla.

Cerse, obs. f. Searce to sift.

t Cert, adv. Obs. [a. OF. cert adj. and adv.:—
L. cert-us sure, settled, determined, certe surely,

certainly. The adj. use does not appear in Eng.
(exc. as in 2), and prob. the adverbial use is mixed
up with that of Certes.]

1, Certainly, certes, of a truth.

r 1300 A'. Alt's. 5803 So hy ben delited in that art That
very ne ben hy neuere, cert, c 1330 Arth. <y Merl. 3569
Thir while the knighte.s cert Were y-went into desert.

2. Phrase. In cert \ of a certainty, in truth.

c 1440 Launfal 297, I dar well say yn sert.

Certain (s^uten, -t'n >
a -> and &dv. Forms :

a. 3-6 certein, -eyn, (-eine, -eyrae), 4-7 certen,

4-6 certaynte, 4-7 certaine, 4- certain; (also

4-5 certan, 4-6 -tane, 5 6 certyn, 7 certaint,

certierf ; &. 4-6 serteyn^e, 5-6 serten, 4-5 ser-

tan, -tain, -tayn, 5-6 sertayne, 6 sarteyn,
-tayne, 8 dial, sartan. [a. OF. certain ( = Pr.

certan, Sp. and It. certano), repr. late L. or Ro-
manic type certdn-us, certin-o, f. cert-us deter-

mined, settled, sure, orig. pa. pple. of cern-ere to

decide, determine, etc. The sense-development

had taken place already with L. certus. The
comparative and suj>erlative, certainer, certainest,

are of common occurrence up to the middle of

1 8th c, but are now seldom used.]

I. 1. Determined, fixed, settled ; not variable or

fluctuating; unfailing. To avoid ambiguity from
confusion with sense 7, the adj. is sometimes put
after its sb., as a certain day, a day certain.
Certain price : in Foreign Exchanges, the fixed sum in

one currency, of which the value is expressed by a varying
sum in another.

1207 K. (it.ouc (1724) 378 To a man to l>ere beruore a
cerfeyn rente by be a,ere. 1461-83 Lib. Niger Edw. 11^
in Ord. R. Itousch. 11790^ 18 A formal and convenient cus-

tume more certayne than was used byfore his tyme. 1597
Morley Introd. Mhs. 6 Musicke is included in no certaine

bounds. 1597 Hookf.r Eccl. Pol. v. lxvii. § 5 That which
produceth any certain effect. 1611 Bible i Cor. iv. 11 We
. . haue no certaine dwelling place. 1631 Weever Ahc.
Fun. Mon. 384 The number of them hath not beene cer-

taine in our dayes : at this time there are about sixty and
eight, .in former ages, they were but twelue. 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. 11. 500 Wandering up and down without certain

seat. 1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind v. 79 A Fair or Market
with Toll certain. 1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius II.

669 Apartments were lateen 'for 12 months certain, and six

months' notici- afterwards '. 1845 Stephen Laws Eng. II.

in Payment of money on a day certain. 1866 Crump
Banking vii. 146 Paris is said to give to London the 'un-
certain for the 'certain' price, when a [varying! number
of francs and cents are exchanged for the L~ sterling,

b. Definite, exact, precise, arch.

J393,( 'owe* Cotif. III. 143 So that his word be . . so cer-
teine. That in him be no double speche. a 154X Wvatt
Let. in Wks. (i86i> Introd. 22 The certain time how long
I tarried after . . I remember not. 1676 Marvell Gen.
Couhc. Wks. 1875 IV-

» 52 The answer is now much shorter
and certainer. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. i. Wks. 1874 I. 31 No
means of determining . .what is the certain bulk of the living
being each man calls himself. 1788 J. Powell Devists
(1827) II. 75 It is of more importance that rules of this
description should be certain.

2. Sure, unerring, not liable to fail ; to be de-

1 pended upon ; wholly trustworthy or reliable.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12785 To bring fra iohn certan tiband.

t 1 314 Guy Warm, (A.) 900 His stede That certeyne was
and gode at nede. c 13*5 Coer de L. 3028 Rychard bad his
men seche For some wys clerk and sertayn leche . . For to
loke hys uryn. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 12 The
righter and certainer mark to know him by. 1650 R. Stapyl-
ton Strada's Low-C. Warres vn. 40, I have no more, nor
no certainer Intelligence then others. 175a Johnson Rambl.
No. 201 p 2 To repose upon real facts, and certain experience.

1834 Mrs. Somerville Cannex Phys. Sc. xv. 11849) 141 A
certain indication of a coming tempest.

b. Sure to come or follow ; inevitable.
a 1300 Cursor AI. 2373a Es nathing certainur ban dede,
Ne vncertainner ban es be tide. 1596 Spenser F. 0. 1. i. 24
Fearfull more of shame Then of the certeine perill ne stood
in. 1634 SirT. Herbert Trav. 29 Those certaine tortures,

he had doubtlesse received, had he stood upon his Justi-
fication. 1669 Shadwell Royal Shefh. v, Such . . Do
on themselves the certain'st ruin bring. 1884 Gustaf-
son Found. Death Pref. 6 Truth's laborious but certain
advance.

C. Sure in its operation or effects ;
1 unfailing ;

that always produces the expected effect* (J.).
1636 E. Dacres tr. Machiavel's Disc. Livy II. 503 There

is no truer nor certainer way, than to make them doe some
foule act against him. a 1754 K. Mead (J. ', I have often
wished that I knew as certain a remedy for any other dis-

temper. 1771 Lett. Junius lxi. 3 17 The abuse of a valuable
privilege is the certain means to lose it. 1809 Roland
Fencing 80 To give any certain directions to deceive the
adversary would be impossible.

3. Established as a truth or fact to be absolutely

received, depended, or relied upon; not to be
doubted, disputed, or called in question ; indubit-

able, sure.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 2273 Hit semes more sertain, sothely,
to rae..Hit may negh vs with noy. 1548 Udall, etc
Erasm. Par. Mark xiii. 29 It is muche certayner that
that day shall cum, then it Is certayne that summer folow-
eth after wynter. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. iv. 15 Duncan*
Horses, (A thing most strange, and certaine). .Turn'd wilde
in nature. 1611 Bible Dent. xiii. ^Then shall thou en-
quire, .and - . if it be trueth, and the thing certaine, etc. 1690
Locke Hum. I'nd. iv.xviii. § 4 Whatsoever Truth we come
to the clear discovery of. from the . . Contemplation of our

' own Ideas, will always be certainer to us, than those which
are convey'd to us by Traditional Revelation. 1705 S.

|

Clarke Being $ A ttrib. ofGod (R.), One of the certainest

and most evident truths in the world. I7»9 Butler Serm.
Wks. 1874 II. 199 It is certain that effects must have a

I cause. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. III. xlyi. 13 A fact as cer-
tain as it appears incredible. 1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith
Introd. § a. 3 We can conceive nothing more absolutely

! certain than that we exist. 1877 E. Conder Bos. Faith iv.

j

175 It appears to me not only conceivable, but probable, if

not certain.

4. Of persons : Fully confident upon the ground
!
of knowledge, or other evidence believed to he in-

fallible
;
having no doubt ; assured ; sure (

=

1 sub-

jectively certain *). Const, of a thing, that it is so.

Morally certain : so sure that one is morally justified in

acting upon the conviction.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. hi. 77 pal timbrede not so bye, Ne
boujte none Borgages, beo }e certeyne. 138. Wyclif Set.

IVks. III. 362 We ben certein bat crist may not axe oJ>ir

obedience. 138a — Rom. xv. 14, I my silf am certeyn of
30U, for and v 3ou silf ben ful of loue. 1606 Shaks. Ant. 1

<V CI. il ii. $7, I know you could not lacke, I am certaine 1

on't. 1645 Earl Glamorgan Let. a8 Nov. in Carte MSS..
I am morally certain a total assent from the Nuncio shall

be declared to the propositions for peace. 1679 Penn Addr.
j

Prot. 11. 146 A man can never be Certain of that, about
which he has not the Liberty of Examining, Understanding,
or Judging : Confident (I confess) he may be : but that s 1

quite another thing than being Certain. 1796 H. Hujct.r
|

tr. St. Pierre's^ Stud. Nat. (1790) I. 6 We are certain, at
least, of the existence of those • ! .• 1837 Carlylk Fr.
Rev. {1871) II. iv. vii. 148 Besides one is not sun-, only
morally-certain. 1864 Tennyson Grandmother xxi, I am
not always certain if they be alive or dead.

f5. lilciiding senses I and 4. Obs.

a. Confirmed by experience or practice ; well-

founded, well-grounded
;
fully established.

c 1340 Cursor X/. 19507 (Fairf.^ Walcande fra stede to
stede in mare certain f;iib |>en |>ai ware are. 1393 Gower
Con/. I. 180 Whan they ben of the feith certein, they gone
to Barbarie ayein. Ibid. III. 303 He taught her till she
was certeine Of harpe, citole and of riote. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 159/1 He was certeyn in the doctryne of the
gospel.

t b. Self-determined, resolved ; steadfast. (Cf.

Km certus mori.) Obs.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 953 However I with thee have fixt

my Lot, Certain to undergoe like doom, if Death Consort
with thee. 167s Marvell Corr. cevti. Wks. 1872-5 II. 408
He doth still continue certain to the former resolutions.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxi. §48 The certainer such De-
termination is, the greater is the Perfection.

6. Hy a change of construction, a person or

agent is said to be certain to do a thing, when the

fact that he will do it is certain. The use thus

attaches itself logically to 1, and in such a sentence

as 1 the town is certain to be taken certain might
be referred to that sense.

1653 Walton Angler \\. 49 II be as certain to make him

j

a good dish of meat, as I was to catch him. 1868 E. Ed-
!
wards Raleigh I. xxiii. 537 The truth that honest and un-

' selfish labour is just as certain to grow as it is to live.
!

[
Mod. We are certain to meet him in the course of our

j

I rambles.

II. 7. Used to define things which the mind
definitely individualizes or particularizes from the

general mass, but which may be left without
further identification in description ; thus often

used to indicate that the speaker does not choose
further to identify or specify them : in sing. = a
particular, in //. = some particular, some definite.

Different as this seems to be from sense 1, it is hardly
separable from it in a large number of examples : thus, in

the first which follows, the hour was quite ' certain ' or
' fixed ', but it is not communicated to the reader ; to him
it remains, so far as his knowledge is concerned, quite in-

definite ; it may have been, as far as he knoivs, at any
hour ; though, as afact, it was at a particular hour. (The
absolute uses are in B 4-6.)

01300 Cursor M. 8933 Ilk dai a certain hore ! par lighted

dun of heuen ture Angels. 138. Wycuf Wks. (1880) 220
How religious men shoulde kepe certayne Articles. 1393
Gower Conf. II. 16 A certain ile, which Paphos Men clepe.

1483 Caxton G. L . 242/1 Saynt domynyk >pak to the pryour
. .of certeyne mater. 1526 Tindale John xi. 1 A certayne
man was sicke, named Lazarus. 1536 Wriothesley Chron.
(1875) L, 61 In Aprill 1536, certen comyssions were sente
into the weste countrye 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. v. 152
The rootes be . . covered with certayne scales. 1600 f

.

Walker Sp. Mandeville 18 b, Theyr garments are made
of a certaine fine woll, like Bombast. 1603 Shaks. Meas.
for M. v. L tag For certaine words he spake against your
(Irace. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xix. 94 Not every one
but Certain men distinguished from the rest. 1710 Steele
Taller No. 173 P 3 There are certain faces for certain
Painters, as well as certain Subjects for certain Poets.

171 1 Addison Sped. No. 37 Fi A Letter . . directed to a
certain Lady whom I shall here call by the Name of Leonora.

1744 Berkeley Siris $ 1 In certain parts of America, Tar-
water is made. 1805 Med. Jmt. XIV. 437 The Reports
which certain public associations have circulated. 1856
Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. rv. vL ( 1 Everything that is

natural is, within certain limits right. 1875 1 1
.-. *^ :

1 1878) 5 If a certain quantity of beef be given for a certain

quantity of corn. 1879 M. Arnold Equality, Mixed Ess.

65 Certain races and nations, are on certain lines pre-eminent
and representative. 1887 1 Police Notice) 1 Whereas certain
persons unknown did, on the night of . . ,

feloniously enter

etc.

f b. Some certain : some particular, some . .

.

which might be particularized. Obs.
1561 Hobv tr. Castiglwne's Courtyer 11577) T viij b, In

case some certayne Circe should tourne into wilde beastes
al the French Kings subiectes. 1391 Shaks. Two Gent. 11.

v. 6 A man is . . neuer welcome to a place, till some certain

shot be paid. 1509 — Hen. V, l L 87 His true Titles to
some certaine Dukedomes, And generally, to the Crowne
and Seat of France. 1732 Pope Ess. Man 11. 189 Lust,
thro' some certain strainers well refin'd, Is gentle love.

+ C. With //. sb., often (like some) referring to

number
;
usually : Some definitely, some at least,

a restricted or limited number of.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 10947 There bai fourmyt a fest. .Serten
dayes by-dene duly to hold. 1582 G. Martin in Fulke
Defence (1643) 229 You abuse the people for certain years
with false translations. 1635 N. R. tr. Camden's Hist.
Elvs. 1 The death of Queen Mary having been certaine

hours concealed. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. in. 192
In Rome . . he was certain months in the character of Am-
bassador.

d. Of positive yet restricted (or of positive even
//"restricted quantity, amount, or degree ; of some
extent at least.

1538 Starkey England 13 Ther ys a certyn equyte and
justyce among al natyonys and pepul. 1711 Addison Sped.
No. 106 P 6 His Virtues, .are as it were tinged by a certain

Kxtravagance. J763 Fr. IWookk Lady Mandevtlle in Bar-
Imuld Brit. Novelists (1820) XXVII. 22 A prodigious pas*

kion for people of a certain rank, a phrase of which she is

peculiarly fond. Ibid. 63, 1 knew her rage for title, tinsel,

and 'people of a certain rank'. s8so G. Rose Diaries
(i860 1 II. 476 Mr. Perceval . . found a certain improvement
in him. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. III. 131 He
kept up a certain degree of intercourse . . with the Gonfalon-
iere Capponi. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. 123 The ice is dis-

integrated to a certain depth. 1875 Jkvons Money { 1 878) 117

The bank makes a certain profit out of the business.

6. Sometimes euphemistically : Which it is not

polite or necessary further to define. A certain age:

an age when one is no longer young, but which
politeness forbids to be specified too minutely:

usually, referring to some age l>et\\een forty and
sixty- (Mostly said of women.)
1748 Lady Featherstonhauoh in Lady Chatterton Mem.

La\ Gambler
\
1861 1 I. ii. 25 Some very handsome ladies of a

certain sort, who always make part of his suite. 1803 Jank
Porter Thaddeus xxviii, At the epoch, called a certain age,

she found herself an old maid 1817 livRON Bei>j>o xxii. She
was not old, nor young, nor at the years Which certain

people call a certain age, Which yet the most uncertain age
appears. 182a — Juan vi. ] xix, A lady of a ' certain age ',

which means Certainly aged. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudgr
i, A very old house, perhaps as old as it claimed to be, and
perhaps older, which will sometimes happen with houses of

an uncertain, as with ladies ofa certain, age 1882 Howklls
Out ofQuestion, His feet are set rather wide apart in the

fashion of gentlemen approaching a certain weight.

f. With a proper name, it implies that the per-

son so indicated is presumed to be unknown
except by name = 'a certain person called' or

'calling himself; hence often conveying a slight

shade of disdain.

1785 Cow per Let. 5 Feb., A certain lord Archibald Hamil-
ton has hired the house of Mr. Small . . for a hunting seat.

1833 South ey Lett. (18561 IV. 348 A certain Benjamin
Franklin French writes to me from New Orleans. 1870
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L'Estrange Miss Mitford I. v. 139 Mrs. Raggett broughL
with hera certain Miss Lucy.

B. quasi-i7>. or ellipt. What is certain.

I. fl. Fixed, settled, or appointed condition,

order, etc.
;
certainty. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vi. 153 It is an vnresonable Religioun

bat hath rijte nou3te of certeyne. 1393 Gower Conf III.

251 But every time hath his certain. 1631 T.Powell Tom
All Trades 146 Having no such pensions in certaine.

f 2. Certain state of matters, fact, or account

;

that which may be relied on ;
certainty. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27001 Sant paule sais of vr last dai,

Es nan mai certain per-of sai. 1470-8$ Malory Arthur
(1816^ II. 362 That knight that hurt him knew the very

certain that he had hurt Sir Launcelot. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon cxliii. 530 He sent out his spyes to knowe the sartayne

which waye the emperours nephue shulde come. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, 11. L 16, That's the certaine of it. 1607 C. Lever
in Farr's S. P. Jos. I (1848) 169 Honour, beautie, nor desire

of golde, Cannot the certaine of their death withhold.

D. For certain, in certain, etc.: see 7-10 below.

f 3. The state ofmental certainty, certitude. Obs.

138. Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 339 But as God wole of ore

pingis, bat we knowun hem not in certein. 1393 Gowek
Conf. III. 348 I hove In none certein betwene the two.

1470-83 Malory Arthur {1817) II. 290 Than they were at

certayne that they were of naturel colours withoute payn-
tynge. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cexxxiii. 326 As than

they were nat in certayne yf they shulde passe that way.
|

IbUi. (18x2) 1. 464 It is of certayne that we shall conquereyou.

II. f 4. A definite quantityor amount {of). Obs. :

C1386 Chaucer Chan. Yem. Prol. T. 471 Biseching him
j

to lene him a certeyn Of gold, c 1449 Pecock Kefir, m. xiii. 1

358 He 3af a certein of possessioun. 1522 MS. Ace. St.

John's Hosp., Canterb., Paied for a certen of bryk by the
|

lumpe. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Germanic iii. (1622) 264

To pay a certaine of corne, or cattell, or apparell.

\ D. cllipt. A fixed or definite sum of money.
1330 R. Brunne Chron. {1810) 39 For bes he bam bisouht, to

gyfpam a certeyn. 1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 81 Ne non
j

suffragies selle for a certeyn hi 3ere. 1505/?. E. Wills(i%%2)

135 A perpetual serteyn . . to be distribute to xij powre
|

persons on seynt Brices day. 1563-87 Foxe A . M. (1596)

180/2 The preests paieng a certeine to the King.

f5. A definite (restricted) number (tf/'thingsV

€ 1374 Chaucer Troylus m. 547 She to soper come. .With
a certeyn of her owne men. 1463 J. Daubeney in Paston
Lett. 452 II. 102 Ye wolle late me have a serteyn of your
bulloks for the vetelyng of the Barge. 1547 in Strype Eccl.

Mem. II. 11. App. D24 A certen of the wysest..men. 1549
Coverdhle Erasm. Par. 1 Peter Hi. 20 Put of for a certayn

of yeares. 1621 Bk. Discip. Ch. Scot. 9 A certaine of the

nobilitie were convened.

fb. Occasionally without of: cf. A. 7. Obs.

1523 Ld. Berners froiss. I. xiv. 13 A certayne noble

knightis.. she kept styl about her. 1548UDALL, etc. Erasm.
Par. John 119 b, After I haue taried a certayne dayes
among them.

t C. ellipt. A fixed number of prayers or masses.

[1431 xwEng. Gilds (1870*278 Hiscerteyntee [1448 certeyn]
|

of messes.] x466Fnu, J. Paston in Lett. II. 271 To the said
]

parson for acerteyn untoM ighelmesse next after the said yere

day, viiif. vxx'xd. 1496 Willof J. Burgh (Somerset Ho.), I be-
j

queith xxxs. xii'jd. for to have a certeyn rehersed in the

church. 1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers III. via. 126.

fd. ellipt. A restricted number of persons;

some. Obs.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 611/1 God chooseth a
certayne whome he lyketh. Paynell Catiline xxvii. 47
They chose out a certayne, whiche shulde besyege Pompeys
house.

6. Closely related to this is the current (though

somewhat archaic) use without a, both followed

by of and absolutely, which may also be treated

as a pronominal or absolute use of sense 7 in A.

a. of persons.
1400 Destr. Troy 1709 Ector ..and certen hym with.

1450 W. Somner in Four C. Eng. Lett. 3 He sente. .certyn

letters to certyn of his trustid men. 1526 Tindale Acts xii.

1 To vexe certayne [Wyclif sum men] of the congrega-
cion. 1538 Starkey England 54 Polytyke rule . . may
be other vnder a prynce, commyn conseyl of certayn, or

vnder the hole multytude. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. iii. 122,

I haue mou'd already Some certaine of the Noblest minded
Romans. x6ii Bible Pref. 1 Certaine, which would be
counted pillars of the State.

b. of things.

1841 Myers Cath. Th. in. § 17. 62 Certain of the Psalms.

1855 Dickens Dorrit iii, Mrs. Clennam dipped certain of

the rusks and ate them; while the old woman buttered cer-

tain other of the rusks.

III. Phrases.

7. For certain
;

formerly (and still dial.) also

for a certain: as a certainty, assuredly. [^F. pour
certain, Littre.]

c 1320 Scuyn Sag. (W.) 2901 Sir, for sertayn, That wald I

here and that ful fayn. 1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M.
Aurel. (.1546) Biij, For certaine al the fruites cometh not
togither. 1607 TorSELL Serpents 625 It was reported for a i

certain, that a Viper entring into a Mans mouth, etc. 1611
Bible Jer. xxvi. 15 But know ye for certaine, That, etc.

1646 Cromwell Let. 10 Aug. , I hear for certain that Ormond
has concluded a peace with the Rebels. 1707 E. Ward
Hud. Rediv. (1715) 11. v, He meant the Butcher, for a
certain. 1718 Hickes & Nelson J. Kettlewell 1. § 16. 39
He was for certain a most useful Member. 18.. Southey
Roprecht iv, Roprecht for certain is not dead !

t 8. In certain : in truth, certainly, truly. Obs.

[Cf. OF. a certain, Dewes.]
C1340 Cursor M. 11577 (Laud), This was be somme in

certayn Of the childryn pat were slayne. 1483 Caxton G.
de la Tour G iij, For in certayne he hath leyd thre egges.

(.1489 — Souncs of Aymon i. 52 In certeyn the duke of
|

Aygremounte is ryght myghty. i^Pet>-onillas7 {Vyn^,on\ 1

And she fulfylled his byddynge in certeyn Withoute grutch-

inge of virgynall mekenesse.

9. Of a certain ,arch.^ formerly of certain : as

a matter of certainty, certainly, assuredly. [ = OF.
de certain, Dewes.] To this may belong Caxton's

j

a certain ; but this may be from Fr. (cf. 8).

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) ii. 229, I know of a certayn.
1

1488 Caxton Chast. Godties Chyld. 46 Yf we knew a certen
,

that suche men deyed wythout repentaunce. 157s Briejf 1

Disc. Troub. Franckford 97 It began to be muttred off cer-

teyne that the Magistrate, etc. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. iv.

112 They, .who of certain report, that, etc. 1828 Scott F.

M. Perth iv, Of a certain, those whingers are pretty toys.

C. adv. 1. Certainly, of a truth, assuredly.

(Mostly parenthetic = Certainly 4.)

1330 R. Brunne Chron. (iffio) 82 My boke sais certayn,

bathe gaf neuer bat rede, c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 375 And
elles certeyn hadde thei ben to blame, 'ta 1400 Arthur
501 t>us worschup god dude certeyn To Knglond, bat bo

was Bretayn. 1509 Hawes Examp. Virt. x. 191 It bren-

neth hote lyke fyre certeyn. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. n. vi.

29 Lorenzo certaine, and my kmc indeed. 1704 Rowi:

Ulyss. iv. i. 1768 She is lost—most certain—gone irrevoc-

able.

2. With certainty, surely.

1382 Wyclif Acts xxiii. 20 As thei ben to sekinge sum
thing certeynere [v.r. and 1388 more certeynly of him].

a 1734 North Lives II. 346 There is no place, .in which an
ingenious person comes sooner and certainer to preferment,

than in the Turkish Court.
|

f 3. Emphasizing sooth, true, sure. Obs. or dial,

a 1500 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 205 Certain sothe. a 1593 H.
Smith Whs. 11867) 1 1- 401 Being most undoubted and certain

true. 1804 South ky in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor I. 482

You will, I am certain-sure, be well pleased. 1875 Parish

Sussex Dial., Certain Sure, the superlative of certainly.

t Certain, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. : cf. OK.
certainer, and Ascertain.] trans. To make cer-

tain ; to certify. Hence Certaining vbl. sb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26973 Bot if pat it be suilk a thing bat

bou wat of na certanyng. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.

eclxx. 401 He certeyned them how he wolde ryde forthc.

Certainly (s^itenli), adv. [f. Certain a. +

-LY 2.]

1. In a manner that is certain ; in a way that

may be surely depended on ; with certainty.

a 1300 Cursor M. 16232 iG'ittJ, Gode men quat es ban }ur

dome, sais me sertainli [Cott. certanlij. 1509 Hawes Past.

Pleas, xxiv. viii, Nor yet the handes fele nothyng certaynly.

1649 Bounds Publ. Obcd. 17 Those things are certainlyci

knownetous. i793WoLLASTONin/7<!//. Trans. LXXXI1I.
1 50 This was made more certainly steady. 1863 Fr. Kemhle
Resid. Georgia 37, 1 can not ascertain very certainly. 1875

Jevons Money 11878) 44 The earliest tin coinage of which
any thing is certainly known.

b. With certainty as to quality, amount, etc. ;

definitely, precisely, exactly. ? Obs.

c 1460 Fortescue Abs. & Lim. Mon. (1714) 44 The K.yngs

Werks [fortifications], of which the yerely Expensis may
not certeynly be estemyd. 1588 La.mbarde Eiren. 11. ii. no

1 To take sufficient Suertie, in a summe certainly prescribed.

; 1x1626 Bacon Use Com. Lam 12 Except the punishment be
certainly appointed by speciall Statutes.

2. Without fail, unfailingly, infallibly.

^1300 Cursor M. 9270 (Gott.), 'Jesse', he said, 'of his

rotyng Certaynly a wand suld spring.' c 1440 Gesta Rom.
i. 2 (Harl. MS.), If thou do not, certenly thy ymage shalle

be smytene, and thou bothe. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 189

The Lord will . . certenly recompence them their sinne into

their bosome. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 155 P 5 Merchants
..who call in as certainly as they go to 'Change. 1813

Southey March Moscow 4 Morbleu ! Parbleu ! And he'll

certainly march to Moscow !

b. Fixedly, so as not to be altered.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI. v. i. 37 Therefore are we certainly

resolu'd, To draw conditions of a friendly peace. 1704

Rowe Ulyss. v. 1. 2041 Tis certainly decreed, Fix'd as that

Law by which Imperial Jove Ordains . . to Good or Evil.

3. With subjective certitude, with assurance,

surely.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5834 And certainli bou vnderstand Al
that bou draus vte o bat flod It sal be turnd al in-to blod.

c 1450 Lonelich Grail xii. 483 How knowest thou this so

certeinly ? 1622 Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer (1661) 10 What
he Commands he accepts most certainly, c 1680 Beveridge
Sertu. (1729) I. 364 There is nothing that we know more
certainly in this world, than that we know nothing certainly

of the other, but what we are taught by God himself. Mod.
You ought not to speak so certainly about it.

4. Parenthetically, or as an assurance or admis-

sion of the truth of an assertion as a whole

:

Without doubt ; in truth and fact ; of a certainty

;

assuredly, undoubtedly, unquestionably. Cer-

tainly there are drawbacks= we may say certainly

j

that, (or, it is certain that) there are drawbacks.

Sometimes it expresses an admission of an oppo-

nent's contention, to be followed by 'but*, etc.

Often it conveys a strong assent or affirmative

reply, as in 1 You were present ?
' ' Certainly.

1

1 Can you recommend him ?
7 4 Certainly.'

a 1300 Cursor M. 17495 5a «
sertainli, hat soth it es. c 1350

Will. Palerne 2653 But sertenli on bobe sides was slayn

muche puple. .1450 Lonelich Grail xxxi. 152 Jit was that

schipe . . Anoured with diuers iowellis certeinle. 1596

Shaks. Merch. V. m, i. 126 Anthonio is certainely_ vndone.

1644 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 191 Snow . . certainly rots,

and bursts your early-set Anemonies. 1712 Addison Spect.

No. 405 f 3 If the Gods were to talk with Men, they would

certainly speak in Plato's Stile. 1752 Hume Ess. $ Treat.

(1777) I. 91 Machiavel was certainly a great genius. 1781

Trial of Ld. G. Gordott 8 One of Lord George's Counsel
applied to the Court . . to permit the prisoner to sit down.
Lord Mansfield answered, ' Yes ! Certainly' ! 1801 Foster
in Life $ Corr. (1846) I. 129, I have certainly learnt much.

1875 Jevons Money (1878' 16 We might certainly employ
one substance as a medium of exchange.

t Ce'rtainness. Obs. rare. [f. Certain +
•ness.] The quality or fact of being certain.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ixii. 12 He commendcih the

certeinnes thcrof 1599 1623 Minshec, Ccrteza, certainty

or certainnesse, assurance, surety.

Certainty (soutenti). Forms : 4 certaynle,

4-5- -teynte. -tante, 5 certeyntee, -tente,

-tainte, 6 certaynete, sertente, -tinty. scer-

tayntie, certentie, -teynty, -tie, certeintie,

-tayutie, -taynetye, -tainety, 6-7 certaintie,

(certainetie, -ty
, 7 eertenty, teinty, 6- cer-

tainty, [a. Anglo-Fr. certeinle, OF. certainele

(
— pr. certanetat, OSp. certanedad

)

, on L. or Koin.

type ccrtdniiat-c jn : see Certain and -ty.J

1. That which is certain ; the certain state of

matters, thefact, the truth ; a certain account, 'i Obs.

[1292 Uritton iv. viii. § 2 Et si ele dedie par la affirmative

ou la negative, sourd une doute dount la certeintc fet a en-

(juere del ordinarie.J 1330 K. Brunne Chron. (i8io> 25

Right story can me not ken, be certcynte what ^pellis.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA.\. jua. 65 As we may be infourmed

and knowe the cerieynte therof. 1565 GRAFTON Chron.

Edw. /, an. 8 1R.1, The king .. woulde thcrevnto geue no
credite vntill he had sent thether, and receyued the cer-

taintie. 1662 Stillingkl. Orig. Sacr. 1. ii. § 10 We ha\x-

then no certainty at all . . of any certain Records . . unle>--

they be contained in those sacred inscriptions from whenct.

Manetho took his history.

2. A fact or thing certain or sure with pi.)

1611 Shaks. Cy/ub. 1. vi. 96 For Certainties Either ai^

past remedies ; or timely knowing, The remedy then borne.

1684 Contempt. State Man 1. vii.u699' 75 It being not then

a suspicion, but an apparent certainty that Death will come.

1711 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. Ixxxii. 135, I would no!

advise you to neglect a certainty for an uncertainty. 1775
Stkahan in lio^well Johnson xlviii, Small certainties are

the bane of men of talents. Mod. To surrender a certainty

for a mere prospect.

1 3. Assurance, surety, pledge. Obs.

1303 R. Hrunnk //audi. Synue 821S He hadde seyde h> in

hys certeynte. 1330 — Chron. n3io' 6o Mybrobei delyue?

bou me, my ncuow bou me grante, hold bi certeynte,

and salle hold couenante. 1425 Sc. Acts Jos. 1 115961 $ 6^

Hot ,yif that man haue ane letter or certainetie of the Lord

of that land, .for quhat cause he cummis in this Rcalme.

4. The quality or fact of being (objectively

certain.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7837 pare es ay blysfulle cer-

taynte. 1634 Sih T. Hekukrt Trav. gi The Starres

without whose ayme there is no certaintie. 1738 Kkill

Anim. (Ecou. Pref. 26 Geometry, which truly boasts the

Reauty of Certainty. 1880 E. White Cert. Relig. 3 The
Kvangeli*t distinguishes between what we now term cer

titude—or the belief of the mind—and certainty, or the

solid reality of the facts or truths believed in.

5. The quality or state of being subjectively cer-

tain
;
assurance, confidence ;

absence of doubt or

hesitation; <= Certitude. Moral certainty: see

Certain 4.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter vi. 1 The seven psalmes..by-

gynnys all in sorrow..and bitternes of forthynkynge, and
pai end in certaynte of pardoun. 1393 Gowek Conf. I. 43
For love is blinde and may nought se, Forthy may no cer-

teinte Re sette upon his jugement. 1601 Shaks. All's Well
n. i. 172 Vpon thy certainty and confidence, What dar'st

thou venter? 1646 Burd. Issach. in Phenix (1708' II. 276

That this is truth, I am as much assur'd of, as moral Cer-

tainty can assure any Man of moral Truth. 1711 Audison
Spect. No. 101 1» 7 This is all we can affirm with any Cer-

tainty of his Person and Character. 1837 Hallam Hist.

Lit. 111. iii. § 93 The soul's progress from opinion to doubt,

and from doubt to certainty. 1838 Di. Morgan Ess. Probal'.

3lCab. Cycl. Nat. PhilosJ, Our moral certainty of the fact,

b. with
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. v. § 8 If a man will begin with

certainties, hee shall end in doubts.

+ 6. A certain ordefmite number or quantity. Obs.

1431 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 278 The vicarye. .schal haue

xxxys. and hij^. for his certeyntee of messes. 1601 F. Tate
Househ. Ord. Ed-w. II, § 11 U876) 11 Setting downe the

certenti of the price. Ibid. § 51. 35 By reson of the eer-

tenty which is theron assesed. 1603 Daniel Def. Rhitne

Poems (1717) 14 Nature, that desires a Certainty, and com-

ports not with what is infinite.

7. For, {in, at obs.), of, to (a] certainty: as a

matter of certainty, beyond doubt, assuredly.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5435 They wene to have in certeynteOf

hertly freendis so grete noumbre. c 1460 Fortescue Abs.

Lim. Mon. (1714) 47 The Kyngs Extraordynary chargys

ar so casuel, that no Man may knowe them in certeynte.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (V/. de W. 1531) 4 No persone may knowe

for certeynty, whether he haue it or not. 1580 North
Plutarch (1676) 26 It is of certainty that her proper name

was Nicostrata. 1611 Bible Joshua xxiii. 13 Know for a

certainety, that the Lord your God, etc — Dan. ii. 8, I

know of certeinty that ye would gaine the time, a 1635

Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 24 This will be of certainty

that, etc. 1665 Marvell Corr. li. Wks. 1872-5 II. 287

But pray tell us once more in certainty whether it must
consequently make 600 li a Yeare. 1789 Trifler No. 33.

420 Since music has become the rage, all our ladies must

at a certainty, learn this sweet language. i8«o Scott
Abbot xix, Thou restless boy—Thou hast quicksilver in the

veins of thee to a certainty. 1873 Mrs. Oliphant Innocent

ix, One or other will fall in love with her to a certainty.
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CEHTATION. 236 CERTIFY.

Certation. Obs. [ad. L. eertation-em, f.

certdre to contend, etc.] Contention, strife.

157a Forrest Theoph. 916 Man. .Shall haveassiste in that
certation. 16*3 Cockeram, Certation, strife.

% In the following it appears to be —Certifica-

tion.

c 1500 Bloivbol s Test, in Halliw. Nugx P. 2 He gaf me
many a good certacion, With right and holsom predicacion.

[Certelle, erron. f. Cercei.le, teal.]

Certes (sautez), adv. arch. Forms : 4-5 sertes,

sertis, 4-7 certis, 4-5 certys, 5 certus, 6 cer-

teyse, certesse, (5 '-7 certs, 3- certes. [ME.
certes, a. OF. certes, more fully a certes, according
to Littre:—L. *a certis from certain grounds),
certainly. Cf. OSp. certas, Cat. certes.

In French now pronounced isert'i : in Eng. usually
dissyllabic, but, from 1300, occasionally found as a mono-
syllable, spelt cert or certs, or shown by the rime or rhythm
to be so pronounced when written certes. See Cert.]
Of a truth, of a certainty, certainly, assuredly.

Used to confirm a statement. ('An old word*

J.) ; used chiefly in poetry or archaic prose.)
a 1250 OwlQ Night. 1769 Certes cwab be ule bat is sob.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4907 ' Sertes *, said bai, 1 leue lauerdinges,
Haue we noght ban o be kinges. 138. Wyclif Sernt. Sel.

Wks. I. 6 Certis noon but the lord of bis feeste. c 1386
Chaucer Knts. T. 64 ffor certes [v.r. certus] lord thcr is

noon of vs alle, That she ne hath been a duchesse or a
queene. < 1449 Pecock Refr. 1. il 8 Wherfore certis if

eny man can be sikir, etc. ci$S7 in Hazl. E. P. P. III.

121 Many a man certesse. 1597 Bp. Hall Sat. 1. iiL 29
Then certes was the famous Corduban Never but half so
high tragedian. 1600 Tuurneur Trans/. Met. xxxiii, Vet
certis, if the naked truth I say. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy
(1802) II. xix. 240 Then certes the soul does not inhabit
there. 180a Wordsw. Stanzas in Castle Indolence vi. And
certes not in vain ; he had inventions rare. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. I. 1. 47 Certes, we might have gathered
wealth untold.

1 0. monosyllabic. Obs.
c 1300 A". Alts. 1359 He thonkid alle therof, certe>, And

starfanon withoute smert. t 1400 Apot. Loll. 13 Certs to
bis I sey bei owe bobe to curse & wari. 1613 Shaks. Hen.
VI//, 1. i. 48 As you guesse : One certes, that promises no
Element. 1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat, David's Sin 1 1867J
213 This, certs, I know. Ibid. David's Pun. 237 But certs
I know that such mistake their ground.

Gertie, certy saxti,^. se-rti). Sc. [In my
certies, which is in use as well as my cer/ie, the
w ord may be identical with certes, taken as a plural

sb., of which certie would be the assumed singular.

But the history of the phrase is not clear ; and it

is difficult to say whether by my certy certes} is

genuine, or merely a literary 'improvement'.]
Chiefly in phrase, my certie, as an ejaculation :

By my faith, in good troth.

ISome have suggested a corruption of the F. mats certes
* but certainly

' ; of this there is no evidence.]
18 14 Saxon «f Gael L 80 (Jam.) By my certy ye shake

your fit wi* the youngest o* them. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxv,
'My certie! few <_ ver wrought for siccan a day's wage, ' 1820
— Abbot xvii. By my certes, I will warrant her a blithe
dancer either in reel or revel. 1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag,
iv. ii. 112 Certie, we were in luck. 1870 Blackmure Maid
of Sk. 156 My certy, no low curiosity is this.

Certifiable (sSutifoiiab'l), a. [f. Certify +
-aisle.] Capable of being certified.

1846 Grote Greece 1. xviii. L 646 Ordinary and certifiable
history. 1859 Mill Dissert <$• Disc. II. 543 To arrive at so
considerable an amount of positive and certifiable results.

Certi ficate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. med.L. certifi-

ctit-us, pa. pple. : see next.] Certified, assured.
iU7 Homilies 1. Faith 1. (1850) 38 A certificate and sure

looking for them. 1560 in Hazf. E. P. P. IV. 175 Chryst .

.

Which is our brother by proue certyficate.

Certificate (witi'fik/t), sb. Also 5-8 -at, 5
cert-, sertyfyoate. [a. F. certificat, or ad. med.L.
certifiedtum thing certified, a subst. use of pa.
pple. of certificdre to Certify. In sense 1 it

appears to answer to a L. sb. in -dtus (4th decl.)]

fl. The action or fact of certifying or giving
assurance ; certification. Obs.
c 1480 St. Ursula (Roxb.l Aj, Wastynee the church with

force and cruelte So sayeth the cronycles for our certyfycate.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. (ArbJ 259 For the better cer-
tificat therof he consyderd the stations of the moone.

f 2. The action whereby a responsible person or
persons attest a fact within their knowledge ; cer-

tification, attestation. Obs.
1471 Makg. Paston Lett. 705 III. 63 Send for the sheretfes

debute to wete how thei be disposid for certificate of the
knyghtes. 1495 Act 11 Hen. V/f, c. 10 § 1 Upon certificat

of the delyvere of the seid Writtes. 1560 Daus tr. SteU
daite's Comm. 95 a, Before they make certificat home to
their cities. 1563 Homilies B. Repentance 1. (1859) 534
For a certificate, and assurance thereof. i66x J. Stei-hens
Procurations 30 Since the Certificate of their value into
the Exchequer about the 26 of H. 8.

3. A document wherein a fact is formally certi-

fied or attested.

[1447 in Paston Lett. L 64 Comme il apparest par le

certificat a eulx par nous donnc.] 1489-90 Ptumpton Corr.
91 Send up the sayd wrytts with his sertyfycat. 159a
Greene Art Conny-catch. 11. 5 Who buyeth a horse without
this certificat or proofe, shalbe within the nature of fellony.mm Holland Pliny I. 182 Six men brought a certificate
that they had liued an hundred yeares apiece. 164a Two
Ord. Lords *r Comm. 3 Dec 3 A true and exact Certificate

J

..of the quantity of Gunpowder. 1711 De Foe Plague
j

(1754) 9 To get Passes and Certificates of Health ..for,
without these, there was no being admitted to pass thro' the
Towns. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 174 No cyder and perry',

exceeding six gallons, shall be removed, etc., without a
; certificate. 1790 J. Huntincford (title), The Forging and
;

counterfeiting of Certificates of Servants' Characters. 1824
Scott St. Ronatis xxv, My father's contract of marriage,
my own certificate of baptism. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade

1
s.v., A certificate of origin is a Custom-House document,
testifying to particular articles being the growth ofa British

colony. 1887 Whitaker's Almanack 368 A certificate of
birth, marriage, or death costs one penny.

b. esp. A document certifying the status or

acquirements of the bearer, or his fulfilment of

conditions which authorize him to act or practise

in a specified way ; hence, often equal to licence.

1549 Compl. Scot. xi. 95 Nane of them sal cum vitht in

the mane cuntre of ingland vitht out ane certificat fra the
sc{h]eref. 1593 Nashe Foure Lett. Con/ut, 19 A Certificate

1 (such as rogues haue) from the head men of the Parish.
1615 tr. De Mont/art's Surv. E. Indies 8 [He] must bring
back a good certificat from the Captaine of the Carauan.
1816 Trial Berkeley Poachers 29 Allen makes no secret
of his shooting ; he takes out a certificate. 185s Dickens
Bleak Ho. trioppei, I am now admitted . on the roll of
attomies, and have taken out my certificate. 1863 IUust.
Lond. News 21 Nov. iHoppe) The suspension of Captain
Stone's certificate for six months. 1874 Sat. Rev. Apr. 499
(Hoppe) The vessel was licensed to carry only twenty pas-
sengers ; but it seems that the restrictions of the certificate
did not apply to trade between Mediterranean ports.

C. In a more general sense : Anything which has
the force or effect of the preceding ; a certification.
1718 Free-thinker No. 76. 146 Admit no Opinions but

such as come recommended with proper Certificates. 1856
\
Emerson Eng. Traits, Wealth Wfa. (Bohn) IL 68 The

,

Englishman has pure pride in his wealth, and esteems it a
,

final certificate. 1875 Jevons Monty (1878) 191 Bills of ex-
change, which are signs or certificates of debt

d. Bankrupt's certificate : (see quot. 1858).
1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4341/4 His Certificate will be con-

firmed as the Act directs. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade s.v.,

A bankrupt's certificate is the legal document issued by the
Commissioner of the Bankruptcy Court, certifying that he
has surrendered his estate, passed the examinations and
forms required, and . . is permitted to recommence his trading
operations.

4. Law. A writing made in one court, by which
notice ofits proceedings is given to another, usually
by way of transcript. Trial by certificate : a form
of trial in which the testimony of facts as certified

by another court, or by any proper authority, de-
,
cides the point at issue.

1607-7S Cowell Interpr A Certificate of the Cause of
• Attaint is a transcript made briefly, and in few words, by

the Clerk of the Crown, etc to the Court of the Kings
Bench, containing the tenor and effect of every Indictment.
1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 333 When the issue is whether
a person was absent in the army, this is tried by the I

certificate of the proper officer, in writing, under his seal.
1818 Cruise Digest II. 300 The Judges certified that Mr.
Bromfield took a vested estate in fee simple . . The Master
of the Rolls decreed in conformity to this certificate.

5. attrib., as in certificate goods (see 3, quot.

1858).
1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4674 An Act. .for better preventing

Frauds in Drawbacks upon Certificate Goods. 1710 Act 8
Anne in Lond. Gaz. No. 4701/2 Persons, who. .cause, .to
be re-landed such Tobacco, and other Certificate-Goods.

Certificate (soiti-fik^t
1

, v. [(. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To attest (a fact) by a certificate.

2. To furnish (a person) with a certificate. {To
certificate out of : cf. AM01 v. 8, 9.)
1818 Todd, Certificate, a word of very recent date, sig-

nifying to give a certificate to a person, tbat he has passed
a particular examination, or that he is justly entitled to
some claim. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. I. 256 The homely
stock of love that had never been examined or certificated

1
out of her. 1870 Daily Netvs 12 Nov., To register and
certificate midwives. 1881 AVw Eng. Jntt. Education
XIV. 345 The teacher ..was certificated for one of the

! lower grades.

3. To license or authorize by certificate.

1884 Manch. Exam. 9 Sept 5/3 Few of the excursionists

I

know how many people the boat is certificated to carry.

Hence Certi ficated, Certi'floating.
1768 Blackstone Comm. L ix. 365 Apprentice or servant

1

to such certificated person. 1858 Simmonrs Diet. Trade,
Certificated Bankrupt, one w ho is freed fn nn his liabilities,
and holds a certificate from the Bankruptcy Court. 1864
Hp. ofLincoln's Charge 6 A smaller supply of trained and

!
certificated teachers, i860 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept* 12 It
does not parade this certificating character upon its title-

page.

Certification (saitinkP'-Jsn). [a. F. certifica-
tion, or ad. med.L. certificatton-cmt D. of action f.

certificdre: see Certify v. and -ation.] The
action of certifying or fact of being certified ; the
form in which this is embodied.
1. Information making one certain of a fact, etc.

;

certain notification or notice.
1440 Gesta Rom. xlv. 174 (Haft. MS.) Of the whiche

ridinge that othere kni;t had certificacione. 1683 E.
Hooker Pre/. Pordage's Afystic Div. 99 1 Style it what you

I

please) Revelation, Manifestation, Inspiration, Communi-
|

cation, Certification, Declaration, or if you wil Information.

2. .SV. Law. Notice to a party of what is de-
manded of him, certifying him of the consequences

1
of his non-compliance.
1634 46 Row /list. Kirk (1842) 4^ That such. .be ad-

monished to return to his Majestie's obedience ; with certi.

fication, if they contemptoushe refuise, the spirituall sword
shall be used aganis them. 1679 Roy. Proc/am. Edtnb.
4 May in Hickes Spir. Popery < 1680) 62 With Certification
to such of the said Tenants, Cottars and Servants as shall
be absent, they shall be reputed as accessory to the said
Crime. 1679 1714 Burnet Hist. Re/., With this certifica-

tion that ifhe appeared not, they would proceed.

3. The action of certifying or guaranteeing the
truth of anything ; attestation.
153a More Con/nt. Barnes no. Wks. 801/2 The tradicyon

of the fathers . . is for the certificacion of a trouth a sure vn-
doubted authoritie. 1865 Mozley Mirac iv. 81 That final
certification of these great truths which will be given in

another world. 188 x
J.

H. Ingram in Poe's Wks. \ Mem.
20 He obtained a certification of the fact from several com-
panions.

fb.^ Certificate 4. Obs.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 22a, It shalhee tried by the
certificacion of the constable of the kings host.

t 4. L^aw. A process of obtaining an examination
or alteration of a judicial decision, when the omis-
sion of important evidence or other oversight is

alleged. Obs.

[1292 Britton iv. ix. 8 9 Meutz remedie par certificacioun
qe par atteynte.] 1641 Termes de la Ley 49 Certification
of Assise of Novel disseisin, etc. is a writ awarded to re-

examine or review a matter passed by Assise before any
Junices.

6. The action of making (a person certain or

sure ; assurance.
a '555 Latimer Serm. <y Rem. (1845) 364, 1 read in scrip-

ture of two certifications : one to the Romans, Justificati
ex fide, pacem habemus. 1577 tr. Butlinger's Decades (1592)

35 They call that . which we call a certifica-

tion, as when a thing by perswasions is so beate into our
minds, that after that we neuer doubt anye more, a 1638
Meue Wks. I. liii. 309 This Assurance or Certification ..

comes in the third place, not in the first.

6. The action of providing with a legal certificate.

i88x Philada. Record No. 3470. 1 $15000 to be expended
for the certification of the health of cattle shipments 1885
in 19M Cent. May 859 Defence of the present system of cer-
tification. Mod. The certification of elementary teachers.

+ 7. A certified statement, a certificate. Obs.
('1563 Bale Sel. Wks. (1849) 90 This certification is

untruly forged against him. 1630 Wadsworth Sp. Pilgr.
tv. 33 Hauing taken a false certification from the gouernor
of Callis, that the ship., belonged thereunto. 1771 Earl
Malmesbury Diaries

<J-
Corr. \ 1844) I. 79 As soon as the

Certifications can be signed and exchanged between the
Courts.

Certificator (mtiiikAai). [Agent-noun, in

L. form, f. certificdre : see Cebtify and -TOB. In

F. certificateur (16th c.}.] The giver of a certifi-

cate ; a Certifier.
1706 Monthly Rev. XXI. 480 We hastily copied the name

of the certificator for that of the inventor.

i Certi fieato rial, a. Obs. =next.
170a Hist. Convoc. Canterbury 30 These Certificatorial

Letters from the Bishop.

Certificatory soitrfikatori), a. and sb. [ad.

med.L. eertifiedtorius, t certificator : see -ory.J
A. adj. Having the function of certifying; of

the nature of a certificate. Letter certificatory

ftnUttL of med.L. certificatoria littera): a certi-

ficate, a written testimonial.
15SO Sir R. Wingfield in Ellis OHg. Lett. \. 59 I. 167

The manner of the delivery, .of the Kyngs Lettres certifi-

catory. X563 87 Koxe A. <r M. (1596) 237/a The king .

.

sent abrode his letters certificatorie. 1OS7 J. Carter Expos.
Sernt. Mount 66 He maketh our forgiving of others . . the
certificatory cause (if I may so speake>. 1837 Cahlyle Fr.
Rev. 111. 111. v, Kvery Citizen must produce nis certificatory

Carte de Civisme, signed by Section- President.

B. sb. Short for letter certificatory. Obs.

1695 Kennett Par. Antiq. ix. 647 To return their Certi-

ficatories before they had duely publish'd their Citations.

170a l/ist. Convoc. Canterbury 29 The Bishop of London
presented his Certificatory or Return, upon Execution of
the Archbishop's Mandate.

Certified soutifaid),///. a. [f. Certify v.]

Made certain ; assured
;

certainly informed

;

attested by certificate ; furnished with a certificate.

x6xi Cotgr. , Certifi/
t

certified, assured, ascertained.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr, ii. 9, I mu>t refer you to the Regis-
trar of the District . . for the certified cause of death. 1879
MTJarthy Own Times lii. (Hoppe* A minister of religion,

a lawyer, a doctor, a certified scnoolmaster. 1880 Webster
Supp., Certified check, a bank-check, the validity of which
is certified by the bank on which it is drawn. 1883 J.
Russell New Educt Code 37 An elementary teacher, .in.

.

Certified Industrial School* or Certified Reformatories.

Certifier (s.i jtifoioj\ [f. Certify v. + -er*.]

One who certifies ; the giw of a certificate.

1598 Flurio, Certificatore, an assurer, a certifier. 1687
A. Farmer in Magd. Coll. * Jos. II .Oxf. Hist. Soc) 73
Mr. Brabourne, the other Certifier. 1885 in 19M Cent.
May 858 Each certificate must set forth the facts, observed
by the certifier himself.

Certify soutifai), V. Forms : 4-7 certifle,

-fye, 4 6 certyfye, 5-6 oertefie, -lye, 6 certyfle,

7 certefy, (5 sertefye, 7 sertifie), 6- certify,

[a. K. certifie-r, in 13th c. certefier, ad. med.L.
certificdre, f. cert-us certain + -ficdre : see -FY.]

1. trans. To make (a tiling) certain ; to guarantee
as certain, attest in an authoritative manner; to

give ceilain information of. ^Often with clause as

objects
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1330 R. Brukne Ckrou. ft8io) 249 J>is was certified & sikere.

1393 Gower Con/. I, 192 Though we such thing . . Upon
our trouthe certifie. C1400 Destr. Troy 12715 He certifiet

sothely in his sad lettur, pat Agamynon had goten to his

gay spouse, Of Priam a prise doghter. c 1440 York Myst.
xxx. 46 Nowe saye itt save may ye saffely For I will cer-

tefie be same. C1530 Ld. Berners A rth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814)

32 To certefye this thinge, sende for the damoysell ; and
than shal ye know, by her owne mouthe. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 282 (R.) [To] certifie that Arion was alive

and safe. 1804. Abernethy Surg. Observ. 29 To certify this

remark I may mention the case of a man. i860 J. Kennedy
Rob of Bowl xi. no We may certify what we have seen

to his Lordship.

2. To declare or attest by a formal or legal cer-

tificate. (Often with compl. inf., or object clause.)

1461 R. Calle in Boston Lett. 420 II. 58 Jenney and
Yelverton hathe certified up in to the Kynges Benche
inssurrecions [and] congregacions ayenste me. 1483 Act
1 Rich, III, c. 7 § 2 The said Justices . . to certify the same
Proclamation to the Kings Justices of the Common Pleas.

1651 N. Bacon Cout. Hist. Disc. xxii. 180 In case of sick-

ness, or other good cause, sertified and allowed by the

Captain. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 214 Unless the

judge shall certify under his hand that the freehold or title

of the land came chiefly in question. 1788 Franklin
Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 222 The proper officers, comparing
every article with its voucher, certified them to be right.

1801 in Med. Jml. (1804) XII. 444 This is to certify, that

Drs. Marshall and Walker attended at the hospital at

Malta, etc. 1818 Cruise Digest VI. 120 It was certified

by the Court of King's Bench to the Court of Chancery, in

a modern case. 1883 Law Times 16 May 38/1 The magis-

trate confidently reversed the previous medical opinion,

and certified the man as not insane.

b. U.S. Banking. To certify a cheque: seequot.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 16 July, In lieu of our protective

system of ' crossing', there is a process known as 1 certify-

ing ' a cheque. The teller puts his initials in one corner,

thus warranting the genuineness of the instrument and the

fact of the drawer having sufficient funds in the hands of

the bank to meet it. 1880 [see Certified].

3. To make (a person) certain or sure {of a

matter) ; to assure, inform certainly ; to give (a

person) legal or formal attestation {of).

1340 Hampole Pr. Come. 6846 Pilat sent til Tyberius .

.

to certifie hym of bis cas. < 1440 Cesta Rom. xlv. 175
(Harl. MS.) Was certifijd of the dethe of the cockes. 1535
Coverdale Job xii. 8 Speake . . to the fyshes of the see, and
they shal certifie the. 1381 B. Riche Farew. Militarie

Prof. 58 Certifying his mother the truthe which he had
learned. 1675 Pennsylv. Archives I. 32 These are to

Certifye all whom it may concerne. 1765 H. Walpole
Lett. (1861) IV. 334 The next post will probably certify you
of his death. 1797 Southey in Life t.1849) I- 3 r 7 As to

'what is the cause of the incalculable wretchedness of society

. .1 have long felt certified in my own mind,

b. with clause as second object.

14.. Mann, Househ. Exp. 564, I . .sertefynge }owe I

was late, .a monge ryte worschepeful folke. 1526 Tindale
Rom. viii. 16 The same sprete certifieth oure sprete that we
are the Sonnes ofGod. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. iii. 32,

I goe to certifie her Talbot's here. 1651 W. G. tr. Cowel's

Inst. 237 The Sheriff is to make his return, and certefy

the Justices, whether the party have sufficient Goods and
Chattells. 1878 Simpson Sch. Shaks. I. 56 The following

letter certified Cecil that. .White was not to inherit all.

e. reft. To make oneself certain, inform one-

self certainly ; to ascertain.

1600 Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 470 After hee had fully

certified himselfe of the riches abouesayd. 1858 Maxwell
Let. in Life x. (1882) 308, I hope to certify myself ere long

what sort of ' friend's wife ' I am to have.

4. intr. To make certification ; to testify to,

vouchfor,
1625 Bacon Plantations, Ess. (Arb.l 531 They will .. be

Lazie. .and spend Victuals, and be quickly weary, and then

Certifie ouer to their Country, to the Discredit of the

Plantation.

1829 Southey in For. Rev. $ Cont. Misc. III. 49 Those
for whom the priests would certify might remain. 1874 A.

S. Taylor Med. Jurispr. lxii. led. 9) 707 One of the medical
men certifying to the insanity of a gentleman.

Hence CeTtifying vbl. sb., certification.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 43 By . . certefienge of
cheueleynes of londes, it was i-founde.

f Certionate, v. Obs. [Da Cange has certiou-

are ' securum reddere ' : but the word looks like

a mistake for certiorate^ = Certiorate.
1558 Sc. Acts Mary (18141 522 The partie defendar aucht

and suld be warnit of the said continewatioun, and certionat
of the last day affixit be vertew thairof.

Certiorari (S9uji|0re>r3i). Law. [L. certiorari
1
to be certified, informed, apprized, shown which

occurs in the original Latin of the words of the
writ, ' we, being desirous for certain reasons, that

the said record should by you be certified to us \]
A writ, issuing from a superior court, upon the

complaint of a party that he has not received justice

in an inferior court, or cannot have an impartial

trial, by which the records of the cause are called

up for trial in the superior court.

1S*3 in W. H. Turner Select Rec. Oxford 38 By no wryt
of error of certiorare. 1641 Jmls. Ho. Commons II. 162
Upon what Grounds they issued forth those Certioraries.
1649 Fuller Just Man's Fun. 16 If one conceive himself
wronged in the Hundred . . he may by a certiorari, or an
accedns ad curiam, remove it to the King's-Bench or Com-
mon-Pleas. 1693 Congreve Doub. Dealer 11. iv, I'll firk

him with a certiorari. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull (1727) 9
He talks of nothing but . . replevins, supersedeas 's, certio-
rari s, writs oferror, etc. 1881 Times (weekly ed.) 1 1 June

i 3/4 The Court granted the rule nisi for the removal here by
,

writ of certiorari.

Certiorate (ssujior^t), v. [f. L. certiord-re to

certify { = certidrem facfre) : see -ate.] trans. To
certify, inform authoritatively.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. Ep. Biij, We certiorate

you. .that . .you have wrapped your selves in a very evil!

snare. i8ao Byron in Moore Life 442, 1 . . should like to be
certiorated of its safety in leaving Venice. 1853 Blackw,
Mag. LXXIII. 133 The juveniles .. are wont to certiorate

mamma when the footstalks are tall enough for tartlets.

t Ce:rtiora*tion. Obs. [noun of action f. L.

certiorare : see prec. and -ation.] A making
certain or sure ; certification.

1653 Manton Exp. James ii. 21 Fittest to receive the wit-

ness and certioration of the Spirit. 1680 J. C. Vind. Oaths
' (ed. 2) 3 An oath then is for confirmation, and certioration.

Certitude (soutiti^d). [&.F.certttudeceitaintyJ

objective or subjective f. late L. certitudinem (in

I
S. Gregory, Boethius, etc.), f. L. ccrt-us certain.]

1. Subjective certainty; the state of being certain

! or sure of anything ; assured conviction of the

1 mind that the facts are so and so ; absence of doubt

j

or hesitation
;
assurance, confidence. (There has

j

been a growing tendency since the time of Hobbes
to restrict the word to this sense

;
which, though not

etymologically founded, is practically useful.)

1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) I. 183 Whiche childer . . not

knowenge their faders in certitude. 1554 Knox Godly Let.

j

A iij, You wolde knowe the tyme, and what certitude 1 haue
! here off. 1656 Hobbes Liberty, Neeess. <}• Ch. < 1841) 247 An
!

infallible certitude of the understanding in that which it

' knows to be, or that it shall be. 1699 Dhil. Trans. XXI.
359 Moral Certitude Absolute, is that in which rlie Mind of

Man entirely acquiesces, requiring no further Assurance.

[

1727 Chambers Cycl., Certitude, is properly a quality of

I

the judgment, importing an adhesion of the mind to the

j

proposition we affirm, or the strength wherewith we adhere
to it. 1864 J. H. Newman Apol. 80 My argument is. .that

certitude was a habit of mind, that certainty was a quality

of propositions. 1880 E. White Cert. Rctig. 3 The Evan-
gelist distinguishes between what we now term certitude

—

or the belief of the mind—and certajnty,or the solid reality

of the fact or truths believed in. 1883 Vxovim Short Stud.
IV. n. v. 228 The truths of faith must be held with absolute

certitude.

b. A feeling of certainty in a particular case
;

the opposite of a doubt. With a and //.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. § 89 To sound the truth of

the Electors and Peoples affections, which they found entire,

;

and with that certitude returne. 1617 Donne Scrm. exxxviii.

V. 476 Delude themselves with imaginary Certitudes of

Salvation. 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) III. 4 Heaven.,
wher Desires turn to Fruition, Doubts to Certitudes.

2. Objective certainty. ? Obs.

1538 Bale God's Promises in Dodsley 11780) I. 9 They
come that thereof wyll shewe the certytude. c 1540 Pitgr.

Tale 56 in Thyuue's Animadv. (1865) App. i, For a-mongst
I an hundreth -this is of certitude. 1655-60 Stanley Hist.

\ Philos. (1701) 180/2 Science, .hath Certitude and Stability as

being conversant in things certain and stable. 1790 Mokris
in Sparks Life # Writ. (1832) II. 110 It will be very long
before political subjects will be reduced to geometric certi-

tude. 1856 P. E. Dove LogicChr. Faith Introd. 3 We have
evidence of the utmost conceivable certitude.

fb. Fixedness, permanency ; invariableness. Obs.

1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Mmvjb,
Thou sawest neuer certitude in the loue of a woman. 1605
Camden Rem. 37 That there is an Orthotes or certitude of

names among all Nations.

C. Sureness of action, execution, or event ; un-

failing quality.

1597 Lowe Chinirg. (1634) 139 The excellency of it [the

I eyel is knowne in the certitude of the actions. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. 375 That certitude which it hath in effecting

j

anything. 1662 Evelyn Chatcogr. ii-jdy 107 A method,
how, by a constant and regular certitude, one may express

to the eye, etc. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile iv. 01

Expressed with masterly certitude. 1886 Swinburne in

Athenaeum 10 July 49, 1 Trust in the certitude of compen-
satory justice.

t Cert-money. Law. Obs. [Cowcl says ' quasi

certa moneta '
; but cert appears to be from cerium

letw or pro certo lelw, as in the quotations.]

A common line, paid yearly by the residents and
I

tenants of a manor to the lord or the hundred, pro

I
certo Letat, for the certain keeping of the Leet.

1607--167Z in Cowel Iuterpr. 1670 Blount Law Diet.

s.v., The Mannor of Hook, in Dorsetshire, pays Cert-money

j
to the Hundred of Egerdon, This in ancient Records is

called Cerium Letx. 1708 in Kersey; in Bailey, etc.

Certs, obs. var. of Certes.
Certy, var. of Certie sb.

Ceruce, obs. form of Ceruse.

Cerule (sI^mI), a. Also cse-. [ad. L. cse-

rul~us = caeruleus blue: see Cerulean.] A poetical

equivalent of Cekuleak.
1591 Spenser Virg. Gnat 164 A foord Whose csrule

streame. .Crept under mosse as greene as any goord. 1610

W. Folkingham Art of Survey 1. iii. 5 Pellucid Onyx,
cerule Tarqueis. 1757 Dyer Fleece n. 66 The bark That
silently adown the cerule stream Glides with white sails.

185a Eraser's Mag. XLVI. 165 Those fir-clad hills, so softly

pencilled 'gainst the cerule sky !

b. quasi-j/^ (in quot. accented cerude).

1830 W. Phillips Mt. Sinai iv. 336 The Eternal . . Dis-

persed his pillar through the deep cerule Of heaven.

t Ceru leal, a, Obs. rare- 1
, [see -al.] —next.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trap. 196 They paint themselue.-

from top to toe with a cimileall colour.

Cerulean ^s/r/H/an), a. Also cse-. [f. L.

c&rule-us dark blue, dark green, applied to the

sky, the sea ( Mediterranean ), but occas. to leaves,

fields: cf. Welsh glas. In the mod. langs. always

taken as deep blue.] Of the colour of the cloud-

less sky, pure deep blue, azure. Chiefly poetic.

1667 Pklmai t City <y C. Build. 71 For Painting the best

Cerulian or IJlew colour in Oyl is. 6d. a yard. 1677
Herhert Trai>. 129 (T.) Mosques and hummums with their

cerulean tiles and gilded vanes. 1695 Blackmore Pr.Arth.
iv. 83 He spread the pure Cerulean Fields on high. 1725
Poi'E Odyss. \ 111. 284 We. . through cajrulian billows plough
the way. 1791 Cowpfr Iliad IL 545 Her eyes cerulean

rolled. 1847 Emerson Threnody Wks. iBohnj I. 487 Within
the air's cerulean round.

b. humorous— Ui.uk a. 7.

1831 Cat's Tail 28 Being cerulean (which so much the

ton is).

B. quasi-^. (cllipt.).

1. Cerulean colour or hue.
1756 Gentl. Mag. 39 Tinctured with a bright cerulean,

then with a fine azure. 1835 AVru Monthly Mag. 299 The

j

sky was clear and of the milky cerulean of chrysoprase.
1

2. humorous. A blue-stocking, a ' blue '.

1821 Byron Juan iv. cviii, O ye, who make the fortunes

of all hooks ! Benign Cerulean* of the second sex !

t Cerxrleated, ///. a. Obs. [f. L. cserule-us

. + -ate + -ED.] Made cerulean, coloured blue.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 119 Azure paint wherewith
they are tcrulcated. 1680 Morijen Geog. Rcct., Persia

[

(1685) 385 Cupoloes curiously cxruleated with a feigned
' Turquoise.

Cerulein sfrw-h'iin), Cerulin si9*r»!in).

j

Also ceo-, [f. L. cxrult-us blue + -ix.] ta. An

;

intensely blue substance obtained from indigo, b.

I A deep blue substance contained in many es-

sential oils, also called a/ulene.

1810 Henry El m. Chem. 11840' II. 281 Cerulin appeared
' to consist of 1 atom of hidigo-r 4 atoms of water. 1838 T.
1 Thomson Chcm. Org. Bodies 200 He gave the name of

cerulin, from its blue colour, to the soluble indigo contained

in it, and that uf ceruleo-^ulphales to the salts. 1872 Watts
,

Diet. Chem. IV. 185 An oily compound of a very deep blue

colour called ca;ruleiii. 1880 Syd. Soc. Lex., Caerttleiu,
1 same as Azulene.

Cerirleo-, combining form of L. cxrulc-us, in

the names of various chemical compounds, as

ceruleo- sulphuric acid ;
ccrulco-lactin, etc.

1810 Hknky litem. Chem. (18401 II. 281 Ceruleo-sulphate

of Potassa. 1838 Ceruleo-sulphate [see Cerl lkin]. 1875

TJnEDict. Arts II. 906 s.v. indigo, A peculiar acid, to which
the names of indigo-sulphuric, sulphindigotic, sulphindylic,

orca;ruleo-sulphuric acid have been applied [Wai t still. 253.1

calls this Sulphocxrulic acid]. 1879 Watts Diet. Chcm.,
2nd Supp. 276 Ccruleolactiu, a hydrated aluminium phos-

phate.. found in hotryoi'dal and reniform masses.

b. Ceruleo-nasal : humorous for lii.uE->'osE 2.

1858 (>. W. Holmes De Sauty, Tell me, O Provincial;

speak, Ceruleo-nasal.

tCeru'leous,tf. Obs. Alsocseruleoiis, S -ious.

[f. L. c;rrule-us Cerulean + -ol\s.] —Cekulean.
1575 Laneham Let. (1871; 10 A Poet . .in a long ceruleoou>

garment. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter iii. 7 The heavens

are pure, bright, ceruleous. 1680 Boyle Exper. Chem.
Pn'nc. 11. 100. 1717 Phil. Trans. XXX. 569 The Pyrmont
Waters excell all. .in its bright Ca;rulious Lustre.

Gerulescent v
si<'ri«le*sent), a. Also cse-.

!
[as if ad. L. *avrulescenl-em pr. pple., becoming

I blue, f. c-t-ru/eus.'] Tending to cerulean.

1880 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cxrulescent, sky blue. 1881 Jml.
Bot. X. 113 The gelaiina-hymenea is caerulescent, then

slightly tawny with iodine.

!| Ceruleum, C£e- (s/nz-k'^m). [neut. of L.

cxruletts.'] (See quots.)

1859 Times 28 Dec. 2/2 (Advt.) Cseruleum, a new perma-
nent colour, prepared for the use of artists. 1875 Ure Diet.

Arts I. 570 Cxruleum . .consisting of stannate of protoxide

of cobalt, mixed with stannic acid and sulphate of lime.

Ceru'lic, a. Chem. Also cse-. [f. L. cserul-us

blue + -ic] In cerulic acid (sec quot.).

1880 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Cxrulic acid, an acid of coffee, by
some regarded as an oxidation product of caffetannic acid.

t Ceruli*fic, a. Obs. rare- l
. [as if ad. \J *cxru-

lific-usmaking blue, f. avrul-tts blue+ -ftcus making.]
4 Having the power to produce a blue colour

5

(J.)

170X Grew Cosm. Sacr. 11. ii. (R.\ The several species of

rays, as the rubifick, cerulifick, and others.

Cerulin : see Cerulein.

tCe rulous, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. cserul-us--^

cxrulcus blue -f -0U8.1 = Ceuuleous.
1651 Raleigh's Ghost 44 [Flowers] cerulous or blewish. 1717

Slare in Phil. Trans. XXX. 565 A Cerulous azure Blue.

Cerumen (s/r/7-men). [a. mod. (or?med.) L.

cerumen, f. L. cera wax, or ad. Gr. tcrjpovtiwos formed

of wax. Also mod. F. cerumen.'] The yellow

wax-like secretion in the external canal of the ear.

1741 Monro Anat. Nerves (ed. 3) 25 The Cerumen of the

Ears is of a watry Consistence. 1844 Dufton Deafness 87

A pellet of hardened cerumen.

Cerumini'ferous, a. [f. mod.L. cerfimen,

-inis (see prec.) + -fehous.] Producing cerumen.

CeruminOUS (sfr/i'minasjj a. [f. mod.L.

ceruinin- stem of cerumen (see prec.) +-ous.] Of,

or of the nature of, cerumen
;
chiefly in ceruminous

\
glands, the glands which secrete the wax of the ear.

t 1801 Cooj-er in Phil. Trans. XCI. 447 A discharge from
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the ceruminous glands. 1834 Mason Good Study Med.
fed. 4) II. 105 (The discharge] then ceases and is succeeded
by a copious ceruminous secretion.

Ceruse (sio'ras, stiffs). Forms : 4, 7 ceruce,

4, 6 seruse, 6 oereuse, 6-9 oerusse, 7-9 eeruss,

(7 cerus), 5- ceruse, [a. F. druse (Pt. ceruza,

Sp. cerusa, It. cerussa), or ad. L. cerussa ceruse,

according to Vossius perh. for a possible Gr.

povoaa (contr. f. Kijp6taaa) waxy, f. Hypos wax.]

1. A name for White Lead, a mixture or com-
pound of carbonate and hydrate of lead (usually

2 PbCO, + Pb H,Oa) ;
largely used as a white

paint, formerly also in medicine for ointments, etc.

c 1386 Chaucer Pro/. 630 Boras, Ceruce [v. r. seruse], ne
oille of Tartre noon. .That hym rayghte helpen. a 1500 in

E. E. Misc. (1855) 72 To temper ceruse. 1585 Lloyd Treas.

Health Fj, Cerusse dropped into thyne eyes taketh away
the paine and cleareth the eyes. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel.
ii. ii. 1. i, Galen hath taken exceptions at such waters, which
run through leaden pipes, .for that unctuous ceruse, which
causeth dysenteries and fluxes. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV.
107 A Phial coated within and without with Ceruse, i. e. the

Calx of Lead. 1808 Henry Epit. Chem. 308 The insolu-

bility of the cerusse in boiling distilled vinegar. 1873 A.
W. Williamson Chem. § 168 Until a thick crust of ceruse

is formed over the surface of the lead.

b. esp. as a paint or cosmetic for the skin : often

used vaguely.

1519 Horman Vulg. 169 They whyte theyr face, necke,

and pappis with cerusse. 1603 B. Jonson Sejanits n. : 'Tis

the sun, Hath given some little taint unto the ceruse : You
should have used of the white oil I gave you. 1613 Mas-
singer Dk. Milan v. ii, Your ladyship looks pale; But I,

your doctor, have a ceruse for you. 1653 Manton Exp.
James i. 23 The artificial cerusse and varnish of the face.

1664 Butler Hud. 11. 1. 608 Others make Posies of her

Cheeks . . In which the Lilly, and the Rose, For Indian
Lake, and Ceruse goes. 1754 Connoisseur No. 5 At Paris

the face of every lady you meet is besmeared with unguent,
eeruss, and plaister. 183a Byron Juan xi. xlviii, Youth,
ceruse, Against his heart preferr'd their usual claims, a 1859
Macaulay Biog. Johnson 84 Johnson . . whose eye-sight
was too weak to distinguish ceruse from natural bloom.

2. The native carbonate of lead ; = Cerussite.

1 3. Ceruse of antimony :
' a preparation of the

regulus of that mineral, powdered, mixed with

spirit of nitre, and distilled in a retort till no more
fumes will rise' Chambers Cycl. Sitpp. 1753).
169a Boyle Hist. Air xxxviii. 233 A Parcel of his own

Ceruss ofAntimony. 1754 Huxham in Phil. Trans.XLVIII.

t Ceruse, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To paint
(the face) with ceruse. Hence Cerused ///. a.

162a Fletcher Sp. Curate v. i, I dare tell you To your
new ceruz'd [1st folio, cerviz'd] face, what I have spoken
Freely behind your back. 1622 — Sea Voy. 1T.1, What
ladies cheek, Though cerus'd over, comes near it. 1667
Denham Direct. Paint. IV* viii, Vermilion this mans guilt,

ceruse his fears.

t Cerrrssal, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. cerussa,

Ceruse + -al.] Of or pertaining to ceruse.
1651 Biggs AVn Disp. 120 The distill'd waters in the

leaden stills, .partake of a saturnine cerussal quality.

Cerussite, cerusite (sl'-rfsait). A/in. [f.

L. cerussa Ceruse + -ite. (Named 1845.)] Native
carbonate of lead, white lead ore.

1850 Dana Mitt. 498 Cerusite isomorph with aragonite.
1885 Erni Min. 262 Color of cerussite, white.

Ceruyce, ceruyn, etc., obs. ff. Service, Serve.
Cervalet : see Cervelat.
Cervanthropy. nonce-wd. [f. L. cerv-us stag

+ Gr. avSpam-os man, after lycanthropy.~]

1839 Gentl. Mag. Nov. 490/1 It shewed itself by cerv-
anthropy, for he [Actxon] fancied himself turned into a
stag.

Cervantic (sDJvarntik), a. [f. the name of
Cervantes, author of Don Quixote?] Characteristic

of or resembling the style of Cervantes. So Cer-
va ntist, a student or admirer of Cervantes.
1759 Sterne Tr.Shandy (1802) I. xii. 48 It was uttered

with something of a Cervantic tone. 188a Traill Sterne
iv. 36 Mr. Shandy is of course the Cervantic centre of the
whole. 1881 Athcnxum 19 Nov. 665/2 Lockhart was by no
means abreast of the Cervantists of his time.

Cervantite vsaivarntait). Min. [Named 1856,
from Cervantes (in Galicia, Spain) + -ite.] A
native tetroxide of antimony ,SbjO,), or com-
bination of antimonious and antimonic oxides,

called also Antimony ochre, found as a crust or

powder, or in pale yellow acicular crystals.
1868 in Dana.
Cervawnte, obs. f. Servant.
II Cervelat (sjrv^la). Also oervolas, cervalet.

[OF. cervelat (mod.F. cervelas), a kind of short
thick sausage, hence applied to the musical instru-

ment, ad. It. cervellata sausage.]
1. (See quots.)
1708 Kersey, Cervelas(¥.\ a large kind ofsausage. 1730-6

Bailey, Cervelas, Cervelat (in Cookery) a large sort of
Sausage, eaten cold, or in Slices. 177s so Ash.
2. vAlso cervalet.) A short reed musical instru-

ment, resembling the bassoon in tone.
1864 Webster cites Warren.
Cervical (soMvikil, ssavaikal), a. Phys. [f.

L. type *cervicdl-is (cf. cervical bolster), pertaining
to the neck, f. cervix, -icis ; cf. F. cervical.]

1. Of or belonging to the cervix or neck.
1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Voc, Cervical, belonging

|

to th^ neck. 1741 Monro Anat. (ed. 2! 106 They serve for the
;

Passage of the cervical Veins. 1834 J. Forbes tr. Laennec's

Dis. Chest 327 The mesenteric or cervical glands. _ 1866

Huxley Preh. Rem. Caithtt. 109 A horse's skull with its
i

upper cervical vertebra:.

b. Used in regard to other structures: see Cervix.
i860 Tanner Pregnancy ii. 54 A plug of viscid cervical

mucus.

2. as sb. = Cervical nerve, vertebra, etc.

1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds I. 369 The phrenic nerve is

derived from the cervicals. 187s Bla ke Zool. 2 The cervicals

are 7 in number.
Cervice, obs. form of Service. '

Cervicide (sauvisaid). rare. [ad. med. L.

cervicida, f. L. cerv-us stag : see -cide.] The kill-

ing of a deer.

(Cf. (-1196 W. Novoburg Hist. Rer. Anglic. 1. in. (Rolls)

I. 30 [Hen. I], .in publicis animadversionibus cervicidas ab
i

homicidis parum discernebat.] 1864 Webster cites B. i

Taylor.

Cervico- (swvsrko). Phys. Assumed com-
;

bining form of L. cervix, -icis neck, as in cervixo-
bra chial a., belonging to the neck and arm

;

cervirco-bra nchial a., belonging to the branchiae
|

and the neck ; cervl:co-fa cial a., belonging to

the neck and face ; cervixo-sca pular a., belong-

ing to the neck and the shoulder-bone, etc
1836 9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 292/1 A branch of the inferior

or cervico-faciaf division. 1843 E. Wilson Anat. Vade
M. 401 The Cervico-facial divides into a number of branches.
1872 W. Aitken Sci. *V Pr. Med. (ed. 61 II. 354 Cervico-
brachial Neuralgia is located among the sensory twigs of
the brachial plexus.

Cervicose sauvikou-s), a. rare~°. [ad. L.

cervicds-us obstinate, f. cervix, -icis neck; see -OSE.]
' Ilavinga hard, strong neck' Syd.Soc. Lex. 1 881).

Cerviculate (saivrkirfltt), a. rare—", [f. L.

cervicul-a, dim. of cervix + -ate 2.] ' Having a
little or a short neck. Also, having a goitre

'

(Syd.Soc. Lex. 1881).

Cervine (sauvain), a. [ad. L. cervln-us, f.

cervus, cerva deer. In F. cervin."] Of or belonging
[

to deer, or to the family Cervidse ; of the nature of I

or resembling deer. Also absol. = cervine animal.
183a Eraser's Mag. VI. 149 The solitary exception in

favour of the cervines is at the Easter hunt. 1858 Beve-
rioge Hist. India I. Introd. 11 The Nepal stag, and many
other varieties of the cervine tribe. s88o Dawkins Early
Man iv. 88 The cervine antler . . becomes more complex,

b. Of a deep tawny colour ;see quot.).
1866 Treas. Bot., Cervine, deep tawny, such as the dark

part of a lion's hide.

Cervise, obs. form of Service.
Cervi'sial, a. humorous, [f. L. ccrvisia (cere-

visia) beer + -al.] Of or ijertaining to beer.

17. . Mock Ode in Boswell Johnson (18161 IV. 428 Cer
1

vistal coctofs vidua: dame. 186s Temple Bar IV. 472
Differences . . anent sundry cervisial shortcomings between
her husband and the vexed landlord of the Blue Posts.

II Cervix (sauviks). Phys. [L.] The neck,

esp. the back part of the neck. Hence applied to

a similar part in various organs, as the neck of the

womb (cervix uteri), of the bladder (cervix vesica),

of the thigh-bone (cervixfemoris), and of a tooth
(cervix dentis, ' the line of junction between the
crown and the fang ').

1741 Monro Anat. led. 31 278 The Centix of the Os
Femoris has a great many large Holes. 1836 Todd Cycl.
Anat. I. 387/1 The cervix of the bladder is ofa compressed
conical form, i860 Tanner Pregnancy ii. 78.

Cervyce, cervyse, obs. ff. Service.

tCervylle, v. Obs.-" [cf. OF. escerveler, f.

cervelle the brains.] To remove or knock out the
brains ; hence Cervyller, one who does this.

1483 Cath. Angl. 57 To Ccruylle, excercbrare. Ibid. A
Ceruyller, excerebrator.

Ceryl (si l-ril). Chem. [f. Gr. Ktjp6s wax + -yl.]

The hypothetic radical (C^ H55 ) of Ceryl or Ce-
rotyl alcohol or cerotin, C 27 HM O, a white solid

waxy substance, melting at 79° C, obtained from
ceryl cerotate or Chinese wax. Hence Cerylene
[see -ene], the same as Cerotene (C„ H 54 )

;

Cery lio a., of ceryl.

1873 Watts Eowms Chem. 610 Ceryl Alcohol is obtained
from Chinese wax. .This wax consists mainly of ceryl cero-

j

tate. Ibid. (1877) II. 303 Ceryl cerotate .. yields cerotic
acid and cerylene by dry distillation. 1879 — Diet. Chem.
1. 838 A solution of cerotate of potassium is obtained hold-
ing cerylic alcohol in suspension .. The hydrate of ceryl..
forms a waxy substance melting at 79° C.
Cerymony, -moyn, etc., obs. ff. Ceremony.
Ceryn, CeryowB, obs. ff. Sear, Serious.
Cesar, -ean, etc. : see Cx-.
Cesare (sfzari). Logic. [med.L.] A mnemonic

term for the first mood of the second figure of
syllogisms, in which the major premiss and the
conclusion are universal negatives, and the minor
a universal affirmative.

1588 Fraunce Lamiers Log. 105 b. 1838 Sir W. Hamil-
ton Logic xxii. I. 434 In the Second Figure the first mood
is Cesare, of which the formula is :—No P is M ; But all

S are M
;
Therefore, no S is P.

Cesare, obs. f. Sicer, strong drink.

Cesarowitz, var. of Czabowitz.
Cese, cesse, obs. ff. of Cease.
Ceserera, var. of Sisebara, a hard blow.

+ Cesil. Obs. Some kind of fur.

1492 Will 0/ Borne (Somerset Ho.) Gowne . . furrid w'
Cesill wombes.
Cesment, var. of Cessment, Obs.

tCeSOlfa. Obs. [f. C, sol, fa, names of musical
notes : cf. Effaut.~] The name of a musical note,

the treble C, which was sol of the 6th hexachord
andfa of the 7th. Cf. A re.
a 1315 Old Eng. Song in Ret. Ant.\. 291 The song of the

cesolfa dos me syken sare.

Cesone, obs. form of Season, Seisin.

+ Cespitate. Obs. rare-". [ad.medX. cespi-

tdre to stumble, ' said esp. of a horse ' (Du Cange)

;

f. L. csespit-em turf.] (See quots.)

1613 Cockeram, Cespitate, to stumble. 1678 Phillips,
Cespitate, to stumble, as it were to hit ones foot against a
Turf.

t Cespita'tion. Obs. [f. as prec. ; see -ation.]

Stumbling ; sudden stoppage in a course.

1653 R.Bailue Vind. 116551 1 Mr. Cottons clear
cespitation on the threshold. 1654 Trait Comm. Ps. xxiii.

3 Wherein I may walk . . without cessation or cespitation.

1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 128 An instantaneous
Asthma, together with a cespitation of the animal Spirits.

Cespititious scspitijas . a. [f. L. atspiti-

ci-us made of turf+ -ous.] Made of turf, turfen.

17.. Gough (T.) Height and breadth of the cespititious
ramparts. 1863 Burton Hist. Scot. (1873) I. i. 33 It is

called a cespititious wall. 1880 — Reigtt Q. Anne III. xiv,

50 Redoubts or bastions, called ' csspititious as made out
of the materials available on the spot.

CespitOSe(se spitju-s), a. AlsoC.ESPIT08E,q.v.
Turfy, growing in dense tufts or clumps.
1793 T. Martyn Lang. Botany s. v. Cespitosa planta, A

cespitose or turfy plant has many stems from the same root,

usually forming a close thick carpet. 1838 Stark Etem.
.Vat. tlist. II. 432 Cespitose ; branches short, erect, thick.

1846 Dana Zooph. iv. (1848) 71 Crowded cespitose clumps.
1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 380 Small cespitose Mosses which
are very leafy and much branched.

Cespito so-, casspito so-, combining f. of prec.

= in a cespitose manner, cespitose and —

.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 470 Arborescent or cespitoso-
arborescenL Ibid. 452 Between the proper cespitose Madre-
pores, and the cespitoso-arboriform. Ibid. 325 Cespitoso.
hemispherical. /•';',/. 504 Ccspitoso-ramose.

Cespitous (se spitas), a. [f. L. aespit-em turf

+ -ous : cf. mod.F. cespiteux, -erne in same sense.]

Turfy, cacspitose.

183a in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Cess (ses), sb. 1 AIsoSess.e. [The etymological
spelling is Sess, aphetic f. Assess sb. in same sense

:

the spelling cess, due app. to mistaken notion of

the etymology, has been more or less established

in some senses.]

1. An assessment, tax, or levy : in various spec.

applications.

a. A rate levied by local authority and for local

purposes. Now superseded in general English use

by rate, but frequent dial. ; in Ireland it is still

the official term. Church cess: see quot. 1868.
1531 Act 22 Hen. VI

1

7, c 3 i 1 Diuers and sundry Cesses,
Scots, and Taxes. 1580 North Plutarch (1676) 73 To ap-
point . . what time the Sess should continue. 1641 Vestry
Bis. (Surtees) 104 Received more for a cease of 2d. pound,
las. id. ob. 01745 Swift Wks. (1841) II. 49 Unless when
the parish cess was gathered. l8»7 Hallam Const. Hist.
(1870jIll.xviii.374A cess or permanent composit ion fur every
plough-land. 1847 Barham Ingot. Leg- (1677) 206 There s

the rent and the rates and the scsses. 1851 nr. Martineau
Hist. Peace (1877) III. iv. ix. 35 The Tories were disposed
to uphold the dues of the Church, even to the last penny of
Church-cess. 1863 Possibil. Creation 93 We have our world
lit up regularly without any lamp cess being levied. 1868

Pall Mall G. 29 June 3/1 The Act of the 3 and 4 Will. IV,

c. 37 . .abolished . . the church vestry cess, as church rates in

Ireland were then called. ^1877 Holdemess Gloss. (E. D. S.)

Cess, a parochial or municipal rate.

b. Scotland. The land tax.

166j Sc. Acts (1820I Vll. 409 Act in favour of (the Earls
of Queensberry and Annaudale] for payment of a moneths
Cesse advanced by them for the Shire of Dumfreis. 1678
Ibid. VIII. 22i. 1701 J. Law Counc. 'Trade 133 AH
extraordinary taxes as cess, pole, hearth-money, and such
like grievous and uneuual dutys. 170a Lond. Gas. No.
3824/2 An Act IScotland] for a Supply of Ten Months and
halfs Cess upon Land-Rents, received the Royal Assent.

( 1706 in Sc. Pasquils (1868) 388 From paying us our Darien
Costs, By laying on cess, and new imposts. 1746-7 Act 20
Geo. tin c. 50 I 2 Their respective proportions of His
Majesty's cess or land tax.

C. Lndia. A tax levied for a specific object

;

often with prefixed word defining the object.

1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. i. 309 With regard to

the cesses or arbitrary taxes. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. InJ.

133 Various taxes and cesses, some falling directly on the

land, and others more or less circuitously affecting the cul-

tivator. 1883 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 584 Imposing additional

taxes, .such as the road cess, the irrigation cess, the public

works cess, and the education cess.

+ 2. Ireland. The obligation to supply the

soldiers and the household of the lord deputy with

provisions at prices ' assessed ' or fixed by govern-
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ment ; hence loosely used for military exactions

generally. Obs. exc. Hist.

1571 Campion Hist. Ireland II. x. (1633) 126 With sesse

and souldiours. 1586 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. in Holinshed
II. 144/2 Cesse is . . a prerogatiue of the prince, to impose
vpon the countrie a certeine proportion of all kind of vittds

for men and horsse, to be deliuered at a reasonable price

called the queen's price, to all and euerie such souldiors as

she is contented to be at charge withall, and so much as is

thought competent for the lord deputies house. 1596 Spen-

ser State Irel. 56. 1612 Davies Why Ireland, <fc. (1787)

20 By their continual cess and extortion [p. 159 sess of sol-

diers]. 1628 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz, ft (1688) 219 Ceass.

.

is an Exaction of Victuals at a certain Rate or Price . .
for

the Maintenance of the Lord Deputie's Houshold and
Garrison-souldiers. 1809 Tomlins Law Diet., Cesse or

cease in Ireland, .for soldiers in garrison.

1 3. Assessment, valuation, estimation. In phrase

out of all cesse. Obs.

1588 Marprel. Epit. 49 This, .ouerthroweth the puritans

out of all cesse. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, n. i. 8 The poore

lade is wrung in the withers, out of all cesse.

4. Comb., as cess-gatherer, -payer; cess-tax = 2.

1877 E. Peacock N.-W. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cess-

getnerer, one who gathers a local tax. ' John Lockwood, th'

cess-getherer's been for th' Court o' Sewers rate.' 1880 Edin.

Rev. Jan. 135 {Ireland^ The associated cess-payers are not

chosen by election. 188a J. Taylor Sc. Covenanters 180

Renwick was brought to trial for teaching that it was un-

lawful to pay the cess-tax.

t Cess, sb.% Obs. = Decease, q.v.

1410 Will 0/ Thomas (Somerset Ho.) After be cesse of her.

J Cess, *M Obs. [var. of Cease : cf. Cess
1. Cessation, interruption.

1703 Db Foe Orig. Power People Misc. 135 If Power at

any time meets with a Cess, if Government and Thrones
become Vacant, to this Original all Power . . returns.

2. «= Cesser 3.

1689 Proposals in 7I/1 Coll. Papers Pres. "Juncture of
Affairs 1 This is a Cess of that nature that requires a Judg-
ment to be made upon it.

t Cess, sbA Obs. exc. dial, [Etymology un-

certain.]

1. A peat-bog ; also a piece of peat, a turf.

1636 R. James Iter Lane. 308 V° deepe Lowe spongie
mosses yet remembrance keepe Of Noah s flood : on num-
bers infinite Of firre trees swaines doe in their cesses light.

1847 Jrnl. Agric. Soc. VIII. 1. 100 This substance, .is dug
and dried into small sods called ' turfs * or ' cesses * for fuel.

2. 1 A space of ground lying between a drain or

river and the foot of its bank ' (E. Peacock N.-W.
Line. Gloss., E. D. S.) ; a haugh. b. 1 The fore-

shore of a drain or river ' {Ibid.).

1874 Ancholme Navigation Notice in E. Peacock N.-W,
Line. Gloss, s. v., The occupiers of the land adjoining the

cesses of the Navigation . . are authorized to discharge all

persons trespassing thereon.

Cess (ses), sb.& Anglo-Irish. [? for success, or

from Cess 1 sense 2.] In phrase bad cess to = 4 bad
luck to, evil befall '.

1859 Punch 17 Dec. Carlisle and Russell—bad cess to

their clan ! i860 Lover Leg. $ Stories (ed. 10) 313 Bad
cess to you, can't you say what you're bid.

+Cess (ses), z>.i Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5-8 Sess,

6 cease, ceasse. [Etymologically spelt Sess,

aphetic f. Assess ; see Cess sb. 1
.]

1. trans. To determine the amount of (a tax, fine,

or contribution ; also of rent, and the prices at

which articles are to be sold) ; = Assess v. i.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccclxxxvii. 663 As soone as the
kyng was departed fro Paris, the commons rose in harnesse,

and slewe all those that had ceassed the aydes. 1531-2

Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 4 § 5 The same rates and prices to be
named and cessed by them and euery of them by their dis-

crecions. c 1590 in Seer. Mem. Earl Leicester (1706) 74
Compelling the tenant to payhim new rent & what he cesseth.

( 1613 Social Gondii. People Anglesey (i860) 21 In some
parts of the countrey, this mite was never cessed ; in other
parts it was cessed, but never leavied. 1764 R. Burn Hist.
Poor Lazvs 73 To sess, tax, and limit upon every such
obstinate person, what sum the said person shall pay weekly.

2. To impose (taxation, a fine, etc.) upon (a per-

son or community) ; = Assess v. 2.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, iv, Suche fynes and amerciaments
as upon them shalbe cessid. 16x2 in Picton L'pool Munic.
Rec. (1883) I. 171 Diverse fynes and Amerciaments cessed
upon him in Mr. Maior's Court.

8. Ireland. To impose (soldiers) upon a com-
munity who are to support them at a fixed rate.

1612 Davies Why Ireland, fyc. (1787) 142 There was no
means to maintain the army but by cessing the soldiers

upon the subject, as the Irish were wont to impose their

bonaught. 1880 Burton Reign Q. Anne II. xvii. 178 None
. . shall cosher, lodge, or cess themselves upon the inhabit-
ants.

4. To subject (a person, community, or property)

to a contribution, tax, or fine ; to rate, to tax
;

Assess v. 3. Also (Ireland) To subject to mili-

tary exactions or requisitions ; cf. Cess sb.1 2.

1494 Fabyan vn. 344 He prysonyd theym, and after sessyd
theym at greuouse fynys. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ci.

121 Yf I wolde sore cease you, ye shulde pay me xxx. or
xl. M. scutes. Ibid. I. ccclxxxvii. 664 With their owne
good wylles they ceased theymselfe to paye wekely a tenne
thousande florence. 1609 B. Jonson Sit. Wont. iv. ii, A
man of two thousand a-year is not cess'd at so many
weapons as he has on. 1652 T. M ay Old Couple in Dodsley
(1780) X. 504, I shall be . . sess'd More to the poor. 1738
Hist. View Crt. Kxcheq. ii. 21 If he did not come at
all, then he was cessed for all the Lands he held. 1856

Froude Hist. Eng. II. vii. (L.)The English garrisons cessed

and pillaged the farmers of Meath and Dublin.

5. To estimate officially the taxable value of

(property, land, etc.) ; to rate ;
= Assess v. 4.

1598 Stow Snrv. xv. (1603) 130 To the fifteene it is cessed

at foure pound ten shillings.

t Cess, v.'1 Obs. Also 6 sese. [Variant of

Cease v. ; after special senses of OF. cesser.]

1. intr. To cease to perform a legal duty : cf.

Cessavit.
1555 Perkins Prof. Bk. v. § 374 (1642) 162 If there bee

Lord Mesne and Tenant and the Tenant doth cesse. Ibid.

§ 389. 168 If. .the Tenant take a wife and afterwards cesseth.

1670 Blount Law Diet. s.v. Cessor, Where it is said the

Tenant cesseth. .the Tenant ceaseth to do what he ought.

1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind 11. vi. 253 If a Tenant cessed
to pay his Rent for two Years.

2. trans. To cede, give up, surrender.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccxii. 259 They [are] to trans-

port, cesse, and leaue eche kyng to other perpetuelly, al the

right that they ought to haue in all these sayd thynges.

Ibid. 258 We transport and sese all the right that we might
have in any of these thynges.

t Ce'Ssant, ct. Obs. rare. [ad. L. cessant-em,

pr. pple. oi cessdre to Cease.] That ceases to act

;

characterized by cessation or intermission. Hence
Cessantly adv., intermittently, at intervals.

1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess. Ep. Ded., Such a way
as renders even thiscessant state in some sort active. 1701
Howe Occas. Conformity Wks. (1834) 183/1 As the cessant

or diminished weight of such reasons shall allow. 1746
Parsons in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 44, I personally knew a
Gentleman, .who cessantly winked with one Eye.

+ Ce'ssate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. cessdt-, ppl.

stem of cessdre to Cease.] trans. To make to

cease ; to put an end to.

1701 Beverley Apoc. Quest. 33 That Variety of Barbarous
Nations, their taking Rome, Cessating the Western Empire.

Cessation (ses^-Jsn). [ad. L. cessation-cm,

n. ofaction f. cessdre to Cease. Practically treated

as n. of action from Kng. cease ; see -ATION.]

1. Ceasing, discontinuance, stoppage ; either per-

manent or temporary.
a 1400 C07'. Myst. 107 Withowte cessacion They crye.

1580 North Plutarch 116761 985 The Cessation of the

Oracles. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 7 The cessation of traf-

ficke with the Mahometans. 1628 Le Grys tr. Barclay s

Argenis 128 These are, as it were cessations from Armes,
with which sometimes wee doe beguile our common griefs.

1641 Baker Chron. Hen. VI an. i4so(R.) Jack Cade affirm-

ing no cessation of arms, unless the King in person would
hear the grievances of the subject. 1725 Pope Odyss. xx.

387 A long cessation ofdiscourse ensu'd. 1748 Anson Voyage
in. i. 301 The cessation of the storm. 1876 Grant Burgh
Sch. Scotl. 11. v. 182 Cessation from work in all the schools.

+ b. ellipt. = Cessation of orfrom arms (see in

prec.) : suspension of hostilities ; armistice, truce :

also in comb, as cessation-breaker. Obs.

1645 King's Cab. Opened in Select. Harleian Misc. (1793)

353 The eminent inevitable necessity, which caused me to

make the Irish cessation. 1653 Holcroft Procofius 11. 46
They gave Hostages for observing the Cessation. 1736
Carte Ormonde II. 285 To join with general Preston for

suppressing and reducing the cessation-breakers. 1755 —
Hist. Eng. IV. 479 After the cessation for that county
[Cheshire] and Lancashire had been annulled.

f 2. A ceasing to hold office. Obs.

1460 Capgrave Chron. 272 On Mihelmesse day, the Kyng
..red the Act of his Cessacion before these lordis. 1640
Bp. Hall Episc. 11. «j 12 If any Bishop . . shall there keep
him against this decreed Cessation, Let him . . be barred
from Communion.

f 3. Desistence from action
;
inactivity, idleness.

1603 Florio Montaigne m. x. (1632) 576 They accuse my
cessation, when as all the world was convicted of too much
doing. 1613 R. C. Table Atph., Cessation, rest, idleness.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 109 The spent Earth may gather
heart again

;
And, better'd by Cessation, bear the Grain.

]| Cessavit (^ses^-vit). [Lat. 3rd sing. perf. of

cessdre— Cease v., Cess v.- i.] A writ so called,

originating in Stat. 6 Edw. I. and abolished by 3
and4\Vm. IV. (Seequot. and cf. Cess v.'2 ,

Cesser.)
1555 Perkins Prof. Bk. v. § 389 The Lord bringeth a

Cessavit and doth recover. 1641 Tertues de la Ley 50.

1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 232 The writ of cessavit:
which lies, by the statutes of Glocester . .and of Westm. 2

. . when a man who holds lands of a lord by rent or other
services, neglects or ceases to perform his services for two
years together. 1809 Tomlins Law Diet, s.v., If the lord
distrains pending the writ of cessavit against his tenant, the
writ shall abate.

Cesse, obs. form of Cease, Seise.

Cessement, var. of Cessment. Obs.

Cesser (se'sai). Also 6 ceasser, 6, 9 (incor-

rectly^ cessor. [a. F. cesser to cease ; the infin.

being used subst. as in trover, misnomer.']

1. Law. Ceasing (of a tenant) to pay rent, or

perform legal duties, for the space of two years.

1531 Dial. Laws ofEng. VL xxxiv. (1638) 122 The suffer-

ance of the Abbot onely may disherit the house, as by his

ceasser. 1555 Perkins Prof Bk. v. § 389 {1642) 168 The
cessor doth not lye in any act done by the husband. 1741
T. Robinson Gavelkind iv. 42 The Lord may enter for the

Cesser of his Tenant. 1755 Carte Hist. Eng. IV. 21 Upon
a Cesser in the king's case, no receipt for 100 years together

would make it good or hinder the estate from being
avoided.

2. A coming to an end
;
cessation, termination.

1809 Tomlins Law Diet., Cessure, or cesser, ceasing,

! giving over ; or departing from. 1844 Williams Real
Prop. (1877) 412 If a proviso for cesser of the term should
not be inserted in the deed by which it is created. 1883

J. Payne icoi Nts. III. 172 Wherefore it is God's gift

to thee, for the cesser of thine ill fortune. 1884 Ld.
Coleridge in Law Times Rep. 8 Mar. 48/1 There is a con-
dition in the charter-party providing for a cesser of the

liability of the charterers as soon as the cargo is on board.

+ 3. Vacation of office, abdication ; = Cession 2.

1689 Proposals in jth Coll. Papers Pres. Jtinct. Aff.
1 This seems to be a Cesser of this Government, and may
amount to as much as if he had died. 1689 Consid. Succes-
sion <y Alleg. 6 To comprehend all kinds of Cesser from
the Government, whether by Death or otherwise.

Cesser, var. of Cessor, Sessor.

[Cesshery, error for Coshery.
(-1580

J.
Hooker Sir P. Carew in ArchxoL XXVIII. 134

Cesshenes and cesses, and suche other Ireshe customes.]

t CeSSibi'lity. Obs. [f. next : see -itv.] The
quality of being cessible

;
yieldingness.

1645 Dig by Nat. Bodies ix. (1658* 92 If the subject strucken
be of a proportionate ccssibility, it secmeth to dull and
deaden the stroke. 1658 R. White tr. Digby's Pmvd.
Symp. 1 1660* 27 The density, and figure, of the descending

1 body acting upon the cessibility of the medium.

+ Ce'SSlble, a- Obs. rare, [as if ad. I,. *ces-

j

sibitis, f> cess-us, pa. pple. of ccdere to yield; see

-ible. Cf. 16th c. F. cessible 'that may be given

i

ll P'-] Yielding; ready to yield or give way.
1645 Dicky Nat, Bodies ix. ( 1658 1 93 If the parts of the

1 strucken body be so easily cessible, as without difficulty

the stroke can divide them, then it enters into such a body.

Cessing (sc-sin\ vbl. sb. 1 Obs. exc. Hist. [1".

Cehh v.l + -ing ]
.] The levying of a cess

;
rating.

1882 T. Tavi.or Sc. Covenanters 50 Finings and cessings
' for causes for which there are no warrants.

t Ce ssing, vbl. sb:1 Obs. [f. Cess v£ + -ing *.]

1. The ceasing to perform legal duties; ^Ces-
ser 1.

1570 6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 118261 498 The Lord,
after such a Cessing, ought .. to seeke .. whether any dis

tresse may be found upon the Tenement, or No. 1641

j
Termes de la Ley 175 By this word Gavelet the Lord shall

have the land for the cessing of the Tenant.

2. Cession, surrender, abdication.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ecliii. 32S The peple woundred
of the cesyng and resygnyng of pope felix to nycholas.

3. vSlopping, stoppage.
1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. ioPreamb., Oureseid holye Fader

I . .for the cessyng of the seid Scisme and errours hath, .sent

for ayde. .into oure seid Sovereign Lorde.

I!
Cessio bonorum (L. ' cession of goods') =

j

Cession 3 b : in Sc. law, a legal proceeding by
I which a debtor is entitled to be Iree from imprison-

ment, if innocent of fraud, on surrendering his

whole means and estate to his creditors.

Sc. Newspr. {heading) Bankruptcies and Cessio Bonorum.

Cession (sejsn). [a. F. cession, ad. L. cession-

em, f. cesstes, pa. pple. of ccdere to yield.]

1 1. The action ofgiving way or yielding : a. to

physical force or pressure. Obs.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 354 They both [Flame and Air] have

quickness of Motion, and facility of Cession, much alike.

1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys.-Mtch. i. 36 It is the equal
pressure of the Air on all sides upon the Bodies that are in

it, which causes the easie Cession of its parts. 1693 Tyrrell
Law ofNat. 52 That Cession or giving place to each other,

which is so necessary for the performance of their motions,

fb. to moral force, persuasion, or temptation.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 11. vi. 50 Ccrtaine cessions

of the godly, who yelded even to the very doing of certaine

things imposed on them. 1612 Bacon Vain-glory, Ess.

(Arb.) 464 Excusations, cessions, modesty U selfe well go-

uerned, are but arts of ostentation.

1 2. The vacating of an office either by retire-

ment or death ; a ceasing to hold office. Obs.

1608 Bp. T. King Serm. S. Mary's Oxf. 5 There are two per-

sons, Dauid and Salomon, and accordingly two partes, first

the cession or decease of the one, secondly the succession

and supply of the other. 1683 Brit. Spec. 65 By the Cession

of many little Princes, these Petty Kingdoms were united,

and greater Monarchies created. 1718 Hickes & Nelson
y. Kettleivell 1. ix. 31 The Fellowship, .vacant by the Ces-

sion of Mr. John Radcliffe. 1738 Wardurton Diy. Legat.

(1741) II.408 The cession was in consequence of his [God's]

own declaration to Samuel.

b. Ecel. Law. * One manner of vacating or void-

ing an ecclesiastical benefice ' ; see quots.

1641 Termes de la Ley 50 When an Ecclesiasticall person

is created Bishop, or when a Parson of a Parsonage taketh

another Benefice without dispensation or otherwise not

qualified, .their first Benefices are. .said to become void by
cession. 1809 Tomlins Law Diet., Cession, in the case of

bishops does not take place till consecration.

3. The action of ceding, or surrendering to

another, rights, property or anything to which one

has a title or claim ; also giving up anything in

compliance with a demand ; concession.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 67 Cessyone, cessio. c 1600 Swin-
burn Spousals (1686) 179 Who .. hath no direct action ..

!
without Cession, or grant first made by the Proctor. 1775
Johnson in Boswell (1831) III. 106 Not. .that you had per-

sonally made any cession of the rights of your house. 1788
. T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 458 They will make great

j

cessions to the people, rather than small ones to the parlia-

i ment. 1848 Arnould Mar. Insur. m. vi. (1866) II. 858 If

notice of abandonment have been duly given, a deed of
cession, or formal transfer, is unnecessary. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Cono. (1876) I. iv. 238 Notwithstanding his former
cession of his rights.



CESSIONARY. 240 CESTUS.

b. Civil Law. The voluntary surrender by a
debtor of all his effects to his creditors. (L. cessio

bonorum.)
1622 Malvnes Anc. Law-Merck. 429 The manner of

Cedere bonis, or to make cession of goods, is verie hainous,
and of wonderfull disgrace. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v., The
Cession originally carried with it a mark of infamy, and
obliged the person to wear a green cap or bonnet. 1768
Bi.ackstone Comm. II. 473, I mean the law of cession, in-

troduced by the christian emperors ; whereby if a debtor
Ceded, or yielded up, all his fortune to his creditors, he was
secured from being dragged to a gaol.

C. The ceding, giving up, or ' handing over
1 of

a portion of territory to another ruler or state.

Sometimes concr. a portion of territory surrendered.
1678 Temple Let. Ld. Treasurer, Sept. (R.) To write

..about the, .cession of Maestricht. 177a Pennant Tours
Scotl. (17741 207 Content to make a cession of the islands to
Alexander III. 1803 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Disp. I.

624 The troops which are hereafter to occupy the Marhatta
cessions to the southward. 1862 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const.
App. iii. 432 All treaties for any cession or exchange of
territory must be ratified by the Legislature. 1879 Lubbock
A ddr. Pol. <t Educ. \. 9 We reluctantly consented to accept
the cession of the Fiji Islands.

I Misused for Cessation.
, 1800 K. White Rem. (1837) 407 A golden age and its

cession.

II
Cessionarre. [F., f. cession - prec] = next 2.

1881 Daily Tel. 1 Feb., The party interested, his succes-
sors, cessionaires, or legal representatives.

Cessionary (se'Janari). [ad. med.L. cession-

ari-us, (. L. cessio {bonorum) yielding up of goods:
see -ary.J

f 1. A bankrupt who makes cessio honorum. Obs.
161 1 Cotgr., Cessionnaire, a cessionarie ; one that aban-

dons, or giues vp his goods, .who though hee looseth his

credit thereby, yet is hee not held so base as a bankrupt.
163a Sherwood, A cessionarie Kankerout, which renounceth
his goods in open court, cessionaire. [Similarly in Bailey,
Johnson, and mod. Diets, as adj.] 1694 Falle Jersey iv.

in The last Creditor is asked whether he will substitute,

or put himself in the place of the Cessionary.

2. One to whom an assignment has been legally

made ; an assignee.

1754 KkSKiNt Princ. Sc. Z.<i7t> (18091 342 He who grants
the assignation is called the cedent, and he who receives it,

the assignee or cessionary. 1818 Colebrooke Oblig.
Cofttracts I. 210 The right passes . . from the cedent to the
cessionary. 1880 Muirhead Gains 11. § 35 The cessionary
becomes heir just as if the inheritance had devolved upon
him by operation of law.

t Ce ssioner. Sc. Obs. Also 6-7 -ar, -are.

[f. as prec.] The person to whom a cession of pro-

perty is legally made ; an assignee; = Cessionary.
1491 Acta Domin. Audit. 158 (Jam.) As Cessionare and as-

signay to Schir Andrew Purves. 1565 Aberdeen Reg. V. 26
1 Jam.) His assignay, cessionar & donatour. 165s Z. Boyd
in Zion's Flowers (1855) App. 24/1 My lawful cessioners and
assigneyes.

t Ce'SSive, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. cess- ppl. stem
of cedtre to yield + -ive.] Of a yielding quality.
1678 R. Russell Geberui. 11. 1. x. 168 Softness by Sul-

phur is Cessive, but Softness by Argentrive is Extensive.

Cessment. Obs. Also 6 cesm-, 7 ceas-,
ceassement. [var. spelling of Sessment, aphetic

f. Assessment.] = Assessment.
c 1540- 1660 [see SessmentJ. 1584 Vestry Bks. iSurtees)

16 Item rcceaved a cesment for mending the leades, xiiji.

\\d. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3> Cessement, tribute.

1621 Moli.e Camerar. Liv. Libr. 11. xn. 113 The Tholousans
. . made a great ceassement of money, which was gathered
and leuied, but with great difficultie. 1635 Vestry Bks.
< Suttees 1 97 A ceasment of sex penns a pound. 1645 Mar-
tin's Echo in Prynne Discov. New Blazing-Stars 44 Is it

not you that pay all the Taxes, Cessements, and oppressions
whatsoever. 17*1-33 Strype Ecct. Mem. II. 1. 11. h\ 261
To put their said order and cessement in writing.

t Ce'SSOr *. Obs. Also 6 -ar, -er. [f. CBMfO
+ -EH, -oit.] One who determines the amount of

a cess ; = Assessor 3 a.

1565-78 Cooper Tkesaur., Censor, a cessar ; one that
valueth or mustreth. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong
Censenr,* Cesser. 1580 North Pintarch (1676) 221 The
Sessors of the People. 1596 Spenser State trel. 505 The
corruption of victuallers, cessors and purveyors.

Cesser (se*s£7i, -aj). Law. ff. Ckss r.' + -ok.]

1717 51 Chambers Cycl., Cessor, in Taw, one dilatory 1 and
delinquent in his duty or service, and is liable to have the
writ Cessavit brought against him. X809T0MLINS Law Diet.

Cessor, erron. f. C esser.

Cesspipe (se s,p3ip). [f. cess in Cesspool +
Pipe.] A pipe for carrying off the overflow from
cess-pools, sinks, or drains.

Cesspit ^se s,pit\ [f. as prec. + Pit.] *A pit

for the reception of night-soil and refuse ; a midden.
1864 R. A. Arnold Cotton Fam. 440 The deep cesspool

system is had enough, but the middens or cesspits of the
cotton districts are a very great deal worse. 1884 Law
Times Reports 19 Apr. 230/2 The defendant, owning one
well, began to use it as a cesspit. 1887 Melbourne Daily
Telegraph, A sum .. flung yearly into the cesspit of this
single vice

!

Cesspool ;se*S|p«l). Forms: 7 cest-, 9 sua-,

seas-, 8- cesspool. [Of uncertain derivation.
The form cesperalle has suggested connexion or popular

confusion, with Si-spiral breathing hole, air-hole, ventilator.

Of y. The form cestpool, ifgenuine (compared with the dial.
cist, a cesspool' in Halliwelhhas suggested that the initial
element may he a contraction of cestern, Cistern, or at

least that it has at some time been associated by popular
etymology with that word. Prof. Skeat compares the form
suspool with the dial, words suss ' hogwash soss ' anything
dirty or muddy ' 1 Halliwell) ; others nave proposed deriva-

,

tion from Ckss sb. 1 bog. More suitable is that from It. cesso

privy c— L. secessus place of retirement, privy, drain', esp.

I

as this is also commonly used for cessitw the solid contents
of the cesso, ' materie grosse che si cavano dalle cloache
delle case, che servano per ingrasso dei terreni ' t I-a Cruscat.
The spelling sess-pool taken with the essential meaning of
a * pool for the retention of sediment ', might indicate con*
nexion with L. sedere, sess-nm in sense 'to sink, settle

down '. But all these are merely suggestions, calling for

further evidence.)

1. A small well or excavation made in the bottom
of a drain, under a grating, to collect and retain

the sand or gravel carried by the stream.
[1583 in Bacon Annalls of ipsiuiche (18841 Cesperalle

to be made for stopping of fifthe by the brooke.]
1671 Act Common Council Lond. 27 Oct. P 5. 18 A Fall or

Ccstpool of convenient bigness shall be made . . to every
Grate of the Common Sewer, .to receive the Sand or Gravel
coming to the same, so to prevent the choaking thereof.
i8« P. Nicholson Praef. Build. 592/2 Sesspool, or Cess-
pool, a deep hole or well, under the mouth of a drain, for
the reception of sediment, etc., by which the drain might be
choked.

2. A well sunk to receive the soil from a water-
closet, kitchen sink, etc.: properly onewhich retains

the solid matter, and allows the liquid to escape.
It is sometimes built dry, so that the water escapes by per-

colation through the joints of the stone or brickwork into
the surrounding soil, or it is built in mortar, and a drain
formed to carry off the surplus water from near the top of
it. (Gwilt.i

i 7S* Phil. Trans. LXXII. 364 We estimated the fall of
the drain, from the eastern sink . . to its termination in the
cess-pool .. at two fcet. 1815 T. Forster Atmospheric
Pkenom. (ed. 2) 150 The smell of drains and suspools. 1850

,

Kingslev Alt. Locke (18761 11 The horrible stench of the
cesspools, i860 Piesse Lab. Chem. Wonders 08 [It will]

render harmless the most offensive cesspool or drain,

b. See quot.)
1871 Daily JVerus 16 Dec, In Yorkshire effluvium-traps

are frequently called cess-pools. 1883 Parkes Pract. Ny-
giene <ed. 6) x. 367 The common Mason's or dip-trap and
the notorious D trap both of which are simply cess-pools.

3. fig. (Cf. sink, common sewer, etc.)

1837 C'arlvle Fr. Ren.iu. v. i. (L. (The cesspool ofagio, now
in a time of paper money, works with a vivacity unexampled.
1864 Soc. Sci. Rev. 52 Australia refuses again to be made
a moral cesspool for England. 1879 Farrar St. PauliiBfy)
235 Seneca, .speaks of Rome as a cesspool of iniquity.

Hence Cesspoolag-e [cf. drainage, setuerage'].

rare.

1851 Mavhew Land. Lab. (ed. 2) II. 491 iHoppe'Two
!
modes of removing the wet refuse of the Metropolis, .sewer-

J

age and. .cesspoolage. By the system of cesspoolage the
wet refuse of a household is collected in an adjacent tank,

* and, when the reservoir is full, the contents are removed to
some other part.

t Ce'ssure. Obs. rare. [f. Cess v.2 + -ure.]

a. Cessation, end. b, ^Cesser.
1607 W. S. Puritan 1. (L.) Since the cessure of the wars,

I have spent a hundred crowns out of purse. 1809 Tomlins
Law Diet. s.v. Cessavit, In other cases the heir may not
bring this writ for cessure in the time of his ancestor.

Cessyone, obs. form of Session.

Cest, ceste. [a. F. ceste, ad. L. cestus.] =
Cestus 1.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (i6iot iro Of Cestes or
Wedding Girdles. 1606 Sylvester Dm Bartas, Magnif,

I 949 And thy brest Gird'st with a rich and odoriferous cest.

1675 Cotton Poet, Whs. ( 1 765 ' 203 Mercury- .Whips me
away her am'rous cest. 1676 Phillips, Cest, a Marriage
Girdle. 1746 Collins Ode Poet. Character,Towhom prepar d
and bath a in heaven. The cest of amplest power is given.

184a Eraser's Maef. XXVI. 80 The Graces' charm-conferring
cest Seems bound around her flower-tipp'd breast,

t Ceste. Obs. [a. F. ceste.] =Cesti;s2.
1616 Holvdav Persius 321 They did array their arms and

hands with the cestes, which were made of the hide of the
buffle. .fill'd with lead within.

I

Cestern(e, obs. form of Cistern.

t Cestes. Obs. rare~ l
. The ^rime of chess.

1578 Florio First Fruiles 8, I can play at Cardes, at

I

Dyse, at Tables, at Cestes [It. scaeehi].

Cestoid (se'stoid), a. and sb. Also cestode.
[mod. f. L. cest-tis (see Cestus <) +-OID. Cf. F.

cestoid*, and mod.L. Cestoidea, given to an order

of Entozoa by Zeder in 1808 ]

A. adj. Ribbon-like: a term applied to certain

intestinal worms, as the tape-worm.
1836 9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 137/1 The ovaries in the

most simple of the Cestoid worms . . are situated in the
centre of each joint. 1864 Jntetl. Observ. No. 33. 196
Cestoid parasites are not common amongst reptiles. 1870
Rollkston A Htm, Life 137 The cestode many-jointed
tapeworms.

B. sb. A worm of this kind. Also attrib. The
mod. I.. Cestoidea is sometimes used as plural.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 461/2 The Cestoid order of Entozoa.
1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 27/2 All these cestoids are com-
plete animals. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 252 Not lieing

developed except in the cestoid stage. 1876 Beneden
Anim. Parasites 90 Different Cestoidea, or tape-worms.

I Ce'ston. Obs. [ = F. ceston in same sense;

deriv. of ceste, Ckstus 1
.] =Cestus 1

.

1583 T. Watson Poems (Arb.t 119 Venus .. Posthaste to

haue God Vulcan's ayde, Solde him her Gemmes, and Ceston
therewithal!. 1584 Pekle Arraignm. Paris 111. vi, Mercury.

I
VY.nus, give me your pledge. Venus. My ceston, or my

fan, or both? c 1611 Chapman Iliad xiv. 181. 1648 Herrick
Hesper., Oberon's Palace, Citherea's ceston, which All with
temptation doth bewitch.

II Cestracion (sestrji-sifm). Zool. [mod.L.,
invented by Cuvier; cf. Gr. xtarpa name of a kind
of fish, also Ktarpos sharpness, and d/crj point.] A
kind of shark now peculiar to Australia ; the Port

Jackson shark. It has sharp teeth in front, and
flat pavement-like teeth behind, and has a spine

in front of each dorsal fin.

1876 Page Adv. Te.rt-bk. Geol. xvii. 320 Shark-like genera
resembling the cestracion of Australian seas.

Cestraciont st/stn-'-sipnt), sb. and a. Zool.

[f. prec. : cf. anodon, -ont, etc.] Belonging to

the family of fishes of which the Cestracion is the

representative. Used also as sb.

1847 Carpenter Zool. § 589 The teeth, .not so much flat-

tened as those of the Cestracionts. 1862 Dana Man. Geol.

276The Cestraciont family of sharks. 1863 A. Ramsay Phys.
Geog. xiv. 230 Many of the Placoids are Cestraciont fish.

+ Ce*8tred, se'Stred, ///. a. Obs. rare. [Cf.

OE.peostrod, ME. pestred darkened : see Thistek.]
Obscured, made dark.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxHi[iv). 20 Ful-filled er bai ba pat

sestrede er [Vulg. obscuraii sunt] in mirkenes Of ertne.
Ibid. cxxxviii[ix]. 12 For mirkenesses, alle bat be, Noght
cestred sal be [new obscurabuntur] fra be.

Cestren, -on, obs. ff. Cistekn.
Cestrian (sc"strian),a. [f. Cester, Ceas/er

t
O'E.

forms of Chester* -ian ] Of or pertaining to the

city of Chester or to Cheshire.

1703 ). Philips Splendid Shilling, A Cargo of famed
Cestrian Cheese. 1805 South ev Modoc in Azt. xviii, Holy
Dee Through Cestrian pastures rolls his tamer stream.

II Ce strin. Obs. [¥. cestrin 1 a kind of yellow
stone whereof beads are made' fCotgr. 1611).
The original of the passage in Rabelais does not speak of

it as a stone, and French writers have suggested that it

may have been the resin of the Socotrine aloe, med.L
aloes cicalrina.]

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xxi, Her Patenotres . . made of

a kind of yellow stone called Cestrin.

i Ce*stuan, a. Obs. [f. Cestu-s - +-an.] Of
or pertaining to a boxer's cestus.

1711 Brit. Apollo III. No. 144. 2/1 To prevent Cestuan
Knocks and Bruises.

II Cestui (se'stw*). Also 6-8 cestuy, pi. ces-

tuis. [AF., OF. cestui (demonstr. pron.) that

person, orig. only accusative (nom. cest) :—late L.

ecceistum, with analogical final after cut, lui : cf.

celui.J A person, or the person ;who), he
v
who).

Only in phrases

:

Cestui que {qui) trust, cestui que use, more full)

cestui a que use = al use de qui) le trust est cre'e' :

the person for whose benefit or use anything is

given in trust to another.

Cestui a que vie: he on whose life land is held,

or the person for whose life lands, tenements or

hereditaments are granted.

Cestui que is also used attrib. as sb., and cestui

que use as the name of a procedure.
"555 Perkins Prof. Bk. vul f 579 When freehold or in-

heritance of Lands, tenements, etc. .are devised by cestuy
que use. 1670 Hlolnt Law Diet., Cestui qui vie (in true
French, Cestui a vie de qui), is he for whose life any Land
or Tenement is granted. 1714 Act 13 Anne c 13 | 4 in

Oxf. if Catnb. Enactm. 61 Such person or persons as tney
have reason to believe to be the cestuyque trust of the
advowson. 1789 Hentham Princ. Legist, xviii. % 25 note.
The phrase in full length would run in some such manner
as this, cestuy al use de qui le trust est cre'e : he to whose
use the trust or benefit is created. In a particular case a
cestuy que trust is called by the Roman Law fidei-commis-
sarius. 1809 Tomlins Law Diet., Cestui que use, he to
whose use any other man is enfeoffed of lands or tenements.
1844 Williams Real Prop. 11877) 20 The person for whose
life the land is holden is called the cestui que vie. 1853
Wharton Pennsylv. Digest II. 781 If a trustee invest trust

money in land, the cestui qui trust may at his option accept
the land or refuse it. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy Bk.
Prop. Law xxi. 159 There are few social questions of more
importance than .. the relation between trustees and their
cestuis que trust . . or the persons for whom they are trustees.

1859 Hflps Friends in C. Ser. 11. II. iii. 79 A great many
cestuique trusts.

II CestUS 1

v se st/5s). Also cestos. [1.. cestus,

ad. Gr. Ktaros
; properly vbl. adj., * stitched '.]

A belt or girdle for the waist; particularly that

worn by a bride in ancient times.

1577 tr. Buttinger's Decades (15921 236 For Cestus signi-

fieth the Marriage girdle which the Bride did weare. 1736
Bailey i Folio), Cestus, a Marriage-girdle, that of old Times
the Bride used to wear, and the Bridegroom unloosed on
the Wedding-night. 1778 Sir N. Wraxall North. Courts
{IVarsaiv)^ The princess wore round her waist a girdle or
cestus of silk, nine inches broad : it is the zone of the Greeks
and is still worn in Wallachia. 1870 L'Esthance Miss
Mitford I. ii. 40 To complete the set of amethysts by a
bandeau and tiara, a cestus for the waist,

b. spec. That of Aphrodite or Venus.
a i66x Holyday Juvenal 130 Like the outragious love of

Jupiter to Juno, effected by trie atstus, or girdle of Venus,
as it is in Homer, Iliad 18. 1709 Steele & Addison Tatter
No. 147 P 3. 171a Addison Sped. No. 425 P 4 Venus, with*
out any ornament but her own beauties, not so much as her
own cestus. 1850 Leitch tr. Mailer's Anc. Art § 376. 474
She also appears half-draped, girding herself with the cestus,

on coins of Domitian.
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°- As-
1651 Jer. Taylor Holy Dying iii. §6 (L.) As soon as

that cestus [of lust and wanton appetite], that lascivious

girdle, is thrown away, then the reins chasten us. 1865
Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IX. xxt. iii. 295 The brightest jewel in

the cestus of Polish Liberty is this right of confederating.

II
Cestus- (se-stos). [a. L. cs-stus, commonly

regarded as anomalously f. csedere to strike
;
perh.

it was an incorrect spelling of cestus girdle, band,

ligature : see prec]
A contrivance consisting of thongs of bull-hide,

loaded with strips of iron and lead, and wound
round the hands. Used by Roman boxers as a

protection and to give greater weight to the blows.

1714 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827} I. 76 The Cestus was a
kind of gauntlet, or glove, made of straps of leather, and
plated with brass, lead, or iron. 1791 Cowper Iliad XXIII.

774 For thou shalt wield The casstus . . never again. 1807
Robinson Archeeol. Graeca ill. xx. 323 The hands and arms
of the combatants were, .surrounded with thongs of leather

called cestus. 1870 Bryant Iliad II. XXlit. 369 Since thou
wilt wield No more the cestus.

Cestvaen, var. of Cistvaen.
Cesun, obs. form of Season, Seisin.

Cesure : see Cssora.
Cet-, f. L. cetus, Gr. /tr/ros whale, is used to form

names of a series of chemical substances derived

from spermaceti, i. e. sperma ceti whale's sperm.

The chief are Cetane (8*'t?:n), the paraffin of the

hexdecyl or cetyl series, C lt H.,„ a colourless liquid.

Ceteue (sTtf-n), the define of the same series

(C 1B Hjj\ formerly called Celylene,jL colourless oily

liquid. Ce tic a., of the whale, or of spermaceti

:

applied to what was supposed to be a peculiar

acid resulting from the saponification of cetin, but

which has been ascertained to be only a mixture of

margaric acid and cetin. Cetin si'tim), im-

properly cetine, a white crystalline fatty substance

[Cm H„ O) forming the essential part of sper-

maceti, and used in the manufacture of candles.

Cetine (sftain), the ethine or acetylene member
of the cetyl series (CltH 30 ) also called Hexdecine,

and formerly Cetenylene, a colourless liquid lighter

than water. Cetyl (s; 'til), the hydrocarbon radical

(C 1S H 33 ), assumed to exist in Cetic acid, and the

other members of the Cetyl, or Cetylic series

:

among these are Cetyl or Cetylic Alcohol, a white

crystalline substance (C,« H 33 -OH), also called

ethal
;
cetyl hydride — Cetane

;
cetyl-satt any salt of

cetyl, as cetyl-acetate, cetyl-palmitate. Cetyla-
mi no see quot.). Ce'tylate, a compound of

cetyl with a base, as potassium cetylate. Ce ty-

lene = Ceteue. Cetylic a., of cetyl, as in Cetylic

alcohol, Cetylic acid= Cetic acid.

1871 Watts Did. Chem. 1st Supp. 421 *Cetane or Cetyl
hydride is one of the constituents of American petroleum.
1884 Athensejtm 699/1 Cetane (boiling at 278°'. 1838 T.
Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 322 This new substance has
been distinguished by Dumas and Peligot by the name oi

"cetene. It is a colourless oily liquid, which stains paper.

i8a6 Henry Elem. Chem. 1840) II. 405 Chevreul separated

a substance, which he terms *cetic acid. It is a white solid,

fusible at nearly the same point as spermaceti. 1836 Blackw.
Mag. XXXIX. 310 One of three acids, either the oleic,

margaritic, or cetic; the first being contained in oils, the

second in animal fats, the third in spermaceti. 1836-9
Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 234/1 It deposits the purified sperma-
ceti in white crystalline scales, and in this state, Chevreul
terms it "Celine. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 724
It has nearly the feel of cetin. 1876 Hari.ey Mat. Med.
794 Nearly pure cetin obtained, mixed with oil, from the
head of the sperm whale. 1868 Royle & Headland Mat.
Med. {ed. 5) 750 Ethal is also called Cetylic Alcohol, for it

seems to be the hydrated oxide of a radical called *cetyle.

1873 Watts Forvnes' Chem. 610 Cetyl alcohol, or Ethal, is

a white crystalline mass, which melts at about 50
0

. 1850
Daubeny Atom. The. vii. ed. 2) 220 Spermaceti is a com-
pound of cetylic acid with the oxide of cetyle. 1863 79
Watts Diet. Chem. I. 840 *Cetylamines . . bases formed by

the substitution of cetyl in place of hydrogen in a molecule
of ammonia. 1880 Athenaeum 27 Nov. 713/1 The authors
..have thus prepared aluminic methylate. .'cetylate, etc.

1864 H. Spencer Biol. 1.6 *Cetylene is a liquid which boils

at 527° c 1865 Letheby in Circ. Sc. I. 97/2 A fatty acid
(*cetylic\ which fuses at 131°

II Cetacea (sft<7i jia , si. pi. Zool. [mod. I,.,

f. cetus, a. Gr. Krjros whale; see -ACKA.]

The order of marine Mammalia containing the
whales and their congeners.
1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 151 The bones of whales and

other cetacea. 1833 Sir C. Bell Hand (ed. 3) 110 In the
Cetacea . . we have mammalia unprovided with hind feet.

1865 Gosse Land A> Sea (1874) 168 [Foraminifers and Dia-
toms] constitute the principal sustenance of the giant Ceta-
cea.

Cetacean (sft?*"JUm), a. and s/>. Zool. [f. prec.

+ -AN (see -ACEAN), forming a sing, to prec]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Cetacea.

1850 Dana Geol. App. i. 722 Fragments of other cetacean
bones. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (18631 I- 49 The
cetacean remains lay above the highest tide level.

B. An animal belonging to the Cetacea to which
word this supplies a singular).

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 562/2 The horizontal position of
the tail-fin at once distinguishes the cetacean from the fish.

Cetaceous (si'tfl'Jas), a. Zool. Also 7 ceta-

cious, (erron.) setaceous. [f. as prec. ; see

-AOEOUS.j Belonging to the order Cetacea ; of the

whale kind, of the nature of the whale.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Kp. 203 Cetacious and carti-

lagineous fishes. 1660 Boyle Ne-.v Exp. Pkys...\pyJt. Di-
gress. 370 Such Tfishes] as are not Setaceous . . have not
Respiration, properly so call'd. 1759 B. Stii.lingfleet
Misc. Tracts (1762) 84 The cetaceous fish have warm blood,
and they bring forth their young alive, and suckle them.
iSoa BlMGLBT Attim. Biog. (1813) I. 19 The Cetaceous Ani-
mals . . Linnaeus'* seventh Order of Mammalia.
trans/, 186a B. Taylor Home A> Abr. Ser. n. 418, I sus-

pected a huge cetaceous mirthfulness behind this repose.

tCe taries, sb.pl. Obs. [app. ad. L. cetdrius

pertaining to fish, sb. a fishmonger, f. cetus sea-

monster, whale.] Provisions of the nature of fish.

1661 Lovell Auim. Min. 196 Cows, Asses, Doggs,
Dog-fishes, and all cetaries salted have made many Idiots.

Cete 1 ,sft). [a. OF. cete, fern., ad. 1.. cetus

whale, in pi. cete neut. a. Gr. ktjttj, K-qrta whales:
see quot. 1802.] A whale, a sea-monster.
c laao Bestiary 513 in O. E. Misc. 16 Dis cete oanne hise

chaueles Iuke5. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. K. xtll. xxvi.

11495) 463 The whale is callyd Cete. 1802 Bingley Anim.
Biog. (1813) I. 22 Cete or Whales. 1854 Badham Halieut.
205 This real cete of a scomber measured thirty-two feet

lengthways, and had. .a girth of sixteen feet.

t Cete. 2 Obs. [possibly ad. I,, coitus in med.
spelling cetus) meeting, assembly, company.] A
' company ' of badgers.
i486 Bk. St. A (bans F vj a, A Cete of Graies. 1801 Strutt

Sports A> Past. I. i. 19. [1886 Standard 13 Oct., Keeping
what the old writers used to call a ' cete of"badgers '.]

Ceteue, Chem. : see Get-.

Ceteosaur, -US (s«*t»i<»so»4, -sg^res; . Palxont.

[ad. mod.L. ceteosaurus, f. Gr. kt/tos gen. mjTfo-s)

1
whale + aavpos lizard.] A gigantic fossil saurian,

I whose remains are found in the oolite and chalk.
187a Carpenter in Gd. Words 700 In. .[the great Oolitic

formation] wehave remains of gigantic Reptiles (such as the
Cetiosaurus'. 1877 Ll Conte Elem. Geol. (1879) 433 The
Ceteosaur .Whale-Iizardi was probably the largest reptile.

.

which has ever existed.

Ceterach (se'tenek). Hot. Also 6 cetrae,

6-7 oitterach(e, 7 eeteratehe, cetrache. [a.

med.L. ceterach, ceterah (Du Cange), in F. ceterac.

It. cetracca, citracca, med. Gr. Kirapaic ; the origin

has been variously sought in Arabic and in Geltic]
A genus of ferns, having the back of the fronds

thickly covered with scales among which the sori

are hidden. One small species with simply pinnate
fronds, C. officinarum, Scale-fern or Miltwaste
(formerly Grammitis) is a native of Britain.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. Eva, The leues of Ceterach .

.

I

made hote in vynegre, and dronken of. .waste vp the mylt.
1563-78 Cooper Tktsattr. s. v. Scolopendrium, That the
Apothecaries call Cetrac. 1578 I.yte Dodoens tit, Ixvii. 408
This herbe is called, .in English Scaleferne. .Ceterach, and
Myltewaste. i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. n. iv. 1. iii, Cete.
ratche, Mugwort, Liuerwort. 1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 209 1

We searched for ferns, finding the rusty ceterach.

Cetewale, obs. form of Setwall.

t Cethegrande. Obs. [OF. cete grande great

whale.] A whale.
c laao Bestiary 499 in O. E. Misc. 16 Natura cetegrandie

Cethegrande is a fis 8e moste oat in water is.

Cethyn, obs. form of Seethe.
Cetic, Cetin, Cetine : see Cet-.

Cetieide (sTtisaid). nonce-wd. [f. L. cetus +
-cide, slayer, as in homicide^ A whale-killer.
1836 SouTHEV in Life tj Corr. (1849-501 VI. 317 At Killer-

ton we met Scoresby the Cetieide.

Cetology (snjrlddgi). rare. [f. L. cetus or Gr.
kt/tos + -Koyla : see -loot.] That part of zoology
which treats of the whales. Hence Cetolo-gical ./.,

of or pertaining to cetology; Cetologfist, one
versed in cetology.
1851 H. Melville Whale xxxi. 147 To project the draught

of a systematization of cetology.

Ceton, obs. form of Seton.

CetOtolite 's.tip-X.SteA). Palreont. [f Gr. k^tos
whale + o!s(air-) ear 1- Atffos stone (see -lite .] A

1 name given to fossil ear-bones, found with associ-

ated cetaceous remains, in the Red Crag of Suffolk,

where they are extensively used for the manufacture
of superphosphate of potash.

Cetrac, obs. form of Cetekach. scale-fern.

Cetrarin setrarin, s»
-

-). Chem. [f. mod.L.
cetraria, generic name of Iceland moss, f. L. cetra

targe, small shield of leather, so called from the

shape of the apothecia.] A white crystalline sub-

stance (CjjHu08 ]
forming the bitter principle of

, Iceland moss Cetraria isla/idica). Also called

Cetraric (s/trae'rik) acid.
1861 H. Macmillan Footn. Page Nat. 98 A peculiar astrin-

gent principle in it called cetrarin. 1876 HarlKY Mat. Mtd.
362 Cetraric acid is a bitter, colourless, crystalline substance.
1886 Lancet 15 May 938/2 Large doses of extract of cetrarin
slightly increase it [the secretion of bile].

Cette, cettyn, -ynge, obs. ff. Set, Setting.
Cetyl, cetylene, cetylic, etc. : see Cet-.

Cevadic (siVse'dik), a. Chem. [f. next + -ic :

cf. F. cevadique.] In cevadic acid, a volatile fatty

acid found in cevadilla. Also called sabadillic acid.
1868 Royle & Headland Mat. Med. (ed. 5' 680.

II Cevadilla, cebadrlla. Also Sabadhla.
[a. Sp. cebadilla, dim. of cebada barley.] The
seeds of Asagnva officinalis, a Mexican plant of

N.O. Melanthaeae.
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.

,
Cevadilla, in botany, a name

used by some authors for.. Indian caustic barley. 1866

I

Treas. Bot. 98 Cebadilla seeds were formerly used to destroy
' vermin. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 391 Cevadilla was known

to Monardes in 1573.

Cevene, -yn, etc., obs. ff. Seven, etc.

Cevy, var. of ClVT, Obs., a kind of black sauce

Cewe, ceware, obs. ff. Sew, Sewer.
Cex e, cextene, cexty, obs. ff. Six, -teen, -tv.

Cexteyne, cextrye, obs. ff. Sexton, Sacristy.
Ceyli e, obs. f. Sail.

Ceylle, var. of Sele, Obs., bliss.

Ceylonite, ceylanite (srlansit). Min. [a.

•F. ceylanite, f. Ceylan, Fr. form of Ceylon ; see -ite.]

A ferruginous variety of spinel from Ceylon ; Iron-

Magnesia Spinel.
180a BoUKMON in Phil. Trans. XCII. 318 The stone called

Ceylanite, by Mr. La Metherie. .is also sometimes found in

the sand of Ceylon. 1804 R. Jameson Syst. Min. 79 The
ceylanite which is here mentioned. 1884 Dana Min. 174
Ceylonite, or iron-magnesia spinel.

CH, a consonantal digraph, which in various

languages (e. g. Welsh, Spanish, Bohemian)
is treated as a distinct letter, placed in the Alphabet
after C. In English it is not so treated formally,

but in its characteristic and proper soimd tj) which
it has in all native words, it practically adds an
additional symbol to the alphabet. It has, how-
ever, in English other values ; viz. those in chyle,

and champagne, which might be expressed other-

wise by k and sh ; and that in loch, which occurs

only in Scotch, Welsh, or foreign words.
The combination CH was foreign to native Roman

spelling ; it was introduced to represent the Greek
aspirate or affricate X (as 0, *, were similarly re-

presented by TH, PH). In Latin practice, how-
ever, simple c was often substituted, e. g. x"PTTl s r

charta, carta, xa'P('lwAXor, chserephyllum, csere-

folium, and this represented the actual pronun-
ciation, for in the development of the Romanic
languages, eh in popularized words was treated

Vol. II.

precisely as c. But in these languages, the symbol
ch has been laid hold of for various purposes.

In Italian it is a supplemental symbol used to

indicate the hard or (k) sound of c before the

vowels i and e, where c itself stands for (tj), as

in archi (arkz) pi. of arco, chi (ki) :—L. qui. In

very early French, it also occurs in the writing of

some dialects, or some scribes, with the value of

^k) ; but its typical OF. use was to represent the

palatalized sound which Central Old French de-

veloped from original c (k" before a, as in L. car-

rus, earns, causa, OF\ char, chier, chose, but which
Northern Old F'rench, on the other hand, developed

from c before e and i, as in chertain, cachier, cherise,

where Central Old French had c ( = ts), certain,

chacier, cerise. The symbol ch was not used ',or

only accidentally) in OE. ; for, although the sound
(tj) was already developed in English before the

10th c, it was still written c(e\ as in ceosan, ceaster,

fecc(e)an. But at the Norman Conquest, the symbol

ch was introduced from France, and used not only

for the new French words as charite, richesse, but

also in the OE. words as in cheosen, Chester, fecche,

etc. This value of the digraph has ever since been

retained in English, while in French the sound

was at length worn down from (tj) to (J), as in

chief, chef, OF. (tji
£f) now (Jgf), Eng. chief (tpf).

j

Where the c was originally double, and after a

\
short vowel, the early writing was cch, but subse-

quently tch, as in OE. wrecc x e)a, ME. wrecche, now
wretch. After a long vowel, simple ch is used, as

in coach, teach, brooch ; but sometimes (from various

historical causes) simple ch occurs after a short

vowel, as in rich, much, and tch (rarely") after a long

vowel, as in aitch. After a consonant (preserved or

lost! simple ch is used, as in perch, which, such.

The sound (tf ; also occurs in Slavonic and many
non-European languages, and is usually spelt ch

in words thence taken into English, as in ckabouk.

chark, cheetah, chintz, chouse.

31
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CH has the sound of V, in words taken from
Greek (or Hebrew through Greek) directly, or

through Latin, Italian, or French, as in chasm,
chimera, chirography

,
chyle, Rechabite. Only in a

few of these, which were popular words in Ro-
manic, e. g. cherub, archbishop, does the (tj) sound
occur.

CH has the sound of sh
(J

) in words from modem
French

;
occasionally in words really from Old

French, which are now erroneously treated as if

from modern French, as chivalry, champaign.
CH has also the value of a guttural spirant (x) ;

but this is not a native English sound, and is only
used in ringlish in an accurate pronunciation of

Scotch, Celtic, Dutch, German, Slavonic, or Ori-

ental words, in which the sound occurs. This
sound existed in OE., but was there written h (and

£) as in burh, riht ; for this the Norman scribes

substituted the digraph^ burgh, right), which is

still retained, though the sound was lost in the

16 17th century. The same digraph is used to

represent the Irish guttural spirant in lough,

Monaghan, curragh ; but the Celtic languages
themselves use ch (as in Welsh Machynlleth and
Gaelic clachan), and this is followed in Lowland
Scotch, as in loch, pibroch, broch, tocher. The Old ;

Teutonic languages generally used h or hh for this

sound, as in Goth, tnahts, OS. and OHG. mailt,
\

OE. mcaht ; but ch (rarely kh ) was introduced ini-

tially, in Upper German, for the affricated sound
of c (k) as chamara (kxa mara

,
chirihha, chalch,

whence it was extended to the spirant \ • am'
j

gradually substituted for the earlierOHG. spelling

h, hh ; so that this is now regularly written ch in

German and Dutch : cf. Goth, ahtau. OS. and
OHG. ahto, OE. eahta, mod.G. and Dn. acht eight.

The same symbol is used for this sound in most
Slavonic languages which use the Roman alphabet,

and thus sometimes in the Romanization of Russian
X {Cherson, Astrachan), and also of the kindred
sounds in some Eastern languages 'where however
kh is more general ; and from all these sources it

enters to some extent into English spelling, though
the mere English reader usually pronounces it as(k .

'

As OE. c(e)-, c i -, has regularly become ch-,
|

these constitute one important section of the CH-
words in modern English ; another consists of the
Old French words in ch- from L. ca-. Of the
rest, the chief are those derived from Gr. words in

X". directly, or through L. (Italian, French) ch-.

The remainder consist of a few words from Sla-

vonic or non-European languages, or of onomato-
poeic origin.

CH initial interchanges with C, K, SH. Since
Old Northern French retained the ca-, which Cen-
tral French changed to clia-, die-, French words
were often adopted in Fjiglish in both forms, usu-

|

ally first from Northern Norman) French, and
afterwards from Central French. Sometimes one,

J

sometimes the other, sometimes both, ofthese have
I

survived, see e. g. Caitiff, Camel, Campion,
Champion, Cannei., Channel, Canal, Chalice,
Champ, Catch, Chase, Chacchk, Cattle, Chat-
tel. The Northern English also in certain cases
resisted the palatalization of OE. c, or took the
parallel k form of Norse or Low German : hence
northern ca/, Cauk, Kirk, Carl, Keeslep, beside
southern Chaff, Chalk, Church, Churl, Chees-
lep. Cf. on the other hand Kentish chat/= Calf.
Confusion between ch, sch, sh, was not infrequent

in ME., e.g. jc4/« = Chin, chever^ Shiver. This
was sometimes graphical, but partly also dialectal

;

there are varieties of northern dialect which still

use initial (J) for (tf . Variant forms like Chaco,
Shako, Chagrin, Shagreen, champoo. Shampoo,
are of more recent, and chiefly of phonetic origin.

t Ch, 'ch* pron. dial. Obs. Aphetic form of ich,

utch, southern form of the first personal pronoun
I, occurring before verbal forms beginning with a
vowel, or iu

;
chiefly with auxiliary verbs, but also

with others ; as in chain (tjam), earlier icham) I

am, cha, chave ^earlier ichabbe) I have, chad I had,
chard 1 heard, chill I will, chold, chud I would,
thole I wot, etc.

Fountain remains of s. e. (Kentish' dial, in 16th and early
IjthCf in s. w. dialect 16 iSthc , and often introduced in
specimens of dialect speech in the dramatists. Now obso-
lete ; though utchilt—l will, and ufchy-l, were still heartl
in 1875, in remote parts of Somersetshire. (See Prince
L. L. Bonaparte in Phil. Soc. Trans. 1875-6 p. 580. 1 [Itchy
corresponds to the 16th c. Che ; see further under Ich.

\f 1420 Citron. Vilod. 136, I cham be pylgrym. Ibid., Do
as ychave be rede.J 1528 Moke Heresyes IV. Wks. 278/1
An olde sage father fole in Kentc.said, ye masters, say
euery man what he wil ; cha marked this matter wel as som
other. Ibid., By my fayth maysters quod he. .by the masse

cholde twere a faire fish pole. Ibid., Nay byr Ladye mais-

ters, quod he, yche cannot tell you why, but chote well it

hath. n«o Redforde Play Wit ft Sc. (18481 20 Oh!
cham a-cold. Ibid., 31 Chyll go tell my moother. 1538 Bale
Thre Lawes 397 Cha caute a corage of slouth. a 1553
Udall Royster D. 1. iii, Chad not so much, i chotte not

whan : Nere since chwas born. 1575 J. Still Gamin.
Gurton 1. iii, Chwere but a noddy to venter where cha no
neede. 1599 Peele Sir Clyom. Wks. I I I. 85 Jesu ! how
cham berayed. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 239 Chill not let

go Zir . . and 'chud ha' bin zwaggerd out of my life. 1633
B. Jonsos Tate 0/ Tub 1. i, 'Cham no man's wife, But reso-

lute Hilts. 1635 Broke Sparagus Card. I*, v. Wks. 1873

III. 185 Then zay cha bewraid the house I coame on.

c 1645 T. Davies Somersetsh. Man's Compl. 2 (Elworthy
Exmoor Scolding.) 'Chill sell my cart. — C ham sure that

made vs slaues to be. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 4 A
Western man [would speak it] thus, Chud eat more cheese

an chad it. 1746 Exmoor Courtship (E. D. S. 1 104 Now
chave a-zeed ye, tes zo good as chad a-eat ye.

II Cha. Also tcha, ohau, chaw. [Chinese (Man-
darin)cA'a tea. Also in earlier It. r«'a(Florio), Russ.

tchat tea.] The name of Tea in the Mandarin
dialect of Chinese, which was occasionally used in

English at the first introduction of the beverage.

(Some now apply it as a name to the special form
of rolled tea used in Central Asia.

1616 Cocks Diary I. 215 (V.), I sent . . a silver chaw pot
and a fan to Capt. China wife. 1655 tr. Semedo's China
19 Cha is a leaf of a tree in China, about the bigness of
Mirtle. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Cha. [Hence in Phillips,
Kersev, Bailev.J 1658 Mercurius Polit. 30 Sept. iAdvt.)
That excellent .. drink called by the Chineans Tcha, by other
nations Tay alias Tee. 174J Bailey, Cha, Tea, which the
Chinese steeping in Water, use as their common Drink.
1885 Ogilvie, Cha (Hind.', a kind of tea, rolled up like to-

bacco, which goes to the interior of Asia.

Cha, Obs., I have : see Ch pron.
Chaafe, obs. form of Chafe.
Chaalamy, var. of Cai.amy', Obs.

Chaan, chaapt, obs. ff. Khan 1
, Chaped.

Chaar, chaarmer, obs. ff. Chair, Charmer.
t Chaas. Obs. Variant of Cas, ? overthrow,

fallen mass.
< 1386 Chaucer Knts. T. [62 (Hari. MS.) Out of the chaas

the pilours han hem torn [3 MSS. taas, 3 caas].

Chaaa, obs. f. Chase; obs. pa. t. of Choose.
Chaast, obs. form of Chaste.
Chabazite, chabasite (kxbazsit). Mm.
Also chabasie, -zie. [A blundered name, which
ought to be Chalazite ; cited by Dana as first used,

in form chabazie, by Bosc d 'Antic, d'Hist.

N. 1780, II. 181 ; formed on *x<»i3d\if, an erro-

neous spelling which stood in the text of the

Greek treatise Aifii«a or rifpi \iOur of the pseudo-
Orpheus a 400), up to the publication of the ed.

of Tyrwhitt in 1781. The actual Gr. word is

XaAific, vocative of xaAafior, which also occurs

elsewhere in the forms xoAafiat, xa^a i'
T1* Aiflos,

in I.atin chaliizius lapis, and chaldzias Pliny) ; the

meaning being ' hail-stone ', f. Gr. \d\a(a hail ; so

called from its form and colour (Pliny). The
erroneous form disappeared a hundred years ago
from Gr. lexicons and editions, but has been re-

tained in the vocabulary of the mineralogists.]

A colourless, or flesh-coloured, mineral occurring,

widely distributed, in glassy rhombohedral, almost

cubic crystals, composed chiefly of silica, alumina
and lime.

1804 Edin. Rev. III. 311 The chabasie [correspondsj to

the Zcolytes called cubic. 1814 Allan Mitt. Somen.
C'haliasie. Cubic zeolite. 1822 Cleaveland Min. 392 Cry-
stals of chabazie are sometimes attached to the interior of
geodes of agate. 1843 Portlock Geol. 219 Chabazite . . ex-
tending throughout all the basaltic area. 1850 Dana Geol.
ix. 513 Chabazite occurs in the hills.. in small unmodified
rhombohedrons. 1869 Phillips I 'esuv. xL 305 The beautiful

natrolites and chabasites, which occupy cavities in basalt at

the Giant's Causeway.

Chabbe: / chabbe is sometimes written in ME.
southern dial, for ichabbe = ich habbe, I have.

II
Chablis (Jabl/). Also 8 chablee. [Fr., f.

the name of the small town Chablis (Yonne), near
which it is made.] A celebrated white French
wine.
1668 Shadwf.ll Sullen I.ov. v, Have your cellar full of

Champaign, Chablee, Burgundy, c 1678 Oldham Paraphr.
Horace's Odes 1. xxxi, Their Manto, Champagnes, Chablis,
Frontiniacs tell. 1844 Browning Gard. Fancies 11. iv, A
loaf, Haifa cheese, and a bottle of Chablis.

Cha'bot. Her. Also chalbot. [a. F. chabot

(the Miller's Thumb, also Her.), earlier F. cabot

(see Cabot).] The fish called Miller's Thumb.
1610 Guillim Heraldrie RL xxiii. 170 He bearethOr, three

Chalbots Gules. .A Chalbot fish seemeth to hatie the shape of
aGournard. 1688 R. Holme Acad. Arm. 11. xv. No. 32
He beareth Azure, a Bui-Head Fish, proper . . with us it is

most known by tne term . . Millers Thumb ; Gull, and a
Chabot. 1708 Kersev, Chalbot or Chabot (in Heraldry*,

a Fish having a great Head, commonly call'd a Bull-head,

or Miller's-Tnumb. So 17*1-1800 in Bailey.

II Chabouk, -buk ,tja-buk). [Pers. and Urdu

libLj. clittbttk.'] A (Persian" horse-whip. Formerly

commonly anglicized as Chawbi'ck, q. v.

1815 Moore I.atla A'., /./. 0/ Harem, Concerning .. the

chabuk, as connected therewith. 1817 Scott Surg. Dau.
xiv, Said Tippoo ' Drag forward that Fakir, and cut his robe
into tatters on his back with your chabouks '.

Chacal, obs. form of Jackal.
Chac-chac. [From the sound.] An instrument

of noise used by negroes in the West Indies.
1870 Kingslev in Gd. Words May 317 The Indian shot.

.

which the Negro grows . . because its hard seed put into a
\ bladder furnishes him with that detestable musical instru-

! ment the chac-chac wherewith he accompanies nightly that

;
equally detestable instrument the tom-tom.

+ Chacche, v. Obs. [a. south-Norman F. cha-

chier (3rd sing, chache) = north-Norm, and Pic.

cachier, and central OF. chacier
; thus, a doublet

of Catch and Chase.] a. = Chase ; b. = Catch.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 180 And ajf a,e chacche lyiere let

him not a-skape. 138 . Wvcue Wks. (1880* 293 Charite
chacchibmen to bis iust jugement. Ibid. 431 Lawe & skile

chacchip men to 3yue to trewe prestis pes dymes. a 1400-50
Alexander 748 Cure, for bi kene carpe chache nowe a
schame. Ibid. 4227 We mia,t sum connynge per cas chach
ofMM wordis.

Chace, obs. f. Chase ; obs. pa. t. of Choose.
Chacen, obs. form of Chasten.
Chack tja;k), v. 1 In 6 chak. [In sense I

imitative of the sound and action ; cf. clack ; senses

I 2 and 3 may be distinct words.]

1. Sc. To snap with the teeth ; to squeeze or
I crush with a snap of the jaws or by the sudden shut-

ting of a window, door, drawer, or the like ; also

to make a noise like that of snapping teeth, to

clack, clatter, click.

1513 Douglas sEneis KB. xii. 152 With hys wyd chaftis

at Iiym makis a snak The byt oft fal3eis for ocht he do
mycht And chakkis waist togiddir his wapynnis wycht.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 300 The cais chakkit
to suddanlie, but ony motion or werk of mortal! creaturis.

1697 Cleland Poems 35 (Jam.) Some's teeth for cold did
chack and chatter. 1801 Hogg Scot. Pastoral 23 1 Jam.)
For . . chackin' mice, and houkin' moudies, His match was
never made.

2. ' Used of a horse that beats upon the hand
when his head is not steady ; but he tosses up his

nose, and shakes it all of a sudden, to avoid the

subjection of the bridle' (Bailey Vol. II. 1731 ;

and repeated in mod. Diets.). 1 Obs.

Chack tfsek), sb. Sc. [f. prec., or of parallel

formation.]

1. The act of chacking in sense 1).

2. A ' bite* fof food} ; a snack.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxiv, ' [An] invitation to come back

and take part o' his family-chack, at ane preceesely.' 1824
— Redgauntlet \aA. ix, He., gives a bit chack of dinner to

his friends. 1830 Galt Lmvrie T. tf, x. (1849) r9l Take a
chack of supper. 185a Carlvle Let. 20 Sept., Glad to get

to the inn. .and there procure some chack of dinner.

3. A local name of the Wheat-ear, also called

(from its note) Chack-bird, Chaoker, Stone-

chacker and Check.
1804 Tarras Poems 10 (Jam.) Death—trailt him aff i" his

dank car, As dead 's a chackart. 1805 Barry Orkney 308

(Jam.) The White Ear—here denominated the chack.

Chack, Sc. f. Check v.

t Cha-ckstone. Obs. (See quot.) Cf. mod.
Sc. Chlckiestane.
1611 Cotgr., Cailteteau, a chackestone, or little flintstone.

Chacma tj.i 'kma). A kind of baboon Cyno-

cephalus porcarius found in S. Africa.

1835 Penny Cycl. III. 229/2 The Chacma, » called from
the Hottentot word T'Chackamma, the aboriginal name of

this baboon in South Africa . . when full grown, is equal
a

in

size, and much superior in strength, to a common English
mastiff. Ibid. 230/1 A full-grown chacma is more than a

match for two good dogs. 1855 Mavne Reiu Bush Boys
447T0U)- dispersing the Chactnas.

ChacO (jie'kfl). Also chako, and more usually

Shako, q.v. [a. Magyar csAki (t[ak<r ; in Ger.

tschako, Fr. schako (Littre^.] A military cap of

cloth and leather, formerly worn by the infantry

in the British army, having the form of a truncated

cone with a peak in front.

1826 Soldier's Album 11 Snatching up my chaco, I flew

to the street. 1840 Times 1 Sept., The cumbersome bear-

skin cap . . is to be discontinued, and replaced by a smart

chaco. 1851 Ord. <y Regut. R. Engineers % 24. 119 The
Scales of the Chaco are to be worn under the chin on all

Parades and Duties under Arms. 1866 . 1 mty % Navy G.

20 Sept., The chaco is reported as quite unsuited to the

climate and hot sun.

II Chaconne (
Jake n, tfak(>-n). Mus. Also 7-8

chacon, 8 chacoon, y chacona. [Fr. chaeonne,

ad. Sp. chacona. according to Spanish etymologists,

ad. Basque chucun pretty.]

An obsolete dance, or the music to which it was
danced, moderately slow, and usually in 3-4 time.
' The chaconne served as finale to a ballet or an

opera : it is no longer in use ' (I.ittre).

1685 Drvden Albion
<fr A. 11, Chacon, Two Nymphs and

Triton sing. 1692 Southerne Wives Excuse 1. i, The
Sonatas and the Chacons which I know. 1721-1800 Bailev.
Chaconne, chacoon, a sort of Saraband Dance, the Measure
of which is always Triple 'rime. 1774 Westm. Mag. II.

3:6 A chaconne, executed by eight principal dancers with
great ease and ability. 1878 Saturday Pop. Concert Pro-
gramme Bk. 23 r eb. 1003 A pianoforte accompaniment was
added to the Chaconne by Mendelssohn.



CHAD-FARTHING.

Chad, I had : see Ch pron.

Chad, var. of Shad, a fish.

t Chad-farthing. Obs. [app. from name of

St. Chad, patron saint of Lichfield.]
v
See quot.)

c 1588 Comm.-pl. bk. R. Columbell, Darley Hall, Derbysli.

[Diocese of Lichfield) in Rel. Ant. I. 255 A dewtye belong-

ing of oulde tyme to the churches. Every house payd at

Easter..j farthynge called a waxfarthinge, and another

called a chaddfarthinge . . the chaddfarthinge to hallow the

fonte for christining of children and for oyle and creame

to anoyle sicke folkes wyth. 1806 Harwood Hist. Lkhfield

109 Called Whitsun-farthings or Pentecostals, because it

was usually given on Midlent or Whitsunday ; and at Lich-

field it was called Chad-pennies or Chad-farthings, in al-

lusion to the founder of the cathedral.

Chad-pennies, ' pennies paid at the cathedral of

Lichfield, dedicated to St. Chad, on Whit-Sunday,

in aid of the repairs ' (Brewer Diet. Phr. & Fable).

1806 [see prec.].

Chadloek, var. f. Charlock.
Chsefle, early ME. f. Chavel, now Jowl.

Chaer, ehaere, obs. ff. Char, Chaib.

II Chsetodon (ki-todpi). Zool. Also chseto-

dont. [mod.L. f. Gr. xaiT1 hair + oSotis (oiovr-)

tooth.] A Linnamn. genus of spiny-finned fishes

(modern family Chvtodontidn", remarkable for

their bristle-like teeth and bright colours.

c 1750 H ill Hist. A aim. 275 (Jod. ) The chEetodon varie-

gated with longitudinal lines and a forked tail. This is a

native of the American ocean. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

(1750) VI. i. 302 (Jod.) Thechajtodon or catfish. 1854 Owi.n

in Circ. Sc. (1865) II. 95/1 Setiform teeth are common in 1

the fishes thence called Chxtodonts. 1887 T. Martin in

Blackiv. Mag. Sept. 402 The prickly roach, the chaetodon
|

with him And the hammer fish.

Chaetophorous tkitp-foras), a. Zool. [f. Gr.
|

XatVr; hair, mane + -<pop-os bearing + -ous :
after

mod.L. chntophora.] Bristle-bearing ; applied to

'the Annelids which have bristle- bearing foot-
|

tubercles, such as tube-worms and sand-worms;

and also those which have locomotive bristles.
|

such as earth-worms' (Syd. Soe. Lex.).

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. An. v. 218 Such segmented In-

vertebrates as the cha:tophorous Annelida.

Chsetopod {kt-toppd). Zool. [f. mod.L. cherto-
|

poda neat pi., f- as prec. + irovs (twS-) foot.]

Belonging to the order Cha-lopoda of Annelids,

marine worms, with bristle- bearing feet.

1864 Webster s.v. Lug-worm cites Baird, A cha;topod

worm.
Chaf, obs. form of Chaff sb. x

Chafant, a. Her. [f. Chafe ». + -ani '.] Ap-

plied to a boar when represented as enraged or

furious.

1847 Gloss. Brit. Heraldry (Parker', Chafant, enraged,

applied to the wild boar.

Chafar(e, -ayre, obs. ff. Chaffer.

Chafe ;tptf),». Forms: 4 chaufe-n, chawffe,

ehafen, 4 6 chauffe, 5 chawfe, 4-6 ehauf,

chaffo. 5-7 ohaufe, 6 ehaafe, caff e, chafen,

6-9 chaff, 5- chafe. Pa. t. & pple. 4 chauffede,

chaufid, ehefede, chauffit, 4-6 chaufed, ehauf-

fed, 5 ohaufet, ehauffld, ehaffyd, 6 caffed,

chafde, chafte, chauft, chafid, 7 chaft, 5-9

chaffed, 5- chafed. [ME. chaufe-n, a. OF.

chaufe-r, mod. chauffer to warm = Pr. calfar, It.

calefare :—late L. or Rom. *calefare, contr. from L.

calefaccre to heat, make warm, f. calere to be warm
+facere to make. In Eng. the diphthong an was,

as in other AF. words, reduced to long (a), and this

in regular phonetic course to (e') : cf. gauge, safe,

Ralph, chamber^

I. Transitive senses.

+ 1. To warm, heat. Obs.

1382 Wyclii" Isa. xliv. 15 He toe of hem, and is chaufed

[1388 warmed), c 1420 Antitrs ofArth. xxxv, A schimnay

of charcole, to chaufen the knynte. C1440 Anc. Cookery in

Hoiiseh. Ord. (1790) 455 Chauf hit over the fyre. 1525

Lord Berners Froissart cxvi[xii). 333 His bedde was

wont to be chafed with a bason with hote coles, c 1535

Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 940 To cane or warme,

chauffer. (11577 Gascoigne Duke Bellum inexp. Wks.

(1587) 123 Whose grease hath molt all caffed as it was.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 108 To heat and chaufe any part

of the bodie. 1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 331 Waxe
when it is chafed will take an impression. 1672 Marvell
Reh. Transp. L 86 It cannot be any vulgar furnace that

hath chafed so cool a Salamander.

t 2. fig. To inflame (the feelings), excite, warm,

heat. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 128 pat he wolde . . cherisch hem

alle with his cher, & chaufen her Ioye. 1393 Langl. P. PI.

C. xv. 68 Leste cheste chaufe ous so and choppe ech man
obere. 1483 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 174 The goddesse of

loue whicne kyndeleth and chauffeth the amerous hertes.

C1500 Melusine (1888) 22 Raymondyn, whiche was chaffed,

doubted not of hys lyf . 1553 Brende Q. Cnrtius U vij,

When he was chafed with drinking. 1682 Bunyan Holy
War 81 Their continuing in rebellion did but chafe and
heat the spirit of the Captains. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues

79 The use now made of it [Dancing), .serves only to chaff

the Blood. 171S Horneck Crucif. Jesus 9 The Heart must
be prepared, the Soul chafed, the Affections warmed.

3. To rub with the hand ;
esp. to rub (a person's

243

limbs, etc.) in order to restore warmth or sen-

sation.

c 1440 Pro/up. Pan*. 68 Chafyn or rubbyn, frito. 1551 T.

Wilson Logike 10 Waxe chaufed with the handes is made
softer. 1581 MulcASTER Positions xxxiv. (1887) 122 The
vse of chafing, and rubbing the body. 1719 De Foe Crusoe

(1840) I. xvi. 284 He took his arms . . and chafed and rubbed

them with his hands. 1842 Tennyson Mcrte dArth. 211

She . . laid his head upon her lap . . and chafed his hands.

1877 Bryant Lit. People ofSnow 290 They . . bore her home,

anrj chafed he tender limbs.

absol. 1742 Fielding J. Andrews 11. v, She fell to chafing

more violently. 1879 Browning Ivan Iv. 54 Chafe away,

keep chafing, for she moans : She's coming to !

4. To rub so as to abrade or injure the surface
;

to fret, gall.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (.W. de W. 1531) 256 All his ioyntes were

..losed..his body so chafed, a 1547 Surrey sEncidw. 535

With their [ants'] travaile chafed is eche pathe. 1602

Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 136 Wiche old book was frett and

chafed. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Teekn. S.V., Seamen say..

The Cable is chafed in the Hawse, when it is fretted or

begun to be worn out there. 1787 'G. Gambado' Acatt.

Horsem. 1 1800) 31 The flap of your saddle .. chafing you

between the confines of the boot and breeches. 1856 Kane
Arct. Fxpl. II. xxvi. 264 All the boats were badly chafed.

1 86 1 Flo. Nightingale Nursing 92 How easily its tender

skin gets chafed.

b. With some mixture of sense 10 (to rage, fume".

1813 Scott Roieby 11. vii, He . . May view [the torrent]

chafe her waves to spray, O'er every rock.

5. fig. To heat or ruffle in temper ; to vex, imitate.

? a 1400 A rlhitr 95 Arthour was chafed & wexed wrothe.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. I. xxiv. 75 To theym that be fyrst

chaffed and angry. 1490 — Eneydos xxvii. 97 Whan the

see was well chaffed and. ayenst them sore moeued. 1596

Shaks. Tain. Shr. 11. i. 243, I chafe you if I tarrie. Let

me go. 1611 Bible 2 Sam. xvii. 8. i635_ N. K. tr. Cam-
den's Hist. Eliz. I. 73 Being frustrate ofhis hope, and sole

chafed in minde. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 313 The youth

was chaffed, and with disdain Refused to touch his harp

again. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop lix. 267 To chafe and

vex me is a part of her nature,

t 6. To scold. Obs.

(.1485 F. F. Misc. 11855' 11 For his hyre he doth me
chawfe. 1549 Latimer Serin. b,f. Edw. VI, vii. (Arb.) 197

We wyll. .chyde, braule, fume, chaufe, and backbite them.

1637 Gilllsi'IE Eng. Pop. Cerem. III. vi. 104 The Parret .

.

being beaten and chaffed, retumeth to its owne natural!

voice, c 1677 Temple in Courtenay Mem. (18361 1. 499 The
King . . chafing us for spending him so much money, and

doing nothing.

b. slang. (See quot. ; an ironical use of 1 or ,1

or other prec. sense : cf. Anoint.)

1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 36. 1690 B. E. Diet. Caul.

Crew, Chaft, well beaten or bang'd.

II. Intransitive senses.

t 7. To become warm or hot. Obs.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. XVin. 49 Then grace sholdegrowc
. . And charite, bat child is now sholde chaufen of him-self.

c 1450 Merlin 283 The day be-gan to chauffe, and the Sonne

was risen right high. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II.

ciii. [xcix.] 301 The dayes chafed meruaylously, for it was
aboute mydsomer. 1581 J. Bell IIaddon's Answ. Osor.

407 He so chaufeth and moyteth in sturryng the coales.

f 8. ?To spoil by heating, to undergo decompo-

sition (? by heating or rubbing). Obs.

? 12x400 Morte Arth. 2301 They bussche[d] and bawmede
baire honourliche kynges, Sewed theme in sendelle sexti

faulde aftire, Lappede them in lede, lesse that they schulde

Chawnge or chawffe. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. xcv.

(1634) 169 Then laid them in chests of lead, because they

should not chafe nor savour.

9. To rub ; to press or strike with friction on,

upon, against). (Often with mixture of other

notions : cf. 10 c.)

1605 SHAK& Lear iv. vi. 21 The murmuring Surge, That

on th' vnnumbred idle Pebble chafes. 1704 J. Harris Lex.

Techn. s. v., Seamen say, a Rope chafes, when it galls or frets,

by rubbing against any rough and hard thing.
^

1805 Scott

Last Mittitr. 1. xii, Is it the roar of Teviot's tide, That
chafes against the scaur's red side? 1855 Maury Phys.

Geog. Sea xiv. § 599 If the currents chafe upon it. 1861

Holland Less. Life xiii. 178 As a caged bear chafes .

.

against the walls of his cell.

10. fig: To wax warm (in temper) ; to be angry,

to rage ; now usually, to display irritation of tem-

per and impatience of restraint or obstacles, by

fuming, fretting, and worrying oneself or others.

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. cxxiii. [cxix.] 348 If ye fynde

hym harde and highe of wordes, chafe not with hym, treate

hym swetely. 1535 Joye Apol. Tindale 32 The man began

to fume and chaafe. 1581 J. Bell Haddons Ausw. Osor.

26 b, Though you . . chaufe and fume never so much agaynst

him. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Church-Porch liii, Calm-

nesse is great advantage : he that lets Another chafe,

may warm him at his fire : Mark all his wandrings, and

enjoy his frets. 1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy II. 93, I never

chaff, but take the good and the bad as they fall in my
road. 1791 CowrER Iliad 1. 172 Let the loser chafe. 1837

Ht. Martineau Soe. Amer. II. 78 The wilder adventurers

. . had chafed at his advice. 1843 Prescott Mexico VU. i.

(1864) 416 While the exasperated prelate was chafing under

this affront. 1864 Atkinson Whitby Gloss., Chaff, to chafe

or chaffer, to quarrel. 'They chaff 'd at teean t'other varry

sairly.' 1879 Froude Cssar xv. 246 The aristocratic party

could but chafe in impotent rage,

b. with complement.
a 1561 G. Cavendish IVolsey (1825) I. 220 He had an oc-

casion greatly to chafe or fret the heart out of his belly.

C. Of the sea, etc: To fret, rage, or fume.

(Sometimes with a tinge of sense 9.)

1611 Shaks. Wiut. T. in. iii. 89, I would you did but see

CHAFER.

how it chafes, how it rages, how it takes vp the shore.

1822 Procter (B. Cornwall) Flood of Thess. 1. 477 The
great sea chafes And the wild horses of the Atlantic shake
Their sounding manes. 1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. liv.

35 Their conflicting waters roared and chafed in eddies and
waves. 1840 Dickens Barn. Fudge lxiii, Chafing like an

angry sea, the crowd pressed after them.

Chafe (tf/'f), sb. Also 6 chaufe, ehauff, 7

chaff, [f. prec. vb.]

1. Heat of mind or temper
;
rage, passion, fury

;

state of vexation, pet, ' temper', arch.

1551 AsCHAM Lett. Wks. 1865 1. 11. 312 The pope is in a

wonderful chafe. 1566 T. StAPLETON Ret. Untr. Jewell
iv. 105 The Emperour answered in a great chafe, a 1593
H. Smith Wks. (1866-7) '76 He went awa >' '''ie Naainan
in a chafe. 01693 URsJUHART Rabelais 111. xxviii. 238 A
March- Hare was never in such a Chaff as I am. a 1703

Bukkitt On N. T. Rom. xi. 15 That . . I might see them

at last believe for anger, or for very shaine,_ and go to

heaven in a holy chafe. 1823 Scott I evtril xxi, Into what

an unprofitable chafe you have put yourself 1 1825 Bull-

baiting 11. in Houtston Tracts I. xxviii, To take bulls by

the nose, and put them in a bit of a chafe.

2. Rubbing, fretting, friction.

1848 K

1

sgsle

y

Saint's Trag. I. i. 84 't he chafe Comes not

by wearing chains, but feeling them. 1876 R. Burton
Gorilla I. I. 71 Causing painful chafes and sores. 1882

Nares Seamanship(ed. 6) 66 They catch the chafe of the sail.

3. A chafing against restraints.

1869 Fall Mall G. 9 Aug. 11 His utterances are .. marked
already with a restlessness of spirit, and move with a chafe

and impetuosity of rhythm, that seem to bode revolt.

4. Comb, f chafe-gall see quot. ; t chafe
,

chaff-halter, cf. Chase-. Also Chafe-wax, etc.

1678 A. Littleton Lot. Diet., Intertrigo . . a galling in

a man or beast by going, riding, or rubbing of one thing

against another; a chafegall. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust.

s. v. Bridle, Chaff-Halter, a Woman's Bridle is the same,

only it's double Rained.

Chafed (tJ'.
Ti ft

, ///. « Also chaul l d.

chauft. chard, chaft. etc. [f. Chafe v. h- -eh '.]

Heated
;
nibbed, fretted

;
angered, irritated, vexed.

11330 Arth. v Merl. 7145 Vp he Iepe with chaufed blod.

1583 Sianyhurst /Eneis I. 11880) 20 On Coast thee chauft

Bud is hurled. 1590 Spehser F. <_' iii- 33 When his [the

horse's] hut rider spurd bis chauffed side. 1593 Shaks. ;

Hen. VI, 11. v. 126 Warwicke rages like a chafed Bull. 1642

II. More Song ofSoul \. 1. li, His chafed feet, and the long

way to town. 1764 Churchill The AnthorW'ks. 1774 II.

180 The chaf'il blood flies mounting to his cheeks. 179!

COWPER Iliad III. 265 Some chafed and angry idiot. 1816

Shelley Alastor 322 The white ridge* of the chafed sea.

Chafer chaffer iip'fe-', tjarf3.i). Forms:

1 ceafor, cefer, 5 eheaffer, chauer. 7 - chafer,

chaffer.

mod.]

vcr, kefcre, Ger. kdfer beetle :-0Teut. type kefro-z ;

OE. ceafor, if from earlier *cafr, points to OTeut.

ablaut-variant *kafroz, -uz. Possible derivations are

from a stem kafi to gnaw see Chavil , or from

that of Chaff, an animal enclosed in scales or

husks. Mod. German use applies the name tn all

Coleoptera, from the ladybird to the stag-beetle.]

A name given to certain beetles, now chiefly the

Cock-chafer and Rose-chaf-fk ; used alone, it

generally means the former of these. Apparently,

originally applied to species destructive to plants.

a. form chafer.

c 1000 jElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 121 Bruchus, ceafor.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. civ. 30 [cv. 34] Sona cwoman gangan g=ers-

hoppan/and grame ceaferas [bruchus]. 1400 Trerisa's

Higden (Rolls) II. 211 (MS. o' Of hors i-roted comeb cheaf-

fers [1387 hamettes, Caxton chauers). 1609 C. Butler
Fern. Mou. (16341 59 These [dors), .do openly engender with

their Females, as the chafers do. 1816 Kirby & Sr. En-
tomol. (1828) II. xxi. 254 Take one of the common chafers

or dung-beetles into your hand.

/3. form chaffer.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 314 The great appear-

ances of Chaffers, or other Insects. 1770-4 A. Hunter
Georg. Ess. (1803) III. 99 Cock-Chaffer . . called . . the Chafler

. .the Jeffry-Cock, the May-bug and (in Nerfolk) the Dor.

1829 E. Jesse Jrnl. Nat. 324 Every sparrow that flies by

has a chaffer in its mouth.

Chafer 2
v tJ^'-fai). tObs. Forms : 4-5 chau-

four(e, 5 chafor, -ur, -ir, -our(e, -owre, chau-

fur, yr, chawfer, chaffLre, -our, chalfer, 5-7

chaufer, chaffer, 6 chaver, chauffer, 6- chafer,

[f. Chafe v. + -er 1
; or (in sense 1) a. F. chauffoir

:—late L. type *calefdtdrium for calefactorium. See

Chauffer.]

f 1. A vessel for heating something : a. A vessel

for heating water, a saucepan, b. A portable

grate, a chafing-dish. Obs.

a. form chauf(f)our, -cr.

1395 E. E. Wills (1882) 5 A chaufour of siluer. 1427

Mem. Rip. (1882) I. 329, j chawfer. 1434 E, E. Wills (1882)

101 A chaufur of bras. 15S8 Wills $ Inv. N. C. (1835) II.

162, ij fyer chauffers. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 215

Faire chaufers and goodly pots.

/3. form chafour, -er.

1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 46 pe best of yren broches, & a

chafur. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 68 Chafowre to make whole

a thynge as watur, calefactorium. 1488 Inv. Jewels

Jas. Ill in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 392 A chalfer, of

silver ouregilt. c 1500 Marlowe Faust v. (stage direction)

Re-enter Mephistopnilis with a chafer of coals. 1688 R.

Holme Armoury 111. 398/1 Barbers . . carry about with them
31-3

ffer. [UK. cefer corresponds to OS. (MDu. and

..Du.)Mw,OHG. clievar(chevaro),MHG. ke-



CHAFERN. 244 CHAFFED.

. -a small Chafer. 1721-33 Strvpe Eccl. Mem. II. 1. 1. i. 2

Basin and chavers of silver and gilt . . to wash the Prince.

825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1257 These [barbers'] chafers

are no longer made in London.

7. form chaffer.
t 1460 J. kiHU Bk. Nurture in Batecs Bk. (18681 i6t

Lay bem vppon youre galantyne stondynge on a chaffire

hoote. 1505 Will of Horwood (Somerset Ho.l A large

chaffer of laton. 1629 Inv. Hatfield Priory in Trans.

Essex Arckxol. Soc. New Ser. III. 11. 160, j great brasse

chaffer to heat water in.

t2. -Chafe-wax. Obs.

1577 Holinshed Chron. III. 920/2 A clearkc of the

hamper; and a chafer of the wax. 1647 H award Crorwn

Rev. 2 Chafer of Wax. Fee.— ll-bs. jd. 1805 Lett. Patent

in Law Times LXXXI. 442/2 The office or place of chaffer

of the wax.

3. One who chafes or fumes. ? Obs.

1598 Flokio, Bron/atore. .a snorter, a huff snuff, a chafer.

1604 T. Wright Passions iv. ii. § 1. 127 Chafers in play are

couelous, great gamesters are foolish.

Chafer, v. [? mispr. for chafe.]

a 1625 Fletcher & Mass. Eliter Bro. iv. ii. (1679) 117

M. Do they chafer roundly 1 A. As they were rubb'd with

Soap, Sir . . M. Long may they chafe, and long may we
j

laugh at 'em.

Chafer, obs. form of Chaffer.

t Chafern, chaffern. Obs. [«pp. altered

from Chafeb -, after words like cistern, lantern.']

— Chafer - i a.

1613 Inv. in Stratford-ou-Avou MSS. (N.) Five brasse

pottes..and one chaferne. 1688 R. Holme Armoury \\\.

426/2 In our refined speech some call a Barbers Chaffer, .a

Chaffern, and a Caldafer. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol.
\

Gen. 277 A brass-pot, chafem, or kettle. 1721 1800 l'.uu.v,

Chaffern, a Vessel to heat Water in.

Chafery tf/'feri). Metallurgy, [prob. coming
down from an earlier *chaufcrie, a. F. cliauffcrie

in. same sense, f. chauffer to heat ; see Chafe v.

and -fry.] (See tjuots.)

1663 in frnl. Derbysli. Arckctol. Soc X. 35 Anvil, chafery

bellows and wheels. 1679 Plot Staffordsk. (i686) 163 The
Forges, .are of two sorts, one whereof they call the Finery,

the other the Chafery. 1731 BALLEY, Cliafery, one of the

Forges in an I run-Work. 18*5 J. Nicholson Operat.
Mechanic Gloss. 774. 1881 Raymond Mining Class.,

Chafery, a forge fire for reheating.

+ Cha fe - wax. Obs. Also chaff-wax. [f.

Chafe v. (seme 1) + Wax sb.] An officer attend-

ing on the Lord Chancellor, whose duty it was to

prepare the wax for sealing documents. The office

was abolished in 1852.

1607 COWELL Interpr., Chafewax is an officer in chauncery,
that fiueth the waxe for the sealing of the writs. 1614
Ellesmeke in Ld. Campbell Chancellors (18571 II. 1. 358
The poore Sealer and Chaffewax and ther dependantes.

1673 Loud. Gaz. No. 750/4 The Chafe wax to the Great
heal 1886 Law Times LXXXI. 442/2 The tow obsolete

ottice of chaffwax to the Lord Chancellor.

Chafeweed,cha -ffweed. Herb. [According

to Turner and other early writers, f. Chafe +
Weed; see quot. 155 1 : otherwise it might be

plausibly explained from Chaff sbA and Week,
in reference to the chaffy receptacle of Filago.]

A name given by Turner to the plant Gnaphalium
sylvaticum ; extended by Gerard to other species

of Gnaphalium and the allied Filago ;
applied by

some especially to F. gennanica, the Chafewokt
of Turner. (By Lyte erroneously applied to Diotis

maritima, the Sea Daisy.)

1548 Tlrner Nantes of Herbes s.v. Ccntuticulus, Cen-
tunculus named in greke Gnaphalion . . It mayc be called

in englishe Chafweede, it is called in Vorke shyre cud-
weede. 1551 — Herbal 1. lij, Centunculus is called .. in

Northumberlande Chafwede, because it is thought to be

good for chafyuge of any mans fleshe wyth goynge or

rydynge. 1578 Lyte Dodoeus I. lxii. 90 This herbe (Gna-
pnalionj is called, .in English of Turner Cudweed, Chafe-
weed. 1598 FloriOj Herba impia . . we call it chaffwecde
or cudweede. 1853 in G. Johnston Bot. E. Bord. (= Filago
j,'crmanica). 1879 Prior Plant-n., Chafe-weed .. as Ray
expresses it in Cat. Plant. Cant., 'quoniain ad iutertrigincs

valet '.

t Cha'fewort. Obi. [f. Chafe + Wort.] A
name given by Turner to Filago germanica.
1548 Tl rner Names of Iferbes 83 Cartafilaro otherwise

Ceratophilax, is called in cnglish Cudwurt, or Chafewurle.

Chaff (tjbi), sb.l Forms : i eeaf, cef, 2 cheer",

2-4 chef, j, 4 cheue, 4 chaue), 4 cheff, 3-5, 7

chaf, 4-7 chaffs, 3-4, 6- chaff ; north. 4 caf, 5

kaf, kaff, kafe, 6 caiff, 4-7 caffe, 5-9 caff.

'Occasional .iBchaf, s shaffe.) [OE. ceaf corresp.

to MDu. caf'V>\\. kaf), MUG., IfLG, dial. Ger.

kaf'neut., related to OHG. cheva husk, pod, and
possibly to a Teut. root kef gnaw : cf. Chavei.,

Jowl. The southern form in ME. was chef the

midland chaff; the northern caf, caff, still extant;

in Scotl. also cattve. Commonly collective.]

1. A collective term for the husks of corn or other

grain separated by threshing or winnowing,
n. form chef.

c xooo jElfric Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 148 Patea, ceaf. c 1000
Ags. Gosp. Luke iii. 17 pa:t ceaf he forbiernb. c 1160 Hat-
ton G. ibid., p;et ch;ef he forbernft. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 85
Pet smal chef bet Hid ford mid be winde. Ibid. Of be smal
cheue. <tiais Juliana 70 pat dusti chef. C1340 Ayenb.
210 Be-tucne he cheue and be corn [noni passim chef J.

P. form chaff.

ciaoo Oh.min 1483 And sibbenn winndwesst tu bin corn,

And fra be chaff itt shaidesst. CMg Lay. 29256 per biforen

he gon -,eoten draf and chaf and aten. c 1340 Cursor M.

4791 iTrin.) To fynde be chaue Corn bere shul we fynde to

haue. Ibid. 21113 iFairf.) Quik bai haue his bodi flaine &
waltered him in barli chaf. c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 663 And so

bei chewen charitie as chewen schaf houndes. c 1400

Ywaine ft Gam. 1684 Barly brede with al the chaf. 15*6

Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) 134 b, As the flayle tryeth y-

corne from the chaffe. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 985 Least

on the threshing floore his hopeful sheaves Prove chaff.

1715-20 PorE Iliads. 613 T he light chaff, before the breezes

borne, a 1811 J. Levden Ld. Soulis lxii, The barley chaff

to the sifted sand They added still by handfuls nine.

7. form caf, caff.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4751 (Cott. I pe caf he cast o corn sum-

ciuile In the Hum bat hait be nile. a 1340 Hampole Psalter

xxxiv. 21 Caf bat is light to He wib be wynd. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 51 Caffe, acus, palea. ij.. Scot. Poems 16M t.

( 1 80 1 1 98 i Jam.! As., caffe before the wind. 1670 Ray
Proverbs 285 Kings caff is worth other mens corn. i8»6

J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1- 334 To sl«P on atr-

1875 Lane. Closs.iK. D. S.)Caff(N. Lane), chaff, refuse.

1877 Itoldcrness Gloss. (E. D. S.) Caff, chaff.

•f b. A plural occurs in OE. and ME., e.g. to

translate palex of the Vulgate. Obs.

c 1000 Acs. Gosp. Matt. iii. 12 pa ceafu [Lindisf. halmas ;

1 1160 Hatton G. chefu] heforba;mSon unadwaescendlicum

t\ re. 1382 Wyclif Malt. iii. 12 But chaffis he shal brenne

* ith fyr unquenchable. — Ezek. xiii. 10 With outen chaffis

I
^ u\g0tbsoiic paleis],

1 2. Iransf. The husks of pease and beans. Obs.

, 1420 Pallad. on Husb. IV, 110 Two basketful! of bene

chaf 1611 Cotcr., Faval, the chaffe, shalings, hullings,

offals, or cleansing of Keanes.

3. Cut hay and straw used for feeding cattle. Tt

is doubtful whether the early instances of ' chaff

'

used in brick-making, etc., belong here. A chaff-

cutting machine is described in Lewis Hist. 'Fhanel

1736 Plate IV. p. 16, but not by this name, being

called ' a cutting box to cut horse's meat in '.)

[c 1000 /Elfric Exod. v. 7 Ne sylle xe leng nan cef Sis

Kbreiscan folc to tijel aeweorce. < 1250 Gen. He Ex. 2889

Hem-seluen he fetchden oe chaf 8e men aor hem to gode

gat 1382 Wyclif Isa. lxv. 25 The leoun and the oxe shuln

etc chaf [1388 stree]. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg 44/1 In my
faders hows is place ynougn to lodge the & thy camels &
plente of chaf & heye for them, c 1535 Dew ks Introd. Fr.

in Palsgr. 915 Litter or chaff, paillc. 1 1772 W. Bailey Ad-
concern. Arts (17831 I. 42 Mr. Edgill's Machine for cutting

chaff. 1834 Brit. Husb. viii. 212 If fed . . upon indifferent

hay and straw, it then becomes necessary to cut it into

chaff.

4. Bot. a. The thin dry leaves or bracts of the

flower of grasses, esp. the inner pair now usually

called pales or glumelles, distinct from the outer

pair called glunus. b. The bracts at the base of

the florets in Composite. (The plural is obs.)

1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. (17901 I. 195 Eryngium
. florets sitting, separated by chaff. Ibid. 1 1 1. 669 llyoseris,

Receptacle naked : Down hair-like
;
encompassed by awned

chaff". 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xiii. 133 [Canary-

grass] the chaffs being turgid and hairy. Ibid. 134 The
keel of the chaffs is ciliate. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract.

\

Agric. II. 406 In the blooming season, for wheat, there are

three stamens, or male portions, thrown out beyond the !

chaff or calyx. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. v. 142 Palets, also

called Chaff, are diminutive or chaff-like bracts or bractlets

on the axis (or receptacle! and among the flowers of a dense
inflorescence, such as a head of Composita; . . the name is

ko given to an inner series of the glumes of grasses.

6. In various fig. or allusive contexts, from sense

1. (Cf. Matt. iii. 13, etc.
1

)

t 1386 Chal'cer Man Laives T. 603 Me lust not of the caf

ne of the stree Make so long a tale, as of the corn. 1393
Gower Conf. II. 59 It were a short beyetc To winne chafTc

and lesc whete. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 3531 Thy words
war nather come nor caiff. 1570 Gosson Sin. A buse (Arb.)

18 You may wel thinke that I sell my come and eate

Chaffe. 1 596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. i. 117 His reasons are two
graines of wheate hid in two bushels of chaffe : you shall

seeke all day ere you finde them, & when you haue them
they are not worth the search. 173a Berkeley Alciphr.
vi. 5 9 You may see here [ fer. xxiii. 28I a distinction made
between wheat and chaff, true and spurious. 1850 Tenny-
son In Mem. vi, Vacant chaff well meant for grain. 1882

Athenteum 5 Aug. 171/3 Though there is a little chaff there

is also a good deal of wheat.

b. Proverb. An old bint is not caught with

chaff ; and allusions to it.

1481 Caxton Reynard 1 10, I am 110 byrde to be locked ne
take by chaf, I know wel ynowh good corn, c 1600 Shaks.
Timon iv. ii. An olde birde is not caught with chaffe.

1665 9 Boyle Occas. Reft. v. x. (1675)336 The empty and
I

Trifling Chaff, Youth is wont to be caught with. 1771

Smollett Humph. CI. (L.) The doctor, lieing a shy cock,
would not be caught with chaff. 1856 J. H. Newman Cal-
lista (1885) 240, 1 am too old for chaff. 1873 Hale In His
Name vi. 50 That's old chaff for such as we.

0. traitsf. and fig. Refuse, worthless matter.
?*i 1400 Morte Artk. 1064 Caffe of creatours alle, thow

curssede wriche ! 1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 1. vm. (Arb.)

96 (MMvyt)Parlat as common as chaffe. 1596 Shaks. Merck.
V. 11. ix. 48 How much honor Pickt from the chaffe and
mine of the times. 1606 — Tr. <r Cr. 1. ii. 262 Asses, fooles,

dolts, chaffe and bran. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. 111.

xv, Some poor scholler, some parson chaff. 1670 Dryden
Prol. Cono. Granada 42 Wheel-broad hats, dull humour,
all that chaff, Which makes you mourn, and makes the

vulgar laugh. 1799 Wordsw. Poet's Epit. iv, A soldier,

and 110 man of chaff 1842 Tennyson Epic 40 Twelve books
of mine . . Mere chaff and draff, much better burnt.

7. a. attrib. Of or resembling chaff.

1636 James Iter Lane. 112 Those chaffe sands which doe

in mountains rize.

b. Comb., as chaff-bait, -biscuit, -bread, -heap,

house, -knife, -net, -room; chaff-bed, a 'bed'

or mattress stuffed with chaff instead of feathers,

etc. ; chaff-cutter, one who cuts chaff ; a machine

for cutting hay and straw for fodder, also called

chaff-engine ; chaff-flower, a name for Alter-

nanthera Achyrantha ;
chaff-seed, a name for

Schwalbea americana. Also Chaff-weed.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarck., Hen. IV, xxxii.The Birds come

in To his 'Chaffc-baite. 1582 Inv. ofR. Hodgson, Kendal
(Somerset Ho. I, A "Caffe bed. 1663 fmf. Ld. Gordon's

Furniture, Thair is in the bed, a caffe bed, a fethir bed, a

pair blankets, and a red worset rug. 16B3 Trvon IVay to

Health 592 Straw, or rather Chaff-Beds, with Ticks of

Canvas. 1839 Dickens Nick. Nick, xxii, Salt meat and

new rum, pease-pudding and chaff-biscuits. 1611 Cotgr.,

Pain de bate, *chaffe bread.. the coursest kind of bread.

1772 W. h/ilLZvAdvancem. A rls(iTl)3)l. 192 A new invented
* chaffcutter invented by Mr. Win. Bailey. 180T Vancouver
Agric. Devon 118131 124 Chaff-cutters are used by Mr. Fel-

lows and other gentlemen in the county. 1854 lllust.

Loud. Neivs 5 Aug. 11 8/3 Occupations of the People.

Chaffcutter. 1633 Br. Hall Harif Texts 323 Since the

house of Jacob is now as a little corne left in a chaffe-

hcape. 1 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 670 Hoc palare,

*chaf-house. 1483 Calk. Angl. 51 A Caffe hows, paliare,

paliarium. 1833 Manuf. Metal iii. II. 55 (Cab. Cycl.)

*Chaff-knife backs, and hay-knife backs, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 68 "Chaffenette to take byrdys. retiaculum 1801

. Strutt Sports ft Past. 1. ii. 34. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 99
Along the opposite side of the yard are the *chaff-room,

various domestic offices, etc.

Chaff Ujuf). sb.'- collo</. [Of this and the re-

lated Chaff v.'-, the origin is not quite certain : if

the sb. is earlier, it may be a fig. use of prec. (cf.

senses 5. 0 there) ; if tie vb. is the starting point,

it may be a playful or light use of chaff, Chafe
v., senses 5 and 6 of which come very near to it ]

Banter, light and good-humoured raillery, or

ridicule, calculated to try the*teniper of the person

to whom it is addressed ; badinage. (App. of

slang origin, and still somewhat vulgar.)

(The first quot. is uncertainly placed : it may mean ' scold-

ing '
: cf Chafe v. 6.)

[1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide iv. 76 You pretend to nothing

but chaffe and scoffes-J 1840 Dickens Barn. RudgnC. D.
ed.142, M do', said the 'prentice. 'Honour bright. No
chaff, you know.' 1855 Thackeray Neweomes I. 386 There's

enough of this chaff. I have been called names and black-

guarded enough. 1838.^/. Rez>. 7 Aug. 127/2 Chaff, as the

vulgar call it, when it is real good chaff, is an element in

slat. raft. 1885 Manck. Even. News 6 july 3/2 They got

through a few overs . . amidst the chaff of a good-natured

crowd.

Chaff tfaf), [f. Chaff sbA] Hence Chaffed

a., Cha fflng vbl. sb.

1. trans. To mix with chaff; =-Chave v.*

1552 Hlloet, Chaffed or myxt wyth chaffe, paleatus.

2. To cut (hay, straw, etc.) for fodder.

1883 Hertfordsk. Mercury 6 Dec 4/4 la most other cases

the grass has been chaffed when put into the silo. 1887

Times 7 Sept. 3/3 Mr. Henry Simmonds fed . . the young
stock on chafletf hay and straw. Ibid. [Her was m the

habit of supplying winter food . . by chaffing up the straw.

Chaff (t/af), v-~ colloq. [sec Chaff sb.- '. the

relative priority of vb. and sb. is unsettled.] trans.

To banter, rail at, or rally, in a light and non-

serious manner, or without anger, but so as to try

the good nature or temper of the person ' chaffed .

(A word or sense which probably arose as cadgers' slang,

and is still considered slangy, and usually apologized for by
inverted commas. 1

1827 [see Ciiaffing|. 1850 H. Grevilu! Leavesfr. Diary
(1883' 375 Charles was very amusing in chaffing Lady C.

for her violent anti-Catholic feelings. 1857 Kingslky 7"it;<i

Y. Ago xv. (D.t A dozen honest fellows grinned when their

own visages appeared, and chaffed each other about the

sweethearts who were to keep them while they were out at

sea. 1879 M'Carthy Own Times II. 264 Palmerston is in

the Home office, pleasantly ' chaffing ' militia colonels. 1885

Dicey Introd. Led. Law ofConst. 174 The Regent treated

the affair as a sort of joke, and, so to speak, ' chaffed ' the

supposed author of the satire,

b. absol. or intr.

a 184s Barham Ingotd. Leg. (1877) 319 Not pausing to

chaff or to parley.

Hence Cha fflng vbl. sb. and ///. a., Cba fflugly

adv.
[Cf. 1575 in Chafing vbl.sb. 1.]

1827 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1009 Much 'chaffing ' passed

between them. 1861 N. A. Woods Pr. Wales in Canada
426 There were 'chaffing' signals too, going oil between
the vessels. 1876 Blrnaby Ride Kkiva vi, Being a little

annoyed at the chaffing remarks of the grinning peasants.

1871 Daily Nt-tvs 24 Jan., The men took to criticising each
other's performances, not chaffingly, but quite seriously.

1883 Proctor in Knoivledge 13 July 28/1 A habit chaffingly

attributed to the Missourian belles.

Chaff, var. Chaft, jaw, and obs. form of Chafe.
Chaffaire, -are, obs. forms of Chaffee.
Chaffed v ijaft\///. a.

1. See Chaff v. 1 2. See Chaff v$
1 3. ? Spoiled by heating, that has begun to de-

compose: see Chafe v. 8. Obs.

1734 T. Sheridan Let. in Swift's Wks. (1841) II. 724 You
live upon chaffed mutton, I live upon venison.
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Chaffer (t£wfe»), J*.1 Forms: 3 chaffere, 4 I

oheapfare, chapfare, -vare, 3-5 eheffare, 3-6
|

ehaffare (chaffere, chafare, chefare), 4-7 chaf-

far, 4- chaffer. (Also 5 chafar, -ir, -yr, -ayre,

chaffour, chaffur, chafre, caffer, 5-6 chaffre,

5-7 chafer, 6 chaffayre, 7 chaffaire.) [In the

Jyenbile (1340) cheap/arc, chapfare:- OE. type

"ciapfaru, f. ciap bargain, sale +jam faring, going ; I

not recorded, but the cognate ON. kaupffr is extant

in sense 'trading journey'. Assimilation of pf\o
/Tgave the general ME. types eheffare, ehaffare:

with the a in the latter, cf. OE. cjapmpn/i, ME.
chtpmon and chapman, now Chapman. Apparently

the original sb. became obs. in the 17th c, but has

been formed anew from the vb., in sense 1 b.]

+ 1. Traffic, trade ; buying and selling, dealing.

Obs. exc. as in b.

a 1225 Aiicr. R. 418 None eheffare ne driue }e. f 1230

HaU Moid. 9 Weilawei ! . . hwuch unwuroe chaffere. c 1320

Sir Bcucs 2062 God 3eue it . . We hadde driue bat chefare.

1340 Aycnb. 36 pe vifte manere [sc. of gauehnge) is ine

cheapfare. Ibid. 45 pe e;tende bo} of auarice is chapfare.

.

[ne uele obre nianeres ine may zene;i ine chapfares. 138.

Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 50 Sum [wenten] after chaflare

of bis worldely richesse. c 1450 Mvrc 1299 Hxst thow by-

gylet in chafare? 1551-6 Robinson tr. Marc's Otop. 63

Money, wherewith to mayneteyne their dayly occupieng

and chaffayre. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 31, Chaffar,

buying and selling. 1662 Feller Worthies UL 150 By sad

chaffer, they were fain to give money for water.

b. In modern use, chiefly from the vb. : Chaffer-
|

ing, bargaining, haggling as to price.

1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. VI. Sell. Salerno, What do I care for
]

the Doctor Seraphic, With all his wordy chaffer and traffic '!

1870 Morris Earthly Par. I. 11. 589 The dark-eyed mer-

chants of the southern seas In chaffer with the base Propce-

tides. 1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cent. II. xvi. 431, 1 was un-
[

able to purchase anything more than a few ground-nuts,
j

because it involved such serious controversy and chaffer as

sickened the hungry stomach.

1 2. That which is bought and sold ; wares,

merchandise, goods for barter or sale. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. -y Ex. 1951 Fro galaad men wi5 chafare Sal

he 5or kumen wid spices ware. 1297 R. Glouc. 539 To late

in tueie wolmongers, hor ehaffare in to lede. 1362 Langl.

P. PI. A. v. 174 per weore chapmen I-chose be ehaffare to

preise. c 1440 Ccsta Rom. 285 (Add. MS.), X. asses chargede

with dyuerse ehaffare. 1441 Plumpton Corr. Introd. 54

None of the Kings said tenants might, ne durst come att

the towne of Ripon. .to utter their caffer, wherewith to pay
his farine. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.iis^i) 25 As a marchaunt sheweth

his marchaundyse or chafer, c 161Z Rowlands Four Knaves
(1843)96 His good daies are when 's chaffer is well sold. #1693
Urquhart Rabelais in. iv, Gold, silver, .chains, rings, with

other ware and chaffer of that nature.

fb. Good chaffer: a good commodity in the

market. Obs.

1340 Aycnb. 191 Merci is guod chapuare, uor hi deb wexe
be timliche guodes. 1581 j. Bell Haddon's Amw. Osor.

271/2 The old Proverbe (Gold is good chaffer howsoever it

come). 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 134 Another Island, .where-

in pearles are good chaffer, and yeeld gainfull trafficke.

Ibid. 377 Those cuttings are good chaffer, and sold very

well to the merchant. 1610 — Camden's Brit. 1. 186 They
be very good chaffer and right welcome merchandise.

+ 3. fig. cf. ware, stuff.

c 1449 Pecock: Repr. 1. xvif. 100 As thou3 Cristis seid lawe

were so feble ehaffare. 1567 Drant //orace's DeA rte Poet.

Bvij, He will .. ornaments superfluous from better chaffer
|

scum. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass Ep. Ded. 3 Whoe have
j

inriched whole reames of paper with the Indian mine, and
golden chaffaire of their invention.

4. Comb, chaffer-whale, 'the round-lipped

whale' (Jam.).
1809 Edmonston Zetland II. 300 ( Jam.) Dclphinns Orcn

(Linn.), Chaffer-whale, Grampus. 1822 Scott Pirate X,

He is like the greedy chaffer-whale, that will change his

course and dive for the most petty coin which a fisher can

cast at him. [Merely taken from Edmonston, I.e.]

Chaffer (tja/ai), sb.- colloq. [f. Chaff v.1 +
-KB l.] One who chaffs or indulges in banter.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour 327 She was considered to be

the best ' chaffer ' 011 the road ; not one of them could stand

against her tongue.

Chaffer, sb.'t: see Chafer.

Chaffer (tfarfM), Forms : 4 chapfari, 4-5
cheffare{n, chaffare(n, 5-6 ehaffare, chaffere,

• 5- chaffer. (See also the sb.) [In the Ayenbite

(1340) chapfar-i, f. chapfare, Chaffer sb. 1 : cf. the

vbs. 'to trade, traffic, also f. the sbs.]

1 1. intr. To trade, buy and sell, deal in mer-

chandise ; to traffic. Obs. exc. as in b.

1340 Aycnb. 162 pe borgeys wylneb to chapfari an to

Wynne. 1340-70 Alisannder 12 10 It [Byzaunce] was chosen

forcheefetocheffarenin. 1388Wyclif Zrt-iv xix. i3Chaffare

je.tilYcome. c\4#>Gesta Rom. 389(Add. MS.iHewente,
ande Chaffared faste, and wanne mekille. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 94 With whom they chaffer and traffick only for a
certaine precious stone . . which we call a Carbuncle. 1640

H. Grimston in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 111.(1692) I. 122 This

great Arch-bishop of Canterbury, .hath most unworthily
trucked and chaffered in the meanest of them,

b. passing into the sense of 2.

1692 Dryden Epil. Hen. II, 24 The play-house is a kind

of market-place ; One chaffers for a voice, another for a

face, a 1700 — Fables, Gd. Parson 70 To chaffer for pre-

ferment with his gold, Where bishoprics and sinecures are

sold. 1858 Longf. M. Standish vn. 37 The traders Touching
at times on the coast, to barter and chaffer for peltries.

fc. Const, to. ,06s. rare.'

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, clxiii, But Hee, who
knew the valew of his blood, Chaffers to his Ambition.

2. Now chiefly in the sense : To treat about a

bargain ; to bargain, haggle about terms or price.

1723 De Foe Voy. round W. (1840' 86 They were longer

than ordinary in making their market. While they were thus

chaffering on board, etc. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy (1803)

[. ix. 21, I hate chaffering and higgling for a few guineas

in a dark entry. 1828 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 111.(1863)

78 They were chaffering about the price. 1851 D. Jerrold

St. Giles vi. 54 Titled gentlemen, coming about me and

chaffering with me for that little jewel. 1856 Mrs. Brown-
ing Aur. Leieh v. 1264 Having chaffered for my book's

price with the publisher. 1865 W. Palgrave Arabia I. 155

They will chaffer half a day about a penny. 1871 A tkenxum
jo Sept. 423 '['he merchants go in, not to dally and chaffer,

but to buy.

3. trans/', and fig. (from I and 2 . To deal, bar-

gain, haggle, discuss terms, bandy words.

1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. xv. 160 Charite . . ne chaffareth

noutte. ne chalengelh, ne craueth. a 1617 Hu ron Wks.
1. 60 The best course, .is. .not so much as to vseany speeches

of chafering with him [the atheist]. 1827 Scon High/.

Widow v, Thinkest thou to chaffer with Him, who formed

the earth, and spread out the heavens '! 1828 Caria i.i: J//.x .

(1857) I. 227 And so stand chaffering with Fate. 1860M011.1 v

Netherl. 11868) I. ii. 59 That each Province should chaffer

as little as possible about details.

4. trans. \ a. To buy and sell ; to traffic in ; to

exchange, barter. Obs.

c 1400 Plowman's T. xii. in Chancers 11 'la. 1 1562 ,
[That]

with pride punished the poore . .With money filled many a

male And chaffren churches when thei fall. 1591 Spensek

M. Halberd 1159 He chaffred Chayres in which Church-

men were set. 1650 FULLER Pisgah 11. v. 127 Horsemen a>

well as horses were chaffered in their markets. 1680 H.

More Apotal. Apoc. 182 Great Dignities and Preferments,

which she chaffered for the maintaining, .her own interest.

f b. fig. fTo chaffer words: to exchange or

bandy words.) Obs.

1596 Spenser /'. Q. 11. v. 3 He never staid to greete, Ne
chaffar words, prowd corage to provoke. 1600 Fairfax

Tasso xvl. xliii. 289 Sworne foes sometime will talke, and
chaffer words. 1624 Br. MoUNTAGU Gage 89 Merchants . .

that chaffer Heaven and Happinesse for the reward of

iniquity, 1652 Benlowes Theoph. 1. xxix, Go chaffer blisse

for pleasure.

c. modified by away, down, i forth.

1530 Latimer Serin. $ Rem. < 1845I307 Not to hide .
. but to

chaffer it forth to others. 1649 Bp. Reynolds Hosea ii. 77

Wicked men .. chaffer and grant away their time, and

strength. 1813 Scott Trierm. II. xxi, 'Reserve thy boon,

my liege,' she said, 'Thus chaffered down and limited.'

1827 Hallam Const. Hist. H876) II. xi. 353 They saw with

indignation that Dunkirk . . had been chaffered away by

Charles.
,

H6. 'To chaffer is now to talk much and idly

Trench Select Gl. (1S59-73) 32).

Hence in Webster, Ogilvie, etc. ; but the statement seems

doubtful : cf. however Chaffering a. 1856.

^6. ?To mingle, interchange, exchange.

1720 W. Gibson Dirt. Horses i. led. 31 5 Horses . .which

have too much White on any Part of their Body, which is

not mixed or chaffered with Hairs of the Horse's Colour.

Chaffer, obs. form of Chafer.

t Chaffered, «• Obs. [f. Chaffer

4 + -ed 1
.] Trafficked or dealt in, bartered.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. XV. 105 Tylhes of vntrewe binge

ylihed or chaffared. 1597 2"d l>t - Return Pernass. 11. in.

646 With the reuenewes of mychafred church.
_
Ibid. III. ii.

1265 And make Indentures of their chaffred skins.

Chafferer (tJVe'faroi). [f. Chaffer v. + -mh]
One who chaffers ; a dealer, bargainer.

1382 Wyclif Ecclus. xxvi. 28 Hard is delyuered the chaf-

farere [1388 marchaunt) fro his necgligence. 1532 Huloet,
Chafferer of wares, negotiator. 1631 Sanderson Serin, ad
Aulam i. (1681) II. 5 Bribing and Simoniacal Chafferers

have climbed up the highest rounds of Civil and Ecclesias-

tical Preferments. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 258 The
tongue, .learned of nurses and chafferers in the market.

Chaffering (tjae'farirj), vbl. sb. The action of

(he vb. Chaffer: fa. buying and selling, deal-

ing, trading ; b. bargaining, haggling ; C. fig.

1382 Wyclif Prov. iii. 14 Betere is the purchasing of it

than the chaffering [1388 marchaundie] of gold and siluer.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 68 Chafferynge, mercacio. e 1449

Pecock Repr. 1. iii. 16 In mennis bargenyngis and chefTar-

ingis to gidere. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. lxxv. 463

If we fall to such Chaffering with him [God], 1597-8 Bp.

Hall Sat. 11. v. 14 A thousand patrons . . bring Their new-

falne churches to the chaffering. 1794 Godwin Cat. Wil-

liams 250 After some chaffering, they agreed to accept

eleven guineas, i860 Motley Netherl. (iS6$) I. vi. 299 Now
began a series of sharp chafferings on both sides.

Cha-ffering, «• [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

That chaffers.

1483 General Sentence in Festival (1532), Al maner of

marchaundyse of chaffryng men and of men of craft. 1592

Wyrlf.y Armorie 114 Chaffering townsmen. 1856 Mrs.

Browning A nr. Leigh I. 954 Near all the birds Will sing at

dawn, and yet we do not take The chaffering swallow for

the holy lark. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I. I. 117 In the

market-place He stood and saw the chaffering folk go by.

Chaffern, variant of Chafern.

t Cha'ffery. Obs. rare. Also 6 Sc. chafery. [f.

Chaffer sbA + -Y'i : see -erv.] a. Merchandise,

wares, b. Buying and selling, traffic.

IS35 Lyndesay Satyre 4495 Heir I haue bocht gude chafery.

1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (1862) 552/= Merchandize

and chafferie, that is, buying and selling.

Chaffinch tftrfinf). Forms : 5 caffynche,

chaffynche, 6 cafluche, ohofinch, 7 chawfinch,
chafTe-flnch, (8 chaffinge, 9 dial, chaffy), 6-

chaf&nch. [f. Chaff sbJ + Finch ; as the species

of finch which haunts the barndoor and homestead,

where it may be seen picking grains of corn out of

the chaff and barn-sweepings : cf. the late L. name

furfurio (in Isidore . f. furfur bran.]

A very common British bird, Fringilla cselebs.

w ith pretty plumage and pleasant short song.

< 1440 Promp. Pan: 68 Caffynche, byrde, furfurio.

1570 Levins Manip. 134 A cafinche, bird, frugella. 1580

BarET Alv. C 288 A Chaffinch, a birde singing in colde

weather : a spinke, frigilla. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry III.

v. 50 The Chawfinch. 1678 Phillips, Chaffinch, .so called

because it delighteth in Chaff. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 14

F 13 The Sparrows and Chaffinches al the Hay-Market fly

as yet very irregularly, a 1793 G. White Selborne xii. 1 1853'

55 Vast docks of chaffinches have appeared in the lields.

1845 Darwin / 'oy. Nat. xvii. (1852) 379 Beaks, .from one as

large as that of a hawfinch to that of a chaffinch.

Chaffing: sec Chaff f. 1 and

Chaffire, obs. form of Chafer.

ChaffiesS i.tju-fles), a. rare. [f. CHAFF sb. 1 +

-i.r.ss.] Without or free from chaff.

1611 Shake. Cymb. 1. vi. 17S The loue 1 beare him, Made
me to fan you thus, bill the Gods made you (Vnlike all

others) chaffelesse. 18. . WlIITTlEK What of the Day, The
threshing-floor, .heaped with chaffless grain !

Chaffour, obs. form of Chaffeb.

Cha'ffron. Also 6-; shaffron, 7 shafronle,

shaferne. 9 chafron. Another form of Chamfuox.

*547 8 Order Hen. I'Ill's Funeral in Strype Feci. Mem.
II. 11. App. A. 11 Seven great horses .. on their fronts shaf-

frons of amies. 1610 Gltllim Heraldry iv. 11660' Table 266

Ordained for Defence and Ornament; as the Shafrone,

Cranes, Barde. 1617 M arkham Cavat. 11. 1 19 Then putting

a Shaferne vppon the horses head, you shall softly .
.
rappe

him with the sworde vppon the Shaferne. 1811 Mrs. Grant
HighL Snperst. II. 260 With a chafron of steel on each

horse's head 1835 Swainson Quadrupeds 297 A coarse

dark patch of hair, like a mask or chaffron, which covers

the forehead.

Chaffur, obs. form of CHAFFER.
Chaff-wax, var. of Chafe-wax.

Chaff-weed (tja-fwrd). [app. orig. the same

as Chafeweed (written chafweed by Turner), but

in later times referred to Chafe.
Turner applied chafweed to his * Centuuculus ', which wa>

Gnaphalium sylvaticum, and to this or the allied Filago

the name continued to be applied. But later botanists

applied Centuneulus to an entirely different plant, to which

chaffweed is now attached as an English book-name.)

f 1. =Ch.uewkki>. Obs.

2. Centuuculus or Bastard Pimpernel.

1776 Withering Hot. Arrangcm. 117961 11. 199 Bastard

Pimpernel. Pimpernel Chaffweed. 1848 C. A. Johns Week
Lizard 290 Small Chaff-weed, frequents the gravelly banks.

1878 Britten & Hole. Plant-n. s.v., Chaffweed, Centuu-

culus minimus, L.^With. Generally applied to thia plant

by authors subsequent to Withering.

Chaffy (tja-fi; , a. [f. Chaff sb.' + -\ 1.]

1. Full of or covered with chaff.

1552 Huloet, Chaflye or full of chaffe. aeerotul. i«oi

Holland Pliny xix. I, To lie and sleep upon straw-beds

and chaffy couches. 1797 Coleridge Kuala Khan, Like

. .chaffy grain beneath the thresher's Hail. 1865 Lisabce's

Love Story I. 80 Looking dubiously at his chaffy trowsers.

2. Consisting of, or of the nature of, chaff; spec.

in Bot. paleaceous.

t597 Gerard Herbal 1. ii 4 Whereupon do grow small

scaly or chdffie huskes. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 201

Krom the Straw and Chaffy part mixed w ith ihuir I lates

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 11. 9 note, The chaffy scales of

the calyx. 1851 Glenny Haadlk. Fl. Card. 19 The flowers

. .arc. .of the chaffy texture known as ' everlasting'.

3. Resembling chaff.

1583 Sianyhcrst Poems Ps. i. (Arb.) 126 Lyke the sand,

or chaflye dust. 1791 J. Armstrong hint. Shake. (R.\

Winnow the chaffy snow.

4. fig. Light, empty, and worthless as cnatt.

Said of things and persons.)

1594 W11.LOBIE Avisa 39 b, Chaflye thoughtes 1603

ChetTLE Eng. Mourn. Garm. in liarl. Misc. iMalh.) II.

485 Stir up the chaffy multitude. 1612 ShaxS. & Fl. TWO
Noble K. III. i. 41 Thou liest, and art .

.
a chaffy lord, Not

worth the name of villain ! 1642 R. Carpenter Experience

V xix. 3!i That swelling and wordy, but challie, senselesse,

and empty Pamphlet. 1819 J. Milner End Relig. Lontrov.

11. (ed. 2) 57 A dry and chaffy Epistle.

5. Comb., as chaffy-textured.

1877 F. Heath Fern W. 21 Covered with various-coloured,

chafly-textured scales.

Chafing (tj>nn), vbl. sb. Also chaffing, [f.

Chafe v. + -ing !.]

1. The action of the verb Chafe, q.v., m its

various senses.

1308 Tr: visa ISarth. De P. R. xvn. hv. (1495' 635 I he juys

of Elitropiuin . . helpyth moche ayenst chauffyng and stop-

pynge of the lyuour. C1440 Promp. Parv. M Chafynge,

cinfriccuio. 1483 Caxton Gold Leg.100/:1
Wythout^felyng

ofony hete or chauffyng. 1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb.)

227 Vncessant rubbyuge & chafynge. 157S [
-AMIham Let.

11871) 17 With spitefull obrayds and vnchantabl chaffings

alweiz they freat. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing (18431 128

There is no harm if they play, .without swearing, chafing,

or couetousnesse. 1580 Hoi.lyband Treas. Fr. Pong., Es-

chauffement, chafing, warming, heating, c 1590 Marlowe
Faust. vtU. 6 He keeps such a chafing w ith my mistress
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about it. 1600 Holland Livy 11. xxix. 62k, There was
more clamour, brawling and chafing than any hurt done.
1656 Ridgley Pract. Physic 265 Until the part be first

heated by Chafing. 1826 E. Irving Babylon L 11. 151 The
chaffing of its (the sea's] rocky and pebbled bed. 1845 R.
Hamilton Pop. Educ. x. (ed. 2) 314 The chafings of party
strife. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount. $ Mere xvi. 142 The
chafing of the sheets, the rattling of the blocks, and the

whistling of the gale in the shrouds.

2. Comb., as chafing-cheeks sb. pi. \Naut.), 'a
name given by old sailors to the sheaves instead

of blocks on the yards in light- rigged vessels*;

chafing-gear (Aaut.), 'the stuff put upon the

rigging and spars to prevent their being chafed

'

(Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk.)
;

chafing-mat (sec

quot.); chaflng-pan — Chafing-dish.
1840 R. Dana Bef. Mast iiL 5 Wherever any of the. .ropes

. .are chafing or wearing upon it, there ' chafing gear ', as it

is called, must be put on. 1867 Chamb. Jml. 30 Nov. 767/2
An improved chafing-pan . . which instead of fuel, has a small
lamp. 1881 Daily Tel. 12 Sept. 2/1 Dead-eyes to turn in,

chafing gear to look after, reef-knots to point. i8B$Century
Mag. Oct. 941/1 Putting on chafing-mats to protect those
parts of the ringing most exposed to wear.

Cha fing, a. [f. as prec. + -IHO 2
.] That

chafes ; in various senses of the vb.

1539 St, Papers in Froude Hist. Eng. (1880 III. 433 He
is so hawte & chafing that men be afeared to speak to him.
1561 Hollybush Horn. Apotk. 27 b, Let hym eate no. -chaf-
ynge or inflamynge meate. 1761 Churchill Ghost in. Wks.
1774 II. 55 Not quite so fast as Terror rides When He the
chafing winds bestrides. 1843 J. Martineau Chr. LifedZty)
239 The miseries of a blank and chafing mind. 1865 Living-
stone Zambesi xii. 251 To spill us all into the chafing river.

Cha fing-dish. Also 6 chaffyndyche, 6-8
chafindiah, 7 chaffendish, chafe 11-dish, 5-9
chafflng-dish. [f. Chafing vb/. sb. + Dish sb.]

A vessel to hold burning charcoal or other fuel, for

heating anything placed upon it ; a portable grate.

148$ Act 1 Rich. ///, c. 12 8 2 Holy-water Stopps, Chaffing

-

dishes, Hanging Lavers. 1538 Bury Wills (1850 134, I be-
qwethe Allso to my syster Mason a chaffyndyche. 1580 North
Plutarch {1676) 473 A Chafindish with Coals. x6ia Wood-
all Surg. Mate Wks. 11653)203 Have ever ready a Chaffen-
dish with fire, .to warm clouts. 1653 Walton Angler ii. 58
Let him [a Chub] then be boiled gently over a Chafing-dish
with wood coles. 1693 Boyle Med. Exp. iii. 27 A Chafen-
dish with Embers. 1825 Scott Talism. vii, A chaffing-

dish filled with charcoal. 1843 Prescott Mexico (1850)!.
131 The meats were kept warm by chafing-dishes.

Chafir, -or, -our, -yr, etc., obs. ff. Chafer,
Chaffer.

Chafiet. Obs. rare, [Cf. OF. chafault, Scaf-
fold.] ?A scaffold, platform, elevated stage.

Cf. Chaselette.)
1470 85 Malory Arthur 11817) II. 436 Kynge Arthur

dremed a wonderful dreme, & that was this, that hym
semed he satte vpon a chafiet in a chayer, and the chayer
was fast to a whele.

Chafron, var. of Chaffkon.
Chaft tjaft). Obs. exc. north, dial. Insschaft,

9 dial, chaff, [a. ON. *kjpft- (in Icel. kjgptr,

kjaptr, Sw. kdft (pronounced chaft) jaw, Da. kieft

(chops), answering to a Gothic type *hiftus, OTeut.
*heftu-z, possibly from a stem *kef> *kaf-

1 to make
a chewing movement with the under jaw \ whence
also OE. ceafl, ME. chavel Jowl, and various cog-

nate words in Ger. and Do.]
1. The jaw, chap; usually in //. t Chiefly north.,

and since 17th c. only dial.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 7510 vCott.) A bere, a Icon, bath i mete .

.

And scok bam be be berdes sua pat i bair chatftes [other
MSS. chauelis, chaulis, chaulcs] raue in tua. c 1420 Anturs
Arth. xi, Off the schaft & the shol shaturt to the shin. 1483
Cath. Angl. 57 A Cliafte, maxilla. 1535 Covebdale Job
xxix. 17, I brake the chaftes of y* vnrighteous. Ibid. xl. 12

Canst thou . . bore his chaftes thorow with an aule ?

1558 Q. Kennedy Compend. Tract, in Misc. Wodr. Soc.

(1844) *6o To cry out with oppin chaftes. 1597 Lowe
Chirurg. i 1634) 195 Debility of the nerves which moveth
the chaftes. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-Ser. Disc. 64 As slyly

as thy fause chafts wages. 18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, x,

'Like to gaunt our chafts aff.' 1864 Atkinson Whitby
Gloss., Chafts or Chaffs, the jaws. ' Chaffs tied up ,

dead. 1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S. 1

, Chaffs (N. Lane),
Chuffs (S. Lane), jaw bones.

2. Comb., as chaff-blade, -bone ; chaff-fallen adj.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1073 Wit be chafte ban of a ded has .

.

slan ne was. 1535 Coverdale Ps. lvii(i]. 6 Smyte the chaft

bones of the lyons whelpes. 1597 I.nwi; Chirurg. (1634)
140 Underneath the chaftbone. 1863 Atkinson Danby
Provinc, N. Riding I'orhsh., C/iaffbone, the jaw-bone.

Chaft(e, obs. form of Shaft : obs. pa. t. & pplc.

of Chafe v.

[Chafter (in Levins), mispr. for Chaster.]

II Chagaii (kaga-n). Hist. [ad. late L. chagd-
nus, cagdnus, in Byz. Gr. xay<*vo$ y

ad. Old Turkish

^jLsL^ khdqan king, sovereign ; see Cham and

Khak.] An ancient form of the word Khan
;

applied (after the mediaeval Latin and Greek
chroniclers) to the sovereign of the Avars in the
6th and 7th centuries.
1776-81 Gibbon Decl. * P. xlii. (1875) 719 The Avars ..

the chagan, the peculiar title of their king. Ibid. xlvi.
(1875)800 When the Roman envoys approached the presence
of the chagan. 184a Penny C'yd. XXIV. 73/a The Khazars
..their kings were called Chagan or more correctly Kha-

1 ghan, which was the name of the old Mongol kings a
thousand years before the appearance of the Khazars. Ibid.

! 74/2 The Russians in 1016 . . made their khaghan Georges
I'zula a prisoner.

Chagrin
(
Jagr/n, -gri n), sb. Also 7 shagrin,

8 chagreen. [a. F. chagrin ( 1 )
rough skin, sha-

i

green, [t) displeasure, ill-humour, etc. The sense -

development took place in French, where the !

1 word meaning * rough and granular skin employed I

:
to rub, polish, file , became by metaphor the ex-

|

pression for gnawing trouble (Littre). In English
j

the word in the original material sense is now
written Shagreen, q.v.

In the sense shagreen It. has zigrino, Venetian sagrin

'Diez^; ad. Turkish (^cLa, i£j±~o, i^jJu*. $*ghrt%

faghrj, saghri, rump of a horse, hence the prepared skin of
this part, shagreen.]

1 1- = Shagreen.
+ 1. A species of skin or leather with a rough

surface : now commonly spelt Shagreen, q.v.

1678 Phillips, Chagrin^ . . also the rough skin of a Fish,
of which Watch Cases and handles of Knives are made.
1697 tr. Ctess D'Aunoy's 'Traz'. (1706' 151 It is cover'd with
Chagrin, and nail'd with Gold Nails. 1766 Phil. Trans.
LVI. 100 The skin, which is black, is full of small scales,

resembling chagrin. 1842 Prichard Nat. Hist. Man 92
;

I t is of the tuberculated skin of the wild ass that the Levan-
tines make the grained leather termed chagrin,

t 2. fig. A shagreen-like surface. Obs.
a 1734 North Exam. n. v. r 129. 394 Thoughts which.

.

had made their skin run into a Chagrin.

II. Of the mind or feelings. (Often referred to,

c 1700, as an affected and frenchified term.)
[Cotgr. (1611) explains F. chagrin, carke, melancholie,

j

care, thought
; perplexitie, heaumesse, anxietie, pensiue-

|

nesse, vexation, or anguish of mind; also a disease or
i

maladie : especially, such a one as comes by melancholie.]

t3. That which frets or worries the mind; fret-

ting trouble, carking care, worry, anxiety ; melan-
choly. Obs.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Chagrin, cark, melancholy, heavi-

ness, anxiety, anguish of mind ; also a disease coming by
melancholy. 1656 Cowley Pind. Odes Wks. 1710 I. 236
There are who all their Patients chagrin have, As if they
took *ach morn worse Potions than they gave. 1677
Temple Let. Wks. 1731 II. 426 His illness .. derived, per-
haps, from the Fatigue and Chagrin of his Business, a 1680
Butler Rem. (17591 I. 121 For, if he feel no Shagrin, or
Remorse, His Forehead's shot-free, and he's ne'er the worse.

iftM Pope Rape Lock nr. 77 Hear me, and touch Belinda
with chagrin;—That single act gives half the world the
spleen. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 181 T 7, I hid myself.

.

in the country, that my chagrin might fume away without
observation. 1840 7 Barham Ingot. Leg. (18771 2$9 Each
Saturday night when, devour'd by chagrin, he sits listening
to singers.

4.^/. Acute vexation, annoyance, ormortification,

arising from disappointment, thwarting, or failure.

1716 8 Pope in Lady M. W. Montague's Lett. II. xii. 4
If there be any circumstance of chagrin in the occasion..!
must . . feel a part of it. 1770 I.anghorne Plutarch (1879)
I. 474/1 Marius died, with the chagrin of an unfortunate
wretch, who had not obtained what he wanted. 1807-8 W.
Irving Salmag. 11824' I 52 Think of my chagrin at being

!
obliged to decline the host of invitations that daily over-
whelm me, merely for want of a pair of breeches f 1876
E. J enkins Blot on Queen's II. 4 They managed . . to . . conceal
their chagrin if they felt any.

b. in plural. Troubles ; vexations.
a 1744 Pope Letters (L.\ I grieve with the old, for so

many additional inconveniences and chagrins, more than
their small remain of life seemed destined to undergo. 1771
Nicholls in Corr. w. Gray 11843* l 4& W I mcl w »ln anV
chagrins, I comforted myself that I had a treasure at home.
1824 Miss Ferriek Inher. xlvi, Mrs. Major had her own
petty chagrins. 1887 Morlev Crit. Misc. III. 154 Whom

I

no vexations, chagrins, nor perversities of fate could daunt
I from fighting the oat tic out.

tChagrin, a. Obs. Also chagreen, shag^arin.
[a. F. chap in (15th c. in Littre) f. thesb. : see prec ]

+ 1. Grieved, disquieted, troubled
;
melancholy.

1666 Pepvs Diaty 6 Aug., My wife in a chagrin humour,
she not being pleased with my kindnesse to cither of them. I

1678 Karl Queensbury Let. in M. Napier Life Dundee
\

II. 58, I know he is very high, and often shaggarin, and
angry. 1691 Islington Wells 9 To say they've Melancholly
been, Is Bar'brous; no, they are Chagrin. 17*1 Ramsay
Wks. (1848) II. 31a Weak, frantic, clownish and chagreen.
17a* I)e Foe Relig. Courtsh. 1. ii. 11840) 38, I grew chagrin
and dull.

2. Chagrined
;
acutely vexed, mortified.

1706 De Foe Jure Div. vii. 149 Hell's bauk'd ; the shagrin
Fiends the Conquest own. 1708 J. Downes Hist. Rev. Eng.
Stage 29 At which the French look'd very Shaggrin. 17x1
P. H. k/«u late Part. 127 He is not a little chagrin about

|

the Habeas Corpus Act being suspended.

Chagrin (Jagrrn, -gri n
; , v. [a. F. chagrine-r

(16th c. in Littre \ f. the sb. : see above.]

1. trans. To trouble, vex, worry, grieve, arch.

1733 Fielding Int. Chamberm. 11. iii, Pray remember the
condition she is in, and don't do anything to chagrin her-

1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake \. 5 Which so chajjrined me,
that . . I waited only an Opportunity of quitting them.
179a Abp. Moore in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1861) II. 475
1 hose west winds chagrin me exceedingly, as they keep me
in the dark about George. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Self-

Reliance Wks. (Bohn) I. 23 Every word they say chagrins
us, and we know not where to begin to set them right.

2. esp. To vex acutely by disappointing or thwart-

ing ; to mortify. Chiefly passive.)

1748 Anson's Voy. 1. i. 4 Mr. Anson was extremely cha-
grined at the losing the command of. .so desirable an enter-
prize. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 139 The captain . . was
so chagrined at his disappointment, that he died of grief.

1836 C. Bctler Grotius xii. 200 The contradictions which
he met with chagrined him. 1878 Black Green Past. v. 37
Surprised and chagrined by the coldness of her manner.
Q.'iintr. To feel trouble or vexation; to'trouble*.

[ = F. se chagriner.~\ rare.

(In quot. it may be the adj.)

1717 Fieluinc Love in sev. Masques, I would not have
your ladyship chagrin at my bride's expression.

Chagrined jagrf-nd), ppl. a. [f. Chaghin v.

+-ed 1

.J
Vexed, mortified; disappointed; formerly,

afflicted, troubled, melancholy.
1665 Pepys Diary 15 Jan., How chagrined the Prince was

the other day, when he thought he should die. 1714 De
Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 10 The queen-mother and her
party were chagrined at the cardinal, therefore the queen
was under dissatisfaction. 1733 Fielding Int. Chamberm.
11. i, Be not chagrined, enjoy your friends, and take no
notice of it. 179a Abp. Moore in Ld. Auckland's Corr.
{1861) II. 477 \fr. Pitt was in the House, evidently chag-
rined. 1844 Disraeli Couingsbyww. ii. 293 Mourning over
his chagrined fortunes.

Chaillee, obs. form of Chalice.

Chain Uj/'n), sb. Forms: (4 keigne>, 4-6
cheyne, chayn(e, 5-7 chaine, 6- chain, occas.

4 cheine, cheingne, 4-5 cheigne, 6 cheynne)

;

north, and Sc. 4-5 chenye, 4-6 cheny, 4-7
cheuyie, 5-6 chen^ei, 7 ch.-ir.-i^. 9 dial, chain-,
chenzie ; 4-5 and 9 dial, chyne, chine, 1 achene,
6 schyne, chene, cheane, chane. [NIK. chayne,

cheyne, a. OF. chaeine, chaaine
f chaene, c/iaane, in

ONF. caeine, caenne ( — Pr. & Sp. codetta, It. ca-

tena) :—L. catena chain. With the ME. types in

-gne, Sc. -n}e, -Mrfr, cf. mod.Picar^ cagne ; mod.
Sc. is cheen Uj'n ) ]

I. General sense.

1. A connected series of links (of metal or other

material) passing through each other, or other-

wise jointed together, so as to move on each other

more or less freely, and thus form a strong but
flexible ligament or string.

Chains differ in structure according to the shape of
their links and the mode in which these are united ; also in

material and size, in accordance with their purpose of
fastening, restraint, traction, ornament, etc Hence such
qualifying attributes as / cable, draught, watch,
etc.

i 1300 K. AOs. 683 His men him brought, by a chayn. .a
ragged colt. 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810/ ^74^ chyne
in tuo he hew. c 1340 Cursor M. App. i. 22054 (tdin.) An
angel, .wip a mikil keigne [other MSS. cheigne, cheingne,
cheny, cheyne] in hande. 1375 Barbocr Bruce xvu. 623
And with ane stark cheyne [v. r. chenyie, stark chen^eis]
hald thame thar. 1480 Wardr. Acc. Edw. /P' (18301 123
A spering cheyne with staples and hookes. 1483 Cath. Angl.
63 Chine, cathema. 1530 50 Gregory Chron. 192 Made
ii stronge schynys of yryn, unto the draught brygge of
London. 155a 3 Inv. Ch. Goods Staff, in Ann. Lichfield
IV. 24 Itm. 11 sensors of masten, on of them hath chanes of
silver. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. iii. 135 Many chaines
of iron to draw the artillery. 1667 Milton P. L. II. 1051
Hanging in a golden Chain This pendent World. 1680
Lend. Go*. No. 1538/4 A Silver Watch, .without String or
Chain, 1711 Steele Sped. No. 504 "5,1 am to be hang'd
in chains. 171a Lond~. Gas. No. 4972/4 Abraham Deseser,
. . Walch-chain-maker. 1859 ' Griffiths Artit. Man.
(1862} 126 No. 8 keys and unkeys the draught chain. 1884
F. Britten Watch

<fr
Clockm. 50 When the timekeeper is

going, the chain is drawn off the fusee on to the barrel.

Children making daisy chains,

b. as a substance. tNo plural.)

16.. in Reliques .Inc. Poetry (1823) III. 15 He put in

chaine full nine yards long. And he let goe his great gunnes
nhott. 1637 MS. Abst. in Maclaurin Crim. Cases xl. (Jam.),
He was sentenced to be hanged in chenyie on the gallowlee

till his corpse rot.

2, As employed to restrain or fetter ; hence a

bond or fetter generally
; esp. in //. fetters, bonds

,

absfr. confinement, imprisonment, captivity.

1393 Gower Conf. II. 132 They bounden him with cheines
fastc. 1611 Bible Ps. lxviii. 6 Hee bringeth out those that
are bound with chaines.

138a Wyclif Jet: xxvii. 2 Mac to thee bondis and cheynus
[Coverd. chaynes, i6ix yokes] and thou shalt putte them
in thi necke, 1516 Tindale Acts xii. 7 The cheynes fell of
from his hondes. ij« in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. *
xliv. 125 Jeremie. .made a chain of wood, .and [Hananiah]
took the chain from his neck and brake it. 1667 Milton
/'. 1. 48 To bottomless perdition, there to dwell In Ada-
mantine Chains and penal Fire. 171a Berkeley Past.
Obed. Wks. III. 129 The natural dread of slavery, chains, and
fetters. 1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 234 Who noble ends by
noble means obtains, Or failing, smiles in exile or in chains.

1879 Froude Caesar iv. 40 Brought in chains to Rome.

b. fg. A binding or restraining force which
prevents freedom of action. (Cf. fetters, bonds.)
c 1374 Chalcf.r A net. Arc. 284 For either mot I haue

yow in my cheyn Or with the dethe ye mot departe vs
tweyn. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. <W. de W. 15311 57 Excepte the
chaynes & bondes of synne be vtterly broken. 179a S.

Rogers Pleas. Mem. 11. 142 Dusky forms in chains of slum-
ber cast. 1787 Burns Streams that glide, Streams. .Never
bound by winter's chains. 1822 Hazlitt Tabled. I. iii. 62
The chain of habit. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 36 The
first band of men who had shaken off their chains.

f C. A constraining force ; a bond of union or

svmpathy; a tie. Obs.
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3377 Langl. PI- B. v. 6*6 Pow shalt see in |>i-selue

treuthe sitte in bine herte, In a cheyne of chnryte as J>ow a

childe were, c 1400 Rom. Rose 4815 Love, .is a sykenesse

of the thought Annexed and kned bitwixe tweyne, With
male and female, with 00 cheyne. 1655-60 Stanley Hist.

Philos. (1701) 186/1 There is a Divine Chain, which .
.maketh

one of it self, and those things which are united to it.

3. A personal ornament in the form of a chain

worn round the neck ; sometimes an ensign of

office (chain of office).

(The chain of a locket, a watch chain, and the like, com-

bine senses 1 and 3.)

"397 WW in Fairholt Hist. Costume Gloss, s. v., A chain

of gold of the old manner, with the name of God in each

part. 1429 Sc. Acts in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864I II. 77
Serpis, beltis, uches, and chenjies. 1463 Mann. A> HouseA.
Exp. 154 My mastyr sold to my lord off Norfolke a schene

of gold. 1535 Coverdale Prov. i. 9 That shal brynge grace

vnto thy heade, and shal be a cheyne aboute thy necke.

1580 Lyly £w/A*M9{Arb.>433 The new found Glasse Cheynes
that you weare about your neckes. 1509 Shaks

;
Much Ado

H. i. 197 What fashion will you weare the Garland off?

About your necke, like an Vsurers chaine ? 1725 N. Robin-

son Th. Physick Introd. 4 Physicians at Milan . . wear
Chains of Gold, as a Mark of Distinction. Mod. The mayor
was present wearing his chain of office.

4. fig. A connected course, train, or series ; a

sequence : a. of action or condition.

[a 1593 H. Smith Serm. (1866) II. 186 Draws sin upon sin,

till there be a chain of many links.] 1651 Hobbes Leviath.

I. vii. 30 In the chain of Discourse, wheresoever it be inter-

rupted, there is an End for that time. 1655 Fuller Ch.

Hist. in. ii. § 31 Here no chain of succession could be

pleaded, where no two links followed in order. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 109 F 1 Without . . Care to preserve the Appear-

ance of Chain of Thought. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot.

Introd. 1 This false idea, .reduced the vegetable chain to a

small number of interrupted links. 1809-10 Coleridge
Friend (1865) 31 The simplest chain of reasoning. 1875
Dawson Dawn ofLife i. 3 Link in a reproductive chain

of being. Mod. The chain of proof is complete.

b. of individual facts, acts, events, or the like.

1696 Whiston The. Earth 11. (1722) 184 Purely Mathe-
matical Propositions are demonstrated by a chain of deduc-

tions. 1719 Young Revenge IV. i, Day buries day ;
month,

month ; and year the year ; Our life is but a chain of many
deaths. 1789 Bentham Princ. Legist, i. § 11 A chain of

proofs must have their commencement somewhere. 1871

Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xx. 571 A strange chain

of events. 1885 Sir R. Baggallay in Law Times Rep.
LII. 672/1 The Act provides for a complete chain of trustees.

5. A continuous linear series of material objects

:

a. of objects purposely connected, or connect-

ing points in a line.

1791 Smeaton Edystone L. (17Q3) 197 The Chain of

triangles from the Edystone to . . Plymouth, for ascertain-

ing their distance trigonometrically. 1810 Henry Elem.

Chem. (1826) I. 168 Another modification of the apparatus,

which may be called the Chain of Cups, was proposed by
Volta. 1838 Murray's Handbk. N. Germ. 464 By means of

the chain of steamers now navigating the Rhine. 1870

Rolleston Anim. Life 132 The chain of nerve ganglia.

b. of objects naturally disposed in a linear

series (with connexion actual or imagined).

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth III. i. (1723) 172 The
Andes, that prodigious Chain of Mountains. 1748 Anson's
Voy. III. v. 458 The Ladrones. .an extensive chain of Islands.

1808 Med. Jml. XIX. 411 The vibrations will pass .. by
the chain of bones, to the Membrana Fenestras Ovalis.

1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol. 57 The most extensive moun-
tain chains have a northern and southern direction. 1867

W. W. Smyth Coal \ Coal-mining 87 South of the St.

Lawrence and the great chain of lakes. 1883 Lloyd Ebb
El. II. 218 A chain of undulating hills.

o. Short for mountain-chain (as in b).

1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 277 A submarine chain extend-

ing from Boulogne to Folkestone. 1846 Grote Greece

(1862) II. i. 1 The chain called Olympus. 1872 Raymond
Statist. Mines Mining 152 A southerly continuation of

the Humboldt chain.

d. Ladies' chain [Fr. chaine des dames'] : a part

of the second figure in a quadrille.

1869 Eng. Heck. 3 Dec. 271/3 Performing with his partner"

a ' ladies' chain ' in their fantastic quadrille.

II. Specific uses.

6. A chain or similar construction used as a

barrier to obstruct the passage of a bridge, street,

river, the entrance into a harbour, etc. ; a boom.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus II. 569 For other wey is fro the

gatis none, Of Dardanus, there opyn is the cheyne. 1523
Ld. Berners Eroiss. I. ccccxxvi. 748 The chenesse of euery
strete taken downe and brought into the palayes. 1556
Chron. Gr. Friars (1852I 19 Malpas of London drewe the

cheynne of London brygge. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) 1. 223
There was a Chain of great Trees placed cross the Creek.

.

we were afterwards near half an hour cutting the Boom or

Chain. 1720 Burchett Naval Trans. In, xix. 400 The
Dutch, .broke their way through, and burnt the three ships

which lay to defend the Chain.

7. A chain fixed to a door-post, which serves to

secure a house door within when slightly opened.

1839 Dickens Nich. Nick, liii, ' Top bolt ' muttered Arthur,
fastening as he spoke,' bottom bolt—chain—bar—double-lock

—and key.' 1862 Thackeray Philip II. xix, Mary came
down stairs, and opened the hall-door, keeping the chain

fastened, and asked him what he wanted.

8. Part of a curb or bridle.

1617 Markham Caval. n. 14 The Cavezan . .in fashion of a
Chaine, & in ourF.nglish phrase commonly called the Chaine.

9. A measuring line, used in land-surveying,

formed of one hundred iron rods called links

jointed together by eyes at their ends.

At first chains of varying length were used or proposed
;

but that described by Gunter in 1624 is the one now adopted
;

it measures 66 feet or 4 poles, divided into 100 links.

1610 W. FoLKINGHAM Art of Survey To Rdr. 1 The
Beame and Chaine balke no Truthes, nor blaunch Vn-
truthes. . 1624 Gunter Descr. Sector, $c. in Penny Cycl.

VI. 462/2 We may measure the length and breadth by
chains, each chain being four perches in length, and divided

into 100 links. 1669 Sturmy Mariners Mag. II. v. i. 3 The
Chains now used and in most esteem among Surveyors are

Three. The first I will name is Mr. Rathborn's. .and that

of Mr. Gunter's. .this year Mr. Wing hath described a

chain of 20 Links in a Perch. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks.
V. 312 An accurate land-surveyor, with his chain, sight, and
theodolite. 1801 Hutton Course Math. (1828) II. 54 Land
is measured with achain, called Gunter's Chain . . of 100 equal

links; and the length of each link is therefore. .7-92 inches.

b. A chain's length, as a lineal measure, equal

to 66 feet, or 4 poles.

An area of ten chains in length by one in breadth, or

100,000 square links = an acre.

1661 S. Partridge Dottb. ScaTe Prop. 4o_Let a piece of

land be 36 poles broad, and the length 23 chains and an half.

1725 Bradley Earn. Hid. s. v. Surveying, It contains 12

Chains, 5 Links. 1850 Mayhew Loud. Laboured. 2) III. 333
(Hoppe) The London and North-Western . . in its long and
branching extent of 477 miles 35$ chains.

10. Arch. A bar of iron, etc. built into walls

to increase their cohesion ; see also chain-bond,

-timber in 19, Chain-plate 2.

1764 Watson in Phil. Trans. LIV. 217 In edifices of this

kind, for additional strength, the builders employ bars of

iron, connected together in such a manner as their exigen-

cies require ; and these, though they have no links, are

denominated chains. 1842 Gwilt Archil. (1876) § 1495
There are other means [for uniting the voussoirs] . . such as

dowels and cramps . . these are far better than the chains

and ties of iron introduced by the modems.
11. Mil. Short for Chain-shot.
1804 Monson in Wellesley's Disp. 544 A most_ tremendous

discharge of round, grape, and chain, from their guns.

f 12. Short for Chain-pump. Obs.

1682 Land. Gaz. No. 1750/4 An Engine that delivers ..

more Water than the Chain, and with greater Ease.

13. Weaving. The longitudinal threads in a

woven fabric ; the warp. (So in F. and Ger. App.
sometimes misused for woof ; cf. Cotgr. ' chaine de

drap, the woofe of cloth ; the thread which in

weauing runs ouercrosse it '.)

1721 C. King Brit. Merck. II. 17 All worsted Chains, and
only the Shute of Woollen-Yarns. 1774 Act 14 Geo. Ill, c.

25 Taking the Biers out of the Chains and withholding Part

of the Woof or Abb Yarn delivered to them. 1810 J. T. in

Risdon's Surv. Devon Introd. 25 The one [yarn], .forms the

chain or woof. 1875 Ure Did. Arts III. rrio The longitu-

dinal threads, which are to form the chain of the web.
Ibid. 1113 The European loom . . [has] a warp-beam, round
which the chain has been wound.

14. Naut. A contrivance used to carry the lower

shrouds of a mast outside the ship's side, and by
thus widening the basis of support to increase the

firmness of the mast.

a. The part which secures the shroud to the

ship's side, now commonly called Chain-plate.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Grain, v. 20 The Chaines are

strong plates of iron fast bolted into the Ships side by the

Chaine-waile. 1769 in Falconer Did. Marine. C1850
Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 105 Chain or chains, the links of

iron which are connected to the bindings that surround the

dead-eyes of the channels. They are secured to the ship's

side by a bolt through the toe-link, called the chain-bolt.

b. fil. The assemblageof chain-wale, chain-plates,

dead-eyes, etc., which form the contrivance to ex-

tend the basis of the shrouds
;
usually qualified, as

fore-, main-, mizen-chains, according to the mast.

In the chains : standing upon the chain-wale

between two shrouds (whence the leadsman heaves

the hand-lead).
1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xi. (1840) 193 To board her

[a ship], .at her fore-chains on one side. 1825 H. Gascoigne
Nav. Fame 52 In each Main-chains an able seaman stands,

With well coil'd line and plummet in his hands. 1836

Marryat Midsh. Easy xiii. 45 Climbed up the fore chains,

and found the deck empty.

15. The connexion in a galvanic battery.

1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 318 These phenomena, however,

only take place the moment the Galvanic chain is shut, or

when it is suffered to remain shut . . If" the opposite action,

occasioned at the moment the chain is separated, had en-

tirely supplanted, .the former.

16. The series of bubbles on the surface of the

water marking the course of an otter.

1865 G. Berkeley Life A Recoil. II. 317, I at once ob-

served the 1 Chain ' or bubbles of an otter.

III. Attrib. and Comb.
17. attrib. Of chains ;

chain-like; of the nature

of chain-mail (cf. 19").

c 1425 in Hampole's Psalter 1 This same sauter in all degre

is the self in sothnes That ly}t at hampole in surte . . par it

ly}t in cheyn bondes. 1886 Rider Haggard A". Solomon's

Mines xv. 240 We managed to get off the chain shirts.

18. General combs., as chain-line, -maker, -mak-

ing, -shop. -verse, -way; chain-drooped, -swung, adjs.

1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes xl, A "chain-droop'd lamp was

flickering by each door. 1880 Athenxum 10 Jan. 56 The
position of the water-mark and the direction of the ^ham-
lines, which are uniformly the same in every sheet of laid

paper, i860 Offic. Report in Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 141
' Chain-makers, shipowners. i8S6 PallMall G. 27 Aug. 11/1

The 2,5c» chainmakers of both sexes who went out on strike

on the 7th inst. Ibid. "Chainmaking is only possible by

skilful hand-labour. 1887 Daily News 18 June 3/2 Mr.
Matthews, .said the wages in the chainmaking trade, .were
probably not more on the average than 7s. per week. 1886

Pall Mall G. 27 Aug. 1 r/2 Working for some hours in the

"chain-shops. 1820 Keats Ode Psyche 33 No incense sweet

From "chain-swung censer teeming. 1597 8 Bp. Hall Sat.

Postscr. , Ariosto . . whose *chaine-verse, to which he fettereth

himselfe. 1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2573 '4 A plain Silver "Chain

Watch.
19. Special combs. : chain-argument Logic),

a sorites ; chain-armour = chain-mail ; chain-

belt, (a.) see quot.
;

(b.) a chain adapted as a

belt for transmitting power ; chain-boat (see

quot.); chain-bolt, (a.) Naut. one of the bolts

by which chain-plates are fastened to the ship's

side
;

(b.) the bolt or knob at the end of a door-

chain (see 7) ; chain-bond (Arch.), a chain or

tier of timber built in a brick-wall to increase

its stability and cohesion (see 10) ; + chain-

bridle, a bridle with a chain (see 8) ; f chain-

bullet = Chain-shot ; chain coupling, a secon-

dary coupling, consisting of chains and hooks,

between railway carriages or trucks, which acts in

case of anyaccident to theprimary coupling; chain-

gang, a gang or number of convicts chained to-

gether while at work, etc., to prevent escape

;

chain-guard, a mechanism in watches to prevent

over-winding ; chain-harrow, a harrow composed

of chain-work ;
chain-hook, (a.) a hook fixed to a

chain
;

(b.) Naut. ' an iron rod with a handling-eye

at one end, and a hook at the other, for hauling

the chain-cables about' (Smyth); f chain-lace,

?lace made with chain-stitch; chain-lightning,

lightning which appears to form a long zig-zag or

broken line; see also quot. 1885 ;
chain-locker

(Naut. ), the receptacle for storing the chain-cable
;

chain-mail, mail or body-armour made of inter-

laced links or rings ;
chain-man, the bearer of the

measuring chain in surveying ; chain-moulding,

an ornamental moulding imitating chains ;
chain-

pier, a promenade pier, supported by chains like

a chain-bridge ;
chain-pin, an iron pin or ' arrow

'

used in marking distances in measuring with the

chain
;
chain-pulley, a pulley having depressions

in its periphery to fit the links of a chain with

which it is worked ;
chain-rule, a rule of arith-

metic, by which is found the relation of equiva-

lence between two numbers for which a chain of

intervening equivalents is given, as in Arbitration

of Exchanges ; chain-saw (Surg.), a vertebrated

saw forming a chain, having hook and handle at

either extremity ; chain-sling (Ara«/.\ a chain

fitted to encircle a large article, for hoisting or

lowering; chain-smith, a mechanic whose trade

is to make chains; chain-snake, a species of

lizard, allied to the Slow-worm ;
chain-syllogism

= chain-argument; chain-timber = chain-bond;

chain-towing, a system of towing vessels in rivers,

etc., by means of a chain or cable lying along the

bed of the river which is wound over a drum on

board the vessel ; chain-well = chain-locker ;

chain-wheel, (a.) a wheel used with a chain for

the transmission of power ; (*.) a machine for utiliz-

ing water-power, which is an inversion of the

chain-pump, the descending water pressing upon

the plates or buckets and so driving the machinery.

Also Chainbridge, -cable, -pump, etc.

i860 Abp. Thomson Laws Th. 200 The German title [for

Sorites] "chain-argument (Kdtenschluss\ a 1797 Walpoli-

ana xv. 9 The "chain, or ring armour was that used in the

Middle Ages. 1851 H. Melville Whale xlv. 293 'Ihe dol-

phin was~drawn in chain-armor like Saladin's. 1794 W.

Felton Carriages (1801) I. 217 The "chain-belt is a contriv-

ance to fix round the trunk, which it locks to the platform.

1794 Ringing A> Sea. I. 164 *Chain-boat, a large boat fitted

with a davit over its stem, and two windlasses, one forward,

and the other aft, in the inside. It is used for getting up

mooring-chains, anchors, etc. c 1850 R udim. Navig. (Weale!

105 *Chain-bolt, a large bolt to secure the chains of the

dead-eyes, for the purpose of securing the mast by the

shrouds. 1880 Blackmore Erema xxn. <Hoppe> He.,

politely put the chain-bolt on the door when he retired to

take advice. 1876 Gwilt Archit. Gloss, s.v. bond, The

term "chain bond is sometimes applied to the bond timbers

formerly placed in one or more tiers in the walls of each

story of a building, and serving not only to tie the walls

together during their settlement, but afterwards for nailing

the finishings thereto. 1690 J. Mackenzie Siege London-

derry 2/2 Some of their Clergy also .. procured several

•Chain-bridles to be made. 1636 Heywood Challenge

Beautie 11. Wks. 1874 V. 26 My friend and I Like two

"chaine-bullets, side by side, will fly Thorow the jawes or

death 1649 G.Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, cccv, Chame-

Bulletts of his will Run through all Streets, and in the

Waft, they kill. 1858 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. II.

lxxx. 37 How nearly the felon and the "chain-gang are

allied. 1882 Harper's Mag. Dec. 49/1 Chain-gangs of con-

victs are brought out from the prison. 1884 F. Britten

Watch f Clockm. 50 [The] "Chain Hook . . [is] the hook

fixed at each end of the chain to attach it to the fusee and

the barrel. 1578 Richmond. Wills (1853} 279, Vij own. of

"chean lace, vilj*. vjd 1598 Florio, Cadenelle, little chaines,

chaine-lace or chaine-stich 1882 J. Parker Apost. Life



CHAIN. 248 CHAIR.

I. 148 No man can report chain lightning. 1885 Daily
Tel. 28 Dec. 7/2 'Chain lightning' [is] a strong foreign
spirit. 1822 Scott Nigel iii, ' It's not made of iron, I wot,
nor my claithes of 'chenzie-mail.' 1855 Kingsley Heroes
iv. 137 Clothed from head to foot in steel chain-mail. 1862
Smiles Engineers III. 157 Accompanied by an assistant
and a *chainman. a 1863 Thackeray Misc. V. 359 1 Hoppe)
On the *chain-pier of Brighton. 1846 Brittan tr. Mai-
gaigne's Surg. x. 184 You may use the ordinary or *chain-
saw. 186a Med. Times II. 264 Plate of T. Matthew's
chain-saw. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxix. 402 Away went
one of our *chain-slings, and she fell back. 1736 Mortimer
in Phil. Trans. XXX IX. 256 Anguis annulatus, the
'Chain-Snake. 1870 Bowes Logic vii. 222 The complex
abbreviated reasoning thus formed is called a *Chain-
Syllogism, or Sorites. 1833 P. Nicholson Pract. Build.
582 *Chain-timber, in brick building, a timber of large
dimensions placed in the middle of the height of a story,

for imparting strength. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 521/2
The *chain-towing system was first tried in France in 1732.

1845 Athenxum 1 Feb. 118 The enormous chain and ^ham-
wheel for driving the screw.

Chain (tpUi), v. Forms : 4-5 cheyne, chyne,
4-7 chayne, 5 cheyn-yn, 6 cheine, chaine,
6- chain, [f. prec. sb. in various senses. French
has chainer only with the meaning * to measure
with a chain *, but etichafner is cited in Littre from
the nth c. ; enchain barely appears in late ME.]
1. Irans. To bind, fasten, secure, with a chain.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxi. 287 Barre we be ?ates. Cheke
we and cheyne we. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 203 The
rampant Beare chain'd to the ragged staffe. 1667 Milton
P. L. 1. 210 The Arch-fiend lay Chain'd on the burning
Lake. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits xit. Wks. | Bohn) II. 90
The books in Merton Library are still chained to the wall.

1882 J. H. Blunt Kef. Ch. Eng. II. 305 He was chained to

the stake.

b. transf. and Jig.
138. Wyclif .S>r;w. StI. Wks. II. 367 Whanne that ri^twis-

nesse ischeyned to God and al his creaturis. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. v. xxvi. H495' 135 The sholders ben nede-
full to bynde and cheyne togyders the bones of the breste.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. i. 3 Wer't not affection chaines
thy tender dayes To the sweet glaunces of thy honour'd
Loue. 1795 Southey Joan 0/Arc 1. 215 A hair that chains
to wretchedness The slave who dares not burst it. 1858

J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 143 The mind given up to pas-
sion, or chained to self . . dwells . . in the dark and terrible

abyss. 1876 Trevelyan Macaulay II. ix. 131.

2. To fetter or confine with a chain or chains

;

to put in chains.

t 1440 York Myst. xxx. 212 We charge you bat chorle be
wele chyned. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 72 Cheynyn or put yn
cheynys, catheno. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11 iii. 39, 1 will

chayne these Legges and Armes of thine, c 1850 Arab.
Nights (Rtldg. 499 They chained him, and put handcuffs
and fetters on him. 1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. x. 86
Buying men and women, and chaining them, like cattle 1

b. Jig. To fetter, confine, bind ; to restrain.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 1. 192 Chastite wib-outen charite
worth cheyned in helle. ^1393 Chaucer Mariage 14 But
thilke doted foole . . hath levere Y-cheyned [v.r. ychyned,
ychayned] be, than out of prison crepe, c 1440 York Myst.
xxxn. 278 The payment chenys be with-all/ The thar no
nodtr comenaunte craue. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 000 Or free
that soul which wretchedness hath chain'd. 1634 Milton
Comus 660 If I but wave this wand, Your nerves are all

chained up in alabaster. 1870 L. Morris Epic Hades 1.

( t RS3 > 53 Horror chained My parting footsteps. ,1879 Stainf.r
Music 0/ Bible 167 Until such a system came into existence
music was chained up within the narrowest limits.

3. To obstruct or close with a chain.
160* Knolles Hist. Turks fJA The admiral seeing the

mouth of the haven chained . . durst not attempt to enter.
c 1630 RisDON Surv, Devon § 192 fi8iol 203 The haven is.

.

chained over when need requireth. 1674 in Picton L'pool
Munic. Rec. 118831 I. 286 His new intended street . . shall
not be chained or obstructed against any of the towne.

1 4. To surround like a chain ; to embrace. Obs.
1606 Shaks. Ant. CI. tv. viii. 14 Oh thou day o' th'

world, Chaine mine arm'd necke.

5. To measure with a surveyor's) chain.
1610 W. Folkingham Art Survey 11. v. It Extende lines

from each station, .(chayning the stationall line onely".

6. To secure (a door
%

with the chain; absol. to
1 put on the chain *.

1839 Dickkns NidL Nick, lvi, Ralph . . chained the door
to prevent the possibility of his returning secretly by means
of his latch key. 1886 Baring-Gould Crt. Royal I. v. 59
•Joanna, .lock and chain after the gentleman.'

7. Arch. To bind (masonry with a chain : cf.

Chain sb. 10.

184J-75 Gwilt Archit. 11. iii. § 18. 962 A large number of
steeples would . !>e found to have been well chained with
timber or with metal.

t Chai'uage. Obs. ff. Chain sb. + -age ; cf.

F. chainage.] a. A fastening with a chain ; chain-
ing, b. ? A fee due for the use of mooring-chains,
etc., in a harbour.
fn Cotgr., Fnchainure, a chayning . . chaynage. 1691

T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent, p. 95 The Chainage of Ships
belongs to the Admiral.

Chain-bri dge. A suspension-bridge sup-
ported by chains or jointed rods of wrought iron,
which hang in a curve between two elevated points
of support.
1818 J. Anderson {titled, A Design for a Chain bridge to

be thrown over the Firth of Forth at Queensferry. 1836
Penny Cycl. V. 413/, The Menai or Beaumaris Cham
Bridge. 1846 G. N. Wright Cream Sci. Knenvl. 60 Suspen-
sion or chain-bridges are employed, supported by tension-

rods hung from continuous suspension chains fastened into

highly elevated piers built on either bank.

Chai*n-ca ble. A ship's cable formed of a

chain. Also attrib.

So called on coming into more general use in the early

part of this century, to distinguish it from the ordinary
(hemp> cable ; now that it has almost entirely superseded
the latter, ' cable ' alone generally means chain-cable.

1830 Marrvat Kings Own xix, His nerves were like a
chain-cable. 1839 Thirlwall Greece VI. 1. 200. 1848
Dickens Dombey ix, Chain-cable forges.

Chained tpfad] , a. [f. Chain + -ed.]

1. From the vb. : Made fast, bound, closed, con-

nected, united, with (or as with) a chain.; fettered.

1613 Chapman Rev. Bussy a9Amb. iv. Chained shot. 1637
Rutherford Lett. cciv. (1881) 345 He hath left me a chained
man. 1660 Ingklo Bentiv. <y Urania (1682) 11. 181 [The
assailants] set upon the chain'd-bridge. 1684 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1979/1 Chained Bullets made at Brescia. 1816 Byron
Parisina xiii, While Hugo raised his chained tiands. i860
Tvndall Glac. 11. 8 3. 244.

2. From the sb. : Kitted, provided, or adorned
with a chain or chains.

iS5* Huloet, Chayned, torquatus. 1637 Capt. Smith
Seaman's Gram. ii. 8 In great ships they use chained
pumps, a 1796 Burns Meg o' the Mill, A fine pacing horse
wi" a clear chained bridle. 18. . Sala Mrs. Mellor's Diam.,
[He] was highly curled, .chained, pinned, and locketed
3. Of lightning : Having the form of a chain or

jointed line.

1859 All Y. Round No. 17. 400 Lightning, now and then
' chained ' or ' forked ' was visible.

t Chainet. Obs. rare. [ad. F. chatnette. dim.
of chaine Chain.] A small chain ; a chainlet.
16*3 Favine Theat. Hon. m. xvii. 560 From his tongue

were extended forth small chainets of gold.

Chaining (tj^nirj), vb/. sb. [f. Chain v. +
-i.vo I.] The action of the vb. Chain ; putting in

chains; enchainment; connexion.
1387 Trf.visa Higden Rolls) II. 350 (Matz.> pe chaynyng

and teienge of be grete hound Cerberus. 1398 — Barth.
De P. R. v. xxviii. 11495) 138 The ouer cheynynge of the
honde hath thre hones that entre in to the holownes of the
armes. 1583 Grindal's Will Wks.

1 18431 459 Ten pound*
towards the clasping, bossing and chaining of the same
[books]. 1661 G. Bishope \titie), New England Judged .

.

a brief relation of the Sufferings of the People called
Quakers . . wherein trie Cruel. . Bonds and Imprisonments,
Beatings and Chainings . . are shortly touched.

Chainless (tj/i-nles'
1

, a. [f. Chain sb. + -LM8.]
Without chain or chains ; unchained, poetic.
1816 Rvron Sottn. Chillon, Eternal Spirit of the chainless

Mind ! 1850 Blackif. Aeschylus I. 2:3 Free and chainless,
Wild and reinless.

Chainlet < tj^-nlet). [f. Chain sb. + -lkt dim.
inff.] A little chain.

1805 Scott Last Minstr. vi. iv, Spurs, and ringing chain-
lets, sound. x88i Miss BftADOOM Asph. III. 135 The hand-
somest of the chains, a cluster of many slender chainlets.

Chain-plate.
1. Naut. [see Chain sb. 14.] One of the strong

links or plates of iron fastened to the ship's side

under the chainwale, to which the shrouds are
secured.
169a in Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 1. xiv. 64 Main

Chains and Chain Plaits. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
1 17891 Cattenes de haubans, the chains of the shrouds, the
chain-plates. 1840 K. Dana Be/. Mast xxix. 106 We were
loadea down to the bolts of our chain-plates.

2. Arch. One of a series of connected plates built

into the walls of a building to give it greater sta-

bility ; cf. Chain sb. 10.

184* Gwii.t Archit. (1876) § 1882 The best remedy against
this inconvenience [settlement of the foundation! is to tie
the walls together by the means of chain plates.

Charn-pump. A machine for raising water by
means of an endless chain; most commonly the
chain passes in its upward course through a tube,

and raises the water by means of disks or valves
which fit the tube ; sometimes the chain has simply
a number of buckets or cups, by which the water
is lifted to the top and there emptied out.
<7i6i8 Raleigh Inv. Shipping 16 The Chaine pumpr,

which takes up twice as much water as the ordinary did.
1781 Archer in Naval Chron. XI. 288 The chain pump was
choaked. 1830 Marryat King's Own xix, He requires the
chain-pumps to be manned.

Chai n-shot. A kind of shot formed of two
balls, or half-balls, connected by a chain, chiefly

used in naval warfare to destroy masts, rigging,
and sails ; a shot or discharge of this. Also^-.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie lArb.i 55 Thys argument, .is.

.

indeed, a chaine-shot against all learning. 1591 Horsey
Trav. (1857) 186 Everie shipe caries cannon and . . powder
[and] cheyne-shott. 16*7 Cai-t. Smith Seaman's Gram.
xiv. 67 Chaine shot . . contriued round as in a ball, yet will
spred in flying their full length in bredth. 164a Fuller
Holy <v Prof. St. 11. vii. 73 Dilemma's, two-edged swords
that cut on both sides; Sorites, chain-shot. 1660 Ingelo
Bentiv. -v Urania 1682) ti. 184 A chain'd-shot ..cut off
Atheophilus his main Mast in the middle. 1708 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3878/4 The Admiral . . had his Leg broke by a Chain-
Shot. 1850 Prescott Peru II. 377 He was hit by a chain-
shot from an arquebuse.

Chai n-stitch. 1. In needlework : A kind of
ornamental stitch resembling the links of a chain ;

the work so produced, chain-work.
1598 Fi.orio, Cadenetle . . chaine-lace or chaine-stitch.

1640 J. Taylor 1 Water P.) Praise 0/ Needle Pref., Fine
Ferne-stitch, Finny-stitch, New-stitch, and Chain-stitch.
i8ao Hazlitt Lect. Dram. Lit. 266 His figures are wrought
in chain-stitch. 1876 Rock Text. Fabr. 83.

2. In a sewing-machine : A stitch produced by
looping the upper thread, when only one is used,

into itself on the under side of the article sewn, or
by using a second thread to engage the loop of the

upper thread ; as distinguished from the lock-

stitch : also attrib., as in * a chain-stitch machine \
1867 Gd. Words 419/2 The sewing-machine . . There are

some which make what is termed the chain-stitch
; they are

useful for simpler work, such as hemming.

Chai n-wale. Naut. [f. Chain sb. 14+Wale.]
A strong piece of timber secured outside the ship's

side, almost abreast but somewhat behind the

mast, whose lower shrouds it serves to extend and
secure; now usually corrupted into Channel.?*.2

.

1611 Cotgr., Port 'aubans, chaine-wales. 16*7 Capt.
Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 6 The chaine waile is a broad
timber set out amongst them, a little aboue where the
chaines and shrouds are fastened together to spread the
shrouds the wider the better to succour the masts. 1704 J.
Harris Lex. Techn. s.v. Eishes, The Anchor is haled up
to the Ships Bow, or Chainwale. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., Chains, properly Chain-wales, or Channels.

Chai'n-work, chain work.
1. Ornamental work, in sculpture, etc., resemb-

ling chains.

1551 Bible 1 Kings vii. 17 And whopes cf chayne-worcke
for the heed peces. 161 1 ibid., Wreathes of chaine worke,
for the chapiters. 17*0 De Foe Caft. Singleton ii. (18401

35 One of the bracelets [was] of chain-work. 18x5 Moore
Lalla R. (1862129 a Bgkt, golden chain-work round
her hair. 1851 Ruskin Stones Yen. II. iii. ? 31 The ..

archivolts enriched with studded chainwork.

2. Work consisting of metal rings or links inter-

twined so as to form a net-work.
1864 Times 5 July <L.> The efficiency of iron chain-work

as a defensive armour for ships of war. 1874 Boutell
Arms Arm. viL 107 The body armour is a shirt, .formed
of interwoven rin^s, or chain work. 1886 Rider Haggard
K. Solomon's Mines xv. 240 We examined the armour..
It was the most beautiful chain work we had ever seen.

3. A texture foimed by knitting or looping with
a single thread, as in the manufacture of hosiery.

1833 Brewster Nat. Magic xi. 289 The article Chain-
work in the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia. 1875 Ure Diet.
Arts II. 813 Hosiery'- is composed of a single thread united
or looped together in a peculiar manner, which is called
stocking-stitch, and sometimes chain-work.

Chaip, obs. Sc. form of Cheap sb.

Chaip, var. of Chape v. Obs. to escape.

Chair tfe-u , sb. Forms : 3 chaere, 4 cheiere,
chajer, 4-5 chaier\e, chayer(e, 5 chaiare, chare,
achayer, oheyer, cheare, chayr, 5 ; chayre, 6
cheyar, 6-7 chaire, 7- chair. [ME. chaere,

chaiere, a. OF. chaere (western and Anglo-Fr.),
chaiere i = Pr. cai/era, cadeira, Cat. catlira, OSp.
cadera, Pg. coiieira) :—L. cate dra^ cathedra seat,

a. Gr. KaBiZpa, see Catheiira. Cha-ic re was the
regular OF. phonetic descendant of cal-cd ra \ it

was in Eng. also orig. of three syllables, afterward

reduced to two cha -yer^ and finally ff under later

F. influence) to one, chair. In the dialects it is still

commonly of two, as Sc. cha yer tj/yar). In mod.
Fr. the phonetic variant chaise see Chaise' has
taken the popular senses while chaire is restricted

to the ecclesiastical or professorial cathedra]
1. A seat for one j>erson (always implying more

or less of comfort and ease) ; now the common
name for the movable four-legged seat with a rest

for the back, which constitutes, in many forms ot

/udeness or elegance, an ordinary article of house-
hold furniture, and is also used in gardens or wher-
ever it is usual to sit. 71? take a chair-, to take
a scat, be seated.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9954 A tron of iuor graid. Was neuer
yeitt king ne kaiser, pat euer salt in sli[c] chaier [(/. chayer,
/'. chaiere, F. cheiere]. iaw R. Glouc, (1724* 321 Up a
chaere he [Cnutjsat adoun, al vp be see sonde. 138a Wyclif
Matt. xxi. ia He turnyde vpsadoun the bordis ofchaungeris,
and the chaiers of men sellynge culucris. 138a — Song of
Sol. iii. 9 A chafer, of the trees of Liban. c 1400 Macndev.
xxiii. 253 Men setten him in a Chayere. 1450 Nominate
in Wr.-Wulcker 733 Hec cathedra^ a chare, c 1450 Merlin
xxi. 362 He sholde do sette ther a cheyer. 1553 Eden
Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 40 Tables, coberdes, cofers &
chayres. 1555 — Decades W. Ind. 1. v. (Arb.) 85 Thynges
necessary to l>ee vsed, as cheyars. 1564 H award Eutropins
iv. 39 In a chaire fast besides him. 1601 Shaks. Alts Well
11. ii. 17 Like a Barbers chaire that fits all buttocket. 1704
Steele Lying Lover n, (1747) 36 Set chairs and the Bonea
Tea and leave us. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 141 P 10
Mistaking a lady's lap for my own chair. 1753 Scots
Mag. XV. 36/a She . . desired me to take a chair. 1840
Makkvat Poor Jack xlvi, Take a chair. 1870 Mrs. Gas-
kell Cranford viii. 116 The chairs were all a-row against
the walls.

b. With various substantives or adjs. indicating

the nature, material, purpose, etc., as bed-, bed-

room, camp, cane, compass, folding, garden,
hall, kitchen, leather, library, lobby, obstetrical,

office, rocking, swinging, Turkey, wheel-chair
\

+ great-chair dial, big-chair,, an arm-chair.
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Also Arm-, Bath- (so.-), Ccrule-. East-, Elbow-
|

chair.
1580 Baret Alv. C 295 A compasse chaire : halfe a circle,

j

kemicyclus. 1711 Steele Sped. 52 P3 An easy chair.. at

the upper End of the Table. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 72
j

f 4 The great Elbow-chair which stands at the upper end
j

of the Table. 1737 Ozell Rabelais V. 220 Easy Leather-
j

Chairs made . . with . . Springs. 1790 J. C. Smyth in Med. \

Commun. II. 477, I . . found him . . sitting in a great chair.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 539
Having requested the indulgence of an easy chair at the

sittings of the French Academy, .the King, instead of one
easy chair, sent forty to the Academy. 1830 Galt Lawrie
T. iv. i. (1849) >45 He sat in the swinging chair. 1841

Thackeray Sec. Pun. Nap. in, A servant passes, pushing
through the crowd a shabby wheel-chair.

2. fig. a. Seat.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvi. xxxv, Yf ye wyll tell me
where your herte is set. In the chayre of sorowe no great

doubt it is. 1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) ix. 4
Our soules sit in a sure chaire of a certaine expectation.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixv. §7 Imagination, the only

storehouse of wit and peculiar chair of memory. 1738
Wesley Psalms i. 1 The Persecutor's Guilt to share Op-
pressive in the Scorner's Chair.

b. As an attribute of old age, when rest is the

natural condition.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, In. ii. 51. Ibid. IV. v. 5 When sap.

lesse Age, and weake vnable Hmbes Should bring thy
Father to his drooping Chaire.

3. A seat of authority, state, or dignity ; a throne,

bench, judgement-seat, etc.

a 1300 [see t\
c 1325 E. E. AlHt. P. B. 1218 Nabigo-de-nozar noble in his

chayer. 1393 Gower Con/. III. iv. 125 Ianus with double
face In his chare hath take his place, c 1440 Gesta Rom.
400 (Add. MS.) Sette hym in the Chayere as domysman.
1601 2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. u. \. (Arb.) 21 O how it

greeues my vexed soufe to see, Each painted asse in chayre
of dignitie. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 764 At the Soldans chair

Defi'd the best of Panim chivalry. 1757 Gray Bard 11. iii,

Close by the regal chair Fell Thirst and Famine scowl.

1879 Maclear Celts ix. 146 Holdelm . . was chosen by him
as the seat of his episcopal chair.

b. fig. Place or situation of authority, etc.

1582 Wyclif Matt, xxiii. 2 Vpon the chaier of Moyses,
senbis and Pharisees seeten. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6891
* Uppon the chaire of Moyses *

. . That is the olde testa-

ment. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. Epigr. 1.1867) 38 Euery
man may not syt in the chayre. 1692 Washington tr.

Milton's De/. Pop. iii. (.1851) 82 He and Tiberius got into

the Chair by the Tricks and Artifices of their Mothers.

1859 Tennvson Enid 1788 He rooted out the slothful officer

. .And in their chairs set up a stronger race.

4. The seat of a bishop in his church
;
hencey?^.

episcopal dignity or authority. Obs. or arch.

1480 Caxton Citron. Eng. x\. 28 Seynt peter preched in

antyoche and ther he made a noble chirche in whiche he
sate fyrste in his chaier. 1591 Troub. Raigne K. John 11.

1 161 1) 109 Treade downe the Strumpets pride, That sits

vpon the Chaire of Babylon. 1642 Jer. Taylor Episc.

(1647) 337 S. Peter would have advane'd him to the Honour
and power of the Bishops chaire. 1647 Brevint Saul at
Endor 15 His first Chair, namely that of Antioch. 1757
Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 465 Henry .. took
measures, not only to humble Becket, but also to lower that

Chair [of Canterbury]. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876)

I. vi. 292 Ealdhun now moved his chair to a site nobler than
that occupied by any other minster in England.

fb. ^See. Obs.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 3 It is the chaire of an Archbishop;
inhabited for the most by Grecians. 1647 [see 4 a],

t 5. A pulpit. Obs.

1648 Milton Tenure Kings (1650) 45 A charge not per-

formed by mounting twise into the chair with a formal
preachment. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-Cap 1279
Whether he preach in chair, or print in book.

6. The seat from which a professor or other

authorized teacher delivers his lectures.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. vi. 518 To be rad. .in the chaier of
scolis. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 506 His prudent presiding

in the Professors chair. 1691-8 Norris Pract. Disc. (1711)

III. 219 Our Saviour, .should have taken the chair, and have
given the Inquisitive World a clear determination concern-
ing the Question, a 1711 Ken Hymnoth. Poet. Wks. 1721
III. 14 Give that small Insect you contemn, The Chair in

Porch or Academ. 1876 Green Short Hist. iii. § 4. 129
English scholars gathered in thousands round the chairs of
William of Champeaux or Abelard.

b. Hence : The office or position of a professor.

1816 Scott Antiq. xxxi, Fighting his way to a chair of
rhetoric 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits xii. Wks. (Bohn) II.

93 Many chairs and many fellowships are made beds of
ease. 1875 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. Pref. 10 note, The author
had still the Chair of Poetry at Oxford.

7. A seat of judicial inquiry ; a tribunal.

1629 Chas. I. in H. Cox Instit. \. ix. (1863) 158 Now there
are so many chairs erected, to make inquiry upon all sorts 1

of men. 1645 Milton Colast. Wks. (1S51) 348 For a Licenser
is not contented now to give his single Imprimatur, but

]

brings his chair into the Title leaf ; there sits and judges up
or judges down what book hee pleases.

8. The seat, and hence the office, of the chief

magistrate of a corporate town
;

mayorship.
Past, above, or below the Chair (of aldermen of the
City of London) : having served or not served as
Lord Mayor.
1682 Eng. Elect. Sheriffs 26 Some people, .did so indus-

triously stickle for Sir John Moor's Election to the Chair.
17x4 Lond. Gaz. No. 5261/4 The Aldermen below the Chair
on Horseback in Scarlet Gowns. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v.
Chain, A gold chain, .remains to the person after his being
divested of that magistrature, as a mark that he has passed
the Chair. 1766 Entick London IV. 263 The judges are I

Vol. It.

the lord-mayor, the aldermen past the chair, and the re-

corder. 1885 Whitaker's Almanack 251 All the above
have passed the Civic Chair.

9. The seat occupied by the person presiding at

a meeting, from whence he directs its business

;

hence, the office or dignity of chairman of a meet-

ing, or of the Speaker of the House of Commons.
In various phrases, as To take the chair, to assume the

position of chairman, which in most cases formally opens a

meeting ; to put in the chair, to elect as chairman ; in the

chair, acting as chairman ; to leave or vacate the chair, to

cease acting as chairman, which marks the close ofa meeting.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1 v. (1843) 1 18/1 The committee
of the Commons appointed Mr. Pym to sit in their chair.

1659 i" Burton Diary 11828) IV. 462, I move that your
Speaker forbear the Chair. 1806 Med. Jml. XV. 536 That
the thanks of this meeting be given to Dr. Brandreth, for

his cool and patient attention and conduct in the Chair. 1807
Crabbe Newspaper 163 Pleased to guide His little club,

and in the chair preside. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i,

John Hampden, .was put into the chair.

b. Often put for the occupant of the chair, the

chairman, as invested with its dignity (as the

throne is for the sovereign), e. g. in the cry

Chair! Chair! when the authority of the chair-

man is appealed to, or not duly regarded ; to

address the chair, support the chair, etc.

1658 9 in Burton Diary 23 Mar. (1828) 243 The Chair be-

haves himself like a Busby amongst so many school-boys .

.

and takes a little too much on him. 1676-7 Grew Salts in

IVater i. § 1 (Read bef. Royal Soc), It was referred to Me
by this Honourable Chair, to examine and produce the

Experiment. 1837 Dickens Pickw. \, Cries of 'Order',

'Chair', 'Yes', 'No', 'Go on', i860 All Y. Round No.
46. 475 An amiable discussion between the 'chair' and an
..obstinate person at the other end of the room- 1887
Times 5 Sept. 9/2 It can hardly be conceived that the Chair
would fail to gain the support of the House.

c. //. The chairman and deputy chairman of

the East India Company.
1772 Burke Corr. (1844) I- 344 This seems to he the scheme

most approved by the chairs. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit.

India I. 499 Letter from the Chairs to the Right Honour-
able Robert Dundas, 16th December, 1808.

f 10. An enclosed chair or covered vehicle for

one person, carried on poles by two men ; a sedan.

1634 Sir S. Duncombe's Patent /or setting up Sedans in

Pegge Curial. Misc. 290 In many parts beyond the seas the

people there are much carried in the streets in chairs that

are covered. 1647 Stapvlton Juvenal 12 Using close

chayres or sedans. 1688 Shadwell Sqr. Alsatia 11. ii, Thy
Mask will cover all. There is a chair below in the Entry
to carry thee. 1713 Swift Cadenus I'., She . . lik'd

three footmen to her chair. 1722 Steele Consc. Lovers 1.

ii, Call a Chair ! 1752 Johnson Rambl. No. 195 » 6 At the

proper time a chair was called. 1777 Sheridan Trip
Scarb. 11. i, Help the gentleman into a chair, and carry him
to my house. 1836 J. Mayne Siller Gun, The belle and
beau, In chairs and chariots, stop the way.

f 11. A light vehicle drawn by one horse ; a

chaise ; also a particular kind of light chaise (see

quot. 1795). Obs.

1753 Scots Mag. XV. 31/2 The profits . . have enabled me
to set up a one-horse chair. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III.

xxiv. 124 There is not a greater difference between a single-

horse chair and madam Pompadour's vis a vis. 1795 W.
Felton Carriages {1801) II. 184 A chair is a light chaise

without pannels for the use of parks and gardens, and is a
name commonly applied to all light Chaises. 1821 Combe
(Dr. Syntax) Wife 1. 614 As I please to take the air, Com-
mand the ponies to a chair.

12. Railways, f a. The support or carriage of

a rail (cf. Carriage 32 b). Obs. b. An iron or

steel socket with a deep notch, into which the rail

is fixed, and by which it is secured to the sleeper

or cross-tie.

1816 Specif. Losh Stephenson's Patent No. 4067. 2 To
fix both the ends of the rails . . immoveable in or upon the
chairs or props by which they are supported. 1836 Sir G.
Head Home Tour 204 Each of these sleepers being a
heavy block of stone, having a small cradle of iron, or chair

as it is called, rivetted on the top for the purpose of sup-
porting the rails. 1862 Smiles Engineers III. 131 The flat

base of the chair upon which the rails rested being tilted.

13. A/in. (See quot.)
1802 Mawe Mineral. Derbysh. Gloss., Chair, used in

drawing up ore or coal.

14. Phrase. To put in the chair, {slang.

1864 Soc. Sc. Rev. I. 408 Some hirers [/. e. drivers of cabs]

. .boast of the number of owners whom they have ' put in the

chair' or in polite English neglected to pay.

15. Comb., as chair-back, -bearer, -bottoming,

-caner, -cover, -hire, -leg, -maker, -mare, -mending,

•room, -saddle, -slumber ; chair-ridden, -shaking,

adjs.; chair-bed, -bedstead, a kind of chair which
can be unfolded into a bed ; + chair-boll, -bow,
a chair-back ;

chair-days, old age, when rest in

a chair is the most natural condition
;
chair-organ

;see quots.) ; chair-rail (see quot.); f chair-

volant, sedan-chair. Also Chairman, etc.

1647 Stapvlton Juvenal no *Chair-bearers or Sedan-
men. 1556 J. Heywood Spider F. lxxxiv. 20 Vpon
the *cheyreboll hard beating his fist. 1483 Cath. Angl.

57 A *chare bowe, /ull?-um. 1887 Century Mag. Oct.

858/2 Broom-making, *chair-bottoming, and the cobbling

of shoes. 1868 Times 27 Feb., Described as a *chair-

caner. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 227

The ornaments, the reticules, bell-ropes, ottomans, and
*chair-covers. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, v. ii. 48 In thy

Reuerence, and thy *Cha'ire-dayes, thus To die in Ruffian

battell. 1865 Coruh. Mag. July 38 The end of life is the

'sere of life '..In Yorkshire it is 'the chair-day'. 1761
Goldsm. Nash 10 Who spend more in *chair hire than
housekeeping. 1813 Examiner 15 Feb. 102/1 J. Finlayson,
. .*chair-maker. 1799 Jane Austen Lett. (1884) I. 221
Price sixty guineas, of which the *chair mare was taken as
fifteen. 1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 2955/4 Following the Trade
of *Chairmending in the Streets. 1636-7 Royal Warrant
in N. Q. Ser. in. (1867) XI. 11/2 Our Cnapell at Hampton
Court, and for the making of a newe *Chaire Organ there,
Conformable to those alreadie made in our Royal Chapells
at Whitehall and Greenwiche. 1880 Grove Diet. AIus.,
Chair organ, a corruption of Choir organ, in use in the last

century, not impossibly arising from the fact that in cathe-
drals the choir organ often formed the back of the organist's
seat. 1842-75 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., *Chair Rail, a piece
of wood fastened to the wall, to prevent the backs of the
chairs injuring the plastering when placed against it. 1885
Pall Mall G. 28 May 4 [There] sat the mother . . ""chair-

ridden by sciatica. 1664 Pepys Diary (1879. III. 14 There
comes out of the *chayre-room Mrs. Stewart. 1865 Pall
Mall G. 11 Apr. n A lady on a donkey in one of those
*chair-saddles which supply the place of side-saddles in the
south of Spain. 1819 L. Hunt Indicator No. 1 *Chair-
shaking merriment. 1667 Denham Direct. Painter 1. viii.

18 Rupert, that knew no fear, but health did want, Kept
state suspended in a *Chair volant.

t Chair, s6. 2 Obs. or arch, [Variant of Char,
assimilated in spelling to prec.

;
perhaps associated

with it also in meaning.] A chariot or car.

(.1374 Chaucer Anel. f Arc. 39 Emelye .. Faire in a
chare [Shirley MS. chaier] of golde he with him lad.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. 11. U520) 14/1 Helyas .. was
lyfted up into paradye . . in a chayre. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. vu. 617 \V C great apparayll of chayris and other
costious ordenaunce for to conueye the forenamed lady
Margarete into Englande. 1559 T. Brvce in Farr's S. P.
Eliz. (1845) I. 164 When worthy Web and George Roper
In Elyes' chayre to heauen were sent. 1:1630 Drumm. of
Hawth. Poems Wks. 117111 6 Phiubus in his chair, En-
saffroning sea and air. 1697 Dryden Virg. x. 807 Niphanis,
whom four coursers drew.. They threw their master head-
long from the chair. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles v. xiv, Like
a prophet's fiery chair . . travelling the realms of air.

Chair (tje*j), v. [f. Chair sb.i]

1. trans. To place or seat in a chair
;

csp. to •

install in a chair of authority.

1552 etc. [see Chaired below]. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 179
Chairing your speaker for the commons, when he is chosen
by the house. 1850 P. Crook War 0/ Hats 52 A Guy
Fawkes figure toilet ted and chaired. 1877 Tennyson
Harold 1. ii. D.i And thou Chaii'd in his place.

b. To place in a chair or on a scat, and carry

aloft in triumph, as an honour to a favourite, a

successful competitor, and formerly often to the

successful candidate at a parliamentary election.

1761 Brit. Mag. II. 179 The practice of chairing the

candidate, .still, I find, obtains among you. 1812 Examiner
19 Oct. 670/2 Were declared duly elected, and were chaired
through the principal streets. 1812 Amyot Windham I.

86 note. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby v. ii. 192 The day the

member was chaired. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. viii,

Tom . . was chaired round the quadrangle, on one of the

hall benches borne aloft by the eleven.

2. To carry or wheel in a chair.

1886 J. Pendleton Hist. Derbysh. 99 The bride, owing
to her infirmities, had to be chaired to the altar.

3. To provide with a chair or chairs.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxvii, The offices were newly
chaired. 1885 [see Chairing below].

Hence Chaired ppl. a., Charring vbl. sb.

1552 Huloet, Chayred or stalled, cathedratus. 1796
Coleridge Ode Depart. Year, From the chaired gods ad-

vancing, The Spirit of the Earth made reverence meet. 1797
Holcroft tr. Stolberg's Trav. led. 2) II. lxii. 418 note, The
chairing of a Westminster election. 1880 Daily News 18

Sept. 6/4 It was resolved . . that all chaired bards be ap-

pointed honorary members. 1885 Leisure Hour Jan. 48/2
Seldom is a large building erected . . without a visit to

Wycombe . . with a view to the chairing of it.

Chair, obs. form of Chare.
Chair- : see Char-.

t Cliai'rie, a. Obs. rare. [app. f. F. chair

flesh + -Yl] ? Fleshy.

1633 W. Struther True Happines 62 Like a pulpous or

chairie root.

Chairman ^tfe>.imaen).

1. The occupier of a chair of authority
;

spec.

the person who is chosen to preside over a meeting,

to conduct its proceedings, and who occupies

the chair or seat provided for this function.

1654 Trapp Comm. Job xxix. 25, I sate chief, and was

Chair-man. 1660-1 Pepys Diary 22 Jan., To come, .to this

place, .where Sir G. Downing (my late master) was chaire*

man. 1697 Luttrell Brie/ Ret. (18571 IV - 254 This day

the parliament mett here, the earl of Oxford chairman.

1857 Toulm. Smith Parish 58 It is the duty of the chair-

man, immediately on taking the chair, to cause the minutes

of the preceding meeting to be read.

b. The member of a corporate body appointed

or elected to preside at its meetings, and in

general to exercise the chief anthority in the con-

duct of its affairs ; the president.

Chairman 0/ Committees: in either House of Parliament

the member appointed to preside over it whenever it resolves

itself into Committee.

I7a7~5 I Chambers Cycl. s. v. Companies, East India, The
directors are twenty-four in number, including the chair-

man and deputy-chairman. 1835 Ure Philos. Maniif. 291

The committee, .on factory employment, ofwhich Mr. Sadler

was the mover and chairman. 1887 Morley Crit. Misc.
III. 306 The chairman of the Hudson's Bay Company.
Mod. Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Works

32
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2. One whose occupation it is to earn' persons

la chairs or chair-like conveyances ;
spec, the two

men who carried a sedan-chair.

1 68 j Lond. Gaz. No. 1683/4 A tall Blackamore .
.in a

Green Doublet and Breeches, with a large Chairmans Coat

of the same colour. 1703 Ibid. 3942/3 Twenty Chairmen,

with Sedans. i7»iCibber Lady's /.astSt. v, Chair, Chair .

(Enter a Chairman 1 Here : Who calls Chair? 1750 John-

son Rambl. No. 113 r 6 Disputing for sixpence with a

chairman. 1833 Act 3 4 4 VOL IV, ft 46 » "3 The mis.

behaviour of coachmen, drivers, chairmen, carters, and

porters. 1855 Thackeray Wrwcoriics I. 161 When ladies

chairmen jostled each other on the pavement,

b. One who wheels a Bath-chair.

1766 Anstev Bath Guide i. 115 But soft-my Chairman's

at the Door i8»9 Marryat P. Mildmay xvi. A Bath

chair-man. 1869 Daily Tel. 18 Aug., The invalids., in

their Bath chairs . . The chairmen . are an honest, genial,

hard-working set of fellows.

Chairmanship, [f prec. + ship.]

L The office of chairman or president of a meet-

ing, a company, corporate body, etc.

1847 Prater's Mag. XXXVI. 224 Elevation to the chair-

manship of the Great Western. 187* A'. Amer. Rev. 72

The retirement of Mr. Sumner from the chairmanship.

2. The action of presiding as chairman ; per-

formance of a chairman's duty.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (i36i 1 142 A philanthropic

peer, always . . to the fore with his chairmanship. 1864 Realm
1 June t A body of gentlemen sat down todinner, under the

sympathetic chairmanship of Lord Houghton.

t Ch.arrsh.ip. Obs. rare- 1
, [see -ship.] The

occupancy of the 'papal} chair.

1660 Cltarac. Italy 13 Alexander the Sixth, who during

his Chairship scrap'd together so much wealth.

ChaiT-woman. A woman who occupies the

chair of presidency at a meeting, in a committee,

etc. (Hardly a recognized name.)
1600 T. Brown in R. L'Estrange Erasm. Colloq. (17m

404 We ought to have . . four chairwomen of our four com-

mittees. 1734 Fielding Univ. Gallant n, She sits, .chair-

woman of a committee of fools, to criticize on fashions.

1869 Pall Mall G. p Sept. 8 The Duchess rose and said .

.

then I think the arduous duties ofchairman—or shall I say

chairwoman ?— will cease.

Chairwoman, obs. form of Charwoman.

Chaise [je'z\ Also 8 chaiz, shazess>.

[a. mod. F. chaise (chaize Cotgr.), a phonetic

alteration of chaire 'so Paxil for Paris, etc.),

established in the ordinary sense 'chair', whence

by extension 'sedan-chair', and by transference a

wheeled vehicle for travelling in. In this later

sense alone chaise passed into English, notwith-

standing that chair had itself here received the

same development see Chaik si.' II, which how-

ever was not always an exact synonym of this

word, but often used as the name of a particular

sort of chaise}. {Cathedra, chair, chaise, are

thus all forms of the same word.) The vulgar

take (
jViz) for a plural sb., and form on it a sin-

gular
(
JVO Chav, Shay.

(The change of lingual r to 2 in French is a phenomenon
widely exemplified. It appears fully established at Orleans

in 15th c., but did not come down beyond 1620. J

1. A term applied to various pleasure or travel-

ling carriages, the exact application having varied

from time to time :

a. A light open carriage for one or two persons,

often having a top or calash ; those with four

wheels resembling the phaeton, those with two
the curricle ; also loosely used for pleasure carts

and light carriages generally.

Kersey, Bailey, Ash and Johnson explain chaise as 'a

carriage for pleasure drawn by one horse '
; Todd says this

was the case formerly, before post-chaises were in request,

and defines it as ' A chaise and pair ; a chaise and four :

the term of later days for a light vehicle, with four wheels,

drawn by two or four horses'.

1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3700/1 The Empress . . and the

Arch-Dutchesses [were] in open Chaises. 1703 Ibid. No.

3945/4 A Leather Body-Coach . . and several sorts of Sha-

zesses. 1707 Ibid. No. 4390/4 Two Geldings, one a dark-

brown.. used to a Chaiz. 1708 Ibid. No. 4439/4, 2 four

wheel'd Chaises, a 1719 Addison (J.) Instead of the chariot

he might have said the chaise of government ; for a chaise

is driven by the person that sits in it. 1786 Trials John
Shepherd 40 He was in a one-horse chaise. 1794 Felton
Carriages (1801) II. 117 The Grasshopper, or three-quarter

pannel Chaise, or Whiskey . . by some called Quakers'

Chaises. Ibid. 121 The Ribchair, or Yarmouth Cart. For

lawns or parks these sort of chaises have been mostly used.

1825 Hone Every-Day Bk. I. 436 Public pony-chaises.

1858 O. W. Holmes Poems (1886) 291 The wonderful one-

hoss shay. Mod. vulgarism. The pony-shay also po' shay

= post chaise).

b. A carriage for travelling, having a closed

body and seated for one to three persons, the driver

sitting on one of the horses; more distinctively

called a Post-chaise, q. v.

1709 I.uttrell Brief Rrl. (1857) VI. 474 The chaise

he made use of (beinfr. wounded in the foot 1 was found broke

to peices. 1716 8 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. I. xvi. 53,

I never went out of my chaise from Prague to this place.

1749 Mrs. Montagu Lett. III. 125 We went out together

in a post.chaise. 1773 Goi.dsm. Stoops to conq. 11. i, I'll

clap a pair of horses to your chaise. 1837 Lytton E. Mai-
travers 27 III little more than twenty minutes, the chaise

was at the door. 1873 Mohley Rousseau II. 66 He was

thrust into a chaise and despatched on the first stage of

eight melancholy years of wandering.

c. To take chaise : to use a chaise as a means
of conveyance. A chaise and pair, four, six : a

chaise drawn by a pair, lour, six horses.

1704 Addison Italy
1 1766) 23 From Genoa we took chaise

for Milan. 1713 Steele Englishman No. 21. 139 That
gay thing that flies along the Road in a Chaise and Six.

1737 Pope Ho* . Epist. 1. i. 158 The poor . . run They know
not whither, in a chaise and one. 178* Cowper Gilpin

9 To-morrow is our wedding-day, And we will then repair

Unto the Be]] at Islington, All in a chaise and pair.

2. attrib. and Com/'., as chaise-box, -umbrella ;

chaise-cart, a light cart suitable for driving in

(cf. Cakt sb. 3} ; chaise-house, a coach-house ;

chaise-undertaker, -vamper, one who under-

takes to renovate chaises, a dealer in second-hand

!
chaises. Also Chai seless a.

1768 Sterne Sent. Joum. '1778' II. 185 The hammer in

the *chaise-box being of no great use. 1821 Cobbett Rur.
Rides '16551 L 29 Riding in a little sort of 'chaise-cart.

1794 Felton (i8oi» I. 129 The *chaise coach.box ..This
kind, .may be made to fix on a one-horse 'chaise carriage.

Ibid. v&2 "Chaise Heads . . Heads to phaetons or chaises,

etc, are found great conveniences for sheltering from the
sun, wind or rain. 1812 Examiner 24 Aug. 533/1 It . . en-

tered the 'chaise-house. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis xxxiv,

Mrs, Bacon.. as yet a •chaiseless woman. 1765 Sterne
Tr. Shandy vn. xxix, A pert vamping "chaise-undertaker.

Ibid. vin. xxxvii, In selling my chaise, I had sold my re.

marks along with it, to the "chaise-vamper.

Chaise, v. nonce-ioord. [f. the sb.] To chaise

it : to go by chaise.

1822 Socthey Lett. 11856) III 306, I shall follow your
course to Skipton, and chaise it, solo, from thence.

Chaise, obs. form of Chase.

tChaisel, cheisil. Obs. [a. OF. cheisil,

chesil, var. of cheincil, chertsil, chansilh, cainsil

I

:—late L. camisile, -is (8th c. in Du Cange). f. ca-

misia : see Chemise.]
1. A fine linen (sometimes identified with Hvss

or Byssus). Often used attrib.

c 1205 Lay. 23761 Warp he an his rugge aenne cheisil

scurte 027S ane cheiselnc seortej & senne pallene curtcl.

c 1275 Passion 509 in O. E. Misc. 51 Ioseph nom vre

Louerd a-dun of be rode And wond him on o cheysil clob.

. 1300 A". Alts. 279 Theo lady lyght on hire bedde . . Vn a
chaisel smok scheo lay. c 1 300 20 Joachim <fr

A nne in Leg.
Cathol. ( 1 840) 1 52 Offlex, ofsilk, ofcheisel,Ofporpre& ofpalle.

2. Applied to various things made of this fabric,

as a chemise, smock, shirt, veil, etc.

t 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1814 Sche hadde on a pilche of

pris, And a chaisel theron, I w is.

II Chaise - longne Jex,l»**j). [F. chaise

tongue 'long chair'. In Ogilvie's Diet, called

chaise-lounge '] A kind of sofa with a rest for the

back at one end only ; a ' couch ', a ' lounge '.

1825 T. Lister Granby vii. (18361 45 Lady Elizabeth lay

on a chaise-longue by them. 1826 Disraeli / 'iv. Grey « 1868)

338 Stiff or stretching, lounging on a chaise-longue. 1837
Marryat Dog-fiend 192 what are now termed chaise

longues, were drawn to the sides of the table. 1852 Miss
Seweli. Exper. Life xxxviii. 118581278 The addition of a
chaise tongue and an ottoman.

II Chaise - marine (
Jez,mar/'n). Obs. [F.

chaise-marine ' a sort of seat on board a ship so

supported as to be free from the effects of rolling

and pitching ', but Littre has not the Eng. sense.]

? A kind of chaise, the body of which rests on

suspension-straps between cee-springs.

1739 Cibber Apol. (1756' II. 79 A chaise-marine to carry

our moving wardrobe to every different play. 1763 C.

Talbot in Lett. I. 538, I could not help telling her of the

I overthrow of the Chaise marine. 1813 Act 4 Geo. IV,c.

95 I 19 Nothing in. .this Act. .shall extend, .to any chaise

marine, coach, landau, berlin.

Chaist- : see Chast-.
Chuitif, a ME. variant form of Caitiff.

Chak, obs. form of Chack, Check.
Chaker, obs. form of Checker, Chequer.
Chakil, Chako, obs. ff. of Shackle, Chaco.

||
Chai. The Gipsy word for ' person, man, fel-

low '
: sometimes (with the corresponding feminine

chai) used in speaking of gipsies, by way of dis-

playing familiarity with them and their language.

1865 Dull Univ. Mag. II. 25 Romany chals with their

nomad tents upon wheels. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. t, Merck.

I. i. 47 He . delighted the chals with tobacco. 1876 Whyte*
!
Melville Katerfelto xii. 134 The Romany chai marries

with the Romany chL
Chalamine, obs. form of Calamine.

tChala ndre. Oh. Also 4 chai-, ohelaundre.
[perh. repr. OF. *chalandrc, var. of calandre, in

Pr. calandri, app. (with Romanic insertion of »,

and dissimilation of r-r to l-r, :—L. caraJrius,

ad. Gr. xapafyxor a species of bird. (See P. Meyer
( ontes moralish de Kozon Notes 248.)]

ME. form of Calander. a Mediterranean species

of lark, Alauda calandra. {Xo ME. writers

probably only a name, known from French

romances.)
.1305 Land Cokaygnc 07 in E. E. P. 1862 159 Chalandre

and wodwale, And oper briddes wiboul tale. ( 1400 Rom.
Rose 81 Than is blisful many sithe The chelaundre and the

papyngay. Ibid. 663 Chalaundres fele sawe I there.

+ Chalandrie. ? [Tamieson suggested some
connexion with prec]
1596 Bt'RELL Entry Quern in Watson Coll. Sc. Poems

II. 2 - Jam.) In tapestries ye micht persaue Voung ramel.
wrocht like lawrell treis ; With syndrie sorts of chalandrie
In curious forms of carpentrie.

Chalang e, -arts (Sc.), obs. ff. Challenge, etc.

Chalastic kalae'stik . a. and si.) Med. [ad.

mod.L. chalastic-us, a. Gr. \aKa<STiKos laxative,

from x<»Aai' to relax. Cf. F. chalastigue.'] Having
power to remove rigidity or stiffness ; relaxing

;

j

laxative. Also sb. a chalastic medicine.
1621-78 [see Calastic]. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn.,

Chalastick Medicines, are -uch as by their temperate and
moderate Heat, do comfort and strengthen the Parts to

which they are applied. 1708 Kersey, Chalasticks or Cha-
lastick Medicines, such as are of a loosening or soft'ning

Ouality. 1721- 1800 Bailey. Chalasticks. In mod Diets.

Chalaunge, obs. form of Challenge.
Chalays, obs. form of Chalice.

Chalaza kalr'za . PI. chalazee. [mod.L..

a. Gr. \nKaia hail, any small lump or knot like

a hail-stone. Cf. F. chalaze.']

1. Zoo!. Each of the two membranous twisted

strings by which the yolk-bag of an egg is bound
to the lining membrane at the ends of the shell,

and kept near the middle of the albumen, with the

germinating point uppermost ; the tread or treadle.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Chalaza, the Treadle of an
Egg ; every Egg has two of them . . each Chalaza consists,

as it were, of so many Hailstones separated from each other
by that White. 1774 Goldsm. i\at. Hist. 117761 II. 29.

1841 71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 786 An almost invisible

membrane, the chalaza;, which, being twisted by the revo-
lutions of the yelk, as it is pushed forward in the oviduct,
is gathered into two delicate and spiral cords, whereby the

yelk is retained in situ.

2. Po/. A spot on the seed where the nucleus

joins the integuments.
1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 123 Raphe and chalaza

usually very distinctly marked. — Introd. Bot. (18481 I.

398 This raphe, .expands into a vascular dish or plate,

which is called the chalaza. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. vi. f 8.

277 The proper base of the ovule . . is the Chalaza . . In

the simplest form of ovule, hilum and chalaza are one.

Chalazal (kal^-zal , a. [f. prec. + -al.] Per-

taining to the chalaza.

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 398 The amphitropa!
ovule, whose foramina! and chalazal ends are traverse with
respect to the hilum. 188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 580 The cells

at its lower «chalazall end.

Chalaziferous kxlazi fcras^, a. [f. as prec.

+ -FEROl'S ; cf. F. chalazi/ire.] Bearing the cha-

laza or chalaza; : Chalaziferous membrane, ' the

layer of albumen round the yolk of a bird's egg,

to which the chalaza; are attached ' 'Syd. Soc. Lex?}

.

1859 Todd Cycl. Anal. Phys. V. 63/1 The membrane
which proceeds from the Chalaza: over the surface of the

yolk has been called Chalaziferous.

II Chalazion (kalifziffti). Sometimes in latin-

ized form chala-.ium. [a. Gr. xa^a f'<"'. dim. of

xaAata Chalaza.] A small pimple or tubercule ;

esp. one on the eyelid, a stye.

1708 Kersey Chalazion, a Stithe, asmall Pimple, or Wart
on the Eye-lid. 1731 Bailey 11, Chalaza, Chalazion. 1878

T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 343 A tarsal cyst sometimes de-

generates into a hard fibrous little mass, feeling somewhat
like a large shot beneath the skin, known as a chalazion.

Chalbot, Her. : see Chabot.

+ Chalcanth, chalcanthtun. Obs. Also

c h'alcanthus, calcanth. [a. F. calcante (Cotgr. ,

and L. chalcanthum, -us, a. Gr. x^Kaveor
<

V t.» «•»•'>.•» ' a solution of blue vitriol used for ink

and blacking', f. \a\icut copper +&y0ot a flower.]

An old name for blue vitriol sulphate of copper\

and for a kind of ink made therefrom ; sometimes

also applied to green vitriol sulphate of iron).

1678 Phillips, Calcanth, a Chymical word, being the

same as Vitriol. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Calcantkum, vitriol

rubified. Chalcanthum, vitriol or copperas. 1717 Berke-

ley in Fraser Life * Lett. 586 A vapour sulphurous with

some tincture of nitre, calcanthus, and bitumen. 1718

Qt'lNCY Compl. Disp. 14/1 Vitriol, when all its Moisture is

dry'd away, necomes Chalcanthum.

Chalcanthite karlkaenjwit). Min. [named

1853; f. Chalcanth-um + -ite.] Native blue

vitriol or sulphate of copper.

1857 Shepard Mineral. 441.

t Chalcanthous, a. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 cal-.

[f. as prec. + -ors.] Of the nature of ink or

blacking.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 537 A Calcanthous

or Atramentous quality. i6«6 Blount Glossog-r., Calcan-

thous, pertaining to Shoomakers black or Vitriol.

t Chalcedon. Herb. Obs. One of the various

plants which have the specific name chalcedonicus,

as Lychnis chalcedonica, Lilium chalcedonicum,eXc.

1664 Evelyn A'<i/. Ilort. (1720) 205 Stock Gilly- Flowers.

Spanish Nut, Star-flowers, Chalcedons.

t Chalcedo'nian. Obs. Also cal-. [f. L.

chahedoni-us Chalcedony+-an.] = Chalcedony.

1622 62 Heylin Cosmorr.u. (16821 54 Chalcedonians also

of su<h bigness, that whole Drinking.cups are made of

them. 1750 tr. I.eo'iardus' Mirr. Stones 801 The Calce.

i donian pale white, and also the hardest dun.
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Chalcedonic (kseWdpnik), a. [f. Chalce-

dox-y + -10.] Of or belonging to chalcedony.

1828 m Webster. 1861 Temple Bar III. 388 Chalcedonic

varieties of quartz, 1876 Pack Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xviii.

353 Successive crops of chalcedonic crystals proceed.

Chalcedony, calcedony Urclse-dani, toerl-

s/dani). Forms : a. 4 calsydoyne, oalcidoine :

0. 4 chalcedun, 6-8 calcedon, 7-8 chalcedon ;

7. (4-5 calcedoniusj, 5 calsydony, calcideny,

(6 chalcedonium), 7 calchedonie, calsidonie,

chalcidonye, 5- calcedony, 6~ chalcedony.

See also Cassidoine, -dony. [The current form

cJi)alcedony is directly adapted from L. c{h)alct-

donins, used in the Vulgate to render Gr. xaKKrl^v
^

in Rev. x\i. 19, the name of the precious stone

forming the third foundation of the New Jeru-

salem, but found nowhere else. Adapted forms

of the same word in OF. were cake-, calcidoine,

whence the ME. calcidoinc, calcedun ; also cassi-

doine, whence ME. Casssidoixe and its varieties

which are separately treated. The 16th c. chalce-

don was perh. directly from N. T. Greek.
The word is of very complicated history. The L. is com-

monly assumed to be the same as the adj. chatcedon'ui^ of

Chalcedon in Asia Minor, as if it were ' Chalcedonian

stone ', but this is very doubtful. In interpreting the name
in the Vulgate, which has the variant form carccdoitius,

the early writers identified it with a stone mentioned by Pliny

xxvii. §§ 103, 104, where MSS. have the variants carchc-

donia, charcedonia, catcedonia, calc/u'dout'a, carchedonius,

said to be found in North Africa, and to be brought by way
of Carthage (KopxijStoc), which, from the description, could

have nothing to do with the chalcedony of the moderns.

Isidore has carc/wdonia ; Epiphanius de Gemmis iv, says it

is produced iv Kap^riSovi ttjs Ai/Svtjs. The carchedonius or

chilcedonius is mentioned and moralized upon by a whole

catena of writers, including esp. Ba:da ; but to none of them
was it more than a traditional name, about which there clus-

tered notions originally derived from Pliny with an accre-

tion of later fables. The first to try to identify it with

any known stone was apparently Albertus Magnus (1205-

1282), who may have had in view some form of the stone

to which the name is now given. (See the exhaustiv<-

article of Schade Altdeuiscltes Wbuch. 1363.)

A precious (or semi-precious; stone, which in its

various tints is largely used in lapidary work

:

a cryptocrystalline sub-species of quartz (a true

quartz, with some disseminated opal-quartz), hav-

ing the lustre nearly of wax, and being either

transparent or translucent.

It is not safe to carry the modem application back
before the 16th or at earliest the 15th c. ; and references tu

earlier notions come down to the 17th. In modern lapidary

work, chalcedony receives different names according to its

varieties of colour and structure, as agate, cornelian, cat's

eye, chrysoprase, onyx, sard, etc. Most of the varieties

were included by Pliny under his jaspis. (Westropp.)

a. c AUit. P. A. 1002 pe calsydoyne. .withouten

wemme. 1393 Gowek Con/. III. 133 The calcidoine . .
for

his stone he underfongeth.

,9. c iy>$Land Cokaygne 94 in E. E. P. 11862' 158 Ametist
and crisolite, Chalcedun and epctite. 1555 Eden Decades IV.

Jnd. 111. v, (Arb.) 158 Precious stones cauled smaragdes, cal-

cedones & Iaspers. 1586 FeRNE Bias. Centric 142 A Cal-

cedon is the fifth stone, being most strong and hard by
nature, instructing the Soueraigne that he exercise the car-

dinal! vertue Fortitude. 1648 Gage West Ind. xii. (1655)

53 Adorned with Emeralds, Turquies, Chalcedons. 1686

Lond. Gas. No. 2116/4 A great Calcedon truly Oriental of

a Foot long, and half a Foot broad. 1747 Dinglev in Phil.

'Prafts. XLVI. 503 Of the Beryl there are three species,

the Red., the Yellow .. and the White, commonly called

the Chalcedon, of the Colour of sheer Milk.

at/rib. 1644. Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 98 In another [ca-

binet] with calcedon pillars, was a series ofgolden medals.

y. 138a WVCUV Rev. xxi. 19 The thridde, calcedonyus
[1526 Tindale, calcedony; 1557 Geucv. chalcedony]. 1398
Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi, xxvii. (1495) 561 Calcidonius

is a pale stone and sheweth dymme colour meane bytwene
Berell and Iacynct and cornyth and is gendred of the reyne
of our lorde. C1460 Play Sacram. 171 Crepawdis & calce-

donyes semely to se. 1463 Bury Wills (1850) 41 My bedys
of calsydony. 1482 Marc. Pastun Lett. 86] III. 287 My
peir bedys of calctdenys gaudied with silver and gilt. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel. II. iv. 1. iv, There is a kind of Onyx
called the Chalcidonye. 1688 R. Holme Armoury n. 40/1

The Calcedon or Calchedonie . . being well chafed & warmed,
will draw a Straw or a Rush to it, [From Pliny.] 1756-7 tr.

Keyslers Trav. (1760) II. 47 Pieces of agate, jasper, oriental

chalcedony. 1833 Lyell Prate. Geol. III. 222 Opal calce-

dony, resinous silex. 1855 Lonuf. Niaw. IV. 262 Arrow-
heads of chalcedony, Arrow-heads of flint and jasper.

1861 C. King Ant. Gems (1866)7 Calcedony . . is a semi-

transparent white quartz, slightly tinted with yellow or

blue. 1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. \\\. 146 Many of the

older lavas yield agates, chalcedony, leucite.

Chalcedo'nyx. Afin. [f. prec. + Onyx.] A
variety of agate : see quot.
1822 Cleavelaxd Min. 270 When white and grey layers

alternate, it is called Chalcedonyx.

+ Chalcelet. Her. obs.
157Z Bossewell Armorie II. 119 b, A Chalcelet on the first

quarter, Diamonde. 1688 R. Holme Armoury il 256/2 The
Chalcelet. .is a long & black Bird.

Chalchuite t.tjae-ltp<,ait\ Min. [f. the Mexi-
can name of the stone, chalchihuitl + -HE.] A
green variety of turquoise from Mexico.
1843 Prescott Mexico (1850) I. 274 Four precious stones

of considerable size, resembling emeralds, called by the na.

tives chalchuites. 1883 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. in. XXV.
197 The Green Turquois known as Chalchuite.

Chalcidian (ka-lsi-dian). Zool. [f. mod. 1..
i

chalcid-x (f. L. chalcis — Gr. xaA«< s a kind of

lizard) + -IAN.] Of or pertaining to the family
|

Chaleidse or Snake Lizards.

Chalci'dic. Arch. [ad.L. chaicidicum ' chamber
at the corner of a basilica, on each side of the

tribunal '. More usually in the L. form.]

1730-6 Bailey, Chalcidick [with ancient Architects], a
j

large stately Hall belonging to a court of Justice. 1775

Ash, Clialcidica, Chaicidicum. 183a Cell Pompeiana I.

ii. 14 It has been thought, - to justify the application of the

; term Chaicidicum to the edifice in question. 1840 Freeman ,

i Archit. 155 A kind of transept, called clialcidica. 1876

Gwilt Archit. Gloss.
1 Chaicidicum.

Chalcididan kffilsrdidan). Entom. [f. mod.

I L. Ckalcidid-se, f. the generic name Chalcides, f.
[

I Gr. \oXkU brass.] A member of a family of

small hymenopterous insects, ornamented with
|

brilliant metallic colours.

1835 Kihby Hab. ft Inst. Anim. II. xx. 334 A minute
j

species . . belonging to the family of Chalcididans.

Chalcidony, obs. form of Chalcedony.

II Chalci'tes. [L. chalcites, ad. Gr. *xaA.*iTts

copper-ore.] Green vitriol sulphate of copper).

1626 Bacon Sylva s 696 In Furnaces of Copper and Brass,

where Chalcites is often cast in, to mend the working.

Chalco- (kse-lko). Min. Occas. chalko-.

Stem and combining form of Gr. xaA>ros copper,
!

brass, used in the names of many minerals, as

Chalcocite [Dana's alteration of the older name :

(haUosine see below ], native sulphide of copper,

:
copper glance. Clia'lcoditeTnamed 1851 ; f. Gr.

Xa\KaiS-i]s like copper + -ite], a hydrous silicate

of iron, found in velvety coatings, having a brass-

like lustre, a variety of stilpnomelane. ChaTco-

, lite [see -lite], a synonym for Forbernite, which

was erroneously supposed to be an ore of copper.

Chalcomenite [dr. ft^vi? the moon ; named with

reference to selenite, f. GiXty-i) moon], a copper

selenite from S. America. Chalco phacite [Gr.

• cpaxvs lentil], a synonym for Liroconite, a native

j

arseniate of copper, occurring in small lentil-

I shaped crystals. Chalco phanite [Gr. <j>av- ap-
' pearing, showing], a hydrous oxide of zinc and

!
manganese, having sometimes a bronze-like lustre.

! Chalcophy llite [Gr. <pvk\ov leaf: named 1847].

a green, foliated arseniate of copper. Chalcopyr-
rhotite [named 1870], a variety of I'ykbhotite,

a sulphide of iron and copper, resembling chalco-

pyrite. Chalcosiderite [Gr. alStjpos iron], a

hydrous phosphate of copper and iron, a variety

of Dufrenite. Cha'lcosine [badly formed on Gr.

XoAkos + -ink], earlier name of chalcocite (see

j

above). Crialcosti'bite [Gr. oti'/3i (cttVa"), sul-

phuret of antimony: named 1847], a rare sulph-

I

antimonide of copper. Chalco'trichitefGr. (0/>t'f\

I
Tpi\- hair], a variety of cuprite occurring in acicular

or capillary crystals, known as plush copper-ore.

1868 Dana Min. (1884) 53 Specimens referred to chalco-

! cite. 1857 Shepabd Min., Chalcodite. i868Dana Min.< 1880:

j

460 Brush ascertained the identity of chalcodite and stil-

pnomelane. 1801 tr. KUtprotlis Ess. Min.,Werner has given

it the name Chalcolite. 1868 Dana Min. 11884' 58° Chalco-

lite has since crept back again, but is no more appropriate

! now than it was sixty years ago. 1881 Nature XXIV. 41

! A new selenite of copper .

.

CktUcotnenite.

.

occurs in the

Argentine Republic. 1850 Dana Mm. 529 Chalcophacite.

1875 Amer. Chemist July 1 On chalcophanite, a new min-

eral species. 1850 Dana Min. 529 Chalcophyllite. 1875

Ibid. App. ii. it Chalcopyrrhotite. 1884 Ibid. App. iii. 24

j
Chalcosiderite. 1835 Shepard Min. 123 Chalkosine. 1868

Dana Min. 85 Chalcostibite. 183a Shepard Min. 123 Chal-

! kotrichite, the capillary variety of red copper ore. 1868

Dana Min. 133 Capillary cuprite, chalcotricnite.

Chalcograph :karlkogruf ). [cf. next and

j

photograph.'] A copper-engraving.
In mod. Diets.

Chalcographer (ktelk^-grafarX [f. mod.Gr.

Xa^Koypacpos f. x«a«i!s copper, brass + ypaipfiv to

scratch, write, draw, design) + -er. Cf. F. chalco-

graphei] One who engraves on copper.
1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. 9 Our Burnisher ( another tool us'd 1

j

by Chalcographersl. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 268 Mr. David
I.oggan, Chalcographer to the University. 1865 Sala I

Diary in Amer. II. 127 A monstrous map of the island of
i

;

Cuba. It had been graven by a Spanish chalcographer.

Chalcographic (knjlkograe-fik), a. [f. as

Chalcographer + -ic ; cf. ¥. chalcograph iq tic.']

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature ofchalcography.

1815 European Mag. LXVIII. 111 The noblest aims of

the calcographic art. 1816 Singer Hist. Cards 201 Not

S
only the infancy of xylography, but also that of the chalco-

graphic art.

• So Chalcogra phical = prec.

18.. {title) Calcographical Memorials of Literary Per-

i sonages. .a collection of 234 Engravings. 1884 Athcnazutu

I

1 Nov. 568/2 In order to promote the study of engraving in

I its earlier stages, it is proposed to form an International

Chalcographical Society.

Chalcographist ^ksdkp'grafist). [f. as Chal-
', C00RAPHER+ -1ST.] — Chalcographer.

1730-6, Bailev, Calcograpltist, an Engraver' in Brass.

1864 Webster, Chalcographist.

Chalcography (kselkp-gr&fi). [f. Gr. type

*XaA Ko-y/ja(/>t'a, 1. xa\Ko~/pa<pos : see above. In F.

chalcographic:] The art of engraving on copper.
1661 Evelyn Mem. 11857) I. 364, I. .had recommended to

me the publishing what 1 had written of Chalcography. 1662
— {title) Sculptura ;

or, the History and Art ofChalcography
and Engraving in Copper. 1816 Singer Hist. Cards 93
note, The curious in Chalcography. 1882 Sala in Illust.

Lond. Ncius 15 July 55/2 The masterpiece of Mr. Hablot
Browne's great capacity in chalcography.

Chalcologue (kae'lkctyg . nonce-wd. [f. Gr.

xaA/co's brass + -logue : cf. astrologue, Iheologtte,

etc.] A student of brasses.

1861 Sat. Rev. 12 June 647 A zealous and, at the same
time, rational student of brasses—the fashion of the day
might almost tempt us to say a chalcologue, or perhaps

more accurately still, a chalcotribe.

Chalcomcvrpliite. Min. [app. a bad spelling

of cakomorphite, named 1873, f. I., cole- lime (see

Calco-) +Gr. pwpiprj form.] A hydrous silicate of

calcium. 1875 Dana Min. App. ii. 11.

Chalcopyrite (ktcdkoipai-rait . Min. [ad.

mod.L. clialcopyrites in Henckel 1725), f- Chalco-

+ Pyrite : probably the xa^K ' Tl! °f Aristotle,

and included under the Trvpiris of Dioscorides,

chalcitis and pyrites .in part) of Pliny, pyrites

wrosits, aitrco colon, flavus, of early mineralogists.]

An important ore of copper, called yellow or

copper pyrites, native sulphide of copper and iron.

1835 Shepard Min. 123 Chalkopyrite. 1862 Dana Man.
Geol. § 30. 64 Chalcopyrite resembles iron pyrites, but is of

a deeper yellow color, much softer, being scratched with

a knife. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. x. 278 Chalcopyrite . .
found

in ejected blocks.

Chalcotribe 'karlkotraib . nonce-wd. [as if

ad. Gr. *xa\KOTpiilTjs, f. x"A«<« brass + TpiRuv to

nib.] One who takes rubbings of brasses.

1861 [see Chalcologue].

Chalcotript (kte-lkotript). nonce-wd. [f. as

prec. + Tpiwr-tjs one who rubs, f. Tp/ffctf.] — prec.

1882 Ch. Times 7 July 462 Chalcotripts might with advan-

tage hunt Leicestershire and Derbyshire for this purpose.

Chald: see Cheald a. Obs., cold.

Chaldaic ka;ld,7 ik). [ad. 1.. Chaldaic-us.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Chaldea. B. sb.

The language of the Chaldeans.

So Chalda-ical a. Cha'ldaism, a Chaldaic

idiom or mode of speech, esp. occurring in the

Old Testament. Cha'ldaize v. [cf: Gr. xa*-oa'-

fw], to imitate or follow the Chaldeans. + Cha'l-

day a., f Cha'ldic a. — Chaldee.
1662 Sullingi l. Orig. Sacr. 11. vii. § 10 This. .Chaldaick

superstition. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra II. 77 It was of

fine green silk, covered with Hebrew and Chaldaic cha-

racters. 1678 Cldworth Intcll. Syst. 292 The Oracles,

called by some Magical.. but by others Chaldaical. 1812

Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 520 All those Graecisms, Syria-

isms, or Chaklaisms, which deform the Hebrew text. 1652

Galle Mctgastrom. 120 To take heed of Chaldaizing, Juda-

izing, etc. 1678 Cudworth lutell. Syst. 293 Those Chalday

or Magick Oracles. 1623 Lisle /Et/ric on O.
fi-

.V. T. 1 1638.1

Pref. 11 They wrote some Caldick, some Syriack.

Chaldean (kaeldf-an), a. and sb. [f. L. Chaldat-

us = Gr. XaXSafos Chaldean + -an.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Chaldea or its in-

habitants ;
hence, to occult science or magic.

1732 Berkeley A/ci/hr. vi. § 20 Whether in Daniel's pro-

phecy of the Messiah we should compute by the Chaldean

or the Julian year. 1845 Maurice Mor. $ Met. Philos. in

i Eneyct. Metro/). II. 566/1 This Chaldean imposture, the

substitution of grand notions of nature for a belief in God.

B. sb. A native of Chaldea, esp. (as at Babylon 1

one skilled in occult learning, astrology, etc. ;

hence gen. a seer, soothsayer, astrologer. ,So

Gr. XaASafos, L. Chaldieus.)

1581 Marbeck Bk. 0/ Notes 77 The Chaldeans wer most

renowmed in Astrologie that euer were anie. 1611 Bible

Dan. ii. 2. 1642 Milton Apol. Smect. 11851) 305 The feind

therefore that told our Chaldean the contrary was a lying

feind. a 1649 Dru.mm. of Hawth. Fain. Ep. Wks. 117111

148 How can a Chaldean, by that short minute, .in which a

man is born, set down the diverse changes .
.
of his life.

1859 Rawlinson Bamptou Lat. v. 23 In Daniel the Chal-

daeans are a special set of persons at Babylon, having a

'learning' and a 'tongue' of their own, and classed with

the magicians, astrologers, etc.

Hence f Chalde anizing ppl. a.

1632 Galle Magastrom. 278 Why might not the Chal.

da:anizing oracle be drawn to confesse so much ?

Chaldee (kae-ldj, ka»ldr), a. and sb. Also 4

Caldey, 6 Chalde, 7 Caldie, Chaldy.

A. adj. = Chaldean, Chaldaic. B. sb. a. A
native of Chaldea. b. The language of the Chal-

deans : also the biblical ' Syriac ' or Aramaic.

1382 Wyclie Dan. ii. 10 Eche dyuynour, and witche, and

Caldey. 1588 R. Parke tr. Mandczas Hist. China 304

Martin Simion. .is a Chalde borne. 1602 T. Fitzherberi

Defence 49 As wel in the Grceke text, as in the Siriac

I
& Caldie. 1668 WiuUlis Real Char. 5 A Language..

' which is sometimes called Syriac, and sometimes Chaldee.

So f Chaldeish, Clialdsaism ( - Chaldaism).
C151X 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. 'Arb.) Introd. 30/2 Some of

them speketh Caldesche some Arabier. 1535 Coverdale
Don. i. 4 To lerne for to speake Caldeish. 1684 N. S.

\ Crit. Enq. Edit. Bible viii. 48 There are so many Chaldx-
isms in the Hebrew Text.
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CHALDER. 252 CHALK.
Chalder 1 tjg ldaj). Se, Also 6 chawldor,

chaudder, 7 chauder. [app. a. OF. chaudicre
^also chaudere, chaldere, ealdere) = l'r. caudiera,

Sp. calJera, Pg. caldeira :—L. caldaria, f. cald-us,

calid-us hot ; but possibly a shortened form of

Chaldron, q. v. In sense I, a med.L. celdra

occurs in early Scottish statutes, and a correspond-

ing vernacular form oeldre is found.]

1. An obsolete dry measure of capacity : in Scot-

land 16 bolls or 64 firlots of corn, making nearly

1 2 quarters Winchester measure : used in the

computation of the stipends of the parish minis-

ters. For lime and coal it varied from 32 to 64
imperial bushels. Formerly, also fceldre.)
la 1300 Leg. 4 Burg. Ixvii, Pistor habeat ad lucrum tie

qualibet celdra.]

a. 15.. Chart. Aberd. 140 (Jam.) Alsmekill land as a
celdr of aits will schawe. Ibid., George of Gordoun .

.

occupeis aceldre of atis sawyne pertenand to Dunmetht.
0. a 1500 Act WUL in Skene K«£. Maj. 11609) 3 Ane hus-

band man and ane fermer, sail gif the thhtten veschell of
their lands of service : and maireour of ane chalder, ane
firlot ' for knawship . c 1540 Rer. Coldiugham Priory in
Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 11. 62 note, Wheat, 6
chalders, 7 bolls, 3 firlots, 2 pecks. .1610 Sir ). Melyil
Mem. (1735 '408 His Part, .was thirteen Chalders of Victual.
1730-69 Dl Foe, etc. TourGt. Hrit. II. 151 The Quantity
of Coals, .supposed to lie about 500,000 Chalders, every
Chalder containing 36 Bushels. 1799 J. Robekison Agric
Perth 286 The [lime] shells are sold at two shillings and
twopence the boll, and the raw stones at seven shillings the
chalder. 1730 T. Boston Mem. vi. 63 The stipend., was
five chalders of victual and 8 inerks. 1813 N. Caklislk
Tofiog. Diet. Scott. 1 1. Halkirk, Hie stipend . . was 2
chalders of meal, and = chalders of bear, j£6ro Scotch, and
£30 Scotch for Communion Elements. 181s Chalmers
Let. in Lift (1851) I. 274, I had only got three chalders of
augmentation w here I asked and had reason to look for six.

+ 2. In England _ Chaldron, but for coal and
lime varying in quantity from 32 to 40 bushels,
according as the measure was stroked or heaped.
Apparently a northern word, introduced into the
London market with coal., Obs.
1570 Willi t, tnv. N. C. 18601 II. 324, XV Chalders

of Coales. 158a Ibid. 88 A chaudder of come. 1581 MS.
Ace. Hull Charterhouse, For sleckinge & siftinge of half a
chawlder of lyme, WyL 1641 Best Farm. Bks. 118561 126
Of barley, .they, .carry but a chalder, i.e. fower quarter,
or nine seckes in a waine. IJMM De Foe Plague (1756' 255
The publick Fires . . cost the City about 200 Chalder of
Coals a Week. 1778 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 161/1 Last year
there was imported into London from Newcastle and '

Sunderland 6;2oc;32 chalders of coals.

3. As a liquid measure, humorous.)
1630 Tincker 0/ Turrey 11 Whole chauders of strong ale. i

Chalder- (tfg-ldai.. Naul. A rudder-brace
j

or gudgeon.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Ir'orJ.bk., Chalders, synonymous

with gudgeons of the rudder.

Chaldern e, obs. form of Chawdron.
Chalderon, obs. form of Chaldron.
tChaldese, v. Obs. Also oaldese. [Pre-

sumed to be f. Chaldee or Chaldees, with the
notion of ' cheat as an astrologer 1

; but evidence
is lacking.] trans. To cheat, trick, ' take in '.

1664 Bl tleh Hud. 11. 111. 1010 He stole your cloak and
pick'd your pocket, Chows'd and Caldes'd you like a block-
head, a x68o

—

Rem. 117591 I. 24 Asham'd, that Men so
grave and wise Should be chaldes'd by Gnats and Flies.

1697 Dennis Plot 4 no Plot 1, I caldes'd a Judge while
jhe was taking my Depositions.

Chaldron (tjg ldran, tfl'dnn). Forms : 6 I

chaudeme, 7 chaudron, chawdron, ohauldron,
chalderon, 7- chaldron. [Another form of
Cauldron; a. OF. chauderon, mod.F. chaudron
( = Sp. ealderon, It. calderone), augm. of ckaudirc,
chaudiire ( = Sp. ca/dera) kettle :-L. caldaria, pi.

of calddrium hot-bath, f. cald-us, calid-us hot.
The etymological form is chaudron ; as in cauldron,
an / has been inserted in recognition of the re-

moter derivation, and « subsequently dropped.]
1 1. An obsolete form of Cauldron. Obs.

«5S5 Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb. 1 223 A chaudeme of
water. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 259 The tunnel or mouth of
the furnace must be a good way off from the lead and
chawdron. 1639 T. De Grey Comfit. Horsem. 137 Fill up
the Chalderon with faire water. 1750 G. Hughes Barbados
248 The juice . . is boiled first in a very large copper or :

chaldron.

2. A dry measure of 4 quarters or 32 bushels;
in recent times only used for coals (3(1 bushels).
1615 Trade's liter, in Harl. Misc. 'MallO III. 295

Chauldron of coals. 1664 Pepys Diary 1 1879) III. 21 This
afternoon came mygreat store of Coles in, being to Chaldron.
1710 Steele Taller No. 73 r 16 All such that shall Poll
for Sir Arthur, shall have one Chaldron of good Coals.

.

And half a Chaldron to every one that shall not Poll against
him. 1801 Hltton Course Math. 118271 I- 1834 Brit.
Husb. I. xii. 296 Lime . . from 6s. to i8j. |>er chaldron of
36 bushels. 1844 Dickens Mart,Chus.\C.T> cd, 15 15 She had
laid in several chaldrons of live coals and was prepared to
heap them on the heads of her enemies. 1851 Coal Tr.
rerms Northumbld e, Durh. 13 The Newcastle chaldron is
a measure containing 53 cwt. of coals . . It has been found,
by repeated trials, that 15 London Pool chaldrons are equal
to 8 Newcastle chaldrons.

b. Comb., as chaldron-wagon.
1851 Coal Tr. Terms SorthumUd. 4 Durh. s. v. Chaldron,

The content of the chaldron waggon ..is 217,989 cubic
inches.

^
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Chatdron--,vagnus,

containing this quantity, convey the coal from the pit to
the place of shipment.

to. In sense of Chalder 1 1. Obs.
1617 M 1 son Itin. 111. 111. iv. 155 The Gentlemen reckon

their reuenewes, not by rents of monie, but by chauldrons
of victuals. 1628 Hobbes Thucyd. (1822! 138 Valued at
three hundred chaldrons.

Chaldron, obs. form of Chawdron, entrails.

Chaldy, obs. form of Chaldee.
Chaleis, -es se, obs. forms of Chalice.
Chalenge, obs. form of Challenge.
II Chalet ' JalA [F. chalet (not chdlet, as often

in English books a Swiss word ;in la Gruyere
pronounced tsalet), supposed to have been intro-

duced into Fr. by Rousseau (I.ittre suppl.). Perh.
a dim. of casclla, cassella, a little cottage, cot (Du
Gauge.., itself dim. ofcasa house (or of its Romanic
representative) ; less probably, as concerns the
sense, - It. cataletto, F. ch&lit wooden bedstead.
(Littre's suggestion of identity with castelletum,

ch&ttlet is phonetically untenable, because si be-

comes in la Gruyere 9, as chastel, tsaci.)']

1. A hut or cabin on the Swiss mountains, where
cattle are lodged in the summer, and where cheese
is made

; hence, the small wooden house or
cottage of the Swiss jieasant

; gen. a house or
villa built in the style of a Swiss cottage.
1817 Bykon Man/red 1. ii. 121 The Chalet will be gain'd

within an hour. 1818 Rlaekiv. Mag. IV. 88 There are
many chalets in very' lofty situations, i860 Tyndall Glac.
1. §2. 12 On the slopes were innumerable chalets. 1878
Lady Herbert tr. Hid-ners Ramble 1. xi. 171 A poor
little hut or chalet inhabited by a planter and his family.

2. =F. chalet de ne'eessite, a street lavatory,

urinal, etc. (In Paris these are elegant structures.)
188a Pall Mall G. 5 Oct. 3 A protest against the pro-

posed erection of the chalets at Ludgate-Circus. 1886
Daily jVSrMf 17 Dec 2/3 {Commissioners of Senvers , Lon-
don' A large deputation of ratepayers from Ludgate-circus
. . the petitioners suggesting that the chalets should be
placed underground, as. -at the Royal Exchange.
Chaleys, obs. form of Chalice.
Chalf, chalfer, obs ff. Calf*, Chakeb.
Chali, obs. form of Kali.
Chalibeat^e, -biate, obs. ff. Chalybeate.
Chalice (tfe'lis). Forms: a. 1 eel i c, ceelc,

caelic. 1 -3 calio, 2 calc, 3 calch ; P. 3 caliz, calis,

4 calice
; 7. 4 6 chalis, -ys, -yoe, 4- chalice,

5 chaleys, 5-fi chales, 6 challes, -is, -ece,

-yce, chalesse, chalays, -eis, chaliche. chailles,

calles, 7 challice . [L. cali.v. calic-cm cup, has
appeared in Eng. in various forms, fi) Fjirly

OE. <-{//<, genitive calces, corresp. to OS. telik

MDu. kelec, kelc, Du. kelk , OHG. ielihh, chelih

MUG. and mod.G. helch) :—W'Ger. *kalik, an
early pre-Christian) adoption of L. calic-em.

(2) The Latin word was re-adopted in later OE.,
in Christian use, as calic, cielic, etelc, whence early

ME. calc, calch c(. ON. kalk-r). (3) These were
ousted in 12th c. by the OF. caliz, calice. (4)
Before 1 3,;o this was in turn ousted by a central OF.
form chalice, which gave Eng. chalis, chalice.

While this was the case in English, in France
itself calice was the form which came down to
modern French. (OF. caliz, calice was of learned
origin, but early enough to undergo the phonetic
change to chalice in central F. ; in the struggle

between the two forms, the inlluenoe of I., calix,

familiar in ecclesiastical use, was effective in mak-
ing calice the ultimate victor.) Strictly, celK i c,

calch, calice, chalice, are separate words ; but their

relations are best seen by treating them together.]

1. A drinking-cup or goblet. (Now only in

poetic or elevated language.
£8*4 I'esfi. Ps. xv. 5 Dryhten dacl erfewordnissc

niinrc and celces mines [etseivhere calices calic -.1 1 950
Lindis/. Gosfi. Matt. x. 42 Ciclc vel scene waetres caldes
t< mtMutkm. ibid., Carle fulne waittres goldes). 1000 :

Ps. tThorpc* cxv. 4 1c her hxlu calic hfehlic befangen.
( 1000 Ags. Gosfi. Matt, xxiii. 26 pa:t widiunan ys cahcys
[v. r. -csjand discys \Hatton G. calices and discask c 1000
Sax. Leechd. 11. 268 Selc bonne cielic fulne to drincanne.

Ii. a 1225 Atu r. R. 284 pe cali/ bet was imelt i5c fur*.

•y. 138a Wyclii Gen. xl. 1 3 Thow shalt ?yue to hym a
chalice, after thin office, t 1440 Pro/nfi. Tan: 68 Chalys,
calix. 1605 Shaks. Mail'. 1. vii. 11 This eucn-handed
Iustice Commends th' Ingredience of our poyson'd Challice
To our owne lips. 1648 Herrick Hesfier., U'eUomc to
Satk_6\ Had Cassius. but tasted one Small chalice of thy
frantick liquor. 1794 Coleridge Chatterton 74 Ah! dash
the poisoned chalice from thy hand I 1870 Bryant Iliad
I. 111. 94 With mingled wine they filled a chalice.

b. Jig. (mostly with reference to certain sciip

tural passages : sec the quotations.
a. ftooo eta, Gosfi. Luke xxii. 42 FEcdcr, ^if bu wylt,

afyr bysne calic fVulg. caluem] fram me. c 1*75 Passion
158 in O. E. Misc. 41 Of bis ilche calche nv forber bu me.

ti. a 1300 Cursor M. 15633 Quer i sal bis calice drinc, or

i sal pass bar.bi.

Y. 11340 Hampole Psalter xv[i). 5 Lord is part of myn
heritage & of my chalice (Vulg. calicis met\ 138a WvcLlr

fsa. Ii. 17 That thou druuke of the hond of the Lord the
chalis of his wrathe. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 16/4 This
chalys is the passyon whiche lightly may appropre our lord
to the. c 1800 K. Whiie Nelsoni Mors 18 Tho' from the
Muse's chalice I may pour No precious dews of Aganippe's

,
well. .882 W. B. Scott Poet's Han: Home 83 Life is

God's chalice filled with tears.

2. spec. The cup in which the wine is adminis-
tered in the celebration of the eucharist.
a. c 1000 Ags. Gosfi. Matt. xxvi. 27 And he £enam bone

calic banciende [Lindis/., Hatton calic, Rushw. cxlic].
a 1123 O. E. Chron. an. 1102 Roden and calicen and candel
sticcan. c taoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 93 [>enne understonde
he bat husel and drinke of be calice. Ibid. 215 Boc oScr
belle calch oSer messe-ref.

&. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 De caliz of tin . . and
hire nap of mazere. a 1225 Ancr. R. 418 pe chirche uesti-
menz, ne bene caliz. IJ97 R. Glocc. '1724 1 489 The calis

of the weued me ssolde tner to. c 1300 Havelok 187 The
caliz, and the pateyn ok. c 1340 Aycnb. 41 pe crouchen, be
calices, be creymc.
y. a 1300 Cursor M. 15237 Siben be chalice [Gott. chalis)

vp he laght, And blisced als be win. c 1386 Cmalxer Pers.
T. F 805 This is a fouler thefte than for to breke a chirche
and stele the chalice. 1519 Rastell Pastyme, Hist. Pafi.
1 181 1 1 54 He was impoysoned by venym put in his chales.

15*8 More lleresyes 1. Wks. 114/2 That proper comparison
betwene treen chalices and golden priestes of olde, and
nowe golden chalices & treen priestes. 1654 Ier. Taylor
Real Pres. 31 It is .. as necessary to drink trie chaJice as
to eat the bread, and we perish ifwe omit either. 1789MRS.
Piozzi Journ. Prance L 368 The lightning melted one of
the chalices completely. 1875 Diet. Chr. Antiq. I. 339/2
Pope Leo IV (847-855) lays down the rule that no one
should celebrate mass in a chalice of wood, lead, or glass.
1881 Goldw. Smith Lect. 4 Ess. 47 Bearing the Hussite
emblems of the chalice and sword.

3. transf. A flower-cup cf. Chaliced).
1650 R. Stapylton Strada's Linv-C. ll'arres 1. 8 The

Lilly suddenly breaking her Challice. . began to blow. 1810
Scott Lady 0/ L. 111. ii. The water-lily to the light Her
chalice reared of silver bright.

4. Comb., as chalice-cover, -cup, + -piece, -veil;

chalice-flower, said to be an old name for the

Daffodil ; chalice-moss, Cenomyce pyxidata.
14*0 E. E. Wills (1882) 46 A stondyng cuppe of seluet

y-clepyd a Vhales cuppe. a 1&49 Mang\n I'/'eim 1859 54
Sacred Chalice-cup. 1824 H. Phillips PI. Historica [ 99
They were also called Chalice flowers, from the nectary
being shaped like the chalice. 1610 W. Folkingham Art
of Survey 1. ii 38 The 'Chalice or Chin-cough Mosse
creeps along the barren . . ditch banckes. 1679 Plot Staf-
fordsh. (16S0 199 Scarlet-headed Cup or Chalice-Moss.
1443 Test. Ebor. (1B36) I. 132 A *chalespcce of silver round

I

covered

.

Chaliced tfarlist), a. [f. prec + -ED -.]

1. Of flowers: Having a cup-like blossom.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii. 24 His Steeds to water at those

Springs on chahe'd Flowres that lyes. 1858 O. W. Holmes
Aut. Break/.-t. (1865) 78 The goldcn-chaliced crocus burns.
187a Swinbcrne Ess. 4 Stud. 11875) 26 The opening in
heaven of the chaliced now-er of dawn.
2. Contained in a chalice or cup. Also fig.

1836 W. Freshnly Rime of S'un 4 To sip again The bitter
' dregs of chalic'd pain. 1890 Mrs. Browning Poems I. 284

Better loveth he Thy chaliced wine.

II Chalicosis ka-hki'u-sis . Med. [mod. f.

' Gr. xakii small stone + -08I8.] Disease of the

lungs produced by the inhalation of fine siliceous

particles, by stone-masons and like workers.
1878 tr. y.iemssen'sCycl. Med.WW. 75 The trouble origin-

ated from chalicosis. 1886 Faggk Princ. 4 Preset. Med. I.

984 Miekel has recently proposed to term the resulting lung
affection Chalicosis.

Chalilite (karlilait). Min. [named 1836; f.

Gr. xa\i( pebble, flint + -lite.] A variety of

Thomsonite of a reddish-brown colour.
1836 T.Thomson Min. I. 324 Chalilite. .occurs in the Done-

gore mountains. 1643 Portlock Geol. 218 Chalilite, com-
mon, in. .the Sandy ifraes district in County Antrim.

Chalingie, obs. form of Challenge.
Chalis, obs. form of Chalice.

t Chaliahing. Obs. rare- '.

a 1500 Eger 4 Gr. 1116 in F'umiv. Percy Polio I. 390 It

was euer Sir Gray-steeles desiring that for his death shold
be made noe chalishing.

Chalk tj§k), si. Forms : 1 oalc, coalc, 4-7
chalke, (5 chaalke, shalke\ 6 chauke, chawke,

: 6 7 chaulk 0, ii chalk. See also Cauk sb. [Com-
mon WGer. ; OE. eealc [\—*cetelc, *ckIc, *calc) = OS.

i

calc ,MDu. calk, Du. kalk), OHG. chalch (MHG.
kale, mod.G. kalk, kalch) ; also Da., Sw., mod.
Icel. kalk) ; a. L. calc-em, calx lime ; this sense is

retained in the Teutonic languages generally, but

in English the word passed at an early period

j

into the sense of I., creta, OHG. kride, F. crate.

•Cf. the quotations in which L. calx is translated

cealcstan limestone, and the fact that chalk is the

chief ' limestone ' of the S. E. of England.]

% It occurs in the oldest Eng. Glossaries, as

rendering L. calculus (V - later cealcstan.)

e 700 Efiinal Gl. also Erf. & Cott.) 165 Calculus, cealc.

( 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 362/1 Calculus, cealc, nume-
stau '. »v pimic

+ 1. ? Lime. (Traces of this sense after the OE
period are very uncertain ; (not 1572 is doubtful

< 893 K. . r 1 1 11 1 Oros. vi. xxxii. § 2 Sume niht on anuiu
niwcilclan huse [nufier calce illitorum]. .ba ongon se cealc

mid un^eniete stincan. * 1050 O. E. I'oe. in Wr.-Wiilcker
'

334 Calx, cealcstan [ - limestone], a isoo Ibid. 551 Catcx,



CHALK.

chalcston. 1572 J. Jonks Bathes o/Baik 11. 17 b, Snow
is very cold, and chalke is very hot, yet eyther of them is

most whyte.

2. An opaque white soft earthy limestone, which

exists in deposits of vast extent and thickness in

the south-east of England, and forms high cliffs

along the sea-shore.

Chemically, chalk consists of carbonate of lime with some
impurities. Geologically, it is a deep-sea formation com-

posed of fragments of shells of Foraminifera, abounding in

certain important animal fossils, and interspersed with no-

dules of flint. It is burned for lime, and prepared for writ-

ing or marking on blackboards or other dark surfaces. In

i7-i8th c. it is often mentioned as eaten by young women
suffering from chlorosis : cf. quot. zSxt.

956 [see Cealcpytt, chalkpit in 7]. c 1400 Destr. 'Troy

3047 Hir chekes . . as the chalke white, c 1440 Promf.
Parv. 68 Calke or chalke, erbe, calx, creta. < 1450 Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 576 Creta, chaalke. c 1500 Cocke Lorclls B.

11843) 3 Stele ftoure and put chauke therm. 1587 Mirr.

Mag., Elstride xxxiv. 7 Shee lookt as pale as chalke with

wrathfull ire. 1694 Reply Ladies' ft Bachelor's Petit, in

Harl. Misc. IV. 438 (D.) How can any man. .believe that

ten thousand green-sickness maidens . . would rather die

martyrs to oatmeal, loam, and chalk than accept . .
matri-

mony ? 1700 Farquhar Const. Couple v. iii (D.) You might

have had me once ; but now, Madam, if you should by

chance fall to eating chalk or gnawing the sheets, 'tis none

of my fault. 1787 Winter Syst. Husb. 51 Chalk is an ab-

sorbent earth. t8n Hooper Nmu Med. Diet., Chlorosis

. . a preternatural appetite for chalk, lime, and other ab-

sorbents . . usually attend on this disease, c 1850 A rah. Nts.

(Rtldg.I 640 The robber quickly made a mark on the door

with some chalk. 1857 Kingsley Misc. II. 372 It [chalk]

was deposited as white lime mud, at a vast sea-depth.

1859 Musketry /ustr. 21 A blackboard and a piece of chalk

. .to describe the figures. 1880 Geikie Phys. Geog. iv. 191

Chalk . . is formed of the broken remains of minute forms

of marine animal life.

3. Applied to other earths resembling chalk.

Fullers chalk: ? fuller's earth. In quot. 1658

probably — Calx. Brcnun chalk : a name for

umber. French chalk : a kind of steatite. Red
chalk: a bed of chalk of a deep red colour in

Norfolk ; also applied to ' ruddle, a red argilla-

ceous ore__pf iron ' (<SW. Soc. Lex.).

1601 Holland Pliny II. 560 Sundry sorts of chaulkes for

to scoure clothes, and namely the Tuckers earth. 1607

Topsell Four-/. Beasts 200 Mingled with Fullers chaulke.

1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. 911 The diaulk or salt

of it . . is . . commended by Chymicks, and Chirurgeons, for

to cure that kernel! or tumour of flesh. Mod. The section

of the Red Chalk at Hunstanton.

b. spec. Applied to various coloured prepara-

tions resembling chalk in texture, and used like it

in the form of crayons for drawing. With
Also attrlb. drawn with chalk, executed in chalk.

1481-90 Howard Himseh. Bis. 11841) 202 Item, in yelu

okyr. .Item, in blak chalke. c 1790 Iiiison Set. Art II. 55
Sketching chalk . . a composition made of whiting and to-

bacco-pipe clay rolled like crayons. 1816 J. Smith Pan-
orama Sc. tf Art 702 Chalks are. .held in a steel or brass

case, called a portcrayon. 1831 G. Downes Lett. Cont.

Countries I. 161 Two heads in chalks by . . Rahn. 1883

Lloyd Ebb A- Fl. I. 30 A beautiful chalk head of a dog.

1884 Cassell's F. M. 216/1 Shading in chalk from the flat.

4. In reference to the old custom at alehouses,

etc., of 'ticking' or writing up with chalk a
' score ' or account of credit given : transferred

from the chalk used to the chalk marks or ticks

on the door, etc., the ' score' entered in chalk, the

reckoning or account ;
credit, 'tick'.

a 1529 Skelton El. Rumniyug 613 We're fayne with a

chalke To score on the balke. C1570 Thvnne Pride Ii

Lowl. (1841) 58 Your cheker man for it doth keepe no
chalke. 1590 Tarleton Stmts Purgat. 1 1844) 82 His score

growing very great, and much chalk upon the post. 1592

Nashe P. Penilesse Bjb, Hee that hath no money must
goe and dine with sir John best betrust, at the signe of the

chalke and the Post. 1634 S. R. Noble Soldier v. iii. in

liullen O. PI. I. 333 There 5 lesse chalke upon you[r] score

ofsinnes. 16.. Songs Lond. Prentices (1841) 157 When we
have no mony, Whe'r shall we find chalk ? a 1704 T. Brown
Sat. on Fr. King Wks. 1730 I. 60, I trespassed most enor-

mously in chalk. 1719 D'Urfey Pills 118721 I. 270 This
wheedling talk You fancy will rub out my Chalk.

5. A mark, line, or ' score ' made with chalk
;

spec, in various games (formerly scored with chalk".

1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards
1 1 8 1 6) 341 The eldest must show how many chalks he hath

in his hand to set up. 1801 Strutt Sports tjr Past. 111.

vii. 242 Thirty-one chalks complete the game. 1861 Gen.
P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. cxlvi. 13s Draw a chalk, and
let those who are disposed, step over it. 1887 Sporting

Life 24June 1/4 Skittles .. Curry went out with 4 chalks,

b. fig. A scratch or scar, slang.

1840 Marryat Poor Jack vi, I got this chalk.

6. Phrases, a. Chalk and cheese are opposed in

various proverbial expressions as things differing

greatly in their qualities or value, though their

appearance is not unlike, and their names alliterate.

1393 Gower Con/. I. 17 Lo, how they feignen chalk for

chese. 1541 Barnes Wks. (1573 1 258 This deffinition agreeth

as well with your key, as Chalke and Cheese, a 1555
Latimer in Foxe A. M. (16841 III. 413 As though T could

not discern cheese from chalk. 1579 GossoN Sch. Abuse
To Rdr., Making black of white, Chalke of Cheese. 1600
Rowlands Lett. Humours Blood vi. 75 Tom is no more like

thee, then Chalks like Cheese. 1708 MoTTEUX Rabelais
v. xvi. Words . . as analogous as Chalk and Cheese ! 1826

Scott Woodst. xxiv, This Scotch scare-crow was no more
to be compared to him than chalk was to cheese.

253

b. Jiy) a long chalk, also by long chalks, by

chalks (colloq.) : in a great degree, by far (in allu-

sion to the use of chalk in scoring ' points ', etc.

;

see 4, 5). To walk one's chalks slang) : to go

away, be off.

1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. (1862) 26 Your factories

down east, .go ahead on the English a long chalk. 1840 5
Barham Ingot. Leg., St. Roitrweld (D.\ Sir Alured's steed

j

wasby long chalks the best, a 1849 Man-can /"«w»(i8s9)459,
j

I could once beat all of them by chalks, a 1859 De Quincey
Syst. Heavens Wks. III. 171 note, As regards the body of

water . . the Indus ranks foremost by a long chalk. 1857

Kingsley Tivo Years Ago i. \~D.) The prisoner has. .cut his

stick, and walked his chalks, and is off to London.

7. attrib. and Comb., as chalk-bank, -cliff, -country,

-down, -dust, -formation, -hill, -hcker, -lime,

-ridge, -score (see 4) ;
chalk-eating, -like, adjs.

;

chalk-bed, a stratum of chalk ;
chalk-cutter,

one who digs chalk ; chalk-drawing, a drawing
\

executed in chalk (see 3 b) ; chalk-flint, a (lint

found in the chalk : so chalk-fossil, etc. ; chalk-

head {/tumorous] , a good head for chalking scores !

(see 4) ; chalk-lime, limemade fromchalk ; chalk-

line, ' a cord rubbed with chalk or similar material,

used by artificers for laying down straight lines on
,

the material as a guide for a cutting instrument

'

(Knight Did. Mech.) ;
chalk-marl, anargillaceous

stratum situated just beneath the Lower White

Chalk ;
chalk-pit, chalk-quarry, a pit or quarry

from which chalk is dug.

1823 Cobbett Rur. Rides 1.1885) I. 309 You actually have

a "chalk-bank to your right and a sand-bank to your left.

1802 Playfaik luustr. Hutton. The. 177 In the ^Chalk-

beds of England . . a great proportion of the petrifactions

belong to the tropical seas. 1773 G. White Selbornc

xxxviii, The next church, ruin, chalk-cliff .
. may become

their hybernaculiim. 1830 Cobbett Rur. Rides{s%%*,\ II.

32 1 The houses white and thatched, as they are in all ' chalk-

countries. 1876 Green Short Hist. i. § 3 (18821 17 Sitting

. . on the 'chalk-down above Minster, a 1723 D'Uriev
Plague of Import. iD.j, Discouler'd, pale, as. .'chalk-eating

girl That oatmeal with it chew'd. 1823 W. Buckland Rtliq.

Diluv. 103 The diluvium contains, .fragments of chalk and
'chalk-flints. i«i Carpenter Microsc. (ed. 61 xxi. 826

The Ventriculites which are well known as *chalk-fossils.

1863 Mark Lemon Wait for End (Hoppe), ' Haven't got

a "chalk-head, and can't keep score,' replied Tom [the

waiter]. 1823 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 3:5 A great

'chalk-hill. 1832 Tennyson Millers D. xxxi, On the chalk-

hill the bearded grass Is dry and dewless. 1712 Steele
Sped. No. 431 § 3 These craving Damsels, whether. .

Pipe-

champers, "Chalk-lickers, Wax-nibblers, etc. 1842 E.

Turner Elem. Chem. (ed. 7) 759 The white "chalk-like ex-

crement of Serpents. 1754 Hales in Phil. Trans. XLVI 1 1.

827 "Chalk-lime, .will not preserve water from putrefaction :

though stone-lime, .does preserve water in a great measure.

1825 Bro. Jonathan I. 55 Eight or ten young women at

work; not one., stayed her needle or chalk-line for a

single moment. 1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xviii. 344

Bones of birds, .obtained from the chalk-marl of England.

1811 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (1818) 653 An elegant and

useful adjunct to the "chalk mixture. 956 Chart. Eoulwif.

in Cod. Dipl. V. 346 OfDeohholes hylla; on Sona: "cealcpyt
;

swa forS..oSoaoaduna; ufewearde. 1884 Contemp. Rev.

Aug. 331 The chalk-pits . . are usually unfenced. 1832

Tennyson Miller's D. xv, The white "chalk-quarry from

the hill Gleam'd to the flying moon. 1866 Carlylk Remin.

I. 239 Now have a "chalk-score and no money.

Chalk (tj§k), v. Also 6-7 chalke, chaulk(e,

chauk'e, 7 chawke. See also Cauk v.- [f.

prec. sb.]

1. trans. To mix or treat with chalk.

1575 Laneha.m Let. 118711 39 Mylk for theyr flawnez, not

pild nor chalked. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653)

183 Land . . Dunged, Limed, Marled, or Chalked, or other-

wise made fat and warm. 1759 tr. Duhamel'sHusb. 1. viii.

1 1762' 35 It was the custom of the Britons to chalk their

lands. 1875 [see Chalking vbl. sb.].

2. To rub, mark, or inscribe with chalk.

1592 Greene Disput. 11 The boyes . . shall chalke him on

the backe for a Crosbite. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1 7031

207 They chalk the Flat side of it. 1679 R. Mansell Narr.
Popish Plot Addr. c, Wisest Counsels, which by ill success

have been chalkt o' th' back for Follies. 1813 Moore Post

Bag VIII. 36 Thou know'st the time . . It takes to chalk a

ball-room floor. 1839 Dickens Nick. Nick, xiv, Morleena

. .had the soles of her shoes chalked.

b. fig. To make white or pale as by rubbing

w ith chalk ; to blanch.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Forerunners vi, Let a bleak

palenesse chalk the doore. 1847 Tennyson Princ. IV. 358

Fear Stared in her eyes, and chalk'd her face.

3. To write with chalk ; to draw, mark, line

with chalk.

1380 G. Harvey 3 IVittie Lett. 38 Whom. I recount and
chaulke uppe in the Catalogue. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Pen:

25 So I will chalke thy praises vp. 1709 Si eele & Add.
Tatter No. 93 r 4, I have chalked out in every Figure my
own Dimensions. 111720 Sheffield 'Dk. Buckhm.) Wks.

d753' L 96 As painters first chalk out the future face. 1823

J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 156 One chalks down nine

figures. 1849 F. B. Head Stokers q Pok. vi. (18511 58 Large

letters were chalked on consecutive compartments.

b. spec. To write up in chalk (a record, esp.

of credits given) ; to score. Hence to chalk it

:

to run up a score, take ' tick '. ? Obs.

1597 1st PI. Return Paruass. 1. i. 451 All my debts stande

chaukt upon the poste for liquor. ,1 1704 T. Brown II is.

(1760) I. 182 (D.) A country parliament man that chalk d it

plentifully last winter session. 1845 Whitehall xliv. 306

May I never chalk another pint. 184s Disraeli Sybil (18631

CHALKY.

282 Every man I chalked up was of the same opinion as the

landlord of the Cat and Fiddle.

4. Chalk out. fig. fa. To mark out, as with

chalk 'obs. . b. To delineate, esp. by the main

features ; to outline, sketch out, adumbrate.

1371 Golding Calvin on Ps. xviii. 44 God did but (as it

were under a dark shadowe' chalk out the . .
kingdoroe ot

his sonne. 1379 To.mson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 309/1 They
are chalked out as enimies. 1634 W. Wood New Eng.

Prosp. 1. viii, The Princely Eagle, and the soaring Hawke,

Whom in their unfcnownc waves there's none can chawke.

1678 Blnyan Pilgr. 1. Apol., This Book it chaulketh out

before thine eyes The man that seeks the everlasting Prize

1763-93 Blackstonf.CV>;««. (ed. 12)412We have now chalked

out all the principal outlines of this vast title of the law.

c. fig. To trace out, mark out, as a course to

be followed. Also occas. chalkforth (obs.).

1379 GossoN Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 25 Chaulk out the way to

do the like. 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 203 It is you, that

haue chalk'd forth the way Which brought vs hither. 1613

— Hen. VIII, I. i. 60. 1643 Digges Unlaw/. Taking

Arms % 2 (1647) 14 That way to eternall glory, which our

Saviour hath chalked out. 1670 Cotton Espernon 1. It.

77 His Majesty being pleas'd . . to chalk him out what he

would have him do.
*
1707 Vulpone 25 They have a much

shorter way chalked out by this Article. 1754 Richardson
Grandison VII. li. 259 Lay down yuur own plan: Chalk

out your future steps. 1807 Byron Childish Recoil. 68

When now the boy is ripen'd into man, His careful sire

chalks forth some wary plan. 1872 J. Grant Newsp. Pre.-..

III. xi. 253 [He] pursued the course which he had from the

first chalked out for himself.

Chalked (tjgkt ,
ppl. a. Also 6 chaukt, 7

chalkt, chalkd. [f. prec. + -ed 1.] Marked,

rubbed, mixed, etc., with chalk ; see the vb

1399 Marston Sco. Villanie I. iii. 182 Thy chalked score.

1616 Holyday Juvenal (1618) 15 With his chalked feel.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 243 "l is Proverbial here. .That chalkt

Land makes a rich Father but a poor Son. 1823 J. Bad-

cock Dom. Amusem. 157 To draw a chalked line.

So Cha'lker. One who chalks, marks, mixes,

etc., with chalk.

1865 Daily Tel. 7 Sept., London milkmen are known in

the vocabulary of slang as ' chalkers '.

Chalkiness ;#kineS; . [f. Chalky + -suss.]

Chalky quality.

1803 Lucock Nat. Wool, The chalkiness of the land. 1866

Miss Braihion Lady's Mile' Hoppe 1, Pictures were accepted,

and ' skyed '

: critics talked about coldness, and blackness,

and chalkiness.

Chalking .tjg'kirj;, vbl. sb. [f. Chalk v. +

-\sa >.] The action of the verb Chalk.

1. The manuring of land with chalk.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 596 After the chalking of the Ground.

t&jsAct 38 A- 39 Vict. c. 92. § 5 An improvement comprised

in either of the three classes following : chalking of land,

clay-burning, claying of land.

2. Marking, drawing, writing, etc., with chalk
;

running up an account at an alehouse, etc. ;

tracing out or designing.

1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. iv, Let your steps be stltcht

to wisdome's chalking. 1638 Bkatiiwait Barnabces Jrnl. i,

Till long chalking broke my credit. 1764 'title) Handmaid

to the Arts, teaching . . means of delineation by off-tracing,

chalking, etc. i8si Coal-tr. 'Terms Northumbld. «r Durh.

13 Chalking Deal, a flat board, upon which the craneman

. . keeps account of the work.

t Cha-lkish, a. Obs. rare. [f. Chalk sb. 1

-ISH 1.] Somewhat chalky.

1658 W. Burton Itin. Anton. 218 A whitish or chalkish

soil.

Chalk-stone ,#k,st»nn).

fl. Lime, limestone : see Chalk sb. I. Obs.

t 2. ? A piece of chalk. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Chan. Vein. Prol. )* T. 654 Goth, walkitb

forth, and brynge a chalk-stoon. 1611 Bible Isa. xxvn. 9

When he iiiaketh all the stones of the Altar as chalke stones.

3. A concretion chiefly of sodium urate, resem-

bling chalk, occurring in the tissues and joints,

esp. of the feet and hands, in severe gout. Hence

Cha lkstony a.

1738 KmmMilton Milton's Wks. 1738 I. 38 His Handsand

Fingers gouty, and with Chalk-Stones. «78aW. Heberden

Comm. ix. (18061 35. 1836 9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 152/1

Lithic acid . . is deposited in cases of chalk-stone in the

textures . . surrounding the joints of the fingers and toes.

1862 Sala Seven Sons II. ii. 51 His hands [were] much

afflicted with chalkstones. Ibid. v. 116 Some whose hands

were stiff or chalkstony.

Cha lk-white, White like chalk.

?<il4O0 Morte Arth. 1026 A chargour of chalke whytt

sylverT a 1400-50 Alexander 1584 Bathe chambirlayn &
chaplayne in chalk-quite wedis. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1490

ffayre schetus of sylk Chalk-whyjth as the mylk. 1865

Dublin Univ. Mag. I. 18 Treeless chalk-white roads across

the downs.

Chalky ftjg ki), a. [f. Chalk sb. + -v i.J

1. Consisting of or- characterized by chalk;

abounding in chalk.

,,-1400 Test. LoveProl (15601271 b, Some men there been,

thatTainten. .with coles and chalke ; and yet is there good

matter to the leude people of thicke chalkle purtreyture.

1580 IS \ret A Iv. C 304 Chalkie or full of chalke. 1593

Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, III. ii. 101. 1398 Yong Diana 485 Chalkie

cliffes arc steept in Brittish seas. 1610 W. Folkingham

Art of Survey 1. ii. 3 Chaulkie, Clayie, Sandie Earth. 1662

I Bargrave Pope Alex. VII (1867) 125 Of a chauchy or

brimstony matter. 1762-9 Falconer Shipier. 1. 38 The

chalky cliffs salute their longing eyes. 1783 Cowter Ttroc.

307 To kneel and draw The chalky ring and knuckle down

at taw. i8u Byron Waltz xiii, Round the chalky floor



CHALLENGE.
how well they trip. 1846 J.

Baxter Libr. Pract.Agric. I.

98 The beech-tree is.. in high, chalky, antl gravelly soils.

2. Resembling chalk in colour or consistence,

chalk -white.
1611 Bible Song 3 Child, i. 22 marg., Naphtha, which

is a certaine kind of fat and chalkie clay. 1616 Holydav
Persins 329 Whom candidate chaulky ambition Draws
gaping to her lure. 17*3-71 H. Walpole Virtue's Anted.

Paint. (17861 I. 268 The colouring is flat and chalky. 1802

Med. Jrnl. VIII. 290 A very white, chalky appearance of

the faces. 1882 Garden 1 Apr. 223/3 Chalky white flowers.

3. Pathol. Of the nature of chalk, or of a Chalk-

stone (sense 3), or containing chalk-stones.

178a A. Monro Ana/. 43 It may be . . chalky from the gout.

1834 J. Forbes Laennecs Dis. Chest 351 Bony and chalky-

concretions. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 320 Chalky

calculi consist chiefly of carbonate and phosphate of lime.

4. Comb., as chalky-faced adj.

1807 W. Irving Saltnag. 11824! 293 Such a little chalky-

facecf puppet.

Challance, -anas, obs. Sc. ff. Challenge.
Challece, obs. f. Chalice.

Challenge (tjge-leadg , sb. Forms: a. 4-6

calenge, 4 caleng. 6 callenge . P. 4 Sc. chal-

lanss, 4-5 chalange, chalaunge, 4-7 chalenge,

(4 ohaleng, 5 challeng), 5 Sc. chalans, (6 dia-

ling;, 6- challenge. [ME. calenge, chalange, a.

OK. ca-, chalenge, -lange, orig. -longe with many
other forms) ^ rr. calonja, OSp. caloila :—L. ca-

htmnia, trickery, artifice, misrepresentation, false-

accusation, malicious action at law
;

prob. f.

calvi, calvere to devise tricks. With the phonetic

development in OF. cf. that of somnium, songc.

OE. had both the Northern F. calenge, and the

central F. chalenge : the latter has (as in many
other words survived. Challenge is thus origin-

ally the same word as calumny. Some of the

senses still in use go back to the ME. and OF. sb..

but others are taken immediately from the vb., as

in blame, etc., so that the sequence is not simple.]

+ 1. An accusation, charge, reproach, objection.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6714 pe hestis lauerd sal ga quite Of al-

kines chalange and wite. 1 1315 Shokeham 131 Thou hast y-

brojt ous out of cry Of calenge of the fende. 1388 WVCUV
Jcr. vii. 6 If le maken not fals caleng to a comelyng, Si

10 a fadirless child, & to a widewe. 1483 Cath. Aug/. 58 A
chalange, calumpnia. 1610 GuiLLlH Heraldry ill. xv. 1 1660

197 Sufficient difference to prevent all causes of Challenge.

,1 1616 Bacon Mar. Com. Law Pref. 2 The incerlainty of

law. .is the principall and most just challenge that is made
to the lawes of our nation. 169a W. Robertson Phrasal.

Gen. 1057 He refuses the challenge of the crime, or denies

he did commit it.

2. The act of calling to account ;
esp. the act of

a sentry in demanding the countersign.

1375 Barboi r Bruce Yin. 82 But challanss eschapit (he]

had, Ne war ane hynt hym by the brand. 15*6 Pilgr.

Per/. t\V. deW. 1531) 300 b, Teter at the chalenge of a poor.:

handmayde, for fearc dyd deny the [ - thee) his lorde. 17M
Richardson Grandison V. xlii, The creature . had subjected

herself to your challenges. Mod. Startled by the challenge

of a sentinel.

b. Hunting. The opening and crying of hounds

at finding the scent ; see Challenge v.

In mod. Diets.

3. Law. 'An Exception taken, against either

]>ersons or things ' (Blount) ;
spec, an objection

made to one or more of the jurymen in a trial, as

in Principal challenge, peremptory challenge, chal-

lenge to the array, to the polls, to the favour. Also,
j

an exception taken to a vote, etc.

1119a Britton 1. ii. - 1 1 Et si defendoms a touz Corouners

qe nul remue jurourpar chalengde nule panic.
I 15301 ;

22 Hen. VIII, c. 14 § 8 No person arrained for any pety

treason, murder, or felony be. .admitted to any peremytorie

chalenge aboue the nombre of xx. 1607 jtCorw/rs In/erpr.,

Challenge principal, otherwise called peremptory, is that

which the law alloweth without cause alledged, or farther

examination . . peremptory being used onely in matters

Criminal, and alledged without other cause than barely the

Prisoners fancy ; but principal in civil Actions for the most

part, and with naming some such cause of exception, as

being found true, the I.aw alloweth without farther scan-

ning. 1660 Trial Regit . 32 If you will not agree in your

Challenges, we must l>c forced to Try you severally. 1768

Blackstone Comm. III. 359 As the jurors appear.. they

shall be sworn, unless challenged by either party. Chal-

lenges are of two sorts ;
challenges to the array and chal-

lenges to the polls. .Challenges to the array are at once an

exception to the whole panel, in which the jury are arrayed.

Ibid. 361 Challenges to the polls, in capita, arc exceptions

to particular jurors. Ibid. 363 Challenges to the favour,

are where the party hath no principal challenge ; but objects

only some probable circumstances of suspicion, as acquaint-

ance, and the like. 18S3 Wharton Ph. Digest II. 115

Interest in a juror is a principal cause of challenge,

b. East Indies. See quot.)

1858 J. B. Norton Topics 198 Another check, .isthc right

of 'challenge '. .long, .recognised in this district. .Any ry'01

who imagines that his wealthier neighbour's field is more
lightly assessed than his ow-n, offers to take it at a higher rate,

claiming a corresponding reduction for his poorer holding.

4. A calling in question or disputing ; the state

of being called in question.
1820 Scott Monast. xvi, Whatever schemes may be pur.

sued for bringing her title into challenge.

+ 5. A claim : the act of demanding as a right.

In early use, often, a false claim. Obs.
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1 1314 Guy II 'alio. A. 5466 Swithc thai priked . Chalaunge

on Herhaud to legge. 1340 Ayeilb. u Of be rote of auarice

guob out maiiye smale rotcn . . be hridde roberyc. pe uerbc

chalenge. c 1440 Promp. Put-'. 68 Chalaunge or cleyme,

vendicaeio. 1570 6 Lambarde Pcramb. Kent < 1862) 295

To Maude so soone as ever she made her chalenge to the

Crowne. 1613 Pukchas Pilg-r. I. vii. ii. 556 They lay chal-

lenge to Jerusalem for their inheritance. X750 Johnson
Rambl. No. 1 P 10 A publick challenge of honours and

rewards.

.6. An invitation or summons to a trial or contest

of any kind ; a defiance.

e 13*5 Coer de L. 525 When none wolde'. . With schafft to

him make chalenge, etc. 1551 Edw. VI. Jrnl. in Lit. Rem.
(1858) II. 312, I lost the chafing of shoting at roundes, and

wane at rovers. 1649 Br. Revnolds llosea vii. 157 The
pride and wrath of man to give a chalenge to the justice

and power of God. 172a Sekel Hist. Qnakers(iv)i) I. IV.

314 The Baptists sent him a letter by way of challenge,

that they would discourse with him. 1847 L Hunt Men,
Women, + /> II- xi. 275 His whole countenance is a chal-

lenge to scrutiny. i8j6 Emerson Eng. Traits xi. Wks.

(Bohnl II. 80 A challenge to duty and honour. 1879

M'Carthv Own Times II. xxix. 387 It was a challenge to

established beliefs and prejudices.

7. spec. A summons to fight, csp. to single com-

bat or duel.

i53oPalsgr. 2o2/2Calengcorprovokyngtodoarmes,cAa/-

engc. 1581 Mi lcaster Posi/ions xxxvii. 1 1 887 > 151 He must

abyde both chalenge and combate with all the rest. 1601

Shaks. Twet. .V. ill. iv. 157 Heere's the Challenge, reade it.

1660 1 Marvell Corr. xvi. Wks. 1872-5 II. 48 Upon some

words Gen. Mountagu sent a chalenge to the Duke of 1

Buckingham. 1769BLAcKsTONECflwww.lv. 167 Challenges

to fight, either by word or letter . . are punishable by fine

and imprisonment. 1838 Marrvat Midsh. Easy xxii, It

was not in Captain Tartar's nature to refuse a challenge.

8. attrib.

1813 Scott Trierm. 111. x, The valiant Knight of Trier,

main Rung forth his challenge-blast again.

Challenge (tfa-lends), v. Forms : a. 3 ka-
;

lange n, kalenge-n, 3 -5 calange(n, 3-6 ca-

lenge n. /8. 3-6 chalange, 3-7 chalenge, 4
j

chalaunge, -unge, -inge, -ynge, -ang. scha-

lange, ? chalain, (4-5 Sc. challanss, 6 chaleng.

chalynch, challyuge, Sc. challance, 6-7 chal-

leng), 7 challendge, 5- challenge. [ME. ka- ,

! Iange-H, chalan^c-n, a. OF. ca-, chalonger. -longer.

j

-lenger (with numerous variant forms -Pr. colon- I

\

jar, OSp. caloflar :-late L. calttmnidre, for calum-

niari to accuse falsely, f. calumnia : see prec.
j

Cf. ¥. songcr from 1.. somnidre.']

+ 1. trans. To accuse, bring a charge against,
j

arraign, impeach. Also absol. Obs. (or ? dial.

a iaas A tier. A'. 14 Hwarof kalcngestu me? 1340 Ayenb.

43 pe zenne. of scrgoiis bet accuseband calengeb pet poure

uolc. 137S Barbour Bruce xix. 60 Gud schir dauid the

brechyne Thai gert challanss richt stratly syne, c 1449

Pecock A\/r. v. xiv. 558 Ifeny man wolde chalengea frcre.

1580S1DNEY Arcatiiaw. 160 To be challenged of unkindness.

'593 Q- F.Liz. Sf. in Harl. Misc. 118091 II. 261 The kingof

Spain doth challenge inc to lie the quarreller, and the he-

guiner of all these wars. 1649 Mr. Guthrie Mem. 1 1703) 75

The E. of Stafford was Challeng "d and made Prisoner. 1655

Fuller ll'altham Abb. 6 Let none challenge the words of

impropriety. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 321 To
challenge, or accuse one.

t b. To lay (an offence) to one's charge, accuse

one of. Obs.

1197 R. Gi-orc 11724' 279 Seyn Dunston kalangede her

mys-dede. .11340 Hamfole Psalter \\\\\ 6 Ifbai myght

chalange oght 111 vs. 1485 Caxton Tmisa's Hiedcnix.

xxxiii. 1 1527 1 180 h, Unwysehandelynge ischalengea of the.

2. To find fault with, reprove, reprehend ; to

call upon to answer for something, or to give ac-

count of oneself; to call to account. Now only

dial. cxc. as in b.

,1 1300 Cursor M. 19148 Es it . . resun bat we Calanged

[r-.r. chalaunged, schalanged, chalanged] for ur gode dede

bef 1377 I.angi.. /'. PI. B. v. 174 III am chalanged in be

chapitel hous, as I a childe were. . 1440 Promp. Part'. 68

Chalengyn or vndyrtakyn, reprelitndo. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. V. lxiv. ( 6 Why were they dumb, being thus

challenged? 1642 R. Harris.SV»vw. 20 IfGod fill not every

vessell, challenge him upon that his word, Open thy nioulh

wide.and I will fill it. «I7»4 Blrnei ('«« Time II. 411

He was warned of it, and challenged mm on it. i8m Scot-

ticisms corrected 10 His father never challenged him for

lying. Mod. Sc. I have never been challenged for crossing

these fields.

b. Said of a sentinel ; and in derived fig. uses.

1796S01 iiiiy Joan ofArc \\. 50 The sentinel with up.

lifted lance Challenged the darkling travellers. 1833 Reg.

Instr. Caralry 1. 28 On any one approaching his post, he

must challenge them by the words ' Who comes there ?

1856 I hoitie Hist. Sar, 1 1858' I. i. 44 In the country every

unknown face was challenged and examined. 1878 Brown.
iNii La Saisiaz6 No blue space in its outspread ..chal-

lenged my emerging head.

c. Also said of the hounds giving mouth on

finding .1 scent.

1677 N. Cox Gen/I. Recreal. 1. (1706' 17 When Hounds or

licagles at first finding the Scent of their Game presently

open and cry, we then say, they Challenge. 17S1 in

Chambers Cycl. s.v. Hun/ing. 1781 P. Beckiord Hunting

1

(1803) 238 It is a great pleasure, when a hound challenges,

1 to be certain that he is right.

3. Law. To object or take exception to (a jury-

man, evidence, etc.) : to take an initial exception

i to (anv proceeding
1

. Also absol.

[1291 Britton 1. v. j 8 Et cum. .les jurours MM venuz en

CHALLENGE.
court, si porunt il estre chalengez : Sire, ii n' i deit estre,

car meiendita, etc.) c 1570 Thvnne Pride ft Lmvl. (1841 1 17

Ye may him chalenge from your jury. 157a Fclke Hes.

kins' Pari. 389 We may lawfully chalenge the amy, being

enpanelled by. .a partial shirif. 1771 Chron. in Ann. Ref.

104/2 The corporation objected to the whole jury, which in

law language is called challenging the array, c 1781 7"«W
George Gordon 8 When the panelwas called over a second

time, the prisoner by his counsel, peremptorily challenged

nineteen, and the Attorney-General for the Crown, chal-

lenged seven. »*75 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 87 Anybody

may challenge on the ground that so and so is unfit. 1883

Law Rep. XI. Queen's B. Div. 598 The evidence of the

women was accepted and not challenged.

4. To call in question, dispute.

c 1386 Chaucer Wyfs T. 344 Povert is Possessioun that no

wight wil chalenge. 1489 Caxton l aytes 0/ A. m. xi. 189

Whether the lordes by whos landes a kynge . . muste passe

may challenge hym the passage. i6»5 Br. Molntagu
App. Czsar 1 Whatsoever they have challenged and

articled against in their accusation. iSjs Scott Taltsm. 11,

I were wrong to challenge, .the privilege of thy speech,

since boasting is more natural to thee than truth. 1869

Huxley in Set. Opinion 5 May 486/2 As a temporary

measure, I do not presume to challenge its wisdom.

5. To assert one's title to. lay claim to, demand

as a right, claim for, arrogate (to obs.) oneseli.

arch, or Obs. a. with simple object, arch.

aiaao Wohuug, \n Coll. Horn. 275 pi derue dea8 o rode

calenges al mi heorte. c 1300 A". Alis. 7512 Heo is my
qwene; V hire chalenge. c 1386 Chaucer Fratihl. 7. 596

Nat that I chalenge eny thing of right Of yow, my soverayn

lady, but youre grace. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. TV. H520I

31 'i To calenge the trybutc whiche they did denye. 1513

More Edw. (', 3 [He] began not by warre, but by Law to

challenge the crow n. 1549 Co\ erpale Erasm. Par. 1 Peter

i. 21 That we should therby chalenge no prayse vnto our

selues. 1568 Graeton Chron. II. 298 It is for the French

King, who is here taken prisoner, and there are mo then .x.

knights and squires that challenge the taking of him and of

his sonne. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trot: 1, I challenge no

thankes for what I publish. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydrtot.

1. (17361 13 These Urns will challenge above 1)00 Years.

1699 Bentley Phal. 329 A Gentleman that challenges the

I nle of Honourable. 1746 Smollett Reproof i An injured

friend!—who challenges the name? If you, what litle

justifies the claim? 1867 Freeman Korm. Conq. < 1876) I

.

iii. 140 Causes which led them to challenge Imperial rank,

t b. with inf. as object. Obs.

1 1300 A'. Alis. 7303 Ye chalangith al to habbe. 138.

Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 220 Men that calengen hereto
1

be evene wib Crist. 1579 Lyly EupkuestAtb.) 100 As^thou

challenges! to be noble in bloud, etc 1633 Br. Hall Hard

\
Texts 483 Can yee challenge to possesse the land? 16B3

Pennsylv. Archives I. 70 Where he challenged .. to have

' spoak so.

+ C. with object clause. Obs.

e 1400 Apol. Loll. 76 Nowe clerkis. chalungen to hem bat

only il perteni(> to hem to punisch symony -
•'J-

,, etc. 1660

Fuller W-r/ Contempt, i. 1 1841 > 197 If fifth monarchy men

challenge to themselves that they must be exempted from

their obedience.

+ d. with object and complement. Obs.

.1450 Lonelich Grail xxxvii. 717 For his love that ye

calangen youre lord, I schal yow socowren. 1493 lestivalt

.W. de W. 151514b, Fendes chalengynge hym theyres as

by ryghl. 1559 Br. Scoi in Strype Am. Re/. L 11. App.

vii. 15 Challenging Christe to be ther foundation. 1655

Fuller OS. Hist. 1. Iv. 9 The Chronicle of Westminster

challengeth the same to be done in their Convent.

+ e. absol.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. i. 54.

6. fig. To have a natural right or claim to ;
to

demand, to call for. arch.

1577 B. Googe lleresbach's Illisb. II. 11586' 89 b, I he

Pcare chalengeth the nexte place, and is one ofthe cheerest

Infill of the Orcharde. i6aa Fletcher Sf. Curatem
iii Whose honest cause . . Will challenge Iustice. 1648

Evelyn Corr. 11857) III. 10 Yours of the 6th and 9th of

May received, challenges this account from me. 1673 Ray

Joum. Low C. 4 Bruges, .may well challenge place among

the Cities of the second rate in Europe, a 1704 1 . Brown

Eng. Sat. Wks. 1730 I. 26 Horace and Juvenal .
challenge

a superiority above all the rest.

b. Now esp. To claim some responsive action

or recognition on the part of others, e.g. attention,

regard, respect, approbation, admiration).

161S 6. Sandys Trav. 33 The Aqiueduct made by the

Emi>erour Valentinian . . doth principally challeng remem-

brance. 1691 Ray Creation 11. 117041455 Our better part

challenges our greatest care and diligence. 1766 Anstey

Both Guide viii. 42 Men . That challenge Respect from all

Persons of Birth. 1787 Bonnycastle Astron. 1. 3 Astro_

nomy . . has challenged the admiration of all ages. 1818

Hallam Mid. Ages (18721 II. 71 Unless his merit should

challenge the popular approbation. 1841 Myers Catli. in.

iv. i 32. 330 A strange thing- one sufficiently anomalous to

challenge attention.

7. To summon or invite defiantly to a contest or

any trial of daring or skill ; to defy, dare. (Often

to do something, or to an action.^

1513 Douglas rEncis v. xiii. 7 South pipand wnidis.

Chalfancistopason burd. I5»9 More Com/, apt. I rib. 11.

Wks 11782 Euery man that feeleth him selfe challenged

and prouoked by temptacion. 1633 P. Fletcher Pisc.

Eel. 1. vii, I durst to challenge all my fisher-peers. 1671

Milton Samson list) I .. challenge Dagon to the test.

1769 Lett. Junius OX. 85 We . .are challenged to produce a

precedent. 1796 11. Huirrn tr. .9/. Pierre's Stud. Aat.

'1799) I' 1 - 3s8 Challenge the son ofTendal to a competition

in song with you. 1853 Kingsley Heroes, Theseus il . 1

1

He challenges all comers to wrestle with him. 1866

Hrrcw. x. 151 Vou must not challenge me to find it out.

b. To invite (emulous, hostile, or critical action

of any kind). (Cf. 6 b.)
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1614 IV. Hall Recoil. Treatises 770 Wee doe utterly

deny it, and challenge your proofe. 1663 Gehbifr Counsel
Diva, Your Apollo's Oracle-like Arcenall, may challenge

the most sublime proffers of men of parts. 1718 E'ree-thinker

No. 75. 142 Prudence is a real Perfection, which Challenges

the nicest Observation. 1850 Prescott Pern II. 205 Such
a one as might have challenged comparison with the bravest

of his ancestors. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xiv. 226 They
could challenge criticism with an easy confidence. x88a J.

H. Blunt Ref.Ch. Eng. II. 283 Challenging controversy

in every possible way.

8. spec. To call upon to answer an imputation

by combat ; to summon to fight, or to a duel.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 696 Hector will challenge him.

1601 — Twel. N. HI. ii. 36 Challenge me the Counts youth
to fight with him. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. U70D
jt/l Pittacus. .challeng'd Phryno to single Combat. 1839
Ihirlwall Greece II. 166 With the intention, .of challeng-

ing him to a conflict. Mod. The officer challenged his rival,

b. intr. or ahsol.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 399 Y chalenge wib be to fi$t 1697
Dryden Virg.Georg. iv. 125 They challenge, and encounter

Breast to Breast. 176a Churchill Ghost 1. 297 So he that

challenges might write Only to those who would not fight,

t C. To challenge a person thefield. Obs.

[i^efiChron. G. Friars (1852) 7 Robert e of Vere chalynched
them in the felde and was overcome.] 1601 Shaks. Twet. N.
it. iii. 136 To challenge him the field, and then to breake

promise with him. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 477
The disagreement grew so high, that they challenged the

field one of another. [Ibid. 6cn To challenge one into the

field : in arenam provocare.]

Hence Cha llenged ppl. a., Cha llenging vbl. sb.

and a.

1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 173 Isaak a partie had
mada chalangyng. c 1440 Ipomydon 1280 Sithe 1 was not

at the justynge, I will not be at the chalengynge. 1578
Thynne Let. in Animadv. Introd. 1 1865) 59, 1 haue thought

yt my chalenged dutye. .by penne to desplay my inwarde
mynde. 1697 [see Challenger b.]. 1825 Bentham Ration.

Reu>. 20 The practice, .in many schools, called challenging

..he who stands at the head of the class begins the exer-

cise : does he make a mistake, the next to him in succession

corrects him and takes his place. 1842 H. E. Manning
Serm. (1848) I. vii. 94 The whole inmost soul is bent into a
challenging array.

Challengeable (tjce-lendsab'n, a. [f. Chal-
lenge v. + -able.] That may be challenged

;

open to accusation, criticism, or objection.

1377 Langl. PI. B. xi. 296 A chartre is chalengeable
byfor a chief iustice. c 1449 Pi:cock Ref>>; 538 Noon of

hem alle is challengeable and hlameable. a 1603 T. Cart-
wright Confut. Rlwin. N. T. (1618) 262 They are partiall

\

and for their partiality chalengable. 1671 True Non-Con/.

73 A fault no less challengeable in a Minister of the Gospel.

1845 R. Chambers Vest. Creation, Commenc. Org. Life, It

is a challengeable stranger upon the face of the Earth.

Challengee (tf^^end^r). rare. [f. Challenge
v. + -EE.] One who is challenged.

1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass in. iii, Eyther by Chartell,

Sir, or ore-tenus, Wherein the Challenger, and Challengee

. .haue their seuerall courses.

Challenger (tjee-lendgsj":. [f. Challenge v.

+ -ER 1.] One who challenges, in various senses

:

spec, f a. An accuser ; a plaintiff, claimant. Obs.

[1292 Britton 1. xvi. § 3 Et la chose soit delivere au
chalengeour.] 1382 Wyclif Job xxxv.9 For the multitude

of chalengeres [1388 fals chalengeris ; Vulg. catumnia-
tontm] thei shul crie. c 1449 PECOCK^^r. v. xiv. 559 If the

chalenger wole contynuein hischalenging. 1600 Holland
Livy ah xliv. 117 The plaintife or challenger \fetitor] de-

clareth against her. 1612 Brerewood Lang, Relig.

xxv. 217 The other challenger of the same dignity. 1839
Stonehouse Axholme 144 If the challenger could neither

ascertain his property, nor proue his accusation.

b. One who defies ; one who calls upon another

to fight, or to any trial or contest.

1511 in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. Ix. I. 181 It shall be lefull for

the iiij chalengers to enter the felde the seconde daye. 1600

Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. ii. 180 Haue you challeng'd Charles the

Wrastler? No faire Princesse : he is the generall chal-

lenger. 1622 Rowlands Good Netves <$* B. 41, I . .challenge

thee to meet on Callis sand. .This challenge past, the chal-

lenger at Douer, Imbarks for Callis. 1697 Collier Ess.

Mor. Subj. 1. (1709) 140 The Challenger is punished as well

as the Challenged. 1854 Emerson Lett. $ Soc. Aims, Elo*
yieence'W'ks. (Bohn) III. 187 He is the challenger, and must
answer all comers.

Challenging: see after Challenge v.

Challes, -ice, -is, obs. ff. of Chalice.

Challis (tjsedis, llja'li). [In mod.F. challis,

chalys, chaly : but the name isapp. of Eng. origin,

and not improbably from the surname Challis.]

A fine silk and worsted fabric, very pliable and

without gloss, used for ladies' dresses, 1 introduced

at Norwich about 1832, where it speedily became
fashionable

1 (Beck Draper's Vict.). Also attrib.

1849 Blackw. Mag. LXVI. 476 Broad cloth and silks,

challis and shawls. 1876 Miss Braddon J. Haggard's
Dau. I. vi. 174 She wore a flowered-challis gown. 1882

Beck Draper's Diet., Challis was made on a similar prin-

ciple to the Norwich crape, only thinner and softer, com-
posed of much finer materials, and instead of a glossy

surface, as in Norwich crapes, the object was to produce it

without gloss, and very pliable and clothy.

Hence Challis - printer
v
Simmonds, Comm.

Diet.).

f Challo. Obs. See Chella, a fabric.

T Challoir. Obs. rare. [a. OF. chafoir caring

for, care, subst. use of infinitive chaloir to be of

importance, to trouble --= It. calere (e.g. non mi

cale it does not trouble me) L. calere to be hut
]

In to put in no chaloir ( It. mettere in non cale) :

to make of no account ; not to care about.

1475 Caxton Jason \t Hast thou put in no recching ner

no challoir the promesse that thou madest at that tyme.

Challybeat, Challys, obs. ff. Chalybeate,
Chalice.
Chalmer, -lane, obs. ff. Chamber, -lain.

t Chalon. Obs. Also 4-5 chaloun, 5 -onfi,

-mi. [app.
f
as stated by Du Cange, from its place

of manufacture, Chalons-sur-Marne, in France.

Chalon is not in Godefroy, nor in Cotgrave.

Littre has it merely as a modern commercial

term ' a sort of woollen stuff', and without deriva-

tion or historical instances ; but he has from

Scarron ras de Chalons = Shalloon.]
1. A blanket or coverlet for a bed.
1301 in Ret, Pari. II. 228-265 Chalons [are mentioned

among the household goods of the tradespeople of Col-

chester]. 1374 Will of Brokelesby i Somerset Ho.», Vnum
chalonem. c 1386 Chaucer Reeves T. 220 A bed With
schetys and with chalounsfair i-spred. c 1440 Pr&tnp. Parv.
68 Chalun [A'. //. or chalone], bedde clothe, thorale, chalo.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xi. xx, Hys bedde was coverd
with a chalon. a 1500 Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 626
Lectus bedde, linthiamen schete, tapetum chalon, culcitra

quylte. 1616 Hullokar, Chalons, blankets, Couerings.

1868 [see ChalonerJ.

2. Comb., as chalon-maker, -work,
a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 351 pe chaloun. .shal habbe in

worke bre ellen to-fore be chaloun-makyere. 1426- 7 Will

of Tahvorth Somerset Ho.), Ledum de chalonwerk.

t Cha*loner. Obs. [f. prec. + -er '.] A makt r

of ; chalons ' ; frequently mentioned in 14- 15th c.

1372 in Will Index ^Somerset Ho. !

,
Hugh Alright, Cha-

loner in arch : London. 1427 Will of Eve7~ard (.Somerset

Ho. Unum coverlite operis de \e/ chaloners. 1868 A then-

xntti 25 July 104/2 Chaloners, or makers of chalons, the

stuff being procured from the French town so called,—

a

town which has given its name to our modern shalloons.

II Chaloupe (
Jalwp;. Also 8 chaloup. [F. ;

prob. ad. Du. sloep Sloop.] A kind of French
boat ; = Shallop.
1699 K. L'Estran(;k Colloq. Erasm. 11711} 47 A great

many People at Calis that took a Chaloup to put them
aboard a great Ship. 1721 Phil. 'Trans. XXXI. 248 The
Chaloups that tow, are in close Fight liable to be sunk by
the Enemy's Cannon. 1867 Smyth Sailor s Word-bk. s. v.,

j

The gun-boats on the French coasts were frequently termed
|

chaloupes, and carried one heavy gun, with a crew of 40 men. i

t Cha'lter, v. Obs. trans. ? To bind, fetter.

a 1400-50 Alexander 746* A store & a styf stede stal-

worthy bondyn ; His choll chaltird & chauelez inchynez of

yren. ,1400 Destr. Troy 894 As stiffe bounden. As bai

chaltrede were choisly with chenys of yerne. Ibid. 9159 i

Thus Achilles by chaunse is chaltrid in grym, With loue of

this lady, pat ledis to be dethe.

|| Chalunieau (
Jalwm<?). [Fr. :—OF. chalemel

— Pr. calamel :—L. calamell-us, dim. of calam-us
\

reed. Cf. Calumet.] a. A pastoral instrument
|

of music ; a reed, pipe. b. The lowest register

of the clarinet.

17^13 Lond. Gas. No. 5106/2 Two hundred of their People
!

riding, .with Timbals and Chalumeaux. 1829 Scott Anne
j

ofG. (.Black) 658/1 Who listened to the husband's or lover's i

chalumeau. 1880 Grovf. Diet. Mus. I. 361.

Chalunge, obs. form of Challenge.

Chalybean. (kselibran), a. [f. L. chalybei-us \

Chalybeian, of steel + -an ; f. Gr. xa*M@V*st
xaAf£-o?, 'sing, of Chalybes ' also 'steel'.

|

(It is not certain whether steel was named from the

Chalybes or vice versa.)]

Pertaining to the Chalybes, an ancient nation of
|

Asia Minor famous for their skill in working iron.
|

1671 Milton Samson 133 Chalybean tempered steel and I

frock of mail Adamantean proof.

Chalybeate (kJdrb»Vt), a. and sb. Also 7
1

calibeate, chalybiate, chalibiate, 7-8 chaly-

beat, 7-9 chalibeat e, 8 challybeat. [app. ad.
|

mod.L. chalybeat-us ; but the regular Lat. form.

Would be chalybdt-us : cf. F. chalybe ; f. L. chalybs

Steel, a. Gr. x^ vxP '• see prec. and -ate.]

A. adj. Impregnated or flavoured with iron,

esp. as a mineral water or spring
;
relating to such

waters or preparations.

1634 T. Johnson tr. Parey's Chirurg. XXD. xl. (1678) 522

His drink shall be Calibeate-water. 165a French Yorksh. \

Spa ix. 82 A chalybiate Course of Physick. 1655 Culpepper
j

Riverius x. v. 293 Chalybeat Vinegar. 1732 Arbuthnot
Rules of Diet 24s All acidulated and chalybeat Waters.

1753 Bond in Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 184, 1, .found the surface

, .cover'd with a thick scum, like that of a chalybeat Spa.
\

1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. $ Art II. 385 The chalybeate I

waters form the best tonics. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 27
j

Mineral springs, .some, .chalybeate, others sulphureous.

B. sb. A chalybeate medicine or spring.

1667 N. Fairfax in Phil. Trans. II. 546 She. .took Chaly-

beats for the Green-sickness. 1753 Bond in Phil. Trans.
XLVIII. 189 A strong and agreeable chalybeat. 1771

Smollett Humph. CI. II. 4 July, I have received benefit

both from the chalybeate and the sea. 1805 W. Saunders
\

Min. Waters 223 The saline chalybeate of Cheltenham.

+ Chaly beate, Obs. [f. as prec. : it occurs
j

first in the ppl. adj. Chaly 'toeated = prec : see

-ate3.] trans. To impregnate with iron.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhourr's Bk. Physicke 20/2 With Chaly- !

beated water. 1609 Shuttleivorth A cc. (1856.) 1. 182 A quarte
of ale calibeated. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 10
You may Chalybeate any sort of Ale by this easie process.

Chalybite (kte'libait). Min. [Named by
Glbckcr 1847; f. Gr. x^v&~ steel i -ite.] A
synonym of Siperite, or native carbonate of

iron.

1858 DanaMin. 445 Chalybite occurs in many of the rotk
strata, tW&Ibid. 691 Chalybite should yield to Haidinger'-;

earlier name Siderite.

Chalyce, -ys, obs. fT. Chalice.
Chalydony, obs. f. Chelidony, Celidony-.
Chalynch, obs. form of Challenge.
Chalypsography. nonce-wd. [Bad formation

on Gr. x^a^A steel + -graphy ; the etymological

form being 1 halybography\\ Steel engraving.
1878 Sala in Gentl. Mag. May 565 His [Cruikshank'sJ .

.

abandonment of chalcography for chalypsography.

Cham ^kgem), sb. Also 6 cam, 7 chaern

:

see Khan. [a. F. and med.L. chaw, chan, can

(also caanuSy ranis), ad. Turki ,jU* khiht lord,

prince, Khan, a contracted form of the earlier

,jliU> Chaoan ; it was assumed by Chingiz when

he became supreme ruler of the Mongols and Tar

tars; the modified form ^lU qaan became the

specific title of the successors of Chingiz Khan as

emperors of China.]

An obsolete form of Khan formerly commonly
applied to the rulers of the Tartars and Mongols ;

and to the emperor of China. Rarely to governors

of provinces.)

\( 1400 Maunijev. xviii. i83 The grete Cane of Cathay,

xxi. 222 WM he was clept the gret Chane.] 1553 Eden
Treat. New Ind.(Arh.t 12 Vnder the dominion of the great

Cham or Cane, Emperour of Taitaria. 1577 Hist. Trav.
led. Willes) 265 They haue muche knowledge of the great

Cam of Cathay. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 277, I will.,

fetch you a hayre off the great Chams beard. 1653 tJ

Cogan Pinto's Trav. xxiii. § 3. 84 One of those [chairs]

wherein the principall Chaems of the Empire are usually

carried. 1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4579/1 The Grand Signior

had received an Express from the Cham of Tartary, 1760
Goldsm. Cit. World xHit, Prodigal in the production of

kings, governors, mandarins, chams, and courtiers. 1813
Examiner 26 Apr. 266/2 Chams are stiff gentlemen,

b. trans/, and fig.
1602 Waknek Alb. Eng. x. lviii. 254 Against this Cham

[Duke of Guise] and his Beau-Peeres, inuited English goe.

1655 Franchm v. 4, I . .am the great Cham . .of all the wits.

1759 Smollett Let. in Boswell Johnson xiii- ed. Napier) I.

276, I am again your petitioner, in behalf of that great Cham
of literature, Samuel Johnson. 1879 W. W. Synge Tom
Sing. II. iii. 32 The great cham of criticism.

t Cham, chamm (tfsem), v. Obs. exc. dial,

[see Champ z/.]

1. To bite, chew; = Champa, 1-3.

1398 Trevisa Earth De P. R. xvn. v. 606 It is full harde
and maye not be chewed and whyles men chamme theron,

the bytter sauour wythin is not felte. 1530 Tin-dale

Answ. More in. xiii, The priest toucheth not Christs natural

body with his hands . . nor chammeth it with his teeth. 1530

Palsgr. 480/2 Chamme the breed in your mouthe._ 1675
Hobbes Odyss. xii. 263 When she my men cham'd in her

ugly chaps. 1825 Britton Beauties Wilts. Gloss. iE. D. S.)

Cham, to chew. i88x Smith Isle Wight Gloss. (E. D. S.)

Cham, to chew. [1888 Heard in Oxford from a native.}

2. = Champ z>. 6; to pound, mash. dial.

In South of Scotland, as ' to cham sand \ for strewing on

wet floors.

Hence Chamrned ///. a., Cha'mming vbl. sb.

1519 Horman Vulg. 339 Glewe made of chammed whete.

1528 More Heresyes in. Wks. 242/1 Not for y" reading &
receiuing : but for the busy chamming therof [the scripture].

1599 Sandys Europae Spec. (1632) 7 They confine them to

the chamming of their beads. 1611 Cotgr. , Masche. . chawed
chewed, chammed, champed.

Cham, obs. and dial. f. / am : see Ch, and I.

1568 T. Howell A rh. A mitie (1879) 90 And vor manhood,
cham zure cham good. 1580 H. Gifford Gillq/toivers (1875'

132 Cham zure my vurst goodman is dere.

|| Chama (k^'-ma). Zool. [L. chdma, chetna, a.

Gr. XVW cockle, f. xa~ stem of Xa^€lv t0 £aPe-]

A genus of bivalve molluscs found in warm and

tropical seas. The shell of C. gigas is the largest

known. Comb, chama-shaped.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., The chama is . .
confounded

with the oister. 1832 Lvell Princ. Geol. II. 287 Concho-

logists suppose, that the chama may require thirty years .

.

to attain its full size. 1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 325

Shell inequivalve, chama-shaped.

|| Chamade (jama*d). Mil. [F. chamade, ad.

Pg. chamada, f. chamar :-L. cldmare to call.] A
signal by beat of drum or sound of trumpet invit-

ing to a parley.

1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1936/2 The . . Governor of Luxem-

burg, being pressed . . to desire a Parley. . caused th* Cha-

made to be beat. 17x1 Mrs. Centlivre Marplot nt. i,

There's more danger of my raising the siege, than her

beating the Chamade. 1831 Lincoln Her. 1 July 2/6 The
day in which the Irish yeomanry force shall be suppressed

..the representatives of British government may beat a

chamade from what is now his Majesty's Castle of Dublin.

1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. I. iv. v. 311 Stralsund instantly

beat the chamade. .and all was surrender in those regions.

Chamaeleon, -lion, var. of Chameleon.
ChamsBmell, chamamil, obs. ff. Camomile.



CHAMJBROPS.

Chamserops kiml'-rpps . Bot. [L., a. Or.

Xaimipajif a plant mentioned by Pliny, f. xaiiat on

the ground, dwarf-growing p piff shrub, bush ;
but I

the form is uncertain : the modern application was

accepted by Linnseus from Pontedera.]

A northern genus of palms, including the Dwarf

Fan Palm, C. humilis, the smallest of the order, :

and the only one found north of the Mediterranean,
|

rad the Chinese C. Fortuni, which can be grown

in the south of England.

iBoTh. Rossxr. Humboldt's Trav. I . i . 8 The chamaerops,

the dale-tree, vegetate on several spots.

Chamarre, obs. form of Chimere.

Chaniasite .kuemasait). Min. An alloy of

iron and nickel found in meteorites.

1868 Dana Min. (18801 16 Reichenbach has named the

alloy of iron and nickel . .
Chamasite.

Chamayle, obs. form of Camel.

|| Cha mbellan. [F. :—earlier chamberlanc,

chambellanc, a. OHG. chamarlinc, f. OHG. cham-

ara.] The French form of Chamberlain, used as
|

a foreign title.

1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4724/1 The Grand Chambellan was

seized with a . . Fever. 18x5 K. Ward Tremaine I. xxxv.
j

286 A stiff German chambellan, in a full suit of buckram.

Chambelot, obs. form of Camlet.

Chamber (tj>mb3i), sb. Forms : 3 5 chaum-

bre, 3-7 chambre, 4 chaumber, 4- chamber.

Also ohaumbir, -bur, -byr, chawmbire. cham

bir, -bere, chanbur, 5 ohambyr e, ohawmbyr,

ohaunber, -bour, -byr, oharaer, chawmere,

caumbre, 5-6 chambur, 6 chamboure, 7 cham-

bor, camber. Also Sc. 4-5 ohamur, chalmir,

4-7 ohalmer, 5-6 chawmer, 6 chalmyr, 8 cha-

mer, 8-9 chaumer. [a. F. chambre [
- Pr. cambra,

Sp. camara, It. camera, :-L. camera, camara, in

Gr. xaiiapa vault, vaulted chamber; prob. f. Aryan

root kam- to curve, bend. The sense underwent pro-

gressive generalization in late L. and Romanic]

I. A room (in a house),

i. A room or apartment in a house ;
usually one

appropriated to the use of one person ; a private

room ; in later use esp. a sleeping apartment, a bed-

room. ,Now, in standard English, confined chiefly

to elevated style ; in colloq. use replaced by room.

Cf. Bedchamber.) But in U.S. in more general

ose ; and in some English dialects, = the 1 parlour

'

or better room, as distinguished from the kitchen;

also a sleeping apartment over a stable or the like.

a tyaPloriz * Bl. 443 To anober chaumbre hi beob agon,

To blauncheflures chaumbre nou. < ijjo Will.Palcrne 3029

Whan be masse was don, sche went to hire chaumber. 1375

Barbour Bruce V. 287 In a chahner preualy, He held linn

and his cumpany. 1 1400 Destr. Troy 4977 Led were po

lordes pro mony long chaumburs into a proude chauinbur

here Priam was set. c 1440 Gtsta Rom. 94 iHarl. MS.' A
prevy caumbre. 1471 Sir J. Paston in Lett. 706 III. 64 My
Lady . hathe talcyn hyr chambre. 1513 Douglas ASncis

inn. viii. 29 Amyd the chalmer doun thaim set. 1535 Cover-

dale Prov. xxiv. 4 Chambers . . fylled with all costly M
pleusaunt riches. i«Sa 8 Hist. "Jos. 1 7 1 1804) 52 Be comit-

ting of niurther in hir awin chalmer. 1611 Bible Gen. xlui.

30 Hee entred into his chamber, & wept there. — Acts

ix 37 They laid her in an vpper chamber. 1711 Swift

Lett. (1767) III. 191 He and his lady saw me to my cham-

ber just in the country fashion. 1731-1800 Bailey s. v.

Camera, Such Musick as is designed for Chambers and

private Consorts. i8ji Southey in Q. Per'. XXV. 346 He
hardly ever slept two nights successively in one chamber.

1841 Lane Arab. Nts. 1. 104 A curtain suspended before

the door of a chamber.
1858 M. Porteous Souter Jolittny 17 In that apartment

generally called the ' Chamber ' of a farm house. 1863 Ai

kinson Danby Provinc., Chamber, an upper room, (11 in a

house • a bed room. 12) in a stable or other building
;
a

loft. 1883 Harpers Mag. Aug. 437/1 The chambers, .were

less ample . . in the Southern houses.

b. The reception-room in palace ; called the

presence-, or audience-chamber.

2- fig-
a Lais Ancr. R. 92 Heo is Godes chaumbre. a 1400 Lav.

Myst. 1 18411 115 Farewel, Goddys chawmere and his bowre.

I«6 Piter. Per/. (W. de W. 15311 70b, He maketh our

soules his chambre. 1614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 31

Malice vsurpes the best Chamber in your rnindes. 171520

Pope Iliad vn. 498 From forth the chambers of the main .

.

Arose the golden chariot of the day. 1866 B. Taylor / /<«.

Th. Poems 382 Echo the startled chambers of the soul.

3. //. a. Rooms forming part of a house or

tenement arranged for occupation by single persons

;

esp. rooms in the Inns of Court occupied by

lawyers; also, sets of rooms in a block of buildings

for offices, etc. b. The room in which a judge sits

to hear causes and transact business not of sufficient

importance to be brought into court.

1641 Harcourt in Macm. Mag. Xl.V. 288 Thine of

6 Deer, from Sarjant Glanvieelds chambers, came to my
hands. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 145 T 5, I have Chambers

in the Temple. 1790 Boswell Johnson xni. led. Napier'

L 277 He found his old master in Chambers in the Inner

Temple. 1818 Cruise Dig-cst ied. 2) IV. 360 If the defen-

dant is not satisfied, I will send it to be argued before

the Lord Chief Baron and Mr. Justice Burnet, at then

chambers, a 1834 Lamb Lett. ix. 87 When I last wrote you

I was in lodgings. I am now in Chambers. 1844 DwUM

25f>

Christm. Car. i. He [Scrooge] lived in chambers which had

once belonged to his deceased partner. 1849 — Dav. Cop.

perfieLi, Traddles . . had chambers in Gray's Inn. Mod.
Neivspr. Advt., St. James's Park Chambers, for Gentlemen

. . two rooms communicating, unfurnished. Westminster

Chambers, Victoria Street, Westminster, London.

4. A hall appropriated to the meetings of a

deliberative, legislative, or judicial body.

c 1543 in Dom. Archil. III. 79 The parlement chambre &
paynted chambre. 1714 Land Gaz. No. 5254/2 The Lords

. .and others, .met. .in. .the Painted Chamber. i8i8Cruise
|

Digested. 2' II. 424 Judgement was . . reversed in the Ex-

chequer Chamber. 1839 Thirlw all Greece III. 326 The I

multitude that surrounded the doors ofthe council chamber. 1

b. A judicial or deliberative assembly or body
;

a camera. Now esp. one of the ' houses ' or divi-

sions of a legislative body, as the French 1 chamber

of deputies'; so 'the upper chamber', 'the popular
j

chamber', phrases applied to the Houses of Lords
|

and Commons respectively.

[c 13JS E. E. Allit. P. B. 1 586 Ho herde hym chyde to be

chambre.) c 1400 Apol. Loll. 12 pis bat be pope reseruib to

himsilf, & to be chaumbre. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie

1. viii. iArb.,1 32 Frauncis the Frenche king made Sangelais,

Salmonius, Macriiius, and Clement Marot of his priuy

Chamber. 1680 Loud. Gaz. No. 1508/3 The Chamber of

Po\ sons is now going to take in hand the affair of the Duke
of Luxemburgh. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. I. 135 '

The Imperial Chamber . . had closed its sittings in June.

1848 W. H. Kellv tr. /.. Blaiu's Hist. Pen. )'. L 387 *»•

chambers . . attempted to deal with this important problem

..The discussion in the chamber of deputies. < 1850 Lyt-

TOM Misc. Prose Wks. II. io9(Hoppel To implicate not

individual peers, but the Upper Chamber itself as well as

the Throne. 1863 H. Cox Instil. 1. viL 88 The chamber not

elected by the people.

C. Chamber of Commerce : a board organized to

protect the interests of commerce in a town or

district ; so Chamber of Agriculture, etc.

1788 Burns F.p. Creech, The brethren o' the Commerce-

Chaumer. i86» Anstf.u Channel Isl. rv. xxiv. ied. 2' 556

There are Chambers of Commerce in both islands. 1870

Emerson Soc. * Solit., Dom. Life Wks. ' Bohn> III. 44 Nol

in senates, or courts, or Chambers of Commerce, but in the

dwelling-house must the true character . . of the time lie

consulted.

d. in Star-chamber, Castle-chamber, etc.

5. The place where the funds of a government,

corporation, etc. are or were) kept, and where all

moneys due to it are received ; chamberlain's office

;

treasury. [A common sense of med.I.. camera.']

163a Mamincer City Mad. IV. ii. My private house, in

crammed abundance, Shall prove the Chamber of the City

poor. i«ss Fuller Ch. Hist. x. iv. {21 We mention not

the large sums bequeathed by him 1'1'hos. Sutton] to poor,

10 prisons, to colleges, to mending highways, to the cham-

ber of London. 1711 I.uitrell Brief Pel. (1857) VI. 605

There was remaining in the chamber of London of the

charity mony gathered for them upwards of2000/; . 1717 S1

Chambers Cycl. , The chamberlain of London keeps the city

money, which is laid up in the chamlier of .London, an

apartment in Guildhall. 18x3 Act 4 Geo. //'. c. 50 I 107

ifor rebuilding 1-ondon Bridge'. The monies, shall bo from

time to time paid into the Chamber of the City of London.

+ 6. [ = med.L. camera, F. chambre] A province,

city, etc., directly subject, and yielding immediate

revenue to the king ; more loosely : Capital, metro-

polis, royal residence; ? royal port or dockyard.

»S5S Ees'rdlf Pacions 1. iv. 46 Garama, the chiefe citie, and

as we terme it, the chambre of the king. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. (16371 4al iD- 1 I-ondon .

.
the seat of the

British Empire, and the kings of England's chamlier. 1631

Weevkr Anc. Pun. Mon. 608 This his Citie of Maldon,

then the chamber of his kii.gdome. 1644) Howell Engl.

Tears Ded., To my Imperial Chamber, the Citie of I-on-

don. ri64S — Lett. 11650' 190 Huge fleets of Men of War
do daily sail on our seas, and confront the Kings

chambers. 1699 in Col. Rec. Penn. I. 564 Those places

called the king's chambers, where shipps of warr are

numerous. _ ~-
7. The hangings or furniture of a chamlier. ? Obs.

161a W. Travf.rs Supplic. Privy Counsel, To unfold this

tapestry, and 10 hang up the whole chamber of it. 1845

Stephen Laws Eng.U. 212 Her apparel and bedroom fur

niture, called the widow's chamlier' was first set aside for

her own use. 1859 Turner Dom. Archil. III. iii. 62 The

purchase of a 'chamlier', a ' hailing', that is, the necessaiy

hangings for those apartments.

b. euphem. for Chamber-pot, q.v.

II. An enclosed space, cavity, etc.

8. An enclosed space in the body of an animal

or plant ; as e.g. the ventricles of the brain ; the

anterior and posterior chambers of the eye ; the

chambers or compartments of a shell, etc.

1398 Trevisa Bank. De P. R. n ix. iTollem. MS.', In be

moste subtil chambris of be brayne [/» subtilissimis cerebri

vcHtriculis\ Ibid. v. xxxvi. (M95 1 >5° I" ,ne "erte of a

beeste. .ben two chambres. 1774G01.DSM. Xat. Hist. '1776)

VI. 2 19 The first cavity, or chamber, of the brain, is filled with

. .spermaceti 1831 Briwster Optics xxxv. 288 The two

parts into which the iris divides the eye are called the

anterior and the posterior chambers. 1866 Aki.yll Reign

Law v. (ed. 4) 240 The nectar chambers of long tubular

flowers. 1882 Vines JR*mV Bot. 455 Hollow chandlers

which extend from base to apex.

9. An artificial space, cavity, or room for various

purposes ; an enclosed spacS or compartment in a

piece of mechanism, etc.

E g. An underground cavity for holding powder and

bombs, called also powd, r-ckamber, homb-ckamber; the

space enclosed lietween the gates of a . anal lock
|
the part

CHAMBER
of a pump in which the plunger or piston works ; and in

many stiecific applications in arts and manufactures.

1709 r ai.confr Diet. Marine 1 17891, Corps de pompe, the

chamber of pump. 1811 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp.

181818 Into a chamber lined with sheet lead .. water is

poured. 18x5 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 175 The
steam is conveyed . . into the upper chamber of the upper

box. 1837 Hi. Martinf.au Soc. Amer. II. 196 Our boat

won the race, and we bolted . . into the chamber of the first

lock. 1879 CasselVt Techn. Educ. IV. 74/2 These tubes

terminate in a small chamber.

b. A concave part leaving a hollow space

underneath.
attrib. in open-chamber panel in a saddle, the panel or

padded part so stuffed as to allow a current of air to pass

between the saddle and the horse's back.

1888 Saddlers Price List, Best full shaltoe. suitable for

India, with open chamber panel.

10. t a. A detached charge piece in old ordnance

to put into the breech of a gun. Obs.

1465 in Paslon Lett. 978. III. 436, ij. handgonnes, iiij.

chambers for gonnys . . Item, a stokke gonne with iij

chambers. 1481-90 Howard Housek. M.M184I 23, ij. lytel

broken goonys and three chambers to them. 10x7 Caft.

Smith Seaman's Gram. xiv. 66 Chambers is a charge made
of brasse or iron, which we use to put in at the bntch of a

sling or murtherer, conteining jast so much powder as will

driue away the case of stones or shot. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

H ord-bk., Murderer, small pieces of ordnance which were

loaded by shifting metal chambers placed in the breech.

fb. Name given in i6-i7thc. to a piece of

ordnance ;
esp. a small piece without a carriage,

standing on its breech, used to fire salutes. Obs.

[Cf. the German biichse, orig. the box or chamber

of a gun, now the gun itself, and see Harqi ebls.]

1540 .Sr. Ld. Treasurer's Acc. in Pitcairn Crim. Trials

L 306 Doune-Laking of xxx Chalmeris of be Heid of Davidis

Towns, w ith vthir Chalmeris and Munitioune. 1577 Holix.

shedC*m»». III. 1209/1 Robert Thomas, maister gunner of

England, desirous . . to honour the feast and manage daie .

.

made three great traines of chandlers. 1594 Peele Ball.

Alcazar 124 The trumpets sound, the chambers are dis-

charged. IJ97 Shaks. 2 Hen, IV, II. iv. 57. 016*7 MlD-

dleton World Lost Wks. V. 190 Stage direction. Chambers

shot off within. 1668 Lond. Gaz. No. 255/3 At his Entry

into the Town the great Guns and Chambers were dis-

charged. 1717 Bnce's Weekly frml 13 Oct. 3 Guns and

Chambers were fired all Day.

C. That part of the bore of a gun in which the

charge is placed (in many obsolete types of ord-

nance, esp. mortars and howitzers, of smaller

diameter than the bore, but now a space of larger

diameter: see quot. 1879) ; in old revolvers, each

of the barrels, and in new, each of the compart-

ments of the breeching which contain the charge.

i6«7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xiv. 66 In a great

Peece we call that her Chamber so far as the powder doth

reach when she is laded 167a Compl. Gunner in Mil. \
Mar. Discipline III. iv. s. 174* Trans. XLII. 181

That the Change of the rorm in the Chamber, will produce

a Change of the Distance to which the Bullet is thrown.

1859 F. Griffiths Anil. Man. (18621 190 The bullet cham-

lier and bore are rifled. The powder chamber is not rifled,

but is of a larger diameter than the bullet chamber. 1874

Knight Diet. Meek, t 44«/a The great bronze gun of

Moscow. . Bore 36 in. diameter ; chamber. . 19 in. diameter.

1879 l imes (weekly ed.) 10 Jan. 14/3 The use of air-space

left above and about the charge of powder in a suitable

chamlier, larger than the Iwre of the gun, has produced the

most astonishing results. .The 100-ton Armstrong gun. was

not originaUy chambered. The addition of the chamber,

added 6,700 foot-tons, .to its striking energy. 1888 Daily

I
Htm 26 June 10/3 A six-chambered revolver was discovered.

It was loaded in five chambers, and one chamber had

I

evidently been recently discharged.

d. The cavity in a mine for the reception of the

powder.
1730-6 Bailey Ckamber ofa Mine.

III. In combination.

11. Chamber of Dais. Sc. Also ohamber of

deas, of doese, ehambradeese [Jamieson sug-

gests a F. *chambre an dais, room with a canopy].

A parlour ; also a best bedroom. (Jam.)

a 160$ K. Bannaivne Jml. 486 ijam.) Adam causit bier

butt the deid corps to the chalmer of davice. 1731 Mem.

Capt. Creicktem 97 1
J am. I The chamber where he lay w as

caned the Chamlier of Deese. a room where the Laird lies

w hen he comes to a Tenant's house. 1818 ScOTT/Vrt. Midi.

xxvi, And then my mother's wardrobe, and my grand-

mother's forby. .they are a' in the chamber of deas—Oh,

Jeanie, gang up the stair and look at them ! 18x4 — Red-

gauntlet Let. xi, Just opposite the chamlier of dais which

his master occupied.

12. attrib. and obvious comb., as chamber-ambush,

bawd, -bell, -candle, -candlestick, -door, -groom,

-hanging, -keeper, -keeping, -lamp, -physic , -ridden

I adj. (cf. bed ridden), -robe, t -room, -servant, -sill,

soot, -nveeping, -wall, tvinJow. Sometimes con-

noting effeminacy or wantonness, as chamber-com-

batant (cf. C.viiPKT-KNioHT\ -critic, -delight,

\-glew Sc. [see Glee], -pleasure, -scape, -term.

1671 ""'lug T—Willi Nor in the house with "chamber-

ambushes Close-banded durst (they) attack me. 1684

Southerne Disappoint. B, i, Thou art a praying 'Chamber-

bawd, And truth abhors thee. 1841 Marryat Poacher xl,

Mrs. Phillips . . lighted a "chamber candlestick to go to

bed. 1613 Wither Epitluil, "Chamber-combatants who

never Wear other helmet than a hat of bever. a 1637 B.

Tonson Ppier. Ixxii, Thou art started up A "chamber-critic,

and doth (line, and sup At madam's table. 1580 Sidnfy

Arcadia 1674) 31 In the comparison thereof Ihunling) he
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disdained all "chamber-delights. 1516 in Glasscock Rec. I

St. Michael's, Bp. Stanford 118821 35 For a key to S r
.

Johns "chamber-dore viijrf. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 53 He
dupt the chamber dore. 1850 MagtNM Homeric Ballads

193 Eurynome, as a "chamber-groom With lamp in hand, to

the nuptial room The new met partners led. 1611 Shaks.
|

Cymb. v. v. 204 Auerring notes Of ^Chamber-hanging, Pic*

tures, etc. 1647 R. Stapylton 'Juvenal 52 What giv'st thou
|

to my lord Cossus his 'Chamber-keepers? 1375 Barbour i

Bruce v. 580 A *chalmir page thar vith him 3eid. 1774 M.
|

Mackenzie Maritime Surv. Introd. 13 The *Chamber-per- 1

formances of Map-sellers and Drawers, who . . never saw any
of the Places they delineate. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 344

Clinice. Margin, 'Chamber Physicke. So called, because
|

hee visited his patients lying sicke in bed. a 1640 Massinger i

Bashful Lev. v. iii. (D.) Will you . .exchange your triumphs

For ^chamber-pleasures ? c 1630 Drumm. ok Hawth. Poems
Wks. (1711) 56/1 His ^chamber-prayers, Which are pour'd

'midst sighs and tears To avert God's fearful wrath. 16*7

Bp. Hall Medit. $ Vowes 1. v, Satan may looke in at my
doores . . but he shall not haue . . one *chamber-roome .

.

to soioume in. a 1618 Davies Extasie Wks. (1876) 92

(D.) The *chamber-scapes, The sinnes 'gainst Nature, and
the brutish rapes. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 49 The
'chamber-servants are negroes, and are accomplished

in their business. 1670 Eachard Cent. Clergy 16 Bed-

making, *chamber-sweeping, and water-fetching. 1597 1st

Pt. Return Partiass. in. i. 888 Sir Oliver, Sir Randal,

base, base *chamber-tearmes I a 1613 Overblry A Wife
\

(1638) 120 He begins to sticke his letters in his ground
'Chamber-window. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 16 The
chamber-window *s open.

13. Special comb., chamber-barrister, a bar-

rister who confines himself to chamber-practice
;

f chamber-bored a., ofa piece of ordnance, having

a chamber of different bore from that of the piece

;

chamber-cast, a cast of the chambers of a

shell
; + chamber-child, -chiel(d, Sc. ' a servant

who waits in a gentleman's chamber, a valet
1

(
Jam.) ; chamber-concert, a concert where cham-
ber-music is performed ;

chamber-counsel, (a.)

private counsel or business ; (b.) opinion given by a

lawyer in private chambers (see sense 3 b) ; (c.) a

lawyer who gives opinions in private, not in court

;

chamber-counsellor — prec. ;
chamber-horse,

? a rocking-horse ; t chamber-letter, one who
lets rooms for hire

;
chamber-man, a bedroom

attendant (cf. Chambermaid) ;
chamber-mate,

one who shares the same room with another, a

Chamber-fellow ;
chamber-milliner, a milliner

who carries on business in a private house, not in

a shop; chamber-music, that class of music I s

specially fitted for performance in a private room,

as distinguished from a concert-room, church, etc.

;

chamber-organ, a small organ suitable for a

private room; chamber-piece = Chamber 10 b;
chamber-pitch (Mus.), (see quot.); chamber-
practice {Law), practice in chambers and not in

court, the practice of a chamber-counsel
; + cham-

ber-stead, a place for a chamber ; chamber-
stool, a close-stool ; chamber-story (Arch.),
1 that story of a house appropriated for bed-rooms

'

(Gwilt) ;
chamber-study, private study (see

quot.) ; chamber-utensil, -vessel m Chamber-
pot ;

chamber-work, t (<*) sexual indulgence

(obs.) ;
(b.) the work of a chamber-maid. See also

Chamber-deacon, -fellow, -lye, -maid, -pot.

1888 Pall Mall G. 9 Jan. 14/1 He believed that there were

one or two ladies practising as ^chamber barristers. 1669

Sturmy Mariner's Mag. DL v. xii. 58 To know whether

your Piece be *Chamber-bored. 1875 Dawson Dawn of
Life vii. 185 Dr. Giimbel, observing . . grains of coccolith .

.

in crystalline calcareous marbles, considered them to be
' *chamber casts' or of organic origin. 1546 J. Lindsay
Let. in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 374 Y» cardinal's

*chalmer child, t 1568 Murray in H. Campbell Love-lett.
j

Mary Q. Scots App. 48 Dalgleishe, chalmer-child to my
1

Lord Bothwell, wes takin, and the box and letteris quilk lie

brought out of the castell. 1836 Musical Libr. Suppl. ITL

ig The. .Soiries Musicales established at Paris, .probably
|

suggestedthe*ChamberConcerts. i6ijShaks. Wint. T.\.\\.

237, I haue trusted thee With all . . My *Chamber-Councels.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 107 Selden .. gave sometimes
"Chamber-Counsel, and was good at conveyance. 1850 ;

Grote Greece VL lxii. VIII. 25 His silent assistance in

political and judicial debates, as a sort of chamber-counsel,

was highly appreciated. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 2 p6 He
is . . among Divines what a *Chamber-Counsellor is among
Lawyer*. 1774 Wesley Wks. (1872) XIV. 268 Those who
cannot afford this [riding], may use a *chamber-horse.

1835 6 Todd Cycl. I. 248/2 The difference between riding a !

chamber-horse and a real one. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals
1. 111. 74 The *Chamber-men . . put on their Cardinalitial

i

habits. 1884 Higginson Com. Sense about Worn. xlii. 173
[SheJ has her pillow smoothed and her curtains drawn, not

by a chambermaid, but by a chamberman. 1886 Brodrick
Hist. Univ. Oxford 22 His ^chamber mates and class mates.

1779 Johnson L. P., Milton Wks. (1816' 92 He was a
'chamber-milliner and measured his commodities only to

his friends. .11789 Burney Hist. Mus. III. Introd. 9
''Chamber Music such as cantatas, single songs, solos,

j

trios, etc. 1880 Grove Diet. Mus. s.v. 332. 1706 Lend.
\

Gaz. No. 4250/5 Three "Chamber-Organs to be sold. 1852

Seidel Organ 32 Organs . . tuned either in the so-called

*chamber-pitch . . or in the choir-pitch, which was a whole
tone higher. 1709 Steele & Add. Taller No. 101 p 1 A
Lawyer who leaves the Bar for 'Chamber- Practice. C 1765
Burke Popery Lavs Wks. IX. 336 Chamber practice, and
even private conveyancing, are prohibited to them, c 161 x I

Chapman Iliad xiv. 287 Thou hast a*chamber-stead, Which
j

Vol. II.

Vulcan, .contriv'dwith all fit secrecy, 1615 — Odyss. XX1T1.

270 The bed That stands within our bridal chamber-sted.

1585 .\WM<-wc7fl/0r(N.)*Chamber-stool. 1608 Withal Diet.

205 <N.) A chamberstoole or pot, lasanum et scaphium.
1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. 254 In the study of the
classics. . "chamber-study must always be . . superior to any
courses of . . lectures. 1542 Udall. Erasm. Apoph. 212 b,

Lasanum is greke and latin for. .a *chaumbre-vessel. 1509
Hawbs Past. Pleas, xxxi. iv, What he can do Of *chambre
werke. 1621 Burton A fiat. Mel. (1624) 69. 1884 N. }'.

Herald 27 Oct. 7/2 Girl to do chamber work and waiting.

Chamber (tpi'mbw), v. [f. prec. sb. : cf F.

chambrer in some of the same senses.]

1. Irans. To place in, or as in, a chamber ; to

shut up, confine, enclose, arch.

1575 Turberv. Venerie 195 To make the vermine flee

downe into the lowest parts & there to chamber or angle
themselves. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, L i. 149 The best blood
chamber'd in hisbosome. 1601 W. Parry Sherfey's Trav.
(1863) 16 Their women are ..closely chambred up. 1640
Brome Sparagus Card, iv, v. Wks. 1873 III. 186 Call downe
my Neece out of The melancholy mist she's chambred in.

1818 Milman Samor 346. 1868 Bushnell Serm. Living
Subj. 91 Chambered, .in his sleep under the open sky.

t 2. fig. To restrain, keep within bounds (one's

tongue, words, etc.). Obs.

138. Wyclif Semi. Sel. Wks. II. 124 Crist chaumbred his

wordis and taujte men to flee boost. 1542 Uuall Erasm.
Apoph. 10 a, Critias. .thretened hym, that onelesse he cham-
bred his tongue, etc. 1644 Prynne & Walker Fiennes
'Trial 12 To chamber up or restraine Iustice intra Privatos
Parities. 17.. Will Stewart xlv. in Child Ballads iv.

425/2 Chamber thy words now, I bidd thee.

3. To form into a chamber or into chambers.

167^4 Durant in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 223 A spacious
Cavity, chambered with Walls and Pillars of derident lapi-

descent Waters. 1866 Argyll Reign Law ii. (ed. 4) 102

A structure . . hollowed and chambered on the plan which
engineers have so lately discovered.

4. To provide (a gun) with a chamber.
1708 Kersey To Chamber a Gun is to make a chamber in

her. 1879 [see Chamber sb. 10 c.]. 1885 Capt. Nobj.e in

Pall Mall G. 13 Apr. 2/2 You must either 'chamber' or re-

frain from firing such large charges.

b. To furnish with a concavity, to hollow

underneath. Cf. Chambered 3.

f 5. intr. To lodge in, or as in, a chamber. Obs.

i6ix Heywood Gold. Age 1. i.Wks. 1874 III. 11 You shall

no more, .chamber vnderneath the spreading Okes.

11 6. 1 To be wanton, indulge in lewdness ' (J.).
1607 Niccols Cuckow (T.), Their chambering fortitude

they did descry By their soft maiden voice and flickering

eye. 1826 Scott Woodst. iii,What—chambering and wanton-
ing in our very presence ! iCf. also Chambering vbl. sb. 2.)

t Chamber-deacon, -deakin, -deken,
-in, -on, -yn. Obs. [app. f. Chamber + Deacon,
though the history of the appellation is obscure.

If sense 1 was, as it appears to be, the earlier, then the

persons so called were probably really in minor orders, or at

least preparing for such. It is probable that these often

supported themselves by acting as domestic chaplains, or

even as ordinary domestics or ' scouts ' to well-to-do scholars

or others willing to entertain them, and that hence arose

sense 2. A University Statute quoted by Antony a Wood
sub anno 1432 mentions alicui scholar!, sive alicujus schol-

aris servienti. Wood's conjecture that the word was a
corruption of in camera degentes, i. e. living not in any
academical hall, but in lodgings (as non-coUegiate students*,

belongs to pre-scientific 'etymology', but it is not easy to

say whether the chamber-dekyns of sense 1 were named from
living in their own chambers, or, as those of sense 2 were,

from keeping the chambers of others.]

1. A name given to certain poor clerks, or poor

scholars, chiefly from Ireland, who frequented the

English universities (esp. Oxford) in the 15th c,

and did not belong to any college or hall.

1413 Act 1 Hen. V, c. 8 Qe toutz Irrois et clercs Irrois

menuinauntz appellez chaumberdeakyns soient voidez hors

du Roialme [trans I. Berthollet 1543 Irysh clerkes beggars

called chamberdeckins]. {x^z*-^Act 1 Hen. VI, c. 3 'What
sort of Irishmen only may come to dwell in England',
specially forbids 'scholars of Ireland which be no gradu-

ates' to repair to Oxford or Cambridge, unless they bring

letters testimonials under the seal of the Lieutenant, etc. ;

it refers to the preceding Statute, but does not name
chaumberdeakyns.] 1432 Statute in Anstey Munim. Acad.
(Oxon.) (1868) I. 320 Quum pax hnjus almae Universitatis

frequenter turbari dignoscitur per diversos, qui in_ forma
Scholarium infra Universitatem et praecinctum ejusdem
extra aulas ac sine Principalibus in locis diversis latent et

expectant, qui nefando nomine chamberdekenys nuncupan-
tur, et per dies dormiunt, ac in noctibus circa tabernas [et]

lupinana spolia homicidiaque vigilant, etc. [it is therefore

enacted that scholars must reside in a hall, or college]. 1512

in Wood, Mandatum generale . . quibusdam pauperibus scho-

laribus qui vocantur chamberdekyns. .sub poena bannitionis

ut transferrent se infra viii dies immediate sequentes in

collegia sua sive aulas ubi communia habentur.

% In later writers it is only a historical term, at

the meaning of which guesses are made.
1607 Cowell Inttrpr., Chamberdekins are Irish beggars,

which by the Statute of 1 H. 5. cap 8 were, etc. 1655 Ful-

ler Ch. Hist. iv. ii. § 29 The Commons' petition . . that all

Irish begging-priests called Chaumberdeakyns should avoid

the Realm before Michaelmas next. 1681 Blount Glossogr,

Chamberdekins, or Chaumberdakyns, were Irish begging

Priests, banished England. 1696 Phillips, Chamberdekins,

properly Chamber-deacons, were certain poor Irish Scholars,

clad in poor habit, and living under no Rule, banish'd Eng-

land in the reign of Hen. V. 1721-1800 Bailey, Chamber-
dfkinst'i.c. Chamber- Deacons', Irish Beggars, in the Habit

of poor Scholars of Oxford, who often committed Robberies.

1764 Burn Hist. Poor Laws 24. 1831 Sir W. Hamilton
DisC.(tt$»)41? We find . .decisive measures taken in Oxford

1 against the Chamberdekyns or scholars haunting the
Schools, but of no authorised house.

2. A servant or attendant who kept the chambers
of noblemen and others attending court, called also

minister of chamber.
1461-83 Liber Niger Edw. IV in Househ. Ord. (1790) 38

(Gentylmen L'sshers of Chauvtbre), And eche of these
usshers to have into this court ii honest servaunts . . and to

1
leve byhynde them no chaumbre-dekons in courte, but such

i as are appoynted by the countyng house. Ibid. 44 \Henx-
\

Juen\ Eueryche of theym an honest servaunt tokepe theyre

I

chambre and harneys and "to array hym in this courte,

I

whyles theyre maisters be present in courte, or elles to have
no chambre dekens. Ibid. 66 Item .. that the chambre

I

decons voyde with theyre maistyrs sauve Suche as are as-

signed here to abide, [cf. 1526 Househ. Ord. 148 That no
such mynister or keeper of chamber be suffered.. to have

!

any ladde under him to doe his bustnesse.]

Chambered (tj?''inbaud
, pp'- a. [f. Chamber

sb. and v. + -ED.]

1. Furnished with a chamber or chambers. Also
in comb., as many-chambered, six-chambered.

Chambered shell: see quot. 1847.
1382 Wyclif Geet, vi. 16 Sowpyng placis, and thre

chaumbred thow shall make in it, 1483 Caxton Descr.
Brit. 16 A thre chambred hous made of vawte stones. 161

1

Florio s.v. Agucchia, To finde the thicknes of chambred
peeces of the breach. 1845 6 Trench Huls. Led. 1, iii. 55
This many-chambered palace of the Truth. 1847 Ansteu
Amc. World viii. 140 As the [Nautilus] grows in size, it from
time to time builds off a cup-shaped wall upon the soft

' rounded surface of the hinder part of the body, leaving as
it goes a space behind it, whii h is occupied only by air or
some gaseous substance, and acts as a tloat. Proceeding in

,
this way, and building a succession of* these walls, there is

ultimately formed what is called a chambered shell. 1858
Greener Gunnery 11S Although not a chambered gun, i;

will be seen. . to be an attempt to obtain uniformity of thick-

ness in every part of the arc. 1882 St. yames's Gaz. 25

I

Feb. 11 A six-chambered revolver.

2. Shut up in a chamber.
11529 Skelton Image Hypocr. L 413 Your closse-cham-

bered drabbes. 1710 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III. 218 If

they lay resty and out of their Game, chamber'd. and idle.

3. Having a cavity or hollow underneath.

1683 Land. Gaz. No. 18x0/4 A Sandy grey Gelding..

a

black Leather Saddle. .Chambered for his Hack. 1710 Ibid,

No. 4746/4 A red Saddle with 4 Brass Nails, and Chamber'd
just by the Chine Bone of the off Side.

•j-4. = Cambered ; bent like a bow, arched. Obs.

[1387 Trevisa Higden 1 Rolls) I.
J53

pey [the Irish] dryueb
1 hirnors win a chambre serde in pe ouer ende {virgant in

!
superiori parte cameratami.] 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit.

$i They driue their horses with a chambred yerd in the

1 ouer ende in stede of bittes. 1616 Lane Sq. Tale ix. 67
Well plantes the gapps with chambred iron slinges.

Chamberer (tf^'mbsrai). Obs. or arch.

Forms : 4 chomberier, 4-5 chamberere, cham-
: brer(e, chaumbrere, 5 charabriere, cham-
bryer^e, 5-6 chaumberer, 5-7 chambrier, 6

: chambirer, 4- chamberer. [a. OF. chambcrier

I (motl.F. chambrier, Pr. cambrier, It. cameriere)

:—late L. camenirius chamberlain, f. camera cham-

ber ; also a. OF. chambricre, fern, of the same.

The two gentlers early fell together in Eng., with

loss of the significance of final e.]

1 1. A woman who attends to a bedchamber ; a

chambermaid, handmaid. Obs.

The first quot. may possibly belong to sense 3.

1340 Ayenb. 171 pe ssrifte, fiet is be guode chomberier bet

clenzeb pet hous. 1395 E. E. Wills (1882) 6, I bequethe to

Idkyne my chambrer. .a bed couenable for her estat. 1480

Caxton Ovid's Met. xiv. iii, Yris, chambrier and messager

of Juno. 1483 — G. de la Tour Gvujb, The ancylle or

j

chamberere of god. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III.

1 1949/2 Foure gentlewomen that were hir chamberers. 1675

Cotton Burlesque upon B. Wks. (1765) 270 The Graces

..Shall daily wait upon thy rising, (And never Asian

Cavaliers Could boast they had such Chambriers). 1721-33

Strype Eccl. Mem. III. 1. iv. 36 The Queen's chamberers,

viz, Mrs. Dormer, etc.

f 2. A concubine. Cf. handmaid. Obs.

c 1400 MaUNDHV. ix. 102 Abraham hadde another sone
; Ysmael, that he gat upon Agar his Chambrere. a 1450 Kt.

I

de la Tour (1868) 30 Chambreres to EngHsshe men .. that

i

duellen with hem as her lemmannys.

f 3. A man who attends in the bedchamber of a

nobleman or gentleman ; a chamberlain, valet. Obs.

( 1430 Lydg. Bochas m. Introd. xviii, And though thy
: clothing be of purple hewe, With great awaytyng of many
i chamberers. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 96/3 Thou hast clenly

j
seruantes and nette chambryeres. 1577 Holinshed Ckron.

III. 920/2 He kept in his great chamber a continuall boord

for the chamberers and gentlemen officers. 1640 Yorke

Union Hon. 71 Thomas, who was Chamberer to King

Edward the first.

4. One who frequents ladies chambers; a gallant.

arch. (Cf. Carpet-knight.)
1604 Shaks. Oth. nr. iii. 265, 1 . . haue not those soft parts

of Conuersation That Chamberers haue. 1822 Byron
Werner rv. i. 404 You bid me turn a chamberer, To pick up

gloves, and fans. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. xvii.

' 428 Hotspur is no chamberer.

Cha*mber-fellow. arch, [see Fellow.]

One who shares a room or rooms with another.

1580 Barkt Alv. C 308 A fellowe, or companion of ones

i

companie : a chamberfellow. 1640 Evelyn Diary (1S271 1.

j

Come my Bro Richard from schole to my chamber-fellow
I at the University. 1706 Hearne Collect. (18851 1. 305 When
he was of Wadham, being chamber Fellow of Hump-Hody.
1712 Steele Spect. No. 448 P 5 Chamber-fellows in the Inner-

33
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Temple, i860 Forstfr Gr. Remonstr. 119 The daughter
of his chamber-fellow in the Temple, Richard Simonds.

Chambering ' tJ^Wntwriij , vbl. sb. [f. Cham-
ber sb. and v. + -1no

+ 1. & The furnishing of a room. b. concr.

Hangings or tapestry for a room. Obs.

< 1449 Pecock Repr. 521 What point of chaumbring,
stabihng, gardeins, beddis. .plesith oon gist, plesith not an
othere. 1454 Test, Ebor. (1836' 174, j blake bede with the

chawmering of the same. 1480 Wardr. Acc. Edtv. IV,
1830) 130 Chamberyng offtapicery white and grene.

t 2. Sexual indulgence, lewdness
;

luxury, ef-

feminacy. Obs.

15*6 Tindale Rom. xiii. 13 Let vs walke honestly .

.

nether in chamburynge [Wvclif couchis 1388 beddis] and
wantannes. 16x3 R. C. Table Alfh. led. 3), Chambering,
lightnesse, and wanton behauiour in priuate places.

+ b. attrib. or adj. Luxurious, effeminate. Obs.

165a Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 82 Andronicus
Palacologus . . lived a chambering idle life within his

Palace.

3. The providing (of a gun) with a chamber.
1880 Times 27 Dec. 9/2 The calibre and chambering of

the guns.

Chamberlain (tj^'mbailin). Forms: 3
chaumberling, -lein, 3 4 chamberlein, chaum
burleyn, 3-5 chamberleyn e, 4 chambyTleyne,
chaumberlaine, -layn, chamburlain'e, 4-5
-laynfe, 4-6 -leyne, chamberlayn e, 5 chawm-
byxleyne, chambrelayne. Sc. chalmerlain, 5-7
chamberlaine, 6 chammerlayne, chambarlayn,
6-7 chamberlin, -len ; Sc. chalmerlane ; 4-
ohamberlain. [a. OF. chamberlain, -len, -/anc,

•lenc, a. Ger. *kamarling in OHG. ehamarling,

-line,chamerling) ,l.kamara,ehamara (a. L. ramara,

camera) Chamber + -ung. The German gave also

the med.L. camerlengtts
,
-lingus. It. camarlingo, Sp.

camarlengo, Pr. camarlenc. Comparing Cameka,
and Chamber, we see that chamberlain is a Ger-

manic formation, kamarling, which we have re-

ceived through Romanic (i. e. OFr.) ; but that the

basis of this Germanic formation was itself a

Greek word, tcafiapa, which German received

through Latin. Chaumberling, in Ancren Riwle,

appears to show assimilation to the native -ling in

darling, etc., but it may have been influenced by
the L. form in dingus. (See also Chambeli.an.)]
1. a. A chamber attendant of a lord or king, one

who waits on him in his bedchamber {arch.) ; a

woman attending on a lady in her bedchamber
(obs. rare), b. An officer charged with the man-
agement of the private chambers of a sovereign or

nobleman.
Lord Great Chamberlain of England : a hereditary

office, the main duties of which now consist in attending
upon and attiring the sovereign at his coronation, the care

of the ancient Palace of Westminster, the furnishing of
Westminster Hall and the Houses of Parliament on state

occasions, and attending upon peers and bishops at their

creation or doing of homage.
Lord Chamberlain 0/ the Household '. a chief officer who

shares with the Lord Steward, the Master of the Horse,

and the Mistress of the Robes, the oversight of all officers

of the Royal Household. He appoints the royal profes-

sional men and tradesmen, has control of the actors at the

royal theatres, and is the licenser of plays.

U97 R. Glouc. (1724' 390 As hys chamberleyn hym bro^te

. . vorto werye, a peyre hose of say. a 1300 Cursor m,
10432 Sco had a maiden hight vtaine, pat was hir priue

chambur-laine. ("1325 Coer de L. 3004 Hys [the king's]

chaumberlayn hym wrappyd warm. 1480 Caxton Chron,

Eng. exciii, Syr hugh the spencer that was the kynges
chamberlayne kepte soo the kynges chambre that no man

,

must speke with the kyng. 1539 Househ. Ord. in Thynne's
1

Animadv. (1865) Introd. 33 That the Chamberlaines. .shall
!

cause like search to be made within all the Chambers.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaur., Abra . .a little gyle or mayde
that attendeth on hir Maystres.se, especially in hir cham-
ber : a Chamberlayne. 1504 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. i. 123

My good Lord Chamberlaine. 1685 Lond. Gas. No.
2056/4 His Majesty has been pleased to constitute the

Right Honorable the Earl of Aylesbury Lord Chamberlain
of his Houshold. 1705 Colkridgk Plot Discov. 19 If 'the

Robbers' can be legally suppressed by that thing yclept a

Lord Chamberlain. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. v. 139 The
Chamberlain of the Romano-German Emperors is now the

|

German Emperor. Mod. Neivspr. 'The Lord Chamberlain
lengthened the skirts of the ballet

fig. a\%%%Ancr. R. 410 Luue is his chaumberling. 138.

Wvclif Set. Whs. III. 165 Wommen is chaumburleyn of

hert of mon bat lufs hir. 1608 Akmin Nest Ninn. 11842) 5
Riches, her chamberlaine . . beauty her bed-fellow.

2. A steward; fa. title of a chief officer of the

kingdom of Scotland (obs.) ; b. an officer who re-

ceives the rents and revenues of a corporation or

public office (see Chambek sb. 5) ; c. the high

steward or factor of a nobleman.
1424 Sc. Acts fas. I 11597} 4 42 ' n cuerie Burgh .

. the
Chalmerlain sail inquire in his aire jeirlie, gif the Alder-
men and Baillies, hes keiped the act. .1460 Fortescck
Abs. <$ I.im. Mon.(tj\A\ 131 Iustices of Forests, Justices
and Chamberleyns of Cuntreis, the Warden of the Ports.

1467 in Eng. Gilds { 1870) 370 That the chamberleyn resceyvc 1

alle inaner rente/. 1536 Tindale Rom. xvi. 23 Erastus the
chamberlayne [o'ucovotios] of the cite saluteth you. 1538
Starkky England 11. ii. 182 Ix>rd Marschal Steuard and
Chamburleyn of England. 1609 Skene Reg. Ufa/. 162 The
Kings Chalmerlane, within the Kings Burrowes, i6ao J.

Wilkinson Court Leet 136 That you well and truly shall
serve the maior, aldermen, and burgesses of this town, .iu
the office of chamberlaine or general! receiver, 1727-51
(see Chamber sb. 5 J. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth ;1 S
On the large estates, there was an officer, next in authority
to the proprietor himself, who under the name of chamber-
Iain, was at once minister, general, and manager of the
estate. 1846 M<Culloch Act: Brit. Empire (18541 II* 201
All officers of the old corporations, such as town clerks,
bailiffs, treasurers, or chamberlains. 1883 Pall Malt G. 10
Oct. 10/1 His Grace says the latter made unfounded .. in-

sinuations against, .his chamberlain. 1884 B. Scon Lond.
Roll Eame 2 Admission to the Freedom should be made
only in the Chamberlain's Court held in the Guildhall.

+ 3. An attendant at an inn, in charge of the
bedchambers ; a waiter or chambermaid. Obs.
1587 F. James in Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 200 Given the

ostler and chamberlayne .. -id. 1631 Milton On Unit*.

\

Carrier 1. 14 [Death] In the kind office of a chamberlin
Showed him his room where he must lodge that night.
1809 Pinkney Trav. France 19 The merited reprobation

j

..of French beds and French chamberlains. 18*9 Hood
1 Eug. Aram xxiv, But Guilt was my grim chamberlain
1 That lighted me to bed.

4. attrib.
y
as in f chamberlain ayre or eyre' Sc.).

1805 R. Forsyth Beauties Scotl. I. 146 He held circuits,
or chamberlain ayres (as they were called', in the different

!
boroughs, for the purpose of reviewing the decrees of the
magistrates.

t Chamberlaincy. Obs. =next. (Perh. only
a misprint for it.)

1584 Knox Hist. Re/. 323 As if special! letters of factory
1
and chamertancie were granted to them.

Chamberlainry . Sc. [f. prec. + -ry.] The
office of chamberlain.

1597 St. Acts Jos. VI (15971 I 238 All offices of heretable
Chalmerlanries. .to be null. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt,
Brit. 11. 11. iv. (1743) 376 This office of chamberlainry was
possessed heritably of late by the Dukes of Lenox. 1885
Rep. Comm. Hist. MSS. on Eglinton MS. 18 To hold
courts of Bailiery and Chamberlainry .. of the burgh of
Irvine.

Chamberlainship tj^-mbajlinjip 1

.
[f. prec.

j

+ -ship.] The office of chamberlain.
1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 33. ft 25 The Chambeleynshippe

1 of Suthwales. 154a 3 Act 34 * 35 Hen. VIII, c. 27. 828
Any office of Stewardships chamberlaineshyppes, chauncel-
lourshippes, or iusticeshippes, within . . Wales. 1804 G.
Rose Diaries u86o> II. 133 Lord Salisbury to be removed
from the Chamberlainship. 1884 B. Scott Lond. Roll
Eame 209 This Freedom was voted during the Chamber-
lainship of Sir John Key.

Cha mberlet. [f. Chambkr + dim. suffix -let.]

A minute chamber or cavity.

1875 Dawson Dawn of Life vii. 181 Small subordinate

I

chamberlets.

t Chainber-lye tp-mbajbi, -li\ ? Obs. exc.

dial. Also 6 -ley, 6-8 -lie, -ly, 7-8 -lee. [f.

Chamber sb. + Lye. Cf. Ger. Kammerlauge in

Grimm.] Urine ; esp. as used for washing, etc.

1577 B. Goooe Heresbach's Husb. 111. (1586; 135b, lake
Chamberly, and Salte, and sceth them to gether, and washe
the places 'vhere the skinne is cut of. 1506 Shaks. i Hen.
IV, ii. i. 23 Your Chaml»er-lye breeds Kleas like a Loach.
1660 Siiwrock Vegetables 91. 1664 Cotton Poet. Wks.
(17651 51 She .. wash'd her hands in Chamber-lee. 1713
Lond. % Countr. firer>. iv. '17431 a96 That nasty. horridT
and detestable Piece of Cunning ana Knavery, .commonly
practised in a certain famous Metropolis of putting Cham-
berlye, or human Urine, into their pale or Amber Two-
penny Malt Drink. < 1844 Lanck Cott. Eartn. 7 Refuse
water from the house, particularly soap-suds, which contain
potash 1, chamberlye, etc. 1877 llolderness Gloss. tE. D. S. i,

Chaymerly, urine. Formerly preserved in tubs, for wash-
ing, to soften the water and save soap.

Chambermaid (.tJ^' mbajm^dV
1. A female sen-ant in a house or inn, who attends

to the bedrooms. In Theatrical phrase, an actress

of a recognised line of pert comedy parts, including

chambermaids, waitresses, etc.)

1587 < loi-DiNr, De Morttay xxxiv. 546 [ Peter] he whom the
Chamt>ermaid had made amazed a 1641 Stcki.ing ^d^-
tins 111. (1646) 31 Camber maide<, and country wenches
About thirty. 1768 74 Titkkr /./. Nat. (1852I II. 558 A
ballad tune sung by the coarse-piped < haml>er maid. 1849
Mrs, Carlvlk Lett. 1 1. 70 The chamber-maid came to say
a gentleman was asking for me. 1850 Lvf.il ..,/ Visit
U. S. II. 216 She liked much to act chambermaid, as then
she was not expected to learn her part so accurately. 1885
W. C. Day Behind Footlights 120 We have the . . singing
chambermaid, to whose fascination, loquacity and chronic
curiosity . . the audience is indebted for no inconsiderable

1

portion of its enjoyment.

f 2. A lady's maid. Obs.

1590 Grkknf. Xeuer too late (1600 43 He vnderstood by

I

her chambermaid y* she was at home. 1601 Shaks. Ttvet.

N. t. lii. 55 My Neeces Chamber-maid. 1719 Swift To
Vng. Clergym. Wks. 1755 II. 11. 4 He used to consult one
of his lady s chambermaids.

Cha mber-master. A name given in the
shoemaking trade, to a shoemaker who works in

his own house, executing contracts for the shops,
or disposing of the produce of his work to

them.
1851 Mavhfw Lotui. Lab. (ed. 2I II. 343 The chamber-

master in the shoe trade making up his own materials.

1888 Jrfil. Soc. Arts 3 Peb. 284/2 Even in first grade boots,

a certain amount of work, .is given out by the shopkeeper
to contractors, called ' chanil>er-masters '.

Hence Chamber-master -\, -ing; vbl. sb.

1851 Mavhkw Lotui. Lab. II. 353 Now, three daughters,
my w ife, and myself work together in chaml>er-mastering.

j

Chamber-pot 1 tj^i-mbaip^ t . [f. as prec.

+

Pot. (Cf. Y . pot de chambre.)\ A vessel used in

a bedchamber for urine and slops. In the crockerv-
trade, often euphemized as chamber.}
1570 Wills Im>. A*. C. 11835* 348 Fyue chamber pottes

of pouther vs. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 85. 1613 R. C. Table
Alp/i. ted. 3', lordan, a chamberpot. 1698 Christ Exalted
63 Hath not the Potter power over the Clay, of the same

,

lump to make a hundred Chamber-pots and but five
drinking Vessels? 1776 Phil Trans. LX.VI. 583. 1850 \V
Irving Goldsmith 114 My mamma send-s hex compliments,
and begs the favor of you to lend her a chamber-pot full of

1
coals.

Chambertin Janbertfn). [Fr. ; from the
name of the place w here the vines are grown.] A
wine, a superior kind of Burgundy.
1775 Sir K. Barry Wines ofAncients 433 The Chambertin

is generally preferred to any other wine in Burgundy. 18*9
D. Conway Norway 80 A dinner and a bottle of chambertin.

Chamblet: t, obs. form of Camlet.
Chambmok, obs. form of Cammock 1.

Chambor, -oure, -re, -ur, obs. fT. Chamber.
II Chambranle (

Janbra hi'). Arch. [Fr.

;

i

formerly chambransle, of uncertain origin : see

Littre.] ' An ornamental bordering on the sides

and tops ofdoors, windows,and fireplaces' (Gwilt).
1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Chambranle, an Ornament

in Masonry and Joyners Work, bordering the three Sides of
Doors, Windows, and Chimneys. 1843-75 Gwilt Encyct.
Archit. Gloss. s.v. f The top of a three-sided chambranle is

called the transverse, and the sides ascendants.

Chambrel (tfa-mbrel). ? Obs. [Another form

I

of Cambrel.] The bend or joint of the upper
part of a horse's hind leg.

17*5 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Paris ofHorse's Body, The
Chambrel or Elbow. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Horse,
The after joint, or bending of the hind leg [is called] the

I

cliambrel or elbow. 1847 Craig, Chambercl.
Chambrelayne, obs. form of Chamberlain.

(

Chambrere, -brier, etc., obs. ff. Chamberek.
Chambulle, obs. form of Shamble.

t Chame. Obs. [Cf. Chaum.] A fissure,

j

crack, chap.

'559 Morwyng Evonym. 342 Good for the chames or
chinkes of the skin.

Chamelile, obs. form of Camel.
Chameleon Urn li:m Forms: (4 gamelos.

' camle), 4-9 camelion, 6 chameelion, carnal
Han. chamelacon . 7 camelian, 6-9 chamelion,
cameleon. chamfleleon, 6- chameleon. See
also Camelion, Camle. [a. L. chamteleon, a.

Gr. xaPai*-*w the chameleon, f. yapm on the

ground, dwarf + Ma/v a lion. The usual spelling

down to the present century was camelion ; came-
leon being also common after 1700; in senses

3, 4 chameleon is now frequent.]

1. A saurian reptile of the genus Chamteleo,
family Cham/tlconidfe, small lizard-like creatures,

distinguished by a prehensile tail, long tongue,

eyes moving independently, and covered each with
a single circular eyelid, but esp. by their power
of changing the colour of the skin, ' varying
through different shades of yellow, red, gray*

brown, and dull inky blue' Carpenter Zoology

1847). From their inanimate appearance, and
power of existing for long periods without food,

they were formerly supposed to live on air. These
attributes made the name famous and familiar to

many who knew nothing else of the animal.

1340 Ayenb. 67 Ase be gamelos bet leueb by be eyr and
na^t ne heb ine his roppes bote wynd, and hep eche manere
colour bet ne hep non nis ojen. 1393 Gower Conf. I. 133
Lich unto the camelion, Whiche upon every sondry hewe
That he beholt he mote newe His colour, t 1400 Maundev.
xxviii. 289 Manye Camles . . He may chaunge him in to

alle inaner of coloures that him IKt, saf only in to red
and white. 1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (PalfrJ vii. 8

As a camelion nath all colors save white, so hath a flat

tererall points save honestie. 1555 Eden Decades W. Ind.
.Arb. ) i3a A straunge l>east . . a kynd of Chameleon.
1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Rlooti xvii. 23 Can men
feede like Camelions, on the ayer? 1602 Shaks. Ham. Rt
ii. 98 King. How fares our Cosin Hamlet? Ham. Excel-
lent Ifaith, of the Camelions dish : I eate the Ayre promise-
cramm'd. i6a6 Bacon Sylva J 360 A Chamelion is a
Creature about the Kignesse of an Ordinary Lizard . . His
Tongue of a marvellous Length in respect of his Body.
1648 Hunting of Fox 45 Camelions, which change with
every object, a 1700 Drvden (J.

1 The thin chameleon, fed

with air, receives The colour of the thing to which he
cleaves. 1717 Pope Th. on I 'ar. Subj. in Swift's Whs.
1755 II. 1 234 The camelion, who is said to feed upon
nothing but air, hath of all animals the nimblest tongue.

1786 tr. Bedford's Vathek <i868t 38 Carathis. .like a cha-

meleon, could assume all possible colours. 1820 Shelley
Prom. Vnb. iv. t. 483 As a lover or a cameleon Grows like

what it looks upon. 1840 Dickkns Old C. Shop 166 The.

.

meagre aspect of the place would have killed a chameleon.

2. fig. (esp. = inconstant or variable person.)

1586 Jas. VI in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 224 III. 21, I praye
you not to takk me to be a Camelion. 1591 Shaks. Ttvo

Gent. 11. i. 178 Though the Cameleon Loue can feed on the

ayre. 1606 Dekker Stv. Sins 1. lArb.) 13 The Politick

Bankrupt is . . a Cameleon, that can put himselfe into all

colours. 1616 Bi'llokar S. v., Men that are inconstant and
tickle are sometimes called Chameleons. 1797 Godwin
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Enquirer L v. 33, I find myself a sort of intellectual came-
lion. 1866 Motley Dutch Rep. 11. i. 127 He was a chame-
leon to the hand which fed him. He coloured himself, as

it were, with the King's character.

3. Sol. The name of two plants : White) Cha-
meleon, Carlina gummifera; Black Chameleon,
Cardopatium corymbosum.
1551 Turner Herbal 1. H iva, It hath leues ofchameleon,

or blacker then the whyte thystel and thycker. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens IV. lvii. 517 Of the Thistel Chameleon. .Chauixleou

is of two sortes, the white and the blacke. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 124 The reason why this herb is named Chame-
leon, is by occasion of the variable leaues which it beareth.

1673 Ray jfourn. Low C. (1738) II. 194 The black Chama>
lion with its handsome blue colour'd tops. 17x2 tr. Pomet's

Hist. Drugs I. 41 The White Chameleon or Little Chardon.

4. Astron. One of the southern cireumpolar

constellations, lying between Apus and Mensa.
1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 66/2 The following is the list of

Bayer's constellations. -Hydrus, Chameleon, Apis.

5. Client. Mineral chameleon or chameleon mi-

neral [cf. 1*'. cameleon mineral}, a name given to

manganate of potassium (Kj Mn Ot ), the solution

of which in water changes colour, on exposure to

the air, from deep green to deep purple, owing to

the formation of the permanganate K MnOt ).

1816 Accum Chem. Tests (1818) 461 The camelepn is evi-

dently formed of potash and oxide of manganese. 1869

Roscoe Eleiu. Client. 234 Hence its common name of min-

eral chamelion. 1873 Williamson Chem. ted. 3) § 194 This
change of colour obtained for the salt the name mineral
chameleon.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as cha-

meleon fare, hue. b. quasi-a<^'. Resembling the

chameleon, chameleon-like.
1687 Dryden Hind <y P. in. 788 Conscience is then your

plea. . But yours is much of the cameleon hue, To change
the dye with every different view. 1793 Holcroft tr.

Lavater's Physiogn. xxix. 143 Such cameleon minds can be
at one moment great, at another contemptible. 1837 Haw-
thorne Tivice Told T. (1842) 419 A chameleon spirit, with
no hue of its own. 1840 Hood Kilmansegg xxiii, Her very
first draught of vital air, It was not the common chameleon
fare. 1856 Miss Mulock J. Halifax 231 Her chameleon
power of seizing and sunning herself in the delight of the

moment.
c. Comb. , as chameleon fly, a dipterous insect,

Stratiomys chamseteon ; chameleon grass, the

striped variety of Phalaris arundinacea or other

grasses ; chameleon-like a.

1598 Gerard Herbal 1. xix. §2. 25 Graiucn striatum, or
Gramen pictum : in English the Furrowed grasse, the white
Chameleon grasse, or straked grasse. 1802 Bingley Atlim.
Biog. (1813) III. 319 The chameleon fly . . is one of our most
common two-winged insects.

Chameleon, v. noncc-ivd. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To cause to change its hue like a chameleon.
1885 G. Meredith Diana I. i. 18 This lady did not

' chameleon ' her pen from the colour of her audieuce.

Chameleonic (kam/d/ifniik), a. [f. as prec.

+ -ic] Chameleon-like
;

given to change, in-

constant.
1821 Shelley Let. Mr. Mrs. Gisborne 13 July, Poets

—

the best of them, are a very cameleonic race. 1870 Graphic

17 Sept. 270/3 The Parisians, .chameleonic as they may be
—do not tire of their rulers in four days.

Chame'leonize, v. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. +

-ize.] intr. To play the chameleon ; to change
colour like a chameleon.
1590 Nashe Lent. Stuffe 51 How from white to redde you

camelionized. 1623 Cockeram, Camelionize, to change into

many colours. 16315 Blount Glossogr., Catuelionize, to live

by the Aire, .or change colour.

Chame'leon-like, a. and adv. Like, or after

the manner of, a chameleon.
1589 Pasquil's Pel. A iv, Chamselion like, capable of any

faith saue the right. 1629 Symmer Spir. Poesie 11. vi. 39
Those that Chameleon-like are puffed up with the winde
of pride, a 1652 J. Smith Scl. Disc. viii. 397 Chameleon-
like Christians. 1703 Maundrell jfourn. Jems. (1732) 12.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. 11. 111. vi. 334 He as usual will go
wavering chameleonlike

; changing colour and purpose with
the colour of his environment.

Chamelet, obs. form of Camlet.
Chamell(e, ohameyle, chamelot, chamo-
mile, chamer, obs. ff. Camel, Camlet, Camo-
mile, Chamber.
Chamfer tjarmfai), sb. Also 7 chamfre.

[app. ad. F. chanfrehi, formerly also chamfrain,
chanfrain, -frin, 'a chanfering or a channel,
furrow, hollow gutter, or streake in stone-worke,

etc' (Cotgr.), f. OF. chanfraindre to Chamfek.
It is possible that the Fr. chamfrain directly gave
the Eng. Chamfering, and that from this, taken

as a vbl. sb., chamfer vb. and sb. were educed.
The connexion of the two senses is unexplained

',
sense 1

appears to be the earlier (cf. the vb. and derivatives).

iGwilt, Archit. 928, cites sense 2 from a MS. of 1475, but
apparently in error.)]

1 1. A small groove, channel, gutter, furrow, such
as may be cut-in wood or stone. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 442 The Alexandrine Figs are of

the blacke kind, hauing a white rift or chamfre. 1609 —
Amm. Marcell. XXln. iv. 223 An yron full of chamfers and
teeth \multifido ferro\ 1664 Evelyn Silva (1776) 197
Those pretty undulations and chamfers which we so fre-

quently find in divers woods. 1708 Kersey, Chamfer or
Cham/ret, a small Gutter, or Furrow upon a Pillar, etc.

2. The surface produced by bevelling off a

square edge or corner equally on both sides ; if

made concave, it is called a hollow or concave

chamfer.
[Not in Phillips, Blount, Kersey, Bailev, Johnson, or

Todd.] 1842-76 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Chamfer, the arris

of anything originally right-angled cut aslope or bevel.

1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. I. xxii. § 8 You may see the

straight chamfer on most lamp-posts, and pillars at rail-

way stations, it being the easiest to cut : the concave

chamfer requires more care, and occurs generally in well

finished but simple architecture. 1851 Turner Dom. A rchit.

II. ii. 30 It has a round moulding instead of the hollow

chamfer. 1870 F. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 82 The jambs are

square, with a slight chamfer. 1881 Mechanic § 346.

3. (See quot.)

1884 F. Britten Watch A> Clockm. 50 The chamfering tool

with which the aris is removed is often spoken of as a
' chamfer '.

Chamfer tjx-mbi), v. Also 6 chamfure,
chaunfer, 7 champher, chanter, [see prec. sb.

OF. had chanfraindre, pa. pple. chanfrainl ; mod.
F. has chanfreiner, to chamfer. The latter element

of OF. chanfraindre appears to be fraindre :—

L

frangere to break ; and the whole may be cantum
frangere, chant fraindre, to break the edge or

side (less likely champfraindre to break the field,
.]

1. trans. To channel, flute, furrow.

1565-73 [see Chamfered]. 1598 Florio, Iitcauellare . .to

chamfure or make hollow. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 385
The said stone or kernell of the Date, .along the back hath

a cut or deep slit chamfered in (as it were) between two
pillowes. 1620 Davies Past, to W. Browne, Looke how
breme Winter chamfers Earths bleeke face. 1708 Kersey
s.v., The Stalks of certain Plants are.. said To be Cham-
fer'd, when they have Marks upon them like such Furrows.

1820 Mair Tyro's Diet. (ed. 10) 374 Strio . . to chamfer
timber or stone.

2. To cut away or reduce (a square edge or

arris) so as to replace it by a plane surface with

two oblique angles ; to bevel away, off.

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. m/i Champher is to take

the square edge of a stone off Bevile ways. 1800 Herschel
in Phil. Trans. XC. 498 The holes, .are chamferred away
on the under side. 1849 Freeman Archit. 44 Beauty and
convenience alike would suggest chamfering or rounding
off the angles. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. I. xxii. § 8 An
amputated corner is said to be chamfered.

Chamfered (tjse
-mfaid), ///. a. [f. prec.]

1. Channelled, fluted, furrowed, grooved, arch.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaur., Strialus, chamfered, chanelled.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb., Comes the breme winter

with chamfred browes, Full of wrinkles and frosty furrowes.

1657 W, Coles Adam in Eden ccci. 565 A stalk . . straked

or chamfered. 1822 Monthly Mag. LIII. 395 A horn,

chamfered or fluted longitudinally.

2. Bevelled off (as a square angle;, having the

arris replaced by a plane.

c 1790 Imison.SV/i. Art I. 21 Chisels, and other edge tools,

which are chamfered only on one side. 1793 Sir G. Shuck-
burgh in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 91 All these, as well as

every other adjusting screw throughout the instrument,

have chamfered heads. 1862 Maim. Mag. Apr. 529 The
solid stone piers, with chamfered angles.

Chamfering (tjarmfarirj), vbl. sb. [see Cham-
fer v. and sb. : possibly chamfering is the earliest

word, and directly ad. F. chamfrein, -frin.']

f 1. Channelling, fluting, grooving ; cotter, =
Chamfer sb. 1. Obs.

1565-73C00PER Thesaur., Strio . .to make rabates, chattels,

or chamfering in stone or timber. 1580 Hollyband Treas.

Fr. Tong, Caneler, to make rabates, chanels, a chaunfering

in Stone or Timber. x6u Coryat Crudities 24 The roofe

. . vaulted with very sumptuous frettings or chamferings.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s. v. Corniclie, The Composite
[Pillar], .with its Channels or Chamferings.

2. The bevelling of a right-angled edge ; a cut-

ting aslope ; concr. — Chamfer sb. 2.

1727-31 Bailey II, Chamfering, chamfrai'ning (in Car-
pentry, etc.) is the cutting the edge or end of anything
aslope or bevel. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. I. xvi. § 9 The
splaying or chamfering of the jamb of the larger door.

3. attrib. and Comb., as chamfering-bit, -tool.

1580 Baret Alv. C 310 To make chamfering rabates, or

chanels in stone or timber. 1884 F. Britten Watch <y

Clockm. 83 Marked . . with a pointed drill or chamfering tool.

+ Cha'mfery, a. or adv. Obs. rare~'. [f.

Chamfer + -Y.J Chamfer-wise, channel-wise.

1583 Stanyhurst Poems (Arb.) 137 With rent rocks cham.
ferye sharded.

Cha'mfrain, -fron. arch. Also 5 shaw-
fron, shamfron, 6 chaufrayne, 7 -frain, 9 cham-
frain, -fron, (champfrein) ; see also Chaffron
and its variants, [a. OF. chanfrain, chanfrain

(Cotgr. has both), in mod.F. chanfrein, of unknown
origin. (Certainly quite a distinct word from chan-

frein, Chamfer.) The corruptions Cheveronne
and Chlkffront occur in 15th and 16th c]
The frontlet of a barded or armed horse.

1465 Mann. ^ Househ. Exp. 287 To hym that made the

shawfron, \\\)S. i]d. Ibid. 288 shamfron. 1530 Palsgr. 204/1

Chaufrayne, a pece of harnesse for a horse, chanfrain.
1688 "R. Holme Armoury 1. 4 Plumes, bards, chaufrains,

caparisons. 1820 Scott fvanhoe ii, His gallant war-horse

. .fully accoutred for battle, with a chamfron or plaited

head-piece upon his head. 1840-5 Barham Ingol. Leg. 11877)

360 Grey Dolphin's chamfrain more than once dipped be-

neath the wave. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 20 June 11/2 A
champfrein, chased with a combat of two horsemen.

t Chamfrarning. Obs. rare-". - Chamfer-
ing 2, q. v. Chamfre, obs. variant of Chamfer.

t Cha mfret, v. Obs. [? derivative of Cham-
fer v. ; not in French.] — Chamfers. 2.

i6ix Cotgr., Braser, to skue or chamfret, viz. to slope the

edge of a stone. Ibid., Embrase'. .skued, or chamfretted
'

Ibid. , Embrasure . . the skuing, splaying, or chamfretting

I
of a doore, or window.
(These quotations show the first appearance of what is

now the current sense of chamfer.)

fCha-mfret, sb. Obs. [see prec] ^Chamfer
sb. 1. (Perh. only a dictionary error.)

1708 Kersey, Chamfer or Chamfret (in Architect.), a

small Gutter or Furrow upon a Pillar, etc. And so, as a

variant of Chamfer sb., in Bailey 1721, etc., Johnson 1755,

Craig, Webster, etc.

Chaming: see Kaming.
tChamite. Obs. [f. Chama and -ITE.] A

j

fossil shell of the family Chamacese.
1799 Kirwan Geo/, Ess. i. 245 The petrifactions found in

sandstone are most commonly orthoceratites, chamites,
tellinites, etc. 1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 489 White shells,

brittle, of the class of chamites, and screw-shells.

Chamite, -itic, -Hamite, -itic.

Chamlet t, -lot, -lyt, obs. ff. of Camlet.
Chammed, ehamming: see Cham v.

Chammer, obs. f. Chamber, Chimere.
Chammerlayne, obs. f. Chamberlain.

t Cha -mmish, a. Obs. Of or pertaining to

a Cham or Khan. Chammish Majesty : the

Great Khan; the Emperor of China.

1813 Examiner 26 Apr. 266/2 We think the Chammish
Majesty, and the Mandarin dignity were, .libelled.

Chammydnesse, obs. form of Cammedness.
Chamoemile, -mell, obs. ff. Camomile.

Chamoil, obs. form of Camel.

Chamois (
Jarmoi, Jse-mi, ||Jamwa). Forms:

see below, [a. F. chamois (16th c in Littre;,

prob. from Swiss Romanic : in Tyrolese camozza,

cantozz, Piedm. camossa, camoss, mod.Pr. camous,

Rumansch camuotsch, chamotsch (Diez) ; It. ca-

mozza, camoscio (cf. camoscia chamois leather) ;

Sp. camuza, gamuza, Pg. camuca, camurca. Pre-

sumably of the same origin as OHG. and MHG.
gamz, mod.G. gemse ; but the relations between

the Teutonic and Romanic words have not been

ascertained, and no etymology is known either in

Latin or Teutonic. See Diez, Littre, Kluge.
The English form eha/uoy, chamoi, was doubtless partly

at least due to the final -s being taken as a plural ending.

The name of the animal is now always written chamois ;

but sense 2 is still frequently shammy and shamoy.]

1. T orms : 6 shamoye, 7 shamois(e, sham-
mois, 7-8 shamoys, 8 shammoy, ehamoi. 6-

chamois.) A capriform antelope {A. ntpicapra

or Rupicapra tragus), the only representative of

I the antelopes found wild in Europe ; it inhabits

the loftiest parts of the Alps, Pyrenees, Taurus,

and other mountain ranges of Europe and Asia.

Its size is that of a full-grown goat; it is covered with

brown hair, and has horns, about six inches long, which

rise straight above the head, bending back so as to form

complete hooks. Its agility and keenness of scent make

its chase most difficult and exciting. (The 'chamois' of

the English Bible is probably a moufflon.)

1560 Bible iGenev.) Dent. xiv. 5 The vnicorne, and the

wilde oxe, and the chamois [1535 Coverd. camelion]. 1598

Florio, Muffri, a kind of beast like a shamoye or wild

goate. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 332 The wilde Shamols.

1623 Cockeram ii, A wilde Goate, Shamoise. 1704 Collect.

Voy. (Churchill) III. 44/2 The Animals called Guanaco's,

Chamoi's, or Wild-Goats. 1728 Scheuchzer in Phil. Trans.

XXXV. 591 A Height, which the . . Shamoys themselves

scarce venture to ascend. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. II. 38

The shammoy is to be found only in rocky and mountainous

places. 1783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. iMorell) 1, Achamoise.

1789 Mrs. Piozzi jfourn. France I. 38, I had the satisfac-

j
tion of seeing a chamois at a distance. 1871 Darwin Desc.

Man 1. iv. 11885) 100 Rabbits stamp loudly on the ground

with their hind-feet as a signal '. Sheep and chamois do

the same with their fore-feet.

b. attrib. and Comb. ; also chamois-like a. & adv.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, A Chamoise skinne.

1829 Scott Anne of G. ii, I am no chamois-hunter. 1832

G. Downes Lett. Cout. Couutr. I. 103 A chamois-hunting

ditty. 31835 Mrs. Hemans Shepherd in Poems (1875) 512

The courage and the grace Foster'd by the chamois-chase.

1875 B. Taylor Faust III. II. 217 Chamois-like dost thou

1 aspire? , ,

2. (Forms : 6 shameuse, shamway, 6-7 sna-

moyes, 7 chamoyse, chamoy, ohammois, 7-

shamois, shamoy, chamois ; also Shammy, q.v.

Originally, a leather, prepared from the skin of the

chamois; now applied to a soft, pliable leather

prepared from the skins of sheep, goats, deer,

calves, and the split hides of other animals. More

fully chamois- {shamoy-, shammy-} leather; see

quots. a. below.

a. 1575 Turberv. Falconrie 140 Of shameuse leather or

soft calves leather or such other leather as maye bee gentle

and plyaunte to hir legge. 1588 R. Parke tr. Mendoza's

Hist. China 328 Hides and shamway skins very well dressed.

' 1668 Rolle Abridgm. 63 He hath cozened you, and hath

sold you Lamb-skins instead of Shamoys-skins. 1822 Imison

Sc. fr Art II. 347 Pieces of soft shamoy leather. 1827

Faraday Chem. Manip. xx. 539 Squeeze it through a piece
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of shamois leather. 1877 Blackmore Erema Hi, What she

had kept for years in a bag of chamois-leather.

b. 1588 R. Pa RKfc tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 334
Many mantles, and shamwayes very well dressed. 1594
Blundevil Exerc. v. iii. (ed. 7) 533 Buffe, Shamoyes,
striped Marokines. 161 1 Beaum. & Fl. Scorn/. Lady
it. it, Let thy bounty Clap him in shamois. 1633 Batt.

Lutxen in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) IV, The king . . forthwith

called for a new sine of chammois. 1693 Evelyn De la

Quint. Compl. Card. II. 114 Shreads of Sheep's-Skin, or

Shamoy. 17JO Stouts Surv. (ed. Strype 1754) v.xL
292/1 Rams skins and sheep skins sold for right shamoiscs

. .to the wrong and hindrance of the buyer. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1862) I. it. iii. 307 The leather called shammoy
is made also from [the skins) of the tame goat, the sheep

and the deer. 1831 Carlyle Misc. II. 231 Softer than the

softest shamoy. 1837 Goring & Pritchard Microgr. 20 A
bit of chamois or wash-leather perfectly free from dust,

c. attrib. as name of a material.

1603 Florio Montaigne .1632) 145 Plaine chamoy-jerkins.

1638 Shim. ey Mart. Soldier 11. i. in Bullen O. PI. I. 190 A
Shamoyes Doublet. 1714 Loiui. Gaz. No. 6255/2 Chamoy
Shooes. 1825 Scott Betrothed xvi, His war-worn shamoy
doublet.

3. Of the colour of this leather, yellowish brown
or fawn-coloured.
188a Garden 24 June 436/1 Mdme. Serret, creamy white,

suffused with chamois. 1887 Pall Mall G. 2 May 13/2

It is.. yellow—or, as stamp collectors might say—chamois
in colour.

Hence Chamois also shamois, chamoy) ; . [F.

chamoiser], to prepare leather in imitation of the

chamois skin. Chamoised a., made of, or I

dressed like, chamois-leather.
1620 Shelton Quix. IV. v. (R.) Don Quixote, -put on his

j

chamoiz'd apparel, and his boots. 1727-52 Chambers Cycl.
\

s. v. Shammy, Manner of Shamoisinjj, or of preparing sheep,

uoat, or kid-skins in oil, in imitation of Shammy. 1804
W. Nicholson Jrnl. Nat. Phil. IX. 251 (title) Account of

a Memoir on Chamoying of Leather.

Chamois, var. Camois a. Obs. pug(nose), pug-

Dosed.

Chamoisite Jne'mwazait). [Named 1820 from
Chamoison, in the Valais, where first found.] A
hydrous silicate of iron often occurring in grains.

183a Shefard Min. 123 Chamoisite appears to be an im-
pure variety. 1868 Dana Min. 511.

Chamolet, obs. form of Camlet.
Chamomile, -mel, variant of Camomile.

t Chamoy.nosed, a. - Camow-, camois-nosed.
1598 Florio, Silo, he that hath a nose crooked upward,

a flat chamoy nosed fellow.

t Champ, st>- 1 Obs. [a. F. champ in same
senses:—L. camp-um field : cf. Camp soX\

1 1. A field. Champ clos, champ of battle : the

ground set apart and enclosed for a judicial duel,

single combat, or tourney ; also, a battle-field.

t 1300 A'. Atis. 5553 Kyng Alisaunder his armes nam. .So
dude kyng Porus, saunz faile, And comen hem to chaumpe
hataile. 14. . Circumcis. 1 Tundale's Vis. o6> I n champtc]los
hardy as lyon. .1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 603 Planicies,

anglice Playn et etlam in panno anglice dkitur Champe.
1475 Caxton Jason 21 b, I offre myself allone ayenst viii

the best knightes. .for to fyght in Champe cloos. 1489
h'aytes of A. iv. tx. 250 To befight hys enemye within a

clos felde whiche men calle champ of bataylle. 1816 Keat-
ince Trav. (1817) I. 161 The Moors of Spain are one of the

most extraordinary nations that ever appeared. .011 the face

of nature, or in the champ clos of politics.

2. Her. The field of a shield.

< 13*0 Sir Btues 973 pe champe of gold ful .. el i-di}i Wib
fif lables of seluer bri^t. 1430 Lydg. Chron. .

rroy ill. xxii,

His shielde. .The champe of asure wrought full craftly.

3. Tapestry. The cloth which forms the ground

on which the embroidery is worked.
'1450 Acts of Christ, MS. Addit. 11307 f

% 97 I
Halliw. 1

The chaumpe it was of red camelyn. 1539 in Iut. Roy.
IVardr. 1 1815) 36 (Jam.) Ane coit of quhite dammes with the

champ of gold. 1597 Montgomerie Cherry 4. SI. 334 In
tirlcs dornik champ.

4. a. The 'ground 'in painting, b. ' The field

or ground on which carving is raised' ,Oxf. Gloss.

Arek.).

1573 Art of Litnming 8 If you wil make a black vesture,

take and laye firste a champe of light blacke mingled [with]

white Leade.

5. = Camp sb. 2 14.

1673 Ray Journ. Low C. 1 1738) II. 66 They, .go to work
in the streets, in the next Champ if any be near.

Champ tjaemp), sb!1 [f. Champ ».]

1. a. The action of champing, b. dial, or slang.

' Feeding', appetite.

1604 Friar Bacon's Proph. in Hail. E. P. P. IV. 281

Lowre, and poute, and chafe, and champe, Brings all the

household in a dampe. x8x6 Byron Siege of Cor. xxii,

White is the foam of their champ on the bit. 1843 Lever
J. llinton li. (1878) 328 The very monotonous champ of

my horse feeding beside me. 1877 E. Peacock N.-W.
Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cliamp, appetite. ' You're off your
champ to day. What's matter wi' ye.' 1885 W. T. Hornady
in Athenaeums Dec. 728/1 [The elephant] winds a soft juicy

piece of it up to his mouth, and begins a measured ' champ !

champ ! champ !

'

2. dial. Anything champed or reduced to a pulp
or soft mass ; a trampled mire.
1825-79 J amieson, I 'hantp, a mire ;

' that's a perfect champ".
1880 Antrim A> Dimw Gloss., Chump, mashed potatoes.

Champ tjtemp), sb.'* [ad. Hindi and Hengali

champa Champac.] The timber of the Champac
tree {Michelia Champaca in its varieties ; also

that of Magnolia {Michelia) excelsa. Also champ-
wootl.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 24 Magnolia excelsa has a
valuable timber, called Champ. 1845 Stocqueler Handbk.
Brit. India (1854) 262 The productions are, oaks, .champ,
magnolia. 1884 Miller Plant-n., Champ-wood, the timber
of Michelia Champaca and M. excelsa.

Champ, a. dial. Firm, hard.

1759 B.Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. II. 124 There is a re-

markable strait champ Foot road, or Roman way. [Martin
was a Surrey man.) 1875 Parish Sussex Gloss., Champ,
firm, hard. 1 The river has a champ bottom.'

Champ (tjaemp), v. Also 6 chaump, 6-7
champe, 7 and 9 dial, chomp. [Only since 16th c.

Cham chawm, chamb), champ, and the dial.

chamble (Halliwell), appear all to belong to a

primary chamb, app. closely connected or identical

with Jam (jamb), and jamble, to squeeze with

violence, crush. The group is not distinctly trace-

able outside English : the Sw. dial, kamsa vtfemsa)

to chew with difficulty (Rietz in Skeat),Skr.yawMa
jaw, tooth, and Gr. yoiupio? grinder, molar tooth,

have been compared ; but links are wanting.

Possibly the group is an instance of recent onoma-
topoeia : Wedgwood gives instances showing that

cham b), jam'b), are natural representations of

the action or sound of the jaws in diverse and
distant languages.
An ON. kampa ' to devour, used of a whiskered animal

'

(Vigf.) would not give Eng. champ; E. Miiller's suggestion

of derivation from F. champ field is devoid of basis.]

1. trans. To crush and chew by vigorous and noisy

action of the jaws ; to munch. Also with up.

1530 Palsgk. 480/2, I champe a thing small bytwene my
tethe, je masche. 41555 Bradford Wks. (1848) 79 You
are his birds . . he will broach you and eat you, chaw you
and champ you. 1636 Bacon Sylva f 738 Betel is but

champed in the Mouth with a little Lime. 1638 Featly
Transubst. 129, I Berengarius doe beleeve the body of our
Lord Jesus Christ to be sensually, .broken and champt by
the teeth of the faithful!. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) IV.

xci 92 That I might lie a real ass, and champ thistles on
some common. 1847 Emerson Rtpr. Men, Montaigne
Wks. (Bohn> I. 348 This ferocity which champs us up. 1864

Tennyson Spec. TransI. Iliad 21 Champing golden grain

the horses stood.

fig. '5*3 *7 Foxe A. t M. 1 16841 1". 736 Although he

did well understand Latin, yet should he understand few

words thereof ; the Priests do so champ them and chaw
them. 1644 Hume Hist. Douglas To Rdr. (Jam.) Clip not,

nor champ not my words.

2. trans. To bite upon anything hard ; said

especially of a horse which impatiently bites the

bit in its mouth.
1577 B. G00GE Heresbach's Hush. III. 115861 115 There

stamping standes the steed, and foomy bridcll fierce he
champe*. >6>i Qlarles Esther (1638) 95 There stands a

steed, and champs his frothy Steele. 1797 Godwin En.
ouirer 1. xvi. 156 A well-mettled horse [will) champ the bit.

1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 205 The very horses champed
their bits. 1838 D. Jekrold Men of Char., fob Pippins ii,

Sir Scipio—speechless and champing foam. 1855 Single-

ton Virgil II. 448 Who . . had fallen In death, and with

his mouth once champed the earth.

3. intr. or absol. To make a biting and chewing

action or movement with the jaws and teeth.

1558 Phaer .Kneid iv. iR. i The palfrey, .on the fomy bit

of gold with teeth he champes. 1583 Stanyhurst Ahneis

iv. (Arb.l 09 On byt gingled he chaumpeth. 1613 Hayward
Norm. Kings 198 To swallow downe that morsel which had
bene so unpleasant .. to champe on. 1679 L'rownp. Amb.
Statesman 111. 35 He has nothing but his bit to champ on.

1814 Scott Ld. ofIsles 1. xv, The war-horse. .Champs, till

both bit and boss are white. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1.

xiii, Horses, champing at the bit.

fig. 1585 Aer. Sandys Serm. '1841)^18 He that foolishly

champetn upon those griefs, which wisdom would have be

swallowed. ('1645 Howell Lett. (16501 1. 20 The citadel

here . . serves as a shrewd curb unto her [the town) which
makes her chomp upon the bit.

t4. trans. To gnash (.the teeth, close (the jaws)

with violence and noise. Obs.

•775 Adair Amer. Ind. 309 They (bears) gallop up a tree,

champing their teeth. 1791 E. Darwin hot. Card. 1 ,1

The famish'd brood Clenched their sharp claws, and
champ'd their beaks for blood.

5. To make (bullets^ jagged by biting.

1645 Fuller Good Tk. in Bad T. (1841) 55Tiow devilish

were those men, who. .first found the champing and em-
poisoning of bullets. 1655 — Ch. Hist. III. 45 When the

half-famished Souldier, rather for spight then hunger, will

champ a bullet. 1678 Trials Ireland 24 Grove would have
had the Bullets to be Champt for fear that, if the Bullets

were Round, the Wound, .might be Cured.

6. Sc. To crash, mash, pound with a pestle or

the like (potatoes, sand, etc.) ; to crush or trample

under foot, as men or beasts do.
1788 1805 [see Champed). 1826 J. Wilson Nod. Ambr.

Wks. 1855 I. 265 Like the red arm o' a hizzie champ-
ing rumblidethumps. 1837 Carlyle Er. Rev. 1. n. viii,

The whole ground . . of your existence champed into a
mud of sensuality. 1863 [see Champing vbl. sb.\ Mod. Sc.

A potato-champer to champ potatoes. The box was champit
to atoms by tne crowd. The cattle champ the ground
round the watering trough.

Champac ' tfrcmp&k, tjrrmpfk). Also cham-
packa, tsjambac, champak, chumpak, -puc.

[a. Hind, champak, Bengali champnka, Skr.

chdmpdkd, and allied Indian vernacular forms.]

A species of Magnolia 'Michelia Champaca), a

beautiful Indian tree, bearing orange - coloured

highly fragrant flowers ; held in high esteem b)

the natives of India
t 1770' Sir W. Jones Bot. Obsen: Wks. 1807 V. 129 The

strong aromatick scent of the gold-coloured Champac is

thought offensive to the bees, who are never seen on its

blossoms. 1772-84 Cook Voy. 11790' I. 283 The champacka
smells somewhat like a jonquil. 1815 Moore Lalla /Y.

(1862) 25 Blest again to hold In her full lap the champac's
leaves of gold. 18x9 Shelley Lines to Ind. Air, The
Champak odours fail. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 290/2 In

Bengal the air is often perfumed with the fragrance of the

Tsjambac. 1879 E Arnold Lt. Asia 11. (188124 Pleasant

at seed-time, when the champaks bud.

Champagne (Jsmp^i'n). Also 7 champane.
7-8 -pain -paign, (S 'shampine), 7-9 -paigne.

[see Champaign, Campaign.] The name of a

province of eastern France ; hence, a well-known

wine of different varieties, white and red, and still

or sparkling, made in thjs district.

1664 Butler Hud. ti. i. led. 16891 570 Drink ev'ry Letter

on't in Stum, And make it brisk Campaign [later edd.

champaign] become. 1676 Etheredge Man ofMode iv. i,

Then sparkling Champaigne, Puts an end to their reign.

01688 VlLLlERSlDk. Buckhm.) Poems (1775' 159 French

kick-shaws, cellery, and Champain. 1607 Praise of Yorksh.

Ale, Other Liquors fine, Rasberry Wine, .and Shampine.

1718 Freethinker No. 107 Sprightly young Fellows, who
drink Champagne. 1795 Burke Scarcity Wks. VII. 413
Wits inspired with champaign and claret. 1814 Scon
IVav. xx, Excellent claret and champagne were liberally

distributed. 1833 C. Redding Hist. Mod. iVines 72 Though
in England most people understand by Champagne only

wine which effervesces, this, .is an error. 1875 Hamerton
Intell. Life 11. i. 45 A young mechanical genius on whom
the sight of a locomotive acted exactly like a bottle of

champagne.

b. attrib. and Comb., as champagne-bottle, -cork,

-cup, -glass, -tweezers ; also champagne/ess adj.

1679 Plot Staffordsk. (1686) 101 A faint redish colour lik'-

Champane wine. 1S68 Isas. Saxon Five Years Gold. Gate

266 Champagne-corks flew freely. 188a Sat. Ret: 17 June

762/2 Everything, .is in favour of the champagne-maker.,.

Hence (chiefly nonce-words Champa gne v., to

drink champagne (cf. to wine). Champa gnish,

Champa-guy adjs., resembling champagne or its

exhilarating qualities ; so Champa gniness.

1814 Byron Let. Moore 9 Apr., We clareted and cham
pagned till two. 11845 Hood Public Dinner 115 [You]

near rather plainish A sound that's champaignish. 185

C. Bede Verd. Green u. ix, Similar champagney reasons.

1882 Macm. Mag. X LVI. 67 That peculiar champagney feel

of mountain air. 1886 G. M. Fenn Tkis Man's Wife in Gd.

Words 583 The light champagny atmosphere. 1884 Jsi-

eeries in Pall Mall G. 8 Aug. 4 A warm sweet air, light

and brightness and champagniness.

Champaign tjarmp^in : see below', sb. St a.

Forms: 5 ehampeyn(e, 5-7 -ayne, -aine, ft

chaumpain, -ayne, champeine, -ant, 6-7

-eigne, 7 champan), 6-9 -aigne, -ain, 7-9

champagne, 7- champaign. [ME. champayne,

champaigne, a. OF. champaigne = It. campagna,

Sp. campafla, Pg. campanha : — L. Campania
' plain, level country', spec, the name of the rich

and level province of Italy lying south-west of the

Tiber, afterwards specially distinguished as Cam-

pagna de Roma ; in later Latin e.g. by Gregory

of Tours, cyj~.) applied to many similar tracls,

and as a common noun ; f. camp us level field.

Taken into Eng. not in the Norman or North Fr. form

campaigne, but in that of central Fr. The pronunciation

with If- and stress on first syllable is exemplified already in

14th c. in alliterative verse. The same accentuation is

shown by all English poets from Shakspere to Tennyson

and Brow ning ; but occasional instances with the stress on

the second syllable appear in the 19th c, and some even

identify the word in pronunciation with champagne, as if it

were from modern French. Webster and Worcester have

this pronunciation only.

In the 16th c. there arose a variant champion, Champian,

which in the 17th c. was much more frequent than the

normal form. In the 17th c. the mod.F. form campagne

was introduced, and was at length established in a differen-

tiated military sense: see Campaign.]

A. sb.

1. An expanse of level, open country, a plain

;

a level field ; a clearing.

T a 1400 Morte A rth. 1226 To-warde Oastelle Blanke he

I cheser hym the waye, Thurghe a faire champayne, undyr

i chalke hyllis. 147s Caxton "Jason 1:5 After many jour-

I
neyes and many wayes and champaynes trauersid. a 1500

Chaucer's Dreme 2044 A large pleyne Under a wode, in a

;

champeyne 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. 1. 65 With shadowie

Forrests, and with Champains rich'd. 1644 Evelyn Mem.

(185711. 105 A plain and pleasant champain. 18x4 Carv

Dante's Inf. xv. 124 Who o'er Verona's champain try their

speed For the green mantle. i8ao Keats Isabella xhv,

Looking round the champaign wide. 183a Tennyson
CEnone 112 And riversundered champaign clothed with

corn. 1844 Emerson Yng. Amer. (1875) 302 These

rising grounds command the champaign below.

2. (without //. or article.) as a species of land

or landscape : Flat, open country,' without hills,

woods, or other impediments
riaao Paltad. on Husb. 1. 241 In champeyne eke, and

nygh the sees brynke. 1538 Leland Itin. II. 46 Thens 10

Miles al by Chaumpain to Farington, standing in a stony

Ground in the Decline of an Hille. 1671 Milion P. R in

257 Fair Champain with less rivers intervcind. Mt— liist.
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Mote, i. Wks. (1851) 47! The whole Country is Champain. I

1868 Gladstone Jhv. Mundi U&70) xv. 519 A hill-country

is more beautiful to the eye than champaign.

3. The champaign (without //.; : a. the level,

open country, in opposition to the mountains and

woods ; also, 1 b. the country, as opposed to town.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 169/1 She wente thenne into the

champeyn to a cyte named Vorulana. 1598 Barret
Theor. Warres iv. i. 90 As well of the hils . . as of the plainc

and champain. 1640 Sanderson 12 Serin, ad Aul. (1681)

II. 172 A Wild beast or a Thief may easily be discried in

the open Champain. 1658 R. White tr. Digby's Powd.

Symp. (1660) 39 [In the town] Bands and Cuffs are fouled

more in one day, than in ten in the Champain. i8»8 Scott

F. M. Perth i, Where the mountains sink down upon the

champaign, or more level land.

t4. The open unenclosed land, as opposed to

that partitioned into fields; the moor, fell, or

down, unowned, or held in common possession

;

the common land ; = Champian 4. Obs.

"555 Fardle Faeions Pref. 10 Thei now . . conuerted the

champeine to tillage, the plaines to pasture, etc. 1649 G.

Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, 180 Mount her hedge, T enioy

the Champaigne ; whilst another mournes In an enclosure.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Extmp. IL 34 The least turfe of

hallowed glebe is with God himself of more value than all

the Champaigne of Common possession.

f 5. The level open country as the chief scene of

military operations :
' the field '. Obs.

1600 Holland Lwy in. viii. 93 b, The armie of the robbers

. . came downe into the champaine [campos], and spoyled

the territories of Preneste and Gabes. 1628 Hobbes
Thucyd. (1822) 86 Not to haue come down all the time of

his invasion into the champagne. 1665 Manley Grotius'

Lcrw-C. Warrs 391 Philip, as soon as ever he was come
out of the narrow wayes, into the open Champayne, was
presently inclosed. 1875 Merivale Gen. Hist. Rome xx.

(1877) 130 Once arrived on the Italian champain, all his

trials would be recompensed.

t b. Hence, A field of battle ; a battle-field.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World II. v. iii. 457 To wish any
second Victory, in the naked Champans about Canna:.

1615 Hevwood 4 Prentises 1. Wks. 1874 1 1. 221 Your bloods

these champaines shall embrue. 1715-20 Pope Iliad xvi.

959 His bounding helmet on the champain rung. 1790

Cowper Iliad x. 58 The bloody champain strew'd with

arms, a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg. (1877) 357 The shrill tones

of a trumpet were heard to sound thrice from the cham-
paign.

f c. A military expedition into the field ;
—

Campaign 3. Obs.

1684 Scandcrbeg Rediv. vi. 142 Attended his Father this

Champaign, to instruct himself, .in the Rudiments ofWar.

6. trans/, a. Open or level expanse ; oX. field.

1656 H. More Antid. Ath. 11. iv. 50 To view those Campos
natantes . . that vast Champain of Water, the Ocean. 1667

Milton P. L. vi. 2 All night the dreadless Angel .
.Through

Heav'ns wide champain held his way. 1679 Confinement

8 The wide Champain, of the milky way. 1853 Kane Grin-

mil Exp. xxxii. (18561 281 A broad champaigne of undu-

lating ice.

b. Even unruffled surface.

1836 Random Recoil. Ho. Lords xiii. 288 The tranquil

champaign of his face is seldom troubled by anything in the

shape of undue warmth or excitement.

77jtg. 'Field' (of view, observation, research,

etc.) ;
expanse.

[1596-1631 : see Champian 6.) 1641 Milton Animadv.
(1851) 202 To bid you the base through the wide and dusty

Champaine of the Councels. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit.

III. III. iii. § 33 Sweeping round the champaign of universal

science. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. xvi. 379 In-

dicating the poet's comprehension of the whole clmmpaign,

as it were, of a character. Ibid. xvi. 392 Slowly spreading

in an inert ooze over the social champaign.

B. adj. (or attrib. use of sb.)

1 1. Of the open unenclosed country ; of the

common land. Obs. See Champian B. 3.

c 1430 Lvdg. Bochas v. xxvi. (1554) 139 a, In departing of

chaumpayne heritages Atwene the worthy and poore.

2. Of the nature of a champaign ; level and

open ; free from hills, woods, enclosures, etc.

[1511-1736: see Champian B. 1.] 1575 Turberv. Veneris

tit Then he breaketh over the champaigne countries. 1581

]. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 185 b, You see . . howe
champaine a plaine lyeth open for me. 1635 N. Carpenter

I

Geog. Del. 11. x. 178 A Champain Region is a space of land
j

either altogether voide, or scarce furnished with trees. 1725

Bradley Fain. Diet. s.v. Surveying, To take the Plot of.

.

a large Champain Field. 1717 A. Hamilton New Acc. E.

Ind. II. xxxvii. 59 The Temple stands on an high champain
Ground. 1867 Rawlinson Anc. Mon. IV. i. 33 This tract

. .was, compared with Armenia, champaign and level.

3. a. Of the field or open country, field-, b. Of
champaign land.

'599 Minsheu Sp. Diet. s.v. Campdl, Batdlla campdl, a
champaine warre. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V,

j

exciii, Not as they had fought A well-fram'd Champaigne
Battle. 17*5 Pope Odyss. iv. 821 The coursers for the \

champaign sports. 1847 Disraeli Tancred 1. iv. (1871) 22

The land, .presents, .a champaign view. 1863 Hawthorne
Old Home, Recoil. Gifted Worn. (1879) 104 Glimpses of !

champaign scenery.

t Champain. Obs. Also 6 -ine, -ian. [of.

F. champagne field, ' the lower third of the shield
'

(Littre).]

1. Her. A broken or deflected line, sometimes
on only one side of an ordinary ; it is sometimes
vaire, sometimes curved or enarched.
156a Leigh Armorie (1579) 71b, He beareth a point

< hampine, Or, in a fielde Tenne. Who so killeth his

prisoner (to him humbly yeelding) with his ownc hand

rcbalcth his honor. Ibid. 79 He beareth party per bend

Champian, Argent and Gculcs. Anything set in triangle

011 this cote, honoureth the same, to a great increase of

commendation. i66« Morgan Sph. Gentry 11. vii. 78 The
point Champain was deservedly due to Simeon and Levi,

brethren ill iniquity, for in their wrath they killed their

prisoners. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 1. iii. § 83 He beareth

Argent a Pale Champaine, or enarched on the Dexter side,

Vert. 1708 Kersey, A Point Champain tin Heraldry is a

Mark of Dishonour in the Coat of one that kills a Prisoner

of War, after he has cry'd Quarter.

2. Arch. ' Champain Line, in ornamental carved

work formed 0/ excavations, is the line parallel to

the continuous line, either ascending or descending

'

(Gwilt).

Champana : form of Sampan, a Chinese boat,

t Cha'nipany. Obs. Also 6 shampanie.

[var. of Champaign ; cf. Almaine, Almanie from

OF. Alemaigne, Brittany from Bretagne, etc.]

? The field (of combat) ; ? the lists : cf. Champ sb.l

la 1400 Mortc Arth. 1822 He killez in the champanyse
chevalrous knyghttez. 15. . in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. III.

196 Sir Henry Lees challenge before the shampanie.

Champart (faiipar\ [a. F. champart -a

certain portion of the produce received by the

feudal lord from land held in lease from him'

(Littre) ; in ONF. campart :~L. campi pars part

of the field. Du Cange has examples of campi-

pars, campars, campiparturn, campart, -um, cam-

partagium, campiparlilia, etc., etc.]

1. The division of the produce of land ; hence,

a form of tenure or lease, in which the landlord

receives a fixed share of the produce ; also, a

charge upon land, consisting of a part of the pro-

duce. Still in use in the Channel Islands.

[119a Britton 11. ii. § 4 Mes si le seignur del arbre prenge

autri ees en soen arbre, et il sache a qi il sount, il iert tenuz

de les rendre, ou de garder les a chaumpart pur la moytc

des issues taunt cum eus dourrount. Iranst. But if the

owner of the tree takes another person's bees in his tree,

and knows whose they are, he will be bound to restore

them, or to keep them upon terms of divided enjoyment for

half the profit which they shall produce.) [1775 Ash,

Champart, a part or portion of a large field. ] c 1651 in

Latham Channel 1st. 389 That camparts, likewise .. be re-

mitted and abolished. 186a Ibid. ill. xvi. 388 The land was
subject to both tithe and champart,—the latter being a

payment of every twelfth sheafof corn. 1880 Jersey Weekly
Press 23 Oct. 2/6 Advocate Baudains . . produced the deed

. . which did not state that it [the land] owed champart.

2. = Champerty 2. ? Only in Anglo-Fr.)

[119a Britton i. xxii. § 17 Ausi de nos ministres. .qi avet-

ount nul pie meyntenu a champart ou en autre manere.

transl. Concerning our officers, .who have maintained any

plea by champerty or in any other manner.]

Champed (tja:mpt), ///. a. 1 [f. Champ v. +

j

-ED 1.] Chewed vigorously; dial, pounded, mashed.

1616 Scrfl. & Ma'rkh. Countr. Farm 56 To apply raw

Wheat champed or chawed a long time. 1788 Pickln

I
Poems 63 (Jam.) A cog o' champit kail. 1805 A. Scott On

1 Potatoes Poems 1 54 iJam. 1 A wally dish o' them w'eel champit.

t Champed, ppl. a." Obs. Sc. champit. [perh.

f. Champ in sense 'field, ground'; hence having

raised figures on a ground of a distinct colour and

texture ; but perh. connected with prec] Having

raised figures ; embossed, diapered. Jam.
1501 Douglas Pat. Hon. 1. xlvi, Saline figures champit

with flouris and bewis. 1539 Im. Roy. Wardr. (1815) 32

I Jam.) Anc gowne of crammasy velvot, champit like dainmes

with ane braid pasment of gold. 1573 in Nichols Progr.

Q. Eliz. I. 378 Item, oone standynge cup, the bodiechampt

and cover partli christall. 161a Inv. in M'Kay Hist.

Kilmarnock 308 Ane stand of greine champit curtemis.

Champer 1 (tjarmp3j\ [f. Champ v. + -EB >.]

One who, or a thing which, champs, chews, or

mashes. In dial, a kitchen tool for mashing

potatoes, etc.

'599 Nashe Lent. Stufie 25 The foure footed rablement

of herbagers and grasse champers. 1608 Middleton Mad
World 11. ii, I keep champers in my house can shew your

lordship some pleasure. 1611 Cotgr., Mascheur, a chawer,

chewer; champer ; eater. 171a Steele Sped. No. 431 r 3

Some Name for these craving Damsels . . Trash-eater-,

Oatmeal-chewers, Pipe-champers, Chalk-lickers.

Cha-mper A variant of Champer : in both

senses.

1817 J. Puckle Club # 410. 77 The hollows above their

[coursers'] brows, their champers, narrils, mouths, necks.

1854 H. Miller Sell. It Schm. xiii. ( 18581 277 Along the edges

of their upper beds he struck off a small rude champer.

Cha -mper, v. = To Chamfer.
1788 Smeaton in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 5 The back side I

of the upper end . . being champered or bevilled off.

t Cha'mpertor. Obs. Forms: 4 chaum-
pertor\ 6 champertour, -partor, 7 -parter.

(pertour), 7- champertor. [a. Anglo-F. chain-
|

parlour, in OF. ehamparteor, f. chatnparter vb.,
1

f. Champart.] One guilty of champerty.

[1383 Act 7 Rich. II, xv. § 1 Des meyntenors des quereles

& crtaumpertors.] c 1500 Arnolde Chron. (1811)90 Mavn-
tener of quarels, champertour, enbracer of questis, or other

comon mysdoers. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. IV. iv. (1588) 438

A Champartour, that is to say, one that mooueth pleas

or sutes . . at his owne costes, to the end to have part of the

land or other thing in variance. x668 Rolle Abridgm. 53

Thou art a common maintainer of Suits, and a Champertor,

and I will have thee thrown over the Bar next Termc. 1816

Edin. Rev. 354 Calling the plaintiff a champertor.

Champertous (tjasmpajtas), a. [f. Cham-
part + -ous.] Of the nature of champerty.
1641 Answ. Viud. Smectymnuus Ded. 2 This champertous

combination. 1868 J.T. Benjamin Sales Pers. Prop. (1884'

520 Taking a transfer of an interest in litigation as a security

is not champertous.

Champerty (tJseTDpaiti). Forms : 4-5 cham-
partie, -tye, 5 chaumpartye, ehampertye, 5-7

champertie, 6-8 champarty, (7- petrie ', 7-

champerty. [Properly champarty : a deriv. of

Champart, the ending perh. due to some of the

Latin forms, or to association with part, party.]

fl. Division of lordship or power, partnership

in power. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Knight's T. 1091 Thus may ye seen bat

wysdom ne richesse, Beautee ne sleighte, strengthe, hardy-

nesse, Ne may with Venus holde champartie [1 later MS.
maken champartie], ffor as hir list the world than may she

gye.
P Lydgale appears to have known the word only from

Chaucer's phrase above, which he misunderstood, and took to

mean 'to hold rivalry or contest, to hold the field against, to

maintain the struggle, resist'. Some of the 16th c. archaists

followed Lydgale in his error.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (1S40) 131 Folk whiche . .
Dare

to theyr wyfes be nat contrarye . . Nor withe hem holde ne

champartye. — Chron. Troy 11. xvi, They stande full

assured Agayne vs all to holde chaumpartye.
_
— Bochas

1. iii, Against the heauen to holden champartie. Ibid. 1.

1 xviii. 153a W. Walter dastard$ Sism. (1597) Bij, Yet

mought my frailte gainstsuch occasions Make no champarty,

nor no great defence.

2. Law. The illegal proceeding, whereby a party

I

not naturally concerned in a suit engages to help

I the plaintiff or defendant to prosecute it, on condi-

tion that, if it be brought to a successful issue, he

I is to receive a share of the property in dispute.

a 1319 Sc. Act 1 Robert I, xxii. § 2 Nec terram seu

aliquam rem aliam capiat, ad Champarte, ad defendendum.

difTerendiim, seu prolongandum jus alterius extra formam

! juris. 1467 Ord. Worcester lix. in Eng. Guilds 118701 400

The attorners. .to execute ther office, .w'out mayntenaunce,

or ehampertye. 1495 Act. 11 Hen. I'll, c. 25 Preamb.,

Unlaufufi reteynders.mayuleliaunce.embrasyng, champertie

and corrupciou. 1594 West Symbol. 11. 1 216 Maintenance

and champarty in sutes. i6oz FuLBECKE 2nd Pt. Parall.

48 There is no diversitie where a man sellethjand depend-

ing a writ petitorie of the same land, or doe giue it depend-

ing the writ : for in both cases there is Champertie. 1755

Carte Hist. Eng. IV. 86 note, Sir E. Coke who being in

danger of a prosecution . . for champarty and maintenance

being a judge. 1881 Standard 1 Aug. 5/2 Champerty is a

bargain either uith the Plaintiff or Defendant to contribute

towards the cost of litigation, the price being a share in

the spoil. 1882 Spect. 8 Apr. 439.

b. An act or case of champerty.

1450 Paston Lett. 107 I. 145 To euquere . . all .
.
mayn-

tenaunces, champerties, embraceries . . by hem . . doen. T.750

Carte Hist. Eng. II. 452 [To] hear, and determine of all

felonies, conspiracies, champerties, breaches of peace.

c. fig. A combination for an evil purpose.

1612 5 Bp. Hall Contempt. -V. T. m. v, A combination

and hellish champertie in these powers of darknesse. 1645

Milton Reply Answ. Divorce Wks. 118471 221 These made

the chain-party, he contributed the law, and both joined in

the divinity. 1671 H. Si ubbe Reply 21 If that the Historian

had not been of the champerty, this Passage had been more

plausible.

•f-Cha'mpery. Obs. rare- 1
, [on OF. type

*champerie, f. OF. champier • combattre en champ

clos ' :—late L. type *campicarc, med.L. campiare,

Sp. campear to be in the field.]

Fighting or contending in the lists.

i6oz Warner Alb. Eng. xi. Ixi. 269 Now sound they to

the lusts . . most brauely all their Champerie acquite.

+ Champe'Stre, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. chant-

pestre (nth c. in Littre) :-ad. L. campeslr-em, f.

camp-us field.] Pertaining to the fields, rural.

1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. 11 Some . . were nygh dwellers

by citees, and other places in champestres.

(Cf. Fete champctre a rural fete.)

t Champe strial, a. Obs. [A variant of

C ampestrial, influenced by OV.champesirc.]- prec.

1612 Pasquits Night-Cap (1877! 65 Rurall and champe=

triall men.

Champher, obs. variant of Chamfer.
Champhire, -phor, obs. ff. Camphor.

t Champian, -ion, a. & sb. Obs. In 6 -yon,

6 8 -ion, -ian. [A variant of Champaign, -pain,

found as an attrib. or adj. form in Ld. Berners,

early in 16th c, and towards the end of that cen-

tury also as a sb. ;
during the 17th c. it was much

more frequent in both uses than champagne.

Champyon, -ion, was the earlier form ;
champian

was perh. assimilated to adjs. and sbs. in -IAN.]

1. An expanse of level open country; a plain

unbroken by hills, woods, etc. ; ^Champaign i.

1589 Greene Menapk. iArb.' 23 Menaphon looking over

the champion of Arcadie. 1601 R. Johnson ktngd. J,
Commw. 116031 109 It hath larger champians than Lyguna.

1611 Bible Deut. xi. 30 The Canaanites, which dwell in

the champion, a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. 1 1690) 14 Ifitwere

a plain Champion. 1699 Dampier Very. II. I. ii. 19 With

some gentle risings, that make it a fine pleasant champian.

2. (without //. or article) as a species of land

or landscape ; ^ Champaign 2.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 16 In woodland, in Champion,

Citie, or towne. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 11. v. 173 Daylight



CHAMPIGNON.
and charupian discouers not more. 1653 HoLCROinr Pro-

ropius 11. 39 Finding all open champian about the Towns
there. 1701 W. J. tr. Bruyiis I oy. Levant i. 1 The Country

round about is all Champian.

3. (with the ; without //. The level open coun-

try, as distinct from the mountains or woods, or

the town ; ^ Champaign 3.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse 11841) 20 They that never went

out of the champion in Brabant will hardly conceive what

rocks are in Germany. 1700 Sir H. Chauncy Hat. fieri-

fordsh. 11826) I. 59 Henxworth is seated in the Champion

upon a rising Ground. 1704 Swift Battle Bks. (1750' 32

They cackle loud and flutter o'er the Champian.

4. The open unenclosed land as distinguished

from that partitioned into fields ; the moor, fell,

or down on the top of a hill ; land held in common ;

a large common ;
« Champaign 4.

idi Cotgr., Meze, anvntilled wast, or champian, wherein

many seuerall mens cattell runne. 1669 Worlidce Syst.

Agric. (1681 ij Advantages, that Enclosure yields, above

the Champion and Field-Land.

b. trans/. A farmer of such land.

573 Tussf.r Husk 1 1878' 34 New fermer may enter (as

champions say) on all that is fallow, at Lent ladie day.

5. The level open country as the chief scene of

military derations ; •= Champaign 5.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. IL (15991 85 After the King was

entred, he dispersed his men of warre into the champion.

1658 Lknnard tr. Charron's Wild. 111. iii. 8 35 (1670) 377

The plain Champion is good for the Cavalry,

b. Hence, A field of battle ; the ' field '.

, 1611 Chapman Iliad XII, 29 The dusty champian, where

many a helm and shield . . were strew'd. 16*7 Drayton
Agincourt 87 And many a noble Gentleman that day,

Weltring in gore, on the wilde Champion lay. 1640 Gent
Knave in Gr. II. i, One of us twaine, or both. .On this cold

earth, this very Champion, shall Offer up a crimson sacri-

fice of his most precious blood.

6. A ' field ' of inquiry, study, etc

1596 Spenser State Irel. 26 The abuses of customes ; in

which, mee seemes, you have a fairc champian laydeopen

unto you. 1631 K. H. Arraign**. WkoU Crtainrt ni. f 5.

136 To expatiate a little into a Champian and Field of

matter.

B. adj. ^or altrib. use of sb.)

1. Of the nature of a champaign ; level and open
;

- Champaign a. 2.

15*3 Li>. Berners Froiss. I. xviii. 22 There about w-as some

champyon countrey, with come and mcdowes. 1577 B.

Googe HcresbacKs Husb. (
1
586 1 8 b, A holsome place . . some

part of it champion, some hilly. 1633 I'. Fletcher rue.
Eel. 1. i, And change his mountains to a champion lea.

1736 Bailey Househ. Diet. 555 In champion countries.

2. fig. Level, equal.

1642 Fuller Holy ft Prof. St. 11L xxv. 233 That all Offices

should be made champian for their profits, none higher than

other.

t 3. Agric. Of land : Unenclosed, common, as

distinct from ' several ' or ' enclosed '. Obs.

(1523 Fi 1 /herb. Husb. § 68 To kepe. the damme at harde

meate in the house, as they vse in the playne champyon
countrey.) 15H0 Tlsskr Husb. .1878' 50 Good land that is

seuerall, crops may haue three, in champion countrie it may
not so bee. tfet Burton A Hat. Met. Democr. 11678)8/1

Here champion, there inclosed. 1725 Bradley Fain. Diet.,

Inclosures generally maintain treble the Number of In-

habitants, or more, than the Champion Ground. 1717 51

Chambers Cycl., Champion, or rather champain-Land-,

are lands not inclosed.

b. Of or pertaining to unenclosed land.

1580 Tusser Husb. 1 18781 2 Of Champion husbandrie now
doo 1 write.

Champian, -pine, obs. ff. Champain.

Champignon, -pinion (tj&mpinisn, (fan-)-

Also 6 ? champion, 7-8 cham-, oampinion, 8

pignion. [a. Fr. champignon ,14th c. in Littre^

:-L. type *campinidn-em. OF. had champigncut

m It. campignuolo :—L. type "campinolius. Both

forms appear to be derivatives of camp us field,

open country, but their structure is not clear.]

A name applied originally as in French to

fungi, "or mushrooms generally ; in 1 8th c. to

edible mushrooms, esp. Agaricus campestris ; but,

subsequently, restricted to the Fairy Ring Agaric

A. Oreadts).

1578 Lvra Dodotns 1. ii. 6 Veuemous Champions or Todc
stooles. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Dap. 258 Scarce an in-

veterate tree but some kind of campinion adheres thereunto.

1681 T. DlNELEY jfrnl. Tour Irel. in Traits. Kilkenny

Archseol. Soc. Ser. 11. I. 179 Mushrooms, toadstooles, or

nhampinions are in great number good and fair. • 1700

Dryden (J.) He viler friends with doubtful mushrooms

treats, Secure for you, himself champignons eats. 1708 /'Ail.

rrans. XXVI. 78 The Champinion or Toad-stool. 1743

Watson in Phil. Trans. XI.1I. 601 Although many Species

of Mushrooms are eatable . . the Gardeners only propagate

that Sort with red Gills, called, by way of Excellence,

Champignon, a Name given by the French to all sorts of

Mushrooms. 1761 Hudson Flit, Angl., Agaricus Orcailes,

champignion. 177SJ- Lichtroot/'Yotvi Scot. 1 1777) II. 1021

Champignion or Fairy Agaric. 1794 Martyn A»w« j

Bot. xxxii. 501 The Champignon or common eatable .Mush-

room. 1807 Wol-LASION in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 137 The
broadest rings that I have seen were those of the common
mushroom >Ag. cainpe^tris* ; the narrowest . . are those_ of

the champignon (Ag. oreades of Dr. Withering*. 1832 I 'tf.

Subs!. Food 334 The champignon . . grows on more moist

land than the. .mushroom.
Champine, var. Champaign, -ain, Champian.
1609 Bible (Douay Zech. vii. 7 Toward the South, and in

the champine.

Champing , tj.u mpin\ vbl. rf.l [f. Champ v.

4- -1NU l.J The action of the vb. Champ
;
chewing

with vigorous action, mashing.

1592 Lyly Mydas iv. iii. 49 Give mee a pastie for a parke

..then shalt see a notable champing. 1714 Mandlville
Fab. Beesnyij I. i6-- This little bit, after much chomping
and chewing . . goes down with him like chop'd hay. 1857

Livingstone Trav. xv. 268 When eating, they [alligators)

make a loud champing noise. 1863 J. L. W. By-gone Days

9 The beating, or, as it was called, the 'champin' , of the

potatoes was a work of strength. 1882 19M Cent. No. 69.

738 He. .heard the champing of the bits.

+ Champing, VN. sb.- Obs. --Shampooing.

1698 Hans Sloane in Phil. Trans. XX. 462 A kind of

Instrument, called, in China, a Champing Instrument. Its

use is to l>e rub'd or roul'd over the Muscular Flesh. 1782 3
W. F. Martyn Geog. Mag. I. 262 Nor is this operation of

champing, .only practised after bathing.

Champing, ppl- "• That champs.
1647 H. More Song 0/ Soul 1. 11. xc, Corvino straight

foam d like his champing jade.

Champion (tjae-mpian), sb. 1 Forms: 3-4

champiun, 4-5 champioun, chaumpion, -yon,

-youn. scaumpioun, schampion, 5-6 cham-
pyon), 4- champion. [ME. champiun, -on, a.

OF. champiun, -on = I'r. campio, -on, Sp. campion,

-eon, Pg. campiao, -eao, It. campionc) :—late L.

campio, -onem combatant in the campus or arena,

professed fighter, f. L. campus field of athletic or

military exercise, place of combat, lists : see

Camp sb.' and sb.*

Campio was formed on campus, like tabellio ' scrivener

'

on tabella ' written deed '. Isidore has ' campiones gladia-

tores, pugnatores ' ; Joh.de J anua ' campio, gladiator, vcl in

campo duellum exercens'; see Da Cange. ME. had also

the doublet Campion from northern Fr., and see Kemp sb.]

1. A fighting man, a combatant ; a stout fighter,

a man of valour. Alsofig.
«ia»5 Aner. R. 236 Heo weren itemed, ft puruh be tell-

taciuns ipreoued to treowe champiuns. a\y»Havelok 1007

With hem com mani chanbioun. Ibid. 1015 Champiouns,

and starke laddes. c 1400 Gamclyn 203 A champioun is 111

be place pat hath i-wroujl me sorwe. c 1440 Promt. Pan .

60 Campyon, or champyon, athleta, pugil. campio. 1549

Coverdale Erasin. Par. 1 C0r.ix.26 Norplay Ithechamplon

as some do, which for their pastime with their handes do

beate the ayre. 1S91 Siiaks. i Hen. I 7, 111. iv. 19 A stouter

Champion neuer handled Sword. 1610 Gltllim Heraldry

111. xiv. ( 16601 176 The Boare. is counted the most absolute

Champion amongst beasts. 1862 Stanley Stan CM. ( 18771 1.

xii. 224 The champion . . who won the ancient fortress.

2. One who fights on behalf of another, or on

behalf of any cause, techn. One who ' does battle
'

for another in ' wager of battle', a duel, orthe like.

11292 Britton 1. xxiii. § 15 Et ausi en totes batayles de

champiouns.l c 1330 R. Brlnne Ckrm. (1810) 31 Or fynd

a llober man To light with Colibrant, bat was his champion.

1393 I.angl. /'. PI. C. xxi. 104 ?oure champion chiualer,

chief knyght of 50W alle, ?elt hym recreaunt rennynge.

1494 Fabyan vi. ccix. 222 This Gunylda was falsely accused

olspowsebrech, for tryall wherof she was put to her cham-

pion, aisjj Sir T. Sum Comum: Flng. (16091 io4 '

parties must either themsehles in person, or else finde

other for them, who lie called in our law Champions, or

Campions. 1611 Bible i Sam. xvii. 51 When the Philistines

sawe their champion was dead, they fled. 1669 I'epys Diary

4 Mar., The Duke of Buckingham did bid Holmes, his

champion, .go to him to do the business. 1768 Blackstone

Comm. III. 340. 1810 Scott Ivanhoe xxvii, God will raise

me up a champion.
, .

b. Also, one who fights in ' wager of battle in

his own cause.

,593 Siiaks Rich. II. 1. ii. 5 The Champions are prepared,

and stay for nothing but his Maiesties approach. 1672

Cmvel's Interpr. s.v., In the Common Unr, it [champion)

taken no less for him that tryeth the Combat in his own
case, than for him that fightelh in the Quarrel or Place of

another.

C. Champion of the king, or queen, of the realm

or England: (sec limits.).

1672 Cmoct's Diet., Champion of the King, His Oflice is

at the Coronation of our Kings, when the King is at I llimer,

lo ride armed into Westminster-hall, and by a Herald make

a Challenge, That if any Person shall deny the Kings I Itle

to the Crown, he is there ready lo defend it : which done,

the King drinks 10 him, and sends him a gilt Cup with a

cover full of Wine, which he hath for his Fee. I his Office

ever since the Coronation of Richard the Second, hath con-

tinued in the Family of the Dyinockes. l68» Au . Corona-

tion in l.ond. Gaz. No. 2028/3 The Kings Champion .. per-

formed the usual Ceremony of the Challenge. 1709 Steele

Taller No. 17 F 2 Just such a great Action as that of the

Champion's on a Coronation Day. 1714 in Loud. Gaz. IS o.

5270/8. 1832 Scott Redgauntlet ch. xviii. note.

3. fig. and Iransf. One who in any kind of con-

test or conflict acts as the acknowledged defender

of a person, cause, or side ; one who stoutly main-

tains any cause. i^The literal sense is sometimes

distinctly in view, sometimes out of sight.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 18651 Sua did iesus, vr champiun [u. r.

scaumpioun], J>of he lai ded for vr ranscun. 138 .
Wyci.ii'

S, l. IVks. III. 289 Strong schampions and pileris of holy

chirche. 1483 Caxion Gold. Leg. 430/4 God fader .
gafe

S: betoke the sayd kyng champyon or deffeiisour of the

feythc. 1584 R. Scot Disco?: iVitchcr. 11. i. 15 Bodin the

champion of witchmongers: 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. u- 43

To heauen, the widdowes Champion, c 166$ Mrs. Hutchin-

s„s »« C*l Hutchinson (1846) 25 He hated persecution

for religion, and was always a champion for all religious

people against all their great oppressors. 1751 Johnson

RaiuH. No. 144 r 8 No other qtuuihcatrotl for a champion

of controversy. 1806 Med. fml XV. 544 The great chain-

CHAMPIONLESS.

pion of vaccination. 1841-44 Emerson Ess. Heroism Wks
iBohni I. 110 Human virtue demands her champions and

martyrs. 1851 Robertson Serui. Ser. 11. i. (18641 10 He
never was the champion of a class, because He was the

champion of Humanity.

4. He who holds the first place in prize-fighting,

rowing, walking, or other trial of strength or

skill ; one who has defeated all opponents, and is

open to contend with any new competitor.

1825 limplied in Championship). 1840 G. C. Boase mi

Diet. .Vat. Biog. IX. 331/2 On 26 Oct. 1840 he beat John
Lecchman, known as Brassey . . and was hailed ' champion

of England'. 1887 Ibid. IX. 332/1 A subscription had been

raised to purchase a 'champion's belt'. 1879 Sat. Ret.

13 Sept. 325 Gold medals . .were won by the champion and

championess.

b. Iransf. The animal, plant, etc., which obtains

the first prize in a general competition ; also

applied to a variety of vegetable, fruit, etc., for

which the first excellence is claimed; e.g. to a

variety of potato.
\a 1845 Hood Dect. Chivalry iv, Bold Sidney, and his

kidney—nay, Those 'early champions '- what are they?)

1880 Social .Votes 20 Nov. 246/2 Five tons of Scotch Cham
pious. 1882 Garden 4 Feb. 79/1 A vast store of Potatoes-

Champions, sir ; Champions

!

5 attrib. a Acting as champion, b. That has

defeated all competitors, as champion boxer, punier,

sculler, walker, c. Hence, Of the first class, excel-

ling all others, as champion pease, tttrnips.etc.

1820 ScolT Ivanhoe xxxix. The office of Champion De-

fender had devolved, not on a Preceptor, but on a Com-
panion of the 1 Irder. i860 Sharpe Hist. Egypt xl (L. 1 The
case of the champion fighting-cock. 1880 II '. Cornw. Gloss.

lE. D. S.), Champion lode, a large vein of metal. 1886

lllust. Lend. News 16 Jan. 71 Mr. Warton. the champion
' blocker ' of the late Parliament. 1887 Diet. .Vat. Btog.

IX. 331/1 Benjamin Caunt (1815-1861', champion pugilist.

6. Comb., as champion-like adj.

1633 Youn Love's Saer. i.ii, He undertook Most champion

like. 10 win the prize at tilt. 1836 G. S. Faber Ansa:
llusenbcth 44 Let us hear his champion-depute in continu-

ation.

Champion, sb.'- and a. : see CHAMPIAN.

Champion (.tjarmpisn), v. [f. prec. sb ]

1 1. To challenge to a contest ; to bid defiance

to. rare. Obs.

160s Siiaks.Macb. in. i. 72 The Seedes of Banquo Kings.

Rather then so, come Fate into the Lyst, And champion

me to th'vtterance. 1821 Byron Juan iv. xlill, She stood

as one who champion'd human fears.

2. To light for ; to defend or protect as cham-

pion.

[Not in Todd 18 18, or earlier diets.) 1820 Scon Ivanhoe

xxxix, Championed or unchampioned, thou diest by the

stake and fagot. 1839 40 W. Irving ll'olfert's A'.i 1855' 279

Who ever championed them [dames] more gallantly in

Ihe chivalrous tilts of the Vivarambla ?

3. fig. To maintain the cause ol, stand up for,

uphold, support, back, defend, advocate.

1844 H. Rogers Ess. I. ii. 77 His nature . .prompted him

10 champion any cause in which justice had been outraged

or innocence wronged. 1861 Dickens Lett. 11880' II. 14"

The idea must be championed, however much against hope

1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. xvi. 402 If a friend be

in adversity, Gratiano will champion him with good word,

and deeds.

4. To make a champion of. rare.

1886 S11 rgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxlii. 7 They crowned

him, and championed him.

Hence "Championing^//, it.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. xi, The championing little wife.

Champion, obs. f. Campion, and ?Champignon.

Championage. nonce-wd. [see -aue.] -

Championship.
1885 R. Burton ill Academy 1 Aug. 69/1 Championagi

,

when the warrior . . sallies forth to f renown it ,
and gam,

glory by slaying one adversary or more

Championess ij.vmpian. , . [f. Chammo*
sb. + -kssJ A female champion.

1596 Spenseh F. Q. 111. xii. 41 Then laid Ihe noble chain-

pionesse strong hond upon ih'enchaunter. 1600 r Aim AX

lasso 11. cviii, The Championcsse he thought lie saw and

knew. 1624 Hkywood Guiiaik. 11 .75 Calliope, the ilianu

pionesse that defends the Standard of the Muses. 1728

Daily Post 7 July. This present Monday, being the 7th of

October, will lie a complete Boxing Match between the

two following Chaninionesses. Rev. 187 ™;
ablest championess of ' the Rights of \V Oman ,

Marj WoU-

stonecrafi. 1883 Pall Mall G. 1 Sept. 10/2 Archery in Wilt-

shire. Mrs. t;>re Hussey is the championess or ihe year.

Mr. Clarke being the champion.

Championize tjjempisoaii). v. rare, [see

-UK. CL It. campioircggiarc Florio .]

fL /"/'•• To plav the champion. Obs.

,508 Svi vlsin On fiartas 11. iii- Vocation, With a Blunted

blade, To Championize under a Tented shade As at your

Tourneys. ,637 Hkywood Dial. Man-hater Wks. 1874 VI.

190 To championise and wrestle.

2 tram. To a> t as champion ol.

1840 .V.N. SnlCKLAKD QlMrni Fug. II I.48 Louis duke of

Orleans, .undertook lo championize her wrongs.

Hence Cha mpionism nonce-wd., action of

championing ;
professed championship.

_

1877 Academy 10 Mar. 206 Matthew Arnold's championism

of Falkland is just and excellent.

Cha mpionless, a. Without a champion.

1864 IUrion Sett Abr. I. i. 51 Louis XI is by no mc«iu

championless.
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Championship (tjse'mpisnpp). [f. Champion

+ -SHIP. J

1. The position or office of a champion ; the

acting as champion of ;
advocacy, defence.

1840 Hood Up Rhine 228 Markham's extempore champion-

ship of the twelve tribes. 1869 Seeley Ess. & Led. i. 7

Oesar's championship of the provincials. 1876 Mozley
Univ. Serm. i. 12 The most disinterested of conceivable

championships, the championship of the theory of persecu-

tion without the advantage of the fact, which is now no

longer possible.

2. The position of ( champion conqueror, or

superior in any contest or trial.

1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 427 A modern pugilist would

call this a set-to for the championship. 1887 G. C. Boase

in Diet. Nat. Biog. IX. 332/r He. .met Bendigo. .on 9 Sept,

1845, and. .contested for 200/. and the championship,

b. attrih.

1874 J. Heath Croquet-Player 93 The championship meet-

ing . . when ' The Championship of Croquet ' . .
is competed

for. 1881 Echo 17 Jan. 4/2 The Championship Billiard

Match. .Quickest time on record in a championship match.

Champit, variant of Champed a.~ Obs. em-

bossed.

Champkin. nonce-wd. (Cf. bumpkin.)

1653 Brome Mad Coup. 1. i. Wks. 1873 I. 13 Did it tell it

Kinseman that it is got with Champkin.

Champoo, obs. form of Shampoo.

Cha'mpy, a. Sc. [f. Champ sb? or v. + -y.]

Broken up and miry, by trampling of beasts, etc.

1844 Chamb. Jrnl. II. 355 A champy waggon-way.

Chamur, obs. form of Chamber.
Chan, Chanbioun, Chanbur, obs. ff. Khan,

Champion, Chamber.

Chance (tjans), sb. Forms : 3 cheance, 3-4

cheaunce,4 ^SV.ehanss, 3 7 chaunce, 4 chauns;e,

chanse, 4-5 chawnce, 4-6 chans, 4- chance.

[ME. cheaunce, a. OF. cheance ( = Pr. cazensa,

It. cadenza) :—late I., cadentia falling, f. cadent-

falling, pr. pple. of cad-fre to fall : cf. Cadence.]

1. The falling out or happening of events ; the

way in which things fall out ; fortune ; case.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 465 To come . . to helpe is moder,

that was her ofte in feble chaunce. a 1300 Cursor M. 10690

pe biscop bam be chauns tald, Qui he did bam sembled be.

1528 More Heresyes iv. Wks. 273/1 As he would haue made

y contrary choyse, if he had foresene in them the contrary

chaunce. 1551-6 Robinson tr. More's Utop. 89 If chaunce be

that., the stoore increase. 1870 Bryant Iliad xvm. 388

The chance of war Is equal, and the slayer oft is slain.

b. A happening or occurrence of things in a

particular way ; a casual or fortuitous circum-

stance ;
=* Accident i b.

1375 Barbour Bruce xx. 58 Fesnyng of frendschip and of

pess, That neuir for na chanss suld cess. 15.. Cofcivolds

Daunce 105 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 43 That was thru^ht a

chans. 1611 Bible i Sam. vi. 9 It was a chance that hap-

pened to vs. 1614 Bp. Hall Heaven upon Earth § 18 It is

a chance, if ever riches were good to any. 1833 Ht. Mar-
tineau Loom 3- Lugg. 11. i. 5 'Tis a curious chance that the

looms should be all four quiet. 1884 Church Bacon 112 It

was a chance that the late Chief-Justice and his wife . . did

not meet on the road.

2. (With pi.) A matter which falls out or

happens ; a fortuitous event or occurrence ; often,

an unfortunate event, mishap, mischance ; = Acci-

dent 1 a, c. arch.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28055 Mani sinful chances bat mai fall.

c\yx>Beket 2494 Al his cheances that he hadde ByTywesdai
hi come. 1460 Pol. Rel. # L. Poems (1866) 199 If bou wolt

..charite kepe in eche chaunce. 1529 More in Four C.

Eng. Lett. 12 There shall no poore neighbour of mine bere

nolosse by any chance happened in my house. 1549 Bk.

Com. Prayer, Communion, All the changes and chances of

this mortal life. 1671 Milton Samson 656 The bearing

well of all calamities, All chances incident to man's frail life.

1709 Strvpe^4m«. Re/. I. xxxii. 330 A lamentable chance

happened. Sir Tho. Finch . . taking ship at Rye . . [was]

lost with the ship. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1658 Ye surely

have endured Strange chances.

f8. That which befalls a person; (one's) hap,

fortune, luck, lot. Obs. or arch.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 14 Hym bou^te be ymage in hys
slep tolde hym hys cheance. c 1374 Chaucer Anel. <y Arc.

345 My destinye or chaunce. 1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par.
Coloss. i. 3 It hath not yet hitherto been my chaunce to see

you. i6ox Shaks. Tivel. N. in. iv. 177 If it be thy chance

to kill me. 1674 Plavford Skill Mus. 1. xi. 53 It was my
chance lately to be in company with three Gentlemen,

b. in the game of Hazard.
c 1386 Chaucer Pard. Tx 325 Seuene is my chaunce, and

thyn is cynk and treye.

<4. An opportunity that comes in any one's way.
(Often passing into sense 5.)

1197 R. Glouc. 11724) 468 The king let Henri is sone, as

God «f the cheaunce, Lowis dorter spousi. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. v. iv. 132, 1 That haue this Golden chance, and know
not why. 1725 N. Robinson Th. Pkysick 254 The Cholera
. . gives the Patient scarce a single Chance for his Life, if

those Symptoms are not speedily mitigated, 1774 Burke
Corr. (1844) I. 470 A change of climate is his only chance.

1843 Garlyle Past <$• Pr. (1858* 250 Thou hadst one chance,
thou wilt never have another. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II.

3 Hitherto the moral sciences have had no fair chance.
1883 Standard 3 Aug. 6/5 The second half of his innings
was disfigured by two chances. 1883 Lloyd Ebb Fl. II.

153 This is the second chance Milly's thrown away.
5. A possibility or probability of anything hap-
pening : as distinct from a certainty : often in

plural, with a number expressed, b. Math. ==

Probability ; so also theory or doctrina ofchances.

1778 T. ]ours Hoyle's Games Imp?: 153, I would know how
many Chances there are upon 2 Dice . . The Answer is 36.

1785 Rfid Int. Powers 626 The doctrine of chances is a

branch of mathematics little more than an hundred years

old. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. xix. Wks. <Bohnj 1. 239 Lnless

the chances are a hundred to one that he will cut and har-

vest it. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 215 There was no
chance that, .the scheme, .would be supported by a majority.

1879 Lubbock Set. Led. \. 7 The chances against any given

grain reaching the pistil of another flower are immense.

0. Absence of design or assignable cause, for-

tuity; often itself spoken of as the cause or deter-

miner of events, which appear to happen without

the intervention of law, ordinary causation, or

providence; ^Accident 2.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. iW . de W. 1531) 144 b, In cases of chaunce
' or vncertaynty. 1581 J. Bell Haddou's Answ. Osor. 160b,

Those whiche . . doe committe the successes of thynges to

i

happe hazard, and blynd chaunce. 1641 Brome 7ov. Crew
n. Wks. 1873 III. 389, I ha' not so much Wealth to weigh

me down, Nor so little 1 1 thank Chance) as to daunce naked.

1722 Woi.laston Relig. Nat. v. 83 Chance seems to be only

a term, by which we express our ignorance of the cause of

any thing. 1802 Paley Nat, Theol. xii. § 2 (18191 198 A
conformation so happy was not the gift of chance. 1841-4

Emerson Ess. xiv. Wks. iBohn) I. 183 The ancients, struck

with this irreducibleness of the elements of human life to

calculation, exalted Chance into a divinity. 1846 Mill
Logic in. itvii. § 2 It is incorrect to say that any phenomenon
is produced by chance ; but we may say that two or more
phenomena are conjoined by chance . . meaning that they are

in no way related through causation.

II. Phrases.

7. By chance : a. As it falls or fell out ; without

design
;
casually, accidentally, incidentally, haply.

c 13x5 Shoreham 60 And ?ef the man other that wyf By -

cheaunce doumbe were, c 1400 Destr. Troy 108 Pelleus .

.

hade a wyfe . . Tetyda she heght : pes gret in bere gamyn
gate horn betwene, Achilles, by chaunce. 1535 Coverdale

i
2 Sam. i. 6, I came by chaunce vnto mount Gelboa. 1559
Mirr. Mag., Dk. Suffolk xxiv. 4 Encountred me upon the

seas by chaunce. 1571 Ascham Scholem. 11. lArb.) 122 Not
obiter and bichance, but purposelie. 1383 Stubbes Anat.
Abus. 11. 53 Sometime by chance a blind man may catch a

hare. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 126 P 3 If by chance the

Coachman stopped at a wrong Place. 1875 H. E. Man-
ning Mission H. Ghost ii. 41 Some book that you picked

up, as you say, by chance.

f b. Perchance, perhaps, maybe. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/ iW. de W. 1531) 6b, Thou mayst lese

thy goodes. .and also by chaunce the helth of thy body,

t c. At random, anyhow. Obs.

1669 Stiirmy Mariner s Mag. 1. 1. 29 From the given Point

C, to the Line AB, draw a Line by chance.

f8. In, through, with chance: = by chance

(see 7 a). Of chance : {a.) = by chance (7 a)

;

(b.) — on the chance ( 10). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6771 If )>is ahut be stoln in [Fair/ wib]

! chanse. Ibid. 7171 Thoru chance he fand an assban. Ibid.

! 1514 (Fairf.) Cayme he sloghe wib [Trin. bi] chance. 1330
1 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 59 per fader & bei o chance to-

gider gan mete. Ibid. 207 pe kyng. .atires him gode nauie

Tille Inglond, ochance to wynne it with maistrie.

t 9. For any chance : for anything that might

happen, in any event, anyhow, ever. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 245 (Gott.) Seldom was for
t

ani chance
Englis tong preched in france. Ibid. 5575 (Fairf.) May na
mon for nankin chaunce for-do bat lordes puruyaunce.

10. On the chance : acting on the chance or pos-

sibility {of or that . . .) ; see sense 5.

11. To take one's chance : a. to take what may
befall one, submit to whatever may happen ; to

'risk it'. So \ to stand to one's chance (obs.).

I
b. To seize one's opportunity (see 4).

a 1300 Land Cokaygne 184 in E. E. P. (1862) 161 Ye stond

to yure cheance. c 13*5 Lai le Freine 107 Me is best take

mi chaunce. 1579 Lyly Euphnes (Arb.) 86 Wishing rather

to stande to thy chaunce, than to the choyce of any other.

1595 Shaks. John 1. i. 151 Brother, take you my land, He
take my chance. 1396 — Merch. V. 11. i. 38 You must take

your chance. 1611 — Cymb. iv. ii. 382 Wilt take thy chance

with me? 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. §98 To take the

chance of the morning's tide. 1847 Tennyson Pritic. hi.

127 We had limed ourselves With open eyes, and we must
take the chance.

12. The main chance-, fa. The chief or para-

mount issue, the most important eventuality. Obs.

b. That which is of chief importance ; now esp.

the chance of enriching oneself or of getting gain,

one's own interests ; in such phrases as to mind,

provide for, have an eye to the main chance.

(A cant phrase in 1699, and still partaking of that

character. Perhaps from the game of Hazard

:

see further under Main.)
1579 Lyxv Euphues (Arb.) 104 Either content yourself with

my choice, or lette mee stande to the maine chaunce. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, ill. i. 83 A man may prophecie With a
neere ayme, of the maine chance of things, As yet not come
to Life, c 1645 Howell Lett. (6 Jan. 1625), [Bacon} scarce

left any money, .which did argue no great wisdom, it being

. . a property of a wise man to provide for the main
chance, a %6jj J. Harrington Syst. Politics x. 512 The
Master . . that either keeps himself up to his antient bounds,

or increases his Stock, looks very well to the main chance.

1699 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, s. v. Eye, Tis good to have an

Eye to the main Chance. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. I. 79
Bubalion . . thinks himself wise, and passeth for one that

minds the main chance. 183a Macaulay Burghtey, Ess.

(1854) 221/2 He had , . a constant eye to the main chance.

13. To stand a good, fair) chance : see Stand.
1796 Morse A/uer. Geog. II. 108 He . . hardly stood a

chance of becoming a beggar. 1885 Manch. Exam. 12 Nov.
5/1 The Ministry. . stand a good chance of seeing them-
selves reduced to insignificance.

B. attrib. or as adj. That occurs or is by
chance; happening to be such ; casual, incidental.

(Often unnecessarily hyphened.)
1676 Manch. Crt. Led Rec. (1888) VI. 15 .John Sherdley

Butcher for sellinge of two chance cowes vu. vivid, ijiz

De Foe Plague (1884) 18 My Dealings were . . not by a Shop
or Chance Trade. 1727 Swift What passed in Loud. Wks.
1755 III. 1. 179 There were five chance auditors. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Tale 0/ Tyne \. 2 The chance amusements oi

former clays, i860 W. Collins Worn, hi White in. i. 427,

I parted with my chance companion. 1868 Isab. Saxon
5 Yrs. Golden Gate 181 Chance gains. 1883 Lloyd Ebb ,v

Fl. II. 77 A chance paragraph in a book.

C. as adv. By chance, perchance, haply, arch.
{In some of the examples chance may be a verb.)

1595 Maroccus ext. 20, I may chance of these and more
leave a deeper print. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, ti. i. 12 It

may chance cost some of us our lives. 1704 Swift Batt.

Bks. (171 1) 265 If chance her Geese be scatter'd over the

Common. 1818 Byron Ch. Harold \\\ Ixvii, While, chance,

some scatter'd water-lily sails. 1849 Lowell Biglmv P.

Poet. Wks. (1879) 167 Lest some mischief may chance befall

them.

D. in comb., usually in attrib. or adv. relation

(cf. B\ - by chance, casual, -ly ; as chance-comer,

-hit, -hurt, -shot; chance-dropped, -meeting, -poised,

-ravelled, -senvn, -taken, -won, ppl. adjs. ; also

chance-bairn, -child, an illegitimate child
;

chance lot, a lot (of land or other commodity;

constituted not by design, but as an incident ot

other operations ; chance-wise adv., by chance,

casually. See also Chance-medley.
1863 Atkinson Danby Prcnnnc, * Chance-bairn, an ille-

gitimate child. 1838 Dickens O. Twist v, No ^chance-

child was he, for he could trace his genealogy all the way
back to his parents. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 131 ? 8 A
man . . does not care for sacrificing an Afternoon to every

Chance-comer. 183a Lyell Princ. Geol. II. 77 A variety

of species may .. thrive there and then perish, and be

followed by other chance-comers like themselves. 1887

Smiles Life $ Labour 153 By some "chance-correct reply.

1835 Talfourd Ion 1. i, Liberal words *chance-dropped.

1882 W. B. Scott Poet's Harv. Home 36 Ears . . Chance-
hearing that fate-laden song. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
xxxvii, Jeanie's last *cbance-hit. .obliterated the ill impres-

sion which had arisen from the first. 1711 Shaftesr.
CharadA\-jyj) II. 420 A *chance-hurt ? an accident against

thought, or intention ? 1888 Scotsman 8 Feb. 3/6 ''Chance-

lot Feus, convenient to Cars and N.B. and Cal. Railway.

1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) 120

Imaginary cities raised in the sky by ^chance-meeting
clouds. 1667 Denham Direct. Paint. 1. xii. 32 A "chance-

shot sooner took him. 1810 Scott Lady 0/ L. 11. xix, No
sapling, *chance-sown by the fountain. 1830 Kinc.lakI'

Eotken 293 He lets him rave for a season, but all Chance-
wise, of people, and things once dear. 1861 Wheat # Tares
388 If I died, sir, I should not like her to hear of it

chance-wise. 1887 Proctor Chance <S- Luck 162 Greed for

'chance-won wealth.

Chance vtfems)) v - Forms : 4-6 chaunce,

chaunse, 4-7 chanse, 6- chance, [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To come about by chance ; to happen,

occur, fall out, come to pass.

a. with the event as subject, expressed either by

a sb. preceding the verb, or by a clause following

it, the verb being then preceded by it, as ' It

chanced that I saw '. arch.

1393 Gower Con/ III. 163 Flaterie passeth alle . . For

upon thilke lot it chaunceth To be beloved now a day.

1400 Destr. Troy 13777 When Troylus..was turnyt to

ground By Achilles, as chaunset of bat choise kyng. 15*6

Tindale Mark ii. 23 It chauncedthat he went thorowe the

come feldes. 1535 Coverdale Phil. \. 19 Ye same shal

chaunce to my Saluacion. 1546 Primer Hen. VIII, 122

Let a more plenteous fruitfulnes chaunce. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. 1. 57 All thinges that chaunce in heauen and
earth. 1577 HolinshedCAww. Ill, This slaughter chanced

on a saturdaie. 1611 Bible i Cor. xv. 37 Bare graine, it

may chance of wheat. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxi, Three

days ago chanced an occurrence of a nature which alarmed

me. 1863 Kinglake Crimea II. ni. 74 Whenever it chanced

that the feelings of the people were roused.

-fb. followed by an indirect obj. (dative) ;
the

event being expressed as in a, or by infinitive

following it. Obs.

£1400 Destr. Troy 12305 Pollexena .. Thurgh whom
Achilles, be choise kyng, chansit his end. 1535 Jove Apol.

Tindale 46 Yt chaunced me to turne here and there. 1568

Grafton Chron. II. 122 It chaunced him that as he passed

through Oxfoorde, the schollers picked a quarrell unto his

servauntes. 1581 Marbeck Bk. 0/Notes 6 All those things

that should chance him. 1596 Spenser P.O. 1. U> 12 At

last him chaunst to meete upon the way A faithlesse Sarazin.

1611 Bible Dent, xxiii. 10 By reason of vncleannesse that

chanceth him.
•

e. with the indirect object of b. changed into

grammatical subject ; followed by inf. expressing

the event, 'e.g. 'Him chanced to come', ' He
chanced to come '

: cf. Happen.) Somewhat arch.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7701 Than Achilles with a chop chaun-

set to sle Philles. iSS 1^ Robinson tr. More's Utop. (Arb.-

124 Yf anything in her body afterward should chaunce to

offend and myslyke them. 1553 Eden Treat. New Ind.

(Arb.i 5 There chaunsed. .to come to my handes, a shiete of

printed paper. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 209 If she chance

to nod, He raile and brawle. 1628 Hobbes Thucyd. (1822)

11 Where any discord chanced to arise, 1711 Budgeli.



CHANCEABLE. 264 CHANCELLOR.
Sptct, No. 77 * 6, I chanced the other Day to go into a
Coffee-house. 1867 Tkollope Chron. Band II. xlvi. 23
If he chanced to he at hoinr.

2. To happen to come, come by chance (on \

or upon; also formerly with other prepositions).

Somewhat arch. Cf. happen.')

1536 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 139 He chaunced
under an arche of y* bridge where y water was very
-hallowe. 1548-63 J. Bale Set. Whs. 156 But this chan-

j

cellor, belike, chanced upon that blind popish work. 1551-6
Robinson tr. Afore's Utop. (Arb.)66 Chaunsynge into the
company of them. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 64 At the last 1

C haunced upon the right key, and so opened the gate. 1630
Wadsworth Sp. Pilgr. ii. 6 Wee chanced on a . . shippe.

.

bound for Callis. 1856 Kuskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xviii.

f 10 Every one of the forms that Flaxman has chanced upon. I

T 3. To speed, have luck of some kind . Obs.
(In quot. 1553 perh. — to speed badly : cf. to mischance.)

'

1534 Ld. Bkkneks Gold. Bk. Af. Aurel. 11546' Kk viij,
'

Wryte to me . . if thy wyfe Dyorsilla chaunced welle of the !

flote that came out of Cetin. 1553 Sir E. Montagu in

Poller Ch. Hist. Mil. i. I 2 What was best to be done for the
safeguard of his life, which was like to chance in that fury
and great anger presently

4. trans. To risk, venture, take one's chance of.

colloq.

1850 Farrar Eric 323 Oh I chance the towels. We can
run about till we're dry. 1870 A. R. Hope Schoolboy Fr. 77
Never mind; well chance it. 1879-80 Rep. Attorn. Gen.
of Pennsylv., Very few would chance the pains and penal-
ties of perjury to save a few dollars of taxes.
* 5. How chance was formerly used in ques-

tions for ' how chances it that % * how is (was' it

that \
Here chance takes no inflexion, and almost assumes the

character ofan adverb. Cf. Chanck sb. C.
a 1555 Latimf.r Serm. «y Kern. 11845! 156 How chance

you go not to the service upon the holy-days? 1590 Mar-
lowe Edtv. ff, 1. iv. 564 How chance this was not done
before? 1598 Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 230 How chance you
went not with Mr. Slender? 1606 — Tr. <V Cr. 111. i. 151
How chance my brother Troylus went not?

Chanceable (tju-nsab'l), a. Obs. or arch. [f.

prec. + -able.] Happening by chance, subject to

chance, casual, accidental, fortuitous.

1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit. (16411 56 Where things be
measured by chanceable disorder, rather then by necessary
vse. a 1628 F. Grf.villr Sidney 116521 15 The chanceable
arrival of Euarchus. 1656 FlMKTT For. Ambuss. 14 It

might be interpreted as chanceable, and not of design. 1881

D ui-~ Fteld Don Quiz, II. 437 Foul-mouthed babblers.,
[who] in a chanceable way divulge new paths for (.the] pur-
suit [of vice].

b. Non-essential, subsidiary; — ACCIDENTAL 3, 4.
c 1550 Cheke Matt. xvi. 68 Reason, .thinketh pteasuer a

chanceable thing to honestee.
m
\ quasiW? . : liy chance, casually.

1581 Sionev Def Poest'e (1622) 508 Wordes as they
chanceable fall from the mouth. 1709 Strypk Ann. Re/. I.

xiv. 183 Some one pastor chanceable coming to that parish
for the time.

Hence Cha nceablenesa, Cha nceably uh
1581 J. Bell //addon's Ansiv. Osor. 160 b, All chaunce-

ablenesse of fortune. 1671 H. More Brief Reply 65 The
sudden surprisedness, or inevitable chanceableness of the
mistake. 1559 W. Baldwin in Mirr. for Mag. 11563) E iv b,

ChaunceabTy slayne with apiece ofordynaur.ee. 1579 Fvuut
Refut. Rastet. 732 Comming in chaunceably or curiously.
1601 F. Godwin Hps. of Eng. 34 The king . . being chaunce-
ably slain by the glaunce of an arrow.

Chanced ^tjunst), ///. a. rare. [f. Chance v.]

That has come about by chance ; accidental.

1853 Talfourd Castilian TV. i, I .eft To learn, on chanced
return, what dim report Had scarce suggested.

Chanceful tjcrnsful), a. [f. Chance sh. +
-ful ; cf. the earlier Chaxcefully.]
1. Dependent on chance ; casual, accidental, arch.

1594 Carf.w Huartc's Exam. Wits
(1616J 9 This is a

chauncefull case, and not placed in the choice of such at
[

learne. 1641 Raleigh //ist. World 11. 395 All which kinds,
howsoever they may seem chancefull, are yet. .directed by
God. 18*7 Hark Guesses (1859) I'oetry is not an arbi-

trary and chanceful thing. 1855 H. Reed f.cct. Rt$£. /fist.

v. 158 We can see, in what else seems so chanceful, the
hand that turns the wheel of fortune.

+ b. Exposed to chance ; risky, perilous. Obs.
1591 Spknskr Af. Hubberd 98 In this aduentures chaunce-

full leopai die. 1610 Healev City ofGod 410 To say some-
what in Gods defence from that chancefull rashness.

2. Kull of chance or chances ; eventful.

1849 Hare Par. Serm. II. 192 We may soon be carried

away from him by the chanceful stream of life. 1850
Blackik AKschylus II . 48, 1 will, .in plain speech my chance-
full story tell. 1845 Browning /n Balcony 111, We two
lived A chanceful time in waiting for the prize.

3. In comb.

1877 Blackik Wise Men 221 Chanceful-falling dice.

Cha ncefully, adv. [f. prec. + -ly In a

chanceful manner, accidentally ; in quot., un-

happily, unfortunately (obs.).

1303 U. Brunne /landl. Synne 10676 Chaunsfullyche hyt
vaylede nojt.

Chancel tfcrnsel). Forms : 4 chaunsel, Sc.

chancell, -sell, chancer, -ser, 4-7 chauncell,

5 6 chauncel, 6 chauncelle, chawnsell, 7 chan-
cell, 6- chancel, [a. OF. chancel :—late L. can- '

cef/us in same sense, f. L. cancclli bars of lattice-

work : the plural name being extended from the

grating or screen of lattice-work to the place which
it enclosrd, and then made singular. Mod.F. has

|

chanceau
; but usually cancel, assimilated to the

Latin name retained in ecclesiastical use.]

[1.
( Used to denote a separate division of the

ancient basilica, latticed off to separate the judge*
and council from the audience part of the place 1

(Gwilt Kncycl. Archit,).
This is the original of the chancel in a church ; but the

sense hardly occurs in English.

]

2. 1 The eastern part of a church, appropriated
to the use of those who officiate in the performance
of the services' Parker Gloss. Archil.), and sepa-
rated from the other parts by a screen, railing, etc.

1303 R- Brunne //audi. Synne 8806 pe lewede man holy
chercne wyl forl>ede To staunde yn be chaunsel whyl men
rede. 1375 Barboir Bruce v. 356 Thair chancer [v. r.

chanseltl full sturdely Thai held. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
99/3 Poul entree! .. within the chauncell and put hym to
prayer. 1546 Langlkv Pol. y'erg. de fnvent v. viii.

ioq b, The vpper parte of the Church called the Chancel or
Quire. 1648 LiGHTFooT Glfan. Fx. 38 It consisted of three
parts . . as our Churches doe, of the Chancell, Church, and
the Churchyard. 1697 Bp. of Lincoln Charge in Southey
Comm.-Pt. Bk. Ser. ii. 118491 fi8 A Part °ftne church, .pre-
pared for the celebration of the Lord's Supper, which we
call the Chancel. 1818 Cruise Digest III. 44 A clerk had
given a bond to the patron, .to keep the rectory house and
chancel in repair. 1870 F. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 16 Long
chancels were then in great esteem.

1 3. trans/. Used of other buildings, as the temple
at Jerusalem, heathen temples, etc. Obs.

1400 Test. Eove 11. (1560) 282/2 Poore chauncell, open
holes in every side : beddes of silke with tapites going all

about his chambre. 1541 Udall Erasm. Apoph. (18771 233
(D.i The priest went into the priue chauncell, and . . came
forth againe, and aunswered that Jupiter did. .make him a
graunt of his boune. 1577 tr. Bullmger's Decades < 1 592) 340
Holie of holies, .or the chauncell of the temple. 1649 Love-
lace Poems 112 Enter the dismal 1 chancell of this roome.
4. Comb., as chancel-arch, building vbl. sb.,

casement, -screen, -steps, -ivindoiv; chancel-table,
a communion-table.
183a Tennyson Atay Queen, Nrtv Year's Et'cv'i, Upon the

chancel-casement, and upon that grave of mine. 1846
Kkble /.yra /ttnot . (1873) 116 Chancel-screen and Altar
stair. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <* ft. Jrnls. II. 18 Many a
great chancel-window. 1863 Sir G. Scott Glean. Westm.
Ab. 14 The pter of the chancel-arch. x88s Athenaeum
5 Aug. 1 83/3 wholesale ' restorations * (the leading object of
many of which is chancel- building).

Chanceler e, obs. form of Chancellor.
I Chancellary. Obs. [One of the forms of

Chancellery, of partially specific use.]

1. An office in the general register office in

Edinburgh, also called Chancery, managed by a
director and his deputies, in which are recorded
all charters, patents of dignities, and writs ap-
pointed to pass the great or the quarter seal.

1676 W. Row Supp. Blair's Autobiog. xi. (1848) 355 The
Ear! of Lothian's son. Director of the Chancellary. 1687
Royal /'roi lam. in Lond. Gaz. No. 2221/5 1° Order where-
unto, this shall be to the Directors ofOur Chancellary, and
their Deputs for Writing the same, .a sufficient Warrand.

2. An occasional form of Chancellery 2 b.

Chancelled (tjunseld),/a. pple. and a.

[f. Chancel + -ed ; in first quot. as if f. a vb.]

a. Placed in a chancel, b. Having a chancel.
1683 O. U. Parish Ch. No Convent. 12 If they . . will not

be chancell'd, when they read Common-Prayer to the whole
Congregation, they must be censur'd for cancelling the
Laws. x88i Athenaeum 20 Aug. 247/? These early chan-
celled churches.

Chancelleer, variant of Canceleer.
Chanceller, -eur, obs. ff. Chancellor.
Chancellery, -ory

v
tJ<rnsebri\ Forms: 3

chancelerie, 4 chauncelrie, chauncellerie, 7
chancellary, 9 chancelry, chancellory, 8-
chancellery. Also in F. form chancellerie (see

sense 3). [a. OF. chancchl erie, i. chance/rer

Chancellor ; cf. late L. and Pr. cancelldn'a, Sp.

cancelaria, It. and Cat. cancelleria : see -ery.

( ontracted at an early date to chancelry, Chan-
cery

; also, partly refashioned as Chancellary.]
1. The office or position of a chancellor.
c 1300 Beket 350 Therfore ich ^ulde the up here al clene

the ciiancelerie. 1303 Gower Conf II. 191 Thofnce of the
chauncellerie Or of the kinges tresorie. 1886 J. Gillow
Hist. Eng. Catholics II. 380 His locum tenens in the Chan-
cellory.

2. A chancellor's court, or office, with its officials.

[Cf. Ger. kamelei. hanz/ei.']

1803 Svd. Smith Rev. Catteau's Danois, The chancelry
of Denmark interprets all laws which concern privileges in
litigation . . The German chancelry has the same powers
and privileges in Sleswick and Hotstein. 1876 Daily A'ervs

5 Dec. 3/1 Each governor will have a chancellery, and a
council composed of four members.

b. The office or department of a court secretary
or notary (with its formalities of drawing up
documents, official style of penmanship, etc.).

1683 Temh.e Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 441 The Titles in the
new Powers should be inserted, .according to the usual
Stile of the Chancellary of each Court. *7*1 Ti Jenkins
tr. Father Paul on Benefices (17 36* 142 The Commendams
contracted too much of this Habit, not altogether com-
mendable, from the Roman chancellery. 1881 3 Schapf
Relig. Encycl. I. 639 Became Scriptor Apostolicus in the
papnl chancelry in Avignon, 1371.

C. The office attached to an embassy or consulate.
1869 Echo 4 June, Ife will merely succeed the Clerk of the

Chancellery, M. Farine, who has been assisting the United
States' Minister in the task . . of protecting the interests of
the French residents. 1877 Wallace Russia xxxiii. 560
The chancelleries of the courts. 1881 Daily Neivs 20 Jan.
3/4 The Chancelleries of the Great Powers consider the
Turkish Note expressive of a willingness to make greater
concessions.

3. The building or room occupied by the chan-
cellor's office.

1831 Remembrancer 251 [Cardinal Riario] employed many
of the blocks of travertine, .for constructing the chanccllery
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ixvii, Their French rivals shut
up their chancellerie. 1884 T. Hl'Ches in Daily Neivs 3
Alar. 6/1 [The bishop] striding along one morning on his
way to his chancellery. 1885 T. Mozi.ev Remin. ToUfts,
ffC. I. 86 The friend, looking at him between the bars of hi-,

little chancellerie, asked his hotel.

Chancellor tja-nselaj). Forms: \~i can
celer, 1 cancheler, 3 4 chaunselor e, 3-6
chaunceler, chanceler, 4 chanceler©, (chance-
llor

, 5 chanceller, ( schanchler% 6 chaunaler,
chansler, chauncellour, -or, chauncelour, -or,
chancelleur, (Sc. chanclair), 6-7 chancelor,
7-8 chancellour, 6- chancellor. [ME. and
AFr. canceler, chanceler, a. OF. cancelier, chancelier
:—L. cancelldrius usher of a law court, whose station

was ad cancellos at the bars or grating which sepa-
rated the public from the judges (see Cancblli,
Chancel). The word appeared already in late

OE. as canceler (occas. cancheler), evidently intro-

duced by Edward the Confessor from Norman
French cancheler \ this was in 13th c. supplanted
by the Central Fr. form chanceler ; and this in late

Anglo-Fr., and thence in 16th c. English, was er-

roneously spelt -our, -or, like other words properly
in -ert -re, etc.: cf. Ancestor, and see -or.]
[The early history ofthe sense lies outside English : in the
Roman Empire, the canceltarius was a petty officer stationed
at the bar(of lattice work> in a basilica or other law court
(cf. Cancelli, Chancll), as usher of the court ; iu the
Eastern Empire he had risen to be a secretary or notary,
who in later times was invested also with judicial function*.
From the ancient Roman Empire, the name and office was
transferred to the Western Empire, and Kingdoms, with a
varying but generally increasing importance. It appears to
have been introduced into England by Edward the Con-
fessor, and became an important office under the Norman
Kings, the chancellor as official secretary having superin-
tendence of all charters, letters, and official writings of the
sovereign, the custody of the royal seals and important
legal functions ; see senses 1 a, 2 a. From the Roman Empire
the office also passed into the church (whence sense 51, and
into the medieval orders of knighthood (whence 6 b).

1875 Sti/bbs Const. Hist. (ed. 1) 1. 35a The chancellor of
the Karolingian sovereigns, .is simply the royal notary..
Edward the Confessor, the first of our sovereigns who had
a seal, is also the first who had a chancellor. .The whole of
the secretarial work of the household and court fell on the
chancellor and chaplains.]

I. 1. General sense of secretary, official secretary.

Obs. or alien. +a. of the king of England. Obs.
This office has developed into that described in 2 a, and

for the sake of historical continuity the quotations are all

given there, but the earliest also belong here, and the
phrase the King's Chancellor continued 111 occasional use
down to the 16th c.

fb. of the queen-consort. Obs.
a 1131 O. E. Chron. an. 1123 pes cwenes canceler Code-

freiS wars gehaten.

c. of foreign or ancient potentates.
c 1300 A*. Alls. 1 810 Darie. .of-clepith his chaunselcre, And

hoteth him sende, ferand nere. .tettres hard. 138a Wycliv a
Sam. xx. 24 Jo&aphat, the sone of Achilud, the chaunselere
1 1535 Covero. chaunceler; 1611 recorder]. 1611 Hmi.k
Ezra iv. 8 Rehum the Chancellour, and Shimshai the Scribe.

d. of a nobleman or great lord.

1613 Shaks. Hen. I'fff, 11. i. 20 The Great Duke Came to
the Bar. .At which appear'd against htm, his Surueyor, Sir
Gilbert Pecke his Chancellour, and Iohn Car.

e. The French equivalent is sometimes applied
to the chief secretary of an embassy, arm the

English form occurs as its representative.

1788 T. JrPFRRSOM Writ. (1850) II. 490 The Consuls and
vice-Consuls, and persons attached to their functions, thai

fa to say, their chancellors and secretaries. 1885 Whitaher'i
Aim. 312 (Officers of the Austrian Embassy in London]
Chancellor.

II. Modern uses of the title arising out of the

original sense

:

2. a. Chancellor of England, also called Lord
Chancellor, and Lord High Chancellor: the same
officer who was originally the King's Chancellor

(see 1 a\ who has in course of time become the

highest officer of the crown, and an important

member of the cabinet. v
He is the highest judicial functionary in the kingdom, and

ranks above all peers spiritual and temporal, except only
princes of the blood, and the archbishop of Canterbury ; he
is keeper of the Great Seal, is styled ' Keeper of his Ma-
jesty's conscience ', and is president and prolocutor of the

I House of 1 'til- ; he presides in what was the Court, of
! Chancery, but is now the Chancery Division of the Supreme
! Court ; appoints all justices of peace : is the general guar-

dian of infants, lunatics, and idiots; is visitor of hospitals

and colleges of royal foundation, and patron of all church
livings under twenty marks in value.

1066 Chaff. Eitdtveard in Cod. Dipl. IV. 720 Stigand se



CHANCELLOR.
archebisceop, Harold eorl, Rengebold cancheler. O. E.

Chron. an. 1093 [Se cyng] . . betshte . . Rodbeard his cancelere

bat biscoprice on Lincolne. a 1154 Ibid.an. 1137 par he nam
(>e b' Roger of Sereburi . . & te Canceler Roger his neues.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 468 The king him made is chaunceler.

c 1300 Beket 219 Seint Thomas that was Chanceler. c 1330

R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 128 His Chancelere Thomos of

London. 138. Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 335 Oure bishopis

bat pressen to be chaunseler. 14x3 Lydg. Pylgr. Sowle iv.

xxxlii. (1483) 81 The thyrd counceilour of the kynge is the

chaunceler. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 93 Morton,

cardnalle & chaunceler of Ynglond. 1384 Powel Lloyd's

Cambria 242 The bishop of Elie, the Kings Chanceler. 1591

Lambarde Arch. (16351 S 1 Edward . . having spent a great

part of his age in Normandie, first brought the use of the

Seale from thence into this Realme ; and with it (as I sup-

pose) the Name of Chancellor. 1781 Gibbon Decl. fr F. II.

54 In some respects, the office of the Imperial qusestor may
be compared with that of a modern chancellor. 1818 Cruise

Digest IV. 370 It was resolved by the Chancellor, and all

the Judges of England, except one. 184s Graves Rom.
Law in Encycl. Metrop. 741/1 Our ancient chancellors, up to

the time of Wolsey, were mostly ecclesiastics. 1875 Stubbs

Const. Hist. II. xv. 269 Robert Burnell was the first great

chancellor, as Hubert de Burgh was the last great justiciar.

P. Lord Chancellor.

(Lord, ormy Lord, was at first no part of the title ; it now
distinguishes him from the Chancellor of the Exchequer.)

1485 Plumptoti Corr. 48 My lord Schanchler publyshed in

the Parlament house the same day, that, etc. 1663 Cowley
Verses $ Ess. (1669) 39 Bacon . . Whom a wise King, and

Nature chose Lord Chancellor of both their Lawes. 1663

Flagellum or O. Cromwell Pref. 2 A common. .Sentence of

my Lord Chancellours. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. I. ii.

133 The lord chancellor . . sends his warrant to the clerk.

1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xvii. (1862) 273 Thehighest

of all the Judges, though only clothed with a civil jurisdic-

tion, the Lord Chancellor.

y. Lord High Chancellor.

1589 Hay any Work 27 The offices of our L. high Chan-
cellor, high Treasurer, and high Steward of Englande.

1707 {title), The History of the Rebellion . .Written by the .

.

Earl of Clarendon, late Lord High Chancellor of England.

1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. V. xxiv. 433 The Lord High
Chancellor of later times, the highest Judge in Equity, the

Speaker of the House of Lords, the proverbial Keeper of

the King's conscience, arose from more lowly beginnings

than any other of the great officers of state.

b. Lord Chancellor of Ireland, an officer of the

Irish government, having duties analogous to those

of the same officer in England.
1850 C. Phillips J. P. Cnrran 408 The Irish Lord Chan-

cellor received a hint that his resignation would not be

unacceptable. Ibid. 409 The Irish Chancellor felt himself

..compelled to give way.

t 0. Chancellor of Scotland, a similar officer

before the Union of 1707, who was the head of

law as well as equity in that kingdom. 06s.

3. Chancellor of the Exchequer: the highest

finance minister of the British Government : his-

torically,!^ is the under-treasurer ofthe Exchequer,

whose office has become of prime importance, since

that of Treasurer came to be held not by an

individual, but by the Lords Commissioners of

the Treasury. (See also Exchequer.)
[1348 Trin. Commun. 32 H. 3., Rot. 8 b [Madox 580] Ro-

dulphus de Leycestria de Licentia Regis remisit Regi

Officium Cancellarij de Scacearia. a 1300 Red book ofEx-
cheq. 14 b (Oath) En loffice de Chanceller del Escheqer.]

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 280 To Berwik cam be

kynge Eschekere, Sir Hugh of Cressyngham he was
chancelere, Walter of Admundesham he was Tresorere.

1535 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 3 The Treasurer, Chancellor,

Chamberlaine, and Barons of the Kings Eschequer.

1672 R. Wild Poet. Licent. 35 May the wise Chanc'lour

of th' Exchequer be A greater Treasure than the Treasury.

1711 Madox Hist. Excheq. 580 In the 18th year of K.

Henry III, John Mansell was appointed to execute a cer-

tain office at the Exchequer. I cannot tell what office it was
unless it was that ofChancellour. 1713 Swift Jrnl. to Stella

12 Mar., The chancellor of the exchequer sent the author of

the Examiner twenty guineas. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 482/1

The chancellor of the Exchequer is under-treasurer, and
holds the seal of the Exchequer. 1838 Ibid. X. 110/2 The
judges of the court of exchequer are the chancellor of the

exchequer for the time being, the chief baron, and four

other barons. .When the court sits in equity the chancellor

of the exchequer has a voice (although now rarely exercised)

in giving judgment. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. (ed. 2) II.

275 In the same reign [Henry III] was created the office of

Chancellor of the Exchequer, to whom the Exchequer seal

was entrusted, and who with the Treasurer took part in the

equitable jurisdiction of the Exchequer, although not in the

common law jurisdiction of the barons.

trans/. 1841 Marryat Poac/terxxvi, For. .two years Joey
had filled his situation as chancellor of the exchequer to

Mrs. Chopper.

4. Chancellor of the Duchy ofLancaster : origin-

ally the chancellor of the Duchy Court of Lan-

caster, the representative of the King as Duke of

Lancaster ; now one of the ministers of the crown

(he may or may not be in the cabinet), who pre-

sides, personally or by deputy, in the Duchy
Chamber of Lancaster, deciding on all matters

of equity connected with lands held of the crown

in that Duchy.
'553 Act 5 # 6 Edw. VI, c. 26 Writs . . shall and may

from henceforth be directed . . to the Chancellor of the

Duchy of Lancaster. 1607 Cowel Interpr. s.y. Dutchy
Court, A Court wherein all maters appertaining to the

Dutchy of Lancaster are descided by the decree of the

Chauncelour of that Court. 1698 Petition in A^. # Q. (1885)

II. 364 Thomas, Earle of Stanford, Chancellour of his
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Maj'J'" Dutchy and County Palatine of Lancashire. 1768 I

Blackstone Comm. in, 78. 1804 G. Rose Diaries (i860)

II. 133 Lord Mulgrave to be Chancellor of the Duchy.

1874 Times Summary 1873 The return of Mr. Bright to

the Cabinet as Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.

5. Chancellor of a bishop or of a diocese : a law

officer, who acts as vicar-general for the bishop,

and holds courts for him, to decide on cases tried

by ecclesiastical law.

C1400 St. Alexins (Laud 622) 968 boo bapostoile had
his book, His chaunceler he it bitook To rede. 1536-40

Pilgryms T. 274 in Thynne's Animadv. The bisshop is

not her. .ner yet his chansler. a 1581 Br. R. Cox Injunc-

tions, That all Churchwardens within the dioces of Elie

shal . . certifie . . all such matters . . to the Chauncelour or his

deputie vpon some court day. 1726 Ayliffe Parcrg. 160

Chancellors or Bishops Lawyers. 1735 in Swift's Lett.

(1768) IV. 137 In the diocese of Wells the bishop and his

chancellor have quarrelled. 1888 Whitaker's Aim. 238

[Diocese of) London . . Chancellor, Thomas H. Tristram.

6. Chancellor of a chapter : a. of a cathedral

:

one of the four chief dignitaries in the cathedrals

of old foundation.
(He applies the seal, writes letters of the chapter, keeps

the books, etc.)

1578 Scot. Poems rath C. II. 167 Though thow bee arch-

bishop or deane, Chantour, chanclair or chaplane. 1884

Crockfords Clerical Direct. 426 Forrister, Hon. Orlando

Watkin Wild . . Canon Residentiary, and Chancellor of

York Cathedral 1874.

b. of an order of knighthood : the officer who
seals the commissions and mandates of the chapter

and assembly of the knights, keeps the register of

their proceedings, and delivers their acts under the

seal of their order.

1577 Harrison Eng. 11. v. (1877) 1. 123 The chancellor of

the order [garter] fiue yards of woollen cloth. 1688 R.

Holme Accid. Arm. in. 54 The Chancellor of the Order of

the Garter, doth wear about his Neck in a Gold Chain, the

cognizance of a Rose of Gold. 1885 Whitaker's A Im. 87

Knights of the most noble order of the Garter. .
Chancellor,

Bishop of Oxford.

7. The titular head of a university.

In the English Universities an ancient office : in the Scotch

established by the Act of 1858. The office now is mostly

honorary, the actual duties being performed in the English

Universities by a Vice-Chancellor, appointed from the

Heads of Colleges. Certain important prizes are given by

the Chancellor ; hence Chancellor's Prize Poem, Chancel-

lor's Medal, Chancellor's Medallist.

c 1305 St. Edmund 240 in E. E. P. (1862) 77 pe Chanceler

. .sede bat he schulde bigynne & rede. 1473-4 12 ft 13

Edw. IV m Oxf. % Camti. Enactm. 8 The chaunceler and

Scolers of the universite. 1577 Harrison England 11. iii.

(1877) I. 82 Over each universitie also there is a seuerall

chancelor. i6r5 Crooke Body of Man 57 Iobertus some-

times the learned Chancellor of the Vniuersity of Mom-
pelier in France. 1637 Decree Star Chamb. § 3 in

Milton's Areop. (Arb.) 10 The Chancellours, or Vice Chan-

cellors of either of the Vniuersities. 1751 Chambers Cycl.

s. v., Chancellor of an University, is he who seals the

diplomas or letters of degrees, provision, etc. given in the

university. 1875 Edin. Univ. Calend. 30 The Chancellor

is elected for life by the General Council. He is the head

of the University. [First] Chancellor Right Hon. Lord

Brougham, elected t8 S9, died 1868. C1878 Trollope

Thackeray (Eng. Men Lett.) 5 The subject which was

given for the Chancellor's prize poem of that year. 1879

Escott England II. 454 (Hoppe) A double-first, an Ireland

Scholar, or a Chancellor's Medallist. 1884 Bidding Prayer,

Oxford, The most honourable Robert marquis of Salisbury

our Chancellor.

8. In Scotland, the foreman of a jury.

1762 Hume Hist. Eng., The jury . . of which the Earl of

Caithness was chancellor. 1837 Lockhart Scott (1839) VI.

283 That he should act as chancellor of the jury about to

serve his grace heir (as the law phrase goes) to the Scottish

estates of his family. 1867 Carlvle Remin. (1881) II. 10

The poor foreman [of the jury], Scotticl chancellor.

III. In foreign countries.

9. Most of the European countries have or for-

merly had a chief minister with this title ; it was

abolished in France at the Revolution ; it is re-

tained in Austro-Hungary from the Holy Roman
Empire, and is also established in the new German

Empire, as title of the President of the Federal

Council, who has the general conduct of the im-

perial administration.

1611 Cotgr. s.v. Chancellor, The Lord Chancellor is the

principall Magistrat of France (as ours of England). 1838

Penny Cvcl. XI. 192/1 The archbishop of Mainz, arch-chan-

cellor ofthe empire for Germany. 1869 Times Summary of

Year, The relations between the Austro-Hungarian Chan-

cellor [Beust] and the Prussian Minister [Bismarck] have

been for the most part unfriendly. 1870 Ibid., The purpose

. .of sounding the North German Chancellor on the possible

conditions of peace. 1875 Ibid., It may be doubted whether

the Imperial Chancellor will pay the same deference to a

hostile Bavarian majority, etc.

10. U. S. The title of certain judges of courts

of chancery or equity, established by the statutes

of separate states.

t Chancellor, v. 06s. rare- 1
, [f. prec. sb.]

To chancellor it : to act the part of a chancellor.

1656 S. H. Gold. Law 78 He being the highest Judge, is

a Chancelor also ; and as he may create a Chancery, so

may he self-ly Chancelor it, and check the ridged letter ot

the Law for its intention.

Chancellorate (t/crnselsreit). rare. [f. as

prec. + -ate 1. (L. analogies would give cancella-

riate.^ The office of chancellor, chancellorship.

CHANCER.

1870 Observer 13 Nov., The earliest authentic records of

the Irish Chancellorate.

Cha'iicellore:ss. nonce-iud. [see -ess.] A
female chancellor ; also a chancellor's wife.

1748 H. Walpole Corr. (1837) I. 113 The gentleman then

made the same confidence to the chancelloress. 1861

Thackeray Lovel the Wid. iii, Because she has not been

invited to the Lady Chancelloress's soiree.

Cha-noellorism. [see -ism.] The system of

government by a chancellor.

1881 American III. 99 A system of Chancellorism [in

Germany] not quite unlike French Imperialism.

Chancellorship (tjcrnsebi fi:p). [f. as prec.

+ -SHIP.] The office of chancellor. (In various

senses : see Chancellor.)
1473 Warkw. Chron. 3 The Kyng put oute of the Chaun-

celer-schepp the Bysshope of Excetre. 1535 Act 27 Hen.

VIII, c. 27 In the office of chauncellourship of the aug-

mentacions. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (18521 35 In October

the cardnalle \vas deprived of the chanslercheppe. 1605

Camden Rem. (1637) 275 During the time of his Chancel-

lourship of England. 1726 Ayliffe Parerg. 161 No one

should be admitted to a Bishops Chancellorship without

good knowledge in the Civil and Canon Laws. 1809 G.

Rose Diaries (18601 II. 407 Mr. Percival has decided to

offer Mr. Vansittart the Chancellorship of the Exchequer.

1873 Times Summary of Year, Prince Bismarck, who had

retained his Chancellorship of the Empire, has, etc.

Chancellory, var. of Chancellery.

Cha'ncelry. [A shortened form of the earlier

Chancellery : cf. Ger. kanzelei, ianzlei.]

1. An earlier form of Chancery, q. v.

2. A frequent form of Chancellery 2, and (oc-

casionally) 2 b.

tCha'ncely, adv. Obs. [f. Chance sb. B +

-ly By chance, accidentally, haply.

c 1340 Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 778 And he ful chauncely hatz

chosen to be chef gate. 1389 E. E. Gilds (1870) 4 f>'
eny

debat chaunselich falle among eny of hem.

t Cha ncemeal, adv. Obs.-" [see Meal.]

At chance times.

C1440 Promp. Pan'. ?I Chauncemele [A' chavneemely],

subtelaris. [There is some blunder in the Latin equivalent

given, which appears to belong to the next word channccpe

or chaucepe.]

Chance-medley (tjojnsime-dli). [a. AF.

chance medlee mixed or mingled chance or casualty :

see Chance ;
medler is a var. of mesler to mix,

mingle : see Meddle. From the fact that medley

is also a sb., and chance medley a possible combin-

ation in the sense of ' fortuitous medley ', the

meaning has often been mistaken, and the expres-

sion misused.]

1. Lata. Accident or casualty not purely acci-

dental, but of a mixed character. Chiefly in

Manslaughter by chance-medley (for which later

writers often use chance-medley itself) :
' the casual

killing of a man, not altogether without the killer's

fault, though without an evil intent ;
homicide by

misadventure ;
homicide mixt ' (Cowel).

1494 Fabyan vii. 499 Sir Thomas de Agorne .
.
was by

Chaunce medley slayne of a Bryton knyght. 1530- 1 Act

22 Hen VIII, xiv, Sayntuary for that . .
offence of .

.
man-

slaughter by chaunce medly. 1546 Langley Pol. V erg.

De Invent, ill. viii. 74 b, That had doen any murther un-

ware or by chauncemedly. 1577 Holinshed CAron.Il. 74

William Rufus. .received his deaths wound by casualtie or

chancemedlie. 1581 J. Bell Haddoi's Answ. Osor.jgo

If a man had committed manslaughter by chauncemedley.

1620 J. Wilkinson Treat. Coroners t, Sherifes 9 lo put a

difference betweene homicide by chaunce-medley and

murder. 1631 J. Taylor (Water P.) Turn Fort. Wheel

(1848) Pref., Is hap turn'd haples, or is chance chance

medly? 1670 Blount Law Diet., Manslaughter .
.
differs

from Murder, because it is not done with foregoing malice

;

and from Chancemedley, because it has a present intent to

kill. 1742 Loud. Mag. 359 The Jur>' foun
?T " ,

Cna"ce

Medley 1855 Brimlf.y Ess. 80 Why does . .
Hamlet after

murdering Polonius die by chancemedley!

16^2'FULLER Holy Sr Prof. St. III. ii. 15S If without thine

intention, .by chancemedly thou hittest Scripture m ordin-

ary discourse, yet fly to the city of refuge, and pray to Uod

to forgive thee, a i745 Swift Wis. f,84 T>.II. 116 By mere

chance-medley shot his own fortune dead with a single text.

2 Inadvertency, haphazard or random action,

into which chance largely enters. (Erroneously

put for ' pure chance ', and for ' a fortuitous medley

or confusion '.) . .

1583 Fulke Defence vii. 319 You make them m the case

^^S^wiom^
wilt chuse JU all chance-medley and unknown to me 1849

T B. Head Stokers * P. viii. (1851)72 The strange chance-

medley of objects before us. 1875 J°«'ett Plato (ed. 2 IV.

70 Left to the guidance of unreason and chance medley.

8. attrib. .. TT . ,

,822 W Irving Braceb. Hall xxvu. 247 Having been

handled rather roughly., in the chance-medley affair of

May-day. .844 D.srael, Conmgsbym. .1. 93 Such lax

chaLeledlefmaxims. *B Sr.JJ£^^*
Sc iv §22 (1873) 159 By a simple chance-medley confusion.

Cha-ncer, v. rare. [? f. Chancery.] trans.

To ' tax ' (an account or bill of costs).

,798 Root's Amer.LawRcp. I. 114 Pray to have said note

chancered as to the principal and interest. The Court is of
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opinion that the case is within the statute and that said

note be chancered to ^3 15*. 3d.

Chancer, obs. Sc. form of Chancel.

Chancery (tja'nseri). Forms : 4-5 chaun-
serie, -rye, 4-6 chauncerie, -rye, 5 chauncere,

chauncre, 5-7 chauncery, 6 chaunsery, 6-7

chancerie, 7 chanserie, 6- chancery. [A worn-

down form oichancelry
1
chancelery 9

CH\xe*uxxx.']

+ L The office of a chancellor ;
chancellorship.

1395 Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 2 Seculer officis, that is,

chauncerie, tresorie, privy seal, and other siche seculer offi-

cis in the chekir. 1580 Hollybanu Treat. Fr. long., La
Chancelerie, the Chancerie. iS9« Percivall Sp. Diet.,

Chattcilleria, a chauncellorshippe, the chauncene. a 1658

Cleveland Rustick Ramp (1687) 410 The Bishop shall

give them an Account of the Profits of his Chancery.

2. The court of the Lord Chancellor of England,

the highest court of judicature next to the House

of Lords; but, since the Judicature Act of 1873,

a division of the High Court of Justice.

It formerly consisted of two distinct tribunals, one ordi-

nary, being a court of common law, the other extraordinary,

being a court of equity. To the former belonged the issu-

ing of writs for a new parliament, and of all original writs.

The second proceeded upon rules of equity and conscience,

moderating the rigour of the common law, and giving re-

lief in cases where there was no remedy in the common-
law courts. Its functions in this respect are now trans-

ferred to the Court of Appeal.
In Ireland the Court of Chancery was distinct from, but

analogous in character to, the English court ; but it has

been similarly changed into a division of the Irish High
Court of Justice.

1377 Langl. PI. B. iv. 28 In be chelcer and at be

chauncerie. [136a Ibid. A. iv. 46 In Esscheker and Chaun-
celrie.) 1489-90 Pbtmpton Corr. 91 Whereof, I have a

dedimus potestatem out of the Escheker, & another out

of the Chauncre. 1553 T. Wilson Rket. 56 b, A manne
should appele from the common place to the chauncerie.

1659 Fuller App. fmj, Innoc. 11840' 300 Thomas Lord Co-
ventry, when coming from the chancery to sit down at din-

ner, was wont to say, ' Surely, to-day 1 have dealt equally,

for I have displeased both sides.' 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3724/4
S. Keck Esq. ; a Master in the High Court of Chancery.

a 1763 Shenstone Fss. 168 True honour is to honesty, what
the court of chancery is to common law. 178* Priestley
Corrupt. Chr. II. ix. 189 The writ . . was issued from the

chancery. 1853 Pickens Bleak //. ix. 60 ' There never was
such an infernal cauldron as that Chancery on the face of

the earth.' 1874 RuiKTM For* CUsv. IV. 287 Gridley's real

name was Ikey—he haunted Chancery- 1876 Freeman
Norm. Conq. V. xxiii. 135 Under the Conqueror we see the

first beginnings of that class of clerks of the King's chapel

or chancery who had so large a share in the administration

of the kingdom. Mod. The heiress is a ward in Chancery.

b. Applied to similar courts elsewhere ; in U.S.

'a court of equity' Webster).
' In imitation of the High Court of Chancery in England,

various local courts of equity have sprung up in the

British dominions and dependencies. Some of these are

called Courts of Chancery . . In each of the counties palatine

of Lancaster and Durham, and in Ireland, there is a court

so named, which dispenses the same equity within the

limits of its jurisdiction, as the High Court of Chancery.'

Penny Cycl. s. v.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arh.) 272 Auditour of the

courteofthe Chauncerie in Valladolith. c 1645 Hov.ELu.Lett.
20 Oct. 1632, Lubeck wher . . their prime Chancery is still.

1780 Coxe Russ. Disc. 5 The government is vested in the

chancery of Bolcheresk, which depends upon and is subject

to the inspection of the chancery of Ochotsk. 1850 Hi h kill

(in Webster), In some of the American States, jurisdiction

at law and in equity centers in the same tribunal. . In others

..the courts that administer equity are distinct tribunals,

having their appropriate judicial officers, and it is to the

latter, that the appellation courts ofchancery is usually ap-

plied ; but in American Law, the terms equity and courts

0/equity are more frequently employed.

c. Scotland. An office in the General Register

House, Edinburgh (formerly called Chancellaky,
q.v.), in which is kept a record of all writs relative

to crown lands ; also of crown charters of incor-

poration ; commissions or gifts of office from the

crown ; service of heirs, general and special ; and
all writs appointed to pass the great or the quarter

seal. From it are issued, in the sovereign's name,
brieves of inquest regarding idiotcy or insanity, and
letters of tutory and curatory.
(Established by James I on his return from his English

captivity 1424, and apparently intended to be a court on
the model of the English Chancery. But it was never
completely organized, and after the complete establishment
of the Court of Session 115321, the Chancery office was re-

duced practically to the function of issuing certain brieves,

and recording certain writs. Cf. sense 3.)

1807 8 R. Mell Diet. Law Scot/. s.v. Mod. ' Served heir

to his ancestor conform to decree of general service by the

Sheriff of Chancery, dated . . . , and recorded in Chancery
. .

.' 1 The Quarter Seal is kept by the Director of Chancery
(the officer at the head of the Chancery Officel.'

d. ^f. (with reference to thefunctionsofthecourO
1617 Hieron ll

r
ks. II. 93 It is thy gracious Court of

Chancery and mitigation which I five vnto : I am afraid to
appeare at the Bench of lust ice. 1634 Ford Pcrkin Warb.
11. ii, We carry A Chancery of pity in our bosoms. 166a
Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 11. v. § 8 The Propheticall office was
a kind of Chancery to the Mosaick Law, wherein the Pro-
phets did interpret the Pandects of the I-aw ex aequo
bona. 1678 Cudworth Intetl. Syst. 888 His Will is not
meer Will.. but it is Law, Equity and Chancery. i8aa
De Quincey Confess. (1864) 313 Oh . . righteous opium that
to the chancery of dreams summonest . . false witnesses.

e. Jig. Equity, or proceedings in equity.

i6a8 Wither Brit. Rememb. vi. 1341 Whosoever came to

see That peece of Chauncery, supposed me A very cheat-

ing Rascall. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. viii. 207.

3. A court of record ; an office of public records
;

archives ; alsofig.
1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. L xxiv. 35 The kyng caused

[these letters) to be kept in his chauncery. 1600 Holland
Livy SUIL xvi. 1166 The Censours. .shut up and locked all

the offices of the Chauncerie. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy
(1802) VI. viiL 297 The accusing spirit, which flew up to

Heaven's chancery with the oath, blush'd as he gave it in.

1788 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 499 The Consuls and

vice-Consuls, .may establish a chancery, where shall be de-

posited the consular determinations, acts and proceedings.

183a Blackiv. Mag. XXXII. 789 Its slender chancery of

written memorials. 1843 Carlyle Past f, Pr. I1858) 217 In

Heaven's Chancer)' also there goes on a recording.

t 4. Treasury. Obs. rare.

1842 De Quincey Cicero Wks. VI. 206 To pay back into

the chancery of war, as into some fund of abeyance, all his

own prizes, and palms of every kind.

6. = CHANCELLERY 2.

1561 Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 45 How great difference

there is betwene the popes chauncerie, and a well framed

order of the Chirche. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 27

There are two chanceries, one for the Danish, and the other

for the German language. 188a C. E. Turner Stud, in

Russ. Lit. ix. 138 [He] offered Kriloffa place in his chancery.

6. = Chancellery 3.

1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India, That he should be sent

prisoner to the Chancerie of Santo Domingo. 1848 W. H.

Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. II. 594 Entering the

Place Vendome, on their way to the Chancery.

7. Pugilism. [From the tenacity and absolute

control with which the Court of Chancery holds

anything, and the certainty of cost and loss to

property ' in chancery '.] A slang term for the

position of the head when held under the opponent's

left arm to be pommelled severely, the victim

meanwhile being unable to retaliate effectively;

hence sometimes figuratively used of an awkward
fix or predicament.
1832 Marryat N. Forster xlvii, He'll not ' put his head in

chancery ', that's clear. 1858 O. W. Holmes A ut. Break/.

T. (1883* 143, I had old Time's head in chancery, and could

give it him. 1877 Besant & Rice Son ofVulc. 1. ii. 28 What
a thing it is to have your head in Chancery.

8. attrili. and Comb., as chancery-court, -judge,

-man, -practice, -suit, -suitor, -ward ; chancery-

double, a name for a kind of paper (? obs.)
;

chancery-hand, a particular style of engrossing.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 161 The memory
is as it were the register and 'chancery court of all the

other senses. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr Hist. Servia 328 A
national chancery court. 1711 Act 10 Anne in Lond.

Gaz. No. 5018/3 For all Paper called . .'Chancery double

2i. . . per Ream. 1660 Pepys Diary 12 July, Mr. Kipps .

.

directed me to Mr. Beale to get my patent engrossed ;
but,

he not having time to get it done in *chancery-hand, I was
forced to run all up and down Chancery Lane. 18*3 Dickens
BUakH. Pref., A 'Chancery Judge once had the kindness

to inform me., that the Court of Chancery. . was almost

immaculate. 1580 Baret A Iv. C 395 A "Chauncerie man, or

a practiser in the law, to drawe out writtes. i59»Lambarde
Arch. 55 The House of the Rolls, .hath becne of long time,

as it were, the Colledge of the Chancerie-men. 1874 Rus-

kin Fors Clav. IV. 244 (Dickens] I have heard had real

effects on 'Chancery practice. 1858 Ld. St. Leonard*
Handy Bk. Prof. Law xxi. 162 A 'Chancery suit, the costj

of which would undoubtedly fall on the claimants. 1830

Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 258 The celebrated

injunction of a noble "chancery-suitor to his son.

Chancing (tfu-nsirj', vbl. sb. [f. Chance v. +
-INO 1.] The action of the verb Chance ; t hap-

pening, befalling ;
fortune, luck (obs.f.

1583 T. Watson Poems (Arb.) 195 Why Hue I wretch In

hope of better chancing.

fb. Gambling, playing games of chance. Obs.

1651GAULE Magastrom. 220* Cogging, dicing, or chancing.

Chanclalr, obs. Sc. form of Chancellor.

Chancre (Ja-'-nksj). Also 7-8 shanker, chan-

ker, 8 shanore. [a. F. chancre cancer, also

venereal ulcer :—L. cancer crab. Cf. Cancer, Can-
ker.] An ulcer occurring in venereal diseases.

a 160s Montcomekif. Flyting 308 The chaud-peece, the

chanker. 1657 Colvil Whigs SuMlic. (1751I so When..
'Iriey first brought Shankers ov'r the alps. 1789 W. Buchan
Dom. Med. (17901 507 Symptomatic chancres are commonly
accompanied with ulcers in the throat. 187* Cohen Dis.

Throat 113 Chancres about the lips, tongue.and hard palate,

produced by actual contact. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex,, According

to most modern authorities, this soft chancre or local conta-

gious ulcer . . is not a syphilitic, although a venereal, disease,

the Hunterian or hard chancre being the local manifestation

of syphilis.

Hence Chancred a.

1708 Motteux Rabelais (1737) V. 217 Shanker'd, colli-

flower'd . . Martyrs and Confessors of Venus.

Cha ncriform, a. [f. prec. + -(i)form.] Of
the form or nature of a chancre.
1868 N. Syd. Soc. Trans., Lancercaux's Treat. Syphilis

I. ii. 83 Chancriform erosion.

Chancroid (Joerjkroid), sb. [f. Chancre +

-01D.] ' A synonym of soft chancre ' : first used by

Clerc.
1861 Bl mstead fen. Dis. (1879) 339, I adopt the name of

' chancroid ' to designate the 1 contagious and local ulcer of

the genitals'. 187$ tr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. III. 104 Hence
in Clerc's chancroid there has been no transformation . . of

the syphilitic poison.

attrih. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 720 Chancroid

disease of the rectum.

Chancroi dal, a. Pertaining to a chancroid.

1861 Bcmstead yen. Dis. (1879I 340 The chancroidal

poison . . may be reinoculated.

Chancrons JVnkras , a. [f. Chancre +
-ous, or ad. F. chancreux.] Pertaining to, charac-

terized by, or of the nature of a chancre.

1751 R. Brookes Gen. Pract. Physic 11758) II. 46 Chan-
crous Ulcerations. 1785 J. Pearson in Med. Commun. II.

66 The . . true chancrous appearance. 1807 *6 S. CoorER
First Lines Surg. 227 The chancrous ulcer.

Chancy (tfcrnsi), a. Also 9 chancey. [f.

Chance sb. + -t

1. St. Lucky, a. Bringing good fortune, auspici-

ous ; b. having good fortune, fortunate, happy. Obs.

1513 Douglas Mneis in. ii. 103 To the chancy wyndis [he

slew in sacrifice] ane mylk quhite [beistl Ibid. xil. vii. 128

Desyre to be chancy and fortunate, a 1774 Fergusson
Drink Eclog. Poems (18451 57 Ye never saw sic chancy

days. 1818 Miss Ferrier Marriage II. 132 ' Puir tead, it s

no had a very chancy ootset.'

2. Sc. Lucky or safe to deal or meddle with;

' canny '.

a 1774 Fergvsson Poems 11789) II. 2 ljam.1 Some fiend or

fairy, nae sae very chancy, Has driven me. .To wed. 1816

Scott Old Mart, v, ' Tak tent o' yoursell, my bonny lassie,

for my horse is not very chancy.' 1870 Edgar Rnnnymede
161 Which it is not chancy to meddle with.

3. Liable to chance or sudden change, uncertain,

' casual ', risky, untrustworthy, colloq. or dial.

i860 Geo. Eliot Milton Fl. 1. 166 There's never so much
pleasure in wearing a bonnet the second year, especially

when the crowns are so chancy—never two summers alike.

1867 Trollope Chron. Barset I. xxv. 221 City money is

always very chancy. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. iv. xxviii.

236 By a roundabout course even a gentleman may make
of himself a chancy personage. 188a Contcmp. Rev. 3 The
crop, however, is a very ' chancey * one.

Hence Cha nciness, casual quality.

1870 Spectator 19 Nov. 1379 The illustration Is admirable,

and not least admirable for the ' chanciness ' of its effect.

t Chandelabre. Obs. rare-!. Insohaund-.

[a. OY. chandelabre ^mod.F. candJlabre^ ad. I., can-

delabrum Candelabrum.] A candlestick, chan-

delier.

c 1430 I.ydg. Lyfe our Ladye A vj/i 0U In figure eke

the cnaundelabre of golde.

Chandelar, -er, obs. ff. Chandler.
fChandelew. Obs. rare- 1

. = Chandlery.
c 1450 Bk. Curtasre in Babees Bk. (1868) 321 Chandelew

schalle haue and alfe napere.

Chandelier fcendell->-j). Also 8 -eer. [mod.

a. F. chandelier; see Chandler.]

1. An ornamental branched support or frame to

hold a number of lights (originally candles), usually

hung from the roof or ceiling.

1736 Stukeley Patxogr. Sacra 69 (T.l Lamps, branches,

or chandeliers (as we now modishly call themi. 1745 in

Pictoa L'fool Munic. Xec.(iiS6' II. 167 Two brass branches

or chandeliers, .for St. Geo-. Church. I77» «4 Cook Voy.

(1790) I. 274 This church is illuminated by chandeliers of

the most superb workmanship. 1811 Scorr Kenihvorth

xxxi, From the oaken roof hung a superb chandelier.

2. Mil. ' A wooden frame, which was filled with

fascines, to form a traverse in sapping 1 (Stocqueler

Mil. Encycl.^, and cover the sappers.

1663 Gerbier Counsel Dja, To blow up Ditches. Esta-

cades, and Chandeliers. 1704 Lond. Gat. No. 4082/3 They
brought a great number of Chandeliers to cover their

Workmen. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. lix. 196 Gabions

and fascines and chandeliers for the redoubts.

3. 1 A branched support.

1731-7 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Anil, A kind of pretty

large Pails, fasten'd to strong Poles, plac'd upon Chande.

liers, by Means of which, the Negroes violently and con.

tinually raise, beat, and stir the Water.

4. attrib. and Comb. ;
chandelier tree, ramia-

mis Candelabrum : from its mode of branching.

1823 33 Lamb Elia, Trag. Shahs. (L.) Bychandelier light,

and in good company. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. rts

The Chandelier Tree of Guinea and St. Thomas s derives

its name from this peculiar tendency to branching.

Chandery, var. of Chandry.

Chandler (tjcrndbi . Forms : 4-7 chaun-

deler, 5-7 chandeler, 6-7 chaundler, 6- chand-

ler
;
(also 5 condler, candeler(e, chaundeller,

chaundlar, chawndelere, 6 chandelar, -ellor,

-illar, 7 chaundelor, -our, 8 Sc. chanler). [ME.

ehaundeler, ehande.'er, a. AF. chandeler, OF
chandelier (-Pr. cancUlier, It. candelliere) :-L.

type candel(l)drius, f. candel(ra Candle.]

1 1. A stand or support for a candle, a candle-

stick ; a chandelier. (Chiefly northern, now Obs.)

c 131s E. E. Atlit. P. B 1272 pe chef ehaundeler charged

with be hnt 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. xxiv,

Candelis and ober priketis beb set on candelstikkis, and

chaundelers. c 1440 Promf. Parv. 60 Candelere, cande-

labra. 1549 Comfl. Scot. ix. 76 He. .reft the goldin alter,

the chandelaris of lycht, and al the goldin veschel. 155" "3

Inv.Ch.Goods Staffs, in Ann. LichfieldTV 50, Ij chaund-

lers of woode. 1674 Ray A*.-C. Was., Chaundler, a candle-

stick. Sheffield. 1733 Ramsay Clout the Caldron 1, Have

you any pots or pans Or any broken chandlers?

2. One whose trade it is to make or sell candles.

(Also Tallow-chandler, Wax-chandler.)
1389 E. E. Gilds (1870) 18 Y«< shul bene at y Chaundelers

by pryme of y» day. c 1400 Destr. Troy 159° Cokes
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condlers, coriours of ledur. 1464 Maun. $ Housek. Exp.

(1841) 160 To pay the chandeler that ffynd my lordys can-

dyllis, xx.s. 1483 Cath. Angl. 52 A Candeler, candelarius.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, in. iii. 52. i6oz Return fr. Par-

nass. Prol. (Arb.) 4 We haue promised the Copies to the

Chandlers to wrappe his candles in. 1711 Act 10 Anne in

Land. Gaz. 5031/6 Such Chandler or Maker of Candles.

1873 J. Yeats Hist. Comm. 269 The present number of

chandlers in England is estimated at about 3,000.

t b- Formerly, an officer who superintended the

supply of candles, etc., in a household.

<ri45o Bk. Curtasye 824 in Babees Bk. 326 Now speke

I wylle a lytulle whyle Of bo chandeler, with-outen gyle.

1601 F. Tate Househ. Ord. Ediv. II, § 15 The serjant

chaundeler shal receve the wax and lights . . And the

chaundelor shal make his liveree. i860 Our Eng. Home 89.

3. In extended sense : a. A retail dealer in pro-

visions, groceries, etc. : often somewhat contemp-

tuous, b. in comb. — dealer, trader, as in Cobn-

CHANDLEK, SHIP-CHANDLER.
1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. 49 Theod. Be there any

Chandlers there? . . What do they sell for the most part ?

A mphil. Almost all things, as namelie butter, cheese, fagots,

pots, pannes, candles, and a thousand other trinkets be-

sides. 1664 Etheredge Love in Tub 1. ii. (17231 13 This

morning the Chandler refus'd to score a quart of Scurvy-

grass. xnzxLond.Gaz. No.6172/9 Robert Collier. .Chandler

of Small Wares. 1820 Scott Mouast. Answ. Introd. Ep.,

Another steps into a chandler's shop, to purchase a pound
of butter. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz {1866' 205 The neigh-

bours stigmatised him as a chandler. 1851 D. Jerrold St.

Giles xxvi, Revenge is. .not to be meddled with in the

spirit of a chandler.

4. Comb.,as chandler-shop ; chandler-chafts Sc.,

lantern jaws ; so chandler-chafted, lantern-jawed.

1714 Ramsay Elegy John Ccnvpcr xii, Shame fa' ye'r

*chandler-chafts, O Death ! 1790 A, Wilson Poems 75
(Jam.) My sons wi' chanler chafts gape roun', To rive my
gear, my siller frae me. 1785 Jonrn.fr. Loudon 4 (Jam.)

A *chanler-chafted auld runk carlen. 1782 V. Knox Ess.

No. 170 (1819) III. 249 The *chandIershop-keeper. 1817

Cobbett IVks. XXXII. 76 The ignorance of the Chandler-

Shop Knights is equal to their impudence.

Chandleress (tfcrndlores). [f. prec. + -ess.]

A female chandler.

1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6220/4 Eleanor Warren . . Tallow-

Chandleress.

Chandlering (tfcrndbrirj), vbl. sb. [f. as

prec. + -ing 1
.] The dealing or trade of a chandler.

i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Fl. I. 221 Families in the

grocery and chandlering lines.

t Cha'ndlerly, ct. Obs. rare~ x
. In quot. spelt

chaunlerly. [f. as prec. f -LY1.] Chandler-like,

pertaining to a chandler or petty shop-keeper.

1641 Milton C/t. Discip. it, (1851) 67 To be taxt by the

poul, to be scons't our head money, our tuppences in their

Chaunlerly Shop-book of Easter.

Chandlery ^tju-ndlari). In 7 also chaunde-
lary. [prob. in part a. OF. chandel{l)erie, f.

chandelier (cf. Chandler and -ery) ; in part f.

Chandler + -T, as in bakery, etc.]

1. A place where candles, etc., are kept.

1601 V. Tate Househ. Ord. Edw. II, §73 The offices of

the panetry, Butery . . marshalsy, avenery, Chaundlery.

1667 E. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 11. xii. (17431 io9
The yeoman of the chandlery [is to bring] seared cloths.

1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. 11877) III. xxi. 531 The several

departments were organised under regular officers of the

buttery, the kitchen, the napery, the chandlery, etc.

2. a. Candles and other lighting materials, b.

The commodities sold by a retail provision-dealer

(also in pi. chandleries). Also attrib.

1601 F. Tate House/i. Ord. Ediv. II, § 10 He shal survey

. . the liveres of Chaundelary that shalbe everi day in the

warderobe. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. xxiii, To open a little

shop in the chandlery way. 1842 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc.
VI. 424 A vendor of the unenumerable things called

chandleries. 1886 Law Times' Rep. LIIL 678/2 The out-

standing debts of a chandlery business.

c. With defining word, as ship chatultery (the

business and commodities of a ship-chandler).

1849 Freese Comm. Class-bk. 16 Trade in Naval Stores

and Ship Chandlery.

t Cha*ndling, vbl. sb. Obs. rare. [f. Chand-
ler : cf. peddling, peddler.] The business of a

chandler, the manufacture of chandlery.

1589 in Wadley Bristol Wills (1886) 257 Implements and
utensils for soapmaking and for Chaundlinge. 1876 L,

Stephen Hist. Eng. TJwught 1. 163 The exception to his

tallow-chandling was a short residence with Sir Joseph
Jekyll.

II ChandOO, -du (tf-snd/?). [Hindi chantiii.']

A preparation of opium used in China for smoking.
1847 in Craig. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade.

t Cna'ndry, Obs. Forms : 5-7 chandery,
chaundrie. -y, 6-7 chandrie, -dry. [Contracted

from chandler)', like chancery from chancelerie.]

1. The place where candles, etc., were kept in a
household; = Chandlery i.

1478 Liber Niger in Pegge Cur. Misc. 74 To pantry,
buttery, or cellar, spicery, chaundry, or any other office.

1541 Act y^Hen.VIII, c. 12 § 12 The yomanofthe chaundrie
. .shall, .haue in redinesse seared clothes, sufficient for the
surgeon, 1668 Collins in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841)
II. 178 One of the yeomen of the chaundry to the king.

1884 Leisure Hour 301/2 The chaundeler . . also moulded
quarions and morters in the chaundry.

2. Chandlery, small wares.
1651 Davenant Gondibert (1673) Pref. n The shops of

Chaundry, and slight wares.

3. The feast of Candlemas.
1478 Liber Niger in Pegge Cur. Misc. 100 Two servants

. . to bear the trumpets, pipes and other instruments . . whilst

they blow to suppers and other revels at Chaundry.

Chane, obs. form of Chain, Khan.
Chanel, Chanfer, obs. ff. Channel, Chamfer.

Chanfrin fjahfrgn). [a. F. chanfrein\ cf.

Chamfhon.] The fore-part of a horse's head.

1730 6 in Bailey; and in mod. Diets.

Chang, sb. north, dial. [An echoic word : cf.

chink, clang:'] A ringing or resonant sound.

1807 Stagg Poems 51 An* the grove, with gladsome chang
Their joy confest. 1809 in Skinner Misc. Poet. 180 (Jam.)

To fear tHe chirnring chang Of gosses grave.

Chang, v. north, dial. intr. To make a loud

ringing sound ; to clang or twang. Hence
Changing vbl. sb.

1614 G. Markham Cheap Husb. it. xxii. (1668) 79 A certain

hollow changing in his mouth. 1807 Stagg Poems 140 Wi'
merry lilts the hdlers chang, The lads and lasses bicker.

Chang, var. of Cang, Obs., fool, foolish.

Change (tjd^nd^), sb. Forms : 3-6 channge,

4 chonge, 4-6 chaynge, (5 chounge), 3, 6-

change. [a. AF. chaunge, OF. change ( = Pr.

camge, camje, Sp. cange):—lateL. cambi um ex-

change (Laws of Lombards), f. cambire, to Change.]

1. The act or fact of changing (see Change v. 1,

2) ; substitution of one thing for another; succes-

sion of one thing in place of another.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 132 Change worb of bischopriches,

& pe digne sege y wys Worb ybro^t to Canterbury, bat at

London now ys. 1393 Gowek Con/. III. 195 Thus was there

made a newe chaunge. c 1460 Foktescue Abs. A> Lim. Mon.
(1714) 61 In the Realme of Fraunce was never chaunge of

their Kyng. .but by the Rebellions of such mighty Subgetts.

1473 Warkw. Chron. ri Alle Englonde .. hatyd hym, and
were fulle gladde to have a chounge. 1553 Eden Treat.

New Ind. i Arb.) 31 marg. note, Chaunge of ayre is daunger-

ous. 1663 Cowley Verses <y Ess. 11669) '3° No change of

Consuls marks to him the year. 1716-8 Lady M. W. Mon-
tague Lett. I. xxix. 93 Everything I see seems to me a
change of scene. 1733 Miss Kelly in Swift's Lett. 11768)

IV. 47 For God's sake try the change of air. 1832 Prop.

Reg. Instr. Cavalry in. 46 Change of Position is when the

Line moves altogether off its ground, at the same time ad-

vancing or retiring one of its flanks. 1853 LyttonMy Novel
tHoppe) Said to have made a change for the better.

t>. Substitution of other conditions or circum-

stances, variety
;
esp. in colloq. phr. for a change.

1681 Dryden Sp. Friar Prol. 33 Our fathers did, for change,

to France repair. 1697 Dampier Voy. (16981 1, xi. 314 Take 6

or 7 ripe Plantains . . boil them instead ofa Bag-pudding . . this

is a very good way for a change. 1842 Tennyson // 'alkiug

to Mail 18 He . . sick of home went overseas for change.

1876 Burnaby Ride Khiva xviii, Anything for a change .

.

we are bored to death here.

f C. ? A round in dancing. Obs.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 209 Then in our measure, vouch-

safe but one change.

d. spec. The passing from life ; death.

1611 Bible Job xiv. 14 All the dayes of my appointed time

will I waite, till my change come. 1741-3 Wesley Jml.
(1749) 56, I went to my mother, and found her change was
near. . She was in her last conflict. 1859 Thackeray Virgin.

lxxxiii, I fear, sir, your Aunt . . is not in such a state of

mind as will fit her very well for the change which is im-

minent.
*|* e. To put the change upon : to deceive, mis-

lead (a person) ; to make things appear to (him)

other than they are. Obs.

1693 Congreve Double Deal. v. iv, I have put the change
upon her, that she may be otherwise employed. 1705

Hickeringill Pn'est-cr. 1. (17211 51 He put the Change
upon the unthinking Senate, and ordain'd a Presbyter or

Elder in the room of every Parish-Priest. 1742 Jarvis Don
Quix. 11. 11. ix.(D.) Those enchanters . . are perpetually setting

shapes before me as they really are, and presently putting the

change upon me, and transforming them into whatever they
please. 1821 Scorr Kenilw. iii, You cannot put the change
on me so easy as you think.

f 2. The act of giving and receiving reciprocally
;

exchange. In change : in exchange. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28820 If bou had Iede, & hade nede
For to haue gold ne wald bou bede For to ma [= make]
chaunge. 1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 379 Of hym. .chaynge
wes maid For othir that men takyn had. c 1386 Chaucer
Sqrs. T. 527 Took his herte in chaunge for myn. C 1400

Destr. Troy 7881 {>ai . . made a chaunge . . of hor choise

lordes, Toax . . was turnyt to the grekes, For Antenor. 1562

. Heywood Prov. Epigr. (1867) 155 Chaunge is no robry,

ut robry maketh chaunge. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i.

185 That I . . Maintain'd the change of words with any
creature. 1606 — Tr. <$• Cr. in. iii. 27 They will almost,

Giue vs a Prince of blood . . In change of him.

T b. spec. Exchange of merchandise, commerce.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 57 pe auteris of Crist are maad be bordis

of chaungis bi couetous men. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot.

(1821) I. Introd. 32 Ane riche toun . . quhair sum time wes
gret change, be repair of uncouth marchandis.

3. A place where merchants meet for the trans-

action of business, an exchange. (Since 1800,

erroneously treated as an abbreviation oiExchange,

and written 'Change.) Now chiefly in phr. on

'Change, at the Exchange.
a 1400 Octouian 793 As he toward the chounge yode.

1614 T, Adams in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xii. 2 * A heart

and a heart' ; one for the church, another for the change.

1676 Etheredge Man ofMode 1, i, She saw you yesterday

at the Change. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 386 p 5 If such a

Man comes from Change. 1790 Burke Fr, Rev. 336 It is

powerful on Change. 1821 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I.

49 Old stock-jobbers, .are gone hobbling to 'Change, i860
Emerson Coud. Life, FateWks. iBohn) II. 321 What good,
honest, generous men at home, will be wolves and foxes on
change ! 1876 Green Slwrt Hist. vii. (1881J 415 Grave
merchants upon 'change.

4. The act of changing (see Change v. 6, 7); alter-

ation in the state or quality of anything ; the fact of

becoming other than it was
;
variation, mutation.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 166 Worldliche binges bet beo5, ase be
mone, euer ine chaunge. X340 Aycnb. 104 He [God] is

zobliche . . wib-oute enye chonge eure to yleste. 1398 Tms-
visa Barth. De P. R. iv. ix. U495) 93 Flewme is able to be
. .chaunged in to blode, and whan the chaunge is full made,
etc. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5441 Withoute chaunge or variaunce.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvii. § 11 A true change both of
soul and body . . from death to life. 1726 tr. Gregory s

Astron. I. Remarkable Changes that have happen'd
among the Fix'd Stars. 1775 SHERIDAN St. Pair. Day it.

iv, Justice. Do you really see any change in me? Rosy.
Change ! never was man so altered. 1842 Tennyson Locksley
Hall \Zi Let the great world spin for ever down the ringing
grooves of change. 1850 Lvnch Thee. Trin. ii. 20 Growth
is the reconcilement of permanence and change. 1858 J.
Bennet Nutrition i. 26 Change, constant change, is the law
of organic life. 1876 Green Short Hist. ii. § r (1882) 61 The
change in himself was as startling as the change in his policy.

to. spec. Changefulncss, changing humour,

caprice; 'inconstancy, fickleness' (Schmidt). Obs.

1600 Shaks. Sonn. xx, A woman's gentle heart, but not

acquainted With shifting change. 1605 — Lear l i. 291

You see how full of changes his age is. 1611 — Cymb. 1. vi.

115. 1675 Dkyden Aurengz. 1. i. 401 You bid me fear; in

that your change I know.

C. A/us. Variation ; modulation.
1591 Shaks. Two Gent, iv, ii. 69 Harke, what tine change

is in the Musique. 1880 GroyeTJ/W. Afus. I. 332 Change,
the word used as the short for change of key or modulation.

d. Change of lij'e : (see quotA
1834 J. M. Gooi> Study Med. (ed.41 IV. 54 note, When

menstruation is about to cease, the period is called 'the

change or turn of life'. 1864 F. CHURCHILL Dis. Women
vi. 237 The period occupied by this 'change of life' ranges

from two to four years, if not longer.

5. Of the moon; a. Properly, the passage from

one 'moon' i. e. monthly revolution^ to another,

the coming of the 'new moon '
; b. extended more

i or less widely to include also the attainment of

' full moon and even of intermediate phases.

1393 GowER ConJ. III. 109 Of flodes high and ebbes lowe,

Upon his [the Moon's] chaunge it shall be knowe. 1604
Shaks. Oth. in. iii. 178 To follow still the changes of the

Moone With fresh suspitions. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's
Mag. \. 1. 10 A Rule to find the Change, Full, and Quar-
ters of the Moon . . The 29th day of October is the day of

her Change, or New Moon. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit.

India I. 551 Sacrificing at the change of every moon many
victims, chiefly children, to the river Ganges. 1858 in

Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 365 It is high water, full and change
. . at 10 h. 11 m. 1881 Harper's Mag. Nov. 810, 1 still have
'em [fits] once or twice a week sometimes, always with a
change in the moon.

6. That which is or may be substituted for

another of the same kind; esp. in phrase change

of raiment {apparel, etcA (In this sense some-
times unchanged in the plural ; see quot. 161 1.)

1592 Greene Groatsiu. Wit \1617) 9 Mistresse Lamilia,

like a cunning Angler made readie her chaunge of baytes.

1611 Bible Lev. xxvii. 33 If he change it at all, then both it,

and the change thereof, shall be holy. — Judg. xiv. 12

Thirtie sheetes, and thirtie change of garments. 1815

Scribbleomania 141 Who, drench'd, ne'er catch cold, though
without change of smickets. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz 11866)

248 Four horses with clothes on— change for a coach. 1876

Burnahy Ride Khiva xxi, A change of clothes, a few in-

struments and my gun.

7. a. Money of a lower denomination given in

exchange for a larger coin, a bank-note, etc. ; hence

generally, coins of low denomination (often with

adj. small) ; also coins of one currency given in

exchange for those of another, b. The balance

that remains over and is returned when anything is

paid for by a piece of money greater than its price.

1622 Massinger, &c. Old Law v. i, Lysander. Your hat

is too high-crowned. Gnotho. I do give him two crowns

for't, and that's equal change all the world over. 1691

Locke Money Wks. 1727 II. 97 These in Change will an-

swer all the Fractions between Sixpence and a Farthing.

1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 177 F 7 He had just received in

a handful of change, the piece that he had . . been seeking.

1777 Sheridan Trip Scarb. 1. i, Can you give me change

for a guinea? 1840 Marryat Poor Jack iv, I'll .
.
bring back

your change all right. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 25 Still

used as small change. Mod. No change given. Passengers

are requested to examine their tickets and change before

leaving. . , _
fig. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 190 A poor Anglo-Saxon

must . . look twice at his small change ofquartersand minutes.

C. slang. Something given or taken in return.

In such phrases as to give (a person) change, to

do him a service ; also ironically, to give him his

deserts, ' pay him out ' ; to take one's change out

of, to take one's revenge on (a person), or for (a

thing); takeyour change out of that ! a slang ex-

pression when a ' settler ' is given in the shape of

either a repartee or a blow.

1830 Galt Lawrie T. IV. xi. (1849) 184 Take your change
out of that ! 18^7 De Quincey Secret Soc. Wks. VI.

238, I should certainly have ' taken my change ' out of the

airs she continually gave herself. 1855 Thackeray Diary
jf. de la Pluche tHoppe) Whenever I see him in a very

31 -a

I
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public place, I take my change for my money. I digg him
in the ribbs, or slap his padded old shoulders. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. iHoppc) Ifyou showed me a B. I could so far give
you change for it as to answer Boffin.

8. spec, in pi. f a. Math. The different orders in

which a set or series of things can be arranged
;

permutations (obs.). b. Bell-ringing. The different

orders in which a peal of bells may be rung.
(The name has reference to a change from the ' usual

order', viz. the diatonic scale, struck from the highest to

the lowest bell ; but in a wider sense, this is included as one
of the changes ; see Grove Diet. A/us. s. v.)

1669 Holder Elan. Speech (J.) Four bells admit twenty-
four changes in ringing. 1668 R. Holme A rmoury 111. 462/2
In. . Ringing Bells . . Changes or Tunes [is] when they are
rung to Immitate the airy sound of a Psalme or Song. 1751
Chambers Cyci. t

Changes in arithmetic, etc, the permuta-
tions or variations of any number ofquantities ; with regard
to their position, order, etc. 1864 Jean Ingelow Poems
140 0 Boston bells ! Ply all your changes.

c. To ring the changes : [a.) to go through all

the changes in ringing a peal of bells
; Jig. to go

through all the possible variations of any process;

to repeat the same words, statements, etc., in va-

rious ways. (Constr. on, upon ; now usually con-

temptuous.) (p.) slang: see quot. 1786, J 874.
1614T. Adams Devils Bang. 331 Some ring the Changes of

opinions. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 62 They shall only
ring you over a few changes upon the three words : crying.
Faith, Hope and Charity; Hope, Faith and Charity; and
so on. 171J Arbuthsot John Bull 11755) 36 A parcel of
roaring bullies, .ringing the changes on butcher's cleavers.

1786 Remark. Trials j. Shepherd 8 To initiate him into

the art of what that gentleman stiled ringing the changes \

that is, ingeniously substituting a worse for a better article,

and decamping without a discovery. 1843 Southey Doctor
lxxxvi. (D.) He could . . have astounded him by ringing
changes upon Almugea, Cazinu, etc. 1874 Slang Diet. s.v.

Kixfj * To ring the changes ' in low life means to change
bad money for good.

9. Hunting. Phr. To hunt change : see quots.,

and cf. Counter adv. ? Obs.
1677N.C0X Gentl.Recreat. 1.11706 16 When the Hounds.

.

take fresh scent, hunting another Chase, .we say, they Hunt
Change. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust, et Urb. s.v. Buck-
Huntings To have a care of Hunting Counter or Change,
because of the plenty of Fallow Deer that use to come more
directly upon the Hounds, than the red Deer doth. 1721-
1800 Bailey, Change (among Hunters 1 is when a Buck, etc,
met by Chance, is taken for that they were in pursuit of.

f 10. Surveying. See quot.) Obs.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. II. v. i. § 2. 4 Provide ten

small sticks, .at the end of every one of those Chains, stick

one of these . . into the Ground, which let him that followeth
take up . . These Ten Chains if the distance be large, ycu call

a Change, and so you may denominate every large distance
by Changes, Chains and Links.

11. Sc. An ale-house ; =*C Hanu e-HOUSE.
c 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scott. u8i8> L 68 A gentleman that

keeps a Change. .They call an alehouse a change.

12. Comb, and attrib.

a. Comb., as change-day, dime (sense 5 \ change-

ringer', -ringing (sense 8 b), change-keeper sense

11); Change Alley, a narrow street in London,
scene of the gambling in South Sea and other

stocks (see Alley, ; change-broker — exchange
broker

;
change-ratio see quot.)

;
change-wheel

;see quot.). See also Change-house.
1837 Caslyle Fr. Rev. VL v, Poor sub-lieutenant Du-

hamel, innocent * Change-broker. 1633 T.James Voyage
18 It flowes on the *change day, about a efeucn a clocke.

1751 in Scots. Mag. < 1 753 1 July 338/1 Duncan Campbell
*changekeeper. 1883 A. Grey in Nature XXVI I. 320 The
multiplier . . or "change-ratio as it has been called by Pro-
fessor James Thompson, is . . the number of the new units
of velocity equivalent to one of the old units. 1884 Athe-
nxunt 18 Oct. 501/3 The *change-ringers have done far

more evil than revolution and bigotry combined- 187s Kl-
lacombe Bells ofCh. iii. 31 *Chan^e-nnging is pre-eminently
[an art] . . which exercises the mind and body at the same
time. 1874 Knight Diet. Meeh. L 526 * Change-wheels,
having varying numbers of cogs of the same pitch, are used
to connect the main arbor of the lathe with the feed-screw.

1879 Ciissetrs Techn. Edue. IV. 266/1 The screw is driven by
means of- .change-wheels from the end of the lathe-spindle.

b. attrib. in sense ' taking the place of another,

acting as substitute, exchange-, vice- \

1875 ' Stonehenge' Brit. Sports 1. 11. i. 83. 147 The change-
horses being better at the regular hunt-stable. 1886 Daily
News 22 July 5/1 Mr. Bonnor and Mr. Jones are also very
useful change bowlers. 1884 Bi\ of Chichester in Times
20 Aug. 5 To keep a book . . in which the name of every
change-preacher should be entered.

Change [tf^ndj), r. Forms: 3-4 chaungen,
chaungi, 3 changen, changi, 3-7 chaunge, 4
schaungen, chawnge, chong, chongi, 5 chonge,
chawngyn, chaunch, 6 chaung, chaundge,
chaynge, ?chonch, 3- change. [ME. change-n,

a. OF. change-r ( — Pr. camjar, cambiar, Sp. can-

gea*-t cambiar % \\. cangiare,cambidre) :—late \,.cam-
hidre (in Salic Law, etc.), f. cambi-um exchange;
used for cl. L. cambire to barter, exchange : perh.

cognate with Or. xafiw- to bend, turn, turn back.]

1. trans. To put or take another (or others) in-

stead of; to substitute another {or others) for, re-

place by another ^or others) ; to give up in exchange
for something else.

(Here
1 but not tu ibtthe 'something else ' is almost al-

ways of the same kind as the thing it replaces.)

c 1230 Halt Meid. y pat tu naldes chaungen bat tu liuest
in for to beo ewen icrunet. a 1300 Cursor M. 29410 He
chaunges crun or wede. 1340 Hampole Fr. Consc. 1003 In
bis werld es bothe wele and wa, pat es ofte chaunged to and
fra. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 109 He shall his place chaunge
And seche many londes straunge. 1477 Earl Rivers (Cax-
ton) Dictes 125 The same herbes . . were sent to the Kinges
dosid and sealled with their sealles, to thentent that they
shulde not be chaunged. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xh.
11887

1 250 Which for a better Ruing will chaung his colledge.
1603 Drayton Bar. IVarres nr. xxxiv, Changing the Clyme,
thou couldst not change thy Care. x6n Bible Gen. xfi. 14
He shaued himselfe, and changed his raiment. 1737 Pope
Hor. Epist. 1. i. 155 They change their weekly barber,
weekly news. 1805 A. Duncan Mariner's Chron. III. 197
When I had changed my things, and taken my tea.

b. with for [with obs.) before the thing put or
taken in exchange. (Now usually exchange.)
1297 R. Glouc (1724) 548 Mani on stilleliche hor armes a

wei caste, & chaungede hom vor herigaus. e 1385 Chaucer
L. 67. W. 1233 And swore so depe to . . chaunge hire for no
newe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7589 He may be cnaungit . . for
sum choise other, bat is takon of Troy. 1590 Shaks. Mids.
N. 11. ii. 114 Who will not change a Rauen for a Doue?
1599 — Hen. V, in. vii. 12, 1 will not change my Horse with
any that treades but on foure postures. 1704 Pope Windsor
For. 234 Where Jove. .Might change Olympus for a nobler
hilL a 1875 Monsell Hymn, 1 When I had wandered ' iii,

I . .changed my hopes for fears.

c. spec. To give or procure money of another
kind (e.g. foreign or smaller coin) in exchange
for money of some defined kind or amount.
1377 Langl. P. Ft. R xvi. 129 [IhesusJ caste adown her

stalles, bat . . chaungeden anymoneye. a 1745 Swifti J.) A
shopkeeper might be able to change a guinea, .when a cus-
tomer comes for a crown's worth ofgoods. i8a6 Scott Diary
wLfckMmrt (1839) VIII. 382 When we change a guinea, the
shillings escape as things of small account. 1876 Burnaby
Ride Khiva xii, The Commercial liank would change my
English gold.

a. 'To change oneself : i. e. one's clothes. So to

change one's feet ; i. e. one's shoes or other cover-

ing for the feet. Now only Sc.
< 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (18141 260 Than the

kyng entred into a lytel chaumbre, and there dyd chaunge
him. 1590 Marlowe Jew Malta iv. v, I change myself
twice a-day. i86z Ramsay Remin. v. (ed. 181 118 She did
not change her feet when she came in from the wet.

e. intr. To change one's clothes, {colloq.)

1634 Malory's Arthur (18161 II. 319 A gentlewoman ..

brought him a shirt of fine linen cloth ; but ne changed not
there. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. (1847) II. 350 After dinner
I . . washed and changed.

2. Often with plural object, in sense : To substi-

tute one thing for another of the same kind; to

quit one and take another.
Thus to change hands, to pass from one hand to another,

from one person's possession to another's ; to change sides,

to go over from one side to the other ; to change carriages
(e. g. on a railway). (Rarely with obj. in sing, as t to change
the hand (obs.), to chtinge one's side ; these cases belong
properly to 1.)

1670 Cotton EsPemon in. x. 529 The place however only
chang'd the hand without going out of the Family. 1709
Poi'E Ess. Crit. 435 Their weak heads . .'Twixt sense and
nonsense daily change their side. 1715 Desaculiers Fires
Imfir. 22 If you change ends, still the Air will rush out at
the upper end. 1731 Berkeley Alciphr. ii. ( 2 Money
changeth hands. 1755 Game at Cricket 7 1'hc Bowler ..

shall oowl to the Number of Pour [balls] before he changes
wickets. 1884 '/Vw/cj(weekly ed.) 1 Feb. 5/3 The Simla, .after

changing owners, was converted into a sailing ship. Mod.
Passengers by these trains change carriages at Didcot.

b. intr. or ellipt. To change carriages on a
railway, boats on a river, etc.

18. . Tyneside Song, Ye mun change here for Jarrow.
Mod. Passengers for Cambridge change at Bletchlcy. All
change here, please !

3. trans. To give and receive reciprocally, ex-

change, interchange. (For this exchange is now the

ordinary prose word, but change is still in dial.,

arch. j and poet, use, and in ' change places \ and
the like.)

Const. A and B change places, A changes places with B.
•1 1300 A". Horn 1052 Quab horn..We schulle chaungi

wede. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 238 Will you vouchsafe
with me to change a word? 159a — Rom. Jul. 111. v. 31
Some say, the Larke and loathed Toad change eyes. 1600
— A. V. L. 1. iii. 93 Wilt thou change Fathers? I

will giuc thee mine. 1603 Knulles Hist. Turks, After
they had changed a few bullets [they] boarded a tall ship
of the Turkes. a 1648 Ld. Herbert Life (1826) 172 Pur-
posing to change a pistol-shot or two with the first I met.
n 1763 Shenstone Wks. (17641 1. 45 Forbid by fate to change
onetransientglance! t$ao$coTT Monast. iii, Herattcndants
changed expressive looks with each other. 184s Tennyson
Dora 42 If you. .change a word with her he calls his wife.

1864 Btackw. Mag. XCV. 764 iHoppe) Do you believe that
the i£sculapius would change places with him ? 1870 Daily
Neius 16 Apr., Whose owner, .by 'changing works', as the
exchange of labour is called, does as much for his neighbours,

tb. To exchange (a thing) with (a person).
(Here the thine given is the sole object, that received

being understood to be the corresponding thing in relation

to the other person or party. The construction is thus a
mixture of 1 and 3.)

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxix, I scorn to change my state with
kings. 1604 — Oth. 1. "iii. 317, I would change my Humanity
with a Baboone. 1651 Jer, Taylor Holy Living ij.), Those
thousands, with whom thou wouldst not . . change thy for-

tune and condition.

T 4. To give or bestow in exchange. Obs. rare.

1609 Bible iDouayi 1 Sam. x. 9 God changed unto him
another hart.

6. intr. To make an exchange,

t a. with for (also with) before the thing given.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 13 b, In Indie, saith Isidore, there

is neyther Lead nor Brasse of his owne, therefore it

chaungeth for his owne Marchandise (as with Gemmes and
Margarets), a 1637 B. Jonson * Drink to me only', But
might I of Jove's nectar sip I would not change for thine,

D. withfor before the thing taken in exchange.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 356 It cannot be long that Desde-

mona should continue her loue to the Moore . . She must
change for youth. [But the sense may be different.] 1608— Per. nr. vi. 174 Thou hold'st a place, for which the
pained'st fiend Of hell would not in reputation change.

C. with with before the person, as in 3.
1805 Southey Modoc in W. xvii, Ere we part change

with me,
6. trans. To make (a thing) other than it was ; to

render different, alter, modify, transmute.
a ia»5 St. Marker. 3 Olibrius. .changede his chere. 1197

R. Glouc. (1724) 14 He ne mya,te hire herte change, baf heo
to sore ne drow. c 1300 Beket 258 He gan to changi al his
lyf : and his manere also. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 68 His
forme he chaungeth sodeinly. 1513 Ld. Berners Froiss.
I. clii. 181 He changed his countenance. 1583 Babincton
Commandm. v. (1637) 42 So times are changed to and fro,
and chaunging times have chaunged us too. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 11. xxvi. 145 Noerrour of a subordinate J udge, can
change the Law. 1790 Paley Hor* Paul. Rom. i. 9 He so
far changed his purpose as to go back through Macedonia.
1876 Green Short Hist. vii. § 8 (1882) 430 A series of vic-
tories which . . changed the political aspect of the world.

b. With into or to : To turn or convert into.
c 13*5 E.E. A Hit. P. B. i258j>atsumtyme wergentyle, Now

ar chaunged tochorles. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. 111.

xiv. 58 The vertue that tornyth and chaungyth the sub-
staunce of the sede in to the substaunce of al the partyes
of the plante. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. L 126 Cambio is

chang'd into Lucentio. 1611 Bible Ps . cvi, 20 They changed
their glory, into the similitude of an oxe. 1713-4 Pope Rape
Lock 111. 123 Chang'd to a bird, and sent to flit in air. 1833
Tennyson Lady Clara vi, You changed a wholesome heart
to gall. 1875 JowErr/YrtMed. a) V. 48 They would change
the patriarchal or dynastic form into aristocracy or monarchy.

c. To turn from the natural or proper state ; to

render acid or tainted
;

as, the wine is changed
\

thunder and lightning are said to change [ox turn)
milk, {colloq. or dial.)

7. intr. (for refl. To become different, undergo
alteration, alter, vary.
c x»75 Lay. 3791 J>o changede [xaostwineden] hire bonkes.

< 1330 R. Brunne CArtwf. 11810) 148 On be fifte day changed
ber wynde. 1:1386 Chaucer Knis. T. 779 Tho chaungen
fan here colour in here face. 1513 Ld. Berners Froiss.

. exxx. 156 When the french kyng sawe the englysshmen,
his blode chaunged. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 111. lxxxviii. 441
The Mowers be .. of an incarnate . .colour changing upon
blewe. 160s Shaks. Jul. C. it. it 96 Their mindes may
change. 161 1 Bible Malachi iii. 6, I am the Lord, I change
not. 163a Rutherford Lett. xxiiL (1862) I. 90 Ye have not
changed upon, nor wearied of your sweet Master, Christ.
171a 4 Pope Rape Lock 11. 68 Colours that change whene'er
they wave their wings. 1830 Tennyson Foetus 91 Nothing
will die ; All things will change.

b. To turn into or to something else.

a 1300 Floriz «v Bl. 306 Ha . . Chaungcb fram water into
blod. 159a Shaks. Rom. if Jul. iv. v. 88 Our solemne
Hymnes, to sullen Dyrges change. 1601 — All's Well nr.

iii. 5 He chang'd almost into another man. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. liv. 16 And every winter change to spring.

+ C. With complcmental adj. : To become, turn.

Obs. rare.

1660 Sharrock Vegetables 128 Endive, .by this means will

change whitish.

d. Of the moon ; {a.) To pass through her

various phases, {b.) To pass from one monthly
revolution to another, pass through the phase of
1 new moon 1

; sometimes extended to * full moon \
and intermediate phases. Cf. Changk sb. 5.

< 1400 Rom. Rose 5336 It shal chaungen . . as the moone.
1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xviu. 83 The minde of men
chaungeth as the mone. 1592 Shaks. Rom. <\ Jul. 11 ii 110
The Moone . . That monetnly changes in her circled Orbc.
1693 Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 322 The moon changeth ;

I. una coit, vet novatun 1881 Harper's Mag. Nov. 810
When the moon changes, I have the fits.

f e. spec. To change countenance ; to turn pale,

blush, etc. Obs.

"599 Shaks. Much Ado v. L 140 He changes more and
more, I thinke he be angrie indeede. — //.//. /

', 11. ii.

73 Looke ye how they change : Their cheekes arc paper.
1611 — Cymb. 1. vi. 12 Change you, Madam?

t. spec. To turn sour or acid, become tainted

;

to 1 turn', {colloq: or dial.)

t 8. trans. To shift, transfer (from one place to

another), rare.

c t^MoPatlad.on Husb. 1. 131 From feble lande eke chaunge
hem yf thou mowe : For man and tree from feble lande to
goode Who can and wol not chaunge I holdc him woode.

b. intr. To remove to another place or into

other circumstances ; to be shifted or transferred.

{rare; occas. colloq. with about, over, etc.)

< 1360 Song of Yesterd. 33 in E. E. P. (1863* 134 Hit
(worldly blissj schaungeb so oft and so sodeynly, To day is

here, to morwe a way. 14x6 Pol. Poems (1859* II. 134 To
forein blode that it not lie choinge, The crowne to put in

non hondis straunge. 156a J. Hevwood Frov. tf Epigr.
(18671 155 When trewe mens money, chaungth into theeues
purses. 1574 tr * Littleton s Tenures 1 19 a. If a person or a
vicar .. dietb or chaungeth. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chnz*
(Hoppe) To let us change and change about.

9. Phrases. [In some of these it is uncertain
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whether the verb was originally transitive or in-

transitive.] To change arms : {Mil.) to shift the

rifle from one shoulder to the other. To change

colour or hue : to become altered in colour
;
spec.

of persons, to turn pale, blush, etc. (cf. ColourJ).

t To change (one's) copy : to change or alter one s

style, manner, character, f To change countenance

orface (obs.) = to change colour. To changefoot

:

f a. to change sides, play the turncoat (obs.) ;
b.

(also to change feet) = to change step. To change

front : (orig. Mil.) to face in another direction, to

alter one's direction ofstanding or marching ;
usually

fig. To change hands : see 2. To change hand,

or change a horse (Horsemanship) : see quot. \To

change one's life (obs. rare) : to die. To change

one's mind: to alter one's opinion or purpose (see

Mind). To change one's note or tune : to alter

one's manner of speaking, to speak more respect-

fully, to change from laughter to tears (colloq.).

To change sides : see 2. To change step : to alter

the cadence of the steps in marching so that each

foot falls at the instant the other would have fallen.

To chop and change : see Chop v.2 .

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccccl. 795 With those, wordes

the duke a lytell chaunged
v
colour. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L.

in. ii. 102 Change you colour? 1634 Brereton Trav. (1844)

5 Mr. Thatcher . . was so apprehensive of the danger, that

he changed colours, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. § 11. 72 One
large star., changed colour incessantly. 1525 Ld. Berners
Froiss. II. cxiii. [cix.] 327 Chaunge your *copye, so that

we haue no cause to renewe our yuell wylles agaynste you.

1605 Camden Rem. 190, I shall change copie from a Duke
to a King. 1640 G. Watts tr. Bacons Adv. Leant. 374
Howsoever we change Copy, we are embased . . thereby.

1637 Heywood Royall King Wks. 1874 VI. 22 Why, to

change *face They say in modest maides are signes of grace.

a 1619 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. 153 Glocester . . conceiving

his turning, not so to serve his turne, as he expected . .againe

changed *foote. 1833 Reg. Instr. Cavalry 1. 18 C/iange

Feet . . This may be required of a man who is stepping with

a different foot from the rest. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.

s.v., To change a *horse, or change *hand, is to turn or beat

the horse's head from one hand to the other, from the right to

the left, or from the left to the right, c 1340 Cursor M. 4210

(Trin.) Soone bigon he chaunge *hew. 1546 Langley Pol.

Verg. De Invent. IV. i. 83 a, At y° same time Maryethe
Vyrgyne . . did chaunge her *life. 1611 Bible Hebr. xii. 17

Hee found no place of repentance [marg. way to change his

*minde]. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vn. viii, Mrs. Western

had changed her mind on the very point of departure. 1885

Sir H. Cotton in Law Times LXXX. 136/1 The lady .

.

afterwards changed her mind and wished to take it back.

1708 Motteux Rabelais v. Lx, I'll make him change his

*Note presently. 1578 Scot. Poems 16th C. (1801) II. 185

Priestes change your *tune. 1853 LyttonMyNovel I Hoppe >,

You must not suppose . . that I can change and chop my
*politics for my own purpose.

Changeability (tptadgibillti). Also 4
chaungeablete. [In its ME. form, a. OF.
changeablete : see Changeable, and -ity.] The
quality of being changeable, a. = Changeable-
ness. b. Capability of being changed.
1388 Wyclie i Sam. xv. 11 marg., Repenting, whanne it

berith chaungeablete, may not be in God. 1413 Lydg.
Pylgr. Soiute II. li. (1859) 54 Chaungeabylyte of wylle.

1496 Dives <y Paup. (W. de W.) VI. x. 248/1 Freelte and un-

stabylyte and chaungeabylyte. 1785 Mad. D'Arblav Diary
(1842) II. 384 Her emphasis has that sort of changeability,

which gives an interest to everything she utters. 1866

Argyll Reign Law vi. (1871) 319 The changeability of phe-

nomena through human agency.

Changeable (tj^'ntbrab'l), a. Forms : 4
chaungeabil, etc. [a. F. changeable, f. change-r

to Change ; see -able.]

1. That may change ; liable or subject to change

;

mutable, variable, inconstant.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxviii[ix]. 8 All ere chawngeabil

& passand. 1340 — Pr. Consc. 1413 pe life of bis world es

. .fill variand and chaungeable. c 1386 Chaucer Knts. T.

384 Fortune is chaungeable. 1587 Golding De Mornayiv.

44 It is certeine that he is vnchangeable, and that if he
were not so the whole chaungeable nature should perish.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. m. ii. 431 A moonish youth [would]

greeue, be effeminate, changeable, longing, and liking.

a 1762 LadyM. W. Montague Lett. lxix. 114, I have been
very near leaving this changeable world. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. s.v. Astron. II. 429/2 The most remarkable of these

changeable stars. 1885 Manck. Exam. 10 Sept. 5/5 The
weather was very changeable.

2. Liable to be changed (by others) ; alterable.

1461 Paston Lett. No. 404 II. 30 This chaungebyll rewle.

1604 H. Jacob Reasons 70 It is not Changeable by man,
and therefore it only is lawfull. 1830 D'Israeli Chas. I,

III. xi. 247 Their places of meeting were changeable, and
only known to their own party. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr.
Atonem. ix. (1852) 275 A merely arbitrary determination
. .changeable at pleasure.

3. Showing different colours under different as-

pects ;
' shot

',
changing-coloured. arch.

14&0 Wardr. Ace. Edw. IV{\%yS\ 116 Grene chaungeable
velvet. 1550 Inv. Ch. Goods in Norfolk Archeeol. (1865)
VII. 34 A cope of blew changeable sylke. 1580 Baret Alv.
C 323 Pigeons haue feathers of changeable colours. 1589
R. Harvey PI. Perc. 12 Changeable coloured vrchins. 1601
Shaks. Tivel. N. 11, iv. 76. 1624 Inv. in Archxol. XLVIII.
136 Changable taffaty curtains. 1712 Budgell Sped. No.
425 T 3 A Robe of changeable Silk. £1815 Moore Irish
Melod. Poet. Wks. II. 137 Love's wing and the peacock's
are . . both of them bright, but they're changeable too.

+ b. Variegated, parti-coloured. Obs.

1614 Br. Hall Recoil. Treat. 960 Each one strives who
shall lay the first hand upon that changeable cote [Joseph's],

1 4. Varying, various. Obs.

535 Coverdale 2 Esdr. vi. 44 Kloures of chaungeable

coloure and smell. 1572 Mascall Govt. Cattle, Sheep (1627)

203 The shepheard must often driue them ouer changeable

pastures and grounds whereas there is scant of feeding.

5. as sb. + a. A changeable fabric (see 3, 3 b).

Obs. b. A changeable thing or person, rare.

1496 Willof Byllisdon (Somerset Ho.)Tartron or Sarsenet

of Chaungeable. 1627 Feltham Resolves 1. ix, First went

Lying, .clad all in Changeable, a 1711 Ken Ilymnar. Poet.

Wks. 1721 II. 35 No Change .. the Unchangeable affects,

To his fix'd Glory God alf Changeables directs. 1748

Richardson Clarissa (1811) V. 298 The changelings, or

changeables, if tfiou like that word better.

Changeableness (tp'-ndsab'lnes). [f. prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being changeable

;

mutability, variableness ;
inconstancy, fickleness.

t'1430 Life St. Kath. (Gibbs MS. I 106 J>e blamefull

chaungeablenesse of be queene. 1651 Hobbes Govt. A> Soc.

x. § 13. 161 According to the changeablenesse of mens
mindes. 1695 Ld. Preston Boeth. 11. 49 note. Considering

the Changeableness of Fortune. 1709 Addison Taller No.

121 r 5 The changeableness of the Weather. 1876 Green
Short Hist. v. § 1 118821 215 The old sneer of the change-

ableness of woman.
Changeably tjei ndjabli), adv.

f 1. By way of exchange or interchange. Obs.

1502 Aknolde Chrou. 109 In wytnesse herof both partyes

hath chaungeably sette their seales the day and tyme before

reherssed.

f 2. Alternately in order or position. Obs.

1382 WycLIP 2 Mace. xv. 40 To vse chaungable [alterttis

antem K/i]..tS delitable, i486 Bk. St. Albans, Heraldry
D ij a, So chaungeably she [Anna wyfe to kyng Rich. II.]

bare theys armys [i. e. of Englond and of Fraunce and of

thempor of Almayn] in xvj. quarteris.

f 3. In a manner liable to change. Obs.

1587 Golding De Mornay xii. 181 God .. created man
good, howbeit chaungeablie good ; free from euill, howbeit

so as he might choose the euill.

4. In a changeable or changing manner ; w ith

constant change or variety.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. IV. i, His several colours,

he wears, wherein he flourisheth changeably, every day.

tCha-ngeant,«- Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F. change-

ant, pr. pple. of changer to change : cf. Cangeant.]

Changing.
C1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 90 The changeant

colour of Dove's glist'ring neck.

t Change-church. Obs. [f. Change v. +
Church.] One who changes churches ; who holds

various ecclesiastical preferments in succession.

1662 Fuller Worthies, Herts. (1811) I. 429 (D.) Boso .

.

was a great Change-Church in Rome.

Changed tJJind.^d),///. a. [f. Change v. ;

-ED I. Sidney's form caunged is prob. after It.

cangiato changed ; cf. Cangeant, It. cangiante

changing, changeful.] That has undergone change

;

made other than it was ; altered.

1580 Sidney Arcadia 11622) 116 You might well see lry his

caunged countenance . . that hee felt the part hee playd.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 381 Your chang'd complexions.

a 1674 Milton Hor. Ode 1. v. 6 How oft shall he On faith

and changed gods complain. 1883 Froude Short Stud.

IV. 187 Changed opinions will bring change of feelings.

Changeful ,tp'-ndgful), a. [f. Change^. +
-ful.] Full of change, greatly given to change

;

changing, variable, inconstant. (Chiefly poetic.)

1606 Shaks. Tr. /, Cr. iv. iv. 99 When we will tempt the

frailtie of our powers, Presuming on their changefull po-

tencie. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 565 The changeful

Temper of the Skies, a 1704 T. Brown Sal. agst. Worn.

Wks. 1730 I. 55 Woman, that various and that changeful

thing. 1798 Southey To a Friend, %c, The changeful

April day. 1852 Keble Chr. Year., 6th Sund. aft.Epiph.,

The changeful year.

Hence Changefully adv., Changefulness.
1857 J. Lawrence Guy Livingst. x, The gleams from the

great burning logs lighted up . . the polished walnut panels so

changefully. 1777 Boswell Johnson II. 582, I complained
of a wretched changefulness, so that I could not preserve.

.

the same views. 1853 Robertson Serin. Ser. in. xvii. 227

A day was coming when . . this sad world was to put off for

ever its changefulness.

Cha nge-house. Sc. [£ Change House.]
' A small inn or alehouse ' (Jam.). (Perhaps

originally a wayside inn at which horses were or

might be changed ; in which sense it sometimes

remains as a proper name on the old coach-roads.)

c 1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flmvers (1855)72 When men see the

Ivy bush hang out, They knowe the change-house. 1700

Sir A. Balfour Lett. 52 (Jam.) A little kind of chainge-

house . . that provides meat for men and horses. 1814

Scott Wav. xi, The guests had left their horses at the small

inn, or change-house, as it was called, of the village, 1848

Clough Bothie vi. 78 These . . Went by the lochslde along

to the changehouse near in the clachan.

Changeless (tp' ndgles), a. [f. Change sb. +
-less. Not in Bailey or Johnson.)] Without

change, unchanging, immutable.
1580 Sidney Arcadia II. 215 Thus for each change my

changelesse heart I fortifie. 1592 Warner Alb. Eng. viii.

xxxvii. (R.) Vnto thecuckooe. .she Adjudg'd a spring-time s

changelesnote. 1636HkALEY Epictetus'Malt. ioiOchange-
lesse fate, direct mee to the end. (11700 Sheffield (Dk.

I Buckhm.) Letterfr. Sea, As changeless as my mind. 1847

M. Bowly in Bk. Praise 438 Free and changeless is His
favour. 1875 Manning Mission H. Ghost iv. 101 God alone
is changeless.

Hence Changelessly adv., Changelessness.
1808 J. Webster Nat. Fltilos. in Education III. No. 6.

560 The Chinese idea of the Infinite was that of changeless,

ness. 1840 Gladstone Ch. Priuc. 7 The changelessness .

.

of the church in the fundamental truths of the Gospel.

Changeling (tpi-ndjlin), sb. (a.) Also 6

chaunge-. [f. Change v. + -ling, dim. suffix.]

A. si.

1. One given to change ; a fickle or inconstant

person ; a waverer, turncoat, renegade, arch.

1555 T. Hawkes in Foxe A. A- M. (1631* III. XI. 263/2, I

am no changeling, nor none will be. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen.
IV, v. i. 76 Fickle Changelings, and poore Discontents.

1651 Howell Venice 45 Which have their being under that

changeling the Moon. 1682 Bl nyan Holy War 42 They
would never be Changlings, nor forsake their old Lord for

a new. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scotl. I. VI. 459 Darnley was

such a changeling. 1807 Sir R. Wilson Jrnl. 28 June in

Life 1 1862) II. 286 England has nought to fear from such

changelings.

2. A person or thing ( surreptitiously) put in ex-

change for another. ? Obs. (exc. as in 3.)

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. IV. 13 They put a stink,

yng harlot in place of the holy spouse of Christe. That
this puttyng in of a changelyng should not deceiue vs, etc.

1602 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 53, I . . Folded the Writ vp in forme

of the other, .plac't it safely, The changeling neuer knowne.

1640 Br. Hall Spite. 11. XX. 204 It is not St. Ambrose
but a changling in his clothes. 1830 Scott Demonol. vi.

175 Who live as changelings ever since, For love of your

domains.

3. spec. A child secretly substituted for another

in infancy
;

esp. a child usually stupid or ugly

supposed to have been left by fairies in exchange

for one stolen. (In quot. 1590 applied to the

child taken, not to that left.)

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. vn. xv. 122 They have so

fraied us with.. elves, hags .. changlings, incubus, Robin

goodfellow . . and such other bugs, that we are afraid of

our own shadowes. 1590 Shaks. Mids. K. II. i. 23. 1596

Spenser Q. 1. x. 65 Such, men do chaungelings call, so

chaung'd by Faeries theft. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. viii.

24 To steal a Prince out of his cradle, ana leave a Change-

ling in the room. 1726 Gay Fables 1. iii. 14 Your precious

babe is hence convey 'd, And in its place a changeling laid.

1840 Ainswohth Tower of L. 370 Yes ! I am a changeling.

transf. and fig. 1818 Shelley Rev. Islam IV. i, That great

tower.. A changeling of man's art, nursed amid nature's

brood. 1855 MaCAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 530 The small pox

was always present, .turning the babe into a changeling at

which the mother shuddered.

attrib. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. II. i. 120, I do but beg a

little changeling boy, To be my Henchman. 1825 T. C.

Crokek Fairy Leg. S. Iret. 49 note, A strong similarity in

the traits of changeling character.

4. A half-witted person, idiot, imbecile, arch.

1642 Fuller Holy A> Prof. St. III. xii. 182 A Changeling

, . is not one child changed for another, but one child on a

sudden much changed from it-self. 1667 Pepys Diary

28 Dec, To think how ill she do any serious part . .
just

like a fool or changeling. 1845 H. Rogers Ess. (1874) I.

iii. 100 The giant becomes a dwarf—the genius a helpless

changeling.

t 5. The rhetorical figure Hypallage. Obs.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 182 Hipallage or the

Changeling . . as, he that should say, for tell me troth and

lie not, lie me troth and tell not.

fB. as adj. (attrib. use of 1). Changeable,

variable, inconstant. Obs.

1646 Boyle Wks. I. 20 Some are so studiously changling

in that particular. 1691 New Disc. Old Intreague Introd.

4 Crouds of Thoughtless Mob with Changeling Praise.

1702 Rowe Tamerl. I. ii. 606 Curse on that Changeling

Deity of Fools [Fortune].

Changement tf^-ndsment). rare. [a. F.

changement changing, change : see Change v. and

-MENT.] Change, alteration, variation.

1584 Melvil Let. in Tytler Hist. Scotl.
J
1864) IV. 80 An

appearance of changement of mind in him. 1677 Gale

Crt. Gentiles II. III. 208 The most notable changement

which happened in Religion. 1801 Strutt Sports t, Past.

11. i. 57 Arrows, of different weights . . according to the dif-

ferent changeinents made in the distance of the ground.

Changer (tjflndgai). Forms: 4 chaungeour,

changeour, 4-6 ehaunger, 5 chawniore, chaun-

gere, 6- changer. [ME. changeour, a. OF.

changeor (mod. F. changeur) :-late L. type *cambi-

Stbr-em ; but prob. often directly f. Change.]

1. One who, or that which, changes anything
;

see Change v. 1, 6.

im8 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. xvii. (1495) 325 Ihe

monVis ehaunger of the ayre. 1562 J. Heywood /W. Aj

Etigr. (1867) 52 Though chaunge be no robbry . .Yet shall

that chaunge rob the ehaunger of his wit. 1677 Gale C rt.

Gentiles II iv 264 The same thing cannot be the changer

and changed. 1854 W. Waterworth Anglicanism 84

Reformers ..and changers in matters of religion. 1881 I .

Brooks Candle ofLord 192 Christ, the changer of hearts.

1 2. One who changes money, a money-changer.

c 1340 Cursor M. 14732 (Trin.l pe chaungeours \Cott. Gott.

inoniurs ; Fairf. moneyers] for bat gilt Her bordes [lesus]

ouer kest. 1382 Wyclif Matt. xxi. 12 He turnyde vpsa-

doun the bordis of chaungeris. 1474 Caxton Chesse m. iv.

(i860) 8 b, The chaungers, and they that lene money. 1611

Bible John ii. 14 Found in the Temple . . the changers of

money, sitting. .Powred out the changers money.

3. One who changes or varies ; an inconstant

person, rare.



CHANGING. 270 CHANNEL.

a i«o5Montgomemk.S>x«. lxx.To bethychiftaneschangers

ay thou chuisis. 1611 Bible/V<w. xxiv. 21 Medle not with

them that are giuen to change [marg. Heb. changers].

4. Sc. One who keeps a Change-house.
1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scot/, a. v. 177/wr-K., In 1673 the

Council of Paisley . . ordain that changers selling drink to

scholars shall pay £ 10.

Changing (tJ>nd2,irj),I/W. sb. 1 [f. CHANGE!*.

+ -ing 1° The action of the verb Change.

L The action of substituting one thing for another,

or of giving and receiving reciprocally
;
exchange.

1340 Hampole Fr. Consc. 1532 Many men se ofte chaung.

yngOf sere maners of gys of clethyng. c 1440 Fromp.

Parv. 71 Chawngynge or yeuynge oone thinge for a-

nothere, cambium. IS»3-7S Diurn. Occurr. (1833) 18 For

confirmatioun of peace and changeing of seilhs. 1548

Udall, etc. Erasm. Paraph. 76 b, A choppyng and

chaungeyng of benefites one for an other. 1588 Shaks.

L. L. L. v. ii. 137 Change your Fauours too . . But in_ this

changing. What is your intent ? 1611 Bible Pre/. 9 Neither

was there this chopping and changing in the more ancient

times onely.

f b. i oner. A thing given in exchange. Obs. rare.

138. Wyclif Serm. lx. Wks. I. 184 What chaunginge

shal a man a.yve for his soule.

2. The action of making a thing other than it

was ; alteration.

a 1225 Anc. R. 6 peos riwle . . is euer on, & schal beon,

wioute monglunge & wioute chaungunge. 138. Wyclif

Set. Wks. III. 182 For chawngynge of Cristis ordynaunce.

1510 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 271 Notable alteracyon

or chaungynge of the partes. 1714 Mandevtlle Fab. Bees

117251 I. 133 So many various shiftings and changings of

modes. 1866 Sharpe New Test. Pref., The Translator, .has

made no change for changing's sake.

+ b. Mus. Variation ; modulation ; = Change
sb. 4 c* Obs.

1633 Fletcher Pise. Eel. VII. xix, Change when you sing,

muses delight in changing. 1669 Pens No Cross xix. § 31

The Musick was simple, without Art of Changings.

3. The action of becoming other than it was

;

change, alteration, variation.

C1330 Kyng 0/ Tars 871 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 192

Bi chaungynge of his hewe. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.

R. XII. X, j>e rauen hab foure and sixty chaungynges of

voyse. 1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. ci. 38 There is no chang-

yng foundyn in the. 153s Coverdale Isa. iii. 9 The
chaunginge of their countenaunce bewrayeth them. 1659

C. Noble Moderate Answ. lmmod. Queries 6 A person

given to vacillations and changings.

tb. Of the moon; = Changej£. 5. Obs.

i486 />'*. St. A Ibans C vj, Take hony at the chaungyng of

the moon. 1611 Bible Ecclus. xliii.8The moneth is called

after her name, encreasing wonderfully in her changing.

4. attrib. in various senses ; see the vb.

1878 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 75 The appoggiatura .
.
in the_

latter case. . is .. sometimes called 'transient' or 'changing

note. 1883 J. Parker Tyiie Ch. 200 The grave is not a

goal, it is but a changing-place. 1884 Health Exhtb. Catal.

130/1 Plan . . of Dry or Changing House where miners

change their clothes.

Changing, a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

1. That changes intr.)
;
undergoing alteration

;

varying, inconstant ; that changes colour.

, i3»s E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1588 Suche a chaungande

chaunce. 1340 Aycnb. 104 Alle oJ>re binges byeb chonginde.

1583 BABiNGTONCo/«/H<i«rf»K.v.(i637)42 So timesare changed

to and fro, and chaunging times have chaunged us too. 1633

P. Fletcher Purple 1st. 1. xxxvii, Every changing scene.

1660 Boyle Seraph. Love § xxv. (1700) 152 The changing

necks of Doves. 1880 M. Collins Th. in Garden L 216

The sea.. always changing, yet unchangeable. Mod. A
changing-coloured silk.

2. That changes (trans.)
;
causing alteration.

1707 Hearne Collect. 27 Sept. II. 53 Time changing,

sneaking People. 1809 Campbell Gertrude 11. xxi, The
changing hand of time.

Changing, vbl. sb.'1 ; see Chang v.

Chanh, var. Cang a. Obs. foolish.

Chanily, obs. form of Channelly, gravelly.

I'Chank, 1 Obs. Shortened form of Chancre.
1586 Lupton Thous. Notable Th. (N.) Of a marvellous

virtue against blearedness of the eyes, chanks, and burning.

Chank (tjbcnk), sb.'1 [a. Hindi cankh :—Skr.

chanklia : cf. Pg. chanco, c/ian</uo.] ' A large kind

of shell (
Turbinella rapa) prized by the Hindus, and

used by them for offering libations, as a horn to

blow at the temples, and for cutting into armlets

and other ornaments. It is found especially in the

Gulf of Manaar ' (Col. Yule).

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India * P. 322 (Y.) There are others

they call Chanquo ; the shells of which are the Mother of

Pearl. i7»7 A. Hamilton Neno Acc. E. Ind. I. 13: (Y.)

Chonk, a Shell fish in shape of a Periwinkle, but as large

as a Man's Arm above the Elbow. 1798 T. Maurice Hin-

dostaniv. iii. (18201 1 1. 276 Nor armed himself with any other

panoply than the sacred chank. 1863 C. R. Markham in

Intell. Observ. IV. 420 Large conch shells called chanks.

2. Comb, and attrib., as chauk-hed, -fishery, -shell.

1833 Ht. Martineau Cinn. <y Pearls L 1 The chank beds

that enrich the north-west coast of the island. 1843 Stoc-

oueler Haiuibk. Brit. India (18541 372 The chank and

pearl fisheries. 1859 Tennent Ceylon 471 Chank-shells

contributed to swell the din.

t Chank, v. Obs. App. a variant of Champ,

or a word representing a similar action.

1565G0LDING Ovid's Met. vlll. 1 1 593) 206 Ramping up the

grasse With uglie nailes and chanking it. 1610 Markham
Masterp. I. xil. 34 His tongue could not well part from the

roofa without a kinde of chanking.

Chanker, obs. form of Chancre.
Chanler, obs. and Sc. form of Chandler.

Channel (tjVnel), sbA Forms : 3-7 ohanel,

4 chanelle, 4-7 chanell, (6 chenell), 6-7

channell, 6- channel. [ME.chanel, a.OF. chanel,

' old form of canal' (Littre) :—L. canal-em ; see

Canal, which also compare for the senses.]

I. A channel of running water, or the like.

L The hollow bed of running waters
;
also, the

bed of the sea or other body of water.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22563 Of hir chanel be see sal rise.

1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R. xui. iii. (1495) 442 Somtyme
by grete reyne . . the water in a ryuer arysith and passith

the chanel and brymmes. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 7

That riuer. .leueth ofte the chanel. itfi^Mirr. Mag., Hast-

ings xlii, Flye from thy chanell Thames. 1692 Bentley
Boyle Led. iv. 130 The Chanels of Rivers [will be] corroded

by the Streams. 1698 Keill Exam. The. Earth (1734) 129

They would fill the great Channel of the Ocean if it were

empty. 1703 Maundrell Joum. Jerus. (1732) 19 A River,

or rather a Channel of a River, for it was now almost dry.

1789 Burns Mary in Heaven, As streams their channels

deeper wear. 1880 Haughton Pkys. Geog. v. 226 The water

in the second and third channels has a . . quicker flow than

in the main channel.

f 2. A rivulet, a stream. Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 422/1 They came to a ruysel or

chanel. c 1535 Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 916 The
broke or chenell, le ruisseau. 1586 R. Scot Holinshed in

Thynne's A nimadv. (1865) App. 87 When the flood came, the

chanell did so suddenlie swell, a 1656 Bp. Hall Occas.

Medit. (18511 24 Many drops fill the channels; and many
channels swell up the brooks. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4122/3

The Navigation of the Fleet Chanel.

3. An artificial course for running water or any

liquid, a. The watercourse in a street or by a

roadway, the gutter ; see esp. quot. 1876 ; = Canal
2 a, Kennel sb!1 Still common locally.

[Earlier examples under form Canal, q.v.]

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 69 Chanelle of a strete, canalis,

aqungium. 1579 Lyly Euphues 38 Dronken sottes wal-

lowing, .in every channel. 1628 Bp. Hali. Quo Vadis > § 20

Euery obscure holy-day takes the wall of it, and thrusts it

into the channell. 1716 Vanbrugh Journ. London BL i,

( )verturned in the channel as we were going to the play-

house. 1876 Gwilt Encyel. A rchit. Gloss., Channel, a long

gutter sunk below the surface of a body, as in a street.

1882 H alliwell- Phillips Outl. Li/eSl.aks. (ed. 21 i8House
slops were recklessly thrown into ill-kept channels that

lined the sides of unmetalled roads, attrib. 1399 Marston
Sco. Villanie 1. iii. 185 Scraping baoe channell roguerie.

b. Founding. A trough to conduct melted

metal to the pig-bed or mould.

4. Geog. A (comparatively) narrow piece of

water, wider than a mere ' strait ', connecting two

larger pieces, usually seas. The Channel : spec, the

English Channel (Fr. la Manche). b. A navigable

passage between shallows in an estuary etc. : e. g.

the Thomas Channel, Queen's Channel, South

Channel, at the mouth of the Thames.

1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.l 22 The sea in certaine

chanels is of such heigth and depth, that no anker may
come-

to the bottome. 1S93 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. i. 114, I go

of Message from the Queene to France : I charge thee waft

me safely crosse the Channell. 1717 Swift Imit. Horace
Wks. 1755 III. 11. 48 Cou'd I but live on this side Trent,

Nor cross the channel twice a year. 1786 Watson Philip

111 (1839I III. 117 The island [in the Rhine], .is separated

by a narrow channel from the town. 184$ Darwin Voy.

Nat. x. (1852) 217 This [Beagle] Channel which was dis-

covered by Capt. Fitz Roy during the last voyage. 1874

Blackie Self-Cult. 89 Our gay Celtic neighbours across

the Channel. Mod. Wreck in St. George's channel.

t 5. An artificial waterway for boats ; = Cakal.
161s Drayton Poly-olb. xxvi. (1748) 369 And her a chan-

nell call because she is so slow. 1644 Evelyn Diary(iSji)

1 59 The Channells (at Vcnicel which answer to our strcetes.

1683 Weekly Mem. Ingen. 30 The Chanel of Languedoc.

6. A tube or tubular passage, natural or artificial,

usually for liquids or fluids. (Now usually less

technical than Canal.)
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 389 A greet pestilence of

euel in be chanelles of men at be nefier ende. 1578 Timmk
Calvin on Geu. 199 Certain chanels or veins of the earth.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 4 The Stings in all Bees are hol-

low, .so that when they prick the flesh, they do also, through

that channel, transfuse the poyson into it. 1704 J. Harris

Lex. Techn., Ductus Fancreaticus, is a little Channel,

which arises from the Pancreas or sweet bread, running all

along the middle of it. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. v. (18791 96

The poison channel in its [a snake's] fangs. 1844 Ronalds
& Richardson Chem. Technol. I. 266 E, a door for the

introduction of coke through the channel /-'. 1875 Bennett
& Dyer tr. Sachs' Bot. 11. y. 498 The style .. may lie

penetrated by a channel consisting of a narrow elongation

of the cavity of the ovary 1878 Huxley Fhysiogr. 189 A
channel through which heated matter is erupted from below.

b. Mining. An air conduit or pipe in a mine.

II. fig. from I.

7. (from 1.) Course in which anything moves

onward ; line of action, thought, etc.

[1600 Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 521 Certaine.. Mqun-
taines, through which this Riuer passeth with a streight

channel.] 1631 Heywood London's Jus Hon. Wks. 1874

IV. 271 Keepe the even Channell, and be neither swayde,

To the right hand nor left, c 1680 Beveridgk Serin. (1729)

II. 518 Their affections so turned into their proper chanels.

1717 Swift What in Loud. Wks. 1755 III. 1. 190 The world

went on in the old channel. 1779 j. Moore Vino Soc. Fr.

(1789) I. xxix. 249 The conversation happening to turn into

this channel. 1857 Livingstone Trav. ii. 34 Turning [his]

abilities . . into that channel in which he was most likely to

excel.

8. That through which information, news, trade,

or the like passes ; a medium of transmission,

conveyance, or communication ;
means, agency.

1,537 Latimer Serm. be/. Convoc. 6 A foule filthy chanel of

all mischiefes. 1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth II. 174 Another

chanel wherein this doctrine is traditionally deriv'd from

St. John. 1710 W. Wood Sum. Trade Introd. 12 The
Preservation of the great Channels of Trade. X748 Hart-
ley Observ. Man 1, iii. § 1. 320 A pure Chanel of Convey-

ance for Truth. 1785 Reid Int. Powers 277 Knowledge.

.

comes by another channel. 1793 T, Jefferson Writ. 1 1859)

IV. 98, I inquired of him the channel of his information.

1848 Mill Pol. Econ. II. 194 No new . . channel for invest-

ment has been opened. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I.

xi. 166 He sought it. .through the legitimate channel. 1875

H. E. Manning Mission H. Ghost L 15 Channels of grace.

III. transferred variously.

9. A lengthened groove or furrow on any surface
;

spec, in Arch, a fluting of a column ; in Masons

work, a long groove or furrow cut in the line

along which a stone is to be split.

1682 Wheler Joum. Greece 1. 48 [Pillars with] their

Fusts cut into Angles, about the breadth of an usual

Channel. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xii. 174 Observe

the cavetto, or channel, in a cornice. 1850 Leitch tr. Mai-
ler's A nc. Art % 277 The external surface of the column

is . . divided .. into mere channels or flutings. 1861 Miss
Pratt Flower. PL III. J Each carpel is marked by five

vertical ridges, .these ridges, .are separated by channels.

b. In the Manege : see quot ; A'aut. the rope

track in a tackle-block ;
Shoe-making : see quot.

•753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Channel, in the manege, is

usedfor that concavity in the middle of the lower jaw of a

horse, where the tongue lies. 1874 Harper's Mag. 26 Sept.

802 (Hoppei She wore English channel shoes. 1874 Leslie's

Illust. Newspr. 10 Oct. 74 (Hoppei What are English

channel-shoes? Sewed shoes have the seam that unites

the sole and upper sunk into a channel cut in the sole . . As
it cannot be cut in thin poor leather, it indicates a good

article.

+ 10. The neck ; the throat. (An ancient sense

in the parallel form cane/ ; see Cannel 5, and cf.

Cannel-bone, Channel-bone. Obs.

1 c 145a Capgrave St. Kath. 97 Thei wil breke my chaneles

and my throte. 1590 Marlowe md Pt. Tamburl. 1. iii. 102,

I will strike And cleave him to the channel with my sword.

11. St. Gravel, [being the material of which

the channel or bed of a river is composed.]

1743 Maxwell Trans. Soc. Improv. Agric. 109 Qam.)
Having only sand and channel below it.

12. attrib. and Comb., as channel-bed ( = sense 1),

channel-tile, -way
;
(sense 4) channelfleet, steamer,

tunnel, etc. ;
channel-bill, an Australian bird,

Scythrops Kovte Hollamiis ; + channel-dirt, mud
from the gutter (see 3 a) ; f channel-raker, a

scavenger, a low mean fellow; = kennel-raker ;

channel-shoe (see 9 b); channel-stone, (a.) a

stone used in paving gutters
;

(b.) (-stane), a stone

used in the game of curling (Sc.); \ channel-

water, gutter-water. See also Channel-bone.
1848 Aytoun Danube <r Eux. 12 Glorious tokens do I

bring thee From my distant "channel-bed. i688Shadwei l

Sqr. Alsatia v. 92 A lather made of "channel dirt. 1888

Standard 14 Aug. 3 Of his 'Channel journeys, two were to

France, one to Holland. 1563 Foxk A. ^Af. (15961 17/2

Neither dooth the popes monarchic lackc his "chanelrakers,

etc. 1769 Davidson Seasons 1 58 (
Jam.

I
The "channelslane,

The bracing engine of a Scottish arm. 1460 5 Chiu. Aects.

St. Andrew's East Cheap in Brit. Mag. XXXI. 306 For

"chancl-stone, pauying-stone, etc. i8y$(}Lts I'ubl. Health

Ad iv. (1878) 153 Channel stones. 1851 Turner Dom.
Arthit. II. Introd. 28 'Channel-tiles. 1888 Standard 14

Aug. 3 The prospects of a 'Channel trip were brighter for

the rest [of the passengers]. 1590 Marlowe Edlv.II, v. ill.

. 27 Here's 'channel water. 1856 Kane Arct. Expi. II. vi.

68 To look for ice-cracks in the level "channel-way.

Cha nnel, sb.'1 Naut. [corruption of Chain-

wale ; cf. gunwale (gfnel).]

1. One of the broad thick planks projecting

horizontally from the ship's side, nearly abreast of

the masts. They are distinguished as the fore,

main, and mizen channels.

1769 Falconer Diet. Kmrini (1780V Channels, or Chain-

Wales of a ship. 1805 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846* VII.

207 note. There being a great swell, she damaged the main

channels. 1829 Marryat F'. Mildmay xi, I took my station

in the fore-channels. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxix. 105

Our unusually large cargo . . brought the ship channels

down into the water.

2. Comb., as ohannel-board = <7fa»«e/ ; chan-

nel-bolt, a long bolt passing through all the

planks, and connecting the channel with the side ;

channel-plate = Chain-plate ;
ohannel-wale,

one of the ' strakes worked between the gun-deck

and the upper deck ports of large ships
;
also, the

outside plank which receives the bolts of the chain-

plates ' (Smyth Sailor s IVord-bk.).

1808 Marine Pocket-Diet., Channel-wale, priceinte supe-

rieure. c 1850 Rudim. Navig. {Weale) 105 Channel-wales,

three or four thick strakes. .for the purpose of strengthening

the topside.

Channel (tjVnel), v. [f. Channel sb.']

1. trans. To form channels in ; to wear or cut

into channels ; to furrow, groove, flute.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. i. 7 No more shall trenching

Warre channell her fields. 1644 Evelyn Mem. (1857) 1. 127
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Four wreathed columns, partly channelled. 1781 Cowper
Truth 174 The streaming tears Channel her cheeks. 1865

Geikie Seen, Geoi. Scotl. vi. 116 Heathery slopes chan-

nelled with brooks. 1869 Gillhore Rept.fy Birds Introd. 190

The sides of the mandible deeply channelled with nostrils.

b. spec. To provide (a street) with a channel

or gutter for the conveyance of surface-water.

1875 Glen Public Health Act iv. (ed. 9) 144 The Urban
Authority shall . . cause all such streets to be levelled,

paved, metalled, flagged, channelled, altered, and repaired.

2. To excavate or cut out as a channel.

1816 Monthly Rev. LXXXI. 246 That vast aqueduct .

.

was then channeled by Sir Hugh Middleton. 1862 D.

Wilson Preh. Man iii. (1865) 43 The Ashley River has

channeled for itself a course through the eocene and post-

pliocene formations of South Carolina. 1871 Smiles Charac.

i. (1876) 16 ' The strong man and the waterfall ' says the

proverb ' channel their own path.'

3. To convey through (or as through) a channel.

1648 Power in Sir T. Bmune's IVks. (1852) III. 485 The
urine is channelled all along, with the blood, through
almost all the parenchymata of the body. 1657 R. Car-
penter Astrol. proved harmless 1 We know not the mys-
terious . . Things of God, but as they have been channel'd

to us by God himself in divine Revelation. 1837 Newman
Par. Serm. (ed. 2) III. xiv. 213 Gifts of mind . . are . . chan-
nelled out to the many through the few.

1 4. intr. To pass by (or as by) a channel. Obs.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. I. '38 If you observe her [the

great Black Snail].. you shall see a little stream of clouds,

channel up her belly from her tail to her head.

t Channel-bone. Obs. = Cannel-bone 2, the

collar-bone, clavicle.

1577 Holinshed Chron. III. S05/1 Doublets of crimsin

velvet, voided low on the backe, and before to the chanell

bone. 1591 Soliman <y Pers. I, I have broken . .my channel-

bone, c i6ti Chapman Iliad XVII. 266. 1621 Ainsworth
Annot. Pvntat. Lev. i. (1639) 6 The Cane (or chanell bone)
of the shoulder. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Deltoides.

.

proceeds from the Clavicula or Channel-Bone.

Channel coal : see Cannel sb.* c.

t Channelet. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Channel
sb. 1 + -et dim. suffix. Cf. mod.F. chanelette, in

technical use.] A little or tiny channel.
1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. v. 82 Some onely counted the

grand and solemn ostiaries of Nilus. .whiles others cast all

his chanelets (rather cuts than courses) into the number.

Channelled, -eled (tjae-neld), ppl. a. [f.

Channel sb. 1 and v. + -ED.]

1. Having channels or grooves
;

furrowed,

grooved, fluted; hawing a (street) channel or gutter;

in Bot. = Canaliculate.
1567 Drant Horace Epist. xv. Evj, The siluer channeld

sande. 1697 Potter Antic. Greece 1. viii. (1715) 31 Ionick
Pillars Channelled. 1703 Maundrell Journ. Jerus. (1732)

137 Two fine channel'd Pillars. 1725 Bradley Earn. Vict.

II. s. v. Plantain, The Stems .. about a Foot high, are
angulous and channelled. 1794 Wolcott (P. Pindar 1 Path.
Odes Wks. III. 382 Griev'd at thy channell'd cheek, and
hoary hair. 1877-84 F. E. Hulme Wild El. Introd. 8

Leaves long, linear, channelled. '

2. Directed or conveyed along a channel ; formed
with a channel, lit. andfig.
1796 Monthly Mag. II. 489 Now flows along Music. For

so the master will'd To lead its channel'd course. 1804
Ann. Rev. II. 259 Something more .. than had already
reached us through the channeled courses of intelligence.

1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Gnidi Wind. 56 The deep look
which shall drain Suffused thought into channelled enter-

prise.

H Situated in, or surrounded by, a channel.

1795 Coleridge Ode to Sara vii, Dark reddening from
the channelled Isle {note. The Holmes, on the Bristol

Channel] The watchfire. .Twinkles.

H Half channelled over = half seas over, half

drunk.
1709 Hearne Coll. 10 Nov. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 304 One
w1 think he was halfe Channelled over.

t Channeller. Obs. rare— 1
. [f. Channel sb.1

+ -er 1.] A fisherman or mariner in a channel.
XS74 Bourne Regimentfor Sea 60 b, For them that are

Channellers or occupiers amongst sandes and banks . . it is

good for them to sounde the channelles.

Cha nnelling', -eling, vbl. sb. [f. Channel
sb. 1 and v. + -ingM
1. Channelled work

;
fluting, grooving.

1580 Hollyband Treos. Er. Tong., Caneleure, chamfring,
chaneling. 1728 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archit. 51 The
Channellings ofthe Triglyphs. 1885 C. E. Cradock Prophet
Gt. Smoky Mount .vii, A deep gorge . . washed by the wintry
torrents into divers channelings.

2. Making of channels
;
providing with a ' chan-

nel ' or gutter.

1885 Law Times Rep. LI I. 619/1 The paving and channel-
ling of the street, attrib. 1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 824/1
[Marble quarrying]. .The channelling process, now familiar
to mining engineers, was introduced in 1841.

3. A rude form of curling. (Cf. channel-stoned)
1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 970 The only approach to the

game [Curling] made there [in the north of England] . . being
what is called ' channelling ', a rude and artless amusement,
with chance stones from the brook.

t Cha'nnellize, v . Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Chan-
nel sb. 1 + -ize.] trans. To convey in a channel,
form a channel for.

1609 Davies Holy Roode 20 (D.) His Vaines and Nerues
that channellize His Blood.

Channelly, -ely, a. Obs. exc. Sc. [f. Chan-
nel sb. 1 1 1 + -y 1.] Gravelly.
1615 W. Lawson Orch. % Card. (1648) 3 Some thinke the

Hasell would have a chanily rocke. 1743 Maxwell Trans.

Soc. Improv. Agric. 91 (Jam.) The soil being light, sandy,

and channelly. 1787 Trans. Soc.ArlsV. 10 Very bad land

ofa channelly quality. 1791 P. Blackford Perthsh.Statist.

Ace. III. 207 Grey oats .. yield a pretty good crop upon
our channelly ground, where hardly any other grain will.

Channelure (tfje-neliai). [variant of Can-
nelure after channel.] = Cannelure, groove,

fluting. Hence Channelured a.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 468 Round stalkes chanellured and
fluted. 1813 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 589 Between the

channelures and the annulets of the Grecian Doric capital.

Cha'nner, v. Sc. (Alsojawner, Jaunder, q.v.)

intr. To mutter, grumble, murmur, fret.

C1375 1 Barbour St. Agatha 123 Quhy channeris bu My
gret god agane now? 1790 A. Wilson Poems 235 (Jam.)

Ay channerio' and daunerin' In eager search for cole

!

a 1802 Ballad xi. in Child Ballads in. Ixxxia (1885) 239/2

The cock doth craw, the day doth daw, The channerm
worm doth chide.

Ohannon, chanon, -oun, owne, -un, obs.

forms of Canon 2
.

t Chanoper. Obs. Also -eper, -yper. A by-

form of Canopy.
1552-3 Inv. Ch. Goods, Stafford 66, ij pere of chanypers

of brasse. Ibid. 67 A chaneper of brasse. Ibid. 68 A holy-

water stocke of brasse, ij chanopers.

Chans(e, Chansell, -er, Chanserie, obs.

ff. Chance, Chancel, Chancery.
Chansler, obs. f. Chancellor.

II Chanson (fanson). [Fr. :—L. cantion-em

song, f. cant- ppl. stem of canere to sing.] A
song (French, or of France).
X602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 438 The first rowe of the Pons

[edd. pious] Chanson wilt shew you more. 1639 G. Daniel
Ecclus. xlvii. 27 Each his Instrument, His holy Chanzons
fitted to their String. 1781 T. Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry
xliv. (1840) III. 129 These [Carols] were festal chansons.

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey vn. x. 445 Gentle poet, would that

thou hadst some chanson or courtly compliment.

II Chansonnette (
Janstme-t). [Fr. ; dim. of

prec] A little song.
1813 S. Rogers Jacqueline 92 What time the Miller's

maid Colette Sung, while he supped, her chansonette. 1875
Mrs. Randolph Wild Hyac. 95 Humming.. the refrain of

one of Lady Tynedale's chansonnettes.

Chanss, obs. Sc. f. Chance.
Chant (tjant), sb. Also 8-9 chaunt. [prob.

a. F. chant song:—L. cantu-m (4th decl.) singing,

song ; but possibly formed immed. from the vb.,

without reference to the French.)]

1. A song, melody
;

singing, poetic (also in

rogues' cant.).

1671 Milton P. R. 11. 290 Chant of tuneful birds. 1812 J.
H. Vaux Flash Diet., Chaunt, a song. .To throw off a rum
chaunt, is to sing a good song. 1882 Daily Tel. 19 Oct. 5/2

To troll his jovial chaunts . . in a tavern-parlour.

2. Music. A short melody or phrase to which the

Psalms, Canticles, etc., are sung in public worship.
The essential characteristic of a chant is the long ' reciting-

note ' to which an indefinite number of syllables are sung,
followed by a rhythmical cadence. The modern Anglican
chant (derived from the old Gregorian) is either single or

double. A single chant is sung to one verse of a psalm, and
consists of two strains, of 3 and 4 bars respectively, each be-

ginning with a reciting-note. A double chant has twice the

length of a single one, and is sung to two verses.

(11789 Burney Hist. Mus. (ed. 2) I. i. 280 The Chants or

Canto Fermo to some of the hymns of the Romish Church.

1795 Mason Ch. Mus. ii. 156 The accompanied chaunt used
in the Psalter. 1867 Macfarren Harmony i. 10 The chant
peculiar to the Gallican Church. #1876 Newman Hist.

SI: I. IV. i. 360 The influence of the Ambrosian chants when
first introduced at Milan. 1879 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 337
Our own chants for the responses after the Creed,

b. A psalm, canticle, or dirge, so chanted.

1856 Stanley Sinai * Pal. xiv. (1858) 467 The solemn
chants of the Church of Basil and Chrysostom._ i860 Adler
Fauriel's Prov. Poet. viii. 154 Having admitted profane

songs among the chants of the church. 1882 Rossetti
Ballads § Sonn. 154 The slain king's corpse on bier was
laid With chaunt and requiem-knell.

3. A measured monotonous song ; the musical

recitation of words. (Used with a vague range of

meaning between 1 and 2, but usually implying

something less tuneful than an air or song.)

1815 Moore Lalla R. (1824) 300 The minaret-cryer's

chaunt of glee. 1827 F. Cooper Prairie II. xii. 198 Raising

the threatening expressions of their chaunt into louder

strains. 1833 Ht. Martineau Charmed Sea i. 3 The exiles

uplifted one of the patriotic chaunts. 1882 B. Ramsay
Recoil. Mil. Serv. I. iv. 73 The low monotonous chant of an
Arab party.

t>. A singing intonation or modulation of the

voice in speech ; a distinctive intonation.

1848-55 Macaulay Hist, xvii, His strange face, his

strange chant, his immovable hat . . were known all over

the country. 1876 Geo. Eliot D. Deronda xvi, The tutor,

an able young Scotchman . . answered, with the clear-cut,

emphatic chant which makes a truth doubly telling in

Scottish utterance.

4. slang. (See quots.)

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Chant, a (person's) name,
address, or designation ;. .a cipher, initials, or mark of any
kind, on a piece of plate, linen, or other article ;

anything

so marked is said to be chanted. . . an advertisement in a

newspaper or hand-bill, etc. 1824 Compl. Hist. Murd.
Mr. Weare 258 ' We may as well look and see if there is

any chaunt about the money,'—and examined the four

I notes, but there were no marks upon them.

Chant (tjant), v. Forms : 4-5 chaunte(n,

5-9 chaunt, 5 chawnt, 6- chant, [a. F. chante-r

to sing :—L. cantdre, freq. of can-ere to sing. The
frequentative force had disappeared already in

Latin, and in Romanic cantare took the place

entirely of L. canere."]

1. intr. To sing, warble, arch, or poet.

C1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 181 Herestow nat Absolon

That chaunteth thus vnder oure boures wal. 1611 Bible

Amos vi. 5 That chaunt [Coverd. synge] to the sound of the

Viole. 1613 R.C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Chaunt, sing. 1790

Cowper Odyss. x. 281 And at her task So sweetly chaunts.

1847 Tennyson Princ. 11. 182 Sirens . . such As chanted on

the blanching bones of men.

fig- "857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art 99 Bid . . the sea winds

chaunt in the galleries.

b. of birds.

1549 Compl. Scot. 39 The grene serene sang sueit, quhen
the gold spynk chantit. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 23

The birdes that chaunted on their braunches. 1797 Bewick
Brit. Birds (1847) I. 194 The only bird which chaunts on

the wing. 1830 Tennyson Poet's Mind 22 In the heart

of the garden the merry bird chants.

c. trans/, of other animals
;
spec, of hounds.

1573 Tusser 11878)42 Keepe hog I aduise thee from

medow and corne . . If dog set him chaunting he doth thee

no wrong. 1846 E. Jesse Anted. Dogs 268 ' Good hounds

'

as an old writer observes ' will come chanting and trail along

by the river side.' 1882 Shorthouse J. Inglesaut (ed. 2)

I. ii. 43 The hounds came trailing and chanting along by
the river-side.

2. trans. To sing, utter musically. (Often with

notion of ' prolonged or drawling intonation ', due

to influence of sense 4.) Chiefly poetical.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A . n. iii. 12. 1595 — John v. vii. 22 This

pale faint Swan, Who chaunts a dolefull hymne to his owne
death. 1704 Pope Pastorals, Summ. 79 Your praise the

birds shall chant in ev'ry grove. 1812 J. Wilson Isle of

Palms iv. 791 When she chants her evening hymn. 1832

Ht. Martineau Ireland i. 1 The sea . .whose hoarse music-

is chaunted day and night. 1842 Tennyson Poet's Song 6

He. .chanted a melody loud and sweet.

3. To sing of, celebrate in song. poet.

1583 Stanyhurst SEncis 1. (Arb.) 17 Manhod and garbroyls

I chaunt, and martial horror. 1606 2nd Pt. Returne fr.

Parnass. v. iv. (Arb.) 70 Weel chant our woes vpon an oaten

reede. c 1750 Shenstonk Elegy xviii. 48 The soft shepherd

. .Chants his proud mistress to his hoarse guitar. — Whs.

(1764) I. 49 Poets, not inglorious, chaunt their loves.

4. Music. To recite musically, intone ;
to sing

to a chant, as the Psalms, etc., in public worship

(see Chant sb. a), a. intr.

C1440 Promp. Paiv. 71 Chawnten, discanto, organise

1796 Scott Chase xii, With pious fools go chant and pray.

1884 F. M. Crawford Rom. Singer i. 24 The priests and

canons chant.

b. trans. (In first quot, ? to drawl out.)

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 158 Not skyppyng ony
worde, not chauntyng nor brekyng your notes. 1570 Levins

Mauip. 24 To chant, cantillare. 1706 A. Bedford Temple

Mus. iii. 68 The Jews.. do not Read, but Chant out the

Hebrew Text. 1835 Willis Pcucillings I. xv. 114 A short

service was then chaunted 1880 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 336

The ' Common Tunes ' for chanting the Psalter.

5. Jig. To talk or repeat a statement monoton-

ously ; to harp upon (obs.). a. intr.

1572 R. H. tr. Lauaterus' Ghostes (1596) 36 Those things

which they chaunted upon with open mouth. 1641 Milton

Ch. Govt. 11. ii. (1851 ) 153 Let them chaunt while they will of

prerogatives. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877^ II. xiv. 232 If

. . a man goes chanting and chanting in servile response to

a newspaper,

b. trans.

1828 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 132 Chaunting unabatedly

her extreme deficiency in personal charms.

C. To chant the praises (or eulogy) of.

1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 239 Some syren from Bil-

lingsgate, chaunting the eulogy of deceased mackerel. 1868

Seyd Bullion 580 Chaunting the praises of our financial in-

stitutions. 1885 Manch. Exam. 11 June 4/7 To chant the

praises of the Darwinian system.

6. slang, (trans.) To sell (a horse) fraudulently

[app. 'to cry up'].
1816 Sporting Mag. XLIX. 305 Frauds . . in the disposal

of horses, .by a gang of . . swindlers, who technically call it

' chaunting horses '. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, x. (D.) Jack

Firebrace. .was here this morning chanting horses with em.

1861 — Philip xx, Horses, .are groomed, are doctored, are

chanted on to the market.

Chantable (tja'ntab'l), a. rare. [cf. F. chant-

able, f. chanter to sing : see -able. Cantabtl-is

was used in L.] That may be chanted or sung.

1382 Wyclif Ps. cxviii. [cxix.] 54 Chauntable 10. E. Psalms

singendlic; E. E. Psalter sanglic; Vulg. cantabtles) weren

to me thi iustefiyngus. , .

||
Chantage (Janta'2, tja-nteds) [a. F. chant-

age ' action de faire chanter quelqu on, c est-a-dire

de lui extorquer de l'argent en le menacant de

reveler quelque chose de scandaleux, ou de le

diffamer, etc' (Littre).]

A mode of extorting money by threatening to

make scandalous revelations or statements.

1874 Mahaffy See. Life Greece xii. 367 Who extorted

money from rich and quiet people by a sort of chantage.

1882 Sat. Rev. 5 Aug. 176/2 Literary chantage. 1883

World 12 Sept. 8 (Social Chantage). Chantage, blackmail

or by whatever name the levying of pay, in one shape or

another, out of the fear of the payer, is called. 1884 Lata

Times 29 Nov. 77/2 No one proposes that the laws which

protect women from insult and outrage should be relaxed

because they may be abused for the purpose of chantage.
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II Chantant (Jantafi, tfantant), a. [a. F.

chantant, pr. pple. of chanter to sing.]

adj. Of a singing style, melodious, tuneful.
•11789 Burney Hist. Mus. III. Introd. 10 Adagios are

now made more chantant and interesting in themselves.
1854 J. W. Moore Encycl. Music, Chantant (F.) a term,
applied to instrumental music, etc.

Chantarelle, var. of Chanterelle 2
.

Chanteclere, -eer, obs. ff. Chanticleer.
Chanted (tjcvnted), ///. a. [f. Chant v. +

-ED 1
.] Sung to a chant

;
musically recited.

1649 Milton Eikm. xxv, The chanted Service-Book.
1795 Southev Joan 0/Arc ix. 160 The chaunted mass, and
virgin's holy hymn. 1841 W. Spalding Italy

<fr It. 1st. 1 1 1.

280 A musician . . accompanying the chanted recitation.
a 1853 Robertson Serm. Scr. m. xi. 135 One chaunted note,

II Chantepleure. Obs. [Fr.; f. chanter to sing

+ pleurer to weep. The word has several senses
in mod.F., e. g. 'weep-hole', 'flood-opening' in a
wall, etc., which have not entered into English.]

1. Name of a French poem of the 13th c. ad-
dressed to those who sing (chanter) in this world
and shall weep (pleurer) in the next (Godef.)

:

hence used of a mixture or alternation of joy and
sorrow.
cl374 Chaucer Anel. A> Arc. 320, I fare as dote be songe

of Chaunte pleure For nowe I pleyne and now I playe.
1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy XL xi, Conformyng them to the
chante plure Now to synge and sodaynely to wepe. c 1430— Bochas L viii. (1544) 11 a, Like unto the chauntepleure :

Ginning with ioy, ending in wretchednesse.

2. See quot.)
1714 Fr. Bi. 0/ Rates 38 Chante Pleures, or Woodden

Gods, 02 00 per 100 Weight.

Chanter 1 (tjcvntsi;. Forms: 4-6 chauntour,
5 chawntowre, -tour, 5-7 ohantour, 5-8
chauntor, 6 chantoure, 4-9 chaunter, 7-9
chantor, 6- chanter. [ME. and AF. chauntour
= OF'.chanteor(mod.F'. chanteur) :—L. cantdtdr-em
singer. In sense I, prob. aphetic f. Enchanter.]
1 1. An enchanter, a magician. Obs.
1297 R. Glouc '1724* 243 An chanteor [printed anchan-

teor] F.dwyne adde of Spayne. pat coube hym segge of ys
dedes al hou yt ssolde go poru ys chantement. c 1340 Cur.
sor.1t. 1 Fairf.) 5897 pen calde be king his chauntours [Colt.
enchaunturs).

2. One who chants or sings ; a singer, musician,
songster.

1387 Turns* Higden (Rollsi II. 349 Linus .. be grete
chauntour [musicus]. c 1440 Promp. Par:: 71 Chawntowre,
cantor. 1594 T. IS. I.a Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 138 If the
chaunter or musicion bee very expert in his arte. 1607
Lingua L i. in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 340 The winged chanters
of the wood. 17J5 Pope Odyss. I. 444 Jove's ethereal rays
(resistless fire) The chanter's soul and raptured song inspire.
1866 Fklton Anc. ff Mod. Cr. II. viii. 411 When the chanter
from the minaret announced the death of a Mahometan.
1879 Stainer Music of Bible 158 Musical instruments were
used to support the voice of the chanter.

3. spec. a. One who sings in the choir of a
cathedral, etc. ; a singing-man, chorister.
1382 Wyclif Ezek. xl. 44 With oute the ynner j,ate, treseries

of chaunters [1611 chambers of the singers]. 1463 Bury
Wills 1 1850) 16 The Chawntours eche of them [to haue]
vj d. 1450 1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 34 He wolde do on a
cope and stande and synge as a chantoure in myddes of the
quier. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v., All great chapters have
chantors and chaplains to ease and assist the canons
. . But the word grows obsolete in this sense, and instead
thereof we use the word chorister, or singing-man. 1S68
Daily News 10 Nov., Dr. Elvey and Mr. Keeton, with the
chanters, assembled in the Horseshoe-cloisters.

b. The precentor, or chief singer in the choir

;

= Cantor.
(138a Wyci.if Ps. Prol., Asaph, the chauntour of the temple

of the Lord.) 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 142/2 The freres as-
semblcd at pryme and the chauntor began Jam lucis orto.
1553 T, Wilson Rhet. 76 b, The chaunter. .made the whole
quier .

. to fall streight a laughyng. 1570 6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent (1826) 99 Simeon also, the Chanter of Dur.
ham. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vi. (1703) II. 01 The
Bill for the utter abolishing . . of all Archbishops, Bishops
..Prebendaries, and all Chaunters. . of any Cathedral, or
Collegiate Church. 175,1 Chambers Cycl., ChantorU used,
by way of excellence, for the pra=centor, or master of the
choir; which is one of the dignities of the chapter. 1791
Hoswf.ll Johnson (18481 108 note. The Rev. River Jones,
Chanter of Christ Church Cathedral at Oxford. 1876 Grant
Burgh Sch. Scott. 1. i. 19 There were 4 principal persons
in the Chapter of Sarum, namely the dean, Chanter, Chan-
cellor and treasurer.

4. A priest who sings masses in a chantry.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 268/1 Whan the chantour herd

hyrn he. .shewed hym that he erred, a 1697 Awbrey Berk,
shire iii. 94 (L.) A certain revenue sufficient for a chanter
to one chapel. 1813 Coleridge Remorse 111. i, In a chapel
on the shore, Shall the chaunters sad and saintly. .Doleful
masses chaunt for thee.

6. That pipe of a bagpipe, with finger-holes, on
which the melody is played. (Also used of similar
instruments

; also ff. and attrib.)

1631 Brathwait Whimzics, Pifer 143 Hee can pipe when
hee cannot speake : so as, his chanter becomes his inter-
preter. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. III. 3 Sept., A broad
yellow nbband.fixed to the chanter.pipe. 178a Burns Death
Poor Mailie no Wh'a on Ayr your chanters tune. 1794Stedman Surinam (1813)1. xv.409 The god Pan playing on
rus chaunter. 1810 Scott Lady o/L. 11. xvi, See the proud
pipers on the bow. And mark the gaudy streamers flow

From their loud chanters down. 1878 Grove Diet. Mus.
I. 123 Its [the bagpipe's] essential characteristics have al-
ways been, first, a combination of fixed notes or ' drones ',

with a melody or 'chaunter'.

6. Hedge-chanter: the Hedge-sparrow {Accentor
modularise

.

1M4 Morning Star 19 July, A cuckoo., found., in the nest
of a hedge-chanter.

7. slang. (More fully horse-chanter) : One who
sells horses fraudulently.
1836 Dickens Pickw. 1 1847 1 350/1 He was a horse chaunter.

1836 Sir G. Stephen Adv. Search Horse ii. (1841) 36 A
systematic chaunter, who will swindle you both out of horse
and money. 1845 Thackeray Leg. of Rhine ii, He is a
cogger of dice, I tell thee—a chanter of horseflesh.

t Chanter-. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. F. chantier
prop

( ^ It. cantiere, Pg. canteiro) :—L. canterius,
cautherius (1) gelding, ass, mule, (2) spar, rafter,

prop, ($) as here.] 'A pole furnished with cross-

pieces for supporting the vine, a trellis '.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 531 If so be it [the vine stock] rest
vpon one chanter or range of perches.

II Chanterelle \ [a. F. chanterelle, It. can-
tarella treble string of a musical instrument, bird-

call, call-bird, f. cantdre to sing.]

1 1. A decoy bird. (In quot. A female partridge
used as a decoy.) Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 289 Forth they goe against the

foulers chanterell or watch which calleth them out.

|| 2. (See quot.)
1878 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 135 The chanterelle or melody-

string [in the banjo] is called from its use. .the thumbstring.
/bid. 11. 176 Making thirteen strings in all [for the lute],
the highest, or Chanterelle, being a single string.

Chanterelle - (tja'ntered). Also chanta-
relle. [a. Fr. chanterelle : in mod.F. cantharell-

us, dim. of canlharus drinking-vessel.] A yellow
kind of edible fungus (Cantharellus cibarius).

1775 Lightfoot Flora Scot. (17771 II. tco8 Yellow Agaric
or Chanterelle. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Hot. xxxii. 501
The Chanterelle, or little Yellow Mushroom, so common in
the fairy- rings on dry pastures. 1859 All V. Round No.
15. 342 The beautiful yellow chantarelle, growing by the
bushel. 1880 M. Collins Th. in Garden II. 12 Myriads of
mushrooms, morels, truffles, chantarelles, champignons are
wasted, .because the poor do not understand their use.

tCha'nterer. Obs. rare." Chanter 1 3 b or 4.
c 1540 Compl. Rod. Mors xxii. F v, I say bisshoppes, canons

and chaunterers.

Chanteress, -rie, obs. ff. Chantress, Chantry.
+ Cha nterist. Obs. rare-*. = Chanter 1 4.
1548 Bk. ofSales in Strype Fed. Mem. 11. 11. App. zzz. 92

The chanterists of the chauntry of East Kirby.

Chantership. [f. Chanter ' (sense 3 b +
-ship.] The office of a chanter or precentor.
1519 Act 21 Hen. VIII, c. 13. i 31 No . . Treasurership,

Chantership, or Prebend in any Cathedral. 1691 Bp. of
Worcester Charge 51. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. 1. 625 He
gave up his Chantorship. 1809 E. Christian in Blackstone's
Comm. I. 392 The statute expressly excepts. . chanterships,
prebends, and sinecure rectories.

Chanticleer (tfa-nnklfa). Forms : 3-5
chauntecler, 4-6 chaunticlere, 5 chantecleer,
6 chauntecleere, 7 chaunticleere, -cleare,

(chant-it-olear), chante-, chantic^e^re, -icier,

8- chanticleer. [a. OF. chantecler ;mod.F.
chanteclair), proper name of the Cock in Reynard
the Fox, f. chante-r to sing, crow + cler (mod.F.
clair

,
clear.]

An appellation applied to a cock, usually in

manner of a proper name ; but now mostly written
without a capital. (Cf. Bruin, Grimalkin, Rey-
nard, etc.)

a 1300 Vox 4 Wolf37 Be stille, ich hote, a Codes nome I

Quath the vox, Sire chauntecler. C1386 Chaucer Nonne
Pr. T. 29 Sche had a cok, hight Chaunticlere. 14S1 Cax-
ton Reynard (Arb.) 9 So sawe they comen doun the hylle
to hem chauntecler the cock. 1596 Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 1

Chearefull Chaunticlere with his note shrill. 1598 Marston
Pygmal. v. 160 Poore Gallus now . . Is turned to a crowing
Chauntecleere. 1600 Shaks. A. I*. L. 11. vii. 30 My Lungs
began to crow like Chanticleerc [cf. Temp. 1. ii. 385]. i6ai
Quari.es (1638) 94 When Chanticleere, (the Bellman
of the mornel Shall summon twilight with his bugle home.
1633 Jonson T. Tub 111. v, Brave chant-it-clear, his noble
heart was done, c 1820 S. Rogers Italy, Lahe Geneva 1 1839)
176 Many a chanticleer and partlet. 1858 I l—m Birds of
Pass., Day break vi, O chanticleer, Your clarion blow.

I Ience Cha nticleer v. nonce-wd., to crow as a
cock ; Cha nticleerin.fr ///. a.
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIV. 713 The courageous bird.,

chanticleered away louder than ever. 1856 Strang Glasgow
515 Voices as^ cheerful and chanticleering as the Cock.

II Chantier. [Canadian Fr. ; cf. F. chantier
' place where one sleeps, place where one puts
certain things to store them or to work them ' : see
Littre.] A (Canadian) log-hut, a Shanty.
1880 Lumberman's Gaz. 28 Jan., A lumberman's Chantier

in the valley of the Ottawa is made of pine logs. Ibid.,
Farms the products of which are entirely consumed by the
chantier-men. 1884 S. E. Dawson Handbh. Canada 26
They build themselves chantiers, of rough logs.

Chanting (tja-ntb)), vbl.sb. [f. Chant v.+
-ino I.] The action of the verb Chant

;
singing,

musical recitation, etc. (In early usage, also : In-

cantation, enchantment.)
1382 Wyclif Isa. viii. 19 That sounen strongli in their

chauntingus [1388 enchauntyngis
; Vulg. incantatiotiibus\

t 1440 /'romp. Pan: 71 Chawntynge, discantus, cantia
organicus. 1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. 1. xxxvi. (15911 21
Different chantings of dull flattery. 1706 A. Bedford
Temple Mus. iii. 66 The Plain Chanting of our Cathedral
Service. 1880 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 338 The arrangement
of the words in chanting.

Cha nting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -TJM 2.]

1. That chants.

1720 Gay Poems (17451 II. 174 The chaunting thrush upon
the spray. 1802 Bingley Anim. Biog. (18131 II. 60 The
chaunting falcon. During the breeding season the male of
this species is remarkable for its song. 1838 Emerson Lit.
Ethics Wks. (Bohni II. 210 These chanting poets.

2. Having the character of musical recitation.

1789 Mrs. Piozzi Joum. France I. 79 The chanting tone
in which he spoke. 1847 J. Wilson Chr. North (1857) I.

169 In a low chanting voice.

Chantlet. nonce-wd. [f. Chant sb. + -let, dim.
suffix.] A little song or melody.
1874 Dobell Sncnvdrops Sel. Poems (1887) 315 All the tiny

Snowbetls swinging Tiny chauntlets.

+ Cha'ntment. Obs. In J-j chauntement
(trisyll. . [a. OF. chantement singing, incantation,

f. chanter to sing.] Incantation, enchantment.
1207 R. Glouc (1724) 149 Merlyn with ys chauntement, it

myd ys quoyntyse. a 1300 Floriz 4 Bl. 312 pure*, con-
iureson and chauntement. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. v,

A lawe ysette By chauntement. 1803 W. Rose Amadis
128 The dread chantments of the avenging fay.

Chantor, -our, -ship, var. Chanter, -ship.

Chantress tjcrntres). Forms : 5 chaunter-
esse, 6 chanteres, 7 -esse, chauntress, 7-
chantress. [a. OF. chanteresse, fem. of chantere,

-eor, singer: see Chanter 1 and -ess.]

1 1. A female magician, sorceress, enchantress.
1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. v, Albe she were a passynge

sorceresse And chefest named of any chaunteresse.

2. A female chanter or singer ; a singing woman ;

a songstress ; also of birds, etc. arch, or poet.

1450 1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 36 Hys syster Mary' was
chyfe chanteres in the womens quyer. 16*4 Wotton
Archit. (1672166 Those Chanteresses. .may live long among
so good provisions. 163a Milton Penseroso 63 Thee,
chauntress, oft the woods among I woo, to hear thy even-
song. 1791 Boswell Johnson (1831' I. 312 She was sister

to the Reverend River Jones, chanter of Christ Church
Cathedral at Oxford, and Johnson used to call her the
chantress. 1830 Eg. Warburton t/unting Songs (1883) 3
With Chorister, Concord, and Chorus, Now Chantress
commences her song.

Chantry (tja ntri). Forms: 4-5 chaunterie,
4-6 -tre, 5 chawnterye, $-(> chauntery(e,
6 chauntrie, - trye, chawntory, chanterie,

(? schawittry, schawnter
, 6-7 chauntrey, 7

chantrie, 5-9 chauntry, 5- chantry. [ME.
chaunterie, a. OF. chanterie, f. chanter to sing

:

see -ERY. In med.L. cantaria, cantuaria, whence
Cantarik, Cantuarie, q.v.]

1 1. Singing or chanting [of the mass). Obs.
c 1340 Caw. 4- Gr. Knt. 63 pe chauntre of be chapel cheued

to an ende.

+ 2. Incantation, enchantment. Obs.
1460 Lybeaus Disc. 2056 (Matz.) How that lady bryght To

a warm [= worm] was dyght Thorugh kraft of chaunterye.

3. An endowment for the maintenance of one or

more priests to sing daily mass for the souls of the

founders or others specified by them. Also ap-

plied to the body of priests so endowed.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 512 And ran to Londone, unto

Seynte Poules, To seeken him a chaunterie for soules. 14.

.

Tundale's Vis. 2080 Men that . . foundyd chyrchys and
chantryse. 1509 Plumpton Corr. 206 To occupie peassi-

ablely his poore chawntory all the profitte & commodity
to the said chawntory belonging. 1545 Brinklow Lament.
(1874) 86 The greate substance which ye bestowe vpon
chauntries. 1775 T. Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry II. 98
Priam founds a regular chantry of priests. 1868 Milman
St.Paul'sns The foundation of chantries, in which masses
were to be sung for the departed.

b. A chapel, altar, or part of a church so en-

dowed.
1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 27 To singe goddys seruice for my

soute . . in the Chaunterie of the Chirchc of Saint Leonard.

1509 Shaks. //,//. nr. i. 318, I haue built two Chauntries,
Where the . . Priests sing still for Richards Soule. a 1600

Rites 4- Mon. Ch. Durham 11733) 5^ 1,1 a Chantry made of
most excellent blue Marble stood our Lady's Altar. 1826

Scott Woodst. i, It still contains some arches of the old

chantry. 1868 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 31 ' Chan,
tries ' were added to churches, or enclosed by screens within

them, for the erection of altars.

C. attrib. as in chantry-house, door, -lands, etc.

;

chantry-priest, a priest attached to a chantry.

1480 Bury Wills (1850) 62 My seid chauntry' priest ..

wiche is assigned to pray for the seid soules. 1546 Mem.
Ripon (Surtees) III. 62 Unius cubiculi vocatt le Chauntre
house. 1549 Latimer Serm. before Edw. V/ (Arb.) 68, I

woulde not that ye should do wyth chauntrye priestes, as

ye dyd wyth the Abbotes. 1663 Spalding Troub. Chat.J
(1829) 47 Having used the service book peaceably within

the chantry [printed chanry] kirk of Ross. «73«-8 Neal
Hist. Purit. (1822) I. 65 The chantry-lands were sold among
the laity. 1881 Academy 29 Oct. 334 The chantry-priests

had a character of their own.

t Chao'dical, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. \awS-r;t

like chaos (f. x<"05) + "IC + -AL.] Pertaining to, or

of the nature of, chaos.

1693 J. Beaumont On Burnet's The. Earth 1. 70 All
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would return into a Chaodical Confusion. Ibid. n. 157
The Generation of the World, .the Chaodical Egg.

Chao'genous, a. rare. [f. Gr. x«os Chaos +
-yevrjs born + -ous: see -genous.] Chaos-born.
1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 272 The chao-

genous hero-deities of Hesiod and other ancient myco-
logists.

tChaoize, Obs. rare, [irreg. f. Chaos +
-ize.] /rans. To reduce to chaos or utter con-

fusion, to make chaotic. Hence Chaoized a.

1600 Tourneur Trnnsf. Met. To Rdr. 10 As the troubled

mind.-Th" Idea doth confuse and chaoize. Ibid. Pro!. ji,

What chaoized conceit doth forme my feares ? Ibid, xlii,

Chaoiz'd Ideas of conceit.

ChaO'logy. rare-", [f. Gr. x"os Chaos f

-Koyia discourse : see -logy. So F. chaofogie,]

1727-51 Chambers Cyc/., Chao/ogy, the history or descrip-

tion of the chaos. . , Dr. Burnet likewise gives us a chaology,
in his theory of the earth. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio). 1775
in Ash, etc.

Cha'Omancy. rare~°. [ad. med.L. chao-

itian/ia, f. Gr. x&os Chaos, in Paracelsian lan-

guage - the atmosphere + puaarrtla divination.]

1656 Hi.ount G/ossogr., Chaotuaucy, a kind of divination

by the air. [1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Chaomantia,
amongst the enthusiastical chymists, is the art of making
presages from observations on the air.] 1775 in Ash, etc.

Chaos {ke'ps). [a. L. chaos, a. Gr. x"oS * any
vast gulf or chasm, the nether abyss, empty space,

the first state of the universe', f. vb.-stem xa " to

yawn, gape.]

1 1. A gaping void, yawning gulf, chasm, or

abyss :
' chiefly from the Vulgate rendering of Luke

xvi. 26). Ohs. Tn Greek spec. 1 the nether abyss,

infinite darkness', a use also often glanced at by
English writers.)

C 1440 Hylton Si a/a Per/1(W. de W. 1494) 1. Ixxvii, There
is a grete chaos [1533 cause] that is to sayen a thycke derke-
nes betwene vs ik the that we mowe not come to the ne
thou tyll vs. 158a N. T. iRhem.) Luke xvi. 26 Ketweene
us and you there is fixed a great chaos [Vulg. chaos, Gr.

xdafj-a, Wvcu derke place, Tino. greate space, Geneva
great gulfe]. 1583 Fulkk Defence vu, 286 There is a great
chaos, which signifieth an infinite distance between Abra-
ham and the rich glutton. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor.
975 (Trench) What thing soever cometh within the chaos
of this monster's mouth . . down it goeth. 1667 Milton
P. L. vi. 55 The Gulf Of Tartarus, which ready opens wide
His fiery Chaos to receave thir fall.

2. The ' formless void' of primordial matter, the
1 great deep 1

or * abyss ' out of which the cosmos
or order of the 'universe was evolved.

1531 Elyot Gov. (1875) 3 Take awaie Ordre frame all

thinges, what shulde than remaine ? Certes nothing finally,

except some man wold imagine eftesoones, Chaos, whiche
of some is expounded, a confuse mixture. 1559 Printer in

Priv. Prayers (1851) 101 That old confusion, which we call

chaos, wherein without order, without fashion, confusedly
lay the discordant seeds of things. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn, r. vi. § 2 The order and disposition of that Chaos
or Masse

;
was the worke of sixe days. 1649 Selden Laws

Eng. 11. 1. (1739) S The whole Body like a Chaos capable
of any form that the next daring spirit shall brood upon it.

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 10 In the Beginning how the Heav'ns
and Earth Rose out of Chaos. 1730 Thomson Autumn 731
As when of old . . Light uncollected thro' the chaos urg'd I ts

infant way. 1831 Brewster Newton (1855' II. xvi. 99 The
formation of the earth, and the other planets, out of a
general chaos.

b. personified. (By some of the Greeks Chaos
was made the most ancient of the gods.)
1651 Hobbes Leviath. (1839) 99 The unformed matter of

the world, was a god, by the name of Chaos. 1667 Milton
P. L. n. 895 Where eldest Night And Chaos, Ancestors of
Nature, hold Eternal Anarchie. 1728 Pope Dune. 1. 10
Dulness o'er all possess'd her antient right, Daughter of
Chaos and eternal Night. 1850 Carlyle Lat/er-d. Pamph.
vii. (1872) 243 If Chaos himself sat umpire, what better
could he do?
3. /ransf. and fig. a. A state resembling that

of primitive chaos ; utter confusion and disorder.
1606 Shaks. Tr. <5* Cr. 1. iii. 125 This Chaos, when Degree

is suffocate. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Keb. hi. {1843) 74/1
The whole mass of their designs, as well what remained in

Chaos as what was Formed. 1651 Hobbks Leviath. III.

xxxvi. 232 Reduce all Order, .to the first Chaos of Violence,
and Civill warre. 1819 Arnold Life § Corr. (1844) I. ii. 59,
I stand at times quite bewildered, in a chaos where I can
see no light either before or behind. 1873 Burton Hist.
Scot. VI. Ixv. 27 In Ireland all is confusion and chaos.

b. 1 Anything where the parts are undis-

tinguished '

(J.; ; a confused mass or mixture, a
conglomeration of parts or elements without order

or connexion.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 53 They make their

volumes no better than . . a huge Chaos of foule disorder.
a 1631 Donne Poems (16501 36 Oft did we grow To be two
Chaosses. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit.2^1 One glaring Chaos and
wild heap of wit. 1781 J. Moore ViewSoc, It. (1790) I. xi.

118 Arranging the vast Chaos of laws and regulations. 1878
Black Green Past. xxxv. 283 The vessel went plunging on
through the wild chaos of green and grey mists.

f 4. /ransf. An undigested or amorphous mass
or lump. Obs. (Cf. the ' rudis indigestaque moles

'

of Ovid, applied to Chaos in sense 2.)
[1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 1. (R.) One face bad nature,

which they chaos nam'd, An undigested lump.]
1562 Eden Let. in tst. Eng. Bkt. Amer. (Arb.) Introd.

44/1, I stilled of the water from the masse or Chaos lefte of
them bothe. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, m. ii. 161 To dispro-

Vol. II.

portion me in euery part, Like to a Chaos, or an vn-lick'd

Beare-whelpe.

t 5. ? Element ; environment ; space. (Among
Greek senses were ' space, the expanse of air \)
1621 Burton Ana/. Me/. 1. ii. 1. ii. (1676) 27/1 Paracelsus

stiffely maintaines. .that they [devils] have every one their

severall Chaos.. The water (as Paracelsus thinks) is their

[Naiads'] Chaos, wherein they live. Ibid. 11. ii. in. 155/2
Creatures, whose Chaos is the earth. 1753 Chambers Cyc/.

Supp., Chaos, in the phrase of Paracelsus, imports the air.

It has also some other significations amongst the alchemists.

6. a//rih. and Comb. , as chaos-flood, -s/a/e; chaos-

founded adj., chaos-like adj. and adv.
1611 Guii.lim Hera/drie To Rdr., By dissoluing of this

chaos-like or confused lump. 1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth
II. 109 Nature relapses hastily into that chaos-state. 1821

Byron Heaven $ E. 1. iii. 815 Come, Anah ! quit this chaos-

founded prison. 1831 Carlvlk Sart. Res. (1858) 164 Not a

few. .now swim weltering in the Chaos-flood.

Clia othei stic, a. rare. [f. Gr. xho-s Chaoh
+ 0€-os God + -ist-ic] That identifies chaos or

crude matter with the first principle or God.
1858 F. Hall Biblwg. Ind. Philos. Syst. (1859) iii, The

Sankhya, or chaotheistic, system.

Chaotic (k^frtik\ a. [f. Chads, app. on the

analogy of other Greek-derived words in -o/ic, as

demotic, ero/ic, hypnotic, where the ending has

various origins. (Such a formation would have

been normal from the derived Gr. vb. xaV' (lJ/
>

in passive, to be reduced to chaos ; cf. ptaJTifius

f. pio-ftv). In mod.F. chaotique.~\

1. Of or pertaining to the primordial chaos ; in

the state of chaos.

1713 Derham Phys. Theo/. ill. ii. (R.) At that time iwhat-

ever it was) when the terraqueous globe was in a chaotick

state. 1774 J. BRYANT Mytho/. II. 259 Janus is by him
supposed to be the chaotic deity, 1794 Sullivan View
Nat. I. 87 During the separation of the atmosphere and
the ocean from the chaotic mass. 1878 Tait ft Stewart
Unseen Univ. ii. § 85. 95 That the present solar system

gradually condensed into its present state from a chaotic

mass of nebulous material.

2. /ransf. and fig.
Resembling chaos; utterly

confused or disordered.

1747 Johnson /'/an Eng. Diet. Wks. IX. 191 Translators,

who nave formed a chaotic dialect of heterogeneous phrases.

1756 Burke I'ind. Nat. See. Wks. I. 61 In these early and
unrefined ages, the jarring parts of a certain chaotick con-

stitution supported their several pretensions by the sword.

1837 Macaui.ay Bacon, Ess. (1854) I. 349 Opinions were
still in a state of chaotic anarchy. 1875 Poste Gains 1.

81 The rules . . are at first sight chaotic and bewildering.

Chao'tical, a. rare. [f. prec. + -al.] = prec.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. ii. 295 As by its presence

in any part of the Chaotical Horizon it made Day, so by its

absence there-from it caused Night. 1826 Carrington
Dartmoor Pref. 11 Beetling rocks hurled together in chao-

tical confusion.

Chaotically k^p'tikali),^'. [f.prec. + -LV. 2
J

In a chaotic manner.
1824 Byron Def. Transf. 1. ii. 318 It [matter] is a stubborn

substance, And thinks chaotically, as it acts. 1831 Carlyle
Sart. Res. (1858) 19 Some huge foolish Whirligig, where
kings and beggars . . and stars and street-sweepings were
chaotically whirled. 1858 De Quihcey Antobiog. Sk. Wks.
II. L 28 note. The life, .has Iieen. .chaotically mis-narrated.

ChaO'ticness. rare. Chaotic quality.

1887 Stockton Borrowed Month 212 The chaoticness of

initiatory existence.

Chap (tjbep), sb.^ [f. Chap z».i or its source.]

1. An open fissure or crack in a surface, made
by chopping or splitting.

ISS3 Edem Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 16 Theyr skinne is

very rowghe & full of chappes & riftes. 1563 Hyll Arte
Garden. U593I 6 Ground, .through the heat of Sommer full

of chaps. 1607 Topsell Serpents 659 Bark of Birch, which
.. cleaveth and openeth it self into chaps. 1698 Keill
E.xam. Th. Earth (1734) 117 These great Chaps and Cracks
. .made in the primitive earth by the strong action of the

Sun. 1746 Da Costa Be/emnites in Phi/. Trans. XLIV.
397 A Chap or Seam running their whole Length.

b. est. A painful fissure or crack in the skin,

descending to the flesh : chiefly caused by exposure

of hands, lips, etc., to frost or cold wind.
1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. lxiv. (1495) 280 Lepra

. . makyth chappes, chynnes and clyftes. 1547 Boorde Brev.
Health clvii. 56 b, A chappe or chappes beynge in the lyppes,

tongue, handes and fete of a man. 1610 Barroi gh Meth.
Physick 111. xxiii. (1639) 138 Like the chaps which are made
through a North wind on the lips. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl.

s.v. Chilb/ain, Chaps, on the hands ; and kibes on the heels.

1836 Todd Cycl. Ant. I. 185/1 The margin, .of the mouth, is

subject to fissures, chaps, and superficial excoriations.

C fig.

a 1661 Fuller (Webster) There were many clefts and
chaps in our council.

2. A stroke, knock, rap. Sc. and norlh. dial.

1785 Burns Scotch Drink x, Then Burnewin comes on like

death At ev'ry chaup. a 1803 Iamieson Water-Keipie
xxiii. in Scott Minstr. Bord., Lie still, ye skrae, There's

Water-Kelpie's chap [at door or window], a 1809 Christ-

vtas Ba'ing (Jam.) He did na miss the ba' a chap.

3. The act of fixing upon as one's choice ; choice,

selection. Cf. Chap v. 8. Sc.

1768 Ross He/enore 114 (Jam.) Spare no pains nor care,

For chap and choice of suits ye hae them there.

Chap ftjaep), sb.2 Also 6-7 chappe. [Found
first in the middle of the 16th c. ; the variant chop

is quoted from the Scottish poet Dunbar c 1500,

and is now more usual in certain senses. Perh. f.

Chap, Chop v. (The suggestion that it is a
southern corruption of the northern Chaft, suits

the sense, but no explanation of such a phonetic

change appears). See also CHOP.]
1. Either of the two bones (with its covering of

muscles, skin, etc.) which form the mouth ; a jaw;

also either half of the bill of a bird.

1575 Turberv. Bk. Venerie 195 Take them with your
tongs or clampes by the lower chappe. 1610 Healey Aug.
City ofGod 335 [The Crocodile] moveth his upper Chappe.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. til. t. O6861 85 Broad and
thick chaps are required in birds that speak. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. II. vi. iii. 177 The stork .. produces no other

noise than the clacking of its under-chap against the upper.

^1870 J. Murphy Comm. Lev. xi. 18 The pelican [has].,

in the under chap a pouch capable of holding many quarts.

2. The jaws as unitedly forming the mouth ;

the biting and devouring apparatus. Used of

animals, esp. beasts of prey ; and applied con-

temptuously or humorously to human beings, in

which sense more commonly Chop.
1555 Eden Decades IV. Ind. (Arb.) 231 The hooke ouer-

thwarteth & catiheth hold of his chappes. 1569 Golding
tr. Heminge's Post. 18 The deliverer of mankinde out of

the chappes of the serpent. 1610 Shaks. /'*;///. 11. ii. 89
Open your chaps againe. 1620 Healey St. Aug. City of
God IX. iv. 324 Being eucn in the chaps of death. 1648

Merrick Hesper., Epigr. on Blanch, To bind up her chaps

when she is dead. 1673 K. Leigh Trausp. Reh. 39 Supping
up his Coffee, and scalding his chaps for hast. 1875 Blck-
lani) Log-Bk. 6 The hounds with blood about their chaps.

3. The side of the external jaw ; the cheek.

1708 Mrs. CenTLIVRE Busie Body 11. ii, She threatned to

slap my Chaps, and told me, I was her Servant, not her

Governess. 1718 T. Gordon Cordial Low Spirits 50 Bury
1

their faces in mighty periwigs, which inviron either chap.

1845 HOOD Last Man iii, The very sight of his broken oris
1 Made a work in his wrinkled chaps. 1863 B. Taylor

//. Thurston iii. 40 A coarse, obese man, with heavy chaps.

b. The lower half of the cheek of the pig or

other animal as an article of food, as in pickled

Ha/h chaps.

1870 Daily Ntivs jq Apr., The feast was chaps and eggs.

4. The lower jaw.

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pratt. Agrie. II. 91 The chap
should be fine, indicating a disposition to feed. 1879 Cas-

se/fs Techu. Edne. IV. 238/2 The ' chap ' or under jaw, is

clean, or free from flesh.

+ 5. The fauces of Snapdragon and allied

plants.

1794 Martyn Ro?tssea?('s Bot. xxii. 314 The chaps [of

Toadflax] are orange-coloured.

+ 6. //. Meeh. The 4 jaws' or 'cheeks' of a vice

or other tool, etc., which fit together and hold

something firmly between them ; the jaws of the

futchells in a carriage, etc. Obs.

1677 Moxon Mech. E.vere. 117031 3 Tongs, to be used for

. .such thicker work, as will be held within the Returns of

their Chaps. 1688 K. Holme Armoury 111. 321/2 The
Chaps, .of a Vice . . are cut rough. 1794 W. Felton Car-

riages (1801 1 I. 50 The futchels are contracted in the front

to receive the pole, which part of the futchels is called the

Chaps. 1799 Xava/ Chron. II. 238 Nail up a new pair of

chaps on the fore part of the pump for a new handle to be

fixed in. 1831 J. Holland Mauuf. Meta/s I. 201 Pinched

when red hot between the chaps of a vice.

7. Chaps of /he Channel', see Chop sb.

17*0 Loud. Gaz. No. 5813/3 Ships in the Chaps of the

Channel.

8. Comb., as chap-band, -choke ; Chap-fallex a.

1614 Markham Cheap I/usb. 1. ii. (i668> 24 Put upon his

[a horse's] Head a gentle Cavezan . . with a chap-band

underneath. 1607 Middleton Five Gail, in, v, Thou shall

straight to Bridewell—Sweet master ! Live upon bread and

water and chap-choke.

Chap (tjrep), sb$ [An abbreviation of Chap-

man, which seems to have come into vulgar use in

the end of the i6thc: but it is rare in books, even

in the dramatists, before 1700. It was not recog-

nized by Johnson, though in Bailey (1731) in sense

1. With sense 2, cf. the colloquial use of cn stonier

~' person to have to do with'; also callant-
1 customer, Ind \]
1. A buyer, purchaser, customer. Still dial.

1577 Breton Toyes Idle Head (Grosart) 55 <D.) Those

crusty chaps I cannot love, The Diuell doo them shame.

171a Steele Spec/. No. 450 p 6 In hunting after Chaps, and

in the exact Knowledge of the State of Markets. 1727 A.

Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. II. i. 229, I had a meeting

with my Chaps, and . .told them what the current Price was

in Town for every Species of my Goods. 1731 Bailey fed.

5) A chap {in commerce), a chapman or customer. 1764

Wilkes Corr. (1805) II. 66 Perhaps Mrs. Mead would buy .

.

but she would be a hard chap. 1805 Ann. Rev. III. 619

The pedlar has but a faint interest in the good opinion of

his chap. 1827 Scott Two Drovers ii, Harry Wakefield was

lucky enough to find a chap for a part of his drove. 1864

Atkinson Whitby Gloss., Chap, a dealer, a purchaser. ' I

hae some bacon to sell, can you find me a chap for 't.'

2. collo</.' Customer', fellow, lad. (Todd, in 1818,

said ' it usually designates a person of whom a

contemptuous opinion is entertained '
; but it is

now merely familiar and non-dignified, being

chiefly applied to a young man.
1716 M. Davies Dissert, upon Physick in Athena? Britann

III. 46 The Names of those Country-Chaps be, Absyrtus,etc.

1728 Morgan Algiers I. Pref. 8 * Pritnee !
' returned my
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CHAP.

scornful, choleric chap :
' Don't compare me to any of your

scoundrel Barbarians !' c 1750 J. Nelson Jrnl. (1836)89

Another [Oxford man] said, ' These chaps belong to poor

Wesley '. 18*4 Scott Redgauntlet let. x, The fishers are

wild chaps. 1850 Thackeray Pendenuis iii, What sad wild

fellows some of the chaps were. 1861 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs.

Hallib. 1. xx, You might give a chap a civil answer,

b. humorously applied to a female.

1768 Ross Helenore 35 (Jam.) Nought would do But I

maun gang, that bonny chap to woo.

Chap, sbA Elliptical for Chap-book.

1883 Life D. Graham Wks. I. 71 Among the chaps, .were

many of a religious character.

Chap, sb.a, earlier form of Chop, Anglo-hid.

stamp, seal, license (Hindi chhdp).

Chap (tja-p), vA [ME. chapp-cn (14th c.) an-

swers m sense to later MDu. capptn (Do. happen,

also LG., and thence in mod.Ger.;, MSw. kappa,

MDa. kappe. But the relation of these to the ME.

form is uncertain, and no trace of the word is found

in the earlier stage of any of the langs. ; cf. Chip.

The sense-development is not clear.]

I. + 1. trans, (with off). To chop off. Obs. or dial.

< im Coer de L. 4550 Anon her hedes wer off chappyd.

[Jamieson mentions chap aff to strike off, and gives chap

in some parts of ScotL = chop, cut into small pieces. Cf.

also sense 7, and Chapped///, a.'l

II. To crack, cause to crack in fissures. (To

connect this with the prec, the trans, sense 3, as it

' to chop or cut the surface ', ought to be the

earlier.)

2. Mr, To become fissured, burst into cracks

or clefts, as if the surface or skin were chopped by

cutting blows.
c 14x0 Pa/lad. on Hush. iv. 339 And yf thai chappe [Lat.

crepent), a stoone under the heed Roote is to doo. 1561 1

.

Hoby tr. CastigUone's Courlyer 1. H, So bcdawbed, that.

.

she had a viser on her face and dareth not laugh for making

it chappe. 1580 Baret Alv. C 331 The earth chappeth or

goeth a sunder for drougth. 1677 W. Harris tr. Lemery's

Course Chym. led. 31 498 Nutmeg ..is clothed with two

Barks, but when it comes to maturity, the uppermost chaps

and lets the second appear. 17*7 Bradley ham. Diet. s.v.

Earth, Claiey or stiff earth . . subject to chap during the

heat of summer. 1875 H. Wood Therap. (1879) 582 Useful

when ihe skin has a tendency to crack or to chap.

Jig. 1641 Filler Holy <$• Pro/. St. m. rill. 170 Heat of

passion makes our souls to chappe, and the deuil creeps in

at the cranies.

3. trans. To fissure, cause to crack or open in

chaps.

1400, 1549, etc. [see Chapped///, a. 1 I.] 1597 Lyly Euphues

I) ij b, Parched with the Sunnes blaze, and chapped [1580

chipped , with the Winters blast. 17*5 J. Reynolds Vino

of Death (1735) 30 The extremely cold winds .. chap the

timber, and kill the cattle. 1845 Peter Parley's Anmial\\.

196 The earth is chapped with parching. Mod. The girl s

fingers had been chapped by working in water during the frost.

III. To strike sharply (sometimes with reference

to the sound made), north dial, and Sc.

4. trans. To strike. To chap hands : to strike

each other's hand in concluding a bargain.

1565 I.inoesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 130 And so

chapped him by the host a little, and at an outside watched

him. 1768 Ross Helenore 120 (Jam.l Syn Lindy has wi

Bydby chapped hands They's hae their gear again.

5. trans, and intr. To strike, as a clock.

1651 in Z. Boyd Zion's Flcnoers (18551 App. ja/i Till the

hour chap. 1814 J. Boswell fustic. Opera in Chambers

Pop. Hum. Sc. Poems ( 1 862) 64 The clock's chappit ten. i8aa

E. Irving Let. 5 Nov. in Mrs. Oliphant Life I. 157 Till

four chaps from the Ram's Horn Kirk.

6. intr. To knock, rap, at a door.

1774 C. Keith Farmer's Ha in Chambers Pop. Hum.
Sc. Poems (1862) 38 But Morpheus begins to chap, And
bids them a' gae tak a nap. a 1803 Erlington iii. in Scott

Minstr. Bard., I ) whae is this at my bower door That chaps

sae late ? 1863 Atkinson Dauby Prcn'inc., Chap, to knock,

rap; at a door. 1868 G. Macdonald A'. Falconer I. 38
' Wha's there? . . that neither chaps nor ca's?'

b. trans. To chap out : to call one out by rap-

ping or tapping. (Cf. knock up.)

1818 lilacX-.u. Mag. III. 531 Chappin out, is the phrase

used in many parts of Scotland to denote the slight tap at

the window given by the nocturnal wooer to his mistress.

/bid. 532 To chap-out some of them is not worth while.

7. To chop or beat small.

,11776 in Herd Coll. Sc. Poems II. 79 (Jam.l With

chapped kail.

IV. Sc. [iierh. not the same word.]

8. To choose, select, bespeak; to fix upon as

one's choice. Chaps me that I the call of children

in laying claim to anything, equivalent to the

Lancashire barley (or balla) me ! and English school-

boy's bags I. (Hence Gait's incorrect ' I'll chapse '.)

1710 Ramsay F.dinb. Salut. Mrq. Carnarvon iv, You's

hae at will to chap and chuse, For few things am I scant in.

,11806 in R. Jamieson Pop. Ballads I. 299 (Jam.) ' Hech,

husto!' quo' Habbie, 4
I chaps ye.' 18*3 Galt MM

I. xix. 162 1
I'll chapse that place,' said Walter.

Chap, v-2 Obs. exc. dial. [ME. chapi-en was

app. a phonetic variant of chcapien, OE. a'apian,

owing to different treatment of the diphthong ea

(cf. Chapman) ; but the mod. dial, use may lie from

chapman or other derivative.] To buy ; to buy

and sell ; to barter ; to truck. Cf. Cheap ; Chop.
a in; Juliana 63 [pu) lettest an of be tweolue bat tuWW imren chapi be and sullen. 1483 l ath. Angl. 58/2

274

To chappe, mercari, negociari. 1818T0DD, Chap, to cheap

or cheapen ; to bargain or deal for a price. 1876 Mid. i 'orksh.

Clmt dt T* ft ) Chap, to buy and sell, in a chance way.

Chapaile, obs. form of Chapel.

II Chaparral ;tja' para; l). U.S. [a.Sp.chaparral,

f. chafarra, -arro evergreen oak + -al a common
ending for a grove, plantation, or collection of trees,

as in almendral, cafetal, etc.]

properly, A thicket of low evergreen oaks ; hence

gen. Dense tangled brushwood, composed of low

thorny shrubs, brambles, briars, etc., such as

abounds on poor soil in Mexico and Texas. (Th»

word came into use in U.S. during the Mexican

War, c 1846.)
1850 B. Taylor Eldorado x. (1862) 94 The road passed

between low hills covered with patches of chapparal. i860

Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v., This word, chapparal, has been

introduced into the language since our acquisition of Texas

and NewMexico, where these bushes abound. 1871 C. Kim.

Sierra Nev. 47 We descended the long slope, through cha-

parral and forest. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq. 236.

b. Chaparral Cock, a species of cuckoo (Geo-

coccyx californianus) in the west of North America.

1881 A. E. Sweet Sketchesfr. ' Texas Siftings ' 177 The

American name chapparel cock is evidently the Mexican

name caporal Americanized. 1885 Harper's Mag. Feb.

423/1 This bird . . is . . known under several names, such as

road-runner, chaparral cock.

Chap-book tja.-p,buk). [f. chap in Chapman

+ Book.] A modern name applied by book-

collectors and others to specimens of the popular

literature whichwas formerly circulated by itinerant

dealers or chapmen, consisting chiefly of small

pamphlets of popular tales, bajlads, tracts, etc.

[Not in Todd 1818.I 1814 DibdJn Libr. Comp. 238 It is

a chap-book, printed in rather a neat black letter. 1831 in

Webster. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos (18771 I. xxxiv. 292

A hero of the popular chap-books of old times. 188a J .

Ashton Chap-Hks. Mh C. in Athenjrum 2 Sept. 302/1 A
great mass of chap-books, such as 'Jack the Giant Killer ,

* Long Tom ',
' Mother Shipton '.

Chape tjv ;

p), sb. (In 5 Sc. chaip, schapo, 8

cheap.) [a. F. chape 'a Churchman's Cope; a

Judge's Hood ; . . the chape or locket ofa scabbard ;

the top or crown on the top of a Bell ; a Mill-hoope,

or Mill-case ' Cotgr.) ;
' said in the arts of certain

things which are applied over others, cover them, or

envelop them' Littre), e.g. the cap of a compass

needle, etc. ; f. late L. capa, cappa, hood, cap,

cape. Hence, according to Diez, Sp. and Pg.

chapa ' plate, thin piece of metal with which any

thing may be plated ', which may also have in-

fluenced the Eng. use.]

fL A plate of metal with which anything is

covered, overlaid, or ornamented. Obs.

1395 E. E. Wills (18821 4 Ypouthered with chapes and

scochons..of myn Auncestres armcs. la 1400 MorteArth.

2522 He bare sesscnande in golde thre grayhondes of sable,

With chapes & cheynes of chalke whytte sylver.

2. The metal plate or mounting of a scabbard or

sheath ;
particularly that which covers the point.

In some early quots. it may mean the scabbard

or sheath itself.

The following explanations also occur in Diets. ; ' The

transverse guard of a sword for a protection to the hand

( Fairholt, cited by Ogilviel. Johnson says ' the catch of any

thing by which it is held in its place ; as the hook of a

scabbard by which it sticks in the belt ; the point by which

a buckle is held to the back strap 1 (citing All's Irelt Ihe

chape of his dagger l But here the chape of a dagger

appears to be confused with that of a buckle.

c 1400 Songs Costume (1849) 5° M V baselard hath a sylver

schape. c 1440 Promp. Parr. 69 Chape ofa schethe, spirula.

1459 Ittt'. Sir y. Fastolf in Paston Lett. I. 478 '<em t J-

Iwuok haftyd dager . . and j. chape thertoo. 1530 Palsgr.

204/1 Chape of a shethe, bovtrrolle dr gayne. 1570 Lev ins

Manip. 26 A chape, ferretum. 1590 Greene Mourn.

Garm. (1616) 11 A whittle with a siluer chape. 1601 Shaks.

Ail's Well iv. iii. 164 That had the whole theoncke of

warre in the knot of his scarfe, and the practise in the chape

of his dagger. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 483 Their scab-

herds and sheaths bee set out with siluer chapes, and their

sword-girdles, hangers, and bawdricks, gingle again with

thin plates of siluer. 1693 Sir T. Blount Nat. ««.«
A Sheath, without a Chape or top. 1766 Porny Heraldry

Diet., Chape, the iron, brass, metal, or silver put at the end

of the scabbard of cutlasses, swords, etc. 1844 Regul. f,

Ord Army 101 Bayonet -scabbards, with brass chapes.

8. The tip of a fox's tail. [From its suggesting

the tip of a scabbard.]

1677 N.Cox Gentl. Kecreat., Hunting (1706' 1 1 Terms orthe

Tail. Of a Fox, the Brush or Drag ; and the Tip at the

end is called the Chape. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. ,
Brush

of a fox .. the tip or end of which is called the chape.

4. The part of a buckle by which it is fastened

to a strap or belt. [So in F.]

Some buckles are made with a metal chape, e. g. a stirrup-

buckle ; an ordinary strap-buckle is made without, and

attached by a chape of leather.

1679 Plot StaffordshAi(&6) 376 The Spurr-IUickle maker

makes the buckle, the chape, tongue and roll. 1688 K
Holme Armoury 111. 304/2 A Chape . . holdeth the Tongue

of the Buckle in its proper place. 170a Loud. Gaz. No.

3868/4 A Gold Buckle with a Steel Chape. 17*0 Ibid. No
1001/4 Buckles without cheaps. 1769 Chron. in Ann. Reg.

,60/2 Steel chape silver buckles. 1779 Wesley Wto. (18721

IV 163 The edge of another stair met my right buckle, and

snapped the steel chape of it in two. 1796 VnxonCarriages

CHAPEL
(1801) II. 145 The Buckles are all made to be sewed in the

leather, having only a middle bridge and a tongue, but no

chape. 1886 from Harness-mater's Acct., 2 pieces leather,

buckles, chapes, straps, and loops for portmanteau is. 6d.

b. In some places :
' The loop on harness . . or

on any leather strap, close to the buckle, through

which the end of the strap is passed.' Elworthy

W. Somerset Wdbk.
Cf. Ogilvie : The sliding-loop on a belt to which a bayonet-

scabbard is attached '.

Hence Chapemaker, a maker of buckle-chapes.

1886 Birmingh. Weekly Post 31 July 1/1 Chape makers.

.

a chape, or anchor is a piece of work added to the tongue

(or prong) of a buckle. . . Several makers in Birmingham.

Chape, V.1 ['• Prec- sb.] trans. To furnish a

scabbard, etc.) with a chape. Hence Chaped

(tp'pt) ppl. a.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 366 Hir knyues were chaped noghl

with bras But al with siluer wroght ful clene and wecl. 1530

Palsgr. 480/2, I chape a sworde or dagger. I put a chape

on the shethe. 1583 Stanyhurst sEneis 11. ( Arb.l 45 W ith

his chaapt staf speedelye running. 1615 Markham-SW-
diers Accid. 3 Strong Scabards, chapt with Iron.

T Chape, Chaip, v.- Obs. north, dial. [Aphe-

tic f. A-chape (e-chape, es-chape], a. OF. es-chaper,

e-chaper, a-chapcr (mod.F. I'chapper) to Escape,

q. v. Very common in early Sc.] To escape.

1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 24 How he chapyt wes throw cas.

, 1400 Destr. Troy 7904 In eschaunge of bo choise, J>at

chaped before c 1415 Wyntoun Chron. II. 389 This King

Richard wes livand. - Of Poumfret as he chapit wase. 1535

Stewart Cron. Scot. 1. 423 Tha will nocht chaip Siclicke ane

deid. ,11555 Lyndesay Trag. 151, 1 chapit fromeCaptyuine.

Chape, chaper, obs. ft. Jape, -er.

147S VtC. in Wr.-Wiilcker 806 Hec nuga, a chape. Hie

nugator, chaper.

Chapeau Jap,i). Also 6 chapewe, shapeau.

[F. chapeau, in OF. capel, chapel hat, head-cover-

ing ( - Pr. capel, Sp. capelo, Pg. chapeo, It. cappello

:-L. cappellum, -us, dim. f. cappa Cap.]

1. A hat or other covering for the head. The

French name, formerly partly naturalized; now

chiefly in Heraldry.
1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. clxxxvii. (R.) Bearynge on his

heed a chapewe of Montaban. Ibid. I. ccccxix. 734 1 hey

were armed the moost partie with malles and chapeause of

stele. Ibid. I. ccccxxx. 756 With pauasses and cootes or

Steele, hoctons, shapeause, and bassenettes. 1586 r erne

Blaz Gtntrie 138 The heaume and Chapeau that the Uuke

or King doth weare. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry iv. iv. 53

A bull Saturn standing upon a Chapeau Mars, turned up

Ermin. 1787 Porny Heraldry Gloss., Chapeau . .is taken

in Heraldry for an antient Cap of Dignity. 1864 Bouteli

Heraldry, Hist. * Pop. xviL 272 The crest-coronet and also

the chapeau are still retained in modern blazon.

2. Chapeau-bras (JapJ bra). [F. bras arm ]

A small three-cornered flat silk hat which could

be carried under the arm : worn by gentlemen at

court or in full dress in the 18th century.

1764 Mrs. Harris in Priv. Lett, xst Ld. Malmesbury I.

114 The common chapeau bras cocked in the Nivernois

style. 1777 Sheridan Trip Scarb. 1. il, Give me. my cha-

peau {Servant brings a dress hat). 1814 Scott Bed-

gauntlet let. v, A chapeau bras and sword necessarily com-

pleted his equipment. 18.. in Loci-hart iv. (1839) >*>

Me used to come to the Greyfnars Church in a suit of

white and silver with a chapeau-bras. 1834 Planche Brit.

Costume 314 The chapeau-de-bras.

Chapel vtjVpel), sb. Forms: 3-4 chapele,

4-6 -elle, 4-7 -ell, 3- chapel ; also 4 chapaile, 5

-ylle, schapell(e, 6 chappelle, -ylle, capell,

cappell, 6-8 ohappel(l. [ME. chapele, a. OF.

chapele [in ONF. capelc, Pr. capd/a, It. cappella)

:-late L. cappclla, orig. little cloak -or cape, dim

of cappa, cioalt; cape, cope (see Cap). From the

cappella or cloak of St. Martin, preserved by the

Frankish kings .as a sacred relic, which was borne

before them in battle, and used to give sanctity to

oaths, the name was applied to the sanctuary in

which this was preserved under the care of its

cappellani or 'chaplains', and thence generally

to a sanctuary containing holy relies, attached to a

palace, etc., and so to any private sanctuary or

holy place, and finally to any apartment or building

for orisons or worship, not being a church, the

earlier name for which was Oratorium, Oratory.

The chief data for the history arc : the Monk of St. Gall

(Vita Car. Mac-, i. 4> 'Q»° nomlne tran«"-um reges

propter capam St. Martini sancta sua app'llare *okb»ni
t

,

a cLrter of Childebert a d. ?Io (Mab.llonxDt Re DM.)
containing ' in oratorio suo seu capella S. Marthim .

in

the capitularies of Charles the Great (cap. v 182) c. 80c
,

1
1

is

used of chapels in or attached to palaces ; the Laws of the

Lombards 1111. iii. 22) have ' ecclesiae et capella! qua: in

vestra parochia sunt '. . - .

CaPPella was generally spelt capella in med.L. ,
the true

form fs evidenced not only by It. cappella. but even more

by the persistence of at- in Fr. and of -/- in the other langs.

Capella would have become in F. chevelle ; as capdlos,

caprum, capistrum become cheveux, chevre, chevftre.)

1. mm, A sanctuary or place of Christian worship,

not the church of a parish or the cathedral church

of a diocese ; an oratory. (In earlier times always

consecrated, and having an altar ; in modern use

not necessarily so.)

a U15 St. Marker. 20 Hwa so urn I nome make3 chapelt
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oSer chirche. < ia7s Lay. 26140 He lette bar arere ane

chapel [£ 1205 chireche] Mere, a 1300 Cursor M. 2jic,S In

kyrcgarth, chapell or kyrk. a 1300 A'. Horn ijBo Horn let

wurche Chapeles and chirche. 1485 Maloky A rtliur (1868)

xvi. i. 378/1 They entered into the chapel, and there made

their orisons a great while. 1590 Spenser F. <?. I. 1-.34

There was an holy chappell edifyde, Wherein the Hermite

dewly wont to say His holy thinges. a 1617 BaynepuEph.
i. (1643) 1 t Where God hath His Church, we say, the Devill

hath his Chapell : so on the contrary, where the Devill hath

his Cathedrall, there God hath his people. 1616 Bacon

Sylva § 249 The Room is a Chappel or small Church. 1644

Direct. Publ. Worship Ordinance 2 In any church or chap-

pell. 1857 Stanley Mem. Canterb. i. 19 The first object that

would catch their view would be the little British chapel.

fig. 1340 .-1yenb. 56 pe tauerne ys be scole of be dyeule .

.

and his o}ene chapele per huer me deb his seruese.

2. spec. A private oratory or place of worship.

a. A room or building for private worship in or

attached to a palace, nobleman's house, castle, gar-

rison, embassy, prison, monastery, college, school,

or other institution.
. ,

t297 R. Glouc. 11724) 472 Thulke prelat solde in is [the

kings] chapele ichose be. C1330 Amis Amil. 2342 Sir

\mis lete him ly alon, And into his chapel he went anotl.

1360 80 Wyclif Wks. (1880)65 5if bei [lordes & ladies] hol-

den wib goddis tresour curatis in here worldly seruyce or
j

chapellis. C1420 Anlurs 0/ ArtA. xxxv, Ther-inne was a 1

schapelle, a chambur, and a halle. 1654 Evelyn. Diary

July 12 Thence we went to New College [Oxf.] where the

Chapel was in its ancient garb, notwithstanding the scrupu-

lositie of the times. ,11672 Wood Life (1848) 11 He was

buried, .in the north part of Merton Coll. outer-chappell or

church. 1673 Ray Joitru. Low C. 20 The Chappel of the

Tesuites College. 1726 Ayliite Parerg. 165 Domestick

Chapels, .built by Noblemen and others for the private Ser-

vice of God in their Families . . are not consecrated. 1764

H. Walpole Castle Otr. (1791) 3 The company was assem-

bled in the chapel of the Castle. 1876 GwiLT Arclut. 1003

King's College Chapel, Cambridge, has no side aisles, but

in lieu of them are small chapels between the buttresses.

1880 Shorthouse % Inglesant ix. (18831 95 Service was sung

daily in all the Chapels. 1887 Morley Crit. Misc., Fattisou

III. 156 He read the service in chapel when his turn came.

b. An oratory in a mausoleum, burial vault or

aisle {sepulchral, or mortuary chapel;, or elsewhere,

having an altar at which masses might be chanted

for the souls of the deceased {chantry chapel,).

Hence, a cell or compartment of a cathedral or

large church (^usually in the aisle, and originally

often sepulchral), separately dedicated and con-

taining its own altar. Lady-chapel, a chapel dedi-

cated to the Virgin, often situated eastward of the

high altar in a cathedral church. ^See Lady.)

c 1330 R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 22 per bet fond be hede is

now a faire chapelle. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 119 A Chirche

and A Chapaile with chambers a-lofte. 1428 E. E. Wills

1 1882) 80 The ttinite schapell. 1517 Torkington Pilgr

11884) 39 The Chirche of the hoIySepulcre ys Rounde. .and

hath..Chapellys hygh and lowe, in gret nowmber. 1555

Eden Decades W. Ind. 11. VI. ( Arb.) 124 The virgin, to whom
he buylded and dedicate a chapell and an altarc. 1640 SOM-

ner A nhq. Canterb. 46 The high altar at St. Austin s, with

the Chapells about it. 1756-7 tr. Keysler s 1 rav. (1760)

II 264 On the altar of this chapel is the martyrdom or

St. Sebastian, in oil colours, by Domemchino. 1842 Burn

Eccles. Law (ed. 0) I. 295 Chantry, was commonly a little

chapel, or particular altar in some cathedral or parochial

church, endowed . . for the maintenance of a priest to pray

for the souls of the founder. 1874 Baring-Gould Lives of

Saints 595 Upon these remains Benedict built two oratories

.and . Tround these chapels rose the monastery. 1875 Diet.

Chr. Antiq. I. 343/1 Although very many churches built

before A. D. 800 exist . . scarcely any clear examples ofchapels

[forming parts of the main building] can be pointed out.

Ibid. 344/1 In the East, as the rule that there should be

only one altar in a church has always existed, chapels have

rarely formed parts of churches. Ibid. 345/2 At what time

the practice of placing an altar and of celebrating the

eucharistic service in a sepulchral chapel was first intro-

duced cannot be stated with precision. Mod. He is buried

in Henry the Seventh's Chapel at Westminster Abbey.

3. A place of public worship of the established

Church, subordinate to, or dependent upon, the

church of the parish, the accommodation supplied

by which it in some way supplements. These are

of various kinds

:

a. Chapel of ease : a chapel built for the con-

venience of parishioners who live far from the parish

church. Alsofig.
1538 Leland Itin. I. 36 There was a nother Paroche

Chiich yn the Towne yet standing, but now it servith but

for a Chapelle of Ease, c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon hi
(1810) 36 Shute.. is a chapel for ease to Colliton. 1631

Weever Anc. Fun. Man. 180 One of those Parish Churches

hath fourteene Chappels of ease within the circumference of

her limits. 1726 Mum Parerg. 166 Chapels of Ease. ,

commonly built in very large Parishes, where all the people

cannot come to the Mother Church. 1826 Petersdorh-

Abr. 433 A chapel of ease may . . have the rights of a paro-

chial chapel by custom. 1870 F. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 128

Bolton Church, .is considered a Chapel of Ease.

ftt, 1622 Massincer, &c. Old Law 111. ii, What is age But

the holy place of life, chapel of ease For all men's wearied

miseries ? 1651 Cleveland Square Cap iv, And making a

Chappel of Ease of her Lap, First he said Grace, and then

he kiss'd her. a 1859 De Qltncey Wks. II. 113 Scd-

burgh, for many years, was a sort of nursery or rural chapel-

of-ease to Cambridge.

b. Parochial chapel : the place of worship of an

ancient division of a parish attached to it by cus-

tom and repute, as e. g. in the case of the numerous

275

divisions of the parish of Kendal, and other large

parishes of the Lake district ; District chapel, that

of a modem ' district ' or division of a parish con-

stituted under the Church Building Acts, from

59 Geo. Ill, c. 134, onwards. To both of these the

name Church is now commonly given, except in

remote districts or special instances.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 2 § 11 So that thoes espousels be

solempnysed in Churche, Chapell, or Oratory. 1556 Citron.

Cr. Friars (1852) 55 This ycre [1547] was Barkyng chap-

py-lie at the Towre hyllepullyddowne. iy$SHf.KS.Mercli.V.

1. ii. 14 Chappels had beene Churches, and poore mens cot-

tages Princes Pallaces. c 1650 Pari. Surveys 0/Livings, etc.

XVII. 238 The Parish ISwyne] hath belonging to It Six

Chappells, and a Viccaridge House. Ibid. Drypoole hath

a Parochiall Chappell depending upon Swyne. 1660R. Coke
Power tf Sub/. 185 Concerning the Mother-Parish-Church

twenty shillings ; and concerning a Chappel ten shillings.

1838 Act 2 <y 3 Vict. c. 49 § 2 In the case of any church or

chapel, for or to which any district chapelry has been .
.
as-

signed . . such church or chapel . . shall be and is hereby

declared to be a perpetual curacy and benefice. 1840

Hook Ch. Diet. 13 It is to be regretted that countenance to

the assumption of the name of chapel for their place of

assembly on the part of dissenters, is too often given by our

designating as churches many of the new sanctuaries, which

are, in fact, only chapels. 1841 Burn Feci. ZimMed. 9) I.

306 The last species of chapels, those erected under the

authority of the various Church-Building Acts, and usually

designated District Chapels. 1855 Hi. Martiseau Eng.

Lakes 120 Wastdale Head. .There is a chapel, the humblest

of chapels, with eight pews, and three windows in three-

sides. 1868 A. Sedgwick {title), Memorial by the Trustees

of Cowgill Chapel. $73 Phillimore Feci. Law IL1824

A parochial chapel is that which has the parochial rights of

christening and burying ; and this differs in nothing from a

church, but in the want of a rectory and endowment

c. Free chapel : a chapel not subject to the juris-

diction of the ordinary, having been founded by the

king or by a subject specially authorized by him.

iKzxAct 14 * 15 Hen. VIII, c. 9 The Deane and Chapiter

of the free chapell of the kynge, of Sainct Martins le

graunde. 1545 Act 37 Hen. I'llI, c. 4 There have been

divers Colleges, Free Chapels, Chantries, Hospitals, \ ra-

ternities. 167a Cornell't Inlcrpr., Free Chappel, Libera

Capella . . the King may Licence a Subject to found such a

Chappel, and by his Charter exempt it from the Diocesans

Jurisdiction. 1726 Aylieie Parerg. 165. 1873 Phillimore

Feci. Law II. 1824 The king himself visits his free chapels

. .and not the ordinary.

d. Proprietary chapel : one that is the property

of private persons.

1873 Phillimore Feci. Law II. 1183 Proprietary chapels

. . are anomalies unknown to the ecclesiastical constitution

of this kingdom, and can possess no parochial rights . .
Dr.

Lushington said.. the ancient canon law of this country

knew nothing of proprietary chapels or unconsecrated

chapels at all. .The necessity of the times, .gave rise to the

erection of chapels of this kind, and to the licensing of

ministers of the Church of England to perform duty therein.

Ibid. II. 1834 It is at any time competent to the proprietors

of an unconsecrated chapel to convert it to secular purposes.

4. Applied to places of Christian worship other

than those of the established church of the country:

e.g. to those of Roman Catholics in Great Britain

and Ireland, and of the Episcopal Church in Scot-

land; of the Nonconformists ejected in 1662; of

Methodists since the iSth c, and, recently, of Pro-

testantDissenters generally (in England and Wales;

.

These uses go back to a time when 'church' had still its

historical value of the endowed place of worship of a parish,

with its beneficed rector or vicar, tithes, etc., and when no

other place of worship, whatever its architecture, ritual, or

communion, was thought ofas the ' church '. Of R. C. chapels

the earliest mentioned were those of foreign ambassadors,

and Roman Catholic queens of the Stuarts isee sense sal;

in the 18th c, and down to 1830-40, 'chapel ' was the regular

name, as it is still in Ireland. The name first used by

Protestants separating from the Church of England was

app. 'meeting-house'; but the places of worship founded

by the non-conforming clergymen ejected in 1662 were com-

monly ' chapels
'

; after that, ' meeting-house ' and ' chapel

were used more or less synonymously by Protestant Dis-

senters ; the former became the prevailing name in the 1 8th c,

but was mostly abandoned for ' chapel ' in the first half of

the 19th c. (except by Quakers). For his connexion, Wesley

introduced ' preaching-house ' ; but Methodist Churchmen

appear to have preferred 1 chapel ' ; and it was in the sequel

often used by Wesley as = ' preaching-house ', and gradually

took its place. During the present century, the custom of

applying ' church' to theparochial anddistrict chapels of the

Church of Fingland, has been followed by the use of church

for 'chapel' by Roman Catholics, Scotch Episcopalians,

and many Nonconformists. (See Church.) But the earlier

usage has made chapel in Ireland the common appellation

of the R. C. places of worship and service, as distinguished

from those of the Protestant (Episcopal) Church ; and 111

England and Wales of nonconformist places of worship or

service, as distinguished from those of the Church of Eng-

land. Hence such combinations as chapel-goer, chapel-

going, chapel-people, etc.

a. i66z Pepys Diary 21 Sept., The Queene .
.
going to

her chappell at St. James's. .1 crowded after her. .and saw

the fine altar, ornaments, and the fryers in their habits.

1669 Ibid. 11 Apr., I took my wife to St. James's, and there

carried her to the Queen's Chapel, a 1718 Penn Life VV ks.

1726 I. 135, I have not..look'd into any Chappel of the

Roman Religion. <2I793J- Morris in Arutiniau Mag.l Feb.

795) 72, I consented to go with her to the Catholic Chapel.

1794 Z. Vewdall ibid. Aug. (i 795> 37t The Episcopalians

had likewise a chapel in the place [Dalkeith], Ibid. Fie had

taken the English Chapel [at Musselburgh], c 1815 Grace

Kennedy Anna Ross (1837) 69, I have decided on taking a

pew. .in one of the Church of England Chapels [in Scotland].

CHAPEL.

1836 Getttl. Mag. Apr. 421/1 About forty years ago there

were only 30 Catholic chapels in Great Britain ; but in 1835,

we find the number increased to 510.

b. 1662-3 Baxter Life of Wife (1681) 58 When she saw
that I could not use the Chappel which she built, she hired

another near. 1666-7 — Feliqttx lia.xterianx (1696) III.

19 The churches being burnt, and the Parish ministers gone,

the Nonconformists . . did keep their meetings very openly,

and prepared large Rooms, and some ofthem plain Chappels,

with Pulpits, Seats, and Galleries. .The Independents also

set up their Meetings more openly than-before. 1694 Trust-

deed, Brook St. Chapel, Kutitsprd, Indent. Men. 7 The
ground on which the said new-erected Chappell or Meeting-

house now stands, together with the said Chappell or Meet-

ing-house. 1715 Hearne Diary 29 May, Last night a good

part of the presbyterian Meeting-house in Oxford was pulled

down . . in the evening they pulled down a good part of the

Quakers' and Anabaptist Chapels. 1818 W. J. Fox Wit.
(1865II. 110 A Sermon preached before the Unitarian So-

ciety, at Essex-Street Chapel, on Thursday, April 16, 1818.

1836 Genii. Mag. July 30/2 A red-brick structure, resembling

a dissenting chapel. «- 1840 Hook Ch. Did. 13 The places

in which dissenters, whether Romish or Protestant, meet

are not chapels, but meeting-houses. 1884 Dale Manual
Congrcgat. I'rinc. App. i, A hundred years ago it was prob-

ably the universal custom of Congregationalists to call their

places of worship ' meeting-houses '.
' Chapel ' . . early in

this century. . displaced the older and better name.

0. 1747 Ccntl. Mag. XVII. Suppl. 620 That the said

M r . J.w y, about two years ago. preached a sermon to

the Methodists at Salisbury in Mr. 11 H's chapel. [1763

in Tyermanii/l- ofli estcy II. iii. 47S 'File people were lobe

warned. .Against calling our society a church, or the church.

Against calling our preachers ministers, our houses meeting-

houses (call them plain preaching houses'.] 1789 WESLEY
Will. 25 Feb. in Coke & Moore 11792' 515, 1 desire my
Gowns, Cassocks, Sashes, and Bands, may remain at the

Chapel for the use of the Clergymen attending there. 1792

Coke & Moore Lift of Wesley <ed. 21 Sold, .at the Chapel

in the City-Road; and at all the Methodist Preaching-

Houses in Town and Country. 1817 S. Drew Life T. Coke

ix. 180 Independently of the chapels or preaching houses

that had been erected in the towns.

5. A chapel service, attendance at the service in

a chapel. Hence in college phrase, to keep a

chapel, to attend chapel on a single occasion ; to

keep one's chapels, to fulfil the prescribed number

of attendances ; so to miss a chapel, lose a cImpel, etc.

1662 Pepys Diary 14 Dec, Walked .. up and down till

chappell time. 1814 J ane Austen Mansf. Park'yx, Without
danger of reprobation because chapel was missed. 1850

Thackeray Pendcnnis I. 168 After hall they went to Mr.

Back's to take wine ; and after wine to chapel. 1882 C.

Kegan Paul in Century Mag. XXIV. 275 At Oxford, the

daily chapel, so often a formal observance, still bad its

elTecton many minds. Mod. ' You must keep your chapels'.

b. To hold chapel (F. tenir chapelle) : said of

certain princes, and especially of the pope attend-

ing divine service in state ; said of cardinals, when

they are present at solemn religious service, without

the pope's intervention.

1687 Lend. Gaz. No. 2285/1 At some Chapels of late held

by the Colledge of Cardinals.

6. gen. Of other than Christian worship : A lesser

temple, fane, or sanctuary, having an altar to a

deity (used e.g. to translate L. sacellum).

1 1400 Deslr. Troy 0149 As Achilles this choise ill chapell

beheld. 1533 Bei.lenden I. ivy 1. (18221 95 He Hike purpois

to distroy be augury all the remanent tempillis and chapellis

[faun sacellaqucl 1535 Coverdale Amos vii. 13 Prophecy

nomore at Bethel, for it is the kynges chapel, and the kynges

courts, 1581 Marbeck Pi: of Notes 77. 1600 Holland

Livy XL. Ii. 1091 Behind the church \fanuiu] of the godd-

esse Hope, he caused to be built the chappel [iedem] of

Apollo the Physician. 1611 Bible i Mace. i. 47 Set vp

altars, and groues, and chappels of idols. 1697 Dkyden
Virg. Past. ill. 12 And in what Chappel [sacelto] too you

plaid your Prize. 1839 ThirLWALL Greece VI. xlvi. 54 A
new chapel . . had been built at Delphi.

7. A choir or body of singers attached to a

chapel v
usually of a king or prince) ;

' now extended

to mean the choir or the orchestra, or both, of a

church or chapel, or other musical establishment

sacred or secular ' (Grove Diet. Music). Often in

Erench form chapelle, Ger. kapelle, or It. capella.

1420 Siege Rouen 1295 in Arehxol. XXII. 381 His chapelle

mette hym at the dore there, And wente bifore hym alle 111

fere. 1515 Pace in J. S. Brewer Reign Hen. VIII, xi. (1884)

1. 270 Surely he would have out of your chapel not children

only but also men . . your Graces chapel is better than his.

1546 in Strype Feel. Mem. II. 11. App. A. 9 The prelats

censed the corps, the chappel singing ' Libera me, Domine .

1674 Playford Siill Mus. Pref. 9 The annual allowances of

the gentlemen of his Chappel.

8. The sacred vessels, etc., used for the services

in a church or chapel. Oh. exc. Hist.

I147S Bk. Noblesse 84 Every officer shulde have noo more

silver vesselle but for a chapelle and a cupbourde.] 1862

Hook Lives Abps. II. xi. 655 He . .
gave to the church an

excellent chapel, which in his testament he styled his best.

(Note.) In the language of the period (1205) a chapel means

whatever was required for the performance of divine worship.

f9. An alembic. [F. 'chapelle, couvercle (fun

alamlnc ' (Littre), ? from orig. sense of cappella.]

1708 Motteux Rabelais IV. xxiv. (17371 103 As for the

Chapel, .it shall be a Chapel of Rose-water.

10. a. A printers' workshop, a printing-office, b.

A meeting or association of the journeymen in a

printing-office for promoting and enforcing order

among themselves, settling disputes as to price

of work, etc, It is presided over by a father of
35-2
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the chapel annually elected. Hence To hoU a
chapel.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 120/1 Every Printing-House
is termed a Chappel. 1751 Chambers Cycl., In this sense
they say, the orders, or laws of the chapel, the secrets of
the chapel, etc. 1771 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 61,

I proposed some reasonable alteration in their chapel laws.

i8»s Honk Ez'ery-day Bk. 1. 11 35 It is to be noted, as a
'custom of the chapel'. 1854 H. Mltlli Sch. <y Schin. xv.

(1858) 341 The petty tricks by which Franklin was annoyed
were said to be played him by the chapel ghost. 1879
Women's Suffrage Jrul. 1 Nov. 183/2 A circular . . to all
' fathers of chapels ', i.e. trades officials in printing shops.

11. slang or low colloq. House of case, privy.

12. attrib. and Comb., as chapel-bell, -cell, -clerk,

-door, -prayers, -service, -stead, -tent, -yard, etc.

;

in sense 4, chapel-goer, -going, -monger, -people,

society, etc. ; t chapel-bed, V one with a canopy
;

chapel-man, one of the clergy or officials of a
chapel

;
chapel-master, used occas. to translate

F. mailre de chapelle or tier, kapellmeister, director

of the music of a royal or other chapel (sense 7)

;

chapel-rate, a rate for the support of a chapel.
1663 Inv. Ltt. J. Gordon's Furniture, In the chamber next

to the lytic chamber, a 'chapell bed all of bundwork. < 1386
Chaucer Prol. 171 Gynglen . . als cleere And eek as loude
as dooth be 'Chapel belle. 1847 Tennyson Princ. 11. 446
The chapel-bells Call'd us. a 1835 -Mrs. Hemans Streams,
Ye have burst away, F'rom your 'chapel-cells to the laugh-
ing day. 1585 Jas. I Ess. 1'oesie (Arb.i 69 The cryis Of
Naturis 'chapell Clarkis. 1766 Entick London IV. 382 A
chapel clerk and sexton, c 14*0 Sir Amadace xi, Sir Ana-
dace.. rode vn-to the 'chapelle dur. 184a Miall in Non-
con/. II. 265 What now is the great body of dissenters?
'Cnapel-goers, and no more. 1663 Spalding Troub. Chas. I
(1829)61 *Chapel men who have countenanced the chapel
ceremonies and novations, e 1850 Nat. Encycl. I. 1018 He
became *chapel-master to Cardinal Charles of I-orraine.
1880 Vern. Lee Belcaro v. 113 The poor chapelmaster of
Hoffmann. 1812 Religionism 17 Muse, drop the subject,
Pluralists, adieu ! Next, 'Chapel-mongers, hark !—a word
with you. 1658 Walton Hooker 15 In four years he was
but twice absent from the "chapel-prayers. 1850 Carr v.

Mostyn, 19 Law jtrnl. 255 There was no necessity for
'chapel-rates, as the trustees would repair. i8ao Keats
Isabella 467 Seldom did she go to 'chapel-shrift. 1835
I. Taylor Spir. Despot, ii. 63 Congregationalism insulates
each "chapel-society. 1687 Li ttrell Brief AV/. (1857)1.
408 The 'chappel tent at the camp was open'd this day.
1485 .Malory ArtkurdtGb) vi. xv, Beyond the *chapel-yard
there met him a fair damsel. 1850 Carr v. Mostyn, 19 Law
Jml. 253 The inhabitants of the said townships . . might
. .bury their dead in the chapelyard.
Chapel, v. 1 nonce-wd. [f. prec. sb. Cf. to

church.] trans. To put (bury, etc. in a chapel.
1612 Fletcher T:oo .Vobte A". 1. i, Giue us the bones Of

our dead kings, that we may chapel them.

Cha pel, v.- Maul. [f. prec. sb. : cf. F./aire
1 hapelle.} ^See quot.)

1769 Falconer Did. Marine (1789', Chapc/ing a ship,
the act of turning her round in a light breeze of wind when

. .close-hauled, so as that she will lie the same way as she
did before. This is commonly occasioned by the negligence
of the steersman, or by a sudden change of wind. Ibid.
Faire, or pendre Chapelle, to chapel a ship; to build a
chapel at sea. 1794 Rigging f. Seamanship II. 248' Chap-
pelling.

Chapelain, -ayn, obs. forms of Chaplain.
tChapelcy. Obs. [? error.] ^Chapelky 1.

594. West Symbol 11. Clianc. § 88 One mesuage or tene-
ment in B. within the Chap|>eU y of II. in the Countie of Y.

tCha-peler. Obs. rare-', [ad. F. chapelier
in same sense.] A hat-maker.
1601 F. Tate Henseh. Ord. EJm. II, § 65 1 18761 46 And a

chappeler who shal make the Chapeux . .of the household
Chapeless tf/'-plet), a. rare. [f. CHArE sb.

+ -LE88.] Wanting a chape or sheath.
1596 Shaks. lam. Shr. 111. ii. 48 An oldc rusty sword ..

with a broken hill, and chapelesse.

' Chapelet . Obs. In 6 chappellot, 7 chap-
pelet, chaplet. f f. Chapei. + -et. Cf. It. capel-

letta : the Fr. form would be chapellette.] A little-

chapel, oratory, or shrine.

1587 Harrison England 11 ii. (18771 1. 56 There is. .a litlc

chappellet hard by on that common. 1636 Flatly Claris
Myst. xviL 223 Many private oratories or chaplels. 1653
Hammond Farapkr. Acts vii. 43 0*0 Ye set up a chaplet or
shrine with an image in it. 1675 Cave Antiq. Apost. (1702)
71 There were, .multitudes of silver cabinets, or chappelets,
little shrines, made in fashion of the temple.

Chapelet - (tfarpelet). Also chapellet (Web-
ster). [a. V. chapelet, Chapi.et, variously trans-

ferred.]

1. (See quot.)

•7S3 Chambers Cftt Snpp., Chapelet, in the manege, a
couple of stirrup leathers, mounted each of them with a
stirrup, and joining at top in a sort of leather buckle, called
the head of the chapelet, by which they are made fast to
the pummel of the saddle, after being adjusted to the rider's
length and bore 1847 in Craig; and in mod. Diets.

2. Hydraulic Engineering. A chain pump com-
posed of pallets, scoops, or buckets attached to an
endless chain passing over two axles. So called
in French from its resemblance to a rosary or
string of beads

; whence, also, according to Knight,
known as a ' paternoster pump '.

1874 Knight Put. Mech.
Chapelet, -eyn(e, obs. ff. Chapi.et, Chaplain.
t Cha'pelize, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [see -ize.]

trans. To make into a chapel. Hence Cha pel
izing.

1659 Fi ller App. Inj. Innoc. (1840) 343 Bishop Andrews.

.

manifested the least regret at the chapelizing of this place.

Chapellage tjVpel.d3 ). >a/e. [f. Chapel^.
j

+ -age.] A chapel-stead, -Chapelry 4.
180a Scott Eve St. J. vii, He lighted at the Chapellage.
Chapellany. ? Obs. rare- 1

, [a. F. chapel-
lenie (in Cotgr. chapelainie benefice of a chaplain,
or of med.L. capelldnia, the cure, living, office

j

or estate of a capellanus or Chaplain
; also, a

small oratory or chapel, having its own chaplain,
founded within a larger place of worship : see Du
Cange.] = Chapelky ; also Chapel 2 b.
17*6 Ayliefe Parerg. 164 But a Chapellany is usually

that, w hich does not subsist of itself, but is built and founded
within some other church, and is dependant thereon.

Chapelled (tjarpeld
, ///. a. [f. Chapel sb.

+ -ED -'.] Placed or stationed in a chapel.
185a Meanderings 0/Memory 1. 1 82 The Chapelled templer.
Chapelleyn, obs. form of Chaplain.
Chapelry (tja-pelri). [a. OF. chapelerie, in

medX. capelldria ; see -1ST, -ET.J
1. The district attached to a chapel ; a division

;

of a large or populous parish having its own
parochial or district chapel.
1591 Charter Jas. VI in A. M'Kay Hist. Kilmarnock

App., Chapelries.
_
1669 WoodheadAV. Teresa 11. xxxii. 212

The Chaplain living in another house of the Chappelry.
167a Colvet's Interpr., Chapelry is the same thing to a
Chappel, as a Parish is to a Church. 1753 [see Chapelwar-
den). 1814 Wordsw. E.xcurs. vn, This remote and humble
chapelry. .offered to his doubtful choice By an unthought-of
patron. 1870 A. Seikjwick Snpp. to Mem. Trustees Ctnvgill
Chapel 3 A district Chapelry was annexed to the Chapel of
Cowgill in the Parochial Chapelry of Dent, in the parish of
Sedbergh. 1870 F. Wilson Ch. Liiutisf. 21 Ancroft is one of
the Chapelries . . of Holy Island. 1885 Act 48 Vict. c. 15
Sched. ii. 1. No. 2 The rectory, vicarage, chapelry, or bene-
ficc to which the rentcharge belongs.

t 2. The constituency of a Nonconformist chaiicl.

Obs.

1707 Deed 0/ Risley Chapel, Cuteheth, Indenture Mch. 25
Whereas an edifice, Chapel, or ortary, is this year erected
at the cost of . . Protestants dissenting from the Church of
F^ngland . . Trustees with the consent . . of the members of
that Chapelry or congregation and not otherwise nominate
. . the minister.

3. A foundation for a chantry chaplain.
1877 Wraxali. tr. lingo's Miscrables 11. Ixvi, The same

who endowed the sixth chapelry of the Abbey of Villas.

4. A chapel with its precinct and its accessory
buildings ; a chapel-stead.
1817 Coleridge Lay Strut. 378 To seek protection in the

vaulted doorway of a jone chapelry. a 1845 Barham Ingot.
Leg. ( 1 877 1 370 The neighbouring chapelry, the site of which
may yet be traced.

Chapelwa rden. One who holds the tame
office in a 'cha]>cl ' of the established Church of
F.ngland

, as a churchwarden holds in a church ;

now commonly replaced by 'churchwarden '.

1688 Loud. Gas. No. 2375/1 The Churchwardens, Chapel,
wardens, and Sidesmen. 1753 Scots Mag. Sept. 435/1 The
churchwardens and cha|>elwardelis of every parish or
chapelry. 1834 in J. Rainc Mem. J. Hodgson 1 1858) 1 1. 330
Your letter was read communicating to the chapclwardcns
your resignation of the living.

Chapelyn, obs. form of Chaplain.
Chaperon (jVperfto, S*a). Also 6-7 chap

peron, 7 chapron, chapperoon, shaparoon,
.shaparowTjo, shabbaron, chaperoon. [a. F.

chaperon hood, a kind of dim. dcriv. of chape cope,

j

cape (cf. moucheron gnat, f. mouche fly) ; also
used in sense .5 (in which Fjiglish writers often

1 erroneously spell it chaperonc, app. under the sup
position that it requires a fern, termination).]

+ 1. A hood or cap formerly wont by nobles,
and. after the 16th c, by ladies. Obs. exc. Hist.
(Cotgr. ( 161 1 ) has ' ( 'haperon, a hood, or French hood (for

a woman); also any hood, Ixmnet, or lettice cap.)
, 1380 Wyclie Rule St. Francis Wks. (i«8o( 40 Clobis of

probacion, bat is to seie tweie cotis or kirtlis wib-outcn
hood and a girdil & a brech & a chaperon to be girdel.

Bgffi LjCLAKD Brit. Coll. (1774) II. 468 The Qucnes Parly
..causid his Chaperon and also Baldokcs to be taken of,
and to have on theyr Heddes Chapelettes of poignanlc
Netles. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. iii. 11634) 71 The
reason of her chapron with long cares. 16x0 Guillim
Heraldry 11. iv. (1660) 56 The more resemblance of a Cha-
peron or Hood. 1619 Irish Hobbob in Rich's Honest. Age
(1844) Pref. 22 If she be not suted in her Shaparowne. 1620
Dekker Dreame 11860) 36 Gay gawdy women, .tricking vp
their fronls with chaperoones And powdred haire. 16*3
Famne Tkeat. Hon. x. iii. 432 Their White Hoods or
Chapperons. <i 1700 Songs Costume (1849I 200 Her shab-
barons next I'll show. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 295 To
thee, who .

. rear'st thy proud and thy pale chaperoon
God of the western wind, God of the shower. 1830 James
Parnley xxxiv. 150 Deep in the mysteries . . of chaperons
and fraises. 1834 Planche Frit. Costume 157 Hats, caps,
and high bonnets are worn as well as chaperons ItemA.
Rich. R)
tb. part of the full dress of Knights of the Garter.

|

1577 Harrison England 11. v. (1877) 1. 116 He |Edw. Ill]
. .inuented this societie of honour, .gluing them

[ Knights of i

the Garterl . . a kirtle, jjown, cloke, chaperon, collar, and
other solemne and magnificent apparell. 1655 Fuller CJL
Hist. III. ix. § 33 Their Purple Mantle, their Gown, Kirtle,
Chaperon, and chiefly their Garter. 1696 Phillips, Cha-

\

pcron, the Hood anciently worn by the Knights of the
I

Garter, being part of the Habit of that Order.

T 2. A small escutcheon placed ^esp. on the fore-
head of a horse drawing a hearse. Obs.
1680 Lond. Caz. No. 1487/4, 6 silver Forks marked with a

Spread-Eagle upon a Chapperoon. 1696 Phillips, Chaperon
..a little Escutcheon fix'd in the forehead of the Horses
that draw the Hearse at a Funeral. 17(8 Bristol Jml.

' Oct, A chaperon with the auntient Arms of Brystowe fast-
ende on his Forehead. 1763 K. Ti rner Arts tj Sc. (1821)
297 Little shields, drawn on hearses at pompous funerals,
are called chaperonnes.

3. fig. A person, esp. a married or elderly woman,
who, for the sake of propriety, accompanies a
young unmarried lady in public, as guide and
protector.
[See quot. 1E64 ; the same explanation is given by Littre'.l
7*> Mrs. ,)elany Autobiog. I. 66 She . /begged I would

be her chaperone when she went to public places. 1771
Mrs. Harris in Priv. Lett. 1st Ld. Malmesbury I. 219,
1 was at the Oratorio Wednesday, in character of chaperon.
1800 Mar. Edgeworth Belinda (1832) 1. i. 15 A perfectly
tit chaperon for any young lady to appear with in public.
'8*4.-" «r Q. Ser. 111. V. 260/2 Chaperon . .when used meta-
phorically means that the experienced married woman
shelters the youthful debutante as a hood shelters the face.
1866 Sat. Ren'. 13 Ian. 49/1 Chaperones often painfully
contrast with their fair protegees. 1880 Disraeli Fndym.
Ixxxviii. 410 He delivered his charge to her chaperon.

b. trans/. One who escorts
; guide, conductor.

1874 R. Tyrwhitt St, Club 189 The Prases made acapital
chaperon.

Hence Chaperonee, a young lady who is cha-
peroned. Cha peronless, a., without a cha]«ron.
Cha peronship, the office of a chaperon.

[ Colloq.
and Newspr. words.)
1884 Pall Mall G. 27 May 4 Success will . . attend the

chaperon's efforts, however unattractive the chaperonee.
ibid., Chaperonless.

Chaperon (Jajperpn), v. [f. prec. sb. The
V. deriv. vb. Jn different sense) is chaperotitter.)']

trans. To act as chaperon to (a young lady 1 ; to
escort. Hence Cha peroning vbl. sb. and ///. a.
1796 Jane Austen Sense t, Sens, xx, I shall be very happy

to chaperon you at any time. 1818 Todd, To chaperon, an
affected word, of very recent introduction . . to denote a
gentleman attending a lady in a publick assembly. 1821
Blacktv. Mag. XII. 69 Chaperoning matrons talk right
solemnly of heat, a 1847 M"5- Sherw ood Lady 0/Manor
IV. xxiv. 145, I chaproncd her Sunday-school children in
and out of church. 1865 Morning Star 4 Oct., Had I the
uncontrolled chaperoning of an intelligent sight-seer.

Chaperonage Jarpertmeds). [f. Chapekon sb.

or v. + -age.] The action or practice of chaperon-
ing ; the attendance or protection of a chaperon.
1857 I.d. Dgmni Lett, high Lai. vii. (18671 85 Sent for-

ward, under the chaperonage ofa guide. 1858 Miss Ml lock
'Ph. ab. Worn. 97 To offer her . . my chaperonage at the
conversazione. 18(4 L. Oliphant A Mora Peto 154 A month
of the London season under my chaperonage.
Chapetyll, var. of Chapitle.
Chap-fallen tja-p,fg.len), a. Also 7 -faln;e.

[f. Chap sb.- + Fallen. A common variant is

Chop-fallen.]
1. W ith the chap or lower jaw hanging down, as

an effect of extreme exhaustion or debility, of
1
a wound received, or esp. of death.
59* Gerard Herbal 1. I. 3 Beasts that be chap-fallen

!
through long standing in pound. 1609 Ev. H'oman in Hum.
1 i. in Bullen (>. PI. IV, Her lung .. wagges within her
chap-fain jawes. 1621 Fletcher Wild G. Chase IV. iii,

Till they be chap-fall'n, and their tongues at peace, Nail'd

I

in their coffins. .1 1809 Mrs. Cowley Bold Stroke 26 That
plump face of yours will he chap-fallen I believe. 1842

j

I'ennyson Vis. Sin iv. 110 Trooping from their mouldy
dens The chap-fallen circle spreads.

b. Said of the mouth-piece ol a helmet.
a 1700 Drydkn (J.I A chapfaln beaver loosely hanging by

The cloven helm.

2 fig. Dejected, dispirited ; crest fallen.
1608 Day Hum. out 0/ Br. 1. i. 11881) 6, I woulde poure

Spirit of life.. Into the iawes of chap.falnc scholarship.
a 1651 Cleveland I'o Mrs. A'. T. Poems 16 The Chap-
falnc Puritan. 1794 Woi.cott 1 P. Pindar! Rights 0/ Kings
Wks. III.37 But, if his Nymph unfortunately frowns, Sad,
( hap fall'n. In ! he hangs himself, or drowns ' 1881 Hesani
.* Rice Chapl. Fleet 1. iv. (18831 37 His clerk . . stood with
staring eyes and open mouth, chap-fallen and terrified.

1 lence Cha pfa llenly adv.
1883 Miss Bkougiiton Belinda I. 1. vii. 112 ' You would

not like it, of course?' he says, chapfallenly.

Chapfare, obs. form of Chaffer.
Chapiltre, obs. form of Chapiter.
Chapin, obs. form of Chopin.
Chapin e, chapiney, var. of Chopine.

tChapitel. Obs. [a. OF. chapitel now cha-
piteau) ad. 1.. capitellum dim of caput or rather

of capitulum : sec Capital sb. '] The capital of

a column.
168a Wu ki.er J'ourn. Greece i. 59 There are few Chapitels

of Pillars to be seen.

Chapitel e, obs. f. Chapitlk.

Chapiter (tjarpitai). Forms: 5 chapiture,
-year e, 6-8 chapter, (6 chaptre), 7 chapiter,
(7 -tre, -tar), [ij. F. chapitre :—OF. chapitle: see
next. (F'rench no longer uses chapitre in sense 3,
but chapiteau :—L. capitellum : see Capital, and
also Chapter.]



CHAPITLE.

+ 1. gen. Earlier Bpelling of Chapter.

f 2. spec. A summary ; - Capitle 3. Obs.

[izgz Britton 22 Des chapitres qe livere lour serrount en

escnt.] 1483 CatA. Augl. 58 A chapiture, capitulum. 1607

Cowel Interpr. (1672) Chapiters, capitula. . signifies in our

Common Law a Summary, or content of such matters as

are to be inquired of, or presented before Justices, -in their

Sessions. Chapitres or Capitula be new called Articles.

1641 in Vermes tie la Ley. 1670 in Blount Law Diet.

3. Arch. The capital of a column. (Still an

occasional equivalent of Capital.)
ri4JS Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 670/4 {Nomina pertin. do-

morum) Hoc capitulum, A e chapytur. 1583 Stanyhurst
Mneis 1. (Arb.) 31 Soom for great palaces doo shse from

quarrye the chapters. 1600 Holland Livy XLU. xx. 1126

A certaine columnc. .rent and cloven from the very base to

the chapter. 16x1 Bible i Kings vii. 16 Two Chapiters of

molten brasse, to set vpon the tops of the pillars. 1653 H.

Cogan Diod. Sic. 142 Great Pillars, whereof the chapters

are either of gold or silver. 1676 F. Veknon in Phil.

Trans. II. 580 Temples with pillars and chapitres de-

molish't. 1744 J. Patekson Comm. Milton's P. L. 145

A moulding next above the chapiter or head of a column.

1807 Robinson Archxol. Grxca 1. i. 4 The chapiters seem
to be a mixture between the Ionic and Doric orders. 1878

Masque of Poets 28 On bulging chapiters that enthrone

Colossal lotus leaves of stone.

Chapitere, obs. form of Chapter.

r Cha'pitle. Obs. Forms: (i capitel, 2 cap-

tel), 3-5 chapitle, 4 chapitel, -til, -tele, chapy-
tyl, 5 chapytle, chapetyll, chapyttyl, chapy-
tylle. [a. OF. chapitle (now chapitre), in ONF.
capitle, early ad. L. capitulum little head, capital

of column, 1 head ' of discourse, chief division of

book, section of law, etc., dim. of caput head.

Cf. Capitle : later forms of the same word are F.

chapitre, Eng. Chapiter, and Chapter, q. v.]

1. A chief section of a book, a Chapter.
[a 1000 Ecgberht's Pcnit. cont. 1. 1 (Bosw.) Her onginp se

forma capitul. 1340-1440, see Capitle.] 1340 Ayenb. 136
Ase we habbeb be-uore y-ssewed ine be chapitele of prede.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy v. xxxvii, In this Chapitle I shall

reherse anone. c 1450 Why I can't be Nun 345 in E. E. P.

(1862) 147 Hyt ys wretyn in Genesye, In the fowre and
thyrty Chapytylle.

2. A Chapter or assembly of canons, monks, etc.

[U*. O. E. Chron. an. 1123 Hi haefden cosen sercebiscop

xror in here capitele after rihte. ] 1297 R- Glouc. (1724^ 473
}uf eni play to chapitle were idrawe. c 1325 Poem on
Edw. II, 193 in Pol. Songs (1839) 332 Officials and denes
that chapitles sholden holde. 1303 R. Brunne HandI.

Synne 7837 J>at grete chapytyl [of devils]. 1456 in Pas-
ton Lett. 289. I. 395 To compleyn upon me at the next
chapitle.

Chapitre, -ture, obs. ff. Chapiter, Chapter.

Chaplain (tjarplen;. Forms : 1 capellan, z

capelein, 3-5 chapeleyn(e, 4-5 -layn, -lleyn(e,

4-6 chapleyn(e, 4-7 -layn(e, 5 chapyllayne,
chapelen, 5-6 chappelayn;e, 6 chapelyn, chap-
line, 6-7 chappellane, chapplein, chaplin,

-lein(e, -laine, 7 -lan, -len, 7- chaplain, [a.

OF. chapelain (in ONF. capelain, Pr. capellan. It.

cappellano) :— late L. cappelldn-us, f. cappclla

Chapel : see -an. The earliest Eng. examples

were directly from L. or ONF. : see sense 2.

The original capfiellani were those who had charge of

the sacred cloak of St. Martin :
' custodes illius capa; usque

hodie Capellani appellantur Honorius in Du Cange.]

1. gen. The priest, clergyman or minister of a

Chapel ; in ME. a chantry priest.

c 1340 Gaw. Gr. Nut. 930 Chaplaynci: to be chapelen

chosen be gate. 1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. 11. 187 Meny chape

-

layns arenchast ac charite hem faileb. c 1440 Pro/up. Parv.

69 Chapeleyne, capellanus. 1601 F. TATE Househ. Ord.
Edw. II, § 18 (1876) 14 A Chief Chaplin, or deane of

the Chappel. 1602 Fulbecke md Pt. Parall. 71 A man
seised in fee of landes deuisable, did deuise them to one for

terme of his life, and that he should be a Chapplein, and
that he should chaunt for his soule all his life time. 1641

Termes de la Ley 53 Chaplein is he that performeth divine

Service in a Chappell. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles iv. xxvi,

He shall dwell In Augustm the chaplain's cell. i8z8 J.

Hunter S. Yorkshire I. 73 The Vicar of Blythe was bound
to find a chaplain to celebrate in the chapel of Bawtry.

2. spec. A clergyman who conducts religious

service in the private chapel of a sovereign, lord,

or high official, of a castle, garrison, embassy,

college, school, workhouse, prison, cemetery, or

other institution, or in the household of a person

of rank or quality, in a legislative chamber, regi-

ment, ship, etc.

Thirty-six clergymen of the Church of England, and six

of the Church of Scotland have the office and title of
Chaplain in Ordinary to her (or htXS Majesty ; there are
also several Honorary Chaplains', and among other official

positions are those of C/iaplain to the Eorees, Chaplain of
the Fleet, Army Chaplains, Navy Chaplains, etc.. etc.

a 1 100 O. E. Chron, an. 1099 Se cyng Will'm . . Rannulfe
his capellane biet biscoprice on Dunholme geaf. ^1123
Ibid. an. 11 14 Se wjes jeror ba;s cynges capelein. c 1300
Beket 961 Thi Chapeleyn make thu me. 138. Wyclif Set.
Wks. III. 511 Some chapeleyns of houshold, summe chape-
leyns of honour. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 26 The bisshop
of Rochestre is tharchebisshops chapelayn of Caunterbury.
1594 Shaks. Rich. ///,iv. iii. 29 The Chaplaine of the Tower
hath buried them. i6zi Burton Anat. Mel. r. ii. in. xv-
(1651) 131 A trencher chaplain in Gentlemans house. 1649
Milton Eikou. Wits. 1738 I. 427 Bishops or Presbyters we
know, and Deacons we know, but what are Chaplains?

277

1727 Swift passed in Lond. Wks. 1755 III. 1. 186 The
chaplains of the several regiments. 1844 Regul. Ord.

Army 217 Chaplains to the Forces receive the Pay and
Allowances of Majors in the Army. 1856 Emekson Eng.
Traits, Rclig. Wks. (Bohn) II. 99 Wellington esteems a

saint only as far as he can be an army chaplain. 1883

Lloyd Ebb El. II. 150 As to that cemetery chaplain.

1884 Crockford's Cler. Directory 399 Examining Chaplain

to Abp. of York.

b. A nun who recites the inferior services in the

chapel of a nunnery. [Littre makes the F. chape-

laine an ancient title of dignity in a nunnery.]

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 164 Anothur Nonne also with hire

hadde sche, That was hire chapelleyn. 1884 Private letter

from Montreal, In the convents of Canada the domestic
Chaplain is frequently, if not always, a woman.

C. trans/.

1553 Edkn Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 17 marg. note, The
deuiles chaplins. 1581 Makblck Bk, of Notes 662 At Listra

Jupiters Chaplaines wold have sacrificed unto them. 1607

Hieron Wkt. I. 362 What shall I say* What? as Ahabs
\ chaplaines, ' Go, and prosper !

'

d. attrib.

a 1628 F. Greville Sidney^ (1652) 29 To haue changed
their Princely Soueraignties into such a kind of low, and
Chaplaine tenure.

3. Chaplains of the Pope : auditors or judges of

causes in the sacred palace.

1638 Pcnit. Conf. vii. (1657) 131 There was aPope . . that

1 committed to a Chaplain of his own, Apostolical power to

j

absolve with plenary authority.

Chaplaincy (tjarplensi\ [f. prec. + -CY: a

modern term, which probably began in the Army;
cf. captaincy

,
etc.] The office or position of a

chaplain ; ^=the earlier Chaplain.ship.
a 1745 -Swift Lett. (T. > The chaplaincy was refused to

me, and given to Dr. Lambert. 1821 Fosbkoke Aricon.

183, I .. was offered a Chaplaincy in the Forces. 1856

Froude Hist. Eng. I. 291 The promotion of Latimer to

a royal chaplaincy. 1878 Clergy List 414 Foreign Chap-
laincies . . are under the superintendence of the Bishop of

London.

Chaplainry ^tjarplenri). Forms: 6 chap-
pelanry, 7 -lanry, -linary, 9-lenary, 8- -lainry.

[f. as prec. + -RY.] — prec. {Sc. and chiefly Hist.)

1560 1st Bk. Discipline viii. 1 1836) 55 Chanteries, colledges,

chappelanries. a 166a Heyli:. Hist. Prcsbyt. (iS.\q) 297 (D.i

Enabling Lay-Patrons to dispose of their Prebendaries and
Chaplinaries unto Students. 1800 A. CARLYLE Autobiog.

506 He might have a lieutenancy, or the chaplainry if he
liked it better. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 11. vii. 315
There was a chaplainry of St. Ninian attached to the cathe-

dral church of Ross.

Chaplainship tfarpK'nfip). [f. as prec. +
-ship. J The office of a chaplain

;
chaplaincy.

1536 Act 27 Hen. I 'll/, c. 42 § 1 in O.if. <y Camb. Enaetm.
13 Dimishippees, Urotherodes, Chaplenshippes. 1645
Milton Colast. Wks. (1851) 347 To pop into the Kethesda
of som Knights Chaplainship. 1726 AVLIPFE Parerg. 164

A secular Chaplainship or Capeltania was that, which men
built and founded on their own Estates, and in their own
proper Houses. 18^6 Macaulay in Life <y Lett. (1880' II.

181 The Chaplainship of Chelsea Hospital.

b. humorous. As a title : (After lordship, etc.)

1589 PasquiV s Return D iiij, Seeing you come to his

Chaplinship.

t Cha ple. Obs. Also chaplee. [a. OF. chaplc

violent stroke, shock of combat, f. chaplcr to cut

in pieces, to fight fiercely (mod.F. chapeler to

hack, cut clumsily' :—late L. capuldre to cut (very

common in Salic and Burgundian Laws', app. f.

capulus, capulum, handle, hilt of a sword, f. capcre

to take hold of.] A fierce combat or encounter.

c 1450 Merlin 134 Whan the speres were broken thei leyde

honde to swerdes, and be-gan the chaple so stronge and
dured longe tyme. Ibid. 326 Ther be-gan the chaplee so

mortall that neuer was sein more mortalite.

Chapless (tJarpltV, a. [f. Chap sb.'~ + less.]

Without the lower jaw or chap.
159a Shaks. Rom. Jul. rv, i. 83 Yellow chappels [chappe-

less] sculls. i6oz — Ham. v. i. 97 Chaplesse, and knockt
about the Mazard with a Sextons Spade. 1812 W. Tknnant
Anster F. v. Ixiv, Pale Death, the chapless and the grim.

1855 Eraser's Mag, LI. 225 Nor . . does he . . recognise the

chapless bones with wonderful sagacity.

Chaplet (tjEe'plet). Forms: 4-8 chapelet, 5
chapelytte, capelet, 5-7 chappelet, 6 chapel-

lette, chapplett, 4- chaplet. [ME. chapelet, a.

OF. chapelet (in ONF. capelet\ dim. of chape,

chapeait head-dress, hood, hat : see -ET.]

1. A wreath for the head, usually a garland of

flowers or leaves, also of gold, precious stones,

etc. ; a circlet, coronal.

1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 546 Ane rose of his chaplet Wes
faldyn. c 1450 Merlin 227 The mayden . . hadde on hir

heede a riche chapelet of preciouse stones. 1460 Cap-
gkave Chron. 149 Thei sette on his hed but a chapelet,

that they schulde do no prejudise to the Cherch of Cantir-

byry, to whom longith to crowne the Kyng. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. ccix. 192 Men set vpon hir hedes chappeletz
of sharpe netteles. 1590 Greene Neuer too late (1600) 89
This DamoselL.in a scarlet peticoate, with a chaplet of
flowers on her head. 1691 Swift Athen. Soe. Wks. 1755
IV. 1. 230 Pluck'd a laurel branch.. And made an humble
chaplet for the king. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 100 ? 3 Crowned
with Chaplets of Roses. 1794 Coleridge Death Chatter-
ton, Poor Chatterton ! farewell! . - This chaplet cast I on thy
unshaped tomb. 1839 Thirlwall Greece II. 318 The Spar-

tans gave him a chaplet of olive leaves. 1868 Marriott

chapman.
Vest. Chr. Introd. 42 St._ Peter holds in his hands the
chaplet which designates his martyrdom.
fig. 1827 Hare Guesses Ser. I. 11873) 175 [His] laurelled
head was girt with a chaplet of all the domestic affections.

1871 Moklev Voltaire (1886) 147 [It] fastens this gros>
chaplet round the memory of a great deliverer of the poet's

own country.

b. Her, A bearing representing a garland of

leaves with four flowers at equal distances.
1688 R. Holme Armoury iu 63/2 AChaplet. .is. .4 Roses

set upon a Chaplet, or Circle for the head. 1864 Boutell
Heraldry, Hist, Pop. xiv. § 1 (ed. 3) 168 A chaplet of rue
in bend vert.

2. A string of beads.

a. esp. One used for counting prayers, one third

of the length of a rosary. Also, the prayers re-

cited over this.

A rosary has 15 decades of aves, a chaplet 5. Littre.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxvi. (1663) 102 An old
woman, .with a Chaplet hanging down on her neck. 1751
Chambers Cyct. s.v., The orientals have a kind of chaplets
..which they use in their prayers. 1851 Mrs. Browning
Casa Guidi Wind. 14 The chaplet's last beads fall In naming
the last saintship. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. II. xxxiv.

362 Parties would meet in the cabins to recite the chaplet in

alternate choirs.

b. gen. A string of beads ; a necklace.
< 1850 Arab. Nts. 1 Rtldg.) 591 Hanging a large necklace,

or chaplet round his neck.

3. Anything resembling a string of beads; e.g.

the string of eggs of the toad.

1774 GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. -1776) VIII. 40 The eggs of

female butterllies are disposed in the body like a bed of
chaplets. 1835-6 Todd Cyel. Anat. I. 105/2 The eggs, .are

gradually ejected in double chaplets as in the toad. 1871
Darwin Desc. Man I. vi. 210 Certain male toads take the

chaplets of eggs from the females and wind them round
their own thighs.

4. Arch. A moulding of the astragal species.

1623 I. isle A^lfric on O. <•(- N. T. Pref. 4 Artificiall marble
..whereof so many goodly chaplets and pillars were made
in our Churches. 1751 Chambers Cyx I., Chaplet, ox chape-
let, in architecture, a little moulding cut, or carved into

round beads, pearls, olives, or the like. A chaplet. .is little

else but a baguette enriched with sculpture. 1876 Gwili
Archit. Gloss, s.v. Baguette, The baguette is called a
chaplet when ornaments are cut on it.

+ 5. A kind of circular gridiron. Obs.

1664 Evelyn Sylva 25 The best Tables in Trance and
Italy make them a service, eating them with Salt, in Wint;,

being first rosted on the Chapplct [ed. 1776 Chaplet].

6. Founding. One of the metal supports of the

core of a hollow moulding, e.g. of a cylindrical

pipe. Hence chaplet-block.
1885 Pattern Making iCrusby Lockwoodi i<)2 In nearly

all large hollow machine castings chaplets furnish the chief
support to the cores. In their rudest form they are
simply thin plates of hoop iron, into which a bit of wrought
bar of the necessary length is riveted, the opposite end of
the bar being steadied against a bar of the box, or a cubital
wooden chaplet block embedded in the sand. These chap-
lets. .prevent the liquid pressure of the metal from thrusting
the core against the side of the mould.

7. See Chapelet -.

8. Comb., as chaplct-uip, -maker.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 113 The Chaplet-makers in Lgypt

.. sow and plant [Persoluta] in their gardens onely for to

make Coronets and GuiHands. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry
iv. v. 65 The imposition of a Clmplet cap with a circulet of

gold.

Chaplet, var. of Chapelet 1
, Obs.

Chapleted vtja"pleted), a. [f. Chaplet 4-

-ed KJ Wearing a chaplet.
e 1400 Apd. Loll. 59 It seinip not chapletid men to ren

among be mytrid vncorteysly. 1845 Browning Flight oj
Ditch, xvii, His forehead chapleted green withwreathy hop.

1873 Svmonus Gk. Poets xiL 399 A young man newly come
from the wrestling-ground, anointed, chapleted.

Chapleyn e, chaplin(e, obs. ff. Chaplain.

Chapman (tjarpm£n). Forms : a. 1 ceap-,

cepe-, cyp-, cypemann, 2-3 chepmon, 3 csep-

mon, 3-4 chepman ; {3. 3 chapmon, 3- chap
man, {Orm. chappmann, 6 shapmarT. [OE.
ccapmann — OHG. choufman, (OIIG., MHG.
koufmau), Ger. kauf/nann, MDu., Du. koopman,
WGer. type *kaupmanu; f. kattp, OIIG. chouph,

OS. cop, OE. ceap barter, business, dealing + man//

man. OE. had also the by-forms cyp-, cype-, cepe-

niann founded on the vb. c/epan, cypan, ctpan

to sell {i—WGer. *kaupjati) ; see Cheap v. The
normal ME. repr. of OE. ceapmann was chepman
(with vowel shortened by position) ; but some-

times, in OE. ea> eo, e blended with a preceding

palatal, leaving a or 0 as the vowel, hence the

surviving form chapman.']

1. A man whose business is buying and selling
;

a merchant, trader, dealer. Obs. or arch.

a. ("890 K. ^Eli-reu Bxda 11. i. Bosw.) Cypemen moni;
cepebing to ceapstowe brohte. rtiooo Law Ine §25 in

Thorpe Laws I. 118 (Bosw.) 5 if ceapman uppe on folce

ceapie, do bset beforan gewitnessum. C1205 Lay. 13313
Her beo<$ chsepmen tfi 1275 chepmen] icumen. ibid. 30681

Swulc he weore a chepmon. a 1300 Cursor M. 4186 Selle

we him to 3one chepmen. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII.

285 panne schipmen [v, r. chepmen] wolde have i-bou^t hi.-,

bisshopriche. a 1400 [/sages Winchester in Eng. Gilds 357
Gadere bat ry^te of chepmen.
0. r izoo Ormin 1578} Ut off Godes tenunple he draf

chappmenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 4239 J?ir chapmen bat haue



CHAPMANABLE.
0

ioseph boght. 1387 Tkkvisa Higden (Rolls) I. 247. £ 1440 1

Promp. Parv. 6j Chapman, twgoeiator, mercator. 1577
Harkison England 11. v. 11877) X3 J So should few honest

chapmen be brought to decaie. 1641 Rogers Naatuan 247
It is not a meete thing that man should be both chapman
and customer. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 476 The call-

ing of a chapman, who is one that buys and sells any thing.

1859 l imes 16 Apr. 9 % Mr. Cobden . . has made for us the

best bargain . . ever made by chapman. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. II. in. 278 Sometimes too would the foreign chapmen 1

come, And beach their dromond in the sandy bay.

fig. 15*9 Frith Antith. (1829) 30% The Pope and bishops

suffer chapmen in the church, that minister the sacraments
|

for money daily unto the common people.

t b. //. People engaged in buying and selling ; I

market people. Obs.

a 1215 jtuliana 52 Heo leac him efter hire endelong be
j

cheptng chepmenne huting [v. r. chapmen to huting). 1393
Gower Conf. I. 262 The chapmen of such mercerie . . bo

]

many shulden beie and selle.

f c. Petty chapman : A retail dealer
; esp. = 2. ,

1553 Act 5 -V 6 Edw. VI, c. 21 No Tinker, Pedler, or petit

Chapman shall wander about from the Towne. .but such as :

shall be licenced by two Justices of Peace. 1605 Camden
Rem. 182 A King to buy and sell the bodies of men, as it

were a petie-chapman. 1630 Horn & Robotham Hate 1

Lang. Vnl. xiv. J 491 Petty chapmen buy up commodities
j

of those that sell by whole sale ; and sell them off dearer by I

retaile, and parcell them out. 1745 Dl Foe Eng. Tradesm.
j

I. Introd. 1 Such as carry goods from market to market, or
j

from house to house, to self, we usually call petty chapmen.
1826 Disraeli Vh\ Grey v. vi. 196 Before he was twenty he

j

followed the army as a petty chapman.

2. An itinerant dealer who travels about from
plaec to place selling or buying ; one who keeps
booths at markets, etc. ; a hawker, pedlar.
159a II. Chkttlk Kind-Harts Dr. 11841) 17 Chapmen,

able to spred more pamphlets, .then all the bookesellers in

London. 1617 Donne Serm. clvii. Wks. 1839 VI. 262 Let
. . Travellers [look] after fair-days, and Chapmen after
market-days. 1745 De Foe Eng. Tradesm. II. xxxii. 58 The

j

country chapman to whom the tradesman sends his goods.
;

1790 Hl'kns Tam o* Shauter 1 When chapman billies leave
the street. 1806 Gazetteer Scott. 429 A general meeting of 1

the travelling chapmen or pedlars of the three Lothians.
1831 Dvce Lift ofGreene Wks. 1. Introd. 47 Sold on ballad-
mongers' stalls and hawked about the country by chapmen.
1 3. An agent in a commercial transaction ; a

negotiator, broker. Obs.

1570 Levins Manip. 20 A chapman, institor. 1654 C.
LrrrLETON in Hatton Corra iSjSt 12 If she please I should
find her a chapman, .that may lay out her mony to y1 best
advantage. i6jo Hammond On Ps. Iv. 22 annot. 285 A Syrian
merchant . . bidding his chapman weigh out his parcel. !

1 4. A purchaser ; a customer. Obs. or diat.

a 1225 Ancr. K. 4:8 Ancre bet is cheapild, heo cheapeS
hire soule be chepmon of helle. 1393 Gower Conf. II. 298
He is gone To seche . . His stone to selle and so he dede
Ami lefte it with his chapman there. i«o Will of T. Eve-
rard I.Somerset Ho.* Yf none of my children will bye it I

will my excctltOWS shall take ther beste chapman. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World 11. 391. a 1674 Clarendon /fist. Reb.
xiv. (1843* 810/1 His majesty therefore writ to prince Rupert
. . he should find some good chapmen to buy the ships. 1688
Lond. Gaz. No. 2380/4 The Real Estate of the said Bank-
rupt will be sold to the best Chapman. 1745 Swift Direct.
Servants Wks. 1745 VIII. 8 Your father sent a cow to you

1

to sell, and you could not find a chapman till nine at night.

1807 SoUTNEY Espricllas Lett. .'1814' III. 152 When they
meet with a likely chapman, they produce other [prints]

of the most obscene and mischievous kind.

6. diat. ;See quot.)

1863 Atkinson Yorksh. Gloss. N. Riding, Chapman, a
distinctive name applied to horses of the Cleveland breed.

t Chapmanable, a- Obs. [see -able.] Fit i

to be sold ; marketable.

1594. Nashe Terrors ofNt . Ejb, Whether he fa barreld
herring] be rotten or merchant and chapmanable or no.

1599 Lent. Stuffe (1871) 42 Taking and smudging it I

(merchant and chapmanable as it should be).

t Cha'prnanhood, -head. Obs. [f. Chapman
j

+ HOOD, -HEA!>.]-ChaPMANHHIP.
1 1386 Chaucer Shipm. T. 238 Ffor eueremoore we inoote

!

stonde in drede Of hap and fortune in oure chapmanhede.
1393 Gown Conf. II. 830f chapmenhodc he found thewcy
And eke to coigne the money Of sondry metal. 1496 Dives
<y Paup. iW. de W.) vti. x. 201 Nevther in knyghthode nc
in chapmanhode ne in werkmanshyp. 1583 Stanyhurst i

AKneis iv. i.Arb.t 106 Ne yet eauer I thralled My self too
wedlock : I toe no such chapmanhed harckned.

Cha-pmanry. Obs. [f. as prec. t -by.] The
j

employment or dealing of a chapman ; mercantile !

business. (With quot. 1790, cf. Chap-money.)
1483 Cal/t. Angl. 58/3 A chapmanry, fwgociacio. 1691 in

\

Arcnmot. XII. 191 (D.) He is moderate in his prices, .which
gets him much chapmanry. 1717-31 in Bailey, vol. II. 1790
W. Marshall Mial. Counties Gloss. ( E. D. S.)Chap>naury,
that which is abated, or given again, by the seller, on re-

ceiving money of the buyer.

Cha pmanship. [see -snip.] Performance
of the Junctions of a chapman, trader, or dealer.

17*7 31 Bailey, vol. II, Chapmanry, Chafi/uauship, the
employment or dealings of a chapman, or puyeror seller.

i8«7 Gentl. Mag. XCVII. 11. 52 Cnapmanship is the vogue
of the day. 1885 Ch. Q. Rev. XXI. 177 To trust the chap-
manship of the children of the East.

Chap-money, diat. (See quot., and cf.

Chapmanry, quot. 1790.)
1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. fE. D. S.) Chap-money, a small

sum of money returned by the vendor to the vendee on
receiving payment. The ancient form of allowing discount
on the settlement of an account.

Chapolory, obs. form of Scapl'Lary.
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Chapon, obs. form of Capon.
t Chapourn. Her. Obs. [Said by heraldic

writers to be corruption of K. chaperon hood.]
— Chapournet. Hence Chapourned a. Obs.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 1. vii $ 49 The point Chapourn

or Champaine is also reversed, and set in any of the four
points of the Escochion. Ibid. \. ix. §115, He beareth
Argent three Shapernes in Pale, Sable, called Chaperons,
Chapourns, and Shapournetts from the resemblance they
have to Hoods or Head attires after the old Fashion.
Ibid. 1. 19 If one side of an Ordinary be bowed inward it is

termed invex or concave . . if the bending be outwards it is

termed Shapourned, or Convexed.

Chapournet. Her. Also 6-7 shapournet(t.
[dim. of chapourn, or corruption of F. chaperonnet.]
In a coat of arms, a chief divided by a bow-shaped

line, understood to represent a hood.
156a Leigh Armorie (1597) 63 b» The field is Tenne, a

chief Shapournet, Or, and Ermines. 1610 Glilum Her-
aldry 11. tv. (i66o> 56 The field is Tenne, a cheefe, or,
charged with a Shapournet Ermine. This tearm Shapour-
net uf I mistake not) is derived from the French word
Chaperon which signifieth a Hood, whereof this is a di-
minutive and beareth a resemblance. 1696 Phillips, Cha-
pournet, a little Hood, a bearing in Armory. 1711-1800
Bailey, Chapournet, a little Hood ; the Figure of which
Heralds take for the Bearing of a Coat of Arms.
Hence Chapournetted, Snap a. = CHAPOURNED.
1688 K. Holme Armoury 1. viii. § 86 He beareth .. a

Fesse and a shapournett shapour{n)ed for shapournetted or
headed) of the third. Ibid. 1. ix. § 1 He beareth Argent a
[Chief) Shapournetted Reversed, Azure. (Some term it a
Chiefe Shapourned
Chapparal, -relile, bad sp. of Chaparral.
II Chappe. Obs. [a. F. chape (in i6thc. chappe)

:—late L. cappa : see Cap.] A cape or cloak.
1825 Scott Talism. xxvii, De Vaux .. then removed the

chappe Wapa\ or long riding-cloak which Richard wore.

Chappe, obs. form of Chap.
Chapped (tfa.pt;, aA Also 6-9 chapt. [f.

Chap v. and *p,1 + -ed.]

1. Fissured ; cracked ; as clayey ground in sum-
mer, or the hands and lips by exposure to frost.

1460 Toxvneley Myst. 98 My fyngers ar chappyd. 1549
61 Stkrnhold & H. Ps, \w. 9 When that the earth is cnapt
and dry, and thirsteth more and more. i6n Bible fer.
xiv. 4. 1783 J. C. Smyth in Med. Com/nun. I. 205 His
hands, .wereswelled and chapt. 18.. Keats Life (18481 II.

137 Who waits for thee, as the chapp'd earth for rain.
Mod. A cure for chapped lips.

b. slang. Parched, thirsty.

1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 37 Chap'd, Dry, or Thirsty.

17*5 in .Vc?o Cant. Diet.

2. Cut small or short
; chopped ; beaten small.

1730 Thomson Autumn 404 The ragged furze ; Stretch'd
o'er the stony heath, the stubble chapt. a 1776 in Herd's
Sc. Songs II. 79 ijam. I With chapped kail.

Chapped tjVpu, ///. a ^ [f. Cu.wsbv + -to-.]

Having a chap or jaw : chiefly in comb.
a 1678 Marvell To coy Mistress, Rather at once our

lime devour Than languish in his slow chap'd power. 1715
Hailky Erasm. Coltoa. 33 Yon dainty chapp'd Fellow.

Chappel(le, obs. forms of Chapel.
Chappellane, -ayn, obs. ff. Chaplain.
Chappellet, obs. form of Chaplet.
Chapperon, -roon, obs. ff. Chapkron.
Chappie, -y (tfarpi . coltoq. [f. Chap sb.* 4 -IB,

-Y i.1 Little chap or fellow. (Used collo-

quially of a 'chum' or intimate friend; orig. Sc.)
i8ai Galt A. Wytie III. 229 (Jam.) He was a clever

chappie. 1830 — Laurie '/'.
1. viii. (1849) 29 Ye're an auld

farrant chappy. 1885 Punch 3 Jan. 4/1.

Chappm, Sc. form ofCaorur.
Chapping (tjarpirj\ vbt. sb. [f. Chap v.]

1. The fissuring or cracking of the surface; a
chap or crack.

1540 Raynalu Ryrth Man. (1564* 53 b, Pushes, chap-
pynges or chynes, which cause great payne. 1669 WoRLinGK
Syst. Agric. x. $ 1 (16811 205 Pave it very well with Flints
. . which preserves the clay . . from the chapping of the
Wind or Sun at such times as the Pool is empty. 1677
Moxon Mech. Exerc, (1703) 344 Hair keeps the Mortar
from Cracking or Chaning. i860 K. Chcrchii.l Midwifery
ted. 4) xxix. 668 Excoriation or 'chapping ' [of the nipple).

2, iSfci Striking, knocking. Chapping stuk
y a

stick to strike with, a weapon of offence.

[1657 Choppiue-stich ; see QmvHM vbt. sb.] 1711 Kelly
.SV. Prox'. 104 (Jam.) Fools should not have chapping sticks.

1815 Scott Guy M. vi. 18*3 Tennant Cm. Beaton 117
1. mi. An' I but ance tak up a chappin-stick, I'd fain knap

a crown wi't, mair especially a rotten Papist's.

Cha*ppinfr, ///. a. [f. Chapv.i + -ing^.] That
chaps or orcalcs in chinks or clefts.

1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey 1. x. 24 Chapping
grounds, chinking, or chauming with Cranies.

2. Breaking in short waves ; — Chopping ///. a.
1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 32 The wind, .blow-

ing hard . .caused a chapping sea.

|| Chappow (tjapatr Anglo-lnd. [a. Pushtoo
chapCLO raid, foray, inroad ; cf. Pers. and Turki
chapft plunder, chapdwat attack, charge.] A plun
dering expedition, a raid.

i860 Maynk Rue Odd People 240 Trained for a chappow,
ur plundering expedition. 1879 Low Jrnl. Gen. Abbott IL

150 They were determined to make a chappow on our camp
at Tezeen. 1884 O'Donoyan Merv. xiv, The Khan of Ku-
chan . . sent out a chappow of a hundred horsemen to seize

whatever corn . . they could find.

CHAPTER.

Chappy ;tfx pi , a.i [f. Cbaf^J + -y K] Full
of chaps or clefts.

1611 Coigr., Ftrtdu . . gaping, chappie. 1833 Lamb Last
His. Nrtvspr. 35 Years ago. Whose chappy knuckles we
have often yearned to amputate. 1863 Lt>. Lvtton Ring
Ainasis I. 11. i. 216 Muttering from his chappy lip.

+ Chappy, a.'1- Obs. [f. Chap sM + -v i

]
Given to using the chaps ; talkative.

1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 193 A very chappy
fellow ; all tongue. Ibid. 1203 A chappy boy.

Chappylle, obs. form of Chapel.
Chappytre, obs. form of Chapter.
Chapron, obs. form of Chaperon.
Chapter (tja.-pt3.i l, j*. Forms: 3 cheapitre,

j

3-5 chapitre, 4 chapitere, ehaptire, 4-6 Sc.
ohaptour, 4-8 chapiter, 5 chapytur(e, chappy-
tre, chapiltre, chaptur, 5-6 ehapytre, 6 chapy-
ter, chapytour, chapitour, chapiture,Vchapit,
Sc. cheptour, 6- chapter. [A later syncopated
form of Chapiter, a. OF. chapitre, earlier chap-
itle-.—Y.. capitulum. dim. of caput head, used, in

ancient Latin, in the senses ' little head, head of
a plant, capital of a column', and later, those of
' head-dress of women, chapter of a book, section
of a law'. The form chapter appears in Sc. in

14th c, but in Eng. is rare before the 16th

;

chapiter survived beside it till the middle of the
17th, and is still occasional in the sense ' capital

of a column '. Cf. also Capitulum, Capitle,

I

Chapitle, Chapiter, all orig. the same word.]

1. A main division or section of a book (whether
the latter is an entire literary work, or one of the
divisions or parts of a large work). Esp. used of

the main divisions of the books of the Bible. Cf.

I

Book sb. 7.
\a 1000-1450 see Capitle, Cmamtle.]
a 1225 Ancr. R. 14 peos hoc ich to dele on eihte di^tinc-

! tiuns..Ibissedistinctiunbeo3fifcheapitres. -1386C1MMU
Nome Pr. T. 245 In the same book . . Right in the nexte
chapitre after this. 1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. (W. de
W.) 1. 9 The chapytours of euery of thyse bokes folowyng.
1401 Pot. Poems (1859) II. 113 In the book of Deutronomye,
the seven and twenty chapitre. i«j6 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de
W. 1531) 15 In the last chapyter of his epystle to the Gala-
thees. 1535 Coveroale Gen., The first boke of Moses..
The firstchaptcr. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 38 Sainct Agus-
tyne . . in the tx cheptour of his seuynt beuk. 1581 I. am-
harde FAren. 11. ii. (1588) 124 In the next Chapiter of this
Bookc. 1625 Plrchas Pitgrintes 11. 1502 In his Chapiter,
Surato-Wagra . . he bids them marry one, two, three or
foure wives a man. 1758 Johnson idler No. 13P10 Unable
to read a chapter in the bible. 187s Stcbbs Const. Hist.
HI. xviii. 243 The preceding sections of this chapter.

1601 Shaks. Twel. .V. i. v. 24a 01. Where lies your Text

!

Via. In Orsinocs bosome. 01. In his bosomc f In what
chapter of his bosome? 1661 Karl Orrery State Lett.
( 1743) I.59 It is like the bills of mountebanks where the
contents promise more than in the chapter is made good.
184s Mykrs Cath. Th. iv. | 39. 317 Their [the Prophets'l
lives constitute some of the noblest chapters of Jewish
Chronicles. 1896 Emerson Eng. Traits. Wealth Wks.
I Bohn) II. 70 'Tis a curious chapter in modern history, the
growth of the machine-shop.

C. A head or division of the Acts of Tarliainent

of a single session.

1660 R. Cokk Pmver t\ Sufij. 102 First we have granted
to God, and by this our present Chapter have confirmed for
us and our heirs for ever, that the Cntirch of Kngland shall

be free. 1863 II. Cox Instil. 1. iv. 20 The Acts of each
Session were not divided into chapters with distinct titles.

2. fig. Head, heading, subject, category. (Usu-
ally preceded by on, upon. arch,

1393 Gower Conf. II. 192 Avarice, In whose chapitre now
we trete. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 51 Prestis are nowe in be same
chapiter. 1681 Templk Mem. 111. Wks. 1731 I. 342 Upon
which Chapter 1 said a good deal. 1766 II. Walpole Lett.
III. 150 There are some chapters on which I still fear we
shall not agree. 1865 Carlvle Eredk. Gt. III. viii. v. 39
Must lead a life clear of reproach ; and more itarticularly

on the chapter of women !

8. A short * lesson ' or passage of Scripture read

in certain services of the Latin Church. (In med.
L. capitututu ; V. chapitre and capitute.)

Also b. ' An anthem in the Ambrosian rite said

at Lauds after the- psalms and before the antiphon,

and varying with the Hay'. Vict. Chr. Antiq.
\

1200 Winteney Rule S. Renet < i888> 45 iEfter ham filye

ban captet of bare apostele tare, bzt beo ;esed butan bocc.

55 On non bri capitles syn a,esungene of bam forseadan
sealme.]

1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 126 A chapyter ys as moche
to say as a lytel hed . . yt ys alway taken of holy scripture,

and often of the pystel that is redde in the masse the same
daye. Ibid. 232 As ys writen before . . in the chapiter at

lawdes. 148a Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 21 When the
chaptur was range as the tyme requyred to calle the couent
to matens, he went than to chirche as be did the daye
before. 1875 Diet. Chr. Antiq. I. 288/1 The 'little chap-
ter', said at all the canonical hours excepting Matins, after

the psalms . . consists of one or two verses of Scripture,
usually taken from the Epistles . . often from the Prophets,
and occasionally from other parts of Scripture. It is re-

j

cited by the officiating priest, standing.

4. A duly constituted general meeting or assembly
of the canons of a collegiate or cathedral church,

I
of the mcmbeis of any monastic or religious order,
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or of an order of knights, for consultation and

transaction of the affairs of their order.)

I' From the last-mentioned usage (the cafritula of a mo-
nastic rule) coupled with the practice of reading a capi-

tulum or chapter of the Rule, or (as was St. Augustine's

practice) of the Scriptures, to the assembled canons or

monks, the assembled canons or monks themselves came to

be called in a body the capitnhtm or chapter, and their

meeting-place the chapter-house.' Diet. Chr. Antig. I.

288/1 ; cf. Du Cange and Littre. More exactly the name
chapter was first transferred to the meeting, and then to

those who met. The transference was easy through such

expressions as ire or convenire ad capitulum > to go to (the

reading of) the capttle or chapter, thus to the meeting.]

[1123-1456 see Chapiti.e.]

C 1305 St. Edmund 435 in E. E. P. (1862J 82 pe chapitre of

salesbury amorwe was plener ; Alle be Canouns of be queor

ber come fur & ner, To consailli him of bisse binge. 1375
Barbour Bruce xvn. 589 That bargane callit wass The
chaptour of mytoune; for thare Slayn sa mony prestis

ware. 138 . Wycuf IVks. (1880) 43 p>e chesynge of his suc-

cessour be maad of mynistris prouincial & custodis in be

chapitre of witsontide. 156a Leigh Armorie (1597) 77 He
ordained that al the kings of armes, should keepe their

Chapiters once euery quarter of the yere. 1679 Pranck
Narr. Pop. Plot 36 There being a Chapter (as they call it,

that is, a General Convention) of Friars held in Somerset-

House. 1681 Loud. Gaz. No. 1606/4 This morning was
held a Chapter of the most Noble Order of the Garter.

1707 Ibid. No. 4300/2 The King of Prussia held a Chapter
of the Order of the Black Eagle. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v.,

The establishment of general chapters of religious orders

is owing to the Cistercians, who held the first in 1116.

1808 Scott Marm. u. iv, To hold A chapter of St. Benedict,

For inquisition stern and strict.

f b. As the court for the trial and discipline of

offences against ecclesiastical law. Obs.

a 1300 Siriz 243 (Matz.) For al the world ne wold I nout

That ich were to chapitre ibrout. c 1386 Chaucer Friar's

T. 61 He wolde. .somnehem to the Chapitre. 1726 AVLIFFE
Parerg. 199 The word Chapter . . sometimes . . denotes the

Place, where Delinquents receive Discipline and Correction

according to the Orders of the Church.

fc. The place in which the chapter meets;
= Chapter-house. Obs.
[r 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 237 In oure chapitre pray we

day and night. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 242/1 He called

hys bretheren in to the chappytre.] 1726 AylIFFK Parerg.

199 The word Chapter is sometimes put to signify the Place

where Collegiate Persons or Bodies Politick Ecclesiastical

do usually meet.

5. The members of such assembly collectively

as a permanent body : csp. The body of canons

of a collegiate or cathedral church, presided over

by the dean.

Of a catlicdral.—i^i Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 22 § 3 And
confermed by the Chapiltre of the Cathedrall Churche.

1523 Act 14 .5- 15 Hen. VIII, c. 9 The Deane and Chapiter.

.

of the free chapell of the kynge, of Sainct Martins le

graunde. 1555 in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xlvi. 142

In the name of the whole chapter they have appealed unto

th' Arches. 1628 Coke On Litt. 1. 95. 1641 R. Brooke
Eng. Episc. 11 A Cloistered Chapiter, among which are

usually the very dregges of lowest men. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. I. 1. ii. 297 The dean and chapter are. .the nominal

electors of a bishop. 1861 A. B. Hope Eng. Cathedr. iqth C.

115 A body of clergy both to assist and counsel the Bishop

and to serve the church itself, .the Chapter as it is called.

O/ Knights.— 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 180/1 The Master
[of the Knights Templars] . . was elected by the Chapter, or

general body of the Knights. .The head province was that

of Jerusalem ; the affairs of the order . . were for the most
part directed by the chapter of this province.

6. (Seequot.)
1726 Ayliffe Parerg. 199 The word Chapter is sometimes

. .used to signify a Decretal Epistle.

7. = Capitulation 3 b, c.

1864 Kirk Chas. Bold I. ii. 105 With many ceremonies and
courtly rites the ' chapters or preliminaries of the combat,
are arranged.

8. C/ochmaking. [Fromtheuse of Roman numerals

to mark chapters of the Bible, etc.] (See quot.)

1884 F. Britten Watch % Clockm. 50 [The] Chapters.,
[are] the Roman characters used generally to mark the

hours in watch and clock dials.

1 9. Arch. The capital of a column : for this

the fuller form Chapiter is now used. Obs.

10. Phrases.

fa. A hard chapter: a painful lesson or ex-

perience, * hard lines \ Obs.

1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11. 146, I dare say it was a hard
Chapter that then he did read unto them. 1699 Frampton
in Life ofKen. (1854) 766 iD) An hard chapter you'll say, for

me. 1696 Phillips s. v., We say 'tis a hard Chapter when a

man suffers undeservedly. And byway of reproof, we say,

he read him a Chapter in Job. 1721-33 Strype Eccl. Mem.
III. 1. x. 91 Lady Jane, .had a very hard chapter to be set

up to be queen, even against her will,, .and soon after ad-
judged to be executed for being queen. 1723 Bailey Erasm,
Colloq. (1877) 209 (D.) Necessity is a hard chapter.

b. Chapter and verse : the exact reference to a

passage of Scripture
; fig. exact authorityfor.

1628 Earle Microcosm, xliii. (Arb.) 63 Turning downe the
leafe in her Booke when shee heares nam'd Chapter and
Verse. 1711 I 'ind. Sacheverell 71 Here is an ugly Story
with Chapter and Verse. 1862 Thackeray Philip II. xiii,

She can give chapter and verse for her belief. 1870 J. A.
Picton New The. $ OldFaith iv. 112 The early Fathers did
not care nearly so much about chapter and verse.

c. To the end of the chapter : {Jig.) through the
whole of the subject ; to the end, throughout.
a 1704 R. L'Estrange (J.) And so forward, mutatis mu-

tandis, to the end of the chapter. 1843 Haliburton Sam

Slick Eng. ii. (Hoppe) You always was a fool, and always

will be to the end of the chapter. 1881 Saintsbury Dryden
30 Questions on which doctors will doubtless disagree to the

end of the chapter,

d. The chapter of accidents ; the unforeseen

course of events. So the chapter of possibilities.

(Cf. 2.)

1769 Mrs. Brooke Emily Montague (1784) II. Iv. 2 Not
having supposed her refusal to be in the chapter of possi-

bilities, tf 1773 Beauties of Chesterfield 46 (Hoppe) Con-
sider how propitious the chapter of accidents is to them.

1817 Kkatinge Trav. I. 160 Leaving every thing to the

day and the chapter of accidents. 1871 [see Accident i.]

1880 Huxley Cray-Fish iii. 1 10 It will . . trust to the chapter

of accidents to turn over as it darts back. Mod. Story.

The chapter of accidents was not yet complete.

11. Comb, as chapter-heading, -room ;
chapter-

bread (see quot.) ; chapter-lands, lands belong-

ing to a chapter (sense 5) ;
chapter-quest, an

inquest or inquiry heltl by an ecclesiastical chapter.

Also Chatter-house, q.v.

1616 Surel. & Markii. Coimtr. Farm, Such is the white

bread which is sold of the bakers, and ' chapter bread : as

also that which is wel leuened, knodden, somewhat salt,

somewhat hollow, and well risen, like vnto court bread.

1876 Contemp. Rev. June 107 With regard to the 'chapter-

headings, c 1577 Canon in Mill Manx Old. Q Stat. Caws.
(1821) 53 All those which are suspected of Sorcerrie. .and

are presented by the "Chapter-Quest. 1845 S. Austin
Ranke's Jlist. Re/. III. 277 The 'chapter-room of the

bishop's palace. 1717 SwiFT To Earl of Oxford, Suppose
him [the new dean] gone through all vexations. . First-fruits,

and tenths, and chapter-treats.

Chapter (tfnrptaj), v. [f. prec. sb., or a. F.

chapitre-r, 1 5th c. in Littre.]

1. trans. To divide into chapters ; to arrange in

chapters. Hence Chaptering, vbl. sb.

1485 Caxton A". Arthur ad fin., xxi bookes chapytrcd

and emprynted & finisshed. 1509 Hawes Exam/. V'irt.

Pro!., This boke. . was .. presented to our sayd souerayne

lorde chapytred and marked after this table. 1603 Stow
Sum. 196/1, 1 had long since gathered notes to have chap-

tered. 16S1 Fuller Worthies 11840) II. 182 This general

tradition of Langton's chaptering the Bible. 1817-8 Cou-
bett Resid. If. S. (18221 105 Where I stopped in the First

Part. I have, in like manner, resumed the chaptering.

2. To reprove, take to task. [Cf. Chapter sb.

4 b, and F. chafilrer, ' reprimander en plein cha-

pitre ; fig. et /am. adresser tine reprimande '.]

1693 Dryden Char. Polybius (T.), He . . arraigns him for

the inconstancy of his judgement, and chapters even his

own Aratus on the same head. 1888 Daily N. 18 Oct. 5/1.

3. To mark with Roman numerals.

Chapter-house (tja?-ptai|hctus). For forms

see Chapter sb. ; also 2 captelhus, 4 chapitel-

hous, chapitele-house cf. Capttle, Chapitle).

A building attached to a cathedral, monastery,

etc., in which meetings of the chapter are held.

a 1122 O. E. Chron. an. 1116 Baernde eall bset mynstre of

Hurh, and eallx ba husas butan se Captelhus and se Skcp-

perne. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. v. 174 If 1 telle any tales .

.

am chalanged in be chapitelhous. C 1394 P. PI. Crede 199

panne was be chaptire-hous wrou^t as a greet chirche,

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 65 Redynge in .. the

chapyter hous at collacyon. 1605 Camden Rem. 25 The
Chapiter house of Yorke Minster. 1724 Loud. Gaz. No.

6290/1 The three Officers of the Order went into the Chap-

ter-House. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. III. xix. 296 The
election took place in the chapter-house of the cathedral.

t Cha'pterist, Obs. A member of a chapter.

1716 M. DavtkS On Drama in A then. Brit. in. 4 Orato-

rians, Seminarists, Chapterists.

t Cha'pterly, ado. Sc. Obs. [f. Chapter sb.

+ -ly 2
.] 1. In full chapter ; in due form and

style ; see quot, 1825.
1560 1st Bk. Discipline vii. (1836) 49 The principalis being

convened with the whole regents [of the universitie] chap-

terly. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2251 '3 A fit opportunity for

their [Knights of Thistle] Meeting Chapterly at His Majes-

ties Royal Chapel in His Palace of Holyrood-house. 1825

Jamieson s.v., A presbytery is said to be chapterly met or

convened, when all the members are present.

2. With reference to the chapter (of a book).

a 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus nr. 557, 1 haif schawin quhair

it standis chaptourlie.

Chaptire, -tour, -tur, obs. ff. Chapter.
Chaptre, obs. f. Chapiter, Chapter.

Chaptrel, (tjae-ptrel). Arch. [dim. of Chap-

ter in sense of Chapiter : see -el.] The capital

of a pier or pilaster supporting the springing of an

arch ; an impost.
1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703") 279 If you will add a

Keystone, and Chaptrels to the Arch . . make your Chaptrels

the same thickness that, .the Keystone is. 1751 Halfpenny'

Designs Chinese Doors m. 3 From the lower Line of the

Plinth, to the upper Line of the Chaptrel.

t Chapwoman. Obs. [after Chapman.] A
female dealer or hawker ; a trafficking woman.
1624 Massinc.er Renegado in. ii, Is there hope, sir, He has

got me a good chapwoman ? a 1652 Brome Mad Couple

11. i. Wks. 1873 I. 23, I being none of the wisest Chapwoman.
1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4343/8 Mary Swinstead, late of St.

Giles's in the Fields . . Chapwoman. 1753 Richardson
Graudison (1781) III. xvii. 141 Methinks I would not be a

petty-chapwoman, if I could help. 1823 Blackw. Mag.XlV.
261 The exhortations of chapmen and chapwomen.

Chapylle, obs. form of Chapel.
Chapyter, -our, -re, -ur(e, obs. ff. Chapter.
Chapytle, -tylle, obs. ff. Chapitle.

t Char, sb. 1 Obs. or dial. Return, turn ; turn

of work : see Chare.

T Char, sb? Obs. Also 3 (chiare), 3-6 chare,

4-5 chaar(e, 4-6 charre, 5 charr, 6 Sc. cher,

79 Chair sb.'- [a. F. char (12th c. in Littre):—

L. carrus. But the form charre (and possibly

chare in some quots.) was perh. a. OF. charre :—

L. carra ; see Car rf. 1
]

1. A chariot, car ; a cart, wagon.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9162 iCott.) Helias was. .Translated in a

golden chiare {other MSS. chare]. Ibid. 4657 To ride ai

quar in kinges char [Fairf. chare], c 1386 Chaucer Knts.

P. 1292 Aboute hischaar \st> 3 MSS. ; char"2
, chare"

2
] ther

wenten white alauntz. c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. 1. 957
When Phebus chare hath goon aboute it twye. 1480 Cax-

ton Chron. Eng. ccxliv. 294 Al the horses drawyng the

chare were trapped in blak. c 1500 Lancelot 3 Uprisith

arly in his fyre chare. Ibid. 734 Mony o strong chariot and
cher. 1523 Ld. Bernf.rs Froiss. I. ccclxiii. 591 Sixe chares

laded Wlth..brede and wyne. 1677 Horbes Homer 175

For all his flaming horses and his charre.

2. ? A cart-load. Char of lead (see quot.)

c 1550 Sir J. Balfour Praetieis 11754) 87 yam.) For ane

char of leid, that is to say. xxiiii lotinellls, itud. 1672

Cowl's /nterfr., Charre of Lead, consists of thirty pigs,

each pig containing six stone wanting two pound, and

every stone being twelve pound, Assisa de ponderifius,

Rob. 3 R. Scot, cap. 22, sect. 2. 1708 21 Kkrsey Charre

of Lead fas in Coweb. (Erroneously made by Bailey,

1721, into Charge of Lead, which is copied into mod. Diets,

as a current term !j

Char (tjaj), sb/'. Zoo/. Forms : 7 chare,

charre, 7-8 charr, S- char. [Known in books

only since 1 7th c. ; but may have been in local use

long before. Etymology unknow n : possibly of

Celtic origin ; cf. Caul, ccara red, blood-coloured,

rear blood ; also the W. name torgoch red-bullied].

1. A small fish [Salmo sahelinus) of the trout

kind, found in the lakes of mountainous districts in

the north and in Wales, and esteemed a delicacy.

1662 PHILLIPS, Chare, a kind of fish which breeds most

peculiarly in Winandermere in Lancashire. 1668 Wil-

kin's Real Char. 141 Trout, Charr. 1674 Ray Fresk-iv.

Fish 109 There are two sorts taken in Winander-inere.

The greater having a red belly they call the red Charre :

and the lesser having a white belly, which they call the

(iilt or Gelt Charre. 1769 Pennant Brit. tool. III. 261

The Celt, or Barren Charr. 1769 Mrs. RaffaLD Eng.

Housekfr. (1778) 47 To pot Chars. 1863 Baring-Gould
Iceland 100 Trout and char from the lakes supply me with

food. 1882 J. Payn Priv, Views, Hotels 184 Among other

native delicacies, they give you fresh char cooked to a turn.

Comb. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gl. Brit. II. 381 The Char-

fish., which we saw in Lancashire, and also in Switzerland.

2. The Brook Trout [Salmo fontinalis) of U.S.

1864 in Webster.

Char, sb* [f. Char 7>*~\ A charred substance.

1879 II. Warren Recr. Astrou. ii. 21 The sun itself will

become .dead as a burned-out char. 1881 Echo 21 Mar. C

The coke or char left in the retorts.

Char, dial. f. Chair.

Char, i'.
1

, to turn, do turns of work, work as

charwoman : see Chare.

Char (tJa-O.z'.
2 Also 8 charr. Pples. charred,

charring. [A comparatively modern word ;or

sense", taken app. from the first element of Char-

coal : perhaps originally a 'collier's' (i.e. char-

coal-burner's) term for the making of charcoal.

(Immediate identity with Char v.\ is not tenable

historically ; and Malm's suggestion of connexion

with ' Celtic caor, gor fire, flame', is futile. ]

1. trans. To reduce by burning to charcoal or

carbon ; to burn slightly or partially, scorch.

1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 128 They have a way of

Charring it [coal] (if I may so speak without a solecisme) m
all particulars the same as they doe wood. The coal thus

prepared they call Coaks. 1774 T. West ^«/iV. Furness

p. xliv, The ore has been carried to where the woods were

charred. 1794 G. Adams Nat. % Exp. Philos. II. xv. 174

You may . . char or burn a piece of wood to a coal. 1805

Southey Modoc in Azt. xi, Round the fire they char The
stake-points. 1830 Tennyson Talking Oak 277 Nor ever

lightning char thy grain.

b. To burn, scorch (liquids).

1713 Lond. Country Brew. ill. (1743) 184 One [Cooler]

heats the other, and often charrs the Wort. 1727 Bradley

Earn. Diet. s.v. Brewing, Will always char and sour their

Liquors. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 614 Con-

centrated sulphuric acid chars it [spiroil].

c. To mark or delineate by charring, rare.

1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. led. 2} I. ii. 48 Falling on white

paper, the image chars itself out.

2. intr. To become reduced to charcoal.

1727 Bradley Fain. Diet. s. v. Charcoal, If it Charrs

faster at one part than another. 1855 Browning Men *
Worn., Heretic's Trag. II. 200 Larch-heart that chars to a

chalk-white glow. ,

Char, v.3 [? Cf. F. carrer ;un bloc de marbre)

:-L. qttadrare to square.] To hew or work ( stone).

1846 in Parker Gloss. Gothic Archil. 62.

Char, v.* dial. [The form answers to OE.

ceori-an to creak : see Charr sb.] ' To chide,

to bark at ' (Whitby Gloss. 1855).

Char-, see Chare sb. Comb., and Charwoman.

]| Chara (keVrl). Bet. [L. chara name of

some unidentified plant. The mod. botanical appli-

cation appears to be due to Vaillant (d. 1722).]
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Name of a genus of aquatic acrogenous plants,

type of the N.O. Charac?*, having their axis

covered with tubes on which calcareous matter is

deposited, and emitting a fetid smell.

IJp| Chambers Cycl. Snpp.
t Chara . . called by some hip-

puris. 1830 Lvkll Prime. Ceo/. I.aoi Aquatic plants, such
as charse, which absorb large quantities of carbonate of
lime. 1884 Bnt. $ For. Ev. Rev. Apr. 280 In the trans-
parent depths were suspended great green clouds of chara.

1 Char-a-banC Jaraban). [a. F. char-a-banc
lit.

1 benched carriage '.] A kind of long and light

vehicle with transverse seats looking forward.
1831 G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries 1. 61 Tourists bound

for Chamouny . . hire a char-a-banc, which resembles an out-
side jaunting-car bisected lengthwise. 1864 Daily Tel. 23
Oct., The King's waggonette, or, being out of England, let

us call it his char-a-banc. 187* Jenkinson Guide Eng.
La. 12 Taking the char-a-banc from Ambleside to Coniston.

Characeons (kar^Jas), a. Bot. [f. L. Chara;
see -AcKors.] Of or belonging to the aquatic-

order of plants Characex ; see Chara.
1866 httell. Observ. No. 53. 352 The characeous plant

Nitella Translucens.

Characin (kse-r&sin). Cfum. [f. mod.L.
Charac- est (see prec.) + -in.] A camphorous sub-
stance found in Characex and other algoid plants.
1880 Nature XXI. 220 It is characine that gives plants of

the Chara genus their marshy odour; it is.. a species of
camphor, forming very thin pellicles on the water surface.
1881 Philada. Rec. No. 3455. 6 Chlorophyll and characine.

Charact (kse'raekt). arch. Also 5-6 charecte,
6 charect, 6-7 characte ; and see Caract, [a.

central OF. characte= <SSY . caracte 1 see Caract.]
+ 1. An engraved or impressed mark ; a stamp,

impress ; a letter, figure, etc. Obs.
1 1430 Lvdg. Bochas lv. ii. (1554) 102 Charectes of his

woundes. 1552 Bale Apol. 96 The very charactes or markes
of the infernal! beast. 1561 DaUI tr. Bullinger on Apoc.
^1573) 194 b, Those three charectst*, £,t), 1570 Billinoslev
Euclid \ 11. def. ii. 184 Figures or charactes of number vsed
in Arithmetique. 1603 Knolles Turks (t6ti) 476 Mourn-
ing letters written in blacke paper with white charactes.

2. A cabbalistic or magical sign or emblem.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 437 b, To Christen.,

with Salt, Oile, Water, Charactes and exorcismes. 1855
Smrdley Occult Sc. 347 Written charms carried for defence
are also known under the name of characts. 1886 Hlrton
Aral'. Nls. tabr. ed. .1 I. 126 Inscribed with talismans and
characts.

Charact, obs. form of Carat.
Character (fcwri&ktw), s/>. Forms; 4-7

caracter, 6 caractere, carracter, -actre, ; -ecter;
6 charecter, 7 charracter, characture, char-
ractker

,
6- character. [ME. caracter\e

t
a. F.

caracteret ad. L. character, a. (Ir. xaPaXTVP instru-

ment for marking or graving, impress, stamp, dis-

tinctive mark, distinctive nature, f. xaP**TT (iV to
make sharp, cut furrows in, engrave ; or perhaps a
refashioning of the earlier F. caracte after this. In
Eng. it was further assimilated in 16th c. by
(fictitious) spelling with eh-. (Wyclif used both
caracte and caracter \ he may have taken the latter

directly from Latin, as Uttre cites F. raracthe only
from 15th c. In i6-i7th c. often chara cter.]

X, Literal senses.

1. A distinctive mark impressed, engraved, or
otherwise formed ; a brand, stamp.
t 1315 Shorfham 44 Caracter thet is prente y-cliped, Nys

non of eliinge. 1384 Wyclif Rer>. xiii. 16 To haue a carac-
ter . . in her forhedis. 1607 Toi'Sell Four-/. Beasts 264
Amongst the ancients, there was a custom to make the
character of a horse in the forehead of a bondslave. 1643
Rogers Naaman 220 What Characters are in your scale,
will soon be seen by your wax. 1658 Evelyn Er. Card.
(1675) 150 Melons.. full of embroidery and characters. 176a
Churchill Ghost iv. Wks. 1774 II. 135 On which, in Charac-
ters of fire, Shapes Antic, horrible and dire, I nwoven flam'd.
1851 D. Wilson Prch. Ann. II. nr. iv. 280 Graven characters
on the walls. 1875 Jfvons Money (18781 58.

b. fig. with distinct reference to the literal sense.
1586 Marlowf. tatPtt Tantburl.x. ii, Thou, .by characters

graven on thy brows . . Deserv'st to have the leading of an
host.

^
a 1643 W. Cartwrioht Lady-Errant iv. i, Woman's

the Gem of Heaven, in which Nature Hath carv'd the
universe in less Characters. avff\ Grav Wks. (1807) I. 26
The characters of hell to trace. 1794 Sullivan View Nat.
I. 92 All are stamped with the character of sublimity.

2. A distinctive significant mark of any kind; a

graphic sign or symbol.
1597 Mori.hy Introd. Mus. 3 A Cliefe is a charecter set on

a rule at the beginning oTa verse. 1674 Plavford Skill
A/us. i. viii. 26 Pauses or Rests are silent Characters. 1801
Hutton Course Math. (18061 I. 8 Various characters or
marks used in Arithmetic.

3. esp. A graphic symbol standing for a sound,
syllable, or notion, used in writing or in printing

;

one of the simple elements of a written language
;

e.g. a letter of the alphabet.

.J49° Caxton Eneydos vi. 25 The Fenyces were the fyrst
inuentoursof caracteris dyfiVrencing that one fro that other,
ofmen were fourmed fettres for to write. 1530 Palsc.r.
11 If / and « be vowelles, they shalbe written with these
caracters^ and P. 1599 Thvnnk Animadv. 11865' 13 With
whiche Carractris ys (reffry Chausyer written. x6u Bible
t ref>b Set forih by Potken in Syrian characters. 1640
Jkr. Taylor Gt\ F.xemr . Hp. Dad 4 God hath writ his
lommandemeiits in so large characters. 171s F. T. Short-

I hand 36 Several of the Characters may signifie whole words.
1829 Dickens in Forster Life 11871) I. 70 When 1 had ..

j

mastered the alphabet, there appeared a procession of new
I horrors, called arbitrary* characters. 1837 Penny Cycl. m,
I 32 The Chinese characters or written words are symbols of

j

ideas. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. II. iv. iv. 280 The ex-
! perienced eye will discern Runic characters,

t b. spec, in Shorthand. Obs.
1641 in kushw. Hist. Coll. BL (1602) I. 4^78 Whom his

<
Majesty had observed to take his Speech in Characters.
1680 Baxter Anszo. Stillingfl. xxxiii. 48 Short writing

!
called Characters though expeditious, is hard to be read
by others. 1733 Jon. Howards Irks. <i&34> I. Ixxvi/i
[Mem.] When I am unfit for other business to perfect myself
in writing characters.

4. collect, a. gen. Writing, printing.
1600 Shaks. Sonn. lix, Since minde at first in carrecter

was done. 1607 — Titnon v. iii. 6 What's on this Tomb, 1

cannot read: the Charracter He take with wax. a 1626
Fletcher Lav ofCom. 1. ii. 52 Without the help of art or
character.

b. The series of alphabetic signs, or elementary
symbols, peculiar to any language ; a set of letters.

1596 Spenser State Irel. 29 The Saxons Character is the
same with the Irish. 1655 Mro. Worcester Cent. /mm.
xxxii, An universal Character . . easie to be written, yet in-

telligible in any I^anguage. 1685 Stillingfl. Orig. Brit. i.

11 That Inscription . . was by the Character not of above
300 years Antiquity. 1882 Daily Ne~.vs 11 Oct. 5/4 Bismarck
says that it takes him eighty minutes to read in Roman
type what he can read in an hour in German character.

C. The style of writing peculiar to any in-

1

dividual
;
handwriting.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. iv. ii. 208 Heere is the hand
and Seale of the Duke : you know the Charracter I doubt
not. 1638 Wkntworth Let. in Carte Coll. (1735) 26, 1 write

I

in much pain, .be your Majestie thereforepleased to pardon

I

. .the badness of the character. 1704 J. Trapp Abra-Mule"
III. i. 1036 Some of your Friends may by the Character

I Discover him who sent it. 1883 Lloyd Ebb «y Ft. II. 252
Written in a rough unsteady character.

d. Kind or style of type or printed letter.

1641 Evelyn Mem. 11857) I. 29 Elzevir's printing house.,
renowned for the politeness of the character and editions of
what he has published through Europe. 1853 Lytton My
Novel n. iv, Imitation of printed Roman character.

5. A cabbalistic or magical sign or emblem ; the
astrological symbol of a planet, etc.; =Chabact 2.

t 1590 Marlowe Faust, v. 168 A book where I might see
all characters and planets of the heavens. 1608 Hp. Hall
Char. I 'ertues Vices D. 90 He weares Paracelsian Charac-

j

ters for the tooth-ache. 1671 Milton P. R. rv. 384 By w hat
the stars Voluminous, or single characters In their conjunc-

; lion met, give me to spell. 1801 Southey Thalaba iv. XT,
The characters That tell beneath what as|>ect they were set.

1805 Scott Last Minstr. vi. xvii, On cross, and character,
and talisman.

t 6. gen. A symbol, emblem, figure; an expres-

I

sion or direct representation. Obs.
1606 Bhyskett Civ. Life 175 Signed with the character of

1 Christ in baptisme. c 1630 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks.
[

(1711) 4 Enamell'd bank, whose shining gravel bears These
sad characters of my miseries! 1670 Cotton Espenwn 1.

iv. 186 No truths, but such as are couch'd in the worst
Characters. 1701 tr. Le Cteres Prim. Fathers 117 That
the Son is. .the Brightness of his Glory and Character of his

Power.

7. A cipher for secret correspondence.
[1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 1. i. 28 There is a kinde of

Character in thyJife, That to th'obscruer, doth thy history
Fully vnfold.J 1659-60 Pepys Diary 18 Jan., 1 .. inter,

preted my Lord's letter by his character. 1664 Ibid. 15
July, He hath given my Lord a character, and will oblige
my Lord to correspond with him. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) IV. 296 That [letter] which I copied myself in
character last Sunday.

II. Figurative senses.

8. A distinctive mark, evidence, or token ; a
feature, trait, characteristic, arch, in gen. use.
150a Ord. Crysten Men 1. iii. (W. de W. 1506) 39 A spyr-

J

ytuell token y* these theologyens call caractere, that maye
neuer be defaced. 1597 Bacon Couters Good& EvilI ix. 151
Kelicitie seemeth to bee a character of the fauour. .of the
diuine powers. 1654 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 65 It MN
imprudent, and a character ofmuch ignorance to inquire, etc.

1774 Burke Amer. Tax. Wks. I. 174 Tell me, what one
character of liberty the Americans have. 1886 Stevenson
Dr. Jekyll 126 Complete moral insensibility and insensate
readiness to evil, which were the leading characters of E. H.

b. now esp. in Natural History. One of the
distinguishing features of a species or genus.
1717-51 Chambers Cycl., Character of a Plant. See

Genus, Characteristic, etc. 1776Withe ring Rot. Arra*tj;ctu.

(17961 127 The most striking character is the 2 upright petals
at the top. 1875 Dawson Amm of Life ii. 34 l>r. Hunt
has discussed very fully their chemical characters. 1878
19//1 c . Dec. 1037 These attributes of structure, size, shape,
and colour are what are called its ' specific characters'.

9. The aggregate of the distinctive features of
any thing; essential peculiarity; nature, style;

sort, kind, description.

1659 Pearson Creed < 1839) 372 The character of the day
on which our Saviour died is undeniable. 1700 Burke
Corr. (1844I III.173 Your paper has much more the charac*
ter of a piece in an adverse controversy. 1840 Carlyi.k
Heroes (18581 234 Natural stupidity is by no means the
character of Mahomet's Hook. 1855 Macaclay Hist. Eng.
IV. 90 He now tried to give to the war the character of a
crusade. 1866 Crump Banking ii. 59 The amount and

[
character of the de|>osits of English banks.

+ 10. The face or features as betokening moral

I

ijualitics; personal appearance. Obs.
1601 Shaks. Tivcl. A*. 1. ii. 51, I will heleeue thou hast a

I minde that suites With this thy faire anil outward char-

racter. 1607 — Cor. v. iv. 28, I paint him in the Character.
1768 Sterne Sent. Jonm. (1778) L 68 She was a widow,
and wore a character of distress.

11. The sum of the moral and mental qualities

which distinguish an individual or a race, viewed
as a homogeneous whole; the individuality im-

pressed by nature and habit on man or nation ;

mental or moral constitution.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. I. 36 The Nature, and
Character, and Fortune of the Duke. 1660 C. Lyttelton

,

Let. in Hatton Corr. (1878) 20, I heare he writt the King's
1 charractker. 1705 Addison Italy 9 Cunning, Industrious,

and enur'd to Hardship, .which was likewise the Character
!

of the old Ligurians. 17*9 Bctler Serin. Wks. 1874 II.

158 There is greater variety of parts in what we call a
character, than there are features in a face. 1839 Keightlev
Hist. Eng. II. 74 Thorough selfishness formed the basts of
Henry's character. 1875 .Manning Mission H. Ghost ii. 52
The character is that intellectual and moral texture into

j

which all our life long we have been weaving up the inward
life that is in us.

12. Moral qualities strongly develoj>ed or

strikingly displayed ; distinct or distinguished

character; character worth speaking of.

173S Poi'R Ep. Lady 2 Most Women have no Characters
at ML 1737 Whiston jtosephus' Wars iv. xi. § 4 As the day
came on, many men of character came over. 1818 Jas.
Mill Brit. India II. v. viii. 660 Too void of character, to

write anything of himself. 1859 J. S. Mill Liberty 108 A
person whose desires and impulses are his own—are the ex-

pression of his own nature, as it has been developed and
modified by his own culture—is said to have a character.
One whose desires and impulses are not his own, has no
character, no more than a steam-engine has a character.

b. trans/.

1781 J. Moore ViewSoc. It. (1790) I.xlv. 500 What is usu-
ally called Character in a face, ls probably excess in some
of its parts. 1888 W. P. Erith Antobiog. II. 213 It is an
excellent picture and from its strong character must be a
good likeness.

13. The estimate formed of a person's qualities
;

reputation : when used without qualifying epithet

implying ' favourable estimate, good repute.
1711 Steele Sfect. No. 478 r 5 Till he be prov'd by Time,

and established in a Character. 1786 T. Jefferson Writ.
1 (18591 I. 566 The^e debts must be paid, or our character

stained with infamy. 1856 Kane Arit. Expl. II. xv. 164
It pleased me to find that I had earned character with these
people. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. vii. 60 An
act strangely out of keeping with his character for sanctity.

b. trans/, of things.

1845 M'Culloch Taxation n. vi. (1852' 275 Shops of es-

tablished character and respectability. 1873 Jevons Money
(1878)40 Such an impression, .as shall establish itscharacter
as current money of certain value.

+ C. By character : by repute or report. //;

(great) character : in (good) repute. Obs.

1789 Sacnders in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 82 A medicine
formerly in great character. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L.
§ 76 A nobleman scarce known to him, but by public
character. .1815 Jane Acstkn Persnas. 18331 x * 394> '

. had known you by character long before.

14. A description, delineation, or detailed report

of a person's qualities.

• 1645 Howell /.. .'.'. 1. iii. 18, I heard her setting him
forth one day, and giving this character of him. a 1714
Blrnet Oum 7»r* (18231 1.465, I name Sir George Saville

last l>ecause he deserves a more copious character. 1868

j
E. Edwards Raleigh 1. xx. 455 He went on to amuse
himself by drawing the characters of the conspirators,

tb. trans/, of things. Obs.
1651 Evelyn (title) A Character of England. 1705 Ad-

dison Italy iJ. (This subterraneous passage is much mended,
since Seneca gave so bad a character of it. 1711 1'frrv
Daggenh. Breach 13 Itelievtng by the Character which he
had given me, that the Work was brought near to the

being finlsh'd.

c. esp. A formal testimony given by an employer
as to the qualities and habits of one that has been

in his employ.
1693 Cot. Rec. Penn I. 399, I have had a good character

of you, Sir. 178s R. Cl-mberland in Obst-rver No. 96 f 2

[1] took the rascal upon his word without a character. 1859
Lang Wand. India 120 Then came ..the coachman, the
grooms, the sweeper. For each and all of these I had to

write characters. 1878 Ladv Lvtton Shellsfr. Sands of T.

162 She got a place with a false character.

15. Recognized official rank ; status ; position

assumed or occupied. Now influenced by sense 17.

1645 Howell Lett. 1. iii. 10 The Spaniard, when he
petitions to his King, gives him no other Character but Sir.

1647 Clarendon Hist, Reb. vi. (1703) II. 151 Mr. Hyde
was made Chancellor of the Exchequer; who, till that

time.. was not under any Character in the Court. (11714
Burnet Oxim Time II. 39 He had the appointments of an

I ambassador, but would not take the character. 1786 BVNUI
j

Art. W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. too The East India com-
pany, not only in their political character, as a great

sovereign power in India, but in their commercial character.

185a H. Rogers Ess. I. vii. 335 He never really appeared
but in one character, that of a philosopher. 1875 Sit bbs
Const. Hist. III. xviii. 189 From that day the legal recog-

nition of his royal character begins.

16. A person regarded in the abstract as the

possessor of specified qualities; a personage, a

1

j>ersonality.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vii. i, Eminent characters have

I

..played the fool. 1791 Hampson Mem. Wesley II. 29 A
I magistrate, who acquits himselfwith ability, .is a respectable

and useful character. 1854 Landor Lett. American 52 He
[Cobbett] had more sagacity and foresight than any other

public character of his time. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong.

(18761 1, ii. 53 Alfred is the perfect character in history.
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17. A personality invested with distinctive attri-

butes and qualities, by a novelist or dramatist

;

also, the personality or ' part ' assumed by an

actor on the stage.

J749 Fielding Tom Jones XVIIL i, Whatever characters

any. .have for the jest-sake personated, .are now thrown off.

1756-82 J. Warton Ess. Pope I. ii. 57 The comic character

of Sir Trusty. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 21 V. 5 In the Philebus

the character of Socrates has disappeared, 1882 A. W.
Ward Dickens vii. 215 To no other author were his own
characters ever more real.

b. In (or out of) character-, in (or at variance

with) the part assumed ; hence gen. in (or out of)

harmony, appropriate, fitting.

1745 J- Mason Self-Kucnvt. 1. iv. (1853I 41 It is always

Self-ignorance that leads a man to act out of character.

'777 Sheridan ScJu Scant/, m. i, That would be in character,

I should think. 1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. II. App. 715

The matter of the answer is clearly in character.

18. colloq. An odd, extraordinary, or eccentric

person.

1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq. II. i, A very impudent fellow

this! but he's a character, and I'll humour him. 1832 G.

Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 473 'Ahi lassa', added
with a sigh the old man, who was a bit of a character. 1839

Ld. Brougham Statesm. Geo. Ill fed. 2) 270 He was ., a

character as it is called : By this is meant a mind cast in a

peculiar mould.

19 attrib. or in comb., as character-drawing,

-monger, etc. ; also character-actor (see quot.)

1843 Macaulay Mad. D'Arblay, Ess. (1854)710/2 His dear

little Burney, his little character-monger. 1866 Reader
26 May 510 In comedy and character parts, such as Justice

Shallow. 1882 Pall Mall G. 16 Aug. 5/2 His powers of

plot-weaving or character-drawing. 1883 Stage 9 Nov., By
a 'character actor* is understood one who pourtrays in-

dividualities and eccentricities, as opposed to the legitimate

actor who. .endeavours to create the rule as limned by the

author.

Character (kfiCTrsfektai). v. Also 7 carractre.

caracter, charracter. [f. prec. sb. By Shak-

spere, and in 17th c, often accented chararler.']

1. trans. To engrave, imprint ; to inscribe, write.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. vii. 4 The Table wherein all my
thoughts Are visibly Character'd, and engrau'd. n6oo-
Sonn. cviii, What's in the braine that Inek may character

Which hath not figur'd to thee my true spirit? 1609 Hev-
wood B?yt. Troy v. xxviii, The hoofed Centaures. .charac-

ter deepe halfe Moones where they tread. 1784 CowrEii
Task 111. 823 As if in golden pomp Were character'd on

ev'ry statesman's door, ' Batter'd and bankrupt fortunes

mended here'. 1856 Mrs. Browning Anr. Leigh u. 1052

His holy ring Charactered over with the ineffable spell.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. ill. 59 These few Precepts in thy

memory See thou Character. 16^1 J. Jackson True ExHtng.

T. 11. 101 Religion charactereth itselfe upon the regenerate

soule in innocency. 1657 Divine Lover 278 Imprint, and
caracter them in my Hart.

2. To represent, symbolize, portray, arch.

1594 Greene Selimus Prol., You shall behold him character

in bloud, The image of an vnplacable King, a 1640 Pay
Part. Bees ii. (1881) 17 The Author in his Russet Bee
Characters Hospitalitie. 178a Paine Let. Abbe Payne/
(1791) 47 Several of our passions are strongly charactered by
the animal world, a 1834 Lamb Final Mem. viii. (1848)272

The contrition so queerly charactered of a contrite sinner.

3. To describe the qualities of ; to delineate, de-

scribe; = Characterize v. 3.

16x8 Hist. Perkin Warbeck in Select, fr. Harl. Misc.

{1793) 68 Perkin, according to the Dutch phrase, who
character cowardly and timorous younglings in that manner.

1627 Bargrave Serm. 8 In Sauls offence, cleerely charac-

terd in this chapter, two points are most remarkable. 1798
Southey in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor I. 232 You have
well charactered him. 1868 Browning Ping <y Bk. 1. 1. 189
There's our Count Charactered in a word,

fb. with complement. 06s.

1647 W. Browne Polex. IL 27 This great Prince, which
his [divining] art had charactered to him for the miracle of

these times. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1. lxx. (1739) 187

Otherwise it can . .be charactered as a trick. 1650 Fuller
Pisgah L ii. 6 Charactered to be a countrey flowing with
milk and honey. Ibid. n. xii. 254 The Canaanites. .hitherto

had charactered them invincible. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref.
I. xxi. 237 He was charactered to be a virtuous godly man.

4. To distinguish by particular marks, signs, or

features ; to stamp ;
= Characterize v. 4.

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. i. 26 We call that Aspect an Op-
position, and character the Aspect thus §. 1662 Fuller
Worthies (1840) I. xxi. 85 We have, .charactered them with

a ' Rem.' for ' Remove '. c 1800 K. White Christmas-Day
25 So has the year been character'd with woe. 1805 Southey
Modoc in Art. iii. But her son Had Nature character'd so

legibly, That when his tongue told fair, his face bewray'd
The lurking falsehood.

5. To invest with a character, impart a character

to; —Characterize v. 5.

1654 [see next]. 1686 Goad Cetest. Bodies 1. vii. 23 That
the Days are . .Character'd in their constitution, according
to her accesses or recesses to the Sun or Tropick. 1814
Southey Roderick xviL A warrior's impulse character'd The
impassion'd gesture. 1865 Bushnell Vicar.Sacr. 11. vii. 369
The trusting of one's self over, sinner to Saviou*r, to be .

.

new charactered by Him.

t Charaxteral, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Charac-

ter sb. + -al.] Character-depicting, descriptive.
1656 Cromwell Sp. 17 Sept., That characteral name ['man

of sin '], given him . . in the epistle to the Thessalonians.

Charactered (karr£kt3.id\/>//. a. [f. Cha-
racter v. or sb. + -ED.] Marked or inscribed with
characters; invested with or possessedof character.

Vol.. II.

1605 Verstegan Dec. Intelt. iii. ("16281 68 The charactred

:
sides lying vpward. 1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 80 The
Charactered man you speak of, gives God the gtorie of those

Trials of his Character. 1830 DTsraeli Chas. I, III. vi. 113

I The man who was so strongly charactered. 1862 Tyndall
Mountaineer, ii. 12 Looking at these charactered rocks.

Characterial (kffiraektio-rial), a. rare. [f. as

!
prec. + -ial ; after ministerial, etc.] Of or belong-

! ing to 'dramatic) characters.

1881 Halliwell-Phillips Outlines Shaks. (1885) 80 Shake-
spearian in its characterial fidelity. Ibid. 1. (1886) 104 Shake-
speare's . . unlimited power of characterial invention,

t Characteric, « Obs. [ad. Gr. xap"*7
"

7?-

piK-os.] Of or pertaining to magical or astro-

logical symbolism.
1603 Sir C. Heydon J/td. Astrol. i. 3 Characteric Astro-

logie, and other superstitions of the Chaldeans.

t Characte'rical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -al.]

1. Of or pertaining to symbolic characters.

1634 Jackson Creed vii. xiii {heading). Of the literati sense

of Scripture, not assertive, but meerely charactericall.

2. Pertaining to magical symbols or charms.

1635 Swan Spec. M. vii. § 3 (1643^ 345 The observing of

these signes..with charactericall practises. 1691 Wood
AtA, Oxon. I. 504 Some Protestants practice this and cha-

racterical cures.

3. Characteristic, distinctive.

16.. E. Bolton Hypercritica 11722! 11. |i, Many other

Qualities characterica I, and proper to a most worthy Man.
1766 Pobny Heraldry iii- § 4 Divers differences, or charac-

terical marks, whereby Bearers of the same Coat-of-Arnis

are distinguished each from others.

Characterise (kae'r&kterrz'm) Also 7 car .

[ad. L. charactcrismus, Gr. xaPafCT1JPt(Trl,
''

i a mark-

ing with a distinctive sign.]

f 1. Description of character; ^-Character-
ization 3. Obs.

1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 231 The Characterisme of

an Honest man. 1631 B. Jonson New/tut Dram. Persona-,
t The Persons of the Play, With some short characterism of

the chief actors. 1835 Blackw. Mag. XVIII. 178 Bamfylde
Moore Carew, the anonymous author of characterism.

f 2. Characteristic quality or qualities collec-

tively); a Characteristic*. Obs.

1647 Torshell Harmon. Bible 23 The Characterismes of

language peculiar to. .different Ages. 1677 K. Carv Chronoi.

1. n. 1. v. 60 Every single Year . . hath its proper Charae-
I terism. a 1742 Bbntley Freetkinfcing 111.(1743) 342 Pre -

serving this Lucanism, this characterism of an author. 1871

Brewer Eng. Studies (18811 225 Times .. when individual
1 characterism had not yet crystallized into one dull uniformity.

3. Representation by means of signs or characters,

I
symbolization.
1850 Lf.itch tr. Matters Anc. A rt % 3. 1 Artistic represent-

ation . . is a representation properly so called . . and not a
characterism like language.

Characterist kre-r&kterist). [f. Character

I

sb. + -IST.1 T a - One who employs magical sym-

\

bols or charms; cf. Characterical 2 (obs.), b.
1 One who depicts traits of character.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 504 Some Protestants, .he there-

fore calls. . Magi-Calvinists, Characterists, etc. i88x Gran i

White Eng. Without q W. ix. 205 Mr. Du Maurier, cha-

,

racterist rather than caricaturist.

Characteristic (k^ntkterrstik), a. and sb.

;

Also 7 -ick, -ique. [ad. Gr. xaPaKTVPl<XTlK^ m
same sense ;

cf. F. caracteristique.]

A. adj.

1. That serves to indicate the essential quality

I or nature of persons or things ;
displaying charac-

j

ter; distinctive; typical. Const, of.

1665 J. Spencer Prophecies 65 The Characteristick note

between false and true Prophets. 1762 Gibbon Misc. Wks.
1814 V. 249 The characteristic letter, and the termination of
verbs. 1793 Holcroft Lavaters Pliysiogn. xxi. 1 10 Fleshy
lips, broad chin, and large ears, I believe to be character-

istic of the Dutchman. 1880 Haughton Phys. Geog. iii. 83
Shells characteristic of the Triassic and Jurassic periods,

b. Math.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Characteristic Triangle of a

Curve, in the higher geometry, is a rectilinear right-angled

triangle, whose hypothenuse makes a part of the curve, not

sensibly different from a right line. 1879 Thomson & Tait
Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 331 The function thus determined and
employed to express the solution of the kinetic problem was
called the Characteristic Function.

2. Relating to or descriptive of character.

1725 H. Gally {title 1

! Theophrastus, Moral Characters,

I with notes and a critical essay on Characteristic Writings.

B. sb.

1. A distinctive mark, trait, or feature ; a dis-

I tinguishing or essential peculiarity or quality.

1664. H. More Myst. Iniq. i. 2 The most obvious circum-
stantial Characteristick of the Whore of Babylon. 1677 R,
Cary Chronol. 1. 11. t. iv. 59 These numbers, .are undoubted

I
Characteristiques . . serving to discriminate one Year from

1 another. 1762-71 H. Walpole I'ertue's Anecd. Paint.

I (1786) 265 The chapel of Lincoln's-inn has none of the

characteristics of that architecture. 1772 Junius Lett.

lxviii. 335 Superstition is certainly not the characteristic of

this age. 1858 Doran Crt. Fools 125 It was the character-

istic of our English kings, to be liberal to their buffoons.

1879 Li'bbock Set. Led. i. 9 Color, scent, and honey are the

three characteristicsby which insects are attracted to flowers,

fb. ? A distinctive name or appellation. Obs.
^

1851 Life ofKen{iZs^6^{Xi.\ I never use any characteristic

in the prayers myself, nor am present when any is read.

f2. A system of alphabetic characters; = Cha-

|
KACTKR sb. 4 b. Obs.

1769 tr. Michaelis Opiu. Lang. 11771J Introd. 6 A charac-
;

tenstic of easier execution. Ibid. 77 The written language
1

of the Chinese . . is rather a characteristic than a language.
3. Math. The whole number in a logarithm,

j
Characteristic of a cubic : the invariable an-
harmonic ratio of the four tangents which can be
drawn to a plane cubic from any one of its own
points.

1727-51 in Chambers Cycl. 1801 Hutton Course Math.
(1806J I. 156 The integral part of a logarithm, usually called
the Index, or Characteristic.

Cha racteri'stical, a. and sb. arch. [f. as
1 prec. + -al.] A. adj.

1 1. Engraved or inscribed with magical emblems.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. lit. iii. rv. ii. (1651)631 ACharac-

teristicall Seal stamped in the day and hour of Venus.
2. —Characteristic «. 1.

..- 1628 F. Grevii.lf. Wks. 1.(1633) 28 Who those character-
isticall Ideas conceiues. 1749 Chesterf. Lett. II. ccvii. 292
He applied himself to study with his characteristical ardour.
1826 Scott li'oodst. xvii, That little characteristical touch

I of vanity in his narrative. 1876 W. C. Ri ssell Is he the
Man ? I. 51 In his oddncss a characteristical flavour which
:t girl would relish.

3. Consisting of characteristic speeches ; in
1 which the speakers speak in character.

1762 Kamf.s Flew. Crit. (1763) II. xvi. 156 What is truly
the most difficult, is a characteristical dialogue upon any
philosophical subject.

B. sb. = Characteristic sb. 1.

1660 II. Mori: Myst. Godl. vii. v. 3co The Characteristicali
1 of his Person. 1681 tr. Willis Rem. Med. Wks. Voc,

Characteristical, the notes, signs or figure-) belonging to a
1

character.

Cha racteri*stically, adv. [f. prec + -ly2.]

f 1. In secret written character, in cipher. Obs.

1643 PRVNNE" Rome'l Mastcr-p. ied. 21 6 All the inclosed
Letters arc written Characteristically.

2. In a characteristic manner, in a way that

characterizes, betokens character or special quality

;

distinctively and expressively; typically.

1665 Spencer Prophecies 36 (T. 1 The title of wise, men
seems to have been anciently the peculiar addition of pro-

phets, and used characteristically. 1816 Keatingf. 'Trar-.

(1817) I. 150 Philosophers . . have, characteristically as such,

a saying for everything. 1847 H. Miller First, hupr. iii.

The frankness struck me. .as characteristically English.

Cha racteri'sticalness. [f. as prec. +
!

-xe.ss.] The quality of being characteristic.

1789 Uf.ntham Prhic. Legist, xvii. § 7 The punishment is

said . . to be characteristic of the offence : Characteristical-

I

ness is therefore a fourth property. 1871 Spectator 22 Apr.

475 The characteristicalness of handwritings.

Cha racteri'sticness. = prec.

1822 Hew Monthly Mag. IV. 165 The extreme character-
isticness of its costume.

Cha racteri zable, a- [f- as next + -able.]

That may be characterized.
1818 BENTHAM Ch .-of-Englandism 196 Under one or other

of these names will the end of the system .. be found cha-
racterizable.

Characterization (kce^kteraiz^-Jan). [f.

next ; see -ation.] The action or result of cha-

racterizing.

f 1. The marking out of the precise form of any-
1

thing ; the form, mould, or stamp thus impressed.

1570 Dee Math Pref. 33 The Symmetrie . . Characteriza-

tion, .of any parcel! of the sayd body. 1667 Boyle Grig.

!
Formes % Qual., Characterization or Stamp of Matter.

2. Distinction by means of peculiar features or
' characteristics.

1879 Df. Quatrefac.es Human Spec. 107 It is the law of

1 permanent characterisation which alone permits Darwin to

explain the filiation of groups.

8. Description of characteristics or essential fea-

!
tures

;
portrayal in words.

18x4 Monthly Rev. LXXIV. 362 An impartial and a

I morally meritorious characterization are in some cases in-

consistent. 1876 M. Arnold Lit. $ Dogma 98 John the

Baptist's characterisation of the Messiah. 1885 Clodd
Myths $ Dr. 1. ix. 137 Emerson's happy characterisation of

language as fossil poetry and fossil history.

4. Creation of fictitious characters.

1866 Felton Anc. Mod. Gr. I. xii. 508 A force of cha-

I racterization, worthy of the genius of Shakespeare. 1870

Athcu&um 21 May 681 Touchstone and Audrey . .showing

capital characterizations, dashingly and spiritedly painted.

1882 A. W. Ward Dickens vii. 212 That highest part of the

I
novelist's art, which we call characterisation.

Characterize (kce'rsektersiz^ v. Also ; car-.

1 [ad. med.L. charactcrizarc, ad. Gr. xaPaK7r}p'l&lv \°

i designate by a characteristic mark, f. xaPaKTVP

j

Character ; cf. F. caractcriser]

f 1. trans. To engrave, imprint, impress ; to

. inscribe, write ; to define in form or outline
;
also

j fig. \ = Characters. U Obs.

I 1591 [see zbl. sb. below]. 1598 J- Dickenson Greene in

Cone. (1878) 150 Waue-tossing windes characterizing feare

On marble furrowes of the threatfull deepe. 161 1 Cokyat
Crudities 405 With the effigies of a male lambe character

ized vpon her belly. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. ii. 60

Sentiments characterized and engraven in the Soul. 181

1

Pinkerton Pctral. II. 513 A tusk of a young elephant, half

petrified, but perfectly characterized.

f 2. To represent, portray, figure; -Character
v. 2. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. (1650) 288 Desolation pre-

signified unto Greece, .numerally characterized in that word.
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CHARACTERIZED
,66o Gale Crt. Gentiles i. in. vi. 73 Janus was caracterised,

bifrons. 1710 Shaftfsb. Charac. vl. ii. (1737) III. 3°'

Silence shou'd be distinctly characterize in Hercules.

3. To describe or delineate the character or

peculiar qualities of (a person or thing).

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 10 Let me now characterize

to you the man, in whose heart there is this assurance. 1761

Sterne Tr. Shandy u8c*) IV. xxii. 08, 1 have no thoughts

ofcharacterizing the militating spirits ofmy country. 1848

Ruskin Mod. rnint. L n. 1. vii. 87 note, I do not choose to

use the expressions which alone could characterize it.

b. with compl., now introduced by as.

1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (16291 296 This is .
.
a

blessed vertue :
characterizing vs Gods children. 1710

Hearne Collect. (1886) II. 360 They are . charactered

to be Scholars, Men of Piety. 17*9 Butler Serm. Wks.

1874 II 81 Here is a good man expressly characterized, as

distinct' from a dishonest . . man. 1856 Kane A ret. Ex//. 1.

vi. 56 Might rather be characterized as 'ravening wolves .

4. To mark or distinguish as a character does

;

to be a characteristic of.

1744 Berkeley Siris 5 191 What is it that characterize!))

or differenceth the sulphurs themselves? 1798 Ferriar

l/Zustr. Sterne iv. 139 Every disease is characterized by a

peculiar expression of the countenance. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth I. 24 That excellent taste which characterises her

writings. 1876 Green Short Hist. vi. J 4 (1882) 298 The
semi-serious infidelity which characterized the group of

scholars round Lorenzo the Magnificent.

5. To impart character to ; also alisol.

1807 Opie Led. Art ii. (1848) 285 To leave out all that

dignifies . all that characterises. 18*0 Leitch tr. Mailer's

Anc. Art S401. 534 In the forms of the Winds, .ancient art

displays . . its capacity for characterizing with delicacy and

precision.

Hence Cha racteri zed ppl. a., Cha racteri zing

vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1710 Shaftesb. Charac. (1732) I. 196 Their Mimes or cha-

racteriz'd Discourses were as much relish'd as their most

regular Poems. 1591 Florio See. FrutesKp. Ded. 2 With

new caracterisings bepasting al the posts in London. 1646

S. Bolton Arraignm. Err. 353 All discriminating charac-

terizing names . . are nothing else but badges of faction. 170a

S. Parker tr. Tully's de Finibus 54 These Illustrations anil

Characterizings of the Forms and Essences of Things are

call'd Definitions. 1850 Leitch tr. Millers A nc. A rt } 1

3

note, Exaggerated characterizing is caricature. 1870 Goul-

burn Cathedral Syst. L 14 The great characterizing idea.

Characterizer (kseT&ktirefciM). [f. asprec.

+ -er 1
.] One who characterizes; one who describes

or delineates character.

1731 Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 20 The most ingenious Cha-

racterizer of our times. 1801 Monthly Mag. XII . 422 As a

characterizer he is inferior to our Butler.

Cha racterless, a. [f. Character sb. +

-lesh.] Without a character, in various senses
;

esp. a. without distinctive feature ; b. without

distinctive qualities of mind, without individuality
;

C. without (any testimony to) personal character.

1606 Shaks. Tr. 4- Cr. id, ii. 195 Mighlie States character-

lesse are gratedTo dustie nothing. 1830 Coleridge Tab/e-t.

12 May, Shakspeare's poetry is characterless, .it does not re-

fleet the individual Shakspeare. 1864 F. W. Robinson Mattie

II. 78 Who went away characterless in a world ever ready

to believe the worst. 1885 M. Pattison Mem. i. 49 Surely

no boy ever reached eighteen so. .characterless as I was I

Hence Cha racterlessne ss.

1833 Coleridge Tab/e-t. 16 Feb., Re-introducing the

characterlessness of the Greek tragedy with a chorus. 1884

Seeley in Contemp. Rev. Nov. 655 A sort of cosmopolitan

characterlessness marked the nation.

Charactery,rarely-try(kx riktcri; inShak-

spere karnrkten) . [collective noun f. Character
sb. ; see -ery, and cf. Or. xaPal<rhPt0V •]

L Expression of thought by symbols or charac-

ters ; the characters or symbols collectively.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. v. v. 77 Fairies vse Flowres for

their characterie. 1601 — Jul. C. 11. i. 308. 1 will construe to

thee, All the Charractery of my sad browes. 1818 Keats
Endym. 111. 767 Nor mark'd with any sign or character}*.

a 1811 — Sonn. ' When 1 havefears', High piled books, 111

charactry, Hold like rich garners the full ripen'd grain

1871 Browning Fiftne cxxiii. 65 Far better. . Through rudt

charactery, than . . That lettering of your scribes I 1875

1

A

879

Trench Poems 09 All o'er-writ with charactery strange,

f b. spec. Shorthand ; cf. Character sb. 3 b.

1588 T. Bright (tit/e) Characterie, an Arte of Short,

Swifte, and Secrete Writing,

t 2. Delineation of character. Obs.

1614 Bp. Hall Reco//. Treat. 221 Drawing out the true

lineaments of every vertue and vice . . which Art they sig.

nificantly tearnied Charactery.

Characture, obs. form of Character sb.

Charade (Jara'd). Also 8 oharrade. [a. F.

charade (18th c.\ of doubtful origin. Littre

(Suppl.) derives from Pr. charrada long talk or

chatter, f. charret to chatter, babble, Norm.-Fr.

charer (Scheler) ; Skeat compares Sp. charrada

speech or action of a clown, a dance, a showy

thing made without taste, f. charro churl, peasant.]

A kind of riddle, in which each syllable of the

word to be guessed, and sometimes the word itself

also, is enigmatically described, or (more recently

dramatically represented {acted charade). Extended

also to similar sportive trials of skill, as dumb
charades, numbered charades, etc. Also at/rib.

1776 Mrs. Boscawen in Mrs. Delany's Lett. Ser. 11. II.

238 Pray send me some charrades . . but I shall not guess
them as you do. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. 1. i, I back

282

him at a rebus or a charade against the best rhymer in the

kingdom. 1848 Thackeray / 'an. Fair (1R78) II. xvi. 173
The performers disappeared to get ready for the second
charade-tableau. Ibid. Ii. (1853) 428 The amiable amuse-
ment of acting charades had come among us from France.

1878 Geo. Eliot Coll. Break/. P. 87 The universe, I hold, is

no charade, No acted pun, unriddled by a word.

Charat, obs. form of Carat.
Charbocle, -onele, -okel, -ucle, -ugle,

-ukkil, obs. ff. Carbuncle.

II Charbon (Jarbvh). [Fr. charbon charcoal,

carbon ; also in sense 2 below ]

1. A small black spot or mark remaining in the

cavity of the corner tooth of a horse after the large

spot or mark has become obliterated. 1 Obs.

1753 in Chambers Cyd. Supp.

2. Malignant pustule; = Anthrax 2.

[ 1834 J. M. Good Study ofMed. (ed. 4) II. 554 Among
the Veterinary Surgeons of France [Melanosis] has obtained

the name of Charbon or maladie charbonneuse.] 1869 Ii.

A. Parkes Pratt. Hygiene (ed. 3) 193. 1884 E. R. Turner
in Law Times LXXVII. 310/2 The disease of which the

calves died was anthrax or charbon.

Charced, obs. f. Chakked ; see Chark v.

t Charche, sb. Obs. [a. OF. charche :—Ro-

manic type carca : see Cark and Charge.] Charge.

1426 Aldelay Poems 43 Thai. .That have the charche of

a,oure soule in here kepyng. 1534 Hen. VIII, Liber Regis

(1786) p. v, Suche as shall have charche . .to survey the same.

t Charchle, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. charchier

dial. var. of karkier to Cark, and in its origin a

doublet of chargier to Charqe.] = Charge v.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles ill. 230 And ich man y-charchid

to scnoppe at his croune.

Charcher, variant of Kercher, kerchief.

1573 G. Harvey Lettcr-bk.(iii\\ 12, I.,waring a charcher,

feeling mi hed sumwhat could.

Charcoal (tjajk^ "1 , sb. Forms: 4-7 char-

cole, 5 charcolle, charkole, 6 chark(e cole,

(colle, coole), cherke cole, charecole, 7 char-

coll, charcoale, charecoale, char-cole, char-

coale, charr-coale, 7-8 char-coal, 7- charcoal.

[The first element is of uncertain origin ; from the

earliest instances it appears to be char ; charke,

cherke, found from beg. of 16th c, being app. due

to erroneous analysis of the spoken word, and

having no inde]>endent origin or meaning, though

afterwards (in 17th c.) used as an independent

word. A current suggestion is that char- is an

application of Chare v. or aM, as if turn-coal, i. e.

wood turned or converted into coal ; but for this

no actual evidence has been found.

The name * coal
1

itselforiginally meant ' charcoal 1 ico/Zicr

being a ' charcoal-burner '), and no satisfactory' explanation

appears of the introduction of the name charcoal in the

same sense, esp. as there is no contemporary reference to

' earth-coal ',
' stone-coal ',

' pit-coal ', or ' sea-coal ' (as

mineral coal was, for various reasons, called). See Coal.]

1. The black porous pulverizable substance, con-

sisting when pure) wholly of carbon, obtained as

the solid residue in the imperfect combustion of

wood, bones, and other vegetable or animal matter.

Hence specified as wood charcoal, vegetable char-

coal, animal charcoal, f fit charcoal, coke (obs. \

c 1340 Caw. 4- Gr. Knt. 875 A cheyer by-forc be chemne,

ber charcole brenned. c 1410 Anturs of Arth. xxxv, A
schimr.ay of charcole, tochaufen the knyjte. c 1440 /'romp.

Part: 69 Charcole [Pynson charkole], car/v. 1470 1 Mem.
Ripon (Surtees) III. 216 Ij skeppis carbonum vocatonim

charcole. 1514 Acc. Churckw. St. Dunstan's Canterb. in

Archseol. Canliana XVII. 79 Item for ij quarters of chare,

cole, is** Act 5 Elii. c. 4 I 6 Working . . of any . . Stone,

Sea cole, stone cole, Moore cole or cherke cole. 1614 Capt.

Smith Virginia lit. x. 85 Victuall, and some Char coale for

a fire. i6»6 Bacon Syha i 775 Sea-coal last longer than

Char-coal ; and Char coal of Roots, being coaled into great

pieces, last longer than ordinary Char-coal. 1656 II.

More Enthus. Tri. 26 The fumes of Charcoale, that has

often made men fall down dead. 1661 Stillingfi_ Orig.

Sacr. 11. vii. 1 5 A picture drawn in Charcoale. 1770

/'hit. Trans. LX. 214 The inside of all pieces of pit char-

coal is full of cavities. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org.

Bodies 755 Animal charcoal is a much more powerful dis-

colouring principle than vegetable charcoal. 1864 I,ongf.

Waysidt Inn 1 19 A figure in shovel hat I )rawn in charcoal

on the wall. 1865 J evons Coa/ Quest, (ed. 2) 299 Until the

middle of the last century, however, iron was always made
with charcoal, and a woody country was necessarily its seat.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 764 Animal charcoal especially ..

has lieen much employed in the construction of filters.

+ b. = Carbon. Obs.

1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 57 Charcoal, the base of

animal and vegetable matters, is widely diffused,

to. ? = Carbonate.
1790 Priestley in Phi/. Trans. LXXX. 107, I heated

charcoal of copper in 41 ounce measures of dephlogisticated

air.

f 2. collect, pi. in sense of 1. Obs.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. v. xxi. 135 Thrc thousand

sackes of charcolys made of wilowe tree. 1493 Festival/

(W. de W. 15151 25 A man that made charke coles in a

wood. 1557 Lud/ow Churchiv. Acc. (Camdenl 76 Item, for

charke cooles. 1598 Manwoou Lawes Forest xxv. i. (16151

253/2 Charecoales of Brouse wood, 1610 Holland Camden s

Brit. (1637) 302 Croidon. .is very well known . for char-coles

which the townsmen make good chaffers of. 1719 D'Ureev

Pills (1872) III. in Those glowing Char-coals.

3. A charcoal pencil or crayon for drawing.

CHARE.

1688 k. Holme Armoury m, 144/2 Charcoals are Sallow
Wood, or Withy Burnt and split into the form of Pencils,

and sharpened to a Point.

4. Short for Charcoal drawing.
1884 American VIII. 59 A few good charcoals, but this

last branch, .seems to be sadly neglected by our own artists.

5. //. ' The name by which the best tin plates

are known ; these are always made by charcoal

fires' Ure Diet. Arts I. 767).

6. altrib. and Comb., as charcoal-basket, -dust,

-fire, -man, -merchant, -poultice, -powder ; char-

coal-black, a pigment obtained from charcoal

;

charcoal-burner, one whose occupation it is to

make charcoal by burning wood, etc. ; so char-

coal - burning ; + charcoal-collier = charcoal-

Intrner ;
charcoal-filter, a filter in which charcoal

is used to absorb impurities
;
charcoal-furnace,

a furnace in which charcoal is made by dry distil-

lation of wood ;
charcoal-iron, iron containing a

certain percentage of carbon ; charcoal-oven-
charcoal -furnace ; charcoal -point (Electr.) m
carbon-point ; see Carbon 2, 3 c.

a 1658 Cleveland Gen. Poems (1677) 15 The Green sick-

ness of the Mind . . A kind of- 'Charcoal Appetite. 1622

Peacham Compt. Gent. xiii. (1634* 132 Shaddow it with

"Char-coale blacke. 1841 W. Spalding Italy Ii It. /si. I.

257 A few *charcoal-burners among the brakes. 1863

Watts Diet. Chem. I. 759 If the supply of air is limited,

only the more volatile ingredients [of wood] bum away,
and the fzreater part of the carbon remains behind. This
is the principle of the process of *charcoal-buming. 1636

A /thorp MS. in Simpkinson IVashingtons Introd. 78 To
the *charcoal colliers uppon my lordes guift towardes
the buying of their sackes 00 03 06. 1800 ir. Lagrange's
Chem. I. 101 Add to it as much very dry 'charcoal-dust.

1681 C 11 k 1 ham Ang/er's l'ade-m. xxxix. $ 2 (16891 254 A
clear *CharcoaI or Wood-coal Fire. 1801 N. Coxe Tour
Monmouth. 1 . 3 Tintem Abby, 'charcoal furnace, forges, and
wire-works. 1858 Greener Gunnery 166 'Charcoal iron has

. . been the only' stub twist barrels they . . have ever !>een

served with. 1861 Lond. Rev. 16 Feb. 167 The charcoal iron

of Newland and Backbarrow, near Uiverston . . unrivalled

in quality. 1870 Dai/y rVews 14 Apr., The rope is of char-

coal iron, and two inches in circumference. 1875 Ure Diet.

Arts III. 895 With an admixture of charcoal pig-iron.

1607 tr. C/ess D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 245 A hundred
'Charcoal-men . . provide the Wood, which is to bum those

that are condemned to the Fire. 1830 Scott Ivanhoe
Introd., The.. romance of Rauf Colziar, in which Charle-

magne is introduced as the unknown guest of a charcoal-

man. 1781 Gibbon Dec/. * II. 30 His Father, .exercised

the trade of a "charcoal-merchant. 1878 tr. Ziemssen's

Cyc/. Med. XVII. 463 In the immediate vicinity of 'char-

coal-ovens. ,1865 Letheby in Circ. Sc. I. 136/1 If the

"charcoal-points are too close together. 1876 Bartholow
Mat. Med. (i879> 553 A 'charcoal-poultice differs from an
ordinary poultice in having powdered charcoal incorpo-

rated with the mass. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Catap/asma
1 arbonis . . The charcoal poultice. For correcting the fector

..of ill-conditioned ulcers. 1855 J. F. Johnston Chem.
Com. Life I. 81 "Charcoal powder darkens , the flowers

of the dahlia.

Charcoal, v. /rans. [f. prec. sb.]

1. To mark, write, or blacken, with charcoal.

1840 Thackeray Paris Si. Bit. (1867) 387 Half a lame
couplet charcoaled on the wall, i860 All V. Round No.

47. 493 Brows, .charcoaled with some black pigment. 1865

Carlyle Fred*. Gt. IV. 178.

2. To suffocate with the fumes of charcoal.

1839 Dickens S/ch. Nick, xxxvii. Because she wouldn't

shutherself up in an airtight three-pair-of-stairs and char-

coal herself to death. 1866 Lond. Rev. 16 June 665 The
novelist .. drowned one character, shot another, charcoaled

a third, and in some manner got rid of the entire lot.

Cha'rcoaler. rare. [f. as prec. + -er'.] A
charcoal-burner or -seller.

1881 F. T. Palgrave Vis. Eng. 44 The charcoaler's wain.

Charcoaly, a. humorous. [f. Charcoal +

-Y '.] Like charcoal ; characterized by charcoal.

1848 B. D. Walsh Aristoph. Acham. 11. ii. My charcoally

ft it- ml.

t Chard 1
, charde. Obs. An intermediate

form between Cari> and Chart, in the sense of

' card, map, chart '.

1570 6 I.amharde Peramb. Kent (1826) Introd. 12 A
Charde of the seaven sundry Kingdoms into the which this

Realme was sometime divided. 1S71 Digges Pantom. 111.

x. R iii, Now ye must set the three diameters . . vpon some

charde, paper, or other playn. 1577-87 Harrison in l/olin-

shed I. ii. 2 Dividing the latest and best chards each way
into two equall parts. i6« Glrnall Chr. in Arm. (1669)

283/1 A Pilot without his Chard. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit.

ix. xxiv. 11632) 1177 Throgmorton had plotted a chard of

the Haucns and Harbours of England.

Chard - (tjajd). [var. of Card sb? (Cf. F.

chardon thistle.)] =Card sb? Hence chard-beet.

1658 Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 160 To procure the chard

of artichoks. 1664 - Kal. Hort. (1729) 195 Transplant the

Beet-chard which you sowed in August, to have most ample

Chards. 1693 — De /a Quint. Comp/. Card. II. 142 Chard-

Beets.. that in the middle have a large white, and thick

downy Cotton-like Main shoot, and that downy Cotton-like

shoot is the tnie Chard used in Pottages. 183a Veg. Subst.

Food 252 The footstalks and midribs of the leaves [of white

beet] . . are stewed and eaten under the name of Swiss

chard. 1866 Treas. Bot. I. 372 The Chard of Artichokes,

or the tender central leaf-stalk blanched.

Chardecoynes, -quynce : see Chare sb*

Chardon, -doon, obs. ff. Cardoon.

Chare, Char tjeoj, tjai), sb. 1 Forms : 1 cierr,

cirr, cerr, cyrr, 2-4cherre, 3 chsorre, chearre,



CHARE.

3-4 chere, 4-5 charre, 6-7 chair, (7 chaer,

chewre, charr), 5- chare, 3- char; see also

the variant Choke. [OE. cp-r, cifrr, cyrr, masc.

i- stem :—O. Teut. type *karri-z or *karzi-z : of.

Chabe v.1

(Often identified with OHG. cher, MHG. (Mr, Ger. kehr,

MDu. her, Du. kr, masc. ; besides which there is OHG.
chera, MHG. kire, Ger. kekre, MDu. and MLG.
LG. ker str. fern. ; but these represent OTeut. types

*kairi-z ~oz or kaizi-z, tut, and 'kaird or *kaizd, the vowel

of which has no connexion with that of the OE. word. No
forms cognate to either are known outside Teutonic.)

In modem English the ordinary form of the word from the

13th c. onwards was c/uir : but sense 5 is now usually

chare ; char, chore, chczvre, are dialectal ; chore also in U.S.

On the other hand the compound, which in the 17th and
18th c. was so commonly charcwoman, chairwoman^ is now
Charwoman.]

I. Obsolete senses : usually cher, char.

-j- 1. The return or coming round again of a time
;

hence gen. turn, occasion, time. Obs.

(The literal sense 2 is not cited in OE.)
c 1000 Ags. GosJ>. Luke xxii. 32 /Et sumum cyrre [Liudisf.

hwile xicerred] gewend andtryme bine jebroSru. c 1000

^Elfkic Gen. xxxviii. 18 JEt bam cyrre heo wearS mid cilde.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 214 ^Erest bry. .act bam feorban cyrre

nijon. c 1205 Lay. 6844 Makeden hine bridde chaerre king.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 23 At an chere. c 1320 Sir Beues 3461

Alias ! that ilche cherre Hii wentefro hire altoferre.

*t* 2. A turning or movement back, return, retreat

;

fig. (in after-char
^
again-char) repentance. Obs.

c 1220 Bestiary 643 Banne he makefS 5er-to char, a 1300

Cursor M. 21922 Qua-sum be-for will noght be-warr, He
sal find ban nan efter-char. 1 1300 in Wright Lyric P.

xiv. 46 To late cometh the 5eyn-char. c 1450 Lonelich
Graal lii. 617 So sore to-gederis they mette. .there was non
geyn char.

t b. On char : on the turn, in the act ofshutting ;

Ajar.
1500-30 Dunbar Done is a battell, $c. 11 The auld kene

tegir, with his teeth on char. a%$io Douglas K. Hart
xlvi, The dure on chare it stude. 1513— sEueis in. vi. 177
Quhill percace The pipand wynd blaw up the dur on char.

1 3. A turn or movement generally. Obs

.

c 1325 Body # Soul 157 (Matz.) Bote as tou bere me aboute,

ne not I do the teste char, c 1340 Cursor M. 5172 (Trin.)

[Abraham] drowse his swerde priuely pat be childe were nat

war Ar he had done bat char.

f 4. A turn or stroke of work ; an action, deed
;

a piece of work or business. Obs.
1 897 K. jElkred Gregorys Past. iv. 36 Menn be bi5

abis^od. .mid o5rum cierrum [v. r. cirrum]. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 137 Sulche monne he him de5 .. wiken and cherres.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chrou. IVace (Rolls) 8801 Sleyght & con-

nyng dob many a chare, c 1450 Bk. Curtasyeg6 in Babees
Bk. 11868) 302 While bou holdes mete in mouthe, be war
To drynke, bat is vnhonest char. 1570 [see Chare v. 1

4].

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. XIL lxxiv. (1612) 306 This Chaer
thus chaerd . . returnes he backe. c 1622 Fletcher Love's
Cure in. ii, Here's two chewres chewr'd. 1680 Neius fr.
Country in Roxb. Ball. (1881) IV. 201 How pure a Chan-
had it been then, they not one, to ten times Ten.

II. Extant sense : now usually chare.

5. esp. An occasional turn of work, an odd job,

esp. of household work ; hence in pi. the household

work of a domestic servant. (The regular phrase

in U.S., where the word has the form Chobe, q.v.).

c 1325 Pol. Songs 341 TJnnethe wolde eny don a char.

c 1410 Love Bouavent. Mirr. xiii. 32 (Gibbs MS.) Makyng
be beddes and suche ober chares. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI.

iv. xv. 75 The Maid that Milkes, And doe's the meanest
chares. 1608 11 Bp. Hall Medit. Vows in. {1614) 74
Many weare Gods cloth, .that never did good chare in his

service. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 2 Cleft out Wood, carryed
Stones, and did other odd Chairs. 1832-4 De Quincey
C&sars Wks. IX. 69 The peasant who does the humblest
chares. 1866 Daily Tel. 30 Jan. 5/2 The mother will be
grey, and ' past chares '. 1881 Miss Braddon Asf>h. III.

321 Not less monotonous than the humblest chars. 1881

Huxley Sc. Cult, ii. 34 Mere handicrafts and chares.

6. Comb., in sense 5, as chare-work ; also char-

folk, -parson on analogy of Charwoman, q.v.

1662 Fuller Worthies (1840) II. 116 Who, instead of their

own servants, use *Chair-folk in their houses. 1881 Goldw.
Smith Cowper ii. 24 A *char-parson . . who walked sixteen
miles every Sunday to serve two churches. 1613 Heywood
Brazen Age 11. ii. Wks. 1874 III. 240 Woman, .spinnes,

Cards, and doth * chare-worke.

Chare itjeej), sb.'-* Forms 3 chihera, 4 chere,
5- chare ; also 6 chayer, 8 chair. [? The same
as Chare turning ; cf. Sc. wynd^]
Local name for a narrow lane, alley, or wynd, in

Newcastle and some neighbouring towns ; also for

some country lanes and field tracks, e. g. the three

which converge at Chare ends, by the landing-

place on Holy Island.
12 . . Carta Will1 de Glatiavilla in Surtees Hist. Durham

(Gateshead) Poters-chihera. a 1400 Ibid. Waldeschere.
1430 hujuest on death ofR. Thornton, ibid., Pylot-chare,
1596 Wills $ Inv. N. C. (1835) I. 263 In the lowe seller, in

Chapmane chayer. 1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4293/3 A Large
Dwelling-House in the Broad Chair in Newcastle upon
Tyne . . will be sold. J772 Pennant Tour Scotl. (1790)
HI- 3°5 The lower streets and chares oralleysare extremely
narrow. i86z Smiles Engineers III. 411 The queer chares
and closes, the wynds and lanes of Newcastle.

Chare, sb.'A, chariot, car : see Char sb.'1

t Chare, sbA Obs. [a. OF. char (mod.F. chair)

:—L. cam-em flesh.]

1. Flesh, meat. (Only in French names of dishes.)
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c 1450 Courses of a Meal in Q. Eliz. Acad. 92 Graunte

chare. 1461-83 Liber Niger Edw. IV, in Househ. Ord.

(1790) 30 For his yoman . . he taketh dayly, one payne. one

messe gros chare \elscwhere ' gret flessh ', 'great meat '].

2. ' Flesh ' or pulp of fruit, as in the following :

+ Chare de quince. Obs. Also 5 chardecoynes,

-qweyns, charequynses, 6 chardequynce. [F.

*chair de coings (OF. cooins) pulp of quinces: see

Quince.] A preserve made of the pulp of quinces.

c 1440 Douce MS. 55 fol. 28 b, In maneras men seth chare

de quincys. 6 1440 Auc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790)

455 A halfe pounde of chardecoynes. 1452 Marg. Paston
Lett. 182 I. 245, I pray yow that ye wol send me a booke

wyth chardeqweyns that I may have of in the monynggs,

for the eyeres be nat holsom in this town. 1469 Househ.

Ord. (1790)95 Empty pottes ofgrenegynger, bagges, bookes

ofcharequynses, boxes ofcomfettes. Ibid. 103 Charequynses,

iolb. the boke, VS.—21. 10s. 1513 Bk. Kcruynge in Babees Bk.

(1868) 266 Loke ye haue in all seasons butter, chese, apples,

peres, nottes. .compost, grene gynger and chardequynce.

f Chare de wardon. Obs. A preserve made of

the pulp of Warden pears.

<zi42z Dinner to Hen. V, in Q. Eliz. Acad. 91. C1425

\5tJ1c. Cookery Bk. (Harl. MS. 279I §34 Chardewardon.—
Take Pere Wardonys, sethe hem in Wyne or in fayre Water.

Chare, sbS>} obs. f. Char sb$ a fish.

T Chare, a. Obs. [App. shortened from Cuary :

V influenced by Chebe, F. cher dear.]

1. = Chary ; careful.

1564 BriefExam., As the prudent and chare ouerseers

iudge. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. xiv. (1593) 336 My for-

rest Ide, of which I am most chare. 1587 Fleming Contn.

Holinshed III. 1339/1 Chare defense of faithful league.

2. Dear. Cf. Chary 3, Chere.
1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. xxiii. 134 He sheweth howe

deare and chare our soulehealth is vnto him.

Chare, char (tjeoj, tjai), v. Forms : 1 cier-

ran, cerran, cyrran, 2 cherre, 2-4 cher, 3

churre, chearre, 3-4 chere, 4 charre, 4-6 charr,

7 (chaer, chewre), 3- chare, 4- char. [OE.

cerran (Vesp. Ps.) W. S. ct£rran, cyrran :—OTeut.

type *karrjan or *karzjan, f. *karri- *karzi
f
OH

cgrre, Chare sb*. Senses 4 and 5 are perhaps

newly formed on the sb.

(Often identified with OHG. c/ieran, cJierran{:—chi'rjau)

MHG. k&ren, Ger. kehren, OLG. kerjan (keron), MDu.
kSren, Du. keereu, OFris. kcra,w\th the same signification.

But these represent an OTeut. *kairjan or *kaizj'an, the

vocalism of which is entirely different. Cf. Chari: sb. l

J
The modern form is generally chare, though char is not

uncommon ; chore and ctiewre are dial.]

f 1. trans. To turn ; esp. to turn aside or away
(also with by) ; to lead aside ; to drive away. Obs.

,1000 Ags. Ps. cxiii.[iv] 8 He . . clifu cyrre5 on cwicu
swylce waeteres wellan. a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 215

And cher me from sunne. c 1325 Metr. Horn. (1862) 52

Satenas our wai will charre. c 1340 Gaw. Gr. Knt. 850

pe lorde hym charred to a chambre. a 1400 Cov. Myst.

(1841) 325 And chare awey the crowe. 1501 Douglas Pal.

Lion. 1. xix, And stand on rowme quhair better folk bene

charrit, 1513 — JEneis 11. v. (iv) 43 As ane bull, .charris by
the aix with his nek wyght. 1674 Ray N. C. Wds. 10

C/iare, to stop : as char the Cow, i.e. Stop or turn her.

So 1721 in Bailey.

fb. Inverted constr. (-'to turn the rain from

her'.) Obs. rare.

a 1500 Prose Leg. in Anglia VIII. 142 She hadde no
clobes to chare hir fro be rayne.

T 2. refl. in sense of next. Obs.

c 1000 Caedmori s Satan 698 (.Gr.) Cer Seon balding. (.1205

Lay. 21266 pis isash Childric, & gon him to charren. [c 1400
Destr. Troy 8643 Achilles for the chop cherit hym not litle,

Braid out of batell, bound vp his wounde.]

t 3. intr. To turn
;
esp. to turn away or aside,

depart ; to turn back, return. Obs. Cf. Again-
chare in Again- 2.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxix. [hue] 3 Hi on hinderlincg . . cyrra3.

£1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 Hwan ic a3en cherre. c 1205 Lay.

29495 And charde a3ein sone eft into Rome, a 1225 Juliana

33 Te breo children be chearre nalden from be lahen. a 1250

Prov. JElfred 85 in O. E. Misc. 106 Eueruyches monnes
dom to his owere dure churreb. c 1250 Gen. § Ex. 2390 Or
ic of werlde chare. £1375 ? Barbour St. Theodora 121 Scho
. . as scho mycht, did turne & chare.

f b. To turn from one bodily state, belief, etc.,

to another. Obs.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2260 Chear ananriht, ba;t te o5re chear-

ren bm"h. he. c 1330 R. Brunne Chrou. IVace (Rolls) 15730
pe ffeuere agu ful sore hym hatte ; But sone he chared
[Wace Dont cil retorne] & wel swatte.

4. trans. To do, accomplish (a turn of work).

arch, or Obs.

1570 Marriage Wit $ Sc. iv. iv. in Hazl. Dodslcy II. 375
This char is chard well. 1602 [see Char sb\ 4]. 1612

Fletcher Two Noble K. m. ii. 21 All's chared when he is

gone, c 1622 — Loz>e's Cure in. ii, Here's two chewres
chewr'd. 18x6 Scott Bl. Dwarfvii, How now, ruffian, is

thy job chared ?

5. intr. To do odd turns or jobs, esp. of house-

work ; to work in this way by the day, without

continuous employment; hence trans, {coiloq.) to

do the cleaning work of (a house). Hence
ChaTing vbl. sb.

1732 Acc. Workhouses (ed. 2) 95 If any person shall go a

begging, or charing, .they shall be sent to Bridewell. 1810

Coleridge Friend (18831 230 Him, herself, and two little

children, she had to maintain by washing and charing

{note, I am ignorant whether there be any classical authority

for this word, but I know no other word that expresses oc-

CHARGE.

casional day labour in the houses of others). 1826 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. III. (1863) 528 The identical lady of the

mop, who occasionally chared at the house. 1837 Dickens
/>K*7t/.(i847) 273/1 ' Betsy Martin . . goes out charing and

washing, by the day'. 1864 H. Kingsley in Moan. Mag.
Dec. 144 Look at that girl's charing ;

why I never see any-

thing like it, with the exception of Mrs. Chittle, who chared

Park Villa at the end of a fortnight, nursing two.

[Chare v., in Bailey, etc. misprint for Chave q.v,]

Chare, obs. form of Chair.

Chare = schare, cut, obs. pa. t. of Shear v.

c 142s Wyntoun Cron. VI. xiii. 160 Before be Burde..'1'he

Dukis Brede bis childe ban chare.

Charect.e, charecter, obs. ff. Carat, Char-

act, Character.
Chare de quynee, -quynse : see Chare sbA

tCh.a -rely, adv. Obs. [f. Chare a. + -ly -.]

= Charily
;

carefully.

'545 Jove Exp. Dan. xii. ( R.) Being al to ware, and to

charely circumspecte. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par., Mark
xiv. 92 Laye ye handes upon hym, and leade hym charely.

1562 J. Heywood Prov. ff Epigr. (1867) 111 Thou fleest

that vice, .so charely [rime barely].

Charely(e, obs. form of Charily.

t Charet, charette. Obs. Forms : 5 char-

rette, 5-6 charett, 5-7 criarette, ;6 chear-,

cttairette), 6-7 charet, charret. \a.O¥.charrette,

{charete) wagon, cart, dim. of OF. charre Car sb. 1

(prob. of Romanic age : cf. It. and med.L. car-

retta, Sp. and Pr. carreta). In mod. French char-

rette is a two-wheeled vehicle with two shafts,

while chariot is four-wheeled. This distinction may

be historical, and may have existed originally in

Eng. also ; but here, after the shifting of the stress

to the first syllable, and consequent obscuration of

the termination, chareUte and chariot were con-

founded and treated as synonymous ; and the former

became obsolete before the middle of the 1 7th c,

though it virtually survived as a pronunciation of

chariot till the 19th c. With six exceptions charet

occurs uniformly in the Bible of 1611, but has been

everywhere changed in later editions to chariot]

1. A wheeled vehicle or conveyance : a. for per-

sons or goods ; a carriage, chariot, cart, wagon, etc.

? a 1400 Chester PI. n. (1847J 141 Fower charrettes came

anon. C1400 Maundev. xxii. 241 In a Charett with 4

Wheles . . and 4 or 5 or 6 of the grettest Lordes ryden aboute

this charyot. 1494 Fabyan vii. 535 So many wedgys of golde

as shulde charge or lade viii. charettis. 1533 Cranmer m
Ellis Orig. Lett. I. 114 II. 37 Riche charettes . . furnysshed

with diverse auncient old lades. 1606 Bryskett Civ. Life

100 It is harder to rule two horses to guide acoach or charret

then one. 1611 Bible 2 Kings ix. 16 So Iehu rode in a

charet. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. iii. § 2. 7 This

Imposter rode up and doun the Town in a triumphant

Charret. 1654 Tuapp Comm. Ps. xiv. 4 The Kings of the

earth, .have their Charrets drawn by other horses.

b. A war-chariot, fin biblical or classical use.)

1535 Coverdale Dan. xi. 40 And the kinge of the north.

.

shall come agaynst him with charettes. — Zeclu vi._ 2

In the first charet were reade horse. 1611 Bible Ex. xiv.

7 Hee tooke sixe hundred chosen charets. 1650 R. Cell
Serin. 8 Aug. 20 There were seen in the air . .

charets and

armed men. 1676 Hobbes Iliad III. 28 Arm'd from his

charret to the ground leapt he.

2. Comb, and altrib., as charet-city, -driver,

-horse, -wheel ;
charet-man, = Charioteer.

1611 Bible 2 Chron. i. 14 A thousand and foure hundred

charets, and twelue thousand horsemen, which he placed

in the *charet-cities. 1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. n. xclv.

(1591) 108 Vitellius. .builded vp stables for *charet dnuers.

1611 Bible 2 Sam. viii. 4 Dauid houghed all the *charet

horses. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings ix. 18 The *charetman

rode to mete them. 1577 Holinshed Chron. I. 26/2 And
those charetmen by exercise and custome were so cunning.

1611 Bible 2 Chron. xviii. 33 Hee sayd to his charetman,

Turne thine hand. — 1 Kings vii. 33 "Charet wheele.

t Cha-reter. Obs. Forms: 7 charrettier,

chariter. [a. OF. charetier, now charrettier, f.

charete, charrette (prob. of Rom. age : cf. It. car-

rettiero, Sp. carretero).]

1. The driver of a ' charet '
; a charioteer.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I. 60 The charrettiers

mingled themselves with the battel of the footmen. 1656

Heylin Surv. France 14 There our chareter brought us to

the ruines of an house. - __
2. (A horse) that draws a ' charet . rare . [*•

cheval charrettier,,]
1601 F. Tate tr. Househ. Ord. Ed™. II. S 56 (1876) 41

A vallet herbergeour, who shal herberge the said horses,

sommers, and chariters.

Chare Thursday, corrupt f. Shere-1 hursday.

Chareuille, obs. form of Chervil.

Char-folk : see Chare sbA 6.

Charge (tjaadg), sb. Also 4 charg, ehaarge,

6 chardge, Sc. chairge. [a. F. charge fem. :-

Romanic cargo, late L. carrica (cf. It. carica, Sp.

carga), f. the vb. carricdre, cargar : see Charge

v., and cf. Cark, Charche sb.]

I. A material load ; that which can be borne,

taken, or received.

+ 1. A (material) load, burden, weight. Obs.

a 1225 Alter. R. 140 He was bute charge—& teide uor bui

ane clot of heui eor5e to hire. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 416

So heuy charge of wayn. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)

169 So mykelle was bat barge . . & so heuy of charge. 1382
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Wvclif 2 Kings viii. 9 Fourty chamel chaargis [1388 Ai
burthuns of fourti camels], c 1400 Rom. Rose 1352 Of fruyt
hadde every tree his charge. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas.
xix. xxii, The shyp was great, fyve c. tonne to charge. 1638
Heywood Wise Worn, u. 1. Wks. 1874 V. 300 Having a charge
of money about me. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. U703J 257
This charge, or weight, will be stopped, or stayed by the

Inverse Arches. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s.v. Charge,
An unweildy Ship . . is a Ship of Charge.

[% * Charge of Lead*
1711 Bailey, A charge of Lead is 36 Pigs, each contain-

ing six Stone wanting two Pound.
This is merely a mistake of Bailey's for Charre 0/Lead,

used in Scotland in 14th c, explained by Cowel in his In-
terpreter, whence it passed into succeeding Law Diets., and
into Kersey 1708-21. See Char sb.' 2. Bailey's error is

duly perpetuated in modern Dictionaries, as if charge of
lead were a current expression.]

2. The action of loading a vessel, etc. ? Obs.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 Any hauen, porte or rode of
charge or discharge.

3. The quantity of powder, or (more loosely,

with sportsmen, etc.) of powder and shot, with
which a fire-arm is loaded for one discharge.

See Bursting charge, vbl. sb. 6.

1653 H - Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xli. § 2. 162 Artillery, or
Cannons of wood . . behind the which they put boxes of iron,
that held their charge. 1669 Stlhmy Mariners Mag. U. v.

xi. § 1. 46 To tell readily how much Powder is a due Charge
for any Piece. 1846 Greener Sc. Gunnery 327 One half of
the musket charge will escape past the ball during its passage
up the barrel. 1857 Livingstone Trav. xviii. 331 A single
charge of gunpowder. 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon II. 57
After watching the animal for about half an hour I gave
him a charge of shot.

b. So Mining. A quantity of gunpowder or
other explosive used in blasting.

4. gen. The quantity of anything which a re-

ceptacle, a piece of mechanism, etc. is fitted or
constructed to bear, take in, or receive

; e.g. the
quantity of coal which a gas-retort takes in, the
quantity of ore, etc. put into a furnace at one
heat, etc., etc.

167a Newton in Phil. Trans. VII. 5097 By that means
the Microscope will, .bear a deeper Charge. 1711-4 Pope

,

Rape Lock v. 82 A charge of snuff the wily virgin threw.
183a G. Porter Porcelain A> Gl. 165 The opening through
which the charge was introduced. 1858-75 Ure Diet. Arts

\

III. 55 The charge [of lead-ore] employed varies in almost
every establishment. In the North smaller charges are

i

used than in most other localities. At Newcastle, the '

charge varies from 12 to 14 cwts. . . in Cornwall, charges of
30 cwt. are not unfreuuently worked. 1881 Raymond Alin-
ing Gloss. , Charge, the materials introduced at one time
or one round into a furnace.

5. Electr. An accumulation of electricity in a
Leyden jar, electric battery, etc.. which may be
again discharged.
1781 Brook in Phil. Trans. LXXII. 387 No glass to be

charged, as we call it, with electricity, will bear a greater
charge than, etc. 1885 Watson& Burbury Math. Th.Electr.
I. 89 The algebraic sum of all the electricity on the sur-
face of a conductor is called the charge on the conductor.

fig' 1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 269 [They will] ac-
cumulate fresh charges of threatening power in the intellec- I

tual atmosphere which surrounds the church.

6. Her. Any device * charged ' or borne upon an
escutcheon ; a bearing.

'599 Thynne Anhnadv.{\%T^) 15 Chaucers armes are not
so meane, eyther for coolour, chardge, or particione as some
will make them. 1610 Gltllim Heraldry n. iii. (1660) 52
A Charge is that thing whatsoever that doth occupy the
field. 164a Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. 1. xv. 47 This to my
Elder Brother I must yield, I have the Charge, but he hath
all the Field. 1876 Rock Text. Fabr. vi. 56 To introduce
many heraldic charges.

7. Farriery. A thick adhesive plaster applied
to the body of a horse.
1607 Topsfll Four./. Beasts 287 Then lay on this charge

following. 1708 Lond. Gas. No. 4495/4 He had, when lost,

a hot charge laid on with Deer's Hair on every Leg. 1831
7» Youatt Horse xvii. 382 A charge, or very strong adhesive

I

plaster, across the haunch may be useful. Ibid, xxiii. 483
The following mixture makes a good charge.

II. A load of trouble, expense, responsibility,

blame, etc.

* of trouble.
8. fig. A burden, load, weight (of trouble, in-

convenience, etc.). Obs. b. cotter. Anything bur-

densome ; a source of trouble or inconvenience.
c 1300 K. Alis. 7292 He n'ul that youre barouns. . No beore

charge of all this. 138s Wyclif Matt. xx. 12 To vs, that
han born the charge of the day and hete. 1483 Caxton
G. de la Tour H ij b, Which shalle be in grete charge and
payne to gyue a good ansuere. 1509 Barclay Shypof Folys
(1874) I. 13: Folewe vertue and leue charges mundayne.
1713 Guardian No. 1 P4 The charge of intelligence, the
pain in compiling. i85*>Thackeray Pendennis xxxi. Thank
God. .1 need not be a charge on the old mother.

* * of importance.

t 8- jtf- Moral weight, importance, moment. Obs.
* 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 620 Thyng that beryth more

effect & charge, c 1400 Maundev. xxii. 243 Thus anon
bathe he hasty tvdynges of ony thing, that berethe charge.
1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 28 Occupyed in maters of charge
and weyghty. 1598 Shaks, Rom. <V 'Jul. v. ii. 18 The Letter
was not nice, but full of charge, Of deare import.

T b- In such phrases as it is no charge., it is of
no importance, it does not matter ; to //take, give,
have no charge, to make of no account, not to
care (const, of or with clauseJt (Cf. Cuahok v. 20.)

c 1340 Gaiv. Sf Gr. Knt. 1940 Of be chepe no charg. 1382
1 Wyclif Matt. xxii. 16 There is no cure, or charge, to thee '

of eny man [1388 thou chargi^t not of ony man]. <. 1386
! Chaucer Squire's T. 359 Dreem of which ther nys no

charge. .1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 744 For hay .. Make
housyng as the list ; it is noo charge [non refert\ c 1440
Hylton Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494) vi, He . . makith noo i

charge what comyth of bymself. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. iv.

13 They retched not ne had no charge of sucbe goodis.
* * * Pecuniaty.

10. Pecuniary burden
; expense, cost. arch,

c 1460 Fortescue Abs. Lint. Mom. vi. (heading , Ordy-
naunces for the Kyngs Ordenarye Chargys. c 1510 More
De quat. Noviss. Wks. 90 Thou hast lytle money & much
charge. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 157 The Globe
which M. Sanderson to his very great charge hath pub-

j

lished. 1653 Walton Angler iii. 79 Tis the company and !

not the charge that makes the feast. 1669 Worlidge Syst.
Agric. (1681 > 265 January . . is the rich mans charge, and the
poor mans misery. 17*7 A. Hamilton New Acc, E. hid.

j

II. xlii. 114 The Profits can hardly bear the Charge. 1791
Smeaton Edystonc L. g 118 When the . . certain charge of

!

the Out-fit was duly taken into consideration. 1842 Ma-
!

caulay Fredk. Gt., Ess. (1854) II. 673/1 The whole charge
;

of his kitchen was brought within the sum of two thousand
pounds sterling a year. 1848 — Hist. Eng. I. 593 A small
body guard of forty young men, well armed and mounted
at their own charge, attended Monmouth.

b. The price required or demanded for service

rendered, or less usually) for goods supplied.
1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 388 The charge for convey-

ing a single letter was twopence for eighty miles, and three-
pence for a longer distance. 1853 Lytton My Novel x. xx,
His charges, too, are moderate. 1875 Jevons Money (1878)

1

117 The bank is always willing to do the work for fixed low
charges. Mod. What is the charge for admittance? He
declined to make a charge, but left it to us to pay what we
thought proper.

C. //. Expenses : often with sense scarcely or
not at all distinguishable from the sing. arch.
1514 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 145 Atte custage*. and charges

of the seid Maister and brethern of the seid Gilde. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. i. 61 Sent ouer of the King of Eng- I

lands owne proper Cost and Charge*. 1653 Walton Angler
ii. 44 I'll bear your charges this night, and you shall bcare
mine to morrow. 1662 Ghrbilk Princ. 25 Builders ought
to calculate the Charges of their designed Building. 1734
tr. Rollin's Am. Hist. U827J VII. xvi. 12 To defray the
charges of his funeral. 1783 Bailey, Cadet, Codec, one
that serves as a volunteer in the wars upon his own charges.
1845 Thackeray Comh. to Cairo ii, A. .cathedral, built by
the present bishop at his own charge*.

d. Commerce. Expenses incidental upon busi-

ness or commercial operations, especially such as

do not come under other particular headings of
the Profit and Loss Account.
1546 Johnson in Ellis Grig. Lett. 11. 143 II. 174, I have

allowed for freight and charges of the same thiether. 1875
Jevons Money (iS-jS^ 17 Tolls, fees, and tariffs of charges, 1

Mod. An analysis of the General Charges Account.

+ e. To be at charge or at charges : to undergo
great expense ; to bear the expense or cost.

So also, to be at the charge{s of. Obs.
154a Bkinklow Compi. vii. 11874) 20 Nexte terme he must

be at charge to come vp. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. ii. 256
He be at Charges for a I^xtking-glasse. 1655-60 Stanley
Hist. Philos. (1701) 1 10/2 Iriese live sparingly. Are ne\er at
the charges of a Barber, Unguents, or Baths. 1714 Steele
Lover i. 11723) 7 As I am a young Author . . he would not
be at that Charge. 1745 P. Thomas yrnl. Anson s Voy. 212
That the Court should be at great Charges for this Pomp.
11. A liability to pay money laid upon a person

or estate.

c X570 Thynne Pruie A> Lmvl. 1 1841 > 20 To setten dowue
a bill of charge. 1641 Tertnes de la Ley M Charge is

where a Man granteth a Kent issuing out of his ground .

.

this is called a Rent-charge. 1788 J. Powell Devises (18271
II. 51 They do not furnish a single case of such a charge
failing in e\ent by the death of the devisee in the devisor's

life time. 1845 M rCuLLocH Taxation 1. iv. (1852) 109
Whether the same proportional charge should be made on
incomes of 100I. or 500/. a year, as on those of 1000/. or
5000/.? Ibid. 11. vii. 318 A mere charge by one government
department against others. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy
Bk. Prop. I.atv xxiv. 184 Limitation has.. been put upon
proceedings to recover charges on the estate. 1885 Act 48
<$ 49 Vict. c. 54 S ii Any mortgage or charge duly created
. .upon the profits of any benefice.

* * * * Responsibility, care.

12. A task or duty laid upon one
;
commission,

trust, responsibility ; an office entrusted to one.
t 1340 Cursor M. 20790 (Fairf.) He wille take na charge

on him. 1393 OOWW Conf. II. 393. 1475 Caxton Jason
fl Jason thenne began to thenke on the grete honour
and charge that he hadde receyued. 1597 Hooker Eccl.
Pot. v. lxxviii. § 2 Whose mere function or charge is

the service of God. 1648 Milton 'Tenure Kings (1650) 45
Pastors have a dreadful) charge, not performed uy a formal
preachment twise a week. 1754 Chatham Lett. Nepheiu
iii. 14 Your tutor. -I dare say ne is every way equal to such
a charge. 18x0 T. Jefferson Writ. 11830) IV. 151 It is in-

cumbent on those who accept great charges, to risk them-
selves on great occasions. 1885 Mont h. Exam. 10 Jan. 5/a
He is now obliged by ill-health to seek a less burdensome
charge, and the living becomes vacant. [Cf. 14.]

13. The duty or responsibility of taking care of
(a person or thing ^ ; care, custody, superintend-

ence. Phrase, To have, take, give {the charge of.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870(5 He shal take b- charge al sone
as he is warned berof. 1400 Destr. Troy 8952 A cheftan
with charge of horn all. 1483 Cath. Angl. 59 A charge,

cura. 1535 Coveri>ale Ps. xc[i]. 11 He shall geue his

angels charge oner the. 1611 Bible Acts viii. 27 An Eunuch

I

. . who had the charge of all her treasure. — 1 Mace. xiv.

42 He should take charge of the Sanctuarie. 17*7 Swift
What passed in Loud. Wks. 1755 III. 1. 187 If the reverend
Clergy showed more concern . . I charitably impute it to
their great charge of souls. 1841 Macaulay W. Hastings,
Ess. 11854) IL 597/1 His uncle, .determined to take charge
of him. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis lxvi, Under the charge
of her kind, .patroness.

b. In charge (<?/") is used both actively and
passively; e.g. to leave children in charge of a.

nurse, or a nurse in charge of the children. The
latter is the more recent use ; thence officer, clerk,

curate in charge, i.e. having actually the charge or

care (of a place, business, etc.), *on duty'. To
give '^an object) in charge {to a person; : a.) to
commit (it) to his care, entrust him with it

;
{b.)

to give an order or command, to charge (see sense

15, and Charge v. 14). To give (a person) in

charge : to hand over to the custody of the police.

So to have, take in charge.
1513 More Rich. Ill (1641) 276 Forgetting nothing given

to him in charge. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. l ii. 70 Where
is the gold I gaue in charge to thee? 1665 Manley
Grotius Low-C. Warrs 349 The Earl of Bulloin having in

charge matters of greater concernment. 1784 Cow per Task
11. 478 The weighty terms, That he had taken in charge.

1793 Ti Jefficrson Writ. (1859) 5»> I have it in charge
from the President to assure the merchants, .that, etc. 1835
Marryat Jac. Faithf. i, I was now left almost altogether
in charge of the deck. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 440
note, The Dutch Archives, .are in the charge of gentlemen
whose courtesy, .cannot be too highly praised. 1858 Haw-
thorne Fr. «V //. Jmts. (1872* I. 78 Having the education
of young girls in charge. 1861 Flok. Nightingale Nursing
iv. 33 No one seemed to know what it is to be ' in charge

,

or who was fa charge. 1885 Matuh. Exam. 23 May 5/4
Mr. Shaw-Lefevre. . was left., in full charge of the House.
1885 ^ir C. Butt in Law Rep., Probate, 101 The European
..was fa charge of a duly licensed pilot. 1887 Nm-spr.
The thief was promptly arrested and given in charge.

14. A thing or person entrusted to the care or

management of any one. spec. The people or

district committed to the care of a minister of

religion.

1530 Palscr. 157 Vne cure, a cure, a parsonage, or a
charge. 1590 Nashe Pasquifs Apol. 12, 1 wyll not be theyr
vpholder which lye sleeping and snorting in their charge^.
1602 Warner Alb. Eng. xn. lxxiii. 1 1612) 300 When Stafford

and his double charge to Italie were come. 1606 Shaks.
Tr. ft Cr. v. iL 6 Dio. How now my charge? Cres. Now
my sweet gardian. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 220 Woe
be to that Priest . . That will not . . preach his Charge among.
1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 69 He hoped her fair

charge was well, i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. x. <i866>

70 [The doe] has driven his charge away. i8t» E. Pea*
cock Mabel Heron I. iv. 58 The Vicar .. resided on the

latter charge. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. V. liv. 76 Instruc-

tions that the clergy should reside within their charges.

tb. Term for a 'company' of clergy having
the cure of souls. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Albans F vij a, A Dignyte of cbanonys, a

Charge of curatis.
***** Mandate^ admonition.

15. A precept, injunction, mandate, order.

138. Wyclif Last Age Ch. (1840) 24 The chargis of pio-

fetis tretynge bis matir. 1393 Gower Conf. I. 193 He..yaf
him charge, That they ne sufTre. His wife to go. 1535
Coverdale Ecctes. viii. 2 When a kynee geueth a charge,
his commaundement is mightie. 16x1 Bible 2 Sam. xviii.

5 The king gaue all the captaiucs charge concerning Ab-
salom. 1093 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 324 A charge
or commandment. 170a Pope Sapho 1 19 No charge I gave
vou, and no charge could give, But this, be mindful of our
loves, and live. 17*6 Gay Fables \. x I viii. 36. 1839 Veowell
Ahc. Brit. Ch. iL 11847) 11 His parting charge.

b. spec. An official instruction or admonition

given Ly a judge to a jury, by a bishop or arch-

deacon to his clergy, or by a member of a pres-

bytery or senior minister to a young minister at

his ordination.
1600 .'/'. of Wore.'s Charge 11 Sept. i The Charge was

given by the Bishop himself. 1791 Boswell Johnson (1816)

II. 245 Johnson .. with humuurous formality gave me a
Charge, pointing out the conduct expected from me. 1864

Daily News 26 Mar., Irving 's 'charge' to the young minister

at London-wall is something almost terrible to read. 1881

Bp. Wordsworth in Public Opinion No 1044. 395 The majn
portion of my charge . . delivered at our annual synod in

Perth. 1888 Falkirk Mail 1 Sep. 3/5 Mr. Reid .. ascended
the pulpit and delivered the charge to the pastor and the

congregation. Mod. In his charge to the jury, the Lord
Chief Justice said, etc.

c. Sc. Imw. The command of the sovereign's

letters to j>erform some act, e.g. to enter an heir.

Also, the messenger's copy of service, requiring

the person to obey this command, or generally to

fulfil the decrees of a court of law.
****** Accusation.

16. Attribution or imputation of something cul-

pable ; accusation.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. iii. in Ashm. 43, I pray God that

this turne not me to Charge. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
D vij b, Puttyng the charge of the dede upon other. *577
Patericke Gontitlet's Agst. Machiavel 116021 318 The
gentleman, .gave charge upon those which had taken away
his betrothed wife. i6a< Bacon Truth, Ess. iArb.) 501

Such a Disgrace, and such an Odious Charge. 1713 Steele
Englishman No. 50. 324 He cannot prove these heavy
Charges of Disloyalty. 1777 Priestley Matter $ Spir.

(1782) I. Pref. 34 The writer . . has well defended my hyi>o-

thesis from the charge of infidelity. 1867 Mrs. Oliphant
Madonna M. iii, Thai such a charge was hanging over her
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head. 1880 M CAltTHV Own Times IV. 41S He made the

most startling and. .the most sweeping charges.

"b. Phr. To lay to one's charge: to impute to

one as a fault, charge one with, charge upon one.

1535 Coverdale Ps. xxxiv. [xxxv.] ii False witnesses .

.

laye to my charge thinges that I knowe not. 1605 Shaks.
Lear u ii. 139 To lay his Goatish disposition on the charge

of a Starre. 1796 Jane Austen Pride Pre/, ii. (1813!

172 Two offences, .you last night laid to my charge. 1872

E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. v. 75 Not having anything
very serious to lay to the charge of the man himself._

C. spec. The accusation upon which a prisoner

is brought up for trial ;
hence, in the slang of the

police : A prisoner charged with an offence and

brought up for trial.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (x86i) 422 One by one the
' charges ' were brought in . . and set before him in that little

iron-railed dock. Some were felonious charges : scowling,

beetle-browed, under-hung charges, who had been there

many times before, and were likely to come there many
times again.

III. An impetuous attack (and allied senses).

tl7. The position of a weapon ready for action.

Cf. Charge v. 21. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 120 Their armed Staues in

charge, their Beauers downe. 1635 Barkiffe Mil. Discip.

ii. (1643) 10 The Charges of the Pike are twofold, either for

Defence, or Offence. 1650 R. EltomA rt. Milit. 1. v. (1668)5.

18. Mil. An impetuous attack or onset ; the act

of bearing down impetuously upon the opposing

force (see quot. 1832). Also said of the rush of a

powerful animal, as a bull, an elephant, of a player

at football, etc.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 275 It chaunced certeine French
men and Almaynes to geve such a charge and onset of the

English hoste, that perforce they opened the Archers of the

Princes battaile. 1579 Digges Stratiot. 152 To abide a
charge. 1611 Bible 2 Mace, xi. 11 Giuing a charge vpon
their enemies like lions. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. IL 158 Of
Knowledge great Either for Charge or for Retreat. 1776
Gibbon Decl. F. I. xix. 531 The two armies rushed with
equal fury to the charge. 1832 Regul. Instr. Cavalry in.

63 The Charge is that attack made with the greatest ve-

locity and regularity possible, to break the order of the

opposite enemy. 1855 PRBSCOTT Philip II, 1. via. (.1857) 137
Egmont returned to the charge, but was forced back with
greater loss than before. 1855 Tennyson {title) Charge of

the Light Brigade. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown v, The
' Bravos ' of the School-house attest the pluckiest charge of

all that hard-fought day. 1887 Spectator 16 Apr. 532/1

Reform meetings were dispersed by charges of Dragoons.

h. Jig. ;
esp. in phr. To return to the charge.

1752 Johnson Rambl. No. 194 5» n He returns every day
to the charge with increase of courage. 1844 Dickens
Mart. Chuz. (Hoppe) Nor, although he returned to the

charge very often, could he obtain any useful intelligence.

19. Mil. A signal for the attack sounded on a

trumpet or other instrument. (AlsoJig.)
1650 R. Elton Art Milit. at, xxiii. (1668J The several

beats of the Drum ; as first, of a Call ; second, a Troop ; .

.

a March ; . . a Preparative ; . . a Battle or Charge ; . . a Re-
treat. 1682 Otwav Venice Pres. I. i, Beats not my heart

as't would alarum thine [heart] To a new charge of bliss'?

1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lai. 92 The trumpets on
both sides sound the charge. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
xxxiv. The pipers on both sides blew their charge. 1854

J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon {1855I I. xix. 311 The. .proclama-

tion rang like a trumpet charge over the hills and valleys

of France.

20. Comb., as charge-bearer, -bearing; charge-

inspector, an officer who inspects the charges

entered in a charge-sheet ;
charge-man, the leader

of a working squad ;
charge-sheet, the paper kept

at a police-station on which are duly entered the

names of persons brought in custody to the station,

with the charge against them, etc.; charge-ways
adv. (see 7), in the manner of a ' charge ' or horse-

plaister.

1605 Verstegan Dec. Intelt., A German souldier was ob-

served to kill in the field some captain or *charge-bearer
among the Romans. 1592 Dei: Comfi. Rehears, in Chetham
Misc. (1851) I., 35, I have received, .in money towards some
of my *charges-bearing the som of, etc. 1887 Pall Mall G.

28 July 3/1 The * charge-inspector, being trained as a
criminal lawyer as well as a policeman. 1885 Daily Netvs

23 Oct. 6/3, I, as a *charge man, was the oldest at the

particular hammer that I worked at. 1887 Pall Mall G.

19 Aug. 9/1 It was the custom for the constable to give the

information which appears in the "charge-sheet, eijzo W.
Gibson Farriers Disp. xvi. (1734) 304 Apply it *Charge-ways
all over the part.

Charge (tjlidg), v. Forms : 3- charge ; also

4 cherge, scharge, 5 charg, 6~ Sc. chairge.

[a. OF. charge-r
}
-ier

t
nth c. in Littre ONF.

carguer^ cargier, Pr. cargar, Sp„ Pg. cargart It.

caricare) :—L. carricare (in Jerome) to load, f.

carr-us car, wagon : cf. communicdre to share in

common, caballicdre to ride, etc.

(Several forms resulted in Romanic from the L. type
carricare. When the original vb. in sense ' load * was
syncopated at an early period to caredre (cf. It. caricare,
carcare\ this gave OF, karkier, charchier (cf. L. caballus
horse, caballicdre, cabalcdre to vide, F. chevaucfier) ; thence
ME. Cark and Charche. Otherwise, carricare became
carrigdre, and was then syncopated to cargare, OF. car-
gtder, chargier, Eng. Charge. After these changes had
taken place, and the original verb had become Romanic
carcare, cargare, a new carricare was formed in the sense
' to convey in a car', ' to cart and this gave OF. careyer,
carier, charier (cf. Mantis hand, manicdre to handle, F.

manicr); thence Eng. Carry.)]

I. To load ; to cause to bear, hold, or receive.

(To charge is, in sense, causal of to bear; hence in the

passive charged with is equivalent to ' bearing ' taking \

or 1 receiving ' what it can bear or hold.)

f 1. trans. To place a load on or in ; to load

{e.g. a vehicle, ship, beast of burden, etc.). Also,

in passive
;

charged with : laden with, bearing.

Obs. exc. as merged in other senses.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 13 Me chargede bre hondret

schippes . . per wyp. a 1300 Cursor M. 8253 It was so

cherged [v. r. charged, karkid, karked] ilk a bogh. c 1380

Sir Ferumb. 3136 Two & byrty grete somers y-charged alle

& some Wyb fair flour, c 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 967 A
tre, That charged was with fruyt. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 69

Chargyn wythe byrdenys, onero. 1513 Douglas A^neis xi.

i. 114 Mak prayer and offerandis Chargeand the altaris oft

with his awin hands. 6*1534 tr- Vwg* Eng. Hist.

(1846) I. 57 Ca?sar, charging his shippes with a great

number of captives. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 191 Her
head, amies, necke, nose, eares, legs and toes, each charged

with Amulets and Bracelets of silver. 1712 tr. Pomet's

Hist. Drugs I. 37 Branches, charg'd with Leaves. 1853

Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 633 Ten mules charged with large

hampers. 1854 Abbott Napoleon (1855) II. xxxv. 655 The
frigate charged with the mortal remains of Napoleon,

f b. trans/. To load with blows. Obs.

1596 NASHE Saffron H'alden 33 All those, .blowes where-

with you haue charged me.

f2. To lay or place (goods, etc.) as a XoaAupon'

to lade. Obs.
c 1532 Ld. Berners Huott 423 All .iii. . - chargyd in theyr

neckes mete ynowe & brought it to the shyp. 1539 Act 31

Hen. VIII, c. 4 There to charge and discharge the sayde
goodes. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 133 They must charge

and discharge their wares.

fig. 1665-9 Boyle Occas. Rcfl. 11. xv. To charge no more
upon a Day than the trouble that belongs to it.

f 3. To carry as a load or lading. Obs. rare.

c 1450 Merlin 57 Merlin hem shewde the stones that were

grete and longe. .They, .seide it was a thynge impossible to

charge, they were of soche gretnesse and wight. 1660

Burnev Ke'pS. Awpoe (1661) 98 Fear not man. .thou charges

Caesar and his Fortune.

4. To put in or on (a thing) what it can bear or

is adapted to receive ; to cause to take or receive

to the extent of its capacity or requirements ; to

furnish with its full complement ; to fill {e.g. a

vessel with liquor, etc.).

In some modern phrases probably transf. from 5.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 204 Hit is iue<55red [as an arrow] ; bet is,

icharged. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 58 A distaffs

charged with flaxe. 1674 Ray Iron Work 126 The Fur-

nace which is before charged with coles, a 1763 Shenstonk
Wks. (1764) I. 286 The trembling tears that charge thy

melting eyes. 1785 Cowi-er Task vi. 570 Creeping vermin

..charged perhaps with venom. 1799 G. Smith Laborat.

I. 9 When you charge your rocket. 1823 J. Badcock. Dom.
Amusem. 20 Charging the cylinders with dry split wood.

1855 Bain Senses Int. u. iv. § 26 An organ with bellows

constantly charged. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 24 The water

with which the rock is charged. 1884 Browning Ferishtah
(ed. 3) 134 The slave who charged thy pipe,

b. Construction transposed as in 1.

188a Engineer 24 Feb. 133/1 These bars are cut to lengths

and charged into a suitable furnace.

5. spec. To put into (a fire-arm: the proper

charge of powder and ball ; to 1 load '.

1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 6 No person, .shal cary. -any

crosse bowe bent, or gun charged or furnished with pouder

fire or touch for the same. 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 382 Their

battering Canon charged to the mouthes. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag. 11. v. xii. § 45 When any Piece of Ordnance
is Charged with such a Shot as will not be driven home
unto the Powder. Ibid. 11. v. xiii. § 4 How Granadoes are

to be Charged in a Mortar, and Fired. 1670 Nye Gunnery
39 He should know how to charge and discharge Gunner
like. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 82 f 8 Did you charge these

Pistols? 1803 Rees Cycl. s.v., Engineers have contrived a

sort of cannons which are charged by the breech.

Jig: 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 88 What are they, That
charge their breath against us?

6. Her. To place a bearing on (an escutcheon

or another bearing). Charged with : bearing.

1572 Bossewell Armorie 12 A ' Gartiere'. .maye not bee

charged, but with floures or leaues. 1605 Camden Rem.
(1637) 210 Charged with a Mullet of sixe poynts. 1808

Scott Marm. vi. xxxviii, He . . charged his old paternal

shield With bearings won on Flodden Field. 1882 AC # Q.

25 Mar. 230 John, his younger brother, should charge his

ancestor's crescent with another for himself.

transf. 1705 Addison Italy (J.) It is a pity the obe-

lisks in Rome had not been charged with several parts of

the Egyptian histories, a 1719 — Medals i. xg» Nor are

they [coins] only charged with Things but with many
ancient Customs.

7. To fill (any substance) zvith other matter, dif-

fused or distributed throughout it {e.g. the air with

vapour, water with mineral substances, etc.;.

Usually in pa. pple. charged with : containing or

full of (the matter specified) in a state of diffusion

or solution.

[1601 Holland Pliny I. 106 The riuer Glaucus, charged

withtheriuerofTelemessus.] 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I.

82 The hard waters are such as are charged with some .

.

metallic matter. 1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III. 371 A black

argillaceous limestone, charged with belemnites. 1854

Brewster More Worlds v. 103 The air may be charged.

.

with aqueous vapour. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene

(ed. 3I 79 Water highly charged with calcium carbonate.

1885 Manch. Exam. 5 June 5/2 Old workings charged with

foul gas. (Cf. 4.)
,

b. Electr. To cause to receive (electricity) ; to

accumulate a quantity of electricity capable of

being again discharged in (a Leyden jar, or any

electrified body, or an 'accumulator').

1748 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 199 The bottle being

thereby discharged, the man would be charged. 1750 Ibid.

243 How does the phial become charged (as we term it)?

1869 Phillips Vesuv. til 48 The moving clouds were highly

charged with electricity. 1881 Sir W. Thomson in Native
No. 619. 434 One of the twenty kilogramme cells charged

. .and left with its 60 candle-hours' capacity.

8. fig. To fill, furnish fully, render replete.

Usually in pa. pple. charged with : = bearing.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxviii. (1887) 175 Their braines

be not so much charged, neither with weight nor with

multitude of matters, a 1680 Butler Rem. (I759 1 61

The harder he charges his Head with Politics, the more it

recoils. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps i. § 15. 26 Fair fronts of

variegated mosaic, charged with wild fancies. 1850 Mrs.
Browning Vis. Poets I. 246 Soft accents clear Charged with

high meanings. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 118801 I. Introd.

3 A face charged with memories of a keen and various

life. 1877 H, "Page De Quincey I. xi. 205 The stores of

fact, .with which his memory was charged.

II. To load heavily ; to burden, put an) thing

onerous, troublesome, hateful upon.

f 9. To lay too heavy a load upon ; to overload,

burden. Obs.

1398 Trey isa Bartk. De P. R. xviii. cliv. 114951705 A
voyde thynge of codware . . and chargyth more than it

fedith. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. x. 89 The cluslres ofgrape*

ben so grete . . that the men ben gretly charged to here one of

them only vpon a colestaff. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wurtz Surg.

1. iii. 11 Charge not the wound with too much stitching.

1671 tr. Freius' Voy. Mauritania 33, I drank five or six

cups of this admirable water, with which I frit my stomach

no more charged than if I had drank but one. 1692 Locke
Ediic. 1 J. I A fault in the ordinary method of education, is

the charging of childrens memories with rules and precepts,

b. rainting and Decorative Art. To overload.

1762-71 H. Waltole Verlne's Auccd. Paint.,(1786) II.

182 His shades not charged, but helped by varnish. 1784

j. Barky Led. Art iii. 133 Nothing is unskilfully charged

for the purpose of obtaining grandeur.

+ 10. To press hard ; in pass, to be hard pressed.

1375 Barbour Bruce xn 1. 317 And thai with sperts swa

him met.. That he and horss. .war chargit swa That bath

doune to the erd can ga. 1568 Gn u ton Citron. II. 281

The Frenche king understanding well that his men 111

Calyce were charged sore.

til. fig. To burden with sin, guilt, care, sick-

ness, etc. Obs.

c 1308 Pol. SoiifS 195 Men that. . Mest i-charged beth with

sinne. 1340 Hampole Pr. Cause. 7953 pai salle be swa hevy

charged with syn. 1 1340 Cursor M. 24233 (Fairf.) pou

charge be [earlier JUSS. cark be] nojt sa fast wib care.

1485 Caxton Paris f, V. 31 A lytel charged in my con-

scyence. 1523 Lu. Bekxeks Froiss. I. XX. 28 Kyng Robert

of Scotland . . was greatly charged with the great sickenes.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Sacrifice Hi, Lo, here I hang,

charged with a world of sinne.

fl2. To burden with expense, tribute, exactions,

etc. ; to put to expense ; to be burdensome to.

Obs. ^Cf. 17, 18.)

1330 K. BRUNNE Chron. 11810) 54 Hardeknout did charge

be lond in suilk treuwage, pat noiber erle no barone myght

lyue for taliage. 1375 Barbouk Bruce IV. 344 The pouir

folk of this cuntre Ar chargit . . Of vs, that ydill lyis her.

1484-5 Caxton Curial 4 They knowe not of what dyspence

they ben charged for to nourysshe them. 1596 Danett tr.

Comities 225 He had more charged his people than euer

had any of his predecessors. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 11. 11.

171. i6n Bible i Tint. v. 16 Let not the Church be

charged. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. IV. 117021 I. 250

Charging the Kingdom by Billetting of Soldiers.

13. To impose a duty, task, or responsibility

upon; to burden, entrust, commission with {of,

obs.).

c 1300 Beket 836 And thu afonge the bischopriche .
.
That

thu of non other thing ne scholdest icharged beo. c 1320

Seuyn Sag. (W.) 305 He scharged hem with his message.

c 1489 Caxton Seniles ofAymon 9, I shal tel him al alonge

all that ye have charged me of. c 1530 Cheke Matt. IV. 6

He hath charged his angels with yow. 1605 Shaks. Lear

v. iii. 163 What you haue charg'd me with, that haue I done.

1651 Hobbes Leviat/i. 11. xxxi. 193 Soveraigns .
.
need not

be charged with the Sciences Mathematical!. 1877 Brockett

Cross $ Cr. 482 He was . . charged with the supervision ol

all the military schools. 1881 J. C. Shairi' in Academy 12

Feb. in A few poets . . who are charged with some old

truth to revive.

fb. cllipt. To commission, put in charge (or

office). Obs. Cf. discharge. .

t 1400 Destr. Troy 7202 He chargyt was for 110 cheflain,

ne chosyn by hym. Ibid. 8944 Sum clene pnnse. .lo be

charget as cheftain. 153* Hervet tr. Xaufitm s Hoitseli

1 1768) 13 Is there euer any other wyse man that ye trust

and charge soo moche in your busines, as ye doo your

wyfe. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 167 Then w-as he dis-

charged, and Sir John Breton knight charged for the rest

of the yere. .

C. refl. To charge oneself with : to take upon

oneself the charge or responsibility of.

1727 Arbcthnot Coins (J.) He charg'd himself with all

the sea risk of such vessels. 1788 Ld. Auckland Corr.

(1861) II. 89 The Venetian Ambassador has charged him-

self with my visitors.

14. To lay a command or injunction upon ;
to

command, order, enjoin ; to exhort authoritatively ;

to give charge. Const, with inf., or with clause

introduced by that; also simply (sometimes fol-

lowed by the exact words of the command).
t'1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 464 How he cheuetayn hym

charged bat be kyst jemed. 1303 R. Brunne Ilandl. Synne
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1421 Whan he was chargede be sobe to seye. c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. W. 940 Enyas was chargit by Venus To fleen a-wey.

1393 Gower Conf.WX. ^18 And chargeth hem, that they DC
flee. 14. . Epifh. {Tundale's Vis. 107) He charged hem.

.

Homward by hym they schuld repeyre. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. ccxlii. 277 They . . charged hym to lye still.

153S Covebdale i Kings xxii. 16, 1 charge y* that thou
saye no other thinge vnto me but the Irueth, in the name
of y* Lorde. 1594 Marlowe Dido 1. i, Charge him from me
to turn his stormy powers. 1601 Shaks. Tiucl. N. iv. L 49
Hold Toby, on thy life I charge thee, hold. 1667 Milton
P. L. x. 2oof I charg'd thee, saying : Thou shall not eate
thereof. 1775 Sheridan St. Pair. Day 11. ii, Papa charged
you to keep close to me. 1808 Scott Marm. v. vii. He had
charged, that his array Should southward march by break
of day. 1867 Mrs. H. Wood Orvitle Coll. in. 47, I have
strictly charged them . . not to speak of this.

+ b. To charge to an answer etc. Obs.

1595 Shaks. John m. i. 151 Thou canst not (Cardinal!)
deuise a name So slight. .To charge me to an answere, as
the Pope. 1596 — Merck. V. v. i. 298 Charge vs there vpon
intergatories, And we will answer all things faithfully.

c. To deliver an official or formal instruction or
exhortation to (as a judge to the jury, a bishop to
his clergy, etc.). Also absol. to deliver a * charge \
Cf. Charge sb, 15 b.
1618 Pulton Statutes 172 {Act 28 Edw. Ill, ix. marg.\

No writ shal be directed to the Sheriffe to charge a Jury to
indict any. 1856 Nat. Intelligencer Nov. (Bartlettr Well',
said the lawyer, 'did the judge charge you'? 1870 Echo
19 May, The Bishop of Bath and Wells charged the clergy
of his diocese at Castle Carey, yesterday. x88i News/r. The
Lord Chief Justice proceeded to charge the jury.
absol. 1864 J. H. Newman Apol. 244 The Bishops one

after another began to charge against me.
15. To lay blame upon, blame, censure ; to bring

an accusation against, accuse.
138. Wyclif Set. Wks. 111. 344 pei chargen hemsilf as

ypocritis. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour | 1868) 61 She wende to
nave lytelyd her synne, to have charged an other. 1586
J. Hooker Girald. Hist. IreI. in Holtnshed II. 21/2 The
king, .charged him verie deepelie and sharplie for his rash
and hastie adventures. 161 1 Bible Job i. 22 In all this lob
sinned not, nor charged God foolishly. 1687 Abp. Wake
Prep, /or Death iL ), I am so far from charging you as
guilty in this matter, that, etc. 17*1 St. Germans Doctor
V Stud. 284 For trespass of Battery . . the master shall not be
charged for his servant, unless he did it by his command-
ment. 1818 Cruise Digest I. 267 The husband shall be
charged in an action of waste.

b. Usual const. To charge (a person) with (a

fault, crime, etc.) :-to accuse of.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Clarence L 7 To charge me with
offence. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, mi. iii. 175 Charge an
honest Woman with picking thy pocket ? 167a Drvden
Com/. Granada 1. rv, ii, In charging your Unkindness with
my Death. 1749 Fielding Tom fonts IV. xi, Thwackum,
who was immediately charged by Mr. Blifil with the story.

1833 Ht. Maktineau Three Ages iii. 96 Two labourers.,
were charged with creating a disturbance.

+ C. Former constructions. Obs.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 87 The French Chronicle

chargeth king Richard to be in great fault. 1579 Fulke
Heskins' Pari. 475 [He] chargeth the Papisles of wilfull

ignorance. 1605 Camden Rem. 11657) 271 Charged before
King Henry the seventh for burning the Metropolitane
Church of Cassiles in Ireland. 1681 Drvden Abs. <y Achit.
Introd., To charge me for not subscribing of my name.
1709 Sirvpe Ann. Kef. I. v. 91 The Bishops charged the
Protestants to have been the propounders of the questions.

1756 Johnson A", ofPrussia Wks, IV. 550 [He] charges the
English that they still retain it.

16. To charge ^a fault, etc' a. on, upon,-\against

(a person) : to lay it to his charge, impute as a fault.

1611 Steed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. (1632) 836 The poynts
of his speeches were as that fellow charged vpon him in

open Parliament. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Matt. v.

1 1 To have all manner of evil charged 011 you . . falsly. 1693
Drvden Persius iii. fj.) Charge the crime, On native sloth,
and negligence of time. 1738 Wesley Psalms (1765) No. 13.

vii, Will they not charge my Fall on Thee? 1786 Trials
y. Shepherd 46 I am perfectly innocent of the robbery
charged against me. 1855 Prescott Philip II, 1. (1857) 13
The blame should rather l>e charged on Philip's ministers
than on Philip. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. •) III. 333 The
inconsistency which is charged upon us.

t b. To impute or ascribe to. Obs,

1737 Swift Let. 22 May, I hear it [a certain poem] is

charged to me.

C. To bring as an accusation ; to state or assert

in an indictment, to make a count in an indict-

ment ; to make the charge {that).

1785 Burke Corr. (1844) III. 38 We ought to be very
careful not to charge what we are unable to prove. 1862 J

.

F. Stephen Defence Williams x, The second Count charged
that Dr. Williams was Vicar of Broad Chalke. Ibid, xi,

The fourth Count charged a publication in the Diocese of
Salisbury. Mod, Neivspr. iu.S.) It has been charged that

Coleridge appropriated the ideas of Lessing. Some months
ago a ' Mason so it was charged, poisoned the archbishop
of Quito.

17. To subject or make liable > person, estate,

etc.) to a pecuniary obligation or liability. Const.
with the liability

;
formerly to.

a i6»6 Bacon Use Com. Lena 20That heire . . shall lie charged
of his owne lands or goods . . for this deed of his ancestor.
164a Perkins Prof, ill: i. § 1 (1642} 1 What things a man
may grant or charge. 171a Prideaux Direct. Ch.AVardeus
led. 4) 50 They [certain lands 1 .. must l»e charged equally
with them [the Parish] to all the Burdens of it. 1815
wOOTT Guy M. ii, He was .. charged to make payment of

*J
e expenses of a long lawsuit. 1818 Cruise Digest II. 185

H. Lawhon. .charged, all his personal estate, with the paym
o
n
,V2

fhis debts
- l845 M rCuLLocH Ta xation 1. iv. (1852)

138 I he incomes of those charged, .in schedules D and E.

1853 I.ytton My Novel II. xxv, If the Count pay the debts,
and the lady's fortune be only charged with your own.
18. To charge (a sum or price)

:

a. To impose as a liability or pecuniary charge
(on an estate or income).
1818 Cruise Digest VI. 340 The debts were not. .charged

i upon the real estate. 1845 M<"Culloch Taxation 1. iv. 1
.

I

»35 Whether it [the tax] should be charged indifferently on
!

all incomes. 1874 Act 37 <y 38 Vic. c. 3. § 9 Moneys to be
charged on the revenues of India.

b. To impose, claim, demand, or state as the

! price or sum duefor anything.
1787 'G. Gambado* Acad. Horsem. (1809) 46, I myself

saw 3J. charged in his bill for wine. 187a Black Adv.
Phaeton xxvut 376 Do you think we ought to charge two-
pence this time? 1883 Lloyd Ebb Ft. II. 115 [The price]
she charged for her eggs. Mod. How much do you charge
for these r

c. absol. To make a (pecuniary) charge.
a 1843 Southev Devil's Walk 46 If he charges at this rate

for all things. 1867 Mrs. H. Wood Orz'ille Coll. ix. 128, I

could not charge . . please say no more about payment.

d. With double object (combining 17 and 18) :

To charge a person a certain sum {/or a service

or thing sold).

1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke x. (1876) 109 Charging hiscus- '

tomers too . . high prices. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 113
! If every depositor of a pound were liable to be charged 2 per
\ cent, for lightness. Mod. He charged me a shilling for the

operation. They were charged five shillings a head for

dinner.

19. To charge (a thing sold or offered for sale)

:

a. To lay the liability of payment for (a thing

on a person ; to put as a charge to or against vhis

account).
Mod. To whom are the cigars to be charged? Charge

these to my account (or against me).

b. To put a price on ; to rate.

Mod. He charges coal at 8d. a cwt. (= He charges 8rf. . .

j

for coal *, cf. :8 b).

III. To attach weight to. [A transference of
|

the notion of load!\

t 20. To attach weight or importance to ; to

care for, regard, reck. With negative, To make
no account of, set at nought. Obs.

a. trans, (or with obj. clause.)

C 1320 R. Brunne Medit. 470 pat he nat charge}? hym self

to spyl. 138. Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 350 For pei chargen
more per owne statute, .ban bei done |?e lawe of be gospel.

1388 Wyclie Gen. xxv. 34 Esau, .chargide titil that he hadde
seld the ri^t of the firste gendrid child, c 1440 Promp. Parv.
69 Chargyn or gretely sett a thynge to herte, fenso. c 1449

1 Pecock, Kefir. 445 Nile thou [Timothy] litil charge the

,

grace which is in thee. 1563-87 Foxe A. a- M. (1684) I.

456/1 They chargen more mens traditions than thy com-
mandment.

t b. intr. Const, of, Obs.

1388 Wyclif Matt. xxii. 16 Thou chargist not of ony
man. .1400 Promp. Pan: 70 Chargyn, rekkyn or yeve

j

tale, euro, c 1500 Lancelot 2453 He chargit not bot of en-
cress and fame.

f C. To be not \nought) to charge : to be of no
importance, to matter not. Obs.

138. Wyclif -SW. Wks. III. 352 Dette is not to charge but
j

}if it turne to goostli help. 1 1440 York Myst. xx. 120 I

l

Childre wordis are Dogl to charge. 1488 Caxton Chast.
Goddes Chyld. 12 A thyng that nought is to charge or lityl.

IV. To attack impetuously : and senses leading

up to it.

[Sense 21 may be connected with 4 or 5, but the links are
not clear; perhaps 21 b is the earlier

t
and connected with

14. Sense 22 is also in French, but Littnf gives no clue to
its origin. Cf. the sb. senses 17, 18.]

21. To place (a weapon) in position for action
;

to ' level direct the aim of. (In charge bayonets !

it appears to have passed into sense 23.)

1509 11 awes Past. Pleas, xxxiit. xv, My spere I charged.

.

and to this giaunt I toke my course. /
' ia (1845) 193 As I

gan my grete stroke to charge. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado
v. i. 136, I shall ineete your wit in the careere, and you :

charge it again*! me. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (J.) He |

rode up and down gallantly moun!ed, and charged and dis-
1

charged his lance. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 116 But when
. . they . . gaue a shout, and charged their pikes, the enemy . . 1

fled. 17*4 De Foe Mem. Cavalier, Several bodies of the

enemy's foot . . stood with their pikes charged to keep us ofl*.

1717 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. II. ltii. 266 With a
charged Trident in his right Hand, ready to throw at Offen-

ders. 1853 Stoc^ueler Mil. Encyct. s. v., Charge bayonets !
'

a word of command given to infantry to advance 011 the
j

enemy with bayonets fixed.

transf. 1814 Scott Kedgauntlet viii, P. blundered into
j

the middle of the apartmen t
;
with his head charged like a

ram's head in the act of butting.

f b. To spur on ' a war-horse) to full speed.

T C. To direct and aim (a blow or stroke). Obs.
t 1500 Lancelot 3398 His horss than can [=gan] he with

I

his spuris charg..And in the thikest of the press is gon.
j

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. (1845) 193 Thy grete stroke to

charge.

22. To rush against or upon, with all one's force,

in a hostile way ; to spur one's horse against at

full gallop ; to bear down upon, make a violent
|

onset on, attack or assail with impetuosity. Esp. I

in military use ; also said of a powerful animal
j

rushing at any opponent, of players at football, etc.

1583 Stanyhukst AEncis 11. (Arb.) 45 With his chaapt staf
j

speedelye running Strong the steed [the Trojan horse] he
|

cnargetn. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. i. 8 lx>rd Clifford and

Lord Stafford all a-brest Charg'd our maine Battailcs Front,
j

1605 — Lear 11. i. 53 With his prepared Sword, he charges
home My vnprouided body, latch'd mine arme. 1664 in 10th
Rep. Comm. Hist. MSS. App. iv. 69 Co!. Ludlowe with a
regiment of Wilshire horse, .did charge and route 1400 of
the King's forces. i79sSol'they Joan ofArc vm. 583 Then
sallying forth. With such fierce onset charged them in the
rear. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown v, Meet them like English-
men, you School-house boys, and Charge them home. 1870
Bryant Iliad I. vii. 223 On foot to charge the foe. 1882
Daily Neivs 4 Mar., The Englishmen asserting that Payne
charged Maclagan over before he got the ball. Mod. The
infuriated bull charged one of the horses.

fig. a 1696 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) A ij b, Constantly
charged with furious onsets of his sharp diseases,

b. intr. or absol.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, L iv. 15 Richard cry'de, Charge,
and giue no foot of ground. 1652 Wadsworth xr.Sando-
z'afs Civ. Wars Spain 362 Hee, with five Horsemen more,
charged into the Earl of Venavent e's troop. 1663 Butler
Hud. L 11. 902 Through thickest of his Foes he charg'd.
1808 Scott Marm. vi. xxxii, * Charge, Chester, charge ! On,
Stanley, on !

* Were the last words of Marmion. 1855
Prescott Philip II, 1. vii. (1857) 120 Orders were then
given to charge, and, spurring forward their horses, the
whole column came thundering on against the enemy.
1878 II . M. Stanley Dark Cont. I. 2i9<Hoppe)Asshe[the
canoe) charged up, bold and confident, propelled by the

paddlers. 1881 Times 14 Feb. Hunting, A mob of hard-
riding strangers charging across their fields and breaking
through their fences. Mod. The elephant charged at the
tree with terrific violence.

il Charge, and more fully Charge d'af-

faires
(
Ja r$e dafg r). [F. ; = (one) 1 charged 1 or

in charge of affairs.]

1. A minister who transacts diplomatic business

at a foreign court during the temporary absence

of the ambassador
;

also, the representative of a

country at a less important foreign court, to which
a diplomatist of higher grade is not appointed.

1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. VI. 547 Gamier, \ rench charge
at London. 1878 Morley Diderot II. 111 Gunning, the

English charge d'affaires.

2. gen. Man or officer in charge for the time).

1850 Thackeray Pendennis xlvi, The ' Pall Mall Gazette *,

of which he acted as the editor and charge*-d'affaires during
the temporary absence of the chief.

Changeability (tjaidgabi liti). [f. Charge-
able + -bility : see -nr.] The quality or condi-

tion of being chargeable.
1867 W. L. Newman in Quest, for Kef. Pari. 112 There

is nothing in the Union Chargeability Act to undo the mis-

chief that has been done. 1886 Act 49 <fr
Vic. c. 5 1 Con-

cerning the chargeability of persons born in poorhouses.

Chargeable .tfaudaabl), a, [f. Charge v. +
-ABLE.]

t L Of the nature of a charge or burden. Obs,

1 1. Burdensome, troublesome. Obs.

1509 Barclay Ship of Fooles (1570) 37 Labours diuers to

chargeable of warke. a 1634 Randolph Ode A. Stafford
4 Leave the chargeable noise of this great Towne.

t 2. W eighty, grave
;
important. Obs.

1494 Fabvan vi. clxv. 160 Charlys was at that tyme lcttyd

with chargeable busynesse. 1563-87 Foxe A. ft M. (1684)

II. 352 The judges shall in fuirchargeable and lamentable
wise, charge the parties . . to make true relation. 1614

Raleigh Hist. World 1 1, v. vi. § 2. 619 His chargeable and
remarkable seruice.

f3. Involving responsibility ;
responsible. Obs.

153s Frith Mirror (1820) 269 A chargeable office is com-
mitted unto thee. 1549 Latimer Serm. be/. Ediv. VI, iv.

(Arb.) 105 Supremacy [of the church). . wylbe a chargeable

dygnitye whan accompte shal be asked of it.

f4. Burdensome (as a tax or payment); costly,

exjKMisive. Obs. ^Formerly the most frequent

meaning.!
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxxiv. 255 Grete taxes, costages

and raunsonnes—whiche charges were importable and to

chargeable. 1335 Coverdale 2 Sam. xiii. 25 Let vs not all

go, lest we be to chargeable vnto the. 1568 Gram on Chron.

II. 234 Costly and chargeable apparcll. 1618 so in Rushw.
Hist. Colt. 11659) I. App. 15 The Lines and Victualling-

houses in England are more chargeble to the Travellers, then

in other Countreys. 1660 'Trial Regie. (16791 1S6 That
[royalty] was a dangerous, chargeable, and useless Office.

1706 Lstcouht Fair Exam/, u. i. 20 Oxford is a charge-

able Place, Sir, there is no living there without it [money].

1796 Hl rke Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 417 They . . furnish

them with every chargeable decoration.

II. Capable of being, or liable to be, charged :

in various senses and constructions of the verb.

t 5. Liable to be called to account, answerable,

responsible. Obs. or arch,

1546 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 199 Ye ministers of the Guyld be

not chardgeable towardes the cure. 1613 Sir F. Cotting
ton in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 267 III. 109 None to speake with

them but thcyr chargeable keepers. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. I. 431 A master is . . chargeable if any of his family

casteth any thing out of his house into the street to the

damage of any individual. 1845 Stephen Laws Eng. IL

56 Writing signed by the party chargeable.

6. Liable to be charged with (a fault, etc.).

1662 Stili.ingfl. Orig. Sacr. 111. i. § 7 Another thing

which is chargeable with the very same difficulty in a

higher degree. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 172 Pa Charge-

able with all the guilt and folly of their own actions. 1870

Bowen Logic xiii. 424 The faults with which it is chargeable

7. Subject to a charge, tax, or nayment.
1614 Selden Titles Hon. 268 If he then had a Thane .

.

that to the King's tax. .had fiue Hydes of land chargeable.

1641 Sir T. Trevor in Rushw. Hist. Coll. m. MwL 34»

That he the said John Hampden, .was Chargeable with the

Money then in question. 1775 Johnson Tojc. ho Tyr. 29
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Chargeable by English taxation. 1817 Ln. Lascelles in

Pari, Deb. 782 A bill to make lead mines chargeable to the

Poor Rate 1
;. 1845 M'Culloch Taxation H. v. (1852) 236

The various duties with which it had. .been chargeable.

8. Liable to be made a charge or expense {to

the parish, etc.).

1646 Bury Wills (1850) 189 Widowes . . not to be such as

are or haue bene a charge or chargeable to the said parish

of Hartest. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 1 17 P 9 When an old

Woman begins to.. grow chargeable to a Parish, she is

generally turned into a Witch. 1885 Laiv Rep. 14 Queen's
\

B. Div. 359 Relief and employment of the chargeable

poor.

9. Capable of being charged as a liability, obli-

gation, debt, fault, offence, upon, on a person, etc.

1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 47 The repair of the Bodie of

the Church were no way chargable upon the Rector. 1796

Bp. Watson Apol. Bible 271 The blunder is not chargeable

upon Matthew. 1818 Cruise Digest I. 510 Such debts as

are chargeable on the inheritance. 1863 W. Phillips

Speeches vi. 104 The same faults are chargeable on the

leaders of all the popular movements in England.

10. Proper to be charged to an account.

1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. in. ix. 497 The
balance . . unless this were also chargeable to territory. 1884

Sir C. Bowen in Law Rep., 13 Queen's B. Div. 85 The
question whether extraordinary expenditure after the entry

. . is rightly chargeable to general average.

Chargeableness. [f. prec. + -ness.] The
quality or fact of being chargeable : f a. esp.

liurdensomeness, costliness, expense (obs.). b. The
fact that a thing is accountable, accountability.

1647 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 6 If the chargeableness

of that course were the hinderance. 1674 Staveley Rom.
Horseleech {1769) 203 The chargeableness and expensiveness

of popery. x68a 2nd Plea Nonconformists 29 No respect to

his Gray Hairs, [or] the chargeableness of a diseased Body.

1691 T. H[ale]^cc. New Invent, ir Proving the charge-

ableness of this evil on Lead-sheathing.

+ Chargeably , adv. Obs. [f. Chargeable +
-LT*.] In a chargeable way (in various senses).

1534 Act 26 Hen, Fill, c. 3 § 13 Summes. .wherwith the

benefices, .chargeably by this act, shal be sette, taxed, and
charged. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 236 b, We haue
ayded you chargeablye against the French kyng and the

Turk. 1571 Ascham Scholem. n. (Arb.) 133 Not chargeablie

bought by him but liberallie geuen. 1652 J. Taylor Wks.
it. 31 [Flower beds] circular, triangular, quadrangular, or-

bicular, oval, and every way curiously and chargeably con-

ceited.

T Chargeand, a. Obs. [see -and.] = next.

1375 Barbour Bruce XVL 458 That surcharge to chargeand

wass.

t ChaTgeant, a. Obs. Also 4-5 charge-

aunt;e. [a. F. chargeant charging : see -ant 1
,
2
.]

1. Burdensome, onerous.

r 1340 Gaw. <$ Or. Nut. 1604 Of bat chargeaunt chace bat

were chef huntes. 1401 Pol. Poems (1859) And if

freris ben combrouse, preestis ben wel more ; or ellis telle.

.

Whi the toon is chargeaunt more than the tother. c 1440

Fromp. Parv. 69 Charyawnt, onerosus. 1440 I. Shirley

Detke K. James (1818) 7 Imposicions upon his people,

gretter and more chargeant then ever.

2. Cookery. ? Thick.
c 1423 Cookery Bk. liv. {Harl. MS. 279) Make it charge-

aunt, and coloure it wyth safroun. Ibid. 21 Late it boyle

wyl tille it be as chargeaunt as it may. c 1440 Douce
MS. 55 fol. 67 b, Loke that be natt so chargeant butt att a

man may powre it out of the bolle. a i«joo Noble Bk. Cookery

(Napier 1882) 90 When it boilithe let it not be chargant.

Chargeant (tjaudgant), sb. [see prec] One
who has a charge upon an estate ; = Chargee.

Scott. Leader 14 Sept. 4 Attempts to defraud themort-

gagees and family chargeants on their estates.

t Chargeantly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. adj. +

-ly2]. Cookery. ? Thickly.

r 1425 Cookery Bk. cxiv. {Harl. MS. 279) Draw hem
thorw a straynoure also chargeauntly as thou my^th.

Charged (t^ldjd), ppl. a. [f. Charge v.]

1. Loaded, laden, burdened, filled, etc. ; see the

verb. Now esp. = ' Charged with electricity*.

ci3*S E. E. Allit. P. B. 1295 Wyth charged chariotes be

cheftayne he fynde[z]. c 1450 Merlin 84 The lady is lefte

charged with childe. 1588 T. Delany Roxb. Ball. (1887) VI.

385 With charged Cannons, they laide about them then.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exer. (1703) 159 A piece ofTimber over

charg'd for its Bearing, a 1716 Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 82

Going to let off a charg'd Pistol at his Breast. 1762 -9 Fal-

coner Ship^vr. 1. 665 Round the charged bowl the sailors

form a ring, c 1790 Imison Sch. Arts I. 55 Connecting one

of the wires with the outside of a charged jar. 1881 Max-
well Electr. Magn, I. 45 Methods of insulating charged
conductors.

b. Painting. See Charge v. 9 b.

1784 J. Barry Led. Art Hi. (1848) 131 His women in

general are either charged and heavy . . or dry and petite.

Ibid. 1 34 The heavy charged style at the Farnesina.

f 2. Naut. In High-charged : see Cargued.
a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts 111. (1704) 357/1 Two

manner of built ships : the one with a flush deck . . the other
lofty and high charged, with a half-deck, forecastle, and
copperidge-heads.

Chargee (tjfaidg? )• U- Charge v. or sb. + -EE
;

on analogy of mortgagee^ The holder of a charge
upon property, or of a security over a contract.
1884 Law Rep. 26 Chanc. Div. 625 The chargees . . were

entitled to a charge on 90 per cent, of the moneys payable
under the contract. 1886 Law Times LXXX. 166/1 The.,
chargee intended to protect himself by a policy of insurance
against the infants both dying under twenty-one.
\ Cha'rgeful, </. Obs. [f. Charge sb. +-ful.]
1. Onerous, burdensome

;
expensive, costly.

(-1519 Frith Antith. (18291 3°3 Christ came to seek the

poor and comfort them; he was not chargefu! unto them.

1548 UoALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts 3 b, That ye may be
hable to susteyne so chargefull an entrepryse. 1590 Shaks.
Com. Err. iv. i. 29 Chargefull fashion. 1598 Spenser Wks,
(Grosart) I. 553 Less chargefull is the grosse accompte.

2. Full of responsibility, responsible, grave.

1553 Bale Vocacyou in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) 1. 342 Faith-

ful, studiouse, and diligent in that so chargefull a function.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. (1632) 600 So chargefull

an enterprize.

Charge-house.
f 1. A house for the charge of youth ; a (board-

ing-) school. Obs,

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 87 Do you not educate youth
at the Charg-house on the top of the Mountaine?

2. A house or building in which cartridges arc

charged and made up.

Chargeless (tjaudglea), a. [f. Charge sb. +
-LESS.]

+ 1. Free from charge or cost, inexpensive. Obs.

JS99 T. M(oufet] Silkivormes 71 How easie and charge-
lesse a thing it is to keepe silkworms. 1614 Bp. Hall
Recoil. Treat. 1034 Worldjings. . which could be content to

do God chargelesse service. 1691 T. H{ale] Acc. New In-

vent. 25 So certain, speedy and chargeless an Expedient.

1702 C. Mathek Magn. Chr. vn. iii. (1852) 521 The ministers

have, at their own united expences, employed minister to

make a chargeless tender of preaching among them.

2. Without a (clerical or pastoral) charge.

1839 Carlyle Chartism x. 185 Briefless lawyers, charge-
less clergy. 1886 Chicago Advance 21 Oct. 665 Every
pastorless church and chargeless pastor.

3. Not loaded, {rare.)

1881 Mrs. H. Hunt Childr. Jerus. 80 In his hand he held

his father's chargeless pistol.

Chargeling tJaudgHrj). rare. [f. Charge sb,

4- -lingJ A young charge, (attrib. in quot.)

1859 0* Meredith R. Feverel I. xv. 217 At this period

Jesuits stamp the future of their chargeling flocks.

Chargeour, e, obs. form of Charger.

t Cha'rgeous, a. Obs. Forms : 4 charjous e,

chargeuse, chargous, 4-6 chargeous, 6 char-

gious. [a. AF. chargeous, -jous— OY. chargeus :—

Rom. type *cargoso, f. carga charge : see -ous.]

1. Of the nature of a load ;
onerous, heavy.

1382 Wyclif Prov. xxvii. 3 Heuy is the ston, and charious

is the grauel.

2. Burdensome ;
expensive, costly ; troublesome.

138. Wvclif Set. Wks. Ill, 346 Alle bes olde ordris, ben
chargious to be Chirche. 1382 — 2 Cor. xi. 9 Whenne I

was anentis ^ou, and nedide, I was chargeous to no man.
r 1386 Chaucer Melib. P 277 (Harl. MS.) Ful chargeous
[7'. r. chargeaunt, -geant] and ful anoyous for to hiere. 1540
Elyot Image 6y>7\(i556) 113 In daliaunce and bankettynge
. . and other chargious solasyng. a 1563 Hale Set. tVks,

(1849) 105 He [St. Paul] was not chargeous unto them.

Charger 1 tja'jd.^ar). Forms : 4, 5 chargeour(e,

5 charyowre, charyooure, charioure, chargi-

our, chargour, chargere, 5- charger. [ME.
chargeour may represent an AF. chargeour, that

which loads; or it may be ad. OF. *c/iargeo?r,

on L. type *carricatdrium, utensil for loading.]

1. A large plate or flat dish for carrying a large

joint of meat ; a platter.

< 1305 Leg. Rood (1871) 136, I was pat cheef chargeour,
I bar flesch for folkes feste. 7^1400 Morte Arth. 185

Grett swannes fulle swythe in silveryne chargeours. c 1420
Liber Cocorum (1862) 21 Lay fye hare in charioure. 1422
E. E. Wills (1882) 49, Ij chargours of seluer. 1500 Ortus
Voc. in Promp. Parv. 70 Lanx, latus discus, a charger.

151a Ad 4 Hen, VIII, c. 7 § 7 Workmanship of Tin
or Pewter . . in Platters, Chargers, Dishes, Saucers. 1535
Coverdale i Kings vii. 50 Flat peces, charges, basens,

spones, and censours of pure golde. i6n Bible Matt.
xiv. 8 Giue me heere Iohn Baptists head in a charger

[Wycl. disch, Tindale and Gcnev. platter, Rhem. dish;

cf. Mark vi. 25 Wycl. disch, Tindale, Gencv., and 1611

charger, Rhem. platter]. 1641 'M.wxo'n Animadv. Wks. 1738
I. 102 Why do not those goodly Flanks and Briskets march
up in your stately chargers? 1727 Bradley Fam. Did. s.v.

Bee, Placing a large Pewter Charger or Platter, under the

Cluster of Bees. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 113 Silver

chargers and christening bowls.

2. a. ? A large soup-plate or vessel for liquids,

b. A large flat vessel for the wort in brewing,

t C. See quot. 1496.
1496 Ld. Treas. Acc, Scotl. I. 293 Item for ij dowbill

platis of quhit irne to be gun chargeouris. 1766 Antiq. in

Ann. Reg. (1766) 147/1 A charger full of wine, which he
holds with both his hands. 1816 Scott Old Mort. viii, An
immense charger of broth. 1880 Act 43 # 44 Vict. c. 24

§ 25 Fermenting backs and wash chargers.

Charger 2
. [/.Charged.+ -er *: cf. Y.chargeur.]

1 1. One who loads. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 59 A Chargere, onerator, sarcinaior.

f 2. One who makes a charge, an accuser. Obs.

I5I3~75 Dium. Occurr. (1833) 18 In presence of the .

.

chargeris, viz. bischopis, preistis, blak freris and grey. 1700

in Col. Rec. Penn. I. 602 Hee desired charge might be

exhibited agl him in writing under y
e charger's hand.

3. Sc. Law. One in whose favour a decree sus-

pended is pronounced.

1747 Ad 20 Geo. II, c. 50 § 13 No Superior shall be

obliged to give Obedience to such Charge, unless the

Charger at the same Time shall pay or tender to him such

Fees or Casualties. 1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Law (1809)

482 A charger, who . . wants dispatch, may . . apply to the

Court.

4. One who has a charge on an estate or revenue.

1869 Act 32 <V 33 Vi**; c. 116 § 5 The charger shall . . pay
or tender to such superior such duties or casualties as he is

by law entitled to receive. 1887 Pall Mall G. 14 Oct. 6/2
As long as he remained a charger on the estate.

5. A horse ridden in charging the enemy; that
ridden by an officer in the field or in action.
(1712 Motteux Don Quix. IV. 1248 [The Knight of the

White Moon) presently mounted his Charging-Horse, and
leaving the City that very Day, posted homewards.
(Some later edd. have charger.'] 1762 Smollett Sir
Lancet. Greaves I. viii, That elegant charger who ex-
celled him as much . . as his rider Timothy was outshone
by his. .master. 1788 Gibbon Decl. % F. (1846) VI. 25 The
chargers saddled . . were embarked in the flat palanders

;

and the knights stood by the side of their horses. 1801
Campbell Hohenlinden iii, Furious every charger neighed.
1808 Scott Alarm, v. xii, They reached the hall-door and
the charger stood near. 1818 Todd, Charger, the horse of
a military officer ; 'a charging horse'. 1877 Field Exe?r.
Infantry 413 The embarkation of the Officers' chargers.

6. An appliance for charging.
a 1711 Milit. <y Sea Did. (ed. 4) Chargers are either Banda-

lecrsor Masks that contain the Powder. 1874 Knight Diet.
Aleck., Charge, a device for dropping into the bore of a
fowling-piece from a shot-belt or pouch a gaged quantity of
shot. 1881 Raymond Alining Gtoss., Charger (Cornw.), an
implement fur charging horizontal bore-holes for blasting.

Chargeuse, variant of Chargeous. Obs.

Charging (Ija-jd^in/, vbl. sb. The action of
the verb Charge, in various senses.

1568 (Jkafion Chron. 1 1. 247 Charging and lading of Wag-
guns. 1570 Ad 13 F.liz. c. 20 § 1 All Charging* of such
lienefices. .with any Pension, c 1610 Ralfigh Ld. Prince
Wales in Rem. 11 8681 cxiv, The high charging of ship-; .

.

brings many ill qualities, (71642 Sik W. Monson Naval
'Trai ls 111.(1704) 344/1 They [the guns] are easier in Charg-
ing. 1748 Franklin Lett, Wks. 1840 V. 198 We are of
opinion, that there is really no more electrical fire in the
phial after what is called its charging, than before, nor less,

;
after its discharging. 1784 J. Hakky Led. Art vi.< 184S1 22j

[
A greater degree of pastosity, or charging of colour, on those
parts. 1885 Pall Mall G. 2 Jan. 10/1 The car. .can be run
for two hours with one charging of the accumulators. 1887
Ibid. 14 Nov. 3/2 The wild charging goes on.

Comb, f Charging-horae = Charger 5,q.v.
1695 LtUTTBELL BriefRel. 1 1857' II I. 507, 1 5 charging horses

cmbarqucd at Deptford. 1712-1818 in Cnarcek 5.

Cha'rging, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

1. That charges ; in various senses of the verb.

1576 A. Hall Acc. Quarrel (1815) 21 The Mayor, with
charging wordes, commaunded him. 1886 Daily News
8 Sept. 6/1 The 3-cell battery gives a light equal to 25 candles
immediately after removal from the charging source.

2. Charging-order : an order from a judge bind-

ing the stocks or funds of a judgement debtor with

the judgement debt.
1881 Times 14 Apr. 10/4 That instead of a conveyance and

mortgage, there should be substituted a simple charging-
order, which should be free of stamp duty.

Chargiour, -gour, obs. ff. Charger.
Chargious, -gous, var. of Chargeous. Obs.

t Charientism. Obs. [ad. L. charientis?mts,

a. Gr. xapuvTiGpus gracefulness of style, expression

of an unpleasant thing in an agreeable manner ; cf.

F. charicntismc.'] (See quots.)

[1589 PuTTBNRAM Fug. Poesie (Arb.) 201 The Greeks call

it charientismus.1 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 19. 1/1 A Chari-
entism is that Species of an Irony, which couches a Dis-

agreeable Sense under Agreeable Expressions.

Charily (tjc^rili), adv. Forms : 6 charely,

-lye, charilie, -lye, charyly, 6- charily, [f.

Chary + -LY 2
.] In a chary manner; carefully;

cautiously; warily, circumspectly ; with preserving

or saving care ;
sparingly.

1579 Tomsou Cali'iu'sSerm. Tim. 1001/1 Let vs beware wee
alwayeswalke charily. 1582 V>Rr.io^CompansonmHeliconia
(1815} I. 118 Socharyly keep a faithfull friend. 1583 Stanv-
iiurst /Ends in. (Arb.172 This Polydor. .Too King Treicius

was sent, to be charelye noozeld. 1601 Holland Pliny
II. 603 Many broken pieces of one cup which he caused to

be gathered together full charily. 1640 Brome Sparagus
Gard. iv. vi.Wks. 1873 III. 188 Set mee charily in mysickly
chaire. 1692 tr. Sallust 126 Thy life was robb'd untimely .

.

by him whom it behov'd most charily to have preserv'd it.

1799 SouthBY Eng. Eclogues vii, There's not a testy Squire

preserves his game More charily than I. Mod. One must
walk charily there. A man who gives charily to any bene-

volent object.

Chariness (tjea-rines). [f. Chary + -ness.]

1. The quality of being chary ; caution ; scru-

pulous care; needfulness, circumspectness ;
sparing-

ness.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. lix. 6 Hee commendeth. .his

peculiar charines which hee bearetb towards his children.

1592 Greene Dispnt. 28 Nor doo their charinesse for a

moneth, warrant their chastitie for euer. a 1600 Hooker
Serm. Faith in Eccl. Pol. (1617) 91 It behoueth vs with so

much the greater charinesse to wade through it, taking

special heed both what we build, and whereon we build.

1681 Manton Serm. Ps. cxix. 2 Wks. VI. 19 Keeping the

word relates to our chariness and tenderness of it, when we
are as chary of the word as a man would be of a precious

jewel. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. iii. There was no

fastidious over-refined chariness in the use of that name.

1 2. One's carefulness of anything, carefully pre-

served state, scrupulous integrity. Obs.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. i. 102, I wil consent to act any
villany against him, that may not sully the charinesse of our

honesty. 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 250 To preserve,

however, the chariness of their reputation.

Charing, vbt. sb. : see Chare v. 1
5.



CHARIOT. 288 CHARITABLENESS.

Chariot tferrfat). Forms: 4-5 charyot, (4

schariot), 4-6 chariotte, 5 chariett;e, (schary-

ette), charyett, charyott, chariet, chareot, 6

charryet, 7 char-riot, 4- chariot, [a. OF. chariot

(13th c. in Littre), augm. of char Car. Since the

1 7th c. chariot has also taken the place of Chabet,

the two having l>een confused in English, though

in F. chariot and charrettc are quite distinct, the

former being generally 4 -wheeled, the latter 2-

wheeled ; cf. Littre's 13th c. quot.

:

Hallage pour cheriot quatre sols, pourcharete deux. J

1. A wheeled vehicle, coach, or conveyance,

fa. A vehicle for the conveyance of goods; a

cart or wagon. Obs.

c 13*5 E. E. Atlit, P. B. 1295 Wyth charged chariotes be

cheftayne he findez. c 1380 Sir Eerumb. 4201 To charyotes

bey drowen be grete bales. 1398 Trf.visa Barth. De P. R.
n. v. U495» 12 In a charyot is moche thynge caryed at ones.

1480 Caxton Chrou. Eng. ccxli. 271 Other lewelles as many
as viii chary'ettes my3t carye. 1568 ( Irafton Citron. II. 426,

x. or xii. Chariots laden with victuall and Artillery. 1693
Mem. Count Teckety IV. 59 The Regiment of Dragoons of

Buquoi, which convey'd 200 Chariots of Provisions,

b. A stately vehicle for the conveyance of per-

sons ; a triumphal car, a car of state, or a carriage

for private use. Now chiefly/^/., and applied fig.

to the car in which the sun, moon, night, etc., are

represented as pursuing their course.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. n. iv. 39 Whan phebus be sonne by-

gynneb to spreden his clereness with rosene chariettes. 138 .

Wvclif Wks. (18801 330 If iche lord of ynglond and hi 1

wiif haden two schariotis to lede hem. 1387 Trf.visa Higden
(Rolls! II. 341 pe firste bat brou^te chariot [qnadrigam] in

to Grees. 1483 Caxton L ata B j, lieyng wythin hys charyot

of worshyp. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. 1. 48 And when you saw
his Chariot but appeare, Haue you not made an Vniuersall

shout? 1751 Himk Ess.ty Treat. (17771 1. 90 Nero had the

same vanity in driving a chariot. 18*7 POLLOK Course'

T. vi, Chariot reined by awkward charioteer. 1883 LLOYD
Ebb <V Ft II. 279 Like the sun's chariot at mid-day.

C. A car or vehicle used in ancient warfare.

1581 Marbeck Bk. of Sotes 163 A Chariot was a certeine

Engine of warre, made with long and sharpe pikes of yron,

set in the forefront. x£u Bible Ps. xlvi. 9 He burnetii tht.-

chariot in the fire. 1675 HoBBKs//Vw«*r 62 Idomeneus slew

Phaistus with a thrust, As up into his charriot he went.

1839 TmiLWAlX Greece VI. 221 The operations of the

chariots did not extend much farther on this side, i860

Pusky Min. Proph. 384 Assyrian sculptures attest how
greatly their pride lay in their chariots.

d. spec. Applied in 1 8th c. to a light four-wheeled

carnage with only back seats, and differing from

the post-chaise in having a coach-box. Chariot-

and-four : one drawn by four horses.

1661 Pefii Diary 29 May, We had great sport to try who
should drive fastest, Sir W, Butten's coach, or Sir W. Penns
chariot, they having four, and we two horses. 1673 Li>.

Polwarth in Lauderd. Papers ^ 18851 III. xli. 69 A hand-

some chariot will doe well amine, but nou I think on it wee-

will be for the most part three togither, and by any means
a coach must be gott. 1716-8 Lady M. W. Montague Lett.

I. xxxi. 10S, I went . .the other day all round the town in an
open gilt chariot. 1704 \V. Felton Carriages 11801) I. 8

There is no Carriage looks better than a genteel Chariot.

Ibid. II. 51. 1833.-^/3*4'^//. /K,c. 46$! 13T0 license

. . hackney coaches, landaus, chariots, or other carriages

for hire. 1838 Dickkns Ntch. Nick, xxx, He might have
been rolling at that moment in his chariot -and-four.

t 2. fig. Vehicle. Obs.

1594 T. B. La Prhnaud. Er. Acad. 11. 151 There is a pipe

that passeth from the middle ventricle to the last, which is

as it were the chariot of the spirite, to passe from one to

another. 1605T1MME Qnersit. in. 144 Consider of the blood

. .how in the same the uhaye is as a chariot or mediator.

1678 Ci dworth Intetl.Syst, 791 These Philosophers gener-

ally conceived the Humane Soul.. to have had a Lucid
and Etherial Body, .as its Chariot or Vehicle.

t 3. The asterism of the Wain or Plough, form-

ing part of the Great Hear ; also some asterism

near the South Pole. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades W. In*/. lArb.i 218 When the starres

whiche are cauled the wardens of the north starre are vnder
the chariotte. Ibid. 280 We saw also syxe cleare bryght
and great starres verye lowe aboue the sea . . We iudged
them to bee the chariotte or wayne of the south.

4. Watch making. In cylinder watches, a small

plate for the bearing of the foot-pivot of the

cylinder.

1884 F. Britten Watch
<J-

Clocknt. 50 Slight alterations in

the intersection of the cylinder and escape wheel are made
by shifting the chariot.

5. Comb.,, chiefly attrib., as chariot-course, -driver

-{ittg^y -horse, -match, -pole, -race, -racer (~ing),

-service, -shape, -shell, -side, -way, -wheel: chariot-

breaking, -like, adjs. ; chariot-man, a driver of a

chariot
; chariot-service, the management of war

chariots.
a 1811 R. Cumberland tr. Clouds in T. Mitchell Aristoph.

(1822)11.136 Hard-hearted, "chariot-breaking fates 1 183*
G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 409 Circus of Cara-
calla .. is a very well-preserved specimen of the ancient-
"chariot-course. 1769 Goldsm. Hist. Rome (17861 II. 224
"Chariot-driving was his favourite pursuit. 16x0 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 29 The *chariot-guiders in the meane
time depart a little out of the medly. 1398 Tkeyjsa Barth.
DeP.R. xvin. xli. (1495*802 *Charyotte horse were ordeyned
and halowed to the sonne. 1685 H. More Illustration 80
This isa*Chariot-like Throne, as that a Throne-like Chariot.
17*5-8 Young Sat. L 124 (Jod.) "Chariot-like, I kindle as 1

run. 1577 tr. Bultinger's Decades 1
1 592) 175 A "Chariote

man ought rather to knowe howe to guide his Carte in

drilling, than to drawe it himselfe. 161 1 Bible 2 Mace. \x.

\ 4. 1647 R. Stapylton yuvenat 12 Having spent all the
estate, .in horse-races and "chariot- matches. (-17*0 Prior
Elies, A fly upon the chariot pole. 1760 Goldsm. Hist.
Rohm (1786) II. 224 He never missecf the circus, when
"chariot-races were to be exhibited there. 1839 Thirlwall
Greece I. 425 Having gained a victory in the Olympic
chariot-race. 1696 Creech Manilius iv. 2 (Jod.) *Chariot-

[
rarer. 1647 ,\ Bacon Hist. Disc. i. 2 Where the people
. . had obtained such exquisite perfection in 'Chariot-
service. 1875 B. Taylor Eaust n. iii, In Venus' 'chariot-
shell, with hues of morn, Comes Galatea. 1751 Smol-
lett Per.^ Pic. (1779* III. lxxxi. 231 A man riding by the
"chariot-side. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. vn. 228 An ample
"chariot-way. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. i. 39 What Tributaries
follow him to Rome, To grace in Captiue bonds his "Chariot
Wheeles? i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 386 The chariot-wheels
quiver in the rapid onset.

Chariot tjarriat , v. [f. prec. sb. : OF. had
chareter in same senses.]

1. trans. To carry or convey in a chariot : also

fig. Hence Cha'rioted ///. a.

a 1659 R. Ix>\ eday Lett. 11663148 Our thoughts are char-
I riot ted . . to the furthest parts of the world. 1671 Milton
Samson 77 As in a fiery column charioting His god-like

!
presence. 1791 Cowper Odyss. xvn. 506 Bright-charioted
Aurora. 1819 Shelley Ode West H ind, O thou Who
chariotest to their dark wintry bed The winged seeds.

1864 Tennyson Boadicea 3 Standing loftily chanoted.

2. intr. or absol. To drive or ride in a chariot.

16*7 Feltham Resolves 1. xlviii. Wks. ( 1677) 76 The Golden
Sun Chariots thorow the rounding Sky. 1821 Keats Lamia
217 Charioting foremost in the envious race. 1845 6 Trench
Huts. Led. vi. (ed. 3)246 The charioteer charioting, and not

dragged in the dust and mire at the heels of his horses.

Chariotee tj«iri5tr). [f. Chariot sb.] A
1

light pleasure chariot, with four wheels and two
1 seats, covered by a calash-top.

1864 in Webster.

Charioteer [tfie'ridtl'-J ,sb. Forms: 4 chari-
etere, charyeter, chariatour, 5 charyetter, ?

charioter, 7- charioteer, [app. a mixed form
f. OF. chariotcur, and OF. charetier (whenct*
Chareter .] The driver of a chariot or car.

c 1340 Cursor M. 21287 (Trin.) pe charietere [v.r. carter] is

ihesu crist. 1383 WYeUF 1 Kings xxii. 34 And he seide to
hys charyeter. Turn thin hond. 1387 Trevisa Higdeu
Rolls' IV. 383 The chariatour herde"pat. 161 1 G. Sandys
Ovid"s Met. 11. 1 1626) 29 With hands that cannot errc Hurls
lightning at the audacious Charioter. 1667 Milton P. L.
vi. 390 On a heap Chariot and charioteer lay overturned.
1859 Lewin Invas. Brit. 45 The horsemen and charioteers
of the Britons . . poured such a shower of javelins upon the
Roman galleys.

Charioteer, v. Also 9 -ier. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To act as charioteer ; to guide or manage
a chariot or car ; to drive.

1803 Southey Ode Astronomy (D.i, To charioteer with
wings on high, And to rein-in the Tempests of the sky.
i8ij Byron Ch. liar. App. Wks. (1846* 761/1 Whom I saw
charioteering over the I rench (tag.

2. trans. To drive (a chariot or vehicle).

1883 Leisure Hour 145/1, I charioteered one of these
[buggies]. 1883 ltd. Words 205 He compared (them] to..
Phlegethon charioteering the sun.

3. trans. To drive a person) in a chariot. Hence
Cha^riotee red ///. a.

1849 [W. M. Call] Reverberations 11. 96 Chariotiered, as
in an ocean car. 1862 Sir R. Christison Let. in Life II.

1 xL 301, I shall always remember his charioteering me
through the finest part of his property.

Charioteering t/mOd**vta)) vhl. sb. The
; driving or management of a chariot.

1862 Merivale Rom. Etnp. (18651 VI. KML 29 Chariot-
eering began to take the place of a state institution. i88j
19M Cent. No. 69. 738 The scene of his former charioteering.

Charioteership. Performance as a charioteer.

1836 Landor Perict. <y Asp. Wks, (1846* II. 370 The brave
. . men whom he celebrates for charioteership. 1871 Athe-
naeum 22 July 115 [Such] charioteership . . could only have

! Inren displayed on turf, or sand.

Chariotry (tjtrriatoll [f. Chariot sb. + -ry.

.There may have been a Fr. chariotcrie, in sense 1
;

with sense 2 cf. cavalry, camelry, etc.)]

fl. The art of driving a chariot. Oh, rare~ l
.

1686-7 Aubrey Rem. Ccntilisme (1881) 120 Chariotry Is

one of the antiquated Modes of Chivalry*.

2. The collective name for soldiers who fought
from chariots. Cf. cavalry, infantry.
1828 BlacJhv. Mag: XXIV. 260 Deep nits, .indented, .by

the wheels of Fingal's chariotry. 1871 F. C. Cook in
.Speaker's Comm. Ezek. v. 28 I. 309/2 The entire loss of the
chariotry and cavalry. Ibid. 463/2 Israel had no chariotry.

Chariour e, -jour, ohs.'ff. Charger).
Charious e, -jous, var. of Chargeous a. Obs.

Charish, -isshe, obs. ft. Cherish.

t Cha rishness. Obs. rare. [Implies an adj.

Charish f. Chare a. + -ISH !
.] Carefulness.

1587 Goldinc De Mornay x\. 153 Thou seest. .in beastes,
1 a cnarishnesse to bring up their yong . . and in all folkes a
!

regard to the maintenance of the things which they haue
either made or manured.

Charism tkx riz'm). Theol. PI. -ata and -s.

[a. Or. xa/x ffA*a pi- -ara, (esp. in X. T.) favour given,

gift of grace, f. xqpi(*#i#M to show favour, f. x*V<s

!

grace, favour.] A free gift or favour specially

I

vouchsafed by God ; a grace, a talent.

a 1641 Bp. Moi'Ntagi; Acts <fr Mom, * 16421 217 The Charis-

mata of grace. 1644 Bi lwer Chirol. 149 |i used in the
conveyance of that Charisme or miraculous gift of healing.
1851 Convbeare & H. St. Paul I. xiii. 11862' 402 The gift
of prophecy was that charism which enabled its possessors
to utter, with the authority of inspiration, divine strains of
warning. 186a Colenso in Evangel. Christendom Oct.

, 475 He [St. Paul] speaks, indeed, of various charisms or
graces. 1876 M. Da\ ies Unorth. Lond. 322 The charismata
of the early Church.

Charismatic (kserizmje-tik), a. [f. xap'ff^ar-

(see prec/ + -ic] Of or pertaining to a charism.
1882-3 SCHAFF Rdig. Eucycl. II. 873 Church offices are.

.

impossible without charismatic endowment. 1885 tr. Pfleid'
! erers Infl. Apost. Paul vi. 248 The Pauline spirit of evan-

|

gelical freedom and individual charismatic enlightenment.

tCha'rister. Obs. [a. F. charistere, ad. Gr.
XaptOTTjpiov thanksgiving.] A thank-offering ; a
song of thanksgiving.
1708 Mottei'x Rabelais v. iv, Singing some plaisant

Verses and Charisters.

Charisticary (kari stikari). [f. Gr. x^^k-os
bounteous, freely given + -art.]
1717-51 Chambers Cycl., Clutristicary, Commcndatary,

or Donatary, a person to whom is given the enjoyment of
the revenues of a monastery, hospital, or benefice. The
charislicaries among the Greeks, .enjoyed all the revenues
of hospitals and monasteries, without giving an account
thereof to any person. 1880 Libr. Univ. Kno-.vL III. 692
Charioticaries, officers (in Greek ecclesiastical history).

Charitable tjx ritab'l), a. Also 4-5 chara-
table, 5-6 cherytable, 6 charytable. [a. OK
charitable, cheritahle (13th c. in Littre\ f, charite

;

see -able, and cf. the later veritable, equitable.

It. has caritatevole ; there was no L. cdritdbilis.'}

f 1. Showing Christian charity or the love of God
and man. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 145 And charitable, louiinde and louerede, uor
hi deb man parfitliche louie his nixte ase him-zelue. c 1375
Wvclif Comm. Luke Prol. (MS. Bodl. 143* The meke and
pore and charitable lyuyng of Crist. 1494 Fabvan vi.

clxxxv. 184 Fyll to fastynge and prayer, and contynued
,

therin by a certayne of tyme with parfyte and cherytable
deuocyon. 1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 100.1,

The true lover of god t which is properly the charitable per-
sone) is under no rule ; but he is lord above all lawes. 1641

J. Jackson True Evang. T. lit. 189 See whether is more
pacifique and charitable, and by consequent whether is the
more Euangelicall.

1 2. Tender-hearted ; loving, kindly ; well-dis-

posed ; benevolent. Obs.
< 1386 Chaucer Prol. 145 Schc was so charitable and so

pitous, Sche wolde weepe if that sche sawe a mous Caught
in a trappe. if it were deed or bledde. 1509 Fisher Euu.
Serm. C*tess Richmonde \ 1 708 ) 22 Consyderynge her
gracyous and charytable mynde. 1529 Wolsey in four C.
Eng. Lett. 10 Yt wold please yow of your cherytable good-
nes. 1634 W. Wood AVtc Eng. Prosp. (18651 Ded. Note,
The kind acceptance of your charitable hands.

3. Full of active charity to others
;
esp. liberal

in almsgiving to the poor.
la 1400 Chester PI. 1. 118431 213 With your charatable

almes the poore man to comforte. 1509 Fisher Eun. Serm.
Cless Richmonde (1708) 14 Martha is magmfyed for her
godly hospytalyte and charytable dealynge to her neybours.
15*6 Pitgr. Per/. (W*. de W. 1531' '97 b, And buylde vpon
thy fayth by charytable werkes. 1602 Act 43 EUz. c. 4
Which lands, tenements, etc. . .haue not beene imployed ac-

1 cording to the charitable intent of the giuers and founders
thereof 1608 i'orksh. f rag. 1. ix. 215, I thought it the
charitablest deed I could do. 1645 Fuller Good Tk. in
Bad T. (1841 1 36 He was more charitable to relieve others.

183a Ht. Martineau tretandiu. 51 The burden of relieving

distress will no longer fall wholly upon the charitable.

4. Connected with or devoted to a recognized

object of charity, esp. as defined in the various

statutes on the subject ; of the nature bf a charity.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pot. v, lxxix. | 1 If we convert some
. .portion . .to charitable uses. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix.

187 The first Protestant, who erected a charitable House of
that nature, aW Ken Prepar. Poet. Wks. 1721 IV*. KM

j
Each Grain of Charitable Gold, Is in the Book of Life en-

|

roll'd. 1788 J. Powell Deviser 118271 ML '5 l*hc great
statute of charitabU- uses is st. 43 El. c. 4. 18*13 Lamb Elia
118601 78 The old monastic institutions and charitable

orders. 1858 Ed. St. Leonards Handy Bk. Prop. Law
xxii. 174 The statutes for the better administration of
Charitable Trusts. 187a E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. ix. 160

To aid some charitable object.

6. Inclined to think no evil of others, to put the

most favourable construction on their actions, etc.

1626 Bacon fj.> By a charitable construction it may
be a sermon. 1630 Ft llek Holy War 11. v. ( 1647^ 50 We will

be more charitable then those that say that the Patriarch.

.

did bewitch and bemad Godfrey. 1710 Palmer Proverbs 151

,
Such a provoking impudence, that the charitablest people
in the world can't help reflecting upon it. 1838 Lvtton
Alice 46 Few men are charitable who remember not that

I they have sinned. 1846 J. E. Rvland in Life a> Corr. J.
1 Poster 118461 1 1. 2 Allowed the charitable hope.

6. Comb., as charitable-minded.
1668 Child Disc. Trade (1694' io4 Charitable-minded men

will know certainly where to dispose of their charity.

Clia-ritableness. [f. prec. + -xes*.] The
quality of being charitable.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys d835> 24 [St. Margaret] Fully re-

plenyshed with cherytabylnesse. 1635 Austin Medit, 233
I-et therefore Love alwund among us ; and. .overflow, even
to our Enemies, in Charitablenesse. 1687 in Lond. Gaz.
No. 2246/2 Loyalty toward so Gracious a Prince, and Charit-
ableness one to another. 1773 J. Allen Serm. St. Mary's
Oxford 7 No purity, no forbearance, no charitableness.

1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. ii. 11860*45 Notwithstanding her
charitableness to the |>oor maid-servant.
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Charitably (tfse-ritabli), adv. [f. prec. + -l\
t
2.]

In a charitable or kindly manner ; with charity.

< 1400 IVycliffite Tract in Wyclif's Bible Pref. 14 note,

Men . . that 3yuen charitably the greet almes of Goddis

word, declaryng it ry^tly to cristene puple. 1494 Fabvan v.

cxxxii. 116 He exortyd his .ii. sones charitably to loue.

1526 Tindale Rom. xiv. 15 If thy brother be gneued with

thy meate: now walkest thou not charitablye. 1563 Abp.

Parker Articles, And releaue the poore charitably. 1598

Barret Theor. Warres n. i. 28 Let him first gharitablie re-

prehend them. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 213 We then

learn to think soberly, and to judg charitably. 1710 Steele

Tatler No. 195 P2, I was always charitably inclined to be-

lieve the Fault lay in myself. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. fV. xxiii,

A supply of provisions charitably sent us by my kind

parishioners. 1880 M. Collins Th. in Garden II. 270 Illo-

gical people . . I charitably hope that my amiable critic is

not one of them.

CharitaTian. nonce-wd. [cf. humanitarian.]

One who makes charity his 'hobby
1858 F. Hall Bibliog. Ind. Philos. Syst. (1859) Introd. 11

Some divine charitarian benevolently planted an eye in one

of his feet.

t Cha-ritative, a. Obs. [a. OF. charitatif,

-ive, caritatif, -ive, med.L. cdritdtiv-us charitable

;

see Charity and -ive.]

1. Of the nature of, or pertaining to, charity.

1647 Hammond FraternalA dmon. § 5. 3 There is a double

Correption or admonition, the former paternal or authorita-

tive, the latter fraternal, or Charitative. 165a! W. Sclater
(son) Civil Magistr. (1653) 23 Out of the charitative love of

Justice. 1673 Ladies Calling [I. iii. § 23 The World is

. . seldom guilty of the charitative [errors], does not over-

look the smallest appearance of evill.

2. Of the nature of a charitable gift or donation.

1582 Grindal Let. Wks. (1843) 37i_This visitation, I do
mean that it shall be merely charitative, and not to burden
the clergy of any procurations as yet.

_
1727-51 Chambers

Cycl. s.v., In the canon law, a charitative aid, or subsidy,

is a moderate allowance, which a council grants a bishop

upon any urgent occasion ; e. g. when his revenues will not

bear his expenses to a council, etc.

Chariter, var. of Chabeter, Obs.

t Ch.aTi.t0US, a. Obs. Also -euus. [a. OF.
charitos, -eus, in med.L. caritdsus: see Charity
and -oua ; cf. necessitous, calamitous] Character-

ized by charity ; charitable.

1340-70 A lex. <$• Dind. 894 J>at nis no chariteuus chois so

schast for to libbe. 1393 Gower Con/. I. 271 To him that

wroughte charite He was ayeinward charitous.

Charity (tjoe riti). Forms : a. 2 carited, kari-

tej>, -teC ; fl. 2-6 charite, cherite, 4-5 cheryte,

4-0 charyte, oharitee, 4-7 charitie, 4- charity.

[Two early types of this word appear in Eng. : (1)

caritcS, -tej>, (2) charite; these are adoptions re-

spectively of ONF. caritedh, -tet(p), (later, and
mod.Pic. carite), and the somewhat later central

OF. charite (earlier charitet); which correspond

to Pr. caritat, Sp. caridad, It. carita, semi-popular

adaptations of L. caritat-em in its theological

sense. In truly popular use L. cclritdt-em had
already become, through pop. Lat. *cartdt-cm, Pr.

cariat, ONF. kierte, OF. chierle, mod.F. chertl.

But this had the general Latin senses of ' dearness

(high price), fondness, affection ', as well as those

belonging specially to New Testament and Chris-

tian use ;
subsequently, to indicate the latter more

distinctly, the Latin word, familiar in the language

of the church, passed anew into popular use, and
undergoing (from its later date) less phonetic

change, gave caritat, caritet, charitet, charite.

Mixture of the two forms gave the type cheritl,

and, in Eng. at least, the two words were not kept

altogether distinct in use. See Cherte.
The Greek word for ( love' in the N. T. (occasionally also

in LXX) is aydmj, from root of vb. ivan-a-eii* ' to treat

with affectionate regard ', ' to love ' ; in the Vulgate, d-yanr)

is sometimes rendered by dilectio (noun of action f. diligere

to esteem highly, love), but most frequently by caritas,
' dearness, love founded on esteem ' (never by amor).
Wyclif and the Rhemish version regularly rendered the
Vulgate dilectio by ' love ', caritas by ' charity '. But the
16th c. Eng. versions from Tindale to 161 1, while rendering
ayamj sometimes ' iove ', sometimes 1 charity ', did not follow
the dilectio and caritas of the Vulgate, but used ' love

'

more often (about 86 times), confining ' charity ' to 26 pas-
sages in the Pauline and certain of the Catholic Epistles
(not in 1 John), and the Apocalypse, where the sense is

specifically 1 c. below. In the Revised Version 1881,
1 love

'

has been substituted in all these instances, so that it now
stands as the uniform rendering of aydirri, to the elimination
of the distinction of dilectio and caritas introduced by the
Vulgate, and of 1 love ' and ' charity ' of the 16th c. versions.]

1. Christian love : a word representing caritas of

the Vulgate, as a frequent rendering of crydmj in

N. T. Greek. With various applications : as

+ a. God's love to man. (By early writers often

identified with the Holy Spirit.) Obs.
< 1200 Ormin 3000, & Godess Gast iss kariteb & sobfasst

lufe nemmnedd ; & tatt wass all burrh kariteb & purrh sob
lufe forbedd t>att Godess sune Allmahti; Godd Warrb mann
of Sannte Marje. 138. Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 509 5oven
of Crist ^ of . . his endeles charitee to mankinde. 1382 —
Rom. viii. 39 The charite [Tindale, etc. love, Rhem. chari-
tie] of God, that is in Jhesu Crist oure Lord. 1488 Cax-
TON Chast. Goddes Chyld. The whiche goodnes is god
hymself for he ys all charyte. 1588 A. King tr. Canisins'
Catech. 223 Be the merit of the same maist haly Passion

Vol. II.

the Charitie of God is powred forth in thair hartes. [1839

J. H. Newman Par. Serm. IV. xxi. 363 Charity is but

another name for the Comforter.]

fb. Man's love of God and his neighbour,

commanded as the fulfilling of the Law, Malt. xxii.

37. 39- Obs.
'
c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 39 Hwet is riht cherite . . bet bu luuie

bine drihten ofer. .alle eorSliche bing. .and seoSdan beoden

uwilc mon swa bu waldest bet me !>e bude, bis is riht

cherite. < izoo Vices § Virtues 21 Ic clepie and bidde for

So muchele kariteS Se is an jeu. f 1315 Shoreham 3 That
man lovye God and man, Ase charite' hyt hoteth. 1488

Caxton Chast. Goddes Chyld. 27 In goodnes of charyte is

a bonde of loue the whiche draeth us to god. 1547 Homilies

I. Charity 69 Charity stretcheth itself both to God
and man, friend and foe. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech.

(1884)42 Quhate is cherite? It is lufe, quhai-by we lufe

God for his awin saik. .and our neichbour for Gods saik, or

in God. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Rev. ii. 4 Neuerthelesse, I haue

somwhat agaynst thee, because thou hast left thy fyrst

charitie. [So Wyclif, and Rhemish : Geneva 1560 ' love '. ]

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 11. § 14 This I think

charity, to love God for himselfe, and our neighbours for

God. 1846 Keble in Plain Serm. VIII. ccxli, Charity -

the true love of God in Christ, .ensures the practice of all

other virtues.

C. esp. The Christian love of our fellow-men

;

Christian benignity of disposition expressing itself

in Christ-like conduct : one of the ' three Christian

graces', fully described by St. Paul, 1 Cor. xiii.

(One of the chief current senses in devotional language,

though hardly otherwise without qualification as ' Christian

charity', etc. In the Revised Version, the word has dis-

appeared, and love has been substituted.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 10043 Cherite [v.r. cheryte, charite]

euer fordos envie. 1382 Wyclif t Cor. viii. 1 Sothli science,

or kunnynge, inblowith with pride : charite edifieth. Ibid.

xiii. 13 Noweforsothe dwellen feith, hope, and charite, thes

thre ; forsoth the mooste of thes is charite. c 1450 Lay-

Folks Mass-Bk. 308 Haue cherite with herte fyne. .That

eche man loue wel othere. 1587 Golding Be Mornay xx.

318 Some tell vs that Religion is nothing els but charitie,

that is to say, the performing of a mans duetie towards his

neighbour. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 261 'Twere good
you do so much for charitie. leiv. I cannot finde it, 'tis

not in the bond. 1628 Earlf. Microcosm. (Arb.) 63 A Shee

precise Hypocrite .. Shee is so taken vp with Faith, shee

ha's no roome for Charity. 1796 H. Hunter tr..?/. Pie/re's

Stnd. Nat. (1799) III. 483 The charity of the Gospel

should extend to men of every Religion. 1845 R. Jebb

in Encycl. Metro}. (1847) II. 709/1 The law of charity

does not require me to have a greater regard for him than

for myself. But, on the other hand, the same law requires

that I should not have a less.

d. In this sense often personified in poetic lan-

guage, painting, sculpture, etc.

c 1300 Dens Caritas 33 in E. E. P. (1862) 127 Let Charite

nou a-wake, And do hit ber neode is. 1377 Langl. P. PI.

viii. 45 Charite be champioun chief help a3ein synne.

1726 Thomson Winter 354 The conscious heart of Charity

would warm. 17.. Han. More Ode Charity, O Charity,

divinely wise, Thou meek-ey'd Daughter of the skies!

c 1850 G. Rorison Hymn to Trinity, Lift on us thy Light

Divine : And let charity benign Breathe on us her balm.

e. In, out of, charity : in or out of the Christian

state of charity, or love and right feeling towards

one's fellow Christians.
C138 . Wyclif Wks. (1880) 274 A symple pater noster of a

plougman bat his in charite is betre ban a thousand massis

of coueitouse prelatis. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xi. 38 He falleb

nat out ofcharite. 14S5 E. Clerf. in FourC. Eng. Lett. 5 And
he seith he is in charitee with all the world. 1519 Horman
Vulg. xxiv. 201, I can nat be in charity with hym that

holdeth wrongefully from me my landis. 1633 Massinger
New Way 1. ii, I am out of charity With none so much as

the thin-gutted squire. 1735 Pope Donne's Sat. iv. 3, I die

in charity with fool and knave.

f. In various phrases : see the quotations.
_

a 1240 Ureismi 161 in Cott. Horn. 199 Nu ich be bi-seche

ine cristes cherite. 11250 Hymn Virg. 19 in Trin. Coll.

Horn. 258 Bisech bin sune par cherite bat he me sschilde

from helle pin. c 1305 Land Cokayne^ ad fin., Prey we
god so mote hit be. Amen, per seinte charite. 1375 Barbour
Bruce til. 324 Levys me tharfor, par cheryte. 1461 J, Paston,

jr.in -£e//.4ioII.39Besechyng yow for cheryte of your dayly

blyssyng. 1575 J. Still Gamm. Gurton IV. ii, Helpe me to

my neede, for Gods sake, and Saint Charitie. 1579 Spenser

Slieph. Cat. May 247 Ah deare Lord, and sweete Saint

Charitee [E. K. gloss.. The Catholiques comen othe]. 1594
Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 273 Peace, peace for shame : If not,

for Charity. 1601 — Ttvel. N. v. i. 273 Of charity, what
kinne are you to me? 1602 — Ham. iv. v. 58 By gis, and
by S. Charity, Alacke, and fie for shame.

2. Without any specially Christian associations

:

Love, kindness, affection, natural affection : now
esp. with some notion of generous or spontaneous

goodness.
In Wyclif, repr. caritas of the Vulgate, which (like ayairrj,

-ijo-ts) is used very generally in the O. T. In other cases in-

fluenced perhaps by OF. chierle, L. caritas, or simply with

generalized sense.

a 1225 Ancr, R. 408 Cherite—bet is cherte of leoue binge

& of deore. 1382 Wyclif Jer. ii. 2 Rewende thin waxende
aouthe, and the charite of thi weddyng. Ibid. xxxi. 3 In

euere lastende charite Y louede thee. — Hosea xi. 4 In

litil boondis of Adam Y shal drawe hem, in boondis of

charitee. — Rom. xii. 10 Louynge to gidere the charite of

britherhed [Gr. tj\ <J>iAa{eAi#>i(j]. c 1430 Lydg. Bochas 1. ix.

(1544) 17 b, The king, the quene of Corinth, the country,

Had the chylde in so great charitie. 1483 Caxton Cato

A viii b, Tulle sayth that emonge al other charite the

charite of our contre ought to be loued and preferred before

al othe[r] charitees. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 216 Dwells in all

Heaven charity so dear? 1728 Gay Begg. Op. Introd., 1

cannot too often acknowledge your charity in bringing it

upon the stage. 1841 Lane Arab. Nls. I. 54, I am one who
requires to be treated with kindness and charity.

b. //. Affections ;
feelings or acts of affection.

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 756 Relations dear, and all the

Charities Of Father, Son, and Brother. 1784 Cowpf.r Task
v. 507 Can he be strenuous in his country's cause, Who
slights the charities, for whose dear sake That country, if

at all, must be belov'd ? 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. ix. 238

The charities that soothe, and heal, and bless, Are scattered

at the feet of Man— like flowers. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages

(1872) II. 177 Cutting off her members from the charities of

domestic life.

3. A disposition to judge leniently and hopefully

of the character, aims, and destinies of others, to

make allowance for their apparent faults and short-

comings
;
large-heartedness. (But often it amounts

barely to fair-mindedness towards people dis-

approved of or disliked, this being appraised as a

magnanimous virtue.)

App. a restricted sense of IC, founded upon one of the

special characteristics ascribed to Christian charity which
' thinketh no evil ' 1 Cor. xiii. 6 ; cf. also 1 Pet. iv. 8 ' Charity

shall cover the multitude of sins'.

1483 Caxton Cato 3, I . . beseche alle suche that fynde

faute or errour that of theyr charyte they correcte and

amende hit. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 1 b, I begon

after my poore maner to wryte in latyn, but your charite

preuayled and letted me. 1634 Prynne in Documents agst.

Prynne (1877) 42 Your Lordship therefore might have in

charity forborne to quarrel with my two syllogismes . . till

you had produced some better of your owne. 1682 Dryden
Relig. Laid 198 Charity bids hope the best. 1712 Steele

Sped. No. 390 P3 She has not the least Charity for any of

her Acquaintance, a 1718 Penn Life Wks. 1726 I. 137

Happy would it be, if where Unity ends, Charity did

begin. 1857 T. Hood, Jr. Pen S, Penc. Put. 125 We all

want a little charity shown us sometimes. 1874 Mori.ey

Compromise (18861 157 No charity nor good-will can narrow

the intellectual breach.

f b. Fairness
;
equity. Obs.

c 1430 Lydg. Bochas Prol. v, That their ground, with pai fit

charitie Conveyed be to their advauntage. 1496 Act 12

Hen. VII, c. 6 [Certain foreign nations] have, contrarie to

all lawe, reason, charite, right and conscience . .
made an

ordinaunce . . that noe Englishman resortyng to the seid

Martes shall, etc. 1647 N. Bacon Hist. Disc. iii. 8 In

Charity, therefore, the English Church in those daies must

be of mean repute for outward pomp.

4. Benevolence to one's neighbours, especially to

the poor ; the practical beneficences in which this

manifests itself.

a. as a feeling or disposition ; charitableness.

ci2oo Ormin 1017 Till karitebess halljhe mahht To wirken

allmess werrkess. Ibid. 10120 Karitebess inahhte Iss mikell

all unnse555enndli3. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. xxviii,

The Jewes . . now upon the breaking up of the Chaldajan

Army, repent them of their Charity. 1691 Hartcliffe
Virtues 367 Their Temperance and Gratitude, their Justice

and Fidelity, their Humanity and Charity. 1758 Johnson
Idler No. 4 pi Charity, or tenderness for the poor., is, I

think,onlyknown to those who enjoy . . the light of revelation.

1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 78 Charity—the only

thing that we can give away without losing it. 1872 E.

Peacock Mal'd Heron I. viii. 138 Mrs. Heron took the

bairn out of charity.

b. as manifested in action : spec, alms-giving.

Applied also to the public provision for the relief

of the poor, which has largely taken the place of

the almsgiving of individuals.

[Some would explain quot. 1154 as hospitality, or 'agape

Christianorum, conviviuni quo amici vel etiam pauperes

excipiuntur ' (Du Cange).]

1154O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 On al bis yuele

time heold Martin abbot his abbotrice—& fand be munekes

& te gestes al )>sX heom behoued & heold micel carited in be

hus. a 1300 Cursor M. 28919 When l>ou sail do bi charite

[v.r. giues bi charite] . . gif noght so largely till ane pat

J>ou may gif anober nane. 1393 Gower Con/. I. 271 To him

that wrought charite He was ageinward charitous. 1530

Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 12 To lyue of the charitee and almes

of the people. 1605 Shaks. Lear HI. iv. 61 Do poore Tom
some charitie. 1662 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 119 Doing

his Charity effectually, but with a possible privacy. 1737

Pope Hor. Epist. 11. i. 231 The boys and girls whom chanty

maintains. 1863 Bright Sp. Amer. 16 June, A dependence

upon the charity of their fellow countrymen. 1878 Jevons

Prim. Pol. Econ. 10 All that the political economist insists

upon is that charity shall be really charity, and shall not

injure those whom it is intended to aid. 1884 F. M. Craw-

ford Rom. Singer i. 4 The poor thing has been living on

charity.

C. plural. Acts or works of charity to the poor.

1607 Bacon Ess. Riches (Arb.) 240 Deferre not Charities

till Death, c 1818 Campbell Lines on Scene in Bavaria

xiv, If the wild winds seem more drear Than man s cold

charities below. 1870 Emerson Sac. «, Solit. ,
Iarming

Wks. (Bohn) III. 57 He who devotes himself to charities.

6. That which is given in charity ;
alms.

The phrase do one's charity, in 4 b., easily passed lnto^n*

one's charity. , . ,

,

a 1300 Cursor M. 19062 He bam be-hetld, bot wel wend he

pai suld him giue sum charite. Petre said til him onan,
fGold ne siluer ha we nan '. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. 1. 167

Moni Chapeleyns. .Chewen heore charite and chiden after

more. 1608 Shaks. Per. in. ii. 44. Your honour has through

Ephesus pour'd forth Your charity. 16. . Dryden (J.),
I

never had the confidence to beg a charity. 1694 R. ^'Es-

trange (J.)
She did ill then to refuse her a charity in her

distress. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 117 F 3 An old Woman
applied herself to me for my Charity. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant

Makers Flor. viii. 222 An Archbishop, .leading a panniered

mule laden with charities.

6. A bequest, foundation, institution, etc., for the

benefit of others, esp. of the poor or helpless.
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CHARITY.

The term, especially under ihe influence of legislative

enactments, such as the statute on charitable uses 43 Ehz. c. 4,

and the various modern Charitable Trusts Acts, has re-

ceived a very wide application ; in general now including

institutions, with all manner of objects, for the help of tha*

who are unable to help themselves, maintained by settled

funds or voluntary contributions j
the uses and restrictions

of the term are however very arbitrary and vary entirely

according to fancy or the supposed needs of the moment ,

chief among the institutions included are hospitals, asylums

foundations for educational purposes, and for the periodical

distribution of alms.

1697 InlTI Mem. 10 Mar., I went this evening to see.

Christ's Hospital . . having never seen a more noble, pious and

admirable charity. 1748 Butler 6 Serm. W44»*«W*"
first establishment of a public charity. 1788 J. Powell

Devise* (.8,71 It >5 I-ord Eldon lately held that Jews

were properly excluded from the Bedford chanty, consisting

ofagVarAma? school, etc. iBo3 Med. 7™l V II I.. 53?.Upon

the recommendation of any one for relief by this Charity.

Ibid XV. 549 The advantages of medical chanties have

usually lieen confined in large towns. 1843 Prescott

Mexico VII. v. (1864) 454 With a fate not too frequent 111

similar charities, {it| has been administered to this day on

the noble principles of its foundation. 1853 Act 16 f, 17

Vict. c. 137 To examine and inquire into all or any chanties

in England and Wales, and the nature and objects, admin-

istration, management, and results thereof, etc. 1862 Low

(title) Account of Charities in London.

7. A refreshment dispensed in a monastic esta-

blishment lietween meals; a bever. (App. only a

modern rendering of med.L. charitas in sense of

' qusevis extraordinaria refectio, maxime ilia qua;

fiebat extra prandium et ccenam in Monasterio.'

Dn Cange.)
1802 43 Fosbrooke Brit. Mtmachism iv. 31 They entered

the refectory to receive their charities (cups of wine), while

the Collation was reading. Ibid, xlviii. 264 note. These

Charities did not consist ofwine only . . for we find a Charity,

consisting of a sallad, seasoned with honey.
f

8. A popular name of the plant 'Jacobs

ladder ', Polemonium cserulcum.

1741 Compl. l am. Piece L i. 37 Add to your Buds Betony,

Charity, Sanicle, the Tops of St. John's-wort when blown.

9. Phrases, a. Cold as charity : referring to the

perfunctory, unfeeling manner in which acts of

charity are often done, and public charities ad-

ministered ;
(but cf. Matt. xxiv. 12). Charity

begins at home : used to express the prior claims

of the ties of family, friendship, etc., to a man's

consideration (cf. 1 Tim. v. 8, etc.).

138a Wvclif Matt. xxiv. 12 The charite of manye schal

wexe coold. — OfPrelates xi. Wks. (1880I 78 Hou schulde

he ]janne here hem for obere men, whanne chante schuld

bigyne at hem-self. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Matt, xxiv. 12 The
charitie of many shal vvaxe cold. 1616 Beaum. & r l. Wit

without M. v. ii, Charity and beating begins at home. ,64a

Sir T. Browne Relit. Me,i- " iv -
""* the general complaint

of these times, and perhaps of those past, that Charity grows

cold. Ibid., Charity begins at home, is the voice of the

world: yet is every man his greatest enemy. 1705H1CKEK-

iNcii.L Priest-cr. 1. (1721) 25 Though Charity should begin

at home, it should not end at home. 1795 Solthey Sol-

dier's Wife, Cold is thy heart and as frozen as Charity I

1798 - Eng. Eclog. v, But charity begins at home, And,

Nat, there's our own home in such a way This morning !

1865 Tkollope Can you forgive her xliii, The wind is as

cold as charity. We are much more comfortable here.

b. Brother or Sister of Charity : a member of

a religious organization devoted to works ofcharity,

of which several have at various times lieen founded.

1706 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. 16th C. II, iv. xi. 450 The
Brothers of Charity were instituted by St. John de Dieu.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ivii, Sisters of Charity .
.
with-

out the romance and the sentiment of sacrifice. 1881 Lady

Herbert Edith 247 The other person present was the

Superior of the Sisters of Charity.

10. attrib. and Comb, (all referring to 4-6 ,
'given

or devoted to the furtherance of a charitable

object', as charity ball, land, money, sermon;
' brought up in a charity-school or on a charitable

foundation , as charity-boy, -child, -girl; charity-

bred adj.; charity bob (see KonsbA); oharity-

box, a money-box for collecting contributions to a

charitable object ; Charity Commission, Com-
missioners, a board created by the Charitable

Trust Act of 1853 to control the administration of

charitable trusts,' with powers as to the manage-

ment, re-organization, application, etc., of any of

the funded charities ;
charity-house, a house or

building devoted to a charitable object.

,88a Life 7 Dec. 1018/1 A grand "Charity Ball under the

gracious Patronage ofT.R. H. the Duke and Duchess ofCon-

naught. 178a Burney Hist. Mas. 1 1 .
72 The plate or "charity-

box is held out to thein. 1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1725'

I. 306 Among the "charity-lxjys there are abundance of bad

ones that swear and curse about. Ibid. 306 They bring up

their -charity-children to handicrafts, as well as trades.

1838 oDickens(>. Twist 21/2 Abigcharity-boy. 1841EMER-

son Ess. Ser. 1. ii. (1876) 55 Let him not. skulk up and down

with the air of a charity-boy. a 1845 Hood Tale of'\frump.

liv, Nay, happy the urchin—"Charity-bred. 1861 Thack-

eray Four Georges (Hoppel, In all Christendom there is

no such sight as "Charily Children's Day [at St. Paul's].

,848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. (Hoppe) Solecisms and

faults of spelling such as a *charity-girl would now be

ashamed to commit. 1758 Massif, ititle) A plan for the

Establishment of "Charity Houses for Exposed or Deserted

Women and Giria. 1856 Emerson En?. Traits, Land Wks.
(Bohn) IL 16 It [England] is stuffed full ..with towns,

towers, churches, villas, palaces, hospitals, and charity-
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houses. 1887 Hazeli. Ann. Cycl. 87/2 The secretary to the

[Charity] Commission for the lime being is a corporation

sole by the name of 'The Official Trustee of 'Charity

lands'. 1711 LonUU Brief Eel. (1857) VI. 695 There-

was remaining , of the •charity money gathered upwards

of 2cooi. 1840 Malcolm Trav. Jgh, I regretted to see so

much charity-money bestowed on Portuguese schools. 1700

k. Holland Ititle) The Good Samaritan ; a "Charity

Sermon. 1817 Svn. Smith Lett, exxiii, 1 am going to

preach a charity sermon next Sunday.

Cha-rityless, a. [see -less.] Void of charity.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair viii, People . . living and

flourishing in the world— Faithless, Hopeless, Charityless.

Charity-school. A school, supported by

charitable bequests or voluntary contributions, for

the free or cheap education of children of the poor.

Also attrib.

168a March (title) Erecting a Charily School; a Charity

Sermon. 1710 Smalridge (title) An account of Charity

Schools erected in Great Britain and Ireland, with the

Benefactions thereto. 1715 Nelson Addr. Fers. Qual. 163.

i7ao De Foe Capt. Singleton xix. (1840) 319, I was a kind

of a charity-school boy. 183s Use Pkilos. Mauuf. 422 In

the township of Turton . there is a charity school in which

ten or twelve boys are boarded and educated.

Charivari fJatfiiTOTi). [a. F. charivari (14th

c. in 1 .ittre ;
, He. caribari, in med.L. c[A arivarinm,

rharavaria, etc.; of unknown origin ;
various con-

jectures are mentioned by Littre.] A serenade of

' rough music ', with kettles, pans, tea-trays, and

the like, used in France, in mockery and derision

of incongruous or unpopular marriages, and of

unpopular persons generally; hence a confused,

discordant medley of sounds ; a babel of noise.

,735 tr . P. Bayle's Diet. II. 104 A Charivary, or Mock

Music, given to a Woman that was married again imme-

diately after the Death of her Husband. ,848 C. Bronte

7 Fyre xvii. iD.) We . . played a charivari with the ruler

and desk, the fender and fire-irons. ,854 Emerson Lett. «,

Soc. Aims Wks. (Bohn) III. 173 we are all drawn into

the charivari 1 we chide, lament, cavil, and recriminate.

,863 KiNOSLEY IVater-b. i, Never was heard, .such a noise,

row, hubbub, babel, shindy, hullabaloo, stramash, chanvan,

and total contempt of dignity and order.

From its original sense, taken as the name

of a satirical journal in Paris ; in imitation of

which
,841 (title) Punch, or the Ix>ndon Chanvan.

Chart tjaik), sbA [app. short, from chark coal,

which appears soon after 1500, for Charcoal, q.v.

No independent origin of the word appears. Cf.

Chakk t>.*.]

1. Wood or coal charred ; charcoal ; coke.

,708 is Kersey, Ckarks (in Worcestershire) Pit-coal

chark 'd, or charr'd. 1714 Ft. Bk. ofRates 38 Coals-Chark

per Maund, 01 06. 1719 De Foe Crusoe xu, I contnv d to

bum some Wood.. under Turf, until it liecame Chark, or

dry Coal. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Joum. France I. 223 Wood
burned to Chark is a real poison.

2. iScequot.) (Perh. a distinct word.)

,87a Hardwick Trad. Lane. 35 The discoverer of the

Chark or ' fire-drill ', an instrument for obtaining fire by

artificial means. .

II
Chark rjaik\ rf.* [Rust. capita {charka),(ttm.

of <iapa {chara) glass, noggin.] A small (Russian)

glass or cup.
, , .

,59, G. Fletcher Russe Com/nw. (1857) 146 They Wginne

commonly with a chark, or small cuppc, of aqua vita: 1686

Diary P.Gordon 26 Jan. (Spalding Club 1859) keceiving a

charke of brandy out of the youngest his hand.

t Chart, w- 1 Obs. or dial. [OE. cearcuin to

creak ; found also in ME. as cherk, Chibk : cf.

merk, mark, etc.]

1. To make a grating noise with the teeth. (Se .)

c ,000 /Elfric Gram. xxvi. « 5 (Z.l 1 57 Stride* ofsSr strido,

ic cearcixe o88e gristbitixe. [ Somner has also cearcicnde ttp,

stridentes denies.] l8as Jamieson, To chark as the teeth

do [In South of Scotl. pronounced ckairk).

f2. To creak, as a wheel on its axle, a door on

its hinges. Obs.

,388 Wyclif .-!««<« ii- 13 Lo 1 Y shal charke vndur ?ou, as

a wayn chargid with hei charkilh. 1393 Gower ( onf. 11.

102 There is no dore, which may c harke. . ,440 Prom/.

Pant. 70/1 Charkyn as a carte or barow or obyr thynge

lyke, arguo, VG alii dicunt stridere.

3. To complain continuously, be querulous. St.

,8as in Jamieson.

Chark (tj.uk), v.* [appears only about the

middle of the 17th c. ; see Chark; sb. 1

] trans.

To burn to charcoal ; to char ; to coke (coals).

,66a Fuller Worthies n, 97 A way. to Charke Seacole

in such manner, as to render it uscfull for the making of

Iron. ,664 Evelyn .S>/,'<1 32 Small-coal .
.made by chark-

ing the slenderest brush, and summities of the twigs. ,684

T Burnet Th. Eartk II. 51 We are not to conceive that

the earth will lie onely scorcht or charkt in the last fire, .it

will become a molten sea mingled with fire. 1806-7 J-

Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) ix. v, A beefsteak.

.

completely charked by over-dressing. ,836 Sir G. Head

Home Tour 128 Fires, for the purpose of charking the coal

used in smelting the metal.

Hence Charked ///. a. ; Cha rking vbl. sb.

,65s Comic. Order in Thurloe State Pat. (1742' HI. 496

The wle exercise of their invention of charking or calcining

of New Castle coals. . His invention of making of iron with

pitcoal charked. ,667 Deniiam Direct. Paint 11. 11. 104

Paint the Great Harman charkt almost to Coal. 1B70

Jevons Firm. Logic vi. 45 Coal, .originally, .was the name

of charked or charred wood.

CHARLATANISM.

t Chark, ».3 Obs. Dial. var. of Cakk to burden.

a ,300 Cursor M. 23994 Charked sua i was w it care.

Charke coal, obs. f. Charcoal.

t Charl. Obs. A variant of Carl or Churl.

[ME. chcrl might have a phonetic variant charl, as

well as churl ; cf. Uerne and its variants, etc.]

a ,400 Cen. Myst. 1 1 841) 139 The olde charle had ryght

grel corage. Ibid. 181, I xalsle scharlys, And qweny* w ith

therlys. , ,440 Pro/rip. Par-.: 72 Cherelle or charle [,499

Pynson churle or carle], rusticus. Ibid. 77 Choffe or chuffe,

charle or chutt, rusticus.

Charlatan (
Jailatan, -tsen), sb. and a. Forms

:

7 chiarlatan, charlitan, (schareleton ,
7- char-

latan, [a. F. charlatan ' a mountebanke, a cousen-

ing drug-seller, a pratling quack-salver, a tatler,

babler' (Cotgr.\ ad. It. ciarlatano = ciarlatore

babbler, patterer, mountebank, f. ciarlarc to babble,

patter, act the mountebank, f.eiarla, chat, prattle;

cf. Sp., Pg. charlar, Wallachian charrar, ONF.
charer (Diez) to prattle, babble. Cf. quack to

gabble like a duck, talk like a Cheap Jack, puff

patent medicines, act -as a charlatan.]

A. sb.

f 1. A mountebank or Cheap Jack who descants

volubly to a crowd in the street ;
esp. an itinerant

vendor of medicines who thus puffs his ' science

and drugs. (Now included under 2.)

|,6oS B. Jonson Voltone 11. ii.The Rabble of these ground

Ciarlitani, that spred their Clokes on the Pavement, ,6m

Coryate Crudities Panegyr. Verses, Sometimes to hear the

Ciarlatans.] 1618 D. Beixhier Hans Beer-pot D j b, I think

the Serieant is grown Mountebancke To cling by shifts, hey,

passe, passe, Italian grown j a sharking Charlatan. ,646 Sir

T. Brow ne Pseud. Ep. 1. iii. 1 1 Saltimbancoes, Quacksalvers,

and Charlatans, deceive them in lower degrees. ,678 Bl-tlek

Hud 111. n. 971 For Chiarlatans can do no good, Vntil

th' are mounted in a Crowd. 1771 Mrs. Harris in Prn:

Lett. 1st Ld. Malmesbury I. 214 At the masquerade. Mr.

Banbury was a most excellent friseur, Lord Berkeley a

charlatan. [,864 Burton Scot Abr. L iii- 145 He is called

a charlatan, quack, and mountebank.]

+ b. One who puffs his wares ; a purler.

,670 Cotton Espernon Pref., Though in ihe foregoing

Paragraph, I have discovered something of the Charlatan in

the behalf or my Bookseller.

2. An empiric who pretends to possess wonderltit

secrets, esp. in the healing art ; an empiric or im-

postor in medicine, a quack.

,1 ,680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 197 Charlatans make Dis-

eases fit their Medicines, and not their Medicines Diseases.

,7,0 Addison Tatler No. 240 f 3 Ordinary Quacks and

Charlatans. [176a J. Brown Poetry t, Mus. Ii 34 note.

Charlatans, a Word with which we have none precisely

correspondent in our Language : It signifies here, one who

is a Pretender to Medectne hy the Arts of Magic] ,791

Burke Let. Memb. Sat. Assembly Wks. 1842 L 478 Ihe

nation is sick, very sick, by their medicines. But the char-

latan tells them that what is passed cannot be helped.

184, Brewster Mart. Sc. 11. iv. (18561 153 The charlatans,

whether they deal in moral or in physical wonders, torm a

race which is never extinct, i860 Tanner Pregnancy L 3.

3. An assuming empty pretender to knowledge

or skill ; a pretentious impostor.

,809 F.diu. Rev. Apr. 193 The Alexandrian sages [Proclus,

etc ] were in fact the charlatans of antlent philosophy.

1840 Carlyi.e Heroes (1858) 268 A questionable step for me

10 say. that Mahomet was a true Speaker at all, and not

rather an ambitious charlatan. ,858 Kkoudk Hist. Eng.

Ill xvi. 363 His (Cromwell's] true creed was a hatred ol

charlatans. 187a Geo. Eliot Middlem. v. xlv 315 A char-

latan in religion is sure to like other sorts of charlatans.

B. adj. Of or ]>ertaining to a charlatan ;
em-

pirical, quack. .

,67, True Non-Ccmf 376 But the schare elon tricks of a

pitiful impostor, ,85a Gladstone Glean. 1\ . 11. 141 1 hea-

rical, not to say charlatan and mountcliank, politics. ,t»a

Shirlky Crit. xi. 47= Because 1 love freedom 1

hesitate to apply the charlatan quackeries which may fatally

hurt all that is lies! and most living in English liberty.

Charlatanic (jbUtse-tuk), «. [f. Charlatan

sb. + -K' ; cf. puritanic, satattic, etc.] Of or belong-

ing to a charlatan or quack. ...
,841 Btackw. Mag. LIV. 244 Think not that charlatanic

aenms rests content with triumphs even so transcendent as

these. ,8<4 Lady Lytton Behind Scenes I. 1. IV. 129 Ihe

charlatanic shade of that great petty larcener of sentiment,

Lawrence Sterne, ,87a Daily News 25 July, Seeking to

make themselves a charlatanic fame out of their prosecutions.

Charlatanical Jfulauvnikal), a. [f. as nee.

+ -AL'.] Of the nature of a charlatan ;
related to,

or of the nature of, charlatanry ;
charlatainsh.

,663 Cowley Cutter Colem.-St. Pref., A cowardly ranting

Soldier, an ignorant charlatanical Doctor, a foolish Cheating

Lawyer, have always been, and still are the Principa Sub-

iects of all Comedies. ,847 Bhukw. Mag. .XL 754 B<*>ks

ushered into existence by such charlatanical man.euvres.

Charlatanish (fcjUUiniJ), a. [f. Chahlatan

sb +-IMI'.] Savouring of a charlatan, charlatanical.

,846 Blackw. Mag. LX. ,a, [It] was charlatanish and

^SSaSsSH .86, 'Sat. R». .8 May 5.2 Charlatanish ami

generally interested eulogies of virtue.

Charlatanism (Ja jlatani z m\ [f. as prec.

+

-ism ;
prob. after F. charlatanisme.~] 1 he practice

or method of a charlatan ; the being a charlatan.

1804 F.din. Rev. V. 85 We particularly noticed the char-

latanism of their amateurs. ,844 Blaclnv. Mag. l.V I. 349

What the charlatanism of necromancy effected a thousand

vears ago, was now effected by the charlatanism of genius.

1848 Kuskin Mod. Paint. L • f» i. 382 Gne glance at it
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291 CHARM.

ought to prove the complete charlatanism and trickery of

the whole system. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. ii. 65 Ignor-

ance and charlatanism in work of this kind are always trying

to pass off their wares as excellent.

Charlatanry ( firilatanri) . [a. F. charlatanerie,

ad. It. ciarlataneria : see prec. and -RY.] Action

which bespeaks a charlatan ; quackery, imposture.

(More contemptuous than the prec, and referring more to

actual practice.

)

1638 Divine $ Pot. Observ. fr. Dutch 54 The ™* "e

useth could not have saved another man from imputation of

impudency and charlatanery. 1656 Blount Gtossogr.,

Charlatanerie, cousening or gulling speech, cogging, lying.

1766 H. Walpole Corr. (1837) II. 327, [I] do not even envy

you Rousseau, who has all the charlatanerie of Count St.

Germain to make himself singular and talked of. 1869

Sir J. T. Coleridge Mem. Keble 374 Rules like these . . to

guard against direct swindling, and charlataneries.

Cha-rlatanship. nonce-tvd. = Charlatanism.
1836 G. S. Faber Ausw. Husenbetk n The literary char-

latanship of this writer.

t Charlatisni. Obs. rare" 1
. -Charlatanism.

1611 Cotgr., Charlaterie, Charlatisme ; or as Charla-

tanerie.

Charles's Wain. Forms : i carles-waen, 4
Cherlemaynes-wayne, 5 Charlmons wayn,
carle wensterre, car-waynesterre, Charel-

wayn, Charlewayn,6 Charle wane, 6 7 Charles

wayne or waine, 7 Charles or Carol's wain(e,

Charlemagne or Charles his wane, wain(e,

Charle-waine, Charlmaigne Wain, 7- Charles's

Wain. [OE. Carles wxgn the wain (afia£a,

plauslrum) of Carl (Charles the Great, Charle-

magne). The name appears to arise out of the

verbal association of the star-name Areturns with

Arturus or Arthur, and the legendary association

of Arthur and Charlemagne; so that what was
originally the wain of Arcturus or Bootes (' Bootes'

golden wain 1
Pope), became at length the wain of

Carl or Charlemagne. (The guess churfs or carlis

wain has been made in ignorance of the history.)]

The asterism comprising the seven bright stars

in Ursa Major ; known also as The Plough.

As the name /I returns was formerly sometimes applied

loosely to the constellation Bootes and incorrectly to the

Great Bear, the name Carlcwayne-sterre occurs applied to

the star Arcturus.
a 1000 Ags. Man. Astron. in Wright Pop. Treat. Sc. 16

Arhcton hatte an tungol on nor5 daele, se ha?f3 seofon

steorran and is je-haten septemtrio, bone hataS la^wede menn
Carleswaen. 1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. vm. xxxv,

Arcturus is comynly clepid in Englis Cherlemaynes wayne.

1468 Medulla Gram, in Cath. Angl. 59 Artophilaxe, the

carle wensterre. Arturus, quoddam signum celeste: an-

glice, a carwaynesterre. 1483 Cath. Angl. 59 Charel-

wayn [v.r. Charlewayn], arihurus piaustrum. ^1491 J.

Rous Hist. Regum Angl. (1716) 30 Ursa; majoris, vulga-

riter dicta; Charlmons wayn. 1513 Douglas Mneis vm.
Prol. 151 The son, the sevin sternis, and the Charll wane,

The elwand, the elementis, and Arthuris hufe. 1593 Fale
Dialling 56 The greater Beare called also Charles Waine,

and of country men, the plough. 1600 Tourneur Trans/.

Met. ii, Now are they mounted into Carols waine. 1606

Holland Sneton. 74 The starres of the celestial beare

[tnarg. note, Charlemaine his waine], a 1626 Davies Poems
(Grosart) 1 1 . 237 (A. S. Palmer) Those bright starres . . Which
English Shepheards, Charles his waine, do name ; But more

this He is Charles, his waine, Since Charles her royall

wagoner became. 1630 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Wks. (N.)

Charles his Cart (which we by custome call Charles his

wane) is most gloriously stellifide. 1652 Urquhart Jewel
Wks. ( 1834) 248 He had fixed them in their stations after the

fashion of a Charlewaine. 1654 R. Vilvain Epit. Ess. Hi,

74 Sevn Stars . .Which are by vulgar Charlmaigne Wain
named. 183a Tennyson New - Year's Eve 12 Till Charles's

Wain came out above the tall white chimney-tops. 1876 J.

F. Blake Astron. Myths 59 (A. S. Palmer) In England it goes

by the name of 1 King Charles' Wain '.

tCha-rlet. Obs. Also 7 charlett. [cf. OF.
charlet ' sorte de vase

1

; also Charlotte.]

1. A kind of custard containing milk, eggs,

brayed pork, and seasoning, boiled to a curd.

1c 1390 Eorm of Cury 27 Charlet and charlet yforced.

C 1425 Cookery Bk. (Had. MS. 279K1888) 17 Charlette {recipe)

. .Charlet a-forcyd ryally {recipe), c 1440 Promp. Parv. 70
Charlet, dyschemete,/^. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees

Bk. (1868) 273 Gelly, mortrus, creme almondes, blaunche

manger, iussel, and charlet, cabage, and nombles of a dere,

ben good ; & all other potage beware of. c 1631 Turnam.
Totenham 277 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 95 Chese crustis in

charlett As red as any scarlette.

Charlewaine, obs. form of Charles's Wain.

Charley, Charlie (tjauli). colloq. [a familiar

variant of Charles."]

1. The name formerly given to a night -watchman.
[The origin is unknown : some have conjectured ' because

Charles I in 1640 extended and improved the watch system
in the metropolis '.]

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Charley, a watchman,
Charley-ken, a watch-box. 1823 in Hone Every-day Bk. I

.

1628 No Charlies have they now. a 1845 Hood Tale 0/
Trump, lv, That other old woman, the parish Charley!
1852 Bentley's Misc. 1 June 620 Oh, those dear old ' Charlies'
of the Dogberry school ! 1856 Strang Gtasgo^v Clubs 413
Boxing a Charley, .was an affair of weekly occurrence.

2. A small triangular beard extending from the

under lip, and ending in a point a little below the

chin; well-known in the portraits of Charles I and
his contemporaries.
1834 Gentl, Mag. Mar. I. 295/2 With white pantaloons,

watch chains and Wellingtons, and a charley at their under

lip. a 1841 Hook Widow x. 145 He . .wore, .a Charley on

his under lip. 1861 Taylor^«/;V/. Falkland 43 That square,

short man.. wearing a moustache and Charlie is William

Laud.
3. Applied as a proper name to the fox.

1857 Hughes 'Tom Brown L (D.) A nice little gorse. .where

abideth poor Charley. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Ilamlyu (D.)
1 You don't know Charley, I can see,' said Halbert.

Charley-pitcher, slang. A thimble-rigger.

1859 Sala Tw. routulClock\ 1861) 160 'Charley-pitchers,* the

knavish gentry who pursue the games of ' under seven or

over seven', 'red, black, leather and star ', or inveigle the

unwary with * three little thimbles and one small pea \ 1877
Besant & Rice Sou of Vulc. 1. ix. 100 * Charley-pitchers

,

who gained an honourable livelihood with the thimble and
the pea.

Charling. Obs. rare- 1
. ? Snarling.

1632 W. Lithgow Totall Discourse 108 This charling Ape,
with counterfeits and lies.

Charlock (tjaul^k). Forms: 1 cerlic, 5-6

carlok(e, 6-7 carlock(e, charlok, 6-S chad-
lock(e, 7 carloc, (fjcheriock), 6-charlock. See

also Cadlock, Kedlock. [OE. cerlic, cyrlic

of unknown etymology, probably gave cherlock,

charlock. The forms in car-, ker-, cur-, are not

easy to account for phonetically, unless there

was also an OE. type carloc, ccarloc. For the

forms chadlock, chedlock, cadlock, kedlock, (OF.

cedclc), see Kedlock. There appears no basis for

the guess that the second syllable is leac, ' leek '.]

Popular name of Sinapis arvensis or Field Mus-
tard (N.O. Cruciferne) \ but applied also .to other

gregarious field-weeds of the same order. Joint-

podded charlock, Raphanus RapJianistrttm.

a 1000 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 297 & 451 Mercurialis, cedelc,

cyrlic. c 1000 Sax. Leec/ui. II. 102 Wip hatum omum,
mm . . cerlices said, drince on wine. ^1325 Gloss, in Rel.

Ant. II. 80/2 Szerlok, caroil. C1440 Promp. Parv. 62

Carlok, herbe, cruca. /Z1450 Aip/uta (Anecd. Oxon.) 153

Rapistrum . . anglice kennekel uel carlokes. 1562 Turner
Herbal 11.(1568) 22 a, The herbe whiche we call in Englishe

Carloke or charloke, or wild cole. 1598 Gerard Herbal 11.

ii. § 2. 179 Charlock or Chadlock — 180 Called Charlock,

Kedlock, and Carlock. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Velar, Others

improperly call the Rape Chndlocke or Charlocke. a 1617

Bayne On Eph. (1658) 7 Carloc is much higher than the

Barly. 1645 Ward Serm. Ho. Comm. 31 Whatever seed is

cast in, it returns nothing but carlock and such like raffe.

1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. (1796) III. 82 The name
Charlock, or as it is more commonly pronounced in the mid-

land counties, Kedlock. .is not confined to one plant only,

but is indiscriminately applied to Sinapis nigra, Brassica

Napus, Sinapis arvensis, and Raphanus Raphanistrum,
as one or other of these abound more or less. 1862 Ln.
Palmekston Sp. at Romsey 19 Dec, When a man walks

over a field of turnips and sees it full of charlock, he must
say there is room for some improvement. 1876 Whitby
Gloss. (E. D. S.) 158 Runch, cherlock, chedlock, or Kedlock.
[Still called curlick in Herts, by the fanners. T. Austin.]

Chariot.
1866 Colonist {Belize) 5 May 2/1 [In enumeration of a

ship's cargo] Oil, chariots, and shell.

Charlotte (Jaulot). [F. charlolle: possibly

the feminine proper name.] A dish made of apple

marmalade covered with crumbs of toasted bread.

Hence Charlotte Russe, a dish composed of cus-

tard enclosed in a kind of sponge-cake.

185s Thackeray Newcomes v, He would have had jellies

and Charlottes Russes, instead of mere broth, chicken and
batter pudding. 1859 Sala Tiv. round Clock (1861) 246
Charlottes of a thousand fruits. 1860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V.

(1887) 90 Charlottes, caky externally, pulpy within.

Charlysche, obs. form of Churlish.

Charm (tfaim), sbA [ME. charme, a. F. charme
charm :—L. carmen song, verse, oracular response,

incantation.]

\. orig. The chanting or recitation of a verse

supposed to possess magic power or occult in-

fluence
;

incantation, enchantment
;

hence, any
action, process, verse, sentence, word, or material

thing, credited with such properties ; a magic
spell ; a talisman, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28521 With charm and coniurisun, wende
i womman to bewile. c 1340 Ayenb. 43 Be charmes oper be
wychecreft. C1386CHAUCER A*«£s. T. 1854'rootherewoundes
and to broken armes Somme hadden salues and somme had-
den charmes. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xx. 19 Ich haue saued
with his charme Of men and ofwymmen meny score bousend.

€ 1400 Destr. Troy 947 Now thies charmys and enchaunte-
menttes arecheuit to noght. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 70 Charme,
iucantacio. 1533 Bellenden Eivy v. (1822) 462 Quhen M.
Fabius . . wes sittand in his chiar, makand charmis [pr&fante
carmen] of his maner to the sacrifice of Goddis. 1586T. B. La
Primand, Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 67 The serpent, .stoppeth hir

eares with hir taile, to the end she may not heare the charmes
and sorceries of the inchanter. 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 31 My
Charmes He breake, their sences He restore. 1649 Milton
Eikon. Pref. (1851) 336 Any charme, though never so wisely

inurmur'd. 1676 Dryden Aureug-z. iv. i. 1955 His Name
alone . . Repeated as a Charm. 1817 Byron Manfr. 1. i. 35,

I call upon ye by the written charm Which gives me power
upon you. 1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 46 A charm .

.

denotes any material object or outward act, the possession

or use of which is thought to confer safety or blessing, not

by natural operation, but by occult virtues inherent in it,

or mystical effects appended to it.

b. Anything worn about the person to avert evil

or ensure prosperity ; an amulet.

1596 SrENSEK F. Q. 1. ii. 18 Curse on that Cross . . Dead

long ygoe, I wote, thou haddest bin, Had not that charme
from tliee forwarned itt. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol.
Gen. 86 An Amulet or Inchantment and Charm hung about
one's neck or wrest against witchcraft. 1832 Ht. Maktineau
Life in Wilds vn. 84 Dame Fulton tied a charm round her
neck to prevent her being wounded by any venomous rep-

tile. 1832 Lander Exp. Niger I. xi. 52 The horse's head
was loaded with charms and fetishes. 1838-42 Arnold Hist.

Rome (1846) II. xi. 407 He was very much afraid of thunder
and lightning and always carried about with him a seal

skin, as a charm against its power.

fig. (cf. Spell.)

1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 11. Prol. 6 Alike bewitched by
the charme of lookes. 1665-9 Hoyle Occas. Rejl. 11. vn,

Cards and Company will give them enough to prove a
Charm against Thinking. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I, iv.

59 On whom the charm of the Roman name had no power.

3. fig. Any quality, attribute, trait, feature, etc.,

which exerts a fascinating or attractive influence,

exciting love or admiration. In pi., esp. of female

beauty, great personal attractions.

[1598 Shaks. Merry W. u. ii. 107, I neuer knew a woman
so doate vpon a man ;

surely I thinke you haue charmes, la

..Not I, I assure thee; setting the attraction of my good
parts aside, I haue no other charmes.] 1697 Dryden Virg.

Past. in. 1 12 All she said and did was full of Charms. 1712-4
Pope Rape Lock iv. 4 Scornful virgins who their charms
survive. 1756 Burke Sttbl. B. 1. § 1 Every thing has, in

that stage of life, the charm of novelty to recommend it.

1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 280 Slights every borrow'd charm
that dress supplies. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 29 A mole is

considered an additional charm. 1848 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. II. 75 When parted by the sea from the charms which
had so strongly fascinated him. Mod. (Statue) Venus hiding

her charms.

b. (without//.) Fascinating quality; charming-

ness, attractiveness.

1830 D'Israeli Chas. /, III. vi. in Something of the

charm of fiction is thrown into the historical composition.

1878 Morley Diderot I. 41 To Diderot we go not for charm
of style, but for a store of fertile ideas. 1877 Mrs. For-
rester Miguon I. 5 Her charm is chiefly dependant upon
expression.

c. Charms { if. .9! slang) : Money.

f 4. ? A conjuration, adjuration (cf. Charm v. 6).

a 1734 North Exam. 11. iv. p 125 She knocked him up
at Midnight, with Charms of Secrecy; for, said she, if my
Friends come to know I have been with you, I am undone.

5. A small ornament or trinket worn fastened to

a watch-chain or girdle. (From sense 1 b.)

1865 Look bef you L.eap I. 227 A small charm in the

shape of a heart. 1870 Miss Bridgman R. Lynne I. x. 155

Rose's watch and bunch of charms.

6. Comb. , as charm-reader, -ring; charm-bound,

pple. and adj.; charm-built, -like, -struck, etc. adjs.

1800 Coleridge Piccolom. 1. ix, Inextricably .. In tins

name hath my destiny "charm-bound me. 1804 Leyden
Mermaid ad fin., The charm-bound sailors. 1791 E. Dar-
win Bot. Card. 11. 69 Amid her *charm-built towers. 1868

Ld. Houghton Selcct.fr. Wks. 162 *(Jharm-engirdled isle.

1886 Cornh. Mag. July 55 The charm-reader, the fortune-

teller and the medicine man. 1877 W. Jones Finger-ri?ig L.

133 In the Braybrooke Collection is a bone *charm-nng.

1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. iii. 115 Mountain-nymph 'charm-
struck by the night.

Charm ,tjajm\ sb.'z Also 6 charme. [A
dialectal variant of cherme, a common 16th c. form

of Chirm, q.v. Perhaps some fancied association

with Chahm sby, or with L. carmen, may have

contributed to give this form its literary standing

;

for an original chirm would naturally give later

cherm and chtirm, but not charm, (cf. fir, first,

bird, dirt, none of which become ar).]

1. The blended singing or noise ofmany birds; the

blended voices of school-children, and the like.

[1530 Palsgr. 617/2 What a cherme these byrdes make,

comment ces oyscaux jargonneni.\ 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Par. Luke ( 1 548) 31 b, The hymne . . which that same heauenly
quier of Aungels . . syng all together in one charme. 1580

H. Gieford Giltoflcnvcrs (1875* 97, I . . listened . . Unto the

small btrdes chirping charme. 1584 Peele Arraignm.
Paris 1. iii. 12 Hark, Flora, Faunus, here is melody, A
charm of birds. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 642 Sweet is the

breath of morn, her rising sweet, With charm of earliest

Birds. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life iuS. C. 233 Thousands of

starlings, the noise of whose calling to each other is in-

describable, .the country folk call it a 'charm', meaning a

noise made up of innumerable lesser sounds, each interfen ng

with the other. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropshire Word-bk.

s.v., The coppy's all on a charm. — Whad a charm them

childern bin makin i' school. 1886 W. Harnes Dorset Dial.

Charm, a noise or confusion of voices, as of children or

birds.

f2. Song or singing: a. of a bird; b. ol men.

1587 Churchyard Worth. Wales (1876) 102 The chirp and

charme, and chaunt of euery bird. 1604 Drayton Oiuler 38

The small Birds warbled their harmonious Charmes. 1633

P. Fletcher Purple fsl. 1. xviii. 5 If. -Mavius chaunt his

j

thoughts in brothell charm.

Charm (tjaim), v.* [a. F. charme-r (13th c. in

Littre), f. charme Charm sb. 1]

1. trans. To act upon with or as with a charm or

magic, so as to influence, control, subdue, bind,

etc. ; to put a spell upon ; to bewitch, enchant.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 24 1 1 And hymen he charmeb so, bat riy

ne my5te a-wakye no^t. c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 288 He
enchaunted and charmed oure knyghtis. 1535 Coverdale
jfer. viii. 17, I will sende Cockatrices & serpentes amonge
you (which will not be charmed^ 1591 Florio Sec. Fmtcs
13 It is good to drinke in a morning to charme the mist.

1794 S. Williams Vermont 128 Each of these animals have

a power of fascinating, or charming birds. 1856 Kane
37-2



CHARM.

Arct. Expl. II. xxiv. 243 They wanted me to charm or cure

him. Mod. Many people still believe in charming warts.

b. Const, to and inf. (obs.), from. Also ffig.

To persuade or induce to, to dissuadefrom.

1594 Greene Fr. Bacon ix, If thou canst by magic charm

Thefiend..From pulling down the branches of the tree.

»6o5 Shaks. Macb. IV. i. 129 He Charme the Ayre to glue a

sound. 1607 - Timon iv. iii. 454 Has almost d "je

from my Profession, by perswading me to it. a 1687 Petty

Pol Aritk. i. (1601) 31 As ifMen could be charmed to trans-

plant themselvesVrom their own Native . .
Country merely

ty Words. 179s SoOTHW Joan ofArc ym. 440 Nor all her

hellish arts Can charm my arrows from their destm d course.

C. With various extensions; e.g. : To charm

asleep, charm away, charm out, etc.

i«49 Coverdale Erasm. Par. Gal. 8 He. .that, charmyng

out your christian mynde hath by enchauntment cast you

into this frensye. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. 11. 39 I his

Hydra-Sonne of Warre ..Whose dangerous eyes may well

be charm'd asleepe. 1611 — Cymb. 1. vi. 117 lis your

Graces That from my mutest Conscience, to my tongue,

Charmes this report out. 1711-4 P°™ Kape Lock v. 20

Oh ! if to dance all night, and dress all day, Charm d the

small-pox, or chas'd old-age away. 1761 Goldsm. Nash 26.

J706 Hurke Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 232 To charm that

rich prize out of the iron gripe of robbery. 1806 Canning

Poet. Wks. (1827) 56 'Twill charm away the fiends. 1850

Tennyson In Mem. xxi, When Science, .charms Her secret

from the latest moon. 1859 — Vivien 330 The charm so

taught will charm us both to rest.

2. To endow with supernatural powers or virtues

by means of charms ;
esp. to fortify against evil

or dangers.
a 1564 Becon Humble Supplii . in Prayers, etc. (1844) 234

The bishop mumbleth a few Latin words over the child,

charmeth him, crosseth him. c 1590 Marlowe Eaust. vu.

56 Then charm me that 1 may be invisible, c 1611 Chapman

Iliad iv. (R.) Feed not the Grecians pride ;
They are not

charm'd against your points of Steele, nor iron frani d.
•
»««

Shaks. Cymb. v. iii. 68, I, in mine owne woe charm'd, Could

not finde death.

f b. To mark with a symbol as a charm. Obs.

1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1338/4 A grey Mare, .charm'd upon

the 4 fetter-lock joints.

3. intr. To work charms, use enchantments or

spells, practise magic.

C1300 A'. A lis. 342 Thus charmed Neptanabus. a 1340

Hampole PuUterYfSS\ 5 He charmys swa wisely in his

crafte. 1398 TttVTM Barth. De P. R. xvm. x. (14951 763

She heryth not the voys of the charmyng nother comyth

out to hym that charmyth. 1535 Coverdale Ps. 1vii[i). 5

That she shulde not heare the voyce of the charmer, charme

he neuer so wysely. 160J Shaks. Ham. 1. i. 163. 1661 R.

Mathew Unl. Alii. § 71. 94, I do. .give my enemies leave

to charm against my Pill.

4. To overcome or subdue, as if by magic power

;

to calm, soothe, allay, assuage. + To charm the

tongue : (formerly a very common phrase for) to

keep it silent.

« 1440 Play Wit * Sc. (1848) 37 Fall you to kyssyng, syr

Your mother shall charme you, go your wayes. 1547-64

Bauldwtn Mor. Pkilos. xi. (Palfr.l 170 Charme thy tongue,

thy belly, and thy privities. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ix. 30

A person . . That well could charme his tongue, and time his

speach. 1601-9 A. Munday Palm 0/ Eng. I. xll, Beroald .

.

receiving him at the point of his launce charmed his attempt.

i6« Fuller Ck. Hist. V. 254 The stench of His corps could

be charmed with no embalming. 1708 Pope Ode St. C ectlia

118 Music the fiercest grief can charm. 1799 Campbell

Pleas Hope L 285 Mercy gave, to charm the sense of woe.

Ideal peace. 1879 Farrar St. Paul ( 1883) 670 The sound of

their own language. .charmed their rage for the moment.

5. fig. To influence, enthral, powerfully attract

or engage (the mind, senses, etc.) by beauty, sweet-

ness, or other attractive quality ; to fascinate,

captivate, bewitch, enchant, delight.

In Shakspere's time, still a strong metaphor from sense 1

;

but now, from constant use, applied without any thought of

this connexion.
,

ciuol'romp. Pan: 70 Charmyn, begylyn or forspekyn,

fascino. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. It ii. 19 Fortune forbid my
out-side hauc not charm'd her. l«io — Timp. rv. 1. 178 So

I charm'd their eares That Calfe-like they my lowing fol-

low'd. 1665-0 Boyle Occas. Refl. (1675) 360 The moderate

Beauty they disclose to the Eye (which is sufficient to please,

though not to charm it). 1667 Milton /'. L. L 787 They.

.

with jocond Music charm his ear. 1710 Swift Lett. (17681

III 17 That's something charms me mightily about London.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 279 fi He everywhere charms

and pleases us by the Force of his own Genius. 1716^
Lady M. W. Montague Lett. L x. 33. IJ"* P?*gS
charmed with the empress. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886)

124 What always charmed him in Racine and Holleau. .was

that they said what they intended to say. 1875 Jowett

Plato (ed. 21 I. 491, 1 can tell you a charming tale. .And we,

Socrates, shall be charmed to listen,

b. absol.

1704 Pope Spring 76 If Sylvia smiles . .vanquish d nature

seems to charm no more. 173" — «* *•» ".- J?° 1
.

he

fiery soul abhorr'd in Catiline, In Deems charms, in Curtius

is divine. 1847 Tknnyson Princ. Conch 107 We . .
sat on,

So much the gathering darkness charm'd.

f6. To conjure, entreat (a person) in some

potent name. Obs.

1599 T. M[oufet] Silkwormes 16 She Pyram drencht, and

then thus charmes : Speake loue, O speake, how hapned

this to thee? 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. D. i. 271 Vpon my knees,

I charme you, by my once commended Beauty. .That you

vnfold to me. .Why you are heauy. a 1734 North Exam.

U. iv. r 15. 239 His learned Counsel . . made an Harangue,

charming him to tie free . . in answering to his Questions.

T 7. [Prob. with some assoc. with Charm sb.2 ]

To temper, tune, play (an instrument or melody).

292

1579 Spenser Skepk. Cat. Oct. 118 Here we our slender

pipes may safely charme. 1595 — Col. Clout (T.) Charming

his oaten pipe unto his peers. 1596 — F. Q. v. IX. 13 Like

as the fouler on his guilefull pype Charmes to the birds full

many a pleasant lay. 1609 Dekker Gull's Hornbk. (1812)

32 O what songs will I charm out.

b. intr. (of an instrument) : To sound harmoni-

ously. See Charming a. 3.

Charm v.-, dial. var. ofChikm : cf. Charm si.2

1881 Daily News 18 Jan. 5/1 The ducks and widgeons go

on 'charming'.

Charmed (tjaimd, in verse also tjajmed), ///.

a. [f. prec. vb. + -ed 1
.]

1. Influenced by magic power, bewitched, under

a spell.

< 1440 Promp. Parv. 70 Charmyd, incantatus. 1815

Ckron. in Ann. Reg. 90/1 A farmer had a daughter . who
was seized with a lingering disorder. . He . .

persuaded him-

self that his daughter was charmed. 1811 Keats Lamia
112 The charmed god began An oath.

2. Affected with a magic spell, so as to possess

occult powers or qualities ; enchanted.

a 1535 More Wks. 377 (R.) Anoynted wyth the holye

chrisme, which he calieth charmed oyle. 1596 Spenser

E. Q. 1. iv. 50 He beares a charmed shield, And eke en-

chaunted armes, that none can perce. 1634 Milton Comus

51 Circe, .whose charmed cup Whoever tasted lost his up-

right shape. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. iv. xi, T he charmed

water. 1877 W. Jones Finger-ring L. 114 Apollonius ..

considered the use of charmed rings . . essential to quackery.

3. Of persons or lives : Fortified, protected,

rendered invulnerable, etc., by a spell or charm.

1605 Shaks. Macb. v. viii. 12 Let fall thy blade on vulner-

able Crests, I beare a charmed Life. 1814 W. Irving P.

Prav. II. Hence came . . the story of Kldd s having a

charmed life, and that he had to be twice hanged. 1884

Ckr. World g Oct. 757/4 General Gordon believes himself to

bear a charmed life.

4. Fascinated, greatly delighted.

Mod. She sang to a charmed audience.

Charmedly (tfarmedli), adv. [f. prec. + -lyAJ

In a charmed manner.

1870 J. Ellis Cxsar in Egypt 359 But charmedly live on

again. And never quite be dying.

Charmele, obs. var. of Carmele, Heath-pea.

1760 Pocock Tour Scotl. (1887) 89 They chew the root of

an herb called charmele [mispr. charnicle] a . wild liquorice.

Charmer (tjaimai). [f. Charm v. + -eri
; or a.

OF. charmere <nom. of charmeur), f. charmer.']

1. One who uses spells and enchantments, or who

has magic ]>owers ; an enchanter.

1 1340 A rent. 69 Ase dob bise charmeres and (rise wychen .

a 1340 Hampole AWfrrlviiliJ. 5 He lufes not charmers and

venym makers. 1381 Wyclif 1 Kings xxviii. 3 Saul, .slew*

hem that hadden chaarmers of devels in the wombe. 1535

Coverdale Ps. Ivii[i). 5. 1604 Shaks. ptk. ill. iv. 57 She

was a Charmer, and could almost read The thoughts of

people c 1638 Sc. Pasquils (18681 56 From . .
montebanks

and charmers . . deliver us. i86» Lytton Sir. Story 1. 148

F illing his barbaric court with charmers and sorcerers.

2. One who overcomes, subdues, allays, etc., as

if by magic power.
,

1870 Spurgeon Treas. David Ps. xxxii. 10 Faith ill God is

the great charmer of life's cares.

3. One who possesses great attractiveness or

powers of fascination ;
usually applied to a woman.

1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle 11. ii, Speak sweet Charmer,

Will you be always true? 1715 Pont Odyss. tOL 232 1 hus

the sweet charmers warbled o'er the main. 1718 Gay Eecg.

OP 11. xxxv, How happy could 1 lie with either Were 1 other

dear charmer away. 1705 Goldsm. Hermit xxxviu, I urn,

Angelina, ever dear, My charmer, turn to see I hy own, thy

long-lost Edwin here. 185a Thackeray Esmond » xi.

(1876) 223 Mrs. Mountford.la veteran charmer of fifty).

1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. viii. (1875) 346 Such a charmer

of the literary sense as Voltaire.

+ 4. Applied to a kind of dance. Otis.

1703 Fakouhar Inconstant 1. ii. (D.), I don't believe there

was a man of 'em but could dance a charmer,

t Cha rmeress. Obs. [a. F. charmeressc,

fern, of charmeur : see -ess.] A female charmer.

<ril4o Ayenb. 19 t>c deuincs and be wichen and be charm-

cresses, bet workeb be be dyculcs crefte. c 1384 Chaucer

H. Fame 1261 Philonesses, charmercsses, Oldc wytches.

Charmfnl (tja'.imiul), a. [f. Charm sbA +

-ful.] Full of charms or spells, connected with

magic; fig. full of alluring qualities, charming,

delightful.' •
,

1656 Cowley Davidtil 1.(1687)13 Bid his charmfnl Lyre

to bring. 1747 Collins Ode Manners 39 As Fancy breathes

her potent spell, Not vain she finds the charmfnl task. 1843

Eraser's Mag. XXVII. 151 He is charmful and endearing

in his private associations. 1879 Karl Blind in 19/A I enl.

1091 In our forefathers' weird and charmful creed.

Hence Cha rmfulness.
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXVI. 732 There was a charmfulness

about his manner.

Charming (tja-jmin), vbl. sb> [f. Charm v>\

1. The operation or using of charms ; the work-

ing of spells ; enchantment, incantation.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28311, I . . folud wiche-crafte and frete,

and charmyng. c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 9 In this com-

andement es forboden . . all wychecrafle and chamnynge.

1288 Wyci a Jer. viii. 17 The werste serpentis, to whiche is

no charmyng U3»» enchaunting]. 1570 B. G00GE Pop.

Kimtd. iii. (1880) 33 Masse . . makes their charmings value.

1647 May Hist. Pari. 11. i, The charmings of their Priests.

,774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (.776) VII. 214 It was supposed

that serpents, .had also a power of charming. 1850 JV.fi V-

Ser. 1. II. 36/1 The power of curing diseases by charming .

CHARNEL.

2. Fascination, charm {obs.) ; now gerundially,

fascinating, delighting.

1710 Welton Sufi. Son 0/ God \\. xiv. 383 Grant that I

may be Ravisht with Thy Charmings. Mod. She has lost

none of her power of charming.

3. altrib. and Comb, (in sense 1), as charming-

cup, -rod, -wand.
1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. D ij, With thy charming wand.

1633 Massinger Guardian v. ii, Mercury Hath travelled

this way with his charming-rod. 164a Milton Apol. Smect.

(1851) 272 Chastity and love . . whose charming cup is only

vertue. i66» Ogilby King's Coronation 2 A bloody Sword

in one Hand, a charming Rod in the other.

ChaTming, vbl. sb? 1 Obs. rare', [f. Charm
v.2 + -ing 1.] Giving tongue, ' music ' (of beagles).

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais 111. xiii. 107 The .. charming of

Beagles, gnarring of Puppies.

Cha rming, ppl- a. [f. Charm v.1 + -ing 2
.]

1. Using charms ;
exercising magic power.

1382 Wyclif 1 Kings xxviii. 7 Sechith to me a womman
havynge a charmynge goost. 1483 Calk. Angt. 59 Charm-

ynge, incantans, carminans, fasiinans. 1584 R. Scot

Discov. Witchcr. xii. vii. 183 And beates downe frute with

charming strokes. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, v. 111. 31 Now
helpe ye charming Spelles. 171a Blackmore Creation vu.

550 Her charming Song the Syren sings in vain.

2. Fascinating ;
highly pleasing or delightful to

the mind or senses. (At first distinctly fig. from 1

,

but now used without any thought of that, and as

a milder word than enchanting.)

1663 Gftm Counsel Avb, A Palace, so charming as to

hinder furious Mars himself to lay his destructive hands

thereon, a 1700 Dryden Death very yng. Gentleman 3

O charming youth ! in the first opening page. 1711 Addison

Sped. No. 89 r 3 She is however in my Eye a very charming

old Woman. 1716-8 Lady M. W. NIontague Lett. I. xix.

60, I love that charming princess, if I may use so familiar

an expression. 1840 Thackeray Catkerine 11, Was not

Wilkes the. .charmingest. man? 1875 Jowett Plato led. 2)

III. 447 Children think variety charming. 1880 Mrs.

Forrester Roy f K. I. 2 The Empress is looking charming.

+ 3. With a mixture of the sense of Charm sbA

1643 Milton Divorce 1. Pref., ad fin., To follow freely the

charming pipe of him who sounded and proclaimed liberty

and relief. 1671 P. R.ll. 363 And all the while harmonious

airs were heard Of chiming strings or charming pipes.

Charmingly Uja-Jminli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY-.] In a charming way ;
enchantingly ;

fascin-

atingly ;
delightfully.

1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 118 A most maiesticke vision,

and Harmonious charmingly. 1611 Cotgr., Enckanteuse-

mint, charmingly, inchauntingly. 1695 Ld. Preston Boetk.

111. i54«orV, Orpheus, .was said to play so charmingly, that

the Woods and stones moved. 17.. Mrs. Delany Corr.

(1 861) III. 359 That has a good effect, and is charmingly

painted. 1815 Jane Austen Emma i, We all behaved

charmingly. i88j A. W. Ward Dickens iii. 56 Charmingly

true to nature.

Cha rmingness. [f. as prec. + -ness.j The

quality of being charming ;
power to charm.

1730 6 in Bailey. 1840 L. Hunt Leg. Florence 1. 111, Be

sure you make your wife well . With some transcendent

charmingness. ,
Charmless tja rml.-s), a. [see -less.] Des-

titute of charms ;
personally unattractive.

1710 Swift Lett. (1768) III. 5 Ophy Butler's wife, who is

grown a little charmless. 1856 J. F. Johnston Ckem. Lom.

Lift II. 208 The wise woman whom the charmless female

of the East consults.

Cha rmlike, a. Like or resembling a charm.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly Hiiia, Certaine Magike

praiers and charmelykc Rosaries. 1647 Bp. HallAVw. Wks.

(1660) 1. 17, Such •Charm-like observations. 1844 Disraeli

Coningsby v. vi. 211 There was something charm-like and

alluring in the conversation of one who was silent to all

others. _ ,

Cha rmwise, adv. [see -wise.] In the manner

of a charm, in magical manner.

1647 N. Fairfax Bulk f, Sett: Ep. Ded., I could never

open my mouth Charmwise, nor breath out Spells.

Charn(e, obs. form of Churn.

+ Cha rneco. Obs. Also -boo, -ioo. [Accord-

ing to Stcevins, from a village so called near

Lisbon.] A kind of wine.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. IT, 11. iii. 63 Here s a Cuppe of

Charneco. J594 First Pt. Contention (1843) 29 I here

wanted neither sherry, sack nor charnaco. 1600 Rowlands

Lett. Humours A'Wvi. 79 The vertue of three cuppesot

Charnico. 1616 Beaum. & F L. Wit witkout M. 11 152. 1631

Hkywood Maid of West in. Wks. 1874 IL 3°' What wine

will you drink ? . . Canary or Charnico ? [ 177S Ash, Charneco

(a cant word), any kind of strong liquor which is like to

bring drunken fellows to the stocks.)

Charnel (tjauneL, sbA (& a.'), [a. OF. char-

nel, camel in same sense :-late L. carnnle ' ftoc-

hus' (flesh-house) (JElfric's Gloss.), =carnarium,

whence OF. chanter, charnier.']

1. t»- A burial-place, cemetery {obs.). b. A
mortuary chapel, a charnel house.

1377 Langl. Pt B. vi. 50 For in charnel atte chirche

cherles ben yuel to knowe, Or a kni?te fram a ltnaue bere.

1416 E.E. ira/j(i882) 75 Sir Iohn, preest of be charnell.

1414 Ibid. 96 My body to be beryed anenest the charnell of

Poules in Poulcs chircheyard. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.

1531) 303 b, The commune charnell of the Cite. IS98 Stow

Surv. xxxiii. (1603) 295 The carriage of those bones from

the charnell. 1644 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 69 Hie vast

charnels of bones, tombs, pyramids, and sepulchres, took

up much or my time. 1683 Pkil. Trans. XIII. 394 Sup-

posed to be the Charnal of the Antoiune family. 1766



CHABNEL.
Entick London IV. 199 Facing this [Paul's] cross stood the

charnel, in which the bones of the dead were . . piled to-

gether. 1868 Milman St. PauVs 156 A chapel, .called the

Charnel, from whence . . were removed cartloads of human
bones.

f 2. A skeleton. Obs. rare~ l
.

1562 Leigh A rmorie 199 The monks whereof had caused

to be curiously painted, the charnel of a man, which they

termed—Death.

3. attrib. and Comb, in sense : a.
4 of or pertain-

ing to a charnel as charnel-chapeI, -priest, -stool,

-vault, -yard ; also charnel air, breath, meteor ;

b. 4 that is or serves as a charnel \ as Charnel-
house, charnel-cell, -dungeon, -ocean ; c.

( savour-

ing or characteristic of a charnel as charnel-book :

some of which pass into true adjective uses as in B.

1813 Moore Lalla R. (1824) 148 As dies the lamp In

*charnel airs, or cavern-damp. 1647 Ward Simp. Cooler 76
Some are raking in old musty *charne 11-books, for old

mouldy monosyllables. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men iii. Wks.
(Bohn) I. 334 A *charn el-breath so mingles with the temple

incense, that boys, .will shun the spot. 1814 Scott Ld. of
IsteS in. xxxii, Ere they left that *charnell-cell. 1538 Leland
Itin. II. 42 At the West end of the Area.. is a - Charnel

Chapelle. 1768 Beattie Miustr. 1. xxxii, Ghosts that to

the *charnel-dungeon throng. 1815 Moore Lalla R.,

Flre-worsh. f. (1850) 163 Lights, like *charnel meteors,

burn'd Bluely. 1655 Fuller Waltham Ab. {1840) 269
[The charge of an obit] to the *charnel-priest, three pence.

1451 in Rogers Agric. <y Prices III. 554, 2 *charnel stools

in chancel. 1634 Milton Comas 471 Those thick and
gloomy shadows damp Oft seen in *charnel-vaults and
sepulchres. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones Wks. 1775 II. 131

The half-drunk clown, as he staggers through the church-

yard or rather *charnel-yard, to his home.

B. adj. Of, pertaining to, or fit for a charnel,

or the remains there preserved
;
sepulchral ; death-

like, ghastly. (Not distinctly separable from prec,

the use of the hyphen being unsettled.)

1824 Galt Rothelan HI. 193 Something wildly charnel

and characteristic of the tomb. 1845 Hirst Poems 51

Charnel figures, .hurried by. 1850 Mrs. Browning Dr. 0/
Exile, Shall split the charnel earth. 1871 G. Macdonald
Wks. Fancy <y Imag. II. 147 In every charnel breast Dead
conscience rises slow.

t Charnel (tja-inel), sb. 2 Obs. Also 5 charn-

aill, -ale, 6 -elle, 6-7 -ell, -aylle, chernell, 8

charaal. [a. OF. charnel, prob. :—L. cardinale,

neut. of cardinal-is of or pertaining to a hinge

(cardo, cardin-) ; cf. It. cardinale, and Sp. charnela

hinge.] A hinge.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vn. 1153 On charnaill bandis na[i]ld

it full fast and sone. 1488 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scott. I. 84
Item a ring with a paddok stane with a charnale. 1511

MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., For ij charnellis

and ij barys for be ovyn ys mowth. 1531 Ibid., For ij new
paire of charnellis for the pewys in the Church. 1570 B.

Googe Pop. Kingd. 1. {1:880} 7 Charnels that are fixed fast,

and beare the doore in frame. 1741 Monro Attat. (ed. 3)

43 The Hinge of a Door or Window . . Tradesmen call it

Charnal.

b. The hinge of a helmet, on which the beaver

and visor moved.
1430 Lydg. Cfiron. Troy in. xxii, Fyrst they haue hewen

and to broke The mighty charnelle of his bassenet And
whan his vyser after was of smet . . his face naked was and
bare. 1510 Justes at Westmtr. in Meyrick Anc. Armour
II. 252 Item who breaketh his spere above the charnell to be
allowed ii spereswell broken. 1^8 Hall Chron. 12 Hen. VIII
(1809) 612 The Charnell of his Hedde pece..was broken.

1577 Harrison England n. v. (1877) 1. 120 His helme ..

from the charnell vpwards ought to be of three inches at

the least. [1830 James Damley x. 48/2 Broke his spear

twice on the very charnel of his helmet.]

T Cha'rnel, a.2 Obs. [a. F. charnel :—L. camdl-
-is fleshly (Tertullian), f. carn-em flesh. A doublet

of Carnal.] Carnal, non-spiritual.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 269/4, I desyre no thynges ter-

reyn ne charnel.

t Cha'rnel, v. Obs. [f. Charnel sb. 2] To
hinge. Hence Cha'rneld, hinged, jointed.

1548 Hall Chron. {1809) 674 The Duke strake the Kyng
on the brow right under the defence of y6 hed pece on the
verye Coyffe, Scull, or bassenet pece, whereunto the Barbet
for power and defence is Charneld, to which coyffe or

bassenet never armourer taketh hede for it is evermore
covered with the Viser Barbet and Volant pece.

Cha'rnel-house. A house for dead bodies ;

a house or vault in which the bones of the dead
are piled up.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1B52) 57 This yere [1548] was put
downe the chappell with the charnell howse in Powlles
church yerde. .and a iiij. or v. C. lode of bones carred in to

the feldes and burryd there. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India
206 The Charnell house, or place of dead mens sculles for

remembrance of death. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp.
ID. xv. 88 Golgotha, the charnell house of the city. 1703
Maundrell Joum. Jems. (1732) 101 A Charnel House.
The Corpses are let down into it from the top. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 655 The sight of a human skull
and bones in a charnel-house. 1859 Jephson Brittany iv.

40 These charnel-houses or ossuary chapels are general.
attrib. 1839 Dickens Nick. Nick, xxiii, Said Mrs.

Crummies in the same charnel-house voice.

Charnico, var. of Charneco Obs., a wine.
Charoin, var. of caroine, Carrion.
Charon (ke>r^n). [Gr. pr. name.]
1. In Greek and Latin mythology the name of

the ferryman who conveyed the shades of the de-
parted across the Styx ; often used allusively.

293

1513 Douglas AZneis vl v. 63 5on grislie ferrtar to naim
Charon hait. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 41 Which damp holes

breathing out a deadly aire some call Charoncx Scrobes, i.

Charons ditches. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. in. ii. 11, 1616 J.
Lane Sgrs. Tale ix. 304 Yowr lives for him shall goe to

Carons ferrie. 1822 Byron Vis. Judgem. lxxii, The other

side Of Charon's ferry. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men. iii. Wks.
(Bohn) I. 329 This Charon ferries them all over in his boat.

.

and all gather one grimness of hue and style.

2. Ferry-man. {/tumorous.)

1861 Ramsay Rcmin. iv. (ed. 1 8) 72 He had acted as Charon
of the Dee at Banchory. 1873 Tristram Moab xviii. 361

The gentlemanly-looking Charon, whose negro slaves work
the boat.

Hence Charo'nic, a.

1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pag. Idol. 1. 359 The brethren of

this Charonic society.

T ChaTope, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. Gr. \apoTT-6s

glad-eyed.] Cheerful, bright.

1650 Bulwer AnthroPomet. vii.(i653> 131 A good amiable
charope Eye, not very concave nor preminent.

Charotte, obs. form of Charet or Chariot.
? a 1400 Morte A rth. 1552 Charottez chokkefulle charegyde

with golde.

Char-parson : see Chare sb.1 6.

II Charpie (
Jaup/, JarjM ). Also -pee. [Fr.

;

pa. pple. fern, of OF. charpir to card : see Carpet.]

Old linen unravelled into short ends of thread for

surgical dressings
;
'very narrow, thread-like strips

of linen torn offso as to leave fringed edges '.

1797 Encycl. Brit. s.v. Arsenic, He directs, .dry charpee
at each dressing. 1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. 71

A bit of charpie. 1813 J. Thomson Led. Injlam. 347 The
dry charpee is found to irritate the surfaces ofsome abscesses.

1872 Cohen Dis. Throat 94 This deposit js detached, as by
a pledget of charpie.

II Cfiarpoy (tjaupoi). Anglo-Ind. Also charpai.

[a. Urdu charpai, f. Pers. ^l^L^a- chahdr-pdi

four-footed.] The common light Indian bedstead.

1845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 97 A camp-
table, a camp-stool or folding-chair, a charpoy or bedstead.

1859 Lang Wand. India^ 138 He attempted to rise from the

charpai. 1885 Macm. Mag. Nov. 80/2 The native bed, or
charpoy, a web of netting stretched on four short legs.

II Charqui (tja'iki). Also charque. [Quichua
(Peruvian) ccharqui dried slice of flesh or hung
beef. The corruption jerkin occurs in Captain J.

Smith a 1612, and jerk vb. in Anson a 1748.]
Beef prepared for keeping by cutting into thin

slices and drying in the wind and sun ; 'jerked'

beef (the latter being a corruption of this word).
1760-72 tr. Juan $ Ulloa's Voy. II. vm. ix. 271 [Chili] .

.

supplies [Peru] with wheat . . besides sole leather . . Grassa,

Charqui, and neat tongues. 184s Darwin Voy. Nat. xii.

(1873) 260 The miners are allowed a little charqui. 1850
Prescott Peru v. (Skeat) The male deer and some of the .

.

sheep were slaughtered, .and their flesh cut into thin slices

was distributed among the people, who converted it into

charqui. 1871 Gd. Words 716 Cattle .. the flesh of which
is converted into charque, better known as jerked beef.

attrib. 1865 Daily Tel. 21 Nov. 7/2 An unlucky prejudice

against their meat in the dry or charqui state.

Hence Charqued a..
1 jerked \

1821 Monthly Rev. XCVI. 87 Charqued beef is, in this

district, a great article of exportation.

t Charr. Obs. rare. [? Echoic : but cf. OE.
ceorian to murmur, complain, which would give a

ME. cherr, charr.] A term applied to some of the

notes of the nightingale.

a 1605 Montgomerie Sonu. xlviii, Sweet Philomene, with
cheiping chyrris and charris.

Charr, charr- : see Char, Char-.
Charrack, charract, obs. ff. Carrack, Carat.
Charre, obs. f. Char sb. 2 , 3, Chare v., Charrey.
Charred (tjaid), ppl. a. [f. Char v.2 + -ed*.]

Burnt to carbon, burnt black ; also fig.

1794 J. Hutton Pkilos. Light, etc. 304 Charred sawdust.
1865 Lubbock Preh. Times vi. (1869)- 178 Burning the wood
and then scraping away the charred portion. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul (1883) 592 A heart, .charred with self-indulgence.

Charret, -ette, -ot, var. of Charet.
Charrettier : see Charioteer.

f Cha'rrey, -Oy. Obs. Also charry, charre,
carroy. [a. OF. char{r)ei, char(r)oi,i. char(r)eyer,

char(r)oyer, variants of char{f)ier :—late L. or Ro-
manic carricare to Carry.] The * carriage

1
or

transport vehicles of an army
;
rarely a carriage,

car, or chariot.

c 1300 K. Alts. 5097 His bestes. .That drowen and ledden
his charrey. c 1330 Art/i. Alert. 8067 To kepe wele hir

charrois, Her astore and her harnois. Ibid. 4787 Carroy.

1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 123 So gret rowme held thar charre.

1640 Witt's Recreat. (Nares s.v. Charet) We'll pluck the
wheels from th' charry of the sun.

Cha'rring, vbl. sb.1 The action of the vb.

Char
;
burning to charcoal. Also attrib.

1802 Plavfair Illustr. Hutton. TJie. 130 The charring of
the coal in their vicinity. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem.
24 Charcoal might be started at once from its charring place

to close vessels. 1878 Parkes Man. Pract. Hygiene L (ed. 5)

31 The charring of the Casks was more effectual than the

immersion [of pieces of charcoal].

Charring, vbl. sb.2 , var. of Charing.
Charriot, Charry, etc : see Char-.

Charry (tjari), a. [f. Char v 2 or Char-coal.]
Of the nature of charcoal or a charred substance.

CHART.
1786 C. Webster Edin. New Dispens. (1791) 58 The resi-

duum [of the bitumen] is a charry matter. 1793 Chron. in

Ann. Reg. 49/2 Casks fired in the making, till a thin charry
matter is formed over the whole internal surface of the

staves, will preserve the water . . sweet. 1838 T. Thomson
Chem. Org. Bodies 712 At 4280 it [Berberite] swells and
leaves a charry residue, having a strong metallic lustre.

Charsley, obs. form of Scarcely.

Chart (tfait). sb.l Also 6-7 charte, (charde).

[a. OF. charte card, map, etc. :—L. carta, charta
1 paper, leaf of paper', later also ' card, chart, map*,

etc. Charte was the native Fr. repr. of L. carta

;

but already in 14th c. the It. equivalent carta was
introduced for a 'playing-card*, in the adapted

form carte, which was gradually extended by the

17th c. to all senses of the native charte, and at

length superseded it. Carte gave the Eng. Carte
and carde, Card (q. v.), both used in 15— 1

7th c.

in the sense of ' chart, map *
; but late in the

16th c. charte was introduced in this sense, for

which it became the accepted term. Branches II,

III, represent mod.F. carte and L. charta.']

I. A map or chart.

1. A map. Obs. in the general sense.

1571 Digges Paniom. 1. xxxiv. Ljb, One fayre carde or

mappe. Ibid. xxxv. Lijb, Appoynting the lengthe of

your myle according as you desire to haue your charte great

or small. Ibid. Liij, Diuide the circle at the myddes of

your map into 32 partes, pulling out straight lines fro the

centre to the vttermost bounds of the charte. 1635 N. Car-
penter Gcog. Del. 1. vii. 167 The Geographicall Mappe is

twofold : either the Plaine Chart or the Planispheare. 1678
Phillips, Chart, also a Map or other Draught. 1751
Chambers Cycl. s.v., Plain Charts are those wherein the

meridians and parallels are exhibited by right lines parallel

to each other. i8z8 J. H. Moore Pract. Navig. 97 Mr.
Gerrard Mercator, a Fleming, in 1556 published a similar

chart, .whence called Mercator 's Chart.

b. spec, (short for sea-chart) : A map for the use

of navigators ; a delineation of a portion of the

sea, indicating the outline of the coasts, the posi-

tion of rocks, sandbanks, channels, anchorages,

etc. AlsoJig. ; and in comb., as chart-box, -xvright.

1696 Phillips, Chart, or Cart, a Sea-Cart. 1697 Dampier
Voy. (1698) I. xvi. 443, I do not find it set down on any Sea
Chart. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techu., Chart, is a Draught
projected for the use of Seamen, discovering the Sea-coasts,

Sands, Rocks. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 174 f 1 He ..

ought to make some improvements in the chart of life, by
marking the rocks on which he has been dashed. 1796
Pegge Anonym. (1809) 35 The Doctor .. was apt to be
offended if any one called his work a Map : he would have
it called a Chart ; and yet in strictness I think it cannot be

called so, since we have appropriated^ this word to Sea-

affairs. 1821 Scott Kcnihv. xxi, A chart, .points out. . the

peculiarities of his navigation. 1854 Adm. Smyth Mediter-
ranean (L.) The more recent plans, .reveal the awful neglect

of our modern chartwrights. i860 Emerson Coud. Life,

Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 349 Our navigation is safer for the

chart. 1878 Huxley Physiogr., We speak of the plan of an
estate, the map of a country, the chart of an ocean.

c. An outline map for other than purely geo-

graphical purposes, as a magnetic chart, chart of

temperature; also, a plan of military operations,

or the route of an expedition ; an itinerary.

1580 North Plutarch 307 He was not . . contented to see

them [battles] drawn . . in Charts and Maps. 167s Ogilby
Brit. Ded., These Peutingerian Military Charts .. appear
too faint a Resemblance. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville

II. 56 Making maps or charts of his route. 1872 Yeats
Techn. Hist. Comm. 409 Magnetic charts . . present, at one
view, the variations and dip of the needle for all parts of

the world.

2. A graphical representation (by means of

curves or the like) of the fluctuations of any
variable magnitude, such as temperature, baro-

metric pressure, prices, population, etc.

1880 MacCormac Autisept. Surg. 228 The temperature
chart, fig. 42, is interesting. Mod. A barometric chart.

3. A sheet bearing information of any kind

arranged in a tabular form.
1840 {title) Gentone's Chart of Inheritance. 1846 {title)

Historical Chart of the Sovereigns of England. 1851 (title)

Genealogical Chart of the Descent of Queen Victoria,

b. trans/, andjig.

1792 S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. 1. 57 The screen unfolds its

many coloured chart. 1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith 11. § 2.

114 [When] we turn to the Social World of men, the pan-

theistic chart is folded up. 1863 Bright Sp. Amer. 3 Feb.,

A chart of the condition of Europe. 1876 Gladstone in

Contemp. Rev. June 26 This rude chart of religious thought.

Mod. * Not a portrait, a mere chart of his face *.

II. In other senses of F. carte, OF. charte.

f4. Blank chart (= OF. charte blanche, mod.F.

carte blanche) : a blank paper to be filled up at

discretion. Obs.

1707 Chart Blanch; 171a Charte Blanche (see Carte
Blanche). 1711 P. H. View 2 last Part. 247 The Necessity

of sending, almost, a blank Chart to the Treaty.

t 5. = Card sb 2 in several senses : a. An ordinary

card. b. A playing-card. c. The compass-card.

a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 227 And practis'd all the

Tricks upon the Charts. 1704-32 Gentleman Instruct. 412

(D.) The discovery of the chart is but of late standing, tho'

of great importance. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Com-
pass, The mariner's compass with a chart, is much less

dangerously moved than the common compass with a bare

needle. 1796 H. Brougham in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 241

One of the brightest [rays] . . fell on the chart.
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III. = L. charta in mediaeval senses.

+ 6. A charter, grant, title-deed ; a deed or docu-

ment of any kind. Obs.
1616 liuLLOKAR, Chart, a writing, a written deed. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Chart, paper, parchment or anything to

write on ; also a writing or written deed. 1673 Sir P.

Leycester Hist. Antiq. 11. Proleg., Some other Cnartes of

this Hugh I have met withal. 1775 T. Warton Hist. Eng.
Poetry Dissert, u. 2 A series of royal charts or instruments.

Ibid. 74 Hebrew rolls and charts, relating to their estates in

England, .are now. .in the Tower.

Chart (tjart), v. [f. Chart sbX\ trans. To
make a chart of; to lay down in a chart ; to map.
1851 Nichol Archit. Ileav. 114 The idea of actually

charting these profound regions. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. I.

xx. 254 A large indentation which they had seen and charted.

1879 Times 5 June, The great outlines of the ocean bed have
been charted. 1885 Proctor in Knowledge No. 172. 119 To
chart every single star, .in its proper place.

b. fig. To figure as in a chart ; to outline.

1842 Tennyson Walk, to Mail 97 The world . . charts us
all in its coarse blacks or whites.

Hence Cha'rted ///. a., Cha'rting vbl. sb.

1854 Tail's Mag. XXI. 455 A star, .that stood not in the

charting* of his heaven-inquiring seer. 1857 I. Taylor
World 0/M. 831 The charted pathway of direct knowledge.

II Charta (kauta). [L. charta, carta papyrus,

a leaf of papyrus, paper, a paper, writing, docu-

ment, ad. Gr. x^PTV s a ^ea^ of papyrus or paper.

The common med.L. for legal writing, charter.]

f L In OE. form carta : Paper, letter. (Later

only as Latin.) Obs.
t 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 202 AleCM 8a sealfe on hatne clab

odSe cartan. c 1000 Nicod. xx, Hij hym toseudon ane
caftan, seo wxs bus awriten.

2. A Charter. Also used fig.
1698 Norris Treat. Sev. Subj. 329 The Divine Law,

which is her Original Charta. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa
Guidi Wind. line 532 And if, ne'crtheless That good day's

sun delivered to the vines No charta.

b. esp. in Magna Charta, the Great Charter

of English Liberties.

Chartaceous, cartacecms (kait?iji»), a.

[f. L. c{h artace-us, f. charta paper : see -aceols.]

Of the nature of paper, made of paper; papery.
1655 K. Fellowes tr. Milton's -2nd Defence 234 Rejoice

ye herrings . . Salmasius . . is preparing chartaceous jackets

to invest you all. 1657 Tomlinson Kenan's Disp. 610 In-

closed in chartaceous bags. 1866 Treas. Chartaceous,
laving the texture of writing-paper.

Chartale, -elX obs. variants of Cartel.

Cha*rtaline, a. [factitious term f. L. charta

paj>er.] Trade name for a thick paper produced
as a material for blankets.
1880 Print. Times 15 Mar. {Adot.) Manufacturers of the

chartaline blanket. 1883 Neivsp. Advt. One Chartaline
Blanket is as warm as two pairs of Woollen Blankets,

Charte, obs. form of Chart.
Charte e, variant of Cherts, Obs., deaniess.

Charted, pa. pplc. of Chart v.

Charter (tfautaj), sb. 1 Forms : 3-6 chartre,

(3 cartre,:, 5 chartour, -yr, (-yre\ -ere, (7

carter), 5- charter. [ME. chartre, a. OF. chartre,

ONF. cartre (for *cartle) L. cartula charter, lit.

small paper or writing, dim. of carta, charta

paper. Cf. Chapter, F. chapitre :—L. capitutum.']

lit. A leaf of paper jn OL. called boc, Book) ; a
legal document or * deed ' written (usually) upon
a tingle sheet of paper, parchment, or other mate-
rial, by which grants, cessions, contracts, and
other transactions are confirmed and ratified.

129a ISritton 11. viii. De chartres. Quant al gamement
tie trait, qe home apele chartre. fet a saver qe en moutzdes
inaneres sount chartres.

1. A written document delivered by the sovereign

or legislature :

a. granting privileges to, or recognizing rights

of, the people, or of certain classes or individuals.

Great Charter, that signed by King John guaranteeing
the fundamental liberties of the hnglish people : see Magna
Charta. Charter 0/the Forest {Charta Forestae), a charter
conceded by Henry III in 1217, and revised 1224, restrain-

ing the severity of the forest laws of previous reigns.

la 1150 [Forged] Charter /Eftetstan (dated 939) in Cent.

Dipl.V. 235 Ich /EiSelstan. .grantye and confirmyebyNN
minre chartre. 1197 R. Glouc. (1724) 77 pe em]>eruur with
god cartre, & mid ys owne eel, Hym }ef of be se . . pe
wardc . . pis false mon wende bo mid his cartre a-lx>ute.

Ibid. 498 Alle hor chartreii ywis, That adde of is fader. .Of
franchise & of other thing, al clene were vndo. 1480 Caxton
Chrou. Eng. vn. (1520) 88b/i The Kyngc made to them two
charters . . the great chartrye of fraunchyses, and . . the char-

ter of forest. 1570 Levins Manip. 71 K charter, diploma.

1591 Lamharde Arch. (163O 65 The great Charter of Eng-
land, .for which the Englishmen had no lesse striven, than
the Trojans for their Helena. 1591 Shaks. Rich. II, it. i.

48 Our Substitutes at home shall haue Blanke-charters :

Whereto . . They shall subscril>e them for large summes of
Gold. 1651 Hohbks Lexnath. (18391 27^ Charters arc dona-
tions of the sovereign; and not laws, but exemptions from
law. 1766 lilackstone Comm. 1. 135 The language of the
great charter is, that no freeman shall be taken or im-
prisoned, but by the lawful judgment of his equals, or by
the law of the land. 1818 Cruisk Digest HI. 163 When
King Edward I created the Black Prince Duke of Corn-
wall, he gave him a charter, by which he granted to him
the name and honour of Duke of Cornwall. 1835 Lvtton
Rienzi x, i, There is but one nobility, and Nature signs

its charter. 1846 Arnold //;.'. Rome I. x. 179 The
second great charter of Roman liberties. 1875 Stubbs
Const. Hist. II.xiv.27TheCharteroftheForest. .wasagreat
measure of relief ; the inhabitants of the counties not living

within the forests are released from the duty of attending
the courts except on special summons ; the forests made in

the last two reigns are disafforested ; much of the vexatious
legislation of Henry II is annulled.

fb. granting pardon. Hence To have one's

charter = to receive pardon. Obs.

a 1300 Havelok 676 And with bi chartre make [me] fre.

14x3 Lvdg. Pylgr. Sowle 1. xxxiv. (1859) 38 Oure lordes

graunt and chartre of pardon. 1468 Fabyan in Plumpton
Corr. 18 Whan they shulde have been hanged, there char-

tours were shewyd, & so preservyd. 1480 Caxton Chron.
Eng. eclii. 323 Maister John hume had his chartre and was
pardoned by the kyng. 1516 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

241 b, Why almyghty god sholde gyue his. . charter of par-

don to man. a 1626 Bacon Maxims Com. Law xi. 49 If a
man be attainted and have a charter of pardon.

C. creating or incorporating a borough, univer-

sity, company, or other corporation.

1474 Act 12 «r 13 Edw. IV, in Ox/. Comb. Enactm.
(1869) 8 Among certeyn liberties and privileges by charters

. . graunted unto the Chaunceller and Scoters of the said

universite. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 39 If youdenieit,
let the danger light Vpon your Charter, and your Cities

freedome. 1680 Prideaux Lett. (1875) 78 The University
will be at large to act according to the utmost extent of their
charter. 1684 Ibid. 136 Ye University concern is about
y* town carter, .to induce them to surrender it, y Earle of
Abington promised them y* addition of several new grants.

'7*5 Berkeley Proposal etc. Wks. III. 218 If his Majesty
would graciously please to grant a Charter for a College.

1765 9 Blackstone Comm. (1793) 204 The king's charter
either creating new or reviving old boroughs. 1817 W. Sel-
wyn La7u NisiPrius II. 888 The Royal ExchangeAssurance
and the London Assurance Companies were established by
charters, bearing date the 22d day of June, 1720. 1844 H.
H. Wilson Brit. India I. 497 The main question . .was the
renewal of the Company's charter. 1861 Buckle Civilis. II.

viii. 575 The earliest charter was granted to an English town
in the twelfth century.

d. People's Charter : the name given to the

famous document (published 8 May 1838) embody-
ing the principles and demands of the Chartists.

1838 W. Ix>vett Address (issued in Mch. or Apl.) In the

course of a few weeks this Bill will be prepared and printed
for circulation, under the title of 'The People's Charter '.

1838 Northern Star (Leeds' 6 Aug. 7/2 That this meeting
cordially approves of the People's Charter as the outline of
an Act to provide for the general representation of the

people, .in Parliament. 18^5 Penny Cycl. 1st Supp. I. 331/2
The 'People's Charter'. The principal points of this pro-

posed charter are, universal suffrage, vote by ballot, annual
parliaments, the division of the country into equal electoral

districts, the abolition of property qualification in members,
and paying them for their services. 1877 C. Mackay
Forty Years' Recoil. II. 50 The Charter—a document
exceedingly well drawn up— derived its name from the

French Charter of 1830.

2. A written evidence, instrument, or contract

executed between man and man : a. gen.
1 1170 Saints' Lives (Laud MS.) (1887) 290 pe chartre he

wrou^te sone And a-selede hire with is r>'n fi- "377 Lancu /'.

PI. B. xi. 122 For may no cherle chartre make ne his catel

selle, With-outen leue of his lorde. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
78/1 And toke a chartre and wrote the conscrypcion of the
wedlok. 1404 Fabyan vtL 545 Many blanke chartours were
deuysyd and brought into the cytie, whiche many of the

moost substancyall men of the same were fayne to scale to

theyr paync and charge. 153° Lo. Berners Arth. Lyt.
Bryt. U814) 26 Ye shall gyue to Perron your wyfe this nyght
y charter of her endowry. 1786 Burns A Dream xiii, But
first hang out, that she 11 discern Vour hymeneal charter.

1847 C G. Addison Latv Contracts 1. L 10 The Normans
..caused the ancient Saxon contracts and writings to be
sealed, .and gave them the name of charters or Deeds.

b. applied esp. to the documents or deeds re-

lating to conveyance of landed property.
< 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 929 Min heritage, toun and

tour, I give it yow, makith chartres as yow leste. 1641
Termes de la Ley 55 Charters of lands arc writings, deeds,
evidences, and instruments, made from one man to an other,

upon some estate conveyed or passed between them of lands
or tenements. 1656 H. Twit I IH Pun h. Pattern (1676)2
Make thy Charter run To thee, thine Heirs. 1818 Cruise
Digest I. 259 In Madox's collection of ancient charters there

are some leases. . which considerably exceed that period.

1885 U Goodeve Real Prop. 286 A record of the gift or

alienation [of land], called the Charter of Feoffment.

C. spec. A document embodying the contract

between owners and merchants for the hire of a

ship and safe delivery of the cargo ; more fully

Charter-party. Also, the contract thus made.
1794 in Nicolas' Di$p. Nelson 11845* '* He was under

no Charter. Cnstomary clause in CJtarter.partics, The
Brokerage on this Charter is at the rate of Five per cent.

3. Privilege; immunity; publicly conceded right.

I5*5 Jewel De/. APol. Mil] 263 Ve haue a Charter to

pMM what ye list, 1600 Shaks. A .
)*. L. 11. vii. 4^8, 1 must

|

haue liberty Wiithall, as large a Charter as the winde. —
Sonn. Ivili. 1665 Glanvii.l Seeps. ScL xii. 67 To impose
Names is part of the Peoples Charter. 1805 Wokdswoktm
Prelude vi. {1850) 149 And mighty forms seizing a youthful
fancy Had given charter to irregular hopes. 1839 Ok
Qi'Incev Lakes Wks. II. 167 K very man ..must grant a
charter of large enthusiasm to such an occasion.

t 4. As a rendering of 1,. char/a taken : Taper
;

a paper, writing, letter, document, etc. Obs. rare.

138a Wvclie Prov. Prol., Ioyne the epistil whom joyneth
presthood ; }he, the chartre twynne not (VuJg. ne dividat
charta], whom the looue of Crist knytteth. — JW vii. 16

And the chartre taken [accepta charta], thei maden the
conscripcioun of the wcdloc.

5. Comb., as charter-beer, -box, -chest, -room

;

charter-bond — Charter-party ; charter-boy,
a boy on the Charter-house foundation ; charter-
brother, an inmate and pensioner of the Charter-

house ; charter -colony, a colony founded by
Koyal Charter ; charter-day, a day appointed by
charter for some special purpose ; charter-ex-
emption, exemption from taxes, etc. by Royal
Charter ; charter - government, a government
founded by Royal Charter ; charter-hold (see

Charter-land) ; f charter-horn, a horn used as

a charter or instrument of conveyance ; t char-
ter-man, ? licentiate, ? licenser

; charter-park, a

park held by charter
; + charter-patent, a letter-

patent ; charter-system, the system of working
a mine by a Chahtebmahter

; + charter-tailzie,

charter of entail : see Tailzie. See also Chaktek-
-HOU8E, -LAND, -MASTEK, -PAKTY, -SCHOOL.
1634 Rreketon Trav. (1844) 156 A kind of beer called

'Charter beer. 1836 Mabryat Midsh. Easy 172 He would
forfeit his *charter-bond. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Ability, Wks. (Bohn) II. 36 If all remedy fails, right of revo-

lution is at the bottom of his *charter-box. 1866 Carlvle
Inaug. Address 181 Compiled out of all kinds of parchments,
"charter-chests. 1881 J. Russell Hat'gs 11 Those in the
charter-chest of the family date from 1425 onwards. 1766
Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 41/1 There are several sorts of
colonies in British America : the *charter-colonies, the pro-

prietary governments, and the King's colonies. 1817 W. Sel-
wyn Laxv Nisi Prius II. 1007 Upon an omission to elect at

the *charter-day, or to do such acts as were by the charter
required to be done at certain times . . a forfeiture of the
charter might be incurred, and the corporation dissolved.

'775 Wesley Wks. 1872 XI. 85 The plea of •charter-exemp-
tion drops. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 293 The "charter
governments were empowered to enact laws, and no ratifica-

tion by the king was necessary. 1710 Prideaux Orig.
Tithes iv. 203 His *Charter-hold Lands. 1774 C. Lyttelton
in Arxhaeol. III. 22 Account of certain "Charter-Horns in

the Cathedral of Carlisle. 1683 Dkyden Vind. Dk. o/Guise
Wks. 1725 V. 333 The Charter-man in the very Title-page.

1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3900/4 A "Charter-Park walled about.

1599 Greene Alphons. (1861)291 1 seal your "charter-patent.
1816 Scott Antiq. xxiv. There's a parchment book in the
"charter-room at Knockwinnock Castle. 1864 Daily Tel.

26 Oct.,
4 Doggies' and * butties', as they are called by the

pitmen, work the mines for the owners, under terms of
arrangement known as the ' charter system 1634 S.

Rutherford Lett. 11862) I. 111 I cannot but think, seeing
the ends of the earth are given to Christ (and Scotland is

the end of the earth, and so we are in Christ's "charter*
tailzie) but our Lord will keep His possession.

t Ch.a*rter, sb* Obs. Also chartour. [a. OF.
chartier:—L. c{h)arta~rium place for papers,

archives.] A repository for charters or deeds.
a 1600 Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.) Ane tyne [tin] chartour

weyand four pund tua unsis.

Charter (tjautai), v. trans, [f. Charter sb. 1

]

1. trans. To grant a charter to ; to bestow or

establish by charter.

1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. xxiii. 210 pc thrcd Robert,
charterit, and .sesit eftyrwart. .bat lady. 1800 Colquhoum
Comm. Thames L 5 The Russia Company, .was chartered
• -in 1555- 1859 C. Barker Assoc. Princ. Mid. Ages ii. 48
Early in the reign of Edward III . .we find the Goldsmiths*
Company chartered.

2. To privilege, license.

154a Udall tr. Erasm. Apoph. 255 b, He was. .chartreed
or priuileged from bearyriK almaner offices of charge. 1795
Southey joano/Arc x. 719 If discipline be utterly Relax 'd,

Vice chartcr'd, Wickedness let loose. 1870 Geo. Eliot
Coll. Break/. P. 795 With spreading lands Where pleasure
charters all.

3. To hire (a ship) by charter-party. Hence
colloq. to hire (a vehicle, etc. .

1806 Gazetteer Scotl, 217/1 They had no vessels of their

own, but chartered vessels from Whitehaven, Hristol. 1836
W. Irving Astoria III. 215 It was impossible to charter a
ship for the purpose. 1869 W. Hradwood The O. I'. It.

1 1870) 191 To charter a dogcart for the afternoon. 1875 |.

Hennet Winter Medit. iv. xxi. 638 A carriage may be char-

tered for a given journey at a certain price.

Hence Cha rteringr, vbl. sb.

1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. ft. i. 7 The Company pre-

ferred the hirinc of ships, called chartering. 1881 Pall Matt
G. 9 July 5/2 Chartering limited to sailing vessels.

Charterable (tjautarab'l), a. [f. Chaktku
sbA or v. + -able.] Capable of being chartered.
In mod. Diets.

Charterage (tja jtoredg). rare. [Chartkk z:

+ -age.] The practice of chartering.

1806 W. Taylor in Kobberds' Life (1843) II. 146 Roscoe
. .proposes in parliamentary reform the very step to which
the adversary could now with least inconvenience accede,

so in slave-trade, so in charterage.

t Cha rteral, a. Obs. [f. Chaktek sb.* f-At*.]

In accordance with a charter.

1700 in Cot. Rec. Penn. I. 609 Onlte present 19 persons,

q Tas the Charteral number should have been 24.

Hence Cha rterally adv.

1696 in Col. Rec. Penn. I. 505, I could not even by it have
acted more CharteralMe than I did.

Chartered (tjauuid), ///. a. [f. Charter v.]

1. Founded, privileged, or protected by charter.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vn. vi. 113 pai gtrt be Chanownis
be Chartryd. 1780C0WPER Tabled. 259 Britain's chartered

land. 1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames viii. 257 The Gover-
nors, .of the different Chartered Companies. 1840 Marhyat
Poor Jackxxxx, There was a foundation or chartered school.
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1876 Green Short Hist. v. § 4 (1882) 239 The fugitive

bandsmen found freedom in a flight to chartered towns.

2. fig.
Privileged ; licensed.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. i. 48 When he speakes, The Ayre,

a Charter'd Libertine, is still. 1783-94 Blake Songs Exper.,

London 3 Near where the charter'd Thames does flow. 1862

Merivalf. Rom. Emp. (1865) VI. liv. 472 A certain sense of

decorum, .still preserved its sway over the chartered liber-

tines of Rome. 1871 Morlev Voltaire (1886) 25 The sworn

and chartered foes of light.

3. Hired under a charter party.

1809 U. Langford Introd. Trade 130 Chartered, hired for

a voyage. 1866 Harvard Mem. Biog. I. 420 The gunboats

in the river ; the chartered transports, .lying at the levee,

b. fig. Freighted, charged.
1823 T. Roscoe Sismondi's Lit. S. Europe (Bohn) I. 375

The moment chartered with Clorinda's doom.

Charterer (tja-.itorD.i). [f. Charters. and?;. 1

]

1. a. One who holds land by charter ; a free-

holder, b. A freeman of a chartered borough.

1598 Manwood Lawcs Forest xxm. (1615)217 A Bookeland
man, which at this day is taken for a Charterar or a free-

holder. 1669 in Picton L'pool. Mimic: Rec. (1883) I. 276
The Aldermen and such of the charterers of this towne as

he shall think meet. 1698 Ibid. I. 283 The Lord of Derby
is a Charterer. 1708-21 Kersey, Charterer, (in Cheshire)

a Free-holder.

2. One who hires a vessel under a charter-party.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cj-ingle xxii, I was assured by the.

.

charterer, that it would be all right. 1875 Bedford Sailor's

Pock. Bk. vi. 224 The Charter-party is the written contract

by which a Vessel is let, in whole or in part; the person

hiring being called the Charterer. 1882 Pall Mall G. 15

June 7/1 The charterers of the Swedish steamer Bifrost.

t Charter friar. Obs. [see next.] A Car-

thusian.

1686 J. Serjeant Hist. Monast. Conventions 42 The Order
of the. .Charter- Fryers, instituted by one Bruno.

Charterhouse (tjaufcuhaus). Also (in sense

3) 7 chartrous. [An alteration, by popular etym-

ology, of AF. chartreuse = F. chartreuse, i.e.

maisoii chartreuse Carthusian house. (But, in

sense 3 really corresp. to the masc. F. chartreux,

AF. chartrous, which is preserved in quot. 1641.)

OF. chartreus, -euse (AF. -ous, -ouse) was itself a

corruption of an earlier form charteus, -euse (AF.
chartous, charthous, -ouse, cf. It. certosd) repr. L.

cartusius, cartlmsius : see Carthusian. This
earlier form was also used in Eng. as chartous,

Chaethous, q. v.

The popular understanding of charirouse as chart{c)r-

{h)ouse, was of course helped by the fact that the meaning
was Carthusian * house', maison chartreuse. The earlier

corruption of charteus, -ous to chartreus, -rons, was app.
one of French popular etymology, and probably due to as-

sociation with chartre prison, suggested by the rigid con-

finement and severe discipline of the order.]

1. A Carthusian monastery, arch.
[a 1500 Siege ofRouen 7 in Collect. Loud. Cit. {Camd. Soc.

1877) With [inne] a howse of Chartere There loggyd hym
oure kynge. J 1534 More On the Passion Wks. 1323/1 As one
myghte saye that looked for too dye, or that were entring into

the charterhouse, I wyll neuer eate fieshe more in thys worlde.

1556 Citron. Gr. Friars (1852) 38 Draune from the tower
unto Tyborne the nj. priors of the Charterhowses [London,
Beauvale, and Hexham], and there hongyd, heddyd, and
qwarterd. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1236/1 Buried in

the charterhouse at Hull, a 1631 Donne Serm. Wks. IV.

249 Think not heaven a Charter-house, where Men . . must
not speak to one another, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist.

Jas. II Wks. (1711) 105 Margaret the old queen .. was
buried in the charterhouse of St. Johnston. 1762 tr, Busch-
ing's Syst. Gcog. IV. 251 Buxheim, a considerable charter-

house, situate one hour's distance from Memmingen. 1839
Mar. Hack Eng. Stories Olden T. 183 He took lodgings
near the Charter-house, among the Carthusians.

2. Hence : Name of a charitable institution or

'hospital' founded in London, in 161 1, upon the

site of the Carthusian monastery, which has since

become one of the great English public schools.

(Now removed to the neighbourhood of Godalming.)
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. x. iv. § 15 (an. 161 1) Richard Sut-

ton, the Phoenix of our age, and sole founder of Charter
House Hospital . . Children not yet come to, and old men
already past, helping of themselves, have in this hospital

their souls and bodies provided for. 1846 M cCulloch Acc.
Brit. Empire (1854) If. 325 The course of classical study
in the Charterhouse is similar to that at other public
schools.

3. attrib. or adj. [cf. Chaethous.] Carthusian.

1577 Vautroullier Lutheran Gal. 198 The Turke thinketh
the selfe same thing that the Charterhouse monke doth.

1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 201 Dionyse the Charterhouse
Monke. 1587 Fleming Coutn. HoUnshed III. 1274/2 Being
of the charterhouse order. 1641 R. Harris A oners Funerall
12 Call your selves Sinners; els we (with that Chartrous
Monk in story) Saint all who will see and supple us.

t Cha*rterism. Obs. [f. Charter + -ism.]

Adherence to the ' People's Charter '
; Chartism.

1840 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842^ V. 368 Charterism is

extending upwards. Meaning always by Charterism, an
attachment to the great principles of popular government
. .embodied in what was called 1 the People's Charter'.

Cha*rterist. Hist. [f. Charter sb. + -ist.]

fl- EccL Hist.
*579 J- Field Calvin's Serm. Ded.,The. .olde Charterists,

and new Anabaptists, and such as are of the Family of Love.
2. Eng. Hist. = Chartist.
1888 E. Peacock in N. $ Q. Ser. m VI. 273 Charterist

and Charterism were the words commonly used by those
with whom I came in contact, in or about the year 1 840.

Charter-land. Land held by charter ; free-

hold land. (In OK. bocland, Rookland.)
1503 Act 19 Hen. VII. c. 13 Lands and tenements, .to the

yearly value of xx.s. of Charter land or freehold. 1523 Fitz-

herb. St/rT>. 13 b(
There maye be in one nianere a lordshyp

bothe charter lande and copye lande. 1641 Termcs de la

Ley 54 Charter-land .. which otherwise is called freehold.

1768 Blackstone Comm. II. 90 Book-land, or charter-land.

i860 C. Innes Scott, in Mid. Ages ii. 54 Bocland or Charter-

land was such as was severed by an act of government, that

is, by the King with the consent of his parliament, from the

public land.

Cha'rterleSS, a. Without a charter (in va-

rious senses of that word).
a 1420 Occleve De Reg. Princ. p. 114 And chartirles gothe

this man fulle of drede. Mod. The borough forfeited its

charter, and still remains charterless.

Charterniaster. [f. Charter sb. 1 2 ; i.e. a
* masterman' who works by ' charter' or written

contract.] * In the mining districts, one who raises

coal or ironstone at a contract price' (Simmonds
Did. Trade 1858).
1881 in Raymond Mining Gloss.

Charter-party (tja'itaiipaati). Forms : 6
j

(? chartwrpartte), chartparte, chartipartie
;

6-7 charter-partie, 7 charter-party. [In i6thc.

charts-, chartipartie, a. F. chartc partie, in med.
L. charta partita (also called charta divisa) a

divided ' charter' or legal instrument, i.e. one

written out in duplicate, and then divided through

a rubric or title, half being given to each party to

the transaction ; an indenture.]

fl. gen. An indenture; a contract written out

in duplicate on a single sheet, and then divided

so as to yield two counter-parts, fitting each other
j

with their indented edges, or by the division being
i

made through a rubric, title, or alphabet, written
I

between the two. Obs.
[Rymer Fcedera XIII. 43/2 (Du Cange) Contractus per

chartas partitas. Dugdale Monast. Angl. II. 94 (Du
Cange) Tenent etiam totam terram de Stelden per Cartas
Divisas,]

2. In modem use confined to : The charter

or deed made between owners and merchants for

hire of a ship, and safe delivery of the cargo.

It contains the name and burden of the vessel, the names
of the master and freighters, the price or rate of the freight,

the place and time of lading and unlading, and stipulations

as to demurrage.
1539 T. Pery in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11, II. 142 As larger will

apere by the sayde chartwrpartte. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII,
c. 14 The chart parte to be made betwen the said owner or

maister and the marchantes. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet.,

Coutrapolica, the counterpane of a chartipartie, anti-

graphum. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 272 It is requisite that

the same be declared in the charter partie. 1623 Whit-
bourne Newfoundland 37 Those which hire ships for

that purpose are bound by conditions vnder hand and Seale,

which we call Charter parties. 1641 Vermes de la Ley 55
Charter partie. 1658 Milton Lett. State Wks. 1738 II. 219
He hir'd out his Ship by a Charter-party Agreement, to one
Joseph Arman, an Italian. 1755 Magens Insurances II.

101 When the . . Charter-Party is signed, the contracting

Parties shall be reciprocally bound one to another, to ob-

serve the conditions stipulated therein. 1804 in Nicolas'

Disp. Nelson (1845) V. 356 Whether their Vessels are found
agreeably to their Charter Parties which they are hereby
directed to produce. 1849 Freese Comm. Class-bit. 43 A
Charter-Party is an insurable interest or property.

Cha rter School. The name given to schools

established in Ireland by the Charter Society founded
in 1733, to provide Protestant education for the

Catholic poor. In 1745 a special tax was devoted

by parliament to their support.

1763 Dk. Northumb. Sp. Irish Parlt. In Ann. Reg: 197/1
For this purpose your protestant Charter schools were esta-

blished. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 206 [Galway] has
. .a charter-school, and an hospital. 1881 Froude Eng. in

Irel. I. 573 The long celebrated Charter Schools so fiercely

condemned by the Catholic priests. 1883 Lecky Hist. iStli

Cent. II. 200.

t Cha'rthous. Obs. Also chartous. [Earlier

form of Charterhouse ; a. AF. chartQi)ous —
OF. charteus L. Carthusius : see Carthusian.]
Carthusian, -s.

c 1387 T rev isa Higden (Rolls) VII. 305 Aboute that tyme
bygan the ordre of the Charthous in Calabria, c 1394 P.
PI. Crede 674 Monkes ne preistes, Chanouns ne charthous
bat in chirche serveth.

Charting vbl. sb. : see under Chart v.

Chartism (tja-itiz'm). Eng. Hist. [f. L. charta

in sense 1 Charter 1 + -ism.] The democratic

movement and principles of the Chartists, 1838-48.
1839 New Monthly^ Mag. LVII. 536 A sort of intellectual

Chartism, very sublime and beautiful in theory, but very
useless in practice. 1839 Carlyle {title) Chartism. 1859
Mill Diss, Disc. I L 189 The democratic movement among
the operative classes, commonly known as Chartism, was the

first open separation of interest, feeling, and opinion, between
the labouring portion of the commonwealth and all above
them. 1879 McCarthy Own Times II. xviii. 18 Chartism
did not die of its own excesses

J it became an anachronism.

Chartist (tjautist). [f. L. charta, in sense

Charter + -ist.] One of the body of political

reformers (chiefly of the working classes) who
arose in 1 837-8, and whose principles were
embodied in the document called the * People's

Charter' (Charter sb. 1 d). (The organization

came to an end after 1848.)
1 Not found in their organ, the Northern Star, before

August 1838.' (N. <y Q. 7 s. VI, 433.)

1838 Ann. Reg. xv. 310- 1 1 A public meeting of the ' Chart*
ists was convened in the day time at Palace Yard, West-
minster. 1850-1 Ht. Martinkau Hist. Peace (1877) III.

v. v. 263 The body soon to be railed Chartists—as soon as

their political ideas bad resolved themselves into the form
of a charter which the people might demand. 1856 Emer-
son Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Bonn) II. 22 A country of

extremes—dukes and chartists, Uishops of Durham and
naked heathen colliers. 1882 W. J. Linton in Century
Mag. XXIII. 423/1 The very name of the People's Charter

helped the opponents to a nickname : Chartist became a

word of reproach.

b. attrib. or as adj.

1840 Hood Up Rhine Introd. 2 The Chartist outbreaks.

1845 M^Culloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 219 Chartist

doctrines, .made such progress in South Wales, as to give

rise to dangerous commotions. 1848 illust. Lond. Neivs 17

June 391/2 Failure of the Chartist Demonstrations,

Cha'rtleSS, a. Without a chart.

1808 J. Barlow Columb. 1. 56 O'er the chartless main. 1871

Joaq. MILLER Songs Italy (18781 98 Chartless strange and
most uncommon seas.

Chartographer (kait^-grafai). Also cart-.

[f. L. charta, carta, in med. sense ' chart ',
' map

'

(a. Gr. x^PTV s) + Gr. -ypwp0 ? writing, writer +
-ER : in mod.F. chartographe.~] One who draws

charts or maps. Cf. Cartographer.
1864 Sat. Rev. 23 July iL.) We should have thought it

better for a chartographer to admit his ignorance. 1878

Hooker Ball Marocco 379 The chartographer has spoiled

his map.
So Chartogra phic, -al, a., Chartographist,
Charto gTaphy, all which are also written Cart-.

1864. Sat. Rev. 23 July (L.) The careful delineation ..

showing a considerable advance in chartographic certainty.

1880 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 323/1 The chartographic prints of

the cadastral survey. 1884 Academy 22 Alar. 207 Mr. Cust

..obliged the chartographist to adhere to Fred Miiller's

classification. 1851 J. R. Jackson {title) Chartography.

1883 Gd. Words 241 Columbus turned his attention to char-

tography.

t Chartomancy. Obs. [f. Gr. x«PT7
?
? PaPer

+ -MANCY.] (See quot.;

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 165 Chartomancy [divining] by
writing in papers.

Chartour, -tre, obs. forms of Charter.
Chartous, var. Charthous, Obs., Carthusian.

t Cha*rtre. Obs, [a. OF. chartre (12th c. in

Littre) :—L. carcer-em prison, dungeon.] A prison.

C1250 Gen. Ex. 2043 Him 5e chartre haueS bita3t.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour L ij, The prysoners which were
in the prysons and chartres.

j]
Chartreuse (Jartr^-z). [Fr. ; fern, of Char-

treux : see next and Charterhouse.]
1. A liqueur made by the monks of La Grande-

Chartreuse (the head monastery of the Carthusians,

near Grenoble), with aromatic herbs and brandy.

1866 Sala Barbary xx. 379 The absinthe and the char-

treuse, .should all come from France.

2. A shade of colour ; a pale apple-green.

1884 Western Daily Press 26 Dec. 7/5 With white all pale

shades are employed, such as heliotrope, citron, chartreuse.

Chartreux (fa'rtrc). [mod.F., for earlier

charteus :—L. Carthusius : see Charterhouse:]
1. A Carthusian. Also attrib.

c 1430 Lvdg. Bochas (1554) 223 a Yeue me your honde with
chekes dead and pale, Caused of watche and long abstinence,

Sir Chartreux. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. ii. 148 Sir, a

Chartreux Fryer, His Confessor. 1661 Cowley Cromwell
Wks. 1710 II. 655 The Chartreux wants the Warning of a

Bell To call him to the Duties of his Cell. 1732 Popk Use

ofRiches 1. 187 Like some lone chartreux.

2. The Charterhouse (School).

1779 Johnson L. P., Addison Wks. III. 42 I have en-

quired when he was sent to the Chartreux . . At the school

of the Chartreux . . he pursued his juvenile studies under the

care of Dr. Ellis,

Chartulary 1 (kautu/lari). Also spelt Car-
tulary, q.v. [ad. med.L. chartuldrium (cartu-)

repository of charters, f. chartuia Charter : see

-ary.] A collection or set of charters
;
particu-

larly, the large volume, or set of volumes, contain-

ing a duplicate copy of all charters, title-deeds,

and like documents, belonging to a monastery,

corporation, or other land-owner ; a (private)

register of charters. Also applied to a modern

printed edition of such a register or collection.

(Some have erroneously confounded chartulary with char,

ter: see Todd. Johnson's explanation ' A place where

papers or records are kept ' gives the radical sense of L.

chartnlarium, but appears not to be in use in Eng.)

1571 Campion Hist. Irel. (1633) Pref. 2 Diverse manu-

scripts, Annales and Chartularies. 1691 Wood Ath. Opon.

II. 697 He brought forth five antient MSS. in folio, which

were Chartularies of the Lordships and Lands first given to

the Cath. Ch. of S. Paul in London. 1700 Tyrrell Hist.

Eng. II. 835 Publish'd from an Original in the Chartulary

of St. Giles. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) I. 148 M.
Guerard..the learned editor of the chartulary of Chartres.

1873 Burton Hist. Scot. I. xi. 369 The ecclesiastical char-

tularies or collections of title Seeds. 1884 Athenxnm 16

Aug. 209/1 He does not know the difference between an
indenture and a chartulary, between a deed on a single

membrane and a register of numerous writings.

Cha'rtulary 2
. [ad. L. chartulari-us keeper



CHARWOMAN.
of the archives, f. chartula : see prec] A keeper

of the archives ; he who had charge of the records.

1678-1706111 Phillips. 1708-11 Kersey. 1721-1800 Bailey,

Chartulary, a keeper of a Register-roll or Reckoning-Book.

1855 Milman Lai. Chr. (1864I II. IV, vi. 318 Maurice the

chartulary harangued the soldiers.

Charvaile, -vel, etc. obs. ff. C'hebvil.

Charwoman (tje^u-, t|aiwuma;n). Forms :

6 charr-, charre-, 7-8 chare-, chairwoman,

8-9 charwoman, [f. Chabe si. 1 5 + Woman.
The spellings chare- chair- have now gone out, though

the pronunciation indicated by them is still frequent.]

A woman hired by the day to do odd jobs of

household work.
a. 1596 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. I. 116 All such

yonge Wemen and others called Charr Wemen in this towne

as are in noe service. 1597 Deloney Jacke Newb. ix. 107

To be a charre-woman in rich mens houses. 170 Johnson
Rambl. No. 142 r 6 Illicit correspondence with cottagers

and charwomen. 1861 W. Collins DeadSeer. 66 He allowed

no living soul, not even an occasional charwoman, to enter

the house.

j8. 1626 Fletcher Fair At. 0/ Inn IT. ii, The witches of

Lapland are the devil's chairwomen. 1626 Bernard Isle

0/ Man (1627) 108 The Chare-woman, and her daughters

Pocketing and Filch. 1662 Fuller Worthies 1. 22 It is no

good huswifery to hire Chair-women. 1725 Lond. Gaz. No.

6385/3 Elizabeth Maulkham. .Charewoman. 1774 Westm.

Mat. II. 550 As a Chairwoman was cleaning out an unin-

habited house in Blaney's Court.

Chary (tJ5»li), a. Forms: 1 cearis, -es,

ceari, 3 charij, 5 charry, (6 chearie, cheyrye,

chairie, 7 chairy), 6-7 charie, 6- chary. [OE.

cearig = OS. carag (in mddcarag), OIIG. charag:—

OTeut. type "karag-oz, f. karS- sorrow, trouble,

care. With the sense-development cf. Careful.
The palatalization of initial ca- in this word, while it

remains guttural in Care, is thus accounted for : in the sb.

the original OE. type was nom. earn, gen. *e9T$, whence

ceare (cf. exster, ceaster etc. t; soapp. the derivative "cfrt'z,

whence cearig, with palatal ce- becoming ch-. But the sb.

retained guttural c in the nom. (even when by w- umlaut

it was occasionally written cearu\ so that no such form as

chare is found in ME. As to sense 3 cf. Chare a.]

T 1. Causing sorrow, grievous. Obs.

a 1000 Doomsday 67 (Gr.) Wis Meotud on beam bunden

faeste cearian clomme.

f 2. Feeling or showing sorrow ;
sorrowful,

mournful. Obs.

a 1000 Crist 148 (Gr.) Hie bidon hwonne beam Codes

cwome to ceari^um. a 1000 Soul's Address 162 (Gr.) Ne
purfon wyt beon cearie. i 1200 Ormin 1274 For turrtlc

ledebb chari} lif. .fra batt hire make issdard.

t 3, Dear
;
precious, cherished. Obs.

I a 1400 Atorte A rth. 2965 Ffore the charry childe so his

chere chawngide, That the chillande watire one his chekes

rynnyde 1 1593 Peele F.dw. I, 200 And henceforth see you

call it Charing-cross ; For why, the chariest and the choicest

queen, That ever did delight my royal eyes There dwells.

a 1600 W. Elderton in Fair's S. P. KHz. II. 514 O God,

what griefe is this thye charie church should want A
bishoppe of so good a grace. 1610 Holland Camden's

Brit. 1. 253 Things of charie price. 1820 Scott Monast.

xxix, Fill the stirrup cup .. from a bull yet charier than

that which he had pierced for the former stoup.

4. Careful, cautious, circumspect, wary.

1542 Udall tr. F.rasm. Apoph. 221b, I am much more

charie, that it may not be lost. i«66 Anstv. Examination
pretemting to mayntayne Apparell, etc. 148 Those prudent

and chairie ouerseers which tythe mint and anicc. 1625 8

tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz., I.. have not touched them but

with a light and chary hand. 1857 Sir F. Palgrave Norm.
vr Eng. II. 343 Yet in this concession, he was very chary.

1878G. MACDONALD/,A««r<is/M II. xiii. 15 Enough to mad-

den a chary lover.

b. Fastidious, shy, particular.

1567 Drant Horace's Epist. a. ii. H iv, Whilste theye

indite, and reade theire toyes, Moste chearie and most coy.

1592 Greene Ciceroni's Amor., Man having swilled in this

nectar of Love is so chary that he . . adrmtteth no partaker

of her favours. 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. iii. 36 The chariest

Maid is Prodigall enough. If shevnmaske her beauty to the

Moone. 1834 Mudie Brit. Birds (1841) I. 114 Another

[eagle], .not quite so chary in its food as the former,

o. Const, in, of. Shy of, disinclined to.

1579 G. Harvey Letter-it. (1884) 66 To be very chary and
circumspect in opening himselfe. 1673 Marvell Reh.

Transp. a. Wks. (18751 II. 253 Men ought to be chary of

aspersing them [the clergy]. 1828 Scott F. At. Perth vi,

Chary of mixing in causeless strife. 1883 19/A Cent. May
882 Crown authorities were very chary in putting it in

force. 1884 Law Times 16 Feb. 278/1 1 radesmen chary of

allowing vessels to leave port prior to payment.

5. Careful (in preservation of). Const, of, t ever.

1579 GossoN Sch. /)*»«(Arb.l 58 If you bee chary ofyour

good name. 1598 Greene fames /F(i86i) 219 With chary

care I have recur'd the one. 1S98 Yong Diana 390 Her

father was so tender and charie ouer her, that few times

he suffered her to be out of his sight. 1638 Cowley Love s

Riddle 1. i, 'Faith, I am very Chary of my Health, c 1645

Howell Lett. (1650) I. 221 The curious sea-chest or glasses

..which I shall be very chary to keep as a monument ofyour

love. 1754 Richardson Grandison III. viii. 56 Be chary

of them, and return them when perused. 1810 Scott Atomtst.

xxiv, In reference to your safety and comfort, of which he

desires us to be chary.

6. Careful not to waste or part with, frugal,

sparing (of).
1570 Levins Atanip. 106 Cheyrye, parens. 1591 Greene

Disput. 4 Hee that is most charie of his crowncs abroad.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 154 They drank nothing but

water, of which they were very chary. 1826 Scon Woodst

.

iii. They were more chary of their royal presence. 1868 Miss

296

Br.addon Dead-Sea Fr. I. ii. 20 He had much need to be

careful of shillings, and chary even of pence. 1872 Minto
Eng. Lit. XL vii. 478 He is rather chary than enthusiastic

1874 Savce Compar. Philol. vii. 281 The primitive barbarian

. . would have been extremely chary in his use of words.

t 7. Requiring care or careful handling. Obs.

1581 Mulcaster Positions v. (1887) 28 The cheife and

chariest point is, so to plie them all, as they may proceede

voluntarily.

'

8. quasi-Offo. Charily ;
carefully.

c 1590 Marlowe Faust, vi. 175 Thanks, Mephistophilis,

for this sweet book, This will 1 keep as chary as my life.

01600 W. Elderton in Fan's S. P. Eliz. II. 513 And charie

went to churche himself, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxii, Which
I will keepe so chary, As tender nurse her babe. 1633 Hey.

wooDA'Mf- Trav.m. Wks. 1874 IV. 44 Let men live as charie

as they can. a 1845 Hood Alary's Ghost v, You thought

that I was buried deep. Quite decent like, and chary.

Charybdis (karibdis). [L. ; a. Gr. xaputfSit.]

A dangerous whirlpool on the coast of Sicily (now

Calofaro), opposite the Italian rock Scylla. Used

allusively of anything likely to cause shipwreck

of life, etc., and esp. in combination with Scylla,

of the danger of running into one evil or peril in

seeking to avoid its opposite.

1597 Bacon Cottiers Good f, Ev., Ess. (Arb.l 147 And con-

trary the remedy of the one euill is the occasion and

commencement of an other, as in Scilla and Charybdis.

1609 Alan in Atoone (1849) 22 The very sinke of sensuality

and poole of putrifaction :a Sylla to citizens, and Caribdis

to countrie-men. 1679 Plot Stajfordsh. (16861 72 If we
consider what mighty Charybdes there are in the World.

1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Afor. 87. i860 All Y. Round
382 In avoiding the Scylla of the mud-bank we had all but

stumbled upon the Charybdis of a dredging-machine.

Charyowre, -ooure : see Charger.

Chas, obs. f. of Chase sb.\ v> ; Sc. f. Chess.

Chasboll, -bow, Sc. variants of Chesbolx.

Chase, chace (tff«t), sb.* Also 5 chaas,

chasshe, chas, 6 .SV. chaise, chess. [ME. chace,

a. OF. chace (
- Pr. cassa, Sp. caza, I'g. caca, It.

caccia) :—Romanic type *caplia, f. stem of *cap-

tiare : see Chase v.]

I. The action of chasing or pursuing with intent

to catch ;
pursuit ;

hunting.

1297 R. Glouc. 6 Mest plente of fysch. .And mest chase.,

of wylde bestes. r 1300 A. A lis. 199 Liounschas. .and beore

baityng. 1393 Cower Con/. III. 373 Then might nought

make sute and chace. Where that the game is nought

provable. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvln. xxx. (1495)

793 Yf a hart fynde dowble wav es . that it be harder for the

houndes to fynde and to folowe his chaas by odour and smell.

1566 Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 393 The Lord Seytoun.

.

brak a chaise upoun Alexander Quhitelaw. a 1649 Iiri mm.

of Hawth. Hist. Jos. V Wks. (171 1) 107 The chace and

following of hereticks is more necessary1 than that of infidels.

1725 De Foe Voy. round World (18401 307 Three bulls ..

which they killed after a long and tedious chace. 184s

Darwin Voy. Nat. iii. (1873) 57 The Carranchas will unite

in chace of large birds. 1879 B. Taylor Stud. Germ. Lit.

191 The Silesians made a deliberate chase after elegant and

original words. See Steeple-chase, Wild-goose-chase.

b. The chase : the occupation or pastime of

hunting wild animals for profit or (more usually)

sport; ' hunting'.

C 1330 R. Burma Chron. (1810) 94 pat neucr on Friday to

wod|x>u go to chace. i486 Bk. St. A loans K j a, Beestys

of venery, or of chace. 1606 2nd Pt. Return,-/r. Pernass.

II. v. (Arb.) 31 Your spcciall beasts for chase, or as we hunts-

men call it, for venery. 1735 Somervhlk Chase 1. 1 The
Chace, I sing. Hounds, and their various Breed. 1777

Robertson /list. Amer. (1778) L tv. 268 An Asiatic, who
depends for subsistence on the chace. 1700 Cowper Iliad

x. 424 As two fleet hounds, sharp fang d, trained to the

chace. 1831 tr. Sismondi's Itat. Rep. ix. 201 Passionately

devoted to the chace. 1841 Lane A rob. Nts.i.gi Ardently

fond of the chase. 1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cont. II.

xi. 391 Like hunted beasts of the chace.

c. Pursuit of an enemy ; rout. Obs. (exc. as in a.}.

c 1325 Coer de L. 6801 There were a thousand prysoners

and mo. The chace lested swythe longe. < 1330 R. Brunnk
Chron. (18101 27 pe tobcr were affraicd, pal pei went to ber

schippes, so hard he selte his chace. c 1350 Will. I'alerne

1274 pemperours men manly made be chace, & slowen doun

hi eche side, c 1425 Wyntoun Cnm. vnl. xli. 79 In the

Chace mony there War takyn. 1483 Cath. Angl. 59 A
chasey«jf.j. 1513-75 Ditirn. Occur. (1833) 37 Thair was not

many slain at this chess. 1571 H. Marleborrough in

Haunter's Chron. tret. (1633) 207 The chase or discomfiture

of Ophaly. 1790 Burns Batt. Sheriffmnir iv, The chase

gaed frae the north, man. 1809 Wellington in Gurw. Disp.

IV. 565 I have been on the pursuit, or rather chace of

Soult out of Portugal.

d. In Naval warfare : The pursuit of a ship.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 3 Wee gave chase to a Turkish

Pirat, after halfe a dayes chase, we gave him over. 1669

Sturmy Mariners Atag. 1. L 18 With a Man of War in

Chase. Ibid. 19 We have a steam-Chase, but we shall be up

with her presently. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s. v., A
Stern Chase is when the Chaser follows the Chased a-stern,

directly upon the same Point ofthe Compass. 1769 Falconer

Diet. Atarine (1789) M, The admiral displayed the signal for

a general chace. 1836 Marryat Atidsh. Easy xxx, This will

be a long chase ; a stern chase always is.

e. Phrases : In chase is said both of the chaser

and of the chased, as to be in chase (of), have in

chase, hold in chase. To give chase (to) : to pursue,

t Fair chase, a fair field
;
\free chase, free scope,

' full fling '.
•

c 1400 Ywaine f, Can: 3250 Thai nc war fayn of that fair

chace. 1526 Skf.lton Magny/. 1346 Where he list, Foly

hath fre chace. 1573 G. Harvev Lctterbk. (1884) 143

CHASE.

Howbeit still all is ace, And there still a fayer chace. 1607

Topsell Four-/. Beasts 102 When a hart is in his chase,

he is greatly pained in his bowels. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. vi. 19

Spies of the Voices Held me in chace. 1632 Sanderson 12

Serm. 496 When w e have anything in chase. 1634 [see prec.

sense). 1649 Milton Eikon. Wks. 1738 L 419 What suttle

and unpeaceable designs he then had in chace. 1704 J.

Harris Lex. Techn., Brigantine, is a small light Vessel.,

and is either for Fighling or giving Chase. 1722 De Foe

Col. Jack 11840) 324 Two of the frigates gave us chase. 1797

Bewick Brit. Birds 1 1 847) I. 60 It gives chase to small birds

on the wing. 1823 Byron Island BL x. And now the two

canoes in chase divide . . To baffle the pursuit, a 1842 Ma-

caulay Armada, The tall Pinto till the noon had held her

close in chase.

2. The right of hunting over a tract of country

;

also, that of keeping beasts of the chase therein.

c 1460 Toimeley Alyst. 146 Thrughe alle sees and sandys

1 gyf the the *chace. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 38 A
man may have a chase in another man's ground as well as

his own. 1818 Cruise Digest III. 253 A chace is a franchise

or liberty of keeping certain kinds of wild animals within a

particular and known district.

3. A hunting-ground, a tract of unenclosed land

reserved for breeding and hunting wild animals ;

unenclosed park-land.

.1 1440 Str Degrev. 362 Have ye nat perkus and chas 1

What schuld ye do a this place. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xiv.

53 Thenne shallealle the hunters flee awaye fro the chasshe.

,539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 5 A chase .. for nounshyng,

generacion and feeding of beastes of venery. 1542 Brin klow

Compl. iv. (1874) 16 The inclosing of parkys, forestys, and

chasys. 1598 Makwood Latves Forest i. (1615) 24 In these

three things, a Forest doth differ from a Chase, that is to

say in particular Lawes, in particular Officers, and in cer-

taine Courts. 1679-88 Seer. Serf. AfoneyChas. f, 7<u (1851)

144 Edward Sawyer, keeper of Cranbum Chace, in Windsor

Forest. 1798 Malthus PopuL B vi. (1806) L 43= A part of

these domains consisted of parks and chaces. 1830 I. 0.

Strutt Sylva Brit. 28 It is almost the only forest in Eng-

land in the hands of a subject ; by whom, in strict language,

only a chase is tenable. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. III. xxi.

S43 Their wide enclosed parks, and unenclosed chaces

fig. 1849 De Quincey Eng. Mail Coach Wks. IV. 343

That ancient watery park, that pathless chase of ocean.

4. The object of pursuit ; the hunted animal.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 208 Fast after the chace he spedde.

1575 Turberv. Bk. Venerie iii. 7 And kill at force, hart,

hind . . and euery chace. 1677 N. Cox Centl. Recreat.,

Hunting (1706) 15 When Hounds .. find some Game or

Chase, we say They Challenge. 1681 Cotton Wond. 1'eake

6 For badgors, wolves and foxes. .Or for the yet less sort of

chaces. 1735 Someryille Chase 11. 178 The frighted Chase

leaves her late dear Abode*. 1822 Byron If crner i. 1 62, 1

have been full oft The chase of Fortune. 1884 Pall Mall

G. 5 Mar. 4/1 The intrepid little chase lay dead and mangled,

b. Naut. The ship chased.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xii. 56 The shortest

way to fetch vp your chase is the best. 1748 Smollett

Rod. Rand, xxix. It was almost dark when we came up

with the sternmost chace. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine

(1789) Chace, avessel pursued by some other. 1883 ( cntitry

Mag. XXV. 864 The chase opened fire on the Carolina.

5. Those who hunt, 'the hunt'.

1811 W. Spencer Poems 80 And all the chace rode on.

6. The chase-guns of a ship (cf. Bow-chase,

-CHA8KR8) ; the part of the ship where the chase-

ports are. Stem chase : the chase-guns in the

stem. j- . . -
1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 184 The vice-admirall

began with her chace to salute her with three or foure

pceccs of artillery, and so continued chasing her and gun-

ning at her. Ibid. 190 Doubllesse it is most proper for

shipiies to have short ordinance, except in the steme or

chase 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xn. 55 Her Bow

and chase so Gally-like contriued, should beare as many

Ordnances as. .she could. Ibid. xiii. 60 To glut her also

your full chase, your weather broadside. 1687 Lond. oat.

No. 2251/4 Whilst our Stern Chace so galled the rest a

Stern. 1748 Anson Voy. m viii. 501 The galeon returned

the fire with two of her stern-chace. 1795 Lond. Gaz.

3 Feb ,
Firing at each other their bow and stem chases.

7 Tennis. Applied to the second impact on the

floor (or in a gallery) of a ball which the opponent

has failed or declined to return ; the value of

which is determined by the nearness of the spot of

impact to the end wall. If the opponent, on sides

luing changed (sec quot. 1653), can ' better this

stroke (i. c. cause his ball to rebound nearer the

wall) he wins and scores it ; if not, it is scored by

the first player ; until it is so decided, the 1 chase

is a stroke in alieyance.

Since the distance of the place of impact from the wall is

the point of value, the common explanation in Dictionaries

is
' The place where the ball completes its first bound .

t=F chasse. It. caccia, Sp. caza, MDu. eaetse, from

ONF. cache, Du. kaats. Thence Du. kaatssfel l.e. chase-

play', tennis, whence Sc. Cachespel, and catch, each,

Catch sb. 5. The original meaning appeares to be drive ,

viz. the driving of the ball to such a point.]

c 1440 Prom*. Part: 68 Chace of tenys play, or obyr

Wkejistencia, obstaculum, oHculum. 1522 Skeiton Why
comeye 880 Marke me that chace In the Tennys play. 1532

More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 403/2 Tindall is a great marker,

there is nothing with him now but mark, mark, mark. It is

pitie that the man wer not made a marker of chases in

some tenis play. 1541 Sir T. Wyatt Defence 263/3 As a

man should judge a chace against him at the tennis, where-

with he were not all the best contented. is?« Florio Sec.

Frutes 25 Boye, marke that chace. B. It is marked, and

it is a great one [ = bad one). Ibid. I have two chaces.

T. The last was not a chace, but a losse. H. Why is it a

losse ? T. Because you stroke it at the second rebound.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 266 (1623) 72/2 All the Courts of
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France will be disturb'd With Chaces. 1653 Urquhart
Rabelais 1. lviii, After the two chases are made, he that was
in the upper end of the tennis-court goeth out, and the other

cometh in. 1696 Phillips, Chace . . also in the game of

Tenis, the fall of the Ball in such a certain part of the

Court, beyond which the opposite Party must strike the

Ball next time to gain that stroke. 1820 Itoyle's Games
Impr. 357 Marking the chaces.

8. dial. Haste, hurry.

1864 Atkinson Whitby Gloss, s.v. Chass, 'Tak your awn
time ower 't, there's nae chass about it.'

. 9. attrib. and Comb., as chase-fight (cf. 1 d)

;

chase-gun, ' such guns as are removed to the

chase-ports ahead or astern, if not pivot-guns

'

(Adm. Smyth) ; chase-halter, a large halter with

a long rein used for breaking colts ; chase-piece =
chase-gun ;

chase-ports (see quot. 1850); chase-

sight, ' where the sight is usually placed ' (Adm.

Smyth).
1708 Luttrf.ll Brief Rel. (1857) VI. 280 A "chase fight to

the northward till 7 at night. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab.
lxxxii, Raking "chase-guns through our sterns they send.

1704 J. Harris Lex. lectin., Chase guns, are such whose
Ports are either in the Head (and then they are used in

chasing of others) or in the Stern, which are_ only useful

when they are pursued or chased by any Ship or Ships.

1748 Anson Voy. 111. viii. (ed. 2) 501 He gave orders to fire

upon them with the chace-guns. 1607 Markham Caval. I.

(1617) 75 Tye him downe to the manger, and take off his

"chase halter. Ibid. 11. iii. 29 Hauing . . got a chase halter

made of strong Hempe, with the reine aboue three fadome
long at the least. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Forme
130 A watering snaffle, and then ouer it a strong soft chasse

halter. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xiii. 60 Giue
him a chase peece with your broad side. 1704 J. Harris
Lex. Techn. s. v. Duckup, When a shot is to be made by a
chase Piece. Ibid. s.v. Bulk heads, The Bulk-head afore .

.

in which are the " Chase Port, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale)

106 Chase-ports, the ports at the bows, or through the stern

of the ship. The former, .are called bow-chasers.

Chase (tj^s), *M [a. F. cMsse, in OF. chasce,

chasse, shrine of relics, setting of gems, casing,

case :—L. capsa ' repository, box, case ', f. cap-fre

to take, receive. (It is doubtful whether sense 2

belongs here ; cf. next, and L. capsus enclosure).]

1. The ' setting ' of a gem.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, La Saillie $ cabochon

dvne pierrepreUieuse taillee en bosse, the chase wherein a
precious stone is enclosed.

2. Printing. The quadrangular iron frame in

which the composed type for a page or sheet is

arranged in columns or pages, and ' locked up

'

by the quoins or wedges, so as to be placed in the

press.

1612 Sturtf.vaut Metallica (1854) 78 A Printing Presse

hath his seuerall parts, .as the screw, the nut, the pear-tree,

and the chase. 1656 Dugard Gate Lat. Unl. § 492. 143
The Compositor, .closeth them with chases, (lest they slip

out). 1833 J. Holland Mann/. Metals II. 207 The form
..properly arranged and confined by quoins or wedges
within an iron frame, denominated a chase.

Chase ;.tJSs) to.3 [a. F. chas, orig. ' enclosure,

enclosed place', needle-eye, etc. ( = It. casso):—

late L. capsum, thorax, hollow of the chest, ' locus

conclusus' ; a parallel form to L. capsa, capsus,

{. capcre to take, receive, contain.] General sense :

A lengthened hollow, groove, or furrow.

f 1. The hollow furrow or ' gutter ' on a cross-

bow wherein the arrow lies. 06s.

1611 Cotgr., Coulisse d'un arbaleste, the hollow furrow

wherein the arrow lyes ; we call it, the gutter, or chace (of a

crosse-bow).

2. The cavity of a gun barrel ; the part of a gun

which contains the bore ; the part in front of the

trunnions (or, sometimes, between the trunnions

and the swell of the muzzle).

1647 Nye Gunnery 1. 47 Every Gunner ought to try his

Piece, whether it be not wider in the mouth than the rest

of the chase. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s.v. Ordnance,

The whole Cavity or Bore of the Piece is called her Chase.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) I iij b, The chace com-

prehends the ogee nearest to the second reinforce-ring

;

the chace-girdle and astragal ; and the muzzle and astragal.

Ibid. Rriij b, The shot would, .roll out of the chace. 1859

F. Griffiths Artil. Man. Plate (1862) so. i860 Tennent
Story Guns (1864) 213. 1876 Daily Ncivs 20 Oct. 3/3 Ob-

tained by elongating the chase or barrel of the gun.

3. A groove made to receive something which lies

within or passes through it : e. g. a. A groove cut

in the face of a wall, to receive a pipe, etc. b. A
trench cut for the reception of drain tiles. C. The
curved water-way in which a breast-wheel rotates,

so as to confine the water.

1871 Week's Ni-ius 7 Jan. 5 It would be quite practicable

to carry the pipes up in a chase by the side of the kitchen

flue, and to place the cistern near the chimney stack.

4. a. Carpentry. ' A score cut lengthwise for a

tenon to be fixed in, as the tenon at the heels of

pillars, etc' (Weale Rudim. Navig. 106.)

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 311 These joints should
be chased or indented, and such chases filled with lead.

c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 144 A large pillar . . with its

. . end tenoned into a chase.

b. Shipbuilding. A kind of joint by which the

overlapping joint of clinker-built boats gradually

passes at the stem and stern into a flush joint as

in carvel-built boats ; this is done by taking a

Vol. II.

gradually-deepening rabbet out of each edge at the

lands.

5. See quot.

1794 J. Clark Agric. Snrv. Here/. 40 Chase, a stone
trough used in cider-making, into which apples arc thrown,
and then crushed by a stone drawn by a horse into a kind
of paste, provincially must.

6. Comb., as chase-hooped a., (of a gun) having
the chase strengthened by hoops ; so chase-hoop-
ing ; chase-mortiee (from 4), ' a long mortise

cut lengthwise in one of a pair of parallel timbers,

for the insertion of one end of a transverse timber

by making the latter revolve round a centre at the

other end, which is fixed in the other parallel

timber' (Gwilt).
1886 Pall Mall G. 8 Sept. 6/2 The other 43-ton guns were

to be "chase-hooped. 1888 Ibid. 1 June 4/2 Alterations of

designs, modifications of tests, "chase-hooping. 1833 J.

Holland Mann/. Metals II. 251 On the top of these crank
shafts are moving crank heads, with a 'chase mortice in

each.

Chase, chace (t|£'s), f. 1 Forms: 4 chace-n,
chaci, chacy, chasce-n, 4-5 chass(e, (5 chas,

chasy, schase, 6 Sc. chaiss\ 4-9 chace, 4-
ehase. [ME. a. OF. chacie-r, later chascie-r,

chasse-r, in nth c. cater (ONF. cachet; Pr. cassar,

Sp. cazar, Pg. cacar, It. cacciare) :—late L. *capti-

dre, used instead of capture (freq. of capcre to take)

to seize, catch, in late L. also 'to chase, hunt' :

see Du Cange. The ONF. form cachcr, gave

Catch, which had at first both the senses ' chase
'

and ' catch,' but was at length differentiated, and
confined to the latter.]

I. To pursue with a view to catching.

1. trans. To pursue for prey or sport ; to hunt.

C1314 Guy Wanv. (A.) 1206 pe hert to chacen and be

hinde. £1320 Sir Tristr. 2741 IVistrem on huntinge rade,

An hert chaci bigan. c 1440 Ipomydon 64 In wodde to chase

the wild dere. 1596 Spenser F.Q. i. v. 37 That wont in

charet chace the foming bore. 160X Holland Pliny I. 126

The practise of hunting, chasing and taming Elephants.

1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty v. 24 Cats will risk the losing

of their prey, to chase it over again. 1795 SoUTHEV Joan
ofArc v. 464 Where I have .. Chaced the gay butterfly

from flower to flower. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 406 For here

we met. .To chase, .the hart with golden horns.

A-
1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. iii. 128 To rowze his Wrongs and

chase them to the bay. 1596 — Merck. V. 11. vi. 13 All

things that are, Are with more spirit chased than enjoy'd.

1784 Burns Green grenv the Rashes, The war'ly race may
riches chase. 1847 Tennyson Princ. 11. 386 Do 1 chase The
substance or the shadow ?

fc. intr. {absol.) To hunt, go hunting. Obs.

c 1320 Sir Beues 194 pat erl swor. .In bat forest he wolde

chace, pat bor to take, c 1400 Maundev. vi. 64 Thei .

.

chacen aftre Hestes, to eten hem. i486 St. St. A tbans

Evjb, Iff youre houndis chase at hert or at haarc. 1525

Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xxvii. 78 On a day he chased in

the wodes.

2. To pursue (a flying enemy).
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 16 Right vnto Donkastre

be Danes gan him chace. £-1400 Ywaine # Gaw. 1008

Yowr lord fled out Qf the place, And the tother gan hym
chace Heder into his awyn halde. 1535 Coverdale Prov.

xxviii. r The vngodly flyeth no man chasynge him. 1839

Thirlwall Greece V. 19 His appearance .. put them to

flight, and he chased them back to Olynthus with a loss of

eighty men. 1886 Manch. Exam. 7 Jan. 5/2 A large crowd
. .chased the process-server and attacked the police.

b. esp. To pursue (a ship) at sea.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xii. 56 In giuing chase

or chasing, or to escape being chased, there is required an
infinite iudgement. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I. to. 174 We
saw a small white Island which we chased, supposing it had
been a Sail. 1727 Swift Gulliver m. i. 178 We were chased

by two pirates, who soon overtook us. 1788 Franklin
A utobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 224 We were several times chased

in our passage. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xiii. 42 The
boats were constantly out, chasing the vessels along shore.

•f C. fig. To persecute, harass. Obs.

1340 Hampolf. Pr. Consc. 6704 pe strenthe of hungre sal

bam swa chace pat pair awen flesshe bar sal of-race. c 1386

Chaucer Pers. T. P452 Preyeth for hem. .that yow chacen

and pursewen. ?ri46o Belle Dame 287 in Pol. Rel. # L.

Poems (1866) 61 But fervent love too sore me hath y-chaced.

1596 B. Griffin Fidessa xxix, Griefs, chase this earth, that

it may fade with anguish. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. v. 1. 217

Though Fortune, visible an Enemie, Should chase vs.

d. intr. or absol. (Former const, after.)

1375 Barbour Bruce m 53 He. .styntyt swagat the chas-

saris, That nane durst owt off" batall chass. c 1450 Erie

Tolous 446 Aftur hym yorne they chaste. 1611 Bible

1 Sam. xvii. 53 The children of Israel returned from

chasing after the Philistines. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. iv. (ed. 2)

52 We let our reefs and chased with the squadron. 1808

Scott Mann. VI. xv, ' Horse ! horse 1
' the Douglas cried,

' and chase !
' 1842 Tennyson Captain 33 ' Chase,' he said :

the ship flew forward.

3. trans. To pursue or run after in play.

1830 Tennyson Merman ii, And then we would wander

away, away . . Chasing each other merrily. 1858 Haw-
thorne Fr. % It. Jrtils. I. 202 Lovely shapes in marble .

.

chasing one another round the sides.

4:. fig. To call upon (a person) to fill up his

glass ; to push the bottle towards. Cf. Hunt.
1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. i, Why, when I fill this very

glass of wine, cannot I push the bottle to you, and say

' Fairford, you're chased ' ?

f 5. fig. To chase forth : to pursue (a narrative).

c 1386 Chaucer Clerkes T. 285 But shortly forth this
niatere for to chace. Ibid. 337 And shortly forth this tale
for to chace.

6. intr. To run with speed ; to hurry or rush

along. (Cf. Catch v. 2.) Still dial.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvii. 51 To a iustes in ihenisalem
he chaced awey faste. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10436 pen
Achilles come chaseand with a choise wepyn. 1506 Spen-
ser F. Q. iv. iv. 29 Now chacing to and fro, Now hurtling

round advantage for to take.

II. To cause to move off or depart precipitately.

7. trans. To drive forcibly and precipitately

from, cut of, to, into, etc. (a place or position).

a 1300 Cursor M. 3766 pis esau wit his manace Oute o be
land did iacob chace. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 8003 pai

salle be chaced ogayne pair Wille Tylle alle manere of thing

bat cs ille. 1380 Wyclif ll'ks. 118801 237 Distroie synne &
chasse it out of londe. c 1386 Chaucer Man Laves T. 268

Chaced from oure heritage. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 113 As the smoke chaseth men out of theyr owne
hous. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. iv. 134 Loue hath chas'd

sleepe from my enthralled eyes. 1636 E. Dacres tr.

Machiavefs Disc. Livy 1. 191 The Principal men of the

Citie being chac't out of Florence. 1661 Kramhall Just
I 'ind, ii. 1 1 They have . . separated us & chased us from
their communion. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 112 A.. method of

chacing from the earth one of its bitterest maladies. 1848

MaCAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 207 They had repeatedly chased
him into banishment.

b. with advbs. away, forth, out, about, etc.

1340 Hampole Pr. Const. 4316 He sal. .chace be wyndes
about and be ayre. 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 955 pe obre._.

chacyeb for)? Olyuere. 1393 GoWBR Cox/, III. 94 Than is

it chased sore about, Till it to fire and leit be falle. e 1400
Maundev. Pro!. (1839) 3T0. -chacen out alle the mysbeleev-

ynge men. c 1450 Crt. 0/ Love iv, Of ignoraunce the mist

to chase away. 1513 Douglas sEneis x. v. 104 Vpspryngis

the brycht day, Chasand the cloudis of the nycht away.

1526 Pilgr. Perf.ON' de W. 1531) 203 Theyr hope, .chaceth

awaye all euyll feares. 1715-20 Pope Iliad XVI. 61 Thy
mere image [shall] chace her foes away.

8. To put to flight, scatter in flight, rout ; to

dispel— chase away in 7 b. Obs. or arch.

C 1300 A'. Alts. 1754 Y scbal Wynne the maistrie Of Darie,

and him so chase. And his men. a 1340 HamPOLK Psalter

Prol., pe sange of psalmes chases fendis. 1398 Trevisa
Darth. De P. R. XVI. xxviii. (1495' 562 Crisolitus .. ferith

fendes and chasseth them. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 39 The
Danes were chased, and the Knglishe men had the victory.

1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 67 Their rising sences Begin to chace

the ignorant fumes that mantle Their cleerer reason. 1705

Pope Ep. Miss Blount 37 Marriage may all those petty

Tyrants chase. 1792 S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. 11. 9 Whose
constant vigils chase the chilling damp. 1805 Scott Last
Miustr. 11. xvii, To chase the spirits that love the night.

+ 9. To clear (a place) of (its inhabitants, etc.,

by driving them out). Obs. rare— 1
.

i6s5-6o Stanley Hist. Philos. (17011 118/2 The Lace-

demonians, .chasing Scilluns of the Eleans, built a Town

flO. To drive (cattle, etc.). Obs.

c 1400 MaUMDEV, 249 Thei beren . . a lytille Whippe in

hire Hondes, for to chacen with hire Hors. [c 1440 Promp
Parv. 58 Chasyn or drvye furbe [1499 catchyn or dryue

forth bestis], mmo.\ 1620 J. Wilkinson Courts Baron 147

If any Tenant, .bring cattell from his other farme unto his

farme within this Manor . . this is called chasing and re-

chasing. 1670 Blount Lam Diet., Chase. . a driving Cattle

to or from any place ; as to chase a Distress to a Fortlet.

1863 Atkinson Danby I'roviuc, ' Chassin' tharro's
',
driving

the horses which are drawing the harrows.

Chase (tp's), v.- [App. short for ENCHASE

;

French has enchasscr, but no chasser.']

1. trans. To adorn (metal, plate, etc.) with work

embossed or engraved in relief; to engrave a

surface. See also Chased ppl. a.2

1438 [see Chased ppl. a.! l 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr.

Tong, Enchasscr en or, to chace in gold. 1862 A thcimum

30 Aug. 277 The great golden statues may have been cut

up into rings, and chased by Woeiriot of Lorraine. 1879

H. Phillips Addit. Notes Coins 3 This medal appears to

have been chased by hand and not to have been struck from

a die. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. C. 191 Sometimes

a pole which has been lying by . . is found to be curiously

chased, as it were, all over the surface under the loose bark

by creeping things. 1885 Manch. Exam. 5 June 8/6 Ap-

paratus . . for chasing, glazing, and embossing cloth.

2. To set 7vith (gems, etc.).

1536-40 Pilgrim's T. 330 in Thynne's Animadv. (1865)

App. i. 86 Most rychestly chast with margarites euery dell.

b. To 'set' (a gem, etc.) in. (See Enchase.)

Also fig.
rare.

1859 Tennyson Enid 1047 And close beneath, a meadow

gemlike chased In the brown wild, and mowers mowing in it.

Chase, v.* U- Chase si.S] To groove, indent.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 311 These joints should

be chased or indented, and such chases filled with lead.

c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 106 Chased about into the

callings.

Chase, obs. pa. t. of Choose.

Chaseable, chasable (tPWfflrt), a. [f.

Chase v.1 + -able.] Fit to be chased or hunted.

i»3 Gower Conf. II. 169 Inough Of bestes, which ben

chaceable 1575 Turberv. Venerie 100 The next yeare he

is called a Sanglier Chaseable. 1859 Sala Tvj. round

Clock 373 Of all things huntable, chaseable, rundownable.

Chased (tf?st), ppl. o. 1 [f. Chase v.i + -ed.]

Hunted, pursued, driven away.

1393 Gower Conf. III. 268 Like to the chaced wilde bore.

1557 Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 171 The chased dere hath soile,

To coole him in his het. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638)

207 The King . . furiously pursued the chased Turks. 1761

38

*
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Frances Sheridan Sidney Bidulph U777) IV. 323 My little

chased fawn.

Chased (tp'st),///. a.- Also 5 Sc. cassit. [f.

Chase v.- + -D.J Of plate, etc. : Ornamented
with embossed work, engraved in relief.

1438 E. E. Wills (1882) noAcuppe. .chased with Rosys.

1454 Ibid. 133 A stondyng cuppe gilde, with chased werk.

1488 in Ld. Treasurer's Acc. Scott. I. 85 A cassit collere

of gold made like suannis set in gold. 1600 Holland /. /

xxxvii. xlvi. 972 Many vessels engraved and chased [cxlnta].

1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. * Leg. Art (1850) 80 The carved
and chased covers of old books. 1874 Boutell Anns <y

Attn. ix. 164 Shields . . constructed of chased metal.

Chased ///. a. 3 : see Chase v.">

Chasee nonce-wd. [f. Chase pj + -ee.]

One who is chased.
1886 Sir F. H. Doyle Remin. 150 As soon as the chasee

had taken up his station, .behind a tree.

Chasee (Wydif Ex. xxx. 24): see Cassia.
Chaselette: cf. Chaflet (for which this is

app. either a scribal error or misunderstanding).

c 1420 Auturs o/Arth. xxxviii, King Arthur schayer was
sette O-boue in his chaselette.

Chaser 1 (tj^-sai). In 3 chasur, 4 chasour,
chassar. [a. OF, chaceiir, chaceour (mod. F.

chasseur), agent-noun f. chasser to Chase v.^~\

1. One who chases or hunts ; a hunter of.

1470 85 Malory Arthurwu. i, As king Meliodas rode on
hunting, for he was a great chaser. 1686 Voy. East Tar-
tary in Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 187 The poor Creatures tired

with the violence of their Coursing, came and fell down at

the Feet of their Chasers. 1704 Pope Windsor For. 81 At
once the chaser and at once the prey. 1856 Bryant
Catterskill Falls xiii, There pass the chasers of seal and
whale.

t b. A horse for the chase, a hunter (obs.). C. A
horse trained for steeple-chasing.
a 1300 Signs be/. Judgm. noin E. E. P. (1862) 10 Palfrei,

chasur, no no stede. c 1314 Guy Wartv. (A) 3210 At his in

he tok a chasour. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1. lii. (1730) 00
The Relief ofan Earl, 8 horses. .4chasers, 1 Palfray, bridled
and sadled. 1884 /. ' Sporting Dram. Neivs 16 Feb.

563/3 A famous trainer and rider of chasers.

2. One who pursues (esp. with hostile intent .

1375 Barboi r Bruce VL 439 The chassaris . . ourtuk sum
at the last. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. iii. 40 Then beganne A
stop i'th'Chaser; a Ketyre. c 16x1 Chapman Iliad xxil.

167 He in chase the chaser cannot fly. 1822 De Quincev
Wks. V. 118 My chasers, that pursued when no man fled.

3. Naut. a. A ship which chases another, b. A
Chase-gun : see Bow-chaser, Stern-chaser.
1794 Rigging ($• Seamanship II. 337 Were the ship chased

as good a sailer as the chaser. 1804 Naval Chron. XII.
71 Firing our bow-chasers. 1822 Scott Pirate viii, We
mounted ten guns, besides chasers.

4. nonce-use. = Chassel'H 3.

1865 Cari.yle Fredk. Gt. IX. xx. xii. 224 Fie dismissed
the Guard sent for him ; would have nothing there but six

chasers {jager).

Chaser 2 (tpi'saa). [f. Chase v. 2 + -er.]

1. One who chases or engraves metal.

1707 Earl Bindon in Lond. Gaz. No. 4339/3 Engravers,
Carvers, Chacers. i76a-7i H. Walpole / ertue's Anecd.
Paint. 1 1786) I. 153 Lnamellers and chasers of plate. 1871
Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 371 Machinery has invaded
even the art of the chaser.

2. A tool used for cutting the threads of screws.
1881 Hasluck Lathe Work 46 The screw thread is origin-

ated by hand with the chaser.

3. Metall. One of the edge-wheels which re-

volves in a trough, to grind substances to powder.
Cha ser Sc. 1 A ram that has only one

testicle' (Jam.).
1818 Hogg Brownie 0/Bodsb. 1 1. 26 (Jam.i When selling

my eild ewes and chasers.

Chase-work,^'- Obs. Chased work (Chased-).
1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2230/4 A Tankards Chace-work.

Chasing (tf^-sin,), vbl. sbA [f. Chase pJ]
1. Pursuing, hunting, etc.

1375 Barbour Bruce vn. 83 With his men..That lilill

sped in thair ehassing. r 1440 Promp. Parv. 68 Chacynge
awey,/ugacio. 1808 Scott Y. Lochinvar There was racing,
and chasing, on Cannobie Lee. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown,
The house was filled with constant chasings.

b. attrib. or Comb., as f chasing spear\ staff.

? ai^ooMorte Arth. 1823 With a chasynge [/r/«/Wchas-
ynye] spere he choppes doune many. 1601 Holland Pliny
1 1. 464 The chasing staues and bore-speares were of siluer.

1768 A nn. Reg. 49/2 Charging the boar with his chacing staff.

2. Short for Steeplk-chasing.
1886 Pall Mall G. 8 Sept. 9/2 He. .was a constant parti-

cipator in both racing and chasing.

3. Mining. (See quot.)
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Chacing, following a vein

by its range or direction.

4. Dancing. Chasse.
1775 Sheridan Rivals in. iv, My balancing, and chasing.

0. Workmen's slang*
1884 Rak Cont. Socialism 361 This is shown .. in their

prohibition of ' chasing ' . . 1. e. of a workman exceeding a
given average standard of production.

Chasing (tpi-sin), vbl. sb* [f. Chase v.2]
1. The action or art of embossing or engraving

in relief; also attrib., as in chasing-chisel, -hammer.
1835 Marryat Olla Podr, xxiv, They are very clever in

chasing of metals. 1846 Ellis Elgin Afarb. I. 110 Chasing,
or the art of working forms on hammered or hollowed out
lates of metal. 1883 Eng. Illust. Mag. Nov. 89/2 Chasing
ad degenerated into a poor kind of diaper work.

b. concr. The figures or design chased on metal,
etc. Also trans/.
1861 A thenaeum 30 Aug. 277 The Vase . . has, in its general

form and chasings, signs of exquisite taste, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 23 The little wavelets run and climb and cross each
other, and thus form a lovely chasing.

2. (See quot.)
1881 Metal World Ho. 2. 23/3 In bronze work the casting

process presents the chief difficulty . . Next in importance
comes the ' chasing a final operation, which consists in
polishing and in the removal of any small surface inequali-
ties or imperfections, in order that the cast may bear a per-
feet resemblance to the model.

3. The cutting of a screw. Hence chasing-lathe,

a screw-cutting lathe.
1881 Hasluck Lathe Work 46 During the process ofchas-

ing it, the thread is always cut deeper at the end.

Chasing tpsin), a. [f. Chase v.* +
-INO 2.] Pursuing, following, driving.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 1. 18 It blows a brave

; chaseing Gale of Wind. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. iv. Wks.
(1851) 166 [He] return'd fiercely upon the chaseing Enemy.
Chasm (kx*z'm). Also 6-7 chasma, 7 chasme.

[ad. L. chasma, a. Gr. x^aM° yawning hollow.
The Gr.-L. form chasma was used for some time
unchanged.]

1 1. A yawning or gaping, as of the sea, or of
1 the earth in an earthquake. Obs.

1596 Fitz-geffhay Sir F. Drake (1881) 31 Earth-gaping
Chasma's, that mishap aboades. a 1619 Kotiiehbyv4M^;//.
n. ii. § 1 That gaping Chasma, and insatiable gulfe of the
Soules appetite. 165* French Yorksh. Spa ii. 31 Chasmes,
and gapings of the Sea. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law 91 Earth-
quakes, Chasmaes, and Voragoes were at his command.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 331/1 Earthquakes,
Chasma's, and the like.

1 2. An alleged meteoric phenomenon, supposed
to be a rending ofthe firmament or vault of heaven.
[So in Latin.] Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 17 The firmament also is seene to

|

chinke and open, and this they name Chasma. 1686 Goad
Cetest. Bodies 1. i. 1 Halo's, Rainbows, Parelia, Parase-
lene, Chasms. 1741 Snort in Phil. Trans. XLI. 630 A
list of all the Chasms or Burnings in the Heavens, recorded
in our Annals.

3. A large and deep rent, cleft, or fissure in the
surface of the earth or other cosmical body. In
later times extended to a fissure or gap, not referred

to the earth as a whole, e.g. in a mountain, rock,

;

glacier, between two precipices, etc.

a 1636 Fitz-geffray Bless. Birtkd. (1881) 147 Thus is th'
1 Abyssus fild, the Chasma clos'd. 1622 62 Heylin Cosmogr.

Introd. (1682) 23 The open chinks or Chasmaes of the Earth,
j

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth in. g 1. 134 This Effort
I

I

..m some Earthquakes, .tears the Earth, making Cracks
or Chasmes in it some Miles in length. 1704 J. Harris Z.«\
Techn. s. v., The Water of this vast Abyss . . doth commu-
nicate with that of the Ocean by means of certain Holes,
Hiatus's or Chasms, passing betwixt it and the Bottom of
the Ocean. 1&40

C

arlvle Heroes 1. (1858) 196 Iceland, .with
its. .horrid volcanic chasms, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. $ 7. j

.

An arch of snow .. may span a chasm one hundred feet in
depth. 1876 Huxley Physiogr. 135 The Colorado River.,
flows . . at the bottom of a profound chasm.

4. A deep gap or breach in any structure ; a
wide crack, cleft, or fissure. Also fig.
16*6 W. Sclater Expos. 3 Thess. (1629) 26 Heauen it

selfe, and the great Chasma betwixt it and vs. 1671 Wil-
kins Nat. Relig. 107 So many chasmes or breaches must
there be in the Divine Nature. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav.
(1760) III. 356 The amphitheatre of Verona . . has no holes
or chasms in the wall. 1759 tr- Pxhamel's Husb. 1. v. (1762)
11 An infinite number of small chasms between them, into

which the roots may jjlide. 1815 Scott Guy M. iv, This
part of the castle, .exhibited a great chasm, through which
Mannering could observe the sea.

6. fig. A break marking a divergence, or a wide
and profound difference of character or position, a
breach of relations, feelings, interests, etc.

1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 99 Where then is that
Chasma, that great Gulf of difference? 1660 II. More
Myst. Godt. 1. iv. 9 That great Chasma betwixt God and
Matter will be as wide as before. 1845 S. Austin tr. Ranke's
Hist. Re/. II. 203 The two hierarchies, the spiritual and
the temporal . . were now separated by a deep and wide
chasm. 1866 I.iddon Bampt. Led. i. (1875) 25 If Christ be
not truly man, the chasm which parted earth and heaven
hxs not been bridged over. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Li/e x.

v. 390 A gulf, .almost like the chasm of death.

Q. fig. A break or void affecting the continuity

of anything, as of a chain of facts, a narrative,

period of time, etc. ; an intervening blank, hiatus,

break, interval.

1654 R- Whitlock Zootomia 216 Authors with many
Plurima Desunts, many Chasmes and vacancys. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. 137 It is carried down from the begin-
ning of Time, .without any chasma or interval. 1704 Swift
T. Tub Author's Apol., In the author's original Copy there
were not so many Chasms as appear in the book. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 519 p 7 The whole chasm of nature,

[

from a plant to a man, is filled up with divers kinds of
creatures. 176^-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anted, Paint.
(1786) I. 189 The fables with which our own writers have
replenished the chasms in our history. 1843 Carlyle Past
<y Pr. (1858) 109 The chasm of Seven Centuries. 1869 J\
Martineau Ess. II. 52 There is an historical chasm mani-
fest in their modes of thinking.

7. A vacant place affecting the completeness of

anything ; a void, blank, gap.
1759 tr. Dnhamel's Husb. n. (1762) 125 Some chasms

occasioned by our not having kept the drill in a parallel

direction. 1838 Macaulay Let. in Trevelyan Li/e (1876)
II. 2 The chasm Tom's departure has made. 1855— Hist.
Eng. III. 580 Recruits were sent to fill the chasms which
pestilence had made in the English ranks.

Chasma! (kce zmal), a. [f. prec. + -al.] Of
the nature of or belonging to a chasm.
1871 Howells Wedd. Joum. ix, Any commanding point

was sufficiently chasmal and precipitous. 1882 Harper's
Mag. Feb. 3^1 A chasmal difference exists between Orlean-
ists, Legitimists, Bonapartists, and the Opportunist Govern-
ment.

I Chasma'tical, a. Obs.-° [f. Gr. xa<Jpw-
o>, f. xftnriaT - stem of x^/"* + -al.] = Chasmal

;

' pertaining to a chasm, which is the gaping or
opening of the earth or firmament * (Blount Glossogr.

1656), 1721-61 in Bailey. 1775 in Ash.

Ch.asm.ed (kre-z'md),///. a. [f. Chasm + -ed.]

Having chasms ; cleft into chasms.
1796 Ess. Soc. Gentlem. Exeter 54a (T.) Yon chasmed

hill.. Cleft by an elemental shock. 1849 J. Grant Mem.
Kirkaldp Gr. xxiii. 268 Jagged here and there by chasmed
cliffs of impending rocks. 1880 Miss Bird Japan II. 148
Mountains . . chasmed, caverned, and dark with timber.

t Cha'sment. Obs. rare- 1
, =Chasm.

1654 L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 124 A terrible fire upon
London-Bridge, .whereof the still extant gap and chasment
is a visible demonstration.

Chasmy (kxzmi;, a. [f. Chasm + -y '.]

1. Abounding with chasms ; full of breaks.

*797 Monthly A/ag.lV . 334 A strange, incongruous, chasmy
compilation. 1866 Carlyle Remin. (1881) II. 146 A strange
high-lying chasmy place.

2. Of the nature of or like a chasm.
1793 Wordsw. Descr. Sk. 249 They cross the chasmy tor-

rent s foam-lit bed. 1876 Mrs. Whitney Sights 4- Ins. xxv.
248 The passage plunged again into a chasmy shaft.

3. Void, abyssal.

1855 Bailey Mystic; Who pours.. from ample urn, The
first effusion into chasmy space.

Chasoun, var. Cheson, Obs.
}
reason.

Chasour, obs. form of Chaser.
Chass e, obs. form of Chase v.

Chassagne. A kind of Burgundy wine.

Chasse 1 (Jas). [F. cMsse :—L. capsa Case :

see also Chase sb. 2] A shrine or case for the

relics of a saint.

1670 Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) I. 35 In this church are
to be seen relicks of S. Alary Magdalen .. her body in a
gilt chasse. 1865 Reader 18 Mar. 219/1 A . . fine chasse of
Limoges enamel of the middle of the thirteenth century.

II Cnasse 2 (Jas). [Fr.; short for chasse-cafS, lit.

1 chase-coffee, coffee-chaser*, f. chasse-r to Chase,
drive away, (Now called in Fr. pousse-caf A
draught or potion of some spirituous liquor, taken

ostensibly to remove the taste of coffee, tobacco,

or the like. The full Chasse-cafe is now less

used.
1800 Mar. Edgworth Belinda iii. {1857) 45 She ordered

coffee, and afterward chasse-cafe". 1841 L. Hunt Seer (1864)

25 For the digester itself ts digested by a liqueur, .called a
chasse-ta/t (coffee-chaser). 1857 Lawrence Guy Liv. vii, So
one glass of cognac neat, as a chasse (to more things than
600a claret 1. 1866 Sala Barl'ary xv. 298 Tourists. . who
reakfast in the Valley are in the habit of. .' potting' the

monkeys by way of a chasse-io//. 1871 M. Collins Mrq.
<y Merck. I. vL 205 The coffee and chasse followed. 1887
Pall Mall G. 7 Feb. 3/2.

So
||
Chasse, pa. pple. [Fr.] Treated, or having

the taste disguised, with a chas?e.
1840 Lever //. Lorreqner (Hoppe), Tea or coffee? there's

the rum if you like it ' chasse '.

II Chass6 ($ase)
t
sb. Dancing. [Fr. ; lit. ' chasing,

chase \] A gliding step, in a quadrille and other

dances, executed by bringing one foot behind the

other while this is at the same time advanced,

much as in bringing oneself into step in walking

;

also, the name of a figured step, containing two of

these, the direction for which is chassez croisez.

1867 Miss Broughton Cometh upas Ft. lHoppe> Who
makes her steps and chasscs, as the world chasse'd in the

days when she was Miss Morton Harris. 1880 Ball-room
Compan. \ Routledge* 22 (Quadrille) Steps are gone quite out
of fashion : even the chass/ has been given up for some time
past. Ibid. 74 ( Valse a deux temps) The step contains two
movements, a glissatlc and a chassez.

II Chasse, v. Also chassez, chassey. [parts

of the F. verb chasser (in same sense), esp. the

imperative chassez as a direction.]

1. Dancing. To execute the step or movement
called a chassJ.

1803 Petit, agst. Tractorising Trumpery 14 And made
them rigadoon and chasse'e. >8a6 Disraeli Viv. Grey (1868)

364 A husband chassezing forward to murder his wife. 1865

Sat. Rev. 11 Nov. 614 Lighting upon one toe at the Twick-
enham letter-office, turning on it while exchanging bags
and chasseing back to town. 1880 Ball-room Compan.
i Routledgei 74 Pass left foot behind right, and chassez

forward with it. 1884 Harper's Mag. Feb. 406/1 She pir-

ouetted and chasseyed at the changes of the tune.

2. trans. To dismiss. (Society slang.)

1847 Thackeray Lords <y Liv. 111, He was chassid on the

spot. 1868 Yates Rock Ahead (Hoppe) If indeed the turf

were not abandoned, and the ' confederate ' chasse'd.

II
Chasselas

(
Jas^la). [Fr. : named from a

village near Macon.] A variety of white grape.

1664 Evelyn A'at. Hort. (1729) 220 The Chasselas, and
other Grapes. 1755 in Johnson ; and in subsequent Diets.i:
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II
Chasse-maree (

Jasimar,?). [Fr. m chase-tide,

that which chases the tide : cf. Cashmabie, which

shows another of the French senses.] A coasting-

vessel, generally lugger-rigged, used on the French

side of the Channel.
1801 Hist. Europe in Ann. Keg.^/i From Chasse Mare'es

laden with salt. 1841 Marryat Poacher xxviii. l86z An-
sted Channel Isl. 1. t. (ed. 2) 17 The subjoined cut represents

the Chasse maree.

II
Chassepot (

Ja'spfl). [From the name of the

inventor.] The type of breech-loading, centre-fire

needle-gun adopted as the rifle of the French army

in 1866.
1869 Pall Mall G. 21 Aug. 13 He lies with his shoulder

shattered by a chassepot. 1870 Disraeli Lothair lx, A
brigade of French infantry armed with chassepots.

Chassery. (See quot.)

1715 Kersey, Chassery or Besidery Sandry, a Pear that

ripens in November and December. So in Bailey, Ash, etc.

II Chasseur (Jas<?r). [Fr. chasseur hunter:—

OF. chaceor, -eiir (It. cacciatore) :—late L. type

capiidlor-em : see Chase v.]

1. A huntsman ; a hunter.

1796 Scott The Chase Pref. note, Once, as a benighted

Chasseur heard this infernal chase pass by. 1880 Ouida
Moths I. 154 Chasseurs in green and gold beat its woods.

2. A soldier equipped and trained for rapid move-

ment; in the French army the designation of a

body forming the elite of a battalion ; later of a

particular type of infantry and cavalry.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 754 Another small corps of

chasseurs. 1796 Stedman Surinam I. iv. 78 note, A corps

of European chasseurs, or rifle-men . . after the manner of

the light infantry in England. 1822 Byron Juan vra.

xxxvii, He found a number of Chasseurs. 1848 W. H.
Kelly tr. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. I. 225 The vanguard was
composed of chasseurs of the line, hussars, and lancers.

3. An attendant upon a person of rank or wealth,

dressed in a military style. Cf. Ger. Jdger.
18.. W. Irving (Webster) The great chasseur who had

announced her arrival. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. 468

A servant in chasseur's livery entered.

||
Chassie (Jasf). Obs. [Fr. ; in OF. chacie : see

Littre.] (.See quot.)
1742-1800 Bailey, Chassie, Blear-eyedness, or the Gum of

the Eyes. 1775 Ash, Chassie (not much used).

II Chassis (Jcrsi). [F. chassis frame, app. f.

chas, late L. capsum, -us, 'locus inclusus'; the

suffix belongs to L. type -ictus, It. -iccio, Sp. -izo.

Hence shashes, shasses, now sashes : see Sash ;

also Sc. Chess window-frame.]

+ 1. A wooden frame-work that can be fitted

with paper, linen, glass, etc. ; a window-frame ; a

Sash. Obs.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 224 Open all the Windows
from ten in the Morning till three in the Afternoon : Then
closing the Double-sheets, (or Chasses rather) continue a
gentle Heat. 1693 — De la Quint. Cotnpl. Card. 5 These
Windows should also be fitted within side of the House, with

Chassis of doubled Paper, that is, by glewing the Sheets on

both sides of the Frame ; and without this, another Chassis

of Glass, a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais ill. li. 414 Chassis

or Paper-Windows. 171: Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III.

15 The tumid bladder bounds at every kick, bursts the with-

standing casements, the chassys, lanterns, and all the brittle

vitrious ware.

2. The base-frame, forming the lower part of

the carriage of a barbette or casemate gun, on

which it can be slid backward and forward.

1869 Times 18 Jan., In all firing the chassis rails should be

well sanded.

t Chassoygnet. Obs. rare (See quot.)

1477 Caxton Dictes 149 A tre named chassoygnet, 011

whyche tre ther ben many thynges sharp and pryckyng.

.

and yet neuerthelesse that tre bringeth forth good dates.

t Chast, sb. Obs. rare l
. Pern, only a bad form

of chest ; but possibly repr. F. chasse case, con-

fused with chest. Cf. arrow-case = quiver.

1481-90 Howard Honseh. Bks. 272 A chast with arowes.

Chast, obs. form of Chest.

f Chast, sb. Sc. Obs. rare- 1
. Chastity.

1719 Lady Wardlaw Hardy Knute ii. 6 His Dame sae

peerless anis and fair For Chast and Beauty deemed.

Chastaine, -ayne, var. of Chesteine, Obs.

Chaste (tp'st), a. Forms : 3-8 chast, 4 schast,

4-6 chest, 5 chaast(e, 6 cheste, ehaist. 3-

chaste. [a. OF. chaste (13th c. in Littre), semi-

popular ad. L. cast-us, casta morally pure, chaste,

holy.]

1. Pure from unlawful sexual intercourse ; contin-

ent, virtuous. (Of persons, their lives, conduct, etc.)

a 1225 Ancr. R. 164 Meidenhod . . o5er, efter meidelure,

chaste clennesse. 1297 R. Glouc (1724) 191 pat made, lo

!

be wymmen be chastore lyf lede. 1340 Ayenb. 202 He ne
is na}t chast. C1386 Chaucer Sonipn. T. 209 And chast

\v. r. chaast] was man in Paradis certeyn. 1450-1530 Myrr.
Our Ladye 188 Sayntes ioye of mary the cheste. 1552 Abf.
Hamilton Catech. (1884) 10 All thame quhilk leivis ane
chast lyfe. 1673 Ray Journ. Low-C. 55 None more Chast
and true to their Husbands. 1742 Collins Ode Simplicity
12 O chaste unboastful Nymph ! to thee I call. 1869 Lecky
Europ. Mor. I. i. 153 Had the Irish peasants been less

chaste, they would have been more prosperous,

b. trans/. Pertaining to sexual purity.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaur., Abstinentes oculi, Chast and
honest eyes. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra II. 144 The chaste

and cautious maxims in which she had, as it were, steeped

her. 1847 Tennyson Princ. VII. 278 Then reign the world's

great bridals, chaste and calm.

1 2. Celibate, single. Obs.

c 1315 Shoreham 61 Ac ?ef eny ys ine the cas, Red ich that

he be chaste, c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. ii. 492 Bidden .

.

britheren being in the religiouns forto lyue chaast for euer.

1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. II. 709 All wedding he forsuik,

And euirmoir..He levit chest. 1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. I.

i. 223 She hath sworne, that she will still Hue chast. 1596

Shaks. Merch. V. I. ii. 116.

f b. Used to render euniichus. Obs. rare.

1526 Tindale Matt. xix. 12 Ther are chaste, which were so

borne. .And ther are chaste, which be made of men. And
ther be chaste, which have made them selves chaste for the

kyngdome of hevens sake. 1581 Marbeck Bk. ofNotes 167

The word Chast, signifieth, Gelded.

f3. Morally pure, free from guilt, innocent. Obs.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter exxvufi]. 1 pedred bat a man has
to wreth god . . is chaste drede. c 1450 Why can't be nun 82

in E. E. P. (1862) 140 That I may lyue chaste For the

corupcion of synnyng. 1535 Coverdale Wisd. ofSol. iv. 1

O how fayre is a chaist generacion with vertue ?

4. fig. Undefiled, stainless, pure.

1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 2 Let me not name it to you, you
chaste Starres. 1704 Pope IViiuisor For. 209 In her chaste

current oft the goddess laves. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser.

1. viii. (1866) 142 The chaste clear stars.

5. Decent ; free from indecency or offensiveness.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. IL ii. VI. iv. (1676) 191/1 Use
honest and chast sports. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. m.
(170Z) I. 160 All seem'd Chast within those Walls. 1724
Watts Logic 56 Among words which signify the same
principal ideas, some are clean and decent, others unclean

;

some chaste, others obscene. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1. ix,

The Hero's horse was a horse of chaste deportment,

f 6. Restrained, subdued, chastened. Obs.

a 1400 Octouian 603 The lyoun com . . And be the chyld

sche ley thon chaste As sche were tame.

7. fig. Chastened, modest, restrained from all

excess : + a. of processes of thought. Obs.

1774 Reid Aristotle's Log. vi. § 2 A fair and chaste inter-

pretation of nature. 1785 — Int. Pcnuers 248 Discovered

by patient observation, and chaste induction,

b. of tastes, qualities, etc.

«i797 Burke inH . Rogers Introd. Burke's Wks. 7 1 Raising

them to the level of true dignity, or of chaste self-estimation.

1825 Lytton Falkland 26 Her tastes, were, however, too

feminine and chaste ever to render her eccentric.

8. Pure in artistic or literary style ; without

meretricious ornament ;
chastened, subdued.

1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xiv. 196 They purposely

deadened their colours, and kept them what they affectedly

called ' chaste '. 1756 J. Warton Ess. Pope (1782) I. v. 272

So chaste and correct a writer. 1815 Scribbleomania 197

A .specimen of chaste biographical composition. 1823

Rutter Fonthill 45 Its chaste proportions and tasteful

arrangement in detail. 1872 Yeats Growth Comm. 5 1 Chaste

jewellery. 1873 Goulburn Pers. Rclig. 11. x. 136 We prize

our prayer book, .for its chaste fervour.

9. Chaste tree, also t chaste lamb [mistranslation

of L. agnus cas/us, the name of the tree being

mistaken for agnus lamb] : the tree Agnus Castus,

a species of Vitex.

1562 Turner Herbal ti. 165 b, Chast tre. Ibid. 166 a, It is

called agnos that is chaste because weomen kepinge chastite

in the sacrifices of Ceres vsed to straw this bushe vpon the

ground. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 39 Chastlambe or Agnus
castus. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. ill. xxii. 389 Agnus Castus

"A-pos Chast Tree. The seed, .restrains lust. 1718 Quincv
Compl. Disp. 207 Chaste Lamb. This has got a Name for

a Cooler. 1866 Treas. Bot. 264.

10. Comb., as chaste-eyed, -glowing, -reserved

etc., adjs.

1631 Chapman Cxsar ,r P. Wks. 1873 III. 189 The gods
wills secret are, nor must we measure Their chaste-reserued

deepes by our dry shallowes. 1^47 Collins Passions ix, The
oak-crown'd Sisters, and their chaste-ey'd Queen. 1847

Emerson Poems (1857) 9- Chaste-glowing, underneath their

lids, With fire that draws while it repels,

t Chaste, v. Obs. [The two ME. verbs chast-en

and chasti-en (Chasty) appear both to originate

from OF. chastie-r :—L. castigdre to make chaste

or pure, correct, chastise, f. cast-us Chaste. The
OF. vb. was adopted in 12th c. Eng. as chastien :

in early southern Eng., where the OE. weak verbs

in -iffim still retained -ten in the infinitive, as OE.

lufigan (3rd s. lu/eS), ME. luvien (3rd s. luveth),

later luvi, luvy, luv-en, luv-e, the -ten of chastien

was apparently treated in the same way, giving

chast-y, chast-en, chast-e. But in those dialects in

which lufigan was already reduced to luv-en,

chasti- was recognized as the stem of chasli-en,

and gave later chasty-e, chasty. Hence in 1 3th and

early 14th c., chasti is the infinitive of chaste, or the

stem of chasty, according to dialect.]

1. trans. To correct or amend by discipline ; to

discipline, train ; to bring up under restraint.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 11 No prest. ne no bissop ne mai
him chastien ne mid forbode. ne mid scrifte. .-1225 Ancr.

R. 268 pet tu ne schuldest nout tuhten, ne chasten bi meiden.

C«3»0Sir Tristr. 2475 In bat forest fede Tristrem hodain gap
chast. 1340 Ayenb. 220 peruore me ssel be children chasti,

and wel teche. 1377 Langl. F. PI. B. xvn. 317 A wikkeel

wyf bat wil nou}t be chasted. c 1440 Hvlton Scala Per/.

(W. de W. 1494) 11. xlv, How he. .chastith [1533 chastyseth]

hem. 1549^62 Stf.rnhold & H. Ps. Ixix. 11 Though I doe

fast my flesh to chaste, c 1550 Friar <y Boy 30 in Ritson

Auc. Fop. P. 36 He is a cursed ladde, I wolde some other

man hym had, That wolde hym better chaste.

2. To reprove, rebuke.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 70 Nenne weopnien ne chasti ?e. Ibid. g6
Ne chastie }e neuer nenne swuchne mon bute o bisse wise.

3. To inflict corrective punishment on.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 184 pench bet he is Godes }erd, & tet God
bet be mid him, & chasteo, ase ueder de5 his leoue child.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 428 Sparye he wolde myld men, &
chasty be proute. c 1300 K. All's. 6478 He chasted heom
with sweord. 1480 Robt. Devyll 10 Toke a rodde for to

chaste hym. 1509 Barclay Shyf of Folys (1570)40 Blaming
and chasting with much crueltie. 1621 Bolton Stat. Iret.

22 (an. 33 Hen. VI) If any. .which the said chieftayne may
chaste, doe any trespasse or felony.

4. To restrain, subdue, tranquillize.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 15 Hwil bi wit atstond & chaisteo* bi wil.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 860 Harlote with his hendelayk he

hoped to chast. c 1330 King 0/ Tars in Engl. Studien XI.
in Al bat day & alle bat ni}t Noman mi^t him schast.

c 1350 Will. Palerue 729 Mi hauteyn hert bi-houes me to

chast, & here me debonureli. 1398 Trevlsa Barth. De P. R.
II. xiv. (1495) 39 [Angels] chaste euyll spyrytes that they doo
not soo moche harme as they wolde.

5. V To keep chaste, rare.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 21 To herien hare drihtin & bonken
him ^eorne bat his mihte ham i cleanschipe chaste.

Chaste, obs. form of Chest.

t Chasted, a. Obs. [f. Chaste v. + -ed '.]

Kept or made chaste ;
chaste, pure.

1580 Sidney Arcadia u. (1674) 160 (D.) Ah, chasted bed of

mine, said she, which never heretofore couldest accuse me
of one defiled thought. 1793 Compl. Hist. Drama 101

'Euripides,' says Aristotle, 'although not very exact nor

chasted in the subject of his plays, etc'

Chasteinje, var. of Chesteine, Obs., chestnut.

Chastelain (tja-stekm). Obs. exc. Hist.

Forms : 5 chastelyn, ehastlayne, 5 -6 chaste-

leyne, 7 chastellart, 8-9 -lain, 9. chastelain.

See also Castellan, Chatelain. [In ME. chaste-

leyn, a. OF. chastelain :—L. castelldn-us Cas-

tellan.]

The governor or keeper of a castle ; = Castellan.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6330 Now am I knyght, now chasteleyne.

ri+40 Generydcs 1520 Furth in his waye goth now the

Chastelyn. 1494 Fabyan vii. 463 The chasteleyne of Beau-

nays. 1614 Sflden Titles Hon. 249 In the Territone of

Cracow, the Chastellan is before the Palatin. 1795 Southev
Joan Arc x. 277 Chastellains. 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos

(1876) II. ii. 15 The chastelain offered to set his prisoner free.

Chastelet, earlier form of Chatelet.

t Cha-steling. Obs. rare. [f. Chaste a. +
-ling.] A eunuch. Cf. Chaste a. 2 b.

a 1570 Becon Sumiu. N. T. Matt. xix. Wks. 1844 III. 568

Three kinds of chastelings.

Chastely ;tpi-stli), adv. [f. Chaste a. + -ly 2.]

1. In a chaste manner ;
purely, continently.

1340 Ayenb. 225 He ssel him loki chastliche ase longe ase

he is ine be stat of wodewehod. c 1450 Crt. ofLove 1 1 1

7

Chastely to keepe us out of loves grace. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.

(W. de W. 1531! 100 Yf y" lyue here religyously & chastly

in soule & body. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. ii. 27 Though it

were as vertuous to lye, as to Hue chastly. 1796 Burke
Regie. Peace (R.) That fire of jealousy eternally and chastely

burning. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. lxxxiii, Her [Philosophy's]

chastely-awful eyes. 1885 Lam Times Rep. LIII. 306/1

An implied condition that the parties should live chastely.

2. In chaste style or taste (see Chaste a. 8).

1815 Scribbleomania 160 His prose chastely flowing. 1870

Hawthorne Eng. Note-bi».(iS7g^ 1 1. 886 Richly and chastely

colored glass. 1879 D. J. Hill Bryant 171 The style, always

pure, clear, and forcible, and often chastely elegant.

Chastelyn, obs. var. of Chatelain.

t Cha-stement. Obs. [f. Chaste v. + -ment :

cf. Chastiment.] Chastisement.

c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 1559 Ne hadde hys wyf had chaste-

ment. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 28 To chaste me on-

worthy in a fadyrly chastment.

Chasten (tpi-s'n), vA [f. Chaste v. + -en ^

:

taking the place of the earlier Chaste v.]

1. trans. To inflict disciplinary or corrective

punishment on ; to visit with affliction for the pur-

pose of moral improvement ; to correct, discipline,

chastise. (Usually of Divine chastisement.)

1526 Tindale Hebr. xii. 6 Whom the Lorde loveth, him he

chasteneth. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres iv. i. 96 He shall

by this meanes chasten the vnruly and disobedient. 1611

Bible Ps. cxviii. 18 The Lord hath chastened me sore.

— Dan. x. 12 Thou diddest set thine heart, .to chasten thy

selfe before thy God. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1637 'I he love

Wherewith we love the Heaven that chastens us.

1 2. To punish, chastise (generally). Obs.

1526 Tindale Luke xxiii. 16, I will therfore chasten him

and let him lowsse. c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg Eng. Hist. (1846)

I. 160 He overcamme him and chastened him with crewell

death. 1600 Hakluvt Voy. (1810) III. 437 That your

Majestie would cause them to be chastened, which were

the causes of their vexation.

3. To render chaste or pure in character or style

;

to purify, refine. (Cf. Chaste a. 8.)

1715 tr. Pancirollus' Mem. Th. I. Iv. x. 190 The Ancients

were wont to strain their Snow . . to chasten their Wine.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. 104 A
good writer, .makes hasteto chasten and nerve his period

by English monosyllables.

4. fig. To restrain from excess or intensity ; to

moderate, temper, subdue. (Cf. Chaste a. 7.)

1856 Kane Arct. Exp. I. xx. 246, I am not as sanguine

as I was—time and experience have chastened me. 1856

Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 110 The feuds of the families

had been chastened, if they had not been subdued. 1884
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CIIASTEN. 300 CHASTITY.
Browning Ferishtah (1885) 318 Reflected possibilities of
pain, Forsooth, just chasten pleasure !

t Chasten, v.- Obs., for chasen to Chase.
1548 G. Wishart in Wodr. Soc.Afisc. (1844) 17 To resyst

the deuyll. .and by ail meanes to chasten him away.
Chasten, var. of Chesteine, Obs., chestnut.

Chastened (tp' s'nd),///. a. [f. Chasten z/.']

1. Corrected by disciplinary punishment.
1781 Fletcher Lett. Wks. T795VTI. 234 Chastened, spared

like you.

2. Refined, purified (in character, feeling, style).
1794S0UTHEY Lyric P., To Hymen, Chasten'd Friendship

comes. 1837 Hallam Hut. Lit. L 1. iii- 181 note, A poem
written in the chastened tone of fine taste. 1841 DTsraeli
Amen. Lit.(i86j) 95 The more chastened writings ofRoman
and Grecian lore.

3. Restrained from excess
;
subdued; tempered.

1844 Stanley Amold (1858) II. ix. 114 The return, though
in a more chastened form, i860 Tyndall Glai: 1. § 1 1. 84
The chastened light told us that day was departing. 1862— Mountaineer, vi. 45 A chastened hope was predominant
in both our breasts.

Hence Cha stenedly adv. rare.
1873 Miss Brouchton Nancy II. 30 I .. prepare to be

chastenedly and moderately glad to see them.

Chastener (tje-s'nsij. [f. Chasten v. + -er 1
.]

One who or that which chastens.
1567 Drant Horace's Ars P. Avj, A solemne Censor, an'd

chastner of euery younge mans sinne. 1812 Byron Ch.
Har. 11. xcviii, Before the Chastener humbly let me bow.
1866 Kingsley Hereiv. ii. 66 As a wholesome chastener to
the pride of success.

Chasteness (tp'-stnes). [f. Chaste a. +
-NESS.] The quality or state of being chaste.

1. Chastity, sexual purity, arch.
c 1386 Chaucer Sec Nonncs T. 88 Pure chaastnesse of

virginitee. 1580 SidneyA rcadia 1 1622 1 258 In her let beautie
both, and chastnesse fully raigoe. 1683 Cave Ecclesiastici
415 So great a Patron of modesty and chastness, that he
prohibited the Marriages of Cousin-gernians. 1718 Free-
thinker No. 108. 20 It tends . . to corrupt the Sobriety and
Chasteness of the People's Morals.

2. Purity of style, etc. ; see Chaste a. 7, 8.
Mod. Nothing can surpass the chasteness of the ornament-

ation.

Chastening (tJ^s'nirjsw/V. sb. Also 7 chast-
ning. [f. Chasten + -ing 1.] The action of the
verb Chasten ; disciplinary punishment, chastise-
ment, correction

; subduing of excess or intensity.
15*6 Tindale Heir, xii. 5 My sonne despyse not the

chastenynge of the Lorde. 1535 Coverdale 2 Mace. vii. 33
Though God be angrie with vs alitle whyle (forourechastcn-
inge & reformacioni. 1643 Milton Divorce 11. iii. (1851I 70Whom he would correct by wholsome chastning. 1839
Dickens Nick. Nick, x, Striking his nose with the knuckle
of his forefinger as a chastening for his forgetfulness. 1851
Ruskin Mod. Paint. II. III. 1. x. § 7 The. .real power of all
colour is dependent on the chastening of it.

Chastening, a. [f. as prec. + -nro *.]

That chastens
; correcting, chastising

; purifying,
refining, subduing.
1667 Milton P. L. xi. 373, I . . to the hand of Heav'n sub-

mit, However chastening. 1814 Southey Roderick vu, A
healing and a chastening grief. 1843 J. G. Deck Hymn,
'It is Tkyhand, myGod i, I bow beneath Thy chastening
rod. 1872 LiDDON Elem. Relig. iii. 127 The most solemn,
the most chastening, the most stimulating consideration.

Cha'stenment. rare. [f. Chasten v. +
-ment.] Chastening

; restraining from excess,
etc.

1882 Traill Sterne 29 The restraint of one instinct . . im-
plied the over-indulgence of another which stood in . . as
much need of chastenmenL

t Chaster. Obs.-°. Chaste-tree; seeCHASTEa. 8.
1570 Levins Manip., Chaster (herbe), vitex.
Chastese, obs. form of Chastise.
Chasteyn, var. of Chesteine, Obs., chestnut.

+ Chastful, a. Obs. rare. [Illogical forma-
tion, from Chaste a. + -ix'L.] Chaste.
1497 Bp. Alcok Mons Perfect D lij, This worlde of virgyns

and chastfull men. 1567 Turberv. Ovid's Ep. 18 b, To
winne the chastfull youth to filthie lust.

t Chasthede. Obs. [ME. f. chast, Chaste a.

+ -hede, -head.] Chastity.
c 1 250 Gen, tj- Ex. 2022 For to don him chasthed for-;eten.

1340 Ayenb. 230 My chasthede hit ssel by me ydobbled.

T Cha'stice. Obs. rare. [app. in sense 1 f.

L. type *castitia, f. castus Chaste : cf. justice,
malice, etc. (Godef. has a single example of OK.
castece.) In sense 2, connected with Chastise v.]
1. Chastity.

1567 Turberv. Ovid's Ep. 71 b, My chastice was a wand-
ring Rovers pray. — To his Love, f,c. As she from Col-
latinus wife of chastice bore the bell.

2. Chastisement.

. '594 Carew Huartc's Exam. Wits xiii. (15961 211 The
irascible is the chastice geuer, and sword of reason.
Chastice, obs. f. Chastise, v.

t Cha-stify, v. Obs. Also 6 Sc. ohaistefie.
[a. OF. chasttfie-r, chestifie-r ; f. late L. castificare,
to make chaste: <d. justificdre, justifier, Justify.]
1. trans. To chastise.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. II. 133 To be confiderat with
the pepil that may chaistefie thame maist esaly. 1669 ed.

o ™E
-

xxxl
' ,8, 1 was chastified as a Bullock.

a. 1 o make celibate.
,
?
8,

i.

N- *m»fPi*P«l- 65 b (Jam.) He sayis thair be sum
uulia hes chastifelt thame scluis for the kingdome of heauen,

|

quhairbie he declaris that thay astrict tham seluis to per-
jietual continencie and chastitie.

t Cha'stiment. Obs. Also 3-4 chaatiement,

4 castiment, chastymont. [a. OF. chasticmcnt

(mod.F. ch&timent), on L. type *castigdmcut-um, f.

castigdre: see Castigate and -ment.]

1. Chastisement, correction, punishment.
a \*x%Ancr.R. 198 Hwose. .uorhowedchastiement. a 1300

Cursor M. 26004 iCott.) Lauerd . . ic am redi for to tholbi
castiment [Fair/, chastimentl 138. Wvcuf Serm. Sel.

Wks. I. 115 pis is chastyment of pe felle fend and nevere
chastyment of Crist.

2. Reproof, rebuke.
anas Aucr. K. 7 2 pu rh swuch chastietnent haued sum

ancre arered. .a valsinde luue, ooer a much weorre. 1393
GowerOw// III. 169. a 1500 Ratis Raving ill. 419 Bcttir
is opine chastiment, Na luf that is hid in thin entent.

t Charting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Chaste v. +
-1NG 1.] Chastening, castigation.
c 1340 Cursor M. 28974 (Cotton Galba) Chastyng of flesch.

Chastise (tf-estai'z), v. Forms : 4 chastise-n,
chastis, ehastizen, 4-5 chastyse, 4-7 chastice,

5 chastyzyn, (shastyse), (6 chaistice, -ise,

chastese), 6-9 chastize, 4- chastise. [An
equivalent of the earlier Chaste and Chabty, the
formation of which is not easily accounted for.

There is no recorded med.L.castizdre, F. chastiser,

and no OF. chastir, chastiss-, the usual sources of
-ise, -ize in English verbs ; the word is too early to
be a simple English formation from Chaste a.

+ -ize. The stress was originally always on the
first syllable cha stise, is generally so with ijhak-

spere (7 times against l), and also in later poets,

as still in cha'stisement
; but already in Chaucer

sometimes, and Gower often, on the second, as now.
_
\{chastise was in some way altered from chasty, the altera-

tion has not been accounted for. If the sb. chastice had
been more frequent or of earlier date in the language, it

might have been suggested that the verb was formed
on it.]

1 1. To correct (authoritatively: the faults of; to
amend, reform, improve (a person or thing). Obs.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. 11810) 28 To chastise alle ober

he tok vengeance on him. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 515 ffor

he fro vices wolde hym chastise Discreetly as by word and
nat by dede. a 1450 A'nt. de la Tour 24 A woman may
chastise her husbonde, and make hym do welle, with fair-

nesse rather than with radenessc. 1477 Karl Rivers (Caxton'
Dictes 7 He that wyl not be chastysed by fayre and swete
wordes. 1494 Fabyan vii. cexxvi. 253 This Henry chastysed
the olde vntrewe mesure, and made a yerde of the length
of his owne arme. 1579 T. F. Newsfr. North in Thynne's
Animadv. (1865) Introd. 134 These .. large Expences .

.

have chasticed and amended ine.

tb. To discipline, train, break in {e.g. a horse
or dog). Obs.
C1340 Gam tf Gr. A'nt. 1143 Braches bayed berfore, &

brcme noyse maked, & bay chastysed, & charred, on chas-
yng bat went, i486 [sec Chastised below].

t 2. To reprove, rebuke, censure. Obs.
c 1350 Will. Paleme 54 pe cherl . .chastised his dogge, lad

him blinne of his berking. 1393 Gow er Con/. II. 338 But I

the shall chastise now. 1477 Karl Rivers (Caxtonl Dictes
17 It is not honeste to chastise a man afore all folkis. 1659
Pearson Creed < 1 839) 265 After his resurrection, he chastised
the dulness of his disciples. 1699 Bentley Phot. 319 He
chastises me for saying, That the Sophists affected to excell
one another in writing Attic.

b. To accuse, charge, dial.

1875 Parish Sussex Dial. s. v. They've been chastising
my boy of setting the faggot-stack a-fire.

3. To inflict punishment or suffering upon, with a
view to amendment ; also simply, to punish, to in-

flict punishment (esp. corporal punishment) on.
c I3»5 Cursor M. 2612 (GOtt) pu chastis [Cott. chasti,

Fair/, chasty] hir, bu has be wand ; So chastisd Sare hir
fra pat day. 136* Langl. P. PL A. v. 32 He chargede
Chapmen to Chasten [v. r. chastice ; B. chastizen, chastisen]
heore children. 1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xvii. clxxv.
*>495)7>7 Chyldren and houndes hatyth the rodde, for they
ben thcrwyth chastisyd. .1400 Destr. Troy 5104 Not
cherist, but chastist, by charge of his foly. 1461 Marg.
Paston Lett. 403 II. 29 God defend yt but they be shastysyd
as the lawe wolfe. 1J87 Golding De Mornay xii. 179 Good
Spirites. .when they strike, it is to chastice men. Ibid. xii.

183 Not that God is not able to chaistice vs himselfe . . for
his Storehouse is neuer vnfurnished of roddes to scurge vs
wilhatl. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. ii. 1 1 Threatning to chastize
Mi as doth I' a chvld pcrtainc. 1611 Bible 1 Kings xii. 1

1

My father hath chastised you with whippes, but I will
chastise you with scorpions. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ.
(1778) II. 113 Why should I chast ise one for the trespass of
another? 1876 Buknaby Ride Khiva xv, He at once pro-
cured a whip, and chastised the official.

b. in military language.
" '5331 Berners Huon ixxxvii. 274 How Huon. .chas-

tesyd his rebelles. 1570 87 Holinsiied Scot. Chron. (1806)
1 1. 54 The governor prepared to make a journie into the
lies to chastice the foresaid Donald. 1841 Elphinstone
Hist. hid. II.471 A plan for chastising the intruder. 1845
S. Austin tr. Ranke's Hist. Re/. III. 513T0 bring an army
into the field to chastise the landgrave.

c. with the offence as object.

159S Shaks. "John 11. i. 117 That Iudge .. Vnder whose
warrant I impeach thy wrong, And by whose helpe I meane
to chastise it. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, V. 11. 286 [He]
was assembling an army to chastise Robert's insolence.

4. To free from faults, purify, refine; to correct,

revise (a literary work); =Chasten3. Obs. march.

1620 Sanderson 12 Serm. (1632) 96 To chastice his very
method and phrase. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 4 r 6 Behold
the Beauty of her Person chastised by the Innocence of
her Thoughts. 1887 Sat. Rev. 26 Mar. 459/2 To correct
and chastise his productions so that they have . . a sort of
formal merit.

5. To restrain from passion or excess ; to mode-
rate, temper, subdue ; = Chasten 4. arch.
1704 Steele Lying Lav. Epil., With Pity to chastise

Delight. 1715 Pope Odyss. XVI 196 Then with surprise
(surprise chastised with fears) . . he cried. 1810 Crabbe
Borough xv, A love chastised by awe. 1818 Hallam Middle
Ages U872) I. 51 Since the regularity of modern tactics has
chastised its enthusiasm.

Hence Chastised (tjsestai'zd) ppl. a.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 70 Chastyzed, castigatus. i486 Bi:

St. Albans Biij b, A chastised hounde. 1595 Shaks. John
v. ii. 84 Betweene this chastiz'd kingdome and my selfe.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 268 It would make a more moderate
and chastised use of it [power]. 1704 Paley Evid. 1. ix.

8 7 A recension or chastised edition ofSaint Luke's Gospel.
1798 Malthus Popul. II. 242 To sober themselves with a
little severe and chastised thinking. 111847 Mrs. Sher-
wood Lady 0/Manor III. xxi. 313 Accents. . more chastised
and under control than the lamentations of Miss C.

Chastisement (tfae stizment). [f. Chastise
v. + -ment : cf. the earlier Chasti-, Chastement.]
fl. Authoritative correction of one who is in

fault; meansofamendment,discipline,training. Obs.
"34o Ayenb. 17 He is ine grat peril to huam alle triacle

went in to venym. Also deb techmge and chastisement to
be proude. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxtonl Dictes 7 [Sedechias]
sayd that experience is a good chastisement. Ibid. 80 It
is a grete chastisement to the peple to haue a rightwys
lord. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 547 As for Oliues. . their roots
must be bared and laid open, .by this manner of chastise-
ment they will amend.
2. Corrective or disciplinary punishment, correc-

tion, chastening; also simply punishment.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 4854 Man or womman

bat hab a chylde pat wyb vnbewes wexyb wylde. Chastys-
ment behoueb barto. c 1386 Chaucer Melib. r 849 (Petw.
MS.) pe punsshment and be chastisement and be vengeaunce
of bis outrage. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst, iil 212 Esay
. -sayth : the chasticement (or correction) of our peace was
vpon him. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. i. 69 Lord Talbot
there shal . . glue him chasticement for this abuse. 1779
Cowper Olney Hymns, Welcome Cross iii, Did I meet no
trials here, No chastisement by the way. 1831 Blackw.
Mag. Aug.

t
348/2 But bullying noblemen and gentlemen

meets with instant chastisement, mental or manual as it may
chance. 1839 ThirlwallCwcj' VIII. 269 He was occupied
with the chastisement of the Dardanians.
3. Keeping within modest bounds ; restraint, b.

Purifying or refining. Obs. or arch.
1849 Rlskin Sev. Lamps vii. f 2. 184 If by liberty you

mean chastisement of the passions.

Chastiser tjaestai zaj . [f. Chastise + -er'.]
One who chastises.

c 1440 Promt. Parv. 70 Chastysowre, castigator. Ibid.
Chastysowre pat bcrytli an instrument of chastysynge, to
make pees, casti/er. 1580 Baret Alv. C 381 A chasticer or
correcter, castigator. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 107
The mildnes and good will of the chastiser, doth fortifie
the austeritie & bittemes of the chastisement. 1742 Young
Nt. Th. 111. 305 The thought of death. .That kind chastiser
of the soul to joy ! 1849 Mem. Kirkaldy Grange xx. 230
The chastisers chased Seaton to Leith.

Chastising ,tj*st3i ziq\ vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the verb Chastise;

chastisement.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 4858 Better were be chylde
vnbore pan fayle chastysyng. 1382 Wycuk i Mace. ii.

49 Chastisyng, and tyme of distruccioun. c 1386 Chaucer
Doctor's T. 98 Outher by necgligencc in chastisynge. 1535
Coverdale Hebr. xii. 11 No maner chastisynge for the
present tyme semeth to be joyous. 1647 H. More Song
Soul 11. i. 1. xi, With their continual] chastisings [r/>»i wings.]

Chasti-sing, a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

That chastises.

1691 Norris Pract. Disc. 221 There is a Chastising as
well as Destroying Angel. 1807 Sir R. Wilson Jml. 15
May jn l.i/c 1 1862' 1 1. 217, I hope she may con twice this
chastising memorandum. 1876 Morley Crit. Misc. Scr. 1.

App. 304 Theories of the cliastising judge*

Chastity (tj;vstiti;. Forms: 3-5 chastete,
4-6 chastite, chastyte, 4-7 chastitie, 5 chas-
titee, chastiti, 6 chastytye, 6- chastity. [ME.
chastete, -etie, a. OF. (13th c.) chastete, ad. L. cas-

titat-em under influence of the adj. chaste. The
later spelling shows further assimilation to Latin ;

see -ITY.

This was the second adaptation of the L. word in OF. ; at
a much earlier date it had been taken in as *castetet, *cas-
tedet, which, under the regular operation of the phonetic
laws, had passed through chastedet to ekasteet, chaste/, and
in ON F. to casteed, before it was anew adapted as chastete.]

The quality or state of being chaste.

1. Purity from unlawful sexual intercourse ; con-
tinence.

1 1305 St Edmund 83 in E. E.P. (1862) 73 He ne mi?te
neuere fynde non of so gret chastete. 1393 Gower Con/.
III. 234 Chastete, which selde where Cometh now a daies
into place, c 1440 Promp Parv. 70 Chastyte, castitas, pu-
dicacia. 1474 Caxton Chesse 19 So she concluded that she
wold kepe her chastete. 1547 64 Bauldwtn Mor. Philos.
(Palfr.l vu. vii, The first degree of chastity is pure virginity,
and the second faithfull matrimony. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
1. iii. 23 [Una] . . the flowre of faith and chastity. 1600
Shaks. A . Y. L. 111. iv. 18 Hee hath liought a paire of cast
lips of Diana.. the very ycc of chastity is in them. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 75 And would instantly
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put her to death if he but suspected her chastity. 1798
Malthus PopuL (1806) II. iv. ii. 323 The law of chastity

cannot be violated without producing evil. 1872 Morley
Voltaire {1886) 149 Chastity was the supreme virtue in the

eyes of the church.

\h.fg. Obs.

1570 T. Norton tr. Newel's Catcch. (1S53) 124 Whose
chastity standeth in this, to be dedicated to God alone.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. lxxiii. 27 Wee define the

spirituall chastitie of our minde to be a stedfast abyding
faith, in calling upon God, in soundnesse of hart, and in

obedience to y^word. 1762-9 Falconer Shifiwr. 1. 317 He
felt the chastity of silent woe.

2. Abstinence from all sexual intercourse ; vir-

ginity, celibacy.
a 1225 Aner. R. 6 Non ancre. .ne schal makien professiun

. .bute breo binges, bet is, obedience, chastete, & studesta-

beluestnesse. 138. Wyclif Wks. (1880J 40 Frere menours
..lyuynge in obedience, wib-outen propre, & in chastitie,

( 1449 Pecock Repr. in. vi. 311 Oonhvndir counseil he [St.

Paul] profrid chastite to alle men that my^ten it take. 1538
Starkey England iv. 128 The law wych byndyth prestys

to chastyte. 1591 Shaks. 'Two Gent. iv. iii. 21 Vpon whose
Graue thou vow'dst pure chastitie. 1756-7 tr. Keyiter's
Trav. (1760) I. 33 A nun, whom love seduced from her vow
of chastity.

f3. Ceremonial purity, (for L. castHas.) Obs. rare.

1388 Wyclif i Mace. xiv. 36 Thei. .defouliden alle thingis

that weren in cumpas of hooli thingis, and }auen greet

wounde to chastite. 1606 Holland Stteton. 39 To enter

into this rowme unlesse it be of necessitie & with devout
chastitie, men make it scrupulous & are affraide.

4. Exclusion of meretricious ornament; purity

of style, modesty, chasteness.

1760 Sterne Serin. Yorick II 1 . 90 In our own church ..

there is the greatest chastity in the external parts of religion.

a 1763 Shenstone Odes (1765) 218 The engaging chastity of

dress. 1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. I. I. iii. §37 Chastity and
elegance of style.

5. Exclusion of excess or extravagance ; modera-
tion, restraint.

1712 Steele Sped. No. 480 r 5 Indulge me, my Noble
Master, in this Chastity of Renown.
Chastize : see Chastise v.

Chastlayne, obs. form of Chastelaine.
Chastment, var. of Chastement, Obs.

Chastner, -nesse, obs. ff. Chasteneu, -eness.

tCha'ston. Obs. rare. [a. OF. chaston, mod.
F. chaton ~ It. castone, in same sense : the same
word as OHG. chasto, mod.G. hasten chest, coffer,

box ; but their mutual relations and ultimate source
are uncertain.] The broad part of a ring in which
the stone is set ; the collet.

1604 E. G.tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. ix. 353 A looking-
glasse of golde, shining and well burnished . . They called
this glasse or chaston of golde * Irlacheaya'.

t Chasty, v. Obs. Forms : 3 chastien, chasti,

5 chastie, Sc. chaistee, 6 Sc. chestee, 3-6
chrasty. [a. OF. chastie-r (mod.F. chdtier) :—L.
castigd-re : see the doublet Chaste v.~\

(The earlier (southern) examples ofchasti, chasty, in which
the -/, -y is not treated as radical, are given under Chaste.)
1. trans. To correct, chasten ; to amend.
(11240 Sawles IVarde in Cott. Horn. 245 Bute wit ase

lauerd chasti hire pe betere. 3303 R. Brunne Hftndl. Synne
057 pat he and we Shul euer more chastyede be. 1340
Hampole Pr. Consc. 5869 Fadirs and modirs .. Sal yhelde
acount . . Of sons and doghtirs . . pe whilk bai here chastied
noght. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 122 He is happy, That be
othir will him chasty. 1393 Gowek Con/. I. 160. a 1500
Ratis Raving m. 417 Chaistee thi childyr quhil bow may.
2. To reprove, rebuke.
a i$QoCursorM. 28097 Quachastid me, me thoght hethyng,

and snybbyd (jam pair chastyyng. 1375 Barbour Bruce ix.

742 $e chasty me, hot ^he Aw bettir chastyit for till be.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6995, I, that other folk chastie, Wole not
be taught fro my folie.

3. To inflict disciplinary punishment on.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16229, * rede men chasti him forbi And

bete him to be blod. e 1320 Seuyu Sag. (W.) 1877 He moste
chasti hire ginne, For iuel blod was hire withinne. c 1340
CursorM. 2612 Chasty hir, bou has be wande. c 1374 Chau-
cer Boetk. iv. iv. 125 Yif no peyne of Iustice ne chastied[e]
hem. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 1665, I ne herde . . Old man
chasty 3ong wyfe. 1549 Compl. Scot. 19 He dois chestee
them be the abstractione of that superfluity

t Cha'Stying, vbl. sb. Obs. Also 4 -iing,

-iyng, -yyng, -ijng. [f. Chasty v.] Chastising,
chastening.
atyxt CursorM. 28632 par es turn betyng berand mede,

pe tan in werk of almus dede, pe tober is chastying of fles.

Ibid. 29025 Flexsli chastijng. a 1340 Hampole Psalter
xviili]. 39 pi chastiynge suffers me noght to erre fra be
end.

Chastyse, obs. form of Chastise.
Chasuble (tj*arsi^b*l). Forms: 4-6 che-

sible ; also 4 -eble, cheisible, 4-5 chesyble, 5
-sibil, -ciple, -siple, -sypyl, -ylle, 5-6 chesy-
byll, 6 chisible

; 5 chesabyll, -pyll, 6 ches-
able, -aabell

; 5 chesuble, chezuble, 6 cheas-
uble, 7- chasuble. [ME. chesible was a. OF.
chesible (cf. med.L. cassibnld) ; the current form,
which has taken its place since 1700, corre-
sponds to mod.F. chasuble {casuble 13th c. in
Littre), and to the med.L. casubula (cassnbitla,
casubia, etc.) ; these go back respectively to late
L. types *casipula, *ca$upula (in It. casipola
and casupola little house, poor cottage, cot, hut),

I
popular forms used instead of the literary L.

I

casula, dim. of casa * cottage, house 1

;
meaning

originally 1
little house, cot', but also, already in

Augustine (^400), the ordinary name of an outer

garment, a large round sleeveless cloak with a

hood, according to Isidore (xix. xxi. 17) 'vestis

cucullata, dicta per diminutionem a casa, quod
totum hominem tegat, quasi minor casa'.

{Casipula from casa has been compared to manipulus
1
little band ' from mauus. The literary ca'sula appears to

have left no representative in mod. Romanic langs. ; the

OF, chasule, casule (casnre), Sp. casulla, point to the

secondary diminutive casulula (see Du Cange).
As an article of dress, casula appears to have been a

popular or provincial name for thepxuula of classical Latin,

a garment consisting of a circular piece of cloth with a hole

in the centre for the head, worn in cold or rainy weather,

by peasants in the fields, travellers, etc. ', as the most or-

dinary of garments, it was worn by the monks, and by the

Council of Ratisbon, 742, was decreed to be the proper dress

of the clergy out of doors. For the supervestment worn in

sacerdotal offices, the ordinary name from 5th to 8th c. was
Planeta; ' the earliest undoubted instance of casula so used
(in Sacramentary of St. Gregory) dates from the 9th c, or
possibly the 8th' (Diet. Ckr. Ant.). But it at length sup-

planted the earlier names planeta, amphibolum, infula ;

and in English chasuble has this sense only.]

1. An ecclesiastical vestment, a kind of sleeve-

less mantle covering the body and shoulders, worn
over the alb and stole by the celebrant at Mass or

the Eucharist.

a. ctyto Beket 953 Tho Seint Thomas hadde his Masse
ido, his Cheisible he gan of weve. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vn.

20And }e, loueli Ladies. . souweb . . Chesybles forChapeleyns
and Churches to honoure. 1454 Test. Ebor. (1836) I. 172,

i chesabyll ofcloth ofgolde. c 1475 /Vt/. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

755 Hec casula, a chesypyl. 147S Inv. in Hist. MSS. Com-
miss. 1. 554 A chesapyll . . ofsylke beryng branchis of blewe
purpyll. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 108/1 The whyte chesyble
that saynt Thomas had said masse in. Ibid. 435/1 He re-

uesteth hym wyth the chezuble. 1519 Horman Vulg. 16 b,

Fyrst do on the amys, than the albe, than the gyrdell, than
the manyple, than the stoole,than thechesybyll. 1552-3 Inv.

Ch. Goods Staffsh. in Ann. Lichfield IV. 55, V chesabells

one of grene velvet & the other iiij of dyvars colowres. 1579
Fulke Refit. Rastcl 739 Why doth not the priest weare his

i
chisible & other vestments at euensong? 1839 Stonehouse

i A.xholme 292 The sepulchral monument of a priest, wearing
i the chesible.

/3. 1611 Cotgr., Chasuble, a chasuble. 1670 Lassf.ls
Voy. Italy (1698) II. 33 The neat Chasuble of cloth of tissue.

i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. cxx. 63 Copes and
chasubles are finding their way back into the Establishment.
1868 Marriott Vest. Chr. Introd. 67 Till about the close of
the 8th century, 'Planeta 'was the name given to the super-
vestment . . at a later time . . known as the Chasuble. 1884
Times 11 Feb. 7/5 The Rev. A. H. Mackonochie, putting on
a finely-embroidered red chasuble. 1884 Max Muller in

igth Cent. June 1018 The cassock and chasuble turned out
to be great-coats, worn originally by laity and clergy alike.

f 2. Used to designate other sacerdotal garments,

e.g. the Jewish ephod. Obs.
c 1430-40 Wyclif's Bible, Ex. xxv. 7 (MSS. f.S.) With

ephod, that is, a chesiple.

Hence Cha"subled ppl. a.
}
clad in a chasuble.

1885 Ch. Times 1 May 349/3 He received the Holy Com-
munion at Powderham Castle from a chasubled priest.

fChaSule. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F'. chasule : see

Chasuble.] = Chasuble, Casule.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. iv. ii. § 6 Plucking the Chasule

[some edd. Casule] from his back.

Chasur, obs. form of Chaser sb.

Chat (tjset), sb. 1 Forms : 6 chatte, 6-7 chatt,

(7 chate), 6- chat. [f. Chat v.]

+ 1. Chatter ; idle or frivolous talk
;

prating,

prattle, small talk. Obs.
c 1530 More Anstu. Frith Wks. 835/2 Yet shall shee finde

chatte ynough for all an whole yere. 1610 Shaks. Temp.
11. i. 266 A Chough of as deepe chat. 1616 R, C. Times'
Whis. in. 992 They will prate Till they tire all men with
their idle chatt. 1660 Milton Griffith's Serm. Wks. (1851)

394 The rest of his Preachment is meer groundless Chat.
1668 Glanvill Plus Ultraqi No more to be regarded than

I the little chat of Ideots and Children. 1713 Swift Cadeuus
V. Wks. 1755 III. 11. 13 Scarce list'ning to their idle chat.

1768 Burke Corr. (1844) 1. 162, I have plagued you a good
deal with political chat.

2. Familiar and easy talk or conversation, f To
hold one chal, with chal

}
in chat : to keep one

engaged in talk {obs.).

1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk, (1884) 134 Insteade of drye
studdy fall to gentle chatt. 1584 Peele Arratgnm. Paris
11. i, She was a help to Jove, And held me chat, while he
might court his love. 1588 Greene Pandosto (1843) 32 Thus
he held her a long while with chat. 1596 Shaks. Tarn.
Shr. 11. i. 163 Oh how I long to haue some chat with her.

1629 Ford Lover's Mel. 11. i, I'll keep the old man in chat,
whilst thou gabbiest to the girl. 1655 Theopliania 171 Wits,
who. .can hold up a chat. 1709 Steele Taller No. 92. F4
The Chat I had to Day at White's about Fame and Scandal.
1719 De Foe Crusoe (1869) 241 Holding them in a Chat till

they came to the Ship's side. 1798 Southey Ballads, Cross
Roads 7 It would . . only spoil our chat. 1832 Lytton E.
Aram \. ii, Two old gossips, .in familiar chat with the land-
lady. 1836 L. Hunt Bodryddan 81 Poems {i860) 298 In
magic talk, which men call ' chat'. 1870 E. Peacock Ralf
Skirl II. 131 A chat about old times.

3. colloq. The thing under discussion, the question.
1862 Trollope Orley F. vi. 39 Has the gentleman any

right to be in this room at all, or has he not? Is he com-
mercial, or is he—miscellaneous ? That's the chat, as I

take it.

4. dial. Impertinent talk, impudence.
Mod. Sc. ' Give us none of your chat '.

Chat (tja?t), sb.* [f. Chat v., in reference to the

character of their voice.] A name applied to

several birds, chiefly Sylviadx- or Warblers : viz. to

the species otSaxico/a, the Furze-chat orWhin-chat,
Stone-chat, and Wheat-ear ; also to the flay-chat

or Nettle -creeper, and Sedge Warbler; b. in N.
America, to other birds, e.g. the Yellow-breasted

Chat {Icteria polyglotla) and Long-tailed Chat (/.

longicauda).

1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) III. 1. 403 The Chatt has a black
Tail with white Tips. 1708 W. King Cookery (1807) 148 The
chats come to us in April and breed and about Autumn re-

turn to Afrik. 1796 Morse Avier. Geog. I. 209 Yellow
Breasted Chat, Garrulus Australis. 1829 E. Jesse yrul.
Nat. 405 Chats, larks, and grey wagtails. 1868 Wood
Homes without II. xxviii. 543 The Whitethroat. .sometimes
called the Hay chat and Nettle-creeper. 1879 Jefkeries
Wild Life in S. C. 50 The chats, who perch on the furze or

on the heaps of flints.

Chat (tfset), sb.'J Obs. or dial. Also 5-6 chatte.

[a. F. chats barren flowers of walnut, hazel,

willows, etc., lit. 'cats', from their downy appear-

ance ; cf. the equivalent F. chatons kittens, Du.
katteken, Eng. Catkin. Sense 2 (if related) is

perhaps a loose popular extension of the w ord.]

1. A name given to the catkin, inflorescence, or

seed of various plants :

a. The downy catkin of the willow, pine, oak,

hazel, etc. Obs. or dial.

(.1400 Maundev. xv. 168 The long Peper . . is lyche the

Chattes of Haselle, that comethe before the Lef, and it

hangeth lowe. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 460 The Oke called

Robur, bringeth forth likewise a certaine pendant chat or

catkin. 1875 Lane. Gloss., Chats, the catkins of trees.

t b. The spikes or spikelets of grasses, carices,

and the like. Obs.
1601 Holland Plin. xyiii. vii, Panick . . is found with a

tuft or bunch, from which depend certain small clustered

chats or panicles. Ibid. II. 3 It commeth from u certaine

fennie reed growing in marishes, I meane the tender muchets
or chats thereof. Ibid. II. 557 Certaine chats or catkins which
grow vpon many reeds and canes.

*|* c. The ' key ' or samaroid seed of the ash,

sycamore, and other trees. Obs.

1562 Bulleyn Bk. Simples 30 a, And the coddes did grow
upon clusters, like the chattes or kaies of Ashe trees. 1615
Lawson Orch. <y Gard. in. vi. (1668) 13 Ashes, Round-trees,
Burt-trees, and such like, carried in the chat, or berry, by
the birds into stone walls. 1691 Ray N. C. Words 14 Chats,
Keys of Trees, as Ashchats, Sycomore Chats, etc.

d. The scaly cone (strobi/us) of alder, pine, etc.

1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 374 I observed about Mid-August,
the Chats of the Alder to be Gummy. 1864 Atkinson
Whitby Gloss., Chats, the cones of the fir-tree.

2. A small branch or twig, such as is used for

kindling a fire. Also chat-wood. dial.

[1631 R. H. Arraigniu. Whole Crealurexii. § 4. 128 Their
boles and boughes, their buds and chats, their leaves and
flowers, sprouting upwards.] 1670 Ray Prov. 42 Love of lads

and fire of chats is soon in and soon out. [1670 E. Tonge in

Phil. Trans. V. 1165 And in what forwardness their Buds
and Leaves, or Chats were then shot, or broken.] 1721-1800
Bailey, Chat-wood, little sticks fit for fuel. 1794 in Ann.
R*g. 3^1 Even the spray-wood, here called chats .. might
be made into fagots. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk.,
Chats, small branches or twigs used for firing. ' Dick, run
an' fatch tuthree dry chats to put i' the oven .

Chat, sbA dial. A small poor potato.

1840 Hood Up Rhine 198 Buy inferior weak chats, and
rye bread. Ibid, xviii, Potatoes small and waxy, such as
we should call chats in England. 1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.),

Chat (Mid- and E. Lane), a small potato. 1877 E. Peacock
N.-W. Line. Gloss. (E. V. S.}, Chats, small and diseased
potatoes, unfit for market.

Chat, sb/* Mining. Ore with a portion of the

matrix adhering to it, forming the second portion

or stratum of a mass of ore in the process of

washing.
1876 Mid.-\ 'orksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Chat, ore and stone

together, Nidd. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Chats,
Northumb., Small pieces of stone with ore.

b. Comb, chat-mill, -roller, a special mill or

roller through which the * chats ' have to go, the

product being known as chat-ore or ' seconds'.

tChat, sbfi Obs. [Aphetic f. achat.'] ^ Catk.
1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 43 The greatest part of theyr

provision consisting in choise chats and junkettinge dishes.

Chat, sb.7 Thieves' Cant. A louse.

1690 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Chatts, lice. 1725 in New
Cant. Diet. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Chats, lice.

Chat (tjaet), v. 1 Forms : 5-6 chatt/e, 6 chate,

5- chat. [app. an onomatopoeic abbreviation of

Chattek, which has lost the frequentative, and to

some extent the depreciative, force of that word.]

f 1. intr. To talk idly and foolishly ; to prate,

babble, chatter. Obs.

< 1440 York Myst. xxxiii 3, I charge 5011 as 3our chiftan

bat }e chatt for no chaunce. 1483 Cath. Attgl. 60 To Chatte,
garrulare. 1494 Fabvanvii. 294 Thoughe I shulde all day
tell Or chat with my ryme dogerell. 1526 Skelton Magnyf.
1451 What nede you with hym thus prate & chat? 1580
Baret Alv. C 381 To chat like a pie or lyke a birde in a
cage. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 111. ii. 123. 1611 Cotgr., Ba-
billarde, a title-tatle . .a chatting or chattering Minx. 1617

Janna Ling. 18 Admit not thy wife to thy secrets ; for she
will vndoe you both by chatting.
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1 2. trans. To chatter, prate, or prattle (a thing)

;

to utter familiarly; to talk in a gossiping way.
Obs.

1483 Vitlg. obs Terentio 30 a, While she lyueth she may
chatt [obganniat] it at hys eere. 1577-87 Holinshkd Chron.
I. 12/2 A woman .. possessed with a babling spirit, that

could have chatted any language saving the Irish. 1583
Stakvhurst Aeneisi\.(Atb.)^6 To what purpose do I chat

such ianglerye trimtrams ? 1659 Heviavi Animadv. in Fuller

Appeal (1840) 399 Bent to Team this language, for fear

they should not chat it handsomely when they came to

heaven, a 1745 Swift Whs. 1841 II. 86 To chat their scandal
over an infusion of sage.

3. intr. To talk in a light and informal manner

;

to converse familiarly and pleasantly.

1556 Robinson tr. Afore's Utopia (Arb.) 22, I muste corn-

men with my wife, chatte with my children, and talke wyth
my seruantes. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (1884) 51 Matter
for them and others to chat of. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11.

ii. 27. 1639 Milton Nativity 87 The shepherds on the lawn
. . Sat simply chatting in a rustic row. 1740 West Let. in

Cray's Poems (1775) 98 They can chat about trifles. 1814
Jane Austen Lady Susan \ uii (1879)255 After chatting
on indifferent subjects. 1870 E. Peacock Rat/Skirl. III.

245 Lord and Lady Burwortn, and the Squire, were chatting
by the fire.

f 4. trans. To speak familiarly of, talk of, tell

as gossip. Obs.
a 1593 H. Smith Whs. 1867 II. 406 She began to chat the

same amongst her gossips. 1596 W. Smith Ckloris (1877)
1 1 When to my flocke my daily woes I chate. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. 11. i. 224 Your pratling Nurse Into a rapture lets her
Baby crie, While she chats him [CoriolanusJ.

tChat, v.'2- Obs. Sc. Generally referred to

Chate sb.
s and explained as ' Hang' : but this is

quite uncertain.

1513 Douglas AEneis vm. Pro! 126 Quod I, Churle, ga
chat the and chyd with ane vther. a 1550 Christis A'irhe

Gr. iv, He chereist hir, scho bad gac chat him.

Chate, chatte, chat. Thieves'
1

Cant. ? Obs.

[Origin uncertain: see quot. 1610.] //. Gallows.
i567HARMANCrtffrt/(i86g,i84 Chattes, the gallowes. Ibid.

86 I ryning on the chates [gallowes]. 1610 Rowlands
Mart. Alarkall, Cliates, the Gallowes; here he mistakes.,
for chates it should be cheates which word is vsed generally
for things, .ifyou will make a word for the Gallows, you must
put thereto the word treyuing . . and so treyning cheate is

. .hanging things or the Gallows and not cliates. 1673 K.
Head Cant. Acad. 36 Chats, the Gallowes. c 1690 in B. K.
Diet. Cant. Crav. 1715 in Ne^vCant. Diet.

II Chateau (JW). /'/.chateaux. [Fr. chateau

:—OF. ihastel :—L. castellum Castle.] A castle
;

a large mansion or country house (cf. Castle sb. 3)

:

used only in reference to France and other parts of

the Continent. (Formerly in more general use.)

1789 H. Walpole Remin.'iv. 37 At a distance ..was a
chateau of a considerable German nobleman. 1793C0WPEK
To W. Hayley, Dear architect of fine chateaux 111 air. 1806
Gazetteer Scott. 122 The mansion-house of Dalziel, attached
to the old tower or cliateau of the manor. 1847 Emkrson
Repr. A/en, Alontaigne Wks.iHohntl. 341 From a love of
Montaigne, he had made a pilgrimage to his chateau.

1878 Mokley Diderot I. 109 He was transferred from the
dungeon to the chateau.

Chatel, -ell, obs. ff. Chattel.

II Chatelain
(
Jat?l£n, fcrtfcW'n). Also 6 eha-

telyne, 7 -aine. [a. mod.F. chdtelain :—OF. chas-

telain.'] m Chastelain, Castellan. {Obs. as an
Eng. title.")

1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. lxv. 87 Therle of Mountfort
entred into the castell . .and receyued the feaultie of all the
men of that Chatelayne. a 1533 — Itnan exxxiii. 493 Then
the chatelyne of y* toune came to huon. 1643 Prynne Sot1

.

Pmver Part. 11. 17 The foure Chatelaines, .of the Castles of
Northampton, Kenelworth, Nottingham, and Scarborough.
i8aa Byron Werner 1. i. 340 The Chatelains must keep
Their Castle walls.

II Chatelaine Jtrteltfin). [a. F. chatelaine, fern,

of chfitelain.]

1. A female castellan ; the mistress of a castle

or country house.
1855 M. Arnold Tristratn * Is., The youngest fairest

chatelaine That this realm of France can boast. 1861 Lady
Chatterton in Afem. Adm. Gambicr I. iv. 52 A good
chatelaine and true, of an English country house.

2. An ornamental appendage worn by ladies at

their waist, supposed to represent the bunch of

keys, etc. of a mediaeval chatelaine : it consists of
a number of short chains attached to the girdle

or belt, etc., bearing articles of household use

and ornament, as keys, corkscrew, scissors, pen-

knife, pin-cushion, thimble-case, watch, etc., ac-

cording to taste. ^Sometimes applied to a bunch
of ornaments worn at a watch-chain.)
1851 Art Jml. Catal.Gt. Exhib. 43/1 The modern chate-

laine is but a reproduction of an article of decorative orna-
ment, worn by ladies, .more than a century and a half ago.
The watch, the scissors, etui, pincushion, &c. were then
ostentatiously appended to the dress of ladies. 1859 L
OliI'Hant Eight's Afission II. 191 [Theyl tie bundles of
charms or chatelaines to their watch-chains. 187s Baker
Nile Tribut. \\. 85 The women wear a large bunch of charms
as a sort of chatelaine. 1883 Casseil's Earn. Afag. Oct.
69S/1 Chatelaine bags are much worn again.
Chatelainry

^ Ja'tel^m). [f. Chatklain + -ry :

in OF. c/iaslelteuerie.] The district under a chate-
tain

; Chatellany.
1864 Sir F. Palgrave Norm, -y Eng. III. 495 The adjoin-

ing towns and chatellaineries.

t Cha'telet. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5 chastelet.
[a. OF. chastelet, mod.F. cha'telet, dim. of chastel,

chateau Castlk; see Castlet, Castellet.] A
little castle ; the name of an ancient prison in Paris.

1494 Fabyan vii. 501 The kynge was kept in the castell of
Lourre, and the other, ii. in the chastelet. 15*3 Ld. Berners
Eroiss. I. clvi. 189 Caryed to Parys, and put in prison, in
the castell of Loure, and after into the chatelette. 1801
Strutt Sforts Past. 111. iv. 187 The tittle chatelet at the
entrance into Paris.

Chatellany
(
Jcvtelani). Also in 7 chastel-

lenie. [ad. mod.F. cMtellenie, OF. chastellenie,

assimilated to Castellany, q.v.] — Castellany.
1668 Loud. Gaz. No. 250/2 With all the extent of their

Bailiwicks, Chastelcnies, Territories. 1711 Ibid. No. 4907/1
The Chattelanies of Lisle and the Tournesis. 1715 Ibid.
No. 5354/2 The Chattellany of Tournay. 1881 Edin. Rev.
Jan. 88 The restitution of Douai, LUleand other chatellanies.

Chater(e, -ing, obs. ff. Chatter v., etc.

Chateract, obs. form of Cataract.

t Cha terestre. Obs. [fern, of chaterere,

Chatterer : see -ster.] A female chatterer.
a 1 250 Owl <y Night. 655 Site nu stille, chaterestre ! Nere

thu never i-bunde vastre.

t Chateus, -eux. Obs. Also -tews. [a. OF.
chateux, pi. of chatel Chattel.] = Chattels.
[1292 Bkitton i. v. § 3 Si soynt ses chateus taxez, transl.

let his chattels be appraised.] 1397 R. Glouc (1724) 113
Richesse. .of chatews, and of londes al so. Ibid. 471 That
holi churche ne solde noujt the chateus there lette. Ibid. 569
Saue euerich lif & lime, & chateus al so. 1389 Eng. Gilds
(1870) 53 To certefyen sou of godes & chateux.

Chath.ami.te jjartamait). A/in. [Named from
Chatham, Connecticut, where found.] A variety

of smaltite containing much nickel.

1844 Amer. Jml. Sc. XLVII. 351.

Chathern, obs. form of Chawdbon ; hence
Chathernwise adv., like a chawdron.
1661 K. W. Con/. Charac. ( i860) 74 His rinckled jaws, like

an old cows neck hang chathernwise, lank and loose.

t Charting, vbl. sb. rare 1
. Apparently a nonce-

1 word, formed on the hunting term Rechating.
c 1513 Skelton Replyc. 217 To hunt them into hell, With

blowyng out your homes . . With chatyng and rechatyng,
And your busy pratyng.

Chatir, obs. form of Chatter.
t Cha'tmate. Obs. rare. [f. Chatj^. 1 + Mate.]
A gossip.

1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe 1 1871) 68 The toothless trot her
' nurse, who was her only chatmate and chambermaid.

tCha'ton, chatton. Obs. [a. F. chaton
kitten, catkin, dim. of chat cat.] A catkin.

1578 Lyte Dodocus VL lvi. 730 [The walnut tree] bringeth
,

foorth long tentes or yellowe ragged things . . hanging vpon
the tree, like smal Cattes tayles . . longer then the Chattons

' ofWhythie . . After these tentes or Catkens, the leaues showe.

Chator. Aphetic form of achatour, = Cater.
1619 Dalton Countrey Justice cvii. (1630) 279 If any sub-

jects Chator or other officer,

t Chatoyant t Jatwayan, Jatoi-ant), a. (and sb.)

Obs. [F. chatoyant in same sense, pres. pple. of
chatoyer (on L. type caticd-re) : cf. Jlamboyant.
Littre gives chatoyer in dial, of Berry, as 1 to stroke
or caress as a cat, to pet '.]

A. adj. Having a changeable, undulating, or

floating lustre, like that of a cat's eye in the dark.
1816 Cleaveland Alin. 257 This mineral has a crystalline

;

structure . . It is slightly chatoyant. 1859 Tennent Ceylon
38 The ' Moon-stone ' a variety of pearly adu Iaria presenting
chatoyant rays when simply polished, i860 O. W. Holmes
Elsie ^.(1887) 79 The. .chatoyant. .sea of.. silks and satins.

Chatoyant <iuality or lustre. [So in Fr.]

1798 Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 414 The chatoyant or play
of light, on these dark crystals, is very remarkable.

2. A chatoyant stone, as the Cat's eye, the sur-

face and interior of which, when cut and polished,

exhibit a floating lustre.

II Chatoyement. rmn, [F. 3 see prcc]
Changing or undulating lustre

; play of colour.
1816 Cleaveland Alin. \ \ Changeable colors, or chatoye-

ment, or play ofcolors ; insed colors. .Kor the former, which
is the most beautiful, we have mentioned the French term
cltatoycment, because it U expressive, and because there is

no word in English. Ibid. A mineral is said to exhibit
\ changeable colors, or a chatoyement, when different collec-

tions of colors alternately appear and disappear.

Chatre, obs. form of Chatter v.

Chatta (tjx"ta, tja-ta). Anglo-Ind. [Hindi
ch/tdta t Skr. chhatra."]

1. An umbrella (in India).

1796 Ahm. Rev. (1803) I. 212/2 Two bearers, who . . carry
a chatta. 183a G. C. Mundy Pen % Pencil Si: II. 158, I

therefore ordered my chair, my Chattah, and my telescope.
1836 Marryat Olla Podr. xxvi, Gold chalta chiefs . . per-
mitted to have a gold umbrella carried over their heads.

2. The Umbrella-tree (Magnolia trifetala), a
native of India.

1834 Caunter Orient. A nn. v. 58 The chatta-tree is here
1 s° plentiful, that we made use of it as a standing umbrella.

Chattable (tjartab'l), a. [f. Chat v. + -able.]

Ready to chat or to be chatted with.
1867 E. Yates Eorlorn Hope ii. 16 He finds old friends

chattable ami kindly. 1885 11. L. Farjeon Sacred Nugget
I II. in. i. 8 He was fond of a chattable mate.

Chatta tion. nomc-wd. [f. Chat v . + -ation.]

Chatting, chat.

1799 in Mad. D'Arblay's/>w^ VI. 219 An excellent dinner
it was, and our chattation no disagreeable sauce*

Cha'ttative, a. nonce-wd. [f. Chat v. + -ative
(cf. talkative).] Chatty, talkative.
1873 St. Pauts Mag. 1. 643 They grew civil and chattative.

Chatte, obs. form of Chat.
Chattee (tjjetr). nonce-wd. [f. Chat v. + -ee.]
The person to whom one chats.
1886 Spectator 2 Jan. 11/2 Chat requires conditions not

always obtainable, more especially a pleasant chattee.

Chattel (tjart'l). Forms : 3 chatel, chetel,

!

6 chatel, -ell, 6-7 chattell, 6- chattel, [a. OF.
chatel, chetel (ONF. calel, Pr. captal, capdal) :-
late L. captdle, L. capitate principal, property,

i
goods, etc. : see Cattle. Chalet, pi. chateux, was

j

the form adopted in legal Anglo-French ; it ap-
pears in vernacular use in the 13th c, and the
pi. chateux is occasional as a technical term in

ME. ; but the actual form adopted in Eng. was
the Norman calel, later caltell, cattle. In the
1 6th c. (as shown under Cattle) this was gra-

dually restricted to * live stock and at the same
time chatel, chattel, began to pass from law French

i

into general use for the wider sense * article of

i

property'.]

I. Collective senses. Obs.

+ 1. Property; goods; money ; = Cattel 1. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 224 To dealen his feder chetel to neodfule.

a 1240 - . in Cott. Horn. 271 Aibwer wi8 chatel mon
mai luue cheape. 1440 Paston Lett. 27 I. 41 All maner of
chattell to the seide John Lyston apperteynyng, arn acru-
wyd on to the Kyng.

t 2. Capital, principal. Obs.
1506 Ord. Crystcn Alen (W. de W. 1 iv. xxi. 227 The chatell

that is the somme gyuen..and the gayne . . In puttynge
the gayne & chatel in certayne.

t 3. Live stock ;
= Cattle. Obs. rare.

[Apparently an attempt to extend the ch- form to all senses
of the earlier catet, cattetl.]

i6«7 Drayton Aghicourt 85 Nor ncuer leaue till they their
Chattell cleare. 1696 De la Pryme Diary 78 Chattel eats
turneps in this country better than they'll do hay.

XL As an individual sb. with plural.

4. A movable possession ; any possession or

piece of property other than real estate or a free-

hold. (Generally in plural. Cf. Chateus.)
1549 Wll'm Boorde's Itttrod. A'«*w£(i87o) Introd. 73 Also

I giue and bequeth all my chattelles and houses lying abowte
Winchester vnto Richard Mathew. 159s West Symbol.
1. U § 23 AH goods, chattels immouable, bondmen, and other
things not being by Law prohibited may be sold, a 1626
Fletcher Nice Valourw. t, A rich uncle died, and left me
chattels. 164a Prynne Sov. Antid. iii. 14 So if Subsidies be

I granted, and the King dye before they are levyed, his Exe-
|

tutors -hall not enjoy them, though a chattle ; but his Suc-
cessor. 1836 Scorr Ivoodst. ii, Deliver up to me the chattels

of the Man Charles Stewart. 1837 Syd. Smith Let. Wks.
1S59 I'- 363/2 I* Is an absolute chattel, which, like any other
chattel, is part of the Archbishop's assets . . and within the
memory of man such options have been publicly sold by
auction. 1845 Polson in Eneycl. Afetrop. 834/1 A sale of
goods generally, as distinguished from the sale of a specific

chattel. 18B3 Lloyd Ebb * El. 1 1. 242 Frank's sketch-book,
and some other precious chattels.

b. In Law distinguished as chattel personal,

and chattel real : see the quots.

155* Hllokt Chatellcs pcrsonalles. .Chatels real!. 1616
Bullokar, Chattels real/ are leases or wards. Chattels
persouall are all moueable goods, as money, plate, cattell.

1628 Cork On Lift. 190 Of chattels personafs. 1651 W. G.
tr. Co7ivTs lust. 26 All moveable Goods (which by us are
tearmed personall Chattells) which the Wife brings . . do
presently passe into the husbands Patrimony. 1767 Black-
stone Comm. 1 1. 386 Chattels real . . are such as concern .

.

the realty : as terms for years of land, wardships in chivalry

..next presentation to a church. 1876 Dicby Real Prop.

v. f 1. 208 Thus leasehold interests came to be classed with
personal property. Since however they are rights over
things immoveable, they received the mongrel name of
* chattels real \

C. Goods and chattels : a comprehensive phrase

for all kinds of personal property. (Cf. Cattle 3).

1570-4 Lambarde Peratnb. Kent (18261 505 The custodie,

not of the landes onely . .but of the goods and chattels also.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 111. ii. 232, 1 will be master of what
is mine owne, Shee is my goods, my chattels, she is my house.

1660 Trial Regie. 35 Ifyou finde that he is guilty, you shall

enquire, what Goods, and ChatteK he had. 1663 Butler
Hud. 1. iii. 314 For he in all his amorous battles, No'dvan-
tage finds like goods and chattels. 1761 Hime Hist. Eng.
I. viii. 174 All nis goods and chattels were confiscated. 1788

J. Powell Devises (1827) II. 99 All the residue of his goods
and chattels, personal estate and effects whatsoever. 1848

Lytton HaroUi ill. ii, Part of his goods and chattels.

d. trans/, and JUL
1786 Cowi'KK Gratitude 50 Compassed about with the

goods And chattels of leisure and ease. 1824 Syd. Smith
Wks. 1859 II. 194/1 Originality and vigour of mind, which
are the best chattels ana possessions of the world.

e. Used ^chiefly rhetorically, by emancipation
writers and others) of slaves or bondmen.
1649 Milton Tenure Kings 11 To make the subject no

better then the Kings slave, his chattell, or his pos&esMon
that may be bought and sold. 1753 Richardson Grandison
(ed. 7) V. 263 Does he not by this step make me his Chatties,

a piece of furniture only, to be removed . . at his pleasure.

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 93 i83iAustin Jurispr. (1879*

I. xv. 4^00 Much eloquent indignation has.. been vented
superficiously on the application of the term chattel to the

slaves in the linglUh colonies : seeing that the term chattel
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. .[imports] that the rights of the master over his slave, .de-

volve on his intestacy to a certain class of his representatives.

1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xi. 10 To see what this

intelligent chattel had been about. 1865 Livingstone Zam-
besi xix. 391 The chief traffic was in human chattels.

6. Comb., chattel-interest, an interest in lease-

hold property.

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 173 That by this means a

remainder may be limited of a chattel interest, after a par-

ticular estate for life created in the same. 1788 J. Powell
Devises (1827) II. 35 Where the portion of real estate left

undisposed of is a chattel interest, it devolves upon the heir

as personal estate. 1876 Digby Real Prop., v. § I. 206 A
leasehold, or, as it is often called, a chattel interest in land.

Ibid. §2. 216 There can be no estate tail in a chattel interest,

such as a term of years.

Chattelhood (tjart'lhud). The condition or

position of a chattel.

1871 Echo 15 Aug., The last great country in which human
chattelhood exists as an institution.

Chattelism (tfce'teliz'm). [See -ism.] The
system of holding human beings as chattels.

1865 W. Phillips in Commonwealth {Boston U.S.) iS Feb.
To grind the negro without restoring chattelism. 1879
Tourgee Fool's Err, xl. 295 The.. spirit of the nominally
defunct system of Chattelism was still alive.

Chattelization (tjae:telaiz^*jan). [f. next.]

The action of chattelizing, or converting (human
beings or real property) into a chattel.

1888 Guardian 29 Feb. 309/2 What is oddly enough de-

scribed as the ' chattelisation ' of the land, .the custom sanc-

tioned by modern society of treating land as an object which
like other objects can be bought or sold, let and hired.

Cha ttelize, v. [f. Chattel + -ize.] To treat

as a chattel. Hence Cha'ttelized a.

1878 N. Amer. Rev, 251 Chattelized humanity.

Cna'ttelship. [see -ship.] = Chattelhood.
1857 Sat. Rev. III. 447/1 The woman is the chattel, and

must put up with the consequences of chattelship.

Chatter (tjbe'tai), v. Forms : 3 cheater, 3-7
chater(e, 4-6 chatre, 5 chyter, chatir, chatere,

shatur, 6 chytter, chattre, 5- chatter. [An
onomatopoeic word of frequentative form : cf. Du.
koeteren to jabber, kwetteren to chatter, and Eng.
twitter, jabber, etc. See also Chitteb.]
1. Of birds : To utter a rapid succession or series

of short vocal sounds ; now applied to sounds
approaching those of the human voice, e.g. of

starlings, magpies, etc., but originally used more
widely, so as to include what is now called the
' twitter* of sparrows, swallows, etc.

(Human 1 chattering * was originally transferred from the

chattering of birds
j
but the ' chattering ' of a magpie, etc. , is

now commonly taken as a simile from that of a human
being.)

a 1225 Ancr. R. 152 Sparuwe is a cheaterinde brid :

cheatereS euer ant chirmeS . . so ouh ancre . . chirmen &
cheateren euer hire bonen. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R,
v. xxiii. (1495) 131 Small byrdes crye and chatter more than
grete. c 1430 Lvdg. Mm. Poems (1840) i5o{Matz) The stare

wyl chatre. £1535 Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 917 The
byrdes chermes and chattereth. 1607 Topsell Serpents 610
The old ones [swallows] will fly away chattering, and chirping
in mournful sort. 1611 Bible Isa. xxxviii. 14 Like a craneor
a swallow, so did I chatter ; I did mourne as a doue. 1699
Dampier Voy. II. 11. ii. 66 Sometimes called Chattering
Crows because they chatter like a Magpy. c x8io Wordsw.
Resolution Ind. 6 The jay makes answer as the magpie
chatters. 1859 Jephson Brittany x. 169.

b. trans.
c 1400 Test. Love Prol., How should then a French man

borne, such termes conne iumpere in his matter, but as the

Jay chatereth English. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Countr.
Farm 234 An infinite number of pretie small Birds, which
continually, .doe chatter and chant their proper and naturall

branch-songs.

2. Of human beings: To talk rapidly, inces-

santly, and with more sound than sense. Esp.

said of children ; but often applied vimperatively

to speech which one does not like. Also said of

apes and other animals whose voice suggests

human chattering.

a. intr.

a 1230 Owl Night. 322 Thu chaterest so doth on Irish

preost. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 226 If he chyde or chatre

Hym chieueth be worse, c 1440 Promp. Pan/. 70 Chateryn,
garrio. c 1440 York Myst. xxvi. 180 pou chaterist like a
churle bat can chyde. £1450 Why can't be mm 251 in E.
E. P. (1862) 144 Whoso chateryt lyke a py. .schalle be put
owte of company. 1549 Olde Erasm. Par. 1 Tim. v. 13
Shamefully chattring of mariage. .of the naughtynes. .done
in other mens householdes. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 9
Like Apes, that moe and chatter at me, And after bite me.
1853 Kingsley HyPatia ii. 11 The female slaves, .worked,
and chattered, and quarrelled. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
IV. 174 Chattering about what he had done for the good
cause.

b. trans.
a 1225 [see it, 1847 Disraeli Tattered in. vi, He looked

in at some of his creditors to chatter charming delusions.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. lxix, They chatter'd trifles at the
door. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 70 Even the girls

Chatter half-atheism.

3. Of the teeth : To make a noise by rapidly
repeated collision ; to shiver, shake.

a. intr. (Rarely said of the person.)
c 1420 A nturs o/Arth. xi, The schaft and the shol, shaturt

to the shin, c 1450 Henryson Test. Cres., His tethe chat-
trit and shiveret with the chin. 1537 in W. H. Turner
Select Rec. Oxford 142, I stode, .in a cold ffrosty mornyng,

tyll that my teeth chattred in my heed. 1605 Shaks. Lear
iv. vi. 103 When the raine came to wet me, and the winde
to make me chatter. 1665-9 Boyle Occas. Refl. II. ii, My
Teeth chatter, and my whole Body does shake strongly
enough to make the lied it self do so. 1798 Southey Eng.
Rclog. iv, The evening wind already Makes one's teeth

chatter. 1863 Mrs. Oliphant Salem Ch. xvi. 289 Her very
teeth chattered with anxiety and cold.

b. causally. To make ^the teeth) chatter.

1603 H arsnf.t Pop. Impost. 1 19 The poore Devil chattered
his teeth so sore. 1866 Sala Barbary vii. 131 Cower-
ing in comers, .gibbering and chattering their teeth like

disconsolate pagods.

4. Applied to similar sounds : esp. to clatter,

rattle from vibration.
l853 Pharmaceut. 7ml. XIII. 125 It burned with the.,

flame.. of cannel coal, and 'chattered' in burning. 1879
Holtzapfei. Turning IV. 342 The vibration causes the

\

work and the tool to ' chatter ' upon each other. 1880 Daily
j

News 30 Apr. 2 [He] first heard one of the bars ' chatter
'

when a train was passing over the bridge. 1884 F. Britten
Watch Clockm. 138 If the cutting edge is above the centre
of the body pressure, .causes it to 'chatter '.

Chatter (tjae'tai), sb.'1 Forms : 3 chatere,
6- chatter, [f. prec. vb.]

1. The chattering of certain birds ; also of apes,

etc. : see the vb.
a 1250 Owl <$ ATight. 284 Mid chavling and mid chatere.

1784-99 Cowper Pairing-time 15 And with much twitter,

and much chatter, Began to agitate the matter. 1797
Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) I2 3 note °f anger is very
loud and harsh, between a chatter and shriek.

2. Incessant talk of a trivial kind
;
prate, tattle.

\

1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. vi. Sc/i. Salerno, Your words are

but idle and empty chatter. 1856 Emerson Eng. Trails, 1

Religion Wks. (Bohn) 11. 100 The chatter of French politics
;

. .had quite put most of the old legends out of mind.

3. Comb., as chatter-house ; chatter-bag, -basket,
dial, variants of Chattehbox, q.v. ; t chatter- :

chitter, small talk, gossip (cf. chitter-chatter)
;

chatter-pie, familiar name for the Magpie ; also

Jig. — chatterbox ; chatter-water {humorous) , tea.

1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Gloss., *Chatter-bag. 1875
Lane. Gloss., *Chatter-basket, an incessant talker; gen.
applied to a child. 1711 Wentwortk Papers 207 You bid
me send you all the y Chatter-Chitter I heard. 1611 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xxvi. (1632) 120 A *Chatter-house for

women to meet and determine of their Attires. 1721-1800
Bailey, ^'Chatter-pie, a kind of bird. 1888 [Common in

dial. Glossaries]. 1863 Mrs. Toogood Yorksh. Dial, s.v.,

What a time you sit over your *chatter-watter.

t Chatter (tjse*tai), sb2 Obs. [f. Chat +
-er !.] One who chats ; a gossip.

1556 Hoby Courtier (1561! Yy iv, Not to be a babbler,

brauler or chatter, a: 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem.
N. T. (1618) Pref. 5 He sharply reproueth such, .as chatters
and vnprofitable.

Chatteration (tjaetertfi'jan). [See -ATiON.]

humorous. Systematic or pretentious chattering.

1862 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life II. vi. 318 Carlyle taxes i

one's patience by wilful chatteration with the pen. 1879
Tinsley's Mag. XXIV. 323 The noisy din, and general
chatteration.

Cha'tterbox. [Perh. in origin akin to dap-
dish.'] Contemptuous or playful name for a habit-

ual chatterer.
1814-18 in Todd. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop (C. D. ed.)

93 A set of idle chatterboxes. 1876 Hardy Hand of
Ethelb. I. 41 One of those hostile days., when chatter-

box ladies remain miserably in their homes. 1878 E.
Jenkins Haverholme 52 A mere political chatterbox.

Chatterer ftjaelarai). [f. Chatter v. -h-er 1
.]

L One who chatters; an idle and petty talker,

prater, babbler, tattler, prattler.

1540 Hyrde tr. Vivcs\ Instr. Chr. Worn. 1. xvi. (R.) They
ment they were bablers and chatterers. 1693 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. 193 A babbler, prater, chatterer or jangler ;

a man more full of words than wit. 1794 Mathias Purs.
Lit. (1798) 77 Mere London Divines . . chatterers in book-
sellers shops. 1881 Goldw. Smith Lect. $ Ess. 161 A voluble
and empty chatterer. 1884 J. Parker Larger Ministry 51
A chatterer of other-world phrases.

2. The name of birds of the family Ampelidse
;

esp. the Bohemian Chatterer or Waxwing {Ampe-
lis garrula) ; in N. Amer. the Cedar-bird or Chat-
terer of Carolina (A. carolinensis or cedrorum).
1730 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 431 Garrulus

Carolinensis, the Chatterer. 1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. II.

508 The chatterer visits this kingdom at very uncertain
times. 1863 Spring Lapi. 279 There is no northern bird
whose breeding habits have been shrouded in such mystery
as the waxwing chatterer. 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon iv. 71,

I saw here for the first time the Sky-blue Chatterer (Am-
Pelis Cotinga). .it is a dull, quiet bird.

Chattering (tfartsrirp, vbl sb. [f. Chatter v.

+ -ing l
.] The action expressed by the verb

Chatter (in its various senses).

a 1250 Owl A Night. 560 Bute thu canst of chateringe.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. 11. 84 Chateryng-oute-of-resoun. 1509
Barclay Ship of Fooles (1570) 38 The Pye Betrayes her
birdes by her chattering and crye. 1552 Abp. Hamilton
Catech. (1884I 34 Murning & chatering of teith. 1589 Pappe
w. Hatchet 11844) 39 Neuer trouble the church with
chattering. 1703 Maundreli. Joum. Jerus. (17321 27 Ir-

reverent chattering of certain Prayers. 1809 Med, Jml.
XXI. 212 Several rigors, and regular chattering of the teeth.

1880 Daily News 20 Apr. 2 He had no knowledge of iron-

work ; but he knew sufficient to lighten the 1 chattering '.

b. attrib.

^1678 Roxb. Bal. (1882) IV. 358 He cut her Chattering-

string, And he [quickly] set her Tongue on the run.

Chattering (tjarterin),///. a. [f. Chatters.
4- -iNft 2

.] That chatters (in various senses of the

verb). Hence Cha'tteringly adv.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 152 Sparuwe is a cheaterinde brid. 1509

Barclay Ship ofFoolesii^jo) 39 Take example by thechat-
tering pye. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. ii. 58 To tame a
shrew, and charme her chattering tongue. 1781 Cowper
Convers. 457 Leader of a chattering train. 1864 Lowell
Fireside Trav. 223 To intrude chatteringly upon the mid-
night privacy of Apollo.

t Cha'tterist. Obs. rare- 1
. [See -ist.] A

professed or systematic chatterer.

a 1704 T. Brown Wks. (1760) II. 204 (D.I You are the only
modern chatterist that I hear has succeeded me.

Cha'tterinent. rare. Chattering.
In Mad. D'Arblay's Diary (F. Hall).

Chatterton's compound. A composition

used for insulating submarine telegraph cables.

1887 Jml. Soc. Telegr. Engineersy*\ \
.
4$9'Y\\\scom\}omu\

(which is perhaps somewhat erroneously known as ' Chatter-

ton's compound') is usually composed of. .gutta percha 3

Iparts] resin 1 [part] and Stockholm tar 1 [part].

t Cha'ttery, sb. Obs. [f. Chatter v., after

battery.] Chatting, chat, chatter.

1789 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Corr. V. 17 There was
no lack ofchattery and chatterers. 1813 Ibid. VII. 13 She
certainly would not leave town without seeking another
chattery with her old friend.

Chattery (tfartari), a. [f. Chatter + -v *.]

1. Characterized by chattering, rare,

1869 Pall Mall G. 6 July 11 As chattery in the teeth as if

their under jaws were loose.

2. dial. ' Stony or pebbly. Craven* (Halliwell).

Chattiness. [f. Chatty a.
1 + -ness.] The

quality of being chatty.

1876 Green Short Hist. t. v. (1882) 47 Tradition told, .of

his chattiness over the adventures of his life. 1885 Book-
seller 3 Sept. 883/2 This learning, chattiness, and usefulness

was eventually to be turned to good account.

Chatting (tjse*tirj), vbf. sb. [f. Chat v.^ +
-ING 1

.] The action of the verb Chat (in various

senses) ; esp. Easy familiar talking.

1509 Barclay Ship ofFooles (1570) 39 For all their chatting

and plentie of language. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 289 b,

He could not..awaye with the chattyng and contynual
bableyng of Cicero. 1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. (1625)

48 The Augures did divine from hearing the chatting or the

crowing of the birds, a 1677 Barrow Serni. (1810) I. 276
The impertinent chattings, which are so rife in the world.

1884 Chr. Worlds Oct. 762/5 An hour spent in chatting.

Chatting (tjartin), a. [f. Chat v. 1 +
-ING 2

.] That chats (in various senses of the verb).

Hence Cha'ttingly adv.

1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. 1. 13 The chatting swallow.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Conscience i, Listning to thy
chatting fears. 1823 Galt Entail II. xvii. 156 The two
redressers of wrongs chattingly proceeded towards Grippy.

1872 Daily News 5 Oct. 3 Some members have spoken chat-

tingly and inquisitively about it.

Chattle, obs. form of Chattel.
Chatton, var. of Chaton, Obs., catkin.

||
Chatty (tfa'ti), sb. Anglo-Ind. [Hindi chat!

earthen vessel or pitcher.] An East Indian pot for

water
;

spec, a porous earthen water-pot or jar.

1781 in Lives of Lindsays III. 285 (Y.) We drank his

[majesty's] health in a chatty of sherbet. 1816 'Quiz'
Grand Master IV. 92 note, The chatties are vessels made of

earth, of little or no value. 1839 Marryat Phant. Ship
xxxiii, Pedro came in with a chatty of water. 1865 Living-

stone Zambesi vii. 169 Earthen pots, like Indian chatties.

1887 Pall Mall G. 21 Oct. 11/2 Playing with wooden spoons

on brass chatties.

Chatty (tfarti), a. 1 [f. Chat sb.1 + -y.] Given

to chat or light easy talk.

^1762 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. I. 35(T.) As chatty as

your parrot. I795VW. Seward Anecd. 11. 260 (Jod.> He
was very chatty in conversation. 1882 Pedody Eng.
Journalism xix. 143 A chatty and readable column.

Cha-tty, 0.2 [f. Chat sb.1 + -Y.J (See quot.)

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Chatty, lousy.

Chatyue, obs. form of Caitiff.

Chau, chaw, var. of Cha, Obs., tea.

Chaubuck, var, of Chawbuck, (oriental) whip.

Chauceore, -eur, obs. form of Chaussure.

tChaucepe. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. chaucepiJ,

mod.F. chausse-pied.'] A shoeing-horn.

1499 Promp. Parv. (Pynson) Chaucepe or schoynge home
[c 1440 chauncepe], parcopollex.

Chaucerian (t/^s^ rian), a. (and sb.) [(. the

name of the poet Chaucer + -tan. Cf. Spenserian.]

A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

Chaucer or his writings.

1660 M. Parker 7/*'^. Arthur sig. C, In an old Chau-

cerian manuscript. 1838 Emerson Addr. Lit. Ethics Wks.

(Bohn) II. 211 Homeric or Chaucerian pictures. 1850

Whipple Ess. $ Rev. II. 364 His imagination has a Chau-

cerian certainty in representing a natural object in its exact

form.

B. sb. A student or admirer of Chaucer.

1868 Furnivall Temp. Pref Catiterb. Tales 89 A vote of

thanks to Mr. Skeat from all Chaucerians is hereby recorded.

1883 N. $ Q. 17 Nov. 398/2 William Thynne, known to us

as a Chaucerian.

Chaucerism (tf^-ssriz'm). [f. as prec. + -ISM.]

An expression used by, or imitated from, Chaucer.

1593 Nashe Strange News Wks. 1883-4 II. 175 Newes,
which if your worship (according to your wonted Chaucer-

ismei shall accept in good part. 1662 Fuller Worthies



CHAUD. 304 CHAW.

(iSii) II. 80 (D.) The many Chaucerisms used (for I will

not say affected by him [Spenser] I are thought by the

ignorant to be blemishes. 1851 Trench Study 0/ Words
v. 154 The employment of such ' Chaucerisms '.

Chauces, obs. form of Chausbes.

t Chaud, a. and sb. Obs. [a. F. (hand :-L.

calid-us hot.]

1. adj. Hot. rare.

138. Antecrist in Todd 3 Trtat. Wyclif'130 Metes, well

drjt wib spicerie chaud & pluse-chaud.

2. sb. Heat. rare- 1
.

1659 Gauden Tears Ok 574 (D.) The over-hot breath-

ings of Ministers, like the chaud of Charcoale, stifle and
suffocate the vital spirits of true Religion.

Chauder, -ern, obs. ff. of Chalder, Chaldron.
Chaud-melle, mella. Sc. Law. [a. OF.

chaude mcllee (in med.L. calida melleia) ' heated

affray or broil ' : see Mel£e. (By Selden and

others erroneously identified with chance medley,

from the partial coincidence of sense and form.)]

A sudden broil or affray arising from the heat of

passion ; hence, the wounding or killing of a man
in such an affray, without premeditation.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. Vl. xix. 23 Gyve ony be suddane

chawdmelle Hapnyd swa slayne to be Be ony of the Thay-
nys kyne. 1597 Skene De Verb. Signif., Ckaud-Melle, in

Latin* Jiixa ; ane hoat suddaine tuilzie, or debaite, quhilk

is opponed ascontrair tofore-thoucht-fellonie. Ibid., Melle-

turn, Medletum, Chaud-mella is ane fault or trespasse,

quhilk is committed be ane hoate suddainty, & not of set

purpose, or pra'cogilata matitia. 1671 Selden Notes on

Hengham in Fortescue 123 Our Chaunce medley corrupted

from 'Chaud mellc '. 1751 Scots Mag. (1753) May 231/2

The murder is not said to have been committed from sudden
passion, or chaud mclla. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 184

Chance-medley, or (as some rather chuse to write it) chaud-

medley ; the former of which, .signifies a casual affray, the

latter an affray in the heat of blood or passion. x86o

Cosmo Innes Scot/. Mid. Ages vi. 198.

t Chaudpisse. Obs. In 5 chaudpys, 6 Sc.

chaudpeece. [a. F. chaudepissc.] Strangury, or

other urinary or venereal disease.

a 1387 Simon, Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 17 Diabetica passio

. . dicitur chaudepisse. .1440 Promp. Pan: 71 Cawdpys
or chaudpys [erroneously cawepys or chavepys] or stran-

gury, sekenesse. a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting 308 The
snuff and the snoire, the chaud-pecce, the chanker.

Chaudron (f/'droh). [F. chaudron a caul-
|

dron, a ' copper'.] A reddish colour, somewhat
resembling copper. Also atlrib.

1883 ( asselts Fam. Mag. Oct. 698^2 The lining is chau-

dron satin. 1884 West. Daily Press 11 Apr. 76 Shades
of velvet, such as chaudron, myrtle-grey, or sapphire-blue.

Chaudron, obs. form of Chaldron.
Chaue, obs. form of Chaff sbA

Chauel, obs. form of Jowl.
Chauf e, chauff

v
e, obs. ff. Chafe.

+ Chauffe, a. Obs. [f. Chafe v. : jierhaps the

vb.-stem used adjectively or attributively.] Chafed,

chafing, fuming, angry.

1583 Stanyhurst A^neis ill. (Arb.) 76 In chauffe sea

plasshye we tumble.

Chauffer (tjg'fa')- [var. of Chafer (formerly

chaufer), perh. with some influence of mod.F.

chauffoir, f. chauffer to heat, Chafe. Also found

as Choffer.] A metal basket containing fire, for-

merly used in light-houses ; a small portable furnace

usually of iron, fitted with air-holes and a grate.

1833 Blackiv. Mag. 350 Open coal fires, placed in open
chauffers, were exhibited to the mariner. x86x Smiles
Engineers II. 224 The lights consisted of coal fires in

chauffers. 1871 Carlvle in Mrs. C.'s Lett. I. 179 In a

room upstairs, where a chauffer was burning against damp,

b. Comb., as chauffer-pan.

1815 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 452 The workman
. . carries the contents of the mortar to the first chauffer-pan,

where it is heated.

t Chau'ffet. Obs. rare- '. [a. F. chaufette

chafing-dish (Cotgr.), f. chauffer to warm.]
A vessel containing charcoal for warming the feet.

1771-84 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 316 Not one of them will stir

without a chaudpied, or chauffet, which is carried by a
servant, that it may be ready to place under her feet, when-
ever she sits down : though few of these chaufTets have fire

in them.

Chaufrain, variant of Chamfrain.
Chaufur, -yr, obs. ff. Chafer.2
Chauiale, obs. form of Caviare.

Chauk e, chaulk(e, obs. forms of Chalk.
Chauld, chaul(e, obs. forms of Chavkl, Jowl.
Chauldron, obs. f. Chaldron.
Chaum, sb. Obs. or dial. Also Chame. [a

phonetic variant of Chawn sb.] "Chawn.
1601 Holland Pliny 11. lxxxvi, Chawmes [ed. 1634

chawnes] and gaping gulfes. l8»5 Britton Beauties of
Wilts. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Chawm. a chasm, a crack in the

ground. 1882 W. Worcestersh. Wds. (E. D. S.) Chaum,
a crack in a floor or wall. 1884 Ipton-on-Severn Wds.
(E. D. S.) Chawm, a crevice, an earth-crack.

f Chaum, v. Obs. [phonetic variant ofChawn
v. : cf. prec] intr. To chap, crack, gape in fissures.

1610 Polkingham Art of'Survey 1 . x. 24 Chapping grounds,
chinking, or chauming with Cranies. [Msewhere also

chauu.]

Chaumber, -lain, obs. ff. Chamber, -lain,

etc.

||
Chaumontel (

J(>rm>nt£l). [F. ; from name
of a village in the department Seine-et-Oise.] A
large variety of pear.
1755 in Johnsons, v. Pear. 1863 Ansted Channel Isl. IT.

xxi. 489 The most remarkable in l>oth islands is the chau-

montel. Ibid. 489 Chaumontel pears of extraordinary size.

Chaump-, obs. spelling of Champ-.
Chaun(e, var. of Chawn, Obs.

Chaun-, obs. spelling of Chan-.
Chaunber, -bour, -byr, obs. ff. Chamber.
Chaunch, chaunfer, obs. ff. Change,

Chamfer.
ChauTioprockt. ntHttvi. [ad. Or. \avv"-

irfWKTot ' wide-breeched ' (L. & S.).]

1875 Browning Aristopk. Apol. 145 Curse on what
chaunoprockt first gained his ear.

Chauns^e, -sel, etc., obs.ff. Chance, Chancel.

t ChaU'nsel. Obs. [a. OF. chansilh, var. of

cheinsil: see Chaisel.] =Chaisel.
c 1340 Gaw. t, Gr. Knt. 946 He dies bura, be chaunsel, to

cheryche bat hende.

Chans, var. of Chouse.

Chausse $dsc),a. Her. [F.
;
pa. pple. of chaus-

ser to shoe, lit. 'shod'.] (See quot.)

1730-6 Bailf.v (folio) Chausse (in Heraldry) signifies shod,

and in Blazon denotes a Section in Base.

||
Chauss£e [F- :_L. type calccala :

see Caisey.] A causeway ; a paved way ; a high

road or highway (in France, Belgium, etc.).

1817KEATINGE Trav. I. 161 To bestow on their chaussles

a degree of solidity . . so infinitely beyond any stress to

which they could ever have been subject. 1849-50 Alison

Hist. Europe xciv. 53. XIV. 3 The great chaussee from

Brussels to Charleroi runs through the centre ofthe position.
|

II
Chausses. //• Hist. In £ chauces, 6 chau-

Ms, [a. OF. chauces, mod.F. chausses^Vr. calsas,

caussas, Sp. calzas, Pg. calcas, It. calzc, cahi, med.

L. calcias, pL of calcia, clothing for the legs,

trousers, breeches, pantaloons, drawers, hose,

stockings; f. L. calceus, calcius, shoe, half-boot.

Formerly naturalized 'tjau sez); now usually pro-
j

nounced as mod.French (
J<>s).]

Pantaloons or tight coverings for the legs and

feet; tsp. of mail, forming part of a knight's

armour (in OF. chauces defer).

1484 Caxton Chynalry 6r Chauces of yron or legge

harnoys ben gyuen to a knyght. 1599 Thynnf. Animadv.

(1875) 14 Thus hathe the Antique recordes of Domus Regni

Anglie, ca. 53. .the messengers of thekinges howse. .shalbe

allowed for their Chauses yerely iiiji. viijrf. 1834 Planche

Brit. Costume 55 I-ong stockings or pantaloons with feet to

them, called by the Normans 1 Chausses '. 1850 C. Boltell
in Gentl. Mag. 11. 45 The lower limbs have jambarts .

.

strapped over the mail chausses.

Chaussure (Jos«r). In 4 {erron.) chau-

ceore, 5-6 chawcer, 7 chauceur. [F. chaus-

sure, in 1 3th c. chauceure, ' a hosing or shooing
;

also, hose'n or shooes ' ;Cotgr.) :-L. •calccatura,

f. calcedre to shoe, f. calceus shoe. Formerly

naturalized ; now treated as mod. French.]

A general term for anything worn on the feet

;

shoes, boots, etc. (In quot. 1380 = hose of mail.)

, 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5631 Acjut be strok ys ferber wente

. . And ful opon ys genyllere, & bar away ys chauceore, Of
yre & styl y-mad. c 1430 Bennet College MS. Mark i. 7(R.)

Of whom I am not worthi downfallande or knelande to

louse the thwonge of his chawcers. 1461-83 Liber Niger

Edn: IV in Housek. Ord. (1790) 29 Clothing and chawcers

for his groomes in sojourne. 1601 F. Tate Housek. Ord.

Edn<. //(1876) 26 For chauceur, the whol yere iiijr. viuV.

1817 Keatinge Trav. I. 256 Those, .leave their ckaussure

at the palace gate. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis xxvi, The
prettiest little foot . . and the prettiest little chaussure, too.

1866 Howells Venet. Li/eu. 29 That unfriendly ckaussure

[wooden shoes).

f Chausse-trap. Obs. [a. F. chausse-lrape ]

=Caltrop i.

1591 Garrard Art Warre 317 Neither omit to cast

Chausse traps, and Tables full of nayles.

|| Chauvin (
JovpV. [F. ; from the surname of

a veteran soldier of the First Republic and Empire,

Nicolas Chauvin of Rochefort, whose demonstra-

tive patriotism and loyalty were celebrated, and

at length ridiculed, by his comrades. After the

fall of Napoleon, applied in ridicule to old soldiers

of the Empire, who professed a sort of idolatrous

admiration for his person and acts. Especially

popularized as the name of one of the characters

in Cogniard's famous vaudeville, La Cocarde Tri-

colore, 1831 ('je suis francais, je suis Chauvin');

and now applied to any one smitten with an absurd

patriotism, and enthusiasm for national glory and

military ascendancy. Hence,

Chauvinism (Joi'viniz'm). [a. F. chauvin

isme, orig. ' idolatrie napoleonienne ' La Rousse.]

Exaggerated patriotism of a bellicose sort ; blind

enthusiasm for national glory or military ascend-

ancy ; the French quality which finds its parallel

in British ' Jingoism '.

1870 Pall MallG. 17 Sept. to What the French may have

contributed to the progress ofculture within the last twenty

years is nothing in comparison to the dangers caused within

Ihe same space of time by Chauvinism. 1882 Spectator

16 Sept. 1 1 86 Throughout Southern Europe, including

France, the journalists are much more inclined to chau-

vinism than the people are. 1883 American VII. 156

Educated men are supposed to see the difference between
patriotism and Chauvinism.

So Chau vinist. Chauvini stic a.

1870 Pall Mall G. 3 Oct. 10 ' La oil Rhin nous quitte, le

danger commence,' said Lavalee in his chauvinistic work
on the frontiers of France. 1877 Wallace Russia xxvi.

411 Among the extreme chauvinists. 1883 D. C. Boulger
in FortH. Rev., China He For. Pcnvers, The most chauvinist

of Manchu statesmen. 1885 Athenaeum 17 Oct. 504/3 The
curious Chauvinistic character taken by German patriotism.

t Chavallery. Obs. [variant of chevalerie,

cavallery.'] 1. = Cavalry.
1618 Bolton Florut ill. xx. 238 To raise a Chavallery.

Ibid. 71 Master ol the Roman horsemen, or Chavallery-

2. The Cavalier party or cause 'in 17th a).

1643 HerlkJm Feme 5 The chavaleery lately pre-

vailed. /
t Chav/trt. Obs. An alleged name for the hare.

13. . Na/fies 0/Hare in Ret. Ant. I. 134 In the worshipe

of the haft . . the chauart, The chiche, the couart.

t Chave, v. Obs. [f. Chaff : cf. half, halve.

The northern form in sense 2 is Cave v.*]

1. trans. To mix or strew with chaff.

c 1420 Pallad. em Husb. I. 338 Yf thou feme it weel, or

chave. Ibid. IT. 1 19 Do chaved cley therto.

2. To free (corn, etc. ' from chaff and short straw ;

to separate the chaff from.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 170 Thrash it out

of the straw ; and then chave it or dense it from the straw.

1669 Worlidgf. Syst. Agric. Hi. §4(1681)29 After you have

thrashed it, and chaved it with a fine Rake. 1716 Diet.

Rust. led. 3) To Cave or Chave, to separate the larger Chaff

from the Com or small Chaff.

Hence Chaved ///. a. (see sense 1 above),

Cha ving vbl. sb.

1649 Blithe Eng. Imprirv. Impr. 11652) 179 By chaving

of it with a narrow toothed Rake. 1669 Worlidge Syst.

Agric. iii. t 4 (1681) 29 And winnowing or chaving.

Chavel, a typical ME. form of the word now
written Jowl, jaw-blade, cheek. OE. ceafl, ME.

3-5 chsefl, cheafle, chefle, cheuele, chewyele,

ch'elle, chele; chauel, -yl le, chaul(e, chawl(e,

chauld;chowl(e,choul(e,choll,chol; 6chaLl(e;

6-7 chawl(e ; 7 chowle. See Jowl.

+ Cha'vel, v. Obs. Forms : 3 cheofle, chefle,

cheuele, chavle, 4 chaule, 7 chavell. [f. chavel,

Jowl, check.]

1. intr. To wag the jaws ; to chatter, talk idly.

a ins Ancr. R. 70 Heo grint greot be cheofleS. Ibid. 128

GelstreS, ase be uox deo . . & chefleS of idel. a 1307 Pol.

Songs (1839) 240 To chaule ne to chyde.

2. trans. To mump or mumble (food).

1610 Markham Masterp. 1. xii. 34 He doth, as it were,

chauell or chaw a little hay. 1647 R. Stapvi ton •Juvenal x,

Disarm'd of teeth, this chavells with his gums. 1796 M ar-

shall, E. Vorksk. Gloss. <E. D. S.) Ckavvle, to chew im-

perfectly. 185s Wkitby Gloss., Chai-vU; to chew imperfectly,

to mumble like a toothless person.

Hence Cha'veling vbl. sb., chattering, 'jawing'.

a IMS Ancr. R. 100 Ved bine eien mid totunge, & tine

tunge mid chcuelunge. a li&Chvl f, Night. 284 Mid chav-

ling and mid chatere. Ibia.xfi.

Cha-vender. la 5 chevender. The same as

Chevin, the chub (fish).

< 147s Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 764 Hec frisgula, a

chevender. 1653 Walton Angler xii. 231 A choice bait for

the Chub or Chavender. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece B. 11. 346

Chub iknown by the Name of Chevin or Chavender).

Chavepys, erron. f. Chaudpissk.

Chaver, chaverell, var. Chafer -', Cheverel.

Cha-vish. dial. Cf. Chirm. (See quots.)

1674 Ray S. \ E. C. Words 61 A Chavish, a chatting or

piatling noise among a great many, Sussex. 1868 < • Nens

25 Nov., Hearing the morning 'chavish of the birds, 187s

Parish Sussex Dial., Ckavisk, a chattering or prattling

noise of many persons speaking together. A noise made by

a flock of birds.

Chavylil, var. of Chavel, Jowl.

t Chaw, chawe, aV Obs. (Also 6 cheaw,

chew.) [App. a by-form ofJaw, modified by asso-

ciation with the vb. chnu or its by-form chaw,

it was contemporary in origin with the latter.]

1. Usually in //. Jaws, chaps, fauces.

1530 Palsgr. 507 Get me a kaye to open his chawes. 1535

Covfrdalf. job xxxiil i, I will open my mouth, and my
tonge shal speake out of my chawes. 1540 Earl Surrey

Poems 66, 'Ham no age,' My withered skin How it doth

shew my dented chews . . And eke my toothless chaps. 1548

OLDE Erasm. Par. ?nd Tim. 25, I was delyuered from the

moste rageing lyons cheawes. IJS7 ''rimer M lj, How
swete be thy wordes to my chawes. 1583 Stiibbes A nat.

Abus. II. 64 From the chawes of the greedie 10ns. 1601

Holland Pliny (1634I I. 3*8 Any greater load than they

can bite betweene their chawes. 1611 Bible Eztk. xxxvni.

4 (also xxix. 4], I will . . put hookes into thy chawes {mod.

edd. jaws). i6»6 Raleigh's Gkost 116 The same little beast

. .also entring into the chawes of the Crocodile,

b. rarely in sing. A jaw.

1500 Spenser F. Q. 1. iv. 30 All the poison ran about his

chawT 1601 Holland Pliny (1634) I. 337 The Camell .
.
hath

no fore-teeth in the vpper chaw.

2. Comb, chaw-bone = jaw-bone.

1546 Langlky Pol. Verr. De Invent, m. x. 77 a, The Chaw-

bone of a serpent. 1611 T. Taylor Cm«<«. Titus 111. 6 (1619)
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663 The Lord opened a chawbone. a 1670 Hacket A bp.

Williams 1, (1692) 144 To break the chaw-bone of the lye.

Cliaw, sb.- now vulgar, [f. Chaw t/.] An act

of chewing ; also, that which is chewed, e.g. a quid

of tobacco.

1772 GentL Mag. XLII. 191 The tars. .Took their chaws,

hitched their trousers, and grinn'd in our faces. 1833
Marryat Peter Simple xiv, The boy was made to open his

mouth, while the chaw of tobacco was extracted.

Chaw (tjg), ^- (now vulgai ). Also 6-7 chawe.
[A by-form of Chew (OE. ceowan), found since

16th c. The form is not easily accounted for, but

it agrees with mod.Du. kauwcn, Ger. kaucn, LG.
kauen, kawen, as distinct from MHG. kiuwen,

OHG. chiuwan, MDu. kuwen ; and it is not far

phonetically from another variant chow, chowc,

used in Eng. in 16th c, and now in Sc. and some
Eng. dialects ; see Chow. Chaw was very common
in i6-i7th c. ; it occurs in Udall, Bradford, Levins,

Golding,Marbeck,Baret, Breton, Drayton, Marston,

Dekker, Topsell, Donne, Ben Jonson, Markham,
Boyle, Fuller, Cogan, Harris, etc. in addition to the

authors cited below. It is now esteemed vulgar,

and is used of coarse or vulgar actions, as ' chawing

tobacco,
(A suggested explanation of the form is a possible passing

of theOE. ceowan, ciaiv, cwwon, coweu, into another con-

jugation, as ceawan, ce'tnv, ceaiven ; but as no trace of the

chaw form occurs before 1530, this seems unhistorical.)]

1. trans. To chew ; now esp. to chew roughly,

to champ ; or to chew without swallowing.
1530 Palsgr. 481/2 There be mo beestes than the oxe that

chawe their cudde. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's lust. Table
Script. Quots., As yet the flesh was betweene their teeth,

neither as yet was chawed. 1562 Turner Bathes 12 Chawe
your meate well. 1577 B. Googe Hereshach's Hush. nr.

(1586) 132 b, If they [cattle] want their digestion, or chawe
not cud. 1596 Spenser F. Q. r. iv. 30 Malicious Envy .

.

still did chaw Between his cankred teeth a venemous tode.

1600 Hakluvt Voy. (1810) III. 456 When they eate, they

chawe their meate but little. 1609 Bible (Douay) Prov.
xxx. 14 A generation, that, .chaweth with theyr grinding

teeth. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 151 They are alwayes
chawing it [opium]. 1653 Walton Angler viii. 172 Chaw
a little white or brown bread in your mouth. 1665 Pepys
Diary 7 June, Some roll-tobacco, to smell to and chaw.
a 1700 Dryden Fab. Cock $ Fox 485 Nor chaw'd the flesh

of lambs but when he could, a 1734 North Exam. n. v.

p 94 He has Thistles to chaw. 1833 Marryat P. Simple
ii, You must lam to chaw baccy. 1878 Mrs. Stowe Pogaunc
P. iii. 23 They've bit offmore'n they can chaw.

fb. spec. To make (bullets' jagged by biting

(cf. Champ v. 5 ; for quots. see Chawed). Obs.

e. intr.

1563-87 Foxe A. Sf M. (1596) 967/r Hauing some good
morsell. .giuen him to chaw upon. 1561 T. Norton Cal-

vin's Inst. iv. 61 They doo not only forbid to eate, but also

euen sclenderly to chawe. 1638 W. Gilberts MS. Let.

A bp. Ussher, I have chawed many times upon those husks.

1650 Bulwer A?itliropomet. xiii. 134 The women do con-

tinually chaw of these three things. 1704 Worlidge Diet.

Rust, et Urb. s. v. Blood-letting, Making him [a horse]

chaw and move his Chops. 1884 Bath Jml. 26 July 6/5

Two Hons and a tiger, .began ' chawing' away at my leg.

+ 2. fig. a. ?To corrode, fret, wear down.
1513 Douglas AEneis vm. i. 137, I am god Tybris .

.

Quhilk. .with mony iawp and iaw Bettis thir brayis, chaw-

ing the bankis doun [but ed. \%T\has schawand, — shavand,

L. stringentem],

b. To mouth or mumble (words).

1563-87 Foxe A. $ M. (1684) III. 736 The Priests do so

champ them and chaw them [Latin words]. 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarch.y Hen. IV. Ixxi, They who in Richard's Raigne
. .the gaudye word Of Tyrranie had Chaw'd.

C. To ruminate upon, brood over.

a 1558 Q. Eliz. in Hearne Coll. 3 June (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I.

256, 1 . .chawe them by musing. 1600 Heywood 2 Edw. IV,
Wks. 1874 I. 112 He chawes his malice. 1603 H. Crosse
Vertnes Commit). (1878) 89 Large roomes, wherein a man
may walke and chawe his melancholy for want of other

repast. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Content viii, When all

thy deeds . . are chaw'd by others pen and tongue. 1845
[see Chawing].

3. slang, chiefly in U. S. To chaw up : to de-

molish, 1 do for', ( smash
1844 Dickens Martin Chuz. xxi, The patriotic locofoco

movement .. in which the whigswas so chawed up. Ibid.

There air some catawampous chawers in the small way too.

1857 F. Douglass Speech (Bartlett, s. v. Catatuampoitsly),

For fear of being catawamptiously chawed up.

Chaw, var. Cha, Obs., tea.

Chaw-bacon, [f. Chaw v. + Bacon.] A ludi-

crous or contemptuous designation for a country

clown ; a bumpkin.
1822 Blackiv. Mag. XII. 379 You live cheap with chaw-

bacons, and see a fine flat country, X863 Cornh. Mag.
Mar. 444 His companions are all the whilelaughing at him
as an innocent, as a greenhorn, as a chawbacon. 1880

Jefferies Gr. Feme F. 70 Half a dozen grinning chaw-
bacons watching him.

t Chaw'buck, sb. Obs. Also chaubac, -buck,
[a. Pers. and Urdu chabuk horse-whip : see Cha-
bouk.] A whip

;
flogging with a whip. (In India.

N
;

1698 Frver Acc E. India 98 (Y.) He has a Black Guard
that by a Chawbuck, a great Whip, extorts Confession.
1756 in Long Rec. Bengal 79 (Y.) The Nabob, .threatened
their Vaquills with the Chaubac. 1784 Song in Seton-Karr
Sel. Calc. Gaz. I. 18 (Y.l With Muskets and Chaubucks
secure, They guard us in Bangalore Jail.

Vol. II.

t Chawbuck, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] irans. To
Hog with a chawbuck ; to whip.
1682 Hedges MS. Diary 2 Nov. (Y.) The next day he

was beat on y° soles of his feet, y* third day. .Chawbuckt.
i6og Let. to R. India Com/. 23 March (Y.) To be tyed up
and chawbucked. 1726 in Wheeler Hist. India II. 4io(Y.)

Another Pariah he chawbucked 25 blows.

Chaweer, obs. form of Chaussure.
Chawdmelle : see Chaud-melle.

t Chawdron. Obs. or arch. Forms : 5 chau-
doun, -on, -yn, -era, -ron, chawdon, -wyn,
chawdewyne, chaundron, 6 ohauden, 7 chau-
der, ehawdre, chawthern, chaldern(e, 7-8

chawdron, chaldron. [ME. chaudoun, a. OF.
chaitdun {eahlun, caudun) :—L. type caldunum, cf.

med. L. calduna, (' de novem ovibus front fercula

qua; vocantur caidunm, Du Cange')
;
app. a deriv. or

compound of calid-us hot, but the latter part of the

word is obscure. In MLG. kaldunc, mod. G. kal-

daunt-n. In later Eng. corrupted app. by form-

assoc. with Chaldron. (See also Chowder.)]

f 1. A kind of sauce, consisting of chopped en-
;

trails, spices, and other ingredients. Obs.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 9 Chaudoun for wylde digges,

swannus, and piggus. 1 1440 Anc. Cookery in Honseh.
Ord. (1790) 441 Chaudern for Swannes. c 1460 J. Russell I

Bit. Nurture 535 in Babees Bk. (18681 152 To signet

swann, convenyent is be chawdoun. Ibid. 688 Swan with
the Chawdwyn. 1469 Ord. R. Honseh. 96 Garbages of

swannes, the chaundron made sufficiently. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 680 Blamangers, jellies, chawdres, and a
number of exquisit sauces. 1615 Markham Eng. Hous-w.
(1660) 77 This is called a Chauder or Gallantine, and is a

sawce almost for any Fowl whatsoever.

2. Entrails of a beast, esp. as used for food.

arch.

1578 Lvte Dodo-ens v. xviii. 572 The second kind of Letuce
hath crompled leaues . . drawen togither almost like the

Moquet or Chauden of a calfe. 1604 Dekker Honest Wh.
Wks. 1873 II.40 Calves chaldrons and chitterlings. 1605

Shaks. Macb. IV. i. 33 Adde thereto a Tigers Chawdron,
For th'Ingredience of our Cawdron. 1607 Topsell Four-/.

Beasts (1658) 70 The chawthern, the head, and the feet of

Calves. 1611 Cotgr., Rraise, also, a calues chaldem. 1658

T. Mavf.rne Archintag. Anglo-Gall. No. 51. 44 'To makea
Pudding of Calves-Chaldrons. 1727 Bradley Ram. Diet, i

s.v. Calf's Chaldron, The Chaldron is also eaten in a

Court Bouillon, or Broth. 1798 Progr. Man 26 in Anti-

Jacobin 19 Feb., How Lybian tigers' chawdrons love assails.

3. comb. Chatlternwise : see Chathern.
Chawdron, obs. form of Chaldron.
Chawed(tj9d),///.i2.(nowCT<^3;'). [f.CHAWtf.1

]

1. Chewed (but not swallowed).

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hnsb. IV. (1586) 169 They ..

feede them [pigeons] with chawed white bread. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, IV. ii. 50 In their pale dull mouthes the Iymold
Bitt Lyes foule with chaw'd-grasse. 1693 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. 328 Chewed or chawed.

+ 2. Of bullets: see Chaw v. i b.

1644 Ld. A. Capel in Ellis Orig
;

Lett. 1. 364 III. 305
1 We have found divers bulletts which were chawd in our
wounded men. 1683 Crowne City Pol. v. i. 6s As venemous
as a chaw'd bullet. 1689 Movle Sea Chyrurg. 11. v. 39
Provided the shot were round and not chaw'd or jag'd.

Chawer. rare, (now vulgar), [f. Chaw v. +
-er '.] One who chaws or chews.
1611 Cotgr. Afasclienr, a chawer, chewer. 1844 [see

Chaw v. 3].

Chawettys : see Chewet.
Chawfe, ehawffe, obs. ff. Chafe.
Chawfineh, obs. form of Chaffinch.

Chawing (tjg'iq), vbl. sb. (now vulgar), [f.

Chaw v. + -ing 1.1 Chewing (e. g. tobacco)
; fig.

'rumination'. Also attnb.
c 1535 Dewes Introd. Rr. in Palser. 903 The chawyng,

le maccr. 1580 Hollvband Trcas. Rr. Tone; Remasche-
ment, a chawing of the cudde. 1693 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. 328 Achewing or chawing.

_
1845 Whitehall

x\x. 128 'Tis an observation for your chawing.

Chawke, obs. form of Chalk.
Chawl;e, obs. (14-17111 c.) f. Chavel, Jowl.
Chawler, obs. form of Jowler.
Chawlfe, obs. s. e. form of Calf 1.

Chawm(e, variant of Chaum.
Chawmlbyr, chawmer, -leyn, obs. ff. Cham-

ber, -LAIN.

t Chawn, si. Obs. or dial. Also 7 chawne,
choane, chone, charm. [Identical in meaning

I
with Chine sb.'1, and perh. a deriv. of Chine v.1 , of

which the pa. t. was in OE. can, ME. chane, chone
;

but the form-history is by no means clear.]

A gap, cleft, chink, rift, fissure; a chine.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 37 In one place the walls of cities

are laid along : in another they be swallowed vp in a deepe
and wide chawne. 1609 — A mm. Marcell. xvn. vii. 89 The
earth waxing drie . . openeth very great chinkes and wide
chawnes. 161 1 Cotgr., Rendasse, a cleft, rift, chop, choane.

1627 T. Jackson C/ir. Obed. iii. Wks. 1844 XII. 244 An
earthquake, .made a chaun or rift in the roof of the temple.

1688 R. Holme Armoury n. 82/1 An Adams Apple [hath]

some rifts, chaps, or chones thereon. 1708 Motteux Rabe-

lais IV. Iii, I was. -plagu'd with Chaps, Chawnsand Piles at

the Fundament. 1799 Rev. F. Leighton (Shrewsbury)
MS. Lett, to Rev. J. Boucher 26 Feb. Shropshire word
chone, meaning a chap, gap, or cut in the flesh of the

fingers, from excessive cold.

f Chawn, v. Obs. Also 6-7 chaune, 7

chawne, choane. [Like the sb. found about

1600, and during the early part of 17th c. The vb.

was probably from the sb. : cf. Chine sb. 1 and z\']

Hence Chawned, Chawning, adjs.

1. intr. To gape open.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 435That the threshing floors should

be wrought and tempered with oile lees, that they might not

chawn & gape. 1610 — Camden's Brit. 1. 512 Arches ..

now chinking and chawning for age. 1610 W. Folkingham
Art of Survey 1. viii. 19 Salt, bitter, chauning, burnt,

parched, .grounds.

2. trans. To cleave or rive asunder ; to cause to

gape open.
1600 Marston Antonio f, Mell. 1. iii, O thou all-bearing

earth . . O chaune thy breast, And let me sinke into thee.

161 1 Cotgr., Crevasser, to chop, chawne, chap, chinke, riue

or cleaue asunder. Ibid. Fendiller, to. .chap, choane, open.

3. trans. = ClIINEf.-

a 1693 UiiQUHART Rabelais 111. xxviii. 235 Chawned cod.

Chawn, obs. form of Khan.
Chawnce, Chawndelere, Chawnge,
Chawnjore, Chawnsell, Chawnt, etc., obs.

ff. Chance, Chandler, Chance, Changer, Chan-
cel, Chant, etc.

Chawthern, var. Chawdron, Obs., entrails.

Chaw -stick, [f. Chaw v. + Stick.] A species

of Gouania (C7. domingensis, N.O. Rhamnacem), a

common creeper in the West Indies and Brazil, so

called in Jamaica because its thin flexible stems

are chewed as an agreeable stomachic.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 172 The chawstick. .is generally

kept to rub and clean the teeth. 1866 Treas. Bot. 545
'Tooth-brushes are made by cutting pieces of chaw-stick to

a convenient length, and fraying out the ends.

+ Chaw-tooth. Obs. A molar tooth, grinder.

1648 Hexham Dutch Diet., Ken Mael-tandt, a great

Chaw-tooth, or one of the Grinding teeth.

Chawylle, variant of Chavel, Jowl.

II Chay, choy (tf?>, tfai, tjoi
, chaya tjai-a\

Also 6 saia, 8 shaii, 9 choya, ehey, chay-root,

shaya-root. [ad. Tamil soya, in other Indian

vernaculars shaya, chaya.'] The root of the Indian

plant Oldcnlanclia vmbellata (N.O. Cinconacese),

used to give a deep red dye to Indian cottons.

1598 tr. Caesar Rrederikc IC15661 in Hakluyt (Y.) Died
with a roote which they call saia. 1727 A. Hamilton New
Acc. R. Ind. I. 370 l.Y.) The famous dye called Shaii. 1807

Ann. Reg. 874 The chaya, or red dye-root of the coast.

1833 Ht. Martineau Cinnamon <y P. v. 78 Chay-root,

yielding the red dye which figures on Indian chintzes. 1845

Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 373 The dye-root

called chay . . which furnished the durable red. i860

Tennent Ceylon II. 55 Choya-roots, a substitute for Madder.

1866 Treas . Bot. 809/1 The celebrated red turbans of Madura
are dyed with chayroot.

Chay, vulgar corruption of Chaise [as if this

had been a plural word chay-s ; cf. cherry, Chinee,

pea] ; cf. also Shay.
1764 Footf. Mayor ofG. I. i, There's Mr. Sneak keeps my

sister a chay. 1771 Mackenzie Man Reel, xxxiii. (1803) 56

The pleasure of keeping a chay of one's own. 1814 Mad.
D'Arblay Wanderer III. 77 Vou know our chay-cart of old.

1839 Dickens Tuggs's at liamsg., Sk. Boz 369 ' How shall

we go ?
' .

.
' A chay 1

' suggested Mr. Joseph Tuggs. ' Chaise,'

whispered Mr. Cymon. 'I should think one_ would be

enough,' said Mr. Joseph. ' However, twochays, if you like.'

Chayer, -yre, Chayn, obs. ff. Chair, Chain.

Chaynge, obs. form of Change.
Chayote : see Chocho.
Chaytif, -tyf, ME. variant form of Caitiff.

tChe (\.y->),pron. Obs. dial. An expanded syllabic

form of Ch, for ich I. (With ch, che, cf. the recent

s.w. dial, utch, utchy, I.)

1568 T. Howell Arh.Amitie (1879) ooChee vore thacham
no clowne. IS94 Greene Looking Glass Wks. 1831 I. 97

Che trow, cha taught him his lesson. 1605 Shaks. Lear lv.

vi. 246 Keepe out che vor' ye.

Chea-, in many words, earlier spelling of Chee-.

Cheadle. Used by Cockayne (who took it pro-

bably from Halliwell's cheadle-dock) as a transl.

of OE. cedelc ; it could not however be the repre-

sentative of this word, which from the Vocabulary

cited appears to be = chadlock or charlock.

[a 1000 Voc. in Wr. -Wiilcker 297 Mcrcurialis, cedelc, cyrhc.

Ibid. 451. < 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 186 pas wyrte be man
mercurialis, & oSrum Iranian cedelc nemneS] Cockayne

translates ' named mercurialis, and by another name cheadle.

Cheadle-dock, in Halliwell as a name of

Senccio Jacob.ra, but no authority is given, and the

name is otherwise unknown to Britten and Hol-

land, and to the dialect glossaries.

Cheafle, early f. Chavel, now Jowl.

tCheald, chald, a. and sb. Obs. Also 4
cheld. [:—OE. (Saxon) ceald = Anglian cald

(whence Cold). Cf. chalf= calf, chalk = calk, etc.]

= Cold (in early Kentish dial.).

c 1000 Ags. Ge-sp. Matt. x. 42 .rEnne drinc cealdes wseteres.

c 1160 Hatton G. ibid. ^Enne drinc chealdes wseteres. c 1330

A rth. -V Merl. 8840, Thurch the hert that ysen cheld Pased.

1340 Ayenb. 139 Honger an borst and chald and hot. Ibid.

242 Hit is hard and chald ase a ston. Alsuo byeb bet uolk

chealde ine be loue of god.

Cheany, variant of Cheynet.
39
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t Cheap, sb. Obs. Forms : i c6ap, 2-5 chep,
2-7 cheap, 4-6 chepe, 5 chype, schep\ =, 6

cheep(e, Se, chaip(e, 6 chiepe, 6-7 cheape.
[A common Teut. sb. : OE. ceap ' barter, buying
and selling, market, price, merchandise, stock,

cattle', m OFris. k&p, OS. hop (MDu. coop, Du.
loop, LG. hoop), OHG. chonf, MUG. konf trade,

buying and selling, merchandise, gain, payment
(Ger. kanf purchase) :—WGer. *kaup :—OTeut.
*kanpo~z masc. ; cf. ON. kaup bargain, pay, wages
(Sw. kdp, Da. kjob bargain, purchase, price), neut.

:—*haupom . The original sense was * bargaining,

barter, exchange of commodities whence, after

the use of money, * buying and selling * buying or

selling', in later times often restricted to ' buying,
purchase ' alone. Beside it, the Teut. langs. have
the derivative verbs, *kaupjan (OHG. chouffcn,

OE. a'epan . and *kaupojan Goth, haupon, OHG.
choufon, OE. ciapian to barter, buy and sell, etc.

(see Cheap v.), and OHG. an agent-sb. chou/o,

WGer. type *kaupo, -on, trader, merchant. OE.
is the only language in which the sb. has the

sense ' cattle so that there is no ground for taking

that as the original sense ; it was either, like the

word Cattle itself, a special application of the

general sense ' merchandise, stock or perhaps
connected with the use of cattle as a medium of

exchange or measure of value ; cf. Fee.
The coincidence of the stem kaup-, and esp. the identity

of the WGer. agent-sb. *kaupo, 'trader, merchant,
dealer', with L. caupo, -du-rm 'petty tradesman, huckster,
tavern keeper has suggested that the Teut. word and its

family are of Latin origin. But there are serious difficulties.

Some, taking the Goth. vb. kauj>atjan 'to cuff' as a
deriv. of the same root, suggest for haup- the original sense
of ' stroke, striking '

: compare the notion of ' striking
1

a
bargain, 'striking hands' over a bargain, Ger. kmnd$ck7ag.\

I. As a simple sb.

1. A bargain about the bartering or exchanging
of one commodity for another, or of giving money
or the like for any commodity

;
bargaining, trade,

buying and selling.

Beowulf4822 Ni's bset ySe ceap to ^egangenne gumena
ani^um. a itoo Moral Ode 68 in Lamb. Horn. 163 Ech
mon mid bet he hauet mei buggen houene riche. .A!se mill

his penie alse ooer mi5 his punde. pet is be wunderlukeste
chep bet eni mon efre funde. 1205 Lay. 31799 No mihtest
bu burh nene chep finde neouwer na bred, a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. xi. 39 AJ for on y wolde jeve threo, with-
oute chep.

2. The place of buying and selling ; market.
(Hence b. in place-names, as Cheapsidc,£astcheap.)
c 1000 ^F.lkric Grant, xxxii. iZ.) 201 Urnro, ic gange to

ceape. 146a Paston Left. 452 II. 103, 1 wolle. .man hyrand
bryng hyr downne to the Gylys of Hulle, for that ft my
chype.

b- c 1300 A". Alis. 2654 Al so noble of riche mounde, So
is chepe in this londe. 1362 LAMGL. /'. PI. A. v. 165 A Ra-
kere of chepe. 1596 J. Norden Progr. Pr'etie (1847) "5
Deservedly crowned with a halter in Cheap.
3. That which is given in exchange for a com-
modity

; price ; value.
c 1025 Cnut's Eccl. Lavs 18 (Bosw.t Deopum ceape xe-

bohte. c 1205 Lav. 385 Hire cheap wes be wrse. 14x4 St

.

Act yas. / 11597) § 24 Bread and aile. .for reasonable price,

after the chaipes of the countrie. c 1440 Promp. Part', 72
Cheep LA*, chep or pryse

»
t499 chepe \, prrcium.

4. Exchangeable commodities, merchandise,

goods, chattels, esp. (live} cattle.

897 O. E. Chron., Ac hie waron micle swibor ^ebrocede
on bsem brim gearum mid ceapes cwilde and monna. 971
Blickl. Horn. 39 J>a?t we . . axeafon bone teoban dad b;es pe
we on ceape habhan. /bid. pone teoban d*l on urum waest-

mum, & on cwicum ceape. a 1000 Laws King Ine 40 ( Bosw.)
His neahxebures ceap.

II. In contextual nses.

6. Bargain, purchase
;
qualified from the buyer's

point of view as good, great, etc., as in the modem
' a good bargain ,

1 a great bargain ' a bargain \
etc. Cf, Y.faire bon man he".

1340 Ayeub. 36 pe obre beggeb be binges, huanne hi byeb
lest worp, to greate cheape. < 1386 Chaucer Wyf Bathes
Prol. 523 To greet chep is holden at litel pris. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) IV. 143 [They] makeb it as bou} pey wolde
noujt berof, to have pc bettre chepe. a 1400 Octonian 820
To no man schuld hyt be sold Half swych a chepe.
c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst. 102 Men say 1 lyght chepe Letherly
for-yeldys '. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxvii. 205 They
toke the kynges pri>es for hir peny worthes at good chepe.

1530 Palsgr. Introd. 49 Marche", a bargeii or a marketstede
or cheepe, as good cheepe, bon marchte.

b. Niggard cheap -, close thrift, economy, nig-

gardliness.

1463 Paston Lett. 478 II. 139 Summe sey bat ze k^pe hym
at home for negard chepe, and wyll no thing ware upon hym.

6. State of the market, qualified from the buyer's

point of view as good, dear, etc. Good cheap : a

state of the market good for the purchaser ; low
prices, abundance of commodities, plenty, cheap-
ness. So dear cheap ; a dear market, high prices,

dearth, scarcity.

* 13*5 Pot. Songs (Camden) 341 Tho god }er was a^ein i-

come, and god chep of corn, c 1449 Pkcock Repr. 1, xviii.
108 In a seer of derth and in a }eer of greet cheep. 1481
Caxton Afyrr. in. viii. 147 Ther is plente and good chepe

in one yere, In another yere it is had in grete chierte. 1481 3— Bk.for Travcllers in Promp. Part'. 72 He byeth in tyme 1

& at hour, so that he hath not of the dere chepe [du chirr
|

marchiet], 1554 9 in Songs Ball. Ph. Mary 11860) 12 1

Dear cheape of vittels withe the thowe hast brought. 1574 1

Hellowes tr. Gueuara's EPAIS77 1 223 Meruell of the good
cheape that was in those dayes, and of the dearth that is I

nowe of victualles.

b. tratisf. Plenty, abundance.
c 13*5 Coer de L. 1897 The Englishmen, .slew of them so

j

great cheaps. That there lay much folk on heaps. 1489
Caxton Faytes ofA . iv. xi. 261 It is but by wordes wherof
is gode chep ynoughe.

7. I lence, cheap alone : Abundance of commo-
dities, plenty, cheapness

;
opposed to dearth.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 1974 Of chepe, of derthe, and of

ruyne. a 1400 Cor: Myst. 148, I xal not spare for schep
nor derthe. c 1570 Thvnne Pride

<fr /.owl. (1841) 6 Concern- '

ing dearth or cheape, goodness or harme. t573 Tussfr >

Hnsb. (1878* 111 Slack neuer thy weeding, for dearth nor
for cheape.

8. quasi-a^'. Good cheap was used for.: That is
|

a good bargain, that can be purchased on advan- ,

tageous terms
;

low-priced, cheap. Compared
better cheap, best cheap. So (rarely ; g>-eat cheap.

1 It is not clear whether the notion was ' at a good market ',

or ' as a good bargain '.)

C 1375 Cato Major 1. xxix. in Angtia VII, J>at is good chep
may beo dere, And deore good chep also, c 1400 Mai'ndev.

J

xxii. 233 Clothes of Gold and of Sylk ben gretter chep
there a gret del, than ben clothes of Wolle. 1494 Fabvan \

vii. 343 Vytayll. .was betterchepe in London, than in many
shyrys. a 1 529 Skelton Man. Margery Myth ^rA.25 The I

best chepe flessh that euyr I bought. i573TrssER i/usb.
[

(1878) 104 Count best, the best-cheap, wheresoever ye dwell.

1574 Hvll Conj'ect. Weather \\, Vittayles shall be reason-

able good cheape. 1611 Bible zEsdr. xvL 21 Behold, victuals :

shall be so good cheape vpon earth. 1663 Gerbier Counsel '

63 Nor is that which is best cheap, alwayes the best profit.
1

1682 Wiikler Journ. Gtrece 1. 25 Here is very good Bread
and Wine, and good cheap I believe. 1736 Bailey, s. v. Best,

Best is Best-cheap.

b. transf. and fig. That costs little (trouble,

etc.), easily obtained; plentiful, abundant; of

small value, ' cheap \

I1340 -'O-rw/'. 256 Ac ulatours and lye^eres byeb to grat

cheap ine hare cort.] 1534 Ld. Berskrs Gold. Bk. M. A urel.

(1546) Because that vertue Ls so deere in thee, and makst
fofye so great cheape. i«7 Wvatt in Tottell's Misc. (Arb.)

,

83 Faire wordes . . be goodenepe, they cost right nought. 1620

Shelton Quix. III. xxxvi. 258 Nothing, .is better cheap.

.

than Compliment. 1637 Rt'THERFORn Lett. civ. (18621 1. 264
It cost me nothing, it is good-cheap love [i.e. Christ's]. 1647
Sanderson Semt. II. 200 They WLsh us well, and pity our

case (good words are good cheap', but do little or nothing
for us. 1656 Jeanes Fuln. Christ 315 That advice, which
delivered by a common man, is good cheape, yet comming
from a counseller, serjeant, judge, are of great value.

9. quasiWt'. Good cheap was also used (cf. to

or at good cheap in 5) for : On advantageous

terms, at a low cost, cheaply. Compared as in 8.)
|

1430 //'/// ^ Inv. N. Counties <"i83s) 63 I wille pat my
brothere William haue be landes & rentys bettir chepe
ben any othir man. 1418 E. E. Wilts (1882) 82. 1467
Maun. \ /louseh. Exp. 395 My mastyT schal have it as

good chepe as any othere mane. 1518 Tindalf. Wicked
Matumon Wks. I. 122 To buy as good cheap as he can, and
to sell as dear as he can. 1538 Aberdeen Erg. V. 16 (Jam.>
Settis it bettir chaip to ony wyis. 1570 Ascham Scholem.
(Arb.) 125 As a man, that would feede vpon Acornes, whan
he may eate, as good cheape, the finest wheat bread. 1606

Choice, Chance, etc. 1 1881) 21 No Tradesman should sell his

ware too good cheape. 1653 Baxter Chr. Concord 47 The :

people will take him for their Minister that will do it best

cheap. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety xi. § 8. 324 Like sick men,
who desire to die good-cheap.

b. transf. andyf^. On good terms, with little

effort
;
cheaply, easily.

1567-9 Jfwel Def. Apol. 11611) 461 Ye might as good
cheape, and as well haue wished, that all the whole people

. .would learne to speake Greke. 1583 Goldinc Cafvin on
Deut. clxviii. 1040 [They] thtnke thereby to scape the better

cheape before God. 16^3 Hoi.croft Procopins 11. 39 Hoping
..to take them all Prisoners good cheap. 1665 Spenck.k

Prophecies 108 We may ever have Prophecies from these

persons very good cheap. 169a R. L'Kstrance Josephus'

Anttq. xvn. xti. The Romans . . came oft" better Cheap.

10. Comb, cheap-house, a house of merchandise. !

[Cf. OE. cfapsfoii' market-place.]
1606 Hieron Truths Purch. Wks. I. 46 This sinne of not

caring to frequent Gods cheap-house, which is His church.

Cheap (tpt>)i a. and adv. Also 6 chepe, 6-7
!

cheape. [A comparatively recent shortening of
' good cheap', in its adjectival and adverbial uses ;

see prcc, senses 8 and 9 ; not found lx;fore 16th c]
A. adj. 1. That may be bought at small cost ;

'

bearing a relatively low price
;
inexpensive. Op-

|

posed to dear,

1509 Hawks Past. Picas, tf* xix, Of meate and drynke
there was great plenty, Nothynge I wanted, were it chepe I

or dere. 1634 Sir T. Hkrbkkt Trav. 24 In these lianas,

fruit is cheape and delicate. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. I.

t. i. 8 The silks of France are better and cheaper than those

of England. 1831 Blaekiv. Mag. Feb. 416/2 On the top of
,

the ' cheap and nasty did you never pass through Birming-
ham ? 1831 in C. M. Wakefield Life T. Athvood xiv. (1885*

231 (List of the banners . . in the procession into Birmingham,
May 28, 1832) Cheap Government, Cheap Religion, and
Cheap Bread. 1841 4 Emerson Ess. Compensation Wks.

[

1884 L 49 Cheapest, say the prudent, is the dearest labour. 1

b. transf. (Applied to the price itself, the place >

where a commodity is sold, etc.)

<59* & Joxson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. i. iR.t He sells his

reputation, at cheape market. 1656 H. Philipps Purch.
Patt. (1676) 4 The price of money falls cheaper, and the

price of Land riseth dearer. 17a! Berkeley Prer: Ruin
Gf. Brit. Wks. III. 200 Manufactures, .set on foot in cheap
parts of the country. 1785 Bi rns Scotch Drink xiii, The
cheapest lawyer's fee. 1838 Murray's Hand-bk. N. Germ.

479 Heidelberg is a \ery cheap place of residence. 1878 B.

Price Pol. Econ. ix, To buy in the cheapest market. Mod.
Patronizing cheap shops. He is not a cheap tailor.

2. Hearing a low price in proportion to its in-

trinsic value ; of good value in proportion to its

price ; well worth the price.

i6ix Dekker Roaring Girl 1. i. Wks. 1873 III. 141 Good
things are most cheape, when th' are most deere. a 163a

G. Herbert Jacula Prudentum (1836) 141 111 ware is never

cheap. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesm. xxxviii. (1841) 109

Our manufactures may be cheap, though high-priced, if the

substance be rich. /hid. xxxvii. 100 Goods may be low-

priced and not cheap. 1855 Macallay Hist. Eng. IV. 122

l*he services of a Secretary of State . well qualified for his

post would have been cheap at five thousand.

3. fig. Costing little labour, trouble, effort, etc.

;

easily obtained.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 11. iv. 105 Twer the cheaper

way. Better it were a brother dide at once, Then that a

sister, by redeeming him, Should die for euer. 1633 G.

Herbert Temple, Church Porch x, The cheap swearer

through his open sluce Lets his soul runne for nought, /bid.

xii, The cheapest sinnes most dearly punisht are ; Because
to shun them also is so cheap. 1660 Trial Regie. 20 He
thinks it as cheap to defie the Court, as Submit to it. 1788

Gibbon Decl. 4 F. xxvi. ^1875* 435/2 The courage of a soldier

is found to be the cheapest and most common quality of

human nature. 1885 Rinciman Skippers Sh. 10 My
kisses ain't cheap.

4. Involving little trouble and hence of little

worth ;
worthless, paltry.

1571 Hasmer Chron. /ret. (1633' 63 Take it gentle reader

as cheape as you finde it. a 1674 Clarendon Sun: Lei'iath,

22 The cheap laughter of all illiterate men. 1738 Johnson
London 36 The cheap reward of empty praise. 187a F.

Hall False Philology 88 note. His cheap Latin has about the

same . . relevance, etc. 1884 Earl Grey in 19th Cent.

Mar. 513 To win a cheap popularity with a large class ot

electors

5. Accounted of small value, made little of, lightly

esteemed ; esp. brought into contempt through

being made too familiar.

1596 Shaks. i Hm. /V, 111. ii. 41 Had I so lauish of my
presence beene . . So stale and cheape to vulgar Company.
a 1626 Bacon (JJ He that is too much in any thing, so that

he giveth another occasion of society, maketh himself cheap.

1668-9 PBVI Diary 15 Jan., Making the king cheap and
ridiculous 1770 Lanchorne Plutarch (1879) L 179A Pe" -

cles . . took care not to make his person cheap among the

people. 1799 in W. Jay Mem. C. Winter (i843> 70, 1 would

riot make my company cheap. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Friend-

ship Wks. tBohn* I. 90 Leagues of friendship with cheap

persons, where no friendship can be. 1850 Mrs. H. B. Stow e

Uncle Tom ix. 73, I shall feel rather cheap there, after all

that's been said and done.

b. To hold cheap : to hold of small account,

think little of, despise.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. UL i. ai, I hold your dainties

cheap, sir, and your welcom deer. 1777 Priestley Disc,

/'kilos. Xrcess. 171 The works of the three Scotch writers,

which you and 1 hold so cheap. 1879 Froude Crsarxi.

123 Possibly he (Cicero] held the Senate's intellect cheap.

6. Fhr. Dirt cheap : as cheap as dirt, exceedingly

cheap {co!bq.\ So the earlier Dog cheap {colloq.).

To be cheap of a thing (Sc.~\ : not to be over-paid in

respect of, to get less than one's deserts ,in the

way of retribution , etc.\ So to be cheap setved.

1577 Holinshed Chron., Drscr. /ret. iii, They afourded

their wares so doggecheape, that, etc. 1766 Wolcott (P.

Pindar) Farm: Odes to R. A. xi. And though what's vul-

garly ltaptiz'd a rep. Shall in a hundred pounds be deem'd

dog-cheap. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. xxxyiii.U umbrian AfJ
She should hae lx:cn boomed aloive, an' cheap o't. 1818 —
Br. Lamm, xii, 'If he loses by us a'thegither, he is e'en

cheap o't.' 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxxvii, I sold myself,

said Mr. Bumble . . I went very' reasonable. Cheap, dirt

cheap ! 1845 Whitrhall 271 Excommunication and public

penance and cheap of it. i860 Keai>k Cloister $ H. xix,

Oh, let that pass : he is cheap served.

B adverbially. At a low price, at small ex-

pense, cheaply ; with little trouble, easily,

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 355 If the Englisheinen brenne

our houses, we care little therefore, for we may soone make
them againe cheape inough. 159s Greene Upst. Courtier

D iij a. They care not . . so they buy it cheape. c 1600 Shaks.

Sonu. cx. Sold cheape what is most deare. 1653 H. Cogan
tr. Pinto's Trot: xxiii. g 1. 81 We got not this vic*one so

cheap, but that it cost seventeen mens lives. 1663GERHIKR

Counsel 69 This work hath l>een done cheaper. 1697 Dam-
1 11 k I 'oy. (Rj Poor people, who work cheap and live meanly

on a little rice. 1833 Ht. Martineau Briery Crrek iii. 59

You shall have them cheap. 1848 Mux Pol. Econ. m. xxv.

$ 3 To sell cheaper in the foreign market,

b. Xaut. (See quot.) ? Obs.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s.v. Cable, Sometimes they

say, Pay cheap the Cable, i.e. put or hand it out apace.

C. substantively in the colloquial phrase On the

cheap : on the cheap scale, cheaply.

1888 Daily Neii's 10 Dec. 5/2 The processes cannot be

l>oth rapid and good. As a consequence the prices cannot

be low ; you cannot do it ' on the cheap.' Mod. colloq. To
do his philanthropy on the cheap.

D. Comb. Cheap Jack or Cheap John, a

travelling hawker who offers bargains, usually

putting up his wares at an arbitrary price and then

cheapening them gradually ;
cheap trip, a public
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excursion (by rail, steamer, etc.; at a specially re-

duced fare : see Trip ;
cheap-tripper {coljoq.), one

who makes a cheap trip.

1826-7 in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1310 Which Cheap John
is offering for next to nothing. 1872 Geo. Eliot Middiem.
vi. (D.) Making a sort of political Cheap jack of himself.

1875 Chamb. Jrul. cxxxni. 66 A Cheap-John is retailing his

rude witticisms, .to induce people to purchase his Sheffield

cutlery. 1858 ]. RaiNe Mem. J. Hodgson II. 274 note,

Mobs of cheap-trippers. 1884 J. Payn Lit. Recoil, iv. 116

The irruption of the cheap trippers.

t Cheap, v. Obs. Forms : 1 cSapian, 2-3

cheap-en, (3 chepin, chapi), 3-4 chepen, 4-6

chepe, (5 chepyn , 5-6 cheape, 6-7 cheap.

[A common Tent vb. : OE. ceapian, -ode to bar-

gain, trade, chaffer, buy^ OS. copon (LG. kopen\,

OHG. choujon, MHO. konjen to bargain, trade,

buy and sell, buy, mod.G. kaujen to buy, ON.
kaupa to bargain, barter, buy (^Sw. kofxz, Da.

kjobe to buy), Goth, kaupon to traffic, trade, buy

and sell :-OTeut. *kaupojan, f. */caupo-
t
OE. clap,

Cheap sb. Beside this was another vb. *kaupjan

(not in Goth.), OLG. copian (LG. kbpen, MDu.
copen, Du. koopcn to buy), OHG. chouffcn (MHG.
kaujen), OE. ciepan, cipau, cypan, -te, to sell ; this

does not appear to have come down into ME.
For the derivation, see Cheap sb. This verb has

now been superseded by Cheapen.]
1. orig. (intr.) To barter, buy and sell ; to trade,

deal, bargain.
riooo AgS. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 12 Da se Hadend into pam

temple eode, he adraf ut ealle pa be ceapodun [.< 1160

Hatton G. cheapeden innan bam temple]. — Luke xix._ 13

Ceapiab 06 bait ic cunie. c 1160 Hatton G. ibid., Cheapiao
o55cet ic cume.

2. tiqns. To buy. (Ger. kaufen.)
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John iv.8 psette iuettoceapadonf^?«jV«c.

bohton, Ags. G. mete bicgan]. a 1000 C&dmons Crist

1096 (,Gr.) He Hfes ceapode moncynne. c 1325 Pol. Songs

159 Such chaffare y chepe at the chapitre. c 1386 Chaucer
Wyf's Prol. 268 Sche wol on him lepe, Til that sche fynde
som man hire to chepe.

3. trans. To bargain for, bid for, offer to buy,

offer a price for, ask the price of, 'price'.

a 1225 After. R. 290 Hwon he uor so liht wurS . . cheapeS
bine soule. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. XIII. 380 Who so cheped
my chaffare chiden I wolde, But he profred to paye a peny
or twayne More ban it was worth. 1476 Pltanpton Corr. 37
As for your cope, I have cheaped diverse, and under a
hundred shillings I can by non. 1530 Pai.sgr. 482, 1 cheape,

I demaunde the price of a thyng that I wolde bye, Je mar-
chande. 1592 Greene Art Conny-catch. 25 A Flax-wife

that wanted coles .. cheped, bargaind and bought them.

1614 B. Jonson Earth. Fair in. iv, Why . . stand heere .

.

cheaping of Dogges, Birds, and Babies?

b. absol. or intr.

c 1340 Gmv. Gr. Knt. 1271, & al be wele of be worlde
were in my honde, & I schulde chepen & chose. 1598
Munday & Chettle Dcnvufat'I Earl Huntingdon in Hazl.
Dodsley VIII. 161 Come, cheap for lote, or buy for money.
1600 Heywood i Ediv. IV, iv. lii.Wks. 1874 I. 65 You come
to cheape, and not to buy.

4. trans. To treat or bargain in order to sell, to

offer for sale; also (with inf.) to offer to sell.

a 1225 yuliana 63 pu . . lettest an of be tweolue bat tu

hefdest icoren chapi [v. r. chepin] be & sullen, a 1225 A no:
R. 206 pes deofles best, bet he let to chepinge . . & cheapeft

hit forto sullen. Ibid. 418 Ancre bet is cheapild, heo cheaped
hire soule be chepmon of helle. c 1275 Passion our Lord
115 in O. E. Misc. 40 He com to be Gywes . . And chepte
heom to sullen vre helare, ^1300 Cursor M. 14723 Mani
chapmen . . Serekin marchandis chepand. a 1400 Octouian
1909 Four outlawes . . chepede me that chyld to sale, For
syxty florencys. 1580 [see Cheaping i].

5. To fix the price of, set a price on, value.

1460 Capgrave Chrou. 180 A grete ordinauns to chepe
vitaile. 1483 Cath. Angl. 62 To chepe, taxare. 1570 Levins
Manip. 208 To cheape, licitari, apprcciare.

Cheap, var. of Cheep v., to squeak,

t Chea'pable, a. Obs.-* Valuable.
1570 Levins Manip. 2 Cheapable, estimabilis.

Cheapen (tjrp'n), v. [f. Cheap a. + -en, or

modification of Cheap v., by the suffix -en.]

1. trans. To bargain for, ask the price of, bid
for, offer a price for ;

— Cheap v. 3. Also Jig.
arch, or dial.

1574 Hellowes tr. Gneuara's Ep. (1577) 129 A Colte. .the
which he cheapened, bought, and brake. 1608 Shaks. Per.
iv. vi. 10 She would make a puritan of the devil, if he should
cheapen a kiss of her. 1727 Swift City Sho-zver Wks. 1755
III. 11. 39 To shops in crowds the daggled females fly,

Pretend to cheapen goods, but nothing buy. 1766 Wilkes
Corr. (1805) III. 173, I cheapened a pig. .and was asked only
eighteen sols. 1851 D. Jerkold St. Giles v. 48 As though
he was cheapening pippins at an apple-stall.

b. absol. To bargain, chaffer.
1620 Ql'arles Rental. (1717) 66 A great Exchange of ware,

Wherein all sorts, and sexes, 9heapning are. 1883 Standard
31 Aug. 2/3 To sell and to cheapen in the Market Square.

1 2. trans. (?) To chaffer, haggle about terms
with (a person), or about (a bargain}. Obs.
1654 Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 541 His Enemies.,

without any cheapening, charg'd him so roundly, that, etc.
1677 — Art of War 30 In. . Field Engagements, .where we
intend not to cheapen an Enemy, but to fall on merrily.
a 1679 - Guzman n, I wish, whilst you are cheapening the
Bargain, that they do not clap it up.

3. trans. To make cheap, lower the price of.

1833 Ht. Martineau Er. Wines <y Pot. viii. 125 This ..

lessens the cost of production, and .. would cheapen our
corn. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. I. 113 Cheapening production.

1885 J. Payn Talk of Town II. 240 His melancholy, per-

haps, might have been put on with a view of cheapening
the terms . . with his employers.

h.Jig. To lower in estimation, cause to be thought

little of, bring into contempt, vilify.

1654 WmTLOCK Zootomia 426 Meannesse of Birth, or
slender Havings, cheapen the richest Abilities. 1668 Dryden
Tyr. Love ill, i, I find my proferd love has cheapend me.
1742 Young AY. Th. rv. 65 Who cheapens life, abates the

*ear of Death. 1879 Olida C. Castleniaine 2 She was too
proud to cheapen herself with coquetry.

4. intr. To become cheap (Jit. and Jig.)-
1805 Ann, Rett, III. 308 Corn cheapens in the Baltic when

it becomes dear in the Mediterranean. 1886 Advance
(Chicago) 28 Jan. 49 The calm and quiet delights of home
circles never cheapen.

Hence Chea"peniug vbl. sb. and a.

1562 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) no Cheepenyng
of a face of furre. 1656 Dugard Gate Lat. Unl. § 798. 249
Contented with the moderate gain of the cheapening parties.

1773 Brydone Sicily (L.) It is only after a long series of

cheapenings that a purchase can be effected. 1863 Fawcett
Pol. Econ. 1. viii. 1,1876) 86 Labourers are benefited, .by the

cheapening of any article of ordinary consumption.

Cheapener (tfrp*nai). [f. Cheapen + -ek '.]

+ 1. One who offers a price ; a bidder. Obs.

1633 Ames Agst. Cerent. Pref. 6 Many wil be comers,
hearers, cheapners, until they finde that the word growes
somewhat high rated. 1750 Johnson Rn/nbl, No. 75 ? 11

Why should she think her cheapener obliged to purchase?

2. One who makes a thing cheap.
1846 Mozley Ess. (1878) I. 251 Religion has sternly

revenged herself on those who made her ridiculous, .she has
thrown into the mire her cheapeners.

T Cheaper, sb. Obs. Also 6 cheper. [f.

Cheap v. + -eu 1
.] One who bids a price, or in-

quires the price ; a bidder, a purchaser.
a 1529 Skelton Maner of World Poems I. 151 So many

chepers, So fewe biers . . Sawe I never. 1539 Tayernek
Erasm. Prov. U545' 67 Bycau^e the cheaper shulde be the

more wyllynge to gyue the reasonable & due price. 1553
Grimalde Cicero's Offices in. (1558) 140 [He] had required
yt y price of y ground whereof he was a cheaper [emptor]
shold once be shewed him, and y seller had so done.

Cheapfare, obs. form of Chaffer.
fCheapgild. Obs.-° Modernized spelling (in

diets.) of OE. ceap-gyld market-price, price of what
is stolen, given in Spelman, etc.

1678-96 Phillips, Cheapgild, a restitution made by the
Hundred, or County, for any wrong done by one that was
in plegio. 1721-1800 in Bailey.

i Cliea'pild. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Cheap sb. \-

-hild.] A female trafficker.

a 122$ Ancr. R. 418 Ancre bet is cheapild, heo cheapeS
hire soule be chepmon of helle.

t Chea'ping, vbl. sb. Obs. Forms : 1 ceaping,
-ung, ee'ping, -inc, 3-6 cheping(e, (4 sheping,

4-5 ehepyng(e, chepeing), 6 cheaping, cheep-
ing, [f. Cheap v. +-ing !.]

1. Bargaining ; buying and selling, marketing,

mercantile dealing.
a 1000 Laws Athclstan 1. r 24 (Bosw.) Bast nan ceaping

ne sy Sunnan dajum. a 1300 Cursor M. 15419 To £aim
bat he cheping did. 1398 Tsevisa Barth. Dc P. R. vm. xx,
j?e house.. of chepynges [1535 marchandize]. 1580 Barei
Alv. C 403 A setting out to sale to him that will offer most

:

a prising ; a cheaping, licitatio.

2. Market, a market-place.
c 1205 Lay. 16682 Samuel nom Agag . .& kedde hine a J>an

cheping. a 1225 Ancr. R. 88 Vrom mulne & from cheping,
from smi5e . . me tiuinge bringefl. 1385 Wvclxf Serin. Sel.
Wks. I. 99 Stondinge ydel in be cheping to be hired, c 1485
E. E. Misc. (1856) 63 Att churche, at chepyng, or at nale.

1563-87 Foxe A. M. (1684) I. 460/1 They love, .the prin-
cipal Chaires in Churches, and greetings in cheeping.

3. Merchandise, ware, goods, rare.

1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 213 Gif hit chepinge be be me
shule meten oSer weten.

4. Comb.., as cheaping- boot7i, -place, -town. Also
in proper names of English towns, as Chipping
Bamet, Chipping Norton, Chipping Ongar, etc.

(Cf. Market Drayton.)
c 1200 Ormin 16095 NebirrJ?3uwiiohhtini Faderr hus Till

chepinngbobe turrnenn. ^1330 Amis $ Ami/, 1700 Til
thai com to a chepeing toun. y8 . WycliKiSV/vw. Sel. Wks. I.

317 Sum men clepen it cheping toun. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 211 Julius his ymage in be chepynge place.

Cheapish (tj/ pij), a. Somewhat cheap.
1872 Howells Their Wcdd. fourn. 26 Cheapish board-

ing-houses.

Cheapitre, obs. form of Chapter.
Cheaply vtj>pn )> \S* Cheap a. + -ly2.]

1. At a low price, at a cheap rate, at small cost.

lit. andfig.
1532 Hlloet Cheapely, villter. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v.

viii. 37 So great a day as this is cheapely bought. 1659
Gent I. Call. 11696) 81 One may aimo^t as cheaply and easily
rig out a Ship. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertues Anecd.
Paint. (1786) L Pref. 3 The antiquary .. is more cheaply
pleased than a common reader. 1868 Ruskin Pol. Econ.
Art. ii. 87 We ought not to get books too cheaply. 1885
Proctor Whist iv. 58 The fourth player's duty is usually
but to win the trick if he can, and as cheaply as he can.

2. In low esteem, lightly, slightingly.
1822 Q. Rev, XXVIII. 44 Holding the Protestants thus

cheaply. 1863 Pusey Eiren. 95 A tendency to hold cheaply
by Holy Scripture. 1885 Munch. E.xam. 6 Apr. 6/1 St.

I
Paul . . treating rather cheaply the pretensions of this church
at Jerusalem.

Cheapness (tfrpnes), [f. Cheap a. + -ness.]
Quality of being cheap ; lowness of price or cost

;

also Jig. (jsee Cheap a.)

I5S° Royal Prod, in Strype Eccl. Mem. 1. xxvii. (1721) II.
222 In plentiful Sort and Cheapness of Price. 1568 Grafton
Chron. 1 1 . 234 For lacke of money . . victuall came to such
reasonable cheapnesse and price. 1678 Wanley Wond. Lit.
World \\. xxvii. 611/2 Allured with the cheapness of the
Rent. 171a Steele Spect. No. 454 p 6, I resolved to walk
it, out of Cheapness. 1745 De Eoe's Ling. Tradesm. (1841)
1 1, xxxviii. 108 Cheapness causes consumption. 1875
Jevons Money \ 1878) 133 The cheapness of the material.

f Cheapth. Obs. ?nonce-wd. [f. as prec. + -th.]

Cheapness.
1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. xc, There hucking cheapth,

here hearkening dearth.

Chear- : see Chak-.
Cheare, obs. form of Chaik, Cheer.
Chearette, chearie, obs. ff. Charet, Chary.
Chearful, -ly, obs. ff. Cheerful, Cheekly.
Chearish, obs. form ofCHEiu.su.
Chearm, chearre, obs. ff. Charm, Chare.
Chearupping, ///. a. : see Cheerupplng.
Cheas(e, obs. f. Cheese ; obs. pa. t. Choose v.

Cheasell, variant of Chesil, gravel.

Cheaste, var. of Chest sb.- Obs. strife.

Cheast es : see Chess
Cheasuble, obs. fonn of Chasuble.
Cheat v

tfft), sb.l Forms : 4-6 chet, 4-7 chete,

6-7 cheate, 7 cheit, chate, 6- cheat. [In sense

1, ME. chet{e, aphetic f. achei, var. of eschet, Es-
cheat. Sense 3 is of doubtful origin

; senses 4-9
appear to have been formed immed. from the vb.]

f 1. An Escheat
;

property which falls to the

1 lord of the fee by way of forfeit, fine, or lapse. Obs.
c\vj%Sc. Leg. Saints, Mathias 193 Pylat gef Tyberea

i
To Judas, & hyre gud also, As chet. 1377 Langl. P. PI.

\

li. IV. 175 porw ^oure lawe .. I lese many chetes [C-/f.r/,

menye escheytes]. -1440 Pronip. Parr: 73 Chete for the
lorde, caducum, confiscarium, fisca. i6z8 Coke On Litt.

140a, It is called Marcbett, as it were a chete or fine for

mariage. 1649 Selden Laivs Eng. 1. lvi. (1739) 101 It is

nonsense for a Conqueror to entitle himself by a cheat,
where he had an cider Title by Conquest.

f 2. Any product of conquest or robbery
;
booty,

spoil. Obs. (With quot. 1592 cf. 3.)
1566 Adlinctom Apuleius 41 Having lost three of our

souldiours we are come home with these present cheates.

1592 Greene Art Conny-catch. m. 33 A Cunning villaine
..had long time haunted this Cittiixns house, and gotten
many a cheat which he carried awaye safely. 1600 Holland
Livy xxii. xx. 444 The taking off these vessels was not the
best and goodliest cheate of their victorie. 1610— Camden's

j

Brit, 11. 144 They suppuse, that a cheat or booty is sent
unto them from God as his gift.

fS. Thieves'
1

Cant. According to Randall
Holme, orig. A stolen thing (cf. quot. 1592 in 2);but
as early as Harman's date (1567; used in general

sense ' thing, article usually preceded by some
I
descriptive word. The cheat { — nnbbing-cheat,

! topping-cheat, treyning-dieaf) : the gallows. (Cf.

the Shakspere passage, 1611.) Obs.

1567 Harman Caueat Gij (Peddelars Frenche) A smeling
chete, a nose, a pratlynge chete, a tounge. .a belly chete, an
apern, a grunting chet, a pyg . . hanging chattes, the gal-

lowes. 1610 Rowlands Martin Mars-all F, Cheates,
which word is vsed generally for things, as Tip me that

Cheate, Giue me that thing . . and so treyning cheate is as
much to say, hanging things, or the Gallous. 1611 Shaj(s.

Wint. T. iv. iii. 28With Dye and drab, I purcha^'d this Capari-
son, and my Reuennew is the silly Cheate. Gallowes, and
Knocke, are too powerful! on the Highway. i6zz Fletcher
Beggar's Bush in. iii, To maund on the pad, and strike all

the cheats [explained belcnu To beg on the way, to rob all

thou meets]. Ibid. v. i, Surprising a boores ken, for grunt-
ing cheates? P. Or cackling cheates 7 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11. iii. § 68 Cheat, a stollen thing ; but the word
cheat joined to others hath then a variable signification.

1690 H. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Crashing-cheats, teeth ; so

1725 jVeiu Cant. Diet. 1743 Fielding Jon. Wild iv. ii.(D.)

See what your laziness is come to ; to the cheat, for thither

will you go now, that's infallible. i8z6 Scott Woodstock
xxxvi, A make to a million, but we trine to the nubbing
cheat, .to-morrow.

f4. The action ofcheating or defrauding
;
decep-

tion, fraud. Obs.

1641 Milton Anhnadv, (1851) 186 A fah,e Prophet taken

in the . . most dangerous cheat, the cheat of soules. 1680

Butler Rem. (1759) I. 65 For what does vast Wealth bring,

but cheat. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 1IL x. § 5 'Tis plain

Cheat and Abuse, when I make them [words] stand some-
times for one thing, and sometimes for another. 1696 Stan-
hope Chr. Pattern (1711) 179 The boasted pleasures of

sensual, .men are only, .vanity and cheat.

b. A fraud, deception, trick, imposition. To
put a cheat on : to deceive, impose upon {arch.).

1648 Eikon Bas. 28 Which have no cloak or cheat of Reli-

gion to impose upon themselves or others. 1650 Fuller
PisgaJi 1. vii. 18 The Gibeonites (who put a new cheat on the

Israelites'. 1690 Sc. Pasquils (1868) 293 Those who live by
cheats and quirks. 1703 Maundrell Journ. Jems. (1732)

44 Which Cheat we saw them actually impose upon some
other Travellers. 1762 Hume Hist. Eng. ii8o6) I. lxvii. 81 He
..had been noted for several cheats and even thefts. 1823
Lamb Elia n. x. f 1865) 300 For a man to put the cheat upon
himself. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Mon. Ord. (1863) 211

He insisted that the institution of the priesthood was a
cheat.
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CHEAT. 308 CHECK.

5. Applied to a person.

1 In the following early instance, the sense is un-

certain : it may be — Cheater 4, persons used as

decoy.
a 1559 Dolman inMirr. Atag. 115631 Nja, (Ld. Hastings

says) Shore's wife was my nyce cheate, The wholye whore,

and eke the wyly peate.

b. One who cheats ; a swindler.

1664 Butler Hud. 11. i. 307 Cheats to play with those

still aim, Who do not understand the game. 1671 Head &
Kibkman (title) The English Rogue Described .

. a com-

plete History of the most Eminent Cheats of both sexes.

1841-4 Emerson Ess., Compensation Wks. 1 Bohn) L 49 The
cheat, the defaulter, the gambler. 1879 Farrar St Paul
(1883) 403 Corinth, .was a city of extortioners and cheats.

c. A deceiver, an impostor.

1687 T. Brow n Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 L 80 Own
yourself and the rest of your sisterhood to be cheats. 171a

Steele Sped. No. 546 r 1, 1 should think myself a cheat in

my way, if I should translate any thing from another tongue,

and not acknowledge it. 1855 Tennyson Aland 1. VL v. If

she were not a cheat, If Maud were all that she seem'd.

t d. altrib. (06s. rare.)

1583 Stanyhlrst sEneid Ded. (Arb.) 3 As for.. Horace,

Iuuenal, Persius, and thee rablement of such cheate Poetes.

t 6. Dice or ? ialse dice. 06s.

153a Use 0/ Dice Play Biv, Callinge them selues Chetors,

and the dice Chetes [ printed Cheters], borowing the terme

from among our lawers, with whom all such casuals as fall

vnto the Lord at the holding of his lets, as waifs, straies &
such like bee called Chetes. Ibid. C iij, Haue in a rediness

to be foisted in when time shalbe, your fine Chetes of all

sorts. Ibid. C vj, I shall lend you a payre of the same sise

that his chetes be. 1590 Greene Atihil Alumchance 12

Haue in readines to be foysted in when time shall require

your fine Chcates, and be sure you haue Bard sincke

Dewces and Flat sincke Dewces.

f 7. (See quots.) 06s.

1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 96/1 A. .kind of Waistcoats

are called Chates, because they are to be seen rich and
gaudy before, when all the back part is no such thing.

Ibid. 111. 258/1 Such Gallants wear not Cheats or half Sleeves,

but. .their Wastcoats are the same clear throughout. 1690

B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiu, Cheats, . . also Wristbands or sham
Sleeves worn for true, or whole ones.

8. A game at cards, the point of which is to

cheat without detection, and to detect cheating in

others, failure in either attempt involving a forfeit.

9. A name given locally to certain grasses ' from

resemblance to the grain among which they grow '.

Britten & Holland name Darnel iLoliutu teiiiulentttttr,

Corn Brome \ Browus secalixus), and ' Wild Oats',

I Cheat, s6.2 06s. Forms: 5 chiete, 5-6

chet, chete, 6 chett, 6 7 cheate, cheat, S-9

Hist, cheat, chete . [Derivation uncertain. Not
in actual use since 1 7th c]
Wheaten bread of the second quality, made of

flour more coarsely sifted than that used fur Man-
chet, the finest quality. Comb, cheat-6reail, -loaf.

c 1450 Ilk. Cnrtasye in. 452 Manchet and chet bred he

shalle take. 1461-83 Househ. Ord.69 To make continually

of every busshell halfe chiete halfe rounde. .xxvij loves.

iu6 Ibid. 163 One chet loafe, one manchet, one gallon of

aTe7 1570 T. Wilson tr. Demosthenes' Olynth. Ep. Ded.,

I.yke to them that eating fine Manchet, are angry with

others that feede on Cheate breade. 1577 B. Googe lleres-

bach's Husb. VII. (15861 26 b, The second called Siligo they

used in their fynest Cheate. 1577 Harrison England
II. vi. 1 1 877) 1. 1 54 The second [kindof bread] is the cheat or

wheaton bread, so named bicause the coloure therof re-

sembleth the graie or yellowish wheat. 1616 Chapman
Batrachom. 3 Their purest cheat, Thrice boulted, kneaded,

and subdued in past. 16M Moleet & Benn. Health's lm-
prov. (1746) 339 Our finest Manchet is made without Leaven,

which maketh Cheat- Bread to be the lighter, .and also the

more wholesome. [1780 Arnot Hist. Edin. ii. (1816) 45, 41

kinds of wheaten bread.—the finest called Manchet the

second cheat or trencher bread. 1861 Our Eng. Home 79.

1

Cheat (tjit), v. Also 5 chetyn, 7 oheate.

[ME. chete, aphetic f. achete .Acheat), phonetic

variant of eschete, Escheat.]

T 1. trans. To escheat, confiscate. 06s.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 73 Chetyn, confiscor,Jisco.

2. To defraud ; to deprive of hy deceit.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. lii. 79. 1594 - Rich. Ill, I. i. 19

Cheated of Feature by dissembling Nature. 1616 Bullo-
kar, Cheate, to cousin, to deceiue. 1679 Pridkaux Lett.

(1875) 68, I am unwilling a rogue should cheat me of 5/.

1821 Joanna Baillie Aletr. Leg., Lady G. IS. fab 6 The
Scaffold of its prey to cheat. 1858 Fkoude Hist. Eng. IV.

xviii. 71 If they were to be cheated of their right. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 328 You are lazy and mean to

cheat us out of a whole chapter.

3. To deceive, impose upon, trick.

1634 Milton Comus 155 To cheat the eye with blear illu-

sion, a 1680 Butlek Rem. (1759) II. 52 All Fanatics cheat

themselves with Words, mistaking them for Things. 1717

Ds Foe Syst. Magic 1. iii. (1840) 78 They would not by any
means cheat and impose upon them. 1882 Shorthouse

J. Inglesant II. 386 Let us cheat ourselves, if it be a cheat,

with this fancy.

4. intr. To deal fraudulently, practise deceit. »

1647 Cowlev Alistr., Discov. iv, He would cheat for his

relief. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. ii. % 20 Cleon. .could cheat

at cards. Alod. Accused of cheating in an examination.

5. trans. To beguile (weariness, tedium, etc.).

171a Steele Sped. No. 406 P 6 No Lay unsung to cheat
the tedious Way. 1813 Scott Rokeby 1. iv, The tuneless

rhyme With which the warder cheats the time. 1873 Black
Pr. Thule xi. 172 Devices by which the ladies, .were wont
to cheat fatigue.

+ 6. To obtain by cheating. 06s.

1717 Swift Art Polit. Wks. 1755 III. 1. 1 19 Making
restitution of thousands he has cheated. 1737 Poi*e Hor.
Epist. 1. vi. 93 Something which for your honour they may
cheat.

Cheatable tJrtabT, a. [f. Cheat v. + -able.]

That may be cheated, liable to be cheated. Hence
Chea tableness. rare.

1647 Power of Keys iii. 29 These incautious, cheatable

men. 1853 G. J. Cayley Las Alforjas I. 272 Cheatable ex-

cursionists. 1640 Hammond Serm. Wks. IV. 554 An easy
cheatableness of heart.

Cheated (t/Pted), ///. a. [f. Cheat v. + -ed 1

.]

Defrauded ;
deceived, tricked.

1709 Steele Tatter No. 14 r 4 All the cheated People

oppose the Man that would open their Eyes. 181a S.

Rogers Columbus ix. 42 Circles of., light Charm .. the

cheated sight. 1879 Miss Braddon Vixen III. 247 Vixen
laughed merrily at the image of that cheated lady.

Cheatee (tpfe1
). colloq. [f. Cheat v. + -ee.]

One who is cheated.
1614T0MKIS Albumazar in ZWj&/(i78o)VIL 133 In this

city No dwellers arc but cheaters and cheatees. 1831 Car-
lyle Alisc. (1857) II. 307 Reineke was not only the cheater

. . but the cheatee. 187a M. Collins Pr. Clarice I. v. 74
The cheater and the cheatee (to parody law-jargon' are

equally enjoying themselves.

Cheater (tJVtai). 06s. or arch. Forms: 4
cheitur, 5 chetowre, 6 chetor, 6-7 cheatour.

7 cheator, 6- cheater. [ME. chetour, aphetic f.

achetour, eschetour, Escheator.]

1 1. The officer appointed to look after the king's

escheats ; an escheator. (The 1 7th c. quots. show
its passage into the later sense.) 06s.

1 1330 Pol. Songs (1839) 338 At justices, at shirreves,

cheiturs, and chaunceler. c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 73 Chetowre,
coujiscator, cadnearius. 16*1 Jer. Taylor Holy Living,

Restit. i 13 Cheaters of men s inheritances, unjust judges,

etc 1656 Gurnall Chr. in A rm. II. 201 As a Cheater may
pick the purses of innocent people, by showing them some-

thing like the Kings broad seal, w hich was his own forger}'.

tb. fig. 06s.

1588 Shaks. Til. A. v. i. in, 1 play'd the Cheater for thy

Fathers hand. 1598 — Alcrry IV. I. iii. 77, I will be

Cheaters to them both, and they shall bee Exchequers to mee.

1600 — Sonn. cli, Then gentle cheater urge not my amisse,

Least guilty of my faults thy sweet selfe prove.

t 2. A dishonest gamester, a sharper. 06s.

153a Dice-Play Biiij, They call theyr worthy arte by a

new e found name, callinge themselues Chetors. 1591 Florio
Sec. Frusta xii. 169 Milk-maides to daunce, and cheaters to

the dice. 1637 Wotton Let. Pro/. Reg. Div. Cambr., That
Pack of Reverend Cheaters, among whom Religion was
shuffled like a pack of Cards, and the Dice were set upon us.

3. One who cheats or deals fraudulently; a

deceiver ; a swindler. (A systematic or habitual

cheater is now called a Cheat.)
1607 Dekker R uts. Conjur. (1842) 52 Vnthrifts cheaters

and the rest of their faction, .were borne downe. 1614 [see

Cheatee). 1663 Cow ley Verses f< Ess. ( 16691 81 It is the

nature of Ambition to make men Lyars and Cheaters. 1684

Bunyan Pilgr. 11. 134 Hard Texts are Nuts ii will not call

Ihem Cheaters'. 1815 Scott Guy At. iii, It is the resource

of cheaters, knaves, and cozeners. i8ao Keats Otho Gt.

v. v, I was the fool, she was the cheater I 1831 72 [see

Cheatee). 1881 Jeeferies Wood Alagic I. vii. 201 What
a cheater he is.

t 4 73mm cheater : ? a decoy duck or other tame-

animal used as a decoy. Shaks. plays on other

senses, and Scott uses it with allusion to Shak-

spere's application of it to Pistol.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 105 Hee's no Swaggerer
(Hostessei : a lame Cheater, hec : you may stroakc film as

gently, as a Puppie Greyhound, 1625 Fletcher pair Ataid
Inn iv. ii, You . . will be drawn into the net by this decoy-

duck, this tame cheater. 1814 Scott Redgauntlet let. iii,

Sinking from ruffling bullies into tame cheaters.

Cheater, obs. form of Chattek.

Cheatery tfftari). Also 6 chotory, 8 9 Sc.

cheatry, cheatrie. [f. Cheat v. or Cheateu :

see -eby.] The practice of cheating
;
swindling,

trickery.

1531 Pne-Play D vij, Now 1 vndcrstand by what chetory

it was woon. 1678 171a Folntainhai.l Dec. Sessions I. 359
ijam.) Their cheatry'. falshcxxL and unfaithfulness to their

trust. 18*3 Galt Entail xcl, Ye Goliath of cheatrie !

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. iii. 176 If thou only cheat five

1 times a-day, and give a tenth i>( thy cheatery to the poor.

1867 Stlbbs Gesta Regis Hen. 11,11. Pref., Much room for

exaction, cheatery, and litigation.

attrib. S818 ScorT Rob Roy xxv, Warrants and poind-

|

ings and appriziugs, and a' that cheatry craft. 1837 K.

Nicoi.i. Poems 11843) 150 Maids are witches—we the fools

They cast their cheatrie glamour on.

Cheating ijitii)),v6l.s6. [f. Cheat v. + -Ufa '.]

The action of the verb Cheat, fa. Confiscation

of an escheat (c6s.). b. Fraud, deceit, swindling."

c 1440 Promp. Pan 1
. 73 Chetynge, confiscaeio. 1531

Dice-Play B v, The first . . ground of Chetinge is . . a studdy
to seme to be, and not to be in deede. a 1734 North Sir
D. North 134 Falsities, such as cheating by Weights or

Measures. 1845 Polson Law in Eneycl. Metrop. 816/1

Cheating is the obtaining from any one, under false pre-

tences, any chattels, money or valuable security, with intent

to cheat or defraud him of the same, i860 Geo. Eliot

Mill on El. iv. iii, ' But, Bob,' said Maggie, looking serious,
1 that's cheating '.

Cheating, ///. A [f- as prec. + -imj -.] That

cheats; fraudulent, swindling, deceitful.

1531 Dice-Play Diij, Such dieting craftes. 1681 Clan-

I V1LL Sadducismus II. Introd. § 19 A vicious cheating
knave. 171s Arblthnot John Bull 111. vi, That Old Lewis
Baboon, it u- the chealingest, contentious Rogue, upon the

Face of the Earth. 1875 Jowett Plato ted. 2) V. 158 The
cheating tradesman . . shall be deprived of his goods.

Cheaunee, obs. form of Chance.
Cheavin, obs. form of Chevin, chub.

Cheaw, obs. variant of Chaw, jaw.

Cheb : see Chebule.

Cheba'CCO. [app- a. Pg. xa6eco (pronounced

Jahe\o\ OSp. xalieque, and so the same word as

Chebec, Xebec. Knight, Frail. Did. Alech. gives

it under the form che6ee.)

(By Worcester and Webster conjectured to be named
from Chebacco, old name of Essex in Massachusetts.))

Che6acco-boat : A kind of vessel employed in the

Newfoundland fisheries ; called also pinkstern.

1837 Hawthorne Twice-told 7'.(i85i) II. vi. 92 Innumer-
able voyages aboard men-of-war and merchant-men, fishing

schooners and chebacco boats.

Chebec, -Ck Jihek). Also written shebeck,

and now usually Xebec, [a. F. che6ec ; in OF.
chahec, Sp. jabeque, OSp. xabeqtte, -veque, Pg.

xabeco, -veto, OPg. enxaieque, It. scia6ecco, zam-

j

beeco, stambecco, mod. Aral). fi)L?^< sha66ak,

shohluik, Turkish j sunbekt (Meninski,

1680). Ulterior origin uncertain. Jal shows that

the vessel was originally a fishing-boat.)]

A small three-masted vessel, used in the Medi-

terranean, a Xebec ; it resembles the felucca, but

'* ngS^ with square besides lateen-sails.

176a tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. II. 262 It consists .. of

twenty-six men of war, thirteen frigates, two packet-boats,

eight chebecks. 1773 Brydone Sicily, Three oftheir (Turks')

chebecks ran into a small harbour . . and carried off six

merchant-ships. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson 158 Twelve che-

becks,eachoftwo24-pounders. i8s8SiMMONDS.DiVr\Co»/»r.

Chebec, a kind of naval craft.

Cheboll, cheboule : see Chibol.

II Chebule (kebH-1). Also 7 cheboule, cheb.

[a. F. chttule, It. che6uli (Pegolotti has c. 130.? che-

Indi mira6olant) pronounced ke6uli ; according to

Thevenot, c 1665, ad. Urdu Kabuli (' les Orientaux

i les appellent Cabuly ') of Cabul, it being imported

thence into India. (Yule.) Florio 1598 has chc6uli,

Cotgr. 1611 th*6ii/e.'\

The diied prune-like astringent fruit of Ter-

1 ininaJia Chthula, a tree of Central Asia, etc.,

imported commercially under the name of myro-

balan. Also attrib.

I"555 Eden Decades IV. Ind. ill. iv. (Arb.) 151 Atiroba-

lanes . . which the phisitians caulc Embticos and Chebulos. )

1599 Chapman Hum. Day's Mirth Wks. 1873 I. 60 If there

\k any cheboules in your napkins. 1683 Salmon Doron Ated.

11. 530 Take bark of the yellow Myrobalans and of Chebs.

i860 Mayne Exp. Lex. 742/3 The chebule myrobalan.

Hence Chebu lie a .. of the nature of a chebule.

1727 52 Chambers Cyct. s. v. Alyrobalan, The third, che-

bulic myrobalans, the size of a date, of a yellowish brown,

pointed at the end. 1866 Treas. Hot. 1132/1 The principal

kinds of Myrobalan are the Chcbulic. .and the BcUcric.

Chechiil, obs. form of Checjueen.

Checiple, obs. form of Chamuble.

Check (tjck , int. & s6. Forms: 4 6 chek,

I
(4 oheke, cheekke, 4-5 chekko, 5 chicke,

chak), 6-9 checque, 7-9 cheque, (7 cheeque),

4- oheck. [ME. chet, chat, aphetic f. *cschelt,

chat, a. OF. eschec, tk, -eq, eschac, in ONF". eskec,

escac, Pr. escac, It. scaeco ' check ' in chess, mcd.

L. scanus, scachns ; cf. also the parallel forms Sp.

jaqtu, OSP. xaqtte 'check', Pg. xaque 'check'

and 'shah' of Persia}. Adapted form immcd.

from Arabic) of Pers. iLi shah 'king', also the

'King' in chess; in this specific sense the Pers.

word was taken into Arabic, where arose the phrase

vJut »Lii shah mctt{a, ' the King is dead ',

i.e. can make no further move : see Checkmate.
(This has been taken back into Persian in the

form shilh mat ^ardad— the shah becomes mat.)

In a MS. written in Sevilla in 1283, shah is made

in OSp. xayue {x-sh;, and shah matia appears

as xaque mate. But the adoption of the words

in Romanic took place some centuries earlier, the

common Romanic form taken by shah being side-,

siaee-,3A in the med.I.., It., Pr., and Fr. forms given

above. Thence also the MIK '• schdeh, Ger. schaeh,

Du. skaak, Icel. skdk, Da. skak, Sw. schack ' check

'

and ' chess ' (in the latter sense also schach-spiel,

skaakspel, etc. - check-play). The general meaning

in Romanic is ' check '
; for the name of the game

the plural is used in med.L. scaeci, It. scacchi, Pr.

escacos, F. khecs : see Chess.
From its use in chess the word has been widely transferred

in French and English. In the sense-extension the sb. and
vb. have acted and reacted on each other, so that it is difficult

to trace and exhibit the order in which special senses

arose.]

A. int. A call at chess by which notice is given

to the opponent that a move has been made which
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exposes his King ; one says also Check to your

King! and even Check to your Queen ! Also Jig,

+ Check-rook : the call of check when at the same

time one of the rooks is threatened with capture.

C1314 Guy IVarw. (A.) p. 426 (Zup.) Ate ches bai sett hem
to playn [>urch a chek Fabour seyd, for sob, Sadok in

hert wex wrob. r 1369 CHAUCER Bk. Duchesse 669 There-

with Fortune said Checke here, And mate in the mid point

of the checkere. 1474 Caxton Ckesse tv. ii, The kyng .

.

ought to take hede that he stonde not so that a knyght or

another sayth chek rook : than the kyng loseth the rook.

1656 Beale Chesse-pl. 8 No piece can take him [the king], but

must only salute him with the word check. 1791 W. Taylor
tr. LessingsNathan w. i. (Tauchn. 1S68) 41 iSaladin $ Sittah

playing chess) Sittah. I move- So—Now then—Check ! and
Check again ! 1870 Hardy & Ware Mod. Hoylc (Warned 45
When a player gives check, and fails to give notice by crying
' Check !

' his adversary need not, unless he think proper,

place his king out of check, or cover. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward
R. Elsmere xxxix, 'Check, certainly', said Flaxman to

himself ruefully.
.

' not mate, I hope, if one can but find out

how not to be a fool in future '.

B. sb.

1. Chess. The act of threatening the King ; the

position of the King when he is exposed to the

attack of one of the opponent's men ; if there is no

escape from check, it is checkmate and the game is

over.

1426 Audelay Poems{1844) 23 After chec for the roke ware
sore the mate. 1580 Holi.yband Treat. Fr. 'Pong, Dtimer
vu esc/wc, to giue a check. 1592 Greenk Groatsiv. Wit
(1617)22 Chesse. .is a game, sayde she, that the first danger

is but a checke, the worst, the giuing of a mate. 1614 Saul
Chess />lay To Rdr., None of the Kings can take a man that

standeth on a guard, 'Twere checke at once if he doe so.

1656 Beale Chesse-pl. 5 The Knight's . . check, because it

cannot be covered, the King must either remove out of check,

or cause him to be taken . . [else] it is Check mate. 1848

Staunton Chess PL Handbk. 20 When the Piece moved
does not itself give check, but unma;;ks another which does,

it is called a discovered check. 1870 Hardy & Ware Mod.
Hoyle (Warne)42 When your King is attacked by any piece

he is said to be in check, .you must then put your King out

of check by. .interposing one of your own men between the

checking piece and your King, thus ' covering ' check, as it

is termed.

f 2. In early Uae> fig.
and transf, in various

shades of meaning, referring in some way to the
' check ' in chess. Obs.

a. An attack.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1238 He watz mayster of his men
& inytjty him seluen, pe chef of his cheualrye his chekkes to

make. ^1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1820 J?ey

handled bobe sore ber nekkes, Chynnes, chekes, gef harde

chekkes. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 231 In sodeyn

reses and chekkes [incursionibus], la 1400 Morte Arth.

1986 ffor-thi the kynge chargez hym .. Cheftayne of the

cheekke, with chevalrous knyghttez. a 1500 Colkelbie Sow
I, 233 (Jam.) And Fergy Flitsy yeid befoir, Chiftane of that

chef chak.

b. To win or achieve a check : to succeed in

inflicting a reverse or defeat on the foe ; to win an

advantage in a contest.

c 1340 Gazv. <j Gk Knt, 1107, & quat chek so ?e acheue,

chaunge me ber-forne. ? a 1400 Morte A rth. 1539 We hafe

eschewede this chekke, thurghe chance of oure Lorde.

c 1400 Rowland O. Ixxi, A noble cheke here wonn hafe

jee. a 1400-50 Alexander 3098 Was no^t Sexes hun-selfe

pe souereynest in erth, And cheued him of cheualry chekis

out of nombre.

c. An act that gives trouble, or is harmful ;
an

evil turn or trick.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chrona i 810) 258 £ou has broken it alle,

& don him many ille chek. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. L 107

(Ld. llchester's MS.) pair sire, .chastised not his children of

her euel chekkes. c 1400 Beryn 9*14 When Beryn passid was
vii yeer, & grewe in more age He wrou^t ful many an evill

chek. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 4042 It was Amalekes That
hath doon him so foule chekkes.

d. Contention ;
quarrel ; strife.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 100 In alle bis ilk chek of

Roberd & Henry, Bituex bam wex contek.

f 3. A taunting call ; a bitter reproach. Obs.

1515 Barclay Egloges 11. (1570) B iv/i Jacke with the bushe

shall taunt thee with a chek. 1526 Skelton Magnyf. 300

Let se, this checke if ye voide canne. 1549 Coverdale
Erasm. Par. Rom. xii. 17 Yf any man perhappes offende

you, gyue not checke for checke, ne one wrong for an other.

1563 Homilies n. Coming Holy Ghost i. (1859) 458 Counted
woorthy to suffer rebukes, and checkes for the Name . . of

Christ Jesus. 1635 R. N. tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. Introd.,

She loaded her with checks and taunts.

+ 4. A reproof, reprimand, rebuke. Obs. exc.

dial.

1540 Elyot Image Gou. (1556) 4 The terrible checke that

the good maister in the gospell gave to his idell servaunt.

1600 Hakxuyt Voy. (1S10) III. 551 The Captaine . . had a

great checke of the gouernour because he had not gone
forwards. 1660 Pepys Diary 26 Sept., I was very angry,

and. .did give him a very great check for it, and so to bed.

1679-80 C. Hatton Corr. (1878) 220 His Majesty gave him
a severe checke. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. xxi, He became
acquainted with the proctor betimes. But all the checks
he received were insufficient to moderate his career.

•fb. (without//.) Reproof, censure, rebuke. Obs.

1581 Lambarde Miren. n. ii. (1588) 113 Yet peradventure
they shall not excuse our Justice of the Peace from checke
and blame. 1623 Meade in Ellis Orig. Lett. r. 291 III. 153
The Lord Marquess, .hath had in the Spanish Court some
check of late for forgetting himself so farre, etc. (71718
Penn Life in IVks. (1726! L 48 We. .do intreat that we may
have some Letter of Check to such Persons.

5. A sudden arrest given to the career or onward

course of anything by some obstruction or opposi-

tion ; a rebuff, repulse, reverse.

Quot. 1330 is doubtful : cf. 2 c.

[c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 151 f*u folk. .per }ates

ageyn him sperd, & wild not lat him in . . & for bei did bat

chek, an oth he suore to gram.] 151$ Scot. Field 470 Then
betide a chicke, that Cheshire men felden. 1625 Bacon Ess.

Empire (Arb.) 297 They must haue some Checke or Arrest

in their Fortunes. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 265

A basket was sunk, .to a certain depth of water, which gave
a check to the boat's motion. 1845 M cCulloch Taxation
11. vi, (1852) 303 The check which it would give to industry.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 241 The first great check

that had ever been given to the arms of Lewis.

b. spec. A slight military reverse or repulse.

1793 Capt. Bentinck in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III.

29 Under the supposition that we first take Conde, thencarry
Famars, and meet with no kind of check. 1799 in Nicolas

DisP. Nelson (1845I IV. 94 We have reports of our check in

Holland, September 19th, and of our complete victory on
the 24th.

c. A sudden stopping of the breath ; a conson-

ant produced by this means, a stopped consonant,
' stop \ or 1 mute', as k, t, p, g, d, b.

1669 Holder Elem. Speech (J.) The letters have the

natural production by several checks or stops, or, as they

are usually called, articulations of the breath or voice.

d. Hunting: A stop in the progress of the

hounds through failure of the scent.

1781 P. Beckford Hunting (iSav) 213 When hounds are

put to a check on a high road, by the fox being headed
back, etc. 1875 Whyte-Melville Katerfelto xxiii, The
stag. .sped, .six miles on end without halt or hindrance, and
the hounds ran him without a check.

6. Hawking. A false stoop, when a hawk for-

sakes her proper game, and pursues some baser

game that crosses her flight. Obs. or Hist.

c 1430 Lydg. Bochas 1. viii, Haukes, best preued, sumtime
a check can make, Yet for a faute the foule is not forsake.

a 1626 Fletcher Worn. Prize 1. ii, The free haggard will

make an hundred checks To shew her freedom, a 1641

Suckling (J.) A young woman is a hawk upon her wings
;

and if she be handsome, she is the more subject to go out

on check.

b. Base game, such as rooks, crows, doves, etc.,

which induce a hawk to ' check \
J575 Turberv. Falconrie no If your hawke go out to

anye checke and kill a doove or a crow or anye other checke

and feede upon it. 1615 Latham Falconry (1633) 27 Take a

fit houre at euening when all check be past. 1621 Mark-
ham Art ofFowling (1655) 164.

c. Tofly at check : to pursue such game. Also

transf. 71? run at check : said of dogs.

1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. Ixxxvi. When.. Some falcon

. . the quarry miss'd, Straight flies at check, and clips it

down the wind? c 1700 Gentleman Instr. (1732) 331 Like
ill-bred Spaniels, they run at Check on a false Scent.

7. A sharp stoppage of motion ; an interruption

in a course, a sudden stoppage or pause.

1532 Dice-Play 1 And he agein at eche check in our

walking caste earnest lokes vpon me. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y

Cr. 1. iit. 94 Postes like the command'ment of a King, Sans

checke, to good and bad. 1829 Southey Piler.Compostclla

n, In they came from the yard without check.

+ b. To take check : to stop short
v
as if checked),

' pull up 1

; to take offence. Obs.

1663 Aron-bimn. 51 Therefore our Consciences do take

check at it, being afraid the Lord should upbraid us. 1690

Dryden Don Sebast. 11. i, Say I should wed her, would not

my wise subjects Take check, and think it strange? perhaps

revolt? ^1700 Gentleman Instr. (1732) 465 Debauchees
will take Check at the Fredom ofthese Papers. 1710 Palmer
Proverbs 380 One man will be oblig'd to take cheque upon
a disappointment, and retreat sooner than another.

f 8. A stoppage of wages or a fine for non-

fulfilment of duties or transgression of rules, in-

flicted upon servants of the royal household, etc.

;

the amount stopped. (See Check v. 9.) Obs.

1526 Househ. Ord. 230 The defaulkation and check of

wages of all them which shall be absent. i577"?7 Holin-

shed Chron. III. 892/2 Yeomen of the gard, which before

hauing twelue pence the daie with checke, were now allowed

six pence the daie without checke. 159B Old Clieone Bk. of
Chapel Royal (Camd. Soc. 1872) 67 All and every checke

and checkes . . inflicted upon any Gentleman or other member
of the Chappell by the Subdeane for breakinge of any of the

statutes and orders . . shalbe staied and taken by oure Clearke

of the Checke . . out of the offenders boord wages . . and the

same monye by checke or checkes soe staied and taken upp,

the Clearke of oure Checke shall accounte for. 1663 Ibid.

82 The check for absence on ordinary weeke dayes shall be

twelve pence every service. 1708 J. Chambeklaynk St. Gt.

Brit. 11. 111.(1743)212 The whole band are to attend at the four

principal Feasts of the year . . under penalty of the cheque.

9. Restraint upon action or conduct by a super-

vising or controlling power.

1579 Gosson Ephem. 61 b, When loue commaundes, we
must receiue the check, He rules, and euery god obayes his

becke. 1601 Househ. Ord. 287 The Clerke of the Kitchen

. .hath, .a checke over all the officers in the same, a 1642

Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts 111.(1704)326/1 He also keeps

Checque, by calling all the Workmen twice a day to their

Labour. 1665 Sir W. Coventry in Pepys (Corresp. Nov. 7.)

For a neglect of keeping a good checque upon his Purser.

1768-74 Tucker Li. Nat. (1852 1 II. 320 It is better the child

should stand in awe of the old man in the cupboard . .
than

be under no check at all. i860 Mill Repr. Gov. (1865) 47/2

Its own proper work, that of superintendence and check.

1874 Morley Compromise (1886)47 No reasonable man or

woman . . would . . be capable of receiving effective check or

guidance from beliefs that would have sunk, .to the level of

doubtful guesses.

b. In check : under restriction of freedom of.

movement or action, under control. So formerly

at one's check, out of check.

c 1555 Hakfsheld Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 78 Seeing
our case is out of that checke. And as our case is not

checked by God's law, etc. 1579 Gosson Eplwm. 47 To
confesse their owne weakenes which stand at his checke.

1586 J. Hooker Girald. Hist. Ircl. in HoUnshed II. 61/1
Hearing themselues for gouernors out of checke. 1845 S.

Austin tr. Rauke's Hist. Ref. I. 145 A powerful prince.

.

who could hold the Turks in check. 1851 Gallenga tr.

Mariotti's Italy 305 His task was . . to keep Nugent in

check. 1862 Stanley yew. Ch. (18771 Vlt - z 47 '^ ne t;om -

mon law of the desert found itself kept in check by the

statute law of Palestine.

10. Any person or thing that checks, or acts as

a stop or restraint.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1712 1 I. 55 He [the Earl of

Manchester] was unhappily too much used as a Check upon
the Lord Coventry. 1661 Pepys Diary 27 Oct., He was a
cheque to their engrossing the whole trade of the Navy-
office. 1700 Dryden Pref. Fables (Globe) 500 A satirical

poet is the check of the laymen on bad priests. 1765 Black-
stone Comm. I. 317 These imposts, if too heavy, are a check
and cramp upon trade. 1798 Malthus PoPul. 11878) 1 Of
the checks to population. 1885 Law Times 16 May 38/1

The magistrate may be necessary as a check on the doctor,

b. Mechanics. (Seequots.)

1796 ). Boys Agr/'c. of Rent 11813) 52 A strong chain, .so

fixed, as by means of notches for a pin called a check' to

let the whole plough out a greater length from the axle.

1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 37 In the inside

of the stuffing box a small projecting ring, called a check,

is cast, on which rests a brass ring, ground exactly to the

size of the piston rod, which passes through it steam-tight.

C. Angling. In the reel of a fishing rod, a con-

trivance for marking, by the clicking of a wheel,

the running out of the line.

1867 Y. Francis Angling i. (1880) iS The best reels for

bottom-fishing are the plain reels with a light check.

d. Music. A part of the action of a pianoforte

fixed at the back part of the key, to catch the

hammer and prevent its retouching the strings.

1879 in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 341/1 In cottage pianofortes

or pianinos that have check actions the check is placed be-

fore the hammer, and a stud projecting from the butt of the

hammer comes in contact with the check.

11. Control by which accuracy, correctness,

or agreement of facts and their representation, is

secured.

1786 Burke Art. W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 142 That the

said Warren Hastings, by uniting the supply and the check
in the same hands, did . . disobey the company'^, specifick

orders. 1791 Smeaton Edystoue L. § 101 The foreman on
shore to take an account of every thing . . under the check
of the engineer or his deputy when on shore.

12. One employed to check or control ; a checker.

1774 Barclay Diet. Cheek.. a. person who examines any
account. 1851 Mavhew Loud. Lab. III. 353 (Hoppe) One
gentleman told me he employed a * ladylike,' and, as he
believed, trusty woman as a ' check.'

13. A mark made against an item in an account,

list, &c, to show that it has been 'checked', i.e.

compared and found correct.

14. A means to ensure accuracy, correctness,

security from fraud, etc. : as

f a. The counterfoil of a bank bill, draft, etc.

1706-1782 [see Cheque i].

b. A token, usually a memorandum of receipt,

a ticket, or piece of metal duly stamped or num-
bered, used for the purpose of identification, or as

evidence of ownership or title : given, e. g. to the

owner of luggage on a railway (as in U. S.}» or to

one who temporarily leaves luggage, cloaks, port-

able articles,at the cloak-room of a railway-station ,

place of entertainment, etc, to enable him to iden-

tify and re-claim the same ; to a person temporarily

leaving a theatrical performance, or going upon

the platform of a railway, to allow him to pass

the gate-keeper again without payment; to a pur-

chaser in a co-operative or other store as his

voucher for a share in a dividend, etc., etc.

1813 [see Check-taker]. 1847 /Ilust. Loud. News 4 Sept.

146/1 They will deny the receipt of a check, and exact the

fare again. 1858 J. F. Redfield Law Railiv. (1869) II. 37
Railways have made their checks evidence in regard to the

delivery of baggage. 1878 Lady Herbert tr. Hiibners

Ramble t. iv. 32 As to your luggage, you need not trouble

your head about it, as you have your ' check '.

15. A counter used in games at cards. U. S.

Hence {colloq.) To hand in one's checks : to die.

1870 Bret Hartk Outcasts Poker Flat |
Hoppe) Beneath

this tree lies the body of J. O. who . .
handed in his checks

on the 7th December, 1S50. 1872 Mark Twain lunoc. at

Home ii. (Hoppe) You see one of the boys has passed in his

checks.

fl6. Short for Check-roll, list of servants en-

rolled. In check : enrolled on a check-roll. Obs.

1603 Drayton Bar. Wars vi. xvi, Nine score in check

attending in their court, Whom honour'd Knighthood knits

in mutual bands. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. Hi. (1614)

1 3 Thou shalt be my Knight, and bee enrolled in my Checke,

with a Fee answerable to thy worth.

1 17. As sure as check : (cf. chequer-pay in

Chequer). Obs.

a 1659 Osborn Q. Eliz. (167 3) 464 Let the Proverb As sure

as Check bayl me from the least suspicion of hyperboly.

18. Clerk ofthe Check', the title of officers in the
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royal household, keeping the check-roll and

having control of the yeomen of the guard and

other servants, ' checking' the observance of their

duties, their payment, etc.

iS4t Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. A Rctourned hy the two

clarko Comptrollers, the clarkes ofthe Cheque, and clarkes

marshalles. ,1 1561 G.Cavendish I.ifeofWolsey in Wordsw.

Feci, fiii'g. I. 348 Then had he a Clerke of the Checke, M
well upon his Chaplaincs, as of his Yeomen of his Chamber.

C 1570 Thynne Pride *, Lozvl. cxliv. To setten downe ill
of charge, There is no Auditor, lie Clerke of Check Can

penne it bet then he. 1886 IVIiitaker's Almmtttta Her

Majesty's Body guard of Yeomen of the Guard . Clerk of

the Cheque and Adjutant, Lieut. Col. Francis Baring..

Hon. Corps of Gentlemen-at-Arms . . Clerk of the Cheque

and Adjutant, Major Philip L. Tillbrook.

f b. Formerly the title of officers of control ap-

pointed in the royal ports and dockyards (also

occasionally to land forces). Obs.

1637 Hkywood R. Ski* 47 Master Francis Shelton, Clerke

of the Checke, whose industry and care, in looking to the

Workmen imployed in this Architecture, hath beene a great

furtherance to expedite the businesse. 1667 Pkpys Diary

33 July, Comes sudden news, .from the Clerk of the Cheque

at Gravesend, that there were thirty sail of Dutch men-of-

war coming up into the Hope. 170S lift t'rocl. in I.tmd

.

Car.. No. 4166/1 The Muster-Books returned from the Clerks

..f the Checque of the said Ports. 1714 Ibid. No. 5378/8

Matthew Pennefather, Ksq., to be Muster-Master-General,

and Clerk of the Checque of all His Majesty's Forces and

Garrisons in Ireland. 1814 G. Rose Diaries (i860) II. 514

The Clerk of the Cheque of the Royal Hospital (Greenwich).

1833 Marryat Simple xli, To request my commission

to be forwarded to the clerk of the cheque at Plymouth.

19. attrib. and Comb., as check-eiptrimtnt ; cluck-

bitted, check-free adjs. ; check-action (see 10 d

above) ; t check-reel, a reel provided with a

check to control the quantity of thread wound up
;

check-winch, a winch on the reel of a fishing-rod

provided with a check
v
cf. 10 c). Also Check-

takeh, etc. (For other comb, see after the vb.)

1I45W.

G

iovk Contrib.Sc. in Corr. Pkys. Forces (1874)388

A check experiment. 1845 Carlvlk Cromwell 1 1871) I. 50

.\ fiery steed but bridled, "check-bitted by innumerable

-traps and considerations. 1598 J. Dickenson Greene in

Cone. (18781 162 Check-free licentiousnesse. 1733 P. Lind-

say Interest Scot. Pref. 33 To introduce the Practice of

'Check-reels every where. 1875 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Sports

1. v. iii. 345 The reel should be a large-barrelled "check-

winch.

Check (tjek), si.- Also 7 checque, cheque.

[Goes with Check v.-, either as its verbal lb,, or

as short for checker, chequer.']

1. Her. and gen. A pattern of cross lines forming

small squares, as in a chess-board.

c 1400Mw Bab. 189 He bare a Chek ol goulis clere,

An Egle of goolde abrode displayed. 1549 Thynne Ami-

incut-'. 118751 1 5 Cheuerons . . Checkes, and suche lyke stande

upon geometricall proportiones. 1679 Plot Staffordsh.

116861 389 The one half plain, the other wrought in cheque.

1771 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 73, I cut several or-

naments and checks for the bills. 1811 Black*. Mag. VIII.

617 And Jenny . . Displays a napkin of enormous check.

1876 Rock Text. Fabr. 3.

2. A fabric woven or printed with such a pattern.

Also attrib., as in check kersey ; check handker-

chief, apron ; check pattern, tratie, etc

1614 \V. Peyton Voy. § 3 11625) in Purchas Pilgrimes IV

xv, Indicoes of two sorts, Checques the courser. 1748

Smollett Rod. Rand, xxxi, A couple of old check shirts.

1756 Mrs. Dklany.^k/0*/oa'.(i86i) III. 457 I should be glad

of 30 yards of check. 1820 Lamb Elia, Cbrisfs Host., A
large blue check handkerchief. 188s Manch. Exam. 5 June

5/6 I.ooms for weaving checks and trouserings.

Check, si? Another spelling of Cheque.

Check, si.* Sc. —CHAOS si.'*, the Wheat-ear.

1793 Statist. Ace. Scotl. VII. 547 The check, the linnet,

and the sparrow.

Check, sbS> Var. of Chick^, screen. (E. Ind.)

Check (tjek ,
v.l Forms: 4-6 click c 5 i

chekk-yn, (Sc. chak\ 5-6 chek, 6-7 checke, 8

cheque, checque, SV. 9 chack), 6- check. [ME. 1

chek-en, aphetic f. achtk *eschek-, a. OF. cscheqtt-

ier, esehecqtt-er ,in ONF. eskek-ier) to play chess,

give check to ; also in pa. pple eschcqttiJ, Cotgr.

escheqtte, It. scaccato, mcd.E. scacciitus chequered,

f. the sb. eschec, eskek, scacco, Check q.V.J

1. Chess. To attack the opponent's King by plac-

ing a man so that he could, at his next move,

take the King if the latter were an ordinary piece
;

to give check to, place in check. C£ Check f*. 1
1

.

1614 Saul ChessplayYn Rdr., But as they (pawnes) march

who so they finde doe in their colour stande, Such may they

kill or checke aslope to the right or left hand. 1656 HUU
Chess-Play 3 So also doth he (the pawnl check, (that is give

notice to) the adverse King that he tan take him. 18*5

Macaulay Misc. Poems 1 1860) 390 We check and take, exult

and fret. 1870 Haruy & Ware Mod. Iloyte (Warnel 43.

\>.fig.
a 1400 Coi: Myst. xxx. 506 What? spek I say, thou foulyng,

evyl mot thou fare! Loke up, the devyl mote the cheke '.

1587 Turberv. Trag. T. (1837) "49 And so perhaps she

might both checke And give the foole a mate. 1589 I'appe

w. Hatchet 11844) 9 Such dydoppers must he taken vp, els

theile not stick to check the king. 1595 Shaks. John 11. i.

1 33. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1. xvi. The Churchmen checked

them often, but could never give them the mate.

t2. To come into collision with, strike, hit. Obs.

1576 Gosson Spec. Hum. iii. 1 Arb.)76 The prime of youth,

310

whose greene vnmellowde yeares With hoysed head doth

checke the loftie skies. 1608 Tourneur Ret: Trag. 1. ii.

1 1878) so And when he rid, his Halt would check the

signes.

f b. intr. To clash, come into hostile contact

or collision. Const, 'with. Obs.

1535 Goodly Primer To Rdr. 1 1834) 8 Neither is it meet to

make them (saintsl check with our Saviour Christ, much
less then to make them checkmate. i6i« Bacon Ess. Lore
(Arb.) 446 For if it [Ix>ue] checke once with businesse,

it troubleth Mens fortunes. 163*, Stools Cliron. 742 There

checked with him at the entring thwart the Towne, sixe

Gallies : but they in short time retired vnder their fortresses.

II. To stop sharply or suddenly.

3. To arrest, stop, or retard the onward motion

or course of a person or thing).

(< 1384 C11ALCEK //. Fame 3093 When they metten in thai

place, They wer a-cheked bothe two.l 1393 Langl. P. PI.

C. xxl. 287 Barre we be a,ates. Cheke we and cheyne we
and eche chyne stoppe. 1577 Holinshed Citron. III. 156

The ambitious mind of the man, that even from his youth

was ever to checke at the highest. 1811 Shelley Proineth.

Unb. L 136 As one who checks a fiend-drawn charioteer.

i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. f 7. 51 Asperities .. which incessantly

check its (an avalanche's) descent. 187s Brvce Holy Rom.
Emp. ii. 6 Few fortresses checked the march of [the] armies :

4. spec, t »• ' To challenge ,a sentinel . (Cf.
|

check-watch, s.v. Check-.; Obs.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 817 To chak the wache Wal-

lace and x had beyn Rydand about.

b. Xaut. To check a bowline : to slacken it and

belay it again. To check a brace : to ease it off

when found to be too stiffly extended. To check a

cable : to stopper it, when running out. Check Iter

(a ship) : stop her way. (Adm. Smyth.
x

1833 Marrvat /'. Simple viii, Check her as she swings.

c. To pull (a rein).

c 1710 Gay Apparition, And now he checks the rein, and

halts. — Birth of Spurt, O check the foamy bit I nor

tempt thy fate : Think on the murders of a five liarr'd gate.

t 5. intr. (for njt.) To stop short ; to stand at

;

to wince, take offence (at . Obs.

1616 Bealm. & Fl. Lit. French Lav. 111. iii, A true friend

should not checke at the hazard of a life. i6aj Fletcher

Fair Maid v. i. 49, 1 tamely beare Wrongs that a slave-born

Muscovite would check at. 1635 Qlari.es F.mbl. (1718'

Introd. 2 Let not the tender eye check, to see the allusion

to our blessed Saviour figured in these Types. 1657 Ier.

Taylor Let. in Evelyn's Mem. (1(57) III. 98 That which

you check at is the immortality of the soul. 1681 Chetham
Angler's Vmle-iu. xli. § 13 Sow may feel him check and

tug at it. 1724 A. Collins Gr. Chr. Relig. Pref. 34 No man
checks or takes offence at customs or ceremonies, he sees

every day.

b. Hunting. Of dogs : To stop through loss of

scent, or to make sure of its direction.

1735 Somerville Chase 11. 255 Ah ! yet once more They're

check'd — hold back with speed—on either Hand They
flourish round. 1855 Kingsley Heroes ill. (1868) 38 At last

they struck upon the scent of the blood, and they checked

for a moment to make sure.

6. Hawking, a. To check at the fist : to refuse

to come to, recoil from, ' shy ' at the fist.

153a Skelton Why not to Cottrte t 732 Till he cheked at

the fist. 1537 TottelTs Misc. i.\rb.i 240 The hauke may
check, that now comes fair to (list. 1618 Latham Mef Bk.

Falconry (16331 37 She will neuer vnderstand what it is to

checke at the fist : but . . wil proue a certaine and bold

commer.

b. See quot.
(Sir Walter Scott's archaic use appears to be erroneous,

since one falcon does not 1 check ' at another.and Marmion
would not figure himself as ' base game ' crossing the path of

nobler quarry.)

1601 Shaks. T*tL X. m. i- 71 Like the Haggard, checke

at euery Feather That comes before his eye. 1615 Latham
Falconry Words of Art expl., Checke, or to kill Checke, is

when Crows, Rooks, Pies, or other birds comming in the

view of the Hawkc, she forsaketh her naturall flight to flie

, at them. 1808 Scott Mann. 1. vi, E'en such a falcon on his

i
shield . .The golden legend bore aright, Who checks at me,

to death is dight. 1851 Burton Falconry Vail. Indus iii. 31

I She ' checked ' first at one bird, then at ihc other . . [foot-

I

note, To 'check' is to forsake the quarry, and fly at any
chance bird that crosses the path).

+ 7. trans. To keep back or offfrom. Obs.

1597 Greene Poems (1861) 313 A wreath of boughs To
check the sun from her brows,

f 8. To reject, throw back. Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 404 A spring boiling out of the

ground with such a force, that it scornelh and checkcth any
'* thrnwne into it. I7» A. Hamilton AVk» Act:

bring
hich

[615, 1852 ; and cf. Check sb. 6.

thing that is throwne into it. 1717 A. Hamilton .Vnu A
E. Ind. I. i. 13 Those Easterfy Monsoons alway 1

strong Currents with them from the Eastward,

check d him over to the Coast of Magadoxa.

t 0. To stop (a person from receiving a part of

his wages, as a tine or penalty ; to line, mulct. To

be checked : to have one's wages stopped. Obs.

1SJ6 Househ. Ord. 233 To be check! of three dayes Wages.

1539 IHd. in Thynne Animad-: Introd. ( 1865
1 34 1 he Clcrkes

Comptrolers . . shall dayly . . default and check the Wages
of all such as he shall finde to be absent without lycence.

1618 Cheque Bk. Chapel Royal (1872) 75 For all these

thinges. .ne shalbe checked the soume of forty shillinges to

tie staied to his Majestes use out of wages next growinge

and due to him. 1705 Royal Prod, in Lond. Gaz. No.

4166/1 All such Mariners, shall be Chequed out of Wages
only from the respective Times they ought to have returned.

1708 J.
Chamberlaynf. St, Gt. Brit. 11. 111. (1743 1 2,1 If any

Gentleman-Pensioner in Ordinary' fail in his attendance, he

shall be chequed with the loss of three days' wages. 1803

Saval Chrou. XV 61 If they do not attend their musters,

they are checked of their pay.

CHECK.

111. To taunt, etc

1 10. To reproach, taunt, revile. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. tW. de W. 1531) 12 Neyther yet vp-

brayde lie checke hym. 1526 Tinijale Mark xv. 32 And
they that were crucified with him, checked him also (so 1539

CaAMMKjt, IMF Gnwwl 1530 Palscr. 482/3. 1557 N.l.
(Geneva! John ix. 38 Then checked they hym, and sayd,

Be thou his disciple : we be Moses disciples. 1590 Webbe
Tretv. < 18681 33 With these speeches they did check me, and
I said, etc. . . wherefore they did greatly reuile me. 159a

Wyrley Armorie 49.

11. To rebuke, reprove, reprimand, arch, or dial.

1514 Barclay Cyt. ^ Uplamlyshm. (1847) Introd. 56 Still

muste thou stande, or els shalt thou be chekt. 1556 Robin-

son tr. Mores Utop. (Arb.) 38 Land-lordes by the wai

checked for Rent-raisyng. 1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. 11.

xl. (1591) 77 He checked the Generals for their slacknesse.

1691 I.uttrell Brief Ret. (1857) II. 346 His majestie yes-

terday checkt a young lord for swearing within his hearing.

1750 Johnson Rambt. No. 75 F 15 The parson made no diffi-

culty to check me when I was pert. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs.

iv. 437 The little flower her vanity shall check. 1879 Geo.
Eliot 'Theo. Such xii, Young enough to be checked for

speech on subjects which they had spoken mistakenly about

when he was in his cradle. x

1 12. intr. To check at : to aim reproof or cen-

sure at ; to animadvert severely npon. Obs.

1642 Vino of Print. Bk. 4 How he checks at the King for

using the word (Gracel. 165a Galle Magastrom. 3T3

Tiberius hereupon sent letters to the Senate, severely check-

ingat Caninius.

IV. To restrain, control.

13. .Jig. from 3.) To stop 'action, growth, ex-

hibition of feeling, and the like; ; to stay the

course of ; to repress, restrain.

1581 ML LCASTER/'MiVwuxxviii. (1887) 108 The execution

being checkt with a number of accidentarie occurrences,

which art cannot comprehend. 1591 Shaks. Tvv Gent. 11.

iv. 213 If 1 can checke my erring loue, I will, If not, to

compasse her lie vse my skill. 1600—Sonn. xv, Men as

plants increase, Cheared and checkt euen by the selfe-same

skie. 1*67 Milton P. L. vi. 853 Half his strength he

put not forth, but check'd His Thunder in mid Volie. 17a!

De Foe Mem. Cavalier 118401 178 His fury was checked.

1796 J ane Austen Pride t, Prcj. x. 43 She could perceive that

he was rather offended, and therefore checked her laugh.

1799 in Nicolas Disp. Xelson (1845) III. 313 The scurvy can-

not be checked. 1862 Rlskin l utothis Last 157 The mul-

tiplication of animals is checked only by want of food, and

by the hostility of races. 1881 Pebody Eng. Journalism xx.

149 Mr. Baldwin checked the enthusiasm of his visitors.

refl. 1833 Ht. MartineaU Manch. Strike x. 109 He ..

was about to cover his face with his hands, but checked

himself. 1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom iii, She would have

spoken to tell her husband her fears, but checked herself.

14. To hold in check or restraint ; to curb, con-

trol ; to act as a check on.

1630 Prynne Anti-Armin. 138 Checke.. the peruersnesse

of mens wills. 1639 Fuller Holy Warm. xxv. (1840) 164

To check this fort, the Christians built a tower on ships.

1641 Milton Ch. Diseip. 11. 118511 52 Have they not been

bold of lale to check the Common law? 1763 J. Brown
Poetry t, Mus. xiv. 241 These Arts . . have a natural Ten-

dency towards Corruption, unless checked and chastised by

wholesome Institutions. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits xviii.

Wks.iBohn> II. 133 In England, the strong classes check

the weaker. 1877 Mojley Univ. Serm. viii. 172 Cases in

w hich one train of physical consequences is checked by

the operation of another,

b. To rein. poet.

'593 Shaks. 3 lien. VI, 11. vi. 12 O Phccbus ! hadst thou

neuer giuen consent, That Phaeton should checke thy fiery

Steeds. 1632 Milton // Penser. 59 While Cynthia checks

her dragon yoke Gently o'er th' accustom'd oak.

1 16. intr. To act as a check upon. Obs. rare.

1678 Dryden Altfor Lave ill. i, I^ad to the Temple : I'll

avoid his Presence ; It checks too strong upon me.

16. trans. To control a statement, account, etc.)

by some method of comparison ; to compare one

account, observation, entry, etc., with another, or

with certified data, with the object of ensuring ac-

curacy and authenticity. Also to check a person

fin his account, execution of duty, etc.).

1695 Minutes ofCourt of Bank ofFug. 15 May, Ordered

lint these words following vizt. 'This note to be currant

onely for a Twelvemonth anil may bee chequ'd att ihe Bank,

w hen desired, gratis ' Bee added at the Bottome of the New
Bank Notes (i.e. cash notes]. Ibid. 21 Aug., Ordered that

noe Bank Bills brought in bee either allowed or paid nr

changed till they bee first checqued. 1755 Johnson Check,

to compare a bank note or other bill with the correspondent

paper. 1758 /.<•/. <"< State ofSavyis The Commissioners.

.

are not possessed of the Books, .of other Vouchers, whereby

they can examine and check these Tickets. Ibid. 35 Dead

and discharged Tickets . . are paid at the Navy Office,

without being chequed. 1768 Smeaton in Phil. Trans.

I.V1II. 164 The one observation checqued with the other,

will . . differ by the quantity of 31 '. 177* &» BarclayM
Check vb...in Commerce, to compare the flourished or

ornamented part of a draught or bank-bill with that which

remains in the book from whence it was cut. 1797 Burke

Regie Peacem. Wks.VII I. 398, I have checked this account

. and find it to be correct. 1801 Naval Chron. VIII 382

The . . clerks . . check the weights. 1880 Manch. Guard.

15 Dec, We have no means of checking all these statements.

b. To check off : to mark as examined and found

correct ; to ' tick off' as passed or duly entered.

1839 Dickens Mich. Xick. xvi, Nearly every other mem-

ber pulled a written paper from his pocket, to check Mi.

Pugstyles off, as he read the questions. 1884 Harpers

Mag. June 46/3 The signer's name is . . checked off on the

lisi by a third officer.

V. 17. intr. To draw a cheque upon a person,

for an amount). U. S.



CHECK. 311 CHECKMATE.

1843 Poe Murders Rue M. Wks. 1864 I. igo Had checked
for nothing until the third day before her death, when she

took out in person the sum of 4000 francs, 1863 S. I* J-

Life in South I. xvi. 323 To check upon him for ji 500.

Check (tjek),^.'- Also 8-9 checque, 9 cheque.
[Goes with Check sb. 2 , either as short for checker,

chequer ; or aphetic f. *escheck, a. OF. eschequier,

in Godefroy only in pa.pple. eschequiJ, cschique in

same sense ; in Eng. also the pa. pple. Checked,
Chequed, is the part most in nse.]

1. trans. To mark with a chess-board pattern,

mark out or cut in squares (pits.) ; to mark with a

pattern of crossing lines.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 72 Chekkyn [1499 checken], SCOCci-

fico. C1460J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk.(i86S}

141 Whan ye bat venesoun so haue chekkid hit, with be

fore parte of youre knyfe bat ye hit owt kytt. 1513 Bk,
Kernynge ibid. 273 Custarde, cheke them tnche square that

your souerayne may ete therof. 1800 Canning Anti-Jaco-
bin, Rewrs, Sweet kerchief, check'd with heavenly blue.

2. trans/. To variegate with rays or bands of

different colours ; to chequer, rare.

1590 Greene Arcadia (1616) 44 He . . check t the night

with the golden rayes that gleamed from his lookes. 1821

Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 184 A glimpse of moonlight checq'd
the plain.

•j*8i jfe To chequer, diversify, cloud. Obs.

[1639 Fuller Holy War t. xiv. (1840) 24 Their first setting

forth, .was checked with had success.] 1790 Town Talk 5

The boy's countenance, that was chequed and overcast with
blindness.

Cheek v.?> var. of Chick.

Check-, in comb, [from the stem of Check v1
.]

Used attrib. ' that serves to M check " or control

as check-block, -list, -ligament, f -thong, -ticket

\

-valve, -weight, -wheel, etc.
;
check-book, a book

in which items of control are entered (but see also

Cheque); check-brace, (see quot.); check-
bridge, the fire-bridge of a boiler furnace ; check-
clerk, a clerk who checks accounts, lists, or any
proceedings

;
check-collar, a collar used in horse-

breaking
;
check-key, a latch-key; check-lock,

a small lock for closing the key-hole of a large lock,

or otherwise securing a lock, bar, bolt, etc.

;

check-man, a man who checks fares, tickets, etc.

;

check-nut, a nut screwed over another one to

keep it from loosening
; check-piece, a portion

of the head-part of a rein
;
check-rein, («.) a rein

connecting the driving-rein of one horse to the bit

of the other horse, a coupling-rein
;

(b.) a strap

which prevents a horse from lowering his head
;

check-ring, a ring to fasten the check-braces to

the carriage body; check-strap, the strap of a

helmet, etc., running under the chin, by which it

is held in position ; check -till, a till with a con-

trivance to check the receipts
; f check -watch, an

officer who goes his rounds to challenge the sen-

tinels so as to ensure their vigilance (dr. Check v.

4 a)
;
check-weigher, -weighman, at collieries,

a man who in the interest of the workmen checks

the weight of the coal sent up; hence check

-

weighing.
1888 Daily News 26 July 5/5, 100 heavy *check-blocks

were knocked away and the 20,000 tons of logs slid grace-
fully into the water. 1872 (title) The " Cheque Book of the
Chapel Royal (Camden Soc). 1794 Felton Carriages
(1801) I. 2ii The yxheck-braces are. .single straps of leather,

placed at the 4 angles of the body of Chaises or phaetons,
to check the motion endways. 1875 'Stonehenge' Brit.
Sports U t iii. 68 It is a tiresome task, and requires some
degree of cruelty by means of the *check-collar and whip.
1872 Huxley Phys. vii. 173 These, .helping to stop excessive
rotation of the skull are called "check ligaments. 1885
Boston (Mass) Jrnl. 9 Mar. i/3 Croydon's 'check-list has
205 names. 1850 Chubb Locks <$ Keys 18 A *check-lock,
with a small key, which throws a hard steel plate over the
large key-hole. 1737-8 Manch. School Reg. (1866) I. 9
Edward Coppock of Manchester, *checkman. 1866 Com/i.
Mag. Mar. 356 The old checkman came with his lantern to
tick off the fares. 1833 Reg. Instr. Cozialry L 71 The.,
strap from "check-piece to check-piece, under the jaw-bone,
is to keep the cavesson back from his eyes. 1873 Holland
A. Bonnie, i. 14 The - check-rein of his leading horse. 1801
Felton Carriages Gloss., *Check-ring. 1857 J- Lawrence
ChqrL ivingst. (Hoppe ) Look at the helmet, with the clean even
gap in it, cloven down to the *check-strap. 1589 R. Harvey
PI. Perc. (1590) 7 Curbd with a 'checkthong, as bigge as a
towpenny halter. 182s Hone Every-day Bk. I. 693 The
*check ticket was a card. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 613
Apon the wall, The *chak-wachis assemblit all. 1828-41
Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 112 The check-watches, .were
making their round and challenging the sentinels. 1885
Weekly Notes 64/2 A *check-weigher in a mine. 1887
Times 23 June 9 The rights and duties of the curious, almost
unique functionary—the *check-weigher, appointed by the
men to supervise the employer. 1888 Daily Ne-.vs 16 July
2/4 Matters relating to * check-weighmen and the question
of rents and wayleaves for getting and carrying coal. 1822
Hazlitt Tabte-t. I. iv. 79 Common sense thus acts as a
*check-weight on sophistry. 1872 Baker Nile Tribut. ix.

151 The reel overran itself, having no ^check-wheel.

Checkable, a. That can be checked.
1877 W. Boyd Descrip. Model Neivspaper, In each of its

2239 checkable places.

t Checkarsey. Obs. rare. A fabric ; possibly
check-kersey, as understood by Kuffhead.

1552 Act 5 # d Edzu. Vlt c. 6 § 15 All clothes named
Checkarsey and Streites [ed. Rujfhead, 1763, Check-Kersee
and Straits].

Checked (tjekt),///. a.1 [f. Check t>.1]

1. Stopped in progress
;
repressed; restrained.

1793 T. Beddoes Calcul. 194 Which medical men attribute

to checked perspiration. 1821 Byron Juan v. exxxiv, So
supernatural was her passion's rise ; For ne'er till now she
knew a check'd desire ; Even ye who know what a check'd
woman is. .would much fall short of this.

+ 2. Checkedpaper ; see Cheque 2.

1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 621 If I have an account
with the Bank of England . . if I have no checked paper along
with me, I cannot draw for a single sixpence to buy me a
little bread and cheese.

f3. Half checked. $ half-checked.)
1596 Sua ks. Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 57 With a halfe-rhekt Bitte,

j

& a headstall of sheepes leather.

Checked, ppl- a. 2 Also chequed, [f. Check !

v.* + -ed.] Marked with lines crossing at right
;

;
angles

;
variegated with different colours in squares ]

\
or other geometrical figures

;
chequered.

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture in Babces Bk. (i868> 147
Custard, chekkid huche, square with be knyfe. 1536 Ward-
robe Acc. Hen. VIII, in Archirol. IX. 248 Grene clothe of
golde checked. 1625 B. Jonson Paris Annivers. t The
checqued, and purple ringed daffodillies, 1799 J. Robkrt-
son Agric. Perth 171 Manufacturers of chequed goods in

Glasgow. 1820 Scott Monast. viii, Her checked apron.
1840 R. Dana Bef. Mast iv. 6 White duck trousers and red

I or checked shirts". 1885 Pall Mall G. 5 Sept. 4/1 The
i

Englishman's chequed travelling cap.

Checker ftje-ksj), sb.1 [f. Check v.* + -er.*]

One who checks.

1. A reprover, rebuker, fault-finder ; a controller.

153S Coyhrdalk Bible To Rdr. r 5 Not as a checker, not
J

as a reprouer or despyser of other mens translacyons. 161

1

Cotgr., Reprenart, a reprehender.rehuker, reprouer, carper,

checker, find fault, controller.

2. One employed to check or control the calcn- >

lations, accounts, time, or work of others
;

esp. of

j

collectors of money for others.

1867 Morn. Star 9 Sept., A 'checker' employed by the
j

j

proprietors, and not . . a passenger. 1869 Daily A r
e?vs 30

Oct., Another porter . . who totd his checker what he had
seen. 1883 Ibid. 10 Oct. 7/1 A checker in the grocery de-
partment of the Army and Navy Co-operative Stores.

Checker (tje-kai), sb?
1. A frequent variant spelling of Chequer, q.v.,

in all senses
;
esp. in U.S.

2. spec, in pi. The game of Draughts. ( U. S.

1825 Bro. Jonathan I. 385 They think I go there to play
checkers with him. 1888 Amcr. Humorist 5 May 8/1 In
the Social Hall are checkers, chess, dominoes,

b. One of the 'men' used in Draughts.
1864 in Wkbster. 1870 Emerson Soc. & Solit . vi. 88 Out

of blocks, thread-spools, cards, and checkers, he will build
his pyramid with the gravity of PallacUo.

C. Comb, as checker-board, a chess- or draught-

board ; checker-man = 2 b.

1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 245 They played much at

;
a kind of checker board with glass beads flat on one side,

j

; 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 278/2 He had built up a little tower
|

of checkermen. Ibid. 280/2 Lit] made a mouse-trap from a
checker-board.

3. pi. {dial.) Pebbles; = Check-stones.
1877 E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss. fE. D. S.i Checkers,

small stones, pebbles. 1877 Holderness Gloss., Chequers,
pebbles. .They were used in the ancient game of merrils or
nine men's morris, in place of the modern pegs, and were
moved on the board so as to check the advance of those of

j

the opposite side.

Hence Chexkery a. dial., pebble-like: * checkery-

bits, small lumps of coal' IV. Line. Gloss.).

Checker, v. : see the other spelling Chequer.
Chexker-berry. [app. another spelling of 1

Chequer sb$, transferred to another plant, as fre-
,

quent with names of animals and plants.] The
j

fruit of Gaultheria procumbens, a small trailing

plant of North America, with oval evergreen

leaves and drooping white flowers ; hence the

plant itself; the Winter-green.
1823 F. Cooper Pioneer ix, A bunch of checker-berries.

\

1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom xvii. 166 Chewing some i

checkerberry-leaves. 1872 O. W. Holmes Poet Break/. -t. i

i. (1885) 10 The flora is rich in checkerberries.

% The Partridge-berry, Mitchella repens (Webster).
1

(Partridge-berry is also a name of Gaultheria : hence the
confusion.)

Checkered, ppl. a. : see the spelling Chequered, i

Che'ckerist. nonce-wd. [f. Checker sb£ +
j

-1ST.] A player of checkers or draughts.
1883 Glasgo7u Week. Her. 5 May 7/3 A performance that 1

may never again be equalled by any checkerist.

fChe'cker-roll, che'quer-rolL Obs. [f.
\

checker, Chequer sb}- + Roll sb.] A roll of per-

SOUS chargeable to the royal exchequer; Check-
BOLL, trans/, a roll or list of persons.
1461-82 Lib. Niger Edw. ^"KfChaucer Soc. 1876) Yeomen 1

of Chambre iv, Taking for there wages, as yomen of Crowne
doe in the Checkerrole. i486 Act 3 Hen. VII, c. 13 Any 1

seruaunt admytted to be his seruaunte sworne, and his
I

name put into the cheker-roll of his householde. 1541 Act
33 Hen. VIII, c. 12 His maiesties seruauntes in his Chequer-
roll. 1571 Golding Calvin onPs. Ixxiii. 2 To crosse out y
misbegotten children of Abraham out of the checker roll of
the godly. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 302 The
king of ordinarie calleth enery second, third or fourth yere

for his Checker roll, and bestoweth his mercedes of his owne
meere motion.

tCheckery, a. Obs.~° [Aphetic f. OF.
eschekere : see Chequer v. App. associated with
Eng. formations in -v.] Chequered, cheeky.

c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 72 Chekrye as clobys and obyr
thynge [1499 chekered],-scaccarialus.

t Chexkery, si. Obs. Forms : 5 chekery,
checory, 5 and 9 checkery. [same word as prec.

;

F. eschekere was also so used : but in sense 2 app.

associated with words in -ery, like napery, finery

]

+ 1. Checked cloth ; a checked fabric. Obs.

1420 Test. Ebor. (1836) I. 420 A greene hake lyned with
checory. 1459 Will in Ripou Ch. Acts 82 Togam meam
de chekery. 1472 Plumpton Corr. Introd. 77 Clad in a
garment of green checkery.

2. Chequer-work, checked pattern, rare.

1837 Lockhart Scott lxiii, The beautiful checkery of the

clan tartans.

+ Che'ckful, a. Obs. rare-', [f. Check +
-Fin..] Reproachful.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John xviii. 22 Suche a

checkefull rebuke as was fit for suche a byschop.

Checking (tje-kirj), vbl. .t/'. 1 [f. Check +
-tng.] The action of the vb. Check 1

;
parti-

cularly

f 1. Taunting speech, invective, reproof. Obs.

1535 Coverdalk Job xx. 3, I haue sufficiently herde the

checkynge & reprofe. 1659 Hf.ylin Animadv. in Fuller

Appeal'(1840) 60S To satisfy the desires of the Commons .

and repress their checkings.

2. A controlling and verifying of accounts, etc.

1879 Theatre Nov. 194 What a checking and adjusting

there would be.

Che'cking,7V'/..f/'.- [f. Check v.-] Chequering.
< 1440 Pronip. Parv. 72 Chekkynge, seaccatits.

Che eking', ///. a. [f. Check + -inc.]

That checks
;
reproving, censorious {obs.) ;

refus-

ing the fist as a hawk)
;
restraining, controlling.

1548 Hall Chron. 3 Rick. Ill 115501 CCiij, Minatorie
termes and checking woordes. 1533 T. Wilson' Rhet. 2 b,

A sower checkyng sermon. 1570 Tiibberv. 'Pofriend that

refused Mm, Such checking bussards yll deserves or bell or

hood so fine. 1610 Healey Si. Aug. City of God xxir.

viii. U620) S28, I thought it good to giue her a checking
admonition, i860 Mn.L Repr. Govt. 118651 13/? Checking
functionaries are as corrupt or as negligent as those whom
they ought to check. 1870 Hardy & Ware Mod. Hoyle
(Warne>42 You must then put your King out of check, .by

taking the checking piece, etc.

Che ckingly, adv. rare. In a checking manner.
a 1626 W. Sclatek Serin. Exper. (16381 51 David, .check-

ingly adviseth his soul to return thereto.

f Cheeklaton. Obs. A variant of Ciclaton,

a stuff of silk or cloth of gold.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. vii. 43 In a Iacket, qvilted richly

rare Vpon cheeklaton he was straungely dight.

t Che'ckle, v. Obs. [App. the southern equi-

valent of the northern Kecki.e in its sense of

'laugh giddily', as distinguished from that ot

' cackle ' ; cf. also Chuckle.]
intr. To laugh violently or giddily ; hence

Che ckling, ppl. a.

1627 Feltham Disc. Eccl. Wks. (1677) 348 The Ape.,
checkles when he meets the Dainties of a Spider, a 1659
Cleveland May Day iii, See where the glittring Nymphs
whirl it away In Checkling Caravans as blyth as May. 1684

Bcnyan Pilgr. II. Introd. 126 Things of that Nature as to

make ones fancie Checkle while his Heart doth ake.

Clie ckless, a. rare. [f. CHECK sb.\ + -LESS.]

Without check, unchecked.
1604 Marston Malcontent iv. v. CR. l The hollow murmer

of the checkless winds. 1855 Bailey Mystic 28 Time's

sand . . through its glassy strait Flowed checkless.

Checkmate (tfe-km^H), int. and sb. Forms :

4 chekmat, 4-5 chek mate, 5-6 chekmate, 6

cheoke-mate, ohecke and mate, ehekemate, 6-7

check mate, 7 cheke mate, 6-9 cheek-mate, 5-

checkmate. [ME. chek mat(e chekmat(e, aphetic

f. OF. eschec mat, esc/tec et mat, Pr. escat mat, It.

scaccomatto, Sp. jaque y mate, OSp. xaquimate,

OSp. and Pg. xaque mate, ad. Arabic ^Lasl-i

shah-mat(a the king is dead : see Check sb. 1
]

A. int. Exclamation at chess by a player on

putting his adversary's King into inextricable check,

a move by which the game is won
;

orig. meaning
' (your) King is dead '. (Now commonly Mate.)

1413 I.ydg. Pylgr. Smule 1. xxii. (1859) 27 A shame hath

he that at the cheker pleyeth, Whan that a pown seyith to

the kyng, chekmate ! 1789 Twiss Chess I. 127 The Colonel

always took care to be on his feet, to fly to the farthest

corner of the room, when he said, ' Checkmate, my Lord I

'

b. transf. To say checkmate (to any one) : to

say ' you are beaten', 'your game is up '
; to beat

in a contest ; to defeat, undo.

a 1346 Pol. Poems (1859) I. 29 In proprio climat tibi dicet

aper cito chekmat. c 1374 Chaucer Troylns it. 752 Shal

nonne husbond sey to me 1 chek mate '. c 1430 Lydg. Bochas

Prol.26 Princes, for they be not stable, Fortune full oft. .saith

to them ' Checkmate'. 1513 Bradshaw.S7. Wnt&igk (1848)

55 Whan dethe with his darte sayth to us ehekemate. 1579

LVLV Euphues fArb.) 109 A milksop, taunted and retaunted

with check and checkmate.

B. .(/'. 1. This exclamation taken as a name for

itself, and for the move which puts the King into



CHECKMATE. 312 CHEEK.
inextricable check. To give checkmate : to make I

or effect this conclusive move. (Also Mate.)
1 1426 Avdelav Poems 23 After chec for the roke ware fore

the mate.] 1 144a Gesta Rom. I. xxi. 71 (Harl. MS.) When
he takith [no} kepe of God, and hathe no nieyne, than is hit

to be man chekmate. 156a Kowbothum Play Cheasts C vj,

If his Bishoppe take thyne, thou shall geue checke and
mate, setting thy l^ueene in the fourth house of his Kings
Hishoppe. 1564 Bulleyn Dial, pleasaunte pietifull(i888)

j

98 I did se . . a Parate giue one of their gentlewomen
a checkmate at Chesse. 1656 Beale Chesse-Play 11 The
maine designe of the game . . is as suddenly as can be to
give check mate. 1870 Hardy & Ware Mod. Hoyle, Chess
(Warnet 42 When a checkmate is obtained, the game is at
an end. Ibid. 45 The player who effects checkmate wins
the game. 1875 Hamertos hitell. Life X. v. 36a Bright
ideas about checkmates occur only to persons who have
studied chess.

b. fig. and trans/.

1510 Whittinton Vtrfg. (1527) 33 He gaue hym. .a dosen
chekmates [Lat. sauna, a jeer] or they had done, a 1529
Skelton Dk. Albany 384 Our mayster shall you brynge. to
lowe estate, And mate you with chekmate. 1568 Grafton
l hron.W. 540 Ifhe then were overcome, the game had for the
Englishemen bene clerely gotten, and to the Frenchmen, a
perpetuall checkmate. 1579 Spenser Slieph. Cat. Dec. 53
Ixiue they him called, that gaue me checkmate. i6ja L. S. 1

People's Liberty x. 20 To give a check-mate to Religion,
i

" "845 Hood Compass XV. His fate, Check-mate.
c. Phrase. To play checkmate -with,

c 1500 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 260 A noble clarke of late . .
|Hath played with them chekmate, Theyr courage to abate.

iSaa Skei.ton Why not to Courte* 585 And he wyll play
checke mate With riall maieste, Counte him selfe as good
as he. 157a Gascoigne Flown Wks. 115871 90 When
deadly hate Did play checke mate With me poore pawne.
t 2. Apparently, from erroneous analysis of the

preceding phrase, checkmate occurs as

fa. Chess. Obs. tare.
a 1661 HoLVDAV Juvenal 223 The name of the game,

I

checkmate, h derived . .from the Hebrew.

f b. Of persons : An equal in a contest, a
rival, match

;
an equal in power or rank ; as if ' a

mate that checks
' ; also variously corrupted as

Jack mate, click-meat, etc. Obs.
1509 Hawks Examf. Viri. vi. 73 She her selfe helde her

estate In a gloryous chaumbre without chekmate. 1530
Proper Dyaloge (18631 22 They resorte to lordes and great
estates with whom they are dayly checke mates. "1366
Knox Hist. Kef. Wks. 1846 I. 12 Thou should not mack thy
selfchek-meat to the King. 1577 II. Rhodes Bk. Nurture
321 Then will all your Elders tfnnke you be with him lack
mate. 1579 Tomson Cabins Serin. Tim. 18/2 All that
proudly would play the checkemates against him. 1600
Holland Ltry xxxiv. iii. 854 Untill at length they be
checkmates \exxquari] with their husbands. 1647-51 N.
Bacon Hist. Disc. lv. 156 The Clergy .. in every Nation
grew checkmate [with the Sovereign] : and . . had. .a prin-
cipal part of the strength.

t Checkma te, a. Obs. [f. prec, or ? short for
checkmated.'] In the position of a chess-player to
whom checkmate has been given, and who is there-
fore defeated

;
beaten, undone.

?< 1370 Kobt. Cicyle 54 With a draght he was checkmate.
, 1400 .Soiudone Bat. 2926 He cryed 'alas' ! and felle alle
chekmate. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus IV. 334 He is conuict
and maid chakmeit. a 1605 Montgomery: Misc. P., Agst.
Dispair in l.ove 12 Nou thou art chekmait.

Checkmate (tje km^i-t), v. [f. the sb.]

1. Chess, (trans.) To give checkmate to : seethe
sb. sense 1. (Now, commonly, to Mate.)
1789 Twiss Chess II. 165 A pawn which was hidden liehind

a castle checkmated me without mercy. 1847 Staunton
Chesspl. llandbi. 39 He must checkmate his adversary in
lifty moves on each side at most. 1856 Whatelv Baton's
Ess. xxii. Annot. (ed. 21 215 He is like a chess-player who
takes several pawns, but is checkmated.

2. trans/. To arrest or defeat utterly, discomfit.
In mod. use, often : to defeat or frustrate the
1 game

'
or scheme of (any one by a counter-move-

ment.
<i 1400 Octouian 1746 There was many an hethen hounde,

that they chekmatyde [So MS. clearly). 015*9 Skelton
Deedmans lied 30 Oure days be datyd To be chekmatyd
With drawttys of deth. 1571 GoLDlNr. Calvin on Ps. x. 13He is despitefully pulled out of his throne, and after a sort
checkmated. 1603 F1.0R10 Montaigne 11. xxxiv. (16321 414As an impetuous or raging torrent . . shockes and checkmates
what ere it meeteth wilhall. [1649 Hounds Pubt. Obed.
58 At this distance he [Jas. I] contrived how to extinguish
or check that mate (the Kirk) there.] :858 E. Edwards
Ralegh I. xxvi. 665 Some, .had their own reasons for check-
mating the Spaniards in relation to Ralegh, if they could
1882 J. II. Bu nt Re/. Ch. Eng. II. 10 To checkmate their
dangerous rival instantly. 1884 Manch. Exam. 2 May 4/7
It will need a stringent clause to checkmate the ingenuity
of the local taxmasters.

t Check-roll. Obs. [App. a later variant of
Checker-koll

; perhaps partly phonetic, through
running together of the two r% in checker-roll, but
probably established bv being associated in thought
with Check v. Checker-roll is the form first

occurring in official documents ; later quotations
of these often change it to check-roll.]

1. =Checkkr-roll : a roll or list containing the
names, etc., of persons in the service of the sove-
reign and chargeable to the royal exchequer ; used
to ' check ' their payment, performance of duty, etc. I

Hfp I'aslon Lett. 117 I. 157 It is seid that he (K. Hen. VI)
hath do wretyn to alle his men that he in the chekroll to

awayte on hym atte parlement in theer best aray. 1539
Honseh. Ord. in Thynne Animadv. (1865) Introd. 34 The
said Clerkes-Comptrollers shall make for every Quarter in
the Yeare, a roule of Parchment that shall lie called the
Check-Roll. 1642 W. Bird Mag. Honor. 156 The Check-
Roll of the King s honourable houshold \a quot. ofStatute
i486, which has Cheker-rollJ. 1769 Blackstone Comm.
IV. 273.

2. A list of the servants of any large household.
•577 Holinshed Chron. III. 1257/2 His (Earl of Derby's)

famous housekeeping, and eleuen score in checkroll. 1622
V. Markham Bk. H'arre v. it. 165 So shall you. .adde to
the check-role of your seruants another faithfull Obseruer.
1636 y Trussell in Ann. Dnbrensia (1877) 7 This careful!
thriving age, In which a Coach, a Foote-boy and a Page,
Makes up a great mans Check-rowle.
3. Jig. A muster-roll, call-roll ; a list whereby

persons or things may be checked off as present.

1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe 32 In the checkroule of his
Iamssaries. 1600 Holland Livy xxiv. xviii. 520 To rase

j

out of the publicke checkroll [lafnlis\ of the younger citti-
'

zens, the names, etc. 1603 Florio Montaigne ill. BL (1632)
'

462 Arte is but the Checke roule, and Register of the Produc-
tions uttered . . by them [Wits]. 1626 T. H. Canssin's Holy
Crt. 382 The Hymne of the 3 Children in the furnace, who
called al creatures, as by a check-rowle, to the prayses of
God. 1653 Holcroft Procopins 11. 44 Germanus. .mustered
the forces, and by the Check Roll of the soldiers names, he
found a third part of them to be in Carthage.

tChexk-stone 1
. Obs. at dial. Also7chacke-.

[Of uncertain origin : the dial, synonym checkers

appears to show connexion with Check sb.'1 ; this is

strengthened by the occasional use of chess, chesses,

for tessern 1

, also for dr/Tpd-yaAot or ankle-bones, used
as dice, and also in the game of dibs ' or ' knuckle-
bones '

: perhaps the stones were substituted for

the bones, and named from them. In Scotl. called

chucks or chtickicstones.]

A small smooth round pebble ; a children's game
played with these. Also^.
1587 ( iolding De Momay xviii. 287 Yoong children, which

set al their felicitie in Checkstones and pins. 1599 Nashe
!

Lent. Stuffe 44 Shee (Hero) dreamed that Leander and
shee were playing at checkestone with pearles in the bottome
of the sea. 161 1 ( .

• i
,

- an, a chackestone, or little

flint stone. 1624 F. White Repl. Fisher 389 Romists . . in
their Checkstone trickes of beades. 1646 G. Daniel Wks.
118781 I. 11 Some At Check-stones play'd, or Cherry-pit.
1666 7 Denham Direct. Paint. 1. xviii. But for triumphant
Check.stones if, and shell For Dutchess Closet, 't hath suc-
ceeded well. 1883 Easther(7/o«. ofAbnondb.tf Huddersf.
Checkstone. .a game played by children, similar to the dibs
of the south and the talus of the Romans. (See full

account.)

Che ck-stone -. [Cf. Check**.*, Chack^. 3,
J

Stone-chacker.] A local name of the Stone-chat.
1802 G. Montagu Omith. Diet. (1833I 8a.

Che'Ck-string. A string by which the occu-
pant of a carriage may signal to the driver to stop.

1774 Colman Man of Business UL (D.) The young man
was in the high road to destruction . . it was time to pull the
check -string. 1796 Felton Carriages Gloss., Cheek String,
.1 worsted line, by which the coachman has notice to stop.

1845 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. I. 358 In passing along Brampton
Road, he suddenly pulled the check-string.

Che'ck-taker. [Cf. Check sbX] An official

who takes or collects the checks of admission at

a theatre, or other public place, in a railway-train

(in U. S.), etc. So Che ck-taking ///. a.

1811 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr., Theatre, Hark ! the
check-taker moody silence breaks, And bawling • Pit full ',

gives the check he takes. 184a IUriiam Ingot. Leg., Dover, 1

The Cheque-takers never would let her go through. 1842
Dickens Amer. Notes (1850) 43/2 The conductor or check-
taker, or guard, or whatever he may lie, wears no uniform.
1887 Times 1 Nov. 3/6 A check-taker at the Sanger'sTheatre.
a 1845 Hood I'auxhall ii, The check-taking mortal 1 pass.

Checkwede.obs. form of Chickweed.
Che-ckwise, adv. [f. Check ji. 1 or - + -WTO.]
= Checjuerwihe.
1577 B. Googe Hereslmcli s Hnsb. II. (15861 72 In setting

of our fniite trees and Vines, either Checkwise, or Netwise.

Che'cky, chequee, a. Also 6 checkey, 7
-ie, ohequy, 9 -ey, -ee, cheoquey. [orig. aphetic
f. OY.eschequif, eschequt' in same sense (see Check
v.'1 ), but assimilated to ICng. adjs. in -v.] Checked,
chequered : a. Her.
i486 AL St. Albans, Iter. Bva, Called cheeky, .whan

the felde is chekerd with diuerse colouris. 1610 Hol-
land Camden 's Brit. 1. 782 The Crosse is chequy. 1704 [

.

Harris Lex. Teehn., Cheeky, the Herald's Term for a Bor-
dure or (>rdinary, that hath more than two Rows of Checkers. '

1864 BoriEl.1. Heraldry (ed. 3) xv. 217 A fess checquy.

b. gen. Hence f checkie-wise adv.
1603 Florio Montaigne 111. ix. (1632* 543 My booke . . is

but uncoherent, cheeky, or illjoineci. 1866 Nf-alk Sea. 4
Hymns 206 Checkie-wise falling On to the turf beneath, the
sun made richest confusion Mixed with the foliage' shadows.
Checon, obs. form of Chicken.
Cheeqine, var. of Cheqi kkn.

Cheddar (tfe-dai). Also 7Cheder, 8 Chadder,
9 Chedder. The name of a village near the

Mendip hills in Somerset. Hence Cheddar cheese

(or conlextnally CheJJar) : see quotations.
1666 [see b]. 1684 Mrs. Behn Bajazet to Gloriana,

Whose composition was like Cheder-Cheese, (In whose pro-
duction all the Town agreesl. 1721 Bailey. Clieddar or
Chadder. .the most noted place in all England for making
large, fine, rich, and pleasant cheese ; for which purpose all

the milk of the town cows is brought every day into one
common room, where proper persons are appointed to receive
it, and set down even- person's quantity in a book kept for
that purpose, which is put all together, and one common
cheese made with it. 1879 Kc/10 18 Oct. 1/5 Fears that the
makers ofAmerican cheese, .would oust our home Cheddars
from the position of supremacy they had so long held.

b. attrib. and Comb., Cheddar-club, a club
formed by dairies for the purpose of making
Cheddar cheese; Cheddar letter Jiumorous),
a letter to which a number of persons contribute
each a paragraph, as a Cheddar cheese is made
by the contributions of several dairies.
1666 Pol. Ballads (i860) I. 181 As the Cheddar clubs

dairy to th' incorporate cheese. 17*6 Bolingbrokk in Swift's
Lett. 22 Sept., 1 wrote the other day the first paragraph of
that Cheddar letter which is preparing for you.

C. Cheddar Pink. A pink with solitary

flowers of a pale rose colour \Dianthus arsius
,

found on the limestone cliffs at Cheddar.

II Chedreux. Obs. [from surname of a fashion-

able perruquier late in 17th c] A peruke or wig
of a particular fashion.

1678 Otwav Friendship in F. 57 What a Bush of Bryars
and Thoms is here? The Main of my Lady Squeamish 's

Shock is a Chedreux to it. 1682 Oldham Juvenal's yd
Sat. (18541 J 9' Their Chedreux perruques, and those vani-
ties. [1689 Shadwell Bury Fair 1. U, {Frenchman says) If
dat foole Chedreux make de peruque like me, I vil be hangd.]
J 745 w - CL (aged 87) Let. in Gent. Mag. 99 I remember
plain John Dryden..in one uniform clothing of Norwich
drugget. I have ate tarts with him and Madam Reeve at
the Mulberry (harden, when our author advanced to a
sword and Chedreux w ig.

Chee-Ch.ee. Anglo Ind. [Said to be from
Hindi chhj-ehhi fie! (/*'/. dirt, filth), an excla-

mation attributed to the Eurasians; ' but perhaps
rather indicating the mincing pronunciation attri-

buted to the class* (Yule).]

A word applied disparagingly to the 1 minced
English 1

of Eurasians or half-breeds in India, and
so to the class themselves.
1781 Hicky's BengalGaz. 17 Mar.<Y.) Pretty little looking-

glasses. Good and cheap for chee-chee misses. 1816'Qcu '

Grami Master v. 118 note* Chee chee is the general desig-
nation the half-cast ladies receive in India. 1873 Frasers
Mag. Oct. 437 (Y.) The hybrid minced English known as
chee-chee. 1880 Sir AH Bafia 122 (Y.) The accents of her
tchi-tchi tongue.

Cheefe, obs. form of Chief a.

Cheek [tpTk), sb. Eorms: 1 c6ce, c6ace, (ceike,

ceke, ceoce\ 3 cheoke, 3-7 chek(e, 4 chooke,
choke, cheake, ^chyke, eheche), 4 7 eheeke, 5
chik o. (6 St. cheik , 6- cheek. [OE. Anglian'
dtg, (WS. N

' dm* (,from c&ic, exce) fern. :—WGer.
type *awa\? ; whence also MDu. cdke, Du. kaak

t

MLG. and mod.EG. kdke, kekc. It is doubtful
whether the late WSax. instance of ceoke is -other

than an error : if it were really r^oce, it might
agree with Erisian forms which appear to point

to an OTeut. type 'Aruhht-, beside the *k&kon-
implied by WGer. *kfikd. No related forms are

known outside Teut.
The ME. variant chokcy

chook, may go with ceoke \ but
see Chokf. sh.i\

I. In the animal body.

fL The jaw, jaw-bone; later called 1 cheek -

bone\ Obs.
t 825 \'esj>. Psalter xxxi(i). 9 Cecan heara xeteh. c 1000

i*a.FBic Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 157 Mandibula y ceachan,
vel ceacan, vel cinban. ./ xmm^Amr. R. 70 [v two cheokeu
t>eod be two grinstones. p< tunge is pe cleppe. c 1386
Chaucer Moitkes 'P. 48 And hadde no wepen but an asses

checke.

t b. //. (also sing.) The chaps, chops, or fauces

;

the swallow. Obs.
1 1000 Sa t. Leechd. II. 48 Wib bara ceacna ^eswelle.

f 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 73 Clcued be mi tungc to mine
rheken \adhervat lingua mea faucibus meis, etc.J. 1381
VVvclif Ecclus. xxxi. 72 Ne opene thou out thi cheeke
r;ithere. 1450 Mrtr. foe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 626 Cheke,
faux.

t C. Used like beard, teeth, etc. in defiance, curs-

ing. Maugre thy (his, etc.
1

) ehekes\ see MAi'fiRE.
136a 1 /\ PI. A. iv. 37 Hou bat Wrong. .Rauischede

Rose Rcynaldes lemmon, And Mergrete of hire Mayden-
hod maugre hire chekes. 1377 Ibid. B. vi. 158 We wil haue
owre wille, maugre bi chekes. a 1553 ChMJU. Roister
Doister v. ft Roister Doisters champion, I shrewc his best

thceke.

2. The fleshy lateral wall of the mouth ; the side

of the face below the eye, in man or beast.

i 950 Limlisf. Gosf. Matt. v. 39 Gif hua Sec slaes in suidra

,
ceica Sin. <"975 Rnshw. G. ibid., On fcet swi8ran ceke
[Ags. G. wenge, Nation G. wa;nge]. < 1000 IWab. in

j
Wr.-Wiilcker 290/25 Male ceocan. a iaa$ Ancr. R. 106

: Me to-beot his cheoken. a 1300 C ursorM'. 24533 Hath frunt

and chek [p. r. chekel, Muth and nese, and eien eke. < 1380

[
Sir Feritmb. 615 Ys chyke bat swerd bo cam so ne} [orif,

ttraft, His cheche bat swerd cam ful neyaj. i486 Bk. St.

A loan's C vj b. When thou seeth thy hauke vppon his mouth
and his chekis blobbed. 1535 Coverdale Deut. xxxiv. 7
His . . chekes were not fallen, a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr.
viii, Throw baith the cheikis. 1615 Sir J. Harington
Epigr. No. 19 When others kissc with lip, you g^iue the

cheeke. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 602 Care Sat on his faded
cheek. 171a Addison Sped. No. 317 f 45 Mr. Nisby dined
with me. First Course Marrow-bones, Second, Ox-cheek.
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1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, liv, I signified my contempt of

him, by thrusting my tongue in my cheek. 1821 Clarf.

Vill. Minstr. I, 185 The tears stole silent down her cheeks.

1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 599 The Cheeks form the

lateral walls of the mouth. Externally they have no precise

limits.

p. in form choke, chook.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1820 per nekkes,

chynnes, chekes [v.r. chokes]. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 239 Chookes and lippes i-schaue. a 1400 in

Leg. Rood (1871) 218 Goddis sone a mayden soke, Milk ran

by be childys choke.

Z. fig. of the sea, the heavens, night, etc., per-

sonified. (Formerly in sense 'chops' (from 1 b.),

as in quot. 1432.)
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 49 The chekes and begyn-

nenges {fauces originates] of those armes of the see. 1593
Shaks. Rich. II, 111. iii. 57 The cloudie Cheekes of Heauen.

1813 Byron Giaour 12 Ocean's cheek Reflects the tints of

many a peak. 1827 Pollok Course T. 1, Every flower of

fairest cheek.

4. colloq. a. Insolence in speaking to any one ;

'jaw '. Phr. To give cheek : = Cheek v.

1840 E. C. Bailey in Haileybury Observer II. 53. 1840
Marryat Poor Jack xxii, The man, who was a sulky

saucy sort of chap . . gives cheek. 1848 J. Mitchell Jail

Jrnl. 20 July, I once asked . . what fault a man had com-
mitted who was flogged ..'For giving cheek, sir'. 1884

G. Moore Mummer's IVife(i8Q-j) 133 If he gives me any of

his cheek I'll knock him down.

b. Cool confidence, effrontery, impudence. To
have the cheek (to do anything) : to have the 1 face',

audacity or effrontery.

1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. liv. (D.) On account of his having
so much cheek, i860 Reade Cloister $ H. xlviii. (D.) She
told him . . she wondered at his cheek. 1870 Bradwood
T/ie O. V. H. 264 He can't have the cheek to ask for more.

1885 Col. Harcourt Sp. Ho. Comm. 12 May, It shows a
considerable amount of cheek to bring forward this matter.

5. Cheek by jowl ; earlier f cheek hy cheek.

(In 6-7 cheek{e tojowl, by chole,jole,joll, gigigby
geoul, jowl, 7-8 jig(g by jowl, 9 cheek by chowl,

for chowl, and jowl, Sc. cheek-for-chow, dial, jig-

by-jow.) Side by side ; in the closest intimacy.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Langt. (1810) 223 Vmwhile cheke

bi cheke. c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 352
Then they. . rode togyther cheke by cheke. 1577 Hanmer
Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 164 Cheek by iowle with the Empe-
rour. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas L i. (1641) 4/2 Mercie and
Justice, marching cheek by joule. 1606 G. W[oodcocke]
Justine 101 a, Agathocles, sitting cheeke by cheeke with the

king, c 1645 Howell Lett. IV, xxxvi, In their Churches.

.

the Laundresse gig by geoul with her Lady. 1719 D'Urfey
Pitts V. 293 He with his Master, jig by jowl, Unto old

Gillian hy'd, a 1734 North Ld. Keeper Guilford (1742) 142

Every one in his Turn, .came up Cheek by Joul, and talk'd

with my Lord Judge. 1786 Burns Earnest Cry $ Prayer
viii, An' cheek-for-chow, a chuffie Vintner.

_
1822 Scott

Nigel xxvii, To stand cheek-for-chowl confronting us. 1861

Miss Braddon Trail Serpent tU i, Destitution . . must be

content often . . to jog cheek by jowl with crime.

6. To one's own cheek (vulgar) : to oneself, for

one's own private use.

1851 Mayhew Ztw*/. Labourl. i3i(Hoppe)Suchathingasa
moor bird . . which can be eat up to a man's own cheek. 1861

Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. vi. (1886) 57. 1862 Mrs. H.
Wood Mrs. Hallib. 11. ix. 194 If I spent my earnings.. or

let Tim keep his to his own cheek. 1874 Slang Diet.,

Cheek, share or portion ; ' where's my cheek ?
' where is my

allowance ? .

.
' all to his own cheek all to himself.

f 7. Cheeks and ears :
1 a fantastic name for a

kind of head-dress of temporary fashion ' (Nares).

1605 Lond. Prodigal iv. iii. (N.), Fr. Thou canst tell how
to help me to cheeks and ears..OV. Ay, ay, Kester ; 'tis

such as they wear a' their heads.

II. Transferred and technical. Mostly inplural.

8. gen. Side. (Cf. 3.)

1555 Fardle Facions Pref. 8 So joyning in confederacie,

[they], .framed vp cotages, one by anothers chieque, etc.

1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xxvi. 271 Are ye to eat your
meat by the cheeks of a red fire.

9. Each of the side-posts or uprights of a door,

gate, etc. Also the side-pieces of a window-frame.

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 229 Set evinly Betuix the chekys
of the }et. i486 Rec. Nottingham III. 358 For a cheke to

be same wyndowe iiij<£ 1535 Coverdale Amos ix. 1 Smyte
the dore cheke. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586)

107 Meete for the cheekes and postes of Gates. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny (1634) II. 571 The sils, lintels, and cheeks of his

dores. 1789 W. Gilpin Observ. Picturesque Beauty (1792)

I. 125 The river makes a noble rush .. between the two
cheeks of the rock, which support the bridge. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, x, To name sic a word at my door-cheek !

10. The side-pieces of a pike-head forming a

kind of socket by which it was secured to the

staff; also of a hammer, pick, or other tool with

a similar head, f b. Also, the posture of the pike

when cheeked: see Cheek v. 2.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres nr. i. 36 A good Pike ..

strongly headed, with the cheekes three foote long. 1633
T. Stafford Pac. Hib. (1821) iii. 44 Every_ one trayling his

Pike, and holding the cheeke thereof in his hand, ready to

push. 163s Barriffe Mil. Discip. ii. (1643) 9 From Com-
port, Cheeke, or Traile, the Pikeman may. .charge to the
Front, Reare, or Flanks. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss. 99
Cheeks, extensions of the sides of the eye of a hammer or
pick.

11. Hai-ness. a. Of a bridle : The strap which
passes down each side of the horse's head, from
the head-stall to the nose-band ; the cheek-strap,

b. Of a bit : The ring or other part at each end
Vol. II.

of the bit proper. To put a horse up to the cheek :

to put his reins on to the first or highest rings of

the curb, so as to have the lightest leverage on

the mouth.
1617 Markham Caval. 11. 48 The bytt doth consist not of

one entyre peece, but of many, as of mouth, cheeke, curbe,

and such like. Ibid. 68 The cheeke. .1 take to be but from
the neathermost part of the eye of the bytt downeward, to

the vtmost length of the bytt. 1801 W. Felton Carriages
II. 146 The Bit, which is of iron, is placed in the horse's

mouth.. They are of different forms, some are made to be
sharper in the mouth, and for a stronger purchase than
others, and are called the straight cheek, the duke, and
Portsmouth bit. Ibid. The bit is buckled in the top loop to

the cheek of the bridle. 1851 ' Nimrod ' Road 16 Put.. the

stallion up to the cheek. 1859 F. Griffiths Artil. Man.
(1862) 105 {plate). Mod. Ostler asks ' Do you drive in the

cheek, the middle-bar, or the curb ?
'

12. Mining. The sides or walls of a vein.

1813 Bakewell Introd.Geol. (1815) 290 The walls or cheeks

of the vein are of two different kinds of stone. 1881 in Ray-
mond Mining Gloss.

13. Naut., in various senses :

a. the projections on each side of the mast on which the

tressle-trees rest ; b. the shell or outside wooden part of a
block ; c. pieces of timber upon the ship's bows to secure

the beak-head or cut-water ; a. the ' ears ' of a ship's pump ;

e. the circular pieces on the aft-side of the carrick-bits.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram, iii, At the top ofthe
fore Mast and maine Mast are spliced cheeks, or thlcke

clamps of wood. 1644 Sir H. Manwaring Seaman's Diet.,

The sides of the blockes are called the cheekes. 1681 R.

Knox Hist. Ceylon 118 A Tree to make Cheeks for the

Main-mast. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s. v., The knees

also which fasten the Beak-head to the Bows of a Ship are

called Cheeks; and so are the Sides of any Block. 1727 A.
Hamilton New Acc. E. hid. I. xxii. 270 A Piece of Wood
about 15 Foot high, with a Notch cut in the upper End, like

the Cheeks of a Ship's Pump. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1789) Cheville de potence de pompe, a . . bolt which fastens

the brake to the cheeks or ears of" the pump. 1772-84 Cook
Voy. (1790) V. 1751 The carpenter discovered the cheeks of

the foremast to be rotten. 1787 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson
(ed. 2) I. 207 The cheeks of her [the Ship Pegasus] head
have been taken off. 1794 Rigging <*r Seamanship I. 150

Cheeks of a block. The two sides of the shell, c 1850

Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 106 Cheeks are also the circular

pieces on the aft side of the carrick-bitts.

14. A/ech.y etc. A general name for those parts

of machines which resemble cheeks in being ar-

ranged in lateral pairs : e. g.

The shears or bed-bars of a lathe on which the puppet
slides ; the side-pieces or brackets of any piece of ordnance

;

the side-pieces of a grate or stove ; the jaws of a vice ; the

standards or supports in rolling-mills, printing-presses, etc.

;

the solid parts of timber on the sides of a mortise ; the sides

of a pillow-block which hold the boxing ; the interior faces

of an embrasure; an indent cut in a wall into which a pipe

or the like is fitted ; in Founding, one of the parts of a flask

consisting of more than two parts.

1650 R. Elton Art Mil. Suppl. (1668) 248 For the

Traverses .. that joyn these Planks together, the foremost

. . must enter one half of a Diameter in length into either

of the Cheeks or Planks. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc.

(1703) 170 These Puppets .. slide in the Grove between
the two Cheeks. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Trun-
nions of a Peece of Ordnance, are those Nobs or Bunches
of the Guns Metal which bear her up upon the Cheeks
of the Carriages. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789)

Flasques, the cheeks or sides of a gun-carriage. 1801 Ann.
Reg. 1799 Chron. 400 The back and bottom of fire-grates,

combined with cheeks. 1819 Pantologia III. s.v, The
cheeks of a mortar, or the brackets, in artillery . . are fixed to

the bed by four bolts. 1830 E. Campbell Diet. Mil. Sc.

38 Cheeks of an embrazure, the interior Faces or Sides

of an Embrazure. 1881 C. A. Edwards Organ 50 A thick

piece of pine or mahogany glued firmly on the front and
back . . named the sound-board cheeks. 1881 Mechanic

§ 1224 The sides or ' cheeks ' of the grate.

III. 15. Comb., chiefly attrib., as cheek-band,

-blade, -feather, -flap, -piece, -rose, -strap, -varnish
;

cheek-burning, -distending adjs.
; + cheek-ball,

the rounded part of the cheek
;

cheek-blade,

a jaw-blade ;
cheek-block, a block of which one

side is formed by a cheek-piece fastened to an

object which forms the other side ; cheek-knee —
Cheek 13c; + cheek-lap, jaw, jaw-bone; cheek-

pouch, a pouch-like enlargement of the cheek,

esp. in certain species of monkey ; hence cheek-

pouched adj. Also Cheek-bone, -tooth.

1583 J. Higins tr. Junius* No?nenclator 28 Gena, mala,

the *cheeke balle. 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 502 The
powder of unwashed wool, .doth very effectually purge the

eye-lids or cheek-bals. 1535 Coverdale Tab. vi. 3 Take
him by the *cheke blade and drawe him to the. 1794 Rig-

ging $ Seamanship I. 30 On each side athwartships are

*cheek-blocks. Ibid. 155 Cheek-blocks, or half-blocks, are

made of elm plank. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 488 The *cheek-

distending oath. 1867 F. Francis Angling xiii. <i88o) 478
*Cheek feathers, that is, short feathers. 1805 Southey
Modoc in Azt. xvi, Slivering downward, left The *cheek-

flap dangling. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Cheeks or

*cheek-knees. 1382 Wyclif Lev. xi. 29 A cokedril . .hauynge

the nether *cheke lap vnmeuable, and meuynge the ouere.

— Jnctg. xv. 15 A foundun cheek boon, that is, the cheek-

lap of an asse. 1758 Phil. Trans. L. 621 A helmet on his

head.. and *cheek-pieces fastened under his chin. 1864

Ld. Derby Iliad iv. 166 The iv'ry cheek-piece of a war-

rior's steed. 1834 M eMuRTRiE Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 47

The Monkeys of America have., the tail long; no *cheek-

pouches. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist. Mammalia IV. 20 The true

marmots [have] no cheek-pouches. 1879 Wright Amin.

Life 30 ^Cheek-pouched Monkeys. 1603 Shaks. Mens,for

I
M. 1. iv. 16 Haile Virgin, .as those *cheeke-Roses Proclaime

you are no lesse. 1598 Florio, PurPurino . .a liuely redde
colour women vse for painting, called *cheeke-varnish.

Cheek (tpk), v. Also 7 cheke. [f. Cheek sb.]

1. trans. To form a cheek or side to, to flank or

border.

1538 Leland Itin. II. 105 To begyn this Causey, chekid
on eche side. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xxiv. 699 The brass
That cheek'd Eupitheus' casque. 1670 Lassels Italy
(1698) I. 62 The altars round about the church are cheeked
with exquisite pillars.

t2. To cheek a pike : to hold it by the cheeks.
' The pike-man at the command Cheek your pike, grasped

it with the left hand below the head, where the first and
second rivets are, the head to the front, blade horizontal,

left foot advanced, left elbow touching the side, the right
hand grasping the pole at the right thigh, the pole sloping
downwards, the butt nearly at the ground ' (T, Bunyaw.
1622 Peacham Co?upl. GentI. (1634) 250 Postures ..Order

your Pikes, Traile your Pikes, Cheeke your Pikes. 1625
Markham Sozddiers Accid. 23 The sixe which are to be done
marching, are—Advance your Pike, Shoulder your Pike,

Levell your Pike, Sloape your Pike, Cheeke your Pike,

Trayle your Pike. 1689 Cotton To Earl of—— , Standing
at some poor sutler's tent, With his pike cheek'd, to guard
the tun.

3. colloq. To address 'cheekily* or saucily; to

speak with cool impudence to, confront auda-

ciously. To cheek it : to face it out, ' carry it

through \
1840 E. C. Bayi.ey Haileybury Observerll. 53 The various

sensations of the party Cheeked. 1851 Mayhew Lond.
Labour I. 452 (Hoppe) They persuaded me to go and beg
with them, but I couldn't cheek it. 1865 Sat. Rev. 30 Dec.
81 1/2 There are boys at every school who are never so elated

as when they have 'cheeked' the master. 1884 G. Moore
Mummer s Wife (1887) 188 But you must pluck up courage
and cheek the Baillie.

b. dial. {See quot.)

1877 E. Peacock N IV. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cheek, to

accuse. ' I cheek'd him wi'it, an' he couldn't say a wod.'

Cheek, screen : see Chick sb. 2

Chee'k-bone. Forms: sec Cheek sb. and Bone.

1 1. The bone of the lower jaw, the jaw-bone.
,1000 /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 157 Mandibula,

ceacban. c 1340 Cursor M. 1073 (Trin.) Wib a cheke boon
of an asse Men sayn abel slayn wasse. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
5650 Al to-dryue Ys chekbon ne^ a-two. 1400 Gamelyn
850 Gamelyn cleued his chike bone, c 1440 Promp. Pari:

72 Chekebone. .chavylbone. 1535 Coverdale Judg. xv. 16

With the cheke bone of an asse haue I slayne a thousande

men. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 115 His
cheekebones would be even and small. 1611 Bible Ps, iii. 7.

2. The bone above the cheek forming the lower

boundary of the orbits of the eyes.

1820 Scott Abbot xxvi, Little could be seen besides two

brown cheek-bones. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 363/2 The
Ethiopian variety .. cheek-bones prominent.

Cheeked (tjzkt), a. Having a cheek or cheeks :

in comb., as blub-, cherry-, fair-, red-cheeked, etc.

1552 Huloet Cheeked great, or hauynge great cheakes,

macticus. 1592 Greene Upst. Courtier Dij b, Cherry

cheeked, like a shredde of scarlet. 1647 Crashaw Steps

Temple 80 Of all the faircheek'd flowers. 1783 Ainsworth
Lat. Diet. (Morell) 1 s. v. C/ieek, Full cheeked, or blub

cheeked, bucco. 1861 Times 10 Oct., Rosy-cheeked apples.

1878 Browning Poets Croisic 142 That black-eyed cherry-

cheeked sister.

Cheekee% nonce-wd. [see -ee.] One who is

£ cheeked ' ; see next.

Cheeker (tfrkai). colloq. [f. Cheek v. + -er

One who ' cheeks ' or addresses impudently.

1840 E. C. Bayley Haileybury Observer II. 53 Neither is

the moral constitution of the Cheekee benefited, nor is the

talent and philanthropy of the Cheeker displayed.

Ch.eeki.ness (tjrkines). colloq. [f. Cheeky a.

+ -NESS.] 'Cheeky* quality, cool presumption,

effrontery, impudence.
1847 Illust. Lond. Ntnvs 28 Aug. 142/^1 They were beat .

.

by their slow, loggy stroke, and by their cheekiness.

Cheekish vtp'kiJ")> a - colloq. [see -jshI.]

Somewhat ' cheeky saucy, impudent.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 248 Being 'cheekish'

(saucy) to the beadle.

Chee'kless, a. Without cheeks.

1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 598 He was. .earless, eyeless,

cheekless, noseless, and chinless.

Cheek-tooth. A molar tooth or grinder.

1388 Wyclif Joel i. 6 The cheek teeth therof ben as of a

whelp ofa lioun. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. vn .
cexxviii. 239

Al that euer were borne after that pestilence hadden ij

chekteth in hir hede lesse than they had afore. 1656 Ridgley

Pract Physic 184 Gums with flesh growing too much
about the Cheek-teeth. 1880 Huxley in Times 25 Dec. 4/1

Cheek-teeth having short crowns with simple patterns.

Cheeky (tJV-ki), a. colloq. [f. Cheek sb. 4 +

-Y 1
.] Characterized by 'cheek

1
;
insolent or au-

dacious in address ;
coolly impudent or presuming.

1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xxvi, These men in this

here hut are a rougher lot than you think for ; very like

they'll be cheeky. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect. III. xv. 251

' Don't be cheeky, Jack*, remonstrated the landlord. 1873

Black Pr. Thule xvii. (D.) You are the cheekiest young

beggar I have the pleasure to know.

Cheekyn(e, Cheel, obs. f. Chicken, Chill.

Cheep (t|*p), sb. Chiefly Sc. [f. Cheep v.] A
faint shrill sound, such as the voice of a young

bird or a mouse.
«I774 Fergusson Sitting of Session Poems (1845) 27 The

slow-gaun wheels when dry., gie mony a cheep and cry.

1786 Burns Ordination, Come screw the pegs wi* tunefu'

40
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cheep. 1839 Cunningham Magic Br'uUe, Anniversary 139
The mouse's cheep and cricket's chirrup. 1833 M. Scott
Tom Cringle x. (1859) 210 The cheep of the tiller rope

running through the well greased leading blocks.

Cheep (tpp), v. Chiefly Sc. Forms : ? 4, 6

chepe, cheip, cheape, 6-7 cheepe, 9 cheap,
8- cheep. [An imitative word.]
1. intr. To utter shrill feeble sounds like those

of young birds, mice, bats, etc.

1513 Douglas AKneis xii. viii. 76 Hir birdis chepand in

thare nest. 1530 Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 698 We sail gar
cheknis cheip and geaslyngis pew. 1570 Levins Man if.

70 To cheepe, pipilare. 1606 Surfl. & Markh. Country
Farme 71 A good conditioned Henne. .after she hath once
heard them cheape or chirpe vnder her. 1802 Scott
Minstr. Sc. Bord. Pref. 75 The maxim of the Douglasses,
that 'it was better to hear the lark sing, than the mouse

[

cheep'. 1845 Hirst Poems 50 A bat affrighted cheeps In
some deserted room. 1883 Mrs. Ewing Jackanapes 15.

2. trans. To utter with a cheeping voice.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xii. (1859) 2 72 ' Hold hard
now , cheeps little Conchy. 1847 Tennyson Princ. iv. 83,
I would pipe and trill, And cheep and twitter twenty million

loves. 1883 Century Mag. Aug. 487/2 They cheep a good- I

morning to one another in soft, cheerful voices.

Hence Cheeping vbl. sb. and a.

a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting 774 Thy cheiping and peip-

ing with weiping thou salt rew. 176a J. Man Buchanan's
\

Hist. Scot. 385 note. This Archbald is sirnamed. .cheeping
j

Archbald from the way of his pronunciation. 1611 Cotgr., I

Piolement, the . . cheeping of sparrowes or young birds,
i

1854 Thoreau Walden i. (1863) 59 Good for nothing but to
I

raise cheeping squirrels on. 1886 All Y. Rounds Sept 103
The decks . . resounded incessantly with the noise of

hammers ; of cheeping blocks.

Cheeper (tp'-pw). [f. Cheep v. + -er That
which cheeps, a squeaker

;
applied esp. to the

chicks of partridge and grouse: also a provincial

name for the Meadow Pipit, etc.

161 1 Cotgr., Pioleur, a puler, cheeper, chirper. 1863
Spring in Lapl. 340 When the young willow-grouse were

i

just cheepers. 1863 Atkinson Provinc. Dandy, Cheeper,
,

a young partridge or grouse . . whose cry of alarm is

cuter than that of the full grown bird. 1864 — Provinc.
Names 0/ Birds, Moss-cheeper, Grey cheeper, the Meadow

|

Pipit, Anthus pratensis. 1878 Daily News 12 Sept. 3/1
]

The general hatch of cheepers, as chick partridges are
called, takes place from the 18th to 24th of June.

Cheepy (t/f pi), a. [f. Chekp + .y 1
.] Given '

to cheeping.
1864 Carlvle in Life in Lend. I 1. 2S0. What a humiliated,

broken-down, poor cheepy wretch I am.

Cheer ltfi*i), sb. Forms : 3-7 chere, 4-6 cher,
1

4- cheer. Also 4 scher(e, chire, cheyr, 4-6
;

cheir, chier(e, 4-7 eheere, 5 chyr, 5-6 chyer(e,

5- 7 cheare, 6-8 chear, 7 chaire. [ME. chere,

a. OF. chiere, chere face ( = Pr., Sp., Pg. cara face)

:—late L. cara face, countenance, used in 6th c. by
the African poet Corippus (De Laud. Justini

j

' Caesaris ante caram ').

The origin of cara is uncertain ; the current conjecture

il that it was a. Gr. xapa head ; but as to this there are many
difficulties : see Diez. The word seems to have come by
way of Africa and Spain: it is unknown to Italian and
Wallachian.]

+ L The face. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 210 Summe iuglurs .. makien cheres, &

wrenchen mis hore mu3, & schulen mid hore eien. c 1330
Florice <V Bl. (1857) 143 For hire faired and for her schere.

138a Wyclip Fx. xxv. 20 The cheeres turned into the
propiciatorie. — Jer. i. 17 To dreden the chere of them.
( 1440 Promp. Pan*. 72 Cheere, vultus. 1475 Caxton
Jason 18 b. His fair chiere. 1483 — Gold. Leg. 38/2 In

j

the swete of thy chere thou shalt ete brede. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. BL ii. 96 All fancy sicke she is, and pale of cheere.

t 2. The look or expression of the face ; counten-

ance, aspect, visage, mien. Obs. or arch.

a i«5 A ncr. R. 70 Of one glede chere. a 1300 Cursor M.
1091 For be his chere he sagh him^ wrath. 1375 Harbour
Bruce 11. 34 (He) schawyt mm, with lauchand cher, The
Endentur. c 1430 Syr Gencr. (Roxb.) 664 His chere was
so sad and sori. 1559 Mirr. for Mag., Salisbury xiii, 1

Where ever I went, I met thy smytmg cheare. 162a

Peacham Compl. Gentl. 11. L (z6m) 102 Piety is drawne like

a Lady of Solemne cheare. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol.
\

Gen. 325 Chear or countenance. 1830 Tennyson Poet's i

Mind, The flowers would faint at your cruel cheer.

t b. Phrases. To change cheer : to change coun-

tenance, as the effect of anger, fear, shame, etc.

To make a cheer : to assume a (specified) look or

expression. Obs.
a 1*25 St. Marker. 301ibrius..bahebisiherde, Changede

j

his chere. c 1386 Chaucer Clerkes T. 622 She no chiere

maade of heuynesse. < 1400 Gamelyn 319 If my brother

grucche or make foule cheere. 1460 Capgrave Chron. 265

Whan he cam to the place there he schuld deye he
chaunged no cheere. 1596 Spenser F. Q. 1. ii. 42 The
diuelish hag by chaunges of my cheare Percieu'd my
thought, a 1700 Dryden Fab., Meleager

<J-
A. 246 Pale at

the sudden sight, she chang'd her cheer.

3. Disposition, frame of mind, mood, esp. as

showing itself by external demeanour, etc. Usually
j

with qualification as 'good*, 'glad*, 'joyful or
* sorrowful 1 heavy *, etc.

(In very many early quotations it is impossible to say
whether the meaning is 2 or 3, or both at once.)
a 1300 CursorM. 5075 Ioseph comforth ban bere chere [G$tt.
ioseph confort bairn par cherej. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus

\

v. 184 She thonked dyomede Of alle his trauaile and his
gode chere. cxtpo Merlhte 768 in Vwrnw. Percy Folio I. 446

jThe feend. .beguiled her with treacherye, and brought her
|

into a dreerye cheere. 1598 Barckley Felic. Man 1. (1603)

5 He was . . with heavie cheare enforced to seeke an other

dwelling, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xcvii, If they sing, 'tis with

so dull a cheere. 1667 Milton /*. L. vi. 496 His words
thir drooping chere Enlightn'd, and thir languish! hope
reviv'd. 1783-94 Blake Songs Innoc. Introd. 6 So I piped

with merry cheer.

b. Phrases. + What cheer with you? -\what

cheer make you ? what cheer ? : lit. ' what is your

state or mood ? * 1 how are you ? * To be of good

cheer : to be stout of heart, cheerful, courageous.

With good cheer: cheerfully, joyfully, with ready

will.

c 1440 York Mysi. xiv. 85 Say Marie doghtir, what chere

with fe. c 1450 Merlin xviii. 282 He badde his felowes to

be of goode chier. c 1460 Towneley Myst. (1836) 109 A,

Gylle, what chere? ij*6 Tindale 2 Cor. v. 6 We are

alwaye of good chere. c 1530 Ld. Berners ArtA. Lyt.

Bryt. (1814) 28 What chere make you, fayre loue Jehannet.

1535 Coverdale Haggaixx. 4 Be of good chere, o Zorobabel.
1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. i. 2 Heere Master: What cheere?

i7i» Budgell Sped. No. 313 F 16 His Friend . . hade him
be of good Cheer. 1805 Wordsw. Waggoner i, The same
strong voice more near Said cordially, Aly Friend, what
cheer? 1841 Tennyson Two Voices cxliii, A second voice

was at mine ear . . A murmur, ' Be of better cheer'.

4. Cheerfulness, gladness, mirth, joy, gaiety.

To make cheer: to make merry, be cheerful.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 13 This bhnde boteler (i.e. Cupid]
Yiveth of the trouble in stede of chere And eke the chere in

stede of trouble, c 1440 Generydes 570 He cowde not

make nochere but alwey mourn. — 802 His comfort and his

chere is all awaye. 1535 Coverdale Isa. xvi. 9 Myrtli and
chere was gone out ofye felde & vynyardes. 1602 Shaks.
flam. in. ii. 174 You are so sicke of late, So farre from
cheere. 1634 Milton Comus 95s Our sudden coming there

Will double all their mirth and chere. 1693 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. 325 Chear or gladness, gaudium. — 327
To make good chear, genialiter agere. 1841 Tennyson
Two Voices Ixxx, Naked I go, and void of cheer.

f5. Kindly welcome or reception, hospitable

entertainment. To make [do, or give) cheer : to give

a kindly welcome, to receive and entertain. Hence
Belly-cheer, and ironical Whipping cheek, q.v.

1 1300 Cursor M. 5328 Quen iacob sagh pat hall plenar

And all a-bute to mak him cher. c 1386 Chaucer Man
Lawes T. 904 Grct cheere doth this noble senatour To
kyng Alia. 1413 Lydc. Pylgr. SowU iv. xxxviii. (1859)

63 To doo yow suche chere as to youre estate bylongetn.

1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. cxlix. 280 When she was come,
she had all the cheer that might be done. 1488 Caxton
Chast. Goddes Chyld. 12 They that dide him chere before

haue him now in scorne. 1550 Crowley Fpigr. 68 What
occasion was here, To provide for learningc and make
povertye chere? 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 89 She securely giues

good cheare, And reuerend welcome to her princely guest.

1666 Temple Let. Wks. 1731 II. 17 After I have welcomed
you into the Climate with the same Chear and Kindness
the Sun I know will do.

6. concr. What is provided by way of entertain-

ment : fare, provisions, viands, food. To make goo<i

(etc.) cheer : to feast and make merry : cf. sense 4.

1375 Harbour Bruce xiv. 453 That nycht thai maid thame
merye cher. 1533 Frith Answ. More (1829) 435 The Corin-
thians, .came toleed their flesh, and to make carnal cheer.

1535 Coverdale Rectus, xviii. 33 Make not to greate cheare

of the thinge that thou hast wonne by avauntage. 1567
Drant Horace's Rpist. 1. xiv. E v, Me to fede on simple

cheare. 1581 Mui.caster Positions xxxix. (1887) 194 Liuely
cheese is lusty cheare. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621)

713 Their cheere was only rice and mutton. 1656 H. More
Antid. Ath. 111. x. (1712) no This stranger not relishing his

chear without salt. 1603 w. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 327
To make good chear, Epnlari hilariter. 1716 Cavallier
Mem. 1. 39 Our Cheer was very indifferent, .for the King's
Troops had plunder'd all the Country. 18*7 Lytton
Petkam xxiii, I care not a rush for the decorations of the
table so that the cheer be good. 1848 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. I. 16a Every table was loaded with good cheer.

6. The fnoer the fatter cheer : the fewer there

are, the more there is for each to eat.

1649-50 Norwood Voy. Virginia in Voy. (1744) VI, We.

.

fell on without using the ceremony of calling the rest ofour
company . . the proverb telling us. The fewer the better

chear. c Swift Polite Conv. ii. Lady Smart. Come,
the more the merrier. Sir John. Ay, but the fewer the
better cheer.

7. That which gives joy or gladness
;
comfort,

solace ;
encouragement.

1549-61 Sternhold & H. Ps. xliii. 4 Then shall I to the

altar goe of God my joy and cheare. 1649 Selden Laws
Eng. 1. Iviii. (1739) 107 Their deportment then was full of

chear and safety to the people. 1757 Dyer Fleece iv. 131

The cheers of life . . but not the vices, learn to taste. 1861

Miss Cobbe in Macm. Mag. III. 461 A little breath of

cheer from the outer world. 1863 B. Taylor H. Thurston
I. Ded., With the cheer and encouragement which I owed
to your unexpected kindness.

8. A shout of encouragement, welcome, approba-

tion, or congratulation
; esp. in //. the loud, com-

bined shouts ^Hurrah I, Huzza !) and other expres-

sions of applause of a company or crowd.
In the House of Commons, Cheers of approbation are ex-

pressed by the words Heart heart Counter-cheers are

answering cheers from the opposite party as an assertion

that the matter is really reason for congratulation to them.

i7ao De Foe Capt. Singleton xvii. (1840) 295 We gave
them a cheer, as the seamen call it. 1751 Smollett Per.

Pic. xxxiii, Peregrine, .as he went out of the gate, was
saluted with three chears by all the domestics. 1785 Burns
Winter Night, And hail'd the morning wi' A cheer. 1798

Coleridge Am. Mariner vn, They answered not our
cheer ! 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 516 Not a cheer was
heard. 1857 S. Oshorn Quedah vii. 91 We gave one cheer,

fired our guns, and then pushed on for our lives. Mod.
Newsp., Pari. Rept. The result of the division was received

with cheers and counter-cheers. Loud and prolonged cheers,

during which the honourable gentleman resumed his seat.

9. Comb., as cheer-marrer. .

1594 Daniel Cleopatra Poems (1717) 298 Chear-Marrer,
Care, did then such Passions breed.

Cheer (tfKi), f. Forms: (5 chyer), 5-6 cher(e,

6 chyr, chire), 6-7 cheere, 6-8 chear(e, 5-

cheer. [f. Cheer sb., in various senses related to

each other only through the sb.]

1 1. a. rejl. To give oneself or assume a disposi-

tion or state of mind of some sort, as in They
cheered them ill, they became of evil cheer. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy xxvi. 10570 For the choise kyng
Achilles bai cherit hom euill, With mych dole for his dethe.

tb. intr. (for rejl.) in same sense, as in Hoiu

cheeryou ? of what cheer are you? Obs.

1586 Bright Melanch. xviii. 107 This sort [vnnaturall

melancholie] . . destroyeth the braine . . & maketh both it,

Si the hart cheere more vncomfortably. 1594 Greene
Looking Glasse (1861J 126 How cheer you gentlemen ? 1596
Drayton Legends iv. 606 Aske Him how He cheeres. 1596

Shaks. Merck. V. in. v. 75 How cheer'st thou Jessica?

i7»5 Bailey Erasm. Colloq. 94 The Landlord himself, .asks

how cheer you ?

2. trans. To make of good cheer; to comfort,

console, solace.

c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 240 Be glad, Sir . . We shul you
chere in that we mown, c 1440 Gesta Rom. v. 13 (Harl.

MS.) Make me solas and comfort, and chere me. 1568

Knt. Curtesy So in Ritson Metr. Rom. III. 197 To hym
comforte anone he toke, And began the lady for to chere.

1606 Shaks. Ant. $Cl. v. ii. 1S4 Therefore be cheer'd, Make
not your thoughts your prisons, 1614 Markham Ckeap,

Husb. 1. i. (1668) 8 Much rubbing is comfortable, and
cheareth every member. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 129 So
cheard he his fair Spouse, and she was cheered. 1758 S.

Hayward Serm. iv. 118 He chears the souls of his people.

1830 DTsraeli Chas.Jj III. xvii. 378 The poor being cheered

by these feasts of religion and charity.

b. rejl. To comfort oneself; to take heart or

pluck up courage. Mostly in imperative.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 8643 Achilles for the chop cherit hym
not htle. Ibid. 9303 Achilles was choise fayne, cherit hym
the bettur, And now hatnis his hert all in hole loue. 1598
Greene Fr. Bacon xiii, Vet, Bacon, cheere thee, drowne not

in despaire. 1599 George a Gr. in Dodsley (1780) III. 19

Cheer thee, my boy. 1846 Keble Lyra lnnoc. v. 8 O cheer

thee, maiden ! In His Name Who still'd Jainis' wail

!

fc. intr. with refl. sense. Obs.

1596 Spenser F. Q i. x. a She cast to bring him where he

chearen might, Tillhe recovered had his late decayed plight

.

+ 3. trans. ? To cure or recover. Obs. rare.

1-1400 Destr. Troy 10416 Achilles burgh chaunse was
cherit of his wond.

4. To make cheerful or joyous ; to gladden, en-

liven.

1440 Promp. Parv.j-3 Cheryn, or make good chere,

hitlaroj exkillaro, letifico. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Jas. I. Scott,

xx. With the Quene my wife and children me to chere.

x6n Bible Feci. xi. 9 Let thy heart cheere thee in the

dayes of thy youth. 1765C0WPER Task l 200 Ten thousand
warblers chear the day, and one The live-long night. 1871

R. Ellis Catullus xxxviii. 5 One whisper of happy thought

to cheer me.

t b. intr. To grow cheerful, be cheerful ; to

rejoice, enjoy oneself, make merry. Obs.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878161 Who hath wherewithall, may
cheere when he shall : But charged man, must cheere as he

can. 159a Warner Alb. Eng. viii. xxxviii. (1612) 189 He
chats, she cheers, he courts, she coyes. a 1619 Fotherby
A therm. 11. xii. <t6«> 338 All, which come to heare it, doe
reioyce, and cheere at it.

6. ta. trans. To entertain with feasting and
' good cheer * ; to feast. Obs.

? 0x400 Arthur 276 Arthour ^af ham 5yftez grete, And
chered ham wyb drynk and Mete. <• 1489 Caxton Four
Sonnes Aymon iii. 115 Their moder . . tested and chered

theym gretly. 1568 Grafton Ckron. II. 205 Into the

Abbey, where they were feasted and cheered. 1597 Bp.

Hall Sat. v. il 113 What tho he chireson purer manchets
crowne. 1697 Dkvden Virg. Eclog. v. 107, I myself the

Guests with friendly Bowls will chear.

\ b. To comfort with warmth ; to warm. Obs.

c 14*0 Pailad. on Husb. 1. 1088 So that the flammc upbende
The celles forto chere and chaufe olofte.

C. To solace or comfort as food does.

1548 Forrest Picas. Poesye 95 Beif, Mutton, Veale to

cheare their courage. i6ix Bible Judg. ix. 13 Wine,
which cheareth God and man. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.

in. 584 Their cold Stomachs with crown'd Goblets cheer.

1784 T. Tyers in Gentl. Mag. Dec, With tea he [Johnson]
cheered himself in the morning. 1875 Iowett Plato (ed. a)

V. 68 Wine is to cheer them now that their limbs are old.

Berkeley's expression to cheer but not inebriate has been

popularized by Cowper's application of it to tea, and has

often been the subject of sportive allusions.

1744 Berkeley Sin's 9 217 The luminous spirit lodged in

the native balsam of pines . . is of a nature so mild . . as to

warm without heating, to cheer but not inebriate. 1784

Cowper Task iv. 39 The cups, That cheer but not inebriate,

wait on each. 1858 O. W. Holmes A ut. Break/. (1865* 109

Had freely partaken of the cup which cheers and likewise

inebriates. 1858 Russell Diary Intt. (i860) I. 20o(Hoppe)
A cup . . which to my mind neither cheers nor inebriates.

4$. To brighten up externallv (the face, etc.).

16x1 Sylvester Du Bartas n. nr. Decay 110 With her

best Complexions Shee mends her Faces wrinkle-full defec-

tions, Her Cheek shee cherries, and her Ey shee cheers.

1662 Prayer Bk.
t
Vent Creator S/. t

Anoint and cheer our

soiled face With the abundance of thy grace.

7. To encourage, inspirit, animate, or incite, by



CHEERED. 315 CHEERLY.

word or deed ; now, esp. by cries or shouts. Also
to cheer on.
c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 3781 Among his ost ful fast he

rode, And chered his knightes. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. nr. i.

130 A cry more tuneable Was neuer hallowed to, nor cheer'd

with home. 1596 Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 34 His Lady did so well

him cheare, That hope of new good hap he gan to feele.

1597 Daniel Civ. Wars in. Ixxii, As to some great adven-
t'rous fight This bravo cheers these dastards all he can.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xv, Men as plants decrease, Cheered
and check'd even by the self-same sky. 1699 Dryden
Theodore § Hon. 123 He cheer'd the dogs tofollow her who
fled. 1794 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson {1846) L 4 2° Captain
Walter Serocold was killed by a grape-shot - -as he cheered

the people who were dragging the gun. 1810 Scott Lady
ofL. 1. ix, Close on the hounds the hunter came, To cheer

them on the vanished game. 1839 Thirlwall Greece

VI. 221 Cheering his troops by his presence and his words,

b. The following perhaps lead the way to 8.

1558 Phaer AEneid v. O j, The Troians them did chere,

and did receyue with wondrous ioye. 1559 Alirr. Mag.,
Mowbray's Ban. xx, And whan our frendes otijfeke parte

had vs chearde, And that the Harolds bad ys do our lust.

8. To salute with ' cheers
1 or shouts* of applause ;

to applaud.
Not in Johnson, and app. modern.

1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. 1. vii, The ship was cheer'd,

the harbour cleared. 1815 W . JJurney Falconer's Marine
Vict., To cheer, to salute a ship en passant, by the people

all coming upon deck and huzzaing three times, called three

cheers. 183a Ht. Martineau Hill <§ Vail. iv. 54 A crowd of

little children . . had gathered together, to cheer the carriage.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 154 Many of the audience
cheered and applauded this.

b. intr. To shout applause.
1804 G- Rose Diaries (i860) II. 146 The boys of the school

cheered as he passed. 1833 Ht. Martineau Manck. Strike

iv. 42 A signal whether to groan or cheer. 1879 M cCarthy
Own Times II. xix. 59 The House cheered more tumul-
tously than ever.

t9. To blow (a whistle). Obs. [of doubtful

position.]

c 1600 Montgomerie Navigatioun 135 Our Maister soon his

lyttil vhissell cheir[d ;] His mariners incontinent compeird.

10. Cheer up. a. trans. To raise the spirits of

(anyone) by cheering words ; to brighten up.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 113 My Soueraigne Lord,

cheare vp your selfe, looke vp. 1605 — Macb. iv. i. 127

Come Sisters, cheere we vp his sprights. 1725 Bailey
Erasm. Colloq. 537 The Seraphick Fraternity . . chear'd up
his countenance with ointment. 1883 Froude Short. Stud.
IV. 72 The abbot cheered him up, laughed at his de-

jection.

b. intr. (for refl.) To pluck up heart, take

courage.
1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle 11. i. Brother come, cheer up.

"759 Garrick Heart of Oak, Come, cheer up, my lads !

'tis to glorywe steer. 1840-5 Barham Ingot. Leg. 4 Misadv.
Margate* % Cheer up ! cheer up ! my little man.
Cheere, var. of Chere a. Obs. dear.

Cheered (tji».id), a. [f. Cheer sb. and v.]

1. [f. Cheer sb.] : Having a (certain) cheer,

countenance, or demeanour. Chiefly in Comb., as

glad-, heavy-, low-, well-cheered, etc.

1175 Cott. Horn. 257 Ich iseo a sonde cumen swiSe gledd

icheret. a 1340 Hampole Psalter \. 3 God lufis wele chered

gifers. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 2 Heuy chered I jede.

1382 Wyclif Ruth iii. 7 Whanne Booz hadde eten and
dronken, and was maad gladder cheryd. c 1407 Occleve
To H. Somer ii. 9 Glad cheerid Somer. 1474 Caxton
Chesse 123 Alwey heuy cherid and tryste. 1591 Troub.

Raigne K. John (1611) 64 Your cheered action to install

me so.

2. ppl. a. Encouraged, made cheerful, gladdened.

Cheerer (tJVrar). [f. Cheer v. + -er 1
.]

1. He who or that which cheers, comforts, or

inspirits ; a comforter.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 41 Her Vine, the merry chearer

of the heart, Vnpruned, dyes, a 1639 Wotton in Walton
Angler 1. i. 33 Angling was . . a rest to his mind, a cheerer

of his spirits, a diverter of sadness. 17*7 Thomson Summer
Prime cheerer, Light ! Of all material beings first and

est ! 1798 Malthus Popul. (1817) III. 315 That I might
not shut out that prime cheerer hope. 1879 Chr. Rossetti
Seek $ Find 34 God the Giver, cherisher, cheerer, of life,

b. Sc. A cheering cup or drink.

1808-24 in Jamieson. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxiv, To draw
on another cup of ale and another cheerer. .of brandy and
water. 1823 Lockhart Reg. Dalton 11. ii. (1842) 106 If you
have taken a second 1 cheerer ' with them after supper.

2. He who cheers, applauds, hurrahs.
1855-9 Singleton Virgil II. 16 With the clapping and

hurrah of men, And zeal of cheerers. 1874 Daily News 26

Jan. 6/1 A very faint cheer, for the cheerers were few.

Cheerful (tfi°uful), a. Forms: 5 cher-, 5-6

chere-, 6 cheare-, 6-7 cheere-, 7-8 chearfull,

(-ful, -tulle), cheerfull, 7- cheerful, [f. Cheer
Sb. + -FUL.]

1. Full of cheer ; of good cheer
;
joyous, glad-

some, blithe, lively and in good spirits,

a. of persons, their disposition, looks, etc.

c 1400 Destr. Troy xvn. 7500 J?en Achilles cherfull, & his

choise cosyn. 1535 Covebdale Zech. ix. 17 The corne shall

make the yonge men chearefull. 1568 Bible (Bishops') 2
Cor. ix. 7 God loueth acheereful[£Aap6s; V\i\g. hilaris] geuer.
1650 R. Stapylton Strada's Low. C. Warres vi. 14 Egmont
. .soone grew cheerefuller then ever. 1660 Pepys Diary 13
Oct., I went out . . to see Major-general Harrison hanged,
drawn, and quartered . . he looking as cheerful as any man
could do in that condition. 1709 Addison Tatter No. 102
P4 A chearful Temper joined with Innocence, will make
Beauty attractive. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits viii. Cha-

racter Wks. ( Bohn) 1 1 . 57 As compared with the Americans,
I think them [English] cheerful and contented,

b. trans/, of things.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xvi. 87 Delighted
with thischercfull andsubstanciall profession. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. !. ii. 1 Chearefull Chaunticlere with his note shrill.

1649 B*« Reynolds Hosea Serm. ii. 89 A full, chearfull, and
voluntary action. 1697 Dryden Virg. Eclog. v. 90 With
chearful Cries the Woods resound. 1726 Gay Fables 1. xxxi.
14 Nor love, nor honour, wealth, nor pow'r, Can give the
heart a chearful hour. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace i. Wks.
VIII. 77 Our last conversation. . was far from chearful. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 7 Cheerful hope and resignation.

2. Cheering, gladdening, animating
;

brigiit, en-

livening, raising the spirits.

c 1460 Pol. Ret. fyLove P., Love, .maketh hem to obeyehis
ordynance by cherefulle weies. 1559 Myrr. Mag., Duke
Suffolk v. 4 Fortune . . Did smile upon me with a chereful
light. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. 1. xli, As when the
cheerfull sunne, damping wide, Gladsall the world, a 1626
Bacon Nezv Atl. 5 The Chambers were handsome and
chearful Chambers. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1843)
24/1 He d%l..of an Apoplexy, after a full and chearful
Supper. 1756 Burke Subl.fy B. Wks. 1842 I. 64 The good
effects of more cheerful colours. 1814 Wordsw. Excursion
it. 514 Forth we stepped Into the presence of the cheerful
light. 1855 Anne Manning Chelsea Bun-house iv. 71, I

don't care_ if I have a cheerful glass with you to improve
our acquaintance.

Cheerfulize, z>- [see -ize.] trans. To make
cheerful. Hence Cheerfulizing.
1833 Sarah Austin Charact. Goethe II. 257 My journey

. . has cheerfullized my existence. 1845 E. Warburton
Crescent <$- Cr. II. 136 A mean straggling town .. sur-

rounded with gardens .. that cheerfullize it. i860 Lynch
Theo. Trin. v. 84 The wines of cheerfulizing pleasure are
serviceable. Ibid. xi. 208 The flower-cup wine of comfort
giveth . . Wine to cheerfulize and cure.

Cheerfully (tjfcifiili), adv. [f. Cheerful +
-LY2.1

1. In a cheerful manner ; with liveliness or

gladness
; blithely, willingly, readily, gladly,

joyously.

"553 Eden Treat. Neiv hid. (Arb.) 24 She . . procedeth .

.

stoutly & cherefully to the fyre. 1611 Bible Acts xxiv. 10,

I do the more cheerefully answere for my selfe. 1658 Bram-
hall Consecr. Bps. xi. 17 Now I thanke god I can cherefully
sing my nunc dimittis. 1744 Harris Three Treat. 111. 11.

(1765) 183 My Friend . . chearfully bade me Good-Morrow.
1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 191 We conquer our
fate when we submit to it cheerfully. 1864 Mrs. Carlyle
Lett. III. 208, I cannot write cheerfully. I am not
cheerful.

2. Cheeringly, encouragingly, so as to cheer one.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, rv.L 34 God a mercy old Heart, thou
speak'st chearefully. Mod. The fire blazing cheerfully on
the hearth.

Cheerfulness (tjio-jfulnes). [f. Cheerful +
-Ness.] Cheerful quality or state.

1. Of persons, their dispositions, etc. : Glad-
someness, joyousness, alacrity, readiness.

1535 Coverdale i Mace. iii. 2 They . . fought with chere-
fulnesse for Israel. 1643 Milton Divorce 1. vii. 12 There
is no Christian duty that is not to be season'd and set off

with cherfulnes. 1716-8 Lady M. W. Montague Lett.

I. xxxviii. 150 The soldiers do not begin the campaign
with any great cheerfulness. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <$ F. (1869)

II. xliii. 600 The gravity of his manners was tempered by
innocent cheerfulness. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v.

xix. § 25 Cheerfulness is just as natural to the heart of a
man in strong health as colour to his cheek.

b. As shown in the countenance : Liveliness.

1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 666 To show the glad-

ness of the mind, by the chearfulness of the countenance.

1769 Robertson Chas. V, III. vm. 96 Encouraged them by
the chearfulness of his voice and countenance.

2. transf. Bright and inspiring appearance ; free-

dom from gloom.
1612 Shelton Quix. I. Pref. 8 The Chearfulness of clear

Sky. 1841 W. Spalding Italy $ It. 1st. I. 272 The cheer-

fulness of the village with its cabins and its gardens.

Cheerily (tjWili), adv. [f. Cheeby 4--i/vA]

In a cheery, lively, or enlivening manner, tone, etc.

1616 Beaum. & Fl. Little Fr. Lawyer v. i. (R.) Come
chearily, boyes, about our business, a 1G67 Cowley (T.)

Let's go cheerily on with the business. [1755 not in John-
son.] 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy iv. iv, 1 Never fear', replied

Trim chearily. 1795 Southey Joan ofArc 11. 18 Cheerily
Tread thou the path that leads thee to the grave. 1840
R. Dana Bef. Mast xv. 40 Instead of the lively song of
1 Cheerily, men !' in which all hands join in the chorus, we
pulled a long, heavy, silent pull. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. 1. 1. 31 And from the east the wind blew cheerily.

Cheeriness (tJVrines). [f. Cheery a. + -ness.]

Cheery quality or condition, lively gladsomeness.
1864 in Webster. 1876 Miss Braddon J. Haggard's

Dan. II.96 'What have you two girls been talking aoout?'
. . asked Joshua, with an attempt at cheeriness. 1877
Morley Crit. Misc. III. 98 The cordial cheeriness of Scott's

letters. 1879 D. J. Hill Bryant 203 He fills the mind
with the breezy cheeriness of spring-time.

Cheering (tJVrin), vbl. sb, [f. Cheer v. +
-ing The action of the vb. Cheer in various

senses : e.g. t entertainment, gladdening, ap-

plauding.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. in. xiv. 371 The ouerplus . . is spend

.. upon kny5tis .. into her honest chering and weel fare.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. n. v, For the cheringe of

the companye. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 319
Onely at certaine great feastes and cheerings. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, Caresse, chearing, welcomming,
making much of. 1634 Milton Comus 348 'Twould be some
Solace yet, some little Cheering. 174a Richardson Pamela

IV. 135 Worthy of the Company and Chearings of three
such Friends. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. in. xvi, To us comes
no cheering, To Duncan no morrow. 1861 Miss Braddon
Trail Serpent vi. vii, Three cheers for the happy pair ! At
length the cheering is over.

Cheering (tJVrirj), ppl. a . [f. Cheer v. +
-ing ^.J That cheers, in various senses of the vb.
1583 Stanyhurst AEneid IV. 109 (Arb.) Seas ringing with

cheering clamorus hoyssayle. 1647 Crashaw Poems (1652)

169 Springs of joy from whose all-cheering ray The fair

stars All their weakful fires. 1796 Stedman Surinam I. i.

14, I now had recourse . . to a chearing glass of claret.

1835 Browning Paracelsus iv. Wks. I. 141 A cheering
promise Of better things to come. 1839 Thirlwall Greece
III. xxvi. 449 The martial pomp, the cheering crowds.
1855 Macaclay Hist. Eng. IV. 119 The aspect of affairs

was, on the whole, cheering.

Cheeringly (tjw-rirjli), adv. [f. prec. +-ly-.]
In a cheering manner ; so as to cheer one.
1829 Blaekw. Mag. XXVI. 172 Speaking cheeringly, to

those who are struggling upwards. 1836 W. Irving Astoria
II. 239 The sun .. shone cheeringly upon them. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U.S. I. ix. 274 To his father . . Winthrop
. . wrote cheeringly.

Cheerish, obs. form of Cherish v.

t Cheerishness. Occurs in Milton's Divorce
I. vii. in edd. of collected Wks. 1694, 1697, 1738,
etc., where the original edd. of the treatise (1643,

1644, 1645) read cheerfulness.

1694 ed. Milton's Wks., Divorce 1. vii, There "is no Chris-
tian duty that is not to be season'd. .with chcerishnesse

[1643 cherfulnes].

Cheerless (tjieules), a. [f. Cheer sb. + -less.]

Devoid of cheer or comfort ; dull, gloomy, dreary,

joyless, dispiriting.

1579 Si'Lnser Shtph. Cat. Aug. 182 Whose voyces siluer

sound To cheerefull songs can chaunge my cherelesse cryes.

1596 — Q, 1. iii. 27 My chearefull day is turnd to chearc-
lcs^e night. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 2yo All's cheerlesse,

darke, and deadly. 1746 7 Hkkvey Medit. 1 1S181 169 Eden
itself, after such a vision, would appear a cheerless desert.

1842 Pl sey Crisis Eng. Ch. 78 It has been thought that our
teaching, .would be ' gloomy and cheerless '.

Cheerlessly (tji^ihsli),a^. [f. prec. + -ly-\]

In a cheerless manner
;

drearily.

1880 L. Wallace Bcn-Hur 409 The loneliness, .the night,

the uncertainty . . all affected him cheerlessly.

Chee'rlessness. [f. Cheerless + -ness.]

Cheerless quality or condition ; dreariness.

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc.Atncr. III. 196 The one thing
which the born blind want most is to have their cheerless-

ness removed. 1886 Spectator 6 Mar. 307 The dark cold
cheerlessness of the weather.

Cheerliche, var. of Cherely,
fChee'rliness. Obs. [f. Cheerly a. + -ness.]

The state of being cheerly ; cheeriness.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxxi. 14 Hee pyned away
for greefe & was bereft of all cheerlyness. i6zz Placham
Compl. Gentl. 195 The .. guest will take more content in

the chearlinesse of your countenance, than in your meate.

Cheerly (tjt«*4li), a. and adv. For forms see

Cheer. [fT Cheer sb. + -ly i and 2.]

A. adj. Characterized by cheer or cheerfulness

;

blithe, cheerful, lively, cheery, arch.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xvlii. 33 To be foreward
and cheerly in mynd. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1. bdv. (1739)

131 The King himself also standing with a chearly counte-
nance. 1757 Dyer Fleece 1. 373 Cheerly shelters raise. 1848
Eraser's Mag. XXXVIII. 72 The merry 'water-cock'.,
the cheerliest fisher of the streams. 1850 L. Hint Autobiog.
II. xvii. 233 The cheerly cries of the seamen.

B. adv.

1. In a cheerly manner
;
blithely, cheerily, arch.

1558 Phaer AEneid. 1. 15 Behold the flocke of six and six

that yonder cherly flyes Of Swannes. 1591 Spenser Tears
Muses 321 They cherelie chaunt and rymes at randon fling.

1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. vi. 14. 1607 Dekker Hist. Sir T.

Wyatt 83 How fares the King, my Lord? speaks he
cheerely? 1632 Milton L'Allegro 53 Oft listening how the

hounds and horn Cheerly rouse the slumbering morn.
C1750 Shenstone P'cess Eliz.\iV%. 1764 I. 323 Hark to

yonder milk- maid singing Chearly o'er the brimming pail.

183a Tennyson Lady Shalott 1. iv, A song that echoes

cheerly From the river winding clearly.

b. spec, as a cry ofencouragement among sailors :

Heartily, with a will.

1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. i. 6 Heigh my hearts, cheerely,

cheerely my harts : yare, yare. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's
Mag. 1. 1. 20 Cheerly my Mates, the day will be ours. 1760

Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Chearly, a phrase which

usually implies heartily, chearfully, or quickly, as row
chearly in the boats ! lower away chearly ! i. e. row heartily,

lower speedily. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. v. At Sea, Cheerly,

my hearties ! yo heave ho !

2. In a way that cheers or enlivens; cheeringly.

1794 Southey Wat Tyler 1, The sun would shine as

cheerly. i8m W. Spencer Poems 78 Cheerly smil'd the

morn% 1816 Byron Siege Cor. iii, Alighting cheerly to in-

spire The soldier slackening in his fire.

Cheerte(e, var. of Cherte, Obs.

Cheer-upping, chear-, in cheer-tipping cup
t

var. of Chirruping-c«/, taken as from cheer-up.

. . Greenland Voy. (N-), Come turn up the boats, let's

put on our coats, And to Ben's, there's a cheerupping cup.

1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady m. iv. (1734) 328 They, .retired

to comfort themselves with a cheer-upping Cup. 1766 in

Dodsley Collect. Poems VI. 280 Colin's good dame . . Had
taken too freely the cheeruping cup. 1771 Smollett
Humph. CI. 3 Sept., When the Lowlanders want to drink

a cheerupping cup, they go to the public house, called the

change-house, and call for a choppin of twopenny.
40-3



CHEERY. 316 CHEESELIP.

Cheery (tJVri), a. [f. Cheer sb. + -Y 1
. More

colloquial than Cheebful : in Johnson's opiniun
1 a ludicrous word '.]

1. Abounding in cheerfulness ; in excellent spirits,

lively.

i6ii Cotgr., s. v. Lie, To say a thing with a merrie coun-
tenance, cheerie visage, looke full of glee. 1664 Pefys
Diary 5 Apr., I find him pretty cheery over what he was
yesterday. 1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy (18021 III. 209 The
Corporal, with cheery eye. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I.

80 She had .. a stout cheery farmer for a husband. 1869
Trollope He knrw, etc. xxvi. (1878) 144 Endeavouring to
speak .. in a cheery voice. 1875 Mrs. Randolph W.
Hyacinth I. 95 You will be in a cheerier mood to-morrow.

2. Such as to cheer or enliven
; cheering.

< 1720 Gay Pastoral v, Come, let us hie, and quaff a
cheery bowl. 1871 Carlvle in Mrs. CarlyUs Lett. III.

175 She was . . a kind of cheery sunshine in those otherwise
Egyptian days.

Chees, obs. pa. t. of chesen, Choose.
Chees, obs. form of Chess 1

.

Cheese (tf/z), sb\ Forms: 1 cese, cyae, 2

cease, ceese, 5 sche.sc, 6 chease, cheise, chiese,
ches, 2-6 chese, 4, 6- cheese. [OE. (Anglian)
rise, (WSax.) *clese, cyst ^with i- umlaut from
ciasi, cast) = OHG. chasi ;MHG. k,rse, Ger. kase),

OLG. k&si, kiriQIDfBLJMse, Du. kaas) :-WGcr.
*kdsi, ad. L. cdst-us cheese (bef. 5th c.).]

1. A substance used as food, consisting of the
curd of milk (coagulated by rennet) separated
from the whey and pressed into a solid mass.
a zooo Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 23 Formaticus, cese. a 1000

>Elfric Colloquy, ibid. 91 And cyse and buteran ic do.
a 1 154 O. E. Chron. an. 1 131 pa scyrte 5a flescmete and se
ceose and se butere. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 53 penne be mon
wule tilden his musestoch he bindeS uppon pa swike chese.
a 1300 Havelok 643 Bred an che->e, butere and milk. 1377
Lasgl. P. PI. B. v. 93 A weye of essex chese. c 1460 J.
Russell Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. 118681 123 Hard chese
. . wille a stomak kepe . . open. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. v.

v. 147 Tis time I were choak'd with a peece of toasted
Cheese. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 538 F3 Such who could
indeed bear the sight of cheese, but not the taste. 1806
Forsyth Beauties Scotl. III. 349 Hung cheese. . It is called
hung when the curds are tied up in a cloth or net, to get
quit of the whey, .instead of being put under the press.

1870 YeATI Nat. Hist. Comm. 284 The rich flavour of Par-
mesan cheese is owing to the aromatic plants which abound
in the Italian pastures.

b. (with pi.) A mass of this substance, as made
in the mould or press, of a definite size and shape
(usually wheel-shaped, cylindrical, orglobular), and
covered with its hardened outer layer or 'rind'.
1361 Langl. P. PL A. vit. 268 Twey grene cheeses. 138a

Wyclif 1 Sam. xvii. 18 And ten chesis thes thou shalt bere
to the tribune. 1555 Eden Decades ]V. Jnd. 11. 1. (Arb.) 109
Twelue barels of meale with a fewe chieses. 1711 J. Distakf
Char. Don Sachevercllio 6 The richness of a Cheese is dis-
covered by the multiplicity of its Mites. 1739 Gray Lett,
litest 21 Nov., Parma,—The happy country where huge
cheeses grow. 1842 Barham Ingot. Leg., 'Ghost' The
Castle was a huge and antique mound, Resembling . . A
well-scoop'd, mouldy Stilton cheese—but taller.

C. For the names of special kinds of cheese, see

Cream-cheese, Cheddar, Cheshire, Parmesan,
Stilton, etc.

2. Phrases, a. Gntn chctst : fresh cheese, not
thoroughly dried

;
esp. in the expression to hclitvt

{to ptrsucuie any one, etc.) that the moon is made
ofgreen cheese, b. Bread and chtest : see Bread
sb. 2 d. c. Chalk ami cheese : see Chalk sb. 6 a.

( 14J5 Chester PL 1. 123 Greene cheese that will greesc
your cheekes. 154a Boorde Dyetary xiii. (1870) 266 There
is .iiii. sortes of . . chese . . grene chese, softe chese, harde
chese, and spermyse. (Irene chese is not called grene by the
reason of colour, but for the newnes of it, for the whey
is not halfe pressed out of it. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xxv.

177 A yong Catt, wherevnto I haue giuen of these floures
to eate, very finely pound with greene or fresh Cheese.
a 1529 Frith Antith. (1829' 315 They would make men be-
lieve . . that the moon is made of green cheese. 161 1 Cotgr.
s. v. Arain, (Wee say of such an Idiot) hee thinkes the
Moone is made of greene cheese. 1638 Wilkins New World
1. (1684) 1 j You may as soon perswade some Country Pea-
sants, that the Moon is made of Green-Cheese (as we say)
as that 'tis bigger than his Cart-Wheel. 1783 Ainsworth
Lat. Diet. (Morell) 1. s.v. Moon, Tell me the moon is made
of green cheese! 1863 Kinc.sley Water Bab. iv. 195.

3. To make cheeses [F. /aire des frontages'] : a
school - girl's amusement, consisting in turning
rapidly round and then suddenly sinking down, so

that the petticoats are inflated all round somewhat
in the form of a cheese. Hence, applied some-
times to a deep curtseying.

1857-9 Thackkray Virginians xxii (D.X It was such a
deep ceremonial curtsey as you never see at present : she
and her sister both made these ' cheeses ' in compliment to
the new-comer, and with much stately agility. 1858 Dl
Quincey A utobiog. Sk. vl iD.), What more reasonable thing
could she do than amuse herself with making cheeses?
1881 Bksant & Rice Chapt. Fleet 11. iv. (18831 150 Spinning
round like a school-girl when she makes cheeses. 1883 L.
Wingfield A. Roive II. vi. 157 Miss Knight performed a
cheese worthy almost of Caroline, and swept away.

4. transf. (in Cider-making) A mass of pomace
or crushed apples pressed together in the form of
a cheese.

1796 Marshall W» England Gloss. (E. D. S.), Cheese,
the pile of pomage, in making cider. 1843 Falkner in

Jml. Agric. Soc. IV. 11. 402 The cheese of pommey is then
removed, to make way for another charge of the press. 1887
T. Hardy Woodtanders II. ix. 149.

6. The fruit of the common Mallow (Alalva

silvestris), of a flattened cheese-like shape. (CC
¥ . fromageon.)
1537 Andrew Bmnswyke'i Distyll. Waters Dij b, Water

of malva . . the beste parte & tyme of his dystYllacyon is

the rote and the stalkc whan it bereth cheses and floures.

[1578 Lyte Dodoens v. xxiv. 58: The great wilde Mallow
. . the seede . . is rounde and flat, made lyke litle cheeses.]

<~i8jo J. Clare in Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. 5. v.,

Picking from mallows, sport to please. The crumpled seed
we call a cheese. 1861 Mrs. Lankester Wild Flmvers 41.

6. Comb., as cheese-basket, -chamber, -chandler,

•cover,-curd, -factor, -grater, -loft, -maker, -making,
-room, -scraper, -shelf, -trencher, -tub; cheest-like

adj.

t 163a Fuller in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 226 Cheshire for the
"cheesechamber, Northumberland for the colehouse- 1740
Mrs. Delany Autobiog. (t86i) II. 120, I must now. .go see
what's doing in the cheese-chamber and the apple-loft. 1608
Armin Nest Ninn. (1842) 29 [HeJ breakes open the dairy
house, eats and spoils new *cheesecurds. 1695 Conoreve
Lovefor Love DL vii, I an't Calfenough to lick yourchalk'd
Face, you Cheese-Curd you. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4347/4
John Lee . . *Cheese-Factor. 1846 B. D. Walsh Aristoph.

143 note, With brazen *cheesegrater grated cheese. 1845
Bldd Dis. Liver329 Encysted tumors, containing a cheese-
like matter. 1629 Inv. in Trans. Essex Archmol. Soc.
(New Ser.) III. 11. 174 In the 'Cheese Lofte. 1834 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 221 The apple-room, the
pear-bin, the "cheese-loft. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract.
Agric. I. 201 Process of *Cheese-making. 1837 Penny Cycl.
VII. 14/2 The *cheese-room is always very cool, and little

light is admitted. 16*9 Inv. in Trans. Essex Archaeot.
Soc. (New Ser.i III. 11. 173 In the Dayrie .. u *cheese
tubbes. Ibid., 3 *cheese shelves w*h 3 stories. 1607 Dekker

]

Northtu. Hot 1 11. i. Wks. 1873 III. 38 A dozen of *checse
I

trenchers. 1879 in Casselts Techn. Educ. IV. 247/1 A
|

cheese-tub large enough to hold all the milk of the cows.

7. Special comb. : cheese and bread, is used
in north, dial, for the literary breaii and cheese

;

cheese -bail [see Bail sb.2] = Cheese -hoop;
cheese-board, f -bred, the cover of a cheese-

vat ; cheese-borer? = cheese-scoop ; cheese-bug,
local name ' Kent of the wood-louse : cf. Cheese-
lip; cheese-cement ^see quot.) ; cheese-cloth,

T -clout, the cloth in which the curds are pressed
;

cheese - cratch, -crate = cheese - rack ; cheese-
cutter, (a.) an instrument with a broad curved
blade used for cutting cheese; {b.) slang (see

<mot.) ; cheese-fly, a small black fly {Piophila

casei) bred in cheese (see cheese- hopper) ; cheese-
hake {Sc.), t -heck m cheese-rack ;

cheese-hoop,
a broad hoop, usually of wood, in which the curds
are pressed in cheese-making; cheese-hopper, the

maggot of the cheese-fly, which makes long jerky

leaps; also the fly; cheese-knife 1 = cheese-cutter \

cheese-maggot - cheese-hopper
; cheese-mite, the

minute arachnid {Acarus domcsticus) which in-

fests old cheese; t cheese-moat — Cheese-vat
;

cheese-mould, {a.) a mould or form in which
cheese is pressed, a chessel; (b.) the blue mould
which forms on cheese ; cheese-pale = cheese-

taster
; cheese-plate, a small plate, 5 or 6 inches

in diameter, used for cheese at the end of dinner ;

hence cheese-plate button (or simply cheese-plate),

humorous name for a large flat coat -button;
cheese-rack, a frame for drying new-made cheeses;

cheese - scoop, cheese - taster, an instrument

with a small scoop for piercing cheese and with-

drawing a small portion to be tasted ; cheese
toaster, a fork for toasting cheese ; hence hu-

morously, a sword
; + cheese -water, a water dis-

tilled from cheese; cheese-wring — Cheese-press,
1888 Sussex Arckmol. Coll. XXXVI. 120 A *chee*ebail fa

the Hoop that encompasses and gives form to the cheese in

the press. 1551 Hui.oet "Chease bourde, Albeolus, Albeus,
Alcanna. 1615 Markham Eng. Houseiv. 11. vi. (1668) 151
I.ay upon the top of the curd your hard Cheese-board. 1629
Inv. in Trans. Essex Archaeot. Soc. (New Ser.) III. 11. 173
In the Dayrie. .t *cheesc bread. 1746 Brit. Mag. 12 A strong
Iron Screw, something like an Augur or *Cheese-borer.
1847 Craig, *Cheese Cement, a kind of clue, particularly

serviceable in ioinins broken china, wood that is exposed
to wet, painter s panel boards, etc. [cf. Hcllkyn Bk. Simples

85 a, Whan stone pottes be broken, what is better to
glew them againe. .like the Symunt made of Cheese. 1 17^1
Compt. Earn. -Piece t. ii. 124 Then lay a 'Cheese-cloth in

your lesser Cheese Fat. 1837 Penny Cyct. VII. 14/3 The
whey runs out through the. .cheese-cloth woven with wide
interstices. < 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berketeys (1883) I. 303
Cheese vates, "cheese clouts and other perticulars 1656
Dug a in - Gate Lat. Unl. f 346. 97 Shec drieth the cheeses
in a *chees-cratch, or chees-rack. 1853 Hickik tr. Aristoph.
(1887) I. 119 Redolent of new wine, of the "cheese-crate.

1873 Slattg Diet., "Cheesec utter, a prominent and aquiline
nose. Also a large square peak to a cap. Caps fitted with
square peaks are called cheesecutter caps. 1886 Barnes
Dorset Dial., Cheesecutter, a cap with a straight peak.
1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. II. 5 No caterpillars
nor grubs, except the maggot of the small "cheese fly. .can
jump. 1611 Cotgr., Chasiere, a *cheese-hecke ; the long
and round racke whereon cheese is dried. 1615 Markham
Eng. Houst-tv. (16601 152 Throughly dry, and fit to go into
the Cheese-heck. 1836 9 Todd Cyct. A not. II. 949/1 The
maggot of the "Cheese-hopper. 1833 Makkyat P. Simple

Instead of being straight, his shins curve like a 'cheese-
knife. 1694 Ltx'WENHOEK in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 190, I

put some Cheese-Maggots in a Glass Tube in my PocKet.
1813 Bingley Anim. Biog. III. 352 The "cheese-mite. To
the naked eye, these minute creatures appear little more
than moving particles of dust. 1816 Kirby& Sp. Entomol.
(1843) II. 269. 1617 MoRYSos /tin. 111. iv. ii. 180 The attire

of the Irish women's heads is more flat in the top, and
broader on the sides, not much vnlike a "cheese mot 1629
inv. Hatfield Priory in Trans. Essex Arch&ol. Soc. (New
Ser.) III. 11. 173 In the Dayrie .. 4 cheesemoates i wicker
cheesemoate. 1850 Thackeray Pe*tdennis I. 44 A white
upper coat ornamented with "cheese-plate buttons. 18..
— Night's Pleas. Wks. 1883 IX, iv. 290 A bang-up white
coat, covered with mother-of-pearl cheese-plates. 1865

' Reader 18 Nov. 573 With tonsures as large as cheese-plates.

1530 Palsgr. 204/2 "Chese rake, caisier a frommages.
1789 R. Fergisson Poems II. 31 Jam.) My cheese-rack toom
that ne'er was toom before. 1811 L. M. Hawkins C'tess

$ Gertr. 52 Pocketing the "cheese -taster. 1887 Daily Tel.

15 Mar. 5/2 Testing it (the earth's] interior composition as
, a grocer tries a Dutch cheese with a cheese-taster. 1710
Steele Tatter No. 245 P 2 A Silver "Cheese-Toaster with
Three Tongues. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, x. (D.) I'll drive
my cheese-toaster through his body. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabel-
houer's Bk. Physicke 254/2 Wash yourselfe with the "cheese*
water mixed with the Camphir. 1888 Elworthy W.

; Somerset Wdbk., Cheese-wring, a cheese - press, found in

:
every dairy. A rock at Lynton is called [from its shape]
' the Devil s Cheese-wring

Cheese (tj/z), sb.% slang. [Of doubtful origin;

but prob. a. Pers. and Urdu^^ chiz 'thing'.

Yule says such expressions used to be common
among young Anglo-Indians as 'My new Arab is

the real chiz , i.e.
1 the real thing'.] The right or

1

correct thing : applied to anything good, first-rate

in quality, genuine, pleasant, or advantageous.
1818 Lond. Guide (cited in Slang Diet. 1873V 1847 A L»-

I Smith Man in Moon I. 201 Admired 'Pets of the Ballet'
. . in a print-shop window. Thought them the cheese as
works of art. c 1850 Thackeray Codlinesby iii, ' You look
like a Prince in it, Mr. Lint' .. ' It /; the cheese', replied

I
Mr. Lint.

Cheese, v- 1 rare. [f. the sb.] intr. To become
cheese. Hence Chee sing vbl. sb. rare.

1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. 111 The coagulation,
, curdling, or cheesing of milk.

Cheese, v.~ Thieves* slang. To stop, give up,

leave off. Chetst it I = have done ! run away

!

181s J. H. Valx Flash Diet., Cheese it, the same as
I Stow it. 1866 Even. Standard 27 July, As soon as he

went up the prisoner Blagin said, 'Cheese it (run away*,
• here's the bobby coming . 1873 Slang Diet., Cheese or
: Cheese it (evidently a corruption •*"-.-./• leave ofT, or have

j

done :
* Cheese your barrikin', hold your noise. Term very*

I

common. 188s J. Hawthorne Fort. Fool 1. xxxiii, ' Cheese
it, mates ! 'ere comes the bobbies '.'

Cheese-bowl : see Chesboll.
Chee se-cake. A cake or tart of light pastry,

[
orig. containing cheese ; now filled with a yellow
butter-like compound of milk-curds, sugar, and
butter, or a preparation of whipped egg and sugar.
c 1440 Vromp. Parv. 73 Chesckake, ortacius. 1530 Palsgr.

1 204/2 Chese cake, gasteav, torteav. 1588 Marfrel. Efist.
(Arb.) 40 The dogg flies at the H[ishop] and took of his

corner capp the thought belike it had bene a cheese cake*.

1611 Cotgr., Talmouse, a Cheese-cake; a 1 art made of

<-'K8es! and cheese. 1667 Pefys Diary 1 1 Aug., We . . eat
some of the best cheese-cakes that ever I eat in my life.

1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. xxx. (I737 1 i»5 Like three
corner'd Cheese-Cakes. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi.

318 This we call saffron cheesecakes; the other, without
currants, almond cheesecakes. 1853 Suver Pantroph. 292
A sort of cheese-cake, made of cheese, eggs, and butter,

b. attrib.

1644 /'('/. Ballads (1B60I I. 15 Your [laud's] cheese-cake
cap and magpie gown, a 1718 Prior Alma 111, Effeminate
he sat, and quiet ; Strange product of a cheese-cake diet.

1741 Lady Pomfret Corr. tv. Ctess Hartford Hi 232
Not scutking like a modern hero in a cheescake house.

1788 M arshall E. i'orksk. Gloss. iE. D. S.), Cheese-cake-
grass, Lotus comiculatus, birds-foot trefoil. 1876 Robin*
son Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S.)

Cheese-fat, obs. form of Chhese-vat.
Cheeseford : see Chksford.
Chee'seling. rart- 1

. [(. Cheesk sbA + -lim .]

? A small cheese.

1787 W. Marshall Norfolk II. 224 Supposing the cheese-

ling to be made in the morning, it now remains in the preys,

untouched, until the evening.

Chee'selip, -lep Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 1

ceae-, ces-, cis-, oyslyb, 5 cheslepe, -lypp, -leb,

5-7 cheslep, 6 ches-, cheselope, 7 cheslop, 7-8

cheeslep, -lip, 7-9 cheslip, 8-9 keslop, 9 ohoese-

lop, caislip, Sc. keeslip. [OE. ciselyb{b, ncut.,

=- OHG. cMsi-, ch&i-luppa, MHG. chfslupjv,

kxseluppe fern., in same sense ; f. Cheese (in its

various forms) + a word which appears in Goth,

as lubjd- (? fern.
v

in lubjateisei witchcraft, ?poison-

]

herb-fore, OE. lybb neut. poison, ON. lyf fem.

I

* medicinal herb, simple', OHG. luppi neut. deadly

j

juice, mod.G. dial. Hipp rennet. Hence the original

! rennet appears to have been some herb juice.

Beside this, MHG. has ka-setab, mod.G. kaselab, the

second element of which is taab, lab rennet, MHG. lab sour

I fluid, OHG. lab neut. broth, decoction. Du. has also leb,

lebbe, MDu.& LG. lebbc rennet -.—labjd-, and MDu. libbe,

lip, MLG. Up, mod.G. dial, lippe neut.:—libjo*. The

1

original relations between these words are uncertain.]
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1. Rennet, for curdling milk in cheese-making.
,:8oo Corpus Glass. 560 Coagolum ceselyb. 1000 ibid.

Coagulum ceslyb. c 1000 Sax. Leeclid. III. 18 pa meolc

^eren mid cyslybbe. c 1050 Glosses in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 365/30

Coagulum cyslyb. 1562 Turner Herbal H. 2 As runnynge

or chese lope maketh mylke runne together into cruddes.

1580 Baret Alv. C 435 The running or chese lope, eoagu-

lum. 1586 Lupton 1000 Notable Th. (1675) 22 Snails.,

stamped and mixed, .with Cheslep or Rennet do draw out

thorns. 1877 E. Peacock A7
. IV. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.\

Keslop, cheese-rennet.

2. spec. The dried stomach of a calf (or, formerly

of other animals, e. g. a hare) used for this purpose.

(Formerly also called cheeselep-bag.)

c 1000 Medicitia de Quadrup. in Sax. Leechd. I. 346 Ha-
ran cyslybb. c 14*5 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 666 Hec laclis .

.

cheslypp. a 1500 NomineUe ibid. -]o\Hec lactis, a cheslepe.

a 1500 Voc. ibid. 591 Laetis, a chesleb. 1615 Markham Eng.

Houscw. II. vi. (1668) 149 The Cheslep-bag, or Runnel, is

the stomack bag of a young sucking calf. 1727 Bradley
Fam. Diet. s.v.Chceselp-Bag. 1781 J. Hutton Tour Caves

Gloss. (E. D. S.), Keslop, a calves stomach, sometimes called

runnet. 1788 Marshall E. Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.», Ches-

lip-skin, the calfs bag, used in making yerning. 1801 Ord.

Butchers' Guild in Ferguson & Manson Munic. Rec. Car-

lisle (1887) 259 No brother . . shall buy any calf, to return

the caislip in any State whatever. 1877 E. Peacock N. W.
Line. Gloss. Cheeselop, the dried stomach of a calf used for

curdling milk for cheese.

b. The following inaccurate explanation is found

in Diets.

1669 Worlidce Syst. Agric. (1681) 323 Clues-lip, the bag
wherein House-wives prepare and keep their Runnet or

Rennet for their Cheese. [So without essential change in

Phillips, Ray, Bailey, Webster, etc.]

t Chee'Selip, -lep.^ Obs. or ? dial. Forms :

6 chesloppe, cheeselypp, -lippe, 6-8 eheselip,

1 cheslop, chislep, 7-8 cheese-, ehees-, cheslip.

[Etymol. unknown.
Has been conjectured to be the same word as prec. the

j

animal having possibly been in repute as a rennet. Against I

this is the consideration that this word belongs (now at

least) to the southern dialects, while checselip, rennet, is

more especially northern. Cf. also the equivalent Ches-
lock, and dialectal chesil-, ckisscl-bob, cheese-bug. (It seems

hardly possible that the second part could be lop fleaO]

The common wood-louse; also (in i6-i7th c.

authors more commonly) the allied Armadillo

wood-louse, or the similar pill-millipede.

1530 Palscr. 204/2 Chesloppe, a worme, cloporte. 1552

Huloet, Cheeselypp worme, otherwyse called Robyn-good-
felowe his lowse, tylus. 1573 Cooper Thesaurus, Tylus, a

vermin liyng vnder stones and tyles, somewhat blacke and
scaled, which when it is touched turneth himselfe round like

a pease. It is commonly called a Cheselip. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 138 It [barley-meal] is very good for the biting of

the cheeslips or many-feet worms, called Multipedes. 1608

Topsell Serpents 786 Cheeselips, or those
>

creeping vermin

with many feet called of some 'sowes*. 1610 Gutllim

Heraldry III. xviii. 152 Cheeslip Killimbobs, which being

touched gather themselves round like a ball. 161 1 Cotgr.,

Porcelct dc S.Anthoiuc, the vermine called a Ches-lop, or

Wood-louse. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufet'sTheat. Ins. 1048

When the Chislep rols himself up into a round body. 1717

Diet. Rust., Checselip, an insect, the same as the sow or

hog louse. Clwselip, a kind of small vermin that lie under

stones and tiles. 1721 Bailey, Cheeslip, and Cheslip.

Cheesemonger, [see Monger.] One who
sells or deals in cheese.

c 1510 Cocke Lorelles B. 9 Fruyters, chese mongers, and

mynstrelles. 1662 Act 14 Chas. II, c. 26 § 3 No Cheese

monger., shall repack for sale any Butter in any Kinderkin,

Firkin, etc. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. World CX. They make
cheesemongers and pastrycooks knights. 1885 Law Times

LXXIX. 318/2 The business of a grocer and cheesemonger.

Hence Chee'semongerinjf vbl. sb. and a.

{Jig. in quot.), Chee semongerly a. (often con-

temptuous) ;
Cheesemongrery, the commodities

sold by a cheesemonger.

1839 Dickens Sk. Boz, Tuggs's at Ramsgate, Mr. Tuggs

attended to the grocery department; Mrs. Tuggs to the

cheesemongery. a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess. (18511 II. 21

This hind-counter, cheesemongerly, Newmarket, cock-fight-

ing figment. 1859 Sat Rev. VII. 489/2 A cheesemonger-

ing estimate of Parliamentary qualifications. 1883 Daily

Mews 18 Sept. 1/5 Contracts for Butcher's Meat, Cheese-

mongery, and Flour.

Chee se-pa ring, [f. Cheese j^.' + Pabing

vbl. sb. and a.]

A. sb. A paring of the rind of cheese ; an ob-

ject of no value save in the eyes of a miserly

economist.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, m. ii. 332, I doe remember him at

Clements Inne, like a man made after Supper, of a Cheese-

paring. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 28 Apr., I won't loose

a cheese-paring. 1821 Syd. Smith Wks. (1867) I. 331 That

their candle-ends and cheese-parings are no longer safe,

to. fig
1813 Sir R- Wilson Diary 11.475. I »m tola lne king of

Saxony is to be re-established if he consents to give some

cheese-parings to his neighbours. 1831 J. Wilson Nodes
Ambr.Wn. in Blackiuoods Mag. Aug. 413 Such a tallow-

faced cheeseparing of a beardless, bucktoothed ninny.

B. vbl. sb. The paring of cheese, fig. Niggardly

economizing, parsimonious saving.

1871 Q. Rev. Jan. 40 (Hoppe) To supply the deficiencies

which the wretched cheeseparings of the two previous

years had made in our means [of defence]. 1873 Spectator

9 Aug. 1005/2 The discontent with the Government, much
of it caused by cheeseparing.

C. a. Niggardly, miserly, parsimonious.

1867 Cape Natal News i Jan., The more rigid and cheese-

paring school of economists.

Chee se-press, [sec Press.] An apparatus

for pressing the curds in cheese-making.

1485 Inv.in Ripon Ch. Actsyji,\ chesepresse cum vj chese

fattes. 1557 Wills ff lav. N. C. (1835) I. 159 A chespresse
|& a rakinge croke. 1616 Sunn. & Markii. Country F. 63

Cheese-presses, and other implements. 1714 Gay Sluph.

WeekWedn. 41 The cleanly cheese-press she could never turn.

Chee -Se-re:nnet. In 7 -runnet. [see Ken- i

net.] A name for Galium veruttt, Lady's Bed-
|

straw, from its property of coagulating milk.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 283 marg., Chees-runnett. 1657

S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. I. 92 Herbs . . except Docks
|

and Cheesrunnet. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. III. 145.

1861 Mrs. Lankester WildFlowers 72 Yellow Bedstraw.

.

Ladies' Bedstraw, or Cheese-rennet.

Chee se-room. 1. See Cheese sb. 6.

2. ' The common name in some parts of the coun-

try for Agaricus arveiisis, or Horse Mushroom'
{Treat. Bot. 1866). [Not in Britten & Holland].

t Cheese-running. Obs. Also 6-8 ren(n)-
j

ing. [OE. rynning coagulum : see Running.] ,

= Cheese-rennet.
1578 Lytic Dodoens lv. lxxv. 539 Gallion . . we may also

name it . . Cheese running, or our Ladies bedstraw. 1597
Gerard Ilcrball 11. cccclxiv. 1126 Ladies Bed straw or

Cheese Kenning. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 80. 1736
Bailey Househ. Diet. 502 Among several things that will

coagulate milk . . the plant call'd Cheeserening, or Yellow

Ladies Bed-straw, is used commonly about Nantwich.

Cheesery (tfrzeri). [f. Cheese sbA + -ery.

Cf. buttery, grocery.'] A cheese-factory.

1883 Harper's Mag. Apr. 692/2 From the upper stories of

these cheeseries were long gutters leading to the ships.

Cheese-vat, f Chee se-fat. [see Vat.]
j

The vessel or mould in which the curds are pressed

and the cheese shaped in cheese-making.
1398 Trevisa Barth. Dc P. R. xix. lxxiv. 11495)904 Chese

is wronge other pressyd in a chese fatte. 1401 Pol. Poems
II. 99 Thi long likkith the chesefat, and the garner also.

c 147s Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 793 Hec sissma, a sches-
\

fatte. 1577 B. Googe tr. Heresbach's Hush. in. (1586) 147

The Milke commeth to a Curd, which is straightwaies put

into Formes, or Cheesefattes, and pressed. 1741 Compt.
Fam.-Piece 121 Turn it out of that Cheese-fat.

c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys U883) I. 303 Cheesevates,

cheeseclouts and other perticulars. 1764 Hakmek Ubscrv.

x. iv. 155 Baskets made of rushes, or palm, are the cheese-

vats of Barbary. 1879 CassclCs Tcchn. Educ. IV. 247/1

Cheese vats or moulds turned out of solid elm wood.

Cheesine. [f. Cheese, after butterine, etc.]

An artificial imitation of cheese.

1888 The Grocer 6 Oct. 584 I bought some lots of cheesine

under the impression that it was cheese ; it was unsaleable.

— Scott. Leader 18 Oct. 3 Cheesine. .comes from America,

and is sold at a low price.
I

Cheesiness tjTzines). [f. Cheesy + -ness.]

Cheesy quality.

1840 Dickens Old C. .MryMC. D. ed.) 226 (Hoppe) [Cream

being] rather sour. Beginning to border on cheesiness. 1875

M' Cosh Scott. Philos. liii. 398 At first there was a flabbi-

ness, a sort of cheesiness about his look.

Cheeslep, -lip, obs. forms of Cheeselip.

Cheeste, var. of Chest sb? Obs. strife.

f Chee-stone. Obs. Cf. A-jee ; also char, ajar.

1747 HoosoN Miner's Diet. E. ij b, Chee-Stouc [is] a stone

that by reason of some Joynt, slips farther into the side

than ordinary, and by and by, with some slant Joynt turns

in again to the Sticking.

Cheesy ^tjV-zi ), a. [f. Cheese sbA + -y.]

1. Of or belonging to cheese; consisting of, or

of the nature of, cheese
;
abounding in cheese.

1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. xix. lxxiii. (1495) 904 Wheye
that is thynne and watry wyth chesy party synketh downe
to the grounde. 1579 J. Jones Preserv. Bodie /f Sonic 1. iv.

7 Eyther thicke and cheesie, or watry and whayey. 1677

W. Harris tr. Lemery's Chym. (1686) 30 The Butter and ,

Cheesy part of Milk. 1821 Blacl~tv. Mag. IX. 81 Like to !

a maggot in her cheesy sphere.

2. Resembling cheese in appearance, consistence,

etc.; esp. in Pathol. = Caseous 2.

1731 Arbuthnot Aliments (J.), Acids mixed with them
precipitate a tophaceous chalky matter, but not a cheesy

substance. 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 196 Cheesy

plugs often occlude the bronchial tubes. 1877 Cycl. Pract. I

Med. XVI. 783 The beginning of cheesy degeneration.

H 3. slang. ' Fine or showy' [prob. f. Cheese j*.-]

1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xlviii. 211 To see him

at Tattersall's sucking his cane, his cheesy hat well down
on his nose.

f Cheesyl, obs. f. Chisel-, bran, whole meal.

1577 B. Googe tr. Heresbach's Husb. 1. 11586) 32 Indian

Millet, .banc well drest with Cheesyl and Milke, it maketh !

indifferent good meate.
[

Cheet (tj«t), int. Sc. and north, dial. ' The call
j

directed to a cat, when one wishes her to approach.

It is generally doubled ' Jam.). = puss, puss ! So

Cheetie - pussy.
1806 Falls Clyde 169 (Jam.), Cheat ! cheat ! waesucks, I

doubt poor thing she's dead.

Cheet, v. dial. To cheep. Hence Cheeter.

1883 Gloss. Almondb. $ Huddcrsf. 24 Birds cheet, and it
j

is said specially of a robin as winter approaches . . If shoes

cheet, they are supposed not to have been paid for. Young
pigeons are . . called checters in Yorkshire. [Erroneously

attributed by Webster, and others from him, to Tennyson,

who uses cheep.']

Cheetah (tj>ta\ Also 8 chittah, 9 cheeta,

ehetah. [a. Hind, child, f. Skr. chitraka speckled,

variegated.]

The Hunting Leopard, Fclis jubata, which is

tamed and used for hunting deer in India.

[1704 tr. Caveris Trav. inChurcliill's Coll. IV. 198 There
are three sorts of Tigers, called Bibo, Cito

;
and the Royal.]

1781 Phil. Trans. LXXI. 2 The hunting Leopard, or

Indian Chittah. 1823 Sport. Mag. LXII. 282 The cheeta

resembles the panther, but is taller and lightly made. 1881

Hunter Gaz. Ind. IV. 619 The cheetah or hunting leopard

must be carefully distinguished from the leopard proper.

P It has been suggested that this animal is referred to by
Shaks. (2 Hen. IV. 11. iv. 105) as ' tame Cheater

'
; but apart

from the fact that this phrase elsewhere has a clear meaning,

no channel is known through which Shakspere could have
heard of the Cheetah.

Cheeve, var. of Cheve v.

Cheewink, chewink l,tjfiwi-rjk\ U.S. Also
8 cheeweeh. [From its note; whence also ttnvhee.']

A North American bird {Pipilo erylhrophthalmus),

also called Ground-robin.
1796 Morse Amcr. Geog. I. 210 Towhe Bird, Pewee,

Cheeweeh. 1848-60 in BaRTLETT. 18.. Lowell Beaver
Brook, From 'neath the arching barberry.stems My footstep

scares the shy chewink. 1884 BURROUGHS Birds % Flmvers

134 The cheewink is a shy bird also.

Cheezil, obs. form of Chisel.

II Chef (Jef). [Fr. ;
- ' head, chief ' ; used abso-

lutely for chef d 'office or chef de cuisine.'] The
man who presides over the kitchen of a large

household ; a head cook.
1842 Barham Ingot. Leg., St. Romwold, The chefs peace

of mind was restored, And in due time a banquet w as placed

on the board. 1850 Thackeray Pendeuuis xxvil, The
angry little chef of Sir Francis Clavering's culinary estab-

lishment. i860 All V. Round No. 74, 567 You have ..

finally decided on the menu with your chef.

Chef(f, chefare, obs. ff. Chaff, Chaffer.

II Chef d'eeuvre (Jjdo'vT). J'l. chefs -d'eeuvre.

[Fr. : lit. 'chief (piece) of work'.] A masterpiece.

1762-71 H. Walpolk Virtue's Anted. Paint. I1786) IV. So

In 1721 Arlaud brought this chef d'eeuvre to London, but

would not sell it. 1813 MooRK Post-bag viii. 68 While some
chefs-d'oeuvre live to w eary one. 1831 Scon Diary 26 Mar.

in Lockhart's Life, A rare collection of chefs d'eeuvre.

1882 T. Mozley Remin. Ser. 1. I. ix, A house of some
architectural pretensions, his chef d'eeuvre, people said.

tChefe. Obs. rare. [perh. f. Chkvbz/.] Hap.
1499 PyhSON Promp. Pal-'., Cheefe or hap, fortuna,

eventus [c 1440 has ihcp, evidently error for chef.]

Chefe, obs. form of Chafe, Chief.

Cheffare, chefferie, obs. ff. Chaffer, -y.

Chefferie, obs. form of Chiefery.

Cheffonier ; see Chiffonier.

Chefle, early form of Chavel, now Jowl.

Chego, obs. form of Chigoe.

fCheho-, v. noncc-iud. [Fchoic] intr. To sneeze.

1706 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. I. Ml. 20 And made me so

Cheho and Snivel, As if I'd got the Sneezing Evil.

Cheif, Cheigne, obs. ff. Chief, Chain.

Cheik, obs. spelling of Sheik.

Cheil-, cheilO-, repr. Cr. x«Xo- lip, used in

scientific terms, but more commonly in the Latin-

ized spelling chit-, Chilo-, q.v.

Cheine, -aie, Cheir, obs. ff. Chain, Cheer.

Cheir-, cheiro-, repr. Gr. x f, P(°-> combining

form of x"'f> nan<;,
i
frequent in the generic names of

Natural History. In words that have come through

Latin, written chir-, Chiro-, q. v.

Chei'ropod, -ped. Zool. [(In mod.L. cheiro-

poda pi., f. Gr. x ( 'P°- hand- + -iro8os footed, lit.

hand-footed (animals).] A name applied by Ogilby

to the mammals possessed of hands, including the

Bimana(man),and Quadrumana (monkeys, lemurs),

of other naturalists.

1837 New Monthly Mag. XLIX. 521 A modern zoologist

(Ogilby) has, not inaptly, applied the term Cheiropeds or

hand-footed animals to this group. 1864 Webster Chiropod.

||
Chei'roptera (kair^-ptera), sb. pi. Zool.

Rarely chir-. [mod.L. (Cuvier), f. Gr. x('po- nand "

+ iTTtpos winged. (Cheiropter [ = F. chiroptire]

has been used as a singular.)] An order of Mam-
malia, distinguished by greatly elongated finger-

bones supporting a membrane or ' wing ' attached

to the posterior limbs and the side of the body, and

adapted for Might ; the Bats.

1835 Kiuby Hob. ff last. Aaim. II. xvii. 156 Bats and

vampyres . . are denominated Cheiroptera, or hand-winged.

1878 L. Wingfield Lady Grizel III. iii. 4 A hectoring bat,

a blustering cheiropter. 1878 Bell Gegenbauers Camp.

A nat. 437 They agree with most of the chiroptera.

Hence Cheiro pteran a., belonging to the Chei-

roptera ; as sb. a member of the Cheiroptera.

Cheiro-pterous a., of or belonging to the Cheirop-

tera
;
having winged ' hands '.

1835 Kirby Hab. ty lust. Anim. II. xxiv. 487 One tribe .

.

theTheiropterans. .seems rather to form an Osculant Order

between it [the Predaceans] and the Quadrumanes. 1866

Athcnmna No. 2004. 402/1 The little. known chiropteran

genus Aello.

II
Cheirotherinm (kaierobie-riom, . Fateont.

[mod.L., f. Gr. \<if hand + Q-npitiv beast.] A large

extinct four-footed animal, whose footprints (found

in the Upper New Red Sandstone) resemble a

human hand ; considered by Prof. Owen to be the

same as the Labyiunthouon, a large Batrachian
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reptile. Hence Cheirothe rian a., of or belong-

ing to the Cheirotherium.
1855 Lyell Elem. Geol. xxii. (ed. 5) 339 A large unknown

quadruped, provisionally named Cheirotherium by Prof.

Kaup. Ibid. 341 The..Labyrinthodon having existed at

the period when the Cheirotherian footsteps were made.

Cheis, obs. form of Choose v.

Cheise, obs. form of Cheese.

Cheisible, -ail, obs. ff. Chasuble, Chaisel.

Cheist, obs. form of Chest.

Cheit, Cheitefe, obs. ff. Cheat, Caitiff.

tChekasyde. Obs. rare- 1
, i. e. 'Cheek-

aside' : applied to the groats coined in the 18th

year of Henry VII., when the king's head was, for

the first time in English coinage, represented in

profile.

1543 Richmond. With <y Iuv. (1853) 50, I gyff to the sayd

George.. ij hole angells of gold, and xxu of hold groyts

cawlyd chekasydes, and my Teyse of my fermold.

Cheke, obs. form of Cheek, Chick, Choke.
Chekeen, Chekin, obs. ff. Cheqceen.
Chekefull : see CHOKE-full.

Chekeleu, var. of Chokelew a. Obs. choking.

Cheken, -on, -yn, -ynge, obs. ff. Chicken.
Chekkel-bone, obs. f. Shackle-bone, Sc., wrist.

t Chel. Obs. rare. Also 3 cheole. [app. identical

with OE. ceole wk. fem. ' throat ', corresp. to OLG.
kela (MDu. Me, Du. keel), OHG. chela, (MHG.
kele, Ger. iehle) :-OTeut. *keldn-.] Throat.
c 1000 Ags. Psalms cxiii[i] 16 Ne cleopijab hi, oeah Se hi

ceolan habban. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 48 py-Iaes seo ceole
|

sic aswollen. a 1200 Moral Ode 363 {Egerton MS.) Ne
seal ber beo fou ne grei . . ne martres cheole [ Trinity Coll.

MS. methes-chelek c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3194 And herte

him so per on be chel, bat he was ne} y-slayn.

II Chela 1 (kj-li). Zool. In 7 chely. PI. chela)

(kill), [ad. L. chile or its orig. Gr. XV^V crab's

claw.] A term for the prehensile claws of crabs

and lobsters ; also, of scorpions.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. v, It happeneth often

. . that a Lobster hath the chely or great claw of one side

longer then the other. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 14 The
Field Spider had before, two Claws . .just like a Crab's claws,

with two black tips, like the chely's in Crabs. 1870 Rou.es-
ton A nim. Life 93 The chela of the scorpion. 1871 Darwin
Desc. Man I. ix. 330 In the higher crustaceans the anterior

legs form a pair of chela: or pincers.

|| Chela - (tjz>'"ll). [Hindi child slave, servant,

pupil, disciple :—Pali child, Skr. chita, chitaka

slave, servant.] In esoteric Buddhism, a novice

qualifying himselffor initiation. 1 1 met Chelaship.
1883 Sinnett Esoteric Buddhism L 15 The chela, or pupil

of occultism. Ibid. 169 In the East, such a resolution in

the highest degree leads to chelaship, to the pursuit of truth.

1887 L'pool Daily Post 14 Feb. 5/4 He went through the

various degrees of chelaship till he became a mahatma,
or adept.

Chelate (kTkn), a. Zool. [f. Chela 1 + -ate*.]

Having chela: or prehensile claws.

1826 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. (1828) IV. xlvii. 397 Mandibles
chelate. 1836-9Todd Cycl. Anal. II. 910 The chelate organs

of Crustacea and Arachnida. 1880 Hl-xley Cray-Pish 32.

Chelaundre, var. Chalandre, Obs., a bird.

t Chelde, sb. Obs. [OE. (late WSax.) chylder

from cielder (Anglian) celdu :—WGer. type *kaldt,

*keldt, f. kald cold. (Or it may have been analogic-

ally formed in OE., after yldu, eldu, streiigu, and

the other abstracts of this class. ] Cold.
ciooo Cleric Colloq. p 12 Has for cylde and hreame.

c 1300 A'. A lis. 5501 He . . had on . . for the chelde, Twoo
thik mantels, y-furred with grys.

Chele, obs. form of Chill ; see also Chel,
Chavel.
Chele'rythrine. Chem. [f. L. chelffdonium)

celandine + Gr. ipvSp6s red + -ine.] An alkaloid

forming orange -red salts, obtained from Cheli-

donium, and other plants. Watts Diet. Chem.

CheleU'tite. Min. [fr. Gr. xvjKtxnU netted,

plaited + -ite.] A variety of Smaltite or gray

cobalt ore.

Chelicer, -cere (ke-lisai, -si aJ). Also in

L. form, //. cheliceree (-n). [a. F. chllicerc,

mod.L. chelicera, f. Gr. xvtf (»ee Chela 1) +
itipas horn.] A term for the prehensile claws

which arm the proboscis of scorpions and spiders.

Hence Cheli ceral a.

1835 Kirby Ilab. fflnst.Anim, II. xv. 38 Claws, .like the

mandibles or cheliceres of spiders. 1861 Hulme tr. Moouin-
Tandem H. v. ii. 361 Nature has provided the Spiders with

two chelicers or antenna:, terminating in a pair of claws.

.

these constitute the poison apparatus. 1870 Nicholson
Zool. 198 In the Scorpions the mandibles are short, and ter-

minate in strong pincers, or 'chelicera:'. 1877 Huxley
Anat. Inv. An. vii. 384 Two horny hooks [are developed]

from the chelicera! portion [of the proboscisl.

+ Cheliderect. Sc. Obs. rare- 1
. A variant of

Cheltdbe. (Perh. bad spelling of chelydric adj.1

a 1600 Burel Pilg. in Watson's Coll. II. 21 (Jam.)Thair
wes the Viper, and th' Aspect [=aspic], With the serpent

Cheliderect, Quhois stink is felt afar.

+ Chelidonian, a. Obs. [f. L. chelidonius (a.

Gr. x*\ZS6vios pertaining to a swallow, f. xf^'8w
swallow) + -an ; in senses 2-3, f. Gr. jgriMt]

1. [transl. I., chelidonius.'] (A fig) Of a reddish

brown colour, like the swallow's throat.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 443 The Chelidonian Figges be the
last : and ripen against Winter.

2. Of a kind of serpent called x«Ai8oi'tat.

1607 Topsell Serpents 631 The Chersaean asps, .grow to

the length of five cubits ; the Chelidonian, not above one.

3. Of the spring wind, called in Gr. x (^'8°i"'<m.

1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 11. vL 102 Such winds are

called Chelidonian because they arise at the first-comming of
the Swallowes. 1884 Brit. A Imanac Comp. 56 An ancient
name for the spring winds was the Chelidonian winds.

Chelidonic (kelidfrnik), a. Chem. [f. L.

chelldonium, a. Gr. x(*-''t°viov the plant Celan-
dine or Swallow-wort + -ic] In Chelidonic acid,

CT H 4 0,, obtained from the juice of the Greater

Celandine. Its salts arc Cheli donates, which
are very numerous. Chelidonine, an alkaloid

contained in all parts of the same plant. Cheli-
doni nic, epithet of another acid obtained from
Celandine. Chelidona nthin, a yellow very

bitter substance contained in the juice of Celandine.
1863-73 Waits Diet. Chem. I. 847 Chelidonic acid is !

trilosic, and forms three classes of salts . . the dimetallic

chelidonates. .the monometallic salts, .the trimetallic salts.
(

The acid chelidonates crystallize from the solutions of the

dimetallic salts. Ibid., Chelidonates of Iron, etc. Ibid. .

850 Chelidonine crystallizes in small colourless tablets.

Chelrdonize, v. Used by Stainer and Barrett

to anglicize Gr. x^'Sow'f- ''" to sing the swallow

song (done by boys in ancient Rhodes), lit. to

twitter like a swallow.

t Chelidony. Obs. Forms : 6 chalydony,

7 cholydoin. [ad. L. chilidonius {lapis , F. che/i-

doinel\ The same as Celiuony -.

1586 Bright Melaftch. xxxix. 257 The chalydony, or
swallowe stone, found in the mawes of young swallowes.
1622 Peacham Compl. Gentl. (1661J 171 Diamond, Agate, or
Chelydoin.

Chelidre, early form of Chelydre.

II Chelifer (ke lifaj, kfli-). Zool. [mod.L., f.

Chela 1 + L. -fer bearing.] A genus of Arachnids

or Spiders having the appearance of small tailless

scorpions, called also Hook-scorpion.

1865 Reader No. 142. 326/2 Chelifers on the legs of the

house-fly.

Cheliferous (k/"li feras), a. Zool. [f. as prec.

+ -OUB.] Bearing chelie or prehensile claws.

1758 Kllis Barnacles in Phil. Trans. L. 846 Six of the

hinder [claws] on each side . . are cheliferous. 1870 Rolles-
ton Anim. Life Introd. 1 17 The cheliferous appendage.

Cheliform (ke'liffum, krli-), a. Zool. [f. as

prec. + FoBM.l Having the form of a chela.

1798 tr. Buffon s Nat. Hist. V. 136 Four, .feelers, .two of

which are. .cheliform. 1851 Dana Crust. 1. 8 Anterior tho-

racic feet, .cheliform.

II Chelingo, -a. [In mod.F. chelingue ; quoted
by Yule from Yalentijn as chialeng, and by him

identified with Arabic ajajJlJ, shalamtf, which is

appr the medixval chelandium, x t^"^'<»' '• see

Du Cange. (But this is not certain.)]

A kind of large boat used ou the Coromandel
Coast ; see quot. 1 790.
1761 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 55 note, Send uschclingoes

upon chelingocs loaded with rice. 1790 Beatson Nav. a-

Mil. Mem. II . 303 A snow and 7 chelingas (a sort of large

boats used for landing of goods, people, &c).

T Chelle. Obs. [Rimes with wille, and so prob.

ought to be chille :—OE. cylle, cyll, leather bag,

flagon, vessel, in ON. kyllir, OHG. kiitlla, chiulla

bag, pouch :—WGer. 'kullja-, ad. L. cullcus

leather bag for liquids, etc.] A vessel.

( 893 K. /Elfred Oros. 11. iv. f 7 On anne cylle se wa:s

afylled monnes blodes. a 1240 Ureisun 45 in Colt. Horn.

193 Mid guldene chelle.

Cheli, -e, V early var. of Chavel, now Jowl.
1325 Pol. Songs 154 In helle With develes he [ = they]

shule duelle, For the clogges that clcveth by here chelle.

tChello. Obs. Also chilla, challo. Some
Indian fabric commonly used in the 18th c.

171a I.ontt.Gaz. No. 5051/3 Chints, Challocs, Carradarres.

1715 Ibid. No. 6388/3 The following Goods, viz. . . Bejuta.
pants, Chclloes, Lcmanees. Ibid., Coopees, Chillaes. 1788

Clarkson Impol. Slave Tr. 104 Callicoes, Cushtaes, Chintz,

Chclloes, Nicaniees.

Chelmsfordite. Min. [f. Chelmsford +-ITE.]

A variety of Wernerite found near Chelmsford,

Massachusetts.
1818 J. F. & S. L. Dana Mineral. Boston 21 It occurs in

small quantity disseminated in Chelmsfordite.

Chelodine ke-lodain). [ad. mod.L. chelodina,

formed with vague reference to Gr. x (^'JVV lor"

toise.] A genus {Chelodina) of river tortoises,

with very long neck and flat head.
1868 Wood Homes without II. i. 9 The carnivorous chelo-

dines of America.

Cheloid (kHoid). Med. Also (irreg.) keloid,

[a. mod.F. chlldide, badly kcloide, according to

Littre f. Gr. XV^V crab's claw + -oid.]

A disease of the skin ; see quots. Also altrib.,

as in cheloid scar, tumour, etc.

1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. 383 Keloid is a formation of

the skin similar to a hypertrophic cicatrix. 1854 Dr. Addi.

son Wks. (1868) 177 What I have ventured to call 1 true

Keloid '. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 150 The true che-

loid. 1881 Syd. Soe. Lex., Cheloid. . a skin disease . . named
by Alibert on account of the peculiar processes which radiate

from its extremities, and appear like to the claws of a crab.

ChelO'niad, rare. [f. mod.L. Chelonia (see

next) + -ad.] A chelonian reptile.

1881 Academy 27 Aug. 163/1 Among reptiles, .two chelo-

niads, the leathery and the nawk's bill turtle.

Cheloniaxl ,k/"l<?o nian), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.
C/ieldnia

v
cf. Gr. x*A""'') tortoise) + -an.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to the order of Reptiles

called Chelonia, distinguished by having the body
inclosed in a double shell, and comprising the

various species of tortoises and turtles.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III. 44, I allude to the Chelo-
nian reptiles. 1881 P. M. Duncan in Academy 23 Apr.

303 The head is less sauropsidian and more chelonian.

B. sb. An animal belonging to the order Chelonia.
1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 382 Four Orders, viz. :

Chelonians, Saurians, Ophidians, Batrachians. 184a H. Mil-
ler O. R. Sandst. iii. led. 2) 71 Intermediate, .between the

fish and the chelonian.

T Che'lonite. Obs. [f. Gr. x f^'"'V tortoise

+ -ite.] An obsolete name for fossile Echinites.

1851 Richardson Geol. ii. 25,

Chely, obs. form of Chela 1, Jelly.
Chelydoin : see Chelidony.

t Chelydre. Obs. In 4 chelidre, 7 chelyder.

[a. OF. chelidre, -ydre, ' a most venomous and
stinking snake' Cotgr., ad. L. chelydrus, a. Gr.

X«Au5pos a kind of fetid amphibious serpent, f.

X^Au-s tortoise + vtpos water-serpent, f. vtwp water.]

1393 Gower Conf. II. 265 Chelidre her yafe her adders

skin. 1607 Topsell Serpents 716 Drive away strong smel-

ling Chelyders . . by Galbanum. [1855 Singleton Virgil

I. 122 Clay, by dun chelydri channelled out.]

Chelynge, obs. form of Keelim;.
1867 Shyth Sailor's Word-Bk. 182 Chelynge, an early

name of the cod-fish.

Chemeis, obs. Sc. form of Chemise.

Chemene, -eney, -enye, obs. ff. Chimney.
Chemer, -eyr, obs. ff. Chimebe.

Chenuatric ;kemi,a; trik), a. [f. med.L. che-

miatria, Paracelsian term (f. Gr. xir"a ,
alchemy,

chemistry + larpda medical treatment) + -IC.]

Relating to a theory of medicine adopted by

Paracelsus and others, according to which the con-

ditions and functions of the body in health and

in disease were explained by the chemical doctrines

of the time ; morbid conditions being referred to

disturbances of fermentations, effervescence of

humours, and such like, and being treated accord-

ingly. ^Syd. Soe. Lex.) Also as sb. One who held

this theory.

Only a term of modern literature; in i6-i7th c. chtmic,

chemical were used.

1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. iv. viil §38 Sylvius, .is reckoned

the founder ofwhat was called the cnemiatric school. Ibid.

(1847) III. 599 Willis.. was a partisan of the chemiatrics.

1881 Westm. Rev. Oct. 409 In the Renaissance, the che-

miatric school . . said that diseases are derangements of a

fermentative process in the body.

Chemic (ke mik), a. and sb. Forms : a. 6-7

chymick(e, chiraick(e, 7 chymiciue, -ike, 8-9

chymic. t>. 7-8 (also in 9 in sense B. 4) che-

mick, 8- chemic. [a. F. chimique, or mod.L.

chitn-, chymic us, for med.\..alchimic-us : see Al-

chemic. Chymic-us began to take the place of

the earlier word, after the Renascence, under the

influence of etymological studies and recognition

of the Greek words {xypb juice > XvlUK:i
's of or

concerning juices, x«M«'a infusion
N considered to

be the etymological source, it being held that

chemistry was really r) xilUKV (t^X1"/) '""

fusory art '. The modern spelling che- in this word-

group is based on the fact that xi>"'a > Xlr1"" is

actually found in Greek c 300 : see Alchemy.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to alchemy ; alchemic.

1576 Baker JewellofHealth 61. The chvmicke Authors.

1613 Heywood Bras. Age\l. ii. Wks. 1874 HI. 221 The Art

of making gold By Chimicke skill. 165a Ashmole Theat

Chem. ProTeg. 11 The Grecians that brought the Chemick

I Learning, out of /Kgipt. 1718 Prior Alma 111. 61 How
could our Chymic Friends go on, To find the Philosophic

Stone. 1815 Wordsw. White Doei. Wks. IV. 58 Close toll

with chemic fire ; In quest belike of transmutations.

+ b. Of alchemy metal, i. e. counterfeit gold.

163S Quarles Embl. 11. v. (1718)83 Thy base And chymick

metal. 167$ Dryden Aurengz. iv. 1, I'm tir'd with waiting

for this Chimick Gold, Which fools us young, and beggars

us when old. 1819 Byron Juan 1. ccxvii, A chymic treasure

Is glittering youth, which I have spent betimes.

1 2. Relating to the Paracelsian theory or prac-

tice of medicine. Obs. (Cf. Chemiatbic.)

1611 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 224 Chymick

medicines are to fooles like swords in mad mens hands, a 1763

Shenstone Wks. f, Lett. (17681 II. 187 The . . difference .

.

seems to be that of chemic and galenic medicines.

3. Of or belonging to chemistry, {poet, and

rhet. for Chemical.)
i634HABiNGTONCas/ara(i87o)i3oYoubyachastechinncke

art, Calcine fraile love topietie. 1704 Pope Windsor for.
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241 With chymic art. .draws the aromatick souls of flowers.

173a Berkeley Alciphr. vi. § 14 Extract this essential oil by

chemic art. 1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. L 163 You [Nature]

form with chemic hands the airy surge. 1862 Tyndall
Mountaineer, v. 37 The mystic store of chemic force,

which nobody understood. 1868 Tennyson Lucretius 20

The wicked broth Confused the chemic labour of the blood.

B. sb. 1 1. An Alchemist. Obs.

1598 Florio, Alchimista, a chimicke. ,11631 Donne
Poems, Love's Alchemy, As no chymique yet the Elixar

got. 1673 B. Oley Pre/. Jackson's Wks. I. 17 The chymicks

(which spend much gold only upon hope of getting more).

t 2. A Paracelsian or Chemiatric physician. Obs.

1612 Woodaix Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 253 Fixing or

perfecting. This is that all good Chymickes desire. 1627

HakeWill Apol. (1635) in. viii. § 5 Galen mentions, .three

sects of Physitians. .we have now a fourth that goe under

the name of Chymikes, Hermetiques, or Paracelsians.

1660 Howell Lex. Tetragl., The Chymick sayes in stones,

in herbs, in words, Nature for every thing a cure affords.

1 3. A chemist. Obs.

1633 G.Herbert Temple, Vanitie iii, The subtil Chymick
can devest And strip the creature naked, till he find The
callow principles within their nest. 1643 Sir T. Browne
Relig. Med. I. § 50 Some of our Chymicks facetiously affirm,

that at the last fire all shall be crystallized and reverberated

into glasse. 1651 Davenant Gondibert 1. vi. 70 On which
his chemics & distillers wrought.

•f b. An apothecary or druggist. Obs.

1646 Suckling Acc. Relig. 117 Every petty Chymick in

his little shop.

4. A bleacher's name for chloride of lime as a

chemical bleaching agent. (Cf. Chemic v. 2.)

1875URE Diet. ArtsX. 379 Chloride oflime.. is universally

called chemick in the manufactories.

Chemic, v. In 7 chimiek, 8 chymick, 9
chemick. [f. prec]

1 1. trans. To transmute by or as by alchemy.
16x4 W. B. Philosopher's Banquet (ed. 2) A ij, They haue

. . Melted the earth, and Chimickt into gold. 1720 Welton
Suffer. Son ofGod I. Pref., Chymick'd into a Strange Shape.

2. Bleaching. To treat (cotton or linen) with

solution of chloride of lime (see Chemic sb. 4).

Hence Che'micking vbl. sb.

1875Ure Diet. Arts I. 388 [Cotton cloth is] passed through

chloride of lime, or chemicked. Ibid. 390 Directions [for

bleaching linen]. .7. Wash well. 8. Chemick.. 12. Chemick
again. 1884 Times 15 Apr. 8 The goods are submitted to

the ' chemicking ' process. 1886 Ibid. 26 Jan. 3 [The cloth]

then passes through the chemicking vat.

Chemical (ke-mikal), a. Forms : 6-7 chimi-

oall, 7 chimical, chymicall, chemicall, 7-9

chymical, 8- chemical, [f. as Chemic a. + -AL,

or perh. f. chemic-us Chemic as sb. + -AL.]

4/1. Of the alchemist, alchemical. Obs.

1594 Plat Jcivcll-ho. I. § 99 Distillatorie vessels, furnaces,

and other chimicall instrumentes. 1599 Thynne A nimadv.

(1865) 33 The Chimicall philosophers defyne the fermente to

bee ' animam ' the sowle or lyfe of the philosophers stoone.

1638 Featly Strict. Lyndom. II. 9 The fire of Purgatory

is rightly termed, .chymicall, because by means of this fire,

they extract much gold. 1747 Johnson Plan Eng. Diet.,

The jargon of Geber and his chymical followers.

f 2. Relating to the Paracelsian theory or practice

of medicine, as opposed to the ' Galenical '. (Cf.

Chemiatric) Obs.

1621 Burton A nat. Mel. 11. i. tv. i, Paracelsus is so stifffor

those chimical medicines . . deriding . . Hippocrates, Galen,

and all their followers. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind xvii.

§ 3 (1801) 145 Whether chymical or galenical preparations.

1782 Johnson Let. Mrs. Thrale 8 May, I am of the

chymical sect, which holds phlebotomy in abhorrence.

3. Relating or belonging to the practice of chem-

istry ;
(of substances) obtained by the operations

of chemistry. Chemical works: manufactories

where chemical processes are carried on for com-
mercial purposes, such as alkali works, etc.

1576 Baker Jewell ofHealth Pref, The vertues of medi-

cines by chimicall distillation, are made . . of more efficacie.

1605 Timme Quersit. 1. ix. 37 The chymicall salte. 1673
Ray Joum. Low C. 66 The Chymical examination of these

Waters. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 120 F14 A Chymical
Operation. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability Wks.
(Bohn) II. 42 Stall-feeding, .converts the stable to a chemi-

cal factory. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 36 The microscope
and the chemical balance. 1879 G. Prescott Sp. Telephone
i, The chemical telegraph was invented by Coxe.

4. Of, pertaining to, or relating to the science of

chemistry, or to the substances and phenomena of

which it treats. Chemical affinity, analysis, at-

traction, combination, equivalent, formula, etc.

:

see Affinity, Analysis, etc.

1791 Smeaton Edystom L. (1793) § 217 To act on either

material, so as to alter their chymical action on one another.

1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. i. (1814) 10 The chemical
composition ofplants. 1850 Daubeny A torn. The. ii. (ed. 2)

69 The combining proportions, .are termed chemical equiva-
lents. i860 Tyndall Glae. 11. § 2. 240 Beyond the violet

end of the spectrum we have obscure rays capable of pro-

ducing chemical changes. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 76 The
discovery of the chemical composition of the atmosphere.

5. Of persons : Engaged in the practice or study
of chemistry ; versed in chemistry.
c 1615 Raleigh Last Speech (1651) 148 A Chimical French-

man. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. (1793) § 192 How to
analyze limestones, .my chemical friends will be at no loss.

1813 Sir H. Daw Agric. C/tem.i. (1814)10 The experiments
of a number of chemical philosophers.

6. as sb. (Chiefly in //.) A substance obtained
or used in chemical operations.

»747 J- WHUXTPrlm, Physick (1762) Pref. ir Chymicals

such as they neither had Skill nor Fortune nor Time to

prepare. 1858 Greener Gunnery 30 Chemicals of various

kinds were stored in other parts, c 1863 J. Wvlde in Circ.

Sc. I. 145/1 His chemicals are as the colours of the painter.

Chemically (kemikali), adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.]

\ 1. hy alchemy. Obs.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. 11. iv. (1676) 179 A lamp to be

made of mans blood . . which Chymically prepared forty

dayes. .shall shew all the accidents of this life. 1630 J.

Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 11. 121/1 He . . chimically turnes

his coyne to liquor.

2. In a chemical manner, by a chemical process

;

in relation to chemistry.
1663 P. Skii'I'ON Joum. in I'oy. ff Tra-.i.Unf,) VI. 547 Four

hundred glass bottles filled with the Materia Medica, chymi-

cally prepared. 1782 A. Monro Anat. 13 Chemically ana-

lysed. 1842 W. Grove Corr. Phys. Forces 50The substance

. . is . . precipitated . . chemically speaking, in an unaltered

state. 1871 Tvndall Fragm. Sc. (ed. 6) I. iv. 102 The more
refrangible rays are the most chemically active. 1883

Standard 27 Apr. 6/1 The nitric [acid] was commercially

pure. There is another chemically pure.

Chemicking : see Chemic v.

Chemico- (ke'miko), combining form of Chemic

a. used in compound adjs. in sense ' chemically ',

' relating to chemistry in connexion with . . .
'

;

as in chemico-agricullural, -electric, -medical, -nu-

tritive, -physical, -physiological, -vital, and the like.

1881 in AVi/ftrt' XXIII. 456*Chemico-agricultural subjects.

1805 W. Saunders Min. Waters Introd. 18 The 'chemico-

inedical publications of Shaw, Hoffman, and Lucas. 1880

Bastian Brain 5 Internal *chemico-nutritive changes. 1856

F. Paget Owlet Owlst. 126 The *chemico-philosophico-

politico-economico-botanicaldiscussionsof this happy family.

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 329/2 These mutual actions

between the nutritious juices and atmospheric air are purely

*chemico-physical. 1855 J. Johnston Chem. Com. Life I. 345
#Chemico-physiological points in connection with this sub-

ject. 1856 R. Vaughan Mystics 1 1. VI1L vii. 80 His arbitrary

*chemico -theological terminology. 1835 Lindley Introd.

Bot. (1848) I. 302 Those *chemico-vital actions which end in

the production of vegetable secretions.

Cheminey, obs. f. Chimney.

t Chemis. Sc. Obs. Forms : 5-6 (9) chemis,

6 ehymmis, -ys, -es, chymes, chemyis, che-

mise, 7 chemys. [a. late OF. chymois, chemois,

from earlier OF. chef me~, chef mcs ' chief country

house or dwelling, mansion house ' = Pr. capmas

:—late L. caput mansus, caput mansi (Du Cange),

f. caput head, mansus abode, dwelling, mansion.

(Med.L. forms from Romanic were capmansns, -masus,

•masius : OF. forms such as chief-, chef.meis, -mais,

-mois, chymois, chemois (Godef.), chefmois (Cotgr.), show a

further development of e's to -eis, -ais, -ois ; cf. rani's :—
remansus).]

The chief manor-house, mansion house.

1488 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 7* The cheif chemis of

Bothuile. 1513 Douglas sEneis Vln.vi._ia6 The mychty
gret Enee Wythin his narrow ehymmis leidis he. Ibid. XI.

vi. 22 Chargeand thai suld in his palice convene Onto the

riall chymmys. 1336 Bellenden Cron.^ Scot. (1821) I. 38

Dunbar wes sum time the cheif chemis of the Erlis of

Marche. c 1550 Balfour Practicks (1754) 109 (Jain.) The
chemise or principall messuage sould not be devidit. 1883

Tudor Orkney $ Shetland 18 The eldest son could claim

the head Bail or Chemis place, i.e. the chief manor or farm.

Chemise (JVmrz). Forms : a. 1 cemes, 4
kernes, kemse ; /3. 2, 6, 8-9 chemise. [Two
types of this word appear in Eng., both ultimately

derived from late L. : (i)OE. cemes (?fem.), early

ME. kernes, kemse :—prehistoric OE. type *ca-

misja-, from the late L. word; (2) chemise, a.

O. and mod.F. chemise (ONF. camise, quemise,

kemise, Pr. and Sp. camisa, Pg. camiza, It. camis-

cia, camicia) :—late L. camisia, camisa shirt, sur-

plice (see Du Cange).
L. camisia appears first in Jerome £400 {Ep. Vest. Mul.

64 n. 1 1 * volo pro legentis facilitate abuti sermone vulgato

;

solent militantes habere lineas, quas camisias vocant '). It

is also in Salic Law (lviii. 4 camisia, and camisa), Isidore

(xix. xxi. 1, xxii. 29 'Camisias (v. r. camisas) yocari, quod in

his dormimus in camis, id est stratis nostris ')- Beside it

is found the deriv. camislle, -is, campsite, OF. eainsil,

chainsil fine linen, alb, etc. (see Chaisel); also an uncer-

tainly related camix. It. camice, OF. cainse, c/tainse, ' alb '.

The ulterior history and origin of camisia are uncertain.

German etymologists incline to consider it adopted from

Teutonic, and related to OE. ham shirt, and Ger. hemd,
OHG. hemidi, Gothic type *hamtoi, f. root Jiam to coyer,

clothe. Kluge supposes a derivative Viamisja-, which,

if it existed, might perh. give a Romanic camisia, as Ger-

man h gave c in OFrench, through Frankish ch. But besides

other difficulties, no traces of the required word are actually

found in any Teutonic lang., the nearest thing being ON.
hams masc. U—hamisc-z) snake's slough. The Irish

caimmse, Cornish cams, Bret, kamps an alb, and MCorn.
camse an article of female clothing, are all adopted from L.

or French.]

1. A garment : the name has been variously ap-

plied at different times ;
perh. originally (as still in

French and other Romanic languages) the under-

garment, usually of linen, both of men and women,

a shirt ; but now restricted to that worn by females,

formerly called ' smock ' and ' shift '. t Formerly

also applied to some under garment distinct from

the ' smock ', as well as to a priest's alb or surplice

(so med.L. camisa), the robe of a herald, etc.

a. ciojo Gloss, in Wr.Wiilcker 362 Camisa, ham,

cemes. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 124 His moder dremid . . Al the

mikel water of Temis Rin in the bosem of hir kernes, c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 122 In be snowe for syght scho

[Matilda] ?ede out in hir smok, Ouere be water of Temse,
bat frosen was iys, Withouten kirtelle or kemse, saue kouer-

chef alle bare vis.

ti. C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 Hire chemise smal and
hwit. .and hire smoc hwit. 1562 Leigh Armorie (1597) 133b,

The Herehaught . . in a chemise blanke, powdred and spotted

with mullets sable. 1789 Bath Jml. 29 June, A chemise of

very clean gauze, put over a dress of rose taffety. 1808 R.

Porter Tra-.: Si. Russ. t, Swed. (1813) II. xl. 167 A standard

made of a shift that belonged to one of the ancient queens

. . She would hardly make a present of so rough a chemise

to her lover Broderson. 1835 Ure Philos. Mannf. 392 Each
[girl] is provided with fine flannel chemises by the pro-

prietors, a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg., Witches' Frolic,

He or She seizes what He or She pleases, Trunk-hosen

or kirtles, and shirts or chemises. 1830 L. Hunt A utobiog.

III. xxiv. 218 That harmless expression [shift] .. has been

set aside in favour of the French word ' chemise '.

If Vulgarly corrupted to Shimmey : chemise being

mistaken for a plural ; cf. chay, shay.

2. In various senses from mod.Fr. t a. Mil.

Fire chemise (F. chemise dfeu) : (see quot.). Obs.

1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Fire chemise is a piece of linen

cloth, steeped in a composition of., combustible matters ;

used at sea, to set fire to an enemy's vessel.

t>. in Fortification. (See quots.)

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Chemise, in Fortification, is

a Wall with which a Bastion, or any other Bulwark of Earth

is lined for its greater Support and Strength ; or it is the

Solidity of the Wall from the Talus to the Stone row. 1853

Stocouei.fr Mil. Encycl. 57 Chemise, in mediaeval fortifica-

tion, an additional escarp or counter-guard wall, covering

the lower part of the escarp.

|| c. The lower part of a furnace.

1800 tr. Lagrange s Chem. II. 34 The anterior part of the

furnace., in French la Chemise. .A stone, called the Zinc-

plate, placed at the bottom of the chemise in the furnace.

d. The iron lining or core on which a gun barrel

is welded.
1881 Greener Gun 231 All the better quality Damascus

barrels are welded upon a 'chemise', or plain iron lining,

which is bored out after the barrels are welded.

Chemisette (Jeim'ze't). [a. F. chemisette, dim.

of chemise ;
applied to a kind of (women's) bodice,

and to a detached ' shirt-front ' worn by men.]

1. A bodice, more or less like the upper part of

a chemise, worn by women, in some countries.

1807 Sir R. Wilson Jrnl. in Life (1862) II. 239 She [a

Polish girl] had a chemisette with a high and stiff frill.

1881 Goldw. Smith Led. f,- Ess. 185 A white puffed-out

Russian chemisette. 1882 H. Lansdell Through Siberia

I. 219 Madame Peacock wore, .a magenta chemisette.

2. An ornamental article of dress, usually of lace

or muslin made to fill in the open front and neck

of a woman's dress.

1844 Kinglake Eothen 89 'Dress', and 'frock', and
' boddice ', and ' collar ', and ' habit-shirt ', and sweet ' chemis-

ette'. 1857 W. Collins Dead Secret m. iv. 11861) 95 She

had a chemisette in her hand, the frill of which was laced

through with ribbon. 1865 Comh. Mag. Oct. 487 She ..

loosened the fastenings of her dress . . removed the studs from

the chemisette beneath it. 1883 Mrs. Leach Dressmaker's

Diet,, Chemisette, the lace or muslin which fills up the V,

square, or heart-shaped opening of a dress.

Chemism (ke'miz m). rare. [a. F. chemisme,

parallel to chimiste : see -ISM.] Chemical action,

operation, activity, or force.

i85i(r7r7f)Reichenbach's Physico-Physiological Researches

on the Dynamics of Magnetism, Electricity, .and Chemism
in their relation to Vital Force. 1878 Kingzett Anim.
Chem. 20 Liebig draws a few crystalline threads out of the

tissue of life, and holds them up to admiration as the share

of chemism. 1887 A. Seth Hegelianism 88 Hegel passes

from Mechanism to Chemism, and from Chemism to Tele-

ology, and the notion of the organism.

Chemist (ke-mist, ki'mist). Forms: 6-7chim-

ist, 6-9 ehymist, 8- chemist. [16th c. chimist, a.

F. chimiste, ad. mod.L. chimista, chymisla, used

instead of the earlier alchimista, after the latter

began to be analysed, and the Arabic al- separated

from the rest of the word. Commonly written

chemist since c 1790 (see Chemic), though, in sense

4, ' ehymist ' is still occasionally seen.]

+ 1. = Alchemist. Obs.

1562 Bullevn Bk. Simples 69 a, The Chymistes or Dis-

tillers of Waters. 1576 Baker Jewell ofHealth I. h r The
Chymistes doe terme the same both the Chymick and

chimistick Arte. 1614 T. Adams Divell's Sana. S3 Like a

Chimist, he turnes euery thing into siluer. a 1612 Harington

Epigr. (1633) 11. 33An Alcumist, That's all too much. Chimist

you might him call And I think it were true, and leave out

Al C1650 Cowley Reason Misc., Like senseless Chymists

their own wealth destroy, Imaginary gold t' enjoy. 1732

Pope Ess. Man 11. 269 The starving Chymist in his golden

views Supremely blest.

f2. A physician who followed the method of

Paracelsus. (Cf. Chemiatric) Obs.

16 14 Raleigh Hist. World 1. vi. § 1. 1616 Bullokar

Eng/Expos., Chymist, a Physition following the method of

Paracelsus. ...
3. One versed in the science of chemistry ; one

who makes chemical investigations.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 98 The industry of the Chymists .

.

discerning by their separations, the Oily, Crude, Pure, Im-

pure, Fine, Gross, Parts of Bodies. 1663 Butler Hud. 1.

ii. 227 Strange Hermetick Powder. . By skilful Chymist with

great Cost Extracted from a Rotten Post. 1765 A. Dickson

Treat. Agric. 16 Things to which these names are given by
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the chymists. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 249 On the Experiment";
made by the English Chemist Mayow, towards the End of
the seventeenth Century. 181 1 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp.
11818) 433 The endeavours of all the most eminent chemists
to ascertain the components of muriatic acid. 1879 Rutley
Hocks 4 We can have the materials analysed by a chemist.

4. popularly and commercially. One who deals

in medicinal drugs. (Not in U.S. ; in Scotland
also, druggist is the ordinary term.)
In Great Britain, the use of the terms chemist-and-drug-

gist and pharmaceutical chemist is now regulated by the
Pharmacy Acts of 1852, 1868, 1869; a pharmaceutical
chemist {.pharmaceutist, pharmacist* is a person who has
passed the higher examination ofthe Pharmaceutical Society,
which qualifies for membership, under the provisions of
section 10 of the act of 1 852 ; a chemist and druggist is a
person who has passed the minor examination under the pro-
visions of section 6 of the act of 1868, or who was actually
in business when the act of 1868 was passed. No other
person than these is legally entitled to use the name chemist
(or druggist 1 in any connexion for trading purposes.

[1745 De Foe's Eng. Trades///. Iv. (1841 1 I. 26, I have seen
. .an apothecary turn chemist.] 1801 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 248
May not the . . practice have arisen from . . apothecaries
vending drugs by retail, and so far interfering with the
business of the chemist ? a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg., Lord
of Thoulouse, The bottles of green and blue light Which
you see in a chymist's shop-window at night. 1865 Dickk.ns
Mnt. F"r. 111. xvi, She arrived in the drug-flavoured region
of Mincing Lane, with the sensation of having just opened
a drawer in a chemist's shop. 1888 Chemists' <y Druggists'
Diary 142 Candidates must be either pharmaceutical chem-
ists or chemists and druggists who were in business before
the Act of 1868 was passed. Ibid. 102 Manufacturing,
Pharmaceutical, and Analytical Chemists.

t Chemi'Stic, chimistic, a. Obs. rare. [f.

prec. + -if.] Of chemists or chemistry.
1576 Baker Jcivel ofHealth l.L The Arte of Sublyming,

some, .doe terme..both the Chymick and Chimistick Arte.

Chemistical, a. Obs. Also 7 chym-. [f.

as prec. + -al.] = Chemical.
1611 CoTGL, Chymistique, Chymisticall. i6ai Burton

Anat. Met. 11. iv. 1. iv, Some skill in chymisticall [later edd.
chemistical] distillations. Ibid. Paracelsus and his Chy-
misticall followers will cure all manner of diseases with
Mineralls.

Chemistry [kemistri). Forms: 7 chymis-
trie, chimiBtry, 7-9 chymistry, 8- chemistry.
[Of English formation: in 17th c. c/tymistrie, f.

chymist (Chemist) + -BY, * the art or practice of the

chemist ' ; at first probably contemptuous, cf.

palmistry, sophistry, casnist/y, etc. For modem
spelling, see Chemic]
fl. = Alchemy. Obs.
1605 Timme Quersit, i. i. 3 Those phylosophers which have

written of chymistrie. 1652 GAUU Magastrom. 360 A cer-

tain professor of Chymistry', which is a kinde of prestigious,
covetous, cheating magick, would shew hands and feet of
gold, etc. 1658-9 T. Wall Charac. Enetnies Ch. 27 The
sinful sons ofAdam, .by a piece of the divel's chymistry turn

their necessity into delight, and make their curse their bles-

sing. 1788 Gibbon Dec/, v /*'. lii. The most eager search
of Arabian chymistry was the transmutation of metals, and
the elixir of immortal health.

f 2. The practice of medicine after the * Chemi-
cal ' or Paracelsian, as opposed to the ' Galenical \
method. Obs.

1674 R. Godfrey Inj. Ab. Physick 171 Perverse I say,

for such as Purge and Vomit I can assure you deserve no
better Name, and no little defame Chymistry-. 1711 F.

Fuller Med. Gym*. 85 The great Plenty of generous
Medicines, which Chymistry affords us.

3. That branch of physical science and research,

which deals with the several elementary substances,

or forms of matter, of which all bodies are com-
posed, the laws that regulate the combination of

these elements in the formation ofcompound bodies,

and the various phenomena that accompany their

exposure to diverse physical conditions.
Chemistry is thus at once a science and an art ; the latter,

called applied or practical chemistry, is that referred to by
the earlier authors and explained in early dictionaries.

a. as an art or process.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. n. i, This by the art of
Chymistry is separable unto the operations whereof it is

lyaDle. 1696 Phillips, Chymistry, is an Art that per-
forms its Operations upon all natural Bodies. 1711-1800
Bailey, Chymistry, is the Anatomy of natural Bodies by
Fire. 1755 Johnson, Chymistry, an art whereby sensible

bodies contained in vessels . . are so changed, by means of
certain instruments, and principally fire, that their several

powers and virtues are thereby discovered, with a view to

Philosophy or medicine. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chan. I. 15,8

t may be employed . . in the arts, in chemistry, or in medi-
cine. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Relig. Wks. (Bohn) II,

96 The full heat of the Christianity which fermented Europe,
and drew, like the chemistry of fire, a firm line between
barbarism and culture.

(b) said of natural chemical processes.

1714 Mandkville Fab, Bees (1733* II. 237 We make use
of fermentation, and all the chymistry of nature. 1796
Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 386 The cold-blooded reptile race,
whose poison is exalted by the chemistry of their icy com-
plexion. 1876 J. Norris Rudim. Theol, i. 10 Plants by
their curious chemistry preparing, .food.

b. as a science.
This has many subdivisions : Inorganic chemistry is that

portion of the science which treats of inorganic bodies

;

Organic chemistry treats of the substances found only in

organic structures; Agricultural chemistry is that portion
of chemistry which bears upon agriculture.
1788 Priestley Lect. Hist. v. xxxvi. 265 Application to

;

medicine, chymistry, and natural philosophy. 179481*1 .1 ivan
View Nat. II. 70 That the end of chymistry. . was to dis-

1 cover and to be informed of the nature of bodies, and their

,

action one upon another. 1799 Med. Jrnl. L 109 These
memoirs [Lamarck's] exhibit a new theory of chemistry.

! 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. i. (1814) 4 Agricultural

]

Chemistry has for its objects all those changes in the arrange-
ments of matter connected with the growth .. of plants.

1844 I Nciv Eng. Reformers Wks. (Bohni I. 261
Better than volumes of chemistry. 1851 Helps Comp. Sotit.

xiii. (1874 1 237 The fact made known to us by chymistry.
1877 Thorpe Inorg. Chem. 19 Organic Chemistry is to-day
denned to be that portion of the science which treats of. .the
carbon compounds.
4. fig. .Referring to the results attributed to al-

chemy or chemical action.)
a 1600 Q. Eliz. in Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) III. xl. 366 If

the furnace of affliction produced such good effects, she
should ever after have the better opinion of her chemistry.
1656 Artif. Handsomeness 18 How., can [you] by the
Chimistry of your wits extract from these places any
drop or quintessence of a morall command 1 18J7 Pollok
Course T. m, With infernal chemistry to wring The
last sweet drop from sorrow's cup of gall. 1847 Emerson
Repr. Men, Siwdenborg Wks. « Bohn) I. 325 The world has
a sure chemistry, by which it extracts what is excellent in

its children. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. 11. xxviii. 210 We
mortals have a strange, spiritual chemistry going on within us.

Chemitype .kemitaip,. [f. chemi-. in Chemic
etc. + Type.] A stereotype or plate for printing,

obtained in relief from an engraved plate by a

chemical process ; hence chemitype process, Che -

mitypy.
(That of Pill consisted in filling with a metal the lines en-

graved or etched on a zinc plate, and then eating away the
zinc surface so as to leave the other metal standing in relief.)

1831 Hlust. Lond. News 5 July 26/3 The process of chemi-
typy, as practised by Piil, of Copenhagen, i860 N. 4 Q.
Ser. iv. IV. 182 For . . obtaining casts in relief from an
engraving, the process of chemitype is equally ingenious.

1874 Knight Diet. Afech. 535 Chemttype, a somewhat general
term which includes a number of relief processes by which
a drawing or impression from an engraved plate is obtained
in relief, so as to be printed on an ordinary printing-press.

Chemne, obs. form of Chimney.
Chemolysis (k/mfUfis). rare. [f. chem- in

chemic, etc. + Gr. Xvats loosening ; after electro-

lysis.'] Chemical decomposition :
* name by Thu-

dichum for the decomposition of organic com-
pounds into more simple substances by merely
chemical agents ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.). So Chemolyae

I
(kcnwUiz , v. [cf. Analyse], trans, to decompose

I by chemical agency
;
Chemolytic (kerrujlrtik), a.

I [Gr. \vrut6s loosening], relating to chemolysis.
1871 Thldichum Chem. Phys. 17 Both acids yield by

chemolysis, cholic acid. Ibid. The liver splits uporchemo-
lyses albuminous substances. Ibid. 8 The chemolytic method
of research. 1878 Kingzktt Anim. Chem. 369 In some
chemolytic experiments upon albumin.

II Chemosis (kimJn*sis). Med. [a. Gr. xkpm
j

ait (Galen"! 'an affection of the eves, when the

cornea swells like a cockle-shell (xnw)
An affection of the conjunctiva of the eye, * in

which there is effusion into the cellular substance

connecting it with the eyeball ; which causes it

to be elevated and projected over the edge of the

cornea ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1708 J. Harris Lex. Teckn., Chemosis, is the Tumor of

the Albugineous Tunick that maketh the Black of the Eye
; appear Concave. 1875 H. Walton Dis. Eye 43 The con-

I
junctiva is swollen, with a vascular chemosis.

Hence Chemosed ///. a, [cf. Anastomose],
affected with chemosis.
1875 H. Walton Dis. Eye 47 Scarification of the chemosed

conjunctiva may be requisite.

II Chemosmosis ,
kem^zm<?u*sis\ [mod.L., f.

chem- in Chemic, etc. + Osmosis.] Chemical action

between two substances taking place through an
intervening membrane. Hence Chemosmotic
(-jrtik), a. relating to chemosmosis. In mod. Diets,

t Che'my. Obs. rare~ l

. [ad. mod.L. chemia,

chimia; cf. mod.K. chimie, der. chemic, chymie,

chemistry; cf. Alchemy.] Chemistry.
1715 Chevne Phitos. Princ. Nat. Relig. ii. (L.) In philo-

sophy, and in philosophical chemy.

II Chenaille. Obs. [OK. = canaille] Ca-
naille, rabble.

1340 Ayenb. 112 pet bread, .ne is na^t mete to gromes. ne
to yeue. ne to piecaille. ne to chenaille. ne to cherles.

Chenam, var. Chunam, prepared lime.

II Cheiiar (tj/naj). Also 7 chenawr, chinor,

zinnar, 8 chinaur. [Pers. \ S r- chindrl The
.J •*

Persian name of the Oriental Plane-tree.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 136 (Y.) Broad-spreading Che-
nawrs. 1682 Evelyn Diary 16 Sept., At Mr. Bohun's at

j

I^e. He shewed me the Zinnar tree or platanus. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. India <V P. aw iY.) High Chinors, or Ska-
mores. 1815 Moore La/la R. (1862) 7 They seem Like a
chenar-tree grove. 1879 Low Jrnl. Gen. Abbott iv. 324
Fine chenar trees.

Chene, Chenell: see Chink, Chain, Channel.

Ghenevixite (
Jenevi-ksait). [Named 1 866

after the French chemist Chenevix ; see -itf,.] A
dark-green hydrous arsenate of iron and copper.

1868 Dana Mm. 583.

Cheney, obs. form of China, Cheyney.

[1 Chenille (J/hH). Also 8 cheneil. [a. ¥.
chenille in same sense, lit. hairy caterpillar ( = Pr.

canilha) :—L. canicula little dog (from its hairy

appearance).] A kind of velvety cord, having
short threads or fibres of silk and wool standing
out at right angles from a core of thread or

wire, like the hairs of a caterpillar; used in trim-

ming and bordering dresses and furniture. Also
attrib., as in chenille-work, -carpet, -machine.
1738-9 Mrs. Penoarves in Mrs. Delany's Corr. 28 Lady

Huntingdon's, .petticoat was black velvet embroidered with
chenille. Ibid. 424 To work a cheneil manteil for me. Ibid.

j
Ser. 11. 11862) I. 167, I desire you will pack up my chenilles

ready for me. 1841 Ixiiisa Costello Pilgr. Am>ergne II.

158 This hat is., edged with velvet or chenille. 1863 Sat.
'. Rev.1 Feb. 176/2 The old process of making chenille by
hand began by loosely throwing a woof of silk across a warp

j

of thread or wire. 1884 Pall Malt G. 8 Apr. 4/2 The chenille

I
outline embroidery is frequently seen on shot silk skirts.

Chenoco'prolite. MSm. [f. Gr. xhv goose +
Kuirpos dung + -Lite ; cf. Coprolite.] An impure
iron sinter from Germany.
1837 Dana Miu. (18801 798 Ganomatite, Goose-dung Ore,

Chenocoprolite.

Chenopod fken^p^d). Bot. In 6 chenopode.
[ad. mod. I,, chenopodium, f. Gr. xvv^wom }

,

goose-foot.] A book-name for the plant genus

Chenopodium or Goose-foot, N.O. Chetwpodiacex.
1555 Eden Decades W, Ind. (ArbJ 294 The herbe cauled

Chenopode (which sume caule goose foote).

Hence Cheno podal a., Chenopodia ceous n.

Bot., pertaining to or typified by Chenopodium ; as

in Lindley's chenopodal alliance.

1866 Intell. Obsert'. No. 52. 287 Chenopodiaceous plants.

t Chenser. Obs. Law. =Censeb sb*
1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 7. 8 1 Yerely tributours or

chensers.

Cheny, obs. form of China, Cheyney.
Cheny(ie, -3ie, -zie, obs. Sc. ff. Chain.
Cheok, obs. form of Chkek.

t Cheole, obs. form of (?) Chel throat.

Cheopine, var. of Chopine.

Chep (tjep). dial. [prob. a. ONF. chep, in central

F. cep, * partie qui porte le soc de la charrue
*

Littre:— L. cipp-us stump of tree, stock, stake,

,
beam ; whence also OE, eyp{p\ see Chip. (It

i
is less likely that chep is a variant of the latter.)]

\

A piece of timber forming the sole of a turn-wrest

I

plough ;
1 the piece ofwood on which the share is

fixed . Boys (1796 loc. cit.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 247 Having also near the chep of the
Plough a small fin to cut t ne roots of the grass, 1796 J . Hoys

j

d/ric. of Kent (1813) 51. 1807 R. W. Dickson Agric. I. 9
The foot is tenoned to the end of the beam, and mortised
at the bottom to the end of the chep. The chep, to which
the share is fixed, is 5 feet long, 4 inches wide, 5 inches deep.

Hence f Ctaeped a., having a chep.

1796 Boys Agric. Kent (1813) 75 Furrows made with a two
or tnree-cheped plough.

tChep. Obs. SccChefe.
Cheptour, obs. Sc. form of Chapter.

Cheque, check (tjek . Banking. [Cheque is a

differentiated spelling of check, which is also in

use, especially in \S. In meaning it belongs to

Check j/*. 1 sense 13. Cf. also Check v. x sense

16. From being the name of the counterfoil of

an Exchequer or other bill, the purpose of which
was to check forgery or alteration,the name appears

to have been applied to any bill, note, or draft,

having a counterfoil, and thus to its present sense,

where a counterfoil (though usual) is not even

necessary.]

+ 1. The counterfoil ofa bank bill, draft, etc. Obs.

1706 Act 5 Anne c. 13 (Enacts that Exchequer Rills be

made henceforth with tioo counterfoils instead of one, and)

That the said Governor and Company [of Bk. of Eng.]

shall . . have the use and custody of the one part of all and
euery the Checques, Indents, or Counterfoyls of all such
Exchequer Bills . . and from which the same Exchequer
Bills shall be cut. 170ft Act 7 Anne c 7 Such part of the

said Cheques, Indents, or Counterfoils as shall relate to the

Bills so discharged or cancelled, .shall be delivered back

into the Receipt of Her Majesties Exchequer by the said

Governor and Company. [Cf. Mr. A. W. Chisholm's Return

to Ho. of Commons, ordered 11 May 1857, on National

Debt.) 1755 Johnson, Chech, the correspondent cipher of

a bank bilTT i774-8» Barclay Diet., Chech .. a counter-

cypher of a bank bill ; an account kept privately to examine

that which is kept with a banker, or public office.

Hence Chccque-note, a 'note' having a counter-

foil.

i7«i Minutes oj Court oj Bank 0/ England 4 Jan., The
affidavit of John Jocelyn of. .relating to a checque note for

a Dividend Warrant on Bank Stock pawned.

2. A draft form having a counterfoil. Obs.

1717 Minutes of Court of Bank of Eng. 24 Oct., Or-

derea. .that Mr. Woolhead desire all persons who keep
accounts by Drawn Notes to use cheques, who do not at

present. 1765 Ibid. 19 Dec, Ordered that no cheques be

delivered but to Persons keeping Cash with the Bank, or to

their order in writing, or to their known servant, bringing

with him the Bank Book ; and that the servant be desired

to write his Master's name and his own in a leaf of the

Cheque Book, against the number of cheques delivered him,

and that the Bank Officer do write the number of the said
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cheques with the day when delivered signed with his own
name in a spare leafe of their Bank Books . . That the

name and place of abode of every person demanding pay-
ment of Bank Draughts be wrote on the Back thereof before

the Draughts be paid. 183a in Lawson Hist. B'unking'(1850)
186 Cheques are given out in books, and not in sheets as
heretofore.

This was apparently the sense in which Tucker used
checkedpaper {which could not mean chequered or patterned
paper, as none such was ever used by the Bank of Eng.)

:

1765 Tucker Lt. Nat. I. Gen. Good, If I have an account
with the Bank of England, and . . should I chance on some
distant journey to be reduced low in pocket, if I have no
checked paper along with me, I cannot draw for a single

sixpence.
— 3. A written order (on a printed form or other-

wise) to a banker by a person having money in the

banker's hands, directing him to pay, on presenta-

tion, to bearer or to a person named the sum of

money stated therein (called in Bank of England
books 1 717 a Drawn Note.) Blank cheque.

(usually) a cheque signed by the drawer, but with

the amount left blank to be filled up by the person

to whom it is given.

Quot. 1774 may possibly belong to 1, or 2.

1774 Foote Cozeners llL i, A draft ! A draft on his banker,
I reckon . . Let ine see. What is the tote ? A hundred and
ninety two pounds, six and—Oh ! here he is, I suppose with
the check. 180% A uti. Re?>. 1. 384/1 Theclerks ofgovernment
might pay to the several stock -holders their interest' money
in checques, as they are called, or drafts to bearer on some
banker. 1818 Todd, ' Chech, the corresponding cipher of a
bank bill' [J.] This word is often corruptly used for the

draft itself of the person on his banker. 1823 Galt Entail
xcii, Milrookit gave a cheque for two hundred pounds, and
retired grumbling. 183a Babbage Econ. Manuf. xiv. led. 3)

126 All payments are made, through written orders called

checks. 1845 M' Culloch Taxation 11. vi. (1852) 295 It has
also been proposed to subject all checks drawn on bankers
to a uniform stainp-duty of id. or id. 1858 Dickens Lett.

(i88o> II. 46, I have safely received your cheque this morn-
ing. 1880 Stamiard 11 Dec, The Paris ' cheque ' [i. e. bill

of exchange on demand] is maintained at 25.325. 1886 \V.

A. Croffat Vanderbilts xiii,
1 Ten thousand dollars . He

drew his check for it and handed it to her.

b. fig. in various uses. To give a blank cheque

lo : nearly = to give carte blanche to.

a 1849 II. Coleridge Poems II. 376 Sense is only fraught
With cheques and tokens taken upon trust. 1881 Boyd
Dawkins in Nature XXIII. 309 He is drawing a cheque
on our credulity which is not likely to be honoured. 1884
G, J. Goschen in Parlt. 19 Feb. (Hansard, Ser. in.

CCLXXXIV. 1420*, I have the courage of my opinions,

but I have not the temerity to give a political blank cheque
to Lord Salisbury.

*4. attrib. and Comb., as cheque-book, formerly,
a book in which the Bank kept a register of
£ cheques', i. e. draft forms, issued to its customers

(see quot. 1765 in 2); ttOW, a book containing en-

graved cheque forms with their counterfoils, sup-

plied by a bank to its customers.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xiii, I've shown my gratitude

to Sedley. .as my cheque-book can show. 1853 Reade Chr.
Johnstone 26 His Lordship began to feel for a checque-book.

1879 Print. Trades Jml. xxvm. 16 A new method for the

prevention of cheque frauds. 1882 T. Mozley Remin.
Ser. i. I. xxi, Some people leave everything about ; their

cheque-books wide open ; their tradesmen's urgent reminders.

Chequeen, chequin (tf/krii). arch. Forms:
6 checkyn, chikino, (sechino), chekin, 7 chick-
in, -een(e, -en, chechin, cecehine, chiquiney,
-ie, chicquin, cheeqine, chekeen, 7-8 chequin,
chequeen, 8 shekin. See also Sequin, Zecchin.

[ad. It. zecchino (tsekki"'ntj), (tj) being the nearest

Eng. sound to (ts) ; f. zecca the mint at Venice.
(This is the most thoroughly English form of the word,

which is now however usually written in its French form
sequin, although the old pronunciation has long survived
the spelling.']

A gold coin of Italy and Turkey, worth from
about is. to 9.?. 6(/. in English money ; a Sequin.
1583 C&sar Frederici in Hakluyt II. 343 (Y.) Chickinos

which be pieces of Golde woorth seuen shillings a piece ster-

ling. 1589 T. Sanders Unfort. Voy. Tripoliin Arb. Garner
II. 14 To lend him 100 chikinos. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II.

1. 152 Euery man a chekin, which is seuen shillings and two
pence sterling. 1601 YV. Parry Trav. Sir A. Sherley 30
Feeing her with two chickins. 1605 B. Jonsom Votpone 1.

iii. (1616) 457 When euery word, .is a cecehine ! i6o8Shaks.
Per, iv. ii. 28 Three or four thousand Chickeens \jnod. ed.

chequins]. 1611 Coryat Crudities 191 Chests .. full of
chiquineys. 1611 Chapman May Day Plays 1873 II. 3^0
Haifa chickeene to cut 's throat. 1632 Hrome Noi>ella 1. ii.

Wks. 1873 1. 113 Here's a thousand checqines. 1653 Greaves
Seraglio 91 Six hundred thousand chicquins yearly. 1655
Massinger Very Woman in. i, Fifty chekeens, Sir. 1682
Wheler Journ. Greece vi. 413 This Convent payeth but
one Chequin. 1703 Maundrell Journ. Jems. (1721) 91
Presenting the Guardian with two Chequeens a piece. 1773
Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 249 A body of Jews .. tendered, as
.usual, 1000 shekins. 1794 Nei.son in Nicolas Disp. (ed. 21

I. 350 No objection to take your money . . 14000 chequins,
7000V. sterling.

Chequer, checker (tje-kai), sb. 1 Forms

:

3-5 chekere, 4-7 cheker, 4 scheker, 4-5 chekyr,
chekir, checkere, 5 chekyre, chekur, chek-
ker(e, chekkare, Sc. chakkere, (checher),

7 Sc. ehaker, 7-9 checquer, J5- checker, 4-
ehequer. [ME. cheker, aphetic f. ME. and AF.
escheker, a. OF. eschekier ( = ONF. eskekler, Pr.

escaquier, It. scacchiere) :—late L. scaccarium orig.

Vol. II.

a chess-board, f. scacci^scachi (pi.) chess, checkers.

Cf. Check, Chess, Exchequek.
(Although the spelling cfiecker is historically better sup-

ported, and more in accordance with Eng. usage, chequer
predominates in current use; of 20 quotations since 1750,
16 have chequer, 2 checquer, 2 checker.)]

I. A chess-b_oard and connected senses.

f 1. A chess-board ; a square board divided into

64 small squares, coloured alternately dark and
light. Obs.
c 1314 Guy Wariv. 1A.1 3195 J?e cheker J>a"i oxy and be

meyne Bifor be maiden ban pleyen he. c 1320 Sir Tristr.

309 A cheker he fond bi a cheire, He asked who wold play.
1 1330 R. Brunnk Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11396 Somme .

.

Drowe forthe meyne for be cheker. c I369 Chaucer Dethe
Blaunche 660 Therewith Fortune said, checke here, And
mate in the mid point of the checkere. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
xxi. ji The chekir or the chesse hath viij. poyntes in eche
partie. 1474 Caxton Chesse rv. i, To speke of the forme
and of the facion of the chequer. 1577 Googe Heres-
bach's Hush. 11. (1586 72 My trees stand foure square like

the Chequer or Chesseboord. 1645 Bp. Hall Contentation

37 Neither should any of his men either stand or move, if in

any other part of that Checker, it might bee in more hope to
win. 1828 Scorr F. M. Perth xxix, To finger a man off
their enemies' chequer.

b. A square of the board, rare. Cf. 12.

1801 Strutt Sports <y Past. iv. ii, The Polish Game re-

quires a board with ten squares, or chequers, in each row.

f2. The game of chess. Obs.
At first only contextual in such phrases as at the chequer,

orig. — ' at the chess-board '.

1297 R. Glouc. 11724) 192 WyJ> plcyynge at tables, ober
atte chekere. 1514 Guy IVanv. tCaius- 3195 Than at

Chequer with the meyne Before that maide pleyden they.

C 1330 Florkc cS- Bi. 1 1857* 351 He wil com the ner And bidde
the plaien at the scheker. 1400 Destr. Troy 1621 The
chekker . .The draghtes, the dyse, and ober dregh gatimes.

1413 I,ydg. Pylgr. Smote 1, xxii, He that at the rheker
pieyet h.

*j* b. A chess-man. rare. Obs.

1474 Caxton Chesse iv. viii, He . . dyd do make the forme
of cnequers of gold and siluer in humayn figure.

3. //. The game of draughts, dial, and ('. S.

See Checker.
1838 Ht. Martineau West. Trav. I. 280 Mr. Webster was

playing chequers with his boy. 1886 W. H. Long Dial. Isle

of Wight (E. D. S.) Checquers, the game of draughts.

4. A chess-board as the sign of an inn ; hence a

generic proper name for a public-house.
r 1400 Beryn Prol. 13 They toke hir In, and loggit hem.

.

Atte ' Cheker of the hope '. 1598 Stow .SV<rz\ 11633) 249 Now
called Chequer-lane, or Chequer-Alley, of an I nne called the
Chequer. 1659-60 Pepys Diary 24 Keb., As far as Koulmer
. . here we lay at the Chequer. 1797 Canning Knife-grinder,
A-drinking at the Chequers. 1843 X eale Pattads/or People
14 So they're down at the Chequers, and at it once more !

II. The Exchequer.
Of the origin of this application of the word various more

or less conjectural explanations have been offered : the
earliest is that given in the Dialogus de Scaccario or Dia-
logue concerning the Exchequer, written in 1178 'by
Richard Bishop of London the Treasurer, son of Bishop
Nigel the Treasurer, and great-nephew ofthe justiciar Roger
of Salisbury' (Stubbs). According to this the scaccariitni

I chequer or eschequier ) of the King was a quadrangular table,

covered with a black cloth marked with transverse lines a
foot or a palm apart, and having 'calculi' in the spaces; it

was presumed to be so called from its likeness to a chequer
or chess-board.

f 5. The table which gave its name to the King's

Exchequer
;
any table for accounts, a counter. Obs.

1178 Dial, de Scaccario in Madox Exchequer App.,
Scaccarium tabula est quadrangula. Superponitur autem
scaccario superiori pannus niger virgis distinctus, distanti-

bus a se virgis vel pedis vel palmae extenta: spacio. In
spaciis autem calculi sunt . . Disc. Quk est ratio hujus no-
minis? Mag. Nulla mihi verior ad pra;sens occurrit, quam
quod scaccarii lusilis similem habet fbrmam. c 1237 ? Roger
of Wendover Chron. Maj. an. 1231 Sedebant ad scac-

carium regis, laicas causas ventilantes. 1389 in Eng. Gilds
1 1870) 83 pai schulle bringe be Catel & leyn vpon be cheker
bifor be aldirman. 1742 R. Cornes in Phil. Trans. XLIL
128 A large Purse, .tossed by the two Chamberlains, stand-
ing upon the Chequer [a large square Table in Guildhall
at Bridgnorth].

f 6. The Court of Exchequer. Obs.

1178 Dial, de Scaccario, Licet autem tabula talis Scac-
carium dicatur, transmutatur tamen hoc nomen ut ipsaquo-
que Curia qua consedente scaccario est scaccarium dica-

tur. C1260 Matt. Paris Hist. Angl. an. 1209 Amotum est

scacarium a Westmonasterio usque ad Northamtonam.
(' 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 312 His tresorere . . Fordos
vsages olde, & lawes of be chekere. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.
1. 91 Somme seruen be kynge and hus seluer tellen, In be
chekkere and be chauncelrie chalengynge hus dettes. 1423
Sir T. Rokeby in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 31. I. 98 To comande
the Tresorer and Barons of the Cheker of our Lord
Kyng to here his Acompt. 1506-7 in Old City Acc. Bk.
(Archseol. Jrtil. XLIII) Thomas Basset presentid them
Into the Cheker for takyn of hyme a fynne of iiji. xnyd.

a 1618 Raleigh in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 58 The Red Book in

the Checquer. 1691 Locke Toleration Wks. 1727 II. 34
Men who. .allow high Use as an Encouragement to lending
to the Chequer.

+ 7. Iransf The royal or national treasury or

court of account. Obs.

1425 Sc. Acts Jos. I (1597) § 49 To make reckoning and
giue compt thereof, at the Kingis Checker. 1473 Ld. Treas.

Acc. Scotl. I. 48 Dauid Rudeman . . passand with preceptis

of the parliament and the chekkere on north halue Forth.

1473-4 fbid. I. 6 b, His bill, .particulary examinit at the

Chakkere. 1535 Coverdale i Mace. x. 44 Expenses shal-

be geuen out of the kynges Checker. 1609 Skene Reg.
Maj. {Act. Robt. Ill) 57 The Schiref sovld compeir in the

cheker. 1692 tr. Sallust 153 You tacitly murmur'd to see
the public Chequer robb'd.

1 0. A sitting of the Court of Exchequer or
similar body. Obs.
c 1425 Wyntol'n Crwi. vin. xxiv.34 The nest Compt, that

that Schyrrawe thare Suld gywe, quhan haldyn the chekkare
ware. 13*3-75 Dium. Occurr. (1833) " ^e kingis grace

]

past to Stnueling, and thair held his chekker. 1621 Bk.
Discipline 3 To conveen the time of the next chekker.

+ 9. Iransf. and fig. Treasury. Cf. * exchequer'.
1598 Drayton Heroic. Ep. xviii. 37 That Nature . . made

this place the Chequer of her store, a 1637 B. Jonson Un-
der-zvoods 568 If the Checker be empty, so will be his Head.
1635 QuAKLES Embl. 11. xv. (1718) 121 Makes ev'ry purse
Ms chequer ; and at pleasure. Walks forth and taxes all the
world like Cssar.

f 10. V A room or place for accounts. Obs. exc.

Hist.

[1402-3 Bursar's Roll New Colt. Oxf. 3rd & 4th Hen. IV.
{Heading, Custos Scaccarii et Librarian), Item.. pro tribu>
virgatis..de viridi Kersey emptis pro Scaccario et dome
compoti.] 1577 Holinshf.ii Chron. III. 856/2 The same
daie, the king. .landed at Calis..His grace was receiued

i into the checker, and there rested. 1593 Rites Man, Ch.
i Durham (1842' 81 He had alwaies one tonne ofwyne lyinge

j

in the said checker [at Durham], for the use of the sayd
Church, c 1670 Netu Coll. Ox/., Plan 0/ Netv Building in

Garden Quad., Rooms are described as 'Chequer, and
Common Room over it', 'Audit House' [now Bursaryl

j

' Treasury ', etc. 1887 J. Siiepi'ARU Litertt Cantuar. 1 Rolls

'

I. Introd. 21 The Serjeant of Walworth must have his ac-

counts audited in the Cheker at Canterbury, jo^ note, The
Cheker or Audit room of the Monastery . . is here meant,

til. ?A checker-roll. Obs.

1467 Ord. ll 'orccster in Eng. Gilds 406 It ys ordeyned.

.

euery citezein of the old cheker pay at this tyme hut vij</.

and euery citezein of the newe cheker hut xiiji/.

III. A chequered pattern.

12. //. Squares or spots like, or suggesting, those

!
of a chess-board.
1629 Parkinson GardtnPleas. Fltywert vii. 43 Fritillaria.

The flower is . . spotted in very good order, with tine small

checkers. 1:1705 BeKKELKV in Fraser Lite /.fA7. 1 1871

'

430 Hlewand yellow chequers still diminishing terminate in

green. 1846 Rlskin Mod. Paint. I. 11. VI. i. § iS The
1 shadows of the upper houghs . . resting in quiet chequers
upon the glittering earth. 1872 Yeats Nat. Hist. Conwi.
85 The Netherlands are cut into chequers by canals.

18. Marking like that of a chess-board ;
alter-

nation of colours
;
chequer-work, chequering.

1779 Forrest 1'oy. A'. Guinea^ A white ensign, bordered
with a checker of blue, yellow, and red. 1818 Klats
EndytttioH n. 287 Hill-flowers running wild In pink and
purple chequer. 1882 Atheiuewn So. 2860. 248 T he orna-

ments are more Asiatic than Egyptian : rosettes, chequers,

antefixal ornaments, gazelles.

f 14. A fabric with a chequered pattern ; che-

quered material ; also at/rib. ; cf. Chkckf.ky sl>. 2.

1542 Act 33 Hen, Vlll in Slat. IreL (1621 1 185 Any hydes,
' fells, checkers. 1552 in K. Peacock Eng. Ch. FmnitHre (1866)

222 One alter clothe of white Cheker sylk. 1579 Middlesex
County Rec. I. 240 Two hundred and twelve yards of woolen
cloth called * Checkers'.

15. Arch, in //. ' In masonry, stones in the facings

of walls which have all their thin joints continued

in straight lines, without interruption or breaking

joints' i.Gwilt).

16. attrib. or Comb. + a. ' belonging to the ex-

chequer or royal treasury', as chequer-compt,

matter, -pay, -tally; b. 'resembling a chess-board

in appearance, of a chequered pattern ', as chequer-

hedge
;
chequer-faced, -windowed adjs. ; + chequer-

bill, a promissory bill issued by the exchequer, an

I

exchequer-bill
; + chequer-bird, a name of the

I Guinea-fowl from its marking ;
chequer-course

i
see qnot.) ; + chequer-man, a man employed in

the exchequer ; a man who keeps accounts

;

+ chequer-note — chequer-bill. Also Cheqi'Kr-

CHAMRER, -WORK, etc.

1697 Loud. Gaz. No. 3289/4 Lost, .a *Chequer Bill of 20/.

No. 17991. 174S P. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 2oAbund-
ance of Pintadoes, or ^Chequer Birds, a 1605 Montgomery:
Lesson how to die 52 Quhen he [the great Judge] thy

'checker compt sail craive. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Kust. et

Urb. s.v. Brick-making, Xhequer-course is the lower row
of bricks in the Arch. 1659 Loud. Chanticleers xii. in Hazl.

Dodsley XII. 351 The *checker-faced scullion. 1677

Plot Ox/ordsh. 238 Upon turning one of the cocks aty
rises a *chequer hedge of water, as they call it. C 1570

Thvnne Pride Lowf. 118411 58 Your "cheker man for it

doth keepe no chalke. 1641 Baker Chron. iR.), I have

heard many checquer-men say, there never was a better

treasurer. 1667 Pepys Diary 20 Feb., With the Chequer

men to the ' Leg ' in King Street ; and there had wine for

them. 1563-87 Foxn A . <$ M. (15961 249/2 Certeine bishops

did sit on ^chequer matters belonging to the King. 1705

Vanbrlgh Confed. nr. i, Not a penny of money in cash !

nor a 'chequer-note ! nor a bank-bill ! 1752 Hume Ess.

Ii Treat. (1777) L 336 To stuff the nation with this fine

commodity of bank bills and chequer-notes. 1628 Mead in

Ellis Orig. Lett. I. 350 III. 283 In Queen Elizabeths days,

when nothing on earth was surer than "Chequer pay. a 1680

Butler Rem. (1759' I. 254 And all the Points, like "Chequer-

tallies suit. 1865 E. Burritt Walk to Land's End 253

Low, *checker-windowed houses.

Clie'quer, sb:2- dial. [app. in allusion to the

chequered or spotted appearance of the fruit

j

(Britten & Holl.). The surmises that chequer may
be a corruption of choker, and that ' choker ' may
once have been the name, are gratuitous.]

41
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In //. The fruit or berries of the Wild Service

tree, Pyrtts torminalis. In sing, also the tree

:

short for chequer-tree* -wood.
1649 Culpepper Phys. Direct. 281 Services, Checkers called

in Suffolk. 1664 Evelyn Sytva x, Sorbus, the Service tree

. . is rais'd of the Chequers or Berries, which being ripe uhat
i> rotten, about September, may be sown like Beech-Mast.
1875 Parish Sussex Dial., Chequer, the service tree. Py-
rus torminalis. The fruit is called chequers. 1878 Britten
& Holl. Plant-n., At Edenbridge, Kent, it is called
' Chequer-wood '. 1883 Academy 7 Apr. 242 The bright
bunches of red berries with which the Chequer-trees were
laden.

Chequer, checker (tje-kai), v. Forms : 5
chekyr, 6 cheker, 7 9 checquer, 5- checker,
7- chequer. [Either formed in Eng. from

j

Chequer sb. chess-board, chess-board pattern ; or

aphetic f. *escheker, a. OF. *eseheker-er, cited by
Godefroy only in pa. pple. escheherj, eschequere", \

checkered, chequered, f. eschequier chess-board,

Checker ; on L. type *scaecar(i)dttts, {.scaccdrium.

In English also, only the pa. pple. or ///. a.

Chequered, is found in early use.

Of 100 quotations since 1755, 70 have chequer, 21 checker,

9 checquer.

\

1. trans. To divide or mark like a chess-board,

in squares of alternately different colours.
i486 etc. [see Chequered ///. a. i.J 1633 G. Hhrbrrt

Temple, Church floore, Mark you the floore? that square
and speckled stone, And th' other black and grave, where-
with each one Is checker'd all along. 1756 C. Licas Ess.
Waters III. 228 The other. . is checquered brown and black,

in half-lozenges. 1833 Hi. Martinkau Vauderpnt <y S. ii.

24 The wall which enclosed the whole was chequered with
blue and white bricks.

2. To divide or partition into squares or sections

by crossing lines without reference to colour).

Const occas. out.

1601 Death Pari Huntington 1. iiL in Hazl. Dodsl. VIII.
241, I scourg'd her for her pride, till her fair skin With
stripes was checquer'd like a vintner's grate. 1664 Power
Exp. Philos. 1. 7 The Gray, or Horse-FIy. Her eye is all

latticed or chequered with dimples like Common Flyes.
i786tr. Heck/ords Vathek(iZ6%) 101 The grotesque branches
of the almond trees, .fantastically chequered the clear blue
sky. 1841 Catlin .V. Amer. /rut. (1844) II. liii. 158, 1 have

|

seen the rich Louisianian chequering out his cotton and
sugar plantations. 1865 Gossk Laud 4- Sea (1874) 117.

3. To diversify with a different colour or shade;
to variegate, mottle.

: 1400 Morte Arth. 3268 A chayere of chalke-whytte
liluer, And chekyrde with charcbocle chawngynge of hewes.

1553 Eden Treat, tttntt Ind. \Arb.) 16 Rhinoceros, .of the
coloure of boxe somwhat variable, and as it were chekered.
159J Shaks. Rom. <V Jul. n. iii. 2 The gray ey'd morne. .

|

Checkring the Easterne Clouds with streakes of light. 1699
I-)a.mpikr I'oy. II. in. 109 Tis checker'd with Natural
Groves and Savannahs. 1720 Gay Aratninta, She saw
the morning ray Chequer the floor. 1846 Phescott Perd.

j

V Is. II. vii. 393 Moorish villages .. chequering the green
slopes. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxvi. (1856) 332 To see
something, .checkering the waste of white snow.

b. a/>so/.

174J R. Blair Crave 57 By glimpse of moonshine chequer-
ing through the trees.

t C. To checker in : to usher in by chequering.

Ohs. rare.

1590 Greenh Never too late (1600I 50 The golden wyers
that checkers in the day, Inferiour to the tresses of her
haire.

4. Jig. To diversify or vary with elements of a
different character ; to interrupt the uniformity of.

1 163a Poem in A then.rum No. 2883. 12 1/2 The other Indians
from the East repayre, All which with mingled Germans
chequered are, And Flemings white. 1670 Eachard Cont.
Clergy 28 He is not likely to deal afterward with much
Latine; unless it be to checker a sermon. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 165 f 4 The Letter was very modishly chequered

|

with this modem Military Eloquence. 1718 Preethinker
No. 30. 214 His Religious System is chequered with Con-
tradictions. 1840 Dickens Barn. Pudge (1849) 85/2 His
sleep was checkered with starts and moans. 1877 W.
Thomson Voy. Challenger \. i. 5 Nine tolerable days for-

tunately checkered the uniformity of the heavy weather,

b. Often used of the vicissitudes of life.

1639 Filler Holy Warn, xvii. 1 1840) 72 This king'sreign
was chequered with variety of fortune. 1784 Cowper Task
II. 163 In all the good and ill, that checker life. 1830 J. G.
Strutt Sytva Brit. 85 Its tranquil existence .. chequered
by no vicissitudes. 1876 Green Short Hist. iv. % 5, (1882)

\

195 A progress, .chequered with darker vicissitudes.

5. To arrange or distribute chequer-wise ; to inter-

mix chequer-wise.

1677 Earl Orrery Art IVariqi This method ofChecquer-
Ing my Squadrons in the first Line of the Wing with small
Battalions of Pike and Shot. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist.
Earth vi. (1723' 271 The Ocean intermixing with the Land
so as to checquer it into Earth and Water. 1798 Earl St.
Vincent in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1845) III. 104 note. It will

be best to chequer them in your Line of Battle two in your
Starboard Division . .and two in the Larboard.

t 6. To put or place alternately. Obs. nonce-use

(with word-play).
1662 Fuller Worthies ( 1 840) III. In the reign of King

Henry the Third, when Chancellors were chequered in and
out, three times he (de Merton] discharged that office.

f 7. To deposit in an exchequer; to treasure up.
\

•1 1618 I. Oavies Wities Pilgr. 11876) 32 (D.) There. . Na-
\

ture chequers up all gifts of grace, a 1714 North Exam,
j

III. vii. P4 (1740) 506 tor chequering the disbanding Money
|

into the Chamber of London.

+ Chequer-chamber. Obs.

1. The chamber devoted to the business of the

royal exchequer
;
transj. treasury-room.

1494 Fabyan vii. 342 The Kyng .. yode into the Chekyr
Chaumbre, and there satte hym downe. i6iz Corvat
Crudities 449 A place where their Checker-chamber was for

the safe keeping of the Roman treasure.

2. A court of appellate jurisdiction deciding

cases of doubtful law; —Exchequer-chamber
;

the chamber in which this court sat.

1528 More Heresyes 111. Wks. 216/1 We might, .make it a
cheker chamber case. 1643 Heri.e Ansnv. Peme 46 The
major part of the Judges in the Chequer-chamber, a 1714
Burnet Oivn Time 1 1. 66 That judge was one of those who
delivered their judgment in the chequer-chamber against
the ship-money.

Chequered, checkered tje kaid), ppi. a.

[f. Chequer sb. and v. + -ed; answering to OF.
eschequere, eschekerj, in sense 1, esp. in Her.]

1. Marked like a chess-board
;

hence, having
a pattern of various colours in more or less

geometrical arrangement.
i486 Bk. St. Aidants, Her. Fj, They be calde armys

chekkerit when they ar made of ij colouris to the maner
of a chekker. 1530 Ld. i Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814)

497 The baner of Iiritaine wyth the chekered armes. 1654
Gayton Pest. Notes 97 He had the better of the whites in

this checquer'd board ; now have • at the blacks. 1674
Lond. Gaz. No. 901/4 Lost . . a Green Checkerd Night-
Hag. 176* Falconer Shtpwr. vtL 230 And checquer'd mar-
ble pav d the hallow'd floors. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea
170 Checkered cloths. 1814 Scott l.d. 0/ Isles 1. xxx, His
chequer'd plaid. 1836 Kingslev Lett. (18781 I. 33.

2. Diversified in colour, variegated ; marked with
alternate light and shade.
1593 Greene Upst. Courtier 1 The checkerd (Paunstei or

party coloured Harts ease. 163a Milton /,''Allegro, Danc-
ing in the Chequer'd shade. 1704 Pope Windsor Eor. 17
Here waving groves a checquer'd scene display, And part

admit, and part exclude the day. 1730 Thomson Autumn
457 And mark his [the stag's] beauteous chequered sides

with gore. 1795 Southey Joan 0/Arc vii. 440 Beneath the
o'er-arching forests' chequer'd shade.

3. Diversified in character ; full of constant alter-

nation Cesp. for the worse).
1656 M. Ben Israel Vind. Judxorum in Phertix dyoS)

II. 423 The chequer'd and interwoven Vicissitudes and
Turns of things here below. 1711 Swift Lett. <i 767 j III.

239 Our weather, for this fortnight past, is chequered, a fair

and a rainy day. 1796-7 Instr. Peg. Cavalry (1813) 190
Manoeuvres of a corps retiring . . must be more or less ac-

complished by chequered movements : one body by its

numbers, or position, facing and protecting the retreat of
another. 1808 Scott Alarm, m. Introd., Life's chequered
scene of joy and sorrow. 1887 Stevenson Underivoods 1. xii.

24 The chequered silence.

Chequering, checkering tJe korin\ vbl.

sb. [f. as prec. + -DM *.] Alternation in marking,
order, etc.

1663 Fuller Worthies 1 1840) I. 329 The names of Pierce
. .and Richard have been, .successively varied in this family
for six or seven descents. Such chequering of Christian
names serve heralds instead of stairs, etc. 1847 " Miller
Pirst Itupr. xiv. 237 The chequering of shade predominated.
1881 Greener Gun 250 The chequering is then done, and
the gun stripped of all the iron-work.

Chequer-roll : see Checker-roll.
Chequer-wise, adv. Like a 'chequer' or chess-

board ; in squares of alternate colours ; with lines

crossing at right angles. (Orig. in chequer itnse.)

1430 Lvog. Chron. Troy 11. xi. The stretes paued..In
cheker wyse with stones whyte and rcade. 1534 in 1 . . Peacock
Eng. Ch. Eumiture v. (1866) 905 Red velvett . . powtherid
w* gold checker wise. 1561 Hollvhvsh Horn. Apoth. 40
Rotes of Horse radice cut checkerwyse like to dice. 1577
HoLiNSMEt) Chron. I. 11/1 They hauc made a mingle man-
gle . . of lx>th the languages, and haue in such medic ie or

checkerwise so crabl>edlie iumbled them both togither.

1710 London & Wise Comfit. Card. i. 267 To plant those

1 ufts Checquerwise. 1863 Kinglake Crimea II. 234 Batta-

lion-columns posted .. chequer-wise on the Hanks of the
great Redoubt.

Chequer-work, chexker work.
1. Work arranged after the pattern of a chess-

board ; work chequered in pattern. Also attrib.

1519 Horman Vulg. xxix. 242 The rofe shalbe celed vaut-

wyse, & with cheker work. 1610 Holland Cantden's Brit.

1. 366 The Romane coines, the checkerworke pavements.
1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3754/# A Stuff down of Red and Blue
Chequer-work. 18*4 Miss Mitfohh Village Ser. ill. (1863)

459 My letter, first written horizontally . . then perpen-
dicularly to form a sort of chequer-work.

2. transj. and Jig. Anything chequered or diver-

sified with contrasting characters.
1618 T. Adams Serm. 14 Now joy with sorrow, checker-

worke. 1653 Gauden Hierasp. 8 A Checquer-work of Argu-
ments antiOratory. 1654 Trait Comm. Ps. lx. 10 The
Churches prosperity, like checker-work, is intermingled
with adversity. 1710 Dl Foe Crusoe x. xi. 184 How strange
a Chequer-Work of Providence is the Life of Man ! 1797
Mrs. Radclifke Italian xvii, One of the most striking ex-

amples which the chequcr-work of life could show.

Chequin, another form ofCHBODHUr, a coin.

Cherarchy, obs. form of Hikraagbt.
1503 Dunbar Thistle <V A'. 57 And as the blissful sonne

of cherarchy The fowlis song throw confort of the licht.

Cherche, obs. form of Church.
Che*rcoek. A local name of the Missel Thrush

in the northern counties.
1828 Craven Gloss. I. 67 Chercock . . which gir« the cheer-

ing notes of Spring.

Chere, obs. f. Chare sbA, Cheer and Cherry.
t Chere, a. Obs. Forms : 3-5 chere, 4-5

cher, cheere, 5 chier . [a. F. cher, chere dear,

OF. chier :—L. cdr-um dear. (In sense 2, there

was evidently confusion with Chary.)]
1. Dear. a. Of persons. Also as sb.

1197 R. Glouc. (1724* 166 J>e chere men of lond. 138a
Wyclif Prcrt'. v. 19 A most cheere hynde and a most kindeli
hert calf, c 1400 Destr. Troy xxi. 8629. ? a 1400 Arthur
306 pis was a worthy chere. c 1450 Lonelich Grail, xlvi.

448 My brothir dere. .of alle othere to me most chere.

b. Of things: Precious, valuable, goodly, etc.

c 13*0 R. Brunne Medit. 203 No byng more profytable,
ne more chere. 1400 Destr. Troy 4513 Achilles the choise
was in the chere temple.

2. Loving, fond, careful (over). Cf. Chary.
1393 Langl. P. PI. C xvhi. 148 pat is charite, my leue

chude, to be cher ouer thi soule. 1496 Dives <y Paup. (W.
de W.) x. iii. 373/2 A pellycane, & of al foules he is moost
chere ouer his byrdes and moost loueth them.

Chereche, obs. f. Church.
Cherefelle, obs. form of Chervil.

t Che refnl, a. Obs. [Identical in spelling

with early form of Cheerful ; but app. associated

with Chere a.] Dear, loving.
c 1475 Partenay 2585 Pray, cause me not it refuse ; Chere-

full fader myne. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. A vj, Perfite

in gouernawnce : and Cherefull to faythfulnes.

t Che'refully, adv. Obs. Dearly.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. VI. xii. '1495) 196 Men are

stedfaste and stable and loue wymmen cherefulfy.

Chorelle, obs. form of Churl.

t Cherelly. Obs. rare~ l
. [Orig. unknown.

Some compare bona/fy.] A kind of liquor.

i6»5 Fletcher Pair Maid ti. i. 351 He tend my Master
and instantly be with you for a Cup of Cherelly this hot
weather.

t Che*rely, adv. Obs. Forms : 4 cherli, 4-5
cherlich^e, 5 cheerliche, cherly, cherely. [f.

Chere a. + -ly ; but confused with Charily.]
1. Lovingly, affectionately ; carefully, watchfully.
c 1350 Wilt. Palerne 62 pc cherl ful cherli bat child tok in

his armes & kest hit. 1395 Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 24
A wyf kepith cherli the xyw% of her weddinge for love of
herhusbonde. 1399 Langl. Rich.Redeles 111.203 And cherliche

cheriche hem, as cheff in be halle. c 1430 Pilgrimage of

j

I-yf °f MeHmtdt (1S69] 36 This releef j wole keepe streit-

! licne and cheerliche. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (i868> 38 My
1 good arraye . . that y helde so cherely that y wolde not were

I

it in the. .sondayes in the worshipe of God.
2. ? Sumptuously.
c 1304 /*. PI. Crede 582 And chereliche as a cheueteyne his

chamore to holden Wibchymene and chapell.

Cherflll, obs. form of Chervil.
Cheri, e, obs. form of Cherry sb.

Cherice, cherich, obs. ft Chfki.sh.

Cherif, var. of Shereef, an Arab title.

liCherimoya tJVrimoi-aV Alsochiri-,-moyer.
[Anglicized form of the Peruvian (QuichiuT name :

cf. mud.F. che'ritnolier.']

1. A small tree Anotta Cherimolia), a native of

Peru, with sweet-scented greenish flowers.

1736 Bougners i'oy.' Peru in Pinkerton I'oy. XIV. 299
The tree which produces the most delicious fruit that I am
acquainted with .. is called Chirimoya. 177^ Mrs Bofr
cawen in Mrs. Delany's Lett. Ser. 11. II. 488 I*he fragrant

Chirimoya.

2. The pulpy fruit of this Iree, highly esteemed

on account of its delicious flavour. It is of con-

sidcrable size, irregularly heart-shapul, with a

scaly exterior.

1760 72 tr. Juan Ulloa's Voy. I. v. vii. 284 The chiri-

1

moya is universally allowed to be the most delictou* of any
' known fruit. 1858 R. Hogg Veg. Kiugd. 28 That delicious

j
fruit of the Peruvians called Cherimoycr. 186a C. Markham

I

Trar'. Peru $ India 337,He who has not tasted the chiri-

1 moya has yet to learn what fruit is. 1864 Readier 23 Jan.
10a 'Chenmoya*, corrupted in the British colonies into

'Cherimoyer'. 1887 Standard 16 Sept. 5/2 The cherimoycr,

! a near relation of the sweep sop, the sour sop, and the custard

apple . . is . . sent . . from M adeira.

Cheriot, obs. Sc. form of Chariot.
1538 in Chambers Pom. Ann. Scot. I. 19.

Cherish (t|e*rij), v. Forms : 4 cheresch,
ohirisch, 4-5 cherisch(e, cheris(s, cherae, 4 6

cherice, -ych e, -ya he, -issh, 5 -eyach. -yach(e,

-ich, -iasch, chariaahe, 5-6 cheryaa h, 6 Sc.

chereis, chariah, 6 7 cherriah, choeriah, 6-8

cheariah, 4- cherish. [ME. cheriss, -isc/i, a.

F. ehe'riss- extended stem of cht !rir to cherish,

hold dear, f. cher dear : see-iSH. The -eis, -ice

form was favoured in Sc.; with the abridged form

cherse, cf. nourish, nurse.]

1 1. trans. To hold dear, treat with tenderness

and affection ; to make much of. Obs. or arch.

( 13*0 R. Hkunne Medit. 333 My dyscyple whych y haue
chersid. Me to betraye hym haue pey hyred. c 1374 ^- HAt '

r 1 k Ponner Age 52 But eche of hem wolde oother wel

cheryce. c 1475 Partenay 121 The Krle Amerie, Which so

was louyd and cherished tho. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf.K^N. de W.
'53*1 *3 We l>e the yongest chyldren of God, and therfore

1 he inaketh moost ofAs and cheryssheth vs. 1655 60 Stani.kv
1 Hist. Philos. 11701)122/2, I studie to live for them, whit h

!
you will not do unless you cherish yourself. 174s P. Thomas
yrnl. Voy. S. Seas 61 The Spaniards are very kind to their

black Slaves, whom they cherish and encourage highly.



CHERISHABLE. 323 CHERRY.

f b. To make too much of, pamper, pet. Obs.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tonr(iS68) 8 And the yonggcr [daugh-

ter] was so cherisshcd that she dede what she wolde. 1483
Vulg. obs Tercntio 32 b, I cherish or make to mykell of my
selfe [uimis michi indulged].

f c. To caress, fondle ; to hug ; to stroke or

pat endearingly. Obs. or arch.

a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. iv, He chereist hir, scho bad
gae chat him. 1614 Markham Cheap Hush. 1. ii. (1668) 10

Take off his saddle and cherish him, and then dress him,

and cloath him up for all night. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum.,
Calais {The Remise Door), I could have taken her into my
arms, and cherished her. 1814 Southey Roderick xxv. 224

Look how he leans To cherish him ; and how the gallant

horse Curves up his stately neck.

2. To treat with fostering care, foster tenderly,

nurse (children, young creatures).

1340-70A lisaunder 53 Hee cherished bechilde cheefe ouer

alle, pat he was woxen full weele. c 1450 Merlin i. t6 They
toke the child and cherishid it. 1566 Dkant WaiL IIierimye

i, Thynges precious or good, To cheryshe theyr so needie

sowles. 1611 Bible i T/tess. ii. 7 As a nurse cherisheth her

children. 1635 N. R. tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. II. 156 He
promised to cherish her as the henne cherisheth her chick-

ens. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. III. vii. 76 The young
prince, .was cherished during the winter by a yeoman who
knew his rank.

b. To foster, tend, cultivate (plants <?Ar., hair, etc.).

1519 Horman Vulg. x, Some cherisshe theyr busshis of

heare with moche kymbeynge and wesshynge in lye. 157^7

B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. \\. (1586) 69 Angelica .. is

cherished in our Gardens. 1586 T. Cogan Haven Health xliv.

{1636) 58 For their sweetnesse they [gilliflowers] are worthily

cherished in Gardens. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. vi. 21

For what doth cherrish Weeds, but gentle ayre 1 a 1845
Barham Ingol. Leg., Bagman's Dog, How the Sailors, too,

swear, How they cherish their hair.

C. transf. and fig.
1703 Maundrell Joum. Jems. (1732) 11 One of the most

flourishing places. . being cherished and put in a way ofTrade.

1769 Robertson Charles V, V. 11. 273 He [Erasmus] first

scattered the seeds, which Luther cherished and brought to

maturity. 1842 Tennyson Locksley I/all 6$ That I should
cherish that which bears but bitter fruit.

j3. To entertain kindly (a guest). Obs.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace {^o\\%) 8758 Joye he made
for his comyng . . & cherisched hym ouer alle obere of pris.

c 1340 Gazv. Gr. Knt. 2055 5if f»ay ft>r charyte cherysen a
gest. 1556 Chron. Gr. .^WVrrj(i852)46ThekyngeofYnglond
..had cherycyd and made moche of theme alle. 1596
Shaks. i Hen. IV, III. iii. 194 Looke to thy Seruants, and
cherish thy Guests. 1665 Evelyn Let. to Wren 4 Apr.,

I will charge you with some addresses to Friends of mine
there, that shall exceedingly cherish you. 1738 Glover
Leonidas 1. 196 Received And hospitably cherish'd.

t 4. To cheer, gladden, inspirit, encourage. Obs.

c 1325 E. E. Alift. P. B. 128 Rehayte rekenly be riche

& be poueren, & cherisch hem alle with his cher. c 1400
Destr. Troy 6131 Ne be cheryst with chere thurgh our

chaunse febyll. ^1430 Lydg. Compl. Rl. Knt. xliii, Myn
accusours . . cherissheth hem my deth to purchase. 1649
Norwood Voy. Virginia in Voy. $ Trav. (1744* VI, We
cherish'd him the best we could, and would not have him
so profoundly sad. 1734 \V\tts Rciiq. Juv. (1789) 210 The
verdant prospect cherishes our sight.

5. To take affectionate care of (a thing); to keep

or guard carefully. Obs. exc. as passing into 7.

C1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1154 Hov charged more watz
his chaunce bat hem [vesselles] cherych nolde. 1477
Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 22 Suche thinges wol be

gretely kept, and cherisshed. 1583 Stanyhurst AKneis m.
(Arb.) 86 Cherrish theese presents. 1831 Brewster Neivton

(1855) II. xxvii. 415 Every memorial of so great a man ..

has been preserved and cherished with peculiar veneration.

6. To keep warm; £ to give warmth, ease, or

comfort to '

(J.)- arch.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles n. 144 Hennes. .cherichen her

chekonys ffro chele of be wynter. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 73
Chersyn, fovea. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citic of God 436
Cherished as the hen doth her egges with heate. 1667

Milton P. L. x. 1068 Some better warmth to cherish Our
Limbs benumm'd. 1785 Burns Vision 11. xv, When the

deep green-mantled Earth Warm-cherished every floweret's

birth.

7. To entertain in the mind, harbour fondly,

encourage, cling to ( a hope, feeling, design, etc.).

(The most frequent current sense.)

(71385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 462 It was myn entente To for-

there trouthe in love & it cheryse. 1406 Occleve Mis-
rule 282 Men love [trouthe] nat, men wole it not cherice.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. iii. 147 You that doe abett him in

this kind, Cherish Rebellion, and are Rebels all. 1672

Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 191 You cannot enough esteem
and cherrish this fancy. 1781 Gibbon Decl. P. III. xxx.

134 The hostile designs, which they had long cherished in

their ferocious minds. 1798 Ferriar Varieties ofMan 196
Every age cherishes its favourite errors. 1866 G. Mac-
donald Ann. Q. Neighb. xiv. (1878) 292 You should not

cherish resentment against him. 1875 Jov.-ett Plato (ed. 2)

III. 157 Opinions and beliefs which have been cherished

among ourselves.

Cherishable (tfe-riJaVl), a. rare. [f. prec.

+ -able : cf. F. cherissable.] Capable or deserving

of being cherished.
1651 Penise 313 Devises to obtaine this cherishable per-

mission which I have given you. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist
I. 253. 1885 — Diana III. vii. 134.

Cherished (tje-nft), ppl. a. [f. Cherish +
-ED !.] Held dear, tenderly cared for or fostered.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 73 Chersydde [H. cheryachyd],fofus.

?<ziSoo Assemble ofLadies 134 inUrry Chaucer, A woman.

.

And wel cherished. 1726 Thomson Winter 232 The
cherished fields Put on their winter robe of purest white.

1789 Wordsw. Evening Walk 15 In cherished sadness.

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. I. 12 He may thereby
risk the continuance of cherished friendships.

Cherisher ^tje-rijai). [f. Cherish v. + -eb

One who or that which cherishes.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy n. xvii, Apollo. .Cherisher of
fruite, herbe, fioure, and come. 1601 Shaks. All's Weill.
iii. 50 He that comforts my wife, is the cherisher of my
flesh and blood. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. (1703) II. vn.

270 He was a great Cherisher of Wit, and Fancy, and good
Parts, in any Man. 1871 Smii.es Charae. xi. (1876J 299
Woman is the natural cherisher of infancy.

Cherishing (tfe'rijin),^/. sb. Also 4 cheriss-,

5 chers-, chersch-. [f. Cherish v. + -ing !.]

The action of the vb. Cherish in various senses.

^1300 Cursor M. 12174 Pan yode maria and iosep, Wit
chensing to iesu spek. c 1440 Prosnp. Parv. 85 Cokerynge
or grete cherschynge. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 119.

c 1450 Lonelich Grail xlii. 296 So mochel he hadde hem
in chersyng. 1540 Morysine Vives' hitrod. Wysd.Cvb,
The more cherisshynge that the carcase hath, the lesse

is the soule loked upon. 1617 Markham Caval. 1. 76
So shall he. .increase his cherishings. 1648 Herrick Hes-
Pert , Treason, He acts the crime that gives it cherishing.

1667 Milton P. L. vm. 568 An outside : fair, no doubt, and
1 worthy well Thy cherishing. 1824 J. Wilson Life i. (1878)

19 The cherishing of my lusts.

Cherishing (tje-rijirj), ///. a. [f. Cherish v,

+ -ing -.] That cherishes
;
nourishing, fostering,

cheering. + Cherishing-cup, a refreshing and
comforting draught.
1689 Movle Sea Chyrurg. n. v. 42 Let [it] be applyed

warm and cherishing all about the Joynt and Part. 1712
Francham Spect. No. 520 § 4 When I saw those cherishing

Eyes begin to be ghastly. 1733 Fielding Quixote in Engl.
Wks. 1784 III. 100 Come, father-in-law of mine that is to

be, what say you to a cherishing cup? i860 Gen. P.

Thompson Audi Alt. III. ci. 1 Cocoa is cherishing. 1876

Geo. Eliot Dan. Dcr. IV. 364 The cherishing benignancy.

Cherishingly (tfe-rijirjli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY In a cherishing manner

;
tenderly.

1611 Cotgr., Mignoiement, tenderly, gently, cherishingly.

1817 Keats Sleep $ Poetry, See . . nymphs are wiping
Cherishingly Diana's timorous limbs.

t Che'rishly, adv. Obs. rare. Also 6 chirsly.

[Cf. Chemshnjess.J Dearly, lovingly.

c 1475 Partenay 23 [He] full moche loued hir, chirsly can
hir hold. Ibid. 122 Als of hys men holden ful cherishlye.

Cherishment (tje-rifment). Also 6 cherys-

shemente. [f. Chehish v. + -ment.]

f 1. pi. Ways of cherishing, indulgences. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (1531) 28 As in clothynge, meates,

drynkes, vayne trifyls or other cherysshements, to the

whiche we be full prone & redy to fall.

2. The process or fact of cherishing ; the bestowal

of affectionate care or fostering tenderness.

1361 T. N[orton] Calvin's Instil. 11. 131. 1591 Spenser
Tears Muses 573 With rich bountie and deare cherishment.

i6zz Mabbe tr. Alemans Guzman D'Alf. 11. 345 The
cherishmen ts and blandishments that God bestowes upon
them. 1804 H. J. Colebrooke Husbandry Bengal (1806)

130 The relation of master and slave appears to impose tlie

duty of protection and cherishment on the master. 1823 T.

Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 370 The cherishment of the

people was our principle.

-f b. concr. Nourishment, sustenance. Obs.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 73 They that spoyled my
house, and left me no kind of cherishment for me and my
son. 1689 G. Harvey Curing Dis. by Expect, vii. 57
Defect of cherishment.

t Che*rishneSS. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as if adj.

cherish + -ness : cf. Charishness.] Fondness, love.

c 1420 Chron. VUod. 286 And for his loue had hem in gret

cherysshenys.

Cherke, var. of Chirk v.

Cherke-cole, obs. form of Charcoal.
Cherl(e, cherld, cherll(e, obs. ff. Churl.
Cherlemaynes-wayne : see Charles's Wain.
Cherli, -lich(e, -ly, var. of Cherely, Obs.

Cherloc(k, obs. form of Charlock.
Cherma'dic, a. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. x €P^l0V

>

a large stone or boulder used for a missile.]

1842 De Quincey Wks. XIII. 306 This fact of the cher-

madic weight attached to the good war-stone explains, etc.

Chermar, obs. f. Charmer.

I Chermat, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [OF. chere male

downcast cheer or visage.] Downcast, chap-fallen.

C 1475 Partenay 5S82 Thys bestly bere was passyng old

and strong : Natheles tho was heuily chermat.

Cherme, obs. f. Charm, Chirm.

Ch.erm.es, obs. f. Kermes.
Chern, Cherne: see Chirm, Churn.

II Cherni'tes. [Gr. xcoWtt/s.] An ivory-like

marble.
1731 Bailey vol. II, Chcrnites, a stone like ivory used by

the ancients to preserve dead bodies in. 1861 C. King A nt.

Gems (1866) 8 The ' Chernites ' is described as a stone only

differing from ivory in its superior hardness and density

:

1 the sarcophagus of Darius the Great was made of it.

tChe'rogril, chce'rogryl. Also 4 ciro-

grille. [ad. L. chcerogryllus (Vulg.), ad. Gr.

XotpoypvWtos, f. x°*Poy young pig + 7puAXos pig.]

The Coney of the Eng. Bible of 161 1 ; a small gre-

garious quadruped (Hyrax Syriacus) of Palestine.

1388 Wyclif Lev. xi. 5 A cirogrille which chewith code.

& departeth not the clee, is vnclene. 1609 — (Douay) ibid.

Cherogril which cheweth the cudde, and divideth not the

hoofe, is uncleane.

Cherokine (t|e*r^k/n). Min. [see quot.] A
whitish variety of pyromorphite.
1868 Dana Mm, (1880) 536 Cherokine. .occurs in slightly

acuminated prisms, and also botryoidal and massive, .from
the Canton mine, Cherokee Co., Georgia.

Cheroot (JVr/7% tj-). Forms : 8 cherute, chi-

root, sharute, 8-9 sharoot, 8- cheroot, [ad. F.

cheroule, representing the Tamil name shuruttu
roll (sc. of tobacco). An Eng. phonetic form
sharoot was frequent c 1800.]

A cigar made in Southern India or Manilla.

This sort being truncated at both ends, the name
was extended to all cigars with the two extremities

cut off square, as distinguished from the ordinary

cigar, which has one end pointed.

1669-79 T. B. Asia fob 46 {MS. in possession ofCol. S. L.
Hcnuard, Dorset) The Poore Sort of Inhabitants viz1 y
Gentues, Mallabars, etc., Smoke theire tobacco after a very
meane, but I judge Original manner, Onely y leafed rowled
up, and light one end, holdinge y° other between their lips .

.

this is called a bunko, and by y Portugal's a Cheroota.

1759 in Long Rcc. Bengal (1870) 194 (Y.) 60 lbs. of Masuli-
patam cheroots. 1781 India Gaz. 24 Feb. (Y.) Chewing
Beetle and smoking Cherutes. 1800 Month. Mag. VIII.

727 One hand moves to and fro the warm sharute. 1807
Ann. Rev. V. 267 He who wants to purchase a segar in the
East, must ask for a sharoot. 1839 Marryat Pliant. Ship
xxxii, Their Manilla cheroots. a 1847 Mrs. Sherwood
Lady of Manor V. xxxi. 248 Monsieur withdrew to smoke
his cherout. 1859 Fairholt Tobacco (1876) 219 Cheroots
are peculiar in their manufacture, not made by hand but

wound on a wire, both ends being cut tlat.

Cherp, obs. f. of Chirp.
Cherre, obs. f. Cherry sb., Chare sb. 1

, f. 1
.

Che'rried, ppl. a. [f. Cherry vJ+-ed\]
Coloured red like a cherry, cherry-coloured.

1760 Goldsm. Cit. World xlvi, The cherried lip, the polished

forehead, and speaking blush.

Cherrish, obs. form of Cherish.

Cherry (tjeri), sb. Forms: a. 1 cyrs, ciris ;

0. 4 chiri(e, 4-7 chery(e, 5 cheri, chere, cher-

ree, chiry, 6 chirrie, (cheryse), 6-7 cherie,

cherrie, 6- cherry. [The OE. name ciris, cyrs

(known only in comb.) was cogn, with OHG.
chirsa, chcrsa (MHG. kirse, kerse, mod.G. kirsche),

OLG. *kirsa (MDu. kerse, Du. hers, Fl. keerse),

all rcpr. earlier (V VYGer.) *kirissa :—*kcresjd,

adoption of a pop. L. *ceresia, *ceresca, which was

also the progenitor of the Romanic forms It.

ciricgia, Sp. cereza, Pg. ccreja, Pr. cereisa, cereira,

F. cerise (cf. med.L. ciresum). The ME. chery,

chii-i is not known till 14th c. ; it was probably

derived from ONF. cherise (still used in Northern

France^ inferred to have given an early ME.
cherise, cheris, which was subseq. mistaken for a

plural in -s, and a singular cheri educed from it

:

d. pea, chay, i-iches. It is hardly possible that the

OE. ciris itself gave the ME. word.
Classical L. had ccrasus cherry-tree, cerasum cherry, cor-

resp. to Gr. Kepaaos (also «cpaue'a, (tepacrta) cherry-tree,

jcepaa-ioi/ cherry
;
according to the Roman writers, so called

because brought by Lucullus from Cerasus in Pontus

(though some refer the Gr. to Ke'pa?, horn). L. *Ceresea, to

which the Romanic and Teutonic names alike go back, was
prob. an adj. form : its phonology is not evidenced ;

perh.

there was a popular *ceresus for cerasus, whence *ceresens

for ceraseus. The sequence of forms in WGer. was app.

keresja, kerisja, kirisja, kirissa, whence OE. cirisse, ciris,

cirs. All the Celtic names are either from Romanic, as

Breton acres (Rostrennen) kerez (Le Gonidee), Welsh
ceirioes, ceiroes (Davies) ceirws (Pughe) ; or from O. or

ME., as Irish sin's (=shirish) (O'RelWy), Gaelic siris, sirist,

Manx shillish. The fact that there is no native name in

Celtic or Teutonic confirms the opinion of botanists that the

tree is not indigenous to Britain or Western Europe.}

I. 1. A well-known stone-fruit ; the pulpy drupe

of certain species (or a sub-genus) of Primus

(N. O. Rosacea), When used without qualification

it usually means the fruit of the cultivated tree

(Prunus Cerasus or Cerasus vulgaris) ; of this, two

forms are now also found wild in Britain ; the

more distinct of these, the common Wild Cherry or

Gean, is sometimes considered a separate species

{P. Avium).
[c 1000 Ags. Vocab. in Wr.-W. 269/1S Cerasius, cirisbeam.

1236 Pipe Roll 20 Hen. Ill, Suffolk, Honour of Clare,
,
Et

de Ixvi. s. et de v.'d. de pomis et cicera et cerasis venditis

per eadem maneria.] c 1350 Cheriston : see Cherrv-stone.

1362 Langu P. PL A. vii. 281 Chibolles & cheruelys and ripe

chines monye. a 1400 Pistel of Susan 93 J?e chine and

be chestein, bat chosen is of hewe. c\&$ I oc. in Wr.-

Wiilcker 647 Hoc ciresum, chery. c 1425 Dispnt. Mary
$ Cross in Leg. Rood (1871) 217 Dropes rede as ripe

cherrees . . fro his flesshe gan laue. c 1425 Cookery Bk.

(Harl. MS. 279) exxiv, Take Chyryis & pike out be stonys.

(-1440 Bone Flor. 1763 Wyne redd as Cherye. C1460

Tawneley Myst. 118 A bobofcherys. 1527 Andrew Bruns-

wyke's Distyll. Waters R j, The cheryses that I wryte of be

the comen great cheryses. 1579 Langham Gard. Health

(1633) 136 The blacke sowre Cheries do strengthen the

stomacke. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 41 They tooke

a medicine of Cherries. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. ui. ii. 209

We grew together, Like to a double cherry. 1657 Austen
Fruit Trees 1. 56 The black hart Cherry is a very speciall

fruit. 1741 Compl. Pam. Piece 1. v. 273 The only Cherries

for Wine are Great Bearers, Murrey Cherries, Morello's,

Black Flanders, or the John Treduskin Cherries. 1858

41 - 2



CHERRY. 324 CHERSONESE.
I.ONGP. M. Standis/i ix. 48 No man can gather cherries in

Kent at the season of Christmas !

b. In proverbial expressions.
cx^yaChez'. Assigne 329, 1 charde not \ry croyse . . |>* valwe

of a cherye. 1587 Gascoigne Wks. 85 That old love now
was scarcely worth a cherry. 1708 Moiteux Rabelais \.

xxviii, By Jingo, I believe he wou'd make three bits [1737
bites] of a cherry. 1869 in Ha/litt Eng. Proz: 39 A woman
and a cherry are painted for their own harm. Prov. It is

no use making two bites of a cherry.

2. Short for Cherry-tree.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 593 Those that bear Flowers and no

Fruit, are few, as the Double Cherry. 1861 Delameh Kit-
chen Garden 147 The Cherry. .A tree of handsome stature.

.

which furnishes a useful wood. 187a H. Macmillan True
Vine i. 16 To the Roman invaders we are indebted for the
cherry, which Lucullus brought to Rome from Pontus.

b. for cherry-wood see 10 .

1793 South ey Nondescripts i, This Windsor-chair ! (Of
pohsh'd cherry, elbow'd, saddle-seated 1

. 1888 Amer. Hu-
morist 5 May 8/2 The reading room is. .finished in polished
cherry.

3. With qualifying words, applied a. to many
species i^and varieties of the genus Pruuus (and
subgenus Cerastes), of which about 40 arc named by
Miller, 1884: among these are Bird C, Choke C,
Ground C, etc., q. v. ; Black C, a formerly preva-
lent name of the Wild Cherry (P. Avium ; Cana-
dian, Dwarf, or Sand C. (P. pumila; ; American
Bird C. or Wild Bed C. (/'. penusylvani,a :

American Wild Black C. /'. scrotina ; Ever-
green C. (/'. caroliniana).

1530 Palsgr. 198/2 Blacke chery, tnerise. 1641 French
Distill, it. (1651) 52 Take of Black-cherries, .a gallon. 168a
Milton /list. Mosc. i. (1851J 48: Black-cherry or divers
other Berries.

b. Extended to many trees resembling the

cherry-tree in fruit, quality of wood, etc. Sec
Barbadoes C, Birch C, Brush C, Clammy C,
Cornelian C, Cowhaoi C, Winter C, Wooden
C, etc. Australian C. ' Kxocarpus cupressi-

formis ; Beech C. = Brush Cherry; Black C,
a local name of Deadly Nightshade ; Broad-
leaved C, of W. Indies {Cordia mairophylla)

;

Cayenne C. {Eugenia Miehelii) ; Hottentot C.
' Cassine Maurocenia ; Jamaica C. Fieus pedun-
culate ; Jerusalem C. (Solanimi pseudo-capsi-

cum) ; B. S. Wales C. (JVcli/ris ingens).

4. ' A cordial composed of cherry-juice and
spirit, sweetened and diluted' (Webster). Cf.

Cherry-brandy.
6. yf;'. a. Applied to the lips, etc.

1580 Sidney Arcatiia 2 Shee spake to vs all, opening the
cherrie of her lips, a 1649 Dri mm. ok Hawth. Poems wks.
11711) 3 Pale look the roses, The rubies pale, when mouth's
sweet cherry closes.

b. Applied to a person.
1500-20 (!) Dunbar In secreit Place 52 Wylcum ! my golk

of maireland, My chirrie and my maikles munjoun.
6. The cherry-like berry of the coffee shrub.
'So called on plantations.)

7. Meek. A spherical bur or reaming-tool.
1874 Knight Diet. Mec/i., Cherry, a spherical bur used

especially in reaming out the cavities of bullet-molds,

II. Attrib. ana Comb.
8. simple attrib. or as adj. Cherry-coloured, red.

1447 Bokf.nham Seyntys 14 Hyr chyry chekys . . Hyr
lyppyi rosy. 1570 Turberv. To his Ladie i, Thy chirrie

hppe doth bleede. 1661 Hickkringiu. Jamaica 88 Is there

no Paradise in Cherry-check, x'jz'j Swiet Tom Clinch, A
new cherry ribbon, ins Lond. Gas. No. 6068^ Lined with
Cherry Silk. 186a B. Taylor Poet's jrnl. (1866) 54, I

thought the sun was dead, But yonder burn his beacons
cherry.

9. General comb. : a. attrib., as cherry'-bloom
t

-blossom, -dye, -feast, -fruit, -garden, -gum, -kernel,

-orchard, -pie, -tart, -time, -stick, -stock, -yard ;

b. similative, as cherry-cheek, -colour
; -crimson,

-rose adjs. ; C. parasynthetic, as cherry-cheeked,
•coloured, lipped adjs. Also cherry-like adj.

1858 Longf. Birds of Passage, Day 0/ Sunsh, vi. The
snow-flakes of the 'cherry-blooms. 1701

1

1 rances Sheridan
Sidney Bidutph II. 262 Dolly, who is a pretty little •cherry-
cheek, and her father's great favourite. 1586 W, Webb Eng.
Poetrie (Arb.) 78 Thou fine "chery cheekt child. 18*4 Miss
Mitford I'iltage Ser. in. (18631 Ia7 A cherry-cheeked, blue- I

eyed country lass, 17*0 Lond. Gaz. No. 5842/2 "Cherry-
Colour Sattin. 1695 Ibid. No. 31 12/4 "Cherry coloured Sattin. :

187* Kllacombe Bells ofCh. vii. 172 Rich cherry-coloured
amber, a 1790 VVakton Mailt. Garl. (R.i Lips of "Cherry-
dye. 1393 Gower Conf. III. 31 And that [i.e. hope] en-
dureth "but a throwe, Right as it were a *chery feste.

171a Lond. Gaz. No. 6030/3 A "Cherry-Garden near New-
ington Green. 1633 Gerarde's Herbal 11. lxxxii. 391 [It]

maketh young wenches to look faireand '"cherrie like. 1595
Baknfield Sonn. xvii, *Cherry-lipt Adonis. 1836-9 Dickens

]

Sk. Boz 11850) 149/2 Long *cherry stick pipes. 1377 Langl.
P. PI. B. v. 161 For she had childe in 'chiritvme. 1598
F.pulario F iij b, To make garlike sauce in. .Cherry time.

1636 Althorp MS. in Stmpkinson Washingtons Introd. 76
Weedeing & settinge strawberryes in the "cherry yarde.

10. Special comb. : cherry-apple, the Siberian

Crab-apple {Pyrus baecata)
; f cherry-bag, a kind

of purse for holding gold
;
cherry-bay = cherry-

laurel
; cherry-bird, the American Wax-Wing

or Cedar-bird (Ampelis Carolinensis)
; oherry-

blosaom, the blossom of the cherry ; also its
|

colour
; cherry-bob. two cherries with stalks

united used by children for earrings and in

games ; cherry-breeches, a nickname of the
1 ith Hussars, from their crimson trousers

;
cherry-

chopper, cherry snipe, cherry- sucker, popular
names of the Spotted Fly-catcher

;
cherry-clack,

cherry-clapper, a rattle driven by the wind for

scaring birds from cherry-trees
;
cherry-coal, a soft

coal with a shiny resinous lustre, which ignites

readily and bums without caking
; f cherry-cob

^Cherry-htone
; cherry-crab = cherry-apple ;

t cherry-cracker, the Hawfinch or Grosbeak
;

cherry-finch = cherry-cracker
; cherry-laurel,

the common Laurel ( Cerasus Laurocerasus) ; 1

cherry-pepper, a species of Capsicum (C. cera-

siformc) ; cherry-pie, popular name of the Great
Hairy Willow-herb (Epilobium hirstttum) and
of the garden Heliotropium peruvianum ; cherry-

\

ripe, a., ripe like a cherry ; also a mode of
1

crying *ripe cherries'; cherry-rum, rum in

which cherries have been steeped
;
cherry-stoner,

an instalment for forcing cherry-stones from the
pulp

; cherry-water, a kind of drink made from
cherries

;
cherry-wine, wine made from cherries,

I esp. Maraschino, made from the Marascho
Cherry; cherry-wood, the wood of the cherry-

tree; also a popular name for the Wild Guelder-
rose {Viburnum Opulus). See also Cherry-
bounce, Cherry-tree, etc.

1858 R. HoggJ 'eg. Kingd. 308 The small 'Cherry Apple
or Scarlet Siberian Crab . . used for making quasar punch.
1539 Will of Mary Hancoke (Somerset Ho.) A "cherry
bagg of golde. 16.. Tom Thumb* 67 in Hazl. E. P. P. II.

179 Nimbly he Would diue into the Cherry-baggs. 1633
' Gerarde's Herbal App. 1602 *Cherry bay (so called from

\

having leaves like the laurel and fruit like the cherry 1

. 1664
Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 205 Oleasters, Cherry-bay. 1869

J. Burroughs in Galaxy Mag. Aug., The "cherry-bird.
1884 K. P. Roe in Harpers Mag. Mar. 616 The Carolina
wax-wing, alias cedar or cherry bird. 1868 Daily Neivs 18
July, A fine white and 'cherry blossom in the cow class.

1871 Forbes E.xper. War Fr/ty Gcr.W. 149 (HoppeiWhen
hfl [I-ord Cardigan] commanded the **cherry breeches'. I

1888 Cornh. Mag. Apr. 380 Bee bird and "Cherry chopper
are expressive enough, though the inference implied by the

1

latter is absolutely false. 1824 T. Forster Perenn. Col. in
1

Hone Every-day Bk. II. 877 The noisy cherry clack ..

drives its . . windsails round. 1763 G. Colman Terrae-

filius I, My words, however big and sonorous, are as inno-
|

cent as the noise of a 'cherry-clapper. 1835 T. Hook G. '

Gnmey (1850) I. v. 92 So long as his breath lasted, his tongue
would wag as a cherry clapper does while the wind blows.

,

1853 Pharmaceut. Jml. XI II. 122 Bituminous coal is ,

divided into 'cherry coals, splint coals, caking coals. 1877
A. Green Pliys. Geol. ii. $ 6. 80 A very beautiful variety 1

[of coal) known as Cherry Coal in Scotland and Branch
J

Coal in Yorkshire. 1682 H. More Lett. <» Several Sub).
(1694) Stickling to get the most Counters and "Cherry-cobs.

I

1577 Holinshf.d Chron. ( 15861 1. 223 Bulfinshes, goldnnshes,
wash-tailes, *chericrackers, yellow hamers, felfares. 1865
Intell. Obsetv. No. 42. 424 A species of 'cherry-finch. 1664
Kvelvn Kal. Hort. 227 | Plants] not perishing but in exces-
sive colds .. laurels, "Cherry laurel. 1866 Treas. Bot.

I

251/2 The Cherry-laurel or Common laurel . . was introduced
from the Levant in the 16th century. . Cherry-laurel water
is a watery solution of the volatile oil of this plant ; it con-
tains prussic acid. 1886 Pall Mall G. 28 Sept. 7/1 Baron
Kremer . . mentioned that the wild chestnut, the cherry
laurel, and the tulip had been introduced into Vienna by
Imperial Ambassadors from Constantinople, and from
Vienna had made their way to all the rest of Kurope. 183s
Veg. Subst. Food 314 "Cherry Pepper, .native of ..West
Indies, .shape of the pod> . .somewhat the form of a cherry.
1854 S. Thomson Wild it. ill. fi86i> 225 Some village

child will show you it [the great hairy willow-herb] under
the name of ''cherry-pie'. i88j Garden 16 Dec 541/j I

Some splendid trusses of Heliotrope White I,ady, the finest
,

variety of all the Cherry Pies, t 1450 Women 22 in Wright's
Chaste Wife 24 Some be browne, and some be whit . . And 1

some of theym be "chiry ripe. 1606 R. Alison Retreation
(Hoppc) There cherries grow that none may buy Till

j

cherry ripe themselves do cry. 1648 Herrick Hesper.,
Cherrie-npe (1869) 17 Cherrie-ripe, ripe, ripe, I cry, Full

and faire ones ; come and buy. 1662 R. Mathwv Unl.
\

Alch. § 116. 192 Commonly sold for black 'cherry-water.
183a Marrvat Hi Forster, xliv, Negus and cherry-water
were added totea. a 1648 1)\gry Closet C>Peni 1669) 127 The
Countess of Newport's "Cherry Wine. 1879 Prior Ptant-n.,
'Cherry-wood, in Jacob's PI. raversh, the water-elder, from
its bright red fruit.

t Che'rry, v. x non<c-~.K'd. [f. prec] trans. To
impart a cherry-like colour to ; to redden.

( 1611 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. Decay no Her cheek
shee cherries, and her ey shee cheers.

+ Che'rry, v.- Obs. rare - K [f. F. cho ir (pa.

pple. che'ri) to cherish.] trans. To cheer, delight.
1596 Spenser /*'. Q. vi. x. 22 Mylde Kuphrosyne; Next

faire Aglaia, last Thalia merry ; Sweete Goddesses all three,
which me in mirth do cherry !

Che:rry-bou*Ilce. Also 7 -bouncer.
1. Colloq. for Cherry-brandy.
[Said by ]>atham to be a term coined in order to sell the

spirit without paying duty ; but he gives no authority.]

1693 W. Robf.rtson Phraseol. Gen. 369 Any mingled
drink; as punch, cherrybouncer, etc. 1798 Anti-Jacobin
Fex'.. Ewers 11. ii, This cherry-bounce, this loved noyau,
My drink for ever be. 1808 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) q68

A glass of cherry-bounce, or raspberry-brandy. 1844 w.
H. Maxwell Sports $ Adv. Scott, xiv. (1855* 128 A glass of
cherry-bounce was insisted upon.

2. Hrandy and sugar.

1740 Poor Robin <Nj Brandy .. if you chuse to drink it

raw, Mix sugar which it down will draw; When men to-

gether these do flounce, They call the liquor cherry-bounce.

Che:rry-bra*ndy. A liqueur of a dark red

colour, made of brandy in which Morello or other

cherries have been steeped for one or two months,
sweetened with sugar.

17*8 Vanbr. & Cib. Prov. Husb. 1. i. 31 Bottles of Cherry-
Brandy. 1833 Marrvat /'. Simple ix. To a pastry-cook's
opposite, to eat cakes and tarts and drink cherry-brandy.

Ch.e*rry-fair. A fair held in cherry-orchards

for the sale of the fruit, * still kept up in Worcester-
shire *

v
Halliw.) ; often the scene of boisterous

gaiety and licence. Formerly a frequent symbol
of the shortness of life and the fleeting nature of

its pleasures : cf. cherry-feast (Cherry sb. 9).

1393 Goweh Conf. Prol. I. 19 For al is but a chery- feire

This worldes good, a 14x0 ( >ccleve De Reg. Princ. clxxxv.
(i860) 47 Thy lyfe, my sone, is but a chery feire. 15*0
Whitttnton Vulg. (1527) 23 So hasty fruytes be a pleasure
. . for the tyme, but tneyr time is but a chery feyre. 1559
Mirr. Mag., Edit: / V, ii, As a chery fayre ful of woe.

t Chcrrylet. Obs. [f. Cherry sb. + -let.]

A little cherry ; used fig. of a woman's lips, etc.

1611 Sylvester Ode to Astrxa. Those twins thy straw

-

berrie teates, Curled-purled cherrielets. a 1674 Herrick
Descrip. Worn. 20 (18691 App. 434 Two smelling, swelling,
bashful cherelettes.

Cherry-merry, a. colloq. or slang, [perh. f.

cheery + merry
; possibly only a jingling combina-

tion.] Merry : esp. from conviviality.

[160s Miudleton Blurt 1. i, Tricks, tricks, kerry merry
buff*!] 1775 Cont. Sterne's Sent. Journ. 219 'ihat every
convivial assistant should go home cherry-merry.

V Cherry-merry, a present of money. Cherry-merry-
bamboo, a beating.

—

Anglo-Indian.' Slang Diet.]

Che rry-pit.
1. A children's game which consists in throwing

cherry-stones into a small pit or hole ; originally

the hole itself.

i5»a World % Child m Hazl. Dodsl. I. 246, I can play at

the cherry-piL 1601 Shaks. 7VtW. A*. BL iv. 129 Tis not for

grauity to play at cherrie-pit with sathan. 163a Randolph
jealous Lovers 11. iii, Vour cheeks were sunk So low and
hollow, they might serve the boys For cherripits. 1658
Ford Witch of Edmonton in. i, I have lov'd a witch ever
since I played at cherrypit.

2. U. S. dial. A cherry-stone.

Che :rry-re'd, Having the colour of ripe

red cherries
;
esp. applied to the colour of iron,

coal, etc., at a low red heat. Also subst.

1594 J. Dickenson Arisbas 1 1878)59 Cheekes cherrie redde.

1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4250 B His Hair Cherry-red. t8oa

Bournon tn Phil. Trans. XCII. 249 Red hot iron . . heated
to the degree known by the term cherry red. 1816 J. Smith
Panorama Sc. * Art I. 7 The low red heat called cherry
red. 188* Garden 30 Sept. 296/3 Good and well tried roses

. .most beautiful of the cherry reds.

Che'rryry. nonce-wd. A garden or collection

of cherry-trees. Cf. pinery, vinery, etc.

i8it L. Hawkins Ctess *f Gertr. 47 The product of his

graperies, pineries, peacheries, cherryries.

Cherry-stone. >sce Cherry sb. and Stone,

1. The stone or hard endocarp of the cherry.

( 1350 MedicalMS. in Arthatol. XXX. 354 I.ate hym take

y* cheriston mete And with holy watir it drynke & ete.

« 1440 Promp. Pan'. 72 Cheristone, petrilta. 1584 R. Scoi
Disc. Witchcr. xm. xxviii. 335 Take a nut, or a cheristone

& burne a hole through the side of the toD of the shell.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 111. vl 276 Caesar's Image
drawn upon a Cherry-stone is a piece of great curiosity.

1784 Johnson in Bos-.vell 13 June, Milton, .could cut a Colos-

sus from a rock ; but. .not carve heads upon cherry-stones,

b. As the type of a thing of trifling value.

1 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. ft, iii. 74 Some diuels aske but the

parings of ones naile . . a pin, a nut, a cherrie-stone.] 1607

Dkkkfr Wk. Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 276 Not a cherry stone

of theirs was sunke. 1739 Sterne Jr. Shandy I. xix, He
would not give a cherry-stone to choose amongst them.

2. A game played with these stones.

1519 Horman Vulg xxxii. 282 Playenge at cheriston is

good for children. .1520 Skelion Sp. Parrot 331 To
bryng all the see into a cheryston pit . . To rule ix realmes by
one manncs wytte. I1537 Thersytes in 4 Old Plays < 1848) 82

The counters wherwith cnerubyn did cheristones count.]

Che*rry-tree. For forms see Chkhhy sb. and

Tkkk. The tree which bears cherries.

\c 1000 i'F.LFRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilckcr, Cerasus, cyrstreow.l

i 1400 Maundkv. iv. 22 As it were of Plombtrees or of

Cherietrees. t 1440 Promp. Part: 72 Cherytre, cerasus.

160 1 Holland Pliny I. 448 Before the time that L. Lucullus

defeated K. Mithridates, there were no cherrie-trees in

Italy. 1883 Lloyd Ebb $ Floiv II. 240 A lovely wild cherry-

tree in blossom.

Cherse, obs. form of Cherish.
Cherset - cherchscet, Churchscot, q. v.

( 1300 Battle Abbey Custumats (18871 60 Darc "J Salinas

et j gallum ad cherset.

Chersonese (kau^ii^s). Also7cheraone8s(e,

8-9 in Lat. form chersonesus. [ad. L. chersone-

sus, a. Gr. \fpa6vqaos peninsula, f. x*PC0S

land + vrjaos island ; spec, the Thracian peninsula

west of the Hellespont.]

A peninsula. ^Now mostly poetic or rhetorical.)

1601 Holland Pliny II. 405 Within the Chersonese of

the Rhodians. x6n Drayton Poly-olb. i, Hayle's vaster

mouth doth make A chersonese thereof. 1635 R. N.
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tr. Camden 's Nisi. Eiiz. II. 176 A Bylaud or Chenonoae*
1667 Milton P. L, xi. 392 Thence To Agra and Lahor of

great Mogul, Down to the golden Chersonese. 1769 Dt
Foes Tour Gt. Brit. led. 7) C 408 This little Chersonese,

called The Land's End, 1850 W, Irving Mahomet I. ij

That great chersonese or peninsula .. known by the name
of Arabia.

Chert (tj«t). Also 7-8 chirt. [App. a local

term, which has been taken into geological use.

Origin not ascertained. Prof. Skeat compares

Kentish place-names like Brasted Chart \ but this

chart is explained by Parish and Shaw as 'a

rough common overrun with gorse, broom, bracken,

etc.', whence charty rough uncultivated (land).]

A variety of quartz, resembling flint, but more
brittle, occurring in strata ; also called hornstonc.

Also applied to various impure siliceous or calcareo-

siliceous rocks, including the jaspers.

1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 124 A sort of black Chalk
found between the beds of Chirts, and the beds of gray
Marble. 1729 Martvn in Phil. Traits. XXXVI. 30 Chert,

this is a kind of Flint . . called so, when it is found in thin

Strata. 1734 Phil. Trans, (abridged) VI. 11. 192 The Strata

of Chert are often four Yards thick. 1747 Hooson Miner's
Diet. E iv b, Attended with small Chirts, Cauks, etc. ac-

cording to the Nature of the Vein. 1813 Bakewell Introd.

Geol. (1815) 211 Seams of siliceous earth, called chert, which
nearly resembles flint. 1853 LvBLL Princ. Geol., Gloss.

C/tert, A gradual passage from chert to limestone is not

uncommon. 1868 Dana Min. (1880) 195.

2. attrib. and in comb.
1863 Reader 14 Feb., Flint and chert implements were

found in much lower positions. 1865 Daily Tel. 3 Nov. 5/4
The ' mill-room * in which huge chertstones are shoved round
by iron arms. 1888 Jrnl. Derbysh. Archxol. Soc. % The
skeleton lay upon a bed of chert-fragments.

tClie^rte, -tee. Obs. Forms: 3 5 cherte,

4-5 cheerte, chierte, -tee, 5 cheertee, chierete,

chyerete, cheretie, -te, charte, 6 eheritie, (7
arch, chiertee). [a. OK. chierte, later and AF.
cherte dearncss (in ONF. kcrtc, quertc, Pr. car/at)

:—L. caritat-em dearness, f. car-its dear. The
OF. inherited form of the word which was sub-

sequently taken anew into popular use in the form
charite Chauity. In Eng. the two were not always
kept distinct ; hence the forms cherete, eheritie.']

1. Dearness, tenderness, fondness, affection
; esp.

in phr. to have (01* hold) in chertee.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 408 Cherite, bet is cherte of leoue binge.

i 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 396 He Wende bat I hadde of
hym so greet chiertee [7'. r. chierte, cherte], (1430 Pilgr.

LyfManhode (18691 37 Charitee holt in cheertee that that

oothere holden in vihtee. 1483 Caxton Gold, Leg. 141/2

He was grete with hym and had in grete chyerete. 1613
W. Browne She/>h. Pipe Wks. (1772) 11 Sonnes three,

Which he bad in great chiertee and great prise.

2. Dearness in price ; dearth.

it 1420 Occleve Poems, A n Roy iv. 7 Gold hath us in swich
hate, That of his love and cheertee the scantnesse Wole arte

us three to trotte un to Newgate. 1481 Caxton Myrr. ill.

viii. 147 Ther is plente and good chepe in one yere, In an-
other yere it is had in grete chierte.

3. [Connected with ChBBB.] Cheerfulness.

-1449 PSOOCK Repr. I. xx. 121 Men and wommen my^te
lyue..in lasse iolite and cherte of herte. ibid, 11. xx. 274
The sunne passith in cleernes, cheerte, and coumfort the

moone. c 1505 Dunbar Samt Saluator i, It grevis me both
evin and morrow, Chasing fra me all eheritie.

Cherty (tJS'iti), a. [f. Chert + -y 1.1 Of the

nature of chert
;
having chert as a constituent.

177a Pennant Tours Scott. 11774^ 161 The rocks are hard
and cherty. 1842 H. Miller O. A*. Sandst. ix. led. 2)206 It

[the limestone] abounds in masses of a cherty, siliceous sub-
stance. 1850 Lvei.l 2nd Visit U. S. II. 17 Cherty sandstone.

Cherub (tje r^b). PI. cherubs, cherubim
(tjeT'/tfbim). Forms : a. 1 cembin, -im, 1-8

cherubin, 3-7 -ine, 4 -yn, (5 cherybin). £. 4-9
cherub, (6-7 cherube). 7. 4-5 cherubym, 6-8
-im. Plitr. 5. 3-7 cherubins, 4 -ynes, 4-6 -yns,

(6 -ines, -inis). c. 4-5 cherubyn, 5 -in. £. 6

cherubyms, 6 -ims. 77. 7- cherubim. 6. 6
cherubis, -es, 6- cherubs. [OE. and ME. che-

rubin, ME. and mod. cherub; derived (through

F., L., Gr.) from the Heb. of the OTest., where
TH3 k" nib, pi. D^nS Icrublm, are used as ex-

plained below. (It has no root or certain ety-

mology in Hebrew, and its derivation is disputed.)

Krom Heb. the word was adopted without trans-

lation by the LXX as x €P°v&j X €Pov^ lrl
-'IV

> **^0j
also in N.T., Heb. ix. 5, and by the Vulgate
as cherub, cherubin, cherubim (the latter in the

Clementine text). As the plural was popularly
much better known than the sing. (e. g. in the
Te Deum), the Romanic forms were all fashioned

on cherubin, viz. It. cherubino, pi. -i, Sp. qiterubiu,

•es
t
Pg. querubin, cherubin, V. cherubin, pi. -s.

The earliest Eng. instances are of cerubin, cheru-
bin, taken over from ecclesiastical Latin appar-
ently as a foreign word, and treated implicitly

as a singular, sometimes as a proper name, at

other times as a collective. P'rom the ME. period,
the popular forms were, as in French, cherubin
sing., cherubins plural. Cherubin survived in

popular use to the iSth c. ; but in the Bible trans-
|

lations, cherub was introduced from the Vulgate

by Wyclif, was kept up by the 16th c. translators, •

and gradually drove cherubin into the position of

an illiterate form. In the plural, cherubins is

found from the 13th c. ; and although in MSS. of

the earlier Wyclifite version, cherubyn is more
frequent (after the Vulgate), the later version has

always cherubins ; this was retained in ordinary

use till the 1 7th c. But in the 1 6th c, acquaintance

with the Heb. led Tiible translators to substitute

cherubims : this occurs only once in Coverdale,

but always in the Bishops' Bible and version of

161 1. From the beginning of the 17th c, cherubim

began to be preferred by scholars (e.g. Milton;

to cherubims, and has gradually taken its place
;

the Revised Version of 188 1-5 has adopted it. A
native plural cherubs arose early in the i6thc.

;

in Tindale, Coverdale and later versions (but not

in that of 1611) it occurs beside cherubins, -ims;

it is now the ordinary individual plural, the

Biblical cherubim being more or less collective. /

Briefly then, cherubin, cherubins are the original English
forms, as still in French. But, in the process of Biblical

translationt cherubin has been supplanted by cherub; and
cherubim has been • improved ' successively to cherubims,
cherubim ; while, concurrently, ckentb has been popularly
fitted with a new plural cherubs. >

The foreign form of the plural, coupled with the vagueness
of the meaning in many passages, led to curious grammatical
treatment even in MSS. of the LXX : here the Heb. sing,

and pi. are normally reproduced as \epoi;/3, xepov0i/i_(the

latter taken in Gen. in. 24 as a neuter plural, as it is in

Heb. ix. 5), yet in Ps. xviii. 10 and the duplicate passage

in 2 Sam. xxii, 1 1, and in 2 Chron. iii, 1 1, the Heb. sing. 2YO
lof the Masoretic text) is represented by \tpwftfn, treated

as a neuter singular <<frri tw xtpovftif*, tov -xepovpht- tou
eje'pov). In the former case the Vulgate follows the LXX
with eherubim. Since, in the Latin, there is, in many pas-

sages, nothing to show the number of eherubin, it is no
cause of surprise that readers often took it as singular, and
it is actually used as a sing, (masc or neuter) in many
mediaeval Latin hymns and litanies.]

The history of the sense, or notion attached to the word,
lies outside English, though English use reflects all its varie-

I

ties. In theOTest. the eherubim are ' living creatures' with
|

two or four wings, but the accounts of their form are not
j

consistent ; cf. the earlier notices with those of Ezekiel's

vision (Ezek. i, x). They first appear in Genesis iii. 24, as

guardians of the tree of life. Tins name was also given to

the two images overlaid with gold placed with wings ex-

panded over the mercy-seat in the Jewish tabernacle and
temple, over which the shekinah or symbol of the divine

presence was manifested. A frequent expression for the

DivilM Being was 'he that dwellelh or sitteth) between
(or on) the cherubim'. Psalm xviii. 10 ialso contained in

2 Sam. xxii. ix) says of Jehovah 1 He rode upon a cherub
(LXX. eherubim), and did fly'. It is in connexion with
this class of passages that the word first appears in Eng-
lish, and it is difficult to know exactly how the word was
construed or used. The inclusion of the cherubim among
angels appears to belong to Christian Mysticism. According
to the 4th c. work attributed to Dionysius the Areopagite,

the heavenly beings are divided into three hierarchies, each
containing three orders or choirs, viz. (according to the re-

ceived order) seraphim, cherubim, thrones ;
dominions, vir-

tues {Svvdfxfts\ powers; principalities, archangels, angels.

Cherubim were thus made the second of the nine orders,

having the special attribute of knowledge and contemplation
of divine things. Their angelic character is that which
chiefly prevails in later notions and in Christian art.

+ 1. In early use: {Cherubin, -yn, -ym). A re-

production of the Latin form, app. treated as sin-

gular or collective, without article, and variously

understood.

t a. In certain Biblical expressions describing

the seat or dwelling of the Deity. Obs.

^825 Vcsp. Ps. xvii[i] 10 Asta& ofer cerubim it fleh. —
lxxix. 2, and xcviii[i] 1 Du fte sites ofer Cerubin [L. in all 3
places Cherubin], c 1000 Ags. Ps. xvii[i]. 10 And he astah

eft ofer cherubin [ascendit super cherubin]. — xcviii[i], 1

Sitte5 ofer cherubin [sedet super elterubin). c 1200 Trin.

Coll. Horn, in And steh eft abuuen cherubin. ^1240
Ureisun 25 in Cott. Horn. 191 Heih is pi kinestol onuppe
cherubine. a 1300 K. E. Psalter xviii. 11 And he stegh
ouer cherubin and flegh lhar. a 1340 Hampole Psalter

\

xcviii[i]. 1 Crist is kynge bat sittys on cherubyn. 1382
Wyclif i Sam. iv. 4 The arke . . of the Lord of oostis,

I

sittynge vpon cherubym [1388 cherubyn]. — Ps. xvii[i].

11 He ste^ede vpon cherubyn, and flei? U388 -ym}. — Ps.

lxxix. [Ixxx.] 2 That sittest vpon cherubyn [1388 -ym].

r The form -in, -im, also stands in one passage in Cover-
dale, and Bps.' Bible; in neither of which it is (elsewhere)

the plural form : -

1535 Coverdale Isa. xxxvii. 16 Thou God of Israel which
dwellest vpon Cherubin. 1568 Bible (Bishops') ed. 1573
ibid., Which dwellest vpon Cherubim.

f b. Explained as * fullness of knowledge or 1 a

celestial virtue \
^1340 Hampole Psalter xvii[i]. 12 He steghe abouen

cherubyn, bat is he passis all manere of conynge, for cheru-

byn is als mykel as fulnes of conynge. 1398 Tbevisa Earth.
DeP.R. ii. ix. (1495) 36 Cherubyn is to vnderstonde plente

of cunnynge. 1650 French Chym. Diet., Cherubin is a
celestial! vertue, and influence . . proceeding from God, and
descending upon the earth, and upon all men. Of this divine

glory Paracelsus speaks largely.

fc. Taken as the proper name of an individual

angel
;
particularly of Uriel, Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 356 pis ilke is .. bitocned hi cherubines
sweorde biuoren be $eten of Parais. a 1300 Cursor M. 1245

Now ga To paradis . . Til cherubin bat es be yateward- Ibid.

-'-599 Pan sa l quak sant cherubin, and alsua sal do seraphin.

a 1300 Signs be/. Judgem. 152 in E. E. P. 11862) 11 pan sal

quake seraphin and cherubin.bat beb angles two. 1413
Lydg. Pitgr. Sowlc 1. ix. (1859! 7 Cherubyn, my dere broder,
to whome is commytted the naked swerde for to kepe the

entre of paradys. 1537 Thersytes in Four Old Plays (18481

82 The fyue stones of Dauyd . . the wing with which seint

Mychaell dyd fly to his mount, the counters wherwith
cherubyn, did cheristones count. [1876 Diet. Chr. Antio.
1. 89/2 From the name of Uriel being little known, the

fourth archangel is designated in some mediaeval monu-
ments as St. Cherubin.]

fd. Used collectively for a guard, company, or

order of angels. Obs.
e 1367 Eulog. Hist, (i860) II. iv. xi. 12 Cherubin quoque,

id est, Angelorum presidium. 1388 Wyclif Gen, iii. 24
Cherubyn, that is keping of aungels. 1533 Berthelet's ed. of

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 11. ix, The ij ordre hyght cheru-

byn, and is to vnderstonde, plente of counnynge. 1613 R. C.
Table Alph. (ed. 3) Cherubin, order of Angels.

% Perhaps formerly taken in sense c. or d. in

the Te Deum: see 2.

2. In extant use : A being of a celestial or

angelic order.

a. One of the 'living creatures' mentioned in

the Old Testament, and figured in the Jewish
Temple.

b. One of the second order of angels of the

Dionystan hierarchy, reputed to excel specially in

knowledge (as the seraphim in love) ; a con-

ventional representation of such an angelic being

in painting or sculpture.

As the Christian notion was dimply super-imposed as a

kind of gloss upon the Hebrew, the two are not usually

separable in med.I.. or Eng. Milton completely blends

them, as did e.g. Durandus in his Rationale Divinorum
Offieioruni 11286*. In early Christian art, cherubim were

app. coloured red, but according to some, blue, the sera-

phim being red. In modern art, a cherub is usually repre-

sented as a beautiful winged child, ur as consisting of a

child's head with wings but no body.

\a. Sing, cherubin. Obs. (Cf. 1 c.)

1382 Wyclif E.rod. xxv, 19 That o cherubyn I1388 cherub]
be 111 the o syde .. and that otbere in that othere. c 1386

CilAt'CKK Prol. 624 A somonour . . That hadde a fyr reed

cherubynnes [v. r. -ynys -ynes] face. 1317 Torkington
Pilgr. (1884) 70 A cherybyn of gold xii >pane long, c 1570

ThyMNE Pride # L<r>vt. cciv. 30 A Vintcner, His face was
redd as any Cherubyn. 1597 Shaks. Loz-ers Compl, 319
Which like a Cherubin above them hovcr'd. a 1626 Bacon
New Atl. (1658) 22 The Spirit of Chastity, .in the likcnesse

of a fair beautiful] Cherubine. 1654 J er. Taylor Real Pres.

1. i\, No more then we know how a Cherubin sings or thinks.

1700 Orvden Pal. fifArc. Dcd., God in either eye has placed

a cherubin. 1708-21 Kersey, A Cherub or Cherubin. So

1721 31 in Bailey. (1742-1800 Cherub or Cherubim (with

pi -i'us].]

6. Sing, cherub.
e 1382 Wycln- Ezek, xli. 18, & chct ubyns forged & patmes ;

& a palme bttwix cherub & cherub, & cherub hadde two
faces. 1535 Coverdale E.vod. xxv. 19 And thou shalt make
two Cherubyns . . y1 the one Cherub maye be vpon the one

ende. — 2 Sam. xxii. 1 1 He sat vpon Cherub and dyd flee.

1568 Bible (Bishops') ibt'd., He rode vpon Cerub. —E.vod.

xxxvii. 7 OneXherubon the one side, and another Cherub,

elc. 1602 Shaks. //am. iv. iii. 50, I see a Cherube that

see's him. 163a MtLTON Pens. 54 With thee bring ..The
Cherub Contemplation. - L. VII. 198 Cherub and Seraph,

Potentates and Thrones, And Yertues, winged Spirits. 1735
Pope Prol. Sat. 331 A cherub's face, a reptile all the rest,

c 1800 Diudin Poor Jack, There's a sweet little cherub that

sits up aloft To keep watch for the life of poor Jack. 1832

G: Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 431 Taking the dimen-

sions of a cherub, placed at some angle as a diminutive

ornament. 1875 Hamkrton Intel/. Life vm. L (1876) 281 A
cherub in the clouds of Heaven.

7. Sing, cherubim. Obs. (Still dial, and vulgar.)

1568 BiBLE(Bishops')ed. 1573 E.vod. xxv. lS-igThou shalt

make two Cherubims of gold, .the one Cherubim shalt thou

make on the one ende [e/stn'hcre cherub], 1673 Lady's Call.

n. iii. 88 The ardor of a cherubim. 1709 Swift & Addi-
son Tatter No. 32 F 2 Why should she wish to be a Cheru-

bim, when 'tis Klesh and Blood that makes her adorable ?

1848 Dickens Dontbey xxxi, As he looks up at the organ,

Miss Tox in the gallery shrinks behind the fat legs of a

cherubim on a monument.

f 5. Plural cherubins. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8282 pe gildenoyle, be propiciatori, Tua

cherubins \v.r. -ynes]. 1382Wyclif E.vod. xxv. i8Twogoldun
cherubyns. — Ezek x. 20 Foure cherubyns. 1490 Caxton
How to Die 22 The cherubyns and the syraphyns come to

thyne helpe. 1535 Covekdale Exod. xxv. 18 Two Cheru-

byns of beaten golde. 1549-62 Stkrnhold & H. Ps. xviii.

10 On Cherubs and on Cherubins full royally he rode. 1606

Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. ill. ii. 74 Feares make diuels of Cherubins.

1673 H. More Appendix ir The Cherubins in the Ark were

of this figure.

f f . Plural cherubin. Obs. or arch.

1382 Wyclif Exod. xxxvii. 7-8 Two cherubyn [1388 cheru-

bins] of gold, .two cherubyn in either hei?tis. c 1400 Maun-

dev viii. 86, 4 Lyouns of Gold, upon the whiche thei bare

Cherubyn of Gold, 12 Spannes long. [Cherubin m the le

Deum is now taken as an archaic plural : see below F.]

f.
Plural cherubims. (arch, or vulgar).

iS3S Coverdale Exod. xxvi 1 Cherubyms shalt thou make
theron of broderd worke [elst"ivhcre -ins, -yns, or cherubs,

-es|. 1568 Bible (Bishops') ed. 1573 Gen. iii. 24 He set

Cherubims and a flaming sword. -— Heb. ix. 5 And ouer

it the Cherubims of glory [so always}. 1611 Bible Exod.

xxv. 18 Thou shalt make two Cherubims of gold. 1649 Jer.

Taylor Life of Christ 1. iv, Inflam'd beyond the love of

Seraphims. .made more knowing then Cherubims. 1688 R.

Hohur. Armoury 11. 14/1 If there be but one in a Coat it i>
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called a Cherub, but if more then Cherubim*. 1714 Sped.

'

No. 600 F 7 Rabbin* tell us, that the cherubims are a Set of I

Angels who know most. 1763-71 H. Walpole Vertue's
Anted. Paint. 11786) IV. 207 Mural tablets with cherubims
and flaming urns. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. Let. 10 June,
[They] sing psalms and hymns like two cherubims.

17. Plural cherubim.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. L 28 The first place, .is giuen to

the Angels of loue, which are tearmed Seraphim, the second
to the Angels of light, which are tearmed Cherubim. 1667
Milton P. L. vi. 100 Majesty Divine, enclos'd With Flam-
ing Cherubim. Ibid. XI. 128 The Cohort bright Of watchful
Cherubim : four faces each Had, like a double Janus : all

their shape Spangl'd with eyes. 1756-7 tr. Keystet's Trav.
(1760) III. 52 The groupe of cherubim, seraphim, etc. in a
marble basso-relievo. 1821 Byron Cain 1. t. 418, I have
heard it said, The seraphs love most—cherubim know most.
1864 Pusey Lect. Daniel viii. 520 The Cherubim . . were ob-
jects of awe. 1885 Bible (Revised) Gen. iii. 24 He placed
at the east of the garden of Eden the Cherubim [so always],

9. Plural cherubs.

1516 Tindale Heb. ix. 5 The cherubis of glory [Wyclip
138a and 1388 cherubyns, Coverd. -ins, Cranmer -ims, lips'
Bible -ims, Geneva -ins, Rhem. -ins, 1611 -ims, 1881 -lm].

1535 Coverdale Gen. iii. 24 Before the garden of Eden he
set Cherubes. — 1 Kings vi. 23 He made also, .two Cheru-
bins . . One wynge of ether of the Cherubs had fyue cubytes.
1609 Bible (Douay) Ezek. x. t Ouer the head of the Cherubs
[so throughout tlte Chapter], a 1711 Ken Hytnnotheo
Wks. 1721 III. 201 CheruVjs encircling Heav'n with Swords
of Flame. 1718 Prior Solomon 1. ad fin., That fatal Tree.

.

Which flaming Swords and angry Cherubs guard. 1822
Byron Via. jfudg/n. xxxi, The cherubs and the saints bow'd
down before That archangelic hierarch.

H In the Tt Deum, in 15th c, cherulnn and sera-

phin, may have been a retention of the Latin
plural ; but they may also (as in some OFr. ver-

sions) have been taken as singular. They are now
taken as plural, and in edd. of the Prayer-bk. of
the American Episcopal Church, altered to ' cheru-
bim and seraphim '.

( 1400 Prymer MS. Maskell Mon. Kit. Eccl. Angl. (1882)
III. 1516 To thee cherubyn and seraphym : crien with un-
cecynge vols, c 142a Douce MS. 275 If. 6 b To thee cheru-
byn and seraphin : crien with outen stentinge. ,1420 Douce
MS. 246_lf. 16 b To the cherubyn and seraphyn cryeth with
voyce withouten cessynge. 1543 Prymer in Eng. 4 Eat.,
use ofSarum C. v. b To the crye forth all Angels. .To the
thus cryeth Cherubyn, and Seraphin contynually. 1546
Primer, Too the Cherubin and Seraphin continually do cry.

1549 *« Sternh. & Hofk. Ps. 11619) To thee Cherub and
Seraphin, to cry they doe not lin.

3. trans/. Applied to persons: fa. (in form
cherubim) to a divine of surpassing intellect. Obs.

1547 Hooper Dccl. 0/ Christ 4 his Office iv. No mans
authorise, Be he Augustine, Tertullian, or other Cherubim
or Cherabim [? Seraphim]. 1638 E. Knot in Chillingw.
Relif. I'rot. 1. iv. 59 S. Thomas (Aquinas] the Cherubim
among Divines.

t b. (in form cherubin) to a beautiful or beloved
woman (cf. angel"). Obs.
1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 63 Thou young and Roselip'd

Cherubin. 1610 — Temp. 1. ii. 152. 1634 Habington Cat-
team 1. viii. (Arb.) 21 Sing forth sweete Cherubin. 1703 Rowe
Fair Penit. v. i. 1756 Hadst thou been honest, thou hadst
been a Cherubin.

C. (in form cherub, pi. cherubs) to .a beautiful

and innocent child.

170s t Itway Orphan 11. ii. 446 My little Cherub what hast
thou to ask me? 1814 Scott IVav. ii, The round-faced rosy
cherub before him. 1855 Thackeray Xeiucomes 1. 18 Two
little cherubs appearecTin the Clapham Paradise. 1883
Miss Braddon Ishmael iv, The youngest . . a rosy-cheekea
cherub, with golden curls.

,

d. Cherubim : a provincial name of the Darn
Owl.
1864 Harry Jones Holiday Papers 321 You've been and

shot a cherubim. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Brit. Birds
126 [Ix>cality not given.)

e. Cherubims : a nickname of the nth Hussars,
' by a bad pun ' from their cherry-coloured trou-

sers. Brewer, Phr. it Fable.

1 4. In the chcrubins : unsulstantial, fanciful,
' in the clouds '. Obs. rare.
1542 Udall F.rasm. Apoph. 130 iD.I Diogenes mocking

soch quidificall trifles, that were al in the cherubins, said, etc.

5. attrib. and in comb.
1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 62 This fell whore. .Hath in her

more destruction then thy Sword, For all her Cherubin
looke. 1611 Cotcr. S.V. Cherubin, Rouge comme vn Cheru-
bin, Red-faced, Cherubin-faced, hauing a fierie facies like a
Cherubin. 1617 S. Collins Def. Bp. Ely 415 Seraph-like,
not Cherub-like, a 1771 Gray Bard ix, A voice, as of the
Cherub-Choir. 179a W. Roberts Looker-on No. 21 With a
little cherub-like face. 1794 Coleridge Death 0/ Chatter-
ton 7 Assume, O Death ! the cherub wings of Peace. 1812
Byron Ch. Har. 1. Ixv, Ah, Vice ! how soft are thy volup-
tuous ways. .A cherub-hydra round us dost thou gape. 1821
— Cain 1. i. 90 The cherubim-defended battlements. Ibid.
11. it. 139 The cherub-guarded walls of Eden. 1877 Mrs.
Forrester Mignon I. 12 The gold-framed cherub face.

Cherubic (tjeri«bik), a. [f. Cherub + -ic ;

cf. F. chjrubiaue.'] Of, pertaining to, or resem-
bling, a cherub or cherubs ; angelic.
Cherubic doctor I a title given to Thomas Aquinas. Cheru-

bic friar '. a Dominican. Cherubic form in art : a repre-
sentation of the four faces of the ' living creatures ' in Ere*
kiel's vision. Cherubic symbols : representations of the four
1 living creatures ' of Ezekiel and the Apocalypse as symbols
of the four evangelists. Cherubic hymn : a hymn occurring
in the chief eastern liturgies, beginning with '(We) who
mystically represent the cherubim'.
( 1630 Milton At a Solemn Music 11 The Cherubick Host

in thousand quires Touch their immortal Harps. 1667 -

P. L. \ . 547 Cherubic Songs by night from neighbouring Hills.

1667 H. More Dir. Dial. 111. xxni. (1713) 229 The Cherubick
or Angelick Body. 1709 Kennet Erasmus On Folly 121
They shall cite their doctors invincible, subtle, seraphick,
cherubick, holy, irrefragable. 1826 Southey Lett, to Butter
514 The Seraphic and Cherubic friars. 1866 Y. 4 Q. 3rd Ser.
IX. 468/1 Plates of the Four Evangelists with the cherubic
symbols. 1871 Macduff Mem. Patmosv. 62 A fairer Eden.

.

where no cherubic sword guards the way. 1875 E. White
Life in Christ III. XX. (18781 265 The sapphire floor of the
Cherubic Car. 1876 Diet. Chr. AmUf. 1. 89/1 Cherubic repre-
sentations of the four 4 Living Creatures . Ibid. I. 634/1 A
. .tetramorph or cherubic form bearing the evangelic sym-
bols. Ibid. I. 801/1 While it is being sung, the priest says
secretly a prayer called the prayer of the cherubic hymn.

b. Like a cherub represented as a child-angel

;

having a childish innocent face.

i860 Reade Cloister iff H. IV. 323 The innocent distress
on the cherubic face.

2. as sb. = Cherubic friar, Dominican.
i8j6 Southey Lett, to Butler 516 A host of shaven and

shorn Cherubics have followed him.

t Chertvbical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -al.]
= prec. Hence Cheru bically a</v.

1607 S. Collins Semi. (16081 54 The sword Cherubicall
that glitters afore Paradise. 1615 Curry-C. for Cox-C. WL
138 Lyra, with the rest of your Cherubicall Expositors.
1616 R. Sheldon Mirac. Ch. Rome viii. 162 The cheru-
bicall angel, which .. spoke to Sl Francis. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. 1. iv, Cherubically escorted.

Cherubim, -in, sb. see Cherub.
t Cherubim, v. To sing like the cherubim.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (i8ix) VII. 238 We should have

gone on cherubiming of it and carolling, to the end of the
chapter. 1760-85 Walpole Lett, to Mann. Cherubimed
and seraphimed.

Cherabi'mic, a. rare. [f. cherubim + -ic] =
Cherubic.
1794 J. Wolcott tP. Pindar) Rowl.for Oliver 11. 174 With

cherubimic smiles and placid brows.

Cherabi'micai, a. = prec.
1731-4* Bailey, Cherubitnical, of or belonging to Cheru-

bims. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 17 The cherubimical figures,
that were carried on the four principal standards of Israel.

1854 Lady Lytton Behind the Scenes II .234 His face, .was
ruddy, round, and cherubimical. 1883 Contemp. Rev. Mar.
340 Her beauty is. .fair, round and cherubimical.

+ Cherubrnical, a. Obs. [f. cherubin + -ic

+ -AL. (Cf. rabbinical.)'] -= CHERUBIC
c 1601 W. Watson Decacordon 1 1602I 201 No lesse Cheru-

binicall knowledge then Seraphical zeale. 1636 Trapp
Comm. Coloss. iii. 5 This is more than to have seraphical
knowledge and cherubinical affections.

Cherup, obs. form of Chirrup.
t Cherve, v. Obs. To twist.

< 1440 Promp. Pan: 73 Cherwyn, or tetyn [//. chervyn
or fretyn, P. cheruen or freten], torqueo. — Chervynge
or fretynge in be wombe, torcio.

Chervil (tjauvil). Forms: 1 ceorfllle, oerfelle,
eerfille, 3 chareuille, 4 ohiruylle, 4-6 eher-
uell(e, 5 cherefelle, 6 oheruyle, -uel, -uyll,

charuiel, -uel, -vyle, 6-7 chervill, chervile, 7
cherfill, 6- chervil. [OE. aerfille, eerfille, -felle,

ad. L. chtrr(e)phylla pi. of chirrephyllum, a. Gr.
Xcupt<pv\\ov, applied to the same plant. Cf.

OHG. ktrvcla, kcrvola wk. fern., MHG. kervele,

f. kervel m., Gcr. kerbel m., MLG. and MDu. ker-

vele, kernel, Du. kervel fern., from the same U word
or ? its variant cgrefolium. The second element
of the Gr. is fyikKov leaf, the first possibly from the

vb. x<"P- rejoice, be glad, \(u/>i hail. Cf.CERFOiL.]
1. A garden pot-herb [Anthriscus Cerefolium,

formerly Chirrophyllumsativum, N.O. UmMlifer*)
the young leaves of which are used to impart an
aromatic flavour to soups, stews, salads, etc.

-1750 Corpus Gl. in Wr.-Wulcker 12 Cerefolium, cerfclle.

1 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 80 WiS springe . . cerfillan. c 1265
Voc. in Wr.-Wfdckcr 558 Herba Roberti, i. herbe Robert, ..

chareuille. 1361 Langl. /'. PI. A. vn. 281 Chibolies, cherue-
lys [v.r. & chiriuellis, It cheruelles] and ripe chiries monye.
l 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 38 Cerfohum, gall, cerfoil,

angl. cherefelle. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe ( 1 541 1 27 a, Cher-
uyle is verve profytable unto the stomacke. 1573 Tlsser
Ilusb. (1878) 97 Necessarie herbes to growe in the garden
for Physick. .Charuiel. 1580 Hoi.lyrand Treas. Fr. Tong,
Cerfueil, Charuel. 1699 Evelyn Acelaria 18 Chervil, whose
tender Tops, .are never to l>e wanting in our Sallels. 1813
C. Marshall Garden, xvi. ted. 51 265 Chervil . . was formerly
in much estimation for its warm taste, i860 Delamer Kitch.
Gard. 124 Chervil, .is largely used, though in small quanti-
ties, chopped fine, in salads, stuffings, sauces, and omelettes.

2. With various qualifying words :

Bur Chervil, Anthriscus vulgaris ; Groat C,
Sweet C, Myrrhis odorata ; Hemlock C, Bough
C, Torilis Anthriscus ; Cow C , Mock C, Wild
C, also called Cow Parsley, Anthriscus sylves-

tris; Needle C, "Wild C, Scatulix Fecten,
commonly called Venus' Needle.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 615 In Englishe, Shepheardes Needel,

WildeCheruel.and Needel Cheruill. 1597 Gerard Herbal w.

ccccxvi. 1039 Sweet cheruill, or sweet Cicely. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11. 98/1 Sweet Cisley, or Chervil . . (hathl . . the
leaves much cut and jagged. 1783 Ainsworth Lot. Diet.
(Morelll 11. Pecten Veneris, a kind of herb, wild chervil.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xvii. 231 Two umbellate plants
. .under every hedge, called Wild Chervil and Rough Chervil.

1804 Med. 7ml. XII. 370 Wild Cicely, Cow weed. Cow
parsley, Cow weed chervil. 1879 Lubbock Sci. Lect. i. 21

The common Wild Chervil, Chxrophyllum sylvestre [now
Anthriscus].

Chery e, obs. f. Cherry sb.

Cherysshe : see Cherish.
Cherytable, -te, obs. ff. Charitable, -tt.
Ches, obs. form of Chess sbA
Chesabell, -able, -abyll, obs. ff. Chasuble.
Chesal, obs. form of Chisel.

t Che'sboll. Obs. Forms : 5 chesbowlle,
chesebolle, cheasebolle, 5-6 chesboll e, 6 ches-
boull, cheseboule, Sc. chasbolle, 6-7 ches-
boule, cheesebowl e, Sc. chesbow, 7chessboll,

j

cheesbowl, cheeseboul, Sic. chasbow. [Cited in

Fromp. Parv. and by a number ofauthors as cheese-

boivl, supposed to have some reference to the form
of the seed-vessel. Phonetically there is no objec-
tion to this, as cheese, ME. chese, in composition
has become ches- as in Chesford, cheslip or
Cheeselip, and bolle is the ME. form of Bowl

;

but the reason for the name is not obvious. The
word is to some extent mixed with chibolle, Chi-
bol, chesbolle being given in various 1 5th c. Voca-
bularies as ' onion , and chebole in one as ' poppy*.
(The conjecture that chesboll ='ball of pebbly seeds , as if

the first part were chesil, OE. ceosel, has no basis in fact.))

A poppy ; particularly the Opium Poppy (Fapa-
ver somniferum).
c 1420 Pallad. on Ilusb. x. 134 Chesbolles nowe beth sowe

in hoote and drie. c 14x5 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 644 Hec
papauer, chesbolle. 1 1440 Promp. Parr: 73 Chesebolle,
papaier. 1533 Bellenden Lhy 1. liv. 11822)94 He straik
of the hedis of the chesbowis . .with his club. 1544 Phaer
Regim. Lyfe 1 1560) R iij, The heades of poppie, called ches-
bofles. 1549 Compl. Scot. xi. 94 (Juhar that he gat ony
chasbollis that greu hie, he straik the heidis fra them. 1597
Gerard Herbal\x\\\i. 298 Poppie is called . . in English Pop-
pie, and Cheesebowles. 1611 Cotcr., Oliette, Poppie,
Chessbolls, or Cheese-bowles. c 1630 Drumm. of Hawth.
Poems Wks. (1711)2/2 Beneath a sleepy chesbow. 1657 W.
Coles Adam in Eden iii. 6 Poppy for the most part, yet
in some Countries it is called Red-weed ; in others. .Cheese-
bouls. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 67/2 Pash-Poles, or

,

Chesboule, are double Poppies,

b. attrib.

c 1440 MS. Lincoln A. L 17, fol. 91 Halliw. < A male fulle of
chesebolle sede. 1513 Douglas Ainu's nr. ix. 28 Sleipryfe
chesbow seid. Ibid. ix. vii. 150 As the chesbow hedes oft
we se Bow down thare knoppis.

% =Chibol, an onion.
c 1410 Snvte Susane 105 ( MS. Phillips c 14101 The cheruyle,

be cholet, be chesboll, be cheve [(Vernon MS. 21400' p*
chyue and be chollet, be chibolle, be cheue). c 1415 Voc.
in Wr.-Wulcker 644 Hec sepula, chesbolle. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 62 A Chesse bolle [v.r. Cheslxiwllej./rt/rt/rt-r, cinolus.
a 1500 Nominate in Wr.-Wulcker 710 Hec sepa, a chesbolle.

Chese, obs. f. Cheese, Choose.
Cheseble, obs. f. Chasi ble.
Chesel e, -elLe, obs. ff. Chesil, Chisel sbA
Cheselip, -lope, obs. ff. Cheeselip 1 and -.

Chosen, variant of Chesoun, Obs., cause.

t Che'sford. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 chesfoord,
chesseford, 9 dial, choeseford. [f. Cheese +ford,
possibly a corruption of fat in an unaccented syl-

lable ; but not certainly explained (can it have
been mixed up with the hood of Chessart, chiz-

lard?).] A cheese-vat.

1596 H ills 4 Inv. N. C. (i860) II. 271, xj chesfordes, for
cheese. 161 1 Cotgr., Caseret, a cheese-fat, or chesford, to
make a cheese in. Ibid., Fromage eseliss/, formed in the
Cheese-fat ; or, that hath still on it the print ofthe Chesfoord.
1825 79 Iamieson, Chess/ord, Cheeseford, the mould in
which Cheese is made. Also Chizxard, Kaisart. 1881
Evans Leicestcrsh. li ds, (E. D. S.) Chesford, var. pron. of
' cheese-vat '.

Cheshire (tfc jsj). The name of an English
county. Hence Hie phrase [of undetermined origin]

To grin like a Cheshire cat.

1770-1855 [see Cat 13 ft 1837-40 Haliburton Gtafa*
(18621 49 Lavender was there, .grinnin like a chessy cat.
1866 Dodcson Alice in IVonderl. viii.

Cheshire Cheese a well-known kind).

1597 1st Pt. Return fr. Parnassus Prol. 10 Hec never
since durst name a peece of cheese, 'ITioughe Chessire seems
to privilcdge his name. 1638 T. Verney in V. Papers
197 Twenty holland cheeses, or good chessheir chees. 1809
R. Langford Trade 82 A Cheshire Cheese, .at sod. p. lb.

t Cheshire-round, ' a rough dance 1
(N.).

1706 Farquhar Recruiting Officer v. ii. (Hoppe) He shall

box, wrestle, or dance the Cheshire-round with any man in

the country. 1707 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. II. iv. (N.) The
fidlers

t
with their chaplets crown'd, Now gave the mob a

Cheshire-round.

Chesil 1

, chisel (tjVzil, tjizcl). Forms: 1

cisil, cisal, cysel, ceosel .
> chisel, 4-7 chesel(l,

5 chesylle, ohysel, scheselle, 6 chesill,chisil le,

cheasell, 7 chisel, 9 chesil. [OE. cisil, ceosel,

cysel, corresp. to OHG. chisil (MHG. kisel, Ger.
kiesel, MDu. kezel) :—OTcut. type *kesulo-, *kisilo-,

dcriv. of *kiso-, whence M HG. Sit, Gcr. ties gravel.

As the word is now chiefly dialectal, or retained in

place names,thespelling isunfixed; ChesilnndCAisel
both occur in place-names. See also Chisel bran.]

1. A collective name for small pebbles, such as

those of the sea-beach ; gravel, shingle. (In
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early quots. also = a siliceous stone or pebble,

with //.)
t

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 461 Gtarea, cisil. a 750 Corpus Gloss.

975 Glarca, cisilstan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vii. 26 ]>e

Xetimbrode hys hus ofer sand-ceosel. 1160 Hatton G. ibid.

Sand-chisel. ^1315 Shoreham 137 Forchisel, gravel [printed
gravet], stones harde. 1398 Trevisa Earth, De P. R. ZVL
xxii. U495) 560 Alytyli stone that hyghte Scrupulus, chesell

:

and is moost rough and sharpe. .yf it fall betwene a manncs
foteand the shoo it greuith full sore, a iqooCov. Myst. (1841)

56 As sond in the se . . Hath cheselys many unnumerabylle.
c 1440 Promp. Parz>. 76 Chysel, orgrauel, acerua [arena P.]

sabulum. 1538 Leland Itin. III. 72 To trench the Chisil

hard by Seton Toun, and ther to let in the Se. 1567 Tur-
berv. in Chalmers Eng. Poets II. 644 On the sandie Cheasell.

C1630 Risdon Surv. Dez'on § 28 (1810) 34 A port. .now
choaked with chisel and sands. Ibid. § 156 Seperated from
the sea by a ridge of chesell.

b. attrib. and Comb., as chesil-stone ; Chesil-

Bank or Beach (f the Chesil) : see quot. Chesil
Spar, a mineral.
c 1475 /Ye/. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 769 Hec gloria, a sche-

sellestone. 1577 Harrison Descr. Brit, in Holinshed
Chron. xil. 58 The head or point of the Chesill lieng north-

west, which stretcheth vp from thence, about seauen miles,

as a maine narrow banke. 1835 E. Pearse in Bray Descr.
Devon III. xxxix. 255 Specimens of chesel spar beautifully

coloured. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 93/1 The island has one
village, Chesilton, at the commencement of the Chesil bank
. . Portland . .has long been united to [the main land] by the
Chesil Bank, one of the longest and most extraordinary
ridges of pebbles in Europe.

Chesil \ chissal. A small, smooth green

variety of Pear.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 210 July, Fruits in Prime
..green Chesil Pears. 1767 Abercrombie Every M. own
Gard. (1803) 672/1 Pears, Green Chissal.

t Chesil. '* Obs. rare. [ad. OF. chesule ; see

Chasuble,] = Chasuble.
1563-87 Foxe A. <V M. (1684) II. 86/2 Then he took away

from him the Chesil, saying : By good right we do despoil
thee of this Priestly Ornament, which signifieth Charity.
1642 Fuller Holy Prof. St. 1. xiii. 43 Those shavelings
with their stoles and chesils.

Chesi.1,4 obs. form of Chisel, an edge-tool.

Chesil-bob. dial. Also chissel-, chizzle-. =
Cheeselip, Cheslock, wood-louse.
1881 Smith /. 0/ Wight Gl., Chissel-Bob, the wood-louse.

1883 Cope Hampsh. Gl., Ches'tl-bob, the wood-louse (North
j

Hants). 1888 Lowsley Berksh. GL, Chizzle Bobs, the bugs
found under decaying wood or old bricks, etc.

Chesiun, variant of Chesoun, Obs., cause.

Chesleb, -lep(e, -lip, -lop(e, -lypp, obs. ff.

Cheeselip, rennet, and wood-louse.

t Chesloaf. Perh. for chisel-loaf = bran-loaf ;
(

but probably an error for chet-, Cheat-, loaf.

161 1 Cotgr., Pain de brasse, a great houshold loafe of
course bread, like our Chesloafe.

t Che'slock. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 chestlock,

7 cheslok, 9 dial, cheeselog. [Of uncertain ety-

mology.
On one side the word appears related to the equivalent

cheslop, Cheeselip ; on the other, the form chest-lock appears
to be supported by an equivalent lock-chest, lock-clwster

'wood-louse', found by J. O. Halliwell in use in Oxford-
j

shire, and occurring in Promp. Parv. as locchester ; also by
the equivalent name Chest-worm.]

A woodlouse, allied animal.

1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 94 The timber
that is not seasoned, is spoiled with chestlockes. 1609 C. i

Butler Fern. Mon. (1634) 128 Ashes strewed on the outside

of the Hive, will not suffer .. Earwig, Cheslok, or black

Blatta to harbour there. 1888 Gardener fr. Bucks says
' We used to call them [wood-lice] cheeselogs. ' C. B. Mount.
Chesnut, variant form of Chestnut.

t Che'SOUn, sb. Obs. Forms : 3-5 cheson,
-un, -oun, (4 -iun), 5 -oune, -owne, cheseii, 6

Se. chasoun, chessoun. [Aphetic form of

ACHESOUN, ENCHESOUN.]
1. Occasion, cause, reason.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3905 He was be chesun of hir fine, Of

him sco deid in gesine. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)

129 f>e Kyng for pat cheson wrathed with Thomas. £1340
Hampole Prose Tr. (1866) 10 Here es forbodene athe with-
owttene cheson. 1382 Wvclif i Kings xxi. 29 For he is

mekid bi chesoun of me [1388 for the cause of me], c 1440
Promp. Parv. 73 Chesun, or cawse [1499 chesen], causa
[1499 occasio]. < 1480 J. Walton Spec. Chr. in Monk of
Evesham (Arb.) 6 And why this Cite destroied was Fals
and coueitous men grete cheson was.

2. A cause or occasion of offence
;
ground of

complaint; complaint, charge, or accusation; in

Sc. objection, exception, demur.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10536 (Gfitt. ) Ne sal na womman wid

right resun Agaynes hir haue nan ille chesun. < 1425 Seven
Sag. (P.) 680 Anothir cheson I have goode. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. II. 711 The lordis. .maid him tutour with thair

haill consent, Into that tyme without debait or chasoun.
a 1548 Priests ofPeblis (Jam.) To that I can, nor na man,
have chessoun. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus iv. 316 All hir
sawis they ratifeit but chessoun.

3. Case, condition.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2072 J>an hure spak pat burde bri^t

:

herknyab my chesoun. c 1450 Guy IVanv. (C.) 43141 I may
not telle, be my crowne, To no wyght my chesowne.

f Chesoun, v. Obs. In 6 Sc. chessoun, ches-
son(e. [f. prec. sb., after OF. achaisoner 1 to ac-

cuse, to picke a quarrell against 1 (Cotgr.). Cf.

med.L. occasionare — in jus vocare (Do Cange).]
To bring a charge against ; to accuse, blame.

1500-20 Dunbar Flyting 273 Scottis Lordis chiftanes he
gart hald and chessone In firmance fast, a 1548 Priests of
Peblis, I lufe him not in ocht that will me chessoun. 1560
Rolland Sez'en Sag. 11837) Aij, Thairfoir my wordis, se
that thou not chessoun,

t Che'sounable, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -able.]
Liable to charge or accusation, blameable.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxviii. 168 My dedisere. .alouyd

byfor pe bof men thynke bairn chesunabile.

Chess tjes), sbA Forms: 4-5 ches, chees,
4-7 chesse, 5 schesse, 4, 7- chess ; in Comb. 6
cheast, Sc. chas, 6-7 chest(e, 7 ches ; also 5-6
chesses, 6 chestes, cheast(es, 7 chests. [ME. '

ches, chess, aphetic f. AF. and OF. esches (OF. also
j

eschecs, cschas, eschax, escas, mod.F. echecs = eche~-z)

'chequers, chess', pi. of eschec {escac, etc.) Check
j

sb -
1 So med .L. had scacci, scaci, sedeh i, It .

j

scacchi, Pr. escacos, all plurals, as name of the
game; Sp. and Pg.. on the other hand, have pre-

|

served in Sp. ajedrez, Pg. xadrez, the Arabic name,
j

JyJa-i shAt-ranj, from OPers. chatrang, Skr.
I

& chaturanga lit. ' the four angas or members of
|

an army ( elephants, horses, chariots, foot-soldiers)',
j

Cf. Check sb>]

1. A game of skill played by two persons, on a
\

chequered board divided into sixty-four squares;
I

each player having a set of sixteen 'men consist- i

ing of king, queen, two bishops, two knights, two I

castles or rooks, and eight pawns ; the object of the
game is to place the adversary's king in check-

mate. (In early use, often the chess.)

[c xi8o A. Nfxkam De Nat. Remm [cap. De Scaccis], De
scaccorum ludo. .scribere non erit molestum.] a 1300 Cur-
sor M. (Cott.) 28338, 1 ha me liked, .til idel gammes, chess and
tablis. c 1325 Coer de L. 2172 They found Kyng Richard
at play, At the chess in his galeye. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl.
T. 172 They dauncen and they pleyen at ches [7-. r. chesse]
and tables. 1474 Caxton Chesse 2 Vnder this kyng was
this game and playe of the chesse founden. 1546 Langley
Pol. Verg. De Invent, n. viii. 49 b. The Chesse were in- '

uented. .by acertaine wiseman called Xerxes. 1630 Bratii-
wait Eng. Gentl. (1641) 96 There is no one game which may
seeme to represent the state of mans life to the full so well

,

as the chesse. 1643 Sir T. Brownf. Relig. Med. r. § 19
[

Thus the Devill playd at Chesse with mec. 1822 Hazlitt I

Table-t. I. v. 102 It requires a good capacity to play well
j

at chess.

f b. in form chesses, chests.

1440 j. Shirley Dethe A". James (1818) 12 As the Kyng
plaid at the chesses with oone of his knyghtis. c 1489
Caxton Sonnes of Aymon it. 58 As they were playnge
togyder at the Chesses. 1556 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's
Conrtyer (1561) Yy iv b, To be meanly seene in the play at I

Chestes. 1562 J. Rowuottom (title) The Pleasaunt and
j

Wittie Plaie of the Cheastes. c 1610 Donne Poems, 2nd
1

Lett, to Sir II. Wootton, Whose deepest projects, and
j

egregious gests Are but dull morals of a game at Chests. \

1640 G. Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn. 181 Chests.

c 1657 Let. in Clarendon Hist. Reb. xv. (1847) 857/2, 1 have
1

often observed, that a desperate game at Chess has been
recover'd after the loss of the Nobility, only by playing the
pawns well. 1887 F. E. Gretton Classical Coincidences
vii. 5 Hannibal, in his famous game of chess with Fabius.

f 2. The pieces or board used in playing ; the

Chess-men. Obs. [So med.L. scacci, OF. eschecs.']

1303 R. Brunne Handt. Synne 4308 Take furbe the chesse
or pe tabler. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1227 His harp, his croude
was rike, His tables, his ches he bare, c 1400 Beryn 1732
The Ches was al of yvery, the meyne fressh & newe. 1474

|

Caxton Chesse iv. viii, After that it is said in the chappitres
of theschessys. 1618 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1621) 35
Called him the son of a bastard and threw the chess in his face.

3. Loosely used to translate Gr. darpdyaKot, itht-

aoi, L. tesserm, etc.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls^ VII. 75 Knyjhtesof golde play-

enge with chesses of golde [lesseris aureis ; Trevisa, dees
of golde]. 1676 Hobqes Iliad XXZ1L 90 And Childishly the
quarrel took at Chess [a^* aarpaydXoHTi]. 1725 Pope
Odyss. 1. 143 At Chess [jrecrcroicri] they vie.

4. Comb., as chess-game, -king, -pawn, -player,

-playing, -rook ; f chess-maker, one who makes
chess-men, etc.

; f chess-play, (a.) ? a set of

materials for the game, chess-board and chess-men

(see quot. 1481) ; (/>.) the game of chess; chess-

table, a small table inlaid as a chess-board. Also
Chess-board, -man.
1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. (1858) 13 Councillors of State sit

plotting, and playing their high *chess-game, whereof the
pawns are Men. 1646 J. Hall Poems 1. 8 Like *Chess-
kings brave. 1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (1841) 514
Pay[d] to the *chesmaker for ij *chesplayes viijrf. 1831
Carlyle Misc. (1857) II. 296 The soldier a *chess-pawn to

shoot and be shot at. 1596 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits
viii. 112 *Chesse-play, is one of the things, which best dis-

couereth the imagination. 1656 Beale Chess, This most
|

excellent and delightfull game of Chesse-play. Ibid. 121

(Advt.) The Stationer to the Ingenious *Chesse-player,
j

1833 Brewster Nat. Magic xi. 269 These machines . . sink

into insignificance when compared with the automaton
chess-player, c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622) 989 Of *chesse

pleieyng & of tablere. 1833 Brewster Nat. Magic xi. 272
The chess-playing machine . . was exhibited . . in Presburg,

Vienna, and Pans. 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. # Pop.

(ed. 3) xv. 197 Charged with a golden *chess-rook.

Chess, M.8 Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 ches, 6-7

chesse
; //. pches, 7 chess(e, (chests), (Schase),

6- chesses.

[Connexion with the rows of squares or men on a chess-
board has been conjectured. Senses 4 and 5 may not be-
long here

;
they are however parallel layers.]

1. One tier or layer above another ; a storey of a
house. Now only dial.

c 1460 Townley Myst. 27 [Of the ark] thre ches chambre,
thay ar welle maide. 1641 Best harm. Bks. 11856) 126
Observe that every board lye direcktly over the board which
is layde the nexte chesse beneath it save one. 1877 E. Pea-
cock N. IV. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.) They keep 'em on trays,

chess aboon chess, like cheney in a cupboard.

2. A row side by side with another. ? Obs.

1534 in E. Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 198, ij chesses
of perle abowte every of them. 1615 W. Lawson Orch. $
Gard. in. vi. 11668) 12 A gutter . . set without with three or
four chess of thorns. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country
Farme 87 Three or four Chesse of stones. Ibid. 299 These
Bay trees shall be planted in double chesse. <z 1722 Lisle
Husb. Gloss, s. v. In planting quicksets a single chase is a
single row : a double chase means another row planted
below the first.

t 3. />/. The parallel rows of grains in an ear of

corn or grass. Obs.
1562 Turner Herbal (1568 1 72 [Rice] hath comonly an Ear

with ij chesses or orders of corn as barley hath, a 1722
Lisle Husb. 154 The smutty cars are perfect in the chests.

Ibid. 208 The chaff of the chesses is clung.

4. Mil. in />/. The parallel planks of a pontoon-
bridge.

1803 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. I. 488 Placing them at

proper distances to fit the chesses or planks that cover the
bridge. 1839 F. Griffiths Artil. Man (1862) 277 By re-

moving the chesses over the gunnels, it may be bent. 1868
Daily Tel. 14 Apr., Into these saddles were dropped the
balks of timber which support the ' chesses' . .of the bridge.

b. Hence Chess man, one whose duty it is to

lay the chesses in making a pontoon-bridge.

1853 Sir H. Douglas Mil. Bridges led. 3) 68 Rafts Nos.

5 and 6.—Chess Men.—Nos. 1 of No. 5 Raft will bring up
two half Chesses and lay them across the Balks.

5. One of the parallel sections into which an

apple, etc., may be divided by cutting from pole

to pole ;
' the chess or lith of an orange, one of

the divisions of it * (Jam.). (Sc.)

a 1800 Popular Rhyme in Sibbald Sc. Poet. IV. Hx. (Jam.)
I've a cherry, I've a chess; I've a bonny blue glass.

CheSS, sb. :i [Cf. prec. : sense 3.] A kind of

grass which grows as a weed among wheat

:

now chiefly in if. S. : see quotations. Cf. cheat,

cheats.

1736 W. Ellis New Experiments 71 Chess-grass. 1744— Mod. Husbandman {1750) III. 1. 50 lE. D. S.) Cbes-seed
Weed [Bromus secalinus]. ibid. VIII. 304 Chess. 1828

Webster, Chess, in New-England, that weed which grows
among wheat, and is supposed to be wheat degenerated or

changed, as it abounds most in fields where the wheat is

winter-killed. 1884 Miller Plant-/?. , Cheat, Cheats, or

Chess, Bromns secatinus a.iu\ Lotiuin temnieJitnm. Ameri-
can C, Bromus Kalmii.

CheSS, sbA Sc. [ad. F. chassis, and chasse : in

17th c. Eng. pi. chasses; see Chassis.]

1. A window sash; —Chassis.
1808 in Jamikson. [Still in common use.]

2. A printer's Chase. (In Jamieson.)
Chess, v. dial. [?f. Chess sb. 2]
1828 Dial, of Craven, Chess, to pile up.

Chess, obs. Sc. form of Chase sb.*

Chess, -e, obs. form of Jess.

t Chess-apple. ? Obs. [Cf. Chequer sb*]

The fruit of the White-beam, Pyrus Aria. (Brit-

ten 8c Holland.)
1640 Parkinson T/ieat. Bot. 1420 The natives [of West-

moreland] call the berries red chesse apples and sea oulers

[=alders]. [1884 in Miller Plant-n.]

Chessart. Also chizzard, Kaisart. (Jam.)

[Cf. Flem. kaeshorde (Kilian\ keeshurde (Plantin,

1573) in same sense.] Sc. =Chesford.
a 1800 Agric. Sun'. Ayrs/t. 453 (Jam.) The curd . . is put

into the chessart or cheese-vat.

Chess-board (tJe*sbo«jd). The board on which
chess is played.

1474 Caxton Chesse 133 Of the chesse borde how it is

maad. 1562 J. Rowbotham Chess A viij b, Beholde here

the forme of the Checker or Cheastbourde. 165a Gaule
Magastrom. 248 An oracle of Hercules, constituted by a
chest-board. 1656 Beale Chess 2. 1718 Prior Alma 111. 488

Cards are dealt, and chess-boards brought. 1848 Kincslev
Saint's Trag. iv. ii. 193 Earth her chess-board, and the

men and women on it, merely pawns,

b. attrib.

1642 Howell For. Trav. xiv. (Arb.) 65 Sevill is like a

chesse-bord table, having as many Moriscos as Spaniards.

Chessboll, chessebolle, var. of Chesboll.

Chessel. Also 8 ches-well, chessil. [app.

f. Cheese + Well.] A cheese-vat.

1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 141 (Jam.) He is gone out of the

cheswell that he was made in [i.e. the position in which he

was bom]. 1805 R. Forsyth Beauties Scott. II. 157^ The
curds are put into the chessel or cheese-mould, which is

placed under the press. 1846 j. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric.

I. 209 The press (constructed so as to hold four chessils) .

.

A fine round cloth, the size of the chessil bottom.

Chesse-meyne : see Chess-men.

t Che'SSeS. Obs. An old name for the Peony.

1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden ii. 4 In English Piony, or

Peony, and of some Chesses. 1879 Prior Plant-n., 44.

Chessford : see Chesford.
Chessill, obs. form of Chisel.
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Che'ssist. [f. Chess sbA + -ist.] One skilled

in chess ; a professed chess-player.

1881 Academy 30 July, Some openings and end-games
from the actual play of eminent Eastern chessists. 1886

Leeds Mercury 13 Dec, Meeting of Chessists in Dewsbury.

Che*ssite. nonce-wd. A partizan of Chess.
1834 New Monthly Mag. XL. 83 The airs of superiority

the chessites assume over us poor Dackgammonists.

Chess-men tje smen . Rarely in sing, -man.
[The ME. chesse-meyne contains meyne a company,
a. OK. meyni also used for 'lespiecesdujeud'echecs',

Godefroy) ; from this, chess-men (Caxton) appa-
rently arose either by substitution or by confusion.]

The pieces (eight 'pieces* proper and eight

pawns on each side, with which chess is played.
[1:13x4 Guy Warxv. 3195 The chekerthai oxyand the meyne

[rime pleyen he]. 1474 Caxton Clusse 1. iii, The table of the
chesse borde and the chesse meyne. Ibid. nr. i. The formes
of the chesse men and of their offices. 155* Hlloet, Chest-

j

men, or table men, tessarje. 1578 Inv. R. Wardrobe 238
(Jam.) Greit chas men of l>ane. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetry
(Arb.) 53 Wee must giue names to our Chesse-men. 1690
Locke //tim, Und. 11. xiii. § 9 The Place of each Chess-man.

tChessner. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Chess; ? on
analogy °f partner.] A chess-player.
1624 Middleton Game Chess iv. (N.i Vonder's my game,

which, like a politic chessner, I must not seeme to see.

t Che ssom, a. Obs. [Of uncertain etymology: !

a suggestion is that it = cheese-soitie ' of the nature
of cheese', which suits the phonology, though the

sense may be questioned, since cheese is of many
kinds.] Of soil : Loose, friable, and free from
stones or grit.

1626 Bacon Sylva 5 665 The Tender, Chessome.and Mellow
Earth, is the best ; Being meere Mould, between the two
Extreames of Clay, and Hand. 1675 Evelyn Terra (177616 \

Mould of . . more delicate grain, tender, chessom, mellow ;
1

clear of stones and grittiness with an eye of loam and sand.

% Curiously mistaken by Johnson for a sb.

;

the error is retained in later Diets.

Chessoun, Sc. var. of Chehocn, Obs., cause.

Che ss-tree. Naut. (See quot. 1769.)
[The sense and form would fairly suit derivation from

Chase sb.3, F. chas needle-eye, etc. ; but no formal evidence
in support has been found.]
1617 Smith Seaman's Gram. v. 23 Tackes arc.reeued

first thorow the chestres. 1644 Sir H. Manwavring Sea-
man's Vt'ct., CAeleres. 1669 Stubmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 1.

18 Get the main Tack close down, in the Cheese-tree. 1762
Falconer Shifcvr. 11. 210 Then to the chess-tree drag the
unwilling tack. 1769 - Diet. Marine 117891 Ches-trecs,
two pieces of wood bolted perpendicularly, one on the star-

board, and the other on the larboard side of*the ship. They
are used to confine the clue, or lower corners of the main-
sail ; for which purpose there is a hole in the upper part
through which the rope passes that . .extends the clue, .to
windward. 1833 Markyat P. Simple xv, A huge wave.,
struck us on the chess-tree, and deluged us. .fore and aft.

Chessy
|
tje-si), a. colhq. [f. Chk.ns + - v.] !

Characteristic of good chess-play.

1883 Gunsberg in Knowledge 15 June 365/1 Q to Kt 7 i

would have been more chessy. 1883 Daily Ncios 10 July
5/1 Such encounters, .are often more productive of ' chessy

'

situations than match games.

Chessylite (tfe*sibit). Min. [f. Chessy, near
Lyons + -lite.] A synonym of Azukite, the blue
carbonate of copper. Also called Chessy Copper.
1854 Dana 459.

Chest tjest\ sbA Forms: 1 cest, cyst, 3-6
j

cheste, 3-5 chiste, 4-7 chist, 5 chast e, 5-6
chyst, (6 ?gest), 3- chest. See also Kist. [OK.
cest, *ciest, cist, cyst (:—*cesta) str. fern., app. an
early adoption of I., cista, a. Gr. tthrrj box, chesl.

Cf. OFris. kiste, (MDu. kiste, Du. kist
, OHG.

chista MHG. and Ger. kiste , :—*kista str. fern.

ON. kista wk. fern. (Sw. kista, Da. kiste, was prob.
a later adoption. Cf. Kist, Cist. (Some claim
for OE. cest a native origin, connecting it with
Ger. kasten box. )]

L A box, a coffer ; now mostly applied to a large

box of strong construction, used for the safe cus- i

tody of articles of value.

a 700 F.pinal <y Erf. Gloss. 331 (& Corpus 365) Capsis
cest. <"975 Rnshiv. Gosp. John xiii. 29 Sume. .woendun bfette
ceste haifde Iudas. 1000 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 276 Capsis,
cist, a 1100 Ibid. 326 Loculus, cyst. 111300 Ilavelon 222
Ne micte men finde . . Of his m arke, M in chiste. e 1386
Chaucer Wyf's Prol. 309 Wherfor hydestow . . The keyes
of thy chist away fro me ? c 1430 Lvixj. Bochas 1, xiv. 1

11554) 27 h, Out of her chist to take the fatell brond. 1535
Coverdai.e 2 Kings xii. 9 loiada the prest toke a chest,

and bored an hole aboue therm. 1568 Grafton Chron.
j

II. 456 Certeine Frenche men ..entered into the kinges
campe..and there, .robbed tentes, brake up chestes, and

;

caried away Caskettes. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 455 Cloths
and apparels bestowed in chists and coffers. 1678 Butler

i

llud. 111. Lady's Ansiu. 71 Those bright guineas in our
!

chests. 17*7 Swift Gulliver 11. viii. 169 Set afloat in that
monstrous wooden chest. 175a Johnson Rambler No. 206 i

T 4 To break open the chests, or mortgage the manors of
his ancestors. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 653 Keep it like a •

pu/zle chest in chest.

b. esp. A box devoted to the safe custody of the
personal property of a sailor, etc. ; or of the tools

and requisites of any craftsman, as a carpenter's

chest, surgeon s chest \ or of the requisites of any

particular department, as a medicine chesty tool

chest, etc. (Commonly including the contents.)
1615 Britain's Buss in Arb. Garner III. 634 Physic and

Surgery helps . .A Chest, with partitions, for all these things.

1719 De Foe Crusoe xiii.(i7oo244, I found in the seaman's
Chest about fifty pieces of eight, tywo — Capt. Singleton
x. (1840) 177 Things . . useful to furnish a surgeon's chest.

Mod. Family medicine chests from one guinea upwards,

c. = Caisson.
1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1457 1 Thechett now sunck is ofthe

same Dimensions. 1816 C. James Mil. Diet. s. v. Bridges,
Caisson, a kind of chest, or flat-bottomed boat, in which a
pier is built.

d. Chest 0/= chest full of, chestful of.

1775 Johnson Journ. West. 1st. Wks. X. 461 The father
of Ossian boasts of two chests more of ancient poetry. 1854
Emerson Lett. a> Soc. Aims, Resources Wks. iHohn> III.

107 His [man's] body lis] a chest of tools. 1865 Dickens
Slut. Fr. iv. i, [He] brought forth, .his chest of clothes.

2. fig. (With some of these, cf. sense 9.

< 1430 Lyug. Compl. Bl. A'nt. xxxiii, The brest is chest of
dule and dreryne^se. < 1430 Chev. Assigne 127 Holde by
wordes in chaste bat none sTcape ferther. 1^93 Shaks. Liter,

cx, Some purer chest, to close so pure a mind,

+ 3 A coffin. Still dial.

• 890 JC . 1 :
•

.

: Barda iv. xxx. <Bosw.)Da:t hi woldan his
ban on niwe cyste gedon. c 1000 OE. Gosp. Luke vii. 14
He.. 3a cyste a:t-hran. f 1160 Ilatton G. ibid., He .. ba
cheste .iirau. c taoj Lav. 32303 His ban beoo iloken faste

1 guldene cheste. 1297 R. (jlolc. (1724) 50 Buryede with
hym in hys chest, c 1386 Chaicer Clerkes Prol. 29 He
is now deed, and nayled in his chest. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 96 The chest that his body laye in. 1601

Holland Pliny xin. xiii, One Cn. Terentius. .as he digged
. . light upon a chist, wherein lay the bodie of X uma. 160a
Return, fr. Pamass. I. ii. iArb.» 13 Let all hisfaultes sleepe
with his mournefull chest. 177a Pennant Tours Seotl. 180
A stone chest, formed of five flat stones. 1859 Caperm Ball.

4- Songs 107 A shell is let down—Then, a small wooden chest.

+ 4. Applied to a basket or 'ark ' of rushes, etc.

a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wfilcker 204 Cistula, Sporta, uel

cyst. 1340 Cursor M. 5617 iTrin. 1 In pis chist be childe
she dide. e 1700 Addison tr. Coronis, Minerva, .the infant

laid Within a chest of twining osiers made.

5. The place in which the money belonging to a

public institution is kept
;

treasury, coffer ; often

used trans/, for the fund of money itself, f b- A
cash account f

obs. \

1588 J. M ellls Briefe Iustr. Cijj By Capsa is vnderstood
the chyst or ready money . . And if . . the Creditor syde of
your chyst . . should bee founde more . . than the Debitor side

of your said Chist, then were there error. 166* Pepys Diary
2 July, The business of the Chest at Chatham. 1699 T.
CfocKMAN] Tutly's Offices 117061 196 In the one Case we are
beholden to the Chest, in the other to the Virtues and Abili-

ties of the Person. 1803 Collect. Stat. Admir., Nary, etc.

(1810* 651 A certain ancient . .Institution, commonly called

. . The Chest at Chatham, for the perpetual Relief of such
Mariners and Seafaring Men as have been or may happen
to be hurt or maimed 111 the Sen-ice of his Majesty.. It is

expedient, .that the said Chest should be removed from
Chatham. .10 the Royal Hospital for Seamen at Greenwich.
1835 I.^Taylor Spir. Despot, iv. 138 The church possessed
herselfof a chest ; that is to say, became mistress of a dis-

posable capital. 1839 42 Alison Hist. Europe (1849-5 it I H.
xiii. 1 88 A military chest was formed. 1883 10M C ent. May
829 Starved on an annual pittance from the University Chest.

6. Commerce. A large box or case in which cer-

tain commodities, as tea, sugar, etc., are packed
for transport ; hence used as a variable measure of

quantity for such commodities ; now almost con-

fined to tea chests.

1708 Kersky, Chest . . also an uncertain Quantity of some
Merchandizes, as of Sugar, from 10 to 15 Hundred Weight.
1717 A. Hamilton AVw Ace. E. hid. L ix. 08 They can
yearly export 2000 Chests of Rose-Water . . A Chest contains
about 12 fcnglish Gallons. 1751 Chambers Cyct. s.v., A chest
of sugar . . contains from ten to fifteen hundred weight : a
chest of glass, from 200 to 300 feet ; of Castile-soap, from 2I
to three hundred weight ; of indigo, from i$ to two hundred
weight. 18*3 I. Haihtock Dotu. Amusem. 170 Sheet lead,

which comes to us in the way of lining round tea-chests.

Mod. A small chest of tea as a Christmas gift.

f7. Chest of viols: a case containing a set of

viols ; the set of viols itself. Obs.
1611 Cotgr. , l'n ieu de violles, a set, or chest of Violk.

1641 Hinde J. Bruen 10 Musitians and a chest of Viols kept
in the house, a 1780 Hi rnev Hist. Mus. III. 356 Viols, .of

which it was usual, during the last century, for most musical
families to be in possession of a chest, consisting of two
trebles, two tenors and two basses.

8. Chest ofdrawers : a kind of large box or frame
fitted with a set of drawers ; formerly used for

keeping money and other valuables, now an article

of bedroom furniture in which clothes arc kept.

U559 Minsheu, CjUrAl a great chest, or standerd with
drawing chests, or boxes in it.] 1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1 166/4

uilts, Chairs, Carpets.. and Chests of Drawers. 1691 M.
itt Cry ofOppressed Pref. 30 My Ix>rd'* Chest of Drawers

wherein his JUoney was. 1710 11 Swift Lett. (1767! III. 109
The key general of the chest of drawers with six locks. 1770
Goldsm. Des. Viii. 230 A bed by night, a chest of drawers
by far. 1850 W. Collins Q. of ifearts (1875' 86 Isaac-

locked the door, set his candle on the chest of drawers.

9. That part of the human body inclosed by the

ribs and breast-bone, forming the upper part of the

trunk, and containing the heart and lungs ; the

thorax. Also the same part in the lower animals.
1530PALSGR. 205/1 Chest of a vsxaxi,fovrielle. 1603 Holland

Plutarch's Mor. 57 One that had a suppuration in his chist.

1606 Shaks. Tr* «V Cr. 1. iii. 163. 1704 J. Harris Lex.
Techtt. s. v. Cost;r, The Ribs, are those Bones which with

other parts make the Chest or Thorax, a 1720 Gay Dione
11. 111, The tall swan, whose proudly swelling chest Divides
the wave. 1813 J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 559 Inflammatory
affections of the head, chest, or belly.

t b. fig- regarded as the seat of the emotions
and passions. (Cf. breast, bosom.) Obs.
1500 Spenser E. Q. \. ix. 9 When corage first does creepe

in manly chest. 1647 H. More Song of Soul 11. i. 111. xiii,

What rage, what sorrow boils thus in thy chest?
10. Comb. a. In sense I, as chestful, -lid, -lock,

-maker, etc + chest-breaker, one who breaks
open chests (cf. house-breaker

J ; chest-saw, * a
species of hand-saw without a back ' (Knight Diet.
A/ech.) ; chest-trap see quot.).

b. In sense 9, as chest-pressed ppl. adj. ; chest-
founder, -foundering, a rheumatic affection of
the muscles of the chest in horses; chest-foun
dered a., affected with chest-foundering; chest-
measurer, an instrument for measuring the
capacity of the chest, or the movement of the walls
of the chest in respiration, a stethometer ; chest-
note, a note produced in the lowest register of the
voice (see chest-voice)

; chest-protector, a cover-
ing or wrap to protect the chest from cold ; chest-
quake, humorous nonce-wd., after earthquake

;

chest-voice, the lowest register of the voice in

singing or shaking.
1604 Meeting of Gallants 1 1 Hee would . . rather bee a

Wood-cleauer in the Countrey, then a *chest-breaker in
London, inox Lond. Gaz. No. 3908/4 A black Gelding . .goes
stradling before, being *Chest-founder'd- < 1720 Gibson
Earriefs Guide O, xxvi 11738' 90 Of *Chest-foundering .

.

The Disease, .comes the nearest of any to that which in a
Human body is called a Pleurisy. 17*3 Wodrow Corr.
(18431 HI- 106 A large *chestful of Mr. Calderwood's papers.
1884 Child Ballads XL xli. 363/1 He promises red gold and
chestfuls of pence. 1815 Milman Eazio (1821 9 A huge
"chestlid jealously and scantily Uplifted. 1591 Percivall
Sp. Diet., Cesttro, a Vhest maker, a basket maker. 186a
H. Puller Dis. Lungs 26 An instrument proposed by Dr.
Sibson. He has named it the "Chest-measurer. 1881 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Chest-measurer, same as Stethometer. 1854
Bushnan in Circ. Sc. (e 1865) L 286/1 The notes ofthe natural
voice—called also #

chest-notes—are fuller. 1879 Haweis
Music /jr Morals U vii, The tenor has to come out with a
high chest-note, a 1844 Hood Nocturnal Sk. v, In a night-
mare rest, "chest-press d. 1888 19M Cent. Mar. 465 Iklost

men need flannels, chest-protectors, etc 1855 G. Meredith
Sha7>. Shagpat < 1872 1 1 57 * Chestquakes of irresistible

laughter. 1716 Diet. Rust. ted. 31 "Chest-Traps, a kind of
Boxes or Traps, used to take Pole-cats, Fitchets, Marterns
and the like Vermine. 1879 Hi llah in Grove Diet. Mus. I.

344 By 1 chest-voice ' is . . understood the lowest sounds of •
voice . . in other words, the ' first register '.

t Chest, *M Obs. Forms : 1 c6ast, 2-5
cheste, 3cheast, 3-4 cheaste, 4 chyste, cheeste,
\Ayenb.) chyaste, 4-5 chest, 5 (?) ohost. [OE.
dast, app. a later refashioning of the equivalent

OE. das '

v
by addition of the ordinary -/ of nouns

of action : cf. OE. htes, ME. hest). C/as fem. cor-

responds to OHG. kdsa point of dispute:—\Y Ger.
*kausa, app. a. L. caussa cause, matter of dispute,

lawsuit, etc.] Strife, contention, quarrelling.
( 1000 ^lfric I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 116 Seditio, folcslite,

uel xswicung, sacu, ceast. . 1175 Lamb. Horn, in pet

clene uif scunad )itsungc an<l cheste ne sturad. a 1115
A'. 200 Jv uormest is Cheaste, oSer StriC e 1300 A".

A lis. 29 Now pais holdith, and lcteth cheste, 1340 Ayenb.
67 Efter be chyaste we zctteb be zenne of grochtnge. 1377
Lancl. P. PI. B. xiii. 109 Perly me binketh But chest he
bere charite shulde In.-. 138a Wyclik James iv. 1 Wherol
oateyles and cheestes, or chidin^es, among 30U ? c 14*5
Seven Sag. (P.) 1638 Wiihoutyn ony more chest Thay dyden
the emperour hest. < 1450 Mykc 1477 Hast bou I-lyucd..

in chest [ed. chostjand stryfWyb by meyne and wybby wyf ?

Chest tJesO. v. Also () chist, cheist. [f.

Chest jtVl
1. trans. To put into a coffin. Now chiefly dial.

1473 Wakkworth Chron. 21 (>n the morwe he was chestyde
and brought to S. Paulys. 154a Udall Erasm. ApoPh.
11877) 150 note, A cophin, soche as the carkesses of noble

persons ar cheisted in. 1611 Hihlk Gen. I. \headnote\ Joseph
taketh an oath of them for his bones. He dieth and is

chested 1665 Ci. Havers delta Valle's Trav. E. India

339 That afternoon, we chested our late slain Commander.
1849 33 Rock Ch.ofFathers 11.491 The body was chested.

Mod. Sc. The corpse will be chested this evening.

2. To enclose in a chest or box ; to stow away.
16x6 R. Carpkntkr Christ's Larumbelt 48 All their mony is

little enough, .to chest vp in their Treasurie. 1636 R.James
Iter Lane. (1845) lntrod. 47 To cheste Eternal! hatred in a

mortall brest. 1657 May Satir. Puppy 14 He gaue charge

hU Unkles Wardrobe should be chested up, and kept as

Reliques. 1824 9 Lanim>k Imag.Conv. 118461 II. 39 Serious

thoughts are folded up and chested.

3. Of a horse: To come against or strike with

the chest. (Cf. Breast v. 1.)

1843 Lever J.Iiinton xxv, My horse came with full force

against it . . chesting the tangled branches. 1845 K. Wak-
bcrton Crescent \ Cross \ 1^6) II. 216 The next moment
my mare chested him. and sent him spinning and tangled

in his long blue gown. 1866 Daily Tel. 25 Oct., His haild

. . the firmest . . that ever beguiled a beaten horse to rise at a

stiff bit of timber which his neighlx>urs right and left were

chesting or declining to negotiate.

Hence Che sting vbl. sb., the putting fof a

corpse ) into a coffin, 'with (in Scotland) the en-

tertainment given on this melancholy occasion

'

Jainieson\
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1535 Let. in Strype Eccl. Mem. 1. 1. xxxiii. 242 The lead-

ing and chesting was preparing. 1552 Hvloet, Chestynge
of a deade bodye in a close coffyn, or the ministration of
baulmynge. 1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antig. (1625) 77 Those
who had the. .chesting, .of the dead corps. Mod. Sc. The
chesting has been deferred to enable relatives at a distance

to be present.

Cheste, obs. f. Chaste, Chess sb. 1

Chestable, obs. f. Chasuble.
Chestan, -ayn(e, var. Chesteine, Obs.

Chested (tje-sted), ppl. a.

1. [f. Chest z*.] Inclosed in a chest or coffin.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 165 We . . haue seen their bodies

how they lie embalmed and chested.

2, [f. Chest sb. 1
9.] Having a chest ;

chiefly in

compounds, as bare-, broad-, deep-chested.

166a Fuller Worthies, Rntlandsh., A very proper man,
broad-shouldered and chested. iyo$Lond. Gas. No. 3941/4
A brown-bay Horse, .well Chested. 1815 L. Hunt Chorus
Seneca's Thyestes, No need . . of vulgar force . . or chested
horse. 1873 Svmonds Grk. Poets xii. 403 Stately maidens
and bare-chested youths.

Chestee, Sc. var. of Chasty. Obs.

t Chesteine, chesten. Obs. Forms : o. 4-5
chastein'e, 5 chasteyn(e, 5-7 chasten, 6 chas-
tayne. 0. 4 chesteine, -ene, kesteyn, 4-7 ches-
ten, 5 chestan, 5-6 chesteyn(e, ehestayn(e, 5-7
cheston, 6 chestin. See also Castaxe. [ME.
chasteine (commonly chesteine, etc.), a. OF. chas-

tazgne, -aine ( = ONF. castaigne, Pr. castanha. Cat.

castanya, Sp, castana, Pg. castanha, It. castagna)

:—L. castanea chestnut, a. Gr. Kaaravka, synonym
of Kaoravov, Kaaravtov, Kaaravetov (in full Kaara-
vuov or KaffTCLvaTov fcapvov, lit.

( Castanian nut re-

ferred by some to Kaaravaia a city of Pontus, by
others to Castana in Magnesia ( ThessalyN

. Theword
was already in OE. in the form cisten-, cyst-biam,

corresp. to OHG, chcstinna (MHG. ke'stene,kesten,

mod. Upper Ger. keste), pointing to a WGer. *has-

tinna, *kastinja for *kastanja (prob. by assoc. with
Germanic suffix -injd-). It is doubtful whether
thisOE. form had anything to do with the change
of ME. chasteine to chesteine, or whether this was
merely due to the obscurity of the first syllable

while the stress was still upon -tetne. In its latest

stage chesten, nut was added : see Chestnut.]
1. A chestnut-tree.
a 700 F.rfurt Gloss. 249 (Sweet O. E. T.) Cistim beam.

a 800 Corpus Gloss. 374 Castanea, cistenbeam. c 1000 /Elfric
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 138 Castanea, cystel, net cystbeam.
( 1050 Cotton CI. Gloss, ibid. 368 Castancus, cistenbeam.

c 1320 Sir Beues 1699 He retnede his hors to a chesteine.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt's T. 2064 Wylugh, Elm, plane, Assh,
box, chasteyn [v.r. chestayn, chesteyn, chasteine], c 1400
Maundev. xxxi. 307 Grete Forestes of Chesteynes. c 1420
Pallad. on Hush. xii. 253 Chasten wol . . of his seedes multi-
plie. C1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Mann. (1570) Fiija, For
Chastaynes colde places commonly choseth he. 1570 Levins
Manip. 60 A chesten, castanea. 1601 Holland Pliny I.

472 The Cheston, and the Walnut-trees, or Mast-trees.

2. The fruit of this tree ; a chestnut.

1362 Langl. P. PI. vii. 281 (MS. H) Chibolles, chesteyns
and ripe chiries monye. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv«

xx. (1495) 496 Plente of myle and chestens. a 1400 Pystel
Susane 93. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1375 Medlers, plowmes, perys,
chesteyns, Cherys, of which many oon fayne is. c 1420
Pallad. on Hush. xii. 283 Chasteynes. .under sandeasonder
leyde. c 1450 Nominate in Wr.-Wulcker 715 Hec castania,
a cheston, or the tre. 1542 Boorde Dyetary xxi. (1870) 285
Chesteynes doth nowrysshe the body strongly. 1558Warde
tr. Alexis' Seer. (1568) 53 b, Rough without like a Chestin.

1580 Baret Alv. B 1395 Browne as a chesten, phoeniceus.

1674 Cunningham (of Craigends) Diary (1887) 43 Ther was
no chastens gotten.

3. Comb.-, chesten-nut (Chestnut), chesteine-tree.
a 1330 Syr Degarre 3 Hii Jeien hem doun . . Under a chas-

tein tre. 138a Wyclif/^. xliv. 14 He .. toe the kesteyn
tre, and the oek. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 646 Hec
castania, chestantre. t 1535 Dewes (in Palsgr. 1852,914)
Chestayne tree, chataienier. 1580 Conveyance in Phil.
Trans, LXI. 141 Quandam silvam .. voc. Chesten woode.

t Che'Ster. 1 Obs. (exc. in comb.). [OE. ceaster

x—*c«sester :—*c,vster prehist. OE. *cistra (5~6th
c.) fern., a. L. castra pi. neuter, 'camp', often ap-
plied to places in Britain which had been originally

Roman encampments. (For the phonology, cf.

Sievers Ags. Gram. 1886, § 75. 1.) This is one
of the best ascertained of the Latin words adopted
by the Angles and Saxons during the conquest of
Britain. Still existing as the proper name, or part

of the name, of many places. In Cumberland,
Lancashire, Yorkshire, and some counties south of
these, it appears as -caster, without palatalization.

The history of the form written -cester, of which
only -sler is pronounced (in Worcester, Bicester,

etc.), is obscure; the written form is perhaps of
Fr. or med. L. origin.]

A city or walled town
;
orig. one that had been a

Roman station in Britain.

a8ss O. E. Chron. an. 491 ^Ella and Cissa ymbsajton
ceaster. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ii. 23 He com. .& eardode
on baere ceastre. c 1x60 Hatton G. ibid., On bare chestre.
c 1200 Ormin 8439 J?att chesstre batt te Laferrd Crist Comm
till- [1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 377 Chester,
denoted a walled or fortified place, being the same both in

Voi,. II.

1 woorde and weight that the Latine (Castrutn) is.] 1881
! Freeman Subj. Lands Venice 146 It was a Chester ready
made, with its four streets, its four gates.

t Che'ster.- Obs.-° [f. Chests. + -erJ.] One

I

who puts a corpse into a coffin.

1552 Huloet, Chester of a deade corps . . pollinctor.

Chesterfield (tje-stoif/ld). [f. the name of

an Earl of Chesterfield in 19th c] A kind of

overcoat.

Chesterfieldian, a. [f. prop, name Chester-

field +- -tax.] Relating to, or characteristic of, the

fourth Earl of Chesterfield (1694-1773), a writer

on manners and etiquette. So Che'sterfieldism.
1778 Phil. Surv. S. Ircl. 291 All the Chesterfieldian in-

decorums of laughter. 1885 Homilet. Rev. June 545 We
are not pleading, .for Chesterfieldian etiquette. 1830 GentI,

Mag. C. 11. 135 Business is not regulated by Chesterfieldism.

Chesterlite (tje'sterlait). Min. [f. place

. name Chester + -lite,] A variety of orthoclase.
1850 Dana Min. 678 New species, Chesterlite. 1868 Ibid.

355 Chesterlite, in white crystals, smooth, but feebly lustrous,

implanted on dolomite in Chester Co., Penn.

Chestes, obs. form of Chess sb. 1

t Chestieore. Obs. rare~~ y

. [app. corruption

of F. justaucorps a closely-fitting garment reaching

to the knees, associated with chest."]

1671 Crowne Juliana 1.6 A rich chestieore with Diamond
• buttons.

Chestin, var. of Chesteixe, Obs., chestnut.

Chestnut, Chesnut (tje-snz>t). Forms : 6

chesten nut, chest nut, chestnutte, chestnot-

;

(tree), chesse nut(te, ches-nut, chesnutte, 6-7
chesse-nut, 6-8 chest-nut, 7 chessenut, 8

i

chessnut, 6- chestnut, chesnut. [f. chesten,

I
late form of Chesteine + Nut. Chesten-ftut was I

j
soon reduced to chestenul, chestnut, and chesnut : 1

I

the last was the predominant form (82 per cent, of

instances examined) from 1570 to c 1820, and is

used in all the editions of Kailey ; chestnut was
adopted by Johnson, and prevails in current use.]

1. The large edible seed or 'nut' of the chestnut-

tree (see 2), two or more of which are inclosed in

a prickly pericarp or 'burr'.

1519 Horman Vulg. xviL 165, I haue getherde chesten
nuttis. 1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk, M. Anrel. (1546) Fj a,

The chestain tres bring forth the soft swete chest nut. 1570
Levins Manip. 195 A chesnutte, castanea. 1579 Lang-
ham Gard. Health (16331 138 Chestnuts of all wilde fruits

are the best and meetest to be eaten. 1580 Lyly Eupkues
(Arb.) 365 That will, .refuse the sweete Chesnut, for that it

is couered with sharpe huskes. 1580 Baret A lv. C 442 A
chesten nut. 1585 Li.oyd Treas. Health Introd. 2 Take .

.

the quantitye of a Chesse Nutte. 1714 Gay Trivia in. 46
Boars .. on Westphalia's fatt'ning Chest-nuts fed. 1732

' Arhuthsot Rules ofDiet 258 Chesnuts. .afford a very good
I Nourishment. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814) 238
!
Young chesnuts . . afforded . . a matter which appeared to be

!
a combination ofalbuminous matter and tannin. 1861 Bryant

j

Poems, Third ofNovember iii, Children . . Gathering tawny
chestnuts.

2. The tree which bears these, Castanea vesca,

N.O. Cory/ace^, now growing naturally all over

Southern Europe, though said to have been intro-

duced, within the historical period, from Asia

Minor. Both the tree and the 'nut
1

are also called

Spanish or Sweet Chestnut.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 729 The Chesnut deltghteth in shadowie

places. 1664 Evelyn Sylva vii. § 1 The Chesnut of which
Pliny reckons many kinds. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 263 These
chesnuts ranged in corresponding lines. 1794 Sullivan
View Nat. II. 65 A chesnut, or any other tree with pointed

1

leaves. 1814 Southey Roderick xv, The chesnut's fretted i

foliage grey. 1875 Emerson Lctt.fySoc. Aims, ComicWks.
\

(Bohn) III. 204 An oak or a chestnut undertakes no function

it cannot execute.

b. The wood of the chestnut-tree.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 262.

3. Applied to the tree AlscuIus Hippocastanum,

or to its seed ; more fully called Horse-chestnut.
1832 Tennyson Miller's Dau. vii, Those three chestnuts

near, that hung In masses thick with milky cones. 1871
Memberfor Paris II. 207 (Hoppe> The spreading chestnuts

. .dotted the. .sand, .with white flowerlets like snow-flakes.

Mod. Ne7ospr. Yesterday was ' Chestnut Sunday' at Bushey
Park, and the day being fine, the chestnuts were visited by
admiring crowds.

+ 4. Earth chestnut: the roundish edible tuber

of Bunium Jlcxuos-um (including B. Buibocasta~

num), or the plant itself ; = Earth-nut. Obs,

1578 Lyte Dodoens 579 The small Earth Chestnut . .The
roote .. in taste .. is muche lyke to the Chestnut. 1597
Gerard quoted by Britten & Holl. 1884 Miller Ptant-n.,

Earth-nut, or Earth-chestnut, Buninmflexuosnm.

\ 5. Name of a variety of apple. Obs.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1720) 223 Apples . . Pear-Apple,

Cardinal, Winter-Chestnut. Ibid. 232.

6. The hard knob in the skin of the horse at the

inner side of the fore-legs; supposed to represent

the thumb-nail of other animals. Cf. Castor.4

1859 Rarey Taming Horses iv. 45 To tame the horse,

sometimes using the chestnut of his leg, which they dry,

grind, .and blow into his nostrils. 1876 Steel Equine Anat.
208 The circular horny process or chestnut found opposite

the inferior part of the radius. 1888 Veterinarian May 304
Another organ in process of disappearance is that piece of

I

horn inside the fore-arm, where it is termed the chestnut,

J

and that inside the hock, where it is termed the castor ; it

corresponds to the finger-nail of the thumb of our hand, and
of the foot of the five-toed ancestor of the horse.

7. slang. A story that has been told before, a
' venerable ' joke. Also attrih.

[Origin unknown : said to have arisen in U. S. The news-
papers of 1886-7 contain numerous circumstantial explana-
tions palpably invented for the purpose. A plausible ac-
count is given in the place cited in quot. 1888.]
1886 in Dram. Rev. 27 Mar. 86/2 Minnie Palmer will give

^1,000 to any one who will submit to her an idea for legiti-

mate advertising . .Chestnut ideas not wanted. 1887 Pall
MallG. rojune 6/2'rhis story is what the Americans would
call a 'chestnut'. 1887 Sat. Rev. 1 Oct. 467 There are, of
course, good things here, and some venerable chestnuts.
[1888 in J. Hatton Remin. Toole, ' When suddenly from the
thick boughs of a cork-tree—' 'A chestnut, Captain; a
chestnut.' 'Bah! booby, I say a cork-tree!' 'A chestnut,'
reiterates Pablo :

' I should know as well as you, having
heard you tell the tale these twenty-seven times '.]

B. as adj. 1. Of the colour of a chestnut ; deep
reddish-brown.
1656 Cowley Davideis III. (1684198 Merab's long Hair was

glossy Chestnut Brown. 1684 Land. Gaz. No. 1960/4 A
Chesnut Sorrel Gelding. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. 1. xxviii,

Like the mane of a chestnut steed. 1835 A. Fonblanque
Eng. under 7 Administr. III. 271 As much akin, .as ahorse
chesnut proverbially is to a chesnut horse, a 1855 C. Brontk
Professor I. xi. 187 Her rich chestnut locks.

b. absol. —Chestnut colour.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. nr. iv. 12 His haire is of a good colour

. .Your Chessenut was euer the onely colour. 183a L. Hint
SirR. Esher (1850) 12 My hair would he a fine chesnut
still. 1878 Morlf.y Diderot II. 122 Her hair of resplendent
chestnut.

c. Short for chestnut horse, (collog.)

[See chestnut-coloured, 1636 in C below.] 1840 Lever
Harry Lorrequer (Hoppei The horses were dark chestnuts,
well matched. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal\. ii. 41 Mrs.
Tregonell's landau . . with a pair of powerful chestnuts.

1883 A. RonsoN Old World Idylls 27 Jumped on his chestnut

C. attrib. and Comb., as chestnut-bloom, -bud,

-burr, -colour, -husk, -muncher, -seller, shade, tree
;

chestnut-brown, -coloured, -crested, -red, -winged,

adjs. ; chestnut-bread, bread made with the meal
of chestnuts

;
chestnut-oak, Qucrcus sessiliflora

and other species.

1864 Tennyson Aytmer's Field 65 That islet in the "chest-

nut-bloom. 1814 South ky Roderick xi, The *chesnut-bread
was on the shelf. 1656 [see B. i], 1797 Bewick Brit. Birds
(1847) 79 The hedge-chafer, or ^chesnut brown beetle.

1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 52 Fur chesnut brown back
and head. 1626 Bacon Sylva i* 450 The Acorns and "Ches-
nut-buds. 1842 Tennyson Launcelot <y Guiu. ii, Drooping
chestnut-buds. 1874 Roe {title) The Opening of a ^Chestnut
Burr. 1555 Eden Decades IV. Ind. (Arb.) 338 Men are of
"chestnutte colour at the ryuer of Plata. 1636 Massinger
Gt. Duke Flor. in. L(R*\ I mean the roan, Sir, And the
brown bay; but for the *chesnut-coloured, etc. 1748 Smol-
lett Rod. Rand. (1804) 137 He had. .chesnut-coloured hair.

1868 Ld. Houghton Select, fr. IVks. 220 The *chesnut-
crested plain. 1830 Scott Demonol. ix. 314 The *chestnut-

muncher in Macbeth. 1882 Garden 16 Dec. 535/1 Bright
'chestnut-red. 1883 R. Burton in Academy No. 577. 366/2
*Chestnut-sellers from Friuli. 1535 Covfrdalf. Gen. xxx.

37 Iacob toke staues of grene wylhes, hasell and of *chest-

nottrees. 18x6 Keith Phys. Bot. I. 58 Shady avenues of

Chesnut-trees. 1887 Pall MallG. 15 July 5/1 Small *chest-

nut-winged butterflies.

Che*stnutting, vbl. sb. [f. prec. ; cf. Nutting.]

The gathering of chestnuts. Also attrib.

1884 Roe in Harpers Mag. Nov. 910/2 Amy wishes to

have a chestnutting party to-morrow.

Cheston, ? Obs. [acc. to Diets., from resem-

blance to a chestnut ; see Chesteine.] ( A species

of plum' (J.).
1755 in Johnson; and in mod. Diets.

Cheston, var. of Chesteine, Obs., chestnut.

Chestree : see Chess-tree.

[Chest-rope. A misprint in some editions of

Smith's Seaman's Grammar, and thence in Diction-

aries for ghest-rope, Guest-rope, q.v.]

Chests, obs. form of Chess 1, 2
.

t Che'stworm. Obs. [Cf. Cheslock.] A pill

millipede, or wood-louse. It is doubtful whether

quot. 1639 is a fig. use of this, or a distinct com-
pound, meaning * worm within the chest or breast '.

1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1560) B iv, Also the chestwormes

that are founde betwene the barkes of trees, whych wyll

toume themselves together like a beade when they be

touched, a 1639 S. Ward Semi. 60 (D.) Universal tortures

. . of which the pangs of childbirth . . gnawings of chest-

worms, drinks of gall and wormwood, are but shadows.

Ibid. 98 (D. ) The . . reproofs of it [conscience] . . gnawing more
than any chest-worm, tormenting worse than hot pincers.

Chesuble, -yble, ypyll, obs. ff. Chasuble.

Chesun, variant of Chesoun, Obs., cause.

Chesyl(le, var. Chesil, gravel ; obs. f. Chisel.

Chesyn, obs. f. Choose v.

Chet, var. of Chit v.1 ; obs. f. Cheat sb.\ 2
.

Chetah, var. form of Cheetah.

+ Chete. Obs. rare— 1
, [Possibly :—OE. cite

cyie :—*ciete, cot, chamber, cell.]

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. viii. 31 Alle heo lyven from last

of lot Ant are al hende ase hake in chete.

Chete, -en, -our, obs. ff. Cheat, Cheater.

f Chetel, -il, yl. [OE. cietel («-, ci-, cy-)

*ceatil :—CA'til, ad. L. catill-us~\. Obs. form of

Kettle.
c 1300 Juliana (Ashmole MS.) 54 A chetel wol of iwelled
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bras biuore maide was ibro^t. 1463 Bury /F>77r (1850)

23 That Jenette my necehaue. .j. bras pot, a chetill,a panne.

Chetel, obs. f. Chattel.
Cheter-, chetterling, obs. fl". Chitterlim;
Chetopod, a. Zool. variant of Ch^topoh.
1839-47 Todd CycL Anat. III. 434/2 In many chetopod

Annelides, the seta? and cirrhi form . . organs of progression.

Chett, var. of Cheat sb.i

t Chevachance. Obs. [a. OF. chevauchance

riding, f. chevauchicr to ride : see next.]

1. Chivalry, chivalrous spirit.

1591 Wyrley Armorie 36 That feasts continuance Which
was maintained through noble chevachance.

2. =Chevachee.
159a Wyrlev Armorie 45 King Iohn informed of our

chevachaunce His sommons cald.

tChevachee. Obs. Forms: 4 chivachee, -ie,

4-5 -ye* chyvachee, -ie, - ye, c hiuache, cheuache,

5 chyvauche. 6 chevachey, [9 chevachie). [a.

OF. chevauchiet chevalchiS (mod.F. chevauchee)
;

:—Romanic type cavalcata a riding, f. pa. pple. of
cavalcare :—late L. caballicare to ride, f. caball-us

horse. Chevachee is in its origin a doublet of
Cavalcade : see -ade.]

An expedition on horseback ; a raid, campaign.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1005 [»at chyuachee for to do. c 1386

Chaucer Prol. 85 He hadde ben somtyme in chyvachie
[v. r.chiuachye, chyuachie, chyuachye, cheualrie], In fTtaun-

j

dres, in Artoys, and Picardie. 13S6 — Manciple's Prol. 50
Down his hors him cast . . This was a faire chyuachee [v. r.

'

chiuache, cheuache] of a coke, c 1450 Merlin 145 And thus
was the chyuachie so privily kept. 1592 Wyrlev A rmoriexya I

In their cheuachey a venture did befall. [1843 James Forest
\

Days (1847) 34 He . . had distinguished himself in many of
the expeditions, or chevauche'es. 1875 J. Veitch Tweed 139
Four knights his peers Kode, famed in chevachee.]

T Chevage. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 5 ehyvy- ,

age, 6 chyvage, cheifage, 6-7 chiefage, 7
cheefage, 7, 9 chivage, 7-9 chevage. [a. F.

chevage, also chievage, chefvage, etc., capitation, f.

chef, chief {chev-) head + -age.]

Capitation or poll-money paid to a lord or supe-

rior; particularly, an annual payment due to a
feudal lord by each of his villeins.

[ria$o Bracton De Leg. Angliae (1569)1. x, Cheuagium
soluunt (quod dicitur recognitio in signum subiectionls it

dominii de capite suo). 1292 Britton r. xxxii. 5 9 Suffist qe
les seignurs . . preignent . . un dener par an de chefage et un
jour en aust de service.

] 1461 83 Lib. Niger Edzu. IV in

Househ. Ord. (1790) 23 The King offerithe or sendithe to the
shryne of Seint Thomas of Caunterbury, in the name of
Chyvyage, three florynes of golde. .yerely. 1581 Lambarde
Eiren. n. v. (1602) 163 One of the articles enquirable in the
Kings bench, whether any persons doe take others to their

j

Auowment & protection, & do receiue of them rents (or
other giftes) yearely in the name of Chyuage (or rather !

Cheifage) because they seeme to takevpon them to be their I

Chiefes, heads, or leaders. 1607 Cowel Interpr., Chevage
. .signifieth a summe of money paid by villeins to their

]

Lords, in acknowledgment of their slaverie. 1626 R. Harris
Hezekiah's Recot'. 20 Tenants must pay their rent, a cheef-
age. -must they not? 16*8 Coke On Litt. 140a. 1650 El-
derfield Tytnes 47. 1711-1800 Bailey, Cher-age, Chivage,
Chiefage. 1717-51 Chambers Cycl., The Jews while allowed
to live in England, paid Chevage orpoll-money : viz. three
pence per head, paid at Easter. 1880 Rogers in Contemp.
Rev. XXXVII. 675 An annual tax, known as chivage.

Af' s&3 Golding Calvin on Dent. cxlvi. 900 In deede I

am the owner of it ; but yet God hath reserued some chief-

age for himselfe. 1616 R. Harris Hezekiah's Recov. 4 'Tis

our profession, our promise, our cheefage and rent that U
due to him.

||
Cheval (J>vtrl). Fr. for * horse', used in

comb, (as in cheval-defrise y
cheval-glass, and in

some Fr. phrases, as a cheval 1 on horseback \
* with one foot on each side' ; in military phraseol.

'in command of two roads or lines of communi-
cation '. (Formerly somewhat naturalized as

Chival q.v.)

(F. cheval horse( Pr. cavalh, Cat. caball, Sp. calallo,

Pg. cavallw, It. cavallo) '.— L. caball-us pack-horse, nag.]

1609-38 Heywood Rape Lucrcce Wks. 1874 V. 209 Then
mount Chevall Brutus this night take you the charge of the

army. 187. Times (Q.\ The Western Powers will assuredly
never permit Russia to place herself <i cheval l>etween the
Ottoman Empire and Persia.

I Cheval de frise ;
usually pi. Chevaux de

frise (JfyJ" frPt). Also 7-9 frise, freize,

9 frieze. [Fr. ; lit. * horse of Friesland '; because

first employed by the Frisians in their struggles

for freedom during the latter half of the 17th cen-

tury to supply their want of cavalry; cf. the Du.
name Vriesse ruyters (Frisian horsemen . In 17th

c. Horse de Freeze occurs.]

1. A defensive appliance of war, employed chiefly

to check cavalry charges, and stop breaches : see

description in the quotations.
1688 l.ond. Gaz. No. 2375/3 The Count de Serini. .posted

his men on the other side, and covered them with Chevaux
de Frise .. fastened together with Chains. 169a Luttrell
Brief Rel. (1857) II. 520 Numbers of chevaux de frize were
shipt, an instrument to fix in the ground to keep offa body of
horse from attacking the foot. 17041. Harris/,*.*. Techn.,
Chevaux de Frise, or Friseland Horse, in Fortification.

1708 Kersey, Chevaux de Frise are large Joists, or pieces
of Timber, Ten or Twelve Foot in length, with Six Sides
Into which are driven a great Number of wooden Pins
aboue Six Foot long, crossing one another, and having their

Ends armed with Iron-Points. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4675/r
The Danes . . had planted themselves . . behind their Chevaux
de Frize. 1717-38 Chambers Cycl., Chevalde Frise, a lan;e
piece of Timber, etc. 18x0 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. V.
11, I shall be very glad to see the chevaux de frise. 1869
Parkman Disc. Gt. West xiv. (1875) 168 Its declivities were
. .guarded by chevaux-defrise. 1885 Harper s^Mag. Jan.
219/1 The main trunk seems . . to stand upon its lower
branches like a cheval-defrise.

2. transf a. A line of spikes or nails similarly

fixed along the top of a railing, paling, or wall. b.

fig. Protective lines of spines or hairs in the corolla

tube of plants ; the eye-lashes, teeth, etc. + c. A
name for jagged edges of women's dresses and
caps in the 18th c.

Chevaux-defrise is sometimes made a collective sing.

1753 Songs CostuweiiS+g) 231 Your neck and your sTioul-

der both naked should l>e. Was it not for Vandyke, blown
with chevaux-de-frize. 1759 Apollo or Muses Choice xxvi.
21 Each nymp that one sees. Can teach us the use of the
Chevaux de Frize. x8os Forsyth Culture Fruit-trees
xxiii. (1824) 332 An oak paling.. with a cheval-de -frise at
top, to prevent the people's getting over it. 1807-8 W.
Irving Salt/tag. (18241 79 When he laughed, there appeared
from ear to ear a chevaux-de-frize of teeth. 1813 Examiner
26 Apr. 271/2 The top of the wall of the prison, where there
is a chevaux de frieze. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. xli. Bounded
by a high brick wall, with iron chevaux-de- frise at the top.

1862 Possibilities Creation 182 Is it important that the
organ of vision should be protected by a cheval-de-frise of
bristle ? 1879 Lubbock ScL Led. Hi. 96 Sometimes, .flowers
are protected by chevaux de frise of spines and fine hairs
pointing downwards. 1883 Harper's Mag. July 172/2 An
unsightly fence with chevaux-defrise of nails.

||
Che*valer, v. [F. ; f. cheval horse.]

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Chevaler, A horse is said
to chevaler when in passaging upon a walk, or a trot, his far

fore-leg crosses or over-laps the other fore-leg every second
time or motion.

Chevaleresque, var. form of Chivalresque.

i! Ch.6valet ,J>vaU). [Fr. chevatet, dim. of
cheval. Cf. II. cavalelto.] A trestle or framework
for a bridge.
1810 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. VI. 177 A bridge upon

chevalets cannot be very strong. 1811 — VII. 144 Beams
of wood, .have been made with chevalets to form bridges,

b. The bridge of a stringed instrument.

Cheval-glass (J>vcrlglus). [f. Fr. cheval
' horse also * support ' + Glass.] A mirror swung
on a frame, and of sufficient length to reflect the
whole figure.

1855 Thackerav NevKomes xix, The spare bedroom was
endowed with.. a bed as big as a general's tent, a cheval
glass, etc. i860 Dickens Uncomm. 'J'rav. xvL (U.) In the
places of business of the great tailors, the cheval-glasses are
dim and dusty for lack of being looked into. 186* Miss
Braddon Lady Audley viii, 57 George Talboys saw his .

.

tall gaunt figure reflected in the cheval-glass.

Chevalier (Jevalieu). Forms : 4 chevalier,

4, 7 chivaler, 5 chyvalour, -er, cheveler(e
f

chevaler(e, 5-6 chyvaller,6 chivallier, chevil-
lere, -ailer, -alour, (chevelrier

, 7 (shavileir),

chivalier, chevaliere, 6- chevalier. [ME.,
a. AF. chevaler, chivaler, OF. and mod.F. cheva-
lier = Pr. cavallier, Sp. caballero, Pg. cavatleiro,

It. cavaliere\—L. type caballari-us horseman, f. ca-

balltts horse. The mod. repr. of this would have
been che wvaler

t
or chrvaler (cf. chivalry) ; but since

the 16th c. the word has been refashioned after

mod.Fr., whence the pronunciation as given above
;

it is also often pronounced as Fr. (J?valy^).l

1. A horseman ;
esp. a mounted soldier, a knight.

(Now only Hisl. or archaic?)
1292 Britton i. xiii. % x Gentz de religioun, clercs, et

chivalers, et lour fiz eynznez.] 1377 Lancl. P. PL B. xix.

99 3owre champioun chiualer, Chiefkny^t of)ow alle. , 1440
Partonope 918 He hath with hym dyuers Chyvalours Of
Norwey . . and Denmark nacioun. c 1440 1 'ork Myst. xvi.

52 Knyghthes I comaunde . . pas churles as cheueleres ye
chastise & chase. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (i860) 15 The seyd
erlemadeser John Fastolfe chevaler his lieutenaunt. 1500 ao
Dunbar Renwnstr. to King 10 Chevalouris, callandaris, and
flingaris. 1587 M. Grove Pehps q Hipp. (1878) 33 Among
the troupe of chyuallers, one Pelops doth arise. 1591 Troub.
Raigne A". John (1611) 33 They saw . . The Cheualiers of
Fraunce and crosse-bow-shot Slake lanes of slaughtered
bodies through thine hoast. 1662 Fuller Worthies t. xiv,

Knights for the Shire in the Parliament .. and, if with the
addition of Chivaler or Miles . . Knights hydubbing, before
of that their Relation. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 164 Car-
ried to his grave by 4 Irish chevaliers. 1848 I.vtton Harold
1. iii, Sacred abbots and noble chevaliers—Normans all.

b. A member of certain orders of knighthood
;

and of modem French orders, as the Legion of

Honour.
17*8 Morgan Algiers II. v. 317 During the short Reign

of our promising King Edward VI, the Chevaliers [Knights
of St. John] could do nothing here. 1855 Motlkv Dutch
Rep. (1861) I- 37 I'he order of the Golden Fleece .. The
Chevaliers were emperors, kings, princes, etc.

c. The Chevalier or Chevalier de St. George : a
name applied to James Stuart, son of James II, the

'Old Pretender'. The Young Chevalier ; Charles
Edward Stuart, the 1 Young Pretender \
17*6 Amhkkst Terrx Fil. (1741) 194 Of late the chevalier

has been mention'd with an air of importance in our news-
papers, as if he were really some-body. 17. . Jacobite Song,
Charlie is my darling, The young Chevalier. 1788 11.

Walpolk Ren/in. ill. 25 A letter . . addressed, I think, to

I the Chevalier de St. George. 1814 Scott Wav. ML About
I the beginning of November the Young Chevalier, resolved

j

to peril his cause on an attempt to penetrate into the centre
!

of England. 1824 — Redgauntlet ch. i, He spoke sometimes
!

of the Chevalier, but never either of the Prince, which
j

would have been sacrificing his own principles, or of the
1 Pretender, which would have been offensive to those of

others. 1846 J. Haxtf.r Libr. Pract. Aerie. I. Introd. 2.

d. Applied to the cadets of the Old French
noblesse, who embraced a military career.

1839-40 W. Irving Wolfert's R. (1855)99 His house im-
! mediately became the rallying-placeof all the young French
! chevaliers. 1871 M or lev J"oltaire(iSS6) $^notet Chevalier

appears to have been a title given by courtesy to the cadets
i of certain great families.

2. As an appellation of honour: A chivalrous

man ; a lady's cavalier ; a gallant.

1630 Dekker 2nd pt. Honest Wh. WTcs. 1873 II. 159 Let
whowillcome(myNobleShauileir). 1711 'J. Distaff 'Char.

< Don Sac/ier-ereilio 9 O Chevalier ! worthy to be call'd St.

George. 1843 Carlyle Past $ Pr. WL x, A noble devout*
hearted chevalier.

3. Chevalier ofindustry (F. chevalier d*industn'e)

also Chevalier of fortune : one who lives by his

wits, an adventurer, swindler, sharper.
1807-8 W. Irving Salntop. (1824) 270 Doubtful characters

;

particularly pimps, bailiffs, lottery-brokers, chevaliers of
industry, and great men. 1867 Miss Braddon Trail Ser-
pent v. ix, A puppet in the hands of the chevalier of fortune.

4. transf. a. Her. A horseman armed cap-a-pie.

b. The knight in chess.

1796 Stedman Surinam II. xxx. 383 The hippocampus,
or sea-horse, which I could compare to nothing better than
the chevalier of a chess-board.

C. A bird : the Greenshank or Whistling Snipe
I ( Totanus glottis),

[1777 Pennant Zool. (1812) II. 56.] 1885 Lady !
-

.

In the Trades 118 The specimens included . . curlews, cheva-
liers, rails, water-hens.

5. altrib. and Comb. a. simple attn'b. b. comb.,

as chevalier-crab : see quot.
1824 (i ait Rothelan III. 281 The perfidy of Rupert, .sank

deep into the high chevalier bosom of the Palatine. 1868

J. TiMBS Eccentr. Anitn. Creation 294 The Chevalier
crabs (so called from the celerity with which they traverse
the ground). These are found in Africa, and along the
borders of the Mediterranean.

Chevaline (Je valin), a. [a. F. chevalin, 4m
equine, f. cheval horse.] Of or pertaining to horses,

j

horse-; now chiefly in reference to the flesh of the
horse as an article of food. Also subst. horse-flesh.

1550 J- Coke Eng. 4- Fr. Her. (1877) { 163 Moyles ..

asses, & al other beastis chevalynes. 1864 Times 5 Oct.,
Cold horse pie, and other chevaline delicacies. 1868 A. S.
Hicknell Hippophagy 10 Horseflesh .. or, as I propose
henceforward to call it. .Chevaline.

Chevalresque, -rie, -rous, -ry: see Chiv-.
Cheval-trap = Caltrop 2.

1787 in Pornv Elt'/n. Her. Gloss.

tCh.e*vance, chie vance. Obs. Forms: 4-5
chevaunce, 5 chy-, chevaunche, chevance,

7 cheavance, chievance. [a. F. chevance the

wealth that one has acquired, f. OF. chever to

finish, f. chief, chef jhev-) head. Cf. Achieve,
AfHIEVANCK.J
1. Success in acguiring wealth ; fortune.

'393 Gower Conf. II. 275 Netheles men se pouerte. .Full
oftc make a great chevaunce And take of love his avaun-
tage. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. v. 28 By their auarice &
cheuaunce the sciences come to nought. 1577 Holinshed

I

Chron. II. 348 Such chevance made the legat. .that he got
1 togither twelve thousand marks towards his charges. 1600
Holland Livy xxx. xlii. 770 Those . . who happen to meet

1 with some new good chevance [bona fortuna].

2. concr. Acquired wealth, fortune, estate.

1475 Caxton Jason 66 Alle my richesses and cheuaunche.
1490 Caxton Eneydos vi. 33 Oestructyue of theyr per-

sonis, honoures, goodes, and chyuaunches. x6oi Holland
Pliny xix. iv, At Rome, a good garden .. was thought a
poore mans cheiuance ; it went, .for land and lining. 1603

:
— Plutarch's Mor. 46 What tell you me of Pluto I

- Plutus]
and his chievance.

3. Raising of money. To make chevance : to raise

money or funds. Cl Chevisance.
1538 Latimer Sertn. $ Rent. (1845) 400 He was not able

to make provision for household; and therefore required

the best mitre, the best cross, and another thing or two, to

make chevance withal for provision. 1563 Foxb A. 4- M.
; (1583) 1865 As al is gone, you would fain haue me make
another chcuance with the Bishops lands. i6aa Bacon //. '/.

,

K//WV*. (Bohn) 354 Unlawful chievances and exchanges,
which is bastard usury. 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (1662)269

You . . would make a cheavance on Church lands, etc.

4. Accomplishment, achievement.

1563 Foxe A.
<J-
M. (1596) 527 '2 What a matter of howe

great cheuance it is, wherein so many and so great difficul-

ties do lie. 1600 Holland Livy 439 (R.) The vow made
unto Mars for the good cheevance of that war.

Cheva'ster. Sttrg. AIsochevaatre,chevestre.

[a. OF. chevestrc, mod.F. chevetre :—L. capistrutn

halter, f. capfre to take hold of.] A double band-

age for supporting the chin in cases of fracture of

the lower jaw.

i860 in Mayne Exp. Lex. 189/1.

t Chevausende,/; .
//A-. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. F.

chevauchantfpT. pple. ofchevaucherio ride.] Hiding.

1430 Lydc. Chron. Troy 1. v, Nor to our luste fully com-
prehende How Phebus in hischaire is cheuausende [printed

cheuansende\



CHEVB. 331 CHEVING.

t Cheve, chieve, V. Obs. Forma : (4 schef,

4-6 cheve, 4-7 chieve, 4, 7 eheeve, 4-5 chefe,

(7 chive). [ME. chcvc, a. OF. chcve-r, i. chef

head ; but in sense 6 aphetic f. Eng. Achieve.]

1. intr. To reach an end or object, succeed

;

usually with adv. well, ill, etc., to get on, fare.

c 1300 Beket 856 Thanne we mistc. .The bet cheve of oure

consail. 1362 I.angl. P. PL A. I. 31 And summe chosen

chaffare, to cheenen be bettre. laiqae Mortc Artk. 1841

And nowe has bow chevede soo : it es thyne awene skathe !

c 1460 Tmunley Myst. 108 Go forth, ylle myght thou chefe.

1563 Foxe A . <y M. June 1556 One wished them ill to chieue,

that should go about such an acte. 1600 Holland Livy

X. xviii. 363 All things went well and chieved prosperously

[res prosperas esse], 1674 Ray N. Country Wets. 10 To
Chieue, to succeed : as It chieves nought with him . . Fair

chieve you, I wish you good luck.

b. To fare well ;
prosper, thrive, flourish.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xviii. 104 5e, cherles, & }owre chil-

dren chieue shal 3e neure. c 14ZO Pallad. onHusb. XII. 297
Inoculing also in hem hath cheved. 1471 Ripley Cornp.

Alch. 11. xv. in Ashm. (1652) 138 If thou do contrary thy

Warke may never cheve. 16x1 Cotgr., Faire bonne jilt, to

thriue, cheeue, increase, or prosper well.

2. inly. To make or win one's way, get {to a

place) ; to come, go, proceed : much used in allit.

verse. Also to cheve to an end : to come to an end.

c 1300 St. Brandan 408 After the schip so faste he schef

that almest he com therto. c 1340 Gaw. $ Cr. A'nt. 63 pe

chauntre of be chapel cheued to an ende. 1340-70
Alisaituder 78 Hee . . cheued forthe with be childe. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. i. (1495) 590 Yf thou

sowest the seed of a tree fyrste it cheueth and spryngeth

forth as an herbe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9331 Our londes haue
leuyt . . and chefen fro horn Vnto a cuntre vnkynd.

3. tram. To come into possession of
;
gain, ac-

quire, win.
c 1340 Gaw. Gr. Knt. 1271, I schulde chepen & chose,

to cheue me a lorde. Ibid. 1390 Tas [=take] yow bere my
cheuicaunce, I cheued no more. ^1430 Chev. Assignc 16

That he hadde no chylde to cheuene his londis. [1614 Davies
Eclogue, Witty § Wernockc, O hou it garres old Wernock
swinck with glee In that emprise that cniuen featest fame.]

4. intr. To fall to, befall, happen, come to pass.

< 1325 E. E. Atlit. P. B. 1125 If hit cheue be chaunce
vncheryst ho worbe. e 1400 Destr. Troy 395 Hym chefet

thurghe chaunse childerno mo. Ibid. 518 Auntres. .Of cbi-

ualry & chaunce, bat cheuyt hym before, a 1440 Sir Degrev.

465 How as evere hit cheve ; TJie knyght takes his leve.

b. impers. with object in dative.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 226 And if he chide or chatre,

hym chieueth [v.r. cheueb] be worse. ? a 1400 Morte Arth.
869 Hade I wytene of this, wele had nie chefede. c 1400
Destr. Troy 5985 purghe Achilles chiualry horn cheuyt the

worse. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Burning Pestle I. iii,

Foul chive him, he is too merry. 1657 Sir A. Cockain Obst.

Latiy in. ii, Foul cheeve him for it

!

5. intr. To do homage to. Cf. Chevage.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 11 1 Whan wrathed Steuen

with Dauid of Scotland, pat wild not tille him cheuen, no
bowe vnto his hand. Ibid. 323 Grete was bat linage &
many to bam cheued. 1436 Pol. Poems {1859) I * God
. .Sav Caleys. .That ever yt mot wel cheve Unto the crown
of mery Yngland, Whils that this world wyll stand.

6. trans. To bring to an end or issue ; to finish,

accomplish, perform, achieve.

[c 1400 Destr. Troy Prol. 16 New stories ben now . . Cheuyt
throughe chaunce & chaungyng of peopull. Ibid. 947 Thies
charmys & enchauntementes are cheuit to noght.] 1426

Pol. Poems II. 132 Gladly he chevith what so he begynne.
e 1475 Partenay 597, I shall plainly do your commaunde-
ment, What-someuer cost it for to cheue. 1530 Palsgr.

483/2, I cheve, I bringe to an ende, jfe aschieve.

Cheue, obs. form of Chafe sb.1

t Cheve day. Obs. rare- 1
. Explained by

Gairdner as ' day of the chief or patron saint '.

1461 Paston Lett. 425 I was at Blofeld on Sent Andruys
Day wyt the person, and he understode non noder but that

I cam to se is masterchepe, for it was hese cheve day.

Chevel, -ylle, early var. Chavel, now Jowl.

t Chevel-bolt. Some kind of bolt in a car.

1480 Wardr. Acc. Edw. IV [iK-tp) 123 For a chevel bolt

and a lymour bolte weying xvj lb.

II Chevele. [F. chevele lit. ' haired ', f. OF.
chevel hair.] (See quot.)

1731-6 Bailey, Chcvelle [in Heraldry] signifies stream-

ing, i.e. a stream of light darting from a comet or blazing

star, vulgarly called the Beard. 1751 Chambers Cycl.,

Chevelle, used by the French heralds [of] a head, where
the hair is of a different colour from the rest of the head.

11 Chevelnre CJ»v£Wt). Forms : 5 cheveler,

7- chevelure. [a. F. chevelure, in OF. cheveleiire

=Pr. cabelladura, It. capillatura:—h. capilldtura

head of hair, f. capilldt-us haired, f. capillits a

hair. In ME. naturalized as cheveler, but in mod.
use, treated as a French loan-word, and pronounced
accordingly.]

1. The hair of the head, a head of hair
; f a wig.

1470 in Cunningham Brit. Paint. (1829} I. 18 Item,longeth
to the angels four chevelers. c iqS&Digby Myst. 139 {Stage
direction) Ffyrst entreth Wysdam. .vpon his hed a cheveler
withbrowes. 1652 Urqvhart yewefWks. (1834) 235 Majesty
in his very chevelure. 1864 R. Burton Dahomc 49 Con-
spicuous . . by her chevelure which looked like a closely-

fitting cap of Astrachan wool. 1884 West. Daily Press 29
May 3/7 An abundant chevelure, drawn up from the neck.

2. trans/. The luminous appearance surrounding
the nucleus of comets ; also the diffused light

round certain nebulous stars. [So in French]
1672 Phil. Trans. VII. 4044 When we beheld the Comet

with Telescopes, we saw about his head a chevelure of an
almost equal length, without being able clearly to distin-

guish his tail. 1791 Herschel in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 78

A star of about the 9th magnitude, surrounded_ by a milky
nebulosity, or chevelure, of about 3 minutes in diameter.

1854 Tomlinson Arago's Asiron. 135 If the moon is an old

comet, what has she done with her chevelure, or hair ?

+ CheveluTed, a. Obs, rare— 1
. In 5 chevel-

ered. [f. prec. + -ED.] With a wig ;
wigged.

c 1485 Digby Myst. f$o {Stage direction) Alle iij . . chevc-

lerede and crestyde in on sute.

Cheven, Chevender, obs. forms of Chevin,
Chavender.
Cheventayn, -eyn, etc. : see Chevetaine.

t Cheveral. Obs. rare— 1
. [} a deriv. of chhire

goat : Godefroy has an OF. cheveron a sort of stuff

into which goats' hair entered. Or can it be the

next word ?]

c 1517 Wardr. Inv. Hen. VIII (in Planche) Black and
blue cloth of gold cheverall. .green cloth of silver cheverall.

t Che'verel, sb. 1 Obs. Forms : 5 ehevrelle,

I 5-7 cheverell(e, 5-8 cheverel, (6 chaverell),

6-7 chiverel(l, cheveril 1. [ME. ehevrelle, a.

OF. chevrele, -elle kid (Romanic type *caprella
,

dim. of chivre -.—capra, she-goat ; in mod.F. re-

placed by the synon. chevrette.']

1. lit. Kid ; but always used in the sense of the

j

full cheverel-leather, kid-leather. (Noted for its

I

pliancy and capability of being stretched.)

j
a 1400 C0O. Myst. (1841)341Two doseyn poyntys of cheve*

relle, the aglottes of sylver feyn. e 1440 Promp. Pan'. 73
Cheurelle, leddare. 1530 Palsgr. 205/1 Chevcrell lether,

cheuerotin. 1576 Br. Curtis Serm. viii. (J.I The nature

of cheveril leather is, that if a man take it_ by the_ sides

and pull it in breadth, he may make a little point as

broad as both his hands ; if he take it by the ends and pull

j

it in length, he may make it as small as a thread. 1589

;

Pappe iv. Hatchet D ij, If they make their consciences
' stretch like chiuerel in the raine. 1609 Armin Maids of

More-Cl. (1880) 108 A gloue of warmth, Not cheuerell.

1755 Johnson, Clievcril. . now obsolete.

fig. 1592 Shaks. Pom. t, Jul. 11. iv. 87 Here's a wit of

I cheverell, that stretches from an ynch to an ell broad.

2. attrib. Made of cheverel-leather.

1515 Will 0/ Symson (Somerset Ho.) Cheverell purse.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly Rja, To streche out

heaven, that is to saie holy writte, lyke a cheverell skyline.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. in. i. 13 A sentence is but a cheu'rill

gloue to a good witte, how quickely the wrong side may be
' turn'd outward. 1607 TorsELL^Vv/tv^j 734 Stretching like

a cheverell-glove.

b. Jig. Of the nature of cheverel-leather ; slretch-

!

ing, flexible, pliable, yielding, elastic
;

esp. in

phrase a cheverel conscience.

1583 Stubbes Auat. Abus. II. 12 The lawiers have such

chauerell consciences. 1605 T. Hutton ReasonsforRefusal
62 In his cheverel fancie. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. iii. 32

The Capacity Of your soft Chiuerell Conscience. 1662

]
Fuller Worthies IV. 4 Cheverel-consciences, which will

stretch any way for advantage. 1673 HickERINGILL Gregory's

Father Grey-b. 302 With wide open Mouth and Cheveril

Lungs. 1705 — Priest-Craft 11. vii. 72 Get Cheverel-

I

Charity, that will stretch, wide, wide.

3. Comb., as chcvercl-braincJ, -conscienced.

1608 Day Law Triekes iv. i. (1881) 58 He see which of my
I cheuerill braind immitators dares follow my fashion. 1630

J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise Hempseed Wks. HI. 73/2 A
I

cheuerell conscienced Vsurer.

t Cheverel, sb.- ? Obs. (See quot.)

[1721-1800 Bailey, Ckeveriltus [Old Law], a young cock

or cockling.] 1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) I. 450 A varietyof

goldfinch . . called by the London bird-catchers a cheverel,

from the manner in which it concludes its jerk.

t Che'verelize, v. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. Cheverel

sb. 1 + -ize.] trans. To make capable of stretching

to any extent, like cheverel-leather. Hence Che-
verelized ///. a.

1625 Br. Mountagu App. Csesar iv. 23, _ I appeale unto

yourowne, though never so much Cheverellized consciences.

Cheverie, -ye, obs. forms of Chiefeky.
Chevern, Chevernel, obs. forms of Chevin,

Chevronel.
Cheveron, var. form of Chevron.

t Che -veronne. Obs. rare. Apparently a cor-

ruption of chaufron, shaiufron, Chamfrain
;
perh.

. confused witli the heraldic Chevron.
c 1420 A nturs of Arth. xxx, His stede . . was trapput to

the hele. Opon iris cheueronne be-forn, Stode as a vnicorn

!
Als scharpe as a thorn An nanlas of stele.

t Che'vesaile. Obs. [a. OF. chevecaille, -es-

saile, part of any garment which goes round the

neck, collar (:—L. type *capitidle, -ia), f. OF.
chevece :—L. capilia, pi. of capitium, opening for

the head in a tunic, neckband, collar, f. capit- head :

cf. Cavesson.]
The collar of a coat, gown, or other garment ; in

the 14th c. often richly ornamented. (By late anti-

quaries, historical novelists, etc., apparently often

I

taken for a gorget, necklace, or collar, as a sepa-

rate article of attire.)

c 1400 Rom. Rose 1082 Aboute hir nekke of gentyl entayle

Was shete the riche chevesaile, In which ther was fulle gret

plente Of stones clere and bright to see. [1605 Camden
Rem. (1637) 196 They had also about this time [Rich. II] a

gorget called a Chevesail, for as yet they used no bands

about their necke. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. I. ix, Some
nowches and knackeries, .indifferently well wrought, speci-

j

ally a chevesail. 1847-9 Rossetti Bride's Prcl. ix, Around
her throat the fastenings met Of chevesayle and mantelet.]

t Chevese. Obs. P'orms : 1 (cebis), ciefes,

cites, cefes, ceafes, eyfys, cyfese, 3 chivese,
chevese. [OE. cebis ( = t ), cefes, ciefes, cifes,

cyfes str. fern., and ciefese, cyfese wk. fern. :—WGer.
kavis, kavisA, MLG. keves, kevese, MDu. kefse, ke-

visse, Du. kevis, OHG. chebis, chebisa (MHG. kebes,

keb{e)se, Ger. kebse) :—OTeut. *kadisjd-, *katisjon-.

ON. has a cognate masculine kefsir [:—kadisjo-z).]

A concubine, mistress, leman.
700 Fpiual Gloss. 745 Polices, cebisae—Erf. [Ipellex]

caebis. d8oo Corpus Gt. 1540 Polices, cebise. ( 893 K.
^Elereu Ores. VI. xxx. § 4 His suna..oone he haefde be
Elenati his ciefese. a 1000 in Thorpe Laws I. 406 (Bosw.)
Se 3e h;ebbe riht wif, and eac cifese [v. r. ceafese, cefese].

1205 Lav. 6356 Ane chiuese [127s lemman] him icha:s.

c 1225 St. Marker. 3 Yef ha is freo wummon, ich hire wul!
habben ant to wif halden ; yef ha theowe is, ich cheose hire

to cheuese.

Cheves-born a., born of a concubine, bastard.

c xjos Lay. 4334 Eaert bu benne cheues-boren [1275 cheuis-

bore].

Chevestre, var. of Chevasteu.

II Chevet (JVvg). [F. chevet pillow, ' eastern

extremity of a church, especially considered exter-

nally'. In the latter sense, French formerly used

chevis :—L. capitium, f. caput- head. ' See Littre.)]

The F'rench name of the apsidal termination

I (semicircular or semipolygonal of the east end of

: a church
;
particularly applied to that of French

Gothic churches, where it is sometimes surrounded

by apsidal chapels.

1809 Whittington Eccl. Anita. France 11. iii. (1811) 132

Rebuild the upper end of the church, which is called the

Chevet, or round point. 1861 Sat. Rev. 30 Nov. 568 The
choir, chevet, and transepts of the Abbey church [of West-

minster] . . belong to the great rebuilding undertaken by
Henry III. 1861 A. B. Hope Eng. Catkedr. igtAC. iii.

92 We have a further reason, .for the adoption in our cathe-

drals of the chevet. 1888 Loftie Tenver ofLoud. 36.

tChe'vetaine. Obs. Forms: 3-5 cheve-
teyn(e, 3, 6 -aine, 4-5 -ayn(e, 5 -ein, -an, -un,

chiveteyn, chyveteyne, -tayn;e, 5-6 chieve-

tain, 6 chieuetaine ; 3-5 cheventeyn, 4 -ayn, 5

eyne, -ein, -en e, chevynteyn. [ME. chevetaine,

a. OF. chevetaine, -aigne, 12th c. semi-popular ad.

late L. capitdneus, capitdnus, chief, principal, f.

capit- head : see Captain. The word underwent

various corruptions in ME. ; but the form chev'e)-

taine under the influence of chef, Chief, became

cheftaine, Chieftain, which at length superseded

all the others.] Earlier form of Chieftain.
c 1275 Lay. 5879 And oner eche ferde anne cheuetainc

[1205 hereto^e]. 1297 R. Glolc. (1724) 213 Cheueteyns he
[Arture] made somme ; As be kyng of Cormvayll, etc. Ibid.

400 Roberd Courtehese hii chose to cheuenteyne. c 1386

Chaucer Knt's T. 1696 And if so be the chieftayn [t>, r.

chiefteyn, cheuynteyn, cheuentein, chevetayn, cheftaigne,

cheventenl be take.
'
c 1400 Maundev. Prol. 3 Withouten a

Cheventeyn, or a chief Lord, c 1440 Gesta Rom. (1879) 9
Whenne be cheventeyns of the cite sawe him. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. lxvi. 49 They take, .the kynges broder toben
hir chyueteyne. 1567 Drant Horace's Epist. II. i. G viij.

Thee being cheuetainc [to Principe]. 1586 Ferne Blaz.

Geutrie 24 In the choise of Chieuetaines.

II
Cheville (Jevrl\ [a. Fr. chevillc, in many

technical senses, e. g. pin, plug (in carpentry), etc.,

and thence in the sense of word inserted to plug

up a vacant place in a sentence.]

1. A meaningless or redundant word or phrase

inserted to round off a sentence or complete a verse.

1883 Simcox Latin Lit. II. v. v. 77 One finds the chevilles at

the end of the line in the 'Ameid '. 1885 Contemp. Ret:

Apr. 551 Cheville . . is any meaningless or very watered

phrase employed to strike a balance in the sound.

2. ' The peg of a violin or similar stringed in-

strument' (Stainer and Barrett, 1878).

Chevils, variant of Kevels (of a ship).

Chevin (tje vin). Forms : 5 cheveyne, 5-7

ohevyn, cheven, (6 ehevion ,
6-7 chevine, (7

ehevern), (8 given;, 9 chivin, 6- chevin. [a.

F. chevin, also chevanne, in OF. also chevesne,

Swiss Rom. chevenne (Godef.) : of uncertain deri-

vation : see Littre.] A fish, the Chub.
c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker6i3 Strengula, quidam piscis,

a cheveyne. 1496 Bk. St. Albaris, Fishing 28 The cheuyn

I is a stately fysshe ; and his heed is a deynty morsell. c 1532

! Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. (1852) 913 Cheuyns, chieuen-

ties. 1583 Plat Divers New Expcr. (1594) 4 For the cheven

I you must make your baites as big as cherrie stones. 1612

Drayton Poly-olb. xxvi. (1748) 371. 1653 Walton ^>4r&>- 59

Have you no other way to catch a chevin or chub ? 1655

Moufet & Benn. Health's Improv. (174°) 274 Chevins and

Millers thumbs, are a kind of jolt-headed Gudgeons. 1725

Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Standing Water, They put into
' these Pools store of Chevins. 1848 Thoreau Maine W. 1.

I (1864^ 53 A shoal of white chivin. 1887 Burnand Incompl.

Angler 44 The Pike. . Is worth a dozen cheven.

t Che'ving, vU. sb. Obs. [f. Cheve v. + -ing 1
.]

The action of the vb. Cheve. Ending, success,

fortune : ill, evil ch(i)eving, ill success, bad luck.

c 1500 Cocke Lorelles B. 2 The people blesseth hym with

!
evyll chevynge. 1530 Palsgr. 709 God sende you yvell

chevyng, whiche is a maner of cursing. 1596 Harington
' 42- a



CHEVIOT. 332 CHEVRON.

Ulysses upon A /oar, You haue vsde a Doctour farre worse, I

and thcrfore look for ill chieving.

Cheviot vtfrviat, tje v-). [Name of the moun-
tain range on the borders of England and Scotland.]

1. Cheviot sheep, in plural often Cheviots : a hardy

breed of short-wooled sheep, thriving on the

Cheviot Hills and in mountainous districts, and

valued on account of their heavy carcases and fine

thick-set wool, Cheviot woo/.

18x5 Scott Guy M. ii, Highland cattle and Cheviot sheep.
1

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 350/1 The Cheviols . . differ essen-

tially from both the black and the dun-faced breeds by

which they are surrounded, but neither history nor tradition

has given the slightest clue to their origin. 1870 Miss 1

Broughton Red as Rose II. 5 (Hoppe) Jack's sheep . . the

Cheviots that he was so proud of.

2. A cloth made from Cheviot wool.

1883 Cosset/ sAm Mag. Oct. 696/3 Cheviots and Vicunas

are being employed for many autumn gowns. 1887 Daily
News 4 July 4/3 Worsteds, diagonals, twills, and cheviots.

t Che*visance Obs. Forms : 4 chevisans,

chevicaunce, chewisance, chefesaunce, chyve-
saunce, chevysaauns, 4-5 chevisaaunce, -ance,

4-6 chevysaunce, -ance, ohevesance, -aunce,

4-7, 9 chevisaunce, -ance, 5 (cheysaunce,
chevysshaunce), chevesauns, chevyshaunce,
-ance, (7 chevisancie . [a. OF. chevisance t

chevissance, f. chevissant, pr. pple. of chevir: sec

Chevise v.]

I. 1. A bringing to an end or issue ; issue, end.
c 1330 R. Brlnne Chron. (1810) 105 Whan Henry herd

telle bis of bat gode cheuysance. c 1440 Gesta Rom. lx. 248
(Harl. MS.) Shamide that he ne wiste what chevisaunce he
myght make.

2. Furtherance
;
help, assistance rendered.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6978 (Gott.) Na folk bairn miht wid-

stand . .Quilis bai widpaim had goddes cheuisans. a 14x0
Occleve De Reg. Prim: 4911 Yf a man. .Of his gode yeve
you a gode substaunce, Kunneth hym thanke of his goode
chevysaunce.
3. Resource, remedy, means of helping or extri-

cating oneself, shift ; also, expedient, device, shifti-

ness.

c 1330 R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 181 If be Soudan ros opon
Philip of France, & I wer pan in clos withouten cheuisance.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxiii. 16 f>auh he .. can no betere

cheuesaunce, Neode nymeb hym a-non vnder his mayn-
pryse. 1440 Protest Dk. Gloucester in Rymer Foedera
(1710) X. 766 Yf . . my said Lord can find noon other meen
or chevesaunce to keep ony part, c 1470 Harding Chron.
iv. iti, Eche daye they made wyttye cheuesaunce, To helpe

them selfe at their necessitec.^ c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of '

Aymon (1885) 104 The foreste is soo grete, that they shall

fynde some cheuysaunce. 1530 Palsgb. 267/1 Schyfte, che-

vesaunce, cheuesance. 1548 H all Chron. (1809)406 Hircraftie
chevesaunce tooke none effect in Brytayne. ,1650 B. Dis-
collim. 39 Violated by Legerdu main, or chevisance of wit.

4. Contribution to the supply of any want
;
pro-

vision
;
supply.

138. Wyclif Whs. (1880) 382 Wliat chefesaunce & costis

be clergi makib. 1565 Jewel Refit. Harding <i6ii) 67 There
was then neither such number of Altars, nor such cheuisance

of Masses, as hath beene sithence.

5. Provision of what is wanted for life; concr.

provisions, substance.

1375 Barbolr Bruce 111. 402 He gat schippyne gud plente,
j

And wictalis in gret aboundance : Sa maid he nobill chewi-

sance. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV., Phillis, Hys wyse folkc

conseyle han hym yeven . . To . . make in that londe somme
chevissaunce, And kepen hym fro woo. 1436 Pol. Poems

'

(1859) II. 169 Thus moste rude ware be in here chevesaunce.

160s Carew Corn-watt 29 The store-house of Sunnes cheui-
!

sauce.- .Oceanus. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcel, xxiii. iii.

221 A strong towne of defence, and for rich chevisance and ,

quicke trafnque a most delectable place. x6n Cotgr.,
j

Bleu, wealth, substance, chevisance, riches, possessions.

6. liooty.

t 1340 Gaw. \ Gr. Knt. 1 300 Tas yow bere my cheuicaunce,

I cheued no more, 1393 Gower Con/. II. 332 As a thefe

maketh his chevesance And robbeth mennes goodes about.
,

15*6 Skelton Magfty/. 2264 When we with Magnyfycence
goodys made chevysaunce. 1530 Tindale Pract. Prelates \

For him they might not slee whom they wolde, and
make what cheuysaunce they lusted. 1658 W. Burton /tin.

Anton, 149 [Thcyl carried their pillage, .to places of safety

. . and full of gladnesse for their chevisance, did then come
again to fetch more.

II. spec. The providing or raising of funds :

7. Regarded as the action of the borrower

:

Raising of money by some expedient,^/, on some

surety or pledge ; borrowing. To make a chevi-

sance'. to contract a loan ; to pledge or pawn any-

thing for ready money.
( 1386 Chaucer Shipm. T. 329 Chaffare is so dere, That

nedes must he make a chevisance, For he was bonde in a 1

recognisance, To payen twenty thousand sheldes anon.

1460 Capgrave Chron. 144 For he [Richd. I] purposed to go .

to the Holy Land, and must make chevesauns for mech
J

money, he sent aftir the Kyng of Scottis. 1461 J. Paston
j

Lett. 410 II. 41, I kowd make non othyr cheysaunce but I

schuld a boruyed it of a strange man. 1474 /bid. 745 III.

us And as for the forte C. mark . . he wolde, rather than !

joperte sholde be, purvey it by weye off chevyshaunce at I

London, in so moche that . . he had for my sake leyde v. c.

markes worthe of plate with Hewghe Fenne. 1530 Tindale .

Pract. Pre/ates xiii, The old Pope had none auctoryte to

make anye so< h cheuisaunce with St. Peters enheritaunce :

he coude but haue the vse of it his lyfelongc.

b. Resource or shift to get money, way of ' rais-

ing the needful (Always in a bad sense.)

(i 1400 Coz>. Myst. xxv. 243 A beggerys dowtere . . To I

cownterfete a jentylwoman . . And yf mony lakke, this is the
new chevesauns With here prevy plesawns to gett it of sum
man. c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Good Mann. 1,1570) C iij, If he
shame to begge . .Then turneth he to fraudc and crafty

cheuesaunce, Of all men borowing on suertie, othe or seale.

1545 Act 37 Hen. VII'/, c. 9 Pream., Punyshment of Usurye i

. .and of other corrupte bargaynes, shiftes and chevisances. '

1589 Puttenham /:'';. Potsie i. xviii. Arb.) 53 Pasturage
1

was before tillage, or fishing or fowling, or any other preda-
tory art or cheuisance.

c. Merchandise, gain (in a bad sense)
;
esp. in

To make chevisance of: to make merchandise,

profit, or gain of.

1535 Coverdale Dent, xxl 14 Then shalt thou let her go
whither she wyll, and not to sell her, nor to make cheue-
saunce of her. 1555 FardU F'acions 11. vii. 161 The parentes
brought to niedinesse, vse there to make cheuisaunce of
their doughters bodies, c 1570 Thynne Pride 4- Low/.
cccxxix, And to commaund and haue the world at wyll I

Others for they mak of it chevisaunce. 1616 Bullokak,
Cheuisance, merchandise, bargaining. 1693-6 so Cockeram.

8. Regarded as the action of the lender : The
furnishing of funds, money-lending on security.

Also, app. The lending of goods, etc., for profit

;

and sometimes, merely, Dealing for profit.

(Apparently commonly applied in i5-i6thc to some device

by which the statutes against usury were evaded.)

1377 Langl. P. PL B. v. 249 Eschauuges and cheuesaunces
'

With suche chaffare I dele. 138 . Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 88

Marchauntis by usure under colour of trcube bat bei clepyn
1

chevysaunce. c 1386 Chaucer Pro/. 283 So estately was he
j

of governaunce, With his bargayns, and with his chevy-
saunce. 1393 Langl. P. P/. C. vn. 252 |>at chaffared with my
chyuesaunce, cheuede selde after, c 1460 Fortescue Abs. ff

Lim. Mon. (1714! 33 Usury and Chevesaunce, incresith the
Povertie of hym that borowyth. 1487 Act $Heti. VII, c.6

I 3 Ordyned. .that all unlefull Chevysaunces and Usurye be ,

dampned, and none to be used, upon payne of forfeyture of 1

the Value of the Money or Goodez so chevysched or lent.

1570 Act 13 E/iz. c. 5 Couenous and fraudulent Feoffements
. . Conueyances, Bonds . . to the overthrow of all true and plain

dealing, bargaining and chevisance between man and man.
Ibid. c. 7 {Whit is a Bankrupt) Any . . Person . . using the

Trade of Merchandize by way of Bargaining, Exchange,
Rechange, Bartry, Chevisance or otherwise. 1588 J.

Harvey Disc, in Tkynne's Animadv. 11865* Pitic,

that any such knack of knauerie, or covenous chevisance.

.

should . . overthrow . . any well governed . . &tate. 160a

Fulbecke 2nd Ft. Para//. 48 It is held to be simonie, and
j

corrupt cheuisance, if any valuable consideration be giuen

in such regard pacto, vetfacto. (1641 Termes de la Ley 56.

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. xxxl]

% Misused by Spenser and others after him, who
j

have erroneously confounded the word with che- I

z>ance, chivalry, chevauchee, etc. : Enterprise, per-
|

formance ; chivalrous enterprise or achievement

;

expedition on horseback
;
chivalry ;

prowess, etc.

1 Spenser app. misunderstood some passage in Gower or

other old writer : modern archaists have in turn misunder.
j

stood Spenser.)

1579 Stenser Sheph. Ca/. May 92 They maken many
wrung cheuisaunce [gloss., Cheuisaunce, sometime of !

Chaucer vsed for gaine : sometime of other for spoyle, or 1

bootie, or enterprise, and sometime for chiefdomc]. 1590
— F. Q. 111. xi. 24 Shameful thing Yt were t* abandon noble i

chevisaunce For shewe of perill, without venturing. 1600

Fairfax Tasso iv. Ixxxi, Be it not pardic declar'd in France
\

. . That we forsookc so fair* a cheuUance, For doubt or

feare that might from fight arise. 161a Pasguit's Nigkt 1

CapiiBj-j) 109 None of more valour, might or cheuisance.
j

1624 Div. Poems Sion's Sonn, (1717) 377
creaa'd in power, and high Chevisance Of Arms. 1849

Lytton K. Arthur VHL xi, Frank were those times of

trustful chevisaunce [note, chevisaunce, Spenser], And
hearts when guileless open to a glance, loid. at exev,

Stand forth.. oold child of Christian Chevisaunce. 188a

Shorthouse y. Inglesant xxxii, When the northern gods.

.

rode on their chevisance, they went down into the deep
valleys singing magic songs.

Che'visance Obs. [prob. the same word as

prec.] An old name of some flower, not identified :

Dr. Prior has suggested the Wall- flower.

(The conjecture that this is * evidently a misprint for

cherisance , is baseless : there is no such word.)

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Apr. 143 The prctic Pawnee
Ana the Chevisaunce Shall match with the fayre flowrc

Delice. 1620 T. Robinson M. Magd. 317 The woody
Primrose and the pretty Paunce ; The Pinke, y* DaiTodill

and Cheuisance.

+ Che'visancer. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Chkvimam k

sb.* 8 + -er.] A money-lender.
1598 Stow Surv. (ed. Strype 1754* II. v. xxii. 421/1 Also,

if any Usurers or false Chevesancers. be dwelling within this

ward. 1657 Howell Londinop. |Qfl If any false^ Cheve- \

saunters, or extortioning, Usururs dwell within their Ward
|

t Che visancing. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. as prec.

+ -INO I,] Money-lending ; dealing for profit.

1586 I 1 km B/az. Gentrie 0> If such a one now, through
good husbandrye, cheuisauncing, lease monging,or perhaps
miserable nigardnes shall rise up to a reunew.

t Che" vise, v. Obs. Forms : 4 chevessohen,
chevese, 4-5 chevis(e, 5 -yche, -yss, -esshen,

-isshe, -ice, chevey». [ME. chevis-, chevish-, a. 1

F. cheviss- extended stem of chevir, chevissant^ to

bring to a head or end, finish, achieve, make an
j

end of. carry out, succeed with, execute, manage,
furnish, etc., f. chef (c/tev-) head.]

1. /rans. To achieve, perform, accomplish.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8329 iCott.) pat he ne it thoght to cheuis

sua, Als be angel brogh(t) him oodeword aa.

2. intr. To get on, speed, succeed.

1375 Barbour Bruce vn. 427 Gif that thai mycht cheviss

[chewyss] swa . . That thai mycht vyn the vode agayn. His
men, thai thoucht, thai suld nocht dreid. 14. . Legenda
.•Jurra 64 b (in Promp. Parv.\ And the nexte nyght after he
departed in thabyte of a brother of Sympringham, and so

cheuyssed y* he wente ouer see.

3. intr. rejl.) To come to an end or issue, come
to terms with, get on with
1406 Occleve Misrule 101, I nat can with reason me che-

vice. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 111. xi. 191 They sawe that

they conde not cheuyshe with them by loue. 1491 Caxton
Vitas Patr. <W. de W.> 111. xiv. (1495) 321 b. They bounde
hym bothe handes and feet ; for otherwi se coude they not

cheuysshe with hym.
4. rejl. To furnish, provide for, help, take care

of (oneself ), provide for one's sustenance.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6409 <Cott.> 'Cheues be,' he said, 'wit

man an freck And ga fight a-pon amalec. 136a Langl. P.
PI. A. x. 72 Souereyn [of] him-self his soule for to jeme,
And Chcuesschen him from charge, c 1374 Chaucer Compl.
Mars xiv, Alas ! your honour and your emperise, Neigh ded
for drede, ne can her not chevise. 140a Occleve Lett, of
Cupid in Arb. Garner IV. 65 O Woman! how shalt thou
thyself chevice; Sith men of thee so mochil harm witness?

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour lxxxiii. 106 Rebecca loued best

her sone Jacob, .because he coude best cheuisshe hym selff,

and was of good puruiaunoe. a 1500 Ratis Raving 3874
Had scho done weill Scho had ben maryt richly : Now lat

her chewys her, fore thi.

b. To occupy oneself {for any one).
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6427 He shal cheveys hym for me, For I

trowe he can hampre thee.

5. trans. To provide, procure, obtain, eam.
1340-70 Alitaunder 966 Dof bow haue cheuesed bee a

chylde. 1440 Promp. Parv. 74 Chevystyn or purveyn
[v.r. chevyschen, cheucsshen], provideo. 1475 Caxton
Jason 66 If I sawc.alle that I coude fine and cheuisshe

perisshe in the. .depnes of the see.

6. trans. To provide 1funds), raise ^money),

borrow.
1455 Marc. Paston Lett. 360 I. 354 Wochesafe to che*

vessKe for her . . xxti marke for to bepayed to Mastre Ponyngs.

1469 Sir J. Paston 621 II. 374, I beseche you to sende
me comfort with what money ye coude fynde the menys to

get or chevysche uppon suerte sufficient. 1487 Act 3 Hen.
VII, c.6 53 Forfeiture of the Value of the Money or Goodez
so chevysched or lent,

b. tntr.

1494 Fabvan vh.ccxxv. 253 Well I knowe he must cheuich

for money to perfourme y* tourney.

UGhevrette (Jwre't). [F. chevrette [mm Pr.

tabretay It. capretta, dim. of chhrre, L. capra she-

goat.]

T 1. A machine for raising guns or mortars into

their carriages. Obs.

731-6 in Bailey. 1771 Simes Mil. Guide.

2f. A thin kind of goat-skin leather used for

gloves.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 37 Kid and chevrette leather

. .is prepared in the dressing yards at Grenoble, Fontaine,

and Ottignies, near Brussels. The supplies of . . chevrette,

or young goat skins, for stouter gloves, from Saxony, Ba-
varia, and Bohemia. 1888 The Lady 25 Oct. 378 Tan,
chevrette, and silk gloves.

Chevron (Jevran), sby Forms: 5 cheff-

rounce, 6 chevorn, cheveroune, 7 cheverne,
cheavern, 5- cheveron, 6- chevron, [a. F.

chevron rafter, chevron, circumflex accent (in Picard

caveron, Pr. cahrion, Sp. cabriot
rafter, chevron)

L. type +capridn-em f. caper goat : Sp. has also

cabriol in same sense :— L. capreol-us, dim. of caper

goat, of which the pL capreoli was applied to two
pieces of wood inclined like rafters.]

1. A beam, or rafter; esp. in //. the rafters or

couples of the roof, which meet at an angle at the

ridge.

1 There \ ~ hut little evidence of the actual use of this in Eng.)

I- 1300 Battle Abbey Custuma/s (1887) 29 Quatuor cheve-

runs et omnia pertinentia in parietibus. 1331 Liters
Cantuar. (Rolls) L 368, Xij. cheverones et ii postes de
quercu.] 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, I n Chevron,
a Chevron, a rafter in the house that bearelh vp the roofe.

1611 Cotgr., Chevron, a kid ; a Chevron iof timber in build-

ing); a rafter or sparre. 1617 Minsheu, Cheverons. 160a

Coles, Chevrons, the strong rafters meeting at the house
top. 1851 Turner Dom. An hit. Li. 17 Its timber gable,

and seven couples, or cheverons, of the roof.

b. (See quot.)
176a in Picton L poo/Munic. A'tv.ii886i II 240 Fish yard.-,

cheverons, or other obstructions to navigation in the river.

2. Her. A charge or device on the escutcheon,

consisting of a bar bent like two meeting rafters,

thus, A- Chevron coupedx one which does nut touch

the sides of the escutcheon ; chevron in chief : one

which rises to the top ofthe field ; chevron rompee

:

one with the upper part displaced, as if broken off.

1395 in E. E. IVil/sUSSi) 4 A keuerlet of red scndel ypou-

thered with Cheuerons. i486 ttk . St. A /bans. Her. B v b, The
secunde pynyon is called cheffrounce, that is, a couple of

sparis. xoxo Guillim Hera/dry 111. v. (1660I 123 This
Cheuron in Blazon is called Rompee, or rather Rompu.
1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 1041/4 Stolen out of the Buttery and
Butlers Chamber at New-Colledee in Oxford . . one large

Silver Pot. .and about eleven small ones, all markt with the

Cotledge Arms, viz. two Cheaverns between three Roses.

187a Ruskin Eag/e's N. § 235 The Chevron, a band bent

at an angle (properly a right angle) . . represents the gable

or roof ofa house.

3. The same shape used in decorative art, etc.

1608 B. Jonson Masque ofB/ackn. lR.) The top thereof
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was stuck with a chev'ron of lights. 1835 M.UDIE Brit, bints

(1841) I. 208 The wings and tail are black . . the latter

with a chevron of white. 1865 LUBBOCKPreh. Time* vi. 169

Incised patterns in which the chevron or herring-bone con-

stantly reappears. 1879 Sir G. Scott Lect. Archil. II. 816

These chamfers .. enriched with chevrons of slight depth.

. 4. esp. A distinguishing mark or badge on the

sleeve of non-commissioned officers, policemen, etc.

1813 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. X. 363, I am ignorant to

what purpose. .5000 Serjeants' chevrons, .are to be applied.

1844 Regul. t, Ord.Army 149 The Non-commissioned Officers

. .are to wear Chevrons on each Arm. 1868 Times 3 Mar.,

Constables O'Brien and Mackay, who assisted in the arrest,

received chevrons. 1884 Sir F. S. Roberts in 19M Cent.

June 1072 No reason why the chevron should not still be

given . . to mark certain periods of average good conduct.

5. attrib. and Comb., as chevron-cloth, -form,

-pattern, -shaped adj. ; chevron-bone, the V-

shaped bone branching from the vertebral column

of some animals; chevron-moulding, an orna-

mental moulding of a zigzag pattern ; chevron-

work =prec. Also chevron wise (-ways) adv.,

in the manner of a chevron.

1836 Todd Cycl. Aunt. I. 569/1 The chevron bones of the

anterior portion of the tail. 1884 Cassell's Fam. Mag.
Mar. 246/1

x Chevron cloth owes its name to the herring-

bone weaving. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <y Art 1.

138 The zigzag or *chevron moulding, which is generally

used in great profusion. 1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. I. iv,

The Plow-man . . Throwes up the fruitful earth in ridged

fails, Betweene whose *chevron forme he leaves a balke. I

1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 87 "Chevron - shaped

coloured bands. 1610 Guillim Heraldry n. vi. (1611) 58

Two lines erected "Cheuronwaies. 1864 Boutell Heraldry

Hist. A> Pop. xvii. § 2. 274 A line set chevron-wise.

t Chevron, sb:* Obs. Also cheveron. [app.

an error for Cheverel (but Cotgr. has 'chevron

kid ') : cheveron in Old French was a stuff con-

taining goat's hair. Sir W. Scott, in his use of the

word, probably merely followed quot. 1754.] 'A
glove ' (Jamieson^ ;

app. meant for : Kid-glove.

1754 Sir J. Scott Stagger. State ofSc. Statcsm. 50 (Jam.

I

Sir Gideon by chance letting his chevron fall to the ground,

the king, altho' being both stiff and old, stooped down and

gave him his glove. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, viii, A black

pair 0' cheverons ! 1826

—

IVoodst. III. 200. 1828

—

P.M.
Perth v, I . .am sorry for that poor lover who will never wear

right-handed chevron again.

t Che'vron, v. Obs. rare. [f. Chevron sb.', or

ad. F. chevronner, to adorn or charge with chev-

rons.] trans. To fit with chevrons or things

arranged chevronwise ; to make with a chevron

pattern.

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. in. 1. vi.92 You must sewe

of cloutes incoled or cheverned and laye them upon the

wounde. 1606 B. Jonson Hymeiixi (K.) Whose nether

parts, with their bases, were of watchet cloth of silver,

chev'ron'd all over with lace. 1851-3 Turner Dom. A rchit.

II.v.227,ttransl. Lib. Roll. 35 Hen. II I) And cover the cham-

ber . . with shingle and chevron it [orig. keveronarifacias].

Chevronel Je-vronel). Her. Also 6-8 chever-

nel(l, 7 -onel, 8 chevronell(e. [f. Chevron sbA +

-el 2 dim.] A bent bar on the escutcheon half the

breadth of the chevron.
157a Bossewell Artnoric 12 A Cheuernel containeth halfe

the Cheuron. 1610 Guillim Heraldry II. vi. 16*7 Dray-
ton Agincourt 14 The men of Glostershire, In Gold three

Bloudy Cheuernells doe bring. 1864 Boutell Heraldry

Hist. A> Pop. xv. 101 A differenced shield of the De Clares

which charges each chevronel with threef/eurs de lys.

Chcvronelly, a. Her. [see -Y 3.] Charged

with or bearing chevronels.

1884 N. $ Q. 9 Aug. 112/1, I have looked . . for any coal

with two chevronels, and have only found instances of chev-

ronelly of four and six.
t

Chevrony (JVvroni), a. [ad. F. chevronne,

pa. pple. of chevronner f. chevron]

1. Her. Charged with chevrons.

1724 Diet, in Guillim's Heraldry, Chcverony (in French,

Chevronnet, signifies a Shield laid out iftto several equal

Partitions, Chevron-wise.

2. gen. Formed of chevrons, zigzag.

1887 Proc. Soc. Antic. 24 Feb., A simple incised border

with a chevrony pattern.

Chevrotaill, -in (
Je-vrfltcin, -tin), [a. F. chev-

rotin (-ain), dim. of OF. chevrot, itself orig. a dim.

of chivre she-goat.] The smaller species of Musk
Deer, found in S. E. Asia and the adjacent islands.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. I. 11. iii. 311 The chevrotin, 01

little Guinea deer . . the least of all cloven-footed quadrupeds.

1847 Carpenter Zool. § 277 The true Musk- Deer inhabit.

.

central Asia . . The other Musk-Deer to which the general

name of Chevrotains is given, are inhabitants of Ceylon.

Java, Sumatra, and Southern India. 1880 A. R. Wallace
/si. Life 27 The Tragulida; are small deer-like animals,

known as chevrotains or mouse-deer. 1883 Mrs. BlsHOi'

Sk. in Malay Penin. in Leisure H. 85/1 The palandok or

chevrotin, the hog deer, .and the sambre, may not be far off.

Chevy, chivy (tje-vi, tfi'vi), sb. Also chivvy.
[This and the cognate verb are modern ; and prob-

ably arise out of Chevy chase : see below.]

1. As a hunting cry.

c 178s O'Keepe Hunting Song, ' Old Tcnuler ', With a hey,

ho, chivy Hark forward, hark forward, tantivy. 18. Shairi 1

in Knight 5". <y Friends 12 Then, with the music of the

baying pack, All the old chivalries came floating back, And
mingled with the chevy and the chime. 186$ Dickens
Mut. Fr. in. x, Whenyou are ready, I am . . with a_ Hey
Ho Chivey, and likewise with a Hark Forward, Tantivy.

2. A chase, pursuit, hunt.

,11824 Capell Lofkt Self-Formation (1837)1. 174 Run-
ning into a hare after a chevy of a full hour. 1842 S. Lover
Handy Andy v. 48 The man .. made a chevy down the

south side of Leicester Square, etc. i860 J. £ Atkinson
Playhours 1 Come out man and warm your blood with a

chivy. 1862 H. Marrvat Year in Sweden II. 257 A stag

hunt in full chevy. 1872 Daily News 3 Sept., With noisy

chevies after the hares.

3. The game of prisoners' base.

1883 F. Anstey Vice Versa v, This particular sport 1 chevy
',

commonly known as ' prisoners' base ',
being of a somewhat

monotonous nature, and calling for no special skill on the

part of the performers.

b. The set of players who are chased in this game.

1859 J. Payn Foster Brothers viii. 129 We were great at
1

football ; we were a most distinguished ' chevy '.

4. Chevy Chase : the scene of a famous Border

skirmish, celebrated in a well-known ballad ; hence,

transferred, as in quots.

(Quot. 1665 refers possibly to a song of the name.)

1665 Locke Letter in Fox Bourne Life (18761 I. iii. 113

He that could not . . make better music with a chevy-chase

over a pot of smooth ale, deserved well to pay the reckoning

and go away athirst. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.)

Chevy-chase, a running pursuit. 1880 West Cornw. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) Chevy-chace, a great bustle or noise. 'What's all

the Chevy-chace about ?

'

Chevy, chivy (tje-vi, tjrvi), v. Also chevey,

chivey, chivvy. [See the sb.]

1. trans. To chase.

1830 Fokby Voc. E. Amelia, Chivy, to chace, to run and

career gaily, like boys in tneir sports. 1840 Gen. P. Thomp-
son Excrc. (1842) V. 50 The other side are to blame, if ,

they do not, as we should say in the dragoons' Chevy ' them
back again. 1873 G. C. Davtes Mount, t, Mere xi. 85 We
. . had been chevied by a diminutive black bull of exceed-

ingly fierce aspect. 1883 Daily News 26 Feb. 2 Localities

whence omnibuses and railways have chivied romance.

2. intr. To race, scamper.
1830 Forby [see 1]. 1863 J. C. Jeaffreson Live it Down ;

II.243<Hoppe>, I just caught sight ofyoung Squire Turrett

chiveying along as if the old 'un was behind him. 1865

Daily Tel. 4 Mar. ,
They [the hares] had .

.

' chevied ' over

the moonlit open so securely, that they had almost for-

gotten to sleep with one eye open.

Hence Chevied, chivied a., -ing vbl. sb.

1880 Blackmore Erema (Hoppei The very least child of

all, too young as yet for chivying. 1886 N. Tixakd in 19/4

Cent., The poor chivied outcast.

Chew (tp«), v. Forms: 1 c6owan, 3 cheowon,
cheouwen, chewwenn (flrtu.), 3-5 chewen, 3-6 i

chewe, (4 chyewe, 5 schewe), 5- chew. Set-

also variants Chaw, Chow. [OE. ceowan, pa. t.

claw, cuwon, pa. pple. cowen, corresp. to OIIG.

chiuwan, kiuwan, pa. t. km, kumun, gikirwtm,
;

iiuwan-.—O'Teut. *hewwau. The original strong

pa. t. and pa. pple. appear not to have come down i

into ME. ; an analogical pple. chewen occurs how-

ever in 16th c.]

1. trans. To crush, bruise, and grind to pulp,

by the continued action of the molar teeth, with

help of the tongue, cheeks, and saliva.

c 1000 Cleric Horn. I. 510 (Bosw.) He het hine ceowan

mid tobum his tingras. Ibid. I. 404 Hi cuwon heornl girdlas,

and gaers aiton. a 1225 After, R. 80 Hwose cneouwefl

I
spices, c 1386 Chaucer Milter's T. 504 But first he chewetb

,

greyn and lycoris, To smellen sweete. 1601 CornwallYES
Ess. (1632) xxiv, Barre some fellow from chewing a sticke.

1710 J. Clarke Rohault's Nat. Phil. (1729) I. 175 It excites

but a very small Sensation in those who chew the Wood.
1838 T. Thomson Cheat. Org. Bodies 803 No astringency is

perceived when a piece of it is chewed. 1839 E. D. Clarke
Trav. 102/1 To lead a very idle life . . chewing tobacco or

j

opium. 1865 Livingstone Zambesixix. 398 They frequently

chew the branches for the bark and the sap alone,

b. In early times often equivalent to gnaw.
,tiooo Soul's Address 72 (Gr.) pec sculun moldwyrmas

ceowan. CI20O Trin. Coll. //out. 183 Iuele wurmes mote
be chewe.

2. esp. To perform this operation upon (food;,

in preparation for swallowing it ; to masticate.-

Sometimes, To eat with chewing, devour.

1377 Langl, P. PI. B. xvtii. 199 Let hem chewe as bei

and chide we not, susteres, For hit is a botless bale be

byte pat bei eten. 1450-1530 3/yrr. our Ladyc 40 Bodely

meate is not ryght profytable, but yf yt be wel chewyd.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. iv. iii. 102 Chewing the food of

sweet and bitter fancie. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. ill. xxxii.

195 Pills, .chewed, are for the most part cast up again with-

out effect. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hut. (jjt6) III. 349 These

[teeth] also seem better adapted for tearing and chewing,

than those of the cat kind. 1879 Froude Cxsar xv. 247, I

am chewing what I have to swallow,

b. To masticate for another.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. VI. ix. (1495) 195 The moder
chewyth meete in her mouth and makyth it redy to the

tothlees chylde that he may the easylyar swolowe the meete.

1552 [see Chewed]. 1713 Steele Englishm. No. 15. 101

Chew or cut it small, that the Lion may swallow it safely.

3. fig. and trans/, in many applications :

a. by simile.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. in. 140 Holy churche, and charite

a,e cheweb and deuoureb. /bid. VB. 154 (MS. F), I spak no

speche it swal so my breste bat I chewed it as a cowe bat

code chewith ofte. J597 Bacon Ess. Studies (Arb.) 8 Some
bookes are to bee tasted, others to bee swallowed, and some

few to bee chewed and disgested. 1696 Evelyn in Pepys

. Corr. 3 Dec, I have of late been chewing over some old

stories.

b. in reference to spiritual food : To meditate on.

c 1200 Ormin 1241 Forr be to a.ifenn bisne batt te birrb
unimbebennkenn a}} & chewwenn i bin heorrte Hu bu mihht
cwemenn bin Drihhtiu. c 1410 Love Bonavent, Mirr.
iSherard MS.) Costly chewynge in bat manere the gospell

of crist. 1526 Pilgr. Per/]\\V. de W. 1531) 174 The com-
maundementes of god, of the whiche we must fede dayly,

and chewe them in our hettes, by ofte meditacyon.

c. in reference to counsels, opinions, statements,

etc. : To consider or examine deliberately (as a pro-

cess preliminary to swallowing and digesting them).

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 367/1 It is good . to

haue thinges well chewed, that we may the better digest

them. 1626 Sir C. Cornwallis Disc. Prince Henry in //art.

Misc. (1641) III. 522 Counsels are to be chewed not swal-

lowed. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 397. 1678 Cud-
worth Intel/. Syst. 560 Nor scrupulously chew or examine
any thing.

d. in reference to plans, etc. : To meditate,

devise or plan deliberately.

1599 Shaks. /ten. V, 11. ii. 56 Capital! crimes, chew'tl,

swallow'd, and digested. 1682 Drydem Duke of Guise I. iii,

If while alive, I cease to chew their ruin. 1718 Prior To
Mr. Harlcy 285 He chews Revenge.

e. in reference to words : To take or retain in

the mouth ; to keep saying or mumbling over.

1603 Shaks. Mens, for M. 11. iv. 5 Heauen in my mouth,

As if 1 did but onely chew his name. 1833 Marryat P.

Simple xxxix, Her mother was startled when she put the

question to her, and chewed it, and cursed her when she

insisted upon the truth.

t f. To chew to ;a person) : (cf. 2 b); to reduce

[anything) to a condition ready for another's use,

to prepare (words, etc.) for another to utter. Obs.

1594 CarkW tr. 1/nartc's E.cam. Wits xi. (1616) 156 Law-
vers, .if the cases which the law thrusteth into their mouth
bee not squared and chewed to their haiids,^ they are to

seekc what to doe. 1641 MlLTON Animadv. ii. Wks. 1 1847)

60/1 A minister that can not be trusted to pray in his own
words without being chewed to. .should as little be trusted

to preach.

4. To chew /he cud : of certain quadrupeds, to

bring back into the mouth and masticate the food

which has been coarsely bruised and swallowed

into a first stomach ; to ruminate.
In OE. the simple ceoioan is so used ; the Ayenb. has eft.

chyewe.
c 1000 .Eli ric La: xi. 3 Batt bis eton ba nytenu be hira

clawe toda-lede beob and ceowab. Ne ete se ba bing be

ceowab, and clawe ne lodxlab. c 1200 Ormin 1236 Oxe
chewwebb. .Hisscude. a 1300 CursorM. 1958 O heist has

clouen fote in tua An chewand cude, }ee ete o baa. 1340

Ayenb. 86 Efterward me ssel besne mete eft chyewe a^e bc

oxe bet gers bet he hep vorzuel^e. X382 Wyclii Lev. xi. 3

Alle that ban the clee dyuydid, and chewith kude. 1664

Power Exp. Philos.x. 16 Like so many Ginny-Pigs, munch-
ing and chewing the cud. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge

(1859) 295 The cattle . . stood listlessly chewing their cuds,

b. fig. To ' ruminate '.

1382'WYcLiE /loscasW. 14'I'hei chewiden cud vpon whete,

and wyne, and departiden fro me. 1547 //omilies I. Exhort.

Holy Script. 11.(1859) 15 Let vs ruminate, and las it werei

chewe the cuticle "that wee mayo haue the sweete iewse

. .& consolation of them. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones XVIII. iii,

Having left her a little while to chew the cud, if I may use

that expression, on these first tidings. 1768 Smollett

Humph. CI. let. 15 July, To chew the cud of reflection.

1829 Southey O. Newman vii, And in all outward patience

chew the while The cud of bitter thoughts. 1876 Maxwell
in Life xiv. 1880 Miss BrOUGHTON Sir. Thoughts I. l.xii.

196 She is dismally chewing the cud of sour reflection.

t 5. To worry with reproaches, etc. ;
' to jaw

(Cockayne). Obs. rare.

c 1230 Hali il/cid. 31 Chit te & cheoweS be & schent te

schomeliche.

6. intr. To perform the action descnbedln i, 2 ;

to exercise the jaws and teeth (on, upon anything) ;

to bite, champ.
1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xvi. 46 Acofbesenietes bis maister

myghte not wel chewe. 1578 I.yte Dodocns 11. ci.

287 The same chewen upon maketh one to avoyde much
flegme. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 11. ii. 26 The veriest

Varlet that euer chewed with a Tooth. 1608 Yorhsh. Trag.

1. ii. 199 That mortgage sits like a snaffle upon mine inherit-

ance and makes me chew upon iron. 1856 Kane Arct.

Expl. II. xxix. 28S The cartilaginous parts of the fore-

flippers were passed round to be chewed upon.

7. fig. To exercise the mind, meditate, ruminate

upon, on, occas. at.

1580 I.YLY Enphues (Arb.) 351, I haue more desire to chew

vpon melancholy, then to dispute vpon Magicke. tool

Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 171. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. II. VU1.

(1739) 49, I shall only leave the Reader to chew upon the

point. 1732 Pope Ep. Cobham 244 Old Politicians chew on

Wisdom past And blunder on in Bus'ness to the last . 1823

Lamb Elia Ser. 11. vi. (1865)271 To chew upon his new-

blown dignities. 1883 Mark Twain Mississippi lui, When
you come to . . chew at it and think it over.

8. To chew up: to demolish. Cf. Chaw v. 3.

1837-40 Haliburton Chehm.lMt) 39'. 1 felt as lf 1 could

chew him right up. .

Chew ftp*)-
s/l

- ff- Prec '
c'

icheu may go back to an OE. *£eceo7v.]

1. The action of the verb Chew.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hont. 35 Ofte mid wurmene icheu.

/bid 123 Hwile wurmene cheu and fele oore be ich telle ne

mai. 1878 L. P. Meredith Teeth

3

After every smoke or

chew, brush the teeth thoroughly.

+ 2. ? 'Jawing', reproach. Obs.

t'1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 Chest and chewand twifold

speche and ilch fliting of worde.

3. That which is chewed or for chewing
;
spec.

a quid (of tobacco).
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IMS Loud. Gea. No. 6387/2 Commonly has a Chew of

Tobaceo in his under I.ip. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rami.
xxxii, One of the sailors . . put a large chew of tobacco in

his mouth. 1887 M. Roberts West. Avcrnui xx, The
floors, .covered with saliva, old chews, and tobacco ash.

Chewa-llop, adv. vulgar. U.S. [Cf. Wallop. ]
1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. ( 1862

1
368, I was on the edge

of a wharf, and only one step more was over head and ears
chewallop in the water.

Chewalrle, -ry, etc. obs. ff. of Chivalry.
Chewed (tj'«d), a. [f. Chkw v. + -ed1.]

Bruised and reduced between the teeth, masticated.
155a Ht'LOET, Cheiued meatc.is the meate whiche a

nource cheweth. 161X Cotgr., Masciuf, chowed meat, such
as Nurses giue vnto their children. 1745 Swift Direct, to
Servants, Footman, A hit of dirty chewed paper.

Chewen, ppl. a. Obs. = prec. : see Chew v. 6.

Chewer (tf>£-ai). [f. Chew v. + -er1.] One
that chews ; spec, that habitually chews tobacco.
1611 R. Sheldon Scrm. S. Martins 6 The religious

chewer of such a cudde. 1832 Carlyle Ess. 11872) IV. 90
A hairy Savage and chewer of acorns. 1871 Nichols Fire-
side Sc. 45 To enlighten smokers and chewers upon this.

T Chewet. 1 Obs. Also 5 ohewette, chawette,
6 ohuette, 7 chuet t, chewlt. [Derivation un-
certain : it can hardly be referred to Chew v.]

A dish made of various kinds of meat or fish,

chopped fine, mixed with spices and fruits, and
baked, fried, or boiled. Later also cheivet-pie.
c 14*0 Liber Cocorum 1 1862) 41 Chewetes on fysshe day.

Chewetes on flesshe daye. c 1430 ijthc. Cookery, /lis. 48
Chawetlys. Take buttys of Vele, etc. 14. . Noble Bk. Cookry
(1882155 Tomakchewettes ofbeeftak beefand cutt it smalle,
etc. a i$»9SKELTON/wfl4't*//y/(x->\n.556Servingethergod

I

ther belly With chuettes and with gelly. 1594 IlusTuiJes
llandm. Kitchin 30 Make two Chewets as you would make
two Tarts. 1615 Markham Eng. Housru: 11. iL (1668)
81 A chewet Pye. 1636 Hacon Syhia (1651) 14 Chuetts,
which are likewise minced meat. 1688 R. Holme A rmoury
in. iii, Chewit, or small Pie : minced or otherwise.

t Chewet.- Obs. rare. [a. F. chouette ' a
chough, cadesse, daw, jackdaw ' Cotgr.).]
A chough : applied to a chatterer, prater.

1561 J. Hf.ywoou Prov. f, Epigr. (1867) 56 Chatting to
chiding is not woorth a chuet. 1596 Shaks. 1 lien. IV, v.

L 29 Peace, Chewet, peace.

Chewing tfi*-in,), vbl. sb. [f. Chew v, + -vug
1. The action of the vb. to Chew; mastication.

Also Jig.
c lOOoSnppl. /Et/rk's Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 179 Kuminatio,

ciwung, net edroc, uei aceocung. 1340 . lycno. 86 Vorzuela,e
wyboute chewynge. c 1440 Promp. Patv. 74 Chewynge of
metys or obyr bynngys, masticacio. 159a Greene Upst.
Courtier E uj a, You can sup of a coole cup of Sacke with-
out any chewing. 1649 -Milton Eikotl. xi.118511428 If the
kingdom shall last nothing but after his chewing, what does
he make of the kingdom, but a great baby. 1855 Bain Senses
<V int. i. ii. §21 [InJ chewing .. there is a complicated concur,
rence of movements of the jaw, the tongue, and the cheeks,

fb. used as - Tasting. Obs. rare-'.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17018 Hering, sight, smelling and felc,

cheuing er witres five.

2. The action ofchamping and squeezing any sub-

stance between the teeth, without reducing it to
pulp, or intending to swallow it ; csp. the habitual
practice of so Oj>erating upon a quid of tobacco for

the sake of the juice.

1800 Med. Jml. VIII. 131 The habit of chewing. 1841
Dickens Amer. Notes (1850) 76/i The prevalence of those
two odious practices of chewing and ex|>ectorating. 1879
Sala in Daily Tel. 26 Dec, Chewing is rapidly going out
of fashion, but the quid has still a few votaries left.

3. altrib. and in Comb., as chewing-ball (sec

qnot.) i
chewing-gum (U. S.), the hardened se-

cretion of the spruce-tree, or other insoluble sub-
stance, chewed, after the manner of tobacco, by
boys and girls.

1708 15 Ki ksey, Chewing-balls, little Halls made of
several sorts of Druggs, to be chew'd by Horses, in order to
recover their Appetite. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v.

1871 Mark Twain Sketches (Hoppei Your little brother's
'chawing gum'. 1882 Chicago Advance 6 Apr. 219 They
are the ' chewing-gum of literature, offering neither savor
nor nutriment, only subserving the mechanical process of
mastication '. 1883 St. James's Gas. 16 Nov., Petroleum (is

used). . to make the substance known as 'chewing-gum'.

Chewing, ///. a. That chews; ruminating.
1634 Milton Comus 540 By then the chewing flocks Hail

t.i'en their supper on the savoury herb.

Chewink, var. of Cheewink.
Chewre, obs. or dial. f. Chare sb. 1

, v.

Chew-stick -- Chaw-mtrk.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Cheio-stick, the branches

and sticks of Gouania Domingensis, used in the West Indies
for cleaning the teeth, and also powdered as a dentifrice.

Chewyele, var. Chavel, obs. form of Jowl.
Chewys, -ance, etc. : see Chevise, -ance, etc.

Cheyer, Cheyne, obs. ft". Chair, Chain.
t Cheyney. Obs. Also 7 oheney, ohoany,

8 oheny. [The same as cluney, variant of China
rather its Persian form chin!) ; see China II. Cf.
Littrc, Chine", ftoffes chinJes, f. chiller with
weavers) to give different colours to the threads of

the warp, and arrange these so as to produce a pat-
tern ; It. ' far i drappi alia Chinese '.] A sort of
worsted or woollen stuff.

[1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 41 The Bannyans. .sell Calli-
1 coes, Cheney Satlins, Cheney ware.) 1668 Child Disc.

\

;

Trade (1694) 161 Colchester Hayes . . Cheanyes, and some
! other sorts of Norwich Stuffs, c 1680 Polexfen in Coll.
Poems 205 In stead of our Stuff, Serges, Cheyneys, and
other Goods. 1701 I.ond. Gaz. No. 3701/4 All sorts of
Mercery Goods, viz. Bristol Stuffs, Toys. .Shaloons. .Silk
Shags, Chenies . . will be sold by Auction. 1757 Dyer Fleece
III. 107 Every airy woof, cheyney and baize and serge .

.

and all the countless list Of woollen webs.
In some passages it is associated with Philip and
Cheny (also Philip, Hob, and Cheny) : a phrase
found from 16th c. in the sense of ' Dick, Tom,

! and Harry'; see Philip.
a 1616 Bealm. & Flet. Wit at SfP. Weapons 11. i,

' Twill
put a lady scarce in Philip and cheyney, With three small

I bugle laces, like a chambermaid. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Praise 0/ Hempseed Wks. 64 No cloth of siluer, gold or
tissue here, Philip and Cheiny neuer would appeare Within
our bounds. 1650 Will ofBrooke (Somerset Ho.) My red

! bed of Phillipp & China.

llChia. An early form of the word Tea. Cf.CHA.
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. s Commomv. (1603) 216 Water

,
mixt with a certaine precious powder which they [the I

Japanese] use, they account a daintie beverage : they call it

Chia. MM Pvkhas Pilgrims nr. xviii. 437 I'hey offer him
I ' Chia ' to drinke. ibid. v. xv. 524.

Chian Icaian), a. (/*.) Also 7 Chyan. [CL.
Chi-us adj. (a. Gr. Xfos adj., f. Xi'os Chios, + -an.]
Of or pertaining to the island of Chios (now Scio)

in the yEgean Sea, anciently famed for its wine,

j

Chian earth {Chia terra) : an earth obtained from
|

Chios, formerly used as an astringent and a cos-
metic. Absolutely, Chian, an inhabitant of Chios

;

also short for Chian wine.
1631 R. H. A rraignm. Whole Creature ix. 68 I-et them

have Chyan from Greece . . Vsquebath from Ireland. 1703
Rowe Ulyss. 11. i. 945 The Chian and the Lesbian Grape.

t

18.. Mrs. Brow ning Wine 0/ Cyprus vii, Go— let others
praisc^the Chian !

Chian, obs. f. Cayenne.
Chiarlatan, obs. f. Charlatan.
Chiaroscurist. [f. prec. + -ist.1 An artist

in chiaroscuro ; a painter distinguished for his
chiaroscuro. Also attrib.

1784 98 J. Harry Led. Art v. (1848) 182 Practice adopted
by the great chiaroscurists. 187a Rlskin Led. Art vi.

159 The chiaroscurists must leave much indeterminate
in mystery, or invisible in gloom. 1871 Athenxum Mar.
No. 2262. 280 The object of the chiaroscurist school is

to get sunshine and warmth without colour. 1887 ibid. 15
Jan. 102/1 Correggio was the only first-class colourist and

i

chiaroscurist from whom Van Dyck learned nothing.

II Chiaroscuro (kylwAs-w). Also 7-9
chiar-oscuro, 8-9 chiaro-oscuro. Incorrectly

! 7-9 chiaroscuro, chiaro scuro.) [It. ; f. chiaro
(:—L. c/drus) clear, bright + oscuro (:—L. obsciiruSj

dark ; thence K c/air-obscur.]

1 1. The style of pictorial art in which only the
light and shade, and not the various colours, are
represented

; black-and-white, or dark brown and
white. ? Obs.
1686 Aclioxby Painting lllnstr. Expl. Terms s. v., It is

j

taken in two Senses .. Painting in Chiaro-Scuro is meant,
I
when there are only two Colours employed, ibid. 163, I

have a Head of his in Chiaro Scuro. 1696 Brookhouse
Temple Open. 2 The Witnesses before stood in naked and
unfinish'd Lines, in Chiar-oscuro, as the Italians call it.

i76a-7» H. Walpole Vertue's Auecd. Paint. (17861 I. 119
I wo pictures in chiaro scuro. 1830 DTsraeli Chas. V,
III. vi. 81 ITie paintings of Vandyke for the edifice of
Inigo Jones exist only in a sketch in chiaro-scuro.

b. A sketch in black and white ; also_/i>.

1739 CMU Apol. 1 17561 I. 4 To print off this Chiaro
oscuro of my mind.

2. The treatment or disposition of the light

and shade, or brighter and darker masses, in a
picture.

1686 Ai;lionby Painting lllnstr. Expl. Terms, Chiaro-
Scuro. .Secondly , is taken for the disposing of the Lights
and Shadows Skilfully; as when we say, A Painter under-
stands well the Chiaro-Scuro. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.
let. 19 May, His management of the , oscuro, or
light and shadow . . is altogether wonderful. 1807 J. Ofie
Lect. on Art iii. (18481 295 'Chiaroscuro ' includes not only
light and shadow as it affects each separate part, but the
proper division and distribution of the whole surface of a
>icture into bright or dark masses, whether the darkness
je produced by shadow, or by the proper colour of. . the
objects represented. 1871 Athcnxum 27 May 661 Their
colour is superb, their chiaroscuro masterly and subtle.

b. trans/. The effect of light and shade in

nature, e.g. in a landscape.
1878 H. S. \Vilson Alp. Ascents i. 1 Hills, dusky in the

after-sunset chiaroscuro of a fine summer evening.

3. Jig. Used of poetic or literary treatment, criti-

cism, mental complexion, etc., in various obvious
senses, as mingled 'clearness and obscurity',
' cheerfulness and gloom ', ' praise and blame,' etc.
1818 Hazlitt Eng. Poets xi. (1870) 54 The portentous

massiness of the forms, the splendid chiaro-oscuro, and
shadowy horror. 1831 Cablyle Sart. Res. 11. (1858) 113
Our Professor . . involves himself, now more than ever, in
eye-bewilderinc chiaroscuro. 1842 Miss Mitfobd in L'Es-
trange Lije III. ix. 164, I delight in the bright and the
cheerful .

. Now, these new people have no notion of chiaro-
scuro. They are all oscuro. 1885 Pall Mall G. 4 June 1

Writers , left to the chiaroscuro of the candid friend or the
monochrome of undiscriminating reverence.

4. A method of producing wood-engravings.
1758 Month. M09. 348 An improved method .. of printing

in chiaro oscuro. 1874 Knight Did. Mcch., Chiaro-oscuro,
' a system of printing by successive blocks of wood which

carry respectively the outlines, lighter and darker shades,
etc. Practised in Germany and Italy in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries.

5. attrib. a. lit. b. Jig. Partly revealed and
partly veiled.

1834 Mbs. Somervtlle Connex. Phys. Sc. xxiv. (1849) 227
1
The shading of these chiar-oscuro pictures. 1851 Carlyle
Sterling 111.

_
v, The singular chiaroscuro manner of pro-

cedure . . which his anonymous, .thundcrings in the Times
necessitated in him. i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft. 11. vii,

Toward them he held onlya chiaroscuro parentage. 1870
Ruskin Lect. Art vi. 158 The Greek or chiaroscuro school.

Chi asm. Anglicized f. Chiasma, Chiasmus.
1870 LiGHTFOOT A>. Philipp. (18851 89 The order of the

clauses is reversed by the figure called chiasm.

Chiasma .kaiarzma). Anal. Also chiasm,
[mod. L., a. Gr. \iaaim arrangement of two lines

(sticks, etc.) crossed like the letter X (x'"", decussa-
tion; x">C-<"' to mark with or like a chi (X, x ]
Intercrossing or decussation. Optic chiasma : the
crossing or decussation ofthe fibres ofthe opt ic nerves
at the base of the brain ; the optic commissure.

T
.
839~47. Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 769/1 The existence of a

chiasma is not general throughout the animal series. 187a
Mivart Etem. Anat. 387 This decussation of fibres is called
the optic commissure or chiasma. 1880 Gcnther Fishes
104 In Paheichthyes the two nerves are fused together,
immediately after their origin, into a chiasma.

Chiasmal koiarzmal , a. [f. Chiasma or
Chiasmus or their Gr. originals + -al.] Of the
nature of chiasm or decussation.
1879 Rctley Stud. Rocks xiv. 292 The chiasma] inter-

positions which characterise this mineral.

II Chiasmus kafaranft). Gram. [mod.L., a.

Gr. \mnit:> crossing, diagonal arrangement, esp. of
clauses ofa sentence, f. x'tf-*'" ; see prec] A gram-
matical figure by which the order of words in one
of two parallel clauses is inverted in the other.
1871 A. S. Wilkins Ciceroagst. Cat. 138 note, Frequentia

\ sustentatur, alitur otio. This is a good instance of the .

.

figure called chiasmus, .in which the order of words in the
first clause is inverted in the second.

Chiastic .kai;e stik), a. [f. Gr. xtaar-^ ar-

ranged diagonally, \iaarl crosswise (see prec.)

J

+ -ic] Characterized by chiasmus.
1868 tr. Delitzsch's Comm. Hebrews L 225 They rightly

regard the structure of vers. 1-10 as chiastic.

Chiastolite (kai.x-suflait). Also -lith, -lithe,

[named in 1 800 from Gr. xiaards arranged crosswise

(see Chiasma) + -lite.]

A variety of Andalusite, a transverse section of

which often exhibits the figure of a cross.

[1804 R. Jameson Min. I. 547 Karstcn, on account of the
resemblance of its surface to the letter X, has denominated
it Chiastolith .1 1811 I'inki 1; u >s l'ci> ,1/ y 1. 106 A recent
discovery, chiastolite or hollow spar. 1876 Page Adv.
Text-bk. Gcol. viii. 162 Chiastolite . . occurring in long
slender prisms, which cross and lie over each other in the
masses of slate like the Greek letter \

Comb., as chiastolite-slate (see quot. 185$).
1849, Murchison Siluria viii. fi867) 146 Fine, glossy,

chiastolite slates.
_

1855 Lyell Etem. Geol. xxxv. (ed. 5)

Chiastolite-slate. .includes numerous crystals ofChiastolite :

in considerable thickness in Cumberland.

Chia'Stre. Surg. [a. F. chiastre, f. Gr. type
*Xi'o<rTpoi' crossing appliance, f. X"'C<"' to cross.]
' A double-headed roller for securing the compress
over the wound when the temporal artery has been
opened ' Syd. Soc. Lex.).

II Chiaus ' tjuus, tjuuf ;. Forms : fi-7 chaus, 7
chiause, chiaouse, 7 8 chiaush, 8 chiauss, 7-9
chiaus, chiaux, chiaoux

; 9 Ciioush. [An im-

perfect adaptation of Turkish (_pjL» thdiisA (in

I'ers. chduntsh) messenger, herald, lictor, sergeant.
The proper i6-t7th c. representation of this word would

have been chaush (tjauj), but app. the nearest approaches
made to this were chaus (whence Chouse, q.v.) and chiaush ;

the faults of both forms are combined in the prevailing
form chiaus. The erroneous spelling with chi- seems to be
borrowed from Fr., where the better 16th c. chacux has been
superseded bychiaoux (occasionally also followed by English
writers). The more accurate spelling in modern French is

1 haouch (see Littnf) and in English Choush.]
A Turkish messenger, sergeant, or lictor.

f 599 Haki.uyt V'oy. II. 168 Our Ambassadour sate downe
. .and the Chaus stood before him. 1610 B. Jonson Aleh.
1. ii. (16161 611 What doe you thinke of me, That I am a
Chiause?. .doe you thinke 1 am a Turke? 1624 Massinger
Renegado 111. iv, There's your bcglerbeg, or . . your chiaus.

1651 i.ije Father Sarpi 11676* 18 This Chaus .. made no
answer. 1653 Greaves Seraglio 18 The Chiaush Bashaw
. . and many other Chiaushes . . which are imployed in

Amliassies, or in ordinary messages. 1666 Oxford Gaz.
No. 57/3 Several Chiauses. .have been returned with con-
tempt . . with their Noses and Ears cut off. 1684 Sean,
derbeg Rediz'. vi. 134 A Turkish Chiaux: present in the
Polish Court. 1693 Mem. Cut. Tecketey 11. 115 Tekeli
receiv'd a Chiaous from the Grand Seignior. 1775 Chandler
Trav. Asia M. 11825) l» 286 Headed by a chiaush, or the
messenger of the aga. 1788 Gibbon Dccl. t\F. (1846) V.
liii. 246 Chiauss, Dragoman, Domestic. 1813 Byron Giaour
570 The Chiaus spake, and as he said, A bullet whistled

o'er his head. 1839 James Louis XI V, IV. 221 They bribed
the chiaoux.



CHIBE.

Chiaus, v. : see Chouse.

I Chi be. Obs. Perhaps a variant of Chive 1
;

but possibly representing OE. cipe ' onion ' and

(?) 'shalot, scallion', the normal modern repr. of

which would be chipe. Cf. also Sc. ciba, sybo,

' onion '.

[a 700 Erf Gl. 286 Caepa, cipae. cjzs Corpus Gl. 448

Cepa ynnilaic, cipe. a 1100 Vocab. in Wr.-Wiilcker 296

A scolonia cipe.] 1691 Nicholsok Gloss, tferikaakymi. w
Ray N. C. Worth 140 A Chibe, Cepa, AS. Cipe.

tChibol (tji-bal). Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 4
chibolle, cnyball), 4-7 ohibole, (5 ehebolle,

5-6 chybolle), 6 ohiboll, (chibal, ohibboll, cae-

bol(e, cheboule), 6-7 ehibol, (7 chibbal), 7-8

chibbol, (8 ohiboul, 9 dial, jibbole, chippie)

See also Ciboule, Sybow. [a. 'chiboule, a northern

Fr. form — central F. ciboule, in same sense, cog-

nate with Sp. cebolla, Pg. cebola, It. ripolla onion :—

L. ce-, cn'pulla onion-bed, f. cepa, cnpa onion.]

1. A species of Allium {A. fistulosum), known

also as Stone Leek, Rock Onion, and Welsh Onion,

in appearance intermediate between the onion and

the leek. Now little cultivated in Britain.

(This application of the name has been certain since the

16th c. ; in earlier times, as now in popular use, other

species or forms of Allium may have been included.)

1362 Langl. /'. PI. A. vii. 281 Chibolles If. r. -is, chibols,

chybolys] cheruelys, and ripe chiries monye. 1393 Ibid. C.

ix. 311 Ac ich haue porett-plontes, perselye and scalones,

Chiboles and chiruylles. a 1400 Phtel of Susan 105 pe

chyue and be chollet, be chibolle be cheue. a 1440 Ane.

Cookery in Hoiiseh. Ord. (1790) 427 Take, .grene Chebolles,

and hew hom small. 1547 Uoorde Brev. Health xv. 12 b,

They muste eat no shades, garlyke, ramsons, onyons,

chybolles, or Scalyons. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 203 The roote

[of Dog's-tooth) is long and slender lyke to a Chebol. 1585

Parsons Chr. Exerc. 11. i. 168 God sent not the pleasaunt

Manna, .as long as theyr flower and chibalsof Egypt lasted.

1601 Holland Pliny XIX. vi, As for the Chibbol, it hath in

maner no distinct head at all, but only a long neck, & therfore

it runs in maner all to a green blade ; the order is to cut

and sheare it often in manner of porret or leeks. 1616

Surfl. & Markii. Country Farm 138 Quarter out abed
for Leekes and Cyves, and . . two other for Onions and
Chiboles. 1620Venner Via Recta vii. (1650) 139 Scallions and
Chibols are much of the nature of Onions. 1723 Bradley
Earn. Diet. s. v. Appetite, Roasted Victuals season'd with

Garlick.or Onions and Chibouls, Leeks. [1778 See Ciboule.]

2. A young or spring onion with the green stalk

attached (in which stage it is much like a chibol

proper). Chiefly dial.

1848 Barnes Poems Dorset Dialect Gloss., Gibbole, a

young onion, [in a letter the author says, HereJS.
Dorset] it is chippie. In the vale of Blackmore I certainly

heard it as a boy in the form jibbole.} 1888 F.lworthy IV.

Som. Gloss., Chibbolc, a young onion with the green stalk

attached ; a favourite addition to salad.

II
Chibouk, chibouque (tjibnk). Also chi-

boque, chibbook. [a. Turkish
Jj^-=>-

chibtik, lit.

small stick, also tube of the pipe ; the pipe itself.

The spelling chibouque is French.] The long to-

bacco-pipe used by the Turks. Hence Chibouk

-

chy, cnibouquejee [Turkish], pipe-bearer.

1813 Byron Corsair 11. ii, The long chibouque's dissolving

cloud. 1839 T. Stephen Trav. Turkey 38/1, I . .lolled half

an hour on a divan, with chibouk and coffee. 1847 Disraeli

Tancrcd 17 He had only taken a preliminary puff of his

chibouque. 1872 Baker Nile Tribut. vii. 105 The long

chibbook of the Turk. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile i. 10

The sponge-merchant smokes his long chibouk.

1834 Morier Ayeslta (1846) 66 The end of the room was

crowded with chiboukchies or pipe-men. 1869 Guardian

17 Mar., The Prince and Princess started, .with a following

. .of chibouquejees, syces, guides, cavasses, dragomans.

II Chic (J*)i sb. and a. slang. [F. chic, of un-

certain origin ; it has been variously referred to the

German Schick tact, skill, and viewed as an abbre-

viation of chicane : see Little.]

A. sb. Artistic skill and dexterity ;
'style', such

as gives an air of superior excellence to a person

or thing.

1856 Lever Martins cf Cro' M. 321 The French have

invented a slang word . . and by the expression ' Chic 1 have

designated a certain property, by which
_
objects assert

their undoubted superiority over all their counterfeits.

1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal 1 1, ix. 178 She had no chic.

1887 Sir R. H. Roberts In the Shires i. 12 There is an air

of chic and high tone about him. 1888 Pall Mall G. 6

Sept. 4/2 Her voice is sweet and her delivery artistic, but

she is wanting in what the French call ' chic '—an untrans-

latable word, denoting an indispensable quality.

B. adj. [Not so used in F.] ' Stylish ', in the

best fashion and best of taste.

1879 Print. Trades Jml. xxvi. 14 What they term
1 Fashionable Chic Note'. 1880 Ouida Moths I. 44 They
are all chic, you know. 1887 Lady 20 Jan. 38/3 The ladies

of New York . . think no form of entertainment so chic as a
luncheon party.

II
Chica 1 (tjrka). [App. the name in a lang. of

the Orinoco.] A red pigment obtained from the

Bignonia Chica, a native of Guiana and Colombia,

used by some native tribes for painting the skin.

(Also called carajuru.)
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 237 Chica is a red feculent

substance obtained by boiling the leaves of Bignonia Chica
in water, i860 Mayne Reid Odd People 253. 1852 Th.
Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. I. ix. 308 His skin besmeared
with annatto, chica, or some other copper-red colour.

335

Chica 2
: seeCmcHA.

Chicane (filw'u), sb. [a. F. chicane.

F. chicane, chicaner, chicanerie, chicaneur, are unknown
to the other Romanic langs. So far as the evidence goes,

chicanerie is considerably older than chicane, which latter

looks like a derivative of the verb. Littre and Devic think

the French derived from med. Gr. TC.VKavlC.-tiv, var. of

T$ovi(avi£-civ to play golf or polo (whence T^ouxavitr/ia the

game, and T^ovxai'KrTJ/pioi' a place for playing it, cited

from Thcophanas A.n. 817, by Sophocles); app. f. Pers.

chaugan the crooked stick used in polo. But evidence

actually connecting the French with the Gr. word appears

not to be known.]

1. = Chicanery i.

1692 Locke Ednc. YV'ks. IX. 176 Civil law . . concerns not

the chicane of private cases, but the affairs.. of civilized

nations in general. 1698 R. Ferguson Virtu F.ccles. 5

With Impertinence, Insincerity, and Chicane. 1742 Pope

Dune. IV. 28 Chicane in furs, and Casuistry in lawn. 1769

Robertson Chat. V, V. v. 446 All the subtleties and chicane

which the court of Rome can so dexterously employ to pro-

tract or defeat any cause. 1807 J ebb Corr. I. 350 That

church . . tried everything that chicane and bribery could

do, to gain her. 1873 Mori.ey Rousseau II. 56 The whole

commerce was a mass of fraud and chicane.

2. (with pi.) A particular instance of chicanery
;

a subterfuge, petty trick, quibble. Obs.

1676 Temple Let. Wks. 1731 II. 369 Sir Lyonell Jenkins

told me . . of a Chicane made him by Monsieur Beverning

upon the Point of first Visit. 1678 — ibid. II. 503 A
Chicane about Words, whether the French Declaration

were in Form, or their Promise in Writing. 1714 Mande-
ville Fab. Bees (17231 II. 78 Cleo. There is a great Differ-

ence between that [natural] and artificial Courage. Hot:

That's a Chicane I won't enter into. 1752 Hume Ess. a-

Treat. (1777) II. 488 One who takes advantage of such

chicanes, is not commonly regarded as an honest man.

Chicane (JJk*»n\ v. [a. F. chicaner 'to

wrangle or pettifog it; to spoyle or perplex a

cause with craftie and litigious pleading ; also to

write a verie fast hand ' (Cotgr.).]

1. intr. To employ chicanery ; to use subter-

fuges and tricks in litigation, or quibbles, cavils,

shifts, and petty artifices in debate or action ; to

quibble, cavil.

,11672 Wren in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 252 At the Treaty of

the Isle of Wight, while they stood chicaning. 170* tr.

Dupin's Eccl. Hist. 16th C. II. IIL xviii. 250 We ought not

to chicane upon the Word Worship. 1748 Cmi steri-iei.ii

Lett. II. 81 Give me but virtuous actions, arid I will not

quibble and chicane about the motives. 1793 Goi:v. Morris

in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) II. 360 The Courts chicane

very much here, a 1797 Walpoi.e Mem. Geo. II, III. 116

Chicaning upon it rather than attacking it openly. 1818

Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. vii. 604 Mr. Hastings .. chican-

ing about the quality of the Rajah, or his dignity and rank.

1840 J. S. Mill Diss. <y Disc. II. 168 Chicaning on texts

instead of invoking principles.

2. trans, a. To quibble over, cavil at 'a thing),

b. To overreach by chicanery, c. To enter into

litigation with (properly French), d. To chicane

away : to get rid of by chicanery ; so to chicane

any one into, or out of a. thing, etc.

1777 Burke Address to King Wks. IX. 1S6 The very

possibility of publick agency.. has been evaded and chi-

caned away. 1824 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 408

Those who read . . to understand and not to chicane it. 1835

Black-.v. Mag. XXXVII. 359 Their ingenuity in having

chicaned the'landlords of the north. 1865 Carlvle Frcdk.

Gl. V. xxi. vi. 125 By way of codicil, Austria agrees not to

chicane him in regard to Anspach-Baireuth. 1863 Ouida

Held in Bondage (1870) 31 She could not. .chicane me into

admitting the promise of marriage,

f Chieanee-r. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. F. chicanter

adj. and sb. (in same sense).] =next.

1705 Df. Foe Dyet of Poland 48 A Whoreing, Gameing,

Swearing Chicaneer.

Chicaner (fptihai). Forms: 7-8 chicaneur,

8 chicanner, 8- chicaner, [a. F. chicaneur, f.

chicaner (see prec.) ; afterwards taken as f. Chi-

cane v. + -eb *.]

One who practises chicanery ; a pettifogging

lawyer ; a quibbler, caviller, shifty man.
1694 R. L'Estrange Fables (ed. 6) 45s A Quarrelsom

Plaintiff and Defendant, and a Brace of Chicaneurs. a 1704

Locke Posth. Wks. 16 To distinguish a logical Chicanner

from a Man of Reason. 1742 North Ld. Guilford II. 73

(D.) The knavish confederatingofficers, and other chicaneurs

that belong to the court. 1791 Burke Corr. (1844) III. 288

All men are not courtiers or chicaners. 1869 Public 0pm. 15

May (article') The Chicaner of the Exchequer.

Chicanery (Jikf' nari'). Forms: 7 chiquan-

erey,-ery,chicanrey.chicannery, 7-8 chicanry,

7- chicanery, [a. F. chicanerie, in Littre the

earliest exemplified member of the group, implying

however the existence of the vb. chicaner and sb.

chicaneur as its source : see -eby. Formerly more

completely anglicized as chrcanty.']

1. Legal trickery, pettifogging, abuse of legal

forms ; the use of subterfuge and trickery in de-

bate or action
;
quibbling, sophistry, trickery.

«l6i3 Overbury Obscrv. State France 11856) 241 All this

chiquanerey, as they call it, is brought into France from

Rome. 1665 Evelyn Lett. Sir P. Wyche 20 June, We have

hardly any words that do so fully expresse the trench

clinquant, naivetS . .chicaneries, a 1670 Hacket Abp.li U-

Hams 11.(1692) 151, 1 shall not advise this honourable House

to use any chiquanery or pettiffoggery with this great

representation of the kingdom. 1682 Burnet Rights

CHICHEVACHE

.

Princes Pref. 57 To do it with all the Tricks and Chicanery
possible. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Chicanry, is a trickish

and guileful Practice of the Law. 1708 Ozell Boileau's

Lntrin v. (1730) 53 That foul Monster, void of Ears and
Eyes, Call'd Chicanry. 1754 Richardson Grandison (1781)

IV. ii. 14 It was. .by the chicanery of the lawyers, .carried

against him. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. II. xii. The period

of lord Danby's administration . . was full of chicanery and
dissimulation on the King's side. 1876 Green Slwrt Hist.

viii. § 8. Forty days wasted in useless chicanery,

b. as a personal quality.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. let. 26 June, He carried

home with him all the knavish chicanery of the lowest petti-

fogger. 183a LanderAdv. NigerW\. xvL 256 The artifice,

chicanery and low cunning of a crafty and corrupt mind.

2. (with pi.) A dishonest artifice of law ; a

sophistry, quibble, subterfuge, trick.

1688 Answ. Talon's Plea 23 Pitifull Chicanneries and

tricks of the Law. 1738 Jortin Erasiu. I. 103 These letters

. .full of chicaneries about trifles. 1878 Rosw. Smith t ar-

thage 227 Impatient of such chicaneries.

Chicaning
[

jik^-nin"), vbl. sb. [f. Chicane?'. +

-INO '.] The action of the verb Chicane; quib-

bling, cavilling.

1775 J Tucker Letter to Burke 32 An effectual Stop had

been put to American Chicaning. 1858 CarlyLE Frcdk. Gt.

1 1, x. v. 644 't he Hof kriegsrath. . make no end of chicaning

to one's clear answers.

Chicaning, fpl. a. That chicanes
;
quibbling.

1698 Prior in Lett. Eminent Lit. Men (Camden) 266 With
chicaning answers. 1706 tr. Dupiu's Feci. Hist. 16M C.

II. V. 37 A poor Chicaning Petty l ogger. 1748 Richardson

Clarissa (18111VII. Ixxvi, 306 A chicaning law. 1836 DIS-

RAELI Lett. Ruuuymede 79 Vour chicaning colleagues.

Chich tjitj), sb. Forms: 5-6 chiche, 6-7

eieh e
;
commonly in />/. 4 chyches, 5 chitches,

6-8 ciches, 4-9 chiches. [ME. chiche^ a. OF.

chiche (also rice, both 13th c. in Littre); also

Kith c. cichc, a. F. cic/ie ( ifith c.) : the French forms

correspond to It. ccce, Pr. cezc also ceser] :-l ..

cicer, with same meaning.
The French name is in none of its forms an inherited

word the plant not being native, nor in early times grow n

in France proper!, but must have been adopted from a lan-

guage of the south. An allied plant, the Chicheling or

Chickling Vetch, or Lesser Chick Pea, had in OF. a native

name ceirc :— L. cieera.l

The older name of the CHTCK-rKA, the seed of

Ciccr arietinum. Sometimes also applied to the

Lentil, Ervum Lens. ;Now nearly Obs.)

a. in form chich.

1388 Wyclif 2 Sam. xvii. 28 Fried chichis [\\l\g.frixnm

ciccr), and hony. 1c 1390 Form ofCury in Warner Antiq.

Cutin. 15 Take chyches, and wry hem in ashes all ny3t.

, 1420 Pal/ad. on Httsi. 1. 857 The thridde among his wortes

chitches soweth. 1547 Bauldwin Mor.Philos. 1. xviii, Tub
litis Appius. .had on his nose a marke like a chiche, which

is a kinde of pulse, called cicer. 1658 J. Rowland tr.

Moufet's Thcat. Ins. 11 14 Broth of black Chiches. 1718

QuiHCV Coiiipl. Disp. 117 Chiches; there are three sorts,

white, red, and black. 1808 CoLEBROOKE Asiat. Res. VIII.

523 The tame Gayals . . eat rice, mustard, chiches.

$. in form rich.

1548 Turner Names of Herbes, Cicer may be named

in english Cich, or ciche pease, after the frenche tonge.

1551 _ Herbal 107 Ciche hath the longest roote of any

pulse. 1591 Percyvall Sp. Diet., Cizcrca, ciches. 1597

Gerard Herball 11. [v. 182 Seedes like unto tares, or wilde

ciches. 1614 W. B. Philosopher's Banquet (ed. 2
1
62 Ciches

are both white and black. 1721-1800 Bailey, Cich or Cich.

pease, a sort of pulse. Cichlings, petty Ciches.

t Chich, v. Obs. rare. [cf. Chick v.i] trans.

To call as a hen (her chickens).

c 1420 Pallad. 1. 661 She . . clocketh hem, but when she

fynt a corne, She chicheth hem and leith it hem before.

Chich, sb., a., v., earlier f. Chinch, niggard, etc.

II Chicha (tfrtji). Also chichi, chichia, and

erroneously chica. [Native name in the lang. of

Hayti (Oviedo, Brasseur de Bourbourg). Carried

by the Spaniards to other countries of S. America.]

A fermented liquor made from maize and other

plants by the natives of South America.

1760 tr. fuan % Ulloa's Voy. (1772) I. v. v. 263 When the

Indian has once got the money, he spends it all 111 chicha

[note, A kind of beer or ale made of maize and very in-

toxicating]. Ibid. I. v. vii. 288 Called chica 1832 Veg

Suist. Food 114 The beverages ..known by the name ot

chicha. 184s Darwin Voy. Nat. xiv. (1873) 296 A plant .

.

called by the inhabitants Chepones . . I saw the Chilotans

making chichi or cider with this fruit. 1850 Prescott£«v,

II 48 They did not refuse . . to quaff the sparkling chicha

from golden vases. 1854 De Bonelli Trav. Bolivia II, 109

We now partook of some chichia.

Chich(e)ling, obs. f. Chickling.

Chiche-pea, obs. f. Chick-pea.

t Chixhevache. Obs. [A perversion of

chichefache, north. Fr. form of chtchefaee, chinche-

face lit. 'thin-face', 'niggard-face', 'ugly face',

' une chimere dont ils font peur aux petits enfants

(see Godefroy). The perverted chichevache =
' ugly ' or ' lean cow', is found only in Eng., and,

so far as is known, first in Chaucer. (See Mon-

taiglon, Poesicfranc. 15" et i6e si'ecles (1855) II.

191-)] The proper name o{ a fabulous monster

said to feed only on patient wives, and hence,

from the scarcity of the diet, to be always lean

and hungry. Cf. Bycorne.



CHICK. 336 CHICKEN.

c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 1 132 O noble wyuys ful of pru-

dence Let noon humilile Joure tunge nayille . . Lest Chiche-

uache [v. r! chichi-, chyche-, chychyuache] you swolwe in

hire entrayle. f 1430 Lydg. Chichevache A> B. in Dodsley

(1780) XII, Chichevache etith wymmen goode.

Chiohie, Chichisbee : see Chinchy, Cicisbeo.

Chick (tfik), sb> Forms : 4-5 chike, ohyke, i

5-6 chyk, 6 chik, cheke), 6-7 chicke, 6- chick.

[A shortened form of Chicken. Probably in its
j

origin merely a phonetic development, the :

final » being (in some dialects) lost, as in
j

the inflexion of nouns and verbs, and the re-

suiting final e then disappearing in the ordinary

way. A few examples of the intermediate chicke •

have come down ; cf. also lent from lenlen ; often, ,

o/te, oft; ME. selden, selde, seld, etc. Chick is now
j

treated generally as a kind of diminutive of cliicken ;
j

but in s.w. dialect, chick is singular, chicken plural

;

and it appears to be certain that there chick,

chicken, are the worn-down forms of ME. chike{n,

chikenc, OE cicen, cicenu, the result being to bring

them apparently into the class of ox, oxen, and

dial, house, honsen, vurze, vtirzen.~\

1. A chicken ; esp. a young chicken ;
sometimes,

the young of any bird.

r 1400 Rom. Rose 541 Hir flesh tendre as is a chike. 1471

Ripley Comp. Alch. vi. xix. in Ashm. (1652I 165 The sub-

stance of an Egg by nature ys wrought Into a Chyk. 1547
Kooddf. Introd. Kutnvl. 203 Two greate chykens the one

was a hen chik & the other a cock chyk. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 190 As the old cocke crowes so doeth the

chick. 1707 Swift Marnier ofLiving Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 288

On rainy days alone 1 dine L pon a chick and pint of wine.

1886 lllustr. Lonit. Ann 6 Feb. 142/2 The. .courage which

the hen exhibits when her chick is threatened with the loe.

2. esp. The young bird still in the egg or only
;

just hatched.
1601 Holland Pliny x. liii. (R.) By the twentie daie ye

shall heare the chicke to peepe within the verie shell. 1671

Grew Anal. Plants I. vi. } 13 What the Hen by Incubation

or Hovering, is to the Egg or Chick. 1711 Addison Sped. I

No. 120 r 14 With how much Nicety and Attention does she

[the Hen] help the Chick to break its Prison? 1874

Carpenter Mont. Phys. L ii. The Chick within the egg sets

itself free by tapping with its bill . . against the shell.

3. transf. Applied to human offspring ;= Chick-
|

en 2
;
esp. in alliteration with child. Sometimes

j

as a term of endearment (see quot. 1610).

c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W. 12159 He is the fendes chike. c 1380

SirFcrumb.^yi He semebful w-elbe deuels chyke, y-sprong

of be pyt of helle. 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 318 My Ariel

;

chicke That is thy charge. 161 1 Cotgr. s. v. Bremant, Hee
hath nor child nor chicke to care for. 1630 Dekker 2nd Pt.

Honest Wk. Wks. 1873 II. 104, 1 haue no wife, I haue no
child, haue no chick. 1648 Hlrrick Hesper., For Duke of
Vorke 8 And so dressc him up with love, As to be the chick

of Jove. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. UL 280 He .. had
no chick or child to bless his house.

4. Digby chick : a small kind of dried herring.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 72 Samples of Yarmouth
Golden Digby Chicks in tins hermetically sealed. 1887

Daily Neius 2 May 2/8 Digby chicks, dd. per bundle.

6. Comb., as f chick -master, chicken - keeper
;

chickpccktd (nonce-wd. after hen-pecked).

1600 Holland I.ivy ix. xiv. 322 The Chick-master [put-

tarius). .sendeth mee word that the birds feed right. 1880

J. B. Harwood Young Ld. Penrith I. iv. 49 Families in

which . . the old folks . . sorely chickpecked, yield precedence

to the young.

II Chick, cheek, sb.'1 Anglo-Ind. Also check.

[Hindi chik.] ' A kind of screen-blind made of

finely-split bamboo, laced with twine, and often

painted on the outer side; hung or framed in door-

ways or windows ' (Yule).

1698 Krvf-r Act. E. India ft P. 92 (Y.I Their Windows are

usually folding doors, screened with Cheeks or latises. 1825

Hebf.r fourn. India (1844) L 192 (Y.) The check of the tent.

1835 Emma Roberts Scenes Htndostan 218 A curtain, .of a

sort of gauze-work, formed ofbamboo split very fine, coloured

green, and called chick. 01847 Mrs. Sherwood Lady of
ManorV. xxix. 46 Peeping through the check by which my
dressing-room was screened from the verandah.

Chick (tjik), sb* Anglo-Ind. colloq. An ab-

breviation of chickeen, Chequeen, the Venetian

gold coin, long current on the shores of India, and

there valued at four rupees.

1866 Trevelyan Dawk Bungalow (Y.) Whenever master

spends a chick, I keep liack two rupees, Sir. 1875 The
Dilemma x. (Y.) ' Can't do much harm by losing twenty

chicks', observed the Colonel in Anglo-Indian argot. t886

Yule Anglo-Ind. Gloss., ' I'll bet you a chick '.

Chick, sb* Sc. [Cf. Chick ».i 2] A tick.

1791 Ki rns Let. to Ainslie (Globe) No. 236 Here must

I sit . . slowly counting every chick of the clock.

t Chick, Oh. [Imitative of sound.]

L Of chickens : To chirp, cheep.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 74 Chykkyn', as hennys byrdys [1499

chycke, as henne byrdes], pipio, pntnfo. Ibid. Chykkynge,
or wyppynge of yonge byrdys [A*. //. chickyng or ljppyiig

of bryddys), pHpultitns, puputacio.

2. Sc. To tick as a clock or watch. (Jamieson).

t Chick, v.2 Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 chykkyn,

7 check. [Onomatopoeic. Closely related to

prec, but denoting the sudden action of breaking

which the sound there expressed often accompanies:

cf. Chip in same sense ]

1. intr. To sprout, shoot, germinate; to 'chip'.

Hence Chi cking vbl. sb.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 74 Chykkyn, as corne, or spyryn, or

sptrkjwtyn', pulih. Ibid. Chickyng, or spyryng of corne,

. .germinacio, pululatus, putulacio. \"fin W. Marshall
Norfolk Gloss. (E. D. S.) Chicked, sprouted, begun to vege-

tate, as seed in the ground. 1830 Forbv Voc. E. Anglia,

Chick, to begin to germinate ; as seeds in the earth, leaves

from their buds, or barley on the couch in the mallhouse.

2. To crack or burst as a seed does in sprout-

ing ; to split ; to chap. Also trans.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. 1 18561 15 Soone as they are peel'd

we carry them into some house because the sunne shoulde

not checke and rive them [willows]. Ibid. 104 That paste

that is made of barley meale, cracketh and checketh. 1658

Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 346 Put a little [Onion seed] into

a Porrenger of water, and let it infuse upon the hot embers,

and if it be good it will begin to Check and Speer. 1830

For by Voc E. Anglia, Chick, to crack, chap, chop, as the

skin in frosty weather.

Chickabiddy (tji-kabidi). [f. Chick +Biddt 2.]

A nursery formation on chick or chicken ; hence a

term of endearment to young children.

1785 Grose Diet. 1'nlg. Tongue, Chickabiddy, a chicken

socafied to, and by little children. 1829 Marryat F. Mild-

may xxiv, You will be aboard of my chickabiddies. 1848

Dickens Dombey (18651 II. 183 Do you, sweet Rob? Do
you truly, chickabiddy? 186a Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib.

ill. xx. (1888) 427 I'll leave it to the eldest chickabiddy.

1878 G. Canterbury 's Will 223.

Chickadee (tfikadr). U. S. Also chicadee.

[Named from its note.] The Black -cap Titmouse

(Parus atricapitlns) of N. America.
1854 Thoreau IValdcn iv. (1886) 124 The chicadee lisps

amid the evergreens. 18S4 E. P. Roe in Harper's Mag.
Mar. 6rs/i We all know the lively black-capped chickadees.

Chick-a-diddle = Chickabiddy.
1826 Scott Diary 3 Oct., Lay a chick-a-diddle down with

his bill upon it.

Chickaree (tfikarr;. U. S. [From its cry.]

The larger American Red Squirrel.

1849 Thoreau Week Concord Riv. 206 The larger red

squirrel or chickaree, sometimes called the Hudson Bay
squirrel, i860 — Lett. (18651 186 The jays scream, and the

chickaree winds up his clock.

Chickeen. e, obs. form of Chequeen.

Chi'ckell. A name of the Wheat-eak in Corn-

wall and Devon.
1802 in Montagu Ornith. Dict.ied. 18331. 1806 W. Bowles

Banwell Hill m. 525,

Chicken (tji'ken . Forms: 1 cicen, (ciken,

ciccen), 2, 4-6 chiken, 4- chicken. (4 chykin,

chekon, 4-5 cheken, 4-6 chyken, 5 chykyn,
-on, -ynge, chycon, checon, schecon, sohekyn,

5-6 chekyn, chikyn, 6 cheekyne, 6-7 chickin,

7 (?)chikin, chicking.) PI. 1 cicenu, 2-3 chi-

kene, 4 chikenes, -ys, chiknes, -nya, 5- ens.

[OE. cicen, pi. cicenu. In the same sense Du. has

iieken, kuiken, MDu. kieken \kiekijn), kuken,

MLG. and LG. kuken, MUG. kitchen ; whence Ger.

kiichlein ; also ON. kjiiklingr (Sw. kjuiling, Da.

kylling . The relations between these words arc

not clear ; some think that OE. cicen represents

an earlier *clecen. going back, with Du. kieken, to

an OTeut. *iiukino"',a. dim. of *iiuk- (cf. the ON.),

an ablaut-form of *kui-, whence cock.

But an OE. ctecen ought to have given in ME. chtchen ;

and the non-palatalization of the second c could be accounted

for only by an OE. contraction *ciecnes, *ciecnu, etc. at

a date anterior to that of palatalization. But in all the

OE. and early ME. examples the word remains full and
uncontracted. ]

1. The young of the domestic fowl ; its flesh.

(-950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 37 Sua: henne somni&as

cicceno hire. C975 Rushw. Gosp. ibid., Swa henne somnab
ciken hirae. c 1000 Cleric Gloss, in Wr.-Wfilcker 132

Putins, cicen. Ibid. 318 Putins, cicen o5oe brid. oode fola.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 37 Swa seo henn hyre

cicenu under hyre fyoeru x,egaderao. c 1160 Hatton G. ibid,

chikene. 138a Wyclif Tobit vBL 1 1 Aboute chykenys crow-

yng [Vulg. circa pullorum cantu/n], c 1386 Chaucer
/ 'rot. 380 To boille the chiknes [v. r. chikenes, -ys] with the

Marybones. 1309 Langl. Rich. Redeles 11. 144 As be hous-

hennes .. cherichen her chekonys. ,1460 J. Rvsskll Bk.

Nurture 790 in Babees Bk. u868l 170 Boy-led Chykon or

capon agreawe. 1474 CAxTON Chesse 14 The cok that no-

thyng norissheth his chekens. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1531) 13 He . .cheryssheth vs, as the egle her byrdes, the

I brood hen her chekyns. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. 1 7, 111. i. 249

j
To guard the Chicken from a hungry Kyte. 169J Hi Nil 1 v

Boyle Led. 96 The superstitious observation, .of the flying

of vulturs, and the pecking of chickings. 170a W. J. tr.

Brnyn's V'oy. Levant xl. 159 At Cairo, .they hatch Chickens

in certain Ovens. 1760 Johnson Idler No. 93 r 2 The1
com-

pany may., refresh themselves with cold tongue, chicken,

and French rolls. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t.

(18831 226 The spring-chickens come to market.

t b. Extended to the young of any bird. Obs.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. 1. xxviii. 108 The brydde in the 11. 1 U
the Holy Goste. the vij. chekenis ben the vij. werkes of

mercy. 1577 * iooGF- Heresbach's Ilusb. (15861 iv, The
[Turkey's] Chickens being hatched under a Henne, may be

kept with the Hcnnes Chickens. 1581 Marbeck Bk. ofNotes

470 These Halcions making their nests in the sea rocks or

sands, wil sit their Egges & hatch forth their chickens.

1651 W. G. tr. Ccnocfs Inst. 58 The Chickins or young
ones of such Birds as build in my Trees.

C. Chicken sometimes occurs as a plural or

collective. Still dial., with Chick as the singular.

1600 Heywood 1st Pt. Edw. IV, Wks. 1874 I. 5 So our

children haue beene still like Chicken of the halfe kind.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. 30 In Chicken and other

Fowl. 1807 Crabre Par. Reg. I. 195 There pigs and chicken

quarrel for a meal. 1829 Southey Pilgr. Compostella rv,

The chicken were her delight. 1875 Parish Sussex Dial,
Chicken, in Mid-Sussex used as the plural of chick.

2. transf. of human offspring : A child.

? a 1400 Morie Arih. 4182 The churles chekyne hade
chaungyde his armes. 1605 Shaks. Macb. n. iii. 218. 1642

T. Taylor Gods Jndgem. 11. vi. 82 A chicken of the same
broode was Messalina. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. x. (Bohn)

498 Well ! my chicken, said he. .are you satisfied?

3. fig. A youthful person ; one young and inex-

l>erienced. (To be) no chicken : no longer young.

1711 Steele Spect. No. 216 P 2 You ought to consider you
are now past a Chicken; this Humour, which was well

enough in a Girl, is insufferable in one of your Motherly
Character. 1780 Swift Stella's Birth-day, Pursue_ your
trade of scandal-picking, Your hints that Stella is no chicken.

1809 Cobbett Pol. Reg. 25 Mar. XV. No. 12. 421 An infant

at law ? A mere chicken ? 1877 E. Walford Gt. Families

I. 170 He must have been well forward in years—or at all

events, as they say, no chicken. 1880 Spencer Walpole
Hist. Eng. III. xii. 43 [Michael Angelo Taylor, M. P.] call-

ing himself on one occasion ' a mere chicken in the law ',

he was ever afterwards known as ' Chicken Taylor'.

b. Applied to one who is as timorous or de-

fenceless as a chicken. Cf. Chicken-hearted.
161 1 Shaks. Cymb. v. iii. 42 Forthwith they flye Chickens,

the way which they stopt {Globe ed. stoop'dj Eagles. 1633

i T. Stafford Pac. Hib. xix. (1821) 199 Not finding the De-

fendants to be Chikins, to be afraid of every cloud or kite.

1707 Farquhar Beaux' Strat. iv. iii. 54 Gib. You assure me
that Scrub is a Coward. Bon. A Chicken, as the saying is.

4. Mother Cary's or Carey's) chicken, a name
given by sailors to the Stormy Petrel (Procellaria

pelagica) : also (in //.: applied to falling snow.

1767 Carteret in Hawksworth'IVy. 117731 I 318 The
peterels, to which sailors have given the name of Mother

• Carey's Chickens. 1836 Marryat Midsh. .fay (1863) 189

All this comes from your croaking—you're a Mother Cary's

chicken. 1864 A thenxum 558/2 ' Mother Cary's Chickens ',

the sailors' slang for snow .
.

' Mother Cary ' being the Mater
cara . . of the Levantine sailors.

5. Short for Chicken-hazard.
1865 Daily Tel. 5 Dec. 3/4 ' Don't go ; let's have a little

chicken '. . A ' little chicken ' does not mean a wing and a

little weak white wine and water, but the rattling of certain

ivory cubes in a little leather box.

6. Proverbs.

1579 Gosson Ephem. 19a, I woulde not haue him to counte

his Chickens so soone before they be hatcht. 1611 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xiv. ( 33. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 923

To swallow gudgeons ere they're catch'd, And count their

j

chickens ere they're hatched. 1810 Southey Kehama Motto,

Curses are like young chickens : they always come home to

j

roost. 188a Hazlitt Eng. Prop., Children and chicken

must ever be picking.

7. General combinations, as t chicken-bird, -came,

-coop, -house, -keeper, -merchant, -pie, -salad ; also

in parasynthetic compounds, as chicken-l>raitud,

:
-spirited ( = Chicken-hearted), -toed, adjs.

1400 50 Alexander 4984 With bathe be chekis & be

chauyls as a "chykin bird. 1678 Otway Friendship in F. 24

What a 'Chicken-brain'd Fellow am I grown? If I but dip

my Bill I am giddy. 1785 Burns Jolly Beggars, Ahint the

"chicken-cavie. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. Frame I. 173

St. Mark's Place is all covered over in a morning with

•chicken-coops. 1780 H. Walpole Reminisc. ix. 70 The
duchess carrying off the chicken-coop under her arm. 1884

E. P. Roe in Harpers Mag. Jan. 288/1 They are shut up

in the *chicken-house. 1610 Healey St. A ug. Citie ofGod
140 He that kept them was called Pullarius, the *chickin-

keeper. 183a Edinb. Rev. LV. 490 Young Nick, the "chicken-

merchant. 1824 Scorr Lett. 3 Feb. in Lockhart (18391 VII.

229 Though I shall never . . eat her "chicken-pies. i8a8 —
' F. M. Perth xx, A timorous, "chicken-spirited, though well-

meaning man. i860 Rf.Ai>r.Cloislere,H. 1. 69 The English

! gentry, in velvet jerkins, and "chicken-toed shoes.

8. Special combs. : chicken-breast, a mal-

formed projection of the breast-bone ; hence

chicken - breasted a. {more usually pigeon-

breasted) ; chioken-broth, a decoction of the flesh

and bones of a chicken, used as a nutritious food

for invalids ; hence v. {humorous'', to dose with

chicken-broth ; chicken-cholera, ' an infectious

disease of chickens, which is very destructive in

the poultry farms of France' [Syd. Soc. Lex.);

chicken-flesh, ^goose-flesh ; chicken-grape, an

American species of the vine (.
Vitis cordifolia) ;

t chicken-knots, the chalaza: ofan egg ; chicken-

pecked a., governed by a child (humorous

ncnce-ivd., after hen-pecked) ; chicken-pepper,

the Ranunculus abortivus (Syd. Soc. ilex.)

;

chioken-snake, a s])ecies of American snake con-

sidered particularly destructive to chickens and

eggs (Bartlett) ; chicken stake, a small stake (at

play) ; chicken thief ( U- S. colloq.), a petty thief,

a pilferer; + chicken-water, = chicken-broth;

chickenwort, = Chickweed.
1849 52 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1038/1 That deformity called

"
' chicken-breast ' appears to be independent of the condition

of the spine. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 30 "Chicken broath

is not thinner than that which is commonly offered for a

piece of most . . convincing sense. 1870-4 Anderson Mis.

sionsAmer. Bd. 1 1 1, xi. 176 Every Nestorian . . would sooner

die than touch a spoonful of chicken-broth during a fast.

1856 Lever Martins of Cro' M. 386 Nursing, and com-

forting, and chicken.brothine me to my heart's content.

1883 Standard 29 Sept. 3's The attenuation of the virus of
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. .*chicken cholera, by the action ofoxygen. 1888 Spectator

5 May 505/2 M. Pasteur's proposal to kill off the Australian
rabbits by Chicken-Cholera. 1887 Month LXI. 14, I got
** chicken flesh ' all over my body. 1883 Century Mag. Aug.
487/2 The berries of the haw, the gum, and the Chicken-
grape. 1615 Markham Eng. Houseiv. IL ii. < 1668) 55 Cleanse
away the little white *chicken knots, which stick unto the
yelks. 1786 Burgovne Heiress m. i. (D.t What am I the 1

better for burying a jealous wife ? To be *chicken-peck'd is

a new persecution more provoking than the old one. 1868
F. Boyle Ride across Cont. 1 1. 285 The boba or Chicken-
snake . . rarely attains a greater length than twelve feet. 1785
Daines Barktngton in A rch&ol. VIII. 133*, There are also

considerable heaps of gold and silver on the table, so that

these dignified personages seem to have played for what
would not at present be called a Chicken stake. 1856
Olmsted Slave States 674 *' Chicken thieves', the nuisance
of petty traders dealing with the negroes, and encouraging
them to pilfer. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778*

313 To make *Chicken Water. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med.
541 The patient may be supported .. by clysters of beef-

1

tea, or chicken-water. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. 486
The frequent plowing of this soil makes it run much to

Chickenwort, and other creeping weeds.

Chicken, obs. form of Chkqlieen.
Chi*ckenable, a. nonce-wd. [see -able.] Cap-

able of producing chickens.
1852 Readf, Peg IVoff. ii. 11868) 55 Sitting upon eggs no

longer chickenable.

Chi'cken-ha'zard. [Chicken is here, and iY
the earlier chicken stake, generally taken in the
sense of 'small, comparatively harmless'. Col.
Yule suggests its origination in chickeen, Che-
queen, as if a hazard or stake not exceeding that

amount.] A game at dice: see Hazard.
a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg.,, Ld. of Thoulouse, He was

tired. .Of billiards, shortwhist, chicken-hazard and punting.
1864 C. Clarke Box for Season II. 220 Let's have a little

chicken hazard. 1865 Sat. Rev. 4 Feb. 138/2 The solace
of congenial companions and occasional chicken-hazard.

Chicken-heart.
a. A 'heart' or courage as faint as a chicken's,

b. A timorous, cowardly person.
1602 Mmi>LKTON Blurt 11. ii, Such chicken-hearts, and

yet great quarrellers. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xu,
Why, you chicken -heart. 1836 Marryat Three Cutt. iii,

You must have a chicken-heart to be frightened at a blue
pigeon. 1871 G. "Murray Memberfor Paris II, 10.

Chicken-hearted, a. [f. prec. + -ed
Timorous and cowardly as a chicken, faint-hearted.
1681 1->ryden/V(V..S/*. Friar /\,\ Where 'tis agreed by bullies

chicken-hearted To fright the ladies first, and then be parted.
1684 BuNYAH PUgr. ii. 117 He was himselfso Chickin-hearted
a Man. 1886 Stevenson 'Treasure 1st. 1. iv. 30 Small
thanks to you big, hulking, chicken-hearted men.

Chickenhood (tjrkenhud). [see -hood.] The
state or condition of a chicken.
1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 183 [They] enjoy the luxury of

a natural death, in their chickenhood, from the hands of
Dolly the Scullion. 1866 Guardian 31 Oct. (Supp.) The
instinct which leads it [a parrot] in unfledged chickenhood
to imitate its parent.

+ Chicken - meat, chicken's meat,
chick-meat. Obs. [OE. cicena mete Chickens'
meat \] Food for chickens. Hence, an old name
for various plants, including endive ; now dial, for

Chickweed.
c 1000 Sax. Lecchd. II. 312 Nim .. cicena mete, exooo

Cleric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 136 Modera, cicenamete.
c 1265 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 558 Intiba, muruns,chicnemete.
a 1387 Sinon. Barihol. 1 Anecd. Oxon.) 25 ippia minor, chiken-
mete. a 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 119 Morsus galliue,
chikemete. a 1500 Nominate in Wr.-Wiilcker 712 Hec ipia,

chekynmette. 1830 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Chicken's-mcat,
the herb chick-weed.

Chixken-pO'x. [Generally supposed to have
been named from the mildness of the disease. (Faggc
Prinah" Tract . Med. I. 234, conjectures an allu-

sion to chick-pease.)]

The common name for Varicella, a mild eruptive

disease, bearing some resemblance to small-pox,

which chiefly attacks children.
1727-38 Chambers Cycl.%. v. Pox, Chicken Pox, a cutaneous

disease, frequent in children, wherein the skin is covered
with pustules like those of the small pox. x8oo Med. Jrnl.
III. 440 Is there not the strongest probability that the swine
and the chicken pox derived their origin, at some distant
period, from the animals whose names they take? 1809 Mar.
Edgeworth Manoeuvring 1.(1831) 2, 1 have just heard that
there is a shocking chicken-pox in the village.

h. Chicken-pock : the pustule of this disease.
1780 Hunter Small Pox in Phil. Trans. LXX. 134

Sometimes . . there is a pitt in consequence of a chicken
pock.

Chickenweed : see Chickweed.
Chickenwort : see Chicken 8.

Chrcker, v. Idial. [imitative of the sound.]
intr. To chirp as a cricket. Cf. Chitter.
1821 Clare Fill. Minstr. IE. 168 While chick'ring cricket

sings.

f Chicket, a.

1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrifi 1. 335 How blithe wast
thou ; how Buxome, and how Chicket.

Chickhood (tji'khud). [see -hood.] The
state or condition of a chick. Cf. Chickenhood.
1850 Eraser's Mag. XLI. 287 Obliged to take to the nest

again in his second chickhood. 1854 Ibid. XLIX. 109 [She]
laid an egg in the home of her chick-hood.
Chickin, obs. form of Chicken, Chequkex.

Vol. II.

Chickling 1 (tjrklirj). [see -ling.] A tiny

chick. 1755 in Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

Chickling-, chickling (tjrklirj, tjrtjlirj).

Forms : 6 cich(e lynge, cichelinge, 6-8 cicli-

ling, 7-8 chichling, S chicheling
;
7- chick-

ling. [In i6thc. cicheling, chicheling, dim. of

ciche, Chiche, formed to represent Lat. cicercula

as dim. of ciccra. Altered in iSth c. to chickling.
(It is doubtful whether the alteration was intended, or

merely due to an error; chickling occurs in Wilkins 1668,

perh. a misprint ; Kersey's Diet. 1708-21 has chichling; so
Ilailey 1721, hut from 1731 onwards the edd. have chick-

ling', this was app. a misprint, fbr Bailey's folio of 1730-36
retains chichliug, which also occurs in writers as late as

1 759. The Index to Miller's Gardener's Diet. 1759 has
chickling, but the text chichliug labout 35 times under
I.athyrus), Britten and Holland adopt the form cichling.]

A name given by Turner to the Common culti-

vated Vetch (I.athyrus sathits), largely grown in

England for fodder, but in the south of Europe as

pulse. Black Cichlynge'. Turner's name for the

allied Lathyrus Cicera, Lesser Chick Pea, Flat-

podded Vetch ; the ciere of OF., L. cicera.

1548 Turner Names of Hcrbes, Ciccra maye be called in

enghshe blacke cichlynge. Ibid. s. v. Cicercula, The puis
maye be called in Englishe cichlynge, or litle or Petie
ciche. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 476 There be two sortes of
Cichelinges, the great and the small, or garden and wilde
Cichelinges. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 142 The Cichling or

pety Cich-pease [cicercula], 1611 Cotcr., Garveuces,
Fitches, Chichtings. 1713 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans.
XXVIII. 209 Manured White Chichling. 1708-21 Kersey,
Chichtings. 1721 Bailey, Chicklings [edd. 1731-1800 Chick-

ling', folio ed. 1730-36 Chichtings].

b. Now more fully called Chickling Vetch
(formerly also chicheling pease).

1653 Ukqchart Rabelais 1. xxxviii. [They] had hid
themselves in the garden upon the chichling pease. 1736
Watson in Phil. Trans. XI. IX. 843 Chichling Vetch. In
boggy, watery places. 1759 Miller Gard. Vict., Lathy-
rus, Chichling Vetch. //'/(('.(Index) Chickling Pea; see

Lathyrus. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (Catat. Seeds)
Vetch, Kidney, Chickling. 1861 Miss Pratt Flcnucr. PI.

II. 138 In Switzerland . . the Chickling Vetch, .is cultivated.

Chick-meat : see Chicken-meat.
t Chickny pea. App. variant of Chick-pea.
1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. Ii. 408 It is more . . hurtful

than, .the Fitches to the Chickny Pease.

Chick-pea (tji'k pr)« Forms: 6 ciche-.

chiche-, 6-7 cich-, 7-8 chich-, 8- chick-. [In

i6-i7thc. cich-pease, chich-pease, f. cich, Chich +
Pease, after F. pais chiche (earlier simply chiche)

;

but in the 18th c. altered (by some error' to chick-

pea (cf. chickling, CHICKLING).
Chick-fiea is used in Lisle 1752, and is the form adopted

by Johnson 1755: he names Miller as his authority; but
Miller's word is chich pease.]

A dwarf species of pea K Cicer arietinum), largely

used for food in the South of Europe, in Asia, and
in Africa. Its earlier name was simply cich, Chich.
15^8 Turner Names of Ilerbcs, Cicer may be named in

enghsh Cich, or ciche pease, after the frenche tonge. 1561
Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 28 a, Ciche-peasen sodden. 1578
Lytk Dodoeus 479 The tame Ciche Peason is a smal kinde
of pulse almost like to a lentil. 1601 Holland Pliny 1.

570 Many sorts there be of these cich-pease. 1605 Camden
Rem. 64 Beanes. lentill, and chich-pease. Ibid. 140 That
little pulse which wee call.. a chice peas'. 1639 Horn &
Kobotham Gate Lang. Cut. xii. § 128 The red pease, the

cich-pease, lupines, the vetch. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs
I. 138 As large as a Chich Pea. a 1722 Lisle Ilnsb. (1752'

8g Of chick peas and chicklings, and peas three modii.

1750 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 136 Flour of Chich-pease or
vetch. 1755 Johnson, Chick peas, a kind of degenerate
pea. 1759 Miller Gard. Diet. (ed. 7) Cicer or Chich pease
. .Chich pease with sawed leaves. .Garden Chich pease, etc.

1855 J. F. Johnston Chem. Com. Life I. 106 The chick

pea, the gram of the East.

Chickweed (tjrkwfd), sometimes chicken-
i
weed. Also 5 chekenwede, 5-6 chekynwede,
6 chykenwede ; 6 check-, chykwede, chike-

I

wed, -weede. [f. Chicken sb. + Weed, as eaten

by chickens. The full form chicken-weed, which
is the earlier, is still used in Scotland.]

1. A name now usually applied to a small weedy
plant, Stellaria media (N. O. Caryophyllaceze), but

formerly to many other plants more or less allied,

as Stellaria aquatica, and species of Arenaria ;

and even to others having only a similar habit of

growth, as the annual weedy species of Veronica.

a. C 1440 Promp. Parv. 74 Ch[ek]yn wede, herbe, hospia.

x$^STvRUEfi Libellus, Chykenwede,^ [l]siue. 1831 Carlyle
Sart. Res. 11. W, Like a hungry lion invited to a feast of
chickenweed.

jS. i$o$Sheph. Kalender (16561 xxviii, Take chick weed,
1 clythers, ale, and oat meal, and make pottage there with.

1538 Turner Libellus, Chykwede, a[l]sine, anagallis. 1570
Levins Manip. 52 Chickweede, anagallis. 1578 Lyte Do-
doens 50 Chickeweede hath sundry upright, rounde, and
knobby stalkes. 1597 Gerard Herbal n. excii. 615 The
Chickweeds are green in Winter. 1664 Evelyn A'al. Hort.

(1729) 208 Give them [Birds] . . Beets, Groundsel, Chickweed.
1 1853 G. Johnston Nat, Hist. E. Bord. 43 Turnips among
which chickweed grew luxuriously. 1873 Geikie Gt. Ice

\
Age v. 60 The purple Hchnis and white-starred chick-weed.

2. "With various defining adjuncts : as Bastard
O. (Sibthorpia curopsea) ; f Germander C. ( Ve-

I ronica agrcstis) ; t Ivy C.
(
V. liederifolia) ; Sea

C. {Honkenya peploides) ; Water C. (Montia
fontana, abo sometimes Stellaria aquatica, and
Callitrichevema). See also Mouse-ear C, etc.

*597 GERARD Herbal n. exciii. 615 Germander Chickweed
hath small tender branches. Ibid. \. clxxxi. 487 The great
Chickweede riseth vp with stalkes a cubite high, and some
time higher. 1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. (1796) II.

175 Montiafontana, Small Water Chickweed, or Blinks.

3. Chicken-weed: ' a name under which Roccella

tinctoria has been sometimes imported* {Treas.
Bot. 1866).

Chicora-ceous, bad form of Cichoh.vceous.
1864 Sat, A' i*7'. g July 59/1 Decidedly chicoraceous coffee.

Chicory (tjrkori). Forms : 5-6 cicoree, 6 cy-
kory, -ie, sichorie, 6-7 cycory, -ie, cichorie, ;

cicory, 7-S cichory, (9 chiccory, 7- chicory).
See also Succoky. [a. F. cichorce now chicorce

endive, chicory ( =It. cicorea) :—L. cichorium, ci-

chon'um, ad. Gt. Hi\opa. /tix^pda neut. pi.) suc-

cory, endive.
In 16th c. French (Littrc) and in Cotgrave cichorce is the

main form, chicon(e occasional : the former was noted and
condemned by Marg. Buffet i663, and Menage 1672, and is

now obsolete ; in English also chicory began to supersede
cichory 111 the i7-i8thc. ]

1. The plant Cichorium Intyhus (N. O. Compo-
site , with bright blue flowers, found wild in the

south of England, and elsewhere in Europe and
Asia, and cultivated in various parts for its root.

1 1393 Gowk r Conf. III. 132 Thilke herbe also. .Cicorea the
bokc him calleth.j /( 1450 A tphita (Anecd. Oxon. ) 53 Lieu-
tropia. .angl. et gall, cicoree. 1533 Elvot Cast. Ilelthc

(1541) 28 b| Cykorie or suckorie is lyke in operation to

lettise. 1579 LanghaM Gard. Health (1633) 142 Decoction,
or powder of Cicory or Kndiue. 1580 HoLLYEAMD Treas.
Er. Tong, Pe la Cichorce, Sichorie, an herb. 1605 Timmj
Ottersit, 11. vii. 140 Opium and cichory. Ibid. in. 172 The
tlowers of chicory, commonly called siickary. 1732 ARBLTK-
KOT Rules of Diet 249 Cichory and Dandelion have some of
the same Qualities. 1792 A. Voung Trav. France 113 The
most interesting circumstance of their farms is the chicory.

1806 7 — Agric. Essex (1813) I. 8 Chicory is indigenous in

every lane and on the borders of most of the fields. 1859
Loudon Encycl. Garden, lit. in. vii. § 3 The succory, or

chiccory, is a hardy perennial not uncommon in calcareous

w astes and by road sides, i860 I >ELAMBR K'itch. Gard. ioy,

2. The root of this plant ground and roasted as

an addition to, or substitute for, coffee.

[1805 HatCHETT in Phil. Trans. XCV. 301 A sort of coffee

prepared from the chicoree (1 suppose endive) root .. was
given me by Sir Joseph Banks.

| 1853 -Sover Pantroph. 270
Chicory, or succory, is received under the mn.sk of coffee.

1872 OLIVER Elan, Bot. 11. 199 Chicory, the kiln-dried, and
then roasted and powdered root of Cichorium lutyhm, used
extensively to mix with coffee. Mod. In compliance with

the Adulteration Act, this is ' sold as a mixture of Chicory
and Coffee '.

3. Comb., as chicory-maker, -paste, -root.

1543 Tramkkon / '/'go's Ch/'rurg. 11. iii. 17 At the begynnynge
of dynner he shall eate cicoree rootes and leaves sodden.

1855 ) Fi Johnston Chem. Com. Life I. 218 The chicory

maker adulterates his chicory with Venetian red. 1862

Whyte-Mklvu.lk Queen's Maries (1866)67 for the dessert,

seven dishes of fruit, and one of chicory-paste.

Chicquin, obs. form of Skquin.

Chidden tJVd'n ),ppl. a. [pa. pple. of Chidk
v.~\ Reproved, rebuked, scolded.

1606 Shaks. Tr. # Cr. 11. ii. 46 If we . . flye like chidden
Mercurie from Ioue. 1651 Jf.r. Taylor Semi. Rom. ii. 4
Pt. ii. The blushings of a chidden girle. 1865 O. Macdonau)
A. Forbes 113 As a chidden dog might steal across the room.

Chide tjbid), v. Pa. t. chid (tjid); pa. pple.

chid, chidden tji-d'n). Forms: I cidan, 3-5

chiden, (4-6 ch.yde(n, 5 chyte', 4- chide. Vox
inflexions see below. [OE. cid-an wk. vb. : not

known in the other Teutonic langs.

The original inflexions were : pa. t. OE. cidde, ME.
chidd[e, chid, mod. chid

;
pa. pple. OE. cided,

cidd, cid, ME. chidd{e, chid, mod. chid ; but in

5-6 ehode, chidden formed on the analogy of the

strong verbs (e.g. ride), came into partial use.

and chidden at least is still common ; chided is

occasional in modem writers. (OE. and ME. con-

tracted the 3rd pers. pres. indie, as cit, chit.)]

1. intr. To give loud or impassioned utterance

to anger, displeasure, disapprobation, reproof.

f a. To contend with loud and angry alterca-

tion ; to brawl, wrangle. Obs.

c 1000 >Elfric Exod. xxl 18 Gif men cidah. c 1050 Gloss.

in Wr.-Widcker 347 Altercaretur, cidde. c 120s Lav. 8149

Heo bigunnen to chiden. c 1250 Gen. % Ex. 2722 He sa^

chiden in Se wey two egypcienis, modi & strong, c 1340

Cursor M. 6681 (Trim) If two chide [earlier texts, flitej

& bat oon be to>er smyte. ^1460 Townetey Myst. 115

We wille nawther .. Fyght nor chyte. 1483 Cath. Angl.

63/1 To chyde, litigare . . nbi, to flyte. 1552 Act 5 3-

6Ediv. VI, c. 4 § 1 Yfanye person, .shall, .by wordes onelye

quarrell, chyde or brawle in any Churche or Churcheyarde.

1693 W. Robertson Pltraseol. Gen. 329 They did chide and
brawl so long till they fell together by the ears.

+ t>. To give loud and angry expression to

dissatisfaction and displeasure ; to scold. Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. n^Crist nalde flitan ne chidan. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8024 He chydde 8c made hym wrob. 1340
Ayeub. 67 pe ilke bet ne dftr ansuerye ne chide . . he beginb
to grochi betuene his teb. 1377 Langl. P, PI. B. 1. 191
Chewen heore charite and chiden after more, c 1386 Chauckk

43
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Cka.n,-Yem, Pro!. A> T. 368 Whan that oure pot is broke.

.

Every man chyt. c 1440 York Alyst. xxvi. 180 you chaterist

like a churle bat can chyde. 1539 More Com/, agst. Trib.

n. Wks. 1 187/3 Other folk, .had a good sporte to neare her
chide. 17. . Swift Lett. dj66) II. 203, I am confident you
came chiding into the world, and will continue so while you
are in it.

c. To scold by way of rebuke or reproof; in
j

later usage, often merely, to utter rebuke.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 224 Ich cam no^t to chiden.

1535 Coverdale Ps. cii[i]. 9 He wil not allwaye be chydinge.

1660 Milton Soun. xiv, To serve therewith my Maker, and
present My true account, lest he, returning, chide. 1764
Goldsm. Hermit xxxvii, The wondering fair one turned
to chide. .1839 Praeu Poems 11864! I. 30: To smile on
me, to speak to me, to flatter or to chide.

d. fig. Applied to sounds which suggest angry
vehemence : as the yelping of hounds in

1 cry the
\

querulous notes of quails, ' brawling ' oi a torrent,

angry blast of the wind, etc.

1594 2nd Rep. Faustus xxii. in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858)
III. 397 His javelin . . being denied entrance, for very anger,
rent itself in forty pieces, and chid in the air. 1615 (i.

Sandys Trav. 27 Partridges . . flie chiding about the vine-

yards. 1620 Melton Astrolog. 3 The lowdest storme that !

could ever chide. i8ao Keats Eve St. Agues iv, The silver

snarling trumpets 'gan to chide.

f2. Const, a. In OK. construed with dative of

personal object, in sense 1 to rebuke
1

; later, with

various preps., esp. at ; hence by levelling of dat.

and acc. the trans, sense 3. Obs.
i 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark i. 25 Da cydde se hxlend him.
1160 Hatton G. ibid., pa kydde se ha:lend hym. 1393

Gower Con/. I. 205 If. .thou at any time hast chid Toward
thy love. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 132 You chide at

him, offending twice as much. 1591 — Two Gent. IX. i.

78 You chidde at Sir Protheus, for going vngarter'd.

f b. with with : To complain aloud against

(so later, to ihidc against) ; to quarrel or dispute

angrily with \ to have altercation with. Obs.
a 1000 Thorpe /torn. I. o6\Bosw.)Cide he wiS God. c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 103 pe mon sor^eS . . and chit benne wia
gode. a 12,50 Owi Night. 287 Ne lust me wit the screwen
chide, a 1300 Cursor A/. 12972 iCott.' Yeitt can bat chinche
wit godd to chide. 1383 WvCLIF Judg. xxi. 22 Whanne the
faders of hem comeu and a^ens 30U bigyunen to pleyne and
chiden. a 1450 A nt. de ta Tour 11868) 21 She .. chidde
with hym afore alle the peple. 1513 Douglas A^lneis VIIL
Prol. 126 Churle, ga chat the and chyd with ane vther.

1535 Coverdale Gen. xxxi. 36 And Iacob was wroth, and
chode with I-aban [so 1611J. 1611 Bible Ex. xvii. 2 Why-
chide you with mee? 1603 W. Robertson Phraseot. Gen.
329 To chide or quarrel with one. 1869 Spurgeon J.
Ploughm. Talk 6 We have a >tiff bit of soil to plough when
we chide with sluggards.

3. trans. To address (a person) in terms of re-

proof or blame : in earlier use implying loud vehe-

mence, to 1 scold *
; in later use often little more

than ' reprove, rebuke'. (The main modern use,

but now chiefly literary, and somewhat an hair).
This comes down directly from the OK. const, with the

dative, which may still l>e valid for early ME. examples.
£1130 Itali Metd. 31 Chit te & cheoped be & schent te

schoineliche. a 1250 Chut A> Night. 1320 Ah ^et thu, fule

thing, me chist. c 1340 Cursor At. 138(7 (Trin.i For iewes
so had him chid. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Kollsi VII. 35 pere
Dunstun was strongliche despised and i-ched. 1430 Lydg.
Chron. Troy 11. xii, Ye shall heare anone how that he chit
The quene Heleyne. 1557 A". Arthurs W. Copland* vn. vi,

Euer she chode him and wolde not rest. 1596 Shaks. i Hen.
//', 11. iv. 410 Thou wilt be horriblechidde to morrow. 1639

J.
Cole OfDeath 32 Peevish children, who. .are but chidden

in their first schoole. 1646 Sih R. Murray in Hamilton
Papers >Camden 1880' 108 You encourage me .. when I

should rather be chid for it. 17*0 Gay Poems (17451 II. 64
The Priest .. First chid her, then her sins remitted. 1751
Johnson Rantbl. No. 182 p 5 Having chidden her for un-
dutifulness. 1791 Cowpek Iliad xvn. 520 He stroked them
gently and as oft he chode. 1847 Tennyson Priuc. VL 271
Kiss and be friends, like children being chid f 1848 Mks.
Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. I ntrod. ( 1 863* 40 The monks
nave been sorely chidden for[thisL 1861 P. Young Daily
Reatiings II. 298 Our Lord, .chode them for their want of
faith. 1870 Rryant Iliad I. iv. 121 Atrides .. spake and
chid them. '879 Heerbohm Patagonia vi. 97, I have never
seen a child chicled or remonstrated with.

b. fig. and trans/. To scold, rebuke, or find

fault with (a thing, an action, etc.)-

< 1386 Chaucer Nun's Priest's T. 531 The Friday for to
chiden. .{For on a Fryday sothly slayn was he 1

. 1590 Shaks.
Afids. N. 111. ii. 200 Wee haue chid the hasty footed time,
For parting vs. 1606 — Tr.

<fr Cr. 11. in. 221 The Rauen
chides blaclcnesse. 1770 Goi.nsM. Des. Yitl. 150 He chid
their wanderings, but relieved their pain. 1776 Gibbon
Decl. <y F. I. xi. 303 The emperor, .chided the tardiness of
the senate, i860 Cdl. Wiseman Past. Lett.i% Mar. 20 Could
that power have been reproved, chided, and even corrected
. .by so dependent an authority? 1865 Swinburne Poems
<y Ball. t flicet 137 Before their eyes all life stands chidden.

C. Said of hounds, brawling streams, etc.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 1 His angry steede did chide his
joming bitt. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. 1Y, 111. i, 45 The Sea
That chides the liankes of England. 1697 Dkyukn Yirg.
F.clog. v. 132 Streams that ..the scarce cover'd Pebbles
gently chide. x8io Scott Lady of L. 1. viii, The baffled
dogs . . Chiding the rocks that yell d again.

4. With adv. or aiivb. compl. : To drive, impel,
or compel by chiding.
1590 Shaks. Afids. N. 111. ii. 312 He hath chid me hence.

1633 Herbert 'Temple, Church Militant 105 He chid
the Church away, 1634 Milton Comus 258 Scylla . . chid
her barking waves into attention. 1643 Angier Lane. Vali.
Aehor ^9 This seasonable check chude us to duty. 1738

Wesley Hymns, ' Triumphal Notes' ii, Thy Word bids

Winds and Waves be still, And chides them into Rest.

1836 Emerson Nature, Lit. Ethics Wks, iBohm II. 219 lie

neither chided nor flattered out of your position.

Chide, sb. [f. prec. vb. OE. had gec/d.]

fl. Chiding; quarrelling, wrangling. Obs.

c 13*5 Body /j- Soul in A/op's Poems 1 1841! 342 Mid me to

holde chide and cheste.

+ 2. An angry rebuke, a reproof. Obs. or arch.

1538 G. Browne 'To Ld. Cromwell in Phenix I. 123 The
prior and the Dean . . heed not my words : therefore send . a
chide to them and their Canons. 1666 Hlnyan Grace Ab.

P 1 74 A kind of chide for my proneness to desperation.

3. trans/. 1 lirawling ' of streams), rare.

1730 Thomson Autumn 1265 The chide of streams And
hum of bees.

Chider (tfardai). [f. Chii>e v. + -ER *.]

+ 1. A quarrelsome person, brawler, scold. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 43 Brawleres and chidercs.

1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 371 Bawdes, scolders and chiders.

c *S3° • Hickscortter in 1. Hawkins Eng. Drama I. 89
Braulers, lyers, getters, and chiders. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Skr.

1. ii. 227, I loue no chiders. 1693 W. Robertson Pkraseol.

Gen. 278 A brawler or chider, alienator.

2. One who scolds or rebukes with vehemence.
c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Good Mann. (1570) G ii, In flatterers

then chiders count greater Jeopardy, For chiders and brau-

lers vse vices for to blame. 1580 Baret A/v. C 451 Achider
or rebuker, obiurgator. z6s8 Feltham Resolves 11. xxv, His
conscience . . becomes a perpetuall chider. 1843 Lcckhart
Reg. Dalton xxxii. 293 A partaker, not a chider, of their

happiness.

t Chi'deress. Obs. [f. prec. + -ess.] A female

chider or brawler.

( 1400 Rom. Rose 150 For hir wrathe, yre, and onde. .An
angry wight, a chideresse. 4265 Another is a Chideresse.

+ Chi'dester. Obs. [ME. chideslere
f

fern, of

chidere, Chider ; see -stek.] = prec.

c 1386 Chaucer A/erck. 'T. 291 Wher she be . . a shrewe,

A chidestere [v. r. chidester, -ystere, -istere, chydester,
Hart. a> Petiv. chidere] or wastourof thy good.

Clliding 'tjai din,, vb/. sb. [OE. riding, cidung
f. Chides. + •IHO '.] The action ofthc vb. Chide.

+ 1. Quarrelling with angry word's, contention

;

vehement expression of displeasure. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 30 per is uerst chidinge and banne wrebe.

1388 Wyclik Fix. xvii. 7 For the chidyng of the sones of
Israel, r 1440 Promp. Par:'. 74 Chydynge, contencioy Uti-

gacio. i549Coverdale Erastn. Par. 1 Cor. 20 Nor are we
. . to lyue in sedicion and chyding, but to lyue in peace and
concorde. ? 1656 Bramhall Replic. v. 199 To take away
occasion of chiding from his Disciples. 1719 D'Ureey/V/A-

(1872) III. 141 There's no such joy as Chiding.

2. Scolding, reproof, rebuke.
^893 K. . t Oros. iv. xii. $ 2 ForMscidingeand burh

his lare. a iooo/'i-rt////jiSpelman, Trin. MSjciii. 8 [civ. 7J

(Bosw.) Of cydunge Sinre ni lleob. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.

xi. 415 Shal neuere chalangynge ne chydynge chaste a man
so sone As shal shame. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xvii[i). 15

The foundacions of the round worlde were discovered at

thy chiding (o I-ordei. 1697 lie. Patrick Comm. Ex. iv.

14 No Punishment followed his anger but only a Chiding.

1774 Mrs. Chapone /mpro7: Afiud 1 1. 74 Nothing so much
weakens authority as frequent chiding. 1877 Bryant Lit/.

People of Snow 283 As they came With gentle chidings

ready on their lips,

3. lirawling or angry noise: spec, of fox-hounds.

Also fig. of wind, waters, etc.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. i. 120 They bayed the Beare
Who bounds of Sparta; neuer did I heare Such gallant
chiding. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. xii. 42 The
chiding of the winds and waters. 1711 Budoeli. Sped. No.
116 P7 The Chiding of the Hounds. 1818 Kirby A Sp.
Entomol. xxi, The angry chidings of the inhabitants of the
hive. 1858 O. W. Holmes A ut. Breakf.-t. v, The chiding of
the sharp-tongued bell.

Chi'ding, ///. a. [(.- as prec. + -int. A] That
chides, that gives loud and vehement utterance to

displeasure ; brawling, scolding, rebuking.
CI175 Lamb. Horn. 143 (>e prude, be fordrunkene, be

chidinde sculen beon iwarpen ine cche pine, c 13B6 Chaucer
YYife's Prol. 279 Droppyng hous, and eek smoke, And
chydyng wyves maken me to fie. 1568 Bible (Bishops''

Prov. xxi. 19 Better to dwel in the wildernesse, then with
a chiding and an angry woman. 1608 Shaks. Per. nr. j. 32
Thou hast as chiding a nativity, As fire, air, water, earth,

and heaven can make. 1648 Hekrick Hesfer. (Grosarti I.

26 Chiding streams betray small depth below. 1800 Bloom*
field Farmer's Boy, Autumn 258 The sound Of distant
sportsmen, and the chiding hound.

Hence Chi ding-ly adv., Chi dinffness.
155a Hlloet, Ckidingty, or after the manner of chy dynge.

1593 Nashe Christ's /Td6i3>22 How often haue I . . chid-
ingly communed with thy soule? 1677 GlLTDI Dxtnonol.
11867*202 Gregory the Great writes cnidingly to Serenus,
bishop of Marseilles. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. xxiii.

600 Mayne . . wrote chiaingly to Washington. 1880 M.
Betham-Edwards Forestalled I. 1. ix. 144 Smiling on his

young wife with pensive chidingness.

Chidlings, A dial, form of Chittkrmngs.
1843 P* Farley s Ann. IV. 271 When you kill another pig

. . to fry the chidlings. 1881 Suppl. Oxfords. Gloss.

(E. D. S.i, also t888Berks/t. (,/., Chidlins and ckitlius, chit-

terlings. 1887 Dut. Kentish Dial., Chidlins, chitterlings.

Chief tj/f , sb. Forms: 3-4 chef, (chiue),

4-7 chefe, cheif, ,5 cheyff, cheef(f, chif{e,

chyfe", 5-6 cheffe, chyef, 6-7 cheefe, chiefe,

4- chief. [MK. che/y chie/ a. OF. chef, chie/ ( =
Pr. cap, Sp. cabo, It. capo head):— Koni. type
*iapit /n :—U caput head.]

I. Proper and transf. material senses,

tl. lit. The head (of the body). Obs. rare.

(The first quot. is doubtful.)

c 1330 Arth. 4 Alert. 9513 The ferth he tok on the chiue,

And carf him ato biliue. a 1535 Dewes /ntrod. Fr. in

Patsgr. 11852' 901 [Membres longyng to Mamies Body], the

heed or chyfe, te chief.

t 2. The head, top, upper end [oi anything).

Obs.
c 1400 Maundev. xx. 217 At the chief of the Halle, is the

Empcrours throne, c 1400 Destr. 'Troy 1661 In the cheffe

of be choise halle. .Was a grounde vp graid with gresis of
Marbill. c 1420 A uturs ofA rth. ix, Opon the chefe of hur
cholle, A padok prykette on a polle. 1579 Spenser Sheph.
Cat. Nov., Where bene the nosegayes that she dight for

tbeer The coloured chaplets wrought with a chiefe.

3. Her. The head or principal part of the escut-

cheon, occupying the upper third of the shield,

and divided from the rest by a line which may be

straight, indented, embattled, wavy, etc On a

chief, -\ in {the) chief: borne on this ordinary. In

chie/ : borne on or occupying the upper part of

the shield, within the limits of this ordinary, though

no chief is marked off.

a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1029 He beres in cheef of azour En-
grelyd with a satur With doubule tressour And treweloves

bytwene. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xvii. 10 The lorde

William Duglas. .bare azure a cheffe syluer. /bid. Ix, His
baner..was goules, a sheffe syluer, thre cheuorns in the

sheffe. 157a Bossewell Armorie 11. 30b, There maye be

also borne in chiefe, diuerse tokens of armes, and yet the

chief not altered in colour from the field. i6*» Peacham
Comb/. Gent. in. 11634 141. 1808 Scott Marm. vi. ii, And in

chief three mullets stood The cognizance of Douglas blood.

1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. *t Pot. xiv. 171 The Helm
always rests upon the Chief of the Shield.

f4. A head of discourse, a heading. Obs. rare.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. 111. Arirt., A Generall

Muster of the Bodies Griefes, The Soules Diseases, vnder
sundry Chiefes.

t 5. An end (of a bandage! Obs. rare.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Ckiturg., This is done
with rolles of one chyef or dyuers chyefs, or armes, begyn-

nynge vpon the hurt place.

II. Transferred and figurative senses.

6. The head of a body of men, of an organiza-

tion, state, town, party, office, etc. ; foremost au-

thority, leader, ruler.

i»97 K. Glovc. <i724i 212 Po be Romeyns were wyb out

chef, dyscomfortd hii were, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 57 Wan any
auerouh or couetous is canonizid . . or maad cheef. e 1400

Destr. 'Troy 3662 To chese horn a cheftayn to be chefe of

m ail. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 399 She was made ab-

sse and chyef of al the monasterye - 15>$ Tindale Luke
xi. 15 By the power of Belzebub, the chefe of the deuyls.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 288 The king sayde to SyrGualtier

Maury, I will that ye be chiefe of thisenterprise. 1611 Bible
Num. iii. 30 The chiefe of the house of the. . Kohathites

shalbe Elizaphan. 1666-7 P^pys Diary 20 Feb., A French-

man come to be chief of some part of the King's mu>ique.

1791 Burke in Corr. (1844I III. 202 The chief of every mon-
archical party must be the monarch himself. 1841-4 Emf.r-

son Em. Norn. $ Realist Wks. (Bohn) I. 253 Hence the

immense benefit of party in politics, as it reveals faults of

character in a chief. i8soThackerav Pendenuis xxiii, The
chief of the kitchen, Monsieur Mirobolant.

b. spec. The head man or ruler of a clan, tribe,

or .-mall uncivilized community.
1587 Sc. Aits U597) $ 94 Clannes. .dependis vpon the direc-

tiones of the saidis Captaines, chiefes, and chicftaines. 1695

C. Leslie Gallienus Rediv. o He gives these Directions to

Collonel Hill. Till we see what is done by the Chiefs, it is

not time to Receive their Tenants, m Hope llfntlsor

For. 405 And naked youths and painted chiefs admire Our
speech, our colour, and our strange attire. 1809 Campbell
Gertr. lYyom. ad fin.. The death of an Indian chief!

1814 Scott lYav. xxii, Proud chiefs of Clan Ranald, Glen-

garry, and Slcat ! 1841 M acaclav list., I'/. Hastings (^itsjl

95 'I heir chiefs, when united by a common peril, could bring

eighty thousand men Into the field.

C. A chief or superior officer: the head of any

department ; one's superior in office.

1606 Shaks. Ant. CI. iv. xii. 03 Farewell great Chiefe.

Shall I strike now? 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 566 Warners .

.

A waiting what Command their mighty Chief Had to impose.

*733 Pope //or. Sat. 11. i. 126 Chiefs out of war, and States-

men out of place. 1796-7 Instr. f Reg. Cavalry (1813) 102

The chief of the squadron, .gives the general caution, .and

the leaders of divisions give their words ofexecution. 1853

Whvte-Mri.vii.le Digoy Gram/ xix, Our old chief., has

been appointed to a command in India. 1888 Mowurav
Morris C/averfwuse iv. 67 In the repoit Lord Evandale

makes to his chief.

7. Of things personified.

a 1300 Cursor A/. 29281 .CotO Hali kirke o rome . . bat

crist. .has in erth leucd o cristen-dome for cheif and heued.

1426 Audelay Poems 8 Thou most have fayth, hope, and

charyte. .then chary te he is the chif. 1667 Milton/'. L. v.

102 Many lesser Faculties that serve Reason as chief.

f 8. The head town or city; the Capital. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22097 iCott.) pis tun was quilum chefe

[v.r. chef, cheef, chief] o pers. 1393 Gower Conf III. 164

Whan Rome was the worldes chefe. c 1400 MauMDEV. v. 35
Surrye of the whiche the cytee of Daniasc was chief.

+ 9. The bed part; the height, the prime. Obs.

or arch. (Cf. Chief a. 7.)

1509 Hawks Fast. Pleas, xx. xiv. (1845* 97 The chefe is

gone of all thy melody, Whose beauty clere made moost

swete armony. 1535 Coverdale Ps. civ. [cv.] 35 He smote

all y* first borne in their londe, euen the chefe of all theii

substance. 1551 Robinson tr. Afore's (/top. tArb. > 36 Euen
in the chiefe of his youth he was taken from schole into th<

Courte. 157a J. Jmnks Bathes of Bath 11. 12 The cheefe
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of Sommer. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 1165S1 270 By
some corruption of the air, whereunto Rome in the chief of

Summer is much subject.

1 10. Chief position, first place, eminence, excel-

lency.
(The meaning of the Shakspere passage is disputed.)

15x9 Horman VtUg. 281 He wanne the chieffe at euery

game, victor palmam abstulit. 1602 Shaks. Ham. U»
74 (Q° 1) And they of France of the chiefe rancke and station

Are of a most select and generall chiefe in that. — (Q° 2,

3, 4) And they in Fraunce of the best ranck and station Or
of a most select and generous chiefe [cheefe] in that. —
(Fol. 1) Are of a most select and generous cheffin that.

11. Short for chief-rent (see 13).
1601 Holland Pliny II. 518 The lead mine named Ami-

monianum . . which paid in old time but a chiefe of ten pound
weight. 1625 F. Markham Bk. Hon.., Let. to King 2^ Hut

to the immortall and only true God of Heauen and Earth

you pay no Chiefes or Acknowledgements. 1795 J. AiKIM

Manchester 258 A 999 year lease, at the small chief of a

shilling per ann. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. xiv. 200 An all

but universal custom in Lancashire of letting building-sites

on what is called chief, that is at a perpetual ground-rent.

12. Phrase. In chief, a. Feudal Law [med.L.

in capite, F. en chief]. Applied to a tenant hold-

ing, or tenure held, immediately from the Lord

Paramount, as when a tenant held directly from

the king, rendering to him personally the service

belonging to the tenure. Hence, by extension, ap-

plied to tenancy by a perpetual feu-duty or ground-

rent, as opposed to a lease for a limited period.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9691 No man, that of the kinge

hulde 01131 In chef, other in eni seruise. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1. 154 Gyff thow will hald in cheyff off me For CUtr-

mar, and thine ofspryng, I sail do swa thow sail be king.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VI/, c. 48 § 1 The same Castelles . . be

holden of your Highnes in Chiefas of youre Crowne. i542~3

Act 34 <y 35 Hen. VIII, c. 5 § 5 Manours. .holden of the

kinge by knightes seruice in chiefe. 1607 Davibs 1st Let.

Earl Salisbury (1787) 236 He hath yet allotted to him . . in

demesne, and in chief, ten ballibetaghs or thereabouts.

m 1700 Dryden Cleomenes Ep. Ded., Proud to hold my de-

pendence on you in chief, as I do part of my small fortune

111 Wiltshire.

b. In the chief or highest place or position.

Often in titles, as Commander-in-Chief, Colonel-in-

Chief etc.

1607 ia Bacon Ess. OfGreat Plate iAr1>.) 286 Thinke it

more honor, to direct in chiefe, then to be busie in all. 1618

Chapman Hesiod \. 542 Call thy friend In chief one near.

1653 Holcroi t Procopius \. 17 Sittas. .commanded the Ar-

menian Army in cheif. c 1670 J. Gordon Hist. Scots Affairs

iv. xx.xix, They coulde not agree who should be commander
in cheefe. a 1680 Butler Elephant in Moon 27 When one,

who for his deep belief Was Virtuoso then in chief. 1866

Mrs. OufHANTMadonnaMary(Hoppe")Nelly Aakellwhom
Will had appropriated . . as his sympathizer-in-chief. 1885

Whitaker's Almanack 152 Department of the Officer Com-
manding-in-Chief . . Commanding -in -Chief, Field-Marshal

H. R. H. the Duke of Cambridge, K.G. Ibid. 156, 1st Life

Guards.. Colonel-in-Chief, H.R.H. Prince of Wales.

C. Chiefly ;
mainly, principally.

1603 Shaks. Meas.forM.v. i. 220 Some speech of marriage

. . which was broke off. . in chiefe For that her reputation was
dis-valued In leuitie. 1855 Bsowmwo Old Ptctnres Fhr>
ence, 'Twixt the aloes I used to lean in chief.

13. attrib. and Comb.: + chief-pledge, a bor-

row-head, head-borough ; chief-rent, a rent paid

under a tenure in chief; now = quit-rent ; chief-

tenant, a tenant in chief: cf. 12 a. See also

Chief a. 1.

[ 1292 Britton i. xxx. § 4. Si touz les chefs pleges soint venuz

a la veuwe ; transl. whether all the headboroughs are come
to the view.] 1619 Dalton Country Just. i. (1 630 1 3 There be

other officers ofmuch like authority to our constables, as the

borsholders in Kent, the thirdborow in Warwickshire, and the

tythingman and burrowhead or headborow, orchiefe-pledge

in other places. 1523 Fitzherb. Surv. 11 The lorde may
haue a fre holder that holdeth his lande of hym & payeth

hym chefe rentes and other seruyce. 1617 J. Moore Ma//e
Mans Mortalitie in. v. 209 Forgetting his homage to God,
and chiefe-rent of obedience. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II.

42 Those of the freeholders are frequently called chief rents

. . and both sorts are denominated quit rents . . because

thereby the tenant goes quit and free of all other services.

Chief tj/f, a. and quasi-a^z*. Forms: 3-4
chef, 4- chief ; also 4-6 chefe, cheef, (5 chif,

chiff(e, chyf(e, cheyf, scheff), 5-6 chetf^e, 5-7
cheefe, cheif, (6 chiefFe, chyefe\ 6-7 cheife,

cheiffe, chiefe. [f. prec. : originally the substan-

tive usec^in apposition or attributively.]

1. Of persons : That is formally the Chief or

head
;
standing at the head ; taking the first place

;

— Head-. Used in many official designations, etc.,

as Chief Baron, Chief Constable^ Chief Justice,

Chief Rabbi, Chief Secretary, etc.

CX330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 15 Sir Egbriht, our chefe

kyng. c 1340 Cursor M. 4434 l Fairf. ) f>e maister chefe iailer

{earlier MSS. maister jailere], c 1350 Will. Paleme 3841
I schal . . mak him my chef stiward to sti^tli all my godes.

138. Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 36 Siche cheefe lordis bat han not

above hem anobir cheef lord. 1473 Warkw. Chron. 26 Bod-
rygan scheff reulere of Cornwayle. ciszsElegyHen . VIlPs
Fool in Halliw. Nugx Poet. 45 Ye as chefe moerner yn your
own folys hode. 1530 Palsgr. 204 Chefe baron of the Es-
chequer, chefe capitayne, etc. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 172
That the king of Englande ought of right to be their chiefe

head and sovereigne. 1685 Luttrell BriefRet. 118571 I.

361 Paul Ricaut, esq., chief secretary to his excellency the

lord lieutenant of Ireland. 1758 J. Blake Plan Alar. Syst.

21 The following officers shall be exempted . .viz. the chief-

mate, the boatswain, and carpenter. 1818 Cruise Digest

VI. 503 Argued before Lord Chancellor Nottingham, as-

sisted by the ChiefJustices North and Pemberton, and Lord
Ch. Baron Montague. i84oCARLYLEiI/fr^{i858) 365 Chief-

consulship, Emperorship, victory over Europe.

+b. Of things : Highest in rank, capital, head-.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4758 An chyrche he lete rere, In

Est end of (Canterbury, bat be chef chyrche were, c 1305

St. h'cnclm in E. E. P. 118621 49 Of al his lond be chief

Cite, c 1340 Cursor M. 10010 (Trin. ) pat are foure vertues

principals Whiche men callen cardinales. Alleopere vertues

of hem han holde, per-fore bei are for cheef Itolde. 138.

Wvclif Wks. (1880) 16 A^enst be chifwerk of gostly mercy.

c 1460 Tmvncley Myst. 23 Thre chefe chambers, a 1541

Wyatt Poet. Wks. ti86n 54 Thou thyself dost cast thy

beams from high From thy chief house. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 88 Vienna, which is the chiefe Citie of the Coun-
trie. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. J57 Creuznach, the chief town,

is situated on both banks of the Nahe.

2. t Chieffather \ first ancestor, first parent ; =
ME. form-fader. Obs.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 6S4 Habraham . . chosen to be

chef chyldryn fader. 1513 Douglas /Encis vm. iii. 92 Schyr
Dardanus. .Our cheif fader.

3. At the head or top in importance ; most im-

portant, influential, or active
;
principal, foremost,

greatest : a. of persons.

138. Wvclii- Wks. 11880) 172 Of alle wicked men weiward
|

prestis ben chiff whanne bei turne to cursednesse. £1440
Promp. Parv. 71 Chefe or princypale, precipuus. 1480

Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxxiii. ^53 Syr bartram Cleykyn
that was chefe maker and cause of the werre. 1633 Marmyon
Fine Companion hi. iii, The cheefe and only mouer of yovr

1

loue. 1828 H'AWTHORNE Fanshawc i. 11879* *5 A ve
,

ry dear

friend . . who in his early manhood had been his chief inti-
j

mate. 1882 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. II. 23 Archbishop
!

Cranmer being his chief supporter,

b. of things.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 469 Holycherche chief help !

S: cniftaigne of be comune. c 1440 I 'ork Myst. xix. 23 I

And my cheffe helpe is he. c 1546 Lang ley Pol. Vcrg. pe
Invent iv. ix. 97 a,To haue the chiefstroke in all ceremonies.

1569 J. Rogers CI. Godly Loue 1S6 Children are their Pa-

rents cheefe joy. 1661 DOYLE Spring 0/ Air Pref. (1682* 5

It was not my cheif design. 1667 Milton P. L. 111. 168

O Son, in whom my soul hath chief delight. 1752 Johnson
Rambler No. 203 F 12 Hope is the chief blessing of man.
1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 51 The man who took the

chief part in settling the conditions. 1875 Jevons Money i

(1878) 133 The chief difficulty in adopting such anew metal.
|

4. More loosely : Belonging to the highest group

or first rank ; 'of the first order' J.), prominent, !

leading. In this relative use, formerly often com-

pared ehiefer, chiefest : see 8.

a. of persons.
(. 1440 York Myst xxv. 94, I shall declare playnly his

}

comyng To the chiffe of the Jewes. 1536 Wriothesley
Chron. (1875) I. 48 The cheiffe peeres of the realme follow- ,

ing the Kinge. 1568 Grai-ton Chron. II. 119 The king of ,

Scottes did hang foure hundreth of the cheefe doers. 1651

Hobbes Leviath. in. xl. 252 Any Aristocracy of the chief

Princes of the People, c 1785 Burns Ausiu. Ep. of Tailor,

He's rank'd amang the chief O' lang-syne saunts. i88z

Shorthouse J. Inglesant xxx, All the chief among the

Cardinals.

b. of things.

1393 Gower Conf. III. 11 For love drunke is the mischefe

Above all other the moste chefe. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. -

I. clxii. 200 Alwayes in the chyefe of the batayle [au plus

fort de la bataille]. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vi 58 The !

first, of all your chiefe affaires. 1631-3 High Commission
Cases (1886) 321 This goeth as a cheife story amongst theni.

a 1745 SwiFT Wks. 11841* II. 71 A short account of the chief

crimes they have committed. 1848 Macaulay Hist Eng.
'

I. 552 A chief object of the expedition.

t o. Pre-eminent in excellence ;
best, finest

;

choice. Obs.

1519 Horman Vutg. 283 He hath the chieffe game, where so
j

euerhegoeth, victor est omnium ccrtaminum. 1591 Shaks.

1 Hen, VI, v. v. 12 The cheefe perfections of that Jouely
Dame. 1611 Bible Amos vi. 6 Anoint themselues with the

chiefe ointments. 1651 Fuller A bet Rediv., Colet (1867) I.

116 His chief companion was ever some chief book. 1660

Sharrock Vegetables 28 The light colours are they that are

chief for choice.

6. Sc. Intimate fas friends). Cf. the dial, great,

thick. Apparently connected with the Biblical

use in Prov. xvi. 28 (1611) 1 Awhisperer separateth

chiefe friends where the Heb. word means ' fami-

liars, intimates'.

1530 Palsgr. 424, 1 am cheife a counsayle with one ; I am
moste aboute hym . . he is cheife a counsayle with hym.

1879 Iamieson s. v., They're very chief wi' ane anither.

Moa. Sc. You and he are rather chief.

7. absol. or elliptically. See also Chief sb. 9.

a. pi. Chief people.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 131 Neither Maior, nor Alder-

man, nor other of the chiefe of the Citie. 1597 Bacon
Coulcrs oj'GoodS Evill ii. (Arb.) 140 In the northern climate

the wits of chief are greater. 1612 W. Shute tr. Fougasses'

Hist. Venice 4 Divers of the cheefe of Padua. 1707 Hearne
Collect. 9 Aug. , One of y* chief who formerly got him turn'd

by a Fellowship.

b. The main part ; the most ; the bulk.

1833 Marryat P. Simple xlviii, The disasters occasioned

by this hurricane were very great, owing to its having I

taken place at night, when the chief of the inhabitants

were in bed and asleep.

8. Compared as ehiefer, chiefest.

As the word was weakened in force from the meaning of
' head ' or ' supreme ' absolutely, to that of 1 leading com-

parison of relative position became possible ; and thus a

comparative ehiefer occurs, and much more frequently a
I

superlative thiefest, the latter very common in the 16th and
17th c, and still frequent in literary use.

f a. comparative. Obs.
1553 Bale Gardiner's Obed. F viij, That they might be

taken for chief, yea, and ehiefer than the chiefest. 1612

Brinsley Lud. Lit. 269 The Master may imploy his paines

principally amongst the ehiefer ; as the Vsher doth amongst
the lower.

b. superlative.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 12418 Hewas chosyn. .chevest ofcoun-
cell. 1535 Coyerdalk Mark xii. 29 The chefest com-
maundement of all commaundementes is. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb, 11. (1586) 72 b, The cheefest time of

planting .. is the end of Sommer. 1583 Stubbes Anot.

Abus. U, 59 We giue vnto God the cheefest stroke and the

cheefest rule in all things. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. ii. 12

Within their chiefest Temple. i6n Bible Mark x. 44 Who-
soeuer of you will bee the chiefest IWycl., Rhcm. first,

Tindale, etc. chefe]. 1689 Selden Table T. (Arb.) 82 Pa-
tience is the chiefest fruit of Study. 1697 Damtiek Voy. I.

xiv. 387 The Chinese are the chiefest merchants. 1699
find. II. 11. iv. 112 About which they spend the chiefest of

their time. 1708 J. Chamberlayne.SV. 67. Brit a. in. (\74p)
279 There are six penny-post offices : the chiefest is in

Threadneedle Street. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. xl, The
Grave shall bear the chiefest prize away. 1847 Emerson
Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks. (Bohn) I. 339 Culture will

instantly destroy that chiefest beauty of spontaneousness.

9. Chief good, f chiefest good: used to translate

Lat. summum bonum.
1663 Cowley Verses \ Ess. (1669) 117 When F.picurus to

the World had taught, That pleasure was the cheifest Good.
1667 Milton L. xi. 493 As their chief good. 1669 Gale
Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. i. 2 Desires after some one Chiefest Good.

1729 BuTLER Serin, xiv. Wks. 1674 IL 193 Knowledge ..

cannot be the chief good of man. 1806 A. Knox Rem. L31
Reason . .informed the heathen sages that there was a chief

good of man. 1869 M. Arnold Cult. A> An. (1882) 212 A
good in itself, one of the chiefest of goods.

B. as adv. Chiefly, principally, arch.

a 1553 UdALL Roister D. iii. v. (Arb.) 57 Sweete mistresse,

where as I loue you . . chiefe of all For your personage,

beautie, demeanour and witte. 1583 Stanyhukst A?nets 1.

I18S0) 17 But chiefe through Iunoes long fostred deadlye

reuengment. 1671 Milton Samson 754 Not truly penitent,

but chief to try Her husband. 1715 oPope//*Wxiv. 291

Me chief he sought. 179S SoUTHEY Joan ofArc v. 407 But
chief where in die town I'he six great avenues meet. 1840

Browning Sordello it. 11868) 73 And chief, that earnest

April morn Of Richard's Love-court, was it time.

b. So chiefest.

1632 Milton Pmseroso 51 But first and thiefest with thee

bring Him that yon. soars on golden wing. 1811 Hkbkk
Hymn, ' Hosaunah, etc.', But chiefest, in our cleansed

breast, Eternal, bid Thy Spirit rest.

Chiefage, variant of Chkvage. Obs.

Chiefalrie, variant of Chivalry, after chief.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Pref. 6 b, Common acte 3 of

chiefalrie. /bid. Marcial chief.drie.

Chiefdom (tf/'fdam . [f. Chief sb. + -dom.]

The estate, position or dominion of a chief; head-

ship, leadership, chief place.

1579 K. K. Gloss. Sftuscr's Shef/l. Cat. Apr., The chief,

dome and soveraintie of all flowers and greene hearbes.

1601 Deacon & Walker Ausn: Darel 146 They haue a

superioritie and chiefdome ouer the kingdomes of the world.

1656 S. H. Gold. La-<v To Rdr. 2, I aimed both at Reason

and Rhethorick; but principally the first, as first in worth

and chiefdom. i860 Foksteh Gr. Remonsir. 64 The sway
of a feudal chiefdom . . was ending. 1862 MeRIVALE Rom.
F.mp. \ 1865) VI. xlix. 117 To continue in the obscure dignity

of his petty chiefdom.

Chiefery, chiefry, tJ/Teri, tp-fri). Chiefly

Irish. Also 6 chefferie, cheuerie, -ye, 6-7

chiefrie, 7 cheifrie. cheeferie. [f. Chief sb. +

•ERY, -BY.]

1. The office and territory of an Irish chief.

1586 J. Hooker Girald. IreI. in Holinshed II. 11/1 Rothu-

rike . . left the chefferie which he demanded. 1607 Davies 1st

Let. Earl Salisbury (1787) 222 It was doubtful in whom the

chiefrie of that country [Cavan] rested. 1741 T. Robinson

Gavelkind ii. 15 Every Seignory or Chiefry in these Coun-

tries. 1885 R. Bagwell /ret. under Tudors I. 13 Like a lay

chiefry, the abbacy was elective.

+ 2. The body of chiefs or leading people. Obs.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit \\. 123 The chiefery, or

greatest men of Ulster.

3. The institution of chiefs.

1887 Athetueum 12 Mar. 345/3 To the clan-system, indeed,

to 'chiefery*. and to* Celtic feudalism', the duke [of Argyll]

ascribes all the evils of the Highlands.

4. The dues belonging to the chief or tanist of a

clan or district; the analogous payment of tribute

to the sovereign, or of rent to the lord superior.

1386 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 55/1The Ori-

ans. .denieng to paie their accustomable cheuerie, yeelded

themselues vnto the earle of Ormond. 1596 Spenser

State Irel. Wks. (1862) 542/2 Able . . to yeeld her Maiesty

reasonable chiefrie. 1612 Davies Why Ireland, etc.

(1747) 169 These cheeferies. .did consist cheefly in cuttings

and cosheries and other Irish exactions. 1731 Swiet Cottsid.

on Tivo Bills Wks. (1761) III. 211 Leaving a small chiefry

for the minister to pay. 1884 Mary Hickson Irel. in i 7th

Cent I. 93 Large tracts of land . . for which they paid merely

nominal chiefries to the Protestant owners in fee.

Chiefes s tj/ fes;. [f. Chief sb. + -ess.] A
female (ethnic) chief.

1862 M. Hopkins Hawaii 18 The converted chiefess.

Kapiolani. 1882 Good Wds. 654 The highest chiefess dared

not. .taste food that had been prepared for any man.
_
1881

Sat. Rev. 18 June 787 No one can address a chief or chiefess

without being first spoken to,
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CHIEFLESS. 340 CHIFFONIER.

t Chieffe, obi. form of Kklvk, a vat.

1536 Papers lien. VIII, X. 175, z washing chieffes.

t Chieffront. Obs. App. a corruption of Chauf-
kon, Chahfkain : cf. Chevekonwe in same sense.

1598 Barret Theor. Warrcs Gloss. -i^oChieffront , a French
word, is the arming for the forehead of the horse. 1622 F
Markiiam Bk. War v. ii. 166 The Horses head, necke,
brest, and buttocke barbed with Pectron, Trappings, Crinier
and Chieffront.

Chiefless (tfrfles), a. [f. Chief sb. + -less.]

Having no chief.

c 1730 Burix Lett. Mi, Seotl. (1760) II. xxiii. 22 iThc Chiefless
Highlander was going to the place. 174a Pope Dune. iv.

617 And chiefless armies doz'd out the campaign. 188a
Athcnxum 22 Apr. 501/2 From the lowly estate 01 chiefless
Eskimo and almost chiefless Australians.

Chieflet. nonce-iud. A petty chief.

1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia L 22 The chief or chieflet,

for he was no less, came out.

Chiefly (tjrfli
, a. [f. Chief sb. + -ly I.] Pro-

perly pertaining to a chief.

1870 Meade Xtr.u Zealand 356 A real chiefly exercise.
1876 H. Spencer Prmc. Sociol. m. ix. 11879) 708 There is

a natural relation between constant fighting and develop-
ment of chiefly power. 188a Athenaeum 22 Apr. 502/1.

Chiefly (tjrfli), adv. [f. Chief a. + -ly

L In chief, in particular; preeminently
;
especi-

ally, particularly ; above all, most of all. t Chiejli-

est : most particularly.

e 1340 Ga~v . ^ Gr. Knt. 850 t>e lorde hym charred to a
chambre, & chefly cumaundez 'lodelyuer hym a leude, hym
lojly to serue. ibid* 883 He .. achaufed hym, chefly, ft

benne his cher mended, c 1400 Af>ol. Loll. 42 Crist is rich,
for He hap chefly & richli alle btngis. 14. . Epit>h, > Tun-
dale's Vis. 1 13' Sent answered. .With all the port ofwomonly
rtunnel Hurself demenyng and chefly with mekenes. 1568
G kafton Chron. II. 292 Many great inconveniences followed.
And chiefely the price of Corne this yere beganne greatly
to be advaunced. 1611 Bible Tohit iv. 12 Beware of all

whoredome. .and chiefely take a wife of the seed of thy
father-.. 1645 Mkq. Worckstkr in Dircks Life viiL (1865)
118 That which is chiefliest and earnestliest recommended
you. 1760G0LUSM. Cit. W. iii, To make a fine gentleman
several trades are required, but chiefly a barber. 1875
loWBTI Plato ied. 2) I. 389 Not life, but a good life, is to
be chiefly valued.

2. (Relatively to others.) Principally, mainly,
for the most part. (Usually with the force of
• mainly but not exclusively '.)

138. WVCUV Wks. (1880)370 pe material swerde wib his

purtenmncc in be persone of cesar, in whom bat tyme was
chefly bis swerde. — Set. Wks. I. 14 Cristis prechours
shukfen chevely tellen Goddislawe. 1539 Frith Antithesis
1 18291 300 We will chiefly touch the head, which is the Pope.
1568 * iRAFTOM Chron. 1 1. 300, 1 must needes commend you
very much in all your doings, chiefely for your valiantnes.

.

in this battatle. 17x1 Audison Spec. No. 169 P 9 Ca:sar's
Character is chiefly made up of Good-nature. 1798 Ferriar
lllustr. Sterne \\\. 58 The Anatomy of Melancholy, .consists
chiefly of quotations. 1848 Macau lay Hist. Eng. I. 172
In consequence chiefly of his exertions.

\ Chie fuess. Obs. [f. Chief a. + -ness.] The
chief quality

;
supremacy, superiority.

i 1420 Chron. Vilod. 403 pen ony state gretter nowherellys
to l>ere, Of cheffenesse or of hey^e governyng. 1662 Fuller
Worthies vi. (D.) Accounted the principal! ; but .. their
chiefnesse was Penes Regis arbitrium.

Chiefry : see Chiefery.

Chiefship tj^-ffip). [f. Chief-*- -ship.] The
office and function of chief.

1783 BVMCB Affairs 0/Im/ia Wks. XI. 193 Mr. Nicholas
Grueber, who preceded Mr. Harwell in the chiefship of
Dacca. 1859 Tennent Ceylon II. X. ii. 625 The chiefship of
the district has been ever since in the same family. 1878
N. Amer. Rev. 206 A recognized chiefship in the ministry.

Chieftain tj/ fn'-n . Forms : 4 cheftayne, 5-6
chieftayne, 6 7 -taine, 7 8 -tan, 5 - -tain ; also

4 chefteyn, chiftaigne, chyftan, 5 chefteyne,
-tane, -taigne, -tayn, -tan, chiftene, chiefteyn,
chyeftayne, 5-7 Sr. chiftan, 6 chefetaine,
cheefteine, cheefetein, chiefteyne, -teine,

;cheiftane, chiefden\ 67 chiefetain e, chif-

tain, 7 cheeftain(e, [8 cheiftan). [ME. chef,
chieftayne, arose as a variant of the earlier Cheve-
t.unk, partly phonetic for chevtaine), partly assimi-

lated to chef. Chief, and gradually superseded all

the varieties of the earlier form. Chiefteyn, chef-

tain occur occas. in Anglo-French.]

+ 1. The head of a body of men, of an organiza-

tion, state, town, party, office, etc.
;
head-man,

ruler, chief. Obs. in AM, sense.

COM E. E. A Hit. P. (1864) B. 1295 Wyth charged chariotes
be cheftayne he fyndez. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3662 To chese
nom a cheftayn to be chefe of bem all. 1450 Merlin 97
To yeve vs a kynge and chiefteyn that may saue and mayn-
tene holy cherche. 1549 Compl. Scot. (1801) 151 Inglismen
tuik not God to be their cheiftane. 1587 Fleming Cont.
Holinshed III. 1010/1 The magistrates and cheefeteins of
the citie. 1837 Sir K. Palgrave Merch. <f Friar \\. (1844* 52
Kvery one of these groups of peasantry, .had a species of
chieftain.

2. A military leader; a captain, arch, and poet.
< 1330 R. Bkunne Chron, <i8ioi 16 Dardan (tight be chef-

tayn of bat company, Sadok sonne of Danmark kyng
Danesry. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4790 Then Agamynon .

.

chargit horn as cheften all his choise pepull. 1368 Grafton
Chron. II. 416 The Scottes . . appoyntcd two Armies to in-

vade Knglande. Of the first was chiefetaine syr Thomas
Halibarton. Ibid. II. 434 Sent to the sea Lord Edmond

Holland Krle of Kent, as Chefetaine of that Crewe. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 16 These two armies conducted
by their most resolute chiefetains. 1791 Cowpeb Iliad
xvii. 172 Ah, Hector, Chieftain of excelling form. 1816
Bvkon Ch. liar. t . xxiii, Brunswick's fated chieftain.

1847 Emerson Poems, Threnody Wks. (Bohn) I. 489 The
chieftain paced beside The centre of the troop allied,

b. The captain or leader of a band of robbers.
^1649 Dkl'mm. oy Hawth. Hist. Jos. / Wks. (1711) 6

Rather .. than render himself chiftain of thievish troops.

1847 Mrs. A. Kerr Hist. Servia 134 The robber chieftain
left them ; the Pacha of Bosnia came to their aid.

3. The QUO of a clan or tribe

:

a. of a Highland clan. (Attempts have been
made to differentiate chief and chieftain : see quot.

1818.) Also sometimes extended to heads of Border
dam and others representing the oldest branch of
their family.

1587 Sc. Acts ^1597) § 94 [erroneously printed § 96} The
Captaines, chieffes, and chieftaines of all Clannes. .and the
principalis of the branches of the saidis Clannes. Ibid.

§ 100 To require . . redresse thereof, at the chiefe of the 1

Clanne, or chieftaine of the Cuntrie. 1639 Sc. Part., Minutes ,

0/ Articles 17 Oct., That the chieftanes of Clannes and
;

Landislorde might be obleist to bring in all brokin men.
[

177a Pennant Tours Scotl. (1774) 207 The inlands still re-
!

mained governed by powerful chieftains. 1814 Scott Let.
in Lockhart xxxiii, Health to the Chieftain from his clans-

j

man true! 1818 — Rob Roy Introd., Chieftains, which in

the Highland acceptation, signifies the head of a particular
branch of a tribe, m opposition to Chief, who is the leader

j

and commander of the whole name. 1842 Miss Mitford in

L'Estrange Life III. ix. 160 She [Lady Willoughby] wore
j

. .the chieftain's bonnet with two eagle's feathers. 1858
(m-adstone Homer L 460 The Macdonalds, I^ords of the
Isles . . who claimed to be Kings as well as Chieftains.

b. of an uncivilized tribe or primitive people.
1837 W- Ibving Copt. Bonneville II. 165 Prevailing upon

the Crow chieftain to return him his horses. 1841 D' Israeli
Amen. Lit. (1867) 53 Beowulf, a chieftain of the Western
Danes, was the Achilles of the North. 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India I. 69 The chieftains of Rajputana, particularly
the Rajas of Bundi and Jaypur.

t 4. One who takes a chief or leading part ; a
leader, principal, head. Obs.

1513 More Rich. Ill 11641) 292 The Chiefetaynes of the
conjuration in England. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 412 The
Abbot . . heeryng that the Chiefeteynes of his Felowship
were taken and executed. 1600 Holland Livy xl, liii. 1092

jTo proceed against them who had been the checftaines
and counsellers to persuade them to pas.se over the Alpes. 1

fig. c 1366 Chaucer Pers. T. f 313 The decdly synnes,
this is toseyn Chieftaynes of synnes. .Now been they cleped
Chieftaynes for as much as they been chief.

5. Her. -= Chief j£. 3.

157* Bosskwell Armorie U. 50 b, Here the fielde re-

maynethe perfecte without alteration ofcoloure,and abydeth
onehf as charged in the chefetaine.

Chieftaincy 't/rftemi), [mod. f. prec. + -cy ;

(cf. captaincy) ; after infancy, lieutenancy, etc., in

which the suffix, really -y, is apparently -cy.]

The rank or position of chieftain
;
government by

a chieftain ; =the earlier Chieftainky.
1817 Month. Rev. LXXXVIII.203 Edward Davis having

succeeded to the chieftaincy. 1835 Coleridge in Erasers
Mag. XII. 494 The Greek chieftancies, had .. passed into
Constitutions. 1858 Gladstone Homer I. 459 The chief-

taincies of the Celtic tribes.

Chieftainess tjrfttaec). [f. as prec. + -m:sn.

Cheventaynes occurs in 15th c and chefetayrtes in

early 16th c. ; but app. the word after being long
obs. was formed anew by Scott.] A female chicT

or chieftain ; a female head of a clan or tril>e.

1410 Lam Bonavent. Mirr. xlix. fCKtti MS. 103* pe
lady of alle worlde & princes of holy chyrche and chcucn-
taynes (ed. W. de W. IJ30, chefetaynes) of Godes pcple.
I159J Constable Sonn. ii. Poems (18591 41 Worth ie dame !

if I thee chieftayne call of Venus' host.] 1805 Scott Let.
21 Mar. in Lockhart^(1839* II. 217, 1 don't know if ever you
saw my lovely Chieftainess. 1818 — Rol> Roy xxxi, The
Highlanders who surrounded the chieftainess, if I may
presume to call her so without ofTence to grammar. 1857
S. Osborn Quedalt x. 133 Tamelan. .under the rule of o
petty chieftainess.

Ckieftainry (ijV fu mi . [f. as prec. + -IT.]

L The rank oi chieftain, chieftaincy ; the rule or

territory of a chieftain.

1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 189 They were, .divided into the
like petty chieftatneries as we find them to have been in

Wales. 1773 Johnson Lett. I. Ixxx. 144 The I^iird .. has
sometimes disputed the chieftainry of the clan with Macleod
of Skie. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 111. v. 366 The.

.

chieftainry of Fergus descended to his son. 1833 Blacktv.
Mag. XXXIV. 326 A county of half-barbarian chieftainrtcs.

2. A body of chieftains collectively.

1807 Annual Rev. V. 584 An aristocratic chieftainry. 1836
B. D. Walsh Aristoph. Acharnians 11. iv, Not thought to
bate the chieftainry.

Chieftainship tj/ ftenjip). [f. Chikftain4-
-shii\] The office or position of a chieftain.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. let. 6 Sept., The chieftain-
ship of the Highlanders is a very dangerous influence. 1790
Hoswell Johnson O831) I. 241 A Highland gentleman.,
consulted me if he could not validly purchase the chieftain-

ship of his family from the chief. 1858 Bright Sp. Reform
27 Oct., A Government under the chieftainship of Lord

;

Derby. 1866 Livingstone Jml. (1873) I. ix. 247.

Chieftance, obs. form of plural chieftains.

Chieftess (tfMfcAB). [Abnormal f. chief or

thicftiain + -ehs.J A female chief or chieftain.

1878 SrRV Cruise of H. M. S. Cluillenger xvi. (ed. 7) 275

A small party of ladies, .amongst whom were. . Moa, Queen
of Raiatea. .the Chieftess of Morea. 1883 Mission Herald
(Bostont^Jan. (1M4) 37'Phe. .Christian woman and chieftess.

tChie'fty. Obs. [f. Chikf + -ty.] Headship,
supremacy, sovereignty ; chief place, or degree.
155a Hlloet, Cheiftye, or cheife gouernaunce, or supre-

macy, primatus. Cheifty, or pryncipall rule of holy matters,
hierarthia. 1583 Stlbbes Anat. Abus. 11. 104 To giue the
soueraigntie, or chieftie of their Landes from them, to a
straunger. 1616 Hieron Wks. II. 36 Surely, that, which
hath the chieftie in a mans desire, will preuaile most in his
endeuour. a 1626 W. Sclater Expos. Row. iv. (1650) 176
The chiefety of our hope and confidence must be placed in
God. 1644 Hunton V'ind. Treat. Monarchy v. 39 These
Titles, .import only Utmost chiefty.

Chiek, ubs. form of Sheik.

Chield tj/ld). Sc. Also 6 cheild, 6 chiel.
[App. a variant of Child.
For Child in its ordinary sense Bairn is used in Sc The

chief difficulty with chield \s phonetic : in no other word is

Eng. did i-aifd) represented by (-ild> in Sc But no other
origin for the word has suggested itself.]

fL In chamber-chichi^ valet ; see Chamber sb.

13. Obs.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. tl. 703 With ane sword . . His
chalmer cheild and all the laif, to deid . . he pot thame all.

(1565 Linoesay (PitscottieiCAnm. Seot.2y (Jam.i He called
for his chamber-chiels, and caused them to light candles.

2. A familiar term for man, esp. young man, lad ;
1 fellow *, ' chap
^1758 Ramsay Poet. Wks. 11844) 83 Twa sturdy chiels.

1786 Burns Dream iv, But facts are chiels that winna ding,
And downa be disputed. 1789 — On Captain Grose i, A
chield 's amang you taking notes. 18x8 Scott IIrt. Midi.
xvii, She 's breaking her heart, .about this wild chield.

3. * =Chili> in Aberdeenshire ' (Jamieson).
1768 Ross Helenore 73 (Jam.) Heard ye nae word, gin he

had chiel or chare? [i?tchild or dear]. 1790 Shikkees Gloss.,
Chiel, child; Wi' chiel, with child.

Chier(e, obs. form of Cheek.
Chierete, chiertei^e, obs. ff. of Chekte.
Chiese, obs. form of Cheese sb. 1

Chievance, Chieve: see Chevance, Chevk.
t Chiever. Obs. rare. [a. F. chievre :-L. capra

she-goat.] A goat.

1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de Wj 1. vi. ioa/1 The
paas & way of the wylde bestes, as chieuers, btres & other.

Chif fe, obs. forms of Chief.

Chiff-chaff tfrfitjaf. Also S chiff-chaf,

chif-chaf. [Expressive of its note.] A bird, also

called Lesser Pettychaps Phylloscopus rufus), of
the family Syhiin&. or Warblers, closely akin to

the Willow Wren or Willow Warbler, with which
it is often confounded in dialectal nomenclature.

< 1780 G. White Observ. 11876* I. 409 The smallest un-
crested willow wren, or chiff-chaf. . utters two sharp piercing
notes. 1792— Lett. xl. To Marshatu, The smalle>t willow-
wren.. called here the Chif-Chaf from its two loud sharp
notes, is always the first spring bird of passage, i860
Tristram Gt. Sahara vi. 100 Here are the winter-quarter*
of many of our familiar English birds : the chiflchaff, willow-
wren, and white throat hop on every twig in the gardens.

Hence Chi flf-chaff v., to utter this bird's note.

1884 J. BiRROLf.HS in Cent. Mag. -Mar. 779/2 The little

chiflfchafT was chifTchafling in the pine woods.

Chiffhey-bit. A kind of bit. invented by
Comber, a jockey, which gives more leverage

upon the curb than an ordinary bit.

1834 M kdwin Angler in Wales II. xviii. 44 A mouth so
callous that a Chiffney-bit might have broken his jaw, but
I defy it to have stopj>ed him.

II Chiffon (J7h>n). [F. ; =*tout ajustrmcnt dc

femme ne servant (ju
1

a la parure' (Littre
,
primarily

piece of old cloth, paj>er, etc., rag; i.ehiffe rag.]

//. Ornamental adjuncts of a lady's dress, 'fal-lals ';

colloquially extended to matters of feminine dress

considered as an object of ornament or display.
1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Per. xxxix, It would stand out well

among the fashionable chiffons. 1885 Pall MallG. 18 June
3 With various chiffons here and there, perhaps a bit of
Japanese silk bunched out behind or swaddled up in front
into a knot or a Iww. 1888 K. M. Marsh in Gd. Words
May 339 Tea and chiffons l>ecome monotonous. Mod.
' What did you and Miss B. talk about?' *Oh? chiffons!'

Chiffonier JifonI*>\i ;. Also -onnier, -onniere,
-oniere, cheffonier. [a. F. chiffonnier, -tire

rag-gatherer, ttansf. 1 a piece of furniture with
drawers in which women put away their needle-

work, cuttings of cloth, etc.* (Littre).]

1. A piece of furniture, consisting of a small

cupboard with the top made so as to form a side-

board.
1806 C. K. Sharte Lett. 118881 I. 251 Driven out into the

wide world with a small helpless family of chiffoniers,

writing-tables and footstools. 1831 Cat's Tail 28 Littered
table and chiftbnniere. 1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz (18501
108/1 Rosewood chiffoniers. 1844 Ai.b. Smith Adv. Air.

Ledburyii8$6< II. ii. 176 The rout cakes are in the chif-

fonicre. 1851 Times 2 Apr. 12/6 Cheffoniers, pier tables,

rocking chairs.

|| 2. A rag-picker; a collector of scraps. (Con-
sciously Fr., and usually so spelt.)

1856 Sat. Rev. II. 56S/2 Play the part of political chiffon-
nicrs. 1861 Ibid. 14 Dec. 620 All kinds of odds and ends,
scraps and rubbish, fished up as it were by the literary

chifltonnier. 1883 Harper's Mag. 829/1 Swarms of Chif-
foniers gather around it to pick out. .scraps of value.



CHIGNON. 341 CHILD.

!! Chignon (JVny<m). [a. F. chignon nape of the

neck, chignon; in earlier F. chaaignon (13th c),

chaignon da col, chinon da col, eschignon da col

( 16th c.) nape of the neck, variant of chainon ring

or link of a chain, f. chaine chain.]

A large coil or hump of hair, usually folded round

a pad, which has, at various times (e. g. c 1780,

c 1870), been worn by women on the nape of the

neck or back of the head.

1783 Lady's Mag. XIV. 121 Fashionable Dresses for 1783.

Full Dress.—The hair large, and the chignon low behind.

1817 Mar. Edgworth Harrington xiii, The hair behind,

natural and false, plastered together to a preposterous bulk

. .was [e. 1780] turned up in a sort of great bag, or club, or

chignon. 1821 Blacka: Mag. X. 267 Pretty little fantastic

chignons and lovelocks. 1865 Pali Mall G. 3 July 9/1 A
young gentleman was seen riding . . holding on high at the

end of his cane a chignon, as those heavy humps of hair are

technically called. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. $ Merck. II. vi.

171 These girls, .are all alike—from chignon to ankle.

Hence Chi'gnoned a., wearing a chignon.

1869 Daily News 4 Mar., All the noisy world of carrotty,

chignoned ' cocodettes '. 1870 W. Whitman in Scott Rev.

(1883) 291 Unhealthy forms padded, dyed, chignon'd.

Chigoe (tjrgtf). Also 7(?)-8 chego, 8 chiego,

chiger, 8-9 chegoe, chigre, 9 chigua, chigo,

chigger. Also Jigger. [A West-Indian name

:

the F. form is chique, which Littre thinks identical

with Sp. chico small ; of this chigo might be a

negro corruption : evidence is wanting. Chigger,

jigger, are corruptions by English-speakingpeople.]

A small species of flea [Pulex or Sarcopsylla

penetrans), found in the West Indies and South
America. The female burrows beneath the skin of

the human feet (and sometimes of the hands) and

becomes greatly distended with eggs, which are

sometimes hatched there, causing itching, and pain-

ful sores. Hence f chigoe-pated a. (quot. 1691;.

1691 Reply to Vind. of Disc, on Unreasonableness 0/New
Separation 11 By Vertue of which.. a busie Chego-pated
Priest may insolently attempt to Visit his Metropolitan.

1708 Kkrsey, Chiego, a small Creature that gets into the

feet of those that live in the Island of Barbadoes, and
makes them very uneasie. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 16a

The Chego. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 418 The Chigoe or
Chiger. .is very frequent and troublesome in all our sugar-

colonies. 1781 SMKATHAM in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 170 The
jigger of the West Indies. 1796 Stedman Surinam I. viL

137 Multitudes of chigoes or sand-fleas. 1810 Southey
Hist. Brazil x. 436 The first settlers suffered terribly from
the chiguas or jiggers. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst.Bot. 46 In

the West Indies the juice of Mammea is employed to destroy
the chiggers. 1868 F. Boyle Ride across Cont. 68 ' Neguas

'

..better known in England by their West Indian name,
'jiggers' or 'chigos'.

Chik(e, -en, obs. form of Chick, Chicken.
Chikino, var of Chequin.
Chilandre : see Chilindbe.
c 1440 Promp. Parv.74 Chylancter or chylawndur, chyndrus

[v.r. chilliudrus]. 1530 Palsgr. 205/1 Chilandre, chilandre.

Chilbecl, obs. form of.Childbed.

Chilblain (tfHblr'n\ Forms: 6 chyll blayne,

chilblaine, 6-7 chilblane, (7 child-blane,

-blain),8 chill-, 7- chilblain, [f. Chill + Blain.]

An inflammatory swelling produced by exposure

to cold, affecting the hands and feet, accompanied
with heat and itching, and in severe cases leading

to ulceration.

1547 Salesbuky Welsh Diet., Perfigedd, chyll blayne.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 357 Wash chil-

blanes when they breacke with good warme wine. 1656
Ridgley Pract. Physick 80 Child-blanes are an inflamma-
tion of the Feet by the Winter cold. 1676 D'Ureey Mad.
Pickle 1. i. (1677) 4 For fear of catching Chil-blanes. 1807-

26 S. Cooper Pirst Lines Surg. (ed. 51 91 If a limb, that is

.. excessively cold, be suddenly warmed, chilblains .. are

the result. 1826 Scott Diary 26 Mar., I catch chilblains

on my fingers and cold in my head.

Chi lblain, v. trans, [f. prec. sb.] To affect

with chilblains. In mod. Diets.

Chilblained (tjVlbl^nd;, a. [f. Chilblain
+ -ed.] Affected with chilblains ; alsoJig.
1602 B. Jonson Poetasterx. iii, Clumsie chil-blain'd iudge-

ment. 1658 Flecknoe Enismat. Charac. (1665) 103 [His
fingers] be so gouty and chilblain'd. 1831 Cat's Tail 9 Un*
stockinged legs and chilblained feet,

Chilblainy (tji-lbl^ni), a. [f. as prec. + -y *.]

Affected with chilblains.

1843 Erasers Mag. XXVII. 222, With chilblainy fingers

1859 Chamb. Jrnl. XI . 83 A small child in a distant school
—gloomy, fireless, chilblainy.

tChilce. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. child after utilcei—

OE. miltse, f. mild.'] Childishness, childness.
a 1200 Moral Ode in E. E. P. (1862) 22 Mest al ba?t ic

habbe ydon ys idelnesse and chilce.

Child (tfaild), sb. PI. children (tfi-ldren).

Forms : Stng. i oild, 2- child ; also 2 cyld, 2 -6

chyld, (4chilld), 4-6 chylde, 4-7, 9 {arch, in
sense 5) childe, (5 achyld) ; see also Chield.
PI. : see below. [OE. cild neut. :-OTeut. type
*kil/>o™ (Q~E. -Id from OTeut. -lp) from root
whence also Goth, kilpei womb, inkilpo pregnant
woman. Not found elsewhere : in the other WGer.
langs. its place is taken by kind.

As the form of OHG., OS., OFris. kind is not satisfac-

torily explained from the root ken- (Aryan gen-) 'beget,

bear', and is, for LG. at least, quite irregular, Prof. Sicvers

suggests the possibility that kind is a perversion of city
kil\>-, by assimilation to the derivatives of root ken-, which

may have spread from OHG. to OS. and Fris.

The OE. plural was normally cild ; but in late

OE. the word was partly assimilated to the neuter

•os stems, making nom. pi. cildra, -ra, and esp. gen.

pi. cildra. yElfric, Grammar 23, gives nom. cild,

gen. cildra, dat. cildum ; but he also has nom.

cildra (e. g. Horn. II. 324). No r forms occur in

the earlier Vesp. Psalter nor in Northumbrian.

The latter had cild and cildo ; and sometimes made
the word masc. with pi. cildas. In ME. there

are rare instances of chyld, childe as plural ; but

the surviving type was OE. cildra, cildra, whieh
gave ME. childre, childer'. this was the regular

northern and north midland form, and is still used

in the dialects as far south as Shropsh., Leicester,

and Lincolnsh. But in the south this was made
childer-en, childre-n by conformation to the -en

plurals : cf. brethre, brether, brethren, plurals of

Brother. This has become the standard and

literary form. The Old Northumbrian cildas is

paralleled by childes in 15th c, which is excep-

tional ; but the Sc. differentiated word Chield has

always chieIds in plural.]

A. Illustration of the plural forms.

f a. childe : 1 cildo, cild, 2 chyld, 4 childe.

6-975 Rushiv. Gosp. Matt. xix. 13 pa brohte weron him
cild. 1000 Ags. G. Matt. xxi. 16 Of cilda and of sacerda

muSe. c 1160 Nation G. Matt. ii. 16 Ealle ba chyld be on
Bethleem wseron. -1340 Cursor M. (Trin.) 11578 pe childe

bat were slayne.

0. childer: OE. cildra, cildra, 2-6 childre, {3

childere), 3- childer (still in dial.), 4 -ire, 4-5 -yre,

4-6 -ir, 5 childur, ~yr, 5-6 chylder, -nr. Genit.

OE. cildra, 2 chyldren (or ? dat.), 2-3 childrene,

2-7 childre, 4-7 childer^ 5 chyldyr, 6 chillier,

childers.

C975 Ruskw. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 16 Of mu3e cildra & suken-

dra. c 1000 ./Klfric Colloq. ad. ink., We cildra biddab be.

c 1000 Thorpe's Horn. II. 608 (Bosw.) Cildru. cn6o
Nation Gosp. Matt, xxi 16 Of chyldren, & of sacerda muSe.
C1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 pa weren monie childre dede. ibid.,

Of mile drinkende childre muSe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 422
Childrene scole. c 1230 Gcn.fy Ex. 715 Fader, and bre'Sere,

and childre, and wif. a 1300 Cursor M. 2707 Childir thre.

Ibid. 5549 par childer [Trin. MS. childre] Hues. 1382

Wyclif Ps. cxiifjj. 1 Preise, jee childer, the Lord. 1432-50
tr. Higden 1. xii, Techenge the childre. 1535 Coyekdale
Estherix. 28 Dayes. .to be kepte of childers children. 1539
Tonstall Sernt. Palm ,SV(W. (1823' 41 Besydes women and
chylder. 1549 Compl. Scot. (18011 13 His propir childir.

1578 Gude <y Godlie Ballates (1868) 114 Thy childeris chil-

dren thow sail se. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. iv. 193
What childre-spell? what May-game have we here? C1631
Tnmament Totenham 154 in Hazl. E. P. P. Ill 89 It was
no childer game. 1861 E. Waugh Birtlc Carter's T. 31

We're o' God Almighty's childer, mon. 1881 L.eicestersh.

Gloss. (E. D. S.) Childer, or ChiIdem, var. of ' children '.

7. children: 3 childerne> -rene, chyldryn,

4 chihleren, -drin, 4-5 -dryn, 4-6 chiIdem (still in

dial.\ chyldren, 5 childeryn, -dym, 6 chyldeme, 2-

children. Exc. in 3 childres. Genit. 4-5 chyldryn,

6 children, -em, 4-7 childrens, 7- children's.

c 1175 Lamb. Nom. 49 Feire children, c 1205 Lay. 12992
Anofbissen children [1275 childrene]. Ibid. 5323 Childre

swi5e hende [1275 children]. Ibid. 5414 Kiche menne chil-

dren, a 1225 Ancr. R.230 His leoue children. 1297 R.
Glouc. (1724) 392 Of her chyldryn no^t on. c 1300 Beket 79
}unge childerne. ^1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 684 Chef chyldryn
fader. 1398 Treyisa Barth. De P. R. VII. x. (1495) 229 The
fallynge euyll also hyght childrens euyll. t'1430 P'tee-

masonry 8 For these chyldryn sake. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill,

c. 2 § 1 Their childeryn unpreferred. 1548 Hall Chron.
an - J 533- 2I 5 Two hundreth chyldren. 1552 Bk. Com.
Prayer, Matrimony, Their chyldrens [1549 childers] chil-

dren. 1556 Chron. Gr. Priarsqd The men chylderne wyth
the women chylderne. 1611 Bible Matt. xv. 26 The
childrens bread [1750 children's].

T 5. childs : OE. cildas, 5 childes.

cq$o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xix. 13 Lytlas cna;htas vel

cildas. c 1460 Towneley Myst. 152 Where so many childes

Thare balys cannot bete.

f f. childres. rare.

1275 Lay. 5465 Alle hire childres.

B. Signification.

1. With reference to stale or age.

1. The unborn or newly born human being

;

fectus, infant. App. originally always used in re-

lation to the mother as the ' fruit of the womb *.

When the application was subsequently extended, the

primitive sense was often expressed by babe, baby, infant

;

but 1 child ' is still the proper term, and retained in phrases,

as 'with child', ' to have a child', 'child-birth', the verb
to child, etc.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke i. 44 Se cild in hina3 minum.
< 1000 Ags. G. ibid., Min cild . on minum innobe \< 1160

Nation G., Min chyld]. Ibid. Luke ii. 16 p.-ct cild on binnc
aled. t 1160 IfattonG. ibid., pa;t chyld on binne aleigd.

c 1200 Ormin 6944 Wi)?b be childess moderr. 1382 Wyclif
Litkex. 40 The 5onge child [i6(/t c. versions babe] in hir

wombe gladide. — ii. 16 A ?ong child put in a cracche
[16th e. iw. babe layde in a manger], £11440 Sir Degri-o.

1892 Sevene chyldur she hym bare. 1460 Capgrave Chron.
208 In the same jere the qween had child at Gaunt, c 1475

Pictorial Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 751 Hec matrix, a schyn
that a schyld ys consevyd in. x6is Bible Lev. xii. 5 If she
beare a maid child. 1652 Culpepper Eng. Physic. 35 It ex-
pelleth the dead childe and the after-birth. 1788 J. Powell

! Devises (1827) II. 325 A child in ventre, .is considered as a
child in esse, and is entitled under all the circumstances, in

which a child then born would be entitled. 1876 Green Short
Hist. ix. §9 The last living child of the Princess Anne,

b. spec. A female infant, a girl-baby. dial.

1611 Shaks. IViut. T. in. iii. 71 A very pretty barne : A
boy, or a Childe I wonder? 1775 Ash, Child, an infant—

a

son or daughter, .a female infant, c 1780 Hole MS. Gloss.

Devonsh. (cited by Halliw.) Child, a female infant. 1876

N. # Q. 22 Apr., A country woman [in Shropshire] said to

me, apropos of a baby, ' Is it a lad or a child?' 1888 El-
worthy IV. Sovt. IVord-bk. 126 Chiel. .2 A female infant.
' Well, what is it theeas time, a chiel or a bwoy ?'

2. A young person of either sex below the age of

puberty ; a boy or girl.

A gradual extension of sense 1.

c 1000 Sax. Leethd. II. 222 Him hylp3 . . ba:t him f;ct cild

setslape. C1175 Lamb. Nom. (1867) 7 pa children plo^e-

den in bere strete. a 1225 Ancr. R. 422 Ancre ne schal nout
. .turnen hire ancre hus to childrene scole. c 1386 Chaucer
Prioress's T. 49 To synge and to rede, As smale childer

doon. a 1547 Surrey AZucid 11. 300 Children and maides
that holly carolles sang. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 201 When
I was yet a child, no childish play To me was pleasing.

1747 Berkeley Tar-zvater in Plague Wks. III. 484 Two
children, a boy and a girl. 1804 Wordsw. Poems on

' Childh. i, The child is father of the man. 1835 Ure Philos.

Manuf. 303 A desire to lessen the labour of young children.

"b. In the Bible, as rendering Heb. "1^ < child \
' bairn extended to youths approaching or enter-

ing upon manhood.
1382 Wyclif Gen. xxxvii. 30 Ruben turned a3en to the

sisterne, fonde not the child li. e. Joseph xt. 17]. — Dan. i.

17 God 3aue to these children science and discipline. 1611

Ibid. As for these foure children, God gaue them knowledge

I

and skil. — Apocrypha [title) The Song of the three holy

;
children, which followeth in the third chapter of Daniel.

I Mod. (Canticle) Beucdicite or the Song of the Three Chil-

dren.

3. trans/. One who has (or is considered to have;

the character, manners, or attainments of a child;

esp. a person of immature experience or judge-

ment ; a childish person. (See also 20.)

c 1250 Moral Ode in E. E. P. (1862) 22 Wei lange ic habbe

child iben a worde & ec a dede. 1382 Wyclif i Cor. xiv. 20

Britheren, nyle }e be maad children in wittis. 1526 Tyn-
dale ibid., Brethren be not chyldren in witte. 1534 Ln.

Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xiv, He was a childe amonge
1 children. 1678 Dryden Allfor Love iv. i, Men are but

children of a larger growth. 1847 Tennyson Princess 11. 44

I
Your language proves you still the child. 1857 Buckle
Civilis. I. ix. 576 The French, always treated as children,

are, in political matters, children still.

b. In contemptuous or affectionate address.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 409 Come recreant, come

j

thou childe, He whip thee with a rod. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. vi. vii, Poor child, that waitest for thy love ! Ibid.

Lxix. iv, They called me fool, they call'd me child.

4. Formerly applied to all pupils at school, esp.

to those at charity schools.

a 1200 Charter ofP.adwine in Cod. Dipl. IV. 260 Ic Lad-
wine munek, cildremeistre on Niwan munstre. c 1340

Hampole Pr. Consc. 5881 Maysters som tyme uses be

wand pat has childer to lere under bair hand. 1518 Colli

Stat. St. Pauls in Lupton Life of Colet 276 All the Chil-

dren in the scole knelyng in theyr Settes. 1556 Chron. Gr.

Friars (18521 76 Alle the men chylderne wyth the women
chylderne. .that perteynyd unto the howse of the powre
[Christ's Hospital]. 1706 Hearne Collect. (1886) I. 216

[They] were all poor Children, Taberders and afterwards

Fellows of Queen's College. 1720 Strype {St. Paul's Sch.)

in Stozu's Surv. \. xxv, If any Child admitted here, go to

any other School to learn there, such Child for no Man's

Suit be again received into the School. 1810 Minute-bk. of

MillNill Sch., Regul. for Dom. Superint. . . His attention

shall be directed to the Morals and Conduct of the Boys.

.

before and after School hours. He shall not suffer the

children to pass beyond the Bounds prescribed, etc.

b. spec. A singing boy or chorister. Still re-

tained at the Chapel Royal, St. James's.

1510-11 Northumbld. Housch. Bk. 40 Gentyllmen and
Childryn of the Chapell. Ibid. 44 Childer of the Chapell—vj.

1534 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's, Bp. Stortford\ 18821 41

New surplecs for the childern. 1566 Turberv. Poems (title)

Epitaph on Maister Edwards, sometime Maister of the

Children of the Chappell. 1584^ Lyly {title) Campaspe,

played before the Queenes Maiestie.-by her Maiesties

Children . .and the Children of Paules. a 1717 Cheque Bk.

Chapel Royal 28 Dr. William Croft (as Master of the

Children). 1887 Daily Tel. 8 Apr., Mr. C. S. Jekyll, or-

ganist and composer to her Majesty's Chapel Royal, and

musical instructor of the children.

f 5. A youth of gentle birth : used in ballads,

and the like, as a kind of title, arch. When used

by modern writers, commonly archaically spelt

chylde or childe, for distinction s sake.
_

The precise force with which cild was used in OE. is not

certain : Mr. Freeman (Norm. Conq. I. v. 374 note) merely

concludes that 'it is clear that it was a title of dignity'.

In 13th and 14th c. ' child ' appears to have been applied to

a young noble awaiting knighthood : e. g. in the romances

of Ipomydon, Sir Tryamour, Torrent of Portugal, etc.
_

1016-20 CharterofGodivine in Cod. Dipl. IV. loGodwines
Wulfea^es stinu, and ./Elfsi?;e cild, and Eadmer ast Burham.

c 1314 Guy IVartv. (A.) 6032 Ac a child yong man aplight.

.

Berard was bis right nam, Alle on he folwed Sir Gn. c 1350

Will. Palerne 1822 Ober cherl ober child. 1387 Trevisa
Nigden (Rolls) VII. 123 To whom he ordeyned child Gil-

bert to be tutour. C1430 Syr Tryant. 741 And Tryamowre
rode hym ageyne, Thogh he were mekylle man of mayne
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The chylde broght hyni downe '. c 1440 York M/st. xxx.

143 Be he churle or childe. c 15*5 DouglasMum n v. 55

(Camb. MS.) Anchises gel ! heynd childe [v.r. heynd, kynd],

curtes and gude. 1S33 Bfllenden Z./?;y 11. (1822) 124 Than
was in Rome ane nobiU childe. .namit Caius Mucius. 1506

Spenser F. Q. vi. viii. 15 The noble Childe, preventing his

desire . . smote him on the knee. Ibid. vi. ii. 36 Chyld Tns.

trim prayd that he with him might goe. 1605 Shaks. Lear

111. iv. 187 Childe Rowland to the darke Tower came.

? 111700 Child Waters i. in Percy Reliq. III. ix, Childe

Waters in his stable stoode. ? a 1700 Child of ill 11. in

Child Ballads 1. viL 103/2 Till he haue slaine the Child or

Ell. 1765 Percy Reliq. (1823) III. 315 Child is frequently

used by our old writers, as a title. It is repeatedly given

to Prince Arthur in the Faerie Queen. 1812 Byron (title',

Childe Harold. lUd. 1. iii, Childe Harold was he hight.

IHd. u iv, Worse than adversity the Childe befel. a 1839

Praed Poems (1864) I. 267 The pious Childe began to sing.

+ 6. A lad or 'boy' in service ; a page, attendant,

etc. Cf. also child-woman in 22. Obs.

1382 Wvclif Acts iv. 25 Byfche mouth ofoure fadir Dauith,

thi child, c 1460 J. Russell At. Nurture in Babecs Bk.

(1868) 191. 1478 Witt in / 'crney Papers (1853I 28, I bequethe

to John Jakke, child of my kichen, xi. c 1488 Liber Niger
Edw. IV in Househ. Ord. (1790) 39 No man shall drawe in

any office in this courte any chylde or scrvaunt, but he be

come of dene byrthe. 1535 Coverdale i Sam. ix. 10 Saul

sayde vnto his childe : Thou hast well spoken. 1555 Will in

MaddisonZ/'wo/«M. WUU(1888)46To Henry Scott'some-

tyme my childe iijr. iiij</.' 1610 Ilonsch. Prince lien, in

Househ.Ord. (1790)336 Noe childe, page, scowrer, or tume-
broach, to marry.

1 7. Used familiarly or contemptuously for ' lad'

;

'fellow", 'chap', ' man.' Obs. ; but cf. Sc. Chield.

1551 Robinson lr. Mores Utop. (Arb.) 128 The false and
malicious circumuentionsof craftie children. 1561 Awdeley
Frat. Vacab. 6 A Curtesy man. .This child can bchaue him
sclfe manerly. 1638 Strafeorde Lett. 28 July, They (the

Scots] are shrewd Children, not won much by Courtship.
_

b. In U. S., esp. among negroes, ' this child ' is

used jocularly in speaking of oneself.

1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vii,
4 Be careful for the

horses, Sam. .don't ride them too fast '..
1 Let dis child alone

for dat, ' said Sam. 1851 Rcxton Far West (Bartlett) This
child has felt like going West for many a month.

II. As correlative to parent.

8. The offspring, male or female, of human
parents; a son or daughter. This in OE. was ex-

pressed by beam, B.UHN.
< 1 175 Lamb. Horn. (1867) 49 Riche men . . be habbefi. . feirc

wifcs.and feire children. 1200 Charter of Jirihtm.rr

(dated 1053) in Cod. Dipl. IV. 133 Efter his chlldrene da5e.

< 1250 Gen. ff Fx. 715 Fader, and breSere, and childre, and
wif. c 1385 Chaucer /.. G. W. 901 Tisbc, Ye wrecched
jelouse faders oure, We that weren whylome children youre,

We prayen yow, etc. a 1400 Cm: Myst. (1841) 81 So mylde
So xulde chlldyr to fadyr and modyr. 1526 Tinijale Cot.

iii. 20 Children [Wvclif sones] obey youre fathers and
mothers in all thinges. 153s Coverdale Esther ix. 28 Not
to be forgotten, but to be kepte of childers children. IJ49

Compl. Scot. 9 Ane ordinance til excersc his propir childir.

1602 Shaks. ham. iv. v. 148 Now you speake Like a good
Childe, and a true Gentleman. 1841 4 Emerson Fss. Self-

Reliance Wks. (Bonn) I. 28 Is the parent better than the

child into whom he has cast his ripened being? 1843 Ma-
CAULAY Mad. UArblay, Ess. (1885)702/1 Well known as.,

the father of two remarkable children.

b. It has been pointed out that child or my
child is by parents used more frequently and

longer) of, and to, a girl than a boy. Shakspere

nowhere uses ' my child ' of or to a son, but fre-

quently of or to a daughter.

This is possibly connected with the use in 1 b ; but is per-

haps more due to the facts that girl hasa wider range of

application than boy, and that a daughter is more dependent

on parental protection.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado rv, i. 77, I charge thee doe, as thou

art my childe. 1605 — Lear nr. vii. 70, I thinke this Lady
To be my childe Cordelia. 1610 — Fern/, v. L 198 That I

Must aske my childe forgiuenesse.

O. The young of an animal, .rare.)

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vi. 27 A Lyonesse, did lowd require

Her children deare. 1607 Dryden Virg. Georg. rv. 742 Her
Children gone, The Mother Nightingale laments.

9. //. In Biblical and derived uses : Descendants
;

members of the tribe or clan.

c 1325 E. F.Allit. F. B. 684 He [Abraham] is chosen to be

chefchyldryn fader. 1382 Wvclif Fx. iii. 14 Thus thow
shall seye to the children of Israel. 1431 50 tr. lliydcn

. Rolls) I. 121 Canaan is a region of Syria, possessede firste

of the childre of Canaan. 1611 Bible Judg. iv. 6 Ten
thousand men of the children of Naphtali. 1848 Macai lay

Ilist. Fug. II. 127 A Helot feeling, compounded of awe and
hatred, is. .discernible in the children of the vanquished.

10. Thcol. Child of God : i.e. by creation, or by

regeneration and adoption.
.1200 Triu. Colt. Horn. 19 peih allc men ben godes chil-

dren . for pat he hem alle shop \ and ches hem to sunes and
to dohtres. a 122s A iter. R. 230 Hwon God ?if8 him leaue

on his leoue children. 1340 Hampole Fr. Cousc. 6148

Commes now til me, My fadir blissed childer fre. 1526

filer. Per/. iW. de W. 15311 8 The chrysten man, as the

welbeloued chylde of god. 1549 Fug. Ch. Catechism (1852)

In my baptism, wherein I was made a member of Christ,

the child of God a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 144
Which way should I become the child of God? 1846TRENCH
lluls. Lect. iv, Marvellously does He thus run oftentimes

the lives of his children parallel with the life of the Church
at large. 1850 Robertson Serm. I. iv.^1878) 54 Man is

God's child, and the sin of the man consists in perpetually

living as if it were false.

11. Applied ^chiefly in //.) to disciples of a teacher

and those in a similar relation. (Chiefly Biblical.)

c 1323 E. E.Allit. P. B. 1300 pe..prophetes childer. 138.

Wvclif AC Whs. III. 374 Freris . . iiiakeu dissencioun

bitwix curatis and hor goslly childer. 1526 Tindale 1 John
ii. 1 My lytell children, these thynges write I vnto you, that

ye synne not. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings ix. i Eliseus the

prophet called one of the prophetcs children. 1568 Bible
(Bishops') John xxi. 5 Children, haue ye any meate? 1853

Maurice Proph. ff Rings ix. 139 The phrase 'children of

the prophets ' . . indicates men who were taught by a prophet.

12. fig. One of the spiritual or moral progeny of

a person ; one who inherits his spirit and hands

down the tradition of his influence.

138. Wvclif Whs. (1880) 351 pei ben cayms childire. —
Set. Whs. III. 386 Freris also ben Scarioths childre. 1535
Coverdale Acts xiiL 10 O thou childe of the deuell. .and

enemye of all righteousnes. 1888 Daily News 7 Sept. 5/2

The children of Izaak Walton have multiplied beyond all

reckoning, .and river fishing has been falling off.

13. fig. Expressing origin, extraction, depend-

ence, attachment, or natural relation to a place,

time, event, circumstance of birth, ruling or charac-

teristic quality. Orig. a Hebraism of Scripture

transl. ; e. g. children of the East, of the world, of

the kingdom ; of light, of darkness, of the day, of

wrath, of disobedience, of sin, of murder, of death

;

of wisdom, of folly, of truth, of fancy ; of nature,

of fashion, of the age, of the time, of the century ;

of adultery, of shame ; of tears, of sorrow, of

prayers, etc., etc.

1340 Ayenb. 101 Child of yre and of helle. 1388 Wvclif
John xii. 36 That J,e be the children of li}t [138a sones].

iu6 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 153D 180 We all be borne the

chylder of ire, as saynt Paule sayth. 1526 Tindale i Thess.

v. 5 Ye are all the children of light, and the children of the

daye. 1535 Coverdale 2 Rings vi. 32 This childe of mur-
thure. — 1 Satu. xx. 31 He is a childe of death. 1588

Shaks. L. L.L. 1. i. 171 This childe of fancie that Armado
hight. 1506 — 1 Hen. IV, m. ii. 139 Tbis same Child of

Honor and Renowne. 1606 — Ant. ff CI. 11. vii. 106 Be a

Child o' th' time. 1611 Bible Judg. vi. 3 The children of

the East. — Luke vii. 35 Wisdom is justified of all her

children. — Col. iii. 6 The children of disobedience. 163a

Milton L'Allegro 133 Sweetest Shakspeare, Fancy's Child.

1641 — Ch. Govt. 11. iii. (1851) 174 The. .voice of truth and
all her children, c 1800 Wordsw. To a Young Lady i, Dear
child of nature. 1876 Green Short Hist. vii. { 3 Elizabeth

. . was a child of the Italian Renascence. 188$ F. Harrison
Choice Bks. (1886) 193 Thomas Carlyle. .is in spirit a child

of the great Revolution.

14. jig. That which originates from, or is pro-

duced by, something else ; the ' offspring' of.

1592 Shaks. Rom. 6- Jul. 1. iv. 97 Dreames : W'hich are

the children of an idle braine. 1605 — Macb. iv. iii. 115

This Noble passion Childe of integrity. 1628 Feltham
Resolves 11. xxxviii. 117 When Mischiefe is the childe of

Mirthe. 1847 Tennyson Frinc. in. 197 Baser courses,

children of despair. Ibid. nr. 401 A hope, The child of

regal compact.

tltt 15. Child-bearing. Obs. [? elliptical, or

f. the vb.]

a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1204 Sco was at hir time o child. < 1325

Pope Gregory in Leg. Cath. 118401 12 The thridde day of

hir childe To chirche sche aedc. 1480 Robt. Dcvyll 8 If

prayers had not been, .she had deyed of chylde.

IV. Phrases and Proverbs.

16. From (+ of) a child or children \ ofa child

Utile) : from childhood.
1526 Tindale Mark ix. 21 How longe is it agoo, sens tbis

hath happened him ? And he sayde, of a chylde. 153* Cover-
dale Prov. xxix. 21 He that delicately bryngeth vp his

seruaunt from a childe. 1611 Bible 3 Tim. iii. 15 From a
childe thou hast knowen the holy Scriptures.^ 1656 Trapp
( 'omm. Eph. vi. 11 Coriolanus had so used his weapons of

a child little. 1761 Fr. Sheridan S. Bidulph I. 8 It was
our continual practice, from children, to keep little journals.

17. With child: a. lit. Pregnant. Hence To

get (beget obs.) with child ; to go with child.

c 1175 Cott. Horn. tMorris'227 Hi. .wurft midcylde. 1 1205

Lay. 265 pea wimon was mid childe [t 1275 pe mayde was
wid childe). c 1250 Gen. * Ex. 974 Agar . .wimman wis childe.

11 1300 Cur**r M. 2605 Agar was made wit child, a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. (Mat*.) What sorewe hit is with childe

>;on. 1340 Ayenb. 224 pe elifans nelc na^t wonye mid his

wyue pcrhuyle pet hi is mid childe. 1480 Caxion Chron.

Eng. ccxlviii. 317 She sayd that she was with child. 1507

Shaks. 1 Hen. tr, v. iv. 10 If the childe I now go with, do
iniscarric. 1603- Meat. forM. 1. ii. 74 Forgetting Madam
lulietta with childe. 1611 Bible Matt. 1. 18 Shee was
found with childe of [Coverdale by] the holy Ghost. 1651

Ifr. Taylor Holy Living iv. (17271 327 Women great with

child. 1864 Tennyson Enoch Arden 518 Such doubts and
fears were common to her state, Being with child.

T b. Iransf. of ground, trees, ships with swelling

sails. Obs.

t 1420 Pallad. on Husb. I. 70 With ryshes, reede, graas . .

also goo it Igood land] w ith childe. 1577 B. Goouk Herts-
bach s Husb. 11. (1586) 105 In the Spring, all Trees are as it

were with child. 1606 Chapman Martoii>c's Hero ft L. ni,

All her fleet of spirits came swelling in, With child of Sail.

+ O. fig. (a.) Full {of a thing" so as to be ready

to burst with it ;
teeming, pregnant ; — Big a. 5 ;

(b.) Eager, longing, yearning (to do a thing). Obs.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke xxiii. 8 The man had
of long tyme been with chylde to haue a sight of lesus.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. v. 1 The noble hart that , is with

childe of glorious great intent. 1594 Carew Tasto 11881)

116 Their countnance mery and their eyes with child Of
ioy. 166c- Pepvs Diary 14 May, I sent my boy, who, like

myself, is with child to see any strange thing. Ibid. 9 Oct.,

I went to my Lord, and saw . . his picture . . and am with

child till I get it copied out. 1725 Bailey Erasm. Colloq.

264 I'm with child to hear it.

18. Child's flay (\ child's game, t childer game,

+ childer spell}: a. /*'/. play befitting a child,

childish sport ; b. fig. a piece of work easily ac-

complished, trivial matter, trifle.

c 1325 in Rel. Ant. I. 292 It is but childesgame. i 1386

I

Chaucer Merch. T. 286 It is nochildes pleyl'o lake awyf
i with-outen auysement. }.. Prose Leg. in Anglia VIII.

128 Childer pleye. 1548 Luther's Art. Faith Pref. A v,

Forgette all children playes. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas
11. iii. iv. 193 What cnildre-spell ? What May-game have
we here? (1631 Turn. Totenham 154 It was no childer

game when thei to geder mete. 1839 Carlyle Chartism
vi. 144 The . . craftsman finds it no child's-play.

119. Child's part (also in pi. childer-parls) :

child's portion or share of inheritance. Obs.

1509 Test. Ebor. tSurtees) V. 10, I wit to the seid Lanns-
. lot a Vist . . and his hole childe parte without enny trouble.

1547 Richmond. Wills '1853' 64 Vij //'. overe and besydes

theire childreparts. 1607 Tourneur Rev. Frag. 11. 1 39
1 That has no other childe s-part but her_ honor. 1640 San-

derson Serm. II. 141 Every mothers child . . hath a childs.

;

part of those troubles.

20. In proverbs and proverbial phrases, as The
• burnt child dreads thefre (Burnt 3 b;; the child

unborn, as type of innocence or ignorance, etc.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 1820 Brent child of fier hath mych dredc.

1530 Taverner Erasm. Prov. (1552' 62 Oure common pro-

uerbe. .Children, drunkers and fooles, can not lye. 1547 1)k.

|
Norfolk in Lingard Hist. Eng. (1855) V. iii. 103/1 Nor can

\
[ I J no more judge . . what should be laid to my cnarge, than

the child that was born this nighL 1549 Latimer Serm. bef
Edw. VI lArb.) 56 As the Prouerb is, Senex bis puer. An
olde mannc, twyse a chyld. 1562 j. Heywood Prov. *r

1 Epigr. U867) 69 Many kisse the childe for the nurses sake.

1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy, VIII. xxviii. She knows no more
. .of it. .than the child unborn.

V. Combinations.

21. General combs, a. appositive, as child-angel,
'• -girl, -heroine, -ting, -man, -mother, -noble, -pritue,

-saint, -sweetheart, -virgin, etc. ; b. attributive, as

: child-cheek, -kind, -la/iour, -life, -literature, -nature.

I

-sacrifice, -smile, -spirit, -suffering, -world, etc.

;

c. objective : (a.) direct, as child-eater, -eating adj.,

-killer, -killing, -lover, -lovingad)., -murder, -mur-

derer, -stealer, etc.; indirect, us child-bereft

adj. ; d. similative, as child-simple adj., etc., etc.

1853 Lytton My A>T'<7(Hoppe l The fair creature whom
l^onard called his "child-angel. 18. . Mrs. BROWNiNcZ.fi/
Bower Ixii, The 'child-cheek blushing scarlet. 1826 Scoti
Woodst. xx, I was captain in Lunsford's light horse . . I was

a 'child-eater, Sir. 1845 J. H. Newman Developm. Chr.

Doctr. lL.», The calumnies of 'child-eating and impurity in

the christian meetings. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, M* ft 111

ITiat Clifford, that cruell ^Child-killer. 1828 (>. Ret:

XXXVII. 402 What would mankind, or womankind, or

'childkind think. 1601 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 232

England felt all miseries which happen under a 'Child-

King. 1878 -V. Amer. Rev. CXXV1I. 448 Limitation of

•child-labor. 1884. Mag. Art Feb. 135/1 Scarcely painters

of 'child-life or child-character. Ibid. 135/2 The 'child-

literature of the last generation. 1840 Carlyle Heroes
1 1858 1 190 The first Pagan Thinker . . was precisely this

•child-man of Plato's. 1869 Freeman Old Eng. Hist, for
Children 272 That there should be some one in his College

able to teach . . he made the [ ' Childmaster ' be one of the

chiefamong the Canons [cf. 4.] 17SS Burn JutticcoJ Peace,

Children * In/ants I LA The offence of "child-murder. 1865

Alt Rev. Aug. 162 The professional "child-murderer. 1874

Carpenter Ment. Fhyt. 1. viii. Teacher Ignorant of the

fundamental facts of "child-nature, i860 Pusey Min. Proph.

3 Baal and Ashtaroth, with all their abominations of con*

. rated •child-sacrifices. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

I. 396 S. Rumald . . was canonized . . for a 'Child-Saint. 1850

Mrs. Browning Poems II. 310 "Child-simple, undcfiled,

F'rank, obedient. Ibid. II. 216 To erase the "child-smile

from her lips. 1883 H. Drummond Nat. Law in Spir. W.
led. 2) 271 The condition of entrance into the spiritual

kingdom is to possess the "child-spirit. 1866 Howuxs
Ventt. Life iv. 61 Titian's 'child-virgin. »8s8 Whittier
Brew. Soma viii, As in that child-world's early year.

22. Sjiccial combs. : t child-age, childhood ;

child-bird, (see quot.) ; child-biahop boy-

bishop (see Boy 7); child - changed <i.,

1 changed into a child, or ? changed by the conduct

of his children; child-crowing, the disease Laryn-

gismus stridulus or spasmodic croup ; child-farm-

ing -= baby-farming see Baby 2) ; t child-geared

II.
,
having childish manners ; + child-great a., big

with child, pregnant; + child-ill (Sc.), the pains

of child-bearing, labour ; child-land, the (ideal

realm of childhood ;
child-queller, one who kills

children (obs.) ;
humorously, one who deals severely

» ith children ; child-ridden a., overridden with

children; t child-rider, cf. sense f)
s

;
child-

rites sb. pi., the rites connected with the baptism

of children ; childward directed towards chil-

dren (rare); child-woman, fa girl, maidser-

vant) ; a woman who is still a child. See also

CHIL.n-BKAM.NG, -BK1), -B1HTH, -WIFE, -WITK.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Far. John Pref. 4 a, In your very

"chyldage there appered in you a certayne . meruelous

towardenes. 1638 K Whitakeh Blood of Grape 43 Child-

nge, which from the birth is extended to the foureteenth

or fifteenth yeare. 174} Ovatte's Relation Chile xxx.

(Churchill Voy. II I.) [A] bird called the "Child-bird, because

it looks like a swaddled child with its arms at liberty..

Perhaps they are the same, called Penguins. 1720 Stryfe

Stem's Sun: (1754' I- '• ««• l36/> Thc Children every

'Childermas day to go to Paul's Church and hear the

Child-Bishop Sermon. 1605 Shaks. Lear IV, vii. 17 I his

'childe-changed Father. 1861 T. Graham Pract. Med. 191
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The *child-crowing, though merely a spasmodic disease, is

not. .free from danger. 1872 Forstf.r Dickens (1874) III. 257

A *chUd-farming that deserved the gallows, c 1340 (mMK
Gr. Knt. 86 He watz so ioly of his ioyfnes & sumquat

*child-gered. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii- I* 9S

A *Child-great Woman. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 274 It

is the layndar . . That her *chyld-ill rycht now hes tane.

c 1500 Cocke Lorelfs B. (1843) 11 Mortherers, Crakers,

facers, and *chylderne quellers. 1848 Dickens Dombey
viii, The castle of this ogress and child-queller was in a
steep by-street. 1870 Miss Broughton Red as Rose I. 254
The Felton curate's fat, *childridden wife. 1679-88 Seer.

Serv. Money Chas. <$• Jas. 11851) p. vi, Footmen 24, Child-

ryders 4, Falconers 12. 1616 Chapman Homer's Hymns
26 Every feeble chaine of earthy *childrights flew in sunder

all. 1823 Lamb Elia (Hoppe) An Anabaptist minister con-

forming to the child-rites of the Church. 1847 Tennyson
Princ. vii. 267 She [must gain] mental breadth, nor fail in

"childward care. 138a Wyclie Judith xiii. 4 Judit seide

to hir*child womman [1388 damesele]. — Esther iv. 4 The
childer wymmen of Ester. 1862 Lytton Sir. Story 247 The
childwoman in the childworld.

t Child (tj^ild), v. Obs. or arch. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To bear a child ; to be delivered.

c 1300 A'. Alts. 604 Time is come the lady schal childe

:

Scheo bad that God beo to hire mylde. 1340 Ayenb. 224
pe wyfnian lyb a chi[l]dbedde ober nye^ to childi. a 1450
Knt.dcla Tour io8Whanneshe hadde childedshe thanked
God. 1549 Latimer Serm. bef. Ediv. VI (Arb.) 71 Within
ii dayes they chylded both. 1808 Month. Mag. XXVI. 453
ereiny Taylor . . says : the Virgin Mary childed on her

nees, that she might bring forth her maker in the act of

adoring him.

2. trans. To bring forth, give birth to (a child i.

c 1200 Ormin 156 pe shall Elysabaeb bin wif an sune chil-

denn. c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 978 Sche childed a selcouthe

grome. 1388 Wyclif Ezek. xxiii. 4 Thei childiden sones
and dou^tris. 1430 50 Gregory's Chron. 80 In the towne
of Andeworpe, the quene chyldyd Sir Lyonelle. 1596
Spenser E. Q. vi. xii. 17 A litle mayde, the which ye chylded
tho. 1611 Heywood Gold. Age rv. i. Wks. 1874 l* 1 - 56

The Queene shall childe a daughter beautifull.

3. fig. To bring out, bring forth.

1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. A urel. xv. 26 a/2 An vnfal-

Hble reule hit is amonge the chyldren of vanitie, to chylde
the vices of theym that be vycyous. 1628 Feltham Re-
solves n. xxxviii. n6 We childe that in a loose laughter,

which should be graue.

Child : see Chill v., Chilled.

Chi ld-bearing, vbl. sb.

1. The bringing forth of a child
;
parturition.

1388 Wyclif Gen. xxv. 24 The tyme of childberyng cam.
1611 Bible 1 Tim. ii. 15 She shall be saued in child-bearing,

if they continue in faith and charitie. 1667 Milton P. L.
x. 1051 To thee Pains onely in Child-bearing were foretold.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 89 T 1 Sylvia has demurred till she

is past Child-bearing. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V.581 After child-

bearing, the veins, .are often found distended with blood.

2. Gestation, {rare.)

1862 Lewis Astron. Ancients 1. § 4. 21 The period of
child-bearing in women, .is 280 days,

ChiTd-bearing*, ppl. a. That bears a child

or children. (Also Jig.)
1382 Wyclif Isa. xhx. 21 Bareyn, not child berende.

a 1617 Baynk On Eph. (1658) 68 That gratifying Mother,
child-bearing grace. 1655 Gouge Comm. Heb. (ii.181 255
Child-bearing women are more pitifull to others in their

travails, than such women as are barren.

Childbed (tfaHdbed). [f. Child sb. + Bed sb.

Although instances are wanting, the literal sense

I c is presumably the original.]

1. The state of a woman in labour ;
1 confinement'.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 47 On bre binges . pat on is child-

bed, and bat o5er chirchgang, and be bridde be offring.

1297 K. Glouc. (1724) 379 'pe kyng', he seyde, 'of Enge-
loncL.lybmyd hys gret wombe at Reyns a chyld bedde.*

c 1440 Gesta Rom. aw She browte forthe a faire sone ; but
she dide in hir childebed. 1483 Cath. Angl. 63 To ly in

chilbed, decubere. c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt.

(1814) 45 That Fenyce, hys quene, should lye a chyld-
bedde at the Port Noyre. x654Trai>p Comm. Job xli. 30 As
for pillows, they said they were fit only for women in child-

bed. 1834 Macaulay Pitt, Ess. (1854) I. 304/1 Queens run
far greater risk in childbed than private women,

fb. with/////-. Obs.
1626 T. H. Caussiu's Holy Crt. 165 All her child-beddes

are false conceptions, and her productions, abortions.

C. The bed in which a child is born. AlsoJig.
1594 Southwell M. Magd. Fun. Teares 115 The nest

where sinne was first hatched, may bee now the child-bed
of grace and mercie. 1616 Chapman Homer's Hymns 38
Her childbed made the mountain Cynthian.

f 2. The womb. (Also child's-bed.) Obs. exc.

dial. Cf. bairrfs-bed s. v. Bairn.
XS35 Coverdale 2 Esdr. iv. 40 Yf hir childeszbed maye

kepe y* byrth eny longer within her. 1863 Atkinson Pro-
vine. Dauby, Childbed, the matrix or womb.
3. attrib*

v
in sense 1.)

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Vne Accouclie'e &
gisaute, a childebed wife. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. in. ii.

.104 The Child-bed priuiledgedeny'd, which longsToWomen
of all fashion. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 130 An
wholesome Medicine for Child-bed Women. 1716 Load.
Gaz. No. 5425/10 A Large Trunk containing Child-bed
Linnen. 1836-9 Dickens Sk. Bos vi, The great points
about the Childbed-linen Monthly Loan Society.

Child-birth (tjarldbsib). [f. as prec. + Birth.]
The bearing or birth of a child

;
parturition.

1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Matrimony Rubric, This prayer
folowing shalbe omitted where the woman is past chylde
byrth. 1606 Holland Sueton. 242 An olde Oke. .which at

3 childbirths of Vespasia sodainly did put forth every time
a several bough. 1779 Johnson L. P., Milton, She died
. . of childbirth, or some distemper that followed it. 1876

Green Short Hist. vii. § 1 Jane Seymour died next year in

child-birth.

Jig. 1602 -2nd Pt. ReturnJr. Parnass. 11. vi. (Arb.) 33, I

am so great in child-birth with this iest.

Childe : see Child sb. 5.

Childe, obs. form of Shield.

Childed (tJsHded), ppl. a. [f. Child sb. +
-ed -.] Provided with a child or children.

1605 Shaks. Lear in. vi. 117 (Globe ed.) He childed as I

father'd ! 1615 Waltham Complaint in Harl. Misc. X.
15 She. .did show in woeful wise Her childed womb. 1853

Lytton My Novel xi, One many-childed matron.

t Childene, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [perh. f. Child +

-en, like wooden, etc. ; but the reading may be

incorrect.] Of the nature of children, childish.

a i**s Ancr. R. 242 To scheowe [childene T.,C] heo beoS

mid alle bet fleo5 uor ane peinture.

Childer, obs. and dial. pi. of Child.

t ChiTderhed. Obs. rare~ 1
. [f. childer, pi.

of Child + -hed% -head.] The state of being chil-

dren of a certain parent ; = Childhood 5.

138. Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 128 Fallen, .fro kynraden and
chiTderhed of God.

I ChiTderless, a. Obs. [f. childer pi. of

Child + -less.] Without children ; = Childless.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly K ij b, Attendaunce on

olde men childerlesse.

Childermas (tfHdojmses). arch. Forms : 1

cilda-meesse. 4 childerne masse, children

masse, 4-7 ch.ildermasse, 6 -messe, 6- 9 -mas.

[Repr. OE. *cildrarttssse (cyldam&sse is found), f.

cildra of infants + mxsse, Mass.]

1. The festival of the Holy Innocents (the 28th

of December^, commemorating the slaughter of the

children by Herod {Matt. ii. 16). Usually childer-

mas-day, -tide.

e 1000 Ags. Gcsp. Matt. ii. 13 ruMc, Dys god-spel scea!

on cylda-maisse da;^. c 1300 Beket 2009 Amorwe a chil-

derne massedai. 1387 Thevtsa Higden t Rolls) V. 49 pe
legende bat is i-rad a children masse day. 1460 in Pol. Rel.

<y L. Poems fi866) 117 On chyldermasse day yn cristemasse.

1580 Hollyhand Treas. Fr. Tcng, Les Innocens, as le

jour des Innocens, childermas day at christmasse. 1614 15.

Jonson Barth. Fair n. vi. (1631) 31 Hold thy hand,

childe of wrath, .make it not Childermasse day in thy fury.

1720 Strvi'E Stent's Sun'. (1754) L 1. xxv. 186/1 The chil-

dren every Childermas day to go to Paul's church. 1849 S3
Rock Ch. Fathers III. ix. 220 At Childermas-tide. 1889

Letts's Diary 28 Dec, Innocents' Day, Childermas.

2. 'The day of the week throughout the year,

answering to the day in which the feast of the holy

Innocents is solemnized ' (J.).
1602 Cakew Cornwall 32/1 Thatproues as ominous to the

fisherman as the beginning a voyage on the day when Chil-

dermas day fell doth to the Mariner. 1745 Swift Direct.

Servants, The Cook, Friday and Childermas are two cross

days in the week, and it is impossible to have good luck on
either of them.

Childern, obs. and dial. pi. of Child.

Childhead, hed;e : see Childhood.
fChildhedi heady), a. [f.prec. + -v.] Childish.

1340 Ayenb. 259 Zuo childhedi . . pet hi makeb ham-zdue
to by hyealde foles.

Childhood (tpi-ldhiuT, : also f childhead.
Forms: a. 1 cildhad, 2-3 childhade, 3-5 -hode,

4 -hod, 4-6 chyld(e)hode, 5 -hodde, 5-6 childe-

hode, 6-7 child-hood, 7 -hoode, 6- childhood.

&. 3-5 childhede, 4 -hed, 4-5 childehede, 5
ohyldhede, 6- head, Sc. child-, chyldheid, (9

(nonce-use) childhead). [OE. cildhad, f. cild,

Cm\A> + hdd state, condition. For the history of

the variant suffixes, see -head, -hood.]

1. The state or stage of life of a child ; the time

during which one is a child ; the time from birth

to puberty. (Formerly with pi.)

a. c 950 Littdisf. Gosp. Mark ix. 21 So3 he cuoeS from
cildhad. 1205 Lay. 2031 i He cuSen harpien wel an his

child-haden. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 79 Dis meiden was ba5e
faderles & moderles of hire childhade. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. vi. i. (1495) 186 The fyrste chyldhode is wythout
teeth . . and durith vij monthes. 1535 Coverdale Eccles.

xii. 1 Childehode and youth is but vanite. 1567 Mulcaster
Fortescue's De Laud. Leg. (1572) 107 Other Lords, .in their

childhood . . are brought up in the Kings house. 1596
Spenser State Irel. Wks. (1862) 553 1 Trayned up therein

from their child-hoods. i6xx Shaks. Wint. T. 1. i. 25.

X646 J. Hall Horse Vac. 35 Others, .understand the Scrip-

tures from their Childhoods. 1872 E. Peacock Mabel
Heron I. L 2 They had passed an unhappy childhood.

p. axjoo Cursor M. 28500 1 Cott.t In mi child-hede haf
i wroght many thyng bat i aght noght. c 1386 Chaucer
Prioress's T. 49 To synge and to rede, As smale childer

doon in her childhede. 1489 Caxton Faytes 0/ A. 1. xxii.

69 From theyre chyldhede men taughte hem the vse of

armes. 1588 A. King tr. Cauisins' Catech. 173 b, Fra my
childheid pietie grew with me.

b. fig. (Cf. injancy.)

1585 Jas. I. Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 54 It [Poesie] was bot in

the infancie and chyldheid. 1592 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. m.
lit. 95 Now I haue stain'd the Childhood of our ioy. 1856
Whittier Brew. Soma \, In the childhood of the world.

2. concr. This state or age personified. Cf. youth.
1605 Shaks. Macb. n. ii. 54 'Tis the Eye of Child-hood,

That feares a painted Deuill. X742 Gray Ode Eton Coll.

ii. Ah fields . . Where once my careless childhood stray'd.

18x4 Scott Wav. iii, The well-governed childhood of this

realm, a 1839 Praeu Poems (1864) I. 321 Fair Childhood
hard at play.

f3. Quality proper to a child, childishness. Obs.

c X175 Lamb. Horn. {1867) 161 Mest al bet ich habbe idon
bi-fealt to child-hade, c 1250 Gen. Ex. 2652 We sulen

nu witen for it dede Dis witterlike, or in child-hede. 1393
Gower ConJ. I. 219 She upon childehod him tolde, That
Perse her htel hounde is dede. a 1420 Occleve De Reg.
Princ. 74 Considerethe how that endityng . . not accorde

may Withe my childhode, I am so childisshe ay.

11 For this sense app. the form childhead is used

in the following fperh. by assoc. with maidenhead) :

1854 S. Dobell Balder iii, The unconscious child—Tho',

for his childhead, he be special child—Is universal man.

fb. (with//.) A childish action. Obs.

1314 Guy Wnnv. (1840) 163 Ich dede gret childhod That
alto long y ther abod. e 1340 Cursor M. 12577 (Trin. MS.)
Mony are his childehedes . . Done ar he were twelue 5eer

olde. 1340 Ayenb. 166 pet lyeseb hare time, .ine fole pieces,

ine childehedes, ine li^thedes, ine zonges.

4. Second childhood: the state of childishness in-

cident to extreme old age ;
dotage.

[c 1400 Rom. Rose 399 She. .turned ageyn unto childhede.]

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. ii. 113 S. John .. died in

his second childhood at Ephesus. 1789 H. Wali'OLE AV-
min. ix. 76. 1833 Makryat P. Simple xxxix, Lord Privi-

lege, .was fast verging to a state of second childhood.

f 5. =Childship; filial relation. Obs.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1 1, iv. 181 Thou better know'st The
Offices of Nature, bond of Childhood. 1609 R. Karnerh

j

Sheph. Practise 18 Manydiscents doe not extinguish father-

hood and childhood in consanguinitie. a 1626 Bacon Max.
'

<$ Uses Com. Law 27 The custome of Kent, that every

j
male of equall degree of childhood, brotherhood, or kindred,

shall inherit equally.

6. at/rib.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. Hi. it 202 All schooledaies friend-

ship, child-hood innocence. 1869 Sik J. T. Coleridge
Mem. A'eble 312 Their childhood sports.

CMldie (tfaHdi). rare. [f. Child sb. + -ie, -v+,

dim. suffix.] Little child ; dear little child.

1863 E. 15. Drifting Clouds I. 90 ' Nonsense, childie ', said

Lilla, laughing. i88x E. Coxon* Basil Plant I. 182 ' V'ou

needn't be so decided, childie', said her father.

1 Childing (t/ai'ldirj , vbl. sb. Obs. or arch.

j

Also4chiltyug,chiltting..SV.childyne. [f. Child
v. + -ixg !.] Child-bearing, parturition, delivery.

n 1300 Cursor M. 1 1021 Elizabeth . . was . . noght far fra

1 childing. (1400 Prymer in Maskell Mou. Rit. II. 40 In

,

childynge of the unwenimed vyrgyn. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) I. 205 A woman hade vij. childer at oon childenge.

1597 Gerard Herbal 1. x.xi. 27 The throwes .. that women
haue in their childing. 1748 tr. R. Mead's Influence Sun

I <$• Moon ii. 42 Women who stop'd childing early.

attrib. X655 Francion ix. 22 Her childing throws did

! begin to grow . . and she was delivered of a goodly Boy.

Chi lding, ppl. a. arch. [f. as prec. + -ING -.]

1. That bears a child or children, breeding
;
par-

:

turient, in labour
;
pregnant.

CX440 Promp. Partt. 75 Chyldynge, or woman wythe

chylde, pregnans. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 319 pe ober

makeb a childyng womman barayn. 1563-87 Foxe A , $ M.
1 1596) 106/1 The childing or bearing woman, whie niaie she

not be baptised? 1637 Brian Pisse-Proph. U679) 86 Most

childing women go a year, .before they conceive with child

again. 18. . Southey Batt. Blenheim yiii, Many a child-

J ing mother then, and new-born infant died. 1825 — Para-

j

guay 1. 28 Tender care, to childing mothers due.

2. fig. a. Fertile, fruitful, b. Applied to some

I plants which produce younger or smaller florets

j

around an older (regarded as parent' blossom ; as

childing daisy, pink.
1590 Shaks. Mias. iV. 11. i. 112 The childing Autumne.

1609 Heywood Brit. Troy v. xix. in By him [Saturn]..

Childing Tellus beares. 1636 Gerard's Herbal 11. cciii. 635

Another pretty double daisie, which, .puts forth many foot-

stalkes carrying also little double floures . . whence they haue
! fitly termed it the childing Daisie. 1688 R. Holme A rmoury

11. 64/2 The, Childing Pink groweth . . on upright stalks.

I 1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. (1830) II. 539 Dianthus

j

prolifer, Childing or Proliferous Pink. 1879 Prior Plant-u.,

Childing Cudweed, Gnaphalium germanicum.

Childir(e = childer, obs. pi. of Child.

Childish (tjsi ldij), a. [OE. cildisc, f. cild

Child: see -ish 1
.]

1. Of, belonging, or proper to a child or to child-

hood ; childlike ;
infantile, juvenile.

a 1000 Czdmon's Gen. 2318 (Gr.) Cildisc wesan. c X374

Chaucer Troylus IU. 1168 Wole ye the childische jalousye

countirfete? C1440 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494)

1. Ixxi, Thyse ensamples arn chyldisshe. 1583 Stanyhurst

s&neis 11. (Arb.) 65 This dwelling, wheare rests thee childish

lulus. x6oo Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. vii. 162 His bigge manly

voice, Turning againe toward childish trebble. 1774 J.

Wright in Atlienxum (i886t xo July 56/2 The youngest

has. .such a sweet childish expression. 1856 Mrs. Brown-

ing Aur. Leigh 1. 2, I feel . . my father's hand. .Stroke out

my childish curls.

2. Exhibiting unduly the characteristics of child-

hood ; not befitting mature age ;
puerile, silly.

a 1420 Occleve De Reg. Princ. xxviii. (i860) 8 After thy

childisshe chere and froward conceyt. 1481 Caxton Reynard

xxxii. (Arb.) 94 Ar ye so moche chyldyssh that ye byleue

this false and subtyl shrewe. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI
,
v. iv.

38 What cannot be auoided, 'Twere childish weakenesse to

lament. 1665 Gi.anvill Seeps. Sci. 23 The distinction., is not

..so childish and impertinent as our Author would have

believed. 1800-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 217 The child-

ish titles of aristocracy. 1867 Chamb. Jml. 30 Nov. 739/1

'Childish* and 'childlike' when applied to adults- the

former implying censure, and the latter the reverse. 1884

Chr. World 30 Oct. 831/1 Child-like faith is not necessarily

childish faith,

3. Comb, as childish-minded, -mindedness.
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1594 Shaks. Rick. Ill, 1. iii. 142, 1 am too childish foolish

for this World, a 1626 Bacon I love birds, as the king
does; and have some childishmindedness wherein we shall

consent. iTof Steele Toiler No. 83 f 2 Neither Childish-
young, nor Beldam-old.

Childishly tjai-ldifli), atlv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.]

In a childish way. a. In a way befitting or proper

to a child ; in the manner of a child.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus nr. 804 My Htel tonge If I dis-

cryven wold hire hevynesse. It sholde . . childisshly deface
Hire heighe compleynte. a 1661 Holvoav Juvenal 263/2
Little ones, that childishly crave for some small coin. 1865
Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. v, Childishly-inquiring gray eyes.

1884 Miss Bradlon Jshmael xxvii, A crop of thirty curls
frizzling childishly all over her head.

b. In a way not befitting mature age ; in a
puerile, foolish, or silly manner.
i«3 Eden Treat, New Ind. (Arb.) 10 Lactantius, child*

issnelye erringe denyed that, etc. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.

v. lxxxi. 9 12 As some have childishly imagined. 1656 'Frapp
Comm. Matt. xxiy. 36 Many learned men, who have thus
childishly set their wits to play in so serious a business.
174J Fielding Jos. Andrews iv. viii, You talk foolishly and
childishly. 1879 McCarthy Chun Times

I
i88o> III. xlv. 345

Childishly ignorant of many things.

Ch.ildish.neSS (tJarldiJn.V. [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] Childish quality.

1. Quality or conduct natural to a child.

1526 Tindale i Cor. xiii. n I put awaye all childesshnes.
1607 Shaks, Cor. v. iii. 157 Speake thou Boy, Perhaps thy
childishnesse will moue him more Then can our Reasons.
1833 Lain Elia, Pop. Fallacies xii, The children of the
very poor do not prattle, .there is no childishness in [their]

dwellings. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets viii. 246 A sort of
southern childishness and swiftness of gleeful apprehension.

2. Quality or conduct not befitting mature age
;

puerility, silliness.

1553 T, Wilson Rhet. 9 Gentle in behavor without child-
ishenes. 1665 J. SpkWCKI Prophecies 29 From a weakness
and childishness of temper. 174a Richardson Pamela II.

202, I cannot bear this silly Childishness. 1883 A. Roberts
0. T. Revision x. 214 The most stupendous mass of child-
ishness and folly.

b. with //.) A piece of childishness, rare,

1587 Golding De Momay ix. 120 What a childishnesse
is this? 17*5 Bailey Erasm. Colloq, Pref, Follies and
Childishnesses.

t3. <= Childhood, rare. Obs.
1660 Ingelo BentIt. 4- Ur. 116821 n. 17 Those years which

are esteem'd the confines of Childishness and Manhood.
4. Second childishness : the childishness incident

to old age, 'second childhood' ^see Childhood 4).
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. n. vii. 165 Last Scene of all .. Is

second childishnesse, and meere obliuion. 1759 Sterne
Tr. Shandy 11. xix. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865' 74
The old man doth not become a child by means of his second
childishness. 1878 Mrs. HLWood Pomtrty Ab. (ed.3>449
The revelation made, .by Naomi in her second childishness.

Childless tfaHdlea), a. [f. Child sb.+ -less.]

Having no child or children ; without offspring.

c 1200 < In mis 2312 patt wif batt hafTde l>en A« childlxs.

n 1300 Cursor M. 2591 Sare was childeles. 1535 Coverdale
1 Sam. xv. 33 Like as thy swerde hath made wemen child-

lesse. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows L § 71. 119 By it, parents
..have beene soone made childlesse. a ijzx Sheffield

1 L>k. Buckhm.) tr. / 'erg. Georg. iv. (L.) The sad nightingale,

when childless made. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M, 7 Being
a childless widower.

Childlessness (tjsi-ldlt'sm-s). [f. prec. +
-Ness.] Childless condition or quality.

i860 Pan Mm. Proph. 60 Childlessness . . is the appro-
priate and frequent punishment of sins of the flesh. 1865
Trollope Can you forgrve her xli, She recurred . . to her
own childlessness, and to his extreme desire for an heir.

Childlike, child-like (tjbi ldbik), a. {adv.)

[f. as prec. + Like a. and ailv. : a reconstruction

of the same elements which appear in Childly.]
1. Belonging to or Incoming a child ; filial.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1594) I. 264 This
childlike feare, which is unseparablie joined with the true
love we owe to our common Father. 1591 Shaks. Two
Cent. 111. i. 75, I thought the remnant of mine age Should
haue l>eene cherish'd by her child-like dutie. a 1600 Hooker
ijl Who can owe no less than childlike obedience to her.

2. Like a child; (of qualities, actions, etc.; like

those of a child, characteristic of a child. Almost
always in a good sense, with reference to the in-

nocence, meekness, etc., of children; opposed to

childish, which is generally used in a bad sense.

1738 Wesley Psalms xxxii. vii, I will instruct the childlike

Heart. 18*5 Southey Paraguay 1. 17 To place a child-like

trust in Providence. 1840 De Quincey Mod. Superstit.

Wks. (1854) III. 295 In no subject is the difference between
the childish and the childlike more touchingly brought for-

ward. 1866 R. Chambers Ess. ii. 194 Mr. Fox was marked
by a childlike simplicity.

B. adv. Like a child ;
childishly.

17*5 Pope Odyss. xv. 489 Him, child like wand'ring forth,

HI lead away. 1868 Pall Mall G. 2 Dec 11 The plot . -

is . . simple as a nursery narrative, * childlike easy '.

Childlikeness (tjoi-ldtoiknt's). [f. prec. +
-YMS.1 Childlike quality.
1814 H. C. Robinson Diary I. xvii. 412 Schiller says all

great men have a childlikeness in their nature. 1870
Farrar Witn. Hist. ii. (18711 62 The humility and child-

likeness demanded by Christianity.

Childliness ytjarldlines). rare. [f. Childly
+ -ness.] Childly quality ; childlikeness.
1851 Westcott Introd. Study Gosp. vii. (ed. 5) 376 Hu-

mility, childliness, and self-sacrifice .. are set forth as tin-

conditions of entrance into the kingdom.

Childling (tjarldlin,). arch. rare. [f. Child I

sh. + -ling, dim. suffix.] A little child.
1648 Goodwin in Jenkyn BlindGuidex. 6 Young Simplicius,

childling. 1855 Bailey Mystic 138 The king of all the
fairies to the childling thus 'gan say.

Childly .tfarldli), a. and adv. [OE. cildlic, f.

aid, Child + lie, -ly ; cf. manly, kingly. Often
used in 19th c. literature, after having been obso- I

lete since 16th c] A. euij.

I. Of, belonging to, or natural to a child or
childhood ; childish.
c 890 K. Alfred Bseda iv. viii. (Bosw. | For cWe cildlican

;

yldo. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 1095 After my yong
1

childely wit. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. 119, I thought
me past al chyldly ygnoraunce. 1581 Marbeck Bk. of
Notes 464 Because of their childlie age. 18x8 Todd, Childly
. . Not in use. 1807 Hare Guesses, Their childly brains are
bewildered. 1843 l'D- Houghton Mem. Many Scenes,
Mart. St. C hristina. Beautiful-winged childly shapes. 1851
Westcott Introd. Study Gosp. vi. ed. 5) 338 A perfect plan
with childly simplicity. 1864 TiTnfTTIOtf ijimtri Field 181 I

A childly way with children.

t 2. Becoming or proper to a child (as related

to parent, ; filial. Hence Childlyfear.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. ix. Mary in Temple, A childely fer in

dede, With a longyng love in oure Ix)rde. 1548 R. Hltten
Sum Divhtitie Givb, This faieth also maketh dyfterence
betwene seruile feare and childelye feare. a 1555 Latimer
Serm. 24th Sunday aft. Trin. II. 207 [To] stir up a childly
Ion in our hearts towards him. 1563 Noweli. Horn. Just,
of God in Litnrg. Serv. Q. Eliz. (1847) 496 Chyldelie and
reverent feare to his maiestie. 1583 Golding Cah'in on

\

Deut. xlviii. 285 Ought wee not to yield him childely
obedience t

B. adv. In a childish or childlike manner.
1449 Pecock Repr. l xii. 65 [They] glorien full veinli and

ful childli and lewdeli in tho iij. textis. 1483 Cath. Angl.
63 Childely, pneriliter. 18. . MM* Browning Latiy Gerat-
dine xvii, Then she smiled around right childly.

Childness (tfarldnes). rare. [f. Child sb. +
-ness.] f a. Childish humour, childishness

t
obs.) t

\

b. Child quality, being a child [c£. ISreadness).
1611 Shaks. H'int. T. I. ii. 170 He .. with his varying

child-nesse, cures in me Thoughts, that would thick my
blood. 1856 Mrs. Carlylk Lett. II. 289 Aren't you a
spoiled child, without the childness. 1866 G. Macdonald 1

Unspoken Serm. \. 118841 12 Childlike enough to embrace
a child for the sake of his childness.

Childre, obs. pi. of Child.
Children, plnral of Child.

Childrenite tp'ldrfnait). Min. [Named 1823,
after Mr. Chi&iren, a mineralogist : see -ite.] A
phosphate of alumina and iron found in Cornwall.
18*6 in Emmons Min. 170. 1832 Shfpard Min. 124 Chil-

drenite approaches, in several ofits properties . . lamlite.

t Childrenless, a. Obs. [f. children, pi. of
j

Child + -less.] Without children ;
= Childless.

1387 Trevisa lligden ii86ji I. 18^ (Jteyl dradde also bat

longe abidynge from home in wcrre . . schulde make hem
childrenlese. 1566 Drant Horace's Sat. v. K iij, If thoue
be ryche, and cnyldrenles.

Childship (tjai'ldjip). Now rare. [f. Child
J& + -SHIF; cf. sonship. (App. forme<l to render

St. Paul's vfo&fffa/]

L The relationship of child to parent ; the at-

tainment of this status, filiation, adoption.

1535 Coverdalk Rom. \'\\\. 23 We. .grone within in oure
selues for the Childshippc. 1613 T. Adams Pract. li'hs.

(1862) III. 101 God's actual choice, and our potential
childship. 1662 J. Sparrow tr. Behmen's Rem. U ks., Def.
<t : Rickter 19 It attaineth not the divine Childship, or
Filiation. 1765 Law tr. Behmen's Myst. Magnum xl. 117721

232 The inherited Adoption or Childship. 1886 Westcott
Si* John's Ep. 17 Ix>ve is the sign of divine childship.

f2. Second childship : = ' second childhood '. Obs.
1691 Wood A th. Oxon. II. 646 Reduced to his second

childship. .his memory was quite decayed.

ChilaUT.

—

ekilaVr. obs. pi. of Child.
Childwife. child-wife see below'.

I I. (tf^i ldjwoif , A woman in childbed, or who
has lately borne a child. Obs.

1485 Am in J. M. Cowper's Churchiv. Arc. St. Puttstan's
Canterb., p. xii, J candclstyke to stonde afore childwrfer.
1409 li'ill ofFrere (Somerset Ho.\ To the Ch. of S. Marg.
Southw* ij cusshones of arras worke for childe wife to sitt k
knele vppon. 15M Hradford in Strj'pe Eccl. Mem. III.

App. xlv. 136 The tinge . . held the child-wyfes backe while
she had brought forth the chylde, and was her mydwyfe.
1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 7 Let vs go. .to visite the child*

wife, and to gratulate the father. 1636 Churckw. Acc.
Cundal tin A', ff Q. Ser. ill. XI. 138/2 A childwife pew..
26*. 8*/. Note. The childwife pew we take to lie the ' some
convenient place 'of the rubric where the woman was to kneel
in church at the time of her thanksgiving after child-birth.

t 2. A midwife. Obs. rare.

1387 Trkvisa lligden (Rollsl VII. 425 Hi be counsaile of
a childe wyf [obstetricis contilio}.

3. (tjai*ld|W9i:f ), A wife who is a child, a very
young wife.

v In this sense alwavs with hyphen.)
185a Miss Yonce Cameos (1877) II. xix. 199 Mary of Eng-

land, the child-wife of Mont fort. 1849 Dickens Dav. Copp.
xliv, ' Will you call me a name I want you to call me?'
inquired Dora !

—
' Child-wife '.

+ Childwite tfoHdwrit). Old Law. Also
-wit. [OE. type*a/t/W/,f.f//^child+7t'//<?penalty,

satisfaction made.] A fine paid to the lord for
j

getting one of his bondwomen with child.
1 194 ( JttirterRich. I in Rynier Fa-dera I. 52 Concessinms,

quod MM quieli de bridtof, et de childwite, et de gieres

gieve. c 1*50 Gloss. Law Terms in Rel. Ant. I. 33 ChiU-
wite, chalenge de serf ki serf, serve enceinte. 150a Ar-
nolde Ckron. 2 That the citezens . . be alle quyte ofbryyghtol

,

and childewyte, yerisgiue and scotale. 1607 in Cowel Interp.
s.v. Childwit, Within the Mannor ofWrittle in Com. Essex,
every reputed Father of a bastard gotten there, pays to the
Lord for a Fine thr«e shillings four pence, and the custome
is there also called ChUdwit. 1861 Riley LiberAlbus 117.

ChildyT(e, = <rA/7^r, obs. pi. of Child.
Chile, obs. form of Chyle.
Chile, chili, variant forms of Chilli.

Chrleite. Mm. [Named 1853 from Chile or

Chili, where found + -ite.] A dark-brown vana-

date of lime and copper.
1868 Dana Min. 612.

Chilenite. Mm. [Named 1868 from Chili.]

A silver-white compound of bismuth and silver.

1868 Dana Min. 36.

Chiliad kruld). [ad. L. chilias, -ail-, a. Gr.

\i\ias, x*Aiao-oy, f. ^tAioi thousand. Cf. Y.chiliade.]

1. A group of 1000 (things' ; a thousand.

'598 J. Dickenson Greene in Cone. (1878) 114 With a
chiliade ofcrosse Fortunes. 1656 Sanderson Serm. (1689)

490 Decads, Centuries, Chiliads of novel Tenents, brought
in in this last Age. 1773 Horsley in Phil. Trans. LXIV.
300 Chiliads of fathom. 1876 F. Douse Grimm's L. i 54.

126 Centuries, perhaps . . chiliads of years before Christ.

+ b. esp. of logarithmic tables. Obs.

[617 H. Bricges 1 title) Logarithmorum Chilias prima.]

1675 CiUOOOT in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841* II. 268 A
table of logarithms, from the first chiliad, true to more
places than any yet attempted. 1695 Phil. Trans. XIX.
61 Briggs's first Twenty Chiliads of Logarithms. 172,1 1800

Bailey s. v., Tables of Logarithms are often called Chiliads.

2. A period of 1000 years.

1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal. (1713 1 220 The world then
in the Seventh Chiliad will be assumed up into God. 1748
Hartley Observ. Man 1. iii. 301 After some time, some
Centuries, or even Chiliads. 1868 G. Macdonald Seeiboard
Parish III. ii. 32 The scars and dints of centuries, of

chiliads of stubborn resistance.

b. esp. The * thousand years
1

mentioned in Rev.

xx. 1-5 ; the millennium, rare.

170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. KL 1. iv. (1852' 330 Tis
evident from Justin Martyr, that this doctrine of the Chiliad

was in his days embraced among all orthodox Christians.

1871 G. Macdonald ll'hs. Fancy iV Imag. iv. 104 Who in

the chiliad sees the day, shall feel No anxious heart.

Hence Chi liadal, Chilia dic adjs., of or belong-

ing to a chiliad or thousand years.

1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 115 Another chi-

liadal repetition of the four ages. 1854 Chamb. Jml. I. 40
We . . make no pretensions to decide upon the completion

of the chiliadic periods.

Chiliagfon ki liag^n). [mod. ad. CT.x^aycuvos,

f. X'*10 * thousand + fotv-ta angle. In mod.Fr.
i hilio£one.'] A plane figure with a thousand angles.

169s Norris Curs. Refl. 27 A Chiliagon, whose Angles
we cannot represent in a distinct view, but may clearly un-

derstand it. 1714^ Watts Logic 1. iii. f 4 (1822) 46 When
we speak of a chiliagonum. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages iv.

iii, He brings forward, as a great discovery, the equality of

the angles of a chiliagon to 1996 right angles.

Chiliahedron (ki liah/ dr^r. rare. Also

chiliaedron. [mod. f. Gr. \i\iot thousand + ?£pa

seat, side.] A solid figure having a thousand sides.

1690 Ixxtke Hum. Und. \% xxix. $ 14 He that thinks he
has a distinct Idea of the Figure of a Chiliaedron, let him
for Trial's-sake take another parcel of the same uniform
Matter, .and make it into a figure of 999 sides.

I Chilia nder, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. F. chili-

andre
t
ad. Gr. x^w&P0** t X^t01 + &*&p~ (

tiyVp)
man.] Containing a thousand men.
11693 L'rolhart Rabelais BL li. Mighty Gallioons the

large r loyts, the Chiliander and Myriander Ships.

fChilianism. Obs. rare**. - Chiliasm.
1645 Pagitt Herest'ogr. 291 The opinion of Chilianisme.

Chiliarch (kiTi,ajk). [mod. ad. L. chiliarchcs,

-archits, a. (Jr. xi^ l"PXVs i -°*> t xiAi0* +

ruler, f, ap\-*w to rule. In mod.Fr. chiliaraue.]

The commander of a thousand men
;

properly

a term of Greek or Roman History.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Chitiarch, a Collonel, Captain,

or Commander of a thousand men. 1788 Gibbon Peel. -V

A\(i8o2>VI,xxxiii. 15 Appointing eighty chiliarchs, or com-
manders of thousands. 1879 C. Gkikik Christ Ix. 742 The
chiliarch in command of the garrison.

Chiliarchy ki lii^iki). [ad. Gr. x*A*c/>xia :

monarchy, heptarchy, etc.]

+ 1. Government by a thousand rulers. Obs. rare.

1650 Exercitation cone. Usurped /'oivers 18 Not an hept-

archy, but a chiliarchy, or mynarchy might follow.

+ 2. A body of a thousand men. Obs. (So in Gr.

1660 H. More Myst. Godl. 195 The Chiliarchies also,

or Regiments, as I may so call them, of the Lamb, being

summed up in this number. 1685 — Para. Prophet. 358.

8. The post of chiliarch.

1840 Thirlwall Greece VII. Ivi. 129 The chiliarchy

which had been assigned to himself.

Chiliasm (ki-liisez'm). [ad. Gr. x^^r1^ £

XiA«4s, x i^iaS o*t Chiliad.] The doctrine of the

millennium ; the opinion that Christ will reign in

bodily presence on earth for a thousand years.

1610 Healev St. Aug. Citie of God 819 This (promise]

some applie to the proofe of Chiliasme. ifysOwtcmp. Rev.

XXVI. 384 Chiliasm is the rule, .with the Christian writers

of the second century- "W» Farrak Early Chr. II. 166

Carnal notions of Jewish chiliasm.
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Chiliast (ki*li|ast). [mod. ad, L. chiliasta

(Augustine), ad. Gr. ^iXuufT^r. In mod.F. chili-

aste.] One who holds that Christ will reign in

person on earth for a thousand years ; a believer

in the millennium ; a millenarian.

x6n W. Sclater Keyiitec)) 324 Agreed on all sides, except

the Chiliasts. 1641 Sir E. Dering Sp. on Relig. xiv. 64
These the new Chiliastes. 1647 ^< Anabaptists 52 All

Anabaptists were and are still Chiliasts, expounding liter-

ally that Kingdome of a thousand years of Revel, xx. 6 to

be a temporall Kingdome. 1855 Mii.man Lat. Chr. (1864)

II. iv. 1. 171 The Talmudic Jews and. .the Chiliasts of the

early ages. 1858 Masson Milton I. 103.

attrib. a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <$• Mon. (1642) 90 The
opinion of the Jews and Chiliast Christians.

Chiliastic (kili,re-stik), a. [f. prec. + -TO.] Of,

pertaining to, or holding the doctrine of the mil-

lennium; millenarian.

1675 Cave Antiq. Apostol. (17021 48 His millennary or

chihastick notions. 1710 R. Ward LifeH. More 182 That
no one may .. have any Fabulous and Chiliastick Dreams
..concerning it. 1850 S. Maitland Eruvin (ed. 2) 168

Whether Cerinthus held the Chiliastic doctrine. 1870
Conlemp. Rev. XV. 292 The primitive Church, .for the first

two or three centuries was essentially chiliastic.

t Chilia'Stical, a. Obs. 7-are. [f. as prec. +
-AL 1

.] Inclined to chiliastic doctrines.

a 1638 Mede Wks. iv. Hi. 813 Judge by this, .how power-
ful the Chiliastical party yet was at the time of that Council.

Hence Chilia stically adv.
1882 A. Sf.th Kant to Hegel 131 The coming of the King-

dom of God, which, in the sacred records, is represented
chiliastically as the end of the world.

Chilifactive, chiliferous, etc. : see Chyli-.

f Chili ndre. Obs. Also 5 chylendere, chi-

linder, chylander, -laundre, -lawndur, 6 chi-

landre. [ad. med.L. tkilindr-ns (in same sensed

for L. cylindms, a. Gr. KvXivSpos Cylinder : cf.

It. cilindro * a kinde of diall ' (Florio).] A kind
of portable sun-dial of cylindrical form used in

early times.
[See i3~i4th c. treatise De composicione chiliudri, and

Hoveden's Praciica chilitidri (Chaucer Soc. pt. i, 2).]

("1386 Chaucer Shipm. T. 204 And lat us dyne as soone
as bat ye may ffor by my chilyndre [v. K chylendere,
chllinder] it is pryme of day. c 1430 Lvdg. Siege Thebes
(Arundel MS. 119 If. 18) By my chilyndre I scan anon to
se, Thorgh be sonne bat ful cler gan shyne, Of be clok that
it drogh to nyne. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 74 Chylander or
chylawndur. c 1450 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 572 Chiliudrus,
a leuel vel est instrumentum quo hore notantur [a chy-
laundre]. 1530 Palsg. 205/1 Chilandre, chilandre.

Chiliogramme, -liter, -metre : see Kilo-.

Chiliomb (ki-U^m). [a. Gr. xtXl^^V (in

Julian, etc.), formed in imitation of tKaron&T} He-
catomb.] A sacrifice of a thousand ^oxen).

1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 11. iv. (1715) 219 Chiliombs, in

which were sacrificed a thousand living Creatures. 1807
Robinson Arch&ol. Grseca m. iv. 209 Mention is frequently
made of hecatombs . . and of chiliombs.

Chill (tfil), sb. Forms : 1 cele, ciele, cile,

cyle, 2-4 chele, 4 chile, 5 cheele, 7- chill.

[OE. cele, rifle, cold, coldness :—OTent. type kali-z

masc, f. kal-an to be Cold : not exemplified in

the other Teut. langs. This word seems to have
become obs. by 1400, after the vb. and adj. had
been formed from it, its place being taken by
Cold sb. Since c 1600 it has been revived, app.

as a new formation from the vb., and in a modified

sense evidently of verbal origin. But see note to

Chill v. For etymological relation of chilly cool,

fkete, acale, cold, and their derivatives, see Cold.]
I. In OE. and ME. {chile, chele}

cheek.)

*t*l. The former equivalent of the modern Cold,
used, e.g., of the coldness of the weather, frost.

( 825 Vesp. Psalter cxlvii. 6 Biforan ansiene celes his.

r897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past, xxxix. 285 For ciele

[Cott. cile] nele se slawa erian on wintra. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 59 On cyle he bi5 afeded. c 117s Lamb. Horn. (1867)

33 Hunger and burst and chele. a izoo Moral Ode in

Trin. Coll. Horn. 226 [Hirst and hunger, chele [v. r. chule]
and hete. < 1200 Ormin 1615 Wibb chele & brisst & hunn-
gerr. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 152 pat water of Babe, .euer
is iliche hot . .& euere springeb ne be be chele so gret. c 1300
St. Brandan 62 Ne chile ne hete ne fonde 3e no3t. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 135 Scythia. .hab moche wilder-
nes by cause of greet colde and chele. 1393 Langl. P. PI.

C. xxm. 236 Sitthen bei chosen chile and chaytif pouerte,
Let hem chewe as ]>ei chosen, 'la 1400 Morte Arth. 3392,
I haue cheueride for chele. a 1400 50 A lexander 4164 A
velans vale, bare was a vile cheele.

II. In modern use [f. the vb. or adj.]. {chill.')

2. Coldness seizing upon or pervading the body;
an unnaturally lowered bodily temperature marked
by shivering, etc. ; the cold fit of an ague ; now
especially a sudden affection of physical cold,

a sudden chilling of the body, which is often a
first stage or symptom of illness

;
hence, to catch

a chill, to give {one) a chill, etc.
1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. A vj b, A cold congealed ice, a

bloudlesse chill. 1713 Derham Phys. T/ieol. (J.\ To have
a sort of chill about his precordia and head. 1795 Southey
Joan ofArc x. 403 The death-doom'd foe. .Felt such a chill

run through his shivering frame. 1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII.
310 Irregular chills, fever and sweats. 1860-1 Flo. Night-
ingale Nursing 91 You may give a baby a chill which
will kill it. .without giving it fresh air at all.

Vol. II.

3. A coldness of the air, water, etc., which tends

to make one shiver ; a cold which has a depressing,

benumbing, or penetrating effect on the body.

To take the chill off a. liquid
1

, : to raise it to a

temperate heat (collot/.).

1788 Ld. Auckland Diary in Spa in•(1861) II. 89 At about
six the air. .changed suddenly to a chill, i860 Tyndall Glac.
I. § 11. 84 The chill was painful to the teeth. 1868 Miss
Vonge Pupils St. John 1. 34 The chill of early dawn. 1870
Tennyson Passing of Arthur 96 A deathwhite mist ..

Whereof the chill, to him who breathed it, drew Down with
his blood, till all his heart was cold.

b. in Chilling states of the atmosphere.
1832 L. Hunt Poems 167 No sooner have the chills with-

s

drawn. Than the bright elm is tufted on the lawn. 1833
N. Arnott Physics II. 19 The chills of night and the biting

1

blasts of winter. 1887 Stevenson Undenvoods 1. xxvii. 58.

4. fig. a. A benumbing and depressing sensa-

tion or influence upon the feelings. To cast or

tin-on* a chill over : to damp the warmth or
I

ardour of.

1821 Byron Sard. 1. ii, A chill Comes o'er my heart. 1874
Morley Compromise (18861 14 The comparatively prosaic

results, .have thrown a chill over our political imaginations.

b. Absence of warmth of feeling or sympathy

;

depressing coldness or iciness of manner.
1837 Ht. Martineai' Soc. Amer. III. 85 We.. in no in-

stance that I remember failed to dissipate the chill by show-
ing that we were ready to . . be sociable. 1839 Dickens
Nick. Nick, viii, The boys gave three feeble cheers. Such
cheers ! sighs of extra strength with the chill on.

5. techn. An iron mould, or a piece of iron in a

sand mould, for making 'chilled' castings: cf.

Chill v. 6.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek. s.v. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Ednc.
IV. 120 Iron . .which had been cast in an iron mould or 'chill '.

b. A mass of chilled material in a blast-furnace,
j

1874 Trans. Amer. lust. Min. Engineers II. 60 Firing
shots up into the chilled mass. . bringing down from time to

time portions of the chill.

6. Painting. A cloudy appearance on the surface

of a picture ;

f blooming.'
1871 Tyndall Fragm. Science II. viii. (ed. 6) 117.

Chill (tjil), a. Also 5 chele, 6 chyll, chil,

6, 9 Sc. schil(l. [Mostly since 16th c. : app. f.

Chill sb. : cf. the use of cold both as adj. and sb.]

1. ' Cold ; cold to the touch •

(J.) ; now always

unpleasantly, deprcssingly, or injuriously cold
;

j

that chills, tends to benumb, or causes to shiver.

1513 Douglas Aineis vit xii. 109 They that duelHs langis

the schil ryuere Of Anien \gelidumquc Anienem], 1536
Bellenden Crou.Scot. (1 821) I. p. lvi, In winter quhen maist

j

schill and persand stormes apperit. 1570 Levins Maui/.
123 Chil, cold, algidus. 1640 Milton Arcades 49 Noisom
winds, and blasting vapours chill. 1662 Fuller Worthies
(1840) III. 394 Which [Lime] bestowed on cold and chill

ground brings it to a fruitful consistency. 1730 Thomson
Autumn 1083 And humid Evening, gliding o er the sky In

her chill progress. 1797 Coleridge Christabel \, The night

is chill. 1820 Scott Monast. ix t A chill easterly wind was
sighing among the withered leaves.

2. Depressingly affected by cold ; having a per-

vading sensation of cold ;
* creeping ' or shivering

with cold.

1608 Shaks. Per. it. i. 77 My veins are chill, a 1682 Sir
T. Browne Misc. Tracts 111. 101 Being frighted he grew
chill, went to bed, and soon after died. 1818 Mrs. Shelley
Frankenst. xi, They had a fire to warm them when chill.

1821 Keats Isabel 617 She kiss'd it with a lip more chill

than stone. 1842 Sir T. Martin My Namesake in Eraser's
Mag. Dec, I felt my person growing chiller and chiller,

b. Sensitive or liable to cold.

1576 Turberv. Bk. Venerie 185 They are verie chyll of
colde, and . . where there is any fire, they will creepe so neare
it that they will burne their coates. 1601 Shaks. Airs
Well iv. v. 56 The manie will be too chill and tender.

3. To run chill (of the blood) ; to blow chill, etc.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 244 My very Blood ran chill in my
Veins. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 13 How chill and tardy
runs the blood. 1832-53 Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser.

II. 12 The nicht is mirk, and the wind blaws schill.

4. fig. a. Said of circumstances or influences

which repress warmth of feeling, enthusiasm, etc.

In quot. 1400 perhaps simply 'cold, cold-blooded \
[c 1400 Destr. Troy 7958 Ne neuer charite be cherisst i

burghe a chele yre.j 1750 Gray Elegy son, Chill Penury
j

repress'd their noble rage. 1877 Gladstone Glean. IV.

xiv. 350 The chill elevation of political philosophy. 1883 A.

Dobson in Harper's Mag. Dec. 108 Let those who will be
proud and chill.

b. Said of, or with regard to, the feelings under

repressing or deadening influences.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. 1. xxii, Oft therefore have
I chid my tender Muse ; Oft my chill breast beats off her

fluttering wing. 1699 Garth Dispens. 1. (1700) 4 Chill Vir-

gins redden into Flame. 1872 Geo. Eliot Middlem. 11. xx,

One of whom would presently survive in chiller loneliness.

1878 B. Taylor Deukalion tL iii. 71 Their chill calm of

changeless being.

5. Comb., as chill-fit', chill-looking adj.

1813 Evangelical Mag. Mar., To fence against blasts and
chill-fits, the Holy Ghost has directed the use of zeal as a
cloke. 1887 Pall Mall G. 5 Oct. 1/2 A large, chill-looking

room,with a polished floor and very little furniture.

Chill (tfil), v. Forms : 4-6 criyll, chil(le, (7

cheel), 6- chill. [First found in 14th c, but not

frequent before 16th
;
app. f. Chill sb. : but evi-

dence is deficient.

It has l)een suggested that the vb. may have been de-

duced from a pa. pple. child (chilled), short for childed,
from a vb. child-en repr. OE. "cieldan, *cildau to make
cold. If so, the whole later series of chill v., adj., and sb.

(since 1600), would be distinct from the ME. sb.]

I. intr.

1. To grow or become cold ; to be injuriously

cold.

ri32S E. E. A Hit. P. C. 368 Al chaunged her chere &
chylled at [?al] \>c hert. 1570 Levins Manip. 123 To chil
with cold, atgere. 1580 Baret Alv. C 474 To Chill for

colde : to be in great colde. 1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm.
xxxiii. § 2 (1665) 385/2 The outward parts burn, but the in-

ward chill. 1703 Moxon Meek. Exert, 104 That the Glew
Chill not (as Work-men say when it cools* . . as it chills, it

thickens. 1722 De Foe Moll Ft. (1840) 298 My very blood
chills at the mention of the name of Newgate.

+ 2. esp. To shiver or shudder with cold. Oh.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 75 Chyllyn, for colde, frigucio.

c l&sDieby Myst. (1882)1. 374, I Chille and Chever for this

Orrible cnaunce. 1530 Palsgk. 483/2 My handes chyll, mes
mains ?uefrissonnent. 1560 A. L. tr. Calvin's 4Serm. Songe
Ezech. Epist., Sometime chilling and chatering with colde.

1591 SPENSER M. Hubbcrd 993 The Ape . . did nought but
chill and quake.

b. Of things: ? To vibrate, quiver, thrill, shiver.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. E iij, Lay one Hand on the
Rock . . and strike gently, or more hard as we feel it chills,

the more faint and languid the motion is that is caused by
striking, the more firm and fast it -Oiews it to be.

3. To be seized with a sudden chill.

1830 W. Taylor German Poetry I. 75 A hoarse sigh rattled

up his throat, he chilled, he fell, he stiffened, and arose no
more. 1883 Daily Netl'S 5 July 5/6 He was carried out
into the park, but chilled suddenly and fainted.

II. trans.

4. To make cold, lower the temperature of ab-

solutely ; to affect sensibly and injuriously with

cold ; to give a chill to. Also ahol.
(The first quot. is very doubtful

;
perh. it is chile or chill

adj., but 3 MSS. have child, 1 scheld, 2 cold.)

1399 LANGL, /'. Pt. C. XVIII. 49 And charite bat child is

now " sholde chaufen of himself. 1581 Mi lcaster Posi-

tions vi (1887) 45 Heat burnes, cold chilles. 1670 Drvdfn
Cottq. Granada \. i, Ev'ry Lady's Blood with Fear was chill'd.

1764 GOLDSM. Trar: 172 Winter lingering chills the lap of

May. 1878 Huxley Pkysiogr. 153 Cold stones and other

objects which have become chilled by free radiation,

b. To deaden, benumb, blight, or blast with cold.

1727 Bradley Fan/. Diet. s. v. Ehnoer, You must, .defend

your Auriculas . . from Rains that chill them. 1712 Black-
more Creation in, The fruits decay.. by snows immod'rate
chilled.

e. With advb. extension : To chill up, down, etc.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 41 The marmout ..

has all its faculties chilled up in winter.

5. fig. To affect as with cold ; to check, depress,

or lower (warmth, ardour, etc^ ; to damp, deject,

dispirit.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvii. § 12 Chilleth, .all warmth
of zeal. 1618 in Gutch Colt. Cur. II. 424 The promoter
hath gotten his Charges of Sir Thomas Brookes, and Sir

Thomas much cheeled. a 1655 Vines Lord's Supp. (1677)

122 Sifting and disputing too boldly chill all warmth of our

zeal 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y /•'. II. xxvi 51 Age had chilled

the daring spirit of Athanaric. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk.
I. 208 A supercilious air that chilled admiration. 1849 Ro-
bertson Serm. Ser. 1. xxi. (1866)349 Nothing chills the heart

like, .distrust. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conqj 1S761 III. xii. 170

Their courage was chilled by the ill success of their arms.

6- techn. To cool molten metal suddenly so as

to harden it; esp. in moulding, to cool and harden

the surface of cast iron by allowing the molten

metal in the mould to come in contact with cold

iron placed at the part where the hardening is to

be effected, or by casting altogether in an iron

mould.
1831 J. Holland Matiuf. Metals 1. 238 Both cases usually

made of cast-iron chilled on the outside to make them hard.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 297 The frozen

mercury resembled .. lead, recently chilled after melting.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts II. 474 A section of the casting shows

the effect ofchilling.

7. To dull or deaden (a varnished surface) by

cold or other agency ; to * bloom \

1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 214 Whatever varnish may
be employed, .a current of cold or damp air, which ' chills

or * blooms' them [paintings] should be avoided.

8. coltoq. To take the chill, or sensation of active

cold, off (a liquid) ; to raise to temperate heat.

^1825 Forby VoC. East Anglia, Chill, to take off ex-

treme coldness from any sort of beverage by placing it near

the fire in frosty weather. 1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz f 1866)

275A pint pot, the contents of which were ' chilling on the

hob. 1875 Parish Sussex Gloss, s.v., I often gets my
mistus to chill a drop of beer for me, when I comes home

winter evenings. 1881 Evans Leicestersh. Gloss, s. v., Did

you chill the water for the 'osses?

Chill- in comb. [Various parts of speech.]

f 1. Chill-cold [either ' as cold as chill like

ice-cold, stone-cold; or, as sometimes found, chilled-

cold, like burnt black'].

a. adj., also chilled-cold, completely chilled,

thoroughly cold.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. v. (1593) 125 A chil-cold swet

my sieged limmes opprest. 1591 Nashe Introd. Sidney's

Astr. $ Stella, The earth, .snatcht thee too soone into her

chilled colde armes. 1594 Marlowe Dido n. i. 263 Dipped it

in the old King's chill-cold blood. 1601 Dounfall Earl
of Huntington 11. i. Hazl. DodsleyVUl. 126 Friendship,

honesty, Are chill-cold, dead with cold. 1611 Barksted
Hiren (1876) 74 Tendring their spotlesse vows, in child-cold
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tlew, Of virgin teares. 161a J. Davifs Muse's Sacrjf. 4g(T>.t

A chil!-cold Bloud. .Fleets through my veines.

b. sb. Chill coldness.

1693 Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 343 A chill-cold, algor.

2. Chill-hardening (see quot.) ;
chill-plough,

a plough having a share 1 chilled
1 on the under

surface : see Chilled 2 ; chill-room, a room for

chilling or refrigerating meat. etc.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Chill-hardening, a mode of
tempering steel-cutting instruments, by exposing the red-

hot metal to a blast of cold air. 1884 Harper's Mag. July
298/1 The animal is hung up., and then left to cool in the
chill-room .. preparatory to shipping. 1886 York Herald
23 Aug. 3/6 There are several imitations of the original

American chill plow in the market.

Chill, obs. and dial. f. I will \ see Ch pron.

Chilld, obs. form of Chtltj.

Chilled (tjild),///. a. [f. Chill t>. + -ed1.]

1. Made sensibly cold ; injuriously or unplea-
santly affected with cold.
1598 Chapman Iliad L (R.', He said, and Priams aged

joynts with chilled feare did shake. 1820 Krats Lamia
1. 140 The God fostering her chilled hand. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. in. i, Presenting a comfortable rampart of shoulder
to the chilled figure of the man. 1877 Bryant Little People
ofSno",v 292 Strove. .To make the chilled blood move.
2. techn. Of cast iron : Rapidly cooled, and so

hardened. Cf. Chill v. 6.

1831 [see Chill v. 6], 1868 Pall Mall G. 2 Dec, Major
Palliser, whose inventions—particularly his chilled shot—
have been and are productive of enormous saving to the
country. 1875 Ure Diet, ArtsW. 474 Their chilled plough-
shares and chilled railway chairs are cast in moulds of such
a construction that the melted iron comes in contact with
iron in those parts of the moulds where it is wanted to be
chilled. 1883 Birmingham Daily Post 11 Oct., Mixing
metal, annealings, casting chilled ploughshares.

3. Painting, Clouded or * bloomed'.
188a Mollet Art Diet., Chilled (Fr. chattcissnre\ said of

a moisture on the varnish of a picture by which the defect
of cloudiness called Blooming is caused.

4. With the chill taken off.

188a Field 7 Oct. 505 A thirsty horse, .can then l>e either
given gruel or chilled water.

f 5. Chillcd-coM : = chill-cold : see Chill-. Obs.

Chiller (tji bj). [f. Chill v. + -erA] One who
or that which chills. Also in comb., as beer-chiller.

1798 Mary Wollstonecr. Posth. Wks. III. L 149 Tor-
mented, as I now am, by these North-east chillers Give
me, gracious Heaven ! at least, genial weather. 1836 [see

Beer j&i
4].

Chilli, chilly (tJHi). Forms: 7 chille, 7-9
chile, 8 chilly, 9 chili, 7- chilli, PL chillies

[In Sp. chile, chili, a. Mexican chilli, the native

name in 16th c.

Simeon Diet. Langue Xahuatl, has ' Chilli, piment dont
on compte douze especes principales ; it sert a composer
avec le maTs une boisson tres-recherchee chilli atolli, chilla-
tolli'. So 'chilatl eau de chilli", etc. As early as 1631,
Boutins erroneously stated that the name was from Chile
in S. America 'quasi dicas piper a ChiU\\
1. The dried pod of species of Capsicum or Red

Pepper,esp. C.annuumfastigiatum ,andfrtttescens.
The pods, which are acrid, pungent, and of a deep
red colour when ripe, are largely used as a condi-

ment, and when reduced to powder form the basis

of Cayenne pepper.
166a H. Stubbe Ind. Nectar ii. 10 Some Pepper called

Chille. .was put in. 1676 Worlidge Cyder (1691) 179 Two
Cods, or Pods, of Chile. Ibid. 184 Chile, or long Pepper.
1685 ). Chamberlayne Coffee, Tea Choc. 89 Some hold
there are but two sorts of Chiles or Chilli, the one the
Eastern which is Ginger, and the other Western, which is

the Pepper of Mexico. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair iii.

(1853) *8 'Try a chili with it, Miss Sharp', said Joseph,
really interested. 'A chili', said Rebecca, gasping; *oh
yes !

' She thought a chili was something cool, as its name
imported. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 149 In tropical
countries chillies are used in great quantities,

b. The shrub which bears chillies.

1843 Prescott Mexico Hfi vi. (1864) 169 Fields of towering
maize, the juicy aloe, the chilli or Aztec pepper.

2. Comb., as chilli-vinegar, vinegar flavoured

with chillies.

1818 Byron Beppo viii, Soy, Chili-vinegar, and Harvey.

Chillily (tjiiSH), adv. [f. Chilly a. + -ly^.]

In a chilly or chilling manner.
a 1849 J. C. Mangan Poems 11859! 75 Winter's blast From

the north is chillily returning. 1884 Gentl. Mag. Feb. 12a
1886 G. Allen In all Shades II. xxv. 193 Dupuy conde-
scended, to ask chillily whether he was expecting friends.

Chilliness (tfMines), [f. Chilly a. + -nkhs.]

Chilly state or condition.
1708 Brit. Afolio No. 63. 2/1 Chillyness, or sense of Cold.

1701 Achard 111 Phil. Trans. LIII. 102 The bird . . from a
chillyness in the air, did not revive to be able to fly. 1763
Mackenzie Phil. Trans. LIV, 74 The pestilential fever
shews itself first by a chilliness and shiverings. 1817 J. Gil-
christ Intellect. Patrimony 45 Cheerless chilliness of heart.

Chilling (tfi'lig), vbl. $b. [f. Chill v. + -inqI.]

The action of the verb Chill in various senses.

1393 I-ancil. P. PI. C. ix. 335 For chillynge of hir Mawe.
( 1440 Promp. Part'. 75 Chyllynge of tethe or ober lyke,
frigidor. 1664 Evelyn h'al. Hort. (1729) 206 The Water
endangers the chilling and rotting of the Fibres. 1861 Flo.
Nightingale N?trstne ii. 13 Whenever a tendency to chill-
ing is discovered, hot bottles, .should be made use of.

b. spec. ; see Chill v. 6.

"831 J. Holland Mann/. Metals I. 72 To case-harden
railroad plates by casting them upon a piece of cold iron.

.

lis] termed chilling. 1881 Metal World \\\\. 120The property I

of chilling in iron is dependent to a large extent on the ab-
j

sence of silicon, and to the presence of carbon in what has
been called the third form.

Chilling .tfi lin ,//>/. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

1. That cnills : in various senses of the verb.
.' a 1400 Morte Arth. 2966 The chillande watire one hi«

chekes rynnyde. r 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 452 At Juill 1

and Aust in landes chillingest [frigidissimis], 1563 Sack-
j

ville Myrr. Mag. Induct. 4 His frosty face With chilling
cold had pearst the tender green. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11.

iii. 212 A chilling sweat ore-runs my trembling ioynts. 1726
Swift On Poetry, Our chilling Climate hardly bears A
Sprig of Bays in fifty years. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles v. xvi,

Chilling news. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. 11. xvii. 144
Chilling suspicious manners. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 40.

2. Comb., as chillitig-cold, so cold as to chill.

1616 R. Carpenter Past Charge 14 Some of them were
chilling cold in charitie. 1801 Solthev Thalaba x. xii, To
the touch They are chilling cold.

Hence Chi llingly adv.
e 1784 in Mad. D'Arislay <F. Hall).

1804 Moore Poems I. 349 Think not the veil he so chill-

ingly casts, Is the veil of a vestal severe. 1841 BlacJhi:
Mag. L. 737 Evening's breeze blew chillingly. 1870 Pall
Mall G. 25 Aug. 2 Next-door neighbours . . are either on I

terms of the closest intimacy or chillingly distant.

Chillish, a. [f. Chill + -ihh '.] Rather chill.
|

18.. in Chalmers, iF. Hall'.

ChillneSS 'tfi*lnes\ [f. CHILL a. + -VX88.]

Chill quality or condition.

1. Unpleasant coldness, chilling quality.

1598 Florio, Gelidezza, coldncsse, chilnesse, freasing,
frost. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 29 The exceeding
chilnesse of the aire. 1784 Johnson Lett. 21 Apr., Not
caring to venture the chillness of the evening. 1868 Haw-
THORNE^wwr. Note-H'S. (1879) II. 41 After so much stormy
chillness.

2. The sensation of cold ; the state of being un-

pleasantly cold and shivering.

"599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoner's Bk. Physicke 294 fx If it [the
plague) take him with . . chillness . . cover him well that he
may sweate. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 793 There followeth a

;

chilness or Shivering in all the Body. 1745 De Foe's Eng.
jTradesman (1841) 1. vii. 47 He cannot think of it but as we

do of the grave, with a chillness in the blood and a tremour
in the spirits. 1789 W. Bi-chan Dont. Med. {1790)639 When
cold bathing occasions chilness. .it ought to be discontinued.
18*3 Scorr Peveril xxxv, The chillness of his ankles.

3. Jig. Absence of warmth of temperament, feel-

ing, or manner ; want of zeal or interest.

1638 O. Sedgwickf. Semt. (16391 93 Why that remissenesse
and chilnesse to encourage, .the exercise of Armes? 1701
Whitehead Truth Prevalent 59 Under such Chilness of
Zeal. 1754 Johnson Life Cave Wks. IV. 529 The same
chilness of mind was observable in his conversation. 1846
Hawthorne Mosses 11. iii. (1864) 68 The chillness of his ',

moral atmosphere.

Chillum (tjrtom). [Hindi chi/am,]

The part of the hookah containing the tobacco

and charcoal balls ; also applied loosely to the

entire hookah, the act of smoking, and the ' till

'

of tobacco.
1781 J. Lindsav in Lives Lindsays III. (Y.\ Dressing a

'

hubble-bubble, per week at ; chillum-; a day. i8s8 Knzzil.
bash 1. ii. ( Y.), Every sound was hushed but . . the occasional
bubbling of my hookah, which had just been furnished with

,

another chillum. 1839 Thackf.rav Major Gahagan i, It

was the bitterest chillum I ever smoked.

il Chillumchee. [Hindi chilamch/.] A wash-
hand basin of brass or tinned copper.
1715 in J. T. Wheeler Madras 11. 246IY.) The chelumgie ;

of Manilla work. 1794 European Mag. xxvt. 289 Sir John 1

Kennaway got a Cnillumchee made here. 1851 Mawson ;

Comm. St'rC. Napier(\.\ A chilumchee ofwater sans soap
[

was provided. 1859 Lang Wand. India 146 Empty a bottle

of brandy or gin into your chillumchee.

Chilly (tfrli), a. Also 6 chyllie, 6-7 chillio.

[f. Chill sb +*Yl.j Characterized by chillness.

1. That chills or produces the sensation of cold ; !

appreciably or disagreeably cold.

1570 Ti'rbkrv. I.oj'er to his (are/nil Bed, Ne heate ..

May bate my chillie colde. 1573 Twyne AKneid. xt. Hhj b,

Nights chyllie shade. 1715 Pope Odyss. xn. 435 A chilly

fear congeal'd my vital blood. 1793 Southkv Tn. Woman
124 The chilly mists of eventide. 1849 Lvtton Caxtons 111.

vi. It was as chilly as if it had been Octol>er.

2. Affected by a chill or by cold
;
feeling rather

cold, coldish, b. Sensitive to cold, easily chilled.
(

161 1 Klorio, Griceioloso, chillie or shiuering through cold. '

1717 W. Pi'Ltenev in Colman's Posth. Lett. 11820! 12 liy
|

nursing herself up too much, she is so chilly that she can
scarce stir abroad without catching cold. 1839 Dickens
Ntch. Nick, xxii, The chilly cry of the poor sweep as he

,

crept shivering to his early toil. 1878 A'. Anter. Rev.
CXXVI. 93, I . . found him, sitting near a fire, for he is of 1

a chilly nature.

3 A., . Void of, or adverse to, warmth of feeling.

1841 W. Spaujing Italy & It. 1st. I, 143 A chilly feeling

in which for a time grief is kept aloof by fear. 1874 Mohlev
Compromise (18861 33 Very chilly to general theories, loftily

disdainful to the men of a principle.

4. In comb., as chilly-fingered, -hearted, adjs.

1818 Keats Endymion iv. 971 Chilly-finger'd sprinc. 1865
Trollope Beltmt Est. xix. 223 He was chilly-hearted, but
yet quite capable of enough love to make him a good son.

Chilly (t|H|H), adv. [f. Chill a. + -ly^.] In

a chill manner, with chillness.

1640 O. Sedgwicke Christs Counsel! 12 Done .. coldly,

chilly, carelesly. 1759 Mason Caractaens Ode L lR.) The
j

midnight air falls chilly on my breast. 1834 Ht. Martineai'
J

Farrtrs 1. 1 The March wind blew in chdly.

II ChilO'Cace. Obs. Also cheiloeace. [f. Gr.
\ftkos lip + xaifiy evil.] (See quot.).

17^5 Kersev, Chilocaee, a canker of the mouth, a disease
which often happens to young children. 1731-1800 in

Bailev. i860 in Mavne Exp. Lex.

ChilOgnathan ;k3ilf?gna^an\ a., sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Chilognatha sb. pi., name of the order,

f. Gr. x*^°? \ip + ~yva9-os jaw.] Belonging to, or

a member of, an order of Myriapoda or Centi-
pedes, with segmented bodies and heads furnished

with two pairs of maxilla?, of which the second
pair are united to form a lower lip.

1835 Kirbv Hab. Inst. Anim. II. xvi. 74 The Chilo-
gnathans, in their young state come nearest to the insect or
hexapod tribes. 1878 Bell Geg. nbaner's Contp. Anat. 344
In the Chilognatha the second and third pairs are converted
into a kind of lower lip.

Chilogna thiform, a. [f. prec. + -form.]

Having the form of the Chilognatha : applied by
Macleay and Kirby to the larva? of those coleop-

terous insects which are herbivorous, elongated,
and sub-cylindrical.

II Chiloma (ksiWma). Zool. [mod.L., a. Gr.

X*'A.a»/ia rim, edge, f. x**^°* lip. Cf. Fr. chilome.']

The upper lip of a mammal when tumid and con-

tinued without interruption from the nose.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

tChilO'nic, a. Obs.- 0 [a. Fr. chiloniijue

(Cotgr.), f. Chilon (Xftar), one of the seven wise
men of Greece.] (^Seequot.) So also Chilo nian a.

1656 Blol'NT Glossogr. %. v. Chilonick, brief, succinct,

compendious, from one of the Grecian wise men, Chilo,
who in all his speeches and writings was very short. Cotgr.

1708 15 Kersfv, Chilonian or Chilonick . . as a Chilonick
Style. 1791-1800 in Bailev, Chilonian, Chilonick.

Chilopod ksi'l^pfxl). Zool. [f. mod.L. cliih'-

poda sb. pi. also used as Eng.), f. Gr. x"^°* lip

+ iroyj, ttoS-os foot. In mod.F. chilopode.']

A member ofthe Chilopoda, an order of Myriapoda,
having segmented bodies, and two anterior pairs

of legs converted into foot-jaws. The order con-

tains the Centipedes proper.

1837 Penny Cyct. VII. 67/1 Chilopoda .. are carnivor-
ous, and crawl about by night . . They conceal themselves
under stones and fallen trees, and are all found in rotten
wood.

Hence Chilo-podan a. and sb. as prec. Chilo-
po diform a., having the form of a centipede

:

applied to coleopterous larva;, which arc sub-hexa-

pod, with a long, linear, depressed body. Chilo-

podimo rphous a. - prec. Chilo podoiiB a., of

the nature of the Chilopoda.
1835 Kirbv Hab. <y Inst. Anim. II. xvi. 66 Chilopodans

or Centipedes. 1828 — Entomol. UI, xx'ix. 166 Those
[lar\«] of the Gyronectima being the most perfect chilopo-

dimorphous of the whole. 1839-47 Todd Cyct. Anat. III.

551/1 In the Chilopodous genera.

ChilostomatoUS (kaibstfrmatss), a. Zool.

ff. Gr. XflfXtt lip + CTTo/xar- mouth + -ors.] Hav-
ing the cell-mouth closed with a movable lip.

1881 A. W. Waters in Athenaeum 7 May 626/1 On Fossil

ChHostomatous Bryo/oa from the Varra-^ arra.

Chiltern (tji ltsjn). Also 6 chylturue, chil-

torne, 8 chilturn. \Ciltern occurs as a proper

name in the OE. Chron. anno 1009 I
Dut a ^S() > s 'nce

16th C| applied to a kind of soil or country. This

may be from the proper name, though the con-

verse is also possible; at present no explanation

of the word is known.]
1. Proper name of a range of hills, in some parts

wooded, which extend from the south of Oxford-

shire, near WalUngford, quite across Buckingham-
shire into Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire.
1125 Ok E. Chron. (LaudMS.)an. 1009 Da after middaii

wiutra hi namon ba arnne upgang ut burh Ciltern, and swa
to Oxneforda. 1747 Cartk Hist. Eng. I. ^83 The wood-
lands on the edge of Hucks and Hertfordshire, called the

Chiltern.

2. Chiltern Hundreds : a name given to five (or

more strictly four and a half; hundreds in Oxford-

shire, and three in Buckinghamshire, which con-

tain the Chiltern Hills. The manorial rights of

these iK-longed to the Crown, which appointed

over them Stewards and Bailiffs. These offices

have long been obsolete or merely nominal, but

that of the three Buckinghamshire hundreds Stoke.

Desborough, and Burnham) is the best known of

several fictitious offices, now used for a special

purpose. No member of parliament is by law at

liberty to resign his seat, so long as he is duly

qualified ; on the other hand, a member who
accepts an office of profit under the Crown must

vacate his seat, subject to re-election. A member
desiring to resign therefore applies for the Sfeivard-

ship of the Chiltern Hundreds, or other similar

appointment, which is, by a legal figment, held to

be such an office ; the appointment necessitates

his resignation, and, having thus fulfilled its pur-

pose, is again resigned, so as to be ready for
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conferment upon the next member that wishes to

make the same use of it.

The holding of an office of profit under the Crown became

a disqualification in 1707. It was not till 1740 that the

Stewardship of a royal manor was used in order to create a

disqualification. In that year Sir Watkin Wynn took the

Stewardship of H. M. Lordship and Manor of Bromfield

and Yale (which was again taken in 1749). In 1742 Ld-

Middlesex took the Head Stewardship of H. M. Honour of

Otford in Kent. In Jan. 1750-51 John Pitt, M.P. for

Wrexham, took the Stewardship of the Chiltern Hundreds,

which has come to be the ordinary forrn, except when a

second resignation takes place before this is vacant.

C1260 Rot. Huud. I. 22/2 Aria hundreds Ciltrie sunt

in manit domini Regis, scilicet Dosteberge, Stokes &
Burnham. 1653 Pari. Survey, Bucks No. 4 (MS. Reed.

Off.) A Survey of the Rents, issues, and profitts of the

three Hundreds commonly called or knowne by the name
of y« Three Hundreds of Chilturne, with y" Courts and
Bayliwick thereunto belonging, .within y« county of Bucks,

parcell of the possessions of Charles Stuart late King of

England, made and taken by us whose names are here-

unto subscribed. 1751 Entry in Journal of Ho. Comm.,
Who since his election . . hath accepted the Office of Steward

or Bailiff of H. M.'s Three Chiltern Hundreds of Stoke,

Desborough and Bonenham in the County of Buckingham.

1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 276 Norborne Berkley, Esq. steward

of the manor of the three Chiltern Hundreds. 1781 Hat-

sell Precedents (1818) II. 55- l8l7 Evans/W. Deb. I.

1303 A representative of the city of London, in the room of

Harvey Combe, Esq. who had accepted the Chiltern Hun-
dreds. 1844 May Pari. Practice 340. 1883 Ibid. jog.

1888 Ncwspr., ' Ifhe doubts it, let him apply for the Chiltern

Hundreds, and present himself for re-election.'

3. a. and sb. Applied to a kind of soil, and to

districts having this soil : see quots.

1523 Fitzhlrb. Husb. B j, There be many maner ofgroundes

and soyles. Some whyte cley, some redde cley, some grauell

or chylturne. a 1640 Jackson Creed XIL x, Agar or Sinai

is not such a general name of the whole mountain country

in Arabia as wold or chiltern is in English. 1669 Wok-
lidge Syst. Agrie. (1681) 13 Compare such Counties and
Places in England, that are for the most part upon En-
closure, with the Champion or Chilterne Counties or Places.

1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbamlman II. i. 27 Hertfordshire

in general, most part of Kent, Essex, Norfolk, Suffolk,

Berkshire, Wiltshire, and many other counties abounding
in chalky, sandy, gravelly, and loamy soils, are deservedly

called Chilturn countries, as being of a short dry nature, and
lying in dry situations. Ibid, {title of Vol. VI) Chiltern and
Vale Farming explained.

+ Chilter-wheat. Obs. [possibly connected

with prec, as if grown on such land.] ? A wheat

of an inferior kind or quality.

1614 Markham Cheap Husb. (1623) 153 One trough full of

small chilter-wheat, and another with water. Ibid. VII.

xxiv, Sprinkle into it the grains of small chilter-wheat.

t Clli'ltonite. Min. Obs. [Named by Emmons
after Dr. Chilton : see -ite.] = Pkehnite.
1868 Dana Min. 411.

Chiltting, chiltyng, obs. £ Childikg.

Chilver (tjrlrai). [OE. offer-, cilfor-lgmb ewe-

lamb, corresp. to OHG. chilburra, -ira (MHG.
chilbere, mod.G. Bav. dial, kilbare, kilbere; cf.

Swiss kilber masc. ' young wether ', Bav. kilbcrn

to lamb) ; the stem kilt- is an ablaut form of kalt-

in kaltoz- Calf ; there are many related words
outside Teutonic, with the phonetic base glbh-,

designating the young of animals.]

A ewe-lamb : commonly cbilver-lamb. (Found

in OE., and still common in southern dialects,

though not evidenced in the intervening period.)

c 1000 ^lkric Lev. v. 6 Bringe an cilfor Iamb \offerat

agnaiu]. a 1100 O. E. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 392 Enixa
est, cilforlamb, o35e acennende wass. 1815 European Mag.
LXVIII. 337 I'll sell you a lamb that is called a* Chilver

[note or ewe lamb]. 1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 502 An
eloquent sally on the rare wool of the chilver-hogs then

present. 1825 Bkittln Beauties Wilts. Gloss. (E. D. S.)

Chilver, an ewe-lamb. 1883 in Standard 21 Apr. 5/8 The
chilver (or breeding lamb) might be protected from the

butcher's knife for a year or two. 1883 Hampsh. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) 15 Chilver-laiub, a ewe-lamb.

Chilyndre, var. of Chilindke, Obs.

Chimsera, variant of Chimera.

Chimseroid (ksiml^Toid), a. Zoo!. Related

to the genus of fishes Chimsera, having the tail

ending in a slender thread, the head pointed, and
only one spiracle. Also sb.

1854 Owen in Circ. Sc. (c 1865) II. 97/1 The cylindrical

dental masses of the chinueroid and edaphodont fishes. 1862

Dana Man. Geol. 78 The Chimaeroids [have] only one
gill-opening, besides other peculiarities.

Chimar, Chimbe, var. of Chimeb i, Chime.
Chimblay, -bley, -bly, dial. var. of Chimney.
Chimbora'zite. Min. [Named 1821 from

Chimborazo, where found : see -ITE.] — Abagonite.
1868 in Dana Min.
Chim-cham : see Kim-kam.
Chime (tfeim), sb. x Forms : 3-4 ehyrabe,
chimbe, 4-6 chyme, 4, 7 chim, 5 ehymme,
(6 cheyme, cheime), 4- chime. [This and the

verb of same form are of somewhat obscure his-

tory; but they were evidently derived in some
way from L. cymbalum Cymbal, in OE. cimbal,

cimbala, which would naturally give a ME.
*chimbel, *chimble. Cf. also MHG. zimbel, zitnel

m. and n., zimbele f, ' a small bell struck with a
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I hammer.* But while ME. chimbe, chime, chim

I

agrees with the first part of chimbel, the loss of

i the latter part is not clearly accounted for (cf.

! however much, lite, baddc, from iiiuchcl, litel, bsed-

del). Chimbe may however have been from OF.

:

!

Godefroy has a single instance of chinbe — cymbal.

)
As to the passages in which ' cymbal ' is expressed

by chym.be belle, chymme belle, these may indicate

!
that a ME. *chimbel was thus popularly under-

stood and divided, making chimbe or chim a dis-

tinct word
;
but, on the other hand, if chimbe or

I

chim already existed, the analysis of chimbel as

! chimbe bell would be equally natural. The follow-

ing are the instances in question :

C1300 K. Alls. 1852 Anon he doth his bemen blowe, v. c.

[500] on a throwe. His chymbe belle he doth rynge, And
doth dassche gret taborynge. c 1440 Promp. Farv, 75
Ch(y)mnie belle [H. P. chyme bell], cimbalom],

+ 1. A cymbal. Obs.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ps. cl. 5 Loves him ever in lande, In

chimbes ful wele ringande [Wyclif, cymbalis wel sounende].

a 1300 Cursor M. 12193 Als a chim [Gott. chime, Trhi,

chymbe] or brasin bell, pat nober can vnderstand ne tell.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 11387 Fybeles,

sitoles, sautreours, Belles, chymbes, and symfan. a 1340
Hampole Psalter cl. 5 Louys him in chymys wele sow-

I

nandt louys him in chymys of ioiynge.

+ b. ? Instrumental music. Obs.'

^1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wacc (MS. Inner Temple cf.

Rolls ed. 4209) He couth so mykelle musik and chyme,
That the pupille said in his tyme, He was god of fithelers.

2. An apparatus or arrangement for striking a

bell or set of bells so as to make it or them
' chime' or emit a musical sound.
The earliest method appears to have consisted of hammers

actuated by pegs on a revolving barrel.

1463 Bury Wills (1850' 9, I wille yl John Elys . . owyr se

the chymes at Seynt Marie awter, and the chymes in ye

stepyll, therto make a newe barell wiche is redy, and to

make plombes of leed and newe lynes and ropys. Jbid, 28

To kepe the clokke, take hede to the chymes . . so that the

seid chymes fail not to goo thourgh the defawte of the seid

I

sexteyn. 1541 Ludlozv Churchnv. Ace. 4 Bought a roope
' for the cheymys. 1593 Sties <y Mm. Ch. Durh. (1842) 34

,
And maide a goodly chyme to be sett on the said bells. 1606

,

Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. 1. iii. 159 When he speakes, 'Tis like a
Chime a mending, c 1645 Howell Lett. 11. xv, Those

i curious quadrants . . chims and dialls . . were first us'd by

j
them.

3. Hence, A set of bells in a church tower, etc.,

[ so attuned as to give forth a succession of

\ musical notes, or to be capable of playing tunes

!
when thus struck, or when slightly swung. (See

j
Chime v.x 2 b.) Applied also to the small set of

1 hand-bells used in the R. C. Ch. service ; the set of

! bells with their strikers in an organ or musical

I

box, etc.

1562 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 112 Should that

clocke haue a chime ? 1804 J.
Gkahame Sabbath 98 Almost

;

beyond the sound of city chime. 1847 Tennyson Print: 1.

! 213 Noise Of clocks and chimes. 1874 Knight Diet, Mech.

I

s.v., A set of three small bells mounted in a stand for ringing

by hand, used in the Roman Catholic church service, is also
' called a chime, or altar chime.

i 4. The series of musical sounds, or tune, played

I on such sets of bells when struck in succession.

1530 Palsgr. 205/1 Chyme of belles, gamme. c 1597

:
Shaks. 2 Hen, IV> in. ii. 228 Wee haue heard the Chymes
at mid-night. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen, 331 The
chimes, nitmeri ad quos eampanx pulsautur. 1812 J.

j

Wilson Isle of Palms IV. 647 Ring on, ye bells ! most

;

pleasant is your chime. 1829 Hood_ Eng. Aram xxvi, All

\

night I lay in agony From weary chime to chime. 1847 A.

j

Gatty Bell'w. 24 Chimes on the Continent are played by

j

means of a barrel, like that in a hand organ*, on which pegs
i are so arranged as to lift the levers in such harmonious
, succession that a tune is produced. 1876 Gkeen Stray

]
Stud. 3 The chime of a village clock falls faintly on the ear.

5. trans/. The sequence of harmonious sounds

given forth by any musical instrument; the musical

sound, 'music' or 'melody' of any movement,
etc. ;

harmony, musical concord.
1608 Machin Dumb A'nt. 11, It was as silver, as the chime

j
of spheres. 1634 Milton Comus 1018 She can teach ye how

1 to climb Higher than the sphery chime. 1667 — P. L. xi.

j
559 The sound Of Instruments that made melodious chime

! Was heard, of Harp and Organ. 177a Sir W. Jones Seven
i Fount. (1777) 35 The chime of tuneful strings. 1782 Cowfek
1 Frogr. Err. 14 Musical as the chime of tinkling rills.

Jig. 1819 Wordsw. Waggoner Concl. 38 Mighty Fairfield,

i with a chime Of echoes, to his march kept time. 1838

I
Thirlwall Greece V. xl. 134 The silver chime of his melo-

; dious eloquence.

6. The rhythm, 1 music', or 'ring' of verse.

a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. C/iar. Perfect A nagram Wk*.
(1711)231 For the use of the anagram. .It maybe the title

or inscription of a tomb, .the chyme ofverses. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Eclog. ix. 73 Now the Chime of Poetry is done. 1850

Whipple Ess. <j Rev. (ed. 3) II. 22 The_ sinewy vigor and
sonorous chime which generally distinguish his style,

b. deprecialively. Mere rime, jingle.

a. 1674 Clarendon Suru. Leviath. 37 Confounding, .their

I

understandings, by a chime of words, a 1734 North Exam.
I

11. iv. ? 20 (1740) 242 Nothing but an empty Chime of Words

j

signifying nothing, c 1793 Southey Devil's Walk 39 In

!
ding-dong chime of sing-song rhyme,

' 7. fig- A system of which all the parts are in

!

harmony, showing a correspondence of proportion

j
or relation.

CHIME.

1

c 1630 Milton Solemn Musick, Disproportion^! sin Jarr'd
!

against natures chime, and with harsh din Broke the fair
Musick. 1633 B. Jonson Epithalam.y The kindly season
of the time, .calls all creatures forth, To doe their offices in
nature's chime. 1701 Grew Costn. Sacr. (J.), The concep-
tions of things are placed in their several degrees of simili-
tude ; as in several proportions, one to another : in which
harmonious chime, the voice of reason is often drowned.
8. fig. Accord, harmony, harmonious correspond-

ence. Phrases, To fall into chime with, keep
chime with.
1847 Emerson Poems, Woodnotes ii. Wks. (Bohn) I. 428

Primal chimes of sun and shade, Of sound and echo. 1858
Sears Athan. 11. xi. 243 Each essential to the other and
keeping chime with it. 1858 Bushnell Serin. Neiu Life 167
A nature gloriously akin to God in its mold, falling freely
into chime with his freedom. 1879 H. Maudsley Pathol.
Mind\\\\. 410 Others have found no such happy chime of

' fact and theory.

9. Comb., as chime-keeper, -maker, -player, etc.

;

chime-barrel, a barrel or cylinder (in clocks, a
prolongation of the striking wheel), studded with
pins placed so as to lift the tails of the bell-ham-

j

mers in due succession ; chime-bell : see above.
1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 332 A chimekeeper,

j
nolarum curator. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v., By setting the

j

names of your bells at the head of any tune, that tune may
I

easily be transferred to the chime-barrel. 1872 Ellacombe
Bells ofCh. ii, 21 In the last century, .chime barrels, .were
more common than at present . . various psalm tunes were
usually set in them.

Chime, chimb (tjoim), sb.'2- Also 4 chimbe,
6 chyme, 9 chimb. [ME. chimb e : cf. OE. * cim-
stanas bases of a pillar ' alleged by Somner. Also

I

Du. kim, MDu. kimme (*kemhe, *kemme, Flem.
! kemme) fern., edge of a cask, MEG. kimme fern.,

kimm masc, mod.G. kimme, edge, border (kimm-
1 inasser bilge-water) ; which appear to point to

;
a WGer. *kimma or *kimba fem. App. related is

i OE. cimbing, explained as ' commissura ? joining,

j

jointing ; cf Ger. kimmung horizon, mirage, kim-
1 men to notch, provide with a ( chimb'. The
;

general sense appears to be ' edge \ In late use
I the word is often altered to Chink.]

1. The projecting rim at the ends of a cask,

]

formed by the ends of the staves. . Also applied
loosely by coopers to the staves themselves

;
quot.

1580 takes it as the 'head' of a cask.)

[«8oo Erfurt Gloss. 291 Co/umissuras, cimbing. — Cor-
pus Gloss. 554 Commisura, cimbing. a 1000 Gloss, in

Wr.-Wulcker 206 Commisura, s. dicitur tabularum con-
iunctio, £eie&t cimbing, clut, uel flihteclab.] c 1386 Chaucer
Reeve's Prol, 41 Almoost al empty is the tonne. The

I

streem of lyf now droppeth on the chymbe [2 MSS. chimbe].

1

15 13 Bk* Keruytige in Babces Bk. 266 Whan ye sette a pype
on broche . . set it foure fynger brede aboue y* nether chyme.
1671 Skinner, Chimb, the Vttermost part of a Barrell.

1721 Urry Gloss. Chaucer, Chimbe, the Rim of a Cooper'.s

Vessel on the outside of the Head. The end of the
Staves from the Grooves outward are called the Chimes.

1755 Johnson, Chimb, the end of a barrel or tub. 1830 M.
Donovan Dom. Econ. I. 207 A cock is to be fixed in one of
the staves, about an inch above the bottom chimb. 1840
R. Dana Bef. Mast xxv. 79 A false deck, which was rougji

and oily, and cut up in every direction by the chimes of oil-

casks. 1881 Leicestcrsh. Gloss. (E. D. S-), Chime (pron.

choimc), a stave of a cask, barrel, etc. 1888 Pall Mall G.
11 Sept. 5/1 Seated on the edge of the canoe, which was al-

most as sharp as the chime of a cask.

2. 'That part of the water-way [plank which
connects the sides of a ship to the deck] which is

left the thickest, so as to project above the deck-

plank, and is notched or gouged hollow in front,

to let the water run free
1 (Smyth Sailor s Wd.-bk.,

'

s.v. Chine, to which he refers chime). [So Ger.

kimme i am schiffe der auszere rand \ Hildebrand.]

Chime (tjaim), v.^ Also4chimbe; 4-7chyme,

(6 chim). [ME. chimbe, chyme, belongs to chimbe,

chyme, Chime sb.r

A corresponding verb occurs in the mod. Scandinavian
langs. and dialects. In Swedish dial., Ihre 1766 has kimba
1 to strike the bell with a quick succession of strokes ' as

used in Upland ; it is now obs. there, but still used in part

of Finland (Uleaborg). Kimma (frououueed tfi'ma) is in

Gotland ' to strike a church bell with the clapper instead of

ringing', and in the island of Gotland ipron. ki"ma) ' to

strike a bell with a hammer or smooth stone '. Norwegian
(Aasen) has kime (tfZHW) in same sense, and Danish kimc
(iu'ma) to ring an alarum bell, toll a bell, ring chimes.

Although thus widely diffused, the word is not in ON., nor

even in the lang. of the middle period bef. the Reformation

in 1527; Swedish scholars think it possibly from English.}

1. intr. 'Ff> resound when struck, give forth a

musical sound, ring out ; to tinkle, arch.

<c 1340 Hampole Psalter (Ps.) xi. 7, Imange all metalles

nan is bat swetterly chymes ban syluere. 1393 Gower Conf
II. 13 The belle Whiche hath no clapper for tochime. 1600

Dr. DodyPoll 111. iii. in Bullen Old PL III. 132 Chime,
hollow caves, and chime you whistling reedes. 1607 Walk-
ington Opt. Glass 90 Their eares doe chime and tingle.

1784 Cowper Task 1. 193 Rills . . chiming as they fall Upon
loose pebbles.

fig- 1833 Tennyson Poems 121 To whom . . The life before,

the life behind, In the ear, from far and near, Chimeth
musically clear.

b. trans, (with the sound or music as object).

arch.
1613 Heywood Silver Age III, i. Wks. 1874 III. 127 Thou

chim st me spheare-like musicke. 1793 Southey Cliapel
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Bell II. 143, I love the bell that calls the poor to pray,

Chiming from village church its cheerful sound. 1806 A.

Duncan Nelson's Fun. 20 The . . bell . . chiming a funeral

peal.

2. intr. To produce a musical sound from a bell

(or the like) by striking it (or by other means
than ordinary * ringing '

: see b).

c 1440 Promt. Parv. 75 Chymyn or chenken wythe bellys

[1409 clynke bell], tintillo. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 124 By
Chiming with a Hammer upon the outside of a Bell. 187a

Ellacombe Bells ofCh. \\, Chiming in the regular way, i. e.

swinging the bells just enough to make the clappers strike.

b. trans. To strike (a bell, etc.) so that a

musical sound is given forth. See quot. 18S0.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 2^2 With lifted Arms they

order ev'ry Blow, And chime their sounding Hammers in a
Row. 1760 Goldsm. Cit, W. cxxiii, The man in black sat

next his mistress, helped her plate, chimed her glass, 1880

Grove Diet. A/us. I. 346 A bell is said to be chimed when
she is swung through the smallest part of a circle possible

so as to make the clapper strike, or when a separate hammer
is fixed apart from her and she is struck by it. There are

many different machines by which one man can chime any
number of bells.

3. To ring chimes with a set of musically attuned

bells, a. intr.

1530 Palsgr. 484/1 It is churche holyday to morowe . . in

the nexte parysshe, for they haue chymed there all this

afternoone.

b. trans, (with the bells as object).

161 1 Cotgr., Carillonner, to chyme, or knowle, bels. 1639
Horn & Robotham Gate Lang. Unl. lix. (1643) § 629 The
Sexton by chiming the l>els in due measure, in the steeple

or belfree, calleth the congregation together to divine ser-

vice. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 454 Eight bells

are chimed for an hour together.

4. intr. Said of a set of bells : To ring ? har-

moniously, to ring chimes. See Chime sbA
1633 G. Herbert Temple, Church-Porch lxv, When the

bells do chime 'Tis angels musick. 1831 Tennyson Palace
of Art xl, Those great bells Began to chime. "833 J.

Rennie Alph. Angling, A number of little bells are
attached in such a manner as to chime in harmony when
the nets are moved. 1870 K. Peacock HalfSkirl. III. 84
The bells chimed for early morning service.

b. trans. To indicate (the hour by chiming.
156a J. Heywood Prov. <y Etigr. (1867) 112, I .. might

:>et the clocke. .To strike and chime xij.

c. intr. With the hour as subject.

1867 Oliua C. Castlemaine 1 1879) 18 The noon hours
chimed from the bell-tower.

d. fig. (trans, and intr.

1580-3 Greene Mamittia Wks. 16S1-6 II, 85 Perceiuing

Gostino to craue rest and that his drowsie eyes chymed for

sleepe. 1596 Colse Petulope \i%%o) 171 How sore for sleepe

my eielids chim? 1634 Massinger Bondman 11. iii, If I did

not. .Look on my watch when my guts chimed twelve, ami
wear A state beard . . degrade me ! 1693 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. 693 My guts chime twelve, jam annum
csurio. 1768 Rays Prov. s.v. Belly, Your Belly chimes, it's

time to go to dinner. iBao Scott Ivanhoe \\, My ears are

chiming vespers with the strength of your good wine.

5. trans. To bring or put into or out of a stale

or place) by chiming, summon by chiming.
1588 Greene Poems (1861J 292 The clock, .chimes her faat

asleep. 1589 — Arcadia (1616) 14 Seeing they were wearie,

and that sleepe chimed on to rest. 1647 Cleveland Char.
Lond. Dium. 4 One chimes all in, and then the other strikes

up, as the Saints-Bell. 174a Young Nt. Th. 11. 460 Song,
fashionably fruitless !.. Chiming her saints to Cytherea s

fane. i8ao South ey Life Wesley II. 403 His enemies
had the indecency to chime him out of the church. 1859
Kingsley Plays A> Pnrit. Misc. II. 140 As God's bells chim-
ing him home in triumph.

6. Said of the human voice : To recite or repeat

in cadence or mechanically ; to prate, din (into

the ears), a. intr.

t 1386 Chaucer Reeves Prol. 42 The sely tonge may wel
rynge and chimbc Of wrecchednes, that passed is ful yoorc.

b. trans.

1697 C Leslie Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 186 Words which
the Quakers have Chim'd over and over against us. 1768 74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 495 Both Uhe orthodox and free-

thinkers] expect that a constant repetition of positive asser-

tions chimed into their ears by others, should pass for proof
and explanation. Ibid. II. 373 Continual harangues chimed
always in the same strain. 1809 Byron Eng. Bards 918 Let
simple Wordsworth chime his childish verse. 1814 J. Gil-
christ Reason Arbiter of Lang. 99 A senseless baby or
drivelling idiot chimes over the same word without mean-
ing or reason.

7. intr. Of verses, etc. : To rime or jingle.

a 1667 Cowley Liberty Wks. (17101 II. 691 In the same
Tune it shall not always Chime. 1704 J. Trait Abra-
MuU Prol. 15 His Numbers rarely chime, Nor bless the
Gall'rics with the Sweets of Rhime.

b. trans, {causative.} *

1878 Masque Poets 11 Chime word with word and pipe (o

catch the hour.

8. fig. intr. To accord harmoniously, harmonize,

agree.

1690 Locke Hum. Uud.n. xxv, Father, and Son; Hus-
band and Wife, and such other correlative terms . . do
readily chime, and answer one another in Peoples Memories.
1693 South Serm. 455 Let it chime right to the humour
which is at present a Gog. 1791 18x4 D Israeli Cur. Lit.,

Anc. Cookery, As in a concert instruments resound, My
ordered dishes in their courses chime. 183a Austin fnrispr.
(1879) v '- 3=7 The intention and expectation chime or go
together.

b. Constr. with.
1840 Hick ens Bam. Rud^e Ivii, There was a freshness in

the sound . . which chimed exactly with his mood, 1870

Lowell Study Wind. 158 A tendency, .which chimed with
]

his own private desires. 1870 Si-urgeon Trcas. Dav. Ps.
]

cxix. 20 How this fourth of the third eight chimes with the
fourth of the fourth eight.

9. Chime In. To join in harmoniously or in

unison (in music).
1681 Ess. Peace <y Truth Ch. 9 The whole world was i

made an Harmonious Scheme ; every Being from the least
1

and lowest, to the greatest and highest, chiming into the
Consort. i8ax Byron Sardnu. i. i. 32 The softening voices

j

.. Must chime in to the echo of his revel. 1878 H. M.
Stanley Dark Cont. II. xiii. 366 Uledi, with a cry of Bis-

millah ! . . struck his axe into the tree, and two others
chimed in.

b. To strike into a conversation with a note of

agreement.
1838 Macaulay in Life <y Lett. (1876' II. 31 ' He was ex-

tremely civil*, Wiseman chimed in. 1863 Mary Howitv
' E. Bremer's Greece I. vii. 241 'Of course, nobody can doubt

it,' chimed in gravely a highly cultivated Greelc

C. Chime in with : f (*0 To come into agree-

ment or harmony with
;

(b.) To be in complete
accord with. (

= Chime with, 8 b, but expressing

subordinate accord.'
171a Arbuthnot John Bull (17551 5 Mrs. Bull had been

pretty well tuned up by Frog, who chimed in with her
learned harangue. 1713 Loud. <y Country Brew. 1. 1 1742) 79, i

I must chime in with his Notion. 1820 Scott Moneut. vui, I

'Indeed' said Elspeth, trying to catch and chime in with
the ideas of the Sub- Prior. 1861 Mill Utilit. 71 It would
always chime in with our feelings of fitness, that acts which
we deem unjust should be punished.

Chime tjaim), v.- [f. Chime M.2] trans. To
groove or chamfer the ends of cask-staves on the

inner surface, and so to form the chime.
1880 Times 9 Oct. 10/3 The body thus formed is then

taken to the chiming, crozing, and howelling machine, and i

is afterwards hooped by hand. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. fatal,
j

83 Machine for chiming, crozing and howelling casks.

Chimed Ujaimd;,///. a. [f. Chime v. 1
] Rung

j

in harmonious succession
;
rimed, etc.

1630 Shirley Upon Prince's Birth Wks. VI. 423 The
Muses, that in well-chim'd verse.. do sing. i8ai Joanna
Baillie Met. Leg., Lady G. B. xli, She heard the chim'd
bells.

Chimenai, -enee, -eney, obs. ff. Chimnky.
Chimer chimere (tjimoi, tjimi^j). Forms:

|

4 chemer, chemeyr, 4, 6 chimmer, 5 7 chymer, ,

5-8 ehymere, 6 chymmer, chymour, shemer,
chamraer, chamarre, 6-7 chimer, 9 chimar, 7-
chimere. [The same word as OF. chamarre
;mod.F. simarre, ' a loose and light gownc

'

' (Cotgr.). Did mentions Sp. chamarra, zamarra,
-o, sheepskin, Sard, acciamarra white sheepskin

coat, It. zimarra, Pr. samarra, of uncertain origin.

In med.,Anglo-)L. chimera, chimera, whence perh.

the Eng. form, or vice versa.]

A loose upper robe. a. esp. That worn by a

bishop, to which the lawn sleeves arc attached.
* Which, before and after the reformation, till Queen Kliza-

l>cth's time, was always of scarlet silk ; but Bishop Hooper
scrupling first at the robe itself, and then at the colour of

it, as too light and gay for the episcopal gravity, it was
changed for a chimere of black satin ' (Wheai ley Common
Prayer (1710) ii. f 4 1.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 580'rhegude bischop. .A chemeyr
\v.r. chemer, chimmer] for till heill his veid, Aboue his

armyng had. Ibid. 601 With that he kest of his Chemer.
c 1430 Hknryson Mar. Fab. and Prol. 30 His chymeris wes
of chainl>elote purpour broun. 1563 Foxk A. $ M. 1050
Hysvpper gannentewas a long Shemer \ed. 1583 ChymereJ
downe to the foote, and vnder that a whyte lynncn rochet.

Ibid. (15961295/2 Their fpriests'l chimmcrs and scappitlers

which they weare. a 1586 Maitland Poems 1 1786) 188 (Jam.)
Thair hudes, thair chymours, thair garnysings. 1634 Cannk
Neeess. Separ. • <

'

1 \) 273 Their black chimere, or sleeveless

coat, put upon the fine white rochet. 1633 Sc. Act L'has. I
(1817)V. 21 ijani.) A chymer. .to be worne over thair whytes
at the tyme of thair consecratioun. 1679 Oldham Satires

on Jt suits 1 1854) 131 Albs, ammits, rochets, chimera, hoods, I

and cowls. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. xvi. 199 Grindal, the

new Bp. of London, preached at St. Pauls Cross, in his

rochet and chimere. 173a Neai. Hist. Pnrit. 1. 71 His
upj>er garment was along scarlet Chyniere. 1883 Bp> Phaser
in Standard 20 Jan. 3/6 The chimere is properly a kind of

cope with apertures for the arms to pass through,

b. As worn by others : variously explained.

1 1380 Acts Neiv College, Oxford Ruhr. 33 Quod Custos,

Socii et scholares . . capis, chimeris, et tabard is longis et

talaribus . . superius induantur.] a 1500 Metr. Voc. in Wr.-
j

Wiilcker 629 Est interula, bracer, camisia, toga, et iupa, :

\gtosscd] smokke, brechys, schyrt, gowne, a ehymere. 1530
Palsur. 558/2 Your sworde freateth the plyghtes of your

|

chymer [chammare]. Ibid. 637/1 Put of this chymmer, it

mysl>ecometh you. Ibid. 674/1 Wyll you put on your
chamarre to daye? a 1850 Mks. Browning Poems II. 304
This purple chimar which we wear.

Chimer - (tfaimaj). [f. Chime v. -v -kk '.] One
who chimes bells, or plays a set of chimes.
1611 Cotgr. Carillonncur, a chymer, or knowler, of bels.

1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 331 A chimer, cam-
panorum fiulsator ad numeros. 187a Ellacombe Ch. Bells

Devon 262 Every Ringer shall also be a chimer.

Chimera, chimeera kimi»ra,koi-'. Forms:

4 ehymere, 5 7 chimere; 4-7 chymera, 6

chemera), 7 chymeera, 6 chimffira, chimera.

[MK. chimere, a. F. chimere, ad. L. chimera, a.
|

Gr. x'M01 **1 she-goat or monster, f. \inap-os he-
j

goat. Since the 1 6th c. the earlier form from Fr.

has been supplanted by its Latin original. As
|

chimere was certainly (tfrmer), the two spoken
forms are practically distinct words.]

1. A fabled fire-breathing monster of Greek
mythology, with a lion's head, a goat's body, and
a serpent's tail (or according to others with the
heads of a lion, a goat, and a serpent), killed by
liellerophon.

1381 WVCL0 Bible Prol. 31 Beestis clepid chymeres, that
han a part of ech beest, and suche ben not, no but oonly in
opynyoun. (1430 Lvdg. Bochas 1. Iv, The Chimere of
Licy. .1528 Skelton/\ Sparoioe\y^ By Chemeras flames.
1600 Faiki-ax Tasso vm. xviii, New Chimeres, Sphinges, or
like monsters bred. 1613 Heywood Silver Age 1. L Wks.
1874 III. 89 That monstrous beast of Cicily. Cal'd the
Chimera. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 628 All monstrous, all pro-
digious things, .worse Then fables yet have feign'd, or fear
conceiv'd, Gorgons and Hydra's, and Chimera's dire. 1751
Smollett Per. Pic. lxiv, A convocation of chimeras breath-
ing fire and smoke. 1831 Landor Siege Attcona Wks.
LS46 II. 584 The flames and coilings of the fell Chimaera.

2. In Painting, Arch., etc. A grotesque monster,

formed of the parts of various animals.
[1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. xxxvii. (1495) 879

Somtyme they . . bryngyth to lesynges as he dooth that
paynteth Chymera with thre heedes.J 1634 Jackson Creed
vn. xi, Chimeras, or painted devices which represent no
visible creature. 1636 B. Jonson Dt'scov., He complains of
their painting Chimaeras, by the vulgar unaptly called
grotesque. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 83 r 7 The third

Artist . . had an excellent Hand at a Chimera. 1876 Hum-
imirkv Coin-Coll. Man. vi. 66 The Chimaera enriching the
helmet is the monster Scylla.

3. fig. with reference to the terrible character, the

unreality, or the incongruous composition of the

fabled monster : a. A horrible and fear-inspiring

phantasm, a bogy.
1514 Barclay Cyt. ff Uplondyshm. (1847' 72 Against the

Chimer here stoutly must he fight. 1601 Cornwallyes
Ess. xvii, Chimerics, begotten betweene Feare, and Dark-
nesse, which vanish with the Lig^ht. 1730 Thomson A utumn
1145 Full of pale fancies and chimeras nuge. 1856 Fkoude
Hist. Eng. 11858) I. v. 429 The nation .. exorcised the
chimaera with a few resolute words for ever.

b. An unreal creature of the imagination, a

mere wild fancy ; an unfounded conception. (The
ordinary modern use.) See also BoMBINatk.
1587 Golding De Momay xxv. 379 How could that

Chymera haue come in any mans minde? < 1645 Howell
Lett. I. 1. iv, That golden mync is proved a meer ChyTncra,
an imaginary airy myne. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull 11.

iii, Exploded chimera's, the perpetuum mobile .. philo-

sopher's stone, etc.. 1796 Morse Atner. Geog. II. 18 The
sea-snake, or serpent of the ocean, is no longer counted a
chimera. 1835 Sir J. Koss N. W. Pass. xv. 237 The
' chimera of a north-west passage ', as it has been termed.

O. An incongruous union or medley.
183* (t. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 27 The exterior

of the Church.. is a chimera in architecture, being Doric
below, Corinthian above, and Ionic in the middle.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1619 Br. J. Williams Serm. Apfarcll (i62o> 20 For a

woman . . to come vnto a Church Cnumera-like. .halfc male
and halfe female. 1761 Frances Shkridan S. Bidulph III.

138 Our sex, said he, have not such chimzra notions.

Hence Chime raship nonce-wd.

1843 Carlyle Past iy Pr. (1858) 170 His |MM Chimera
ship.

t Chime*rian, a. Obs. rare. [f. Chimeba +
-ian.] ^ncxt.
163a LiTHiiow Trav. 1. (1682) 32 This is another of our

I,ady of Lorettoes Miracles. .As for any more vertueof this

Chimerian image, etc.

Chimeric kime-rik, kai-
:
a. [f. Chimeka +

-ic] 1. ^Chimerical ; imaginary, fanciful.

1653 R. Bailik Dissuasive Vind. (1655)84 Your Chimerick
excommunication which your self has invented. 173a Swikt
Beasts' Confess., Rise by merit to promotion ; Alas . a mere
chimeric notion. 187a Hrowning Fiftnc iii. 6 With no
chimeric claim to supermundane birth.

2. Of the nature of a chimera ; chimera-like.

1849 Rvskin Sev. Lamps v. § 21. 158 The irises of the eyes

of its chimeric monsters being cut boldly into holes.

Chimerical ^kimerikal, kai-% a. Forms: 7

chymserical, chymerical'l, 7 8 chimaorical(l,

7 chimerical, [f. ns prcc. + -al.]

1. Of the nature of a chimera
;
vainly or fantasti-

cally conceived, imaginary, fanciful, visionary.

1638 Fkatlv Strict. Lyudom. 11. 9 The fire of Purgatory is

rightly termed. .Chymericall, because a meere fiction. 1709

Steele Tatter No. 69 f 1 He can .. distinguish between

Chirmerical and Practical Politicks. 1763 Johnson in Bos-

tvell xv. Sir, this book . . is a pretty essay . . though much
of it is chimerical. 1876 Rosw. Smith Carthage 178 The
distant and chimerical projects of Hamilcar.

2. Prone to entertain chimeras; fd led with idle

fancies and wild dreams ; whimsical, fanciful.

1660 Cluxrac. Italy 10 Hammer'd in the impure mint of

his own Chymairical Pericranium. 1718 treethinker No.

95. 387 She is somewhat too scrupulous, if not a little chi-

merical. 1854 A. R. Scoble tr. Gnhot's Olkftr Cromwell
1. 4 The most chimerical of the non-military republicans.

Hence Chime'rically adv., in a chimerical way,

'vainly, wildly, fantastically', in Uailey ;fol.)

1731-6, Johnson, and mod. Diets.; Chime rical-

ness rare~°, chimerical quality,
4 imaginariness,

whimsicalness* vHailcy (fol.) 1731-6O
t Chi'merize v. Obs. [f. Chimeka + -izk.]

intr. To indulge in chimeras, to foster wild and

unfounded fancies. Hence Chi'merizing a.



CHIMIN. 349 CHIMNEY.

1604 T. Wright Passions vi. 316 A certayne vayne and

chimerizing discoursing, by which men build Castels in the

Ayre. 1626 tr. Boccalini 226 \T.) Sophistical dreams and

chimerizing ideas. 1651 Howell Venice 187, I found him

chimerising within himselfhow he might make it possible, etc.

Chimiee, obs. f. Cimice sb.<

Chimie(ke, etc., obs. f. Chemic, etc.

t Chi'min. Old Law. [a. F. chemin road, in I

Law Lat. cheminus, chiminus.] A way or road.

1613 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 159 Hither belongeth

chemin, or way ouer ones land from one certain place to

another. 1628 Coke On Litt. 56. 1670 Blount Lam Diet.,

Chimin, .signifies a way ; which is of two sorts. The Kings

High-way, and a private way.

Chi'minage. Feudal Law. [a. OF. chemin-

aife right of way, f. chemin road ; in Law Lat. chi-

miuagium.] A toll formerly paid for liberty of

passage through a forest.

[1217 Charter of Forest § 14 Forestarius outran _de feudo

firmam nobis reddens pro balliva sua capiat chiminagium.l

1594 Crompton Jurisdiction 189 Chimynage, that is toll for

wayfearage. 1610 W. Folkingham Art Surz'ey in. iv. 70.

1617 in J. Guest Rotherham (1879) 381, Aug' 8. Pd for

Chymynage, or libertie of passage [over Rotherham Moor].

1717 Did. Rust., Chiminage, a toll for wayfaring or pas-

sage through a Forest : also, a Fee taken by Foresters

throughout their Bailiwick for Timber, Bushes, etc. 1765

Act 5 Geo. Ill, c. 26 Pream., Assarts, purprestures, chimin-

ages, piscaries. 1817 Ann. Reg. 1816 Chron. 303 The ac-

counts, .proved, .that chiminage had anciently been levied.

Chiming (tjaimirj), vbl. sl>. [f. Chime z-.i]

The action of the vb. Chime in various senses.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. 'Pong, Carillon, a chimyng of

bels, courfew. 1646 Shirley F'rieudshipV/ks. VI. 453 The
chiming of the Spheres. 1667 Dryden Ess. Dram. Poesic

Wks. 1725 I. 74 The Rhyme is disposed carelessly, and far

from often chyming. 1721 Stjiype Feci. Mem. 1 1. 1. 1, xxxii.

266 [Piers Plowman] is writ in metre, but much different

from the manner of our modern verse, there being no

rhithms or chiming of words. 1864 Ecclesiologist in Ella-

combe Bells 0/Ch. iv. (1872) 265 In both chiming and ring-

ing the motion of the bell is oscillatory.

b. Comb., as chiming-barrel (see quot).

1884 F. Britten Watch ty Clockm. 51 [The] Chiming
Barrel . . [is] a brass or wooden cylinder studded with pins

for lifting the hammers in a chiming train.

Chiming (tfai'mirj),///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing'^.]

That chimes, in various senses of the vb.

1648 Herrick Hesfer., To Musick (1869) 109 Fall down.

.

from those thy chiming spheres To charme our soules.

1656 More Antiii. Ath. Pref. Gen. (1712I 13 This Assertion

. .is a mere chiming contradiction. 1726 Gay Fables I. xl.

13 The poet's chiming close. ai&]Q Monsell Ch. Bells in

Kllacombe Bells 0/ Ch. i. (1872) 20 Chiming Bells, with

changeful sound, Scatter music all around.

Hence t Chiminffness, chiming quality.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk Selv. To Rdr., Those bewitcheries

of speech that flow from Gloss and Chimingness.

Chimla, -lay, -ley, -lie, dial. ff. Chimney.

Chimmer, obs. form of Chimek. 1

Chimney (tji'rnni), sl>. Forms : 4 chimenee,

ehymenay, 4-5 cheminey, chymeney(e, 4-7

ehymney, 5- chimney. Also 4 ohimenai, ehym-
nee, chemne, chimne, 4-5 chymenei, -neye,

chymne, chemney, chemyney, 5 oheraeney,

-onye, -ene, chymene, chymnei, -eny, -yney,

chympne, sohimnay, 5-6 chymny(e, 6 ehim-,

chameney, ehyminey, chymnaye,chymmeney,
chimnie, -nye, -nej, 6-7 chimneye, 7-8 ehimrry,

Sc. 6 ehim-, chymlay, chimblay, 8 chimla, 8-9

(also dial.) chimlie, -ley, -ly, ehumley, -lay; also

dial, and vulgar ehimbly. [ME. chimenee, etc.,

a. OF. (and mod.K.) cheminee fireplace, and chim-

ney, corresp. to It. cam(m)inata fireplace, room

with a fireplace :—late L. camindta, deriv. of L.

caminus 'furnace, forge, oven'. Pliny (H. N.

xvil. xi) hasfossura camindta ' hole dug out oven-

shape, wider below'. Camiuata as sb. occurs in a

Frankish document anno 584 ' solarium cum cami-

nata '. From the persistence of the medial i in OF.
it is seen that the word was not an ancient popular

word, but a very early adoption of camiuata with

subsequent phonetic evolution. As the usual sense

in med.L. is 'room with a fireplace', it is assumed

that this was short for camera camiuata. The
sequence of senses as seen in It., Fr., and Eng. is

' room with a fireplace ',
' fireplace ',

' smoke-vent

over a fireplace '.]

+ 1. A fireplace or hearth. Obs. exc. died.

a 1330 Syr Degarrc 352 Ase fer out of a chimenai. c 1340

Gaw. Gr. Knt. 875 A cheyer by-fore be chemne, per

charcole brenned, Watz graybed for Syr Gawan. c 1380

Sir Ferumb. 2232 pan was ber 011 a ehymenay a gret fyr

bat brente rede. 1461-83 Ord.R. Househ. 22 For his [the

King's] own person, one ehymney brenning day and night.

1632 Milton VAllegro in And stretch'd out all the chim-

ney's length Basks at the fire his hairy strength. 1709
Steele Tatter No. 79 T 1 The Rules of Ben's Club, which
are in Gold Letters over the Chimney. 18x6 Scott Old
Mart, xxvii, 'The honest man thought it was best to gang
and sit by the chimley when the reek rase '.

f b. Including the flue or vent over it. Obs.

1519 Horman Vulg. xvi, The shanke or tonel of the

ehymney voydeth nat the smoke. 1577 Harrison England
II. xii. (1877) 1. 239 The multitude of chimnies latelie erected,

wheras in their yoong daies. .ech one made his fire against

a reredosse in the hall. 1596 Spenser F. Q. ii. ix. 29 One

great chimney, whose long tonnell thence The smoke forth

threw. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The parts of a chim-

ney are the jambs, or sides . . the tube or funnel which con-

veys away the smoke, .and the hearth, or fire-place.

+c. ? The ornamental structure of marble, wood,

etc., around a fireplace ; a Chimney-piece.

1338 Leland {tin. (1769) V. 79 The Chaumbre wher King
Henri the vii. was borne, in Knowlege wherof a Chym-
meney is new made with the Armes and Badges of King
Henri the vii. 1668 Pepvs Diary 23 Nov., And so to buy
a picture for our blue-chamber chimney. 1863 Robson
Bards of Tyne 313 Reed roarin' chucks on the chimley

aw'll place.

f 2. Translating Gr. aajxivos, L. caminus, furnace.

1340 Hampole Pr. Cause. 4368 His fete er like latoun

bright Als in a chymne' brynnand light, c 1550 Cheke
Matt. xiii. 42 Yli schal throw y ™ in to yc Chimnej of fijr.

161 1 Bible 2 Esdras vi. 4 Or euer the chimnies in Sion

were hot.

f3. A (portable'; fire-grate, fire-pan, stove. Obs.

c 1420 Auturs ofArth. xxxv, A schimnay of charcole, to

chaufen the knyjte. 15. . Burrow Lazues c. 125 § 1 (Jam.)

[Moveabill heirschip] . . ane bag to put money in . . ane
chimney, ane water-pot. 1558 Inv. in J. Croft Excerpta
Ant. (1697) 25 Item, one Iron chimley .. vj. viij. a 1572

Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. r77 And so was brought ane
chymlay full of burnyng coallis. 1616 in Raine //ist. N.
Durham 243. [Cf. 1861 Our Eng. Home 128.]

4. The passage or flue by which the smoke from

a fire or furnace ascends and escapes.

c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 2351 In to Floripas hour. By a

Chemney he wente inne. c 1440 Promp. Parr. 75 Chymney,
fumarium. 1538 Leland /tin. (1710-21 VIII. 11. 66b, One
thinge I muche notyd in the Haulle of Bolton, how Chime-
neys were conveyed by Tunnells made on the syds of the

Wauls . . and by this meanes, and by no Covers is the smoke .

.

wonder strangly convayed. 1582 in W. H. Turner Select.

Rec. Oxford 424 All chymneys . . shall . . be swept fower

tymes everie yeare. 1767 T. Hutchinson Hist. Proz'. Mass.
iii. 326 Like to the roaring of a chimney when on fire. 1868

Daily Nezus 10 Oct., Mr. Arnold said that the legislature

had used a strange expression in the phrase ' chimney on

fire ', which must clearly mean the soot within it.

b. The part of the flue raised like a turret above

the roof of a house.
c 1340 Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 798 Chalk whyt chymnees ber ches

he in no^e, Vpon bastel rouez, bat blenked ful quyte. 1467

in Eng. Gilds (1870) 372 That no chimneys of tre ner thached

houses be suffred w'yn the cyte. 1494 Fabyan vii. 475 It

blewe downestronge &myghty buyldyngs,as toures, steples,

houses & chymneys. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. iii. 60 The Night

ha's been vnruly : Where we lay, our Chimneys were blowne

downe. 1632 Milton VAllegro 81 Hard by a Cottage

chimney smokes From betwixt two aged okes. 1673 Ray
Journ. Low C. 56 A multitude of Storks, .building upon
their Chimnies. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede 58 Farther on,

. .they can just see the chimneys of the Hall Farm.

5. a. The funnel which carries off smoke or steam

from a locomotive engine, steam-boat, etc. b. A
tube of glass placed over the wick of a lamp to

protect the flame and promote combustion.

1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. Art I. 5 Furnished with a

cover and chimney. 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. 1. 601 They
see her [river steamer] lower her chimney to pass beneath

the arch. 1857 Eucycl. Brit. XIII. 171/1 In some lamps.

.

the same effect is produced by the contraction of the cylin-

drical glass chimney. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 41 The
clouds of steam which issue from the chimney of a loco-

motive engine.

6. transf. a. Applied to a natural vent or open-

ing in the earth's surface, esp. that of a volcano.

c 1374 Chaucer Bocth. I. iv. 12 pe vnstable mountaigne
bat hyjt Veseuus . bat wircheb oute boru3 hys brokene
chemineys smokyng fires. 1684-5 Boyle Min. Waters 19

Whether at or near the mouth or orifice, of the above

mentioned chimneys or vents, there be found . . flowers of

Brimstone. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 189 The ejected matter

has fallen all round the orifice in conical layers .
. sloping

in all directions away from the central chimney. 1887 C. F.

Holder Living Lights 13.

t b. A vent for humours or ' fumosities of the

body. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. v. ii. (1495) 103 The heed

is the chymeneye and helynge [caminus sive tectum sive

eooperculum\ of alle the body, and therfore it takyth in itself

many fumosytees that come out of al the body. 1684 Boyle
Porousn. A nim. c*>- SolidBod. iii. 15, 1 look upon the Windpipe
as the great Chimney of the Body, in comparison of those

little Chimneys in the Skin, at which the matter that is

wasted by perspiration is emitted. 1713 Derham Pkys.-

Theol. v. v, Acute Distempers . . arising from a Diminution

of Transpiration through the cutaneous Chimneys.

7. In an organ : A narrow tube inserted in the

' cap ' or top of a stopped metal pipe, which

allows a part of the air to escape and has the effect

of sharpening the note.

1876 Hiles Calech. Organ iv. (1878) 28 There are half-

stopped pipes which have in the cap or stopper a small tube,

or chimney, and hence called, in France,flute a cheminee.

1880 Hopkins in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 538/1.

8. A name given by mountain-climbers to a cleft

in a vertical cliff by which it may be scaled,

usually by pressing rigidly against the opposite

sides.

1871 Whymper Scrambles in the Alps 119, 1 lowered my-

self through the chimney, however. Mod. The 'great

Chimney ' of the Pillar Rock in Ennerdale.

9. Mining. An ore-shoot (Raymond Min. Gloss.)

10. General comb., chiefly attrib. : a. lit., as

chimney-Jire, -flue, -grate, -ornament, -pier, -smoke,

-smutch, -tile, -vault, etc. ;
chimney-like adj.

1794 G. Adams Nat. tj Exp. Philos. I. iv. App. 157 The

design of a *chimney-fire being to warm a room. 1763
Ferguson in Phil. Trans. LIIL 171 The straight bars of a
"chimney-grate. 1862 Ansted Channel 1st. 1. v. (ed. 2) 113
At Moye Point are two "chimney-like holes. 1823 J. Bad-
cock Doiu. Amuscm. 196 Elegant and cheap "chimney
ornaments. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archil. I. 298 There
are remnants of simple but well-designed ' chimney -piers.

1872 E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. ii. 16 Far from furnace-
glare and "chimney-smoke. 1791 Cowper Odyss. xvm. 34
Like an old hag Collied with 'chimney-smutch! 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Bonn) 1 1. 29 The pictures
on the "chimney-tiles of his nursery, c 1820 S. Rogers Italy,

Naples 124 The ample chimney-vault is dun with smoke.

b. in sense ' belonging to the fire-side or

chimney-corner, fireside- ' (chiefly depreciatory), as

chimney-cavalier, -minstrel, -preacher, -tale, -talk.

1602 -2nd Ft. Return fr. Parnass. in. ii. lArb.) 41 Sir

Raderick keepes no " chimney Cauelere, That takes Tobacco
aboue once a yeare. 1656 Trapp Comm. Rev. vi. 13 Rome's
dunghill deities, together with their chemarims or "chimney-
chaplains, the priests. 1801 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Tears
<y Smiles Wks. 1S12 V. 70 ' Chimney-minstrels, crickets

call'd. 1549 Bale in Pref. Cheke's Hurt Sedition (1641I b,

These *chhnney-Preachers, and bench-Bablers. a 1683
Oldham Whs. * Rem. (1686) 53 Old Wives, in Superstition

over-grown, With "Chimny-Tales, and Stories best are

won. 1649 G. Daniel Triuarch., Rich. II, cccxlvi, But it

will out ; for Chronicles haue made It Common "' Chimney
talke. 1670 Eachard Cant. Clergy 44 Things, .that serve

for chimney and market-talk.

11. Special combs. : + chimney-bacon, smoke-
dried bacon

;
chimney-baek, the back of a fire-

place; chimney bellflower, ! — chimney-plant

;

ehimney-board, a board used to closeup a fireplace

in summer ;
chimney-breast, that projecting part

of the wall which is between the chimney-flue and
the room ;

chimney-can — Chimney-pot ; chim-
ney-doctor, one who cures smoking chimneys

;

chimney-glass, (a.) the looking-glass commonly
placed over a chimney-piece ; {/>.) 'gardener's name,

on the Bombay side of India, for the flower and

plant Allamanda cathartica' (Sir G. Birdwood in

Yule) ;
ehimney-hat = chimney-pot hat ( see Chim-

ney-pot) ; chimney -head = Chimney-top i
;

chimney-hook, a hook or crook on which to sus-

pend pots and pans over a fire, or for other purposes

(see quot.) ; chimney-jack, a rotating chimney-

pot or cowl ; chimney- jamb (see quot.) ; chim-
ley-, ehimla-lug (Sc.), the side or ' cheek' of the

fireplace ; + chimney - man, the collector of

Chimney-money ; f chimney-mantle, a mantel-

piece ;
chimney-nook, ehimley-nuik [Sc.) —

Chimney-couner ;
chimney-plant, a name for

Campanula pyramidalis, which is placed as an

ornament before fireplaces in the summer (Treas.

Bot.) ; t chimney-publican, a farmer of the

Chimney-money ;
chimney - shaft = chimney-

stalk ; f chimney-shank, a flue
;
chimney-side,

one of the two vertical sides of a fireplace

;

chimney corner, fire-side (obs. or arch.) ; chim-
ney-stack, a group of chimney-stalks, united in

one block ; chimney-stalk, (a.) the part of a chim-

ney which rises, detached, from a house-top ;
(b.) a

tall chimney built to carry off the smoke from a

mill, factory, etc.; f chimney-stoek, (?)one of

the upright sides of a chimney or grate ;
chimney-

swallow, the common swallow, Ilirundo rustica;

chimney - tax = Chimney - money ;
chimney-

throat, the narrowest part of a chimney, between

the gathering and the flue ; chimney-tun (dial.

)

= chimney-stalk.

1566 Dkant Horace s Sat. 11. ii. F v, With better meate .

.

then, .^chimnye bacon. 1764 H. T. Croker, etc. Diet. Arts
s. v. Chimney, The mouth of the tube, or that part joined to

the "chimney back. 1884 Gardening Ililtstr. 8 Nov. 426/2 A
garden of Bell Worts, .might include, .the *Chimney Bell-

flower. 1708 Mrs. Centlivre Busie Bod. iv. iv. 64 Can
you condescend to stand behind this Chimney-Board, Sir

George? 1796 Jane Austen Sense f Sens, xxxviii, She

never made any bones of hiding, behind a chimney-board,

on purpose to hear what we said. 1843 Lever J. Hinton

iii. 10 A mirror of gigantic proportions occupied the "chim-

ney-breast. 1824 Ann. Reg. 140 Edinburgh—A strong gale

. .came on from the north-east, and the usual demolition of

*chimney-cans, slates, etc. ensued. 1851 D. Wilson Preh

Ann. (1863) II. 127 A remarkable class of urns . .
described

in the old Statistical Reports as resembling chimney-cans.

1772 Acc. in Tomlinson Doucaster (1887) 237 Mr. Allen the

"Chimney Doctor, for two chimneys. 1809 R. Langfokd

Iutrod. Trade 81 A "Chimney Glass and a pair of Sconces.

1830 Dickens Nieh. Nick, xxxii, Sticking the card 10 the

chimney-glass, 1837 Carlylk Fr. Rev III. IV. iv. (L.) As

great Sol scatters his first fire-handful, tipping the hills

and 'chimney-heads with gold. 1726 Neve Builders Diet.

(ed. 2) *Chimney hooks. These are Hooks of Steel or

Brass put into the Jambs of the Chimney .
. for the handle

of the Fire-pan, and Tongs to rest in. Ibid., '"Chimney-

iambs The sides of a Chimney.. on the Extremities oi

which the Mantle-tree resteth. 1785 Burns Ep. to Davie

i While frosty winds blaw in the drift, Ben to the "chimla

lug. a 1695 Wood Life (1848) 201 The King's revenue in

customs, excise, and "chimney men. 1855 Macaulay Hist,

Eng. III. xi. 36 Nor could the Treasury .
.
restrain the

chimneyman from using his powers with harshness ; for the

tax was farmed. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 22 The "Chimney-

mantles ought to be all of Stone or Marble. 1637 B - Jonson

Sad Sheph. 1. ii, Aiken. Where saw you her? Scath. In
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the "chimney-nuik within. 1788 Burns Eriars-Carse /ter-

mitagc 12nd version) Seek the chimney-nook of ease. 1816

Scott Old Mort. vii, 'Ilka auld wife in the chimley-neuck'.

1671 Bt'TLER^vr;//., Inmem. Duralvi/l'h' Excise and 'Chim-
ney-Publican. 166a Gerbier Princ. 9 Exorbitant Chim-
ney-Shafts. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. L 265 With
the fireplace came that other modern feature, the chimney-

shaft. 155a Huloet, "Chymney shanke, or tont\, fitwarij,

173a Swim Sacr. Test. (J.) Low offices, which some neigh-

bours hardly think it worth stirring from their *chimney
sides to obtain. 1824 Scon Let. 18 Feb. in Lockhart,

An accurate sketch of the windows and chimney sides of

the drawing room. 1841-44 Emerson Ess. Heroism "Wks.

iBohn)I. 104 The nook and chimney-side of prudence. 1840
Dickens Barn. Pudge lxiv, Roof and chimney-stack
seemed drunk. 186a Lvtton Sir. Story 8 Abrupt gables

and lofty chimney-stacks. i8a8 Scott Tapestried Chamber,
Ancient wreathed and carved "chimney-stalks. 1866 Athe-
nxum No. 2009. 566/2 Two enormous chimney-stalks. 1602

How Choose Gd. Wifefr. Bad m. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley IX.

54 He had a pound of soap to scour his face, And yet his

brow looks like the "Chimney-stock. 165a Gaule Mag-
astrow. 181 The crickets chirping behind the chimney-
stock. 1775 White in Phil. Trans. LXV. 258 The house-
swallow, or *chimney-swallow, is. .the first comer of al! the

British hirundines. 1855 Macau lay Hist. Eng. III. 37
An Act by which the "chimney tax was declared a badge
of slavery. 1800 Hurdis Fav. Village 165 Perch'd on the

brink of chimney-throat profound. 1869 E. A. Parkes
Pratt, Hygiene (ed. 3) 371 The chimney throat was con-

tracted so as to lessen the draught. 1600 /user, oh Porch
at Beaupre", Glamorgansh. {N. <y Q. ( 187 1 1 2 Sept. ) Rycharde
Basset . . Bwylt This Porch With The Chymnye Tunnes.

1875 JefPEUES Wild Life in S. C. 168 On
t
the great

chimney-tuns, as country folk call them, and in the ivy,

tribes of birds have taken up their residence.

Chrmney, v. nonce-wd. [f. the sb.] trans.

To furnish with a chimney or chimneys.

1833 Lamb Elia, Old Margate Hoy, A great sea chimera,

chimneying and furnacing the deep.

Chi'mney-comer. [see Chimney sb. i.]

1. The comer or side of an open fireplace or

hearth, i.e. of the large projecting or retreating

fireplace of oklen times ;
' the fireside ; the seat on

each end of the firegrate* (J.) ;
familiarly treated

as the place of the old, the infirm, and idle.

1580 I Iollyband Treos. Er. Tong., Vn Cendrier, he that

keepeth the chimney corner, a sluggard. 1581 Sidney
Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 40 A tale which holdeth children from
play, and old men from the chimney corner. 1674 R. God-
frey /«/'. <r Ab. Physic Pref., Every one has the priviledg

to speak his mind in his Chimney-Corner. 1820 Scon
Monast. Introd. Ep., The parson would not leave the quiet

of his chimney-corner. 1860G. Macdonald Q. Netghb.
xxxiii, All but confined to the chimney-corner now.

2. attrib. (Cf. Chimney 10 b.}

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 300 To be made at length a
Winters Tale, and Chimney-corner Discourse, xw Da
Foe Syst. Magic 1. ii. (1840) 46 A chimney-corner tale, fit

for a legend. 1832-4 De Qlincey Cxsars Wks. X. 29 note,

A chimney-corner politician . . a mere speculator or un-

practical dreamer. 1878 Emerson Sovereignty of Ethics in

*V. Atner. Rev. CXXVI. 417 A sterile chimney-corner
philosophy.

Chimneyed (tjrmnid , a. [f. Chimney
sb. + -JSD-.] Having a chimney or chimneys.

1821 Joanna Baillie Met. Leg., Wallace xxxiv. 8 Whose
chimney'd roofs the steep ridge cope.

Chimneyless (tJi-mnUes), a. [f. Chimney
sb. + -less.] Having no chimney or chimneys.
1662 Fuller Worthies Mcrionethsh. (R.) Two or more

tipling houses, and chimnyless bams. 1881 Cowen in

Standard 30 Aug. 3/3 An Irish peasant, reared amidst the

smoke of a one-roomed and chimneyless cabin. 1884 Health
Exhib. Catal. 80/1 The Patent, .chimneyless burner.

t Chi mney-mo ney. Obs. A tax of two
shillings per annum on every fire-hearth in England
and Wales, imposed by Act 13 & 14 Chas. II, re-

galed by 1 Wm. & Mary
;
any similar tax.

1664 Earl Orrery State Lett. (1743* t. 155 The payments
of hearth and chimney money. 1665 Sitrv. Aff. hetncrl. 74
Chimney-money and Excise is imposed. 1660 Pepys Diary
1 5 Oct., One moved that the chimney-money might be taken

from the King. 1689 Address fr. Northnmbld. 17 July in

Land. Gaz. No. 2483/1 Your Majesties great Clemency and
unexampled Favour in freeing and easing Your Subjects

from the Burthen of Chimney-Money, a 1714 Burnet Own
Tituex. (»734) II- 13 -The King, as he had come through the

Western Countries .. had been in many places moved to

discharge the chimney money.

Chi mney-piece. [Piece in the artistic sense.]

f 1. A picture, piece of sculpture, or of tapestry,

placed as an ornament over a fireplace. Obs.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. iv. 81 The Chimney Is South the

Chamber, and the Chimney-peecc Chaste Dian, bathing.

1611 Peacham Comfit. Gentt. xiii. (1634) 128, I have seene

many peeces of his (Hans Holbein] in oyle, and one of his

owne draught with a penne a most curious chimney-peece.

1647 8 Evelyn Mem. 28 Jan. 11857) I. 254 A very good
chimney-piece of water-colours. 167^ Sir C. Wyvill Triple

Crown 167 A Cut (black and white) which serves for a
Chimney Piece.

2. The ornamental structure, usually of stone or

marble, with moulding, carving, etc., over and

around the open recess of a fireplace, b. Now
often used for the simple projecting slab or shelf

over the fireplace, the Mantel-shelf.
1680 Evelyn Mem. 18 Apr., Excellent caning by Gibbons,

cspecialy the chimney-piece of y* library. 17*6 N eve
Builders Dnt. (ed. 2) Chimnty-piece, certain Mouldings of
Wood, or Stone, standing on the fireside of the Jambs, and
coming over the Mantle-tree. 1790 GoOv. Morris Life <y

Writ. '18321 I, 348, I stay some tune leaning on the cnim-

!

ney piece. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 206 Those beau- :

;
tiful chimney-pieces, .known all over the kingdom by the
name of Kilkenny marble. 1806-7 J. Bereseokd Miseries
/turn. Life (18261 vi. 1 A little fat plaster-man on the
chimney piece. 1851 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 153.
attrib. 1848 Clougii^M/V ix. 28 Poor.. chimney-piece or-

i naments under glass-cases.

Chimney-pot.
1. A cylindrical (sometimes prismatic or square-

j

shaped) pipe of earthenware, sheet-metal, etc., I

fitted on the top of a chimney-shaft, to increase the !

up-draught and carry off the smoke: a chimney-can.
1830 Tennyson Poems 13 Why a church is with a steeple

built ; And a house with a chimneypot ? 1883 //arper's
! Mag. Nov._ 829/2 The painter has left his garret among the

I

London chimney-pots.

2. Chimney-pot /tat: a colloquial name for the

j

cylindrical black silk hat now worn by men.
1868 Mash Apr. 87 The chimney-pot hat, the ugliest

! European head-dress known. 1885 Graphic 14 Feb. 165/3
1

I
Weanng a chimney-pot hat and a white rosette.

Chi mney-sweep, [see Sweep v. and sb.]

Phrase. The cry of a chimney-sweeper. Obs.
161 1 Cotgr. s. v. Cheminc'e, Haut bas la chemitu'e,

chimney-sweepe ; the crie of chimney-sweepers.

2. Chimney-sweeper 1. (Now also simply
Sweep.) Chimney-siueefs cancer : see next, I b. I

1717 Swift Descr. Morning, The small-coal man was
heard with cadence deep, Till drown'd in shriller notes of
chimney-sweep, a 1845 Hood Doves «$• Crows iv, As fine as
Chimney Sweeps in May. 1888 Sir M. Mackenzie Eredk.

\

the Noble 41 A particular form of cancer . . formerly . . com-
mou enough in England, is now almost extinct .

.

1 chimney
sweep's cancer'.

3. The name of a fly used in salmon-fishing.
1867 F. Francis Angling xii. 11880^ 446 The Chimney

Sweep, .is the only thoroughly black fly I ever saw,

Chi inney-swee per.
1. One whose business it is to sweep chimneys,

in order to remove the soot.

< 1500 Cocke LorelCs B. (184,1) 11 Chymney swepers, and
;

!

costerde mongers. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 266 To
j

look like her are C himny-sweepers blacke. 1719 D'Urfey
j

Pills IV. 108 A Chimny-sweeper, with his Brooms, his Poles
\

I and Shackles. 1835 Hone Erery-day Bk. I. 360 Dressed
. .like. .English chimney-sweepers on May-day.

b. Chimney-sioeepers earner'. * epithelioma of
' the scrotum, caused by the irritation of soot* {Syd.

Sac. Lex.).

2. A stiff radiating brush fixed on a long jointed

rod, used for cleaning chimneys; a sweep's brush.
1 Introduced in 1805 to supersede the use of climbing boys.

>

3. Collector's name for a small black British

moth {Tanagra chterophyltala).

So Chrmney-sweeping vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1599 Nashe Lent. Stuffe 38 Such chimme sweeping
attributes of smoking and parching. 1650 Venner Tobacco

j

t 412 Attended with Chimney-sweeping Lackeys. 1836-9
Dickens St. Boz, Eirst of May, Chimney-sweeping had

1

become a favorite, .pursuit.

Chimney-top.
1. The part of a chimney that rises above the roof,

or more particularly the flat upper surface of this.
,

1601 Siiaks. Jul. C. \. i. 44 To lowres and Windowes?
I Yea, to Chimney tops. 183a Tennyson May Queen, New
j

year's Eve in, Fill Charles's Wain came out above the tall

j

white chimney-tops. 1876 Gwilt Archit. Gloss. s.v. Chim-

I

ney, The part which rises above the roof, for discharging
< the smoke into the air, is called a chimney-shaft, whose

j

horizontal upper surface is termed the chimney-top.

2. In an organ: ^Chimney 7.

1874 in Knight Diet. Mechanics.

Chimpanzee (tfimpae'nzi, tjlmpa-nzr). Also 8
|

chimpanze, *j shimpanse. [The native name in

Angola, in \Y. Africa. (Cf. F. chimpansc, -zj
t
-s/<tf.)]

jA genus of African apes {Anlhropcpilhecus), l>ear- .

ing the closest resemblance to man of any of the
!

' anthropoids. The name originally belonged to A.

j

Troglotiytes (formerly T. tttger) f
which was long

the only species recognized ; but at least one other

species is now known. ;See Nature 1889, 254.)
1738 l.ond. Mag. Sept. 465 A most surprizing creature is

brought over in the Speaker, just arrived from Carolina,

! that was taken in a wood at Guinea. She is the Female of .

j
the Creature which the Angolan* call Chimpanze, or the

: Mockman. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Chimpanzee, the !

1 name of an Angolan animal. .In the year 1738, we had mie
1 of these creatures brought over into England. 1788 J.

I

Matthews Voy. R. Sierra-Leone iv. (179D 41 The Japan-

j

zees, or Chimpanzees, are also natives of this country. 1874
Lubbock Orig. $ Mel. Ins. t. 6 The chimpanzee and tne

gorilla must certainly give place to the bee and the ant.

Chin (tjin), sb. Forms: i cin, 3-6 chyn(no,

j

3-7 ohinne, 3- chin. [OE. cin ^prob. fern., but

only known in gloss.\ corresp. to OKris. /•/«, OS.
kintii neut., ' chin, jaw*. (MDu. kittne, ncut.,

1

inod.Pu. kin Q, OHG. i hinnt\ (M1IG. kinne,kin,

mod.G. kiun
s

neut. :—WGer. kinni :—OTeut. *kin-

i
n/oin

- (cf. Or. fivuov chin , a neuter derivative

from the primitive *ktnn- (retained in OX. kin/t

'cheek, lower jaw v
, a fern. cons. stem, standing

'

fur kinw- (with assimilation of niv to nn in a pre-
\

tonic syllable, founded on an oblique-case form

with accented sumx, e. g. genitive pre-Teutonic

I

*genwos); cognate with Gr. ytvvs, ytvvos lower jaw,

side of the face, cheek, Skr. hanus. (In Goth.

kinnus fem., the word had passed into the u decl.,

like Goth, fdlus, tunthus.
The word has in Teut. a somewhat wide range of significa-

tion 'cheek, cheek-bone, jaw-bone, chin '
\ in all the examples

preserved in Eng. the meaning U restricted as in modern
use : traces of the wider meaning appear however in OE.
cin-bdn, mandibula (jaw-bone), Ger. kinnbeitt cheek-bone,
and OE. tm-Wp molar tooth, grinder, OHG. chinnizan
cheek-tooth.]

1. The part of the face below the under-lip formed
by the prominent extremity of the lower jaw.

t 1000 /Elfric Glosr. in Wr.-Wfilcker 157 Mention, cin.

' "75 Lamb. Horn. 35 Ic walde. .sitten on forste & on
snawe up et mine chinne. c 1205 Lay. 8147 Hengal smat
/Euelin swi5e vuele a pane chin. 1393 Gower Conf. I. 275
And sette Constantin therinne All naked up unto the chinne.
e 1475 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 747 Hie mentum, a schyne.
a 1568 Coverdale Bk. Death vi. (1570^ 18 The chynne
falleth downe. .the deadly sweat breaketn ouL 1586 War-
ner Alb. Eng. iv. xx, A round and dimpled Chin. 1600
Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. ii. 76 Stroke your chinnes, and sweare
by your beards that I am a knaue. *6o7 Drvdes Virg,
Georg. 111. 89 The Mother Cow. . Her double Dew-lap from
her Chin descends. 1793 Holcroki Lavater's Pkysiog. xi.

61 The pointed chin is neld to be a sigu of acuteness and
craft. 18*8 Stark Etem. Nat. Hist. I. 156 Genus Copra.

.

Horns common to both sexes, .chin bearded. 183a Tenny-
son Millet's Dan. \, I see the wealthy miller yet—His
double chin, his portly size.

Jf§-."S*1 T. Howell Denises (1879) 204 Thy makers Muse
in spite of enuies chinne, For wise deuise, deserued praise
shall winne. 1629 Milton Ode Nativ. xxvi. 3 The Sun ..

Pillows his Chin upon an orient Wave.
+ b. The hair on the chin, the beard. Obs.

[< ik>5 Lay. 18764 Swor bi his chinne l>at he wuste Merlin.]
a 1300 Cursor M. 18843 (CotO Forked fair pe chin he bare,

tc. ? Cheek.
(1340 Cursor M. 25491 iFairf.j Jhesus pat .. sufferred

for our synne bofTetis on pi faire chynne.

d. Phrases, f To hold up by the chin : to keep
from sinking, support. + Of the first chin : with

the beard just beginning to grow. Up to the chin

:

reaching to the chin ;
deeply immersed in.

156a J. Heywood Prov. <$• Epigr. (1867' 10 He must needed
swym, that is holde vp by the chyn.^ 1579 Tomsok Co/*
vin's Sertn. Tint. 222/ 1 Yet they remainc vnpunnished, yea
they are holden vp by the chinne to harden them in their

wiclcednesse. 16x6 R.C[rowley] Times' Whis. v. 1706 The
richer sort doe stand up to the chin In delicates. 1630
Shirley Grateful Servant m. iv, Your weak gallants of tne
first chin, .will brag what ladies they have brought to their

obedience. 1638 Earl Strafford Let. to Laud 7 Aug., A
languishing purpose to hold me up by the chin, .for aslong;
as f may be of use in these affairs.

2. Comb., as chin-beard
y

-chopper, -chucking,

'high, -puce, -tip, -tuft, -whiskers ; chin-band,
-cloth, f -clout, a band or cloth passing under the

chin, formerly worn by women, and still used with
corpses; also /z^. ; + chin-cushion, a kind of

cravat which was puffed out under the chin ; chin-
deep (/., so deep as to reach the chin

; fig. very deep,

deeply immersed in; chin-music (£/. S.), talk,

chatter ; chin-mute, a mute applied to the violin

by the action of the chin ; chin-scab, a disease in

sheep ; chin-stay, a band for fastening a hat or

cap under the chin, also a support for the chin

;

chin-strap, (</.) prec. ; lb.
)
Saddlery, a strap con-

necting the throat-strap and nose-band of a halter

;

chin-wag {slang. , chat, talk; chin-welk, a

disease affecting the chin.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxin. iii, In earing* (>cndant at

their ears, in staics, wreaths, and "chin bands. 1856 Mrs.
Browning Aur. Leigh 7 Broken loose From chin-bands of
the soul, like I^azarus. 1885 Stevenson Dynamiter 109 A
*chin-beard in the American fashion. 1837 De Quincey in

Tait's IV. 171 A ** chin-chopper ' or Jews'-harp
player . . will find himself a privileged man in comparison
with the philosopher. 1681 Besanv & Ru e Chapl. Eleet

11. iii,
* More chin-chucking, mv dear ', said Nancy. 163a

Sherwood, Chinne-peece of an helmet, or a (Ladies) "chin-

cloth, barbotte, mantotiniere,nassel. 171a Misson Travels
in Eng. 00 (D.) Upon the head they put a cap, which they
fasten with a very broad chincloth. 1856 Mrs. Browning
Aur. Leigh ix. (1882* 382 I'll get up from my grave And wear
my chin-cloth for a wedding veil. '1608 Middleton Mad
World in Dodsl. O. PL V. 362 (N.) The lower part of a
gentlewoman's gown, with a mask and a 'chin-clout. 1630

J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 111. (N.) And from the chin-

clout to the lowly slipper In Heliconian streams his praise

shall dip her. 1748 Richari>son Clarissa II. 6 (D.) A King
William's cravat, or some such antique *chin-cushton as by
the pictures of that prince one sees was then in fashion.

1634 S. R. Noble Soldier x. it in Bullen O. PI 1. 325 I"

any Noble Act lie wade 'chin-deepe with you. 18*3 Lamb
Elia, Capt. Jackson, To fancy himself all the while chin-

deep in riches. 1807 Vancouver Agrit. Dt9tm (1S13) mgf
Training the young top . . is done by cutting off the shoot

Vhin high. 187a Mark Twain Innoc. at /tome ii. <Hoppe)
[I seek] somebody to jerk a little "chin-music for us. 1883

Bread-wintiers 77 If we have joined this order to listen to

chin-music the rest of our lives. 1848 J. Bishop tr. Otto's

Violin App. v. (1875) 85 The "Chin-mute—by means of

which, .the violinist is enabled, .to bring the newly-designed
mute into immediate contact with the Yiridge. 1631 Sher-
wood, The *chinne-peece of an helmet, .barbotte. x

17fi~
1800 Bailey, Chin-scab, a scabby Disease in sheep, which
Shepherds call the Dartars. 1609 K. Bugg Quakerism
Exposed to Four double Cross-cloths for a Woman, One-

Mantle and seven "Chin-stays. iHaQSobi HtY Sir T. More
(1831) I- 329 It was necessary to supjport his under jaw with

a chin-stay, i860 V. L. Cameron Euturt Highway L vii.

129 A semi-military forage cap with a chin-stay. 1869 Em

A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3' 411 The men were
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obliged to have their 'chin-straps as tight as possible to

keep them [shakos] on. 1850 Thackeray /WnV««rf(Hoppe)
Young dandies with their *chin-tips. 1814 Moore New
Cost. Ministers \\. 312 Wig, whiskers, and "chin-tufts all

right to a hair. 1879 Punch No. 2061. 4 I'd just like to

have a bit of ^chinwag with you on the quiet. i86a Macm.
Mag. Oct. 463 The disease called "chin-welk, or mentagra,
Sycosis contagiosa. 1883 Grant White IV. Adams 113

That adornment known at the West as *' chin-whiskers '.

Chin (tfin), v. [f. prec. sb.]

fl. To press chin to chin. Obs.

1599 Breton Author's Dr. 17 A troupe of faii e Ladies,

Evene one her Lover, Colling and Kissing, Chinning and
Embracing, and looking Babies in one anothers Eyes.

2. To bring up to the chin ; also with up.

1869 Eng. Mech. 24 Dec. 357/1 It is not any 1 fellah
1

that can chin this kind of fiddle. 1881 Blackmore Chris-
toiuell xv, He chins up his fiddle, and touches two strings.

3. U. S. slang. To chat, chatter.

1883 Bread-winners (1884) 161 You haven't done a thing

but. .eat pea nuts and hear Bott chin. 1887 A'. York World,
1 They chin about the best methods of relieving poverty.'

Hence Chrnning vbl. sb., a talk, [slang).

1884 Sunday at Home Jan. 44/2 Are you the boss who
wants to give the boys a chinning to-morrow ?

Chin, obs. f. Chine
China (tfarna), sb. and a. Forms : see under

II. [Not a native Chinese name, but found in Skr.

ns China about the Christian era, and in various

modified forms employed by other Asiatic peoples.

In Marco Polo Chin, in Rarbosa (1516) and Garcia

de Orta (1563) China. So in Eng. in Eden 1555.
(The origin of the name is still a matter of debate. See

Babylonian <$• Or. Reed. I. Nos. 3 and 11.)

I. 1. The country so called, in Asia.

1555 Eden Decades IV. hid. (Arb.) 260 The great China
whose kyng is thought, .the greatest prince in the world,

t b. A Chinaman, a Chinese. Obs,
1621 Burton Anot. Mel. in. iv. 1. ii. (1651) 644 How those

witty China's, .should be so gulled. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trai', in. (1638) 338 The Chynaes are curious in novelties.

2. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. Now
generally superseded by Chinese a., exc. where this

would be ambiguous, as in China trade, trader,

merchant, etc. See also 3 a.

1589 Hakluyt Voy. 551 margin, China ships with one
saile. 1660 Pkpys Diary 28 Sept., I did send for a cup of

tee (a China drink). 1668 Wilkins Real Char. Table 441
Concerning the China Character. 1707 Flover Physic.

Pulse-Watch 344 The old China Books. 1720 De F01-:

Capt. Singleton xiv. (1840) 245 We found the China traders.

1868 C. Collingwood (title) Rambles of a Naturalist on the
shores and waters of the China sea.

b. in names of natural products, etc., as China-
aster (see Aster 3) ; China-crape, a kind of silk

crape; China-goose, a variety of goose found in

China in immense flocks during the winter, esp.

near Canton; China-grass, Bcehmeria {Urticd)

nivea, a small shrubby plant with broadly cordate

leaves, native to China and Sumatra; also the

strong fibre obtained from the inner bark of this

shrub, used in the making of grass-cloth ; China-
ink = Indian-ink, a black pigment sold in bars

and cakes, consisting generally of lamp-black

and size (see also quots.) ; China-orange, the

Sweet Orange of commerce {Citrus Aurantiuni],

originally brought from China ;
China-pea, Cara-

gana Chamlagu, a native of Siberia and the East

;

China-pink, Dianihus chinensis, a perennial

flowering pink
;

China-rose, (a.) the Monthly
Rose {Rosa indicd) and the Red Rose {R. scm-

perflorens) with their many varieties
; (/>.) Hi-

biscus Rosa-sinensis (N. O. Malvaceae), a tree 20

to 30 feet high, with beautiful flowers of various

colours; China-root (see China 2
); China-tree,

{U.S.) the Azedarac; China-ware, ware from

China (see 3 a) ; China-wax, a white crystalline

wax soluble in alcohol, the product of Coccus

sinensis.

1602 Carew Cornwall 24 b, Cornwall hath Doues, Geese,
*China geese. 1858 R. Hogg Veg. Kingd. 673 The ex-

cellent fibre known as *China-grass. 1884 Weekly Scotsman
9 Feb. 1/7 The rhea, China grass, or ramie plant, as it is

variously called, is said to possess the strongest fibre in

nature. 1880 Blackmore Erema xix. (Hoppe), I had not one
atom of Russian twist or dyed china-grass cloth in my hair.

1782 Wilson in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 156, I_ pencilled the
bottom of the hollows all over black with ' China ink. 1875
Ure Diet. Arts I. 776 It is said that the true China ink is

made from the condensed smoke or soot of burned camphor.
1665-6 Pkpys Diary 5 Mar., I . . made them welcome with
wine and *china oranges (now a great rarity). 1771 P.
Parsons Newmarket II. 149 A hundred pounds to a China
orange upon Eclipse. 1660 Act 12 Chas. II (Tonnage $
Poundage) Capravens, Cockared Caps, ' China Pease, Cit-

terns. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet., Double *China Rose,
commonly called,in the West Indies, Martimco Rose. 1760

J. Lee Botany (1776) App. (Jod.) China rose, hibiscus.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser.iv. (1863) 264 In the middle
of a fine October, while the China-roses covered the walls.

1847 Longf. Ev. 11. ii. 21 Shaded by *chma-trees .. Stood
the houses of planters. 1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom
xxxviii. 332 The shadows of the graceful china-trees lay
minutely pencilled on the turf below.

II. China porcelain, China-ware, china.
[Throughout India, and the East generally, the

Persian name
t

-
s
i-^» is widely diffused as chtnf,

in the sense of ' porcelain 'china-ware'. From
India this form and use of the word was prob.

introduced in the 17th c. into England, whence
the spellings 7 chiney, eheny, cheney, chenea,
mod. dial, chaney, cheenie, and the fashionable

pronunciation of last and beginning of the present

century, tpi'ni (see Walker), which with tjrni,

tjrni, still survives in the dialects.]

3. A species of earthenware of a fine semi-trans-

parent texture, originally manufactured in China,

and first brought to Europe in the 16th c. by the

Portuguese, who named it porcelain. Early in

1 8th c. it began to be manufactured in Europe.
a. China-ware (which naturally occurs earlier than China)

had at first the literal sense of ' ware from China '. This
was soon shortened to China, and as the shortened form
became gradually the common name of the material, 'china-

ware ' came to be regarded as ' ware made of china or por-

celain', the sense it now bears.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 41 They sell Callicoes, Cheney
Sattin, Cheney ware. 1699 Luttrbll Brief Rel. (1857) IV.

553 The price of china ware in London is fallen 12s. in the

pound. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull Postscr. xv, John came
with his constable's staff to.. break the Esquire's China-
ware. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France II. 125 His collec-

tion of China-ware [is] valuable and tasteful. 1875 Urk
Diet. Arts $ Mannf. III. 603 A fusible earthy mixture,

along with an infusible, which, when combined, are suscep-

tible of becoming semi-vitrified and translucent in the kiln

. .constitute true porcelain or china-ware,

b. china.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. Hi, 206 A Present of

certain very rich Pieces of China. 1679 Pknn Add}-. Prot.

1. 17 Massy Plate, Rich Cheny. 1685 Crowne Sir Courtly

Nice 1. S Women, like Cheney, shou'd be kept with care,

One flaw debases her to common ware. 1694 Luttrell
Brief Rel. (1857) III. 281 Three trunks.. in which were
chenea and other fine things. 1735 Pope Ep. Lady 172

Mistress of herself, tho' China fall. 1752 Johnson* Rambler
No. 200 Calling for his Dresden China. 1823 Lamb Elia,

Old China, I have an almost feminine partiality for old

china. 1884 Miss BradDON Ishntael xxx, A tea-table with

Queen Anne urn and old English china.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. Of china,

made of china or porcelain.

[In the earliest quotations China prob. often bears sense 1,

the transition being gradual.]

1579 Drake's Voy. in Hakluyt (1600) III. 736 Fine China-

dishes of white earth, and great store of China-silks. 1598

Florio, Porcellaua . . whereofthey make China dishes, called

Porcellan dishes. 1603 Shaks, Meets,for M. 11. L 97 They
are not China-dishes, but very good dishes. 1646 Sir T.

Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. § 7 We are not throughly resolved

concerning Porcellane or China dishes, that according to

common belief they are made of Earth. 1717 Lady M. W.
Montague Lett. II. xliv. 19 The sherbet . . was served in

China bowls. 18. . L. Hunt Country Lodging, The chancy
shepherds and shepherdesses on the mantelpiece. 1818

Hazlitt Eng. Poets iv.(:87o>95 The fall of a china-jar.

b. fig.

1884 Birrell Obiter Dicta 183 The mischief he will do 10

his neighbours' china creeds and delicate porcelain opinions,

is shocking to contemplate.

c. Comb., as china-blue, -fancier, -hunter, -oven,

-shop
;
china-closet, a closet for china ; china-

glaze, a preparation for painting blue fret, com-

posed of glass, lead, and blue calx
; f china-

house, a house where china-ware was exhibited

(often alluded to as a house of assignation)
;

china-man (see Chinaman i) ;
china-paints,

pigments specially prepared for use upon china
;

so china-painting
;
china-stone, a kind of tal-

cose granite, the felspar of which has undergone

partial decomposition, used for producing a glaze

in the manufacture of porcelain ; f china-tipper

(see Tip) ; china-ware (see 3 a) ; f china-woman,
awoman keeping a china-house or china-shop. Also

china-like adj. See also China-clay, -metal.

1866 Mrs. Gaskeli. Wives $ Dan. ix, Her eyes were

soft, large, and ^china-blue in colour. 1807 Crabbe Par.

Reg. nr. 348 Her 'china-closet, cause of daily care. 1823

Lamb Elia, Old China, When I go to visit any great houses,

I enquire for the china-closet. 1878 HaUoergcr's Illust.

Mag. 1002 (Hoppe) To ' china-fanciers he is known as the

famous Maestro Giorgio. 1609 B. Jonson Sil. Warn. 1. iii.

{1616) 536 To watch when ladies are gone to the 'China

houses, or the Exchange. 1730 J. Miller Humours Ox-
ford 11, For the evening, that noon of pleasure, operas,

masquerade, assemblies, china-houses, play-houses. 1878

Hallberger's Illust. Mag. 1002 (Hoppe) To the *china-

hunter, every object in his cabinet or on his brackets is a

trophy. 1868 Timbs Eccentr. Anim. Creation 299 Por-

celain crabs, with delicate, *china-like shells. 1881 Porcelain

Works, Worcester 26A ?:china oven takes about forty hours

to fire. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull Postscr. xi, How he set

up a 'China-shop over-against Nic. Frog. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxxii, Such a bull in a china-shop I never saw.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 776 No satisfactory explanation has

yet been offered of the conditions which operate on the

granite to produce the*China stone. 1720 Lond. Gas. No.

5900/4 Henry Ward . . *China-Tipper, late of Little Old
Bailey. 1609 B. Jonson Sil. Worn. 1. iv. His wife was the

rich *China-woman that the courtiers visited so often. 1712

Steele Spect. No. 336 P 3, I am, dear Sir, one of the top

China-women about town . . One . . calls for a set of tea-

dishes, another for a basin, a third for my best green tea.

III. 5. =Cheynet.
1790 A. Wilson Poems, Groans fr. Loom, And then the

last boon I'll implore, Is to bless us with China so tight

China 2 (tjai'na). [From China the country,

whence brought to Europe
;

early names were

Radix Chinm and Tuber China' ; the Ayeen Akb.

(Pers.) calls it chob-chint ' China-wood '
; cf. Pg.

rah de China,pao de China, (F. bois d'eschine). The
French synonym esquine, squine, and mod.Lat.

schina, point to confusion with some other word.

(App. with med.L. seh/uus mastic tree: cf. Susannah

(Daniel xiii.) 54 sub schino, LXX. vjto rr\t.vov.)\

1. The thick fleshy root-stock of a shrubby climb-

ing plant {Smilax China L.) closely akin to

Sarsaparilla, and once supposed to possess great

medicinal virtues.

a. China root.

[1563 Garcia de Orta Simples 177 Alguma raiz on pao de

China.] 1587 T. Hariot Virginia in Hakluyt (1599) II. 272

The China root brought from the East Indies. 1598 W.
Phillips I.inschoten's Trav. Ind. (1864) 195 They heale

them with the root China. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I.

xv. 409 China affords Drugs in great abundance ;
especially

China Root. 1741 Compl. Fani.-Picce I. i. 19 Take .
. 3

Ounces of China Roots. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1066 China root

.. first introduced from China in A. D. 1535, as an infallible

remedy for gout.

b. China.
1582 Hester Seer. Phiorav. in. xlvii. 67 This China is a

roote like vnto the roote of Canna, the whiche is brought

vnto vs, out of India, from an He called China, from whence

it tooke his name China. 1633 Gerard's Herbal App. xxv,

China. . to cure the French Pox. <' 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew, A ristippus, a Decoction of Sarsa, China, etc.

2. American or Bastard China : the root of

Smilax pseudo-China of W. Indies and Carolina,

still employed in America as an alterative medi-

cine ; Carolina China-root, Smilax tainnoides :

West Indian China-root {Cissus sic/aides), a

tropical plant closely resembling the vine.

1580 Frampton Joyfiill Newes 13 b, He said ..that not

only was there in the newe Spaine the China, but, etc.

1633 Gerard's Herbal App. xxv. 1617 Of China, and Bas-

tard China. 1673 in Fox Bourne Locke (1876) I. vi. 326

By the last fleet I sent you a parcel of Carolina china-root.

1730 Mortimer Carolina in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 432

Smilax, the Inhabitants of Carolina, .call it there China-

Root. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 359 China-root is frequent

in the more cool inland parts of Jamaica.

3. Comb., as China-ale, ale flavoured with

China-root, whence China-alehouse ;
China-

broth, broth made with China-root.

1659 Newton in Brewster Life i. 18 Otiose et frustrn ex-

pensa, sherbet and reaskes, 'China ale, Beere. 1662-3

Pepvs 17 Jan., Thence with him to the "China ale-house.

1713 Lond. t,- Country Brew. in. (1743) 193 To make China-

Ale. To six Gallons of Ale take j lb. or more of China-root

thin sliced, etc. 1621 Burton Auat. Mel. 1. ii. 11. 11. (1651)

75 A dyet drink in the morning, Cock-broth, China-broth.

China " (kaima, krna). [a variant spelling of

kina or quina (see Quinine), the Peruvian word

for bark, whence kina-kina ' bark of barks

'

Peruvian bark or Cinchona.]

1. ' A name of Cinchona bark ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;

chiefly used in pharmacy, as Calisaya China, the

bark of Cinchona card'ifolia; Huamalies China,

that of C.pubescens ; Huanuco China, Loxa China,

etc. (Also applied to the bark of other cinchona-

ceous trees.) Also a homoeopathic medicine pre-

pared from cinchona.

i860 Treas. Bot., China Bark, the bark of Buena hex-

anelra, an indifferent febrifuge.

2. In comb, or derivation chin- = Qcin-.

China-clay, [f- China i 4 + Clay.] A fine

white potter's clay, called also kaolin, derived

from the felspar of disintegrated granitic rocks,

employed in the manufacture of china or porcelain.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 472/1 For the better kinds, a

portion of China-clay . . is added. 1879 Manch. Guard.

25 Jan., Mixings of size which contained among other things

. . glue and China clay,

b. attrib.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 810 The depth of the China-clay

pits is various, extending from twenty feet to fifty feet.

1888 Daily News 10 July 5/1 China-clay works are the chief

offenders. Many of the Cornish streams are like rivers of

milk from the. .fine kaolin with which they are charged.

Chi-nadom. The Chinese community or quarter

(in American cities).

1883 Harper's Mag. July 831/1 The most curious of all the

sights connected with Chinadom.

f Chi'naist. Obs. [f. China + -ist.] A native

of China. _ j. .

i6<4 tr. Scudery's Curia Politic 164 That .
.

prodigious

WauT which the Chinaists had erected to separate them-

selves insocially from the Tartars.

Chinam, var. of Chunam.

Chinaman (tjai'namsn). [f. China 3, i.J

1. A dealer in porcelain.

1772 Lond. Directory, Brown William, China-man, 1 Aid-

gate 1800 New Ann. Direct. 79 Fogg and Son, Chinamen.

1819 P. O. Lo>td. Direct. 123 Fogg, R., Chinaman.

2. A native of China.

1854 Emfrson Lett. * Soc. Aims, ficsoiircesW'ks. (Bohnl

III 198 The disgust of California has not been able to drive

nor'kick the Chinaman back to the home. 1872 Medhcrst

Foreigner in Far Cathay xi, John Chinaman is a most tern,

perate creature.

3. Chinaman's hat, collectors name for a

gastropod shell, also called Cnp-and-Saucer.



CHINA-MANIA. 352 CHINE.

1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 152 The recent Trochita
Sinensis—the 'Chinaman's hat' of collectors— is found on
the southern shores of England.

China-mania, chinamania. [i. China i
3

+ Mania.] A mania or extravagant fancy for the

collection of (old china. Hence China-ma niac.
1875 All V. Round WW. 10 Like other mild forms of in-

sanity, Chinamania has its peculiar phases. 1884 Sat. Rev.

7 June 736/2 As a China-maniac fondles Nankin porcelain.

1886 Daily Tel. 30 Mar. 5/2 Sense and scholarship neces-

•arytolhe making of a successful Chinaman iac.

7 Chi*na-me :tal. Obs. An early name for

porcelain or majolica, dating to a period when its

composition was still a secret. (Cf. China 1 4 a.

quot. 1646.) Hence Chi na-me talled a.

*599 Minshfi' .V/. Dial. (1623) 12 If a man will seme his

turne with gjasse, or China mettall [marg. i. the fine dishes
of earth painted such as are brought from Venice]. 1642
Rogers Naaman 227 How oft have I thought my fine wits
and China-mettall'd understanding too dainty for thy mat-
ters. 1673 A. Walker Leez Lachryntans 13 Their Venice-
glass, and Purslane and China-Metal, cracks with as slight

a blow as pots of courser Clay. 1861 Our Eng. Home 153.

I! Chinampa (tfinx'mpa). [Mexican : orig.

' raft \] The native name of the floating-gardens

formerly used on the lakes of Mexico, consisting

of a wooden raft covered with earth.
183a Vtr. Subst. Food 207 The form usually given to

these Chinampas was quadrangular .. At first the use of
these floating gardens was confined to the growth of maize
and other objects of. .necessity . . In time . . the owners.

.

applied themselves to the production of vegetable luxuries.

185a Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. II. xx. 250 Covered
with aquatic plants, they resemble, .floating meadows, the
1 hinampas or floating gardens of the Mexican lakes.

t Chin-bone. Oh. [Chin.] The jaw-bone.
c 1000 v^lfric Gloss, in Wr. -Wiilcker 1 57 Mandibular ceac-

ban, vel ceacan, vel cinban. 1050 Ibid, 444 Mandibular
cinban. c 1450 Ibid. 678 Hec sura, a chynbone. 159s Nashe
P. Penilesse (15951 Cij b, Cheeks that sag like a womans
dugs ouer his chin-bone.

II Chincapin, chinquapin (tji nkapin . Also

7 chincopine, 9 chicopin, chinkapin. [A
corruption of the Indian name : see first quot.]

The Dwarf Chestnut (Castanea pumila , a native

of Virginia and the adjacent states, a shrubby tree,

from 6 to 20 ft. high, with a small, very sweet nut.

Water Chincapin (Nehtmbium luteum) ; West-
ern Chincapin Castanopsis chrysophyllds.
[i6m Capt. Smith Virginia 353 They [the Virginians] haue

a small fruit growing on little trees husked like a Chesnut,
but the fruit most like a very small Acorne. This they call

Chechinquamins, which they esteeme a great daintie.] 1676
T. Glover in Phil. Trans. XI. 629 A Chincopine, which is

like a Chesnut, with a Burry husk, but lesse by far. 1603
Ibid. XVII. 619 The Flowring Beech of Virginia, and. .the
Chinquapin of the same place. 1837 Ht. Mabtinf.au Sac.
Amer. III. 326 Look at Cornelia's Face ! It is as brown as
a chinquapin. 1865 Times i6june U. S. Corresp., A thick
undergrowth of chicopin. 1803 Harper's Mag. Feb. 408/2
A thicket of chincapins.

Chinch (tfintf), sb.* Forms : 7 chince, 7-8
chink, 8 chintse, 9 chintz, 7- chinch. See also

Cimice. [a. Sp. chinche, It. cimice:—h. cimic-em
bug.] 1. The bed- or house-bug. A name now
confined to U. S.)
a 16*$ Fletcher Loucs Filer. I. i. u« Spain) Tkeod. Will

you shew me in? Hostess. Yes marry will I , sir : and pray
that not a flea or a chink vex you. 1645 Evelyn Diary
29 Sept. 1665 G. Havers P. delta Valle s Trav. E. India
372 We were very much troubled with Chinches. 1673 Ray
Trav. (1738) L 352 Chinees, or wall-lice, which are very
noisome, . uy their bitings in the night-time. 1682 Wheler
Journ, Greece L 16 The Floor so furnished with Chinches.
1710 Ray Hist. Insect. 7 Cimex, the Chinche, or Wall-louse
4 - in AngHa paucis noti. 1730 Southall Bugs 7 He. .asked
if Chintses (so Buggs are by Negroes and some others there
called), had bit me? 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 434 The
Chink or Bug .. very common in Jamaica. 1844 G. W.
Kendall Texan Santa Ft Expcd. II. xi. 229 Scarcely hail
we touched the mattresses before we were visited by myriads
of chinches ! 1851 R. Burton Goa 4 The impolite animal
which the transatlantics delicately designate a 'chintz'.

2. Chinch-, chink-bug (U. S.) :
' an insect or bug,

resembling the bed-bug in its disgusting odour,
which is very destructive to wheat and other
grasses ' (Webster) ; also chinch-hugfly.
1750 G. Hughes Barbados 84 The Buonavista Chink.

This is a small green flattish fly. .and smells, when killed,

like a bug. 1810 Kihby & Sp. Entomol. (1843) I. 137 Ame-
rica suffers . . in its wheat and maize from the attack of.

.

the chintz bug-fly. 1886 Edin. Rev. Oct. 356 Corn destroyed
by the chinch-bug. 1887 Standard 19 Sept. a/a (larva) The
damage done by chinch bugs.

t Chinch, a. and sb. 2 Oh. Forms : 3-5 chin-
che, 4-5 chynche, g chynshe, 6 chynch, chince,

4 chyche, 4-5 chiche. [ME. chiche, a. OF. (and
mod.) chiche parsimonious, =Cat. xic,chic little,

of little worth, Sp. chico little ; cf. It. cica small
thing. In later F. it became chinche. by nasaliza-

tion of /' 'as in various other words). In Eng. also

chinche in later use ; often written by copyists,

where the rime shows that the original had chiche.]

A. adj. Niggardly, sparing, penurious, parsi-

monious, miserly.
a 1300 Havelok 1763 He. dide greybe a super riche, Also

he was no [whit] chinche [so I. 2041]. cijpaSeuyn Sag.iVI.)
1244 And that other lef to pincne, Bothe he was scars and

chinche. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5591 He. .Lyveth more at ese,

& more is riche, Than doth he that is chiche. Ibid. 6001
For chynche & feloun is Richesse, That so can chase hem.

B. sb. A niggard, miser ; a wretch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12972 <Cott.) Yeitt can bat chinche wit

godif to chide, c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 604 t>e gentyl
cheuentayn is no chyche. c 1386 Chaucer Melibeus r 653
An auaricious man or chynche. a 1440 Knt. de la Tour
ciii. 136 A woman shulde not be a chiche of that she hathe
in gret plente. 1570 Levins Manip. 134 A chince, parens.

t Chinch, v. Oh. rare. [f. prec. adj.] To
be niggardly ; to stint.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 75 Chynchyn, or sparyn mekylle
(//. chinkinge or to mekel sparyn), perparco. 11450 LangL
P. PI. C xiil 227 (MS. Dk. Westm.) That chafferen as

chapmen and chynchen [other MSS. chiden] but bei geten.

Chinch v., dial, form of Chink v.- : see Chinse.

t Chincher. Oh. Also 5 chynchyr, -are.

[f. prec. + -KB.] = Chinch sb.

> 1386 Chaucer Melibeus P 637 (Camb. MS.) That men
j

haue ne matier ne cause to calle the neythtr wreche ne
chinchere [other MSS. chynche). e 1440 Promp. Parv. 75
Chynchyr or chynchare [H. P. chynche], perparcus.

t Chrncherd. Oh. rare. [Cf. F. chichard=
chiche (Cotgr.).] Niggard.
1526 Skelton Magnyf. 2517 Not all the nygarde nor the

1 chyncherde to play.

t Chinchery. Oh. Also 4-5 chyncherie,

4 chyagerie, 5 chyncery, -chery. [f. Chincher
+ -y.] Miserliness, avarice.

c 1386 Chaucer Melibeus F 634 Bycause of his skarsetc

and chyncherie, w 1420 Occlf.ve De Reg. Prime* 4743
Effect withe no wrecched chyncherie. c 1440 Promp. Parv.

75 Chyncery [1499 chincherye or scar(s)nesse}, farcimotiia.

1483 Cath. Aug/. 63 Chinchery, tenacitas.

Chinchilla [tjintp'la). Also 7 chinchille.

[Sp. ; app. dim. of chinche bug ( = OF. cincele,

chincele)
;
perh. from an erroneous notion that the

animal had a fetid smell, or in contradistinction

,
from a larger beast that had.] A genus of small

rodent animals peculiar to South America. Chin-
chilla lanigera, a native of Peru and Chili, supplies

the fine soft greyish chinchilla fur of commerce.
1604 E. G. D'Acosta's Hist. Ind. rV. xxxviii, The Chin*

chilles is another kind of small beasts, like squirrels ; the)*

have a wonderfull smoothe and soft skinne. 1622 R. Haw-
kins Voy. S. Sea 157 He is gray; his skinne is the most
delicate, soft, and curious furre that I have scene .. They
call this beast chinchilla. 1814 Schmidtmever in Penny

I

Cyct. VII. 86/2 The Chinchilla is a woolly field-mouse,

which lives underground, and chiefly feeds on wild onions.

1851 Sir W. Parish Buenos Ayrcs m. xviii. 310 The beauti*

ful little chinchilla, thousands of dozens of the skins of which
are yearly collected, .for exportation to Europe,

b. Short for chinchilla fur.
18x4 Schmidtmever in Penny Cycl. VII. 86/2 That which

comes from Upper Peru is rougher and larger than the
Chinchilla of Chile, but not always so beautiful in its colour.

1882 in Draper's Diet. s.v.

C. altrib.

"837 Htm Monthly Mag. LI. 251 She also wore a chin*

chilly tippet. 1879 ^asse^'s Techn. Educ. I. 75 Chinchilla
fur is greatly admired for winter clothing.

2. A cloth with a long nap gathered in little

tufts, in imitation of this fur.

II Chin chin tjin tfin), sb. Anglo- Chinesc.

!
[Chinese ls"ing is'ing.j A phrase of salutation.

1795 Symes Embassy to Ava 295 iY.' We soon fixed them
in their seats, both parties, .repeating Chin Chin, Chin Chin,

; the Chinese term of salutation. 1885 Pall Malt G. 15 Apr.

I 4/1 On the thirty-sixth day from Charing-cross a traveller

can. .be making nis chin-chin to a Chinese mandarin.

Hence Chin-chin to salute, greet. Hence
Chin-chinning vbl. sb.

1859 Alt V. Round No. 1. 18 She 'chin-chins' the captain
. .and then nods her pretty head. 1887 Murray's Mag. July
80 We were received with much ceremony and chin-chinning.

f Chinching iron. Oh. See Chinhe v.

Chinchona: see Cinchona.

t Chi'nchy, a. Oh. Also 5 chynchy, 7 chi-

chie. [f. Chinch as sb. + -y.] Niggard, stingy.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6005 Riche chynchy crede. 1406 Or-
clevk Misrule 134 Chinchy herte hath tner of but small.

1651 Urqi'hart Rabelais 1. Hv, Chichie sneakbil rogues.

Cnincough (tji'nik^f }. Oh. or dial. Also 6

chyne cough, chyn-, chincoughe, (chyckock\
choinecouch, 7 choynecough. [For chink-

cough
y
in northern dialect Kinkcocgh, f. Chink

v. 1
, Kink + Cough. An earlier form was Kink-

host : f. Host cough
1

), corresp. to MLG. kinkhhte,

LO. kinkhost, Dn. kinkhoest, kik- t
kiekhoest, (ier.

keich-, keuchhusten, Da. highoste, Sw. kikhosta,

hooping-cough, all containing the stem v Saxon^
kink-, OTeut. kik- to chink, kink, gasp. liy popular
etymology the word seems to have been connected

with chin and cht$U, and in north dial, with hitrg.]

An epidemic distemper, especially of children,

characterized by a violent and convulsive cough :

now more commonly called hooping-cough.

1519 Horman Vnlg. 35 b, I am foule rayed with a chyne
[?chyncl cowgh. [1538 Bale Thre Laivcs 525 Thre syppes

are for the hyckock And vi more for the chyckock.] 1547
Salesbury \Velsh Diet., Pas pesstvth, chyncoughe. 1565

Jewel Rept. Harding (1611I 167 Was hee staled with the

Choine-couch, and forced to breake off his tale in the midst.

1616 Beaum. & Fl. Bondnca 1. ii, It shall ne'er be said ..

Thou diedst o* th' chin-cough. 165a Cotterkll Cassandra,

\
Not broken it of in the middle, as if you had had the Choyne
cough. 1709 Ai4ison Tatter No. 121 fi Poor Cupid , .lies

under something like a Chin-Cough. 1806 Med. Jml. XV.
508 A deep sonorous hoop, exactly resembling that of chin-
cough. 1813 Mqore Fables, Holy Alliance vi. 92 That
they and theirs stood by the King, Throughout his measles
antf his chin-cough. 1859 Mi'lock Domest. Stories
(i86a) 28 He cured Mabel of the chincough.

Chind, obs. f. Chinned.
Chine (tjain), sb. 1 Forms : 1 cine, cyne,

cinu, 4-5 chene, 4-6 chyn, 4-6, 9 chyne, 5-6
chinne, chynne, chin, 3- chine. [OE. cinu,

' -an, wk. fern., corresp, to MDu. kUne, Du. keen f:—

kind) chap, germ, f. root ki- to burst open, split,

etc. : see Chine v. 1

The phonetic history has points of doubt. The normal
course was for the / to remain short, which is exemplified

j

by the frequent chynne, chinne, chyn, chin of is-i6th c.

\
But dune was the form with many (e. g. Trevisa, Palla-

;
dins). In the middle of the 16th c. the word was superseded

1 except in the local use, 2 b, by Chink, in which mod. usage
makes the i long.]

1 1. An open fissure or crack in a surface ; a

cleft, crack, chink, leak. Obs.
< 888 K. MLnatD Boeth. xxxv. § 3 Duru bxr fcer ic :«r

Xeseah ane lytle cynan. c 1000 j£i.fric Horn. II. i54(Bosw.i
Gemette he 5a?t f.n swa £ehal dal fcer nan cinu on nzs
gesewen. 138s Wvclif Song Sol. ii. 14 In the chyne of a
ston wal. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. exxiii.

(Tollem. MS. 1 Schippis beb pichid berwib, and chynes [ed.

1535 chinnes] and crasyng of schippes bep stopped. < 1420
Pallad. on Husb. 1. 1140 Iche hole & chene. / 1420 Uc-
cleve De Reg. Princ. 4259 In at the chynnes of the bordes
they pryc. a 1535 More De quat. Aoviss. Wks. 100 A
leude master . . letteth . . his shyp fal on a leke, and than
careth not yet to stop the chines. 1545 Ravnold Byrth
Man. Hhi, Betwene the chines and gynks (ed. 1964 chynes
and chynkes] of closely ioynyd bourdes. 157a J. Bossewell
Armorie 11. 72 In the holes and chynnes. 158a Batman ed.

Barth. De P. R. 179 In chinnes. — 180 In chins and
walls.

+ b. spec. A fissure or crack in the skin ; a chap.
< 1340 Cursor M. 140:2 Where she fonde chyn or soore

Wib oynement she anoynt bore. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. vm. xxiiL (Tollem. MS.) |>ey . . hauen ofte euel drye
chines in be hynder party of be foot. 1545 Ravnold Byrth
Man. 49 Pusshes, chappyngs or chyns, which cause great

payne. Ibid. in. iii. 11634) 170 The childes lippes . . hauing
. .clefts and chines. 1562 Bullevn Dial. Sorenes a> Chyr.

45 a, Any clifte or chinne.

+ C. A cut, an incision. Oh.
1387 Trevisa Higden vi. vi. (Tollem. MS.) In that stone.

.

is seen of that stroke a chynne of an elne longe. Ibid,

(Rolls) I. 223 pe chene of his wounde [vulneris hiatus].

1 2. A fissure in the surface of the earth ; a

crevice, chasm. Obs.

c 1050 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 381 Cryptc, cinan. c 1220

I
Bestiary 402 In eried lond or in erSchine. 1387 Trkvisa

' Higden. (Rolls) I. 233 pere was somtyme in be myddel of

Rome a greet chene in be erbe ; out of >at chene come smoke
and brymston, and slow many man. 1480 Cantbrix Epit.

271 In that hither side in a chene Shall thou here wonder
dene, c 1490 Caxton Ovid's Met. xiv. viii, By chynnes and
krevays. 1577 Harrison Descr. Brit. x. 35 A rocke. .which

hath a little nft or chine upon the side.

b. spec. On the Isle of AVight and Hampshire
coast, a deep and narrow ravine cut in soft rock

strata by a stream descending steeply to the sea.

1830 Lvell Princ. Gcol. I. 281 One of these chines, near

Boscomb,has been deepened twenty feet within a few years.

1837 Marrvat Dog'ftend xv, A certain point close to the

Black Gang chyne. 1879 Ienkinson /. of Wight by The
Shanklin Chine is the most beautiful of any on the island.

Chine (tfain), «M Also 4 7 chyne, (J chein,

chaine\ [Aphetic f. *achine, for OF. eschine

(mod.F. /chine) spinal column, back-bone (1 ith c.

j

in Littr^), corresp. to Pr. est/uina, esquena, Sp.

est/uena, It. schiena.

For the Romance word Diez suggestsan adoption ofOHO.
MHO. schine, which, among other things, meant

' needle, splinter,' perh. originally 'small piece of bone or

metal '. The transition of sense would be parallel to that of

L. spina, prickle, fishl»one, backbone, and Oer. grat
', the

difficulty being the want of evidence, cither in German or

I Romanic, for this transition. (Scheler Anhang, to Die*

quotes from an It.-Ger. Gloss, in Mussafia 'schena, schin-

pein ' shinbone, which may be thought to show some ap-

I

proximation.)]

1. The spine, backbone, or vertebral column ;

more loosely ' the part of the back in which the

spine is found '

(J.). arch, and techn.

c 1300 K. Alis. 3977 Thow . . Me byhynde at my chyne
Smotest me with thy spere. 1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ.

1 Ord. (1790) 468 Take a pike or a tenche, and slitte horn by

the chine, c 1530 Ld. Berners A rth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 495
1 The emperoure was so brused wyth hys fal, that nye the

;
chyne of his backe was broken asonder. 1570 Levins

Manip. 139 The chine of a beast, spina. 1607 Dekker Wh.
1 Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 217 My backe must beare Till the

! chine crack. 1705 Otway Orphan 11. iii. 516, I. .clove the

Rebel to the Chine, c 17*0 W. Gibson Farrier's Guide 1.

! iv. (1738) 35 It is continued along the Chine downwards .

.

and through all that passage is term'd the Spinal Marrow.

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. II. 263 Sheep.. The
chine should be low and straight from the shoulders to the

setting on of the tail. 1879 Browning Ned Bratts 206.

f 2. The back. Oh.
C 1475 Partenay 5647 Well felt the strokes on the chinesse

bred. 1596 Si enser F. Q. vi. iii. 3 Whom Calidore thus
' carried on his chine. 1611 Cotgr., Eschinon, the chyne, or

1

vpper part of the backe betweene the shoulders. iniSougs
! Costume (1849) 255 Then the fops are so fine, With lank-

waisted chine, And a skimp bit of a hat.



CHINE. 353 CHINK.

f b. To bow the chine. Obs. ^
1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. vi, And do th'eym bowen both

in backe and chyne. — Bochas 11. xxxi. (1554) 67a, To
that Lprd bowe a down thy chine. 1443 Pol. Poems U859)
II. 211 Tofore whos face lowly they did enclyne. .Ffyl doun
to ground, bowyd bak and chyne.

3. Cookery. A * joint' consisting of the whole or

part of the backbone of an animal, with the ad-

joining flesh. The application varies much accord-

ing to the animal ; in mutton it is the ' saddle
1

;

in beef any part of the back (ribs or sirloin).

C1340 Gam. § Gr. Knt. 1354 Syben sunder bay be sydez
swyft fro be chyne [of a deer], 1556 in W. H. Turner Set.

Ree. Oxford 260 Item, payed for a chyne of freshe salmon.
159a Nobody $ Someb. {1878) 289 Yeomen . .Whose long

backs bend with weightie chynes of biefe. a 1764 in

Dodsley Coll. Poems VI. 257 Chickens and a chine oflamb.
1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery h. 7 In a sheep, .the two loins to-

gether is called a chine or saddle of mutton. 1823 F. Cooper
Pioneers A prodigious chine of roasted bear's meat.

b. spec. The backbone and immediately adjoin-

ing flesh of a bacon-pig, which remains when the

sides are cut off for bacon-curing.

[1502 Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 64 Podynges
and chynes of porke.] 1712 Addison Sped. No. 269 r 8 He
had killed eight fat Hogs . . he had dealt about his Chines
very liberally amongst his Neighbours. 1788 Ld. Auck-
land's Corr. II. 208 As the person said about his friend

from the country sending him a chine, that he wished he
had sent the turkey too. 1861 Sat. Rev. 21 Dec. 647 When
country cousins were not too fine to send up turkeys and
chine.

4. transf. A ridge, crest, arete.

1855 Singleton Virgil I. 166 And the billow now Upon
its chine the ironed wheels supports. 1857 Kingsley Two
Y. Ago III. 99 Crawling on hands and knees along the
sharp chines of the rocks. 1869 Hlackmore Lorna D. xxix.

fed. 12) 170 Every man in his several place, keeping down
the rig or chine. 1876 R. Burton Gorilla L. II. 257 We
then struck the roughest of descents, down broken outcrops
and chines of granite.

f 5. Mourning of the chine, mourne of the chine,

Tfiose in the chine, glanders of the chine : a disease

of horses : see Mourne, -ing, Glanders. Hence,
perhaps, chine, as name of a disease.

1523 Fitzherb. Hnsb. § 87 Mournynge on the chyne. .ap-
pereth at his nosethryll lyke oke water. 1590 Greene
Never too late (1600) 55 Well, this Louer . . began . . to
mourne of the chine, and to hang the Hp. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Stir. W* ii. 51 His horse, .possest with the glanders,
and like to mose in the chine, x607 Topsk 1.lFovrf. Beasts
77 The iuice of black Chameleon killeth young kie like the
chine. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 746 The wheasing
Swine With Coughs is choak'd, and labours from the Chine.

6. Comb. a. as \ chine-beef; f chine-bone,
the vertebral column ; chine-marrow, spinal

marrow.
1675 Hobbes Odyssey (1677) 37 He took. .Of good *chine-

beef, and gave it to these guests. ^1532 Dewes Introd.
Fr. in Palsgr. 903 The *chyne boone, la greue. 1594 T.
B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 42 If the chinebone were all

of one piece, a man shoulde bee alwayes stiffe like to a pale.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. § Afin. Introd., The *chine or
pithmarrow.

b. cf. sense 5 : chine-evil., -gall, -glanders.
1630 Massinger Picture rv. ii, The friction with fumiga-

tion, cannot save him From the chine-evil. 1630 J. Tay-
lor (Water P.) IVks. 1. 90/1 The Chinegall, the Nauelgall.

.

the Glanders. 1746 Langrish Phys. Exper. on Brutes 104
What the Farriers call the chine-glanders.

Chine (tfain), sb$ [a variant of Chime 2
,
prob.

altered by phonetic attraction to prec]
1. The projecting rim at the heads of casks, etc.,

formed by the ends of the staves ; = Chime sb 2

.1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. 121 When
bow settyst a pipe abroche. .iiij fyngur ouer be nere chyne
bow may percer or bore, .and so shalle ye not cawse be lies

vp to ryse. 1601 Househ. Ord. 295 The yeoman drawer
hath for his fee all the lees of wine within fowre fingers of
the chine. 1713 Lond. Country Brew, iv. (1743) 312
Ornamenting the very Chines of his Cask by a moulding In-
strument. 1883 American VI. 206 The old and mouldy
casks had rotted away at their chines.

2. Ship-building. ;See quot. 1850.)
1833 Richardson Mercant. Mar. Archil. 5 The rabbet

. .is always the same distance from, .the chine, as the thick-
ness of the plank intended to be worked on the bottom.
c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 106 Chine, that part of the
waterways which is left the thickest, and above the deck-
plank. It is bearded back, that the lower seam of spirket-
ing may be more conveniently caulked, and is gouged hol-
low in front to form a watercourse.

3. Comb., as chine-hoop (of a cask).
17x825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Chine-hoop, the extreme

hoop which keeps the ends of the staves together.

Chine, obs. f. Chain.
t Chine, v. 1 Obs. Forms: Inf. 1 einan, 2-3 chi-

nen, chynen, 4-6 chynne, 3- chine; pa. t. 2-3
chan, 3-4 chane, chon, 4- chined

; pa. pple. 6-
chined. [OE. cinan, can, cinon, cinen str. vb.,

corresp. to OS. and OHG. kinan :—OTeut. kinan,
in which n appears to have been orig. a present-
tense formative, f. stem, hi- ; cf. Gothic strong pa.
pple. us-kijans sprung up, also us-kehian to sprout
out, spring up, with change of strong inflexion to
the weak inflexion of the inchoative na- class. (Cf.
Awaken.) From the same root came OE. dp, OS.
cid, OHG. chidi, mod.G. dial. keid{e sprout. The
primary meaning of the vb. root 'to burst open,

Vol. II.

split ' was retained in Eng. See also the deriv.

vb. to To-chine.]

1. intr. To burst asunder, split open ; to open
in fissures ; to crack, chink, etc.

#700 Epinal Gloss. 495 Hiulca, cinaendi. a 800 Erfurt
Gloss., cinendi. a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 221 Dehiscens,
cinende. c 1000 Sax. Leeclui. II. 148 3'f men cine hwile lim.

C117S Lamb. Horn. (1867)83 pe sunne seined burh be glesne
ehburl . bet gles ne brekeS ne chineS. c 1305 in Leg. Rood
(1871) 142 His lippes to clouen and chyned. 6-1380 Sir
Ferumb. 212 Hys wounde . . gan to chine. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xvii. ii. (1495) 599 By strengthe of hete
theerthe cleuythand chynnyth. 1530 Wiuttinton Tullyes
Offices in. (1540) 120. Whan the erthe dyd chyne and gape
. . he went downe in to that great chyne. .and dyd se an
horse of brasse.

b. To split off, separate by a fissure.

c 1300 A'. A lis. 2228 He smot his stede in the mane, That
hed fro the body chane.

2. trans. To burst, split.

c 1330 Arth. Alert. 7764 Tho that deth her hert chon.
1508 Fisher IVks. 148 After the erth be brent, chyned, and
chypped by the hete of the sonne.

Chine (tjain), v. 2 Also 6 chynne, chyne. [f.

Chine sb. 2 ; cf. F. echiner to break the back of.]

I. Connected with the chine — backbone.
1. trans. To cut along or across the chine or back-

bone ; to cut the chine-piece.

x6n Cotgr., Eschiner, to chyne ; to diuide, or breake the
backe of. 1615 Markham Eng. Hous-wife 60 And the Pigge
youshal chine [and] divide into two parts. 1636 Divine Trag.
lately Acted 22 [He] with a hatchet chines him downe the
backe, so as his bowells fell out. 1787 Canning Microc.
No. 28. 1843 .P. Parley s Ann. IV. 331 Cutting out a pluck,
or chining a whole sheep.

b. spec. To cut up (a salmon or other fish).

1513 Bk. Keruyng in Babees Bk. 265 Chyne that samon.
1651-7 T, Barker Art ofAngling (1820) 22 You chine the
Salmon. 1653 Walton Angler Hi, Chine or slit him through
the middle, as a salt fish is usually cut. 1787 Best Angling
(ed. 2)i68.

77

2. To break the chine or back of. 1? Also, To
cleave to the chine.)

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. vi. 13 On her horses hinder parts it

[a stroke] fell .. That quite it chynd bis backe behind the
sell. 1677 Otway Cheats Scapin II. i. 79 By all the Honour
of my ancestors I'll chine the villain [vr.j'e le veux echiner].

1741 Richardson Pamela II. 250 He would chine the Man,
that was his Word, who offer'd to touch his Lady.

II. Connected with chine = ridge.

3. intr. and trans. To ridge. 'Only in one writer.)

1869 Blackmore Lorna D. iii. \ed. 12)18 The valleys [were]
chined with shadow. 1873 — Cradock No7vell xi. (1881) 44
His mighty forehead would scarp and chine like the head-
land when the plough turns. 1880 — Eretna xx. (Hoppe)
The cliff was of chalk . . where it suddenly chined away
from landslope into sea-front, a long bar of shingle began.

Chined (tfaind), ppl. a. [f. Chine sb.2 and v.'*]

1. Having a chine
;
chiefly in comb.

1577 E. Googe Heresbach's Hnsb. 111. (1586) 116 A good
Horse .. Double chinde upon his loines, a gutter runes
withall. a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Scornful Lady v. i. (R.)
These, .steel chin'd rascals that undo us all. 1861 Times 27
Sept. , A . . well-shaped, full-chined, fine-snouted . . hog.

f 2. Broken-backed. Obs. rare.
1611 Cotgr., Eschine. .chyned,. broken-backed.

f 3. Affected with * mourning of the chine
' ; see

Chine sb. 2 5.

a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Cust. Country in. iii, He's chin'd,
he's chin'd, good man : he is a mourner.

t Chine-uses, sb. pi. Obs. [f. China, on
analogy of L. Sinensis, -es.J Chinese.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. iii. 11, The Chinenses observe

the same customes. 1649 G. Daniel Triuarch., Hen. IV,
cvii, The wise Chinenses. .soe make their Porcelane.

So + Chine nsian, a. qnd sb. Obs.
1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 81 1 The Chinensian Succession in

their several Families. 1688 R. Holme Armoitry in. 233/1
A Chinensian, or a Man of China.

Chinese (tjainz-z), a. and sb. [f. China + -ese :

in F. chinois. In 16th c. + Chinish was used.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to China. Chinese compli-

ment', a pretended deference to the opinions of

others, when one's mind is already made up.
1577 Eden & Willes Hist. Trav. 260 Whence the Chinishe

nation haue theyr prouision for shyppyng. 1644 Evelyn
Diary 22 Oct., Those of Chinese kings. 1699 Dampier
Voy. II. 59 The Chinese language. 1878 J. H. GRAvChina
i, There can be . . no doubt of the great antiquity of the
Chinese Empire. 1882 B. M. Croker Proper Pride I. vii.

144 Your asking me if I take exception to any of your ar-
rangements is only a Chinese compliment.

2. In the specific names of many natural and artificial

productions obtained from China, e.g. Chiuese-bellflozver,
cherry, crab, gall, gelatine, glue, indigo, pear, pitcher-
plant, varnish, water-lily, yam, etc. ; ttp. Chinese-
balance (see quot.); Chinese-blue, a mixture of cobalt-
blue and flake white; Chinese-capstan (see quot.);
Chinese crescent = Chinese pavilion; Chinese fire,

in pyrotechnics, a composition consisting of gunpowder,
nitre, charcoal, sulphur, and small cast-iron borings;
Chinese-gTass= CniNA-,§ra^y; Chinese-lantern, a col-

lapsable lantern of thin coloured paper, chiefly used in il-

luminations ; Chinese pavilion (see quot.); Chinese
primrose, Primula sinensis, a well-known early flowering
window-plant ; Chinese tumbler, a toy figure so con-
structed as to regain its balance from any position ; Chinese-
wax, see China- -wax; Chinese wheel (see quot.l;
Chinese-white, white oxide of zinc, a valuable pigment

;

Chinese -windlass (see quot.); Chinese • yellow, a
bright sulphuret of arsenic, fonnerly brought from China.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., *Chinese-balance, a form of the

steelyard having four points of suspension, and as many
quadrated sides to the weight-arm of the lever. Ibid, s.v.,
*Chinese-capstan, a differential hoisting or hauling device,
having a vertical axis, and therein only differing from the
differential windlass. 1882 Garden 21 Jan. 46/3 Among de-
ciduous trees that flower about the end of April, .one of the
most beautiful is )the ^Chinese Crab. 1869 Eng. Mech.
24 Dec. 354/2 *Chinese or Japanese galls . .are supposed to
be produced by a . . species of aphis on a terebinthinous
plant. 1825 in Hone Fvery-day Bk. I. 1027 *Chinese
lanterns are hung. 1880 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 346/1 s.v.,

*Chinese Pavilion, Chinese Crescent . . consists of a pole,
with several transverse brass plates of some crescent or
fantastic form, and generally terminating at top with a
conical pavilion or hat. .On all these parts a number of very
small bells are hung which the performer causes to jingle.

£Ti86s J- Wylde in Circ. Sc. I. 5 The common toy, the
"Chinese tumbler. 1819 Pantologias.w. China, The tsi-chu,

or varnish tree, which produces the admirable *Chinese
varnish. Ibid. s.v. Chinese, *Chinese wheel is an engine .

.

for raising water from rivers to irrigate plantations of sugar
canes. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., A

Chinese-windlass, a
differential windlass in which the cord winds off one part of
the barrel and on to the other.

B. sb.

1. A native of China. [The plural Chineses was
in regular use during 17th c. : since it became obs.

'

Chinese has been sing, and pi. ; in modern times
a sing. Chinee has arisen in vulgar use in U. S.

(So sailors say Maltee, Fortuguee.)']
1606 E. Scott {title) An exact Discourse of the East

Indians as well Chyneses and Jauans. 1667 Milton P. L.
111. 438 Sericana, where Chineses drive With Sails and Wind,
thir canie Waggons light. 1697 Dampier Voy- I- xv. 406
The Chinese in general are tall. 1703 Cunningham in Phil.
Trans. XXII I. 1206 Saying that the Chineses are strangers
to the art of grafting. 1842 Prichard Nat. Hist. Man 228
The Chinese have long been the most numerous and power-
ful of these nations. 1878 J. H. Gray Chi?ia xiv, If a
Chinese feared or expected something from a foreigner.

b. sing. Chinee.
1871 Bret Hakte That Heathen Chinee, The heathen

Chinee is peculiar.

c. Comb., as Chinese-oivncd.
1881 in Nature XXV. 179 Large and well-appointed

steamers, 'Chinese-owned and manned.
2. The Chinese language.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl. I. s.v., The Chinese has no analogy

to any other language in the world. 1870 Farrar Grk.
Syntax § 6 Chinese has never possessed cases or inflections

of any kind.

t Chine'Sian. Obs. rare. a. and sb. Chinese.
1674 R. Burthogge Causa Dei (.1675) 392 Among the

Chinesians, Indians..and Persians.

Chiney, obs. form of China.
Chingle, -ly, early ff. Shingle, Shingly.

t Chi'niail, -ean, a. and sb. Obs. Chinese.
1613 Plrchas Pilgr. I. iv. x. 344 In the Chinian Epistles.

1657 Tomunson Renou's Disp. 146 Chinean Rhabarb.
1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 263 The Chinians are very sus-

pitious and doe not trust strangers. 1613 Purchas Pilgr.
I. iv. x. 344 Of the Chinians and Cathayans.

t Chrning, vbL sb. Obs. [f. Chine t>.i +
-ing i.] Cracking, Assuring ; a chink or crack.
(11420 Occleve De Reg. Princ. 152 At many a chynnyng

. .they myghten beholde And see. 1523 Fitzherb. //w^.
§ 138 Than take mosse and laye thervpon for chynynge of
the claye. 1545 Ravnold Byrth Man 122 Chappynge, or
chynynge of the mouthe. 1631 Massinger Believe as you
List in. ii, I did expect The chininge of his fork.

Chink ;tjirjk), sb. 1 [f. Chink z\I
; =northern

K.LNK.] A convulsive gasp for breath, or spas-

modic losing of the breath, as in hooping-cough
;

a convulsive fit of coughing or laughing.
[a 1500 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 791 (Nom. Infirmitat.)

Hec reuma, a chynge.] 1767 H. Brooke FoolofQual. iv, My
Lord and Lady took such a chink of laughing, that it was
some time before they could recover. 1855 Mrs. Gaskell
Cranford ix. (D.), The boys were in chinks of laughing.

Chink (tjink), sb.2 Also 6 chynk^e, chincke,

7 chinke. [This and its verb, Chink v.2, are

known only from the 16th c. There is nothing

similar in Teutonic or Romanic.
In sense, chink is exactly equivalent to the earlier word

Chine (sb1
.), and indeed its earliest known occurrence is in

Eerthelet's ed. of a work, where it has been substituted for

chine, chynne of earlier MSS. and edd. And, although
'chynes and chynkes ' occurs in 1545-64, it may be said

that, generally, chink took the place of chine, between 1550
and 1580. It thus looks like a new formation on chine;

but no satisfactory account of its origin can at present

be offered. If chinch, Chinse, is, as it appears to be, a
variant of the verb, the whole may have to be referred to

an earlier date.

Professor Skeat thinks it
1 formed with an added k ex-

pressive of ' diminution '
; but examples of this process in

i5-i6th c. are not known.
Wedgwood would identify it with Chink 3

, with the root

notion of a sharp shriirsound, as in the chink of metal, and
thence derive the sense of sudden fissure or fracture accom-
panied by such a SQund. He compares the development of
Crack, 'sharp report' and then 'fissure', and of other
words, in which actions are instinctively expressed by their

associated sounds. (Cf. e. g. bang, bomb, bum, chap, clap,

Po£i) But the historical data are too scanty to establish

this.]

1. A fissure caused by splitting ; a cleft, rift, or

crack ; a crevice, gap. = Chine sb.^ 1, 2.

[1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R. VUI. xl. (Tollem. MS.) Also
in chines, holes and dennes of be erbe. c 1450 MS. Bodl. 3738

45
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vnr. xxviii, and 1495 W. de W. ibid., In chynnes holes and
dennes.] 1535 ed. Berthelet vm. xl, The chinkes, holes and
dennes of the erthe. 1545 Ravnold Byrth Man Hhj, Be-

iwene the chines and gynks [ed. 1564 chynes and chynkes]

of closely ioynyd bourdes. 1577 It. (Iooce Heresbach's
ffnsb. 11. 1 1586) 77 See it be. .not ml ofchincksor cleftes, that

the Sunne burne not the tender rootes. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 585 A city swallowed vp by a wide chinke and
opening of the earth. 1691 Rav Creation 1. (1704) 87 The
Water descending, .into Chinks and Veins. 1607 Drvdf.s
Virg.Georg. 111. 656 The chapt Earth is furrow a o'er with
Chinks. 17^1 Smeaton Edystone L. (1793) § 26 An iron

chain, .fa*! jambed into a chink of the rock. 1865 Geikie
Seen, *f Geol. Scot. viii. 229 The cliff, .is rent into endless
chinks and clefts,

b. A fissure or crack in the skin ; a chap.

1507 Gerard Herbal 1. xl. 60 The chappes and chinkes of
the Hands. 1748 tr. Vegttius' Distemp. Horses 196 A sore

like a Chap or Chink.

C. fig.
1664 H. More Myst. hiiq. ix. 28 Any such chink or

least crack in Religious worship, i860 Emerson Cond.
Lt/e

}
Power Wks. iBohnt II. 329 There is no chink or

crevice in which it [power] is not lodged.

2. A long and narrow aperture through the
depth or thickness of an object ; a slit, an open-
ing in a joint between boards, etc.

1551 Huloet, Chinck, clyft, cranny, or creues of earth,
stone or woode, thorowe the whiche a man maye loke. 1579
Spenser Sheph. Cal. May, Privily he peeped out through a
chinck. 1590 Sandys Furopse Spec. 11632) 139 The box of
devotion, with . .two tapers on each side to see the chinke to
put money in. 1656 Cowley Misc., Reason vi, There through
Chinks and Key-holes peep. 1703 Maundrell Joum.
Jems. (1732) 06 Fire was seen . . Thro' some chinks of the
door. 1839 47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 111/2 The length of
the chink of the glottis is very variable. 1862 E. A. Parkes
Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 127 Chinks and openings produced
by imperfect carpentry.

\fig- 1831 Landor Andrea 0/Hungary Wks. 1846 II. 540
That is the chink of time they all drop through.

Chink (tjirjk), [An echoic word ; used also

as a verb, Chink tv1
]

1. An imitation ofthe short, sharp sound produced
by pieces of metal or glass striking one another

;

hence a name for this sound.
1581 J. Bell //addon's Ansiv. Osor. 276 b, As soone as

theyr coyne shall cry chink in your boxes. 1601 Yarincton
Two Lament. Traj. v. ii. in Bullen O. PI. IV, And chinck
of gold is such a pleasing crie. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. m.
i. § 18 The chink of their money. 178a Cowpf.r Truth
140 At chink of bell. 1855 Tennyson Maud x. iii. 7 The
chink of his pence. 187a Holland Marb. Proph. 10 The
sharp, metallic chink of grounded arms.

2. Any sound of the same kind.
a 1764 Lloyd To Co/man, Ere Milton soar'd in thought

sublime, Ere Pope rehVd the chink of rhyme. 1790 Burke
Fr. Rev. Wks. 1. 165 Haifa dozen grasshoppers, .make the
field ring with their importunate chink. 1870 Jekferies
Wild Life in S. C. 290 The 'fink, chink' of the finches
sounded almost as merrily as before.

f 3. //. Pieces of ready money, coins. Obs.
i£73 Tusser Husb. (1878) 134 To buie it the cheaper, haue

chinkes in thy purse. 1577 Holinshed Descr. /rel. iii, Such
as had not redy chinckes, and theruppon forced to run on

y score. 159* Shaks. Rom. #f Jul. I. v. 119 He that can
lay hold of her, Shall haue the chincks. 1611 Cotgr.,
Quinqnaitle, chinkes, coyne.

4. A humorous colloquial term for money in the
form of coin ;

ready cash.
Exceedingly common in the dramatists and in songs of

the 17th c. ; now rather slangy or vulgar.

*573 Tusser Husb. (18781 101 Til purse doe lack chinke.

1598 Florio, Dittdi. .a childish word for money, as we say
chinke. 1651 C. Stapylton Herodian xv. 129 They shew
withall their purses full of Chink. 1653 J. Taylor (Water
P.J Wks. (1876) No. 20. 8 He pay'd the chinque, and freely
gave me drink, a 1745 Swift Martial 1. Ixxxvi. 67 Nay,
I'm so happy, most men think, To live so near a man of
chink, a 1845 Hood /Hack Job iv, A Treasurer, of course,
to keep the chink.

5. [from the sound of their note.] a. The Chaf-
finch ; also called chink-chink

, chink-chaffey,

chinky-chank. dial. b. The Keed Hunting. Sc.

1797 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) !• »°4- 1864 Atkinson
Proi'inc. Names Birds, Chink, chinky, chaffinch. 1875
Buckland Note in White's Selbome 356 The chiff-chaff" is

also called the 'chinky-chank'.

Chink, sbA dial. [app. a variant of Kink, a
twist : cf. the corresp. vb. Chink *.] (See quot.^
a 18*5 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Chink, a sprain on the

back or loins, seeming to imply a slight separation of the
vertebrae.

Hence Chink-backed a.

1868 Daily Neius 8 Dec, The chink-backed bullock.

Chink, obs. form of Chinch sb. ]

,
bug.

Chink (tfink), vA dial. Also Kink. [Goes
back to an OE. *cincian of which the vol. sb.

cituung occurs in 11th c, corresp. to LG. and
Du. kinken to cough, to draw the breath with
difficulty, app. a LG. nasalized form of *kfk-an,

whence MHO. ktchen, mod.G. keichen to gasp,
cough. In Eng. the northern dial, form kink is

common from the 1 4th c. ; but chink is known only
in modem dialect writers or illustrators (Lancashire,

Cheshire, etc. Cf. Chink sb.\ Chincough.]
intr. To gasp convulsively for breath, lose one's

breath spasmodically, in coughing or laughing.
U1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 171 Cachinnatio, ceahhe-

tung uel cincung. c 1460 Toivneley Myst. 309, I laghe that
I kynke. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glasse'46 Hee laugha

I and kincks like Chrysippus.l 1853 Mrs. Gaskell Ruth
xviii. 1). i, He chinked and crowed with laughing delight.

1875 Lancash. Gloss. (E. D. S.\ Chink, to lose one's breath
1 with coughing or laughter. 1884 Holland Chester Gloss.

< E. D. S-X Chink, to catch or draw the breath in laughing.
When a child first begins to make a noise in laughing, it 16

I often said ' it fairly chinks again '.

Chink tjirjk , v.- Also 6 chynken, chincke,
6-7 chinke. [Belongs to Chink sb.*, along with

which it appears in the 16th c. Cf. also Chine v.

and Chinse v.]

+ 1. intr. To open in cracks or clefts, to crack.

1551 Huloet, Chynken or gape, as the ground dooth with
dryeth. 1580 Raret Alv. C484 The boate chinketh. 1601

Holland Pliny 1 1. 467 The earth aboue head chinketh, and
all at once . . setleth and falleth. 16x0 W. Folkingha.m
Art of Survey 1. x. 24 Chapping grounds, chinking, or

chauming with Cranies. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseot.
Gen. 332 To chink, as ground doth, rimas agtrt.

f 2. trans. To crack or chap. Obs.

1599 T. Mfot'FET] Silkivortnes 11 Kissing their wal apart
where it was chinckt. x6oi Holland Pliny II. 551 This
kind of painting ships is so fast and sure, that neither sun
will resolue. .ne yet wind and weather pierce and chinkeit.
1611 Cotgr., Gercer, to chink, chap, chawne (as the North
wind does the face, hands, etc. a 1656 Bp. Hall Seasonable
Serm. 15 (L.) The surface . . is chopped, and chinked with
drought, and burnt up with heat.

3. To fdl {up) chinks,^. (K S.) those between
the logs in a log-house. Cf. Chinch, Chinse.)
1822 Scott Nigel vii, The walls, doors, and windows, are

so chinked up. 1845 G. W. Kendall Texan Santa Fe
Exbed. I. i. 25 Our log-house quarters, however, were closely
' chinked and daubed '. 1881 Scribner's Mag. 79 While
the men . . build the house, the women chink the cracks.

Chink tjirjk), #.3 [Corresponds to mod.Du.
and EFris. kinken ; a word imitating the sound
expressed. See Chink and note below.]

1. intr. To emit a short, sharp, ringing sound, as

coins or glasses do in striking each other.

1589 161 1 [see Chinking vbl. sb.'*} 1633 G. Herbert Tem-
ple, Quip iii, Then Money came . . chinking still. 1676
Hobbes /Had 1. 50 The Arrows chink as often as he jogs.

i68j N. O. Boileau's Lutrin iv. 31 'Tis time To Rise to

Matins ! Thus the Bells did Chink ! 1798 Solthey Bab
/ads, Surgeon's Warning Poems VI. 190 He made the
guineas chink. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 83 When
thrown into a tumbler, they chinked tike lumps of ice.

b. said of a purse, pocket, etc., containing coins.

a 1616 Bkaum. & Fl. Wit at Sev. Weapons ft. i, Enter
Ruinous with a purse. Ru. It chinks ; make haste ! 1817
Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXII. 141 Our pockets chink with the
sound of something real.

2. trans. To cause (things x to make this sound

by striking them together
;

esp. coins.

17*8 Pope Dune. 11. 189 He chinks his purse, and takes
his seat of state, a 1764 Lloyd Milk-Maid Poet. Wks.
1774 II. 52 Oft in her hand she chink'd the pence. 1884
Miss Hraddon /shmael xii, Chinking a glass against a
bottle as a summons to the waiter.

[Note. The Harl MSS. 221 (1:1440) of /'romp. Parr, has
the entry 'Chymyn or chenken* wythe bellys tintillo ', which,
if genuine, carries back the evidence for this word a cen-

tury earlier. Unfortunately, the reading is not supported
by the other MSS., some of which, like the King's Coll. and
Winchester, have not the entry, while MS. Addit. 22, 586,
like Pynson's and the other printed edd., has 'chymyn or

clynke bellys, tintillo'. This and the treatment of Clynkyn
farther on make it possible that chenken is a scribal error

for clynhen.]

Chink, vA dial. [Goes with Chink sbA :

there appears to have been a Teut. vb. kink- to

I twist, entangle.] Irons. To give a twist to (the

vertebral column' ; to crook slightly, sprain.

a 1825 For by I'oc. F. Anglia, Chink, to cause such an
injury. 'The fall chinked his back.' 1831 Youatt //orse

x. (i&fjt 227 Old horses who have, .some of the bones of the
back or loins anchylosed—united together by Iwny matter
and not by ligament . . Such horses arc said to be broken-
backed or chinked in the chine. 1881 Olida Village Comm.
x. As a packed mule is ' chinked ' on the inarch.

Chink, var. of C hinch v. Obs. to stint.

Chinkapin, var. of Chincapin.

Chinked (tjinkt), ///. a. [f. Chink v.- and

+ -KD.] Cracked, chapped.
155a Huloet, Cbyncked, or crannyed, hiulcus. 1671 ].

Webster Metallogr. ix. 138 The Vine, with a chinked bark.

1855 M. Arnold Balder Dead 141 At the chinked fields of

ice, the waste of snow.

t Chrnker !

. Oh. [f. Chink or ?jA.2] m
Chink sb:-

1581 J. Bell //addon's Answ. Osor. 312 Leave no
chinker at all for Kayth, to peepe through. 1616 Surfl. &
Markh. Country Farme 87 The chinkers or clefts which
may grow must oftentimes be searched out and stopt, for

feare of Rats or Mice.

Chinker 2
v tfi-nk3j . [f. Chink b.> + -er 1

.]

That which chinks ; a coin, or piece of money.
1834 Sir H. Taylor Arfevetde u. in. i. i 1 840 > 185 Are

men like us to be entrapped and sold, And see no money
down, Sir Hurly Burly r. .So let us see your chinkera.

Chi'nking, vbl. sh,* [f. Chink cr,>+ -nra I.]

f 1. Fissunng, cracking. Obs.

1565-78 Cooper Thesaur., Lysis, a chinking or opening
of a wall.

2. Chinking and daubing \ the process of filling

' the chinks of log-houses, and plastering them over

j

with clay ; cf. Chink z>.- 3. U. S.

3. Material for filling up chinks. U. S.

a 1848 Carlton New Purchase I. 61 | Bnrtlettt The chink-

ing being large chips and small slabs, .and the daubing yel-
low clay. 1884 J. G. Bourke Snake Dance 0/ Moquis vii.

67 Palisade, filled in with mud chinking. 1888 Amer. Mis-
sionary Apr. 108 She wore one of the smallest thimbles
with a bit of cloth inside for

1 chinking ' to keep it on.

Chinking ^tji rjkirj), vbl. sb.% [f. Chink v.* +
I -ing J

.] Emission of a short sharp ringing sound.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 111. xvi[i]. lArb.i 192 Clink-

ing of fetters, chinking of money. 1611 Cotgr., Clinqual-
lerie, a chinking, clinking. 1884 Miss Braduon /shmael
xvi, The chinking of glasses and tea-spoons.

+Chi nking, ppl.a.^ [f. Chink v.*] Cracking,
fissuring.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 650 A clouen barke, or chinking rinde.

Chinking (tfi rjkin), at [f. Chink z\3 +
j

-ing That chinks or jingles.

1800 Coleridge Piccolom. iv. v. 209 Chinking gold and
silver. 1882 J. Greenwood Tagt Rag <y Co. 117 An article

of his chinking treasure., a small common horseshoe.

Chinkle (,t|i ijkJ), v. [f. Chink v.'-' + -le, fre-

quentative suffix.] To chink continuously, jingle,

tinkle. Hence Chi"nkling vbl. sb.

1755 Connoisseur No. 96(17741 III. 191 The chinkling of
a tin cascade. 1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirt, II. ng He
chinkled the ginneys i' th' pockets of his breetches.

Chinky (tjrnki), a. [f. Chink sb* + -?K]
Characterized by, or full of, chinks.
c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. xxiii. 45 Those Kayes. .scorch and

parch this chinky gaping soyl. 1607 Dryden Virg. Gcorg.
iv. 63 Plaister thou their chinky Hives with Clay, a 1774
Goldsm. Exp. Phil. (1776) I. 327 The vapours .. trickle

downwards into the chinky bed of the hills. 1863 Worslev
Poems $ Trans 1. 156 And, torn from its familiar flood, The
chinky pinnace rots apace.

Chinless ^tji-nles), a. [f. Chin sb. + -less.]

Without a chin. b. \Vithout the firmness of cha-

racter held to be expressed by a prominent chin.
1828 Blackiu. Mag. XXIII. 598 Earless, eyeless, cheek-

less, noseless, and chinless. 1881 f'oice (N. York) 17 Mar.
5/4 A nation of chinless men—without opinions.

Chinne, obs. f. Chin, Chine sb.*

Chinned (tjind), a. Having a chin : esp. in

comb., as broad-, double-
1
short-, square-ehinned.

1606 I. Ravnolds Dolamey's Prim. <i88o> 86 Some three
chind foggie dame, c 1611 Chapman /Had xxiii. 545 Would

' to heaven I were so young chinn'd now. 1654 Gavton Rest.

j

Notes 141 He had been made so smooth chinn'd. 1874
Motley Bamei'etd I. vii. 31 The delicate-featured, double-
chinned, smooth and sluggish Florentine.

t Chinnel. Obs.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (1856) 51 When wee have a
flatte of good chinnell-oates, that are large and well headed,
wee usually, .reserve them as choise seede for the clayes.

Chinny (tji-ni), a. U. S. [f. Chin sb. -t- -v V]
Talkative. Cf. chin-music s.v. Chin.
1883 Bread-winners 94 She was more chinny than the

young one.

t Chino, sb. Obs. Also Chinao. [a. OSp.]
1. A Chinese.
1588 R. Parke tr. Mendozas Hist. China 23 The Chinos

do agree to this. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. vii. f 10

The Chinaos account all other Nations but Salvages. 1641
R. Krooke Episcopacy 59 The learning of the Chinoes.

2. Chino- is now used in comb, as in Chino-

Japanese, etc

Chinoidine (kinoi dain). [f. China 3 ( = qui-

nine + -olD + -INE.] A resinous substance, con-

tained in the refuse of quinine.

1875 H. Woon Therap. (1870) 79 Under the name of chi-

noidine is sold by the manufacturers the black, intensely

bitter residue left upon the evaporation of the mother-liquor
after the crystallization of the alkaloids. 1883 4 M, ./. Ann.
35/1 The chinoidin has a similar action to quinine.

t Chinois. Oh. [a. V. chinois.] ^Chinese.
1613 Pi rchas Pilgr. I. v. xvii. 46oThe Chinois sometimes

Lords of Zeilan. 1635 Pa<;itt Christianogr. 1. ii. (16361

69 By St. Thomas the Chinoises, and Kihiopians were
converted. 1667 Bovle Orig. Formes 4- Qual. 19 As an
Indian or Chinois would perchance do. a 168a Sir T.
Browne Tracts 13a The Cninoys who live at the bounds
of the earth. 1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Compit. 1. 34 Some
Runaway Chinois.

Hence ii
Chinoiserie [mod.K.], Chinese conduct,

a Chinese art, * notion ', etc.

1883 Harper's Mag. July 830 2 A bit of Chinoiserie. 1884

Pall Mail G. 28 Aug. 3/1 One of those Chinoiseries that

would seem to show that M. Ferry has not much to learn

from the [Chinese J. 1885 Miss Braddon WyltarcTs Weird
II. 116 Japanese tea-trays, chinoiseries, unbreakable glass.

Chinoline (ki-n^l3fn\ [f. China :* + L. ol-tmm

oil + -ink.] A tertiary amine CaHfN (belonging

to the series C„ H2W-nN), an oily fluid, obtained

by the distillation of quinine or cinchonine with

potassium hydroxide ; and also by the dry distilla-

tion of coal. Chinoline-blue, a hue blue colour

produced by dissolving in alcohol the black resin-

ous precipitate obtained from a mixture of chino-

line oil, iodide of amy], and caustic soda.

1853 Pharmac. Jml. XIII. 134 The sulphates of. .chino-

line, picoline .. are .. insoluble. 1864 Reader 8^ Oct. 450
Chinoline blue. 1883 Nature XXVII. 288 Two isoinerous

bodies, Chinoline and Chinoleine. 1883-4 Med. Ann. 14/1

Chinoline. .is a transparent, colourless, mobile oil.

Chinologist tjain^ lod^ist). [f. China, after

the more usual Sinologist.] One who makes a

special study of the language and affairs of China.

1883 American VII. 57 A commission of competent

[

European Chinologists.
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Chinook (tjln«k). U. S. [Native name of an
Indian tribe on the Columbia river, N. America,

with whom early intercourse was established by
the Hudson Bay colony at Vancouver.]
A jargon which originated in the intercourse of

the Hudson Bay Company's servants with the In-

dians of Oregon and Columbia, and is used by the

latter as a means of intercourse between different

tribes and with the white man. Chinook wind : an

ocean wind, warm in winter, cool in summer,
which blows on the Pacific slope of the Rocky
Mountains.
1840 H. Hale Ethtwg. in U. S. Explor. Exp. 6361'shinuk

jargon or Trade Language. 18. . Joaquin Milled Mem.
Rime (1884) 134 All Indian [N. Am.] dialects, except the

'Chinook a conglomerate published by the Hudson Bay
Company for their own purposes. 1884 Boston Jml. 6 Mar.,
Our cold weather . . is tempered by the ' Chinook ' wind from
the Pacific coast. 1887 West Shore, Snow.. is frequently
removed in short order by the chinook, as the warm ocean
wind is called. 1887 Governor's Rept. in Pugct Sound Gaz.

July 1888 The Chinook is the natural enemy of the odious
east wind. 1889///. Land. N. 2 Mar. 266 {title) The Chinook.

Chinquapin, var of Chincapin.

Chinse (tjins), v. Also 8 chince, 9 chintze,

chinch. [App. the typical form is chinch, dial,

var. of Chink v? Of this chinse and chintze arc

corruptions.]

1. dial. = Chink z\2 3.

1887 Parish & Shaw Kent. Gloss. Chinch, to point or fill

up the interstices between bricks, tiles, etc., with mortar.

2. + To caulk ; now Naut. to caulk slightly or

temporarily ; to stop seams, etc., which do not
admit of regular caulking. Hence Chi'nsing vbl.

sb. ; attrib. in ehinsmg-iron, a caulker's tool for

chinsing seams with, Smyth Sailor s Wd.-bk.
1513 Bk. Keruyngc in Babees Bk. 267 Loke ye haue a

chynchynge yron, addes, and lynen clothes. 1748 An-
son's Voy. in. ii. 317 As . . we might go down immediately
. . we had no other resource left than chincing and
caulking within board. 1776 Falconer Marine Diet.,
Chinse, is to thrust oakum into a seam or chink with the
point c-f a knife or chissel. This is used as a temporary
expedient when calking cannot be safely or conveniently
performed. 1804 A. Duncan Mariner's Chrou. III. 4 The
doors, etc. of the ward-room, were chinsed up to keep out
the smoke, e i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 61 The
space, .must be. .filled up with battens, and chintzed.

Chintse, chintz, var. of Chinch, bed-bug.

Chintz (tjints). Forms: //. 7-8 chints, 7
ehites

; sing. 7 chint, (? 7) 8-9 chints, 8 chince,
chinse, 8- chintz. [Originally chints, plural

of chint, a. Hindi chint ; also formerly found as

chite, ¥. chite, Pg. chita, a. Mahrati chit in same
sense ; both :—Skr. chitra variegated. The plural

of this word, being more frequent in commercial
use, came in course of time to be mistaken for a

singular, and this to be written chince, chinse, and
at length chintz (app. after words like Coblentz,

quartz). This error was not established before

the third quarter of the 1 8th c, although editors

and press-readers have intruded it into re-editions

of earlier works. Cf. the similar baize for bays.']

1. orig. A name for the painted or stained cali-

coes imported from India
;
now, a name for cotton

cloths fast-printed with designs of flowers, etc., in

a number of colours, generally not less than five,

and usually glazed.

t tt. sing, chint, pi. chints (-2).

1614 W. Peyton Voy. in Purchas Pilgrims iv. xv. (1625) I.

530 Callicoes white and coloured . . Pintados, Chints and
Chadors. 1663 Pepys Diary 5 Sept., Bought my wife a
chint [so app. MS. ; ed. chintz], that is, a painted Indian
callico, for to line her new study. 1678 J. Phillips Taver-
uier's Trav. n. 1. iv. 33 There is also a great Trade for all

sorts of painted Calicuts, which are called Chites. 1697
Dampier Voy. II. 134 Silks, Chints, Muzlins, Callicoes.
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India S, P. (Index), Chint, a sort of
Callico painted. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World 22 A
quantity of . . wrought silks, muslins and Chints [mod. edd.
chintz]. 1777 Robertson Hist. Aruer. VIIL (1783) III. 350
Japan wares, calicoes, chintz, muslins, silks.

/3. sing, chints {chinse), chintz, pi. chintzes.

1719 D'Urfey Pills I. 163 In Callicoe, or lowly Chinse.
1732 Pope Ep. Cobham 248 Let a charming Chintz [ed. 2
chints] and Brussels lace Wrap my cold limbs. 1746-7
Hervey Medit., In Elmoer Garden, The most admired
chintses. 1755 Johnson, Chints, cloath of cotton made in
India. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 553 A vast trade in
chintzes. 183a Webster, Chints (sing.), a 1845 Hood To
Tom Woodgate xviii, The maids in morning chintz. 1880
Birdwood Ittd. Arts II. 91 Masulipatam chintzes.

2. attrib. Of chintz ; covered, etc., with chintz.
1712 Arbuthnot & Swift John Bull Postscr. x, How he

..could not sleep but in a Chints bed. 1722 Lond. Gaz.
No. 6068/8 One Chince Gown. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in
Scotsman 13 Dec. (1884) 9/6 A very pretty chince night-
gown. 1768 in Genii. Mag. XXXVIII. 395 Two ladies
were convicted before the Lord Mayor in the penalty of£5
for wearing Chintz Gowns. 1849 Lytton Caxlons 13 The
chintz chairs in the best drawing-room were uncovered.
Chiolite (kai^bit). Min. [Named 1846; f.

Gr. xfw" snow + -lite : the etymological formation
would be chionolite.'] A fluoride of aluminium
and sodium occurring in the Ilmen mountains.
1868 Dana Min. (1880) 128.

ChiopiiKe, Chiorm, obs. ff.CHOPiNE,CHiuHM.

Chip (tfip), sb.1 Also 5-6 chyppe, chype, 5-7
chippe, 6 chipp, shyppe. [Found since c 1300

:

immediately connected with Chip v. 1
;
though the

sense is not that of a verbal sb., as in a cut, a
knock

j
etc.]

1. A small, and esp. thin, piece of wood, stone, or

other material, separated by hewing, cutting, or

breaking ; a thin fragment chopped or broken off.

(Unless otherwise specified, understood to be of

wood, and to mean those made by the wood-
cutter and carpenter in course of their work.;
c 1330 R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 91 Pat hewis ouer his

heuea, be chip falles in his ine. c 1440 Promp. Par-v. 75
Chyppe, quisquilie, assula. 1481-90 Howard Househ.
Bks. 291 For caryinge of ij. lodes of chippes xd. a 1528
Skelton Col. Cloute 245 Lyke sawdust or drye chyppes.

1555 Eden Decades IV. Ind. 111. 11. (Arb.) 144 He broke the

dartes into a thousande chyppes. 1599 ^' ^* tr- Gabel-

houer's Bk. Physicke 259/1 Water, wherin hath bin sodden
chippes of luniper. 1764 Harmer Qhsen>. xiv. v. 226
Lighted by chips of deal full of turpentine, burning in a
round iron frame. 1837 Lytton E. Maltrav. (1851) 46
Dry chips .. are the things for making a blaze. 1844 P.
Parley's Ann. V. 369 The clattering of a chip of tile from
the battlements. 1873 Hale In His Name v. 26 Chips on
the ground showed that the wood-cutters had taken out
some saplings.

fig* rtl54* Wyatt Poet. IVks. (1557) 47 That weigh .
.
A

chippe of chance more than a pounde of wit. 1575 Church-
yard (title) The Firste Part of Churchyarde s Chippes.

1648 HERRiCK/zVi/tr. (Grosart) II. 169 For kissing love's dis-

sembling chips The fire scortcht my heart. 1655 Gurnall
Chr. in Arm. xvi. § 4 (1669)66/1 Some indeed he cuts down
by Chips in Consumptive diseases, they dye by piece-meals.

1862 Max MUllkr {title) Chips from a German Workshop.

2. spec.
*t*

a. A paring of bread-crust ; —Chip-
ping vbl. sb. 2 a. Obs.

( 1440 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 456 With a fewe Chippes of

light bred stepet in vernage. 1579 Spenser Shepfu Cal.

\ July 188 Theyr sheepe han crustes, and they the bread;

j

the chippes, and they the chere.

b. Cookery. A thin irregular slice of a fruit, etc.

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 233 Put salt

in the water for either oranges preserved, or any kind of

j
orange chips. Ibid. 243 To make Orange Chips. 1796
Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi. 341 Take your apricots or peaches,

pare them and cut them very thin into chips.

C. A T
aut. A small quad rant-shaped piece ofwood

at the end of the log-line.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s. v., The chip is loaded at the

circular edge so as to float upright, about two thirds being
immersed in water. .The chip or log being thrown overboard
catches in the water and remains about stationary there,

while the cord unwinds as the vessel proceeds.

d. A counter used in games of chance ; hence,

slang, a sovereign.

1873 Slang Diet., Chips, money. 1883 Miss Braddon
Phant. Fort. xli. {1884) 355 Divers values, from the respect-

able * pony ' to the modest ' chip '.

3. Applied to the keys of a spinet or harpsichord

(quot. 1600), chessmen (quot. 1645), etc.

t 1600 Shaks. Sonn. exxviii, To be so tikled they [my lips]

would change their state, And situation with those dancing
chips, Ore whome thy fingers walke. 1645 Bp. Hall Con-
teutation 37 A skilful player will not stirre one of these

Chips, but with intention of an advantage.

4. As a material : Wood (or woody fibre) split

into thin strips for making hats and bonnets.

1771 [see 9]. 1784 Cowper Lett. 21 Mar., A fashionable

hat . . a black one, if they are worn ; otherwise chip. 1866

Treas. Bot. 270 Chip, a material used for plaiting into

various articles of ornament and use, and obtained from the

leaves of the palm called Thn'nax argentea. 1888 Bow
Bells 22 June 3 Some of these [bonnets] in chip or crinoline.

5. Taken as the type of a. anything worthless or

trifling (see also not to care a ckip, etc., in 8.);

b. anything without flavour, innutritious, or ' dry

i dried up, scorched, parched.
a 1639 W. Whktelky Prototypes 11. xxv. (1640,1 46 He takes

not the chips for excellent things, but reckons of them as

j
of chips. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 272 All

I

the honours, riches, greatness, and glory of this world are

i but chips, toys, and pebbles to these glorious pearls. 1725

I
Dudley North in North Lives II. 303 We had in the ship

. . fresh mutton . . but all was chip to me. 1792 A. Young
Trav. France 23 They roast every thing to a chip. 1857
Holland Bay Path viii. 100 Discussing some dry chip of

a doctrine. 1859 Jephson Brittany xiv. 235 They [boots]

! were burned to a chip.

6. fig. Something forming a portion of, or

S derived from, a larger or more important thing, of

I

which it retains the characteristic qualities. Usually

applied to persons.

[1638 Osborn Adv. .SVw (1673) 221 As most of the small

Princes beyond the Alps, are themselves, or their wives,

chips of the Cross.] 1815 Scribbleomania 2, 1 rank with

the Nine a true chip of Apollo. 1822 W. Irving Braced.

Hall xiii. 116 A dry chip of the University. 1873 Slang-

Diet, s. v. Chip, Brother chip, one of the same trade or

profession. Originally brother carpenter, now general. 1884
BirmingJiam Daily Post 28 July 5/1 Even a Parnellite

will help a brother chip when he is in distress.

b. f Chip of the same block : a person or thing

derived from the same source or parentage. Chip

of the old block : one that resembles his father, or

I reproduces the family characteristics ; also applied

I

to things.
1621 Sanderson Serin. I. 205. 1627 Ibid. 283 Am not I

a child of the same Adam . . a chip of the tame block, with

him? 1642 Milton Apol. Smect. (1851) 297 How well
dost thou now appeare to be a Chip of the old block.

1655 Lestrange Chas. I, 126 Episcopacy, which they
thought but a great chip of the old block Popery. 1660 R.
Coke Po^ver 3- Subj. 266 b, One Mr. Coke (a true Chip of
the old Block). 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 265 A
chip of the old block, Patris est Jilius. 1751 Smollett
Per. Pic. lxxxiii. 1833 A. Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Ad-
minist. II. 318 The crab is its mother's child—a chip of the

old block.

7. a. A crack or slight fracture caused by chip-

ping, b. dial. An act of chipping, a cut with an

ax, or adze.
Mod. colloq. One of the cups has got a chip on the edge.

South Scotch. Let me take a chip at the tree.

8. Phrases, t Chip in ones eye, etc. (obs. ; see

quots.}. Not to care, etc., a chip (sense 5). t Such
carpenters, such chips : as is the workman, such is

[
his work. Chip in porridge (pottage, broth) \

an addition which does neither good nor harm, a

thing of no moment.
1330 [see i], c 1400 Test. Love 1. (1560) 279 b/2, For an old

Proverbe it is ledged, He that heweth to hie, with chippes
he may lese his sight, c 1430 Lydg. in Anglia IX. n. 112

Me list nat to hewe chippes ouer myn hede. c 1530 R.
Hilles Common-pi. Bk. (1858) 140 Clyme not to hye lest

chypys fall yn thyn eie. 1556 J. Hevwood Spider El.

xxxix. 52 Thei differ not a chip. 1562 — Prov. $ Epigr.

(1867) 14 So playde these twayne, as mery as three chipps.

Ibid. 11. vii. Suche Carpenters, suche chips. 1577 Stanyhurst
Descr. Irel. iii. in Holinshea'VI. 17, I weigh not two chips

which waie the wind bloweth. 1580 Lyi.y Euphues fArb.i

467 Looketh high, as one yat feareth no chips. 1603 Breton
Diguitie or Indig. ofMen 197 Who looketh hye, may have
' a Chip fall in his Eye 1675 Cotton Scojfcr Scoft 115,

j
I know, but care not of a Chip. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies

\ 1. xvii. 108 The Sextile is no Chip in Broth.. but a very

considerable Engine. 1688 Vox Cleri Pro Rege 56 A sou
of Chip in Pottage, which (he hopes! will not do Popery
much good, nor the Church of England much harm. 1868

Holme Lee B. Godfrey xxxi. 164 Basil did not care a chip.

1880 Ch. Times 25 June 1 D.), The Burials Bill . . is thought

. . to resemble the proverbial chip in porridge, which does

neither good nor harm.

9. attrib. and Comb., as chip-bonnet -hat .see

! 4); fchip-box, a small box made of thin wood.

See also Chip-ax.
1759 Ellis In Phil Trans. LI. 211 These seven parcels

were all put into chip boxes. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

26 Apr., The ladies wear chip hats. 1810 Ann. Peg.

418 Wooden boxes called chip-boxes or pill boxes. 1807

Vancouver Agric. Devon 11813) 51 A deep.. bed of chip

sand, affording very good whetstones. 1859 W. S.Coleman
Woodlands 11862) 63 The wood of the White Willow has

j

been extensively used in the manufacture of chip-hats.

i Chip, $b$ Cbs. Forms : 1 cipp, 5 chyppe.

I

[OE. cipp, corresp. to Du. kip neut. * small strip of

wood in the plough which holds fast the plough-

share', ad. L. cippns 'post, stake, beam of the

stocks app. also in later times in this sense : cf.

Chep.] The share-beam of a plough
;
also, perh.,

(like L. dentalis) the share itself.

riooo /Elfhic Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 102 Dentate, cipp.

a 1500 Metr. Voc. ibid. 628 Cultur, dentate, vomerqne
[glossed] cultere, chyppe, chare.

Chip (tjip), sbA Wrestling, [f. Chip v. 2]

1. The technical term for: A trip, a trick, a

special mode of throwing one's opponent.

1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 109 He . . knows a chip or

two in wrestling. 1883 in Standard 24 Mar. 3/7 It is

amongst the lighter men that the prettiest chips are seen.

1886 Pall Mall G. 23 Aug. 4/1 Mr. Steadman's favourite
' chip ' is the ' long leg strike '.

2. A quarrel, tiff. dial.

1877 Holderness Gloss, s. v., We've nivver had a chip sin

we was wed.

Chip v^tjip), v.1 [In ME. found only since the

middle of 15th c, but prob. in OE. *cippian : Lye

cites forcyppod= 4 prrecisus from gloss to Canti-

cum Ezechix, where another gloss has forcorfen.

EFris. has kippen to cut, and MDu.,MLG. kippen

to chip eggs, to hatch
;
implying the existence of

at least an OLG. Saxon) kippan. But the earlier

history of the whole group is uncertain ; as is also

the relation of chip to. chap, chop. In actual

modern use, chip is in sense 2 used in Scotland =

chop ; in sense 3 it is treated in Eng. as having the

same relation to chop, that tip, drip have to top,

drop, \. e. it expresses a slighter and more delicate

action.]

f L To chip bread \ to pare it by cutting away

the crust. Obs.

1461-83 in Househ. Ord. 71 Them oweth to chippe bredde,

but not too nye the crumme. 1513 Eeruynge in

Babees Bk. 266 Chyppe your soueraynes brede hole. 1554

Rhodes Bk. Nurture ibid. 66 In your oftyce of the Pan-

trye, see that your bread be chipped and squared. i597

Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 259 Hee would haue made a

good Pantler, hee would haue chipp'd Bread well. 1634

Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Washingtons Introd. 17 To
Furley 4 days chipping bread 00 01 04. 1725 Bailey

Erasm. Colloq. 193 He brings Bread, which the Guests

may chip even' one for themselves. 1727 Pope, etc. Art
Sinking 113 Uncork the bottle, and chip the bread,

fb. So to chip or chip away the crust. Obs.

1586 Cogan Haven Health iv. (1636) 27 The utter crusts

above and beneath should be chipped away. 1709 W.
King Cookery 590 'Tis ev'n so the butler chips his crust,
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CHIP. 356 CHIPPING.
2. trans, generally, To hew or cut with an ax or

adze, or with strokes from any other cutting tool.

(In South of Scotland the proper word for to cut

with an ax, to* chop \)
1606 Sua ks. Tr. Cr. v. v. 34 His mangled Myrmidons.

That noselesse, handlesse, hackt and chipt, come to him.
1699 Dampier Voy. II. it. ii. 57 The sap is white and the
heart is red : the heart is used much for dying ; therefore
we chip off all the white sap, till we come to the heart,

1730 Thomson Autumn 82 Industry .. Taught him [the
savage) to chip the wood. 1783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet.
(Morell) s.v. Ax, Chipped with an ax, dolabratus. 183a G.
Porter Porcelain 01. 235 The workman, .cuts, or rather
chips, the pipe into pieces of the requisite size. 1883 Has-
lam Yet ttot I 17 Busy chipping and cutting wood.

3. To break off (by a sharp blow with anything
hard) small fragments from wood, stone, or other
hard substances (especially from an edge) ; to re-

duce or shape by thus removing small portions at

a time. In this sense it is in use a kind of dim. of
chop.) a. with the substance as obj.

18*8 Haiulbk. Turning 9 Do not push them roughly
against the wood . . or you will spoil their edge, and chip
the work. 1872 Ellacombe Bells of Ch. ix. 260 Chipping,
and modulating the sound of every bell. 1876 Green Slwrt
Hist. ix. § 1 (1882) 588 Statues were chipped ruthlessly
into decency.

b. with the fragments as obj. with off, from,
etc.)

186a Dana Man. Geol. 539 Coming to the edge of a layer
..they have occasionally chipped it off. 1866 Kingsley
Hereto, vii. 131 They chipped several small pieces of stone
from the walls. 187a Morley Voltaire u886) 261 Men
who chipped bits of rock and cherished fossils.

c. with the product as obj. : To produce or
make by chipping.
1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles xxi. 214 As nice an epitaph as

was ever chipped by stone-cutter.

d. intr. (for rcfi.)
x753 t*ee Chipping vol sb. 1.] 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 401

It is extremely brittle, chipping on the smallest fall or shock.
1 1865 J. Wylde in Circ. Sc. I. 23/2 This often causes the
earthy matter to *chip' off,

f 4. trans. To crack or fissure the surface of; to

chap ; = Chap v. 1 3. Obs. exc. dial.

1508 Fisher On Ps. cii. Wks. 148 After the erth be brent,
chyned, and chypped by the hete of the Sonne. 1580 Lyi.y
Euphues 12 b, The beauty [of a fine face] .. parched with
the Sunnes blaze, and chipped with the Winters blast,

b. intr. (for refi.)

1855 Whitby Gloss., Chip, to chop as the lips or hands
in frosty weather.

t 5. intr. Of seeds or buds: To break oj>en,

burst, germinate ; to break into leaf or blossom.
1513 Douglas sEneis xii. Prol. 124 The rois knoppis..

Gan chyp, and kyth thare vernale lippis red. 1681 Colvil
Whigs Sup/tic. 11751) too When bushes budded, and trees
did chip [note, blossom]. 1734 Ct rteis in Phil. Trans.
XXXVIII. 275, I sow the Seed pretty thick, and in forty-

eight Hours it will begin to chip.

6. trans. Of chickens, etc. : To crack and break
away (the egg-shell) in hatching.
1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. xcvii. 387 Then had Church-

pride chipped Shell. 1818 Scott Rob Royxxxv, 4 Incomes
Rashleigh and chips the shell, and out bangs the wonder
amang us.' 18*3 Byron Age Bronze v, Thou isle !. .That
saw|st the unfledged eaglet chip his shell ! 18*3 — Island
iv. ii, The young turtle, crawling from his shelf, Steals to
the deep. .Chipp'd by the beam, a nursling of the day.

b. trans/. To crack or break the shell of a nut.

1846 Landor Exatn. Shahs. Wks. 1846 II. 273 The little

tame squirrel that chippeth his nuts.

7. Australia. To harrow (ground). Cf. Chop.
1798 180a I>. Collins X, S. Wales 24 The following prices

of labour were now established : Chipping fresh ground,
iu d. per acre

; Chipping in wheat, -js. 1818 J. Holt in
Mem. ( 1838) II. 91 Twenty shillings per acre for breaking the
ground . . and ten for chipping tthe name used in New South
Wales for harrowing*.

8. Chip in (colloq.): to interpose smartly, 'cut
in\ Cf. Chop in.

« 1870 Bret Harte In the Tunnel, Just you chip in, Say
you knew Flynn. 1888 Star 12 Dec. 3/3 Justice Smith here
chipped in with the remark that counsel., had not curtailed
their cross-examination.

1 9. To chip at \ to aim a blow at, peck at, hit

at, pick a quarrel with. [Of uncertain position

:

possibly related to next in sense c]
1803 Month. Mag. XIV. 326 Geddes. .has translated more

of it.. in a manner which it is the utmost of erudition to
chip at, and of taste to criticize. 1888 Pall Mall G. 18 Feb.
7/2 So direct were his allusions to us that a prisoner whis-
pered to me, ' He is chipping at you, Burns'.

Chip (tjip). v. 2 Chiefly north. [Known in

books only since the 18th c. ; but perh. cognate
with ON. kippa * to scratch, pull *, refl.

1 to struggle,

also to make a sudden motion, quiver convulsively \
also with Du. kippen to seize, catch, ensnare. Re-
lation to Chip vX is uncertain.]

a. trans. To trip up, cause to stumble (esp. in

wrestling), b. intr. To step along nimbly, trip

along. C. intr. To fall out, to quarrel.
a, b- 1788 Marshall Rur. Econ. Gloss., Chip, to trip :

as, 1
to chip up the heels ' : or, to ' chip a fall ' : as in wrest-

ling. 1855 Whitby Gloss., To Chip up, or rather ' to be
chipped up ', to be tripped up, as by the foot catching a
stone. 1876 Robinson Mid-Yorksh. Gloss., Chip, to trip
or cause to stumble. 1878 Cumbtrld. Gloss., Chip, to trip : a
term in wrestling.

C 1877 Holderncss Gloss., Chip, to quarrcL ' We chip'd I

oot.' itifi.V. W. Lint olnsh. Gloss., Chip, to t\uarrel. 'They
;

chipped about the election for coroner, and hev never spot
to one another sin.' 1881 Let'cestersk. Gloss., Chip out, to
fall out.

4 They chipped out while they were drinkin'.'

Chip-ax (tfrp,oeks). [f. Chip vA + Ax sb.] A
small ax used with one hand for cutting timber
into the required shape. (Formerly, sometimes an
adze.)

1407 Test. Ebor. (1836) I. 347 Lego Petro meo apprenticio
j « hi pax. 15*9 Moke Com/, ogst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1187/1 A
carpenter stoode hewing with his chyppe axe vpon a pece
of umber. 1609 Bible) Douay) Ps. Ixxiii[iv.] 6 In hatchets,
and chippeaxe they have cast itdowne. 1611 Cotgr.,A isceau,
a Chip-axe, or one-handed plane-axe, wherewith Carpenters
hew their timber smooth. 1693 Robertson Phraseol.
Gen, 192 A Little plaining ax or Chip-ax. 1745 Columella's
Husb. 11. ii, Let the ploughman make no less use of a chip-
ax than of a plough-share. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek.,
Chip-ax, a small, single-handed ax used in chipping or
listing a block.

Chip-chop (t|rp.tf/'p . a. [Reduplicated for-

mation on chop.] Chopping, harshly consonantal.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 27/1 The sweet Italian

and the Chip Chop Dutch. Ibid. (N.> Our outlandish chip-
chop gibrish gabbling [i- e. as contrasted with Greek, Latin,
and Italian],

Chipeener, eorr. of Chopixe, high-heeled shoe.

Chiplet. [f. Chip sb.* + -let.] A little chip.
1873 Kaklk Philot. Eng. 'Pong, (ed. 2) 125 Turn we. .from

these chiplets to view the machine that flings them out.

+ Chiplin. Obs. ? Little chip.
1671 R. Wild Poet. Licent. 28 Popes were Kings Chiptins

first, their Chaplains next.

Chipmuck, -munk ;tfrpmt?k. -m^nk,. Also
-minck, -monk, -muk. [• Prob. an Indian word 1

(Bartlett
;
though the synonym chipping-squirrel

unless formed from chipmunk suggests that 1 chip-

monk 1 may be an English compound.]
A species of ground-squirrel, the Striped Squirrel,

Hackee, or Chipping Squirrel, of North America.
184a Mrs. Kirklano Eorest Life i Bartlett), Watching the

vagaries of the little chipmonk, as he glanced from branch
to branch. 1854 P. B. St. John Amy Moss 13, I would not
give a chip-minck's tail for both our scalps, if we were cir-

cumvented by that noted rascal. 1868 Wood Homes unthont
Ii. i. 31 The Chipping Squirrel, or Hackee, or Chipmuck
1 Tamias Lysteri), is peculiarly conspicuous. 1878 Black
Green Past. xlv. 359 The merry little chipmunk. 1882
Hawthorne Fortune's Pool 1. xxxiii. Hares and striped
chipmonks cantered and scudded amidst the huckleberry
bushes.

Chipped (tfipt),///. a. [f. Chip vA and sb. 1

]

fl. Chapped. Obs.

1398 Trkmsa Harth. De P. R. xvn. ILO495) 633 Chyppid
chynnes and whelkes of the lyppes. 1*30 Palsgr. 307/2
Chypped as ones face or handes is with the marche wynde.
2. Cut into chips ; made with chips or small

pieces.

*599 Minshec Sp. Diet., Efigastdr . . to make inlaied

worke, as chipped worke or checker work with bone, or
timber. 1611 Cotgr., Chappie", .also, chipped : as bread.

3. Having small pieces chopped or broken off

the edges or surface; broken off in small pieces;

made by chipping as prehistoric Mint implements).
1863 A. Tvlor Educ. if Manuf. 47 The supposition of

man having lived in caves, using only the most simple tools

made from chipped flint. 1865 Tyix>r Early Hist. Man.
viii. 105 A set of chipped implements belonging to the ..

period of the cromlechs.

Chippendale tjt pend^l , a. ff. name of a

celebrated cabinet-maker and furniture designer of

the 18th c. : see first quot.] Applied to a par-

ticular style of light and elegant drawingroom
furniture; also to a style of book-plates. Hence
Chippendalism.
I1754 T. Ciuitkndai.k (title) Gentleman and Cabinet-

Makers Director.] 1876 Mrs. Olithant Odd Couple 167
(Hoppei The chair upon which Mrs. T. sat was an elegant
chippendale. 1880 W'akhkn B,>ok-plates iv. 28 The Chip-
pendale style, which is the leading artistic fashion on Eng-
lish ex-libris after 1750, Ibid. xiv. 16a By 1780. Chippen-
dalism had become on hook-plates practically a thing of the
past. 188* Miss Bhaddon Mut. Royal I. i. 14 Spindle
legged Chippendale tables.

Chipper tjl*paj , j#J [f. Chip ^.W-er'.]
gen. On who or that which chips, b. spec. +A
knife used for * chipping 1 bread \ohs.^.

151* Hk. Keruynge in Halves Bk. 266 One knyfe to square
trencnoure loues, an other to be a chyppere. 1616 K.
QrowleyI Times' Whis. 11. 775 Some bread-chipper or
greasy cooke. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. E iij, Cnippers,
those that Dress the Round or Bing Ore. 1769 Bi'rns To
Capt. Riddel, Our friends the reviewers, those cnippers and
hewers. 1873 J. Richards Wood-ioorkiug Ea+tories 129 A
ship caulker, a chipper, or a carpenter, .hardly knows, how
the blows of the mallet or hammer are directed to . . the chisels

or the nails. 1880 Acatiemy 15 May 366/1 No anthropoid
ape at the present day. .is a stone-chipper or a bone-cutter.

1 2. Name of a bird. Obs.
1668 Sir T. Browne Wks. (1882) III. 510 Two small birds :

the bigger called a chipper, or betulx carfitor.

Chipper (tfrpaj), sbM dial, and U. S. [f.

Chipper ».] Twitter, light chatter.

1865 E. Burritt Walk to Land's End 314 A mirthful
chipper and laugh under the song^ of the soaring larks. ///(/.

411 The twitter and chipper of birds.

Chipper (tji paj), a. U. S. [App. the same
word as northern Eng. kipper lively, nimble, frisky,

j

and perh. orig. a southern or midl. Eng. form of

!
it ; but now known only in U. S., and probably
associated with, and influenced by Chipper v.]

Lively, brisk, cheerful ;
1 chirpy*.

1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. (1862) 236 There sot Katcy
. .loolcin' as bloomin' as a rose, and as chipper as a canary
bird. 1849 Thokeau Week Concord Riv.Taesd. 234 The
sparrows seem always chipper.never infirm. i86z Holland
Less. Li/ex. 21 They are cheerful, and chipper, and sun-
shiny, and not easily moved to anger.

Chipper (tfrpar , v. dial, and U. S. [Prob.
partly a metathesis of chirrup ; but also independ-
ently imitative of the sound indicated; the form
being diminutive-frequentative, like tivittcrt chat-

ter, totter, etc.]

1. intr. Of birds: To twitter, chirp
; ( of persons,

or of streams
1

to babble, chatter.
18. . Mary Stone in SchafT& Gilman Ltbr. Relig. Poetry

(i%B5) 55 On my pine-tree bough The Chipperings are
hushed. ^ 1825 I ' *• Voc. E. Anglia, Chippert to chirp.,
a metathesis of that word or rather of chirrup. 1861 Mrs.
Stowe Pearl Orr's 1st. 22 Always chippering and chatter-
ing to each other, like a pair of antiquated house-sparrows.
1865 E. Bl rritt Walk to Land's End 360 The sparkling
stream that chippered among the ferns.

2. trans. To make * cnipper * or lively, to cheer
up. U. S. [f. Chipper a.]

1873 Mrs, Whitney Other Girls xviii. 1,1876; 235 Setting
to work to 'chipper' her mother up.

t Chippering, vbl. sb.*. Obs. rare- 1
. =Chip-

ping vbl. sb. 3.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvu. exxxviii. '1495) 695
The juys of the Cambmok helpith ayenst. . the chypperynges
[ed. 1582 chipperings] of the tonge.

Chippering, vbl. sb* Twittering.
18. .-61 See Chipi-er v. i.

Chippine, obs. form of Chopine.
Chippiness ttfrpines). humorous, [f. Chippy
+ -NES8.] State of being chippy, or 'dry as a
chip

1

; snortness of temper.
1887 Spectator 26 Mar. 414 The utmost drynciS . . sheer

chippiness of manner.

Chipping (tjrpirj), vbl. sb. [f. Chip v. }
]

1. The action of the verb Chip ; the act of chop-
ping lightly or breaking off small pieces, of crack-

ing or breaking the shell of an egg, etc.

1611 Cotgr. s.v. Chap/Us. .the chipping of bread. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., Chipping, a phrase used by the
potters and China-men to express that common accident.

.

the flying off of small pieces, or breaking at the edges.
1816

J.
Smith Panorama Sc. Art I. 17 Metals are

sometimes wrought by chipping. 1836 Kmerson Nature t.

Wks. (Bohn) II. 141 A little chipping, .patching, and wash-
ing. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. viii, Show a vast pre-

dominance of chipping over grinding.

2. concr. f a. A paring of the crust of a loaf.

(Usually in //.) Obs.

1474 in Househ. Ord. <i7oo) 32 The Pantryes, Chippinges,
and broken breade. 159s Nashe P. PeniUsst led. 2) r 19 b,

Thou hast capt and kneed him. .for a chipping. 1611 Bur-
ton Ana/. Met. in. i. HL iii. (1651) 430 Poor Lazarus lies

howling .. he only seeks chippings. \jvj Bradley Earn.
Diet. s.v. Duck, [Ducks] eating such Grain or Chippings
as you shall throw to them.

D. gen. A small piece ^of wood, stone, etc.),

chipjjed off, esp. in dressing or shaping. (Usually

//. Cf. parings, cuttings, etc.) Alsofig.
< 1440 Promp. Pan: 75 Chyppynge of ledyr, or clothe, or

other lyke, tuccidia, 1610 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson
Washingtons Introd. 6 A little new cesterne of lead, a binge
to putt tne chtpings in. <i 1631 Donne Serm. xli. 411 These
Chippings of the world, these fragmentary and incoherent
Meniwho embrace no calling). 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 244
The chippings of the stone they hew at their Quarry. 1747
Hooson Miners Diet. 8j, Scafflings [isj what comes otV

from the Ore in dressing it . . which is called also by the

name of Chippings. 1865 Englishm. Mag. Feb, 153 Deal-

ing in parings and chippings of reasoning.

t3. Chapping (of the skin . Obs. exc. dial.

1545 Ravnolo Pyrth Man. 1 16 Exulceration or chyppyng
of the mouth. 1607 TorsKLL Four-/. Beasts 148 A dogs
head made into powder . . cureth . . the chippings in the fingers

4. attrib. as chipping-ax ^ Chip-ax
;
chipping-

bit = chipping-piece b. ;
chipping-chisel, a cold

chisel with a slightly convex face for chipping off

the inequalities of cast-iron ;
fchipping-knife, a

knife used for * chipping ' bread {obs. ; see Chip

1); chipping-machine, 'a planing-machine

for cutting dye-wood into chips (Knight Diet.

Md/i.); chipping-piece {Founding], 'a. an

elevated cast (or forged) surface, affording surplus

metal for reduction by the tools ; b. the projecting

piece of iron cast on the face of a piece of iron-

framing, where it is intended to be fitted against

another * (Knights ; t chipping-time, see quot.

and Chip v. 1 5 {obs. 'tdial.). So chipping-block.

16x1 Cotgr., Epeau, a Coopers 'chipping ax. 1849 Specif.

Britten's patent No. 12. 548 Instead of the ordinary 'chip-

ping bit.. I use a set screw. 1601 Q. Ett'z. Househ. Bk. in

Househ. Ord. (1790) 294 The yeomen [of the Pantry] have
for their fees, all the chippings of breade . . for the which
they find 'chipping knives. 1610 Althorp MS. in Simp-
kinson Washingtons Introd. 8 Itm paring iron, cheeping
knives, tosting forke. c 1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandman
I. i. 2 If it [wheat] has a good sprouting or 'shipping-time.

179a Wolcott i P. Pindar) Ep. on Neiu-Madc Lord Wks.
1812 III. 191 The Carpenters., the men ofV ; ppi t trade.



CHIPPING. 357 CHIRO-

Chipping, common var. of Cheafing market,

in place-names.

Chi'pping, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing ^.]

1. That chips ; see the verb. In quot. = ger-

minating (obs. Idial.).

c 1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. VI. it. 5 The chipping
part of the wheat, as we call it in Hertfordshire.

2. Comb, as chipping-bird, a small species of

sparrow (Zonotrichia socialis) common in the

United States
;
chipping-squirrel = Chipmuck.

1849 Thoreau Week Concord Riv. Tues. 205 The chip-

ping or striped squirrel. 1868 [see Chipmuck]. 1869 Bur-
roughs in Galaxy Mag. Aug., The chipping-bird.

Chippy Uji pi), a. [f- Chip sb.' and v.1 + -y '.]

1. Of, or composed of, chips.

17*9 Savage Wanderer L (R-) Here my chill'd veins are

warm'd by chippy fires.

2. Full of chaps ;
chapped.

1853 Kami Grinuclt Exft. xxxiv. (1856) 301 Eyes, nose,

and mouth chippy with lamp-black and undue evaporation.

3. Resembling a chip ; as dry as a chip.

1866 Sat. Rev. 31 Mar. 375 A few . . have passed a dry,
chippy, verseless youth. 1883 E. Pennell-Elmhirst Cream
Leiccstersh. 386 Chippy and parched.

b. Vulgarly applied to the physical sensations

experienced after alcoholic dissipation.

4. colloq. Given to chipping, ready to chip, {fig.)
1888 ' Poor Nellie ' 271 She won't then be quite so chippy

on her chipping-block.

Chip-squirrel Chipmuck.
1884 J. C. Goldsmith Himself Again i. 5 A little chip-

squirrel, no thicker than one's finger.

Chip-stone. (See quot.)
1884 Sat. Rev. 13 Sept. 334/2 There are also some artificial

and complicated games with the peg-top, especially one
called chipstone, which we never saw played.

Chiquiney, -ie, obs. ff. Chequeen.
f ChiTagon. Obs. [f. Gr. x ('P hand + dyav

leading, guiding.] (See quot.)
183a .-) thetueum 781 The Chiragon, or guide for the hand

. . by the assistance of which a person who has become blind
after having learned the art of writing may continue its

practice without the risk of confounding words or lines to-

gether. 1851 Catalogue Exhib. II. 538 The chiragon, a
hand guide for blind and tremulous writers.

t Chira grical, a. Obs. [f. L. chiragricus, f.

chiragra, Gr. x e'P°-tPa g°Ul W tne hand + -IC +
- al.J Pertaining to, or having, gout in the hand.
[1585 Lloyd Treas. Health G 2 Podagra, ye gout of the

legges and feete, and Chiragra the goute of the fingers.]

1644 Bulwer Chirol. Chiron. 52 The standers by heartily
wish their Hands qualified with some Chiragiacall prohibi-
tion. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Eft. IV. iv, 186 Chiragricall
persons doe suffer in this finger, .sometimes first of all.

Chirapsy (kaia-raepsi;. Med. [ad. mod.L. chi-

rapsia, a. Gr. xi'Pa3f''ia hand-to-hand combat, also

gentle friction.] Touching or rubbing with the

hand.
1828 M. Ryan Man. Midwifery 119 Whether the appli-

cation of the mother's hand (chirapsy) to any particular
part of her body., can .. induce an organic change on the
same part of the fcetus. [1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Chiraftsia,
Gentle friction, manipulation.]

II Chirayta (tjirarta), chiretta tfire ta). Also
chirata, chireeta. [a. Hindi chirdila, Bengali
chirata, Dakhni chiraeta, Marathi kiraita :—Skr.
kirdla-tikta butter plant of the Kiratas, an ancient

forest tribe on the N.E. of Bengal.] A plant,

Ophelia ,or Agathotes) Chirayta, N. O. Gentiana-
cea', found in northern India, b. The bitter tonic

obtained from this, used like quinine.
1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 115 Chiretta or

Chirayta, a perennial plant, growing in Hindostan and
Bengal. 1847 Nat. Eucycl. I. 277 Chirayta possesses the
general properties of bitter tonics. 1876 Harley Mat. Med.
led. 6) 511 Chiretta contains two bitter principles, chiratin
and ophelic acid.

Hence Chiray tin, chira tin, Chirato g'enin,

Chcm. bitter principles obtained from chirayta.

1847 Nat. Encyel. I. 277 What is . . sold as a sulphate of
chiraytine is well known to be only the disulphate of quinia.
1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Chiratin, C2tH (8 Ois. One of the two
bitter constituents of chirata . . a yellow, somewhat hygro-
scopic powder . . Chiratogenin, C13 H:i Oj . . a yellowish-
brown, amorphous, bitter substance.

Chirche, obs. form of Church.
tChire 1

. Obs. Also 4 schyre, 5 chyre, 6
ehyer, 7 chier, cheyre. [This appears first as a
variant reading for chipe

;
subseq. chive appears as a

variant of this. What are the precise relations be-
tween chilhe, chire, chive, it is difficult to say; chive
might be a phonetic corruption of chilhe or a
graphic alteration of chire: see Chithe, Chive 2

.]

A sprout, a slender blade of grass, etc. ; the pistil

or stamen of flowers ; a fibre.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xci. (Harl. MS. 4789)
In be myddel stondeb schyres of saffron [Harl. 614 chiris;
Bodl., t, B. M. Adiiit. 27944 chibes

;
Wynkyn de Worde 1495

(659) chyres ; Berthelet 1535 chyues.] 1483 Cath. Angl., A
Chire, geuimen. 1591 Drayton Harmony, Song Solomon
11, As hly flower excells the thorn or little chyer of grass.
1611 Cotgr., Fibres, The small strings, or haire-like threads
of roots .

.
in Lincolne-shire they are tearmed Cheyres. 1615

Markham Eng. Honsciv. 11. vi. (1668) 149 Pick out of it all

manner of motes, chiers of grass.

t Chire % Obs. Form of Kike, OE. eyre, Choice.

The palatalization of c before an umlaut vowel was un-

known to OE. : chire was doubtless influenced by the ch
forms of the cognate vb. clicosen, and the increasing exten-

sion of eh- to the parts which had properly k. See Choose.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 219 God. .let hi. .habben a}en chire.

[Chire v. ? misprint for Chew. (Halliwell ex-

plains ' to feast or make cheer '.)

1598 Bp. Hall Sat. II. ii. 113 What tho he chires on purer

nianchets crowne.]

Chireche, chiriche, obs. ff. Church.
Chiri(e, chirisch, obs. ff. Cherry, Cherish.

Chirk (tjaik), v. Forms : (1 eearcian", 4-6
chirke, 5-0 chyrke, 5-7 cherk(e, 6 churke, 6-

ehirk. [In its origin, a variant of Chark :—OE.
ccarcian, stridere, with which sense 1 coincides.

The change to chirk was not phonetic, but evi-

dently a modification adapted to express a thinner

sound : another (Sc.) variant Chork, expresses a

coarser sound.
It was in the form chirk that the word was applied to the

voice of birds, for which the original chark was not used.

(Here association with chirm may also have worked.) In

this sense there further arose the variants Chirt and Chirp,
the latter of which became the prevailing form.]

I I. inlr. To make a strident noise ; to grate (or

otherwise make a noise with) the teeth ; to creak

as a door ; to croak. Obs. exc. Sc. dial.

c 1000 &LPKIC Gram. xxvi. (Z.) 157 Strideo o5<5e stride ic

cearcige oo5e ic gristbitige. e 1386 Chaucer Parson's T.

P 531 Of hem that bileeuen in diuynailes as. .by chirkynge
of dores. 1387 Trevisa Iligdeu (Rolls) I. 159 Makiji hir

noyse wib grisbaytynge and chirkynge of teeb. 1398 —
Barth. De P. R. xvi. xxxvii. 11495' 565 F.lectrum chyrketh
and chaungyth ofte in to diuers colours [ed. 1535 maketh a
great chyrkynge noyse]. ,1440 Promft. Pan'. 76 Chyrk-
ynge, sibilalus. Ibid., Chyrkyn', sihilo. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. IX. (1682)418 Lest the vehemencyof Chirking Frogs,

vex thewish'd for Repose. 1806 R.Jamiesox Poft. Ball. II.

338 (Jam.) The doors will chirk.

2. To chirp, chirrup (as a bird) ; to make a

noise with the lips like a bird's chirp ; to squeak

(as a mouse), arch, and dial. (Not in Sc.)

c 1386 Chaucer Sutumouer's T. 96 [He] kist hir swete, and
chirkith as a sparwe With his lippes. 1530 Palsgr. 484, I

chyrke, I make a noyse, as myse do in a house. 1533 Mori:
Aftology xlvii. Wks. 922/1 A few birdes. .chirking and neing

from bushe to bushe. 1565-78 Cooper Thesaurus, Gingrio,

to churke or make a chirme as birdes doe. 1575 Turberv.
Bk. Falconrie 143 Chyrke wyth your voyce and use those

other soundes which falconers do to their hawkes. 1865
Swinburne Poems A> Ball., Masque Q. Bersabe 28 Ye chirk

as starlings that be fed. 1885 A. Dobson Sign Lyre 201

The sparrow, .chirketh lustily.

f b. trans. To incite by ' chirking '. Obs.

i486 Bk. St. Albans B. iiijb, Cherke hir and whistyll hir

[the hawk]. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxv. x, A horse-rider

cheering and cherking up his horse.

3. To become cheerful, cheer up. { U- S. colloq.
;

see Chirk a.)

i860 Holland Miss Gilbert vi. 102, I ra'ally hope, .she'll

chirk up, and get along comfortable.

Chirk (tfaik), a. U. S. colloq. [perh. f. Chirk
v. : but prob. associated with cheer.] ' Lively,

cheerful, in good spirits '. ' It is in popular use

in New England' (Webster 1S28).
1828 in Webster. 18. . Major Dcntming's Letters iBart-

lett) The General looked as chirk and lively as a skipper.

1876 Holland Sev. Oaks vii. 93 Be'n purty chirk this sum-
mer ? 1885 U. S. Mag. in Free Ch. Monthly Aug. 244/1 He
was as chirk and bright a little fellow as ever was.

Chirking, vbl. sb. and ppl. a. See Chirk v.

Chirl (tpid), v. Sc. [Imitative of the sound :

see Chirr ».] To warble, to utter a long note

with modulation ; sometimes, to emit a low melan-

choly sound.
1818 Ballad in Edinb. Mag. Oct. 327 (Jam.) The laverock

chirl 't his cantie sang. 18.. Hogg Hunt of Eildon 323
(Jam.) The chirling echoes went and came. 1838 J.

Struthers Poetic Tales 78 Short syne ye took a chirhn fit.

Hence Chirl sb.

c 1600 Montgomerie Sonn. li. 3 Thy chivring chirlis, vhilks

changinglie thou chants. 1850 Zoologist VII. 2527 [Cross-

bills] ..commence a fretful, unhappy chirl, not unlike the

Redpole's. 1871 Carlyle in Mrs. C.'s Lett. I. 3 His voice

. . had a kind of musical warble (' chirl ' we vernacularly

called it).

Chirm (tjajm), sb. arch, and dial. Forms: 1

cirm, cyrra, 3 chirm, 6 chirme ;
chyrme,

cherme, 6 chearm, charme, 6-7 churme, 7

churmne : cf. also Charm sb:- [Immediately con-

nected with Chirm v.]

1. Noise, din, chatter, vocal noise (in later times

esp. of birds\
a BooCorftus Gloss. 925 Eragor,suoeg, cirm. C975 Rushw.

Gosft. Matt. xxv. 6 JEt middere niht pa cirm geworden wats.

a 1000 in Wr.-Wtilcker 205 Clangor, tnbanau sonus . . dyne,
gebun, cyrm. a 1250 Owlfy Night. 305 The} crowe bigrede

him . . And gob to him mid heore chirme. 1513 Douglas
sEneis III. vi. 14 That wnderstandis the . . chirme of every
birdis voce on fer. 1806 Train Poetical Rev. 79 (Jam.^ A
chirm she heard, .out o' a hole she shot her head.

2. esp. The mingled din or noise of many birds

or voices, the ' hum ' of school children, insects, etc.

1530 Palsgr. 617 What a cherme these byrdesmake [jar-

gonuenty. 1547 Bkknd Lett, in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864I

III. 379 Words confirmed with a churme of those that stood

about. 1556 Hoby tr. Castilioue's Covrlyer (1577) Giia,
Then was there heard . . a cherme ofloude speaking. 1556 J.

Heywood Sftiderfy F. lv. 1 With this a chirme in mumering

there fell : Amongst thein [insects] all. 1600 Holland Livy
vi. 235 Grammer schooles ringing againe with a chirme of
schollers. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 186 [Perkin] was con-

ueighed Ieasurely on Horsebacke . . through Cheape-side .

.

with the Churme of a thousand taunts and reprocnes. 1841
Erasers Mag. XXIII. 457 A coming tempest announces
itself by the birds subduing their song to a chirm.

+ 3. A company or flock (of finches;. Obs.

c 1430 Lydg. Hors, Shcfte, <y 6.(1822' 30Achyrme of fynches,

a swarme of bees, i486 Bk. St. Albans F vj, A Cherme of

Goldefynches. 1688 in R. Holme Armoury II. 311/1.

Chirm (tpim), v. arch, and dial. Forms : 1

cirm-an, cyrm-an, 3 chirmen, 5-6 chirme,
chyrm e, 6- chirm, 9 ehurm). [OE. cirm-an

to cry out, shout, make a noise. Cf. Du. kermen,

MDu. kermen, karmen, to mourn, lament, MLG.
kermen. The ulterior history is uncertain.]

1. inlr. To cry out, vociferate,roar: originally used

widely ; but in Middle and modern English, chiefly

restricted to the melodious chatter or warbling of

birds, or of human beings compared to birds.

a 1000 Judith 270 Hi ongunnon cirman hlude. a 1000

Guthlac iGr.) 880 Swa wilde deor cirmdon. a 1225 Ancr.

R. 152 Sparuwe . . cheatereS euer ant chirmeS. So ouh ancrc

. . chirmen & cheateren euer hire bonen. c 1475 Partenay
878 Briddes. .meryly chinned in the grene wod. 1595 Dun-
can Aftft. Etymol. (E. D. S.l Repr. Gloss. Mil, Cantillo, to

chante or chirme. 1623 CocKERAM 11, To Chirme like birdes,

Gingreate. 1700 Wallace Acc. New Caledonia in Misc.

Cur. (17081 III. 417 We have a Monkey aboard that chirms

like a Lark. 11774 Fergusson Poems 118451 12 Linties,

chirmin' frne the spray. 1808 R. Anderson Cumbrld. Ball.

31 Then he wad chirm and talk, And say, Ded, ded ; Mam,
mam, and aw. 1840 Galt Demon Dost., etc. 63 Admiring
wonder churm'd from all the throng, i860 80 Ferguson
Cumbrld. Gloss. (E. D. S.' Chirm, to chirp. 1865 A. Smith

Sttmrn. (1880) 345 The fairy' sits., chirming and singing

songs to the cows.

2. trans, or with cognate object.

1728 Ramsay Genii. Shefth. 1. i, To hear the birds chirm

o'er their pleasing rants I 1832-53 Whistle-Binkie Ser. 1.

98 The corn-craik was chirming His sad eerie cry.

Hence Chirming vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1481 Caxton Old Age, And knewe the thyngys to come
by the chyrmyng and by the song and by the countenance

of foulys and birddys. 1595 Duncan Aftft. Etymolog. 1 E.D.S.)

Augur, a gesser be the chirming of birds. 1854 Phemie
Millar 33 A chirming . . foolish woman. 1877 Oltda Puck
xxix. 359 Sounds of. . stirring bees and chirming birds.

Chirne, obs. form of Churn.
Chiro-, chir-, = Gr. x eiP°- combining form of

\(ip hand, appearing in Greek in a very large

number of words ; several of these were adopted

in Eatin with the spelling chiro-, e.g.chirographum,

chiromantia, chironoinia, chirothaa, chiritrgia,

and have thus passed into the modern langs. ;
many

more have been taken by these directly from Greek,

e.g. chirocracy, chiroscopy, chirosophy, chirotechny,

or formed from Greek elements and on Greek ana-

logies, as chiropodist, chirosopher. In modern

technical terms, esp. those of botany and zoology,

the spelling is often cheir-, e.g. cheiranthus, cheir-

1 optcra, cheirotherium.
I In words thoroughly naturalized in Latin, CH was treated

as C, and had in Romanic the phonetic history of c be-

fore ( : hence such medL. forms as cirografthum, ciro-

;

gryltus, cirotheca, ciromancia, cimrgiauus, also written

I

cyro-, and It. and OF. and ring, forms in ciro-, cyro-. But,

in most words, modern scholarship has restored the cA.

spelling and k pronunciation : see however Chirurgeon,

Surgeon.
The more important of these derivatives follow 111

their alphabetical order ; a few trivial ones are

given here: Chi^rocosme tics sb. pi. [Gr. Koaiirj-

tik6s; see Cosmetic], the art of adorning the

hands, t Chi rogram [see -gram], used by Bul-

wer for a diagram illustrating chironomy. Chiro-

gymnast [Gr. yvixvaarqs ; see Gymnast], an ap-

paratus for exercising the fingers for pianoforte

playing. Chi romys, cheiromys [Gr. fivs mouse],

the Aye-aye of Madagascar. Chiroplast [Gr.

n\doTt]s moulder, modeller], an apparatus devised

by J. B. Logier in 1814 for keeping the hands in

a correct position in pianoforte playing; hence

Chi roplastic a. Chi:ropoie tic a. [Gr. nonjTiKus

making, f. iroiefi' to make, do], ? surgical, t Chiro--

ponal a. [Gr. iroVos toil + -AL], pertaining to or

involving manual labour (obs. ). t Chirosco pical

a. [Gr. -o-KOTTOs inspector, examiner], pertaining to

palmistry.
1819 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 119 Gloves of

chicken skin . . were at one time a mam article in chiro-

cosmetics. 1644 Bulwer Chirol. <$ Chiron. 26 Types and

Chirograms whereby this Art might be better illustrated

then by words. 1845 Mag. Sc. VI. 137 The Chirogymnast

ought, .to cause the different parts of the hand to acquire

. .dexterity. 1882 Pop. Sc. Monthly Mag. XX. 423 I he

chiromys . . may be regarded as the last survivor. 1842 S.

Lover Handy Andy i. 9 As for the horse, his legs stuck

through the bridge, as though he had been put in a chiro-

plast. Ibid., The horse's first lesson in chiroplastic exer-

cise. 1864 SroiiR A ntobicg. 11. 98 His [Logier's] chiroplast,

a machine by means of which the children get accustomed

to a good position of the arms and hands. 1866 Athen&um
No, 2025. 215/2 Logiei with his ' cheiroplast '.

_
1823 H. H.

Wilson Est. (1864) I. 391 Operations of the chiropoietic art

. .as extraction of the stone in the bladder. 1651 Biggs
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Sew Dtsp. ro r 44 Chiroponall pyrotcchny. 1652 Gaule
Magastrom. 187 What a chyroscopical horoscope .. of
jugling, legerdemain, and superstitious imposture !

t Chirocracy. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. Gr. x(tP°~

Kparia, f. x* lP°- hand- + -Kparia rule.] Government
by the strong hand or by physical force.

1677 Govt. I'enice 300 It might rather have been called

Chirocratie, all things being managed by Violence and
Tumult.

Chirognomy (kai«rfrgn#mi . Also cheir-.

[f. Gr. xuP°' hand- + yvwfirj knowing, judgement,
after physiognomy.'] The alleged art or science of

estimating character by inspection of the hand.
1868 W. R. Craig Rk. of Itand 263 Chiromancy and

chirognom^'. 1885 E. H. Allen {title) A Manual of Cheiro-
sophy; being a Complete Practical Handbook of the Twin
Sciences of Cheirognomy and Cheiromancy.
Chirog-nomist, one who practises chirognomy.
1883 M. & F. Collins You play me false iv. 25 The

skilled cheirognomist could learn a lesson from that small
strong hand.

Chirograph (k^ie-rograf). Also 5 cirographe,

7 chyro-. [a. F. chirographic ad. L. chirogra-
phum, -us, a. Gr. x(lpvypa*pov, -01 (that which is)

written with the hand, f. x* lP°~ hand- + -ypafos
writing, written. It became a technical word in

later L. (cf. Gaius iii. 134) ; its complete natural-

ization is shown by the prevalence of the form ciro-

graphum
y
whence OF. and Eng. forms in ctrth,

cyro-.]

1. Applied technically to various documents form-
ally written, engrossed, or signed.

a. An indenture; = Charter-party i ; a deed
of conveyance of land so indented. Obs. exc. Hist.
[<ria8o Charta Edw. I, in Rotul. Scot. 1. 1 (Du Cange)

Que vous voudrez liverer par Cyrographe endente* entre
vous c It.] imC#wfl hiterpr. {augmented), Anciently,
when they made a Chirograph or Deed, which required a
Counter-part, as we call it, they engrossed it twice upon one
Piece of Parchment contrary-wise, leaving a Space between,
in which they wrote in great Letters, the word Chirograph

;

and then cut the Parchment in two, sometimes even, some-
times with Indenture, thro* the Midst of the Word. 1736
GAL* Anc. Chirogr. in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 212 T&
Marble . . exhibiting a compleat Formula of a Chirograph,
or Conveyance of one Part of a Burying-Place from one
Family to another.

b. The indenture of a fine ; one of the counter-
parts of such indenture.
1671 F. Phillips Reg. Necess. 556 The said Gundreda had a

Fine levied unto her. .and thereofproduced the Chirograph.
1681 Lond. Gas. No. 1633/4 Notice, that whereas divers
Fines that were lost or burnt in the late Fire in the
Temple, remain uningrossed for want of bringing in the
Chyrograps, or exemplifications thereof. 1817 W. Selwyn
Lem Nisi Prim II. 700 The chirograph of a fine is evi-
dence of such fine; because the chirographer is appointed
to give out copies of the agreements between the parties.
1865 Nichols Pritton II. 356 All general attorneys may
levy fines and make chirographs.

c. An obligation or bond given in one's own
handwriting.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 17/1 This dette here [Col. ii.14]

thapostle calleth Cirographe or oblygacion. 165a Gaule
Magastrom. 291 The divel casting in the chirograph, he was
pubtiquely received into the bosome of the Church. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Chirograph, a sign Manual, a Bill of
ones hand, an Obligation or hand-writing.

d. One of three forms in which the will of the
Papal See is expressed in writing.
15*8 State Lett, in Burnet Ifist. Ref. U. Records xxii,

That, .by a new Chirograph, the Popes Holiness may be so
astringed. 18*3 Lingard Hist. Eng. VI. 197 A new chiro-
graph of pollicitation. 1864 Daily Rev. 24 May, The
Chirograph is frequently in Italian, and . . is considered as
a private act of the Pontiff. 1868 Cartwright in Snvs of
World 29 Mar., A third form of Papal expression in writ-
ing, called a Chirograph .. 1 1 appears indeed to have no
binding force except what it may derive from personal
respect for its author, and resembles in authority somewhat
the minutes which at times are drawn up in our offices, or
the peculiar expression of Royal wishes formerly in use in
Prussia, and termed Cabinets-ordre.

2. gen. a. Any formal written document ; a
charter, b. Handwriting, {unusual.)
1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3', Chirograph, hand writing.

1844 S. Maitlanu Dark Ages 255 Our most beautiful chiro-
graphs, written in the Roman character.

Hence Chiro graphal a., Chirographary a.

fad. h.chtrographdrius], related to or given in one's

own handwriting
;

chirographary creditor^ one
who holds an acknowledgement of debt in the
debtor's handwriting ; Chiro graphate, to set

one's hand to, sign
;
Chirogra phic a., -graphical

a.
y of, pertaining to, or in handwriting; Chiro

-

graphist, a professor of chirography (used by Pope
lor chirognomist or chiroiogist)

;
Chirographo-

so phic {nonce-wd.), skilled in, or a judge of
handwriting.
1694 Fallk "Jersey iv. m Few of the Debts are Chyro-

:r:iphal, i.e. upon Bond. 1875 Poste Gaius in. (ed. 2) 352
Privileged chirographary creditors. 16*3 Cockeram ii,

To Write his name to a Rand or so, Chirographate. 1885
Beveridge Culrossfy Tulliallan II. xv. 7 Interesting relics
.

. monumental and chirographic. 1693 Cockeram, Chiro-
graphical, writing, a writing of ones owne hand, c 1714
Arbuthnot & Pope Martin. Scribl. iii, Let the Chiro-
grftphjitfi behold his Palm. 1755 Johnson, Chirographist.

This word is used [in the prec. passage] I think improperly,
for one that tells fortunes, by examining the hand : the 1

true word is chirosophist, or chiromancer. 1850 Kingsllv
Alt. Locke xxiv. (D.), ' But what sort of handwriting was
it?*. .' Ou then—aiblins a man's, aiblins a maid's : he was
no chirographosophic himser.'

Chirographer (kairp grafai
>

. Also 6 cyro-,

6-7 ciro-, chyro-. [partly ad. F. chirographaire,
\

;
ad. late L. chirographarius

; partly Eng. formation
like geograph-er and the like.]

1. Law. The officer appointed to 1 engross fines
1

(chirographs), in the Court of Common Pleas.

(Abolished in 1833.)
[1185 Act \ -$Ediv. /,c. 44 De Cirographariis pro cirographo

,

i
faciendo.] 1400 Acts lien. IV, c. 8 j 1 Ixiffice de Cirogrofer

I en la Comone bank du Roi est lessez a ferme. a 1577 Sir T.
I
Smith Cotntttw. Eng. (160m 64 The Cirographer .. maketh
Indentures tripertite. 1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 3 8 7 The Chiro- 1

grapher of Fynes of the Common Plees for the tyme being.

"594 West Symbol, n. § 61 Delivered to the Cyrographer
;

of fines to be ingrossed and proclaimed. 1688 R. Holme l

Armoury HL 62/1 In the Courts of Common Pleas .. the
Chyrographer doth Enter and Ingrosc Fines acknowledged.
1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 351 There are indentures

1 made, or engrossed, at the chirographer's office, and de-

j

livered to the cognizor and the cogmzee. 1845 VAX Camp-
bell Chancellors (1857* II. xxxviii. 144 The wealthy sine-

cure of Chirographer of the Common Pleas.

2. ' He that exercises or professes the art or

business of handwriting ' (Johnson, 1 755 ) ; a copy-

ing clerk.

1845 Bachel. Albany 216 The seedy and dilapidated ap-
pearance of the old chirographer.

Chirography vkairp'grafi'. Also 7 cheir-.

[f. same Gr. elements as Chirograph, on analogy
of geography and the like.] Handwriting; (own)
handwriting, autograph (obs.); style or character

of writing.

1654. I,'Estran.;e Chas. I (1655) 169 It was . . assured him
that it must be the cheirography of the Lord Lowden,
whereupon he was committed to the Tower. 1846 Prescott
Ferd. 4 Is. II. n. vi. 381 Beautifully executed as to their

chirography. 1882 Pall Mall G. n Oct. 3 The extraordi-

nary conflict of testimony among experts in chirography.

[Chirography, erroneously in Cockeram, etc.,
1 for Chorography.]

Chiroiogist kairplodgist ;,. Also cheir-. [f.

! Chirology taken in sense ' science of the hand 1 +

j

-i.sT.] One who makes the hand a subject of study.

1834-47 SouthKY Doctor (18481 528 * Nature ',
says a

Cheirologist, •' was a careful workman*. 187a M. Collins
Tivo Plungesfor Pearl I. ix. 197 Cheirologists know that it

1 takes many generations to confer patrician form upon the

1

fingers.

Chirology (kafaplBdgi). Also cheir-. [a. F.

!

chirohgie, f (Jr. x«'P°" hand + -Koyta discourse.]

1 1. The art of speaking by signs made with the

hands or fingers. Obs.

[1644 Bulwer {title), Chirologia, or the natvrall Langvage
of the Hand.] 1656 Blount Glossogr., Chirology, a talking
or speaking with the hand, or by signs made with the hand.
1680 Dalgarno Deafand Dumb Man's Tutor Introd.iT.),

. Cheirology is interpretation by the transient motions of the
' fingers, a 1693 Urouhart Rabelais 111. xix, Such a fine I

Gesticulator, and in the Practice of Chirology an Artist so i

j

compleat . . that with his very Fingers he doth speak.

2. The study of the hand : see Chirologist.
Hence Chirological a., Chirolo gically adv.

1854-47 South ey Doctor (18481 528 Chcirologically speak-
ing- .
t ChirO'machy. Obs. rare- \ [ad. Gr. x«/x>-

yaxia, f. x«t/>0A"ixOT that fights with the hands.] A
hand-to-hand fight.

1659 Gauden Tears of CM. 544 Dreadful Chiromach'ies .

.

scumings and fightings with hands and arms of flesh.

Chiromancer {kai^romamsaj). Also 6-7
chyr-, 9 cheir-. [f. next + -er One who prac-

tises or professes chiromancy.
1566 Gascoigne Supposes Wks. (1587) 5 Why is Pasiphilo

8 chyromancer. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 39 This place
the chirosophers or chiromancers abuse, to proove their

palmistry. 187* Id Collins Pr. Clarice L xvi. 346 A
cheiromancer would have said the same of. . his hands.

Chiromancy (k3i**r^ma'nsi). Also 6-7 chiro-

mancie, 7 -manty, -tie, chyromancy, -cie, 7-9
cheiro-. [a. (prob. through ¥. chiromamie) L.

chiromantia, ~cia, a. late Gr. x fia, f. x* (P°"
hand + uavrtta divination : sec -MANCY.]

Divination by the hand ; the art of telling the

characters and fortunes of persons by inspection of

their hands
;
palmistry.

a 1598 Skelton Sp. Parrot 140 Som pseudo-propheta with

i

chiromancy. 1610 B. Jonson Akh. 1. iii. <i6i6i 616 The
Thumbe, in chiromantie, we giue Venvs. 1830 Scott De-
monol. x. 342 Physiognomy, Chiromancy, and other fantastic

arts of prediction. 1883 I* rith & Allen (title) Chiromancy
or the Science of Palmistry.

Chiromant (kaUTamjent). [ad. Gr. x (tpu-

pavns chiromancer.] = Chiromancer.
1876 Overmatched II. v. 66 The cheiromant of old was an

artist, as the augur and astrologer were. 1883 Pall Mall
I G. 10 Sept. 5/1 He had better betake himself to a regular

j

Chiromant and make himself miserable.

Chiromantie 'koi^nmiarntik), a. and sb. [f.

as prec. + -ic : cf. A stromantic]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to chiromancy.
16*7 Drayton Elegy Sir H. Raynsford, Some idle Chiro-

mantick booke, Shewing the line of life, and Venus mount.
1867 Vamberv Sk. Centr. Asia 11 The chiromantie feats,

t B. sb. A chiromancer. Obs.

1653 Gataker Vind. Annot. *jfer. 161 Your Chiromantiks
would writhe and wrest it to their purpose. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury n. 437/2 Chiromanticks . . take upon them to tell

Fortunes by the Lines of the hand.

I Chiroma ntical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. +

-ical.] Pertaining to chiromancy.
1644 Bulwer Chirol. Chiron. 73 This art of Chiroinan-

tica.ll Phisiognomie. 1701 W. Salmon ititlo Polygraphice,
or Arts of Drawing, Chiromantical Signatures, etc., etc.

1834-47 Southey Doctor (1848) 527 The text appears more
chiromantical in the vulgate.

So tChiromantine, t Chiromantist— Chiro-
mancer.
i6oi Holland Pliny I. 354 These Physiognomerh&Chiro-

mantines . . as friuolous and foolish as they be, yet now
adaies are in credite. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 240* The
fatidical) chiromantist will divine all things sinisterly of me.

Chironomy k.^ir^nomi). Also 6 chyro-
nomie, 9 cheironomy. [ad. L. chironomia, a.

Gr.x<t/wvo/«'a management of the hands, gesticula-

tion, f. xuP0Vvp°s one who practises pantomimic
gestures, f. xf(P°- hand + -co/tos managing, etc. In

F. chirononiieJ] The art or science of gesticula-

tion, or of moving the hands according to rule in

oratory, pantomime, etc.

[1644 Bulwer otitic) Chirologia. .wherevnto is added Chi-

ronomia or the Art of Manual Rhetorick.] 1670 Lassels
I 'oy. Itaty Pref.

j

1608) 26 He must have . . a chironomy or

decent acting with his hands. 1847 Grot k Greece IV. 11. xxix.

114 Cheironomy, or the decorous and expressive movement
of the hands.

1i Used by an etymological conceit for 1 hand
law* with allusion to chirograph.

1569 J. Sa[nford] tr. Agrippa's I'an. Artes 121b, A
solemne Chyronomie, or hand law and prescript woordes.

So + Chiro nomer, one who practises or professes

chironomy ; Chironomic a., and ^badly
v

fCliiro-

noma tic a., of or pertaining to chironomy ; Chi-

ronomon, -ont chironomdn, Gr. xuPovor îV
*

-ovvra\ ^ Chironomer.
1644 Bulwer Chirol. 4- Chiron. 13 Give me, quoth he,

Royall Sir, this Chironomer. 1649 — Pathomyot. 1. fi 6. 36
To see in a Chironomer . . the Muscles of his Hand should
l>ee directed so swiftly to the Nerves of his instrument.

11693 U Rochart Rabelais 111. xix. 159 A Chironomatick
Italianising of his Demand, with various Jectigation of his

Fingers. 1746 Melmoth tr. Pliny's Lett. ix. Let. 34 note

(R.), Chironomic art, so much studied by the antient*.

1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke xxi. 155 Assisting his medita-
tions by certain mysterious chironomic signs. 1644 Bulwer
Chirol. 9f Chiron. 12 The first man that usurped the name
of Chironomon or Pantomime among the Romans was Py-
lades. Ibid. Lipsius confounds these structores or carvers,

with the Chironomonts.

Chiropod : see Cheiropod.

Chiropodist (kair^ p^dist). [A factitious de-

signation, apparently assumed in 1785: see first

quots. Whether the inventor put together Gr.

X<*'p, XftP°~ hand, and irovs, wo*- foot, to indicate

that hands and feet were the objects of his atten-

tion, or whether he had in view the ready-made Gr.

Xttpowo& rjs (or x€tP^W0VS * x* 1^*0^") ' having

chap]>ed feet does not appear. The latter would
better justify his formation, the former better suit

his meaning.
Gr. \tt(»>n<>>. is founded on xcip-*« a chap, properly of the

hands (x« 4»* hut also of the feet (mm4&*« iroSuf \.

)

1 One who treats diseases of the hands and feet ;

now usually restricted to one who treats corns and
bunions' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1785 D. Low (title) Chiropodologia, a Scientific Enquiry
into the Causes of Corns, Warts, Onions [etc.] . . with a de-

tail of the most successful Methods of. .removing all de-

formities of the Nails ; and of preserving or restoring to the

Keet and Hands their natural soundness and Beauty. Ibid.

83 A skilful Chiropodist. 1785 Europ. Mag. VII. 479
Classic lore, .has now reached I>avies Street . . the residence

of our I.ucretian Chiropodist <anglice corn cutteri. But
whilst we point out the absurdity and needless affectation

of learning, the coining of new-fangled derivatives on every

occasion, we should be sorry, etc. 1788 V. Knox Winter
Even. I. ii. 24 It would not be surprising to see a barber

style himself .. Chiropodist. 18x8 Art Preserv. Feet 45
Self dubbed chiropodists or corn-doctors. 1850 Thackeray
Pendennis xxxi. 1861 Whvtk-Mflville Goodfor Nothing
I. 168 Even the cunning chiropodist who did so much for

I
.

'.ii Napoleon.

So Chiropo dical a., pertaining to chiropody
;

Cliiro podiam, Chiro podiatry • Chiropody ; Chi-

ropodo'logy, * a treatise on corns, warts, bunions,

and their causes
1

{Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; Chiro pody,

the art of treating corns, wans, defective nails,

etc., on feet or hands, esp. corn-cutting.

1871 G. Macdonald Wilf. Cumb. I. xvii. 170 Taking off

my shoe, I found that a small chiropodical operation was
necessary. 1887 Frith Autobiog. II. 230 The study and
practice of chiropodism. 1886 Belgravia LX. 164 When
she had finished her chiropodistry. 1886 rail Mall C. 19

June 2/1 The conversation . . happened to turn upon
chiropody.

Chiroptera: see Chkiropteua.

t Chircsopher. Obs. [f. Gr. x (,P°'""h°s

' skilled with the hands, esp. gesticulating well

'

^f. x f'P°- nand + o°<pus skilled, wise; + -ER
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1. A person learned in the subject of the hand.

1648 {title) Philocophus, or the Deafe and Dumbe Man's
Friend. .By J. B[ulwer], sirnamed the Chirosopher.

2. = Chiromancer.
1652 Gaule Magastrom. 39 This place the chirosopheis or

chiromancers abuse, to proove their palmistry.

Chiro'sopliist. [f. as prec. + -ist.]

f L One who practises sleight of hand. Obs.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 239* Stageplayers and juglers,

which..we call chirosophists, that is, slight-handed.

2. = Chiromancer.
1755 Johnson, Chirographist. This word is used . . im-

properly, for one that tells fortunes, by examining the hand :

the true word is chirosophist, or chiromancer. (Hence in

mod. Diets.)

Chiro'SOphy. Also eheir-. [f. as prec, after

philosophy, etc.]

fL The science of the hand.

1644 Bolweb Chirol. $ Chiron. 126, 1 could furnish a Pre-

varicator in Chirosophie, with some notions.

2. =Chirognomy or Chiromancy (or both).

1885 Heron-Allen {title) A Manual of Cheirosophy.

f Chiro'tonize, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Gr. x €tP°-

Toe/a election by show of hands, appointment (f.

Xttparwttv to stretch out the hand, to elect by show
of hands, or voting) + -ize.] To elect by vote, to

vote.

1658 J. Harrington Prerog. Pop. Govt. 1. vii. (1700) 259
If they unchirotoniz'd or unvoted God of the Kingdom, then

they had chirotoniz'd or voted him to the Kingdom.

So f Chiroto'nia, CMro tony, election or ap-

pointment to office by vote. (Sometimes confused

with ' ordination by imposition of hands'.)

[1638 J. Harrington Prerog. Pop. Govt. \. x'li. {1700) 308
The People gave the Result of the Commonwealth by their

Chirotonia, that is, by holding up their hands.] 1878 Glad-
stone Gleanings III. 262 It was the cheirotony of the Acts
that expanded into lay assent in the subsequent history of

the Church.

Chirp (tjarp), v. Also 5 chyrpe, 6 churpe,
shirp, 6-7 chirpe, 7 cherp. [A late word, evi-

dently owing its origin to the working of mimetic
modification upon the earlier synonyms Chirk and
Chirt. The labial p with which chirp ends, being

more suggestive of the movements of a bird's bill

(cf. cheep, peep, etc.), this has become the prevail-

ing form, and the proper word for the action.

(See also Chirr.) Cf. mod.G. zirpen, a parallel

imitative word.]

1. intr. To utter the short sharp thin sound
proper to some small birds and certain insects.

1440 [see Chirping vbl. sb.] 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 72
The yonge larkes. .peping and chirping about their mother.

1570 Levins Manip. Voc, To churpe, pipilare. 1579 Fulke
He/. Pastel 733 In our praiers we must not chirpe like

birdes, but sing like men. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country
Farme 26 If the Sparrowes doe sing and chirpe beyond
measure. 1629 Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. 219 The swarmes of
Locusts afresh chirping amongst vs. 1773 Barrington
Singing of Birds in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 249 To chirp, is

the first sound which a young bird utters, .and is different in

all nestlings. 1785 Sarah Fielding Ophelia II. ii, Crickets

. .chirped the live-long night. 1842 J. Wilson Chr. North
I. 146 A few sparrows chirping, .in the eaves,

b. trans. To utter by chirping.

1614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 61 The vncleane Spar-
rowes, cherping the voice of Lust on the house-tops. 1794
Southey Wat Tyler 1. The linnet . . Chirps her vernal
song of love. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. in. Ixxxvi, Or chirps

the grasshopper one good-night carol more. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xli. Snow-birds . . chirping sweet music.

2. intr. To make a sound imitative of, or similar

to, the chirp of a bird
;
esp. to make a sound of

suction with compressed lips by way of encourage-

ment or greeting (now usually Chirrup).
IS7S Turberv. Falconrie 90 Rubbe hir feete with warme

fleshe, chirping and whistling to hir. 1618 Latham 2nd
Bk. Falconry (1633) 25 Vsing your voice in whistling or

chirping vnto her. 1647 Crashaw Music's Duel Poems 89
The high-perch'd treble chirps at this. 1840 Dickens
Bam. Pudge lxxx, The tea-kettle had been . . chirping as
never kettle chirped before.

b. trans. To greet or incite by chirping
;

esp.

with adverbial extension, c. To chirp up ( £7. S.) :

to cheer up.
1832 L. Hunt Poems, RedHs Bacchus in T. 205 Chirp it

and challenge it [wine], swallow it down. 1880 Howells
Undisc. Country xii. 161 The Shaker chirped his reeking
horses into a livelier pace. 188. J. Greenwood Odd People
in Odd Places 87, I chirped her up for a time, but she did
not last much longer.

3. intr. To speak in a manner compared in some
respect to the chirping of birds.

a. To utter words feebly and faintly, to ' cheep '.

b. To talk in sprightly and lively tones, to give
utterance to cheerful feelings. Also to chirp it.

1604 Broughton Corruption in Relig. 68 [They] graunt
them more . . then of themselues they durst euer chirp to
speak for. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Upon Mrs. E. Wheeler,
He chirpt for joy, to see himself disceav'd. 1664 Sir C.
Lyttelton in Nation Corr. (1878) 38 As when you may re-
member wee chirpt it sometimes in Duke Street. 1823
Lamb Etta 1. i. (1865) 5 How would he chirp, and expand,
over a muffin. 1887 Hall Caine Son o/Hagar 1. 1. ii. 40
They 're chirming and chirping like as many sparrows.

Chirp (tfaip), sb. [f. prec. vb.] The short
sharp shrill sound made by some small birds and

certain insects ; a sound made with the lips re-

sembling this ; a chirrup.

1802 Southey Thalaba iv. v, The grey Lizard's chirp.

iBz$ Bro. Jonathan III. 7 Away went Mrs. P. .. bidding

her dear dear friend good night, with a kiss and a chirp.

1845 Dickens Cricket on Hearth, Hark ! how the Cricket

; joins the music with its Chirp, Chirp, Chirp. 1850 Tenny-
son In Memoriam cxix. 5, I hear a chirp of birds. 1855

I
Maury Phys. Geog. Sea viii. § 399 Even the chirp of the

I stormy-petrel ceases to he heard here.

Chirpation, humorous for chirping : see -ATION.

1638 Randolph Amyntas 1. iii. 32 Cawation, chirp-ation,

hoot-ation, whistle-ation, crow-ation.

Chirper (tja-ipai). [f. Chirp v. + -er U
1. One who or that which chirps ; a little bird.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 49 Away to the landes ende
they trigge all the skie-bred chirpers of them. 1609 Armin
Hal. Taylor C iv b, To gather killing Stones For harmless

chirpers. 1768 G. White Selborne xvi. 44 The one [species

of willow-wren] has a joyous, easy, laughing note, the other

a harsh loud chirp . . The songster is one fifth heavier than

the chirper. 1798 Lamb Lett, to Southey 18 Oct., The owl

and little chirpers. 1806 E. Rushton Poems 104.

2. A ' chirping ' cup or glass (see Chirping

ppL a. 3).
1862 G. Meredith Mod. Love, Juggling Jerry xi, Hand

up the chirper! ripe ale winks in it.

Chirpiness tjaupines). colloq. [f. Chirpy +
-NESS.] State or quality of being chirpy.

1867 Howells Ital. Journ. 248 He saluted us with a
cricket-like chirpiness of manner. 1882 Harper's Mag.
LXV. 180 The chirpiness of the sparrow.

Chirping (tj^-ipig^ vbl. sl>. [f. Chirp v. +
-ING The action of the verb Chirp.

1. lit. Of birds and certain insects. (Formerly

used more widely.)

£-1440 Promp. Pan'. 76 C[h]yrpynge or claterynge of

byrdys. 1563 Hyll Arte Garden. (1593) 38 Against the

chirping of the frogs, which perhaps seem to disquiet the

Gardner in the sommer nights. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI,

in. ii. 42 The chirping of a Wren. 1797 Bewick Brit. Birds \

(1847) I. 252 Its song is only a disagreeable kind of chirping,
j

1841-71 T. R. Jones Anini. Kingd. ^92 The chirping of
\

several Orthoptera seems to have a similar origin . . the edges
oftheir hard pergamentaceous wings being . . scraped against

each other.

2. trans/. The making of a sound like this.

1548 Thomas Ital. Gram., Buffa, the dispisyng blaste of

the mouthe that we call shirping. 1601 Holland Pliny II.

297 A kind of whistling or chirping with the lips. 1850
Blackie Mschylns I. Pref. n The cheerful chirpings of

the lyre.

Chirping, ppl. ct. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

1. That chirps.

1611 Cotgr. , Gazouillard, singing, chirping, or warbling,

as a bird. 1714 Gay Trivia 1. 148 Chirping Sparrows.
a 1763 Shenstone Odes (1765) 182 Now chirping crickets

raise their tinkling voice. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. ii. (1879)

26 Each time the horse put its foot on the fine siliceous

sand, a gentle chirping noise was produced.

2. Merry, hilarious, lively. (Cf. Chirpy.)
1616 B. Jonson Masque Christmas, [He] has been in his

days a chirping boy, and a kill-pot. c 1690 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Creiu, Chirping-merry, very pleasant over a Glass
of good Liquor. 1725 New Cant. Diet. J840 Thackeray
Catherine viii, Drink, .made him chirping and merry. 1840
Dickens Bam. Pudge xli, A chirping, healthy, .fellow.

Hence CMrpingly adv.
1650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo 15 To be chirpingly drunk,

and sing away sorrow.

3. Producing merriment, cheering.
[The original notion heft is not quite clear : perhaps the

word was properly a vbl. sb. used attrib., 'chirping-cup'
being = cup (productive) ofchirping.

_
In later use the phrase

is merely traditional, without analysis.]

c 1645 Howell Lett. 5 July § 5(1650) 162 The Fannian Law
. .allows a chirping cup to satiat, not to surfet. 1693 W.
Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 412 To take a chirping cup

:

I

Bibere ad hilaritatem. 17x0 W. King Love x. 1480 Bac-
i

chus with his chirping cup. 1732 Pope Ep, Bathurst 358

j

Sir Balaam . . takes his chirping pint and cracks his jokes.

:
a 1734 North Lives III. 224 Sir Dudley North loved a

j

chirping glass in an evening. 1801 Month, Mag. XII. 224

j

That stimulation, which succeeds to a seasoned dinner and

I

a chirping pint.

Chirpling. little chirper
;
young bird, ( chick '.

1888 Chicago Advance 26 Apr. 257 For the joy that our
chirplings will give us !

Chirpy (tp-jpi), a. colloq. [f. Chirp + -y ]
.]

Given to chirping; cheerful, lively, merry, hilarious.

(Cf. Chirp v. 3.)

1837 J. Bates in Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 332 It

makes me chirpy to think of Roseland. 1859 Lang Wand.
India 19 The soup and a glass of wine set Jack up ; and he
becomes quite chirpy. 1882 Besant AH Sorts xx. 146 Her
ladyship put quite a chirpy face upon it.

Chirr (tjai, tfarr, dial, and Sc. tjtrr), v, [A
modern formation naturally expressing a prolonged

and somewhat sharply trilled sound : cf. whirr,

birr, burr, purr ; with chirring cf. the more pon-

derous jarring. As a recent onomatopoeia, chirr

was evidently largely suggested by the already

existing chirm, chirk, chirt, chirp, chirrup, of

j
which it retains the common phonetic element and
the common kernel of meaning.
Along with the subsequently formed chirl, and the many

derivatives of chirp, etc., these form a well-marked recent

group or 'family' of words, which mutually illustrate and
help each other's meaning. Thus chirr expresses continued

and uniform trilled sound ; in chirk, chirt, chirp this sound
is abruptly stopped by oral action; in chirrup, a modula-

tion is introduced before the stoppage ; chirl, esp. in its

northern form chirr*l, suggests the passing of the chirr
into a warbling modulation ; while chirm with its sugges-
tions of verbal sbs. in ~m of divers origin, e. g. scream,
bloom, blossom, rhythm, spasm, assumes the appearance of
a derivative of chir-. If these words, instead of being nearly
all recent, were of prehistoric formation, or of Aryan stand-
ing, chir' would certainly be assumed as the 1 root ', and
the other words as out-growths from it.]

intr. To make the trilled sound characteristic of

grasshoppers, etc. (Often nearly equivalent to

Chirp, but properly expressing a more continuous

and monotonous sound.) Hence Chirring vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

1639 Glapthorne Argalus P. 11. i, As Swans . . who do
bill, With tardy modesty, and chirring plead Their constant
resolutions. 1648 Herrick Hesper. (Grosart) II. 24 The
chirring Grasshopper, 1834 Pringle Afr. Sk. vi. 202 The
chirring of the grasshopper. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge
(1863) 103 Drowning the snoring of the toads and chir-chir-

chirring and wheetle - wheetling of the numberless noisy
insects. 1840 Browning Sordel/ovi. 461 Rustles the lizard,

and the cushats chirre. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xcv. 2

Not a cricket chirr'd. 1874 Coues Birds N. W. 133
Throwing up his head, utters the chirring notes adlibitum.
1886 N. & Q. 20 Feb. 141/2 Claudian had high authority
for the thin stridulous chirring which he assigns to his

ghosts.

Chirr, sb. Also 7 chyrr. [f. prec. vb.] The
sound described under Chirr v.

c 1600 Montgomerie Soun. xlviii, Sweet Philomene, with
cheiping chyrris and charris. 1883 Spalding in Romanes
Mental Evol. Anitn, xi. 175 When a week old my turkey
came on a bee right in its path. .It gave the danger chirr.

Chirrie, obs. form of Cherry.
Chirrup (t[i"r#p), v. Forms : 6 cherip, 7

cherrip, cherrup, 7-9 cherup, *j- chirrup.
[Evidently formed from chirp, by trilling the r,

and developing an additional syllable, to indicate

a corresponding variation of sound. But it was
thus brought into phonetic association with cheer,

cheerful, cheer up, which have acted powerfully

upon its sense-development, so that chirrup now
conveys a more sprightly or cheery notion than

chirp]
1. intr. Of birds, etc. : To chirp, esp. with a more

sustained and lively effect, approaching to twitter-

ing or warbling.

1579 [see Chirruping vbl. sb.]. 1637 G. Daniel Genius
ofthis Isle 358 Birds cherup in the woods, And mingle notes.

1649 — Trinarch. To Rdr. 125 Finches are taught to Cher-
rip with the Quill. Ibid., Rich. II, 314 If the Great Ones
Sing The smaller Cherrup. 1766 Goldsm. Hermit, The
cricket chirrups in the hearth. 1840 Browning Sordello vi.

461 Cherups the contumacious grass-hopper. 1864 Tenny-
son The Grandmother x, Whit, whit, whit, in the bush be-

side me chirrupt the nightingale,

b. trans, with cognate object.

1645 G. Daniel Poems Wks. 1878 II. 70 The poore wren
Cherups what the Larke doth Sing. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi ix. 189 [The ant] chirrups a few clear and distinct

notes.

2. intr. Of persons : To make a sharp thin sound
(by suction) with the lips compressed by way of en-

couragement or greeting (to a horse, an infant, etc.).

a iyz6 Vanbrugh Jourti. Lond. 11. (1730) 241 If I do but
chirrup to her, she'll hop after me like a tame sparrow.
i860 Holland Miss Gilbert vi. 93 Dr. Gilbert chirruped to

the little black pony. 1879 Browning Hmn 100 Start him
on the road : but chirrup, none the less.

b. trans. To greet or incite by chirruping.

1784 Cowper Task in. 9 He cherups brisk his ear-erecting

steed. 1861 Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's 1st., Trotted, chir-

rupped in babyhood on their knees.

c. slang. To cheer or applaud (public per-

formers) for a consideration. Hence Chirruper
= F. claqueur.
1888 Pall Mall G. 6 Mar. 4/2 A 1 chirruper '..excused

himself at the Lambeth police-court yesterday by alleging

that 'he thought there was no harm in it'. Ibid. 0 Mar.
14/1 Chirruping, As to the etymology of the word . . the
French argot for blackmail is cluintage. Such paltry opera-
tions as those reported from the Lambeth music-hall do not

merit the description of singing—they are simply twittering

or ' chirrupping '. 1888
J.

Payn in Illustr. Lond. News
17 Mar. 268 The. .singers in music-halls cannot, .do without
him (the ' chirruper').

3. intr. To speak or sing in sprightly tones.

1775 Sheridan Rivals 11. i, How she did chirrup at Mrs.
Piano's Concert ! 1870 Emerson Soc. <$• Solit. Domest.
Life Wks. (Bohn) III. 42 All. .gabble and chirrup to him.

Chirrup (tjrri>p), sb. Also cherup. [f. prec]

1. A lively modulated chirp (of a bird or insect).

1830 Tennyson Mariana vii, The sparrow's chirrup on
the roof. 1845 Dickens Cricket on Hearth (1887) 8 And
here.. the Cricket did chime in with a Chirrup, Chirrup,

Chirrup. . by way of chorus. 1862 Trench Poems, Monk
Bird xxx, The merry chirrup of the grass-hopper.

2. A similar sound made by man, expressing

incitement, liveliness, etc.

1788 Cowper Dog $ Water-lily vii. With a cherup clear

and strong, Dispersing all his dream. 1850 Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom xiv, He heard . . the chirrup of the baby at

his knee. 1872 Holland Marble Proph. 29 Smothered
his chirrup of delight.

Chirruping ;tjrri>pin), vbl. sb. [f. Chirrup v.

+ -ing 1J The action of the verb Chirrup.
1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. June, Thyrymes. .Whose Echo

. . taught the byrdes. .Frame to thy songe their cheerefull
chertping. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. /list. (1776) VII. 351 Except



CHIRRUPING. 360 CHISEL.

in the very coldest weather, they [crickets] never cease their

chirruping. 1871 Earle Pkilol. Eng. Tong. § 660 The first

attempts to speak are mere chirrupings.

Chirruping, a. [f. as prcc. + -lng-.]

1. That chirrups.

1826 Scott Woods!, xxviii, Robin-redbreast['s] chirruping

song was heard. 1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom xiii, A
wholesome, whole-hearted, chirruping little woman. 1859

Geo. Eliot A. Bede 63 The small chirruping voice .
.
came

from a little sunny-haired girl between three and four.

2. in chirruping cup, glass, etc. ^Chirping cup,

glass, etc. [perh. this is vbl. si.]

1683 Tryon Way to Health 35 This Saturnine People

may sometimes drink a Cherripping Glass or two, without

any danger to their Health. 1687 T. Brown Lib. Consc.

in Dk. Buckingham's Wks. (1705' II. 119 He wou'd take a

Cherriping Cup off in a Corner. 1694 King Animadv. Acc.

Denmark Wks. 1776 I. 84 A chirruping dose of brandy.

Chirrupy (tfiT^pi), a. colloq. [f. Chirrup v.

01 s/>. +-y'.*J Given to chirrup; lively, cheery;

cheerfully chatty.

1874 Burnand My time i. 8 A chirrupy stereotyped smile.

1884 Christ. World 25 Dec. 995/1 A chirrupy, garrulous old

age.

Chirsly, var. of Cherishi.y, Obs.

Chirt (tjait), v. Obs. or Sc. [In branch I, a

parallel form to Chirk, Chirp : see Chirr. In

branch II, used to express an action accompanied

by such a sound, and then transferred.]

I. Obs. Of sound.

1 1. intr. To chirp. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Summoner's T. 96 [He] kiste hire sweete

and chirteth [4 MSS. chirkcth] as a sparwe With his lyppes.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. IX. v. (Tollem. MS.) Exciteb

bnddesand foulis to chirtynge [ed. 1495 chyrterynge, 1535

cherterynge] and to loue [adgarritum et amores\

II. Of an action. Sc.

2. intr. To issue or spout out with a chirping

sound, as liquid when squeezed ; to spirt or squirt.

1513 Douglas /Eneis Hi. tx. 7a The a,oustir tharfra chir-

tand and blak blud. Ibid, vm. iv. 169 He him in armys
claspit, And so strenjeit his thrott, furth chirt his ene.

3. trans. ' To squeeze (liquid) through the teeth
'

(RuddimarO '<

' to squeeze, to press out ' Jam.).
1805 G. M'Indoe Million Potatoes 149 John chirted out

his hairy purse. 1822 Blaekn: Mag. XII. 335 All meaning

is chirted out of these words. 1816 J. Wilson Noel. Ambr.
Wks. L 359 The love o' truth chirts it out o" me.

4. intr. To press in.

1790-1813 A. Wilson St. E. Picken Poet. Wks. 107 While

lads and laughin' lasses free Chirt in to hear thy sang.

Chirt (t/5it), sb. [f. prec. vb.]

f 1. A sound resembling a chirp ; used by A.

Hume to describe the sound of tj . Obs.

c l6»o A. Hume Brit. Toug. 11865) 13 With c we spil the

aspiration, turning it into an Italian chirt ;
as, charitie,

cherrie.
' 2. A squeeze (which ejects liquid).

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1863) 171 Giving his trowsers

a hitch, and his quid a cruel chirt.

Chirt, obs. form of Chert.

f Chirurge. Sc. Obs. rare. Also syrurge.

[ad. L. chiriirgus (med.L. cirurgus) surgeon, a.

Gr. x(lPovPnt"s ' see next.] = Chirurgeon.
1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 513 Ane chirurge, the

qufulk wes of maist fame. 1571 Lady Scotl. in Sc. Poems
\bth Cent. II. 243 Lyke a gude medciner or gude syrurge.

Chirorgeon (kairo-jd^sn, tji-). arch. Forms :

a. 3 cirurgian, 4 sir-, 5 cerurgien, 6 ci-, cyrur-

gyen, syrurgyan. 0. 6 (chirurgean(e, ehierur-

gion), 6-7 chi-, chyrurgian, ohy-, 6-8 chirur-

gion, (7 shinirgion), 6-8 ohy-, 7-9 ohirurgeon.

[In ME., a. OF. cirurgien ( = Sp. cirurgiano, Pg.

cirurgido) :—Romanic type *cirurgi-an-o f. cirur-

gia : see Chirurgv. In later OF. serurgicn, con-

tracted surgien, whence Eng. sirurgicn, surgien,

now corruptly surgeon. The Renascence brought

back to Fr. and Eng. (partly also to It. the sell-

ing chir-, but never to French the pronunciation

with k, which has now established itself in Eng.,

largely because the word being no longer in popular

use, the traditional pronunciation has yielded to a

new one, founded immediately upon the Gr. The
original ending which would normally give mod.

chirurgian, was variously perverted in 16th c, and

finally settled down in its present form : cf. Sur-

geon. The result of these successive re-formations

and perversions is that the modern ksirjj jd^an is,

strictly, a different word from ME. siru rd^ien,

though it would be difficult to draw a chronological

line between the two.]

One whose profession it is to cure bodily diseases

and injuries by manual operation ; a Surgeon.

a. i»97 R. Glouc. 566 Maister Philip Porpeis, bat was a

quointe man, & hor cirurgian. c 1386 Chaucer Melibeus

r 45<Harl. MS.) A sirurgien . .up ros, and to Melibeus sayde,

etc. 10/ 6-text, 2 MSS. have sjrurgien ; 2 surgien ; 1 sur-

geen ; 1 surgeane.J 14.. John Arderne in Ret. Ant. 1.

191 To aske counsell at all the lechez and cerurgienz that

he myghte fynd. i«o Pals<;. 455, I bynde with a clothe-

as a cirurgyen dothehis pacyentes sore. 1541 R. CoKAMD
{title)Guydon'sQnestyonaryofCyriirgye>is,etc. 1549

(

'Otnpl.

Scot. xv. 129 LM ane cirurgyen vald drau part of there

bliule.

fj. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 64 Wes no chirurgeane
|

of his craft so slie. 1547 Boorde Brer'. Health Pre?. 3 b,

Chierurgions ought to be wyse, gentyll, sober. 1610 Guil-
lim Heraldry vl. i. d66o> 379 Bearing of the Worshipfull

Company of Barber Chirurgions. 1613 Purchas Pilgr. I.

vii. vi. 570 The Arts of the Apothecarie and Chirurgian. '

1661 P. Henry Diary 24 Aug., Sister Mary went to Chester

to a Shinirgion. 1667 K. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1.

I (16841 79 The Physicians to. .use the assistance only of such

Chyrurgeons as are prescribed in the Warrant. 1695 New
I Light Chirurg. Put out Introd. 10 Mr. Harris, Chirurgion

to the Regiment. 1708 Royal Proclm. 20 May in Lond.
I Gaz. No. 4440/1 Midshipmen .. Quarter-Masters Mates,

|

Chirurgeons Mates. 1715 Ibid. No. 5208/3 Alexander Inglis,
[

Esq., to be Chyrurgeon-General of his Majesty's Forces.

1760 Johnson Lett. 18 Oct. in Boswell, I am glad that the

chirurgeon at Coventry gives him so much nope. 1823

Byron yuan vm. xciv, If there might be chirurgeons who
could solder 1Tie wounds they richly merited.

b.flg.
15. . Si. Poems \dth C. 118011 II. 160 Thou art the chirur-

gian sure That hailis all eirdly creature. 1631 Quarles
Samson Div. Poems (1717) 310 Thou great Chirurgion of a

,

bleeding soul. 1670 Baxter Cure Ch.-Div. Pref. 1. I 1 Such
; excellent Chirurgeons, that they will heal Christs body by

separating the members.

t Chiru-rgeonly, adv. Obs. rart~ '. [f. prec.

+ -ly -.] Like a properly trained) surgeon.
1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. noGon. You rub the sore, When

you should bring the plaister. Seb. Very well. ^i»r. And
most Chirurgeonly.

t Chirurgerar. Sc. Obs. rare. [f. Chiri r-

gery + -ar 3 = -er 1 .] A surgeon.

1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 11 Medicinaris and
Chirurgeraris that begyles the seik and hurt men.

Chirurgery (kairS id^eri). arch. Forms

:

a. 5 syrurgery, cyrurgerye, 6 cynirgery. P.

6 chirurgerie, 7 chjrrurgery, 6-9 chirurgery.

[In ME. a. OF. cirttrgerie, f. stem of cirurg-ien,

cirurg-ic + -trie, -ery. After the Renascence

altered, with the cognate words, to chir-.']

That part of medical science and art which is
I

concerned with the cure of diseases or bodily in- ;

juries by manual operation ; = Surgery.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. (W. de Wordei «IL vi.

(1405)227 Holpe wyth crafte of Syrurgery.
^
1483 Caxton

Gold. Leg. 93/1 No maistre in phisike ne in Cyrurgerye.

1 541 R. Copland Gnydon's Quest. Cyrurg. A ij, Cyrurgery
is in two maners. 1563 T. Gale Antidot. Pref. 1 Suche
medicinal instruments, as. .are required in the arte of Chir-

urgerie. 1598 Stow Sun 1
, viii. (1603)76 There was founded

a publike lecture in Chirurgerie. 173a Arbuthnot Rules of
Diet 390 A Dropsy of the Breast is cur'd by Chirurgery.

1815 Scott Guy M. xxiv, The gudewife . . showed some
knowledge of chirurgery.

11 Etymological nonce-ust.

1840 J. H. Green Vital Dytiamics 48 It was mere chirur-

gery, that is hand-craft, handy-work.

Chirurgic kairii-.id.rik), a. arch. Also 7
chyrurgiok, chirurgiok. [ad. L. chirurgic-us,

or its original, Gr. \upovp-iiK-ut surgical, f. chi-

rurg-us, \upovfry-6i surgeon : see Chirurgy.] Of
or belonging to surgery, surgical.

1655 60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 164 Medecine is of

five kinds, Chyrurgick, by incision or cauterising, etc. 1741

Warburton Div. Legal. II. iv. i 3. 58 The three parts of

medicine, the Chirurgic, the Pharmaceutic, and the Dize-

tetic. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. ILK viii. I 40. 346 Ambrose
Pare', -is deemed the founder of chirurgic science.

Chirurgical kairi>jd5ikal), a. arch. Forms:
a. 6 cyrurgyoall. 0. 7 cjiyrurgical 1, cheir-,

7-9 chirurgical. [In earliest form, a. ¥. cirur-

gical, or med.L. cirurgical-is (C c'h)irurgic-us see

prec., and -al : cf. also 16th c. It. cirurgico sur-

geon) ; but in 16th c. altered with the other words

of the group to chir-.]

Of or pertaining to surgery ; skilled in, practising,

treating of, surgery ; surgical.

1541 R. Copland Gnydon's Quest. Cyrurg., Operacyons
Cyrurgycalles. 1605 Timme Quersit. Ded. 2 A chyrurgical

hand. 161s Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653I Pref. 8 By
;

wayof Apologie, to the Chirurgicall Reader. 1748 Smollett
Rod. Rand. 11812) I. 461 A set of chirurgical instruments.

Ibid. xvii. The best chirurgical writers. 1806 A. Duncan
Nelson 111 The surgeon.. was performing the chirurgical

operations. 1821 K. Digby Broadst. Hon. (1846) 286 Chir.

urgical and medical knowledge.
*

t
nonce-use. [with etymological reference.] Per-

taining to manual operation or handicraft.

1641 Wu.KlNS Math. Magick 1. ii. (1648) 9 The Cheirur-

gicall or Manuall [Mechanick] doth refer to the making of

[

these instruments, and the exercising of such particular

experiments.

tChiruTgy. Obs. rart. Also 5 cjt-, sy-

rurgye. [In ME. cirurgic, simrgie, a. OF. ci-

rurgit, sirurgie, corresp. to It. cirurgia, cirugia,

Sp. cirugia, Pg. cirurgia :—Romanic type cirurgia,

repr. L. chirurgia \cir-\ a. Gr. x l,Povir1ia abstr.

sb. of office, f. x fiP°vp~t"* surgeon. The latter was
prop, an adj. (sc. iox/xit professor of healing)

' operating with the hand '
f. x*'P°~ hand- + -ipyoi

•working. The word being fully naturalized in

Lat., eh was treated as c (see Ch- and Chiro-),

regularly giving cir- in Romanic and Eng., and in
j

later OF. and Eng. sir-, ser-. But the Renascence

brought back into Fr. and Eng. partly also into 1

It.) the I.at. spelling with chir- in French, how-
,

ever, and formerly in Eng. pronounced with the

'soft'r/l.] = Surgery, Chirurgery.
1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 1. xiv. 38 Notable leches and

gode maystres of Syrurgye. 1547 Boorde Bre-z\ Health
Pref, As well the syckenesses the which doth parteyne to
Chierurgy as to phisicke.

Chiruylle, obs. f. Chervil.
• Chis, chise, •••• Obs. Alsochys(e. [ME. this,

OE. eh fastidious, e. g. in eating. Of uncertain

derivation : it is difficult to connect it with the root

of \ an to choose, although the meaning favours

this.] Fastidious, dainty as to eating ; particular

or nice in choosing ; to be chosen ; choice ; fond.

(The sense in ME. in some cases very uncertain.)
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 406 P'ostidium ciisnis {Erf. ciinis,

Corp. fastidium [odium] cymnisl 1 1000 Herb. Apul.,Sax.
Leechd. 1 . 98 Gif hwa on ba;re untrumnysse sy paet he sy
cis. c 1300 A\ A lis. 3204 Whan note brounith in haselrys
The lady is of lemon chis. c 1320 Majrimon in Rel. Ant. I.

123 Gent ich wes ant chys, Ant mon of muche prys. 1340-70
Alisauuder 49 A king ryche, That was chyse of be childe,

& choicelich hym kept, a 1400 Hymn to Virgin vi. (Vemon
MS.) in Warton Hist. Poetry II. 109 Heyl cher chosen thai

never nas chis. c 14215 Cm-. Myst. 180 \Matz.i Knyghtys
wyse, Chosyn ful chyse, Aryse, aryse.

Chisel (tjizel), sb. 1 Forms : 4-6 chisell,

chesell, 5 chysel, chesel'e, cheselle, sceselle,

scheselle, 5-6 chesyl le, 6 chyssell, chesil(l,

chesal, 6-8 chizel(l, 7 chissell, chessill, chizil,

chizzell, (cheezil, chitzell), 8 chessel, 7-9
chissel, chizzel, 4- chisel, [a. ONF. chisel (

=

central OF. cisel, in mod.F. ciseau, ( = OPr. cisel,

Cat. cisell, Sp. ci-n-cel, Pg. ci-n-zel chisel) :— late

L. type cistll-um dim. f. *cisum = cttsum, f. csedfre

to cut : cf. L cisorium cutting tool ; see Scissors.

(It. cesello points to L. 'ciesellum, but It. has also deriv-

atives of the *cis-nm type. See Grdber in A rchivf Lat.
Lexicog. u. Gram. I. 546.']

1. A cutting tool of iron or steel with the cutting

face transverse to the axis, and more or less ab-

ruptly bevelled on one or both sides ; used for

cutting wood, metal, or stone, and worked either

bypressure, or by the blows of a mallet or hammer.
The ordinary carpenter's chisel has a wooden handle, and

a plane face at right angles to the axis, bevelled on one side

only ; most of the stone-cutters' chisels are bevelled on both

sides (or rarely on four sides) ; some chisels, as the gouge,

have the plane of the face curved ; others, used in turning,

have the edge concave or convex.

138a Wyclif yob xix. 24 Who ajueth to me, that my
woordis be writenf..or with a chisell thei be grauen in

flint ? c 1386 Chaucer Pers. T. r 344 But there is also

costlewe furrynge in Mr gownes, so muche pownsonynge of

chisel [Hart, chesellls, Selden cheseles) to maken holes, so

muche daggynge of sheres. c 1440 Promp. Par:'. 76 'i Chy-
sell, instrument, celtis. 1483 Cath. Angl. 64/1 A Cheselle,

celtis, celium, scatprum. a 1500 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

807 Hie cunius, a sceselle. Itec seltis, a scheselle. 1539
Cranmer Bible Pref., As mallettes. .chesylles, axes, and
hatchettes be the tooles of theyr occupacyon. a 1577 Sir

T. Smith Comtmv. Eng. (1633) 21 The Chessill and Gowge
of the carpenter. 1580 Baret Alv. C 438 A Chesill, celtts.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1247 The Lacedaemonians.

.

caused the said Epigram to be cut out with a chizzel. 1618

Bolton Florus IT. x. 11636' 312 The silver which hee had
in the army was every where chipt with chizils. 1669 Boyle
Contn. New Exp. 1. (1682) 187 Fragments struck off from

it with aChizel and a Hammer. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 85. I 10 If our divines and physicians were taught the

lathe and the chizzel. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. K'ingd.

(1871) 829 Such teeth are, in fact, chisels of most admirable

construction. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Stonehenge Wks.
(Bohn) II. 124 On almost every stone we found the marks

of the mineralogist's hammer and chisel.

b. esp. as the sculptor's tool.

1631 Shaks. II int. T. v. iii. 78 What fine Chizzell Could

eucr yet cut breath? 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty x. 61

The most exquisite turns of the chissel in the hands of a
master. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 705 Nor does the chissel

occupy alone The pow'rs of sculpture, but the style as much.

1825 Macaulay Milton, Ess. (1851) I. 11 (The poetry! of

Dante is picturesque indeed beyond any that ever was

written. Its effect approaches to that produced bythe
pencil or the chisel. 1839 Macm. Mag. Nov. 35 The Chisel,

the architect's and sculptor's lithographic pen.

c. With various defining words prefixed, as

firmer chisel, mortise chisel, round chisel, etc.,

cold chisel, a strong chisel entirely of iron or

steel highly tempered, so as to cut cold iron fF.

cistau afroid, so called in contradistinction to the

cistau <) chaud, or blacksmith's chisel for cutting

hot iron, which, as it becomes itself hot in the pro-

cess, is held by a withe or other temporary handle).

1662 Evelyn Sculptura 5 Some round cheezil or lathe

perhaps it was. 1699 Dampier Voy. an. 1687 iR.) It was

one man's work to be all day cutting out bars of iron into

small pieces with a cold chisel. 18213 P. Nicholson Pract.

Build. 239 The Firmer Chisel is a thin broad chisel, with

the sides parallel to a certain length, and then tapering, so

as to become much narrower towards the shoulder. Ibid.,

Paring chisel. 18*7 Faraday Chem. Manip. § 1. 20 Some
cold chissels, a screw driver, .cutting chissels.

d. A surgical instrument of like make and use,

for cutting bone. So chisel-osteotome, a chisel

for dividing the bones in osteotomy.

1685 J. Cooke Marrmv Chirurg. IV. 11. iv. Fingers and

Toes.. may be removed either by fit Chizels or cutting-

Mallets. 1871 T. H0LME1 Sjut. Surgery (ed. 2) V. 1076

Sets of bone-cutting forceps and chisels. 1883 — (ed. 3) 1 1 1.
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825 With Maunder's chisel-' osteotome ' there is less chance
of disturbing the soft parts.

+ 2. ? A paint-brush. Obs.
a 1500 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 571 Celebs, a chesell to peynte

wyth. [Cf. Cai/i. Angl., A Brusch for paynterys, ceteps.]

3. U.S. colloq. phr. Full chisel \ at full speed,
* full drive

1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. (1862) 95 The long shanks of

a bittern . . a drivin away like mad full chizel arter a frog.

1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc P. ix. 76 Then he'd turn and
run up the narrow way, full chisel.

4. atlrib. Resembling a chisel, chisel-shaped.

1513 Douglas AVneis xii. Prol. 58Thesiluerscalit fyschis

. .With fynnys schinand. .And chesal [1874 chyssell] talis.

5. Comb. , as chisel-edge, -mark
;
chisel-cut, -like,

-pointed, -shaped adjs. ;
chisel-bone, the one half

of the lower jaw of the pike (fish) ; chisel-draft,

a fiat line, of the breadth of the chisel, cut on the

edges of a stone which is to be dressed, to mark
the level of the plane of the intended surface

;

chisel-tooth, a name given to the incisor teeth of

rodent animals.
a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 214 Batrachomyomach'ia .

.

neatly described upon the * Chizel Bone of a large Pike's
Jaw. 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. Pop. xxx. (ed. 31

449 Able to read dates in >;

chisel-cut mouldings.
. 1793

Smeaton Edystone L. 261 {note) Driving a fair *chissel
draft across the joints. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist. Mammalia
IV. 83 When any unnecessary branches project inward,
they cut them off with their *chisel-like teeth. 1863 A.
Ramsay Phys. Geog. (1878) 612 The very *chisel-marks of
the men who built the castle. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract.
Agric. (1807) I. 9 The Kentish turnwrest-plough with a
*chisti-pointed share. iZ^Sk.Nat. Hist. Mammalia IV.
8 [Incisors] with sharp "chisel-shaped edges. 1849-52 Todd
Cycl. A nat. IV. 906/1 The long and large incisors of the
Rodents have been termed. .

y
Chisel-teeth.

Chisel, sb. 2
, another form of Chesil, gravel.

Chisel, chissel (tfrz'l, t[rsl), sb.3 Forms :

7 chisel(l, cheasil, chizell, chesill, 8 chizzil,

7, 9 chissell, chizzel(l. [The same word as

Chesil, Chisel sb.~ gravel, applied to bran from
its coarse gritty character.]

Bran (called in some localities ' sharps *) ; some-
times also applied to the coarsest flour in which
some of the bran is left, ' whole meal \
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 95 [They eat] Grass, Oats,

Cheasil, Hay, and Bread. Ibid. 198 Mix goats bloud with
chisel steept in broath. 1617 Markham Cavat. v. 8 Common
horse-bread, .made of ordinarie Chissell, or branne. 1641
Best Farm. Bks.(i8$6) 105. § 1 Chizell.. which, hereaboutes,
is called treate, in the South-country, branne. 1674 Ray S.
E. Country IVds. 61 Chizzell, bran. 1693 W. Robertson

Phraseol. Gen. 470 Coarse bread made of chesill. 1788 W.
Marshall E. Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Chizzil, sb. bran (the
common term). 1855 Whitby Gloss., Chizzel, bran, wheat
skins from refining flour. 1877 Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss.,

Ckissells, the coarsest kind of flour. 1886 .V. W. Line. Gloss.,
When you get your corn grun, first comes the bran, then
the chisel, then the fine flour.

Chisel (tfi'zel), [f. Chisel sb? which see

for forms. Cf. F. ciseler. (Sense 3 is doubtfully

connected.)]

1. trans. To cut, grave, pare, shape, etc. with a
chisel. Often with out.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, iii. 16 A grece there was yches-
yled all of stone Out of the rocke. 1730 A. Gordon Maffets
Amphith. 297 The Stones chesseled and made smooth. 1747
Hooson Miner's Diet. E iij, With this and a Hammer to
strike with, we Chissel the Ore out of Loughs in Pipe Works.
1858 Hawthorne Fr. # It. Jrnls. I. 129 People were at
work chiselling several statues.

b. absol. To work with a chisel.

1873 Ouida Pascarel II. 142 In these days no man will be
content to chisel humbly.
2. trans/, and fig.
1793 Holcroft Lavater's Physiog. xxix. 135 These all

modify, repair, and chissel forth the body. 1820 Hazlitt
Lect. Dram. Lit. 119 It is as if there were some fine art to
chisel thought.

3. colloq. or slang. To cheat, defraud. To chisel

out of : to cheat of.

[History obscure : written evidence wanting.]
1808 Jamieson, Chizzel, to cheat, to act deceitfully. [Its

use at Winchester Coll. in 1821 is vouched for by the War-
den of New College (the Rev. Dr. Sewell), and in 1839 DY
Rev. C. B. Mount. Mr. H. H. Gibbs says, 'quite a cur-
rent word in England in 1835'.] 1848 Bartlett Diet.
Amer., To chisel, to cheat, to swindle (comp. To gouge),
a Western word . .

' have chiselled the people of California
out of a million of dollars '. 1848 Illust. Lond. News 1 Apr.
220/3 We aint going to be chizzled out of it. 1856 Smyth
(U. S.) Rom. Fatk. Coins 245 He muttered something about
being 'chiselled* in the transaction. 1863 Ouida Held in
Bondage (1870) 31, I never can stand quiet and see people
trying to chisel me.

Chisel, chizzel, z>.2 Sc. [f. Chessel.] To
press in a chessel or cheese-vat.
1820 Blackw. Mag. July 379 (Jam.) Some ewe milk cheese

. .pressed and chiselled wi' my ain hand.

Chiselled, -eled (tfi-zeld), ppl. a. [f. Chisel
v.1 (or sb.*) + -ED.]

1. Cut, shaped or wrought with a chisel.
1873 Symonds Grk. Poets x. 336 An exquisitely chiselled

gem. 1885 Athenxnm 9 May 606/3 To lay the bones in a
chiselled space in the centre.

2. fig. Having clear and sharp outlines, as if cut
with a chisel.

1821 Bvron Mar. Fat. 11. i. 389 An incarnation of the
Vol. II.

poet's god Jn all his marble-chisell'd beauty. 1825 Lytton
Falkla?id 30 The broad and noble brow, and . . the chiselled

lip. 1830 Tennyson Character \, With chisell'd features

clear and sleek, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. § 5. 39.

b. fig. of thought or its expression.
a 1862 Buckle Civilis. (1869) III. v. 331 That beautiful and

chiselled style in which he habitually wrote. 1862 Goul-
burn Pers. Relig. ii. (1873) 11 A more distinct and more
highly chiselled notion. 1872 Geo. Eliot Middlem. 11. xiii.

222 A chiselled emphasis.

3. Shaped or edged like a chisel.

a 1737 M. Green Sparrmv Diam. iii. in Dodsley I. 147
With chizzled bill a spark ill set He loosen'd from the rest.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxx,A crowbar with chiseled edge.

Chiseller, -eler (tji-zebi). [f. as prec. +
•ER 1.1 One who cuts or shapes with a chisel.

1883 Times 27 Aug. 5/6 The chiseller 's and mason's skill

..seen in some .. finely-carved marble chimney-pieces.

Chiselling', -eling (tji zelirj), vhl. sb. [f. as

prec. + -ing 1,1 Cutting or working with a chisel.

Also concr. Chiselled work.
1835 Willis Pencillings I. xxxii. 224 His features are of

the clearest Greek chiselling. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley ii.

20 His features, .have, .regularity in their chiseling. 1872
Geo. Eliot Middlem. v. xTvii, Some bit of chiselling or en-

graving.

Chiselly (tfrz'li), a. and adv. dial. Also
chissely, chizzly. [f. Chesil, Chisel sb.2 gravel.]

Gravelly, gritty
;

grittily.

1649 Blith Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 208 A light mixed
chissely land. 1784 Twamley Dairying 55 Cheese made of
cold Milk .. is apt to cut chiselly, or that breaks or flies

before the Knife. 1830 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Chizzly,

harsh and dry under the teeth. 1888 Elworthy IV. Somerset
Wd.-bk., Chizzly, gritty, sharp : said of earth or sand.

Chrselmanship. nonce-tvd. (See first quot.)

1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874) I. i. 28 That species of
ornamental flourish, which, when it is done with a pen, is

called penmanship, and when done with a chisel, should be
called chisel manship. 1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirl. I. 86
(D.) This elaborate piece of chiselmanship.

Chisil(le, variant of Chesil, gravel.

t Chisly, chysly, adv. Obs. [f. Cms a. +
-LY. 2] ? Choicely, fondly.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B 543 pat he chysly hade cherisched
he chastysed ful hardee.

Chxssel(l, obs. form of Chisel.

Chit (tjit), sb? [Often identified with Chit
sb$, but found more than two centuries earlier, and
at a time when the latter (if it existed at all) existed

as chithe. Seeing how this constantly renders

catulus, we may compare it with kitten, kitting.

Cf. also the Cheshire dial, chit, Sc. cheet ( puss ',

and chitty, cheety a cat. With sense 2 cf. kid,

cub, whelp applied contemptuously to a child :

as, however, sense 1 is obsolete, it is probable that

people now often associate sense 2 with Chit as

if— 1 sprout ',
' young slip

' ; cf.
1 chit of a girl

1

with ' slip of a girl '.]

+ 1. The young of a beast
;
whelp, cub ; kitten.

1382 Wyclif Isa. xxxiv. 1 5 There hadde diches the yrchoun,
and nurshede out litle chittes [1388 whelpis], c 1450 Metr.
Voc. in Wr. • Wiilcker 624 Murelegus, catus, catulus,
[glossed] catte, idem est, chytte. 1519 Horman Vulg. 109
The lyon with his roryng awaketh his chittes. 1591 Per-
cyvall Sp. Diet, Gatitlo, a chit, Catulus. 1713 C'tess
Winchelsea Misc. Poems 129 That demure and seeming
harmless Puss Herself, and mewing Chits regales with us.

2. Applied, more or less contemptuously, to a

child, esp. a very young child (cf. kid) ; a brat.

c 1624 Middleton Game Chess i. i, Priapus. . Bacchus* and
Venus' chit, is not more vicious. 1665 Boyle Occas. Rejl.

{1675) 340 But this lickerish Chit, I see, defeats her plot.

1682 Dryden Satyr to Muse 4 Scolding Wife and Starving
Chits. 1781 Cowper Expost. 474 While yet thou wast a
grovelling, puling chit. 1864 H. Jones Holiday Papers
312 When I was a naughty little chit in a pinafore.

b. A person considered as no better than a child.

'Generally used of young persons in contempt '(J.
x

;

now, mostly of a girl or young woman.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, cccxliv, Silly Chitts

they knew not what Hee mean't. 1694 Pol. Ballads (i860)

II. 42 When a Nation submits To be govern'd by Chits.

1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. xi, As for the chits about town, there

is no bearing them about one. 1812 Crabbe Flirtat. Wks.
1834 V. 267 A girl, a chit, a child ! 1839 Dickens Nich.
Nick, xii, A little chit of a miller's daughter of eighteen.

1840 Thackeray Paris Sk. Bk. (1872} 108 To be in love

with a young chit of fourteen. 1879 Macquoid Berksh.
Lady 193 He either marries a kitchen-wench, or some chit

twenty years his junior.

3. attrib. (Cf. Chitty a:1 ,
Chittyface.)

1816 Scott Old Mort. x, He was so silly as to like her
good -for- lit tie chit face.

Chit, nM [Chich, chick-pea, lentil, was in 16th c.

corrupted to chits, which being taken as plural,

yielded a singular chit. Sense 3 is entirely doubtful,

and may belong to the prec. or following word.]

fl. = Chich, chiches, or chick-peas. Obs.

a. pi. chits.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 90 b, Cicer, and the pulse

called in latin ervum (in englishe I suppose chittes). 1542
TJdall Erasm. Apoph. 90 a, Lenticula is a poultz called

chittes, whichc.I translate peason. 1570 Levins Manip.
149/8 Chits, pulse, lenticula. 1578 Cooper Thes. s.v. Acacia,
The seede whereof is lyke to chittes. 1610 Barrough Meth.
Physick m, xv. (1639) 124 Minister Chits wel rosted.

b. sing.

1559 Morwyng Evonym. 267 A few seedes in the figure of

chit or Lentil.

f 2. A freckle or wart. Obs. [cf. L. lentigo f. lens.']

1552 Huloet, Chyts in the face lyke vnto wartes, which
is a kynde of pulse, lenticula. a 1677 Junius EtymoL,
Chit, idem cum Freckle, Lentigo. 1755 Johnson, Chit, a
freckle. - Seldom used.

3. pi. Small rice.

1856 Olmsted Slave States 477, 3,243 lbs. of
J

broken

'

rice, 570 lbs. of 'chits' or 'small'. In the Carolina mills

the product is divided into 'prime', ' middling ' (broken),
' small ' or 1

chits ', and ' flour
1

or ' douse '.

Chit (tjit), sb.% Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 chitte,

5 chytte, 6 chyt, 6-8 chitt. [This and its verb

of identical form appear about 1600: nothing is

known of their history, but it is conjectured that

the sb. may be a somehow changed descendant

of ME. Chithe, OE. effi in same sense. But

the shortening of the long vowel in such a posi-

tion, and the change of <5 to t, are in the present

state of our knowledge inexplicable.] A shoot,

sprout. s
1601 Holland Pliny xm. iv, The stone or kernell of the

Date . . hath a round specke . . whereat the root or chit be-

ginneth first to put forth. 1725 Kradley Fam. Diet. s.v.

Malt, The Darlev. .will, .begin to shew the Chit or Sprit at

the Root-end of the Corn. 1886 IV. Line. Gloss., Chit,

the first sprout of seeds or potatoes. ' I have set him to rub

off the chits.'

t Chit, sb,* Obsolete name of a bird : the Tit,

Titlark, or Meadow Pipit. [So called from its short

and feeble note : cf. Chit v.- and Cheet v .]

1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey iv. iii. 83 May-Chit,
Spawe, Churre, Peeper .. Sea and Land Larkes. 1611

Cotgr., Alouette de pre, the chit, or small meddow-Iarke.
c 1668 Sir T. Browne Wks. (1852) III. 507 The. .May chit

is a little dark grey bird.

Chit (tjit), sb. r> Anglo-Indian. Short for Chitty.

1785 in Seton-Karr I. 114 (Y.) [They] may know his

terms by sending a chit. 1794 H. Boyd hid. Observer 147

(Y.) The petty but constant and universal manufacture of

chits which prevails here. 1845 Stocqueler Haudbk. Brit.

India (1854) 109 The apparently time-wasting system .

.

which we shall denominate the Chit-system, a 1847 Mrs.
Sherwood Lady 0/ Manor III. xxi. 294 The chit was found

on Miss Crawford's dressing-table ; a chit which nobody
wrote, but which every body read. 1871 Athenseum 2 Sept.

296 In India the practice of writing chits, i.e. notes, on the

smallest provocation has always been carried to excess.

1879 E. S. Bridges Round World. 57 Everything [in Hong
Kongjis done by what is called chits.

Chit, sb3 A small froiu or cooper's cleaving-

tool used in cleaving laths (Knight Diet. Mech.).

+ Chit (tjit), vA Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 chet.

[Goes with Chit sb.
:>
>, asitsimmed. source, or im-

mediate derivative : cf. to sprout, Iwd, seed, etc.]

intr. Of seed : To sprout, germinate.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 22 Dill seed will chit within

foure daies, Lectuce in fiue. 1610 — Camden's Brit. 1. 280

That steeped barly sprouting and chitting againe. 1664

Evelyn Sylva i. § 4 To Sprout and Chet the Sooner.

1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. I. s.v. Chitting, Seed, .is said to

chit, when it shoots its small Roots first into the Earth.

1796 C. Marshall Garden. § 15 (1813) 239 Laying it [seed]

in damp mould till it begins to chit. 1883 Hants. Gloss.

(E. D. S.), Chit, to bud, or germinate. 1886 W. Lincolnsh.

Gloss. (E. D. S.) s.v., The corn has not chitted a deal. 1888

Berksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Chit, to sprout.

t Chit, v:1 Obs. rare. [Imitative of the sound :

cf. Cheet v., Chit sbA, Chittekz>.] intr. To chirp.

,t 1639 Ward Serm. 108 (D.J He soars like an eagle, not

respecting the chitting of sparrows.

Chitch, obs. form of Chich.

Chit-chat (tfrtitjset). [Formed by reduplica-

tion from Chat sb?- ; cf. tittle-tattle, bibble-babble,

etc. The reduplication implies repetition or recipro-

cation, possibly with diminutive effect. Johnson

says ' A word only used in ludicrous conversation
1

;

it is now quite serious, though familiar.]

1. Light chat ; light familiar conversation.

1710 Palmer Proverbs 52 'Tis the custom of foolish people

. .in their chit chat to be always biting people's reputation

behind their back. 1742 Richardson Pamela III. 210 The
dear Prattler . . began such a bewitching Chit-chat with

Mrs. Jervis. 1746 Chesterf. Lett. I. cxii. 306 The frivolous

chit-chat of idle companies. 1824 Coleridge Aids Re/i.

(1848) 1. 179, I take up a book as a companion, with whom
I can have an easy cheerful chit-chat. 1847 Man in Moon

Jan. I. 3 Trifles that may . .promote chit-chat and pleasant

feelings, which we hold to be the great end of a dessert.

2. Matter of current gossip or common small

talk ; what people are talking about.

1710 Steele Tatter No. 197 P 3 K Ralph had Learning

added to the common Chit-Chat of the Town. 1761 Sterne

Tr. Shandy III. xxiv. 124 Play-wrights, and opificers of

chit-chat. 1843 Lever J. Hinton xi. 74 One was sure to

hear all the chit-chat and gossip of the day. 1844 Dickens

Mart. Chuz. xxiii, An additional scrap of local chit-chat,

b. attrib.

1714 Spect. No. 5601*4, I am a Member of a Female

Society who call ourselves the Chit-Chat Club. 18x9 Month.

Rev. XC. 1 The careless chit-chat letters of eminent men.

Chit-chit-chat, nonce-wd. [Imitative of the

sound meant : cf. Chit v.2 and prec]
a 1618 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. ZJt^^y (1633I 501 Then

flees the shame-less Bat Among the Birds, and with her Chit-

chit-chat Shee seems to sing.

Chiter, -lin, obs. ff. Chitter, Chitterling.
46
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.

t Chithe. Obs. [OE. cW young shoot, sprout,

germ=OS. kid, OHG. ktdi (MUG. hide, Ger.
dial, keide) :-OTeut. *kip6-z f. root ki- to split,

sprout: see Chine hM,
1. A tiny shoot, sprout, or blade of grass or any
plant ; a glume or awn of chaff, a mote.
c 897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past, xxxiii. vi, Bu meaht

gesion lytelne 1 \\< on Sines oroSur eagan. D.t 1 is s« smala
cii5. c 1000 .1 i 1 Dent, xxxii. 2 Swa dropan ofer ga:rsa

cibas. — //Vj#mThorpe* 1. 100 Hwaet eac seo eoroe cyo mid
hire ciSum. anoo in Wr.-Wulcker 416 Gramina, cibas.

2. Applied to the filamentous organs in flowers,

esp. to the style or stigma : see Chivk-, and Chire.
1398 Trevisa Barth, DeP.R.xvn.xcKBr. M. MS.addit.

27944) Lilio, And pe flour [lilye] hab wib inne, as it

were, smal brede bat conteyneb pe seed. In pe myddil
stondeb chibes of saffran [Pliny stantibus in medio crocis ;

MS. Bodl. chibes; Harl. 814 chiris, Harl. 4789 schyres;
ed. W. de Worde 1495 chiers: see also Chire, Chive "^J.

Chltiu (ksi tin). Zool. and C hem. Also -ine.

[a. F. chitine, f. Gr. frock, tunic : see -IN.

(The etymological formation would be chitonin.)']

The organic substance which forms the elytra and
integuments of insects and the carapaces of Crus-

tacea.

1836-39 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 881/2 The. .substance that
constitutes the hard portion of the dermo-skeleton is called
chitine by Odier. 1874 Schorlemmer Carbon Compds. 467
Chitin, C9 H15 N0

fi , is the principal constituent ofthe horny
cover of beetles and crustaceans. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv.
An. 1. 53 The existence of cellulose as a constituent ofchitin.
Jig. 1883 H. Drummond Nat. Law in Sj>ir. W. 33 1 Words

are mere chitine.

attrib. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pat/to/. 113 A superficial
homogenous chitin layer. 1877 W. Thomson Voy. Chal-
lenger II. i. 7 Empty, .chitine sacs.

Hence Chitinize v. trans., to convert into chitin;

CM tinlza tion, conversion into chitin ; Chi tino-
calca reous a., containing chitin and lime.
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. An. vi. 254 Chitinised tendons.

1878 Bell Gegenbauer's Comp. Anat. 22 Chitinised cuticles.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 133 [They J obtain con-
siderable rigidity by chitinization. 1880 Hexlev Crayfish,
Its [the crayfish's] chitino-calcareous body•walls.
Chitinous (kai'tinos), a. [f. prec. + -0C8.]
Of the nature of, or consisting of, chitin.

1849 Mvrchison Siluria App. D. 539 A flexible chitinous
investment. 1875 Darwin Insectiv. PI, vi. 324 The chiti-

nous coats of insects.

Chitling (tji'tlin). Also chitlin. [See Chit-
TEBLING.]

L Another form of Chitterlino : widely used
in Eng. dialects, and in U. S. : cf. also Chidlixo.
1886 Cole S. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Chitliugs.

1887 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 31 Dec 2/4 A dish of smoking
sausages was flanked by a dish of chithns. 1888 Elworthy
W. Somerset Word-bk., Ckitlings . . the small intestines
of the pig—usually fried as a great delicacy amongst the
poor. 1888 Addy Sheffield Gl. s.v., To beg the chithngs of
pigs. 1888 Oxjord «* Berksh. Gl., Chidlings or chitlings.

2. fig. Rags, tatters, shreds. U.S.
<i 1848 Robb Squatter Life tBartlett I, They were tearing
my character all to chitlins. 1855 Halibirton Hum. Nat.
118501 i88tBartlett), To tear my reputation to chitlins.

II Chiton (kai-t^n). [a. Gr. x<twv frock, tunic
;

coat of mail.]

|| 1. The ancient Greek tunic
1850 Leitch Mailer's Anc. Art \ 337 The male chiton

was a woollen shirt originally without sleeves. 1885 Athe-
naum 5 Dec. 741/2 His dress, a scarlet chiton bordered with
gold.

2. A genus of Molluscs having a boat-shaped
shell consisting of a series of eight separate plates

in contact or overlapping each other.
1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5> 301 The anatomy of the

chiton. 1835 Kirby Hab. <$• hist. Anim. I. ix. 266 These
with the multivalve Chitons, form the Gastropods. 1877
Huxley Anat. Inv. An. viii. 503 The Chitons have existed
from the Silurian epoch.. with very little modification.

Chitter (tfrtai), v. Forms : 4-5 chiter. cheter

5 chyter, 6 chydder, 6-7 chytter, 6- chitter.
[A parallel form to Chatter, expressing a more
attenuated action of the same kind | cf. drop, drip,
chop, chip, jabber, jibber, etc. Cf. also Chit v.*]

L Of birds : To utter a short series of sharp thin

sounds, to twitter. Formerly used also in the
senses chatter, and chirp. Obs. or ? dial.

c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 72 Of hir song, it was so lowd
and yerne As cny swalwe chitering on a berne. — Chan.
Vt tft. Prol. ff T. 844 They mowe wel chkeren as pat doon
Iayes. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 239 in Cath. A net.

64 note. With mouth than chetereth the stare. 1401 Pol.
Poems (i8$g) II. 40 Chyteryng as chowses. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 315/1 The Swalowes chyteryd and Songe. 1530
Palsgr. 484/2, I chytter, as a yonge byrde dothe before she
can synge her tune. 1600 F. Walker Sp. Mandei'ilU 134 b.

A Sparrow, chirping and chyttering to other Sparrowes.
i8ai Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 91 No music's heard the fields

among ; Save where the hedge-chats chittering play,

b. trans, (also with out).

1393 Cower ConJ. II. 328 She . . chitereth out in her Ian-
gage What falshede is in manage. 1789 D. Davidson
Seasons 129 (Jam.), They chitter their farewell.

2. To shiver with cold, to tremble, dial, and Sc.
15*6 Skelton MagnyJ., Se, for God avowe, for cold as I

chydder. a 1796 Burns Cauld blaius the n-ind, The birds
sit chittering in the thorn.

3. To 'chatter' as the teeth. Now Sc.
1535 Fisher IVks. (1876) 424 The coldnesse of the snow

shal make their teeth for to gnashe and chytter in theyr
heades. 17*8 Ramsay Gent. Sheph. v. i, Your teeth they
chitter, hair like bristles stan. a 1822 Sir A. Boswell
Sheldon Haughs, Some teeth in angry fit may chitter.

Chitter v
tjit3j), sb. [f. prec]

L Twitter.
1869 Mrs. Whitney Hitherto xi. 147 The faint chitter of

birds.

2. dial. [prob. agent-sb. f. Chit v.-~\

1887 Diet. Kentish Dial., Chitter, the wren.

3. Comb. , chitter-pouch dial, m Chatterbac
1864 Capern Devon Provinc., Chitter-Pooch, a gabbler.

Chitter, chitteril, dial. var. of Chitterling.
Chi:tter-cha*tter. rare. A reduplicated ex-

tension of Chatter : cf. Chit-chat.
171a Lady Strafford in IVentwortk Papers 11883) 283

You desired all the Chitter Chatter I heard.

Chittering tjrtarirj), vbl. sb. Also chither-
ing. [f. Chittbh v. + -DM The action of the
vb. Chitter : twittering, shivering, chattering.

< 1374 Chaucer Troytus \\. 19 The swalow Progne .

.

made her chiteryng. 1546 Langley Pol. Verg. De In-
vent. 1. xix. 34 a, Of btrdes . . Carus fyrste marked the
chyttering. 1551 Hlloet, Chytteryng, quiueryng or shak-
yng for cold. 18*7 in Hone Every-Day Bk. II. 003 The
chithering of grasshoppers. 1870 j. Macgrecor Rob Roy
on Jordan, It was only the chittering of their bills. Mod.
Se. He could not speak for the chittering of his teeth.

2. Comb., in chittering-bite, -crust, -piece,

{Sc.), a bit of bread, etc., taken to prevent shiver-

ing or chattering of the teeth ; cf. shivering-bite.
1808 Jamieson, Boys . . call that bit of bread, which they

preserve for eating after bathing, a chittering piece. 1854
Badham Halieut. 529 The Greeks . . appear to have begun
the day with a sort of 'chittering crust leucpaTiff/** 1-

Chittering (tjltarin ),///. a. [f. as prec. +
•Ino That chitters (in all the senses of thevb.).
1785 Burns Winter Night iv, Whare wilt thou cow'r thy

chittering wing. 1821 Clare VUL Minstr. II. 176 The
chittering cricket. 1887 Stevenson l/ndenvoods 11. ii. 83
Wauken, at cauld-rife sax o'clock My chitterin' frame.

Chitterling (tji tojliij) (gen. in //.). Forms :

3, 6 cheterling, 5 chytyr-, chiterlynge, 6 chy-
ter-, chetter-,chytterlyng, chiterling, 7 chiter-,

7-9 chitterlin, 6- chitterling. [Found also in

the dial, forms chidling, chitling, chitter, chilteril
;

the primary form and derivation are doubtful.

The Germ, kutteln chawdrons, MUG. kutel, agrees

in sense, but has only a remote relation phonetic-

ally, coming nearest to the form chidling.]

1. The smaller intestines of beasts, as of the pig,

esp. as an article of food prepared by frying or

boiling. Sometimes filled with mince-meat or

force-meat, as a kind of sausage.
( i»8o R. de Graystanes in Hist. Dunelm. Script, tres

(1839) 57 {Women quarrelling as they wash ' inwards ' at the
stream] Deinde solebamus crines evellere punguis, cum
chetcrlingis et monifauldes mutuo nos cedere [ = czdere],
r 1440 Promp. Parv. 76 Chytyrlynge, scmtetluw, scrtttum.

1530 Palsgr. 205/1 Cnyterlyng, endoile. 1533 Ei.yot Cast.
Helthe (1541) 22 a, The inwarde of beastes, as trypes and
chytterlynges. 1585 J. Higins Junius' Nontenclator, A
haggise : some call it a chitterling : some a hogs harslet.

1604 Dekker Honest Wh. 1. vii. Wks. 1873 KL 4° How fare

1 1. .as well as heart can wish, with Calves chaldrons and
chitterlings. 16x1 Cotgr., Andouille, a linke, or chitter-

ling ; a big hogges gut stuffed with small guts [etc], cut into
small pieces, and seasoned with pepper and salt. 1663
Hutler //./. 1. 11. 120 His warpea Kar hung o'er the
Strings, Which was but Souce to Chitterlings. 1747 96
Mrs. Glasse Cookery v. Fill up your Chitterlings with the
stuffing. 1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Chitterils, the
stomach of the pig, eaten as tripes. 1878 Dickinson Cnmbcrl.
Gloss., Chitters, the small entrails of the goose or sheep,

b. trans/, and fig.
1617 MiNSHKii Ductor, Chitterlin or fat gut, G. le gras

boyeau. 1619 Middlkton Inner Temp. Masaue Wks. V.

139, I know him by his gauntness, his thin chitterlings ; He
would undo a tripe-wife. 1666 Wharton Wks. (1683) 413
Th' Indignities once ofler'd to our King, Reduce ye [Dutch]
from aCheese, t'a Chitterling. 1687 Shadwell Juvenal 305.

f2. A frill, ruff, or ornamental pleating; esp.

the frill down the breast of a shirt. Obs.
[It has been suggested that this use is due to the likness of

such a frill to the mesentery, called by Butchers the ' frill

'

or ' crow '
: cf. Ger. gekrSse used in same way.]

[156B Like Will to Like in Bad Dodsley III. 310, I

learn 'd to make ruffs like calves chitterlings.] 1576 Gas-
coigne Delic. Diet Droonkardes (1786' 18 Of a French
ruffe, [we make] an English Chytterling. 1630 J. Taylor
(WaterP.) Wks. 1. 120 Let . .Chitterlings be worne for statute

lace. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. xvii.0824) 323 Exuberant
chitterlings . . puffed out at the neck and !>osom. 1849 *^ IB

Head Tour Many Days Rom*- I. 70 Arranging his paper
ruffles and chitterlin.

b. attrib., like a chitterling, frilled in the man-
ner of a chitterling. Obs. exc. dial.

1766 [C. Anstev] Bath Guide \i. i-,.. 4 .>.• With a chitterlin

shirt, and a buckle of stone. 184a Akekman ll 'i/fshire

Gloss. s.v., Here comes old Warder wi' his chitterlin vrill.

3. [Treated as dim. of Chit j*. 1
] A little chit.

1675 Cotton Scoffer Scojt 163 She was but poor ten years

oldj A little snotty Chitterling. 1826 Disraeli Vtv. Grey
v. iii. 176 ' I'll soon stop thy prate, chitterling !

'

Chittish (tfi'tij), a. rare. [f. Chit sbA +
-ish M Somewhat of a chit.

1871 Daily News 29 Dec., The young chittish girl.

tChittle, Sc. Obs. [cf. Chit and
Chtttkr.] To twitter, warble.

1810 Cromek Remains Nithsdale Song 119 (Jam.\ The
lintie chittles sad in the high tower wa\
Chitty (tji'ti), sb. Anglo-Indian, fa. Hindi

chit\hi, Mahrati chitti :—Skr. chitra spot, mark,
etc.] 1 A letter or note

;
also, a certificate given to

a servant, or the like ; a pass ' (Yule).
1608 Fryer Acc. E. India $ P. at iv. 126, I sent my

Gulleon Peon . . with his Master's Chitty, or Pass, to the
Governor. 1786 Tippoo's Let. 284 iY.t Every merchant
from Muscat who brings you a chitty from Meer Kazim.
1829 Mem. oj Col. Mountain (ed. 2) 80 (Y.» He wanted a
chithee or note, for this is the most note-writing country
under heaven.

t Chitty, Obs. rare. [f. Chit j£.2 + -yi.]

Freckled or warty.
155a Huloet, Chytty, or full of chyttes or wartes, lenti-

ginosus. 1729 R. Drury Rural Milliners n. xi, Shall

they, such chitty Jades, so happy be.

Chitty, *.* [Apparently deduced from Chitty-
face, q.v., but afterwards associated with Chit j^. 1

]

Said of the face: a. Lean and pinched, b. Puny,

childish, baby-like.
1616 Pasquil <$ Kath. 1. 229 A chittie, well complexion'd

face; And yet it wants a beard. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel.
111. ii. iv. L (16511 519 Every Lover admires his Mistress,

though she. .have a. .lean, thin, chitty face. 1755 Johnson,
Chitty, childish, like a baby.

t Chitty-face. Obs. Also 7 chichie-, chits-,

chit-face, 7-N chittiface. [Possibly originally

F. chicheface thin face, pinched-face ^see Chiche-
vache), perverted by association with Chich, with

Chit sb.^ or or with Chitty.]

1. A term of reproach : thin-face, pinched-rface

;

in later usage, baby-face.
1601 Munday DoTvnJ. R. Earl of Huntington I iij You

halfe-fac't groat, you thick [? thin] cheekt chittiface. x6oa

J. Cooke Good Wife 11. iii, That leane chittiface, that

famine, that leane Enuy, that all bones. 1611 Cotgr.,
Chicheface, a chichiface, ink her, sneake bill. 1617 Min-
Sheu Ductor, Chittiface proprie est fades parua et exigua
1651 Sherwood, A chittie-face, or chichie-face, Cicheface.
1681 Qtv> k\ Soldier's Fort. ML Now, now, you little Witch,
now you Chitsface. c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew. Chitti-

/ace, a little puiny Child. 17*5 Xeiv Cant. Diet.

2. attrib. = Chitty-faced.
162a Massisger Virg. Mart. 11. i, The peaking chitfacc

page hit me ith' teeth with it [so ed. 1631 ; ed. 1779 and mod.
edd. have altered it to chitty-faee\.

Chitty-faced, a. Obs. or dial. [f. prec. + -ed.]

Havingathin pinched face; child-faced, girl-faced.

a i6aa Middlfton More DisscmbUrt ill. ii, A tender,

puling, nice, chitty fae'd squall 'tis. 1695 Concrevk Love
far L. iv. xiii. Squabbling with yon Chitty-faced thing as

he would have me marry. 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 70
Brow-beaten by a chitty-faced girl ? 1877 A^. W. Lincolnsh.

Gloss., Chitty-faced, baby-faced, itti Leicestlrsh. Gloss.,

Chitty-faced, with white, pinched features.

Chiule. Hist. [A modernization of cliiula,

the Latinized form, in Nennius, of OE. clol, c/ol:—

WGer. kiul, ON. kjill, barge, large ship, sec Keel.

In Gildas it appears as cyula. Used occasionally

by modem historical writers.] An Old English

or Norse ship of war.
<"55° Gildas xxiii, Tribus, ut lingua ejus exprimitur,

cyulis, nostra lingua longis navibus. (Hence B*:da i. xv,

tribus longis navibus. OE. Chron. anno 449 On brim

ceolum.J a 800 Nennius xxviii, Tres chiuUe. 1839Ktn.n1-

ley Hist. Eur. I. 11 The tradition is, that they came to

his aid with three chiule carrying 1600 men. 1849 Lytton
A". Arthur XI. xciv, Your chiules . . rot within your crowded
"ay- ,*S3 Phillips Rivers Yorksh. iv. 118 I he Humber
. . Hither the Anglians, Danes, and Northmen directed

theirchiules. (18 . Gildas % M ki Bonn 6 OF.. Chron. 310 In

three cyuls, as they call them.]

Chiurm, chiorm. Obs. [a. F. chiottrnie,

Ifj-l8th c, also chiormc, ad. It. ciurma, Genoese

ciusma, Sp. chusma. Ulterior origin doubtful :

see Littre and Diez.] A crew or gang of slaves

rowing a galley ; also contemptuous ' crew ', ' gang '.

[C1645 Howei.l Letters I. i. 11 He went aboard the

Cape Gallic .. passing through the Churma of slaves.]

1655 Theophama 85 The Chiorm . . consisted of twenty
Banks, and twenty Slaves on a Bank. 169a tr. Sallust/Xo

Rdr., That insipid clutlerwhich that impertinent and trifling

Chiurm of Pedants make, that call themselves Expositors.

,1 1734 North Life Sir D. North (1744) 59 Being well ac-

quainted with . . a Bey of a Galley, he procured of him a

String of Slaves out of hisChinrm. .to work in his building

{margin Served by a Chiurm of Galley Slaves).

Chiujmg, var. of Chzvinu, Obs.

Chiv, variant of Chive sb.3

Chivachee, -ie, var. of Chevachee, Obs.

t ChivaJ. Obs. [see Cheval.] A horse.

1567 Tlrbkkv. Ovid's Ep. 148b, I ..Upon the captive

chivals came into my tents againe [In mea captivis castra

revectus equisj. 1598 Mucedoms in Hazl. Dodsley VI I. 204

And raise his Chival with a lasting fame.

Chivaler, -ier, obs. f. Chevai.ieh.

Chivalresque Jivalre-sk), a. Also ohev-.

[cf. mod.F. cltevalercsque, It. cavalleresco, Cat.

caballeresc, Sp. caballeresco ; f. chevalier, cava/-

Zero, etc. : see Chevalier, and -esqi'e.]

Wearing the garb, manners, or spirit of chivalry'.

1800 Month. Mag. IX. 6 These stories .. received first in

Armorica their chivaleresque garb. 1816 Kkatinc.k / >,,

I. 313 The scientific and chevaleresque race of Andalusia

and Granada. Ibid. II. 215 The terms of the verdict seem

to us somew hat chevalresque. 1817 Godwin Mandevillr 1 1.
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Tt (D.) A strange mixture in it of the gallant and the

chevaleresque. 1834 New Monthly Mag. XLII. 205 His

manners were, .courteous and chivalresque.

Chivalric
(
Jivtririk, Jrvalrik, tJW. « U- Chi "

valry + -ic ; cf. geometr-ic, etc. (The first pro-

nunciation is that sanctioned by the poets. )] Of

or pertaining to chivalry ; chivalrous.

1797 Mrs. Radclufe Italian (ed. 2) I. 89 The inno-

cence of her, whom you defend with so chivalric an air.

1824 Byron Deform. Trans/. n„ii, 'Gainst a foe I would not

warrant thy chivalric heart More than Pelides' heel. 1824

Campbell Theodric, Some extant spirit of chivalric kind.

1836 GentI. Mag. Apr. 422/1 [At Drury Lane] Chevy Chase

a grand chivalric entertainment, was produced. 1879

M'Carthy Own Times II. xxvii. 319 The spirit of the

chivalric days had been restored under better auspices.

Chivalrist (
Ji-valrist, tj-). ran. [f. Chivalry

+ -1ST.] An admirer of mediaeval chivalry.

1862 All Year Round VII. 259, 1 wish the pseudo-chiyal-

rists to learn what the Sir Launcelots and the Elaines

actually were, and how they lived.

Chivalrization. rare- 1
, [f. assumed vb.

chivalrize if. Chivalry) + -ation.] The action

of making chivalric or chivalresque.

1800 Month. Mag. IX. 6 William of Britanny, Walter

Chatillon and others preceded Guido Colonna and the

Italian romancers in the chivalrization of ancient Epopceas.

Chivalrous iji'valras, tjrv-),a. Forms: 4ehe-

walrouss, -rus, chevelrous, -russ, 4-6 chyual-

rous, -rus, oheuelrous(e, -rus, 4-7 cheualrous,

5 chevalerous(e, -allrus, chiualrus, -allrouse,

6 cheualrus, -ryous, -allorous, 4-6, 8-9 chival-

rous. [ME., a. OF. chevahrous, chevaleros, -us,

-ens, -eux (not in mod.F.), f. chevalier Chevalier :

see -OUS. In its original use this word became

obsolete both in French and English before 1600,

perhaps shortly after 1530 (Lord Berners), for in

Shakspere, Spenser, and Diets, c 1600, it was

merely traditional. It reappears in Bailey's Diet,

1721-31, as a word of Spenser and Chaucer.

Johnson 1755 has it merely as a Spenserian word
' now out of use '. But in the latter part of the

1 8th c. it was revived by writers on the romances

of chivalry, and has become again a living word

referring either to the historical or the ideal chivalry

of the Middle Ages. The early pronunciation as

shown copiously in alliterative verse was (as in OF.)

with tj- ; since its revival it is more generally pro-

nounced with
J-,

as if from modern French (where

it is not found).]

I. In early use.

1 1. Like, or having the characteristics of, a (me-

dieval) knight or man-at-arms ;
esp. doughty,

valorous. (See quot. 161 1.) Obs. exc. as forming

part of sense 3.

c 1340 Gaw. ft Gr. Knt. 2399 Cheualrous kny3tez. c 1374

Chaucer Troylus v. 802 Diomede was . . Hardy, testlfe,

strong, and cheualrous. C1400 Dcslr. Troy 3651 Achilles,

a choise kyng & cheuallrus in armys. c 1440 York Myst.

xxxiii. 31 No chyvalrus chiftan may chere hym. 1490

Caxton Eneydos xvi. 63 To make hym more cheualer-

ouse than eny othre of hys tyme. c 1530 Ld. Berners

Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) Pref. 3 The chyualrous feates and

marcyall prowesses of the vyctoryous knyghtes of tymes

paste. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. 1. 81 He answer thee in

any faire degree, Or Chiualrous designe of knightly triall.

1596 Spenser F. Q. i. ix. 1, In brave poursuitt of chevalrous

emprize. t6n Cotgr., Chevatercux, cheualrous, doughty,

valorous, valiant, couragious, stout, bold.

t b. Of places : Of warlike renown. Obs.

c 1440 Bone Flor. 2 A more chyvalrous town then Troy was

oon In londe was never seen. 1513 Douglas JEneis u. v.

(iv.) 77 O worthy Troiane wallis cheualrus [Inclyta bello].

II. In modern (revived) use.

2. Of or pertaining to the Age of Chivalry, or to

the knights of that age (as viewed historically).

1774 Warton Eng. Poetry I. § 3. 148 But to sing romantic

and chivalrous adventures was a very different task. 1790

Burke Fr, Rev. Wks.V. 153 The old feudal and chivalrous

spirit of fealty. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages ix. ii. (1837) 511

The manners of chivalrous times do not make so fair an ap-

pearance in Monstrelet. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr.\n.y\,

By the Crusades chivalry became more religious, religion

more chivalrous. Ibid. The chivalrous word courtesy

designates a new virtue, not ordained by our religion.

1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. V. xxiy. 4S2 The chivalrous

spirit is, above all things, a class spirit. The good knight

is bound to endless fantastic courtesies towards men, and

still more towards women, of a certain rank ; he may treat

all below that rank with any degree of scorn and cruelty.

Ibid. 483 The whole chivalrous idea, an idea quite un-

English. 1882 — IVm. Rufus ii. 173 The massacre of Li-

moges, the most truly chivalrous deed ever done.

3. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of the ideal

knight
;
possessing all the virtues attributed to the

Age of Chivalry ; characterized by pure and noble

gallantry, honour, courtesy, and disinterested de-

votion to the cause of the weak or oppressed.

Sometimes, ' gallant, or disinterestedly devoted in

the service of the female sex
' ; sometimes, in ridi-

cule = 'quixotic'.

1818 Hallam Mid. Ages ix. ii, Eminent instances of

chivalrous virtue. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III.

106 Boasting of the ' chivalrous ' treatment she [woman]
enjoys. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. App. 353
Certainly a most unpromising and chivalrous attempt.

1856 Froude Hist. Eng. I. 13 A chivalrous perception of

the meaning of the word duty. 1863 OuiDA Held in Bond-

age (1870) 88 Positively, Granville, you are quite chivalrous

in her defence. 1883 Lloyd Ebb ^ Flcr.u 1 1. 45 Frank is the

most generous, chivalrous fellow in the world.

4. Of knightly position or rank. rare.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xx, Of gentle blood and chival-

rous rank.

Chivalrously (frvalwdi,-tJ-),<iaV. [f. prec. +
-ly 2

.] In a chivalrous manner : f a. Bravely,

valiantly, gallantly. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce III. 89 The king full chewalrusly,

Defendyt all his cumpany. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.

xxxi. 45 The. .englysshmen assauted chyualrously. 1548

Thomas Ital. Gram., Cauallerestameute, cheuallorously,

or valiantly.

b. In the manner of the ideal knight ; with dis-

interested devotion and ideal courtesy.

185s Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. xxi. 661 To his accom-

plices he was religiously and chivalrously faithful. 1878

Morley Diderot I. 129 His colleagues chivalrously de-

fended him. 1884 Manch. Exam. 7 June 4/6 It is recorded

how chivalrously the Emperor kissed her hand.

Chivalrousness. [f- as prec. + -ness.]

Chivalrous quality or character.

1863 Thornbury True as Steel III. 127 There was a

certain revelling chivalrousness still left in this man.

Chivalry (Jrvalri, tfrvalri). Forms : 3-4

ehy-, ehivalerye, -ie, 4 chevalerie, chyualrie,

4-5 chiualrye, 4-6 cheuelry(e, ohevelry, Sc.

chewalry, 4-7 chevalrie, -ry, chyualry(e, ehi-

valrie, 5 cheyvalery e, chevallry, 6chevalree,

7 chivaidry, -altry, 5- chivalry. [ME., a. OF.

chevalerie (nth a), chivalerie = Vt. cavalaria, Sp.

caballeria, Pg. cavalleria, It. cavalleria knight-

hood, horse-soldiery, cavalry, a Romanic deriv. of

late L. caballerius (Capitularies 807) :—L. cabal-

lari-us rider, horseman, Cavalier : see -ery, -ry.

(The same word has in later times come anew

from It. into Fr. and Eng., as cavalerie, Cavalry.)

As a ME. word the proper historical pronuncia-

tion is with tj- ; but the more frequent pronunciation

at present is with J-,
as if the word had been

received from modem French.]

1. collect. Knights or horsemen equipped for battle,

f a. The contemporary name for the ' men-at-

arms ', or mounted and fully armed fighting-men,

of the Middle Ages. Obs. (In OF. chevalier trans-

lates miles, chevalerie = militia.)

<ri300 K. Alis. 1495 He schipeth into Libie, With al his

faire chivalrie. c 1320 Sir Beues 2217 pai wolde after vs

. . Wib wonder-gret cheualrie, And do vs schanie and

vileinie. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 252 A parte of the chivalrie

With him to suppe in compaignie Hath bede. c 1400 Me-
layne 203 With fourty thowsande chevalry Of worthy men
of Were. 1485 Malory A rtluir 1. xiv. (Globe) 39/2 The
eleven kings with their chivalry never turned back. 1323

Ld. Berners Froiss. I.ccxxvii. 302 Sir John Mountfort..

had . . taken all the cheualry of Bretayne.

t b. as collective sing. A body of men-at-arms.

1375 Barbour Bruce rv. 187 King Eduard . .
gaderit a gret

cheuelry.

f c. Applied by early translators to the horse-

men fines, equitatus, equites) of ancient Greece

and Rome, for which Cavalry is the modern

equivalent. Obs.

1529 Rastell Paslyuie(iBu) 13 Lucius Tarquinius. .cap-

tayn of cheualry. 1552 Lyndesay Monarche 4030 Prince

Tytus, with his Chewalrye. C1580 Sidney Psalms xx. vi,

Let trust of some men be In chariots, and some in chivalry

[hi in curribus et hi in coins]. 1581 Marbeck Bk. Notes 651

Hermogenes master of the Chiualrie, was slaine. 1796

Potter Antiq. Greece I. xxvi. (1715) 181 The chivalry shall

be detacht out of the most puissant and wealthy Athenians.

f d. Rarely applied to Cavalry in the ordinary

modem sense. Obs.

1560 Whitehorne Arte of Warn 59a. 1693 Luttrell

Brief Pel. (1857) III. 65 The elector of Bavaria had re-

mounted his chivalry.

e. As a historical term for the medieval men-

at-arms. Occasionally applied poetically or ideal-

istically to ' cavalry ' or ' horsemen ' in general,

esp. when chivalrous gallantry is attributed.

1556 Chrou. Gr. Friars { lis?) 13 The lordes and chevaltre

of France, .wolde have stoppyd [Hen. V] the kynges waye,

that he shulde not passe to Callys. 1570 B. G00GE Pop.

Kingd. 1. (1880) 5 Able . . to decke the fieldes with lustie

cheualrie. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, II. iii. 20 And by his

Light Did all the Cheualrie of England moue To do braue

Acts. 1667 M ilton P. L. 1. 307 The Red-Sea Coast, whose

waves orethrew Busiris and his Memphian Chivalrie. Ibid.

765 At the Soldan's Chair Defy'd the best of Panim Chivalry

To mortal Combat. 1776 Gibbon Decl. ff F. I. xv. 518 A
valorous knight, who charged at the head of the Spanish

chivalry .. against the Moors. 1802 Campbell Hohen-

linden, Wave, Munich ! all thy banners wave, And charge

with all thy chivalry! 1836 W. Irving Astoria. II. 311

They met with some of the ' chivalry ' of that noted pass.

1843 Prescott Mexico v. ii. (1864) 281 Cortez and his

chivalry rode down the whole extent of the great street.

f. In more extended and complimentary sense :

Gallant gentlemen.
1816 Byron Ch. Har. 111. xxi, There was a sound of revelry

by night, And Belgium's capital had gathered then Her

Beauty and her Chivalry, and bright The lamps shone o'er

fair women and brave men. a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II.

408 When Loveliness and Chivalry Were met to feast to-

gether. 1883 W. H. Brewer in Daily Tel. 10 July 5/3 The
galloping turf was for the chivalry of the South.

t 2. As at one time the ' chivalry ' constituted the

main strength of a mediaeval army (the archers

slingers, etc. being mere subordinate adjuncts;, the

word had sometimes the value of ' army ',
' host'.

1382 Wyclif Gen. xxi. 33 Phicol, the prince of his chy-
ualrye [Vulg. princeps exercitus ejus]. 1388 — Jcr. xix, 13
Thei sacrilieden to al the chyualrie [1382 kny3thed] of
heuene. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 275 All thechyualry
of heuen prayseth her. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 94/3 A gretc
companye of cheualrye of heuen.

3. The position and character of a knight, knight-

hood, f a. generally. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724)216 po hii seye her kyng aslawe,
flour of chyualerye ! c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1818 Lu-
crece, Whi hast tow don dispit to chiualrye ? Whi hast

thow don this lady vilanye? 1393 Gower Conf. III. 237
How this king in womanhede Was falle fro chivalerie.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. A Hi] b, Foure vertues of cheual-

ry. 1570 Spenser Sheph. Cat., To his Bk., To him that is

the President Of Noblesse and of chevalree. 1601 Weever
Mirr. Mart. C iiij, Great Bolingbrooke this type ofchiualrie.
1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. I. ii. 249 Braue Troylus the Prince
of Chiualrie. 1700 Dryden Fables, Pal. <y Arc. I. 101 He
swore That by the faith which knights to knighthood bore,

And whate'er else to chivalry belongs. 1779-81 Johnson
L. P., ButlerWks. II. 185 Pedantic ostentation of know-
ledge which has no relation to chivalry.

+ b. In early use, esp. Bravery or prowess in war;
warlike distinction or glory. Phrase, To do chiv-

alry. Obs.
izqy R. Glouc. (1724* 211 He bed hym sywy, trwelyche

to do chyualerye. c 1325 Chrou. Eng. 225 in Ritson Metr.
Rom. II. 279 Hy weren men of Chevalerie. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 11. 345 Thai saw Thar fayis ridand . .Willful to do
chewalry. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 45 Fro be time bat he ferst

bigan To riden out, he louede chyualrye Trouthe and honour
fredom and curtesye. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5985 Thurghe
Achilles chiualry horn cheuyt the worse. ? c 1475 Sgr.

Imve Degre 1054 He hath bene in Lombardy And done he
hath great chyvalry. 1480 Caxton Citron. Eng. ccxxvi, So
through Godde's helpe he had then the victory and bare

thens a glorious chyvalrye. 1513 Douglas sEueis xi. Prol.

1 HierenowneofMartischeuelrie. 1534 Whittinton Tullyes

Offices 1. 1 1 540) 28 The desyre of fame by chyualry [sludium

bellicx gloriae]. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, I. 1. 203 You shall

see Iustice designe the Victors Chiualrie. Ibid. 11. i. 54
This England . . Renowned . . For Christian seruice, and
true Chiualrie. 1652 Brome Joviall Crew Prol., No Power
can redresseTh' AfflictedWanderers, though stout Chevalry
Lend all his aid for their delivery.

c. The military art (of the middle ages), knightly

skill and practice in arms and martial achieve-

ments, arch.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 76 Chyualry or knyghtehoode,

milicia. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 21 Vegecius in rus boke of

Chivalrie [lustitutio Rci militaris]. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1.

v. 29 It happed neuer . . that clergye cheualrye & labourer

of therthe myght be well knowne by one only man. 1489
— Faytes 0/ A. I. i. 1 Experte in tharte of chyualrye.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. II. ix. (Arb.) 157 The resy-

dewe of the daye they passe oiler in playes and exercise of

cheualrye [exercitio militaris discipline]. 1611 Bible
Pref. 2 He excelled in feates of chiualrie. 1616 Bullokar,
Chiualrie, Knighthood, the Knowledge of a Knight or No-
bleman in feats of armes. 1618 Bolton Floras (16361 104

Spaine, that brave martial! Countrey, ennobled for Che-
valry [viris armisque nobilem]. 1655 Francion I—111. 73 My
greatest pastime . . was to read the feats of Chivaidry. 1805

Scott Last Minst. 8 The last of all the Bards was he, who
sung of Border Chivalry.

fig- 1387 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) VI. 49 [They] bat goob
to holy chevalrie [ad sacram militiam].

d. Knighthood as a rank or order, arch.

£-1450 Merlin xii. 186 Who so myght take ordere of

chiualrye moste in eny wise be a gode knyght. 1483 Cax-
ton Gold. Leg. 336/4 Thenne the quenc.made them alle

to swere this newe chyualrye. 1608 Shaks. Per. 11. ii. 29

His device, a wreath of chivalry. 1625 Bacon Ess.. Greatness

A'ingd.iArb.) 491 There be now,forMartiall Encouragement,

some Degrees and Orders of Chiualry ; which neuertnelesse,

are conferred promiscuously, vpon Soldiers, and no Soldiers.

1663 Butler Hud. I. 18 Never bent his stubborn knee To
anything but Chivalry- 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's

Stud. Nat. (17991 HI- 488 That an order of Chivalry might

be instituted, in imitation of the Civic Crov/n.

f4. A feat of knightly valour ; a gallant deed,

exploit. Obs. or arch.

1207 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4578 He smot of is heued as

lijtliche as it were a stouple pat was is laste chiualerye.

£1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 12 How ony man sa suddandly

Micht do sa gret a cheuelry. c 1450 Merlin xiv. 220 Many
feire chivalryes shewed on the 00 parte and on the tother.

1485 Caxton Paris # V- 16 Eche of you do Valyantly hys

armes and hys chyvalryes. 1:1580 SIDNEY (J.) Acts less

famous, because they were but private chivalries. 1823

Lockhart Span. Ball., Introd. 13 In the . . chivalries cele-

brated in the Castilian Ballads.

5. The knightly system of feudal times with its

attendant religious, moral, and social code, usages,

and practices. Age of chivalry : the period during

which this prevailed.

1765 Percy Reliq. Prelim. Ess., K. Richard I. .the great

hero of Chivalry. 1774 Warton Eng. Poetry I. i. 65 The
ideas of chivalry, the appendage and the subject of Ro-

mance, subsisted among the Goths. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev.

Wks. V. 149The age ofchivalry is gone . .The unbought grace

of life, the cheap defence of nations, the nurse of manly
sentiment and heroick enterprise is gone! 1823 Byron

Juan xm. xi, Cervantes smiled Spain's chivalry away.

1829 Arnold in Life ft Corr. (1843) I. 255 If I were called

upon to name what spirit of evil predominantly deserved

the name of Antichrist, I should name the spirit of chivalry

—the more detestable for the very guise of the I Archangel
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ruined *, which has made it so seductive to the most gener-
ous minds. 1841*4 Emerson Km* Hist. Wife <Bohn» I. 12

The student interprets the age of chivalry by his own age
of chivalry. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. vn. vi, Chivalry, .left \

upon European manners, .a punctilious regard for honour, 1

a generous reverence for justice, and a hatred of injustice.

1857 Ruckle Civilis. I. ix. 579 In the eleventh century there

arose the celebrated institution of chivalry, which was
to manners what feudalism was to politics. 1876 Frke-

j

man Norm. Cong. V. xxiv. 482 Chivalry. -is in morals very
much what feudalism is in law; each substitutes .. obh- 1

gations devised in the interests of an exclusive class, for the 1

more homely duties of an honest man and a good citizen.

6. The brave, honourable, and courteous char-

acter attributed to the ideal knight ; disinterested

bravery, honour, and courtesy ; chivalrousness.

1790 Burke [see 5]. 1822 K. Digby Broadst. Hon. (1829) 89 .

Chivalry is only a name for that general spirit or state ofmind
which disposes men to heroic and generous actions. 1855
Milman Lat. Chr, vu. vi, All the noble sentiments, which
blended together are chivalry. 186a Troi.lope Orley F.
xl. (ed. 41 289 He felt himselfbound, .to cling to her himself.
Such was the special chivalry of the man. 1874 Sidgwick
Meth. Ethics m. viii. § 2. 302 Generosity or Chivalry to-

wards adversaries or competitors seems to consist in shewing
as much kindness and regard for their well-being as is com-
patible with the ends and conditions of conflict. 1885 L.
Stephen in Athenaeum 28 Nov. 696/3 Chivalry of feeling,

as I understand the word, means a refinement of the sense
\

of justice—an instinctive capacity for sympathizing with
j

every one who is the victim of oppression.

7. Flower of Chivalry : in various senses : a.

Flower or fairest type of knighthood, or of feudal

chivalry; b. The prize or highest honour of
I

knightly prowess ; c. the choice portion of a
force of armed knights.

1*97 [see % aj. Cim$ Chaucki Knightes T. 124 And in

his noc»st of Chiualne the flour. < 1440 Fartottcte 1227
j

The rereward . . wherin the floure Is herbowred of his ,

Cheualrye. Ibid. 1902 This hethen Icyng . . Which of che-
|

valry beryth the flour Of alle the sette in hethen lay. 1494
Fabyan vn. cexxxiv. 269 The kynge . . with the flowre
of that Chyualry of Kraunce set forthward. t 1500 Lance-
lot 2181 'I he flour of knychthed and of chevalry. 1587
Thynne Holinshed in Animadv. (18651 Introd. 77 Which
duke [Black Prince], being the flower of Chivalne in his
time. 1590 Spenser F. Q. I. viii. 26 Flowre of chevalrie.
1700 Dryden Fables, Fa/. <f Arc. 1. 120 His host, the
flower of Grecian chivalry. 1705 Southey Joan of Arc
xii. 517 Our English swords . . Cut down the flower of all

their chivalry. 1821 — i'is. Judgem. viii, He of the sable
mail, the hero of Cressy, Flower of chivalry. 1833 Longe.

j

Co/las de Manrique xxxix, When all the flower ofchivalry
Was in his train.

f 8. Old Law. Tenure by knight's service (abo-
!

lished in 1662, and since only Hist. . Guardian
or warden in chivalry : The guardian of a minor
holding by knight's service. Obs. exc. Hist.

1 1 292 Britton 111. ii. § 1 Plusours mancres de tenures dount
touz Tes plus sount de chevalerie et de graunt serjaunties.]

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 10 b. And them [xx. acres of
|

lande) hath and occupieth as warden in chivalry duringe I

the chyldes nonage. 1641 Termes de la Ley 57 b. The
services are all by Littleton divided into two sorts Chivalry
and Socage ; the one martiall and military*, the other clown-
ish and rustical). 1765 Blackstone Comm. 11. v, Incident
to the tenure in chivalry. 1876 Green Short Hist. ix. 607
The conversion of lands held till then [12 Car. II. cap. 24J
in chivalry into lands held in common socage.

+ 9. Court of Chivalry K
curia militaris) : a court

formerly held before the Lord High Constable and
the Earl Marshal of England, having cognizance
of matters relating to deeds of arms out of the

realm. When deprived of its criminal jurisdiction

it continued to judge civil cases concerning points

of honour and family distinction. Obs.
1616 Selden tr. Fortescue xxxii. So as the Cognisance of

it belong to the jurisdiction of the said Court of Chivalry. 1

Note : That Court . . hath long been discontinued . . The
Court of Chivalne, wherein all matters of Armes, Treason
committed beyond Sea, Warre, and the like, which could
not be tried at the Common Law, were determinable. 1644
Coke On Lift. rv. xvii. The Honorable Court of Chivalry
before the Constable and Marshall, .this Court is the foun-
tain of the Marshall law. 1863 H. Cox Instit n, ii. 321
footnote.

H 10. improperly. Team of horses, [cf. cheval.]
1863 Wobsley Poems * Trans., Phaethon 12 Nor even

thus, .had curbed That chivalry divine.

11. Comb., as chivalry-play, -ribbon, romance.
18*7 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 52 The Sentimentalists, the

Chivalry-play writers. 1839 — Chartism Hi. 121 Chivalry-
ribbons, and plebeian gallows-ropes, 1849 South ev Comm.'
//. Bk. Ser. 11. 230 The chivalry-romances are all battles.

Chivan i see Chiven.
[Chivancy, error for Chevachee.
1616 Bullokak, Chivancy, Chivalry, riding. Chaucer,}

t Chivauchier. Obs. [ad. OK. chevauchire
j

nom. of chevaucheor, rider, f. chevaucher to ride

:

see Chevachee.] A rider, a courier.

1420 Stokes, etc. tr. Hen. Kin Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111.

No. 29 We sende ?owr graciows lettres vn to the Erche-
byschopys, of Mayns, Trese, and of Cologne by Hans Pruce
?owr chivauchier.

Chive 1 (tfaiv), also cive (saiv). Forms : 5
cyvea, -ys, 5-7 cyve, 6 chyve, 6, 8 sive, (9
shive), 6- chive, cive. [In form cive a. F.
cive = Pr. ceba :—L. cepa, cmpa onion. The form
chive prob. represents a North Fr. chive. (Cf.

rive\—ripa\ cire:—cera.] It is probable that

sense 3 is orig. the same word, though it never
I

appears as cive, and early writers who regularly I

used cive for the plant, employed chive in sense 2.

In OE. ci/e, a. L. cepa, still retained the sense 'onion'
!

(also that of 'shalot ' or 'scallion'<; but in Romanic the name 1

was extended and transferred to smaller species of Allium,
j

In French, cive included (or perhaps still includes' 'several
small species or varieties', besides A . Schatiofrasum, to
which the dim. civette lin Cat. cebeta) applies more exclu-
sively. In Eng. cive or chive appears always to have meant
this, civet being merely a rare, and now obsolete synonym.
In French it is also called ciboulette, dim. of ciboule
Chi bol. Other OF. derivative forms were civol, civon, civot.
The form chive is not recorded by Littre, but its existence
in ONFr. may be inferred from the derivatives chivan,
chivot (Godefroy). In Eng. cive and chive both occur
from early times ; but the former is the leading form, down
to the present century. The phonetic corruption siethe
used by Tusser, and interesting as exemplifying the inter-
change of v and 5, is still in familiar use in the south of
Scotland. The modern prevalence of chive in the leading

j

form is, perhaps, due to association with Chive a
, arising

from the fact that it is for its slender leaves that the chive
is cultivated. Chivedgarlic in 3 clearly points to this.]

1. The smallest cultivated sjiecies of Allium (A.
Schccnoprasum

, which grows in tufts, with rush-
like hollow leaves and small clustered bulbs. The
leaves are cut for use in soups and stews. Wild
chive: a name sometimes applied to the Wild
Garlic or Kamsons (A. ursinum .

a 1400 Ep. Swete Susane 105 (Vernon MS.) j>e chyue
[MS. Phillips c 1410 cheruylej and be chollet, be chibolle, be
cheue. c 144a Pramp. Pan: 78 Cyuys, herbe. 1530 Palmjk.
205/1 Chyve an herbe, ciue. 1548 Turner Names 0/
l/erbes, Gethium is called in englishe a Syue, a chiue,
or a ciuet. 1567. _ Herbal n. 9 Chyue . . is not of

y Icynde of lekes, but of y* kynde of an vnion. 1573
I'usser Hush. (18781 94 Seedes and herbes for the Kitchen :

|

Siethes. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 642 Cyves or Kushe Onyons
. . have line smal, holowe, and slender piped blades,
lyke to smal Rushes. 1580 Baret Alv. C.557 Ciues,
crpulx. 1597 Gerard Herbal 1. viii. 11 The root is

thicke and clouedlike .. Ciues. 1611 Cotcr., EsCHrs.
the little sallade hearbe called, Ciues, or Chiues. 1708
Mottkux Rabelais iv. Ix. (1737) 345 Sives, Rampions,

J

Jew's Ears. 1784 Twamley Dairying go Pastures much
addicted to wild garlick, or cow-garlick, ramsons or wild
chives. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. I. 139 Here grow the
humble cives. 183a Veg. Subst. Food 292 The chive . . is

a hardy perennial plant. 1849 Proc. Bern. Sat. Club II.
vii. 356 He had often gathered shives for the pot there.
i860 I >m-ameh hitch. Card. 46 Chives or Cives. .more like
a cluster of miniature leeks than a tuft of onions.

2. A small bulb or bulbil ; est. one of the
daughter bulbs or ' cloves ' of a bulb of garlic.

I By Herrick possibly misapplied to the young leaves by
confusion with Chive sfc1 )

tSSi Turner Herbal 1. (15681 K iv b, I saw the see
Kyrdell [Laminaria digilala] .. the rootes was lyke onto
garleke, many chyues makyng one great hede. 1648
HxitJUCK Heiper^ Hymne to flares. To worship ye, the
litres, With crowns of greenest parsley, And Garlick chives
not scarcely [Also To Larr\. 1678 Phillips, Chives are the
smaller parts ofsome bulbous Roots, as of DarTadil, Garlick,
etc. by which they are propagated. l6o> in Coles s.v

rMl CmtpL Earn. -Piece 1. i. 36 Out of a Bulbe or Root of
Garlick, chuse a Chive of a convenient Bigness.

3. attrib., as chive- or chived) garlic = sense

1 ; chive chersp. cheese flavoured with chives.
1776 Withering Hot. Arrangem. (1796! III. 335 Leaves

cylindrical, awl threadshaped, as long as the sulk. .Chived
Garlic. 1848 C. A. Johns ll 'eek at L tzard 304 Chive Garlic.

1883 Daily News 3 Oct. 2/2 An English maker seized on
the happy idea of making chive cheese.

t Chive -'. Bot. Obs. Forms : 6 chyve, f>-8

chieve, 7 shive, 6- chive. (Mostly in //.) [Occurs
first in the expression 1 chives of saffron ', which in

lierthelet's reprint (1535) of Trevisa's transl. of
HartholomiLUs Pe Proprietatibus Rcrum, takes the
place of chithe, chire in the 15th c. MSS., (Aire

in the cd. of Wynkyn de Worde (1495). As
chithe is app. the original word, chive appears to

\>c an altered form, perhaps partly phonetic (cf.

the form siethe in Tusser, tithe in modem Scotch
for cive = Chivk sfi.'), partly influenced by con-
fusion with Chive sb. 1

, this lieing an Allium of
which only the chithes or slender thread-like leaves

are used. The passage in Pe Prop. Rerum is a
quotation from Pliny //. N. xxi. 5. § II, ' stantibus

in medio crocis', where 'crocis' has not the sense
ol ' saffron ', but that of ' internal organs of other

flowers analogous to saffron
' ; but whether the Eng.

translator so understood it in rendering it ' chiues
of saffron ' is doubtful. In any case the sense of
chive as thread-like organ in flowers is clear.]

1. gen. A general name for ' threads ' or fila-

mentous organs in flowers, i.e. stamens and pistils.

1535 Berthelet ' corrected ' ed. of Trevisa Barth. De P.
R. xvii. xci. The floure [I.ilye] hath within as it were smalle
thredes that conteyne the sedc. In the myddcl standethe
chyues of saffron {stantibus in medio crocis\. 1597 Ge-
RAITO Herbal 1. xxxiii. 45 Faire star-like flowers . . with
certaine chiues or threds in them. 1688 R. Holme ii. vi.

115 Chives are thick, round and sharp pointed horns that
stand in the middle of flowers, which in some are more
slenderer than in others. Chives, tipt with pendents, is when
the horn hath a seed hanging and shaking at the point of it.

Chives are small pointcls.

1 2. spec. The thread-like style and stigma of a
flower, esp. the stigma of the saffron crocus. Obs.

«S3° Palsor., Chyue, of safron or suche lyke. 156a Leigh
Armorie (1597) 80 b, By the eating of one chieue of safron.
»5*7 Harrison England 111. viii. (1877)11. 52 In everie [crocus]
floure we find commonlie three chives, & three yellowes, &
double the number of leaves. 1621 Peacham Compl. Gent I.

I. xxii. (1634I 69 Five or sixe shives of saffron. 1649 Blith
Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653)249 In the middle of it comes up
two or three chives which grow upright together, .which
chives, that is the very Saffron & no maore. .you may take
betwixt your fingers. 1678 Phil. Trans. XII. 947 The best
Saffron is that which consists of the thickest and shortest
chives. 171a tr. Pomet's IHst. Drugs I. 112 Saffron is the
Chive, or Thread of a Flower. 17x8 Douglas, Saffron in
Phil. Trans. XXXV. 569 They fall to picking out the
Filamenti Styli, or Chives, and with them, a pretty long Por-
tion of the Stylus itself, or string to which tney are joined,

b. wrongly applied to the ovary.
1727 Bradlev Earn. Diet. s.v. Alaturnus, At the Bottom

of the Flower grows the Chive, which turns to a Fruit or
Berry fill'd with three Seeds.

3. The filament or thread of the stamen, or the
stamen as a whole, arch, or Obs.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 49 Out of the middle of the

Flower groweth a long style or poyntel, beset round about
with small chives, which are tipped with pendents. 167*
Grew Anat. Plants I. v. % 13 Made up of two general parts.
Chives and Semets, one upon each Chive. 1754 Martyn in
Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 614 It has four conspicuous chives,
which sustain yellow summits, in which is great plenty of
farina. 1759 G. Hughes Barbados App. 316 Chives are
those slender Bodies which surround the Ovarium in the
Centre of Flowers, and support the Summits. 1787 Wither-
ing Bot. Arrangem. passim. 1807 I. E. Smith Phys. Bot.
270 The Stamens, formerly called Chives.

b. Misapplied by Kay, and some after him, to
the anther (also apex, petulant

,
seme/, or summit .

1691 Ray Creation t. (1704) 124 The prolific seed contained
in the chives or apices of the Stamina. 1707 PmLLirs,
Chives, the fine Threads in Flowers, or, according to some,
the small Knobs that grow on the top of those Threads.
1711 Bradley Philos. Acc. Wks. Nat. 28 Little Threads, to
which the Botanists have given the name of Stamina, .are
terminated at their tops by small Caps or Purses call'd Apices
or Chives. 173a Elomer Card. DupL, Apices, Chives, the
small knobs that grow on the fine Threads or Stamina.
4. A slender blade (of grass) ; a mote, piece of

chaff, or the like ; — Chithe i.

1610 Barrough Meth. Physici I. xxxviii. (1639' 6oIf any
chive, chip or dust skip into the eye. 1616 Surel. Countr.
Eartne 645 A conie . . will gather vp the smallest chiue of
grasse that may be. 1857 Wright Prvv. Diet., Chives,
chits of grass. Leic.

6. One of the lamella- or the gills forming the
hymenium of an agaric. (Perhaps another word.)
17a! Bradley Philos. Acc. Whs. Sat. 19 Champignion.

.

the Chives within side of the Cap have been by some taken
for the Seed ; but I do not find, with the greatest Care, they
can ever be made to Germinate. 1744 Pickering, Mush,
rooms, in Phil. Trans. XI. III. 96 The Lamellx or Chives
on the concave side of the Umbella. Ibid. 97 A . . Proof,
that each distinct Chive is a Siliuua or seed-vessel.

Chive 1 tjiv). Thieve? Cant. A knife.
1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 12 He takes his Chive and

cuts us down. 17x5 Neiv Cant. Diet., Chive, a Knife, File,

or Saw. 1811 in J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Os Chhcs, Bone-
handled Knives. 1834 New Monthly Mag. XL. 490 The
dreadful clasp-knife called a chiv is exposed and used if

necessary. 1873 Slang Diet. s,v., Ckrve, a knife, .the word
is pronounced as though written chiv or chivvy.

Hence Chive v., to ' knife '.

1725 New Cant. Diet., To Chive his Darbies, to saw
asunder his Irons. 1812 J. H.Vaux Flash Diet. s.v., tochiv
a person is to stab or cut him with a knife. 1873 in Slang
Diet.

tChivel, v. Obs. rare-'. Of doubtful mean-
ing : Prof. Skeat suggests—To shiver, to tremble.
1377 Langu P. PI. B v. 103 As a letheren purs ' lolled his

chekes Wei sydder banhischyn'bei chiueled [v.r. cheueridl
for elde. C vn. 199 Vchiueled \v.r. hechyuelede, i-reueledj
for elde.

tCbiven. Obs. rare-', [peril, the same as

chivin, Chevin, chub, ' a very shy fish, which hides

in holes '. Hut cf. also Chivie.] Only in phrase,

to play the chiven (Nares chivan) :
' to run away

precipitately' (Nares).
< 1660 Robin Hood *r Stranger ( Ritson 11. xi. 30) ' Go play

the chiven ' the stranger said, ' Make haste and quickly go .

Chiver, obs. form of Shiver.

Chlverel(l, obs. ff. Cheveral, Cheverel.
+ Chiveret. Obs. Seequot. and cf. Chevkhal,

•EL.

1719 J. Roberts Spinster 346 Many woollen stuffs, and
stuffs mixed with silk, .such as. .Sattinets and chiverets.

t Chi-vet. Obs. [cf. Civet], dim. of Chive',
in sense 2. See quot.
1708-11 Kersey, Chivets the small Parts of the Roots of

Plants, by which they are propagated. So Bailey 1721-
1800. [But this explanation comes verbally from Phillips and
Coles, who give it as the meaning of chh'es : so that Kersey's

chwets is possibly a Dictionary error.]

Chiveteyn, var. of Chevetain.
Chiviatite. [Named 1853 from Chiviato, Peru,

where found.] A sulphide of bismuth and lead,

of a metallic lustre and grey colour.
1868 Dana Min. 86.

t Chivie, a. Obs. rare- ? Fearful, trembling.
1636 R. James tr. Minucius 42 Pale chivie people and

deserving pitty [pallidi trepidi misericordia digni\

Chivin, obs. variant of Chevin, chub.

Chivy, another form of Chevy sb. and v.

Chizel
, 1, -il, chizzel(l, obs. ff. Chisel, Chesil.
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Chizz. [From the sound.] - CHIRR.
1884 G. M. Fenn Hard to Win lix, Then from the dry

grass hard by came the shrill crisp chizz of the grasshopper.

Chladnite (klardnait). Mm. [Named 1846

after Chladni, writer on meteorites : see -ite.] A
variety of the mineral Enstatite, containing little

or no iron, found in meteorites. (Dana, 1850.)

Chlamydate (klarmide't), a. Zool. [f. Or.

XAa/iv5- ;xAaA"'s) mantle: see -ate-.] Having

a ' mantle
' ;

applied to certain molluscs.

ChlamydeoilS (klami'dias), a. Bot. [f. mod.

L. chlamyde-ie, f. as prec. + -ous.] Having one or

more floral envelopes.

Chlamydophore (kl«eroid*f8«j). Zool. Also

chlamyphore. [ad. mod.L. clilamyJophorus (in-

correctly chlamyphorus), f. Gr. x*<v65- XAaMl's

mantle, cloak + -cpopos bearing, wearing.]

A genus of edentate mammals consisting of a

single South American species, a small burrowing

animal allied to the armadillo, having the upper

surface covered with a cuirass of leathery plates.

1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 46/2 The recently discovered

American fossorial animal, the Chlamyphorus. 1849 Sk.

Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 203 The chlamyphorus. .pos-

sesses characters so exclusively its own as to render it

one of the most interesting discoveries in zoology. 1876

Encycl. Brit.. Chlamydophore . . found at Mendoza on the

Eastern slope of the Cordilleras, where it is known as the

Pichiciago.

I Chlamys (klarmis). [a. Gr. xtopvs mantle.]

1. Greek Antiq. A short mantle or cloak worn
by men in ancient Greece.

1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 610 His right arm . . supports

a chlamys, which crossing his breast descends on both his

sides. 1875 Brvce Holy Rom. Emp. iv. (ed. 5) 49 Charles

. . had exchanged his simple Frankish dress for the sandals

and the chlamys.

2. Bot. The floral envelope.

Chloanthite fjkloiserjjisit). Min.
^
[(1845) f.

(jr. xAoai'tfijs budding, sprouting, f. xA°V a young
green shoot.] A variety of Smaltite containing

a large proportion of nickel. (Dana, 1S50.)

II Chloasma (kl^arzma). Med. PI. chloa s-

mata. [f. Gr. x*°a Cf"' to become green (as if a.

Gr. *xAoao-/ia).] An affection of the skin, char-

acterized by yellowish-brown or blackish patches,

either accompanied with a fungous growth, or due

simply to deposits of pigment in the epidermal

cells, b. //. These discoloured patches.

1876 Dlhring Dis. Ski/141 Chloasmata .. occasioned by
the presence of an excessive amount of the normal pigment.

{did. 338 Chloasma is a pigmentary affection.

t Chlonaphtha'se. Chem. Obs. [f. chlo- in

Chlorine 4- Naphthase, q. v.] A name proposed

by Laurent for mono-chloronaphlhalene. So Chlo-

naphthese for ili-chloronaphthalene, etc.

1850 Daubenv Atom. Th. (ed. 2) 195.

Chlor- ', combining form of Gr. xAaip-os green,

used before a vowel : cf. Chloro-L

Chlor--. Chem. Combining form of chlorine

{chloric, chloride, and chlorous) used (chiefly before

a vowel) in forming names of chlorine compounds.
Like the fuller form Chloro-, prefixed chiefly to

the names of compound bodies (with the adjec-

tives, etc. belonging to them) in order to form the

names of new compounds due to the action of

chlorine upon the former. Most of these are sub-

stitution products, in which chlorine takes the

place of hydrogen, the nature ofwhich is indicated

bv the remainder of the word
; e.gt Chloracetic,

name of acids derived from Acetic acid, by substi-

tution of 1, 2, or 3 atoms of chlorine for hydrogen,

giving mono-, di-, tri-chloracetic acids respectively.

Similarly, chlorace'tal, chloracetcfmic, chlora'-

cetamide, chlora'cctatc, chlorareto/te, chlora-ce-

tonrtril, chlorcrcetyl, chlorcrhlehydc, chloralo'id,

chloralo'in, chlo'ramide, chlora'inylal (produced by
the action of chlorine on amyl alcohol), chloranil,

-anilamic, -ccnilamide, -ani'lic, -a'niline, etc.

;

chloranvsic, chloretha'ne, chlorethe'ne, chloriscvmic,

isartic, -rsatin, etc.

b. Also CMoracid, ' an acid in which chlorine

is supposed to play the part of acidifying prin-

ciple {Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;
CMoraTbin, a crystal-

line substance (C a H,Clt) obtained in white

needles by passing chlorine through coal - tar

;

Chloralum, a disinfecting agent, consisting of

aluminium chloride and sulphide with some im-
purities ; Chloralvi ric (acid), an acid produced
by the action of chlorous acid on uric acid

; f Chlo -

ra re, a name proposed by Mansfield, along with
analogous forms in -ere, -ire, -ore, -ure, for a com-
pound of chlorine with 1, 2, 3, etc. atoms of

oxygen ; diloratrrate : see Chloro-aurate in

Chloro- -
;
CMorazol, an oily fluid obtained by

treating albumen with nitric and hydrochloric

acids ; Chlorhy drate, a salt of Chlorhydric
acid - Hydrochloric acid (II CI ;

Chlorhydrln,
a chlorhydric ether of glycerin, analogous to brom-
hydrin ; of these there is a long series ; OMor-
hydroaulphuric acid, SO a H CI, formed by union

of SO
:1
with chlorhydric acid ; Chlorio die, com-

bining chlorine and iodine, as chlorio die acid, an

old name for iodine chloride ;
Chloriodide, a

compound of chlorine and iodine with an organic

radical, as chloriodide of ethylene, C , H 4 I CI
;

Chloriodoform (HC Cl a I), a transparent pale

yellow fluid, intermediate between chloroform and
iodoform, being chloroform in which one atom of

chlorine is replaced by iodine.

1850 DAUBEHV Atom. Til. vii. led. 2) 193 Vinegar .. ex-

posed along with dry chlorine to the action of the sun's

rays, is converted into an acid called the chloracetic. 1873
Watts Fmvnes' Chctn. 744 Phosphorus pentachloride con-

! verts aldehydes into chloraldehydes. 1888 IVine, Spirit

A> Beer & Mar. 186/1 They endeavoured to bring it round
by the drastic remedy of chloralum and permanganate of

]

potash. 1847 Nat. Encycl. I. 655 Chloramylal . . an oily '

yellow liquid, the result of the action of chlorine on amyl.
1865 Mansfield Salts 143 In Hypochlorous Acid, CI O
(Chlorare). Hid. ' Chlorous Add,' CI Oa (Chlorire). 1878

KiNGzETT Aftim. Chem. 96 Acting on ammonia with chlor-

ethylsulphurous acid. 1880 Times 9 Oct. 10/3 He applies

to painted decorations . . chlorhydrate of ammonia, i860

All V. Round No. 43. 391 He submits it to the action of

i chlorhydric acid. 1869 Roscoe Idem. Chem. 386 Heated
with hydrochloric acid, glycerin forms compounds termed
chlorhydrins. 1831 T. P. Jones Couvers. Chem. xxiv.

252 With oxygen [Iodine] produces iodic acid, and with
chlorine chloriodic acid. 1873 Watts Ftrumes' Chem. 624
Iodoform, distilled with phosphorus pentachloride is con-
verted into chloriodoform. 1850 Daubeny Atom. Th. vii.

ted. 2) 193 A compound called isatine, derived from the

oxidation of Indigo, and two substances called chlorisatine

and bichlorisatine, produced from it by the substitution

either of 1 or 2 atoms of chlorine for 1 or 2 of hydrogen.

c. Mineralogy. Chloraluniinite, ' a hydrous
chloride of aluminium, discovered at Vesuvius in

the lava of 1873' Dana
;
Chlorapatite, a va-

riety of Apatite, containing chlorine ; Chlor-
magnesite, a native chloride of magnesium from
Vesuvius.
1875 in Ainer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. 111. X. 4S1 Chloraluminite.

1868 Dana Min. 531 Fluor-apatite ; chlor-apatite.

Chloral (klo»-ral\ Chem. [mod. f. Chi.oh(ine

4- Al(cohol) ; formed by Liebig after ethal.] A
thin colourless oily liquid with a pungent odour,

first obtained by Liebig by the action of chlorine

upon alcohol ; = trichloraldehyde (C CI
:|

• CHO).
The name is applied popularly and commercially

to chloral hydrate (C CL, • CH • 2 OH), a white

crystalline substance resulting from the combina-
tion of water with chloral, and much used as

a hypnotic and anaesthetic.

[1831 Liebig in Annates de Chimic XL1X. 155 Dans la

complete decomposition de I'alcool, le chlore en separe

l'hydrogene et Ie remplace. II se forme une combinaison
. .que j'appellerai. .chloral. La composition .. est calquee
sur celle du mot ethal.] 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org.
Bodies 316 The most certain method of obtaining chloral.

1871 M. Collins Mrq. <y Merck. II. vi. 182, I took a dose

of hydrate of chloral in order to secure sleep. 1874 Schor-
lemmer Carbon Compounds 146 Chloral hydrate, .acts as a
sedative and antispasmodic, producing anaesthesia and a
quiet sleep. 1880 OuiOA Moths I. 5 [Shel destroyed her
nerves with . . chloral. 188s Harper s Mag. Mar. 641/2
Devotees to the opium and chloral babit.

Hence Clilora'lic a. (Chem.,, of or pertaining

to chloral; Chlo'ralide (Chem."), a crystalline

compound formed by the action of sulphuric acid

upon hydrate of chloral ; Chloralism (Med.), \

' the morbid condition of system produced by the !

long-continued use of chloral hydrate ' [Syd. Soc. \

Lex.) ; Chloralization, the pernicious action of
;

chloral upon the system (fig. in quot.); Chlo-ralize

v., to bring under the influence of chloral ; so

Chlo'ralized a.

1879 Sat. Rc7'. 5 July 13 Such magnitude has the disease

produced by the hydrate attained that . . Dr. Richardson
has given it the name of chloralism. 1885 Ibid. Jan. 102/1

j

War was a form of chloralization. 1878 tr. Ziemssen's Cycl.

Med. XVII. 446 Small quantities of chloral are present in

the urine of men who are chloralized. Ibid. ,
[He] could find

no chloroform in either the blood or the expired air of chlo-

ralized animals.

ChlorauthouS (klorarn^s), a. Bot. [f.

Chlor- 1 + Gr. dVfl-os flower + -ous.] Having
green flowers.

Hence Chloranthy, a condition of regressive

metamorphosis of a plant in which the coloured

floral organs return to the colour and condition

1
of leaves, as in the green rose, green flowers of

Pyrcthrum, etc.

1871 Thiselton Dver in Jrnl. Bot. IX. 19 A kind of I

corymb of chloranthous flowers.

Chlorastrolite ; klorarstnflait . A/>'«. [Named
1837; *• Gr. x*<"P-°s green + darpov star-t -lite.]

A light bluish-green mineral, closely related to

(or a variety of) Prehnite, of finely radiated or

stellate structure and pearly lustre, sometimes used

as a gem ; found in rounded pebbles on the shore
of Lake Superior.
1850 Dana Min. 307.

Chlorate (kl6>-r/t). Chem. [f. Chlor-ic +
-ATE 4 : cf. F. chlorate.] A salt of chloric acid,

e. g. chlorate of potash, or potassium chlorate,

K0 3 CI. Perchlorate, a salt of perchloric acid,

as perchlorate ofpotash, KO, CI.

1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 65 Finely levigated
chlorate, or hyperoxymuriate of potash. 1853 W. Gregory
Inorg. Chem. 272 The chlorates . . deflagrate violently with
combustible matter . . The only important chlorate is chlor.
ate of potash . . The perchlorate of potash . . is the only
perchlorate of interest.

Chloretie, a. Min. = Chloritic.
Chloric (klo»-rik), a. Chem. [f. Chlor-ine +

-IC ; cf. F. chlorique.] Of or pertaining to chlor-

ine ; containing chlorine in smaller proportion,

relatively to oxygen, than chlorous compounds ; as

in chloric oxide or anhydride, Cl2 05 ; chloric acid
hydrogen chlorate), H0 3 CI, a colourless syrupy
liquid, having a strong acid reaction, and powerful
oxidizing and bleaching qualities : its salts arc

chlorates. Chloric ether, an old name of ethyl

chloride, C 2 H 5 CI ; in Med. sometimes applied to

a solution of chloroform in alcohol.
Perchloric acid HOiCl, containing a still smaller pro-

portion of chlorine, is a colourless very volatile liquid ; it>

salts are pcrchloratcs.
1810 [see Chlorine i.l 1818 Fakadav Res. xvii. (1823) 81

The compound of chlorine and oletiant gas sometimes called
chloric ether. 1826 Henry Elem. Chem. 1. 219 Chloric Acid,
a third compound of chlorine and oxygen . . existing in the
class of salts . . now termed chlorates. 1863 Wat ts Diet.
Chem. I. 906 Chloric acid when oxidated at the positive
pole of a voltaic battery yields perchloric acid. 1868 Rovlk
& Headland Mat. Med. <ed. 51 724 A solution of 1 part of
pure chloroform in 7 of Rectified Spirit has been much used
under the fictitious name of chloric ether.

Chlo rid, a. rare. [cf. florid.] Of a greenish

tint of complexion ; or 1— Chlorolic.

1834 ( iooo Study 0/Med. ted. 41 IV. 83 All cases marked
by indigestion and a chlorid countenance.

Chloridate (klo^'rid^t), v. Photography, [f.

next + -ate ;i.] trans. To treat with a chloride
;

e.g. to cover (a plate with chloride of silver, so

as to render it photographically sensitive.

Chloride (klo>rid, -aid). Rarely chlorid. [f.

CHLOR-INE + -IDE.]

1. Chem. A simple compound of chlorine with

a metal or an organic radical. A compound ana-

logous to one or more atoms of hydrochloric acid

(II CI), itself called on this type hydrogen chloride.

1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. Introd. 6 Some persons
may chuse rather to use the word chloride, following the

analogy of oxide. 1818 Faraday AVj. vii. 19 A strong so-

lution of chloride of silver. 1849 IIana Geol. iii. 118501 202
Chlorid of ammonium. 1878 Browning Toets Croisic 5 Ask
the chloride's name From somebody who knows !

2. Applied in the arts to a number of bleaching

and disinfecting compounds, such as ' chloride of

lime', 'chloride of soda ', 'chloride of potash',

which are not simple chlorides, or combinations
of chlorine with metals. (Ure.

It is now generally believed, that these so-called chlorides

of the alkalis and alkaline earths are either compounds or

mixtures of true chloride with hypochlorite (Ca". CI. OCL.)
1826 Henry Elem. Chem. I. 583 The chloride of lime is

thus converted by heat into chloride of calcium. 1832 Ma-
CAULAY ill Life ty Lett. 1 1880) I. 270 The chloride was brought
since the cholera came. 1854 H. Miller Seh. A- Schm.
xxii. 11860)235/2 Thoroughly fumigated w ith sulphur and
Chloride-of-Lime. 187s Ure Diet. Arts I. 781 Chloride of
lime—so called—was first employed in the liquid form as

a bleaching agent in 1798. Ibid. In the manufacture of
chloride of lime, chlorine gas is transmitted at a proper
temperature through milk of lime, or over dry slaked lime,

the product being thus . . a liquid or a powder. Ibid. 787
The property of chlorine, to destroy offensive odours and
to prevent putrefaction, gives to the chlorides of lime and
soda a high value. Ibid. Chloride of potash is known as

Water of Javelle. .chloride of soda as Labarraque's Liquor.

3. Chlorides: 'a common term [on the Pacific

coast of U. S.] for ores containing chloride of silver'

(Raymond Mining Gloss.).

Chloridize fkloVridsiz), v. Incorrectly chlo-

rodize. [f. prec. + -ize.]

1. Photography. = Chloridate v.

2. Mining. ' To convert into chloride. Applied

to the roasting of silver ores with salt, preparatory

to amalgamation ' (Raymond Mining Gloss.).

1870 Eng. Mech. 18 Mar. 647/1 A sensible loss of copper

arises by being chlorodised, and carried off by the saline

vapours. 1884 Harpers Mag. Aug. 391/2 Salt is . . used at

home in chlorodizing ores.

Chlorimeter, -try : see Chlorometer, -try.

Chlo*rinate, sb. [f. Chlorine + -ate *.] A
product obtained by saturating a caustic alkali or

its solution with chlorine ;
= Chloride in sense 2.

1876 Gross Dis. Bladder 264 If gangrene supervene, the

wound must be syringed with weak solutions of nitric acid,

tincture of myrrh, chlorinate of soda.

Chlorinate .klo-'Tin^t), v. (Chiefly in passive^)

[f. Chlorine + -ate SJ, To act upon or impregnate

with chlorine ; to convert lime, soda, etc. into the
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so: called 'chloride' (sense 2); to treat gold or

silver ore with chlorine, in order to extract the

precious metal.

Hence Chlorinated///, a., as, chlorinated lime,

a recent name for the so-called ' chloride of lime '.

1856 Kane Arct. Exp. I. xv. 169 One salt-pork lamp with

rusty chlorinated flame. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. led. 6)

178 Chlorinated Lime was first prepared .. in 1798. 1875

Ure Diet. Arts L 788 If the ore to be chlorinated contains

finely-divided gold in quartz.

Chlorination (kloiW-Jan). [f. as prec. +
-ATI0N.]

a. Chem. Combination, treatment, saturation,

etc. with chlorine, b. Mining. The process of

extracting gold and silver from certain ores by

means of chlorine.

1854 J. Scoffern in Orr's Cire. Sc., Chem. 322 Proto-

chlonde of iron is a union of chlorine with iron in the first

grade of chlorination. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts L 787 The
chlorination-process was originally prepared by Prof.

Planner, and . . applied in 1851. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss.

Chlorine (klo>Tin, -ain), sb. Chem. [Named
by Sir H. Davy in 18 10, from its colour; f. Gr.

XAayws yellowish or light green + -ixe 3, Gr. -ivi),

a feminine patronymic and derivative suffix. In

F. chlore, Ger. chlor (without any suffix).]

1. One of the non-metallic elements ; a yellowish-

green heavy gas (condensable by pressure into

a yellow transparent liquid), having a peculiar

irritating smell, and very active chemical proper-

ties. Symbol CI ; atomic weight, 3,s ,s.

It is not found free in nature, but is widely distributed in

its compounds, chiefly in the chloride 0/sodium (common
salt 1

. The simple element was obtained by Scheele in 1774,
but was at first supposed to be a compound body {oxymu-
riatic acid) ; its elementary nature was established by Davy
in 1809 10. It has powerful bleaching and disinfectant

qualities, and supports the combustion of many bodies.

With bromine, iodine and flnorine, it forms an important
group of elements resembling each other in properties and
compounds.
1810 115 Nov.) Davy in Trans. Royal Soc. f i8n> 32 It

has been judged most proper . . to call it Chlorine, or

Chloric gas. 1813 — Agric. Chem. (1814* 44 Chlorine may
be produced by heating together a mixture of .. muriatic

acid, and Manganese. l8a6 Henky Elem. Chem. I. 210
Chlorine was discovered by Scheele . . and first described

by him . . under the name of dephlogisticated marine acid.

1 1 was afterwards termed in the French nomenclature oxy-
genated or oxygenized muriatic acid, and by Dr. Pearson
oxymuriatic acia. 1830 Sir J. Herschel Study Nat. Phil.

56 The discovery of the disinfectant powers of chlorine.

1863-71 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 901 Chlorine, by combining
with hydrogen or a metal, acts indirectly as an oxidising

agent. Chlorine destroys the colour of most organic pig-

ments. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 109 Chlorine is largely

used as a bleaching agent.

fig-. 1838 Emerson Address Wks. (Bohni II. 192 The re.

ligious sentiment . . is the embalmer of the world. It is

myrrh and storax, and chlorine, and rosemary.

2. attrib.
; esp. in names of compounds, where

it is = chloric, chlorous, of chlorine ; as chlorine

monoxide (hypochlorous anhydride
,
Cl a O, a pale

reddish gas, with powerful bleaching properties
;

chlorine tetroxide (perchloric oxide), Cl a 0 4 , a

deep yellow explosive gas condensable to an ex-

ceedingly explosive yellowish liquid ; chlorine tri-

oxide chlorous oxide or anhydride), CI., O3, a yel-

lowish-green explosive gas, liquefiable by extreme
cold ; so chlorine sulphide, bisulphide, selenide, etc.

1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 104/1 On the addition of chlor-

ine-water. i860 Pies.se Lab. Chem. Wonders 97 Chlorine
gas. 1873 Watts Fo~.vnes' Chem. 186 Chlorine tetroxide

hits a powerful odour. Ibid. 198 By decomposing chlorine
bisulphide. 1880 J. W. Legg Bile 33 With chlorine vapour.
1881 Williamson in Nature No. 618. 416 With this know-
ledge of the molecular constitution of hydrogen and of chlor-
ine gases.

Chlorine ;kl6»rein), a. rare. [f. Gr. x^po*
light green + -ink 1.] Of the colour of foliage in

spring; light green, grass-green. In quot. 1849
humorously = ' green '.)

1/1849 PoE Welby Wks. 1864 III. 204 Nothing is more
dear than this proposition—although denied by the chlorine
critics. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly iv. 34 Trees
. .green with the first sweet chlorine foliage of April.

Chloriniferous klo*riniferas), a. [f. Chlor-
ine + -(i)fkkous.] Yielding chlorine.

1854 I. Scoffern in Orr's Cire. Sc., Chem. 511 Nitro-
hydrochloric acid being the chloriniferous fluid.

Chlorinize (klo»rin3iz , v. [f. as prec. + -izk.]

trans. To treat with chlorine.
1881 S. Jennings Gold F. Wynaad\\i\. 71 The chlorine

gas is admitted, beneath the pulpy mass to be chlorinized.

Chlorinous (,kl6»Tinas
s

, a. [f. as prec. + -ous.]

Of the character of chlorine.
1876 Harley Mat. Med. 36 A faint chlorinous odour.

Chlorite 1 (klo»'rait). Min. [ad. Gr. xAaiptTts

(Pliny", name of some green stone, f. x* cuP"' Ugfct

green : see -ite.] A name applied to certain

green hydrous silicates of magnesia and alumina
occurring in ancient rock-formations, and forming
the characteristic ingredients of chlorite slate.

The name was taken as a specific one by Werner in 1789.
In 1838 Von Kobell showed that Werner's name included
more than one species, and restricted it to the hexagonal

chlorite of St. Gothard, from which he separated Ripidalite :

various other species have since been established, as Pen-
uinile, Delessite, Leuchtenbergitc, Clinochlore, Chloritoid,

I etc., and as 4
chlorite ' has thus become a vague popular term,

Dana has given the name of Proehlorite to the St. Gothard
mineral on which Werner founded the species.

1 1601 Holland Pliny II. 626 Chlorites is a stone of a grasse

green colour.] 179a, Kirwan Min. 194 Chlorite is found in

scales either investing other stones, or heaped together .

.

feels greasy. 1807 Carne in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 293 It

is composed of shist, chlorite, and quartz. 1813 Bake-
well Introd. Geol. { 1815) 41 Chlorite . . is nearly allied to

talc. 1854 H. Miller Sch. <V Sehnt. xiv. U857) 297 It was
encrusted over by a thin layer of chlorite, slippery' as the

mixture of soap and grease that the ship-carpenter spreads

over his slips. 1876 Page Adv. Text-Bk. Geol. v. 104.

2. attrib., esp. in chlorite schist, slate, a green
! slaty rock, consisting of chlorite in foliated plates,

often blended with quartz, felspar, or mica, and

associated geologically with gneiss and clay-slate

;

chlorite spar, an old name of Chloritoid.
1802 Playfair lllustr. Mutton. Th. 12 Micaceous chlorite,

hornblend, and siliceous schistus. 18x3 Sir H. Davy Agric.

Chem. iv. (1814) 194 Chlorite Schist . . consists of chlorite,

a green or gray substance somewhat analogous to mica and
feldspar. 1850 Daubeny Atom. Th. xii. (ed. 2) 411 Hydro-
silicates . . Example : Ghloritespar. 1854 Dana Min. 298
Chlorite spar. 1863 I.yell Antiq. Man xv. (ed. 31 298 Three
varieties of granite, besides gneiss, chlorite-slate . . serpen-

tine. 1873 Proe. Amer. Phil. Soc. XIII. 393 Chlorite rocks.

Chlorite 2 (klcwrsit . Chem. [f. Chlor-ine +
-ite.] A salt of chlorous acid {hydrogen chlorite,

II CIO,); e.g. chlorite of silver, silver chlorite,

AgCIO;,, having the form of yellow crystalline

scales, which decompose with explosion.
Hypochlorite, a salt of hypochlorous acid.

t853 Gregory /no rg. Chem. 110CI Oi, Cli On, and CU O17
. . they all yield, with potash, mixtures of chlorate and chlor-

ite. 1863-7% Watts Diet. Chem. I. 916 Hypochlorites,

chlorites, chlorates, and perchlorates of alkali-metal, when
strongly heated, are alike converted into chlorides by loss

of oxygen.

Chloritic klori-tikl, a. Min. [f. Chlorite 1

+
-10.J

Consisting of, or containing, chlorite.

1833 I.yell Prine. Geol. III. 38 Of chalk and chloritic

sandT 1876 Page Adv. Text-Bh. Geol. viii. 157 Chloritic

and argillaceous slates.

Chloritoid (klo^ ritoid). Min. [f. as prec. +
-OLD. Named by Rose, 1837, from its resemblance

to chlorite ] A foliated hydrous silicate of alumina
1 and iron, varying in colour from greenish black

to gray ; also called chlorite spar.

1844 »n Oana Min. 523. 1873 Proe. Amer. Phil. Soc.

XIII. 399 Chloritoid . . has been observed at many of the

corundum localities.

Chloritous kloraitss), a. Min. [f. as prec.

i
+ -ous : cf. F. chloritcux.] Of the nature of, or

containing, chlorite.

1853 1 - R°ss tr. Humboldt's Trav. III. xxxii. 398 note,

Chloritous slate. 1876 Pace Adv. Text-Bk. Geol. 339
Greenish colour which it owes to a chloritous silicate of

' iron.

Chloro- 1 (kl6*T0„ before a vowel commonly
shortened to Chlor-. [a. Gr. yXtvpo- combining

form of xkwpus green, pale green, as in xXupo-

koixos green-leaved, xAwpo-zuAav pale black.]

An element in many modern scientific terms,

chiefly of liotany and Mineralogy. lJesidcs those

explained in their alphabetical places, are the

following

:

Chlorocarpons (-kaupas), a. Bot. [Gr. Kapnin

fruit : see -ous], ' having yellow or greenish fmit

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; Chlorocrrrorin ,see qnot.) ;

Chloroge nic acid, Chem. [Gr. -ytviKos producing]

•=caffetannic acid (see Cafekic), so called from

colouring ferric salts green
;
Chlorogenin (-fdg/"-

nin\ Chem., a substance obtained from madder,

which forms a green powder ; Chloro melau,
Chlorome lanlte, Min. [Gr. x*-uP°P**'a>'- pale

j

black] = Cronstkdtitf.
j
Chlorophseite (-f;~\>it),

Min. [Gr. dxuds brown], a hydratcd silicate of iron,

occurring in amygdaloid, of a dark green colour,

changing on exposure to brown or black ; Chlo-
rophan(-foen), Phys. and Chem. [Gr. -(pavrjs, -c/xwos

showing], 1 the greenish-yellow form of Chromo-
i'han' [Syd.Soc./.f.v. ;

Chlorophanev-h"'"), Min.

[as prec], a variety of fluor spar which exhibits a

green phosphorescent light when heated ;
Chloro-

phanerite [frenerait , Min. [Gr. tpavtpvs mani-

fest + -ite], a variety of Glauconite or green earth

occurring in eruptive rocks ; Chloro phanona 1;.

[Gr. -tpavos showing: see -ous], 'of a yellow or

yellowish appearance' {Syd. Soc. Lex.); Chlo ro-

phyte [Gr. ipvruv plant], any plant having a suc-

cessive evolution and green parts or expansions

(Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;
Chlorosperm (-spsim), Bot.

[Gr. avipfta seed], a sea-weed belonging to the

division Chlorospermn? or Chlorosporx, character-

ized by green spores ;
Chlorospinel (-sprnel),

Min., a variety of Spinel of a green colour, due

to the presence of copper ;
Chlorotannin, Chem.,

' a term for tannin when coloured with chloro-

phyll ' {Syd. Soc. /.ex.) ; Chlo rotile, Min. [Gr.
ti'aos fibre], 'a hydrous arseniate of copper, oc-

curring in capillary green crystals' (Dana 1879'
;

Chloroxanthous, a. [Gr. (avOos yellow : see -ous],
' of a green or olive and yellow colour ' {Syd.

Soc. Lex.).
1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Chlorocruorin, a green substance

which, according to Ray Lankester, is the cause of the
green colour of the blood of some species of Sabella. 1832
Shepard Min. 124 Chloromelan isee Cronstedite). 1887
Athenaeum 3 Sep. 317/3 Magnificent specimens of Oriental
jade, together with chlormelanite, amber, and callais. 1822
Cleveland Min. 476 Chlorophaiite. 1843 Portlock Geol.

227 Chlorophzite . . is a common mineral in the Irish trap.

1801 W. Nicholson Jrnl. Nat. Philos. I. 151 On the Chlo
rophane, and a supposed new Variety of Barytes. 1826
Henry Elem. Chem. I. 160 Chlorophane gives out abun.
dantly an emerald green light by the mere heat of the hand ;

and after being exposed to the sun, or even to a candle,
continues to shine in a dark place for some time. 1857
Shepard Min., Chlorophanerite. 1857 Berkeley Cryptog.
Bot. f 88 Species possessing the true green of Chlorosperms
and the rosy purple of Rhodosperms. 1884 Public Opinion
3 Oct. 426/1 The green varieties, called Chlorosperms, have
their abode in shallow waters. 1850 Dana Min. 371 Chloro-
spinel is a grassgreen spinel.

Chloro- -. Chem. Combining form of chlorine,

chloride, chloric, chlorous, used chiefly before a

consonant) in forming names of chlorine com-
pounds and substitution products : see Chlor- *,

a. esp. in names of substitution products formed
by the action of chlorine on other bodies specified

;

1

e. g. Chlorobe'nxene, formed from benzene by the

substitution of one or more chlorine atoms for

hydrogen atoms ; so chloro-bcnzamide, -beir.ide,

-benzil, -benzoic, etc. ;
chlorocyanamide, -cyanilide

;

chloro-ethane
;
chloromethane, -methyl, etc.; chloro-

propionic, etc. ;
chloroproteic; chloroi/uinone ; chloro-

salicin ; chlorotoluene ; chlorovaleric, etc.

b. Chloro-aurate, a compound of chloride of

gold with a basic chloride or a hydrochlorate

;

chlorobromide, a compound containing chlorine

and bromine in union with a metal or organic

radical, as chlorobromide of silver ; chlorobrom-
iodide, a similar compound containing chlorine,

bromine, and iodine ; chlorohromoform, a liquid

(H C CI, Br) intermediate between chloroform

(HCCI3) and bromoform (H C Br," ; chloro-

carbonic acid, a synonym of Carbonyl chloride

or Phosgene gas (COCl 2 ) ; chlorochloric, name
given to a supposed acid, of composition CI,O n ;

chlorochromate, a salt of chlorochromic acid,

an oxychloride of chromium (C0 2 Cl a ) ; chloro-

cyanic acid, early name of cyanogen chloride,

CN CI ; chlorohydric, etc., chloroiodide : see

Chlor- 2
; chloroma nganese, commercial name

of manganese chloride, used as a disinfectant

;

chlorome rcurate, a compound of mercuric

chloride with a basic metallic chloride or a hy-

I

drochlorate ; ohloropa lladate, a compound of

chloride of palladium analogous to the prec.

;

chloro-perchloric, name of an acid of supposed
' structure Cl»O i7 ; chloropi crin, a colourless

oily liquid formed by distilling picric acid with

, chloride of lime ;
ohloropla tinate, a compound

' of tetrachloride of platinum, analogous to chloro-

aurates ; so chloropla tinous a. : chlorosta n
nate, a similar compound of chloride of tin ;

chloroaulphuric acid, old name of sulphuryl

chloride.

1873 Watts Eoxvnes' Chem. 417 Auric chloride combines
with a number of metallic Chlorides, forming a series of

double salts, called *Chloro-aurates. /bid. 813 *Chloro.

benzoic Acid treated with sodium amalgam and water is con-

verted into benzoic acid. /bid. 427 1m "chlorobromide^ is

prepared by treating tetrammomo-platinous chloride with

bromine. 1881 Athenrum 15 Jan. 98/3 On some 'Chloro.

bromiodides of Silver. 188a 16 Dec. 818/2 The author

has detected carbon tetrabromide, bromoform, and •chloro-

hromoform. 1819 Children Chem. Anal. 7 Acid Gases.,
hydrochloric, carlmnic and '1 hlorocarUmic arid-.. 1826

Henry Elem. Chem. 1. 363 Chloro-carbonic acid has an
intolerably pungent odour, and excites a copious flow of

tears. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 138 Euchlorine, an ex-

plosive yellow gas, composed of a mixture of chlorine and
•chlorochloric acid. 1854 Ronald Chem. Techn. L 371 We
have heard that 'chlorochromic acid has been dispensed

with in the purification of the paraftine. 1871 Schellen's

Spectrum Anal. 434 The absorption spectrum of the vapor

of chlorochromic anhydride. 1819 Children Chem. Anal.

323 "Chlorocyanic acid was first observed by Berthollet,

and called by him ' oxyprussic acid.' 1873 Watts Fmones'

( hem. 579
1 Chloroethane is often called H ydrochloric ether.

1856 Kane Arct. Exp. II. xi. 34 A "chlorohyd rated tine
' ture. 1848 Dana /.ooph. 714 Dissolved in "chlorohydric

acid. 1853 R. Hunt Man. Photogr. 246 The -chloroiodide

of lime may be formed in the same manner. 1884 Health

Exhib. Catal. 63/1 'Chloromanganese . . Camphoric Ami-
septico, Salicylic Acid. 1873 Watts Fovmet Chem. 549

Chlorine and Methane, exposed to diffuse daylight, yield

the compound called *chloromethane or methyl-chloride.

1843 Gravi s Clinical Med. 33 The ehlorure platinosopo-

tassique now considered as a compound of chloroplatinous

acid, and the chlorobase of potassium, must then be called

chloroplatinate of potassium. 1854 Orr's Cit e. Sc., Client.

333 The chloroplatinate of ammonia .. is a yellow salt
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1873 Watts Fcnuncs* Chcm. 422 Double salts called platino-

chloridesor chloro-platinates. 1847-9 Todd Cycl. Auat. IV.

164 This substance [i. e. Chlorite of protein] is sometimes
called "Chloroproteic acid. 1873 Watts Fownes' Cliem. 444
Stannic chloride forms with alkaline earth-metals, crystal-

line double-salts, called Stanno-chlorides or *Chlorostan-

nates. 1836 Henry Elem. Chem. 1. 401 Some chemists have
. . proposed to call it the *chloro-sulphuric acid.

C. Also in some names of minerals containing

chlorine ; as Chloroca -lcite [Calcite], a native

chloride of calcium from Vesuvius; named 1872

(Dana) ; Chlorothionite [Gr. Bciov sulphur], a

doubtful mixture of chloride of copper and sul-

phate of potassium from Vesuvius; named 1873.

Chlorodyne (klo^nftlsin). [A factitious for-

mation from chloroform + anodyne. (Analytically,

the elements are Gr. green + uSwij pain.)]

A drug, popular as a narcotic and anodyne, com-
posed of chloroform, morphia, tincture of Indian

hemp, prussic acid, and other substances.

1863 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. III. 158, I. -have been thinking

of realising some chlorodyne. 187. Ouida ]n IVint. City
iii. 49 Who could no more live without a crowd about her
than she could sleep without chlorodyne. 1887 Daily News
11 Jan. 7/1 In the habit of taking enormous quantities of a
patent medicine known as chlorodyne, which had the effect

of stupefying her.

Chloroform (klo^rfffiim), sb. [a. F. chloro-

forme, name given by Dumas in 1834, f. Chloro- 2

+ Form(yl, as being a chloride offormyl (in its

ob». sense of CH=methenyl; not in its present

sense of the oxidized radical CHO of formic

acid).]

The common name of a thin colourless liquid

; sp. gr. 1-5), having a pleasant ethereal odour, and
pungent sweetish taste, the vapour of which when
inhaled produces insensibility ; hence it is much
used as an anaesthetic in surgical and obstetrical

operations. Chemically, it is a triatomic haloid

ether of the methyl series = trichloromethane, or

methenyl trichloride, Cl 3 CH.
[1834 J. Dumas in Ann. de Chimie LVI. 120 La formule.

.

correspond a un chlorure d'hydrogene carbone, qui est

l'equivalent de l'acide formique anhydre . . C'est ce qui
m'engage a la designer sous le nom de chloroforme.] 1838
T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies § 5. 312 Chloroform. This
remarkable substance was discovered about the same time
by MM. Soubeiran and Liebig [Dates 1831, 1832]. 1847
Sir

J.
Simpson New Anaesthetic 7, I have found, however,

one infinitely more efficacious than any of the others, viz.

Chloroform, or the perchloride of formyle. 1847 Must.
Lond. Ne-.vs 4 Dec. 370/2 Chloroform. This new anaesthetic

agent was used most successfully last Monday. 1859 Q. R.
Jan. 74 At the Liverpool meeting of the professors of ' Social
Science' [1858] Sir James Stephen introduced . . the happy
phrase of 'statistical chloroform', i860 All V. Round
No. 45. 452 Had Simpson kept secret the means of abro-
gating pain by chloroform, what immense pecuniary benefit
would have accrued to himself

!

b. in Comb, as chloroform-bottle, -drunkenness,

-giver, -inhaler, -poisoning, etc. Chloroform-eo-
agulum : see quot.

;
chloroform-narcosis, in-

sensibility produced by chloroform.
1878 tr. Ziemsseu's Cycl. Med. XVII. 418 When defibrin-

ated blood and chloroform are mixed together, outside the
body, there is produced a peculiar albuminous precipitate

of the colour of red sealing-wax (chloroform coagulum).
Ibid. 43i_Those who divide chloroform narcosis into several
clearly distinguished stages. Ibid. 439 There is no medi-
cinal treatment for cases of chloroform poisoning.

Chloroform (kloe-rJf^am), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To administer chloroform to ; to render

insensible by means of chloroform ; to apply chlo-

roform to (a thing), soak with chloroform.
1848 Sir J. Simpson in Lancet 1 July 39/2, I had success-

fully chloroformed several of the lower animals. 1858 O.
W. Holmes A ut. Break/. T. xi. 107 She should be tenderly
chloroformed into a better world. 1885 Leeds Mercury 15
Dec. 5/3 It was alleged that he chloroformed her.

2. transf. andfig. To render insensible.

1849 F. B. Head Stokers Pokers vii. (1851) 62 We now
chloroform all kindly feelings. 1864 Sir F. Palgrave
Norm. %Eng. IV. 381 Ifwe chloroform ourselves against the
painful perception [of human sorrows]. 1882 Chr. World
Pulpit XXI. 25 The cold chloroforming them into an un-
consciousness.

Hence Chlo'roformed a., Chlo roforming
vbl. sb.

1848 Sir J. Simpson in Lancet July 41/2 The chloro-
formed hand. 1865 Pall Mall G. 12 Oct. 10 Hold the
chloroformed cloth close to his nose. 1883 Standard 22
Mar. 5/5 [They] had pleaded guilty of the chloroforming
and robbery.

Chloroformic, a. [f. Chloroform sb. + -10

;

cf. F. chloroformiaue.] ' Relating to chloroform

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Chlcroformist. [f. as prec. + -ist.] One
who professionally administers chloroform ; one
versed in the use of chloroform.
1875 H. Walton Bis. Eye 11 The assistance of a pro-

ficient chloroformist. 1879 J. Timbs in CasselTs Techn.
Educ. IV. 119/1 To officiate as chloroformist at her then
pending accouchement. 1883 Pall Mall G. 9 Mar. 6/1 The
conspirators may be briefly described as a League of
Chloroformists and Poisoners.

Chloroformization. Med. [f. next +
-ATION ; cf. F. ch/oroformisa/ion.] The occur-

rence or the induction of the sleep and anaesthesia

caused by the inhalation of chloroform.
1849 Lancet I. 538/2 In some cases of chloroformization

and etherization. 1887 W. James in Mind XII. 8, I . . ob-
served the same recession of objects during the beginning
of chloroformisation.

Chlo roformi ze, v. [f. Chloroform sb. +
-IZB ; cf. F. chloroformiser.'] = Chloroform v.

1880 R. Dowi.iNG Sport of F. III. 213 He was heavily
chloroformised first . . then strangled.

Chloroformyl(e, early synonym of Chloro-
j
FORM. c 1851 in Mayne Exp. Lex.

Chloroid (klf>Toid), a: Chem. and Electr. ff.

Chlor-ine + -OID.] Akin to or resembling chlor-

ine. Chloroidpole = chlorous pole.

Chlorometer (klor^mftsi). Also chlori-

meter. [f. Chloro- combining form of Chlorine
+ -METER ; cf. F. chlorometre.'] An instrument for

measuring the amount of chlorine in chlorinated

lime, soda, or potash, with a view to estimating

their bleaching power, etc.

1826 Henry Elem. Chem. I. 585 Gay Lussac has con-
tributed to render the assay of chloride of lime by indigo
more certain . . by the invention of an apparatus for the
purpose, which he calls a chlorometer.

Hence Clilorometric a. ; Chloro metry (also

chlorimetry) [cf. F. chlorome'trie'], ' the name
given to the process or processes by which the

amount of available chlorine is estimated in sub-

stances containing it, which are employed in bleach-

ing, or as disinfectants' (Ure Diet. Arts I. 792).

Chloropal (kloren-pal). Min. [f. Chlor- 1

+ Opal.] A green or greenish-yellow hydrated

silicate of iron, resembling opal in appearance.
1826 Emmons Min. 170 Chloropal. 1868 Dana Min. (1884)

I 462 Chloropal is partly decomposed by muriatic acid.

Chlorophyll (kloa-r^fil). Bot.KoAChem. (Also

-phyle, -phylle, -phyl.) [a. F. chlorophylle, f.

Gr. xXaipos green + ipvWov leaf.]

1. The colouring matter of the leaves and other

green parts of plants ; found in the cells usually in

the form of minute granules (chlorophyll-bodies

or -corpuscles). Its chemical composition is uncer-

tain. It forms the colouring matter also of various

green water-animalcules, e. g. Hydra viridis.

[1818 Pelletier & Caventou in Ann. de Chimie IX. 195
La matiere verte des vegetaux . . Nous proposons de lui

donner le nom de chlorophyle.j 18x9 Children Chem. Anal.
287 Chlorophyle is the green colouring matter of the leaves

of plants. 1842 Gray Struct. Bot. iii. §4. (18801 88 T he
characteristic contents of the cells of parenchyma are grains
of chlorophyll . .to which the green color of foliage is wholly
owing. 1809 Ruskin Q. ofAir % 57 When I want to know
why a leaf is green, they tell me it is coloured by ' chloro-
phyll ', which at first sounds very instructive ; but if they
would only say plainly that a leaf is coloured green by a
thing which is called ' green leaf, we should see more pre-

cisely how far we had got.

2. Comb., as chlorophyll - body, -cell, -corpuscle,

-grain, -granule.
1862 H. Spencer First Princ. 11. xv. (18751 335 The upper

stratum . . is composed of chlorophyll-cells. 1872 Oliver
Elem. Bot. 1. viii. 109 The colouring matter is limited to
very minute granules lying in the colourless fluid contents.
These are called the chlorophyll granules. 1882 Vines
Sachs's Bot. 45 These green-coloured portions of protoplasm
. . designated Chlorophyll-bodies. 1883 M cNab Bot. (Lond.
Sc. Class-bks.) 1. 17 The chlorophyll granule consists of
two parts ; a colourless solid portion derived from the pro-
toplasm . . and a green colouring matter, the chlorophyll,
which is diffused through and colours the granule.

Hence Chlorophyllaceous a. [-aceous], con-

taining chlorophyll
; Chlorophyllan., ' a sub-

stance contained in chlorophyll
;
probably iden-

tical with what is called crystalline chlorophyll

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.)
;
Chlorophyllian a. [cf. F.

chlorophyllieti], of or pertaining to chlorophyll

;

Chlorophyllite, f a. Bot. = Chlorophyll ; b.
Min. A greenish mineral, a variety of FahlunITE,
an altered form of Iolite

;
Chlorophyllous a.,

characterized by, or of the nature of chlorophyll.
1882 Vines Sachs's Bot. 249 Forms belonging to the chlo-

rophyllaceous series. Ibid. 758 The spectrum of Hoppe-
Seyler's chlorophyllan is the same as that of chlorophyll.
1880 Nature XXI. 438 He did not succeed in demonstrat-
ing any chlorophyllian activity by the evolution of oxygen.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 425 The name chloro-
phyllite has been given by Pelletier and Caventou to the
green colouring matter of the leaves of plants. 1841 Amer.
jfml. Sc. XII. 358 The aqueous content of the chlorophyl-
lite. 1863 Berkeley Brit. Mosses 311 Gloss., Chlorophyl-
lous, spoken of the leaf-cells when they. . contain a . . mass,
or little pellets of chlorophyll. 1871 Cooke Fungi (1875)
117 No pure or chlorophyllous green.

Chlorosis (klorJu-sis). [mod.L. (in F. chlo-

rose), f. Gr. x^ap6s green, lit. 'a making green '

:

see -osis. In sense 2 a, the etymology is lost

sight of, and the notion is that of 'loss of the

natural colour ', which in this case is green.]

1. Path. A disease mostly affecting young fe-

males about the age of puberty, characterized by
ansemia, suppression or irregularity of the menses,
and a pale or greenish complexion

;
green sickness.

i68t tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Voc, Chlorosis, the

green-sickness, or the virgins disease. 1789 W. Buchan
Dom. Med. (1790) 523 The indolent and lazy . . are in a
manner eaten up by the chlorosis, or green-sickness. 1874
Jones & Siev. Pathol. Anat. 13 In those cases of chlorosis
where the administration of iron is sufficient to reproduce
the ruddy hue. 188a Quain Diet. Med., Chlorosis occurs
almost without exception in young women about the time
of puberty, but is found occasionally in children and mar-
ried women, and, very rarely, even in men. [Cf. Shaks. 2

Hen. IV, iv. iii. 100.]

2. Bot. a. A disease or affection of plants, in

which the green parts become blanched or yellow
; through the chlorophyll not being developed,
I either on account of the absence of light ( = Etio-

j

lation), or spec, for want of iron in the soil. b.

i
The turning green of some part normally of an-

|
other colour, as in the reversion of petals to the

form of green leaves.

1807 Edin. Rev. XI. 85 When plants become pale from
f want of light . . he [Willdenow] terms it Chlorosis. 1842

; Gray Struct. Bot. (1869) Gloss., Chlorosis, a loss of color :

a reversion of the petals, etc., of a blossom to green leaves.

1866 Treas. Bot. 273 Chlorosis, one of the most formidable
diseases to which plants are subject . . The most promising
remedy is watering them with a very weak solution of sul-

phate of iron.

Chlorotic (klor^-tik), a. [f. prec. : see -otic.

Cf. F. ch/orotique.]

1. Pertaining to, or affected with, green sickness.

1764 Grainger Sugar Cane iv. 150 The chlorotic fair Oft
chalk prefer to the most poignant cates. 1804 Arernf.thy
Surg. Obs. (1826) 115 He was much emaciated . . and had
a chlorotic appearance. 1873 W. S. Mayo Never Again
xv. 199 A sickly sensitiveness that would disgrace a chlo-

rotic girl.

fig. 1875 Contemp. Rev. XXVI. 98^ Poor, thin, maunder-
ing,—we were going to call it chlorotic Christianism. 1881

Standard 7 Oct., Those who devote themselves to depicting

chlorotic saints.

2. Bot. Affected with chlorosis (sense 2 a).

1836 Black-.u. Mag. XXXIX. 309 The field looks shabby,
becomes chlorotic, pines away. 1870 T. L. Phipson Sun
56 A plant . . shut up in a dark place . . becomes chlorotic ;

its green colour disappears.

Chlorous :
klo-''ras), a. Chem. and Electr. [f.

Chlor-ine + -ous ; cf. F. chloreux.]

1. Abounding in chlorine ;
spec, containing chlor-

ine in greater proportion relatively to oxygen
than chloric compounds, as in chlorous oxide
or anhydride, Cl 2 O s , a yellowish green gas;

chlorous acid (hydrogen chlorite), II C'10 2 , the

salts of which are chlorites.

The compounds with a still greater proportion of chlorine
' are hypochlorous oxide or anhydride (ClsO), a pale

reddish yellow gas ; and hypochlorous acid ill CI O), the

salts of which are hypochlorites.

1845 G. Day tr. Simon's Auim. Chem. I. 41 Replaced by
six atoms of chlorous acid. 1873 Watts FffUmes' Chem.
184 Hypochlorous and chlorous acids . . by direct oxidation

of hydrochloric acid. Ibid. 186 Chlorous Oxide.

2. Of the quality of chlorine : applied to elements

or radicals which unite with hydrogen to form an

acid, and are relatively electro-negative. Chlorous

pole, the negative pole of a galvanic battery, which

exhibits the same attraction as a chlorous element.

1881 Williamson in Nature XXIV. 414 Such primary
compounds were classified . . into electro-positive or basy-

lous, and electro-negative or chlorous compounds. Ibid.

417 Illustrations of the greater atomic values which ele-

ments assume by combining with both chlorous and basylous

atoms than with atoms of the one kind only.

Chlo'rurated, ppl. a. Chem. [f. F. chlorure,

pa. pple. of chlorurer, f. chlorure : see next, and

-ate 3.] Combined or impregnated with chlorine.

1866 Intell. Observ. No. 57. 239 [He] washes the wound
in chlorurated water.

Chlo'roret. Chem. [f. Chlor-ine + -uret ; cf.

sulphuret, phosphuret. In F. chlorure.] A pri-

mary compound of chlorine with another element

or a radical ; now commonly Chloride.
1842 Turner Elem. Chem. j) 275 Those compounds

of chlorine which are not acid, are termed chlorides or chlor.

j
urets.

Choak, obs. form of Choke sb. and v.

Choakee, var. of Choky si.

Choane, var. of Chawn, Obs., a cleft.

Choanite (k<?u- |an3it). Palseont. [f. Gr. x°6y1
I funnel + -ite.] A fossil Zoophyte, generally charac-

terized by a funnel-shaped skeleton, which forms

the nucleus of many chalk flints.

1846-9 Smart Diet. Suppl. 1851 Richardson Geol. viii.

215 The beautiful sections cut from the pebbles, .owe their

exquisite markings to the fossil Choanite.

Choanoid (kju-^noid), a. Phys. [mod. f. Gr.

XodvT] funnel + -oid : cf. F. choanoi'de.] Funnel-

shaped ;
applied to one of the muscles of the eye

in many vertebrata.

1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 1002/1 The suspensory or

choanoid muscle met with in Mammalia. 1881 Mivart

Cat v. § 7 The eyeball.. is held in place by seven muscles.

The first . . is the suspensor oculi, or ' choanoid ' muscle.

Choar, obs. form of Core, Chore.

|| Chobdar (tpu-bdai). Anglo-Ind. Also 8

chubdar, chobedar, ohopdar, 9 choabdar.

[Pers. and Urdvijljojj». chobdar, f. staff.]

In India, an usher or beadle attending on persons
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of consequence, who bears as his ensign of office a
staff overlaid with silver ; he is ' still a part of the
state of the Viceroy, Governors, and Judges of the
High Courts' (Col. Yule).
1701 in Wheeler Madras in Old T. (1861) I. 371 (Y.) He

had sent four Chobdars and 25 men, as a safeguard. 1786
Burke Art. W. Hastings Wks. XI. 443 A person of the
meanest station, called a Chubdar, at best answering to our
common beadle or tipstaff. 1810-17 M. Wilks Hist. Sk.
S. India led. 2) II. xxxi. no The Chobdars and attendants
were ordered.

Choca. ' A mixture of coffee and chocolate
'

Simmonds Diet. Trade).
1859 Doran Table Fruits The favourite beverage of

Voltaire, at the Cafe" Procope, was choca, a mixture ofCoffee
with Milk and Chocolate. .1 do not know a draught which
soperfectly soothes and revives as hot well-frothed choca.

Chochlea, -ry, obs. ff. of Cochlea, -kt.

!i Chocho (tpn tfo). Also choco, chuchu.
[Native name in Brazil.] Name in the liritish

West Indies of a cucurbitaceous plant (Sechium
eJule), cultivated for its wholesome succulent fruit.

' From Madeira its fruits are sometimes . . sold in Covent
Garden Market under the name of Chayotes.'
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 355 'ITie Chocho Vine.. is now

j

cultivated in many places in Jamaica. 1882 .Standard 14 ;

Dec. 5/3 Clustering over an orange tree is the lovely cho-
cho vine. 1887 — 16 Sept. 5/2 The chocho of Jamaica, the
christophine of the French Antilles, the chuchu of Brazil .

.

chayota, or vegetable pear of Madeira . . is one of the most
peculiar fruits of tropical America.

Chock (tj>k;, rf.l Also 8-9 choak, and
CHl'CK q. v. [Chock and chuck appear to have
been originally variants of the same word, which
are now somewhat differentiated. Though they
appear late, they may possibly go back to ONF.
'chuque, choque, chouque (mod. Tic. choke. Norm.
chouque) = OK. cvche, zuche, fouehe, souche ' log or
block of wood ' ; cf. It. ciocco a burning log, block
of wood, stump ; also ciocca bunch, cluster, tuft,

etc. In Eng. the word appears to have been in-

fluenced by Choke, with which it is occas. con-
founded under the forms choke, choak.]

1. A lumpy piece of wood, esp. for burning
;

a block or log, dial, a ' clog'.

1&74 [see Chuck], 1852 W. Cooper Gloss. Provinc.
Sussex, Chucks, large chips of wood. 1877 E. Peacock
N. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss

.
Chock, Chog, a small log or block

of wood. 1881 Isle of Wight Gloss. .E. D. S.), Chocks,
small pieces of wood.

2. Turning. A contrivance for fixing the ma-
terial to be turned to the mandril of the lathe

;

now Chuck. Also attrib.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 192 Sockets, or Chocks, belong-
ing to the Screw-Mandrel. l-jHaPhit. Trans. LXXVI. 31
A stout mandrel, or arbor, for a chock Lathe. 1794 Rigging
jr Seamanship 1. 150 Chocks, cylindrical pieces of wood or
iron, screw-cut at one end, to screw into the end of a man-
drel. 1803 Ann. Reg. 780 Being afterwards strongly
' emented to a plug or chock, [it] is screwed upon the lathe.
1 82 1 Imison Sc. 4> Art II. 147 Place it on the collar at the
chock end of the screw.

3. A term applied to a block of wood (usually

wedge-shaped' used to stop a cask, wheel, or
other body from moving. Boat-chocks :

' clamps
of wood upon which a boat rests when itowed on
a vessel's deck' (Smyth Sailors IVord-bk.}.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Chock, a sort of

wedge used to confine a cask or other weighty body .

.

when the ship is in motion. 1775 Falch Days Diving
Vtss. 27, I secured them in proper chocks on the gunnels
of the barges. 1849 Wealk Diet. Terms 98/2 The long-
boat rests upon two large chocks when it is stowed. 1861
Windsor Express 5 Oct., To remove the chocks or wedges
connected with one of the lattice girders. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech., Chock (Ship-building), a block, preferably
wedge-shaped, driven behind the props of a cradle to pre-
vent it from slipping on the ways before the ship is ready
to launch. 1875 Lane. Gloss., Chock, a wedge for fastening
the cart to the shafts. 1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Chock,
a wedge to keep the window from shaking, Chock'd, wedged.
1877 t. Peacock N. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss., Chock, Chog, a
block or stone used to chock, or scotch the wheel of a cart
or waggon. 1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., We had only one
boat, and no tackles ready to lift her out of the chocks.

4. Mining. See quot. 1888.
1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845' 21 We lay Choak Deals

which is Deales put in as fast, or all along, as we dig the
Sand, or Earth. 1881 in Kavmond Mining Gloss. 1885
Times 10 July 10 A lighted candle placed against a chock
in the working place of John Dyke. 1888 Annv Sheffield
Gloss., Chock, a thick, rectangular block of wood

t
used in

building up a strong support for the roof in coal-mining.

6. In various applications on ship-board : e.g.
a

t

* Smaller pieces of wood used to make good some
deficiency in the main piece, as those at the head and heels
of timbers, the frame-knees,' etc. (Weale Rudim. Navig.
106).

b.
1 Blocks of timber latterly substituted beneath the

beams for knees, and wedged by iron keys ' (Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk.).

0. ' A piece of timber, framed into the heads and heels
of ship's timber at their junctions, to act as a lap to the
joint, and make up the deficiency at the inner angle

'

I Knight Diet. Mech.).
e\. Chocks of the rudder :

1

large accurately adapted
pieces of timber kept in readiness to choak the rudder, by
tilling up the excavation on the side of the rudder hole in
case of any accident, when a. ship is likely to get strong
stern-way, etc' (Smytb).

e. Anchor chocks : see Anchor sb. 1
7.

1794 Rigging <y Seamanship I. 160 Chock, a square taper-
ing piece of elm . . used in strapping large blocks. 1804
Naval Chron. XII. 479 Shipped the rudder-choaks. 1806
Ann. Reg. (1804) 525, 10 vessels, completely fitted with
slides, chocks, iron-bolts, sweeps, etc. 1837 Marrvat Dog-
fiend xlii, He stood up on the choak to ascertain what way
she was making through the water, c i860 H. Stuart
Seaman's Catech. 26 Reeve it through the after sheeve in
the chock, i860 Gosse Romance Nat. Hist. 260 In at-
tempting to throw the line clear from the chock, a turn
caught his left wrist. 1863 Scotsman 21 Aug., Laden to
the chocks with cannon and bombshells.

6. //. Hlocks of wood or stone placed in or upon
any machine to add to its weight and steadiness

;

e.g. stones placed in a mangle, weights laid on a
j

harrow, roller, etc.

7. dial. See quot/ Hence Chock-hole.
1884 Holland Cliesh. Gloss. (E. D. S.i, Chockhole, the 1

deep rutty hole to be met with in many of the bye-roads or
occupation roads in the country. 1887 .9. Cheshire Gloss.
(E. D. S.), Chock, an inequality, roughness in a road.. also
used quasi.adverbial!y= jolting!)'.

1 Theer yo gon chock
tor chick-chock 1 o'er a stone '.

t Chock, -e, nM Obs. form of Shock.

Chock (tjVk), 7: [app. f. Chock sk']

f 1. intr. To chock in : to fit in tightly or
exactly ; to wedge in. Obs. (Cf. Choke v. ,

1661 Fuller Worthies 149 The wood-work .. exactly
chocketh into the joynts again. 1786/ :..'. Trans. LXXVI.
43 A small cylinder of hard steel . . made of a size so as just
to chock in betwixt the extremities of the teeth.

2. trans. To furnish, supply, or fit with a chock
or chocks ; to make fast with a chock ; to wedge
(a wheel, cask, etc.) ; also with u£.
1854 Bartlett Mex. Boundary I. xii. 296 It was only

by putting a shoulder to the wheels, and chocking them at
;

every five or six feet, that these hills could be surmounted.
1859 F. Griffiths Artil. Man 118621 103 Chock the wheels
of the light guns, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 64
The casks are . . well chocked up with firewood. 1882
Nares Seamanship (ed. 6j 60 Have the waist netting well
chocked and shored up.

3. To place a boat) upon chocks.
1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxiv. 76 We got . .the launch and

pinnace hoisted, chocked, and griped.

Hence Chocking vbl. sh. ; also attrib.

1859 F. Griffiths Artil. Man. * 1S62' 110 This is called
scotching, or chocking, and the handspikes are called
' chocking handspikes '.

t Chock, v.- and 3, obs. form of Chick, Shock, i

Chock a. dial. Short for Chock-full.
1863 Robson Bards of Tyne 77 Iverynuik was chock. 1881

Leicestersh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Chock and Chock-full, var. of
'choke-full ' full to suffocation.

Chock, adv. Also choke. [Partly f. Chock sb.

and ; but largely deduced from Chock-full.]
1. As close or tight as can be ; so as to press

1 dead * against, stop * dead etc.

1834 Sir H. Taylor Artevelde 11. lit. i, I drew a shaft

Chock to the steel, and . . Aimed it at Serjeant I-aubscher's
heart. 1856 Kane Ant. Exp. I. xxvi'i. 361 A newly-broken 1

team-dog . . carried one of the runners chock against the
edge of the circle, i860 J. Kennedy Sivaltoiu B. xiv. 134 1

It is the big wheel stopped as chock as a tombstone. 1880
Mrs. Whitney Odd or Even xiii. 103 Seized up a great
stone, and crowded it chock against the grinding, slipping
wheel.

b. with adverbs, as chock-aft, -home, -tight, -up.

1799 J. M. in Naval Chron. II. 71 The small block is

chock up to the truck. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (1863)

13 Irresolute whether to run it choke up or haul it down
again. 1840 R. Dana Bef. Mast xvii. 46 We.. ran her
chock up to the yard. Ibid. xxv. 83 The seas, .washing
chock aft to the taffrail. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr, 1. xiv,

Drawn chock-tight round his neck. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk^ Chock-aft, chockfull, chock-home, chock-up, etc.,

denote as far aft, full, home, up, etc., as possible, or that
which fits closely to one another.

c. Chock-a-block A'aut.
}
said of a tackle with

the two blocks run close together so that they

touch each other—the limit of hoisting ;
trans/,

jammed or crammed close together.
1840 R. Dana Bef. Mast xxv. 82 Hauling the reef, tackles

chock-a-block. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Chock-a-
block, or Chock ana Block is the same with block-a-block

and two-blocks. 1881 W. C. Russell Sailor's Sroeeth. II.

ii. 122 They hoisted it chock a block. 1885 H. O. Forbes
Naturalist's Wand. lit. viii. 259 Sideways, lengthwise,
crossways, choke-a-block, as if the river had swept away a
village or two and stranded them there anyhow.

Chock-full, choke-full vtje kful, tj>kful),a.

Forms: 5 chokke-fulle, (choke-full 1
, 8 chocque-,

7 choke-, 8- chock-, choak-, chuck-full.

[The phonetic form and spelling and the deriva-

tion are alike unsettled, the uncertainty of the latter

involving that of the former. In Dictionaries,

first in Todd ;l8l8) as choke-full with mention
of chuck-full as a 1 corruption ). Subsequent dic-

tionaries have choke-full as main form, with chock-

full as a recognized variant. But the American
lexicographers have chock-full as the standard form,

with choke-full as a cross-reference ; and this ap-

pears to agree with literary usage in U.S. Choke-

full appears to be rather the more frequent in

literary use in England ; but chock-full is almost

universal in spoken use ; chuck-full, in literary use

lief, and after 1800, is now only dialectal.

The uncertainty begins with the first appearance of the
word as chokke-fulle, cheke-fulle in the alliterative Morte
Arthur, the spelling of which is very insecure. Conjectural
derivations are from Choke v. (ME. choke, cheke) with
sense 1

full to choking ', or ' choked full 1

; from Cheek (ME.
cheke, Choke sb.*) or the related chokes

=

chops, fauces, with
sense 'full to the chops'; from ME. Chok, chokke 1 to thrust,
ram in, in sense ' crammed full '. Either of the two former
derivations would give an original long 3 (which might
perhaps, however, be shortened in the combination 1 ; the
third would give short d from the beginning. Prob. there
is a recent association with Chock so. and 7% in some of
their senses, but the latter are too late to be the origin ; it

is more likely that these senses have been developed under
the influence of chock-full: see Chock adv. In Eng. dial,

glossaries, chock-full is recorded from Lancashire, Cheshire,
Sheffield, Whitby, Holdemess I.eicester, Warwicksh., Wor-
cester, Berks, Kent ; and correspondents send it as the
current form in Cornwall, Somerset, Wilts, Surrey, War-
wicksh., Staffordsh., Derby, Notts, E. & S. Lincoln, Rossen-
dale, Westmorland, Durham, Northumberland, Scotland,
'all parts of Ireland ', and 'among all English soldiers in

the army '. Chuck-full is in the Holderness Gloss., and is

reported from Norfolk, SutTblk, E. London, Oxford, N. &
E. Devon. Choke-full appears to have no local status.

As the local pronunciation is usually entirely distinct from
that of choke (choak. choo&k, chotvk, etc), the two words
are not associated, and app. have nothing to do with each
other ; choke-full being thus merely a l>ook -spelling founded
upon a conjectural derivation.)

Filled so as to leave no vacant sjwee ; cram-
full ; stuffed full ; full to suffocation.

a. Chock-full.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 1552 Charottez chokkefulle chare-

gyde with golde. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779* IV. ciii.

327 Stow thyself chocque-full of the best liquor in the land.

1771 Nugent tr. Hist. Friar Gerund I. 153 With a head
chock-full of these impertinences. 18x5 Bro. Jonathan I.

106 Chock-full o' fight I guess. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown
\. (18711 6 Though you may be chock full of Science. 1863
Hawthorne Old Home (1879) 63 Gardens . . chockfull of

flowers. 1866 Dickess Mugby J. 4 Chock-full of trucks of

coal. 1875 Helps Anim. <y Mast. L xq, I hate a fellow

who is always chock full of facts! 1880 Punch 15 Mar.
124/2 Speeches, .chockful of puerile insolence.

0. Cheke-full.
? a 1400 Morte A rth. 1605 [Ships] Charggede evyne cheke-

full of cheualrous knyghtes.

y. Choke-full, choak-full.

1633 T. James Voy. 101 The Bay . . fild choke-full. 1700
Bruce Trav. Nile IV. 549 (T.t We filled the skins choak
full. C1817 Hogg Tales 4- Sh. VI. 272 Full of visitors;

choke full of them. 1831 Lakdor Coronation Wits. (1846) II.

611 Catafalcs, choak-full and mountains-high. 1836 B. D.
Walsh A ristoph. Clouds 1. iv, Choakful of water. 1856

Mrs. Carlvle Lett. II. 296 We have a house choke full.

1873 Browning Red Colt. Night-e. 122 Chests choakful

with gold, i860 Punch 9 Feb. 64/2 It is . . choke-full every

night.

8. Chuck-full.
1770 Genlt. Mag. Dec. 559 He is Drunk . . Top-heavy,

Chuck full, Hocky, etc. a 18x6 Sheridan in Sheridaniana
280 It is literally chuck full. 1814 Dibdin Libr. Comp. 598
Volumes . . chuck full of droll little pieces. 1831 Eraser's

Mag. VI. 148 Chuck full and buoyant with good humour.

1834 Crockett Tour down East 86 (Bartlettl To make
chuck-full the * measure of the country's glory '.

Chock-hole : see Chock sb. 7.

t Chock-tooth = Cheek-tooth. [Doubtful

whether a misprint, or really to be referred to ehok,

Choke sb.-]

1591 Percwall Sp. Diet., Muela, the chocke loth. Dens
molaris. 1599 Minsheu, Muela de baxo, the lower chocke

tooth. Muela de encima, the upper chock-tooth.

Chocky, a. dial. [f. Chock sb.^ 7.] Having

chocks or obstructions, which stop or impede

motion.
1887 .V. Cheshire Gloss., Chocky, of a road, uneven, full

of ruts and inequalities.

Chocky, obs. form of Choky sb.

Chocolate (tJfktTlA). Also 7 chocolata,

-latte, -letta,-lat, chocaletto, -latte, chockelet,

jocolatte, jacolatt, 8 jocalat. [a. F. chocolat,

Sp. chocolate, ad. Mexican chocolat! 'an article of

food made of equal parts of the seeds of cacao

and those of the tree called pochotl' [Bomba.x

ceiba] Simeon Diet, de langue Nahuatl. Choeolatl

has no connexion whatever with the Mexican word

caeauatl ' cacao ', or its modern corruption cocoa ;

but is, so far as is known, a radical word of the

language. It is possible, however, that Europeans

confounded choeolatl with eacaua-atl, which was

really a drink made from cacao.]

1. A beverage made from the seeds of the cacao-

tree ;
now, as distinguished from cocoa, that made

by dissolving chocolate cake (see next in boiling

water or milk.
1604 E. G[rimston] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies rv. xxii. 271

The chiefe vse of this Cacao is in a drinkc which they call

Chocolate. 1662 H. Stubbes (title). The Indian Nectar, a

Treatise on Chocolata. 1664 Pepvs Diary 24 Nov., To a

Coffee-house, to drink jocolatte, very good. 168a F.velvs

Diary 24 Jan., They also drank of a sorbet and jacolatt.

1684 Frost of 1683-4 (18441 28 Wine, beer, ale, brandy,

chockelet. 1705 Hickeringii.i. I'riest-cr. II. vl 62 Bless

the Mahometan Coffee, and the Popish Spanish Chocolate.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. Let. 20 Apr., He asked if she

would take a dish of chocolate. 1843 Prescott Mexico 1.

v. 1 1864) 43 The chocolate—from the Mexican choeolatl,—

now so common a beverage throughout Europe.
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2. A paste or cake composed of the seeds of the

cacao-fruit roasted and ground, sweetened and
flavoured with vanilla and other substances. This

is used to make the beverage (sense i), and also

eaten in various comfits.

1659 Lovfi.l CompL Herhall 70 Cacao . . the confection

thereof, Chocolate. 1662 H. Stubbk Ind. Nectar Pref. 11

The best Chocolata, call'd Chocolata-Royal, will cost six

shillings six pence each pound. 168a Land. Gaz. No.
j

1750/4 Chocofatte is sold, from 2s. 6d. to 5.S. per Pound.
]

1710 Swift Lett. (1767) III. 27 The chocolate is a present,

madam, for Stella. 1855 J. F. Johnston Cliem. Comm.
Life I. 224 The chocolate is made up into sweet cakes.

3. f Erroneously applied to the cacao-tree, its

fruit or seed. Obs.

1755 Johnson, Chocolate, the nut of the Cacao-tree [so

in mod. Diets.]. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. 370 There
are four orders . . Chocolate [Theobroma Cacao] is in the

first.

4. Chocolate colour.

1776 Withering Bot. Arrangcm. (1796) IV. 167 Pileus

varying from deep chocolate to chesnut. 1883 Scarth
Rom. Brit, xviii. 177 Stones of a variety of shades, as
cream colour, grey, yellow, and chocolate.

b. as adj. Chocolate-coloured ; dark brown.
1771 Goldsm. Haunch Venison 95 ' The tripe', quoth the

Jew, with his chocolate cheek. 1776 Withering Bot.

Arrangem. (1796) IV. 202 Pileus with black, brown, and
chocolate stripes. 1869 Daily New* 24 Apr., A Cariboo
young lady of chocolate complexion.

5. attrib. and Comb., as chocolate-brown, -cake,

-colour, -crimson, -cup, -maker, -pot, puff, -red,

-seller; -coloured, 'Confectioning, adjs. ; chocolate-
cream, a confection made from chocolate ; choco-
late-mill, (a) an instrument for mixing the choco-

late and milk or water in preparing the beverage

;

(b) a mill in which the roasted and crushed seeds of

the cacao-tree are ground in the preparation of

chocolate
;
chocolate-nut, the cacao-fniit or its

seed (it bears nothing of the nature of a nut)
;

chocolate -root, the root of a North American
plant, Geum canadense, used as a mild tonic ; also

the plant itself; chocolate-tree, the cacao-tree,

Theobroma Cacao. Also Chocolate-house.
1879 Rood Chromatics xi. 165 Good representations of

olive-greens or *chocolate-browns. 1882 Garden 11 Nov.
417/3 The colour is a bright chocolate-brown. 1799 G.
Smith Laboratory II. 34 A deep brown, or *chocolate
colour. 1845 Florist's Jrnl. 15 A dark ^chocolate-coloured
smooth coat. 1648 Gage West. Ind xv. (1655) 104 The
*ChocoIatte-confectioning Donnas. 1882 Garden 18 Nov.
45 r/3 Flowers.. of a rich *chocolate-crimson. 1757 Miller
in Phil. Trans. L. 29 Ten or twelve 'chocolate-cups of the

water. 1662 H. Stubbe Ind. Nectar v. 78 Ignorant *Cho-
colata-makers, who amass whatever is good . . to be an
ingredient. 1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3891/3 Lackered Tea-
Tables, *Chocolat-MilIs. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. House-
kpr. (1778) 207 Mill them with a chocolate mill, to raise the

|

froth, and take it off with a spoon as it rises. 1751 Sir J.
Hill Mat. Med. (J.), The cacao or *chocoIate nut is a

|

fruit of an oblong figure. 1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke Wks.
1875 IV. 80 To come to church with their *chocalatte pots. 1

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 277 To make 1

^Chocolate Puffs. 1882 Garden 8 Apr. 230/1 The ground
colour is yellow, that of the markings a *chocolate-red. 1662
H. Stl'ube Ind. Nectar Pref. ioThe mixture, .is. .confined

only to the common *Chocolata-sellers. 1832 Veg. Subst.
\

Food 372 The Cacao, or *Chocolate-tree.

b. Chocolate north, gale\ see quots.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11. i. 39 The next day having a
brisk NAV. Wind, which was a kind of a Chocolatta North,
we arrived at Port Royal. Ibid. hi. vi. 62 The Wind con- I

tinues at N.W. blowing only a brisk Gale, which the '

Jamaica Seamen call a Chocolate North. 1867 Smyth I

Sailor's IVord-bk., Chocolate-gale; a brisk NAV. wind of
the West Indies and Spanish main.

Hence '^chiefly fwnce-wds.) Cho colate v., to
I

drink chocolate; Chocolate sque a., pertaining

to chocolate ; t Chocola tical a., of the nature of

chocolate ; |j
Chocolatier [F.], a maker or seller 1

of chocolate.

1850 B. Taylor El dorado xxxvii. (1862) 38 We arose in

the moonlight, chocolated in the comedor, or dining-hall,

1881 Daily Tel. 2 Mar. 5/3 The late M. Menier, of choco-
latesque fame. 1652 Wadsworth Chocolate 14 As for the
rest of the ingredients which make our Chocolaticall Con-

I

fection. 1888 Daily News 23 Apr. 5/3 Sugar workers,
liquorice refiners, chocolatiers, and fruit preservers.

t Chocolate-house. Obs. A house for the

supply of chocolate as a beverage. Also attrib.

1694 Luttrell BriefEel. (1857) III. 341 The lord Cholm- I

ley and Mr. Bertie (vice-chamberlain )
quarrelling yester-

day at the chocolate house, went out to fight. 1695 Con-
grevf. Lovefor L. 1. i, A chocolate-house lampoon. 1715
M. Davies A then. Brit. I. Pref. 49 In the common
Theaters, or in the Jocalat-Houses. 1724 Loud. Gaz. No.
6270/9 All Keepers of Coffee or Chocolate- Houses. 1782
V. Knox Ess. (1819^ III. clxi. 202 Seldom seen but at New-
market and the chocolatehouse.

|| Chodchod. A Hebrew word iSHO kadkod
* a sparkling gem, prob. ruby *, left untranslated by
the LXX. as x°PX^P> an<^ by Jerome as chodchod,

which was retained by Wyclif and the Douay ver-

sion. Coverdale has ' Christall ' : 161 1 'agate'.
1382 Wyclif Ezek. xxvii. 16 Bijs, and silk, and chodchod,

j

that is, precious marchaundise [1388 cochod, ether auerde
|

peisl. 1609 Bible (Douay) ibid., Hnelinnen, and silke, and
|

chodchod.

Chode (tjcn>d), str. pa. t. of Chide v.

Vol. IT.

|| Choenix (k7 -niks\ [Lat, a. Gr. voftfjA.] A
dry measure of ancient Greece, variously estimated

at one quart, and i| pints imperial measure.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mo?: 15 Sit not upon the

measure Chcenix. 1660 H. More Myst. Godt. v. xvi. 183

If one Chcenix of wheat be sold for a penny. 1853 Hickii;

tr. Aristoph. (1872) II. 619 Pay. .a choenix of chick-peas.

Choerogryl : see Cherogril, the coney.

Choff(e, obs. f. Chough, Chuff.
Choffer (t$pfei). Sc. [By-form of Chafer,

Chauffer, ad. mod.F. chauffoir, f. chauffer to

heat.] A small portable furnace, or chafing dish.

1756 Mrs. Calderwood Jouru. (18841 130 His tea-kettle

boiling on achoffer. i86o-8Chambers Encycl. s.v. Balloon,

Heated by an iron choffer. 1885 Sir R. Christison Auto-
biog. I. ii. 60 We proceeded to kindle our choffer.

f Choffing-dish. Sc. Obs. A variant of Chaf-
ing-dish : cf. prec.

1689 A. Hay tr. St. Germain's Physician 223
(
Jam.) Make

balls, which ye shall put on coals, in a choffing-dish.

Chofinch, obs. form of Chaffinch.
Choghe, obs. form of Chough.
Chogset (tjfgset). 17. S. [Indian name.] A

small, edible, salt water fish, found on the eastern

coast of the United States from Delaware north-

ward ; the Burgall.

1848 60 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v, Burgall, other names
. .are. .Chogset, the Indian name.

Choice (tfois), sb. Forms: 3-5 choys, 4 chois,

5-7 choyse, 6-7 choise, choyce, 6- choice.

[ME. chois, choys, a. OF. chois (mod.F. choix), f.

chois-ir to choose. Choisir (ONF. coisir) is

cognate with Pr. causir, chausir, whence Olt.

ciausire, OSp. *eosir (in cosido seen), I'g. *cousir

(in cousimento choice) :—Romanic *causire ad. Cor.

kausjan, in Gothic, to try, test, prove, taste, deriv.

of kiusan, pa. t. kans, to try, test, prove, discern,

perceive, see, Choose. The Rom. vb. had also

in early times the senses 'perceive, see', as well as
* discern, choose \ The Fr. word chois sup-

planted the OE. eyre, early ME. hire, cure it)

WGer. kuri :—OTent. kuzi-z, f. kuz- weak grade

of keus- to Choose.
The fact that hire, cure, had in its phonetic development

become so completely detached from any current inflexion

of Choose, while this French word lay phonetically so near,

and so naturally suggested relationship to choose, chose,

chosen, without doubt led to the displacement of the native

by the alien word. The continuous mutual influence of the

sb. and vb. is evidenced by the fact that there arose also a

sb. Choose and a vb. Choise.]

1. The act of choosing
;
preferential determina-

tion between things proposed
;
selection, election.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2415 pe strengeste we schal bi choy^s

and bi lot al so Chese out. 1393 Cower Conf. I. 273 Of his

owne chois. 1460 Capgrave Chron. 58Cosyn he [Octavian]

was onto Julius Cesar, and, be choys, his son. 1526 Pilgr,

Per/. tW. de W. 1531) 3 b. Admitted as children by adopcyon
or choyse. 1528 More Dial. Heresyes 1. Wks. 165/1 What
coulde I do further than praye for grace to gyde my choyce.

1640 Quarles Enchirid. 11. x.xix, He very circumspect in

the choise of thy company. #1687 More Antid. Ath. Pref.

Gen. (1713)33 Heing put to his choice whether he would
yield to that, or the abuse of his body. 1781 Gibbon Deri.

A;- /•'. II. x\\. 531 The choice of the people is the best and
purest title to reign over them. 1872 Riskin Mnnera Pulv.
Pref. ii88o) 15 In the choice of the elements of wealth.

1876 Green Short Hist. viii. § to. 568 With this body too

. .fay the choice of all future Protectors.

b. To make choice of: to choose, select. To
make a choice : to perform the act of choosing.

To take one's choice : perh. orig., to take after

selection ; but now usually, to choose what one

will take or have.
1581 Lambarde Eiren. 11. vii. (1588) 214 This law requ'ireth

that he. .do therwithall make choise. 1611 Bible Acts xv.

7. 1660 Blolnt Boscobel 1. (1680) 50 The Colonel made
choise of a thick leafed Oak. 1667 Milton /'. L.. XL 101

Take to thee from among the Cherubim Thy choice of

flaming Warriours. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. i. (1840 1 12

As if Heaven had not already made the best choice for us.

1884 Miss Braddon Ishmael xxxvi, The dancers could take

their choice in the motley crowd of dames and damsels, all

masked. 1887 J. Rak in Gd. Words 237 He made the

choice then without a back-thought.

C. By, for, of (f in, with) choice : by prefer-

ence. Without choice : without distinction, indis-

criminately.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 11014 Twey men were yn
choys to take. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent ("1826) 289

Since, .his workes without choice be condemned as Hereti-

call. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix. (1887) 197 Is thevse

of their weapon with choice, for their calling, any blemish

vnto them? 1885 Punch 2 May 210a, Cutting blasts of

wind, which seemed to blow from every quarter at once, but

from the North and East for choice. 1886 Miss Braddon
Like <y Unl. xxxiv, I have ties in Kilrush . . otherwise, for

choice, I should infinitely prefer Chadford.

2. The power, right, or faculty of choosing;

option.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8550 (GOtt) Mi lauerd has be sent word

bi me To giue be choys of thinges thre. c 1374 Chaucer
Troylits IV. clii, This sufheeth . . For to destroye our fre

choys everydele. 1413 Lvdoate Pilgr. Senvte IV. xxiii.

(1483) 69 This is nought in thyn choys. 1573 Tusser Hnsb.

(1878) 206, I must (no choice) away of force like posting

horse. 1663 Cowlev Ess. v. Garden, Happy art Thou
whom God does bless With the full choice of thine own

Happiness. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 82, I have given
thee thy choice of the Manner in which thou wilt die.

b. f To be at one's choice : to act as one chooses,

do as one pleases (obs.). At choice: at pleasure.

To have one's choice : to have the right or privilege

of choosing.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 246 If suche companies will not

keepe the peace, let them be at their choise. 1583 T.
Stocker Civ. JVarres Lowe C. 11. 34 That euery man.,
maie be at his free choise so to vse them, etc. 1693 W.
Robertson Phraseot. Gen. 332 We may be at our choice;
In nostra potestate est ; maun est situm. 1810 Lamb Lett,

to Manning 2 Jan., I have chosen that [title], if ever I

should have my choice. 1817 Colebrooke Algebra Hindus
270 These, with the two coefficients, .taking them at choice,

furnish the values, etc. 1875 Mrs. Alexander 'The U 'ooin'o't

xxxiii, I should not hesitate for a moment, had I the choice.

C. Hobsons choice : the option of taking the

one thing offered or nothing.
Named from Tobias Hobson,the Cambridge carrier (com-

memorated by Milton in two Epitaphs*, who let out horses,

and is said to have compelled customers to take the horse

which happened to be next the stable-door, or go without.

See Spectator 17 12 No. 509.
1660 S. Fisher Kusticks A tarm W'ks. (16791 128 If in this

Case there be no other (as the Proverb ist then Hobson's
choice, .which is, chuse whether you will have this or none.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 331 The Masters were left to

Hobsons choice, to choose Bennet and no body else, a 1708

T. Ward Eng. Ref. (1716) 326 <D. ) Where to elect there is

but one, 'Tis Hobson's choice, lake that or none, a 1734
North Life Ld. Guildford (1808) I. 163 iD.» They wanted
a competition to make the money fly; and they said,

Hobson's choice was no choice. 1858 R. S. Sirtees Ask
Mamma xliiL It was a case of Hobson's choice with them.

3. That which is specially chosen or to lie

chosen on account of its excellence, the preferable

: part of anything, the ' pick ' flower elite.

1494 Fabvan vii. 533 The sayde wyne was so plenteuouse

in Knglonde, that a tunne therof was solde for a marke, &
xxs. the choyse. 1611 Bible Gen. xxiii. 6 Heare vs, my
Lord.. in the choise of our sepulchres bury thy dead. 1622

R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 191 Our enemies [were]

thirteene hundred men and boyes . . and those of the choice

of Peru. 1671 Mn.ton P. R . in. 313 The flower and choice

of many Provinces. 1785 Gibbon Misc. Wks. (1814) II. 375
The choice of a chosen library. 1878 Brown ing La Saisiaz

20 What I think were. .Most the choice fur quiet.

b. concr. A choice or picked company.
1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 72 A brauer choyse of dauntlesse

spirits. .Did neuer tlote upon the swelling tide.

4. Abundance and variety to choose from
;
scope

or field for choice.

[i486 Cf. Chooses/'. 3.] 1386 Cogan Haven Health vi.

(1636) 29 As of \Vheate,~ so likewise of Barley there is great

choice to bee had. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. i. 13S Faith

(as you say) there's small choise in rotten apples. 1617

Markham Caval. 1. 56 In England where we have so many
1 choyces of good foodes. 1700 Wallis in Collect. (Oxf. Hist.

Soc,* I. 314 Here is more choise of tutors to l>e had. 1833

! Ht. Mart ineau Loom $ Lugger 1. v. 80 She had an unusual

choice of cambrics and silks.

b. An abundant and well-chosen supply.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, v. v. 16 So Diuine So full repleate

with choice of all delights. 1606-9 Bp. Hall Medit. Cant.

iii. (1808) Dedic., I offer them to you, not for that yourself

are not stored with choice of better, but as, etc.

5. The person or thing chosen or selected.

1598SHAKS. Merry IV.ui.'w. 31 Qui. hi. Slender would speak

a word with you. An. I come to him. This is my Fathers
1 choice. 1697 Drvoen Virg. Past. x. 74 For me, the Wilds

and Desarts are my Choice. 1792 Swain Hymn, ' Come ye
souls' iv, His commandments Then become their happy
choice.

b. A person or thing) to be chosen, rare.

1806 Temple of Truth 342 No man. .will contend that the

pleasures of sense are the best Choice. 1818 Mill Brit.

India III. 1. 25 Pointed him out as a most eligible choice.

f 6. Care in choosing, circumspection, judgment,

discrimination. With choice (F. avec choix) : ele-

gantly. Obs.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Alms. n. 20 Therefore in my judge-

ment is there great choise to be made of schoolmaisters.

1625 Bacon Apophthcgmes Pref., They were collected with

Iudgement, and Choice. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 415 Here

he had need All circumspection, and we now no less Choice

in our suffrage. 1765 H. Walpole Otranto Pref., Every

Italian or Frenchman of any rank piques himself on speak-

ing his own tongue correctly and with choice.

t 7. Special value, estimation. Obs.

1601 Shaks. All's IVelliu. vii. 26 This Ring he holds In

most rich choice.

8. An Alternative : used both in the exact and

the loose senses of that word, i.e. of the terms

between which one may choose, or a term which

may be chosen.

1794 Palev Evid. 11. ix. § 3 (1817I 269 Death or conversion

was the only choice offered to idolaters. 1871 Freeman

Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 146 In dealing with William the

Conqueror there were only two choices, unconditional sub-

mission and resistance to the last. 1876 Green Short Hist.

v § 1 217 The refusal of the French sovereign .
.
left no

choice for him hut war. 1886 Athensmn 30 Oct. S^A It

a man is not orthodox he has no choice but to be rigidly

scientific. . , ,

9. attrib. and Comb., as chotce-maktng, -picked,

-worthy, choice-drawn, chosen with special

care ; t choice-mote, a meeting for election.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, m. Prol. 24 These cull'd and *choyse-

drawne Caualiers. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxvin. 104

He thought y' God without any *choycemaking did un-

advisedly outrage ageinst men. 1618 Bolton Florns IV. ii.

267 In the first comitial assembly, or "choyse-moote. 1647

A



CHOICE. 370 CHOIR.

N. Bacon Hist. Disc. ii. 3 A 'choice-picked place from al

the earth. 1865 J. Grotk Treat. Moral Ideas vBL (18761

103 Ideals, .of deedworthy conduct, .of 'choiceworthy aim.

Choice (tjbis), a. Forms : 4 choys, chois,

5-7 choise, 6-7 choyse, choyce, 6- choice.

[Prob. due to association of the native adj. Cms
with the prec. sb.]

1. \Yorthy of being chosen, select, exquisite, of

picked quality, of special excellence.

1340-70 Alex. <$• Dind. 727 Him a chalis ful chois wip
good chere bringen. c 1350 Will. Pale* fie 400 William bat

choys child in to his chaumber ledde. c 1400 Destr. Troy
490 The Knightes . . Intill a chaumber full choise chosen
pere way. < 1555 Harpsfield Dh'orce Hen. VIII (1878)33
Among the select and choise people of God. 1597 Hooker
Ecct. Pol. v. Ixii. § 8 The one with the choicest wits, the
other with the multitude. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. xn.
lxxiv. (i6i2> 308 A Choyser is not here. 164a Fi ller Holy
& Prof. St. iv. xiii. 302 In discourse her words are rather
fit then fine, very choice and yet not chosen. 1738 Pope
Hor. Sat. 11. vi. 126 In a sea of folly toss'd, My choicest
Hours of Life are lost. i8a6 Disraeli Viv. Grey vi. i. 274
The secretary had. .given a choice toast, sung a choice song,

b. Often in the Shaksp. phrase, choice spirit.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, v. 3 Ye choise spirits that ad-
monish me. 1601 — Jul. C. in. i. 163 The Choice and
Master Spirits of this age. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxvii, A
being perfectly different from the choice spirit of the even-
ing Wore. 1867 Buckle Ch'ilis. III. ii, He quickly rallied

round him the choicest spirits in the Church.

2. Selected with care and judgement, well-chosen,

fit, appropriate.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 17 A most singular and choise

F.pithat. 16x3 — Hen. VIII, 1. ii. 162 Wishing me to per-

mit.,my Chaplaine, a choyce howre To heare from him a

matter of some moment. 1660 Bl-nyan HolyCitie 138 Two
choice Metaphors. 1603 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 332
Things delivered in choice words ; F.lectt's verbis dt\tat.r

res. 1807 Wordsw. Resol. Indefi. XV. Choice word and
measured phrase, above the reach Of ordinary men.

f 3. Of i>ersons: Careful or nice in choosing,

selective, discriminative. Obs. or dial.

161.6 Pasquil \ Kath. tv. 287 Tie make the aire Court thy
choice care with so!t delicious sounds. 1651 Jer. Taylor
Holy Living \. § 1 He that is choice of his time, will also

be choice of his company and choice of his actions. 1656
Sanderson Serm. Ps. xix. 13(1689^407 A Traveller in a
deep rode will be choice of his way throughout.

b. Careful of over), as valuing highly; making
much of. Chiefly dial.

1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxix. 103 Many of the latest

sailor songs, .which they were very choice of. 187s Sussex
Gloss. (E. U.S.* s.v., 1 He aim got but two brockyToes, but
he's middlin' choice over them, I can tell ye.' 1881 Shro/sh.
Gloss., 'They han but that one little lad, and they bin

mighty choice and tid on him.' 1888 //
'. Somerset Wd-bk.,

Terrible choice man about his things. Uncommon choice
over her daughters.

C. Fastidious (as to diet) ;
1 nice \

1888 Berksk. Gloss., Choice or Chice, difficult to suit as
regards food.

4. i[ua.s\-adv. Exceedingly.
C 1400 Destr. Troy 9303 Achilles was choise fayne, cherit

hym the bettur.

Choicefrxl (tforsfuT, a. rare. [f. Choice sb.

+ -ful.] Full of choice : a. Making many
choices, fickle in choosing, b. Offering or afford-

ing choice, varied.

1591 Spenser Muio/otmos 150 None of these . . Mote
please his fancie .. His choicefull sense with every change
doth flit. 1605 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. ii. Colonies 460
For costly toyes, Silk Stockings, Cambrick, Lawne, Heere's
choice-full Plenty. *

Choiceless tjbi-sles), a. rare. [f. Choice sb.

+ -LE8S.] Without choice; incapable of choosing.
1654 Hammond Fundamentals xvi. (J.) That dead, choice-

less creature. 1655 Fuller CH. Hist. vi. (1845* III. 337 In
that Age there was a choicelesse choice, that Monks, or
none at alt, should write our Kngtish Histories.

Choicely (tjorsli , adv. Also 6 choselie ; and
see Choice a. [f. Choice a. + -lt 2

.] In a choice

manner : with careful choice, with special care,

carefully, specially, discriminatingly
;
daintily, ex-

quisitely, excellently.

.1350 Will. Palerne 1753 The posterne of that perles
erber. That was to Meliors chaumber choisli a joyned.
t 1400 Destr. 'Troy 2772 My Sister F.xiona fro seruage to
brynge. That shal be choisly your charge. < 14*5 Leg.
Rood 218 To seche a childe bat choisly chees In maydenes
blode to blome. 1570 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 137 In euerie
separate kinde of learning and studie . . ye must follow,

choselie a few, and chieftie some one. 1590 Si'enser F. Q.
it. vi. 12 Choycely picked out from all the rest. 1610 Guil-
lim Heraldry (161 1) 137 Keeping them exceeding choicely.

1678 H. Vaughan Thalia Reditu (1858) 221 This they do
most slow Hecause most choicely. 1681 Chetham Angler's
Vade-mec. iv. 1 10. (1689) 50 So choicely handled, as not to

be in the least bruised. 1797 in Nicolas Disf. Nelson II. 456
Our Ship, .will bechoicely manned. 1832 1 ennyson Palace
A r/ xxxvii. Below was all mosaic choicely plann'd. 1862
Ki'skin Munera Pulv. (1880) 60 To furnish choicely his

stable, or his cellar.

Choiceness (tfoisni's). [f. Choice a. + -ness.]

1. Selectness
; special excellence, value, or fitness.

1636 B. Jonson Discov. (R.\ In choiceness of phrase, round
and cleane composition of sentence. 1649 Br. Reynolds
Serm. Hosea Kpist., The Choiceness of the Auditory might
require the exactest preparation. 179^ Cop/erPlate Mae..
vi, Mrs. North's . . flower-garden . . in neatness, and the
choiceness of its contents. 1877 Mrs. Forrester Mignon
I. 264 The choiceness of the cuisine.

2. Discrimination in choosing ; fastidiousness.

I a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 109 Here is

no matter for choiceness of wisdom to shew itself, a 1687 1 1

,

1 More Autid. A tit. Pref. Contents 11712) 1 His caution and
choice-ness in the Managing such arguments. 1886 ]. W.
Sherer Worldly Tales 76 He won the appellation of
1 Spatts ', from a supposed excessive choiceness in the
selection of that equipment.

Choil. Cutlery. The name of the indentation in

a pocket-knife where the edge of the blade adjoins

the ' tang' or thick part by which it is hafted ; or

the corresponding part of any knife where the

cutting edge ends. Hence Choil v., to make this

indentation or slope in a knife ;
Choiler, an in-

strument for making the choil.

Choil has l>een used in Sheffield from before the memory
of the oldest inhabitant : it is also in use in cutlery establish-

I
ments in U.S. (tf. Q, 7th S. VII. 197, 1880). 1888 in

J

Addv Sheffield Gl. 1889 — in N. 4- Q. 9 Men. 199 This

|

filing cutlers call 'choiling', and they do it by means of a

(
rather smooth three-sided file, .one could not call the choil

' of a table-knife an indentation, .it is a rounding off.

Choir, quire kwai-u . sb. Forms: a. 3 quer,

i

3-6 quere, 4 queor, queyr, 4-6 queer, 5 qwer,

I
5-6 qwere, qweer, 6 queare, north, qwhere,
where; 6-7 queere. £. 5-6 quyre, queyere, 6

quiere, quyer, 6-7 quiere, 6- quire. 7. 7-
choir, (8 choire). [ME. quer, quere. a. OK. euer

choir of a church (mod.K. charur s :—L. chorus

company of dancers, dance ;
company, band ; (in

1 med.L. body of singers in church, place for singers

in church ; a. Or. \opo% dance, company of dancers

or singers: cf. Chorum. The change from ME.
quere, to quyer, quire, goes exactly with that of

here and frcre to brier, friar. The spoken word
is still quire, though since the close of the 17th c.

this has been fictitiously spelt choir, app. as a

partial assimilation to Gr.-L. chorus, or Y.chaur.
The spelling quire has never been altered in the English

Prayer-book. Some people affect to pronouncesA*n> (koi
9
J).l

1. The organized. body of singers in cathedral or

church service.

+ a. The clergy of a cathedral or collegiate

church engaged in performing the church service :

formerly more or less coextensive with Chapter.
Obs.
c 1300 St. Brandan 305 Tuelf other freres of the queor.

< 1305 E. E. P. '1862) 82 Alle be Canouns of be queor. 1518
Wriotheslf.v Chron. 11875* I- 12 The Bishop of London,
with all Powles quier, receaued him. 1596 Chron. Gr. Friars

75 The qweer of Powlles had a commandment from the dene.

b. The band of singers who perform or lead the

musical part of the service in a church or chapel.

A cathedral choir consists of the vicars choral or minor
canons, lay-clerks, and choristers. This body is divided

into two sets of voices sitting in the south ancf north sides

of the chancel, called respectively decani and cantoris ii. e.

dean's and precentor's side) who sing antiphonally. iBut

in some cases the positions are reversed.)

r 1380" Wyclif Whs. (1880' 192 Whanne ber ben fourty or

fyfty in a queer bre or foure . . lorcllis schullen knacke be
most deuout seruyce bat noman schal here be sentence.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 76 b, The Chaunter. .made the whole
quier, that then was redy for syngyng, to fall streight a
laughyng. 1597 Morlf.y Introd. AIus. 156 To haue plaide

I it on the organes with a quier of singing men. 163a Milton-

I

Penseroso 162 Let the pealing organ blow To the full voie'd

quire below. 1795 Mason Ch. Mus. iii. 207 Singing Men,
I much less singing Women, as a separate Choir made no

part in the. .orders which St. Peter and St. Paul had. .ap-

pointed. 1823 Byron Juan xtn. Ixii, The silenced quire.

1869 Ousf.lkv Counter/, xiv. 91 In writing for two choirs,

it is always desirable to make the harmony of «ach choir

complete. 1880 Grovk Diet. Mus. s.v., 'Choir' is .. used
for the singers in churches of all kinds; and for the por-

tions into which a chorus is divided when the composition

is written for two, three, or any other number of ' choirs '.

1884 K. M. Crawford Rom. Singer I, 24 The choir answers
from the organ loft.

+ c. Iransf. The singers in the Jewish temple

;

also, in a heathen temple. Obs.
138a Wyclif Jndg. ix. 27 The querys maad of syngers,

thei wenten into the temple of her god. — Neh. x\\. 39
Two queris of men preisende stoden in the hous of (lod.

1651 Hobrfs Leviath. in. xxxiii. 202 The Psalmes were
written .. for the use of the Quire. 1607 Drvden Virg.

Georg. iv. 546 The bright Quire their kindred Gods invoke.

2. That part of a church appropriated to the

singers ; spec, the part eastward of the nave, in

which the services are performed, separated from

the rest of the building by a screen or screens,

usually of oj>en work ; the chancel. (Now so

called chiefly in cathedrals and such large churches

as show the cathedral or minster type,)
i»97 R. Gi.ouc. 4593 (Rolls) At glasttnbury his bones subbe

me fond.tS; bere at-uore be heye weucd *amydde be quer
ywis. 1375 Barbour Bruce xx. 293 In a fair towme in the

queyr. a 1450 I.e Morte Arth. 3138 In A chapelle, Amyddc
the quere, 'I hat bold baron they beryed thare. 1480 Robt.

Derail 30 He went . . Towardes the quyere. 1480 Caxton
Chron, Eng. ecli. 322 He lyeth worshipfully in a new chapel

on the south-syde of the quyre. 1535 Fisher Wks. 1. 366
Comming to the quire. — 367 Quyer. 1549 Prayer Bk.
Edit: VI. Mom. Pr. Rubric, The priest beyng in the queer
shall begynne wyth a loude voyce the Lordes prayer. 1568
Grafton Chron. 1 1. 256 Buried in the Quier, or upper parte

of Paules Churche. 1591 Vestty Bks. iSurteesi 266 The
forme on the north side of the (jueare. i6« Brkrf.ton

I

Trav. (1844^ 115 Divine service . . is performedin the quire

or chancel. 166a Bk. Com. Prayer, Morn. <V Even. Prayer
Rubric, In Quires and Places where they sing, here follow-

eth the Anthem. 1708 Kersey, Choir, the Quire of a
Church, that part of it where Divine Service is said or

sung. 1751 Chambers Cycl., In nunneries, the choir

is a large hall, adjoining to the body of the church;
separated by a grate, where the religious sing the office.

1815 Wordsw. White Doe 1. 112 Can she be grieved for

quire or shrine Crushed as if by wrath divine? 1874 Parker
lllust. Goth. Archil. 1. iv. 102 St. Hugh's choir of Lincoln

Cathedral is the earliest building of the pure Gothic style.

.

that has been . . found in Europe. 1875— Gloss. A rchit. s.v.

Church, The name ofchancel and choir became synonymous,
but usage now generally confines the name of choir to

the cathedrals or large churches. 1875 B. Taylor Favst
iv. iii. II. 269 The rising, .sun already lights the choir.

transf. 1600 Shaks. Scmn. Ixxiii, Those boughes which
shake against the could Bare ruin'd quiers, where late the

sweet birds sang.

+ b. Phrase. To keep one's choir (cf. lo keep

Chapel'. Oh. Prov. To rob the church lo mend
the choir, etc.

< 1400 Sorwione Bab. 566 Fye, preest. .Go home and kepe

thy (jwer. c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Mann, u 570. ciij,

Uncouer not the Church, therewith to mende the quere.

1514 — Cyt. 4- L'plondyshm. (1847) 17 Some pill the churche,

therewith to leade the quere. 1516 Will of R. Peke, Test.

Ebor. V. 74 All other clarkes that kepes daly ther where ijrf.

Sc. Proverb, He rives the kirk to theik the quire,

+ C. Lady quire-. =Lady chapel. Obs.

1511 Test. Ebor. tSurteesi V. 36 To be buried .. in the

Lady qwere. 1550 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (18661

166 Ye alter in our lady gwerre . . ye alter in nycholas

gwerre.

f d. As a place for the Church- buckets.
1651 Cleveland Poems, RebellScot, Not all the bucket-

in a Countrey Quire Shall quench my rage. 1666 Drydes
Ann. Mirab. ccxxix, Some nin for buckets to the hallow'd

Quire.

3. gtx, A company of singers
;
spec, an organized

body of singers w*ho perform at concerts, etc. ; a

choral society or institution.

a 1553 Udall Royster D. v. vL (Arb.> 86 Let me fet your

quier, that we may' haue a song. 1595 Pedler's Prophecie,

We foure will make an honest quere ; I will follow, if the

Pedler will begin. 166* Cowley Verses q Ess. (1669) 116

What Princes Quire of Musick can excell That which within

this shade does dwell? 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879) I.

566/1 The choirs which the cities sent to sing the praises of

Apollo. 183s G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I.107 A
choir of fair singers of Brientz usually accompanies the

party. 1880 Grove Diet. Mus. II. 261 During this winter

[1827-8! Felix [Mendelssohnl . . formed a select choir of 16

voices, who met at his house on Saturday evenings,

b. transf. andfig. of angels, birds, echoes, etc.

159a Shaks. Ven. <V Ad. 840 Still the quier of ecchoes

answer. 16*6 Bacon Sylva | 253 Where Eccho's come
from severall Parts . . they must . . make as it were a Quire

of Eccho's. 1628 Sir J. Beaumont Bosnvorth F. 115 Like

bright Apollo in the Muses Quires. 1667 Milton P. L. xit.

366 They, .by a Quire Of squadrond Angels hear his Carol

sung. 1671-5 Comber Con//. Temple 1. x. I 3 The great

Mystery of the Trinity, which the Celestial Choir own by

their Trisagium. 1704 Addison Italy (1733) 186 Feather'd

Quires that warbled in the ihade. 1880 E. Whitk Cert.

Relig. 82 As if a quire of angels filled the firmament with

their songs.

4. Kach of the nine orders of angels in the

heavenly hierarchy.

164a K. Carpenter Experience 111. iv. 17 Say. .that there

are nine Orders, or Quires of Angels. 1667 Milton P. L.

111.666 Hath brought me [Satan] from the Quires of Cheru-

bim Alone thus wandrine. 1848 Kinc.slky Saint's Trag.

iv. it 222 My report Shall . . win the quires of heaven To
love and honour him.

6. Cf, Chorus sb. 1.

a. A band of dancers, or of dancers and singers

in ancient heathen worship, etc.).

1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes 11669* 21 Lo how the Year* to

come, a numerous and well-fitted Quire, All hand in hand

do decently advance, And to my song with smooth and

equal measure dance. it6a Goldsm. Trav. 243 How often

have I led thy sportive choir With tuneless pipe, beside the

murmuring Ix>ire. 1818 Shelley Ret'. Islam in. xxiii, Like

a quire of devils. Around me they involved a giddy dance,

tb. A dance (or ?a carol). Obs. rare.

"535 Coverdalk Lam. v. 14 Our mery quere [1611 our

dance) is turned in to mourninge.

6. gen. An organized company or collection, a

band {of persons, or fig.
of things' ;

sometimes

with the idea of rhythmical motion or regular

order as of dancers. (Cf. Chorus sb. 2.)

138a Wvclif Song Sol. vi. 13 Queres of tentes [Lit. chores

castrorurn). 1590 Shaks. Alias. N. it. i. 55 And then the

whole quire hold their hips, and lorTe. i6aa Bacon Hen.

VII, 105 The King euer willing to put himselfe into the

Consort or Quire of all religious Actions. 1692 Ray Crea-

tion i. 52 The Hypothesis of every fixt Stars being a Sun.

.

and having a Quire [1704 choire] of Planets, .moving about

him. Ibid. 11. U704) 309 Nature which hath so skilfully

ranked and disposed this Quire of our Teeth. 1855 Kings-

lev Gtaucus (1878) 12 The whole choir of cosmical sciences,

7. Comb., as in choir-house, -service ;
(in sense 2^

choir-aishy -chapel, -cpypt, -door, -screen, -side,

-stall'; choir-boy, a boy who sings in a choir, a

chorister ; f choir-cope, a cope worn by a member

ofa choir ; choir-master, a leader or director of a

choir; choir-pitch [Mus.), see quot. ;
choir-wise

adv., in the manner of a choir, antiphonally. See

also Choir-man, -organ.
1848 11. Webb Cont. Ecclesiol. 24 It is cruciform, with

an apse, but has no retrochoir or 'choir-aisles. 1837
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Thackeray Ravenswing vii, He had been a 'choir-boy.

rti3<x> Saints Lives (1887) 227 Monekes yreuested faire

and in *queor-copes. 1853 Rock Ch. Fathers III. 11. 250

All the canons and clerk* . . took off the black choir-

copes and arose clad in surplices. 1870. Sib G. Scott I

Lcct. Arc/lit. II. 29 Here .. we have still remaining the

'choir-crypt. 1513 Tat. Ebor. V. 48 Afore the *quere
j

dore in the church of Est Drayton. 1591 Vestry Bks. 1

iSurtees) 266 The seconde stall from the queare doore. 1883

Pall Mall G. 27 Dec. 2/1 The boys in the Abbey choir .

.

boarded in a *choir-house. i860 Ramsay Remin. (1874)

p. xlv, Choirs have been organized with great effect by
^choir-masters of musical taste and skill. 1852 Seidel

j

Organ 22 Organs . . tuned either in the so-called chamber-

pitch .. or in the -choir-pitch, which was a whole tone

higher. 1643 Cromwell Lett. 10 Jan. (Carlyle), I require

you to forbear your choir-service. 1774 T. Warton Eng.

Poetry (1840) III. 161 That part of our choir-service called

the motet or anthem. j66i Heylyn Hist. Ref. 11. v. 59 A
oonc sung 'Quire-wise . . Moses as Chanter.

Choir, quire (kwaioi), v. poet. [f. prec. sb.]

intr. To sing, as a choir ; to sing in chorus.

1596 Shaks. Mcrch. V. v. i. 62 Still quiring to the young
eyed Cherubins. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. iv. il,

Among whose infant leaves the joyous birds do quire. 1804

Grahame Sabbath (1839) 22/2^ With sweet response har-

moniously they [seraphim] choir'd.

b. tram.
1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. 18 To the sacred Sun,

Spontaneous Concords quired the matin strain.

C. intr. To resound, as music sung by a choir.

1838 D. Moir Casa's Dirge Poet. Wks. 1861 I. 29 Where
the psalm and song Of angels choir abroad.

Hence Choiring, quiring vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

a 1774 Fergusson Poems, Conscience 1 No choiring war-
blers flutter in the sky. 111843 Campbell Poems, ViewJr.
St. Leonard's 133 In thundering Concert with the quiring

winds. 1843 E. Jones Sens. a> Event 61 Oceanic choirmgs.

187^ B. Taylor Faust I. iii. 60 Hark, the.. Sound of
j

their quiring.

Choired (kwawid, kwsie'rtsd), a. rare.

[f. Choir sb. or v. + -ed.]

a. Assembled in a choir or company, b.

Uttered in chorus,

1796 Colekiuge Ode Depart. Year 73 From the choired I

gods advancing. 1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal 44 Sweet
j

unities, .such as from quired tongues will break. 1843 E.

Jones Sens. $ Event 59 Choired cries.

Choirist. rare. A chorister.

1773 J. Ross Fratricide II. 127 You my lively Choirists
have perform'd Beyond my fleetest hope.

Choirister, obs. form of Choeisteb.

Choirnian, quireman (kwai^umeen). A
man who sings in a choir ; a ' singing man
1488 Will ofStalivorth (Somerset Ho.) A preest of goode

name . . & a goode quereman. 150a Bury Wills (1850) 95,

I wyll that an honest prest and a queerman shall syng for
,

my soule. 1570 13. Googe Pop. Kingd. U. (1880) 16 Some
!

others .. sing, whom Quier men they call. 161 1 Cotgr. I

Chorieux, Queeremen, singingmen, quirresters. 1766 En-
\

tick London IV. 109 Choirmen, to sing mass daily. 1888

S. H. Little in Dublin Rev. Jan. 106 No choirman . . should
be able to consider himself a necessity to the choir.

Choir organ, chair organ. [The latter is

the original name. Choir organ, if not a blunder

to begin with, has often been wrongly substituted

for chair organ in printing 17th c. documents;
and thus, even writers of repute have erroneously

alleged that it was the original. (See Hopkins
and Rimbault Hist. Organ (passim) ; Hawkins,
quot. 1776 ; Grove, Did. Music s.v. choir organ.)]

One of the aggregated organs (now usually three

in number, the others being the great organ and
the swellorgan) which go to make up a large organ,

having its row of keys the lowest of the three, and
containing stops of a lighter character than the

great organ ; used for accompanying a choir.

a. 1606-7 Acc.-bk. in Carter King's Coll. Ch. {Camb. 1867},

The pypes, armes and scutchins of the chayre organ. 1613
MS, Specif, ofdouble organs in Cathed. Ch. of Worctr. In
the chaire organ : 1 principal of mettal, 1 diapason of wood,
etc. 1666 Organ Agreemt. in Hopkins & Rimb. Hist.

Organ (1877) 121 He shall set up in the choyre a double
organ, consisting of great organ and chaire organ. 1683
AIS. Agreemt. w. Father Smith {Durham MS.), A good,
perfect, tuneable, and harmonious Great Organ and Chair
Organ. 1690 — Agreemt. for addition to Organ {Durham
MS.), Chear organ by artikels. 1760-88 W. Boyce Cath.
Music xii, It is recommended to .. play the Full Chair-
Organ. 1796 V. Green Hist. Worcester I. 114 On this

bide the lesser or chair organ is seen.

/3. 1776 Hawkins Hist. Music. IV. 150 We in England call

it the Choir, and by corruption, the Chair organ. 1804 W.
Crotch Ten Anthems 26 Choir Organ. 1819 Rees Cycl.
s.v. Organ, The upper row is appropriated to the swell, the
middle to the great or chorus organ, and the lower to the
choir or soft organ. 1848 B. Webb Cont. Eeclesiot. 135
There is a choir-organ at the west end of the chancel. 1876
Hiles Catech. Organ (1878) i. 3 The first, or lowest Manual,
which is called the Choir Organ contains pipes of a narrow
measure, and a soft, delicate, and somewhat penetrating
tone.

'Choise, v. Obs. exc. Sc. Pa. t. and pple.

choised. Forms : 6-9 choise, 6 choyse, 7
choyce, 8 choice. [? a, F, chois-ir, in same
sense ; or perh. rather an assimilation of Choose v.

(? in form chose) to the sb. chois, Choice, so that

choice, choise would form a pair like advice, ad-
vise, use, use, glass, glaze. If it had been only

Sc., the oi might have originated as the 16th c.

Sc. spelling of 0. Cf. the use of Choose, chose, for

choice, adj.] ^ To Choose.
1505 Seal of Cause in Blue Blanket (1780) 57 (Jam.) We

haue power till choyse a cheplainc till do divyn service.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidaue's Comm. 357 a, That they them
selues woulde choyse some e.vperte Diuine. 1570 Ascham
Scholem. 1. <,Arb.) 38 By certein sure signes a man mey
choise a colt. Ibid., To choise a good witte. 1586 Bright
Melanch. xxxvii. 241 The objects onely are to be choysed.

1663 SlB G. Mackenzie Rclig. Stoic i. (1685) 10 They have

chois'd to teach Principles which seem ridiculous, a 1700

Sc. Pasquils (1868) 188 And choye'd a guarden for his church

and bed. 1747 Maxwell Bee Master 21 (Jam.) Let such

as choise straw, be sure to put it on thick. 1736 Mrs.
Caldekwood Jml. iv. 11884' 94 To choice a Scots name.

Ibid. v. 142, I was resolved to see a convent and choised

this.

Hence Choised ppl. a., chosen, selected.

1573 Tl-sser Hush. (1878) 133 Choised seede to be picked.

t Chok, chokke, v. Obs. [Ofuncertain origin:

possibly a. F. choqiter to strike heavily, come
against with a shock : sec Shock v. (Of this .

schokke might be a simple variant (see Ch) ; but

it may be a distinct word meaning to heap : cf. the

sb. schokke in Pro/up. Parv. See Shock sb.-)]

? To thrust, push, or drive with force ; to chokke

togeder, to thrust or ram together ; to chokke thurgh,

to thrust through.
? a 1400 Morte A rth. 2956 With a chasyng spere he chokkes

hym thurghe. Ibid. 3604 Thare the false uiene fletyde, and
one Mode lengede, With chefe chaynes of chare chokkode
to-gedyrs. [c 1400 Maundev. 252 Whan thei wil fighte, thei

wille schokken hem to gidre in a plomp ; that ^if there be

20000 men, men schalle not wenen, that there be scant

10000.]

Chokage tj^'keds). [f. Choke v. + -age. Cf.

blockage, stoppage.] A choked up state ; obstruc-

tion, congestion.

1889 Standard 16 Feb. 3/8 JThe supply-pipe was choked
with foul air. .When the chokage was cleared, the gas was
found, .to be of the full quality.

Choke (tfak), sb. 1 [f.thevb. Seenote onsense^.]

1. What chokes or impedes respiration : f a -

Chokes : the quinsy. Obs.

1562 TURNER Herbal 11. 144 a, It will heale y* diseases uf

the sciatica and y squynansie or chokes. Ibid. 11. 164a,

Good for the squinancie or choukes.

b. slang. Prison bread.

1884 St. Jas. Gaz. 4 Jan. 12/2 He had no food but gruel

and brown * choke '.

2. The action and noise of choking.

1839 Dickens Nich. Nick, xii, Miss Squeers. .was. .taken

with one or two chokes and catchings of breath. 1870

Swinburne Ess. # Stud. (1875) 63 Men born dumb who
express by grunts and chokes the inexpressible eloquence

which is not in them.

+ 3. A condition in which progress is entirely

obstructed ; a block ; a dead-lock. Obs.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <v Sclv. 57 As to a number beyond
the numbers of Arithmetick, I . .ask, Whether it will be even

or odd'? if it be either, we have the same cboaks for it that

we had before ; and if it be neither, then 'tis no number.

1715 Wooiiow Corr. (1S43) II. 58 Some . . who are and will

in a choak be found as hearty for King George as any in

Britain. 1729 Ibid. III. 428 Pray for the Assembly ; they

are coining to a choak.

4. A constriction ; the part of the paper tube of

a firework where it is compressed to form a stop-

page. Cf. Choke ^.13 and Choke- boiik.

1786 Sir B. Thompson in Phil. Trans. LXXVI. 2S7 The
tube or cylinder, .was . . perfectly cylindrical, .without any
choak. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Choke, the nip of a
rocket.

5. The mass of immature florets with their scales

and down in the centre of an artichoke head.
[This use is partly at least due to popular analysis of

Arti-choke (q.v.\ as having in its heart a 4 choke '.]

1736 Bailey Housh. Diet. 54 If many of them [leaves] be

spread from the top, then the choke is shot so much,
that much of the heart of the artichoke being drawn out,

the bottom will be the thinner. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's
Bot. vi. 65 The choke, which we take out of the middle, is

an assemblage of florets which are beginning to be formed.

1888 Daily Me-zvs 21 June 5/8 We are stripping the artichoke

very fast, .we shall soon come I think to the choke,

b. trans/, to similar things.

1886 Mehalahx, Roses [bearing] hips, with hard red skins

outside, and choke and roughness within.

Choke, sb.'* Obs. or dial. Forms : plural, 4
chokes, chookes, 5 Sc. chokkeis, 8-9 Sc.

chouks, chowks, dial, chokes, chucks. [Of

uncertain relations : in some cases prob. merely a

variant of Cheek ; but mod.Sc. chowk (tjauk)

suggests ON. kjalki jaw-bone.] The fleshy parts

about and under the jaws ; the chops.
1330-1400 [see Cheek sb. 2 0]. c 1470 Henry Wallace v.

148 Wndir the chokkeis [?cholkeis] thegrounden suerd gart

glid By the gude mayle bathe hals and his crag bayne In

sondyr straik. 1880 Patterson Antrim Doivn Gloss.,

Chokes, the sides of the neck. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss.,

Chuck, the under part of the face ; the throat. ' I like

a pig's chuck.' Mod. Sc. Fat about the chowks.

Hence Choke-band dial and Sc. (See quot.)

1808 Jamieson, C/iok-band, the small strip of leather by
which a bridle is fastened around the jaws of a horse.

1877 E. Peacock N. W. T^incolnsh. Gloss., Choak-baud.

Choke (tf<?«k), v. Pa. t. and pple. choked
(t/Jukt). Forms: 4-5 cheke, [chekyn], 5- choke,

(6 achoke \ Also 6-9 choak(e ; occas. 6-9 (esp.

in mod. dial.) chock, 6 chouko, 9 Sc. chouk,
chowk, 9 dial, chuck. Rare str. pa. pple. in 7
choaken. [The early history is obscure, the

word being comparatively rare. The ME. varia-

tion choke and cheke, also found in Achoke, acheke,

points back to an OE. *ce'ociau, aceocian, of which
the latter only is exemplified /Elfric, Horn. I. 216).

Possibly therefore choke is an aphetic form of

achoke. No cognate verb appears elsewhere in

Teutonic: but connexion with Cheek sb. is perh.

possible, at least if the latter had an OTeut. type

*keukdn-, since aceocian would also represent k
stem *keuk-. (The meaning of ceoc-ddl in Leechd.

II. 310 is doubtful. ? cheek- or choke- illness.
1

.

Association between the two words is suggested by the

ME. double form of both, cheke, choke ; in mod. Sc., chouk
to choke, and chouks chops, fauces, external parts about the

top of the throat (see Choke sb.-), are always associated in

sense. The possibility of such a derivation is further illus-

trated by the verbs ATMROAT. Throttle, G. erdrossclu, L.
jugulare, and by querken, given by the Promptorium as a
synonym of choke \

' chekyn or qwerchyn {v.r. querken)
snjfoco; chekenyd or qwerkenyd ichowked or querkened)
suffocatns, Strang ittat us.' This querken to strangle or

choke is a deriv. of ON. kverk, OHO. querca, the angle
below the chin, in pi. throat, fauces, =Sc. chouks.
The normal ME. repr. of 'ceociau was cheke; choke is

explained by passage of OE. ceo- into c 0- ; cf. ciosau, ME.
chose, Choose. The form Chekeu in the Promptorium (see

above), appears to be a derivative with -en suffix, like

elieapeu, threaten.']

I. proper. To stop the aperture of the throat so

as to prevent breathing; to kill by so doing.

1. trans. To suffocate by external compression of
1

the throat ; to throttle, strangle ; to produce a

sensation of strangling. , Still the ordinary word

!

for this sense in Scotland.'

1303 K. Bki nne Ilaudl. Synne 3192 Now shal he me
i strangle and cheke, Ne shal y neuer aftyr speke. c 1440
Prom/. Farz'., Chekyn, or queichyn [Pynson, querken],

suffoco. 1584 PoWEL Lloyds Cambria 20 Slaine or some
say Choaked by his own men. 1602 ' Philaketes * {title).

Work for Chimney-sweepers . . or A warning for Tobac-
conists. .Better be chokt with English hemp, then poisoned

with Indian Tabacco. 1676 Hoimts Iliad Hi. 352 Choak

t

1 by the Latchet underneath his chin. 1790 Cowpek Iliad
m. 447 The broider'd band That underbraced his helmet

at the chin. .Choak'd him. 1865 Holland Plain '/'.
ii.

77 Men clothed in black and choked with white cravates.

1866 Kinuslky Herciv. xlv. 183 The man who choked
! the Emir. 1870 Bkyant Iliad I. in. 99 The embroidered

band that held The helmet, .was choking him.

2. Said of the action of anything which sticks in

;

the throat and blocks up the windpipe or its

orifices ; of disease or emotion which stops the

! action of the respiratory organs; of an unbreathable
' medium, such as water, gas, fumes, smoke, dust,
' or the like, when it fills the lungs and produces

\
suffocation. (The ordinary use.)

\c 1200 Triu. Coll. Horn. 181 [Adam] bar-offe bot, and

I

wearo bar mide acheked.] c 1380 Wycuf Wks. (i88o>_ 104

Prelatis . . ben so chokid wib talow of worldly goodis .

.

abouten hem, bat bei may not preche be gospel. 1398

!
Trevisa Barth. de P. R. v. xxxv. 1 1495) 147 Some parte of

the mete fallyth in to. .the pypes of the lounge, thenne the

beest coughyth, and somtyme by myshappe is strangelyd

and chekyd [Bodt. MS. c 1450 ichoked]. 1494 Fabyan vi.

ccxii. 228 As soone as he had receyued the brede, forth-

with he was choked. 1526-34 Tindale Luke viii. 33 The
heerd..ran heedlynge into trie lake, and were choked [so

Cranmer, Geneva, 1611 and 1881]. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i.

22 Welnigh choked with the deadly stinke. 1593 Shaks.

Rich. II, 11. i. 37. 1642 Fuller Holy * Prof. St. v. vi. 380

Choked with the bones. 1643 Rogers Xaaman 354 They say

of the dampe in Colepits, that if it come . . the workemen haste

them to the mouth of the pit presently, lest they be choaked.

1678 Bvnyan Pilgr. 1. 21 The dust began so abundantly to

fly about, that Christian had almost therewith been choaked.

1704 Swift Bait. Bks. 259 Bentley. .half choak'd with Spleen

and Rage, withdrew. 1727 — Gulliver 11. v. 142, I was
almost choaked with the filthy stuff the monkey had
crammed down my throat. 1775 Johnson fourn. W. 1st.,

Dunvegan Wks. X. 398 Macleod choked them with smoke,

and left them lying dead by families as they stood. 1863

Dickens Mrs. Lirripet's Lodg. i, That I . . didn't force it

down his throat, and choke him dead with it.

3. Said of a temporary and partial action of the

same kind, which deprives of breath, power of

speech, or command of one's faculties.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 746 The wheasing Swine

With Coughs is choak'd. 1705 Otway Orphan w: vi. 1552

Grief . . choaks and will not let me tell the cause. 1771

Mackenzie Man Feel, xiv, He was choaked with the

thought. 1825 Lytton Falkland 41, I felt choked with

contending emotions. 1863 Mrs. Oliphant Salem Ch. xxl

12 The words choked her as she uttered them.

4. refl.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. v. 87 But when to my good Lord, I

proue vntrue, lie choake my selfe. a 1631 Donne Para-

doxes ix. 28 And labour to choak himself.

5. intr. (for refl.) To suffer suffocation, com-

plete or partial.

'!a 1400 tr. Chastel dAmour 429 The fend, .choked on the

godhede as fisch dos on the lioke. 1583 Stanyhurst sEneid
iv. 97 Amyd oft her parlye she chocketh. 1694 R. L'Estrance
Fables ccccxliv. (ed. 6) 482 Men are ready to Choak for

want of Drink. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 195 He [the

patient] really seemed choking; 1878 Browning La Saisiaz

47, I must say—or choke in silence.

47—

2
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6. To choke the breathy utterance^ voice, speech,

laughter\ the tongue : to stop (them) by choking.

1590 Spenser F. Q. u iii. 8 Redounding teares did choke
th' end of her plaint. 159s Shaks. Yen. ff Ad. 217 Impa-
tience chokes her pleading tongue. 1785 Burns Death .y

Dr. Hornbook xii, Sin' I began to nick the thread, And
choke the breath. 1835 Lytton Rienzi vi. ii, A laugh .

.

came choked and muffled through his vizard. 1848 Ma-
caulay Hist. I. iv. 501 Till the waves choked her voice.

1865 Trollope Belton Est. xviii. 212. 1887 Spectator

4 June 758/1 Passion which almost chokes his utterance,

b. in other transferred uses.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, IV. iii. 102 Dying like men. . Lcauing
their earthly parts to choake your Clyme. 1607 — Timon
v. iL 16 Fearfull scouring Doth choake the ayre with dust.

1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 335 With sprinkl'd Water
first the City choak. 1866 Kingsley Hereward Prelude
18 The air choked with foul brown fog.

II. To produce similar effects upon vegetable

life, fire, emotion, action, or the free play of any-

thing ; to smother, stifle.

7. To kill (or injuriously affect) a plant, by de-

priving it of air and light- Often fig. 'from the

parable of the sower).
1526-34 Tindale Matt. xiii. 7 Some fell amonge thornes,

and the thornes spronge vp and chooked it [Wvcuf Strang-

liden). 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvii. 11887) M7
there not as good wittes in wealth, though oftimes choked
with dissolutenes and negligence. 165a O'lpepper Eng.
Physic. 61 It rampeth upon, and is ready to choak whatever
grows near it. 1658 Haxter Saving Faith § 8. 57 Being
over-topt and choaken with predominant enemies in the
other [ground]. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. L 182. 1873
Burton Hist. Scot. VI. lxvi. 44 To choke the progress of
true knowledge with formalities. 1874 S. Cox Pilgr. Ps.
v. 108 Field choked with briars.

8- To smother (a fire by stopping the free circu-

lation of air. Alsoy?^.
1528 Pavnei. Salerne Rtgim. T iiij, The fier, without

fannynge of the aier, is schoked and quenched. 1646 Sir T.
BtOWNKPseud, Ep. 1. iii- 9 The irrationall and brutall part.

.

choakes those tender sparkes. .of reason. 1691 Kay Creation

(1714) 253 If any [rays] be. .reflected they are soon choaked
in the black inside of the Uvea. 1859 Kingsley Misc.
(i860) I. 369 The vestal-fire of conscience, .choked again
and again with bitter ashes and foul smoke.

9. To suppress or smother any feeling, or aspir-

ation.

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. III. i. 269 All pitty choak'd with
custonie of fell deeds. 1667 DltVDBN Ess. Draw. Poesie
Dram. Wks. 1725 I. 54 Not capable to choak a strong belief.

1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. III. xii. 168 In whose heart

many an old enmity must have been choked, before, etc.

f 10. To obstruct and prevent the free play of.

\c 1374 Chancer Bocth. 11. v. 47 Yif bou wilt achoken be
fulfillyng of nature wib su perfumes.] 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1.

ii. 9 As two spent Swimmers, that doe cling together, And
choake their Art, 1626 Bacon Sytva % 502 Else you will

choake the Spreading of the Fruit.

+ 11. To silence or 'shut up' in argument or de-

bate ; to stop the mouth of a witness, etc. Obs.

1533 Frith ok. Sacrament Wks, (15721 130 Thus doth S.

Ainorose choke our sophisters. 1579 PuLXI Re/. Rastel.

774 He will choake the Bishop and vsall with the last ques-

tion. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. n. i. 378 What, haue I

choakt you with an Argosie? 1632 High Commission Cases
(1886)318 It maybe some promise to choake you with a
Benefice. 1649 Bp. Hall Confirm. (1651) 78 Let no man
think to choke me with the objection.

12. intr. (for refl.) To become smothered.
a 1593 Marlowe Jew 0/Matta 11. ii, Rather let. .nature's

beauty choke with stifling clouds.

III. To stop, obstruct, any channel or recep-

tacle ; block up, fill up.

13. To close or greatly narrow (a tube, etc.), a.

by external constriction, as in the case of the paj>cr

tubes for fireworks, or b. by internal obstruction.
a. i6« I. Babington Pyrotechnia iii. (heading). How

you shall cnoak a rocket .. A small cord will not choak a
great rocket for want of strength. 1669 Siikmv Mariner's
Mag. 11. v. xiii. $ 11 Fill two Inches more with Pistol-

Powder, then choak the end up. .put in a little of the mix-
ture. 1786 Sir B. Thompson in Phil. Trans. LXXVT. 279
Having first choaked the cylinder . . by heating it, and
crowding its sides inwards towards its axis. 1799 G. Smith
Laboratory I. 19 After this choak the rocket at top.

b. 1669 Boyle Contn. New Exp. 1. (1682) 38 The cement
wherewith we choak'd the upper part of the neck of the

Bottle. 1871 B. Stewart Heat 27 The bore is nearly choked
, .by means of a bit of enamel or glass.

14. To obstruct or block up a channel, so as to

prevent natural or proper passage ; to congest

:

said of the obstructions.
i6ij Drayton Poly-olb. xxviii.(R. A sullen brook. .Whose

channel quite was chok'd with those that there did fall.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 11. v. § 3 Be sure your
Barrels have great Touchholes, that the rust through time
may not choak them. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 42 Thy
glassy brook . . chok'd with sedges works its weedy way.
1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 639 All the northern
avenues of the capital were choked by trains of cars, i860
in Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 247 The pumps were choked.
i860 Tyndali. Glac. 11. § 27. 384 Broken ice and dc'bris .

.

choking the fissures,

b. intr. (for refl.).
( 1611 Chapman Iliad \x\.\K.\ My sweat btreaines choake

with mortalitie Of men, slaine by thee. 1834 Tennyson
Poems, You ask me, why, tho' ill at ease vi, Tho' every
channel of the State Should almost choke with golden sand.

15. To fill chock-full, so as to leave room for

nothing else. lit. andyf^.
171J Addison Sped. No. 507. § 2 Party-lies . . the press is

' thuk'd with them, eminent author* live upon them 1744
j
Berkeley Sin's. § 16 The trees, .unable to perspire, .are.

.

choked and stuffed with their own juice. 1800 A. Carlyle
Antobiog. 131 We first attempted Belton Inn, but it was
choked full by that time. 1877 A. B. Kdwards Up Nile x.

j

283 The interior was choked with rubbish. 1879 Frolde
Cxsarxx. 128 Rome was becoming choked with impoverished
citizen*. 1884 Pall Mall G. 18 Jan. 2/1 Infamous placards
choked with appeals to the memory of civil strife and reli-

gious hatreds.

16. To stop the movement of any machine by
clogging or jambing. Cf. Chock.
171j W. Rogers f 'oy. App. 30 Such quantities of Weed*, as

1 will choke and bury both Cable and Anchor. 1765 A.
' Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 125 The whins in rising

are very apt to entangle or chock the beam [of the
plough}. 1779 Capt. Luttrell in Naval Chron. X. 458
The., rudder was choaked by a shot. 179(4 Rigging Y

I

Seamanship I. 164 Chaahing the Luff, placing the bight
of the leading part, or fall of a tackle, close up between the
nest part and jaw of the block. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-
bk., Choked, when a running rope sticks in a block, either

by slipping between the cheeks and the shiver, or any other
accident, so that it cannot run.

17. To fit in tightly, jamb in, ram in. [Cf.

Chock.]
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. D iv b, Made by Choaking in

long stones between the two Sides. 1853 Kane Grimwll
Exp. xlix. 1 1856) 460 The floes were choaked in around us,

so as to prevent the possibility of warping from our present
position. 1859 F. Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 191 The
cartridge is choked tightly into the groove of the socket.
Ibid., Made up with Boxer's lubricators choked in them.

IV. In combination with adverbs.

18. Choke back, down, -fin, out. To repress,

smother down, as with a choking effort.

1690 Dryden Don Sebast. in. i, Choak in that threat. 1848
C. Pickering Races Men in U. S. Exploring Exp. IX. 23
The Chinooks . . seemed to choke out their words. 1856
Kane A ret. Exp. I. viii. 85 The deck blazed. . but. . I choked
it down till water could be passed from above. 1866 Bryant
Death 0/ Slavery iii, Choked down, unuttered, the rebel-

lious thought. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward Robt. Elsmere xliii, A
passionate flood of self-reproachful love was on his lips.

He choked it back. Ibid, xlvi, Choking down a sob.

19. Choke off. To cut off, put a stop to, get

rid of, as if by throttling, as bulldogs are made to

loosen their hold by choking them.
1818 Cobbett Pot. Reg. XXXIII. 72 The Duke's seven

mouths, .made the Whig party choak off Sheridan. 1848
New York Expr. 21 Feb. (Bartlett 1

, In the House . . of .

.

Representatives. The operation of * choking off' a speaker
was very funny, and reminded me of the lawless conduct of
fighting school-boys. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma
xix. 65 The Major, .was. .not easily choked off when he
wanted anything. 1880 M*Carthy Own Times III. xlv.

358 It was determined to. .choke off thepatriotic movement

20. Choke up. \ a. trans, and intr. To suffo-

cate completely (see branch V. Obs.

1555 Fardle Facions 1. vi. 92 Winding the tayle of an oxe
af>oute their throte [they] choke vp and die. 1589 Sidney
Arcadia 111. 359 Her words were choakt up. 1751 Young
Brothers in. 1, The thought quite choaks me up.

f b. trans. To enclose so as to smother. Obs.

1539 Bible I Great) Malt. xiii. 22 The care of thU worlde,
andthe dissaytfulnes of riches, choke vp the worde. 1593

j
Shaks. Rich. II, III. iv. 44 Her fairest Flowers choakt vp.

1715 pKSAfjui.iERs Fires Impr. 34 Loading and choaking
him up with Blankets.

C. To block up a channel. (The usual sense.)

1673 Kay 7cmw. LmvC. 378 The Haven is almost choaked
up. 1780 Coxe Russ. Disc. 3«6 The Western mouths of
the I^ena were so choaked up with ice. 1791 Newte Tour
F.ng. 9f Scot. 169 To open the course of a little river .

.

that had been chocked up with sand. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. IV. xx. 408 Multitudes of fugitive* were choking up
the bridges.

d. To fill chock-full.

1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. (1877) I. 8$ Take the words
4 Absolute ' and ' Infinite ' to mean that He to whom they
are applicable chokes up the universe, mental and physical.

Choke-, in comb, [the stem of the vb.1

1. in attributive relation to a sb. choking, that

chokes ' : as choke-t>all
y
-muddle

;
choke-strap,

a strap which connects the collar with the belly-

band, and keeps the former in place when a horse

is backing. Also Choke-damp.
b. esp. with fruit- and plant-names, as choke

apple, the Crab-apple
;
choke-berry, the astrin-

gent fruit of Pyrus arbutifolia ; + choke-plum,
a plum having qualities similar to the Choke-
pear ; used fi$,\ tchoko-wort — Choke-weed.
Also Choke-chkkry, -peak.
1616 Surki- & Markh- Country Farme 379 A kind of

wild Apple, called a 'Choake apple, because they are veric
harsh in eating. 1646 F.vance Noble Ord. 26 Lust and
luxury, the only baine and 'choak-l>all to Honour. 1851
Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. xl. 305 Skin-bags filled with .

.

'choke-berries. 188a Garden 14 Jan. 26/1 The ' *choke-
muddle' shrubberies that one sees in all parts of the coun-
try. 1556 J. Heywood Spider * F. xxxvi. 1 The spider*
tale . . semth a choking "choke plum Against flies. 1630 ].

Taylor 'Water P.t Praise of Hemfseed Wks. 111. 66a/2
The name of *Choak-wort is to it assigned. Kecause it stops

the venom of the mind.

2. with sb. in objective relation what chokes
(the thing in question)* : as f choke-bail, an action,

raising so great an issue as to prevent the pos-

sibility of bail being offered
; choke-dog, dial.

(see quot. 1886) ; f choke-fitch, an old name for

Dodder, Orobanche
; f choke-pard Leopard's

Bane
(
Doronictttn)

; choke-priest, a rendering of
Ital. strozzapreti, a soup thickened with short
pieces of a kind of pasta or macaroni.
163a B. Jonson Magn. Ladyv. iii, Arrest him on an action

of Vhoke-bail. 1676 Wychkrlly PI. Dealer v. iii, Bailiff.
We arrest you in the King's name. Widow Blackacre.
How, how? In a choke-bail action? 1826 Scott Diary
14 June, Bought a little bit of Gruyere cheese, instead of
our dame's *choke-dog concern. 1886 W. Barnes Dorset
Gloss., Clwck-dog, an epithet bestowed..on hard Dorset
cheese. 156a Tlknlk Herbal 11. 71 b, Orobanche that is

*chokefitche or strangletare. ,c 1693 Urqlhart Rabelais
111. Ii. 408 More . . hurtful than the Strangle-weed, Choak -

fitch is to the Flax. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii.

,
(1641) 27/1 The touch of 'Choak-Pard Aconite [cf. Lyte

, Dodoens 111. lxxviiL 426 Aconitum Pardalianches. . Aconit
I

that baneth Panthers]. 1848 T. Grant Advent. Aide-de-C.
!

xxxiv, A famous maker of polenta and 'choke-priest.

Choke-bore (tj<7u-k,b6-\i). The bore of a
fowling-piece which narrows towards the muzzle,
thus tending to keep the shot together and increase

the range of the gun. Also a fowling-piece with
such a bore.

So Choke-bored a.; Choke-boring vbl. sb.

1875 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Sports 1. 1. iv. § 5. 82 The second
,

barrel . . should . . be choke-bored. 1876 Ouida Moths 76
A great duchess, .carrying her own chokebore. 1886 Pall

I Mall G. 24 Aug. 4/3 What need is there of choke-boring for
• ordinary game-shooting ? A 10-bore choke loaded with No.

1 or 2 shot

Ch.oke-ch.erry. U.S. Two North American
species of cherries, with astringent properties ; also

the trees, Primus borealis and P. hyemalis, the

latter called more fully Blaek Choke Cherry.
1796 Mom AwttT* Geog. I. 188 Dwarf or Choak Cherry

{Pr. canadensis'. 1838-44 Lotdon Trees Shmbs 707
(L.) C. borealis. .Astringent in the mouth, and hence called

• choke-cherries. Ibid. 705 The fruit [ofCerasus hyemalis].

.

is called by the inhabitants (of Virginia and Carolina] the
black choke-cherry. i88z Harpers Mag. Nov. 835 The
choke-cherry and the mountain ash display their red fruit.

Choked (tJJ«kt ,
ppl.a. [f. Choke v. + -ed.]

With the respiration stopped or impeded ; suffo-

cated ; with the free passage obstructed
; clogged.

1499 Promp. Parv. (Pynson), Chowked or auerkened,
suffocatus. 1609 Garth DisPens. nr. 43 His choak'd
Streams. 1855 ItRi mlfy Ess. Tennyson 12 Her own choked
and stagnant existence. 1869 E. A. Parkes Prai t. Hygune
(ed._3> 34 1 Analysis of the air of a choked sewer.

Choke-damp (tfju-k^la^mp). [f. Choke- +
Damp.] A miner's term for the carbonic acid gas
(or air largely mixed therewith) which accumu-
lates in old workings in coal-pits, and at the bottom
of wells, quarries, and caves ; after an explosion

in a coal-mine, it often rises and mingling with
the remaining nitrogen, stenm, smoke and dust,

constitutes the after damps which suffocates the

survivors from the deflagration of the fire-damp.
[164a see CHOKb K 3.]

1741 Brownrigc in Phil, Trans. LV. 240 The choak-
damp, or stith, found in the coal-mines. 1794 G. Adams

! Nat. <y Exp. Philos. I. xi. 482 This [carbonic acid] gas, or
air, is often found to occupy the lower parts of mines. It is

called the choke-damp by the miners. 181a J. HouusONin
Kainc Mem. (1857* I. 97 This after-damp is called choak-
damp and surfeit by the colliers. i$« Hartwic Subterr.
\V. xxiii. 278 The choke-damp, or black-damp, the name
given by the miners to carbonic acid gas. 1876 L. P.
M 1 . 1 :

:
1 it Teeth 192 By lowering the patient into the

choke-damp of a well. 1886 Pall Mall G. 27 Sept. 10/1

The officials, realizing that the catastrophe was due to
choke-damp, called to the visitors to run.

fig, 1873 F. Hall Mod, English 18 Stifled by the choke-
damp of folly.

Choke-full, '' " see CiloCKFl'bL.

t Chokelew, chekelewe, a. Obs. rare -

[f. theke, Choke v. + -i.ewe, ON. -Hgr, as in tost-

Zrtttf costly (ON. koslligr), drunkleice drunken,

etc.] Choking, sufTocating, strangling.

a 14*0 Occlkve De Reg. Prim . Ixv, Ware hem of heinpyn
lane, For stelthe if ineeded with a chokclewe [r.r. cheke-
lew] luuie.

+ Chokeling. Apparently an early form of

chuckling: see Chi'ckle v.

c 1400 Beryit 41 } The Pardoner, .anoon he can to sync,
chokelyng in his throte, ffor the tapster shulae here of nis

mery note.

t Cho kely, a, Obs. [f. Choke p. + -kt*.]

That has a choking tendency.

1578 Lvtk Dodoens vt xiii. 713 Wilde Peares. . rough,bind-
ing, and chokely. Ibid., Sower, rough, and chokely Peare>.

Choke-pear. [I. -stem of Choke v. + Peak.]

1 1. A name given to rough, harsh, and unpalat

able varieties of the pear, used for perry.

1530 Palscr. 154 F.strangviilon, a choke peare. 1562

Turnkr Herbal 11. 108 a, The wyld Pere tre or chouke Pere
tre or worry Pear tre. 1563 Homilies 11. Almsdeeds 11.

(1859)391 The crab and choak-pear seem outwardly to have
sometime as fair a red, and as mellow a colour, as the fruit

which is good indeed, rt 1664 BCALI Aph. Cider xlv. in

Evelyn Pomona, Of such unsufferable taste that hungry
swine will . . shake it out of their mouths ; . . the clowns call

other pears, of best liuuor, Choak-pears, and will offer

money to such as dare adventure to taste them. 167a Grew
Anat. Plants vi. | 3 (1682* 41 The Calculary (most observ-

!

able in rough-tasted, or Choak- Pears).

2. fig. Something difficult or impossible to

I

1 swallow*, make away with, or get over ; a diffi-
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culty ; a severe reproof; a 'settler ', arch, ; a gag
{oh.). (Cf. F. poire iVangoisse, G. (Falter) Birne.)

1573 G. Harvey Lcttcr-bk. (1884) 8 He had givne us mani
a choke pare in his dais. 1580 Lylv Enphncs (Arb.) 321 He
gave him a choake-peare to stoppe his breath. I

5J>
Z —

Midas iv. iii. 51. 1617 Collins Dcf. Bp. Ely 11. viii. 341

S. Austens testtmonie. .is a choake-peare that you cannot

swallow. 1678 CUOWOBTH Intcll. Syst. Pref. 12 Who boggle

so much at the Trinity, and look upon it as the choak-

pear of Christianity. 1748 Richardson Clarissa II. viii.

40, I believe I have given her a choak-pear. Ibid. (J.),

Pardon me for going so low as to talk of giving choke-pears.

1846 L. Hunt Stories Jr. Ital, Poets I. 102 A great choke-
j

pear to the commentators. 1868 N. I. Lucas Germ.-Engl.

Diet., Birne,. .choke-pear (as instrument of torture, forced

into the mouth to prevent shrieking).

Choker ,tjj«-k3i). [f. Choke v. + -er.]

1. * One that chokes or suffocates another, b. One

that puts another to silence. C. Any thing that

cannot be answered ' (Johnson).

1552 Huloet, dicker, or who that choketh, Suffocator.

a 1620 J. Dyke Sel. Serm. (1640) 87 Worldlinesse is a

choaker and a quencher of the Spirit. aijyg Gakrick
Lillipiit L ii. (Jod.), That's a choker! 1848 Thackeray
Dr. Birch ad fin, A glass of water was on the table. I

took it and drank it to the health of Anny Raby and her

husband. It was rather a choker. 1851 Mayhew Lofid.

Labour I. 352 She not being in the habit of pledging is a
choker for them. 1859 F« Mahoney y?i*/. Father Front 194

I'll give that neck of yours a choker ! 1873 Slang Diet.,

Choker or Wind-stopper, a garotter. 1883 Leland Snooping
vii. 83, I do not think there is any of this in this last

story, and that it is either a choker or a chestnut.

2. slang. A large neckerchief which was worn
high round the throat. White choker : the white

neckerchief worn in evening dress, by waiters, etc.,

and esp. by clergymen ; often used allusively and
sometimes put for the wearer.

1848 Thackeray Bk, Snobs i, A sham frill, and a white

choker. Ibid, xiv, The mother of the Rev. F. Hughes,
proud of her son in his white choker. 1849 Dickens Dav.
Copp. v, In., grey coat, speckled choaker, etc. 1859
Sat. Rev. VII. 122/2 [Clergymen] once more encase them-
selves in the stiff respectability of a white choker, etc.

1864 Reader 23 Jan. 95 The platform array of stuttering

nobodies in white chokers.

3. slang. — Choky 2 : the lock-up, prison.

1884 St, Jas> Gaz. 4 Jan. 12/2 He preferred to go to
* choker '.

Hence Chokered///. a., attired in a choker.

1865 Look before you Leap I. 46 A white-chokered young
Exquisite. 1866 Lond. Rev. 7 Apr. 388/1 A whitebait waiter

is admirably chokered.

Choke-weed. A weed which chokes other

plants; a species of Broomrape, Orobanche Rapum.
1548 Turner Names ofIlerbcs, Orobanche . . it may be of

his propertie called Chokeweede. 1551 — Herbal Pva,
Chokewede . . groweth muche aboute the rootes of broome.

1840 Browning Sordello I, 259 A certain chokeweed grown
Since o'er the waters.

Chokey, var. of Choky sb.

Chokidar (tjju'kidai). Anglo-Ind. Also 7

chocadar, 9 chokey-dar, chockedaur, choka-
dar, ehoukidar, chokeydar, chokedar. [Urdu
chatikidar, f. Hindi chduki watching, etc. + Pers,

-Jar possessing, lord.] A watchman, in India.

1696 Ovington Voy. Suratt 416 (Y.) The Chocadars, or

Souldiers, were remov'd from before our Gates. 1810 T.

Williamson E. Ind. Vade-Mec. I. 295 (Y.) The chokey-dar
. .parading about with his spear, shield, and sword, c 1813

Mrs. Sherwood Ayah <y Lady vi. 35-6 Through favour of

the chockedaur. 1816 ' Quiz ' Grand Master viii. 222 Call'd

loudly to a chokadar. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II.

120 A sufficient number of watchmen, or choukidars.

Choking (tfju'kiq), vbl. sb. [f. Choke v. 4

-ing 1.] The action of the vb. to Choke ; ob-

struction of the breath
;
blocking up of a passage,

constriction of a tube ;
suffocation, smothering.

c 1440 Pronip. Farv. 72 Chekenynge [1499 Pynson
Chowkingej suffocacio. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. Epit.

(1612) 374 [Godwin] execrated vpon himselfe a choaking.

1635 J. Babington Fyrotechuia iu, 4 A great cord will not
serve for a small [rocket], in regard that it will make too

great a choaking. Ibid. 8 Betweene the choaking of your
Rocket and the end of the vent. 1803 Med. Jrnt. X. 215
Alarming sensations of suffocation or choaking. 1863 Geo.
Eliot Rotnola (1880) I. 1. i. 18 The choking of the narrow
inlets with mules and carts.

Choking, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing

1. That chokes ; that stops respiration ; that pro-

duces a feeling of choking ; also Jig. Choking
apple — choke apple (see Chokk-) ; choking pear
= Choke-pkar

;
choking pie (see quot. 1611).

1562 J. Heywoou Frov. 3- Epigr. (1867) 36 To cast in my
teeth, Checks and chokyng oysters. 1592 Shaks. Ron/. <y

Jul. 1. i. 200 A choking gall. 1611 Cotgr., Chaumottffict,
Bumbast put into a cornet of paper, then kindled, and the
smoke thereof put into the nosethrils of a sleeper ; we call

it, a choaking pie, or cold pie. 1623 Favine Theat. Hon.
v. i. 48 Kept a choaking Peare in store for him. 1855
Macmjl.\y Hist, Eng. III. xvi. 619 Out of the choking cloud
of dust. 1888 Mrs. H. Ward R. Elsmere xxi, Helpless
children died in choking torture [of diphtheria].

2. Smothering, strangling.
1746-7 Hervey Medit. 145 Like some choaking weed.
3. Drawing together

; tightly closing.
1859 F. Griffiths Artil. Man. {1862) 191 The putting in

of the braid and choking string.

4. Showing a tendency to choke as with emotion.
1837 Disraeli Veuetia 11. ii. (1871) log Her tone was severe

and choking. 1844 — Coniugsby ix. iv. (L.), Said Flora,

speaking in a choking voice.

Cho'kingly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly -.] In a

choking manner ; so as to choke.
c 1620 Br. Hall Serm. 2 Pet. i. io The place is so chok-

ingly convictive, that there can be no probable elusion of it.

<: 1868 Mrs. Alexander Wooin' o't xii, Her heart beat a
little chokingly. 1873 Contemp. Rev. XXII. 701 With chok-
ingly over-crowded towns.

Chokkefulle, obs. form of Chockfull.
Chokkeis : see Choke sb?
Chokkode : see Chok v. Obs.

Choky (tJMci ), sb. Anglo-Ind. Also 7 ehukey,
ehoeky, 7-9 chowkie, -kee, 9 ehokey, choakee.
[Hindi chaukl shed, watch-house, station, lock-up.]

1. A custom or toll station, in India (in quot.

1608 erroneously applied to the toll itself) ; a sta-

tion for palankin-bearers, horses, etc., a guard-

house ; a police-station.

1608 Saris in Purchas Pilgr. I. 391 (Y.) The Kings Cus-
tome called Chukey. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India A> P. 100
(Y.) At every gate, stands a Chocky, or Watch to receive

Toll. Ibid. 410 A Chowkie, i.e. a Shed where the Customer
keeps a Watch to take Custom. 1810 Wellington in Gurw.
Disp. I. 326 Duties are levied at the different chokeys close

to the Island. 1810 T. Williamson E. Ind. Vade-Mec. I.

297 (Y.) Chokies or patrol stations. 1845 Stocqueler Hand-
bk. Brit. India {1854) 192 Solitary chowkies.

2. A police ' station ' or lock-up (in India).

1866 Livingstone Jrnl. (1873) I. iii. 77 The idea of the
great Mataka in 1 chokee ' made him wince. 1869 Times
0/India 4 Jan., He was taken to the chowkey close by.

b. In this sense also English slang, and by as-

sociation with choke, variously misused. [Cf.

Choke sb.1 1 b, Chokek 3.]

1873 Slang Diet., Chokey is also very vulgar slang for

prison. 1877 Besant & Rice .Vow o/Vul. 11. vi. 223 I'll cool

his heels* in chokee for a month, and warm them on the
treadmill afterwards. 1884 Daily News 24 Sept. 3/1 Wright
. . would get two or three days 1 choky ' (i. e. bread and water '.

Choky (tjju-ki), a. Now chiefly colloq. Also
Choaky, chocky, chokey. [f. Choke v. + -Y 1.]

1. Apt to choke one who tries to swallow it

;

harsh, dry, and gritty. Said of fruit, and transf.

1579 Langham Gard. Health (1633) 459 The sower, rough
and choky Peares. 1638 Wilkins New World xi. (1707) 91
Keplar . . guesses that the Earth there is of a more choaky
Soil. 1661 K. W. Con/. Charac. (i860) 38 A choaky peare
. .as bad and ill-savoured as ever. 1662 Fuller Worthies,
Warzvicksh. 115 The Heart but not the Core of England,
having nothing Course or Choaky therein. 1697 Dahpiek
Voy. I. x. 297 If it is kept . . it becomes dry, and eats harsh
and choaky. a 1722 Lisle Hush. 354 If milk be sour, the

cheese, .will always eat chocky and never eat fat.

2. Stifling, suffocating.

1690 Crowne Eng. Frier 111. 29 The room within is close

and choaky.

3. Having or showing tendency to choking.
1857 Hughes Ton Brown 1. iv, The allusion to his mother

made Tom feel rather chokey. 1859 F. E. Paget Curate
Cumbcnvortk 71 Daintily picking her way through a some-
what dark and choky shrubbery.

Choi, early form of Chowl, Jowl.
Choi-, variant of Chole-, Gr. x0^ t>ile, used

bef. a vowel : as in Chola crol, an oily neutral

body produced by the action of nitric acid upon
bile. CholEe mia (also choleharmia), bile in the

blood, as in jaundice ; hence Cliolte mic a. Cho-
lalic acid [Chol- + Al(kali) + ic], the non-

azolized acid obtained by the action of alkalis on the

acids of bile : see Cholic. Cholamide, an amide of

cholic acid C2( H 41 NO,, obtained in silky, hygro-

scopic crystals. Chelate, a salt of cholic acid.

1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 80 The presence of the
essential constituents of the bile ill the blood constitutes

the morbid condition called cholaemia. 1876 tr. Wagner s

Gen. Pathol. 555 The cholamiic attack has so to speak a
psychical character. 1880 J. W. Lego Bile 21 Cholalic acid

is formed by the decomposition of the bile acids by acids,

alkalies, or fermentation. 1878 Kingzett Anim. Client. 89
Cholic acid is said to yield cholamide. 1845-6 G. Day tr.

Simon's Anim. Chem. (1846) I. 49 Most of the cholates are
soluble, and possess a sweetish taste.

Cholagogue (kflagfg). Med. Also 8 ehola-

gog, ehologogue. [a. F. cholagogue, f. mod.L.
cholagogum, f. Gr. xo^aycoyov, f. xo\-i) bile+o/vcu'Yos

leading.] A medicine that carries off bile.

1671 Salmon Syn. Med. in Purge with Cholagogues.
1702 J. Young Plumb-stone in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1281

AstrongCholagogtletakenfora Jaundice. 1876 Bartholow
Mat. Med. (1879) 201 That mercury, .is a cholagogue.

Hence f Cholagogal a., fitted to carry off bile.

1612 Woouall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 62 Golden pils .

.

are cholagogall. 1651 Biggs New Disp. 73 p 115 It's false

that a cholagogall medicine will cure bilious diseases.

Chold, dial. f. / would : see Chould.
Chole, early ( 1 3 -14th c.) form ofChowl, Jowl.
Chole* (kpl«) repr. Gr. x°^V gau >

t>iie; formative

of medical and chemical terms ; as Cho leate,

a salt of choleic acid. CholecliloTin [x^tupos

green], the green bile pigment, biliverdin. Cho-
lechro in [xfoa colour], a green resinous substance

found in bile ; a mixture of biliverdin and other

substances. Cliole'ic a. = taurocholic (acid).

Cholein, a non-nitrogenous matter obtained from
bile. Cholei'nic a., applied to taurocholic acid,

or a mixture of it. Cho lelith, a gall-stone (Syd.
Soc. Lex.\ Cholepoie tic a., forming or secreting

bile. Cholepyrrhin, Chole rythrin [Gr. irupp6s

flame coloured, tpvSpos red], two of the bile-pig-

ments, bilipha:in and bilirubin. Cholesteato ma
[o-Ttaroi/ta sebaceous tumour], a fatty tumour,
laminated and pearly, principally composed of

crystals of cholesterine (Mayne 1852). Hence
Cholesteato matous a.

1845-6 G. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chew. II. 26 Choleate
of soda. Ibid. I. 164 Decomposed into choleic acid, uric

acid, etc. 1854 Bushnan in Circ. Sc. II. 21/1 Bile is.,

a solution of a salt of soda, formed by combination of the
base with two acids—namely, the cholic acid and the choleic

acid. 1880 J. W. Legg Bile 3 Spoken of as choleinic acid.

1845 Touu & Bowman Phys. Anal. 263 Its colouring matter
[cholepyrrhin, or biliverdin] is carried off in the excrements.
1878 A. Hamilton Nerv. Dis. 197 Cholesteatoma . . occa-
sionally present in the brain. 1847-8 Todd Cyel. Auat. IV.

98/2 Composed of cholesteatomatous matter.

Cholecyst (kflftist). rare. [ad. mod.L. cho-

lecystis, f. Gr. x0^V gai ' + kvvt's bladder, cyst.]

The gall-bladder.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Hence Cholecysti tis (see quot.)

;
Cholecystec-

tomy (-e'ktomi), [Gr. iKTojxia cutting out], extir-

pation of the gall-bladder
;

Cholecystotomy
(-fi'tomi), [Gr. rofiia cutting], the opening of the

gall-bladder for the purpose ofrcmovinggall-stones.
1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 635 Ulceration of the

gall-bladder . . cholecystitis, as it has been called. 1885
Lend. Med. Pec. 16 Feb. 39/r Cholecystectomy is said . . to

have been done six times. 1880 Lawson Tait in Med. Chi-
rnrg. Trans. LXIII. 17 Case of Cholecystotomy performed
for dropsy of the Gall- Bladder.

Choledoch (kp-licVk), a. Med. Forms : 7

choledue, S cholidoc, 9 cholidoch, choledoch.
[a. F. cholcdoque, f. mod.L. choledochus :—Gr. x°^V-
56x-os containing bile, f. x°^V bile + 8ox-<5s con-

taining, receiving.] Containing or receiving bile
;

as choledoch duct, canal, the tube formed by the

union of the hepatic and cystic ducts.

1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Voc, Choledue vessels,

the vessels that hold and send forth the gall. 1799 Med.
Jml. II. 48 The cistic and cholidoc canals. 1835 Penny
Cyel. IV. 395/2 The orifice of the choledoch duct.

B. as sb. The choledoch duct.

1859 Todd Cyel. Auat. V. 94/1 An excretory duct, .pierc-

ing the intestine of the side of the choledoch. Ibid. 106/2

Now in cats the pancreatic duct joins the choledoch before

it enters the intestine.

Hence + Chole dochal a. = prec.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit. VI. 232 Purging, .evacuates
the choledochal Vessels.

t Choledo graphy, oholedo-logy. Obs. Bar-

barous forms of Chologkaphy, Chololoc;y. [Diet.

Fr. Acad, had cholc'dologie : see Littre.]

1833-57 Dunglison is cited by Webster.

Choler (kfrlai), sbA Forms : 4 eolre, colrye,

(coloure), 4-6 coler(e, 5 eollor, 6 coller, -ar,

cholere, -ier, -ar, color, (colour), 6-7 choller,

cholor, 6- choler. [ME. colre, and colere, coler,

a. OF. colre and colere, inherited form, and later

learned adaptation of L. cholera (in med.L. often

colerd), a. Gr. x°^(pa > name of a disease, = Cho-
lera (sense 2), and including perhaps other bilious

disorders (mod.L. diets, say 'jaundice'). App. (as

stated by Celsus A.D. 50) f. xoA^ hi\e, though the

formation is obscure and the derivation disputed
;

another sense of xo^f'pa was rain-pipe, gutter. With
Celsus and Pliny, L. cholera retained the same
sense as in Gr. ; but in 3rd and 4th c. it was used

by Lampridius and Jerome in the sense of Gr. x"^'7
' bile', also 'bitter anger,' and became the ordinary

name of one of the 'four humours' of the physicians

(sanguis, cholera, ntelancolia, phlegma), as in

Isidore. In this sense alone the word survived in

Romanic, It. collera, Pr. colera, colra, OF. colre,

colle, cole, bile, anger. The last has been superseded

in Fr. by col'ere, a re-adaptation of the L. word, of

learned origin. Both Fr. types appear in late ME.,
where also the word appears to have been some-

times confused with colour, esp. in its association

with red. In the 16th c. the spelling was re-

fashioned after the original Latin.]

1. Bile.

a. as one of the ' four humours ' of early physi-

ology, supposed to cause irascibility of temper.

c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 108 Certes this dreem .

.

Cometh of greet superfluytee Of youre rede Colera pardee

[so + MSS; 1 colere, 1 colre, 1 coloure). 1393 Gowek Con/.

III. 99 The complexion . . Which in a man is coler hote, It

niaketh a man ben enginous And swifte of fote and eke

irous. 1530 Palsgr., Colour, the complexion in a man,

colere, cole. 1570 Levins Manip. 71 Choler, humor,
cholera. 1656 More Antid. Ath. 11. x. 1 1712)69 Mere Choler

engages the Fancy to dream of firing of Guns. 1662 Fuller
Worthies, Sussex, TheTetrarch Huniourof Choler. a 1834

Coleridge Shaks. Notes (1875) 117 The four humours,
choler, melancholy, phlegm, and the sanguine portion.

t>. In the modern physiological sense.

(This only gradually disengaged itself from the prec.)
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1533 Elyot Out. Helthe (1541) ya, Naturall colcr is the

fonie of bloud, the color wherofis redde and clere, or more
lyke to an orenge colour. 1576 Baker Jewell 0/Health
186 a, Halfe a pynt of greene choller. 1682 'I. Gibson
Anat. m Choler is separated by the Liver. ijrisPfcTivfcR

xnPhil. Traits. XXIX. 230 The Seed of this Plant evacu-

ates yellow Choler. X7JX-1800 Bailey, Choler, Bile .. con-

tained in the Gall Bladder. 1755- Johnson, Choler, the Bile.

Jig. x6io HUtrio-m. 11. 16 Swarthy India .. Disgorging

golden choller to the waves.

C. Bile viewed as a malady ur disease ; bilious

disorder, biliousness.

1 1386 Chaucer Mun'sPr. T. 126, I coiiseille yow. .That

bothe of Colere [i MS, colre, 1 colour, 2 coloure] and of

Malencolye Ye purge yow. iuo J. Heywood Four Ft in

Hazl. Dodsley I. 365 It purgeth you clean from the Choler.

1578 1/vte Dodoens L lvii. 84 Good against the disscase

called choler or melancholy. 1503 Shaks. Rich. II, I i.

153 Let's purge this choller without letting blood. 16*4

Hakington Diet <y Sleep in Babces Bk. ( 1 868 ) 257 To those

that are subiect to choller, it is lawfull to feede often. 1683

Tryon Way to Health 83 Butter, .ought not to be eaten

in too great quantity, for then it generates Choler.

2. Anger, heat of temper, wrath ; choleric dis-

position, irascibility. Cl bile, gall, spleen.

1530 Palsgr., 207/1 Collar angre, chavlde cole. 1560

Throckmorton in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 134 The
queen uttered some choler and stomach against them. 1587
Harrison England u. i. (1877) L 5 The peeres departed in

choler from the Court. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, IV, VU. 188, I

doe know Fluellen valiant, And toucht with Choler, hot as

Gunpowder. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 48 He
must in great Choller breake out against the poore em-
presse. 11674 Clarendon Hist. heb. (1704) III. X. 44
Hollis, in choler, pulled him by the Nose. 1754 Richard-
son Gratuiison (1781) III. xiii. 96, I found my choler rising.

1781 J- Moore View Soc. It. (1790' I. xliii 466 Subject to

violent fits of Choler. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. t

Good Fr. Governess 11831* 122 The embarrassed manner
and stifled choler of Mrs. Grace. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt.

(1865) I. ni.xiv. 225 A strong flame of choler burnt in all

these Hohenzollerns.

T 3. In Bible versions probably ^ cholera, diar-

rhoea. [Vulg. cholera, LXX. x0**/*1 ]

138a Wyclik Fccltts. xxxvii. 33 Gredynesse shall ne^hen
vntoculre[i388colrye]. 1611 Bible Ibid. 30 Surfeiting wilt

turne into choler. — xxxi. 20 The paine of. .choller, and
pangs of the bellie are with an vnsatiable man.

b. The distemper in swine.

1741 Coutpl. Fam. -Piece tti. 502 The Distemper, called

the Choler in Swine, shews itself by the Hog's losing its

Flesh. fi887 Times Feb., Swine-fever in America it was
termed hog-Cholera. J

4. Choler adust, also Black choler — black

bilcatrabile, melancholy. A supposed thick black

and acrid fluid formerly believed to be secreted by

the renal glands, and to be the cause of melan-

choly ; another of the four humours of ancient

physicians: see Melancholy. (By the end of

the 16th c, it was recognized as merely a morbid

condition of Bile : so Holland, Bacon.)

1398 Tklvisa Barth. De P. R. iv. xi. (14951 9<> This blacke

colera is enmye of kynde. Ibid, t Berthelet 1535), Melan-
coly— Physicicjis cal it colera nigra, coler black. 1578 Lvtk
Dodoens 377 The leaves of Sena . . do scoure away Heme and
choler, especially blacke choler, and Melancholic 1601

Holland Pliny II. Table, Choler black and adust, what
purgeth downward. 1607 1 a Bacon Fss., Ambition (Arb.)

-*22 Ambition is like Choler . . if it be stopped, and cannott

have his way, it becometh Adust, and thereby maligne and
vetiemous. 1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. \\. x. 181 That
humour in man, which we call Melancholy^ and choler-

adust. 1646 Sik T. Browne Pseud. Fp. VU xii. 335 Fevers

and hot distempers from choler adust, a 1700 Drydkn Cock

*r Fox 156 Choler adust congeals our blood with fear.

1721-1800 Bailey, Atra bt'tis. Slack Choler, Melancholy.

5. Comb., as + fholer-passage, bile duct.

1668 Ci-lpeppkr & Cole Barthoi. Anal. Introd., The
Gall-bladder, Choler-j>assage, and Piss-bladder, serve the

Liver.

fB. as adj. ^-Choleric. [F. colere adj.] Obs.
1662 R. Mathew Unl. Alch. xxiv. 16 The several Com-

plexions, as Sanguine, Choller, Melancholly, Flcgmatick.

Choler, obs. f. Collak.
Cholera (k^'lera). Forms : 4 colora, 4, 6

colera, 7 cholera, [a. L. cholera:—Gr. xo^tpa,

used by Hippocrates, Aretaeus, etc., as name of a

disorder — sense 2 below. (For derivation, and
history in Latin, see Cholek). Taken into Eng.

in the med.L. sense, as a variant of choler bile.

Through the translation of Pliny and other classical

L. authors, c 1600, the word was restored to its Gr.

and earlier L. signification, as name of the disease,

sense This is the historical sense ; the malig-

nant or Asiatic cholera, with which the name is

now specially associated, having been so called

from the general resemblance of its symptoms to

those of aggravated cases of the original or Euro-

pean cholera.]

fl. =-Cholek 1 ; bile. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 108 This dreem, which ye

han met to-nyght, Cometh of the greet superfluytec Of youre

rede Colera [v.r. colerej. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
iv. vi. (149O 89 In the humours is one partye that is lyght

and comyth vpwarde . and that is colera. Ibid. iv. x, Some
colera is kyndely and somme unkyndely. 1515 Dr- Sampson
Lett, to Wolsev in MS. Cott. Vesp. in. 56 b, When your grace

is movyd with colera, such words passith yow m a fume
and hast. 1561 Hollyblsh Ham. Apoth. 1 b If the headaku
commeth of colera, that is of hole and dry complexion.

+ b. Black cholera, melancholy : see Cholek 4.

15*7 Andrew Brunswykc's Distyll. Waters C lij b, The
1

black colera, that is inelancolye. 1561 Hollybush Horn.
1 Apoth. 16a, If the perbreakinge commeth of the black

Colera.

2. A disorder, attended with bilious diarrhaa,
vomiting, stomach-ache, and cramps. It generally

occurs in late summer and early autumn, and is

rarely fatal to adults.

In early times called also the Disease Cholera, and
I CItolera morbus, to distinguish it from sense 1 ; now called

Cholera nostras, Bilious, British, English, European, and
Summer CItolera, to distinguish it from sense 3.

IX565-78 Cooper Thesaurus, Cholera, .the humour called

j

Choler. Also a sicknesse of the stomacke, with a troublous

!

flixe and vomite . the cholerike passyou.] x6oi Holland
I

PUny xx. viii, For the disease Cholera [ Pliny has In cholera

i

t/uooue] wherin choler is so outragious, that it purgeth vn-

j

cessantly both vpward and downeward. 1667 N*. Fairkax

I

in Phil. Trans. 1 1. 550 She falls into a right-down Cholera.

1725 NT . Robinson Th. Physick 103 A Cholera is a Convul-
! sive Motion of the Stomach and Guts, in which the IHliose

I Excrements are discharg'd in great Quantities both up-
wards and downwards. 1745 Gcutt. Mag. 91 A cheap and

j

effectual medicine to cure the Cholera or Colick. 1804
Med. Jml. XII. 468 Diarrhoea and dysentery have more
frequently occurred than cholera, i860 Mrs. Carlyle

I

Lett. III. 33, I ..have been hindered by. .an attack of
British cholera. 1887 Hoblyn Diet. Med., The English or
European form of Cholera is accompanied by bile : the
Indian is without bile,

b. Cholera morbus.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techu., Cholera morbus, is a de-
1 praved motion of the Ventricle and the Guts, whereby the

Bilious Excrements are discharged. J710 J. Taylor Lett,

It. Watpole in wth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. (18871 APP- *v -

67 Your brother . . is very well recovered from his late sud-

den illness call*d Collero Morbus. 1800 Med. Jml. IV. 566
With the symptoms of kine-pox was joined a cholera mor-
bus. i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Cholera biliosa. .or Cholera
morbus, a common bilious disease familiarly known in most
countries.

+ c. Applied by ancient writers to jaundice.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 300 Two kindes of jaundise
called of them * cholera '.

3. A malignant disease ^not of bilious nature',

endemic in India and from time to time epidemic
' in other parts of the world. It is characterized

by violent vomiting, purging with watery rice-

coloured evacuations, severe cramps, and collapse,

death often occurring in a few hours.
A terrible outbreak of this disease began in India in 1816-

17, and, extending year by year over an increasing area

westward, at length reached Europe in 1831 and N. America
in 1832. After rivalling the great {>estilences of former ages
in the mortality which it produced, it abated, or retreated

back to India, after 1837.1

In earlier use, and sometimes still, distinguished as Asiatic,

\

Catarrhal, Epidemic, Indian, Malignant, Oriental,

1 Serous, and Spasmottic Cholera ; but since its first invasion

j

of England in 1831-2 this disease has more and more appro-

I

priated the simple name.
Cholera morbus, which originally belonged to sense 2 to

distinguish it from sense 1, has also been in modern times
vulgarly used to distinguish this from sense 2.

[1698 Fryer Acc. E. India P. 113-4 *Y.i H>c Diseases

i
reign according to the Seasons.. In the extreme Heats,

! Cholera Morbus.] 1819 tit It - Reports on the Epidemic
,

Cholera (Bombay*. 1831 Blackiv. Mag. Feb. 397/1 The
Cholera Morbus, which has lately come across the Caucasus
from Persia to St Petersburg. 183a Ibid. Mar. 426/1 They
. . shew all the symptoms of ^^alignalU Cholera. 1833
Christie Epidemic Cholera 83 The Indian Cholera, or

I Cholera Asphixia of Scott, consisting of a violent discharge

of the mucous membranes generally. Ibid. 99 May be em-
ployed in the catarrhal cholera. iSaoClaridge Cold Water
<V Friction-cure ( 1 869 1 181 Asiatic Cholera.— ( )n the first ap-
pearance of cholera symptoms, which are generally those of
languor and chilliness. 1864 Kmcht Passages Work. Life

II. 172 The Cholera-morbus had come to England. .In the

middle of February, 1832, cases of cholera were first ob-

served in London. 1877 Morley Crit. Misc., Ht. Mar-
tineau (1878) 260 The times were bad ; cholera was abroad.

1881 .SW. Soc. Lex., Cholera morbus, a synonym of malig-

nant cholera.

4. Chicken Cholera (sometimes /owl cholera):

an infectious disease of chickens, very destructive

in the poultry farms of France : so called from

its prevalence during a cholera epidemic, but in

no way akin to either of the preceding diseases.

i88j in .\t •'. Soc. Lex*

6. attrib. and Comb. ,a$ cholera-camp, -cell, -JluU,

hospital, -patient, -pill, secretion, tf.c. ; cholera

lever, 'a febrile condition into which cases of cho-

leraic diarrhoea pass' ; cholera-fungus, the name
given to certain fungi and fungoid appearances

occurring in the dejections of those suffering from

malignantcholcra ;
cholera-typhoid/thesecond

ary fever of malignant cholera* Syd. Soc. Aex.)

183* Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) II. 30 A cholera

patient is denied a drop of water. 1833 Christie Epidemic
Cholera 35 The discharges always consist entirely of a pecu-

liar fluid, which has been very appropriately named the

cholera secretion. 1843 Graves Ctm> Med. 699 Used in the
1 Cholera Hospital. 1883 Dailv MnM 31 July 5/7 A cholera

i

camp is being prepared near \\'

- \. .it \ .r.u. 1886 Fagoe Print .

I 4- Pract. Med. I. 296 The reaction-stage of Cholera often

I presents a grave complication, which is known as Cholera-

Typhoid.

I lence Cholera:iza tion, the artificial communica-

tion of cholera to the lower animals (Syrf. Soc. Lex.).

Cholerapho bia [f. Gr. ~<poBia, f. <p6fi-o$ fear],

dread of cholera. Cholerapho nia [f. Gr. <pojvrj

voice], the feeble, hoarse or squeaking voice which
accompanies the collapse stage of Asiatic cholera.
1866 A. Flint Prim. Med. (1880) 563 Persons .. under

nervous excitement, imagine that they are about to be at-
tacked, when no symptoms of the disease are present.
These have been aptly called cases of choleraphobia.

Choleraic Muv ik , <z. [f. prec. + -ic: cf.

;

algebraic.'] Pertaining to, or of the nature of,

I
cholera.

1856 Athenaeum 5 July 835 Seized with choleraic symp-
1 toms. 1865 Pall Mall G. No. 151. 5/2 Cholera or choleraic

diarrhrea. 1888 T. Wemyss Kmu/.vI- Forster (ed. 2) I. ix.

I
371 Mr. Forster was seized with a sudden and violent
choleraic attack.

Choleric kfVbfk , a. Forms: 4 colrik, colo-
ryk,4-5 colerik(e,4,6-yk(e,6 -ycke,collerick

v
e,

colloryke, colorycke, choloricke, -icque, 6-7
cholerique, -yke, -ike, cholleric ke, 6-8 cho-
lerick, 7 cholloricke, 7- choleric, [a. F. cho-

Urique, ad. L. cholericus bilious :—Gr. \o\tfmc6s of

or relating to x^f*1 Cholera.]

T 1- Of persons : Having Cholek as the pre-

dominant humour; of bilious 'complexion', or
temperament ; bilious . Obs. exc. Hist.
1340 Ayenb. 157 pc dyevel . . asayleb stranglakest . . bane

colrik mid ire and mid discord, bane sanguineu mid jolivcte,

I
etc .1386 Chaucer Prol. 587 The Reue was a sclendre
colerik man. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. iv. x. (1495) 95
Colerik men been generally wrathful, in y« body longe &
sk[l)endrc & lene. 1541 Boorde Dyetary viii. (1870) 245
Sanguyne and colorycke men. 1699 Drvden Fables Pref,
[Homer and Virgil] being so different in their tempers, one

I

choleric and sanguine, the other phlegmatic and melan-
1

cholie.

b. of the 1 complexion ' or temperament, etc.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vim. xiii. 11495) Mars, .hath
maystry ouer colera fyre and coleryk complexyon ; he dis-
poseth the soule . . to wrathe. .and to other coleryke pas«

j

sions. 1545 Ravnold Byrth Man. 148 Colerycke and egre
! humours. 1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. vi, The Bees, .with

their cholerike Complexion, which their very hue bewraycth.

T C. trans/. Of hot or fiery nature. Obs.
1 1386 Chalcer Sors. T. 43 In Aries, the colerik hoote

signe. 1675 Evelyn 'Terra (1729)7 The common opinion
is, that all hot, and choleric Grounds, are red or brown.

1 2. Subject or liable to bilious disorder ; bilious.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. 11. 74 In ceasynge of payties in the
goute of cholericke personnes. 1586 Cogan llavcn Health
cexui. (16361 224 Honey is very, .unwholesome for.. such as
be cholenck. 1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirttrg. 1. vi. 10
Choleric men are of a pale or yellowish color.

f b. of maladies, symptoms, etc. Choleric

passion : old name of Choleba, sense 2.

1565-75 Cooper Thesaurus, Cholera, a troublous flixe and
vomite.. the choleryke passyon. 1590 Nashe PasquiTs
Apol. 1. Ciib, But for Cholericke diseases this scorching
wether. 1620 Vi nner I'm Recta \\\. 126 They, .helpe the
cholericke passion, which is a vehement purging of choler
vpwards and downewards. 1657 W. Coles Adatn in Eden
lxxi, It is very profitable in Cholerick Feavers. 1707 Floyer
Pulse-Watch 379 The Serum and choleric Bloou are mtx'd
. . when the Vesica invades the Heart.

+ C. Causing choler, or biliousness. Obs.
a 1535 Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1071 Whan they ben

rostcu they ben somwhat more colloryke. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. iv. iii 19 What say you to a Neats foote? .. I

feare it is too choflericke a meatc. 1599 Nashe Lenten
Stuffe (1871) 59 A cholerick parcel of food it is.

8. Inclined to wrath, irascible, hot-tempered,

passionate, fiery : these being the characteristics of

the choleric ' complexion 1
or tem]>erament.

1583 Golding Calvm on Dent, clxxvii. 1101 The sharped,
< the roughest and the cholcrickest man y* euer was. 1588

I

Marprel. Ep. (Arb.) 4 My I* of Winchester is very chol-

tericke. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. 1. 302 Infirme and cholericke

j

yeares. 1793 Gov. Morris in Sparks Life Writ. {1832)

II. 386 A choleric man beats the post which he has struck

)
his head agaiu>t. 1853 C. Bronte Villett* xxxL (1876) 353
You are patient, and Tarn choleric.

4. In a passion, enraged, angry, wrathful, f To
be choleric with : to be angry with. Obs.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. n. ii. 68, I durst haue denied that

Iwiore you were so chollericke. 1593 — 2 Hen. VI, 1. 1L51

What, what, my I-ordT Are you so chollericke With Elianor,

for telling but her dreamc? 1641 Baker Chron. an. 1087

(1674)30 Winning much money of him, Ijewisgrew cholerick,

that he threw the chess-men at Henry's face. 1711 Alt*

buthnot John Bull 1. iv, Mrs. Bull you must know, was
very apt to be cholerick.

b. As a characteristic of words anil actions.

1583 Stanyhcrst s4zneis 11. (Arb.) 61 This quick cholerick
:

challenge hee could not abandon. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or
1 M. 11. ii. 130 That in the Captaine's but a chollericke word,
l Which in the Souldier is flat blasphemie. 1615 Life Earl

Essex in Set. Hart. Mist. 11793) 161 The cannon having

j

discharged their cholerick errands. 1754 Richardson
Grandison III. xiii. 98 An exertion of spirit, as he called a

1
choleric excess.

5. Of or pertaining to cholera; -Cholebaic.
1834 Coon Study Med. <ed. 41 I. 226 The small intestines

distended with an enormous quantity of choleric fluid. 1865

Reader No, 153. 631/3 The action of the choleric poison.

188a Syd. Soc, Lex, s.v., Infantile choleric fever.

t Chole'rical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -al.]

I

— CholekIc; bilious.

1569 R. Androsl tr. Alexis' Seer. iv. u. 10 Colericall im-

postumatbns, as blytes and blastes. 1612 Bknvenuio
Pass. Dial., It helps youg men and persons collericall.
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t Cholericly, adv. Obs. [f. Choleric + -ly-.] I

In a choleric manner, passionately, hotly, angrily,
j

1589 Hay any Work (1S44) 74, I hope that disputation was
very cholerickly performed. 1681 GlanvILL Sadducismns II, :

174 Florence, .cliolerickly uttered these words.

t Cho'lericness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

Choleric state or quality
;
passionateness, irasci-

[

bility, anger, peevishness.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. lxxiii. 21 He compaveth his
[

choleriknesse to Leven. 1626 YV. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess.

(1629) 295 Through pride of heart, and choleriquenes. 1747
Carte Hist. Eng. I. 779 The cholerickness of his nature.

Choleriform, a. [see -form.] Having the
form of, or resembling, cholera.

1884 Sat. Rev. 5 July 19/2 M. Fauvel.. declaring the dis-

ease.. a form of cholerine, choleriform, or cholera nostras
—of anything, in fact, but Asiatic cholera itself.

Cholerine (kp-leroin, -in), [a. F. cholerine,

dim. of cholera Cholera.]
1. British or Summer Cholera.
1847 E. Seymour Severe Dis. I. 57 What used to he called

cholera, and is by some now called cholerine, .occurs in the
'

height of summer from sudden chill, improper food, or
j

travelling.

2. A mild diarrhoea which occurs extensively
I

during the prevalence of malignant cholera ; also

applied to the early stage of cholera.
1850 Kinglake Crimea VI, v. 201 Assailed too by cho- I

lerine, by true cholera. 1865 Daily Tel. 16 Oct. 3/1 The I

cholera was decidedly better yesterday. .There was, how- I

ever, a great outbreak of cholerine in the barracks. 1875
H. Wood Thcrap. (1879) 202 In cholerine, and even to some 1

extent in cholera, camphor is a very efficient remedy.
3. ' The zymotic cause of malignant cholera '.

1852 W. Farr Rep. in Aitken Sc. S; Praet. Med. (1872) I. 1

653 A certain specific matter—the zymotic principle of
!

Cholera, which he proposes to call cholerine.

Cho lerized, a. Charged or mingled with
bile

;
applied to the blood of the portal vein

[Syd. Soc. Lex.)

Choleroid (k^leroid), a. [f. Cholera + -old.]

Resembling cholera, choleriform.
i860 in MayNR Expos. Lex.

t Cho'lerous, a. Obs. [f. Choler + -ous.]

Pertaining to choler or bile, bilious, wrathful.
1610 Barrougii Mcth. Pkysick iv. vii. (1639) 232 To miti-

gate the cholerous heate. 1822 Blackw, Mag. XI. 441 They
. . grow cholerous.

t Cho-lery, a. Obs. Having choler or bile.
|

1662 J. Chandler VanHelmonfs Oriat. 303 After that I

certainly knew that there was no black choler in nature, it

was easie for me. .to forsake the black cholery Schools.

Cholesterin (k<?le'sterin). Chcm. [mod. f.

Gr. xoA4 bile + <rr(p-c6s stiff, solid +-IN.]

A tasteless, inodorous, fatty-looking substance

(CMH44 0), found in most animal liquids and
solids, and in the fruit and seed of many plants.

It crystallizes in white transparent scales, and in

this form is the chief constituent of gall-stones.
1827 Faraday Chcm. Manip. x. 253 Alcohol is applicable

to the crystallization of potash, cholesterine, etc. 1835-6
Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 376/r Cholesterine separates in white

(

pearly scales. 1845 Budd Dis. Liver 20. 1872 Huxley
Phys. v. 123 A remarkable crystalline substance, very fatty-
looking, but not really of a fatty nature, called cholesterin.
1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cholesterin disease, a term applied to
certain forms of amyloid or lardaceous degeneration.

Hence Cholestera mia (see qnot.). Choleste
ric a., as in Cholestcric (also Cholesterinic) acid
(C a H10 0„), produced by the action of nitric acid
on cholesterin, and forming salts called Chole -

sterates. Chole steride (see quot.). Chole-
sterilin, a hydrocarbon formed by the addition
of sulphuric acid to cholesterin. Chole'sterone, a
hydrocarbon formed by the addition of phosphoric
acid to cholesterin. Cholesteryl, the radical of
cholesteric acid ; hence Cholesterylami ne,
etc.

1866 A. Flint Prime. Med. (1880) 8t To a morbid increase
of cholesterin in the blood he applied the name cholestera-
mia. 1879 Watts Diet. Chcm. I. 925 The cholesterates of
the heavy metals are insoluble. 1840 Henry Elan. Chem.
II. xiii. 444 Cholesteric acid separates on cooling in the
form of a yellow substance. 1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV.
98/1 Several small tumours . . composed in great part of
cholesteric scales. 1878 Kingzett Anim. Chem. 97 Com-
pounds termed cholesterides . . resembling saccharides in
their general nature. Ibid. 98 Three hydrocarbons of the
formula H«, named cholesterilin. 1880 J. W. Legg Bile 31
The defiant gas of the series is cholesterilin. 1878 King-
zett A nim. Chem. 98 Cholesteryl chloride.

Choliamb (ko'i-lisemb). Pros. [ad. L. choliam-
bus, a. Gr. xa*-'al*0°s, f- x^*-"5 lame, halting
+ tanP-os iambus ; cf. F. choliambe] An iambic
verse with a spondee or trochee instead of an
iambus in the last (sixth) foot ; a scazon.
1844 Beck & Felton tr. Muni's Metres 45 Hipponactean

or limping verses, scazons or choliambs.
Hence Cholia mrjist, a writer of choliambs.
1847 Grote Greece (1862) III. xxix. 83 The Choliambist

Hipponax.

Choliambic (kouli,;e'mbik), a. Pros. [mod.
ad. Gr. x<"A.ta/x/3tK-os, f. Xu\iankos, see prec. ; cf.

F. eholiambique.] Of, or pertaining to, the cho-
liamb.

1832 Philol. Museum I. 285 The ancient choliambic poetry
of Hipponax. 1883 Athenaeum 31 Mar. 400/3 The choliam-
bic metre, as employed by Babrius.

b. subst. in

1699 Bfntlf.y Fhal., OfsEsop's Fables v, After him came
one Babrius, that gave a new turn of the fables into
choliambicks. 1882 Athenaeum No. 2863. 340 This simple
and charming writer of choliambics.

Cholic (kp'lik), a. [niod. ad. Gr. xoA'*-"s > f-

X0A17 bile.] Of or pertaining to bile. Cholic acid,

an acid (CH H 40 O 5) discovered in 1838, which is

produced from the nitrogenized acids of bile dur-

ing its putrefaction. Sometimes called Cholalic

acid ; the name cholic having been formerly given
to Glycocholic acid.

1846 G. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. App. 507 Ulti-

mate composition of cholic acid. 1859 Todd Cycl. Anat.
V. 401/1 Decomposed in the liver into . . sugar and cholic

acid. 1863 Watts Did, Chem. I. 920 Cholic acid has a
bitter taste, with slight saccharine aftertaste.

Choliefk, eholical, eholioky, var. and obs.

ff. Colic, Colical, etc.

Cholidoc(h, obs. f. Cholepoch.
Cholier, obs., f. Collier.

Choline (k^lsin). Chem. [f.Or.xoAijbile + -iNE.]

An organic base, identical witli or akin toneurinc.
1869-71 Watts Diet. Chem. VI. 448 Strecker in 1861

obtained from pigs' bile, and afterwards from ox-bile, a
base which he called choline, /hid. Choline or Neurine,
CsHuNOi.
Hence Cholinic a., as in cholinic acid, obtained

by digesting bile with dilute hydrochloric acid.

1858 ThUDICHUM Urine 271 A mixture of the salts of
cholic and cholinic acids.

Cholrtie, a. rare. [f. Or. x°*-V bile.] Of, per-

taining to, or acting on the bile.

1844-57 G. Bird Urin. Deposits (ed. 5)437 Hydrochlorate
of ammonia, or other cholitic remedies.

Choll e, early form of Chowl, now Jowl.
Cholier, dial, and .SV. Also chiller, chuller,

churl (Jam.), choler. [perh.:—OE. ceolur, retires

throat, cogn. w. OHG. kelur str. masc. :—OTeut.
type keluro-, kelro-, from same root as kelon-,

whence OHO. chela mod.O. kchlc), OE. ccole (see

Chel). For the form, cf. OE. weolur lip, OS. lepor

lip. The variant chiller might go back to the ob-

lique form, genitive *cielr-es (see Sievers Ags. Gr.

75 Anm. 3). But the late appearance of the word
is an element of difficulty ; and it is not impossible

that it may be related to cholle Jowl.]
iCf. a 1000 Ps. Lamb, cxlix. 6 (Bosw.ll hi ceolre o53e brote

heora { — in gititnre eorum.])

1. The jaw, csp. the covering of the lower jaw
when fleshy and over-hanging

; hence, a flabby

cheek, double chin, hanging lip of a hound, etc.

1785 Jrnl.fr. Loud. 2 (Jam.) The second chiel . . wi' a great
chuller oiler his cheeks. 1880 Antrim 3- Down Gloss.,

Chollers. Chillers, the sides of the neck. 1888 W, Somerset
Word-bk. s.v., Ugly-looking woman—her chollers hang down
like a bull-dog's.

2. in //. The gills of a fish.

1888 W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., Vou can slip your vingers
into the chollers o' un. (Also in Scotch.)

Cholier, -io(k, obs. ff. Collar, Chuller, Cho-
ler, Choleric.

||
Chollet. Obs. rare- 1

, prob. = Shalot.
a 1400 Pisiel ofSusan 105 The chyue, and the chollet, the

chibolle, the cheue.

Chollicke, -icall, obs. ff. Colic, Colical.
Chollorick(e, obs. f. Choleric.

Cholo-, corresp. to Gr. x°a.o- combining form of

XoAi? bile : used as first element in numerous tech-

nical words, some of which have variants in

Chole-. Cho lochrome [xptu/ta colour], the

general name for the colouring matters of bile ; in-

cluding chiefly Cholochlo in or Cholochlorin,
the green pigment, called also biliverdin, Cholo-
cyanin, a blue pigment, Cholofulvin, a yellow
pigment, Cholophse in, the brown pigment. Hence
Cholochro mic acid.

Cholegraphy, a treatise on the bile. Cholo'-
lith [\i0of stone], a gall-stone or biliary calculus.

Chololithic a., of or pertaining to gall-stones.

Chololog-y, the part of physiology and pathology
which deals with the bile. Cholonic acid, pro-

duced by the action of strong acids upon glyco-

cholic acid ; its salts are Cholonates.
1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 928 A dilute solution of

cholochrome (either brown or green). Ibid. 927 Clwlopluein,
or the brown pigment, .the substance to which excrements
owe their colour. . Cholochloin or Biliverdin, this green pig-
ment is produced by the oxidation of cholophaun . 1872
Thudichum Chem, Phys. 21 In disease of the bile in oxen
the cholophseinate of lime predominates.

Choloid (kp-loid), a. [f. Gr. x°*h bile + -0ID.]

Resembling bile {Syd. Sor. Lex.).

So Choloidanic arid, a white acid, crystallizing

in long hair-like prisms, formed in treating choloi-

dic with nitric acid. Choloi die or Choloidi'nic
arid, a product of the dehydration of cholic acid,

and of the putrefaction of bile.

1848 Carpenter Anim. Phys. 282 Two fatty acids, termed
the choleic and the choloidic. 1880 J . W. Legg Bile 3 De-
marcay succeeded in separating 3 acids, choleic [=tauro-
cholic], choloidic, and cholic [-glycocholic].

Cholorick(e, -ieque, obs. ff. Choleric.

Cholt, cholter, dial, variants of Jolt, Joltek
in jolt-headed, jolter-headed, q.v.

Choltry, var. of Choultry.

II Cho'lum. [Tamil.] A grass, the Indian mil-

! let or Guinea corn [Sorghum vulgare), largely

grown for food in India and other parts of the East.
'

1858 Drury Useful PI. of hid. 413. 1886 A. H. Church
Food Grains hid. 80 In Madras in 1875-76 more than 45
million acres were under cholum.

Choniberier, obs. f. Chamberer.
Cliomer, var. of Homer, a Hebrew measure.

Chomp, var. U. S. and dial.) of Champ v.

Choneh, obs. form of Chance.
Chondrarsenite (kfndra'jsenait). Min. [f.

c/iondr-odi/c + arsen-ic + -ite.] A native arsenate

of manganese. ' named from its similarity in occur-

rence, colour, and transparency to chondrodite '.

1868 in Dana Min. 562.

Chondre. rare. [ad. Gr. xivtyoi 'a groat, grit,

or lump of salt '. In Oer. chondnim, pi. c/iondren.\

One of the small rounded grains which enter into

the composition of some stony meteorites.

1882 A. Gfjkie Text Bk. Geo/, ill. 11. g 2 In these [deep,

sea] deposits .. occur ..' chondres ', or spherical internally

radiated particles referred to bronzite.

Chondric (k^ndrik), a. [f. Or. x<*fyio> gristle

j

+-IC.] Cartilaginous Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Chondrifica'tion. Physiol, [n. of action f.

next.] Formation of, or conversion into, cartilage.

1872 Mivart Eleiu. Anat. 194 There is a slight chondri-

fication of the same part in the Dog. 1875 Contemp. Rev.

954 The continuous cliondrification of the base of the skull.

Chondrify kp-ndrifoi , v. [f. Or. x<!vSP" s

cartilage + -FY. (L. type *c]umdrifieare.)\

trans. To turn into cartilage.

1872 MlVART Elem. Anat. 194 In man the internal tendon

. .is neither ossified nor chondrified. 1882 W. K. Parker
in Trans. Linn. Soc. II. ill. t66 The floor also is slightly

chondrified backwards from the internasal plate.

Cho-ndrigen, -glucose, =Chondro-,
1879 Watts Diet. Chcm. VII. 33t Chondrigen or Chon-

tlrogen. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex.,Chondriglucose.

Chondri'genous, a. [f. Or. x^pos gristle +
-GEN + -0US.] Furnishing cartilage: applied to

tissues. [Syd. Soc. L.cx. 1882.)

t Chondril. Obs. [ad. Or. xcSpfATj, /coi-SpiAAj;

' a kind of endive or chicory' ; in L. cJC)ondrille,

c{h)oiidrillon.'\ (See quot.
N

'

[1601 Holland Pliny II. 131 Chondrillon or Chondiille.

.

! hath leaues like to Endiue or Cichory [mare: ' gum suc-

corie'].] 1657 Tomlisson Renou's Ifisp. 243 To the wild

succory are referred all the sorts of chnndrils.

Chondrin (k<>'ndrin). Chem. (Formerly -ine.1

[f. Gr. xiSfSp-o? cartilage + -IX. Cf. F. chondrine.]

A substance resembling gelatin, obtained from

the cellular cartilages by boiling them in water.

' When dried, it is a hard, horny, diaphanous sub-

stance, which softens to a jelly in cold water, .-Mid

dissolves completely in boiling water'. (Watts.)

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 214 Acetic acid, .does

not occasion any precipitate in a solution of albumen or

gelatine, though it does in a solution of chondrin. 1851

Carpenter Man. Phys. § 264 It is only in the pure cellular

cartilages . . that Chondrine occurs. 1881 Mivart Cat. 290

The.Cornea yields chondrin on boiling, unlike the sclerotic,

which yields gelatine.

Chondri nogen = CHONDRIGEN ; Cho ndrinous

'a., consisting of cartilage {Syd. Sor. Lex.).

1872 Thudichum Chem. Phys. 45 Cartilage contains pecu-

liar cells and chondrinogen.

Cho'ndrite. Palxont. [f. mod.L. rhondr-us,

name of a genus of sea-weeds (a. Gr. x^'pos car "

tilage) + -ite.] A fossil marine plant of the chalk

and other formations.

II
Chondritis (kpndrai-tis\ Med. [mod.L., f.

Gr. x6vSp-os cartilage + -ITIS ( = Gr. -fris).] In-

flammation of cartilage.

1836-39 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 790/1 External signs of.,

chondritis. 1877 BurnettEaniyhe. .operation of piercing

it [the ear] . . may give rise to serious chondritis.

Chondro- Qcpndiei), combining form of Gr.

x6vdpo-s a grain, cartilage, used as the first element

in many words, chiefly Med. and Phys., as Chon-
dro-co'stal a., ' relating to the ribs and the costal

cartilages' {Syd. Sor. Lex.). Chondrogren [see

-GEN 2
] = Chondrin, or 'the tissues which yield

chondrin'. Chondroge-nesis, the development of

cartilage. Chondrofflossus [Gr. yKiiaaa tongue]

a fasciculus of muscular fibre extending from the

lesser corner of the hyoid bone to the tongue

;

part of the hypoglossus muscle. Chondroglu - -

cose [see Glucose], a sugar obtained from carti-

lage ; also rhondriglurosc . Chondro'graphy [Gr.

-ypacpta writing], a description of cartilages.

Chondro-logy [Gr. -Ao-yi'a discourse], 'a discourse

or treatise on cartilages' (Hooper Med. Diet.
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CHONDRODITE.

1811). Chondro meter [Gr. ptTpov measure], a
j

steelyard for weighing grain. Chondrophyte
[Gr. <pvruv plant], ' a growth, tumour, or vegeta-

tion, arising from a cartilage ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Cho ndroplast [Gr. nKaar ii formed, moulded],
' a term applied to the cavities in the matrix of

cartilage which contain the cartilage cells ' {Syd.

Soc. Lex.). Chondro podous a. Zoo/., applied

to snakes, having the rudiment of a foot consisting

la a simple cartilaginous filament {Syd. See. Lex.).

Chondro-skeTeton, cartilaginous skeleton. Chon-
dro-ste rnal a., relating to the sternum and to

the cartilages of the ribs. Cho ndrotome [Gr.

-to/jos cutting, cutter], a knife for dissecting car-

tilage. Chondro tomy [Gr. -Topua cutting], dis-

section or cutting of cartilage. Chondroxi phoid
a., relating to the xiphoid cartilage at the bottom
of the breast bone.
c 1865 in Circ. Sc. I. 360/2 The bones of the infant yield

gelatine of cartilages or ' chondrogen '. 1876 tr. Wagner's
Gen. Pathol. 333 1 he transformation of collagen and chon-
drogen into mucus or mucin. X879 Watts Diet. Chem. VI.
449 s.v. Choudriu, Pure rib-cartilage boiled with strong
hydrochloric acid yields a sugar. . De Bary. .designates the
sugar thus obtained as chondroglucose . 1881 I*. M. Duncan
in Academy 23 Apr. 303 The cnondro-skeleton is now com-
plete. 1859 I Q^' Anat. V. 177/2 The chondro-sternal
ligaments. Ibid. The superior pubic ligament finds its

homologue. .in the chondro-xiphoid . .fibres.

Chondrodite (kpndrAlait;. Min. [f. Gr.
XOfSjxM-ijs granular (f. \6vSpoi groat, grain, granule
+ -ite.] A silicate of magnesium containing a little

fluorine. It is usually of a yellowish or brownish
red colour, and often occurs in imbedded grains.
i8jj Cleaveland Min. 295. x86q Phillips Vettev. x. 299

Chrondrodite is found in ejected blocks with mica. 1884
Dana Min. 365 Chondrodite occurs mostly in granular
limestone.

Chondroid (kjrndroid), a. [f. Gr.
cartilage + -olD.] Resembling cartilage.

1847 9 Todd Cycl. Ana/. IV. 138/2 Its texture .. often
acquires a chondroid appearance. 1877 Roberts llandbk.
Med. (ed. 3) I. 275 Chondroid or Cartilaginous.

Chondropterygian (k^ndr^pteri-djian), a.

and si. Zoo/. [17 mod.L. chomlrop/erygii ft. Gr.
XuvSpo-i cartilage + irrfpiJ-yiof fin) + -AN.]

A. sb. A member of the order Chotidroptcrygii

,

fishes having a cartilaginous endo-skeleton, as the

shark, ray, and sturgeon.
1837 Whewell Hist. Ih.Ii/c. Sc. III. xvi. vii. 369 Fish

form two distinct series ; that of fish properly so called, and
that of chondropterygians or cartilaginous fish. 1861 Couch
Brit. Fishes 1. 3 The Cartilaginous state ofthe endo-skeleton
of Cuvier's chondropterygians.

B. cu/j. =next.
1881 Academy j Jan. 11/3 Dr. Gunther [adopts] the group-

ing together of the Ganoid and Chondropterygian fishes
into a single sub-class, that of the Palaeichthyes.

Chondropterygious (k^ndrpptfri-djai), a.

Z.00I. [f. as prec. + -OU8.] lielonging to the Chon-
dropterygii

;
having a cartilaginous endo-skeleton.

1826 Good Bk. Nat. (18341 II. 30 In the. .chondroptery-
gious order, the gills are cartilaginous. 1861 Couch Brit
Fishes I. 2 Because of the softness of the skeleton in the
class of chondropterygious fishes.

Chondrose kfvndrrms). Chcm. [f. Gr. x^Sp-ot
cartilage + -08E.] The same as Chondroglucose.
1881 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

II Chondrosis I
k^mdrJu sis). Phys. [f. as prec.

+ -osis.l The formation of cartilage.
1881 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Chondrostean Ikpndrf/sti'ian), a. and sb. [f.

mod.L. chondros/ea (f. Gr. \uvtp-ot cartilage +'

uotiov bone) + -an.]

Belonging to the Chondros/ea, a sub-order of
ganoid fishes (mostly extinct), in which the verte-

bral column consists of a simple soft chorda not
j

divided into separate vertebra. Also called
Loricata. b. sb. A member of this sub order.
1881 Q. Rev. Jan. 249 There were also sturgeons, chon-

drosteans, possessing an archaic character.

Chone, var. of Chawn, Obs.

Chong(e, obs. form of Change.
Chonicrite (kfiriknit). Min. Also -krite.
[Named 1834, xm'e

'

la melting, fusion

+

*piT-oT separated, selected, 'its fusibility dis- 1

tinguishing it from some allied species' ,Dana).]

A native silicate of aluminium and magnesium.
1835 Shepard Min. 321 Chonikrite. 1868 Dana Min. 494 ,

Chonicrite. .is a lime pyrosclerite.

Chooce, var. of Choose sb. , Obs.

Chooke : see Cheek, Choke sb. -

Choop, choup. North, dia/. and St. The
hip or fruit of the wild-rose.
i8ao Black™. Mag. Nov. 201 (Jam.) 'A hale regiment o'

guid aik cudgels, every ane o" them as like my ane as ae
choup is like to another.' 1847 Halliwell, Choups, hips,
the fruit of briars. North. 1871 J. P. Morris Maggie Be//

\

in I.ancash. Glass. (E. D. S.i Her cheeks were rosy as a
jchoup. 1881 J. Shaw in Gd. Words Oct. 716 Choops, that

is the heps of the wild rose. 1886 Brii rCM & H. Plantn.
Choore, obs. form of Cor.
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Choose ,tj/7z), v. Pa. t. chose (tjW
,
pa. pple.

chosen (tfju'z'n). Forms : see below. [OK.
ci'osan, str. vb., belonging to the OTeut. ablaut-

series eu, au—u, 71. By reason of internal consonant-

mutation [s to 2 and r), in OTeut. and WGer., and
by OE. palatalization of c, the inflexion of this vb.

presented, in the OE. and early ME. stages, various

phonetic differences, which were subsequently
levelled under the influence ofanalogy ; while new
phonetic or analogical influences changed the

present and past stems in various directions, so

that not one of its modem forms is the normal
phonetic representative of the corresponding OE.
form. The OTeut. inflexion was ktus-, kaus—
kuzum, kuzano- (with original s changed to 2 by
Vemer's Law", Gothic kins-, kaus—kusum, kits-

aits; in WGer. with development of 2 to r, kios-,

kaus (OS. and OHG. Mr]

—

kttri—kurttm, koran,

whence OE. cjosan, cJas—cure—citron, coren (with

c palatal in ci'osan, Ct'as, but guttural in cur-, cor-).

Hence regularly in ME., cheose chest, with close e\
cheas {cites, with open ?)— 2 sing, cure,— pi. curen,

coren. The first change upon this was the level-

ling of the consonant differences in the pa. pple.

coren, which (though retained as corn, core, in s.w.

dial, to 15th c.) was by 1200 assimilated to the

general consonantism of the vb. as chosen perh.

through an intermed. choren : cf. chure in 2 s.

pret.) ; this was subseq. often reduced to chose, but
the full form is the survivor. By assimilation to this

the pi. pret. curen became chosen, and in due
course chose, still used. The prevalent ME. form
of the pret. sing, was ches ; but there was also chds,

app. repr. OE. c'ds, for cc'as. In later ME., and
esp. in north, and n. midl. dial., these were also

used for the pi. ; and by similar levelling the pi.

chose was also used as sing., app. only after 1500,
and is now the standard form. In the pres. stem,

OE. ct'ose, early ME. c/u'ose. normally gave these,

cheese, which survived to c 1500, and later in Sc.

But a type chose appears in the 1 4th c. and lasted

till c 1575 in More, Coverdale, Ascham) ; before

1550 the type choose is found. Probably ME. chose

represented OE. fist, for ct'ose, and regularly

passed into choose : cf. lose, in later pronunciation

(l«z). The chief difficulty attaches to the type

chuse. This was no mere variant spelling of choose,

but a much earlier form, which occurs somewhat
sporadically in ME., but became very frequent in

16th c. (when it rimed with amuse, refuse, extust).

Choose and chuse are used indiscriminately in the

Bible of 161 1 and the First Folio of Shakspere:

chusema by far the prevailing form in i7-l8th c,

but has in the 19th been gradually siqierseded

by choose, which Dr. Johnson, following Bailey,

took as his leading Dictionary form, although in

his own practice he appears to have spelt chust.
1 All other words in -use, as abuse, accuse, amuse, refuse,

ruse, are of Fr. origin ; and in some Sc. dialects chuse has
still the sound of Fr. u. Of OF. choisir, Littrx? gives Picard
forms keusir, Walloon chftzi, Kouchi chusir.)

On these various types of the present stem were
formed weak types of the pa. t., thtstd, chostd,

choosed, chuseJ, used alongside of the various

strong forms already mentioned ; none of them are

now recognized in standard English, though some
exist in the dialects. Perhaps these were in some
measure due to a tendency to identify the Eng.
verb with the F. choisir—a tendency which is dis-

tinctly marked in the rise of the by-form CH0I8I,
choiscd, formerly used in English, and still the

ordinary word for ehoost in the South of Scotland.]

The complicated nature of these facts makes it

necessary to illustrate the Forms apart from the

sense-development.

A. Illustration of the Forms.
I. 1. Pitscn/ s/em.

t a. 1 oioae, ceose, 2 cese, 2-3 cheose, 2-5

chose (chyese, chiese. chise, cheese, chocs,

chess, sohese, Sr. cheyss, 5-6 cheiseV Obs.

Beenou/f2376 past he. .bone cynedom ciosan wolde. a 1000
CiedmonsGen. 1867 (Or.) He heht hine wine ceosan. 111131

O. E. Chron. an. 1123 pa:t hi scoldon cesen hem xrcebiscop.
<(Xi7< Cott. Horn. 219 Hi habben a}en chire, to chiesen
}ief [n]y wolden . .lufie. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 71 To bin a^en
us ches. a 1225 St. Marker. 3 Ich cheose hire to cheuese.
a 1300 A'. Horn 664 pe fiss bat ihc wolde cheose. a 1300
Cursor M. 8409 (Cott.) Quam godd will chesse Kyng efter

be fbr-soth beess. Ibid. 8552 Chesc [v. r. ches ; chees, chose]
quilk bou will. 1340 Ayenb. 86 Huer by he conne chyese
pet gtiode. Ibid. 93 He . .wolde chise. .pe gostliche blisse

Ibid. 626 pet. .chyest at bet him may helpe. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1. 43 To cheyss a king. 1382 Wvclif Phi/. 1. 22 What
I schal cheese [1388 chese) I know not. ( 1420 Pa/lad. on
Hiisb. 1. 84 Land to chees eke must thou yeme. .1450
LpjOBJCH Grail lvi. 339 Now Mown }e schese. c 1500
Lancelot 161 1 For thow shtild euer chess apone sich wyss.

1528 More Dial. Ilercsycs rv, Wks. 247/2 Men may. .chese

CHOOSE.

I and hold y* rifjht way. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Cattck.
142 To doo guid and cheise yam ane right tred of lyf.

+ b. 4-6 chose. Obs.

c 1340 Ga7o. A> Gr. A'nt. 4^1 To be grene chapel bou chose.
c 1340 Cursor M. 2462 (Fairf.t l>ou cnose to wone in queber
side, queber bou choses (so always in this MS.], c 1400
Destr. Troy 12339 Chose you sum cheftane, & charge hym
berwith. 1518 More Dial. Heresyes 1. Wks. 165/2 We be
likely to chose wel ynoughe. 1534 Tindalf. Pkil. i. 22 What
to chose I wot not [so Cranmer, and Geneva; Rhemish
choose ; 1611 chuse ; Wyclif 138a cheese, 1388 chese]. 1535
Coverd. Josh. xxiv. 15 Chose you this daye whom ye wyll

serue. 1570 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 46 Ye shal not chose
but speake rudelie. Ibid. 78 Nou chose you, you Italian

English men, whether you will be angrie with vs. 1582

N. T. (Rhem.) Heb. xi. 25 Rather chosing to lie afflicted

[Wvcl. chesynge ; 1611 chusing, (mod. edd. and 1881 choos-

ing].

c. 6- choose. The existing form.

1545 Udall F.rasm. Par. Luke (1548) 82 b, He cannot

choose but reuiue again. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 253,

1 cannot choose but muse. 1568 Bible (Bishops') Zech.

ii. t2 The Lorde . . shal choose [Covf.ro. chose] Hierusa-

lem yet agayne. 1667 Milton/*. L. xii. 646 The World
was all before them where to choose. 1800 Wordsw. ' Tis

said that some, etc. iii, Sing another song, or choose another

tree.

d. (3^ 4, 6-9 chuse arch. ;The first quot. is of

doubtful phonetic significance.)

r 1300 .S7. Margarete 103 Chus weber bu wold . . to debe

beon ibrou Ober honoury our godes. 1340 70 Alisaunder

140 Hee chused too chasen hem bere. c 1400 Maundev. 221

Who so wille not, may chuse. 1513 More Rich. Ill (1641)

404 To elect and chuse the most couragious. 164a Rogers
Naaman Ep. Ded. 2 How canour lives chuze but be sad.

1760 Johnson Idler No. 94 P 1 At liberty to chuse their

business. 1814 Scott War. ix, Would not Mr. Waverley
1 chuse some refreshment after his journey ? 183a Country

I /louses III. vi. 208 In chusing carriages and jewels.

II. Pas/ /ense.

2. i-zftrs.sing. +a. 1 c6as, 2-3 cheas, chess,

2-5 chds (4-5 chees, chese, chess .

a 1000 Ps. (Spelm.) cxviii[i]. 173 Bebodu 8ine ic ceas.

ex 175 Lamb. Horn. 229 pa aceas he him leorninchnihtes.

c 1200 Trin.Col/.llom. 139 Heches bere crundel to halle.

< 1200 Ormin 13930 Ne cnaes himm nohht te laferrd crist.

1 1230 Hali Metd. 15 He cheas hire, c 1369 Chaucer
Dethe Blannche 791, I chees [v.r. ches, chese] loue to my
first crafte. c 1400 Maundev. i That lond he chees. a 1450

A'nt. de la Tour 1 1 1 God ches and ordeyned hym.

+ b. 3-4 chas, 4-5 chaas, 5-6 chase (; chace,

mod. Sc. chaise).
a 1300 Cursor M. 20914 (Cott.) Nail.! on be rod he was,

Als lor-be he-self it chas \Edin. Gftt., Fairf., wes . . ches,

Trin. was . . chas ; Cott. has ches in 20532]. a 1400 Cursor

M. 9875 (Laud) A dene stede he chas. c 1410 Love Bona-

Tent. Mirr. vi. (GibbsMS.lCryst . chaas bat ismoste harde

to be fleche. c 1440 Hvlton Scala Perf. iW. de W. 1494)

1. Ixx, He chase hym to his apostle, a 1450 A'nt. de /a Tour
xiv. 20 And thus he chace her. 14(4 Caxton Chysalry i.

3 A wyse knyght . . chaas to hym an hcremyta^e. 1531

Elvot Gov . 1. xx, Whom God chase . . to be kynge.

c. chose the current form), [f. the plural
]

1526 Tindalf. Luke vi. 13 Of them he chose twelve [m all

i6lh c. 7T ., Wvclif chees], 161 1 Bible Acts xv. 40 Paul

chose Silas, and departed. 1819 Byron 7uan 1. xix, A
mortal . . who chose to go where'er he had a mind.

8. 2nd ptrs. sing, f I-l cure, 3 chure. ( After-

wards fashioned on the 1-3 sing: now chosest.)

.,1225 Juliana 60 pu chure. .abrCiam isahac & iacob.

4. plnr. i a. 1 ouron, 2-3 curen. (So subj.)

a 1000 Csedmon's Gen. 1803 (Gr.) Him 8a wic curon. < ins
Lay. 6888 pe eorles . . curen heom enne king \la/er text

chosen].

b. [f. pa. pple.] 3-5 chosein. 4 chose.

1250 Gen. t, Fx. 543 He chosen hem wiues. 1*97 K.

Glouc (1724I 400 Roberd Courtehcse hii chose to cheuen-

teyne. 1 1330 Arth. 4 Mer/. 7389 Tho schosen thai . A
noble knight. 138s Wyclif Gen. vi. 2 Alle the whiche

thei chosen jr.r. chesden]. J393 Gower Conf. I. 30 Of
Alemaine princes seven They chose. 16x1 Bible Acts

vi. 5 They chose Stcuen (*i <j<7 i6t*e. «•.). 1788 Franklin

I Antobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 204 [They] chose me to be colonel.

t O. [f. sing, ches.] 4-5 chesen, chese, ches

(chees, chess . Obs.

c 1330 R. Brlnnk Chron. (1810)267 The Inglis berto ches.

1387 I'revisa Higden (Rolls) I. 283 pe Romayns chees

hym afterwardes. 1388 Wyclif Luke xiv. 7 Thei chesen

[v.r. chosen, chesiden] the firste seetis. .1400 Destr.

Troy 9627 pai . . Ches hym for cheftain.

t d. [f. sing, chds e.] 5-6 chase. Obs. exc. Sr.

c 1440 Generydes 1325 They chase hym kyng. c 1470

Harding Ckron. (1812) 31 Thei all accorded by one assent,

And chase Philip. i«5 Fardle Facions L L 28 That part

of Arabia, that he, anil his, chase to be theirs.

5. Weak injl. [f. these] 4-5 chesid, -ed. 4-6//.

cheseden, -iden, chesden. St. chesit. [f. chuse}

4, 6-8 chused. [f. chose] (1 chosed. [f. choose]

6-8 choosed.
<xi340 Hampole Psalter Ps. xxi. 5 fa' rhesul baraban be

thefe. 1340-70 Alisaunder i4oForbisenchesounheechused

too chasen hem bere. 138a Wvclif Gen. vi. 2 Which thei

chesden [v. r. chosenl — Lute xiv. 7 I hei chesiden the

firste seetis [2 MSS. chosen, 1388 chesen). — Acts vi. 5

Thei cheesiden Stheuene [2 MSS. chosen, 1388 chesiden].

' e 1400 Apol. Loll. 41 He chesid to be maid be lowist. 1535,

Coverdale Isa. lxv. 12 Ye. chosed the thinge that pleased

I
me not. a isjo Christis Kirke Gr. viii, He chesit a flane.

1 598 Chapman Iliad iv. 130 Mean space, with all his care he

i choosed. 1624 Hbtwood Gunaik. 111. 143 She .. chused

j
one who seemed to excel all the rest. 17B Wodhow Con .

(1843) H- 683 Which they choosed rather to do. 1788

Lond. Mag. 538 As many goats as they chused to take.
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III. Pa.pple.

6. strong, fa. coren, corn, koren, core. Obs.

(More freq. ^e-coren, icoru
t
ykore^ icore : see the compd.

vb, Ychoose.)-

a iooo O. E. Chron. an. 656 (end) And CuSbald wss coren

to abbot, c 1205 Lav. 16354 Ofhir ferde coren. 1330 Roland
§ V. (1836) 16 Our kinde lord y-corn. £1330 Amis §
Ami}. 1431 That was so comly corn. 1340-70 Alex. $
Dind. 415 pei ben kindeli coren. Ibid. 407 Comelokur corn

ban hur kynde askyb. C1420 Chron. Vilod. 409 When he

was Kyng furst y Kore. Ibid. 1079 Willyham Conqueror to

be Kyndam of Englond was core.

b. 3- chosen (4-5 -in, -yn, -un, etc.).

cizoo Ormin 15700 He be33m. .chosenn haffde. c 1300

Cursor M. 10859 He nas b*= chosin [v. r. chosen]. 1389 in

Eng. Gilds (1870) 62 Any of hem y< is schosyn. 1398 Trevisa

Barth. do P. R. xix. Ixxiii. (1495) 900 A drope of chosen

mylke. 1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 39 He has chosen, or

intended to chuse. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 5 If any one

commodity be chosen.

C. [Shortened from b] chose. Occasional in

ME., but very frequent in 18th c.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3378 A stif man & a stern . . cheue-

tayn was chose. 1460 Capgravi; Chron. 60 Poule was not

chose be Crist in Hislyve. 1704 Swift Bait. Bks.{iyn)
24T We have chose to fill our Hives. 1709 Strype Ann.
Re/. I. 11. xl. 53 The French King was chose of the Order.

1728 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archil. 90, I have chose this

Ionick Example. 1820 Southey Lett. (1856) III. 206 Since

the armies, .have chose to interfere.

7. weak : cf. 5.

1513 Douglas /Ends vi. iii. 139 The banis walit by and
naitHe chosit, 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccccxiv. 725
They be chosed men of warre. 1606 Chapman M. D'Olive
Plays 1873 I. 211 In that freely choos'd obscuritie. 1631 —
Cxs. § Pomp. ibid. III. 128 Chus'd by him, To be his

blacke Guard.

B. Senses.

1. trans. To take by preference out of all that

are available ; to select ; to take as that which one

prefers, or in accordance with one's free will and
preference.

^893 K. Alfred Oros. 1. x. § 1 Him ssedon bset ..hie

him woldon o3erra wera ceosan. c 1230 Halt Meid. 15 He
cheas hire bimong alle wimmen for to beon his moder.

138. Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif 151 Antecrist
chesejj to hise discyples be sotil and sly3e. c 1449 Pecock
Repr. in. i. 278 Leuy and hise children ,. God chase to be
preestis. 1580 Sidney Arcadia in, (1590) 318 Chuse thee

what armes thou likest. 1611 Bible Num. xvii. 5 The
mans rod whom I shall choose, shall blossome. 1647 May
Hist. Pari, in. iii. 51 Writs of Election . . for chusing new
Members. 1684 Earl Roscom. Ess. Transl. Verse 96
Chuse an Author as you chuse a Friend. 1776 Gibbon
Decl. F. I. xii. 251 They chuse for the combat the darkest

hour of the night. 1854 Kingsley Lett. (1878) I. 431 If

each drop of rain chose where it should fall. 1856 Froude
Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 151 She had a right to choose the

course which seemed the best to herself.

b. Theol. Of God :
' To elect for eternal happi-

ness; to predestinate to life' (J.). Cf. Chosen.

c. with complement, as ' to choose a man king '.

^1300 Cursor M. 10859 ^ r 'auera" nas chosen be his

lemman [G. chosin to his lemman]. c 1430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 2523 Sir Aufreus thei chosen king. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VL ! iii- 65, I would the Colledge of the Cardinalls

Would chuse him Pope. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos.

(1701) 37/1 How could he be chose Arbitrator? 1764F00TE
Mayor ofG. II, i, Have unanimously chosen you Mayor.

2. with infinitive obj. : To determine in favour

of a course, to decide in accordance with inclina-

tion. To choose rather', to resolve (to do one thing)

in preference (to another).

a 1340 Cursor M. 22092 (Edin.) Criste him seluin chese be
borne in bethlem for ure ese. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 41 He chesid

to be maad be lowist. 1474 Caxton C/iesse 4 Chees rather to

dye than lenger to lyue. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
1 Some chose to go by the worlde and some by religion.

1611 Bible Heb. xi. 25 Chusing rather to suffer affliction

with the people of God, then to enioy the pleasures ofsinne
for a season. 1729 Butler Senu. Wks. 1874 II. 34 [He]
chooses to forego the pleasure, rather than endure the pain.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Land Wks. (Bohn) II. 15
A wise traveller will naturally choose to visit the best of
actual nations.

3. The notion of a choice between alternatives

is often left quite in the background, and the sense

is little more than an emphatic equivalent of, To
will, to wish, to exercise one's own pleasure in re-

gard to a matter in which one is a free agent.

a. esp. with infin. To think fit, to be pleased

(to do so and so). Not to choose ;to do a thing)

:

not to be pleased and therefore to forbear.

1619 Sanderson 12 Serm. (1635)4 Hee chuseth to forbeare
those meates. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man iv. i, He chuses to
remain concealed. 1773— Stoops to Cong. 11. i,When I travel,

I always chuse to regulate my own supper. 1794 Burke
Corr. (1844) IV. 253 The lot of those who will choose to go
to sleep on the edge of Dover cliff. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth
Moral T. (1816) I. xiii. 105 He did not choose to keep a
clerk, who was not m his interests. 1850 Thackeray Pen-
dennis xxvi, Pendennis chose to assume a very gloomy and
frowning countenance. 1853 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 269 He
did not choose to speak to her in public.

b. To wish to have, to want, vulgar.
1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxi, The landlady returned to

know if we did not choose a more genteel apartment. 1788
G. Colman Ways % Means 1. L Do you chuse any refresh-
ment, Sir? 1814 [see A. 1. d.) 1871 Schele de Vere
Americanisms 453 A dish offered at table is declined with
the words 'I don't choose any*.
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f c. To take, accept, or embrace what is offered
;

not to refuse. (Only in OE.)
Beowulf2376 paet he. .bone cynedom ciosan wolde. Ibid.

5629 pset wies bam gomelan gingeste word ..sr he b«l cure.

a 1000 C&dmon's Gen. 2442 (Gr.) Hie on banc curon ae51-

inges est.

4. intr. or absoL To exercise choice ; to make
a selection between different things or alterna-

tives.

cifj$ Colt. Horn. 219 To chiesen 5"ief [h]y wolden hare
sceappinde lufie, o5er hine ferleten. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

7885 Muche of "?ys lond wyllede Roberd Courthese To be
Kyng of Engelond, }yf hii my^te chese. < 1449 Pecock
Repr. n. viij. 184 If God take upon him forto pointe and
chese. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. vii. 2 To choose is to will

one thing before another. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. ir. vii.

60 Here doe I choose, and thriue I as I may. 1722 De Foe
Relig. Courtsh. 1. i. (1840) 11 Give her leave to choose
to her own liking. 18.. Prescott(0.) They had only
to choose between implicit obedience and open rebellion.

*t*b. To exercise one's own pleasure, do as one
likes, take one's own way

;
esp. as an alternative to

something suggested and rejected. Obs. or dial.

C1400 Maundev. xx. 221 Whoso that wole, may leve me
}if he wille ; and who so wille not, may chuse. 1596 Shaks.
Merch. V. 1. ii. 51 If you will not have me, choose, a 1745
Swift Polite Convers. ii, Neverout. Miss, shall I help you
to a pigeon? Miss. No, sir; I thank you. Neverout.
Why, then you may choose. 1778 Miss Burnf;y Evelina I.

xxi, If Miss does not think us fine enough for her, why to

be sure she may chuse. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss, s. v., 'Ah sail

choose tell him' [I shall tell him or not, as I choose].

5. Cannot choose: —have no alternative, cannot

do otherwise, cannot help. (Also interrog. : see

quot. 1595.) Obs. exc. as in b.
a 1400 Cov. Myst., Abraham 54 Alas, dere childe, I may

not chese, I must nedys my swete sone kylle. 1500 God
Speedplough (Skeat) 35 Thus be we shepe shorne, we may
not chese. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xviii. 21 Without
any rest, but at suche passages as they coulde nat chese.

1595 A. Day Engl. Secret. (1625} 11. 13 How can it otherwise
chuse ? is not the matter plaine and evident 1 1607 Hieron
Wks. II. 499 There are some differences of opinion, as it

cannot bee chosen. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 186 'Tis a
good dulnesse, And giue it way : I know thou canst not
chuse. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision § 101 We cannot choose
seeing what part of the man is nearest to the earth,

b. constr. with but. (arch.)

1542 Udall Erasm. Apop/i. 272 b, Suche . . crueltee . . as

could not choose afterwarde but redound to his. .confusion.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. (Arb.) 97 It cannot be
chosen, but that they muste. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. m, i.

120 Hee cannot choose but breake. 1650 T. BJayley]
Worcester's Apoph. 82 It is done, and you could not other-

wise chuse but do what you did. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
11. xxv, There cannot choose but be some whose interests

are contrary. 1742 Richardson Pamela III. 321 Who can
chuse but bless you ? 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. 1. vi, The
wedding guest sat on a stone, He cannot choose but hear.
1886 Froude Oceana viii, When earth is so kind, men
cannot choose but be happy.

f 6. To ' pick up * ; to take, collect, or gather at

pleasure. Obs.
a 1300 K. Horn 664 Ihc wene bat ihc schal leose J>e fiss

bat ihc wolde cheose. c 1320 Cast. Lone 1317 Such.strengbe
he him bo ches pat prince of at be world he wes. 1382
Wyclif Gen. xli. 18 Seuen oxen, .the whiche in the pasture
of mershe the grene leswis cheseden.

t 7. To pick out by sight, distinguish, discern,

perceive. Obs.

[An ancient sense; also in OHG. and in F. choisir.]

a 1300 Havelok 2147 Men Mouhte se by be liht A peni
chesen, so was it briht. ^1340 Gaiv. § Gr. Knt. 798 Chalk
whyt chymnees ber ches he in-no?e. 1340 Ayenb. 86 Huer-
by hi conne chyese : bet guode uram J?e kueade. c 1400
Destr. Troy 13509 By the chere of achilles he chese hym
onone.

+ 8. To choose one's way or gate : to take one's

way, proceed or go (of one's own accord). Obs.
C1250 Gen. § Ex. 2736 Do bi-thowte him moyses, and his

wei^e 5eoen ches. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 146
William.. his way to Scotland ches. c 1340 Gaw. Gr.
Knt. 930 Chaplaynez to be chapells chosen be gate. ? a 1400
Morte Arth. 1225 To-warde Castelle Blanke he chesezhym
the waye. C1400 Destr. Troy 490 The Knightes . . Intill a
chaumber. .chosen here way.

f b. Hence simply To choose in same sense. Obs.
c 1320 Sir Trist. 2642 Into bretein he ches. c 1340 Gaiv.
Gr. Knt. 451 To pe grene chapel bou chose. 1a\\oo

Morte Arth. 1619 To-wardez Chartris they chese, these
cheualrous knyghttez. c 1440 Sir Gmvi'Iter'312 Til thehegh
borde he chese.

T e. intr. To ' take
1

or accede to (a course). Obs.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 51 If he wille be lond

jeld, & to be pes chese. Ibid. 267 pe Inglis berto ches.

Ibid. 270 Vnto pat conseil ches be kyng of Almayn.

f 9. To resolve upon, agree to have. Obs.
c 1320 Sir Trist. 65 A turnament thai ches Wib kni;tes

stibe on stede.

f 10. rejl. To choose oneself to : to set or devote

oneself to. Obs. [The orig. constr. is doubtful

;

the pronoun may have been gov. by following to.']

[a 1300 Cursor M. 144 Moyses pat goddis folk to lede him
ches.] Ibid. 13304 (Gott.) pai bairn to bis lauerd ches, Alle

pai forsoke bis worldes ese. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 684 Falshed
of freres hap. .maid hem to leuen Here charite and chastite,

& [chesen] hem to lustes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8270 Achilles,

boucheses be fast, For to prese me with pyne.

11. Choose out. To pick out, select and take.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2415 The strengeste me schal bi

choys. .chese out. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon xcii. 294 He
chase out x. thousande of the moost valyauntes men in his

company. i6ix Bible Ex. xvii. 9 Moses said vnto loshua,
Choose vs out men. 1684 R. Waller Nat. Exper. 35Chuse out the smoothest and evenest Glass Cane.
12. Phrases. To pick and choose : to select with

careful scrutiny. f To choose : as a thing to
choose; hence advb. : by choice, in preference. Obs.
Not mttch, not a pin (or the like) to choose between
them : no ground of preference or difference.

1577 tr* Bidlinger*s Decades (1592) 190 They. .can. .picke
and choose out the best. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv, iv. 175,
I thinke there is not halfe a kisse to choose Who loues
another best, a 1663 Sanderson Wks. (1854) H- 260 (D.)
But the worthy magistrate would meet with such a lion, to
choose, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11. (1692.) 222 (D.)
The Scots, to chuse, prefer a monarchy before any other go-
vernment. 1678 Butler Hud. in. i. 1195 What made thee
pick and chuse her out. 1742 Richardson Pamela II. 136
(D.) ' Oh then,' said Miss Darnford, 1 pray let us hear it, to
choose.' 1754 Edwards Freed. Will n. § 3 Contingence is

blind, and does not pick and chuse for a particular sort of
Events. 1887 Edna Lyall Knt. Errant xxi, I can't see
that there's a pin to choose between me and the man who
murders in sudden anger.

+ Choose, sb. Obs. Forms : 4 chos, Sc. choss,
4-6 chose, 5 chooce, 6, 7 choose. [A variant of
Choice treated as verbal sb. from Choo.se, and
assimilated in form to the verb. Perh. to a certain

extent phonetic, oi being in 1 5-1 6th c. Scotch
often reduced to 0, e.g. rejose, jone ; and conversely

oi written for 0 as rois
y
clois.']

1. The act of choosing, selection.

'375 Barbour Bruce in. 264 Giff that thaim war set in

choss, To dey, or to leyff cowartly. 1430 Lydg. Chron.
Troy in. xxii, Some will have of chose geseran. 1548 Gest
Pr. Masse 105 Ye prophet prophesieth . . of the succession,
chose, and acceptaunce of a new [sacrifyce]. 1570-87 Holin-
shed Scot. Chron. (1806) II. 237 Of whom could they
better take choose than of a king their neighbour '! c 1620
Z. Boyd in Zion's Flmvers (1855) Introd. 23 Referring to

the said revisours to make choose of such of my Workis.

2. Power, right, or privilege of choosing.
a 1300 CursorM. 855o(Cott.)Mi lauerd. .gis be chose [Got I.

choys] o thinges thre. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. lxiii. 85
Let them be at their chose. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 144
He is an vnhappy man . . that god . . putteth hym in chose,

and woll chose the worst parte.

3. Scope for choice.
i486 Bk. St. Albans D iij a, Off spare hawke bellis theris

chooce.

Chooseable, choosable (tf/7-zab'l), a. rare.

[f. Choose v. + -able.] Fit to be chosen, eligible.

1681 Wlwle Duty Nations 7 It is most choosable for the
glory of it to God.
Hence Chooseableuess, eligibility.

1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xvii. § 8 The true source
of the nobleness and chooseableness of all things.

t Ch.00Sed, ppl. a. Obs. Also 6 chosed.
— Chosen.
c 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccccxiv. 725 They that be

passed ouer be chosed men of warre. 1606 Chapman M.
D'Olive Plays 1873 I. 211 In that freely choos'd obscuritie.

t Chooseling. Obs. In 4 chosling, chose

-

ling. [f. Choose v. + -ling dim. suffix.] A chosen
one ; one of the elect.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1609 (Cott.) He to pin him-selfen did
For his choslinges {Gott. schoslinges] on rod-tre. Ibid. 12717
Quen drightin gan to sprad his grace Til his aun choslings
treu. Ibid. 17262 (Gott.) pi choselinges.

Chooser (tj«'z3j). Forms: 4 cheser, 5 chesar,
6-8 chuser, 6- chooser, [f. Choose v. + -er
One who chooses.
138. Wyclif Sel. Wks. II. 413 Alle bes cheseris cannot

telle wheber bei han chose a fend. 1562 J. Heywood/Vw.
<S- Epigr. (1867) 131 Beggers should be no choosers. 1579
Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 40 The greedinesse of worldly
chusers. 1598 Shaks, Merry W. iv. vi, 11 Her selfe might
be her chooser. 1678 L'Estrange Seneca's Mor. (1702) 414
We cannot be the Chusers of our own Parents but of our
Friends we may. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks.
(1709) 425 Beggers must not be Chusers. 1870 Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. 1. 17 Pickers and choosers of God's words,

f b. spec. An elector. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls* V, 309 He [schulde be pope]
bat hadde be more partye of be chesers assentynge to his

allectioun. 1489 Caxton FaytesofA. \. vii. 16 The eliseurs

or chesars ought more to pourueye to the wele of the offyce.

1642 Chas. I, Ans-w. 19 Profios. Pari. 21 The people who
chuse the Chusers. 1697 View PenalLaivs 320 None shall

be Choosers or Voters, but such as can expend 40s. per
annum. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 755 A College, or

court of choosers or electors. 1805 Ann. Rev. III. 289 The
choosers vary every election.

tChoo'seress, cbeseresse. Obs. rare. [f.

prec. + -ess.] A female chooser.

1388 Wyclif Wisd. viii. 4 The cheseresse of hise werkis.

Choosing (tj«'zin). vbl. sb. For forms see

verb. [f. Choose v. + -ikg 1.] The action of the

vb. Choose in various senses ;
selection, adoption,

picking out, electing, etc.

ri2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 19 Noht after chesunge ac after

strene. a 1300 Cursor M. 8566 (Cott-> Wisli Jjou has in

chesing [Fair/, chosing] don. 1340 Ayenb. 42 Dingnetes
^et me makeb be chyezinge. c 1440 Hylton Scala
Perf.{W. de W. 1494) n. iv, Man in hys fyrste fourmynge
..had free chesyng. 1458 MS. Christ's Hosp. Abingdon in

Dom. Archit. III. 42 They cockid for cartes, and cast for

her chisyng. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 17 A stryrTe in

the yelde halle for chesynge of the mayer. 1563 Horn. 11.

Repentance t. (1859) 530 A superstitious abstinency, and
chosyng of meates. 1597 Bacon Coulers Good Ez>ill(Arb.)

150 Women that marrie husbandes of their owne choosing.
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1651 Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers ( 1886) 266 A rule that

there should bee noe picking and chuseing of partes of

directions. 171 1 Addison Sped, No. 112. P2 Several Texts

of his own choosing. 1830 Cunningham Brit. Paint. L 308

After long chusing selected a subject.

Choosing ;tf«-zin), a. [f. as prec. +

-ing That chooses. Hence Choosingly adv.,

by choice, in preference.

1651 Jer. Taylor Holy Living iv. € 7 If our spirits can

serve God chusingly and greedily. 186* Rlskin Unto this

Last 78 The love which seeks diligently, that is to say,

choosingly and by preference to all things else.

Chop tjpp), sb. 1 Also 4-7 choppe, ,s-6 chopp
(6 cheoppe). [f. Chop v. 1 The senses fall into

a number of groups derived from those of the

verb, but having no mutual connexion.]

I. from Chop vA L
I. An act of chopping, or cutting with blows

of an axe, cleaver, etc. ; a cutting blow or

stroke.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. x. 187 Han bei none children bote

chestes and choppes hem bitwene. c 1400 Destr. Troy

7701 Than Achilles with a chop chaunset to sle Philles.

c 1430 Syr Tryam. 763 Syr James had soche a chopp That
he wyste not. .Whethur hyt were day or nyght. 1519 Hor-
man Vulg. 209 {11 He smote hym with small choppis of

the axe. 1563-87 Foxe A.fy M. (16311 III. 97/2 The execu-

tioner tooke the axe, and at the first chop stroke off his

head. 1879 Browning Ivanevitch 37 Now some chop
athwart the bole Changed bole to billets.

2. A piece chopped off; a slice, cutlet. tW%ofig.
1461 Paston Lett. 428 II. 72 Hehad ?on l=given] 50W and

hym a choppe of xx. pownd of lond. a 1626 Bacon (J.\
Empson would have cut another chop out of him, if the

king had not died. 1654 Gayton Pest. Notes 267 Forrests

were my delight, this but a chop is ; I have exchang'd a
Forrest for a Coppice.

h. spec. A slice of meat, usually mutton or pork,

including generally a rib, intended to be cooked
and served by itself.

a 1640 Massinger City Madam m. i, A chop of mutton,
Or a pint of drum-wine. 1663 Pepys Diary 9 July, Had a
chop of veale. 1693 W. Robertson PhrauoL Gen. 417 A
cut or chop of meat, a 1734 North Exam. 1. ii. p 117 (17401

93 He kept no House, but lived upon Chops. 1796 Mrs.
Glasse Cookery v. 76 Take a neck of mutton. . cut it into

chops. 1859 All Year Round No. 29. 57 Rarely out of Eng-
land is a first-rate broiled chop to be obtained.

T C. Twopenny chop : ? chopped meat in broth.

1590 Greene Fr. Bacon (1630' 39 Enter Miles with a
messe ofpottage and broth* and after him Bacon. Miles.
Spill, sir? why, doe you thinke I neuer carried two-penny
chop before in my life? 1618 Mynshll Ess. Prison 46
Feeds on twopenny chops and pottage.

3. An instrument or appliance for chopping.
1883 Cassells Fanu Mag. Aug. 528/1 The cylinder in

turning presses against an iron bar called the ' chop', which
removes the skin of the cherry [=Coffee berry J.

1 4. fig. Cf. ' bUw%
stroke? Obs. (F. coup?)

<SS3 Bale Gardiner's Qbed. B j b, God hathe in this so-

dayne cheoppe, taken awaye the libertie of his most pure
playne worde. 1567 Drant Horace To K Jr., Howe . . for-

tune through this chop or that chaunce turned their bless to

baile. 1641 Best Farm. (1856)94 § 2 They [sheep] are
wasters ever after such a choppe, and neaver come to theire

former estate. 1690 B. K. Did. Cattt. Cretv, A Chop by
chance, a rare Contingence [17*5 Nnu Cant. Diet., rare
Booty].

t b. At the first chop : at the first stroke, en-

counter, brush F. du premier coup) ; immediately,

at once (F. tout a coup).

1528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man Wits. 1 . 241 Let them . . not
believe them at the first chop whatsoever they say. 1548
Udall Erasm. Par. Luke Pref. it The worlde arose at the
first chop with all his force. 1580 North Plutarch (1676)

863 They were deceived of their hope at the first chop*
1611 Cotgr., Prinsault, presently .. suddainely, at an in-

stant, at the first chop, c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys
(1883) 49 It will bee denyed at the first chop, that . .the said
Elizabeth was then livinge.

+c At one (a) chop : at one stroke, at once, (F.

tout (Fun coup).

1581 J. Bell Hodden's Ansiv. Osor. 134 b, This lusty gal-
launt . .challengeth the field agaynst foure choise and tryed
sou Idlours at one choppe together. Ibid. 477 Here be two
lyes at a chopp. 1583 J. Stock er Tragicall Hist. 1. 47 a,

Then the hangman letteth him slip at one choppe almost to
the ground.

II. from Chop vA II. (cf. sense 9 of vb.).

+ 5. The act of suddenly striking up or down
;

a sudden or sharp turn.

1747 Hooson Miner's Did. R ij. When Veins or Pipes
take a chop up higher than ordinary into their proper Lids
. .this is opposite to Troughing or Choping down.
III. from Chop vJ III

f 6. A fissure, cleft, crack ; a Chap in the skin.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 301 The joyntes, or cliftes, or choppes
of Cleefes and Rockes. 1585 Lloyd Treas. Health Gv.
Choppes of ye gums and lippes. 1622 62 Heylyn Cosmogr.
111. (1082 100 111-- many chops and chinks which the ardour
of the Sun makes in the Sands. 1657 W. Coles Adam in

Eden Ux. 133 Good for Chops in the hands or feet. 1712
W. Rogers Cruising Voy. App. 15 Broken in chops, as is

all that coast. 1767 Wesley tVks. (1872) III. 299 His
tongue turned black, with large chops in it.

IV. from Chop v.* IV.

f 7. A stroke as of a clock ; in mod. Sc. Chap.
1619 2 Boyd Last Battel! i 1629) 181 (Jam.) In the dumb

choppe of the conscience. Ibid. 1203 The word without,
and the dumbe choppes of his conscience within could not
moue him to do well.

V. [see Chopping ppl aA,
8. A short broken motion (of waves^

; choppiness.
Also attrih. ^-choppy.
1858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 347 The unusual swell and short

chop of a sea on, led htm to think that he was in shoaler
water. 1868 J. Saxon Five Years in Gold. Gate 235 Con-
flict with the horrors of the Caribbean *chop seas'.

VI. 9. Comb. Chop-eater. Also Chop-house.
1836 9 Dickens Sk. Boz a866> 182 The chop-eater was so

fatigued.

Chop (tjf>p), «M Also 6-7 chopp e. [Another
form of Chap sb.2 ; and the more usual one in

several senses. Choip in the quot. of 1505 ( which
occurs in a printed text of 1508) is the earliest I

trace of the word in any form : with this exception
j

the chap form is evidenced earlier. The variation

may have arisen from association with the other
words in which chap varies with chop.]

1. A jaw.
c 1505 Dunbar Flyting 166 Thy cheik bane bair . . Thy

choip, thy choll, garris men for to leif chest. 1700 Steele
Tatter No. 44 r 5 There is a Thread on one of Punch's
Chops, which draws it up, and lets it fall, a 1899 Praed
Poems (1864) II. 96 His fallen chop Most eloquently tells,

b. usually //. Jaws ; sides of the face.

i6xsCrooke Body ofMan 124 The muscles of the choppes,
'/ 1 6 16 Beaum. & Ft- Thierry 111. 460 He. . laies me over the
chops with his club fist. 1656 Ridgley Prod. Physick 223 1

Make deep scarification under the Chops. 171a Arbi'thnot
\

John Bull 11727) 86 To give Nic. a good slap on the chops.
'

1731 Swift Wis. (18411 II. 50 If thou hadst as much brains
|

in thy skull as beard on thy chops. 1875 B. Taylor Faust
\

iv. ii. II. 247 His cheekbones and his chops are shattered.
|

1877 Holdemess Gloss. (E. D. S.), Chops, the jaws. 'Ah '11

slap thy chops fo' tha' '.

2. //. The jaws and intervening space, the cavity 1

of the mouth, fauces, parts about the mouth ; «=

Chap sb* 3.
v
This is the more usual form in con-

temptuous or humorous application to men.) *j

1589 Hay any Work 11844) 69 Whose good names can
j

I
take no staine, from a bishops chopps. 1597 8 Br. Hall .So/,

j

111. vi. 8 Downe he dips his chops deepe in the myre, And
I

drinks. 1633s Lithcow Trav. (16821 421 Two Hens.. I

- changed, as they grow fat for the Priests Chops. 1655
Fellowes tr. Milton's 2nd Defence 227 The sight of this

I
egg- .caused our monarchy-men. .to lick their chops. 1733
Fielding Int. Chamberm. t. v, My chops begin to water,

j

1748 tr. Vegetius' Distemp. Horses 37 Mixed with hot
;

Water, and. .poured down the Animal's Chops. 1849 Tho-
j

reau Week Concord Riv. Tuesd. 206 The nut stowed away 1

in its chops. 1864 Capern Devon Prov., Chops, the mouth.

3. trans/. An appellation for a person with fat

or bloated cheeks.
1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. it 151 Fat. lie hang you for

going. Poy. You will, chops. 1597 — 2 Hen. II , iu iv. I

235. 1611 Cotgr., Fafelu, Puffed vp, fat cheeked, a chops.

4. trans/. The mouth, opening, or entrance of an
abyss, cannon, valley, channel, etc.

1636 Featly Clavis Myst. v. 64 In the very chops of des-

tinie, or jawes of death itselfe. 1697 Bp. Patrick Comm.
Ex. xiv. 3 They were to enter by the Chops of Pihahiroth.

1717 SwiFT Poems, To Delany, He runs into a cannon'*
chops. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Antiq. 11. xv. 9 3 Which
army they placed at the chops of the mountains.

b. C/iops 0/ the Channel : the entrance into the

English Channel from the Atlantic.

1693 Luttrell BriefRet. 41857) II. 646 A squadron of 13
French men of warr sailed from Brest . . to lye in the chops
of the Channell. 1748 Anson's Voy. 111. x. (ed. 4) 548 Cruis-

ing in the chops of the Channel. 183a Marryat N. Forster
xi, The brig wis not far off from the chops of the Channel.
a 1845 Hood Supper Superst. vi, When down she went
with all our hands. Right in the Channel's Chops.

5. Afec/i. The 'jaws' or 'checks* of a vice, etc.

1884 F. Britten Watch 4- Clockm. 36 Two chops, free to

slide between guides, embrace the pendulum spring.

f6. Comb.
1745 tr. Columellas Httsb. v. vi, The chops-shoot is that

which springs out of the middle, between two arms of the

vine, as it were, in a fork.

Chop (t>p), *M [f. Cuop r.-']

1. An exchange, a barter.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams L 187 (D.> The Duke, .drew
on the King hardly to make a chop with those demeasnes.

2. Chop and change : a change, alteration ; cf.

Chop 4.

1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy t. xi, Surnames . . which, in a
course of years, have generally undergone as many chops
and changes as their owners. 1835 Marryat Jae. Faithf.
xvi, At last we were all arranged . . although there were
several chops and changes about, until the order of prece-

dence could be correctly observed, a 184s Hood To
Kitchener iii, Like Fortune, full of chops and changes.

Chop, iM [f. Chop v.'*] A snap with the jaws
or mouth. (Quot. 1693 may belong to Chop sbA)
a 1653 G. Daniel Idyll v. 160 Give a double Choppe

On the Mouth-fitting Vowel. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint.
Compi. Gard. I. 124 [An apple that) requires to be Eaten
greedily, and at a chop ; that is to say, without Ceremony,
and with its Coat all on. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. II. 298
' No ' said Miss Wren, with a chop.

Chop (tfpp\ sbfi Also 7 chaup, 8 chap(p,
(tiapp

, 9 chhap. [ad. Hindi chhap impression, 1

print, stamp, brand, etc. : see Yule. The word has

been carried by European traders to China, where
it is now used in senses that have become obsolete

In India ]

1. In India, China. A seal or the impression of

I a seal ; an official impress or stamp.

1614 Milward in Purchas Pitgr. L 526 (Y.) The King [of
Achen] sent us his Chop. 1678 Lett,from Dacca Fact, in
India Office (Y.), Alledging that they came without y*
Visiers Chaup to him. 1696 Ovincton Voy. Suratt 251
(Y.) Upon their Chops as they call them in India, or Seals
engraven, are only Characters, generally those of their
Name. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India III. 340 Mr. Pigot is

said to have seized his chop, or seal, and applied it to the
paper. 1859 Simmonds Did. Trade, Chhap, on official

mark on weights and measures, to indicate their accuracy
;

an eastern Custom-house stamp or seal on goods that have
been examined and have paid duty.

2. A licence, passport, etc., made valid by means
of such a seal

;
generally, a properly authenticated

official document, permitting or authorizing some
act ; a permit.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. i. 16 The Governor or his Deputy
gives his Chop or Pass to all Vessels that go up or down.
1711 Lockyer Acc. Trade India 35 <Y.) This [Oath, at
Acheen] is administered by the Shabander. .and it is called
receiving the Chop for Trade. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Voy.
S. Seas 300 Came on board a Chinese Interpreter, or Lin-
guist, who brought with him a Chop, for our $oing over ih<_-

Barr. 1771 Forster tr. Osbeck's Trav. China I. 181 (Y.l
With Tiapp or passports. 1802 Capt. Elmore in Naval
Chron. VIII. 382 The Hong merchant furnishes you with a
chop to deliver your cargo. 1899 S. W. Williams Chinese
Comm. Guide, Grand chop, a ship's port clearance.

b. Hence chop-boat, 1 a licensed lighter em-
ployed in the transportation of goods '

; chop-
house, 1 a custom-house where transient duties are
levied* (Williams Chinese Comm. Guide).
1882 Fanhwae at Cantott 25 (Y.) On the edge of the river

. .were Chop houses, .to prevent smuggling.

3. China trade. A mark on goods to declare
their nature, quality, etc. ; a trade-mark

; hence,
a particular 1 brand *, sort, or class of goods bear-

ing the same trade-mark. Also attrib.
1828 in Webster. 1859 S. W.Williams Chinese Comm.

Guide, Chop of Tea, a number of boxes of the same make
and quality of leaf. 1859 Simmonds Trade, Chop, a
trade term in China for the entire bulk of a certain kind of
tea brought to market, or the quantity made. 1861 Guar,
dian 11 Nov., In China Silk .. notwithstanding the con-
tinued small supply of ' classical ' chops, the prices . . have
given way 6d. 1881 Manch. Courier 12 Jan., The only
special chop in request has been 1 hand and branch '.

4. Hence, Anglo-Ind. & colloq. First {second)

chop: first .or other) rank, rate, position, quality,

etc ; also attrib.

1823 C W. Wvnn Let. in Dk. Buckingham Mem. Crt.
Geo. II "11859) I*478,l must make my table up with directors,
military men, and such like second chop. 1837-40 Hali-
burton Clockm. (1662) 7 It [a carriage] is a beautiful article

—a real first chop—no mistake. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs
xxix, We are the first-chop of the world. Ibid, xl. They
are a sort of second-chop dandies. 187a Geo. Eliot Mid-
diem. xiiL tD.i, You must be first chop in heaven, else you
won't like it much.
6. In China. 'A hulk* (Y.\ [Of uncertain origin.]

1859 All Y. Round No. 2. 38 He lives in a 'chop'—

a

floating house like a two-storied City barge, but larger.

Hence Chop v. {nonce-wd.)
1698 Fryfr Acc. E. IndiaoS (Y.) The Custom-house has

a good Front, where the chief Customer appears certain
Hours to chop, that is to mark, Goods outward-bound.

Chop ;tffP)t Also 4 7 choppe, (5-6
schoppe, 6 chopp, 7 chopo . [Another form of
Chapi>.' The evidence of the quotations as to

their relative priority in date is not decisive, nor
is any trace of the word in either form to be found
in OE., or in the older stages of Teutonic. Chap
coincides in sense with On. happen to chop, cut,

mince, hew, lop, prune, late MDu. cappen to hew
off, chop off, LG. ^whence mod.G.) happen, Da.
kappe, Sw. kappa to cut, chop. Hut the type to

which these point is *kappdn, OTeut. *kappdjan,

and this would app. have given in OE. only *cap-

pian, since a before double stops followed by
¥ittural vowel, did not give « in primitive OE.

his again would have given ME. and modem
*cap ; while the OE. type of chap would be *ceap-

pian
t
*cxppian. Thus, the relationship of the Eng.

to the continental words cannot, at present, be
made out.

Chop and chap were subsequently somewhat differentiated,

chop becoming the proper word for branches I and II, while
III and IV are left to chap. In some respects, the use of
the chop forms, esp. in the s^ (sense i\ suggests influence

of F. couper, in ij-isthc. often coper; but whether the
latter had, or could have, any influence on the rise or cur-

rency of the form chop is problematical.]

I. To cut with a blow.

1. trans. To cut with a quick and heavy blow

;

now always with a hewing, hacking instrument,

as an ax or cleaver
;
formerly also with a sword.

1362 Lancl. P. PI. A.m. 253 Children and Cheorles, Chop
hem todebe. 1377— B. xn. 127 And medle we nau|t muche
with hem to meuen any wrathe, Lest cheste chafen vs to

choppe vche man other, c 1400 Destr. Troy 8230 Achilles

mony choise men choppit to be erthe. 1490 Caxton Eney-
dos xxii. 83 Thei thre furyouse goddesses infernalle. .kutten
and choppen, breken and marren alle the werke. 1839 Sir
C. Napier in Bruce Life iv. 132 Cavalry are only useful to

bully a mob. .by chopping them a little instead of destroying
them by firearms.

b. To make by this action.

1874 Knight Did. Mech. I. 543/2 The cotton-chopper



CHOP.

straddles the row, and chops wide gaps, leaving the plants

in hills.
.

2. With various adverbial extensions (precisely

as with Cut) ; as about, away, down, off, through,

from anything, in two, in or into pieces, etc.

1393 Langl. P. PL C. I. 64 Bote holy churche & charite

choppe [w.r.chaste] a-doun swich shryuers. laz4aoChester

PI. (1843) I. 161, I shall choppe of his heade. <: 1400 Destr.

Troy 1967 I shuld. .chopburghe bi chekesfor chaterying so

high, c 1400 Maundev. xix. 201 Thei choppen alle the

Body in smale peces. 1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 111. (Arb.)

92 Wee chopt of softlye the cables. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI

v. i. 135 Chop away that factious pate of his. 1611 Bible

Micah iii. 3 They breake their bones, and chop them m
pieces. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 23 p 4 The Pope .

.
ordered

. . both his Hands to be chopped off. 181 1 A. T. Thomson
Lone/. Disp. (1818) 26 Bones, chopped into small pieces.

1864 Tennyson Boddkca 68 Chop the breasts from off the

mother. 1885 Mag. Art. Sept. 448/1 [He] chopped the

windows about, to fit in heavy shutters.

3. To cut (with an ax, cleaver, etc.) into pieces

(usually for a purpose) ; to mince. This is =
chop in pieces in 2. Also with compl., as to chop

small. Chop up: to subdivide thoroughly by

chopping ; alsoJig.
'! a 1400 Morte A rtk. 1026 Childre, Choppid in a chargour

of chalice whytt sylver. 1523 Fitzherb. Hitsb. § 44 Take.

.

brome, croppes . . and chop them very smal. 1527 Andrew
Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters A ij b, The herbes or leyes

chopt. a 1535 Dewes hitrod. Fr. in Palsgr. (1852) 939 To
chope brede, chapter. 1570 Levins Manip. 169 To chop
herbes, concidere. 1714 Gay Trivia II. 129 The Cleaver

chops the Heifer's spoil. 1840 H. Rogers Ess. II. v. 251

Those complicated divisions and subdivisions into which

our forefathers thought proper to chop up their discourses.

1849 Claridge Cold Water% Friction-Cure (1869) 89 Chop-
ping or sawing wood is better exercise . . than walking.

absol. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agrk. vj. § 2 (1681) 92 Good
to make Dressers, and Planks to chop on. Mod. In chop-

ping fire-wood we want a block to chop on.

4. intr. To aim a hacking or hewing blow at.

1399 Langl. Rich, Rcdeles 22 Ich man y-charchid to

schoppe at his croune. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7259 He choppit

to Achilles with a chere felle. 1859 Kingsley Misc. (i860)

I. 202 He. .chops at it fiercely and hastily. Mod. I found

him with an ax chopping at one of the trees.

6. trans, {fig.) To utter abruptly and disjoint-

edly, with words or phrases cut short.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 111. ii. 278 Chopping the exclama-
tion with that sharp little hatchet of hers. 1882 Society 16

Dec. 19/2 She was somewhat nervous..and chopped her

words.

6. To harrow ; = Chip k.i 7. [Of doubtful con-

nexion.]

1830 Galt Laurie T. 11. xi. (1849) 78 Having seven acres

chopped, and three of them under crop. Ibid. 80 That 'ere

chopping, I reckon, is tarnation hard work.

II. To thrust or move with suddenness or force

(as in delivering a blow).

f7. trans. To thrust with sudden force. Obs.

(Cf. colloq. to stick, clap.)

1560 Whitehorne Ord. Souldiours (1588) 33 b, The iust

charge in pouder . . may . . be . . put in bagges of linnen .. which
in a sodaine may be chopt into the mouth of a peece. 1581

J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 348 b, All these toyes, (which

you have chopt into the Church at this day). 1594 Shaks.

Rich. Ill, 1. iv. 160 (Globe) We will chop [1623 throw) him
in the malmsey-butt in the next room. 1618 Bolton Florus

II. xvii. 146 A Souldier chopt hisjaveline into him. 1620 J.

Wilkinson Treat. Coroners Sherifes 15 B. lying on the

ground plucketh out his knife,and A. is so hasty to kill B. that

he choppeth himselfe upon the knife of B. 1652 Cotterell
Cassandra 11. ii. (1676) 143, I chopp'd my hand suddenly

into his [a lion's] throat. 1708 J. C. Compl. Collier(iS^) 14

Have good strong wooden Plugs ready made, whilst bore-

ing, to chop into the Bore-hole.

b. To chop down, chop in, chop together. (Cf.

to clap down, stick in, stick or clap together.)

Chop in (fig.) : to interpolate, ' clap ' or ' stick ' in.

1550 Latimer Last Serin, be/. Edw. VI, 1. 253 This

covetous fellow, .interrupted the sermon, even by suddenly

chopping in 'Master. .speak to my brother.' 1562 J. Hey-
wood Prov. 4- Epigr. (1867) 104 She. .chopt downe emptie

candelsticks two or three. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ.
Osor. 418 A certein Gloaser, who. .doth chopp in an exposi-

tion of his own. Ibid. Could this Lymbus be a fitt place to

chopp the unbelevers and holy ones together ? 1586 Ferne
Blaz. Gentrie II. 23 You chop so much vplandish in your

tale, that by my troth, I scantly vnderstand the halfe of it.

1602 Rowlands Greene's Cony-catchers (i86o)_ 29 By a fine

tricke of Legerdemaine gathers it [a gold chain] vp into his

hand, and chops the copper chaine in place. 1640 Sir E.

Dering Prop. Sacr. (1644) 29 You chop in the word offer.

1656 Hobbes Liberty, Necess. etc. (1841) 327 He chops in

and tliere/ore, and makes an absurd consequence.

c. absol. To cause to fall with a sudden jerk.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collieries) 11 We have two Labourers

at a time at the handle of the bore Rod, and they chop, or

pounce.

t 8. intr. To go or come with sudden impetus,

or with violence. Of voluntary action : to ' strike',

dart, swoop, bounce, pounce, force oneself. Obs.

a. esp. with in, into, to ' strike ' in, thrust

oneself in, enter forcibly, intervene, break in with

a remark.

'53S Joye Apol. Timiale (Arb.) 20 So sodenly fyercely and
boldely to choppe in to any mannis conscience. 1551 T.
Wilson Logike 51 b, Some, .choppe in at a windowe when
the doore is shut up. 158s Parsons Chr. Exerc. 11. Hi. 252
Vnconstant menne, that nowe choppe in, and nowe runne
out. 1600 J. Norden in Farr A". P. Eliz. (1845) II- 400 A
change chops in of more inconstant rate. 1631-2 High

379

Commission. Cases (1886) 320 It was not wont that men

should choppe in and talke soe when the Court is speaktnge.

1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pitgr. xxxiv. (1668) 422 He. .made

no more ado but chopt into their company. 1697 Collier

Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. (1709)22 He presently orders the Musick

to play grave, and chop into a Dorion. 1714 Ellwood
Autobiog. 254, I. - chopt in upon him, and kept him at a

Bay. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 204 [They]

chop in with their nimble tongues. 1816 Scott Antiq. iii.

How have 1 trembled, lest some passing stranger should

chop in between me and the prize.

b. Also with other constructions, as down,

forth, off, out, etc. ; to chop upon, to pounce upon.

1556 J. Heywood Spider a> F. xxv. 7 Flise at libertee in

and out might chop. 1562 —Prov. ft Ep'gr.{l&6j) i42[He]

as rashely, as rudely, chopt foorth. 1583G0LDING Lalvin

on Deut. Ix. 359 They chop downe to the table lyke swyne.

1600 F. Walker Sp. Mandevitle 152 a, When they see any

Hawke . . they choppe downe into the Snowe. a 1611

Beaum. & Fl. Maid's Trag. iv. ii, Thou wilt chop out

with them unseasonably, When I desire them not. a 1620

J. Dyke Set. Serin. (1640) 108 They chop suddenly off from

these duties, breake them off abruptly. ai688V]LLiERS (Dk.

Buckhm.) Chances (1714) 143 Whose Chastity he chops upon,

he cares not. 1691 Lady R. Russell Lett. II. cxxi. 89 Now
every thing is so soon chopped upon and gone. 1698 Norris

Pract. Disc. IV. 67 It would not do so well to. .chop down
right into a discourse about Religion.

C. Naut. To chop to an anchor: to come to

anchor hastily.

1633 T. James Voy. 22 We chopt to an Anker ; and sayed

the pumps.

f 9. Of involuntary action : To be precipitated,

to come or go suddenly, to drop, fall, etc. With

down, in. Obs.

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serin. Tim. 261/2 There be no

stumbling blocks to make vs chop out of the way. 1383-9'

H. Smith Whs. (1866-7) I. 366 A hard thing for princes to

remember death; they, .chop into the earth before they be

aware. 1389 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 3 If his frinds or his

foes chop into it vnawares. 1627 Drayton Agincourt 124

And being gotten to the top. .downe on th' other side doth

chop, And to the foot came rumbling. 1681 Cotton Woud.

Peak (ed. 4) 55 The water's margent here goes down so

steep, That at the first step, you chop in middle-deep.

f b. To fall in with ; come upon suddenly and

by chance ; to fall upon. Obs.

1653 Blithe Eng. Improv. Imp. xxviii. 192 He shall never

make a Plough to go with ease by his rules, unless he chop

upon it by chance. 1092 Luttrell Brie/ Eel. (1857)

503 One of our.. ships.. chopt upon a French privateer.,

and took her. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. (1709) 197

He is just chop'd in with a Pack of Dogs. 1703 Farquhar

Inconstant in. (1728) 42 What shou'd I chop upon but the

very place. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xii. (1840) 217 We
chopped upon a booty.

III. = Chap v> II.

f 10. intr. To break open in clefts or cracks ; to

crack, cleave ; now to Chap. Obs.

1576 Baker Jewell 0/ Health 17 a, The Oven must.. be

well playstred with fast and strong Lyme, that the same

chop not. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 318 A certayne fruit like unto

peares, the whiche do also chop and cleeve asunder. 1693

Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Card. I. 23 Soils that easily

Chop in the time of great long heats. 1759 Heberden 111

Phil. Trans. LI. 216 The nipples of her breasts chopped.

11. trans. To make a cleft or incision in, gash.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agrk. yj. § 2 (16811 91 If the old

[Elm] Roots be chopped or slit, and slightly covered with

light Mould, they will send forth plenty of Suckers. 1857

Holland Bay Path vi. 76 That rough thread of soil,

chopped by the blades of a hundred streams.

IV. = Chap v.l III. Sc.

f 12. trans. To strike, knock ; mod.Sc. chap.

a 1375 in Lay Folks Mass-bk. 137 He chopped his Cholle,

.\-3eyn be Marbel-ston. 15*3 Douglas /Encis ix. xii. 46 For

wikkit Iuno.Xhoppyt by the schaft [of the spear]. ai572

Knox Hist. Re/. Scotland Wks. 1846 I. 99 Thei wold chope

thare familiares on the cheak with it. 1599 James I BoiriA.

Aupov (1682) 11 Conscience, .choppeth. .him with a feeling

that he hath done wrong, a 1657 Sir J. Balfour Ann.

Scotl. (1824-5) II. 68 It was . . his Maiesties pleasur, that they

tuo should chope handes, and embrace one ane other, wich

. . they werey cordially did.

f 13. intr. To strike ; mod.Sc. chap.

1513 Douglas SEneis v. vi. 66 Diores, quhidderand at his

bak lute hate, His tais choppand on his heill all the gait.

a 1572 Knox Hist. Re/.Wks. 1846 I. 206 Thegalayes..

eschapping a great danger, for upon the back of the sandis

thei all schopped.

V. In various uses this verb and the next ap-

pear to run together, and produce senses which

combine the two notions of ' striking ', or suddenly

moving in any direction, with that of ' turning ' as

in the chopping of the wind. Thus a fox is said

to chop back and double ; a mineral vein chops up,

down, back, etc.

a 1620 J. Dyke Set. Serin. 11640) 108 Such a sudden and

immediate chopping from holy duties to matters of the

world. 1747 [See Chop sb. 1 II]. 1879 J. Armstrong Wanny
Blossoms (Hexham) 85 The fox chops back and doubles

like a hare.

Chop (tffp), v:1 Also 5-7 choppe. [Appears

bef. 1400 in the appellation choppe-churche, which

implies earlier use of the vb., though the latter

has been found first, in the phrase ' to choppe and

change', late in the 15th c. The history is not

clear, but as Chap was of occasional earlier use

in the same sense, it is not improbable that chop

was merely a variant due to the circumstance that

other words of the same form varied between chop

CHOP.

and chap. There appears little reason to think

that the Flemish kopen, koopen, to sell, or its Eng.

form cope, or the ON. kaupa, or its Sc. form coup,

had anything to do with the origin of choppe.

The difference between (k<?p) and (tjpp ) is great.]

I. To barter, give in exchange,

f 1. intr. or absol. To barter ; make an exchange

with. Obs.

c 148s [see chop and change, 4 a]. 1580 Hollyband
Trcas. Fr. Tong, Eschanger, to exchange, to chop, to

scorse. 1590 Tarleton News Purgat. (1844) 56 Will you

chop with me ? voulez vous troquer avec moi ? 1611 Cotgr.

Changer, .to exchange, interchange, trucke, scoorse, barter,

chop with. 1613 Beaum. & Fl. Captain 1. ii, [A trader]

in another country. .Chopping for rotten raisins, c 1630

Drumm.ofHawth. Poems "Wks. (1711)34 Mars choP5 wlth

Saturn ; Jove claims Mars's sphere.

2. trans. To exchange one thing for another by

way of commerce ; to barter. To chop away : to

barter away ; also fig., to bargain away or let go

for unworthy objects or motives. Obs. or dial.

1554 Latimer Wks. (1845) II. 433 Shall we go about to

chop away this good occasion, which God offereth us. 1581

Mulcaster Positions xl. (1887) 229 Schoole places, .being

in the hart of townes, might easely be chopt for some field

situation. 1623 Bp. Hall Serin. V. 157 Here one chops

away the Truth, for fear or ambition. 1693 Shadwell

Volunteers iv. (1720) IV. 467 Horses that are jades, .may be

chopt away, or sold in Smithfield. 1706 Lend. Gaz.^ No.

4236/4 The same Person has . . chopp'd and dispos'd of

several Horses. 1880-81 E. Cornwall, Ox/ord, I. o/Wight,

etc. Gloss., Chop, to barter, to exchange. Mod. Kent. dial.

He chopped away three old hens for two young ones,

t 3. To buy and sell, make commerce of. Obs.

1645 Milion Tetrach. Wks. (1738) 254 To limit it to that

age, when it was in fashion to chop matrimonies.

4. To chop and change : an alliterative phrase

in which, as the force of the word chop has be-

come indistinct, the meaning has passed from that

of ' to barter ' to that of ' to change, alter '.

a. intr. To practise bartering ;
buy and sell

;

bargain with.
c itfsDigby Myst. (1882) v. 641, I. .choppe and chaunge

with symonye, and take large yiftes. 1526 Tindale 2 Cor.

ii. 17 Many. . which choppe and chaunge with the worde ol

God. 1578 T. N[icuoLs] tr. Conq. W. India 197 A hundred

thousand persons come thither to choppe and change. 1622

R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 148 To speake with some of

the Indians.. to see if they would, .chop and change with

Ui

b. trans. To buy and sell, exchange ;
also/4'.

1549 Allen Jade's Par. Rev. 29 She hath chopped and

changed it; yea she hath solde it. 1558 Will of C. Alee

1 Somerset Ho. I, Shall neither give, sell, choppe nor chaunge

any part. 1584 Leicester's Commonw. (1641I 60 He doth

chop and change what lands he listeth with her Majesty.

1590 H. Barrow in Confer, i. 6 You buy and sell, chop

and change your ecclesiasticall offices, .as horses in a mire.

1852 R. S. Surtf.es Sponge's Sp. Tour xxxix. 212 He was

continually chopping and changing his horses.

C. intr. or absol. To change one s tactics or

ways, to make frequent changes ; to change about.

1540 Coverdale Cou/ut. Standish Wks. II. 419 Even as

ye pervert the words of holy scripture, .as ye chop and

change with it. 1583 Stlbbes Ana/. Abus. 11. 108 lhey

cannot content themselueswith common, and vsuall fashions,

but they must chop and chaunge euerie day with the worlde.

163s Quarles Embl. 1. ix. (17181 38 O, who would trust this

world. .That, .chops and changes ev'ry minute. 1888 Poor

Nellie 299 It is to be hoped he knows his own mind this time,

and does not intend chopping and changing about again,

d. trans. To change, make different, alter.

557 T- (Genev.) 1 Pet. ii. 2 note, [That] they be not

deceaued by them which chope and change it, and gyue

poyson in stede of it. 1566 T. Stapleton Ret. bntr. Jiwel

iv 63 Thus he choppeth and changeth his minde. 1655

Gurnall Chr. in Arm. iv. (1669) 254/2 [Laban] chopping

and changing his wages so oft. 1724 A- Collins Gr. t nr.

Relig. 222 To chop and change the whole Old T estament as

he pleases.

II. Hence the meaning of ' change passes over

into chop alone. (As said of the wind, there was

prob. some influence of Chop v> in the sense of

'striking' in a given direction.)

+ 5. trans. To change. Obs.

,644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 61 This is not to put down

Prelaty, this is but to chop an Episcopacy ;
this is but to

translate the Palace Metropolitan from one kind ot do-

minion into another.
, , ,

6. intr. esp. Naut. Of the wind: To change,

veer, or shift its direction suddenly ;
usually with

round, about {up, obs.). ,

a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts L <'7°4' '9"A 1 h=

Windwould chop up Westerly. 1657 L.gon j****""
(,673) 19 It was the time of Tornado, when the w nds chop

abou into the South. 1754 Fielding,^ ni.v, lhe

wind, which was at first fair, soo"
t
ch?P.Ped

.
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Southey Bot. Bay Eclog. iii, Then the fair wind of fortune

c^hopt round in my face 1805 A. Duncan^fi^gS'
1 1 1 1 74 At the same moment the wind chopped fromls

.
N

.
W

to west 1854 H. Miller Sch. * Schm. i. (1860)5 The wind

chopped suddenly round and they all set out to sea.

1 transf. andfig.
To turn with, or like, the wind.

,657 Howell Londinop. .3 The probablest reason why

three or four tydes do chop in one day is, because the wmds

Mowing, etc. 171 1 F. Fuller Med. Gymn. Pref.When.a

Cough comes to last above a Month, and begins to chop a
Its indications. 1814 DTsraeli Quarrels Auth. (18671 395

The weathercock chopping with the wind, so pliant to move,

and so stiff when fixed. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xy. The

ship turned slowly to the wind, pitching and chopping as

4o — 2
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the baits were spilling, i860 I h.v .kef-: ay Four Georges L
How the House of Lords and H uu •< of Commons chopped
round.

8. trans. To exchange or bandy words ;
esp. in

To chop logic : to exchange logical arguments and
terms, bandy logic, reason argumentatively, argue.

;

(In late use, often erroneously referred to Chop v. 1
, as if

4
to mince divide minutely, * split hairs ', or ' hash up *.)

c 1515 Skklton Reptyc. 1 18 Wolde . . That wyse Harpocrates
Had your mouthes stopped . . Whan ye logyke chopped.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. /re/, in Holinshed VI. 49 You
charge me . . that I presume to chop logike with you . . by
answering your snappish Quid with a knappish Quo. 161 x

Uealm. & Fl. Knt. B. Pestle l 51 Harke how he chops
Logickwith his Mother. 1659 J. Akrowsmith Chain Prin.
349 Bublings up of carnal reason against divine dispensa-
tions.. which our English Proverb calls chopping Logick
with God. x65i Ussher Power Princes 11.(1683) M2 "hat
confusion would be brought.. if a Son, or a Servant, or a
Subject might have liberty to stand upon terms and chop
Logick with his Father, Master, or Prince. 1771 Smollett
Humph. CI. (1815) 25 A man must not presume to use his
reason, unless he has studied the categories, and can chop
logic by mode and figure. 1840 Carlyle Heroes ii. (1858)
232 A bastard kind of Christianity, .chopping barren logic
merely! 1854 H. Miller Sch. fySchm. ix, Men chopping
little familiar logic on one of the profoundest mysteries of
Revelation.

t b. rarely with other objects.
1685 tr. Gracian's Courtiers Man. 140 To chop reasons.

1746 Berkeley Wks. IV. 304 We will chop politics together,

fc. intr. To bandy words, to answer back.
1581 Mclcaster Positions xxxviii. (1887) 181 With some

Logicall helpe to chop, and some Rhetoricke to braue. 1617
Hieron Wks. 1619-20 II. 321 How soone came he [Jonah]
to that extremity of testtnesse, that he feared not tas it were)
to chop with God. 1626 Bacon Sylva $ 252 Echoes are,
some more sudden and chop again as soone as the voice is

delivered. Ibid. § 248 If it (an Eccho] be neare, and yet not I

so neare, as to make a Concurrent Eccho, it choppeth with
you upon the sudden. 16x5 — Ess. Judicature (Arb.) 457
Let not the Counsell at the Barre, chop with the Iudge..
after the Iudge hath Declared his Sentence.

t d. trans. To find fault with ; = Argue v. 2.

17M Arbi'thnot John Butt Pref. 3, I was never afraid to
be choped by my master for telling of truth.

Chop (tj^p , v.'* Also 6-7 choppe. [app. f.

Chop sb. 2 in the sense of * take with the chops';
but probably vaguely associated also with those
senses of Chop v. 1 which express sudden action.]

t L trans. To take into the chops and cat ; to

snap up. Obs.
1581 J. Bell //addon's A new. Osor. 350 With your fingers

you handle the reall, corporal I, substancialf, identicall
presence of Christ, behold the same with your eyes, and
choppe him uppe at a morsell. 1630 Fuller //oty War iv.

xxviii. 1 1840* 230 With which [goods] the waves played a
little, and then chopped them up at a morsel. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Reft, iv. v. (1675' 195 A large Fish, espying the Fly
..having greedily chop'd it up, etc. 1701 J. Collier Af.
Aurel. 244 She docs not chop him up at a Mouthful, like
the Sphinx.

f2. Jig. Applied to hurried reading or speaking
in which the words are 1 swallowed 1

or bolted. Obs.
1583 Stubbes Auat. A bus. U. 74 Which maketh them

[Reading ministers) to gallop it ouer as fast as they
can, andto chop it vp with all possible expedition, though
none vnderstand them. C1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, To
chop up Prayers, to huddle them up, or slubber them over.

f 3. intr. To snap, to bite at. Obs.
1509 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 76 [The fish] seeing the

mark fall so just in his mouth, chopped a-loft and snapped
her up. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Chop Cherry, Thou mad'st
me chop, but yet, Another snapt the cherry. 1687 H. More
App. Antid. (1712) 184 If a Dog chop at the bigger morsel.
»694 L'Estrange Fables xcvi. (1714) in The Common
People will Chop like Trouts at an Artificial Fly.

4. trans. JIunting. To seize (prey) before it has
lime to get fairly away from cover.
a 1624 Bp. M. Smith Serm. (1632) 201 While the Vrchin.

.

creepes forth to suckc the cow, he is dogged, and chopped in.
i757.r'ooTE Author 1. 28 'ITie Pleasure of this Play, like
hunting, does not consist in immediately chopping the
Prey. 1781 P. Beckforh Hunting 141 Harefinders are of
one great use: they hinder your hounds from chopping
hares, which they otherwise could not fail to do. 1875
Stonehenge Brit. Sports 1. !. vii. fi 8. 108 The spaniels will
. .even chop them occasionally ; but. .the bird (woodcock) is
very nimble in evading the jaws of his enemy. 1888 El-
worthy W. Sonurset Wordbk s.v., Bad luck, the hounds
chopped a fox in Tripp brake, and after that 'twas a blank,

f D. trans. To seize. Obs.
17*6 Shelvocke Voy. round World 449 David Griffith.

.

who was chopp'd, that is, seiz'd till the man who was guilty
of the crime was deliver'd to them.

Chop, vA colloq. [f. Chop sb. 1 2 b.] To eat
a chop.
1841 Mrs. Gore Cecil xx, I would rather have 'chopped

*

at the ' Blue Posts ' as I once did, fifteen years before.
1887 Sala //lust. Land. News 5 Feb. 144, I went one day
. . to * chop ' at the Cock.
Chop, vfi Anglo-Ind. : see nnder Chop sb£
t Chop-cherry. Obs. [f. Chop v.3 + Cherry.]
A game in which one tries to catch a suspended
cherry with the teeth

; bob-cherry.
1561 Hoby tr. Castigtione's Covrtyer (1577) I 6b, Manye

women .for a season played as children doe at Chopcherie.
1594 Plat Jrtvetl Ho. 1. 3 How they may play at chop-
cherne, when cherrie time is past. 1609 Sv. Woman in
Hum. 1. i. in Bullen O. PL IV. 1648 Herrick //es/er, (title)
Chop-Cherry. 1659 C. Noble /nexpediency of Exped. 7To see themselves Tantalized and plaid at Chop-cherry
weath. 1684 H. More Answer 240 That the Tree of Life I

was not set in Paradise for Adam to eat of, but to play at I

Chop-cherry with him, and to mock him.

Chop-chop. An imitation of a natural sound.
186a Dai/y Tel. 19 Oct. The idle flapping of a sail or the

ceaseless chop-chop ofa boat at her moorings.

t Cho p-church. Obs. A dealer or trafficker

in ecclesiastical benefices ; one of * those secular

priests who drove a trade, or made an advantage
by exchanging of their benefices * (Kennett) ; also

called church-chopper.
1391 in Spelman Concilia II. 641 Litera tnissa omnibus

Eptscopis suftraganeis Domini contra Choppe-Churches.
a 1500 roc. in Wr.-Wulcker 594 Manglisa, a cnoppechurche.
1581 Lambarde Eiren. iv. v. (15881 488 Chopchurch, Mer-
chaunt, Grocer. . Spinster, &c bee good Additions of mis-
terie. But Citizen is not, because it is no misterie, arte or
degree. 1695 Kennett Par. Antiq. (1818) II. 201 Those
Chop-churches, against whom some late constitutions had
been made in this diocese.

Chopdar, variant of Choboar.
Choperloche, perversion of Chop-loge, Obs.

Chop-falleil (tj^ pif^den , a. Also 7 -falne.

[f. Chop sb:- + Fallen.] With the lower jaw
fallen, hanging down, or shrunk; Jig., dejected,

dispirited, miserable, crest-fallen; =Chap-fallen.
1602 Shaks. //am. v. i. 212 Where be your Jibes now?

YourGambals? Your Songs?.
.
Quite chopfalne. 1711 Brit.

Apollo III. No. 139. 3/2 Thy chop-fallen Face. 174a R.
Hlair Grave 305 Alas, how chop-fallen now ! 1789 J.
Wolcott(P. Pindar) Expost. Ode vii. Wks. 1812 II. 530 In
piteous chop-faH'n plight. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxiii, Sir

Arthur, .looked extremely embarrassed, and, to use a vulgar
but expressive phrase, chop-fallen. 1837 Carlyle Ft. Rev.
III. vi. i, Most chopfallen, blue, enter the National Agents. .

Chop-house, [f. Chop sb. 1 2 b + Hoi'8E.] An
j

eating-house where mutton-chops, beefsteaks, and
ihe like are supplied ;

1 a mean house of entertain-

meat, where provision ready dressed is sold *

(J.).
c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Chop-houses, where Both

Ijoyld and roast Mutton (in chopps) are alwaves ready. 1711
|

Steele Sfect. No. 308 f 3, I dine at the Chop-house three
Days a Week, a 1861 Clolch Poems, MariMagno 577 Who

'

friendless in a London lodging lives, Dines in a dingy chop-
1

house.

Chopin tjirpin), sb. Forms : (3 schopin),

4 chopyn, 6 choppyne, choppen, 7-8 choppin,
chopine, 7- chopin, 8- Sc. chappin. [?a. F. 1

< hopine an old measure = half a pint ; f. chope 1 a
kind of vessel containing about half a litre \ iden-

tified by I.ittre with mod.Ger. schoppen, LG.
schopen a liquid measure of the same amount.]

a. * A French liquid measure containing nearly

a pint of Winchester* (J.), i.e. half an Old French
pinte. b. A Scotch liquid measure, equal to a
Scotch half-pint, or about a quart of English
wine-measure.
1175 Mun. Gildhalte, Lond. (Rolls) III. 432 Mensura:

quae vocantur * schopinas ' et ' gilles '. 1388Wycuf i Kings
vii. 26 marg. Asextarieisas a chopyn of Pariys. 14*6 Sc.
Act Jos. / (1597) i 70 Twa gallownes and a halfe, and a
choppen of the auld mette. 1608 Armtn Nest Ninn. (1880)

17 Meate was brought and layde by him, and a Choppin of
Wine (for so they call it there). i6ss Cotcr. Chopine, a
chopine ; or the Parisien halfe pint ; almost as big as our
whole one. c 1645 Howell Lett. vi. 59 My Landlord.,
brought up a chopin ofWhitewine. 1771 Smollett Humph.
CI. III. 3 Sept., They, .call for a chopine of two-penny.
I 799 J- Robertson Agric. Perth. 215 A chopin (two English
pints) of new milk. 18. .Galt R. Gilhaize II. 217

(
Jam.) On

this night, .they hae a chappin. 1837 in Fijesh. Advert. 21

Sept. (1888) 4/5 6k bolls of meal, 3 cnopins of milk, c 1850
G. Millswood New Fam. Receipt Bk. 57 One teaspoonful
of this liquid to a choppin of water.

b. attrib.

c 15*0 Dunbar Poems, Rycht airlie 26 Owt of ane chop-
pyne stowp They drank twa quartis. 1749 Lett, in Soc.

Life former Days {1865) A man was to go into a chopin
bottle, and there play on the fiddle. 1805 Forsyth Beauties
Scott. I. 160 Chopin bottles were sold at 4s. fnl. per dozen.

Hence + Chopin v., ad. F. chopiner to tipple.

1653 Uroi:hart Rabelais 1. xviii, Chopining and plying
the pot. Ibid. 11. xxx. We tipled and chopined together.

Chopine, chopin tfqjrn, t/fpin), sb. arch.

Forms : 6-7 choppine, shoppino, chopino, 7
chapin(e, chapiney, cioppino, ciopine, chiop-
pine, ohiopin, cheopine, chippine, (?) chipee-
ner, 7- chopin^e. [Identical with obs. F. chapins^

chappins 'choppins, a kinde of high slippers for

low women * (Cotgr.), and Sp. chapin ' a woman's
. . high cork shoes

1

(Minsheu) ; mod. Sp. chapin
' clog with a cork sole Pg. chapim 1 a high-soled

clog made of cork'. The Eng. writers c 1600
persistently treated the word as Italian, even spell-

ing it cioppino^ pi. cioppitti, and expressly asso-

ciated it with Venice, so that, although not re-

corded in Italian Diets., it was app. temporarily
fashionable there. App. orig. Sp., and a deriv. of
chapa plate of metal, etc. ; hence perh. orig. a
shoe with a thin cork sole, and gradually trans-

ferred. See Skeat in Trans. Phil. Soc. 1885-7, 79.]
A kind of shoe raised above the ground by means

of a cork sole or the like; worn about 1600 in

Spain and Italy, esp. at Venice, where they were
monstrously exaggerated. There is little or no
evidence of their use in England (except on the

stage
) ; but they have been treated by Sir Walter

Scott, and others after him, as parts of English
costume in the 17th c
1577 Eden & Willes Hist. Trav. 252 b, He [Chinaman]

goeth in woodden Choppines a foot hygh from the grounde.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesu 1. xv. 43 The actors did
walke vpon those high corked shoes, .which now they call

in Spain and Italy Shoppini. 1598 Florio, Piannelloni,
great pattins or choppins. — Zoccoli, chopinoes that
women vse to weare. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev.
II. i, I do wish myself one of my mistresses choppinL 16x6
— Devil an Ass 111. iv. (N.', To say he wears cioppinos, and
they do so In Spain. x6oa Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 445 Byrlady
your Ladiship is neerer Heauen then when I saw you last,

by the altitude of a Choppine. 1611 Corvat Crudities 261

There is one thing used of the Venetian women . . that is

not to be observed amongst any other women in Christen-

domc.lt is called a 'Chapiney,' which they weare vnder
their shoes.. by how much the nobler a woman is, by so

much the higher arc her Chapineys. 1617 Moryson /tin.

iv. L 172 The Women of Venice weare choppines or shoos
three or foure hand-bredths high. .1645 Howell Fam.
Lett. (1650) 99 From their high chapins. 1645 Evelyn
Diary June, The noblemen stalking with their lady's on
choppines. 1668 R. L'Estrange Vis. Quev. vi. 179 Raising
themselves upon their Ciopines.

^
1669 Woodhead St.

Teresa 11. xv. 118 She put her Chapines into her sleeve, and
lifting her long coats went as fast as she could. 17..

Revenge, or Match Newgate in. (D.l, I do not love to en.

danger my back with stooping so low ; if you would wear
chipeeners, much might oe done. i8aa Scott Nigel viii,

As I will but take my chopins and my cloak, .and cross the

street to neighbour Ramsay's. x86i Reade Cloister * //.

III. 302 Your wooden heeled chopines to raise your little

stunted limbs up.

t Chop-living. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Chop v 2 +
Living sb.] One who traffics in ecclesiastical liv-

ings ; cf. Chop-church.
1634 Canne Necess. Separ. (1849) 100 Covetous chancellors,

dignified chaplains, alias chophvings, ambitious pluralist*,

simoniacal patrons, alias latrons.

t Chop-loge. Obs. Also-logue,-loche, choper-
loche. A familiar perversion of Chop-logic 2.

154* Udall Erasm. Apoph. 223 a, He .. with lacke of

vitailles brought those chop-logues or greate pratlers as lowe
as dogge to the bow. a 1553 — Royster D. ill. ii. (Arb.) 43
Well dame Distance, if heheare you thus play choploge.

1564 Becon Acts Christ 4- A ntich. (1844) 530 My choploches,

chaplains, and chapmen. 1623 Mabbe tr. A lemon's Guzm.
D'Alf. 11. 17 Pointing to this Chop-loch with her finger.

1658 Cleveland Rustic Ram/. Wks. (1687) 474 Wraw
finds these Choperloches good Disciples.

t Cho*p-lo:gic. Obs. contemptuous. Also 6-7
chopt-logicke. [cf. Chop v.2 8.]

1. Sophistical or contentious argument.
1533 More Apol. xxvii. Wks. 893/1 AH suche argumentes,

andsuche choppelogikes agaynste good rules. 1581 J.
Bell Haddon's Annv. Osor. 395 b, What kinde of chopp-
logick is this?..A trymm conclusion surely ! 159a Grlene
Upst. Courtier (1871) 13 Cloth-Breeches, .swore, .that this

chop-logick was not worth a pinne. 1688 R. Holme A rmoury
iil 254/1 Argumentation . . is . . termed also Demonstration,
Sophistry, Chop Ix>gick, Polemic.

2. One who chops logic ; a contentious, sophis-

tical argner.

1561 Awdelay F'rat. Vacab. 1$ Choplogyke is he that

when his maystcr rebuketh him of hys fault he wyll geve
hyra xx wordes for one. 1576 Newton Lemnie's Com-
plex. (1633* 209 Wranglers, Busie medlers in other mens
matters . . Choplogicks, and Prattlers. 159a Shaks. Rom.
<V Jut. in. v. 150 How now? Chopt Logicke? what is

this?

3. attrib.

1556 J. H eywood Spider <y F. xliv. 213 And take vpon
him in chop logic lawse To control! vs.

Hence Chop-logical a., argumentative, dispu-

tatious. Tindale uses chopological in derision of

tropological.

iS»8 Tindale Doctr. Treat. (1848) 308 The literal sense

kiltcth . .We must therefore, say they, seek out some chop-
ological sense, a 1651 Brome Queen 4- Cone. iv. v, You
choplogical Rascal, /bid. v. vii. Why thou choplogicall

Fellow, dost thou not think, there are as good men hanged?

fChopneBB. [? A fictitious word.] (Seequot.')

1766 Goody Tifo-Shoes < 1882* 149 Then getting a Chopness
(a Thing like a Spade) and digging, he discovered a Copper-
chest, full of Gold. 1830 in Maunder. 1846 Worcester
Chopness, a kind of spade. 1864 in Webster.

Chopped (tjfpt), a.l Also chopt. [f.

Chop v.' and sb. 1 +-KD.J
1. Fissured ; cracked ; Chapped ///. aA
1549-6* Sternhold & H. Ps. Iv. 9 When that the earth

is chopt and dry, and thirsteth more and more. 1600

Shaks. A. V. L. it. iv. 50 Her pretty chopt hands. 1678

Dryden All for Love 1. i, Their skarr'd Checks, and chopt

Hands. 1708 Phil Trans. XXVI. 230 His Lips and his

Nostrils were chopped. 1854 H. Miller Sch. $ Schlm.

(1858) 337 Chopped hands and bleeding fingers.

2. Keducetr to fragments by chopping ; minced.

1548 Elvot Thesaurus, Tucetum, a meate made with

chopped flesh. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (17781

67 Roll a good lump of butter in chopped parsley. 1831 G.

Porter Porcelain Or Gl. 4 The chopped straw [in bricks].

1853 Sover Pantroph. t\ Coarsely chopped walnuts.

37 Of waves : Broken, short and abrupt. Cf.

Chopping ///. a. 1 2, Choppy a.i 2.

1880 L. Wallace Ben-hur 1. i. (1884) 11 Here chopped
waves, there long swells.

Chopped, a.2 [f. Chop sb.2 + -ed.] Hav-

ing chops ; mouthed. Chiefly in comb.

1654 Gayton Fest. Notes ill. xi. 148 Hercules led away the

three-chopt Porter, and broke down the black Gates.
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Chopper 1 ftfr*pw). [f. Chop #.* + -er1.]

1. One who chops or cuts into pieces.

155* Huloet, Chopper, truncator. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen.
IV, 11. iv. 342 Call me Pantler, and Bread-chopper. 1694
Acc. Sev. Late Voy. n. vii. (171 1) 173 One of them cuts the
soft and tough Fat into small pieces with a long Knife

;

this Man they call the Chopper. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Jan. 199 ' The. .domestic sound ' ofthe wood-chopper's axe.

b. U. S. Lumber-trade. A workman who fells

and lops the trees.

1827 Cooper Prairie vii, 103 What will the Yankee Chop-
pers say? 1847 Emerson Poems (1857) 204 Fishers and
choppers and ploughmen Shall constitute a state. 1880
Lumberman's Gaz. Jan. 28 A Wisconsin lumber-camp is

divided into 'choppers', 'sawyers', and 'swampers.'

C. slang. (See quot.)
1865 in Pall Mall G. 4 Sept. 9/2 I was glad to get it off to

a ' chopper ' at last . . Dr. Letheby explained that a ' chop-
per ' is the trade term for a sausage-maker.

2. An instrument used for cleaving or cutting up :

spec, a large -bladed short -handled axe used for

cutting up meat, wood, etc. ; a butcher's cleaver.
i8i8Todd Clwpper, a butcher's cleaver; a word now used

more frequently than cleaver. 1844 Macavlay Bar^'re (Misc.
Wks. i860 II. 160}, The long fair hair of handsome aristocrats

who had died by the national chopper [the guillotine]. 1884
Manch. Exam. 15 Aug. 4/7 Charged, .with, .striking it on
the head with a chopper.

3. An agricultural implement for thinning out

plants in drills. Used in Great Britain for turnips
;

in the United States for cotton plants. (Knight
Meek. Diet. 1874.)

Chopper-, [f. Chop v.- + -Mi1.] fa. One
who barters or exchanges, esp. a trafficker in eccle-

siastical benefices, b. One who chops logic.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 271 Bowthes of
Choppers and Chaungers. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841

1

37 Those simoniacal choppers and changers, buyers and
sellers. 1656 Trapp Comm. 1 Pet. v. 2 Church-choppers
and money-changers. 1699 Locke 2nd Reply Bp. Wor-
cester (R.), Such a dangerous chopper of logick. 1875 N.
Amer. Rev. CXX. 299 A chopper of Chinese logic.

t Chopper 3
. Obs. rare. ?A ' chopping ' or

strapping boy or child. Cf. Chopping a.

1605 Camden Rem. (1629) 241 She had brought forth two
monsters . . such child-choppers, that as soone as euer they
were borne, they were able to wage warre with a mighty
King, a 1627 Middleton No Wit, No Help 11. i, 'Twoula
have been A jolly chopper and't have liv'd till this time.

Chopper (tjp-paj), sbA Anglo-Indian. Also
8 chappor, 9 chupper. [a. Hindi chhappar
thatched roof.] A thatched roof. Also atirib.

1780 Lett, in Hicky Bengal Gaz. 6 May (Y.) Setting fire

to Houses by throwing the Tickeea of his Hooka on the
Choppers. 178a Price Observ. 61 <Y.) They might erect
their chappor huts in what part of the town they pleased.
1810 T. Williamson E. Indian Vade-Mcc. I. 510 (Y.) Chup-
pers, or grass thatches. C1813 Mrs. Sherwood Stories
Ch. Catech. (1873) 258 (Y.) These cottages had neat chop-
pers. 1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales I. ix. 164 [White
ants] attracted by the lights, descend from the choppers in

thousands.

Comb. Chopper-cot [Hindi chhappar khdt\, a
tent-bed.

1807 F. Buchanan E. India II. 92 (Y.) Bedsteads . . the
best are called Palang, or Chhapar Khat . . they have cur-

tains, mattrasses, pillows, and a sheet, c 1813 Mrs. Sher-
wood Stories Ch. Catech. xviii. 161 A very pretty chopper
cot, with curtains, and everything quite complete.

Hence Choppered a., thatched.
c 1813 Mrs. Sherwood Stories Ch. Catech. xxii. 224 It was

thatched, or, as we should call it in this country, choppered.
1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales I. ix. 141 Bungalows are
mud-walled buildings, choppered, or thatched with grass.

t Choppimors : ? ^choppinoes : see Chopine.
1605 R. Treswell Journ. Earl Nottingham, The iudges

. . gaue reward to the best deserved : as Scarfes, Gloues,
Choppimors, Ribbens and such like.

Choppin(e, obs. ff. Chopin, Chopine.
Chopping (tff^pirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Chop v.i]

1. The action of Chop v.\ in various senses.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ix. 167 Many a peire . . In ialousye
ioyeles and ianglyng on bedde Haue pei no children but
cheste and choppyng hem bitwene. 1577 Holinshed
Descr. Brit. 1. xi. (R.) The sensible chopping in of three
or foure tides in one naturall daie. 1669 Worlidge Syst.
Agric. vii. (1681) 123 Clay well tempered with Horse-dung to
keep the same from chopping. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round
World (1840) 323 Chopping of blocks,

b. with adverb.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts 46 a, In chopping of

lohns head. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 233 An
adulteresse, at the chopping off ofwhose head seuen strokes
were giuen. 1618 Bolton Floms til. Iv. 677 Nothing so
terrifide the barbarous, as the chopping off their hands.

1 2. A result or product of chopping. Obs.
I558 Phaer JEneid. IV. Lijb, Could I not of Ascanius

chopping [have] made? and dresse for meate His flesh?
1585 Lloyd Treas. Health R iij, Englishe Galangale
healethe die choppynges & depe woundes. 1653 H. Cogan
tr. Pinto's Trav. XXXM1663) 122 The choppings they make
of them.

3. Short and abrupt motion, of the sea,waves, etc.
x633 T. James Voy. 25 The Anker hitcht againe, and vpon

the chopping of a Sea, threw the men from the Capstang.
1735 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 348 A rippling and
chopping of the waves.

4. attrib. and Comb., as chopping-block, -board,
machine, -tool; chopping-knife, (a.) a cleaver
for cutting up, a chopper

; {b.) a knife with a

handle at each end, for mincing meat, suet, etc.

;

chopping-stick (see Chapping vbl.sb. 2).

1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 196 The *Chopping-block is.

.

made of a piece of Elm-Tree. 18*3 P. Nicholson Pract.

Build. 388 The Chopping-block is used for reducing bricks

to any required form by means of the axe. 1865 Gosse
Land % Sea (1874) 118 A thrush's chopping-block. .birds of
this family feed largely on snails, and . . carry their prey to

some selected stone, against which they hammer. 1675
Hobbes Odyss. 210 A *chopping-board was near him. 1855
Dickens Dorrit (Hoppe) A medley of . . chopping-boards,
rolling pins, and pie-crust. 1552 Huloet, Bochers axe, or
*Choppynge knyfe. 1694 Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 11. xi. (1711)

181 They also have, .a Chopping knife, to cut off the Rope.
1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 81 The meat is cut small

with a chopping-knife. 1882 Mrs. H. Reeve Cookery
Housek. iv. (ed. 2) 10. The *chopping-machine . . should be
freed from all particles adhering after use. 1681 Colvil
Whigs Supplic. (1751) 71 It is the simplest of all tricks To
suffer fools have *chopping sticks.

Chopping.(iJ>'Pin )» vbl. sb? [f. Chop v. 2]

1. Exchanging one thing for another ; now almost

exclusively in the phrase chopping and changing.
a, 1581 J. Bell IIaddon's Atisiu. Osor. 340b, I know

not what crooked & crabbed conveyaunce, and choppyng of
matters together. 1625 Bacon Ess. Riches lArb.) 237 As for

the Chopping of Bargaines, when a Man Buies, not to

Hold, but to Sell over againe. 1668 R. L'Estrange Vis.

uev. (1708) 122 This Case is no more than Chopping of a
old Wife for a Warm one.

b. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke vi. 77 It is a chop-
pyng and chaungyng of benefites one for another. 1563
Homilies 11. Fasting 1. (18^9) 285 Men. .crafty and subtil in

chopping and changing, using false weights. 1589 Pasquilts
Ret. B., This chopping & changing of the Religion of the

land. 1666 Pepys Diary (1879) 493 Au* tne morn inS at

my Tangier accounts, which the chopping and changing of

my tallys make mighty troublesome. 1810 Southey Lett.

in Life III. )tvi« 275, I have no hope from chopping and
changing while the materials must remain the same.

C. with plural.

1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841) 168 While we are thus

occupied about these choppings and changings. 1880 Green
Hist. Eng. People IV. VI 1 1, iv. 107 Diplomacy spent its in-

genuity in countless choppings and changings of the smaller
territories about the Mediterranean and elsewhere.

2. Chopping of logic : bandying of arguments.
1668 R. L'Estrange Vis. Quev. (1708) 4 No more chop-

ping of Logick, good Mr. Conjurer. 1840 Carlyle Heroes
(1858) 287 To listen to a few Protestant logic-choppings.

3. Comb. + ehopping-taker, a taker of bribes.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1692^ 39 There was a
chopping-taker in his family that was least suspected ; but
his Lordship's hands were clean.

Chopping (tfc'pin), a. [f. Chop v. 1
: to be

compared with strapping, thumping, bouncing,

rapping, 7vhopping.'] Big and vigorous; strapping.

(Originally used more generally, but later only as

an epithet of a fine, healthy, strong child.)

1566 Drant Horace Sat. iv. viij b, The murex fishe from
Baia; cums . . From Circes choppynge oysters newe. 1581
N. Woodes Conflict Consc. v. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley VI. 115

Such chopping cheer as we have made, the like hath not

been seen. 1598 Florio Pinchellone, a chopping boy, a
handsome stnplin. 1613 Heywood Silver Age In. i.»

Alcmena is delivered, brought to bed Of a fine chop-
ping boy. 1716 Cibber Love Makes Man 11. i, What chop-
ping Children his Brother shall have. 1726 Amherst Terrx
Fit. 1. 151 A chopping, strapping chambermaid. 1785 Burke
Sp. Nabob o/Arcot's debts Wks. 11808) IV. 319 Six great

chopping bastards, each as lusty as an infant Hercules.

1823 Month. Rev. CII. 542 She was delivered of a chopping
child, a 1845 Hood Sausage Maker's Ghost iii.

Chopping, ppl. a. 1 [f. Chop v.* + -ing 2
.]

1. Interrupted by chops or breaks ; in fits and
starts ; not continuous ; jerky

;
abrupt ; broken.

1483 Vulgaria abs Terentio 17 a, Lettist me so wyth thy
choppynge spekynge. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II. v. iii. 124

The chopping French we do not vnderstand. 1614 T.
Adams Devil's Banquet Pref., Let me intreat thee, not to

giue my Booke the chopping censure. .Do not open it at a
ventures, & by reading the broken pieces of two or three

lines, iudge it. 1882 J. Parker Apost. Life (1884) III. 116

The man of one idea has a short and chopping way of
speaking about other people. 1883 Fisheries Exhtb. Catat.

46 The crew, .pull a very short chopping stroke.

2. Of the sea, waves, etc. : Giving a short, jerky

movement (to things floating)
;
breaking in short,

abrupt waves, the result of a strong wind blowing

against a tide or current, or of a change of wind,

etc.

[1622 Chapping sea: see Chapping ppl. a. 2.] 1632
Lithgow Trav. ix. (1682) 380 We met with two contrary
chopping Tides. 1633 T. James Voy. 25 There went a
chopping short Sea. 1840 R. Dana Bef. Mast xxxv. 135
A stiff breeze .. directly against the course of the current,

made an ugly, chopping sea. 1877 Wallace Russia i. 20

The sledge . . bobs up and down like a boat in a chopping
sea. 1879 Long sEnetd v. 248 Malea's chopping waves.

Cho pping, ppl. a.'z [f. Chop v.'1] That chops.

1837 Ld. Cockburn Jeffrey II. Lett, cxxxvji, I should
like to be hi town in these chopping and changing times.

Choppy (tfo-pi), a.1 [f. Chop j^I-h-y 1
.]

1. Full of chops or clefts; = Chappy a 1

1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iii. 44 Her choppie finger laying

Vpon her skinnie Lips. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. vi. v.

2. Of the sea : = Chopping a. 1 2.

1867 Macgregor Voy. A lone 76 There is sure to be a short

choppy sea upon them.

Choppy, #.2 [f- Chop z/. 2 + -y'.] Given to

change or veer about like the wind ; unstable.

1865 Standard 14 Mar., The wind was not 'choppy'

down here. 1887 Daily Neivs 21 July 6/1 Their interests

are opposed to choppy' markets; what is needed is a
steady breeze of opinion in favour of sustained prices.

Chopstick* (tff7"pstik). The cross-stick (of

iron wire, whale-bone, etc.) attached to a deep-

sea fishing-line a short distance from the sinker,

from which the short lines bearing the hooks are

hung.
1615 E. S. Britain's Buss in Arb. Gamer III. 642 Cod

fishing . . A chopstick is an iron about the bigness of a cur-

tain rod, and a yard long ; and, upon this iron, is a hollow

pipe of lead, eight or nine inches long, c 168a J. Col-
lins Making Salt 87 A Fisherman hath a Line of go fathom

length or more, with a lead at the end of it called a deep
Sea-lead, of about 6 or 7 pound weight to sink it, above
which is a cross-stick called a chop-stick, with two Lines

and hooks at them with baites. 187 . Buckland in Kent.

Gloss. (E. D. S. 1887) Two old umbrella iron ribs make
capital chop-sticks. 1880 Autri/n A> Dotvn Gloss. (E. D. S.)

1 Chop-stick, a small bit of whalebone attached to a sea fish-

!
ing line to keep the snood and hook clear of the sinker.

1881 St. James' Budget 5 Aug. 12/1 The Kentish rig—

j
which is the familiar chopstick with the two arms bent to an

i angle of 60 \ .has a detachable lead in the middle.

Chop-stick- (tjfpstik\ [In Chinese and in

!

'pigeon-English means 'quick'; 'quick sticks'

[

would be a kind of equivalent of the Chinese name,

k\vdi-tsze, i.e. ' nimble boys', 'nimble ones'.] pi.

The two small sticks or slips of bone, wood, ivory,

i or the like, held between the thumb and fingers

of one hand by the Chinese in place of a fork for

I
conveying food to the mouth.
1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. iv. 85 At their ordinary eating

;

they use two small round sticks about the length and
i

bigness of a Tobacco-pipe. They hold them both in the

right hand, one between the fore-finger and thumb ; the

other between the middle-finger and fore-finger . . they are

called by the English seamen Chopsticks. 1711 Lockyek
Acc. Trade India 174 (Y.)They take it very dexterously

with a couple of small Chopsticks, which serve them instead

of Forks. i86z L. Oliphant Elgin's Mission to China, I.

215 The refined Chopstick replaced throughout the rude

knife and fork of the West.

Chor, variant of Choke, Obs., choir.

Choragic '.korard^ik, -J'-dgik), a. [ad. Gr.

XopTjytKus, f. x°PVyvs: see Choragus.] Pertain-

ing to a choragus. Choragic monument : one

erected in honour of a choragus.

1763 Acct. ofBooks in Ann. Reg. 249/1 A choragic monu-
ment, erected to sustain a prize tripod. 1820 Blackw.

Mag. VIII. 11 The choragic monument of Lysicrates.

1858 Birch Am. Pottery II. 27 A tripod dedicated by that

tribe for a victory in some choragic festival. 1871 G.

Macdonald Wks. Fancy Intag. IV. 43 Did I lead them
up choragic, To reveal their nature magic.

II Chora gium. [L. choragium, ad. Gr. x<>py-

•yetov, x°PVyiov place where a chorus was trained,

etc., f. x°PVy° s : see next.] The space in which a
1 choral dance is performed, dancing-ground.

1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Morals 99 Acquaint thy self

; with the choragium of the stars, and consider the vast ex-

j

pansion beyond them.

II ChoragUS .kor^'gi's). Also choregus. PL
choragi, -egi. [K choragus, a. Gr. x°PVy^ (Att.

and Dor. x°P°-yvs)> £ X°pv* CHOKUS + ayetv to

lead.]

1. Gr. Antiq. The leader of a chorus
;

spec, at

Athens, one who defrayed the cost of bringing out

a chorus. (Cf. Chorus sb. 1.)

1820 T. Mitchell Aristoph. I. 202 The office of choregus

or chorus-master, was both honourable and expensive.

Each of the ten tribes furnished one annually. 1839 Thirl-

wall Greece V. 261 Demosthenes, .had. .undertaken to act

as choragus—to furnish a chorus—for his tribe, at one of

the Dionysiac festivals. 1849 Grote Greece {1862I VI. 11.

Ixvii. 31 The comic chorus in that early lime consisted of

volunteers, without any choregus.

2. The title of a functionary in the University

of Oxford, originally appointed (in 1626) to super-

intend the practice of music ; he now assists the

Professor of Music in musical examinations, etc.

1626 Dr. Heather Enactment in Grove Diet. Mus. s. v.

If no one shall attend the meetings in the Music School,

then the Choragus himself shall sing with two boys for at

least an hour. 1880 C. A. Fyffe ibid., In the year 1626,

Dr. William Heather, desirous to ensure the study and
practice of music at Oxford in future ages, established the

offices of Professor, Choragus, and Coryphams, and en-

dowed them with modest stipends. . .no Choragus has either

conducted or sung in the Music School within the memory
of man. 1886 Oxf. Univ. Calendar 26 iChoragus). Charles

Hubert Hastings Parry, M.A., D.Mus., Exeter.

3. trans/, and fig. The leader of a chorus, or of

a choir ; the leader of a band of any kind.

1727 Warburton Prodigies 93 (T.) [He affirms] that in

this fantastick farce of life . the whole machinery is of

human direction ; and the mind the only choragus of the

entertainment. 1705 Mason Ch. Mus. 111. 212 Here he

might be considered as the Choragus. 1839 Carlyle Char-

tism viii. 167 In this . . sword-dance . . Voltaire is but one

choragus, where. . Arkwright is another. 1874 J. H. Blunt

Diet. Sects s. v. Broad Churchmen^ Colenso was at once

elevated to the post of choragus by the bulk of the Broad

Churchmen.

Choral (koe-ral), a.* [ad. F. choral or med.L.

chordlis belonging to a chorus or choir.]

1. Of or belonging to a choir ;
sung by a choir.

Choral service', a church service in which the canticles,

anthem, etc., are sung by the choir; when the versicles,
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responses, etc. are also sung or chanted, it is called a full
c/wral service.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Choral, belonging to the Chorus or
Quire. 1823 Byron Juan xm. lxrii, The distant echo.,
harmonised by the old choral wall. 1843 J. Jebb Choral
Service Ch. ii, The highest . . mode is that which is properly
called Choral or Cathedral Service. 1853 Marsden Early
Purit. 85 The use of organs was not essential to public
worship : nor choral chanting.

b. Choral vicar, vicar choral :
' one of the

officers of a cathedral whose duty it is to sing that

portion of the music of the services which can be
performed by laymen or men in minor orders. In
some of the old cathedrals they formed a corpora-
tion, often jointly with the priest vicars. In many
cathedrals the vicars choral were formerly in priests'

orders '. Stainer and Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms.)
1587 Fleming Co/it. Holinshed III. H02/1 The patron-

age . . which he gave and impropriated unto the vicars
chorall of his church. 1670 Blount Law Did., Mr. Dug-
dale (in his history of S. Paul's Church, p. 17a) says. There
were anciently six vicars choral belonging to that Church
1878 Clergy List, Cathedral Establ., Hereford. .College of
Vicars Choral.

+ c. Choral bishop : (see quot.) Obs.
ipi Antiq. .Sarisb., Lives Bishops 177 Upon St. Nicho-

las s day, the 6th of December, the children of the Choir
elected from among themselves a Bishop whom we shall
call the Choral Bishop.

2. Of, belonging to, or of the nature of a chorus

;

sung in chorus
; containing a chorus or choruses.

1667 Milton P. L. v. 162 With songs and choral sympho-
nies. 1795 Southev Joan 0/Arc iv. 154 They raised the
choral hymn, ' Thee Lord we praise, our God ' I 1880
Rockstho in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 544 Such choral writing
as his [Handel'sl had not yet been heard.

+ b. Forming a chorus or band of singers. tObs.
.11711 Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 208 You

Choral Angels at the Throne. 174a Young St, Th. ix.

The song of angels, all the melodies Of choral gods.
3. Antiq. l'ertaining to, or forming, a chorus, as

in the ancient Greek religious festivals.
T. Le Blanc in Spurgeor. Treas. Dav. Ps. xcvii.

8 A custom of forming choral bands of maidens after a vic-
tory. i8ai By kon Juan 111. xxx. Bounded to her sons
With choral step and voice, the virgin throng 1870 Bryant
Iliad I. 111. 100 Who goes to mingle in the choral dance.

+ Choral, a.- Obs. rare. [f. Gr. X""/*1 country
+ -At : see below.] In Choral bishop, repr. Gr.
\iup(iriijKonos country-bishop, suffragan bishop.
1636 Prynne Unbish'. Tim. (1661 1 51 Popes, Patriarks,

Metropolitans, Archbishops and Choral Bishops . . usually
ordain Ministers. Ibid. 53 The Council of Htspalis . . de-
crees that Presbyters and Choral Bishops, which are all

one.

Choral, Chorale (kora l, k6«ral ; often in-

correctly kora-l< . Mus. [a. Ger. chora l, in choral-
gesang, — med.L. cantus choral-is : see Chokal a.
App. the e has been added to indicate stress on the

second syllable (cf. locale, morale) ; it is often mistaken to
mean a separate syllable.]

A sacred choral song characteristic of the re-

formed church of Germany ; a metrical hymn set

to a tune of simple devotional character, and
usually sung in unison. Also used of the tnne
without reference to the words.
Well-known examples arc Luther's ' Ein festc Burg',

and Cruger's ' Xnn danket alle Holt '. ' Choral-gesang
was originally the Plain-song of the I.atin church, which
Luther wished to retain. It was only when German me-
trical hymns gradually sui>erseded m common use the
other parts of the service, that the name choral in course
of time became restricted to the melodies of these hymns '.

J. R. M. in Grove Apf.x.
1841 LoMff, Children Lord's Sup. 44 David's harp in the

North-land Tuned to the Choral of Luther. 1855 .-1 Ibrechts-
berger's Compos. 188 Fugues contain only the chorale in
one part. 1861 Laoy Wallace Mendelssohn's Lett. 16
Oct. 1830,1 finished, .a choral in three movements for chorus
and orchestra. 1867 Mackarren Harmony I 15 The Lu-
theran Choral, 'An Wasserfliissen Babylons'. 1886 Spur,
geon Treas. Pav. (Ps.) exxx. 8 This is no cry out of the
depths, but a chorale in the heights.

Choral, v. rare. [f. Choral a.', or ? Chorale.
Cf. also carol.] To sing in chorus.
1815 Hone Every Day Bk. I. 1407 They choralled in

tender tones * (treat God !

Choralist (ko-> ralist\ [f. Choral a\ + -ist.]

One who sings in a chorus.
1&41 H. F. Chorley Music ff Manners 118441 DI. 289

Bodies of trained choralists. 1871 Athenseum 2 Dec. 727
It is a great day for the choralists when ' Israel ' is given.

Chorally (ko- rali), adv. [f. Choral a. + -LT*.]
In a choral manner.
1781 Mason Coll. Anthems xxxii, A modern composer .

.

if ne chose to set the same words chorally. 1837 Carlyle
fir. Rett. in. 1. I (L.) Marseillese sing their wild To Arms'
in chorus ; which now all men . . sing chorally. 188s Har.
per's Mag. Apr. 757/1 The service is celebrated chorally.

Choranto, obs. form of Coranto.
Chord (k(Sid), sb.l Also 6 ohorde. [A 16th c.

refashioning of Cord, corde, si. 1
, after L. chorda,

Gr. xoptt) ; now restricted to a few special senses.
I his form is alone found for sense 2 b, and is now
always used in senses a, 4 ; for the physiological
senses (3' usage varies.

_
)ohnson says, When it signifies a rope or string in general,

it is written cord : when its primitive signification is pre-
served, the h is retained.)

1 1. A string or small rope. Now written Cord.
c 1645 Howell Lett. v. 48 [They] tie a great chord about

their necks. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 523 A cord that passed
over the pullies. One of the assistants, .pulling at the
chord.

_
1812 Woodhouse Astron. vi. 25 A chord or fine

wire with a weight attached.

2. spec. A string of a musical instrument, such
as a harp. Now only poetic ; ordinarily string.)

1340-1830 [see Cord]. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 561 The
sound . . Was heard, of Harp and Organ, and who moovd

[
Thir stops and chords was seen. 176a J. Brown Poetry ft

Mus. v. (17631 66 The Chords of the Lyre were augmented
gradually from four to forty. 1805 Scott Last Miuitr.
Introd. 92 He swept the sounding chords along. 184a Ten-
nyson Locksley Ifall xvii, Love took up the narp of Life,

and smote on all the chords with mighl.

fig. 17S6 Gray Progr. Poesy, note, Mr. Mason . . has
touched the true chords.. in some of his Choruses. 1856

I

Emerson Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. iBohn) II. 115 Only once
1

or twice [the oest poets] have struck the high chord.

b. Jig. Of the emotions, feelings, etc. : the mind
being viewed as a musical instrument of which
these are the strings.

1784 Cowpek Task vi. 4 Some chord in unison with what
we hear Is touch'd within us. 1810 Scott Monast. Introd.

Kp., I had touched somewhat rudely upon a chord which
seldom ceased to vibrate. 1869 Lecky Europ. Mor. I. iil

414 It struck alike the coarsest chords of hope and fear, and
the finest chords of compassion.

3. Phys. Applied to structures in an animal body
resembling strings.

t a. A tendon ; = Cori > si. 1 a. Ois.
1541-1601 [see Cokd.] 1543 Traheron Vigo's Chtrurg. 1.

I

i. 2 A chorde groweth oute ofa muscle, and is compounded
of synnowte matter, and of pellicles. 1578 Banister Hist.

1 Man iv. 44 The endes of Muscles are in tendons, or as we
' commonly say, chordes.

b. Applied to various structures
; esp. the vocal

i chords, spermatic chord, spinalchord, and umbilical
chord (see Vocal, etc/. The last-named is now
commonly cord, the second and third often so.

1783 P. Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 472 The spermatic chord.
1804 Abernethy Sure. Obs. 53 The spermatic chord was
thickened. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 352 The vessels of the
umbilical chord. 1828 Stark Etem. Nat. Hist, II. 74 Shell
bivalve, adhering to marine bodies . . by means of a ten-
dinous chord. 1866 Huxley Phys. \ ii. (1869) 203 According
as the vocal chords are relaxed or tightened. 1876 Hell
Gegenbauer s Comp. Anat. 25 Chords or tracts of cells. 1880
Glniher Fishes 51 To protect the* spinal chord.

4. Math, The straight line joining the extremities

I

of an arc.

[1551 Recorde Pathw. Knoii .'. 1. Defin., If the line goe
crosse the circle, and passe beside the centre, then is it

called a corde, or a stryngline.] 1570 Billingsley Euclid
111. Introd. 81 'IT.*- knowledge of chordes and arkes. 1994is.' Exert. 11. 7) 103 A Chord is a right line

drawne from one end of the Arch to the other end thereof.

17*6 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 509 Instead of the Chords the
Arcs themselves . . may be taken. 183)6 Thirlwall Greece
III. xx. 146 The old wall, which was the chord of the arc.

1849 Freeman Archit. 155 The altar was placed . . on the
chord of the apse, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. f 25. 185.

Chord .kpid), sb* Forms : 6 corde, 6-8 cord,

7 chorde, 8- chord. [Orig. cord, aphetic form of

Accord sb., q.v. ; the 17th c. spelling chord arose

from confusion with prec. : cf. the following.

1741 Chambers Cycl., Chord is also used in music k, for

the note
(
or string to be touched or sounded ! in which

sense, it is applicable to all the intervals of musick.)

f 1. = Accord sb. a ; Agreement of musical

sounds ; //. sounds in agreement, harmonies,
strains. Obs.

: M75 Scr. lotve Degre 1077 With dulcet pipes of many
cordes. 159a Greene Art Conny Catch. 11. 10 The Syrens
. .sound out most heauenly melodic in such pleasing cords.

1636 Healey Theofhrast. xix. 70 When he heareth any
1- idlers, he cannot hold but keepe time, and with a kind of
mimicall gesticulation . . imitate their chordes.

+ 2. Mus. A combination of two 4 according' or

harmonious notes sounded together, a Concord.
b. //. The notes added to a bass to make up a
harmony or * chord * in the mod. sense (see 3). Obs.

1597 Moklkv Introd. Mus. 11.71 Phi. What is a Concord ?

Ma. It is a mixt sound . . entring with delight in the eare,

and is eyther perfect or vnperfect. .a vnison, a fift, an eight
..be perfect cordes [1608 chordes.] 1674 Playford Skill
Mus. 1. vi. 23 Perfect Cords are these, a Fifth, an Eighth,
with their Compounds. . Imperfect Cords are these, a Third,
a Sixth, with their Compounds. 1731 Pei-usch Treat.
Harmony i, The Unison, the Fifth, the Fourth, and the
octave of the key . . require the Common Cords, that is to

say, their 3
d

, 5
th

, and 8th for their Harmony or Accom-
paniments. .The Third, and the Sixth, .require the Uncom-
mon Cords for their Harmony, that is to say, their 3

d
,
6°*

and 8th
. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Chord is sometimes

..used for accord. Thus we say the common chords to
such a bass note, meaning its third, fifth, and octave.

3. Mus. A combination, concordant or discord-

ant, of three or more simultaneous notes according
to the rules of harmony

;
rarely of two notes only.

Common chord (also Perfect chord}; the combination of
!
any note with its third (major or minor 1

,
perfect fifth, and

octave. Chord is often used alone for common chord, e.g.

(
' the chord of C '.

1751 tr. Rameau's Treat. Mus. iii, A chord is the dis-

position of several Sounds heard together . . the perfect

[chord! • composed of one note placed in the Bass, and

I

of its Third, Fifth, and Octave. 178a Burney Hist. Mus.
II. ii. nt Many of the bases, .begin with the chord of C in-

I

verted. 1864 Browning Abt Vogter xii, Give me the keys.
I feel for the common chord again. s868 Sir F. Ouseley

Harmony 10 A chord is the simultaneous sounding of

several different notes, selected according to fixed prin-

i ciples and rules, c 1870 A. Procter Leg. Lyrics, Lost
Chord, I have sought, but I seek it vainly, That one lost

I

chord divine. 1875 Blaserna Theory of Sound vi. (1883)

102 The above chord is the most consonant that exists in

music, and it is therefore called the perfect chord.

b. To break or spread a chord : to play the

notes in succession instead of simultaneously.

1879 F. Taylor in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 87/1 A rpeggio. .in

pianoforte music, the breaking or spreading of a chord,

upwards or downwards. Ibid. 88/1 In this case the order
! of breaking the chord . . is left to the taste of the performer.

4. trans/. A harmonious combination of colours.

1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. iii. 52 The sacred chord

I
of colour (blue, purple, and scarlet, with white and gold) as

! appointed in the Tabernacle. Ibid. V. ix. xi. 322 The pecu.

j

liar innovation of Turner was the perfection of the colour

I
chord by means of scarlet. 1875 tr. V'ogeC s Chem. Light

\ vii. 59 Ihe larger scale of colour of the painter consists not

of simple tones, but of what may be called chords of colour.

Chord, v.l rare. [f. prec. sb. : perh. a survival

j

of Cord v. 1 short for accord.] intr. To accord
1 musically; to fonn a chord (with); to harmonize.

1866 Mrs. Stowe Little Foxes 3 Who should set a whole
orchestra of instruments upon playing together, without the

least provision or forethought as to their chording. Mod.
totloq. It does not chord well with the other.

Chord, v.- : see Cord v.*

Chorda! (k^idal), a. [t Chord +
1. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, the strings

of a musical instrument.

1619 J. Boys On Bk. Comm. Prayer fPs. xcviiL Even.
Service,) All kind of musicke : Vocall, Sing to the Lord,
Chordall, Praise him vpon the harfe, etc. 1794 G. Adams
Nat. $ Exp. Philos. I. vi. 239 The organs of the human

! voice are partly flutal, and partly chordal.

2. Phys. Relating to the chorda tympani, a

\
branch of the facial nerve.

1871 Thudichum Chem. Phys. 2 'Chordal] saliva. 1878

Kingzett Anim. Chem. 52 Chordal salivg is secreted by
the submaxillary glands on irritation of a nerve . . termed
'Chorda tympani . 1876 Bell Gegenbauer's A not. 426 The
investment . . is chordal sheath.

3. Mus. Relating to, or consisting of, chords,

b. trans/, in Painting- see Chord sb.- 4).

1848 Ruskin Mod. Paint. II. 111. 1. vi. 50 It is only har-

monious and chordal variety . . which is rightly agreeable.

i88z Parry in Grove Diet. Mus. III. 157 The chordal com-
binations were . . classified according to recognized degrees
of consonance and dissonance. 1884 Noncon.^ tnde/. 27
Mar. 310/2 Putting in a light chordal accompaniment.

Chorded ,k/uded), a. [f. Chord sb. + -ed '-.]

1. Having chords or strings.

1687 Dryden Song St. Cecilia's Day ii, When Jubat
struck the corded Shell. i7»5 Pors Odyss. 1. 197 The
chorded lyre. 1835 Eraser's Mag. XII. 542 Hermes strung

the chorded lute.

2. Combined in chords, in harmony ; of sounds,

and trans/ of colours, rare.

1850 Browning Christm. Erv
t
etc. 177 A moon*rarnbow.

.

With its seven proper colours chorded. 1875 B. Taylor
i Eaust II. 124 Songs with chorded voices hymning.

Chordee kp-idi). Path. Also 8 cordee. fad.

I F. cord/e in chaudepisse corde'e.'} A painful in-

flammatory downward curving of the penis.

1708 Mottecx Rabelais (17371 V. 217 Cordees, Buboes.

1 713 W. Cockburn Gonorrktra (1728) 117 This, .agreeing .

with chorde in French and corded in English, the impro-
priety.. is very great when we say that any one has a
Chord/e. 1801 Med. Jrnt. V. 381 Where a chordee and
ardor urina take place. 1879 T. Bryant Prod. Surg.
1 1 - 54-

t Chore, chor (ko«j), sb. 1 Obs. (corruptly in 5
corde.) [ad. L chor-us (see Chorcs), at different

times, and app. independently, viz. in OE., ME. (in

Wyclif and Caxton 1

, and prob. again in 16th c]
1. The choir or chancel ofa church ; = Choir 3.

a 1100 O. E. Chron. an. 1083 pa Frencisce men brxcen
bone chor. auoo Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 326/37 Chorus,
chor. ?/i imo Ibid. 546/43. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 158/4

The quere or chore of the lady chapel. 1638 Brathwait
Bamabee's Jrnl. iv, From Campe, chore, cottage, carpet.

2. A dance, or company of dancers [I- chorus"].

J38J Wyclif Judg. xi. 34 With tymbrvs and choris [cum
tympanis et choris). 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 58/3 Alle the

wymen folowed her with tympanes and cordes [E.iod. xv.

I 20J. Ibid. 66/2 The wymen caincn out . . syngyne wyth

!
choris and tympanes. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 28, 1 would
Essex Ladies would lead the Chore.

3. A band, company, ' crew ' ; ~ Choir 6.

1571 Bossewell Armorie 11. 108 Not for Momus or his

insensate chore. 11637 B. Jonson Underwoods (ed. Belli

I

197, I number these as being of the chore of contumely.

1760 C. Johnston Chrystal (1767) III. 172 An affair that

has given our chore the deepest wound we have ever re-

ceived.

4. A choir of singers ; Choir 2. 4.

1641 J. Jackson True Evaug. T. 11. 95 The whole Chore
of Heaven, .rejoycing at the conversion of a sinner. 1680

Baxter Anrtv. Stillingfl. xxxiv. 38 Their Vestments, Or-

gans, Chore, mode of Singing.

Chore (tftfci), sb.- dial, and U. S. [Phonetic

variant of char
t
Chare sb.^]

1. * A small piece of domestic wor^, a little job,

a char* ^Bartlett Diet. Amer.) ; see Chare sb. 1
5.

i8ao J. Flint Lett. Amer. xxi. 264 These I must call

i Americanisms . . Chores . . little, odd, detached, or miscel-

laneous pieces of business. 1838 Emerson Lit. Ethics Wks.
: (Bohn) II. 214 Let us live in corners, and do chores. 1841-4

I

— Ess. Art I. 152 They despatch the day's weary chores.
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1W5 Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys 120 After sundown, when
the chores were through. 1881 Scribner's Mag. Mar. 704

To procure and cut up bait and do other like chores.

1746 Exmoor Scolding Gloss., Chuer, a chare, a Jobb of

work. 1881/. ofWight Gloss., Chur. i98z W. Worceslersh.

Gloss., 'When thee'st done up all the chores, thee canst go
out of thee's a mind.' 1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Choor. 1886

Barnes Dorset Gloss., Choor. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset
Word-bk., Chore, a job ; a piece of business, or work. Hence
chore-woman, chore-work.

2. Comb, as chore-girl, -man, -woman, -work.

18. . Whittier Poems, Telling the Bees x, Went drearily

singing the chore-girl small, Draping each hive with a shred

of black. 1874 Mrs. Whitney We Girls vi. 134 William,

the chore-man, had killed them on Saturday.

Hence Chore v. intr., to do ' chores \

1874 Mrs. Whitney We Girls vi. 12^ The man .. who
'chored' for us. 1885 W. M. Thayer Gen. Grant v. (1887)

63 Farming, choring . . was preferable to tanning leather.

1746 Exmoor ScoldingX. 208 Tha wut net break the Cantle-

bone..wi' chuering. 1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Choor, char,

to do household work in the absence of a domestic servant.

1888 Elworthy W.Somerset Gloss., Chore, chory. Hence
chorer, choring.

Chore, obs. f. Choree, Core.

|| Chorea (korra). Path. [Short for L. chorea

Sancti Viti, St. Vitus's dance ; L. chorea, a. Gr.

Xopda dance, f. x°P° s '• see Chorus.]
St. Vitus's dance, a name given to the dancing

madness [choreomania) which spread in the 15th c.

from Germany throughout Europe ; an epidemic
(probably hysterical) characterized by contortions,

convulsions, and dancing. In 17th c. extended to

the disease at present known by that name ; a
convulsive disorder, usually occurring in early life,

and characterized by irregular involuntary con-

tractions of the muscles, esp. of the face and arms;
also affecting horses.

1686 Sydenham Sched. monit. Wks. (i6q^) 661 In quadam
Convulsionis specie quse Chorea Sancti Viti vulgo appella-

tur. X704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Chorea Sancti Vtfft is a
sort of Madness, .wherein the Person affected . .ran hither

and thither dancing to the last gasp, if they were not forcibly

hindred. 1806 Med, Jrnl.XV. 125 Mr. Alexander, .relates

three interesting cases of chorea. 1831 Youatt Horse vii.

(1847) 154 Chorea, this is a convulsive twitching of some
muscle or set of muscles. 1846 G. Day tr. Simon's Anim.
Chem. II. 325 A girl aged 13 years, suffering from chorea.

Hence Chore -al, Chorea tic, Chore ic (incor-

rectly choreaic, chorseic) adjs., pertaining to or

symptomatic of chorea, affected with chorea.

Choreiform (incorrectly choreaform) a., resem-

bling the symptoms of chorea.
1861 T. Graham Pract. Med. 598 The choreal have the

first active symptoms of cerebral disease. 1806 Med. Jml.
XV. 125 Deglutition . . attended with choreatic gesticula-

tions. 1875 H. Wood Therap.iiBjg) 340 Diminishing tem-
porarily the choreic movements. 1878 Rep. Smithstmian
Inst. 417 Choreaic twitchings of the left hand. 1882 Ribot's

Dis. Memory II. 82 A young woman, aged twenty-six,

hysterical and choreic. 1877 Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3)

I. 231 Choreiform movements.

Choree vkorr). Pros. Also 6 chore. [Corresp.

to mod.F. choree, ad. L. choreus, a. Gr. x°P^0S a >

pertaining to a dance, sb. a choree or trochee.]

The metrical foot more commonly called Trochee,
consisting of a long syllable followed by a short

one. Hence Chore'ic a., characterized by chorees.

1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 81 Thys verse con-
sisted of. .one Chore, one spondse, one dactyl, and two
Choreis. 1883 jEHBCEdipus Tyran. Introd. 72 The metrical

basis of the rhythm is the choree, or trochee. Ibid. The
essential difference between choreic and logaoedic rhythm
is that of ictus.

Choregy (korfdgi, k^'rud^i). Gr. Antiq. [ad.

Gr, x°pyyia office of a xoPTi^* see Choragus.
Cf. F. choregie.] The function of a choragus in

ancient Athens.
1847 Grote Greece III. 11. xi. 163 The Liturgies of the

state, as they-were called—unpaid functions such as the
trierarchy, choregy, gymnasiarchy, etc. 1869 A. W.Ward
tr. Curtius' Greece II. 538 The provision of choirs (choregy).

Choreic : see Chorea and Choree.
Choreograph (k^n^graf). [f. (after Choreo-
graphy) Gr. x°Ptta + 'fpacpos writer. In mod.F.
chore'graphe.'] A designer or arranger of a ballet.

So Choreographer.
1876 Symonds Grk. Poets Ser. n. iv. 124 The whole re-

sembles a theatrical tableau vivant which an enlightened
choreograph . . might design to represent the Garden of
Eden. 1886 B. Roosevelt Cogger Q. II. viii. 140, I am

**the protector of the New York Terpsichorean Academy. I

am father, mother, brother, even choreographer if need be.

Choreographic (k^rz^grarfik), a. Also (very

frequently) choregraphic. [f. Choreograph-t +
-ic. In mod.F. choregraphique.'] Pertaining to

the art of dancing, esp. ballet-dancing.
184 . Lumley Remin. Opera v, The indolent patrons of

choreographic art. 1847 Illust. Lond. News 24 July 58/2
The admirable choregraphic productions at this theatre.
1866 Howells Venet.Life v. 73 The ballet at the Marionette
is a triumph of choreographic art. 1868 Mask Apr. 82 The
stars of the choregraphic firmament, TagHoni, Cerito, etc.

1878 Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 28/2 Some of the most charming
melodies choreagraphic music has to show.
Choreography (k^r^-grafi). Also chore*

-

graphy, choriography. [mod. f. Gr. x°Pfta
dancing + -ypa^na writing. Cf. mod. F. chore-

graphie, in both senses.] a. The written notation

of dancing. ? Obs. b. The art of dancing.
a ij8p Burney Hist. Mus. (ed. 2) II. i. 50 In Choregraphy

an art invented about two hundred years ago to delineate the
figures and steps of dances. 1844 Blackw. Mag. LV. 295
Why not . . elevate choriography to the rank of one of the
fine arts?, -since all eyes are amenable to the charm of ex-

quisite dancing. 1847 Craig, Choregraphy, the art of re-

presenting dancing by signs, as singing is by notes.

Chorepiscopal (koer/prsk^pal), a. [f. late

L. chorepiscopus + -al ; see next.] Belonging to a

chorepiscopus or country bishop ofthe early church.
1839 Yeowell Anc. Brit. Ch. viii. (1847) 83 The abbots.

.

are sometimes styled Bishops ; and it is not improbable that
they exercised chorepiscopal authority. 1879 Maclear
Celts iv. 61 As abbot of a famous monastery he wielded
chorepiscopal rights in his society.

t Chorepiscope. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. late L.

chorepiscopus, a. Gr. x^P^^^onos country bishop,

suffragan bishop, f. x&pa or x&pos country + kv't-

ffKotros Bishop. The Latin form is now commonly
used.] A country or suffragan bishop of the early

church appointed to superintend churches at a
distance from the city where the bishop of the

diocese resided.

1660 J. Lloyd Prim. Episc. 56 The Churches never suf-

fered a Presbyter, or Chorepiscope, to ordaine.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vil viii. § 4 The old Chorepiscopi.

1839 Yeowell Anc. Brit. Ch. xi. (1847J 117 Where he had
lived before as chorepiscopus. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax.
Ch. (1858) I. ii. 64 At a time when there were no fixed
bishoprics in Wales, .there were chorepiscopi in the neigh-
bourhood. 1844 tr. Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. I. 30 Chorepi-
scopi, i.e. country bishops. This order held the middle
rank between bishops and presbyters.

Chori- (koori), before a vowel choris- fkoaris\

a. Gr. xfy'* X*?" asunder, apart : used in botanical

terms, as Choripetalous (-pe-tabs), a., having
separate petals = Polypetalous ; Chorisanthe-
rons (-arnj>er3s) a., having separate anthers

;

Chorisepalous (-se-palss) a., having separate

sepals = Polysepalous.
1880 Gray Struct. Bot. vi. § 5. 244 Choripetalous is . . the

most fitting name for a corolla the petals of which are
separate.

Chorial (k6>rial), a. Anat. .[f. Chori-on' +
-al.] Of or pertaining to the chorion.
1861 Bumstead Ven. Dis. {1879* 782 Through the chorial

covering.

Choriamb vkoe-rioemb, k(rr-). Pros. [ad. L.

choriambus, a. Gr. xoPiaPftos> f- x°P-e")S Choree
-t-m/*£os Iamb. Cf. F. choriambe. Also used in

the Latin form.] A metrical foot composed of a

choree followed by an iamb, and thus consisting

of four syllables, the first and last long, the two
others short.

1844 Beck & Felton Vc.Mimk's Metres 129 The choriamb
consists of six times, of which three are in the arsis, and
three in the thesis. 1850 Hannay Singleton Fontenoy I. i.

(L.), If you had asked him what ' religio ' was, he would
have replied at once that it was a choriambus.

Choriambic (kSarise'mbik, k^r-), a. Pros. [ad.

L. choria?nbic-us, a. Gr. x°PiaP-^K^ s t f- xoPtaP&°s ;

see prec. Cf. F. choriambique.'] Consisting of or

containing choriambs, b. as sb. (a.) A choriambic
verse : (b.) a choriamb.
1613 R. C. Table Alph., CoriamMckes, verses made by

satynsts. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Choriambiq /w, a foot in

Meeter. .as Flebilibus. 1749 Numbers in Poet. Comp. 63
The tetrasyllable Foot called Choriambic is beautiful and
very frequent in our best Poets, e.g. Daughter of God and
Man, accomplish'd Eve. Milton. 1866 Felton Anc. <y Mod.
Gr. I. v. 3^71 In choriambic and dactylic measure.

Choric ;kp'rik, koo'rik), a. [ad. L. choric-us,

a. Gr. x°PlK^s * £ xopos ; see Chorus. Cf. F. clio-

rique.]

1. Gr. Antiq. Of or pertaining to a chorus (in

Greek tragedy, etc.) ; in the style of a chorus.
1830 tr. Aristophanes' Wasps 155 Courageous .. in the

Choric dance, and brave in fight ! 1846 Grote Greece
1. 1. xvi. 521 The rhythm of his choric songs. 1867 Swin-
burne Ess. Stud. (1875) 168 The debateable question of
choric metre.

2. Pertaining to a chorus or choir ; choral, rare.
1882 Trans. Victoria Inst. 312 Perfected beings combin-

ing in choric adoration.

Hence Chorics sb. pi. {nonce-wd. after heroics,

elegiacs, etc.), the verses of a (Greek) chorus.
1810 Lamb Lett. 7 June 107 The Chorics (how do you

like the word ?) of Samson Agonistes.

Chorical, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -al.]

= prec. (sense 1.)

x6gy Bentley Phal. 202 In Tetrametres and other
Chorical Measures, fit for Dances and Songs.

II Chorion Otoe-riph). [a. Gr. x^piov outer

membrane of foetus.]

1. Anat. The outermost membrane enveloping

the foetus before birth.

1545 Raynold Byrth Man. {1564) xxxiii. 32 The bastyng
that is betweene the Matrix and Chorion. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. in. vi, In regard the cub comes forth in-

volved in the Chorion, a thick and tough membrane. 1754-

64 Smellie Midwif. I. 114 The External coat of the Ovum
is the membrane Chorion. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 116/1

The chorion of the ova [of the Reptilia] is generally thin or

coriaceous, seldom calcified or hard. 1864 V. Hall in

Wilson's tr. Vishhu-purdha 1. 40 Meru was its amnion, and
the other mountains were its chorion.

2. Bot. (See quot.)
1816 Keith Phys. Bot. iv. viii. §2 The Cborion, so named

by Malpighi, is the soft and pulpy substance of the primitive
nucleus of the seed.

3. Anat. The cutis vera or true skin ; = Corium.
1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 333 They, .terminate in the

chorion of the skin. 1845 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. I.

434 The chorion, or cutis, is tough.

+ 4. = Choroid tunic. Obs.
1650 BulwerA nthropomet. 75 The thin membrane Chorion,

the first that covereth the Optique sinew.

Choripetalous, -sepalous, etc. : see Chori-.
Chorisis (ko^risis). Bot. [a. Gr. x^P"™

separation, f. xwptfrw to separate.] 'The splitting

of an organ into parts, each of which is as perfect

as its original, as the stamens of Hypericum.'
1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. 1 1848) I. 332, I propose clwrisis

(ywpicris) to define what I have called deduplication and the
adjective choristate, to signify unlined. 1842 Gray Struct.
Bot. vi. § 3 1 1880) 202 Deduplication or Chorisis. 1875
Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs* Bot. u. v. 528 Such a replace-
ment of one stamen by two or more is termed by . . Eichler
and others Collateral Chorisis.

Chorism (ko^rizm). Bot. [nd. Gr. x^P^P^
separation, f. x<*>p''(f' v to separate.] = Chorisis.
1889 Athenzum 16 Mar. 350/2 [Rev. Prof. Henslow] ex-

plained the different ways by which pedicels of umbels are
formed in each class respectively. The ' chorism ' and union
of chords were illustrated and the effects produced.

Chorist ;kp-rist, ko-^rist). Also 6 choriste.
[a. F. choriste, ad. med.L. chorista singer in a choir,

f. chorus Choir ; or f. Chor-us + -tst.]

1 1. A member of a choir. Obs.
1538 I.eland Itht. I. 15 A Collegiate Paroche Chirch of a

3 Prestes, 2 Clerkes, and 4 Choristes. 161 1 Cotgr.. Choriste,
a Chorist; a singing man in a Queere. 1669 Woodhead
St. Teresa u. xi. 94 Two Nuns ; one a Chorist ; the other a
Lay-sister. 1744 Lewis Life Pecocke 7 A Master, four
fellows. .Clerks, conducts, chorists, etc. 1766 Lntick Lon-
don IV. 354.

t b. transft A feathered chorister. Obs.
1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 325 Now woodland chorists sing.

2. Gr. Antiq. A member of the chorus in the
ancient Greek drama.
1762 J. Brown" Poetry <y Mus. §6(1763* 135 The Poet's

Character became quite distinct from that of Chorist, Actor,
or Dancer. 1853 Grote Greece XI. 11. lxxxiii. 38 He
[Dionysius]. .sent reciters and chorists, skilful as well as
highly trained, to exhibit his own poetical compositions.

3. a. One who sings in a chorus, b. One who
joins in the chorus of a song (nonce-use).

1833 Fraset's Mag. XI. 425 The emotions actuating the
chorists in a good drinking-song. 1865 Athenxum No.
I95^. 558/3 The orchestra and the chorists.

Chori state, a. Bot. [f. Gr. x^'^-us sepa-
rated + -ate by assoc. with laminate and the like.]

Formed by chorisis 01 deduplication.
1835 Lindley [see Chorisis]. 1848 — Introd. Bot. (ed. 4)

338 Such choristate, unlined or multiplied stamens.

Chorister (k^-rist3j). Forms : 4 queristre,
querestere, 4-7 querester, 5 querestur, 6 que-
ryster, querrister, quirrester, queristere, co-
ruster, 6-8 querister, quirister (also arch, in 9^,

7 querrester, quirester, quirrister, quorister,

7-9 choirister, 7- chorister. [ME. querestre,

-istre, prob. ad. Anglo-Fr. cueristre var. of cuer-

iste, ad. med.L. chorista after cuer, quer Choir :

see Chorist. The older pronunciation (kwi'rist9j
s

j

came down to the present century, and may still

be heard.]

1. A member of a choir of singers, a. of a

church choir ; now spec, a choir-boy.
ci^So Song Deo Gratias in E. E. P. (1862) 124 Alle be

quenstres in pat qwer . On pat word [Deo gracias] . fast gon
pei cri. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 511 With inne be quere . . He
nerde queresters full mery syng. 1563 Act 27 Hen. VIII,
c. 42 § 1 in Ox/, Camb. Enactm. 12 Chapleines, Clerkes,
Corusters. 1595 Spenser Epithal. xii, The Choristers the
ioyous antheme sing. x6oa Segar Hon. Mil. Civ. HI.

xlviii. 184 The Quoristers and instruments of Musicke made
melody. 1611 Cotgr., Enfant de cceur, a Quirester, or
singing boy. a 167a Wood Life (1848) 133 note, Sung by
two thousand quoristers. 1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy (1802)

viii. vi. 116 Like a quirister. 1766 Entick London IV. 11,

13 priests, and four choiristers. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede
20 A melody, .sung by the pure voice of a boyish chorister.

b. of an angelic choir.

1584 Constable Poems (1859) 61 The angel-quiristers of

th* heavenly skyes. 1614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 231

Angels and Cherubins, the coelestiall Choristers. 1858-62

Beveridge Hist. India II. iv. ii. 19 Heavenly quiristers,

nymphs and demons. 1870 Rossetti Blessed Damozel iii,

Her seemed she scarce had been a day One of God's Chor-
isters.

c. one of a flock of singing birds.
^

1596 Lodge Marg. Amer. 115 All you winged queristers

of woode. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. Pref. 4 The birds of

the Air, those pretty Winged Choristers. 1814 Carv Dante
(Chandos) 195 The feather'd quiristers.

f 2. A singer, (often depreciative.) Obs.

xSfigMarprel. Epit. (1843)30 Among your roring quiristers.

j6oi Cornwallyes Ess. it. xlvi. (1631) 293, 1 am not mooued
against Nero for anything more (excepting his Quiristers
occupation!. 1640 Gent Knave in Gr. 1. i. Biiij, To say
truth, I am no good Querister.

f 3. Gr. Antiq. A member of the chorus. Obs.
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1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 456 Placed last in the

dance by him who was the master chorister,

t 4. (?) One of a band. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden vn. xli, pe secounde Edward .. loved

strongHche oon of nis queresters[7'. r. qwysteres, whistrers ;

L. unutn aliguemfamiliarem\ c 1460 Tmvneley Myst., In-

ditium(iB^6} 310 Primus Dxmon. Now thou art myn owne
querestur, I wote where thou wonnes. 1550 Bale Image
Ch. I vii, Mahometes doctoures and the popes queristers,

yea still they are aloft in their beastly beggerye.

6. Comb, as chorister-bishop, -boy.

1649 J. Gregorie Learned Tracts 113 The Episcopus

Chonstarum was a Chorister Bishop chosen by his fellow

Children upon S. Nicholas daie. Ibid. 117 In Case the

Chorister Bishop died within the Moneth, his Exsequies

were solemnized with an answerable glorious Pomp and
Sadness. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. II. xxiiL 289 A nymn
. .sung on the stage by the choirister boys ! 1876 Darwin
Autooiog. in Life <y Lett. I, At Cambridge . . 1 sometimes
hired the chorister boys to sing in my rooms.

Hence CIioriBtersliip, the office of a chorister
;

Choristry, the performance of choristers {rare).

1536 Act 27 Hen. I 'III, c. 42 § 1 in Oxf.fy Camb. Enactm.
13 "Chaplenshippes, Clerkeshippes, Corustershippes. 1862

Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 11. 1. (1864I 156 Frank had leave

to try for the vacant choristership. 1851 Dobell Poems,
Harps ofHeaven, Rolling a sea of choristry.

Choristic (korrstik), a. rare. [f. med.L.

chorista or Chorist + -ic] Pertaining to a choir

;

choric ; choral. 1846 Worcester cites Crabb.

+ Choristical, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

+

-AL.] Pertaining to choristers or to a choir.

1660 S. Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (16791 590 Ministers,

Cathedrals, and a number more of such Choristical Church-
geer, and the stipends thereto pertaining.

Choristopnyllous ^koristofibs;, a. Bol.

[f. Or. xaiptoTos separate + tpvWov leaf + -ous.]
1 Having separate leaves

1

{Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Chonzation (kOariz^Jon). Bot. [f. Gr.

X<upi'f-*'*' CH0BBM8) + -AT ION.] =CHORI8I8.
1849 J. H. Balfour Man. Bot. 184 Produced, .only a pro-

cess of dilamination, or chorization. 1875 ibid. led. 5) 371
Parts of the flower are often increased by a process of de-

duplication, unlining, dilamination, or chorization, i. e. the
>eparation of a lamina from organs already formed.

If
Chorizontes (koarizpnt/z), sb. pi. [a. Gr.

X<up't(ovTfs pi. of pr. pple. of x 0ipii(iv to separate.]

In ancient Greek, 'A name given to those gram-
marians who ascribed the Iliad and Odyssey to

different authors' Liddell and Scott). So (in

this or analogous senses) the sing. Chorizont ; also,

Chorizontal, Chorizontic adjs. ;
Chorizontist.

1887 Athen&um 12 Feb. 218/3 We .. knew that he [Prof.

Jebb] was a ' chorizont '. 1868 Gladstone Juv. Mundi L

41870) 13 The chorizontes, so called because they separate

the authorship of the Iliad from that of the Odyssey. 1887

Sat. Rev. 16 Apr. 563/1 Any ' chorizontal ' attempts are

condemned to failure, .the one thing approaching to sanity

in the insane Shakspeare-Bacon craze is that it . .recognizes

this. 1875 Contemp. Rev. XXVI. 239 A ' chorizontic ' or

separatist position is adopted. 1873 Contemp. Rrz: XXII.
401 Too much of a Chorizontist to suit his own view.

Chork, v. now Sc.) [A variant of Chark, with

mimetic adaptation: cf. Chikk.] To make the

noise which the feet do when the shoes are full of

water. (Formerly = Chark.)
c 1440 Promp. Part'. 76 Cherkyn' or chorkyn' or frac-

chyn' as newe cartys or plowys, strideo. 17*1 Ramsay To
IV, Starrat 29 Aft have I wid through glens with chorking
feet. Mod. Sc. My feet are chorking with water.

[Chorl, mistake (in some diets.) for Choil.]

Chorl, -ish, -ysshe, obs. ft of Churl, -ish.

Chorograph (k6>r<?graf). [f. Gr. x^Pa or x^P°s

place, spot + -ypatp-os : see next.] An instrument

invented by Prof. Wallace, of Edinburgh, to deter-

mine the position of a station, having given the

angles made by it to three points in the same plane

whose positions are known ; the problem which is

more quickly and roughly solved by the Station-

pointer.

18*9 W, Wallace Geom. Theorems, 134, 153.

Cnorographer ^kor^grafaj). Also 7 (in

Burton ) coro-. [f. Gr. x^P0?/***/**05 describing

countries (f. x^P0- or X^P°S country, district +
-ypatpos, f. ypfopuv to write) + -ER 1 ; cf. geographer

,

astronomer.] One that describes, or delineates, a

particular country or district.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. Pref., Christopher Saxton
and John Norden most skilfull chorographers. 16*1 Bur-
ton Anat. Mel. To Rdr. 45 Cyprian Echonius, a Spanish
corographer. a 1635 Corbet Iter Bor. 82 To Camdens eye,

Englands chorographer. 174a Fielding Jos. Andrews
111. i ( The others should, .be termed topographers or Choro-
graphers . . it being the business of the latter chiefly to

describe countries and cities. 1796 Pegge Anonym. 35
The Chorographer of East Kent, Dr. Christopher Packe.
1816 Monthly Rev. LXXX. 50 The bridges tn our roads
also are commonly so narrow, etc. Wherever such public

nuisances exist, the chorographer should denounce them.

Chirographic (kd»n?grse*fik), a. [ad. Gr.

X<vpoypa<pifc-6s
t

f. xojpoypa<f>os ; see prec. In I*

.

chorographique.'] Pertaining or relating to the

description or delineation of a country or dis-

trict.

1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland ii. 4 An old Chorographick
table. 186a Mekivale Rom. Kmp. (1865) IV. xxxix. 404
The notion that the Romans had no chorographic maps.

Chorographical (kd>n?gne-fikal), a. Also 7
(in Burton) coro-. [f. as prec. + -al.] —prec.
'593 Norden Spec. Brit, (title) The first parte. An

historicall and chorographical 1 discription of Middlesex.
1612 Drayton's Poly-olb. A iij, The Author .. a Choro-
graphicall poet. 1751 Phil. Trans. XLVII. L 322 We
drew a chorographical map of the country. 1841 D Israeli
Atnen. Lit. (18591 H* 21 ** 1 ne ' Poly-olbion ' is a choro-
graphical description of England and Wales.

Chorographically (koer^grae fikali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LT 2.] In a chorographical manner ; ac-

cording to, or in relation to, chorography.
1571 Digges Pantom. L xxxv. Ljb, Chorographically to

make a carde, whereby you may redily know the true dis-

tance and situation of places. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1.459 I^*1 us survey it Chorographically. 1883 C. P.

Smith in Nature XXVII. 315 This is interesting both
chronologically and chorographically.

Chorography 1 (kor^grafi). [a. F. choro-

graphic, or ad. L. chorographia, a. Gr. x aiPorfPatr'ta >

f. \wpa or x&P0* + -ypo^pta writing. A term, with

its family of words, greatly in vogue in I7thc,
but now little used, its ancient sphere being covered

by geography and topography jointly.]

L The art or practice of describing, or of deline-

ating on a map or chart, particular regions, or

districts ; as distinguished from geography, taken

as dealing with the earth in general, and (less

distinctly) from topography, which deals with par-

ticular places, as towns, etc.

l 550, W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 7 Chorographie
shewith the partes of th' earth diuided in themselues. 1570
Dee Math.Pref. 1 7 Chorographie seemeth to be an underling,
and a twig, ofGeographic 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 290 Except
there be any thing of Chorography in the Map of Oxford-
shire prefixt to this Essay. 1862 Merivale Rom. Emp.
(18651 I xxxix. 402 The curious specimen of ancient choro-
graphy called the Peutinger Table,

2. coner. A description or delineation of a par-

ticular region or district.

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. KentiiZid) 157, 1 having under-
taken the chorography of this shyre. 1683 Cave Ecclesi*

astici, Eusebius 19 The first [Book] containing a Choro-
graphy of Judxa. 1850 Leitch Mutter's Anc. Art 626 A
pictorial chorography and ethnography.

3. trans/. The natural configuration and features

of a region ( which form the subject matter of its

chorography in sense 2). (Cf. geography.)
1617 Moryson /tin. in. 1. i. 12 Let a Traueller obserue .

.

the fruit fulnesse of each Count re y . .the healthfulnesse of the
Aire, the Chorography, etc. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig.
Med. 11. I 8, I have..seene severall Countries, beheld the
nature of their climes, the Chorography of their provinces,

etc. 1851 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. «$ Eng. L 343 Renders
its chorography singularly conspicuous.

Chorography 2 (korjrgrafi). ?0bs. [f. Gr.

xopo-s dance + -ypaana writing: cf. Choreography.]
The art of dance notation.

1710 J. Essex \ title) Treatis of Chorography, or the art of
dancing Country Dances after a new Character. Translated
from the French of Monsieur Feuillet. 1806 Attn. Rev. IV.

720 Chorography, or the art of writing dances in specific

characters. 1877 Encycl. Brit. s.v. Dance, Chorography,
or orchesograpky, the art of dancing notation.

Choroid (ko^ roid), a. (sb.) Anat. Also 7-8
-oide. [ad. Gr. xopoubip, corrupt reading for

Xo/xo«*5f)v (x- xtT<*y tne choroid coat of the eye

'

Galen), f. x^P*0" (*N Chorions + tt&os resem-

blance.] Applied to certain structures resembling

the chorion in form and vascularity ; and to struc-

tures connected with these.

1. Choroid coat (or tunic) : a vascular membrane
lining the eye-ball, between the sclerotic coat and
the retina, continuous in front with the iris, and
containing numerous dark pigment cells. Choroid
gland : a gland-like plexus of blood-vessels of

crescentic or annular form, imbedded in the choroid

coat of the eye in osseous fishes. Choroid mem-
brane^ choroid coat ; see also 2. Choroid muscle :

the ciliary muscle of the eye.

1741 Monro Nerves led. 3) 44 The choroid Coat on
the Outside of the Retina. 1764 Keid Inquiry vi. f 12 The
..function of the choroid membrane. 1778 Phil. Trans.
LXVIII. 91 There was . . a dispute . . whether the choroid

coat of the eye or the retina was the immediate cause of
vision. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 553/2 The so-called

choroid gland in the eyes of Fishes. 1841-71 T. R. Jones
Anim. hingd. ted. 4) 701 A vascular organ .. called the
4 choroid gland ' by the older anatomists . . ofa crescentic form,

and always of a deep red colour- 1881 Tylor Anthrop. 70
The black pigment lining the choroid coat at the back of

the eye.

2. Choroid membrane, a name for the pia mater
(Chambers Cycl.), and for the velum interpositum

of the brain (Mayne Exp. Lex.) ; app. obs. in both
senses ; see also 1 . Choroid plexus : a plexus of

blood-vessels connected by a thin membrane de-

rived from the pia mater, in each lateral ventricle

of the brain, forming a cord-like border on each
side of the velum interpositum ; also applied to

similar structures in the third and fourth ventricles.

Choroid artery, posterior ch. a. : two arteries

arising respectively from the internal carotid and
the posterior cerebral arteries on each side, and

contributing to form the choroid plexus. Choroid
vein : a vein connected with the choroid plexns.
[1606 Phillips, Choroides, the folding of the Carotid

Artery in the Brain. 1731 Bailey, Choroides Plexus.
1751 Chambers Cycl., Choroides is particularly used for the
inner membrane which immediately invests the brain.]
1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 493/1 After having given off the
choroid artery, the internal carotid divides. 184a E. Wil-
son Anat. Vade Mec. 377 The Choroid plexus is a vascular
fringe extending obliquely across the floor of the lateral
ventricle. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Choroid vein ofcerebrum,
a vein in the outer border of each choroid plexus.

3. ellipt. as sb. The choroid coat or gland ; see 1

.

1683 Phil. Trans. XIII. 265 The Choroide is the seat of
vision and not the retina. 1800 Young Mech. Eye Ibid.
XCL 79 The horse-shoe-like appearance of the choroid of
fishes. 184a E. Wilson Anat. Vade Mec. 450 The Choroid
is a vascular membrane of a rich chocolate-brown colour
upon its external surface, and of a deep black colour within,

t b. Formerly also choroides, choroeides.
(App. this was also used for the choroid membrane and

the choroid plexus ; see 2.)

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. 183 Some call this
coat Choroides, because it is woven with many veines and
arteries, like the coat Chorion. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 746
Why the Uvea or Choroides is black in Men, but of divers
colours in Brutes. 1822 Imison Sc. $ Art (ed. Webster) I.

251 The whole of the choroides is opaque.
Hence Choroi dal a., +a. belonging to the

choroid membrane of the brain [obs.) ; b. belong-
ing to the choroid coat of the eye ; Choroi dean a.,

pertaining to the choroid (plexus) ; choroidean
artery= choroid artery, see 2 ; Choroidrtis, Path.
[see -itis], inflammation of the choroid coat.
1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Voc, Choroeidal [mispr.

chorodeidalX belonging to the net, like to the infoldings
about the brain. 1875 H. Walton Dis. Eye Introd. 22
The choroidal pigment. Ibid. 713 Choroidal complica-
tions. 184a E. Wilson Anat. Vade Mec. 282 The Choroi-
dean is a small branch which is given off from the internal
carotid. 1878 A. Hamilton Nerv. Dis. 66 Blindness.,
which was the result of suppurative choroiditis.

Chorol, bad spelling of corol, Corolla.
Chorological (ko^V d^ikal), a. [f. next +

-IC + -al.] Of or pertaining to chorology.
1858 Lingard Anglo-Saxon Ch. I. App. F. 349 Without

entering into the chronological or chorological difficulties

which the subject . . presents, I shall content myself with
briefly enumerating the bishoprics known.

Chorology kor^lodji). [f. Gr. x^P°, X&P0*

country, region + -Koyia discourse ; see -logy.]
The scientific study of the geographical extent or
limits of anything.
1879 tr. Haechefs Evol. Man I. iv. 74 The chorology of

organisms, the doctrine, that is, of the geographical and
topographical distribution of animal and vegetable species.

1879 Hixi.ey Cray-Jish ii. 46 The answer to the third
question * Where is it found 7

' would represent what we
know of its Distribution or Chorology. loid.+j Facts com-
prised under Morphology, Physiology, and Chorology.

Chorometry kor^ nu tri). [f. Gr. x^M^P"1
.

f. \d7x1 or x^P°s country + -/wrpm measuring.]
* The art of surveying a country.

1

1833 Crabb Techn. Diet.

Chortle vtJ^ it'l), v. intr. A factitious word
introduced by the author of Through the Looking-
Glass, and jocularly used by others after him,
app. with some suggestion of chuckle, and of snort.

[Quite unconnected with Churtle.]
187a L. Carroll Through Loohing-Glass L 1 O frabjous

day ! Callooh ! Callay I ' He chortled in his joy. 1876
Bksant & Rice Gold. Butterfly xxxii. 242 It makes the
cynic and the worldly-minded man to chuckle and chortle
with an open joy. 1887 At/tenjeu/nj Dec. 751/1 A means
of exciting cynical 1 chortling '. 1888 Daily News 10 Jan.
5/2 So may chortle the Anthropophagi.

Chorus (ko» ri?s), sb. PL choruses, [a. L.
chorus dance, band of dancers and singers, etc. (in

med.L., choir of a church), a. Gr. dance,

band of dancers, chorus (sense i)f etc. Cf. Choir.]
1. Gr. Antiq. An organized band of singers and

dancers in the religious festivals and dramatic per-

formances of ancient Greece, b. The song sung
by the chorus.
In the Attic tragedy, the chorus were ' interested spec-

tators', sympathizing with the fortunes of the characters,

and giving expression, between the ' acts to the moral and
religious sentiments evoked by the action of the play.

1606 Bryskett Civ. Life 140 He introduceth Poets to

sing Himnes to their Gods, and teacheth the maner of their

Chori in their sacrifices. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. Introd.,

Intermingling her solemn scenes and acts with a sevenfold

chorus ofhallelujahs and harping symphonies, a 1789 Burney
Hist. Mas. (ed. a) I. ix. 158 The great choruses, or interludes

were generally four in number. 1807 Robinson Arch&ol.
Grmcax. xxii. 100 Fifteen persons were to constitute a tragic-

chorus. 1836 Thirlwall Greece III. xviii. 74 ^Eschylus .

.

superintended the evolutions of his chorusses.

C. In English drama, imitated or adapted from

the chorus of Attic tragedy, as in Gorboduc, and

Milton's Samson Agonistes ; by Shakspere and
other Elizabethan dramatists reduced to a single

personage, who speaks the prologue, and explains

or comments upon the course of events.

1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc, Names of the Speakers
Gorboduc . . etc. Chorus, foure auncient and sage men of

Brittaine. t 1300 Marlowe Faust vii. {Enter Chorus),

What there he did, in trial of his art, I leave untold. 1594
Kyd Cornelia in, Cornelia. Say gentle sisters, tell me, and
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believe It grieves me that I know not why you grieve.

Chorus. O poor Cornelia, have not we good cause. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V, Prol. 32 Admit me Chorus to this Historic

1602 — Ham. nr. ii. 255 Y'are as good as a Chorus, my
Lord. 1611 — Wint. T. IV. i, Enter Time, the Chorus.

1671 Milton Samson, The Persons. .Chorus of Danites.

1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char, xviii. 470 He is also

accustomed to introduce a character as a sort of chorus,

to detail the progress of events to his audience. 1878 H.

James Fr. Poets $ Nov. (1884) 231 In this tale the poet

never plays chorus ; situations speak for themselves.

Ufa
1602 Return fr. Parnass. rr. i. (Arb.) 21 Sighs are the

Chorus in our Tragedie. 1634 Massingeb Very Woman
rv. iii, But your's is pity, A noble chorus to my wretched

story.

1 2. fig. [L. chorus, Gr. xopos.] Applied to the

company of planets, moving in rhythmical and

regular order round the sun. (Cf. CHOIR 6.)

1660 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 10 The True System of

the Universe, which places the Sun in the Center, and the

Earth in the Planetary Chorus. 1720 Waterland Eight
Serm. 87 The Sun, with its planetary Chorus dancing

round it. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat. § 5. 80 The chorus

of planets moving periodically, by uniform laws, in their

several orbits about [the sun].

3. An organized band of singers, a choir
;
spec.

the collective body of vocalists who sing the choral

parts in an opera, oratorio, etc.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Chorus, a Company of Singers or

Dancers, a Quire. 1738 Pope Epil. Sat. 11. 242 While
Heaven's whole chorus sings. 1862 Lady Wallace tr.

Mendelssohn's Lett. 17 May 1831 The orchestra and chorus

here are like those in our second-rate provincial towns.

Ibid. 23 Nov. 1834 The choruses got drunk . . and rebelled

against the manager. >88o Grove Diet. Mus. II. 286

[Mendelssohn's] Antigone was brought out at Covent
Garden on Jan. 2, 1845 . . Musically its success was not at

first great, owing to the inadequate way in which the chorus

was put on the stage.

4. The simultaneous utterance of song by a

number of people ;
anything sung by many at once.

171X Pope Univ. Prayer 188 One chorus let all Being
raise. 1848 LvTTOM Harold r. i, Again broke, loud, clear,

and silvery, the joyous chorus. 1862 Lady Wallace tr.

Mendelssohn's Lett. 21 Jan. 1832 His organ. .sounded like

a full chorus of old women's voices.

b. transf. The simultaneous utterance of any
vocal sounds, as speech, laughter, etc., by a number
of persons ; the sounds so uttered. Also of ani-

mals, e. g. the 1 music ' of hounds in full cry.

1735 Somf.rville Chase IL 249 Hark! now again the

Chorus fills. 1783 Johnson Lett. Mrs. Thrale 5 July,

Eight children in a small house will probably make a chorus

not very diverting. 1862 Lady Wallace tr. Mendelssohn'

s

Lett. 1 Mar. 1831 [They] broke into a chorus of loud

laughter. 1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirl III. 97 A general

chorus of bad language. 1881 Grant CamerottiansX. iv. 58

All the dogs..kept up a chorus of mingled whining and
barking.

c. In chorus: with simultaneous utterance;

(singing, speaking, etc.) all together.

1805 Foster Ess. ii. iv. 166 If all the nation were to laugh

in chorus. 1851 Kingsley Yeast xiii, [A song] of the

lowest flash London school, .was roared in chorus.

5- Mus. A vocal composition for a considerable

body of singers, written in any number of parts,

but most usually in four, each part being sung by

a number of voices. A double chorus is a chorus

written for two choirs, usually in eight parts.

1744 Handel Lett. Jennens 2 Oct., Would not the words,
' Tell it out among the Heathen that the Lord is King be
sufficient for our Chorus? 1862 Lady Wallace tr. Men-
delssohn's Lett. 16 Oct. 1830 If I were to take the first

verse of ' Vom Himmel hoch ' as a separate grand chorus.

1880 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 354 Choruses for 2 choirs are

called double choruses. .The two choirs answer one another,

and the effect is quite different from that of 8 real parts.

Ibid. 646 The Hallelujah Chorus in the Messiah is known
to every one.

6. The refrain or burden of a song, which the

audience join the performer in singing.

1590 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rez>., Palinode, Amo. From
Spanish shrugs, .and all affected humours. Chorus. Good
Mercury defend us. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. ii, The com-
modore, the lieutenant, and landlord, joined in the chorus.

1840 Lever Chas. O'Malley vi, Mr. Bodkin . . bespoke a
chorus to his chaunt. 1851 Kingsley Yeast xiii, * Coorus,

boys, coorus!' and the chorus burst out, 'Then here's a

curse on varmers all '. a 1876 G. Dawson Led. Songs
Shaks. (1888) 45 The chorus of a song must be nonsense, or

how could you expect the company to join in?

b. transf.

1790 Burns Tarn O'Shanter 50 The souter tauld his

queerest stories : The landlord's laugh was ready chorus.

1845 Ford Handbk. Spain § 1. 20 Unextinguishable laugh-

ter forms the chorus of conversation,

7. Comb., as chorus-leading vbl. sb., -like adj.

and adv., -master, -singer, -teacher, etc.

1884 Graphic 13 Sept. 278/2 The 1 *chorus-ladies ' fair and
numerous. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets v. 147 A father

taught the trade of flute-playing and *chorus-leading and
verse -making to his son. 1853 Hickie tr. AristoPh.

(1872) II. 505, I will celebrate thee with *chorus-loving

odes. 1820 T. Mitchell AristoPh. I. 202 The office of

choregus, or *chorus-master, was both honourable and ex-

pensive. 1813 Exam. 10 May 297/2 The lowest order of
*chorus-singers at Drury-Lane. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets

v. 147 Simonides exercised his calling of *chorus-teacher at

Cartha^a in Ceos.

Chorus (koa*r^s), v. Pa. t. and pple. chorused
(-#st). [f. prec. sb.]

Vol. II.

1. intr. To sing or speak in chorus.

1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. 228 (D.) Then they all

chorus'd upon me — ' Such a character as Miss Harlowe's ',

cried one— ' A lady of so much generosity '. .another. 1826

Disraeli Viv. Grey 1. iv. 9 ' Down with the manager !' he

cried—His Satellites chorussed.

2. trans. To sing or utter in chorus.

1826 Scott Woodsi. xxxviii, All England was engaged in

chorussing his favourite ditty. 1851 Mavne Reid Scalp

Hunt, ii, We all rose to our feet and chorused the ' Star-

spangled Banner'. £1875 Mrs. Alexander Wooin' o't

xxx, 'Wherever did Mrs. Berry pick up such people?'

chorussed the ladies of the family.

3. trans. To fumish with a chorus or refrain, to

sing the chorus of. b. fig. To add an expression

of assent, etc., to (another's utterances) ; to 'echo'.

1703 De Foe True-b. Eng., Brittania 57 Let ev'ry Song be

Chorust with his Name. 1809 Crabbe Tales xx. Brothers,

He seldom spoke, But sometimes sang and chorus'd

—

1 Hearts ofOak '. 1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xliv, When
I cry chorus, chorus me standing.

Hence Choruser (C. Lamb).
Chos, var. of Choose, sb. Obs.

Choschinomaney : see Coscinomanct.

II Chose (J^
z )> s^'- [a - ch°se '-—L. causa matter,

affair, thing/]

1. Law. A thing, chattel, piece of property (in

chose in action, etc. : see quot. 1670, 1875).
1670 Blount Law Diet., Chose in action, is a thing in-

corporeal and onely a right, as an annuity, obligation for

Debt,—and generally all Causes of Suit for any Debt or

Duty, Trespass or Wrong, are to be accounted Choses in

action. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 397 Thus money due
on a boncl is a chose in action. 1853 Wharton Pennsylv.

Digest 168 Choses in action of the wife cannot be attached

for the husband's debt. 1875 Poste Gains ix. (ed. 2) 611

Choses in possession (movables! and choses in action (obli-

gations) may be sold after the institution of a suit.

1 2. An excuse. Obs.

15.. Plumpton Corr. 198, I have sent to Wright of Idell

for the money.. and he saith he hath it not to len, and
makes choses, and so I can get none nowhere.

f3. Thing (as a general term for a thing not

more particularly named). Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 447. 1398 Trevisa Barth.

de P. R. XVI. xxxix. (Tollem. MS.) And sumwhat passeb of

be priue chose U535 privy chose] of woman.

t Chose, ppl- a. obs. f. Chosen : see Choose v.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 38 A discreetly chose object.

1714 Byrom Rem. (1854) I. 1. 23 When the new chose Fellows

go from our table.

Chose, pa. t. of Choose v., and var. Choose sb.

Chosed, ppl. a. ^chosen; see Choose v. A. 7.

Chosen (tJVu-z'n), ppl. a. For forms see Choose
v. Used adjectively in the senses of the verb.

1. Taken by preference, selected, picked out.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. lxxiii. (1495^ 000 A
drope of chosen mylke. 1483 Cath. Angl. 64 Chosyn,
electus, selectus. 1591 Shaks. Hen. VI, 1. iv. 53 A guard

of chosen Shot I had. 1611 Bible Ex. xv. 4 His chosen
captaines also are drowned in the red Sea. 1614 Lodge tr.

Seneca, Life i, The most chosen Romanes. 1765 Garrick
in G. Colman Posth. Lett. (1820) 270 Three Vols, of the

most chosen Songs in the french language. 1848 Lytton
Harold 1. i, White seemed his chosen colour. 1871 R.

Ellis Catullus lxiv. 4 A chosen array, rare bloom of valorous

Argos.
absol. 1819 Byron yuan 11. ccii, She was one Made but

to love, to feel that she was his Who was her chosen.

2. Theol. Chosen of God ; elect.

138a Wyclif i Pet. ii. 9 5e ben a kynde chosun [1388

chosun kyn]. 1533 Frith Anrw. More (18291 157 The holy

and chosen people of God. 1535 Coverdale Acts Ix. 15

For this man is a chosen vessell vnto me. 1594 Bp. J. King
Jonas (1618) 214 The best and chosenest member I haue
shall doe thee seruice. 1712 Addison Spect. No. 405 p 6

Those who were stiled the chosen People. 1827 Pollok
Course T. vn, That warred Against the chosen saints,

b. absol. Elect, (mostly pi.)

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 93 J>e holie procession, be he wile

maken a domes dai mid hise chosene. c 1340 Cursor M.
1609 (Trin.) He him self to pyne didde For his chosen on
rode tre. 1540 Coverdale Fruitf. Less. Wks. (1844) v. 400

He maketh his chosen to be like-fashioned into the image
of his Son. 1550 Bale Set. Wks. (1849I 396 To their con-

fusion and to the chosen's comfort. 1625 Bacon Ess. Truth
(Arb.) 500 He. .inspireth Light, into the Face of his Chosen.

1814 Southey Roderick iv, The servant and the chosen of

the Lord.

Chosling, var. of Chooseling. Obs.

Choss, var. of Choose sb. Obs.

Chost, var. of Chest sb. 1 ,
Obs., strife, and Joust.

fChote. Obs.^lvrot. (seeCnpron.)
1529 More Dyaloge 1 19 b/i [A rustic speaks] Ych can not

tell you wel why, but chote well yt hath.

|| Ch.0U.an <
f«ian), sb. 1 [F. ; variously con-

jectured to be from the name of Jean Chouan, said

to be one of their leaders, and from chouan an

older form of chat-huant a species of owl. Prob-

ably the coincidence suggested the appellation.]

A name given to irregular bands who maintained

in the west of France a partisan war against the

Republic and the first Empire, after 1793, and

also appeared again in 1832; hence a polemical

name for partisans of the Bourbons. Also attrib.

1794 European Mag. XXVI. 307 The Chouans . . derive

their name from their first leaders, three brothers, the sons

of a postmaster in Brittany. 1805 Revolut. Plutarch III.

115-6 The first body of Chouan troops heard of, were those

assembled in the winter of 1794 between Laval and La
Gravelle. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 117/2 Some of the Royalist
officers ..became chiefs of Chouan parties. 1868 Timbs
Eeceutr. Anim. Creation 339 The officer . . was surprised

and killed in this room by some chouans.

Hence Chouanize v., to play the Chouan

;

Chouanizing" vbl. sb.

1847 T, Redhead tr. Thiers' Fr. Rev. (i860) I. xxxix. 481
Emigrants . . were very scarce . . wherever civil war raged
with its dangers and horrors. They affected great disdain

for this species of service, and call it Chouannising.

II Chouan, sb:2 Obs. [F. chouan, in same
sense.] The seed of Anabasis tamariscifolia used

to mix with carmine.
1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs (1725) 2 Of the Chouan in

French, or carmine seed. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.,

Chouan . . called by some also carmine seed . . a very light and
chaffy seed, .of an acid taste, and a yellowish green colour,

but is larger than worm-seed. .It is called green worm seed,

in our catalogues. 1764 T. H. Croker, etc. Diet. Arts,
Chouan .. the Levant name for the seed of a species of

santolina, known among us by that of carmine-seed, from
its being often used in the preparation of that drug. 1791
Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeingll. 11. iii. 180. iSigKEF.s Cycl.

s.v. Cochineal, The French add to the infusion of cochineal

a small proportion of. .chouan. .from the Levant.

Chouder, obs. form of Chowder.
Chough (tf/'f ). Forms : 4 cho3e, 4-5 ch.0u.3he,

(s chowhe, 4-7 choghe, 5 chow3e, chowe, cowe,
kowe, 5-6 choughe, 6 chowgh(e, (7 chugh,
choff, chooffe, chaugh), 5- chough. [ME.^^,
etc. ; not found in OE., which had in same sense

the forms do, ceo, ciae, chyae (?for cyhae). Cog-

nate with MDu. cauwe, Du. kauzv, app. from a

WGer. type*kdzva, whence alsoONF. cauwe, cave,

OF. choc, choue, Walloon chauwe, chowe ; also

OHG. ch&ha, did, MLG. ka ; and ON. *kd, *k{>,

whence Da. kaa, and north. ME. kaa, ka, mod.Sc.

kae, occas. ME. co, coo, jackdaw. The relationship

of the various types to each other is not clearly

made out : Prof. Sievers suggests the existence of

an OTeut. type with accent-mutation k&hwd
k&wa'-. But whether the early OE. ciae in Erf.

Gl., and chyae in Epinal, can be brought under

these is doubted. The ME. variant cowe, beside

chowe, strongly suggests for these forms adoption

from OF. ; but the cho%e, chowhe forms cannot be

thus explained.]

1. A bird of the crow family
;
formerly applied

somewhat widely to all the smaller chattering

species, but especially to the common Jackdaw.
a. [c 1000 Cleric Gram. ix. {Z.) 70 Haec comix, beos ceo.

— Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 132/4 Gracculus, vel monedula,

ceo.] c 1305^. E. P. (1862) 76 Rlake monekes he se^ As hit

crowen & chosen were, c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 345
The thefe the Chowgh [v. r. crowle, choughfe, choghe,

chowhe, clough] and eke the iangling py. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) IV. 307 J>e choghe [monedula] answerde

nou3t. 1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 40 Chyteryngas chow^es.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. xvi. 101 The chowe whan she

fyndeth gold or syluer . . hydeth and bereth it away. 1519

Horman Vulg. 101 Chowghis and staris flee to gether in a

flocke. IS3° Palsgr., Choughe a yong crowe, corneille.

1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, x, Rookes, Crowes, and Choughs,

doe yeerely deuoure and consume a wonderful and mar-

ueilous great quantity of corne and graine. 1581 J. Bell

IIaddon's Ansiv. Osor. 222 b, If the byrdes do pluck their

own fethers againe, which they gave before to the chough?

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 21 Russed-pated choughes.

1620 J.Wilkinson Treat. Coroners Sherifes 118 Crowes,

Rookes, Choghes, Pyes, Jeyes, Ringdoves. 1623 Cockeram,
A Chough or lack daw. 1688 R. Holme Armoury n.

248/1 The Jack Daw, or Daw . . in some places is called a

Caddesse, or Choff. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art^ 122 The
rain floods your warehouse, .the choughs build in it.

j8. c 1386 Chaucer Wife^sProL 232 Shal here hym on hond

the Cow [v. r. cou, kow, kowe] is wood, c 1450 Gloss, in

Wr.-Wiilcker 702/3 Hec monedula, a kowe. 1528 Roy
Rede Me (Arb.) 80 They canne flatter and lye, Makynge
beleve the cowe is wode. 1561 Awdelay Frat. Vacab. 14

A pickthanke knaue, that would make his Maister beleue

that the Cowe is woode.

b. fig. Chatterer, prater.

1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 266 Lords that can prate as

amply, .as this Gonzallo : I my selfe could make A chough

ofas deepe chat.

2. Now restricted to the Red-legged Crow {Fre-

gillus Graculus), which frequents the sea-clifi's

in many parts of Britain, being particularly abun-

dant in Cornwall ; whence distinguished as the

Cornish Chough.
(This may have been Shakspere's 1 chough ' in Lear \ the

bird, now rare at Beachy Head, was abundant on all the

Sussex cliffs a century ago, and may well have been common

on the Kentish coast at an earlier date.)

a. 1566 Withals Diet. 5 A cornishe chough, pyrrhoeorax.

1602 Carew Cornwall 36 a, I meane not the common
Daw, but one peculiar to Cornwall . .

termed a Cornish

Chough, his bil is sharpe, long and red, his legs of the

same colour. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I 407 That

famous King of Crows, .known by the Name of the Cornish

Chough. 1773 G. White Selbome xxxix, Cornish choughs

abound, and breed on Beachy-head and on all the cliffs of

the Sussex coast. 1875 F. Buckland Note in White's Set*

borne 425 Numbers of Cornish choughs are sent yearly

from Plymouth to London..The choughs are now very

rare round Beachy Head.

b. [1605 Shaks. Leariv.vi. 13 The Crowes and Choughes,

that wing the midway ayre.] 1611 Cotgr., Choquar, a

Chough ; or, Cornish Chough. 1646 Sib T. Browne
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Pseud. F.p. vi. x. Some Chaughes came to have red legges

and bils. 1841 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. ix. 253 The red-

legged chough (Fregilus graculus) . . finds a congenial re-

treat. 1858 F. W. Robertson Led. 121 The flock of

choughs, with their red beaks and legs.

3. Comb., as chough-daw (cf. Cadaw"), -fish.

1746 James Health Imprcrv, Interest 40 The Swan, or

Chough-Daw. It is of no great Importance which is here

meant. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxii. xi, Dracunculus .

.

like it is to the Chough-fish Gracculus.

Chough, sb.- obs. f. Chuff, rustic.

Choukidar, var. of Chokidar.
Chouks : see Choke sbt

+ Chould, chold, = ich
7
oldey

obs. dial. f. /
•toouId'

: see Ch pron. and I.

15*0 More Dyaloge no b/i [A rustic speaks] By y0 masse,
chold twere a fayre fyshepole. 1575 J. Still Gamm.
Gurton m. iii, Woulde chad her by the face, Chould cracke
her callet crowne. /Ha'., Chold yet this fray wer wel take
up. 1580 H. Gifford Gilloflowers (1875) 133 If that iche
durst, Chould pray thee carrie him some clothes.

t Choule, obs. form of Jowl. In quot. taken by
Twyne, app. by some confusion, to translate rota.

1573 T.Twyne .-Km id. xii. N n j, A tower stronge [turrim]
made of wood, the prince himself had built alone, And
choules had vnderlayd [Subdideratque rotas], and ladders
made to mount theron. [cf. 156a Phaer /Eneid. ix. C c j,

Wher their engine ioynes his iolle A huge vnweldie weight
the Troyans rumbling did down rolle ]

II Choultry (tjau'ltriV Anglo-Ind. Also chol-

try. [Corruption of Telugu chdwadi, or Malay-
alam chdwati, DakhanT cha&ri ; sometimes more
accurately represented as chawadT, chozuree, chouri.]

1. A place for the reception and accommodation
of travellers ; an inn, caravanserai ; also used for

the transaction of public business (Yule).
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India A> P. 82 iY.) Little better Tene-

ments than Booths stiled by the name of Choultries. 1783
Burke Sp. Fox's E. India /?/// Wks. IV. 79 The country
was full of choultries, which were inns and hospitals where
the traveller and the poor were relieved. 1816 Poetry in

Ann. Reg. 637 This Choultry's ample space The way-worn
traveller's resting place. 1858 J. B. Norton Topics 197
Posting up a copy of this document in the choultry or most
conspicuous place in each village.

2. The pillared hall or colonnade of a temple.
177a Call Signs Zodiac in Phil. Trans. LXII. 353, 1

searched in my travels many other pagodas, or choultrys, for

similar carvings. 1858 Bevkridge Hut. India II.tv.iv.147
Another appendage of these temples is the choultry, or pil-

lared colonnade. 1862 R. Patterson Ess. Hist, <f Art 417
In front of the temple or choultry where the idol reposes.

Chounge, obs. form of Change.
Chounter, obs. form of Chuntkr v.

Chouse (tjaus), sb. Also 7 cniaus(e, chews,
showse, 7-8 chowse. [Generally taken to be the

same word as Chiaus, cnaus so spelt about 1600',

a Turkish official messenger ; but the connexion of

meaning is not made out.

As to the origin of the Eng. use, Gifford (1814^ in a note on
the quot. from Ben Jonson says, * In 1609, Sir Kobt. Shirley

sent a messenger oxchiaus to this country as his agent from
the Grand Signior and the Sophy to transact some prepara-

tory business.' The latter *chiaused the Turkish and Per-
sian merchants ofj£ 4,000' and decamped. But no trace ofthis

incident has yet been found outside of Gifford's note ; it was
unknown to Peter Whalley, a previous editor of Ben Jonson
1756 ; also to Skinner, Henshaw, Dr. Johnson, Todd, and
others who discussed the history of the word. Yet most of
these recognized the likeness alehouse to the Turkish word,
which Henshaw even proposed as the etymon, on the ground
that the Turkish chiaus ' is little better than a fool '. Gif-

ford's note must therefore be taken with reserve.)

fL Chiaus, Choush, q. v. Obs.

163a W. Lithgow Trav. 138 Accompanied with .. Ba-
shawes, Chowses, and Hagars. Ibid. 202 The Showse
stroke off his head. 1639 Ford Lady's Trial 11. i. 256 Gulls
or Moguls, Tag, rag, or other, hogen-mogen, vanden, Skip,
jacks, or chouses.

T 2. A cheat, a swindler.
(This is probably the meaning in Ben Jonson ; it is cer-

tainly so in quot. 1658 : possibly the vb. arose out of this

sense, and sense 3 in turn out of the vb.)

(1610 B. Jonson Alch. 1. ii. 25 D. What doe you thinke of
mee. That I am a Chiause ? F. What's that ? D. The
Turk was here—As one would say, doe you think I am a
Turke ? Ibid. 29 Come, noble Doctor, pray thee lets pre-

vaile. This is the gentleman, and he is no chiause. Ibid. 34
One that will thank you richly, and h' is no chiause.] 1658
tr. Bergerac's Satyric. Char. xxv. 91 Told our Nephews,
that you were not a Chouse, since you go roundly to Worke.
[Fr. que vous nesttes pointfourbe.\

1 3. One easily cheated, a dupe, gull, tool. Obs.

1649 Marq. Newcastle The Variety, Dramatis Personae
. . Simpleton, a Country Chiause. 1671 Skinner Etymolog.,
A Chowse, quod stultum notat. 1678 Butler Hud. m. m.
531 Sillier than a sottish Chews, Who when a Thief has
Kob'd his house, Applies himself to Cunning men, To help
him to his Goods again, a 1680 — Rem. II. 279 [A cheat]

can do no feats without the co-operating assistance of the
Chowse whose Credulity commonly meets the Imposter
half-way. 1698 Def. Dram. Poetry 81-2 At no less Price
than his Ruin, .he buys the knowledge of finding himself
a Chouse. 1755 Johnson, A chouse, a bubble: a tool: a
man fit to be cheated.

4. slang, [f.thevb.] Atrick,swindle,sham, 'sell*.

1708 Kersey, Choivse, a Cheat, Trick, or Sham. 1755
Johnson, Chouse, a trick or sham. 1888 Mrs. Parr in

Longut. Mag. Apr. 639, I say, what a chouse for Adda !

Chouse tjaus\ v. colloq. Forms: 7 chiause,
chiauze, chews, 7- chowse, chouse. [f.

Chouse sb.] trans. To dupe, cheat, trick ; to I

swindle or defraud of or out of.
a 1659 Shirley Honoria «y Mam. 11. in, We are In a fair

way to be ridiculous. .Chiaus'd by a scholar ! 1654 Gayton
[

Fest. Notes iv. xviii. 261 But our Barber.. is chiauz'd, a
very Pigeon, .and iscaughd like a young Jack Daw. 1662

Dryden Wild Gallant n. i, You shall chouse him of Horses, I

Cloaths, and Mony. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. 111. 1010 He
stoal your Cloak, and pick'd your Pocket, Chews'd and
caldes d ye like a Block-head. 1708 Mrs. Centlivre Susie

,

Body 111. (1723) 94 To chouse a very civil . . gentleman out

of an hundred Pound. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia B. iii.
j

(1783) 188 Bristol stones won't buy stock; [he] only wants
to chouse you. 18*6 Scott Woodst. vii, Not to be. .choused
out of my lump of loyalty. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic

cliii. Had Fortune pleased posterity to chowse. 1886 Law
R'P- 33 Ci. Div. 496 Is it to be said that they are to be

choused of their remedy?
Hence Choused ppl. a., Chousing vhl. sb.

1682 D'Urfey Butlers Ghost 104 Yet [he] gave worse
Reasons for so doing, Than e're chous'd Cully did for

wooing. s88i Duffield DonQuix. II. 562 Mingled with
evil, fraud, and chousing.

Chouser. [f. prec. + -ebA] One who chouses, a

swindler, cheat.

1883 D. C. Murray Hearts II. xv. 78 The chousers and
borrowers mistook him for a fool.

! Choush (tfau|\ The phonetic form of the

word Chiaus, a Turkish messenger or sergeant.

1866 Baker Albert N'Vanza I. 195 A powerful choush or

sergeant of Ibrahim's party.

II Chout (tfuut . [Mahnitl and Hindi chauth 'a
j

fourth part '.] The black-mail of one-fourth of

the revenue formerly exacted by the Mahrattas in

India from provinces within reach of their arms, in
j

return for immunity from plunder. Also applied

to similar exactions.

1674 in Orme Fragm. 45 (Y.) Messengers were sent to

Bassein demanding the chout of all the Portugese territory

in these parts. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 539 Subject to

tribute of a Chout . . to the Berar Mahrat ta. 1803 Wel-
lington in Gurw. DUp. II. 131, I wish first to know whether !

the Choute claimed is disputable by the Nizam's govern-
'

ment. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. L 316 The chout, 1

or exaction, of a fourth part of all litigated property, for the 1

benefit of the Judge, was abolished. 1841 Klphinstone
Hist. Imi. II. 485 SeVajf, for the first time, levied the

]

chout, afterwards so celebrated in Maratta history.

Chovy, chovee. The popular name in the

East of England of the June-bug, Phyllopcrtha

Horticola, a small beetle, related to the common
cockchafer.
1813 Sir J. Culll-m Hawstead (Sussex) Wds. (E. D. S.

Repr. Gl. 1879, 86) Chovee, a small beetle, of a bright chest-

nut colour, and with a green gilded head and corslet. 1830
For by Gloss. E. Anglia, Chary, a small coleopterous insect,

which invades gardens and orchards in hot summers, in our
sandy districts . . in such swarms as to be nearly equal to a

|

plague of locusts. 1884 Chr. World 18 Sept. 697/2 The
sparrow, .eats 4 chovies', or May bugs.

Chow (tfau), v. Forms : 4-5 chowen, 6" chowe,
6- chow. A variant form of Chkw in all senses,

formerly in general use, but now dialectal, extend-

ing from Scotland to the Midland counties.

138a Wyclif Deut. xiv. 7 Thei chowen code [elsewhere in

the chap, chewen). c 1440 Promp. Parr'. 77 Chowen supra
in chewen. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. { 23 It is the harder to
eate and chowe. Ibid. i 79 Euer to be chowynge on the
brydell. 1556 Abp. Parker Psalter 3 Verse harde in mouth
while oft I chowde I spied therein no wast, a 1774 Fergus-
son //a/Vi^/Ir/V Poems (1845) 13 What will buy her fairin To
chow that day. 1766 Burns Scotch Drink iv, On thee (John
Barleycorn] aft Scotland chows her cood, In souple scones,

the wale o* food ! 1863 Atkinson Provinc. Dauby, Chorv,

to chew. 1887 Stevenson Underu>oods 11. i. 78 You, tae,

maun chow the hitter peel. Mod. Northamf>t. Dialect, He
chows tobacco always.

Chow, Sc. var. oichoul, Jowl ; or Chaw sbA

II Chow-chow (tjuu'tjuu), sb. and a. Ind. 8c

China. [According to Col. Yule, * pigeon-Eng-
lish*; of uncertain origin.]

1. sb. A mixture or medley of any sort ; c. g. mixed
pickles or preserves.

1850 R. Taylor Eldorado xii. (1862) 117 The grave Celes-

tials serve up their chow-chow and curry. 1857 V'ctess
Falkland (title), Chow-Chow: a Journal kept in India.

1858 Hombay Q. R. Jan. 100 (Y.) The word chow-chow is

suggestive, especially to the Indian reader, of a mixture of
things, ' good, bad, and indifferent '. 1869 A'. <y Q. 6 Mar.
230, 1 got an invitation to a first-rate Chow-chow or Chinese
dinner.

2. adj. Miscellaneous, mixed, assorted, diverse

;

of water, 'broken
1
. Chow-choiv chop: the last

lighter containing the sundry small packages to

fill up a ship. (Williams, Chinese Comm. Guide.)
1845 STOcyuELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 321 The

generator 'chow chow' Borah. 188a Fanhioae 63 (Y.) A
* chow-chow ' cargo is an assorted cargo ; a 'general shop

'

is a 4 chow-chow ' shop. 1884 Law Rep. 13 Q. B. Div. 652
ITie current was causing small whirlpools, and was of the
kind known in China as ' chow-chow water.

Chowder (tjau'doj
1

),^. Also 8 chouder. [App.
of French origin, from chaudicre pot. In the

fishing villages of Brittany (according to a writer

in A'". A Q. 4 Ser. VII. 85) faire ta chaudtire means
to supply a cauldron in which is cooked a mess of

fish and biscuit with some savoury condiments, a
;

hodge-podge contributed by the fishermen them-
selves, each of whom in return receives his share of

\

the prepared dish. The Breton fishermen probably
carried the custom to Newfoundland, long famous
for its chowder, whence it has spread to Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, and New England.
Another writer in N. «V Q. (18701 4 Ser. V. 261, says ' I

have frequently heard some of the old inhabitants [of New-
foundland] speak of Commodore John Elliot's chowder
pic-nic in 1 786, which was given in honour of H. R. H. Prince
William Henry [William IV] in command of H. M. S. Pe-
gasus upon the Newfoundland station'.]

1. In Newfoundland, New England, etc. : A dish

made of fresh fish (esp. cod or clams, stewed with
slices of pork or bacon, onions, and biscuit. * Cider
and champagne are sometimes added * (Bartlett).

176a Smollett L. Greaves xvil (D.j My head sings and
simmers like a pot ofchowder. 1798 Philad. Weekly Mag.
18 Aug. (in Mag. Amer. Hist. Mar. 1888, 258) A large pot of
victuals was prepared. They called it Chouder. Chouder
may be made of any good fish, but the ingredients of our
mess were as follows :— 1, fat pork : 2, flounders ; 3, onions

;

4, codfish ; 5, biscuit. 1809 Naval Chron. XXI. 22 Chow-
der. . is made in the following manner : a fish . . skinned, cut
up. .and put into a kettle, under which is laid some rashers
of salt pork or beef, and some broken pieces of biscuit ; then
the whole is . . covered with water, and boiled about ten
minutes. 1851 Hawthorne Ho. Seven Gables i. (1855) 5 A
cod-fish of sixty pounds, caught in the bay, had been dis-

solved into the nch liquid of a chowder. 1859 Bi shnell
Life xx. 430 To tell her how to make a chowder . . a layer
of fish, then one of pilot-bread, and potatoes and onions

;

another of fish ; a little dash of lard ; milk ; pepper and salt

;

a dish for a prince. \9&j Smvth Sailor's Word-bk.. Chow-
der, the principal food in the Newfoundland bankers, or
stationary trading vessels. i88z Standard 26 Sept., 2/1 A
picnic .. would be incomplete without .. a clam chowder,
which . . may . . be considered one of the New England
national dishes. 1884 World

j

Boston, U. S.» 15 Nov.
391/3 Soups . . are divisible into four groups : vi/. clear,

thick, purees or bisques, and chowders.

2. Chowder beer, 'a liquor made by boiling the

black spruce in water and mixing molasses with

the decoction ' .Webster 1828).

Hence Chowder v., to make a chowder.
1828 in Webster.
Chowder, chowter, dial. var. of jowder,

Towns, a fish-hawker.

Chowder-headed, dial. = Cholter-headed.
1819 Scott Lett. 15 Apr. in Lockhart, I hesitate a little

about Raeburn . . Lhe) has twice already made a very
chowder-headed person of me. 1851 H. Melville Whale xv.

73 What's that stultifying saying about chouder-headed
people ?

Chowkee, -kie, var. of Choky sb.

Chowks : see Choke sb.2

Chowl(et obs. form of Chavel, now Jowl.
t Chowp, v. Obs. Sc. rare' \ Of uncertain

meaning ; perh. = 1 chop and change \

1513 Dol'clas AKneis L Prol. 153 Sa fer he chowpis, I am
constrenit to flyte. The thre first bukis he hes ourhippit
quyte.

Chowpatti, var. of Chupatty.
Chowre, cliower, v. Obs. exc. dial. [Deriv.

uncertain ; also exists in form Jowek, jour, q. v.]

To grumble, to scold.

i567Tl'bbkrv. Ovids MA 122 But when the crabbed Nurse
beginncs to chide and cnowre. 1888 Klworthv W. Som.
It ord-bk., Chowcr, chawre, to grumble.

Chowry (tjau ri). Also chowree. [a. Hindi
chauhrt, f. Skt. chamara (Yule).] A whisk or fly-

flapper, made of hair or feathers (prop, the bushy
tail of the Tibetan Yak). ' In a costly decorated
handle, it was one of the insignia of ancient Asiatic

royalty'. In 17-iSth c. commonly called by Eng-
lishmen coio-tait.

1777 Stewart Thibet in Phil. Trans. LXVTI. 484 The
tails . . are used, mounted on silver handles, for Chowras.
1813 Mrs. Sherwood Stories Ch. Cateth. xxvii. 383 A

black woman . . beating away the flies with a chowry. 18*7
Scott Surg. Dau. xiv, A confidential servant waved the
great chowry, or cow-tail, to keep off the flies. 1881 Grant
Cameronians I. iii. 42 No need for a chowree to whisk in-

side the curtains here, as in India.

Chowse, var. of Choi se.

t Chow'ter, z>. Obs. [cf. Chintek.] 'To grum-
ble or mutter like a froward child *

(J.).
1706 in Phillips, whence in Kf.rsey, Bailky, Johnson,

and later Diets.

Choy. Another form of Chay.

II Chrera, chrra. Obs. [a. Gr. xp*'ia use »

service, f. xpaoiuu to use.] Rhet. 1 A pregnant

sentence . . borrowed from some other author, and
worked out by certain rules ' ^Lidd. and Sc.).

161 2 Hrinsley Lud. Lit. 172, I haue .. begun with Apo-
logues or Fables, or rather with a Chreia. 1655-60 Stanley
Hist. Phitos. (mm) i 39A A Chria is a short commemora-
tion, aptly relating the speech or action of some Person.

Chrematist (,krrmatist). rare. [ad. Gr.

XprjrtaTUTT-rjs a trafficker, money-maker, 1. XPIH*1 '

Tt(ttv ; see next.] One who studies the science of

wealth ; a political economist.

1845 Blackiv. Mag. LV1I. 536 According to the Chrema-
tists the wealth of a nation ..is to be measured by the
excess of the value of production over its cost. Ibid., All

nations, under the guidance of the Chrematists, are making
strenuous efforts to increase their, .produce.

Chrematistic (kr/mati stik), a. and sb. [ad.

Gr. xPT)haTtartK~vs of traffic or money-making,
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also, oracular (see next', f. xPriliaT^Suv to deal,

consult, give a response as an oracle, (in middle
voice) to make money, f. XPlh*1 ) XPWaT~ thing

needful, money.]
1. adj. Of, pertaining to, or engaged in the ac-

quisition of wealth.
175a Fielding Amelia ix. v, I am not the least versed

in the chrematistic art . . I know not how to get a shil-

ling, nor how to keep it in my pocket if I had it, 1866

Ferrier Grk. Philos. I. x'ii. 352 The chrematistic class,

from xp^nara, the Greek for money or wealth, this being
the end which they aim at. 1883 H. H. Gibus R. Comm.
on Prec. Metals I. 263 Ans. to Qu. 5215 The only thing of
importance to our subject is the chrematistic, as opposed to

the apolaustic use of land, that is to say, land bought for

reproductive profit, as against land bought for enjoyment.

2. sb* usually Chrematisties, the science of

the wealth of nations ; political economy, or a
branch thereof. [Gr. xPVfiaTlffTlKV (Aristotle).]

1842 Hrande Diet. Sc. They [continental writers] con-
sider political economy as a term more properly applicable
to the whole range of subjects which comprise the ma-
terial welfare of states and citizens, and chrematistics .

.

as merely a branch of it. 1858 Gladstone Homer III.

78 The phrase ' political economy '. .cannot be defended on
its merits. The name 'Chrematistic 'has been devised in its

stead. 1885 Pall Mall G. 16 May 4 Not very much con-
cerned about the quality of his chrematistics.

t Chremati- stical, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. as

prec. + -al.] Oracular.
170K Beverley Grand Aiocal. Question 40 A Name as

I may call it Chrematistical : Protestants : Given by
Oracle, as that of Christians.

Chreotechixics (kr/tfte-kniks). rare. [f. Gr.

Xp«'a use + re'x^ an art.] 'The useful arts, es-

pecially agriculture, manufactures, and commerce
In mod. Diets.

Chrestomathic (krestomarbik), a. [f. next

+ -ic] Devoted to the learning of useful matters.

1819 Q. Rev. XXI. 169 The head of a chrestomathic school.

1834-47 Southey Doctor cexxviii. (D.t, Which the said
Jeremy [Bentham] proposes should form part of the course
of studies in his Chrestomathic school,

b. subst. in

1826 Blackw. Mag. XIX. 197 Ethics, or Chrestomathics,
or Politics, or Political Economy.

Chrestomathy (krestp-mabi). [ad. Gr. XPV'
arofiaOua, f. xpyvros useful + -padua learning. Cf.

F. chreslomathie.'] A collection of choice passages
from an author or authors, esp. one compiled to

assist in the acquirement of a language.
183a Eraser's Mag. V. 171 The chrestomathy and dia-

mond edition of that living polyglot book of man. 1847
Dorn (title) Chrestomathy of the Pushtu or Afghan
Language. 1854 Keightley Myihol. Anc. Gr. Italy
(ed. 3) 439 Fragments of the Chrestomathy of Proclus. 1881
Academy No. 452. 14 The texts .. have been augmented,
and now form a genuine Bearnais chrestomathy. 1883
American VI. 10 Omitting some pieces, adding others, and
constructing what we may call a Browning chrestomathy.

Chrisalet (Drayton), obs. form of Chryso-
lite.

Chrisecoll, obs. form of Chrysocolla.
Chrism (kriz'm). Forms : 1 crisma, crysma,

2-6, 8 crisme, 3-5 crysme, 5 cresme, 6 chresme,
6-7 chrisme, 7 chrysme, 7— chrism. [Found
in different forms. L. christna (Tertull.), a. Gr.

Xpr<7/ia anointing, unction, f. XP*-~*IV to anoint,

regularly became in Romanic cresma, OF. cresme

(= creme). The L. was adopted directly in OE.
as crisma wk. masc, whence ME. crisme. Along-
side of this, from £"1300, is found creme (also

creyme, crayme, later creame, cream) and rarely

cresme, a. OF. cresme, crhne. In 16th c. both the

Fr. and the Eng. word began to be refashioned

with ch, after the Latin original, giving mod.F.
chrime, and Eng. chrism. The other form creme,

cream (in 16th c. occas. chreame), then went out
of use: see Cream sb. 1

]

1. Oil mingled with balm, consecrated for use

as an unguent in the administration of certain

sacraments in the Eastern and Western Churches.
1000 Ecgberht's Confess. § 36 (Thorpe's Lavs II. 162)

Mid crysman smyreb his breost. 1 1250 Gen. E.r.

2458 Cristene folc.ben smered Sor quiles he liuen WiS
crisme and olie. 1387 Trkvisa Higden (.Rolls) V. 71 He
ordeynede pat every jere crisme and oyle shulde be
i-halowed in holy chirche. 1398 — Barth. De P. R. ix.

xxxi. (1405) 367 On Cene thursdaye Crysma is made of oyle
and of Balsamo with the whyche chyldern ben cremyd and
enoynted. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 20 The holy cresme.
153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 377/1 He had as leue. .be
smered with vnhalowed butter as anoynted wyth the holye
chrisme. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. xv. 105 After-
warde was added a taper with chresme. 1614 Selden
Titles Hon. 133 The Chrism vsd in Confirmation, and only
perhaps to that purpose, by the Pope. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury in. 176/1 Then is his head. . anointed with Chrism,
that is Oyle and Balsome. 18*5 Southey Paraguay iv. 68
The Pastor. . there the font beside, With holy water, chrism
and salt applied, Perform'd. .the rite.

1805 1. Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 36 Who will ever
again come into eminent office unanointed with this chrism.
1874 Holland Mistr. Manse ix. 49 Strung into energy in-

tense, At touch of an inspiring Chrism lhat fell on her.
1880 Miss Broughton Sec. Th, n. viii, It [dolorous love]

can never be . . sweet unless it is laved with the chrism of
tears.

c. with extended signif. : Unguent.
1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Bound (1850) I. 161 If a

man Fell sick, there was no cure, nor esculent, Nor chrism,
nor liquid. 1863 Worsley Poems <y Transl. 10 Smeared
face and hands and raiment with a chrism. 1868 Pu mptre
tr. Aeschylus' Persians 205, I at the altar stood . . wishing
holy chrism to pour To the averting Gods.
2. A sacramental anointing; unction.
a 1300 Cursor M. 29200 In funt stane wen we crisme

tak. 1360 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 314 a, By confirmation
and chrisme is receiued the holy gost. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist, iv, i. §6 That Chrisme, ana other such ceremonies
are not to be used in Baptisme. 1874 H. Reynolds John
Bapt. iii. § 3. 191 Without ceremonial guarantee, without
chrism, ordination, or hereditary rank.

b. spec. The ceremony of Confirmation, esp. as

practised in the Eastern Church.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvi, Their Baptisme in all re-

spects, was as frustrate as their Chrisme. 1709 J. Johnson
Clergym. Vade M. 11. 98 They.. having learn'd the Creeds
and received the Crisme, may partake of the holy mysteries.

1725 [see Chrisom i]. 1808 R. Porter Trav. Sk. Russ. <y

Siued. (1813) I. viii. 73 There are seven mysteries . . in the
Greek church, viz. baptism, the chrism, the eucharist, etc.

1882 Mrs. Pitman Mission L. Gr. Pal. 304 Chrism is an
ordinance corresponding somewhat to confirmation in the
English Church.

C. Extreme unction.

1635 T*agitt ChrisIianogr. 1. iii. (1636) 161 With us Chrisme
or extreme unction, is not accounted a Sacrament.

d. transf. and Jig.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11, xi. Lord's Prayer 4 Let
that anointing . . descend upon us whereby we may be an-

ointed Kings and Priests by a holy Chrisme. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 196 The reception of the Holy Ghost,
sometimes called a chrism or unction. 1871 Farrar Witn.
Hist. iii. 94. 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades 1. 19 To
dream That the long stain of time might fade and merge In

one poor chrism of blood.

3. =Chrisom 2, 4.

£-890 K. ./Elfred Bxda 11. xiv. Da aerran twe^en [beorn]

under crisman [primi albati adhuc] forb^eferdon. 1447
Bokenham Seyntys (1835) 286 She made also crysmys ful

dylygently For pore chyldryn whan thai shul crystyn be.

1616 Bullokar, Chrisme, sometime it is taken for a white
linnen cloth wrapped about an infant after it is newlie

christened. 1633 in Cockeram. 1704 [see Chrisom 4 b].

4. attrib. and Comb., as chrism-child, -doth,

-loosing-, see CHRISOM ;
chrism-liquor, -money.

1609 Bp. Hall Dissuasive Jr. Popery 11627) 641 Balsam,
pure wax, and chrismes-liquor cleere. 1787 Arch&ologia
VIII. 224 The chrism money was granted by Krnulf to the

monks of his priory.

t Chris ill, v. Obs. Also 6 chresme. [a. OF.
cresmer, and med.L. chrismdre f. chrisma (see

prec.).] trans. To anoint with chrism. Hence
Chrismed ppl. a.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 1065 pow killide has bise cresmede
childyre. 1537 Abp. Lee in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. 11.

App. lxxxviii. 230 He that is baptized shal never be a
Christen man, unles he be chrismed by the confirmation of
the Bishop. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. xix. 151

They adde furthermore, that, .he shall neuer be a Christian,

that is not chresmed with the Bishopps Confirmation . . By
this sentence ar damned al the Apostles . . whom it is mostc
certaine to haue neuer bene chresmed. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.
Nat. (1852) II. 384 The Messiah, that is, the chrismed or

anointed.

Chrismal (kri'zmal), a. and sb. [ad. med.L.
chrismdlis i. chrisma Chrism ; see -al.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to chrism.

1659 L'Estrange Alliance Div. 0$. ix. E., The Chrismal
Unguent. 1674 Brevint Saul at Endor 316 He blows three

times cross-ways over the mouth of the greater otherwise
called the Chrismal Bottle. 1851 Sir F. Palgrave Norm.
<V Eng. v. 691 Whilst Robert-Rollo wore the white Chris-
mal vestment. 1876 Farrar Marlb. Serm. v. 43 O, that on
this day He would indeed outpour upon each youthful head
the chrismal fires of His sevenfold gifts.

B. sb. In various senses of med.L. chrismdle, as

the chrisom-cloth, the vessel or flask for holding

the chrism, a cloth for covering relics, the pyx, etc.

1844 Ling\ro Anglo-Sax. Ch. 1 1858) I. vii. 292 A white linen

cap, called a chrismal. 1863 N. Q. 3 Ser. III. 396 The
' high-standing pix ' was the chrismal, or ciborium, as it is

now called. 1883 Bellett tr. Pelliccia's Polity Chr. Ch.
1. 1. iii. § 4 The Presbyters then began to pay sums of

money to the Bishop for the Chrism,—which sums were
called .

.

1 Chrismals '.

Chrismary ^kri'zmari). rare. [ad. late L.

chrismdrium, f. chrisma, chrism. In OF. cres-

mier.)] = Chrismatory.
1844 Life St. Wilfrid (Eng. Saints) 125 He deposited

these relics in a chrismary, such as was used for carrying
the holy oils . . the queen obtained the chrismary, and kept
it in her chamber.

Chriamatine, Min. \ see Chrismatite.

+ Chrisma'tion. Obs. [ad. med.L. chrismd-

tion-em n. of action f. chrismd-re to Chrism.] Ap-
plication of the chrism ; sacramental unction.

1537 Abp. Lee in Strype EccL Mem. I. 11. App. lxxxviii.

229 He that is baptized is but initiate, that is, entred : and
that by chrysmation of the bishop he is made perfect. 1642

Jer. Taylor Episc. xxxiii, The case is evident that chris-

mation, or consigning with ointment, was us'd in baptism.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. Ampullar were also used for

holding the oil used in chnsmation.

Chrismatite (krrzmatsit). [f. Gr. xP^r™,

j

Xp'iGitaT-os ointment + -ite. Altered by Dana from

I

chrismatin given in 1849.] A slightly translucent

hydrocarbon from Saxony, of butter-like or semi-
fluid consistency.
[1852 Shepakd Min. 366 Chrismatine is yellowish or oil

green.] 1868 in Dana Min. 728.

Chrismatize, v. rare- 1
, [f. Gr. x/w'oTmr-

(see Chrism) + -ize.] = Chrism v.

1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 62 Whose very bells of his
steeple are Christned and chrismatized for the chasing
away the foul fiends out of the aire.

f Chrismator. Obs. = next.

<_
i425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 649/10 Hoc crismatorum,

crismator.

Chrismatory (kri-zmatsri). Forms: 5-6
oris-, crysmatory(e, -ie, 6 crismytery, cres-
matori, chrismatary, 6, 9 chrysmatory, 6-
chxismatory. [ad. med.L. chrismatdrium f.

chrisma, chrismal- : see Chrism. The adj. corre-

sponds to a L. type *chrismatdrius : see -ORV.]

A. sb. 1. The vessel containing the chrism or

consecrated oil; in R. C. Ch., a case containing
three flasks of oil for baptism, confirmation, and
anointing of the sick.

1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wtilcker 592/16 A crismatorye. 1464
Paston Lett. 976. III. 433 Item, one potte callid a cris-

matorie to put in holy creme and oyle. c 1530 in Gutch
Coll. Cur. II. 337 Item oone Crismytery of silver. 1554 in

Fuller Waltham Abb. (1840I 273 ' /A'w, For a chrismatory
of pewter, three shillings four pence.' This was a vessel in

which the consecrated oil, used in baptism, confirm;ition,

and extreme unction, was deposited. 1566 Eng. Ch. Eurn.
(1866)33 Item one crysmatorie sold to a thicker, but yt was
first broken in peces. 1580 BarZtAIv. C. 520 Chrismatorie,
or a Uttle vessell out of which Princes were anointed. 1884
A. J. liuTLER Coptic Ch. Egypt I. 74 Pilgrim bottles which
may have been used as chrismatones.

b. ' A recess, near the spot where the font origin-

ally stood, to contain the chrism.' (Gwilt.)

2. Sacramental anointing ; unction.

1563 Foxe A. <y M. 11596' 216/2 To consccrat bishops, to

make his chrismatorie, to celebrate his synods. 1581 Mar-
ueck Bk, of Notes 683 Their chrismatories, greasings,

vowes, othes, shauings, are signes of this marke.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to sacramental anoint-

ing or unction.

1555 Eardle FactOHt il xii. 290 An oyle that is made to

this vse, by the bisshoppe. .like as the chrismatory oile is.

f Chrismere. Obs. Chrismal sb., Chuis-
matouv.
c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 572/31 Chrisiualc-, a crismere.

Ibid. 621/12 Xrismale, a crysmere.

Chrisned, obs. form of Christened.
Chriso- : see Chryso-.
Chrisole, var. Crisol Obs., crucible.

Chrisom (kri zam). Forms : 4-5 erisum, 4-7
crisom(e, 5 crysume, krysome, (crysun), 5-7
crysom(e, 6 cresom, crisyme, ^christome,

crison
, 7 crizum, ehrissome, 6-7 chrisome,

6-9 chrysom(e, 6- chrisom. See also Chrism. [A
variant of chrism representing a popular dissyllabic

pronunciation, such as may still be heard in

\

pris-um, spas-um, and the like : cf. the earliest

;
quot. from Cursor Mundu Eventually this form

was somewhat differentiated from chrism in the

primary sense.]

1. A dissyllabic pronunciation of Chrism, in

senses 1 and 2.

? a 1400 Morte Arth. 142 Coround in kyth wyth crysume
enoyntede. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech. 11884) \1 Crisyme
quhilk is the sensibil signe or mater of Confirmatioun. 1611

Cotgr.j Cresme, the Crisome, or Oyle wherewith a Baptized
Child is annointed. 1725 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. I. v. 59
Confirmation has different Names . . it is called Unction,
Chrisom, the Sacrament of Chrisom. Ibid. 6a That the

Oil, after Consecration, was. .the Chrisom of Jesus Christ.

2. (In full, chrisom-cloth, -robe, etc.) ; A white

robe, put on a child at baptism as a token of

innocence: originally, perh. merely a head-cloth,

with which the chrism was covered up to prevent

its being rubbed off. In the event of the child's

death within a month from baptism, it was used as

a shroud : otherwise it, or its estimated value, was
given as an offering at the mother's purification.

a. c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 95 pe crisme clo3 be he prest

biwindeS bat child mide. a 1300 Cursor M. 25725 pof vr

life last bot a quile, vr crisum \Gdtt. crisme, Fairf. crisome]

clath ful son we file. 1530 Tindale Ansiv. More Wks. III.

20 The oil, salt, spittle, taper and chrisom-cloth. 1532 More
Confut. TinddleV/ks. 731/2 In case he died as many children

doe in y* chrisome cloth or in the cradle. 1846 Keble Lyra
Innoc. WhiteApparel x\, What ifchrisom robes besin-defiled.

1852 Miss Yonge Cameos U877) III. xii- 95 The babe in a

chrysom robe costing 554^ was baptized by Bishop Waynflete.

b. [Cf. C890 in Chrism 3]. 1426 Audelav Poems 11 At the

fonsstonTher we were croysid in a crysun with a earful krye.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 1. iii. 22 The whyte

robe the whiche is called the crysome. 1549 Prayer Bh„
Baptism, The minister shall put vpon him his white vesture,

commonly called the Crisome . . Then the prieste shall an-

noynt the infant ypon the head. Ibid., Purification, The
woman that is purifyed, must offer her Crysome and other

accustomed offeringes. iSS? B P- Watson Sey. Sacram. iv.

23 After he bee anoynted with the holye chrisme, he hathe

a white vesture or Chrisome put uppon him. 1562 Lane.

Wilts (1857) I. 176 Twentie handcarchaftes w^ seemed
to have byn crysoms vj^. viij^. 1639 M ayne City Match IV.

iii, The preacher Is sent for to a churching . . he shall lose,

he says, His Chrysome else. 1668 Loud. Gaz. No. 247/3
49-2
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The Dutches* d'fclnguyen distributing the following
Honours, .the Towel, .the Bason and Ewer.. the bait and
Chrysome to the Prince de ConiL 1835 Fosbroke Encycl.
Antiq. (18431 I. 131 The Chrysome, or face cloth which
covered the child at its baptism.

3. The alb or surplice of a priest.

1570 B. Gooce Pop. Kingd. 1. (1S80) 14 b, Thereupon he
puttes a lynnen Crysome white, A vesture such as children
weare, when first tney come to light. 1574 J. Studley tr.

Bate's Pag. Popes Ep. Reader, Albes, vestments, .surplices,

tippets, coyfes, chrismes, mantel and the ringe. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, Vne Anbe, a crison 1 1593 crisom],
the albe or surplesse of a priest.

4. (In full, chrisom-child, -babe, etc.; : orig. A
child in its chrisom-cloth ; a child in its first

month ; an innocent babe.
a c i«75 Serving Christ n,'\nO.E, Misc. 90 per pe crysme

child for sunnes sore schai dred. 1599 Shaks. Hen, V. 11.

iii. 12 A made a finer end, and went away and it had beene
any Christomc Child. 1651 Jer. Taylor Holy Dying i. § a
Undiscerned, as are the Phantasms that make a Chnsome-
child to smile. 1654 Vilvain Epit. Ess. vii. 69 A Mother
and Chrism Child . . Cam by small Pox . . t'untimely fate.

1680 Bunyan Life Badman 566 Mr. Badman died like a
lamb ; or as they call it, like a chrisom-child, quietly and
without fear. 1829 Southey O. Netvman vi, Like baptism
to a chrysome babe, Something that means he knows and
recks not what.
b. 111667 J tB *Taylor Serin, xxvi. (1678 1396 The lot ofdying

Chrysoms, whose portion must be among those who never
glorified God with a free obedience. 1755 in Johnson.

b. In obituaries and the like, applied to a child

that died during the first month or shortly after

baptism, and was shrouded in its chrisom-cloth.
Some think that it was applied to children that died un-

baptized ; but indisputable evidence of this has not been
found, although modern editors have so understood quot.
1601, and the like ; and cf. Chkisomek.
154* Pmr. Reg. St. Mich, Bristol, A crisom of a strange

minister, .bur. 29 Dec. 1593 Par. Keg. Twickenham, The
Cobler's crisom child, bur. 12 Mar. 1601 Par. Reg. in
M.i .. Milton i, The 12th of May anno 1601 was buried a
Chrysome Child of M r John Mylton's of this Parish. 1619
Par. Reg. in Christy Trade Signs Esse*, etc 11887; 32

A chrisome son of Kobt. Ogden . . was buried the xxx
day of December. 1670 Blount Glossogr., Chrisomes,
in the Bills of Mortality are such children as die within
the month of birth, because during that time they use to
wear the Chrisom cloth. 1687 in J. S. Bum Par. Reg.
18621 127 The Princess Anns Child, a Chrissome bu. in y*
Vault, Oct. 22. 1687. 1704 Cocker Diet., Chrism, .also a
Child dying before Baptism, or within a month of wearing
the Chrisme Cloath. 1854 Hook Ch. Diet., By an abuse
of words, the term is now used .. to denote children who
die before they are baptized. 186a Sir H. Taylor St.
Clement's Eve 1. ii, Strangling Chrisom babies e'er the Priest
Sweating with haste could haste to christen them.

C. gen. Infant, babe, innocent.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 127 This turn-broach com-

parison of a chicken and a chrisome, with one of the most
tryed Souldiours of Christendome. 1636 Davenant Witts
v. i, Thou . . woutdst not join thy halfpenny To send for milk
for the poor chrisom. 1638 Ford fancies lv. i. (1811) 187 The
boy, surely . . was to any man's thinking, a very chrisome
in the thing you wot. C1640 Shirley Copt. Underwit 111.

ii. in Bullcn Old PI. II. 364 How do you like the novice .

.

Is he not a pretty Chrisome?

d. dial. Silly person, idiot, v^cc quot.)
iSS^Almondsbury Huddersf. Gloss. iE. D. S.>, Chrisom,

still used in the local dialect, and probably signifies a piti-

able object, such as a man reduced to a skeleton. Sheffield
dial. (S. O. Addy> Does ta think I'd marry an old chrisom
like thee.

5. ? = Chkismatoby.
1563 Foxe A. $ M. 115961 963/1 The Ladie Marie of Nor-

folke, bearing the Chrysome which was very rich of Pearle
and Stone.

6. altrib, and in Comb., as chrisom-lace, -pie

;

chrisom-calf see (mot.
) ; chrisom-child (see 4)

;

chxisom-cloth, -robe (tee 2 a) ; chriaom-loosin.fr
[OE. crism-liesing] ; ? leaving off of the baptismal
cloth or robe.
1661 Blol nt Glossogr. s.v.

(
Chrisom, In some parts of

England a calf khTd before it is a month old, is called a
"chrisom-calf. 1530 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 297 Item to
hys wyffmy *crysom laces, a 887 O. E. CArw.an.878 His
(Godrum'sJ "crism Using wa:s xt Webmor. i860 Hook
Lives Abps. I. vi. 310 Twelve days . . the warriors dwelt in
the Saxon camp: on the eighth the chrisom-loosing began.
1683 Sim man Carolina 113 Must, .provide a *Crisomc Py.

t Chri som, v. Obs. (f. t>rec. sb.] = Chrism v.
a 1300 Cursor M, 39313 Wit nuscl or wit crisumyng.

ta 1400 Morte Arih. 3186 And crowne hym kyndly with
krysomede hondes. c 14*0 Anturs ofArih. xviii, Cristunt
and crisumte, with condul and with code.

+ Chri somer. Obs. [f. Chrisom + -er.]

1. A newly- baptized child, still wearing the

chrisom or christening robe ; an innocent babe ; an
infant that died within a month of baptism.
*574_5 ReS- Holy Cross, Canterb, 9 Jan., A chrisomer, ye

chelde of H enry Jenkynson, bulriedj. 1605 Camden Rem.
1629)241 She had brought forth two monsters Lambert and
Peter, .neither were they Chrysomers, but such child-chop-
pers, that as soone as euer they were borne, they were able
to wage warre with a mighty King. 1691 Par. Reg. St,
Mich. Bristol, John Hall, chrisomer, bur. 4 June,

b. f An * innocent \ an idiot.

1567 Par. Reg. Heme, Kent in Biblioth. Topogr. I. 99
Ould Arnold, a crysomer, buried February 8.

2. ? An unbaptized child.

1886 N. ff Q. 7th S. II.96 A portion of the Churchyard
..which he designated Chrisomers' Hill, where, said he
[sexton, c 1840] ' the unbaptized children be atway* buried '.

Christ (kraist). Forms : 1-5 Crist, 4 Crista, %
Cryst, 6 Christe, Chryst, 4, 6- Christ. [OE. crist

^-OS. and OHG. crist, krist (OHG. also christ),

ad. L. Christ-us, a. Gr. Xplaros Christ, sb. use of xf*a~

t-
1 anointed 1. XP*UV to anoint , a translation of

Heb. 1T*yi? vuishiaxi Messiah, « anointed \ more
fully n£shiaxy&hweh the Lord's Anointed. This
word and its derivatives and cognates (including

Chrism and its derivatives) were very rarely (and
pcrh. only accidentally) spelt with ch- in ME.,
but this has been the regular fashion since 1500 ;

in French it began in the preceding century.]

1. The Messiah or * Lord's Anointed 1 whose ad-

vent was the subject of Jewish prophecy and
expectation. (Only in versions of the N. T. and
direct references to it ; in the Geneva and 161

1

versions often preceded by the.)

< 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 24 Arises forfton wiSer-
wearde crist & lease witgo. , 1160 Hatton Gosp. ibid.,

Lease Cristes, & lease witegen. Ibid. Luke iii. 15 Hwxder
he crist ware, a 1300 Cursor M. 12780 Elias or christ,

queber es he. 138a wvcuv Matt, xxiv. 24 False Cristis and
false prophetis. 1557 Bible (Genev. I John x. 24 If thou be
the Christe, tel vs playnly. 188a Fakkar Early Chr. II.

425 The word Anticnrist. .may mean, .either those who try

to pass themselves off as Christs, or those who set them*
selves in open array against him.

2. The title given to Jesus of Nazareth, as em-
bodying the fulfilment of Messianic prophecy and
expectation ; since the earliest Christian times
treated as a proper name.

1 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. i. 16 Halend pe is zenemned
crist. a 1115 Ancr. R. 50 Te sc-oe sunne, pet is Jesu Crist.
ii 1300 Cursor M. 118 (Cott. ) How crist birth bigan to brew.
C 1394 P. PI. Crcde 37 For Cristes loue. c 1445 Wyntoun
Cron. v. ii. 103 Eftyr pe Resurrectyoune of Cryst and his
Ascensyoune. 1539 Tonstall Serm. Palm und 1 23
The obedience oflsaac is farre beneth Chrystis obedience.
1881 Stanley Chr. Inst. UL 65 An antistrophic hymn to
Christ as God.

b. Used as a common noun with reference to the

character or office of the Christ as a divinely ap-

pointed Ruler and Saviour.
1850 TUUIIMIM in Mem. CVL viii, Ring in the Christ that

I

is to be. 1855 T. Parker Disc. Religion v. v. (1875)308-19

;

A Christ outside the man is nothing . .Each man must be his
own Christ, or he is no Christian.

+ 3. Used in versions of the O. T. as a rendering
of L.christus (Heb, mashiach, Messiah) applied to
divinely-appointed rulers ; AVODRSD 3. Obs.
riooo Ags. Ps. lxxxiii[t] 9 Oncnaw onsyne cristes

pines, a 1310 A. A'. Psalter civ. [cv.) 15 Nil yhe negh min
cristes nou. 138a Wycup /so, xlv. i These thingus seith the
Lord to my crist, Ciro {1388 to my crist, Cinis ; 1535
CovtnoALE, vnto Cirus his anoynted]. 1609 Bible (Douay)
Isa. xlv, Because al kinges that reigned among the Jewes
were anointed with oyle, Cyrus is called christ,

4. Comb., as Christ-consciousness, -dividing adj.,

-truth, etc. (In early ME., and esp. in northern
dial., crist was often used in the genitive without
inflexion, as crist fai, crist lore, etcQ Christ dust

{(/. S.), see quot.; f Christ maker, an oppro-
brious term for the priest who consecrated the host.

See also Christ-like, -luckless, -tide, -ward,
1840 G. S. Fabek Regenerat. 224 A God-bearer or a

* Christ-bearer. 1833 Cruse Eusebins vul x. 330 These
*Christ-bearing martyrs. 1885 H. S. Holland Logic 4-

Life (ed. 3) 261 One side of the Christ-bearing Character.
1649 I. Caruell Morbus Epidrrn. (1650* 35 Christianity
is *Cnrist-coiiformity. 1858 Blshnkll Serm. New Life
101 A kind of *Christ-consciousness is opened in us.

1854 W. Waterworth Eng. ^ Rome 101 The decision
of the Fathers against (he 'Christ-dividing Nestoriuv 1884
Lvdia W. Baldwin Yankee Sch. Teacher vii. 49 Making
up some *Christ-dust for supper. (This is the common
name for Hour, signifying its rarity in the daily fare [of
the negroes}.) -11711 Ken Poet. Whs, (1721) I. 420 Twas
sung with "Christ-enamoured Heat. Ibid. I. 422 Which
"Christ-enamourments reviv'd. Ibid, L 123 •Christ-hymn-
ing Verse. Ibid. I. 408 The *Christum itaring Race. 1647

J. Birkenhead Assembly Man ( 1662 -3) 14 Larded with fine
new words, as Savingablc, Muchly, *Chnst-Jesusness, etc.

1581 J. Bell Haddon 1

s Answ. Osor. 437 b This 'Christe-

I

maker taking upp . . this hoste. 1659 Baxter Key Cath.
j

xxxv. 257 A "Christ-Representative, or Vicar General.
1884 Chr. World 21 Feb. 140/2 "Christ-truth has struggled
. .against various fin. of wrong.

5. Possessive combs., as f Chriat's-curse, ? a
curse in the name of Christ. Esp. in names of
plants, as Chriat's-eye, Inula Ocu/us-Christi

;

ChristVhair, Scolopetuirmm vulgare ; + Christ's
herb, the Christmas Rose

; f Christ's ladder,
the Centaury, Erythrxa Ccntaurium' \ Christ's
thorn, a name given to several thorny shrubs,

fabled or supposed to have formed Christ's crown
of thorns

; f Christ's-wort ^ Christ*$ herb.
< 1500 CoiAe Lorelfs B. 118431 3 Therfore he hath many

a *crystes curse. 1878 Britten & Holland Eng. Plant-n.
"Christ's Hair. Scolopendrium vulgare. — Guernsey,
'because of the single black fibrovascular bundle in the
leaf-stalk'.—Mr. W G. Piper. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 350
"Christes herbe hath great thicke greenc leaues, cut into
seuen or eyght parts, i486 Bk. St. Albans C v. a, Take
an herbe callid "cristis lardder. 1879 Prior Plant-n.,
Christ's Ladder

t
an old name, for we find it as Christis

leddere in catalogues of the fourteenth century. 1562 Tur-
ner Herbal 11. 115 a Rhainnus. .was called "Christes thorne,

as though Christe had bene crouned with rhamnus. 1578
Lyte Dodoens 696. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 207
[RhaJttnus] Paliurus or Christ's Thorn . . Being very com-
mon in Palestine . . is supposed to be the thorn with which
our Saviour was crowned. 1866 Treas. Bot. 837 Two com-
mon eastern plants usually bear the name ofChrist's Thorn:
one the Zizyphus Spina-Christi, and the other the [PaJiu.
rus aculeatus], 1878 Britten & Holland Eng. Plant-n.
Christ's Thorn. (1) Crairgus Pyracantha. .Cues., from a
local tradition that our Saviour's crown of thorns was made
from this plant. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 351 "Christes wurte
flowreth al bytimes about Christmas, in Januarie and almost
vntill March.

^JThe existing derivatives of Christ ^Christen-
dom, Christian, etc.) are now always written with
a capital, except Christen v.

Cl^stadelphianCkristade-lfian),^. (and a.),

[f. late Gr. \pi<TTab€\<pos in brotherhood with
Christ (f. Gr. Xptor-os Christ + abtk(f>6s brother)

+ -IAN.] (pi.) A religious sect founded in the
United States by Dr. Thomas in 1833 ; also called
Thomasites. d. as adj. Of or belonging to the
Christadelphians. Hence Christade lphianism.
1873 »n WhitaJeer's Almanack 162. 1876 C. M. Daviks

Unorth. Land, ^heading The Christadelphians. .A visit or
two to the Christadelphian *Eccle!>ia* . . The Christadel*
phian body. .The history of Christadelphianism. 1879 Chr.
Wkorld 28 Feb., A Christadelphian and a writer on prophecy.
Christall, obs. form of Cryhtal.

f Christ-apostatical,^. Obs. tumce-wd. That
apostatizes from Christ.
4x638 Mede Wks. 111. 646 Thou Christ - apo&laticall

Strumpet, knowest thou not the first commandment t

Christ-cross, criss-cross ckri s,kr£s).

Porms; 5Crist cross, 6 Christea crosse, Christe-,

6-7 Christ-, crisse-, 7 Christs-, chriss e)-crosse,

crish-cross, 6-9 Christ-cross, 7-9 chris-, cris-,

criss-cross, [lit. Christ's cross; but the former
word being phonetically reduced as in Christ-tnas,

and the composition thus obscured, it is com-
monly treated in sense 2 as a simple reduplication

of cross (cf. zig-zag) : see Criss-cross a. and v.]

f 1. The figure of a cross
(»J4)

formerly placed in

front of the alphabet in horn-books, etc. Obs.
( 1430 1597 Isee 3). 1602 J. Cooke Gd. Wifefr. Bad' lit. i.

11614) K 1: I was hue yeare learning cris-crossc from
great A, and fiue yecre longer comming to F. a 1613 Ovek-
bury A JffJ/fc (16381 181 A Hornc-book without a Christ-
Crosse afore it. : 1640 .'. rm. Newest Pashixm (iBjj)

37 The beginning of learning is the letters, and the begin,
ning^ of the letters is . . that most profane, superstitious and
Antichristian Letter which they call Chns^-Crosse. a 1659
Cleveland Christch. Wind. 193 Must we forget Christ*
Cross, as soon as past the Alphabet?

b. The alphabet ; m Christ-cross-row. Obs.

cxc. dial.

1553 Bkcon Reliu, Rome Wks. II. 383 A Cro»se of a>hes
and sand, wherein y* whole alphabetc or Christes Crosse
shal be writcn. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Ch. Militant,
Plato and Aristotle were at a losse And wheel'd about
again to spell Christ-crosse. 1640 Tat ham Fancie's Theater
(in N. * Q. Ser. 1. III. 330), Ere they scarce can say Their
Pater Nostcr, or their Christ-crosse A. 1875 Parish Susses
Gloss., Crisscross iChrul's Crov*i, the alphabet.

t C. fig. f lieginning, or ? 1 A B C \ ' alphabet
x*35 Qlakles Embl. 11. xii. 118181 iao Christ's cross is the

chriscross of all our happiness.

2. The figure or mark of a cross in general ; esp.

that made in ' signing
1
his name by a person who

cannot write.

1607 W[entworthJ N mii h
I
Puritaine 111. 47 The feskewe

of the Diall is vpon the Chrissc-crosse of Noone. 1660 S.

Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 491 The round. .J. O-
makes with a Cris-cross in the middle of it. 1755 Smollett
Qui*. 11. iii. xlii, I am even ignorant of the a, b, c ; but, pro-
vided I remember my Christ-cross, I shall be sufficiently

qualified. 1846 Hrockett A' C. Words, Criss-cross, the
mark or signature,of those who cannot write. 1887 Kentish
Gloss. iE. 1). S.), Christ-cross, the signature of a person
who cannot write is also >o called.

1 3. Christ's cross me speed : a formula said be-

fore rq»eating the alphabet ; hence used allusively.

i 1430 MM* Prohenty Marriage Poems (1840' 11. 43 How
long agoo lerned ye Crist Cross me spede? Haue ye no
more lernyd of youre a, b, c ? a 15*8 Skklion Agit. Veno-
mous Tongues I* 133. 3 In your Crosse rowe, nor Christ
crosse you spede. 15^7 Mokley Introd. Mus. 1. 36 Christe*
cros!»c pe my specde, in all vertue to proceedc, A, b, c, d, e,

fi g. h, i
, k, 1, in, n, o, p, q, r, s, & t, double w^ v, x with y,

ezod, & per sc, con per sc tittle tittle est Amen When you
haue done begin againe, begin againe.

4. See further under Criss cross sb.

Christ -cross -row, criss - cross - row
(kri'Sikr^s,^";. arch, and dial. [f. prec. + Row sb.]

1. The alphabet ; so called from the figure of

a cross prefixed to it in hom-books. Also Cross-
row, a. v. arch, or dial.

1563 Fo.\E A. <r M. U5831 831 Of the same Warde he
learned hys Christe-crosse-rowe. 1611 Cotgk., Lacroix de
Par Dieu, the Christs-crosse-row ; or, the hornebooke
wherein a child learnes it. 1631 Cetestina xvui. 180, I

swearc.by the crisse-crosse row, by the whole Alphabet.
176a Sterne Tr. Shandy v. xlii, Four years in travelling

from Christ-cross-row to Malachi Ithe O. Test, being the
reading-book of the highest class]. 1814 Wordsw. Excur-
sion viii. 410 Infant-conning of the Christ-cross-row. 1863
Kingslev Water Bab. ii, Twelve or fourteen neat, rosy,

chubby little children, learning their Chris-cross-row.

f2. fig. The whole series, the catalogue. Obs.
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1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (1884) 73 In the whole crisse-

crosse rowe. .of moral or intellectual vertues. a 165* Brome
New Acad. iv. ii, In your crisse-crosse-row of complement.

+b. The first elements or rudiments, the 1 A B
C 1

of any subject. Obs.
1684 Southerne Disappointment m. i. 31 God sa' me! She

is not come to the Criss-cross-row of her profession yet.

Christclom ^krrstdsm). rare. Also 5 crys-

dorae. [f. Christ + -dom.]

+ 1. = Christendom 3 c. Obs.
(Either a phonetic shortening, or a scribal abbreviation.)

1463-82 Statu Piter 26 in Q. Eliz. Acad. 57 Yn what lond
of crysdome bat he commys Inne.

2. nonce-wd. 1 The rule of Christ " whose service

is perfect freedom " ' (Davies).
a 1850 Mrs. Browning Cry Children xii, They .. Are

slaves, without the liberty in Christdom.

Christed, pa. pple. Made one with Christ,

made a partaker of Christ's nature. (A word of

the 'Familists ' in the 17th c.)

1641 D. Cawdrev Serm. 69 They stick not . . to say they
are as perfect as Christ, Christed with Christ. 1656 Ld.
President in Burtons Diary (1828) I. 62 Your Familists
affirm that they are Christed in Christ, and Godded in God.
a 1694T1LLOTSON Serm. xcviii. 1739 J. Trait Serm. Right-
eous Over-m. (1758162 Ridiculous jargon cf being. .Christed
with Christ. 1865 Blshnell Vicar. Sacr. (1868) 119 Their
joy is to be consciously Christed, fully possessed by Christ.

t Christen, a. (sb.) .Obs. Forms : 1-5 cristen,

3-4 -ine, 4 -yn, -ene, -un, crestin, -en, 4-5 oris-

tin, crystene, 4-6 crysten, -yn(e, 5 cristeyn, 6
christin, chrysten, -un, (Sc. christing), 6-7
christen, {dial, cursen). [OE. cristen :—WGer.
cristin (OS. and OHG.) ad. L. christidn-us Chris-
tian. In ME. occasionally influenced by the cor-

resp. OF. crestien. In the 16th c. it was, like the

Fr., refashioned with ch- t
and at length entirely

assimilated to the L., as Christian.]
1. —Christian: of persons. Cf. Christenman.
( 890 K. Alfred Baeda U. xx. iBosw.), Se mon waes se

cristenesta and se gelairedesta. C893 — Oros. vl xiii, /Elc

cristen mon hxfde fri3 & sibbe. t'1175 Cott. Horn. 243 Se
bridde is wel nieh be cristen man. aizz$ Ancr. R. 22 Uor
alle cristene soulen. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 15 Than, .biginue

we, God cresten men for to be. 1 1386 Chaucer Man of
Laws T. 288 Arryuedbeen this cristen \v.r. cresten] folk to

londe. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour A vj, A batayle of Crys-
ten men ageynst the Sarasyne. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 381
Exchaunged for christen prisoners, c 1590 Marlow e Fans*..

xi, As I am a cursen man. 1623 Lisle Anc. Sax. Mon.
(1638) Pref. to Serm., Comfort to christen mens soules.

1640 Bkome Sparagus Gard. in. vii, By my Cursen soule.

Ibid. iv. v, We be Cursenfolke as good as your zelfe.

2. Of things.

0 893 K. Alfred Oros. vt xii. Ane cristene boc. a 1300
Cursor M. 1474 (Cott.) To fight al for be cristen lay. 1485
Caxton Chs, Gt. 1 The cristen feyth is afTermed and cor-

robered. c 1511 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. 1 Arb.) Introd. 31 In the

crysten beleue. 1553 Bale Vocacyou in Harl. Misc. (Malh.)

I. 336 That we shulde haue..our Christen doctryne from
their unchristen byshoppes.

b. Christen name : the name given at christen-

ing ; the Christian name ,see Christian a. 6).

1549 Latimer yd Serm. be/. Edw. (Arb.) 88 Margin,
Brybes..are callyd gentyl rewardes, but that is not theyr
chrysten name. 1596 Shaks. i lien. IV

t
11. iv. 8 (Qq>, I am

sworn brother to a leash of drawers ; and can call them all

by their christen names. 1626 L. Owen Running Reg. 7
They must change their Christen names, and their Sir

names. 1679 Mrs. Behn Feign d Curtizan i. ii, My Grand-
mother wou d never own me if I should change the cursen
name she gave me.

3. absoL A Christian. Only about 1500 made a
true sb. with plural -s (? after French).

(. 893 K. iELi-RED Oros. vi. xxx,*Ealle ba cristnan. a 113%
O. E. Chron. an. 1128 Betwenen 5a Cristene and ba heSene.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 32 De Cristene bet beoS ine hebinesse.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19704 At fott be cristen to prisun. 1362
Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 91 Cristene and vn-cristene him cleymeb
vchone. 1:1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 5 Not oonly to cristen

but also to paynems. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxiv.

511 For to newe all the cristeyn in peces. .The crystens had
ben shreudly handled. 1530 Tindale Pract. Prelates Wks.
(1573) 346 Tyrants did oft-tymes persecute the christen.

b. Even christen [OE. emne-cristen, ME. em-
cristen] : fellow-Christian ; often collectively, fel-

low-Christians. See Even-christian.

Christen (krrs'n), v. Forms: 1 cristn-ian,

3-4 cristn-e(n, 4-6 cristen, 6- christen. (With
the usual ME. variants : cryst-, -in, -yn, -on, -un,

(6 crestyn). dial. 6-7 kersen, 8-9 kirsen, 9
kersun, kessen, Sc. kirsten.) [OE. cristn-ian,

f. cristen Christian, lit. to make Christian, Chris-

tianize. The e was originally elided between t and
n, when a syllable followed, but inserted when
the infinitive -en, -e, -y, was dropped ; thus pa. t.,

1 cristnode, 3 Orm. crisstnedd, 3-5 cristned, 6-7
christned (chrisned), 6- christened.']

+ 1. trans. To convert to Christianity, make
Christian, christianize. Obs. or arch.
£890 K. Alfred BxdaW. 14 (Bosw.) D<et Paulinus Sa;r

Oaet folc cristnode and fullode. c 1305 St. Christopher in
E. E. P. (1862) 64 He gan hem so lere pat er hi come horn
to be kyng : alle icristned hi were, c 1450 Lydg. Mer.
Missx 151 Charlys .. cristende spayne. (.1555 Harpsheld
Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 268 This thing chanced not long
before we were christened, and is written by our Apostle,
S. Gregory. 16x4 Selden Titles Hon. 29 When the Danish

Nation was first Christned. 1644 Jer. Taylor Apol. Liturgy
§2 The first example in England since it was first Christ-

ened. 1880 R. Owen SaneI. Cailwl. 183 note, That holy
Faith, which overcame the world, and christened U.

b. To make Christian in form, or profession.

1824 Coleridge Aids Rejl. 118481 I. 12 The powers of the

world are often christened, but seldom christianized.

2. trans. To admit or initiate into the Christian

Church by baptism ; to baptize, administer bap-

tism to. f To christenfrom : to protect by chris-

tening from (obs. ; cf. Bless v.'1

3).

<ri2oo Ormin 13257 patt menn hemm O Cristess name
crisstnebb. ( 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. 217 Pope Urban
him enstened right there, c 1450 Merlin v. 91 Antor
toke the childe . . and asked yef it were cristned. c 1485
Digby Myst. (1882) m. 1684 He xall crestyn yow from be

fynddes power. 150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 1.

L 8 To crysten or baptem is as moehe to say as to wasshe.

1526 Tindale i Cor. i. 14 Were ye baptised in the name of
Paul ? I thanke God that I enstened none of you. 1548
Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts i. 4 a, He shall chrysten you
with the holy ghoste. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars 11852) 75
The mydwyfie kcrsende them at home and was alowyd by
the churche. 16x4 '1'. Adams De7 ,il's Banouet 127 They
were Christened when they were Babes, and could not helpe

it. 1711 Swift Lett. (1767) III. 207 The dean of Rochester
christened the child. The child roared like a bull, and I

gave Mrs. Masham joy of it. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's

Anecd. Paint. U786) IV. 186 Orator Henley christening a
child. 1837 R. Nicoll Poems 11843) 92 When some o' her

kimmers hae kirsened a wean. 1855 Whitby Gloss., Kessen,
to christen. 1879 Hesba Stketton Through Needle's Eye
I. 86 To. .christen the infants, and bury the dead,

b. absol. To administer baptism.
c 13x5 Shoreham Poems^ 1849' y Water is kendeliche cheld

. .Ther-fore me mey cristni ther-inne. 138. VVyclif Set.

Wks. II. 141 Crist tellib here be fourme to Cristen. 1687

Burnet Trav. ii. 11750) 84 They christen discovering the

whole Head. 1820 Scott Abbot viii, He could marry,
christen, and administer the other sacraments.

3. To give a name to (a person) at baptism ;

usually pass, to receive a name at baptism. Often

with the name as complement of predicate.)

< 1450 Merlin i. 15 It was cristened Merlyn. 1600 Shaks.
A. Y. L. in. ii. 284 Toy. I do not like her name. Orl. There
was no thought of pleasing you when she was christen'd.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. vi, The child . . was christened by
the name of Peregrine. 1829 Southey Q. Mary's Christen-

I ing, The babe is christened James. 1876 T. Hardy Hand
I Ethel. I. 1 She. .began life as a baby christened Ethelberta.

j b. To give the name to, as sponsor ; to stand

1 sponsor to a child) at baptism. Obs.

1515 Will of B. Batty (Layman) in Mem. Ripon I. 332,

I will that every child that I cristyned have \\d. 1649
Evelyn Diary 29 Nov., I christned Sir Hugh Rilies child

with Sir Geo. Radcliffe . . the parents being so poore that

they had provided no gossips. 1667 Pepys Diary 28 Aug.,
I . . christened the child, a girl, Elizabeth, which though a
girl my Lady Batten would have me to give the name.

4. trans/. To name and dedicate (bells, ships,

etc.) by a ceremony analogous to baptism.

1533 Frith Ansiv. More Wks. (1573) 151 If you beleue
that you ought to preach to fishes, and goe Christen them
an other while, as ye do belles. 11x674 Clarendon Hist.

Reb. xvi. (1843) 9o8/4 That his Majesty might . . new Christen
those Ships which too much preserv'd the memory, .of the

Republick. 1727 A. Hamilton Netv Acc. E. Ind. I. xxi.

247 Bells, .being all christned, and dedicated to some Saint
. .have a specifick Power to drive away all manner of evil

Spirits, except Poverty in the Laity, and Pride in the Clergy.
1888 Glasgow Herald 10 Sept. 10/6 The four-masted steel

sailing ship Cape Horn ..was successfully launched, and
christened by Madame Voisin.

5. gen. To name, give a name to; often with
complement, to call by the name of. colloq.

1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. xxiii, The Disciples of the Glor-
ious Nazarene were Christ'ned first in Antioch, for they
had their baptisme some yeares before they had their

Name. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 18 We christen
effects by their most sensible .. causes. 1715 M. Davies
Ath. Brit. 1. 109 He reckons but one, and she a Nun, viz.

Anne las he Christens her . 1725 Swift Wood, an Insect,

Chambermaids christen this worm a deathwatch. 1887
Athen&uw 31 Dec. 898/1 The United States authorities
have recently christened a river in Alaska, .after Mr. Frede-
rick Whymper.
0. With various allusions, mostly humorous,
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 71 Heere is the babe .. The

Empresse sends it thee. .And bids thee christen it with thy
daggers point. 1679 Dryden Tr. # Cr. Prol. 20 Weak
short liv'd. issues of a feeble age, Scarce living to be Christ-
en'd on the Stage ! 1785 Burns Ep. J. Lapraik xix, We 'se

..kirsen him wi' reekin water. 1824 Scott Redganntlet
Let. xiii, We'll christen him with the brewer (here he added
a little small beer to his beverage),

b. in Thieves' Cant.
X812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Obliterating the name and

number on . . a stolen watch ; or the crest, cipher, etc., on
articles of plate, and getting others engraved, so as to
prevent their being identified, is termed having them
bishop'd, or christen'd. 1868 Doran Saints <$ Sinn. II.

290 The pietist thieves . .

1 christen ' daily as soon as they
have stolen a watch. This thieves' christening consists in

erasing the maker's name and supplying another.

Christendie (kri-s'ndi). Sc. Also -dee. [app.

a modification of christenty, influenced by christen'

dam."] Christendom.
a 1796 Burns Willie brewed i, Three blyther hearts.. Ye

wad na find in Christendie. '2x849 Mangan Poems (1859)

346 Our groans ring through Christendee.

Christendom (kri s'ndam). Forms : i~6
I oristendom, 6- Christendom. Also 3-6 cristin-,

I

oristyn-, crysten-, etc. ; with suffix, 1- -dom, 4

-doom, 4-5 -dam, 4-7 -dome ; dial. 7- kirsen-
dom. [OE. cristendom

y
f. cristen Christian

(Christen a.) + -dom suffix of dignity, position,

quality : see -dom. Cf. ON. kristinddmr, Sw.
kristendom, Dan. Christendom, MHG. kristentuom,

MG. kristintum.']

*f*
1. The state or condition of being Christian ;

= Christianity 3. To take Christendom : to ac-

cept Christianity, become Christian ; see also 4.

£"893 K. ^Elfked Oros. 11. iv, Ac heo [Rome] for hiere

cristendome nujiet is ^escild. 11134 O. E. Chron. an. 1129
Ealle ba bet Cristendome luefdon. t 1230 Hali Meid. 33

I

Forsaken Crist and hire cristendom and rihte bileaue.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 549 Til he thurgh grace may com
I

'111 baptem and til cristendom. 1460 Capgrave Chron.
(1858) 81 Whethir he wold forsake his knythod or his

Cristendam. 1529 More Dial. Heresy iv. Wks. 259/2 A
christen mannes euill Huing, can not be imputed to hys
christendome. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. iii. 15. 1642

Jer. Taylor Episc. xix, Any man that would not have his

Christendome suspected. i68x Baxter Search Schism, ii.

13 Admitted to Christendom by baptism.

f b. I>y my Christendom \ — As I am a Chris-

I tian ! Cf. by my halidom, faith, etc.). Obs.

CI3a5 Coer de L. 929 Be my Crystyndham. c 1380 Sir
Ferutttb. 1906 ' By be cristendom bat y fong' t quab Terry.

1595 Shaks. John IV, i. 16 By my Christendome, I should
be as merry as the day is long. 1599 Nasme Lenten Stuffe

1
(1871)93 The gaping rural fools.. swore by their Christen-
doms . . they never saw such a miracle.

1 2. The Christian faith or religious system

;

Christianity. Obs.
a 1000 Judith (Grein) Epilog. 264 Se cristendom weox on

heora timan. i"ii7S Lamb. Horn. 5 Seodban be cristindom
I wes. 1197 K. Glolc. (Rolls! 1526 Seinte Peter . . Bope was

at rome verst cristendom to lere. 1393 Gowek Conf. I. 184

She fonde No Christendome in thilke londe. c 1450 Merlin
iii. 55 Seth cristendom come first in-to this lie. 1588 R.

Parke tr. Mendoca's Hist. China 334 Many crosses and
many other signes and tokens of Christendome 1649 tr.

liehmen's Ep. xxxiv. * 1 886) 16 The present Christendom
is merely titular and verbal.

f b. The sacraments and other ordinances of

Christianity ; Christian privileges. Obs. rare.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10209 The meste was, alas! that

ther nas no Cristendom. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 11. vi.

(1636) 62 Englands want of Churches and Christendome.

3. a. Christians collectively ; the church,
rtixjx O. E. Chron. an. 1129 Nu wa;r5 swa mycel dwyld

on Cristendom swa it na;fre a;r ne wss. c 1340 Cursor M.
\

29281 (Cotton Galba) pe pape of rome . . [>e hele of cristen-
I dom and heuyd. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 395 To lede alle

j

Cristyndoom to hevene. 1643 Jer. Taylor Episc. xiii, The
successive practice of Christendom. 1866 Liddon Hampton
Lect.i. 1 The momentous question which.. has rivetted the

i eye of thinking and adoring Christendom. Ibid, viii, The
Creed of Christendom.

fb. A particular body or community of Chris-

;

tians. Obs. rare.

c X205 Lay. 29366 And fordude al bisne cristindom. 1 1330
R. Bkunne Chron. (1810) 103 Ageyn be paemy be Cristen-

dam to saue.

c. The countries professing Christianity taken

collectively ; the Christian domain.
1389 in Eng. Gilds {1870) 36 3^f ony brober . . deye in

j

straunge cuntre, in cristendom or in hethenesse. c 1460
Fortescl e Abs. A> Lim. Mon. ( 17141 67 The Kyng of Spayne,

j

one of the myghtyest Kyngs in Crystendome. 1528 Tin-
dale Obed. Chr. Man Wks. 11573) 139 Not.. a foote of
grounde in christendome. a 1627 Middleton MayorQuinb,
v. i, The king of Kirsendom Shall not be better welcome.
1669 Dryden Wild Gallant 11. i, One of the arrantest cow-
ards in Christendom. 1717 Lady M. W. Montague Lett.

II. xlvii. 44 Among the Turks . . false witnesses are much
cheaper than in Christendom. 1849 Trench Mirac. Pre-

lim. Ess. vi, A Christendom 1 commensurate and almost
synonymous with the civilized world '.

•fdL The Christian dispensation. Obs. rare,

c 1340 Cursor M. 22268 (Fairf.) J>er salle be a king . . of al

ober kingis be last, .ber salle he 3ilde vp. .his coroun & his

kingis wande til ihesu crist . . and squa salle cristen-dome
take ende.

f 4. Baptism, as a token of admission to the

Christian church
;

christening, Obs. To take

christemlom: 'to receive baptism*. (Cf. 1.)

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4959 Seint oswald . . is godfader
was in is cristendom. 1303 R. Brunne Hattdl. Synne 9496
The fyrst sacrament ys holy bapteme . . Crystendom or

crystynyng. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. XII. 280 Troianus was
a trewe kny}te and toke neuere cristendome, And he is sauf.

1382 Wyclif Rom. vi. 4 We ben to gidere biried with him
bi cristendom [1388 baptym] in to deeth. 1483 Cath. Angl.,

A crystendam ; baptismus, baptisma. 15x9 Hobman Vulg.

17 b, I was called Wyllyam at my christendome. 1680 Hon.
Cavalier $ The unfortunate Infants, .have no Christendom.

fb. Allusively, (a.) Washing or sprinkling;

(b.) Giving of a name, 'christening '. Obs.

1S96 Nashe Saffron Walden 83 How can he maintaine his

peak in true christendome of rose-water euerie morning V

1601 Shaks. Alls Well I. i. 188 A world Of pretty fond

adoptious christendomes That blinking Cupid gossips.

t 5. Oil for chrism or anointing. Obs. rare.

t-1511 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 35 That same
tree, ther yat holy crestendom or olye out ronneth.

Christened (kri's'nd).///. a. For forms see

Christen v. [f. Christen v. + -ed 1
.] Made

Christian, converted to Christianity (obs.) ;
bap-

tized : see the verb.

l 1200 Ormin 10544 patt flocc off crisstnedd folic. 1530
Palsgr. Introd. 16 This most christened nation. 1536 Act
27 Hen. VIII, c. 42, § 1 in Oxf. $ Camb. Enactm, 11 In
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christened realme*. 1564 Brit-/ Exam., *6 A halowed and
<-hrUtened bell. 1506 Drayton Leg. Dk. Norm. 11748) 188

As well in Christned as in heathen land. 168a G. Vernon
Life Hey/yn 75 In almost all Nations Christened, the same
Law has continued. 17*8 Pope Dune. 111. 101 Till Peter's

keys some christen'd Jove adorn.

Christener (umni). [f. Christen 2/.+-er*.]

One who christens or baptizes.

1483 Cath. Aug/. 83 A crystynar, baptista. 1549 Latimer
5/A Serm. be/. Edw. Vi (Arb. ) 135 Christiners of belles.

1558 Bp. Watson Sev. Sacram. iii. 15 Let the Christener

begynne to cast or poure water vpon the chyldes head.

t Christenhead, -hood. Obs. rare. In 5
cris/enhede, -hale. [f. Christen a. ; see -hood,

-head. OE. *cris/enhdd has not been found, but cf.

OS. cris/inhhl,OYiQ. chris/inhei/, MHG. kris/en-

heit : app. the derivative in -d6m was more favoured

in England, and that in -haid on the continent.]

a. Christianity ; b. Christening ; C. A Christian

domain or estate.

c 1449 Pecock AV/r. i. xii, Convertid fro Jewry into
Cristenhode. 1470 Harding Ckron. xcj. 3 (Selden MS.)
Edwyns doughtor. .At Yorke was borne ; to whom men did
complexe Maidons twelue to take be cristenhede. 1761 tr.

Bustking's Syst. Geog. IV. 543 Twenty decanates, or pro-
vincial deanries, which from old have been styled Christen-
hoods (Ger. Christenkeiten^

Christening (kris'nirj vbl. sb. For forms

see Christen v. [f. Christen v. + -ing

1 1. Conversion to or reception of Christianity
;

becoming a Christian. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 29257 (Cott.f pat wiche-craft . . dos wit

ani nalud thing, and sua for-dos pair cristnyng. c 1340
Ibid. 19728 Barnabas, .made hem of his cristenyng bolde.

2. The action or ceremony of baptizing, baptism.
.11300 Cursor M. 28331 (Cott.i Quare barne wit-vten

cristening was for-farne. 1:1315 Shoreham Poems 1 1849* 8

Wet may be the materie, Wer-inne cristninge may l>e mad.
1481 90 Howard /louseh. Bks. ( 1841) 282 The crystenyng of
mastyr Gorgis chylde. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VII/, v. iv. 10

You must be seeing Christenings? Do you looke for Ale,

and Cakes heere, you rude Raskalls? 1713 Act 10 Anne in

Land. Gaz. No. 4981/3 The Register-Books for Christnings
belonging to the respective Parishes. 1848 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. I. 336 The pomp of the christenings and burials.

3. In various transf. and allusive senses.

1528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man Wks. (1573* 152 The By-
shops, .reserued to them selues the Christenyng of Belles.

1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords {1870)41 A Byll against the
abuse of sacred things, as christening of doggs, etc 1840
Dickens Barn. Rndge lxiv, They sprinkled it with turpen*
tine.. This infernal christening performed, etc 1871 Ella-
combe Be//s Ch. v. 79 No profane christening, no conver-
sion of the bell into a punch bowl. 1889 Daily Xews 17 Apr.
3/6 After the customary service, conducted by the dockyard
chaplain, the christening and floating out were performed
by Miss Gorst.

4. attrib. and Comb., as chris/ening-bou/, -cake,

-day, -dinner, -feast, -fon/, -water
\
christening

blanket, cloak, a blanket or cloak in which a child

is christened ; f christening- book, a book con-
taining the baptismal service.

1755 Smollett Quix. (1803) IV. 299 Brought up to the
business, even from their 'christening blankets and swad-
dling clothes, c 147S V'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 755/15 Hoc
mauua/e, a *crystynningboke. a 1843 Southey Rofreckt
iv, At a "christening bout. 1876 Rock Text. Fabr. 108
Specimens of the 'christening cloaks, anciently in use. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth viii, A bridal banquet, or a *kirstening
feast, or suchlike. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 256 A
*Christning Font. 1631 Howes Stows Chron. (Brand) For
godfathers and godmothers . . to give . .'christening shirts,

with little bands and cuffs, wrought either with silke or
blew threed. 1874 Dasent Talesfrom Fie/d 188 Were you
gone after "Christening water, that you were gone so long?

+ Christenly, adv. Obs. [f. Christen a. +
-LI -.] In a Christian way

;
Christianly.

c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw s T. 1023 This child Maurice
was then Emperour Maad by the pope, and lyued cristenly
\Lansd. MS. Cristienly]. 14x6 Aldelay Poems 47 Cristyn
men }if that je be, Then loke ;e done cristynle. 1536 Tin-
dale N. T. To Rdr., Them that are learned Christenly.
1518 Roy Sat. '18451 If thou wilt then live chrisUnly. 1553
Bale Vocacyon in HarL J//»r.)Malh.) I. 336 S. Paull. .had
been christenly familiar at Rome, with Claudia Rufina.

t Christenman, cristenman. Obs. Also
cristene-, cristeman. [ME. = cris/en man, written

as one word : cf. Englishman, gentleman. Cf.

MHG. kris/enman.] -Christian man. Christian.
a 1200 Moral Ode 29 i in Lamb. Horn. 177 Vuele cristene-

men. izoo Trin. Col/. Horn. 90 Holi husel be ech criste-

man understont. 138 . Wyclik IVks. (i88o> 408 No cristen-
man shulde sue his prelate but in as myche as he mu} crist.

1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccxli. 353 Of Christenmen and
of Sarazyns.

t Christenmas. Obs. exc. dial. For forms

see Chkisten a. [App. an assimilation of the

proper cris/es-mass, cris/e-mas, to Chistkn, owing
pern, to the shortening of the which separated

it in sound from Chkist.] = Christmas. (The
ordinary form in northern dial.)

(-1340 Gaiv. % Gr. Knt. 502 After crysten-masse com be
crabbed lentoun. 148a Monk of Evesham (Arb.i 50 The
thirde daye after crystynmas daye. 1529 Rastei.l Pastyme
(1811) 40 At Crystenmas. 1601 Webver Mirr. Mart. Evj,
In Christenmas vpon Saint Thomas day. 1855 Whitby
Gloss., Kessenmas. 1879 Jamieson, Christenmass.

Christente, -ty, etc : see Christianity.
Christhood (krm st,hud\ [f. Christ + -hood.]

State or condition of being Christ ; Messiahship.

? a 1400 Chester P/. (1847)11. 33 Thy Christhoode we muste I

knowe. 1689 Foxes
«fr

Firebr. BL 208 That the Unction
|

which the Saints are said to receive from the Holy One. -is

one with the Christ-hood of Christ. 1828 E. Irving Last
Days 114 His Christhood, as the anointed with the Holy
Spirit. x88i Fairbairn Stud. Life Christ ix. 187 The
reality of his Christhood.

Chrrstiad. nonce-tud. [see -ad i c] An epic

of Christ.

1831 W. H. Mill Christa-sangitd (1842) Pref. 36 The
first book of the Indian Christiad.

Christian kristyan),a. and sb. Also 6 chrys-
tyan, -ian, christien. [ad. L. Chris/ian -as, (in

Or. xplo-ncu'ds, Acts xi. 26), f. Chris/us, ^cplaro^

Christ. Introduced with the Renascence in taking

the place of the earlier cris/en, Christen a. (Ci.

the Anglo- Fr. cris/ien, found from 1 2th c.)]

A. adj.

1. Of persons and communities : Believing, pro-

fessing, or belonging to. the religion of Christ.

1553 Eden Treat. Nnve Ind. (Arb.) 38 They had in lyke
maner serued other christian men. 1589 K. Harvey P/.

Pert, (i860) 14 Likening Christian folks to dogs. 1596
Shaks. Merck. V. iv. i. 295 These be the Christian husbands.
1651 Hobbes Lcviath. 11. xxvi. 150 Christian States punish
those that revolt from Christian Religion. 1704 Nelson
Fest. <$• Fasts vii. (1739) 92 The whole Christian Church
hath distinguished him by that Character. 1827 Keble
Chr. K, Evening' x. The Rulers of this Christian land,

b. Mos/ Chris/ian : a title of the kings of France.
174a Young Nt. Th. vi. 341 () thou most Christian enemy

to peace. 1751 J. Brown Shaftesb. Charac. 34 Religious
criticism hath, made but little progress among the subjects

of the most Christian king. 1861 Thackeray FourGeorges
(18851 296 His most Christian Majesty and his court.

C. In the names of various religious sects or as-

sociations, as Chris/ian Israe/i/es, t Chris/ian

Koyalis/s see quot.), Chris/ian Soeialis/s whence
Christian Socialism, the principles of Christian

j

Socialists; Chris/ian-socialize v. (tionte-wd.), to

imbue with Christian Socialism).
a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. < 1704* III. xv. 497 These are

called Christian Royalists, or Fifth-Monarchy-Men. 1856
Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh v. (18571 2°7 A Christian
Socialist Is Romney Leigh. 1884 E. Maurice Life F. D.
Maurice II. 41 His great wish was to Christianise Socialism,
not to Christian-socialise the Universe. 1885 iVhitaker's Al-
mmnmck 198 Persons described as: Christian Army. Chris-

\

tian Believers. Christian Brethren. Christian Disciples.

Christian Kliasitcs. Christian Evangelists. Christian Is-

raelites. Christian Mission. Christian Pioneers. Christian
Soldiers. Christian Teetotallers. Christian Temperance
Men. Christian Unionists. Free Christian Association.

United Christian Army. United Christian Church.

2. Of things : Pertaining to Christ or his religion :

'

of or belonging to Christianity.

i«3 Kuen Treat. Newe 2nd. Title-page, The Christian
j

faythT isj>7 Hooker Eccl. PoL v. lxvii. 12 That wherewith
. . all Christian confessions [are] agreeable. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. v. i. 2 Is she to l>ee buried in Christian buriall? 1689
Fleetwood Serm. 2 Cor. ix. 12 Wks. (17371 5 The indt- I

gestible difficulties of the Christian Creed. 1847 Ld. Lindsay
Lett. Chr. Art Introd. 14 Claiming superiority for Christian
over Classic Art. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps VL iv, That
Christian worship which was . . to supersede the idolatry .

.

of the pagan. 1866 Liddon Bampt. Let t, i, The central
\

question of Christian Theology. 1876 Green Short Hist,

u % 3 A pagan and a Christian altar fronted one another.

tb. Cottr/ Chris/ian: an ecclesiastical court.

Obs. exc. His/.

1285 13 Edit: /, Ad 4 Placita hide teneantur in curia
:

Christianitatis. 119a Britten v. x. 10 La conisaunce dc 1

matrimoigne et de testament apent a Cristiene court
[Nichols trans/. The cognizance of marriage and of testa-

ments belongs to the Court Christian}. — fekes autaunt «jc

provd soit en Court cristiene [trans/. Until it be proved in

Court Christian). 1618 Coke On Lit/. 4S8 Linwood saith,

That Probate of Testaments, I)e consuetudine Anglise ft

non de jure communi, l^long to Court -Christ ian. 1805
East's hep. V. 353 The defect in the Court Christian is 111

the trial and not in the jurisdiction. 1863 H. Cox Instit.

11. ii. 311 In the beginning of the reign of Kdward I, an Act
of Parliament was made . . restricting the Courts Christian

to causes relating to wills, matrimony, and pure spirituality,

t 0. Christian ale : see quot. and Ale 3. Obs.
164a Virgin? Comp/, in iV. 4 O. 14 July 1866 To eat

cakes and drink Christian ale on holy daies.

3. Of persons and their qualities or actions

:

Showing character and conduct consistent with

disciplcship to Christ ; marked by genuine piety
;

following the precepts and example of Christ

;

Christ-like.

1597 Hooker Ecc/. Po/. v. Ivii, The mutual exercise of
Christian Charity. Ibid. IxiL 2 The wane and declination

of Christian piety. 1655 Fuller Ch. His/, ix. vi. ( 51 Kven
the Heathen Romans were so Christian, that .. no Vestal
Virgin or Flamen of Jupiter was restrained to swear. 1706
Shaftesb. Lett. Enthus. 6 (A] truly Christian Prelate.

1854 H. Miller Sch. ff Schm. xvii, The people of Scotland
were . . considerably more Christian than the larger part of
their schoolmasters. 1866 Liddon Bampt. Lect. iii, That
supply of light, of love, and of resolve, which enriches . . the
Christian soul.

4. Of or l>clonging to a Christian or Christians.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. iv. i. 310 If thou dost shed One
drop of Christian bloud. 1604 Acc.Sei'. Late Voy. 1. (1711)

51 Some Christian Ship had oeen here. 1876 Green Snort
Hist. i. % 3 The enthusiasm for the Christian God, faith

in whom had been bought so dearly.

5. Human as distinguished from brutal ; now
only colloq. or humorons. b. mod. colloq. or slang.

Of things : Becoming a Christian ;
* civilized

' decent ,
* respectable '. Cf. K 3.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 111. (1586) is6This mede-
cine wil also remedy a christian creature. 1682 D'Urfey
Butier's Ghost 76 Christian breeches without hole. /bid. 137
And make such wrack of Christian Food. 1818 Scott Leg.
Montrose xiv, Had you been to fight with any Christian
weapons.

6. Chris/ian name: the name given at christen-

ing ; the personal name, as distinguished from the

family name or surname. (Also allusively = ' pro-

|>er name'.) Hence /o Chris/ian-name v. trans.

{noiue-wd.), to call by one's Christian name

;

Chris/ian-named ppL a., having a Christian name.
1549 Latimer 3rd Serm. bef. Ed-w. V/ (Arb.* 83 Nowe a

dayes they call them gentle rewardes, let them leaue their

colourynge, and cal them by their Christian name Brybes.
1605 Camden Rem. 49 That the giving of Surnames for

Christian names began in the time of king Edward the sixt.

17*7 Pope Th. on Var. Subj., When a man is made a
spiritual peer he loses his sir-name ; when a temporal, his

christian-name. 1775 Sheridan Scheming Lieut, ti. iv, I

never knew any good come of giving girls the$c heathen
christian names. 1823 Lamb E/ia, Mockery End, We.,
were familiar, even to the calling each other by our Chris-

tian Names.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xx. n866> 162 The girls

Christian-named each other. x866 Rlskin Crmvn Wi/d
O/ive Pref. 21 Every separately Christian-named portion

of the ruinous heap [of the slain].

7. Chris/ian era : the era reckoned from the ac-

cepted date of the birth of Christ, and adopted in

all Christian countries.

1657 Wharton H'ks. (1683) 49 The Greek Church num-
beretn from the Creation to Cnrist's ^Era, 5508^ complete
years. .The year 1657, current of the Christian /Era. 1777
Robertson Hist. Amer. (1778' I. 1. 10 About six hundred
and four years before the Christian sra. 1875 Jowett P/ato
III. 524 In the first centuries of the Christian era.

B. sb.

1. One who believes or professes the religion of

Christ ; an adherent of Christianity.

15*6 Pitgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531 1 1 The lyfe of euerjr

chrystian. .Is as a pilgrymage. 1582 N.T. <Rhem.> Acts xt.

26 So that the disciples were at Antioche first named
Christians [ear/ier versions Christen ; Wyclif 1388 Cristen

men). 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 111. L 66 If a lew wrong a
Christian, what is his humility, reuenge ? x6xi Bible 1 Pet.

iv. 16 If any man suffer as a Christian [so Rhem. 158a,

ear/ier versions Christen 1
. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer.

(1783) III. 273 Descent from a family of Old Christians,

untainted with any mixture of Jewish or Mahometan blood.

1844 Kinglake Efitken xxvii, The . . exultation with which
he saw a fellow Christian stand level with the imperious
Mussulmans. 1876 Green Short Hist. 1. f 3 The Northum-
brian peasantry, .were. .Christian* only in name.

fb. Even Chris/ian: fellow-Christian; also

collectively, fellow-Christians. Obs. See Evkn-.

2. One who exhibits the spirit, and follows the

precepts and example, of Christ ; a believer in

Christ who is characterized by genuine piety.

i5»9 More Dial. Heresy rv. Wks. 257/2 Being faithful

christiens. 1611 Bp. Hall.SV^w. iii, Impress ofGod, It is

reason that makes us men ; but it is holiness that makes us
Christians. 1741 Young Nt. Th. iv. 788 A Christian is the

highest style of man. 1850 Mrs. Stowk Uncle Tom's C.

xxvii, I's willin' to lay down my life . . to see mas'r a Chris-

tian. 1881 Farkar Early Chr. II. 500 To be a Christian is

to act as Christ acted.

3. a. colloq. and dial. A human being, as dis-

tinguished from a brute. [A common sense in the

Romanic langs.] b. colloq. or slang. A 1 decent \
' respectable or * presentable ' ]>crson.

1591 Shaks. Two Gen/. 111. i. 272 Shee hath more qualities

then a Water-Spanictl, which is much in a bare ChrUtian.
160 1 — Twe/. N. 1. iii. 89Mec thinkes. . I haue no more wit

then a Christian, or an ordinary man has. 1714 Shaftesb.

Charact. (173a) III. 88 The very word Christian is, in com-
mon Language, us'd for Man, in opposition to Brute-beast,

without leaving so much as a middle place for the poor

Heathen or Pagan, a 173a Gay Reh. Goatham i, When
the Corporation feast is at our house, .one would methiuks

appear a little like a Christian. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones

xii. iii, A fitter food for a horse than a Christian. 1818

Scott Leg. Montrose xi, [Tbe] sagacious quadruped .

.

walked in and out of the boat with the discretion of a Chris-

tian. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxxiv, You must take

your passage like a Christian ; at least, as like a Christian

as a fore-cabin passenger can. 188 . Chester, Leicester,

Skeffie/d, IK Som. G/oss. (K. D. S.\ Christian, a human
being, as opposed to a dumb animal. ' That dog is as cun-

ning as a Christian \

4. Used as a denominational or sectarian name.
Pronounced christian, it was assumed as a title by a sect

which arose in America. Among the names of religious

societies in England and Wales certified to the Registrar

General occur 'Bible Christians', 'Christians owning no
name but the I,ord Jesus ', and 'Christians who object to

be otherwise designated '.

1818 S. Llckey Defence Doctr. Trinity Pref. 5 A new
sect of people who called themselves Chri-stians. i860

Bartlett Diet. Amer., Christian (with first i long , a name
assumed by a sect which arose from the great revival in

1 801. 1868 Churchman ( Hartford, Ct.) 6 June
;
Baptist-,

Methodists, Unitarians of both schools, Christ-ians, Uni-

versalists.

+ 5. A variety of pear ; ? = IJon-chketien ; also

a variety of plum. Obs,

1649 Sklden Laivs Eng. 11. vi. (1739^ 33 Like a Christian,

that seldom endures long after his full ripeness [note, He
means the Pear, so called]. 1655 MoVTIT & C. Bennet
/fea/tk /mprov. (17461 308 The least nourishing [PlumsJ .

.

are Bullices, Christians. Prunella's, Skegs and Horse-Plum-.
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1885 Barnes Dorset Dial., Cristen, a small kind of plum.

1888 W* Somerset 67., Cristing.

C. Comb. a. Parasynthetic, as Christian-minded

a., and derivatives as Christian-mindedncss sb. "b.

Christian-wise adv. , in a Christian way.
1880 Blackmore Erema xlix. (Hoppe), A selfishness . . by

no means Christian-minded. 1856 Warter Soutltey Lett.

II. 292 In what way Southey wished the Catechism taught

. .not parrotwise, but Christianwise.

t Christian, v. Ohs. rare. [f. Christian a.,

partly a refashioning of earlier Christen v.~\ To
make Christian, to christen : chiefly in pa. pple.,

ppl. a.

1586 Fulkk Ant. A lien 252 (T.) You allege the practice of

all churches christianed to the contrary. 1645 Rutherford
Tryal $ Tri. Faith lx. (1845) 104 Every thing mercied and
Christianed. 1684 ed. Fare's A. M. III. 401 Them that

be christianed [ed. 1583 christened].

t Christiandom. Obs. rare. [An attempted

refashioning of Christendom after Christian.]

1. Christianity; = Christendom i.

1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. vii. 10 That it is good christian*

dome to lie. sweare, and forsweare.

2. = Christendom 3.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1692) 142 In the face of

all Christiandom. i7fi*-7i H. Walpole I'ertne's Anecd.
Paint. (1786) V. 62 'I he Revels of Christiandom.

Christianhood. nonce-wd. [f. Christian sb.

+ -hood; cf. Christenhead.] The estate or con-

dition of a Christian, Christianity.

1887T. W. Allies ThroneofFisherm. 360 When they had
taken Christianhood into themselves.

t Christianimity. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Christ or

Christian + L. anim-us mind + -ity : cf. magna-
nimity. Incorrectly for christ-animity, or christian-

anijnity.] Christian-mindedness.

1637 Bastwick Litany iv. 2 Of this Christianimity is this

people and many more.

Christianism (krrstyaniz'm). [a. F. chris-

tianisme, or its original, L. christianism-us, a. Gr.

XpHTTtavtan-os Christianity.]

1. The Christian religious system ;
Christianity.

Obs. (exc. as a nonce-wd., when Christianity is

classed with other -isms.)

1576 Woolton Ckr. Manual (1851) 93 The godly makeno
difference of meats in respect to Salvation: for they know
..that Christianism consisteth not therein. 1590 Green-
wood Answ. Dep. Read Prayers 35 The Church may pro-

fesse Christianis?ne and A ntichristianisme, both at a tyme.

1649 Milton Eikon. i, Herein the worst of Kings, professing

Christianism, have, .exceeded him. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles

II. nr. 73 Converted from JudaismetoChristianisme. 1685

Boyle Enq. Notion Nat. 352 Philosophers, who preceded

Christianism. 1801-15 Fuseli Led. Art xii. (1848) 552
That Christianism was inimical to the progress of arts.

1840 Carlyle Heroes i, We inquire . .What religion they

had? Was it Heathenism? . .Was it Christianism?

2. In a depreciatory or contemptuous sense

:

A Christianity of a sort or form.

1674 R. Godfrey Inj. % Ab. Physic 178 The Heathenish
Christianism, and deceit of the Doctors. 1855 I. Taylor
Restor. Belief 247 The easy, overweening, and egotistic

Christianism of Christian people. 1875 Contemp. Rev.

XXVI. 987 Poor, thin, maundering—we were going to call

it chlorotic Christianism. 1883 W. H. Wynn in Homil.
Monthly Aug. 618 Christianism—if I may invent that term
—is but making a sun-picture of the love of God.

Christianite (kri-styanait). Min. [See quot.

1868.] a. A variety of Anorthite. +b. A pro-

posed synonym of Philmpsite.
1826 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. XI. 263 The color of Christianite is

rarely yellow. 1868 Dana Min. (1880) 340 Christianite was
named by MonticelH and Covelli after the prince Christian

Friedrick of Denmark, who explored Vesuvius with them.

Christianite, -tie, obs. ff. Christianity.

Christianity .kristiiarmti). Forms: a. 4
cristiente, 4-5 -iante, -yante, 4-6 crystyente,

-yante, 5 cristiantee, 6 christiantie. 0. 4-5
cristente (-ante), 5-6 crystente, 6 chribtente,

-tie, -tee, -tye, (7 christinty, 9 arch, -entie,

-ty). 7. 4-5 crystyanyte, 4-6 cristianite, 5

-yanite, 6 christianite, 6-7 -itie, 6—ity. [Re-

presents (originally through OF. crestientf), L.

christidnitat-em, nounof staXef. christians Chris-

tian ; having taken the place in whole or part of

the native formations ME. cristenhode and cris-

tendom. Apart from the merelygraphic refashioning

of cr~ as chr- at the Renascence, the word has had
three types, cristienti the most French, cristentie

the most English, and Christianity the most Latin-

ized, which might fairly be treated as distinct

words, except that, being connected by interme-

diate links, their relations are more clearly shown
by considering them together. The type cristiente

was a direct adoption of Anglo-Fr. cristienti, OF.
crestiente

1
': see Christian. By further assimila-

tion to the English cristen, cristendom, etc. (aided

probably by the phonetic obscurity of the -ien-),

arose cristente
1

, which was the most frequent ME.
type. After 1500 both types were spelt with
eh-. Already in the 14th c., familiarity with the

Latin form as a word of the clergy, led to the

occasional use of the 5-syllabic cristianite. With

the Renascence this became christianite, -itie, -ity,

which in the course of the 16th c. entirely sup-

planted the two earlier forms, though christentie

lingered dialectally, and appears as christendie in

Burns. Christianity and Christendom were ori-

ginally synonyms, but are now differentiated.]

1 1. The whole body of Christians, the Christian

part of the world, Christendom. Obs.

a. cristiente, etc.

(71300 Cursor H. 2126 Rome-.bat now es ouer all cris-

tiante. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. {1810) 192 Ne no ping suld

itgreue vnto be Cristiente. 1435 Torr. Portugal 890 There
ys no man in Crystyante, More welcome. 1485 Caxton
Paris <$- V. 71 Thurgh out al Crystyente. is..Elderton
A". ofScotts $ A. Brown* in Percy Reiiq. (1823) III. 36 I

will not be a trakour for all Christiantie.

£. cristentie, etc.

c 1320 Sir Beues 2600 Schel hit neuer aslawe be For no-

man in cristente. 1340 Hami-ole Pr. Consc. 3925 Alle be

men of cristante. 1474 Caxton C/icsse 58 Other parties of

cristente. 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys 212 Rome the hede
andchefe of Christentye. c 1511 1st Eng. Bk, Amer. (Arb.)

Introd. 34 His lande is twyes as grete as all Crystente and
Turkey. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 105 a, Saide of some
publique officers of Christentee. c 1630 R. Hood Q.
Katherine 48 in Percy Folio I. 39 Shee wold not misse your
companiefor all the gold in cristinty. [x875Veitch Tweed
84 The feudal claims of all the Kings In Christenty.]

7. Christianity {cristianite, etc.).

1303 (MS. c 1375) R. Bhunne HandL Synne 11237 Seynt
lame stablejde] hyt for to be A sacrament burge crysty-*

anyte [altered from Crystiente]. c 1386 Chaucer Man of
Vs. T. 446 To Walys fledde the Cristyanytee \v. r. 2 cris-

tianite, 2 cristianyte(e, Cristiante, cristeante] Of olde

Britons, dwellynge in this He. 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W.
1531) 170 Comprehendyng . . in our prayer all the chirche

of christianite. 1540 Compl. Scot. Ep. Q. Mary 6 To compel

al cristianite tyl adhere to ther peruerst opinione. a 1628

Ld. Brooke Poems, Humane Leani. lxxxiv, To make one
I

Church of Christian itie. 1631 Hevlin St. George 349 The |

Guardian of the distressed affaires of Christianitie.

2. The religion of Christ ; the Christian faith
;

the system of doctrines and precepts taught by

Christ and his apostles.

a. 1303 [see 7 below). 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W.
1506) 1 111. 36 To be baptysed and to lyue from youth in

crystyente.

0. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. vi. 32 Yf ne were theyre. .good

prechynge and techyng, Cristente shold be exyled by
|

errour. 1581 Marbeck/?a\ ofNotes 108 Bethleem betokeneth

the Christentie, which in the eies of the world is little and
vile, but in the eies of God is great and precious. 1821

Joanna Baillie Met. Leg. lviii, Had, in cause of Chris-

tentie, Fought with bold Saracens.

v. (The first quotation is altered from crystyente.)

1303 (MS. c 1375) R. Brunne HandI. Synne 11706 Yn
be begynnyng of crystyanyte pe apostoles wente aboute to

preche. 1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 189 All y' we
byleue expresly and distinctly in Christianite. 1585 Abp.

Sandvs Serm. vi. P22 Christianitie doeth not consist in

lowde and shrill crying, Lord, Lord. 1601 H. Timberlev in

Purchas Pilgrimes ix. xvii, Hee maruelled that I should so

much erre from Christianitie. i6xx Bible Pref. The pro-

fessours and teachers of Christianitie. 1773 Burke Sp.

Relief ofDissen. Wks. (1826* X. 25 I am persuaded that

toleration, so far from being an attack upon Christianity,

becomes the best and surest support to it. 1854 Milman
Lat. Chr. Pref. The great sphere of Latin Christianity was
Western Europe.

b. with pi. A Christian religious system.

1831 Carlvle Sart. Res. in. iii. What make ye of your
Christianities, and Chivalries, and Reformations ? 1847
Emerson Repr. Men, Swedenborg Wks. (Bohn) I. 330^The
moral sentiment^ which carries innumerable Christianities,

humanities, divinities in its bosom. 1874 Pusey Lent.
Serm. 57 There are afloat hundreds of Christianities.

3. State or fact of being a Christian ; Christian

condition or quality; Christian spirit or character.

1303 (MS. c 1375) R. Brunne Handl. Synne 232 Men
clepyn hym god of cristianite ; For 3yfhe wyl hym mercy
craue, Redyly mercy shal he haue. 1588 J. Udall De-
monstr. Discip. (Arb.> 34 Concerning his state of Christiani-

tie, and abilitie to that place where to he is to be called.

c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson 25 The
head and spring of them all [his virtues] his Christianity.

1833 Cruse Eusebius vm. xuL 376 A venerable example
of genuine Christianity. x886 Illust. Lond. News 27 Feb.

202/3 Englishmen whose Christianity consists in going to

Church once upon a Sunday.

+ b. Upon my Christianity I'= As I am a Chris-

tian : a form of asseveration. (Cf. Christendom
1 b, Halidom, etc.) Obs.

1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. viii. (1821^ 332 Upon my Chris-

tianity, I doe acknowledge him to haue deserved more.

f 4. Eccl. Ecclesiastical jurisdiction, as in Court

of Christianity = Court Christian ; hence spec,

applied to mridecanal chapters, and ruridecanal

jurisdictions ; whence Dean of Christianity, orig.

= Rural Dean ; now retained in the title of parti-

cular rural deaneries, or Deamries of'Christianity

;

comprising the parishes of certain cities or towns,

as Exeter, Lincoln, Leicester.

[c 1100 Eadmer Hist. vi. fed. Selden, 1623, 208) Omnem
auctoritatem exercendae christianitatis illi adimere curjiebat.]

1587 Fleming Cont. Holitisked III. 1009/2 In this citie

[Exeter] in the yeare 1222.. the parish churches were
limited, and increased to the number of nineteene churches

within the citie and suburbs, and were called by the name of

the christianitie euen to this daie. 1695 Kennett Paroch.

Antiq. Gloss. Christianitatis Curia, Courts of Christianity

were not only held by the Bishops in Synods, and the

I Archdeacons and Chancellors in Consistories. But they

were also the Rural Chapters, where the Rural Dean or

Dean ofChristianity presided, and the Clergy were Assessors.

1786 J. Bacon Liber Regis 411 D[eanery] Christianity, in

the Archdeaconry of Lincoln. [Includes all the parishes in

the City of Lincoln.] 1835 W. Dansey Horn Decnn. Rur.
II. 41 Our ruridecanal "conventions. -were acknowledged.,
as rural courts of Christianity. Ibid. 11. 54 Extensive duties

ofarbitration and pacification are charged on the deans of

Christianity, .of the diocese of Ypres. 1878 Clergy List

413 Diocese of Peterborough, Archdeaconry of Leicester,

Deanery of Christianity, or Leicester.

Christianization v
kri styansiz^'Jan). [f.

Christianize + -ation.]

1. Making Christian ; conversion to Christianity.

1833 Chalmers Const. Man. (1835^ II. n. ii. 290 The basis

of Christianization. 1835 Duff in Life x. >i88i) 157 The
christianization of India. 1837 J. Lang NewS, Wales II.

308 Christianization and civilization of the aboriginal in-

habitants of New South Wales.

2. The giving of a Christian character or form to.

1844 Stanley Arnold I. iv. 222 No full development of the

Church, no full Christianization of the State, could.. take

place, until, etc. 1847 Ld. Lindsay Chr. Art I. 41 The
habitual christianization of heathen traditions.

Christianize kri*styan3iz\ v. [f. Christian

a. + -IZE
;

perhaps after med.L. christianizdre
;

mod.F. has also christianiser.~\

1. trans. To make Christian, convert to Chris-

tianity \ persons, nations).

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 116131 126 He which puruseth

that, and yet is Uiagoriz'd, will neuer be Christianiz'd. 1676

I. Mather Hist, ll'arw. Indians (1862) 48 He was Chris-

tianized and baptiz'd. 1789 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 744 The
Jesuits, .made great efforts to civilize and Christianize the

natives. 1851 I). Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. i. 193
Scotland and Ireland were Christianized centuries before.

2. To make Christian in character, to imbue
with Christian principles or forms.

1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 49 The preaching of some men is

such morality, as Seneca and other Heathens taught, only

Christianised with some words. 1809 Edin. Rty. Apr. 224

He was then accused, .of wishing to Christianize the Re-

volution \Christitiuiztr la Revolution), 1831 Arnold in

Stanley Life 11844) I- Vl - 274- * cannot understand what is

the good ofa national Church if it be not to Christianize the

nation. 1841 DTsrafli Amen. Lit. (1867) 339.

3. intr. To adopt or conform to Christianity
;

to play the Christian, rare.)

1598 Sylvester l)u Partus u. 11. Colonies Prester Iohn.

.

Doth in some sort deuoutly Christianize. 1641 Milton
Animadv. (1851) 206 They did no more . . but bring some
Pagans to Christianize. 1823 Lamb Elia, Imperf. Symp.
These half convert ites—Jews christianizing—Christians

judaizing—puzzle me.

Hence Christianized ppl. a., Christianizing-

vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ;
Christianizer, one who

Christianizes [trans, and intr.).

1652 Caulk Magastrom. 50 A Jewish rabbin, or a pagan
philosopher, or a Christianizer compact ofthem both. 1671

Flavel Fount Life iv. 10 The far greater part of the Chris-

tianised world. 1767 T. Ht TCHiNsoN Hist. Prov. Mass. ii.

1^7 Some of the. .christianized Mohawks. 1806 Ann. Rer:
IV. 265 The would be christianizes of Hindostan. 1806

Southey Lett. 11856) I. 370 In Germany, .the clergy are

philosophising Christians, or Christianising philosophers.

1859 I. Taylor Logic in Theol. 201 The time of the Chris-

tianizing of the empire.

Christianlike (krrstyanbik), a. and adv.

[f. Christian sb. + Like a. and adv.]

A. adj. Befitting or proper to a Christian

;

showing a Christian spirit.

1574,'Nkwton Health Mag. 70 Honest mirth and Chris-

tianlike ioye. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V. v. ii. 381 Neighbour-
hood and Christian-like accord. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones

II. v, That sublime Christian-like disposition. 1841 I.

Taylor Spir. Chr. 167 If opinion be free, and Christianlike.

B. adv. In the manner ofa Christian, Christianly.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI. in. ii. 58 He most Christian-like

laments his death. 1632; Lithgow Trav. 325, I was kindly

vsed, and Christian-like intertayned.

Christianly (kri'styanlr, a. [f. Christian sb.

+ -lyI.] Proper to or befitting a Christian.

1620 Donne Serm. V. 520 A Christianly use of. .riches.

1641 Milton Reform. Ch. Discip. n. 15 Sage and Chris-

tianly admonition. 1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 766 A mild and
christianly temper. 1841 Longf. Children Lord"s Supp. 48

A Christianly plainness Clothed, .the old man.

Christianly, adv. [f. Christian a. + -ly 2
,

For ME. form see C(h)ristenly.] In a Chris-

tian manner ; in a way becoming a Christian.

1538 Leland /tin. IV. 64 Richard Beauchampe late Earle

of Warwike. .the which, .deceased full Christianlye 30 Apr.

1439. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. ii. 136 Nobly and

Christianly spoken, a 1718 Penn 'Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 709

[He] Christianly exhorted the People to consider their latter

end. 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. vii. (i860) 128 Young as I was

and Christianly brought up.

Christianness(kri-styannes\ rare. [f. Chris-

tian a. + -ness.] Christian quality.

a x66o Hammond Wks. I. 210 (R.) To judge the chris-

tianness of an action, by the law of natural reason.

Christia'nO-, combining form of L. Christia-

ns or Gr. Xptartdvus Christian, as in Christiana-

gentilism, -paganism ; Chrisiiano-Platonical adj.

f Chrlstianograpliy [Gr. -ypatyta writing : see

-graphy], a description of Christians (title of a

book by Ephraim Pagitt see quot.). f Chris-

tianoma'stix, a scourge of Christians.

1828 Carlvlk in For. Rev. I. 131 The ray of Christiano-

catholico-platonic Faith. 1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 117
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She is said to fly into the wilderness, being more safe in this 1

Christiano-gentilism. .The desart, or Christiano-paganism.

1647 — Song ofSoul 1. {titles, A Christiano-Platonicall dis-
J

play of Life.

1635 Pagitt \ title) Christianographie or the description of 1

the multitude and sundry sorts of Christians in the world,

not subject to the Pope, a 1647 Bi\ Hall Rem. Wks. 1. 16601
I

422 All those varieties of Chnstians in the large circle of
Christianography. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. I. iv. 273

'

Hierocles, the famous christianomastix.

Christie (kri'stik), a. rare~ l
. [f. Gr. Xptor-vs <

Christ + -ic] Of or pertaining to Christ.

1874 J. W\ Dale otitic), Christie and Patristic Baptism.

Christicide (.krrstisaid). nonce-wd. [f. L. type
j

*Christicidium : see -cide.] A slaying of Christ.

1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 38^ Guiltie of homicide, of !

parricide, of christicide, nay of deicide. x6iz Speed. Hist.
Gt. Brit. ix. ix. (1632) 616. 1644 H. Leslie Serm. Blessing

I

o/yudah 37.

+ Christicolist. Obs.-* [f. late L . Christi-

cola (f. Christ-us + -cola worshipping") + -1ST.] A
worshipper of Christ.

1730-36 in Bailey ; hence in Ash and in mod. Diets.

Chnstide, var. Christ-tide, Obs., Christmas.

Christien, obs. form of Christian.
Christify, v. nonce-wd. [f. L. type *Christi-

Jieare : see -FY.] trans. To make like Christ,

make a partaker of Christ's nature.

1663 Faringdon Serm. (16721 999 The soul must be refor-

mata et angelificata, refined and angelified, or rather
Christificata, Christified.

Christin, obs. form of Christen a. and v.

Christinty : see Christianity.

Christitvlogy, bad form of Christology.
a 1875 Lvtton A'. Chillingly \. x, He belonged . . to what he

himself called the school of Eclectical Christiology and
accommodated the reasonings of Deism to the doctrines of

the Church.

Christiana, nonce-wd. [f. Christ + -ism.] =
Christianity (classed with Buddhism, Brahman-
ism, and other isms .

1847 Emf.rsom Repr. Men., Uses Gt. Men Wks. (Bohn) L
271 Our colossal theologies of Judaism, Christism, Bud-
dhism, Mahometism.

Christless krai-stles\ a. [f. Christ + -less.]

Without Christ or his spirit.

165a Warren Unbelievers {t6$+) 5 They werea Christlesse

people. 1683 T. H. Knock at Door of Christless Ones 7

What, Christless, and ready todye? that's impossible. 1816

Q. R. XVI. 536 He dreaded a Christless Christianity.

1886 Pall Mall G. 10 June 5/1 The Christless Christian is

a phenomenon but too familiar.

Hence Christlessness, disregard of Christ and
his teachings.
1884 W. H. Ward in Lanier's Poems Introd. 17 The

tyranny and Christlessness of war oppressed him.

Christ-like kroi stbik , a. [f. Christ + Like
a. ; a fresh formation from the same elements as

OE. cristUcX see Christly.] Like Christ, or like

that of Christ
;
exhibiting the spirit of Christ.

1680 Allen Peace <fr
Unity 26 It would be far more

Christ-Uke. .to use more, .tenderness towards the weak.
a 1711 Ken Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 490 A Christ-like patience.

Ibid. II. 5 The Christ-like Heroe, Martyr, Saint, and King.
1882 Farkar Early Ckr. II. 500 The most Christ-Uke of
God's saints.

Hence Cfcristlikeneas, likeness to Christ.

1879 Chr. Rossetti Seek $ Find 257 The Divine spirit,

who even in the least and humblest of true Christians

produces Christlikeness. 1884 J. Parker in Chr. World 15

May 363/2 Christlikeness of heart.

Christliness (krai-stlines). [f. Christly +
-nkss.J Christly quality, Christlikeness.

188a G. R. Merrill in Min. Congreg. Assoc. Ohio 49 The
Christliness of such ministry.

fChristling (krai'stlin). Obs. nonce-wd. [f.

Christ + -ling, dim. suffix.] A petty Christ ;

a representative or vicegerent of Christ.
a 1638 Medk Wks. 111. 646 Knowest thou not the first

commandment of thy Christian Decalogue to be Thou shall

have none other Christs but me? What doest thou with so
many ChristHngs?

Christljr (krarstli), a. [f. Christ + -ly*. OE.
had cristlfc of Christ, Christian, which would
have given christly, but there is no trace of its

survival in ME., and the modern word is formed
anew titer godly, manly, kingly, etc.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or relating to, Christ, rare,

a 1000 Laws of Ethetbert vi. 11 iBosw.) paet a^hwilc
cristen man cristfice laje rihtlice healde. 1858 Blshnell
Nat. 4- Sufemat. (18621 Pref., Supernatural redemption .

.

and a Christly providence.

2. Christ-like, like the ideal Christ.

1881 Fairbairn Stud. Life Christ xii. 240 It is in His last

sorrows that Christ seems most Christly. 1884 Chr. Com-
monw, 24 Jan. 348/1 The up-building of Christly character.

Christmas prismas), sb. Forms: 2 Cristes

BMMN, 4 cristesmesse, cristmasse , kryst-masse

,

4-5 cristemes(e, cristemasse, crystmas(se, 5
cristm.es, cristmas, crysmas, 6 cristimas, 6-7
Christmasse, 7-8 Christmass, 6- Christmas,
\north. dial. 8 Kesmas, 9 Cursmas, Cursmis).
[Late OE. Cristes mtesse the mass or festival of

Christ. See also the by-form Christknmas.]
1. The festival of the nativity of Christ, kept on

the 25th of December. Usually extended more

or less vaguely to the season immediately pre-

ceding and following this day, commonly observed
as a time of festivity and rejoicing.
a 112)3 OE. Chron. an. 1101 Her on bisum jeare to Xpes.

maessan heold se cyng Heanrig his hired on Westmynstre.
a 1134 Ibid. an. 1127 Dis gear heald se kyng Heanri his
bird set Cristes ma^se on Windlesoure. 1340 Ayenb. 213
Ine zuyche festes ase at cristesmesse. c 1340 Gaw. Gr. I

Knt. 471 Wei by-commes such craft vpon cristmasse. c 1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon iii. 83 At crystmasse and at ester,

men ought to go vysit and see his good frende. 1489
Plumpton Corr. 11839) Introd. 114 The King, .beganne
Crysmas at Westmynster. 1495 Act 2 Hen. I 'll, c 2 § 5
Noon apprentice, .[shall) pley..at the Tenys..in no wtse
out of Cristmas. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 54 He went to

Windsore, where he.. kept his Christmas. 1605 Camden
I

Rem. Proverbs, Christmasse cometh but once ayeare. 1635
Swan Spec. M. (1670) 124 They also say, that a hot Christmas
makes a fat churchyard. 171a Steele Sped. No. 509 r 3
The Beadles and Officers have the Impudence at Christmas
to ask for their Box. 1748 H. Walfole Lett., H. Mann 26

j

Dec, Here am I come down to what you call Keep my '

Christmas. 1820 W. Sketch Bk. . Ii : , Revelry
was permitted, .through the twelve days of Christmas,

t b. transf. to any similar festivity or revelry.

1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) L iii. 56 Privateers, who resort

hither in the aforesaid months (.May-Aug
]
purposely to

keep a Christmas as they call it.

2. dial. & nursery lang. Holly and other ever-

greens used for decorations at Christmas.
a 1815 Forby Christmas, the evergreens with which our

churches and houses are still decoratedat the season ofChrist-
mas. 1878 Britten & Holland Eng. Plant-n. Christmas.
Ilex Aquifolinm. Camb. ; Ches,(but only so called when used

j

for Christmas decorationsi ; Hants ; Wight ; Norf. ; Suff. ;
j

Suss. 1884 Cheshire Gloss. (E.D.S. > Christmas, evergreens
used in Christmas decorations; often Kismus. [So in most
dialect glossaries J.

3. attrib. and Comb., as Christmas bratul, carol

see Carol sb. 3 b), dinner, game, -hamper, -keeper,

morning, night, party, time, etc.. etc.

a 1500 Songs «V Carols 15th C. 1 1847 1 22 (Matzj Yt sprongup
on cristmes ny}t. a 1553 Udall Royster D. iv. ii. (Arb.> 60 I

shrew their best Christmasse chekes both togetherward. 1579
Spenser Sheph. Cat. Dec. 26 To. .gather nuttes to make me

!

Christmas game. 1588 Shaks./,. L.L. v. ii. 462 Like a Christ-
I

mas Comedie. 1501 Greene Maiden's Dreame xxxiii, He
kept no Christmas-house for once a year. 1596 Shaks. 7am.
Shr. Intr. 11. 141 A Christmas gambold, oratumbling tricke.

1602 -2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. Prol. (Arb.) 4 Its a
Christmas toy indeede. 163a I.ithgow Tra7\ x. (1682) 475
The best, and most bountiful Christmas-keepers, .that ever
I saw in the Christian World. 1636 Prvnne Unbish. Tim.
Ep. 1 1 66 1 25 Playing the part of a Bishop, as a Christmas
game-player doth of a King. 1648 H ekkk k //espcr., ( 'andlem.
Day, Kindle the Christmas brand, and then Till sunset let

tt burn. 1799 Southey Sonn. xv, Watching the children at

their Christmas mirth. 18*4 B. Hall yml. 31 Dec in

l.ockhart Scott, Your Christmas and New Year's parties
seem generally dull. 18*4 Miss Mitfobd Village \. (1863)

217 The Christmas-dinner visits of a gay. .neighbourhood.
i8a6 in Hone Every Day Bk. II. 187 These Christmas bills,

these Christmas bdls. 1837 Dickens Pickiu. xxviii, How
many, .dormant sympathies, does Christmas time awaken !

/''/./. As he took his seat at the breakfast table on
Christmas monu»ft» 184a Tennyson Morte dArthur 305
I . .heard. .The clear church-bells_ ring in the Christmas
morn. 1890 — In Mem. xxvm. iii, The Christmas bells.

.

Answer each other. Ibid. xxx. ii, Did we weave. .The holly
round the Christmas hearth. 1859 Lemon (title), A
Christmas Hamper.
4. Special combs, Christmas book, t a. 'a book

in which people were accustomed to keep an
account of the Christmas presents they received

'

i^Nares) ; b. a book published at Christmas, and
intended to be in some resj>ect suitable to the

season ; + Christmas candle, a large candle

formerly burnt at Christmas (see Brand Pop. Antiq.

(1870) L 253); Christmas-card, an ornamental

card sent by way of Christmas greeting ; (the

custom began in England about 1867 ; Christ-
mas Daisy, the late flowering Astergrandijlorus

;

Christmas-day, the 2 5th ofDecember; Christmas-
eve, the evening before Christmas-day ; Christ-

mas-flower, (a.) the Christmas Rose, Ilellcborus

niger; (b.) the Winter Aconite, Kranthis hye-

malis (Britten & Holland); t Christmas herb
(Lyte), the Christmas Rose ; f Christmas King
= Christmas Lord

; f Christmas-log, a large

clump of wood customarily burnt at Christmas,

a Yule-log
; + Christmas Lord, the ' Lord of

Misrule*, formerly elected to lead the revels about
Christmas-time ; Christmas number, the part of

a serial publication issued at Christmas ; Christ-

mas-pie, a pie eaten at Christmas, esp. a Mince-
pie; Christmas-pride, the plant Kuellia panicu-
lata of Jamaica ; + Christmas Prince = C^nV/-
mas Lord', Christmas-pudding, theplum-pudding
at the Christmas dinner ; Christmas-rose, a species

of Hellebore ,Ifelleboms niger) with large white
flowers, commonly cultivated in gardens, in bloom
from December to February

;
Christmas-tide, the

j

season of Christmas, Christmas-time. See also

Christmas-box, thee.
1602 ind Pt. Return fr. Pamass. v. ii. (Arb.>6s Looke in

my *Christmas booke who brought me a present. 1875
Ri'skin I'ors Clav. V. 77 As I was looking over Christmas
Books of last year. 1615 Collingks CaveatforProf xxvii.

(1653) 112 Like our *Christmas candles. 1703 Country
Farmers* Catech. in Brand Pop. Antiq. 11870* I. 287 My
daughter don't look with sickly pale looks, like an unit
Christmas Candle. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk., Christmas
Eve, Beside the accustomed lights, two great wax tapers,
called Christmas candles, .were placed on a highly polished
buffet. 1711 J.James Gardening 168 It looks like an Apple-
Tree or like a Christmas-Candlestick twisted into several
Branches. 1883 Rlskin Fors Clav. VIII. 219 There is a
"Christmas card, with a picture of English 1 nativity ' for
you. 1828 Loudon Encycl. Plants s. v. Aster, A very
numerous genus of plants commonly called in England,
Christmas Daisies. i966Treas. Bot.s.v. Aster, From their

time of flowering. Asters areoften called Michaelmas Daisies
and Christmas Daisies. 138 . Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 236 On
'Cristemasse day. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 470 King
Henry.. did in the honour of Christes birth on Christmas
day refreshe all the pore people with victuall. 1655 Evelyn
Diary 25 Dec. There was no more notice taken of Christmas
day in churches. 187a Mrs, Alexander Wooin o't xxx,
Christmas Day was all that Christmas Day should be

—

clear, crisp, bright, o 1340 Gaw. $ Gr.Knt. 734pu5..Bi
contray caryez bis kny^t, til *kryst-masse euen. 138 .

Wyclif Sel. Wks. I. 311 ttitle\ pis is be gospel bat is radon
Cristemasse Evyn. a 1613 Overblry Characters, Frank-
lin, The wakefull ketches on Christmas Eve. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. xxx. iv, Sadly fell our Christmas-eve. 1537 in

Brand Pop. Antiq. I. 279 In a letter of 1537 the Curate of
St. Margaret's, Lothbury. .says, that the people made no
more of God than if he had been ( a "Christmas King.'
1648 H krrick Ilesper. ,Cerem. Christm., Bring. .the*Christ-
mas Log to the firing, c 1565 Churchyard Lament. Freynd-
shypp in Brand Pop. Antiq. I. 279 Jestes and boordes,
That 'Christmas Ix>rdes were wonte to speke. 1691 Wood
Ath. Oxon. in ibid. I. 273 In Merton College, .the Fellows
annually elected, about St. Edmund's Day, in November,
a Christmas Lord, or Lord of Misrule. 1643 PI**'* English
25 As easie to win a Towne . . as to make a breach in the wals
of a "Christmas Pie. 1661 Relig. Hypocr. Presbyt. in

Brand Pop. Antiq. I. 294 Three Christmass or Minc'a Pies.

1689 Selden Toole 7".{Arb.) 33 The coflin of our Christmas
Pies in shape long, is in imitation of the cratch. 1747 Mrs.
Glasse Cookery viii, A Yorkshire Christmas- Pye. — A'ur-
scry Rime (of unknown agei Little Jack Horner Sate in a
Corner, eating a Christmas pie. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica
267 *Christmas Pride. This plant, .generally blows in the
months of December and January. 1598 Gilpin Skialeth.
in Brand Pop. Antiq. I. 279^ A player to a 'Christmas prince.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. ibid. I. 273 The Christmas Prince
of St. John'sCollegelOxfordJ, whom the Juniors have annu-
ally, .elected. 1858TROLLOPE Dr. Thome xxx. Doomed to
eat his "Christmas pudding alone. 1688 R. Holme A rmoury
11. 104/1 Hcllebor, or Christmas Flower .. some call.. the
"Christmas or New-Years Rose. 185a D. Moir Poems,
Birth Flowers xv. The Christmas rose Shall blossom,
though it be 'mid snows. i6s6 Roper Life More 3 in Brand
Pop. Antiq. I. 274 [Sir Thomas More), .would . .at •Christ-
mas tyd sodenly sometymes stepp in among the Players.

1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Netghb. xii. (1878) 233 After
this Christmas-tide, I found myself in closer relationship to

my parishioners.

Christmas ' kri'smas , v. colloq. [f. prec. sb.]

Used in several trivial senses

:

ta. trans, (ntmce-use.; To provide with Christ-

mas cheer obs.). b. trans. To adorn with Christ-

mas decorations. C. intr. To celebrate Christmas.

Hence Christmasing vbl. sb.

1594 Chapman Hymn, in Noct. (S.\ When loves are
Chnstmast with all pleasure's sorts. 1806 Southey Lett.

(1856) I. 351 While you have been Christmassing in the
country. i8ao E. Jesse Jm!. Naturalist 364 ' Christmass-
ing,' as we call it, the decorating our churches, houses, and
market meats with evergreens, is yet retained among us.

1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour I. 141 In London a large

trade is carried on in ' Christmasing,' or in the sale of holly

and mistletoe, for Christmas sports and decorations.
/':.:. Properly to Christmas St. Paul's would take 50/.

worth at least. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 240/1 A pair of.

.

dolls, which were to constitute the central pivot of her
Christmasings. 1884 Daily News 16 Feb. 5/3 Two police-

men who had too obviously been 1 Christmassing.'

Chri'stmas-box.
1 1. A box, usually of earthenware, in which con-

tributions of money were collected at Christmas,

by apprentices, etc. ; the box being broken when
full, and the contents shared. See Box sb.2 5.

161 1 Cotgr. Tirelire, a Christinas box ; a boxhavingacleft
on the lid, or in the side, for money to enter it ; used in France
by begging Fryers, and here by Butlers, and Prentices, etc.

1611-15 Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. iv. xi, It is a shame for

a rich Christian to be like a christmas-box, that receives all,

and nothing can be got out till it be broken in pieces. 164a

H. Browne Map of Microcosm (N.>, Like the Christmas
earthen boxes of apprentices, apt to take in money, but he
restores none till hee be broken, like a potter's vessel, into

many shares. Abbuthnot John Bull vi. ^ 1756) 226
Peg's servants . . nad more than their share of the Christmas-

box. 1802 Fosbroke Brit. Monachism (1843) Tire-lire is

the only French for Christmas-box, or money box cleft on
the side.

t 2. The Butler s Box, in which gamesters put

part of their winnings. See Butler 3. Obs.

162 1 Ql'arles Argalus <y P. (1678) 116 When skilful

Gamesters play, The Christmas Box gains often more than

they, c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 76 The lawyer. . is like

a Christmas-box, which is sure to get whosoever loseth.

3. A present or gratuity given at Christmas : in

Great Britain, usually confined to gratuities given

to those who are supposed to have a vague claim

upon the donor for services rendered to him as

one of the general public by whom they are em-

ployed and paid, or as a customer of their legal

employer; the undefined theory being that as they

have done offices for this person, for which he has
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not directly paid them, some direct acknowledge-

ment is becoming at Christmas.
Thus, these gratuities are asked from householders by

letter-carriers, policemen, lamp-lighters, scavengers,

butchers' and bakers' boys, tradesmen's carmen, etc., and
from tradesmen by the servants of households that deal

with them, etc. They are thus practically identical with

the Christmas-box collected by apprentices frorn their

masters' customers in sense i, exc. that the name is now
given to the individual donation ; and hence, vulgarly and

in dialect use it is often equivalent to
1 Christmas present.'

1668-17x2 (see Box? 5} 1731 in Hone Every Day Bk. I.

1645 The people were come for their Christmas-box. a 1845

Hood John Day ii, And wished his box a Christmas-box 1 o

come but once a year. 1880 Post Office Guide 12 The pro-

hibition from receiving payment in addition to the postage

does not, however, extend to Christmas boxes.

+ Christmasly, a. Obs. [f. Christmas +
-ly 1

.] Proper to the season of Christmas.
x579 Thvnne Per/. Ambass. Pref., Work done in the

middest of my Christmasse plaies, as may appear by the

Christmasly handling thereof.

Chri'Stmasly, adv. noiue-wd. [f. Christmas
4 -LY 2

, after daily
y
yearly, etc.] Every Christmas.

1830 Lamb Lett. xvii. 164 Christmasly at night, .hath he,

doth he, and shall he tell after supper the story.

Christmas-tree. A small tree, usually a fir,

set up in a room, illuminated and hung with orna-

ments, and bearing Christmas presents ; a famous

feature of Christmas celebration in Germany, fre-

quently but imperfectly imitated in England, espe-

cially since its introduction into the royal house-

hold in the early years of the reign of Queen
Victoria.

[1789 Mrs. Pafendick Jrnls. II. 158 (N. & Q.) This Christ-

mas Mr. Papendick proposed an illuminated tree according

to the German fashion. 1829 Greville Mem. (Xmas.) The
Princess Lieren got up a little fete such as is customary all

over Germany. Three trees in great pots were put upon a
long table, etc.] 1835 A. J. Kempk in Loseley MSS. 75
We remember a German of the household of the late Queen
Caroline, making what he termed a Christmas tree for a
juvenile party. 1848 Illust. Lond. News 1 Jan. 431/1
Christmas Festivities at Windsor . . the sideboards were
surmounted with stately 'Christmas Trees', glittering with

pendant bonbons, etc. 1833 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 238,

I.. had nothing to do but dress dolls for a Christmas-tree.

1869 Hazlitt Brand's Pop. Antig. (1870) I. 287 But the

Christmas-tree, .came to us from Germany directly, .and is

still (1869) a flourishing institution among us.

Christmasy (krrsmasi), a. colloq. [f.

Christmas + -Y 1
.] Characteristic of, or suitable

for, Christmas.
1882 Harper's Christmas Pict. <y Papers 2 A good big

Christmassy paper. 1883 T. Anstey in Longvi. Mag. III.

253 There was something thoroughly Christmassy, .about

the witchlike old lady. 1884 Graphic 27 Dec. 678/2 Some-
thing Christmassy is expected to be seen on the walls of

churches and chapels. 1887 Pall Mall G. 26 Dec. 2/1

Representing a Christmassy scene in the Arctic regions.

Christned, -ning, obs. ff. Christened, -ing.

Christo- (kri^sttf), combining form of Gr.

Xpiffrui or L. Christus Christ, as in Christo-

centric (-se*ntrik), a. [see Centric], having

Christ as its centre ; f Christo-crucian, Obs.

nonce-zod. [f. L. crux, cruc-is cross + -ian, after

Rosicrucian], one devoted to the cross of Christ
;

Christolatry (kristriata), worship of Christ as

divine ; Christomaniac (-m^-ni&kj [see Maniac],

etc.

1873 tr. Oosterzee's Dogmatic 1. § 7 The claim that Chris-

tian Dogmatics shall be Christo-centric. 1888 Contemp.
Ke7>. Apr. 522 Fuller could not make his theology ' Christo-

centric' without initiating a radical change in the Idea of

God. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 566 Let Rosie-crucians be
dumb . . a Christocrucian (of which this Apostle was none of

the meanest) is an order, etc. 18x9 Coleridge Lit. Re?n.

III. 71 The progress of the Christolatry from the lowest

sort of Christodulia. 1880 Swinburne Study Shaks. 213

The whole Thebaid of Christomaniacs rolled into one.

Christological (krist^V'dgikal), a. [f. Chris-

tology + -ic + -al.] Pertaining to Christology.

1847 BucHtr. Hagenbach's Hist. Doctr. I. 61 Investigations

of a theological and Christological nature. 1882-3 Schaff
Relig. Encycl. III. 1772 The Epistles of the imprisonment
have been aptly called ' the Christological Epistles.'

Christologist (krist^lodgist). [f. as prec. +
-ist.] One who treats of Christology ; one who
holds a (special) doctrine about Christ.

1855 W. H. Mill Applic. Panth. Princ. (1861) 36 When
arguing the principle. .with Christologists such as these.

1882-3 Schaff Relig. Encycl. I. 466 Nearly all Christo-

logists admit now the genuine growth and development
of Christ's humanity.

Christologize (kristp'tod^aiz), v. rare~ x
. [f.

as prec. + -IZEJ trans. To make Christological.

1886 Prof. E. C. Smyth in Homil. Rev. Apr. 288 A Christo-

logizing of Eschatology.

Christology (kristp-lodgi). [f. Gr. XpiGTos

Christ + -Xrryta discourse : see -logy.] That
part of theology which relates to Christ ; a doctrine

or theory concerning Christ.

1673 Oley Pre/, to Jackson's Wks. I. 27 In that part of
divinity which I make so bold to call Christology. 1675 Bur-
thogge Causa Dei 408 Hear Hierocles concerning Natural
Theologie, and perhaps Christologte. 1825 Thirlwall tr.

Schleiermacher's Crit. Ess. 11. 1838 j. A. Stephenson
(title) Christology of the Old and New Testaments. 1875
I-JghtFOOt Comm. Col. <y Philem. Introd. in The Christ-

Vol. II.

ology of Cerinthus deserves attention. .Cerinthus held, .that

Jesus was only the son of Joseph and Mary.

Christon, obs. form of Christen v.

ChristOphany (kristfrfani). [f. Gr. Xpiar6s +

-(pavia or -<pav€ia appearance.] An appearance or

manifestation of Christ.

1846 Geo. Eliot tr. Strauss' Li/e Jesus III. 337 The order

in which he enumerates his Christophanies . . appears to be

the order of time. 1874 E. D. Smith tr. Oehler's O. T. Theol.

1. 180 Christophanies go on for some time after the ascension

of our Lord. 1886 Farrar Hist. Interp. 173 In every Old
Testament Theophany he sees a certain Christophany.

Christopher (kri-st^faj). [ad. (ult.) Gr.Xpio-To-

<p6po$ Christ-bearing, which became a Christian

proper name.]

fl. A figure of St. Christopher. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 115 A cristofre on his brest of silver

shene. 1488 WUlqfScotte (Somerset Ho.) a Tabulet of goold

with a cristofre. [t3$$ J . Savhdf.rs Cabinet Pict. Eng. Li/e,

Chancer 85 St. Christopher, as the patron of field sports,

and as presiding also over the state of the weather, was of

course pre-eminently the forester's guardian saint.]

t 2. A bearer, as St. Christopher was of Christ.

Obs.
a 1563 Bale Sel. Whs. (1849) Such Christophers of the

devil.

3. Herb Christopher : a book-name of the Bane-

berry {Aetata spicata) ; also formerly of the Flower-

ing Fern {Osmunda regalis); and the Klea-bane

{Pulicaria dysenterica). Stinking Christopher :

a book-name for Scrophularia aquatica and nodosa.

1578 LyTK Dodocns m. lxi. 402 We may cal it. .in English

Osmonde the Waterman, Waterferne, and Saint Christo-

phers herbe. 1633 T. Johnson Gerard's Herbal 483 (Britt.

and Holl.), In Cheape side the herbe-women call it [Puli-

caria dysenterica] Herbe Christopher. 1866 Treas. Bot.

16 Actxa spicata.. is sometimes called Herb Christopher.

1879 Prior Brit. Plant-n.

Christophite (kri*st#foit). Min. [a. Ger. chris-

top/lit (Breithaupt), named 1S62 from the St.

Christoph mine in Saxony, where found.] A va-

riety of blende, containing much iron.

1868 Dana Min. (18801 48 The. .christophite of Breithaupt.

a brilliant-black blende from St. Christophe mine.

t Christ-tide. Obs. Also 6 Christyde, 6-7

-tide, 7 -tid. [f. Christ + Tide sb.] Christmas.

1589 R. Harvev PI. Perc. (1860) 36 I haue such hast of

my worke against Christide. c 1630 Risdon Sun'. Devon
§342(1810)352 From September until Christide. 1641 W.
CartWright Ordinary rv. v, Let Christ-tide be thy fast,

And Lent thy good repast. 1656 N. Riding Q. Sess. Rec.

V. 220 The Sessions next after Christyde next.

Christward (krai'Stw^id), a. and adv. rare.

[f. Christ + -ward.] Towards Christ.

1645 W. Jf.nkyn Serm. 4 Their affections are . . ebbing
heaven-ward, Christ-ward. 1886 Spurgeon Treas. Dav.
(Ps.) cxxxviii. 2 The Christward position. 1888 Advance
(Chicago) 2 Aug., Young churches . . growing both Christ-

ward and manward.

Christy (kri-sti). In Christy's or Christy
Minstrels, sometimes shortly Christys. The
name of a troupe of minstrels imitating negroes,

originated by one George Christy of New York
;

afterwards in popular use extended to any similar

company with blackened faces, who sing negro

melodies accompanied by the banjo and bones,

and interspersed with droll jokes.

Hence Christy minstrelsy.
1873 Miss Broughton Nancy III. 191 What are they?..

Who are they? Are they Christy Minstrels? 1875R1JSKIN
Ears Clav. VI. 12 You have all made Artificial Blacks of

yourselves, and unmelodious Christys. 1876 Hallberger's

Illust. Mag. 664 (Hoppe) Christy minstrelsy . .a rather un-

classical but popular species of concert in America.

ChrO'ttiaphore. Biol. [In F. ehromophore.'}

A variant of Chromatophore.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Chromascope (kr<?u'maisk0«p). Optics, [irreg.

f. Gr. xfwf**1 colour + -crtcoiros observer.] 1 An in-

strument invented by Ludicke for the determina-

tion of the refractive index of coloured rays of

light* (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

(See Gilbert's Annaten XXXVI. 1810.)

Chromate (kr^-m^t). Chrom. [(. Chrom-
ium or Chrom-ic + -ate*.] A salt of chromic

acid ; e. g. chromate of lead, Pb Cr O, , much used

as a yellow pigment.
The chromates containing one equivalent of the acid, are

called neutral, normal, ?nono-, or meta-chromates. Chrom-
ates with two equivalents of the acid are called acid, bi-,

or di-chromates ; there are also hyperacid chromates or

tri'chromates

.

18x9 Children Ess. Chem. Anal. 200 The chromate, the

only one of these salts that is coloured, is yellow. 1840
Henry Elem. Chem, II. 121 Chromate of lead is found
native in fine orange-coloured prisms. 1871 Tyndall Eragm.
Sc. (ed. 6) I. iv. 103 A solution of the yellow chromate of

potash. 187a Watts Diet. Cltem. I. 938 Hyperacid chrom-
ate or Trichromate of Potassium.

Chromatic (kromartik), a. (and sb.) Also 7

eromatick, 7-8 chromatique. [ad. L. chromatic-

us or Gr. xpojparLK-6% (chiefly in the musical

sense), f. xp&na colour. Cf. ¥. efrromatiqHe^

A. adj. I. Pertaining to colour.

\K Of or belonging to colour or colours ; con-

sisting of or produced by colour. (Chiefly a scien-

tific technical term.)
1841-44 Emerson Ess. Nom. $ Realist Wits. (Bohn) I. 251,

I read for the lustres, as if one should use a fine picture in

a chromatic experiment, for its rich colours. 1862 Tyndall
Mountaineer, xii, 97 The chromatic splendours of our
atmosphere. 1869 Naphevs Phys. Li/e Woman iv. {1878)

322 Chromatic memory, or the memory of colors. 1870 H.
Macmillan Bible Teach, vii. 149 Though green is the pre-
vailing hue . . yet the whole chromatic scale may be seen
illustrated in the foliage of plants.

b. Chromatic aberration : the non-convergence
of the different coloured constituents of white
light to one focus, when refracted through a lens

(see Aberration 6) ; also called chromatic dispe?--

sion. Chromatic/unction: see quot. 1879. Chrom-
atic printing: printing from blocks or types inked
with various colours.

1831 Brewster Optics ix. § 66. 80 The extreme red rays.

.

will be found to have their focus in R . . the extreme violet

rays, .will be refracted to a focus V much nearer the lens.

.

The distance VR is called the chromatic aberration. 1837
Goring & Pritchard Microgr. 177 The second defect,

chromatic dispersion, arising from the unequal refrangibility

of the light. 1879 tr Semper s Anim. Li/e 91 Pouchet
applied the term chromatic function to that adaptation of
colour to the surroundings of the creature which is indi-

rectly the result of sight. 1881 Carpenter Microscope i.

13 The Chromatic error is scarcely perceptible.

fi. Full of colour, brightly or highly coloured.
1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 23 Dec, Magnificently varied

tints, now dazzlingly chromatic, now mellow. 1876 J.Ellis
Caesar in EJeypt 30 Along the floor, Chromatic, tesselatc

with marbles rare. 1880 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxxi. 6 The
cover still retains its rich chromatic character.

f3. App. transl. Gr. xpcopiariKo^, ' in Rhetoric,

florid, elaborate, artificial' (Liddell & Scott).

1652 Ukqi;hart Jewel Wks. (1834! 292 Figurative expres-

sions, whether, .paradiastolary, antipophoretick, cromatick,

or any other way of figuring a speech by opposition.

4. See quot. [cf. Isidore x. 45 Chromaticus,

quia 71011 confunditur, ncc eolorem mtitati]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Chromatid- (chromaticus) that

never blushetb, whose colour never changeth. 1678 in Phil-

Lips. 1721 in Bailey.

II. Music.

-^5. a. The name given to one of the three kinds

of tetrachords in Greek music, the others being

the diatonic and the enharmonic, b. In modern
music : Pertaining to or including notes which do
not belong to the diatonic scale; admitting notes

which are marked with accidentals, and are not

normal to the scale of the passage where they

occur, but which do not cause modulation.
Chromatic scale : a scale which proceeds by semitones.

Chromatic semitone : the interval between a note and the

same note flattened or sharpened; e.g. A

—

Aft, Bh— B.

[1597 Morley Introd. Mus. Annot., Practicall Musicke.

.

is of three kindes : Diatouicuju, Chromaticum, and Enhar-
mcnicum. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 682 Agathon..
first brought up the Chromaticke musicke. — Gloss., Chrom-
aticke Musicke, was soft, delicate and effeminate, ful of
descant, fained voices and quavering, as some are ofopinion.

? 1630 Milton At Solemn Musick MS. reading (T.), Those
harsh chromatick jars Of sin that all our musick mars. 1674
Playford Skill Mus. in. 35 The second Note . . made flat

by the cromatick flat sign. 1680 Butler Rem. (17591 I. 180

His wild Irish and chromatic Tones. 1693 Siiadwell
Volunteers m. (1720) IV. 440 Ah, that's fine, that's chrom-
atick : I love chromatick musick mightily. 1694 Phil.

Trans. XVIII. 72 A Ring of Bells tuned to Chromatick
Intervals. 1742 Pope Dune. rv. 55 Chromatic tortures soon
shall drive them hence, a 1789 Burney Hist. Mus. (ed. 2)

I. i. 25 The regular chromatic scale consisted of semitones

and minor thirds. 1845 E. Holmes Mozart 116 The
' Crucifixus '

. . often displays chromatic harmony, wrought
up to the highest pitch of the awful and sublime. 1881

Macfarken Counterp. iii. 5 A scale is chromatic when the

seven diatonic notes are interspersed with the five inflected

notes.

b. trans/, of persons, etc.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 29 p 13 Musick is not design'd

to please only Chromatick Ears, but all that are capable of

distinguishing harsh from disagreeable Notes. 1774 Foote
in Westm. Mag. II. 376 From squeaking Monarchs and
Chromatic Queens. .1 come.

B. quasi-j/'.

f 1. Painting. The art of colouring. Obs.

1695 Dryden tr. Du/resnoy(J.\ The third part of painting,

which is called the chromatick or colouring. 1761 Brit.

Mag. II. 541 Zeuxis. .excelled all his cotemporaries in the

chromatique, or art of colouring.

2. Chromatics. The science of colour.

^

C1790 Imison Sch. Art 1. 199 Optics .. consist of three

parts, viz. Catoptrics, Dioptrics, and Chromatics. 1870 H.

Macmillan Bible Teach, i. 17 Sidereal chromatics have

become a distinct branch of study. 1881 Kno>zvledge No. 5.

98 A statement . . with respect to . . the solar spectrum .

.

set forth in other similar works upon chromatics.

3. pi. Chromatic notes, harmonies, etc.

1708 Kersey, Chromaticks, a pleasant and delightful sort

of Musick. 1794 J. Wolcott(P. Pindar) Wks. III. 236 The
ear with harsh chromatics must be teas'd, Grown much
too fashionable tobepleas'd. 1833 Athenxum 16 Nov. 762,

I play the flute—she needs not my chromatics.

t Ch.roma*tical(
a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +

-al.] = prec. adj.

1603 Holland Plutarch 486 (R.) Why among sundry

kinds of musick, that which is called chromatical delighteth,

enlargeth, and joyeth the heart, whereas the harmonical
contractelh and draweth it in.

50



CHROMATICALLY.

Chromatically (knrma: tikali), cuh>. [f. prec.

+ -l.v.] In * chromatic manner.

1787 Wolcoit (P. Pindar) Ode upon Ode Wks 1794 1. 401

Most solemn, most chromatically wise ! 18^4 J.

in On'j Circ. Sc. Chem. 81 The central spot is chromatically

illuminated 1863 Possibil. Creation 109 The frontiers of

a yellow kingdom on a mapare never chromatically invaded

or overshadowed hy the splendours of the neighbouring

blue empire. _

Chroma-ticism. U- Chromatic +

-ism 1 A chromatic expression, modulation, etc.

1879 C. H. Parky in Grove Diet. Mus. L 673/2 Secular

•3c had long displayed very free use of chromaticisms

similar to the modern style of writing.

Chromati-genous, a., var. form of Chroma-

T0OENOUS i860 in Mavne Expos. Lex.

Chromatin (kro»'matin). Biol. [f. Or. xfir™,

Xpa/MT- colour + -in.] Tissue which can be stained

by colouring matter when immersed in it.

1882 Gilburt in 7ml. Qurk. CI. Ser. II. No. I. 32 It is

proposed to call the denser element which eagerly takes the

colour 'Chromatin,' and the one which refuses it Achro-

matin.' 188a Vines Sachs' Bot. I. App. 946 He is of opinion

that the equatorial plate consists of chromatin and the re-t

of the spindle of achromatin.

Chromatism (krJ»matiz'm). 1 Obs. [ad. Gr.

Xpaj^aTiff/ios a colouring, dyeing, f. \lMl
iaT ^(lv

to colour. Cf. F. chromatisme.~\

1. Natural colouring.

1711 Bailey, Chromatism, the natural Colour and 1 inc.

lure of any thing. I73« - »• Chromatism .wuh Physi-

cians) the natural tincture or colour of the blood, spittle

urine, etc. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex

.

2. Optics. Chromatic dispersion or aberration.

1854 J. Hogg Microsc. I. ii. (1867) 44 The corrections of

chromatism. 1876 Lockyer Stargazing 123 The chromat-

ism in one lens shall be corrected by the other.

3. at Chromism.
In mod. Diets.

Chromato- (krjo-mato), Wore a vowel chro-

mat-. Combining form of Gr. xf^^ colour, as

in Chromato-cracy, nonceiud., a ruling class of

a particular colour, e.g. of white men. Chro-

mato genous a. Path., generating or producing

colour. Chro matome tablepsy [Gr. utrapXt-

mw to change one's point of view ; cf. Ablepsy],

erroneous perception of colours, colour-blindness.

Chro matopseu dopsy [Gr. ^(v5-ijj + -o^m see-

ing], = Prec. Chromatopsy [Gr. -01^10 seeing],

coloured or chromatic vision. Chro matopto .

metry [see Optometer and -metrv], ' testing the

sensibility of the eye for colours' Syd. Soc. Lex.].

(See also following words.)

1852 Maurice in Life (1884' II. iii. 131 > "HI come in

illegitimately as a Plutocracy or a Chromatocracy. i860 111

Mayne Expos. Lex., Chromatogenms . . applied to the

functions of the derma. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. Chromato-

renous diseases, diseases accompanied by discolorations of

the skin. 1849-5* Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1452/2 Jiingken

employs indifferently the denominations of a chromatopsy,

chromatopseudopsy, and chromatometablepsy. IHd. IV.

1460/2 We could never discover in them any trace of chroma-

topseudopsy. 1879 P. Smith Glaucoma 76 To ascertain

whether the chromatopsy might be due to an inequality 111

the size of the pupils. , .
Chro'matograph, v. nonce-tvd. [f. Chro-

mato-, after photograph.] trans. To represent in

colours. ....
i860 O. W. Holmes Prof. Breakf.-t. vm, Having been

photographed, and stcreographed, and chromatographed,

or done in colors. .',._„ re
Chromatography kn-umat/vgrafi). [f.

Chromato- + -gkaphv.] Description of colours.

1731 Bailey II, Chromatography, a treatise of colours ;

also the art of painting in colours. 1835 G. Field (title).

Chromatography ; or a Treatise on Colours and Pigments,

and their powers in Painting.

Chromatology fkr^unltj'lottjp). [f. CHmo
mato- + -logy.] The science of colours ; the

scientific investigation of colouring matters by

spectrum analysis, and other modes of research.

1846 in Worcester. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. Compar-

ative Chromatology. the relationship between colouring

matters as exhibited by the spectroscope.

Chromatometer (kroumatirmrt.-u). [f. Chro-

mato- + -meter.] A measure or scale of colours.

1835 Henslow Otter, ft Phys. Bot. 200 These may lie

arranged in a diagram termed a Chromatometer. 1858

Whewell Hist. Sc. Ideas I. 341 (L.) And thus, .the prism-

atic spectrum of sunlight became, for certain purposes, an

exact chromatometer.
,

Chromatophore krf«Tn*W»»i). Jhysiol.

Also -phor. [f. Chromato- + Gr. -d>opos bearing,

bearer.] A pigment-cell, possessing contractile

processes, contained in the skin of many animals.

Esp. applied to those of the Cephalopoda, which

by their contraction and change of shape cause a

change of colour in the skin.

1864 Webster cites Dana. 1870 Rolieston Anim. Life

Introd. 89 [In Cephalopoda], The tegumentary system is

distinguished . . by the presence of chromatophores. 1873

Mivart Elem. Anat. xii. 488 We may find (e.g. in the

Chameleon) cutaneous structures termed chromatophores,

which are little sacs containing pigment of various colours

and each with an aperture, which when open allows the

colour to appear. 1881 Mivart in Nature No. 615. 336 In

trout which are kept alive in dark places, the black chroma-

tophores are expanded, and consequently such specimen^

are very dark-coloured.

Hence Chrornatophorous a., bearing chromato

phores.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Chromatoscopy. ' The examination of the

colour of txxlies ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Chromatosphere (kroumat&n-j). Astron.

[f. Chromato- + Sphere.] - Chromosphere.

1871 Proct6r Lights, . 97 The objectionable word chromo-

sphere (for chromatosphere) should be replaced by BW*
1870 Prof. Young in H. Warren Rccr. Astron. v. 87 With

some bright streamers low down near the chromato-

sphere.

Hence Chromatospheric a.

1871 Prof. Young in Proctor Orbs around us 309 Chro-

matospheric matter ired hydrogen in this case).

Chromatrope fjaij*™to»n>). ['"eg. £ Gr-

Xpi/id colour + -rpoTT-oj turning.] A magic-lantern

slide consisting of two superposed circular glasses,

brilliantly coloured, one of which is made to rotate

in front of the other.
.

i860 in Maynf. Expos. Lex. c 1865 J. Wylde in Cirr

Sc. I, 64/2 Chromotropes are . . two pictures so arranged

that they may revolve over each other on a common centre.

1874 tr. Lommel's Light 98 Phantasmagoric representation,

dissolving views, chromatropes. 1876 B. W. Clark Life in

Japan 175 After various well-known scenes .
.
interspersed

with curious revolving chromatropes.

Chromatroposcope. V- as prec. + Gr.

uKoir-os observer.] See quot.)

1881 Nature XXIV. 120 The observer looks steadily at

the central point of a disk having apertures, beyond which

coloured surfaces are placed. By degrees the sensation of

colour is extinguished. On suddenly putting white surfaces

in place of the coloured, the complementary colours come

out with great brightness, and purity. The instrument is

named a chromatroposcope.

Chromatype : see Chromotype.

Chrome (kr»«m). Chem. [a. F. chrome, f.

Gr. XW"1 colour; so called by Vauquelin, 1797,

from the brilliant colours of its compounds.]

1. The name originally given to the metal

Chromium.
,800 Med. 7ml III. 173 Clt Vauquelin on a new

metallic acid which he discovered in the red lead of Siberia

it had the property of changing all its saline or earthy

combinations to a red or orange colour. This property,

and that of producing variegated and lieautiful colours when

combined with metals, induced him to give it the name of

chrtime. 1808 Henry Epit. Chem. led. 5) 260 1 rie emerald

derives its colour from the oxide of chrome ; and the ruby

from the acid. 183a 0. Porter Porcelain t, lit. 277 The

protoxide of chromium may be used for producing a green

colour in glass .. Chrome is the natural colouring matter of

the precious emerald. 1837 J. Mai cullocii Proofs Attrtb.

GWIII xlv. 182 The existence ofChrome was unsuspected.

1871 BiUmno StdUl I W. xxxi. 385 Chrome, like cobalt,

is used chiefly as a pigment.

2. Applied to the yellow pigment and colour

obtained from chromate of lead ; as orange fh ome,

lemon chrome.

3. attrib. and Comb., as chrome alum, a double

sulphate of chromium and an alkali-metal, iso-

morphous with common alum ; chrome colour,

a colour prepared from a salt of chromium

;

chrome green, [a.) the sesqnioxide of chromium

(Cr,O s \ much used as a pigment ; also (b.) ap-

plied to a pigment made by mixing chrome yel-

low w ith Prussian blue ; chrome iron ore (also

called chrome iron-stone, chrome iron, chrome ore,

chromate of iron, chromitc . the most abundant

ore of chromium, consisting chiefly of chromic

oxide (Cr, O, and ferrous oxide (Fed* ; ohrome

ochre, an argillaceous mineral containing chromic

oxide (Cr, 0 3 ) ; chrome orange, ohrome red,

pigments prepared from the dilwisic chromate of

lcad(2PbO, CrOj) ; ohrome yellow, the neutral

chromate of lead iPbCrO,), used as a yellow

pigment ; also attrib.

1879 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 934 With Prussian blue it

[chrome-yellow] forms a green mixture, called •chrome-

green, or green cinnabar. IHd. I. 949 Chromic oxide.

.

forming one of the most permanent greens, called chrome-

green 1869 Roscok Elem. C hem. 245 The chief ore is

•chrome Ironstone, a compound isomorphous with Magnetic

Oxide of Iron. 180S Jameson Min. II. 523 •Chrome ochre.

1819 fffarifar Mag. V. 718 A new and beautiful yellow

pigment called 'chrome yellow or chromate of lead. 1859

Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 562/2 The chrome-yellow colour of

the walls.

Chromic (taftHnBt), a. Chem. [f. Chrome +

-ic. Cf. F. chivmigue.] Of or belonging to

chromium ;
containing chromium in chemical

combination. Applied in Chem. to compounds

in which chromium combines as a triad, as chromic

iron = chrome iron ore; chromic chloride Cx, CI,;

chromic oxide Cr a 0 3 ; chromic acid or chromic

anhydride Cr0 3 .

1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 389 The chromic acid has

an orange-red colour, with a pungent and metallic taste.

1844 I)ana Mill. 445 Chromic iron occurs only in serpentine

rocks. 1869 Roscox Ehiu. Chem. 246 Chromium DieUondc,

is obtained by passing hydrogen over heated chromic

CHROMO.

chloride. 187$ tr. Vogel's Chem. Light xiv. 213 The photo-

chemistry of chromic combinations.

Chromiferous kromi fcrss), a. [f. Chrom-

ium + -feuoun.] Yielding chromium.

1881 Nature XXIV. 24 Two chromiferous minerals.

Chromism (kr<J"-miz'm). Bot. [f. G*r. xP^ a

colour 4 -ism. Cf. F. chromisme] Abnormal

excess of coloration in plants.

1881 in Syd. Soc. Ltx.

Chromite kr<- "mait). Chem. and Mm. [f.

Chrome or Chrom-idm + -ite.]

a. Chem. A compound of sesquioxide of chrom-

ium (Cr,0,) with the protoxide of another metal.

Hence b. A/in. Name for chrome iron ore (see

Chrome 3). _ _ ,

1840 Henry Elem. Chem. II. 61 Dr. Thomson is disposed

to consider it as a bichromite of iron. lhd. 11. 64 It

appears to I* doubtful whether any compounds exist

that can properly be called chromites. 1850 Dana Mm.
4,5 Chromite. 1879 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 950 Chromic

oxide unites with protoxides, forming compounds of the

form M"O.Cr.,Os
or M"Cr..O., which may be called

chromites. The best known of these compounds is

chrome-iron ore, in which, however, part of the chrom-

ium is usually replaced by aluminium and sometimes by

iron. • • 1

Chromium (kro»mL5m). Chem. [Latinized

form of the French name chrome, on the ordinary

type of names of metals in -km.] A metallic

element, symbol Cr, not occurring in the free

state, discovered by Vauquelin in 1797. It is

remarkable for the brilliant colours, red, yellow,

or green, of its compounds.
1807 T. Thomson Chem. led. 3) II. 251 The metal called

chromium. 181a Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 4631

Chromium

is a white brittle metal, requiring an intense heat for its

fusion 1870 Proctor Other Worlds ii 42 Besides sodmm,

the sun's atmosphere contains the vapours of iron, calcium,

magnesium, chromium, and other metals.

,i?/;77'. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 187 Chromium tn-

oxide.

Chromo- krJ"-irw).

L Chem. Combining form of Chromium, as in

chromo-carbon, -chloride, -cyanotyfe, -glucose, etc.

1845 1 car Blc. of Facts 234 To distinguish it from the

cvanotype process of Sir John Herschell. .Mr Hunt pro-

posed to call it Chromo-cyanotype. 1864 Reader 26 Mar.

201/3 The chromo-carbon prints were transferred to zinc.

1875 tr Vogel's Chem. Light xv. 261 If a pigment impres-

sion—that is a chromo-glucose-picture— is produced on glass

1870 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 955 Tartrate of chromium and

hydrogen, or chromo-tartaric acid. „
2. Shortened form of Chromato- [f. Gr. x^r™,

Xpuiiiarot colour, cf. Gr. ax/w/ios, •oAux/*"/"'* "
uXP<W<aTos, iroAuxpu'r'aTos.etc.] , asin Chro moblast

[Gr. exaaris sprout, germ], ' a variety ofconnective

tissue corpuscles found under the skin and in the

parenchyma of Batrachia, Mollnsca, Annelida,

and some fishes. It possesses ramified processes,

and contains a black pigment' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Chromometer [see -meter. Cf. Chromato-

meter], an instrument for determining by means

of colour the presence of minerals in ores.

Chro mophane [Gr. -<pav^ appearing, showing],

' a generic term applied to the different colouring

matters of the inner segments of the cones of the

retina of animals where they are held in solution

by a fat ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Chro mophore [Gr.

-dwp-os bearing, bearer], see quot. and cf. Chrom-

OMV. Chromophoto graphy, a name for the

production of photographs of objects in theirnatural

colours. Chromopho tolithograph, a photolitho-

graph produced in colours. Chro mophyU, Bot.

[Gr. ifvKKvv leaf, after chlorophyll^, the colour-

ing principles of plants other than chlorophyll.

Chromoptometer. [Cf. Chromatoptometry],

•an instrument for determining the sharpness of

the colour sense in man ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.). Hence

Chromoptome trical a.

1876 S. Kens. Museum fatal. No. 3720 Weber s Photo

and Chromometer. 1879 Athenxnm s Apr. 444/* A'i instru-

ment which he has designed for making accurate determin-

ations of the presence of certain minerals in ores, to whicn

he has given the name of a ' chromometer . i88j Landois

& Sterling Human Phys. II. 9*3 I" 'he cones 4ire the

pigmented oil globules, the so-called ' chromophanes . 1879

Watts Did. Chem. VIII. I. 696 The body whose presence,

in conjunction with a salt-forming group, determines the

possession of tinctorial power, may be conveniently called

kchromophore. 1881 American III. 263 A successful

chromophotolilhograph of the old vellum drawing. 188.

h ademy 4 Feb. 77 The chlorophyll . .
is fading before

Iho^otUpigmems which Mr. Wallace calls coHect.vely

chroniophyl! 187* -J- kerns. Museum Catal. No. 372.

Weber's Chromoptometrical Tables.

Chromo (knTu mu). Colloquial shortening ef

CmtoMoi.iTHor.R.u'ii. (In use shortly after 1850I

Also in comb.
.

1868 Daily Neius 27 Nov., The six chromo-facsinulcs of

my water-colour paintings are now lying before me. 1874

Leslie's lllust. Nnvspr. 10 Oct. 79 (Hoppe', Selling our

new maps, pictures, chromos. 1875 Printing Pirncs 15

Ian
' Louis Prang', Mr. Prang [born 1827] was the first to

appiy. .the designation of 'chromos', being an abbreviation

of ' chroniolithogiaphs'.
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Chromogen Qsxffvmffligea). [f. Chuomo 2 +
-gen.] (See quots.)

1858 Thudichum Urine 328 The chromogen of indigo-

ferous plants is a peculiar colourless substance. 1879 Watts
Diet. Chem. VIII. 1. 696 The compound which requires

only the presence of a salt-forming group to convert it into

a dye-stuff may be called a chromogen (thus NOa is the
chromophore of nitraniline and nitrophenol, and nitroben-

zene is their chromogen'. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Chromogen
a former term for a supposed vegetable colouring matter
which is acted upon by acids and alkalis in producing red.

yellow, or green tints.

Hence Chromog-enic a.

Chromograph (kr<?u-mtygraf ). [f. Chromo- 2

+ -GRAPH.]

+ 1. A picture in colour ; ?a chromolithograph.
1864 Realm 15 June 6 Mr. Day. .is about to reproduce the

drawings in full size chromograph.

2. An apparatus for multiplying copies of written

matter, in which aniline dye is used instead ofink.'
The writing is transferred to the surface of a gelatinous

substance, whence many copies can be taken on paper by
pressure, without further application of the pigment.
1880 lVhitakcr*s Almanack 330/2 Under the head of the

'chromograph' there has been introduced a very simple
and convenient apparatus for reproducing manuscripts,

plans, etc.

Hence Chro'mograph v., to copy by means of

the chromograph.
Mod. The Examination papers will be chromographed

from the examiner's copy.

Chro-molith. Short for Chromolithograph.
[So F. chromolithe.]
1884 E. E. Hale Fortunes of Racltel iv. 37 A chromolith

of the mosque at Delhi.

Hence Chromoli'thic a.

1844 Proc. Soc. Antiq. I. 22 (D.) An impression of a
drawing on stone, printed at Paris in colours, by the process
termed Chromolithic. 1879 H. Warren Recr. Astron. iii.

50 The subject becomes clearer by a study of the chromo-
lithic plate.

Chromolithograph {krd^mo\v\ogxai)
} sb.

[f. Chromo- i + Lithograph.] A picture printed

in colours from stone. Also attrib.

x86o Sat, Rev. IX. 438/2 In future all the Chromo-litho-
graphs will be executed in Germany. 1869 Roscoe Elem.
Chem. 286 The general appearance of the solar spectrum .

.

is seen by reference to the chromolithograph plate. 1870
Eng. Meek. 7 Jan. 404/3 In 1850 Messrs. Hanharts produced
their first chromo-lithograph. 1875 tr. Vogel's Chem. Light
xv. 249 If it is wished to make a chromo-lithograph of a
painted picture, not only one stone, but a separate stone

for almost every colour must be prepared.

So Chromolithograph v. trans., to print in

colours from stone ; Chromolithographer
;

Chroiuolithographic a.

1845 Art Jml. Mar. 67 Chroino-Iithographic illustra-

tions. 1850 Ibid. Aug. 262 These prints are executed . . in

chromo-lithographic colouring, invented by Professor Zahn
in 1818, and practically applied since 1827. 1862 Thornbl:ry
Turner I. 341 It [the Temeraire] has also been chromo-Utho-
graphed. 1883 Athcnxum 24 Nov. 674/2 A highly finished

coloured plate . . drawn from nature . . and chromo-litho-

graphed.

Chromolithography (kr^mfljlijy-grafi).

[mod. f. Chromo- 2 + Lithography. (Named
chronio-lithographie by M. Godefroi Engelmann
of Mulhausen in 1837.)] The art of printing in

colours from stone.

1839 A rt Jml. July 98 Printing successively, from several

stones, the different hues requisite to produce a coloured
impression; this is called chromalithography. 1845 Ibid,

Mar. 67 The example of chromo-lithography which accom-
panies the article. 1868 Daily News 27 Nov., Arrange-
ments . . for the multiplication of a number of his pictures

by chromolithography.

Chromolrthotint. ran. The colouring or

tinting of a chromolithograph.
1881 Ruskin Love's Mcinie I, iii. 91 The lithographs by

Dressier, superb, but the colouring ichromo-lithotint) poor.

Chromophane, -phyll, etc. : see Chromo- 2.

Chromosphere (kr^*m£tsfi**)* Astron. [f.

Chromo- 2 + Sphere.
The form of this word has been objected to in favour of

chromato&phere. But although the latter shows the usual
Greek type of compounds from sbs. in -/x<*, •pa-T-, the short-

ened form was also used : see e. g. the compounds in o-Trepjuio-

for <77rep/xaTo-, also those in v6po- not uSaTO-.]

The red gaseous envelope round the sun, outside

the photosphere.
Stellar chromosphere: the gaseous envelope supposed to

exist round a star.

1868(19 Nov.) LockyeR in Phil. Trans, CLIX. 430 The
continuity of this envelope, which I propose to name the
Chromosphere, a name suggested by Dr. Sharpey. 1869
Roscoe Elem. Chem. 288 Hydrogen is found, .surrounding
the luminous portions of the sun's body as a zone of incan-
descent gas, termed the solar chromosphere. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. xxL 367 Above the luminous photosphere is an-
other envelope known as the chromosphere. 1879 Newcomb
& Holden Astron. 304 The chromosphere or sierra.

Chromospheric (kr^m^sfe'Tik), a. [f. prec.

+ -10,1 Of or pertaining to the chromosphere.
1869(14 Apr.) Lockyek in Proc. R. S. XVII. 416 Stars .

.

may. .have their chromospheric light radiated from beyond
the limb. 1871 tr. Schellen's Spectr. Anal. App. 439 Cata-
logue of chromospheric lines. 1878 Newcomb Pop. Astron.
III. ii. 278 Hydrogen and other chromospheric gases.

Chromotype (kr#rm4toip). Also chroma-
type. Phoiogr. [f. Chromo- i + tu7tos type.] A

process for obtaining photographs by means of

paper sensitized by a salt of chromium ; a picture

produced by this process. Also attrib.

1843 R. Hunt (at Meeting of Brit. Assoc.) in I 'ear Bk. 0/
Facts (1845) 234 The chromatype process. 1853 — Man.
Plwtogr. 72 Under the general term of the Chromatype, I

would propose to include all those processes which involve

the use of any of the salts of chromium. 1854 J. Scokfern
in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 85 Other processes . . described
under the names of. .Chromotype, Chrysotype, Cyanotype.

Chromotypography, Chromotypy, printing

in colours.

1851 Repts. of furies, Gt. Exhib. 403 Chromolypy, or
printing in colours. Ibid. 688 M. G. Silbermann, of Stras-

burg, for his Chromo-typography.

ChrOIXlOUS (kr^ii-mos ), a. Chem. [f. Chbomk
+ -ous.] Of or pertaining to chromium : applied

to compounds in which it combines as a dyad.
1840 Henry Elem. Chem. II. 63 Deutoxide (Chromous

acid). 1873 Williamson Chem. § 187 Chromous oxide is

analogous in its salts to ferrous oxide. Ibid. § 189 Chromous
chloride CrCIj.

Chromoxylography kr^mtfizaiVgrafO. [f.

Chkomo- 2 + xylography.] Printing in colours

from wooden blocks.

1887 Q. R. Jan. 108 Chromo-xylography, effected by a
series of blocks printed in succession, was derived from
China. 1887 Athcnxum 26 Feb. 294/1 Chromo-xylography
—in which the Japanese altogether surpass us to this day.

So Chromoxylograph, a picture in colours from
wooden blocks.

1868 Hartwig {title) The Tropical World . . with 8 Chromo-
xylographs and 172 Woodcuts.

•i Chro'mule. Obs. [f. Or. xw*-a colour +
vkrj matter.] =ChE0M0PHYLL.

x835 LiNDLEV Introd. Pot. (1848) I. 131 Chronmle, which
is the fluid colouring matter of plants. 1870 Bkntley Hot. 2%.

Chromy kr<?u-mi),«. [f.CHROME + -Y.] Abound-
ing in, mixed or tinged with, chrome.
1883 Harper s Mag. Mar. 538/1 Rugs with chromy land-

scapes.

Chronal (krJ'i'nal), a. rare [mod. f. Gr.xp6v~os

time + -al.] Of or relating to time.

1875 Eng. Surnames 11, 23 We.. have said little or much,
as each subject demanded, uj)on surnames, geographical,
topographical . . chronal . . and historical. 1888 I. inn. Soc.

Jml. XX. 227 Chronal Segregation is Segregation arising

from the relations in which the organism stands to times
and seasons.

Chron-a'nagram. [ad. mod.],, chron-ana-

gramtna: see Anagbam, and Chkonoguam.] An
anagramof achronogram, expressing thesame date.

16x3 (title) Anagrammata et Chron-anagrammata Regia,
nunc primum in hac forma in lucem emissa. . Londini. Ex-
cudebat GuHelmus Stansby. i88i J. Hilton Chronogr. I.

14 The next is a chron-anagram on the death of Prince
Henry Frederick, son of James I, each making the amount
of the date of his death— 1612, his age— 18, the day of No-
vember— 6, and the hour—6, total 1642.

Chrone, obs. form of Crone.

Chronic (kr^-nik), a. Also 7 chronique, 7-8

chronick(e. [a. F. chronique ad. L. chronicus, a.

Gr. xP0VlK-Q$) of or concerning time, f. xp^0* time ;

see also -ic. In late L., chronicus was extended by
the physicians to qualify diseases (sense 2), for

which the Gr. word was xp^toy. Caelius Aureli-

anus wrote a work De Morbis acutis et chronids.~\

+ 1. Of or relating to time
;
chronological. Obs.

1605 Brow;hton Corruption Rclig. 26 There was no
Chronique observation in record before Eratosthenes, .com-
piled one.

2. Of diseases, etc. : Lasting a long time, long-

continued, lingering, inveterate ; opposed to acute.

1601 Holland Pliny II- 391 These long diseases which be

called Chronique. 1655 H. Vaughan Silex Sciut. it. 193
!
Chronic pains, which surely kill, though slow. 1788 J. C.
Smyth in Med. Commuu. II. 174 The disease .. becomes
more or less acute or chronic. 1813 J. Thomson Lect.

Inflam. 128 Chronic inflammations are found to differ from
the acute, not only by the greater degree of mildness, but,

in some instances, by a real or apparent absence of the

constitutional symptoms or fever by which inflammation is

usually accompanied. 1838 J. M artinkad Stud. Chr. 220
Pestilence, which had become chronic in Italy,

b. So with invalid, and the like.

1842 A. Combe Physiol. Digestion fed. 4* 198 Chronic in-

valids and persons of a delicate habit of body. 1861 Emer-
son Soc. Solit. Old Age Wks. iBohn) III. 131 The chronic
valetudinarian.

3. trans/. Continuous, constant.
i860 Mill^V/k Govt. (1865) 30/1 A state of chronic revo-

lution and civil war. 1864 Linnet's Trial II. in. v. 44 Most
women have a chronic horror of anything resembling a court

ofjustice. 1871 E. Burr Ad Fuiem viii. 142 Chronic doubts
require chronic relieving.

4. subst. = Chronic invalid, sufferer, etc.

1886 Pall Mall G. 18 Aug. 11/2 We question whether the
late donor intended his sanatorium to be filled with chronics.

T Chr0*nicabl&f Obs. Only in 4 cronic-

ablo. [prob. in OF., f. croniqnier to chronicle.]

Deserving of being chronicled.

1417 City Let. in Riley Lond. Mem. (1868) 660 The noble

knygnthode in your cronicable excellence aproeued.

Chronical (kr^ nikal), a. Also 7 cronical 1,

chronicall. [f. as Chronic a. + -al '.]

fl. Of or relating to verbal tense. Obs.

1530 Palsgh. 92 The frenche tonge useth never augmenta-
tion neyther chronical nor sillabical in theyr fyrst sillables.

2. Of or pertaining to time, regulated by time.

1647 Tokshell in Phoenix (1721) I. 102 The continuance
and Chronical method of the Scripture-history. 01652 J-

i Smith Set. Disc. v. 13S Our knowledge is chronical and suc-

cessive, and cannot grasp all things at once. 1802 Uentha*m
Prtne. Penal Law Wks. 1843 I. 456 Punishments of the

1
pecuniary or chronical class, -are susceptible of being exactly

measured. 1859 R. Burton Ccntr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geogr.
Sac. XXIX. 168 According to the people, whose greatest

chronical measure is a Masika, or rainy season.

3. Of disease : ^Chronic 2.

1601 T. Wright Climact. Years (1604) 13 There are two
sorts of diseases, sharpe and cronicall. 1694 Child Disc.

I Trade (ed. 4) 184 Desperate and acute diseases, as well a^

chronical. 1762 Goldsm. Misc. iVks. (1837) III. 309 The
diseases of the poor . . were mostly chronical. 1805 W.
Saunders.Tliu. Waters 198 Afflicted with . .a chronical diar-

rhuea, etc. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 20 The acute disease,

J

changing into chronical.

b. trans/.

1672-3 Marvel Reft. Transp. II. 93 Chronical Negligence
I and Ignorance. 1682 H. Mori-: Annot. Glanvill's Lux O.

35 Those seven Chronical Sleepers that slept in a Cave from
Decius his time to the reign of Theodosius junior.

Chronically kr^mikali), adv. [f. prec. +

-ly In a chronic manner ; inveterately.

1854 H. Millek Sch. «y Schm. (1S58) 8 Health chronically

delicate. 1879 H. Spencer Data Ethics vi. 86 Each savage
; tribe, chronically hostile to neighboring tribes. 1884 Sat.

Rev. 2 Feb. 145 To replenish a chronically empty purse.

t Chronicalness. Obs. [f. prec. + -nksh.]

1731 Hailey Chronicalness, the being of long continuance.

1775 in Ash.

Chronicity (k^mi-siti^. [f. Chbonic + -ity.]

I Chronic quality or condition (of disease\
1861 Bumstead Ven. Dis. (1879) 673 In proportion to the

chronicity of its development. 1878 A. Hamilton Nerv.
Dis. 205 The tendency . .is towards chronicity.

Chronicle ..kr^-nik'l), sb. Forms: 4 cronykle,
: -ikle, -ecle, kronykele, 4-6 cronycle, -icle, 5
:

cronycull, -kyl(le, {Sc.) cornykyl, cronikill,

j

-col, 5-6 oronakle, -acle, 6 crownycle, -acle,

!

cronickill, chronacle, -ickle, 6- chronicle.

[ME. cronih/e, -ykle, a. AF. cronicle = OF. a onique,

see CHRONIQUE. Here and in some other words,

I the non-ctymological and non-phonetic -icle may
have been due to association with words such as

article in which this ending was etymological.

The spelling with eh dates to the Renascence.
(Occasional spellings cro-wnicle, -acle in 16th c, appear to

imply a fancied connexion with crov'n, as in occasional

med.L. coronicula. Sc. writers often had a form cornicle.)]

1. A detailed and continuous register of events

! in order of time ; a historical record, kr/. one in

j

which the facts are narrated without philosophic

I treatment, or any attempt at literary style.

1303 R. Bbunne 11audi. Synne 9239 Yn be Kronykeles

[

hyt ys wrytc, e 1330 — Chron. (1810) 248 pei broubt be

j

cronykles, bat wer in Scotland. 1387 Tkevisa Higden

\

(Rolls) II. 77 (M&tz.) Hrober Ranulf . . compiled and made
1 bis present cronicle. c 1440 Proup. Pan: 104 Cronycle or
' cronykylle, crom'ca, historia. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cii.

85 Abbots, Pryours, & men of relygyon wryten the lyues &
the dedes of kynges. .And therof made grete bokes and letc

calle hem cronycles. 1530 LYNDESAY Papyngo 311 The Cron-
i ecklis to knaw I the exhorte. 1541 Barnes tVks.(i$j3) 186/1

Out of Autenticke crownycles. 1555 Eden Decades IV. Ind.

(Arb.) 319 As theyr crownacles make mention. 17*7 Swift
Gulliver II, i. 99 Recorded for ever in the chronicles of that

empire. 1841 D'lSBAELI Amen. Lit. 118671 24° Chronicles

were written when the science of true history had yet no
existence. 1867 Stl'bbs Benedict's Chron. Pref. xi.

to- fig-
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 126 The old folke (limes

doting Chronicles). 1606 — Tr. O. iv. v. 202 Let me
embrace thee [Nestor] good old Chronicle, Thou hast so

long walk'd hand in hand with time. 1794 Sullivan View
Nat. V. i2i The progress and improvement of society, -is a
chronicle of inestimable value. 1821 Hvron Sard. II. i.

1 1868' 360 The stars, Which are your chronicles.

2. spec. Chronicles : name of two of the histor-

ical books of the Old Testament.

1535 Covlrdali:, The first boke of the Cronicles, called

Paralipomenon. 1764 T. H. Crokkr, etc. Diet. Arts s.v.,

In effect, the . . chronicles are an abridgement of sacred

history to the return of the Jews from the Babylonish cap-

tivity. 1837 Penny Cyel. VII. 129/2 Ezra . . is supposed to

have died a year or two after compiling the Chronicles.

3. gen. A record, register, narrative, account.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. ill, 299 Lesyngis, fablis and veyn

cronyclis. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VII7, 1. ii. 74 Ignorant Tongues,

which neither know My faculties nor person, yet will be

The Chronicles ofmy doing. 1878 Morley Crit.Mise. Ser. 1.

Byron 216 The long chronicle of its manifold experiences.

b. Hence : A frequent title of newspapers, e. g.

The Daily Chronicle, Weekly Chronicle, etc.

4. attrib. and Comb., as chronicle-sheet, -writer.

1377-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 32/1 The common opinion

of our chronicle-writers. 1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merck. A>

Friar i, Our chronicle sheet which hangs in the refectory.

Chronicle (krp-nik'l), z/. [f. prec] To enter

or record in a chronicle.

a 1440 Sir Eglam. 1339 In Rome thys geste cronyculd ys.

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in, 1329, I wyll have cronekyllyd

be 3er and be reynne. 1581 Mllcaster Positions xxxviii.

11887) 171,1 beleeue that . .which is cronicled of them. 1798

Southey Oceas. Pieces xi, Whose obscurer name No proud
historian's page will chronicle. 1881 J. Russell Haigs
Introd. 9 We do not write the history of a nation when we
have chronicled its battles and tabulated its kings,

b. gen. To put on record, to register.
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CHRONICLER. 396 CHRONOLOGIZE.
1460 Pol. Ret. 9f L. Poems (1866) 16 Now shall ourc treson

be corniclcd for cvar. 1591 Shaks. Two Gtnt, L i. 41 He
that is so yoked by a foole, Me thinkes should not be
chronicled for wise. 1604— Oth. 11. i. 161 To suckle Kooles,

and chronicle small Beere. 1781 Cowpeb Lett. 6 Oct. , There
is nothing agreeable .. in being chronicled for a dunce. 1866

Liodon Bampt. Led, viiL (1875) 489 Christ's victory is

chronicled, .in the conventional standard of modern society.

Hence Chronicled a. ; Chrcrnicling vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

1826 Scott Woodst. iii, She shall have chronicled example
for h 1851 D. Wilson Prek. Ann. '1863) II. iv. i. 168

Genealogical chroniclings of earlier periods. 1862 D. Wil-
son Prek. Man i. (1865) 8 Chronicled memorials of an older

. .civilisation. 1885 Athenzutn 24 Oct. 529/ 1 There is auite

enough candid chronicling and sharp criticism in these
volumes.

Chronicler (krfrnikbj\ sb. Forms : 4 croni-
culer, 4-5 -yculer, 4-6 cronicler, 5 cronykler,
6 chronocler, 6- chronicler, [f. Chronicle v.

+ -eb *.] A writer or compiler of a chronicle, a
recorder of events.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) L 5 Afta) Thro the dili-

gence of croniclers. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne (1885' 46
Germanus . .was a Croniclere of Cristis tymc. 1559 Myrr.
Mag., Worcester v, They be unwurthy the name of Croni-
clers. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. tv. L 105 The foolish Chrono-
clers of that age. a 18339 Praed Poems 11864) H. 108 Some
aged chroniclers record Her hopes, her virtues, and her
tomb. 1875 Jowett Plato <ed. 1) I. 338 Plato was not, like

Xenophon, a chronicler of facts.

fig. 1830 J. G. Strutt Sylva Brit. I
1 trod., The peasant .

.

regards it at once as his chronicler and landmark. 1856 Kank
A ret. Expi. L xxxi. 423 The ice-belt, sorry chronicler of
winter's progress.

t Chronicler, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec] To
chronicle. Hence Chroniclering a.

1662 Fuller Worthies, Lincolnsh. 11. 155/2 Out of an
Anonymal Croniclering Manuscript.

t Chro'niclist. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. Chronicle

+ -1ST.] A chronicler.

1620 Shelton Quix. IV. iv. 31 Noted by his chron iciist.

t Chro nique. Obs. Forms: 4-5 cronique,

5 -yque, -yke, 5-6 -ike, 6 chronik, 7 ohronique.
[a. OF. cronique1 ad. med.L. cronica, chronica, -w

a chronicle, from L. chronica, -orum pi., a. Or.
Xpovitca annals (a/so chronology), lit. * things ' or
' matters of time f. xpoVoy time.] A chronicle,

narrative of events in order of Hate.

c 1386 Chaicer Suns Priest's T. 388 If a Rethor coupe
faire endite He in a Cronique mighte saufly write As for a
souereyn notabilite. 1393 Gower Con/. I. 67, I find en-
sample in a cronique. 1433 Caxton Gold. Leg. 233/4 After
the cronyques he iyued lxxxviii yere. 1536 Pilgr. Tale 85
in Thynne Animadv. 79 The cronikis old from kynge Arthur
he could reherse. 1560 Rollanu Crt. Venus 1. 298 In
Chronik and Scriptour. 1671 L.Addison West Barbaryj^
(Todd) The best chronique that can be now compiled.

Chronique, obs. form of Chronic a.

Chronist (krpTiiat). rare. [f. Gr. xp&v '°*

time + -1ST.] A chronologer.
1870 Athenaeum 14 May 639 The Chronisis dependent on

Eusebius.

Chronocler, obs. form of Chronicler.

II Chrono crator. Obs. (In 7 -grator.) [Gr.

XpovoKparwp.} Asirol. A ruler of time.

1647 FrUrliT Chr. Astrol. clxxi. 733 The Lord of the yeer
and Chronocrator, or Chronogrator, are all one. 1862

Lewis Astron. Ancients 374 A writer, .creating or annihilat-

ing dynasties by a stroke of his magic pen ; he becomes, in

the language of the ancient astrologers, a chronocrator.

Chronogram (krp'ntfgra-m). [mod. f. Gr.

xpov-us time + 7pd/i/ia a writing, f. ypa*pctv to write.

Cf. F. chronogramme.] A phrase, sentence, or

inscription, in which certain letters (usually dis-

tinguished by size or otherwise from the rest) ex-

press by their numerical values a date or epoch.
*Thus, in 1666, when a day of national humiliation was

appointed in the expectation of an engagement between the

English and Dutch navies, a pamphlet issued in reference

to the fast-day, instead of bearing the imprint of the year
after the usual fashion, had this seasonable sentence at the

bottom ofthe title-page :
' LorD haVe MerCIe Vpon W. It

will be seen that the total sum of the figures represented by
the numeral letters (printed in capitals) gives the requisite

date 1666 ' {Athen&um No. 28681

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. iv. (1676) 179/2 He may .

.

make . . Anagrams, Chronograms, Acrosticks upon his friends

names. 1623 K. Tisdale Ktitle\ Pax Vobis. A Congratu-
latorie Poem, .and some other Chronograms. 1640 Shirlkv
Humorous Court, n.ii, Now you can make chronograms. 1711

Addison Sped. No. 601 r 6. 1781 Harris Philol. Enquiries

(1841) 520 Chronograms, .were not confined to initial letters

.. the numeral letters, in whatever part of the word they
stood, were distinguished from other letters by being written

in capitals. 188a I. Hilton Chronograms I. Pref. 5 The
word Chronogram is said to have been first used in some
verses addressed to the King of Poland in 1575. Ibid.

Pref. 8 It is essential to a good chronogram that every
numerical letter in the sentence must be counted.

Chronogrammatic (kr^nJgramartik), a. [f.

prec, and Gr. ypap.rvxrtK6s from ypdfifxa: see -ic.]

Of or pertaining to a chronogram.
1828 in Webster. 188a J. Hilton Chronograms L 458

The title-page is printed in great letters, black and red, and
the first words are chronogrammatic. 1882 Athenxum
14 Oct. 493 Medals bearing chronogrammatic legends.

Chronogramma tical, a. = prec.
a 1666 Howell (J.) 'Gloria lausque Deo, saeCI^orVM in

saxVla mftOw A chronogrammalical verse, which includes

not only this year 1660, but numerical letters enough to
reach above a thousand years farther.

Hence Chronogramma tically adv.
1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. m (R.) These Elegies and

Epitaphs are printed, .some like pillars, some circular, some
chrono-grammatically.

Chronogrammatist (kr^gra-matist). [f.

Chronogram, and Gr. 7pa/i/«iT«rrf}y from ypa^a :

see -i.st.] A maker of chronograms.
1726 Addison Dial. Medals iii. 159 It is an ordinary cha-

racter among them to be a great Chronogrammatist. 1791-
1824 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (Routl.) m/i The chronogram-
matis compels even Horace to give the year of our
Lord.

Chronogra'mmic, a. [f. Chronogram + -kl]
- Chronogrammatic
1863 Lowndes Bibliogr. s.v. R. Tisdale, Pax Vobis or

Wits Changes tuned. .A chronogrammic poem. 1883 N. 4-

Q. 24 Feb. 159/2 Sometimes part of the composition only is

chronogrammic.

Chronograph (krp*n£graf). ff. Gr. xp°v°-

ypa*pos recording time, f. \povo-s time * ypcup-tiv

to write.]

fL = Chronogram. Obs.
1662 J. Chandler Van Hetmonfs Oriat. 103 D. Streit-

hagen Cannon of Hemsberg, in his Germane Flourish, hath
wnt down a Chronograph, or Verse of the time of this
Earthly trembling. 1847 in Craig.

2. An instrument for recording time with ex-

treme exactness
;
also, a watch or clock to which

various mechanical devices are attached for the

same purpose. It is used in astronomical and
other observations, in the timing of races, etc
1868 Lockver F.lem. Astron. 271 The transits at station A

are recorded on the chronograph at stations A and B. 1884
F. Britten Watch ff Clocknt. 51 The term Chronograph is

now generally applied to those watches that have a centre
'

seconds hancf . . which may be started, stopped, and caused
to fly back to zero by pressing either the pendant or a knob
at the side of it.^ 1889 Callendar Cursive Shorthand
Introd. An electric chronograph capable of recording auto-
matically to the hundredth part of a second the time taken
to form any portion of any stroke.

attrib. 1884 F. Britten Watch
<J-
Clockm. 51 The Chrono-

graph hand generally beats fifths of seconds. 1886 York
Herald 11 Aug. 2/3 Repeating and Chronograph Watches.

Ch.ronOgraph.er kr^n^grafoi). Also 6 -ier.

[f. Chronography, or Gr. xpovoypafp-o^, F. chrono-
graphe + -KR.] A writer of chronography, a
chronicler, chronologist.

1548 Hall Chron. (18091 55 Let men reade the Chronicles
and peruse our EnglisheChronographiers. 1550 Bale Image
Both Ch. (15601 B, Chronographers and histonancs. 1577-87
Holinsheu Chron. III. 940/1 Iohn Fox our ecclesiastical 1

chronographer. a 1734 North Lives L Pref. 15 [HeJ may
be a chronographer, but a very imperfect or rather insipid
historian. 1886 Q. Rev. Apr. 312 Westminster had long ago
had her chronographer.

Chronographic (kr^grarfik \ a. [f. Chrono-
graph + -it*.]

L Of, or pertaining to, a chronograph.
1867-77 O. Chambers Astron. vm, 777 The chronographic

method, of recording transits. 1868 Lockver Elem. Astron.
No. 534. 375 By. .the chronographic method, the apparatus
used being called a chronograph, the observer is enabled to
confine his attention to the star. 1889 Athenxum 4 May
563/3 By comparing the actual writing with the record on
the chronographic cylinder.

2. Chronogrammatic. (Chronograph i.) rare.

[1634 (title) Chronojjraphica Gratulatio in Felicissimum
Advcntum Sercnissimi Card. F'erdinandi Hispaniarum In-

fant is tin Hilton']. 1881 J. Hilton Chronogr. I. 449 The
hook is chronographic throughout . .There are 1081 chrono-
grams. Ibid. Pref. 11 They were occasionally constrained,
by chronographic necessity, to use inelegant Latin.

Chronographical (kr^grK-fikal), a. [f. as

prec. + -al LI Of or pertaining to chronography,
chronological ; of the nature of a chronogTaphcr.
1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 862 An ancient Latin

Chronographical I Table. 1874 Contemp. Rev. XXIII. 394,
I have to struggle against becoming chronographical, as well
as autobiographical.

Chronographically (krcrwgrx-fikali
1

), adv.

[f. prec. +-LY-7] In chronograpnic manner: a.

Chronologically, b. Chronogrammatically. rare.
1862 Dana Man. Geol. 600 The progress in climate in*

volved a localization of tribes in time or chronograph ically.

188a J. Hilton Chronogr. 9 No date on the title-page

beyond that which is thus chronographically expressed.

Chronography kron^-grali). Also 6 crono-.

fa. Gr. xpovoypZLpia abstr. sb. f. \povoypcup-os time-

recording, a chronicler ; f. xpovo-s time + ypatp-uv

to write. (In this and the allied words in which
t hro- ia stressless, the 0 is variously made 0 or (»,

passing into 6, a.)]

1. * The description of past time, the chrono-
logical arrangement of historical events '

(J.).
1548 Hall Chron. Hen. IV. an. 1 (R.t In whiche crono-

graphye, yf a kinge gaue to them possessions . . he was called

a saynct.
^
1370-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent ( 1 826 • 15 My

purpose, .is to write a topographie, or description of places,

and no chronographie, or storie of times. 1654 R- Vilvain
Chronogr. 1 Chronography [is] a discussion or disquisition

of Times themselfs. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters II. 124
Recorded in a kind of monkish chronography. 1851 Sir
F. Palcrave Norm, Eng. I. 115 Notes, .transcribed so as
to constitute complete chronographic s.

+ b. — Chronolocy. Obs.
i6ix Corvat Crudities 433 The Ecclesiastical! history of

Kusebius . . he hath illustrated with a learned chronographie.
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 575 Two Tables of Vniversall Chrono-
graphy. a 1734 North Lives H8a6> I. 8, I . . may err in
some points of Chronography.

t 2. Position and relations in time. Obs.
1612-15 Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. iv. xi, Consider the

j

topography, the aitiology, the chronography of this miracle,

to. Rhet. (seequot.'. Obs.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie m. xix. (Arb.) 246 If we

describe the time or season of the yeare, as winter, summer
. . noone, euening, or such like : we call such description the
counterfait time, cronographia. Examples are euery where
to be found. 1657 J" ^M,TH My*t' Rhet. 223 Chronographie
is a Rhetorical Exornation, whereby the Orator describes
any time or season for delectations sake.

4. The making of chronograms, rare.
1882 J. Hilton Chronogr. 11 Composed . . by a young as-

pirant to the art of chronography.

t Chrono graphy, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec.]

To chronicle, recount.

163$ Sir T. Herbert Trav. 190 Touching which Pagod,
the Singales (their Priestsi Chronography That once Johna
their King held this monstrous Daemon in derision.

Chronologer {}iionp'\6c\^ii). Also 7 crono-
loger. [f. Chkonology + -er L] One who studies

chronology, one who investigates the date and
order in time of events ; a chronologist.
a 1571 Knox Hist. Re/. Pref. .R.', The most exact chrono-

logers tell us, that Christ was born in October, and not in
December. 1616 R. C. Times Whis. viL 3167 Recorded by
cronologers. 1625 Cooke in Hart. Misc. (Malhami IV. 36
Marianus..is reputed, by your Baronius, Nobitis Chrono-
graphus, a worthy chronologer. 1783 Hailes Antiq. Chr.
Ch. ii. 28 Chronologers judge the conversion of St. Paul to
have happened in the very last year of Tiberius. 1857
Gladstone in Ox/. Ess. 50 A region, essentially mythical,
neither approachable by the critic nor measurable by the
chronologer.

Chronologic (krpntflfrdsik;, a. Also 7 -ique.

[f. Chronology, or its sources : see -ic] Of or
belonging to chronology

;
relating to the deter-

mination of dates and order of time.
1614 Selden Titles Hon. 6 The root of Chronologique

calculation. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. in. vi. 69 Chrono-
logic science. 1859 De Quincey Theban Sphinx Wks. X.
237 Its usual chronologic date of nine centuries before
Christ.

t b. subst. in //. Obs.
1721 1800 liAiLEV, Chronologichs, Books treating of Chro-

nology.

Chronological kr^lfrd^ikal), a. [f. as

prec. + -al,]

1. Of, belonging to, or in accordance with
chronology

; arranged in the order of time.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. xxii. (R.>, In the chrono-

logical table. 1644-5* J- Smith Set. Disc. vi. xiu (1821) 288
Gantz hath summed them all up in his chronological history,

1754 Chatham / ..*.'. Nephew iii. 16 Settle in the mind a
general chronological order and scries of principal events.

1755 Young Centaur ii. (1757) IV. 150 These modems, .dip
into you, as into chronological tables, to know what hap-
pened before the flood. 1824 Dibdin Libr. Comp. 747 A
chronological series of our classical poets. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) 1 1 1. 3 Attempts to determine the chronological
order of the Platonic writings.

2. Relating to or dealing with chronology.
a 1691 Boyle Whs. VI. 616 (R.) Those so much desired

chronological labour> of the late worthy Kishop of Armagh.
a 1845 Barham Ingold. L.eg. 7 A mortal horror of chrono-
logical references. 1867 Freeman Norm. Comj. I. App. 586
Pointing out the chronological impossibility of the tale-

1871 Hartwig Subterr. W. \. 5 Every leading fossil has its

fixed chronological character.

Chronologically ^kr^V d^tkali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY £] In a chronological manner or

order ; in or according to order of time.
1691 L,UTT*ttLL Brie/ Ret. (1857) II. 213 The bishop of St.

Asaph., has interpreted the prophecies of the Revelations
chronologically. 01734 North Lives (1826) III. 275, I

could not write it chronologically as 1 desired, c 1815
Ku.su 1 Lect. Art vi. (1848) 484 As critically unjust as
chronologically inattentive. 1881 Prok Ramsay in Nature
No. 618. 420 The fourth series chronologically . . consists of
the Miocene Itasaltic rocks of the Inner Hebrides.

Chronologist (kwn^rlod^ist). [a. F. chrono-

logiste, in mod.L. chronologista : see Chronology
and -1st.] One versed in chronology ; a Chbon-
ologkr.
16x1 Cotgr., Chronologiste, a Chronologist or Chronicler.

1677 Hale Prim. Orie: Man. 135 Touching the lime of his

life and writing the Chronologists agree not. 1726 De Foe
Devil 1. 1. (1840) 12 Satan would make a very good

chronologist, settle every epoch, correct every calendar.

1835 Thiklwall Greece I. vii. 277 The same time which the

chronologists fix for the beginning of the Ionian migration.

Chronologize (kwn^ lod^oiz), v. trans. Also

7 crono-. [T. Chronology : see -US.]

+ 1. To chronicle, record. Obs.
1616 R. C. Times' Whis. v. 2251 We will have the deed

cronologizde. 1655 M. Carter Hon. Rediv. (1660) The
black Book of Windsor. . Chronologises it on the. .[date].

2. To apply chronology to, to arrange chrono-

logically or reduce to a chronological system.
1846 Gbote Greece (1851* II. 75 The numerous and contra-

dictory guesses, .of the Greeks themselves in their attempts
to chronologise their mythical narratives. 1884 Gaironfr
Pro/. Breiver's Hen. VIII, Pref. 5 To catalogue and chrono-
logize a number of miscellaneous documents.

Hence Chronologizing vbl. sb.

1862 Lit. Churchman VIII. 232/1 Most persons are

driven to some imperfect chronologizing of their own.
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f Chro*nologue. Obs. rare-1
. — next.

1658 Ussher Ann. Agevi. 335 Eupolemus, the Historina,
deduceth his Chronologue from Adam.

Chronology (kwnp'lodgi). Also 7 cronology.
[ad. mod.L. cnronologia, f. Gr. xp^co-s time +
-\oyta discourse : see -logy. (For pronunciation

of first 0 see Chhonography.)
App. dating only from 16th c. Chronologia tcmporum in

Dionysii IHstoria comprefiensorum, per L. Biragum, was
published at Basle in 1532. Cotgr. has F. chronologic.}

L The science of computing and adjusting time

or periods of time, and of recording and arranging

events in the order of time
;
computation of time,

assignation of events to their correct dates.

1593 R. Harvey Philad. 15 When they beganne to Rule.
How long they ruled. This part of History is named Chron-
ology. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 13 If Chronology had
not contradicted it, it would have been concluded, that he
had been an Auditour of Pythagoras himself. 1841 Elphin-
stone Hist. Ind. I. 261 We gain a link to connect the
chronology of India with that of Europe. 1878 Gladstone
Prim. Homer 46 Of chronology, the ordinary framework
of history in which the succession of its events is adjusted,

Homer knows nothing. 1878 Stanford Symb. Christ \. 7
At variance with the dates of Hebrew chronology,

fb. = Chronography i. Obs.

1613 R. C. Table Aiph. fed. 3), Chronologic, story of times
past. 1616 Bullokar, Chronologie, the knowledge of Old
Stories. 1623 so Cockeram.
2. A chronological table, list, or treatise.

16x4 Seloen Titles Hon. 6 The testimonie of those which
out of the more ancient authors haue transcribed their Chron-
ologies. 1635 Swan Spec. M. \\. § 1 (1643) 30 Mercator in his

Chronologie seems to alledge some other reasons. 1666
Dugdale Orig. Jurid. Title-p., Also a Chronologie of the
Lord Chancelors and Keepers of the great Seal.

t Chronoma'Stix. Obs. rare. [f. Gr.

Xpovo-s time + p&(TTi£ a whip or scourge.] A
scourge of the time.
1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. vn. 170 The Valiant Poet,

they in scorne doe stile me. The Chronomastix.

Chronometer (kronpmfoi, kr^?-). [f. Gr,

Xpovo-s time + ukrpov measure.]

1. An instrument for measuring time; spec, ap-

plied to time-keepers adjusted to keep accurate

time in all variations of temperature. They differ

from watches in having a more perfect escapement
and a compensation balance, and are used for de-

termining longitude at sea, and for other exact

observation. To rate a chronometer : to compare
its daily loss or gain with the true time.

Some watches are named half~chrottometers.

[1715 Kersey, Chronometmm or Chronoscopium FerPen-
diculum, a Pendulum to measure Time with.] a 1735 Der-
ham (J.), According to observation made with a pendulum
chronometer. 1780 J. Arnold (title), Account, .of a Pocket
Chronometer, made on a new construction. 1787 Bonny-
castle Astron. x. 159 Method for finding the longitude of
places . . by means of a chronometer. 1812 Woodhouse
Astron. viii. 49 The time of the transit is to be marked by
a clock or chronometer. 1835 Emerson Misc. Fort. Repub.
Wks.(Bohn) III. 387 The sailors sail by chronometers that

do not lose two or three seconds in a year,

b. trans/, and fig.
* Time-measurer/

1836 Cdl. Wiseman Sc. Relig. I. vi. 360 Deluc was the
first . . to observe and collect such data, to which he gave the
name of Chronometers. 1872 Yeats Tech. Hist. Comm.
190 Sun and stars, whose rising and setting formed the
grand chronometer of Nature.

*t*2. Mus. An instrument for indicating the time

or movement of a composition ; a Metronome.
1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 135/2 The musical chronometer is

by no means a modern contrivance.

3. attrib. and Comb., as chronometer-balance,

-box, -maker
;
chronometer-escapement, an es-

capement in which the free movementofthe balance

is opposed by the wheels at only one point in a
complete oscillation.

1878 Markham Gt. Frozen Sea v. 63 A *chronometer-box
was picked up, but empty. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., The
*chronometer escapement, .is the most perfect, delicate, and
satisfactory in its operation, of all the escapements. 1837
Penny Cycl. VII. 135/2 The most eminent Chronometer-
makers in this country.

Chronometric (kr^nome'trik), a. [f. prec. +
-IC.] Of or pertaining to chronometry

;
relating

to the measurement of time. Chronometric (or

chronometrical) Governor: an improved form of

governor for regulating the velocity of an
engine.

1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. (1875) I. it. xviii. 431 To obtain a
Chronometric Scale. 1838 in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. I. 54
The chronometric survey of Massachusetts. 1875 Poste
Gaius 1. (ed. 2) ioi The imperfection of chronometric instru-

ments. 1881 C. W. Siemens in Nature No. 626. 622 Another
invention, .the Chronometric Governor.

Chronometrical i,krpn0metrikal), a. [f. as
prec. + -al.] = prec.
1838 in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. I. 51 Sextant constructed

for the chronometrical survey of Massachusetts. 1845
Darwin Voy. Nat. i. (1879) 1 To carry a chain of chrono-
metrical measurements round the world. 1864 H. Spencer
Illustr. Univ. Prog. 142 Our chronometrical measurements
of astronomical periods.

Hence Chronome trically adv.
1863 Reade Hard Cash I. 225 They would find the hot

fit and the cold return chronometrically, at intervals as
regular as the tide's ebb and flow.

Chronometry (kn?n^metri\ [mod. f. Gr.

Xpov-os time + -^rpia measurement: see -metry.]

The art or science of accurately measuring
time.

1833 Sir J. Herschel^j/^«. u. 79 Chronometry. .enables

us to fix the moments in which phenomena occur, with the
last degree of precision. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863)
I. 6 The elements of a new historic chronometry. i86z
Smiles Engineers III. 446 Conversation .. turned upon
chronometry and horology,

b. Measurement of time.

1837 Murray Vital Princ. 16 A compensation curb to
regulate its chronometry. 1879 H. Warren Recr. Astron.
ii. 23 Is the celestial chronometry getting deranged?

Chrononomy (knm^-nomi). rare. [f. Gr.

Xpovo-s time + -voyia arrangement, ordering : see

-nomy.] Mode of reckoning and measuring time.
1882 Max Muller India, What can it teach us * 151 No

necessity whatever for admitting, .that the Hindus went to

China for their lunar chrononomy.

Chronopher (kr^n^fsj). [f. Gr. xpovo-s time

+ -{popos carrying. (Cf. Christopher.'"'] An appa-

ratus for the distribution of electric time-signals.

1867 Chamb. Jml. xxxvm. 98 A time-distributing appa-
ratus, or 'chronopher ', the function of which is to distribute

in many directions the signals received froni Greenwich.
1878 Lockyer Stargazing 275 The hourly signal at the
Post Office, .is distributed by means of the Chronopher.

ChronoSCOpe (krfni0,skJup). [f. Gr. xpovo-s

time + -a/conos observer.] An instrument for ob-

serving and measuring time.

t a. A chronometric pendulum. Obs.

l7°4 J- Harris Lex. Techn. ,
Chronoscopc, the same with

a Pendulum to measure Time. 1731-1800 in Bailey.

t>. An instrument for measuring very short inter-

vals of time, which has been chiefly used in deter-

mining the velocity of projectiles. It was invented

by Wheatstone in 1840, and consists of wire targets

placed in the line of fire. The projectile passing

through these severs the wire, and the moment of

severance is recorded by electricity.

1846 Faraday Res. xlix. 366 Incidental to the accounts I

gave of Wheatstone's electro-magnetic chronoscope.

C. (See quot.)

1884 F. Britten Watch Clockm. 60 [A] Chronoscope.

.

is. .a clock in which the time is shewn by figures presented

through holes in the dial.

Hence Chronosco'pic a.

1876 S. Kens. Museum Catal. No. 1354 The instant of
stimulation registered on the chronoscopic line by the cur-

rent itself. Ibid. 3953 Chronoscopic Tuning Forks. Set of

4 tuning forks, .to be used as chronoscopes.

Chronoscopy (kr^'skopi). [f. Gr. xpt^o-y

time + -fffcoma observation.] Observation and
exact estimation of time.

1882 Pop. Science Monthly XXI. 433 The later chrono-
scopy has warranted the possibility of determining theedu-
cability of the nervous system to a punctual obedience.

|j
Chronostichon (kr^np-stik^n). [mod. f. Gr.

X/>oVo-stime + otixostow, line of verse.] (Seequot.)
1859 N. <$ Q. Ser. 11. vn. 284 A chronosticon is properly a

poetical line which by its letters, or some of them, indicates

a date. 1882 J. Hilton Chronograms 23 A Chronostichon
of the beheading of Charles on the 30th day of January.

Chr0110thermal (krpn0b5*.imal), a. [f. Gr.

Xpovo-s time + Ocppos hot, warm : cf. Thermal.]
Relating to time and temperature.

188 1 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Chrony, obs. form of Crony.
Chroolepoid (kr^-h'poid), a. Hot. [f. Gr.

XpcOs, XP°°S colour + Ktn-ts 2. scale + -oil).] Having
small yellow scales.

1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Chrusopasse, obs. form of Chrysoprase.
Chryolite : see Cryolite.

Chrys- (kris), combining form, before a vowel,

of Gr. xpva~u s i
chiefly in chemical terms

;

properly denoting compounds of a golden-yellow

colour, as Cnry saniide [see Amide], an amide
(N . U2 . C 7 H(N02) 2 O), formed by boiling chrys-

ammic acid with aqueous ammonia (Watts).

Chrysanridic acid,anacid(NH 3 .C 7 H 2(N02 )20j
forming salts called Chrysa initiates. Chrys
a'mmic, -a mic acid, an acid (C 7 H 3 N3 06 ) pro-

duced by the action of nitric acid upon aloes, form-

ing salts called Chry sammates. Chrysa niline,

a brilliant golden-yellow dye (C.,0 Hi 7 N3 ), obtained

as a secondary product in the manufacture of

rosaniline ; also called aniline yellow. Clirys-

ani-sic acid, an acid (C 7 H5 N ;,
07 ) obtained, by

the action of nitric acid on anisic acid, in small

golden-yellow rhombic tables, forming salts called

Chrysa nisates. Chrysa'robin, the medullary

matter of the stem and branches of Andira Ara-
roba dried and powdered, Goa Powder. Chry s-

azin, one of the dioxy-anthraquinones of the

second group, crystallizing in golden-yellow la-

minae, or red-brown highly lustrous needles ; it is

the basis of chrysamide and chrysammic acid,

which is tetra - nitro - chrysazin. Chrysean, a

sulphur derivative of hydrocyanic acid, obtained

I in yellow flocks. Chryseone, an orange-coloured
insoluble substance obtained by digesting calcium
silicide with strong hydrochloric acid. Chrysene,
a crystalline hydrocarbon (C, 8 H, 2) of the Anthra-
cene group, obtained in bright yellow glistening

I

scales. Chrysin, a substance obtained, in bright

yellow shining plates, from the buds of Populus
nigra ; called also Chrysi nic acid ; its salts are

Chrysinates.
1842 Turner Elem. Chem. 1 149 With Ammonia, Chrys-

ammic Acid forms a deep purple solution, which deposits
dark green crystals. These are not Chrysammate of Am-

I

monia, but probably an Amide. 1864 Pop. Sc. Rev. III.

437 A yellow aniline dye called Chrysaniline. 187s Urn-:

Diet. Arts I. 187 Chrysaniline and its salts dye silks and
wools a splendid golden-yellow colour. 1887 T. L. Brunton
Text-bk. ofPharmacol, (ed. 3) 909 Chrysarobin Ointment.
1879 Watts Diet. Chem. VII. 4^63 Chrysean has a very
beautiful colour like that of mosaic gold, c 1865 Letheby
in Cire. Sc. I. 1 18/2 Among the first are. .Chrysene, 1873
Watts Fownes' Chem. 758 Chryscm, a solid, resinous,

orange-coloured body. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knmvl. VI. 75
The most powerfully fluorescent bodies known are . . chrys-
ogen, chrysene.

Chrysalid (kri-salid). [f. L. chrpsalj)id-, Gr.

j

xpu<7aX\i8- stem of xpD<raAA.i'y Chrysalis ; or per-

haps from the mod.) L, pi. chrysalid-es, in English.

Cf. F. chrysalide.]

1. -^Chrysalis i.

1777 Phil. Trans. LXVII. 75 The operations of nature
in eggs, Chrysalids. 1835 Brownis<; Paracelsus v. 144
Like chrysalids impatient for the air. 1841-71 T. R. Jones
Anim. Kingd. led. 4» 371 The chrysalid .. presents very
much the appearance of a small barrel.

b. fig. (esp. as in Chrysalis 2.)

1880 Swinbukne Study Shaks. \\. (ed. 2) 100 The cast

husk or chrysalid of the noble creature which was to ari.ie

and take shape at the transfiguring touch of Shakespeare.

2. attrib. Of or pertaining to a chrysalis {lit.

andy?^.).
1802-13 Binglky Anim. Biog. (ed. 4) I. 44 In their chrys-

, alid state they remain for some time . . perfectly inanimate.

1864 Realm 22 June 5 We hope, when the Lord Chancellor'.-.

Bill has slept its chrysalid winter, it will come out winged
i

with a better promise of reform.

Chrysa'lidal, a. rare. [f. prec. + -al.] Of
1 or pertaining to a chrysalis.

1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 620 Before it enter'd the chrys-
I alidal State.

Chrysali'dian, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -IAN.]

Of or of the nature of a chrysalis.

1851 Eraser's Mag. XLIV. 301 The sombre chrysalidiau
attire of the grave.

Chrysaline, a. [irreg. f. Chrysal-is + -ink.
This and Chrysaloid, etc. are formed as if the stem of

I the Greek word were chrysal-, whereas it is chrysalid-.]

Of, or of the nature of, a chrysalis.

1787 W. Marshall Norfolk II. 353 The chrysaline coat
now shewed itself a delicate silky texture. 1875 C/iatnb.

Jrnt. VII. 306 In a kind of transitional or chrysaline stage.

Chrysalis (krisalis). Tl. chrysalides
,

(krisarlid/z) or chrysalises (kri-salist-z) ; but

chrysalids is often substituted ; cf. orchids, [a. L.

j

chrysallis, chrysalis, a. Gr. xp^aa
^'

is 'the gold-

j

coloured sheath of butterflies \ deriv. of xp^-^s
gold : cf. Opvakkis rush-wick, f. Bpvov a rush. The
etymological form has -allis, but this is quite

neglected in the mod. langs.]

1. The state into which the larva of most insects

passes before becoming an imago or perfect insect.

In this state the insect is inactive and takes no

j

food, and is wrapped in a hard sheath or case.

1658 J. Rowland Moufct's Theat. Ins. Ep. Ded., Trans-
mutations . . of Catterpillers . . into Chrysallides (that shine
as if leaves of gold were laid upon them>. 1670 Phil. Trans.
V. 2078 The Chrysalis or Aurelia. .which shews no parts at

1 all of the Animal tocome. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852)

!
IL 353 When the butterfly dies, we see no chrysalis left

behind. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 555 Having several

i

Chrysalises suspended to a piece of paper. 1856 Froude
Hist. Eng. I. 172 A people from whom the forms and habits

I by which they had moved for centuries were falling like the

shell of a chrysalis. 1874 Lubbock Orig. $ Met. Ins. 1. 11

When full-grown, the grubs, .turn into chrysalides.

2. fig. {esp.a.s: the shell or case whence the per-

fect insect bursts.)

1791 Burns Whs. 73 Men who. .must, .like the caterpillar,

labour a whole lifetime before they reached the wished-for

height, there to roost, a stupid chrysalis. 1824 Miss Mit-

ford Village Ser. 1. (1863) ^34 She is in the real transition

state, just emerging from the chrysalis. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. lxxxii. From state to state the spirit walks ; And
these are but the shatter'd stalks, Or ruin'd chrysalis of one.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. 1 1. 368 Preparatory to under-

! going their change into the chrysalis state, they construct

j
a cocoon. 1855 Kingsley Lett. (1878) I. 455 To get rid of

I

walls and roofs and all the chrysalis case of humanity. 1885
! H. C. M^Cook Tenants Old Farm 74 In the following

: spring the chrysalis-skin bursts open.

Hence Chrysalism, Chry salize v., nonce-wds.
' [Irregularly formed : see Chrysaline.]

1833 Hook Parson's Dau. (1847) 145 Having cast his

j

skin, and burst from the chrysalism of a commander on
half-pay into the splendid butterflyism of a barony. 18*7
Carlyle Germ. Romance III. 229 Should the Parson ever
chrysalise himself into an author. 1837 Blackiv. Mag. 237
The hairy caterpillar chrysaliseth not.
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Chrysaloid (kri saloid), a. [irreg. f. Chrys-

al-is + -oil) : see Chrybaline.] Chrysalis-like.
1816 Colebrooke in Asiat. Researches XII. 539 Coty-

ledons two, unequal .. chrysaloid -contortuplicate. 1830
Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot.1^1 A l-seeded drupe, with crumpled
chrysaloid cotyledons. 1843 Btackiu. Mag. LI 1 1. 80 'I hey
..emerge from the chrysaloid state of childhood.

Chrysanthemous, rare. [f. Gr. xfia-
avitp-ov (see next) + -ous.] = Chrysanthous.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Chrysanthemum (krisarnbz*m»m). [a. L.

chrysanthemum, a. Gr. x/jinTdVfJf ito? the corn-

marigold, f. xpDff-o! gold + avBtnov flower, bloom
;

also ' camomile '.]

1. a. The herbalists' name for the Corn Marigold
(now C. segettim), a composite plant with brilliant

entirely yellow flowers: b. hence made by Lin-
nanis the botanical name of the genus to which
this belongs, having species with flowers of many
colours, e.g. the Ox-eye Daisy (C. Leucanthemum;
with yellow disk and white rays.

1578 Lyte. Dodoens 187 Some, .docall. At Chrysanthemum

,

that is to say, yellow Camomill. 171a tr. Fomet's Hist.
Drugs I. 38 Yellow radiant Flowers, like those of the
Chrysanthemum. 1717 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Fieoides.
The Crysanthemum or Corn-marigold. 1879 Lubbock ScL
Lect. i. 22 The Common Feverfew or large white Daisy
^Chrysanthemum parthenium).

2. In Horticulture, ordinarily applied to a number
of cultivated species of this genus, esp. C. si/tense,

much prized for the beauty of its flowers and for

blooming in November and December.
1798 C. Marshall Gardening xix. 328 Chrysanthemum ;

to preserve some of the finest doubles, plant cuttings, or
slips, in September. 1858 Glenny Card. Everyday Bk.
215/1 The Chrysanthemum .. is very hardy when planted
in the ground, i860 ///. Lond. News 9 Nov. 481/2 The
Inner Temple Garden .. The great autumnal boast of the
garden is the chrysanthemums on the northern border.
1888 I'all Mall G. 8 Nov. 10/2 Next year will be the cen-
tenary of the introduction of the chrysanthemum into this

country.
attrib. 1880 Miss Bird Japan I. 20 The notes, .are orna-

mented with the chrysanthemum crest of the Mikado.
Mod. Nerwspr. Working men's chrysanthemum show.

Chrysa nthous, a. rare-", [f. Gr. xpvaave-ris

golden-flowered +- -ous.] Having yellow flowers.
1 88 1 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Chryselephantine (krisielrtbentin), a. [ad.

Gr. xpv<J(^ t<Pa,'T"'-ot of gold and ivory, f. xp^a-" s

gold + i\(tpavrivos of ivory, f. l\(<pas, iXitpavr-

elephant, ivory.] Of gold and ivory : applied to

statues overlaid with gold and ivory, such as the

Olympian /Ceus and Athene l'arthenos of Phidias.
1837 Gentl. Mag. XCVII. li. 607 The earliest productions

of chryselephantine sculpture, or statuary in gold and ivory.

185a (». Butler Frine. lmitat. Art 82 Like the other great
chryselephantine statues, it .. was made of wood, overlaid
with ivory and gold ; the ivory being used for the flesh, the
gold for the drapery.

b.ife
1878 Swinburne Poems -y Ball. Ser. 11. 89 In types of clean

chryselephantine verse. 188a Svmonds in Maim. Mag.
XLV. 323 Much of his best work . . is chryselephantine,
overwrought with jewellery.

t Chrysmall. Obs. Astro!. [? irreg. f. Crisis.]

See quot.

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. xlvii. 291 Dayes Criticall, Decre-
tory and Chrysmall are all one.

Chrysme, etc., obs. f. Chrism, etc.

Chryso- ,kris»), before a vowel Chrys-, com-
bining form of Gr. xp""6-s gold, in combinations
already existing in Greek, and in many formed on
the analogy of these.

1. In general combinations and derivatives, rut

Chryso-aristocracy [loosely for chrys ] twnce-

wd., an aristocracy of wealth, — chrysocracy.

Chrysobull [med.L. chrysobulium, med.Gr.
Xpvo6f}ov\\ov], a golden bull or bulla aurea.

Chrysoca rpous a. [Gr. xPva^KaP'"'0S > f- "apirot

fruit], having golden or yellow fruit {Syd. Soc.

Lex.). Chry sochlore \mod.i..chrysochldr-is{i.Gr.

XA<up-os green ], the Cape Mole, whose fur has a

gold-green lustre. Chrysochlo rous a., ofa golden

or yellowish green. Chryso cracy [after aristo-

cracy], rule ofthe wealthy, plutocracy. Chryso
graphy [Gr. xpvaofPa'P'aii writing in letters of

gold. So Chry sograph v. trans. Chrysology
[Gr. -\07to discourse : cf. dir. xpt/r/oXo^os speaking

of gold], the science of gold or wealth. Chryso-
magnet, a magnet which attracts gold. | Chryso-
me la [f. Gr. xpvbpiriKov golden apple], a genus
of beetles with metallic lustre ; it has been Eng-
lished Chry somel

;
hence, also, Chrysomeli -

deous a., etc. Chryso philist, Chryso'philitc
[Gr.xpvoo<pi\-of gold-loving + -1ST, -ite], a lover of

gold, f Chrysopee [late Gr. xPvao1""'a i
f- XP"~

iroirotoj goldsmith, f. iroiftV to make ; cf. F.

chrysopfe\, the art of turning other metals into

gold. Chrysopoetic a. [Gr. iroiirnK-os making],
gold-making ; also quasi-.</'. in plur. \ Chryso-

sperm [Gr. (iirtppa seed : cf. Gr. xPva°",,(PIJU>'i

gold-engendering], Alch., a substance that is the
' seed of gold '. Chry sosplene, Chiysosplenium
or Golden Spleenwort, a small genus of plants

(N.O. Saxifragaceie). Chrysotype [see -type],

a photographic process in which chloride of gold
is used to develop the negative ; a picture pro-

duced by this process.
1858 O.W. Holmes Aut. Breakf-t. (1861I 167 The weak

point in our *chryso-aristocracy. 1885 E. C. Stedman in

Cent. Mag. XXIX. 511 Even our * chryso-aristocracy ' he
thinks is lettered by the process. 1882 A.

J.
Evans in

A rckeol.XLV III. 33 A *chrysobuIl ofthe Serbian Emperor
Duian. 1847 Sat. Eneyct. I. 265 Among the Insectivora
may be noticed the Cape "chrysochlore. 1828 Sterling
Ess. ff Tales (1848) II. 27 The government is a *chryso-
cracy. 1861 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. ix, That extra-
ordinary hybrid . . between democracy and chrysocracy, a
native-born New-England serving-man. 1855 Eraser's
Mag. LI. 572 The 'chrysography and other decorations
of the outer walls. 1867 O. T. Hill Eng. Monasticism
285 The^ chrysography or writing in gold of the Greek
manuscripts between the fifth and eighth centuries. 1839
Lady Lytton Chcveley led. 2) I. x. 219 Reading his name
*chrysographed on a red morocco despatch-box. 1842
Brande Diet. Sc. >t Arts, thrysotogy. .that branch of poli-

tical economy which relates to the production of wealth. 1713
Addison Guardian No. 1 22 (Jod.i An account of the Vhryso-
magnet, or of the loadstone, which attracts gold. 18.

.

Bowles Valley in Andes, The *chrysome! and purple but-
terfly. 1863 Bates Nat. Amazons vii. 168 Small "chryso-
melideous beetles. 1811 Edin. Rev. XVII. 375 All enter-
prizing *chrysophilists. 1833 Lamb Elia, Char. Dram.
IVriters, B. Jonson (LA The seeing, touching, and hand*
ling pleasures of the old *chrysophihtes. [1610 B. Jonsun
Alch. 11. v. (1616) 631 Is Ars sacra, Or "Chrysopceia ..

A heathen language?] 177a Nugent tr. Hist. Friar
Gerund I. 198 The most recondite secrets ofthe Crysopee.
1715 tr. Pattcirollus' Rerum Mem. II. vii. 315 *Chryso-
poeticks, or making of Gold. 1805 Southey in Robberd
Mem. IV. Taylor II. 86 If I could write tragedy—the true
chrysopoetic vein. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 11. iii. (1616) 627
Your stone, your nicd'eine, and your "chrysosperme. 1811
Lytteil Landmarks nr. iv. 200 Lichens and golden *chryso-
splene adorn the massive walls. 184a Hunt in Man.
Fhotogr. 11853) 58 A process to which I propose applying
the name of Chrysotype .. I have not yet (June 10, 1842)
obtained a complete command over all its details. 1843
Year Bk. Facts 218 The preparation of the chrysotype
paper. 1845 Athenaeum 22 Feb. 203 The Chrysotype, a
beautiful process discovered by Sir John Herschel.

2. esp. in Chctn. and Min., as Chry sogen [see

-gen], an orange-coloured hydrocarbon contained
in dude anthracene (Watts). Chrysole pic acid
[Gr. Anr-i's scale], a synonym of picric acid,

because it occurs in yellow scales ; Chrysolepate,
a salt of this acid. Chry sophane [fir. *<pav-,

<paiv(tv to bring into sight], Cher/t. a name given
to an orange-red bitter substance contained in

the alcoholic extract of rhubarb (Watts) ; also

to chrysophanic acid. Chry sophane, Min., a
synonym of Clintiinite. Chrysophanic acid
[as prec], the yellow colouring principle ofrhubarb
and of the wall-lichen. Chry sophyll [Gr.

<pv\K-ov leaf], the yellow colouring matter of

plants. Chrysoquino ne [see Quinone], a com-
pound (C„ H,0 O,) obtained by the action of

chromic acid on chrysene dissolved in acetic acid

(Watts). Chry sotile [Gr. ti'Aos shred, fibre], a
fibrous variety of serpentine.
184a Turner Elem. Chem. 1149 Pure chrysolepic acid,

in beautiful golden yellow scales of a darker colour than
picric acid, which however it resembles in its properties.

Ihid. Chrysolepate of Silverformsdark brownish-red needles.

1844 Alger Phillip's Min. 645 Chrysophane. 1869-72
Watts Diet. Chem. VL 460 Chrysophane. .resolvable by
acids into chrysophanic acia and su^ar. 1861 H. Macmillan
Footn. Nature 1 18 The common yellow wall-lichen . . yields
a licautiful golden yellow crystallizable colouring matter
called chrysophanic a< id. 1850 Dana Min. 255 Chrysotile
is fine asltestiforni. 1888 Athcnjeum 10 Nov. 628/3 The
Canadian asbestos, .is termed by mineralogists chrysotile.

Chrysoberyl (kri-sobcTil;. Min. [ad. L.

chrysoberyll-us ^PHny) •= Gr. xpf'ao®''IPv^m a
variety of beryl with a golden tinge, f. xpviii-! gold
+ tMlpvK\os Heryl.]

+ a. A variety of beryl, with a tinge of yellow,

b. A yellowish green gem, in composition an
aluminate of glucinum. A variety with a bluish

opalescence is cymophane or chrysoberyl cafs-eye.

[1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xx. (14951 559 Cri-
soberillus is a manere kynd of beryll, and pale greynes
therof shine towarde colour of gotde.) 1661 Lovell Hist.
Anim. 4- .1/in. Introd. 86 Some [stones] are green as.,

chrysoberil. 1751 Chambers Cycl., Chrysoberyl, a precious
stone; being a kind of pale lieryl, with a tincture of yellow.

1796 Kirwan Min. led. 21 I. 261 Chrysoberyl). Its colour
is a dilute yellowish green, but like an ojial it reflects,

seemingly from its inside, a mixed colour of bluish green
and golden yellow. 1874 Westkofi- Precious Stones 67
The cymophane, or chrysolicryl cat's-eye, exhibits as it

were the pupil of an eye moving about within the stone.

1888fall Mall G. 6 Dec. 10/2 'The Hindoo Lingam God"
consisting of a chrysoberyl cat's-eye fixed in a topaz, and
mounted In a pyramidal base studded with diamonds.

tChrySOCOll, (kri-sokf/l). Obs. Forms: 6
chriseooll, chrisocoll, 7 chrysocoll, -colo,

-cholle, -oal. [a. K. chrysocolle ' gold-solder,

borax, green earthc ', ad. L. chrysocolla, a. Gr.

I xpvo°*°>>-*-a gold-solder, f. xt™""-* gold + nvkKa
glue.] = Chrysocolla i.

Ix>dge Euphues Gold. Leg., Womens eyes are made
;

of chrisecoll, that is ever unperfect unless tempred with gold.
1590 Greene Never too tatei 1600) 89 Gold is the Chrisocoll
of lflue. 1606 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. iv. Magnificence
601 (D.) Now as with Gold grows in the self-same Mine
Much Chrysocholle, and also Silver fine. 1657 Phys. Diet.,
Chrysocal, a kind of mineral found like sand in the veins
of some metals.

Chrysocolla (krisokfrla). [see prec.]

+ 1. A name meaning 'gold-solder', anciently

given to some mineral or minerals ; it may have
included borax, to which the name was in later

!
times applied ; also malachite or carbonate of
copper. Obs. exc. Hist.
1600 Holland Livy iv. xi. 1377 note, Heliogabalus .

.

garnished them with gold, and paved the very floore with
Chrysocolla. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <y Min. Introd. 81
Some [stones] move vomiting, as chrysocolla. x66B Wil-
kins Real Char. 64 Chrysocolla, Borax. 1730 A. Gordon
Maffets Amphith. 9 Mixing Crisocolla or Terraverd with
the Sand. 1768 Buys Diet. Terms Art, Chrysocolla, Gold-
solder, a Mineral somewhat like Pumice stones, found in

i Copper-mines. 1861 C. King.-!*/. Genu (1866) 15 It may
1

be that our Malachite was the Chrysocolla of the Romans,
a name given to native verdigris from its use as a solder for

gold work.

2. In mod. Min. The name of a hydrous silicate

of copper, green in colour, with a shining lustre,

and often opal-like in texture.

Dana thinks that the chrysocolla of the ancients may have
included this mineral.

1794 Kirwan Min. II. 134 Mountain Green. Chrysocolla.
187a R. B. Smyth Mining Statist. 95 Impure clayey
chrysocolla [silicate of copper] was found in . . Blootnfield s

Gully, Omeo. 1884 Dana Min. 404 Some specimen^ of
chrysocolla are translucent,

Chrysoidine (krisvJidain, -oidain). Chem.
[f. Gr. x/>0o-ofi8-r/s like gold + -INE.] A colouring
base (ChHuN,) intermediate in composition be-

tween aniline yellow and phenylene brown. The
chrysoidine of commerce is the hydrochloride, a
salt of a splendid orange-yellow colour.
1878 Watts Diet. Chem. VIII. 1. 467-470 Chrysoidine or

Metadiamidazobenzene. 1880 Jrnl. Soc. Arts 446 Added
to a solution of diamidobenzene-hydrochloride, the scarlet

I

body produced is the sulphonic acid of chrysoidine.

Chrysolite (kri s^lait). Forms : 4 crisolito,

-lyte, -lide, crysolyt e, 6 chrisolite, (?chrisa-
let), 6, 9 crysolite, 7 crisolite, chrysolith, 8
crisolete, 9 chrysolithe, 6- chrysolite. [ME.

(

crisolite, a. OF. crisolite, ad. med.L. crisolitus, for

L. chrysolith-us, a. Gr. xp>>o-<5Ai0of a bright yellow
stone ;prob. topaz), f. xptoo-s gold 4- Ai'Soj stone:

since the 16th c. refashioned after Latin.]

A name formerly given to several different gems
,
of a green colour, such as zircon, tourmaline, topaz,

I
and apatite. Since about 1790 restricted to the

I precious olivine, a silicate of magnesia and iron

found in lava. Its colour varies from pale yellowish-

grccn (the precious stone) to dark bottle-green.

c 1300 A'. A lis. 5682 Jacynkte, piropes, crisolites. c 13J5
i E. E. Allit. P. A. 1008 !>e crysolyt, pe scvenbe gemme in

! fundament. 138a Wyclie Rev. xxi. 20 The seuenthe, criso-

! litus [1535 Coverd., a Crysolite, 16x1 Chrysolite], 1604
Shaks. Oth. V. ii. 144 One entyre and perfect Chrysolite.

1604 Dekker Kings' Eutert. Wks. 1673 I. 291 So did they
. . shine- afarre off, like crysolites. 1747 Dingley Gems in

Phil. Trans. XLIV. 503 The Chrysolite is of a light-green
Grass-colour, and is supposed to have been the Beryl ofthe
Ancients. 1813 Scott Trierm. 111. xxvi, Here their varied

hues unite In the changeful chrysolite. 1861 C King
Aut. Gems (18661 56 The ancient Topaz was the present
Chrysolite. 1868 Dana Min. 1188011258 The Chrysolithus
of IMiny was probably topaz ; and his topaz our chrysolite.

b. attrib. Of the colour or asjiect of chryso-

lite.

iSai Southey Vis. Judgcm. i, Green as a stream . . whose
pure and chrysolite waters Flow o'er a schistous bed.

2. Applied with qualifications to allied minerals.

Iron Chrysolite', the mineral Fayalite. Iron manga-
nese chrysolite : a mineral akin to Fayalite. Titani/erous

( hrysottte : a massive reddish-brown mineral having some
resemblance to Boltonitc.

Chrysoll, variant of Crisol, Obs., crucible.

Chryaom e, var. of Chrisom.
Chryso-pal. A synonym of Chrysoberyl

(Watts Diet. Chem.).

Chrysoprase (kri s^pr^z). In N. T. (Rev.

xxi. JO) chrysoprasus (krisc prasfs). Forms : 3-5
crisopaoe, 4 crysopase, 6 chrusopasse, 7-8

chrysopass j 7-9 crysoprase, 9 ohrysopras, 7-

ehrysoprase ; also 4-5 crisopassus, 6 eryso-

prasos, cruaoprasos, 7 chrysoprasus, etc. [M 1

crisopace, a. OF. crisopace ^ It. crisopasso, ad. I..

type crisopass-us = chrfsopassus, found in some
MSS. of I'liny, beside the etymological chryso-

prasus, Gr. xpv(r° 1rPa<ro* a golden-green gem, f.

Xpvab-s gold + ir/xto-ov leek. Schade quotes many
! med.L. examples of chrysoprassus, and -passus,

also -pastus, -partes, and chrysopasion, -ptasion,

-pasius, -ptasius, -lapsus, corruptions, and partly,

j

perh., etymologizing perversions of the name.



CHRYSOSTOMATICAL.

Since the 16th c. the Eng. form lias been more or

less conformed to the original Gr. and Latin.]

a. The ancient name of a golden-green precious

stone, now generally believed to have been a

variety of the beryl, or to have included that

among other stones of similar appearance. It was

one of the stones to which in the Middle Ages was

attributed the faculty of shining in the dark.

b. In mod. Min. Applied to an apple-green

variety of chalcedony.

c i»7S Luue Ron 174 in O. E. Misc. 98 Smaragde, Beril,

and crisopace. c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 1012 pe crysopase

be tenbe is ty2,t. 138a Wyclif Rev. xxi. 20 The tenthe,

crisopassus [Tin-dale & Coverd., Crysoprasos ; Cranmer
Crusoprasos; Geneva, Rheims, Chrysoprasus]. 1398TREVISA

Barth. De P. R. xvi. xxvi. (1495) 561 Crisopassus is a stone

of Ethiopia and is hyd in lyghte and seen in derknesse.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5274 Calcidoynes & crisopaces. 1567

Matlet Gr. Forest 5 b, The Chrusopasse. . In the night

time it is flamelike, in the day time yelow or wan. 1646

Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. II. v. 93 That the wearing of a

Crysoprase [will] make one out of love with gold, as some

have delivered. ai7ii Ken Poet. Wks. (1721) II. 163 The
Chrysopass with golden spots bespread. 1804 Jameson

Min. 1. 191 May not chrysopras . . stand under chalcedony !

1835 Nno Monthly Mag. 299 The sky was clear and of the

milky cerulean of chrysoprase. 1873 Longf. Wayside Inn,

Azrael 25 The signet-ring of chrysoprase. .seemed to blaze

with hidden fire. 1884 Dana Min. 194.

C. The colour of this stone. Also allrib.

183s Willis Pencil/ingsll. xliii. 40 The crysoprase green

of the shallows. 1850 Mrs. Browning Vis. Poets I. 239

The lady's face Did melt back in the chrysopras Of the

orient morning sky.

t Chrysostoma'tical, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr.

Xpvou s gold + oTo/tti-r-, mouth + -IOAL.]= next.

1623 Cockeram, Chrisostomaticall, golden-mouthed. 1647

R. Baron Cyprian Acatt. 83 Come, Doris, with thy watry

band, and all the Druid crew Chrysostomaticall.

Chrysosto'miC, a. rare. [f. Gr. xpCo-tio-ro/ios

golden-mouthed, an epithet applied to favourite

orators, which became a kind of surname of Dio

and John Chrysostom.] Golden-mouthed.
1816 Month. Rev. LXXXI. 245 By the majesty of his

Chrysostomic eloquence.

Chrystal, chrystalline, etc. : see Chys-.

Chrysten, -un, etc., obs. ff. Christen.

Ch.th.omau (k]>iTu-nian), a. [f. Gr. x8oVi-os of,

in, or beneath the earth (f. x6"v>
X^ov-os, earth) +

-an. Cf. F. chthonicn.] Dwelling in or beneath

the surface of the earth.

1850 Leitch Mullers Anc. Art 481 Hermes stood in the

cycle of the Chthonian gods, the powers that send up fruits

and bounteous blessing from below. 1887 Lang Myth, Rtt.

/$ Relig. II. 95. 1888 Rhys Hibbert Led. 131 Pluto.,

was always, .a chthonian or catachthonian Zeus.

So Chthonic a.

1885 igih Cent. Dec. 920 The original chthonic character

of the wife of Zeus.

Chthono-graphy. [f. Gr. x^", X^fo-s earth

+ -graphy.] ' A history or description of soils

'

{Syd. Soc. Lex. 1881).

Chthtvuonosology. [f. as prec. + Noso-

logy.] 'The geography of diseases' {Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1881).

Chub (tjtfb). Forms: 5-6 ehubbe, (9 ohubb),

7- chub. [Late ME. chubbe, of unknown

origin.

Prof. Skeat compares kubb block, log of a tree (which

agrees in meaning with sense 3), and other similar Sw. and

Da. words : but no phonetic connexion between in- and chil-

is known either in Norse or English. See other conjec-

tures in Wedgwood and E. Miiller.]

L A rirer neh (CyprittMS or Leuciscus cefiiaius)

of the Carp family (
Cyfrinidte), also called the

Chevin. It is a thick fat coarse-fleshed fish, of a

dusky green colour on the upper parts and silvery-

white beneath, frequenting deep holes, especially

about the roots of trees, and in warm weather rising

near the surface.

1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing 16 The cheuen chubbe : the

breme: the tenche and the ele. 1570 Levins Manip. 181

A chubbe, bruscum. 1653 Walton Angler 47 A Chub is

the worst fish that swims. 1741 Compl. Fain. Piece• II. U.

(ed. 3) 346 Chub (known by the Name of Chevin or Chav-

ender) are a strong unactive Fish. 1868 Morris Earthly

Par. (1870) I. L 313 Still the lazy chub did swim By inches

'gainst the stream. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount, tjr Mere xi.

89 The big chub sleep away the lazy day.

b. tV.S. A local name for the Black Bass (Perca

hurd). Also 'a name sometimes given to the

Blackfish {Tautoga americand) '. (Bartlett.)

1863 Thoreau Excursions 31 The chub is a soft fish, and

tastes like brown paper salted. 1883 Cent. Mag. July 376/1

There are but two species of black bass . . the large-mouthed

bass and the small-mouthed bass., known in different sec-

tions of our country [U. S.] as bass, perch, trout, chub
or salmon. 1884 Ibid. Apr. 908/1 A black bass, .becomes a
' chub ' in Virginia.

t 2. transf. A lazy spiritless person ; a rustic,

simpleton, dolt, fool; also, playfully, lad, ' fellow ',

' chap '. Obs.

1558 Phaer Mneid VII. Uij, Like fraies of countreis

chubs. 1623 Cockeram, Gnojfe, a churle, a foole, a chub.

1657 G. Starkey Helmont's Vind. 22 Fine-fingred chubs,

who will be more scrupulous of fouling their hands with

coals, than careful to keep a good conscience. 1706 Phil.

399

lips, Chub, a Jolt-head, or clownish Fellow ; a raw, inex-

perienced young Fellow. 174s Songs Costume (1249) 223

When a young miss has a chub by her side.

b. (Cf. Chubby'.)
1721-1800 Bailey, Chub, a Jolt-head, a great-headed, full-

cheeked Fellow.

3. i,Cf. chock, chunk.) dial.

1706 Marshall E. Vorksh. ed. 2 (E. D. S. 1879) Chub, a
thick, clubbed piece of firewood. 1876 Mid. Vorksh. Gloss.

(E. D. S.), Chub, a wood-log.

4. a. allrib. Pertaining to the chub, chub-like.

1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-mec.W. (1689) 17 Barbel and
Chub lines must be very strong. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
II. 306/1 Of Birds, .a chub Bill [is a] thick and short Bill.

b. Comb., as + chub-cheeked, f chub-faced:

having chubby cheeks or face (from the general

obese appearance of the fish) ; chub-headed (see

quot.) ; chub-sucker, a sea-fish of the genus

l.abco, also called the Horned Sucker (Bartlett).

1715 Kersey, 'Chub-cheeked, that has full Cheeks. 1721

in Bailey. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. ill. ii, The "chub,

faced fop Shines sleek with full-crammed fat of happiness.

1712 Addison Spcct. No. 299 f 2, I have a little Chub-faced

Boy as like me as he can stare. 1796 Marshall E. I 'orhsh.

ed. 2 (E. D. S. 1879) 'Chub-headed, large or thick headed ;

spoken of cattle or sheep.

Chubb (tfobi. [From the name of the inventor,

a London locksmith.] In full Chubb's lock, Chubb-

lock : a patent lock with tumblers and, in addition,

a lever called a detector, which fixes the bolt im-

movably when one of the tumblers is raised a

little too high in an attempt to pick the lock. So

Chubb-kcy.
1833 Lardner Mann/. Metal (Cabinet Cycl.i II. 272 An-

other celebrated invention, well known to the public as

Chubb's Detector lock. 1861 Sala Seven Sons Mammon
xii, A tiny little Chubb, that might have opened a lady's

portfolio.

+ Chubbed (tjubd , a. 1 0bs. [f. Chub +

-F.D.]

1. = Chubby i, 2 : 'Big-headed like a chub' (J.).

1674 Loud. Gaz. No. 852/4 A chubbid fellow, hard favored.

1687 Ibid. No. 2285/4 Lost, .a brown Mare, .a thick Neck,

and a chubbed Head. 1767 Brooke Fool 0/ Qua/. I. 2?

Eldest son to a wealthy squire, a chubbed unlucky boy.

2. Of or belonging to a chub (sense 2). Obs.

1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. vll. (1852I App. 632 This

Chub found an opportunity, in a pretty chubbed manner, to

kill a couple of principal sagamores.

Hence Chu'bbedness = next.

1731-1800 Bailey, Chubbedness, the having full cheeks.

Chubbiuess (tjVbines). [f. Chubby + -ness.]

Chubby state, plumpness.
1850 Mrs. Stows Uncle Tom's C. xiv. 122 Her form

was the perfection of childish beauty, without its usual

chubbiness and squareness of outline. 1881 H. James
Portrait Lady xxxi, Never having known the age of chub-

biness. 1883 19M Cent. Nov. 848 The mixture ofawkward-

ness and chubbiness which results from a long sea voyage.

t Chu-bbingly, a. Obs. slang.

c-Aga B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Bnlchin, a Chubbingly

Boy or Lad. 1725 in New Cant. Diet.

t Chu-bbish, a. Obs. [f. Chub + -ish.]

1. Of the nature of a chub ;
dull, clownish.

1566 Drant Horace's Sat. Aij, The chubbyshe gnofthat

toyles and moyles and delveth in the downe.

2. Chub-shaped ; hence gen. blunt and thick.

1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2053/4 A good large Nose the end

being chubish.

Chubby (tfff-bi), a. [f. Chub + -y.]

f 1. Short and thick, dumpy like a chub. Obs.

1611 Cotgr. , Raccourci. .compacted ;
chubbie, short and

strong. 1884 Cheshire Gloss. (E. D. S.), Chubby, thickset,

b. Applied to ground : ? = lumpy, hummocky.
1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 14 Cushi runs apace, but

through chubby and rough grounds.

2. Round-faced ;
plump and well-rounded.

1722 Daily Post 19 Mar., A fat, chubby boy, aged about

20 or thereabouts. 1792 Mary Wollstonecr. Rights Worn.

iii 105 Health and innocence smile on their chubby cheeks.

1858 Hawthorne Fr. <y It. Jruls. I. 92 The very chubbiest

and rosiest boy in the world. 1859 Gen. P. Thompson Audi

Alt. II. lxxxv. 51 A sow and her chubby pigs,

b. transf.

1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz (18661 173 A chubby street-door

knocker, half-lion half-monkey. 1882 Harper'sMag. LXIV.

645 With borders of chubby shade trees and shrubbery.

3. Comb., as chubby-faced, -headed, adjs.

1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 346 The chubby-

faced Pickle. 1884 Cheshire Gloss. (E. D. S.), Chubby-

/leaded, having a short, broad head like a bull.

Chubdar, obs. form of Chobdar.

Chuchu, var. of Chocho.

Chuck (tj2>k), sbA Also 4 chuk(ke, chokke.

[Echoic]
1. A species of cluck: e.g. that made by a cock,

or a hen calling chickens, or by people in calling

fowls ; also that made to incite a horse.

C1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 354 He fly doun fro the

beem and eke hise hennes alle ; And with a chuk [p. r.

chukke, chokke] he gan hem for to calle. 1683 Temple

Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 391 They made the Chuck four or five

times that People use to make to Chickens when they call

them. <*i79i Wesley Wks. (1830) XIII. 419 The parrot

made the chuck that people use to make to chickens, i860

Trollope Framley P. vi. 169 Made the coachman . .
give a

chuck to his horses.

2. A provincial name for the wheatear.

CHUCK.

Chuck (tj»k), sb. 2 [In sense 1, taken by Dr.

Johnson to be corrupted from chick, chicken : cf.

the dialectal use in 2, also Chuckie.]

1. A familiar term of endearment, applied to

husbands, wives, children, close companions.

1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. v. ii. 668 Sweet chuckes, beat not the

bones of the buried. 1599 — Hen. V, III. ii. 26 Vse lenitie

sweet Chuck. 1607 Barley- Ilreake (1877) 8, I tell thee,

Chuck, thy Father doth disdaine, To see his child so ruffled

by a knaue. 1628 Earlb Microcosm, xxxvi. 80 One that

does nothing without his chuck, that is his wife. 1770

Footf. Lame Lover 1. 24 Why not, chuck? 1845 E. Bronte
Wuthtring Heights xxxiv. 279 Will you come Chuck V

1866 Kingsley Herew. xix. 234 Little Winter, my chuck, my
darling.

2. Chick, chicken, fowl, north, dial. Also fig,

1675 Cotton Poet. Wks. (1765) 201 Such lucky chucks

there's no great need on. 1785 Burns Jolly Beggars ix,

But up arose the martial chuck, And laid the loud uproar.

1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.>, Chuck .. in the Craven

dialect . . a hen. 1878 .V. W. I.incolnsh. Gloss., Chuck, a

child's name for a hen. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Chuck or

chuckie, a domestic fowl. A word used by children.

Chuck (tj»k), sb? In 7 chock(e. [Goes with

Chuck v? ; in sense 1 perh. immed. f. F. choc (see

Shock).]

1. A slight, sudden blow or upward tap under

the chin.

161 1 Cotgr., Mantonniere, a chocke, or bob vnder the

chinne. — Haulsc-bec. .a blow, or chocke vnder the chinne.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) II. xlv. 84 He gave his an-

tagonist a chuck under the chin. 1840 Hood Kilmansegg

eclxviii, There's a double chuck at a double chin. 1847 1 .1

Fanu T. O'Brien 275 A few additional chucks by the

throat.

2. A short, abrupt movement, a toss, a jerk.

, 1843 Sir C. Napier in Life (1885' vi. 206, I held half my
reins . . designing to give Red Rover a chuck that should

put his head between me and the coming blow. 1861 Trol-

lope Framley P. III. ix. 165 Griselda gave her head a little

chuck which was produced by two different operations ol

her mind.

3. A toss or throw from the hand, {colloq.

4. Short for Chuck-farthing, and app. extended

to other games of the nature of pitch-and-toss.

1711 Brit. Apollo III. No. 127. 3/2 These two being at

the (lame we call Chuck. 1712 STEELE Spcct. No. 509 F2

To chace the lad-, from chuck, that the beadle might seize

their copper. 1741-3 Wesley Jrnl. (1749) 95 Men, women
and children met together, to dance, fight, curse and swear,

and play at chuck, ball, span-farthing, or whatever came

next to hand. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 204

What is money good for? You cannot eat it . . it is ot

none other use than to play at chuck, or spin upon a table

to amuse a child. 1821 Clark Vill. Minstr. 1. 174 With

chuck and marbles wearing Sunday through.

5. St. One of the small rounded quartz pebbles

used in the game of check-stone or ' chuckie-

stanes' ; hence chucks a name of this game; ' a

marble used at the game of taw, Dumfr.' (Jam.).

Also chuckstonc.

1822 Scott Nigel v, When a wise man is with fules and

bairns, he maun e'en play at the chucks. 1827 Carlyle

Germ. Romance II. 115 Gravel, among which were.. large

bits of chuckstone, and other pebbles. 1879 JamiesoN,

Chnckie-stanes, chucks, a game played by girls. A number

of pebbles are spread on a flat stone ; one of them is tossed

up, and a certain number must be gathered, and the falling

one caught by the same hand.

Chuck (tjfk), si.* [app. originally the same as

Chock, q.v. Chunk appears to be another variant.]

1. A lump ; a large awkward-shaped piece of

wood for burning, a Chock ; also of bread, meat,

and the like, a Chunk. Chiefly dial.

1674 Ray cT. i- E. Country Wds. 61 Chuck, a great Chip,

Suss. ; in other Countreys they call it a chunk. 1736FEGGE

Kenticisms (E. D. S.), Chuck. .We mean more than a chip,

viz a short thick clubbed piece of wood, for burning. 1876

Gowf.r Surrey Provinc. (E.D. S>, Chucks, large chips of

wood Called ' chats ' in the Cotswold dialect. 1B81K.

Buchanan God % Man I. 20 Chucks of home-made cake.

1887 Parish & Shaw Kentish Dial., Chuck, a chip; a

chunk ; a short, thick clubbed piece of wood ; a good thick

piece of bread and cheese.

2. Sec quot.

1881 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Chuck, a cut of

beef extending from the horns to the ribs, including the

shoulder-piece. 1884 Harper's Mag. July 299/1 Extra

mess' is composed of chucks, plates, rumps, and flanks.

1886 Illiisl. Lend. News 9 Oct. 370/3 Chuck-steak, In the

Midland Counties, three ribs of beef nearest to the neck

cut straight down the fore-quarter to about halfway through

the shoulder blade.

3. A boat-chock; = Chock rf. 3.

1780 G. Vassa Life U793) 260 Two boats were washed

fromthe booms, and the long-boat from the chucks.

4. A contrivance for holding work m a lathe,

screwing machine, or drilling machine, while being

operated upon: an instrument screwed into the

nose of the mandrel of a lathe by which the work

versal Chuck for holding any kind of work which is to be

turned 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. «r Art I. 60 The work

is fastened to a wooden chuck by cement, or by glue, or

screwed into it. 1879 Holtzapffel Turning IV. 185

Lathe chucks may . . be divided into two principal groups.

Ibid. IV. 196 Motion is transmitted by the contact of an

arm or pin, the driver, on the chuck.
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Hence chuck lathe.
1888 Eng. Mech. XLV11. 341 A great quantity of article*

are made in the chuck lathe by a scraping process.

Chuck, [Echoic : cf. Chick sbA]

1. intr. To make a clucking noise like a fowl, or

that used by henwives in calling fowls.

1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 362 He chuklceth, whan he

hath a corn yfounde, And to hym rennen thanne hise wiues

alle. 1601 Bp. Barlow Eagle f) Body (1600) D uj a. Others.

.

chucking and crying ouer the prey which they haue found

dead, a 1700 Drvden Cock t, Fox 441 He chucked again,

when other corns he found. 1863 N. Macleod in Gd.

Words 150 Waddling about and chucking among her

numerous family of poultry.

2. with compl. {trans.) To call [together) by

making this noise.

a 1700 Dryden Cock tf Fox 430 Then crowing clapped his

wings. .To chuck his wives together in the hall.

t 3. intr. To chuckle ; to laugh inwardly. Obs.

1598 Florio, Gongolare, to laugh at the hart till it be sore,

or shoulders ake, to chuck. 1598 Marston Sat. 1. 139 Who
would not chuck to see such pleasing sport ? 1599 — Sco

.

Villanie ill. xi. 230 And then he chukes, and is as proud

of this As Taphus when he got his neighbours blisse.

4. intr. To incite (a horse) by a well-known

palatal cluck used for the purpose.

1843 Lever J. Hinton xxxvil. (1878) 254, I flogged and

chucked the old beast, .up the rising ground.

Chuck (tjok), v.2 [In 1 6th c. chock; of un-

certain origin ; cf. F. choquer in sense to give a

shock to, to knock ; but prob. mainly onomato-

poeic.]

1. ' To give a gentle blow under the chin, so as

to make the mouth strike together *

(J.) ; to give

' a bob under the chin ' (Cotgr.).

1583 Gold)no Calvin on Dent, lxxxvi. 532 They were stil

chockt vnder the chinne. 1594 J. Dickenson Arisbas

(1878) 62 She would vse oft his company, kisse him, coll

him, check him, chuck him. «6j8 Lesnard tr. Charron's

IVisd. 1. lii. (1670) 188 You chock them under the chin. 169a

Wacstaffe Vind. Carol, xil 84 A prudent Father, who
seldom chucks one Child more than another. 17s* Field-

ing A melia ix. ii, The doctor smiled on the child . . chucking

him under the chin. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. ofFleet

11. iii.(i883> 137 You and I. .do not want to chuck fanners'

daughters under the chin.

2. To throw with the hand with little action of the

arm ; to throw underhand ; to toss ; prob. at first

said of throwing or tossing money, or anything

light ; now used somewhat playfully or contempt-

uously of heavy things, as suggesting that they are

thrown with ease or contempt ;
by workmen sub-

stituted for throw in all senses.

1593 Prodigal Son iv. 112 Yes, this old one will I give

you (Chucks him old hose and doublet). 1617 Drayton
Agincourt 63 In the Tauerne, in his Cups doth rore, Chock-

ing his Crownes. 1798 J. Jefferson MS. Let. 19 Mar. to

Rev. J. Boucher, To chuck a stone, etc. = to throw. 1801

Mar. Edgeworth Knapsack (1832) 302 I've seen him chuck

his money at those poor children. i8»£ Pro. Jonatlian

III. 13 They'll cut our throats, chuck us into the sea. 1846

Lytton Lucretia (1853) 261 He chucked the rein to the

ostler. 186a Kingslry Water Bab. ii, It seemed as if he

could have chucked a pebble on to the back of the woman
in the red petticoat. i86a Mrs. Browning Died in Last

Poems 70 We chuck our flattery or abuse . . I' the teeth

of some dead sage or fool. 187* Tennyson Q. Mary III. i.

8s England now Is but a ball chuck'd between France and

Spain.

b. with adverbs away, down, over, up, etc.

Chuck up {the sponge), said of a second in a prize-

fight
;
hence, To give in, give up, yield : see Sponge.

{Chuck it is also said for chuck it up.) coltoq.

1850 I. H. Newman Dific.felt by Anglicans 11. 8 9 Though
the minister baptized without water, though he chucked

away the consecrated wine. 1866 — Dream Geront. iv,

Chuck'd down by the sheer might of a despot's will. 1873

Slang Diet., Chuck in, to challenge—from the pugilistic

custom of throwing a hat into the ring. Obs. Chuck up, to

surrender, give in, from the custom of throwing up the

sponge at a prize-fight in token of yielding. 1881 Grant
Cameronians I. vii. 100 Cut in for the girl, if you are deter-

mined to chuck yourself away. 1884 Cheshire Gloss. (E.

D. S.), Chuck over, to discard, to disinherit.

t 3. intr. [cf. Chuck sb.3 2.] Obs.

1705 Vanbrugh Con/ed. 11. i, Something will make your

heart chuck within you.

4. intr. To play chuck-farthing.

,735 Pope Donne Sat. iv. 146 Shortly no lad shall chuck,

or lady vole, But some excising Courtier will have toll. 177s

Ash, Chock, to play at pitching money into a hole.

5. In combination with a sb., forming names of

games, as Chuck-farthing ; also chuck-board

(see quot.) ;
ohuok-button, pitch and toss played

with buttons ; chuck - halfpenny, •= Chuck -

farthing; chuck-hole, (a.) = Chuck-farthing;

{/>.)'* deep hole in a waggon-rut' (Webster). =
Chock-hole.
1880 Jefferies Gt. Estate 67 In the ' tap ' of an evening

you might see the labourers playing at 'chuck-board .

which consists in casting a small square piece of lead on to

certain marked divisions of a shallow tray-like box. 1863

Teacher's Monthly Mag. Nov. 352 When he discovered

children playing at chuck-button he knew that their next

step would be tosspenny. 1801 Strult's Sports ^ Past.

iv. S7 (1881)493 Even or odd— Chuck-halfpenny— Duck
and Drake. 1837 Boston, Lincoln, etc. Herald'21 Feb. 3/5

'What money? .' Why, that what I won o' ya' at Chuck-
hole!'

Chuck (tjr>k), Turning, [f. Chuck sb.*]

To fix on the lathe by means of a chuck, q. v.

i860 Eng. Mech. 17 Dec. 334/2 The wood requires to be

chucked .

'. for boring. 1881 Metal World No. 8. 121 Chuck-
ing work on the lathe.

Chuck, tit/v. = Chock; with direct impact.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) I. xviii. 166 Of course he

must be embayed and run chuck upon a lee-shore. 1841

Lever Chas. CMalley Ixviii. 335 Running the machine

chuck against a wall.

Chuck, dial. var. of Choke sb 2

t Chuxkahy. Obs. [f. Chuck sb. 2] A term of

endearment.
1607 Dekker, etc. Wcsttv. Hoe 11. i. Wks. 1873 II. 297 Do

not thy cheekes burne, sweete chuckaby, for wee are talking

of thee.

Chucker 1 (tjVkai). [f. Chuck v 2 + -er ']

I. Of things.

1. A small pebble used in the game of check-

stones or ' chucks '. (Cf. Checker.)
1760 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 82/1 An old labouring man .

.

was laying on a bench fast asleep, some boys being at play

with chuckers . . one chuck'd one directly into his mouth.

2. A blow with the fist.

a 1805 Anstey Pindar. Ep. Ld. Buckhorse Poet. Wks.

(1808) 155 While you with frequent fist assail'd him, With
chuckers in the mazzard nail'd nim.

II. Of persons : One who chucks or throws.

3. esp. in Chucker-out {vulgar colloq.), one who
' chucks out ' ;

applied to a. A bully employed to

eject fleeced victims, or persons otherwise objection-

able, from a gambling-hell, tavern, or brothel.

1884 Gd. Words June 400/1 He had done twelve months

[in prison] for crippling for life the ' chucker-out ' of one of

these pubs. 1885 All Y. Round Nov. 2226 Dens to which

Brickey Ls attached in the capacity of chucker-out.

b. A fellow engaged to expel disturbers or op-

ponents from a public meeting.

1884 Times Weekly Ed. 31 Oct. 14/1 Roughs hired as
' chuckers-out ' by the Tory party. 1887 Guardian 2 Mar.

343/1 Bogus meetings, where the chairman, committee, re-

porters, audience, and ' chuckers-out ' were all subsidised.

°fig-
1880 Punch No. 2040. 63 (Hoppe) Lord Grey was about to

resume his rOle of chucker-out to the proposed measures of

his own party.

Chuxk-fa rthing. [f. Chuck v. 2 + Farth-

ing.] A game of combined skill and chance in

which coins were pitched at a mark, and then

chucked or tossed at a hole by the player who
came nearest the mark, and who won all that

alighted in the hole. ;In modem use probably

often applied to pitch and toss, or the like.)

c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Chuck farthing, a Parish-

Clerk lin the Satyr against Hypocrites) also a Play among
Boies. 171a Steele Sped. No. 466 P 3, I catched her once

..at Chuck- Farthing among the Boys. 171a Arbuthnot
John Bull »755> 23 He lost his money at chuck-farthing,

shuffle-cap, and all-fours. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. III.

11 Oct, He understands., games, from chess down to chuck-

farthing. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge xxxvii, They pre-

sently fell to pitch and toss, chuck-farthing, etc

b. Misapplied to the farthing chucked.

a 1834 Lamb Lett. iii. To Coleridge 25, I cannot scatter

friendship like chuck-farthings.

C. attrib. or as adj. Petty, of paltry value.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) IV. 340 At war about

some pitiful chuck-farthing thing or other.

d. To play {at) chuck-farthing with : to throw

away or risk heedlessly. (Cf. ' to play ducks and

drakes with '.

)

1837 Svn. Smith Let. Archd. Singleton Wks. 1859 II.

278/1 Playing at chuck-farthing with human happiness.

1883 Pall Mall G. 1 Nov., Lord Randolph .. declines to

play chuck-farthing with the Constitution '. 1888 Ibid. 18

Dec. 1/1 What are our Imperialist Ministers doing? . . they

are playing chuckfarthing with the Empire.

Chuck-full : see Chock-full.

Chuckie. Sc. [Dim. ofChuck 3,sense.s.] Quartz

pebble: also chuckie stone or stane. Chuciie-stanes:

= Chucks, a game played with pebbles.

1793 D. Ure Hist. Rutherglen 268 1 Jam.) Quartzy nodules,

or chuckie-stones. .are very common. 1818 Scott Rob Roy
xiv, As fizzenless as chuckie-stanes. t8*S— Diary 22 Dec.,

A minute philosopher, .eternally calling your attention, .to

look at grapes and chucky stones.

Chuckle : see Chucky.

t Chucking, Obs. [f. Chuck sb.2 ; cf.

darling, sweeting, etc.] A term of endearment.

1609 Armin Maids qfMore-Cl. (18801 82 So my chucking,

that's a good lambe, do not cry for any thing.

Chucking, sb. 2 See quot. 1 794.

1785 Act 25 Geo. Ill, c. 56 | 2 Short chucking, half-clean,

whale-line. 1794 Rigging \ Seamanship 59 Chucking is a

long, stout, coarse hemp, rather foul, and used for making

inferior rope. Short chucking is the foul hemp from the

ends of the long chucking.

Chucking (tj>kiti), vbl. #».' [f. Chuck ».i +

-ing '.] The clucking noise of certain fowls, esp.

the common hen. Also, chuckling {obs.).

1S98 Florio, Gongolatione, a hartie laughing or chucking.

tfM Cotgr., Cabab, the chucking, churring, or jouking of

a Partridge. 1868 Timbs Eccentr. Anim. Creation 205 1 he

chucking and cackling of a hen.

Chucking, vbl. si.* [f. Chuck v 2
] The action

of the vb. Chuck ;
throwing, ejecting ; hence

climking-ont, ejection.

1881 Sportsman 31 Jan. 3/5 We were the first to take the

part of the pit against a chucking.out policy. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 23 Feb. 1 1/1 Evictions in Glenbeigh . . and chuck-

ings-out in London.

Chu-ckingly, adv. [f. Chuck f.i 3.] With
chucking or chuckling.

i8a3 Galt Entail I. xxv. 214 Walter laughed, and chuck-

ingly rubbed his hands.

•f Chuckla, -lee. Obs. A fabric.

17M C. King Brit. Merch. I. 208 Chints, 25 Pieces;

Chucklees, 1506 Pieces. 17JS Lond. Gaz. No. 6388/2 The
following Goods, viz.. .ChuckTaes, Cherconnaes.

Chuckle (tfckl),*/. [Echoic: akin to Chuck
with the dim. and freq. ending -le. Cf. also

Chokeling.]

f 1. intr. ' To laugh vehemently ; to laugh con-

vulsively '

(J.). Cf. Checkle. Obs.

1598 Florio, Collepolarsi d'allegrezza, to chuckle, to

chuck or rouze ones selfe togladnes and mirth. 174a Richard-

son Pamela 1 1 1 . 1 10 Such Liberties of Speech as they would
saucily chuckle at. 1833 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. xxiv, It wo»ld

be difficult to find one who has heartily chuckled at it.

2. To laugh in a suppressed manner ; to laugh

to oneself ; to make or show inarticulate signs of

exultation or triumph.

1803 Syd. Smith Wks. 2j A man, who would . . set the

house in a blaze, that he might chuckle over the splendour.

1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. 11867) 266 A tale which some

antiquaries still chuckle over. 1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke

iii. C1876) 41 Then he lighted his pipe and chuckled away in

silence. 1855, Tennyson Maud 1. pr. v We whisper, and

hint, and chuckle, and grin at a brother's shame. 1881

Besant & Rice Chapl. ofFleet 1. iii. (1883) 16 He went off

chuckling.

b. trans, also chuckle out,\o utter with a chuckle.

i8jo Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (18701 II. v. 120

Whatever you praise to Jeffrey he directly chuckles out

some error which you did not perceive. i87*Miss Braddon

7. Haggard's Dau. III. 9 Ah, but they're all glad to get a

husband . . chuckled the farmer.

3. To cluck or cackle as a hen ; also with compl.

{trans.) to call (together) with a chuckle.

a 1700 Dryden iJ.i If these birds are within distance,

heres that will chuckle 'em together 1833 Tennyson

Goose vii, It cluttered here, it chuckled there.

fig. c 1700 Gentl. Instructed 117321 117 (D.I She chuckles

together a whole covy of essences and perfumes.

4. trans. To express regret for by the inarticu-

late sound 'is ! 'ts !

1681 Dryden Sp. Friar 11. iii, Your confessor . . must

chuckle you, and moan you.

5. nonce-use. Applied to the gurgling sound made
i by water in coming out of a bottle.

1865 Swinburne Poems * Ball., Two Dreams 363 As
when water slips Out of a beak-mouthed vessel with faint

noise And chuckles in the narrowed throat.

6. Curling. See quot,

1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 971 To chuckle, a term used

upon the Ayrshire ice, is to make a succession of in-wicks

up a port to a certain object.

Chuckle (tjVk'l , sb.i [f. Chuckle i>.i]

1. An act of chuckling ; a laugh of triumph and

exultation : formerly applied to a loud laugh, but

now chiefly to a suppressed and inarticulate sound

by which exultation is shown.

.11754 Fielding Charac. Men Wks. 1784 IX. 411 That

honest, hearty, loud chuckle, which shakes the sides of

aldermen and squires. 1810 Keats Isabel lxii. With melo-

dious chuckle in the strings Of her low voice. 1841 Miall

in Nmconf. I. 242 Enjoy your chuckle, gentlemen. 184a

H. Rogers Ess. I. i. 38 As different .. as the innocent laugh

of childhood from the malignant chuckle of a demon. 1863

M us. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. viii. 201 She is in a per-

petual chuckle of merry malice. 1869 Trollope He knm,
etc. vi, With a whistle . . and a little low chuckle of laughter,

b. Chuckling, exultation, glee.

1837 Syd. Smith Let. Archd. Singleton Wks. 1859 11.

284.fr Viscount Melbourne, in high chuckle. 1883 E. Pen-

nell-Elmhirst Cream ofLeic. 83 A great source of chuckle

. .10 the agriculturists of the district.

2. The call of some birds to their young ; the

cluck or cackle of a hen.

1773 Barrincton Singing ofBirds in Phil. Trans. LXHI.
JSSThe nestling linnet retained the call of its own species,

or what the bird-catchers call the linnet's chuckle, from

some resemblance to that word when pronounced.

Chuckle (tj» k'l a. and sb 2 [perh. related to,

or in use associated with, Chi ck sb.* : cf. -le.]

A. adj. liig and clumsy (? like a chuck of fire

wood, blockish: applied contemptuously to the

head, and occas. to other parts.

I7«t D'Urfey Athenian Jilt in Neto Operas 164 1 he

Dew laps from his chuckle Chin That had wuh gorging

pampered l>cen. 1863 Robson Bards Tyne 343 The lubbart

wi' the chuckle heed. 1865 Kingsley Hereio. xiu, Her

great chuckle head-, and drooping hind quarters.

B. sb. A big hulking fellow, a chuckle-head

1731 1800 Bailey, Chuckle, a rattling, noisy, empty Fi

low 1817 Frere Whistiecraft's Nat. Poem 11. xlv, Ai

thus disabled that stupendous chuckle.

C. Comb. chnckle-pate,b\ock-he&dya.\ioatlrtb.).

\tto lilacka: Mag. VII. 677 And the pence were put down

by the chucklepate many. 1 «

Chu-ckle-head. Chiefly dial. [f. prec] A
blockhead, numbskull, dolt ; a stupid lout.

1731 1800 Bailey, Chuckle-head. 1748 Smollett Rod

Rand. (1865) 18 Is not he much handsomer and better built

than that great chuckle-head r 1815 79 Jamieson, Chuckle-

head, a doll. Abtrd. 1883 Harper s Mag. 886/1 A perfect

and unmitigated chuckle-head.

1-

And
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Chu ckle-headed, a. [f. as prec. + -fd.] Hav-
ing a chuckle-head ; block-headed.
1764 T. Brydges Homer Travest. (1797) II. 31 You think

the rock of Troy Some chuckle-headed booby boy. 1822

Blacktv. Mag. XII. 109 Many simple, chuckle-headed,
open-mouthed people. 1886 G. Saintsbury in Academy 31

July 69/2 An amialjle but, to tell the honest truth, rather

chuckle-headed young English squire.

Hence Chuckle-headedness sb.

1880 Mark Twain Tramp Abr. I. 123 With the native

chuckleheadedness of the heroine of romance, she preferred

the poor and obscure lover. 1885 Ch. Times 498/1 The
chuckleheadedness. .of drawing such a parallel.

Chuckler 1 (t[»'klai). One who chuckles.

II Chuckler 2 ftfrrk&l)* [Corruption of Tamil
and Malayal. shakkili (Yule).] One of a very low
caste in Southern India, the members of which are

tanners or cobblers
;
colloq. a native shoemaker.

1759 Ives Voy. 26 (Y.) Shackelays are shoemakers, i860
Sir W. Elliot (in YuleL 1887 Blackw. Mag. June 805/2
The chucklers of the nearest village were despatched into

the jungle to secure the trophies of the chase.

Chu*ekling, sb. [dim. of Chuck sb. 2] A little

chuck or chick.
a 1845 Hood Drowning Ducks ii, Pretty chucklings.

Chuckling (tjzrklirp, vbL sb. [f. Chuckle v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the vb. Chuckle.

1820 T. Mitchell Aristoph. I. Introd. 148 The triumphant
chucklings of a dicast over the official terrors of his situa-

tion. 1821 Byron fnan v. exxxiii, Mothers love their

children's squalls and chucklings.

Chuckling (,t|>klirj), ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ING 2

.] That chuckles, or is expressed in chuckles.

1705 Elstob in T. Hearne Coll. 30 Nov. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.)

I. io8 Chuckling throats have squall'd. 18x8 Keats Endym.
1. 236 The chuckling linnet. 1837 Disraeli Venctia 1, viii.

(1871) 40 With chuckling self-complacency.

Chucklingly, adv. ' [f. Chuckling ppl. a. +
-l\'2.] In a chuckling manner, with a chuckle.
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 233 'I'll have it,' said he,

chucklingly. 1872 Lytton Parisians v. i, He muttered
chucklingly.

Chuckstone : see Chuck sb.% 5.

Chuck-will's -widow. [Imitative of the

bird's cry.] Popular name in U. S. of a species of

Goat-sucker {Caprimulgtv carolinensis).

1828 Audubon Ornith. I. 273 (Bartl.t About the middle of
March, the forests of Louisiana are heard to echo with the
well-known notes of this interesting bird. No sooner has
the sun disappeared, .than the sound ' Chuck-will's widow
repeated with great clearness and power six or seven times
in as many seconds, strikes the ear.

Chucky (tfyki). Also Sc. chuckie. [dim. of

Chuck sb. 2-']

1. Little or dear chuck.

1727 Fielding Love in Scv. Masq. Wks. 1775 I. 46
Helena. Sir, my aunt will be at home before us. Sir Posi-
tive. So she will, chucky. 1840 Dickens Bam. Pudge
(1849) 321/2 Come and sit down here, will you, chuckey?

2. A chicken ; a fowl generally : also in nursery

long., chuckie-bird, -birdie.

1780 Burns To Dr. Blacklock x, I wat she is a daintie
chuckie. 18x5 Scott Guy M. xlv, Our barn-door chuckies
at Charlies-hope. 1844 W. H. Maxwell Sports Adv.
Scotl. ix. (1855) 92 The gilly is cutting up the chuckie. 1863
Atkinson Provinc. Dauby, Chucky, a chicken . . of most
frequent use. .in speaking to children, or by children.

Chucky, var. of Chuckie.

t Chud,7>. Obs. rare—1
. [Echoic : cf. Chump.]

1611 Stafford Niobe 119 (Todd.) When she rides, the horse
chads his bit so cheerfully as if he wished his burden might
grow to his back.

Chud=zV/t ud, ich wudy obs. and dial. f. /
would 1 see Ch, and \pron.

|| Chuddar (tfvdai). Anglo-Ind. Also chud-
dah, -er, -ur, chudah. [Hindi chadar a square

piece of cloth.] A large sheet commonly worn as a

shawl or mantle by women in northern India, Also
applied to the cloths spread over Mahommedan
tombs. Hence ehuddah shaivl.

1614 Peyton in Purchas Pilgr. 1. 530 (Y.) Pentados, chints,

and chadars. 1873 Life Sir H. Laurence I. 199 Over all

the chuddur or sheet of white muslin. 1876 A. Arnold in

Contemp. Rev. June 49 She is covered from head to foot in

the loose chudder of indigo, or black-dyed cotton. 1879
E. Arnold Light ofAsia iv. (1886) 89 The Chuddar fallen

to her waist. i88x Ethel Coxon Basil-PL II. 21 Gathering
her soft ehuddah shawl round her.

Chuet, var. of Chewet Obs.

Chufa (tJ/Ha). U. S. The Earth Almond
{Cyperus esculentus) a plant producing small
tubers about the size of a bean. (In F. souchct

comestible or amande de terre.)

i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Earth Almond, a perennial,
indigenous to southern Europe, growing in the form of a
rush some three feet high, producing small tubers the size

of a common bean, and called by the Valencians 1 Chufas'.
1879 Lo7<isville(U.S.)Ho?ne $ Farm 15 Apr., My hogs had
no corn. They had abundance of chufas with the run of
potato pinder and pea fields.

Chuff (tfttf), sbX Also 5-7 chuffe, (8 chough).
[Origin unknown. In 17th c. sometimes spelt
chough by confusion with, or play on, the name of
the bird.]

1. A rustic, boor, clown, churl.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 77/1 Choffe or chuffe, rustiats. 1509
Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 92 All cobbing country chuffs.

Vol. II.

1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out Hum. Pref. 54 A wretched
hob-nail d Chuffe. 1631 Brathwait Whimzies, Char.
Pedler 138 Hee carries his trinkilo's about him ; which
makes the countrey choughs esteeme him a man of prize.

1715 Kersey, Chuff, a Country-clown. So 1721 in Bailey.

2. Generally applied opprobriously, with a fitting

epithet, to any person disliked
;

esp. a. a rude

coarse churlish fellow ; b. a miser, a close avari-

cious man. Cf. boor, churl, carl, birkie, etc.

<- 1450 Henrvson Mor. Fab. 66 Though yee would thig,

you verie Churlish chuffe. 1564 Bkcon Displ. Popish Mass
(1844) 269 Ye eat up all yourselves. .O cankered carls! O
churlish chuffs ! 1579 Munday Mirr. Mnt. in Farr's S. P.
Eliz. (1845) I. 230 The wealthy chuffe, that makes his gold
his god. 1592 Nashe/'. J'cnilesse led. 2) 6b, An old straddling

usurer, .a Kit chuffe it was. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. ii.

93 Ye gorbellied knaues .. ye Fat Chuffes. 1602 -2nd Pt.
Return fr. Paruass. 1. ii. 1 Arb.) 11 Where thick-skin chuffes

laugh at a schollers need. 1608 Topsell Serpents 780 The
incivility of the rude chuffe, his host the citizen. 1668
R. I.'Estrange Vis. Quev. U708) 83 There knockt at the

Gate a Rich Penurious Chuff. 1694 — Fables 315 A less

generous Chuff.. would have hugg'd his bags to the last.

1822 Scott Nigel viii, The father is held a close chuff.

1848 I.. Hcnt jar Honey xii. 168 Some greedy chuff of a
millionaire. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. (E. D. S.)

t Chuff, sb. 2 Obs. [Origin unknown.] A cheek

swollen or puffed with fat
;
also, the muzzle of

beasts.

1530 Palsgr. 205/1 Chuffe, bouffe. 1611 Cotgr., Monrre,
the face, a part of the face about the mouth (most properly)
of beasts ; the muzzle or chuffe.

Chuff (tj^f), a. 1 Obs. exc. dial. [Belongs to

Chdff sb* : cf. Chuffy a 2
]

1. Swollen or puffed out with fat ; chubby.
1609 Holland Amvt. MarcelL xxxi. ii. 399 By reason of

their fat chuffe-necks they are monstrously deformed. 1688
R. Holme Armoury 11. 427/1 Chuffe, or puff Cheeks, or blob
Cheeks [are] great and swelling out. 1821 Clare Vill.

Minstr. II. 27 His chuff cheeks dimpling in a fondling
smile. 1880 IV. Cornwall Gloss. (E. D. S.) 1887 Kentish
Gloss. (E. D. S.), Chuff fat, chubby.

2. Pleased satisfied, happy, dial.

c i860 in Northampton Dial., I saw the old man and he
looked as chuff as ever, although he is between 80 and 90.

1876 Mtd'Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.i Chuff, expressive of a
state of hilarious satisfaction, whether outwardly exhibited
or not. .' As chuff as a cheese *,

' As chuff as an apple '. 1881

Leicestersh. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Chuff, pleased, delighted,

proud, conceited. 'The children's quite chuff to come.'
1888 Sheffield Gloss. (E. T>.S.)Clntff, proud, pleased. 'Thar
rare an' chuff o' that dog o' thoine.'

Chuff, a.- Obs. exc. dial. [Belongs to Chuff
sb. 1 In Parish and Shaw Kentish Dial. 1887, this

and the prec. are distinguished as cliqff and chuff.']

Surly, churlish
;
gruff, stern, morose.

1832 G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 289 Like a
British sea-captain, rough, chuff, and headstrong, — but
withal fair and honourable. ^1859 L. Hunt Robin Hood
Poet. Wks. (i860) 149 Pure venison and good ale or wine,
Except when luck was chuff. 1864 Capern Devon Provinc,
Chuff churlish, surly. 1880 IV. Cornwall Gloss., Chuff,
sullen, sulky. 1887 Kentish Dial., Choff, stern, morose.
1888 Elworthy IV. Somerset IVordbk., Chuff, surly in

manner, boorish, brusque, stiff and unbending.

Chuff (tjirf), v. dial. [f. Chuff sb.-] To swell

or plump out (the cheeks).
1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 73 The cowboy, .whose sun-

burnt skin, and cheeks chuff'd out with fat.

Chuff- in comb, [see prec. words.] t Chuff-
cat = Chuff sb.l 2 ; t chuff-headed a., with a big
fat head

; + chuff-penny a., miserly, avaricious.

1563-87 Foxe A. $ M. III. 745 A great chuff-headed
Priest that stood by, spake. 1392 Nashe P. Penilesse (N.)
Sparage gentlemen and chuff-headed burghomasters. 1603
Florio Montaigne n. xii. (1632) 317 An old covetous Chuff
penny wretch ? 1604 Parsons Three Co?tvers. Eng. III. x.

256 A great chuff-headed priest standing by. 1653 Ur-
quhart Rabelais 1. liv, Here enter not vile bigots, hypo-
crites. . Fat chuffcats, smell-feast knockers, doltish gulls.

Chuffe-chaffe, a.

1583 Stanyhurst AEneis m. (Arb.) 91 With chuffe chaffe

wynesops lyke a gourd bourrachoe replennisht.

tChu'ffer. Obs. rare~ l
. — Chuff sb.'1 2.

[Appears to be f. the vb. chuff implied in Chuff-
ing.] (app.) Deceiver, cheat, impostor.
c 1460 ToTvneley Myst., Crucifixio 216 Herkyns now what

shalle befalle Of this fals chuffer here [Christ].

tCh.ufli.ly (tJtrfiH), adv. Obs. exc. dial. [f.

Chuffy 1 + -ly 2
.] In a chuffy or surly manner.

1748 Richardson Cla7i'ssa (1811) VII. lv. 194 ' Whose is

this?' ' Mine, sir', chuffily said John.

Chuffiliess (tfzr fines). Obs. exc. dial. [f. as

prec. + -Ness.] Chuffy state or quality, rudeness,

churlishness, clownishness.

1731-1800 Bailey, Chuffuess, clownishness. 1809-12
Mar. Edgeworth Absentee x. In spite of the chuffiness of

his appearance and churlishness of his speech.

f Qhn-ffingj 7>bl. sb. Obs. rare— 1
. [Of unknown

history : it implies a vb. chuff : cf. Chuffer.]
{app. ) Cheating, deceit, falsehood.

c tsoo Ormin 12177 patt wass chuffinng, & falls & flfcrd,

& ta;re Ixh be deofell.

Chuffy (tftf-fi), a.1 Obs. exc. dial. [f. Chuff
sbX] Clownish, churlish, rude, surly, morose.
a 1700 Dryden Ovid, Story ofSiellio, A chuffy lad [duri

f>uer oris et audax] was by. 171^ Kersey, Chuffy, clown-

ish, rough, rude. So 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1877 Holder-
ness Gloss., Chuffy, saucy. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Chuffy,

I fussy, proud, conceited.

Chuffy tj^fi), a.2 Obs. exc. dial. [f. Chuff
sb.2 + -y *.] Fat, swollen or puffed out with fat.

esp. of the cheeks
;
plump-cheeked

; chubby.
16x1 Cotgr., Gifflard . . Chuffie, full-cheekt ; swollen or

puft vp, in the face, and throat. — Mourru . . Chuffie,
broad, out-standing, like the face of a Lyon, muzzle of an
Oxe, etc. 1714 Lond. Gaz. No. 5274/11 A lusty brown
chuffy Woman. 1774 Westm. Mag. II. 93 The chuffy cit

[may] his porter swill. 1786 Burns Earnest Cry $ Prayer
viii, A chuffie vintner, a 1825 Forby E. A nglia Vac, Chuffy
..means fat and fleshy, particularly in the cheeks. 1883
Hampsh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Chuffy, broad-faced, healthy.

b. chuffy brick : a brick puffed out by the escape
of rarified air or steam during burning (O.).

C. Comb. Chuffy-cheekcd adj.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 11. iii, Bessy Feetock's chuffy-
cheeked wain [ = wcan]. 1879 Jamieson, Chuffe-cheeks, a
ludicrous designation given to a full-faced child.

Chugh, obs. form of Chough.
Chuis. obs. Sc. form of Choose v.

Chuk, chukke, obs. forms of Chuck.
Chukey, obs. form of Choky sb.

[Chukis (Jam.), bad form of choikis ^ chokes :

see Choke sb. 2
]

t Chull(e = ictiulle, ich undle, I will : see Ich.
rii75 Lamb. Horn. 213 To be one ich chulle trusten.

c 1320 Cast. Lone 962, I chulle be batayle nyme. 1578
Whetstone 2nd Pt. Promos $ Cass. in. ii. 21 Rapax. What,
bytest thou, hobclunch ? John, Yea, that chull.

t Chulle, v. Obs. [a. ONF. chouler, choller,

cheoller, to drive a ball with the foot, play football

with : in central OF. ceoulcr, coulcr, souler, in

med.L. cheolare, ceolarc, solere. Still used in Fr.

dial., where cholc, choule, in North Normandy,
sole, soule in S. Normandy, Brittany, Maine, is the

name of a well-known football game : cf. Sole
v 2

] To drive with the foot, as a football ; to kick

about, toss or bandy about.
138. Wvclif Set. Wks. II. 2S0 Cristene men ben chullid,

now wib popis, and now with bishopis . . now wib prelatis

under bishopis : and now |>ei clouten per shone wibcensuris,
as who shulde chulle a foot balle. 'taxqexs Morte Arth.
T444 Thane sais syr Gawayne, ' so me God helpe ! We hafe
bene chased to daye, and chullede as hares '. V a 1400 Qfho
Jlode of\>o It 'orld Royal MS. 17 B. xvii. 101 a (?c 1425', Tho
world makus a mon to ryse and falle, And chulles hym as
men don a balle, That is casten fro hande to hande.

t Chuller. Obs. Also 5 choller. (See quot.)

1483 Cath. Angl. 64 A Choller'iMS. A. Chullere), qucsior.
[Editor cites ' freres and chulleris 'from 1 an unpublished
tract of Wyclif, in a MS. of Trin. Coll. Dublin'.]

Chum (tjpm), sb. Now colloq. Also 8 chumm.
[Recorded only since c 16S4. A well-known con-

jecture is that it was a familiar abbreviation of

chamber-fello'v, chamber-mate, or the like. Kut no
historical proof or connecting link has been found.]

Onewho shares apartments with another or others,

one who lodges or resides in the same room or

rooms :
' a chamber-fellow, a term used in the uni-

versities *

(J.) ;
also, more generally, a habitual

companion, nn associate, an intimate friend. Now
chiefly in familiar colloquial use with school-boys,

fellow-students ; also with criminals, convicts, etc.

1684 Crf.f.ch Theocritus, Idyll xii. Ded., To my chum Mr.
Hody of Wadbam College. 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Chum, a Chamber-fellow, or constant Companion. 1691
Long Vacation Ded. 1 Thou and I were Chums together at

Hrazenose College. 1718 Freethinker No. 17, 117, I.,
quarrel with my Chum every Night. 1749 Fielding Tom
jones viii. ,\i, He had no doubt . . but that his chum was
certainly the thief. 1771 Smollett Hu?nph. CI. 11815)65
My college chum, Sir Reginald Bently. 1798 Anti-Jacobin
No. 31. t88 ' Co-occupants of the same room in a house let

out at a small rent by the week.'—There is no single word
in English which expresses so complicated a relation, except
perhaps the cant term of chum, formerly in use at our Uni-
versities. 1812 J. H. Vaux Plash Diet., Chum, a fellow

prisoner in a jail, hulk, etc. ; so there are new chums and
old chums. 1819 — Mem. I. xii. 133 Our society [in Jail]

was increased by several new chums before the sessions.

1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. II. 90 The parson had been a

chum of his father's at Oxford. 1826 Southey Vind. Eccles.

Angl. 502 The students were friends and chums, a word so

nearly obsolete, that it may be proper, perhaps, to explain it,

•as meaning ' chamber-fellows '. 1854 Thackeray Neivcomes
I. 42 He and an Indian chum of his. i860 All V. Round
No. 65. 346 My chum at Eton. 1882 Miss Braddon Mnt.
Royal III. viii. 148 Leonard and she are great chums.

b. In Australia : new chum, a fresh immigrant,

a ( greenhorn * ; old chum, an old and experienced

settler.

1886 P. Clarke (title) The ' New Chum ' in Australia . . A
man often means by it, * There's a poor weak-minded igno-

rant fool. .All that he has learnt is but of little avail to him,

nay, perhaps may hinder his graduating as an old chum.
He's got to be educated all over again '.

2. Comb, chum-master, chum-ticket; see quot.

1838 J. Grant Sk. Lond. 52 When there is more than one

person to each room . . the new-comers are, what is called

'chummed' on the previous inmates . .When a prisoner is

first confined within the walls, he is entitled to what is

termed a 1 chum ticket ', which is a small piece of paper on
which one of the officers of the prison, called the chum-
master, writes the name of the party, and the number of the

room in which he is to be 'chummed'.

Chum (tj»m), v. colloq. [f. prec]

1. intr. To share chambers, to live together.

1730 Wesley Wks. (1872) XII. 20 There are. .some honest
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fellows in College, who would be willing to chum in one of

ihem. a 1867 Tom Taylor Ten, Crown Office Row xi. 57

Good-bye, old rooms, where we chummed years, without a

single fight. 1878 E. Robertson in Colonies >t India 24

Aug., I had adopted a common and convenient Indian

fashion and was 'chumming 1 with a friend.

fig. I7«J Churchill Ghost 441 (Hoppei Wits forced to

chum with common sense.

2. trans. To chum one person on another: to

put as an occupant of the same rooms.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xl, You'll be chummed on somebody
to-morrow. 1838 J. Grant Sk. Lonii. s.2 New-comers are

what is called 'chummed' on the previous inmates. 1871

M. Collins Mnj. e, Merck. II. v. 143 She . . found herself

"chummed ' upon a young person who turned out to be. .a

. .slattern.

Hence Chumming vbl. si.

1838 J. Grant Sk. Lond. 50 ' Chumming ' and other in-

ternal arrangements of the prison. 1876 Cornhill Mag.
XXXIII. 444 Solitary study kept him from chumming w ith

his fellows.

Chu'mble, v. dial. Also 9 chamble, chimble.

[cf. Chump, Champ.] To gnaw, nibble, peck.
1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 94 Hips and haws . . That

chumbled lie about their hole. Ibid. I. 202 The little

chumbling mouse Gnarls the dead leaves for her house.

\itftShropsh. Word-bk., Dunna put the canary so much sid

to chamble an' flirt about. 1881 l.eiccstersh. Gloss, s.v.,

' Woon't 'e chimble a wa'nut ?' ' The rots 'a bin rhimblin

the hee." Mod. Northampton Dial., I saw a rat sitting

chimbling rushes by the side of the brook.

Chumhood,«0Kcc-7«/. [f.CHUMj/'.: see-Hoon.]

The condition or relation of a chum or chums.
1883 W. J. Smith in igthCenl. Nov. 849 The 'bumptious-

ness observable in the early days of * new chumhood '.

Chumlay, -ley, dial, and Sc. ff. of Chimney.

Chummage (tjo m«d,5). [f. Chum + -aoe.]

1. The system of ' chumming ' one person upon
another ; the quartering of two or more persons in

one room. Hence chummage-ticket.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xlii, You'll have a chummage ticket

upon twenty-seven in the third, and them as is in the room
will lie your chums. 1859 Sala 1 'w. round Clock 1 1861) 103

The time-honoured system of ' chummage \ or quartering

two or more collegians in one room, and allowing the richest

to pay his companions a stipulated sum to go out and find

quarters elsewhere.

2. The fee demanded of a 'new chum' (prison

slang), or that paid as described in prec. quot.

1777 Howard Prisons Eng. 16 A cruel custom obtains in

most of our gaols, which is that of the prisoners demanding
of a new comer, garnish, footing, or (as it is called in some
of the London gaols) chummage. 1837 Dickens Piclno. xlii,

The regular chummage is two-and-sixpence.

Chummery tjVmariV [f. Chum + -ery.] =
CHUMHOOD ; also the quarters occupied by chums.
1877 Besant & Rice Son 0/ Vulc. 196 Jack and her father

lived in bachelor chummery.

Chummy (t/wmi),^. 1 dial, and low colloq. [f.

chumley = Chimney.] A chimney-sweeper's boy.

1836 9 Dickens Sk. z?fz(i866i 105 He "ad l>een a chummy.
1844 Thackeray Greenwich Wks. 1886, XX 1 1 1. 38oThe hall

. . was decorated with banners and escutcheons of deceased
chummies. 1850W. Gregory Egypt I. 154 Hisshrill voice

high up aloft, like a chummy's on a London summer mom.

Chummy (tjVmi), sb. 2 colloq. [f. Chum + -y *

dim. suffix ] ^Chum.
1864 Gilbert Bab Ballads, Etiquette, Old chummies at

the Charterhouse were Robinson and he.

Chummy (tjVmi), a. colloq. [f. Chum + -y l.]

Intimate, sociable.

1884 Harper's Mag. Sept. 536/2, I . . saw them form into

small chummy groups. 1888 lltust. Loud. News Xmas No.
7/1 Be as chummy with him as you can.

Chump (tfpmp). [Of modern formation : app.

a parallel form to Chunk, perh. inflnenced in

form by association with chop, or with lump,

stump, clump. (Prof. Skeat compares Icel. kumbr,
kubbr, a chopping, cutting, and kubba to chop.)]

1. A short thick lump of wood chopped or sawn

off from timber ; an end-piece.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 195 A Chump of Wood. 1831

Landor Misc. (1846) II.662 While the broad chump. .Strong

with internal fire . . heats the chamber round from morn till

night. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 11. i, She fetched a hatchet

. .and showing him a chump . . asked him if he would chop
that up for her. 1884 Chainh. Jml. 18 Oct. 658/1.

2. The thick blunt end of anything ; also chump-
end : esp. the thick end of a loin of mutton.
1861 Dickens Gt. Expect. I. 153 As if they had been un-

skilfully cut off the chump-end of something. 1880 Black-
more Mary Ancrley I. vi. 64 The chump of the spine of the

Wolds, which hulks up at last into Flamborough Head.

b. Jocosely applied to the head. Off his chump
(vulgar) :

' off his head ', out of his senses.

1877 Besant & Rice Son of Yule. 11. xxiv. 377
1 Master',

he said, ' have gone off his ( hump—that's all '.

3. fig. A man as unintelligent as a chump of

wood ; a block, blockhead (cf. Block sb. 15).

1883 Hawley Smart At Fault II. i. 29 Such a long-

winded old chump at telling a story. 1887 Pall Mall G.

2 Feb. 10/1 Frank audibly remarked :
' This man is a chump.

I could go . . this minute and do better than that*. Ibid.

23 Aug. 3/1, I told the chumps they'd get noticed if they
didn't keep out of the way.

4. Chump-chop, a chop from the chump-end.
1883 Daily Ncivs 29 Sept. 3/6 A splendid dish of Irish

stew, with a large chump chop in it.

Chump, v. [f. Chamt, with mimetic modifica-

tion.] To champ with a duller sound ; to munch.

1855 Thackeray Naocomes (1887) II. xiv. 164 Sir Brian

reads his letters and chumps hi* dry toast.

Chumpish (tj» mpi[), a. [? f. Chump + -MB «.]

Blockish, sullen.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 391 With chumpish lookes,

hard words, and secret nips, Grumbling at her when she

his kindnesse sought.

Chumpy (tjt>-mpi), a. [f. Chump + -Y !.] Short

and stout, thickset, dumpy.
188 . Jeafereson Real Ld. Byron xx, This broad-breasted,

full waisted, 'chumpy' girl countess. 1886 '
. IY. Ltncolnsh.

Gloss. (E. D. S.), She s a chumpy little lass.

Chumship (tjVmfip). [f. Chum + -ship.] The
state or condition of being chums.
1835 De Quincey in Tail's Mag. II. 367 The practice of

chumship prevailed (at Oxford in 17th c] ;
every set of

chambers was possessed by two co-occupants; they had

generally the same bedroom, and a common study; and

they were called chums. 1871 Echo 27 Feb., I lost, .various

other little things, during my * chumship ' with the thief.

f Chun. Obs. exc. dial. [app. from same root

as Chine ; cf. esp. the 16th c. chynne.]

1. Mining. A leading of clay or other soft soil

setting between two hard sides and sinking down.

1747 Hooson Miner's Did. E iij b, There is more to be

said of these Chuns, but it will fall in more Pat, when we
come to Founder,

b. (See quot.)
1886 Cheshire Gloss. (E. D. S.), Chun, a crack in the finger

or hand, from frost, or from dryness of the skin.

2. Sc. ' The sprouts or germs of barley, in the

process of making malt ; also, the shoots of pota-

toes beginning to spring in the heap. Gall.,

Dumfr.' (Jamieson). Hence Chun v.
' To chun potatoes, is, in turning them to prevent vegeta-

tion, to nip off the shoots which break out from what are

called the een, or eyes' (Jam.).

II Chunam (tfKnu'm). Forms : 7- chinam,
chenam, 8- chunam. [Tamil chiimtam lime,

ground mortar, f. Skt. churna any powder, lime,

t. churn to pulverize.] Cement or plaster largely

used in India, made of shell-lime and sea-sand.

1687 Madras Consultations in Wheeler I. 168 (Y.) Stores

of Brick, Iron, Stones, and Chenam. 1698 Fryer Ace. E.
India * P. 1. v. 40 'I"he Natives chew it with Chinam (Lime
of calcined Oyster-Shells). 1763 Verelst in Phil. Trans.

LI 1 1. 266 Our new room, .as strong as bricks and chunam
could make it. 1799 Naval Chron. II. 51 The Chunam used

in the Fast Indies to cover the bottoms of ships. 1831

Marryat N. Forster xxxviii, A . . hall, coated and floored

with chunam. 1857 S. Osborn Quedah iv. 58 A small box

of fine white chunam, made from the lime procured from

burnt sea-shells. 1865 J. Cameron Malay. Ind. 76 Kept
beautifully white with chenam.

b. attrib.

1791 Anderson Corr. 63 The Farmer . . has a Brick and
Chunam Vat 1813 J. Forbes Oriental Mem. I. 208 Chunan

|

Coverings of Temples. 1847 Mrs. Sherwood Life 448 On
the cold chunam floor. 1859 Lang Wand. India 149 The
head of the chunam tomb.

II Chuna m, v. [f. prec] To cover or plaster

with chunam. Hence Chuna'mmed ppl- a.

1687 in Wheeler Madras I. 168 (Y.t To get. jars, to put

wheat in, and chenam them up. 1850 T. C. Drysdale Jml.
Ind. Archipelago 163 Boats payed with blacking, or even
chunamed. 1865 J. Cameron Malay. Ind. 76 '1 he pillars

and walls are chenammed to a snowy whiteness. 1859 k.

Burton Centr. Afr. in Jml. Geogr. Soc. XXIX. 46 A long

upper room, .which opens upon a chunamed terrace.

Chunk ' (tj»nk). colloq. and dial. [app. a

modification of Chuck. Esp. common in U. S.]

1. A thick, more or less cuboidal, lump, cut off

anything ; e. g. wood, bread, cheese, meat, etc.

1691 Ray S. a> E. Country Wds.tE. D. S.), Chuck, a great

chip.. In other countries f=districts] they call it a chunk.

1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. (1844) I. xvi. 116 Chunks of this

marrow- fat are cut off. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. i. 15 A
chunk of frozen walrus-beef. 1839 Times 17 Feb. 9 A con-

siderable auantity of this kind of gold . . in the state of
chunks and flakes of some size. 1881 Besant All Sorts 83
Give him a chunk of wood to whittle. 1888 Berksh. Gloss.

(E. D. S-), Chunks, split pieces of firewood of more uniform
thickness than chumps.

fig. .11860 New York in Slices, Theatre (Bartl.), Now
and then a small chunk of sentiment or patriotism or phil-

anthropy is thrown in. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly
xxix. 219 Pay out the information in small chunks.

2./attrib. and Comb., as chunkfimoood ; chunk-
head (U. S.), a serpent of the rattlesnake family.

1880 Libr. Univ. Knmcl. IV. 314 Copperhead .. called

'deaf adder', and ' chunk-head '. 1888 E. Morning News
(Hull) 25 Oct. 2/4 For sale, Chunk Firewood, is. per cwt
Hence Chunk v. U.S. colloq., 'to throw sticks

or chips at one ' (Bartlett).

Chunk," chu'nky. [From chungke a game
played by the Cherokees and other North American
Indians, consisting in trundling a stone disc, and
throwing a pole or dart to fall near it. See Bar-

tram in Trans. Amer. Ethnol. Soc. III. 1.34 (1853),
Adair Hist. Amer. Ind. (1775) 401.]
Chunk- or Chunky-yard, a name given by the

traders to a square area surrounded by a bank in

Creek towns, used for ceremonials antl games (in-

cluding that of chungke). Chunk or chunky pole ;

a pine-tree pillar on a low mound in the centre of

the chunk-yard, on the top of which was placed an

object to shoot at.

1773 Bartram 7><rr'. Florida 518 (Bartl. 1 Vast tetragon

terraces, chunk-yards, and obelisks or pillais of wood, i860

Thoreau Lett. (18651 189 That memorable stone 'chunk

yard'. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times (1869) 259 The ' chunk-

yards' . . are sometimes from 6 to 9 hundred feet in length,

being largest in the older towns .. In the centre is alow
mound, on which stands the chunk-pole.

Chunky .tffnki > a. U. S. colloq. [f. Chunk 1

+ -Y 1
J Of broad stout build ; thickset, ' stumpy'.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xii. 124 Their chief . a short

chunky fellow. 1884 Century Mag. Jan. 370/2 The chunky
Dutch pilot.

Hence Chnnkiness.
J879 Daily Nen's 8 Jan. 4/7 Toughness, chunkiness, and

of course ' pluck ', not girlish beauty, not hair of gold and
eyes that mock the violet, are the charms of Mrs. Anderson.

Chunter (tjontaj), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6

chunner, 7 chounter, 9 chunder. [App. of

imitative formation.] To mutter, murmur ; to

grumble, find fault, complain.

•599 Brouehlon's Lett. x. 35 Your heyfer .. must .. wander
alone and chunner out an Heathenish conceit of descending

into the world of soules poetically, c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew, Chounter, to talk pertly, and 1 sometimes) angrily.

1788 Marshall Provim. E. Yorksh. (E. D. S. Repr. Gloss.),

t hunter. . to express discontent about trifles. 1847-78 Hal-
liwell, Chunter . . also spelt (hunner and chunder. 1870

E. Peacock Rolf Skirl. II. 117 TV capt'n went away
chunterin*.

Hence Chuntering vbl. sb. and ///. a.

183a Mrs. Toocood Yorksh. Dial. (18631 He is a chunter-

ing sort of fellow, never contented. 1876 li'hilby Gloss.,

' A chuntering bout ', a fit of sulkiness with impertinence.

Chupatty tff'pu-ti). Anglo-Ind. Also chow-
patty, -ie. [Hindi chapdli.} A small cake of

unleavened bread, generally made ofcoarse wheaten

meal, flattened with the hand, and baked on a

griddle. ' The usual form of native bread and the

staple food of Upper India' (Yule).

1810 Williamson E. India Vade Mec. II. 348 (Y.) Chow-
patties or bannocks. 1858 J. B. Norton Topics 67 The
passage of the chupatties attracted little attention, and
every sign seems to have been neglected. 1880 M'Carthy
Own Time III. xxxii. 65. 1883 F. M. Crawford Mr. Isaacs

v. 87 To give him a chowpatti . . to keep his wretched old

bodyalive.

II Chuprassy (tjt'pra'si). [Hindi chapriisT the

bearer of a chaprds or official badge.] A wearer

of an official badge ; spec, an attendant, messenger,

or henchman, occupying an important position in

the households of Indian landowners.
l8a8 Heber Indian "Jrnls. (1861I II. XXV. 104 In onr way

we were met by twenty chuprasses. 1845 Stocqueler
Itandbk. Brit. India (1854) 119 The . . chuprassy . . or mes-

senger, carries letters, runs by palankeens, stands behind

carriages, and is altogether a functionary of consequence.

1883 F. M. Crawford Mr. Isaacs L 9, 1 wended my way
through verandahs and corridors, preceded by a chuprassie.

II Chur-, an obs. repr. of German kur- in such

titles as churfurst kurfiirst, electoral prince,

elector, churmark kurmark, mark governed by

an elector (in place of a markgraf).
a 1634 Chai man Alphmsus Plays 1873 III. 205 Churfurst

of Mentz, if thou play thy part. 1798 M altiius Population

(18781 249 In the churmark of Brandenburgh.

Church (tjwtj), sb. Forms: a. 1 cirice, cyrice,

a-3 chiriche, -eche, chyreehe, 3 churiche(«),

-eche, chereche. 0. 1-2 circe, cyrce, 2 chyrce,

(cirke\ 2-6 chirche, 3-6 chyrche, cherche,

(4-6 chirch, chyrch, cheroh), 3-6 ehurche, 6

church. Northern. 3 Orm. kirrke, 4-5 kirke,

kyrke, 4-6 kyrk, 4-5 kiro, 4- kirk : see Kiuk.

[Church, earlier ehurche, cherche, is a phonetically-

spelt normal representative of ME. chirche (ur=*er

=-ir, e.g. birch, bird, first, chirm, churl, churn,

kernel), the regular repr. of OE. circe; the fuller

OE. cirice, cirice gave the early ME. variant che-

reche, chiriche.

j

(The form cyrice, often errone-

/-CusTy assumed as the original, is only a later

t variant of cirice (with y from t before r, as in

cyrs-, fyren, etc.) ; c before original OE. y (umlaut

of «) could not give modern ch-, but only k-, as

in cyrnel, cyrtel, eyre, kernel, kirtle, ME. kin.)

OE. cirice, circe, corresp. to WGer. ifrika, OS.

kirika, kerika (MLG. and MDu. kerke, Du. kcrk,

LG. kcrke, karke, kark, with ar :—er :—ir ; OFris.

szereke, szurke, tzierka, tziurk ; OHG. chtrihha,

also chiriihha, chiricha,khirihha, kirihha, kiricha,

later chircha, in Notker chtlihha, chtlecha, chtlcha

(MUG. and mod.G. kirchc, in Upper Gcr. dial.

kilche, chilche) ; also ON. kirkia, kyrkja, Sw.
kyrka. Da. kirke (thence Finn, kirkko, Esth.

kirrik, kirk, kerk ; also OPruss. ktrkis). Cf. also

the Slavonic forms: O.Slav. irpbKM crlky, 10th c,

H\n,KlAcruky{em., later iijn,in.liO(-r«/et?s'<;,HTipKOBl,

cirkovf, Russ. upjikobh cerkov', Bulg. 'lepitOBa ler-

kova, Servian UpKBa crkva, Slovenish cerkev, Chekh
cirkev (obs.), Pol. ccrkiav (but only for ' Greek

church "), I.usat. cyrkej.

The OE. oblique forms cirican, -cean, circan, -ccan, present

four types, "kirika, 'kirikja, 'kirka, 'kirkja, but the two
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last may result from later contraction, and -can, -cean

may mean the same thing, viz. palatal c. The continental

GflfflUa forms point to *kirika, *kirika. The Alemannic
forms with /, chilihha, kilche are on phonetic and other
grounds admitted to have arisen out of the r type. The
ON. is generally held to be derived from OE. (in the circean
form). Although the notion has been advanced that all

the continental forms originated in the OE., in connexion
with the early missionary labours of Englishmen in Ger-
many, this is philologically untenable ; and the word is

held on good grounds to be common WGer., and to go
back at least to the 4th or 5th c. (Long before they became
Christians, the Germans were naturally acquainted with,

and had names for, all the striking phenomena of Chris-

tianity, as seen in the Roman provinces, and the missions
outside.) In Slavonic, the word is generally thought to have
been taken from Teutonic.

The ulterior derivation has been keenly disputed.

The L. circus, and a Gothic word kelikn * tower,

upper chamber* (app. originally Gaulish) have
both been proposed (the latter suggested by the

Alemannic chilihha), but are set aside as unten-

able ; and there is now a general agreement among
scholars in referring it to the Greek word tcvpia/c6v

y

properly adj. 1 of the Lord, dominicum, dominical*

(f. xvptos lord), which occurs, from the 3rd century

at least, used substantively (sc. 5wpa, or the like)

= 1 house of the Lord \ as a name of the Christian

house of worship. Of this the earliest cited in-

stances are in the Apostolical Constitutions (n. 59),
a 300, the edict of Maximmus (303-13^, cited by
Kusebius (Eccl. Hist. ix. 10) a 324, the Councils

of Ancyra 314 (Canon 15), Neo-Csesarea 314-23
(Can. 5), and Laodicea f^Can. 28). Thenceforward
it appears to have been in fairly common use in

the East: e.g., Constantine named several churches

built by him KvptaKa (Eusebius De Laud. Const
xvii).

The chief objections to this derivation of the Teutonic
(and Slavonic) name are the following. The ordinary name
for * church' in Gr. was €KK\r]aCa, and this (or 0atriAi«ij,

Basilica) was the name which passed into Latin and
all the Romanic lanes.; also, into all the Celtic langs.,

Olr. t'c/ais, It. and Gael, eglais, Manx agglish, OWelsh
ecluis, W. eglwys, Cornish eglos, -es, -is, Breton iliz. Hence,
an a priori unlikelihood that any other Greek name should
have passed into the Teutonic languages. Moreover,
iKKky\aio. was actually adopted in Gothic, whereas aikklcsjo

it occurs in the N.T. many times. But as the sense here is

not that of the place of public worship, but of the Christian

society or assembly, it forms no evidence against the co-

existence of a Gothic repr. of kvpiokov, in the sense of the
' Lord's house'. Besides, Ulphilas, as a native of Cappa-
docia, born a.d. 318, belonged to the very region and time
for which we have the most weighty evidence of the use of
KvpiOLKov, as mentioned above. And as to the other Teutonic
tribes, the fact is certain, in spite of its d /r/tfr/ unlikelihood,

that ecclesia was not accepted by them. At their conver-

sion, Latin Christianity would naturally have given to them,
as to others, the name ecclesia (or basilica), if kirika had
not already acquired too firm hold of the field.

There are points of difficulty in the form of kirika and its

gender. Its identification with K»pi.ax.6v assumes the repre-

sentation of Gr. v by i in Teutonic. Ulphilas did not so
represent v ; nor did he use u, but retained the Gothic
letter corresponding in alphabetic place and form to Gr. Y,
which he otherwise used for v or w. But, before the de-
velopment of umlaut, and consequent evolution of y as a
Teutonic sound, i was really the nearest Teutonic sound to

i», and in point of fact is its usual representative. The
change of grammatical form and gender has been variously
explained : as evayycKiov became in Gothic a weak fern.

aiwaggetjd, -jon ; so Kvptaxov, if adopted in Gothic, or in

the corresponding stage of WGer., would in the same way
become kYrjakd, -tin, whence regularly WGer. -ka, OE.
ce\ but there are other instances in OHG. of feminines
from L. -urn, Gr. -ov, as martira, organa, modGer. orgel

;

and the form adopted may actually have been the Gr. pi.

Kvptattd. (The use of Kupteuoj in Gr. appears too late to

affect the question.) For the rest, a word adopted in Ger-
manic as kirjak* would phonetically become ykirfik; and
this normally in WGer. kirik-. Possibly also *kirjika
might, by metathesis, give the *klrikja app. required for

OE. ciricean; but the OE. palatalization might simply be
due to the prec. i as in ic, ME. ich, I pron.
The main objections are historical : we do not know the

actual circumstances in which this less usual Gr. name
became so well known to all the Germanic tribes as to be-

come practically the native name, and like austron- Easter,
resist all the influence of Latin Christianity to supplant it

;

this too at so early a date as to be brought to Britain
(with many words expressing the outward apparatus of
Christianity) by the heathen Angles and Saxons. The
question was discussed already in the 9th c. by Walafrid
Strabo (ob. 849) in a noteworthy passage {De Rebus Eccl.
vii), where, after giving the Greek derivation, he ascribes

German knowledge and use of the word to the German
mercenaries who engaged in military service under the
Empire, and refers particularly to the Goths in the Greek
provinces. Beside that of the Goths, two other possible

channels are indicated by Hildebrand, one of which, con-
nected with the early penetration of Christianity from the
Rhone valley into the Upper Rhine, is important, as tally-

ing with a statement of Iremeus, Bp. of Lyons in the 2nd c.

{Adv. Hmr. 1, x. § 2), and as explaining the proved exist-

ence of place-names like Kiriclteim, Chiricunuillare, in

Eisasz, etc. before the days of Boniface. But it is by no
means necessary that there should have been a single kirika
in Germany itself ; from 313 onward, Christian churches with
their sacred vessels and ornaments were well-known objects

of pillage to the German invaders of the Empire : if the

first with which these made acquaintance, wherever situated,

were called Kvptaxa, it would be quite sufficient to account
for their familiarity with the word. The Angles and Saxons

had seen and sacked Roman and British churches in Gaul
and Britain for centuries before they had them of their own,
and, we have every reason to believe, had known and
spoken of them as ciricau during the whole of that period.
The Latin equivalent of KVpiaKOv, dominicum, was also in

use at least from the time of Cyprian (c 200-258), in the
sense of 1 the house of God ' aedes sacra Domino. To a
certain extent it was adopted in Old Irish, where domnach
(mod. dow/ifiac/t) became a frequent name of churches. The
parallelism of Gr. KvpiaKov church, KvptaKij Sunday (in

nthc. also * church'), \,.dominicum church, dominica,dies
dominicus Sunday, Irish domhnach 1 church 'and 'Sunday',
is instructive.

The case for the derivation from nvpiaKov gains largely by
the fact that no other conjecture offered will bear scientific

statement, much less examination. For example, the sug-
gestion that cirice might arise out of L. crucea (which
actually gave OE. cryecie, now crutch), or some other
derivative of L. crux, crucem cross, is at variance with
the simple facts of phonetic history.]

A. Forms.

a. cirice, chiriche, chureche, etc.

cZ%% Vesp. Psalterxx\. 23 [xxii. 22] Inmidle cirican ic her^o
Se.^ a 850 Lorica Prayer in O. E. T. 174 Fore alle godes
cirican. 7*874 O. E. Chron. an. 874 On Sea Marian ciricean
[LandMS . c nzzcyr\ca.n]. 971 Blickl. Horn. 197 Seo halite
cirice Michaeles . . on ba;re ciricean. a 1000 Edgar s Canons
§ 26 in Thorpe Laws II. 250 (Bosw.) E)xt preostas cirican
nealdan. /103X O. E. Chron. (MS. A') an. 1031 In to Xpes
Cyrican on Cantware byri. < 1200 Trin. Coll. //one. 163
Of holie chireche. 1205 Lav. 16270 Chiriches [C1275
chirches] fur-barnde. Ibid. 22111 He ra;rde churechen (1275
cherches]. a 1250 Proz>. /Hi/red 373 in O. E. Misc. 124 At
chepynge and at chyreche. < 1250 Kentish Serm. ibid. 31
Fram holi chereche.

b. cine, chirche, churchc, church, etc.

c 8yo Codex Aureus luscript.'m O. E. T. 175 InntoCristes
circan. C975 Ritskiv. Gosp. Matt. xvi. 18 On ba:m stane ic

Setimbre mine circae. (.1000 Ags. Gosp. ibid. (MS. A*,
Ofer bisne stan ic xetimhri^e mine cyrcean. c 1160 HatiOH
Gosp. ibid., Ich ^etymbrie mine chyrcan. a 1132 O. E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) 1 127 OfslaZen an ane circe. a 1175 An Bispd
in Cott. Horn. 237 pe hafedmen .. in halie cyrce. 1 1175
Lamb. Horn. 23 pu gast to chirche. c ZS05 Lav. 16280
Chirchen \c 1275 cherches] ich wulle ara;re. ? a 1250 Chbtt,
Eadiv. {a 1066) in Cod. Dipl. IV. 204 Mid cirke and mid
milne. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (1724) 41 Holi churche. c 1340
Cursor M. 17822 (Trin.) To her chirche bei gon hem lede.

^1440 Promp. Pari'. 75 Chyrche. £'1450 Merlin xxv. 453
In to the chirche. Ibid. 467 At Cherche.

c. kirrke, kirke, kirk, etc.

960 Bp. Theoured Will (Thorpe 513) Into Sancte Paules
Kirke. 1050 Ketel Will (Thorpe 581) Into bere Kyrke.
c 1200 Ormin 3531 And tatt iss Cristess kirrke. a 1300
Cursor M. 8300 (Cott.) To wirke. .to dright a crafti kyrke
[Golt. and Fair/, kirke, Trin. chirche]. Ibid. 10248 (Cott.)

I na kirck agh to cum in. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 5 Red in kirc

on Sundays. fi375 Barbour Bruce iv. 12 Nothir off the
kyrk, na seculer. c J400 Apol. Loll. 57 Wan any auerous.

.

is canonizid in be kirk.. ban may be ober chanouns of be
chirche sey, etc. 1442 in E. E. Wills 131 That the kirkerevys
of the parish chirch of Clerkenwell haue xitji \\'\'yi for to

spend on the onourmentz of the same kirke. c 1550 Chaucer's
Dreme 1296 That neither knew I kirke ne saint.

B. Signification.

While it results from what is stated above that kirika,

cirice, was originally applied to the building, it is clear that

with the conversion of the Teutonic nations, it was assumed
as the naturalized equivalent of L. ecclesia, and used for

that word in all its senses. Naturally the first of these

would be as the name of the then one great religious or-

ganization, the Catholic Church, and especially as repre-

sented by its ministers, the clergy or ecclesiastical order.

The extension to other senses took place as these were
practically recognized.

The history of the OE. cirice, or of the Teutonic kirika,

is therefore not the history of the Church, or of its name in

Christendom ; this begins with the joint history of Gr. eV-

K\r)<ria and its L. adoption ecclesia ; about which all that

need be said here is that the Gr. word, meaning etymolo-

gically 'the body of the ewicAijTOi or select counsellors' was
the name given by Solon to the public formal assembly of

the Athenian people, and hence to the similar public as-

semblies ofother free Greek cities. By the LXX. it was used

to transl. the Heb. brjp qahal the 'congregation' or as-

sembly of Israel met before the Lord, or conceived in their

relation to him. In the N.T. the word has a twofold sense :

a. (after the LXX.) the whole congregation of the faithful,

the Christian Society, conceived of as one organism, the

body of Christ ; jS. (after classical Gr.), a particular local

assembly of Christ's enfranchised met for solemn purposes:

in this sense it has a plural. From these arose the later de-

velopments : the name of the assembly passed to that of the

building set apart for it : the sense of ' the congregation of

the faithful ' sought visible embodiment in outward organ-

ization, which necessarily followed the lines of provincial,

national, and linguistic distinctions. Thus arose the notion

of provincial or national Churches, as parts or branches of

the Church universal or Catholic ; and, with widening dif-

ferences, doctrinal or administrative, there came the revolt

of some of these from the increasingly centralized organ-

ization of the Catholic Church, and the formation of rival

churches, each claiming to be the church and rejecting the

claim of the others. Thus arose the first great division

of the Eastern and Western Church, the later separation

of various national 'reformed' churches from the uni-
formed Western Church in the 16th c, the secession of

various 'free' or 'voluntary' churches from the reformed

national or ' established ' churches in later times. Some of

these voluntary bodies have refused the name of ' church

to any 'denomination' or organization of congregations,

confining it to the two senses of the Church universal, and

an individual local society. The name has even come to be

used to denote types or tendencies of thought or expres-

sion, within the one communion, as in the modern High
Church, Low Church, Broad Church.

1. The building, the Lord's house
1. A building for public Christian worship.

(Distinguished historically from a Chapel or
Oratory, which is a building in some respect
private, or not public in the widest sense.)
Ancient distinctions, retained more or less in the Churches

of England and Scotland, are those of Cathedral, Col-
legiate, Abhey, and Parish or parochial, church. (See
also Metropolitan.) Any place of worship subordinate
to the public church of tne parish was formerly called
Chapel (q. v.); but parochial and district chapels are now
usually called 'Church'. In England the name has been
only recently and partially extended to places of worship
other than those of the national or ' Established ' Church,
as those ofRoman Catholics (since c 1830-40) and some Non-
conformist Protestants. At present, its application is partly
a question of social or individual taste, or of ecclesiastical

principle or theory, partly (in popular apprehension) of the
size and architecture of the building. Thus, some would
limit it to the historical place of worship of the parish, some
extend it to all places of worship of that body which they
recognize as ' The Church ', and refuse it to all others

;

some would require the existence of certain features of ec-

clesiastical architecture. But, generally speaking, in Eng-
land the question 'Is this a church or a chapel?' would
at present be understood to mean 'Does it belong to the

Church of England or to some other religious denomination ?

'

In Scotland, church is applied to all Presbyterian places

of worship, alike of the Established Church, and of the

j
various voluntary bodies which have separated from it.

j
Recently also extended to the chapels of Episcopalians,
Roman Catholics, Independents, and others generally.

In U. S. church is, in general use, applied to all places of

worship. Episcopalians however sometimes claim it exclu-

sively for their own ; and other bodies in some cases use

special names for their own buildings. In the British

colonies generally, the usage of England and Scotland is

combined, with more or less extension as in the U. S.
i

696 Laws of K. Wihtrzcd 2 Ciricean mundbyrd sie L.

scill., swa cinges. C900 Laws of/Elfred 6 Naibbe bon ma
dura bonne sio cirice. 1066 O. E. Chron. > Laud MS.

),
pxs

I daiges forbeam Cristes cyrce [Barker MS. cyrc] on Cant-
' wara byris- c 1*00 Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 Ich leue bat

t chireche is holi godes hus on eorSe . and is cleped on boc

1 kiriaca i.e. dominicalis, bat is on englis louerdlich hus.

a 1280 Saints' Lives, St. Michael 75 (HorstmJ To halewi

churchene newe. 1197 R. Glolc. (1724* 381 Chyrehen he

let rere al so. a 1300 Cursor M. 29296 (Cott J J?e. .man bat

kirkes brinnes. 1473 Warkw. Chron. 17 To be layede in

the chyrche of Paufis. c 1550 Sir J. Chlikl: Si, Matt, xviii,

17 Yis word church into y° which we torn eccl[es]ia, is y°

hous wheer V* outcalled do meet, and heer goddes word,

and vse co[m]mun praier. .it co[m]meth ofy greek Kvpiaxov,

which word served in y" p[ri]niitiv church for y1 co[m]mons
house of praier and sacramentes, as appeareth in Eusebius,

which y" latins called dominicu[m]. 1563 Homilies n. Right
Use Ch. God 1. (1859) 154 The material! Church, .is a place

appointed .. for the people of God to resort together unto.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. ii. 14 If to doe were as easie as to

know what were good to doe, Chappels had beene Churches,

and poore mens cottages Princes Pallaces. 1633 Hekulrt
Temple, Church-Porch lxviii, When once thy foot enters

the Church, be bare. 1712 Pkideaux Direc. Ch.-Wardens
(ed. 4) 81 The Nave or Body of the Church. 1770 Goldsm.
Des. VilL 12 The decent church that topp'd the neighb'ring

hill. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Self-Reliance^ Wks. iliohn) I.

30, I like the silent church before the service begins, better

than any preaching.

b. Parish church ; mother church, the cathedral

church of a diocese, the original or principal

church of a parish ; under church, district church,

etc. (See further under these words.)

C1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 121 To the paryssh chirche .

.

This goode wyf went on an haliday. 1556 Chron. Gr.

Friars (1852) 80 The belles ryngynge in every parych cherch.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1228/1 Things belonging

vnto parishchurches or chappels. 1765 74 Blackstone
Comm. I. 112 If any.. great lord, had a church within his

own demesnes, distinct from the mother-church, in the

nature of a private chapel. 1771 in Picton Vpool Munic.

Rec. (1886) II. 277 The several Assistant or Under Churches

or Chapels of this town. 1842 Burn Eccl. Law (ed. 9) I.

§ 5. 301 At the first there were many signs of the dependence

of chapels on the mother church. Ibid. § 8. 306 f, Whether
a church be a parish church or only a chapel of ease. 1844

Lixgard Anglo-Saxon Ch. (1858) I. iv. 147 The chief minster

was the cathedral or mother-church.

C. In church, out of church, to church, from
church (without the) were in early times used in

this sense ; but now only of the service in the

building, or of the building with the service going

on in it. See 10.

2. Applied to public places of worship of any

religion : as fa. (formerly) to heathen temples,

Mohammedan mosques.
C803 K. Alfred Oros. 11. it. § 1 puss gebletsade Romulus

. .mid bara sweora blode ba ciricean. ciz&> Gen. % Ex.

3i96Quane he^eden egiptefro, ItwurSe eroe-dine,andfellen

5o fele chirches and ideles mide. e 1400 Destr. Troy 11675

Kepers of the kirke [i.e. the Palladium]. 15*6-34 Tindalk

Acts xix. 37 Men whiche are nether robbers ofchurches, nor

yet despisers ofyoure goddes. [1535 CovERD.,churchrobbers.

1881 R. V. robbers of temples.] a 1547 Earl Svrrhy sEneid

11. 516 Cassandra . . From Pallas church was drawn. 1569

T. Underdown tr. Ovid's Ibis v. 597 Lesimachus . . one of

the bedels of Diana's church. 1600 Holland Livy ix. xii.

321 The Fregellones within fought for their Church and

chimney [pro aris ae focis]. 1601 — Pliny II. 545 This

stately Church of Iuno Queen. 163a Lithgow Trav. 141

The Turkes haue no Bels in their Churches.

+ t>. also to the Jewish temple. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8849 pis kirc [v.r. kirke, chirche] was
wrognt o marbel stan. .was bis temple salamon. Ibid. 10952

Zakari. .preyed in be chirche al one.

51-2
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c. In U. S., of late applied to places of meeting

and religious exercise of various societies called i

' churches '.

3. As an element in place names, church, ciricc,

is known from an early date.

837 Baoanoth Will (Sweet, O. E. T. 449', To oere stowe

jet Cristes cirican [Christchurch]. 880-85 K. /Eli-red Will

(Thorpe 488) Xx Hwitan cyrican [Whitchurch).

II. The (or a) Christian community, and its

ecclesiastical organization.

4. The community or whole body of Christ's

faithful people collectively ; all who are spiritually

united to Christ as ' Head of the Church '. More
fully described as the Church Universal or Catholic.

(Sometimes its external organization, sometimes its spiritual

nature, is chiefly considered.)

.890 K. Alfred Baeda 1. viii. i 1 Seo cirice on Breotone
hwset hwugu face sibbe haefde. Ibid. 1. xxvi, To oaere an-

nesse oaere halgan Cristes cirican. a xooo Ags. Homilies
(Thorpe) II. 58o(Bosw.) Ealle Godes cyrcan sind getealde

to anre cyrcan, and seo in gehaten xeladung. c xooo Ags.
Gosp. Matt. xvi. 18 pu eart Petrus, and ofer bisne stan ic

timbrize mine cyricean. a 1300 Cursor M. 19498 J*at cristen

kirc began to wast. 138a Wyclif Eph. v. 23 Cnst is heed
of the chirche. c X380 — Set. Wis. III. 1 16 Ffurst we schul

trow bat ber ys general chirche of angelys and seyntys

in hevyn, and of alle bat schul! be savyd. 15*9 More
Dial. Heresy u. Wks. 185/1 The chyrch therefore must
nedes bee the comen knowen multitude of christen men
good and bad togither, while y° church is here in erth.

1560 Con/. Faith Scotl. xvi, That from the begynning
thair hes bein, now is, and to the end of the world salbe

a Churche; that is to say, a company and multitude of

men chosin of God, who rychtlie worschip and embrace
him, by trew fayth in Christ Jesus, who is the only Head
of the same Kirk . . which Kirk is Catholik, that is uni-

versal!, because it conteanes the Elect of all aiges, all

realmes, nationis, and tounges. 1563 Homilies u. Repair.
Ch 1 1859) 275 The Church, which is the company of Gods
people. 1606 R. Field O/tke Church 116281 1. i, This glo-

rious Society of men and angels whom the most high God
made capable of felicity and blisse is rightly named the

Church of the living God. 1724 Watts Logic (1736* 93
When one Man by the Word Church, shall understand all

that believe in Christ ; and another by the Word Church
means only the Church of Rome ; they may both assent to

this Proposition, There is no Salvation out of the Church.

1837 Newman Par. Serm. III. xvi. 245 The One Church is

the whole body gathered together from all ages. 1851

Robertson Serm. Ser. IV. ii. (1863* I. 14 The Church .. is

that Body of men in whom the Spirit of God dwells as the

Source of their excellence, and who exist on earth for the
purpose of exhibiting the Divine Life and the hidden order

of Humanity. 1875 Jowett Plato III. 186 The Christian

Church is even more an ideal than the Republic of Plato,

and farther removed from any existing institution. 1876 E.
Mellor Priesth.vi. 299 The Lord's Supper is an ordinance
designed for the Church, that is, for those who have received

the Lord Jesus Christ as their Saviour, and who have con-

secrated themselves to Him.

b. Church militant : the Church on earth con-

sidered as warring against the powers of evil.

(Sometimes used jocularly in reference to actual

warfare or polemics.) Church triumphant : the

portion of the church which has overcome the

world, and entered into glory.

1538 Bale Thre Lowes 1395 Tbys congregacion is the

true Church mylytaunl. 150 Lvndesay Monarche 4972
Now lauboryng in to thy Kirk Militant, That we may, all,

cum to thy kirk Tryumphant. X55B Bk. Com. Prayer,
Communion, Let us pray for the whole state of Christ's

Church militant here in earth. 1633 Herbert Temple
(title), The Church Militant. 1817 ScoTr Ivanhoe xx, A
monk of the church militant [alluding to a knight]. 1878

Black's Guide Hampsh. (ed. 71 135 Hugh Peters . . on this

as on other occasions, proved his devotion to the church
militant.

o. Visible Church : the church as visibly con-

sisting of its professed members upon earth ; con-

trasted with the church invisible, or mystical

:

see quots.
xjox Con/. Faith Siotl. xvi, This [the Catholik) Kirk is

invisible, knowin onlie to God, who allonc knoweth whome
he hes chosin, and comprehendis alsweall the Elect that be
departed, (commounlie called the Kirk Triumphant), as

those that yit leve and feght against syne and Sathan. 156a

Articles o/Relig. xix. The visible Church of Christ is a
congregation of faithful men, in the which the pure Word
of God is preached, and the Sacraments tie duly ministered

according to Christ's ordinance in all those things that of
necessity are requisite to the same. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pot.

ill. i. 89 Observing the difference first between the Church
of God Mystical and Visible, then between the Visible

sound and corrupted, sometimes more, sometimes less. 1638
Chillingworth Relig. Prot. Ans. iv. § 53 The doctrine of
Christ, the profession whereof constitutes the visible church,
the belief and obedience the invisible. Ibid. Answ.v. £ 26

The visible church . . a visible church . . are very different

things : the former signifying the church catholic or the

whole church ; the latter, a particular church or a part of
the catholic 1848 Wardlaw Congreg. Independency 48
There is no such thing, in any strict propriety,as an in.

visible church. 1851 Robertson Serm. Ser. tv. ii. (1863) I.

14 There is . . a Church visible and a Church invisible

;

the latter consists of those spiritual persons who fulfil the

notion of the Ideal Church—the former is the Church as it

exists in any particular age, embracing within it all who
profess Christianity. 1885 Ch. Quart. Ret'. Jan. 271 That
wholly unscriptural figment, the Invisible Church . . The
only Invisible Church known to Christian theology consists

of the angels and the faithful departed.

d. The church as a spiritual society ' separated

from the world ' is often opposed to the world.

1610 Jn. Robinson Whs. (1851) II. 132 A company consist-

ing though but of two or three, separated from the world,

whether unchristian or antichristian, and gathered into the

name of Christ . . is a Church. 165X Baxier In/. Bapt. 82

All Divines in their definition of Church are agreed ; that

it is a Society of persons separated from the World, to God,
or called out of the World. 1845 Pattison Greg. 0/ Tours.
Ess. (1889I 1. 4 Into the dust and heat of the Church's

war with the world. 188* Med. Temp, jtrnl. I. 135

The Church and the world are now only just waking up
to a just sense of responsibility. 1888 Farrar Everyday
Chr. Li/e viii, We look round us on the so-called religious

and the so-called irreligious world, on what calls itself the

Church and on what is called the World.

6. A particular organized Christian society, con-

sidered either as the only true representative, or

as a distinct branch, of the Church universal, sepa-

rated by peculiarities of doctrine, worship, or

organization, or confined to limits territorial or

historical : e. g. the primitive church, the Latin

Ch., Greek Ch., Orthodox Ch., Gallican Ch.,

Nestorian Ch., Ancient British Ch., Anglo-Saxon

Ch., Lutheran Ch., Reformed Ch., Waldensian Ch.,

Ch. of England see b.\ of Scotland, Free Ch. of

Scotland, United Presbyterian Ch., American Epis-

copal Ch., Methodist Episcopal Ch., etc.

4-890 K. /Elfred Bxda 1. xiii, Fram Sam biscope 8a:re

Romaniscan cirician. Ibid. 11. xx, On Norbanhymbra
beode and cirican. < 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 138

And be Kirke of Scotland to Canterbirie ore se Obliged
bam and band, as to ber primalte. c x5X 1 1st Eng. Bk. A tncr.

(Arb.) Introd. 30/1 Ye moost deyle is ketters and kyt of, of

the holy Romes chyrche. 155a Abp. Hamilton Catech.

(1884) 8 Legalnait and primal of the kirk of Scotland. 1580

General Con/. Faith iDunlop' II. 104 The trew christian

faith . . received believed and defendit by monie and sundrie

notabil kirkis and realmes, but chiefly be the Kirke of

Scotland. 1611 Bible Pre/, lb, The Church of Rome-
then a true Church. 1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 62 That
Antichristian Mock-Church. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 1. vi.

§ 13 A Nationall Church being a large Room, it is hard to

count all the Candles God lighted therein. 1819 W. J. Fox
I Led. ii. Wks. 1865 I. 169 The charge of persecution was
1 applied alike to Catholic and Nonconformist Churches.

1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. App. 339 The
British church formed an integral part of the universal

church, agreeing in doctrine and discipline with the other

Christian churches. 1887 Hutton in Contemp. Rev. Apr.

485 In the hands of all the great missionary churches,

I

Roman Catholic, Calvinist, Quaker, Wesleyan, and Uni-
tarian. 1889 New Ch. Mag. May 233 A list of the Min-
isters of the New Church [Swedenborgian].

b. Church of England, English or Anglican

I Ch. [ecclesia Anglicana) : the English branch of

the Western Church, which at the Reformation

repudiated the supremacy of the Pope, and asserted

that of the Sovereign over all persons and in all

causes, ecclesiastical as well as temporal, in his

dominions.
(1169 Bucket in Mat. Hist. T. Beckct (1885) VII. 33 Au-

divit ecclesia Gallicaua vos in causa ecclesia: Anglorum
mutasse scntentiain. \z\\PromissioComitum el Bar., etc.,

Lit. Cantuar. No. 27 (Rolls! I. 21 Negocium quod inter

Ecclesiam Anglicanam et ipsum Regem versatuin est. 1390
in J. Malverne Coutn. Higden (Rolls' IX. 225 Touchant
lestatc de seint esglisc d'Engleterre.) 133$-% Act Restraint
Appeals, 24 Hen. VIII, c 12 That Part of the said Body
politick, called the Spirituality, now being usually called

the English Church. 1534 Act oj Supremacy, 26 Hen. VIII,

c I That the King our Sovereign Lord . . shalj be taken,

accepted and reputed the only supreme Head in Earth of

the Church of England, called Anglicana Ecclesia. 1548
Act Uniformity, 2 + 3 Edv. VI, c. 1 The Book of the

Common Prayer and Administration of the Sacraments, and
other Rites and Ceremonies of the Church, after the Use of
the Church of England, a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vm. i.

2 We hold that there is not any man of the Church of

England but the same man is also a member of the Com-
monwealth ; nor any man a meml>erof the Commonwealth,
which is not also of the Church of England. 1661 Cor-
poration Act, 13 Ckas. II, st. 2, c. 1 5 12 The Sacrament of

the Lord's Supper, according to the Rites of the Church of

England. 1687 Ias. II in Magd. Coll. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.l 91

Those who calf themselves Church-of- England men. 1688

T. Tramallier ibid. 256 That illegal anli-Church-of-Eng-

land Court. 1688 o Toleration Act, 1 Will, f, Mary c 18 I 5

Any Assembly of Persons dissenting from the Church of

England. 1844 I.u. Brougham Brit. Const, xviii. (1862) 296
The Church of England consists, strictly speaking, of the

lay as well as the clerical members of that communion.
1886 Ld. SELBORNE(ri'//r), Defence oftheChurch ofEngland.

C. Established Church : the Church as by law

established in any country, as the public or state-

recognized form of religion. Chiefly used of the

Churches of England and Scotland respectively.

So State Church.
1660 Chas. 1 1 Decl. Eccles. Affairs 25 Oct. in Cobbett Pari.

Ilist. (1808' IV. 135 We need not profess the high affection

and esteem we have for the Church of England, as it is es-
! tablished by law. 1700-1 Act Settlement, 12*13 Will, til,

c. 2. s. 3 Shall join in Communion with the Church of Eng-
land, as by Law established. X73X E. Calamv Li/e (1830)

I. i. 72 It cannot be said of me. .that I left the Established

Church, because I was never joined to it. 1840 Gen. P.

Thompson Exerc. (1842) V. 69 The oppressive sect which
calls itself the established church. 1843 Casdush in Li/e

xi. (x88o) 303 A document which makes us . . no longer

ministers of the Established Church of Scotland. 1886 1. 11.

Selborne De/. Ch. Eng. Dt xvii. 295, I should say, that

Established Churches are now in much more danger of being

persecuted, than of persecuting.

6. The ecclesiastical and clerical organization of

Christianity, or of a great Christian society, inter-

national, national, or other ; esp. The clergy and

officers of this society collectively or as a corpora-

tion having a continuous existence, and (in former

times especially) as an estate of the realm. (In

this sense 'Church' is often opposed to ' State ' or

the political organization, the civil government.)
(In early times Holy church was the common phrase in

j
this sense : see 7.)

t 696 Laws 0/ K. Wihtra-d Preamb. .-EIc had ciricean.

805-831 Cliarter 0/Osvuul/(O. E. T. 4431, pe hiora lond to

bire cirican saldon. 136a Langl. P. Pi. A. VXL 84 J>e Chirche

1 B. he kirke] serial haue my Careyne And kepe mi Bones.

< 1440 Fortescue Abs. ft Lim. Mon. xi. (18851 '35 P°s-

sescions off be chirche. c 1450 Merlin 95 Assembled the

barons and the prelates of the cherche, and toke counseile.

162 1 Bk. Discipl. Ch. Scot, i, The Kirk of God . . is takin

sumtymes for them that exercise spiritual function amongis
the congregation . . The Kirke in this last sense hes a cer-

taine power grantit be God. 17M Watts Logic 1. iv. 1 6 A
church . . sometimes . . means a synod of bishops or of pres-

byters ; and in some places it is the pope andageneral council.

17*6 Avlieie Parerg. 167 The word Church, .in these latter

Days . . is put for the Persons that are ordain'd for the M inis-

try of the Gospel, that is to say, the Clergy. Ibid. 169

Sometimes 'tis taken for the Prelacy thereof. 1818 Cruise

Digest (ed. 2) IV. 94 Lands belonging to the church. 1837

Newman Par. Serm. III. xvi. 246 Speaking politically, we
talk of the Clergy as the Church. 1851 Ruskin Stones

Ven. (1874) I. App. 355 What we ridiculously call a separa-

tion of 'Church and State' (as if the State were not, in all

Christendom, necessarily also the Church 1, but ought to call

,
a separation of lay and clerical officers.

b. The clerical order or profession. Hence to

go into the Church, to take holy orders, become a

clergyman ; so to be in the Church, to leave the

\ barfor the Church.
1500 H. Swinburne Treat. Test. 148 If his sonne shall goe

, to the Church. 1591 F. Sparry tr. Cation's Geomancie 179

The person . . was a man of the Church. 17a? A. Hamilton
New Acc. E. Itut. I. xxi. 249 The Church feeds most on

Fish, but not miraculously, for the poor Fishers dare sell

none till the Priesthood is first served. 1841-4 Emerson
1 Ess., Prudence Wks. (Bohn) I. 93 The merchant breeds his

I

son for the church or the bar. 1865 Mrs. Riddell World
in Ch. iv. 59 You have really entered the church : I mean,
done duty, preached, and so forth f

7. Holy church : a title commonly given to the

Church Catholic regarded as a divinely instituted

and guided institution, speaking with authority,

through its accredited organs. In early times often

= the clergy or ecclesiastical authority, as in 6.

! 897 K. Alfred Cura Past. 115 He onfeng Sone ealdor-

dom Oaere halgan ciericean [v. r. ciricean). 1 117s Lamb.
Horn. 17 Gif he him nule rihtlechen for preoste na for

halic chirche t c xaaj Creed in Ret. Antiq. I. 234, I leve

on oe hali gast, Al holi chirche stedefast. cxa30 Ilali

Meid. 21 For bi was wedlac ilahet in hali chirche. xao7

R. Glouc (1724) 471 That holi churche he ssolde nou?t the

Chateus there lelte. 1340 Hamiole Pr. Come. 2139 In

stedfast trouthe of haly kyrk. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 73
Holi churche Icham . . bou ouhtest me to knowe. c 1450

Merlin xxv. 466 Acursed be the centense of holy cherche.

159a Shaks. Rom. tr Jul. 11. vi. 37 Till holy Church incor-

porate two in one. 164a pERKiKS/°rw/; Bk. v.8354 Reconciled

againe unto him . .without the constraint of holy Church.

8. Mother Church : a favourite appellation of

the Catholic church and its recognized branches.

In allusion to this, to Song ofSolomon, to Rev. xxi.

3, etc., the Church as an institution or corporation

is often personified, and spoken of poetically and

rhetorically as she.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 32 Alle men bat God ordeyneb

to bits ben ful breberen . . sib God is her fadir, and his

! Chirche is ber moder. 138a — Song Sot. i. 4 marg. The
Chirche, ofhir tribulaciouns. 1595 Shaks. John ill. L 255

(Jr let the Church our mother breathe her curse, A mothers

curse, on her reuolting sonne. x6xx Bible Song Sot.

vi. (heatting), 1 The Church professeth her faith in Christ.

4 Christ shewelh . . his loue toward her. 1613 Shaks. lien.

VIII, v. iii. 117. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Lent i, The
: Scriptures bid us fast ; the Church saves, now : Give to thy

Mother, what thou wouldst allow To cv'ry Corporation.

1656 Evelyn Diary 29 May, The poor Church of England

breathing as it were her last. 18x7 Keble Chr. Y., SS.

Simon «, yude i, The w idowed Church is fain to rove .

.

Make haste and take her home. — Holy Comm. vi. To
feel thy kind upholding arm, My mother Church. C1833

J. H. Newman, I felt affection for my Church, but not ten-

derness. I felt dismay at her prospects, anger and scorn al

her do-nothing perplexity. 1836 Gt s. P. Thompson Lett.

Representative 94 If the Scottish Kirk won't behave herself

with moderation . . we won't look after her wants the next time

she comes for a grant. 1838 J. G. Dowling Eccl. Hist. iv.

8 6. 233 The church has expressed her sense of their errors.

9. High, /.<ru; Broad Church : see these words.

Although church is here practically equivalent to ' church

party ', ' section of the church ', it has acquired this force

onlycontextually or by unthinking analysis of phrases in

which high church-, law church- were used attributively,

I

as in high church man and the like. Broad church is a

\
modem formation on the model of the other two, starting

not from their starting-point, but from their current use.

III. 10. A congregation of Christians locally

organized into a society for religious worship and

i

spiritual purposes, under the direction of one set of

spiritual office-bearers.

(The early examples of this, before 16th c, are perhaps

all in translations of the N.T. or references thereto.)

138a Wyclif i Cor. iv. 17 As I teche euerywhere in ech

chirche [so Geneva 1560, Rheims 1582, x6n, 1871 ; Tindalk,

Coverd., Cranmer 1539, Geneva 1557 congregations]. —
Philemon 2 And to the chirch that is in thin hous [so Geneva

1557, Rheims 1582, 1611, and 1871 ; Tindalk, Coverd., and
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Ckanmer congregaeyon]. a 1564 Becon New Calech. (1844)
41 Father.^ What meanest thou by this word 'church'?
Son. Nothing else than a company of people gathered
together, or a congregation. 1625 Jn. Robinson Wks. 1851
III. 16 A particular Congregation rightly instituted and
ordered [is] a whole, entire and perfect Church immediately
and independently, in respect of other Churches, under
Christ. 1692 Locke Toleration Wks. 1727 II. i. 235 A
Church then, I take to be a voluntary Society of men,
joining themselves together of their own accord, in order
to the publick worshipping of God, in such manner as they
judge acceptable to him. x6. . in Coke & Moore Wesley 1,

1. (1792) g Bp. By whom were you sent? W. By a Church
of Jesus Christ.' Bp. What Church il that? W. The
Church of Christ at Melcomb. 1786 Ayliffe Parerg. 167
The word Church is also taken for any particular Con-
gregation or Assembly of Men, as the Church which was at
Corinth. 1888 Times 2 Oct. 7/2 The Yorkshire Association
of Baptist Churches. Ibid. 12 Oct. 4/5 They [Congregation-
alists] should, he suggested, group together some of their
small churches under one pastor, with lay helpers.

IV. Elliptically and in phrases.

11. Used contextually (and sometimes otherwise)
for the public worship of God (in a church) ;

divine service in a religious building. So to

attend churchy go to church, be at churchy in
church, out of church, after church, between
churches, early church, church-time, etc.
a 1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 pu gast to chirche. a 1300 Cursor

M. 28246. a 1375 in Lay Folks Mass Bk. 136, I rede
we go to chirche. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. xii.

(1495) 196 Thappostle sayth I suffre not a woman to teche in
chyrche. c 1450 Merlin iii. 45 The Kynge come fro chirche
on a day. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. in. li. 128 We will per-
swade him To put on better ere he goe to Church. 1642
Rogers Naaman 206 It is tedious to our old age to keepe
our Church. 171a Steele Spect. No. 503 T2. As soon as
church was done, she immediately stepp'd out. 1721 De
Foe Ret. Courtsh. App. (18401 285 Whether I went to the
church, the meeting-house, to the quaker's meeting, or to
the mass-house. 173a Law Serious C. ii. (ed. 2)26 When he
should be at Church. 1870 Dasent Annals Eventful Life
(ed. 4) II. 287 Between the churches . . Auntie used to go
down to the school and see the children. 1883 Lloyd Ebb
Flow I. 3 Went to church on Sundays.

12. Phrases and Proverbs. To go to church:
see 11; fam. = to get married. To talk church
{colloq.) ; cf. to talk shop.
1x1450 MS. Douce 52. 15 (N.) The nerer the chyrche the

fer fro Crist. 156a J. Heywood PtW. Epigr. (1867) 17
The nere to the churche, the ferther from God. 1599 Shaks.
Much Adow. i. 371 Counte Claudio, when meane you to
goe to Church? 1644 Jessop Angel ofEph. 31 Hath veri-
fied the Proverbe, The neerer the Church the further from
God. 1851 Newland Erne 217 Looking at those wretched
people and talking Church.

V. In senses not distinctively Christian.

13. The congregation or company of God's
people in pre-Christian times, a. orig. merely a
translation of L. ecclesia, Gr. ifctcXrjota, of the
Vulgate and LXX., applied in its pre-Christian
sense to the ' congregation ' of Israel ; see above,
b. In later times, a retrospective use of the Chris-
tian sense, applied to the Israelites as God's chosen
people, or to the faithful among them, and the
worshippers of the true God or ' Old Testament
saints ' generally, as the analogue of the church
under the Christian dispensation.
a. t'825 Vesp. Psalter xx\[\\. 26(25) Mid 8e lof me in cirican

micelre. ciooo Ags. Ps. ibid., Beforan be byS min lof on
bare myclan cyrcan. 1382 Wyclif ibid., Anent thee my
preising in the grete chirche [Coverd. in the great congre-
gacion]. — Numb. xx. 4 Whi han 5c ladde out the chirche
of the Lord into wilderenes. 1609 Bible (Douay) ibid
Why have you brought forth the Church of our Lord into
the wildernesse? x6n Bible Acts vii. 38 This is he that
was in y* Church in the wildernesse with the Angel,
b- 1388 [See Wyclif, Song. Sol. i, margin.]

1594 Hookek Eccl. Pol. m. i. § 8 Not only amongst
them [Israel] God always had His Church because He had
thousands which never bowed their knees unto Baal ; but
whose knees were bowed unto Baal, even they were also of
the Visible Church of God. 1610 R. Field Ofthe Church
(1628J v. i, The primitive and first Church of God in the
house ofAdam. Ibid. v. ii, Sem governed the Church in his
time. 1611 Bp. Hall Serm. v. 52 The Church was an em-
bryo, till Abraham's time: in swathing-bands, till Moses;
in childhood, till Christ; a man, in Christ; a man full-

grown, in glory. 167a Gale {title), The Court of the Gen-
tiles : or a Discourse touching the Original of Human
Literature, .from the Scriptures and Jewish Church. 1726
De Foe Hist. Devil 1. xi. (1840) 169 The Church of God
was now reduced to two tribes. x86a Stanley {title), His-
tory of the Jewish Church.

14. Applied to other (chiefly modern) religious

societies and organizations (e. g. the Church of
Humanity, the Positivists or Comtists ; the Church
of the Latter-day Saints or Mormons, etc.) ; and
sometimes, more vaguely, to any * school * or
party having the bond ofa common * creed*, social,

cesthetical, or other, or who are combined in any
movement which furnishes them with principles
of life or duty.
[138a Wyclif Eccl. iii. 1 The sonus of wisdam, the chirche

of ri3twis men.] 1528 More Hcresyes 11. Wks. 178/2 Ye doo
persecute them as the churche of the Paynims did. 1726
W. Penn Maxims in Wks. I. 842 As good, so ill men are
all of a Church. 1859 Sat. Rev. VII. 304/2 In all that
makes religion objective, as he would say, the Church of
Humanity is more churchish than the Church. 1867 Hepw.
Dixon New America I, aorv. (ed. 6) 270 The new church

J

established in Utah, though it is called the Church of

!

America, is free and open to all the world. Ibid. II. xix.

(The Revolt of Woman 1

, One school of writers, a school
which is already a church . . soars into what is said to be a
region of yet nobler truths. 1875 JowETT Plato III. 186
Plato's Republic has been said to be a church and not
a state ; and such an ideal of a city in the heavens has
always hovered over the Christian world. 1877 Johnson
Cyclopedia s. v. Mormon III. 622 The supreme power
[among the Mormons] . . rests with the first presidency,
elected by the whole body of the Church.

VI. Attrib. and in Comb.
15. attrib. There being no adjective from church

in general use, and the genitive churclCs being

restricted to the notion of possession (usually with
more or less personification), as in ' the church's

claims, revenues, ministrations the place of both
is supplied by using church attributively or with

the function of an adjective, signifying 1 of the

church, of a church, of churches, ecclesiastical \
In such a use, the word is often hyphened, though
the value of the hyphen is merely grammatical, in

no way affecting the signification, and it may
usually be omitted.
Church may be thus used in most of the senses above

explained: in England it has specifically the sense 'of the
Church of England '.

1579 FemTon Guicciard. xn. (1599)500 Censuresand Church-
paines. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxix. § 16 Whereas
the usual saw of old was ' Glaucus his change ', the pro-
verb is now 'A Church bargain'. 1600 Holland Livy 11.

ii. 44 They [first Consuls] went in hand with religion and
church matters. i6aa T. Scott Belg. Pismire 58 The Pope 1

. . hath gotten Church-Courtiers to uphold his Regalitie.
i6za Donne Serm. V. 88 To see who comes and to hear a
Church-comedy, a 1649 Drum.m. of Hawth. Jos. IV, Wks.
(1711) 71 A stout defender of the church-patrimony. —
Consul, to Pari. ibid. 187 That the church-race marry only
among themselves, ministers sons upon ministers daughters.
l(>55 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. vi. § 69 Conformity m the
Church-behaviour of men. 1660 R. Coke Power <y Subj.

\

159 Let the Church-tribute of every Church be paid out of
the lands of all Freemen. 1663 Butler Hud. \. in. (1694)
190 The beastly rage of Church-rule. 1670 Baxter Cure
Ch. Div. 112 Profession of Christianity is every man's

i

Church-title. 1670 Walton Life Hooker 39 The regulation
of church-affairs. 169a Luttrell BriefPel. (1857) II. 354,
2 church conventicles were discovered in London where the
non-juring parsons preached to their Jacobite auditory. 1701
Ibid. (1857) V. in The church party have agreed to putt up
Sir William Gore. 1710 Palmer Proverbs 141 This is both
a court and a church-game. 1719 SwIFT To ] 'ng. Clergym.
Wks. 1755 II. 11. 7 In esteem, .among some church-divines.

1784 Cowper Tiroc. 381 Church-ladders are not always
mounted best By learned Clerks and Latinists profess'd.

1853 Rock Ch. Fathers III. 11. 96 For church-use at least.

1886 Circular Comm. Church House, Both clergy and laity

often need information concerning Church societies, Church
charities, Church action generally.

16. The following have somewhat more of the 1

character of permanent combinations :

a. with sense 'of the church as an institution,

ecclesiastical' : church-acts, -assembly, -association
,

-benefice, -betrustment { — -trust,, -catechism, -cen- I

!
sure, -censurer, -coffer, -consistory, -dignitary,

dignity, -discipline, -doctrine, -due, -expenses,
\

-festival, -formula, -holiday, -hymn, - lata, -music, 1

•musician, -order, -preferment, -polity, -proces-
j

sion, -property, -rent, -revenue, -society, -song,

•steward, -tippet, -vestments, etc.

b. * Of divine service in the church, of public

worship': church-day, -hours, -time.

C. 'Of the material building and its precincts '

:

i
church-bench, -chime, -clock, -floor, -furniture,

j

-gate, -glass, -hatch, -organ, -organist, -pale,

,

-pillozi', -porch, -spire, -steeple, -stile, -stool, -tenoer, .

j

--walk, -wall, -window, etc.

d. To these may be added those in which the
meaning is that of some actor or action in con-
nexion with, or in reference to, the church ; as

church-chatterer, -covenanting, -gesticulation,

-Jugg^r> -masker, -pluralist, -sleep, -sleeper (cf.

Ger. kirchenschlaf schldfer), -sleeping, etc.

x68o Allen Peace $ Unity 87 To assemble together for
publick Worship : which are the ends of particular "Church- !

association. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado III. m. 95 Let vs go
sit here vpon the "Church bench till two. a 1649 Drumm.

I

of Hawth. Jas. Ill, Wks. (1711) 47 Promoted to some
"church-benefice. 170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. v. 11. (1852J
'J55 To make over *church-betrustments 'unto faithful men '.

(-1460 Tcnvnctey Myst. 313 Yit of thise "kyrkchaterars here
ar a menee. 1653 Baxter Chr. Concord 14 Those that are
most against 'Cnurch-Covenantings. 1805 6 Coleridge
Three Graves XXL xix, Ellen, .kept her church All "church-
days during Lent, a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. VIM. vii. § 7
They hold that no "church-dignity should be granted with-
out consent of the common people. 1574 Whitgikt Def.
Aunsu-. ii. Wks. 1851 I. 201 What "church-discipline would

jyou have 1 187a Morley Voltaire (1B86) 175 Consequences,
entirely apart from theology and church discipline, c iaoo
Ormin 9015 5uw birrb uppo *kirrkefior Beon fundenn offte. 1

1784 Cowper Tiroc. 425 A piece ofmere "church-furniture at
1

best. 1513 in Glasscock Pec. St. Michaels (1882) 33 The
stondyngs at the "cherche gate letyn. 164a Howell For.
Trav. (Arb.) 85 In these kinds of "Church-gesticulations,

j

they differ from all other people. 1633 Herbert Temple,
I
Church-Porch xxxWx, A herauld . . Findes his crackt name

1 . . in the "church-glasse. 1530 Palsgr. 484/1 It is "churche
jholyday to morowe. 1787 \Vesley Wks. (1872) IV. 357

[
You may have your service in "church-hours. 1780 Cowper

j

Progr. Err. 109 A mere "church-juggler, hypocrite, and
slave, a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vm. vi. § 1 Power also to
make "church-laws. 1640-4 Thomas in Rushw. Hist. Coll.
in. (1692) I. 285 Church-Musick, it shall have here the first

place. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv. (1617) 146 In defence of
our "Church-orders, to bee as good as theirs. 1706 Loud,
Gaz. No. 425/5 A 'Church-Organ, containing 10 Stops in
the great Organ. 1878 Newcomu Pop. Astron. n. i. 126 A
"church-organist and teacher of music. 1659 Milton Ch:
Pmuer Wks. (1851) 314 Worse then any lord prelat or
"church-pluralist. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 111. i. § 14 "Church
Polity . . is a form of ordering the public spiritual affairs of
the Church of God. c 1440 Gcsta Pom. xlvii. 200 Only the
kni^te in the "chirche-porche. 1536 Tindale Acts xiv. 13
Brought oxen and garlondes unto the Churche porche.
1633 G. Herbert Temple, {title) The Church-porch. 163a
B. Jonson Magn. Lady 11. i, For any 'church-preferment
thou hast a mind to. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen.

?35 I'o go on perambulation on "Church procession. 1506
in Glasscock Pec. St. Michaels Bp. Stortford (1882) 30
Resceyved. .for the seid 'chirch Rente \\\\d. 1578 2nd Bk.
Dist ipl. (1621) xii. § 12 As for the kirk rents in generall.

1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke Wks. 1875 IV. 60 These are the
great Animadverters of the times, the "church-respondent.s
in the pew. a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vii. xxhi. ii 9
Making partition of "church-revenues. 167a Cave Prim.
Chr. in. v. (1673) 360 Re-admitted into Church-society.
a 1350 Owl t*f Night. 984 Singe. .At rihte time ' chirchesong.
1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer, Offices 24 The priest metyng the
Corps at the ' Churche style. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,
Church-Perch lxx, Who marks in church-time others sym-
metric. 1 1 7 16 Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 159 Those that .

.

spend the Church-time at Home. 1843 Dickens Mart.
Chuzz. xxvi, On Sunday morning, before church-time. 1813
Scott Pokcly 1. xii, Some for church-tippet, gown and
hood, Draining their veins, a 1225 After. R. 418 Ne undemo
$e be "chirche uestimenz. i6a8 Eakle Microcosm., Formalt
Alan 1 Arb. 1 31 Like one that runnes to the Minster walk«
led. 1629 "Church-walk], to take a turne, or two. 1509 in

Glasscock Pec. St. Michaels Pp. Stortford> 1882)31 A ston-

dyng undernethethe "Chirche wall. 1599 Shaks. MuchAdo
in. iii. 144 Like god Bels priests in the old "Church window.

17. Comb. a. objective (and obj. genitive;, as

church-breaker, -destroyer, -deviser, -divider, -jor-

saker, -founder, -reformer, -revolutionist, -tearer,

etc. ; also church- believing, -buildings -looking

( = churchlike), -razing, -ruinating, -spoiling, etc.,

adjs. ; church-chaffering) -spoiling, etc., sbs.

1708 MOTTBt X Rabelais Iv. xlviii. ' 17371 192 Some Robber
. .or Church-breaker. 1598 SylveSTKH Du Bar/as it. i. in,

(164 1
1 101/1 False-contracting, Church-chaffering, Cheating,

Bribing and Exacting. 18425 Camhr. Camden Soc, Pew
Words to Churchw. j. 12 The "church-destroyers of other
days. x68o Allen Peace <y Unity 49 The Weapons in

which Church-Dividers do usually put their trust. 1597
Hookkr Eccl. Pol. v. (1617) 203 Whether Emperours or
Bishops .. were "Church-founders. i8aa in Cobbett Pur.
Rides (1885) I. 93 Some church-looking windows. 1599
Sandys Europx Spec. 97 'Church-robbing Politicians and
"Church-razing Souldiers. 1826 E. Irving Bahylon II,

391 Church-reforming statesmen. 1824 SoUthey Bk. Ch.
(1841) 414 The principles of these church-revolutionists
were hostile to monarchy. 1645 Liberty oj Cense. Pref.

Aiij, Their pernicious, God-provoking, Truth-defacing,
"Church-ruinating, and State-shaking toleration. 1604
Hieron Wks. I. 575 Men, that do church-spoyliug loue.
1685 Baxter Pecraphr. N. '/'.

1 Peter iv. 8 The Papal "Church-
tearers, that persecute all that consent not to their Canon.-..

b. instrumental and advb., as church-begotten,

-bidden, -commissioned, etc.

1687 1 Iryden Hind f P. in. 462 The Martyn . . A "church-
l>egot, and church-believing bird. x8ix W. Spencer Poems
136 The "church-bidden bride. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa
Guidi W. 11. 513 Lost breath and heart in these "church-
stifled places.

18. Special combs. ; f church-acre, a church-

yard ; Church and King, the motto of the ad-

herents of the Stuarts in the 17th and 18th c,

hence a phrase for hu;b. ecclesiastical and mon-
archical sympathies combined ; thence Church and
Kingism, Church and A'ing man ; Church and
State, the ecclesiastical and political organiza-

tions, especially as united ; hence Church and
Staleism ; Church Army, an imitation, in con-

nexion with the Church of England, of the Salva-

tion Army; church-bug, a species of wood-louse,

said to be found often in churches; f church-
catholic; in 17th c. — Church-papist ; fchurch-
clerk. a parish clerk; Church Commissioner, a

member of one of the boards or commissions

created to manage church matters ; + church-
earth, a churchyard ; f church-errant, a humorous
formation after knight-errant; hence f church-
errantry ; Church Estates Commission, Com-
missioners, a board appointed to control the

management of the property of the Church of Eng-

land ;
church-father, a Father of the Church

;

church -festival, a feast-day of the church, a

holy-day
; f church-feuar .5V., a leasehold tenant

of the church ; church-flag, a flag hoisted on

board a ship during divine service
;
church-folk,

people at church, church-goers ; adherents of the

established church, as distinguished from 'chapel-

folk' ;
church-grate, j & grated door or gate

ofa church or churchyard
; (A) a kind of apparatus

for warming a church; + church-holy, consecra-

tion of a church ; church-lease, a lease of church
property ;

church-mode, one of the modes in
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medieval church-music ; church-office, an office

in the church : the form prescribed for the conduct
of a church-service ; + church-outed a., put out

of the church ; church-path, a public, and usu-

ally ancient, footpath across fields, leading to, or

shortening the way to, the parish church ; church-
piece, a piece of ground belonging to the church;

church - register, a parish register ; church-
renter, one who holds a lease under the church

;

also, f one who makes a rent or division in a church

;

church -ring, a wedding-ring; church-social
(U. S.) t a social meeting in connexion with a

church; church-state, status in a church; fa
theocracy

; + church-strewing, the strewing of

the church-floor with rushes on particular festivals
;

church-town, the church village, the place where
the parish church of a number of hamlets is situ-

ated (Sc. kirk-town)
; + in OE. {cirictun) and

ME., the enclosure of a church, a churchyard
;

+ church - tympanite, some obsolete sect (see

ijuot.) ; +church-vassal, a vassal of the church
;

t church-wort, Penny-royal.
1596 Stanford Churchw. Acc. in Antiquary May (1888)

212 For earinge of the 'church acre. 1848 Macau lav Hist.
Eng. iv. The honest Cavalier . . was to be true to *Church
and King. 1803 W. Taylor in Robberd Mem. I. 459 The
loyalty of it—nay worse, the "Church-and-kingism . . will

divert you. 1850 Thackeray Pemiennis (1885) III. 25 A
staunch, unflinching #Church-and- Kingman. 1731 Berkeley
Alciphr. i. § 7 The combination between 'Church and State,

of religion by law established. x8aa Edin. Rev, XXXVII.
420 The Church-and- State class. 1853 Lyttom My Novel
xi. ii, Men pretending to aristocracy .. and *Church-and-
Stateism. 16*7 Let. fr. Jesuit in Rushworth Hist. Coll.

(1659) I. 475 We give the honor to those which merit it,

which are the "Church-Catholicks. 1535 in Glasscock RtC.
St. Mil kiefs BP. Stort/erd (1889) 49 Item rec. clerely for

the *cherch clerkis mede..iijj. xjd. .1 1825 Fobby Voc. E.
Anglia, Church-clerk, the parish-clerk. Long in use. 1842
Tennyson Epic 15, I heard The parson . . Now harping on
the 'church commissioners, Now liawking at Geology and
schism. 167a N. Riding Rec. VI. 176 The fence in the
V'hurch-earth wall. 1784 New Sped, xx.3/1 He. .resembles
a modern 'church-errant in Quest of a tithe pig. 1793 \V.

Robebts Looker-on No. 58 The age of *church-errantry is

over ; missionaries, legates, crusaders, and reformers have
long gone off the stage. 1885 Whitakers Almanack 137
"Church Estates Commissioners, Earl Stanhope, etc. 1856
R. VAUCHAM Mysths (i860) I. 109 The locality in which
this great "church-father passed most of his days. /bid. I.

1 12 To write a sermon . . against the next "church-festival.

1856 EiiEXSOM Eng. Traits \\W. Relig. Wks. 11881) II. 96
Respite from labour . . on the Sabbath, and on church fes-

tivals. i8jo Scott Monast. i, The habitations of the *church-
feuars were not less primitive than their agriculture. 1862
I.ond. Rev. 16 Aug. 139 With one eye fixed on the *church-
flag at the peak, c ijoo Trin. Coll, Horn. 155 In chirche,

per al "chirche folc ohg to ben gadered. 1871 Holme
Lee Her Title of Hon. i, Zeal that some of the church-
folk wonder at and deride. 1519 in Glasscock Rec. St.
Michael's Bp. Stortford (18821 36 For tymber for the
"chirche grate xiiij<r 1846 Ecclesiologist VI. 179 The
church-grate consists of a light, circular, open fire-basket,

raised on legs, and portable by means of an iron bar. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 75 'Chyrcheholy, encennia. ijay Swift
What Passed in Lond. Wks. 1755 III. I. 185 He got a
y
church-lease filled up that morning. 1594 Hooker Eccl.

Pol. 111. (1617' 93 Sundry *Church -offices, Dignities, and
Callings, for which they found no Commandement in the
Holy Scripture. 1698 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 43 The an-

cient Church-Office here relates all this. 1641 Milton Ch.
Govt. M. Introd., Thus "Church-outed by the Prelates,

hence may appear the right I have to meddle in these
matters. 18*7 Hone Every-Day Bk. II. 374 Football was
. . played . . and the *church-piece was the ground chosen
for it. 1846 S. W. Singeb in Herrick's Wks. (1869* Introd.

24 In the "church-register of Dean Prior. 1651 Baxter
Inf. Bapt. 193 Only against such *Church-renters, and
gross errors. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh vi. 665 Sets
her darling down to cut His teeth upon her *church-ring.
1888 Mi/non Dakota) Teller 18 May 6/5 [To] tackle a wash-
tub as quickly as a *church-social. 1614 Sklden TitUs
Hon. 252 The Missi, whom hee compares in "Church-state
to Suffragans. 1676 Owen Worship God 97 Thus did God
take the Children of Israel into a Church-state. 1506 in

Glasscock Rec. St. Michaels Bp. Stortford (1882) 31 Brede
and drink to the carters for the "chirch strowyng. a 1000
Edgar's Caucus § 26 in Thorpe Laws II. asotBosw.) Ne
binnan "cirictune ami} hund ne cume. 1340 Ayenb. 41 pet

vlep to holy Cherche, ober into cherch tounes vor to by
ybor^e. 1680 Baxter Catk. Commun. Pref. A ij, Even
before the *Church-Tympanites, many score several Sects

rose up. 1820 Scott Abbot i, A peasant, the son of a
*church-vassal. c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 130 Orig-
anum, 'chirchewrt. 1597 Gerarije Herbal App., Church-
wort, Pennyroyal.

Church (tjt>it|), v. [f. prec. sb.l

1. To bring, take, or conduct to church, in order

to receive its rites or ministrations. Commonly
in the passive, the person concerned being said to

be churched.

fa. Said of a child at baptism. Obs.

1340-70 Alex, Dind. 941 Huo wole a cherched child

chese for hardy.

b. Said of a woman after child-birth, when
thanks are publicly offered for her safe delivery,

esp. in accordance with the prescribed service in

the liook of Common Prayer ; the officiating

clergyman is said 1 to church 1
her. Cf. Church-

gano, Churching.

[1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 311, I schal offre hym
]

a bowsand candclles when I schal go to cherche of childe I

[fost partutn]. c 1440 Promp. Pam , Chyrchyn, or pury-
fyen, Purifico. c 1470 Harding Chron. exxii. ii, Kyng Wyl- \

lyam in Gesine had lyen long, And tyme hym wer been I

kyrked with good songe. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 16
[William the Conqueror] sayd, when I am churched I wyll

j

offer unto him a thousand candelles light, with the which
heshall holde himselfe smally contented. Ibid. II. 244 The

j

Queene who then was newly churched of a sonne called

John of Gaunt. 1629 Sir K. Boyle Diary (1886) II. 114 In
the same house my wife was churched and my daughter
xtned. 1737 Bvbom yml. <$• Lit. Rem. (1856? II. 1. 101 A
lady or two were churched after prayers. 1837 Thackeray
Ravenswing vi. Ladies are confined and churched.

C. Said^j/. in Scotland)of a newly-wedded pair,

and particularly o! the bride, on first attendance at
|

church after marriage ; also of the Judges, mem-
j

bers of a civic corporation, and the like, when
they attend church in state ; also more generally

of any one being taken to or appearing at church.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 111 For seauen and thirtie

weekes . . neuer stirring out of dores or being churched all

that while. 1843 Bethune Sc. Eireside Stor. 282 That day
a young and bonny bride Was 'kirkit ', as they say. 1865
Even. Standard 24 Apr., Yesteraay afternoon being the first

|

Sunday in Easter term, her Majesty's Judges and the Cor- 1

poration of London attended in state at St. Paul's Cathe-

i

dral, for the purpose of taking part in the ceremony well

known in civic language as ' Churching the Judges'.

t 2. To place or set up in church. Obs.

1565 Jewell Repl. Harding 11611) 373 This Image was

I

neither Churched, nor Adored, or Worshipped.

f 3. To form or organize into a church. Obs.

1659 Gaudbm Tears Ch. 39 (D.) Strange methods of new
I

churching men and women.

t 4. To church it : to play the church. Obs.

1619 Sacrilege Handl. Ep. Ded. 2 It goeth neuer better,

then when the Church Courteth it, and the Court Church-
eth it.

5. slang. Cf. Christen v. 6.

1868 Doran Saints «y Sin. II. 290 The [thieves] 'church
their yacks ' when they transpose the works of stolen
watches to prevent identification. 1873 in Slang Diet.

Church-ale. Obs. [f. Church + Ale 3.]

A periodical festive gathering held in connexion
with a church.
14x9 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michaels Bp. Stortford i

,
(1882) 27 Item of a chirch ale which was made to the use 1

of the tabernacle vjj. \\\')d. 1571 Canon Eliz. in Canons Eccl.

I
(1603) § 88 The church-wardens, .shall suffer no plays, feasts,

banepjets, suppers, church-ales, drinkings. .to be kept, in the 1

j

church, chapel, or churchyard. 1583 Sti bbes Anat. Abus.

95 The Manner of Church-ales. Against a Christmas, an
1 Easter, Whitsonday, or some other time, the Churche-
1 wardens, .prouide half a score or twenty quarters of mault
1

. . which mault beeing made into very strong ale or beere, I

1 it is set to sale, either in the Church or some other place
I assigned to that purpose, .they repaire their Churches and
Chappels with it ; they buy bookes for seruice. 1640 Glap-
thobne WU in Const. 11, At Churchales, When the sweet
bag-pipe docs draw forth the Damselts to frisque about the 1

May poles. 173a 8 Neal Hist. Pttrit. II. 248 Church Ales
are when people go from afternoon prayers on Sundays to I

. . some public house, where they drink and make merry.

1875 Stlubs Const. Hist. I. xiii. 628 note 2 The later
|

church-ale was a custom of collecting contributions of malt
from the parishioners, with which a quantity of ale was
brewed, and sold for the payment of church expenses.

Churchanity: see Churchianity.

Church-bell. The bell hung in the tower of

a church, or other structure near it, and rung to

call the people to worship, etc.

< 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 136 Drenc wibfeondseocum men of
ciricbellan to drincanne. 1633 Herbebt Temple, Prayer 13
Church-bels beyond the starres heard. 1708 Southey Occas.
Pieces* Victory, Hark.. how the church-bells with redoub-
ling peals Stun the glad ear ! 183a Tennyson Death Old
Year i, Toll ye the church-bell sad and slow. 1865 Whit-
tier Snmv-bound 97 No church-bell lent its Christian tone
To the savage air.

Church-hook. A book belonging to, or used

in connexion with, a church ; esp. a. a service-

book; b. an official record of the proceedings of a

church ; c. a parish register.

c io»5 Wi u stan Horn. (Napier) xxxv. 171 Man ha;f8 on
cyricbocum nuessan xesette. 1514 in Glasscock Rec. St.

Michaels (1882) 34 Pu to the senviner for mendyng of the

cherch bokis. 1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 221 Whichethe
lymmers . . paynte on the margentes of churche bookes.
1631 Massinger City Mottam 1. i, Tho' the church-book
speak her fifty, they That say she can write thirty . . 1

offend her. 1673 S. Dlgabd Marr. Cousin Germans 58 A
Name.. to live no where but on a Tombstone, or in the

Church Hook. 1888 Daily Ncivs 30 Aug., The Rev. John
Brown, D.D., the present minister of the church at Bunyan
Meeting, Bedford, gives the following extracts from the

|

church-book, touching, .their pastor's death [31 Augt. 1688].

t Church-bucket. A bucket kept in the
|

parish church for use in case of fire. Cf. Choir 2 d.
j

1611 Beaum. & Fl. Phitaster v. iii, They'll flea him, and i

make church-buckets on's skin. it6j Foote Orators 1. \

Concerning the new-Lettering the church-buckets.

Church-building.
a. The construction of churches or places of

worship, b. The material edifice of the church.

C. A building for meetings, etc, adjoining a church

(U.S.).

1841 h. Mi mi Nonconform. I. 449 Church-building might
l»e dispensed with. 1858 2nd Suppl. Penny Cycl. 138/1

Church Building Commissioners were first appointed by
the Statute 58 Geo. III. c. 45 for building new churches in

|

populous districts. 1888 Bkyce American Commonw. II.

577 Us new Church Building—prosperous Churches always
have a building with a set of rooms for meetings.

t Church-chopper. Obs. [f. Church sb. +
Chopper 2.] A dealer or trafficker in ecclesiastical

benefices. Cf. Chop-church.
1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mom. 69 Stigand the Church-

chopper, Archbishop of Canterbury. 1656 Tbapp Comm.
1 Pet. v. 2 Church-choppers and money-changers.

+ Church-chopping, a. Obs. [f. as prec.

+ chopping, Chop v.^\ Bargaining or trading in

the presentation of a church living.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. 111. xv. (1651) 138 Our
Symoniacal Church-chopping Patrons.

t Church-cloth, a. Any ecclesiastical vest-

ment pi. -clothes), b. Any cloth used in the
service of the church, c. The parish shroud.
c 1 200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 l>e cnircbe clooes ben to-

brokene, and ealde. 1585 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 2oWashinge
the churche clothes, vd. 163a Chapman Bait 11. i, Thou
mayst be buried, And have the church-cloth : if you can put
in Security, the parish shall be put To no more charge.

Church-communion. Membership of a
church, with enjoyment of its benefits, esp. ad-

mission to the Lord's Supper.
1653 Baxter Chr. Concord 54 So high a penalty as exclu-

sion from Church-Communion. 1746 Wesley Princ.
Methodist 29 Very loose Notions of Church-Communion.

Church-COUrt. An ecclesiastical court ; in

Scotland, the courts of Kirk-Session, Presbytery,

Synod, and General Assembly.
1839 Canoi.ish in Life \v. (i88ot 94 Their record with this

deliverance had come up to the superior Church Courts.

1851 Cahlyle Sterling 1. i. {1872) 2 Which had little busi-

ness to be spoken of in any Church-court. 1858 2nd Suppl.
Penny Cycl. 123/1 The famous 'Veto Act', the design of
which was to modify the action of the system of patronage
of livings in the Church of Scotland, by enabling the Church
Courts to reject any nominee of a patron on the ground of
his being displeasing to the majority of the congregation.

Churchdom tfeutjdom). [see -DOM : cf. Ger.

kirchenthum, kirchthum.'] Existence or standing

as a church ; ecclesiastical status ; the system of

a church.
1659 Pearson Creed ix. Whatsoever Church pretendeth

to a new beginning, pretendeth at the same time to a new
Churchdome, and whatsoever ts so new, is none. 1851

Hrowning in Lett, of Shelley (1852) Introd. 33 Mistaking
Churchdom for Christianity.

Church-door. The outer door of a church,

which was the place at which various public acts

{e.g. marriages) were ordained to be performed.
< 897 K. . 1 .

; Cura Past. 105 Beforan Sa^re ciricean

dura, c 1175 Lamb. Horn, Heore godfaderes and heore
godmoderes scullen onswene for hem et pe chirche dure.

( 1 zoo Ormin 1327 Hemm birrde Twa bukkess *amenn to

preost Att kirrkedurc brinngen. 1386 Chaccer Prol. 460
ousbondes at chirche dore she hadde fyue. c 1440 Gesta

Rom. Ixiv. 276 She made to be wryte vp on pe chirch-dor

. . theise wordes. 1535 Stewart Chron. Scot. II. 17 He
weddit hir at kirkdur with ane ring. 1574 Bk. General
A'irkf Sail present thameselfns vpone Sunday nixt..at the

eist kirkduir. .insaccloth. 1865 Reader 23 Sept. 237/2 Joan
had never been solemnly espoused at the church door,

b. Comb. Church-door-ward.
1541 Becon Potationfor Lent Wks. 1 14 Then the people

goeth somewhat further into the Church-door ward, and
there standeth still.

Churched tjfeitjfe . ///. a. [f. Church v. +
-ED 1

.] Formally presented at church ;
undergoing

or having undergone churching.

1340 70 [see Chvkch v. i a]. i6i< Cotgb., Voile, a Vayle
{vseu by Nunncs, widowes, or churched womeni
Churehesset : see Church-scot.

Churchful (tji> Jtjful). [see -FUL.] As many
as a church will contain.

1885 Manch, Exatn. 10 Jan. 5/3 The testimony of a whole
churchful of witnesses.

t Church-gang. Obs. [f. Church + Gang, a

going ; cf. Orris. kcrkgung> ON. kirkjuganga
t
Sw.

kyrkog&ng, Da. kirkegatig, Ger. kirchgvug.]

Going to church ; attendance at a church ; church-

ing of a woman after childbirth.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 Alswa his festen . . and chirc }ong

and god todonne. < iaoo 'Trin. Coll. Horn. 47 J>re binges,

bat on is childbed, and bat ooer chirchgang and be bridde

pe offring. .1150 Gen. $ Elx. 2465 And sum . . don for 8e

dede chirche-gong. 1297 R. Glolc (1724) 370 $yf" God me
wole grace sende Uorto make my chyrcnegon [v. r. churche

gange], and bringe me of bys betide. Ibia.^Zo Me ne my^te

non chyrchegong wyb out ly^te do.

Church - garth, dial, [see Garth.] A
churchyard. (Intermediate between churchyard

and northern English A'irkgarth.)

1570 Levins Manip. 34 A church garth, camiterium. 1602

Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 136 For mending the churchgarth

yeats, 6<t. 1851 N. <t Q. Ser. 1. III. 380/2 The term God's

Acre as applied to a Church-garth.

Chu'rch-goer. [cf. Ger. kirchenganger, -geho\\

One who goes to church ; esp. who regularly at-

tends the services of a church.
1687 Good Advice 42 The Persons chosen were Church

goers. 17*7 Swift What passed in London, A constant

church-goer. x86o O. W. Holmes Prof. Breakft. ix, I.,

am a regular church-goer. 1874 Dasent TtitUsfrom Ejeld

132 Now I must be off., to cook the Sunday dinner for

the church-goers.
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Chu'rch-going, vbl. sb. Going to church
;
esp.

regular attendance at church.

154 1 Covf.bdale Chr. State Matrim., Ya churchgoyne;

and weddyng should not be deferred, i860 Pusev Min.
Proph. 40 ' Charity is better than Church-going *

. . should .

.

mean such Church-going as is severed from Charity.

Church-going bell — bell for going to church.

1781 Cowper/4. Selkirk 29 The sound of the church-going

bell.

Chtrrch-going, Going to church ; that

habitually attends church.

1712 R. H. in Exam. 23 Nov. 747/2 A religious, church-

going, professor. 1885 Times (Weekly Ed.) 16 Oct. 15/2 A
house-going clergy would make a church-going people.

Church-government. The government or

conduct of the affairs of a church ; the form of

polity upon which a church is organized for the

exercise of authority and discipline, as Episcopal,

Presbyterian, Congregational.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 111.(1617)91, I somewhat maruaile

that they especially should thinke it absurd to oppose
Churcb-Gouernement . .vnto matters of Faith. 1670 Walton
Life Hooker 37 Able to . . determine what laws were fit to

be made concerning church-government. 1882 J. Taylor
Sc. Covenanters 19 The Presbyterian system of Church-
government was re-established.

Church-governor. A ruler of a church ; one

of the persons having authority in a church.

a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vm. i. § 2 Their only right

which are by proper spiritual function termed Church-
governors, a 1640 Jackson Wks. II. 380 Their [Jews']
church-governors did allow and appoint daily sacrifices to

be offered for the peace and tranquillity of the Roman em-
pire. 1875 E. White Life in Christ iv. xxv. (1878) 398
Wicked world-rulers and church-governors.

t Church-grith. Obs. [f. Grith sl>. peace.]

Church - peace ; abstention from violence within

the precincts of a church ;
right of sanctuary.

a 1000 Laws Edgar 1. § 5 Stande a;lc cyricgrij? swa swa
hit betst stod. c 1205 Lav. 22322 He haehte iclcne mon
chireche-gri3 [c 1275 cherch-grip] halden. a 1300 Cursor
M. 29250 (Cott.) pe thride bat brekes kirkes grith.

t Church-hallowing. Obs. Consecration of

a church (building).

1516 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's (18S2) 35 At the

tyme of the cherch halowyng. 1565 Calfhill Aus7t>.

Treat. Crosse (1846) 133 Your popish church-hallowing.

f Church-hawe. Obs. [f. Haw, OE. haga
enclosure.] A churchyard.
c 1320 Seuyn Sag. 2625 (W.) Of the fir in the chirche-hawe.

c 1386 Chalxer Pers. T. ? 727 By reson of the hooly place,

as chirches or chirche hawes. i387Trkvisa Higden (Rolls)

V. 65 [Calixtus] made a chirche hawe [cwiiterium] at Rome.
1428 E. E. Wills 80 The chirchau of houre La[dy] of

Harryngey. 1502 Arnolde Chron. 175 Al they . . wniche
violently drawen out of chirche, cloyster, or cherchehawe,

any fugitif thider fled.

t Church-hay, Obs. [f. Hay, enclosure,

OE. hege hedge, fence.] A churchyard ; — prec.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 318 Ich. .eode oSe pleouwe ine chircheie

[v.r. chirch ^eard]. 1417 E. E. Wills 26 That my body be

Beryed in the Chirchhey of the Paryshchurch of Thome-
combe, (i 1450 Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 626 Chyrche-haye,
teriumque. c 1450 Mvrc 330 Wyth-ynne chyrche & seynt-

wary [v. r. chirch hay]. 1880 E. Cornw. Gloss. (E. D. S.)

s.v., This word is dropping out of use, but is often heard in

the adage, A hot May Makes a fat Church-hay.

Chu=rch-hi"story. The history of the Chris-

tian Church.
1641 Milton Ch. Distip. 11. Wks. (1847) 18/2 The author

of our church-history. 1655 Fuller {title), The Church-
History of Britain. 1865 Pusey Truth Eng. Ch. 59 Church-
history records too many such interruptions.

Chu'rch-house. A house belonging to the (or

a) church, or used for church purposes : formerly, a

house adjoining the church, where church-ales,

etc. were held, a ' parish-room \
1484 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's, Bp. Storiford{\%Z-z)

25 For tyling of the cherch howsse. 1580 Vestry Bks.
(Surtees) 118 The receipts of the rent of the church houses.

1636 Divine Tragedie lately Acted 28 They kept their feast

in the Church-house joyning to the Church, a 1697 Aubrey
Nat. Hist. N. Wilts (Brand) In every parish is (or was) a
church house, to which belonged spits, crocks, etc., utensils

for dressing provision. 1887 HazelTs Ann. Cycl. 93/2 The
proposal to raise a fund for building a Church House [in

London] for the manifold requirements of the Church [of

England] as an organic body.

Churchianity (tjzjitfiarniti). Also church-
anity. [f. Church, after Ch?islianity.~] A dyslo-

gistic term for : Devotion to the Church rather

than to Christianity.

1837 B. Barton Select. (1849) 15 It would say little, indeed,
for Lucy's Churchanity or my Quakerism. 1866 Pall Mall
G. 24 Feb. 11 We have lived to see this stanch Liberal.,
adopting, .apolicy of strong churchianity. 1883O. Johnson
W. L. Garrison Times 369They discriminated also between
Christianity and churchianity, between piety and piosity'.
1888 Scottish Leader 15 Oct. 3 Preaching 'churchianity'
not Christianity.

Churchify (tftfUtpfbi), v. colloq. or dyslog.

[f. Churchy + -fy, cf. Frenchify, falsify, etc.] To
make ' churchy

1

; to imbue with church influence or

principles. Hence Churchified ppl. a.

1843 Miall in Nonconf. III. 321 Churchified and dissent-
ing culprits. 1875 M^Cosh Sc. Philos. v. 38 Shut out from
the English Universities by their tests and churchified in-

fluence.

Churchiness (tfyutjines). [f. Churchy +

-ness.] ' Churchy ' quality.

1884 Chr. World 17 Apr. 2S1/2 The very air of the place.

.

is redolent with 'Churchiness'. 1886 Athemum 8 May
614/1 There is [in the tale] a good deal of 'Churchiness'.

Churching (tj>itjin), vbl. sb. [f. Church v.]

1. The public appearance of a woman at church

to return thanks after childbirth, esp. in accordance

with the Anglican ritual.

1523 Ld. P.erners Froiss. I. ccexxii. 500 His wife, .was as

than newly churched of a fayre sonne And he thought at her

Churchyng to kepe a great feest at Tholouse. 1552 Bk.

Com. Prayer, The Thanksgiving of Women after Child-

birth, commonly called the Churching of Women, a 1649

Drumm. of Hawth. Challenge Knts. Errant Wks. (1711)232

They are now come back to Greenwich for the churching of

the queen. 1837 Thackeray Rmienswing vi, He attended

his mother to her churching.

b. attrib. as churching few.
1637 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 190 For 2 yeardes of kersey for

a churching cloth, 7.?. a 1693 Urquiiart Rabelais III. xli.

336 An uprising or Women Churching Treatment.

2. Subjection to the influence of the church.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Race Wks.(Bohn) II. 28 A
tough, acrid, animal nature which centuries of churching

and civilizing have not been able to sweeten.

Chtrrchish, a. rare. Churchy.
1786 J.

Newton Let. in Life W.Bull vii. (1865) 148 Dis-

suade him from being over-churchish. 1859 Sat. Rev. VII.

304/2 In all that makes religion objective, as he would

say, the Church of Humanity is more churchish than the

Church.

Churchism (tJfr.itJVm\ [f. Church sb. +

-ism.] Belief in or adherence to the church or a

church, or to an ecclesiastical system ;
ecclesiasti-

cism ;
church-partisanship ; often short for esta-

blished-churthism and for English Churchism ; so

also High, Low, Broad Churchism.
1768 in C. Chauncy Letter 61 The appellant's idea of re-

ligion, essentially different from churchism. 1841 Arnold
in Life $ Corr. (1844) II. ix. 261 The old form of High
Churchism, retaining much of Protestantism, and uniting it

with other notions, .which it cherished indistinctly, without

pushing them to their consequences. 1868 Cemtemp. Rev.

VII. 618 To justify Dissent by aiming a blow at Churchism.

1871 Hawthorne Sept. Fclton (1879) 37 Some of the queer

narrowness of English Churchism.

Churchite 1 (tJ>Jtj3it). rare. [f. Church sh.

+ -ite.] One of the church party
;
esp. a supporter

of the or a church.
1811 W. Taylor in Rohberds Mem. 1 1. 352 Thus element-

ary' instruction, like the offices of the state, will be confined,

by a test, to the churchites. 1848 Clougii Poems tjr Pr.

Rem. (18691 I. 13s The new High Churchites, who want to

turn all the quiet people adrift.

Churchite - tJS'JtJait). Min. [f. name of Prof.

A. H. Church + -ite.] A hydrous phosphate of

cerium discovered in a Cornish copper mine.

1865 C. G. Williams in Chem. News XII. 183.

Chu-rehize, v. nonce-wd. = Churchify.
1888 Pall Mall G. 7 July 8/2 Teacher of the School, in the

days when there was no suspicion of its being 'churchized '.

Church judicatory: see Judicatory.

Church-key. The key of the church-door, or

of other locked place in the church
; fig. in quot.

1685 alluding to the ' power of the keys '.

1393 GowvRt'onf. I. 12 Into the swerd the chirche keie Is

torned. 1518 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's, Bp. Slort-

ford\\%%'2)Tfc A new lather bag to here in the chirch keyes, Vyd.

1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. (1701) Postscr. , When Gregory
VII fell on mastering Princes by his Church-Keys, etc.

Church-land. [? OE. ciric-land ; cf. OS. ciric-

land, Ger. hircAenlantii] In north dial, kirkland.

Land belonging to a church, or the church.

c 1205 Lay. 14855 Her ich bi-teche eou an hond al freo tele

chiric-lond. 154Z Richmond. Wills (1853) 33 My house, -is

cituate and lythe upon the kyrkland. 1609 Skene Reg.
Maj. 53 Ane fewer of Kirklands. 1732 Berkeley Al-
ciphr. v. § 31 As if you had never heard of church-lands

and tithes ! 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 84 Ena-
bling the widow of the last surviving tenant to the church-

lands in possession, to hold over the estate so long as she

remained unmarried.

Churchless (t fu-itjles) , a. [see -less.]

1. Without a church or church organization.

1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. n. vii. 121 The Church-lesse

Church of the Albigenses & Waldenses. 1662 Fuller
Worthies, Lincoln (D.), A Churchlesse Village.

2. Not attending or belonging to a church.

1834-5 S. R. Maitland Volant. Syst. (1837) 240 Deists,

Atheists, in a word, every churchless wretch that can be found.

1852 Newland Led. Tractar. 159 These two thousand
churchless and godless individuals. 1884 R. Milne [title)

The Problem of the Churchless and Poor in our large Towns.

8. Not sanctioned or blessed by the church.

1884 Tennyson Becket 162 We thought to scare this min-
ion of the King Back from her churchless commerce with
the King To the fond arms of her first love, Fitzurse.

Churchlet (tj^-rtjlet). [f. Church sh. + -let.]

A little or diminutive church.

1659 Gauden Tears Ch. 32 (D.) The many defects . . inci-

dent to these little Churchlets and scattered Conventicles.

1883 M. Deane Quatrefoil I. ix. 139 Founded by one
Clement, who elected himself to be father of a churchlet.

Cliurchlike, ct. Resembling a church ; befit-

ting connexion with a church.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, I. i. 247 Church-like humors. 1832

Newland Lect. Troxtar. 161 A picturesque and churchlike

I effect.

Churchliness. [f- Churchly + -ness.] The
cmality of being churchly

;
loyalty to the church

;

ecclesiasticism.

1887 Century Mag. Dec. 262 It might prove a great gain

to American Episcopacy to be re-enforced with Presbyterian

orthodoxy and churchliness.

Church-litten. local, [f. Church + Litten,

OE. licliin, a burying enclosure.] A churchyard.

C1420 Chron. Vilod. 114 (Halliw.) He come into that

chirche-lyttoun. 1674 Ray S. ff E. Country Wds. 61 The
Church-litten; the Church yard. Suss. 1852 W. Cooper
Gloss. Sussex. 1875 Parish Sussex Gloss., Church-litten,

a church-yard. 1881 Isle Wight Gloss. (E. D. S.)

Church-li'ving. A living or benefice in an

established church
;

csp. in the Church of Eng-

land.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. VII. xxiv. § 7 When corruptly

they bestow church-livings. 1635 PaGITT Christioncgr. 206

Seising upon Church-livings. 1797 Godwin Enquirer 11. ix.

309, I gain, .a rich church-living by the change.

Churchly ;tj>JtJli), a. [in OE. ciriclic, cf.

Ger. kirchlich ; in 16th c. re-formed on CHURCH sb.

+ -ly 1.] Of, pertaining to, or befitting the or a

church ;
ecclesiastical.

0. E. Chron. an. 716 pat hie Eastron on ryht heoldon, and
ba ctricleean scare. r8oo K. .Elfred Bteda v. xxiv. (Bosw.i.

Diet cyriclice stair ures calondes and beode ic wrat on fif

bee. c 1000 Wanlcy's Catal. 118/2 (Bosw.) Mid circlicum

benungum. 1563 Harding in Jewel Dff. Apol. (1611) 119

Hee was not law fully made Priest, nor with Churchly laying

on of hands consecrated, a 1600 in Reader 23 June (18661

601 Ony boke belle or lyght or any other churchly orna-

mentes. 1714 Gav Proeme to Sheph. Week (1784) 124 Di-

verse grave points also hath he handled of Churchly matter.

1873 Browning Red Cott. Night-c. 748 Munificence To
Church and all things churchly. 1885 Sal. Rev. 3 Oct. 459
We could wish such ugly barbarisms or neologisms as

' churchly'. .had been eschewed.

Churchman [tJS'jtfmsen). [Cf. OHG. kirich-

man, kirman, Ger. kirchen-, Urchmanni]
1. A man of tile church ;

' an ecclesiastic ; a

clergyman ' (J).
c 1340 Cursor M. 25019 (Fairf.) Noynting . . nojt wib bat

oyle at kirk men hase hot wib be hali gastis grace. 1548

Ld. Somerset Epist. Scots 244 Let neither your Gouemour,
nor your Kirkmcn . . fede you further with faire wordes.

1553 Bale Gardiner's Obed. Dvijb, The light dissolute

nianers of the Holy Kirckemen. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

104 Any Bishoppes, Abbottes, Priors, or any other Church
men. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 11. i. 25 What, Cardinal! 1 .

Tantaene animis Coelestibus ir,r, Church - men so hot ?

1607-12 Bacon Ess., Mart: «, Single Life (Arb. 1 266 A
single life is proper for Church Men ; For Charity will

harcllie water the grounde, where it must first fill a Poole.

1611 Cotgr., Linomple. for women's kerchers and Churcb-

mens surplesses. 1670 Dryden 1st Ft. Cong. Granada iy. ii,

1 Pray'rs are the Alms of Church-men to the Poor : They
send to Heav'n's, but drive us from their Door. 1728 Mor-
gan Algiers I. v, 162 A Spanish Churchman. 1848 Macau*
lay Hist. Eng. I. 325 Chufchmen transacted the most im-

portant diplomatic business. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S.

III. xiv. 478 When the churchmen of New York preached

loyalty to the king as the Lord's anointed, ' The people,'

retorted William Livingston, ' are the Lord's anointed.'

f 2. One of the clergy or priesthood, of any re-

ligion. Obs.

1632 Lithgow Trav. (1682) 140 Their principal Church
Governour is called Mufti . . The other sort of Church-men

are the Naipi . . the Caddi, etc. 1665 G. Havers P. delta

Valle's Trav. E. India 444 Their Priests they call Darors

..Those Church-men by their Law are commanded .. to

abide much in their Eggarees, or Temples.

t 3. A churchwarden. Obs.

1523 Ch. Acc. St. Giles, Reading (ed. Nash) 19 Paid for

the churchmennys labouris, x\jd. 1591 Stanford Churchw.

Acc. in Antiquary (May 1888) 211 Layde oute ..for the

twoo churchmen and one sydesmans Dinners, xxjtf. 1598

Par. Reg. of Chesham Bois, James Gosham, Churchman ;

Robert Finche, Churche Man.
4. A supporter of the church ; a member of the

church established or recognized in any country, or

that claims to be exclusively ' the Church '. spec,

in England and the colonies: A member of the

Anglican church ; in Scotland, a member of the

established (Presbyterian) church.

1677 G. Hickes in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 317 IV. 44 The
Earl of Murray is a good Churchman. [1697 C. Leslie

Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 80 Colonel Fletcher (a Church of

England Man) made Governour there instead of Mr. Penn. ]

1711 Addison Sped. No. 112 r 2 My Friend Sir Roger,

being a good Church-man. 1715 De Foe Earn. Instruct.

I. v. (1841) I. 107 Child, your aunt is a dissenter you know.

But, madam, my uncle is a Churchman. 1755 Johnson,

Churchman, an adherent to the church of England. 1822

W. Irving Braceb. Hall 54 He is moreover . a stanch

churchman. He repeats the responses very loudly in church,

and is emphatical in praying for the king and royal family.

1870 Arnot Life Jos. Hamilton v. 233 The advisers of the

Church of Scotland, .have till now thought, etc.. .The next

generation of Churchmen will be wiser.

b. See Broad-, High-, Low-Churchman.

Hence Ohurobmanlike a.

1852 Newland Led. Tractar. 13 More Churchmanlike

principles. 1881 Athenmim 27 Aug. 268/3 Cardinal Inno-

cenzo Cibo undertook the churchmanlike office of poisoning

Salviati.

Chu'rchmanly, a. Of or befitting a church-

man ; ecclesiastical.

1841 Jul. Hare in Memor. Quiet Life III. 237 As a body

they [Evangelicals] are generally deficient in churchmanly

feeling. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) IX. xiv. _i. 33 Rose

from their ranks to the height of Churchmanly dignity.
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Chu rchmanship. [See -ship ] The posi-

lion, quality, or action of a churchman.
n6«o in Somers Tracts L 265 It is well for the Church,

that she needs not apprehend any Retrospect into her lie-

haviour ;
since, as Times go with Churchmanship, etc. 1696

Growth Deism 19 Your Churchmanship will not appear by

any Mark so well, as by the Hatred you bear to all Dis-

senters. 1851 Newland Led. Tractor. 13 Decisive proof

of general advance in Churchmanship. 187* Spectator

7 Sept. 1 1 30 To teach the Bishop truer churchmanship, and
the Duke nobler tactics. 1883 American VII. 23 The es-

sence of High Churchmanship.

t Church-master, [cf. Ger. ktrck-t
kirchen-

meUUr.] dial. Southernized form of Kirk-mastek,

a northern equivalent of Churchwarden.
[1429 Test. Ebor. (1836) I. 417 To the kyrkmasters anobill.]

1484 Churckw. Acc. Wigtoft, nr. Boston (Nichols 1797)

77 John Brigge yonger, and John Barre Chirche Maisters of

the paryshe chirche of Wigtoft. 1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch.

Furniture (1866} 74 Item the aulter stones broken for pave-

ment, .in the times of the forenamed churche Masters 1562.

1886 Cole S. W. Lincoln. Gloss. (E. D. S.) s. v., They tell'd

me he were Chu'chmester to-year.

Church-me'mber. A member of the or a

church. Hence Church-membership.
1651 (i. Firmin Serious Quest. 12 The childe is reputed as

the parent in respect of Church-membership. 1653 Baxter
Clir. Concord 37 Though we offer Christ ana Church-
membership with him, to all, yet we do not admit all to be
Church-members. 1705 / 'hid. Apostles 10 No one counts
'em Schismatical Assemblies, because they are made up of

Church Members. 184a PfSF.v Crisis Eng. Ch. 28 The
doctrine ofthe Church Catholic and the privileges of Church-
membership cannot be explained from pulpits. 1882 I. Fiske
in Harper's Mag. Dec. 116/2 Citizenship itself was to be
< o-extensive with church membership.

Church-mouse, [cf. Ger. kirthenmaus.] A
mouse which inhabits a church. The proverb * as

poor as a church-mouse
1

is found also in German,
and other langs.

1731 Pol. Ballads (i860} II. 222 The owner, 'tis said, was
once poor as church-mouse. 1848 Thackkhav Van. Fair
xxiii, The young couple are as poor as church mice.

Church of England: see Chubch 5 b.

Hence Church of Englander (rare), a supporter

of the Church of England and its constitution.

Cliurch-of-Englandism a pp. first used by
Kentham) - Anglicanism. Church-of-England-
ist, an adherent or supporter of the Church of

England ; also adj. = Anglican.
Henthamalsoused Church-of-Romanism,Church-

of-Scollandi$mt -isl.)

1805 Ann. Rev. III. 270 The distinctions between the
Catholics, the church of Englanders, or Bucerists, and the
Calvin'ists. 1818 Bentham {title) Church -of-Englandism and
its Catechism examined. Ibid. Introd. 23 The difference

)>etween Church-of-Scotlandism and Church-of-Knglandism.
JHd. 28 In comes the profligate King, with his Church-
of-Knglandism on his front, and his Church-of-Romanism
in his heart. 18*3 — Not Paul Introd. 13 The author
or compiler was . , a church-of-Englandist : Blair, it is

presumed, a churcb-of-Scotlandist. 1819 W. ). Vox Led.
ii. Wks. 1865 I. 170 The exclusive spirit of Church-of-
Englandism. 1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot. 392 John
Wesley's Church of Englandism. 1865 J. H. Newman
Apol. 289 The thoroughgoing Toryism and traditionary

Church-of-England-ism of the great body of the Colleges
and Convocation.

Church-officer. An officer of a church : in

Scotl. a (paid) official who attends to a place of

worship, a beadle or sexton.

17.. Nugent Appendix to Greek Primitives 311 fjod.t,

Acolyte, an inferior church -officer. 1871 Moncrieff Prac-
tice E. C.o/ScotL i. (1886) 26 The Church officer or Beadle,
who takes charge of the place of worship and is responsible
for its condition, is an officer of the Deacon's Court.

Church-owl. [cf. Ger. kircheneule.] The
Barn-Owl.
1678 Ray Willughby's Omith. 101 Our Church-Owl and

brown Owl.. delight in lower and plain Country*. 1766
Pennant Zool. (1776) I. 11. 176 Common barn, white, or

church Owl.

t Church-papist. Obs. In 17th c, a Roman
Catholic who conformed outwardly to the Church
of England.
1601 Dent Pathw. Heaucn 125 Their hart is with Popery.

They haue a Pope in their belly : they bee Church-papists.

i6a8 Earlf. Microcosm. (Arb.) 31 A Church-Papist, .comes
to Church not toserueGod, but the King. .He loues Popery
well, but is loath to lose by it. 1659 Baxter Key Cath.xUi.

337 [Papists] that went under the name of Protestants, and
were commonly called by the name of Church-Papists. 1683

Luttrell BriefEel. I1857) I. 199 Now no other names are

known then whig and tory, church papist, tantivee, etc.

t Chu rch-quake. Obs. [after earthquake^

A convulsion o? the church.
1641 W. Sedcwicke Zions Deliv. (1643) 7 We could not

expect our Reformation without Earth-quakes, Church-
quakes, and Kingdome-quakes. 164$ W. Hooke New-
Englands Sence 25 There hath been both a Church-quake
and a State-quake in that land.

Church-rate. A rate upon the assessed pro-

perty within a parish, in England and Ireland,

levied by resolution of the vestry, for the mainten-
ance of the church and its services. In 1 868 the

compulsory rate was abolished, except in cases,

where, though bearing this name, it had been mort-
gaged or was applied to secular purposes.
1711 Pridf.aux Direct. Ch. -wardens ted. 4* 57 A Church-

Rate is to be made. 1857 Toclm. Smith Parish 50 A
Church Kate, .has never been good and valid on any other

ground than because it is made by a Bye Law of a Parish.

1871 E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. iii. 54 His threats caused
the church party to give up all hopes of a church-rate.

1 Church-reeve. Obs. In 5 north, dial.

kirke-reve. [see Reeve.] A churchwarden.
t 1386 Chaucer Friar's T. 7 Of chirche Reues and of

testamentz. 1442 E. E. Wills 131 That the kirkerevys of
the parish chirch of Clerkenwell haue xiij*. iiij</. for to
spend on theonourmentzof the same kirke. 1688 R. Holme

I Armoury 111. 198/1 Church -Wardens, anciently Church-
Reeves, .are officers elected every week after Easter.

Chu*rch-robber. One who robs or plunders
the or a church.

1535 Coverdaue Acts xix. 37 Nether Church robbers ner
I blasphemers off youre goddesse. 1614 Ralkigh Hist. World

11. 460 Of her burial! there is no Monument, for she was a

I

Church-robber, a 1649 Drimm. ok Hawth. Jas. V, Wks.
ii7ii) 101 King Henry was . . a shameful and shameless
adulterer, a publick and profest homicide, murtherer, a

! sacrilegious person, a church-robber. 1884 Jessoi* in 19///

Cent. Jan. 119 The monks were the greatest church-robbers
that the world has ever known.

So Church-robbing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

15&S Jewel Def. Apol, (1611)384 The Pope may neuer bee
accused.. it were as l>ad as Church-robbing, to reason, or

!

mooue matter of any his doings. 1613 R. C. Table Alph.
ted. 3) Sacrileage, Church -robbing. 1620 J. Dyke Counter-
poysott 57 The Church-robbing and Church-pilling couetous.
nesse of our dayes.

Church-scot, -shot. Modernized adaptation

of OK. ciric-sceat [f. OK. ciric- church- + sceat

money-payment, tribute, rate], in 12th c. church-
scet, which was subsequently, as an obsolete term,

variously corrupted as 3 chirchesset [ss= sh
,

-soht, 4 cheraet ; and by legal antiquaries, 7

churchesset, 7- church-seed.
lit. — Church-tribute : in OE. times a custom of
com collected on St. Martin's day ; extended to

other contributions in kind and money made for the

support of the clergy, or demanded as a traditional

ecclesiastical due.
The desire to connect the latter part of the combination

with seed appears as early as the 13th c, when the institu-

tion and name were alike traditionary ; hence the corrup-
tions found in 13th c. documents, in I.aii:i translations of
OE. documents, and in the 17th.. legal antiquaries. Modem
writers sometimes use the OE. name. (See Scot, Shot.)

1 890 K. .Km ri d Bxda Sm. 772 Daet hi ajefen elce jere
breo mittan hwretes to ciric-sceatte to Clife. c 1025 Wulf-
stam Horn. (N.) xxii. 113 Eal .. bat ure yldran hwilum xr

.
gode behetan, dart is sulharlmessan and rompenegas and

[

cyricsceattasand leoht^escota. a iaoi Cart ul.de Gtaston. 38
in Kennett Paroch. Ant. Gloss, s.v.. In churchscet lx gallinas

et semen frumenti ad tres acras. c 1*150 Gloss. Law 'Terms
in Eel. Ant. I. 33 Chirchesoht, une certeine summe de ble

batu. c 1300 Battle Abbey Cust. (1887* 60 Dare iii gallinas

et j gallum ad cherset. c 13)00 Fteta 1. xlvii. in Spelman s.v^

I Chirchesset certam mensuram bladi tritici significat .. in

i brevt Regis Knuti . . illam contributionem (Chirchsed) ap-

!

pellant, quasi, semen Ecclesia. 1618 Daniel Hist. Eng. 18

(D.) To seeall Churchscot and Romescot fully cleered before
his returne. i6z8 Cokk On Litt. 94 b,*ln our ancient bookes
these gifts of deuotion were called Churchesset, or Church-
seed, quasi semen Ecclest'ae. 1649 Sf.lden Lams Eng. r.

(1730) 86 Peter-pence, Ciricksceat (or Church-shoti and
Tytnes must be duly paid. 1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes iv.

202 To pay.. their Cyrtcsceat and the Plow-Alms. i7»6
I Avliffe Parerg. 7 This in our ancient Books is called

Church-seed. 1841 Southey Bk. of Ch. (ed. 5) 48 The first

legislative provision for the clergy. . in the form of a Kirk-

scot. 1855 Milman Lai. Chr. 118641 H- Iv - 281 The
nature ofKirk Shot, a payment of certain corn and seed as

first fruits. 1867 Pearson Early <V Mid. Ages Eng. I. 207
note, Cyricsceat or churchsed. 187a K. Robertson Hist.

Ess. 105 Church-shot. 1875 Sti'bbs Const. Hist. I. viii. 229
Besides the tithe, the clergy received . . church-scot, a sort

of commutation for firstfruits paid by every householder.

Church-service.
fl. Service of the church; a religious life. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M. 10606 (Trin.i pei had . . ^yuen hir to be

chirche seruisc.

2. The public worship of a church ; now spec.

(in England) the order of Common Prayer of the

Church of England.
a 1555 Bradford Wks. 304 Company not with them,

specially in their church-service. 1587 Goldinc De Momay
xvii. 269 It appeareth. .by the books of Cerimonies of all

nations, all whose Churchsemices are nothing but sacrifices.

ibid. xx. 314 That it direct us and al our Churchsemices
vnto the true (iod. 1670 H. Stubbe Censure, etc. 16 Part

of the Church Service, now imposed on the Communicants
to hold. 1883 I. W. Sherfr At Home * in India 38 Church
service was held, .in the parade-ground.

3. pop. A service-book
;

esp. a book containing,

in addition to the Book of Common Prayer, the

proper lessons, metrical version of the psalms, etc.

1859 Sai.a Tw. round Clock (1861) 178 Nine church ser-

vices, richly bound.

t Chnrchship. Obs. [f. Church sb. + -ship.]

1. The status of a church, the being a church.

1645 J.ptoonwiN] Innoc.fy Truth Triumphing 56 [They]
cannot with safe conscience communicate together in Church-
ship. 1653 Gai-dkn Htcrasp. 91 A special mark of their

true Churchship. a 1716 South Serm. John i. 11 (TJ The
Jews were his own also by right of churchship.

2. An ecclesiastical organization or body.
1675 T. Tullv Let. Baxter 14 And would you have us

yield up the great Truths of the Gospel for fear of offending

svich Churchshipps as these [Papists, Socinians, Quakers] 't

t Church -SOken. Obs. exc. Hist. [see

SoUOr.1 The territory of a church ; inhabitants
of this district.

a 1000 Laws hie § 5 Thorpe I. 104 (Bosw.) Be ciric-socn.
< isoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 89 Dominica Palmarum, pat ech

j

chirchsocne goS bis dai a procession. 1875 Stl bbs Const.
Hist. I. xi. 407 London appears to have been a collection of

. . manors, parishes, church-sokens.

Church-story. 1. Church-history, arch.
1561 Daus tr. Btillinger on Apoc. (1573) 2 Eusebius in ..

I his thyrd hooke of churchstories. 1641 J. Jackson True
Evang. T. u 20 Out of Church-story.

2. A story about the church or clergy.

1876 Miss Braddon Hostages Fort. 18 (Hoppe) Church-
stones about So and So who has just been made a bishop.

t Church-stuff. Obs. Church furniture, or-

naments, and vestments.

1577-87 Holisshed Chron. III. 1037/1 A gaie coate,

patched togither of vestments and church-stuffe being onelie
sent to deceive them. 1687 Assur. Abb. Lands 110 Vessels,

of Silver or Gold, or other Utensils or Church-stuff.

Church-text. The Old English or 1 Black-
letter ' as used on monumental brasses, in stained

glass windows, and for similar purposes ; also, in a

condensed form, as a modern printing type.

1684 Progress 1st Dk. Beaufort 9 The inscription following
in church text bordering its edge : Here lyeth, etc. 1875 Uhf.
Did. Arts III. C41 All the varieties of church-text, German-
text, Gothic, and Elizabethan. 1884 Messrs. J. Parker <y

Co., Spec, of Type 16 Two-line English Church Text, etc.

t Cnurch-ward, Obs. exc. Hist. [f. Church

I

sb. + Wakd sb.]

1. (= OE. eiric-weard, in OHG. chirilnvart,

chirwari, MHG. chirchwart). The custodian of

a church (building) ; a man in orders who had
charge of a church.
c 1000 in Thorpe's Horn. I. 452 (Bosw.) Se bisceop beftan

3one cyrcweard hw»r cWs halgan warpnu wa^ron. 1044 O. E.
Chron. (Cott. ) ^Ebelstan cyric wyrd [LaudMS. cyrice weardj
feng topamabbodrice. 1131 ///./.( I.au.i MS.) pit he scolde
setten baer prior of Chinni and circeweard and hordere and
reilbein. 1871 Freeman Xorm. Cony. IV. xx. 458 A prudent
Churchward, Yware by name.

2. A churchwarden doubtful.}

1496 in Ellacombe Ch. Bells Devon (1872) 464, xxd. y* of
to y* chircheward, and iiijd. to y* clerks.

Churchward, a. and adv., -wards, &Jv.

[see -ward.] Towards the church. (Originally to

church-ward.)
136a Lancl. P. PI. A. v. 146 And carieb him to chirche-

ward his schrift forto telle. 1393 — C. vu. 351 And kayres
hym to-kirke-ward. 1483 Ca.\ ion* f ,,•/./. Leg. 108/1 Comyng
doun in to the chyrche ward. 1842 Laing Notes Trav. 324
All walking silently churchwards. 1870 Hawthorne Eng.

j
Note Bks. (1879) 74 1* is a

l
;1 V we have no chime of

i

bells, to give the churchward summons at home. Mod. The
1 churchward view. Flocking churchward.

Churchwardeu (tjputjwg jd'n). [see War-
den.]

1. In England : A lay honorary officer of a parish

or district church, elected to assist the incumbent

in the discharge of his administrative duties, to

manage such various parochial offices as by cus-

tom or legislation devolve upon him, and gener-

ally to act as the lay representative of the parish

in matters of church-organization.
As a rule there are two churchwardens, elected annually

at the Easter vestry, one by the incumbent, the other by the
parishioners. As kirk-masters, church-masters they are
mentioned in 1429, as church-reeves in 1386; the OE.

! ciric-zveard was not a layman.

1494 Fabyan WiV/Prcf. 8, I will that the said xiijf/. be
distributed, .after the discrecon of the churche wardeyns of
the said parisshe. 1514 in Eng. Gilds 118701 145 To the seid

Curate and Kirke-wardeyns. 1(51 Bk. Com. Prayer, Com-
munion, The Curate and the Churchwardens. Ibid., Then
shal the Churche wardens . . gather the deuocion of the
people. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. 101 Honest substan-

tial! men (called churchwardens or the like | chosen by the
consent of the whole congregation. 1610 Churchw. Acc.
St. Margarets, Westm. (Nichols 1797)29 For Salt to destroy
the fleas in Churchwarden's pew. .6d. t6s8 Earlf Micro-
cosm. Ch. Papist (Arb.t 31 Once a moneth he presents him-
selfe at the Church, to keepe off the Church-warden. 1711

Stf.klr Sped. No. 158 F 4 The Church-warden should hold
up his Wand. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. xi. 305 A church-

warden may justify the pulling off a man's hat, without

being guilty of either an assault or trespass. 1846
M«Cuu.ocit Acc. Brit. Empire 11854) II. 107 The lists of

county voters, the overseers and churchwardens of every
parish are charged with the duty of preparing.

attrib. (cf. Churchwardenism.] 1886 K. N. Worth
j

Devonsh. 293 The Saxon font . . preserved through the

i

churchwarden period by being partially buried, reversed,

in the floor.

fig. -11876 G. Dawson Improvers of Shaks. (1888) 46
So have Shakespeare's works suffered from the church-

wardens of literature.

2. In Scotland, sometimesapplied to the (salaried)

church-officer or beadle.

3. colloq. A clay pipe with a very long stem.

1863 Jkaffheron Live it Donvn II. 184 (Hoppe) Having
first induced Mr. 6. to take a churchwarden, and smoke
also. 1883 Harper s Mag. July 1 74/1 The ' church-warden

'

. .is a small clay pipe with a stem from sixteen to twenty

;
inches long.

Hence Churchwardened ///. a., nonce-wd.,

placed under a church-warden. Churchwarden-
ism, the rule ofchurchwardens, used contemptuously
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in reference to the damage done to the architecture, I

art, etc., of many churches under the direction of

illiterate churchwardens. So Clmrchwardenize v.
j

1598 E. Gilpin Skial. (1878) 43 A new painted, and church-

warden'd fane. 1865 Cornh. Mag. June 737 The genius of

churchwardenism ruled in the vestries, and presided over

the destruction or defacement of much. 1880 Puckle Ch.
a> Fortress of Dover Castle i. 1 Remnants of Mediaeval

Churchwardenisms. .often as bad as any of the Nineteenth

Century. 1881 Jrnl. R. A rclixol. Inst. 353 The doctrine

of ' conservative restoration '
. . has been more destructive

than the axe of the Puritan, or the century and a half of

churchwardenism which came after it. 1831 Frascr's Mag.
IV. 284 To think of churchwardenising the Alhambra. 1863

Sat. Rev. XV. 669/1 Buildings, .although much church-

wardenized, still possessing great architectural interest.

Clni rchwa rdenship. The office or posi-

tion of a churchwarden.
1611 Cotgr., Margnillerie, a Churchwardenship. 1710

Brit. ApolloUl. No. 116. 1/2 The Office of Church-Warden-
ship. 1868 Contemp. Rev. IX. 28 The Establishment even

gives him the occasional dignity of the churchwardenship.

Chirrch-way. [cf. Ger. kirthweg.]

I. The public way leading to a church.

1508 Manvvood Lawes Forest xxiii. (1615) 228 If any man
haue stopped or strayted any Church-way, Mill-way, or

other wayes in the Forest. 1615 in N. Riding Rec. II. 90
The Church-way in Alne being in decay.

attrib. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 389 The graues, all

gaping wide, Euery one lets forth his spright, In the

Church-way paths to glide. 1783 Crabbe Village 11. 6 The
'squire's tall gate and churchway-walk between.

1 2. The manner or usage of a church. Obs.

1647 Saltmarsh Sparkl. Glory (1847) 39 Our controversies

in these outward things and Churchways. 1649 tr. Behmen's
Ep. xxxiv. (i886> 19 Their formal church-ways of worship.

1689 Foxes $ Firebr. 111. 219 None, .but only they who are

members in a church-way.

Chu rch-wise, a. and adv. [see -wise.] After

the manner of a church.
a 1626 Bp. Andrewes Ser/n. (1840 14 Churchwise I say,

for he doth it by a sermon. 1635 Brereton Trav. (1844)

115 Built and framed church-wise. 1847 Bushnell Ckr.

Nurt. iii. (1861) 74 A church-wise form.

Chtrrch-woman. [cf. Churchman.] A
female member of the church, spec, of the Church

of England.
1712 De Foe Re!. Courts/:. App. (1840) 285 If I were a

church woman, and my mistress a dissenter. 1771 Smol-

lett Humph. CI. (1815) 75 Though she is a violent church-

woman . . she would have no objection, at present, to treat on

the score of matrimony with an Anabaptist, Quaker, or

Jew. 1876 Miss Yonge Womankind xxi. 169 A Church-

woman ought not to suffer herself to become attached to

a man outside her own Church.

Church-WOrk. a. Work at the edifice of a

church. Used proverbially for work that proceeds

slowly, b. Church work. Work 011 behalf of, or

in connexion with, the church as an institution.

So Church-worker, one engaged in church work.

ni7S Lamb. Horn. 31 And dele hit wrecche monne ooer

to brugge ooer to chirche weorke. 1444 Test. Ebor. (1855)

I I . 105 Also to the kirkwerk and for my beriall xlr. 1467 A cts

Pari. Jos. ///(1814) 87 A tone fraucht to the kirk werk of the

toune. 1639 Fuller Holy War (1647) 36 Contrary to the

proverb, Church-work went on the most speedily. Ibid.

in This siege was Church-work, and therefore went on

slowly, c 167J Marvell Growth Popery Wks. 187s IV. 388

To wait for their coming from Madrid would make church-

work. 171a Addison Sped. No. 383. § 4 The fifty new
Churches will very much mend the Prospect ; but Church-

work is slow. 1886 Pall Mall. G. 17 May 5/2 Very useful

to the large number of churchworkers present.

Churchy (tjr-jtS), a. colloq. [Cf. shoppy]

1. Strongly smacking of the Church ; obtrusive in

allegiance or conformity to the Church (i.e., in

England, the Anglican Church).

1864 Webster, Churchy, relating to a church, unduly fond

of church forms. 1866 Pall Mall G. 26 May 2 His politics

are benevolent, Conservative, and, above all, churchy.
_ 1873

Spectator 9 Aug. 1004/2 To seat Tories . . who will be

Churchiest of the Churchy, sneer at their right to decent

burial, joke on their claim to political equality.

2. Resembling that of a church.

1888 W. D. Lighthall Yng. Seigneur 2 A gray Tudor
mansion, .with churchy pinnacles.

Churchyard (tJ>Jtfyaid). Forms : 2 cyree-

iserd, 3 chirchejeard, 4-5 -jerd, 5 cherch-,

chyrehe-, ehurche-jerd, -jarde, 5-6 chureh-

jerd, 6- churchyard, [f. Church + Yard sbfi

:

cf. the Sc. Kirk-yard, and northern Eng. Kirk-

garth, Church-garth. The stress is upon church

already in Shaksp.
;

yet we usually say St. Paufs

Churchya-rd, with stress on yard, as always in Sc.]

1. The yard or enclosed piece of ground in which

a church stands ;
formerly almost universally used

as a burial ground for the parish or district, and

still so used, esp. in rural districts.

1154 O. E. Chron, (Laud MS.) an. 1137. § 4 Nouther circe

ne cyrceiierd. (11225 Alter. R. 318 (MS. Titus) Eode in

ring i chirche 3eard. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xvi. 11 Ne
corses of poure comune in here kirke-Jerd [so 2 MSS., 3
have churche- ; 2 chirche-]. c 1440 Promp.

^
Parv. 75

Chyrchejarde [Pytrson churcheyerde], cimitorinm. 1512
Act 4 Hen. VIII, c.2 § 2 The Churche or Churchyerd or
other place preveleged. 1501 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 1. ii. 100 The
which at Touraine, in S. Katherine's Church-yard I chose
forth. 1607— Cor. m. iii. 51 Like Graues i'th holy Church-
yard. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 57 Sepa-
rate places to bury the dead in, not in churchyards. 1712

Vol. II.

Addison Sped. No. 419 9 5 The Church-yards were all

haunted. 1821 Clare Vill. Miustr.l. 8 He. .scarce could

pass A church-yard's dreary mounds at silent night.

1 2. A burial-ground generally ; a cemetery. Obs.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 98 The peple said to

alexander that he was euer in the chircheyerd. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. 92 The other, .groweth commonly in church-
yards among graues and tombs. 1678 Wanlev Wond. Lit.

World v. iii. § 12. 474/1 Anicetus . . was . . buried in the

Church.yard of Calistus.

1 3. The precincts of a church ; a cathedral close.

Obs. rare. (Cf. St. PauTs Churchyard})
1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 393 (Ordin. Worcester), The

citezens dwelling w'yn the churche yordes, or ffraunchesis

aioynynge to this, the citee. 1577 Flf.tewoode in Ellis

Orig. Lett. 11. ccii. III. 56 Here fell a mischaunce betwene
two. -men, and the on of them was killed in Powles churche
yarde.

4. Proverb.
1635 Swan Spec. M. (1670) 124 A hot Christmas makes a

|

fat Churchyard. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 106. 2/1 A
Green Christmas makes a Fat Church-Yard. Mod. Sc. A
green Yule and a white Pace, maks a toom kirk and a fou' 1

kirk-yard.

5. attrib. and in comb. Churchyard cough, a

cough symptomatic of approaching dissolution.

1602 Cabkw Cornwall (1811) 322 The curate .. received
|

him at the church yard style. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol.

Gen. 379 A church-yard cough ; the Phthisick or Tisick.

1702 Steele Funeral 1. iii, I always said by his church-yard

cough, you'd bury him. 1798 Wordsw. We are Seven vi,
I

In the church-yard cottage, I Dwell near them with my
|

mother. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes xviii, A poor weak,
palsy-stricken, churchyard thing. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell .W-
r'/a'^Z.(Hoppe),Jemcoughed, poor fellow! he coughed his

j

churchyard cough. 1880 Browning Dram. Idyls Ser. 11. :

Clive 60 After trying churchyard-chat of days of yore.

Chure : see Choose v.

||
Churfurst, Obs., electoral prince : see Chur-.

Churke, var. of Chirk v.

Churl (tjij.il), sb. Forms: 1 ceorl, 2-3 cheorl,

2-5 cherl, (3 cheerio, 4-5 cherle, 5 cheerl,

cherll(e, chirl, cherelle, cherld, cherol), 3-7

chorle, 4-7 churle (6 churryll , 5- churl. [OE.

ceorl -.-WGer. kerl (Fris. tzerl, MDu. kerel, kerle,

Du. kerel, MLG. kerle, MG. kcrl{e, Ger. kerl,

pointing to OTeut. types *kerlo-z, *kerlon-, beside

*karlo-z, *karlon-, which gave ON. karl, OHG.
chart, charlo : see Carl and Charl.]

1. A male human being, a man ;
esp. ' man '

as correlative to ' wife ', husband. (In ME.
mingled with other senses.)

aSoo Corp. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 54 Uxorius, ceorl.

ciooo Ags. Gosp. John iv. 17 Wei bu cwjede ba:t bu na;fst

ceorl, witodlice bu hieflde]st fifceorlas [ji6oIIatton cheorles],

and se oe Su nu haefst nis oin ceorl. c 1200 Ormin 14788 Aide

and 3unge, And were and wif, and cherl and child. CI230

Hali Moid. 39 pe croh eorne5 ibe fur & be cheorl chideo. .

(-1250 Gen.fy Ex. 27T5 Moyses .. hente oe cherl wio hise .

wond. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 1024 Thow hast ful grete
|

care, Lest the cherl may fal out of the Mone.

2. In the OE. constitution : A man simply, with-

out rank ; a member of the third or lowest rank

of freemen. (Only OE. except Hist.)

a 1000 Law JElfred in Thorpe Laws 1. 64 B, Swa we eac

settab be eallum hadum, xe ceorle xe eorle. a 1000 in

Thorpe Laws I. i82(Bosw.) Twelfhyndes mannes ab for-

stent vi ceorla ab. c 1205 Lav. 11205 /Erst he sloh ba? eorles

and brallede Jwe chaerles. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent
(1826)453 '1'he Churle or Yeoman. (-1630 Risdon Surf.

Devon § 284 (1810) 296 The Saxons . . made three degrees

of free-men ; to wit—an earl, a thane, and a churl. 1861

Pearson Early tf Mid. Ages Eng. 72 The freeman proper,

or ceorl, was the man who preferred to settle on his share

of the land won in war. 1876 Freeman Norm. Cono. V.

xxii. 27 Villanus, a word . . beginning to bear a meaning

much lower than that of the old English Churl which it

translates.

b. In a looser and more general application, this

sense has come down to modern times, esp. as the

antithesis of king, noble, gentle ; but often mingled

with other senses.

1382 Wvclif Pre/. Ep. iv. 65 Chirl Petre, and cherl Joon,

of whom either my^t seyn, and if I be vnwise in word,

neuerthelater not m kunnyng. c 1386 Chaucer Pers. T

.

r 687 As wel may the cherl be saved as the lord, c 1480

Childrenes Bk. 34 in Baiccs Bk. (1868) 18 Pyke not byne

Eris ne thy nostrellis ; If bou do, men wolle sey boa come

of cherlis. 1612 Shelton Quix. I. III. i. in Rich or poor,

Gentleman or Churl. 1845 Hirst Poems 47 Not the churl

I seem, But one of lofty birth. 1877 Morlev Carlyle

Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. (1878) 198 [He] warns all whom it con-

cerns, from King to churl.

f 3. A tenant in pure villeinage ; a serf, a

bondman. (The position to which most of the

OE. ceorlas were reduced after the Norman con-

quest.)

a 1225 Alter. R. 86 [He] sei5 to be knihte bet robbeo his

poure men . . Uor euere me schal bene cheorl pilken and

peolien. r 1340 CursorM. 21361 Fairf.) Of Cham chorle [v.r.

thrall] comeful ri^t. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 121 For may
no cherle chartre make ne his catel selle With-outen leue of

his lorde. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 239 A cherle

[servus] was wib hym in his chare, c 1430 Lydg. Chorle <$-

Byrde (1818) 17 A chorles chorle is alway woo be goon.

1552 Huloet, Churle or villayne regardant, colonarius.

1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (1862) 535/1 Old men, women,

children, and hyndes (which they call churles). 1607 Davies

1st Let. Earl Salisb. in Hist. Tracts (1787) 255 He [Mr.

Guyre] had almost a ballibetagh of land, which he manured

with his own churles.

4. A countryman, peasant, rustic, boor. (Now
usually tinged with other senses.)

c 1205 Lav. 4260 /Elc cheorl [c 1275 man] east his sulche.

1382 Wyclif Wisd. xvii. 16 If forsothe a cherl who were,
or a shepperde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 72 Cherelle or charle,

mslicus. 1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 675 The Peisants or
Chorles of the contrey. 1579 E. K. Gloss, in Spenser
Sheph. Cat. July, Kerne, a Churle or Farmer. 1693 W.
Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 335 A churl, or countrey carl

:

Rusticus. 1783 Crabbe Village 11. Wks. 1834 II. 92 See the

stout churl, in drunken fury great. 1832 Tennyson Lady
Shalott 11. ii, The surly village-churls.

5 Used as a term of disparagement or contempt

;

base fellow, villain. In modern times usually

:

Rude low-bred fellow.

c 1300 Havelok 682 Go horn swibe, fule drit, cherl ; Go
heben. c 1340 Cursor M. 1736 (Trin. l Wib scome alle him
vnswerde And seide whi is bis cherle [v. r. carl] ferde.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 460 Metillius, the foule cherl,

the swyn. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. clxxxvii. 165 He called

the noble Erie and gentil Thomas of lancastre Cherle. 1536
in W. H. Turner Set. Rec. Oxford 138 Come forth, .horson

gorbelled churryll. 1614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 194 The
miserable Churle . . not vouchsafeing to answere. 1793
Burns Meg 0' til* Mill, She's left the guid fellow and ta'en

the churl. 1821 Byron Sard. I. ii. (1868) 351 Since .. this

churl has check'd Thy gentle spirit, go. 1841-4 Emerson
Ess. Spir. Laws Wks. (Bonn) I. 62 Graces . . which are lost

upon the eye of a churl. 1845 Disraeli Sybil (1863) 244
' Unmannerly churl !' exclaimed Sybil. 1874 Ruskin Fors
Clav. IV. 102 Sentiments which in all ages have dis-

tinguished the gentleman from the churl.

6. spec. One who is sordid, ' hard ', or stingy in

money-matters ; a niggard ; a miser. Cf. Carl.
[The application of churlish to Nabal in the Bible has

app. done much to make this the prevalent modern sense.]

1535 Covfrdale Isa. xxxii. 5 Then shal the nygarde be

no more called gentle, ner the churle lyberall. 1570 Levins

Manip. 191 A churle, ingratits, parens, a 1593 H. Smith

3 Serm. (1624) 17 When the Churles barnes were full, he

bade his soule take rest. 1598 Deloney Jacke Newb., Was
not at any time found a churl of his purse. 1768 Sterne
Sent. Joum. 117781 I. 36 When a few words will rescue

misery out of her distress, I hate the man who can be a

churl of them. 1885 Miss Braddon Wyllards Weird \\.

i. 4 Your Parisian landlord is a churl and a niggard.

7. Comb. a. as churl-king, -mind, -saving.

i&SPolimantcialiSSi ' 57 More courteous then the churle-

sauing Abigal. 1861 Pearson Early «r Mid, Ages Eng.

152 Eadwig .. who was called contemptuously the churl-

king, because only the people were for him. 1874 Ruskin
Fors IV. 103 The conception . . seems ludicrous to the im-

potent churl mind.

b. Churl's, in plant names : as churl's cress,

mustard, applied by Lyte to a cruciferous plant,

prob. Lepidium campestre ; churl's head, Knap-
weed or Hardheads {Centaurca nigra) ;

churl's

treacle, a species of garlic (Allium sativum).

1578 Lyte Dodoens v. lxii. 628 The second kind [of

Thlaspi] is called . . in high Douche Baurn senff or Bauni

kress . . that is to say .. Churles Cresse. Ibid., I thinke it

best to call [thlaspi] churles mustard.

t Churl, a. Obs. (ox 1 attrib.) Churlish.

1864 Webster cites Ford.

t Churl, v.i Obs. [f. Churl sb.]

1. intr. To take a husband ; cf. to wive.

a 1000 in Thorpe Laws II. 346. 19 (Bosw.) Daer man eft

wifab, o35e wif eft ceorlab. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxii.

30 Hix ne ceorliao [Hattou cheorliab] on bam xriste.
'

2. trans. To play the chnrl or niggard towards

(a person), to begrudge. Cf. Churl sb. 6.
V

1696 Aubrey Misc. (1857) 182 You need not, says he, churle

me in a piece of meat.

3. intr. To grumble at like a churl.

1826 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thcss. 116291 4 Murmure, and

little lesse then churle at him, if in the least sort hee af-

flict vs. Ibid. 209 Churling at Gods hand in our afflictions.

Churl, Sc. variant of Chirl v.

t Churldom. Obs. [See -DOM.] The state of

being a churl or bondman.
ri386 Chaucer Pers. T., De Avaritia p692(Harl. MS.)

This name of cherldom [so also Christen. MS. ; otherMSS.
read thraldom] was never erst couth til Noe sayde that his

sone Chanaan schulde be thral of his bretheren.

Churled (tj>rld), a. [f. Churl + -ed.] Made

a churl or churlish.

18. . C. Webbe in G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. (1853)

I 21 Some are whirled The dizzy round of joy,and some turn

churled Or fevered from life's game. 1871 J. Miller Songs

Italy (1878) 109,Savage old beast, so crossed and churled.

Churle hemp, obs. var. of Carl hemp.

Churlhood (tjy'ilhud). In 4cherlhed, chirle-

hede. [f. Churl + -head, -hood.]

fL The state or quality of a churl : rusticity,

boorishness, rudeness ;
homely simplicity.

1382 Wyclif Pref. Ep. iv. 64 Thou seest how myche thei

ben atwyn, ristwise chirlehede [1388 homelynesse] and taujt

ryltwisnesse. — Isa. Prol., He is . . of curteis fair speche,

ne any thing is mengd of cherlhed in his faire speche.

2. The estate or order of the churls.

1867 Freeman Norm. Cono. I. v. 342 The only addition

which either Norman chivalry or Norman churlhood made.

Churlish (tj"i5alij"), a. Forms : 1 ceorl-,

ciorl-, cierl-, cyrl-, cirlisc, 4 cherlyssh(e,

-isch, -iche, -ish, churlische, (cheerlissch), 5

cherlyche, -ysche, cherlliche, chorlissh, ysshe,

5-6 churlisshe, -ysshe, 6 chorlyshe, -ish, 6-

churlish. [OE. cierlisc, or (without umlaut)

ceorlisc, f. ceorl Churl + -isc, -ish. Cf. Carlish.]



CHURLISHLY. 410 CHURR.

T 1. Of or relating to a churl ; of the rank or

position of a churl
;

pertaining to churls, rustic,

common, vulgar, mean. Obs. (or arch.)

(i 1000 Laws Ine 18 in Thorpe I. 114 (Bosw.) Gif cicrlisc

[ciorlisc MS. H* cyrlisc B] raon betyxen warre. 1000

/£ lyric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 1 53/33 Cibarins, ccorlisc hlaf.

1x54 O. E. Chron. an. 893 Saeton feawa cirlisce men. 138a

Wyclif 1 Chron. xxvii. 26 To the churlische werk . .ana to

the erthe tilieris, that wroujten the erth. c 1386 Chaucer
Miller's Prot. 61 But tolde his cherlisch tale in his manere.

c 1440 Promp. Part: 72 Cherlyche or charlysche, rusticalis.

1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. I. App. 727 Tradition asserts

Godwine to have been a man ofchurlish birth.

b. Applied to churl*s mustard : see Churl
7 b.

1597 Gerard Herbal L xx. % 7. 210 The seeds of these

churlish kindes of treacle mustarde.

2. Intentionally boorish or rude in behaviour

;

hard, harsh, 1 brutal', surly, ungracious.
( 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 787 Fro his lust yet were hym

leuere abyde Than doon so heigh a cherlyssh [v, r. cherlyssh,
cherliche, cherles, cheerlissch] wrecchednesse. a 1450
Le Morte Arth. 1078 So churlysshe of maners in feld

ne hale Ne know I none, c 1530 Ld. Berne rs Arth. Lyt.
Bryt. 11814) 488 The dolphyn stepte forthe . . and said
to the kynge : Thou foule ofde churlysshe vilaine '. 1600
Shaks. A. V.L. v. iv. 98 The Retort courteous, .the Quip-
modest .. the reply Churlish. 161s Bible i Sam. xxv. 3
The man was churlish and euill in his doings. [Covero.,
harde, and wicked in his doynges.] 1684 Blnyan Pilgr. 11.

1 j That which troubleth me most is my churlish carriages to
him when he was under his distress. 1701 De Foe True-
born Eng. Pref., It cannot be denied but we are in many
Cases, and particularly to Strangers, the churllshest People
alive. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi xxv. 520 We found the
people more churlish than usual.

b. trans/. Of beasts, natural forces and agents :

Violent, rough, etc, (Now only Jig.)
1477 Pas/on Lett. 794. III. 186 So that he be not chorlissh

at a spore, as plungyng. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. i. 7 The
Icie phange And churlish chiding of the winters winde.
1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. 11. xni, From thence he fur-

row d many a churlish sea. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr.
xxvi. 318 It is a strong and chirlish vomit. 1678 Cudworth
Intell. Syst. 1. v. 689 Rude and churlish Blasts of wind.
1754 Huxham in Phil. Traits. XLVIII. 857 It always
proved a very churlish medicine. (Cf. Churloi'S.]

3. Sordid, niggardly, stingy, grudging.
[See note to Churl sb. 6.]

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 99 As he liued a beastly and
chorlish life euen so he required to haue his funerall done
after that manner. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. iv. 80 My
master is of churlish disposition, And little wreakes tofinde
the way to heauen By doing deeds of hospitalitie. 1682
Bunyan Holy War 191 Nor was I ever so churlish as to
keep the commendations of them from others. 1810 Scott
Lady ojY,. 11. xxxv, Thy churlish courtesy .. Reserve. 1866
-Mrs. H. Wood .9/. Martin's Eve ii. (1874) 12 He could not
offer a churlish roof to his visitors.

4. Of soil : Unkindly, stiff, hard, and difficult to

work, ill repaying the husbandman's toil. Formerly
also of metal : Difficult to work, intractable. Also
trans/, of difficulties, obstacles, etc. 'Now Jig.)
1577 B. Googe Heresbach's //usb. 1. 11586) 22 In Sommer

the ground is to hard and churlishe. 1596 Shaks. t Hen.
/ V, v. i. 16 Will you againe unknit This churlish knot of all-

abhorred Warre. 1616 Bacon Sylva § 326 If there be Emis-
sion of spirit, the body of the Metal will be hard and
Churlish. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. xii. 250 In assigning the
west border of this Tribe, we meet with a churlish difficulty

in the text. 1662 — Worthies (1840* I. 365 It is not churl-
ish but good-natured metal, a 171a Lisle Husb. (1752) 3
Harsh, churlish, obstinate clay. 1764 Golosm. Trav. 168
Where the black Swiss .. force a churlish soil for scanty
bread. 1840 Dickens Bam. Pudge xli, A churlish strong-
box or a prison-door.

5. Comb., as churlish-throated.
01631 Drayton Whs. III. 018 Uodd.) The churlish-

throated hounds then holding him at bay.

Churlishly (tjfrjujll), miv. [f. prec. + -LY'-\]

In a churlish manner
; rudely, coarsely, harshly,

roughly ; with niggardliness.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 3164 So cherlishly his heed he shoke.

C1490 Promp. Parv. 72 Cherlichly A'., cherlyschely//.,chur-
li My 1499, msticaliter. fiSao Ln. Berners Arth. Lyt.
Bryt. (1814)489 So rudely handled, and so churlishely thret-
ned. 1591 Shaks. Ttoo Gent. 1. ii. 60 How churlishly, I

chid Lucetta hence. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden 156
The root (of White Hellebore) worketh very strongly and
churlishly. 1741 Middlkton Cicero (1742) II. vi. 46 Sextius
. .had behavea very churlishly towards him since his return.
1875 McLaren Sentt. Ser. 11. x. 174 Churlishly treasured,
and quickly lost.

Churlishness (tfy-ilijnes). [f. Churlish +
-NESS.] Churlish qualityor state; rudeness, rough-
ness, sullenness, harshness, niggardliness.
1528 Tindale Parable Wicked Mam. Wks. I. 117 The

cruelness and churlishness of father and mother. 1561 T.
Norton Calvin's Inst. VtL 226 Some . . geue nothing but
either with pride of looke, or with chorlishnesse of wordes
they vpbraide it. 1659 Gcntl. Call. (1696)46 The churlish-
ness of a Nabal makes men they cannot speak to him. 1846
Dk Quincey Chr. as Organ Pol. Movew. Wks. (1859) XII.
245 What churlishness, if you should grudge to others a
health which does not interfere with your own !

t Churlness. Obs. rare~K Churlishness.
a 1500 Cucktnvfit Night. 147 How might thou in thychurle-

nesse find To speak of Loves servaunts in this wise?

t Chu rlous. Obs. or dial. rare. Churlish.
a 1450 Knt. de la 7Vwr(i868) 160 A cherlous condicion is

alle contrarie, for he desirithe nother vertu ne etining. 1864
Atkinson // hitby Gloss., s. v. Churlish. * A shill chollos
windj' a cold pining wind. Certain medicines, as saline
solutions, are deemed ' cold and chullos*.

Churly (tjtiuli), a. rare. [f. Churl + -y V]
Churlish, rough, surly.

1640 Quakles Div. Poems, Jonah (1638) 11 Many a boys-

trous brush, and churley knock. 1863 Longf. Wayside Inn,

Music. T. vii. 5 He was the churUest of the churls. 1869
Blackmore Lorna D. ii. (ed. 12) 5 He was churly to little

boys when his wife had taken their money.
Churm, churma, obs. var. of Chiurm.
Churm, -e, obs. or dial. f. of Chirm, Churn.
Churmark, Obs., electoral mark : see Chur-.

Churn {t$vm~)
}
sb. Forms : 1 cyrin, 5 kyroe,

(scharne
, 5 6 chyme, 6 chime, charne, 5-7

cherne, chearme, 7 churm e (still a dial, pro-

nunciation\ 6- chum. North, dial Kirn q. v.

fOE. cyrin str. fern, for *cirtt
t
*ciern, a Common

Teutonic word ; cf. MLG., MG. kirtu, kerne,

Ger. dial. kirn, kern, h.G.kamet
karn, MDu. kerne,

kartie, Du. karn ; ON. kirtta Da. kjxrne, Sw.
I kiirna), wk. fem., also kjarna- in comb.]

The alleged OE. ceren is an error of Junius in Lye, care-

lessly repeated in Dictionaries since. The actual forms
point to various types, kemA-, kimjit, kemdn-, kimjon-.

. On the whole the strong forms appear to be WGer., the first

being represented by Du. and Gct. kerne, karnie, the second

j

by Ger. kirn\e and OE. *cim, *ciem, cyrin. The weak
I forms appear to be Scandinavian, ON. kjarna-, and the

Du., Sw., and Da. pointing to kemHn, I cel. kirna to

kirn/fa-. The ulterior etymology of kirn- is uncertain, but
see Hildebrand in Grimm s.v. Kernen 3 c; it is not related

to civem-, quern- mill.)

1. A vessel or machine for making butter, in

which cream or milk is shaken, beaten, and broken,

so as to separate the oily globules which form
the butter from the serous parts.

c 1000 J 'oc. in Wr.-WTilcker 280/32 Sinum, cyrin. c 1435
ibid. 666/12 Hec antipera, kyrne. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
76 Chyrne, vesselle, cimbia, cuinbia. . 1475 I id. \'oc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 793/21 Hoc val'atorium, a scharne. 1485
! Inv. in Ripon Cm. Ads 371 j cheme. 1570 Levins Manip.

81/36 A cherne, fidelia. Ibid. 191/12 A churne. 1577
B. Gooes Heresbach's Husb. \\\. (15861 146 b, A vessel!

rather deepe than big, round and Cilinder fashion : although
in some places they have other kinde of Charmes low and
flat, wherin .. they so shake the milke. 1580 Hollvbano
Treas. Fr. Tong, Baratte, a chaining tub, or chame. a 1648
Digby Closet Open. 11677) 112 >'ou Put these clouts into
a chum with other cream. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ.

I IV. 246/2 The barrel slung upon a frame, and turned
with two winch-handles is one of the most familiar forms
of churn. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. (E. D. S.i, Churm, sb.

I and v., var. pron. of ' churn',

2. Extended to other vessels or instruments with

some resemblance to the prec., e.g. a kind of pump
used in mines, the block or chuck on a porcelain-

I

turners lathe, a milkcan shaped like the upright

churn, etc.

1747 Hooson Miner's Did. 2 ij, Common Pumps used in

the Mines, such as Raggs, Chums, Sweaps, Forces, for

drawing of Water.

3. A local popular name of the Daffodil.

1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.).

4. [from the vb.] Churning (of water, ctc.\
a 1881 Row I

'

ll BmlL $ Sonnets, White Ship, Out of the
churn of the choking ship.

5. attrib. and in Comb., as churn-maid, -power
t

\

shaped, -works ; churn-boot, a large boot, sup-
1 posed to resemble the upright churn

;
churn-dash,

-dasher, the appliance for agitating the milk in

the churn ; churn-drill (seequot.) ; churnful, as

much as a churn holds
;

churn-getting,
= next ; churn-supper (

= kirn-supper, Kirn, a
churn, being identified with Kikn, a harvest-home'

,

a supper given at a harvest - home. See also

Churn-milk, Churn-staff.
1831 Carlvlk Sart. Res. (18581 28 The military classes in

those old times, whose buff-belts, complicated chains and
gorgets, huge *churn-boots .. have been l>epainted in mo-
dem Romance, i860 TykDALL Glac. 25 A little water-
wheel, .communicated motion to a "churndash which made
the butter. 1877 .V. W. Ltncolnsh. Gloss. (E. D. S.>, Churn-
dash, the machinery in the interior of a chum. 1874 Kkigh r

Did. Mech., "Churn-drill, a large drill used by miners. It

is several feet long, and has a chisel point at each end.
1866 Wal'gm Ben an th' Bantam vi. 118 On their way home
from a "chum-gettin'—as the hay-harvest supper is called.

1879 NataLAfag. IV. 307, I was not . . caught by *churn-
maids or promiscuous spectators a second time. 1874 Knight
Diet. Meek., "Churn-potoer, a motor for driving churns or
churn-dashers to agitate the milk or cream. 1801 Sim n
Sports fr Past. iv. (1876) 468 The Harvest-supper in some
places is called a Mell-supper and a *Chum-supper. 1870
Brand's Antiq. (ed. Ha7litti II. 18 Aram asserted that it

was called the Chum Supper, because, from immemorial
times, it was customary to produce in a Chum a great
quantity of cream and to circulate it in cups to each of

j
trie rustic company. 1875 Lane. Gloss. (E. D. S.\ Chum-
supper, an evening feast to celebrate the close of the hay
harvest. 1877 « & Ltncolnsh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Churn-
dash or "Churn-works.
Churn (tJiXm), v. For forms see sb. : also 6

,

chearn, 7 cherm, charm, [f. prec. sb. Not re-

!
corded in OE., but cf. MG. kimen, kernen, so Ger.

\

dial., also karnen, Du. karnen, Da. kjcrne, Sw.
1

kiirna, all in same sense.]

1. trans. To agitate milk or cream in a churn so
1 as to make butter ; to produce butter thus.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 76 Cnyrne botyr, cutno. i<jo Palsgr.
I 483/2, I cherne butter, je bas U beurre. 1535 Covkkualk

Prot: xxx. 33 Who so chymeth mylck, maketh butter.

1605 Timme Quersit. 1. vii. 33 The experience of charming
and working simple milke. 1615 Markham Eng. Honsnv.
(1649) 196 Your creame being neatly and sweet kept, you
shall churme or churne it. 16x6 Subfl. & Mabkh. Country
E'arme 65 To make this Butter, shee shall beat or cheme
tt a great while in Vessels made for the purpose. 1747
Wesley Prim. Physick (1762k, New Butter Milk, churned
in a bottle. 1886 Pail Mall G. 21 Sept., In Normandy
. .the farmer, .chums his cream every day.
/ig. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. L 7 It is a safe

rule in the partition of Holy Scripture, not to churne the
sincere milk thereof till butter come.

b. intr. To work a chum, make butter.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. t. v. 8 There will never come
anie butter, cheame as long as you list. 1590 Shaks. Mids.
N. 11. i. 37 And bootlesse make the breathlesse huswife
cheme. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxii (L.>, Putting his

countess into the dairy to churn and to make cheeses.

2. To agitate, stir, and intermix any liquid, or

mixture of liquid and solid matter; to produce

(froth, etc.) by this process. To churn one's way,
to advance by churning up (the sea, etc.).

1697 Dryoen j^Eneid vii. 633 Churning bloody Foam. 1715
Pope Odyss. xn. 307 The flesh trembles while she chums
the blood. 18. . Campbell Poems, Dead Eagle 65 Winds
chura'd white the waves. 18*3 Kane Grinnelt Exp. xxiv.

(1856) 196 'I he sea seemed to be churning ice. 1873 Black
/''. Thule it 13 All last night churning our way up to Loch
Gain 1880 Bbowning Dram. Idylls 11. Pan 4- Luna 58
Lost in the thin foam Churned on a sea-shore,

b. intr.

1735 Somerville Chase iv. 223 Like some angry Boar
Churning he foams, a 1813 A. Wilson Foresters Poet.
Wks. 116461 267 The deep bugc water churned and roared
below. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi xxii. 452 Each with his

powerful tail causing the water to chum and froth.

Churned ///. a.
;
Churner, one who churns.

1715 Bbadley Fam. Did. s. v. Mixing in body, A Quart
of chum'd Milk. 1878 Black Green Past, xxxiii. 263 Here
was no churned chalk. 1888 Punch 20 Oct: 182/3 Vou've
been to the Dairy Show, Sir, have you not ?. . Those churners
competitive were a sweet lot.

Churning tjfi mirj), vbl. sb. [f. prec. + -ING '.]

1. The action of the vb. Churn
;
esp. the agitat-

ing of milk or cream to produce butter.

c 1440 Promp. Part: 76 Chymynge, cumbiacio. 1611 Bible
Prov. xxx. 33 Surely the churning of milke bringeth forth
butter. i6a6 Bacon Sylva \ 092 The Comming of Butter
after the Cherming. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede 69 Hetty's

! in the middle o' making the butter, for the churning was
thrown late. 1883 Black Shandon Bells xxviiL

2. The quantity of butter produced at a churning.
1886 Pall Mall G. 21 Sept 2/1 Salt is added. .The chum-

ings are then mixed together and sent to the market.

0. attrib., as churning-staff, -stick, -tub.

1767 Pebcival Peruvian Bark in Phil. Trans. LVII. 229
A vessel, to which a churning staff is fitted. 1840 H. H

.

Wilson tr. Vishnu PurdnaixMn) I. 142 Taking the Moun-
tain Mandara for the chuming-stick . .chum the ocean to-

gether for ambrosia. 1580 Hollvband Treas. Fr. Tong,
Baratte, a charning tub, or charne.

Churning tJZ>\inirj , ppl a. [see-lNG-.] That
churns, in the various senses of the vb.

1697 Dryoen Vtrg. Georg. m. 400 About his churning
Chaps the frothy Bubbles rise. 1856 Mas. Browning Aur.
Leigh 1. 1 125 The cows push out. .tolerant churning mouths.

Churn-milk (tp xnmilk). Now chiefly dial
fcf. Ger. dial, kirn-, kernmilch, Du. kcrnemelk,

LG. kammelk, karme/k. Icel. kjarna-mj6lk!\
Buttermilk, the acidulous milk which remains
after the butter has been separated.
1508 Haki.uyt Voy. I. 97 The churnmilke which re-

mameth of the butter. 1590 A. ML tr. Gabethouer's Bk.
Physicke 267/2 We may give it chame or Buttermilcke.
1628 Karlk Microcosm. Vpstart Knt. (Arb.) 38 His face
beares still a relish of Churnc-milke. 1867 Waugh Our
Blanket iii. 76 A mug-full o* chum-milk. 1879 Snppl.
Voc. E. A nglia | E. D. S.), Churn-milk.

b. attrib. in fig. sense.

1590 Greene, AVrrr Too Late Wks. (Grosartt VIII. 195
You that stand vpon the beauty of your churnmilke face.

Chu'rn-owl. Obs. exc. dial [app. a corrup-

tion of churr-ow/: see Chukr sb. and The
Goatsucker or Night-Jar ; called also Jarr Owl.
1674 Ray Eng. Birds 83 Chum-owl, Fem Owl or Goat

sucker, Caprimulgus. 1769 G. White Selbome xxii. (1789)
62 One of these chum-owls came and settled on the cross

of that little straw edifice and began to chatter. 1831 5
Jkssf. Gleanings (1843) 297. 1870 Shropsh. Word-Bk

,

Chum-owl, obsolescent. 1883 in Hampsh. Gloss.

Chu'rn-stafF. [(. Churn sb. + -staff.]

1. A staff or rod used for agitating or * dashing
'

the cream or milk in a standing churn.
c 147s Picl. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 793/2a coagulate-

Hunt, a schamstafe. 1615 Markham Eng. Honsenv. 11. vi
(1668) 146 The lightness of the Churm-stan. 176a Smollett
L. Greaves iii (D>, Employed in milking the cows, in twirl-

ing the mop or churn-starT. 1884 Chesh. Gloss.. Chum.siaff.
the dasher of an old-fashioned up and down churn.

2. Local name of Sun-Spurge {Euphorbia helio-

scopia) and of Yellow Toadflax {Linaria vulgaris).

1853 N. «t Q. Ser. 1. VIII. 36/1 Sun Spurge. .Churn Staff.

1879 Prior Plant-n. 47. 1886 Britten & Holland Plant-n.,

Chumstaff, (1) Euphorbia Helioscopia, (a)LinaHa vulgaris.

Churpe, obs. form of Chibp.

Churr, sb. [f. Chijrr v.]

1. A deep or low trilled or whirring sound made
by some birds, etc.

1837 Macgiluv ray Hist. BHt. Birds I. 404 A few mellow
notes . . intermixed at times with a sort of stifled scream or
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churr. 1856 Dobeix Lyrics in War Time, Milkm. Song,
Churr, churr ! goes the cockchafer. 1874 Wood Nat. Hist.
284 The Goat-sucker, or Nightjar,—Their cry . . with the
addition of the characteristic ' chur-r-r, chur-r-r.'

2. Hence, the local name of several birds which
make this sound, esp. the Partridge ; the White
Throat {Sylvia filtered) ; the Dunlin ; and the

Nightjar.
16x0 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey iv. iii. 83 May-Chit,

Spawe, Churre, Peeper, Grindle. 1667 E. Chamberlayne
St. Gt. Brit. 1. (1684) 6 It wants not . . Curlew, Bayning,
Dotterel, Roe, Chur. 1864 Atkinson Prov. Names Birds.

3. Comb. Churr Owl, the Goat -sucker; cf.

Churn Owl.
1885 Swainson Brit. Birds 97 Churr Owl (Aberdeen).

Churr (tfftt), v. [Echoic : cf. Chirr.] intr.

To make the sound described under Churr sb.

(Expressive of a somewhat deeper and hoarser sound than
chirr.)

1SS5 Fardle Factons L vi. 93 The Troglodites . . sieme
rather to busse or churre betwene the tieth, then to speake.
1648 Earl Westmoreland Otia Sacra ( 1 870) 139 The
Partridge calls its Mate, and churrs. 1707 E. Ward Hud.
Rediv. (1715) I. vi, So have I heard. .A Hedge-bird churr-
ing sit hard by. 1857 Kingsley Tivo Y. Ago I II. 69 The
night-hawk churred softly round their path,

b. trans.

1834 R. MudieAV/V. Birds (1841) I. 89 They may be. .heard
churnng an end of their exhilarating stave.

Hence Churring vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1599 T. M[oufet] SUfauormes 73 Heare eke their hurring
and their churring song. x6xx Cotgr., Cabab. .The chuck-
ing, churring, or iouking of a Partridge. 1873 G. C.
Davies Mount, Mere xi. 93 The churring of a pair of
nightjars around an oak.

Churre, obs. form of Chare v., to turn.

II Chu'rrus. India. [Hindi charas.] The re-

sinous exudation of the hemp -plant {Cannabis
Indica:, used in India as an intoxicating drug.
i860 Mavne Exp. Le.v., Churrus, name given to the resin

obtained from the substance called Gunjah [dried hemp-
plant]. 1866 Treas. Bot. 214/1 The dried plant, or portions
of it, are sold . . under the name of Gunjah and Bhang, while
the resin itself is known as Churras.

Chu'rr-WOrm. [See quot. 1868. But Bailey
and others explained the name f. OE. cierrau,

cyrran to turn, i because it turneth quick about'.]

A local name of the Mole-Cricket.
1668 Wilkins Real C/tar. n. v. § 2. 124. 1726 Diet. Rust.

(cd. 3), Eve-Churr or Churr-Worm, a kind of Insect. 1868
Wood Homes without H. via. 158 The Mole Cricket, .called

in some places the Croaker or Churr-worm on account of
the peculiar sound which it produces.

Churryl, obs. f. Churl.
Churt, -y, dial, variants of Chert, -y.

tChu'rtle, v. Obs. rare- 1
. To chirp.

j$7o Levins Manip. 192 To churtle, pipilare.

Cnuse, var. form of Choose v., q.v.

f Chuserel. [App. an error of some kind.]
1731-1800 Bailey, Chusherel, a Whore master, a De-

bauchee. Shaksp. 1847-78 Halliwell, Chuserel, a de-
bauched fellow. South.

Chusite ; tfi«*zait). Min. [Named by Saussure

in 1794, perhaps f. Gr. \va-ts fusion + -ite.] A
variety of Olivine, considered by Dana to be par-

tially decomposed chrysolite.

1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 38 Little grains . . of that sub-
stance I have called granular chusite. 1814 T. Allan
Min. Nometicl.y Chusite, Saussure, a mineral found in the
cavities of porphyry. 1868 Dana Min. 258.

Chut (tftft). int. [cf. Tut.] An exclamation
expressive of impatience.
1825 Lytton Zicci 34 'Chut,' I thought you spoke of

Zicci. 1848 Dickens Dombey (1865) II. 182 'Chut!' said

the old woman .. 'what signifies!' 1851 Mayne Reid
Scalp Hunt, xxxi, ' Chut, man ! your tongue wags like a
beaver's tail in flood-time

Chute (J«t). Also 9 shute. [Here there ap-

pears to be a mixture of the F. chute fall (ofwater,

descent of a canal lock, etc.), and Eng. Shoot.
The former appears to have been adopted in North
America in sense 1, and the application gradually

extended to include senses which originate with
Shoot, and are still commonly so spelt in England.]

1. A fall of water ; a rapid descent in a river, or

steep channel by which water escapes from a
higher to a lower level.

[1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 287 Gulleys or
channels . . where, upon hasty rains, great shoots of water
had been used to run.] 1847 Longf. Ev* 11. ii. 15 They
swept with the current—Now through rushing chutes among
green islands. 1884 Harper's Mag. June 1 16/1 We dropped
down a glassy chute into an extensive basin.

2. A sloping channel or passage for the con-

veyance of water, or of things floating in water,

to a lower level ; in North America, an opening
in a river dam for the descent of logs, etc.

[»8o8 A. Parsons Trav. Asia xi. 241 At this place the
ships are supplied with water, .conveyed into the boats by
shutes made on purpose.] 1878 Lumberman's Gaz. 18 Dec.
426 The gates [of the dam] are opened, the logs are run
through the chute, and sufficient water is furnished to carry
them below. 1880 Ibid. 1 Jan. 28 The rafts, .at Ottawa, are
guided through a 'slide' or 'chute' to the mills where they
belong. 1881 Standard 22 Jan. 5/1 If the winter is mild
the logs cannot be 'hauled' from the ' stump' to the 'shoot'
on the river bank.

3. A steep channel or enclosed passage down

which ore, coal, grain, or the like is * shot so as

to reach a receptacle, wagon, etc. below. In

England, usually shoot.

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Chute, A channel or shaft
underground, or an inclined trough above ground, through
which ore falls or is ' shot ' by gravity from a higher to a
lower level. 1882 Pidceon Engineer's Hot. I. 271 The
rattle of the pumps, and heavy falls of ore in the chutes.
1883 Stevenson Silverado So. 81 A rusty iron chute on
wooden legs came flying like a monstrous gargoyle across
the parapet.

4. The steep slope of a spoil-bank beside a
quarry or mine, down which rubbish is shot ; also,

a steep slope for tobogganing.
1884 Pall Mall G. 28 Aug. 2/1 Most of the inscriptions

found at Assos were in the chutes of earth beneath this part
of the Agora, the blocks evidently having been thrown down
during the troubles of the city. 1888 Detroit Free Press

7 Jan., Last winter there weren't half enough toboggan
chutes to accommodate the people. 1888 Pall Mall G. 3
Sept. 13/2 Marine tobogganing .. The artificial slope rises

1 from high water mark to the height of 32 ft. above it. .The
I chute is 178 feet long.

5. In Isle of Wight, a steep cutting affording a
! passage from the surface above a cliff to the lower

undcrcliff ground. Also spelt shute, shoot.

1847-78 Halliwell, Chute, Shoot, a steep hilly road.
/. Wight. 1879 Jenkinson Guide /. oj Wight 94 A branch
road ascends the cliff by what is known as the St. Lawrence
or Whitwell Shute.

Hence Chute v., to send down through a chutf.

1884 Harper's Mag. May 872/1 Logs .. are often chuted
down from the lofty ridges.

Chutney, chutnee (tjo'tni). Also chutny,
chutnee. [Hindi chatni.~\ A strong hot relish or

condiment compounded of ripe fruits, acids, or

sour herbs, and flavoured with chillies, spices, etc.

1813 Forbes Orient. Mem. II. 50 lY.) The Chatna is

sometimes made with cocoa-nut, lime-juice, garlic, and
chilies. 1816 * Quiz ' Grand Master vm, She soon retum'd
with .. Rice, chitny, Bombay ducks, and tea. 1848 Thack-
eray Van, Fair lix, Chests of mangoes, chutney, and
currie-powders. 1870 Eng. Mec/i. 4 Feb. 512/2 Chutnee.

Chuze, obs. form of Choose.

t Chwarnt, chwas, chwine, chwot, obs.

j

and dial. ff. / warrant, I ivas
}
I ween, I wot : see

! Ch. pron.
a 1553 Udall Roister D. 1. iii.tArb.l23 Nere since chwas

; bore chwine. 1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 89
i Though ichani not 50 5eemlie, chwot, as bene the Courtnoles

gay. 1589 Hay any Work 39 Chwarnt tee ti vorehead
zaze hard as borne.

Chy-, formerly in words now spelt Chi-, q.v.

"

Chyan, obs. form of Cayenne.
Chyaste, var. of Cheste sb? Obs., strife.

tChyazic (ksiarzik), a. [f. the initial letters

oic-arbon, hy-drogeu, and az-ote + -ic] Chem. in

Chyazic Acid : an old name of Prussic acid.

1819 Children Chem. Anal. 32s Sulphocyanic acid was
j

discovered by Mr. Porrett in 1808. .but in 1S14, he published
a more detailed account of its properties under the name of
sulphuretted chyazic acid. 1847-9 1°UD Cycl. Anat. IV.

j
417/2 The sulphuretted Chyazic acid of Porrett.

Chyche, chycon, obs. ff. Chiche, Chicken.

t Chyde. Obs. rare.

c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 777 Hiefax, a chyde.

Chyde, obs. variant of Chithe, Chive.
c 1485 E. E. Misc. (1856,) 77 A chyde of saffrone.

Chyer(e, obs. form of Cheer.
Chyke, Chyken, -in, Chykwede, etc., obs.

forms of Chick, Chicken, Chickweed.
ChylaceOUS (ksiLjijas), a. rare- 1

, [f. L.

:

chyl-us Chyle + -aceous.] Of the nature of chyle.

1606 Floyer State A nim. Humours (J.), When the spirits

of the chyle have half-fermented the chylaceous mass.

Chylaqueous (kaiUi'kw^as), a. [f. Chyle +
-aqueous/) Of the nature of water mixed with

chyle. Chylaaueous fluid : A transparent colour-

less fluid existing in certain invertebrata, corre-

sponding to the blood of the higher animals.

1859 Carpenter Anim. Phys. 1869 Nicholson Zool. 91

A cavity in the roofof the umbrella from which arise a series

of radiating canals, the so-called chylaqueous canals. 1877
Huxley Anat. Inv. An. ix. 560, I know not why the pre-

posterous name of ' chyjaciueous fluid ' should have been
invented for that which is in no sense 'chyle', though, like

the other fluids, it contains a good deal of water.

Chylariose (kaile^riJu-s). [f. on the type of

cellulose, etc., f. Gr. xv^&Pl0V a little juice, dim. of

\v\6s juice.] ' A term for levulose or fruit sugar

when obtained from honey* {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Chyle (kail). Forms : 6-7 chilus, 6-8 chylus,

7 chile, 7- chyle, [a. F. chyle (= It. chilo, Sp.

i/uilo) :—L. chylus, a. Gr. x*>*os juice (of plants,

animals, decoctions), chyle, f. stem xv~ ix(v-y xO
to pour, shed, fuse, etc. ; cf. Chyme. For some
time the Gr.-L. form chylus {chilus} was used.]

1. The white milky fluid formed by the action

of the pancreatic juice and the bile on the chyme,

and contained in the lymphatics of the intestines,

which are hence called lacteals.
1 The term has

been used to designate the fluid in the intestines

just before absorption * {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., To make
dygestyon, and to brynge the Chilus to the Iyuer by meanes

of the veynes meseraykes. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.
Acad. 11. 346 Chylus in the stomach. 1604 T. Wright
Pass. 1. ix. 36 When the meate in our stomackes is suffi-

ciently digested, the chile, .there remayneth. 1620 Venner
Via Recta viii. 165 There can never of crude chyle be made
good bloud in the liuer. 1692 Rentley Boyle Lect. 74
The lacteous vessels for the reception of the chyle. 1718

J. Chamberlayne Relig. Philos. (1730) I. iv. § 5 A sort of
Pap, which the Anatomists call Chylus. 1732 Arbuthnot
Rules of Diet 274 So as the Chyle may have a free passage
into the Blood. 1881 Mivart Cat 181 The chyme of the
stomach, having been modified by the action of all these
secretions, changes into what is called chyle.

Jig. 165a Peyton Catastr. Ito. Stuarts (1731) 63 The
Officers, .have not a Dogs Appetite to turn Judicature to a
bad Chylos. 1865 Reader 4 Mar. 254/1 Digested and
assimilated, so to speak, into the chyle of the mind.

t 2. The moisture absorbed by plants. (So in

Gr. and L.) Obs.
1731 Tull Horsehoeing Hush. (1751) 144 The chyle cannot

mount in sufficient quantity to be purify'd and turn'd
into sap.

3. attrib. and in Comb., as chyle- receptacle, -space,

-vessel', chyle-fed, -forming, adjs. ; chyle -clot,

the solid matter resulting from the coagulation of

the chyle ; chyle-corpuscle, the corpuscle-like

bodies contained in chyle
;
chyle-ferment, a dia-

static ferment found in the chyle ; chyle-stomach
(see quot. ).

1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 745/1 Very few of the

peculiar "chyle-corpuscles are seen. 1872 GEO. Eliot Mid-
diem. ( Hoppe), Witli the healthiest "chyle-fed blood. 1875
W. Houghton Shctches Brit. ins. 15 The *chyle-forming
stomach. 1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 133/1 A vertically

compressed sac situated between the "chyle-receptacles

1878 Bell Gegcnbauer's Comp. Anat. 272 The mid-gut
' chyle-stomach ' is no less varied in character.

Chylendere, variant of Ciiilindue, Obs.

Chylifa'Cient, a. rare. [ad. assumed L.*chyli-

facient-em, pr. pple. of *chylifaccre
}
an incorrect

,
formation (for chytiflcdre), f. chylus chyle +faccre

to make.] Forming chyle. Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Chylifa'ction. Obs. rare- 1
, [n. of action

I

f. assumed L. *rhylifacl- ppl. stem of the assumed
1 verb mentioned above.] — Chylification.

1731 Arbuthnot Aliments Drinking excessively dur-

J

ing the time of chylefaction, stops perspiration.

Chylifactive (^kailifarktiv), a. rare. Also
chil-. [f. as prec. : see -ivk.] - Chylific.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in, xxii. (1650) 136 Any

proper digestion, chilifactive mutation, or alimentall con-
version. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 67/1 The conditions of
the chylifactive and respiratory functions.

Chylifaxtory, Also erroneously in 9
chylo-. [f. as prec. : see -ohy.] — prec.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 84 A Chylifattory
i menstruum or digestive preparation. 1841 Blacfcw, Mag. L.

,
775 The Englishman, through whose, .blood the nutritive

! and chylofactory roast beef and strong ale have been amal-
gamated since the days of Ldward the Confessor.

Chylifa'Ctous. [Erroneous formation for chyli-

factive or -ory.~] * Causing chylification.'

1721-1800 Bailey.

Chyliferous (kailrfcras), a. Also chil-. [f.

L. *chylifer (f. chyl-us chyle + -fer bearing) + -ous.

Cf. F. chylifire.'] Bearing or containing chyle.

1669 W. Simpson Hydrot. Chym. 25 A chiliferous acid
ferment. 1692 Sir T. Blount Ess. 116 Lacteals .. and
chyliferous ducts. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 69. 2/1 The Guts
and Chyliferous Vessels. 1842 F. H. Kamadge Cure Con-
sumption (1861) 70 The chyliferous absorption.

Chylific (ksili-fik), a. [f. L. type *chylific-us

chyle-making : see -fic] Chyle-producing. Chy-

lific stomach : in insects, the digestive cavity formed

by the dilation of the alimentary canal.

1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 971/1 The chylific stomach
is exceedingly long and cylindrical. 1877 Huxley Anat.
Inv. An. 412 In the chylific ventricle, the muscular layers

and the basement membrane are disposed much as

j
before.

Chylification (ksidifik^'Jan). Also 7 chil-.

[n. of action f. Chylify : see -ation. Cf. F.

I
chylification.'] The production of chyle, chyle-

j

making.
1615 Crooke Body ofMan 44 A Creature therefore may

for a time Hue without Chilification, which is the action of

the stomacke, but not without sanguification, 1621 Burton
Anat. Mel. 1. i. 11. v. (1651) 21 Chilification of this so chewed
meat in the stomack. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 67 After

her several operations of Digestion, Chylification, Sangui-

fication, etc. 1730 Martyn in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 388

Tubes, or Bowels, which serve for Nutrition or Chylifica-

tion. 1859 Cari-enter Anim. Phys. iv. (1872) 163 The
second stage of true digestion is termed chylification.

Chylifica'tory, rare- 0
, [f. as prec.

+

-oiiY.] Connected with the production of chyle.

In mod. Diets.

Chylify (kaidifi), v. [mod. t on L. type chyti-

flcdre, in F. chylifler; f. L. chyl-us: see Chyle

and -fy.] To turn into chyle ; to produce

chyle.

1663 Baxter Divine Life Pref., It is the same food

which the first concoction chylifieth. a 1693 Urquhart
Rabelais in. iv, The teeth do chew it, and the stomach

doth receive, digest and chilify it.

fig. 1867 Select. Writ. VJ
ct. Strangford (1869) I. 116

The incredibly unholy purpose of partitioning, swallowing,

digesting, and chylifying everything at the other side of

Europe.
52-2



CHYLO-.

tChylle. Obs. rare- 1
. An unidentified plant

;

perh. Gr. tpiiMtov flea-wort, Plantago Psyllium
(Liddell and Scott).
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 75 Chylle, herbe, cilium velpsitium.

Chylo- (kailc), combining form of Gr. yy^os,

Chyle, as in chylo-serous, etc.

Hence f Chylo graphy, a description of the

lacteal vessels. Chylophorous, chyle- bearing.

Chylorrhoe a, a morbid overflow of chyle. Chy-
losis, chylification.

1785 J. Sheldon (title\ The History of the Absorbent
System, part the first ; containing the Chylography, or
Description of the Human Lacteal Vessels. 1885 W. H.
Dickinson Renal *t Utin. Affect, ill. xix. 1123 The patho-
logy of cutaneous ' chylorrhoea 1 has been made the subject
of further inquiry. 1879 Khorz Princ. Med. 35 Chyloserous
urine is of a milky colour. 1657 Phys. Diet., Chyltrsis, the
hurt concoction of the stomach.

Chyloid (kai-loid, -<»|id), a. rare, [see -WD.]
Resembling chyle.
1848 Dana Zooph. iii. 22 These chyloid fluids.

Chylopoietic, -poetic (ksHopoiietik, -po,e -

tik), a. [ad. mod. L. chylopoietic-us, a. Gr.
XfAoiroirrriK-os, f. xvXokohiv to make into juice, f.

XuA.o-5 juice + Ttoittv to make. Cf. F. chylopoie-

tique.] Of or relating to the formation of chyle
(chylopoiesis) ; chyle-producing.
a *735 Arbuthnot (J.), According to the force of the

chylopoetick organs, more or less chyle may be extracted
from the same food. 1847 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soe. IV. 329
The marsupial young . . have a chylopoietic . . life. 1859 J .

Tomes Dental Surg. (1873) 49 Disorder of the chylopoietic
viscera.

b. subst. in pi. The chyle-forming organs.
1849 Blackw. Mag. LXVI. 103 Boys .. became deranged

in their chylopoietics.

t Chylose, a. Obs. [f. L. type c/iplbs-us : see

-ose.] Full of chyle, chylous.
1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 1003 [He) concludes this Trea-

tise with the Chylose Phthisick. 1707 Floyer Physic.
Pulse-Watch 292 It wants chylose Matter.

t Chylo se, v. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. \v\6-uv to

turn into juice or chyle, x^a""s conversion into

chyle.] To turn into chyle.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., The profyt-
able thynges dygested and chylozed in it. 1579 G. Baker
Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. 78 To distribute the profitable
things digested and chilozed in it.

Chylous (ksi bs), a. [f. L. type chylos-tts, f.

chylus Chyle ; cf. F. chyleux.'] Of, pertaining to,

or like chyle ; full of or charged with chyle.
1666 Phil. Trans. I. 386 If the Eminent Dogs blood had

not been so chylous. 178a A. Monro Compar. Auat. (ed. 3)

32 We can . . press out of them a chylous . . liquor. 1844
T. J. Graham Dotti. Med. 363 The chyme . . is a shiny
homogeneous pulp, consisting of two parts, the one excre-
mentitious, and the other chylous or nutritive. 1858 Thl'-
dichl'M Urine 239 So-called chylous urine.

Chylter, obs. variant of Chilteb.

II Chyluria [kailfi'tii). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.
\vk-6s liquid, chyle + ovp-ov urine + -ia ; cf. F.

chylurie.] The disorder of chylous urine.
i860 Mayne Med. Lex. in append. 1866 A. Flint Princ.

Med. (18801 924.

t Chyly, a. Obs. [see -Y '.] Of or like chyle.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 60 Vou shall observe in perfect

Sanguineous Animals a Circulation of an albugineous-

412

chylic-malter. 174a Dr. Perry in Phil. Trans. XLII. 53
It became of a chyly Colour and Substance.

Chym- : see Chim-.
Chym, obs. dial, form of / am : see Ch, Cham.
I575 J. Still Gamut. Gttrton 11. i, Chym goodly rewarded,

cham I not.

Chymbe, obs. form of Chime.

t Chymble, v. Obs. rare- 1
. ?To fold.

c 1340 Gaw. *r Gr. Knt. 958 pat ober wyth a gorger watz
gered ouer be swyre, Chymbled ouer hir blake chyn with
mylk-quyte vayles.

Chyme (kaim), sb. In 7 also chymus. [ad.

L. chymus :—Gr. \vno% juice (of plants, animals,

etc.), f. stem x»- (x<(,-> X'" 1 t° pour, shed, fuse,

etc. The two forms x^'5 and X6A"> 5 were prac-

tically identical in sense ; some writers preferring

one, and some the other
;
they were differentiated

by Galen, and in Orion Etym. if 450), x"^' is

explained as 'juice in its raw or natural state',

X«*oi 'juice produced by decoction or digestion
'

;Liddell & Sc.) ; this appears to be the foundation

of the modern distinction of chyle and chyme.]

The semifluid pulpy acid matter into which food
is converted in the stomach by the action of the

gastric secretion. From the stomach it passes

into the small intestine, and by the action on it

of the bile, the pancreatic juice, etc., becomes
fitted for absorption as chyle.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 115 It hath his essence from
the Chymus or juice of our aliment. 1661 tr. Willis' Kent.
Med. Wks. Voc., Chyme, is the juyce of the meat further
digested. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Chyle, A thick, whitish,
partly fluid mass, called Chyme. 1853 Th. Ross Hum-
boldt's Trav. II. xxiv. 500 The sensation of hunger ceases
long before digestion takes place, or the chyme is converted
into chyle.

_
1876 Foster Phys. 11. i. i 4. 240 These two

alkaline fluids tend to neutralize the acidity of the chyme.
2. ' The sap of plants ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

3. Comb., as chyme-mass, ' the central semi-
fluid sarcode in the interior of Infusoria ' {ibid.).

t Chyme, v. Obs. rare-', [app. f.med.Gr. xvp-fia

for xil* ( 'a alchemy.] To extract by alchemy.
1613 T. Adams Pract. Wks. (18611 I. 153 What antidote

against the terror of conscience can be chymed from gold ?

t Chymer, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [app. onomato-
poeic (unless an error^.] To shiver.

144a Promp. Parv. 75 Chymerynge or chyuerynge, or
dyderynge,y"rr^«/«j.

Chymer, -mer, -our, variants of Chimehe.

t Chymia'ter. Obs. [Med.L. chymiater, f.

med. Gr. \r70m chemistry + larpos physician ; cf.

F. chimialre.] A Cheniiatric physician.
1694 I. T. Stone in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 112 Falling into

the Hands of some Empirical Chymiater of the Town.
Chymic, Chymist, etc. : see Chemic, etc.

t Chymics, sb. pi. Obs. = Chemistry.
1658 A._ Fox Wurt- Surg. Ep. Ded. 2 A great practitioner

in Chymicks and deeply enlightned therein.

ChymiferOUS (kaimi feras , a. [f.Gr.-L.chym-
us Chyme + -J'er bearing + -oi's.] Hearing or con-
taining chyme. Syd. Soc. Lex. (1881).

Chymification (ksi mifik/ijan). [n. of action
from Chymify : see -ation.] The conversion of
food into chyme, the formation of chyme.

CIBORIUM.
1816 Good Bk. Nat. 1 1834) I. 277 Chymification, or its

Ifood'sl .eduction into pulp.. is the office of the stomach.
1859 Carpenter Anim. Phys. iv. (1872) 162 The first stage
of digestion properly so called is termed chymification.

Chymify (karmifi;, v. [mod. f. on L. type
*chymificare, in F. chymifier, f. L. chymus : see
Chyme and -ey.] trans. To turn into chyme.
185a Eraser's^ Mag. XLVI. 453 The fibre .. requiring a

good gastric juice to dissolve and chymify it properly. 1859
Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 314/1 The outer or chymined part.

t Chymistator. Obs. rare- 1
. = Chemist.

M 1681 Sir T. Browne Whs. (1882) III. 483 Be not a
stranger to the useful part of chymistry. See what chymist.
ators do in their officines.

t Chymi8ticall, = Chemistical, chemical.
1559 Morwync Evonym. Pref., No mention . . of waters

or oyles prepared in Chymisticall instruments.

Chymmis, Chymes, var. Chemis.
Chymo- (ksrmtj), before a vowel Chym-, comb.

formofL.Gr.c/i_J'/«-KjCHYME,asinChymecchysis,
a discharge of chyme. Chy mophore, a term ap-
plied to the lactiferous vessels of plants and other
juice-bearing vessels. Chymo phorous a. = Chym-
ifebous. Chymorrhce a, a discharge or efflux

of chyme. Chy mosin, = pepsin, a nitrogenous
matter found in gastric juice. Chymozemia, a
morbid increase of the intestinal evacuations, etc.

Chymous (ksi mas), a. [f. L. chymus Chyme +
-ous.J Pertaining to, or of the nature of, chyme.
1698 in Phil- Trans. XX. 137 A great part of the Chymous

Substance. 1851 Carpenter Matt. Phys. led. 2) 287 The
passage of the chymous mass along the small intestines.

Chympne, obs. form of Chimney.
Chymyn, -age : see Chimin, -age.

Chyn, chynne, obs. ff. of Chin, Chine.
Chyncery, Chyngerie, var. of Chincheby.
Chynohone, obs. form of Sencion, groundsel.

Chyne, obs. form of Chine, Chin, Chain.
t Chynge. Obs. rare- 1

, perh. = Chink sbA
a 1500 in Wr.-Wiilcker 701/2 Hec reuma, a chynge.
Chyngle, Chynsche, var. Shingle, Chinch.
Chyometer (kaifrmftaj). [f. Gr. XV stem of

X«-i'if to pour + \ihpov measure.] An instrument
for measuring liquids, consisting of a tube with a
piston moving in it, the piston-rod being graduated
so as to indicate the quantity forced out.
1880 in Webster Suppl.

Chype, -ppe, Chypher, obs. ff. Chip, Cipher.
t Chy:ppynu-tie. Sc. Obs. Name of a mis-

chievous spirit. (Jam.)
1501 Dol'clas Pal. Hon. 1. 528 Skrymomorie fery gaue me

inony a clowre, For chyppynutie full oft my chaftis quuik.

Chyr., occas. obs. sp. of words in Chib-.
Chyme, Chyrt, obs. ff. ofChobn, Chibt v.

1596 H. Clapham Brie/e Bible i. 77 A brother, .in a trance,
who happilic once may bee recovered, by chyrting the
cheeke and vse of strong waters.

Chysel, Chyssell, etc. : see Chesil, Chisel.
Chysible, obs. form of Chasuble.
Chyat(e, obs. f. of Chest sbA ; var. Chest sb.'1

Chyte, Chyter, obs. f. of Chide. Chitter.
Chyvachee, -vauchee, -ie, Chyvaunche,
Chyveteyne: see Chev-.
Chyver, obs. form of Shiveb.

CI-.
Since c before i (as before e'j was palatalized

in OE, and in due course written ch- in

ME., it follows that all OE. words in ci-, that

have left representatives, now appear in the fore-

going section of CH-, (e.g. chicken, chide, child,

chill, chin, chirm). As a consequence Ci- now
contains only non-Teutonic words which have
entered the language during the Middle English
or the modern period, chiefly from Latin directly or
through French. (The sole exception is the word
Cinder, as now spelt, for OE. and ME. sinder;

which also owes its current spelling and inclusion

among the ci- words to erroneous identification

with French cetuire, Latin cinerem.) The words
in ey- are also non-Teutonic, being mostly modem
and of Greek origin. In these combinations c

has normally the sound of s; in the remaining com-
binations, Cl-, Co-, Cb-, Co-, c has, as in Ca-, its

original phonetic value of (k), and comprises
original English, as well as later words from all

sources.

Cia : see Cha, Tea.
Ciarlatan, Ciarlitano : see Chablatan.
Ciath(e, ciat, variants of Cyath, Obs.

Ciatica, obs. form of Sciatica.

Ciatome (ssraUmm). Surg. [Acc. to Mayne,
f. Gr. Ki-av column, uvula, cartilage of the nose
+ -to^os cutting : but see Cionotome, the correct
formation from these elements.] ' An instrument
for dividing pseudo-membranous bands in the
rectum and bladder ' (Mayne Expos. Lex. i860).

Cibacion, variant of Cibation, Obs.

Cibarian (sibe' rian), a. rare. [f. L. cibdri-us,

f. cibus food + -an.] Of or pertaining to food.

+ Cibarian bread, transl. of L. cibarius panis.
1623 Cockeram, Cibarian breatt, browne bread. 1839

Proc. Bene. Nat. Club I. 202 To convey an accurate idea
of these cibarian instruments, .is. .impossible.

t Ci'baries, sb. pi. Obs. [ad. L. cibdria things

used for food.] Articles of food, victuals, provisions.

"599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoner's Bi: Physiche 20/2 Nether vse
any strong cibaryes, as Onions, Leecks, Spelte, or anye
other Spices. 1613 R. C Table Alph. (cd. 3), Cibaries,
meates, nourishment. 1657 Tomlinson Renons Disp. 315
Mint is useful to cibaries, which . . is a grateful sallet herb.

Cibarious sibeVriss), a. rare. [f. L. ciba> i-u>

(see above) + -ous.] ' Relating to food ; useful for

food, edible' ;T.).

1656 Blocnt Glossoer., Cibarious, pertaining to meat, tit

to be eaten. [So in Phillhs and Bailey, vol. II.] 1856-8
W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. I. 657 Foot-jaws small,
not covering the cibarious organs.

t Ciba'tion. Obs. [ad. L. cibdtidn-em feeding,

noun of action from cibdre to feed, f. cibus food.]

1. Alchem. Name of the seventh process, ' feed-

ing the matter '.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. vu. i. in Ashm. (1652) 160 Ciba-
cion ys callyd a fedyng of our Matter dry Wyth Mylke,
and Mete. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 1. i. (1616) 609 Because o
your fermentation, and cibation. 166a Fuller Worthies
111. 204 The twelve gates, leading to the making the Philo-
sophers Stone. . 1. Calcination. .7. Cibation.

2. gen. Taking food, feeding.
1651 Biggs New Disp. 197 That diet is not to be altered

easifv, safely nor quickly from our accustomed cibations.
2860 in Mayne Expos. Lex.
Cibbol(l, vars. of Cibol.

t Cibe. Obs. rare- 1
. A humorous adaptation

of L. cibus food.
1708 Motteux Rabelais (1737) V. 233 Our Means of Life

are Pote, and Cibe, and Vest.

Cibisitome (sibi sitoum). Surg. [f. Gr. xi0tot-t

pouch + -Toiioj cutting.] ' A term applied by Petit-

Kadel to an instrument for lacerating the capsule
of the lens in the operation for removal ofcataract

'

K
Syd. Soc. Lex.).

tCiboir(e. Oh, [». F. cittin t—L. eihHum .']

1640 Canterb. Self-Convtct. 1 1 1 The wine was not sent to

the sick .. nor set up in the Church in the ciboir or re-

iiositoric. 1696 Blocnt Glossogr., Ciboire (Fr.*, a Pix, the
box or cup wherein the Sacrament is put and kept in the
Churches of Roman Catholiques.

Cibol, ciboule (si bxH). [a. F. ciboule : see

Chibol. This has been used for a long time in

Scotch, where it is reduced to Sybow, sybo^citmv
—ciboll.] Another form of Chibol.
163a Sherwood, Cibboll, comme Chibboll. 1696 Phillips,

Cibols, small Onions eaten in sallads. 1699 Evelyn Acetaria

(1729) 134 Scalious or Cibbols, are degenerate Onions. 1708-

az Kersey, Cibol, Ciboule, orchibbol, akind of small degene-
rate onion. 1755 Johnson, Cibol

t
A small sort of onion used

in salads. This word is common in the Scotch dialect ; but
the / is not pronounced. 1778 T. Mawe Univ. Gardener
s.v. Allium, The Ciboule or Welch Onion is a perennial

plant. 183s Veg. Subst. Footl 289 The Welsh onion, or

ciboule. .originally from Siberia, .a hardy plant, -strong in

flavour, .known in England since the. . seventeenth century.

llCiborinm sibo» rii5m). [med. L. cibdriitm

in sense 1, in class, use 'a drinking-cup ', a. Gr.

Ktpwptov (a.) the cup-shaped seed-vessel or fleshy

receptacle of the Egyptian water-lily, A'elumbium

speciosum, (b.) a drinking-cup made from or re-
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sembling this seed-vessel. Sense 2 arose partly from
confusion with sense 1, partly out of a mistaken
derivation from L. cibus food (Ugutio, ' ciborium
vas ad ferendos cibos ', Du Cange), in accordance
with which it also occurs in med.L. as ciborium.
(The KijSwpioi' contained the ' nuts ' or fruits called xv'a/uo?

aiyvvTiot, faba zgyptiaca, or Egyptian beans ; the rhizome
or ' root ' of the plant was called xoAoicaaia ; both these
names were also extended to the plant as a whole.)]

1. Arch, (see quots.)

1787 Archxol. VIII. 171 The Ciborium was the shell

containing the seeds of the Colocasia or Egyptian bean.

.

it was used as a_ drinking cup, and resembled our chalices
or goblets. This inverted and suspended by its footstalk
was similar to the canopy that covered those shrines ; and
in the beginning of the 5th century, as appears from Chry-
sostom, was thus understood, and at length expressed the
pillars, curtains, canopy, and the whole shrine or tabernacle.
1838 J. Brit-ton Diet, of'Arc/tit. $ Archxol. 79 Ciborium
. .an arched vault, or canopy raised over the high-altar.
1849 R°CK Ch. of Fathers I. Hi. 198. 1875 Diet. Chr.
Aiitit/. I. 66 No ciborium now existing at Rome seems to
be of earlier date than the 12th c. 1876 Gwilt Encycl. A rch.
1214 The earliest known instance of a ciborium appears
in the church of St. George at Thessalonica.

2. Applied to a receptacle for the reservation of
the Eucharist. Of different forms; sometimes
suspended from the roof or ciborium (sense 1),

sometimes having the form ofa temple or tabernacle,
sometimes of a cup with an arched cover.
1651 Evelyn Diary (1827) II. 33, I stept into ye Jesuites,

who had this high day expos'd their Cibarium, made all of
solid gold and imagerie. 1844 Pugin Gloss., Ciborium. . In
form it nearly resembles a chalice with an arched cover.
1853 Cdl. Wiseman Ess. III. 72 A very large ciborium of
the same precious metal, but covered with diamonds and
other jewels. 1889 Catal. Stuart Exkib. No. 322 Ciborium
and cover of copper gilt, known as the ' Cup of Malcolm
Canmore.'

Cibory, civory. [Anglicized form of prec.

;

also civery, Severy, q. v.] = prec. sense 1

.

1845 R. Willis Archit. Hist. Cauterb. Cath. 49 Each
compartment of a vault resembles a ciborium, and a vaulted
aisle may be compared to a series of ciboria. Du Cange in-

forms us that in Auvergne, cibory is used for a vaulted
tomb. 1889 F. M. Nichols Marvels of Rome (tr. 12th c.

Mirabilia Roma) 66 A civory with pillars of porphyry.

tCibO'sity. Obs.—> [f. L. type *cibdsitas, f.

cibus food.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Cibosily (eibositas), plenty of

victuals, store of food.

t Ciboulet. Obs.-" [a. F. ciboulette, dim. of
ciboule] See quot.
1708-15 Kersey, Ciboulet, a young Chibbol- 17*1 Bailey.

Cicada (sik^'-da). Also 5 eioade, 9 {poet.)

cicad. [L. cicada.'] A homopterous insect with
large transparent wings, living on trees or shrubs

;

the male is noted for its power of making a shrill

chirping sound, much appreciated by the ancient
Greeks and Romans.
Nearly all the species are inhabitants of tropical or the

warmer temperate regions. Only one small species has been
found (in the New Forest) in England. Called by the
Greeks Ttmf, which, like cicada and cigate, is often erro-
neously rendered * grasshopper '.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 317 pere beep also cicade
bryddes bat syngeb at he beste, and haueb a pipe open
vnder be brote. !8i3 Bingley Auivi. Biog. III. 177 The
American Locust. This species of Cicada is at all times
very common in Pennsylvania. 1819 Samouelle Entomol.
Compcnd. 229 Cicada . . the only species known to inhabit
this country was lately discovered by Mr. Daniel Bydder
near the New Forest. 1820 T. Mitchell Aristoph. I. 285
He deigns in his hair The cicada to wear. 1851 Maynk
Reid Scalp Hunt, i, The tree-frog and cicada are silent.

1855 Singleton Virgil 1. 164 With their chirp The plaintful
cicads shall the vine-trees rend. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Nov.
538 Under olive boughs in which cicadas sing.

II Cicala (sika-la). The It. \A.cicale is sometimes
used. [a. It.andProv. cicala :—L. cicada (see prec).
Cf. Cigala] = Cicada.
1821 Byron Juan HI. cvi, The shrill cicalas, people of the

pine. 1832 Tennyson Mariana in S. viii, One dry cicala's
summersong At night filled all the gallery. 1856 Mrs.
Browning Aur. Leigh vm. 701 Perfectly be stunned By
those insufferable cicale. 1884 Pall Mall Budget 22 Aug.
14/2^ The chirp of green lizards . . or the brr-r of the cicala.

Cicatrice si-katris). Forms : 6 cyeatryce,
-ise, 7 -ize, sicatriee, 5, 7- cicatrice, [a. F.
cicatrice, (16th c.) ad. L. cicatriceni Cicatrix.]
1. The scar of a healed wound : = Cicatrix i .

fi.450 Mirour Saluacioun 4091 (1S88) 134 Crist his
Cicatrices wold shewe his fadere for vs. 1541 R. Copland
Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., In places wherin we wolde that
no cyeatryce shulde appere, as in y° face. 1607 Shaks. Cor.
11. i. 164 Ith' Shoulder, and ith' left Arme : there will be
large Cicatrices to shew the People. 1666 G. Harvey Morb.
Angl. xiv. 163 The cicatrize, or agglutination is performed by
a dissolvable . . kind of humour. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi
xxi. 438 The Makoa are known by a cicatrice in the forehead.
fig. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 105 These cicatrices
and scarres of false imputations. 1849 Cobden Speeches 87
Not to grant loans at your expense—not to maintain a great
army at your expense—not to place a temporary cicatrice
over the sores of Ireland, but to remedy them.

b. loosely. A scar-like mark or impression.
1600 Shaks. A.Y.L. hi. 23 Leane vpon a rush, The Cica-

trice and capable impressure Thy palme some moment
keepes.

2. trans/. A scar on the bark of a tree.
11420 Pallad. oil Husb. in. 352 Thus graffe under the

rynde a bough or tree, There cicatrice is noon. 1789 G.
White Setborue (1853) II. xxviii. 240 A row of pollard-ashes
with long cicatrices down their sides.

Cicatrice, obs. form of Cicatrize.

Cicatricial (sikatri'Jal), a. [a. F. cicatricicl,

f. cicatrice. 1 App. after artificiel, etc. : the L.

form would have been cicatricdl-is.] Of, pertain-

ing to, or of the nature of, a cicatrix. Cicatricial

tissue : that which forms over a wound or burn.
1881 Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XIX. 5, I have seen no proper cica-

tricial formation of cork in the Bean. 1882 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
II. 125 Formation of cicatricial tissue.

Cicatriele : see Cicatricula.

Cicatricose (sika^trikju-s), a. [ad. L. ciedtri-

cds-us, f. cicatrix] Full of or marked with scars.

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Cicatricose, full of, or having many
Scars. 1881 Syd. Soc. Le.x., Cicatricose, in Botany, applied
to organs marked with cicatrices.

Cicatricula (sikatri'kiwla). Also Englished
as Cicatriele (sikse-trik'l), Cicatricule (si-

kartrikial). [a. L. cicatricula a small scar, dim.
of cicatrix. Cf. F. cicatricule]

1. Biol. A round white spot on the surface of

the yolk-bag of a bird's egg, consisting of the

germinal vesicle.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 60 After the second day's In-
cubation, .you shall see the cicatricula in the Yolk dilated.

1879 tr. flaeckets Evol. Man I. vi. 138 A circular white
spot, which is called the tread, or cicatriele.

2. Hot. Applied to the hilum of grains and to

the mark of attachment of leaves to branches.
1828 Webster, Cicatriele, the germinating or fetal point in

the embryo of a seed or the yelk of an egg ; as, 'germinating
cicatriele'. Barton. 1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. 118481 I.

242 The scar^ formed by the separation of a leaf from its

stem is sometimes called the cicatricule.

3. Med. A small scar or mark.
1783 P. Pott Chirurg. Whs. II. 21 The place . . may always

be known by a kind of cicatricula ; much like to what ap-
pears within the abdomen, opposite to the navel.

Cicatricular (sikatri-kirflai), a. [f. prec. +
-Alt 1.1 Of or belonging to a cicatricula.

1875 Blake ZooL 96 On the cicatricular surface.

Cicatricule : see Cicatricula.
Cieatrine, obs. form of Socotrine (aloes).

Cicatrise, obs. form of Cicatrice.

Cicatrisive (sikatrarsiv), a. [irreg. formed
from Cicatrize, -ise vb., as if after incisive, etc.]

Tending to promote the formation of a cicatrice.
i73o-6_ Bailey (foliot, Cicatrisive (with Physicians 1

,

desiccative, and tending to form a cicatrix. 1755 in

Johnson.

II Cicatrix (sik^'-triks, si'katriks). PI. cica-
trices (sikatrai'Siz). [a. L. cicatrix a scar. In
scientific use it takes the place of cicatrice.']

1. Pathol. The scar or seam remaining after a
wound, sore, or ulcer is healed. Also fig.
1641 Prynne Antip. 63 Pride the Cicatrix of hearts which

ever ascendeth. 1643 I. Steer tr. Exp. Chyntrg. viii. 37
This Ointment . . produceth a faire Cicatrix. 1804 Abeh-
nethy Surg. Obs. 95 Below the cicatrix of the wound.
2. Bot. The scar left by the fall of a leaf, frond,

etc. ; the hilum of seeds.
1826 Good Bk. Nat. (1834) I. 166 The hilum or eye . . is a

cicatrix or umbilicus remaining after the separation of the
umbilical^ cord from the pericarp. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot.
416 Leaving a smooth cicatrix encircled by the stipule.

3. Conch. ' The glossy impression on the inside

of valves to which the muscles of the animal have
been attached' (Craig).

4. Ent. 'The truncated apex of the basal joint
of the antenna; of some Longieorn Coleoptera

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Cicatrizant (sikatrai-zant), a. and sb. Med.
Also cicatrisant. [ad. mod.L. cicalrizant-em
(pr. pple. of cicatrizdre to Cicatrize) or the
corresp. F. cicatrisant ; It. cicatrizzante.]

a. adj. That cicatrizes, or heals by forming a
cicatrice, b. sb. A medicine or application which
induces a cicatrice.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. t, Min. 354 Strumes, or scrofuls
. . are cured by . . cicatrizants. i860 Mayne Expos. Lex.,
Cicatrisant, having power to heal, etc.

Cica'trizate, -isate, a. [ad. mod.L. cicd-

IrTzdl-us, pass. pple. of cicatrizdre to Cicatrize.
In F. cicatrise.] Cicatrized or scarred.
1866 Treas. Bot., Cicatrisale, marked with scars.

Cicatrization (si:katraiz£i-Jan). [Noun of
action f. Cicatrize v. : perh. originally a. F.
cicatrisation.] The formation of a cicatrice in the
healing of a wound or sore.
I$43 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. v. ii. 163 Though the

seyd vlceres cometo sicatrisation they sone returne agayne
. .by cause the cicatrisation was not made in quicke and
good flesh. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 178 In the cicatrization
of wounds where the skin is drawn together like a purse.
a '793 J. Hunter Treat, on Blood, etc. (1794) 483 They [the
granulations! soon begin to contract, which is a sign that
cicatrization is to follow. 1877 Wraxall Hugo's Miserables
III. xv. 8 Youth is the season of prompt weldings and rapid
cicatrisations.

Cicatrize (si'katraiz), v. Forms : 6 siccatrize,

7 cicatrice, 6- -ise, -ize. [ad. mod.L. cicatrizare,

It. cicatrizzare, f. F. cicatrise-r, -izer, in i6thc.

cicalricer, ad. L. ciedtrudre to scar over (a wound),
f. cicatric-em scar.

(In Fr., It., mod.L., and Eng., assimilated to verbs in -izdre,

•iser, -ize, as if short for cicatricize.)]

1. trans. To heal (a wound, sore, ulcer, etc.) by
inducing a cicatrice or scar ; to skin over.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. I. x. 6 Medicines which are to be
vsed to cicatrize an vlcer. 1643 I. Steer tr. Exp. Chyrurg.
x. 45 Cicatrice the Vlcer. 1804 Abeknethy Surg. Obs. 55 Be-
fore the skin was cicatrized. 1856 Thackeray Christmas
Bks. (1872) 21 But time has cicatrised the wounded heart.

2. intr. (said of the wound, sore, etc.) To be-

come healed by the formation of a cicatrice.

1582 Hester Seer. Phiorav. 1. iv. 5 Whiche [oleum] .

.

warmeth the place that is broke, and helpeth it to sicea-

trize. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcel, xxn. xv. 213 Until!
the wounds doe cicatrice, and be whole and even againe.
1861 T. Graham Pract. Med. 289 The cavity cicatrize.-.

1866 Spectator 10 Feb. 157/1 Of all the local wounds dealt
by the Federal power, this, .would be the latest to cicatrize.

3. trans. To mark with scars; to scar. Also fig.
1708 Motteux Rabelais (1737) V. 231 When angry Mars

Burgundia cicatris'd. 1&84 Stevenson New A rob. Ntt. 242
The face of the links was cicatrised with little patches of
burnt furze. 18B5 Atheuxuiu 15 Aug. 211/3 Both sexes
cicatrize their arms . . with small spots by means of red-hot
stones.

Hence Ci'catrized />//. a., Cicatrizing vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1607 ToPSELL Fotir-f. Beasts (1673) 423 The fat of these

Beasts . . if the Ulcers are corrupt and rotten . . doth bring
them to cicatrising. 1610 Markmam Mastcrp. I. x. 27
Cicatrizing and dry simples. 1670 Moral State Eng. 54
(T.) The lately cicatrised wound, a 1793 J. Hunter Treat,
on Blood, etc. (1794! 484 The cicatrizing skin. 1805 YV.

Saunders Min. Waters 506 The cicatrizing of a wound.
1884 De Bary's P/iauer. 473 The undulated course of the

woody fibres, which appears 011 cicatrised wounds.

Cicatrize, obs. form of Cicatrice.

Cicatrizer (si'katraizai). [f. prec. vb. + -er.]

He who or that which cicatrizes ; a drug pro-

ducing cicatrization.

1685 J. Cooke .Marrow Chirurg. (ed. 4 1 Index. Cicatrized ."

see Ulcers. 1889 W. H. Goss Life ofLI. fewitt xxviii. 286
Time, the cicatrizer, is gradually changing this influence.

Cicatro se. a. Shortened form of Cicatricose.
1847 ' n Craig. 1881 Syil. Soc. Lex., Cicatrose, showing

scars or cicatrices.

t Cicature. Obs. rare-'.
1616 R. C. Times' Whist. Sat. v. 2158 To help an ague-

shaken bodie, cure A fever, dropsie, gout, or cicature.

Cicely (srsili, sai'sli . Also 6 cislie, S cecily.

[V ad. L. sesclis, 'Gr. otatXis, otatXi Seseli, but

app. taken as identical with the feminine name
Cicely, Cicyly = Cecilia. Walker pronounces as

a dissyllable (srsli).]

A popular name of several umbelliferous plants,

almost co-extensive with Chervil ; as Sweet Cicely

{Myrrhis odorata , Wild Cicely [Anthriscus syl-

vestris). Rough Cicely
(
Torilis Authriscus), Fool's

Cicely {rEthusa Cynapiuni). f Silken Cicely

{Vincetoxicum officinale N.O. Asclepiadaceit•'

.

JS97 Gerarde Herbal n. ccccxvi. 1039 We may fitly terine

this plant wilde Cicely. Ibid. 11. ccexxxiii. (1633' 898 Swal-
low wort is called of the later herbarists vincetoxicum . . of
our gentlewomen it is called silken Cislie. 1668 Wilkins
Real Char. 11. iv. § 4. 88 Sweet Cicely, Wild Cicely. 1784
Twa.mley Dairying 117 Cow-weed, or wild Cecily, grows
in hedges, blows in May. 1822 Loudon Encycl. Garden-
i,lg § 47 23 (L.) fhe smell of Sweet Cicely attracts bees.

II Cicer (si'sai). [I..] A chick-pea. Obs. (Now
used only as the botanical name of the genus.)
1382 Wyclif 2 Sam. xvii. 28 Fryed gederynge of corns,

that is clepid cycer [1388 fried chichis]. 1545 Ravnold
ByrthMan 76 Cicer and barlye together. 1694 Westmacott
Script. Herb. 159 Red Cicers . . are reckoned hot and dry.

1764 Har.mer Obsen!, iv. 146 [That] which he translates
parched pulse, means parched Cicers.

II Cicerone (tjz'tfer^n*
-

,
sisero^

M
nt). PI. -oni

rarely oioerones. [It. cicerone (:—L. Cicero-nem),
the name of the great Roman orator, Cicero

;
sup-

posed to refer to his learning or eloquence. Cf. the

use ot Mentor. (But the historical origin is un-

known ; our English quotations are earlier than

any given in the Italian Diets.)]

A guide who shows and explains the antiquities

or curiosities of a place to strangers.
(Apparently originally given to learned^ Italian anti-

quarianSj whose services were sought by visitors seeking
information about the antiquities of a place ;

subsequently
usurped by the ordinary professional 'guide'.) Aholransf.
to a ' guide ' through a period of literature, etc.

1726 Addison Dial. Medals i. (Lj, It surprised me to see

my cicerone so well acquainted with the busts and statues

of all the great people of antiquity. 17.. Pope To Mr.
Betkell-Rujfhcad 2pg (L.) An army of virtuosi, medalists,

ciceroni, Royal Society men. 1762 tr. Busehing's Syst.

Geog. III. 179 These fellows [guides up Vesuviusjare styled

nothing less than Ciceroni, the proper title of learned anti-

quarians who show and explain to foreigners the antiquities

and curiosities of the country. 1791 Newte Tour Eng. tf

Scot. 237 One Christie, who is considered as the Cicerone
and Antiquarian ofGlen Almon. 1802 Eustace Classic. Tour
Prelim. Dissert., The common guides are lazy and inte-

rested, cicerones are often ignorant. 1880 Lit. World 24
Dec. 435/1 Those who desire a_ good and well-informed
cicerone in the fields of general literature.

Hence Ci ceronag-e, Cicero neship, Ci'oeron-
ism, the function or action of a cicerone

;



CICERONE. 414 CIDER.

Ci ceroni xe v. [F. ciceroniser], to act the cicerone

(to).

(These are hardlyniore than nonce-words, and have no
established pronunciation.)

1884 Ch. Bells 716 Viewing the beauties of the building,
under the ciceronage of one of the clergy. 1843 Mrs. Komi k

Rhone, etc. II. 198 Some military friends who had obtained
for us . . the ciceroneship of an intelligent sergeant of artil-

lery. I8J3 Blackiv. Mag. LXX1V. 289 Delighted to have
the pretext of ciceronism to revisit all manner of queer
haunts. 183a tr. Tour Germ. Prince' II. xi. 196 The girl

showed me three rooms.. while she ciceronised in the fol-

lowing words. 184a Blackie in Tail's Mag. IX. 747 Quacks
. . to Ciceronize trie traveller in the several provinces of so
wide a kingdom.

Cicero ne (tJ/tjVrtrn, siserou-n), v. [f. the sb.]

tram. To act as cicerone or guide to.

1789 Mad. D'Arblay Diary «V Corr. (1842) V. 55 My con-
stant Capt. Duckworth kept me again wholly to his own
cicerone-tng. 1826 Moore Diary in P. H. Clayden Rogers
(1889) I. 425 Ciceronied very agreeably round the room
by Rogers. 1837 Lockhart Scott lxiu, At all of which
places we were bountifully entertained and assiduously
ciceroned. 1841 Lever Chas. O'Malley xvii, Webber, .was
leisurely ciceroning his friends.

_
1886 H. Merivale in

Temple-bar Mag. I. 557 Then he ciceroned us.

Ciceronian 'sis6n>"'nian), a. and sb. [ad. L.

Cicerdnian-us pertaining to Cicero.]

A. adj. Pertaining to, or after the manner of,

Cicero ; resembling Cicero in pure Latinity, etc.

1661 Boyle Style Scriptures 168 Our strict Ciceronian
Rules. 17^1 Johnson Rambler No. 118 p 5 Observations,
conveyed in Ciceronian eloquence. 188a M. Pattison
Ess. I. 124 The solemn and empty commonplaces of the
ordinary Ciceronian Latinists.

B. sb. An admirer or imitator of Cicero's style.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansvj. Osor. 185 Not worthy
the finesse of a Ciceronian. 1758 Jortin Erasm. I. 164

The Ciceronians. .confined them selves to words taken from
Cicero, or authors who were contemporary with him. 188a

M. Pattison Ess. I. 124 The superstitious avoidance of
new or post-Augustan words which the Ciceronians af-

fected.

Hence Ciceronianism, imitation of Cicero as a

model of Latin style and diction ; cotur. a Cicero-

nian expression. So Cicero nianize v., to make
Ciceronian ;

Ciceronic, t Cicero nical adjs. =
Ciceronian ; Cicero nically adv.
a 1586 Sidney Let. R. Sidney (R. 1

, So you can speak and
write Latin, not barbarously, I never require great study in

Ciceronianism, the chief abuse of Oxford, qui dum verl>a

sectantur, res ipsas negliguut. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.l

42 Dwelling too much upon Ciceromanisms. i860 M. Pat-
tison Est. I. 135 Free from the platitudes of Ciceronianism.

1834 D'Israeli Cur. Lit., Liter. Contrm'., Servile imitators

of Cicero . . everything with them was Ciceronianized.

1843 Blaulnv. Mag. LIV. 703 There is a little affectation .

.

of Ciceronic ambages. 1590 Greene Never too late (1600)

32 Hee and Isabel, .began to be as Ciceronicall as they
were amorous. 1809 Sir Erantic the Reformer^ He silence

called ; which being granted, Thus Ciceronicaily ranted.

Cich e, obs. f. Chich.

II Cichar. Obs. [Heb. 133 kikkdr.] A talent.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. (1604) 426 Of Siluer seuenteene
thousand Cichars, cuery Cichar containing a thousand and
eight hundred shekels.

Ciche-pea, obs. f. Chick-pea.

Cich(e ling, -lyng, obs. ff. Chickling i.

Cichin, obs. f. Checjueen, Sequin.
1681 Wheler Journ. Greece 1. 31 Five thousand Cichins.

CichoraceOUS (sikorr-ps), a. Hot. [f. mod.
L. cichoract-K (f. Cichorium chicory) + -0U8.] Of
or belonging to the sub-order Cichoracem, com-
prising those composite plants, which have only

ligulate florets, as Chicory, Dandelion, etc.

1719 Martyn in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 29 Scariola is a
Cichoraceous Plant, with a simple Kmpalement. a 1734
Floyer I.), The testaceous and bitter cichoraceous plants.

|| Cicno rium. Latin name of Wild Succory.
a 1806 Mrs. C. Smith Flora's Horologe xi, Cichorium to

the towering lark Lifts her soft eyes serenely blue.

Cichory, -ie, obs. ff. Chicory, Succory.
Cich-pea, obs. f. Chick-pea.

t Cicinie, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. cicinus, Gr.

kiWos, f. cici, ic'ua (or kiki) the castor-oil plant.]

Cicinie (perh. error for cicinie ; oil, transl. L.

oleum cicinum, castor oil.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 325 The gall likewise of a wild
bore, .mixt with Cicinie oile and oile Rosat.

Cicisbeism (tjitjizbriz'm;. [f. Cicisbeo +
-ism. Cf. F. sigisbJisme.] The practice of attending

a married woman as cicisbeo.

1743 H. Walpole Lett, to H. Mann (1833) I. 2^1 Vour
history of Cicisbeism is more entertaining. x8os Eustace
Classic. TourdSn) IV. 309. 1841 W. Spalding Italy III.

19 The ridicule of the French displaced cicisbeism.

II Cicisbeo (tJ<\tfizbe-(7). Also 8 cicisbeo,

ciciBby, chiehisbee. PI. -bei, also -beos. [It.

;

of uncertain origin : according to the Vocab. della

Crusca, perhaps an inversion of bel cece ' beautiful

chick (pea)' ; used just in the same sense. Pasqua-
lino cited by Diez says from F, chiche beau. In

mod. F. sigisbh]
Thename formerly given in Italy to the recognized

gallant or cavalier servente of a married woman.
1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. 1. II. 66 The custom of

cecisbeos. . I know not whether you have ever heard of those
animals. 1773 Characters in Ann. Reg. 66/2 The Chichis.

beois an appendix to matrimony. 1777 Sheridan Sett.

Scand. II. il. 178a Wesley Wits. (1872' XL 158 English
ladies are not attended by their cicisbys yet ; nor would any
English husband suffer it. 1786 Gentl. Mag. Apr. 339/2
Link'd arm in arm, she woes her cicisbee. 18x7 Byron
Beppo xxxvii, The word was formerly a 1 Cicisbeo ', But
that is now grown vulgar and indecent. . But ' Cavalier Ser-

vente ' is the phrase.

2. A knot of ribbon (such as might be worn by
the cavalier servente) fastened to a sword-hilt,

walking-stick, etc. [So in Italian.]

a 1771 Smollett cited by Ogilvie.

Cickle, obs. f. Sickle.

Ciclamin, obs. form of Cyclamen.
t Ciclatonn. Obs. Forms : 3 ciclatun(e, 3-5

(9 Hist.) ciclatoun, 4 siclatoun, sikelatoun,

syclatoun, 5 sicladouu, siklatouu. ciclatoune,

syclatowne, syklatown, 6 shecklaton, Check-
laton. [a. OF. ciclaton, -un, chiclaton, ciglaton,

siglaton, segleton, senglaton, siuglaton ; also in
!

Sp. ciclaton, Pr. sisclato (Diez), also MHG. cicl&t,

zikldt, sigldt, and siklatin. The source of the

names found in most European langs. in the

Middle Ages, appears to have been Arabic (orig.

Pers.) ^ji^Li—, siqildtun, also siqildt, siqaldt,

saqaldt, (acc. to Mr. J. Platts) from L>^Li«. siqil-

lat, siqalldt, for L>^JL«< saqirldt, saqarldt, Arabi-

cized form of Pers. uyij^L. sakarldt, the same

word which has given Scarlet. The primary

meaning was ' scarlet cloth ', later 'fine painted or \

figured cloth ', ' cloth of gold '.

Diez took ciclaton as a deriv. of L. cyclas-adem, a Gr.
xvxAdf, -a&a, ' a state robe of women with a border running
round it '. Dozy, Suppl. Arab. Lex., appears to derive the

Arabic from tyclas. Du Cange also identified cyclas and
ciclatun, and it is possible that the two words were, from
their similarity, confused in Europe in the Middle Ages.
Cf. cyclatum in Du Cange.]

A precious material much esteemed in the Middle
Ages ; in the first quot. perhaps ' scarlet cloth '

;

in others it is cloth of gold or other rich material.

Perh. sometimes, a robe or mantle of this stuff

(cf. Godefroy).
11 1225 Juliana 8 Al be tur wes bitild wi8 purpre, wi5

pal, & wi8 ciclatun. a 1*40 Ureisun 0/ ure Lefdi 193
Al bin hird is i-schrud mid hwite ciclatune. [1295 tnv. St.

Paul's Cath. in Monasticon Angl. III. 316 (Du Cange)
Capa Johannis Maunself de panno aureo qui vocatur cicla-

ton.l c 1325 Coer de L. 2308 Of silk, cendale. and sycla- T

\

toun, Was the emperour's pavyloun. c 1386 Chaucer Sir
Thopas' T. 23 His Robe was of Syklatoun That coste many
a Jane, c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622) 397 Ciclatounes bat

wercn of pnjs, Pelured wib Ermyne & wib grijs, Alte she

cast away.

H The word became obs. app. by 1400: the
j

following are notices or conjectures of later writers.

1596 Spenser State ircl. Wks. (1862) 525/1 Chaucer, .de-

senbeth Sir Thopas apparell . . as hee went to fight, .in his
;

j

robe of shecklaton, which is that kind of guilded leather i

with which they use to imbroyder their Irish iackets. 1849

S3 Rock Ch. of Eathers II. 279 Ciclatoun and baudekin
and every other sort of cloth of gold. 1876 — Text.
Eabr. 26.

Cicle, obs. form of Shekel.

t Cicone, ciconie. Obs. In 4 cyoonye, si-

conye, 5 sikonye. [ad. L. ciconia] A stork.

138a Wyclie Jer. viii. 7 The somer foul that is clepid

cyconye [1388 a siconyel. < 1400 Maundev. v, Sikonyes,

that thei clepen Ibes. 1549 Hp. Hooper Decl. Ten Com-
tnandm. Wks. (1843-52) 359 Follow the nature of the cicone,

that in her youth nourisheth the old days of her parents.

Cicoree, -ry, obs. ff. Chicory.
Cicotrine, obs. form of Socotrine (aloes).

Cicumtrise, obs. form of Cicatrize.

t Cicurate, v. Obs. [f. L. cicurat- ppl. stem

of eicur-dre to tame (f. cicur tame).]

trans. To tame, to domesticate ;
trans/, to render

mild or harmless. Hence Cicurated a.

1606 Breton Ourania H ij a, The Rauen . . if she be Cicu-

rated. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 378 Poysons .. so

refracted, cicurated, and subdued, as not to make good
their, .destructive malignities. 1660 H. More Myst.Godl.
v. viii. 155 A cicurated Beast. 1702C. Mather Magn. Chr.u.

(1852) App. 216 Nor did he only try to cicurate the Indians.

1710 T. Fuller Phartn. Extemp. 144 This broken . . and
divided, .it [the Rosin) is perfectly cicurated.

t Cicura'tion. Obs. [f. prec + -ation.] Tam-
ing, domestication.
1613 Cockeram, A Taming. .Cicuration. a 1640 Jackson

Creed x. xxxvi, Wks. IX 268 Touching the cicuration. of

the tiger, and of the lion. 1691 Ray Creation (1714) 118

It might be thought the effect of cicuration.

tCicure, v. Obs. rare.--' Cicurate.
1599 Broughton's Lett. ix. 33 Cicuring and slaying the

[beasts]. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 19 Laws are

bands ; for the wild to cicure and humble them.

II Cicuta siki« ta). Also 7 in Fng. form cicute.

j

[L. cicuta, the hemlock given as poison.] A genus

of poisonous umbelliferous plants, represented in

Hritain by the Water Hemlock, C. virosa. Formerly

a name of the Common Hemlock.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxli. (1495) 698 In-

fected wyth the juys Cicuta that is venym of venyms. 1590

Spenser E. Q. 11. vii. 52 Cicuta bad, With which th' uniust

Atheniens made to dy Wise Socrates. 163s Culverwell
|

White Stone 162 This sweetned Socrates his cicute. 1774
in PelUzrcw Lr)/e o/Lettsotn{i2i^) III. 156, I have observed
good effects from the use of the cicuta in the hooping-cough.
1876 tr. Zictnssen's Cycl. Med. VI. 726 Chloroform, hyoscy-
amus, cicuta, nicotine, .may be of use in diminishing the
violence of the fits of coughing.

Hence Cicutene, Cicntine, Cicutoxin, chemical

principles or compounds obtained from Cicuta.

1879 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 963 Cicutinc, an alkaloid .

.

said to exist in the water-hemlock, Cicuta virosa. 1881
Syd. Soc. Lex., Cicutene, a volatile oil obtained from Cicuta
virosa. Citutoxin, the resinous, active constituent of Cicuta.

Cicyly, obs. form of Cicely.

II Cid (sid, Sp. Jiz'd). [Sp. cid chief, commander,

a. Arab. t"-
f sayyid, lord.]

A title given in Spanish literature to Ruy Diaz,

Count of Bivar, a champion of Christianity against

the Moors in the I ith century ; and to the epic cele-

brating his exploits.

[ 1687 J. Philips tr. Don. Quix. 599 And here it is that Cid
Hamet takes the Opportunity to tell yee, etc.] 1755 Smollett
Ibid. 1. i. 3 Cid Ruy Dias was an excellent knight. 1808

Southey {title) Chronicle of the Cid. 1846 Rouse tr. Sis-

mondis Lit. Europe^ II. xxiii. 96 Remarks on the situation

of Spain at the period when the Cid was written. Ibid.,

The five Moorish Generals whom he had vanquished be-

stowed upon him the title of es Sayd (or, my Lord) whence
the name Cid had its origin.

Cidar, obs. f. Cider.

Cidaris (si'daris). [L. =Gr. xi'Sapts, mVapis

;

of Semitic origin — Heb. ^03 kether, (Persian)

crown, diadem.] The royal tiara, or cap of state

of the ancient Persians.

1658 Ussher Ann. vi. 145 And whether he would or no,

set the Cidaris . . upon his head. 1840 Thirlwall Greece
VII. lv. 72 Baryaxes had assumed the erect cidaris, and the
title of king of the Medes and Persians.

-cide (said ,, suffix.

1. a. F. -cide, L. -cida cutter, killer, slayer, f. <*-

dere, in comp. -cidere to cut, kill, as in homicida,

parricida, mdtricida,fratricida, sororicida, tyran-

niiida, etc., slayer of a man, father, mother,

brother, sister, tyrant, etc. ; also lapi di)cida,

stone-cutter, etc. Most of the L. words having the

sense ' slayer, murderer have come down into

Romanic and English, where new combinations
have also been formed on the same type, notably

regicide and suicide ; filicide has also been used
;

and many occasional forms appear as jocose nonce-

words, e.g. apicide, ovicide, canicide, celicide, muri-
cide, perdricide, tauricide, vaticide, verbicide ; or,

still more lm\icious\y,birdicide,prenticecide,suitor-

cide, etc.

1866 Lond. Rev. 23 June 697/2 A charming garrulity far

more attractive than the yam of the venerable birdicide

Ithe ' Ancient Mariner '). 1797 Canning, etc. Anti-jacobin
20 Nov. sheading), Mrs. Brownrigg, the ' Prentice-cide '.

2. a. F. -cide, L. -cidium cutting, killing, of same
deriv. as 1

;
and, as the name of the action, possible

wherever the name of the actor in -cida was in use ;

e. g. homicidium, parricidium, mdlricidium, etc.
;

also sometimes independently as in bbvicidiuin

slaughter of oxen, etc. In English, as generally

used as sense 1, the two implying each other, as in

' the parricide is he who commits parricide ', etc.

Cidentine, a. ncmce-ivd. (See quot.)

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xxxii, As we have with us the

countreys cisalpine and transalpine, .so have they there the

Countreys cidentine and tradentine, that is, behithcr and
beyond the teeth.

Cider (saidai\ Forms: a. 4 sidir, sidre,

sidur, sydir, sydur, sydyr, cidre, 4-7 sider, 5

sidere, cedyr, 5-8 ayder, 6 sydre, cydar, 6-7

sydar, 6-9 cyder, 7 cidar, (oidyer), 6 cider.

P. 4 siper, sypere, sitherve, sithir, cither, cy-

ther, 4-5 syther. [ME. sidre, si/er, etc., a. OF.
sidre (now cidre)

,
corrcsp. to It. sidro, cidro

;
Sp.

sidra fern., OSp. sizra. Although the phonetic

history of the word in Romanic presents difficulties,

there can be no doubt that it represents late L.

sicera (med.L. cisara, cisera), Gr. otntpa, a word

used by the LXX, the Vulgate, and Christian

writers to translate Heb. "13B' shekiir intoxicating

liquor, 'strong drink', of the O.T., f. shakar to

drink deeply or to intoxication. It is not clear

where or how the phonetic change from sicera to

sidra took place ; but perh. the intermediate link

was sizra
v
sz'tsra, sr'dzra) : cf. F. ladre from Laza-

rus. In common use cidre had already acquired

the sense of ' fermented drink made from apples'

before it was taken into English. But the earlier

sense of ' strong drink ' generally was retained in

translation of, and allusions to, the Vulgate ; and

in this sense the word had often forms much nearer

to the Latin, as ciser, cisar, cyser, seser : these forms

are not used in the sense 'cider ' : see SiCER.]

1. A beverage made from the juice of apples ex-

pressed and fermented. Formerly including fer-

mented drinks prepared from some other fruits.
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Ct$*$ Shoreham 3 Inne sithere, ne inne pereye. 1398
Trevisa BartIt. De P. R. xix. liii. (1495) 894 Hony cometh
of floures, sidre of frute, and ale of come, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 64 Cedyr drynke, cisera. 1464 Mann. <$• Houselt.
Exp. 184 He hathe seven me a tone of syder. 1576 Foxf.

A. $ M. 1. 260/1 This ague he [K. John] also encreased .

.

by eating Peaches and drinking of new Ciser, or as we call

it Sider. a 1626 Bacon New At/. 5 A kind of Sider made
of a Fruit of that country. 1663 Boyle Usefulness Exper.
Philos. 11. 175 Tig known, that Sydar

;
Perry, and other

Juyces of Fruits, will afford such a spirit. 1708 J. Philips

Cyder 11, My mill Now grinds choice apples and the British

vats O'erfiow with generous cider. 17x4 Fr. Bk. ofRates 36
Beer, Syder, or Perry, per Ton 01 06. 1767 T. Hutchin-
son Hist. Prozi. Mass. i. 57 A barrel full of cyder. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 614 Hogsheads of their best cyder.

1875 Jevons Money 1,1878) 6 The farm labourer may par-

tially receive payment in cider,

fb. Formerly used in Biblical passages, or

allusions to them, alongside of ciser, cisar, cyser,

etc., to render L. sicera of the Vulgate 'strong

drink'. Obs. (See Sicer.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 12679 (Cotfc) bis iacob . . Iesu brober .

.

he dranc neuer cisar [v.r. ciser, sider, cidre] ne wine. 1382
Wyclif Judg. xiii. 4 Be war thanne, lest thou drynke wyn
and sither 1 1388 sydur]. Ibid. I'rov. xxxi. 6 ^iueth cither [1388
sidur] to mornende men. Ibid. Luke i. 15 He schal not
drynke wyn and sydir [v.r. cyser, cyther; 1388 sidir]. 1483
Caxton G. de la Tour L 1IJ b, He shold drync no wyn ne
no maner of syther. 1497 Bp. Alcock Mons Perf Ej 3
Saynt John Baptyst, which ete neuer flesshe, dranke no
wyne nor cydre.

2. attrib. and Comb., as cider-apple, -barrel, -bib-

ber, -counties, -country, -fruit, -maker, -making,
•orchard, -tree: cider-and {colloq.), 'cider mixed
with spirits or some other ingredient* (Davies)

(? obs.)
;
cider-brandy, a kind of brandy distilled

from cider
; cider-cellar, a cellar in which cider

is stored ; name of a drinking-shop and place of

entertainment in Maiden-lane, London ; cider-

cup, a beverage consisting of cider sweetened and
iced, with various flavouring ingredients ; cider-

house, a building in which cider is made; cider-

man, one who makes or sells cider ; eider-marc
[see Marc], the refuse pulp, etc., left after pressing

apples for cider
; f cider-master, a manufacturer

of cider
;
cider-mill, a mill in which apples are

crushed for making cider
;
cider-press, a press in

which the juice of the crushed apples is expressed
for cider; cider-pressings sb. pi., the pulp, etc.,

left after expressing the juice for cider ; cider-
wring = cider-press.

1742 Fielding f. Andretvs 1. xvi, They had a pot of
*cyder-and at the fire. Ibid., Smoaking their pipes over
some pyder-and. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 1010 The best
situations for the growth of the *cyder apple. 1841-4
Emerson Ess. Poet. Wks. (Bohn) I. 160 The *cider-barrel,
the log-cabin. 1866 Miss Thackeray Vill. Cliff'xvi, The
old cider-bibbers at Pclottiers. 1823 Blacfcw. Mag. XIII.
514 At ^cider-cellar hours, when that famed potation-shop
was in its days of glory. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiv,
The lucrative see of Worcester was vacant ; and some power-
ful Whigs of the *cider country wished to obtain it for John
Hall. 1876 Bf.sant & Rice Gold. Butterfly xlni. 328 He
drank some *cider-cup. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681)
ni There cannot be an over-stocking of the Country with
them, especially^ of *Syder-fruits. 1848 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. (1889) I. iii. 166 Worcester, the queen of the *cider
land. 1671 H. Stubbe Reply 17 From his own *Cider-maker.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 216 September. ^Cider-
making continues. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4287/4 Richard
Peake, late of London, *Cyderman. 1664 Evelyn Pomona
Gen. Advt. (1729) 94 Care is taken by discreet *Cider-
Masters. 1675 — Terra (1776) 63 [A] bed of *Cyder-marc,
rotten fruit and garden offal. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2374/4
Mr. George Brown >: Sider-Merchant at the *Sider-Mill in

High Holborn. 1676 Beal in Phil. Trans. XI. 584 The
Cider-mill, or "Cider-press invented by Mr. Hook. 1664
Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 225 Sow .. Pomace of *Cider-
Pressings to raise Nurseries. 1530 Palsgr. 270 *Sydre
tree,pommier.

t Ciderage. Obs. Herb. [Deriv. unknown ; can
it be a misprint for culerage ?] The Water-Pepper,
Polygonum Hydropiper ; also P. Persicaria.
1578 Lyte Dodoens v. lxviii. 633 This herbe is called .

.

in Englishe Arsse-smart or Ciderage. 1611 Cotgr., Persi-
caire, Dead Arsesmart, dead Culerage, Ciderage, Peach-
wort.

Ciderish (sardarif), a. rare. [f. Cider +
-ISH IJ Somewhat like cider (in flavour).

1854 Thoreau Walden (1863) 277 Their fruit still wild and
ciderish to my taste.

Ciderist (ssi-darist). [f. Cider + -ist.] One
who makes cider ; a connoisseur in cider.
1664 Evelyn Pomona Gen. Advt. (1729) 101 A Nobleman

tasting of a Bottle . . himself a great ciderist, protested the
excellency of it. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 323
A Ciderist, one that deals in Cider, or an affecter of Cider.
1685 {title), The Compleat Planter and Cyderist. 1807
Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 237 Objects of the first im-
portance with all good ciderists.

Ciderkin (sai-daikin). [f. Cider + -kin, dim.
suffix.] An inferior liquor made by watering and
subjecting to a second pressure the pulp left after
expressing the jui ce for cider ; also called water-cider.
ti577 B - Googe Hereshach's Husb. n. (1586) 89 b, Of Apples

..they make a drinke called Cider, and a smallie drinke
beside with water and the refuse of the Apples strained : a
good drinke to coole the thirst of the poore labourer.] 1676
Worlidge Cyder (1691) 113 Use your Pulp afterwards for

the making of Water-Cider, usually called Purre or Ciderkin.

1843 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV. 11. 402 The dry pommey, or

pulp, is thrown into water where it is allowed to macerate

;

and . . again pressed, and affords . . ciderkin, or water-

cider.

Cidery (ssi-dari), a. rare. [f. Cider + -T 1
.]

Of the nature of, or resembling cider.

1887 Hardy Woodlanders II. ix. 150 The blue stagnant
air. .was heavy with a sweet cidery smell.

II Ci-devant (sz"|dpvan), a. {sb.) [Fr., — hereto-

fore, formerly.]

1. Former, 'late'; that was formerly.

1790 Burns Let. Mrs. Dunlop 8 Aug., A ci-devant friend

of mine. 1812 Byron Ch. liar. 11. App. B, The ci-devant

Anglo-consul of Athens. 1847 Longf. Ev. ii. iii. 83 They
marvelled to see the wealth of the ci-devant blacksmith.

2. sb. In the language of the French Revolution,

a man of rank, i.e. one formerly such, the Republic

having suppressed distinctions of nobility.

1871 Mori.ey Crit. Misc. 152 Give me the lives of. .three

hundred thousand ci-devants and aristocrats.

Cidron, cidyer, obs. ff. Citron, Cider.

Ciego, obs. f. Chigoe.
1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 42 As to Ciegoes they will

appear to the naked eye like a small flea.

Ciel, var. of Seel v., to sew up, blind.

1627 Feltham Resolves 1. xxvi. Wks. (1677) 46 Their souls

have cieled eyes, that can see nothing but perfection, in

their own labors.

Ciel, etc., variant of Ceil, etc.

t Cieler. Obs. rare. [f. ciel, Ceil v. + -er '.]

One whose occupation is to wainscot, etc.

1565 in Entick London (1766) IV. 153 The joyners . . were
incorporated by queen Elizabeth, on the 18th of April, a.d.

'565, by the name of The Master and Wardens and Com-
monalty of the faculty of Joyners and Cielers of London.

Cien, ciens, cient, obs. ff. Scion.

Cience, obs. f. Science.

II Ciento. Obs. [Sp. ciento a hundred, juego de

los cientos piquet.] = Cent 2
.

r 1690 Diet. Cant. Crew, Ciento, an old Game at Cards.

Cierge (sieudg, or as Fr. sig-r,^). Forms : 3-7
cerge, 3-6 serge, 4 serg; also 4-6, 9 cierge,

(3 cirge, 5 cyerge, suerge, 6 surge, searge,
cearge). [a. OF. cerge, cirge r

i 2th c), cierge (13th

a), in Pr. ceri, Sp. cirio :—L. cereus ;later cerius) of

wax, waxen, f. cera wax. The typical Eng. form
was cerge, serge ; but in actual use the word went
out about 1600, and occurs since either as a his-

torical archaism or consciously as French.] A wax
candle or taper, esp. a large wax candle used in re-

ligious ceremonies.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20701 Gas ban . . Wit cirges and wit

candel-bright pat ye hafnodefaut of light, c 1300 Havelok
594 Also lith was it ber-inne, So ber brenden cerges inne.
Ibid. 2125 So ber brenden serges seuene. < 1400 Rom.
Rose 6251 The elevene thousand maydens deere, That beren
in heven her ciergis clere. c 1400 Apol. Lollards 48 Kirks
are not to be worschtpped, nor sergs to be multiplied ber in.

1485 Will in Ripon Clt. Acts 278, v serges, ilkoone of a
pownde of wax. 1513 Douglas JEneis xiii. ix. 103 The
blesand torchys schayn and sergis brycht. 1513 Bradshaw
St. IVerburge 11. xl, A solemne procession With crosses and
baners and surges clere lyght. 1570 Levins Manip. 210 A
cearge, caereus. 1593 Mon. Rites CI:. Durham (1842) 12
Lattin basons, .havinge pricks for serges, or great wax can-
dles, to stand on. 1843 Mrs. Romer Rhone, $c. II. 69 The
cierges were lighted, and a splendid mass in music per-
formed.

b. Comb., as cierge-bearer.

c 1450 Wr.-Wiilcker 682 Hie ceroferarius, a cerg-berare.

t CieTger. Obs. rare. A cierge-bearer.
1624 Darcie Birth ofHeresies xiv. 59 Before the Cabinet

or Reliquarie, went a Cierger, carrying a light Taper.

[CietezoUT, a misreading of ciete^an = citizen.

(In Jamieson and subseq. compilers.)
1536 Bellekden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 91 The ciete?anis

[printed cietezouris] of Teruana . . refusit nocht thir
offeris.]

Cifra, cifring e, obs. ff. Cipher, -ing.

Cifte, obs. form of Sift.

II Cigala, cigale. [a. F. cigale, It. & Pr.

cigala :—L. cicada.'} = Cicada, Cicala.
1623 Favine Theat. Hon. m. iv. 361 Like as the Athenians

did weare Cigales on their shooes. 1653 Urquhart Rabe-
lais 11. xi, Grasshoppers, locusts, cigals, and such like fly-

fowls. 1768 H. Walpole Corr. {1837) II. 400 Constantly
whining and droning and interrupting like a cigala in a sultry-

day in Italy. 1824 Heber Jml. (1828) I. ix. 247 Still as we
pass, from bush and briar, The shrill cigala strikes his lyre.

1878 Besant and Rice Celia's Arbo?(rxxx\\. 234 The shrill

voice of the cigale.

Cigar, segar (sigau). Forms : 8 seegar, ce-

gar, seguar (sagar), 8-9 segar, 9 cigarre, cigar,

[ad. Sp. cigarro : in F. cigare.
The Spanish word appears not to be from anylang. of W.

Indies. Its close formal affinity to Sp. cigarra 'cicada',
naturally suggests its formation from that word, esp. as
derivatives often differ merely in gender. Barcia, Great
Etymol. Spanish Diet., says ' el cigarro figura una cigarra
de papel

1

(the cigar has the form of a cicada of paper).

Mahn also thinks that the roll of tobacco leaf was com-
pared to the body of the insect, which is cylindrical with a
conical apex. The name cigarral applied to a kind of
pleasure-garden and summer-house (as m the cigarrales of
Toledo), which has sometimes been pressed into service in

discussing the etymology, is said by Barcia, after P. Guadio,
to be related neither to cigarra nor cigarro, but to be of
Arabic origin meaning * little house' (casa peqnena). It is

said however to be applied in Cuba to a tobacco garden or
nursery.]

1. A compact roll of tobacco-leaves for smoking,
one end being taken in the mouth while the other

is lit.

1735 J. Cockburn fourn. over Land 139 These Gentle-
men [3 Friars at Nicaragua] gave us some Seegars to smoke
. . These are Leaves of Tobacco rolled up in such Manner
that they serve both for a Pipe and Tobacco itself . . they
know no other way [of smoking] here, for there is no such
Thing as a Tobacco-Pipe throughout New Spain, etc.

1777 W. Dalrymple Trav. Sp. % Port, xvii, The Marquis
took out of his pocket a little bit of tobacco, rolled it up in
a piece of paper, making a cigar of it. 1778 Pennant
foum. Sno7vdon 28 Pipes were not then invented, so they
used the twisted leaves, or segars. a 1787 Colman Man of
Business iv, Many a Sagar have little Goldy and I smoaked
together. 1823 Byron Island 11. xix, Give me a cigar.

1833 Marryat P. Simple xvii, A paper segar. 1869 Ruskin
Q. ofAir 91 note, It is not easy to estimate the demoraliz-
ing effect on the youth of Europe of the cigar.

2. Comb., as cigar-box, -case, -cutter, -end, -holder,

^lighter, -maker, -shop, -smoke, -smoker, -slump,

-tip, -tube, etc.
;
cigar-loving, -shaped, etc., adjs.

;

cigar-buudler, a machine for binding cigars in

bundles ; cigar-press, a machine for compressing
cigars horizontally and vertically

;
cigar-ship,

-steamer, a ship made in the shape of a cigar.

a 1863 Thackeray Fitz-Boodle Papers (1887) 16, I .. can
at any rate take my "cigar-case out after dinner at Black-
wall. 1870 Ruskin Aratra Peutel. 84 (Hoppe) Orange-peel,
foul straw, rags, and *cigar-ends. 1886 Pall Mall G. 14
Aug. 13/2 Cigar-end gathering . . is practised more or less

in every large town. .The man who picks up thrown away
cigar ends does not do so to smoke but to sell them. 1871
Chamb. Jrnl. Jan. (Hoppe), Very dirty hands . . make one
resolve for the future to use a cigar-holder. 1887 Scribn.
Mag. I. 427/2 This torpedo, .is fusiform, or cigar-shaped.

1869 Daily News 12 June, The *cigar-ship, strangest of all

naval productions. 1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz, Streets iii,

The window of a west-end *cigar-shop. 1887 M. Roberts
West. Avernus 160 Discarded chews and old "cigar

stumps.

Hence [nonce-ivds.) Ciga red a., furnished with a

cigar; Ciga'rer, a cigar-smoker
;
Ciga'rified a.

1830 Lytton P. Clifford vi, Prowling in Regent Street

towards evening, whiskered and cigared. 1826 Blackw.
Mag. XX. 155 Particular pipemen, and solitary cigarers, no
doubt, always existed. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxx,
A stupid little cigarrified Count of dragoons.

Cigaresque (sigare-sk), a. humorous, [f. prec.

+ -esque.] Having a cigar (or cigars as a pro-

minent feature.

1839 (p. Rev. June 90 The cigaresque senoras of Paraguay.
1853 Eraser's Mag. XLVIII. 19 A sonnet with which he,

serpentlike, tempted the cigaresque Eve [a coquette who
dealt in cigars and smiles]. 1868 M. Collins Sweet Anne
Page III. 230 As in cigaresque indolence he loitered along
Isola Rossa's enchanted coast.

Cigarette (sigare-t). [dim. of cigar : in F,

cigarette^} A small cigar made of a little finely-

cut tobacco rolled up in thin paper, tobacco-leaf,

or maize-husk.
1842 L. S. Costello PUgr. Auvergne I. 332 The habit of

smoking cigarettes, .is quite la grande mode of late with
certain French ladies. 1843 Mrs. Romer Rhone, etc. I. 252
The beggars in the streets have paper cigars (called cigar-

ettes) in their mouths. 1883 Lloyd Ebb § Flow II. 118.

b. Med. A similar roll of the leaves of medi-

cinal plants or other medicated substances for

smoking.
1876 Bartholow Mat. Med. (1879) 7 The most effective

method of treating an asthmatic paroxysm is by means of a
cigarette containing various narcotic substances. 1881 Syd.
Soc. Lex.
2. attrib. and Comb., as cigarette-case, -factory,

-filler, -holder, -machine, -maker, -making, paper,

-smoke, -smoker, -tobacco, etc.

1884 Pall Mail G. 5 Sept. 6/2 The largest "cigarette fac-

tory in the world is said to be that of La Honradez, Cuba.
1886 must, Lond. News 2 Jan. 2/1 Passwords among
cigarette-smokers.

||
Cigari-to. [Sp.-American cigan-ito, dim. of

cigarro."] A cigarette.

1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt, xx, They smoked cigaritas,

rolling them between their fingers in husk of maize. 1878
Masque Poets 195 Smoking his cigarito.

Cigarless (sigaules), a. [f. Cigar + -less.]

Without a cigar.

c i860 Cuthbert-Bede College Life 128 It is smoked out,

and I am cigarless. 1881 Miss Braddon Asph. III. 113.

f Crgling, vbl. sb. rare- 1
, [f. F. cigaler, 'to

chirpe, sing, chatter, like a cigale* (Cotgr.).]

Chirping or chirring like that of the cicada.

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais m. xiii. 107 The crouting of

Cormorants, cigling of Locusts.

Cignet, Cikil, obs. ff. Cygnet, Cycle.

Cil (sil), sb. rare. [a. F. cil (It. ciglio) :-L.

cilium eyelid, eyelash.] in pi. = Cilia 3.

1868 Wright Ocean World iv. 93 In the superior In-

fusoria, besides the granules, .vibratile cils.

Cilery, cillery (si-leri). Arch. [app. formed

from Celure, also spelt cylour, siller, etc.] 'The
drapery or foliage carved on the heads of columns.'

1611 Cotgr., Draperie, a flourishing with leaues, and
flowers in wood, or stone, vsed especially on the heads of

pillers, and tearmed by our workemen Draperie, or Cilerie.

1656111 Blount Glossogr. 1730 A. Gordon Majfei'sAmphith.
205 The Capitals are Corinthian, .with the Cilleries or curled

Tufts. 1876 Gwilt Archil. Gloss.
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II Cilia (sHia,;, sb.pl. Sing, cilium, noi common.
[L. cilia, pi. of cilium, an eyelid, eyelid-edge, eye-

lash. (The plural has been made cilix and alias

by those who mistook cilia for a sing.) Cf. Cil.]

1. The eyelids, esp. the outer edges of the eyelids.

1715 Kersey, Cil/Bm, the Eye-lid, properly the utmost

Edge of the Eye-lid, out of which the Hairs grow. So
1721-1800 Bailkv. 1783 J. C. Smyth in Afed. Commuv. L
193 The cilia, or edges of the eye-lids, look red.

D. The eye-lashes.

1838 Penny Cycl. X. 1,1/2 The lashes or cilia.. grow in

several rows at the margins of both lids. 1875 H. Walton
Dis. Eye 137 A cilium is always in the centre of it.

2. Delicate hairs resembling eye-lashes, esp. such

as form a fringe on the margins of leaves, the wings

of some insects, etc.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. 402 The scales are

ovate with erect capillary cilias. 1834 M' Ml'rtrie Cuvier's
Anim. Kingd. 461 The wings [of dipteral are always dis-

tant.. Their edge is more or less fringed with cilia. 1875
Bennett & Dyf.r Sachs' Bot. 331 The margin of the theca

appears furnished with appendages of very regular form
arranged in one or two rows, .termed Teeth or Cilia.

3. Phys. Minute hair-like organs or appendages
found on the tissues of most animals, and in some
vegetable organisms. They are in incessant vibra-

tile movement, and in many of the lower animal

forms that live in water they serve as the chief

organs of locomotion.
18356 Todd Cycl. A nai. 1 . 606/1 The cilia serve as organs

of locomotion. Ibid. Cilia, .exist in a great many invert e-

brated and in all vertebrated animals except Fishes. 1872

HrxLF.v Phys. vii. 157 In some of the lower animals, cells

may be found possessing only a single cilium. 1875 Bennett
& Dyf.r tr. Sachs' Bot. 211 Algae, The rotating advancing
movement is occasioned by Cilia, fine vibratile threads which
are sometimes very numerous but short, and cover the whole
surface of the swarm-spore. 1 88 1 Mivart Cat 26 Thread-
like processes or cilia, which are capable of performing re-

peatedly a whipping-like movement.
4. in Comb, as cilia-bearing adj. in sense 3).

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 43/2 The cilia-bearing arches.

Cilialess (si-Hales), a. rare- 1
, [f. Cilia +

-less.] Without cilia (sense 3).
1881 Science Gossip No. 202. 218 In the sponges .. the

ciliated cells withdraw into the cilialess layer.

t Ci'liar, a. Obs. [f. L. type *ciliar-isy
f.

cilium : see prec. and -ar.] =next.
1615 Crookf Body of Afan 564 The crista!line humor ..

seemetb to be nourished by the Ciliar Ligament. 1634 T.

Johnson tr. Parey's Chirurg. 186 The ciliar or hairy pro-

cesses. 1 8 1 1 Hoopfr Afed. Diet. , Ciliar Ligament . .divides

the choroid membrane from the iris.

Ciliary (frliari), a. [f. L. type *ci/idri-us, f.

cilium : cf. K. ciliaire, and see -aky.]

1. Of or pertaining to the eyelids or eyelashes.

Ciliary body \ the thickening of the anterior part of the

choroid membrane. Ciliary circle :— Ciliary muscle. Cili-

ary ganglion : a ganglion situated at the back part of the

orbit between the optic nerve and the external rectus muscle

;

the lenticular or ophthalmic ganglion. Ciliary ligament

:

the tissue connecting the edge of the iris with the choroid.

Ciliary muscle or circle: unstriped muscular fibres situated

beneath the sclero-corneal junction behind the iris and
around the margin of the lens. Ciliary processes \ the folds

or plaits into which the anterior part of the choroid mem-
brane is gathered around the crystalline lens. Ciliary zone

:

' the appearance which the pigment between the ciliary pro-

cesses leaves on the hyaloid membrane, like the disc of a
flower' (Syd. Soc. Lex.),

1691 Ray Creation w. (1701) 261 The ciliary processes or

rather the ligaments observed in the inside of the sclerotic

tunicles . . serve instead of a muscle by their contraction to

alter the figure of the eye. 1741 A. Monro Anat. Nerves
(ed. 3) 41 The In-side of the En as far forwards as the

ciliary Circle. 1793Young VisionvaPkil. Trans. LXXXII I.

171 The contraction of the ciliary zone is equally inadequate
and unnecessary-

. 1803 Afed. Jrnl. IX. 240 The ciliary

plexus, which is in part formed from the first branch of the

fifth pair of nerves. 1831 R. Knox Cloquefs Anat. 547
Meibomian Glands or Ciliary Follicles. These are small

round follicles, lodged in particular grooves, twtween the

tarsal cartilages andthe tunica conjunctiva. 1833 Brewster
Nat. Magic ii. 56 A proof that the retina retains its power
to its very termination near the ciliary processes. 1836-9
Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 282/1 The ciliary nerves all penetrate

the sclerotic coat of the eye separately and obliquely. 1872

Huxley Phys. ix. 228 The so-called ciliary ligament. 1879

Harlan Eyesight iii. 41 The ciliary muscle does for the

eye what the adjusting screw does for the opera glass.

2. Pertaining to, or caused by, cilia (sense 3) ;

esp. Ciliary motion : the vibratile motion of the

cilia, also locomotion by the vibration of the cilia.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 609/1 The ciliary motion has

l>een . .observed in the embryo of Infusoria, 1879 Casselt

s

Techn. Educ. IV. 154/1 The oyster is observed, .by means
of the ciliary organs . . to create a continuous current of
water. 1880 Bastian Brain Their food being brought to

the commencement of the alimentary canal by ciliary action.

Ciliate (si li^t), a. [f. L. type *cilidt-us, f.

cilium : cf. F. cilit
(
.] Furnished with cilia.

1. (esp. Bot.) Fringed or surrounded with hairs

or fine bristles.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xi'i'i. 134 The keel of the

chaffs is ciliate. 1852 Dana Crust. 1. 302 Between these
teeth other minute teeth, also somewhat ciliate. 1861 Mrs.
Lankestkr Wild Flowers 80 The leaves are. .ciliate.

2. Furnished with vibratile cilia (see Cilia 3).
1868 Wright Ocean World iv. 93 The superior Infusoria,

called ciliate, namely, those provided with vibratile cils.

1879 tr. Ifaeckel's Evol. Alan I. vii. 174 When these cells

are possessed of many processes they arc called ciliate cells.

Hence Ciliati-, Ciliato-, combining forms, as i

(in sense 1) ciliatifoliate, ciliato-dentate, -petatous,

sen-ate, etc.

Ciliated (si-lifted}, a. [f. as prec. + -ed.]

1. = Ciliate i.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v. Leaf, Ciliated Leaf, one
surrounded all the way with parallel hairs, or filaments, so
as to give some resemblance of the hairiness of the eye-lids.

1766 Pennant Zool. IV. 6 (Jod.l. 1783 Lightfoot Mota-
cilia in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 10 The tip of the tongue cloven

j

and ciliated. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. l (1858) 19 If hairs oc-
|

cupy only the edge, .it is said to be ciliated.

2. = Ciliate 2.

1835 Kir by Hob. Inst. Anim. I. vi. 196 They sail gaily !

on, "by means of their ciliated tails. 1876 Foster Phys.
1. iii. 1 14 A muscular automatism like that of a ciliated cell.

Ciliation (sili^-Jan). [f. L. type *cilidlion-em, .

f. cili-um : see -ation.] Ciliated condition.
1852 Dana Crust. i. 152 The long ciliation of the inner I

margin of this and the preceding joint. 1859 Todd Cycl.
j

1 Anat. V. 639/1 The ciliation of the epithelium commences
in the rugose portion of the canal.

Cilice >i lis). [OE. cilic, ad. L. cilicium :—Gr.
KirVfiTTfr, a coarse cloth orig. made of Cilician

goat's hair, f. KiAurfa Cilicia. In mod. ling., a. F.

cilice, or taken anew from Latin.] Hair-cloth

;

a rough garment made of hair-cloth, generally worn
as a penitential robe. Also atlrib.

( 950 Lindisf. iiosp. Matt. xi. 21 In cilic & in asca hreow-
1

nisse dydon. 1599 Life Sir T. Afore in Wordsworth Eccl.

Biog. <i8£3> II. 53 In his youth or tender years he used to

weare aciliceor hair-shirt. 1610 Female Saints <E. E.T. S.)
j

186 After that she had layd the childe on her hayre cloth or

cilice . . she restored the infant whole to the mother. 1794
Mrs. Piozzi Synon. II. 250 Nuns of some religious orders

wear a hair cloth or cilice next their skin. 1812 Southey
Omniana II. 277 A cilice bandage across the eyes. 1843
Carlyle Past cy Pr. it. L Monks . . with their shaven crowns,

hair-cilices, and vows cf poverty.

Cilicious sili'fas), a. [f. L. cilici-um (see

prec.) + -OU8.] Of hair-cloth.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xv. 256 A cilicious or

sackcloth habit. Ibid. Sutable to the Cilicious and hairie

Vestesof the strictest Orders of Friars.

Cilicism (si'lisiz'm). [f. Cilicia, in Asia Minor
+ -I8M.1 A form of speech characteristic of Cilicia.

1848 J.Smith I'oy. fifShipivr.St.Panl 1 St. Jerome .. who
w rote on the Cilicisms of St. Paul. 1879 Farrar St. Paul
1. 27. 1886 — Hist. Interpr. 230.

Ciliiferous, ciliferous (sili,rfer3s, -li-feras\

a. [f. L. cili-um + -fer, -ferous bearing; cf. F.

cilifcre.] Bearing cilia. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Ciliiform, ciliforxn srliiifjum, -lif^im), a.

1 [f. L. cili-um eyelash + -formis, -form ; cf. F. cili-
j

1

forme.'] Having the form of cilia
;
applied esp. to

|
the fine evenly-set teeth of certain fish.

1849-51 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 874/1 When the teeth are

equally fine and numerous, but longer, they are called

*ciIii-form '. 1880 Gi"nther Fishes 126 The finest teeth are

1 like fine flexible bristles, ciliiform or setiform.

Cilinder, obs. f. Cylinder.

Ciliobrachiate (shli^bnckii^t), a. Zool.

[ad. mod. L. ciliobrachidt-us, f. cilium + brachi-um

an arm : see -atf, Having the arms or tentacles

famished with vibratile cilia. The L. neuter pi.

j

Ciliobrachia'ta\%\\\e name of a class of polypes so

i
distinguished.

1839-47 ToddC>W./Iw«/. 1H- T 74 1 A small cilio-brach'iate

polypus. 1846 Patterson /.ool. 28 Round the mouth is a
circle of retractile tentacula covered with cilia, from which
circumstance the order has been termed 'ciliobrachiata '.

Ciliograde si*li|0grfM
N

, a. and sb. Zool. [ad.

mod.L. ciliogratt-us, f. cili um + -grains walking,

f. gradi to go, proceed : cf. F. citiogratlc.]

A. adj. Moving by means of vibratile cilia.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 109/1 One of the ciliograde

acafepha?. 1839 47 Ibid. III. 432/2 Capable of a ciliograde

mode of progression.

B. sb. A member of the Ciliograda, a tribe of

Acalephans w hich swim by means of cilia.

1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 38/2 In the ciliograda, the
locomotive organs are large cilia. 1846 Patterson Zool. 33
From this peculiar mode of locomotion they are termed 1

ciliogrades. 1857 Wood Com. Objects Sea Shore 109 The
beroe being called a ciliograde.

Ciliolate si li^hftO, a. Bot. [f. L. type *ciliol-

um dim. of cilium.] Fringed with minute cilia.

18^0 Hooker Stud. Fl. 308 Leaves, .subacute, ciliolate.

Cllio-Spi'nal, a. in Ciliospinal centre, the di-
j

! rect centre in the spinal chord, where the nerve-

fibres that cause contraction and dilation of the

pupil of the eye take their origin : so C. region.

1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1885 W. Stirling tr. Landois'

Physiol. II. 853 The centre for the dilatation of the pupil

lies in the lower cervical part of the cord ..constituting

Budge's Cilio-spinal centre. Ibid. 990 The centre, as well

as the subordinate * ciliospinal region ' of the spinal cord,

is also capable of being excited reflexly.

Cill, var. of Sill, still occas. used.

Cillibub, Cillie, obs. ff. Sillabur, Silly.
1 Cillosis ,sil(?u-sis). [irreg. f. I., cillcre to

move, agitate, in imitation of sbs. from Greek in
:

-osis.] A spasmodic trembling of the eyelids.

1811 Hooper Afed. Diet. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Cima, cimatium, var. of Cyma, Cymatium.
Cimball, -belle, obs. ff. Cymbal.

Cime, var. of Cyme.
Cimelia, sb. pi. Obs. rare. Also cimilia.

[med.l.. cimelia, cimilia, a. Gr. Kft^Xia treasures.]

Treasures, things laid up in store as valuable.
1664 Evelyn Pomona (1729* Pref. 49 From the well-

furnished Register, and Cimelia of the Royal Society- 1669
Aubrey Life Hobbes in Wood Ath. Oxon. (1813) Pref. 136
note, Reserved, .as cimilia or rarities, in the library or closet.

1736 Bailey ifol.t, Limelium, a repository for medals.

t Cimeliarch. Obs. ~° [ad. late L. cimeliar-

cha, a. late Gr. KetfirjKiapxrjs treasurer, store-

keeper ; and its deriv. late L. ctmPliarchium, a.

late Gr. K€ifir]\iapxiov treasury, store-house.] (See

quota.) So Cimeliarchy [ad. amcliarchium].
1656 Blount Glossogr., Cimeliarch icimetiarchum^, a

Jewel-house; also a Vestry in a Church. 1678 Phillips,
Cimeliark tCt'miliarchutn\ a Vestry; also a place to put
Jewels in. Also (Cimeliarcha) a Keeper of the Plate, Vest-
ments, and other rich things belonging to a Church. 1736
Bailey (fol.t, Cimeliarch (Ket/iTjAiapxijs, Gr. >, the chief
keeper of plate, vestments, etc. belonging to a church ; a
church-warden. Cimeliarchy {cimeliarcniutn, L.; mn<
Aiapxtof, Gr.), a jewel house; also a vestry in a church.
1876 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Cimeliarchy the apartment in

ancient churches where the plate and vestments are de-
posited.

Ciment, Cimerian, ff. Cement, Cimmerian.
Cimeter, -itar, -iter, obs. ff. Scimitar.

HCimex (soi-meks). PI. cimices. Also ?6-;
cimice, 7 chimice, cimisse, cimise. [a. L.

cimex, pi. clmiceSy or its It. repr. cimice ; cf.

Chinch. The pi, cimices may belong to either

cimex or cimice.] A bed-bug. Now only (in form
Cimex) as the entomological name of the genus.

1585 Lloyd Treas. Health S iij, The smale stynkynge
wormes that brede in paper or wod called Cimices. 1616
Hlllokar, Cimisse, a noysome little worme flat and red
which raiseth wheals where it biteth : If it bee broken it

yieldeth a stinking smell. 1626 Bacon Sylva % 606 Cimices
are found in the holes of Bedsides. 1658 J. Rowland Moufet's
Theat. Ins. 990 The stinking Beetle some confound with

the Cimex or Wall-louse, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams
11. 182 When wars broke out, they crept out of their crannies,

like the cimici, in the houses of Italy, a 1706 Evelyn Alem.
U819) I. 201 Bedsteads . . of forged iron gilded, since it is

impossible to keepe the wooden ones from ye Chimices.

CimixeOUS, a. nomc-iod. [f. L. type *cimice-

us (f. cimic-em bug) + -or8.] Full of bugs, buggy.
1865 W. White E. Eng. II. 199 The bedrooms were ill-

ventilated and cimiceous.

Cimicic ^saimi sik), a. Chem. [f. L. clmic-em

bug + -ic] Cimicic Acid: a yellow crystallizable

acid, of rancid odour, obtained from the liquid

secreted by a bug, Rhaphigaster punctipennis.

Its salts are Cimicates ; and its radical Cimicyl.
1863 72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 96^ Cimicic acid. Cm HaiiOj,

an acid, belonging ' to the oleic series . . treated with
pcntachloride of phosphorus .. yields chloride of cimicyl,

C t !i HfjO.Cl. .The cimicates of the earth-metals and heavy
metals are nearly or quite insoluble in water and alcohol.

Cimici.fugixi. Chem. An impure resin from

Cimicifuga racemosa or Black Snake-root.

1876 Harley Mat. Afed. 780 A resinous principle which
has been termed cimicifugin or mucrotin, a dark brown
powder, readily soluble in alcohol.

Cimicine (ssi misoin , a. [f. L. clmic-em +

-ine.] Smelling of bugs. So also Cimici-
nous.
1866 Treas. Bot., Cimicine. x88i Syd. Soc. Lex., Cimi-

cinous.

Cimicoid (sormikoid), a. [f. as prec. + -oin.]

' Resembling a bug' (Syd. Soc. I*x.).

Cimise, -isse : see Cimex.
Cimitery, -ory, etc., obs. ff. Cemeteiu .

Cimmerian (siml»-rian\ a. Also 6-7 Cym-,

7 Cymm-, Cim-. [f. L. Cimmeri-us (Gr. Ki/i-

piptoi) pertaining to the Cimmerii + -an.]

Of or belonging to the Cimmerii, a people fabled

by the ancients to live in perpetual darkness.

1 Icnce, proverbially used as a qualification of dense

darkness, gloom, or night, or of things or persons

shrouded in thick darkness.

1598 Marston Pygmat. Sat. u. 142 That such Cymcrian
darknes should inuolve A quaint conceit, that he could not

resolue. 1631 Milton L Allegro 10 There under ebon
shades. .In dark Cimmerian desert ever dwell. 1781 Gibbon
Decl. tf F. III. 206 The proverbial expression of Cimmerian
darkness was originally borrowed from the description of

Homer tin the eleventh book of the Odyssey). 1801 Helen
Williams .S\fr. Fr. Rep. 1. xviii. 229 The Cimmerian night

of the middle ages. 1880 E. Kirke Garfield 15 A dense fog

. .shrouded the lonely mountain in Cimmerian darkness.

Hence Cimme rianism, dense darkness (of

ignorance, etc.)
; + Cimme rianiae v. trans. , to

make totally dark.

1630 I. Taylor (Water P.^ Peace of France Wks. 111. in
Ded., The Leathean Den of obliuious Cimerianisme. 1824

Blackio. Atag. XVI. 292 The awful Cimmerianism of the

philologer and classical critic of the Edinburgh Review.

1600 Tolrneur Trans. Afetamorph. (1878) 187 This blaclce

Cymerianized night.

Cimnel, obs. form of Simnel.

tl
Cimo lia. = next. Hence Cimo lian a.

1658 j. Rowland Afoufefs Theat. Ins. 927 Any new earth,

especially Cimolia is good (for wasps' stings). 1675 Evelyn
Terra (17761 8. 1813 J. Thomson Led. Tnftam. 601 Cimo-
lian chalk, or any light earth
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Cimolite (si •moloit). Mm. [f. L. Cimolia
(Gr. Ktfj.oj\ta (7*?)), a soft earth found in the island

of Cimolus, now Argentiera : see -ite.] A very

soft hydrous silicate of alumina, white, gray, or

reddish, allied to fuller's earth.

1801 tr. Klaproth's Ess. 248 Cimolie earth (Cimolia Plinii),

or the Cimolite, as I shall call it. 1850 Daubeny^/^«.
Th. xii. (ed. 2) 405 Silicic acid, with a single base containing

3 atoms of oxygen to 2 of the radical. .Example, Cimolite.

1886 Erni Min. 305 Cimolite is tough.

Cinabar, -ber, -bre, -per, obs. ff. Cinnabar.
Cinamom(e, -mon, obs. ff. Cinnamon.
Cinaneh(e : see Quinsey.
Cincater, var. of Cinquanter, Obs.

Cinch (sintj, sinj), sb. U. S. [ad. Sp. cincha

girth, cingle.] The saddle-girth used in Mexico,

and the adjacent parts of the United States, usu-

ally made of separate twisted strands of horse-hair.

1872 C. King Mountain. Sierra Net', vi. 119, I leaned
down and felt of the cinch, to see if it had slipped. 1884

Joaq. Miller Memorie § Rime 168 Colonel Bill had just

set the rowels of his great Spanish spurs in the broad cinch

in order to push his horse.

Hence Cinch v. to girth tightly ; alsoJig. to ' put

the screw on \
1875 Scribner's Mag. July 277 (Hoppe) A man is cinched
= he is hurt in a mining transaction (San Francisco localism).

1884 Joaq. Miller Memorie Rime 56 The. .Californian
sinched his little mule till she grunted. 1888 Bryce Amer.
Commonw. III. 239 To use an expressive Californian
phrase, capital, and especially accumulated capital, wher-
ever it was found, was to be ' cinched '.

Cinchona (sink^u'na). Also chinchona.
[Named in 1742 by Linnaeus in honour of the

Countess of Chinchon (in Spain), who in 163S,

when vice-queen of Peru, was cured of a tertian

fever by the use of Peruvian bark, and in 1640
brought a supply of it to Spain, whence it became
known throughout Europe. On the ground that

Linnrcus's form Cinchona was due to erroneous
information, it has been proposed to alter it to

Chinchona ; but the accepted form is too deeply
rooted in botanical and chemical nomenclature to

make this expedient. The word has no etymo-
logical connexion with quina, which is Peruvian
for 1 bark ' : see however China 3.]

1. A genus of evergreen trees or shrubs with

fragrant white or pink panicled flowers, growing
in the tropical valleys of the Andes, and now ex-

tensively cultivated in India and Java for the sake
of the bark.

1742 Linnaeus Genera Plant, (ed. 2) 527 (In Pentandria
monogynia). .1021 Cinchona, Quinquina. 1786 in Pettigrew
Life Lettsom (1817) III. 222, I have sent some of the bark
of the Cinquona. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 233 There
are.. twelve species of Cinchona from which the Peruvian
bark of commerce is derived. 1880 C. Markham Pernv.
Bark iii, In memory of the great service to humanity per-

formed by the Countess of Chinchon, Linnaeus named the
genus which yields Peruvian bark, Chinchona. Unfortu-
nately the great botanist . . spelt the word Cinchona . . and
Cinhona . . The correct spelling ought now to be generally
adopted.

2. The medicinal bark of species of Cinchona,
Peruvian bark ; also the drug prepared from it.

1800 Med. Jml. IV. 161 Active and important remedies;
such as, hydrargyrum, cinchona, opium. 1803 Sir H. Davy
in Phil. Trans. XCIII. 268 Very little tannin is found in

cinchona, or in the other barks supposed to be possessed of
febrifuge properties. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Cinchona, There
are. .twenty-one species of this genus, but only some of
them yield commercial Cinchona.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 205 The Cinchona forests.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 169/1 Poppig. .has. .long lived in the
Cinchona countries. 1858 R. Hogg Veget. Kingd. 403 The
genuine cinchona trees are confined exclusively to South
America. 1870 Pall Mall G. 26 Aug. 4 The cinchona plan-
tations in the Madras Government gardens are most
thriving.

b. Comb., as cinchona-bark, the bark of several

species of cinchona, of great medicinal value as a

„ tonic and febrifuge. Called also Jesuit's Bark,
Peruvian Bark, Quinquina. Cinchona-bases,
alkaloids contained in Cinchona bark ; Cinchona-
red, an amorphous dark reddish-brown substance,

obtained from Cinchona bark.
1811 A. T. Thomson Loud. Disp. (1818) 595 Infusion of yel-

low cinchona bark. 1881 Med. Temp. Jml. XLVIII. 176
During convalescence red cinchona bark strengthens and
sustains nerve power. 1888 Spectator 30 June 916/1 That
most priceless of barks, the ' chinchona bark \ truly called
by the Indians ' qnina-quina' , i.e. 'bark of barks'. 1875
Ure Diet, Arts I. 804 Cmchona Red, an amorphous dark
reddish-brown substance, obtained from. .Peruvian bark.
Hence CinclionaceoTis (sirjk^n^'Jas), a. Bot.,

belonging to the natural order Cinchonacex of
which Cinchona is the typical genus. Cinchonal
a. Bot., epithet of Lindley's 'alliance' of natural
orders related to the Cinchonacex. Cincho na-
mine, Chem., a base C, 9 H 24 N2 O obtained from
cinchona. Ci'nchonate, a salt of cinchonic acid.

Cincho-nia, Chem. = Cinchonine. Cinchonic (sirj-

k^-nik) a., of or pertaining to cinchona, as in Cin-
chonic Acid, Cu HM 09 , obtained from cinchona;

Vol. II.

formerly applied to Qutnic acid ; cinchonic red—
cinchona red. Cinchoni cia, Cincho'nicine, an

alkaloid isomeric with cinchonine. Cinchoni dia,

Cinchoiiidine, another of the cinchona bases,

isomeric with cinchonine, but distinguished from

it by its deflecting the plane of polarization of a

ray of light to the left.

1865 Livingstone Zambesi xxvii. 563 There are several

cinchonaceous trees also in the country. 1866 Treas. Bot.

I. 285/2 Cinchonacea; . . A natural order . . characterizing

Lindley's cinchonal alliance. 1881 Nature No. 627. 23
Cinchonamine . . differs from Cinchonine in having 2 atoms
more hydrogen. 1808 Thomson Oxalic Acid \x\ Phil. Trans.
XCVIII. 66 note, Cinchonate of lime. 1831 T. P.Jones
Confers. Chem. xxviii. 285 Cinchonia, and quinia. .are alka-

line principles, both contained in Peruvian bark. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VII. 1 74/1 Slightly soluble red colouring matter or red
cinchonic acid. 1858 R. Hogg Veget. Kingd. 407 Kinic
Acid, or, as it is sometimes called, Cinchonic and Quinic
Acid, is generally in the form of a thick syrupy liquid. 1853
Pasteur in Pharmac. JrnL XIII. 374 When cinchonine.

.

is subjected to the action of heat, it becomes transformed
into a new base isomeric with it, but possessing totally

different characters. This new base I call cinchonicine.

1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 431 Quinine and cinchonine
yields two isomeric modifications, quinidine and quinicine,

cinchonidine and cinchonicine. 1853 Pasteur in Pharmac.
Jrnl. XIII. 374 The other base, to which I give the name
of cinchonidine.

Cinchonine (si-qk^noin). Chem. [f. Cinchona
+ -ine.] An organic alkaloid, Catl^N^O, with

febrifuge qualities, commonly associated with

quinine, in various cinchona barks.
1825 Good Study Med. II. 134 The French Chemists have

put us into possession of two distinct salts of this kind,

Quinine and Cinchonine, of which the former is the more
powerful. 1881 Gard. Chrou. XVI. 687 Barks grown at

low elevations contain less quinine and more cinchonine
than those at high elevations.

2. Cinchonine group, the group of chemical sub-

stances containing cinchonine, and the bases cin-

chonicine and cinchonidine isomeric with it, with

their derivatives.

1879 Watts Diet. Chem. VIII. 479.

Hence Cinchonixric Acid, produced by oxidation
of cinchonine ; its salts are Cinchoninates.
1879 Watts Diet. Chem. VIII. 482 Cinchonine treated

with nitric acid . . yields . . cinchoninic acid, etc.

Cinchonism (si-nlamiz'm). [f. Cinchon-a +
-ISM.] The disordered condition produced by the

excessive use of cinchona or quinine.

1857 T. Watson Led. Princ. <jj- Pract. Physic lxxxvi. (L.),

The condition here called cinchonism is marked by the
occurrence of giddiness, deafness, and a sense of buzzing or

some kind of tinnitus in the ears. 1875 H. Wood Therap.
(1879) 61 The first symptoms of cinchonism,

Cinclionize (si-nktfnaiz':, v. [f. Cinchona +
-ize.] To impregnate or act upon with quinine.

1863 R. Burton Abeokuta II. 7 A prophylactic, .chinchon-
ized wine. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi 28 Next morning
the patient was cinchonized and better.

Hence Cinchonized a. ; Cinchonization sb.

1875 H. Wood Therap. I1879) 53^ Symptoms . . similar to

those seen in cinchonization.

Cinchonology (sink^n^-lodgi). The scientific

study of cinchona.
1884 Neiu York Med. Jrnl. 21 June 692 An historical re-

view of the subject of ' cinchonology '.

Cinchono'metry. The determination of the

proportion of alkaloids in cinchona bark.
1868 Rovle & Headland Mat. Med. {ed. 5) 511 There

are several rough methods of Cinchonometry.

Cincinnal (sinsrnal), a. Bot. [f. L. cincinnus

(see below) + -al.] Belonging to a cincinnus.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Cincinnate, a. nonce-wd. [f. L. cincinndtus

having curled hair, f. cincinnus curl, ringlet.]

Of hair: Curled, in ringlets, {affected.)

1873 M. Collins Sq. SUcJiester IL vi. 68 Sentimental
young gentlemen with olive complexions, cincinnate cae-
saries, etc.

Cincinna'tian, a. nonce-wd. [f. the name of

Cincinnalus, who was called from the plough to

the Dictatorship.] Like that of Cincinnatus.
1812 Byron Waltz ii. note, Ciucinnatian progress in agri-

culture.

II Cincinnus (sinsi'nz>s). Bot. [Lat, curl,

ringlet.] A uniparous scorpioid or curled cyme,
as in the forget-me-not.

1857 Henfrey Elem. Bot. 81 This scorpioid cyme or
cincinnus.

II
Cinclis (sirj klis). Zool. PI. einclides (si rj-

klidfz). [ad. Gr. tctytc\ts latticed gate.] One of

the openings in the bodies of some sea-anemones,

probably serving for emission of the thread-cells.

1861 J. R. Greene Man. Auim. Kingd., Ca?lent. 135 Mr.
Gosse .. gives the name of 'einclides' to these apertures.

1869 Nicholson Zool. 101.

Cinct (siqkt),///. a. rare. [ad. L, cinct-us pa.

pple. of cingtre to gird.] Girt, encircled, sur-

rounded. (Construed as a participle ; cf. com-

pact.}

1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls') I. 271 Alle Fraunce is cincte

with thre nowble waters. 1840 Browning Sordello VT. 450

J

Thus girt With circumstance, next change beholds them
I cinct Quite otherwise. 1867 Longf. Dante, Pnrgat. xxx. 31

I
Her snow white veil with olive cinct.

Cincture (srnktnu) , sb. [ad. L. cinctlira girdle,

f. cinct- ppl. stem of cing-ere to gird : see -CBK.]

1. A girding, encompassing, or encircling ; en-

closure, environment, compass, embrace, ' girdle*.

1615 Chapman Odyss. 1. 32 He, That girds earth in the cinc-

ture of the sea. 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. n. i. (i865> 242 A yet

securer cincture of excluding garden walls. 1875 Merivale
Gen. Hist. Rome \. (1877) 5 The seven hills were . . united
within the cincture of a single wall.

*t*b. spec. Cincture of sword \ The girding on
of a sword, as a ceremony of investiture with a

dukedom or earldom. Obs.

1587 Churchyard Worth. Wales (1876^ 17 By cincture of

a sword, we him ennoble reallie. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 249. 1667 E. Chambkrlayne St. Gt, Brit. 1. in.

iii. (1743) 163 A Duke is at this day created by Patent,

anciently by cincture of sword.

f 2. cone?: An enclosure, enclosed area. Obs. rare.

1627 Drayton Sheph. Serena (R.), Nor flower is so sweet
In this large cincture.

3. cotter. That which encircles or encompasses,

a. spec. A girdle or belt for the waist. (Mostly

poetic, or in reference to ancient times.)

[1595 Shaks. John iv. iii. 155 (Globe ed.) See Centure.]
1667 Milton /'. L. lx. 1117 Th' American so girt With
feathered Cincture, naked else and wilde. 1791 Cowpfr
Iliad iv. 251 To draw the arrow from his cincture. 1814
Wordsw. White Doe vn. 57 Her dress A vest with woollen

cincture tied. 1853 Cdl. Wiseman Ess. iii. 387 The alb and
cincture which any minister could wear in a church oi

London or Bristol. 1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883) 350 Au-
gustus . . in the semi-nude cincture of a divinity.

b. Arch. 1 The ring, list, or fillet at the top and

bottom of a column, which divides the shaft from

the capital and base ' (Gwilt).

1696 Phillips s.v., In Building, the Cincture is that part

which makes the middle of the Baluster of the Ionick

Order. 1751 Chambers Cycl., Cincture, or Ceiuture. .The
cincture is supposed to be an imitation of the girths, or

ferils, antiently used to strengthen and preserve the primi-

tive wooden columns.

C. gen. Anything that encompasses, as a band,

fillet, ring, halo, etc. ; an environment ; a sur-

rounding border or belt.

1715 tr. Pancirollus' Rerum Mem. I. IV. v. 165 [A] Dia-

dem . .was a white Cincture, encircling the Heads both of

Kings and Queens. 1855 SmedLEY Occult Sc. 361 This

golden cincture [a wedding-ring]. 1859 J. Hkdderwick
Lays Mid. Age 81 O that her cincture were thy seeking

arms. 1861 A. B. Hope Eng. Cathedr. igth C. 112 The
chevet has a cincture of nine chapels. 1876 Gladstone
Synchr. Homer 12 At various points on the cincture of the

Mediterranean Sea.

Cincture (srnktiiu), v. [f. prec] trans. To
girdle, gird ; to encircle, encompass, surround.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 11. 92 Twenty Priests . . Cinc-

tured with ephods. 1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 181 The fire,

whose bright etherial ray Cinctures with immortality the

soul. 1872 Blackie Lays Night. 8 A . . barren Country

Cinctured by the ocean grey. 1875 Longf. Pandora 1,

Thus her hair was cinctured.

Hence Cinctured ppl. a., girdled.

1757 Gray Progr. Poesy u. 2 Their feather-cinctur'd chief.

1791 Cowper Iliad \\ 1018 His cinctured waist. 1841 W.
Spalding Italy It. 1st. I. 33 Long cinctured robes.

Cinder (srndai), sb. Forms : 1 sinder, sindor,

synder, 5 syn-, cyndyr, cyndre, 5-6 syndre, 5-7

synder, 6 sindar, ciudre, zynder, 6-7 sinder, 8

cynder, 6- cinder. [An erroneous spelling of

sinder, OE. sinder (synder) scoria, slag of metal

:

corresp. to OHG. sintar, sinter, etc., MHG. and

mod.G. sinter, ON. sindr (Sw. sinder, Da. sinner)

all pointing to an OTeut. *sindro(m. The word

has no etymological connexion with F. cendre, L.

cinerem ashes, although the notion that it has,

has both given rise to the current spelling cinder,

and influenced the later sense ; cf.

«I400 Black Bk. Admiralty II. 180 Barils de cendres

:

(15th c. Eng. transl. barell[is] of syndres.)]

1. The refuse or dross thrown off from iron or

other metals in the furnace ;
scoria, slag. (Usually

in sing.) Now techn.

Eorge-cinder, iron slag from a forge or bloomery. Mill-

cinder, the slag from the puddling furnaces of a rolling-

mill.

«8oo Corpus Gloss. 1808 Scoria, sinder. a 1000 Voc. in

Wr.-Wulcker zoo/24 Caries, putredo lignorum, net ferri,

sindor. axioo Ibid. 336/24 Scorium, synder. 1398 Tre-

visa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xlv. (Tollem. MS.), Synder is

calde Scoria, and is he filf*; of yren bat is clensid ber fro in

fyre, C1440 Promp. Parr: 78 Cyndyr of be smythys fyre,

casuma. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.u. iii. 69 In Smiths

cinders. 1709 Hearne Collect. II. 170 The Cinders in the

Forest of Dean . . (of which our best Iron is made) is .
.
the

Rough and Offal thrown by in the Romans' time. 1802

Med. Jml. VIII. 305 The experiment with finery cinder

and charcoal. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Ciuder;s\a.g.

Jig. 14x3 Lvdg. Pilgr. Smvle iv. xxiii. (1483! 69 Tho that

ben founden fyne gold . . and tho that ben founden asshes

and synder. i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Consider. Wks.

(Bohn) II. 426 * Oh,' he said .

.

' if there's cinder in the iron,

'tis because there was cinder in the pay.'

b. (see quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Cinder, a scale of oxide re-

moved in forging.

2. The residue of a combustible substance, esp.

coal, after it has ceased to flame, and so also, after

it has ceased to burn.

a. An ember or piece of glowing coal, or similar
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substance, which has ceased to flame. (Now
merged in b.)

1535 Covekdale Isa, xlvii. 14 Strawe . . yf it be kindled

with fyre . . yet it geueth no zynders to warme a man by.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviiL (1632) 897 The Synders

of dissensions . . presently brake forth into a more raging

flame, a 1745 Swift (J- >i H • the fat upon a cinder drops 1

To stinking smoke it turns the flame. Mod. A red-hot

cinder fell out and burned the carpet.

b. esp. A small piece of coal from which the
,

gaseous or volatile constituents have been burnt,

but which retains much of the carbon, so that it is
j

capable of further combustion without flame.

1530 Palscr. 205 Cynders of coles, hum. 1679 Plot
Staffordsh. (1686) 94 Supplying the furnace .. with the

j

Sinder of the Coale (which is the smaller sort of it fallen

into the Ashes and gotten from them with a Seivet. 1709
Steele Tatter No. 69 F 8 Employed in sifting Cinders.

1773 Johnson in Boswell xxviii, So many bellows have
blown the fire, that one wonders he is not by this time
become a cinder. 1858 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. (1865) II.

vii. v. 286 Painful sifting through mountains of dust and
{

ashes for a poor cinder of a fact here and there. 1867 W.
W. Smyth Coal Coal-mining 2 Coal cinders have been
found amid the ruins of several of the Roman stations,

t C. Coke. Obs.

1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3892/1 An Act for continuing the
Duties upon Coles, Culm, and Cynders.

d. Vaguely used for : Residue of combustion;

ashes. Still so used dialectally, though in ordinary

language ' cinders * are quite distinct from * ashes
*

or the powdery incombustible residue. Alsofig.
c 1400 Maundev. ix. :oi And there besyden growen trees,

that beren fulle faire apples . . but whoso breketh hem or

cutteth hem in two, he schall fynde with in hem coles and
cyndres. 1587 Greene Euphues Censure to Philaut. Wks.
iGrosartiVl. 192 Louethat amidst the coldest Cinders ofhate
had smothered vp litle sparkes of forepassed affection. 1588
Munday in Farr S. P, Etiz. (1845) I. 226 All thy pompe
in cinders laide full lowe. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. il iv. 37.

1598 Drayton Heroic Ep. xxiii. 179 And from blacke Sin-

ders, and rude heapes of Stones, Shall gather up the Mar-
tyrs sacred bones. 1878 Morley Byron Crit. Misc., Ser.

1. 224 The fire, which yet smoulders with abundant life

underneath the grey cinders.

f 3. The 1 ashes * of a dead body after crema-
tion or (transf.

y decomposition
;

(see Ash sb.* 4).
(/ 1547 Surrey /Eneid IV. iR,\ Is there no fayth Pre- !

seru'd to the cinders of Sichee ? 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades
(1592) 236 He would not haue so much as the very cinders

to remaine of so wicked men. 1636 Bacon Sylva § 771 In
the Coffin . . there was nothing to be seen but a little light

Cinders about the sides. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot.
iii. 16 What virtue yet sleeps in this terra damnata and
aged cinders.

4. Volcanic scoria.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 101 The volcano ejected

cinders. 1704 Sullivan View Nat. I. 66 A stratum of
cinders or of pumice stone. 1836 Emerson Nature, Lan-
guage Wks. 1 Rohn) 1 1. 1 -.: Like travellers using the cinders
of a volcano to roast their eggs.

t 5. Applied to gritty concretions in some soils.

156a Act 5 Etiz. c 13 § 3 Grounds .. wherein Gravel,
Sand or Cinders is likely to be found. 1577 Harrison
England L xviii, The haie of our low medowes is .

.

full of sandie cinder, which breedeth sundrie diseases in our
cattell. 1649 Blith Eng. fmprov. Impr. 11653) *37 Which
.. Lands were so gravelly of nature.. yea so exceeding
herein, that in many places turned to Sinder dike that the
Smith casts forth of his fire, as the corruption of his Iron,

Fire, & Coales congealed).

6. slang. Brandy, whiskey, etc., taken in tea,

soda water, or other drink.

1873 Slang Diet., Cinder, any liquor used in connexion
with soda-water, as to * take a soda with a cinder in it '.

The cinder may be sherry, brandy, or any other liquor.

7. at/rib. and Comb., as cinder-heap, -mount
;

cinder-dropping, -like adjs., etc. ; cinder-bed, a
|

bed or stratum of cinders
;

spec, a quarryman's
j

name for a geological stratum of loose structure in
\

the Middle Parbeck series, consisting chiefly of 1

oyster-shells
;
cinder-fall, ' the inclined plane on

which the melted slag from a blast - furnace

descends '
;
cinder-frame, a wire frame in front

of the tubes of a locomotive engine, to prevent the

escape of ignited cinders ;
cinder-gray a., ? ashen-

;

gray
;

cinder-notch, ( the hole through which
cinder * or slag 'is tapped from a furnace ' (Ray-
mond Mining Gloss.)', cinder-path, a footpath,

or running - track, laid with cinders ; cinder-

pig, pig-iron made from ores with admixture of

'cinder' or slag; cinder-plate, the iron plate

forming the front of a bloomery ; cinder-sabled

///. a., blackened with cinders; cinder-sifter, a.

one who sifts cinders (also fig.) ; b. a contrivance
j

for sifting dust or ashes from cinders ; cinder-
|

tap = cinder-fwtch
; cinder-tea, a folk-medicine, ,

made by pouring boiling water on cinders, ad-

ministered to young children; cinder- wench,
-woman, a female whose occupation it is to rake
cinders from among ashes.
1888 T. Hardy Wessex T.

t
The second stranger, the man i

in '*cinder-gray '. i8« Cari.yle Misc. (1857) IV. 361
Riddled from the big, Historical "rinder-heaps. 11575 Gas* !

coigne Eltnvers Wks. 83 Thus all in flames 1 sinderlike
consume. 1869 Echo 9 Oct., For the purpose of conveying
the cinder from the furnaces there is a fixed engine which
draws it up an incline to the ' 'cinder mount'. 1881 Ray- 1

mosd Mining Gloss., ^Cinder-tap, Cinder-notch, the hole

through which cinder is tapped from a furnace. 1883

Harper's Mag. Nov. 907/2 St. Paul's School . . has . . a
quarter-mile 'cinder path. 1885 Punch 3 Jan. 4/1 Life .

.

isn't all Cinder-path, Charlie. 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej.

Addr. xv. (1873) 142 She ..opes the door with *cinder-

sabled hands. 1876 Sfirceos Commenting 8 Gill was a

*cinder-sifter among the Targums, the Talmuds, etc. 1884

Health Exhib. Catal. 71/2 Acting as a *Tidy Betty' with
Cinder-sifter. 171a Arblthkot John Bull (1755' 32 She
went abroad like a cynder-wench. 1786 Lond. Mag. Oct.

546 She. .envies every cinder-wench she meets. 16. . Ess.

Satire To find it out's the *cinder-woman's trade.

Cinder (srodu), v. Also 5 scin-. [f. prec]

trans. To burn to a cinder, reduce to cinders.

Also fig. Hence Cindered, Cindering ppl. adjs.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy il xii, This citie Shulde into

scindred asshes tourned be. 1557 North tr. Gueuara's
Diall Pr. 86 b, His graued ghost and cindred moulde.

c 1575 Gascoigne Fruites IVarre xvi, Where sword and
cinJring flame Consume. 1628 Ff.ltham Resolves 1. xxxvi.

iR.t, Untold griefs choak, cynder the heart. 1846 Prowett
jEschylus' Prometh. Bound 18 His brawny force All thun-

der-scathed and cindered. 1869 E. Garrett Crust
<J-
Cake

xxxvi. (187 1) 447 Burnt up. .like a cindered bannock.

Cindere 11a. Name of the heroine of a well-

known fairy-tale. Thence applied allusively to a

cinder-woman, scullery-maid, etc. Also, ( = Cin-

derella dame) an early dancing party where the

guests are invited until twelve o clock only. Cin
dere llaship. noncc-ivd.
1882 Society 14 Oct. 4/2 An excellent scheme of subscrip-

tion *Cinderellas\ 1883 Standard 8 Jan. 5/2 The 'Cin-

derella dance' is much affected. 1876 Miss Bxaddon Head
Men's Shoes I. i. 9 Her Cinderella-ship never brought her

so low as this.

Cinderous si-ndaras^ a. rare. Also cin-

drous. [f. Cinder f£.+-ouaJ -Cindery i.

1607 Sylvester Du Bartas n. iv. ii, Metals, .of a certain

sharp and cindrous humor. 1845 E. Warburton Crescent

<V Cross L 307 (cindrous). 1859 Dickens '/'. Ttvo Cities 75
With a cinderous smell.

Cindery [si-ndon), a. [f. Cinder sb. + -y».]

1. Of the nature or consistency of a cinder

;

abounding in cinders.

1565 Goldinc Ovid's Met. \. (1593) 12 The roofe . . with
cindne mosse was almost over-growne. 1800 11. Eav.
Village 97 A sear'd and cindery spot. 1813 J. Badcock
Dom. Amusetn. 104 Lead . - in the form of a black cindery

precipitate. 1833 LYKLL/Vfaf. Gcol. III. 187 Light cindery

volcanic matter,

b. fig. Where the fire has burnt out.

1878 Symonds Sottn. M. Angela xlvi, Within an old man's
cindery breast.

2. Begrimed with cinders.

1848 Dickens Domieypg Mr. Toodle, cindery and swart,

was refreshing himself with tea.

Cindery (si-ndari), sb. nonce-wd. A repository

of cinders, a cinder-heap.

1863 Sala Capt. Dangerous I. viii. 220, I remained under
charge of Ciceley of the Cindery.

t Cinefa ction. Obs. [ad. med.L. cine/action-

em (cf. cinefact-us in Lucretius), f. cinis^ cincr-

ashes + -/actio making.] Reduction to ashes; in-

cineration ; cotter, a thing incinerated.

16 1 1 WoODALL Surg. Mate Wks. 11653)268 Cinefaction is

ignition converting Vegetables and Animals by a very ve-

hement heat into Cineres. 1657 Tomlinsox Renou's Disp.

69 Cinefaction is most competent to combustion. iSssT. Mit-
chell^ ristoph. II. 202 me And make me A cinefaction.

t Cinefy, v. rare- °. [f. L. type 'cinefiai-re.]

1656 Blocnt Glossary., Cine/y, to bring to ashes.

Cinematic, -al, var. of Kinematic, -al.

1883 Athen.rum 3 Mar. 281/3 Kinematic*, or, as it used to

lie called, cinematics, the name having . . been translated

from the French cinSmatique, is the geometry of motion.

Cinenchyma sinerjkiimV. Hot. Also cinen-

chym. [f. Or. kXv-uv to move + i-fxyya infusion,

after parenchyma, etc.] Laticiferous tissue ; tissue

forming vessels containing latex or milky juice.

1835 1 .1N1 >i 1 y Introd. AW.118.4R1 I. 21 Laticiferous tissue,

or Clnenchym. 1876 Em yet. llrit. led. 91 IV. 87/2 The latex

exhibits movements which have given origin to the name
< incm hynia applied to laticiferous tissue by some authors.

Hence Cinenchy matoua ;-ki matss\ a., belong-

ing to the cinenchyma.
1835 Lindlky Intml. Sol. (18481 II. 331 The cinenchy-

inatous vessels, in which, .cyclosis goes on.

Cineraceous (siner,7 ' J.is\ a. [f. L. ritunnc-us

ashy + -org.] Of the nature or colour of ashes.

1864 Webster cites Martyn. 1866 '/Was. Bot., Cinerti-

ccohs, ash-greyish.

Cineraria (sinere^ria). Bot. PI. -as. [mod.

Lat., fern, of L. cineran'us pertaining to ashes, f.

einer-cm ashes. So named from the ash-coloured

down on the leaves.] A genus of composite plants

^now generally included in Scnecio
,
mostly natives

of South Africa, with blue or purple flowers, but

assuming very various colours under cultivation.

They are grown as greenhouse or window plants.

>597 CIkrardf. Herbal 11. xxviii. 116331281 Cineraria, or ash
coloured St. James Wort. 1664 Evelyn A'mI. /tort. (1729*

227 [Plants] not perishing but in excessive colds. .Cineraria,

etc. I1731-7 Miller Card. Diet. led. 3) s.v. Jacobira, Jaeo-
t'xa Africana. .African Shrubby Ragwort, with cut leaves,

and the under Part of an Ash Colour.] 1858 Olenny Cant.
Evcry-day Hk. 274/1 Cinerarias will not bear the frost.

1871 Daily AVritf 22 Mar., The Great Western Station, .i*

smothered in azaleas, camellias, cinerarias, and lilacs.

II
Cinerarium (rfnfati'ilftu). [Lat., in same

sense ; see next, and -abitm.] A place for de-

positing the ashes of the dead after cremation.

1880 Times 9 Oct., In the cemetery of Milan, near the

Crematorium . . a Cinerarium is to be erected.

Cinerary >i nerari), a. [ad. L. cinerdri-tis

pertaining to ashes. Cf. F. cintraire.] Of or per-

taining to ashes. Cinerary urn, vase : a sepul-

chral urn used in ancient times to preserve the

ashes of the dead after cremation.

1750 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 107 One of those cinerary'

urns. 1857 Birch Ahc, Pottery (18581 II. 34s Larger ums,
some for cinerary purposes. 1880 Howells Vnetisc. Country
i. 6 There are cinerary associations with fire places.

Cineration siniTr^ Jan . rare-", [f. L. type

*cinera-re, einera-tus to reduce to ashes, of w hich

the latter occurs in med.L. {Du Cange). In mod.

F. cineration. See -ation'.] Reduction to

ashes.

1708-15 Kersey, Cinefaetioti or Cineration. 1751 Cham-
bers Cycl.,Cineration, in chymistry, the reduction ofwood,

or any other combustible matter, into ashes, by means of fire.

. .This, others call cinefaction. 175s Johnson, Cineration,

the reduction of any thing by fire to ashes. A term of

chymistry. [Hence in mod. Diets.]

Cinerator si-nerfitw). [agent-noun f. L. type

cinerare : see prec] A furnace for reducing dead

bodies to ashes.

1880 Lihr. Univ. Kno-.ul. IV. 447 A pentagonal cinerator

for the use of Hindus and the other Hindu castes.

Cinereal sini' rial), a. [f. as next + -al.]

+ 1. = Cinerary. Obs. rare.

1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia 1. 1. iii. 105 A cinereal urn.

2. = Cinereous.
< 1878 Oxf. Bible Helps 95 Cinereal crows.

Cinereous sini- rias), a. [f. L. cinere us ash-

coloured {f. ciner-em ashes) + -org.]

1. Of an ashy hue, ash-coloured, ashen-gray
;
spec.

in names of birds having ash-coloured feathers, as

the cinereous crow, cinereous eagle, etc.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. 4 A/in. Introd., [The] partrig,

: grecian, reddish, cinereous, white, and damascen. 1768

Pennant Penguins in Phil. Trans. LVIII. 92 The whole

back is of a very deep cinereous colour. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 142 Cinereous crows . . brave the severest winter.

1813 Bingley Anim. Biog. (ed. 4) II. 7: The great or cine-

reous shrike. 1865 liossE Land I, 6Va(i874i 14.

2. Of the nature of ashes.

1811 Pinkerton Petrol. II. 455 Round cinereous bodies.

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 111. vii. She must first burn-out,

and lie as a dead cinereous heap.

% cataehr. 1 Baked to a cinder, over-cooked.

1807 Edits. Rev. X. 333 This semi-sanguineous partialily

had given way to a taste for cinereous, .meats.

Cinerescent sinere
-

sent), a. rare. [ad. late

L. cinerescenf-em pres. pple. of cinerescfre to turn

to ashes.] Inclining to ash-colour
;
grayish.

1880 in Webster Supf.

Cineritions (sineri-Jas\ a. Also 7 -cious.

[f. L. cineriei-us, -tins ashy, like ashes + -org.]

1. Ash-coloured, ashen-gray ; in Anal, used of

the ' gray-matter' of the brain and spinal cord.

1686 in Phil. Trans. XVI. 230 Very little of the cinerilious

Colour to be seen. 1697 /bid. XIX. 534 Whether I did dis.

tingulsh the Cinericious and Medullary Substances. 1791

Pearson in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 353 A light grey or cinen.

tious heavy powder. 1840 G. ELUs Anat. 35 A medullary

nucleus, .enveloped by the grey or cinerilious matter.

2. Of the nature of ashes or cinders.

I73» P. Delany Revelation II. 226JR.) Broken and burnt

rocks, ruins of buildings, and cinerilious earth. 178a Misc.

in Ann. Reg. 172/1 The soil of the plain is cinerilious. 1803

G. S. Kaber Cain II. 389 No cinerilious remains are

visible, .and. .there are no marks of cremation in the cave.

1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 337 Grey, sad, and cinerilious.

Cinerulent ^ine r'/dent), a. rare-", [f. L.

ciner-em ashes ; cf. pulverulent.'] ' Full of ashes
'

(J.), of the texture of ashes.

1656 Blolnt Glossogr., Cinerulent {cinertilentusX full of

ashes. [ Hence in Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets. ]

Cinfoly, obs. form of Cinquepoil.

Cingalese ttgcKUk^ a. and sb. Forms
: 7

Cingala, Singale, 8 Cinglass. [f. Skr. Siithalam

Ceylon, sihhalas people of Ceylon ; in Tamil

fiitgala.'] adj. Of Ceylon, sb. A native of Ceylon ;

the language of Ceylon.

1613 Purchas mgr. I. v. xvii. 460 The Singales or Native

Inhabitants, /bid., The Cingalas are very cunning Arti-

ficers in all mettalls. 1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) 1 1. 698/2

Two Cingaleses. hid themselves. 1868 Mai.leson trench

in India 1. 27 Some native Cingalese in Dutch pay.

Cingle siij g'l). Forms : 5 syngle, sengle, 6

sangle, single, 7- cingle. [a. OF. cengle (1 ith a),

sengle (nth 0.1 ; in mod.F. sangle :-L. eingulum

girdle.] A girdle ; anything that girds or sur-

rounds ; a girth, a belt.

M3° Lydg. Boehas iv. vi. (1554) 104 a, This tirant de-

ceiuable, Gaue him another syngle, made of wul. 1483

Caxton Gold. /.eg. 412/1 The senglys or gyrthes of the

hors. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Er. Tone, I 'ne sangle, a

sengle or girth. 1708-15 Kersey, Cingle, a Girth for a

Horse. [Hence in Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets.]

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bis., Cingle (from cir-eitigle).

A belt worn by seamen.

tCingling, vbl. sb. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. possible

vb. Cingle, Lprcc] Girdling, tight -lacing.
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1603 Fi.orio Montaigne (1613) 133 To become slender in

wast . . what cingling, will they [women] not indure.

||
Cingular. [See Sanglieb.] ' A wild boar

iu its fifth year. Howell.' (Halliwell.)

II
Cingulum (snjgittUrm). The Latin word for

'girdle, belt' [f.root oicingert to gird] .occasionally

used as a technical term for a. The girdle of a

priest's alb. b. A surgical cincture or girdle ; also

the part of the body round which a girdle is worn,

the waist, c. Anat. A band of dental substance

surrounding the base of the crown of the tooth in

some animals, d. Zool. The transverse series of

bony bands in the armour of the armadillo, e.

The clitellum or band of higher-coloured rings in

the body of earthworms.

1847 Craig, Cingulum, in Zoology, a term applied to the

neck of a tooth, or that constriction which separates the

crown from the fang. 1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's

Zool. I. 231 Clitellum or cingulum, a tumid fleshy glandular

zone. 1872 Mivart Elem. Anat. 264 A 'band' of dental

substance (termed the cingulum) may surround the tooth.

1877 Coues Fur Anim. vil. 205 A simple conical cusp, two-

rooted, with, .a well-marked cingulum. 1877 Huxley Anat.

Inv. An.v. 221 Cingulum or clitellum.

Cinicke, obs. form of Cynic.

||
Ciniphes, sb. pi. Obs. Also oinifes. A word

taken over from the Vulgate [repr. Gr. OKvitpts,

pi. of owif, of the LXX.], where it is applied to

the insects which constituted the third plague of

Egypt {Exod. viii. 17) ;
variously supposed to be

gnats, lice, fleas.

a 1571 Jewel On Joshua vi. 1-3. 980 The Ciniphes were

but little, yet they are reckoned among the great plagues of

God. 1609 Bible (Douay) Ps. civ. 31 And the cinifes in al

their coastes. 1656 Blount Glossngr., Ciniph, a gnat. 1662

Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 11. x. § 10 (ed. 3) 358 In turning the

dust into ciniphes [v.r. Ciphinies] (which we render lice).

[Bailey has 'ciniphes'.]

Cinit, obs. form of Zenith.

Cink(e, -foil, obs. form of Cinque, -foil.

Cinnabar (si'nabaj). Forms : 4 oynoper, 5

cenopere, oynabare, 6-7 ciuaper, 6-8 cinoper,

7 oinnambre, sinaper, synaper, sinopre, cina-

ber, sinabar, einabre, cyrmaber, 7-8 cinnaber,

7-9 cinabar, 7- cinnabar, [ad. OF. einabre or

L. cinnabaris, ad. Gr. Kivya0o.pi, a word of oriental

origin : cf. Pers. zanjifrah in same sense. (,Cf.

MHG. zinober.)]

1. The red or crystalline form of mercuric sul-

phide (Hg" S). Originally applied to native cin-

nabar, a rhombohedral mineral, usually of adaman-

tine lustre, the most important ore of mercury.

Hepatic cinnabar : a variety of native cinnabar of a liver-

brown colour.

a 1599 Hakluyt Voy. 1 1. 229 Great quantitie ofquicksilver

and Cinaper. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 1. iii. (1616) 616 You
shall deale much, with mineralls . . argaile, alkaly, Cinoper.

1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 227 Sinabar ..isa

deadly medicine made half of quick-silver, and half of

Brimstone by Art of fire. 1635 Swan Spec. M. vi. (1643) 294

Cinoper . . otherwise called Vermilion. 1685 Boyle Satub.

Air 64 Cinnabar, which is the Ore of Quicksilver. 1727

Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Bezoar Stone, Others use Cinoper,

Antimony, and Quicksilver. 1838-43 Arnold Hist, Rome
III. xlvii. 398 The cinnabar or sulphuret of quicksilver, of

the famous mines of Almaden. 1863-72 Watts Diet. Chcni.

III. 912 Mercuric Sulphide .. exists both amorphous and

crystallised ; in the former state it is black ; in the latter, it

has a fine red colour and^constitutes the well-known pig-

ment called cintuibar or Vermillion.

2. The same used as a pigment ; Vekmilion.

1382 Wyclif fer. xxii. 14 [He] maketh cedre couples, and
peynteth with cynoper [1388 with reed colourj. CI420

Pallad. 011 Husb. xn, 118 Write oute whate the list with

cynabare. 1688 R. Holme Armoury \. 13 The colors.,

swarvy red, synaper, or lake color. 1784 J: Barry Led.
Art vi. (1848) 213 Blue, white, and black, with here and
there perhaps a tincture of cinnabar. 18x2 Davy Chem.
Philos. 441 A cake of a fine red colour, called^ cinnabar,

and known in commerce under the name of vermilion,

t b. transf. A red colour like that of vermilion.

1616 Dru.mm. of Hawth. Sonn. xxvi, From th' orient bor-

rowing gold, from western skies Heavenly einabre.

3. Cinnabar ofantimony :
' name for sulphuret of

antimony, which was formed during an old process

for making butter of antimony, in which mercury

was used ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.}.

1674 R. Godfrey Inj. <y Ab. Physic 29 To work he went on

Gold and Mercury . . conjoyn'd them with Antimony . . and
firmly resolv'd, after he had made it into a Cinnabar that it

should be Horizontal Gold. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Cin-

nabar of Antimony, a composition of mercury, common
sulphur, and crude antimony, sublimed.

f 4. Dragon's blood
;
properly the red resinous

juice of a tree, but formerly believed to be a mixture

of Dragon's and Elephant's blood. In this sense

usually in the Latin form. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP.R. xix. xxvii. (1495) S78. 1599
Hakluyt Voy. II. 11. 331 Sanguis Draconis (that is) Dragons
blood, otherwise called Cinnabaris. 1601 Holland Pliny
II. 532 Clnnambre, which is the mixed bloud of their fel

dragons and mighty elephants. 1607 Tol'SELL Serpents
11653) 613 His and their bloud is mingled both together,
whereof the Ancients made their Cinnabaris.

5. attrib. Vermilion-coloured
;
deep red or scarlet.

So in comb, as cinnabar-red.

1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 250 A precipitate of a

dark cinnabar colour. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 14 Dec, Of
|

a dingy cinnabar tint. 1882 Garden 23 Dec. 553/1 Lip

white, with a cinnabar botch on the disc.

6. Cinnabar moth, collectors' name of Calli-

inorpha Jacobsea, a British moth.

Cinnabaric sinabrc'rik), a. [f. prec. + -ic]

= next.

Cinnabarine si'nabarain, -in), a. [f. as prec.

+ -INE. Cf. F. cinabarin, formerly cinabrin 'red,

ruddie (as Vermillion; ' Cotgr.] Consisting of,

containing, or pertaining to, cinnabar.

1685 Boyle Salub. Air 11 The Soil containing these cin- i

nabarine veins. 1713 Sprengnell in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 1

138 Cinnabarine Medicines were successfully applied. 1754
Huxham ibid. XLVIII. 845 The cinnabarine preparation.

t Cinnaberous, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

4- -ous.] Of or pertaining to cinnabar.

1658 J. Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1127 Those places
j

are of a Cinnaberous quality, whence he conceives, that from
the vapours rising from Cinnaber, the snow becomes red.

f Cinnabrian, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. Cinna- !

barine.] Cinnabar-coloured.
c 1668 Sir T. Browne Works (1880) III. 508 Fine cinna-

J

brian tips of the wings.

Ci'nnamate. Chem. [f. L. cinnam-um cinna-

mon + -ate.] A salt of cinnamic acid. Ci'nnamal
= Cinnamic aldehyde. So Cinna mein = benzyl-

cinnamate C 9 H 7 62 .C 7 H 7 , a constituent of Peru

and Tolu balsams, etc., crystallizing in shining

prisms. Ci'nnamene, an aromatic hydro-carbon

C8 H 8 , or C 6 H 5-C2 H3 (Ethenyl-beuzcne, phenyl-
j

ethene), a very mobile and volatile colourless oil

with a strong aromatic odour, obtained from cinna-
j

mic acid, storax, or the resin of Peru balsam ; also

called Cinnamol, and Styrol. Cinnarae nyl-, a

formative of names of acids, formed from cinnamic

aldehyde, as cinnamenylacrylic, Hnnamenylangelic.

Cinna mic, of or pertaining to cinnamon, as in

Cinnamic acid, C 9 H a 02 , or C 6 H5 — C, 1

1

2 O . OH
(phenylacrylie acid), a monatomic aromatic acid

j

obtained by the oxidation of cinnamon oil ; cinna-

mic aldehide C„ II 7 OH, cinnamic alcohol C, H 10 O
etc. Ci'nnamide, the amide of cinnamyl C8 H 7

O . H 2 N, a white crystalline substance. Cinna-
myl, the aromatic monatomic radical, C 9 H 7 O', of

cinnamic acid, etc.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 45 The cinnamate
of silver. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 458 The cinnamates

are monobasic. 1873 Waits Feiones' Chem. 771 Cinnamene
is a very mobile, colourless oil. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Client.

420 It oxidizes first to cinnamyl aldehyde and then to cin-

namic acid. 1881 Nature XXIV. 229 Bertagnini, in 1856

. . obtained cinnamic acid artificially from oil of bitter

almonds. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 419 Styrol, or Cin-

namol, is found in liquid storax. 1838 T. Thomson Chem.
Org. Bodies 44 The base of cinnamonic acid, to which they

have given the name of cinnamoyl. 1876 Harley Mat.
Med. 457 Oil of cinnamon is composed of cinnamyl hydride.

Cinnambre, obs. form of Cinnabar.
Cinnamite (srnamait). A/in. [f. Cinnam-on

+ -ITE.] An old name of Cinnamon-stone.
1814 Allen Mitt. Nomen. 12.

CinnamO'meOUS, a. rare. [f. L. type *«'«-

nambme-us + -OOS.] Of, belonging to, or of the

nature or quality of cinnamon.
1851-60 in Maynf. Exp. Lex.

CinnantO'mic, °- [f- L. cinnamdm-um (see

next) + -10.] Of cinnamon: in Chem. - Cinnamic.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 178/2 When oil of cinnamon is

I
exposed to oxygen gas. .the result is the cinnamomic acid.

Cinnamon (si'naman). Forms: 5 synamom(e,
oynamone, 5-6 sinamome,oynamum,5-7 eyna-

mome, 6 oinamom(e, cinnamum, cino-, cyno-

mome, sinamon, (synemond, -mont), 6-7

eynamom, syn-, cynamon, 6-8 oinaraon, 7

cinnamom, -mun, (-mond, cynament, cina-,

synamond), 7- cinnamon, [a. F. cinnamomc,

also in 16th c. cinamonde, ad. L. cinnamdm-um,

a. Gr. Kivvafxanov. There was also a later Gr.

Kivvaixov, whence L. cinnamon, cinnamum, to

which the current Eng. form is, at least in part,

due. The Gr. was of Semitic origin = Heb. flE^i?

qinnamon, cinnamon.]

1. The inner bark of an East Indian tree (see 2),

dried in the sun, in rolls or ' quills ', and used as a

spice. It is of a characteristic yellowish brown
colour, brittle, fragrant, and aromatic, and acts as

a carminative and restorative.

C1430 Lydg. Bpchas vn. ix. (1554) 174 a, Sinamome, frank,

ensence withal, a 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 133 in

Babees Bk. (1868) 126 Looke bat your stikkes of synamome
be thyn. 153s Coverdale Prtro. vii. 17 Myrre, Aloes and
Cynamom. — Eectus. xxiv. 15 As y Cynamon and Balme,

that hath so good a sauoure. 1551 Turner Herbali. (156S)

F j a, The smell of them is like cinnamum. 1555 in W. H

.

Turner Select. Pee. Oxford 227 Item, for synemond. .vjd.

1571 Wilts tf Inv. N. C. (1835) I. 364, jib. of synemont vjs.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trap, xxxiv. (1663) 137 Cinna-

mom, pepper, cardamone. 1664 Fefys Diary {ifyq) III. 1

Take . . of Cynament, of Nutinegg, of each halfe an ounce.

1830 Sir J. Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 83 If the nose be

held while we are eating cinnamon, we shall perceive no

difference between its flavour and that of a deal shaving.

1884 Cornlt. Mag. 629 Paradoxical as it sounds to say so,

cinnamon has really no taste at all, but only a smell. Mod.
Seasoned with ground cinnamon.

f b. As a term of endearment. Obs. rare.

c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 513 My fayre bryd, my swete
cynamome [v.r. cynamone].

c. White Cinnamon : the inner bark of Can-
ella alba ; see Canella 2.

1751 Chambers Cycl., s. v. Cinnamon, White Cinnamon,
which some call. .Winter's bark, from the person's name
who first brought it into England.

2. The tree which yields this bark, Cinnamomum
zeylanicum, N. O. Lauraceae. Also applied to

other trees, allied to, or in some way resembling

the true cinnamon ;
csp. Bastard C, the Cassia,

C. Cassia; Black C, the West Indian Pimento,

acris ; Mountain C, Cinnamodendron corticosum

;

"Wild Cinnamon, Canella alba and Myrcia acris.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. K. xvn. xxvi. (1495I 619 A
shrubbe that growyth in Ynde and in Ethiopia, .and hyght
Cynamum. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe hid. (Arb.) 8 A great

wood of Precious trees, some of Cinomome and Cassia.

1681 R. Knox Hist. Ceylon 16 The third Tree, which is the

Cinnamon. 1789 Saunders in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 82

Two species of the Laurus of Linnseus ; one known by the

name of the bastard cinnamon. 1858 R. Hogg Veget.

Kingd. 352 Myrcia acris . . called in Jamaica Wild Cinna-

mon or Wild Clove . . The leaves have a sweet aromatic smell

resembling that of cinnamon.

3. attrib. and as adj. Cinnamon-coloured.
1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2017/8 A Close-bodied Coat of Cina-

mon colour. 1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. (1796) IV.

244 Piteus cinnamon. 1844-57 G. Bird Urin. Deposits

(ed. 5) 183 A well-marked, .cinnamon tint. 1868 Royle
& Headland Mat. Med. (ed. 5) 614 The colour of the bark

is a yellowish brown, now usually called a Cinnamon colour.

1870 Miss BroUghton Red as Rose I. 55 Cochins, muffled

in . . cinnamon feathers.

4. attrib. and Comb., as cinnamon-bark, -plant,

-tree; -eater (see quot.) ; -powder ; -like adj. ; also

with names of colours, as cinnaniou-brown, -red,

-yellow ; cinnamon-coloured adj. (see 3) ; cinna-

mon apple, an early variety of apple ; also a fruit

of Surinam ; cinnamon fly, a fly used in angling
;

cinnamon-oil, or oil of cinnamon, a sweet aro-

matic yellow oil obtained from cinnamon-bark,

cassia-bark, etc., consisting chiefly of cinnamic

aldehyde
; t cinnamon-plum, a variety of plum ;

cinnamon-root, Gerard's name for the Plough-

man's Spikenard {Inula Conyza,; f cinnamon
,
rose, a species of rose (A', cinnamomcd) ; cinna-

mon-sedge, the Sweet Rush, Acorus Calamus
(Britten & Holland) ;

cinnamon-stone, a name
given to various brown and yellow kinds of garnet,

esp. to a cinnamon-coloured variety from Ceylon
;

cinnamon-suet (see quot.) ;
cinnamon-water,

an aromatic beverage prepared from cinnamon.
1664 Evelyn Nat. Hort. (1729) 210 July. . Fruits in Prime

.."Cinnamon Apple. 1796 Stedman Surinam II. xxvii.

312 A kind of fruit called in Surinam pomme de cauelle, or

cinnamon-apple. 1811 A. T.Thomson Loud. Disf. (1818)

224 *Cinnamon bark is astringent, cordial, and tonic. 1797
Bewick Brit. Birds (1847,1 18 The back and coverts of

the wings are bright cinnamon brown, spotted with black.

1679 Trial R. Langhom 56 He was in a 'Cinamon-coloured

Suit. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 57 Fur gray brown
above ; cinnamon-coloured below. 1729 Scheuchzer in

Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 105 A certain kind of wild Doves,

which from their feeding on the Fruit of the Cinnamon-
Tree, they call " Cinnamon-eaters. 1867 F. Francis A ngling

vi. (1880I 235 The 'Cinnamon, .fly is one . . of the Phryga-
nidx. 1868 Royle & Headland Mat. Med. (ed. 5) 617 All

sorts of *cinnamon-like plants._ 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org.

Bodies 43 Two varieties of oil of cinnamon occur in com-
merce. 1873 Watts Foivnes* Chem. 818 Cinnamic Acid is

also produced by oxidation of *cinnamon-oil. 1664 Evelyn
Kal. Hort. (1729) 210 Fruits in Prime . . ^Cinnamon-Plum.
1882 Garden 15 Apr. 246/2 Flowers . . spotted with 'cinna-

mon-red. 1597 Gerard Herbal{Brltt. & Holl.), In English

it [Inula Conyza] may be called the 'cinamom-roote. 1664

Evelyn Nat. Hort. (1729) 208 June . . Flowers in Prime ,

.

Selder, and *Cynomon Roses. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat.

F'eb. 136 The mouldie mosse . . My ^Sinamon smell too much
annoieth. 1805 Jameson Miu. II. 527 One new species .

.

denominated *cinnamon stone. 1868 Dana Min. 266 Cin-

namon-stone . . included a cinnamon-coloured variety [of

garnet] from Ceylon. 1868 Royle & Headland Mat. Med.

613 From the ripe fruits a fatty substance called "cinnamon

suet is expressed, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 78 *Cynamum
tre, sinamus. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 338 A wild

cinnamon tree, growing upon the coast of Malabar. 1832

Veg. Subst. Food 344 The cinnamon-tree attains to the

height of twenty feet. 1389 Pappe ir. Hatchet (1844) 15

Give him some *cinamom water, his conscience hath a cold

Stomacke. 1634 AUhorp MS. in Simpkinson Washington!

(i860) Introd. 63 To a woman 2 dayes disstilling cinamon

water 00 00 06. 1700 Congreve Way of WorldX vn, Bring

two dishes of chocolate and a glass of cinnamon-water.

Crnnamonedj/tf-//^- Spiced, flavoured, etc.

with cinnamon.
a 1844 Beckford. (Fitzedward Hall.)

Cinnamonic (sinamp-nik), a. [f. as prec.

+

I -IC] Of or resembling cinnamon ; in Client.

1 = Cinnamomic, Cinnamic.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 44 Oxygen gas is

rapidly absorbed by oil of cinnamon . . and an acid is formed

| to which Dumas and Peligot have given the name of cinna-

; monic acid. 1868 Royle & Headland Mat. Med. 615

Its grateful aroma and spicy cinnamonic taste.

53-a
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Cinnyl (frnil). Chem. [f. Cinn£amon + -yl.]

The radical, CfH», of Cinnylic (» Ciknamic)
alcohol.
1879 Watts Diet. Chem. L 992 Cinnylic alcohol forms

beautiful silky needles, having a sweet taste and an agree-

able odour of hyacinths.

Cinomome, obs. form of Cinnamon.
Cinoper, obs. form of Cinnabab.
Cinople, var. of Sinople, Obs.

Cinosure : see Cynosure.
Cinq : see Cinque.

Cinquain (sink^-*n). rare. [a. F. cinquain

collection of five, stanza of five lines, f. cinq five.

Cf. Quatrain.] A collection or company of five.

a. Mil. ,See quot.) Obs.

1711 Military Sea Diet., Cinquain^ an ancient Order of

Battle, to draw up 5 Battalions, so that they may make
three Lines, a Van, Main Body, and Body of Reserve.

b. A stanza of five lines.

1882 J. Payne iooi Nts. II. 205 One of Sher Kan's boon-
companions, .reciting the following cinquains.

Cinquangle, cinkangle. Obs. [i.Y.cinq

five+ANGLE.] A pentagon. Hence Cinquangled, a.

1551 Records Pathw. Knenvl. L Defin., Figures of .v.

sydes, other v. corners, which we may call cinkangles,

whose sydes partlye are all equal! as in A, and those are

counted ruled cinkeangles. 1557 Recorde Whetst. C iij, Tri-

angulare, Quadrate, Cinkeangeled, Siseangeled . 1589 Ivb
Portif. 6 Neither is the cynqueangle to be chosen.

T Cinquanter. Obs. Also 7 sincaunter,

sinkanter, cinque-cater, cinque-and-quater, 8

cincater, cinquater. [app. f. F. cinquante fifty :

but in certain uses, it seems to have been associated

with cinque at dice.]

1. A man of fifty ; an old stager.

161 1 Cot<;h., Rocard, a hoarse mouldichaps, an ouer-
worne sincaunter, one that can neither whinnie, nor wag
the taile. a 1624 Bp. M. Smith Senn. 11632) 158 This is a
very pleasing speech to some old Cinque-Caters. 1675
Cotton Burlesque upon Burl. 173 (D.t Take pity, prithee,

Upon a poor old Cinque and Quater, Had paid for playing
the Creator. 1711-1800 BxiIXY, Cincater, Cinquater, a
Man aged Fifty Years

2. (See quot.)

i6i_7 Collins Def. Bp. Ely il x. 410 He would coniure
you into a boote, or into a bench-hole for your labour, like

a sawcy Sincltanter. a 1640 Jackson Creed x. xix. Wks.
IX. 1 15 One Yolanerius an old sinkanter, or gamester and
scurrilous companion by profession.

Cinque, cinq (sink). Forms : 3* 7 sink, c-ink,

4-5 cynk, 4-7 sinke, 5-7 synk e, 5-7 cinke, 6

sinque, cynque, 6- 7 cinq, 6- cinque, [a. OF.
cink, cine, mod.F. cinq ( = Pr. cine, It. cinque):—

L. quinque five.]

1. The number five, as marked on dice ; a throw
in which the die turns up five.

( 1386 Chaucer Pard. T, 325 Seuene is my chaunce and
thyn is cynk & treye [v.r. fyue and pre J. 1509 Barclay ShyP
of Polys (1874* I. 395 Though* sys or synke them fayle The
dyse oft renneth upon the chaunce of thre. 1577 B. Gooce
Heresbach's Hush. (15B6) 103 b, Set them, .in order like the
Sinke upon a Die. 164s Fuller Holy

<fr Prof. St. 11. xviii.

116 France and Italy arc like a die, which hath no points
betwixt sink and ace, Nobility and Pesantry. 1708 Mot-
teux Rabelais v. x. (1737) 37 Cinques, Quaters, Ireys, and
Duces. 1870 Hardy & Ware A/od. 7/oyle (Warne) 14s
[Backgam.], Throwing either quatre, cinque or six.

2. //. ' The name given by change-ringers to

changes on eleven bells, probably from the fact

that five pairs of bells change places in order of

ringing in each successive change * {Diet. A/us.).

1871 Kllacombe Bells Ch. iii. 41 They . . rang a course of
cinques on hand-bells.

1 3. Phr. To set at cinque ami sice : ? to expose
to great risks, to be reckless about. Cinque out-

posts, posts : the five senses (cf. Cinque Ports 2).

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 44 Greit folie to set on synk
andsyss, The greit honour befoir the Romanis wan. 1566
Like Will to Like in Hazl. Dotlsley I II. 346 Mysword,my
buckler, and all at sink and cise. 1607 Topsell Pour-/.
Beasts (16581 137 Our Country men . . for their carelessness

of life, setting all at cinque and sioc. 1649 Winter Dream
in Hart. Misc. VII. 303 (D.), I was fallen soundly asleep;

the cinque-out-posts were shut up closer than usually. 1660

Howell Parly Beasts 3a (D.) As if the cinq-posts (my five

outward senses) had been trebly lockt up.

4. Comb., f cinque-petal, a flower with five

petals ; cinque-point {Backgammon , the fifth

point from the end on either side of the board
;

\ cinque-points, the 'five points'e. g. ofCalvinism;

cinque-spotted a., having five spots. See also

CINQUEFOIL, ClNQUEPACE, ClNQUE PORTS.

1715 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 275 PlantarJl.

peutafietato, *Cinquepetals. 1664 H. More Synopsis
Propjt. Pref. to Rdr. 201 Her moderation in the "cinq-

points, her perfect freeness from all manner of superstitious

and imposturous opinions. 1778 T. Jones Hoyle's Games
Impr. 161 To secure your own or your Adversary's *Cinque
Point. 1870 Hardy & Wake Mod. Hoyle (Warne) 141

[Backgam.] the first most advantageous throw is aces, as it

. .secures the cinque point in your inner table. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. u. ii. 38 On her left brest A mole 'Cinque-spotted.
1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 60 A. .cinque-spotted shadow.

Cinque-and-quater, cinque-cater : see

Cinquanter.

Cinquecentist (tj/ykw^itjcntist). [ad. Ital.

cinqueccntista (pi. -t'stP, f. cinquccento ; see next.

In mod. K. cinquecentiste!\ An (Italian) artist or

writer of the cinquecento period.
1871 Farrar Witn. Hist. iii. 121 The foul poetry of the

CinauecentistL 1885 Edin. Rev. Jan. 41 The Cinquecent-
ists hunted patiently below the stratum of wreckage.

II Cinquecento (tjYnkw^tJe-nU>). [Ital. = five

hundred ; but here short for mil cinque cento 1500.]
A term applied in Italy tothe 16th century (15— ),

and to that style of art and architecture, character-
ized by a reversion to classical forms, which arose
about 1500. Also attrib.

1760 Goldsm. Cit. W. xxxiii, He showed us one [intaglio]

. . which he thought to be an antique, but my governor .

.

soon found it to be an arrant cinque cento. 1841 W. Spald-

j

INC Italy «f It. 1st. II. 304 Titian . . was the last survivor
I of the great painters in the cinquecento, as the Italians call

the sixteenth century. 1847 La Lindsay Chr.Art. I. 38
Till the fifteenth century, when Latin, Lombard, and
pointed architecture all went down before the revived
antique or cinquecento. 1866 Reader 6 Jan. 20/1 The
great cinquecento artists. 1876 Gwilt Archil., Cinque-
cento Architecture . . In France . . called Style Francois
premier, and Renaissance ; and in England the Revival,
and Elizabethan.

Cinquefoil, cinqfoil ;si nkfoil), sb. and a.

Forms : 5 sinkfoil, (qwynfoilej
, 5-6 synkfoil(e,

! 6 cinkfoly, -ie, cinfoly, cinkfoile, (cinkefield),

cinqflle, cinquefole, (cintfoyle), sinke-, synke-,
1 sinckefoyle, 6-7 cinke-, cinquefoile, -foyle, 7

;

cinkfoil, sinkefoile, (sinkfield\ 7 9 cinqfoil,

7- cinquefoil. [f. OF. type *cinkfoil, mod.F.
quinte/euille {quintefoil in Alphita, 15th a), cor-

resp. to L. quinquc/olium, f. quinque five +
folium leaf.]

A. sb. 1. The plant Potentilla reptans (N. O.
Rosaces?), with compound leaves each of five leaf-

lets. Also used of other species with similar leaves,

and as a book-name for the whole genus.
1545 Raynold Byrt/t Man. 81 Take of cinkefoyle the leues

and rotes. 156a Turner Herbal (1568) 11. nob, Quinque-
folium is named in English Cinkfoly, or fyvefyngred grasse,
or herb fyvelefe. 1573 Tcsser Husb. (1878) 97 Necessarie
herbes to growe in the garden for Physick. .Cinqflle. 1580
Hollyband Treat. Pr. 'Pong., Quintefueilte . . an Hearbe
called Cinkefield. 1989 Greene Menaphon ( Arb. ) 36 There
growes the cintfoyle, and the hyacinth. 1676 Hobbes Iliad
(1677) 33 Upon lote and cinquefoil feeding. 1858 R. Hogg
Veget. Kingd. 304 The Cinquefoils. .numbering nearly two
hundred species. 1863 S. B. Gould Iceland 332 Sprinkled
with the orange Alpine cinquefoil.

b. Marsh cinquefoil : = Comarum palustre,

1793 G. White Selborne (ed. Woodi 11. xl. 265, 1 found

I

Comarum pa/itslre. .or marsh cinque foil.

2. An ornamental design resembling the leaf of

cinque foil. Obs. exc. as in b and c-

1424 P.. E. Wills (1882) 56 Six saucers of siluere werkid
with a sink foil vnder be brerde}. 1448 Will 0/ Btackett
1 Somerset Ho.*, A basyn with the qwynfoile with the ewer.

*534 m Peacock Eng. Ch. Pnmiturc * 1866) 193 A huntynge
home harnesid with siluer with a bukkill & xviii barres
& a synkfoile.

b. As a charge in Heraldry.
159a Wyrley Armorie 88 In siluer shield a cinquefoil

blue. 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. $ Pop. xi. 71 In the
early Rolls the cinqfoil and the six-foil are used without
any distinction.

C. Arch. An ornament used in the Pointed style,

consisting of five divisions or 1 leaves ' formed by
the spaces between a series of cusps, inscribed in a

pointed arch or in a circular ring. Hence cinque-

foil-headed adj.

1816 Centl. Mag. I,XXXVI. 1. J22 The window .. is

divided by two mullions into three cinquefoil-headed lights.

1849 Freeman Archil. 418 With, .the cinquefoil, and even
the actual pointed horse-shoe arch. 1876 Gwilt Archit.
Gloss., The cinquefoil. when inscribed in a circle, forms a
rosette of five equal leaves having an open space in the
middle, the leaves being formed by the oj>en spaces.

B. Otij. [ — L. quinqucfolius] = next.
-1420 Pattad. oh Huso. 111. 656 Nowe betes sowe, ami

synk or quater foil Transplaunte. 1688 R. Holme A rmoury
11. 90/1 'I he Cinquefoile Avens hath the leaf divided into 5
parts. 1749 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 143 The Rays on the

IBM Pari forming a beautiful cinquefoil Figure. 1816 J.
Smith Panorama Sc. ft Art I. 139 In many doors, a trefoil

and even cinquefoil feathering is used.

Cinquefoiled, a. [f. prec. + -ed.] Furnished
with cinquefoils, cinqucfoil-shaped.
1813 Rutter Ponthilt 73 A single panel, cinque-foiled at

Iwth ends. 1853 Ri skin Stones T'cn. II. ii. §6. 17 Entirely
conventional in its cinquefoiled lobes.

t Cinquepace (srrjk^vis , sb. Obs. Forms: 6

cinquepasse, cinquopas(se, sinkapaoe, 6-7
sinquepace, 7 cinquepace, cinque-a-pace,
cinqu-a-pace, sinke-a-pace. [In 16th c. cinque-

1 pas — F. cinq five pas paces. Littre has cinq pas et

i

trots visages [i.e. five paces and three faces] sorle

d*ancienne danse.]

A kind of lively dance much used for some time
before and after 1500. From the name it is in-

i ferred that ( the steps were regulated by the num-
\

ber five* (Nares) ; and its identity with the galliard

I

appears to be established by a passage referring to

the latter in Sir J. Davis's Poem on J^amiivj-tX. lxvii,
' Five was the number of the music's feet Which still the

dance did with five paces meet.'

c 1570 Thynne Pride $ Lowl. (1841) 53 Or of his dauncc

observed cinquopas . . His wyfe Mycholl ne liked of the
i

grace. 1581 Rich Parttvell Milit. Profess. (18461 4 Oui
galliardes are so curious . . so full of tnckes and tournes,
that he whiche hath no more but the plaine sinque-pace,
is no belter accoumpted of then a verie bongler. 1594
Plat Jewell Ho. 1. Dh ers Nrw Eap. 40 Breake off in the
midst ofa rough Cinquepasse. 1596 Harington^A?/. Aj'ax.
They descanted of the new Faene Queene . . and the greatest
fault they could find in it was that the last verse disordered
their mouthes, and was like a tricke of seventeene in a
sinkapace. 1590 Shaks. Much Ado u. L 77 Then comes
repentance, and with his bad legs falls into the cinque-
pace faster and faster, till he sinkes into his graue. 1601— Twel. If. 1. iii. 139. 1637 Nabbes Microcosm, in Dods-
ley O. PI. IX. 143 Now do your sinque pace cleanly.
1644-7 Cleveland Char. Lond. Dium. 30 Twiss blows the
Scotch pipes, and . . Puts on the traces, and treads Cin-qu-
pace [1651 Cinqu-a-paice

; 1677 cinque-a-pacej.

+ Cinquepace, v. Obs. [f. prec] To dance
a cinquepace.
ij8i Mulcastek Positions xvi. (1887) 73 Forfeare they be

disie when they daunce .. or rather shrinke downe right
when they should cinquopasse.

Cinque Forts. [In 13th c. sink pors repr.

OF. ctnk porz, Latin quinque portus, five ports.]

A group of sea-ports (originally five, whence the
name) situated on the south-east coast of England,
and having jurisdiction along the coast con-
tinuously from Seaford in Sussex, to Birchington

1 near Margate, including also Faversham, which
have existed as an incorporation from an early
period of English history.
The five * Ports ' are in order of precedence Hastings,

Sandwich, Dover, Romneyj Hithe, to which were added in
very earljr times the 1 Ancient Towns ' of Rye and Win-
chelsea, with all the privileges of * Ports '. Several of these
have detached 'Members , of whicri Seaford, Pevensea,
Fordwich, Folkstone, Faversham, Lydd, Tenterden, Deal,
and_ Margate, are 'Corporate Towns with the same juris-
diction and municipal functions as the parent Ports.
In ancient times the Cinque Ports furnished the chief

part of the English navy, in return for which they had
many important privileges and franchises. These were

I

mostly abolished by the Reform Act of 1832 and the Cor-
poration Act of 1835. The Lord Wardenship is now chiefly
an honorary dignity, and is usually conjoined with that of
Governor of Dover Castle. See Vol. I of the Census Re-
turns for 1871, and M, Burrows Cinque Ports.
X191 Carta 27 Mar., an. 2 Rich. I, in Cooper Winchelsea

i (18^0) 64 Non-.aliter quam Barones de Hastingiis et de
quinque portibus placitant. 1*97 R. Glolc 117241 515 Sir
Huber de Boru .. & the sink pors scarseliche mid ssipes
ei^tetene, & ijeue horn bataile in the sc. 1598 Hakluyt
Voy. I. 18 Which, .at the first gaue. .to all the residue the
name of Cinque Ports. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, iv. i. 40.
1614 Selden Titles Hon. 216 In Matthew Paris., it is

reported that the Barons of the Cinqueports carried the
Canopie ouer the King, as their ancient right is. 1640-4
Open. Part, in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 111. (1697) I. 1 Such
Knights, Citizens, and Burgesses, and Barons of the Cinque-
Ports, as were return'd. 1858 I .<<*<. \ . Birds ofPass. (1865)
261 As if to summon from his sleep the Warden And Lord
of the Cinque Ports. 1873 J. uEWis Digest Census of 1871,
24 The Court of Shepway, the Supreme Court of the Cinque
Ports, is so named from the place near Hythe where ..

it was generally held.

b. Used for * barons of the Cinque Ports \
16J3 Shaks. Hen. VIII, iv. i. 20 The Order of the Coro-

nation . . 8 A Canopy, home by foure of the Cinque-Ports,
vnder it the Queene in her Robe.

t 2. fig. Applied to the five senses. Obs.
1633 D- R[ogersJ Treat. Sacraments ii. 7 She [conscience]

..keeps the cinque ports, the out-lets and in-lets of the
heart and life. 1670 Hlbbako Happin. People 12 The
Cinque-ports of the senses in and about the head.

t b. ? The gates or outlets*of a town. Obs~ x

1600 Timon, I walked through the byewayes of the townc,
The Schooles, the Cinqueports, the markelt places.

+ 3. Cinque-port ; a kind of fishing net (see

quots.V Also Cinque-port net. Obs.

1707 Phillips Cinque Port
t
a sort of Fishing Net, so

call'a from the* fiue Kntrances into it. 1753 Chambers Cycl.
Supp. s. v. Net, Cinque-port Net, in fishery, a name given
to a sort of square net, resembling a cage, and having five

entrances into it.

4. attrib. in form Cinque-6ort).

1795 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 9/2 He sat in parliament as a
Cinque port baron. 1888 M. Bi krows Cinque Ports iii. 59
Inconsistent with his (Fdw. the Confessor's] Cinque Port
policy, /bid. iv. 62 The Charter of 6 Edward I (1278) is

the palladium of the Cinque Port liberties.

Cintre (si ntai). Arch. rare. [a. K. cintre in

same sense (16th c. in Littre
,
along with a connate

vb. eiutrer, cf. mcd L. cintrttm (13th c. Littre), It.

ce'utina and centinare. Of uncertain origin ; see

Littre and Diez ; the latter suggests a L. cincturdre,

to girdle or gird. The F. word was perhaps the

actual source of Centre sense 1 3, and its deriva-

tives, though these have been in Eng. merged in

centre centrum), under which it appears in all

the architectural works examined, exc. in Elmes.]

The centre or centering of a bridge or arch.

\c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 78 Cynter or masunry (cyynt of
masonrye 1409), cintorium.] /bid., 456 Syyntyr of ma*
sonrye (A', sintyr of masonry, 1499 syyntir of masunry],

I

sinctorium [1499 cingatorium]. 1826 I Elmes Diet. Arts,
Cintre . . tho timber framing erected . . between piers, to

support voussoirs. .of an arch while building.

II Ciou (ssi an . [Gr. kiwv a column, the uvula.]

a. An old name for the uvula.

1811 Hooper Med. Diet. 1882 Syd. Soi . L.cx.

b. ' The septum between thenostrils
1

(S. S. Lex.).



CIONOTOME. 42] CIPIER.

Cion, obs. form of Scion.

Cionotome (saitf'notoum). [f. Gr. tctcw, k'iov-os

the uvula + rofx-6s cutting, f. rifiv€tv to cut,] Surg.
An instrument for excising a portion of the uvula.

18^4 Knight Diet. Meek. I. 553/2.

Cionotomy (saijonfrtomi). [f. Gr. k'lqjv + -to-

fita cutting.] Excision of the uvula {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Ciopine, Ciper, obs. ff. Chopine, Cypress.

Cipher, cypher (sarfei). Forms: 4sipher, -re,

6 cyfer, -re, cifer, -ra, -re, ciphre, -ra, sypher,
-re, ziphre, (scypher), 6-7 cyphar, 7 cyphre, ci-

phar, zifer, 6- cypher, cipher, [a. OF. cyfre,

cyffre (mod.F. chiffre) — %p. Pg. It. cifra%
med.L.

cifra, cifera, ciphra} f. Arab.^JLtf gifr the arith-

metical symbol 1 zero ' or * nought ' (written in

Indian and Arabic numeration ), a subst. ir»e of

the adj. cifr ' empty, void f. cafara to be empty.

The Arabic was simply a translation of the Sanscrit

name sftnya, literally 'empty'.]

1. An arithmetical symbol or character (o) of no
value by itself, but which increases or decreases

the value of other figures according to its position.

When placed after any figure or series of figures in

a whole number it increases the value of that figure

or series tenfold, and when placed before a figure

in decimal fractions, it decreases its value in the

same proportion.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles rv. 53 Than satte summe, as
sipTire doth in awgrym, That noteth a place, and no thing
availith. c 1400 Test. Love 11. {1560) 286 b/r Although a
sipher in augrim have no might in signification of it selve,

yet he yeveth power in signification to other. 1547 J.
Harrison Exhort. Scottes 229 Our presidentes. .doo seme
but as Cyphers in Algorisme, to fill the place, a 1593 H.
Smith Serin. (1622) 310 You are. .like cyphers, which supply
a place, but signifie nothing. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 6
Like a Cypher (Yet standing in rich place) I multiply With
one we thanke you, many thousands moe, That goe before
it. 1660 Milton Free Commw. 429 Only like a great
Cypher set to no purpose before a long row of other signi-

ficant Figures. 1718 J. Chamberlavne Relig. Philos.

(1730) I. xvi. § 22 With 39 Noughts or Cyphers following.
1801-15 Mar. Edgworth Frank ied. 2) III. 143 It was said
. . that all Cambridge scholars call the cipher aught and all

Oxford scholars call it nought. 1827 Hutton Course Math.
I. 4 The first nine are called Significant Figures, as dis-

tinguished from the cipher, which is of itself quite insig-

nificant.

f b. The zero-point, or zero, of a thermo-
meter.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 475 The range of the quick-
silver . . is between the 24th degree below, and the 105th
degree above cypher.

2. fig. A person who fills a place, but is of

no importance or worth, a nonentity, a 'mere
nothing '.

1579 Lyly Fuphues (Arb.) 46 If one be hard in concerning
they pronounce him a dowlte. .if without speach, a Cipher.

1639 Fuller Holy War 11. v. {1840) 54 At this day the
Roman emperor is a very cipher, without power or profit

in Rome. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879) I- 2 52A The
tribunes' office, which has made ciphers of the consuls. 1844
H. H. Wilson Brit. India. I. 259 The Raja was a cypher

:

the Dewan usurped the whole power. 1852 Thackeray
Esmond L in. (1876) 24 To the lady and lord rather—his
lordship being little more than a cypher in the house,

b. of things.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. R. ii. 39 Mine were the verie
Cipher of a Function To fine the faults. .And let goe by the
Actor. 1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, viii. (1862) 105
The impotent estate being reduced to a cipher, is as if it

had no existence.

3. In an extended sense, applied to all the

Arabian numerals ; a numeral figure ; a number.
1530 Palsgr. 684/2, I reken, I counte by cyfers of agrym.

1640 Rkcorde, etc. Gr. Artes, Of those ten [figures] one
doth signifie nothing . . and is privately called a Cypher,
though all the other sometime be likewise named. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Cipher, a figure or number. 1756 J-
Warton Ess. Pope (1782) I. § ax, 185 It was Gerbert, who
. . is said to have introduced into France, the Arabian
and Indian cypher. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. {1865) VII.
xvm. i. 92, I remember to have seen ' 150 millions' loosely
given as the exaggerated cipher. 1875 Renouf's Egypt.
Gram. 13 Numbers are almost always expressed by means
of ciphers.

1 4. gen. A symbolic character, a hieroglyph.
1533 Elyot Cast. Heltlie (1541) A iv, They wolde have

deuysed a strange syphre or fourme of letters, wherin they
wold have writen their science. 1555 Fardle Facious 1. iv.

40 Yeat ware not their Letters facioned to ioyne together in
sillables like ours, but Ziphres, and shapes of men and of
beastes. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World\\.) In succeeding times
this wisdom began to be written in ciphers and characters,
and letters bearing the form of creatures.

+ h. An astrological sign or figure. Obs.
1390 Spenser F. Q. in. ii. 45 May learned be by cyphers,

or by Magicke might. 1664 Butler Hud. \\. m. 988 He
circles draws, and squares, With ciphers, astral characters.

Jig. 1841-44 Emerson Ess. Circles Wks. (Bohn) I. 125
The eye .

. is the highest emblem in the cipher of the
world.

5. A secret or disguised manner of writing,
whether by characters arbitrarily invented (app.
the earlier method), or by an arbitrary use of letters

or characters in other than their ordinary sense,

by making single words stand for sentences or
phrases, or by other conventional methods intel-

ligible only to those possessing the key ; a crypto-

graph. Also anything written in cipher, and the

key to such a system.
1528 Gardiner in Pocock Rcc. Ref. I. No. 48. 92 We

think not convenient to write them, but only in cipher.

1587 Fleming Cont. Holinshed III. 1371/1 Letters betweene
them were alwaies written in cipher. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn. 11. xvi. § 6 The kinds of ciphers, .are many, accord-
ing to the nature or rule of the infolding, wheel-ciphers,
key-ciphers, doubles, etc. 1652 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 280,
I had also addresses and cyphers, to correspond with his
Majesty and Ministers abroad. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man
L L 15 We admit the Key of a Cypher to be a true one, when
it explains the Cypher completely. 1812 Wellington in
Gurw. Disp. IX. 235 We have deciphered the letter you
sent and it goes back to you with the key of the cipher.
l839"S7 Alison Hist. Europe VIII. lii. § 5. 293 Intercepting
some of the correspondence in cipher. 1885 Gordon in

Standard 24 Feb., Cypher letter .. which I cannot de-
cypher, for Colonel Stewart took the cypher with him.

f b. Ciphers'. Shorthand; = Charactehs 3 b.

1541 Elyot Image Gou. 28 Secretaries or clerkes . . in
briefe notes or syphers made for that purpose, wrate euery
woorde that by those counsaillours was spoken, a 1670
Hacket Abp. Williams 1. 82 (D.) His speeches were much
heeded, and taken by divers in ciphers.

a. fig
a 1674 Clarendon Surv. Lcviath. 11676) 12 To open the

cipher of other mens thoughts. 1854 B. Taylor Poems
Orient, L' Envoi, I found among the children of the Sun
The cipher of my nature.

6. An intertexture of letters, esp. the initials of a
name, engraved or stamped on plate, linen, etc. ; a
literal device, monogram ; now esp. used of Turkish
or Arabic names so expressed.

1631 Massinger Belceve as Vou List v. ii, Pull out the
stone, and under it you shall finde My name, and cipher I

then usde, ingraven. a 1672 Wood Life (1848) 87 note, Above
[the portrait] is his cypher. 1764 Harmer Observ. xix. x.

425 The Emir's flourish or cypher at the bottom, signifying,
'The poor, the abject Mehemet, son of Turabeye'. 1824

J. Johnson TyPogr. I. 348 At the end isCaxton's cypher on
a white ground. Mod. Turkish coins bearing no device
except the Sultan's cipher.

7. The continuous sounding of any note upon an
organ, owing to the imperfect closing of the pallet

or valve without any pressure upon the correspond-
ing key.

1779 Bukney Infant Music, in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 198
He weakened the springs of two keys at once, which, by
preventing the valves of the wind-chest from closing, occa-
sioned a double cipher. 1884 W. S. Rockstro Mendelssohn
xii. 82 During the course of the Fantasia . - a long treble A
began to sound on the swell . .We well remember whispering
to Mr. Vincent Novello . .

* It must be a cypher '.

8. attrib. and in Comb.., as cipher bishop (sense 2;

;

cipher-letter, -telegram, -writing, etc. (sense 5) ;

cipher -key, the key to writings in cipher

;

f cipher-tunnel, a false or mock chimney.
1649 Milton Eikon. Wks. (1738) I. 377 That foolish and

self-undoing Declaration of twelve "Cypher Bishops. 1872
Tennyson Gareth <y Lyucttc 64 A red And ^cipher face of
rounded foolishness. 1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. (1858) 20
Laughter : the ^cipher key, wherewith we decipher the
whole man ! 1880 Brit. Post. Guide 242 ' Cypher telegrams
are those containing series or groups of figures or letters

having a secret meaning ; or words not to be found in a
standard dictionary. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. v. iii. § 46 The
device of ^Cypher Tunnels or mock-Chimneys meerly for

uniformity of building.

Cipher (sai'fai), v. Forms see sb. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To use the Arabic numerals in the pro-

cesses of arithmetic ; to work the elementary rules

of arithmetic; now chiefly a term of elementary
education.

1530 Palsgr. 485/1 I cyfer, I acompte or reken by algor-
isme. 1598 Florio, Zifrare, to cifre or cast account. 1633
Massinger Guardian 1. i, Let him know No more than how
to cipher well. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 208 "1'was certain
he could write and cypher too. 1868 M. Pattison Aeadem.
Org. 64 All children should learn to read, write, and cipher.

b. trans. To work out arithmetically.
i860 Holland Miss Gilbert ii. 45 The manufacturer ci-

phered it with his eyes on the ceiling.

C. To calculate, cast in the mind, think out.

{U. S. colloq.)

1837-40 Halliburton Clockm. (1862) iS The constable had
a writ agin him, and he was cyphering a good while how he
should catch him. 1847 Emerson Repr, Men, Napoleon
Wks. (Bohn) I. 368 Bonaparte superadded to this mineral
and animal force, insight and generalization . . as if the sea
and land had taken flesh and begun to cipher. 1882 Mark
Twain Roughing It xv. (Hoppe), She puzzles her brain
to cipher out some scheme for getting it into my hands.

2. To express by characters of any kind
;

esp. to

write in cipher or cryptogram.
1563-87 Foxe Acts Mon. (1596) 1074/1 Not onlie the

Priests that marrie, but them also that saie or cypher that
a Priest maie marrie. 1365-78 Cooper Thesaurus, Notis
scribere, to cipher. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. v. vi. (ed. 7)

545 Such a kind of writing [Chinese], that every man of
what nation soever, .might pronounce in his mother tongue,
even as it were Ciphered. 1630 Hayward Edn: VI, 9 His
notes he cyphered with greeke characters to the end that
they who waited on him should not read them. 1779-81
Johnson Lives Poets, Cozvley, He was employed, - in cypher-
ing and decyphering the letters. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.
II. iv. iii, Letters go in cipher,—one of them .. hard to

decipher ; Fersen having ciphered it in haste.

+ 3. gen. To express, show forth, make manifest

by any outward signs, portray, delineate. Const.

forth, out. Obs.

[

X583STUBBESA nat. Abuses {1877) 26 You do well to request
me to cipher foorth vnto you parts of those great abuses.
1590 Greene Fr. Bacon (1861) 165 More I could not cipher-
out by signs. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 207 The Herrald will
contriue, To cipher me how fondlie I did dote. Ibid. 1396
The face of either cipher'd either's heart. 1640 J. Gough
Strange Discov. (N.) t The characters of gravity and wis-
dome ciphered in your aged face.

T 4. To decipher. Obs.

'59.3 Shaks. Lucr. 811 The illiterate, that know not how
To cipher what is writ in learned books.

1 5. To express by a cipher,monogram, or the like.
1628 Ld. Brooke Ccelica lxxv, Wherein my name

cyphered were. 1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2323/4 Which Watch
,

belongeth to John Irving Esq. ; and has his Name cyphered
in silver Studds upon the Case,

f 6. To make a cipher of, make nought of. Obs.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 18 Ep. Ded., I con-

1
sidered that bestowyng vpon your Lordship the first vewe

I of this mine impression (a feat of mine owne simple facultie)
it could not scypher her maiesties honour or prerogatiue in
the guift, nor yet the Authour of his thanks.

7. Cricket. To assign a cipher to in the score, put
out without scoring.
1882 Daily Tel. 12 June, Neither he [Butler] nor Selby

were destined to stay long, the former being cyphered to a
I

full toss from Garrett, and the latter very finely caught by
j

Bonnor.

8. intr. Of an organ : To sound any note con-
tinuously without pressure on the corresponding
key. See Cipher sb. 7.

1779 Burney Infant Music, in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 198
While he was playing the organ, a particular note hung,
or, to speak the language of organ-builders, ciphered, by
which the tone was continued without the pressure of the
finger. 1869 Haweis Gd. Words Supp. 1 Mar. 10/2 The
organist is disturbed if his organ begins to cipher.

9. Naval. Arch. To bevel or chamfer aivay.
1674 Petty Dupl. Proportion 23 If the same Triangular

head [of a ship] be cyphered away into an Angle from
bottom to top. 1711 Loud. Gaz. No. 4935/4 Having the
Edge next towards the Lince pin Cyphered off.

Cipherable(s3rf3raVl),#. [f. Cipher + -able.]
Capable of being ciphered, summed up, etc.
1888 H. James Reverberator I. ii. 35 A character as cipher-

able as a sum of two figures.

Ciphered (sai-faid),///. a. [f. Cipher v.]

1. Written in cipher.
1611 Cotgr.

, Enchiffre, cyphered
; expressed or set down

in cyphers. 1787 T. Jei eekson Writ. (1859) II. 327 The
cyphered paragraph respecting myself. 1883 Fkoude in
19th Cent. XIII. 651 Thousands of ciphered despatches
with rough drafts of as many ciphered answers. 1885
Atliemsum 371/1 The ciphered portion of this des-
patch.

2. jVaval Arch. ^See quot.)
c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 101 Those in the hold are .

.

built with rabbeted or ciphered plank. Ibid. l^SyPhered.
A mode of joining, by over-lapping the edge of one plank

I upon another, with a bevelling edge . . in such a manner that

j

both planks shall make a plain surface.

Ci'pherer. [f. as prec. + -er.] One who ciphers.

;

a 1648 Ld. Herbert Hoi. VIII i.1683) 256, 1 conceive those
figures were Ciphers only, signifying his true Age; unless

I

perchance the Cipherer, .did otherwise mistake it.

t Ci pherhood. Obs. rare~K [f. Cipher +
-hood.] The condition of a cipher; nothingness.
a 1679 T. Goodwin Wks. V. 443 (R.) To confute him, and

to bring him to his native cypherhood.

Ciphering (ssi-farirj), vbl. sb. [f. Cipher v. +
-ingL] The action of the vb. Cipher.
1. Computing with Arabic numbers

; elementary
arithmetic.

1611 Cotgr Chifrer, to calculate, or examine, an ac-
compt, by cyphering. 1806 Hutton Course Math. I. 4
The art of Arithmetic was.. often called Ciphering. 1845
R. Hamilton Pop. Educ. iv. 69 The simpler elements of
what is denominated ciphering. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 204
Our system of ciphering enables us, without the need of
distinctly forming even any collective idea of the numbers
. .to bring out a result.

2. Writing in cipher.

1536 Stat. 28 Hen. I 'll/, c. 10 § 1 If eny person . .shall, by
wrytyng, dfryng, printing, preaching or teaching, .set forth
. . the auctonte .

, of the Bisshoppe of Rome. 1555 Eden
Decades W. Ind. 1. vii. (Arb.) 93 Letters wrytten with the
Admiralles hande in strange and vnknowen sypheringes.
1606 Holland Suelou. 77 [He] writeth darkly by way of
ciphring, hee putteth .b. for .a. ,c. for ./>. and so forth.

1764 T. H. Croker Diet. Arts s. v. Cipher, the art of
ciphering is capable of great improvement.

3. Of the organ : see quot.
1876 Hiles Catcch. Organ xvi. (1878) 139 [Organ-building]

ciphering [is the] sounding of a single note without any
key being pressed down ; this is sometimes called howling,
or humming.
4. attrib.

1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. 26 You must seeke Records
Arithmetique . . and set them to the Cyphering schoole.

1810 W. J. Hort {title), A Practical Cyphering Book. 1815
W. Jacques (title), An Engraved Cyphering Book, for the

use of Ladies' schools.

Ciphering (sarfarirj), a. [see -ing-.]

That ciphers
;
calculating (U. S.).

1825 Bro. Jonathan I. 154 A .. cool, keen, cyphering,
thrifty, temper.

tCipherize, v- Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Cipher +

-ize.] ? To reduce to a cipher, make nought of.

f 1674 Scotl. Grievances under Lauderdale n No Court
caij or ought to be cypherized by its own delegates.

tCi'pier. Obs. [a. OF. cipier, in late L. tip-

pdri'USf f. cippus stocks, prison.] A gaoler.
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1671 Crowne Juliana v. 60 You fled away in a fright,

and, ere you went, Brib'd the Cipier for the Duke's liberty.

Cipolin (si'p<ylin). Sometimes cipollino

f tfipflllrne). [a. F. cipolin, ad. It. cipollino, der.

of cipolla onion ; so called from its foliated struc-

ture like the coats of an onion.] An Italian

marble interfoliated with veins of talc, mica,

quartz, etc., showing alternations of various colour-

ing, especially white and green.

1798 Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 412 The texture of the

matrix appears . . often compact, like cipoline or primitive

marble. 1811 Pinkerton Petral. L 467 The cipolin. .some-

times, though rarely, appears in level layers, divided by
foliaceous mica. Ihid. I. 470 The mountains are all cal-

careous, with undulated veins mixed with mica, forming a

fine cipolino. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 182/2 Cipolin . . gives

fire with steel, though with difficulty. 1863 Sir G. Scott
Glean. iVestm. Ab. (ed. 2) 98 Cippohno . . is a white marble

with green streaks.

+ Ci'pper-nut. Obs. rare. The Earth-nut.

1652 in Culpepper (Britl. «r //.). 1861 Miss Pratt Fl.

PI. III. 29 Old writers, .called the tubers. .Cipper-nuts.

II Cippus (si'ptV. [L. cipptts a post, stake, etc.]

1. [as m late L.] The stocks.

1621 B. JossoN Gipsies Metain., No justice Lippus,

Will seek for to nip us In Cramp-ring or Cippus. 169a

Coles, Cippus, a pair of Stocks.

2. Arch. ' A small low column, sometimes with-

out a base or capital, and most frequently bearing

an inscription' (Gwilt).

By the ancients employed as a landmark, a memorial of

remarkable events, and esp. as a sepulchral monument.
1708 Phillips, Cippus, a Pillar with an Inscription, aGrave-

stone. 1731-1800 Bailey. 1839 De QumacY Whs. (1862)

IV. 259 There is, in Ceylon, a granite cippus, or monu-
mental pillar, of immemorial antiquity. 1850 Art J'ml. 219

Cippi have been mistaken for altars, i860 B'ness Bcnsen
in Hare Life II. v. 271 The inscription on the cippus placed

over the remains of the two children.

Cipre, cipres(se, -us, obs. fT. Cyfress i and 2.

Circ, variant of Cirque.

Circa (ssuka), L. prep, and cuiv. Around, round

about, about. The prep, is often used in Eng. with

dates, as circa 1400 [c 1400) ; it sometimes occurs

in comb., as eirca-continental adj.. etc.

1861 National Rev. Oct. 307 A curious photograph of a

rustic family at work, circa 1390. 1874 in Geol. Mag. XI.

33 Confined to these eirca-continental bands.

|| Circar v sa jkaj . India. [Corruption of Pers.

sarkar i head of work, administrator, gov-

ernment, province'.] A province or division of

Hindustan under the Moguls. Northern Circars:

a large maritime province extending along the

\V. side of the Bay of Bengal, and comprising

several districts ;
granted to the East India Com-

pany by the Great Mogul in 1765.
1781 Hist. Europe in Attn. Reg. 41/2 The situation of the

Guntoor circar rendered it of great importance to the

company. 1793 T. Maurice Indian Antiq. (1806) I. 157

Hajacan, now a circar or division of Sindy. 1886 Sir W.
Hunter Indian Empire XV. 387 Sha Alani. .granted to the

company the. .jurisdiction of the Northern Circars.

See also Sihkab a steward {in India;.

+ Circary (sh ikari). Obs. [ad. med.L. circdria
1 districtus circatoris

1 (Du Cange^ , f. cinare to go

round, f. circa around.] Eccles. The province of

a circator or * Visitor \

1881-3 Schaff Relig. Encycl. III. 1800 (The order of

Premonstrants] was then divided into thirty provinces, or
' drearies,' with a circator at the head of each.

II
Circassian (saikarsian). [A gentile name,

from Circassia.] Name of a thin worsted fabric.

1853 Catal. Irish Indust. Exhib. {Woollen and .Mixed
Fabrics) Double twills, merinos, moreens, Circassians, al-

pacas, etc.

Circe (s5*is«). [L. ; Gr. KlpKrj.]

1. In Greek and Latin mythology the name of

an enchantress who dwelt in the island of Aea,

and transformed all who drank of her cup into

swine ; often used allusively.

< 1386 Chaucer Nuts. T. 1086 Thenchauntementz of Medea
and Circes. 1590 Shaks. Cow. Err. v. i. 270, I thinke you

all haue drunke of Circes cup. 1793 Eliza Parsons Woman
as she should be III. 8 If you knew the two women, you
would . . curse the circe that has wounded the bosom of an

angel. 1857 tr. Dumas Thret Mush, xxxvi, D'Artagnan
found once more the Circe" who had already caught him in

her enchantments.
comb. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. i. 1. iv, And Circe-

like her shape doth all ntisfashion.

2. Aslr. Name of one of the asteroids, discovered

6 April, 1855.

Circean (ss-isran', a. Also ; Circeean. [a. L.

Circx-us, f. CiBCE : see -an.] Of, pertaining to,

or resembling the enchantress Circe.

1649 Milton Eikon. xiii. (1851) 441 Inchantcd with the

Circaean cup of servitude. 174a young Nt. Th. 111. 48
More now'rful than of old Circean charm ? 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. III. xxiii. 567 When we had drunk deeper of

the Circean draught.

tCi'rcene, a. Obs. rare- 1
. = Circensian.

1377 Hh-LhowtH Guetmra's Chron. 132 TheCircene playes.

t Circe nsial, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. as next +

-aiA] = next. *

ax68a Sir T. Brownk IVks. 11880) III. 217 The Romans.

.

would have less regarded their Circensial recreation--.

Circensian 's3jse*nsian\ a. [f. L. circensis of

the circus fjudi circenses, the games in the Circus

Maximus at Rome) + -an.] Of, pertaining to, or

celebrated in the Roman Circus (see Circus).
1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. xv. xii. 11622) 238 That

day that the Circensian plaies were represented. 1770
Lasghorne Plutarch f 1879^ I. 152/2 He made vows to the

gods . . to celebrate the great circensian games to their

honour. 18*5 De Quincey Carsars Wks. X. 100 The whole
machinery, form and substance, of the circensian shows.

Circinal 'sa-jsinal), a. rare. Bot. \i. L. cir-

cln-us pair of compasses, circle '^a. Gr. KtpxTv-os, f.

trip/cos) a circle -al : cf. F. circinal] = Circinate.
1880 Gray Struct. Bot. iv. § 2. 133 Leaves are. .Circinal

or Circinate, when coiled from the apex downward.

Circinate (s^usin^t , a. Bot. [a. L. circinal-

us
j pa. pple. of circitiare : see next ; cf. F. cir-

cini\ see -ate*.] lit. Rounded, made circular;

spec, applied to that mode of vernation or foliation

in which the leaf is rolled up on its axis from the

aj>cx to the base like a crozier, as in most fems.
1830 Lindley Nat. Sfst. Bot. 147 Droseracea; are known

from Violacea: by their . . circinate leaves. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 457 Fems, Leaves . . circinate in vernation.

t Ci'rcinate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. circindt-

ppl. stem of circinare to make round, f. circinus.]

i6»3 Cockeram, Circinate, to turn round. 17*1-1800
Bailey, Circinate, to make a Circle with a Pair ofCompasses.

Ci*rcinating, a. Bot. Having a circinate

foliation.

1857 Berkeley Cryptog. Bot. § 590 They are . . evidently
ferns by habit, by their circinating aestivation, etc.

Circulation soisin^'JanV [a. L. circinatidn-

em, f. circinare to round, f. circinus : see -ation.]

1 1. gen. An orbicular motion, a circling or

turning round. Obs.
159a Lyi.y Galaihea 11. Hi. 233 It is a very secret science,

for none almost can understand the language of it . . circul-

ation, etc. x68x Blount Glossogr., Circination, a circling

or turning about. 1711-1800 in Bailey.

f b. cotur. ? A rounding. Obs.

1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus iv. 62 In the circinations

and sptuerical rounds of Onyons.
2. Bot. Circinate vernation or foliation.

1857 B erkeley Cryptog. Bot. § 40. 54 The circination of
the pinnate leaves.

Circingle, variant of Surcingle.

II Circinus ^s5 -isinps\ Astr. [L. circinus pair of

compasses.] Name of a southern constellation.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 18 5/1 Circinus, the Compasses, a
constellation, .not very far from the South Pole.

Circle (sauk'l), sb. Forms: 1-2 ciroul, 3-6
cerole, 4 6 sercle, cerkle, ;also 4 cercull, 4-5
cerkil, serkle, serkel(e, 5 ceercle, cer-, ser-

kyll e, 6 Herkell, cirkle, cyrcle, 7 circel, ; 6-

circle. [In OE. circut (in Astronomy, sense a),

a. L. cinut-us ; in ME. cercle^ a. F. cercle

l ircul-uSf dim. of circ-us (in Gr. also tctptcos, *pi'*fos
x

a round, a ring. From the 16th c altered to

circle under influence of the L.]

I. As a figure or appearance.

1. A perfectly round plane figure. In Geom.
defined as a plane figure bounded by a single

curved line, called the circumference, which is

everywhere equally distant from a point within,

called the centre. But often applied to the cir-

cumference alone, without the included space.

To square the circle : to find a square of the same area a*

a given circle (a famous problem, incapable of geometrical
solution). Sec Square, Quadrature.

1 1305 Edmund Con/. 232 in E. E. P. U86a) 77 Preo roundc
cerclen heo wrot : in pe paume amidde. c 1380 Wycuf Set.

Whs. III. 173 A sparke of fire, turncde aboute in dcrke
ny^te, semes to make ccrcul. 1413 I.ydg. Pilgr. Soivle v.

(1859)70 In the circumference of eueriche of these ecrele*

was sette a lytcl Cercle. 1483 Cath. Angl. 56 Half a Cer-

kylle, semicircnlus. 1571 Dioges Pantotn. m. xL S,

Iheir circumferences or circles. 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie it. xi. Uii.] <Arb.i 111 The beame is a line stretching

directly from the circle to the center, and contrariwise from
the center to the circle. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. u. 133
Glory is like a Circle in the Water, Which neuer ceaseth to

enlarge it selfe. 1665 BoYLE^ Occas.^ Reji. v. x. (1675* 338
Archimedes . . was so husie in tracing his Circles. 1796
Hutton Math. Diet. I. 284/2 The circumference or peri-

phery itself is called the circle, though improperly, as that

name denotes the space contained within the circumfer-

ence. 1851 Ruskin Mod. Paint. II. lit. 1. vi. # ll The re-

sulting curve, the circle, is . . the least beautiful of all

curves. 1877 K. Conder Bos. Faith ii. 67 A circle whose
centre is everywhere and its circumference nowhere. 1884
Bower & Scott De Barys Phaner. *t Ferns 276 These
twelve bundles would be arranged in a circle if they had a
radially perpendicular course.

b. In a vaguer and more general sense.

1 1380 Wyclif Set. Whs. I. 250 [>at heering shulde be in a
sercle, bifore men and bihinde men, and on ech side of men.
< 1400 Destr. Troy 1658 There were bordis full bright
aboute in pat >ale, Set in a cercle, ofSedur tre fyn. 1647-51
Cleveland Poems 45 When he would lie down, he wheels
about ; Makes circles, and is couchant in a ring. 1713
Johnson Guardian No. 1 pi Inclosed in a circle of foliages.

184a Tennyson Gardener's D. 211 Love . . in the circle of
his arms Enwound us both. 1877 Bryant Among Trees 31
The mightiest with their circles of strong roots.

2. spec. a. Astr.

Cirek ofaltitude \ a small circle parallel to the horuon,
having its pole in the zenith ; ail almacautar.

1 Circle ofcurvature fsee Curvature).
Circle of declination : a great circle passing through the

poles of the celestial equator.
Circle ofillumination : a circle passing through the centre

of a planet perpendicular to a line drawn from the sun to
the planet, and so separating its illuminated and un'illu-

minated hemispheres.
Circle of latitude : {a.) on the celestial sphere, a great

circle perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic ; (b. | on the
terrestrial sphere, a meridian on which latitude is measured ;

also used =Parallel of latitude.
Circle of longitude: (a.) on the celestial sphere, a small

circle parallel to the ecliptic ; on the terrestrial sphere=
Parallel oflatitude.
Circle of perpetual apparition i that circle around the

elevated celestial pole at any place, within which the stars

never set,

Circle of perpetual occultation : that circle around the

depressed pole, within which the stars never rise.

Circle ofposition 1 see Position >.

Diurnal circle '. the circle described by a heavenly body
in Us apparent diurnal rotation round the earth.

Great circle (of a sphere] : a circle on the surface of a
sphere, whose plane passes through the centre ; smallcircle.

any circle on the surface of a sphere, whose plane does not
pass through the centre.

Horary circles : the lines marking the hours on a sun-

dial. (See also 11 a.)

Polar circle : a circle parallel to the equator, at a distance
from either pole equal to the greatest declination of the
ecliptic.

Verticalcircle : a great circle perpendicular to the horizon.

i 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 238 paer 8aes emnihtes circul is

geteald. /-/./. III. 244 pone miclan circul zodiacum. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. vii. (1495) 305 There is a South
Cercle of heuen that markyth that parte of the cercle that

hyghte Zodiacus. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 32
Beyond ye circle calico Tropicus CapricornL 1570 Levins
Manip. 142/23 The circle of Cancer, tropicus cancri. Ibid.

142/37 The cirkle equinoctial. 1556 Recorde The Castle

of Knowledge 91 The climates may well be accompted 48
betwene the twoo polare circles. 1594 Bi.undevil Exerc. 111.

1. ix. (ed. 7> 292 The lesser Circles, .the two Tropiques, and
the two polar Circles. Ibid. in. i. xvi. 509 What be ColuresV
They be great movable Circles passing thorow both the
Poles of the World, which the Astronomers do otherwise
call circles of declination. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 197
• 11 The seamen . . would talk of longitude and latitude and
circles and tropicks. 1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime Surv.
58 When the Star approaches near to the Plumb-lines on the
other side of its diurnal Circle. 1834 Nat. Philos. III. Math.
Geog. ii.

I
Usef. Knowl. Set. ) 5/2 Meridians are also called cir-

cles of latitude, because upon them the latitudes of places

are measured. Ibid., Navig. 111. 27 Great circles, .passing
through the zenith of any place, arc called vertical circles.

b. Naut. Great circle sailing: navigation along

the arc of a great circle of the earth.

1594 J. Davis Seaman's Seer. (1607) 1 Great Circle navi-

gation, which teacheth how upon a great Circle drawn be-

\
tween any two places assigned .. the Ship may bee con-

I ducted. 1652 H. Philipps Geom. Seaman 48 You may sail

j

by the arch of a great Circle. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
1 1789) s. v. Order ofSailing, Hence we say . . parallel and

;

great circle sailing. 1850 Rudim. Naz'ig, (Wcale) 50
In 1561, Cortez .. advocated the adoption of Great Circle

Sailing, in opposition to that by Plumb-lines.

3. As a figure of magic or necromancy.
1529 More Dial. Heresyes 1. Wks, 120/1 Necromancers

put their trust in their cerclcs, within which tnei thinke
them self sure against all y* deuils in hel. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, v. ii. 320 If you would coniure in her, you must
make a Circle. 1600 — A. Y. L. il v. 6a. 1709 Strype
Ann, Re/. I. xii. 164 Many did use enchantments, invoca-
tions, circles, witchcrafts, soothsaying. 171 7 Bullock
/( Riddle iv. i. 44, I believe you'd raise the Devil to

obtain a circle. 1768-74 Tucker/./. Nat. (1852) II. 419
i

The magic circle of passion whirling them perj>etually in a
giddy round of unavailing trifles.

4. a. formerly>, The sphere or ' heaven ' in which
a heavenly body was supposed to revolve, b. tunc,

The orbit of a planet or other body.
1340 Hampole Pr.Consc. 764oOboven us er alle pe plauetes

seven, And pe cercle of ilk ane es called ane heven. 1340
Ayenb. 141 Ase he [satumc] dep ine britti yer ine his o;ene
sercle and tne his o;ene yernnge. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4038
The sun in his scrkyll set in pe last, Passyng fro pisshes.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531 1 188 Y* . . sterres hath .

.

an other [motion] by the mouyng of the fyrst orbe whichc
tlraweth them with him in his circle euery day. 1568 Graf-

1 ton Chron. II. 746 Hee thought the Sunne, would soner

have fallen from his circle. 1611 Bible Wisd. xiii. 3 The
swift aire, or the circle of the stars. 184a Tennyson Love
a> Duty 23 The Sun will run his orbit, and the Moon Her
circle. 1849 Grote Greece (1862) V. 11. Ix. 276 Thrice nine

days, a full circle of the moon.

o. The orb of a heavenly body.
b?n667 Milton P. L.w. 578 Amid the Suns bright circle

where thou sitst.J 1769 Horne Fatal Discov. IV, Sunk in

the western wave. The Sun but half his glorious circle

shews. 1821 Byron Cain 11. i. 29 Yon small blue circle,

swinging in far ether.

6. A luminous ring in the sky, a halo.

Circle of Ulloa a luminous ring or white rainbow some*

times appearing in alpine regions opposite the sun during

foggy weather (named after Antonio Ulloa in 18th c.)

a 1 123 < '. E. Chron. an. 1104 On bam Tiwaes dacxe basraefter

: aetywdan feower circulas . . Onbutan barre sunnan hwitea
• hiwes. 1655 W. K. Mtteors XfL 37 Rich Meteors, whose
:

matter is most of the Air. Of this sort be . . Circles, Rain-
bowes. Ibid. 111. 73 The circle called Halon is a garland

of divers colours that is seen about the Sunne, the Moon, or

j

any other Star. Ibid. 111. 75 A great circle about the Moon,
l>ctokeneth great cold and frost to follow after. 1815 T<

Forster Researches Attucsph. Pheu.gg.

7. Applied to ring-like markings; e.g. to fairy-

rings. White circle : old name of the Milky way.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden O iv, More . . creases . . in

his face than there be fame circles on Salsburie Plaine.



CIRCLE.

1655 W. F. Meteors HI. 37 The White Circle, called of some
Watling street. Ibid. 81 The milke way is a white circle seen

in a cleare night. Ibid. V. 151 Those round Circles which
are seen in many fields, that ignorant People affirm to be the

rings of the Fairies dances, a 1799 Withering in Phil.

Trans. XCVII. 135 The bare and brown, or highly cloathetl

and verdant circles in pasture fields called Fairy-rings.

f8. Med. The highest 'region' of urine. Obs.

1533 Elyot Cast. Htithe (1541) 87 b, In urine, being in a

vessell apt therunto to be sene, are thre regions . .
The

hyghest region is the cerkle. 1625 Hart Anat. Ur.\. i. 51

If they compasse and enuiron but the halfeof the circle or

garland, then do they argue a paine in one side of the head.

II. As a thing material.

9. A ring, circlet, annulet.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8242 Aboute bat tre A siluer cerkil sone

naylede he. 138a Wycuf Prov. x'\. 22 A goldene cercle in

the nose thirlis . . of a souwe. C1425 Wyntoun Cron. VL

xiv. 86 A cerkil was Sene . . as of Bras.

10. A band encircling the head; a crown, cor-

onet, diadem.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xx. 3 pe whilk ere about him til

his fairehed, as a cercle in a mannys heued. 1460 Lybeaus
Disc. 841 A sercle upon her molde, Of stones and of golde.

1595 Shaks. John v. i. 2 Thus haue I yeelded vp into your
hand The Circle of my glory [Gives Pand. the Cnmme.]
1600 Df.kkf.r Fortunatns Wks. (18731 93 These browes fill

up the golden circle of rich Portugal!. 1661 E\ f.lyn Diary
j

(1827) II. 166 The Barons put off their caps and circles,
j

1716-8 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. I. xxxii. in The head-

dress is. .bound on. .with a circle of diamonds. 1800 Cole-
ridge Piccotom. [it i, In his dream of hope he grasps already

[

The golden circle.

f b. A band or wreath surmounting or encircling

a knight's helmet. Obs.

fX3i4 Guy Want), (A.) 3857 A helme he hab on him don
. . The sercle of golde jier-on was \vr0u3t. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 1600 pe cercles bat were on hur helmes set, of

perre y-mad & golde. c 1450 Merlin xiv. 220 He made I

sheeldes shiver fro nekkes, and helmes from hedes
;
that the

|

serkeles fly a-sonder. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon ix. 24 He
stroke Chariot on the helme in suche wyse that the serkell

\

nor coyfe ofstele cowd not defende hym.
11. a. The ring of a circus, b. One of the

galleries or tiers of seats in a theatre ; the lowest,

containing the most expensive seats, is called the

dress circle ; that above, the upper ox family circle.

1623 W. Sclater Tythes Revised 184 Thou shalt not goe
to the Circle or Theatre. 1768 Lady M. W. Montague
Poems (1785)25 Plays, operas, circles I no more must view !

1836-9 Dickens Si: Boz, Private Theatres, Whose par-

tially corked eyebrows, and half-rouged face, testify to the

fact of his having just left the stage or the circle. 1878

N. Amer. Rev. CXXVIL 484 There they sit in splendid

array, in the dress-circle, close to the royal box.

12. Arch&ol. A series of stones set up in a ring,

such as those at Avebury and Stonehenge.

1772 Pennant Tours Scot?. (1774'1 180 These circles were
formed for religious purposes. 1839 Yeowell Anc. Brit.

Ch. xii. (1847) 136 A large block of hewn granite such as the

Druids used for forming their circles. 1861 Sat. Re?:

7 Sept. 253 The well-known Druidical circle of Arborlow.

1879 Lubbock Sc.Lect.vi. 172 The venerable circle ofAbury,
perhaps the most interesting ofour great national monuments.

13. The name of various instruments.

a. Astr. An instrument of observation, the

graduated limb of which consists of an entire

circle, as mural circle
, reflecting c, repeating c,

transit c. (see Mural, etc.). Also, horary circle,

a metal circle on a globe, marked with the hours,

and shewing the difference of meridians in time.

b. in Bookbinding : (see quot.)

1837 Whittock Bk. Trades^(1842) 37 The letters and or-

naments are engraved in relievo on the points of punches
or on the edges of circles of brass.

14. Anat.
Circles of Matter : the fibro-cartilaginous rings to which

the mitral and tricuspid valves of the heart are attached.

Circle 0/ Willis '. see quot.

1840 G. Ellis Anat. 20 By the anastomosis of the internal

carotid and basilar arteries at the base of the brain, they

give rise to an arterial circle, .named the circle of Willis.

fl5. See quot. and Snail. Obs.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 66 Cercle, clepyd the snayle, as of

Pentys, and other lyke, spira.

III. In transferred and figurative senses.

16. The circuit or compass of a place, etc.

a 1400 Pistel of Susan 10 Withinne be sercle of sees.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 11682 Hit is keppit . . Within the cercle

of the Cite, c 1440 Gesta Rom. x'xx. 65 How many daies

ioumey beth in be sercle of the world? 1595 Shaks. John
v. ii. 136 To whip this dwarfish warre, this Pigmy Armes
From out the circle of his Territories. 1666 Evelyn Mem.
(1857) II. 14 The poor inhabitants were dispersed about St,

George's Fields, and Moorfields, as far as Highgate, and
several miles in circle.

17. A completed revolution or course of time, or

of action, or events in time ; a cycle, period.

b. ' Any series ending as it begins, and per-

petually repeated' (J.) ; a round.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 77 Irani be in possessioun of ober men-

nis bingis by a cercle of 5eris, he shal ioi it as his oune. 1562
Turner Bai/is 6 a, I heare saye. that in diuers circles or
goynges aboute ofyeares, the nature ofthe bathes is sharper.
111656 Bp. Hall Breathing? Devout Soul (1851) 178 Lord
God, what a wearisome circle do I walk in here below !

1689-90 Temple Ess. Leam. Wks. 1731 I. 159 Science and
Arts have run their Circles, and had their Periods in the
several Parts of the World. 1738 Wesley Hymns, ' Infinite
P&tuer, Eternal Lord', And all the Hoursobedient run The
Circle of the Day. 1874 Savce Compar, Phil, viii. 301 The
circle of the year.
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O. So in phi. full circle, quite round.

1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 174 The Wheele is come full

circle (Qq. circled), I am heere. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz

70 Thus have we come back full circle.

18. A completed chain, series, or sequence of

parts forming a connected whole.

1531 Elyot Gov. I. xiii, The worlde of science, [or] the

circle of doctrine, whiche is in one worde of greke Encyclo-

pedia. 171a Addison Sped. No. 293 r 3 If I thought the

whole Circle of our Being was concluded between our

Births and Deaths. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng.

I. 71 That nothing might be wanting to compleat the

Circle of Pleasures in this City. 1854 (title) Orr's Circle

of the Sciences : A Series of Treatises on the Principles

of Science. 1836 Dove Logic Chr. Faith VI. § 1. 336 Every

problem with its solution forms, when solved, a circle.

1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 155 The luminous circle of

demonstrative truth.

19. Logic. A fallacious mode of reasoning,

wherein a proposition is used to establish a con-

clusion, and afterwards proved by means of the

conclusion which it has been employed to establish;

so that, as in a circle, there is really no starting-

point. Hence to reason or argue in a circle.

1646 SirT. Browne Pseud. Ep. i.iv. u686) 11 The Circle of

this fallacy is very large. 1647 H. More Song ofSon/ I. II.

lxxx, You dispute in a Circle as all Logicians know. 1659

South Semi. 1. 101 This he explodes as a Circle, and so de-

rides it. 1724 Watts Logic (1736) 315 That Sort of Fal-

lacy which is called a Circle is very near akin to the Petitio

Principii. 1837 Whatelv Logic 225 Arguing in a circle

must necessarily be unfair, though it is frequently prac-

tised undesignedly. 1876 E. Mellor Priesth. iv. i6r The
authority of the law is demanded, and he [Cardinal Wise-

man] cites the disputed passage. A more palpable and

vicious circle was never devised.

20. A number of persons standing or seated round

a person or object of interest ;
' an assembly sur-

rounding the principal person' (J.J, as at Court,

at a Drawing-room or Levee, etc.

1714 Lond. Gas. No. 5271/2 The Queen has had a Circle

every Evening. 1766 Fordyce Serin. Yng. Worn. (1767) I.

i. 35 Casting .'.maternal regards, .through the pretty smiling

circle. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 291 A splendid

circle of English nobles and statesmen stood round the

throne. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 49 There was also a

circle of lookers on.

21. A number of persons united by acquaintance,

common sentiments, interests, etc. ; a ' set ' or

coterie ; a class or division of society, consisting of

persons who associate together.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. I. ix. (1686) 26, I shall

have reason and experience of every Circle to support me.

1752 Fielding CoZ'ent Gard. frill. 9 May, He quotes the

phrases ' a polite circle ',
1 the circle of one's acquaintance ',

1 people that live within a certain circle '. 1793 Boswell
Johnson Pref. ed. 2 The felicity which he diffused through

a wide circle of admirers and friends. 1796 Jane Austen
Pride A> Prej. ix, Threw a real gloom over their domestic

circle. Ibid, xviii, It is evident that you belong to the first

circles. 1878 Black Green Past. 11. 16 Don't you think that

one ought to try to understand what is going on outside

one's immediate circle ? 1880 L. Stephen Pope viii. 195

The staple talk of the circles in which he moved. 1883

Manch. Exam. 12 Aug. 5^4 The death of Lord Houghton
. .will leave a blank in political, social, and literary circles.

22. Hist. A territorial division of Germany
under the Holy Roman Empire. Also a secondary

division in certain German and Slavonic pro-

vinces. [G. Kreis, F. cerclc.~]

1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 980/2, 400 Men of the Circle of

Saxony. Ibid. No. 1040/2 The Troops of the Circles have

already passed the Rhine. 1700 J. A. Astry tr. Saavedrds
Royal Pol. I. Pref., The most Serene House and Circle of

Burgundy. 171a Lond. Gaz. No. 4993/1 Those of the Elec-

toral Circle of the Rhine are met. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. II. 347 The Austrian Netherlands . . were considered

as a circle of the empire. 1865 Baring-Gould Werewolves

xiv. 239 In the circle of Tornow, in Western Galicia

—

the province is divided into nine circles.

23. A non-material region or realm marked off,

as a circle is by its circumference ; the area over

which anything is conceived of as acting or exert-

ing influence. Cf. sphere.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. Pref. 17 To be within the circle

of possibilities. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. 196 f 7 If he

adventures into the circle of action. 1850 Mrs. Browning
Drama of Exile, The circle of God's life Contains all life

beside. 1831 D. Jerrold St. Giles xv. 149 Whether it was
in the circle of probability for one so respectably bom, etc.

1878 Browning La Saisiaz 13 All around Nature, and
inside her circle.

+ 24. Phr. To give the lie in circle: i.e. cir-

cuitously, indirectly. Obs.

1610 B. Jonson Alch. in. iv, Face. Rules To give and

take the Lie by. Kas. How ? to take it ? Face. Yes, in

Oblique he'll shew you, or in Circle, But never in Diameter.

c 1616 Fletcher Queen Corinth iv. i, Has he given the lye

In circle or oblique, or semicircle, Or direct parallel ?

25. attrib. and Comb., as circle-parade, -squarer,

squaring ;
circle-branching, -like, -spread, adjs.

;

circle-iron (see quot.) ; + circle-mure v. — ClR-

cummuke ; circle-tomb (see quot. : cf. 12).

1600 S. Nicholson Acolastus (1876) 35 A -circle-braunch-

ing tree. 1874 Knight Amer. Mech. Diet., *Circle-iron. a

hollow punch for cutting planchets, wads, wafers, and circu-

lar blanks ; the fifth wheel of a carriage, a 1420 Occle\ f.

De Reg. Princ. 184 *Cerclelyk shappe is most perfite figure.

1567 Mapi.et Gr. Forest 39 Crowtoe. .His roote "circlelike

or round. 1606 Breton Ourania Iija, -Circle-muring

strong their pettie fort With Pallazado Flanker Loop and

Porte. 1809 Roland Fencing 43 On the Use of the " Circle

CIRCLER.

Parade. 1632 Lithgow Trm. (1682) 185 Their 'circle-spied

tops. 1839 Sai.a Gaslight t, D. xvi. 174 So with the "circle,

squarers, perpetual motion discoverers. 1889 Athenxnm

May 4 576 In one of the circle-tombs peculiar to the necro-

polis of that place [Vetulonia] (so called because surrounded

by a rude stone circle*.

Circle (sauk'l), v. Forms : 4-5 cercle(n,

sercle (n, serkle, -jro, 6 circkle, 6- circle, [f. the

sb. ; or a. F. cercler. Cf. also Circcle v.]

1. trans. To surround or encompass with, or as

with, a circle; to enclose in a circle ; = Encircle i.

CNow chiefly poef.)

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 1717 That wi* his bond Love of

his vertu liste To cerclen hertes alle and fast bynde. c 1400

Destr. Troy 3038 Hir enc.Serklyt with hens On 'he

browes so bryght. a 1547 Surrey Aineis IV. (R.), Whose

heads forgrowen with pine, circled alway With misty cloudes,

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 382 Th' Imperial! mettall,

circling now thy head. 1667 Milton P. L. III. 626 Ol

beaming sunnie Raies agolden tiar Circled his Head. 1814

Month. Mag. XXXVIII. 32, I ..circled a rice meadow

with dikes. ' 1859 Tennyson Geraint # Enid 1. 547 1 he

town Flow'd in, and settling circled all the lists,

b. with about, around, in.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 1619 So cerclith it the welle aboute.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. ill. i. 277 You heauie people, circle me

about. 1643 DigBY Nat. Bodies (J.),
To limit and circle

them in. a 1667 Cowley To His Majesty, The Sea which

circles us around, a 1850 Rossetti Dante A Cm. I. (1874)

104 Mine eyes . . came at last to be circled about with red.

T C. reft. Obs.

1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. i 1 365 ) To Rdr. ,
Diogenes

. . circled himselfe in the circumference of a tubbe.

2. To make the circuit of, move round.

1383 Stanyhurst Aeneis nr. (Arb.t 84 It wyl be saulfer

far streicts crabbye to circle. 1626 Bacon OX The lords

that were appointed to circle the hill. 1667 MILTON P. L-

l\ 65 Thrice the Equinoctial Line He circl'd. 1728 1 OPE

Dune. ill. 244 Other planets circle other suns. 1774 J-

Bryant Mytlwl. I. 382 They circled the island seven times.

1848 Btackw. Mag. LXIV. 170 Stalking a 'blesbok or

circling a bustard—the latter process consisting in riding

round 'the birds in large but decreasing circles.

3 intr. To move in a circle {around, about, etc.).

,71440 Promp. Pan: 453/2 Serklyn, or make a sercle

Circulo. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 11. (16221 io8 Shee [a hawk]

. . went circkling, and compassing about, rising so with the

lesse sence of rising. 1643 Milton Divorce vi. (1851) 33

One of the highest arks that human contemplation circling

upwards, can make. 1770 Goldsm. Des. I ill. 203 the

busy whisper circling round Convey'd the dismal tidings

when he frown'd. 1870 Proctor Other Worlds than Ours

ii. 44 The orbs which circle around the sun.

b. Said of wine, etc. passing round the table.

1725 Pol'E Odyss. 11. 282 While the bowl circles, and the

banquet warms. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles v. xxxtv, 1 he

mazers four . . Thrice let them circle round the board.

c. Mil. Of cavalry : To sweep round on a mov-

ing flank over a more or less wide circle ;
whereas

the ' wheeling ' of infantry is done on a fixed flank

as pivot, and' on as little ground as possible.
_

1715-20 Pope Iliad VUI. 410 Guards as he turns, and circles

as he wheels. 1796-7 '"str- * ReS- Cavalry ,1813) 108

A close column must loosen its divisions before it can well

march in front, and its changes of direction must be made

circling, and on a moving flank. Ibid. 196 To move up

rapidly, and circle round each other, and the enemy s Hank.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 146 The . .
Files should .

.

circle ' Right '. ,

4. intr. To form a circle ; to stand or extend

in a circle, rare.

1613-16W. Browne Brit. Past, i.iii, A tuft of Trees grew

circling in a ranke. 1808 J. Barlow Colitmb. in. 335 Those

plains, immensely circling, feel his beams. 1810 Scott

Lady ofL. v. xxiv, That proud ring Of peers who circled

round the King.

t b. refl. To extend in a circle. Obs.

1671 Grew Anat. Plauisi. vii.§ 12 The main Branchesm

the outer Coat of a Kernel, circling themselves on both hands

from the place of their first entrance.

Circled (sa-ik'ld), ppl. a. [f. Circle + -ed.]

1. Surrounded as with, a circle ;
= Encircled.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3408 A sadill serklyt with golde. 1593

Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. viii. 21 Modest Dyan, circled with

her Nymphs. 1652 Benlowes Tlieoph., Her circled head

. .Was glorify'd with burnisht Crown of Gold. 1793 Southey

Lyric Poems, Race Banquo, Boldly tread the circled space.

1862 R. Patterson Ess. Hist. * Art 393 Beneath this

circled figure.

2. Marked with a circle or circles.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 59 Their horns wax more

circled as they grow in years, although I dare not attirm

that every circle betokeneth a years growth. 1712 4 rmy.

Rape Lock I. 32 Of airy Elves . . the circled green. 184S

Talfourd Fac. Rambles I. 236 The circled turf is such as

fairies would choose for their revels.

3. Rounded ;
circular.

1578 Banister Hist. Man iv. 48 In circled sort it [muscle]

spriiigeth from the Jugall bone. 1592 Shaks. Rcin.^ Jnl.

1 ii. 110 The Moone. .That monethfy changes mhercircled

Orbe. 1635 Swan Spec. M. i. § 1. (1643 1 I he circled orbs.

1863 Swinburne Poems « Ball., Felise 92 Like a cats

splendid circled eyes.

Circler (s5-jklsi). [f. Circle + -er.]

1. One who encircles or surrounds ;
circler of the

earth, transl. of Gr. 701770x05.

ci6n Chapman Iliad nit 42 Neptune, circler of the

earth [va^ovo!]. 1791 Cowper Odyss. vm 431 Earth-circler

Neptune, spare me that request.

2 One who or that which moves in a circle.

1780 Sir W. Jones in Parr's Works (1828) VII. 209 Who
made the nightly circlers, the stars. 1805 Southey Modoc

in Azt. xii, Toward the ground The aerial circlers speed.



CIRCLET. 424 CIRCUIT.

3. Used to trans. L. scriptor cyclicus, cyclic poet.
a 1637 li. Jonson tr. Horace's Art Poetry r 36 Nor so

l>egin, as did that circler late, I sing a noble warre, and
Priam's fate.

Circlet (sauklet), sb. Forms : 5-6 serclett, 6
cirkillet, cyrculet, 6-7 eirculet, o- circlet, [a.

F. cerrfet, dim. of cercte; subseq. influenced by
Eng. Circle, and prob. by It. circoletto : see -et.]

1. A small circle (in various senses of that word).
a 1528 Skelton Sp. Parrot 19 About my neck a cyrculet

lyke the ryche rubie. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. xii.

Ixxxiv, His locks. . Fell down in curls. .Within their circlets

hundred Graces mt. 1667 Milton /*. L. v. 169 Sure pledge
of day, that crownst the smiling Morn With thy bright
Circlet. 1821 Byron Cain 11. i. 30 Yon smalt blue circle,

swinging in far ether, With an inferior circlet near it still.

1859 R. Burton Centr. Afr. in Jml. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 28
The circlets which in cartography denote cities or towns.

2. spec. A ring or band (e. g. of precious metal or

jewels) wom as an ornament, esp. on the head.
1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (1841) 442 A peyer of

tyres for my Lordys grace, and a serclett for my Lady
Barnes. 1513 Douglas AKmis in. iii. 49 With garlandis
and thair cirkiltettis on thair hair. 1540 Chnrchw. Acc.
St. Margaret's IVestm. (Nichols 1797) 11 Paid to Alice
Lewis, a goldsmith's wife . . for a serclett to Many May-
dens in £3. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry rv. v. 65 A Chaplet
cap, with a eirculet of gold. 1814 Southf.y Roderick xvni,
He . . on his finger placed The mystic circlet . . With this
ring, O Prince, etc. 1863 Miss Braddon J. Marchmont II.
i. 2 With that circlet of pearls round her hair. 1875 Stubbs
Const. Hist. II. xiv. 18 A plain circlet of gold was the sub-
stitute for the crown.

b. gen. A ring, circular band, or small hoop
of any kind.

1577 Dee Relat. Spir. 1. (1659) 400 He throweth up his
Circlet, and catcheth it againe, three times. 17*5 Pope
Odyss. xix. 674 Thro* six circlets tlew the whizzing dart.

1867 V. Francis Angling ix. U8801 334 A circlet of rushes
platted round the line.

t 3. (See quots.)
1611 Cotgr., Etetintt the Rundle or Circlet put vnder a

dish at Table. 1706 Phillips, Circlet, a Roll made of
Pewter, or other Metal, to set and turn a Dish on at Table.
1847 78 Halliwell, Circlet, a round piece of wood put
under a dish at table. North.

Circlet (sauklet , v. rare. ff. the sb.] To
move in small circles over ;a space).
1883 G. Meredith Joy 0/Earth 87 Swift as the swallow

along the river's light Circleting the surface to meet his
mirrored winglets.

Crrcleting, vbl. sb. Formation of circlets.

1887 Rlskin Przterita II. x. 342 Structurally useful,
though by their linked circletting instead of their weight.

Ci rcle-wise, adv. [see -wise.] In the man-
ner or form of a circle.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apophth. 506. 1543 Thaheron Vigo's
Chirurg. I. vL 7 Smalle tnreedes of veynes, and Arteryes
produced circlewyse. 1567 Golding Ovid's Met. VtL '1593)
157 Before the moone should circle-wise close both her
homes in one. 1870 Rossetti Biased Datnozel, Circlewise
sit they, with bound locks And foreheads garlanded.

Circling sa'jklirj\ v4d. sb. [f. Circle v.]

1. Formation of a circle or circles, b. quasi-
concr. A circular formation.
1430 Lvdg. Chron. Troy 11. xiii, Within the cerclynge of

her eyen bryght was paradise. 1646 A. Henderson in
Macrie Life \ 18461 54 While Archimedes was drawing his
figures and hirelings in the sand. 18x8 Keats Endymion
iv. 340 Diving swans appear Above the crystal circlings
white and clear.

2. Movement in a circle; revolution.
c 1440 Prottip. Parv. 453/2 Serclynge, Circulacio. 1622 62

Heylvn CosTttogr. L (1682) 266 In the circlings of the fore-
said River. 1864 Glasg. Daily Herald 24 Sept., I don't
see how circling with the trawl among drift-nets should do
any harm. 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades in. 270 The cir-

cling of the suns.

t 3. = ClRCUITION 2.

1613 W. Sclater Tythes Revised 9 Say if you can with-
out circling.

Ci rcling, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ino2.]

1. Encircling.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iv. 19 Her two branches . . Whose

circkling shadowes, Kings haue sought to sleep in. c 1611
Chapman Iliad xi. (R.), Their world circling sire, Great
Neptune. 1701 Df. Foe True-bom Eng. 11. 400 He dwelt
in Bright Maria's Circling Arms. 1877 Furnivall Leopold
Shaks. Introd. 117 See the town nestle under its circling hills,

b. Forming a circle
;
ranged in a circle.

17*4-7 Ramsay Tca-t. Misc. Ded., Treat a' the circling
lugs wi sound. 1733 Swift On Poetry, To whom the tribe

of circling wits As to an oracle submits. 1799 Southf.y
Sonn. x, Scarce doth . . The elder yet its circling tufts put
forth. 1841CL0UGH Early Poems \\\. 109 My station whence
the circling land Lies mapped and pictured wide below.

2. Moving in a circle
;
revolving.

1599 Porter Angry Wom. Abingd. (1841) 43 He in these
meddowes make a cerckling walke. i66qGalk Of. Gentiles
1. Introd. 11 How circling Motion doth swift time divide.

1671 Milton P. R. v. 55 Now, too soon for us, the circling
hours This dreaded time have compassed, a 1839 Praeu
Poems 118641 II. 7 Thou merriest soul That ever loved the
circling bowl

!

f 3. Circling boy :

1 a species of roarer ; one who
in some way drew a man into a snare, to cheat or
rob him ' (Nares). Obs. slang.
1614 B. Jonson Barth. Pair iv. ii, One Val Cutting that

helps . . Jordan to roar, a circling boy.

t Circly, adv. Obs~° [f. Circle sb. + -h\K]
IS5* Hl loet, Circly, or in the fourme of a circle or com-

passe, circulatim.

Circk(e, Circque, obs. forms of Cirque.
Circocele, variant of Cirsocele.
Circolate, obs. form of Circulate.
Circon, obs. form of Zircon.
Circon-, early form of Circum-.
Circot(e, variant of Surcoat, Obs,

+ Ci rcuate, v. Obs. rare. [f. med.L. chcuarc
= a'reuire, circumtre to go round : see Circuit.]

To pass round, encompass, encircle.

1581 Act Jas. VI (1814) 279 <Jam.) Ane garnissing circuat
about with perllis, 1698 Christ Exalted § 75. 58 Circuating
the Universe.

Circudrie, obs. bad spelling of Surquedry.
t Circue, v. Obs. Also in 5 sircur. [ad. F.

circuir, ad. L. circuire to go round : see CiB-
cuit sb.]

1. Irans. To surround, encircle.

c 1530 Ld. Berners A rth. Lyt. Bryt.dBi^ 44 The moun-
taynes circued the mares.

2. To make the circuit of, to go or travel round.
c 1450 Ix>nelich Grail xxx. 43 With this Book I have Sir-

cvit |><- world abowte. 1494 Fabyan i. iv. 10 Circuyd and
serched the tande ouer all. Ibid. v. exxxi. 1 14 He. .circued
his lande in ministryng iustyce to all persones.

Circuit
k
S3'jkit). Forms: 4-6 cir-, cyrcuyt'e,

4-7 cireuite, (5 -cute, sircuyte, 6 cyrcute,

-cuite, -quet, 7 cercuit, syrkett,) 4- circuit,

[a. F. circuit, ad. L. circuitits going round, f.

circu(m)ire, f. circum round t- ire to go.]

1. The line, real or imaginary, described in going
round any area ; the distance round ; the compass,
circumference, containing line or limits.

1381 Wyclif Ecclns. xliii. 12 See the bowe .. He cumpa-
side heuene in the circuyt [1388 cumpas] of his glorie.

t 1386 Chaucer Knts. T. 1029 The circuit a myle was
aboute Walled of stoon and dyched al with oute. < 1400
Maundev. xviii. 187 Java . . is nyghe 2000 Myle in circuyt.

1570 BiLLiNGSLEV Euclid i. iv. 14 The cireuite or compasse
of a triangle is a line composed of all the sides of a triangle.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, i. ii. 30 To weare a Crowne, Within
whose Circuit is Elizium. 165a Needham Domht. Sea
Advt. 2 The circuit of this Sea . . must contein above 1200
miles. 1704 Addison Italy 11766) 124 Sheltered with a
noble circuit of woods and mountains. 1847 Grote Greece
IV. 11. Iii, A rude Circuit of stones, of unknown origin,

fb. concr. = Circlet, diadem. Obs.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 352 The Golden Circuit on
my Head, Like to the glorious Sunnes transparant Beames.

f c. Jig.
1 Round 1

circle \ Obs.

1673 Lady's Call. 1. § 4. 29 If a poor country gentlewoman
fall within their circuit, what a stock of mirth does she
afford them. 175* Johnson Rambler No. 206. p8 A feast

within the circuit of his acquaintance.

2. The space enclosed by a given circumference

or boundary ; area, extent, tract.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 58/4 On the morn ther lave lyke
dewe All aboute in their circuyte. 1494 Fabyan v. lxxxiii.

60 A large and great circuyt of grounde, vpon the whiche
he shortly after buylded and sette a large and stronge
Castell. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 27 The scites and cir-

cuitesof all such religious houses. 1590 Karl Essex in Ellis

Orig. Lett. 11. 214 III. 82 A great circuit ofground in a very
good soyle. 171 1 Pope Temp. Eame 309 The sound That
fills the circuit of the world around. 1705 Act 5 Geo. Ill,

c. 26 Preamb., All those houses, scites, circuits, and pre-

cincts. 1856 Bryant Poems, J"** vi, The pomp that fills

The circuit of the summer hills,

b. fig. Sphere of action, etc.

1597 J. Pavnf. Royal Exch. 21 Then may that circuit l>e

counted happie conteyninge so vertuouse an examplar.

1719 De Foe Crusoe (1S40) 11. vi. 133 If you give me leave

to meddle so far in your circuit.

3. The action of going or moving round or about

;

a circular journey, a round, b. A round-about

journey or course ; a detour.
14x3 Lvdg. Pitgr. Soiule \.

'%. 70 The spyeres entercounted
to gedcrs in their circute . . at>out the erth. 1530 Palsgr.

177 Cyrcvite, a cyrcute, a goyng or compassvnge about a
thyng. 1611 Bible Ps. xix. 6 His going fortn is from the
end of the heauen, and his cireuite vnto trie ends of it. 1687
Luttrell Brief Ret. 118571 4°5 Bishop Leyl>oum is

going a circuit to confirm the new converts. 1724 Swift
Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 127 The bell-man of each
parish, as he goes his circuit. 1785 Reid Int. Poiwrs 263
Either in a straight course, or by some circuit. 1755 Gibbon
Autobiog. 78, 1 devoted many hours, .to the circuit of Paris.

1811 Woodhoi'sk Astron. viu. 49 Its [the clock's] index or
hand ought to perform an exact circuit in the course of a
day. 1856 Kanf. Arct. Expl. I. xxii. 274 They .. could
only advance by long circuits. 1876 Grren Short Hist.
\ ii. § 6 ' 1882) 407 After completing the circuit of the globe.

C.Jig.; esp. of time: Revolution, round, i />'y

circuit : at regularly recurring times (obs.).

1601 Cornwallyes Disc. Seneca (1631) 72 When the daies
cercuit is finished. 1651 R. Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err.
111. i

79 It is good to give nothing to them that have fits by
circuit. 1661 Usshkr Poiver Princes 11. (1683) 235 Many
circuits of years I pray you may live. 17A4 Cowi'KK Task
iv. 119 Fancy, like the finger of a clock, Kuns the great
circuit, and is still at home. 1878 Hcxley Physiogr. xx.

The circuit of changes is completed in the course of a year.

d. Phrases (sometimes influenced by 4\ as in

t Togo, ride, walk circuit^ = one's round. To^fetch,
wake, take a circuit : to make a detour, take a cir-

cuitous or rounil-about course. To make or go the

circuit of : to go round, go the round of. f To run
circuit -with (fig.): app. to follow the same lines

as, to be concomitant with.

1547 BoOKDE Introd. h'mrjvl. 163 To fetch the cyrcuytc

about Christendome. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. 72
Fetching about a cireuite or compasse. 1609 Bible (Douay)
1 Kings xviii. 6 They divided the countries . . that they
might goe cireuite about them. 1645 Milton Colast. Wks.
(1851) 356 The rest of this will run circuit with the union of
one flesh, which was answer'd before, a 1655 Vines Lords*
Supp. (.1677) 4 The destroying angel, that rode circuit that
night. 1665 Manley Grotius' Lo7v C. IVarres 295 Verdugo
..got past the Rhine, by taking a long Circuit. 1751
Chatham Lett. Nephew it 5 Your letter . . after making a
considerable circuit to find me. i8a6 B. Disraeli Viv. Grey
11. xii. 59 Now the Marquess. .

' went the circuit ', that is to
say, made the grand tour of the suite of apartments. 1838
Murray's Hand-Bk. A*. Germ. 448 The pedestrian, .should
make a circuit to the left, a 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk.
II. 1. i. 5 Making a circuit of the neighbouring towns.

4. spec. The journey of judges ;or other persons)

through certain appointed areas, for the purpose of

holding courts or performing other stated duties at

various places in succession ; the visitation of the

judges for holding assizes.

1494 Fabyan vii. 344 Iudgys ordeyned to kepe a cyrcuyte,
as nowe they kepe the sysys in the tyme of vacacyon.
1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c 7 | 1 The justices of assises in

ther cyrcuyte or progresse in that shyre. 159a GreeneA rt

Conny Catch. 111. 5 What hee spake of either came to him
by examinations, or by riding in the circuits. 1611 Bible
1 Sam. vii. 16 He went from yeere to yeere in circuit to

Bethel, and Gilgal, and Mizpen, and iudged Israel. 1675
Teonge Diary (1825) 95 He goes his syrkett every yeare in

the nature of on of our Judges. 1768 Blackstone Comm.
III. 58 They usually make their circuits in the respective

vacations after Hilary and Trinity terms. 1848 Macaulay
j

Hist. Eng. I.637 I* was thought desirable that the Western
;

Circuit should not l>egin till the other circuits had termin-
ated. 1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum. iii. (1858) 114 The judges

1 and the bar ride the circuit. i86x Willes in Ex parte
Pernandez, 30 Laio J. C. P. 338 The law gives to the

Justices of Assize during their circuits the aid and control

of the sheriff of each county.

, fig. 1654WHITLOCK Zootomia ^38 When Christ shall go
his circuit to judge the World in Righteousnesse. 1657
Hinchley in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. lviii. 11 A time
when God will ride nis circuit here in a solemn manner.

b. cotter. Those making the circuit ; the judges

and barristers ; now esp. the latter.

a 17x4 Burnet Onvti Time II. 413 The circuits went round
the country [of Scotland] as was directed by the proclama-
tion. x86a Lond. Rev. 30 Aug. 182 The days when the

Northern Circuit rode on horseback across the marshes.

1875 Helps Ess., Organiz. Daily Life 183 A leading mem-
ber of the Circuit.

6. The district or division of country through

which the judge makes his circuit.

There are now eight such districts In England and Wales,
each including several counties, viz. the Northern, North
Eastern, Midland, Western, Oxford, Home or South
Eastern, North Wales, and South Wales Circuits.

1574 Rich Dial. Mercury
<fr
Eng. Soldier, Euerye petye

! Constable of euerye Parrysh within his cyrquet. 1642

Chas. I Lett. Judges of Ass. 5 July (1641) 6 Some of the

ablest Lawyers who ride that Circuit. 1649 Selden Laws
Eng. 1. iv. (1739' 10 Their Country they divided into Coun-
ties or Circuits all under the government of twelve Lords.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Justiciary, The country
[Scotland! . . is divided into three circuits, the south, west,

and north. 1882 Serjt. Ballantine Experiences v. 51 In
choosing a circuit, a barrister, .is bound by his first choice.

6. A territorial division ofthe Methodist churches,

comprising a number of congregations lying around

some central town or place, and supplied by a

series of itinerant preachers.

1766 Wesley IVks. (1872I HI. 256 The Societies in this

I

Circuit increase. 1791 Hampson Mem. Wesley 1 1 1. 73 Every
part of Britain and America is divided into regular portions,

called circuits ; and each circuit, containing twenty or thirty

places, is supplied byacertain numberof travelling preachers,

from two to three or four, who go round it in a month or

six weeks. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV 142 A number of these cir-

cuits . . are united and known as a district. 1885 Minutes
IVesleyau Conf. 43 Each of the places mentioned in these

Stations, .is the head of a circuit.

7. Elect. The course traversed by an electric cur-

rent between the two poles of a battery ; the path

of a voltaic current.

1800 Med. Jml. IV. 122, I certainly saw the spark at the

time of completing the circuit. 1839 G. Bird Aat. Philos.

199 With the largest circuit yet employed, their union ap-

pears to be absolutely instantaneous. 1870 Tyndall Led.

\

Etectr. 2 Interrupting the circuit. .Establishing the circuit.

1878 .Foster Phys. 111. i. 394 Closing a galvanic circuit.

1881 Spottiswoode in Nature No. 623. 546 When the cir-

cuit is broken, so that the current is interrupted . . the wire

resumes its ordinary condition.

f 8 . Roundabout process or mode : f a. of

speech or expression : circumlocution. Obs.

1551 Hlxoet. Circuit in wordes, ambages. 1605 Bacon
Adv. Learn, i. iv. # 2 New terms of art to express their own
sense, and to avoid circuit of speech. 1671 Marvkll Reh.

Transp. 1. 27 This design of his he draws out in such a

circuit of words.

b. of reasoning or the like.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 11. 98 By long circuit of deduc-

tion it may be that euen all truth out of anie truth may be

1 concluded. 1633 Donne Poems ij.i, Thou shall not i>e<*p

thro' lattices ofeyes, Nor hear thro' labyrinths of ears, nor

leam By circuit or collections to discern. 1836 I. Taylor
Phys. Th. Another Life (1857) 15 Or at best demonstrate

its reality by a circuit of reasoning.

c. Law. esp. Circuit of Action = Circuity.
a 16*6 Bacon ^/<i-r. ff Uses Com. Law vi. 29 The law in

many cases . . turneth a man over to a further circuit of

j

remedy. 1670 Bun nt Law Diet., Circuit of Action., is a

i

longer course of proceeding to recover the thing sued for

j
then is needful. 1751 in Chambers Cycl.
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9. rath. The period of a disease. (Syd. Soc. Lex.)

10. attrib. and in Comb., as circuit barrister,

counsel, -commission, -journey, -judge, -room, table,

etc. (sense 4); circuit-superintendent, -work, etc.

(sense 6) ;
circuit-breaker, an instrument which

at regular intervals interrupts an electric current

;

circuit-closer, any device for closing an electric

current ; circuit-court, in Scotland, a court held

periodically in the principal towns, similar in func-

tion to the English Assize ; in U.S. {a) Federal

courts intermediate in authority between the Dis-

trict Courts and the Supreme Court of the U.S.

(see Kent Commentaries I, ch. on Constitution)
;

(b) various State Courts so-called for different

reasons in particular States ;
circuit-steward, a

principal member in the Methodist circuit nomin-
ated yearly by the superintendent.

1850 C. Phillips Curran and his Contemp. 82 Egan was
then a '^circuit barrister in good practice. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. s. v. Rheotome or *circuitbreaker. 1879 G.
Prescott Sp. Tetephone 251 A delicate circuit-breaker .

.

arranged to break the circuit of a telegraph line at the vibra-

tion. 1768 Blackstonf. Comm. III. 354 The judges are sure

to come and open the *circuit commissions on the day men-
tioned. 1708 Royal Proclam. 11 July in Lotut. Gaz. No.
4456/1 We hereby Appoint . . the said 'Circuit-Courts of Jus-
ticiary to be Holden. .Twice in the Year. Fenny Cycl.

XXVI. iy The Circuit courts have appellate jurisdiction

from the district courts. They have exclusive cognizance
of offences against the United States. 1844 Ld. Brougham
Brit. Const. App. (1862) 419 This power of adjudging a law
unconstitutional is also possessed by the Circuit Courts of
the United States. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 529
The *Circuit Judge was authorised to require immediate
decision. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 142/1 About the termina-
tion of every quarter, the ministers, ^circuit-stewards, etc.,

meet. 1882 Serjt. Ballantine Experiences I. 66 John
Locke, .was the very soul of the y

circuit-table.

Circuit ;s5ukit), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To go, pass, move, or travel round ; to

make the circuit of, compass about.

1549 Compl. Scot. 48 The thyng that circuitis this last tent

hauyn or fyrst mobil, is immobil. 1601 Munday Deatk
Earl Huntington 1. Hi. My son, With several troops hath
circuited the court. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. ix. 45 The
Phenicians circuited the greatest part of the habitable world.

1774 T. Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry III. 246 Geryon having
circuited the air like a faulcon towering without prey.,
vanishes. 1879 Proctor Pleas. Ways Sc. v. 119 Some.,
comet, circuiting the sun in about eleven years.

t"b- jig. To compass in thought, circumvent,

get round. Obs.
a 1613 Overbury Charac. Noble Spirit Wks. (1856) 61 He

circuits his intents, and seeth the end before he shoot.

2. intr. To go or move in a circuit.

[1549 Compl. Scot. 51 The sune circuitis and gais about
the eird euyrie xxiiij houris.] i6n Bible i Sam. vii. 16 He
went from yeere to yeere in circuit [marg. circuited] to

Bethel and Gilgal and Mizpeh. 1617 Collins Def Bp.
Ely n. vii. 264 They must runne circuiting and fetching a
compasse about by the Saints. 1690 Wood Fasti Oxon. I.

31 (L.) It did not become a doctor to circuit for an inferior

degree. 1708 J. Philips Cyder {].\ Unless the cordial cup
perpetual motion keep Quick circuiting. 1873 Proctor Ex-
panse Heav. 112 The moon as she circuits round the earth.

Circuiteer ;s3jkitl-»\i), sb. [f. Circuit + -eer.]

1. spec. A judge or barrister on circuit.

a 1734 North Lives I. 96 Here we drop our circuiteer;

which character lasted till his lordship was made, .solicitor

general. x8io Ld. Campbell in Life I. 244 The Oxford
circuiteers are accomplished gentlemen, but no lawyers.

2. gen. One who makes a circuit.

1718 Pope Lett. Mr. on the Circuit 17 Sept., Like
your fellow Circuiteer, the Sun, you travel the round of the

earth.

t Circuiteer (saikitl»'i\ v. Obs. [f. prec]

To go on circuit. Hence Circuiteering vbL sb.

and ppl. a.

a 1734 North Lives I. 277 To return to his lordship and
his circuiteering. 1771-2 Batchelor (1773^ II. 60 He is ..

something like my grey circuiteering horse, the worse for

travelling. 18x2 G. Colman Br. Grins, etc., Two Parsons
Introd. x, Big-wigg'd circuiteering judges.

Circuiter (sa'ikitsr). [f. Circuit + -er *.] *>

Circuiteer sb.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 513 Whether all the Theeves
condemned by any Circuiter corrupted, have done more
vtllanies than their Judge. 1779 Ld. Malmesbury Diaries

(1844) i. 231. 1886 Sir F. H. Doyle Remin. xiii. 239 He
himself had been a Northern Circuiter.

Circuiting (s5\ikitirj), vbl. sb. [f. Circuit v.

+ -ing M The making of a circuit or circuits.

Short-circuiting, the faulty shortening of an elec-

tric circuit, owing to some flaw in the insulation.

1659 C. Noble Ansiu. Immod. Queries To Rdr. 2 The
streams tend directly . .(though with some seeming circuit-

"mgs) to the Ocean. 1888 Pall Mall G. 22 Mar. 1/2 It will

be lighted throughout by_ electricity. . and if proper care is

exercised in the installation short-circuiting is impossible.

Circuiting, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing That
circuits, goes round, goes in or on a circuit.

1632 StarChamb. Cases (1B86) 9 Ifmy Lord Deputy change
the circuitinge Judges, a 1661 Holyday Juvenal 72 The
amphitheater, .according to its name . . being as much as a
circuiting or compassing theater. 1886 Ruskin Prseterita
I. ix. 284 In variously circuiting channels.

Circuition (s5iki72,rj3n). arch. [ad. L. cir-

cuition-em a going round, n. of action, f. circuTre,

see Circuit : cf. F. circuition.] A going round
Vol. II.

or about; making of a circuit
;
compassing, encir-

cling, visitation in circuit.

1533 Bellenden Livy (1822) 216 The eircuicioun and
charge [circuitio ac cura] that wes wont to be gevin to the

edilis, war gevin to small pepill. 1603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor. 1338 The circuitions, conversions and changes which
appeare in the heaven. 1622 R. Preston Godly Man's In-

quisition ii. 47 Leaue . . perambulations and circuitions to

Sathan, that infernall Peripatetike. 1684 Phil. Trans.

XIV. 681 The space of a Lunar circuition of the earth. 1855

Bailey Mystic 48 Sacred circuition of the sun.

2. fig. Circuitous mode of speech, circumlocu-

tion, 'maze of argument' (J.).
1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 130a, With a Cynical circui.

cion or goyng about thebushe. 1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost.

168 Answers . .without any Circuition or aequivocation at

all. 1824 Landor /mag. Conv. Wks. 1846 I. xiii. 68^ Adds
clause to clause . . with all the circuition . . of an inden-

ture.

Circuitize (saxkitaiz), v. rare. [f. Circuit +
-ize.] To make the circuit of.

1846 Ecclesiologist VI. 175 A class of men. .circuitizing

the country, and making copies of its most famous brasses.

II
Circuitor (sa.iki»'itai). [L. circuitor agent-

sb., f. circuire to go round.] One who goes his

rounds, a travelling inspector, visitor, ranger.

1811 Ann. Reg. 1809 342 Ranger and keeper of Swinley
Walk, and circuitor, bailiff, and chief forester of Battel

Bailiwick. 1830 Coleridge Table-t. 29 May, Satan .. is

rather the circuitor, the accusing spirit, a dramatic attorney-

general [Job ii.].

Circuitous (sajkizHtas , a. [ad. late L. circui-

tos-us abounding in roundabout courses, f. circui-

tus Circuit : see -ous.] Of the nature of a circuit,

roundabout, indirect.

1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 109 Any medium direct or

circuitous. 1790 Paley Horaz Paul. 1. 4 Coincidences .

.

minute, circuitous, or oblique. x'jffs'N.oK&v. Amer. Geog. I.

439 By this kind of circuitous commerce they subsisted and
grew rich. 1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames^ xi. 303 This
ancient Court of Record is too circuitous in its procedure.

1845 Whately Logic in Encycl. Metr. 219/1 An artificial

and circuitous way of speaking. 1868 Q. Victoria Life
Highl. 169 We had . . to take a somewhat circuitous route

in order to avoid some bogs.

f 2. ? Circus-like. Obs. rare.

1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 1. ii. 92 There are other

circuitous erections of stone.

Circuitously (s3iki/7*it3sli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LT 2
.] In a circuitous manner, by a roundabout

way, indirectly.

1791 Burke Thoughts Er. Affairs Wks. VII. 44, I do not

think.. that it is likely to be misled, unless indirectly and
circuitously. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. in. xix.(i876) 370 Eng-
lish goods would be paid for circuitously. 1870 Dickens
Lett. 31 May, Having come here from town circuitously.

Circuitousness (sDiki?7-itesnes). [f. Circuit-

ous + -ness.] Circuitous quality, manner, or way.
1822 New Monthly Mag. VI. 74 Tortuous twistings and

coy circuitousnesses so trying to the patience of the traveller.

1869 Goulburn Purs. Holiness v. 41 The exercises which
go most directly, and with least circuitousness to the great

end. 1884 Harpers Mag. Feb. 344/2 The river, .winds in

pleasant circuitousness.

Circuity (S3jki;7'iti). Also 6 circuitee, cyr-

cuity. [a. OF. circuits circuit, ambit, precinct,

etc., f. L. circuit-us app. after words like gratuite,

vacuite, etc.] = Circuit, in various senses.

f 1. Ambit, enclosure, compass, area. Obs.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. (1877) 220 iD.) A dominion of

muche more large and ample circuitee then the same whicbe
he was Lorde of before. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. lxx. 749 In

the circutie or shadowe of the same. 1580 BARET Alv. C.

536 Within the Circuitie of reason.

2. Circuitous quality ; roundabout process.

a 1626 Bp. Andrewes Serm. (1856) I. 157 Without all

circuity, noting, naming, and in a manner pointing to it.

1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 43 It prevents the circuity and
delay of justice. 1801 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) III. 47 ^

The correspondence must involve circuities. 1837-9 Hal-
lam Hist. Lit. in. ii. § 71 His vehemence loses its effect by
the circuity of his pleonastic language. 1845 Campbell
Chancellors (1857) I. Introd. 8 To avoid the circuity of

applying to Parliament.

b. Law. (See quot. and cf. Circuit 8 c.)

1641 Tcrmes de la Ley 39 When an action is rightfully

brought for a duty but yet about the bush, as it were, .it is

called Circuity of action.

3. Circular motion.
1770 T. Whately Observ. Mod. Gardening 67 (L.) The

characteristic property of running water is progress, of stag-

nant is circuity.

Circulable (saukhTlab'l), a. [f. L. circuld-re

(see Circulate) + -ble.] That can be circulated
;

capable of circulation.

1793 Monthly Rev. XL 336 In a word, they are a machine
for rendering fixed property circulable. 1869 Contemp. Re?'.

XL 136 What Mr. Price declares not to be money, as not

being circulable.

Circuland (ss-jki/Hand). rare. [ad. L. *circu-

land-um, gerundive of circuldre (see Circulate)
;

cf. multiplicand,] That which is to be circulated.

1821 New Monthly Mag. I. 93 In such a case, .the circu-

lator has produced what does not become actual circuland.

The circulation stops with the fabrication.

Circulant (sa'rkiz/lant). Math. [ad. L. circu-

lant-em, pr. pple. of circuldre (see Circulate).]

A species of determinant.
1881 Burnside & Panton Theory Equal, xi. § 129 Here

in all the rows the constituents are the same five quantities

taken in circular order, a different one standing first in each
row, A determinant of this kind is called a circulant.

Circular (ssuki^/lai), a. and sb. In 5-6 -er, 5
-ere, 6 Sc. -eir, 6-7 -are. [ME. circuler, a. AF.
circuler~OY. circulier, a partially Latinized alter-

ation of OF. cerclier :—L. circular-is, f. circul-us

Circle. The F. cerclier was successively re-

fashioned as cerculier, circulier, circulaire ; the

Eng. became with the Renascence circular.]

A. adjective.

1. Of the form of a circle ; round in superficies.

1430 Lydg. Chrou. Troy ll. xi, A smale aulter . . that was
halfe circuler. 1541 R. Copland Galyeu's Terapeutyke 2 F iv,

The vlcere that are cyrculer and rounde. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 11. ix. 22 The frame thereof seemd partly circulare,

And part triangulare. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 1. f 5 A
Round of Politicians at Will's . . those little Circular Audi-
ences. 1833 Sir J. Herschel Astron. vi. 224 A body which
always casts a circular shadow must itself be spherical.

1861 Parker Goth. Archil. 1. i. (1874) 3 Circular churches
were occasionally used from an early period.

f2. trans/. Perfect, full, complete. Obs.

1616 Chapman Homer's Hymn to Hermes 82 Nor must
you..Boile in your gall a grudge too circulare. 1618 —
Hesiod Ded. 142 Nor were those Greeks so circular in their

elegant utterance, but their inward judgments and learnings

were as round and solid. 1631 Massinger Emperor East
in. ii, In this, sister, Your wisdom is not circular. 1659
Dryden On Cromwell v, How shall I then begin or where
conclude To draw a fame so truly circular? For in a round
what order can be shewed, Where all the parts so equal-

perfect are ?

3. Moving in or passing over a circle ; orbitual

;

describing a circle.

(1450 Epiph. in Tundale's Vis. {1843) 103 As Phebuswent
by mevyng circulere. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 25 Into

a circuler dance. 1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 1. iv. 76

It is probable that the terrestriall Globe hath a circular

motion. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II 1. 663 Like the circular

motion of a wheel.

b. Circular tour: one which is completed at

(or near) the place of starting ; circular ticket,

one serving for all the stages of such a tour.

i860 Advt. Circular tour of Loch Lomond and the Tro-

sachs, returning from Stirling or Edinburgh. 1873 Cook's

Excursionist No. 5 June, Through-tickets, semi-circular

tickets, and circular tourist tickets.

4. jig. a. Moving or occurring in a round or cycle

of repetition.

/Z1643 G. Sandys Bk. yob 12 (T.) The life of man is a

perpetual war, In misery and sorrow circular 1647 Cra-
shaw Poems, Death Herrys 95 When weak time shall be

poured out Into eternity, and circular joys Dance in an
endless round, a 1684 Earl Roscom. {}.) From whence th'

innumerable race of things By circular successive order

springs.

h.jig. Forming a link in a circular chain.

1841-4 Emekson Ess. Circles Wks. (Bohn) I. 125 The
circular or compensatory character of every human action.

5. Of the nature of arguing or reasoning in a

circle.

1646 Gillespie Male Audi's 50 Mr. Coleman . . chargeth

me with a circular argumentation. 1681 Hobbes Rhet. \.

ix. 24 To praise the Work from the Vertue of the Worker,
is a circular proof. 1700 T. Baker Reflect. Learn. (J.),

One of Carte's first principles of reasoning, .seems to be too

circular to safely build upon ; for he is for proving the being

of God from the truth of our faculties, and the truth of our

faculties from the being of a God.

0. Circuitous, roundabout, indirect.

1617 Middleton & Rowley Fair Quarrel 11. ii, If you
knew well my heart, you would not be So circular. 1865

Dickens Mitt. Er. in. i, You circular old dodger.

7. = Cyclic. Obs. rare.

a 1734 Dennis (J.), Had Virgil been a circular poet, and
closely adhered to history, how could the Romans have had

Dido?

8. Affecting or relating to a circle or number of

persons ;
esp. in circular letter, ' a letter directed

to several persons, who have the same interest in

some common affair' (J.); circular note (a.) ==

prec. ;
(b.) a letter of credit addressed by a banker

(e.g. in London) to several bankers in other coun-

tries, in favour of a certain person named therein,

usually a person on a tour.

1659 Bp. Walton Consid. Considered 192 Their chief Priest

. .sends circular letters to the rest about their solemn feasts.

1687 R. L'Estrange Answ. Dis, 29 And never any Letter

perhaps, was more Universally Circular, then This has been.

1776 Gibbon Decl. <$• F. I. xii. 246 Circular epistles were

sent., to all the principal cities. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist.

(18761 III. xiv. 75 The country gentlemen, .were tried with

circular questions, whether they would comply with the king

"in their elections, a 1847 Mrs. Sherwood Lady ofManor
I. v. 149 An old lady . . came from a distant Dart of the

county to pay a circular visit among her relations. 1848

Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 225 Circular letters, imploring

them to sign, were sent to every corner of the kingdom.

1850 Thackeray Kickleburys Wks. (i86o> 188 My lady K.

walked over to the money changers, where she changed a

couple of circular notes. 1879 Farrak St. Paul II. 438

The circular Epistle which is generally known as the

Epistle to the Ephesians.

9. Math. Of or pertaining to the circle, or its

mathematical properties ; as in

Circular arc, cubic, error, /unction, measure; circular

line (a.) see quot. 1796; (b.) the imaginary straight line

joining the centre of any circle to either of the two circular

points at infinity, and forming a tangent to the circle; cir-

cularparts (of Napier), 'five parts of a right-angled or a

quadrantal spherical triangle: they are the two legs, the

54
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complement of the hypothenuse, and the complements of

the two oblique angles' (Huttoii Math. Dict.)\ circular

points, the two imaginary points at infinity through which
all circles pass, also calledfocoids.

1599 MASsiN(iKR,etc. OldLaw v. i, All Studies else are hut

as circular lines And death the centre where they must all

meet. 1796 Hutton Math. Diet. I. 289/1 Circular lines, a
name given by some authors to such straight lines as are

divided by means of the divisions made in the arch of a

circle. Such as the Sines, Tangents, Secants, etc. 1859

Todhunter Sph. Trigonom. v. I 66 (1871) 35 Two rules,

which are called, from their inventor, Napier's Rules of

Circular Parts. 1874 — Trigonom. ii. § 20. 10 The fraction

arc divided by radius is called the circular measure of an

angle. S878 Wolstenholme Math. Problems (ed. 2> 248

The two impossible circular points at infinity. 1884 Wil-
liamson Dtff. Calc. xii. $ 186 (ed. 5) This curve is called a
circular cubic. Ibid. 431 Eliminate the circular and ex-

ponential function from the equation. 1884 F. Britten
Watch <y Clockm. 60 [TheJ Circular Error.. in a clock [is]

the difference of time caused by the pendulum following a
circular instead of a cycloidal path.

10. Technical
Circular holt :

' a machine employed by the Nottingham
lace manufacturers in making net ' tSimmonds Trade Diet.).

Circular canon iMus.r, a canon which leads back to the
beginning and repeats itself instead of coming to a regular
close. Circular-circular work {Arctic: 'a term applied to

any work which is formed by the intersection of two cy-
linders whose axes are not in the same direction" (Gwilt '.

Circular crystals :
' a term applied to the flattened groups

of radiating needles which form when solutions of oxalurate
of ammonia, salicine, and other substances are evaporated
in a thin layer on a microscopic slide' iSyd. Soc. Ltx.).
Circularfile', 'a circular saw or serrated disc, adapted to

run on a spindle or mandrel, and used in cutting teeth of

cog-wheels
1

(Knight Diet. Afech.t. Circular instruments:
instruments for measuring angles, graduated round the whole
circumference of a circle, i.e. 360°. Circular loom', 'a loom
in which the shuttle moves in a circular race and contin-

uously in one direction through warps arranged in a circle'

(Knight Diet. Mech. i Circular number : a number whose
powers terminate in the same digit as the number it-

self. Circularpolarization', see Polarization. Circular
sailing iNaul.r. navigation by the arc of a great circle

(see Circle sb. 2 b. 1. Circular saw : a saw in the form of a
circular disc, which is made to revolve rapidly on its axis.

Hence circular saw-mill, etc. Circular shears: 'shears

for sheet-metal consisting of two circular blades on parallel

pins' 1 Knight Diet. Mech.\ Circular work (Arch.): 'a
term applied to any work with cylindric faces' (Gwilt).

1869 Ouselev Counterp. xv. 105 If it [the canon] is made
continually to recur to the beginning, so as never to come to

a regular close, it is called Infinite, or "Circular. 1796 Hut-
ton Math. Diet., "Circular Numbers , . are such as have
their powers ending in the roots themselves. As the num-
ber 5, whose square is 25, and its cube 125, etc. 185a C. W.
Hoskvns Tali>a 178 As easily as a *circular-saw cuts a
plank. 18x6 J. Smith Panorama Sc. ff Art I. 98 The con-
struction of a circular saw-mill, invented by Smart.

11. Com/k, as circular-cutting, -edged, -shaped,

•storied, -visaged, adjs. ; circular-wise adv.

1853 C.W. Hoskvns Tal/a 182 The *circular-cutting \m-
plement I have described. 1794 Rigging ff Seamanship I.

151 Gouges are . . "circular-edged tools. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. v, A couple of large-headed, *circular-visaged males.

1598 Yong Diana 302 The thunderclap as it comes not
right down but *circularwise. 1735 Bradley /•'am. Diet.

s.v. Pheasant Pouts, Place the Nets, .circularwise.

B. sb. f 1. A circular figure or space, rare.

1560 Holland Crt. Venus it. 595 In ane conclaue all maid
of Christall cleir. . Hot ait he saw within that circuleir. 1815

J. Gilchrist Labyrinth Demolished 44 O, C, G, with their

diversities, are circles or circulars.

2. Short for circular letter or note : now esp. a

business notice or 'advertisement, printed or other-

wise reproduced in large numbers for distribu-

tion.

1818 Todd, Circular Letter . . Modem affectation has
changed this expression into the substantive ; and we now
hear of nothing out circulars from publick offices, and cir-

culars from superintendants of a feast or club. i8u Byron
Let. to Kinnaird 6 Feb., The circulars are arrived, and
circulating. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs iv, 1 .. Down with
the Court Circular—that engine and propagator of Snob-
bishness. I promise to subscribe for a year to any daily

faper that shall come out without the Court Circular. 1856
'roude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 155 He summoned the peers

by circular to London. 1880 lirit. Post. Guide 6 Circulars,

—i.e., letters which, from internal evidence, appear to be
intended for transmission in identical terms to several per-

sons . . may also be sent by book post. 1888 Lindley
Partnership led. 5) 222 A change in the name of a firm.

.

coupled with announcements of the change by circulars

sent to the old customers.

Ci'rcularism. A theory that space is circular.

1884 Athen&um 6 Dec. 733/2 All that is wanting to make
the Hatlanders realize a third dimension, and to settle

circularism once for ail.

Circularity (s^ikirflaeTlti). [f. L. type cir-

eularitas f. arculdr-is : cf. Pr. circularitat, 1 .

circularity, and see -ity.]

Circular quality, form, or position.

158a Batman On Bart/tot. 111. xvtli. 19 By circularitie of

the limine. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 268

Fetching under lines incomprehensible circularity. 1775
loHNsoN West. 1st. Wks. X. 349 A hut is constructed with
loose stones, ranged for the most part with some tendency
to circularity. 1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 2

From the circularity and elevation of the boundary, the
district, .has the appearance of a basin.

fb. quasi-coner. That which is circular ; a cir-

cular series or arrangement. Ohs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 191 The heavens
. .[have] nodiversitie or difference, but a simplicity of parts
and equiforiuity in motion continually succeeding each

I other ; so that, from what point soever we compute, the ac-

count will be common unto the whole circularity.

f c. ? Circular argument or reasoning. Obs.
1610 Heai.ky St. Aug. CiticofGod xn. xvii. (1620' 435 But

by (iods grace reason will lay those circularities flat inough.

Circularize sirakitflaraiz), v. [f. Circular
+ -IZE.]

1. trans. To make circular.

1799 Soithev Let. 5 June in Life A> Corr. (1850) II. 18, I

pray you to send me the old woman who was circularised,

(), who saw her own hack, .the omikron of old women.
2. To ply with circulars, send circulars to.

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 255 One cemetery company in par-

ticular circularized us in very pressing and persuasive

I terms. 1887 Echo 21 Apr. 1 To circularise the lodges of the
Freemasons for subscriptions.

Hence Ci rcularizer, Ci rcularizing vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1881 World 22 June 5/2 It at once takes [themj out of the

category of common prospectus-issuers. They are not as

I other circularises are. Ibid. Here they are. .set forth with
all possible elaborateness of circularising. 1886 F.dht. Rev.

7 Jan. 84 Mischief wrought by the circularising firms.

Circularly so-jki/fiaili), adv. [f. Circular
a. + -ly.] In a circular manner, in a circle.

1. In the form of a circle.

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. i. iii. 4 Diuide the brayne
panne with a sawe circularely. 1666 Pkpys Diary 22 July,
For fruit, the best way is to have walls built circularly.

1834 Mrs. Somerville Conncc. Phys. Sc. xvi. (18491 M5
1'ropagated circularly all round the centre of disturbance.

2. In a circular orbit or course.

1561 Eden Arte Nanig. 1. xx. 22 The Planet . . is moued
circularly. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. ii, Trade, which
like blood should circularly flow. 187a Proctor Ess. Astron.
viii. 108 A body moving circularly round the sun.

3. By circular reasoning, in a logical circle.

1651 Baxter Inf. Ba/l. 35 That is to prove the same by
the same, or else to argue circularly. 1861 Dickens Gt.
Expect. I. vii. 103 Joe. .completely stopped me by arguing
circularly, and answering with a fixed look ' Her .

t 4. Completely, perfectly. Obs.
1616 Chapman Homer's Hymns Apollo 35 And those gifts

onely let thy deified mind Be circularlie pleas'd with. 1618
— Hesiod Ded. 141 These most wise, learned and circularly-

spoken Grecians.

+ 5. In rotation, among a circle of people. Obs.

1648 T. Hill Strength o/Saints A 3 a, That they (though
but circular)y, by 3 or 4 in a morning' may have leave to

come to the Morning Sermon in the AbU-y. 166a Fuller
Worthies 11. 30 He oestowed also a vast summe of money
on several Corporations to be imployed circularly for the
benefit of the poor Freemen therein.

CircularHess s^ikiwlaines"). rare. [f. as

prec. + -NEH8.] Circular quality, form, etc.

1662 Fi ller Worthies 111. 115 In forme .. in a Map it

1Warwickshire! doth pretend to some Circularness.

t CiTCUlary, a. Obs. [f. (mod.)L. type *circu-

i Itiri-us, whence also mod.F. circulaire: see -aky
,
= Circular a. in various senses.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. liii. u6m 205 Crosse and cir-

j

culane speeches, wherein there are attributed to God such
things as belong to Manhood, and to Man such as properly
concerne the Deitie of Christ Iesus. 1610 Healey St. Aug.
Citie of (rOtt xn. xix. (16201 436 The circulary persons that

turne all things round. 1664 Evelyn tr. Ereart's Archit.

I

xxviii. 68 Such of them whose Superficies is most flexuous

and circulary. 168a Lond. Gaz. No. 1768/1 The King of
I Poland has issued his Circulary Letters for the Summoning

I

a Dyet. a 1734 North Lives I. 313 He. .made one at their

circulary dinings, and the turn came to dine with him.

Circulate (s5-jki/7Mt), v. Also 6 circo-.

Pa. pple 5-6 circulate, [f. L. circutdt- ppl. stem

of circuldre to make circular, to encircle ; de-

ponent circuldri to gather in a circle, to collect

people about one; in med.I.. and Romanic to

move in a circle, etc. ; f. circulus Circle : see

also -ATE 3.]

+ 1. Old Chem. trans. To subject a substance to

continuous distillation in a closed vessel (Circcla-
Tory, sb.), in which the vapour was caused to con-

dense at the top of the apparatus and to flow back
into the original liquid, the whole thus undergoing
repeated valorization and condensation. Obs.

1471 Ritlev Comp. Alch. Ep. in Ashm. Theatr. (1652) 116
In Halneo of Mary togeather let them be ircnl.it . 1545
Raynold Byrth Man. 23 The artire blud, whorlid, cir-

culat, it coagitat together, etc. 1594 Plat Jewell-Ho.
11. 21 Some doo vse to circulate the same in Balneo, til it

clarifie. 1599 Greene Orpharion Wks. iGrosartt XII. 66
Women as the purest imintissence circolated from all other
liuing things, are therefore the most beautifull and faire.

164 1 Fbknch Distill, i. 11651* 26 Circulate this in a Pellican
with a moderate heat for the space of a month. 1696
Phillips, To circulate, .in a Vessel call'da Pelican : wherein
the same Vapour which is elevated into the Air by the Fire,

falls down again to remount and be distill'd several times.

f 2. To gather into a circle.

1513 Dotglas s&neis vi. viii. 21 Onto Eneas left syde and
ryctit hand The saulis flokkis circulate [v.r. circulit] in a
rout.

t 3. trans. To go or run round ; to encircle, en-

compass, surround. Obs.
1571 Digges Pantom. 11. xxi. Pj, Thus proceeding till ye

haue circulate the figure, .ye shall in the ende departe the
whole figure into as many equall portions as ye determined.
i6ix Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xlvi. 160 He circulated seuen
hils with a Wall. 161 1 — Theat. Gt. Brit. xxv. (1614) 49/1
Herefordshire . . lyeth circulated upon the North with
Worcester and Shropshire. 1685 lip. Croft Animadv.

Burnet'* Th. Earth Pref., May I not conclude for certain
that this man hath been in the moon, where his head hath

I been intoxicated with circulating the earth?

4. intr. To move round, turn round, revolve,

formerly round an axis obs.), or in an orbit

{arch.) ; now round a circuit, circuitous course,

system of pipes, or the like, (Influenced by 5.)
167a Newton in Phil. Trans. VII. 5099 A Top. .made to

circulate by whipping it. 1718 I. Chambkrlayne Relig.
Philos. Pref. (1730) 51 Halls, which like Planets circulate
about it. 1830 Sir J. Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 193 The
moon circulates about the earth. 185a Conybeare & H.
St. l\i:d •. . I. iv. 106 These movements begin to circu-
late more and more round a new centre of activity. 1854
Ronalds & Richardson Chem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 224 The
air . . entering at the bottom of the stove . . circulates round
the flues. X878 Huxley Physiogr. 74 The circuit in which
every drop of water is compelled to circulate. x88a Mrs.
H. Reeve Cookery Housek. ii. (ed. 2) 9 The claret de-
canters should circulate two or three times round the table.

6. intr. spec. Of the blood : To flow from the

heart through the arteries and veins back to the

heart again. Extended to the continuous motion
of other fluids in the vessels of animals and plants.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Eletn. Philos. (18391 4°7 ^h* blood, per-

petually circulating las hath been shown from many infal-

lible signs and marks by Doctor Harvey* in the veins and
arteries. -/ 1691 Boyle Wks. II. 69 k. Blood [of vipers],

even whilst it circulates, we have always found, as to sense,

actually cold. 1746 7 Hkrvey Medit. (1818) 123 This, at-

tracted by the root, and circulating through invisible canals
'

. . clothes the forest with all its verdant honours. 1847
Kmerson Poems, Threnody Wks. (Rohm I. 492 Blood is

blood which circulates.

b. intr. Of persons : To go about in a social

,

circle, 'go the round.*

1863 Mrs. Oliphant Salem Ch. L 8 He came .. by no
means prepared to circulate among his flock. 1870 Haw-

: thorne Eng. Note Bks. (18791 H. 96 Who, at the age of
ninety, is still circulating in society.

6. intr. (with extended sense). To pass from
place to place freely and continuously so as to

visit every part ; to pass from hand to hand or

from mouth to mouth. Also, of a newspaper or

,

periodical : to pass into the hands of readers, to

be extensively taken and read.

1664 Evelyn Nat. Hort. (17291 231 The Air . . circulates

through.. to the Grate of the Stove. 1691 Locke Money
Wks. 1727 II. 92 If our Money and Trade were to circulate

only amongst our selves. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 144
P 10 Secret history* . . is for the most part believed only while
it circulates in whispers. 1794 Scllivan Virtu Nat. I. 372

1
That ether which is continually circulating through all

things. 1833 Ht. Martinkau Loom 4- Lugger 1. iii. 42 The
money circulating in this neighbourhood. 1885 Act 46 Vic.

c 16 % 9 Newspapers published or circulating in the County.

7- trans. To put into circulation, put about, pro-

mulgate, give currency to, diffuse
; put into the

hands of readers, etc.

1777 Sheridan Sck. Scand. 1. i, Did you circulate the re-

|

port of Lady Brittle's intrigue with Captain Boastall ? 1815

}
Scribbleomania 268 note. To print and circulate the Bible.

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 104 A little tract, .had been
actively circulated through the ranks. 1868 E. Edwards
Raleigh I. vii. 110 The news of the enemy's preparations

1 were circulated, .throughout the country,

b. lit. To hand or pass round.
1884 Law Times 14 June 121/1 After the loving cup had

been circulated, the Lord Mayor submitted the loyal toasts.

8. Math. Of decimal fractions: To recur, repeat

in periods of several figures (see Cikctlating).
1768 Robertson Circ. Decimals in Phil. Trans. LYTII.

I
209 Some of them [decimal fractions] recur, or circulate ;

that is, the same figure or figures run over again and again
ad infinitum. 1827 Hi'TTON Course Math. I. 75 note. Hie
decimal circulates in a complete period of 28 figures.

t 9. To beat out, emboss (metal). Obs.

t Ci'rculate, sb. Obs. Math. [f. prec. or its

source.] A circulating decimal.
1768 Robertson Circ. Decimals in Phil. Trans. LVIII.

213 The proper denominator of the circulate. 1796 Hutton
Math. Diet. I. 290/1 That part of the circulate which re-

peats, is called the repetend. 18*7 — Course Math. I. 75
note. In corresponding circulates of 28 figures.

Circulated ^i -iki/H^tt d),///. a. [f. Circu-

late v. + -ki>.] i^See the verb.)

1641 French Distill, iii. U651) 80 Put four times a* much
of the best circulated Oil of Camphire to it. 1680 Seep.

Chem. 1. 78 A circulated Salt, .abstracted from Compound
Bodies. 1867 Longf. Dante's J'aradiso xxm. 109 Thus did

the circulated melody Seal itself up.

Circulating, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -IN0

The action of the verb Circulate. (See nextb.)
1545 Raynold Byrth Man. H h 7 The maner that nature

vsetn in circulatyng of the attracted blud.

Circulating (sa Mkiz/l^tirj),///. a. [f. as prec.

+ - int. ii.] That circulates, in various senses.

1631 Lithgow Trav. 414 A commodious place lying in

the midst of circulating Prouinces. 1649 Milton Eikon.
188 The old circulating dance of his shifts and evasions.

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 76 The circulating blood. 1819 Byron
Juan 1. 190 One of the most circulating scandals That had
for centuries been known. 1841-71 1. R. Jones Anim.
Ri"g- 4l 433 The circulating fluid, .was brought to the

roots of the branchiae.

b. Special combs, (in some of these the ///. a.

is not clearly distinguished from the vbl. sb.): Cir-

,

culating capital (see Capital sb.2 3 c). Circulat-

I ing cistern, a cistern used in connexion with the

j

circulation of hot water through a system of pipes.
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Circulating decimal : a decimal fraction in which

two or more figures are repeated ad infinitum.

Circulating library: a library of which the books

are circulated among subscribers. Circulating

medium : a medium of exchange, whether gold,

silver, or any other article. Circulating pump (see

quot.). Circulating system : see Circulatory a. t.

1742 (Advt.) June 12 Proposals for erecting a Public Cir-

culating Library in London. .Librarian, Samuel Fancourt.

1768 Robkrtson {title) Circulating Decimals in Phil.

Trans. LVIII, It is usual to mark the first and last of cir-

culating expressions, with points over the figures. 177S
Sheridan Rivals II. ii, A circulating library . . is an ever-

green tree of diabolical knowledge ! 1783 Gentl. Mag. 941

Heard that the first circulating library was opened by the

Rev. Mr. Fancourt. .50 or 60 years ago. .it was afterwards

removed to Crane-court, Fleet-street. 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. I. 11. i. 280 No fixed capital can yield any revenue but

by means of a circulating capital. 1798 Malthus Popul.

(1817) II. 330 The increase of the circulating medium. 1801

Duncan's Annals Med. VI. 177 The Vascular and Cir-

culating system. 1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum.
Life 1 1826) xvn. i. 120 The circulating library, where

nothing circulates—but the catalogue ! 1809 R. Lang,

ford Introd. Trade 131 Circulating medium, cash and
notes payable on demand. 1838 Penny Cyd. X. 402/1 When
a decimal fraction cannot be found exactly equal to a given

common fraction, the division by which the numerator is

found, leads to what is called a Circulating Decimal. 1848

Mill Pol. Keen. I. ix. (1876183 By the adoption of machinery

a circulating capital . . has been converted into a fixed capital.

i86a Rlskin MuneraPnlv. (1880) 63 The nation, .has little

occasion for circulating media. 1864 'Times 9 Sept. (L.\

Monarchy, republic, empire . . over and over again like a

circulating decimal. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s. v. Circu.

lating-pnmp, the cold-water pump by which condensation

water is drawn from the sea, river, or well, and driven

through the casing of a surface condenser.
_
1884 Health.

Ex/lib. Catal. 94/1 Hot Water Circulating Cistern.

Circulation (s3jki?7hTij3n). [a. F. circulation

or L. circulation-cm, noun of action f. circulate :

see Circulate.] The action of circulating.

1. Movement in a circle, circular motion or course.

+ a. Movement round or about.

1535 Stkwart Cron. Scot. II. 646 With circulatioun sa

about tha }eid, For les expenssis and for grittar speid. 1575
Thynnk Let. 19 Mar. in Aniiuadv. Introd. 55 From one,

all nombers doo arise, and by circulatione doo ende againe

in thee same oone. 1642 Fuller Holy Prof. St. 111. xx.

208 As the world is round, so we may observe a circulation

in opinions. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 601 According to

this Latter Platonick Hypothesis, there would seem to be

not so much a Gradation or Descent, as a kind of Circula-

tion in the Trinity,

+ b. A rotation about an axis, gyration ; orbitual

revolution. Obs. or arch.

1605 Timme Qucrsit. 1. iv. 15 The perpetuall circulation

by which the heaven is married to the earth. 1703 Maun-
drell Journ. Jems. (1721) 95 After they had by these

vertiginous circulations and clamours turn'd their heads.

1795 T. Taylor Apuleius IX. (1822) 215 Orderly and esta-

blished circulations of the stars.

\ C. An undulation propagated in circles from

a centre. Obs.

1647 H. More Song of Soul 11. iii. 1. xx, The circulations

Of sounds would be well known by outward sight. 1678

Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 36. 581 The Circulations of

Water, when some Heavy Body falling into it, its Super-

ficies is depressed, and from thence every way Circularly

Wrinkled. 1794 Sullivan Vim Nat. I. 177 An emission

and a circulation of solar particles.

1 2. A continuous repetition of a series of actions,

events, etc., in the same order or direction ; a

round. Obs.

1682 H. Maurice Serm. iff. King 22 The World, .grown

Old under the Tautologies of Sin, and the Circulations of

repeated Judgments. 1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth 114 What
is this life, but a circulation of little mean actions ? 1719 De
Foe Crusoe (1858) 331 Living in a daily circulation of sor-

row, living but to work. 1731 S. Hales Stat. Ess. I. 1

Such a circulation of causes and effects, .necessary to the

great ends of nature.

f b. Alternate action, alternation ;
' reciprocal

interchange of meaning ' (J.). Obs.

"597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. liii. (1611I 295 TJiere is in those

two speeches that mutuall circulation beforementioned.

1647 H. More Poems 55 Each knave these bellows blow in

mutuall circulation.

t3. Old Client. The continuous distillation of

a liquid for the purpose of concentrating or refining

it : see Circulate v. i and Circulatory sb. Obs.

1585 Thvnne in Animadv. Introd. 76 After the order of

circulation in alchemicall art. 1605 Timme Quersit. in. 183

Circulation is to rectifie any thing to a higher perfection.

1612 Woodali. Surg. MateVfks. (1653) 268 Circulation is

the exaltation of pure liquor by circular solution and co-

agulation in a Pelican. 1641 French Distill, i. (1651) 9.

t 4. (See quot.) Obs.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Circulation, properly an incircling,

or invironing.

5. The circuit of the blood from the heart through

the arteries and veins, and back to the heart.

Hence, of any nutritive fluid through the vessels of

animals or plants.

[ 1628 Harvey {title* Exercitatio anatomica . . de circulatione
sanguinis.] 1656 Ridgley Pract. Physick 337 The Cause of

Vertigo is the circulation of the spirits animal by a thin

vapour. 1660 R. Coke Power iy Subj. Pref. 5 The Physi-

tians . . in blood-letting supposed the circulation of the blood,

yet none asserted it before. .Doctor William Harvey. 1712

Addison Sped. No. 543 r 1 Since the circulation of the

blood has been found out. 1704 Sullivan View Nat. I. 177

The circulation of the fluids of an animal, or of a vegetable.

1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chan. (1814) 66 The leaves pre-

serve their functions . . no longer than there is a circulation

of fluids through them. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2)

321 Objects of the circulation of Nutrient Fluid,

b. Often called simply ' the circulation '.

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 258 The Circulation

runs too quick in Fevers. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet

391 Any stoppage of the Circulation will produce a dropsy.

1838 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 8 The circulation is com-
plete in the Mollusca. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. II. i. 25, I

cannot keep up my circulation on a sledge.

6. The movement of any thing in a ' round ', not

strictly circular, but such that it returns again into

itself after making a general circuit of the inter-

mediate points.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 555 The Bodies . . are now as

serviceable to the Circulation of matter . . turn to as good
Grasse, prove as beneficiall to the Parsons Cowes, or Sheep.

1656 Cowley Davideis 1. Notes, All which maintain a per-

petual Circulation of Water, like that of Blood in Man's

Body. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. xx. 337 The waters of the

earth are in a state of constant circulation. 1880 Haughton
Phys. Geog. iii. 128 The indirect heat contributed by the

rainfall and atmospheric circulation.

fig. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat. § 7. 149 Guardians and
executors of laws are therefore the vitals of a Society, with-

out which there can be no circulation of justice in it.

7. The transmission or passage of anything (e.g.

money, news) from hand to hand, or from person

to person (with the notion of its ' going the round
'

of a country, etc.) ; dissemination or publication,

whether by transmission from one to another, or

by distribution or diffusion of separate copies.

1684 Burnet More's Utopia 52 A free circulation of Mony
. . is necessary for the course of Commerce and Exchange.

1732 Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 2 Money changeth hands,

and in this circulation the life of business and com-

merce consists. 1836 Emerson Nature, Commodity Wks.

(Bohn) II. 144 The rain feeds the plant ; the plant feeds the

animal : and thus the endless circulations of the divine

charity nourish man. 1845 M'Culloch Taxation 11. vi.

(1852) 293 The free circulation of information. 1848 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. II. 115 This order was intended to prevent

the circulation of Protestant treatises. 1880 M'Carthy
Own Time III. xxxix. 196 The most extravagant exaggera-

tions were put into circulation.

b. The extent to which copies of a newspaper,

periodical, etc., are distributed, the number of

readers which it reaches.

1847 De Quincey Secret Societies (1863I VI. 267 The
journal had a limited circulation. 1857 Whkwell Hist.

Induct. Sc. Pref. 7 [This] is sufficiently proved by the circula-

tion which it has obtained.

t 8. A statement circulated, a rumour, a report.

1774 Burke Sp. on Amcr. Tax. There is also another

circulation abroad, spread with malignant intention. 1776

Corr. (1844) II. 105 The government circulation is, that

they [the troops] retired without molestation.

9. concr. A circulating medium, a currency.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 78 A boundless paper circulation.

1866 Crump Banking iv. 86 Cheques, which are such an im-

portant part of the circulation of the country. 1875 Jevons
Money (1878) 56 The present circulation of China is com-

posed to a considerable extent of the so-called Sycee

silver.

Circulative (sa-okirfU'tiv), a. [f. L, circuldt-

ppl. stem of circulate : see -ive.]
_

Having the

quality of circulating or producing circulation.
,

1635 Person Varieties II. 53 It is cold . . as wanting . . the

circulative heate. 1727 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Distilla-

tion, A circulative or reiterated distilling with new sub-

stances. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. m The only species

of landed property that is essentially moving and circu-

lative. 1862 Ruskin Munera Pulv. (1880) 20 The degree

of fluency or circulative character.

Circulator (sS'AUHUtai). [a. L. circulator

a peddler, quack, n. of agent f. circula-ri ; see

Circulate and -or. (Cf. F. eircuiattur.)] He
who or that which circulates : in various senses.

f I. A mountebank who gathers a ring or crowd

of spectators about him ; a quack, charlatan.

[The old explanation of the name took circular! as ' to

roam ' or ' stroll about as a vagrant ', and has sometimes

affected the use of the word in Eng.]

1607 Topseli. Serpents (1653) 793 Circulators, Juglers or

Quacksalvers, did cast certain mazes or small cakes to

them. 163s Heywood Hierarch. ix. 597-8 Witches, Magi-

tions, Circulators, Juglers, etc. 1659 Gauden Tears Ch.

200 (D. ) A kind of Gipsy-Christians, or a race of Circulators,

Tumblers, and Taylers in the Church. 1849-52 Todd Cyd.

Anat. IV. 1064/2 The epithet 1 Circulator ', in its Latin in-

vidious signification, was applied to him [Harvey].

f 2. One who travels round (the world) ; one who
travels round, or about a district, who makes his

' rounds ', e. g. a ' commercial traveller '. Obs.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 212 The . . intellectual World

meeting with daily and fresh Circulatours, and Discoverers,

as well as this materiall World, hath with its Drakes, and

Magellans. 31734 North Lives (1826) III. 294 Two or

three persons, who, to make good their monopoly, send

abroad their circulators, and in that manner get into their

hands all that is valuable.

3. One who circulates or puts about coin, news,

reports, information, etc.
;

esp. in bad sense, a tale-

bearer, scandal-monger.

1792 Burke Corr. (18441 IV. 31 The reports which they

circulate .. grow more rife than ever. I met some of the

circulators. 1816 Byron Let. to Moore 29 Feb., I speak of

circulators. 1859 Mill Liberty v. (1865) 65/2 A central

depository, and active circulator and diffuser, of the expe-

rience resulting from many trials. 1870 Daily News 10

Dec, The authors and circulators of the report.

4. Math. A circulating decimal.

+ Circulato -rious, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L.

circuldtori-us, f. circulator : see prec. and -ory.]

Of the nature of a mountebank, who collects a

ring round him in the streets.

a 1677 Barrow Serm. (1683) II. xx. 290 Such . . as_ Magi-
cians, Diviners, circulatorious Juglers, and such emissaries

of the Devil, or self-seeking Impostours are wont to use.

t Ci'rculatory, sb. Obs. [ad. med.L. circula-

tori-um : cf. next.J A vessel for the old chemical

process of circulation ; an alembic or retort having

the neck or necks bent back so as to re-enter the

lower part of the retort, a 'pelican'.

1559 Morwyng Evonym. 11 Suffred . . to putrifie in a cir-

culatory or a blynde limbeck. 1641 French Distill, iv.

(1651) 99 Digest them in a Circulatory ten days. 1708

Phillips, Circulatory, a Glass-Vessel, in which the Steam
of the distilled Liquor, by its rising and falling, rolls about

as it were in a Circle. 1751 Chambers Cyd. s.v., There are

two kinds of circulatories ; the diota or double vessel ; and
the pelican.

Circulatory (sSukialatsri), a. [ad. L. circu-

latori-us : see above. Cf. F. circulatoire, 16th c. in

Littre.] Ofthenature of, or pertaining to, circulation.

I. Pertaining to the circulation of the blood, or

of any analogous fluid or current.

1605 Timme Quersit. 1. xv. 72 The veyne called vena caua

. .is . . the vessel circulatorie. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1.

59 It is carried up and down in circulatory Vessels
;

1707

Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 14 The Blood .. continually

moves through the circulatory Organs. 1862 A. Maclaren
in Macm. Mag.V. 517 Their nervous and circulatory systems

are readily irritated. 1880 Haughton Phys. Geog. iii. 131

The circulatory current revolving to the left.

1 2. Old Chem. For the purpose of chemical
' circulation '

: see Circulatory sb.

167s Evelyn Terra (1776) 66 Old Glauber, .by the assist-

ance of certain Circulatory vessels to prepare the oily succus

and pinguid juice, c 1720 W. Gibson Farriers Dispells.

in. iii. (1734) 132 Unless they be made in a circulatory vessel.

f 3. Of or pertaining to a mountebank, or quack ;

jut>'gnn 8- [= L. circuldtorins,'] Olis.

(Warton prob. meant ' strolling, itinerant

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 275 Detecting the circulatory

and prestigious fallacy. Ibid. 348 A prestigious jugler,

being taken at Paris, escaped prison by his circulatory

tricks. 1774 T. Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1840) I II. xxiii.

77 Borde's circulatory peregrinations in the quality of a

quack-doctor.

1 4. Circulatory letter : - Circular letter. Obs.

1668 Land. Gaz. No. 229/3 A Circulatory Letter sent to

all the Princes and Potentates. 1696 Phillips Circulatory

Letters, Letters sent into all parts of a Kingdom, by General

Commissioners, upon particular occasions. 1735 Johnson
tr. Lobo's Abyssinia 242 Circulatory Letters from him to

the Christian Princes.

If In the following, circulatory varies v/ithcirculary

(the reading of edd. 1611 and 1617).

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. § 53 (also edd. 1632, 1845) Crosse

and circulatorie speeches, wherein there are attributed to

God such things as belong to manhood, and to man such as

properly concern the deitie of Christ Jesus.

t Ci'rcule, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. circul-us.']

Circle, ring.

1549 IV. IVycherley's Exam, in Froude Hist. Eng. V.

165 note, He hath used no consecrate circule but hath used

the crystal to invocate the sprat called Scariot.

t Ci'rcule, v. Obs. [a. F. circule-r, ad. L.

circuld-re.'] By-form of Circulate, Circle.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xii, About her head flikered

douues white . . Aye circuling with snowy winges fayre.

1500-20 Dunbar Thistle f, Rose 98 On feild of gold he stude

full mychtely, With flour delycis sirculit lustely. 1513

Douglas /Eneis v. x. 56 Eftir thay had al circulit in ane

ring. Ibid. v. xii. 168. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II.

540. Of armit men ane rout In gude ordour hes circulit

thame about. 1601 R. Johnson Kiugd. <y Commw. (1603)

143 Three strong walles, circuling the one within the other,

and streetes lying betweene. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul

II. iii. I. xviii, Sun, stars, and all on earth it hurrieth To
each point of itself so far as 't circuleth.

Hence Circuled a. ; Circuling vbl. sb. and

ppl. a.

1583 Stanyhurst /Eneis 11. (Arb.) 50 Wrapping girdle .

.

His midil embracing with wig wag circuled hooping. 1647

H. More Song ofSoul 11. iii. 1. xxiii, Distant site Makes a

deficience in these circulings. 1683 Tryon IVay to Health

388 Where then lies this famous Generosity of the red

Circuling Juice.

Circulet, obs. form of Circlet.

t Crrculine, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. circul-us

+ -INE 1 .] Circular.

1647 H. More S. Sonlu. iii. H. xxxiii, [The spheres] with

motion circuline Let turn about and stir up sounds divine.

TCi'rCUlize, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. circul-us

Circle + -ize.] To encircle.

31618 Davies An Extasie Wks. (1876) 00 (D.) Which

loopes of azur'd silk did circulize. Ibid. 93 Mother of pearle

their sides shal circulize.

||
Circulus .soukiwlws). The Latin word for

' circle, ring
' ;

formerly often used in Anatomy,

Astronomy, and other sciences ; also as a technical

name of various instruments in Surgery, etc. ; a

tool for cutting circular portions of glass, also

' for cutting off the necks of glass-ware ' (Knight).
54-2



CIRCUM- 428 CIRCUMAGENT.
Circum- (sailcpm). A Latin adv. and prep.

|

meaning 1 around, round about ', much used in

composition « ith verbs, and hence with the sbs. 1

and adjs. formed from them, as in circumambulate
to walk about, circumflectlre to bend round, cir-

cumflexus bent round, circumflexio a bending

round, etc. Only a few of these survived in OK
(e. g. circoncire to circumcise, circonscrire to cir-

cumscribe) and passed thence into Eng. (with

circon-, cutun , circum ) ; but a large number of

words adopted from or formed on the Latin, or in

accordance with L. analogies, have arisen in

modern French, and still more in English, where the

analogy hasoccasionally been extended by prefixing

circum-, as a living element, to native or naturalized

verbs ; e. g. circumbind, circumjlow, circumzoned.

A much rarer Latin use (which was however
common in Gr. with irtpi was in parasynthetic

derivatives from circum prep. + sb., forming adjec-

tives, as in circumpatldnus, (f. circum Paduni)
lying round the Po, circttmmurdnus around the

Walls, circumfordneus around the forum, circum- \

cordidlis Tertull. = irtpiicapStos , around the heart.

This has proved a fruitful analogy for modern
compounds, e. g. cirt unipolar, circumlittoral, etc.

I

All important words in circum- will be found in
1

their alphabetical places as main-words; but a
number of less important or trivial words are

j

collected here, under their respective types.

1. Derivatives and combinations in which circum
j

( = around, about, on all sides) adverbially qualifies

a. verbs, b. participles and participial adjectives,

c. verbal substantives ; as (among combinations of

obvious meaning, mostly noiwe-ioords') a. circum-
bind, to bind round, -CQ'mpass, to compass about,

-Jlmu, -glaze, -inclo se, -inclu de, -pass, -press, -roll, >

-sail, -spa ngle, -stand, -wait ; b. circum-bea'med,

-fixed, -Jlanked, -sea ted, -stationed, zoned ; so cir-

cumbe'ndingly adv. ; c. circum-gurgita'tion, -mi-

gration, -revolu tion, etc.

Alsof Circuma ggerate v. [1.. circumaggerdre~\,

t -ag-gera tion (see quote.), f Circumcept v.,

see circumsept. + Circumci ng-le v., to girdle

round. + Circumclo se v., to enclose about or
,

around, t Circumcross v., to mark round with

a cross. + Circumcursa tion [f. L. circum-
curscire to run round about], running round or

about
; + (?) rambling (in language). Circum-

denuda tion, O'col. denudation all around (see
j

quot.). + Circu'mdolate v. [f. L. circumdoldre

to hew off around + -atk 3 ; also in Bailey 1731-66
associated with dolus deceit]. Circumerration
[L. circumcrrdrc], wandering or strolling about,

t Circu-mflant a. [L. circumjldnt-em pres. pple.
I

of circumjldre~\, blowing around. f Circvtm-
fo dient a. [L. circumfotiicntem pres. pple. of

circumfodirc to dig round about], 'that digs or

entrenches about ' ; Blount GI. 1656). + Circum-
fu lg-ent a. [L. circum/ulgcnt-em pres. pple. of

circumfulgcre to shine around]. + Circumfu lsed
pa. pple. [f. L. circumfuls- pa. pple. of circumful-
gere\ shone round. Circumha bitant a. [L.

habildre to dwell], dwelling around. •(• Circuni-
involve v. [L. circuminvolv-?re\, to surround on
all sides, enclose, envelop. Ci rcumitinera tion,

a journeying around or about, f Circumi tion
[L. circumition-em, f. ire to go], f Circumli te v.

[f. L. circumlit- ppl. stem of circumline're], to smear
round or about ; so \ Circumli tion [f. circumli-

tion-em\ + Circumlu cid a., bright on every side,

f Circummo rtal a., used by Herrick, app. for
' beyond ' or ' more than mortal '. Circumna tant
a. [L. natdnt-em pres. pple. of tialdre to swim],
swimming around ; so Circumna tatory n. + Cir-
cumne bulous a., cloudy on every side. + Cir-
cumobresi stance, ? = next, t Ci rcumobsi st-

ence, ? surrounding or external opposition. Cir-
cumpanation [L. panis bread], in eucharistic

controversy, a surrounding with bread, the having
a ' bready external aspect, t Ci rcnmporta tion
[L. porldre to carry], carrying about. + Circum-
pu lsion (see quots.). t Circnmra diancjr, ? —
Irradiation. Circnmra sion [I,, circumrdsidn-
em, f. circumrddcre to scrape or pare around]
(see quots.). f Ci rcuniresi stency, resistance on
all sides. f Circumroundabout, a circuitous

proceeding, a circumlocution. Circumse pt v.

[f. L. circumsept- ppl. stem of circumsipire to
hedge or fence round], to surround or enclose as
with a fence. f Circumsi st v. [L. circumsisttre
to stand around], ? to surround, t Circumsi stent
a. [L. Hrcttmsistent-cm\ surrounding, f Circum-
sonant a. [L. circumsonant-ctn\ sounding on every

side ; so f Circu msonate v. [f. L. cinumsonare
\

+ -ATE •*]. f Circumspa cious a.
f of large extent

j

on every side. Circumspa tial a.
r
pertaining

to surrounding space. f Circumsta te v. [L.
i

tira/mstare], to stand round, f Circumstation
[L. ( ircumstatidn-em\ standing round, f Circum-
sti pate v. [L. cin urnstipare], to surround (as a
crowd), i Circumstrue -

v. [L. circumstruere\
to build round about. f Circumte nd v. [L.

tend?re to stretch], to stretch around ; so Circum-
te nsion, -tention. Circumu -udulate v., to
flow round in undulations; soCi:rcumundula tion.

Circu mvagant a. [L. circumvagani-em pres.

pple. of circumvagari to wander about], wandering
about (in later edd. of Bailey altered to Circum-
vagrrant . f Circumve ct v. [f. L. cirutmvect- i

ppl. stem of cirt umvch?re\) to carry about ; so

t Circumvention [L. circumvection-em\ Cir-

cumviron v., to environ on all sides. + Circum-
vi sion if), Circumvo litate v. [L. tireumvoli-

tare\ % to hover around.
1656 Blount Ghssogr.

t
* C ire utnagge rate, to heap, or cast

|

a heap about. 1678-96 Phillu-s, *Circumaggeration t a
heaping round about. Hence in Kkrsky, Bailey, Ash.
1635 Person / 'arieties it. 66 A Comet *circumbeamed about
with ..long hayre. 1840 iVfM Monthly Mag. LIX. 494
[He] makes his nod "circumbendingly. 1648 Herkick
ffesper. t Temple 64 Hm fringe that circumbinds it too.

*

1599 A. If, tr. Gabcllwuer s Pkysicke 154/1 *CircumcingIe
the Kgge with fier. Ibid. 184/2 \ 2 That he may circum-
ciugle the patient about his body. 1645 Quarles Sol.
Rt-catit. xii. 15 Wisdome shall guide thee, Love shall *cir-

cumclose thee. .1630 Risdon Sun\ Devon 11714) II. 261
The second that *circum-compassed the earthly Globe.
1648 Herrick //es/cr., To Silvia, I am holy while I stand
"Circum-crost by thy pure hand, a 1677 Barrow Pope's

1

Suprcm. 252 (1687) The address, .was but a factious "circum-
\

cursation of desperate wretches. 1855 Smedley Occult Sc.

334 The object ofthis circumcursation was simply to exclude
the interference of the will. 1882 Geikie Tcxt-Bk. Geol. vn.

|

925 Eminences detached by erosion from the masses of rock
. .nave been termed hills of #circumdenudation. 1623 Cock-

j

eram *Gircundolatey to hew round about. [Hence in 1

liix>VNT Glossogr.) 1731 Bailey, ToCircumdolate, tochip, or
j

cut about ; also to deceive. 1648 Hekki . To Sir
j

7. Beri-lty,This cilic . .seven times "circumflankt with brasse.

1657 Jkr. Taylor in Evelyn Mem. (1857) I II. 09 That little

particle of fire is soon overcome by the Vircumflant air. 1843
Mackiv. Mag. LIV. 412 China, India, and the seas *cir-

cumflowing. 1656 Blount Glossogr., *'Circum/utgent
%

shining about, or on all sides. 1667 H. More/?/?'. Dial. v.

I 10117131 440 Circumfulgent fire. 1513 Bradshaw St. H'er-
j

burge 1. 2038 This lady "cyrcumfulsed with grace. Ibid, a,

433 With grace circumfulced and lyghtned was Englande. 1

1590 Greene Never too lateO iij b, Assoone as I beganne to
[

*circumglaze her with my Sophistry. 1842 Kincsley Lett. ,

in Life iv, Considering the oscillations and perplex *cir-

cumgurgitations of this piece-meal world. 184a Blackiv.
Mag. II. 2s *Circumhabitant infancy and childhood con-
sregate. 1664 Power Exp. /'Alios. 11. 103 The Ayr.,
presses upon the Earth, and all Bodies *circuminclosed
by it. Ibid. 1. 81 A double Crystalline humour, one *cir-

cum-included within the other, /bid. I, 48 Other Seeds,
l>esides the "circuminvulving Pulpe, are immured in

Shells. 179s Gibbon Lett, in Misc. ll'ks. 11796) I. 696,
I wanted patience to undertake the tedious Vircumittne-
ration of the Tirol. 1731 36 B.ui.ky *Circumition, a
going about. 1766 1800 the act of going round. 1657
Tomlinson Kenoit's />isp. 675 Another Cucurbite. . well .

.

"circumlited with .. clay. 1656 Blount Glossogr., *Cir-
, umlitioM, an annotating about, also a polishing. 1678 96
Phillips Circumlitioti, a daubing or plaistenng about.
i66j Stanley /list. Chaldaick Thilos. 1 1701) 11/1 'Ine place
abort the Moon is "circumlucid, or bright throughout.
1833 Lamb AY/rj./V/. Fallacies xL (1860*417 In their, .round
of unconscious Vircum-inigration. 1648 Hkrkick l/esper..

Upon yulia's Breasts, Display thy breasts my Julia, there
let me Behold that *circummortall purity, /bid. To T,
Skaptott, A verse that shall iWhen hence thy circum-
mortall part is gone) Arch-like hold up thy name's inscrip.
tion. 1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. j6notet With intervals
of the *circumnatant fluid l»etween them. x8a8 Blitckiv.

Mag. X X 1 1 1. 40S The. .circumnatant ducks. 1835 Wilson
Ibid. XXXVIII. 1^4 Perch rarely failed you, Tor., you
were sure to fall in with one "circumnatatory school or other.
1662 Stanley Hist. Chaldaick Thilos. (17011 12/1 The place
!>eneath the Moon is Vircumnebulous, dark on every side.

1651 URyuhart yntvl Wks, (1834) 280 A fountain . . whose
nature is to be the colder within itself the greater "circum-
obresistance of heat l>e in the aire. 1655-60 Stanley /list,

/'hilos. [tyot ) 258/2 Sleep, .is a recession of the heat inward,
with a natural kind of 'Circumobsistence. 1581 N. T.
(Rhem.) 1 Tiw. vi. 20 note, Their Companation, Imtjana-
tion, *Circumpanation, to auoid the true Conuersion in the
. . Eucharist. 1588 Lett. T. Cm>endish in Arb. G.xmer II.

128 To "Circumpass the whole Globe, c 1630 Risdon Snrv.
Devon % 192(1810) 204 The second that circumpassed . . the
..globe.^ 1635 Pauitt; Christianogr. in. (1636) 106 Their
reservation of the Hoast in a Boxe : their "circumportaliou
thereof. 1664 Power Exp. Thilos. 11. 117 Upon removal of
the *circumpressing Quicksilver. 1681 tr. Willis' Rem.
Med. It-'ks. Voc., *Circumf>ulsion, a driving about. 1696
Phillips Circumpulsion, is the thrusting forward of all

Bodies that are mov'd by the Bodies that lie round atx>ut
'em. [Hence in Bailey.) 1673 Gregory in Rigaud Corr.
Sc. Men (1841) II. 253 Making insensible the "circumra-
diancy of celestial bodies. 1731 Bailey II, * Cirt urnrasion
1 with Botanists', a scraping or raking off the bark round
about. 1755 Johnson, Circnmrasion t the act of shaving or
paring round. 1664 Power Exp. /'Alios. 11. 101 When the
circum-resistency ofother contiguous Bodies to them is re-

moved. Ibid. Pref. 13 *Circumrevolutions [of the Planetary
Bodies] about theircentral Suns. i8i»Sih R.Wilson Private
/)iary I. 80 The *circum-rolling waves. 1754 Richardson
Grandison \'\. (1812) 155 (D.) With your hums and your haws,

and the whole "circuniroundabouts of female nonsense, to
stave offthe point. 160* Warner Alb. Eng. xi. lxii. (1612)
27 1 Ye, ofwhom are some haue *circum-sail'd the earth
Clifton The Group President and all . .*circumseatedat
an empty board. i657 Tomlinson.AV«o«'$ Disp. 303 Broad
leafs 'circumsepted with hard pricks. 1650 Macallo Com.
PAysick 28 The *circumsisting Aire . . maketh the blood
more hot and dry. 16*5 Bp. Mountacu Ap. Cmsar 196
Accessory and *circumsistant. 1681 Glanvtll Sadducismus
L (1726) 70 The *Circumsonant Clangor of those surrounding
Trumpets. 1656 Blount Glossogr., *Circunsonate, to
make a sound on all parts, to be heard on every side ; to
ring about. [Hence in Phillips, Bailey, Ash.) 1648
Herrick Hesper.,Ultimus Ileroum, When Cato the severe
Entred the *circumspacious theater. Ibid. 'To J. Crofts %

Some few immortals. .To 'circumspangle this my spacious
sphere < As lamps for everlasting shining herei. 1839 Bailey
Eestus xix. U848) 206 A shout, .which caused The *circum-
spatial skies shake. 1632 Lithgow Trav. ix. (16821 367 All
the *circumstanding knights. 1623 Cockeram *Circun~
state, to compasse about. /.•"'.'./. ii, A Compassing about.

.

*Circnnstation. [In Blount and Ash.] 1850 H. H. Wilson
tr. Rig-veda I. 15 The 'circum-stationed (inhabitants of the
three worldsi. a 1734 North Exam. 1. iii. 1 156 1 1740)223 He
was well lodged at Whitehall . . and *circumstipated with his
Guards. 16*3 Cockeram, *Circumstrued, built round about.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. in. 57 A thin Membrane *cir«

cumtended like a Valve. 1603 Holland PlutarcA's Mor.
1021 The extentions and *circumtentions of right lines.

1835 T. Hook G. Gurnry (18501 III. iv. 384 A clear trout-

stream *circumundulated the grounds. 1664 Power Exp.
Phitos. 1. 69 The. .Observation of the Spirits

#circumundu-
lation when the Snail moved. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,

*Circum ,aganty that wandreth about. 1711- in Bailey.
1755 in Ash. 1878 L. Wingftkld Lady Grtzel III. xvii.

37oWith circumvagrant windings. 1657 Tomlinson Renous
Disp. 281 Other grains . . are *circumvected by circulators.

1656 Blount Glossogr., * Cire unvettion, a carrying or con-
veying about. [In Bailey, Johnson, etc] 163a Lithgow
Trav. vi. (16821 267 The Mountains that *Circumviron
Jerusalem, i860 All }'. Round No. 43. 401 Those circum-
vironing cypresses, a 1518 Skelton Vox. Pop. 82 Within
the *circumvisions Of your graces domynyons. 1819 H.
Busk Vestriad v. 92 He *circumvolitates the prostrate
scene. 1648 Herrick Ilesper., Sailing fr. Julia, Those
deities which *circum-walk the Seas. 1664 Evelyn Sylra
(17761 314 Cones [of the cedar]. .*Circum-zoned, as it were,
with pretty broad thick scales.

2. Adjectives in which <ircum ( = around, sur-

rounding) prepositionally governs a sb. implied in

the second part of the compound ; as Circum

-

anta rctic, Circuma rctic around the Antarctic

or Artie pole or circle. Circumba sal, around the

base. Circumce ntral, around or about the centre.

Circumcolu mnar, surrounding a column. Cir-

cumcomeal, around the cornea of the eye. Cir-

cumle ntal, around the crystalline lens of the eye.

Circum Mediterra nean , around the Mediter-

ranean Sea. Circumnm ndane [I .. mttnJtts

world], surrounding the world. Circumo cular

[L, outfits eye], 'running or extending round the

eye* (Syef. Soc. Lex.). Circumoeso phagal, eal,

surrounding the (esophagus; applied to a ring of

nerve-ganglia in Crustaceans. Circumpa llial,

around the pallium or ' mantle ' of Molluscs.

Circumsphe ral, surrounding a sphere. Cir-
cumumbilical, surrounding the umbilicus. Cir-

cunize nithal, around or about the zenith.

1855-60 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea xi. | 511 In the *circum-
antartic regions, where all is sea. 1880 Watson in Jml.
Linn. Soc. XV. No. 82. 106 Two stronger "circumbasal
threads. 1708 KotYbox Rabelais v. xlvu. 11737) 198 In
these *Circumcentral Regions. 1880 Watson in Jml.
Linn. Soc. XV. No. 82. 126 The absence of the "circuni-

columnar thread on the base. 1861 Bumstead I 'en. Dt's.

(1879) 710 The #circumcorncal injection. 1879 P. Smith
Glaucoma 169 The *circumlental space does not reopen.
1880 Brit. Med. yml. Sept. 388 The circumlental space,
1. e. the space which separated the margin of the lens from
the ciliary processes. 1881 .Witnre XXIV. 35 The *cir-

cum-Mediterranean fauna. 1884 in X. 1\ Tribune 28 Nov.,
An open, "circummundanc, annular sea. 1847- 8 Todd Cycl.
Anat. IV. 173/2 The eight larger ganglia of the 'circum-
(i-sophageal ring. x88o Bastian Brain iv. 75 Distinct
branches of the 'circumpallial nerves. 1839 Bailey Eestus
xix, 59/2 A cold . .rayonnance As is the moon's of naked
light, ungarbed In "circumspheral air. 1881 Watson in

Jml. /.inn. Soc. XV. No. 85. 254 An indistinct and blunt

Vircumumbilical carina. 188a Nature XXVI. 312 Astro-
nomical observations without measurement of angles, by
M. Kouget. He designates them 'circumzenithal.

t Circuma'ct, v. Obs. ran. [f. L. dwiumtct*
ppl. stem of circutnaghe (trans.) to drive round,

etc.] trans. To drive round or about.
166% Waterhouse Fire Lond. 35 AH these are circum-

acted by God.

Circuma ctiou. Obs. [ad. L* thxmmtrtiim
t t/t

t n. of action f.cireumagfre: see prec] Com-
munication of circular motion

;
moving round.

1578 Banister Hist. Man \. 4 All kynde of motions .. as
Extension, Contraction, Circumaction. 1615CR00KE Bt*dy

0/Man 813 Helpe the circumaction or compassing of the

thigh. 1667 Waterhouse Eire Lond. 162 Trade being
like a Scale, in motion up and down, the circumaction of it

. .is the life of it.

Circumadja cent, a. [Circum- i.] Lying
immediately around.
1762-71 H. Walpolk I'ertucs Anccd. Paint. 11786) IV.

259 After the circumadjacent country had been shut out.

1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merch. $ Friar u\. (1844) 102 All

the circumadjacent lands and islands.

t Circuma gent, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. cir-



CIRCUMAGITATE.

cumagcnl-em pr. pple. of circumagere: seeCiRCUM-

act.] That moves (anything) round, that com-

municates circular motion.
1649 Bulwer Pathomyot. il L 68 The Instruments of this

oblique motion [of the head] . . are the two paire of circum-

agent Muscles.

Circumaggerate : see Circum- i.

t Circumagitate, v. Obs. [f. Circum- +

Agitate. (

*

drcumagitdre^ not recorded in L.,

would have been the normal frequentative oUircum-
agPre).] trans. To move or impel round or about.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 386/1 The Planets.

.

are constantly, .circumagitated through the aetherial diffu-

sion, a 1667 Jer. Taylor Serm. III. vi. 177 (R.) God hath.

.

given to every one of his appointed officers a portion of the

fiery matter to circumagitate and roll.

+ Circumagita-tion. Obs. [f. as prcc. +
Agitation.] Motion or impulsion round or about.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 386/1 The circum-

agitation of these bodies [the planets] must of necessity

cause a Sound. 1796 Gregory Ecoh. Nature I. 139 (L.)

Circumagitation of a white snowy substance.

Circumainbages. rare. [f. Circum- i +

Ambage.] Round-about methods, or modes of

speech. So Circumainbaging' ppl. a. f
using

methods to get round people; Circumambagious
a., round-about in speech, etc.

1650 Charleton Paradoxes Prol. 3 The Circumambages
and complex Labyrinth of Discourse. 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1781) III. xvii. 139 All the pretty circum-

ambages customary on these occasions. Ibid. iii. (1812)

175o — in Mrs. Barbauld Corresp. (1804) IV. 341 This cir-

cumainbaging sex. 1834-43 South ey Doctor xl. (1862) 96
Circumambagious in my manner of narration.

Circumambience (s5ikz>m
i
rembiens) . [f.

Circumambient: see -ence.] The act or fact of

going round about or surrounding.

1720 Welton Suff, Son ofGod I. iii. 49 The whole Force

and circumambience of this Divine Flame. 1879 Huxley
Hume 23 The circumambience of the 1 melancholy main '.

Circumambiency (saikwmjannbiensij. [f.

as prec. on regular type of sbs. in -KNOT.]

+ 1. = Circumambience. Obs.

1755 Johnson Circumambiency, the act of encompassing.

2. Circumambient quality or condition ; that

which encompasses
;
surrounding, environment.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. n. i. 53 Ice recelveth its

figure according unto the surface, wherein it concreteth or

the circumambiency which conformeth it.
_
183a Eraser's

Mag. VI. 338 The construction, circumambiency, and con-

solidation of all the primordial rocks. 1865 Carlyle Fredk.

Gt. VIII. xvni. xiii. 44 An irregular cleared "island ' . .with

unlimited circumambiencies of wood.

3. A going about, circuitous motion [nonce-use).

1837 L. Hunt in Ntm Monthly Mae
%
XLIX. 84 The

circumambiencies of the coachman's wnip.

Circumambient (saikito|«*mbi&it), a. [f.

Circum- + Ambient (or its L. original).]

1. Going or extending round
;

surrounding, en-

compassing, environing.

1641 Wilkins Math. Magick II. v. (1648) 186 The cir-

cumambient coldnesse towards the sides of the Vessell.

1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1087 An Universal Tendency of Cir-

cum-ambient Bodies to the Center. 1831 Carlyle Sart.

Res. (1858) 3 In the immeasurable circumambient realm of

Nothingness and Night. 1861 A. B. Hope Eng. Cathedr.

19th C. iii. 92 The circumambient aisle encircling the apse.

b. esp. Said of the air or other circumfused fluid,

or medium.
1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 14 The air ; which is an

element movable and circumambient. 1679 Plot Staffordsh.

f 1686) 236 The air most immediately circumambient of the

terraqueous globe. 1713 Derham Phys. Theol. 11. i. 40
The pressure of the Circumambient Air. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 345 A circumambient ether, agitated by
their vibrations. 1855 M. Arnold Mycerinus 53 The Cir-

cumambient gloom.

1830 f Taylor Logic in Theol. 11859) io4 The circum-

ambient scorn of his fellows. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q.
Neighb. xii. (1878) 237 The opening of. .intellectual windows
towards the circumambient truth.

2. ahsol. or as sb.

1682 Norris Hicrocles 124 In an Orb the Centre is one
way the beginning, and another way the end of the Cir-

cumambient. 1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies xxvi. The whole
circumambient seemed to have grown suddenly yellow.

Circumambulate ;s5ikz>miarmbi«le*t), v. [f.

L. circumamhuldre (f. circum around + ambu/dre

to walk) : see -ate 3.]

1. trans. To walk round about.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Circumambulate, to walk round
about. 1816 Q. Rev.jLV. 326 Having seven times circum-
ambulated the Kaaba. 1847 De Quincey Secret Societies

Wks. (1863) VI. 270 Round and round the furious Jews
must have circumambulated the Christian camp.
2. intr. To walk about, go about ; Jig. to beat

about the bush.
1691 Wood Ath. Oxou. iR.t, Ordinary persons that cir-

cumambulated with their box and needle. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. I. iv. i, What dubitating, what circumambulating !

Hence Circuma mbulating- vbl. sb. and a.

(See above.)

Circumambulation (s^jk^m^mbittUi-Jan).
[f. as prec. + -ation.] Walking round or about

;

Jig. beating about the bush, indirect process.
1606 Wily Beguiled m Hazl. Dodsley IX. 321 Out of the

profound circumambulation of my supernatural wit. 1607

429

Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673^ 245 There are Horses so

instructed, that they can stay themselves in their speediest

course upon an instant, without any circumambulation.

1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 250, I was little disposed to

unnecessary circumambulation. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res.

11. vi, He . . begins a perambulation and circumambulation

of the terraqueous Globe.

Circuma'mbulator. [agent-sb. f. prec. vb.]

One who circumambulates. So Circumambu-
latory a., of or marked by circumambulation.
1880 A. Forbes in 19M Cent. VII. 228 The circumambu-

lator of the Green Park. 1633 T. Carew Ctrl. Brit. 362

Wks. 11824) 154 My privileges are an ubiquitary, circum-

ambulatory . . immunity over all the priory lodgings. 1842

Eraser's Mag. XXVI. 642 The style . . is too diffuse, and,

if we may use the word, circumambulatory.

Circumantarctic, -basal, etc. : see Cir-

cum- 2.

Circumbendibus (s5jk£mbe*ndibys). [A
humorous formation from Circum + Bend, with

the ending of a L. ablative pi.] A roundabout

process or method ; a twist, turn; circumlocution.

i68x Dryden .9/. Friar v. ii, I shall fetch him back with

a circum-bendibus, I warrant him. 1737 Pope, etc. Art
Sinking 100 The Periphrasis, which the moderns call the

circumbendibus. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops lo^ Conq. v. ii, With
a circumbendibus, I fairly lodged them in the horsepond.

1791 Bentham Mem. Wks. 1843 X. 266 The notice, .was to

come in circumbendibus through two different channels.

1814 Scott Wav. xxiv, Partaking of what scholars call the

periphrastic and ambagitory, and the vulgar the circum-

bendibus. 1867 Sir W. Harcourt in Times 9 May 12/2

What is the intention of this clumsy, embarrassing, and
vexatious circumbendibus ?

aitrib. 1714 C. Johnson Country Lasses II, ii, This fellow

ruffles me so.. with his most abominable circumbendibus

phrases.

f Circumbilivagina*tion. Obs. [So in

16-1 7th c. Fr. : app. a fanciful creation of Rabe-

lais.] Going round, circumambulation. So Cir-

cumloilivagrinate v. [f. F. circumbilivagin-er\ to

speak in a roundabout way, use circumlocution.

161 1 Cotgr., Circombilivagination, a circumbiliuigatjon

[1632 -uagatt'on,] circular motion; going round, wheeling

about. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. a- X693URQUHAHT Rabelais

in. xxii, Gyronomick Circumbilvaginations. Ibid._ ill. xxx,

That is spoke gallantly, without circumbilivaginating about

and about.

Circumbind : see Circum- i.

CirCUmcellion(s3ikymse'li3n> Also; ;erron.)

-ian. [ad. L. circumccllion-es pi., f. circum around

+ cella Cell : see below.]

1. Ecd. Hist. ' A name given to the Ponatist

fanatics in Africa during the 4th c, from their

habit of roving from house to house.' Diet. Chr.

Antiq. b. Vagabond monks who roved from place

to place.

1564 BriefExam, xxxx b, You shall reade of the Dona-
tistes. .Circumcellions, and Papistes. 1621 Burton Aitat.

MeL III. iv. 1. iii. (1651* 673 The Circumcellions, in Africk,

with a mad cruelty made away themselves . . and seduced

others to do the like. 170a C, Mather Magiu Chr. vn. iv.

(1852) 527 There was the phrensie of the old circumcellions

in those Quakers. 187a A. W. Hutton Our Position as

Cath. 31 The brutal violence of the hardly human Circum-
cellions.

f2. trans/. A vagrant. Obs.

1623 Cockeram Circumcellion, a tauerne hunter. 1631

Brathwait Whimzies, Hospitall-Man 43 A great part of a

long winter night is past over by him and the rest of his

devout circumcellions, etc.

Circumcentral, -cept, etc. : see Circum-.

t Circumce'ssion. Obs. rare. Put erroneously

for Circumincessiox, and Circumsession
;
thence,

by Blount explained from L. cessio yielding.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Circumcession, a besetting, or be-

sieging round. [This occupies the alphabetic place of Cir-

cumsession : subseq. edd. insert it in its alph. place 1 Cir-

cumcession [circumcessio), a giving up, or ceasing round
about; a general yielding.'] a 1679 T. Goodwin Election

II. vn. ii, The Personal Indwelling of the Father in his Son
which Divines call circumcession of the Persons.

t Circumcide, v. Obs. Also 4-5 -side, 5-6

-cyde, -syde, (4 pa. t. -cide, -side, pa. pple. -oid),

[ad. L. circumcidcre to cut round, clip; circum-

cise
;
circumscribe.] By-form of Circumcise.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4187 Yhit sal he be circumcid.

1382 Wyclif Gen. xvii. 27 The same day was Abraham cir-

cumcided and Ysmael his sone. 1388 — Josh. v. 3 He
circumside the sones of Israel in the hil of prepucies. 14.

.

Circunsision in Tundale's Vis. 98, Oure vices all that we
may circunsyde. 1496 Dives <y Paup. (W. de W.) HL iv.

139/2 In this tabernacle he was circumcyded. 1535 Cover-

dale Jer, iv. 4 Be circumcided in the Lorde. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 68 To put out bayth his ene, Bayth nois

and eiris circumsyde also. 1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Mac. i. 63

Thewemen that circumcided their children were murdered.

CirCumci*HCt,/>^/. a. Also t Circiimcincted.

[ad. L. circumcinct-us pa. pple. of circumcingere

to gird about.] Girt about, begirt, encompassed.

80 tCircumci'nction, Circumcincture, a

begirding, a girdle
; + Circumcinge v. [see

above], to gird round, or about.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Pkysick 184/2 This cir-

cumcinctione must we lace on the bare body of the Patient.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Circumcinct, compassed or girt

about. 1657 Tomlinson Renous Disp. 293 Boughs, cir-

cumcinged with flowers. Ibid. 303 Globular heads circum-

cincted with pricks. 1657 Phys. Diet., Circumcinge, environ,

CIRCUMCISER.
encompass about, or round. 1884 T. Kerslake \nAthe-
uxum 9 Feb. 187/3 The natural precipitous circumcincture

of the promontory.

Circumcingle : see Circum- i.

t Circumcis,/^- pple- Obs. [a. OF. circttmcis,

L. circumcis-us ; see next.] Circumcised.

c 1*50 Gen. ($- Ex. 999 He him self wur8 6anne circumcis.
—Ibid. 1002.

t Circumcise, sb. Obs. rare. [a. OF. circoncis
1 prepuce' (Godef.j, repr. L. circumcisus or -um.]

Circumcision ; foreskin.

c iajo Gen. § Ex. 2848 Sephora toe 3if 3unge knaue, And
dede circumcise haue. 1460 Pol. Ret. L, Poems 1,1866)

128 pe flesh of his cyrcumsyce.

Circumcise ;s5*jk/nns3iz), v. Also 4 -ces,

-sice, -cyse, -zize, 4-5 -sise, -syse, 5-cyce, 6 -

-size. [ad. OF. circonciscr, -cisier ; or f. F. cir-

concis-^ stem of circoncire (pr. pple. -cisant, pres.

subj. -cise, etc.) :—L. circumclde're : see prec. and

Circumcide.]
I. In Scriptural sense.

1. trans. To cut off the foreskin or prepuce of

(males)
;

chiefly as a religious rite of Jews and

Mohammedans. Also in Surgery.
(Also to perform an analogous operation on females.)

c 1250 Gen. <"( Ex. 1200 Circumcised he was, a-buten

schoren. .Circumcised on fie e^tende day. a 1300 Cursor
M. 2668 iCott.) Do your knauebams to circumces [v. r.

circumcise], a 1400 Ibid. 11095 (Laud MS.) When they

had circumzizid Iohn. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4326 Cercum-
siset sothely in sort with the Iewes. 1494 Fabyan vn. 329

The Iewys dwellynge at Norwyche. .to answere to a com-
playnt. .y l they shulde stele a chylde, and it circumsysyd of

the age of a yere. 1611 Bible Gen. xvii. ir And ye shall

circumcise the fle^h of your foreskinne. 1616 R. C. Times'

Whis. iv. 1557 Some have turnd Turkes for gaine, yet live

despisde After they once have been but circumcisde. c 1645

Howell Lett. (1650) II. 13 The Habassin emperour. .is a

Jew also from the girdle downward, for he is both circum-

cised and christened. 1815 Ei-phinstonk Acc. Caubul
1 1 842) I. 265'rheCauzy. .ordered the prisoner to be circum-

cised against his will. 1863 Colli ngwood tr. Waitzs
hitrod. Anthrop. I. 106 Ilosmann. .relates of the women of

Wydah, that they can be circumcised like the Hottentot

women. 1887 Druitt Surgeon's Vatic Mecum (ed. 12) 803

To produce a radical cure, the Surgeon must circumcise.

b. fig. Chiefly as a Hebraism, in reference to

the purification typified by the rite
;

partly, with

the notion of castration.

< 1340 HAMPOLE?«)« Tr. 13 Than esa man circumsysede

gastely. 1555 Edkn Decades W. Ind. fArb.) 53 O Englande,

whyle tyme is gyuen thee, circumcise thy harte. 1611

BlBLE Dent. xxx. 6 The Lord thy God will circumcise thine

heart. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. ix. xxviii, With
sharpest griefs her heart was circumcis'd. 187s Jowett
Plato{ed. 9)111. 85 If you take such an one and circumcise

his passions.

II. From the classical Latin sense.

+ 2. To cut round. Obs.

1607 TofSELL Serpents (1608) 636The flesh round about the

wound, .to be circumcised and cut with a sharp rasor. 1799

G. Smith Laboratory II. 131 Circumcising them of the bark

J

for about two inches round.

t 3. fig. To cut short, limit, abridge, circum-

scribe ; to cut off. Obs.

1613 PuRCHAS Pitgr. I. 111. xvi. 273 Some circumcise from

hence both Phrygia, and Mysia. a 1656 Halls Gold. Rem.
11688 > 308 We must circumcise and pare even this our vow
and covenant with God. a 1671 Wrkn in Gutch Coll. Cur.

I. 239 The Puritan.. was strongly bent to circumcise [the

Church] both in authority and revenue.

Hence Crrcumeising vbl. sb. and a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2681 pe werk of circumcising. 1607

Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 149 Poysoned wounds.,

cured by incision and circumcising of the flesh. 16x1 BlBLE

Luke ii. 21 When eight dayes were accomplished for the

circumcising of the childe. a 1711 Ken Hymns Eestiv.

Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 215 The circumcising steel.

Circumcised (saikiJmsaizd, poet, -saizkl),

a. [f. Cikcumcisl; v. + -ed 1
.]

1. Having the prepuce cut off; that has under-

gone circumcision. (Allusively used for 'Jewish'

or 'Mohammedan'.)
160A Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 355, I tooke by th' throat (be cir-

cumcised Dogge. 1663 J. SrENCER Prodigies (1665) 153

Maimonides (one of the most learned and sober Doctors of

the circumcised Nation'. 1671 Milton Samson 975 My
name, perhaps, among the Circumcised In Dan, in Judah,

..may stand defamed. 180a Southey Monodramas, La
Caba 68 Moor 1 turbaned misbeliever ! Circumcised traitor !

b. fig. Spiritually chastened or purified.

1828 E. Irving Last Days 360 With an open but circum-

cised ear, they drink in the melody ofnature's various song.

t 2. Cut or shorn round. Obs.

1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 475 Disguised in some uncouth

habit with circumcised crowns. 1761 Fitzgerald in Phil.

Trans. Lit 74 The growth of the circumcised branches.

f3. Cut short, curtailed, circumscribed. Obs.

1561 R. Cheney^/. Cecils Apr. in Strype Ann. Re/A.
App. xxiii. 61 My circumcised benefice. 1617 Hales Ser?n.

By this circumcised, narrow, and penurious forme of studie.

Circnmciser (saukiJmssizaj). Also -or.

[f. Cibcumci.se + -ER.] One who circumcises.

1S3S Cover-dale i Mace. i. 64 They hanged vp the chil-

dren by the neckes..and slewe the circumcisers of them.

1650 Milton Civ. /Wry Wks. 11851) 316 This concising

punishment of circumcisers. 1675 L. Addison State Jews
61 (T.) Having gained a competent skill and experience,

they set up for circumcisers. 1846 South tr. C/telius' Surg.

II. 345 The circumcisor.

*
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Circumcision (sfafcfasi^gan)* Also 2 -ci-

siun, 3-4 -cicioun, 4 -cisioun, -sisioune, 5
-sycyon, -sysion, 6 -sysyon. [a. OF. circum-

cisiun (mod.F. circotwision), ad. h. circumcision-

em^ n. of action f. circumcid^re-. see Circumcide.]

1. The action of circumcising ;
practised as a re-

ligious rite by Jews and Mohammedans, and by
various other nations ; also as a surgical operation.

<ri 175 Horn. 83 J>ene nome bet him wes i}efen at

circumcisiun. a 1300 Cursor M, 10986 J>u sal be dumb. •

Till be time of his circumsisioune. 138a Wyclif John vii.

22 Moyses a,af to 3011 circumcisioun. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531* 207 b, Whiche circumcision (as saynt Bede
saythi wasa fygure of baptym. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
20 Their Religion is Pa^anisme, yet Circumsision tels us,

they [Malagasy] have heard of Mahomet. 1776 Gibbon
Decl. <y F. I. xvi 300 Distinguished by the peculiar mark
of circumcision. 1879 Wallace Australas. v. 101 Circum-
cision is used in the north and in the south. [ 1881 Syd. Soc.
L*ex.

t
Circumcisio feeminarum. The removal of portions

of the nymph*, ana sometimes of the clitoris, of the female,
as practised by some Eastern nations.]

attrib. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. 9 The circumcision
knives which Josuah also buried. 1885 Arnold 4- Sons
Catal. Surgic. Instr. 466 Circumcision Clamp.

b. fig. Spiritual purification by, as it were,

cutting away sin.

15*6 Tindale Rom. ii. 29 The circumcision of the herte is

the true circumcision. 16x1 /bid. Circumcision is, that of
the heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter. 1549 Bk.
Comm. Prayer, Collect /or Circumcision^ Graunt vs the
true circumcision of thy spirite.

c. trans/. In Biblical language: The circum-

cised people, the Jews ; fig.
' the Israel of God

1381 Wyclif Acts x. 45 The feithful, or cristen, men of
circumcisioun (1534 Tin dale, They of the circumcision
which beleved : so Cranmer, Geneva, and 161 1 : 1535
Coverdale, The faithfull of the circumcision ; so Rheims.]
161 1 Bible Gal. ii. 9 That wee should goe vnto the heathen,
and they vnto the circumcision. — Phil, in 3 For we are

the circumcision which worship God in the spirit, .and haue
no confidence in the fle*h. 1839 Veowell Anc. Brit. Ch. ii.

(18471 18 The especial a|K>stle of the circumcision.

2. Eccl. The festival of the Circumcision of

Christ, observed on the 1st of January.
MA., Circumsision (Tundale's Vis. 981 This day.. That

called is the Circumsysion. a 1558 Songs <y Ball. (i86o> 5
The lyme of newe yere, callyd the feast of Chrysts syrcom-
sysyon. 178a Priestley Corrupt Chr. II. vm. 134 The
feast of Circumcision is first mentioned, .in 450.

T 3. [As in cL Lat.] Cutting or shaving round.
1581 J. Bell tfaddon's AtttPf. Osor, 489 b, That shave-

lyng and cowled rowte. .with bare scraped scalpes, beyng
a new fangled mark of circumcision. 1607 Tofsell Four-/.
Beasts 1 1673' 10 Another beast . . much like a Baboun, as
appeareth by his natural circumcision. 1761 Fitzgerald
Fruit Trees in Phil. Trans. LI I. 72 Making an incision

lengthways, from the upper to the under circumcision, I

separated the bark.

Circumci sionist, an advocate of circumcision.

1883 J. Parker Apost. Li/e II. 99 He was no circum-
cisionist.

Circumclose, see Circum- i.

Circumclu'de, v. rare. [ad. L. circumeludh-e

to shut in on all sides.] So Circumclusion, an

enclosing all round.
1677 Galk Crt. Gentiles II. hl 121 To circumclude or

shut up. 1730-6 Bailey Cinumcinsion, a shutting or en-
closing all about. Hence in mod. Diets. x88x Syd. Soc.
Lex., Circumclusion, a mode of compression of a blood-
vessel by passing a needle through the skin, under the ves-

sel, then out through the skin again, and tying a ligature
over the two ends of the needle, so as to exercise pressure.

Circumcolumnar, etc.: see Circcm-.

t CircumCTrrreiit, a. Obs. [ad. pr. pple. of

L, circumcurrSrc to run round.] Running round,
considering all round. So Circumcu rrence.
1655^0 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 222/1 Undistracted,

and circumcurrent Phantasie. Ibid. 223/1 Having thus by
Circumcurence examined the Phantasie.

t CiTCumdate, a. Obs. In 5-6 circun-. [ad.

L. circumdiitus, pa. pple. of circumdifre to put
around, surround.] Surrounded, encompassed.
1460 Pol. Rel. <y L. Av«M(i866)820plesauntolyue with

grace circundate ! c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Good Mann.
(1570) Ej, This life is. .Circundate in compasse with misery
and wo.

_
1560 Holland Crt. Venus n. 475 All circundat with

the quhite Alabast.

+ Circumdate, v. Obs. Also circun-. [f. as

prec. : see -ate : *. (Quot. 1578 perhaps implies a
vh. circunde.] trans. To surround, encompass.
1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 23 A stronjj enclosure, so

circundated and compassed for the safe keeping of the hart
and Lunges. Ibid. 1.32 That Cartilage, .circundeth and
compasseth, -the head of the thigh. x6ai Quarlks Drv,
Poems, Esther, Don Phnebus fiery Steeds . .That circundates
in twice twelve hours the World. 163a Lithgow Trav. vi.

(1682)250 Within the circundat ing leaves. 1639 G. Daniel
Rectus, xxviii. 73 Circumdate thy land With hedge of thorne.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Dis£. 291 Circumdated with little

august, long leaves.

So f Circu mdant a. [ad. I,, circumdantem, pr.

pple. of circumd<he]
y surrounding; Circuinda -

tlon, the act of surrounding. Obs.
1600 W. Vavgwkk Direct. /. Health (1633) 97 Because the

circundant ayre is colder. 1643 Digby Nat, Bodies xv.

(1658) 167 The coldness of the circumdant air. 1613 Cocke-
ram, A compassing about. .Circundation.

Circumdenudation, -dolate : see Circum-.

Circumduce (s5jk/5mdi/? s , v. [ad. L. cir*

cumduc-tfre to lead around ; (as law term) to annul.]

•f 1. trans. To carry or move round ; to cause

to turn round an axis or centre ; = Circumdi'ct i.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 19 The head is not circum-
duced by the articulation of the head with the first Vertebre.

1656 tr. Hobbes* Rlem. Philos. (18391 183 A plane may be
circumduced about a strait line, .as the axis of that motion.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 60 Which we hold . . and
circumduce it this way and that way.

2. St, Law. To declare (the term) elapsed for

leading a proof.

1609 Skene Reg. Maj. Act K. Robert I, 25 He sail tine

the benefite of probation <and the terme salbe circumduced
agains himi. 1734 Erskine Princ. Sc. Law (18091 477 An
interlocutor is pronounced, circuniducing the term, and pre-
cluding him from bringing evidence thereafter. 1815 Scorr
Guy M. \

}
I have allowed you a competent space to express

your feelings. I must circumduce the term.

Circumduct S3ik/5mdfkt), v. [f. L. circum-
duct-, ppl. stem of circutnducSre : see prec]
1. trans, f a. In general sense : To lead or con-

vey round or about. Obs. b. Phys. To carry or

move round an axis.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 88 About and al*>ut the
inward and base court they circumducted him. 16*4 Hey-
wood Gunaik. 11. 99 One Martha whom Marcius most
honourable circumducted in a horse-litter. 1839-47 Todd
Cyct. Anat. III. 790/1 The recti muscles are.. capable of
circumducting the cornea in all directions. 1885 T. Holmes
Surgery led. 3) I. 1077 The thigh should be. .circumducted
inwards.

2. Law. To cancel, annul. (Cf. Circumduce 2.)

17*6 Aylikfe Parerg. 28 Acts of Judicature may be can-
celled and circumducted by the Will, .of the Judge. Ibid.

196 The citation may be circumducted in Judgment, tho'
the Defendant should not appear.

Circumduction s3Jk/"md*7-kf;>n\ [ad. L. cir-

cumductidn-em n. of action f. circumducted
1. The action of leading round or about ; a

roundabout or circuitous course. ? Obs.
160a Ki'lbkcke Pandects Law Nations 2 The course and

circumduction of their yeare. a 1637 B. Jonson Under-
woods, Vis. Muses Drayton, In thy admired Periegesis, Or
universal circumduction Of all that read thy Poly-Olbion.
1784J0HNSON Let. to Langton 13 Apr., You might have had
it with less circumduction. 1811 T. Taylor Apuleius 47
Led by an angular circumduction into the forum.

2. The turning of anything round about its centre

or axis ; spec, in Phys. the rotatory movement by
which a limb is made to describe a cone having
its apex at the joint.

1578 Banister Hist. Man iv. 47 The Muscles of circum-
duction, or they that lead the eye about. 1656 tr. Hobbes'
Elem. Philos. '1839) 6 The figure was made by the circum-
duction of a bocTy whereof one end remained unmoved.
1835 6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 256/1 The wrist .. admits of
vague opposition and circumduction. 184a E. WilsonA nat.
I 'ode Afec. 93 Circumduction can be performed only in
the shoulder and hip joints. 1870 Bowen Logic viii. 233
The circumduction of a body one end of which is fixed.

3. Lmw. Annulling ; cancellation. Circumduc-
tion of the term : in Sc. L.aw, the sentence of a
judge declaring the time elapsed for leading a
proof or doing other judicial acts, and precluding
the bringing forward of any further evidence.
1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Forme Proces 121 All probation

. . ceases, and ends be twa wayes : the first is, circumduction
of the terme : the other is, conclusion of the cause. 17*6
Aylieff. Parerg. 196 The Defendant must be cited de novo,
as a circumduction requires.

H Deceit, cheating. [L. circu mductio.']
1623 Cockeram, Cirt undue t

'ion. Guile, or deceit. 1656 in

Blount Gtossogr.

Circumerration : sec Circum- i.

+ Circumfe r, v. Obs. [ad. L. circumferre to

bear or carry round. Cf. OK ctrconferer.] trans.

To carry or bear round.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11, v. f 2 The contemplations of

man . .are circumferred to nature. 1648 W. Montagu Devout
Ess. v. ii. 49 The charities which power hath circumferred
to others, doe all returae.

t Circu-mferat, a. Sc. Obs. rare, [for cir-

cum/crit, pa. pple. of prec, or ad. F. circonfer^
Surrounded, encompassed.
1560 Rolland Crt. I enus 1. 86 Trim Tergattis. .Circum-

ferat with stanis subtellie.

Circumference S3jkwmferens\ sb. In 6
cercumferens, cyrcompherence. [a. K. circon-

fjretwe, or ad. L. circum/erentia also linea eir-

cnm/erens)
t
{.circum round, about +/er-re to bear.

The literal sense in L. would have been 'a bear-

ing (of anything) about ' ; but the word arose
as a late literal transl. of (Jr. -ntpuptptta rotundity,

outer surface, periphery, sb. of state f. ircpnf>tpf)s

turning round, round, surrounding.]

1. The line that forms the encompassing l>oun-

dary, esp. of anything of a rounded form
;
compass,

circuit, spec, in Geom. The curved line which
forms the boundary of a circle or other closed

curve ;
also, rarely, the aggregate of the sides of

a rectilineal figure ; periphery.

"393 Oower Con/. III. 90 The cercle and the circumfer-
ence Of every thing unto the heven. 1413 LYDG. Pilgr.
Sozvte v. i. (1859' 70 In the circumference of eueriche of
these cercles, was sette a lytel Cercle, 1555 Kdkn Decades

IV. Ind. (Arb.) 249 The Spanyarde.s and Portugales com-
pased the hole circumference of the worlde. 1570 Bil-
lingsley Euclid i. def. xv. 3 A circle isaplainefigure, con-
teyned vnder one line, which is called a circumference.

1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del, 1. tv. 77 The spokes of a
wheel moue faster neere the circumference. 1806 Hutton
Course Math. I. 37 Of a Circular Ring, cr . . the Space
included between the Circumferences of two Circles. 1884
Bower

<fr
Scott De Bary's Phaner. $ Ferns 309 1 1 thus em-

braces., the whole circumference of the node,

b. Measure or distance round.
1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb. ) 225 Of greater circum-

ference then the heade of a man. 1664 Power Exp. Philos.
1. 1 Two fair eyes, .of the circumference of a spangle. 1718
Ladv M. W. Montague L.ett. II. xlix. 65 Strabo calls Car-
thage forty miles in circumference. 1878 Hi xley Physiogr.

199 The circumference of the mass of land was nearly three
miles.

2. In looser use : + a. A part of the circum-

ference, an arc. Obs.
1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (1839* 181 The crooked

line which terminates the circle [isl the perimeter ; and every
part of that crooked line, a circumference or arch.

+ b. The surface of a body having a circular or

rounded section, e.g. a sphere, cylinder, etc. Obs.

1615 Crooke Body 0/ Man 71 From the Center to the
Circumference of the body. 1617 F. E. Hist. Edit: II.

(1680)28 In the circumference of his Brain he cannot finde a
way to lead him out. 1704 Newton Opticks{].\ The bubble
. .seemed red at its apparent circumference. 1794 Slllivan
View Nat. I. 39 There is great heat in the bowels of the
earth, which is constantly expanding from the centre to the
circumference.

+ C. Tut for the whole circle. Obs. rare,

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 286 His ponderous shield. . Behind
him cast ; the broad circumference Hung on his shoulders
like the Moon.
3. gen. Compass, bound, enclosure.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 111. v. 113T0 be compass'd like a
good Bilbo in the circumference of a Pecke. 17*0 Ozell
Vertot's Rom. Rep. II. ix. 49 A Civil War raging within
the very Circumference of her Walls. 1857 H. Reed Led.
Eng. Poets II. i. 249 Wrapped in the little circumference of
a tuft of grass.

4. That which surrounds, environment, rare.

1643 S |K T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. $ 51 Every devil is an
Hell unto himselfe ; he. .needs not the misery of circum-
ference to afflict him. 1815 Socthev Tale Paraguay 11. 11

A wide circumference of woodlands waste.

f5. A circuit ; a roundabout or circuitous course.

1547 Boorde Infrod. Knowl. 209 From Calys I haue set

the cyrcuyte or the cercumferens of Europ . . and am come
lo Calys agayn. ? c 1600 Distracted Emp. v. iv, in Bullen
Old PI. (1884) III. 259 What a lardge passage or cyrcom-
pherence Theise pryncesmake to come unto the way Which
lyes before thwre nosses ! 1647 H- More Song 0/ Soul 11.

iii. 111. xiv, Thus all things in distinct circumference Move
about Him that satisfies them all. 1700 lA rrtiv.u. Brie/Rel.
(1857) IV. 720 He took a circumference, and came upon the
back of their camp and surprized them.

f b. Roundabout process, ado about a thing.

1666 ThirdAdvice Painter ay Some Pattents pass with less

circumference.

6. fi.K- (Usually opposed to Centre sb. 6, j 1 b.)

1605 Thynne Advocate in Animadv. Introd. 111 Which
Iclemency] from the centre of your bounty doth spreade it

self into the circumference of all orders of your subjectis.

a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo PoeL Wks. 1721 III. i67Gnefthe
circumference was, the centre joy. 18*7 Pollok Course T.

ix, I'o send his glaring eye Beyond the wide circumference
of his woe. 187a Yeats Techn. Hist, Comm. 430.

Circu mference, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To form the circumference of, to encompass.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. ii. 57 Nor is the vigour

of this great body included only in i(t]s selfe, or circum-
ferenceefby its surface. 1887 Talmagk in Voice 15 I>ec. 7
The earth is diamctered and circumferenccd with discord.

t Circu'mferencer. 0^. = Circumferentor i.

1671 Petty Pol. Anat. 375 The admeasurement of land.

.

with acircumferencer.

T Circu*mferent (
a. Obs. [In form, ad. L.

circumfcrent-cm
,

pres. pple. of circumferre to

carry round ; but associated in sense with circum-

ference.'] Forming the circumference, encircling,

encompassing
;
travelling around.

161 a Woodall Surg. MattAVks. (1653) 315 The. .pinne in

the center guideth the circumferent tooth-head saw. 1620

Middleton 8c Rowley Courtly Masque Wks. V. 165 The
round year In her circumferent arms will fold us all. i6»o

Venner Via Recta (1650) 296 From the center to the cir-

cumferent part-. 165a Sparke Pritn. Dex'ot. (1663) 580
Those of circumferent nations.

^1 — In circumference.
r 1420 Pattad. on Husb. VL 61 A comune busshell greet

circumferent, Or litel lesse [i. e. as great in circumference as

a common bushel].

Circumferential sajk» mfere nj'ar, a. [f.

I., circumjcrcnti-a Ciritmkerence + -al.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of the cir-

cumference.
1610 Healey .SV. Aug. Citie God 584 Called Pcri-ici.

circumferentiall inhabitants. 1645 City A tar urn 9 Circum-
ferential) deliberations without any fixed center. 1658 W.
Bi'rton Itin. Anton. 158 The circumferential inscription

upon the reverse. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. v. 824
Circumferential Lines leading to this Center. 1715 tr.

Panciroltus' Rerum Mem. II. xvii. 383 How much a
Circular or Circumferential Line is greater than a strait

Line drawn through the Centre. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec.

vii. (18781 173 The circumferential flowers have their corollas

much more developed than those of the centre. 188a Nature
XXVII. 35 Strength [of a gun] to resist a bursting strain,

which is called circumferential strength.
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f 2. Circuitous, roundabout, indirect. Obs.

%66z Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 125 Circumferential

devices. Ibid. III. 406 He preferred death in a direct line

before a circumferential passage thereunto.

Hence Circumferentially adv., in a circum-

ferential way ; in or upon the circumference.

1863 Huxley Mans Place Nat. § 2. 62 The yelk becomes
circumferentially indented. 1882 Mayne Reid in N. V.

Tribune 24 May 8 Dealing with the larger limbs, he.,

notches them circumferentially.

Circumferentor (saik#'mferent3i). Also 7

-er. [f. Circumferent + -or, -er of the agent.]

1. surveying. An instrument consisting of a flat

brass bar with sights at the ends and a circular

brass box in the middle, containing a magnetic

needle, which plays over a graduated circle ; the

whole being supported on a staff or tripod. (Now
commonly superseded by the Theodolite.)
1610 W. Kolkincham Art ofSttrvcy n. iv. 53 With Plaine-

Table, Theodelite, Sector, Circumferentor. 1644 Nye
Gunnery n. (1647) 36 Circumferenter, or Geometrical!

Square. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 625 The Circumferentor,

by which the Down Survey, or Sir William Petty's Survey
of Ireland was taken. 1760 S. Wyld (title) The Practical

Surveyor, by the Plain-lable, Theodolite, or Circumferen-

tor. 1864 Jeaffreson R. Stephenson I, 48 (L.).

2. An instrument for measuring the circum-

ference of a wheel ; a tire-measurer, tire-circle.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech.
Circumfixed, -flanked, etc.: see Cibcum- 1.

Circumflect (s5jkz>mfle'kt), v. [ad. L. cir-

cumflectere to bend round ; also, to mark or pro-

nounce with a circumflex accent.]

1. trans. Grain. To mark with a circumflex

accent. +b. fig. To accentuate, emphasize (cf.

Circumflex B. i b.).

1643 Sober Sadness 1 To circumflect the sad accents of

their just Complaint. 1731 Wesley Wks. (1872) XIV. 80

Nouns of the First Declension circumflect the Genitive
Plural.

2. To bend round.
In mod. Diets.

Circumflex (sa'ik^mfleks), a. and sb. [As
adj., ad. L. circu?nflex-us bent about, pa. pple. of

circumflectere ; as applied to the accent, it trans-

lated Gr. TTepMJ-nwyLiv-os, lit.
1 drawn around in re-

ference to its shape. The sb. is partly an abso-

lute use of the adj., partly (senses 2, 3) repr. L.

circumflexu-s a bending round.]

A. adj.

1. Gram. A word meaning literally ( bent round

'

applied to an accent-mark or ~, placed, ori-

ginally in Greek, over long vowels having a par-

ticular accent or *tone* (see Accent i); and

thence transferred to other languages as a mark of

length, of contraction, or of a particular variety of

long vowel. Sometimes also applied to the tone,

quantity, or quality indicated by this mark.
The Greek irepianJititvoi; was used by Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, B.C. 30 (jrepiffTrt6jxei>cu Ae'£ets>.
_
According to

Arcadius Trepi tovwv {cqoo a.d.), prob. copying Herodtan
{c 150 a.d.), the sign and name are both attributed to Aris-

tophanes of Byzantium (C264 B.C.). The original mark is

said to have been
A
a combination of ' and and hence

called 6fu0apeta, for which however Aristophanes is said to

have substituted " to avoid confusion of
A with Lambda

(A). This statement proves at least that the rounded form
was the common one C200. In our oldest accented texts

(7~9th c.) both forms
A and * exist, but the rounded form

prevailed, and by later scribes was turned up with a
flourish, thus ~.

The Latin grammarians of 2-3d c. call the mark circum-

flexits, and generally agree as to its shape being
A

(exc.

Capella who used ") ; but it was not actually used in

writing Latin till modern times, when sometimes introduced

to indicate contraction as in amarunt for amaveruut, or

in the ablative sing, in -a. In recent times alsoit has been
introduced in French to mark a long vowel, chiefly due to

contraction, as in bete from beste. The circumflex used in

normalized printing of Old High German, and other Teu-
tonic langs., to express long quantity, originated in an
acute accent ' (as in O.E.), which being thus made ', has
been confounded with the Romanized form of the circumflex.

In modern English use the mark has no definite value,

but is variously used by orthoepists or phonetists to mark
long quantity, * broad ' quality, or the like.

a 1577 Gascoigne Wks. (1587) Djb, The grave accent is

marked by this caract', the light accent is noted thus', and
the circumflex, or indifferent is thus signified ~. 1589 Put-
tenham Eng. Poesie K* vi [vii.] (Arb.) 92 Called the circum-
flex, or compast accent : and if new termes were not odious,

we might very properly call him the (windabout) for so is

the Greek word, c i6zo A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 22

The circumflex accent both liftes and felles the syllab that
it possesseth, and combynes the markes of other tuae,

thus *. 1871 Roby Lat. Gram. 1. xiii. 98 The Romans
distinguish between an acute and a circumflex accent.

2. Bent or bending round
; f circuitous.

1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Comic Wks. (1709") 187, I

. .took a circumflex Road. 1728 Swift Discovery, With a
congee circumflex, Bush, smiling round on all, retreats.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 42 Embryo hooked, folded or
circumflex.

3. Anal. Applied to certain structures of curved
or winding form, or which bend round others ; as

the circumflex arteries of the arm {anterior and
posterior c. a.), of the thigh (internal and ex-

ternal'), of the knee ; the circumflex iliac arteiy

and vein ; the circumflex nerve of the arm ; the

circumflex muscle of the palate, or tensor falati.

1831 R. Knox Ctoque?s Anat. 634 The thoracic and cir-

cumflex arteries. 1836-39 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 247/1 The
internal circumflex artery is a larger vessel than the external.

1842 E. Wilson Anat. Vade Mec. 422 The Branches of the

circumflex nerve are muscular and cutaneous. 1881 Mivart
Cat 278 From the same two nerves there arise the circum-

flex and the subscapular nerves.

B. sb.

1. Gram. A circumflex accent sign) : see A. 1.

1600 Douland Ornith. Microl. 70 The Circumflex is that,

by which a sillable first raised is carried low. 1656 Blount
Glossogr.

t
Circumflex is that mark, which is used over the

letter (a) in .. A masti for Amavisti. 1711 J. Greenwood
Eng. Gram. 240 It would not be amiss if the long i were
always mark'd with a Circumflex . . thus t. 1883 March
Coup. Gram. Anglo-Sax. § 12 In this book . . a circumflex

is used over all long vowels and diphthongs.

i\>.flg. Obs.

1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. iii. (1669) 79/2 This accents

the. .unholiness of a Saint with a circumflex,

f 2. Bending round, winding, curve, a curved line.

1601 W. Parry Trav. Sir A . Sherley 24 Every letter

(well neere) with his circumflex importeth a whole word.

1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. /nv., A Cypher, .so contrived

that one line, without returns and circumflexes stands for

each and every of the 24 Letters. 1709 Tatter No. 7 f 16

The Circumflex, which Persons of his Profession take in

their Walking. 1773 J- Ross Fratricide iii. 928 This
terrene Shook with concussive circumflex most dread.

3. A curved line, (or { ,
bracketing two or more

lines of writing. ? Obs.

1801 F. Thesiger in Nicolas Disp. iv>/«w(i8^6)VII. Introd.

208 Those Line-of-Battle Ships, .within the circumflex were
boarded by me in the following order. 1853 Kane Grinnell I

Exp. xxviii. (1856) 231 The limbsof two broken arcs stretch-
i

ing like circumflexes at about 230 distance on each side of
the moon.

Circumflex, v. [f. L. circumflex- ppl, stem
of circumjlectere : see prec. ; but in II. from prec.

;

in the former case the stress is on -flex, in the

latter on crrcum-, as in the adj.]

I. 1. trans. To bend or wind round.
1644-58 Cleveland Gen. Poems (1677) 39 With a splay

j

mouth, and a nose circumflext. 1673 T. Jordan in Heath 1

Grocers' Cotftp. (1869) 514 A Reynard Gules, with a Goose- 1

neck in his mouth, and her Body circumflex'd over his

Back. 1851 Titties 19 Sept. 4/5 The last coil [of submarine
|

cable] being securely circumflexed at about 4 o'clock,

b. To arch over with something bent round.
1850 Browning Xmas Eve fyc. 177 Till the heaven of

heavens were circumflext [with a rainbow].

f 2. intr. To bend round. Obs.

1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry II. i. 13 That doth circumflex

and turn down like a Flower de Lice.

II. 3. trans. To put or take a circumflex accent

upon ; to write or pronounce with a circumflex.

ig65 Cooper Diet. Hist. s. v. Britannia, Fyndynge in

Suidas, that Prytania in greeke, with a circumflexed aspi-

ration, doeth signifie metalles. 1751 Wesley Wks. (1872) ;

XIV. 80 Acute-toned words of the First and Second De-
clensions circumflex all their Genitives and Datives. 1774
Mitford Harm. Lang. 66 It was always acuted or circum-
flexed. 1813 Month. Mag. XXXVI. 425 Letters that are
circumflexed must be pronounced long.

fb. humorous. To accentuate strongly. Obs.

1661 L. Griffin Doctr. Asse, Asse's Cotnpl. 8 We are
none of those, That Circumflex their Sermons with their

Nose, And mingle Hopkins Rimes, with Wisdomes Prose !

4. To bracket, conjoin in writing with a curved

line, (. (Cf. Circumflex sb. 3.) ? Obs.

1805 J. Poole Reply R. Gardiner's Answ. 9 By some
flourish of a very free pen . .they became circumflexed into

one date.

Circumflexion, -flection (saikymnVkfan).

[ad. L. circumflexidn-em bending round.]

1. Bending round ; circuitous course.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. itL x. (Arb.) 184 The circum-
flection or course of the water reboundynge in compasse.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Circumflexion, a bowing or bend-
ing round about. 1773 Batchelor II. 45 Such sudden
stops, and circumflections. [In Worcester; and in mod.
Diets.]

2. Marking or accenting with a circumflex.

1815 Month. Mag. XXXIX. 305 The definition of circum-
flexion.. is not very consistent with his explanation of the
two simple accents.

f Circumfloribus. humorous nonce-wd. [f.

L. circum 4-floribus, abl. pL of flos flower. Cf.

Circumbendibus.] Flowery and long-winded.
1738-9 Mary Granville Autobiog. (1861) II. 45 Much

circumfloribus stuff was talked of on the Court side.

Cireumflow : see Circum- i.

Circuinfluence (sa.ik»'mfl«ens). rare, [as if

ad. L. *circumfluenlia, f. circumflub-e : see next.]

A flowing around.
1881 Rossetti Ballads <$• Sonn. 203 Like multiform cir-

cumfluence manifold Of night's flood-tide. 1888 Harper's
Mag. Apr. 767 The circumfluence of a shadowed sea.

Circumfluent (ssikip-mflz/ent). [ad. L. cir-

cumfluent-em, pres. pple. of circumfluere to flow

round.] Flowing round ; ambient as a fluid.

1577 ^ee Relat. Spir. 1. (1659) 29 A Centre : From the

whicn the Circumfluent beams of his proper power do pro-

ceed. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Circumfluent, that flows and
runs about. 1725 Pope Odyss. 1. 230 Whose bounds the

deep circumfluent waves embrace. 1849 Murchison Siluria

vi. (1867) no With two encircling mounds and two circum-
fluent valleys. 1864 Ruskin in Reader IV. 678/1 In that

matter of Political Economy also (though forced in like

manner to write of that by unendurable circumfluent fallacy),

I know my ground. 1868 Gladstone Juv. Mundi xiii.

(1870) 488 The. .conception of a great circumfluent River.

Circumfluous (sajk^mftos),**. [f. L. circum-

flu-us flowing around, (more commonly) flowed

around, surrounded by water + -OUS.]

1. Flowing around, surrounding as a fluid ; also

trans/. ; = Circumfluent.
1638 Wilkins New World iv. (1707) 33 A kind of circum-

fluous Reflection. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 270 Hee the
World Built on circumfluous Waters. 1725 Pope Odyss.

,v- 753 Girt with circumfluous tides. 1846 Grote Greece
I. xiii. 208 On the farther side of the circumfluous ocean.

2. Flowed round, surrounded by water.

1615 Chapman Odyss. 1. 608 This circumfluous isle. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Circumfluous, .. that is flowed about.

1845 J. H. Newman Ess, Developtn. 255 Her offspring ..

wherewith the populous swarms ever throng the circum-
fluous hive.

Circumfodient, -fulgent : see Circum- i.

t Circumfora'neal, a. Obs. rare. [f. as next

+ -al.] = next.

1613 Jackson Creed 11. 30 Wks. II. 124 Circumvented by
any domestic pedlar or circumforaneal copesmate.

t Circumfora*nean, a. Obs. [f. as next +
-an.] = next.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1199 These juglers and
vagarant circumforanean land-Ieapers. 1621 F.vrjqx Anat.
Mel. 1. ii. 1. iv. 1 1651) 60 Not borrowed from circumforanean
Rogues and Gipsies. 1655 Fuller Hist. Comb. 24 Cir-

cumforanean Pedlars . . secretly vend prohibited Pam-
phlets.

Circumforaneous (sauk&nfor^'mas), a.

Now rare or Obs. [f. L. circumforane-us (i.

circum +forum market} + -ous.] Strolling from

market to market; wandering, vagrant, vagabond
;

quack.
1650 J. Brinsley A n Antidote 29. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bap-

tism iv. 235 A Circumforaneous Antidote. 1654 Gayton
Pleas. Notes iv. viii. 219 The circumforaneous Emperick.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. xvi, A kind of circumforaneous
Masking or Mumming. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 47 ? 6,

I mean those circumforaneous Wits, whom every Nation
calls by the Name of that Dish of Meat which it likes best

..in Italy, Maccaronies; and in Great Britain, Jack Pud-
dings. 1827 Cullen Lect. Hist. Medicine Wks. 1827 I.

373 At first they practised in a circumforaneous manner.

% Translating L. circumfordneus in senses (a.)

carried about for expiation, (b.) movable.
1822 T. Taylor Apuleius hi. 47 Those who, with Iustral

sacrifices, expiate, by circumforaneous victims, the anger
of the Gods. Ibid. rv. 77 Towers formed from the junction

of planks, after the manner of a circumforaneous house.

Circumfnse (s3Jki»mfi?7-
z), v. [f. L. circumfus-,

ppl. stem of circumfundere to pour around, to

surround, encompass.]

1. trans. To pour, diffuse, or spread (a fluid)

around or about (anything).
1648 Hfrrick Hester., On Julia's Breath, All the spices

of the East Are circumfused there. 1664 Power Exp.
Philos. it. 101 This vast Element of Air, circumfused about
this terraqueous Globe. 1819 Playfair Nat. Phil. I. 305
An elastic fluid, circumfused about a solid.

2. To surround (a thing) on all sides with or in

(a fluid medium or the like) ; to bathe. (The
surrounding substance may itself be the subject.)

1605 B. Jonson Masque Blackness 72 In the lake . . Ap-
pear'd a face, all circumfused with light. 1791 Cowper
Odyss. vn. 174 Ulysses . . by Minerva thick With darkness
circumfus'd. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude (1850) 222 The light

of beauty did not fall in vain Or grandeur circumfuse them
to no end. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. Iii, Glowing and cir-

cumfused in speechless love.

Hence Circumfused
J>/>1.

a., diffused or spread

around ;
surrounding or enveloping as a fluid.

1596 Fitz-Geffray Sir F. Drake (1881) 43 Whose tops.

.

Were damp'd with circumfused clouds from sight. 1649
Bulwer Pathomyot. II. iv. 157 The circumfused skin, .hath

a voluntary motion. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 666 Disperse

into thin air the circumfused air.

Circumfu sile, a. rare— [f. L. type *eir-

cumfftsilis, f. circumfus- ppl. stem of circumfun-

d£re (see prec.) after fusi/is.'] Poured or spread

around.
1725 Pope Odyss. m. 541 Artist divine, whose skilful hands

infold The victim's horn with circumfusile gold.

Circumfusion (s5jk^mfi?7'g3n). [ad. L. cir-

cumfusion-em, f. circumfundere : see Circumfuse.]

Pouring or diffusion around.
1603 Sir C. Heydon Jnd. Astrol. vi. 163 The circumfusion

of the aire. 170A Swift T. Tub (1710) 63 The natural, .suit

. .of daily Creation and Circumfusion. 1871 Morley Vol-

taire iii. (ed. 2) 116 That circumfusion of bright light which

is the highest aim of speech.

Circumgesta'tion. ? Obs. [f. L. circum-

gestdre to carry round : see -ation.] A carrying

about (ceremonially or in procession).

a 1564 Becon Compar. betiv. Lord's Sup. <$• Pope's Mass
(1844) 394 That popish mass, .with her feigned propitiatory

sacrifice, with her transubstantiation, circum^estat ion. 1647

Jer. Taylor Dissuas. Popery i. (1686) 96 Circumgestation

of the Eucharist to be adored. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 1.

iv. § 5 Adoration and Circumgestation of Reliques.

Circumgyral (s^ik&nd^aioTal), a. ra?-e. [f.

L. circum + gyr-tts a whirl, a wheel + -al : cf.

next.] In circling wreaths or whirls.

1873 W. S. Mayo New, Again xxiv. 315 Circumgyral smoke.
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Circumgyrate (saikzhndgarw't), v. Also
-girate. [f Cikcum + L. gyrdt- ppl. stem of gyr-
are to turn or wheel round : see -ate.]

1. trans. To cause to turn or wheel round ; to

twist or twine. ? Obs.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. i. n. xliti, The soul about
it self circumgyrates Her various forms. 1691 Ray Crea-
tion if. (1704) 334 Various sorts of Vessels, curl'd, circum-
gyrated, and complicated together.

2. intr. To turn or wheel about, to roll round ;

to travel round, make circuits.

1683 E. Hooker Pre/. Pordage's Mystic Div. 24 The
whol frame of the World seemeth to me. .to circumgyrate,
to wheel, whirl, and turn round about in a Topsi-Turvi.
1830-a Hentham Justice <y Codific. Petit. Wks. 18^3 V. 479
Circumgirating, as if by steam, on a wheel without a
drag.

3. trans. To go round, travel round, rare.
1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. xx'iv. 564 It took an ac-

tive man. .ten hours to circumgirate the town.

Circumgyration
[
sSuk^md^air^-Jan' . Also

-giration. [sb. of action f. prec. : see -ation.]

1. The act of turning round as a wheel ; rota-

tion, revolution on an axis.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mot. 1198 A certaine turbulent
and irregular circumgiration. 1635 N. Carpenter Geog.
Del. 1. iv. 75 This circumgyration of the Earth causeth the
rising and setting of the Sunne. 1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon.
(1801) I. 336 The apparent circumgyration of objects on
ceasing to revolve, a 1845 Barham Ingol. Leg. (1877) 406.

b. Giddiness, vertigo. ? Ohs. rare.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Circumgyration . . a turning or

wheeling round about, a dizziness. Howell in Lustra Ludo-
t'fW [1646]. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Circumgyration . .Also,
a term for giddiness.

2. Moving in a circular or circuitous course

;

circling, wheeling, turning about, travelling round.
1607 Dekker Knts. Conjur.\\%A-2 \ 61 Acheron (after many

circumgirations) fats into the Stigian Lake. 1664 Power
Exp. Philos. 111. 159 Magnetical bodies, whose exspirations
. .return in Circumgyrations to their Bodies again. 1847
De Quincf.y Secret Soc. Wks. VII. 270 After endless cir-

cumgyrations, never nearer to any opening.

+ b. Circuit. Obs.
1651 Howell Venue 30 Zant. .hath about 60 miles in cir-

cumgyration.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. 1. 117 No Rhetorical
flourishes, no circumgiration of words. 1865 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. VII. xvn. u. 21 A total circumgyration, sum*
merset, or tumble heels-over-head in the Political relations

of Europe. 1879 M'Carthy Own Times II. 207 Harley
once described a famous speech as ' a circumgyration of
incoherent words '.

4. Convolution, contortion.

1843 J. Wilkinson Swedenborg's Anim. Kingd. I. v. 168
The circumgyration of the intestines is apparently so erratic

and confused.

Circumgyratory sajkiSmd^ai-ratari), a. [f.

as Circumgyrate: see -ort.] Marked by cir-

cumgyration, circumgyrating.
1835 Poe Adv. Hans Pfaatl Wks. 1864 I. 5 During his

circumgyratory movements, i860 Hawthorne Marb. Faun
xxx. 235 The creaking cider-mill, set in motion by a circum-
gyratory horse.

t Circumgy're, v. Obs. Also -giro, [f. CiB-
cum- + L. gyr-dre to turn round, go round.]

1. trans. To ( go round encompass, rare.

1583 Stlbbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 68 Precincts, .circum-
gired and limited about with bounds and marks.

2. trans. To cause to turn round or revolve.

1635 Hevwood Hierarch. v. 274 As this Orbe is Circum-
gyr'd and wheel'd.

3. intr. To turn round like a wheel ; to revolve;

to make circuits, wind about, circle.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 43 (T.> A sweet river.

.

after 20 little miles circumgyring, or playing to and fro, dis<

charges itself into the ocean. 1635 Hkywood Hitrarch. vi.

332 The Mill, that circumgyreth fast. 1657 S. Purchas
Pol. Flying-Ins. 11. 295 In many circumgiring motions, and
circling vagaries. 1680 Morden Geog. Red. (1685* 398.

Circumhabitant : see Cihcum- i,

Circumincession (soukzhn^nsejanV Theol.

[ad. med.L. circumincession-em, lit. ' going round
'

,

f. Circum- round + incedere to move, proceed, go.

Introduced as a translation of Gr. vtptxwpijvts (lit.

'circuition, rotation ') as employed by Damascenus
(Rth c.) in his explication of the text 1

I am in the

Father, and the Father in me', it became a stand-

ard term of scholastic theology. The difficulty

of getting the sense in which the term thus came
to be used, out of the literal 'going round led in

later times to its frequent alteration to circuminses-

sion, as if*='an insitting or indwelling (insessio in

rotation or reciprocally* : see £.]
1644 Dk;by Nat. Bodies (16^7) 143 Who can look upon .

.

the incomprehensible circumincession. .reserved for Angels
eyes ? 1656 Blount Glossogr., Circumincession (from
circum and incedot, a jjoing or walking round about ; As it

is used among Divines it signifies the reciprocal being of the
persons of the blessed Trinity in each other, a 1716 South
Ser/n. (1717) IV. 318 These men. .have by their Modalities,
Suppositalities, Circumincessions, and twenty such other
Chimeras, so misrepresented this .. Article of the Trinity
to men's reason. 1751 Chambers Cycl., Circumincession,
in theology, a term whereby the schoolmen use to express
the existence of three divine persons in one another, in the
mystery of the trinity. 1873 V. Hall Mod. FngUsk 38 A

callow student of theologyconfesses that heisfairly gravelled

by the hypostatic circumincession.

0. written circuminsession.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. 590 These Platon ists .

.

attribute to their Three Divine Hypostases, just such an
in ~*>i\u»pi/(m, Circuminsession, or mutual In-being, as
Christians do. 1697 State Philadetph. Soc. iq A mutual
Inhabitation, or Circuminsession, of Christ and the Soul,

nai Bailey Circttminsession I1731-1800 Circumincession].

1887 H. S. Bowden tr. Hettinger s Dante 258 The bliss of
the Divinity consists in the everlasting circuminsession of
the Father in the Son, of the Son in the Father, of Both in

the Holy Ghost.

Circuminclose, etc. : see Circum- i.

Circumjacence (saikimid^isensV [f. L. cir-

cumjace-re (see Circumjacent) + -ence.] The
fact or condition of being circumjacent.

1884 Q. Rev. July 38 The circumjacence of ecclesiastical

manors.

Circumjacency (sojkpmds^i'sensi). [f. as

prec. + -encv.] '1 he quality of being circum-

jacent ; concr. (in //.) circumjacent parts, en-

virons.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) IV. iv. 16 All the mon-
grel cure of the circumjacencies. 1830 De Quincey Recoil.

Lakes Wks. 11858) II. v. 252 The moutn, and the whole cir-

cumjacencies of the mouth, composed the strongest feature
in Wordsworth's face.

Circumjacent saikymd^sent , a. [ad. L.

circumjacent-em
,

pres. pple. of circumjacere to lie

around, border upon.] Lying or situated around,

adjacent on all sides, surrounding.
1490 Caxton Eneydos viL 32 Hir good fame, .florysshyng

. .in the countreys circumiacent. 1576 Banister Hist. Man
iv. 45 By the bindyng together of all the partes circumiacent.
165a Howell Massaniello 11. 137 In many places of the

j

Country circumjacent to Naples. 1847 Grote Greece 11862)

III. xxxvi. 267 The city with its circumjacent plain.

Circumjovial (saakymd.^u'vial), a. (sb.)

Astr. [f. Circum 2 +Jov-em Jupiter: cf. jovial.]

Revolving round Jupiter, + b. sb. A satellite of

Jupiter {obs.).

1696 Whiston Th. Earth 1. (1722) 22 The case being the
same in . . the Circumjovials about Jupiter. itjS Dekham
Eel. Jupiter's Sat. in Phil Trans. XXXV. 425 Exact
Tables to calculate the Eclipses of the Circumjovials. 1794
Mrs. Piozzi Synon. II. 150 Circumjovial satellites. 1830
Sir J. Hersciiel Stud. Nat. Phil. 186 The contemplation
of the circumjovial planets (as they were called) . . assisted

in securing the admission of the Copemican system.

So Circumjoval a., Circumjovian a., = prec.
;

f Circumjoviallst, a satellite of Jupiter.
1856 Brewster Mart. Sc. ii. (ed. 31 29 Tne four circum-

joval planets. 1856 Ann k Manning TassofLeon, 18 Cir-

cumjovian planets. 1667 R. Towneley in Phil. Trans. II.

458 Taking the Distances, .of the Circum-jovialists.

f Circumla te, v. Obs. [f. L. circumldt- ppl.

stem of circumferre to bear or bring round.] trans.

To carry or bring round ;
spec, to turn or ' fetch

*

round (a limb). Also intr. Hence fCircumla'-
tion [late I., circumtatto], bringing or moving
round; tCircumlatory a., of or pertaining to

circumlation ; roundabout, circumlocutory.
1578 Banister Hist. Man iv. 58 The one legge fastened

one the earth, and the other, .circumlated. — To circum-
late or fetch about is the action of the whole legge. 1656
Hobbes Decam. v. Wks. VII. 113 This compounded motion
of the sun, is one part of its circumlation. 1639 Salt-
marsh 1 Policy 98 Howyou may use circum latory speeches.

t Ci'rcumliga te, V. Obs. [f. L. circum/igdl-

ppl. stem of -ligdre.] trans. To bind round or

about.
1599 A.M. tr. Gabelhouers Rk. Physt'ck 1/2 Circumligate

thereabout a linnen clothe. 1657 Tomlinson Renotis Disp.
382*They circumligate the tree with sheep-skins.

t Ci rcuinligation. [sb. of action f. prec]

L * The act ofbinding round '

(J.).
1678 in Phillips, whence in Kersey, Bailey, Johnson.
2. 1 The bond with which anything is encom-

passed
1

(J.).

+ Circumlige, v. Obs. = Circumlig ate.

1572 Bossewell Armorie 11. 97 b, 1'wo maces belticall,

Solis, circumliged with braunches of Olive, propre. 1613
Cockeram, CircumlidgCy to bind about.

Circumli ttoral, a. [f. Circum- 2 + L. Httus,

littor- shore : cf. littoral.] Lying round or bor-

dering the shore, spee. applied by some to that

zone or region of the sea-bottom lying immediately
outside of and below the Littoral. See Zonk.
Circumlocu'ity. A confusion of cireumiocu-

Hon and circuity, see Circuity 3 b.

1888 Law Times LXXXV. 324/2 Though an action of
contract for an amount up to/ 100 cannot t>e originated in

the County Court, yet by a slight circumlocuity of proce-
dure the same effect can be obtained.

Circumlocute (souktfmbki/rt), v. Also 6
-loquuto. [f. L. circumhalt- ppl. stem of cireum-
loqui.] + trans. To express by circumlocution, or

periphrastically (obs.). b. intr. To use circum-

locution, (humorous.)
1530 Palsgr. Introd. 33 Verbes passyves be circumlocuted

thorowe all theyr modes. Ibid, 51 The preter perfect temps
. .in the frenche tonge is circumloquuted by these verbes ay
and suis. Ibid. 192 But one worde, whiche the frenche tong
circumlocuteth with thre or four wordes. 1859 G. Mere-
dith R. Feverct III. xiv. 390, I went to her and began to

1 circumlocute.

Circumlocution sauktfmlokiw'Jan). Also 6
i -locucion, -loqution, -loquution. [a. F. circon-

I
locution, or ad. L. circumlocution-em, f. Circum- +

!

loqui to speak.] Speaking in a roundabout or in-
1

direct way ; the use of several words instead of one,

,
or many instead of few. Formerly used of gram-

j

matical periphrasis ; but now only of rhetorical.
Circumlocution Office '. a satirical name applied, by

I Dickens, to Government Offices, on account ofthe circuitoux
formality by which they delay the giving of information, etc

1510 Barclay Mirr. Good Mann. 11570* F vj, When
thou must in speche touchc.Such maners vnclenly, vse
circumlocution. 1530 Palsgr. 112 Where we use circumlo-
cution, the frenchemen have one onely worde. 1553 T.
Wilson Rhet. 93 b, Circumlocution is a large description
either to sette forth a thyng more gorgeouslie, or else to
hyde it. 1595 ^' ^*AY ^V* Secretary n. (1625184 When by
circumloquution anything is expressed, as when we say :

;

The Prince of Peripateticlcs, for Aristotle. 16x6 Cockeram,

j

Circumlocution, A speaking of many words when few may
,

suffice : a long circumstance. 17x3 Addison Ct. Tariff, He
affirms everything roundly without any art or circumlocu-
tion. 1813 Scott Peveril xii, After much circumlocution,
and many efforts to give an air of importance to what he
had to communicate. 1855 Dickens L. Dorrit 1. x, The
Circumlocution Office was (as everybody knows without
being told) the most important Department under Go-
vernment, ibid.. Whatever was required to be done, the
Circumlocution Office was beforehand with all the public

departments in the art of perceiving—How not to do it.

b. A phrase or sentence in which circumlocu-

tion is used ; a roundabout expression.

TixoKLtL Supper ofLord 42 Going about the bush with
this exposition and circumlocution. x66a Fuller Worthies
11840) II. 452 In his pleadings . . he declined all circumlocu-
tions, ijpi Mackintosh / 'ind. Gall. Wks. 1846 III. 83 The
courtly circumlocution by which Mr. Burke designates the

Bastille— 'the King's castle at Paris!' 1854 Kincsley Lett.

(1878) I. 417 Courtesies and Circumlocutions are out of place,

where the morals, health, lives of thousands are at stake.

Hence Cireumiocu tional, Cireumiocu tion-

ary, adjs., pertaining to, or given to, circumlo-

i etition. Cireumiocu tionist, one who uses cir-

cumlocution. Circumlocu'tious a., given to cir-

' cumlocution ; whence Cireumiocu tlousness.
186s Dickens Mut. Fr. II. 308, I have found circumlocu-

tional champions disposed to be warm with me. 1863 Scots-

man 16 Apr., An immense exercise of circumlocutionary
skill. 1877 Wallace Russia xxx. 500 The flowery circum-
locutionary style of an Oriental scribe. 1846 Worcester

I Circumlocutionist, citing Gent. Mag. 1855 Dickens L.
Dorrit 1. xxxiv, This able circumlocutionist. 18*7 K. Hill
in Sidney Life 11834) 313 O the dulness, the cireumiocu-
tiousness, the conceit, the tautology.

Circumlocutory soakpmlp kiwtari", a. [?f.

Circumlocution or its source : see -ory.] Marked
by circumlocution, roundabout, periphrastic.

1659 Instruct. Oratory 11682) 31 (T.) Circumlocutory

!

that not to be expressed in many words which may be as
fully in one. 1741 Pope, &c, Mart. Scriblerus viii. (R.),

Penphrase . . being a diffused circumlocutory manner of ex-

pressing a known idea. 1841 Thackeray Crit. Rev. Wks.
1886 XXIII. 180 Are we bound . . to speak of humbug only
in a circumlocutory way? 1870 Jevons Elem. Logic xxxiii.

289 1 1 will . . oblige us to use a circumlocutory phrase.

Circumlucid, -mediterranean, -migra-
tion, etc. : see Circum-.

Circum-meri dian, a. Astr. [Circum- 2.]

Situated about or near the meridian
;
applied to

observations of a heavenly body when near the

meridian. Also (badly Circum-meri dional a.

1852 Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. Introd. 14 Circum-
meridian altitudes of the moon. 1876 Davis Polaris Ext.
vi. 168 Circum-meridian observations of Jupiter were made.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pock. Bk. v. (ed. 21 194 To obtain
latitudes from sun and stars, *urcum-meridional altitudes

are generally used.

Circummure s^jk£mmi\i9\i), v. [f. Circum-

I + L. mur-dre to wall.] trans. To wall round.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. Tf, L 28 A Garden circummur'd
with Bricke. 1636 Feltham Resolves 1. xciv, Restraint by
service . . is far worse, than the being circum-mured only.

1839 Chamb. Jrnt. 15 July aoo The space thus employed
ts entirely circummurea.

Circumnatant, etc. : see Circum- i.

Circumnavigable (sojki!mnae ,vigSb
,

l), a. [f.

as next: see -able.] That can be circumnavigated.
1691 Ray Creation (1714) 03 Rendring the whole terra-

queous Globe circumnavigable.

Circumnavigate (s5.ik#mnre -vig^t), v. [f.

L. circumnavig-dre to sail round: see -ATE 3.]

trans. To sail round.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 302 (T.) In his circum-

navigating the globe. 1772-84 Cook I oy. 1 1700) I. 79 With a

design of circum-navigating the island. 1846 Grote Greece

(1863) II. xviii. 460 Somewhere about 600 b.c . .[The Phoe-
nicians] circumnavigated Africa. 1876 Green Short Hist.

vii. { 7(1882) 413 Drake circumnavigated the globe.

Jig. i8»7 Hare Guesses Ser. 11. 11873)447 The business of

Philosophy is to circumnavigate human nature.

Circumnavigation (so^kimincevig^ijan^. [f.

as prec + -ationJ A sailing round. Also trattsf.

I 7<>5 Arbuthnot Coins (J.), Concerning the circumnaviga-
tion of Africa. 177a Pennant Tours Scotl. (1774* 204
During the circumnavigations of Great Britain. 1807 8
W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 119 In the course of this circum-
navigation the dancers . . are continually changing their

relative situations. 1845 Darwin Voy.Nat. xxi. (1852) 501.

Circumnavigator (*ojk#mnarvigtf it3i\ [f.

Circumnavigate, on L. analogies: see -on.] One
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who circumnavigates
;

spec, one who circumnavi-

gates the earth.

1770 Guthrie Geog. (T.), Magellan's honour of being the
first circumnavigator has been disputed in favour of .

.

Drake. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Joicrn. France I. 274 Our tir-

cumnavigator Captain Cook. 1818 Monthly Rev. LXXXV.
487 The first circumnavigators of Africa. 1845 Df Quincey
Coleridge Opium-eating Wks. 1862 XI. 75 A circum-
navigator on the most pathless waters of. . metaphysics.

Circtunnavigatory (ssik^mnarvigatsri), a.

[see -ort.] Pertaining to circumnavigation.
1849-52 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 880/1 The circumnaviga-

tory voyage of the ' Beagle '.

Cireumnebulous : see Circum- i.

Circumnutate {sdikvmmu-tek), v. Bot. [f.

(by Darwin 1880) from Circum- 1 + Nutate : see

next.] intr. To bend or lean in a direction which
is continually revolving or rotating in a horizontal

path : said of the growing parts of plants. Hence
Circumnutating ppl. a. and vbl. so.

1880 Darwin Mor-r/n. PL 1 If we observe a circumnu-
tating stem, which happens at the time to be bent, we will

say towards the north, it will be found gradually to bend
more and more easterly, until it faces the east ; and so on-
wards to the south, then to the west, and back again to the
north. tWtSat. Rev. LI. 57 The stemsof seedlings, .circum-
nutate to the extent allowed by the pressure of the earth.

Circumnutation ;s5uk#mniz*t<?'j3n). Bot. [n.

of action from prec. : see Nutation.] A move-
ment characteristic of growing plants, due to in-

creased growth at different "points round the axis

in succession, whereby the growing part (e.g. the

apex of a stem) describes a more or less circular

spiral path. (See NUTATION.)
[1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs' Bot, m. iv. 766 Curva-

tures . . caused by the unequal growth of different sides of

an organ may be called Nutations . . It is common for the
apices of erect stems above the curved growing part to

move round in a circle or ellipse, the region of most active
growth moving gradually, as it were, round the axis. This
kind of nutation may be termed a Revolving Nutation.]
1880 Darwin Movent. PL 1 This movement has been called

by Sachs 'revolving nutation' ; but we have found it much
more convenient to use the terms circumnutation and
circumnutate. i88z Garden 14 Jan. 32/3 The method of
climbing by twiners was a modification of the property of
'circumnutation'.

So Circumnutatory a., pertaining to circum-

nutation.
\9&q Atken&uw 18 Dec. S17/2 The movements of climbing

plants, .are modifications of this circumnutatory tendency.

Circumobresistance, -pallial, etc. : see

Circum-.

Circumo'ral, a. Phys. [f. Circum- 2 + L. as,

or- mouth.] Situated around the mouth.
1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 50/1 All the circumoral

arms are crowded with vibratile organs. 1859 R. Burton
Centr. Afr. in JmL Geog. Soc. XXIX. 320 The circumoral
region is full and fleshy. 1878 Bell Gegcnbaners Comp.
Anat. 200 In the Crinoida the circumoral suckers acquire
the function of tentacles.

+ Circumple'ct, v. [ad. L. Urcumphct-h-t
to clasp around.] To embrace, clasp tightly.

Also f Circumplex v., [f. ppl. stem] in same
sense

; f Circumple'xion, winding about, encom-
passing ; also encompassment, cincture, girdle.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 67 That which .. circum-
plecteth all the subiect vessels and bowels. 1632 Quarles
Div. Fancies 1. xl. (1660) 17 My metamorphoz'd Skin Shall
circumplex . . that fresh And new refined substance of this

flesh ! 1628 Feltham Resolves th lin (R.) It was after his

fall, .that he made himself his fig-leaf circumplexion. 1655^
60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701.) 573/2 Those Circumplexions
of Atoms, involving themselves about one another.

f Circu'mplicate, tr. [f. L. circumplicdt- ppl.

stem of -plicare to fold or twine round.] To
fold, twine, or wrap round. Hence Circirmpli-
cated ppl. a., Circvtniplication, an enwrapping
all around.
1623 Cockeram, Circuntpiicate, To roll, or wrap about.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Circuntpiicate, to fold or wind
about. 1695 Westmacott Script. Herb. 105 A great black
Root . . with interwoven and circumplicated Coats or
Branches. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 34 [Bindweede]
troubleth them with the inwrapping and circumplication
about . . their stem or stalk. 1678 in Phillips : thence in

Kersey, Bailey, Johnson, etc.

Circumpolar (swkifaipffvl&i), a. [f. Circum-
2 + L. polus Pole ; cf. polar."]

1. Astr. Around or about the pole (of the

heavens)
;

spec, applied to those stars (or other

heavenly bodies) which (in any given latitude)

describe the whole of their diurnal circles above
the horizon. So circumpolar motion.
1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 214 Some Circumpolar Stars in

the same Vertical with the Pole-star. 1787 Ibid. LXXVII.
166 Observations of the sun and circumpolar stars. 1853
Sir. J. Herschei. Pop. Led. Sc.\\\. (1873)133 The comet re-

mained long, .visible as a circumpolar object. 1881 Nature
XXIV, 13 This allows the telescope circumpolar motion.

2. Geog. Round or about either terrestrial pole.
1696 Whiston Th. Earth iv. {1722) 343 The middle, and

their neighbouring Parts, .elevated, and the Circumpolar
f/rz«fcrfCircumpopular] depress'd. 1864 Sat. Rev. 31 Dec.
819/1 The opinion that there exists an Antartic circumpolar
continent. 1880 Carpenter in 19th Cent. No. 38. 612 The
vast circumpolar area.

Vol. II.

Circumpolariza*tion. [See Polarization.]

The rotation to right or left of the rays of polar-

ized light caused by certain substances.

1885 W. Stirling tr. Landois' Physiol. II. s6r.

Circumportation, -press, etc. : see Ctrcum-.

Circumpose (soikzmipju-z), v. ? Obs. [repr.

L. circumponere, on the analogy of compose, expose,

etc. : see Appose, Pause, Pose.]

1. trans. To place around.
1578 Banister Hist.Ma?i v. 75 [The] Panchreas. .circum-

posed to the singular scissions of the vesselles.

f 2. To place within any encircling space, to set

(a plant) in a pot or tub ; to pot. Oh.
1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Cotupi. Gard. II. 152 To Cir-

cumpose Trees by planting them in Baskets, Pots, and
Boxes, or Cases, we first fill half way with Earth those
Baskets, Pots, or Boxes, and then having pruned and trim'd

the Trees, .we Plant them, plunging the Baskets and Pot^
quite into the Earth, but leaving the Boxes above Ground.

Circumposition (s^-ikzmipflzi'jsn). [ad. L.

circumpositidn-em, f. circumpdnere ; see prec]
The action of circumposing : see quots.
1660 Sharrock Vegetables 59 Circumposition is a kind of

laying. .In this the mould is born up to the bough which is

to be taken off. Ibid. 116 Dwarf trees made by circum-
1 position. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 193 Now is your

I

season for circumposition by Tubs or Baskets of earth, and
for laying of Branches to take root. 1675 — Terra (1776I

65 That the hotter dungs approach not immediately to their

..roots, without such a Circumposition of natural mould.
1849-52 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 832/1 These cells are desig-

nated by the name of globules of circumposition.

II Circumqua'que. Oh.
_

[L. circumqudque
on every side, all round.] A circumlocution, ' cir-

cumbendibus \
J556 J- Heywood Spider $ F. xxxviii. 50 What iquoth the

flie) meaneth this circumquaquie? 1562 — Prov. Epigr.
(1867) 69 Ye set circumquaques to make me beleue . . that

the moone is made of a greene Cheese. 1591 Harington
Orl. Fur. xliii. cxni, With divers circumquaques and de-
uises He seeketh of the nurse to finde the trace.

Circumradianey, etc. : see Circum-.
Circumro'tary, a. rare~ n

. [f. Circum- +
Rotary] = Circumrotatory.
In mod. Diets.

Circumrotate (ss-ikz^rnrJii'tfit), v. rare ~ ".

[f. L. circumrotdre : see -ate 3.] intr. To turn

round as a wheel ; to rotate, revolve.
In mod. Diets.

Circumrotation (ss^kzmir^jbn). [n. of

action f. L. cirewnrotare to turn round as a wheel.]

1. Turning round as a wheel ; revolution on an axis,

rotation ; a complete rotation (e.g. of a planet).

1656 Blount Glossogr., Circumrotation, the going about
of a wheel. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 172 Supposing the
whole circumrotation is made in 9 hours 56 minutes. 1732
Pope Lett. i^Sept., He made his head giddy with various
circumrotations. 1782 W. Hebf.rden Comm. lxxxiii. (1806)

j 409 A. .circumrotation of the face, sometimes to the right,

sometimes to the left.

•f*
2. A round or tour in travelling. Ohs.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811WV. 291 In the circum-
rotation we took, while in the coach.

f3. A changing about in rotation. Oh.
x6io Healey St. Aug. Citie of God xn. xx. (1620) 438

Porphyry the Platonist refused his masters opinion in this

circumrotation of soules. 1767 A. Campbell Lexiph. (1774)

45 He has had successive circumrotations through the
characters of Squire, Critic, Gamester, and Foxhunter.

Circumrotatory (sSikymrJu'tatsri), a. [f. L.

circumrotdt- ppl, stem of circumrotdre : see -ort.]

Of, pertaining to, or marked by, circumrotation.

1743 Freke in Phil. Trans. XLII. 557 It obtains a cir-

cumrotatory Motion, a 1763 Shenstone Wks. (1768) II.

189 Many tunes, by a variety of circumrotatory flourishes,

put one in mind of a lark's descent to the ground.

t Circumrote, v. Oh. rare. [ad. L. circum-
rotdre : see Circumrotation.]
trans. To cause to rotate or revolve on an axis.

1635 Hevwood Hierarch. nr. 252 The Primum Mobile.,
circumrotes and turneth about all the Spheres about it.

Cireumsail : see Ctrcum-.

t Circumsatu'rnian, a., sb. Astr. Oh. [f.

Circum- + Saturn + -ian. Cf. Circumjovial.]
So also Circumsatu rnal, -ial.

Round (the planet") Saturn ; a satellite of Saturn.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. Ttl, 163 The Secondary Planets,

as the Circum-Saturnian, and the four Jovialists. 1696
Whiston Th. Earth 1. (1722) 22 The case being the same in

. .the Circumsaturnals about Saturn. 1714 T)f,rham Astro-
Tlieol. (1715) 176 note, The. .outermost Circumsaturnial he
[Galileo] happened to see. .in the year 1655.

Circumsciss (ssukymsis), a. Bot. [ad. L.

circumsciss-ns pa. pple. of ci?m?nscmde7-e to cleave

or tear around.] Having a transverse circular fis-

sure
;
opening by circumscissile dehiscence.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora Introd. 15 Primulaceas. .capsule

usually 5-10-valved at the top, or circumsciss.

Circumscissile (s5iki;msi'sil), a. Bot. [f. as

prec, after scissile
f
L. scissilis.'] Name for a form

of dehiscence in which the seed-vessel (
pyxidinm)

opens by a transverse circular line, so that the

upper part comes off like a lid.

1835 Lindlkv Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 5 Of valvular dehis-

cence, there is a very anomalous mode . . called circum-
scissile. 1857 Henfrey Bot. § 317 The fruit {of Mosses] is

an urn-shaped capsule, which mostly opens by a circum-
scissile dehiscence. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Circumscribable (saikymskrsrbab'l), a. [f.

next + -ARLK.] That may be circumscribed.
1878 J. M cDowei.l Ex. Euclid $ Mod. Geom. § 52. 34 A

quadrilateral, .circumscribable by a circle.

Circumscribe (s§.ikz>mskr3ib\ v. [ad. L.
circumscrt/^re to draw a line round, encompass,
limit, confine, etc., f. circum around + scrlberc to

make lines, write. Cf. the earlier Circumscrive.]
\. trans. To draw a line round; to encompass

with (or as with) a bounding line, to form the

boundary of, to bound.
1578 Canister Hist. Man r. 9 The bones of the temples.

.

are equally circumscribed with scalie Agglutinations. 1613
R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Circumscribe, to compasse about
with a line. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty vii. 37 The
straight line and the circular line, .bound and circumscribe
all visible objects. 1823 Rutter Fonthill 48 The rich and
glorious landscape, circumscribed by no common horizon,

b. To encompass (without a line), to encircle.

1603 B. Jonson Sejanus v. x, They that .. thronged to
circumscribe him. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 1. 8: Old
Simeon did comprehend and circumscribe in his armes him
that filled all the world. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV,
cclix, The Little World thus Circumscribes a Nation. 1719
De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. xi. 185, I was alone, circumscribed
by the . . ocean. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 63 That col-

lection of air. .circumscribing the earth, is. .the atmosphere.

2. To mark out or lay down the limits of; to

enclose within limits, limit, bound, confine (usually

Jig.) ;
esp. to confine within narrow limits, to re-

strict the free or extended action of, to hem in,

restrain, abridge.

1529 More Dial. Heresy 1. Wks. 121/2 He is not compre-

j

hensyble nor circumscribed no where. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
1. iii. 22 Therefore must his choyce be circumscrib'd. 1712
Addison Sped. No. 471 p 5 Who can imagine that the
Existence of a Creature is to be circumscribed by Time .

.

whose Thoughts are not ? 1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot. § 3.

94 Everything was .. circumscribed and fixed in their

theology. 1874 Blackie Sel/Cnlt. 67 A man. .should not cir-

cumscribe his activity by any inflexible fence of rigid rules,

b. To mark off, to define logically.

1846 Mill Logic Introd. § 1 The most correct . . mode of
circumscribing them by a general description. 1855 Bain
Senses <y Int. 11. iii. (1864* 255 The Appetites commonly
recognised, .are circumscribed by the following property.

3. Gcom. To describe (a figure) about another

figure so as to touch it at certain points or parts

without cutting it. b. With the figure so de-

scribed as subject of the verb.

1570 Billingsley Euclid iv. Introd. no How a triangle.

.

may be circumscribed about a circle. 1571 Digges Pantom.
iv. xxiii. Ee, Tetraedron may be conteyned or circumscribed
of all the other foure regular bodies. 1660 Barrow Euclid
iv. Def. 4. 1827 Hutton Course Math. I. 285 A right-lined

figure Circumscribes a circle, or the circle is Inscribed in it.

1840 Lardner Gcom. 87 The circle is . . inscribed in the

polygon, and the polygon is circumscribed around the circle.

Ibid. 231 A regular tetraedron circumscribing the octaedron.

1885 Leldesdorf Cremona's Proj. Gcom. 141 So as to form
a (simple) quadrilateral circumscribed to the conic.

*j*4. To write or inscribe around (a coin, etc.,

with an inscription, or an inscription on or about a

coin, etc.) Oh.
1614 Selden Titles Hon. 145 An old coin, .circumscribed

thus *IAETAIPOY BACIAEfiC. a 1692 Ashmole Antig.
Berks. I. 180 (T.) The Verge . . is also lined with brass, and
thereon is circumscribed this epitaph.

b. To join in signing a ' round-robin \ See

ClRCUMSCRIBER.

Circumscribed (saikzjmskrarbd), ppl. a.

[f. prec. + -ed 1.]

1. Limited, confined, restricted: see prec, sense 2.

1647 Clarendon Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727) 447 This
restrained and circumscribed estimate of God's mercies.

1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 523 The circumscribed
extent of the territories.

2. Having clearly defined limits ; in Path, applied

spec, to tumours, etc., having well-defined edges.

1758 J. S, I*e Draft's Observ. Surg. (1771) 211 A circum-

scribed Tumour 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 19

A more than ordinarily well-circumscribed group.

3. Geom. Of a figure : Described about another.

1371 Digges Pantom. iv. Pref, Tj, Circumscribed and
inscribed bodies. 1807 Hutton Course Math. II. 247 As
the content of the paraboloid to the content of its circum-

scribed cylinder.

Circumscriber (s3ila"mskrarb3.i). [f. prec.

vb. + -er.] One who or that which circumscribes
;

spec, one who signs a ' round robin \
1776 Round Robin in Boswell Jolmson lvii. 122 We,

the Circumscribers, having read . . an intended epitaph for

the monument of Dr. Goldsmith . . are yet of opinion, etc.

1821 BlacJnv. Mag. X. 116 To all and singular the circum-

scribers the rights and immunities enjoyed in the round-

robin shape of address are hereby guaranteed.

Circumscribing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ing 1.] The action of the verb Circumscrire.
1660 Milton Free Commiv. (1851) 438 To defer the chang-

ing or circumscribing of our Senat.

Circumscribing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. +
-ING 2

.] That circumscribes; limiting, restricting,

encompassing, etc. (see the verb); spec, in Geom.
1571 Digges Pantom. iv. Def. 9. T ij, The circumscribing

or contayning circle. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 90 Cir-

cumscribing circumstances that cannot belong to any suc-

cession of men, but were proper to the Apostles. 1846 Poe
55
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Cask Amontillado Wks. 1864 I. 350 Circumscribing walls of
solid granite.

Circumscript (s5uk/>mskript), a. Now rare.

Also 8 circon-. [ad. L. circumscript-us pa. pple.

of circumscribere : see Circumscribe.]

1. Limited, circumscribed.
1564 Becon Certain Art. Chr. Relig. Proved (1844) 454

The Holy Ghost, .hath not a circumscript substance. 1624
F. White Reply Fisher 410 It is not circumscript, palpable,
or situated in one particular place at once. 1705 J. Lasage
in Phil. Trans. XX.V. 1977 A Circonscript hard Swelling.
1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. I. 1 52 Spatangus
. .Ambulacra circumscript.

f 2. Encompassed. Obs.
1610 Healev Vive's Comment. St. Aug. City ofGod 296

Beauty, not circumscript with a forme of mortality.

T Circumscript, sb. Obs. rare, [see prec]
? Circumscribed space, bound, limit.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, xlviii, Man may be
happy in the Circumscripts Of Individual), but Glory drawes
Its Channel from moe heads.

t Circumscri ptible, a. Obs. Also -able,

[f. L. circumscript- ppl. stem of circumscribere:
see -ble, -ible.J - Circumscbibable

; subject to

limits of space.

1550 Bale ApoL 80 God is a sprete, how can ye than prove
him circumscnptible or locall 7 1581 W. Fulke in Confer.
11. (1584) N ij b, Oncly bodies are circumscriptive. 1634
Jackson Creed vn. xxv. Wks. VII. 221 Any . . day or time
circumscriptive by remarkable circumstances or notable
historical events. 1653 Chisenhale Cath. Hist. 212 The
Council of Nice declared Angels to be circumscriptive.

Circumscription : saikiJmskrrpJan). [ad. L.

circumscription-em sb. of action, f. circumscribere
to Circumscribe. Cf. F. circonscription.']

1. The action of circumscribing, or fact of being
circumscribed ; the marking out of limits (of terri-

tory, etc.); bounding, limitation, restriction, re-

straint ; the having well-defined limits.

1604 Shaks. Oth. L li. 27, I would not my vnhoused free
condition Put into Circumscription and Confine. 1658 Sir
T. Browne Hydriot. $ Card. Cyms 36 He found no cir-

cumscription to the eyeof his ambition. 1660 Milton Free
Cotnmiv. (1851) 440 No injurious Alteration or Circum-
scription of Mens Lands. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry iv.

viii. 101 His Majesties rare Moderation in bearing .. the
circumscription of his person. 1773 Johnson in Boswell
(18161 II. 249 A district, through which each minister was
required to extend his care, was, by that circumscription,
constituted a parish. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. f 2.

32 The franchise is founded on a combination of property
and territorial circumscription.

b. Encompassing (cf. Circumscribe i).

1858 Gladstone Homer I. 228 The circumscription of the
known seas by the great river Ocean.

2. The fact or quality of being confined to definite

limits in space, as a property ofmatter. (Common
in 16-1 7th c. ; now rare or Obs.).

1550 Cranmer Defence 52 b, If the nature of the God-
head were a body, it must needes bee in a place, and have
quantitee, greatnes, and circumscription. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. IV. 123 Christ is not conteined there by way
of circumscription nor after a bodily maner. 1651 Hordes
Leviath. (1839) 676 The circumscription ofa thing, is nothing
else but the determination, or defining of its place. 1861
Simon Dorner's Pers. Christ 11. II. 200 The circumscrip-
tion of the humanity of Christ, its presence in one place.

3. concr. Boundary, outline, periphery.
1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 9 The circumscription of this

. . bone Occiput. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthoi. Anat.
Introd., A part is properly. . that which hath a proper cir-

cumscription of its own. 181 5 T. Forster Res. Atmosph.
Pkenotn. iL 78 [A cloud] having a rounded circumscription.
1826 Kirby & Sr. Kntomol. 1 1 1. 481 The circumscription of
the nose. 1835 Lindi.ev Introd. Bot. 11848) I. 261 The
line representing its [the blade's] two edges [is called] the
margin or circumscription.

4. A thing that circumscribes or encloses ; a
material surrounding or investment.
1578 Banister Hist. Man VBL 107 Where it [*spinall

marey '] first entreth into the Vertebres. .it is endewed with
no circumscription. 1645 Milton Tetrack. (1851) 220 May
hoppe over them more easily then over those Romulean
circumscriptions. 1861 A. B. Hope Eng. Cathedr. 19M C.
ii. 46 Convolutions formed out of the substance which com-
posed the material circumscription [of the window].

5. A circumscribed space or place; a district or
region of defined limits.

1831 Q. Rev. XLV. 432 These ..will govern in the terri-

torial circumscription that they embrace. 1846 Grotk
Greece (1862) I. xvi. 287 Town, village, or known circum-
scription of territory. 1877 Morlky Crit.Misc. Ser. u. 194
The diocese or ecclesiastical circumscription.

6. Jig. The laying down of the limits of meaning
;

definition, description. In quot. 1553 perh. 'a
compendious statement' (L. circumscriptio). arch.
1531 Elyot Gov. (1580) 166 What very fortitude is, hee

more playnely declareth afterward, in a more larger circum-
scription. 1553 Xi Wilson Rhet. 111 b, Circumscripcion is

a briefe declaring of a thyng, as thus, he is free that is

subject to no evil, 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 500 Drunken-
nesse . . hath its circumscription

; though some will give none
but their own Fancies Test to judge one drunk by. 183a
Austin Jurispr. (1879) II. xlviii. 322 Such a power or
liberty of using or disposing of the subject as is not capable
of exact circumscription.

7. Geom. The act of circumscribing one figure

about another ; see Cibcumscbibe 3.
157° Pni nWMfWtEwcNd iv. Introd. no This fourth booke

intreateth of the . . circumscription of rect'iline figures.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 9/1. 1840 Larunek
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Geom. vii. {heading), Of inscription and circumscription of
figures.

8. An inscription around something, e.g. a coin,

a seal, etc. (cf. Cibcumscbibe 4).
1569 Jewel Sedit. Bull (1570) 5 Paul is placed on the left

side with his Sword, .his circumscription. .' Paul the Doctor
of the Gentiles', c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon { 294 (1810) 304
The coin . . the circumscription being somewhat obscure.
1874 Fraser in 4th Rep. Comm. Hist. MSS. 493/2 The other
side of the seal is entire, .and the circumscription in letters

beautifully engraved, 'Sigillum Secreti*.

U tr. L. circumscriptio deceit, defrauding.
1875 Poste Gains 1. (ed. 2) 149 The circumscription of a

minor, .rendered the person convicted thereof bifamis.

Circumscriptive (s5jk#mskrrptiv), a. ? Obs.

[f. L. circumscript- ppl. stem of circumscribere +
-IVE,]

1. Pertaining to, or having the attribute of, 1
cir-

cumscription ' (sense a) or limitation in space.
1565 Jewel Repl. Harding (1611) 258 To declare the

maner of Christs Presence in the Sacrament, he saith, it is

not Locall, not Circumscriptiue. 1657 Hobbes Absurd
Geom. Wks. 1845 VII. 385 Definitive or circumscriptive,
and some other of your distinctions . . are but snares. 1691
E. Taylor Behmen's Theos. Philos, xxii. 36 That flesh

(though now glorified) remains a Circumscriptive Creature.
1765 Law Behmen's Myst. Magn. xliii. (1772) 252 Is he then
Circumscriptive?

2. Pertaining to the 'circumscription' (sense 3)
or outline.

a 1711 Grew (J.\ Stones regular are distinguished by their
external forms : such as is circumscriptive, or depending
upon the whole stone, as in the eaglestone, is properly
called the figure.

Circumscrrptively, adv. 1 Obs. [f. prec.

+ -lt ^.] In a circumscriptive manner ; with
limitation in space; chiefly used in eucharistic

discussions.

1563 Foxe A. <$• M., Disp. about Sacram. an. 1549 iR.i The
bodie of Christ is in heauen circumscriptiuelie, but not so in

the sacrament. 1635 Bp. Mountagu Ap£. Cxsar 231 The
nature of a soule is not to be circumscriptive!}- in place.

1654 Jer. Taylor Real Pres. 218 The body of Christ is not
in the Sacrament circumscriptively, because there he could
be but in one altar, in one wafer. 1737 Waterland
Eucfairist 260 The Reception is confessedly real, tho' the
Thing it self is not locally, or circumscriptively present.

CiTcumscrrptly, adv. rare. [f. CIRCUM-
SCRIPT a. + -LY

1. *= CIRCUMSCRIPTIVELY.
1548 in StrypeFccl. Mem. II. I. xi. 81 Whether the body.

.

is there really or figuratively, locally or circumscriptly.
2. In a circumscribed manner or sense.

1643 Milton Divorce 11. xv. 11851) 101 Those words tak'n
circumscripta, without regard to any precedent law.

t Circumscrive, Obs. rare~ x
. [ad. F.

circonscrire, circonscriv- L. circumscribere.'] —
Cibcumscbibe.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylusv. 1865 Thow. .Trurt reenest ay in

Thre, and Two, and Oon, Uncircumscript, and al maist
circumscrive

!

Circumseated, -sist, etc. : see Circum-.
Circumsession ^soiktfmse-Jan). ? Obs. rare.

[ad. L. circumsession-em, f. circumscdcre to sit

around, besiege, beset.]

1. Situation around, besetting.
165a Benlowes Thfoph. xiu. Iv, By circumsession of re-

frigerating air.

2. TheoL Erroneously for Cibcumincession.
1667 H. More Div. Dial. Scho). (1713* 557 The. .wtfnx**-

pi7<rtc imurrnvttov of the Antients, that is, the Circum-
session of the Persons. 1852 Bp. Forbes Nicene Cr. 87 The
Circumsession or commeation of the Three Persons. This
word, sometimes termed circumincession, etc
Cfrcumside, -sice, -Bisioun, etc. : see Cir-

CUMCIDE, -CI8E, -CI8ION.

Circumso lar, a. [f. Circum- 2 + L. sol sun

:

cf. Solar.] Revolving round the sun ; situated

close about the sun.

1846 Blackw. Mag. LX. 378 The denizens, .of our planet
in tneir sublunary or circumsolar career. 1880 Nature
XXI. 301 The objects seen were circumsolar bodies, un-
questionably intra-mercurial planets.

Circumsonant, -spacious, etc. : see Cibcum-.

t Circumspect, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. a'r-

cumspectus a looking round, f. circumspicrre ; see

next.] State of watchfulness or circumspection.
1494 Fabvan vn. 551 He shall dwell in suche a cyrcum-

specte with hym, that he shall dylygentlye foreloke and see
that Goddys wylle be done.

Circumspect (s,v.ik#mspekt), a. Also 6 cyr-
cum-. [a. f. circonspect

y
or ad. L, circumspect-us

considerate, wary, cautious, circumspect, properly
a. pple. of circumspicPre to look around, take
eed, consider; hence of things, 'well-considered',

transf. to persons ' considerate, cautious *, etc.]

1. Of things or actions : Marked by circumspec-
tion, showing caution, well-considered, cautious.
142a Lvdc. Coroftation Hen. VI, in Ritson Anc. Songs 70

By circumspect advise. 156a Act 5 Eliz. c. ai 81 " cir-

cumspect Remedy be not hereunto provided. 1709 Strvpe
Ann. Ref Ep. Ded. 1 Circumspect and holy labours. 1847
Emkrson Poems, Monadnoc Wks.(Bohn) I. 441 By circum-
spect ambition.

2. Of persons : Watchful on all sides, attentive

to everything, cautious, heedful of all circumstances
that may affect action or decision.

CIRCUMSPECTNESS.
1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xvi, Circumspect in all his

gouernance. 1494 Fabyan vii. ccxlvi. 290 Which in all his
faytes is so circumspecte. 1542 Boorde Dyetary xxiii.

(1870) 287 Sanguyne men. .must be cyrcumspect in eatynge
of theyr meate

; 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. ii. 31 High-
reaching Buckingham growes circumspect. 1624 Capt.
Smith Virginia iv. 147 This will make us more circumspect.
1728 Newton Chronol. Amended ii. 260 Herodotus was
circumspect and faithful in his narrations. 1850 Prescott
Peru II. 31 The wild passes, .practicable, .for the sure and
circumspect mule. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. ofFleet I.

38, I was to be circumspect in my behaviour.

fb. with dependent sentence or clause. Obs.
i573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (1884) 2 As circumspect to sc

to mi self. 1658 W. Burton Itin. Anton. 172, 1 have, .been
very scrupulous and circumspect what authorities I made
use of.

1 3. Considered, respected, [late L. circumspec-

tus]. Obs. rare.
x579 Twvne Phisicke agst. Fortune n. xxxii. 209 a, Then

wylt thou be the more circumspect, and the better knowne.

t Circumspect, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. circum-
spect- ppl. stem of circumspicere : see prec. ; cf. in-

spect, respect, etc.] trans. To examine or inspect

on all sides ; to take note of, 1 look to *.

1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond. 31 Ability, .to circumspect
every part of his charge. 1708 Newcourt Repert. Eccl. L
233 Whose office is to circumspect, and note daily all the
Defaults and Offences in the Choir.

Circumspection (sajk^mspe-kjan). Also 6
-speccion, -yon. [a. OF. circumspection (mod.F.
circonspectiori), ad. L. circumspection-em looking

around, circumspection, n. of action f. circum-

spicfre : see Circumspect a.]

1. The scanning of surrounding objects or cir-

cumstances, careful or wary looking about one

;

the faculty of doing this.

t a. literally, b. As a mental action : vigilant

and cautious observation of circumstances or events.

1387 Trevisa Higden VII. 199 Whos circumspeccioun
whiles bat he lyved was moche profitable to be erbe of
Engelond. 1511-1 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 23 Pream., His high
Wisdome, providence, and circumspeccion. 1570 Dee
Math. Pre/. 40 To whom Nature hath giuen such quicke
Circumspection, sharpnes of witt, and Memorie. 1673 O.
Walker Educ. 174 Circumspection of all circumstances
of time, place, and all other opportunities. 1677 Hi bbard
Narrative 11. 70 Stepping aside a Rod or two . . for better
Circumspection, he espyed the point of a Lance. 1746-7
Hervey Medit. (i8i8> 250 Can none of those prognostics.

.

awaken our attention, and engage our circumspection ?

1839 Ld. Brougham Staiesm. Geo. Ill, Ed. Mansfield {\*.\

Cautious circumspection of surrounding connexions.

2. Circumspect action or conduct ; attention to

circumstances that may affect an action or deci-

sion
;
caution, care, needfulness, circumspectness.

1598 Barret Theor. IVarres 11. i. 19 To giue them the
Word with all circumspection and secrecie. 1615 Bacon
Ess. Empire (Arb.) 301 From all these arise Dangers, if

Care and Circumspection be not vsed. i7»6-7 Swift
Gulliver 1. iv. 52, I walked with the utmost circumspection,
to avoid treading on any stragglers. 1771 Junius' Lett.
lxvii. 333 Hereafter you will act with greater circumspec-
tion. 1836 W. Irving Astoria II. 317 Great caution and
circumspection in his intercourse with the natives.

Circumspe ctious, a. Obs. [f. prec. : see

-Tious.] Marked by circumspection, circumspect.
1649 Arnway Tablet (ed. 2) 67 Which circumspectious

Nature, .oft leaves unpolished. 1656 Earl Monm. Adv.fr.
Pamass. 42 Punishments .. rather mild and circumspec-
tious, then precipitate and cruel.

Circumspective (satk^mspe'ktiv), a. [f. L
circumspect- (see Circi'MSPEct a.) + -ivb.]

1. Looking around, scanning on all sides.

163s Glapthornk Lady Mother iv. L in Bullen O. PI. II.
170,"should have thought your circumspective Judgment
Had spide some error in him. 1734 Pope Ess. Alan iv. 226
Sly, slow things, with circumspective eyes. 1838 Blackiv.
Mag. XLIV. 534 He might have passed in grand circum-
spective review, .the alienations of his country.

2. Given to circumspection; cautious, wary. lObs.
a 1674 Clarendon Surv. Leviath. (1676) 206To advise the

people, to. be very circumspective. 1749 Johnson Irene v.

x, i* rame your report with circumspective art. 1843 Blacktv.
Mag. 317 His searching eye and circumspective wariness.

Circumspective ly, Oiiv. [f. prec. + -lt-.]

In a circumspective manner ; circumspectly.
1616 R. Car('f.ntkr Past. Charge 20 To walke vprightly

and circumspectiuely. 1656 Earl Monm. Adv.fr. Pamass.
385 Apuleius will deal more circumspectively with me.

Circumspectly (s5uk#mspektli), adv. Also
6 sircum-. [f. Circumspect a. + -ly -.] In a cir-

cumspect manner, with circumspection; cautiously,

warily, carefully.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 337 Thei scholde haue writen

more circumspectely, if they hade seide, etc 1553 Primer
in Liturgies Ediv. VI (1844) 465 Circumspectly and warily
to look unto my household. i6xx Bible Eph. v. 15 See
then that yee walke circumspectly, not as fooles, but as
wise. 1741-1 H. Walpolh Lett. H. Mann (1834! I. xxi. 88
We must write circumspectly, for our letters now are no
longer safe. 1888 M. Morris Claverkouse vi. 99 To us.,
who manage these matters so much more circumspectly.

Circumspectness (sd'jk^mspektnes). [f. as

prec. + -ness.] The quality of being circumspect;

circumspection, watchfulness, caution, care.

1581 Ml'lcaster Positions vi. (1887) 44 Circunspectnes in

diet. 1645 Milton Tetrack. (1851) Introd. 142 Prudence
and farre-judging circumspectnesse. 1659 Gauden Brounrig
(1660) A liij a, Of all gravity, prudence, circumspectness.
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CIBCUMSPICUOUS

.

and candour. 1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. IL x, Let his own
questionable ways, not our necessary circumspectness, bear
the blame.

Circumspheral: see Circum-.

f Circumspieious, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L.

circumspicere to look all round, survey, app. after

suspicious.'] ? Looking all round, all-seeing.

i6z8 Feltham Resolves 11. xcviii. Of God & Ayre, How
can man thinke to act his ill unseene when God shall, like

the ayre, be circumspieious round about him? [So edd.

1631, 1635, 1647, 1661, 1840; ed. 1677 has circumspicuous.]

t Circumspicuous. Obs. Conspicuous or

visible all round.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Circunspicuous, which may be

seen on all sides. Hence in Bailey 1721-1800.

Circumstance (s3Tki>mstans), sb. Forms

:

3-6 -staunce, 4 -stanse, -staunse, 4-6 cyrcum-
staunce, (5 syrcumstaunce, scircumstance), 6

cyrcumstance, (cercumstans, surcomstance),
3- circumstance, [a. OK. circum-, circonstance

(13th c. in Littre), ad. L. circumstantia standing

around, surrounding condition, f. circumstant-em

pr. pple of circumstdre to stand around, f. circum
around + stare to stand. Like assistance, and sbs.

in -ance generally, this was originally a sb. of

action or condition, not taking a or ; but in

most current senses it has become determinate and
capable of plurality.]

I. That which surrounds materially, morally,

or logically.

+ 1. That which stands around or surrounds ; the

totality of surrounding things
;
surroundings ; en-

vironment. Obs. (exc. nonce-use as in 1832).
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cx 1[ i] . 3 Set lord, .dure of circum-

staunce [ostium circumstantis] tilmy lippis [so 1382 Wyclif].
C1400 Test. Love l (1560) 277/2 Had I been blind, with
myne handes all the circumstaunce I myght well

_
have

feeled. 1562 Leigh Armorie (1597) A vj, The description

of the Viniet with the circumstance thereof. 183a Tennyson
Palace Art lxiv, A star that with the choral starry dance
Join'd not, but stood, and standing saw The hollow orb of
moving Circumstance Roll'd round by one fix'd law.

+ b. Circumference. Obs.

1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xii, 5 In his hand a ball of right

great cyrcumstaunce.

T C. spec. The surrounding sense or context of

a passage. Obs.

1549 Latimer 6th Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 167 It is the
circumstaunce, and collacion of places that make scripture

playne. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 168/1 The
circumstance of the place, sheweth that lesus Christ is called

Mediatour in respect hereof.

2. pi. The logical surroundings or 'adjuncts' of

an action ; the time, place, manner, cause, occa-

sion, etc., amid which it takes place ; in sing, any
one of these conditioning adjuncts.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 316 Abutensunne [=sin] HggeS six binges

bet hit helieS: o Latin circumstances: on Englisch, heo
muwen beon ihoten totagges : persone, stude, time, manere,
tale, cause. '11300 Cursor M. 27158 J?e circumstances Pat
mesurs oft-sithes vr penances. .Qua, quate, qui, quare, quam
wit, quen. 1530 Palsgr. 141 The tyme, place, maner or

some other cyrcumstaunce belongyng to the same. 1603
Shaks. Meas. for M. iv. ii. 109 Neither in time, matter,

or other circumstance. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will IL § 8.

76 Unless the different Time be a Circumstance which has
Influence.

b. in Grammar. An adverbial adjunct.

1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. I. App. 448 It is a rule ..

never to crowd many circumstances together, but rather to

intersperse them in different parts of the sentence.

3. ' The adjuncts of a fact which make it more
or less criminal ; or make an accusation more or

t

less probable.' (J.) Cf. circumstantial evidence.

1580 Lyly Eupkues (Arb.) 436, I knowe not by expe-
rience, and yet I beleeue by circumstance. 1581 Lambakdk
Eiren. iv. v. {1588) 502 The circumstances of an acte doe
either aggrauate or diminish the offence therein. 1593
Drayton Idea 291 In ev'ry_ thing I hold this Maxim still, The
Circumstance doth make it good, or ill. 1594 Shaks. Rich.
Illy I. ii. 77 Vouchsafe . . Of these supposed crimes, to giue
me leaue By circumstance, but to acquit my selfe. 1612
Webster White Devil m. ii, We have nought but circum-
stances To charge her with, about her husband's death. 1682
Southerne Loyal Brother n. i, Had I a circumstance, a
shew of truth I would . . drive the sorceress hence. 1747
Col. Rec. Penn. V. 87 There are great Complaints against
two of our Traders, .the circumstances are very strong.

4. The ' condition or state of affairs ' (J.) sur-

rounding and affecting an agent
;
esp. the external

conditions prevailing at the time. (Now usually//.)
Mere situation is expressed by 1 in the circum-

stances *, action affected is performed * tender the

circumstances'.

>
c 1380 Wyclif Set. Whs. III. 392 Iche counseile of Crist

is comaundement for sumtyme and summe circumstaunsis.
1526 Pilgr. Perf.CW. de W. 1531) 164 AH. .thynges perteyn-
ynge therto as circumstaunces required. 1665 South
Serm. John i. 11 Every Hypocrite, .under the same Cir-
cumstances would have infallibly treated Him with the same
Barbarity. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. iv. § 3 (1737) I. 147 The
past Actions and Circumstances ofMankind. 1745W.Harris
in Private Lett. 1st Ld. Matmesbury I. 19 A . . march at-
tended with the severest circumstances of weather and roads.
1768 Sterne Sent. Jouru. II. Versailles, I am governed by
circumstances. . I cannot govern them. 1769 Junius, Lett.
lx. 39 Your administration has driven us into circumstances
of equal distress. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey vi. vii. 369 Man
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is not the creature of circumstances. Circumstances are the
creatures of men. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 140
Who found himself in circumstances to which he was un-
equal. 1862 Ruskin Muncra Pulv. (1880) 17 The desire to

obtain the money will, under certain circumstances, stimu-
late industry. 1866 Miss Broughton Cometh up as Fltnver
i. 1 As comfortable as circumstances will permit. 1875 Jevons
Money 13 By custom or the force of circumstances,

b. without a or pi. : now poet, or rhet.

1602 Shaks, Ham. 1. iii. 102 You speake like a greene
Girle, Vnsifted in such perillous Circumstance. 1713 Steele
EngHshm. No. 49. 314 Under this Circumstance, I . . have
lately been converted. 1742 Young Nt. Th. 11. 91 Who does
the best his circumstance allows, Does well. 1821 Bykon
Sardan. in. i, All are the sons of circumstance. 1887 Ridek
Haggard She xviii, Nor can he count the airy threads that
weave the web of circumstance.

5. esp. Condition or state as to material wel-

fare, means. Now always pi. In easy, good, re-

duced, straitened, circumstances,, etc.

a 1704 T. Brown Praise of Wealth Wks. 1730 I. 85 Despic-
able in circumstance. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 42
When men are easy in their circumstances, they are natur-
ally enemies to innovations. 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams
292 His circumstances were narrow. 1844 Ld. Brougham
A. Lunel I. xxxviii, Born of noble family . . reduced in its

circumstances. 1872 E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. i. j, I am
afraid he is in very bad circumstances still. 1879 h roude
Caesars. 41 A country gentleman in good circumstances.

II. Words or work made about anything.

6. Circumstantiality of detail ; detailed and
hence {formerly) circuitous narration ; circum-

locution, beating about the bush, indirectness, arch.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. (1845) 59 Poetes . . tell theyr tale

with al due circumstance. 1580 Baret Alv. C 543 To
use great circumstance of woordes, to goe about the bushe,
circuitionc vti. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. i. 154 You .

.

herein spend but time To winde about my loue with cir-

cumstance. 1611 Tourneur Ath. Trag. 1. iv, Time cuts

off circumstance ; I must be briefe. 1795 Southey Joan
ofArc in. 362 Such tale Minutely told with accurate cir-

cumstance. 1851 Helps Friends in C. 1. 33 Has not each
case its specialities, requiring to be argued with much cir-

cumstance.
with pi. 1597 Bacon Ess. Discourse (Arb.) 22 To vse too

many circumstances ere one come to the matter.

7. The 'ado
1

made about anything; formality,

ceremony, about any important event or action.

Without (f out of), circumstance, without ado or

ceremony, unceremoniously, abruptly, arch.
Chiefly preserved by Shakspere's ' pomp and circumstance \

c 1386 Chaucer Knts. T. 1405 His sacrifice he dide . . fTul

pitously with alle circumstance. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII,
c. 12 § 8 The solemne and dew circumstaunce of the exe-

cucion. 1604 Shaks. Oth. in. iii. 354 Pride, Pompe and Cir-

cumstance of glorious warre. 16x1 — Wint. T. v. i. 90 His
approach (So out of circumstance, and suddaine) tells vs,

"i'is not a Visitation fram'd, but fore'd. 1609-38 Heywood
Rape Lucr. Wks. 1874 V. 209 Shall we to horse without
circumstance? 1805 Southey Madoc in Azt. ii, Solemnity
and circumstance And pomp of hellish piety. 1819 S.

Rogers Human Life 801 Busy and full of life and circum-
stance. 1853 Prescott Philip II, 11. iii. 231 It was done
with great circumstance. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xx.

280 All the pomp and circumstance of a tournament.
with pi. 16*5 Stow Chrou., Q. EUz. an. 1586 Skinke .

.

without any circumstances condemned him to be thrown .

.

into the Reine.

fh. Importance, moment (of any matter). Obs.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 102 Matter of more
circumstance then by every one is considered. 1613 Beaum.
& Fl. Coxcombe v. i, It seems here your businesse is of

deeper circumstance Then I conceived it for. 1676 Owen
Worsh, God 53 What is of circumstance in the manner of

its performance 1

III. That which is non-essential, accessary, or

subordinate ; a detail, a particular.

8. That which is not of the essence or substance :

philosophically, the phenomenal part, the sum of

the accidents or attributes ; sometimes (with pi.)

an attribute
;
popularly what is adventitious or

casual. Obs. or arch.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, v. ii. 39 He that loues himselfe,

Hath not essentially, but by circumstance The name of
Valour. 1599 Davtes Nosce teipsum 11. lxiv, Sense outsides
knowes, the Soule through all things sees, Sense Circum-
stance, she doth the substance view. 1685 Gracian's
Courtier's Orac. n, The substance is not enough, unless

itbecloathed with its circumstances. 1702 Eng. Theophrast.

378 In all things the circumstance is as necessary as the

substance, nay, and more. 1875 Sears Serm. Songs 308
When . . this outward circumstance of clay [has] passed away
from us for ever.

9. Subordinate matters or details : strictly mat-

ters 'appendant or relative to a fact* (J.), viewed

as extraneous to its essence, but passing into the

sense of 'Subordinate parts of the fact, details*.

f a. without a or Obs.

1393 Gower Conf. 1. 180 The mater of her tale tolde With
all the hole circumstaunce. ^1500 Lancelot 416 His drem
al hail he haith disclossit; The houre, the nyght, and al the

cercumstans. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. it. 2 You doe remember
all the Circumstance. 1671 Milton Samson 1557 Tell us

the sum, the circumstance defer. 1722 De Foe Plague
(1756) 260 The Danger of Death not left out of the Circum-
stance of Sickness.

b. A circumstance, (with pi.) : An accessory

matter, a matter appertaining, relative, or subor-

dinate ; a particular, a detail.

1303 R. Brunne Haudl. Synne 12425 Clerkys kalle hem
[smale synnes] ' cyrcumstaunces ', To be grete synne are bey

CIRCUMSTANT.
puruyaunces. 1414 Bramtton Penit. Ps. Ivi. 22 No prevy
sore, Ne circumstaunce that longyth ther tylle. 1586
Thynne in Animadv. Introd. 71 The etymon of the name,
and other circumstances belonging thereto. 1594 Plat
Jewell Ho. 111. Chem. Conclus. 12 If there be any that [can]

say more in the circumstances of butter, I hope their dairies

be greater than mine. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. IIL 170
Many ticklish Curiosities, and nice Circumstances there are
to perform this Experiment exactly. 1680 Allen Peace
Unity 7 Undetermined circumstances of Order or Worship.

1725 Swift Drapicr's Lett, iv, The sentence of death with
all the circumstances of hanging, beheading, quartering,

embowelling and the like.

t C. A material adjunct, appendage, appurten-

ance, matter, or thing belonging. Obs.

1587 Holinshed Chrou. in. 1409/2 The powder and pellets

in a box . . the coverlet, with the rest of the circumstances
therevnto apperteining. 1685 Evelyn Diary 15 July, He
[Monmouth on the scaffold] would not make use of a cap or

other circumstance. 1765 Cowper Lett. 24 June, The river

Ouse is the most agreeable circumstance in this part of the

world. 1792 A. Young Trav. France 113 The most inter-

esting circumstance of their farms is the chicory.

10. An event viewed as a detail of some narrative,

or history, or of the general course of events ; an
incident, an occurrence ; a matter or fact (properly

of a secondary or subordinate kind).

In this use 'circumstance' tends to be entirely emptied of

its etymological meaning, and to become merely a vaguer
expression for 'fact', 'event'. It is frequently so used in

apposition to a substantive clause, as in quot. 1850.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 13 1'hey being to-

gether . . argueth the circumstance of his going to N. to be

but a meere disguising. 1678 Butler Hud. in. 1. 491 If but

one word be true. .Or but one single Circumstance In all th'

Apocryphal Romance. X704 Addison Italy, Florence, The
Conqueror's weeping for new worlds, or some other . . cir-

cumstance of his history. i8oz Mar. Edgworth Moral T.

(1816) I. xviii. 147 Every circumstance. . likely to happen.
1807 Hutton Course Math. II. 365 This circumstance there-

fore agrees nearly with the theory. 1848 Dickens Dombey
xlix, An appeal to arms, .rendered necessary by any un-
foreseen circumstance. 1850 M f'CosH Div. Govt. in. ii. (1874)

365 The circumstance has often been, dwelt on by divines,

that Ungodliness is the universal sin of humanity.

Circumstance (sauk^mstans), v. [f. prec]

fl. trans. To condition, surround with condi-

tions.

t 1400 APol, Loll. 101 ban if be vowe of religioun is cir-

cumstaunsid, ban it is plesing to God. 1736 Butler Anal.
!. vii. 134 Interpositions so guarded and circumstanced, as

would preclude all mischief arising from them.

2. To place in particular circumstances or rela-

tions to other things. Chiefly in pa. pple.

1644 T. Case Quarrell of Covenant 48 It is this Prelacy,

thus cloathed, thus circumstanc't, which we swear to extir-

pate. 1667 Boyle in Phil. Trans. II. 608 One ['t rial] may
suffice, circumstane'd like that which I shall Trow relate.

1738 J. Keill Anim. Oecon. 251 So to circumstance the
Warmth of a Fire, that it shall diffuse, .an equal and natural

Warmth. 1818 B. O'Reilly Greenland 197 Many ships .

.

are at the same time dangerously circumstanced amongst
packed ice. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xxxviii, He knows
now I am circumstanced.

f 3. To furnish with details, set forth with

attendant circumstances. Obs.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia Aiiij, Thy characters so cir-

cumstance each sin, As't not Describ'd, but had Embow-
eU'dbin. 171a Addison Sped. No. 351 F4 The Poet took the
matters of Fact as they came down to him, and circum-
stanced them after his own manner. 1713 Guardian (1756)

I. No. 78. 346 A chapter or two of the Theory of the Con-
flagration, well circumstanced, and done into verse. 1774

J. Bryant Mythol. II. 354 If we consider these articles, as
they are here circumstanced.

Hence Circumstancing vbl. sb.

1801 Month. Mag. XII. 579 A contrived and providential

circumstancing of the subjects of his attention.

Circumstanced (s5*jk#mstanst), ppl. a. [f.

Circumstance sb. and v. + -ed.]

1. Placed or set in certain circumstances, con-

ditions, or relations ;
situated, conditioned.

1611 Cotgr., Circonstancie, circumstanced. 1x1631 Donne
Poems, To C'tess. Bedford, And such as they are circum-

stane'd, they bee. ^1725 Swift Consid. Wood's Coin, As
this Case stands Circumstanced, it is a great question. 1741
Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 6 A young person, so circum-

stanced. 1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 259 Nouns
thus circumstanced are said to be in apposition to each
other. 1888 Pall Mall G. 12 Sept. 7/2 The succour of the

better circumstanced, the wealthy, and the well-to-do.

j b. Subject to, or governed by, circumstances.

1604 Shaks. Oth. Uh iv. 201 'Tis very good : I must be

circumstane'd.

2. Supported by circumstances or details, cir-

cumstantiated.
1861 Bp. Fitzgerald Aids to Fail/til 75 The.. best cir-

cumstanced facts upon which the claims of Revelation rest.

Circumstand : see Circum-.

t Crrcumstant, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L.

circumstant-em pr. pple. of circumstare to stand

around.] A. adj.

1. Standing around, surrounding, circumjacent.

*545 Raynold Byrth Man. 1. x. (1634) 37 The circumstant

cold ayre. 1636 Healey Theophrast. xiii. Impert. Diligence

54 Turning himselfe to the circumstant multitude. 1650

Bulweb Anthropomet. 47 The braine and the circumstant

parts. 1650 Baxter Saints' R. 11. x. (1662) 279. 1666 T.

Sergeant Letter of Thanks 39 Constant Practice of the

circumstant Faithfull.

2. Pertaining as a circumstance ;
incidental, at-

tendant.
55-2
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1563-83 Foxe A. M. x. Prcf. 1404 Such trinckets asweie I

to the foresaid Masse apperteining or circumstant. 1617
Collins De/. Bp. Ely 1. v. 220 Miracles come from no in-

herent power . . from a circumstant rather, or an attendant.

1656 tr. J. White's Peripat. Inst. 75 Thecircumstant causes.

0. Circumspect, cautious, rare. [So mcd.L. cir-

cumstans.]
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 248 Aduising him to be

very circumstant in his marching.

B. sb. pi. Persons standing round or about, by-

standers.

1404 Fabvan v. cxxxL 114 Noon of y circumstauntis, by
negfygence, gaue answere vnto the bysshop. 1577 Hel-
LOWEs Gueuara's Chron. 424 He threwe amongst the cir-

cumstants, a great summe of money. 1675 Bukthogce Causa
Dei 126 The circumstants and standers by.

Circumsta'ntiable, a. rare. Capable of being

circumstantiated.
1846 Worcester refers to Bp. Taylor.

. Hence Circurnstantiabi lity nonce-wd.
1840 Xew Monthly Mag. LVIII. 278, I worried myself to

death with these and similar circumstant labilities.

Circumstantial (saik^mstce'nfal), a. and sb.

[f. L. circumstantia + -al. Cf. F. circonstanciel.]

A. adj.

1. Of, relating to, or dependent on circumstances.

Circumstantial evidence : indirect evidence inferred
,

from circumstances which afford a certain presump-
tion, or appear explainable only on one hypothesis 1

so The lie circumstantial (Shaks.) : a contradic-

tion given indirectly by circumstances or details.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. v. iv. 86 The counter-checke quar-
relsome : and so to lye circumstantiall, and the lye direct.

j

.... I durst go no further then the lye circumstantial.
1616 S. S. Honest Lawyer Iivb, In case of Murder, should
we never iudge By circumstanciall likelihoods and pre-

sumptions, No life could be secure. 167* Wilkins Nat.
Relig. 203 Representing God as.. provoked by every little

|

circumstantial mistake. 1736 Bl tler Anal. 11. vii. 289 To
determine with exactness the weight of circumstantial evi-

dence. 175^ Edwards Freed. Will 1. f 5, 30 There is a '

circumstantial Difference between the moral agency of a
Ruler and a Subject, .arising from the Difference of Cir-

cumstances. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. in. § 6. 21 We find the

words of our Lord, .repeated by the different Evangelists 1

with circumstantial variations. 1863 Thorkau Excursions
\

31 Some circumstantial evidence is very strong, as when
you find a trout in the milk.

b. esp. Of circumstances as opposed to essen-

tials : Adventitious, accidental, incidental or unim-
portant.
1608 Hiekon Defence in. 48 What is accidemall, circum-

stantiall, and of a temporary use. 1631 Gocge Cod"s At- \

rows v. § 1. 410 Circumstantiall words, which are as bond-,

to knit word to word, it leaveth to be understood, a 1714
J. Sharp Semi. VII. x. 1 R,\ We must therefore distinguish
between . . what enters the nature of the action, and what is

merely circumstantial. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 225 A
principle of life is the first requirement of art ; all else is

circumstantial and secondary.

2. Full of circumstances, details or minutirc,

minutely detailed, particular.
161 1 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 383 This fierce abridgement, Hath

to it Circumstantiall branches. 17*7 Swift What passed in 1

Lont/., Rather as a sketch, than a regular circumstantial 1

history. 1761-71 H. Walpoi.e Virtue's Anecd. Paint. 11786'

IV.53Wita the same circumstantial detail. 1790 Paley //or e
Paul. 1. 6 Contemporary accounts equally circumstantial.

1856 r rol de Hist. Eng. 11858) I. ii. 182 We cannot suppose
Cavendish to have invented so circumstantial a narrative.

b. Of persons : Particular as to details (in de-

scription or narration).

17x6 Addison Freeh. No. 42 (Seager) We cannot be too
minute and circumstantial in accounts of this nature. 1741
Walpole Lett. H. Mann 24 Dec., Tell me . . if I am too
circumstantial. 1841 Borrow Zincall I. 255, I have already
been more circumstantial and particular than the case
required. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. VI. Ixxii. 301 The cir-

cumstantial BailHe having accompanied the host.

3. Full of circumstance or pomp ; ceremonial.
1710 Pope Lett. Crom-.v. 12 Oct., He will be content to .

.

leave alt the circumstantial part and pomp of life to those,
who, etc. 1847 De Quincey Sp. Mil bun § 20(1853)65
Where . . the marriage ceremony could be performed with
more circumstantial splendour.

4. Of persons: ? Distinguished merely by the
* pomp and circumstance of their position.
1648-9 Milton Tenure Kings 24 Petty caveats, and cir-

cumstances, .ever stood upon most by circumstantial men.
1830 Erasers Mag. I. 736 The moraf man is nothing—the
. ircumstantial man, or the man in power, every thing.

5. Pertaining to circumstances of material welfare.
1170a S. Parker tr. Cicero's De Fin. 342 Prosperous or

Adverse Fortune, External or Circumstantial C»ood and 111.]

1809 10 Coleridge Friend i
-'

, 148 Our political strength
and circumstantial prosperity. 1816-7 — f- a/ SfPMi 394
The w-alth and circumstantial prosperity of the nation.

1858 Holland Titcomb's Lett. iv. 120 He has nut so many
attractions, personal or circumstantial, as others.

f 6. Standing around, surrounding. Obs.
1650 Bllwer Anthropomet. 70 Not only in the Ball or

Apple of the Eye, but of the circumstantial parts of the
Eye-lids, Hairs, and Eye-brows.

B. sb. (pi.) Circumstantial matters; particulars,

details, attendant circumstances.
1647 Spricge Angtta Kediv. iv. ix. 1^18541 30a Anything.

.

wanting circumstantials, for the better performing of the
things intended therein. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (i8n>
III. 359 Clogged with too many circumstantials. 1877 Mas-
son Milton (Globe ed.» 457 Perhaps he rememl>ered the ex-
act incident and its circumstantials with half a blush.

b. esp. Incidental or adventitious features, non-
essentials.

a 165a J. Smith Set. Disc. vi. iys The difference . . seems
rather to lie in circumstantials than in any thing essential.

177S Harris Phil. Arratig. 11841) 256 Each possesses its

proper attributes, and is at the same time encompassed with
certain circumstantials. 1788 Wesley Whs. (1872) VI. 263
Ye fools and blind ! to fix your whole attention on the cir-

cumstantials of religion ! 1843 G. Dodds Farewell Disc.,
We should then learn the difference between substantial
and circumstantials,

t C rarely Mttp
1646 Gillespie Male Andis 26 Is the Sabbath onely a cir-

cumstantiall of time contra-distinct from matters of duty?

Circumstantiality ssik^mstsenjiEeliti}. [f.

prec. + -ITY.] Circumstantial quality, attention

to details, particularity.

1731-6 Bailey, Circumstantiality, the quality of that

which is circumstantial. 1784 Steevens in Boswell John-
son lxxx, Could . . the many acts of humanity he performed
.. be displayed with equal circumstantiality. 1816 Scott
Old Mort. 1, So much had his narratives the circumstan-
tiality of an eye-witness. 1878 Morley Diderot I. 88.

b. concr. A circumstantial matter, a detail.

182s De Quincey Cott/css. (1862) 88 Such trivial circum-
stantialities I notice 1854 — Whs. (1862) IV. 101 The pos-
sibility of reconciling these incidents with other circum-
stantialittes of the case.

t 2. 4 The appendage of circumstances, the state

of anything as modified by circumstances.' (The
only sense in Johnson.)

t Circumstantialize, v. Obs. rare.- 1
[f.

as prec. + -ize.] To render circumstantial ; to set

forth with many particulars.

1799 W. Taylor in Robberd's Mem. I. 242 Prolonging
and circumstantializing the description of a funeral.

Circumstantially (s4uk£msta;nfali), adv.

[f. as prec. + -ly In a circumstantial manner.
a. As to circumstances.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xx. § 18 Divinity, .cir-

cumscribeth Physick, and circumstantially determms the
use thereof. 1858 J. Martiseau Stud. Chr. 176 The Son
of God. .morally divine and circumstantially human.

b. By attention to mere casual features.

1683 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 1. § : Maim not upright-
ness by halting concomitances, nor circumstantially deprave
substantial goodness.

C. Incidentally, non-essentially.

1656 Hardy i John xxviii. 11865* 177 A new command-
ment, not substantially, but circumstantially. 1665 Glan-
vnx Seeps. Sc. xiii, These Powers IPhansy and Intellect]

are only circumstantially different.

d. In every circumstance or particular ; with

full detail, particularly, minutely.
1665 Phil. Trans. I. 100 He was desirous to have it very

circumstantially from the said Physician himself. 1814
Chalmers Evid. Chr. Rez'el. iii. 87 A favourable presump-
tion, when a Story is told circumstantially.

e. In its circumstances ; on circumstantial evi-

dence.

1796 Bp. Watson Apd. Bible 240 The story circumstan-
tially belies itself.

t Circumstantialness. Obs. [f. as prec.

+ -NESH.] Circumstantiality.

1731 in Bailey. 176a Gibbon Misc. Whs. (1814) V. 241

Related with a clearness and a circumstantialness very dis-

agreeable to, etc. 181 1 Ann. Reg. (1809) 841 The accuracy
and circumstantialness of its descriptions.

t Circumstantiate, a. Obs. [f. L. type *cir-

cttmstantidt-us : see -ate ] = Circumstantiated.

v
Now chiefly Sc.)

1649 J er. Taylor C,t. Excmp. 1. iit. 87 Let the meditation
be as minute, particular, and circumstantiate as it may.
1669 H. Stlbbe Censure 1 1671 ) 15 This circumstantiate
Limited infallibility. 1723 W. Bl ciianan Fatnily Buchanan
(1820) 140 Genealogies more exact and circumstantiate than
the former. 1769 Scots Mag. Sept. 688/1 Evidence so cir-

cumstantiate as that which I have already observed. 1803
Edin. Fit. II. 255 Circumstantiate details relative to the
history of the work itself.

Circumstantiate [tfiUfeNte'Bfait).v. [f. L.

type *circumstantidre : see -ate. Cf. K. circon-

stancier (Cotgr, 16 11).]

f 1. 'To place in certain circumstances, to invest

with particular accidents or adjuncts' ;J.\ to de-

fine or limit by imposed conditions. Obs.
1638 Pen it. Con/, v. (1657)72 [A] man not circumstantiated

with any office. 1657 Burton's Diary (1828) II. 118 A
Committee to consider how that title [Lord Protector] may
be bounded, limited, and circumstantiated. 1698 Norris
Pract. Pise. IV. 70 We take Care so to Time, Accommo-
date, and Circumstantiate our good Discourses that they
may really do good. «i7ii Ken Edmund Poet. Wks.
1721 II. 342 God. .So circumstantiated the Black Designs.

2. To set forth, narrate, or support, with circum-

stances or particulars. (Not in J.)
1658 9 Onslow in Burton's Diary (18 2%) III. 297 You

ought first to have a charge before you, that may circum-
stantiate time and place. 1769 Mrs. Montagu Lett. IV.
298 The story . . dwelt upon, circumstantiated, and as it

were represented, .deviates into the comic. 1841 De Qltn-
cey Homer Wks. VI. 383 De Foe., has so plausibly circum-
stantiated his false historical records as to make them pass
for genuine, even with critics.

Hence Circumsta'ntiating vbl. sb. and ///. a.

a 1652 I. Smith Set. Disc. ix. 465 Those circumstantiating

and straitening conditions of time and place. 1675 Baxter
Cath. TAeol. tu n. 33 The comparative circumstantiating of

that action. 1768 Phil. Trans. L1X. 503 Symbols, not
characterized by the farther circumstantiating lines.

Circumstantiated soikomstarnji^ted),///.

a. [f. prec. vb. +• -ed.]

t L Placed in particular circumstances ; affected

by circumstances, circumstanced, conditioned. Obs.
a 1628 Preston Breastp. Faith (1630' 112 If you think

your sinnes so circumstantiated . . that though others have
been forgiven yet you cannot. 169a Ray Disc. in. xii-

11732) 440 A moderate and well circumstantiated use of
Pleasures. 1888 V. Prcsbyt. Mag. 394 The question . . of
sustaining a call as it was presently circumstantiated,

b. spec, of material circumstances or condition.
171a Swift Public Spirit Whigs

y A number infinitely

superior and the best circumstantiated, .are for the succes-
sion in the House of Hanover.

2. Detailed ; declared with circumstance.
1654 Whit lock Zootomia 3. 1699 Bcrnet 39 Art. xix.

(1700) 176 Express and circumstantiated Prophecies- 1756

J. Warton Ess. Pope (17821 I. J 2. 20 The Stag-chase . . is

not so full, so animated, and so circumstantiated, as that of
Somerville. 18*3 Bestham Sot Paul 365 The circum-
stantiated and dramatic st^le of this part of the narrative.

Circumstantiation ( soik^mstaenju^'jan).

rare. [n. of action f. prec. vb. : see -ation.] The
action of circumstantiating.

1841 De Quincey Homer Wks. 1857 VI. 384 By inventing
such little circuinstantiations of any character or incident, as
seem, by their apparent inertness of effect, to verify them-

;
selves. 1887 Stevenson Mem. 4- Portraits 288 The build-

ing up and circumstantiation of this boyish dream.

Circumstantiator S3ik5mst;erj l^t3j\ [f.

prec. vb. : see -atob.] One who circumstantiates.

1842 De Quincey Pagan Orac. Wks. VIII. 186 note, He
was not the measurer of proportions in fins and beaks, but
the circumstantiator of habits and variable resources.

f Circumsta*ntionable, a. Obs. rare.- 1

[cf. med.L. cin umstantiondre, to conform to cir-

cumstances + -able.] Conformable or having
direct relation to circumstances.

1647 J ER- l AYLOR £'b. Proph. xiv. 204 The more present
and circumstantionable it is made, the more operative it is

upon our spirits. [So first ed. : 1657 and later edd. have
circumstantiate \ Eden refers to a reading circumstan-
tionate, and Worcester's circumstant table seems to be
another variant.]

f Circumsta'ntionate, a. Obs. rare- 1
.

[ad. med.L. circumstantiotidt us — OF. circonstan-

cionnJ in same sense.] Adapted to circumstances.
1651 Jer. Taylor Clerus Dom. 1 1 It was an office, extraor-

dinary, circumstantionate, definite. [So also in Eden's ed.]

Circumstantive (so jkiJmsta'ntiv ,a. rare- 1
.

1 [f. L. circumstantia Circumstance + -ive : cf.

substantive^] Of or pertaining to circumstance : as,

the circumstantive relations expressed by adverbs.

1866 Pall Mall C. 12 Sept. 10 Urchins condemned .. to

plunge into the mysteries of circumstantive relations.

t Ci rcumstantly, adv. Obs. [f. Cibclm-
staxt + -ly ^ ; cf. med.L. circumstanter — * circum-

specte, attentc'.] In a circumstant manner, cir-

cumspectly.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly H j b, Who cuttes a
sunder certaine partes . . in a certaine order verie circum-
stantly.

Circumstate : see Circxm- i.

Circumsyde, -syse, -sycyon, etc. : see Cib-

CUMC1DK, -CISE, -CI8I0N.

Circumtend, -umbilical, etc. : see Cikcum-.

tCircumterra neous. Obs. [f. Circtjm- 2

+ L. terra earth: cf. subterraneous.'] Situated,

dwelling, etc., round the earth.

1678 Cudworih Intel. Syst. Sn These Lower and Cir-

cumterraneous Demons {ntpiytimv £atMbi'w 1-

Circumterre strial, a. [f. Cikcum- j + L,

terra earth : cf. terrestrial.] Situated, moving,

etc., round the earth.

1850 T. Taylor Areumenti 0/ Celsus, etc. 41 Circumler-

rcstrial daemons. 1668 Lockyek Heavens (ed. 3) 134 Its [the

Moon's] circumicrrestrial movement.

t CirCTimvall, v. Obs. [ad. tm circumvalUi) e ;

see next.] ^ Cikcl'MVai.i.ate v.

i6»3 Cockeram Circumvail, to trench about.

Circunivallate iSikftnvtt'ltfH), a. [ad. L.

circumvalldtus pa. pplc. of circumvalldre to sur-

round with a rampart, f. ClRcusi- + vallum ram-

part.] Surrounded as with a rampart; spec, in

Physiol, applied to the large papilla: on the back

of the tongue, each of which has a kind of en-

trenchment rotund it.

1661 I-ovell /list. Anim. ft Miu. Introd., Their finns are

foure, two in the prone part, two in the supine, andcircum-
vallate round. 1849 5a Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 860/1 The
circumvallate papilue . . are restricted to a small space at

the base of the tongue. 1881 Mivart Cat vi. 172 The cir-

cumvallate papilla:, each of which consists of a flattened

prominence, .with a sort of trench round it.

Circumvallate (s3jki?mvael^t\ v. [f. L.

cinumvall-dre .see prec.) + -ATE 3. Browning ap-

pears to accent circu mvallate, which is elsewhere

not infrequent.] trans. To surround with a ram-

part or entrenchment.
i860 Sala Lat/y Chester/, iv. 59 A fortress to be circum-

vallated. 1884 Hake Chinese Cordon vi. 128 The walls

were circumvallated by a ditch,

b. trans/. andy? r̂
.

i8«3 9km Monthly Slag. VI I. 45 The impenetrable barrier

I
of. .self-love that circumvallated his heart. 18x9 C. Welch
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West. Polity 243 [Conference] thus circumvallated and in-

accessible. 1868 Browning Ring <y Bk. iv. 791 Circum-
vallated month by month.

Hence Cireumvallating ppl. a.

1884 C. Rogers Soc. Life Scott. I. i. 27 Five circumvallat-

iug walls were not uncommon.

Circumvallation (ssukomvaH^jan). [Noun
of action f. prec. : see -ation.]

1. The making of a rampart or entrenchment

round a place, esp. in besieging.

1654 L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 69 The Duke fals to cir-

cumvallation and entrenchment, rearing many batteries.

1772 Priestley Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 442 The circumvalla-

tion of Jerusalem. 1836 Thirlwall Greece III. xix. 104

He set about completing the circumvallation, and the place

was soon closely blockaded.

b. Line of'circumvallation'. a line of earth-works

consisting of a rampart and trench surrounding a

besieged place or the camp of a besieging army.

So wall of circumvallation, etc.

1641 Evelyn Diary 3 Aug., At night we rode about the

lines of circumvallation. i66z Gerbier Prim, 12 The Walls
of Circumvallation of that Pallace, being four and twenty
foote thick. 1760-72 tr. Juan Vlloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. vi.

.\i. 473 The outward moat of circumvallation was above a
league in extent. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV. xxxviii.

C05 The line of circumvallation was already closed.

c. trans/, and Jig.

1649 J ER - Taylor Gt. Exemp. in. xv. xix, A circumvalla-

tion of the holy mysteries.

2. concr. A rampart or entrenchment constructed

round any place by way of investment or defence.

c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 182 The huge circuit of

Spinola's works ; for his circumvallations are cried up to

be near upon twenty miles. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 334
There is . . a small Circumvallation in a Wood South and by
West of Harpsden Church. 1845 Petrie Eccl. Archil,

fret. 445 The circumvallations, or circular enclosures, which
usually encompassed the group of buildings,

b. transf. and fig.
1775 Sheridan St. Pair. Day 1. i. The London Ladies .

.

are so defended, such a circumvallation of hoop, with a
breastwork of whalebone, etc. 1807 Anna Porter Hungar.
Bro. (Warne) 59 We may have so many circumvallations

of ceremony to pass through. 1859 Tennent Ceylon II. vn.

v. 194 Surrounded by a double circumvallation of mountains.

Cireumvect, etc. : see ClBCUM-.

t Circumve'ne, v, Obs. Also -veen. [a. F.

circonven-ir to encompass, to ' get round ' by ad-

dress or deceit, ad. L. circumven-ire : see next.]

By-form of Circumvent : chiefly Scotch.

1526 Acts Jos. V (1814) 311-2 (Jam.) Our souerane lord .

.

annullis . . the charter . . becauss his graice was circumvenit

tharintill. 1533 1?ellenden Livy (1822) 348-9 (Jam.) Thus
war the enemyis sa circumvenit in the iniddis of Romanis
that nane of thame had eschapit . . war nocht, etc. a 1593
H. Smith Wks. (1867) II. 337 His subtle policy, which he
useth in circumvening the faithful. 1637-50 Row Hist.

Kirk (1842) 239 Not circumveened by rent bottle or mouldie
bread, a 1639 Si'ottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. 11. (1677) 65

The policies they used to circumvene him. 1727 A. Hamil-
ton New Acc. E, Iud. I. xxvi. 335 A Prison for Indian

Princes, whom they can overpower or circumvene.

Hence Circumve ner, one who circumvenes.
1681 R. Law Mem. (1818) 186 Deceitful workers and cir-

cumveners of the brethren.

Circumvent (saik#mve*nt), v. ff. L. circum-

vent- ppl. stem of circumvenire to surround, beset,

deceive, f. Circum- round + venire to come.]

1. trans. To surround or encompass by hostile

stratagem, esp. so as to cut off or capture. Now
chiefly of hunted animals, etc., in which use it is

often taken as a humorous application of sense 2.

1553 Eden Treat. Newe ItttL (Arb.) 13 The gouernour .

.

so by crafte circumuented him that he toke him priesoner.

1568 Grafton Chrou. II. 636 The Erie perceyving. .that he
was circumvented and likely to be trapped wyth the Queenes
power. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 157 Being on
every side circumvented and hardly charged, most of them
there fell. 1779 Forrest Voy. New Guinea 147 Whose
husband had lately been circumvented by the Dutch, and
sent to the Cape of Good Hope. 1837 W. Irving Caj>t.

Bonneville (1849) J 33 These simple animals were easily

circumvented and destroyed.

2. To encompass with evils, with malice, or en-

mity; to try to entrap in conduct or speech.

1581 J. Bell HaddoiCs Answ. Osor. 478 b, Being circum-
vented by the malitious practizes of all men almost, he
[Luther] was forced to maintayne his cause.. with most
manifest scriptures. 1595 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625)

87 Circumvented as I am with so many evils. 1623 Bing-
ham Xenophon 36 Circumvented with distresse. 1853
Robertson Serin. Ser. mi. vii. 94 We did not . . circumvent
Him like the Scribes and lawyers.

3. To get the better of by craft or fraud ; to

overreach, outwit, cheat, 'get round *, ' take in '.

a 1364 Becon Nezv Catec/i. St/i Commaudm. (1844) 104
Suche as in biyinge and sellinge begyle and circumuent
their neighbour. 1568 Bible (Bishops') 2 Cor. ii. 11 Lest
we should be circumuented [Vulg. circumveniamur\ of
Satan. 1667 Milton P. L. nr. 152 Should Man .. Fall
circumvented thus by fraud, though joynd With his own
folly? 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. 11. ii. (1866^ 154 If he
could overcome or circumvent the scruples of the Landgrave.
1885 Sir W. V. Field in Law Times' Rep. LI I. 652/1, I do
not charge that the vendor was in any way circumvented.

b. absol.

1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. Ps. lxxxvi. 11 (1841) 120 Let no
man defraude or circumuent. a 1839 Praed Poems (1864)
I. 38 She had no hand at argument, And so she tried to
circumvent.

4. To encompass, enclose (literally),

1824 Dibdin Libr. Comp. 466 The breakers that circum-

vent those Islands. 1850 1 Bat' Cricket. Alan. 81 Nearly
circumvented by houses.

5. To go round, make the circuit of.

1840 Hood Up Rhine 235 To circumvent the town by water.

1863 Fr. Kemble Resid. in Georgia 257, I passed the new
house, and again circumvented it.

Hence Circumve'nting vol. sb. and a.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 7 For the circumventing
of the Patriarch. 1618 Rowlands Sacred Memorie 39 The
circumuenting hollow-hearted friend. 1843 J. Martineau
Chr. Life (1867) 337 A sly and circumventing gaze.

Circumventer : see Circumventor.

Circumvention (soikymve'nfan). [ad. L.

circumvention-em, n. of action f. circumvenire :

see Circumvent, and -tion.] The action of cir-

cumventing ;
overreaching, outwitting, or getting

the better of any one by craft or artifice.

1534 More Passion Wks. 1280/1 Destroied, by the deceite

and circumuencion of the false wilye diuel. 1603 Adv. Don
Sebastian in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 374 [He] discovered

unto me certain plots and circumventions. 1767 Sterne
Tr. Shandy 118021 VIII. xxxiv. 192 Widow Wadman . . has
used every art and circumvention of woman to outwit him.

1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. iii. 77^ As if stratagem

and circumvention were the. .staple of political commerce.

K ellipt. = the means of circumvention ; circum-

vention ready, or in operation. (Johnson suggested
' Prevention, preoccupation '.)

1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. ii. 6 What euer haue bin thought on

in this State, That could be brought to bodily act, ere Rome
Had circumuention ?

Circumventive, rare. [f. L. circumvent-

(see above) + -ive.] Inclined to or marked by

circumvention.
1630 Lord Rclig. Persees Ep. Ded. 3 Which project,

if it seeme but circumventive and deceiptfull. [In mod.
Diets.]

Circumventor, -er (ssikomve-ntai). [a. L.

circumventor one who circumvents, or f. Circum-
vent + -er. Cf. inventor, preventer\]

1. One who circumvents.
c 1540 in Burnett Records in. xvi, Attainder of T.

Cromwell (R.*, The most false and corrupt traitour, deceiver,

and circumventor against your most royal person. 1623

Bingham Xenophon 40 He esteemed him, that was no cir-

cumventor, to be vnnurtured, and to want education.

2. An instrument used in surveying ; — Circum-
FERENTOR.
1874 Knight Diet, Meek. s. v.

t Circumversion. Obs. Also -tion. [ad.

L. circumversion-em, n. of action f. circumvertere :

see next.] A turning round or about.

1578 Banister Hist. Man iv. 47 They are auayleable for

circumuertion, yet besides they moue the eye both vpward
and downward. 1649 Bulwer Pathomyot. n. i. 71 By a
circumversion of your Head. [In mod. Diets.]

t Circumvert, v. Obs. [ad. L. circumvert-ere

to turn round, f. Circum- round + vertere to turn.]

trans. To turn round or about.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 28 The head of Radius . . by
whose benefit, it is circumverted, and turned round. 1623
Cockeram Circumvert, to turne about.

+ Circumve'St, v. Obs. [ad. L. circumvestire

to clothe around, wrap up.] trans. To clothe

or invest about, to enwrap as with a garment.

1599 A. M. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 112/2 Take Rye
paeste, and therwith circumveste the glasse. 1642 Wotton
Life Dk. Buckhm. in Reliq. Wotton. (1685) 207 All great-

ness of Power and Favour is circumvested with much
prejudice. 1651 Ibid. Psalm civ., Who. .mad'st the deep to

circumvest it round. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 234
Sprigs, .circumvested with little soft leaves. 1721-1800 in

Bailey. 1755 in Johnson ; whence in mod. Diets.

t Circumvestite, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L.

circumvestit- ppl. stem of circumvestire.] =prec.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 57/2 Then
circumvestite the same with Rye past, and let them bake as

other breade.

Circumviron, -volitate, etc. : see Circum- i.

+ CirCUniVOism, a. Obs. In 6 -vosyn, 7

voysine. [a. F. circonvoisin (Cotgr.), f. circon-
I

circum- around + voisin neighbouring.] Neigh-

bouring on all sides.

1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 436 The Scottes, or other their

neighboures circumuosynandadjoinyng. 1641 EarlMonm.
tr. Biondi's Civ. Warres Eng. iv-v. 67 Send for helpe to.

.

the Circumvoysine Garrisons.

CirCIV illvolant, a. [ad. L. circumvolant-cm,

from -voldre to fly around.] Flying around. So
Circumvolate v., to fly around ; Circumvola -

tion, a flying around.
1623 Cockeram Circumvolate, to flie round about. [So

in Blount Glossogr.] 1736 Bailey (folio), Circumvolatiou,

a flying round about. 1855 Bailey Mystic 67 As through
circumvolant myriads on they passed.

Circumvolute (swkv'm v<?l> u\ ) , v. [f. L.

circumvolut-, ppl. stem of circumvolvere to roll

round, or ?ad. L. frequentative circumvolutare.]

1. trans. To roll or curl round. Alsoyf^.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 115/2 Vineleaves

..and those little circumvolutede sprigges which growe on

the branches. 1790 Burns Let. Cuningham 13 Feb., I can

antithesize . . sentiment, and circumvolute periods, as well

as any coiner of phrase.

2. To enclose or enwrap by twisting or winding

something round.

1599 A. M'. tr. Gabelhoucr's Bk. Physicke 61/1 Take past,

and circumvolute the glasse therin. 1828 j. Wilson in

Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 288 With the aid of circumvoluting

twine. 1830 ibid. XXVIII. 519 A wearied wasp, lying, like

a silkworm, circumvoluted in the inextricable toils.

Circumvolution (S3:ik#mv0]i#-j3n). [n. of

action, f. L. circumvolvere, circumvolut- to roll

round. Cf. F. circonvolution 16th c. in Littre.]

1. Rolling, whirling, or turning round an axis

or centre
;
revolution, rotation, gyration.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (1835) 144 Whan Phebus.. De-
scended was. .To be lowest part by circumuolucyoun Of be

Zodyac. 1610 Healey Si. A ug. Citie ofGod xvin. viii, To
behold the circumvolution of the starres. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. iv. 307 Circe signifieth no other then the Sunscircum-
uolution. 1633 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 1. ii. 33 One Beame
of the circle, by whose circumuolution is produced the

circumference of it. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 102 ? 12

Within the eddy .. where the circumvolution was weak.

1849 Mrs. Somerville Connect. Phys. Sc. § 34. 371 The
magnet tends to follow the circumvolution of the plate.

b. (with //.) A single complete turn, revolu-

tion, or rotation.

1570 Billincsley Euclid xi. 16. 317 A Cone is a regular

body produced of one circumuolution of a rectangle triangle.

1641 Wilkins Math. Magick n. xv. (1648) 289 Every cir-

cumvolution voiding onely so much as i.s contained in one

Helix. 1712 Pone Sped. No. 408 P 1. 1853 G. Johnston
Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 101 The number of circumvolu-

tions is the true index to the time of day.

C. Of time, and fig.
1610 Healey St. Aug. Citic ofGod x\\. 17. 858 That rota-

tion and circumvolution of misery and blisse. 1863 Heroes,

Philos. Courtiers Louis XVI, II. 57 During awful cir-

cumvolutions of endless Time.

2. The winding, rolling, or folding of a thing

round something else. b. A single fold or turn

of anything so wound.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 21/2 I .. take

my beginning of circumvolulione at the knees. 1634 'J'.

Johnson Farcy's Chirurg. xiv. iv. (1678) 325 Binding, - per-

formed with many circumvolutions or wrappings about.

1713 Dekham Phys. 'Theol. x. i. 458 These Claspers taking

hold of anything, .at Hand . . by a natural Circumvolution.

1856 Ferrier Inst. Metaph. Introd. § 51 Like a gigantic

boa-constrictor . . He may be breaking every bone in their

body in his stringent circumvolutions.

3. A winding, or moving in a sinuous course
;

concr. a winding, a sinuosity. Also fig.
1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Pet. ii. 11865) 5°2 1 H e that hath

strayed into these thickets, will be so mazed with intricate

circumvolutions, that, etc. 1742 H. Baker Microsc. 11. xii.

143 The circular Wrinkles or Circumvolutions encompassing
the [muscular] Fibres. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 65 r 3

A gentle river that . . watered a large region with innumer-

able circumvolutions. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby vi. ii. 230
Neither time nor temper for sentimental circumvolutions.

1868 Duncan Insect World Introd. 9 A lengthened tubular

organ, .forming more or less numerous circumvolutions.

fb. Anat. {pi.) The convolutions of the sur-

face of the brain. Obs.

1578 Banister Hist. Man vm. 100 The circumuolutions

and turninges in the brayne. 1713 Chesei.den Anat. m.
xiv. 11726) 242 Between the two hemispheres of the Cere-

brum, lower than the circumvolutions.

C. Arch, {pi.)

1876 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Circumvolutions, the turns in

the spiral of the Ionic capital, which are usually three, but

there are four in the capitals of the temple of Minerva Polias.

Circumvolutionary, a. rare. [f. prec. +

-art.] Of or pertaining to circumvolution.

1809 Ann. Reg. (1807) 856 With two distinct motions . . a
rotary round their own axis, and a progressive circumvo-

lutionary on the ring.

Circumvo*lutory, a. [f. L. circumvolut- ppl.

stem (see above) + -ory.] Winding about.

1834 Blackw. Mag. XXXVI. 537 The path .. may. .be

slow and circumvolutory, like a spiral.

Circumvolve (ssJk^mvp-lv), v. Now rare.

[ad. L. circumvolvere to roll round (trans.).]

1. trans, a. To turn, roll, or whirl (a thing)

round on its axis or centre.

1647 Herrick Upon Mr. FletcJiers Plays, Whene'ere we
circumvolve our eyes. 1677 R. Cary Chronol. \. \, § 1. ii. 6

The whole Sphere being circumvolved once everyday, ipzz

T. Taylor Apuleius 199, I had frequently seen machines

similarly circumvolved.

b. To turn or move (a thing) round in a circular

path. rare.

1610 Histriom. \. 230 The flye.. Shall sundry times be

circumvolv'd about. 1839-54 Bailey Fcstns (ed. 5) *73

Planets, and moons, .circumvolved Each round the other

.

2. intr. a. To turn round or revolve on an axis

or centre ; to rotate ; also fig. of time, etc.

1626 T. H[awkins] Caussin'sIIoly Crt. 202 To make dayes,

and tymes, still to circumvolue. 1713 Derham Phys. I heol.

1. v. 33 The Terraqueous Globe, .which circumvolves at the

rate of above 1000 Miles an Hour. 1791 E. Darwin Loves

of Plants 11. 104 And slowly circumvolves the labouring

wheel below.

b. To revolve in a circular path or orbit, rare.

1841 Borrow Zincali (1843) I. ii. 65 [Sparks] expire grace-

fully circumvolving. 1858 Chamb. Jml. X. 194 Round
whom everybody else is perpetually circumvolving.

f 3. To wind, fold, wrap, or twist round :
*

f a. a string, a cloth, etc., round something.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoucr's Bk. Physicke 7/1 Madefy
certayn cloutes . . and circumvolve the same rounde aboute
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his heade. 1719 Shelvocke A rtiltcry v. 333 Circumvolving
or wrapping the Base of it . . round the . . Cylinder.

f b. something (e. g. the body) with a string, a

cloth, or the like : to enwrap, envelop, involve,

encompass. AlsoJig.
1607 Dekker IVk. Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 254 Doe seruile

clowdes, Our glorious body circumvolue? x6n Tocrneuk
AtA. Trag. iv. iii, O were my body circumuolu'd Within
that cloud. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 61 Abundance of
. .Cypressse-trees, circumvolving the Towne.
absol. 1648HERRICK OnBlack Twist t Of blackest

silk a curious twist Which circumvolving gently there En-
thrall'd her arme. 1704 Leuwenhoekui Phil. Trans. XXV.
1727 The Fibrous Substance which here does first circum-
volve from the Middle Point.

fig. 1611 Heywood Golden Age BL i. Wks. 1874 III. 38
Circumuolu'd With multiplicity of distempratures. — Eor~
tune by Landfy S. DX i. Ibid. VI. 401 With . . heart circum-
volved in woe. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch. Rick. If, cclxxv,
An abhorr'd Stupor doth Circumvolue vs. 1814 H. Camp-
bell Love Lett. Mary Q. Scots 61 When dangers circum-
volved my Bothwell round.

Hence Circumvolved, Circumvolving
adjs.

1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. A tint. 1. xi.\. £i Be-
tween the proper Membrane of the Bladder, and its cir-

cumvolved Muscle. 1677 Sih T. Herbert Trav. 169 (T.)
A circumvolving wilderness.

Circumvosyn, -voyeine : see Circumvoisin.
Circumzenithal, etc. : see Circum- 2.

CirCUS (sa jkiJs). [L. circus circleP circus, a.

Gr. trip/cos, KptKos ring, circle.]

1. Roman Antiq. A large building, generally

oblong or oval, surrounded with rising tiers of

seats, for the exhibition of public spectacles, horse
or chariot races, and the like.

The Circus Maximus, the largest and most celebrated at
Rome, is often referred to specifically as the Circus.
1546 Langlev Pol. Vcrg. De fnz'eut. 11. ix. 51 a, A place

walled about named Circus wher was vsed fyghting and
coursyng of horses and running with charettes. 1580 Sidney
Arcadia '16221 184 A pleasant vally like one of those
Circusses which in great Cities somewhere doth giue a
pleasant spectacle of running horses. 1618 Bolton Elorus
in. xxt. 247 What slaughters were there in the Forum, in the
Circus, and open Temples! 1730 A. Gordon MaffeCs
Amphitk. 8: Amphitheatres, Circus's, and other publick
enclosed Places. 1818 Byron Ch. liar. iv. cxxxix, The
bloody Circus' genial laws. 1877 Bryant Ruins Italica ii,

This broken circus. . Flaunting with yellow blossoms,

b. A space or area of similar appearance or use.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. III. 30 Sept., Nothing remains
but a naked circus of loose sand. 1791 Cowper Odyss. VIII.

304 Ye Phaeacians, beyond others skill 'd To tread the circus
with harmonious steps.

2. Mod. A circular arena surrounded by tiers of

seats, for the exhibition of equestrian, acrobatic,

and other performances. Also transf. the company
or ' troupe ' of performers and their equipage.
1791 Uitle) The History of the Royal Circus. 1806-7 J-

Beresford Miseries Hunt. Life (1826) v. xiii, Entertain-
ments at Astley's or the Circus, i860 Emerson Cond. Life,
Pate Wks, (Bohn) II. 328 The equestrians in the circus,

b. The arena for a bull-fight.

1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. lxxi, Then to the crowded circus
forth they fare . .The light-limb'd Matadore Stands in the
centre, eager to invade The lord of lowing herds.

3. A natural amphitheatre ; a rounded hollow, or

plain encircled by heights.

1836 Disraeli //. Temfle v. iii, The party found them-
selves in a circus of hills, clothed with Suanish chest-
nuts. 1862 Tyndall Mountaineer. WV 44 The circus in

which the Schallenberg glacier originated. 1889 Boy's Chvn
Paper 16 Mar. 378/1 A large lunar circus .. termed the
circus of Copernicus.

+ 4. A circle or ring. Obs.
1719-14 Pope Rape Lock iv. 117 Sooner shall grass in

Hyde-park Circus grow. [A fashionable circular drive,
called the 'Ring' in Chas. I*s time.] 1748 Land. Mag
264 On the right of the sun there was a large circus
resembling the colours of a rainbow.

5. {vaguely) Compass; encircling line. rare.
1817 Byron Lament Tasso i, I have . . made me wings

wherewith to overfly The narrow circus of my dungeon wall.

+ 8. Med. A circular bandage. Obs.
1811 Hooper Med. Diet.

7. A circular range of houses. Often in proper
names as Oxford Circus, Regent Circus.
1771 Smollett ffumpk. CI. 23 Apr., The same artist who

planned the Circus has likewise projected a crescent (at
Bath]. Ibid. The Circus is a pretty bauble . . and looks
like Vespasian's amphitheatre turned outside in. 1794
Looker-on No. 80 Tne squares and circuses are no longer
the only scenes of dignified dissipation.

8. altrib. and in Comb., as circus-bench, -horse
',

-master, -rider, -ring, etc. Circus-movements,
' a term applied to the movement in a circle which
occurs in some unilateral diseases and injuries of

the grey centres at the base of the brain * {Syd-

Soc. Lex.)
1825 Hone Eyery-Day Bk. 1. 972 A circus-bench, capable

ofaccommodating forty persons. 185a R. S.Surtees-S/SwaV-1
Sp. Tour \\\\. 290, A circus master following a horse. 1876
Ouida Moths in. Like what the circus-riders wear. 1877
tr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XII. 261 The occurrence of
the so-called circus-movements. 1878 Foster Phys. 111. vi.

§ 1. 498 The animal executes 4 circus movements'.

Circute, Cirge, obs. f. Circuit, Cierge.
Cire, var. of Kikk, cure, choice.

Ciric-Bceat : see Chubch-scot.

f Crriely, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. In Syriac.

138a Wyclif 2 Kings xviii. 2ft We preyen, that thou speke
to us thi seruantis, Ciriely [1388 bi the langage of Juwis].

Cirk, Cirkle, obs. ff. Cirque, Circle.

Cirke, var. of crike, Creek.
Cirkillet, obs. form of Circlet.

Cirl (s5il), in Ctrl bunting. [Introduced by
Latham 1783, to render Linnaeus s name Em-
beriza Cirlus ; Cirlus having been the name used

by Aldrovandi (1600, Orn. II. 855), as a latin-

ized form of cirlo * name applied by the Bolognese

to the Zigolo nero"
1

;
probably from zirlare to

whistle as a thrush. See Count Salvatori, Elenco

degli Uccelli Italiani (1887) 163.] Name of a

species of Bunting, Emberiza Cirlus.

[1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 246/2 The Cirlus [hath} the

Bill thick and short.] 1763 Latham Gen. Synops. Birds II.

150. 180s Montagu Omith. Diet. s.v. Bunting Cirl. 181a
Pennant Zool. 1. 438 The discovery of the Cirl Bunting, as

a British bird . . in Devonshire in . . 1800. 1820 JrtU. Natu-
ralist 157 Mr. Montagu's failure in being able to raise the
young of the cirl bunting, until he discovered that they re-

quired grasshoppers.

t Ci'rogrilie. The Syrian Ilyrax or 1 coney
*

of the O.Test. : see Cherogril ; taken by mediae-

val writers to be the hedgehog, or the porcupine
(see Du Cange).
[138a Wyclif Dcut. xiv. 7 Chameyl, haare, yrchun l 1388

(Purvey) ibid. A cirogrille, that is, a beeste Jul of prickis,

and is more than an irchoun. Ibid. Lev. xi. 5 A cirogrille

which chewith code.

II Ci'ron. Obs. Also 8 syrone. [F. ciroti mite.]

The Itch-mite {Acarus scabiei). Also ciron-worm.
[1530 Palsgr. 290/2 Worme in the hand, ciron. 1611

Cotgr. , Ciron, a Hand-worme.] 1685 Cooke Marrow
Chirurg. <ed. 41 iv. § 2. viii. 212 Sironcs are Pustules in the
Palm of the Hands or Soals of the Feet, having little Worms
in them, a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais UL xxv, Whence comes
this Ciron-worm? 17*5 Sloank Jamaica II. 192 [Of the
Chigo] If taken out like a Ciron there is no harm. 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 765 The ciron, or chegoe, which eat

into . . the flesh of negroes.

Cirples, obs. form of Surplice.

Cirque (soak). Forms: 7 circk: e. cirke,

circque, 6- cirque, 8- circ. [a. F. cirque (It.

circo, Sp. circo^, ad. L. circ-us: see CiBCUS.]
1. = Circus i.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 195 To fight in the great cirque.

1603 — Plutarch's Mor. 142 The grand-cirque, where the
horse-running is held for the prize. 164a Rogers Naamatt
857 A certaine spectacle upon the Circk or Theatre of Rome.
1770 I.asghorne Plutarch (1879) I. 224/1 Around the plau-

sive cirque. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Night-c. 1036 Inside
a ruin, fane or bath or cirque, Renowned in story.

b. Any circular space, esp. for games or the like.

1644 Bulwer Chirol. 105 The Horse Cirque . . in Smith-
field. 1697 Dryden A^neid v. 720 The cirque he clears.

The crowd withdrawn, an open plain appears. 174a Shen-
stone Schoolmistr. xxx. 265 Like a rushing torrent out
they fly, And now the grassy cirque han cover'd o'er. 1774
Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (1840) I. p. xix note, Circs of the
same sort arc still to be seen in Cornwall, so famous at this

day fortheathletickart. 1855 M. Arnold Tristram IscuIt

(1877) I. 219 This cirque of open ground Is light and
green.

C. = Circus 2. (Chiefly as proper name.)
1845 Atken&um 22 Feb. 204 Singing classes are to take

place in the Cirque. 1889 Glasgmv Herald n Mar. 6/5

Mr. Joseph Hamilton, .opened a short season at Hengler's
Cirque on Saturday evening.

2. A natural amphitheatre, or rounded hollow
or plain encircled by heights

;
esp. one high up in

the mountains at the head of a stream or glacier.

[So in FrJ
1874 Dawkins Cave Hunt. ii. 26 Large gulfs and cirques

on the surface, which are sometimes filled with water. 1878
A.^ Ramsay Phys. Geog. xxiii. 362 It gathers on the moun-
tain slopes, and in the large cirques or recesses. 1882
Geikie Text Bk. Geol. vu. 924 Subaerial forces . . have .

.

scarped the mountains into cliff and cirque.

3. A circle, ring, or circlet, of any sort, poetic.

1677 Plot Oxfordsk. 339 A single Cirque of stones without
Epistyles or Architraves. 1757 Dyer Fleece iii. 61 Scarce
the cirque Need lurn around. 1814 Wordsw. \Vnite Doe
iv. 50 And cirque and crescent framed by wall Of close-clipt

foliage. 1820 Keats Hyperion 11. 34 A dismal cirque Of
Druid stones, upon a forlorn moor. 1834 D'Israeli Revotut.
Ep. xWx, The cirque Binding dim Pluto's brow.

4. altrib. and in Comb., as cirque-play, -show ;

cirque-couchant {{nonce-wd.), lying coiled up in

circles ; f cirque-sight, circus show.
1820 Keats Lamia 1. 46 A palpitating snake, Bright, and

"cirque-couchant in a dusty brake. 1606 Holland Sueton.
158 (R.) *Cirque-pIaies ana games. 1613 T. Godwin Rom.
Antiq. (1658) 90 Touching these "cirque-shews. 1636 Hey-
UM Sabbath 11. 103 For the Ix»rds day. .neither theater nor
"cirquesight nor combatings with wilde beasts, should l>e

used thereon. 1606 Holland Sueton. 158 (R.) The stately
pompe of the "Cirque solemnities.

Cirquytrie, obs. bad sp. of Slrquedky.
Cirrated (dmrHAd), a. rare. [f. L. cirrdl-us

curled (f. cirrus) + -KD.J Fringed with cirri.

1854 Woodward Mollusca 11. 325 Cirrated orifices.

Cirrh-, bad spelling of Cikr-, in Cirrus ami
its derivatives, due to the mistaken assumption of

a Gr. Ktfifo$ = cirrhus, which has no existence;

esp. in Cirrhopod; for other words see Cirr-.

Cirrhipod, bad f. Cirripkd : cf. Cirrhopod.

Cirrholite (si wbit). Min. [Named 1867, f.

Gr. Kipp6-s yellow + -lite.] A pale-yellow hydrous
phosphate of aluminum and calcium from Sweden.
1868 Dana 579 Cirrolite.

Cirrhopod si-roppd). Zool. [ad. mod.F. cir-

;-//0/0(/.?(Cuvier),mod.L. pi. Cirrhopoda, f. assumed
Gr. Kipfo-s (see Cirrh-) +woS- foot.] ^Cirriped.
The name Cirrhopoda has been used for the class Cirri-

I'Edia, especially when they were associated with the Mol-
luscs (cf. Gasteropoda*, or the Crustacea icf. Ampkipoda).
fi837 Penny Cycl. VII. 202/1 Cirrhopodes of Cuvier and

Ferussac.) 1843 Humble Diet. Geol. 4- Min. 47/2 The cir-
' rhopods . . are articulated animals, enclosed in shells like

those of mollusca. 1847 Carpenter Zool. § 828 Cirrhopods
1 attached by a long fleshy peduncle or foot-stalk. 1855

Kin(,slkv ClaitL its (1878) 117 A little 'cirrhipod the cousin
of those tiny barnacles.

Cirrho sed. a. [f. next + -ED.] Affected with
cirrhosis.

1886 Fagge Princ. *r Pract. Med. 1 1. 287 The distribution

of the bloodvessels in a cirrhosed liver is very remarkable.

Cirrhosis ;sin?n-sis). Path. Rarely cirrho se.

[mod.L., f. Gr. Kipp-6? orange-tawny, after words
in -cutriy, -osis ; cf. F. cirrhosed] A name given by
Laennec to a disease of the liver, occurring most
frequently in spirit- drinkers, and consisting in

chronic interstitial hepatitis, with atrophy of the

cells and increase of connective tissue. Called
also Hob nailed or Gin-drinkers Liver, Subse-
quently extended to interstitial inflammation of

the kidneys, lungs, and other organs.
The name referred to the presence of yellowish granules,

j

which Laennec supposed to be a deposit of new matter ; but
these were subsequently shown to be the isolated and bile-

tinged acini of the liver itself. In cirrhosis of the other
1 organs there is, of course, no yellow colour.

1839 47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 188/2 The form of atrophy
of the liver, .named by Laennec cirrhosis. Ibid. III. 642/1
Patients who die of. .cirrhose of the liver. 1854 W. Stokes
Diseases ofHeart 461 That disease to which Dr. Corrigan
has [1838} given the name of cirrhosis of the lung, i860
Mayne Expos. Lex.. Cirrhosis, name proposed for granu-
lated, or tuberculated kidney. 187a F. 1homasZ>m. iVomen
283 This constitutes a true cirrhosis of the uterus. 1880 Med.
Temfi. Jml.Qct. 6 Alcoholic cirrhosis constitutes one species

distinct from all the other.

Cirrhotic isirp tik), a. [f. as prec : see -otic]

Affected with or having the character of cirrhosis.

187a Aitkin Sc. ff Pract. Med. II. 1009 The chief cause of
cirrhotic induration is the abuse of spirituous liquors. 1877
Roberts Handbk. Med. led. 3) II. 3 The kidneys may be
involved, becoming . . finally cirrhotic

Cirriferous (siri feras , a. Erroneously cirrh-.

[f. L. cirr-us + -fer-us bearing + -ous ; cf. F.

cirri/cre.'\ Cirrus- bearing ; producing cirri.

1 81 9 Pantologia III, Cirriferous Leaf, a tendril-bearing
leaf. 184a Gray Struct. Bot. iii. $ 4 (1880) 101 Cirrhiferous
Pinnate, or pinnate with a tendril, as in the proper Pea
tribe. 1869 Nicholson Zool. 244 Two long cirriferous arms.

Cirriflorous (,siriflo9T3s),a. Hot. [f. as prec.

+

-flor-us flowered + -ous.] * Applied to a peduncle
' changed into a cirrus ; and also to a petiole ful-

filling the functions of a cirrus ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.),

Cirriform (si rifpim), a. [f. as prec. + -fobm ;

cf. F. cirri/brme.'] Cirrus-shai>ed.

1. Meteor, (see Cirbus 4.)
1815 T. Forster Res. Atmospk. Phenom. \. Js. 15 Of

the cloud.. the other part remains cirriform. 1883 Atke-
H0HB 30 June 833/2 Of the cirriform clouds, one of the
most important to the weather forecaster is. .cirro-filum.

2. Zool.
1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hocvens Zool. II. 76 Ventral

fins narrow, setaceous or cirriform. 1877 Huxley Anat.
/nv. Ah. v. 232 Five cirriform appendages.

Cirrigerous (siri dgeras), a. [f. as prec.+
-ger-us bearing; cf. F. cirrigtre.] Bearing cirri.

1736 Hailey, Cirrigerous, bearing curled locks or crests of
feathers. 1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 465 Animal
limaciform, cirrigerous. 1877 Huxlky Anat. /nv. An. v. 234
Arrangement of the clytrigerous and cirrigerous somites.

CirrigTade (si'rigr^d), a. Zool. [ad. mod.L.
cirrigroii-us, f. cirr-us + -gradus going, f. gradi to

go, proceed ] Moving by means of cirri.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 201/1 Some very small cirrhigrade

animals. 1857 Wood Com. Obj. Sea Shore 109 Some [Aca-
lephs] move themselves about with Cirrhi, and are therefore

called Cirrhigrade.

Cirriped, -pede (si*riped, -p/d). Erroneous-

ly cirrhi-. Zool. [a. mod.F. cirripede, f. mod.L.
pi. cirripeda, -pedia (also used in Eng.)> f. cirrus

curl + pes, ped- foot. See Cirrh-, Cirrhopod.]

A member of the Cirripedia or Cirripeda, a class

of marine animals of the Sub-kingdom Annulosa,

closely related to the Crustacea, but in the adult

state much less developed ; enclosed in a shell

consisting of many valves which is cemented,

sessile or attached by a flexible stalk, to other

bodies. They include the barnacles and acorn-

shells. The name refers to the appearance of

the legs, which can be protruded like a curled lock

of hair from between the valves.
1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 121 Class IV.—Cirri-

j>eda (Mollusca Cirrhopoda, Cnv.). 183a Lyell Princ.
Geol. II. 108 So loaded with cirrhipeds, and with numerous
ova, that all the upper part of its shell is invisible. 1855
Gosse Marine Zool. \. 168 The bivalve shell is thrown off,
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and the little cirriped is seen in its true form. 1859 Dar-
win Orig. Spec. iv. (1873) 79 Cirripedes long appeared to me
to present, .a case of great difficulty.

attrib. 1865 Reader No. 150. 545/1 The cirriped order of
Crustacea.

Cirro- (si'ro), combining form of Cirrus.

1. Bot. and Zoo/., as in Cirro-pinnate, -pinnated

adjs., pinnate, with a tendril. Ci'rrostome a.,

having the mouth cirrose or bearded ; also subst.

2. Meteor., as in Cirro-cumulus, a form of

cloud combining the shapes of the cirrus and

cumulus and consisting mainly of a series of

roundish and fleecy cloudlets in contact with one

another ; hence Cirro-cumular, -cumulated,

-cumulative, -cumulous adjs. Cirro-filum (see

quot.). Cirro-stratus, a form of cloud com-
bining the shapes of the cirrus and stratus, con-

sisting of horizontal or inclined sheets attenuated

upwards into light cirri ; hence Cirro-strative,

-stratous adjs.

1837 Athenaeum 28 Jan. 64/2 Drifting across the sky in

cirrocumular patches. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxv.

(1856) 318 The *cirro-cumulated resemblances of Hood and
Richardson. 1815 T. Forster Res.A tmosph, Phenom i. §5.

17 A state of aqueous gas, which, from peculiarities in the

electric state of the air, may assume the "cirrocumulative

form. Ibid. ii. § 12. 78 A cloud composed, .of little *cirro-

cumulous nubeculae, 1803 L. Howard Modi/. Clouds
(1865) 4 *Cirro-cumulus, small, well denned, roundish
masses, in close horizontal arrangement or contact. 1878
Huxley Physiogr. iii. (ed. 2) 43 The 1 mackerel sky' is due
to numerous detached clouds of the composite forms termed
'cirro-cumulus'. 1883 Athenaeum 30 June 833/2 On the
Structure of the Ice-cloud disposed in Threads, proposed
to be called *Cirro-filum. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v.

Leaf, *Cirro-pinnated [leaf], the extremity ofwhose petiole

has one or more tendrils. 1881 Set, American 26 Feb.

130 The true fishes form one class .. the lancelets and
*cirrostomes a class. 1815 T. Forster Res. Atmosph.
Phenom. ii. § T2. 79 The cloud which gives.. the makerel-
back sky is composed of the long waving *cirrostrative

nubeculae, but these sometimes acquire the apparent sub-

stance and solid look of cirrocumulus, 1803 L. Howard
Modi/. Clouds (1865) 4 " Cirro-stratus, horizontal or slightly

inclined masses attenuated towards a part or the whole of
their circumference, bent downward, orundulated; separate,

or in groups consisting of small clouds having these charac-
ters. 1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. I. n. 3. iii. § iq Low hori-

zontal bars or fields of cloud (cirrostratus) associate them-
selves, more especially before storms, with the true cumulus.

Cirrose (sirJ»*s), a. Erroneously cirrhose.

[f. L. type *cirros-ns, f. cirrus : see -ose.]

1. a. Zool. Furnished with cirri, b. Bot. Bear-

ing a tendril.

1819 Pantologia, Cirrose Leaf. . terminating in a cirrus or

tendril. 1854 Woodward Mollusca(iSs6)6-j Octopus—Body
oval, warty or cirrose, without fins. 1870 Bentley Bot. 174
Any part of the leaf may become cirrhose or transformed

into a tendril.

2. Meteor. Of the nature of cirrus clouds.

1814 Millard Time's Telesc. 341 A dense black mass, with
a cirrose crown extending from the top. 1815 T. Forster
Res. Atmosph. Phenom. ii. § 17. 89 The nimbus . . may be
considered as having its base on the earth, and its summit
at the end of the fibres of its cirrose crown.

CirrOUS (srras), a. Erroneously cirrhous.

[f. L. cirr-us curl + -ous : corresp. to F. cirreuxJ]

+ 1. lit. (see quot.)
1681 Blount Glossogr., Cirrous, belonging to curled hair

or to any hairy substance. 169a in Coles.

2. Bot. and Zool. Of the nature of a cirrus or

cirri
;
bearing cirri, filamentous,

1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus iv, The cirrous parts [of

Ivy] commonly conceived but as tenacles and hold-fasts

unto it. 1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 356 Cirrhous

;

terminated "by a spiral, or flexuose, filiform appendage.
1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 30/2 The dorsal rays simple,

filiform, cirrhous.

3. Of or pertaining to cirrus-clouds.

1815 T. Forster Res. Atmosph. Plienom. ii. §1.51 A sky
full of cirrous streaks. 1816 Month. Mag. XLII. 35 The
cirrous clouds have a bristly. . look. 1872 Black Adv.
Ph. v. 53 The clouds, .had parted into long cirrhous lines.

II Cirrus (si
-

r#s). Erroneously cirrhus. [L.

cirrus curl, fringe, etc.]

H 1. lit. A curl-like tuft, fringe, or filament.

1708 Phillips, Cirrus, a Tuft or Lock of Hair curled.

2. Bot. A tendril; see quots. 1845, 1870.
1708 Phillips, Cirri are also taken for these fine Strings,

or Hairs, by which some Plants fasten themselves ; in order
to their Support in creeping along ; as Ivy, etc. 1845 Lind-
ley Sch. Bot. i. (1858) 10 The midrib [of the leaf] is length-

ened, and acquires the power of twining round small bodies
. .it then has the name of cirrhus or tendril. 1870 Bentley
Bot. 103 Tendril or Cirrhus is applied to a thread-like leaf-

less branch, which is twisted in a spiral direction.

3. Zool. A slender or filamentary process or ap-
pendage, as the fleshy barbel or beard of some
fishes, the feet of Cirripedes, the lateral processes

on the arms of Brachiopoda, etc
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp,, Cirrus, certain oblong and

soft appendicular hanging from the under jaw of fishes.

1828 Stark Elem.Nat. Hist. II. 126 Tubinicella, body in-

closed in a shell, with the cirri small, setaceous, and unequal.
1834 Sir C. Bell Hand 147 Fishes have cirri which hang
from their mouth. 1834 M cMurtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd.
274 [In barnacles] the mouth is at the bottom and the cirri

near the orifice. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv, An. v. 231 Insome
somites this appendage is a cirrus.

4. Meteor. A form of cloud, generally at a high

elevation, presenting the appearance of diverging

filaments or wisps, often resembling a curl or lock

of hair or wool. Particular varieties are known as

Oafs or Mare's Tails. See Cikro- 2.

1803 L. Howard Modi/. Clouds (1865) 2-3 It may be
allowable to introduce a Methodical nomenclature, appli-

cable . . to the Modifications of Cloud . . Cirrus, parallel,

flexuous, or diverging fibres, extensible by increase in any
or in all directions. 1815 T. Forster Res. A tmosph. Phenom.
iv. § 3. 143 When the cirrus is seen in detached tufts, called

Mare s Tails, it may be regarded as a sign of wind. 1866

Comh. Mag. Nov. 565 The moon, .disc-hid In a gossamer
veil of white cirrhus. 1874 Hartwig Aerial W. 158 The
cirrus or curl-cloud has its seat in the higher regions.

5. attrib. and in Comb., as cinns-cloud, -flecked

adj. (sense 4) ;
cirrus-bag, * the sheath containing

the cirrus of trematode and other worms'.
1864 R.Burton DaJtomei-jThe. cirrus-flecked nocturnal sky.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. 42 The cirrus clouds are . . some-
times as much as ten miles above the surface of the earth.

Cirrus, ?obs. f. ,or misprint) of Ceruse sb.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 291 Metalls . . in their Putrefactions,

or Rusts ; as Vermilion, Verdegrease, Bise, Cirrus.

Cirsocele (saustfs/l). Path, Erron. circo-.

[ad. Gr. /ctpo-ofcrjXr), f. Ktpo6-s enlargement of a vein

+ /f17X77 tumour; F. cirsocele.'] See quot. 1 7^3-

1708 Phillips, Chxocele, a Swelling of the Seed-vessels in

the Scrotum. 1783 Pott Chirurg. Whs. II. 423 The cirso-

cele is a varicose distention and enlargement of the sper-

matic vein. 1811 Hooper Med. Diet., Circocele. 1881 Syd,
Soc. Lex., Cirsocele. .also a synonym of Varicocele.

Cirsoid s5usoid), a. Path. [ad. Gr. mpooc (5-r/s,

Kipa6jh--q^, f. Htpaos ; see -OLD.] Varix-like, varicose.

i860 MaynB Expos. Lex., Resembling a varix . . cirsoid.

1878 T. Bryant Prat t. Surg. I. 476 Cirsoid aneurism of the

vessel.

Cirsotome 'y^wsoto^va). Surg. [f. Gr. tcipau-i

+ to/x-os cutting, f. Ttpvav to cut.] An instrument

used for extirpating varix. Also Cirsotomy
f-^'tomi), extirpation of the varix (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Cirurgien, -ery, etc., ff. Chirurgeon, etc.

Cis- prefix repr. L. cis prep. 1 on this side of

opposed to trans or ultra, across, beyond ; also

used in comb, as in a's-alplnus, cis-montanus,

lying on this side the Alps or the mountains, cis-

rhendnus on this side the Rhine, cis-tiberis on this

side the Tiber. The two first of these esp. con-

tinued in use in med.L. in reference to Rome and

Italy, whence It. cisalpino, F. cisalpin, cismontaiu,

Cisalpine, Cismontane.
1. In modern use, either as adaptations of L. as

Cis-marine, on this side of the sea, Cis-padane,
on this side the Po, Cis-rhenane, on this side the

Rhine, etc., or formed on the adjs. belonging to

modern names, as Cis-andine, on this side the

Andes ; Cis atlantic
;
Cis-elysian

;
Cis-equa-

torial
;
Cis-g-angretic ;

Cis-leithan, on this side

the Leitha which separates Austria and Hungary ;

Cis-lunar, on this side the moon ; Cis- oceanic
;

Cis-platine
;

Cis-pontine, on this side the

bridges, viz., in London, north of the Thames.
1870-6 J. Orton Andes <$• Amazons 11. xxxvii. led. 3) 488

AH the great forests of South America are *cisandine. 1823
T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 381 Our second [maxim
should be], never to suffer Europe to intermeddle with *cis-

Atlantic affairs. 1884 Jos. Parker in Chr. World 9 Oct.

764/2 Churches cisatlantic and transatlantic. 1864 Miss
Cornwallis in Sat. Rev, XVIII. 463 Pray tell me about
the trans-bedpost regions ; my whole concern at present is

the *cis-bedpost—a very narrow domain. 1887 Stevenson
Underwoods 1. xiij. 26 *Cis-Elysian river-shores. 1855-60
Maury Phys. Geog. Sea ix. § 447 The waters of y

cis-equa-

torial seas. 1817 Colebrooke in Traits. Linn. Soc. XII.
352 Between the *cis-gangetic and trans-gangetic regions.

1870 Gladstone Glean. IV. v. 202 The *Cis-leithan popu-
lations. 1871 Daily Neius 21 Sept., Austria must either

consent to let go her Cis-leithan provinces. 1867-77
G. Chambers Astrou. 11. vi. 214 If they are *cis-lunar

[rays], 1713 Bentley Whs. (1836-38) III. 381 Though
they take the *Cismarine critic to their aid and assist-

ance. 1861 A. B. Hope Eng. Cathcdr. iqth C. ii. 34
Points . . in favour of Cismontane Gothic for Cismarine Eng-
land. 1886 Pall Mall G. 21 Sept. 6/1 The generally ac-

cepted *cis-oceanic ideas. 1797 Burke Regie. Peace Wks.
VIII. 311 Is it to the *Cispadane or to the Transpadane re-

publicks . . that we address all these pledges? 1880 Lib.
Univ. Knowl. (N. Y.) IV. 13 [Uruguay] belonged to Brazil

and had the name of the *Cisplatine province, i860 Mrs.
Pitt Byrne Undercurrents Overlooked I. 78 The. .Metro-
politan theatres, *cispontine and transpontine. 1864 Realm
1 June 8 Made his bow before a cispontine audience. 1845
Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India{\%5$) 237 Bhutseer, which
borders the *Cis-Sutledge provinces.

2. transf. to time= Since, subsequent to, as tfs-

Elizabethan, cis-reformation.
1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 3 The_modern

school, which admits no *cis-Elizabethan authority save
Milton. 166a Fuller Worthies 111. 45, I place him confi-

dently not a trans-, but *Cis-reformation-man.

Cisalpine (sisarlpsin), a. [ad. L. cisalpinus,

f. cis + alpin-us, f. Alpes!\

On this side of the Alps : gen. with respect to

Rome, i. e. south of the Alps.
1542 Udall Erasm. Apophth. 267 b, The fated flood

of Rubicon disseuereth the Galle cisalpine from Italic.

1819 Pantologia s.v., Our Gallic neighbours have lately

revived the term, calling Italy . . the Cisalpine republic.

1870 Froude Cxsar vii. 67 Northern Italy was. .not called
Italy, but Cisalpine Gaul.

b. sb. {pi.) * The party in the Church of Rome,
who accept the principles of the Gallican Synod
of 1682, as distinguished from the Ultramontanes

'

(Staunton Ecel. Hist).

Hence Cisalpinism.
1886 \V. J. Amherst Hist. Cath. Emancip. II. 113 The

Church in England was freed from Cisalpinism and degra-
dation.

Cisar, ciser, obs. ff. Sicer, cider.

Cisco (si'skfl), U. S. The popular name of a

fish of the herring kind which abounds in Lake
Ontario (Harriett).

Cise, var. of Sise, six.

Cisers, Cislie, obs. f. Scissors, Cicely.
Cisme, Cismatic, obs. ff. Schism, Schismatic.

Cismontane (sismfrnUTin)
7

a. [ad. L. cis-

montan-us, f. cis+montanus, (. wont-em mountain.]

On this side of the mountains, esp. of the Alps ;

opposed to 7iltramontane.
1826 Southey Vind. Ecel. Angl. 427 Your. .Cis-marine as

well as Cis-montane system. 1851 Kingslf.y Yeast x. 187

Thank you . . for the compliment you pay us Cismontane
heretics. 1861 A, B. Hope Eng. Cathear, ig/h C. n. 34 The
Middle, or Traceried, style of Cismontane Europe.

b. sb, = Cisalpine b.

1858 < ). Bnow nson* Wks* V. 224 Sects and parties, .such as

Jansenists and Jesuits, cismontanes and ultramontanes.

"fCispe'ld, a. Obs. rare- 0
, [f. cispel v.,

ad. alleged L. a'spellcre, founded on cispcllam, ci

false reading of dispellam, in Plaut. Am. III. iv. 1 7.

Cooper's Thesaurus hax'cispello as Latin.]

1623 Cockf.ram, Cispeld, kept from entrance.

Cissa*mpeline sisrempebin). Chem. Also
cisaampe'lia. An alkaloid obtained from the root

of species of Cissampelos. esp. Cissatnpelos Pariera,

a shrub which grows chiefly on the woody hills

of the Antilles. Also called Pelosine (Watts).

1876 BARLEY Mat. Med. 723 Cissampelia has a sweetish

bitter taste 1877 Waits Diet. Chem. IV. 371 Cissampeline.

Cissars, -ers, -ors, -ours, obs. ff. Scissors.

Cissoid si'soid). Math. In 7 cissoeide. [ad.

Gr. Kt(Tffofi5-rj^ ivy-like, f. Ktaau-s ivy : see -OID.

The cusp of the cissoid resembles the re-entrant

angles of an ivy-leaf.]

1, A curve of the second order invented by
Diocles.
If from any two points lying on a fixed diameter of a

circle, and equidistant from the centre, perpendiculars be
drawn to the circumference, and a straight line be drawn
from one extremity of the diameter to that of either per-

pendicular, the locus of the point in which this straight line

cuts the other perpendicular will be a cisso/d 0/ Diocles,

having its cusp at the end of the diameter. In later times

the term has been extended to curves similarly described,

where the generating curve is not a circle.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Eleni. Philos. 11839,1 l6 - l(>94 Halley
Methodjindiug Roots 0/Equations in Misc. Cur. (1708J 1 1.

70 By the help of the Parabola, Cissoid, or any other Curve.

1798 Loves 0/ Triangles \. 11 in Anti-Jacobin 16 Apr.,

For me, ye Cissoids, round my temples bend Your wandering
curves. 1879 Salmon Higher Plane Curves V. 182 If a

parabola roll on an equal one, the locus of the vertex of the

moving parabola will be the cissoid.

2. Cissoid angle.

1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Angle, Cissoid Angle .. is the

inner angle made by two spherical convex lines intersecting

each other. So 1796 Hutton Diet. Math, s.v. Angle.

Hence Cissoi'dal a., pertaining to a cissoid.

1796 Hutton Math. Diet. s.v. Cissoid, The whole infinitely

long cissoidal space, contained between the infinite asymp-
tote, .and the curves . . of the cissoid, is equal to triple the

generating circle.

Cist (sist). Erron. cyst. [ad. L. cist-a, a. Gr.

fciffri) box, chest. See Chest, Kist. But in sense

1, app. taken immed. from Welsh cist in cist faen
stone coffin : see Kistvaen.]

1. Preh. Arckseol. A sepulchral chest or chamber

excavated in rock or formed of stones or hollowed

tree-trunks ; esp. a stone-coffin formed of slabs

placed on edge, and covered on the top by one or

more horizontal slabs.

1804 Arckeol. (1806) XV. 340 These oval pits, or cists .

.

about four feet long.. were neatly cut into the chalk, and

were, with the skeletons, covered with the pyramid of flints

and stones. 1848 Lytton Harold 11. ii, In various cysts and

crypts. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. {1863) I. iii. 80 A small

chamber or cist of undressed stones. 1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Sept.

253 A cist was found, not at the base, but nearly at the top

of the tumulus,

b. transf*
a 1832 Crabbe Postlu Tales x, The healing spring That

soon its rocky cist forsakes.

2. Gr. Antiq. A small receptacle for sacred

utensils carried in procession at the celebration of

mystic festivals.

1847 Craig Diet., Cist, Cyst ..was originally of wicker-

work ; and when afterwards made of metal, the form and

texture were preserved, in imitation of the original material.

[1850 Leitch Mutter's Anc. Art 437 Demeter has .. the

unveiled cista in her left, a pig in her right hand.]

3. attrib. as cist-urn.

1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. ^863) I. n. v. 418 Large cist

urns are invariably found inverted with the burned bones

gathered into a heap below them.
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Cist, obs. f. Cyst bladder, confused with prec.

CistaceouS (sist^'Jas}, a. Bot. [f. mod.L.

Cisidcetv, f. Cist-us + -aceocs.] Of or pertain-

ing to the genus Cistus or Rock Rose and its con-

geners, of the N. O. Cistacest.

Cistal (liltiU), a. Bot. [f. Cistus + -aiA] Re-

lated to or typified by Cistus.

1847 Lindley / 'eget. Kingd., Cistaceae, Rock Roses, Cistal

Endogens. 1866 Ixeas. Bot, Cistaceae, a natural order.,

characterizing Lindley 's cistal alliance.

Cisted (si-strd), a. [f. Cist + -ed.] Contain-

ing a cist or cists.

1886 J. Anderson in Athenmnm 21 Aug. 244/1 The circle

Is associated with a cisted cairn.

Cisted, var. of Cysted.

Cistercian (sistvjpan), a. and si: [ad. L. type

Cistercidnus, in F. Cisfercien, f. Cistercium, now
Citeaux, the site of an abbey near Dijon.]

1. adj. Of or belonging to the monastic order

founded at Cistercium or Citeaux in 1098 by
Robert, abbot of Molesme.
The order was an offshoot of the Benedictines, and aimed

at a stricter observance of the Benedictine rules. From the
patronage of St. Bernard (abbot of Clairvaux in 1200' it ac-

quired the name of Bernardino
160a Bernard de Brito(/7/7^), Chronical! of the Cistercian

Order, [a 1619 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 104 The
King required . . all the Wooll that yeare of the Monke*
Cisteaux.l 1657- ^*H,LUPS » Cistercian monks. 1828 Scott

Af. Perth i, J'he Cistercian Convent. 1837 Penny Cycl.

VII. 2ij/i The third abbot of Citeaux was Etienne or
Stephen Harding, an Englishman . . who may be regarded
as the real founder of the Cistercian order.

2. s/>. A monk of this order.

1616 Bi i.lokar, Cistercians. 1876 Green Short Hist.

ii. 91 Noble and churl welcomed the austere Cistercians.

Cistern (ai'stoin). Forms : a. 4-7 cysterne,

cisterne, cestern e, 5-6 cestren, 6 cestarne,

6-7 cestron, 4- cistern ; B. 4 systerne, sis-

terne, 4-7 sesterne, 5 system, 6 sestron, ses-

tarne, sestourne, sesturn. [a. OK. cisterne

'mod. citeme, cf. Sp. and It. citerna, Pr. cistema

:—L. cistema a subterraneous reservoir, cistern,

deriv. of cista box, basket, etc. : cf. cavcrna.]

1. An artificial reservoir for the storage of water;

esp. a water-tight tank in a high part of a building,

whence the taps in various parts of it are sup-

plied.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 8206 pe king abute bam was ful gem,
And putt bam [wandes] in-til a cistern. 138a Wyclif Gen.
xxxvii. 22 Throw }e him into the olde sisterne, that is in

wildernes. 1387 Trf.visa Higden iRolls* I. ill No welle

is wib inne Jerusalem, but watres i-gadred, and i-kept in

cisternes. 1387 E. E. Wills (1882' 2 pe sesterne pat longeb
to the stuys. 1481 90 Howard Househ. Bks. (1841) 353
Paied to a carpenter for mendynge of a system iij.</. 15.

.

Will in Rtpon CM. Acts 335 Oon sestron of leed. 1571
Digges Pantom. ( 1591) 21 If your Sestourne or place be not
to lie seene at the Spring head. 1600 Fairfax Tasso in.

Ivi, The tOWIM is stor d of troughes and cestrens, made To
keepe fresh water. 161 1 Bible Jer. ii. 13 Broken cisternes.

c 1645 HoWEIX Lett, 1. 13 They have Cestems to receive

the Rain water. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trar. (1760' IV. 206

On the top of it is a cistern.. and from this reservoir the
water is distributed all over the house. 1816 J. Smith
Panorama Sc. <$• Art I. 46 The consumption of lead for.

.

cisterns, .is very extensive.

2. Applied to various large vessels for water

or Uqnor. + a. A vessel for washing in, a laver. Obs.

1597 Hooker F.ccl. Pol. v. Ixv. § 16 Brazen Images which
Salomon made to beare vp the Cesteme of the Temple.
1744 Armstrong Art Presen: Health, The gelid cistern.

1756 7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) I. 406 Beautiful cisterns of
black and red marble with cocks for washing in.

fb. A large vessel or basin, often richly orna-

mented, used at the dinner-table. Obs.
(Dr. Mynors Bright, in note to quot. 1667, says 1 a cistern

was formerly part of the furniture of a well-appointed
dining-room : the plates were rinsed in it when necessary
during the meal '. But evidence of its purpose is wanting. )

1667 Pfpvs Diary 7 Sept., I to see the price of a copper
cistern for the table, which is very pretty, and they demand
£6 or £7 for one. 1695 Luttreli, BriefRel. 11857! III. 563
A silver cystern, worth above ,£700, belonging to the prin-
cesse of Denmark, is stole from Berkley house. 1716 Lady
M. W. Montague Lett. Lady Rich 16 Aug., I should also
gladly see converted into silver a great St. Christopher,
which I imagine would look very well in a cistern. 1884
Chr. World tg June 458/1 What is called a ' cistern ' of
Palissy fetched 1 ,050 guineas.

c. A vessel or receptacle for holding a large

supply of liquor.

1815 Nichols Lekestersh, I. 11. 128 An oval cistern of
punch containing 50 gallons, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xxi. (L.(, A cistern containing a hundred and twenty gal-

lons of punch was emptied to his Majesty's health.

3. Applied to a pond, or a natural reservoir or

depression containing water.
1606 Shaks. Ant. CI. Um v. 95 So halfe my Egypt were

subinerg'd and made A cesteme for scal'd Snakes. 166*
Stillingfl. Ortg. Sacr. ML iv. $6 Cisterns supposed to be
in the earth, especially in mountains, which may keep a
stream continually running. 1717 Berkeley Tour Italy

29 May, The wonderful fountain, which being in a great
subterraneous grotto, runs into a cistern without ever filling

it. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I.

204 Lakes . . are real reservoirs, or cisterns of water. 1858
Lardner Handbk. Nat. Phil. Hydrost. 37 The channels
from which the subterranean cistern has been supplied.

4. Applied to a cavity, or vessel in an organism
;

formerly esp. to the fourth ventricle of the brain.

1615 Crooke Body 0/ Man 478 The canity which they
call the Cisterne, yea.. the fourth ventricle. 1675 Grew
Anal. Plants U, 11. i. § 15 The Bladders of the Parenchyma
being, .so many Cisterns of Liquor. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Lumbar cistern, the Receptaculum chyli. Lymphatic
cistern, .the lymph sacs of the Amphibia.

5. Jig. a. simply/^.
1587 Harrison England 11. v. (1877) 1. 132 Euerie vocation

stnveth with other which of them should have all the water
of commoditie run into hir owne cesteme. 1605 Shaks.
Afacb. iv. iii. 63 The Cesteme of my Lust. 1622 Peacham
Cornel. Gent. iv. (1634) 32 She that filleth the Cisterne
of his lavish expense, at the Vniversitie, or Innes of Court.

1713 Beveridgf. Priv. Th. 1.(1730)32 A continued stream
of Corruption, .from the corrupt Cistern of my Heart. 1821

Hazlitt Men <y Mann. Ser. 11. viii. (1869) 167 Our univer-

sities are, in a great measure, become cisterns to hold, not

1 conduits to disperse knowledge,

b. poetical extensions.

1594 Greene .W/wwWks. 1881-3 XIV. 247 How can Ag'
weepe?. . Wanting the watry cestemes of his eyes? a 1625
Fletcher Two Noble Kinsm. v. i, Makes the camp a cestron
Brimm'd with the blood of men. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple
1st. vi. xliv, Neptune's cestern sucks in tribute tides. 1742
Young Nt. Th. v. 523 Our fun'ral tears from diflf'rent causes
rise. As if from separate cisterns in the soul, .they flow.

6. techn. in various senses, as in Malting, the

water-tank in which grain is soaked ; in barometers,

etc., the mercury-cup ; in steam-engines see quot.

1849-50 ; in Mining, a tank in the mine-shaft into

which a pump delivers water for another pump to

raise; etc.

1702 Royal Prochn. 8 Mar. in Lond. Gaz. No. 3790 4
Every Cistern . .or other Vessel . . made use of for the Wet-

,

ling or Steeping of Com. 1708 I'm t. lips, Cistern. . Among
Confectioners, a portable Instrument in form of a Box, into

which Jellies, Creams, etc. are put in order to be Iced. 1751
Chambers Cycl., Pendant Barometer .. has no vessel or

cistern. 1849 50 Weale Diet. Terms, Cistern, in the
steam engine, the vessel which surrounds the condenser,
and contains the injection water, i860 Adm. Fitz-Roy in

Merc. Afar. Afag. VII. 358 The cistern of a barometer.

7. aitrib. and in Comb., as cistern-bottom ,
-cock,

-filter ,
-water, --well, -wheel, etc. ; cistern-baro-

meter, a barometer whose tube is immersed in a

cup of mercury; cistern-pump see quot.) ; cis-

tern-work, masonry consisting of stones extend-

ing the entire thickness of the wall.

1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture, Lincolnsh. 1 1866

>

i 112 Altar stones .. turned . . to a *cestron bottom. 1874
t Knight Diet. Mech., *Cistem-pump, a small pump .. for

pumping water from the moderate depth of a cistern. 1781
Cowper Hope 100, Asses .. That tread the circuit of thr

"cistern wheel. 1776 G. Semple Building in Water 156
Two Conduits, .built with well chisseled Stone, in staunch
"Cistern Work.

Cistem, v. Now rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

}
To enclose in, or fit with, a cistern. Also fig.
1587 Fleming Cottt. Holinshed III. 354/1 The conducting

of fnames water, cesteming the same in lead, etc. 1598
Stow Surv. xxx. (16031 2C7 The gTeat conduit of sweete
water, .castellated with stone and cestemed in leade. 1881

RossETTi Ballads \ Sonn. 223 Cistemed in Pride, verse is

the feathery jet Of soulless air-flung fountains.

t Ciste*rnal, a. In example erroneously -ial.

lielonging to cisterns.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's DisP. 218 Water . . is either fon-

tane. .or pluvial and cysternial.

f Crsternesse. [a doubtful form.] A cistern.

a 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. i960 Dan ruben cam oider a-gen, to

Sat cisternesse he ran to sen.

Cistic (^i-stik). a. rure. [f. Cist + -ic] Of the

nature of a cist.

1866 Huxley Preh. Rem. Ca/'thn. 127 These cistic tombs
. .are most likely subsequent, .to the large kistvaen.

Cistier. ? = Cither, Cithaka.
m 1603 Jas. I Chorus Venctus in Farr's .9. P., With viols,

gittemc, cistiers als, And sweetest voices *yne.

Cistir, obs. f. Sister.

Cistolith, erroneous spelling of Cystolith.

Cistome (si'stfum). Bot. [ad. mod.L. cistoma,

incorrectly for cistostoma, f. Gr. /clary -t arupa

mouth.] A prolongation of the cuticle over the

surfaces of the stomatal cleft.

1835 I.indley Introd. Bot. (i8i8t I. 147 Gasparrini states

thatbeneath the stomates of the stem of certain Indian

Thistles, .there is situated a vesicular organ which he terms
Cistome. 1870 Bkktley Bot. 49.

Cistrum, obs. f. Sistrum.

Cistula (si'sti/Tla). [a. L. cistu/a dim. of cista

box, basket.]

f 1. gen. A little cist. Obs.

1699 Phil Trans. XXI. 61 The Eggs of some Fish, which
produces or breeds them in a little Cistula or Bag.

2. in Catoptrics ^sce quot.).

1751 Chambeks Cycl., Catoptric Cistula, a machine, or ap-
paratus, whereby little bodies are represented extremely
large ; and near ones extremely wide . . by means of mir-

rours, disposed, .in the concavity of a kind of chest.

3. Bot. The small cup-shaped conceptacle of

I certain lichens. {Syd. Soc. Lex.)

CistUS (si st#s). Bot. Also 7 aistis, [mod.L.

I
cistus (in Pliny cistltos), a. Gr. Ktaros. tc'taOos a red-

flowered shrub, prob. a cistus.] A genus of hand-

!
some shrubs (N.O. Cistacetv) known as Rock-Rose

I

and Gum Cistus, with large spotted red or white

flowers, which seldom last more than a few hours
after expansion. Ladanum or Labdanum is an
exudation from the leaves and branches of several

species, esp. Cistus creticus and C. ladanifcrus.
The Rock-Roses of Britain belong to a closely allied

genus, Helianthemnm, sometimes included under Cistus.

1551 Tl rner Herbal 1. Kvb, I hauenot heard as yet any
en^lyshe name for cistus, but . . it may be called cystbushe
or ciste sage. 1622 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. 1. xii. (1634) 40
Vpon the mount Ida . . you shall see . . Figtrees, Cedars,
Sistis. 1814 Soithey Roderick K The crackling hearth
Where heath and cistus gave their flagrant flame. 18*7
T. Hamilton Cyril Thornton ( 1845

1
361 The whole country

seemed covered with gum cistus. 1873 Hayse in Land of
Afoab 392 Here and there a gorgeous tulip was in flower, and
two rock cistuses.

b. attrib. and in Comb., as cistus-Jtower, -shrub,

etc.
;
cistus-rape, a Cytinaceous parasite on the

roots of some species of Cistus (Lindley).
1814 Southkv Roderick XI, Cistus shrubs .. exhaled at

noon Their fine balsamic odour. 1861 H. Marryat Year in

S7vedcn II. 262 A breezy moor yellow with cistus flowers.

Cistvaen: see Kistvaen.

Cit (sit), arch. Also 7-8 citt. Short for

citizen; usually applied, more or less contemptu-

ously, to a townsman or * cockney * as distinguished

from a countryman, or to a tradesman or shop-

keeper as distinguished from a gentleman
;
Johnson

says 1 A pert low townsman ; a pragmatical trader '.

a 1644 Cleveland Rupertis/nus ( 1659^, Let Isaac [i. e. Ld.
Mayor Pennington] and his Citts flay off the plate That
tips their antlers for the Calf of State. 1674 Maryell Bal-
lad, O ye addle-brain'd cits! 1735 Pope Donne's Sat. iv.

144 Why Turnpikes rose, and now no Cit nor clown Can
gratis see the country, or the town? 1771 Johnson Th.
Falkl. 1st. Wks. X. 63 The cits of London and the boors of

Middlesex. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. fnd. (18441 II. liv. 185,

I intend to. .send it to New York for the cits to read. 1881

Hesant & Rice Chapl. of Fleet 1. viii, The low hills of

Highgate, Hampstead, and Hornsey, the paradise of cits,

b. Used as feminine: ^but cf. Citess.)
1706 Kstcocrt Fair Exarnp. 1. L 9 Airs. Whims. Poor

ignorant Citts, that never knew what the Fashions were in

our Lives. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 116 p 10 The country
ladies despised her as a cit.

C. ? Citizenship, citizen character.

a 1745 Swift Wks. (18411 II. 56 The knighthood of an
alderman spoils his cit.

d. Comb., as cit-like, cit-looking, adj.

a 1763 Shenstone Qicon. 1 The world, the cit-like world
Bids thee beware. 1848 \V. H. Kelly tr. A. Blanc's Hist.

Tern Y. I. 500 Their cit-like importance. i8a8 Blaclnv.

Mag. XXIII. 364 Decent cit-looking elderly gentlemen.

Citable (.sai tab'l , a. [f. Cite v. + -able.]

That can be cited.

1 8ao Coleridge Lit. Rem. IV. 93 What a valuable and
citable paragraph. 1887 Ch. Times 1a Aug. 644/3 One
piece of evidence, .is readily citable.

Citadel si i.VKl . Forms: 6-7 citadella,

citadell, 7 cittadell. citadle, 7-8 cittadel, 7-
citadel. [a. F. citotftlte, ad. It. ciltadeUa, dim.

of cittt), cittade city:—L. civitdt-em. Lit. little

city : i. e. the smaller or inner fortified city, usually

on an eminence, round which the larger city of

later times gradually formed itself.]

1. The fortress commanding a city, which it serves

both to protect and to keep in subjection. (Regu-

larly used to translate Gr. dxp6woKts and L. arx.)
a 1586 Sidney (J\ By force of stranger soldiers in citadels,

the nests of tyranny. 1598 Fi.orio. Citadella. a citadell,

castell, or spacious fort built not onely to defend the citie,

but also to keepe the same in awe and subiection. 1604

Shaks. Oik. 11. I. 292 Meete me by and by at the Cittadell.

1621 Ki'rton Anat. Afel. To Rdr. 57 In every so built city,

I will have, .a citadella to command it. 1697 Potter Antiq.

Greece (1715) I. U. 7 This was the Acropolis or Cittadel.

1790 Bkatson Nat'. <r Mil. Atem. 313 Which ships . . came
to an anchor in the Carenage, behind the citadel of Fort

Koyal. 1855 Kincsley Heroes 11. 211 Tkeuus, The citadel

of Corinth towering high above all the land.

2. gen. A strong fortress, a stronghold.

1798 Socthey Lyric Poems, Sp. Armada, Each like some
moving citadel, On through the waves they sail sublime.

1839 I hirlwall Greece 1. 363 To collect all the remaining

strength of Messeniain a mountain citadel. 1877 Kinglakk
Crimea III. i. 93 Advancing to attack a field Citadel,

b. trans/, and fig.
1667 Milton P. L. 1. 773 As Bees, .on the smoothed Plank,

The suburb of thir Straw-built Cittadel. 1774 Burke Amer.
Tax. Wks. II. (R), In the very head quarters, the very*

citadel of smuggling, the Isle of Man. 1826 Scott Woodst.

i, Within these citadels of superstition. 1856 Mrs. Stow e

Dred II. xiit, Life now seemed to have retreated to the

citadel of the brain.

3. The heavily plated erection containing the

guns, in an ironclad ship of war. Hence Citadel

deck, applied in some merchant steamers to the

' hurricane * or 4 promenade 1 deck.

1884 Pail Afall Gaz. 22 Oct. 11/1 Above the dining saloon

is the social or music room, situated on the citadel deck.

f Ci'tadelize, v. Obs. rare
~ l

. [f. prec. + -TO.]

trans. To reduce by means of a citadel or citadels.

,/ 1628 F. Greville Sidney (1652) m To citadelize the

long oppressed Netherlands into a tenure of uttermoit

bondage.

t Cital (sai-tal). Obs. rare. [f. Cite v. + -AL *.]

L Law. Citing, citation, summons.
i?6oLtfc*Ad7>.ofCatii It was carried regularly through

the forms of cital.
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2. fig. (Johnson says ' reproof, impeachment 1

;

Schmidt ' mention *
: cf. Citation 2, Cite 5.)

1596 Shaks. i Hen. tV
x
v. ii. 62 He made a blushing citall

of himselfe, And chid his Trewant youth.

f Citate, v. Sc. Obs. Pa. t. and pple. eitat.

[f. citdt- ppl. stem of citare to cite.] ^Cite v. 1.

1640-1 Kirkcndlr. War-Comm. Min. Bk. (185s) 31 The
said preses. .citates the said Dalskearthe, commissioner for

Troqueer. Ibid. 140 He citat the said Johne Newall to

compeir befoire the Committie.

Citation (ssit^'Jan). Forms : 3 citacion, 4
-cioun, 5 -tioun, cytacyon, -ion, (6 scitation,

cytacon), 6- citation, [a. F. citation, ad. L.

citation-em n. of action f. citare to cite.]

1. Lain. A citing or summoning to a court of

justice, a summons ;
1 applied particularly to pro-

cess in the spiritual court' (Tomlins Lain Diet.).

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9718 J>e el3tepe was, bat in be londe

citacion non nere poru bulle of pe pope of rome. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 283 For (>e citacioun of Cesar
wente he to Rome. 1480 Caxtom Chron. Eng. nr. (1520)

27 b/2 He wente unto Rome for the cytacyon of the em-
peroure. 1532 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 9. § 6 No Archbishop
nor Bishop, .shall aske demand take or receiue of any of

the Kings subjects any Sum or Sums of money for the seale

of any Citation. 1660 R. Coke Power Subj. 217 All sum-
mons, citations, and other proces Ecclesiastical. 1863 H.
Cox Instit. n. xi. 569 Ecclesiastical causes commence by
citation of the defendant.

b. The written form of summons, or the docu-

ment containing it.

1330 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxf. 73 John Cottys-
ford. .sent a cytacon to. . Flemyng. 1593 Nashe/Vk?* Lett.

Confut. 17, I sawe him make an Apparnter . . eate his Cita-

tion, waxe and all. 1601 F. Godwin Bps. ofEng. 90 This
citation they fixed vpon the high crosse at Canterbury. 1828

Scorr F. M. Perth xxxiii, [They] left citations for father

and daughter to appear before the Court of Commission.

C. gen. A summons.
1622 Fletcher Sp. Curate V. n, Do you hear that passing-

bell ? Lop. A strong citation ! bless me !

f2. Enumeration, recital, mention. Obs. rare -1 .

1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. xxviii. {1672) 82 There re-

mains a citation of such others as indifferently may produce
that malady in any other Countrey.

3. The action of citing or quoting any words or

written passage, quotation ; in Law, a reference to

decided cases or books of authority.

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 248 A vain citation of a passage
out of my Book of Rest. 1663 Charletok Chorea Gigant.
22 Omitting the citation of the particular Chapter. 1782

Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I. Pref. 13 The citation of author-

ities. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. xii, Impudent falsities of

citation.

4. coney. A passage cited, a quotation.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. L 19 These two cita-

tions here ensuyng. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led. ii.41 Philo-

sophers did frequently adorn and confirm their discourses

by citations out of poets. 1875 Jowett Plato fed. 2) I. 119

Virtue . . cannot be taught by rhetorical discourses or citations

from the poets. 1883 Gladstone in Times 9 June, The noble

lord has given us citations of what purported to be tele-

grams.

Citative (ssrtativ), a. rare. [f. L. citare (see

Cite) + -atite.] ^Citatory.
1826 G. S. Fabfr Difficulties Romanism (1853) 326 Cita-

tive integrity.

II Citator (s3it?''i3i). [agent-sb. on L. type f.

citare to cite.] One who cites. (In mod. Diets.)

t Citatorial, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. as next +

-al 1
; cf. med.L. citdtdridl-is.'] =next.

1529 Gardiner To Wolsey in State Papers Hen. VIII,
IV. 2650 (modernized) The brief directed to your Grace, in

lieu of the letters citatorial.

Citatory (ssi-tatari), a. [ad. L. ciidtdri-us, f.

citdtor-em, f. citare to cite.] *

1. Having the faculty of citing or summoning

;

concerned with citation
;
esp. in Letters citatory.

x6u Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. 14 The Archbishop .

.

caused his letters citatorie to be set vpon the gates of the

Cathedrall Church of Rochester. 1672 Life A Death f.
Arminius * S. Episcopius 11. 14 Injoyned by the Deputies
of the States-General in their Citatory Letters. 1726 Av-
liffe Parerg. 176 Letters Citatory. 1824 Southey Bk. oj

Ch. (184x3 215 Letters citatory were twice affixed upon the

great gates of Rochester Cathedral.

2. Addicted to quotation, nonce-use.

1819 Monthly Rev. LXXXIX. 357 His style is elegant,

though citatory.

Cite (ssit), v. Also 5-7 cyte, 7 scite. [a. F.

eite-r, ad. L. citare to move, excite, summon, fre-

quentative ofcure, clre to set in motion, call.]

1. To summon officially to appear in court of

law, whether as principal or witness. Properly

confined in England to eccles. law.
1483 Caxton Cato A viij, Euery persone whiche is cyted

lawfully or rightfully befor his juge ordinarye. 1583 Ra-
bington Commandm. ii. (1637^ 23 An Heretike he is, a
Run-away from the Church, cite him and summon him.
1616 R. C[rowley] Times' Whist. VL 2537 A litle mony
from the law will quite thee, Fee but the Sumner, and he
shall not cite thee. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Rcb. I. 1. 72
Persons of Honour and great Quality, .were every day cited
into the High Commission Court. 1834 Ht. Martineau
Demerara x. 115 Ladies have been frequently cited to an-
swer the complaints of slaves. 1876 Green Short Hist.
v. 1 (1882) 217 Philip found an opportunity to cite the King
before his court at Paris.

1574 tr. Jlfarlorat's Apocalips 9 Paule citetb God, and
Vol. II.

Christ and the Angells togither for witnesses. 1615 Crooke
Body ofMan 175 Whose arguments we will here scite before

the tnbunall of Reason. 1857-8 Sears Athan. in. v. 292
After appealing to Christ, .citing witnesses.

2. gen. To summon, call
;
arouse, excite.

1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xxv. (R.), In-

continent we are cyted to hir subtyll trauailes of re-

pentaunce. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, n. i. 34, I thinke it
j

cites vs (Brother) to the field. 1718 Prior Solomon 1. 30
This, sad experience cites me to reveal. 1740 Shenstone
Judgm. Hercules 207 Wake the gay Loves and cite the
young Desires. 1845-6 De Quincey Shelley Wks. VI. 14

In a storm cited by the finger of God he died.

3. To quote (a passage, book, or author)
;
gen.

with implication of adducing as an authority.

1535 Joye ApoL Tindalc (Arb.) 11 As Rabbi Kimhy cyted
j

of Bucere vpon that same verse taketh Judicium. 1576
Fleming Panoptic Ep. 6,-j This vearse cited by Cicero, is not

to bee founde in Euripides. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. iii. 99
The diuell can cite Scripture for his purpose. x6ii Bible
TransI, Pref 3 Wee omit to cite to the same effect S.

Cyrill. 1728 Pope Dune. 1. 1 note, I cite the whole three 1

verses. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. I

105, I could cite from the seventeenth century sentences

and phrases of edge not to be matched in the nineteenth.

1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. I.App. 757 The authority cited
j

for the statement.

4. To bring forward an instance, to adduce or

allege (anything) by way of example, proof, etc.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 3 It cites some remarkable Struc-
j

tures. 1756 C.Lucas Ess. Waters I. 40 Some experiments
cited from Glauber. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 212 To
cite those instances only which have come within my own

;

knowledge. 1868 Peard Water-Farm. i. 2 China . . often !

cited as an example of national permanence. 1874 Helps
;

Soc. Press, iii. 52 As a proof of this I may cite such a town
|

as New Vork.

b. spec, in Law. To adduce as precedent.

1788 J. Powell Devises (1827) II. 225 Lord Kenyon ob-

I served that the cases cited for him proceeded not on the

formal or technical words. 1848 Dickens Dombey vi,

Walter went on to cite various precedents. 1885 Sir W. V.

Field in Laiv Times Reports LI I. 652/2 A case which was
cited to me of Denton v. Donner.

5. To call to mind ; make mention of or refer-

ence to ; refer to as so and so. f Also cite up.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 118 Methinkes I do digresse too

much, Cyting my worthlesse praise. 1591 — Two Gent. iv.

i. 53 We cite our faults, That they may hold excus'd our

lawlesse Hues. 1594 — Rich. Ill, !• iv. 14 We cited vp a
thousand heauy times . . That had befalne vs. 1820 W.
Irving Sketch Bk. I. 190 Whilst a small cluster of English

writers are constantly cited as the fathers of our verse. 1873
Act 36 £ 37 Vic. c. 85. § 1 This Act may be cited as the

Merchant Shipping Act, 1873.

fb. To bespeak, to evidence. Obs.

1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. iii. 216 Your selfe, Whose aged
honor cites a vertuous youth.

Cite, -ee, -eceyn, obs. ff. City, Citizen.

Cited (sai-ted),///. a. [f. Cite v. + -ed. 1

] a.

Summoned, bidden, b. Roused, excited. c.

I Quoted, adduced.
1552 Huloet, Cited, summoned, or called, ciiaius. 1576

1 Fleming Panoptic Ep. 210 The above cited circumstaunces.

1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Loiue Coimtries I. 45 Neuerthe-
i lesse the cited . . is sent backe home to his house. i6xa

J. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 8 The 3. verse of the cited

chapter. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 327 The cited dead Of all

past Ages. 1690 Locke Govt. 1. xi. 112 His words are in the

forecited place. 1726 Gay Fables 1. xxvi. 26 On either hand
The cited dogs confronting stand.

Citee (s3itr)- [See -EEJ One who is cited :

j

correlative to citer. In mod. Diets.

Citer ;s3i'tai). [f. as prec. + -er

1. One who summons to a court of law.

1591 Percyyall Sp. Diet., Emplazador, a summoner, a
citer. 1755 in Johnson.

2. One who quotes, adduces, refers to.

a 1732 Atterbury (J.
1
, I must desire the citer hencefor-

ward to inform us of his editions too. 1867 A. J. Ellis E.
E. Pronunc. I. i. 25 Contemporary languages^ are cited.

But here the imperfect appreciation of the citer is painfully

conspicuous.

Citerior (sitT«'ri3J N
, a. rare. [L. cilerior, corn-

par, of citer on this side.] On this side, hither.

(The opposite of ulterior?)

1832 Socthey Hist. Renins. War III. 278 That province

which had before been called Citerior Spain [Hispania
Citerior].

Citern(e, obs. f. Citherx.

Citess. [f. Cit-h-ess.]

1. A female cit.

1685 Dryden Albion $ Alb. Prol. 43 Cits and Citesses,

raise a joyful strain.

t2. A citizeness. 'Used in America during the

first years of the French Revolution as a transla-

tion of the revolutionary title citoyenne
7

(Bart-

letr,

f Citeyan. Sc. Obs. Also 6 cieteyan. [If

genuine, a. OF. citcyain, citeyen.

Doubt attaches to this word, from the fact that in later

ME., 3, meaning.)' consonant, and z were written alike, and
in 16th c. Sc. both printed z. It is therefore possible that,

in the Scotch examples, z was really meant, and not $=y as

some modern editors have assumed.
Several examples of citeyn, citizen appear in recent edd.

of ME. works, but there is reason to believe that in every

case the 3 ought to have been printed z, as the letter really

intended by the scribe.]

£-1425 Wyntoun Croft, vm. xxix. 41 Cytezane he Was of

Saynct Andrewys pe Cyte. 1533 Beli.enden Livy (1822)

26 He gain" occasioun to the cieteyanis [MS. letter 3, as in

prec. and following] tbairof to "ische out of the toun. 1536— Cron. Scot. 30 b, The citezanis of Teruana in Flanderis.

b. Citeyen, printed for citezen.
_

C1350 Will. Paleme 3850 Cite3ens [1. 3627 citesens].

C1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. iv. 14 Citi^enis [v.r. citesenes].

( 1384 — //.^Vi?wg3o(Bodley MS.)Cyti3eyn[/7*z>yCcitezeyn,

Caxton cytezeyn, Thynne cytezeyne]. 1387 Trevisa Hig-
den (Rolls) V. 425 Citi3eyn. 1389 St. Christopher, Norwich
in Eng. Gilds (1870)23 Cite3enis. a 14TO-50 A lexa?tder 2199
(Ashm. MS.) Citi3ens {Dublin MS. citesyns].

II Cithara (si'bara). [L. cithara, a. Gr. KtBapa.

Musical instruments are subject to great alteration of

structure and shape, in process of time, and in different

countries. Some of the resulting types become peculiar to

one country, some to another. Consequently, cognate names,
regularly descended from the same original, come at length

to be applied by different nations to very different types of

the instrument. Sometimes, also, one or more derivative

types, distinguished by diminutive or augmentative names,
are used in the same country. When, as often happens, any
of these national or local forms ofthe instrument become sub-

sequently known and introduced in another country, they
usually take their local name with them. Hence, the

modern languages often use two or three modifications of

the same original word applied to as many instruments

which different peoples have developed out of the original

type. Thus cither, cithern or cittern, citole, gittern, guitar,

zither, are all found in English as names of extant or obso-

lete instruments developed from the cithara.}

An ancient musical instrument of triangular shape

with from seven to eleven strings, not unlike the

lyre or phorminx.
(21789 Burney Hist. Mus. fed. 21 I. ix. 157 The recitation

of tragedy among the Greeks . . accompanied by the Cithara.

1834 Lytton Pompeii 1. i, While yet the cithara sounds.

Citharist (si-harist). [ad. L. cit/iarista, a. Gr.

Kt6api<7T7]$, f. KtOapa.] A player on the cithara.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ill. 193 The Kingis

musitioner, called his cythariste. 1775 R. Chandler Trav.
Asia Minor (1825) 1. 242 That thirty boys of good family

be chosen to go daily in procession . .with the citharist and
herald, to sing a hymn.

Cithari stic a. [ad. Gr. KtBaptaTuc-vs], of or per-

taining to the cithara. In mod. Diets.

+ Ci'tharize, v. Obs. rare^ 0
. [ad. L. cithari-

zdre, a. Gr. Ki6apifav t
f. Ki$dpa : cf. F. cithariser.~]

1623 Cockeram, Citharize, to play on the Harpe. 1656

in Blount. 1692 in Coles.

Citharne, -em, -(e)ron, obs. ff. Cithekx.

Citharoedic (si^arrdik), a. rare. [ad. Gr.

KiOapcpduc-os, f. KtOapatios citharist, f. teiOapa 4-

dotSos bard.] Pertaining to a citharist or cithara.

1760 Stiles Auc. Gk. Mus. in Phil. Trans. LI. 733
There were also citharcedic nomi. 1853 Hickie tr. Aris-

toph. (1872) II. 600 Another set of songs made up of his

citharcedic nomes.

Cithe, obs. form of Kith.

Cither (si-baa). Also 7 cyther, 9 cithar. [Cf.

F. cithare '14th a), also mod.Ger. cither, zither,

ad. L. cithara : see above.] \

An anglicized form of Cithara, applied to the

ancient instrument, as well as its later modifica-

tions, the Cithern, Zither, etc.

1606 Bryskett Civ. Life 146 When Timotheus presumed
to adde but one string to the Cyther, they banished him
out of the citie. 1875 B. Taylor Faust I. xix. 171 The
Cither's smashed ! For nothing more 'tis fitting. 1880 in

Grove Diet. Mus. I. 359 The cither during the 16th & i7th

centuries appears to have enjoyed great favour. .The differ-

ence between a cither and a lute is tltat the cither has wire

strings and is played with a plectrum, while the lute has

catgut strings to be touched with the fingers.

h. attrib., as in cither-player.

1839 Thirlwall Greece VI. Hi. 303 A cithar-player named
Aristonicus.

Cither, obs. form of Cider.

Cithern, cittern (si-bajn, si-t3in\ arch.

Forms : 6 cittarn, citern, cithron, cythren,

citriarne, citheron, citherne, 6-7 citterne,

cytern(e, 7 cittren, -on, citron, cytarin, cyt-

tern, citerne, citheran, citthern, cythron,

eithren, 6-9 cittern. 7-9cithern. [App.of i6thc.

Eng. formation (no corresponding form occurring

in other langs.) and f. L. cithara, or some form of

that word. The name gittern, F. guiterne, had long

been in use, and it is possible that the name cittern

was modelled upon it, to indicate an instrument of

the same class, considered to be more like the

ancient cithara]

1. An instrument of the guitar kind, but strung

with wire, and played with a plectrum or quill ;

much used in i6-i7th c.

Commonly kept in barbers' shops for the use of the cus-

tomers. It had often a grotesquely-carved head ; cf. 2.

The Tyrolese form of the instrument, which has also come

into fashion in England of late years, is commonly distin-

guished as the Zither.

1566 Gascoigne Jocasta in Four O. PI. (1848) 133 Noyse

of violles, Cythren, Bandurion. 1567 Turberv. Epit.

Maister Edwards Poems 142 Now lay your chearfull

Cithrons downe and to lamenting fall. 1575 Laneham Lett.

(1871) 59 Noow with my Gittern, and els with my Cittern,

then at the Virgynalz. 1577 Harrison England it. xv.

(1877)1. 272 The yoongest sort [of ladies], .applie their lutes,

citharnes, and all kind of musike. 1591 Florio mdFmites
129 He plaies also upon the cittarn. 1598 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11. ii. Columnes 702 Citrons, viols, cornets, flutes.

1604 T. Wright Pass. v. § 2. 159 Saul being possessed ..

with the deuil, David played vpon his Citheran. 16x1

56
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Bible i Mace iv. 54 Dedicated with songs, and cittherns,

and h.-;i; 1626 Bacon Sylva § 146 (1677) An lri->h

Harp . . maketh a more resounding Sound, than a Ban-
dora, Orpharion, or Cittern, which have likewise Wire-
strings. 1648 Herrick Hesper., His Desire, Tickling the
citterne with his quill. 1666 Playford A/us. Delight 0m
Cithren 1 The cithren is strung with eight Wyre strings,

which are divided into four course, two in a course. 1683
Trvon Way to Health 657 Cytems and Gitterns . . being
well managed . . yield pleasant soft effeminate Harmonies.

Pope Hind xvm. 574 [Dancing] to the .. citterns

silver sound. 1830 James Damley xii, A cithren or man-
dolin. Ibid. A citharn. 1865 Swinburne Poems Hall,
Ball. Life 11 She held a little cithern by the strings. 1866
Engel Nat. Mus. viii. 284 Hanging on the wall in their

shops was commonly a lute or a cittern. 1871 Rossetti
Poems, Blessed Damozel xxi, Angels . . shall sing To their

citherns and citoles.

2. Comb., as cithern-string', + cittern - head,
used as a term of contempt, with reference to the

grotesquely carved head of a cittern ; hence f cit-

tern-headed a.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 614 Ped. 1 will not be put out
of countenance. Ber. Because thou hast no face. Ped.
What is this? Boi. A Citterne head. 1599 Massinger, etc.
Old Law iv. i. The heads of your instruments differ

;
yours

are hogsheads, theirs cittern and gittern-heads. Bait.
All wooden heads, a 1615 Fletcher Lord's Cure n. ii,

Vou Cittern-head. 1638 Kom> Fancies 1. ii, Thou'rt ..a
cittern-headed gew-gaw.
Cithole, var. of Citole, Obs.

t Cithyse. Obs. [ad. L. cyfisws.] Some kind
of clover.

i6ao Brinsley Virgil 88/3 Kine, full fed with Cithyse.

CiticiBm : see Citycism.

Citied si-tid), a. [f. City + -ED. 2
] Made into

or like a city
;
occupied by a city or cities.

161 2 Drayton Poly-olb. xiii, The lothsome ayres of smoky
cittied Townes. 1735 Thomson Liberty 1. 305 Where city'd
hill to hill reflected blaze. i8ao Keats Lamia 487 Friends
or kinsfolk on the citied earth. 1855 Browning Gramm.
Funeral 15 A tall mountain, citied to the top.

Citigrade sitign-kT, a. [f. mod.L. citigrada,

f. L. altts swift + gradus step : cf. F. citigrade.]

lit. Moving swiftly; applied to a tribe of swift-

moving spiders, Citigrada, and sbsl. one of these.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. viii. (18701 160 A spider . . which
in its general appearance resembled a Citigrade.

t Cl*tiner. Obs. Sc. and north dial. Forms

:

5 cyttenere, 6 cytener, citenar, citinar, 7 cit-

tiner, citiner. [f. OF. citien, citein + -er, -ar :

cf. Sc. medicin-ar
i

logicin-ar, also astronom-cr,

proutition-er, etc.] — Citizen.
c 1450 Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 684/2 Hie civis, a cyttenere.

15*9 Kastell Pastyme Brit. n8ii.) 208 Smote of . . a cyte-
ners hede called Marshall. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.
(18581 I. 154 With citenaris that duelt into that toun. 1549
Compl. Scot. Prol. 11 The citinaris of cartomat. Ibid. xx.

167 Citinaris and induellaris of ane cite. 1606 Acts %U.
VI (1814I 313 The citineris of the towne of Dunkeld. a 1652
Brome Damoiselle 11. i, Wks. 1873 I. 403, I am come. I

keep my day you see before I am a Cittiner among you.

Citing (sai-tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Cite v. + -oral.]

Summoning
;
quoting.

1^91 Percyvall .S^. Diet., Emplazatniento, summoning,
citing, Citatio. 1699 tr. Dupin s Keel. Hist. I. 12 note.
The Citing of any Book does not make it Canonical. 17*6
Ayliffe Parerg. 174 The summoning of a Person into
Court is. .the citing or calling him before the Judge,
Citing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing^.] That cites.

1708 MoTTEi x Rabelais v. xv. (1737* 61 Ye citing, scrib-

ling Imps of Satan !

Citizen (sitizen). Forms: 4 citisein, -sain,

-seyn^e, citesayne, -ceyn, -zeyn, citizein, 4-5
citeseyn, -zein'e, 4-6 -sen, 5 eita-, citiesyn,

cetisen, cytezane
(
Sc.

)

, -eyn, -ein, sitesyn,
sytizin, setsayne 1

, 5-6 citesyn, -zen, 6 cytezyn,
cityzen, -sen, cittesen, cytiezin, cytyzyn, 7
cittizen, 6 citizen. [ME. citesein, etc., a. Anglo-
Fr. citeseyn, -zein, sithezein, altered form of OK.
citeain, citehain, citein, citeen, cilien, citain, later

citeyen, citoyen :—L type *civi tai'tin-urn f. civitdt-

em city c(.oppidiin-um,villiin-um
; Romanic type

civtatano,-d(jno,whencc Pr. ciuladan,Sp. ciudadano,
Pg. ciudadao ; and Pr. cipiatfan, It. cittailano, now
tilladino, OF. cite{h)ain. The intercalation of
s (z) in Anglo- Fr. citesain has not been explained :

association with dainzain denizen, which was often

an equivalent term, has !>een suggested.
The suggestion that z was a mistaken reading of 3, meaning

y, on the part of a 13th or 14th c scribe or scribes, is in
every respect untenable.]

1. An inhabitant of a city or (often) of a town
;

esp. one possessing civic rights and privileges, a
burgess or freeman of a city.

(1314 Guy Warzv. (A.) 5503 (>e ritiseins of bat cite wel
often god bonkeden he. -1330 Arth. * Mert. 5090 To
London, .thai come, The citisains fair in hem nome. 1381
Wyclif Acts xxi. 39, I am a man . . of Tarsus . . a citeseyn
or burgeys, of a citee not unknown. 1 1400 Destr. Troy 3263
[MS. after 1500] Sum of the Citizens assemblit with all.

Ibid. 11879 Citasyns. 1480 Caxton C/iron. Rug. ccvi. 187
The cyte2eyns of london. e 1480 Pol. Poems (1859) U- 28i
He thonckyd the cetisence of thayre fidelite. 151s Act 4
Hen. Vlll, e.g. $ 2 Citezens of Cities and Burgeys of
boroughes and Townes. 1556 Chrou. Gr. Friars (1852) 16
The kynge (Hen. VI. 1 came to I,ondon, & there was wor-
chippfully reseved of the cittesensiti whytt gownes & redde

I whoddes. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. ii.95 Pisa renowned
1

for graue Citizens. 11674 Clarfndon Hist. Reb. (1704I

I III. xv. 472 You, the Knights, Citizens, and Burgesses, of

I

the House of Commons, a 1699 Lady Halkett Autobiog,

j

(1875)20 Furnished by an honest Cittisen. 178a Cowper
1 Gilpin 1, John Gilpin was a citizen Of credit and renown.

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. L352 The chiefs of the mercan-
1 tile interest are no longer citizens. They avoid, they

I

almost contemn, municipal honours and duties.

b. Used also as feminine. Cf. Citizeness.)
1605 Lond. Prodigal 111. i. 243, I'll have thee go like a

: citizen, in a guarded gown and a French hood. 1655 Fran-
eion vi. 20 She who was the most antient of the two Citizens.

C. A townsman, as opposed to a countryman.
1514 Barclay Cyt.fy Uplondyshm. Prol., Faustus accused

and blamed cytezyn s, Amyntas blamed the rurall men
agayne. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. II. 209 Both
citizens and peasants are tired of it. i860 Ri skin Mod.
Paint. V. 1. i. 4 The words 'countryman .. villager*, still

signify a rude and untaught person, as opposed to the words
' townsman' and 'citizen '.

d. A civilian as distinguished from a soldier

;

in earlier times also distinguished from a member
of the landed nobility or gentry. Johnson says
' a man of trade, not a gentleman \
1607 Shaks. Cor. (XL iii. 53 When he speakes not like a

Citizen You finde him like a Soldier. 1871 (seeCiTizENHooDj.

e. With reference to the * heavenly city \ the

New Jerusalem.
1340 Hampolf. Pr. Consc. 8925 pis cetc of heven . . ilka

citesayne bat wonned bare, iuo Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1 531) I b, Amonge y« citezyns ofheuen. 1665 Boyi.e Occas.
Rejl. v. x. (1675) 338 A Citizen of the Heavenly Jerusalem,
and but a Stranger and a Sojourner here.

2. A member of a state, an enfranchised inhabit-

ant of a country, as opposed to an alien ; in U. S.
f

a person, native or naturalized, who has the privi-

lege of voting for public offices, and is entitled

to full protection in the exercise of private rights.

138. Wyclif Sel. Wks. II. 60 [He J clevede to oon of be
citizeins of bat countre. 1538 Starkey England 46 Tne

! nombur of cytyzyns, in euery commynalty, Cyty, or cun-
' trey. 1633 Massinger Guardian v. iv, To save one citi-

!
zen is a greater prize Than to have killed in war ten

j

enemies. «75» Hume Ess. Treat. (17771 1. 281 A too great
disproportion among the citizens weakens any state, a 1799

J

Washington (Webster', If the citizens of the United States
should not be free and happy, the fault will be entirely their
own, 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 11/1 A pledge, both to

,
American citizens and foreign states. 1875 Jowett Plato
led. 2) V. 79 The object of our laws is to make the citizens as
friendly and happy as possible. 1884 Gladstone in Standard
29 Feb. 2/4 A nation where every capable citizen was en-
franchised. Mod. Arrest of an American citizen.

b. as a title, representing Fr. ciloyen, which at

1
the Revolution took the place of Monsieur.
1795 Argus Uec. 26 Letter from the Minister for Foreign

j

Aflairs to Citizen Miot. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 155 He
j

was called to the female citizen \—citoyenne\ Dangiviller,
, whom he found in a miserable situation. 1801 Ibid, V. 359

Such, Citizen Mayor, are the motives of the propositions
which the Committee have the honour of laying before
you. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. it 1.

C. phr. Citizen of the World', one who is at

home, and claims his rights, even-where ; a cos-

mopolitan ; also, Citizen of Nature. (Cf. Cicero
De Leg. 1. xxiii. 61 civem totitts mtttuii.)

1474 Caxton Chesse 31 Helde hym bourgeysand cytezeyn
of the world. 16*5 Bacon Ess. Goodness, etc. (Arb.) 207 If
a Man be Gracious, and Courteous to Strangers, it shewes,
he is a Citizen of the World. 1760 Goliwm. {title). The
Citizen of the World ; or, Letters from a Chinese Philoso-
pher. 1761 71 H. Wai pole Vertue's Attecd. Paint. (1786)
III. 148 An original genius, a citizen of nature.

3. transf. Inhabitant, occupant, denizen. (Of
men, beasts, things personified.)

e 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 930 (Fairf. MS.) In this Region
certeyn Duelleth many a Citezeyn Of which that seketh
Daun Plato These l>en eyryssh bestes. 1508 Fisher Whs.
(1876) 235 Who ben the cytezyns of this regyon, truly none
other but deuylles. 1393 Shaks. Lucr. 465 His hand ..

—Kude ram, to batter such an ivory wall ! May feel her
heart—poor citizen !—distress'd Wounding itself to death.
1603 Dlkker Grissit i i&4t) 5 Let's ring a hunter's peal, .in

the ears Of our swift forest citizens. 1-1630 Drumm. of
Hawth. Poems 1. xxvi. Wks. (1711) 5 A citizen of Thetis
christal floods.

4. Oiij. — ClTiZENi.SH, city-bred, nonce-use.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 8, I am not well : But not so

Citizen a wanton, as To seeme to dye, ere sicke.

5. attrib. and Comb., chiefly appositive, asritizen-

king, -magistrate, -prince, -soldier, -sovereign
;

also, citizen-life ; citizen-like adj.

1830 Hobhousf. in T. Juste *V. Van de'Weycr 11871) App. iii.

268 He [I^opold) may do very well for a "citi2en-king.
1851 Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace (1877) III. iv. xiii. 113
All eyes were fixed on the citizen-king [Louis Philippe j.

1874 Mahaffy Soc. Life Greece viii. 254 "Citizen life was
too precious to be poured out in wrath. 1598 Florio, Cit-
tadineseo, *Citizen-like. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Plato
Wks. (Bohn) I. 303 He [Socrates] affected a good many
citizen-like tastes. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. 1. iii. 8 50 A

]

republican government that was rapidly giving way before
the #

citizen-prince. 1843 Prescott Mexico (1850) II. 310
The 'citizen-soldiers of Villa Rica.

Hence Citizen v., to address as ( citizen*.

1871 Daily Neivs 19 Apr. 5 Now the sentinel 'citizens'

me, and I 'citizen ' him.

Citizeness sHizentV. [f. prec. sb. + -ess.]

A female citizen. Chiefly as a transl. of F. citoy-

enne of 1789, but also otherwise to emphasize sex.

1796 CoLKRtix-.E in Cottle Rcmhi. 84, I hope and trust

I that your y011115 citizeness is well. 1796 Monthly Rer: XX.
569 The bleaching-troughs of the citizeness Masson. 1861

I

Trafford City <$• Suburb III. 10 It would not suit, uncle,

I for me to be a citizeness now. 1878 Mrs. Stowe Pagan Ui

P. xi. 96 Difli< ult to get any of the free democratic citizens

or citizenesses to come.

Citizenhood si tizenhud). [f. as prec. +
-hood.] The state of being a citizen ; also con-

cretely, the body of citizens.

1871 Daily News 15 Mar., What seems to me to be the
real feeling of German citizenhood. Ibid. They were citi-

zens made soldiers by force of circumstances and longing to
return to their citizenhood. *

Citizenish. ' si tizL-niJ , a. [f. as prec. + -tsh.]

Of the nature of or relating to citizens.

1821 Blaehtv. Mag. VIII. 449 The subject of the follow-

ing extract is rather citi/enish, for it is nothing more remote
or romantic than Homsey Wood, eminent for tea-gardens
and trellises. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers Ftor. vi. 155 A
citizen citizenish in every aspect.

Citizenism si tizeniz m). [f. as prec. + -ism.]

The principle of citizenship ; Civism.

1796 Monthly Rev. XX. 534 It may amuse to see two
emigrants accusing each other of citizenism.

Citizenize (si-tizenaiz;, v. [f. as prec. + -US.]

f 1. To make citizen-like or town-like. Obs.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 163 Be she but ciuily

ptaine, and in her apparrell cittizimzd, she is the good-
wiues Niece, or neere kinswoman.

2. To make a citizen, naturalize as a citizen.

ci8ii T. Pickering (Bartl.), Talleyrand was citizenized

;
in Pennsylvania, when there in the form of an emigrant.

1843 BlocAn: Mag. LIV. 325 No man can be citizenized in
1 this corner of the world. 1883 W. Chester {Pa.) Local

Nrtus XII. 4 Resolved that the American Indian should
' be citizenized.

Citizenry si tizenri\ collect, sb. [f. as prec.

j

+ -ry.J Citizens or townsmen in the mass ; a

\

citizenry, a body of citizens.

1819 W. Taylor in Month. Mag. XLVIIL 307 He .

.

sided with the magistracy, not with the citizenry. 1833

I
Lamb Rlia, Decay Beggars, Salutary checks and pauses to

' the high and rushing tide of greasy citizenry'- 1858 Carlvlk

J

Frtdk. Gt. 11865' V. xiii. vi. 72 A heart sincere, and intent

I

only on aiming at the welfare of a Citizenry so loveworthy.

Citizenship (.si-tizenfip). [f. as prec. + -ship.]

The position or status of being a citizen, w ith its

, rights and privileges.
161 1 Cotgr., Citoyennerie, a Citizenship, the freedome of

;
a Citie. /1179a Be. Horne Occas. Sertn. 158 (T.) Our
citizenship, as saith the apostle, is in heaven, a 1831 Sir

J. Sinclair Corr. 1 1. 13 General laws, relative to naturaliza-

tion and citizenship. 1864 City Chamberlain to Garibaldi
in Times 21 Apr., The City of London invites you to-day to

accept the highest honour at her disposal, placing your dis-

tinguished name upon the list of worthies inscribed upon the
roll of honorary citizenship. 1869 Sn i i y Led, * Ess. i. 5
The Italian allies. . had not yet been admitted to the Roman
citizenship. 1881 N. T. (Rev. /Vr».> Phil. iii. 20 Our
citizenship [Wyclif living, 16M c. tnr. conversation) is in

heaven.

Citizette. nonce-tod. [Cf. Citizenesh.] A fe-

male citizen.

1799 Math 1 as Shade of A. Pope (ed. a> 47 note, The
philosopher and philosoAftstt, the citizen and the ciixzette

!

[Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft).

t Citole. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : 4 sitol,

sital, 4-5 sytole, citole, 5 cytole, cithole,

cythole, ^sotile, gytolle), 5-6 sythol(1, (ay-

tolphe), 9 ylfist.) citole, sytol. [a. OF. citole

(•olle, sitole,ci-, cytholle, -oile, chistolc), corresp. to

Pr. and OSp. cilo'la, MHO. zitol{c; app. a deriv.

of L. cithara {citard)^ with diminutive ending;

but its history requires further investigation. (As
a living word it was accented ci tole ; it has been

made cito le by modern writers after OK. or It.)

Derivation f. L. cista, wooden box, is out of the question ;

but the occasional F. mis-spelling cistole may possibly in-

dicate a ' popular etymology ' associating it with that word.]

A stringed instrument of music much mentioned

i in 13-iJth c; originally the same as the cithara,

though the medieval name may have been given

to a special form : see quots. 1879-80.
1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 91 Sytole stryng & gyternere.

< 1386 Chaucer A'nl's T. 1101 A citole [1 MS. cythole] in

hire right hond hadde sche. 1388 Wvclif Bible 2 Sam. vi.

5 Harpis and sitols, and tympans (Vulg. citharis, et lyris,

et tympauis; 16M e.w. psalteriesj. 11400 Destr. Troy
3435 With synging, & solas, and sitals amonge. e 14x0 Sir
Cleges 102 Harpis, luttis, and getarnys, A sotile, & sawtre.

1460 Lybeaus Disc. 137 With sytole, sautryc yn same,
Marpe, fydele and crouthe. 1480 Caxton* Ovid's Met. xii.

xvi, Harpes,sawteryes, rootes, gytolles [rsytollesj, timbres,

symphones. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. U WO, Sytholl, psalt-

trie, and voices sweit as bell.

mod. 1823 tr. Sismondi's Lit. Eur. 11846) I. v. 128 To
play on the citole and mandore. 1871 Rossetti Poems,
Blessed Damozel xxi, Angels meeting us shall sing To their

I citherns and citoles, 1879 Staiser Music of Biole 51 The
; old citole . . seems only to have differed from the sawtry in

;
that its strings were twanged with the finger-ends. 1880
Grove Diet. Mus., Citole. This word, used by poets in

the 13th, 14th, and 15th centuries, .is supposed to mean the
small box-shaped psaltery, sometimes depicted in MSS.
t Citole, v. Obs. [a. OF. citole-r, f. citole.]

To play on the citole.

c 1300 A". All's. 1043 Sytolyng, and ek harpyng.

t Citoler. Obs. Also 5 seteler, cytolerer.

[a. OF. citolere, accus. citoleur, f. citoler: see prec]
A player on the citole.
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1337-77 floitsek. Edio. Ill in Housch. Ord. (1790) 4 Myn-
[

strelles—Citolers. 1. c 1420 Auturs of Arth. xxvti, So come
in a seteler, with a symbale. c 1450 Nominate in Wr.-
Wiilcker 697/10 Hie eitolator, a cytolerer.

Citr-, citro-, f". L. citr-us citrou, used as

combining form of citric and its derivatives ; as

Citraconic a. [sec Acomc], in Citraconic acid,

C 5 H 6 04 , an acid isomeric with itaconic and
mesaconic acids, obtained in a crystalline form in

the distillation of citric acid. Also called pyro-

citric acid. Its salts are Citraconates. Citra-

conic anhydride, C5 H4 03 . Citraconic chloride,

C5 H t Oji CL, . Citraconic ether, C 9 H I4 O, . Citra-
|

mide, an amide of citric acid. Citrene [see -ene], I

a liquid hydrocarbon, C,0 HM. of theterpene series,

existing in the essential oils of lemon, orange,

bergamot, neroli, etc. : also known as limoncne.

Also used as a general term to include all hydro-

carbons having the same formula and similar pro-

perties. Citrin or Citrogly cerin, a citrate of

glyceryl, obtained by heating citric acid with excess

of glycerin. Citromalic a., composed of citric

and malic acids; citromalic acid, Ca H 8 05 , a di-

basic acid. Ci'tronyl, a name applied to one of

the constituents of oil of lemons ; also to Citryl,

C 6 H 5 0 4 , the triatomic radical of citric add.
Citro-tarta ric acid, C 5 H 8 0 6 ; its salts are

Citro-tartrates.
1863-72 Watts Did. Chem. I. 993 Citraconate of Ethyl,

or Citraconic Ether, .is a colourless, bitter, somewhat aro-

matic liquid. 18.. — Eowues' Chem. 73 (a) Terpenes or
pinenes, boiling point i^-ibo0 , (b) citrenes, boiling point i

i74°-i76°. Ibid. (1873) 726 Itaconic, and Citraconic acid
are produced by the action of heat on citric acid.

Citra- (sitra), prefix [L. citrd adv. and prep.,

on this side (of), properly ablative fern, of citer

adj., 'hither'], as in Ci-tracauca'sian a., on this

side of the Caucasus ; Citramontane a., on this

side of the mountains (opp. to ultramontane, <\.v.).

(Rarely used, Cis- being more usual.)

1855 Nat. Rev. July 189 This citramontane bibliolatry.

.

rivals the ultramontane ecclesiolatry. 1888 Scottish Leader
20 Mar. 4 The whole Citracaucasian portion of Russia.

Citral, var. of Citiiul, Obs.

Citrate (srtr^t). Chem. Also 8 -at. [f. Citr-
ic + -ate 4.] A salt of citric acid.

1794 G. Adams Nat. § Exp. Philos. I. App. 547 Citrats
|

—acted upon by the stronger mineral acids. 181 1 A. T.
Thomson Loud. Disp. (1818) 430 Citric acid combines with
the alkalies, .and forms citrates. 1840 Henry Elem. Chem.
II. 215 Citrate of soda is a very soluble salt.

Citrean (sHn'ian), a. [f. L. ciire-us + -an.]

1. Of or pertaining to the citrus-tree (Citrus 2)

;

made of citrus-wood.
1616-61 Holyday Persius Sat. 1. 295 Whatsoe're on citrean

beds is writ. 1833 Landor Wks. (1853) II. 246 The Romans
will repose at citrean tables for ages. 1834LYTTON Pompeii
1. iii, Round the table of citrean wood.

f 2. 1 Which hath the colour of a Citron, yellow-

colour, of or belonging to a Citron' (Blount

Glossogr. 1656). Obs.

Citren, obs. form of Citron.

Citreous (srtrfcs), a. [f. L. citre-us pertaining

to the citrus + -ous.] Lemon-coloured, citrine.

1866 in Treas. Bot.

Citric (sitrik), a. Chem. [f. L. citr-us citron-

tree + -ic] Derived from the citron ; as in Citric

acid: a colourless inodorous acid (C 6 H 8 07 ), of

a very sharp taste, found in the juice of oranges,

lemons, limes, citrons, and many other fruits.

Citric ether : the citrate of ethyl.

1800 Med. Jrnl. I. 72. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. C/iem.

(1814) 107 The citric acid is the peculiar acid existing in the
juice of lemons and oranges. 1863-72 Watts Diet. Client.

I. 995 Citric acid has a strong, but pleasant, acidity, in

which respect it differs from tartaric acid. Ibid. I. iooi
Citric ether is . . an oily, yellowish, transparent liquid, with
an odour resembling olive oil.

Citril (si'tril). Now only in comb, citril-finch,
j

[app. shortened from It. citrinella, dim. of citrina 1

citrine-coloured (bird).] An Italian singing bird
|

(Fringilla Citrinella) with a yellow breast.

1688 R. Holme Armoury u. 242/2 TheCitrillor Citrinella

. .hath . . black Claws. 1733 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Citrit

..a name given by many to the citrinella, or verzellino, a
bird common in Italy, and kept in cages for its beauty
and fine notes. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 483/2 The Citril

Finch.

t Citrina tle. Obs. rare~ l
. App. some kind

of cosmetic.
c 1430 Lydg. Bochas (1554) 1. xx. 36 a, If their colour out-

ward apeire nought With wind or sunne which should them
stein or fade, - they use Citrinade.

t Citrination (shrinkjsn). Alch. Obs. [ad.
med.L. citrinatidn-em, implying a vb. *cilrindre,
f. *citriuus Citrine.] The turning of a substance

[

yellow, looked upon as indicating the state of
perfection or complete digestion.
c 1386 Chaucer Chan. Yem. Prol. <y T. 263 Of oure silver

citrinacioun. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) 39
In Malgams, in Blanchers and Citrinacions. 1599 Thynnk
Animadv. 38 * Citrinatione \ perfecte digestione, or the
coolor provinge the philosophers stoone broughte almoste

to the heigh[t]e of his perfectionc. c 1645 Howell Lett.

I. vi. xli, By Heterogeneous and Sophistical Citrinations.

Citrine (si'trin), a. and s'b. Also 5 cytryn(e,

citryn(e, sitryne, 7 setryne. [a. F. citrin, f. L.

type *citrTn-us, f. citrus, Cf. It. citrino, etc.]

A. adj. Having the light yellow or greenish-

yellow colour of a lemon or citron ; lemon-co-

loured- Citrine ointment : the common name for

the ointment of nitrate of mercury.
(.1386 Chaucer Knt's T. 2167 His eyen were cytryne.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. iv. x. (1495) 95 The skynne
is yelowe other citrine. 1533 Elyot Cast. HeIthe (1541)

9 a, Citrine or yelowe choler. 1605 Timme Quersit. ill. 172

The wood aloes and citrine or yeallow sanders. 1876 Har-
ley Mat. Med. 285 Citrine ointment is. .much used. 1879
L. Wingfield My Lords of Strague II. v. 120 Dense,
slippery citrine hair.

B. sb. 1. Citrine colour.

1879 Casselfs Tcchn. Educ. IV. 182/2 Orange and green

produce citrine. 1884 Girts Own Mag. 8 Mar. 354/1 The
tertiary colours, olive, citrine, and russet.

2. Min. A glassy variety of quartz having a

wine-yellow colour ; also calledfalse topaz.

1748 Sir J. Hill Htst. E'ossils 180 Our Jewellers have
learnt from the French and Italians., to call it Citrine.

1794 Kirwan Min. (ed. 2) I. 241 Pale yellow [quartz],

otherwise called Citrine. 1840 Browning Sordello vi. 448
Cool citrine-crystals.

So f Citrineness, quality or state of being citrine

or lemon-yellow, f Citrinity, Alch. [F. citrin-

ile, med.L. citrinitas'], = prec. + Citrinize v.,

Alch., to render citrine.

1528 Paynel Salerne's Regim. B ilj b, Vnnaturall coleMs
the fome of blud, whose coler is ruddy and clere, that is,

citrine, in the laste degree of citrines. 1678 R. R[ussell]
tr. Geberui. It. I. iv. 149 Citrinity or Yellowness is. .a deter-

minate Proportion of White and Red. Ibid. 11. 1. in. xii. 80
Which citrinizeth (or Colours) it with good Yellowness.

t Citrinel. Obs. [ad. mod.L. and It. citrinella.}

The citril-finch, Fringilla Citrinella.

1655 MOUFET & Bennet Health's ImfrffV, (17461 18S

Citrinels or Straw-coloured Finshes be very small Birds.

Citrinous (si'trinas), a. \t.\J.*citrin-us + -ous.]

Citrine, lemon-coloured.
1866 in Treas. Bot. 1882 in Syd. Soe. Lev.

Citro- : see Citr-.

Citron (si'tran). Also 5 citren, 6 citrone,

cidron, 67 eytron, 7 citrion, cittron. [a. F.

citrou citron, lemon, ad. It. citrone, cedroue aug-

mentative of L. type *citrum ; cf. L. citrus citron-

tree, citreum {malum) citron ; also Gr. Kirpov

citron : see Citiius.]

1. An ovate acid juicy tree-fruit with a pale

yellow rind. Formerly the name included the

Lemon, and perhaps the Lime, as well as the fruit

to which it is now restricted, which is larger, less

acid, and has a thicker rind than the lemon;
(In Fr. this Fruit is called cc"drat ; while citrou and

limon are varieties of the lemon, It. linione.)

a. 1530 Palsgh. 205/2 Citron frute, citron. 1555 Eden
Decades IV. Ind. 11. ix. (Arb.) 131 The kynde of citrons

which are commonly cauled Umones.
b. 1577 B. Googe Heresbaetis Husb. (15861 91 The Citron,

called also the Median, the Persian, and the Assirian Apple.

1591 Percyvall Sp. Diet., Cidral, a tree of cidrons. 1605

Timme Quersit. \. xiii. 62 Oranges, citrons, and lemons.

1611 Cotgh. s. v. Adam, The. .Assyrian Citron, (round,

and twice as big, as a big Orange). 1620 Venneb Via
Recta vi. 96 The Citron is like in nature to the Lymon.
1655 Moufet & Bennet Health Imprav. 201 As ripe

Citrons in Spaine do nourish Spaniards, so preserved Citrons

may no less nourish us. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm.
179 The citron itself is not eaten, but the thick rind is much
used as a preserve.

2. The tree Citrus Maiica, which bears this fruit.

(Formerly including the Lemon C. Limonum,
and Sweet Lime C. Limetta, which most botanists

consider to be established varieties that have arisen

under cultivation from the typical species.)

The citron tree is of oriental origin, and was brought to

Rome from Media about the beginning of the Christian

era, though according to Gallesio it was not established

there before the 3rd or 4th c. It is now widely cultivated

in warm temperate and sub-tropical regions.

1530 Palsgr. 205/2 Citron tree, citronnicr. 1664 Evelyn
Kal. Hort. (1729) 227 In the Conservatory. .Citron, Vernal
Cyclamen, etc. 1850 W. Irving Mahomet's Success, v.

(1853) 20 Tne Citron . . perfumes the air for many miles

round the city. 1873-4 Dixon Two Queens vn. vii, Where
the citron is in bloom and fruit the whole year round.

3. The pale yellow or greenish yellow colour of

the rind of a citron (or lemon) ; » Citrine B. i.

1610 B. Joxsox Alch. 11. ii, Your generall colours .. Of the

pale citron, etc. 1855 Shedley Occult Sc. 308 White mixed
with citron.

f 4. The wood of the African Citrus-tree of the

ancients : see Cithus 2. Also attrib. Obs.

1656 Cowley Davideis in. Wks. 1710 II. 401 Beds of

Lybian Citron. 1671 Milton P. R. rv. 115 Gorgeous
feasts On Cittron tables or Atlantic stone. 1740 Dyer
Ruins Rome 492 The citron board, the bowl eniboss'd with

gems.

f5. Short for citron-water : see 7. Obs.

1711 Steele Spect. No. 79 p 8 A Glass of Wine, or a
Drachm of Citron. 1735 Pope Ep. Lady 64 Now drinking

citron with his Grace and Chartres.
attrib. 1718 Freethinker No. 70. 103 She retires to her

Citron Bottle, under the pretence of devotion.

6. Min. ~ Citrine B. 2.

1838 Feuchtwanger Gems (1859) 261 Citron . . yellow
quartz, Scotch pebble.

7. attrib. and Comb.,&s citron bozoer, grove, pud-
ding, shadow, tree

\
citron-coloured, -hued, -yellow,

adjs.
; f citron-water, a liquor made from brandy

flavoured with citron- or lemon-peel; citron-wood,
the wood of the citron-tree; also, that of the

African Citrus of the ancients (see 4); and of a
West Indian tree, considered by Guibourt to be
Xanthoxyton emarginatum.
1814 South ey Roderick v, Many a sunny hamlet. .Whose

*cttron bowers were once the abode of peace. 1658 J.
Rowland Moufets Theat. his. 926 The *citron coloured
greater Wasps. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 22 How blows the
*Citron Grove. 1430 Lydg. Chrou. Troy iv. xxxiv, Men.

.

longe and lene Consumpt, sklendre, browne and >; citren

hewed. 1769 Mrs. Rafi-ald Eng. Houselpr. 11778) 177
Little ^Citron Puddings. 1830 Tennyson Recollect. A rab.

Nts. ii, My shallop, .clove The citron-shadows in the blue.

1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 204 Of a ^Citron Smell.
1562 Turner Herbal 11. 49 b, The *Citron tre . . bryngeth
furth fruite all tymes of the yeare. 1712-14 Pope Rape
Lock iv. 69 [Could] Like ' Citron-waters matrons' cheeks in-

flame. 1750 Coventry Pompey Lift. n. vi. (1785) 62/1
The lady . . took refuge in citron waters. 1712 tr. Pomet's
Hist. Drugs I. 61 Ii, The ^Citron-Wood, which the Ameri-
cans call Candle-Wood, because it gives a Lustre or Bright-
ness in cutting, and serves them for Lights ; is the Trunk
of a large thick Tree, that grows very common in the
Leeward Islands. C1878 Oxford Bible-Helps 123 The
' thyine-wood ' of Rev. xviii. 12 was called citron-wood
by the Romans.
Citron, obs. form of Cithern.

t Citroned,///. a. Drunk with citron-water.

1754 Young Centaur vi. Wks. (1757) IV. 251 These gor-

gons, furies, harpies . . genevaed or citroned.

fCitronize, v. Alch. intr. To become of a citron

or yellow colour (cf. Citkinize).
1610 B. Jonson Alch. in. ii. 136 Ten dayes hence He will

be siluer potate
;
then, three dayes, Before he citronise.

t Citrul. Obs. Also 5 citrulle, 6-8 citrull,

7 citral. [a. F. citrouille, OF. 13th c. citrole, in

Berry citrulle \
Littre), ad. It. citriuolo, med.L. citro-

lus, -ullus, dim. from *citro, L. citrus citron, so

called from the colour.] The Water-Melon (Cu-
cumis Cilriellus) ; also applied (both in French
and English) to the Pumpkin (Cucurbila Pepd).

1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP.R. xix. Hi. {14951 893 Gourdes,
Citrulles, Melones. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 58a,
The greate foure colde sedes, that is to saye, of gourdes,
cucumbers, melones, and citruls. 1611 Cotgr., Citrouille,

a Citrull : a Citrull cowcumber or Turkish gourd : a kind of

melon, in colour and forme resembling a Citron. 1693
Evelyn Dc la Quint. Compl. Gard. II. 192 Citrulls or or-

dinary Pompions, Pumpions, or Pumkins, and Potirons, or

flat Pumpions, as every body knows, are the biggest pro-

ductions the Earth brings forth in our Climates. 1736
Bailey Househ. Diet. 119 Citruls boil'd . . till the water be-

comes clammy. 1755 Johnson, Citrul, the same with
pumpion, so named from its yellow colour.

il Citrus .si'trys). Bot. [L. : cf. Gr. turpia,

KtTpiov citron-tree, Ktrpov citron. Prob. ultimately

of Eastern origin, the citron being described by
Theophrastus as growing in Media, whence also

the name firjXov ^irjhiKov Median apple, and the

specific name Citrus Afcdica.
-

]

1. The Latin name of the citron-tree, now used

as the name of the genus which includes the citron,

lemon, lime, orange, shaddock, and their many
varieties.

It is still a question how many of these are specifically

distinct. Lindley inclined to consider the whole as long-

established varieties of the citron Citrus Medica. Hooker
reckons about 5 good species, C. Medica citron (with

C. Limonum lemon, and C. Limetta sweet lime, as varieties

or sub-species), C. Aurautium orange, C. deeumana shad-

dock, and two others. The native region of these appears

to be northern India, esp. about the eastern end of the

Himalayas. The earliest known in the west was the citron,

cultivated by the 4th c. k.c. in Western Asia, whence it was
obtained by the ancient Greeks and Romans. The orange

and lemon were found in India by the Arabs, and by them
carried westward, reaching Southern Europe about the

12th or 13th c.

188a Harper's Mag. Dec. 59/2 Lands suitable for the cul-

tivation of the citrus fruits. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 804

Citrus fruits do not flourish in this belt. 1885 Lady Brassey
The Trades 139 The orange, lemon, shaddock, pomelo, and
every description of citrus, were weighed down by their

own golden fruit.

2. The name by which the Romans knew an

African tree, probably Callitris quadrivalvis, the

fragrant wood of which was highly prized for

making furniture.

1863 Daubeny Trees Anc. 40.

Cittadel(l, obs. form of Citadel.

Citte, -ie, obs. forms of City.

Citterach, obs. form of Cetebacu, scale-fern.

Cittern, eittren, -on : see Cithern.

City (si'ti). Forms: 3-6 cyte, cite, (3 scite), 4
cety, 4-5 cytee, site, 4-6 citee, cete, 5 cetie, sete,

5- 7 citie, 6 cittie, citte, cytte, syttey, sittey

;

also Sc. ciete, cyete, scitie, 6-7 citty, (7 chitty),

6- city. [ME. cite, a. OF. cite
1

, earlier citet, corresp.

to Pr. ciptat, It. citta, earlier cittade, Romanic
*ciiftade :—L. civitdt-em. By another phonetic pro-

56-2
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cess the Romanic type gave Pr. and Cat. ciutat,
1

Sp. ciudad, Pg. cidaae. L. civitas, -tdtew was sb.

of state or condition f. civis citizen: its primary

sense was therefore 'citizenship' ; thence con-
j

cretely * the body of citizens, the community '

;

only in later times was the word taken as = ttrbs,

die town or place occupied by the community.
The historical relation between the Roman civitas

and civis was thus the reverse of that between our

city and citizen, which however is that of the Gr.
woKn and iroAtVr/s.]

The name civitas was applied by the Romans to each of
the independent states or tribes of Gaul; in later times it

adhered to the chief town of each of these states, which
j

usually became afterwards the seat of civil government
,

and oi episcopal authority. Though there were civitates in
j

Britain also in Roman times, the word was not adopted by i

the Angles and Saxons, who applied the name burh to all

towns alike. In later times civitas may be found as a Latin
equivalent of burk, and, in Domesday, it is frequently ap-
plied to the larger and more important byri$, buries, or
boroughs, which were the centres of districts, and had in
some cases municipal autonomy, and thus corresponded in
character to the die's of France. As an English word, citi

1

is found early in the 13th c., applied, both to foreign, and
particularly ancient cities, where it is probably due to trans-
lation from Latin or French, and also to important English

\

boroughs, such as London and Lincoln. Under the Norman
kings, the episcopal sees, which were formerly often esta-
blished in villages, began to be removed to the chief borough
or 'city* of the diocese, as in France ; and as the bishops 1

thus went to the cities, there grew up a notion of identifi-

cation between 'city' and 'cathedral town'; which was
confirmed and legally countenanced when, on the establish-
ment of the new bishoprics by Henry VIII, the boroughs
fal which they were set up were created * cities *. The
HUM title has been conferred on all for nearly all the
places to which new bishoprics have been assigned in the
iQth c. Historians and legal antiquaries have, however,

!

always pointed out that there is no necessary connexion of
' city ' with ' cathedral town ', and in recent times the style
and rank of * city ' have begun to be conferred by royal
authority on large and important boroughs which are not
episcopal seats, Birmingham being the first so distinguished
in England. iSee Freeman in Matmillan's Mag., May 1889.)

In Scotland, the style of civitas appears to nave been in-

troduced from England, after the association of the word
with the episcopal seats. Here, it appears to have had no
relation to the size, civil importance, or municipal standing
of the place, but was freely applied in charters from the
time of David I fi2th cJ to every bishop's seat, even when
a mere hamlet ; it was only at much later dates that some
of these civitates attained sufficient importance to be '

raised to the rank of burghs, while others remained villages.

In later times, perh. not before the Reformation, civitas is i

found applied to Perth and Edinburgh, which were not
episcopal seats, but ancient royal burghs, and seats of
royalty. The vernacular form ' city ' is found in the 15th c.

applied to some of the burghs which were civitates, and it

gradually came to be commonly used of certain of the
larger of these, notably Edinburgh, Glasgow, Perth, and
Aberdeen. In this sense, the royal burgh of Dundee was
also created a 'city' by Royal Charter in 1889. Some
of the other burghs which were formerly bishop's seats,

or can show civitas in their early charters, have in recent
times claimed or assumed the style of 'city', though not
generally so regarded.
The history of the word in Ireland is somewhat parallel.

Probably all or most of the places having bishops have
been styled on some occasion civitas ; but some of these
are mere hamlets, and the term ' city ' is currently applied
only to a few of them which are ancient and important
boroughs. Thorn's Directory applies it to Dublin, Cork,
Londonderry, Limerick ('City of the violated treaty 't,

Kilkenny, and Waterford ; also to Armagh and Cashel,
but not to Tuam or Galway (though the latter is often
called 'the City of the Tribes'). Belfast was, in 1888,
created a *city' by Royal Letters Patent.
In other lands now or formerly under British rule, 'city'

is used sometimes more loosely, but often with more exact
legal definition than in England. In North America it

usually connotes municipal autonomy or organization of
a more complete or higher kind than ' town '. See a d, e.

In India it is applied titular! y to the three Presidency
capitals, and to all great towns of historic importance or
note, as the seats of dynasties, etc., e.g. Benares, Delhi,
Agra, Lucknow, Indore, Peshawur, etc.

The distinction is unknown to other Teutonic and (nowt \

also to Romanic languages : Ger. stadt, F. ville, It. citta,
\

Sp. ciudatle, etc., translate both town and city.

I. t L 0rig. A town or other inhabited place.

Not a native designation, but app. at first a some-
what grandiose title, used instead of the OE. burh,
Borough. Frequently applied (after civitas of the i

Vulgate = nokts of N. T. & LXX.) to places men-
|

tioned in the Bible which were really mere villages, !

e.g. Nazareth, Nain, Bethlehem
;
here, as a literal-

ism of translation, it still stands in Bible ver-

sions.

The earlier Wyclifite version had regularly bur% toun,
borow toun ', for this the later version (Purvey's) substituted
citee. Only in Esther ix. 19 do we find borow townes, and
in Gen. xiii. 12 townes retained.
a xzx^Ancr. R. 238 be tur nis nout asailed, ne be castel,

ne be cite hwon heo beo5 biwunnen. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex.
2669 Memphin Sat riche cite, c KS50 Kentish Serm. in
O . E. Misc. 26 t>e cite of bethleem. a 1340 Hampole Psalter !

xvi. 12 Fforthkastand me out of be cite, 1388 Wyclie
jDeut. xii. 21 Thou schalt ete in thi citecs [138a buntounsj. i— Joshua vii. 2 The citee {138a buntown] Bethel. 1535

Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 203 All the laif that duelt into that
schire, With euerie scitie that wes neir besyde. 161 1 Bible \

Luke vii. n He went into a citie called Nain.

2. spec. A title ranking above that of 1 town \ i

a. used vaguely, or of ancient or foreign places of
note, as capitals, or the like.

t 1380 Sis* Ferumb. 283 Be it castel, burgh, outher Cite.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv. ii. (1495) 486 The erthe
is aoumyd wyth so many grete cytees and borughes. c 1440
Gesta Rom. xxv. 93 (HarH MS.) Plebems was Empcroure
Regning in the cete of Rome. 1481 Caxton Myrr. it. iv.

68 An yle named Probane wherin ben founded ten cytees
and plenteof other townes. 1535 Coverdale Nab. it. 12 Wo
vnto him, y* buyldeth y* towne with bloude, and mayn-
teneth yJ cite with vnrightuousnes [so Bps'. Bible and 161 1

;

Wycuf citee . . cytee]. 1555 Fardle Facions Pref. 10 Of
Tounes, thei made cities, and of villages, Tounes. 1568
Bible (Bishops') 1 Sam. xxvii. 5 Let them geue me a place
in some towne in the countrey . .for why shoulde thy seruant
dwel in the head citie of the kingdome. 1591 Shaks. i

Hen. VI, 111. hi. 45 Look on fertile France, And see the
Cities and the Townes defac't. x6xo Holland Camden's
Brit. (1637) 69 The delightsome pleasures of Rome-citie.

1709 Berkeley Ess. Vision % 109 Many houses go to the
making of one city. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. \, They
saw a lake, .encompassed with large towns, and discovered
the capital city [Mexico] rising upon an island in the middle.
1844 Kinclake Edthen xviii, Cairo and Plague ! During

j

the whole time of my stay the Plague was master of the
city, i860 Hawthorne Fr. <y It. Jmts. II. 302 A city in
size and social advantages; quite so, indeed, if eighty
thousand people make a city. 1871 Rcskin MuneraPulv.
(1880) Pref. 8 The city of Paris . . supposed itself, .infinitely

richer.

b. In England (see the historical sketch above%
The title appears to be properly relative to * town ', not to

'borough'. 4 Cities' and 'towns', possessing a municipal
corporation and local autonomy, are alike 'boroughs',

]

though those boroughs which are also cities may take pre-
cedence of those which are not.

t 1300 Beket 1 129 He wende fram Gra[nt]ham ; fyve and
tuenti myle also To the cite of Lincolne. 1377 Langu P. Pi.

\

B. Prol. 160, I haue yscin segges, quod he, in be cite of lon-
don Beren bi3esful bri^te- 1393 Ibid.C. L 177 Ich haue yseie
grete syres in Cytees and in tounes. 1389 in Eng. Gilds
(1870) 27 A brctherhode of barbres in be site of Norwyche.
1473 Warkw. Chron. 2 And graunted to many cyteis and
tounes new fraunschesses. 1551-3 Inv. Ch. Goods Stafls. in
Attn. Lichfield IV. 68 Solde by the bayles and cominalte
of the sayd syttey of Lychefeld. 1641 Termes de la Ley
60 That place is commonly called Civitas, which hath a
Bishop. Vet Master Crompton in his Jurisdictions, where

|

he reckoneth up all the Cities, leaveth out Elie. although it
1

hath a Bishop and a Cathedral Church, and puttetn in
Westminster, notwithstanding that now it hath no Bishop.

'

1714 Fortescue-Ai-and Fortescue's Abs. tr Lim. Mon. 65
j

note, My Lord Coke's Observation, that every City is, or
1

was, a Bishop's See, is not very exact ; for Leicester which
is called there a City, never had a Bishop ; nor had Glou-
cester at that time any Bishop, tho' it is called a City in
Domesday-book. 1880 Freeman in Alacm. Mag. May 29
A little time back . . Birmingham and Dundee, hitherto !

merely boroughs, were raised to the rank of cities. Ibid. 30
A city does not seem to have any rights or powers as

1

a city
which are not equally shared by every* corporate town.

C. In Scotland and Ireland (see the historical

sketch above).
1454 fi8 Dec.) Mnnimenta Fr.Pred. de Glasgu. 32 (Maitl.

CI.) 176 Johne Steuart, the first provest that wes in the
Cite of Glasgow. 1477 ,2 7 J*B>) P fg- E/isc. Gtasg. No.

j

453 Hed Court of the Burgh and Cite of Glasgow. 1581
Acts Pari. Sc. 29 Nov. cap. 60 (18. .) III. 239 The provest, 1

baillies, counsall, and communitie of the cietie of Sanctan- I

drois. Ibid. 24 Oct. 121 Jas. VI (1597) Barronnes alsweil
within Regalitie as Royaltie, and their Baillies to Land-
wart, and the Provestes and Baillies of all Burrowes and
Cities. 1814 Scott IVaverley xxxix, He approached the

,

ancient palace of Holyrood, without having entered the
walls of the city. 18*8 — F. M. Perth i, The city was

j

often the residence of our monarchs. .although they had no
palace at Perth. Ibid, vii, The citizens of the town, or, as
they loved better to call it, the Fair City of Perth. 1840
Lnn H. Lorrequer i, We were dined by the citizens of I

Cork , . a harder drinking set of gentlemen no city need
boast. 1884 Gladstone in Standard 29 Feb. 2/4 These

|

works were within the precincts of the city of Glasgow. 1889
Croifn Charter, Dundee, We . . ordain . .that our said Burgh
of Dundee shall henceforth and forever hereafter be a City,
and shall be called and styled the City of Dundee, and

\

shall have all such rank, liberties, privileges, and immuni-
ties as are inchlent to a City. — Resol. 0/ Town Council
Dumlee 5, That the Chief Magistrate of the City shall

hereafter resume and assume the style and title of Lord
Provost.

d. in If. S. :
' A town or collective hotly of in-

habitants incorporated and governed by a mayor
and aldermen' (Webster' ; but applied, in the
newer States, much more loosely (sec quots.), and
often given in anticipation.
The legal characteristics of a city vary in different states.

In some, e.g.Iowa, there are 'cities of the first class' with
above 15,000 inhabitants, 'cities of the second class 'with
above 2,000, and 'incorporated towns', differing respec-
tively in the complexity of their municipal organization,
division into wards, and extent of municipal powers.

1843 Marryat M. Violet xxxii, It is strange that the
name of city should^ be given to an unfinished log-house,
but such is the case in Texas ! every individual possessing
three hundred acres of land, calls his lot a city. 1867 Dixon
Neiv Amer. I. 36 In a couple of hours, .we are at function

j

City ; a city of six wooden shanties where we alight. Ibid.
xi. 125 At the head of these rolling prairies stands Denver,
City of the Plains. A few months ago 'time runs swiftly in
these western towns* Denver was a wifeless city. 1882
Freeman in Ltmgm. Mag. I. 89 In America a ' city 1 means
what we should call a corporate town or municipal borough.
1883 J. Law kknce Silverland 68 (Hoppe) We reached Alta
city—all mining camps are cities hereabouts. 1887 J.
MACY flowat Our Govcrtimt. 51 The characteristic officers

'

of a city are a mayor, councilmen, police judges, and a
marshall. Mod. On a visit to New York city.

e. In the dominion of Canada : a municipality
of the highest class.

Variously used in different provinces. In Ontario, a
village, on its population exceeding 2,000, has a right to
be made a ' town , with Mayor and Councillors ; a town, on
reaching 15,000, has a right to be erected into a 'city',
whereby it is separated from the jurisdiction of the County
Council, and has a Mayor and Aldermen (instead of Coun-
cillors) ; ^ but towns of smaller population have also been
erected into cities, by special acts of the legislature. In
Quebec * town '

( = F. ville) is the normal title for a place
with municipal autonomy, but six places have been in*
corporated by the legislature as 'cities', and have Alder-
men, in addition to their Mayor and Councillors. " In New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, the term appears to be titular,
and conferred by special charter. In Manitoba it does not
exist, * town ' ( = F. ville) being alone recognized. In
British Columbia, on the other hand, there are no * towns ',

only 'city' and 'township or district' being legally recog-
nized, the former havine a Mayor, the latter a Reeve.
1876 Statutes of Quebec 38 Vict. c. 76 f 5 There shall

be elected . . four competent persons who shall be called .

.

aldermen of the city of Three Rivers. 1881 Stat. Br.
Columbia c. 16 $ 10 In every municipality being a city a
Mayor shall be elected, and in every municipality being
a township or district a Reeve shall be elected. 1887 Re-
vised Stat. 0/Ontario c. 184 f 19 In case it appears by the
census returns . . that a town contains over 15,000 inhabit-
ants, the town may be erected into a city. Ibid. % 68 The
council of every city shall consist of the Mayor, .and three
aldermen for every ward.

f. City of Refuge, in the Mosaic dispensation,

a walled town set apart for the protection of those
who had accidentally committed manslaughter.
Holy City, Jerusalem, esp. in connexion with pil-

grims and crusaders. Eternal City, City of the

Seven Hills, Rome : so with many similar epithets,

for which see their alphabetical places.
138a Wvclif Matt, xxvii. 53 Thei . . camen in to the

holy citee. 1388 — Joshua xxi. 1 % Ebron, a citee of refuyt
1 1382 fl iv ]. c 1400 M al ndev. vii. 73 For tospekeofJerusalem,
the Holy Cytee .. it stont full faire betwene Hilles. 161

1

Bible Joshua xx. 2 Appoint out for you cities of refuge.
1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 286 Leave the man-slayer
no city of refuge. 1844 Kinclake Edthen xvi, The Pilgrims
. . make their way as well as they can to the Holy City.

3. a. transf. and fig. from I and 2.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6275 Thou, hooly chirche, thou maist be
wailed ! Sith that thy citee is assayled- 1516 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 15311 138 The capitaynes and knyghtes by
whose dylygence grace byldeth & holdeth these citees in
mannes soule. 1597 Shaks. Lover's Compl. 176 Long upon
these terms I held my city Till thus he can besiege me.
1843 Marryat M. Violet xi, The [prairie] dogs never locate
their towns or cities except where it [grass] grows in abund-
ance. i860 Farxak Orig. Lang. i. 19 The canoe of the
savage has grown into the floating city of nations.

b. Often applied to Paradise or the dwelling
of God and the beatified, as in Celestial City,

Heavenly City, Holy City, City of God, the last

{civitas Dei) being also the title of a famous work
of St. Augustine describing ' an ideal city in the
heavens *.

1382
;
Wyclif Ps. xlvi. 4lxlv. 5] The bureof the flod gladith

the cite of God. — Rev. xxl 2 The holy citee Jerusalem,
newe, comynge doun fro heuen of God. zoio Healey (title),

St. Augustine of the City of God. 1669 Bcnyan (title)

Holy Citie, or New Jerusalem. 1678 — Pilgr. t. 12a Now
the way to the Coelestial City lyes just thorow this Town [of
Vanity!, where this lusty Fair is kept. 187s Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 186 Such an ideal of a city in the heavens has
always hovered over the Christian world, and is embodied
in St. Augustine's *De ("ivitate Dei'.

4. The community of the inhabitants of a city.
138a Wyclie i Sam. tv. 13 That man after that he is goon

yn, toolde to the cytee, and al the citee )ellide. t 1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon 1885 1 1 36 Whan the cyte vnder-
stode this, she began to be sore moeved. 1513 More
Edw. V (1641) 135 To frame the Citty to their appetite.

5. The City : short for the City of London, that

part of London situated within the ancient boun-
daries, including the liberties, or the districts into

which the municipal franchises and privileges ex-

tend, which is under the jurisdiction of the Lord
Mayor and Corporation. Also the corporation

and citizens.

1556 Chron, Gr. Friars (18521 14 Presley freeres, and
other sage men of the cyttc. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. i.

67 Know you not the Citie fauours them? 1660 Evelyn
Diary 10 Feb., Now were the Gates of the Citty broken
down by General Monke which exceedingly exasperated
the Citty. itu De \'oe Plague (I754 1 7 There died but
three, of which not one within the whole City or Liberties.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV*. no London, in the large sense of the
term, comprehends the City of London, within and without
the walls,the cityof Westmin^ter.the borough of Southwark,
and the newly-created parliamentary boroughs of Finsbury,
St. Mary-le-bone, the Tower Hamlets, and Lambeth.
1848 Macallay Hist. Eng. Hi. I. 351 The City is no longer
regarded by the wealthiest traders with that attachment
which every man naturally feels for his home . . Lombard
Street and Threadneedle Street are merely places where
men toil and accumulate. They go elsewhere to enjoy and
to expend. 1884 B. Scott Lond. Roll Fame 11 Within a
few months he received the Freedom of the City.

b. More particularly, the business part of this,

in the neighbourhood of the Exchange and Bank
of England, the centre of financial and commer-
cial activity. Hence, the commercial and business

community here located.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. xcvii, An order for thirty pounds
upon the what-d'ye-call'em in the city. 1823 Lamb Elia i
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Blind to the deadness of things (as they call them in the

city). 1865 BRIGHT SP. on Canada 13 Mar. (1868) 67 It is

said that 'the City' joins in this feeling. -Well, I never
knew the City to be right, c X875 Mrs. Alexander \V00in

o't xxxiv, Garret and Oldham are going to smash . . They
are something in the City, are they not?

6. As the equivalent of Gr. vokis, L. dvitas, in

the original sense of a self-governing city or state

with its dependencies.
1540-1 Elvot Image Gou. 44 Aristotle, in definyng, what

is a Citee, doeth not call it a place builded with houses,

and enuironed with wals, but saieth that it is a companie,
whiche hath sufiiciencie of liuyng, and is constitute or as-

sembled to the entent to Hue well. 1607 Shaks. Cor. in. i.

199 What is the Citie, but the People? True, the People

are the Citie. 1651 Houbes Govt. Soc. v. § 9 Union thus

made is called a City, or Civill Society, and also a civill

Person. 1751 Chambers Cyel. s.v., City, in speaking of

antiquity, signifies a state, or people, with all its depen-

dencies constituting a particular republic—Such as are,

still, several Cities of the empire, and the Swiss cantons.

1781 Gibbon Decl.fy F.xv'ii. II. 69 The /Edui, one of the most
powerful and civilized tribes or cities of Gaul. 1847 Grote
Greece B. ix. (1849) III. 31 The restoration of a government
of personal will m place of that systematic arrangement
known as the City. 1873 Morley Rousseau II. 101 We
seem to be reading over again the history of a Greek city.

II. Attrib. and Comb. (Frequently with special

reference to London.)
7. attrib. Of, belonging, or pertaining to a city

or the City. (Often hyphened, as in next.)

C 1300 K. Alis. 7543 They rideth dale and doune, That
heo syghen a cite towne. 1389 in Eng. Gilds U870) 7 W*
oute pe cite townes ende. 1607 Shaks. Cor. I. x. 31, I am
attended at the Cyprus groue . . 'Tis South the City Mils.
— Timon in. vi. 75 Make not a Citie Feast of it. c 161

1

2nd Maiden's Trag. iv. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley X. 449 A great

city-pie brought to a table. 1644 BuLWBR Chiron. 105 The
Citie-people accustomed . . to approve the gesture of the
Player. 1649 G, Daniel Trinarch. Hen. k, celxiv, While
Cittie- Liveries . . resolve it to their Cost, a 1704 T. Brown
Pleasant Ep. Wks. 1730 I. m Confirm our City-youth in

the true principles of their ancestors. 1725 Swift Drapier's
Lett, v, Let me have . . good city security against this pes-

tilent coinage. • 1728 Pope Dune. 1. 96 What City Swans
once sung within the walls. 1787 Sir J. Hawkins Life
Johnson Wks. I. 434 To this person, as to a city-friend,

Mr. Garrick held himself obliged. 1836-9 Dickens Sk.
Boz, Land. Recreations, The regular city man, who leaves

Lloyd's at five o'clock, and drives home to Hackney,
Clapton, Stamford Hill, or elsewhere. 1847 Tennyson
Princ. Concl. 101 The city-roar that hails Premier or king !

1864 — Sea Dreams 5 Her clear germander eye Droopt in

the giant-factoried city-gloom. ^1875 Mrs. Alexander
Wooin' o't xxxiv. The Bank rate is a sort of index to the

state of City affairs.

8. General comb. a. attributive, as city-bounds,

-clerk, f -colony, -community, -cross, -dame, -gate,

-government, -knight, -moat, -soldier, -solicitor,

-tvall, -7vay, -woman, -work; b. objective, as

city-builder, -burner, -founder, -razer ; C. instr.

and locative, as city-bom, -bound, -bred, -crested,

-dubbed, -planted, adjs.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. 1. viii. (1622) 14 A multitude
of *citie-borne bondmen, and after made free, 1866 Yates
Land at Last II. 113 (Hoppe) *City-bound clerks. 1735
Thomson Liberty \. 213 Within the *City-bounds the desert

see. 1885 Vpool Daily Post 30 June 4/6 A ' city-bred child.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xviii, 1 If this other wench,' said the
*city-clerk, 'can speak to her sister'. 1864 Tennyson Sea
Dreams 1 A city clerk^ but gently born and bred. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 413 As men goto the *cky-colony erected

by Sylla. 1848 Mill Pol. Eeon. Prel. Remarks (1876) 10 The
whole of these *city-communities were either conquerors or
conquered. 1598 Marston Pygmal. Sat. x. 125 The subtile

*Citty-dame. 1636 Massinger Bashful L<r;>er ix.'\, Five-

hundred *City-dubbed Madams. 1610 Healey St. Aug.
Citie ofGod 542 The humanists cannot agree about the first

*City-founder. 1591 Shaks. Txvo Gent, in. i. 252 Come,
He conuey thee through the *City-gate. 1656 J. Harring-
ton Oceana (1771) 15S ijod.^ This alteration of *city-govern-
ment, lyox De Foe True-born Engl. 1. 364 Innumerable
*City-kmghts we know, 1761 Colmancc Garrick Clandes-
tine Marr. 1. n iHoppe), I have no patience with the pride

of your city knight's ladies. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (17601

IV. 295 The dutchess's garden lies near the *city-moat.

1787 Sir J. Hawkins Life Johmott Wks. I. 433 Mr. Pater-

son, the * city-solicitor. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 428 ? 1

Every great shop within the 'City-walls. 1850 Mrs. Brown-
ing My Doves xi, To move Along the *city-ways. 1600
Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. vii. 75 The *City woman beares The
cost of Princes on vnworthy shoulders.

9. Special comb., as city-arab ;see Arab 3);
City-article, the editorial article or summary of

financial and commercial news in a London (or

other) newspaper
;
city-avens, book-name for the

plant Geum urbanum
;
City Company, one of

the corporations that historically represent the

ancient trade guilds of London : see Company
;

City-commissioners, officials who superintend

the sewerage of the City ; city-court, a judicial

court held in a city by the city magistrates ; in

U. S. the municipal court of a city, consisting of
the mayor or recorder and aldermen (Webster)

;

City-editor, the editor of the City article and
City news in a journal ; city-father (poet.), a
civic ruler; f city-man, a citizen; a man of
the (same) city (cf, totunsman)

; city-mission,
a religious and benevolent mission to the poor and
abandoned classes of great cities; so city-mis-
sionary; f city-poet, a poet appointed by the

citizens of London (see quots.); city-marshal,

-remembrancer, -ward, etc. : see Marshal,
Remembrancer, Ward, etc.

1884 J. E. Taylor Sagacity <y Morality Plants 1S1 The
*city Arabs who sell fusees m the streets, c 1300 K. Alis.

1618 The *cite-men weoren wel wyght. 1662 Fuller
Worthies, Devon 271 Being intimate with his City-man
. . Baldwin of Devonshire. 1632 Massinger City Madam
iv. ii, The 'City Marshall !.. And the Sheriff! I know
him. 1714 Lond. Gas. No. 5261/3 The two City Marshals
on Horseback, with their Men on Foot to make Way.
i8$i Mavhew Lond. Labour I. 346 ^Hoppe) The ' City-

Mission .. might be made productive of real and exten-

sive good. Ibid. I. 23 They respect the *City Mission-

aries, because they read to them. 1728 Pope Dune. 1. 8S

note, The Pageants . . being . . at length abolish'd, the em-
ployment of *City-Poet ceas'd. 1779-81 Johnson L. P.,

Dryden Wks. II. 348 Settle was. .made the city poet, whose
annual office was to describe the glories of the Mayor's
day. Of these bards he was the last.

Hence nonce-tads. Ci'tycism, city manners, etc.;

Citydom, a domain or state constituted by a city ;

Cityish, smacking of the city
;
Ci'tyness, city

quality ; Crtyship, a city with its territory ; cf.

township.
1599 B. JossoN Cynthia's Rev. v. iv, Transform'd from his

original Citycism. 1862 R. Patterson Ess. Hist. # Art
460 The early Aryans . . resembled the Hellenic race . . in

being split up into a number of small States or citydoms.

1881 Mrs. Riddell Palace Gardens xxi 194 Delightful

people .. not cityish or snobbish. 1662 Fuller Worthies,
Devon (1811) I. 290 (D.) They take exception at the very
Title thereof, ' Ecclesiastical Politie,' as if unequally yoked ;

I

Church with some mixture of Citynesse. 1870 R. Black
tr. Guizot's Hist. France (1872) I. v. 77 Lugdunum .. be-

came .. the favourite cityship and ordinary abiding-place

of the emperors when they visited Gaul.

Cityful (si'tiful;. [f. City + -ful.] As many
as a city will contain.
1826 E. Irving Babylon II. vn. 239 Five city-fulls of men.

c 1879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibbie vii, He gazed . . from the

midst of a city-ful of his fellows.

Cityfy (sHifai), v. colloq. [f. City + -FY. Cf.

countryfy, churclufy, etc.] trans. To make city-

like, to stamp or mark with the characteristics of

a city. Esp. Cityfied a.

1883 E. M. Bacon Diet. Boston (Mass.) 138 Attempts have
!

been made to give the Common a more citified name. 1884
I Casselfs Fam. Mag. 238/2 Every one looks more or less

' cityfied '.

Cltyless (si'tiles), a. [see -less.]

1. Without a city or cities, having no city.

« 1400-50 Alexander 2286 Sirres, by my sothe, quod he

segge, Sitiles I hi^t. Qwi so . . How tidis it be & tounk»
bi toname is callid? 1658 W. Burton /tin. Anton. 159

1 Great Britain must no longer incur the barbarous note, of

being City-Iesse in Caesar's daies. 187* Longf. Christus

1 199 The cityless river, that flows From fountains that no
1 one knows, Through the lake of Galilee,

f 2. nonce-use. That is no city. Obs.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. n. /ret. 86 In steed of a

j

city it is altogether as one saith tt6a« arroAts that is A City
I Citylesse, or The remains of that which was a city.

Ci'tyward, adv. [see -ward.] Toward, or in

the direction of, the city (orig. to the city-ward),
a 1400-50 Alexander 2847 To be cite-ward of Susys him-

; selfe he aprocb.es. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xvi. 17

Mouyng of people drawyng to the Cite warde. 1858 Haw-
1 thorne Fr. <y It. yrnls. (1872) I. 1 As we drove city-ward.

b. Also capable of being used attrib. or as adj.,

as in 'the cityward view, course, route, etc.
1

Citywards, adv. [see -wards.] =prec.
1867 Yates Black Slieep II. 233 (Hoppe) As he went

Citywards that morning. 1875 B. Tavlor Faust II. ni. 171

Accents of Discord clang through the field City-wards.

[Civantick, in edd. Pepys (24 May 1668^ : cor-

rected by Mynors Bright to seraphic.']

Cive ^saiv). A small species of Allium, now
!
more commonly called Chive, q.v.

Cive, obs. form of Sieve.

Civery, var. of Severy : see also Cirory.

Civet (si'vet). sb. 1 Also 6 zeuet, 6-7 sivet, 7

!

cyvet, 7-9 civit. [a. F. civette (15th c. in Littrc,

I both for the beast and the perfume), It. zibetto,

med.L. zibelhu/u, med.Gr. (airirtov, all originating

: in the Arab, name zabdd, zubad. (Inter-

I
mediate forms, now app. lost, must have come be-

tween the Arabic and the European words.) See

1 also Zibet, j

The Arabic lexicographers connect the word with zabada
to cream, foam, zubd froth, cream, zubbad^ cream, etc., as

if orig. applied to the secretion ; butDevic inclines to think

that there is a mere accidental coincidence between these

words and the name of the quadruped, which was perh.

adopted from some African language.]

1. A genus of carnivorous quadrupeds, yielding

the secretion called by the same name. Specifi-

cally, the central African species, Viverra civetta,

an animal ranking in size and appearance between

the fox and the weasel. Often called more fully

Civet Cat. The allied Asiatic species V. zibetha

is often distinguished by the variant name Zibet.

The Javanese species is the Rasse.
1532 Xe7o Year's Gifts in Cat. St. Papers Hen. VIII, V-

320 A beast called a civet, ifiSz Huloet, Ciuet, beast,

cibeta. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 116731 585 A Zibeth

or Sivet. .which was brought out of Africa. 1774 Goldsm.

j

Nat. Hist. Anitn. (1862) I. xiv. 234 The Dog. kind ..the
Dog, the Wolf .. the Civet. 1834 M cMuKTRit: Cuvier's
Anim. Kingd. 66 In the true Civets there is a deep pouch
divided into two sacs, filled with an abundant pommade of

a strong musty odour, secreted by glands which surround
it. 1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon n. in. ii. 115 The
Common or true Civet . . inhabits Guinea, Congo, and
Ethiopia. Tins mammal is about twenty-eight inches long.

2. A yellowish or brownish unctuous substance,

having a strong musky smell, obtained from sacs

or glands in the anal pouch of several animals of

the Civet genus, especially of the African Civet-

cat. It is used in perfumery.

1553 Edkn Treat. Nctve I?ui. (Arb.) 26 margin, Siuet or

nmske. 1564-78 Bulleyn Dial. agst. Fetter Pest. {1888)98
Muske and Zeuet in euery place did abounde. 1594 Blun-
devil Exerc. v. viii. (ed. 7) 549 The precious grease or

humour, which they call Civet and Zibeth. 1600 Shaks.
A. Y. L. 111. ii. 69 Ciuet is of a baser birth then Tarre, the

verie vncleanly fluxe of a Cat. 1607 Topskll Four-f Beasts

(1673) 586 This Sivet is an Excrement. 1781 Cowper Con-
versation 283, I cannot talk with civet in the room, A fine

puss-gentleman that's all perfume. 1840 Barham Ingot.

Leg. 273 As5afcetida mix'd with your bouquet and civet.

b. trans/, and fig. Anything perfumed with

civet
;
anything acting as a perfume.

rti653G. Daniel Idyll in. 36 Confer It to the Civetts of

an Officer, Whose Tooth-picker. . Betraves him Sleeping.

1742 Young Ni. Th. v. 11 To make a civet of their song
Obscene, and sweeten ordure to perfume.

3. attrib. and Comb., as civet-basket, -box, -violet
;

civet-smelling, -tanned, adjs. ; civet-like adj., adv.

1654 Gayton Fest. Notes 11. vi. 60 They who. .busie them-
selves in rock-work, in "Civet-baskets, in waxen Fruit-Trees.

1684 Bcnyan PUgr. 11. 204 His Name has been to me a^

a ;: Civit-Box, yea sweeter than all Perfumes. 1801 Southev
Thalaba x. xxxvi, In thy turn, die civet-like at last In the

dung-perfume of thy sanctity ! 1616 R. C. Times' Whis.
1 11. 979 Or kembe his *civet lockes. 1596 Fn z-gei-tray Sir
/'. Drake 1 1881) 63 A *civet-smellinge daumskc rose. 1856

! R. Vaugiian Mystics (i860) I. 151 You feather-brained,

'civet-tanned puppet of a man. 1709 Taller No. 101 ? 5

J

His Amber Orange- Flower, Musk, and Civet-Yiolet, put

. .into an Handkerchief, shall have the same Effect,

t Civet, sb.'1 Obs. Also 6 cyuet, siuet, siueth.

.
[a. F. civette dim. of cive : see Chive, (Mis-

I

printed in 16th c. herbals siuet and szcelh.)]

j

— Civk or Chive (Allium Schsaioprasum).

1531 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., Itm, for Cyuet
!

sede. 1548 Turner Names ofilerbes, Gethium . . a ciuet.

1562 — Herbal 11. 9 a, Getion is called in Englishe a Cyue,
I or a Ciuet, or a Chyue. Ibid. 11. 101 b, Our siuet called in

I
Duche schnitlauch is gethium. 1578 Lyte Dodoensx. Ixxv.

I
643 Turner. .Englisheth by al these names a Cyue, a Ciuet,

I a Chyue, or Sweth. 1597 Gerarde Herball 1. Ixxxvii,

! Ciues is called, .in English Ciues, Chiues, Ciuet and Sweth.

1712 J. James tr. Blond's Gardening 65 Fine small Grass,

resembling Civet,

t Civet, sb$ Obs. [a. F. civet : Cotgr. has
' des Civets, slices of bread toasted, then soaked

an hour or two in water and wine ; then strained

and spice put to them ; an excellent sauce '. Ac-
cording to Littre identical with OF. cive, and con-

nected with cive Chive. Med.L. had civeta : see

! Babee's Bk. II. 42 'Carni oviculi, leporis, civeta

paretur \]
1708*15 in Kersey. 1730-6 Bailey Civet, (with French

Cooks) a particular way of dressing chickens,_ hares, etc.,

first frying them brown in lard, and then stewing them in

broth. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v., A Civet of a Hind,
Stag_, or Roe-buck, may be thus order'd.

Civet, v. [f. Civet sb.'1
] To perfume with

civet. Hence Civeted a.

1601 Cohnwallyes Ess. xxviii, And civilizd, or chiited .

.

kisse the hand. 1785 Cowpkr Tircc. 830 Fops, .lady-like

in mien, Civeted fellows, smelt ere they are seen.

Civet-cat. —Civet i. (Also applied in ridi-

cule to a person perfumed with civet.)

1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts (1673) 585 Of the Zibeth, or

Sivet-cat. 163s Swan Spec. M. (1670) 415 The Zibet, or

Civet cat, is a beast bigger than any cat and lesser than a

Badger. 1738 Pope Epil. Sat. 11. 183 All. your courtly

civet-cats can vent, Perfume to you, to me is excrement.

1770 Gray Corr. iv. Nicholls (1843) IJ 3 -^re her subjects all

civet-cats and musk-deer? 1813 Milburn Orient. Comm. I.

104 Civet, .is produced by an animal called the civet cat.

Civic (si'vik), a. Also 6 ciuike, 7 -icke, 7-8

-ick. [a. L. civic-us belonging to citizens, f. civis

citizen ; cf. F. civique.]

1. Of, pertaining, or proper to citizens.

1790 Burke Fr. Revot. Wks. V. 271 Of late they distin-

guish it by the name of a Civick Education. 1805 Ann.

Rev. I. 298 Volney printed a civic catechism. 1827 Southev

Penins. War II. 596 Efforts.. for organizing a civic and

national resistance. 1871 Blackie Four Phases I. 16 He
displayed a civic virtue on other occasions.

b. Civic crown {^coronet, garland, wreath)

I

[L. corona civica] : a garland of oak leaves and

I acorns, bestowed as a much-prized distinction upon

! one that saved the life of a fellow-citizen in war.

This was app. the earliest use of the word : it was also

, the chief use in Latin.
,

1542 Udall Erasm. Apophth. 254 a, A garlande ciuike .

.

whiche was woont to bee made of oken leues. 1601 Hol-
1 land PUny I. 115 The ciuick coronets .. presented vnto

I
such as had rescued a Romane citizen, and saued his life.

1629 Massinger Picture 11. ii, The civic garland, The
mural wreath. 1649 Marvell Poems Wks. I. Pref. 53 Our
civil warrs have lost the civick crowne. 1842 Tennvson
Vision Sin iv, Freedom, gaily doth she tread ; In her right

a civic wreath, In her left a human head.
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(A). Arch. ' A garland of oak leaves and acorns,

often used as an ornament ' (Gwilt).

2. Of or pertaining to a city, borough, or muni-

cipality ; = City attrib.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Civick, pertaining to the city.

1816 Byron Ch. Har. 111. lxiv, The unambitious heart and
hand of a proud, brotherly, and civic band. 1835 T. Hook
G. Gurney III. ii. (L.), In the civic acceptation of the

word, I am a merchant ;—amongst the vulgar, I am calleda
dry-salter. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. L 354 The first civic

magistrate. 1876 Gkeen Short Hist. iv. : 4. (1882) 191

London took the lead in this new development of civic life,

b. Of a city as a particular kind of locality.

1821 Byron Juan v. xxxvii, That he.. Should now be
butcher'd in a civic alley. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump.
I. 24 His shoulders, like some of the civic streets, are
widened at the expence of the corporation. 1845 K.
Hamilton Pop. Educ. iii. led. 2) 51 Civic residence is our
peculiarity. 1877 M RS- Oliphant Makers Flor. vi. 165

This mood of mind is essentially civic, belonging to that

straitened atmosphere of the town.

3. Of or pertaining to citizenship ;
occasionally

in contrast to military, ecclesiastical, etc. ; civil.

Civic oath [F. serment civii/ue\ : an oath of alle-

giance to the new order of things, demanded from

citizens in the French Revolution.
1789 Sparks Corr. Amer. (1853) IV. 262 Your military

rank holds its place in my mind notwithstanding your civic

glory. 1791 Burke Lett. Member Nat. Assembly Wks.
VI. 15 [Cromwell] chose an Hales for his chief justice,

though he absolutely refused to take his civick oaths, or to

make any acknowledgement whatever of the legality of his

government. 183s tr. Sismoudts ltal. Rep. xvi. 344, 4000
soldiers drawn only from among families havinga right to

sit in the council-general, were called the civic militia.

1841 W. Spalding Italy It. 1st. I. 56 Every individual

possessing the civic franchise. 1866 Fklton Attc. tr Mod.
Gr. II. i. 13 That career of progress which afterwards made
her [GreeceJ the teacher, not only of science, letters, and
art, but of civic wisdom.

t Civical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.] = prcc.

1602 Fulbecke Pandects La-.o Nations 64 He had pur-

chased fourteene civicall crowns. 1658 Sir T. Browne
Card. Cyrits 41 The Triumphal Oval, and Civicall Crowns
of Laurel, Oake, and Myrtle.

Civically (si'vikali), adv. [f. prec. + -ly.-] In

a civic manner or sense.

1631 BlATHWArr ll'himzies. Quest-man 79 Her tongue
too civically mincing, for vulgar attention. 1834 .V, ;.

Monthly Mag. XL. 85 No chief magistrate ever conducted
himself with greater assiduity, urbanity, and, above all,

civically speaking, hospitality than Sir Peter. 1873 Mow-
ley Rousseau II. 185 Just government or unjust, .civically

elevating or demoralising.

Civicism vsi'visiz'm). [f. Civic + -ism.] Civic

system or organization ; the principle that all citi-

zens have equal rights and duties.

1874 Conicmp. Rrz>. XXII I. 599 The spirit of freedom,
the assertion of natural right, and revolt against the domi-
nation of Man (merely as Mam over his fellow—Civicism.

Ibid. XXIV. 373 The partially allied, partially conflicting

elements of Paganism and Civicism.

Civieize, v. noncc-wJ. [see -iu.] traits. To
make civic or urban.
1888 Ch. Times 15 June 516/4 Its object, to coin a word

for the nonce, is to civici/e the counties.

Civics, [pi. of Civic used as sb., on analogy
of politics, etc. ; see -ICS.] That part of political

science which is concerned with the rights and

duties of citizenship.

1887 Advance (Chicago) 25 Aug. 538 Instructional civics

as a special preparation for the duties of citizenship. 1888

Boston (Mass.) Jml. 13 Oct. 3/5 The question of the day.

.

' The End to be Kept in View in Teaching Civics '.

Civil si vil), a. Also 4-7 with usual inter-

change of it and v. i and y, I and //, le. [a. F.

civil ad. I,, civil-is of or pertaining to citizens (f.

civil citizen", their private rights, etc., hence re-

lating to the body of citizens or commonwealth,
political, public

; also, pertaining to the citizen

as distinct from the soldier; and citizen-like,

polite, courteous, urbane. The sense-development,

being already effected in 1.., has received only

slight extension in F'r. and F.ng.]

1. Of or belonging to citizens
;
consisting of citi-

zens, or men dwelling together in a community, as

in civil society, civil life ;
also, of the nature of a

citizen, as + civil man, \ civil creature. The literal

sense 'of citizens' is rare fawt 1848).

159a Shaks. Rom. f, Jul. Pro). (Globel, Wherecivil blood

makes civil hands unclean. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Tot. 1. § 10

(R.) Ciuill Society doth more content the nature of man
then any priuatc kind of solitary liuing. 1598 Klorio, Inur.

bare, to endenizen, to liecome or make a citizen, or a ciuill

man. 1655 Carter lion. Rcdiv. 1 i66o> 63 Man as a Civill

creature, was directed to this form of subjection, a 1684

Earl Roscom. (J.
1
, Civil life was by the muses taught.

1690 J. Harrington Def. Rights Univ. Oxford 7 And for

a civil man to go to the Vice Chancellor for leave to be

out of his house, a 1770 Jortin Serm. VII. i. 14 Sincethen
infants are subjects of the State and members of civil

society. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 609 The proudest
capitals of Western Europe have streamed with civil blood.

2. Of or pertaining to the whole body or com-
munity of citizens

;
pertaining to the organization

and internal affairs of the body politic, or state.

1494 Fabyan 4 London, that auncyent Cylie . . I thynke
somwhat to expresse, Of theyr good ordre, and Cyuyle
polycy, That they so longc liaue ruled theyr Cytie by. 1553

I Eden Treat. Seice hut. 1 Arb.) 34 The inhabitautes. .keepe
also a certayn ciuile iustice and frendly loue one to another.

a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. VS. xv. § 5 To exercise civil

I

dominion of their own. 111656 Bp. Hall Art Divine

I

Medit. xiv, The Heathen Romans enlred not upon any
publike civil! businesse, without, etc. 1765 Blackstone

j

Comm. I. 1. xii. 300 The civil state consists of the nobility

and the clergy. 1830 Mackintosh Etlt. Philos. Wks. 1846
' I. 37 If he had turned to civil institutions, hemight have

learned that some nations had preserved an ancient, simple,

and seemingly rude mode of legal proceeding.

3. Civil war, strife, troubles, etc. : such as occur

among fellow-citizens or within the limits of one-

community.
1387 Trevisa iligdeu (Kollsi IV. 189 A batayle ciuile

bygan bytwene Julius and . . Pompeus. 1494 Fabyan v.

cxviii. 93 A louer of cyuyle batayle. 155a J. Coke Eng. t,

Fr. Heraldi 24 1 18771 63 Contencions and warres. .amonge
themselves or with theyr neyghbours, whiche the Romaynes
call the cyvyle warre. 1559 Bp. Scot in Strype Ann. Re/.

I. App. vii. 12 As we see for civill quietness, there is ap-

pointed in every- Village one constable. 1568 _
Grafton

Citron. II. 625 Domestical! dyscorde, and cyvfll discencion.

1579 F'ulke Re/. Rastcl 763 By meanes ofciuil and externe

warres. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 111 iii. 102 With ciuill and
vnciuill Amies. 1595 — John IV. ii. 247 Hostililic, and
ciuill tumult reignes. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars U. (R. 1

,

When that approued and victorious shield Must in this

civil massacre be tome. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 125 r 3

A furious Party-Spirit, when it rages in its full Violence,

exerts itself in Civil War and Bloodshed. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. 1. 172 Compelled by civil troubles to go into

banishment. 1865 Kingsley Hereto, ix. 145.

b. The Civil War: in England applied speci-

fically to the struggle lietween the Parliament and

Charles I in the 17th c. ; in U.S. often to the

War of Secession, of 186 1-5.

I1649 Bp. Reynolds Hosea vi. 104 We are now under the

heavy calamity of a Civill warre.) 171a Budgell Sped. No.

313 F 16 The Civil War broke out . . one of them followed

the Parliament, the other the Royal Party, a 1834 Mack-
intosh Revolution Wks. 1846 II. 13 Their sufferings in the

royal cause during the civil war.

f 4. Civic, municipal. Civil crown : = civic

crown. Obs.

1513 Docglas .-Eneis vi. xiii. 37 With ciuile crownis of

the Strang aik tre. 1590 Maklowk Ediv. II, 111. iii. 30
I Make England's civil towns huge heaps of stones. 1713
,
Guardian (17561 I. No. 49. 215 I he folly of the civil land-

lord in London, who . . is a stranger to fresh air and rural

enjoyments.

5. Of or pertaining to the individual citizen.

1788 Priestley Led. Hist. v. xxxix. 281 The power
which the community leaves him possessed of with respect

to his own conduct, may be called his civil liberty. 1793
Blackstone Comm. (ed. 12' 149 That system of laws.. calcu-

lated to maintain civil liberty. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. 1. 62
1 Slaves have no civil liberty; but arc entirely under the

. authority of their owners.

6. Becoming or befitting a citizen.

1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 44 These iiii cardynall

i

vermes, '1 cllipcraunce, Justice ctuyle or moral 1
. Fortitude

. -and Prudence. 1618 Kelt ham Rcsoh'cs 11. Ixii. ( 1677) 288
' There is a Civil Hatred when men in general detest Vice.

1655 60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701)21/2 To esteem the

deceased holy is pious, to spare the absent, just, to take

away the eternity of hatred, civil. 176J-71 H. Walpole
i'ertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 61 ror the instruction of

heathen children in christian dutiesand civil knowledge. 186a

M erivale Rom. Emp. (1865I IV. xxxiii. 105 It was civil, in

the Roman sense, to mingle in the amusements of the

j
citizens. 1883 T. H. Green Proleg. Ethics Introd. » Thai
civil spirit through which the promptings of personal pas-

|
sion are controlled.

f 7. I laving proper public or social order ; well-

ordered, orderly, well-governed. Obs.

1 59 1 Shaks. Two Gent. v. iv. 156 They are reformed,
;

ciuill, full ofgood. 1599— Heft. V, t. ii. 109 The ciuil Citizens

kneading vp the hony. 1600 Dvmmok 'I real. Ireland 11843'

i 13 The south parte [of the County of Wexford] as the more

;

cyvill. 1606 Shaks. Ant. + CI. v. i. 16 Ciuill streets. 1641

Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 37 A more quiet, clean, elegantly

built, and civil place, than. .Antwerp. 1659 Milton Rnpt.

Comnnv. 1 1847) 439/2 That Army, lately so renow n'd for the

civilest and best order'd in the world. 168s Morden Geogi.

Rectified 38 Ireland is a Flourishing Island, Civil in its

self, and a good additional strength to the British Empire.

8. In that social condition which accompanies

and is involved in citizenship or life in communi-

ties; not barbarous; civilized, advanced in the arts

of life.

1553 Eden Treat. Newt Ind. (Arb.) 36 A region wel in-

habited and fill of ciuile people. 1579 Cyuile ff Vncyuile

Life To Rdrs., Wee that inhabit a most cyuill Countrey.

1589 PciiENHAM Eng. Poesie 1. ii. (Artx) 30 Among the

l atincsoftheciuiller ages. tt*6 Bacon Sjrlvn I 680 Beasts

are more Hairy than Men ; and Savage Men more than

Civil. 168J Mn.roN//(j/. Most. Pref. 567 Moscovy.. being

the most northern region of Euro|>e reported civil. 1697

I

Potter Antic/. Greece 11. v. (17151 237 The Practice of all

I Nations, whether Civil or barbarous. 1708 J. Chamber.

j
l.AYNE.SV. Gt. Brit. 11. 1. ii. (1743) 311 On the other side.,

the People are much more civil. 18*9 SoCTHEY O. Netumau
vii, As in civil,, so in barbarous states. 1841 Ca.ti.in A'.

Amer. Ind. (1844) II. xxxvi. 32 From my long silence of

late, you will no doubt have deemed me out of the civil, and
perhaps out of the whole world.

f 9. Educated ; well-bred ;
refined, polished,

' polite '. Obs. a. of persons.

1567 Maplei Gr. Forest 42 A kinde of Symphonie whiche

I
the common sort call a Pipe : the learned and more ciuil

i
kinde of men name it a Dulcimer, a 1568 Ascham Scholem.

\
11. (Arb.» 130 A learned preacher, or a Ciuill lentleman.

1618 Wither Brit. Retucml: 29 Unbeseeming jests, And
,

sluffc which every civill care detests. 1647 Evelyn Corr.

! (18571 III. 5 My character . . for the civilest Traveller that
ever returned, a 1704 Locke Lett. (17081 31, I know what
latitude civil and well bred men allow themselves.

b. of things.

1551 Robinson tr. More"s Utop. t. (Arb.) 64 This schole
philosophic . . thinketh all thinges mete for euery place.

But there is an other philosophye more ciuile, whychc
knoweth . . her owne stage. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie
111. xviii. (Arb.) 200 The C-reekes call it Astcismus, we may
terme it the ciuill iest. 1612 Brerewood Lang, v Rclig.

iii. 23 To their own languages, which they held to be more
civil than the Roman. 1716 Cibber Love Makes Man tv,

Hard by, Sir, at an House of civil Recreation.

c. Public, popular.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xl § 3 The conceits .. mow

almost made Ciuile) of the Maistring Spirite, and the force

of confidence, and the like.

1 10. Of apparel. Not gay or showy ; sober,

decent, grave ; also, of persons, decent or seemly

in behaviour, customs etc. Obs.

1606 Dekker Sev. Sinncs 1. (Arb.) 13 In words, is he cir-
1 cumspect : in lookes, graue : in attire, ciuill. i6iiSpked
j

///*/. Gt. Brit. vi. xx. 105 Wantonly clad in the habit ofan
1 Amazon woman ; alwayes costly, but seldome ciuill. 16x2

T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 11 Let this work be neuer so

ciuill and seemely. c 1622 F'letcher Woman's Prize til.

iii. That fourteen yards of satten giue my woman ; I do not

like the colour
—

'tis too civill. a 1691 Virgin's Compl. in

Bay/ord Ballads (1878) 931 Dolly, Molly, Susan, Bess,

Pretty Maids in civil Dress.

fll. Humane, gentle, kind. Obs.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3', Ciuill, honest in conuer-

sation, or gentle in behauiour. 1648 Milton Observ. Art.
Peace (18511 557 Poynings Act, which was.. the ciyillcst

and most moderate acknowledgment impos'd of thir de-

pendance on the Crown of England. 1661 Trial James in

Howell St. Trials (18161 VI. 104 The sheriff and hangman
were so civil to him in his execution, as to suffer him to be

dead before he was cut down. 1684 tr. Eutropius vii. 121

He was so civil in his government at Rome, that none ever

was punished.

12. Polite or courteous in behaviour to others

;

sinking, in recent use, to ' decently polite ' up to

the ordinary or minimum standard of courtesy',

I or the merely negative sense of 'not (actually

j

rude ' ; while courteous and polite denote positive

qualities.

1 Courteous is thus more commonly said of superiors, civil

of inferiors, since it implies or suggests the possibility of

incivility or rudeness.

1606 Holland Sueton. 101 A passing civill Apophthegme
of his extant which hec uttered in the Senate. 1647 Clar-

|

enoon Hist. Reb. 1. (1843) 13/2 A man . . whom he had en-

deavoured by many civil offices to make his Friend. 1653

Walton Angler i. 38 We'l drink a civil cup to all the Otter

Hunters that are to meet you to morrow. x68l Ray Corr.

(1848) 130 Your very civil and obliging letter. 1718 Free-

thinker No. 61.38 A youth ought . . always to shew a Civil

Regard to his Elders. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. W. lxxvii. They
were certainly the civillest people alive. 1796 Jane Acsten
Pride «y Prtj. xviii. With an expression of civil disdain,

thus accosted her. 1814 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. XII.

138, I am sorry to add that I did not receive so civil an

answer as ought to have been given to any body, a 1839

Praed Poems (1864) I. 231 And never said one civil thing

When you were by to hear one. 1840 Lever II. Lorrtquer

ii, The proud Earl of Callonby, who never did the ' civil

t hing ' anywhere. Mod. ' I hope he answered you politely.'

' Well, he was civil, which is something.'

13. trans/. Of animals and things.

1571 Bossewell Armorie 11. 70b, Aristotle sailhc, that

the Crane is a ciuill byrdc. Quia sub Duce degit. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 71 The nils of the Alps, waxing more

mild and ciuil. « 1667 Jer. Taylor Serm. h&itl 326 A
Lybyan Tiger, .shut up and taught to eat civil meat. 1887

Stevenson Underwoods 1. ii 3 I-et the streams in civil

mode Direct your choice upon a road.

II. Since civil connotes what pertains to the

citizen in his ordinary capacity, it is distinguished

from various words expressing specific depart-

ments, and thus often opposed to these as a nega-

tive term.
183a Austin Jurispr. (1879' H> **». 78o.'llle V ord uv

j!

has about twelve different meanings ; it is applied to all

manner of objects which are |>erfcctly disparate. As opposed

to criminal, it means all law not criminal. As opposed to

ecclesiastical it means all law not ecclesiastical ; as opposed

to military it means all law not military ; and so oil

14. Distinguished from military: non-military.

Also (as in Civil Service), from military and

naval.
1611 Dames Why Inland, etc.iijW 70 Sir Anthony St.

I I eger . . performed great service in a ciuill course .
.
Sir

Edward ltcllingham who succeeded him, proceeded in a

I
martiall course. 163a G. Herbert Temple; Church-Porch

i
xxxiv, Game is a civil gunpowder, in peace Blowing up

' houses with their whole increase. 1738 Glover I.eonulas 1.

I
411 Around him flow'd In civil |>oinj> their venerable robes.

1741 Middleton Cicero (1742) fl. vii. 278 As long as it was

carried on by civil methods, one ought to take the honester

side: but when it came to arms the stronger. i8j6 Cooper

Mohicans i, A large civil cocked hat, lite those worn by

clergymen. 1875 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. 11. (ed. 5) 6 Mis

sovereignty was civil as well as military.

15. Distinguished from ecclesiastical : non-eccle-

siastical ;
and, with extended application, non-

religious, non-sacred, secular.

159a tr. Junius on Rev. xiii. t One is of the civill Roman
Empire . . another of the Ecclesiastical or Propheticall.

1644 Milton Arcop. (Arb.) 34 Both in religious and civill

Wisdomc. 1667 Watekhouse Fire Lond. 67 To inundate

things sacred and civil. 1756-7 tr -
K'yslers ffm.(tjte)

1 1 1. 288 Civil and canon law, civil and ecclesiastical history.
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1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. to6 Talents and virtues,

civil, military, or religious. 1830 Mackintosh Eth. Philos.

Wks. 1846 I. 37 Civil and ecclesiastical oppressors.

f b. Thcol. Naturally good or virtuous, but

unregenerate ; moral
;
good as a citizen, but not

as a saint. Hence civil righteousness. Obs.

1619 W. Sclater Expos, i Titess. (1630) 40 A ciuill Chris-

tian obseruing these duties without knowledge of their

iniunction in the Word of God, is as farre from Sanctifica-

tion as were Heathen Moralists. 1655 Gouge Comm. Heb.
11. 470 Meere civill men are such as suppose all religion to

consist in the externall duties of the second Table. 1663

Blair Antobiog. i. (1848) 4 Being then only civil, till many
years thereafter the Lord showed her mercy. 1676 W. Row
Suppl. Blair s Antobiog. x. (1848* 166 Many that were civil

before having become exceedingly loose.

c. Civil Magistrate : the temporal authority as

distinguished from the ecclesiastical.

1651 C. Cartwright Cert. Relig. IL 16 Luther admonish-
ing to obey the Civil Magistrate. 1769 Blackstone Comm.
iv. 108 An entire exemption of it's clergy from any inter-

course with the civil magistrate.

16. Law. Distinguished from criminal : Pertain-

ing to the private relations between members of a

community, and to the legal proceedings employed
in settling them. Also distinguished from political

(as in ' political offence, trial', etc.)

1611 Cotgr., Civilizcr vn crimmel, to change his Indict-

ment into an action ; to turne a criminall, into a ciuill,

cause. 1764 Burn Post Laws 289 Civil, implies an offence

of a private nature, betwixt party and party, and not where
the king is party, 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy Bk.
Property Law xxii. 170 No person who shall have taken
such civil proceeding can commence any prosecution under
the Act. 1887 Fowler Prhic. Morals II. iii. 145 A Civil

Injury (as distinct from a Crime) is a wrong for which the
law awards reparation to the injured individual.

17. Legal as distinguished from natural ; in the

eye of the law and in all that respects legal rights

or standing; 1 as a person banished or outlawed,

is said to suffer civil, though not natural death '(J

A

1656 Jeanes Mixt. Schol. Div. t6i Buried in a civill

grave of captivity, and most miserable servitude, a 1667
Jer. Taylor (].), Break not your promise, unless it be
unlawful or impossible; either out of your natural, or out
of your civil power, c 1680 Beveridge Serm. (1729) I. 71
When he hath given it to us, we have a civil right to it.

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 121 It may also determine by
his civil death; as if he enters into a monastery, whereby
he is dead in law.

18. Of divisions of time : Distinguished from

natural, astronomical, solar, etc. Legally recog-

nized for the purposes of ordinary life and social

organization.
Thus the civil day in modern times consists of 24 hours

and begins at midnight ; the civilyear contains 365 days,

and in leap year 366, beginning on the 1st of Jan., etc.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 36 Those that have defined and
set out a civil day. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 1. vi. § 1

The ordinary or civill year did want intercalation. x8iz

Woodhouse Astron. ix. 66 The common civil year, .of 365
days.

19. Of, pertaining or according to the Roman
Civil Law. (See below.)
1563-87 Foxe A. $ M. (1684) II. 316 Unless I should use

that civil remedy called in law Acceptilation. 1596 Shaks.
Merch, V. v. i. 210 No Woman had it, but a ciuill Doctor.

20. See Civil law (right), Civil List, Civil
Service, Servant, in their alphabetical places

;

Civil Engineer, see Engineer.
B. as sb.

+ 1. = Civilian i ; civil law personified. Obs.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 57 Now Simonye and Siuyle
stondeb forb bobe. Ibid. B. 11. 113 pis dede I assele Bi
si3te of Sire Symonye and cyuyles [A. 11. 82 Notaries] leue.

Ibid. B. xx. 1 36 To be arches in haste he gede anone after,

And torned Ciuile in-to Symonye. 1393 Ibid. C. nr. 71
Preyb cyuyle it to see and symonye it to rede.

+ 2. pi- Civil matters, concerns, or affairs; r<i

TroKtTifca. Obs.

1646 Saltmarsh Some Drops ii. 74. 1654 G. Goddard in

Burton's Diary (1828)1. Introd. 19 [Neither] from the Level-
lers, who would introduce a party in civils, nor from the
Sectaries, who would cry down all order and government
in spirituals. 1676 Marvell Gen. Councils Wks. 1875 IV.
152 Oppression and persecution in civils and spirituals.

1717 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 319 Arbitrary Government in
civils, and persecution for matters of conscience.

f 3. //. Civil standing or position. Obs.
1650 B. Discoltiminium 48 For my Civills, some say I am

a Gentleman, some say an Esquire.

T 4. pi. Citizens, commons. Obs.
1658 Sir A. Haslericge in Burton's Diary (1828 > III. 99

As glorious a work for our civils, to put an end to the King
and Lords. The right is.. without all doubt, in the people.

C. as adv. = Civilly. Obs.
164Z J. Eaton Honey-combe 229 If he were meerely civill

honest, it leaves him still meerely civill honest. 1767 Babler
No. 12, I never heard of a man who behaved commonly civil
to a woman, who, etc.

D. in combination (parasynthetic), as civil-

mannered, -tongued, etc. See also Civil-wealth.
i6zx Fletcher Island Princess 1. iii, The people they

show brave too, civil-manner'd. 1632 Milton Penseroso 122
Till civil-suited Morn appear.

f Civil, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. the adj.] trans. To

make civil, civilize.

1591 G. Fletcher Russe Commw. {1857! 151 If they were
once civilled and brought to more understanding.
Civil (1, obs. form of SEVILLE.

447

Civilian (sivrlian). [a. OF. civilicn, of or

pertaining to the civil law, as in droit civilien t

docteur civilien, f. civil, L. civilis. Later uses

in English start from other senses of Civil.]

1. One who makes or has made the Civil Law
(chiefly as distinguished originally from the

Canon Law, and later from the Common Law) the

object of his study : a practitioner, doctor, pro-

fessor, or student of Civil Law. a writer or autho-

rity on the Civil Law.
' By civilian is meant in English (1) one who professes and

practises the civil law, as opposed to the common, or muni-
cipal law of England ; (2) one who teaches or expounds this

civil law ; (3) one who studies it ' (De Quincey).
1388 Wyclif Bible Prol. 51 Sumtyme cytiylians and canon-

istris weren deuout, and. .bisyon her lernyng. 1576 Fleming
Panoplie Ep. 387, I woulde wishe you to be a Civilian [note,

A professour or studient of the Civil lawe, whiche yeeldeth
great advantage]. 1588 Fraunce Lawters Log. Ded.,
Twenty civilians, and as many common lawyers. 1589 Hay
any Work 24 Ciuillians Hue by the court ofAmraltie. .as well

as by the Arches. 1651 Baxter Inf.Bapt. 316 Ulpian. .and
all the Civilians. 1652 Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 41
Both the Canonists and Civilians. 1788 Graves Recollect.

Shenstone 36 (T.) He [Shenstone] kept his name in the
college books, and changed his commoner's gown for that
of a civilian. 185s Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) V. vm. viii.

26 Two learned civilians from Bologna. 1864 Spectator
No. 1875. 641 Doctor's Commons . . has dissolved itself, and
civilians will ere long be as extinct as the dodo.

t 2. Theol. ' One who, despising the righteous-

ness of Christ, did yet follow after a certain civil

righteousness, ajustitia civilis of his own '(Trench^

.

Cf. Civil 15 b.

1619 W. Sclater Expos. 1 Tliess. (1630) 26 Distinguishing
Regenerate mens actions from their counterfeits in Hypo-
crites and Ciuilians. 1642 Rogers Noaman 104 (Trench)
The mere naturalist or civilian . . I mean such an one as
lives upon dregs, the very reliques and ruins of the image
of God decayed. 1645 Rutherford Tryal Tri. Faith
(1845) 102 There be no moral men and civilians in heaven.

3. A non-military man or official.
' The fashionable and most childish use of this word now

current, viz. to indicate simply a non-military person—a use
which has disturbed and perplexed all our past literature

for six centuries ' (De Quincey Bentley Wks. VII. 79 note).

a. orig. (More fully Indian Civilian^) : One of

the covenanted European servants of the East

India Company, not in military employ. Now,
a member of the Indian Civil Service of the Crown.
1766 (25 May) H. Strachev Lett, in Malcolm Life of

Clive III. 54 About the rage of the civilians and more than
madness of the military. 1766 (28 May) Clive Lett. ibid. 59
Ifthe civilians entertain the officers, dismiss them the service.

1829 Blackw. Mag. XXV. 364 Civilians and Indian officers

returning from sick furlough. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit.

India II. 99 Associating with them European civilians in

the administration of justice. 1876 Green Short Hist. x.

759 He [Warren Hastings] won the love of the new ' civil-

ians' as he won the love of the Hindoos.

b. generally (esp. in military parlance) : One
who does not professionally belong to the Army
or the Navy ; a non-military person.
1829 Sterling Ess. JVz/^s (1848) I. 121 The reasons of

the warlike manoeuvres are made plain, even to quiet

civilians. 1856 Mem. Sir R. Peel 1. 123 But the chief
governor . . was not a civilian. He was a brave and dis-

tinguished soldier. 1868 Regul. Ord. Army p 287 The
Officers are not responsible for debts incurred by the Mess-
man, such Messman being a Civilian.

+ 4. (See quot.)

1570 Levins Mauip. 19 A civiliane, civilis, politicus.

5. attrib. and appositive, in various senses.

1645 Milton Tetrach. Deut. xxiv. 1, 2 Wks. (1847) I91/1
That civilian emperor, in his title of ' Donations '. 1858

|
Bright Sp. India 20 May, The old civilian Council of Cal-
cutta. 1864 Times 13 Sept. (L.) Men .. previously passed
by army or civilian surgeons. 1864 Daily Tel. 10 Mar., All
over the world military men view any civilian interference
with dislike.

Hence Civilianism, nonce-ivd., civilian doctrines

or principles, opposition to militarism ; Civil-

ianize v. nonce-wd. to render civilian, to make
(the army) a civilian body.
1888 Macm. Mag. Aug. 267 Even in these days of rampant

British civilianism, proud of its defencelessness and full of
pity for the strong man armed. 1870 Ibid. Sept. 397/1 The
latter, .simply 'civilianizes' the army.
Civilisation, -ise : see Civilization, -ize.

Ci'vilish, a. rare. Somewhat civil.

1820 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 124 Then spoke Mr. Marsh in a
civilish way.

t Civilist. Obs. [ad. med.L. civilista (used

by Fortescue De Laud. Leg. Angl. viii.), f. L.

civilis civil (law), after canonista Canonist.]
1. = Civilian i.

1549 Compl. Scot. Prol. 10 As necessair, as. .ane cordinar,
charpenteir, captan, ciuilist, or ony vthir crafft or sciens.

(11631 Donne Ess. Diinutty (1651) 54 The Civilists have
dignified the word Privilege, c 1725 W. Orem Hist. Aber-
deen in Bibl. Top. Brit. (1782^ V. in. 136 Patrick Gordon .

.

was made civilist at the King's restoration ; and . . exchanged
the said office with this office of humanist {

— Professor of
Humanity].

2. Theol. = Civilian 2.

1626 W. Fenner Hidden Manna (1652) A 10 b, The luke-

warmling and the civilist, his own knowledge in the Scripture
tels him he must live holier and ferventlier.

t3. A political student, a politician. Obs.
1736 Warburton Alliance C/c. <$ State i. v. Wks. 1811

CIVILITY.

VII. 55 If as a religionist he entered into society . . as a
civilist he constituted a commonwealth.

Civility (sivHlti). Also 4-7 with usual varia-

tions, as in Civil, and final -e, -ie, -ye. [a. OF.
civilite, ad. L. cwililds, -tatem, (1) art of civil

government, politics, transl. Gr.7roA.iTt/ri7, (2) courte-

ousness, politeness, (3) (in Vulgate, etc.), citizen-

ship = iro\tT€ia, (4) in med.L., community, city,
' civilitas, mansio hominum ' Papias.]

I. Obs. senses, connected with citizenship, and
civil polity.

f 1. The status of a citizen
;
citizenship. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Acts xxii. 28, I with moche summe gat this

ciuylite [1388 fredom, Vnlg. civilitatem, orig. iroXL7eiav].

a 1568 Coverdale Christ's Cross i. Wks. II. 232 Your joy
is in heaven, where your conversation and civility is.

t 2. A community of citizens collectively. Obs.
1599 Marston Sco. VUlanic 11. vii. 207 Von sad ciuility

Is but an Oxe, that with base drudgery Eates up the land.

+ 3. Civil or secular lordship or dominion. Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 385 pai bissyen hem to be kyngis

in her owne, and reioycen hem fulle myche in bat cyuylite
or seculerte. Ibid, pis is be mooste cyuylite or seculer
lordeschipinge bat eny kynge or lorde ha£> on his tenauntis.

1530 Proper Dialogue (1863) 27.

+ 4. A civil or secular capacity. Obs.

1549 Latimer md Serm. bif. Edw. J'/(Arb.) 67 What an
enormitie is this in a christian realme to serue in aciuilitye,
hauynge the profyt of a Prouestshyp and a Deanry, and a
Personage.

+ 5. Polity, civil organization and government.
J537 Starkey To Pole in Strype Ecc I. Mem. I. App. lxxxL

193 In the joyning of these two lives together, .stondeth the
chief point of true christian civility. 1538 — England 119
The ordur of our law also in the punnyschment of theft .

.

faylyth much from gud cyuylyte. 1594 Mirr. Policie (1599)
A, Policie is deriued from the Greeke woord rroAiTeia which
in our tongue we may tearme Ciuilitie, and that which the
Grecians did name Politicke gouernement, the Latines
called, the Gouernement ofacommonweale, or ciuile societie.

1670 Brooks Wks. (1867) VI. 68 How have the rules of the
Persian civility been forgotten in the midst of thee !

b. trans/.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 31 The civility of these
little citizens [Bees and Ants] more neatly sets forth the
wisdom of their maker.

+ 6. Good polity
;
orderly state (of a country)

;

social order, as distinct from anarchy and disorder.

1538 Starkey England 7 To bryng the hole cuntrey to

quyetnes and cyuylyte. 1577 ,r - Bnllinger's Decades (1592)
107 For the preseruing of publike peace and ciuilitie. 1611
i\I unday Briefe Chron. 44 Without civility, and government.

f 7. Conformity to the principles of social order,

behaviour befitting a citizen
;
good citizenship.

1537-8 Statutes Irel. an. 28 Hen. I 'III (1621) 129 Trayn-
ing of his people . . to an honest Christian civifitie and
obedience. 159*) Spenser State Irel. 5 They should have
beene reduced to perpetuall civilitie. 1600 Dymmok Ireland
(1843) 6 The cheefe thinge wantinge in that cuntrye is cyvil-

litye, and dutyfull obedience ofthe people to their soveraigne.

1641JM1LTON Ch. Govt. 11. Introd. (1851)146 To inbreed and
cherish in a great people the seeds of vertu, and publick
civility. 1647 Ward Simp. Colder (1843) 43 They conforme
such as are profligate, into good civility. 1758 Acc. Bks. in

A tin. Reg. 459/2 Their civility ( that is, their deference to the
general laws, .and their attention to the common good).

1 8. Civil or secular quality
;
secularity. Obs.

1647 Lond. Ministers' Testimony in Neal Hist. Purit.
(1736) III. 390 An inforced uniformity of religion, .confounds
the Civil and Religious, and denies the very principles of
Christianity and Civility. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. (1650)

362 If there were nothing in marriage but meere civility,

the Magistrate might be meet to be imployed in this service.

'\ 9. Theol. Civil righteousness ; see Civil 15 b.

1619 W. Sclater Expos. 1 Thess. (1630) 40 Betwixt
Ciuility and Sanctification obserue these differences. 1633
Bp. Hall Hard Texts, N. T. 43 More . . by a sacrilegious

pretence of religion, than he did before damne himself by
an heathenish ciuilitie. a 1640 W. Fenner Sacr. Faithful
ii. (1648) 57 They come out of prophanenesse and enter into

Civility, and a formall kind of profession.

II. Senses connected with civilization, culture.

10. 1 The state of being civilized ; freedom from
barbarity' (J.); = Civilization 2. arch.

1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par. Col. II. 7 Christ is to the
. . wylde and barbarous, ciuilitie. 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World 11. 305 From them the Greekes, then barbarous, re-

ceived Civilitie. 1662 Fuller Worthies (1840) I. no Cloth
sure is of the same date with civility in this land, a 1682

Sir T. Browne Tracts 148 Not understood in a petty corner,

but in parts of early civility. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1704)

251 Metals and Minerals . . necessary Instruments, .of Cul-

ture and Civility. 1775 Johnson Western 1st. Wks. X. 508
The progress of arts and civility. 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. 1.

xvii. (1865) 129 The nineteenth century of the era from which
we date our civility. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Race
Wks. (Bohn) II. 27 The foundations of the new civility were
to be laid by the most savage men. 1881 Shorthouse

J. Inglesant vii. 177 A brutal people destitute of civility.

+ 11. Polite or liberal education ;
training in the

'humanities', good breeding; culture, refinement.

arch.

1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 951/1 Me thinketh it som-
what more ciuilytye . . a litle merely to mok him, then .

.

seriouslye to preace vpon him. 1568 Grafton Chroti. II.

692 Well and honorably educated, and in all kind of civilitie

brought up. 1660 Trial Regie. Iof, I am heartily sorry in

respect you are Persons of great Civility and. .of very good
parts. 16. . Def. of Univ. Oxford (1690) 33 The Univer-
sities are the public nurseries of Religion, Piety, Learning,
and Civility. 1756-82 J. Warton Ess. Pope I. § 3. 186
Bring civility and learning into France. 1858 De Quincey
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Autobiog. Sk. Wkfi. II. i. 33 Our universities, nil so many
recurring cenlres of civility.

t b. A branch of 1 humane • or polite learning,

a department of culture. Obs.

1657 Howell Londinop. 9 Young Gentlemen do so ply

their studies in all kinds of sciences, and other civilities

besides the Law. 1671 Wilkins Nat. Relig. 184 They (the

Romans] had likewise spread their arts and civilities.

12. Behaviour proper to the intercourse of civil-

ized people
;

ordinary courtesy or politeness, as

opposed to rudeness of behaviour ; decent respect,

consideration.

1561 T. Norton tr. Calvin's Inst. iv. xx. (1634) 733 That
among Christians may l>e a common shew of religion, and
among men may be man-like civilitie. 1665 Glanvill
Seeps. Sci. 75 My Civility to this Learned Man obliged me
to some Answer. 1716 Lady M. \V. Montague Lett. I. vi.

18 Some. . ladies, .have, .been to see me with great civility.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 165 P 12, I must purchase by
civility that regard which I had expected to enforce by
insolence. 1843 Prescott Mexico vh. v. (1864) 451 A cold
civility, which carried no conviction of its sincerity. 1855
Macaclay Hist. Eng. IV. 31 He would not use the common
forms of civility.

b. An act or expression of politeness.

1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. Introd. 5 These were not
meer Pagan-Civilities. 1660 I ngelo /?/*«/ rr\ Ur. 1. (1682)

in To accept of a Civilty. 1708 Swut Death Partridge,
1 . . said some other civilities, suitable to the occasion. 1883
Lloyd Ebb FUnv II. no After a few more uneasy civili-

ties on either side.

C. + To do civility (obs.\ to sho~u> civility.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. P.xemp. it. § 10. 2 Jesu* being in-

vited, he went to do civility to the Derails espoused. 1772
Johnson in Boswell xxv, We should have shown his lady
more civilities.

td. Civility-money: that given to bailiffs,

jailers, etc.) in consideration or anticipation of

their good-will or good offices
;
money given as a

1 tip \
1708 Mottei x Rabelais rv. xiv, To the Catchpoles and

his Bums he ordered four Ducats for Civility Money. 1752
Fielding Amelia vtlt. x, The bailiff . . hoped he would re-

member the civility-money. x8x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxi,

No opposition was offered . . either by the guards or door-

keepers .. one of the latter refused a shilling of civility-

money, tendered him by the Laird of Dumbiedikes.

f 13. Decency, seemliness: see Civil 10. Obs.
16 1 2 Webster White Devil 1. ii, Civility keeps them tied

all day-time, but they are let loose at midnight. 1617
Hieron Wks. II. 105 Common ciuilitie teacheth vs to choose
our way, and not wilfully to runne in the durt. 167* Cave
Prim. Chr. in. ii. (1673) 275 They denied them the civility

and humanity of burial.

Civilizable (si'vibizab'l , a. [see -ABLK,]

Capable of being civilized.

C 1840 R. Chambers Ess. Ser. 1. (1866 1 180 A race ofanimals,

like a race of men, is civilisable. 1873 Morley Rousseau
1. 183 Diversities in the civilizable quality of races.

Civiliza'de. nonce-tod. [f. Civilize v., after

crusade, blockade, cannonade, etc. : see -ade.] A
crusade in the interest of civilization.

185^ Mill Liberty iv. 166 A recent writer . . proposes (to

use his own words) not a crusade, but a civilizade, against
this polygamous community, to put an end to what seems
to him a retrograde step in civilization. 187a Contemf. Rev.
XIX. 660 Mr. Mill, .went on to stigmatize, .any ' civilizade

1

against that institution.

Civilization (riviiix^Jan, -oiz/i'Jan). Also
isation. ff. Civilize + -ation. q.v. In modF.
civilisation!]

t L Laiv. 1 A law, act of justice, or judgement,
which renders a criminal process civil ; which is per-

formed by turning an information into an inquest,

or the contrary* (Harris, quoted by J.) The as-

similation of Common Law to the Civil Law.
1704-10 Harris Lex. 7Vv//*.(see above\ 1787-51 Cham-

bers Cycl., Civilisation is performed by turning the informa-
tion into an inquest, or vice versa. 1730 -36 in 1Vmi.i v. 1812
T. Jefferson Writ. (1830* IV. 179 Getting us rid of all

Mansfield's innovations, or civilizations of the common law.

2. The action or process of civilizing or of being
civilized.

1775 Ash Diet., Civilization, the state of being civilized,

the act of civilizing. 1828-46 Whatelv F.lcm. Rhet. I. ii.

§ 4 The descriptions some writers give of the civilization of
mankind, by the spontaneous origin, among tribes of savages,
of the various arts of life, one by one. 1879 M. Arnoi i>

Mixed Ess. Pref. 6 Civilisation is the humanisation of man
in society. Mod. To attempt the civilization of the Austra-
lian aborigines.

3. (More usually) Civilized condition or state

;

a developed or advanced state of human society

;

a particular stage or a particular type of this.

177a Boswell Johnson xxv, On Monday, March 23, I

found him [Johnson] busy, preparing a fourth edition of his

folio Dictionary. . He would not admit civilization, but only
civility. With great deference to him, I thought civiliza-

tion, from tocivilize, better in thesense opposed lobarbarity,
than civility, 1775 in Ash (seea\ a 1790 WartonCT.i, The
general growth of refinement and the progression of civilisa-

tion. 1790 Bcrke Fr. Rev: Wks. V. 154 Our manners, our
civilization, and all the good things which are connected with
manners, and with civilization. 1814 Sir T. Mcnro Evid.be/.
Comm. HofC, Then the Hindoos are not inferior in civiliza-

tion to the people of Europe. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. ii.45The
seat of Egyptian civilization ; a civilization which, .forms .1

striking contrast to the barbarism of the other nations of
Africa. Ibid. 46 The civilization of Europe . . has shown a
capacity of development unknown to those civilizations

which were originated by soil. 1865 Leckv Ration. (1878)

I. :8 The ancient civilisations. 1874 Helps Soe. Press, iii.

4 The more ad\anced the civilization, the less powerful
is the individual.

b. trans/.

1874 Li'bbock Orig. <$ Met. Ins. 1. 13 Some communities
' of ants are more advanced in civilization than others.

Civilizational [&l\i\\z^j^naV,a. [f. prec.

+

-at.] Of or pertaining to civilization.

1848 \ title) A Woman's Account of England the Civilizer

..with reference to the Civil izational History of Modern
Europe. 1849 5a Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1358/1 The abori-

i ginal inhabitants, .are by no means uniform . . in grade of
I civilisational development. 1866 Lord Strangford in Pall
Mall G. 6 Apr. 9 Mere civilizational optimism.

Civilizatory sivibi'zatari}, a. [f. Civilize :

see -obv.] Of civilizing nature.

1882-3 Chaff's Eneyel. Ret. Kner.vt. L 178 The natives
' were, .incapable of a rapid civilizatory development. 1886

Athenaeum 6 Nov. 604/1 The * civilizatory mission ' of Spain.

Civilize (u'vilaiz), v. [app. f. 16th c. F. civil-

I istr (Cotgr. ) now civiliser; app. representing a

med. or mod.L. civilizare
r
to make civil (a criminal

! matter), whence transferred to ( make civil
1
in other

! senses; f. civil-is Civil + verbal formative -izdre,

ad. Or. -tfytv, in mod.F. -iscr
9
Eng. -IZE, q. v.]

1. To make civil (sense 7) ; to bring out of a

state of barbarism, to instruct in the arts of life,

and thus elevate in the scale of humanity ; to

enlighten, refine, and polish. To civilize aunty;
1

to do away with, by civilization.

1601 Cornwallvf.s Ess. XL xxviii, And ciuilized, or ciuited

. .kisse the hand. 1611 Cotcr., Civilizer, to ciuilize, bring

to ciuilitie, make ciuill, to tame, tjuiet, reclaime. 1631

Massinger Emperor East 1. ii, I. .civilize Their barbarous
natures. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. II. 102 The
doctrine of the Gospell. .Christianizeth men, and then civil-

izeth them. 1713 Addison Cato 1. iv, To civilize the rude
unpolish'd world. 1780 Johnson in Bosivell 30 Aug., A very
savage parish was civilized by a decayed gentlewoman, who
< ame among them to teach a petty school, a 1876 J. H.
Newman Hist. Sk. I. 1. iv. 179 Christianity itself has never,

1 think, suddenly civilized a race.

t b. To subject to civil authority. Obs.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia iv. 147 It is more easie to

ciuilize them by conquest then faire meanes. 1715 Dl Foe
I'oy. round World (1840^ 351 The king of Spain did not

{
allow troops sufficient to civilize and reduce them.

c. To polish what is rude or uncouth.
164a Fi ller Holy $ Prof. St. 11. xix. 124 If I can civilize

his rudenesse by my sword. 1748 Chesterf. Lett. II. cliv.

49 Your exercises of riding, fencing, and dancing will civilize

and fashion your body and your limbs.

d. trans/. To domesticate, tame
v
wild animals).

17*1 Bradlev Philos. Aec. Wks. Nat. 64 For the Pike .

.

as it is a Fish of Prey, it has been thought impossible to

uvilize it, or make it any way familiar with Mankind.

f 2. To make ' civil ' (sense 15 b) or moral ; to

subject to the law of civil or social propriety.

a 1640 W. Fesner Sacr. Eaith/ntl ii. (1648) 57 He doth

not say civilize your members; many there be that civilize

their earthlie members. [Cf. Civility 9.]

1 3. To make lawful or proper in a civil com-

I

munity. Obs. rare.

( 1643 Milton Divorce n. xii. f 1851) 92 With an ignominious

,
note of civilizing Adultery.

4. Law. To turn a criminal into a civil cause.

In mod. Diets. [Cotcr. has F. ch'Mzcr in this sense.]

6. intr. To become civilized or elevated.

1868 W. Greg Lit. * Soe. *Jndg. 410 If they [the negroes]

are to civilize, .they must work either at a trade, .or on their

own grounds.

f6. intr. To conform to the requirements of

! civil life, to behave decently.

1605 Svi.vestf.r Dtt Bartas ti. iii. Law, I Civilize, least

I
that I seeme Obscacne.

Civilized >ivibizd),///. a. [f. prec. + -1:1 ».]

1. Made civil ; in a state of civilization.

16x1 Cotcr., Civilise", ciuilized, made ciuile. 169a Rent,
ley Boyle Leef. v. 176 Those Savages were not then what
civilized mankind is now. 1776 Johnson in Bos. 31 Mar..
The advantages of civilized society. i83oTniri.wall6>v<w
IV. 281 The ancient civilised world. 1862 Ki skin Mutiera
Pulv. (i 8801 37 A civilized mercantile community.

2. Of or pertaining to civilized men.
1654 Oavton Pest. Notes 111. x. 129 Such civiliz'd deport-

ment, shews of Ix»ve. 1739 Cibbi r Apot. (1756) I. 181 A few
civiliz'd hands signified their approbation,. 1855 Johnston
Chem. Com. Lije II. 308 The luxury of civilised perfumes.

a 1859 St acai'Lay Hist. Eng. V. 74 The strangers spoke no
civilised language. 1875 LYdbock Orig. Civiliz. App. 467.

Hence Civiliiedness, civilized quality or con-

dition.

1879 M. Arnold Equality Mixed Ess. 86 France owes.

.

her civilUcdness to equality.

Civiliz6e (sivibiz/ ). [see -EE 1
.] A person

civilized.

1861 R. Burton City Saints 80 The civilizee shudders at

the idea of eating wolf. 1880 Seribn. Mag. Nov. 61 That
the man of training, the civilizee, is less manly than the

rough, the pioneer.

Civilizer (sHflaitai). [f. Qmun + *Dl]
One who or that which civilizes.

169a Sir T. BLOUNT Ess. 80 The first Civilizers of Men.
and Makers of Laws. 175a Johnson Rambler No. 206 P 4
The civilizers of nations, 1804 Ann. Rev. II. 66 But armies

..are wretched civilizers. 1870 Daily Neivs 25 July 5 Com-
merce is not merely the civilizer but the peacemaker.

Ci'vilizing, vbl. sb. [f. Civilize + -ino V]
The action of the vb. Civtmze : civilization.

1611 Cotcr., AJfaicterie . . a ciuilizing, making gentle.

1752 Lp. Advoc. in Scots Mag. (17531 224/1 The civilizing

!
ol the highlands of Scotland.

Ci'vilizing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -INO That
civilizes or advances civilization.

1648 Milton Observ. Art. Peace (1851) 558 A civilizing

Conquest. 1883 Athenxum 12 May 599/1 The most potent
civilizing agent.

Civil law, 1 right, [l. jus civile.]

The law of Roman citizens; thence, the Roman
law as a whole, esp. as received in Western Chris-

tendom in and after the Middle Ages.
In early times, specially distinguished from the Canon lazv,

in later times from the Common law of England. See Law.
c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 326 Alle bis is lawe cyvyl.

• 14x5 Wvntoln Cron. vm. iii. 95 The lawys cyvyle, na
canown. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 427/1 Crete scyence bothe

1 in ryght cyuyl and in Cannon. 1577 tr. Bullinge^s De-
cades (15921 107 There are an innumerable companie of ex-
amples in the ciuill law. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 125
r 1 It is one of the maxims of the civil law that definitions

are hazardous. 18x7 W. Selwyn Law Xisi Pr/'us II. 827
This head of revocation was originally borrowed from the
civil law. 1846 M rCiLLOCH Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) II.

355 Trinity Hall has twelve fellowships, usually held by
graduates in the civil law.

b. In more general sense : The law of any city or

state regulating the private rights and duties of the

inhabitants ; also used in other senses of civil.

1483 Caxton Cato Aviij, Right lawe deuyne cyuyl and
moralle. 1588 Fralncf. Law'iers Log. Ded., The name,
Cyvill, beeing common to the several lawes of any peculiar

kingdoine. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. (1839* 251 Civil law, is

to every subject, those rules, which the commonwealth hath
commanded him . . for the distinction of right, and wrong.
1825 Cobbett Rnr. Rides 378 In defiance of the law, eccle-

siastical as well as civil. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India
II. 395 In the administration of civil law, Panchayats were
had recourse to, while criminal cases were investigated by

\
the British functionaries in person. 1880 Mliriiead Inst.

Gaius 1. % 1 What each people has established on its own
account is peculiar to iKtlf, and is called its civil law.

Civil List. orig. A list of the charges for the

civil or administrative government of the state
;

the establishment supported by the moneys voted

on this list (oAf.
v

; the term was used to specify a

number of charges uj>on the public revenue, most
of which have been at different times removed to

: otheraccounts,and it is nowretained forthe amount

i

voted by parliament from the public revenue for

J

the household and personal expenses of the

monarch, and for the payment of the Civil List

pensions^ i.e. pensions granted by the royal bounty,

and not provided for in connexion with employ-

ment in one of the departments of the public service.

1 7 1 2 I
'

.
' / No. 313! 17 TheYouth, .endeavoured

1 to raise himself on the Civil List . . [he] succeeded so well,

!

that he was in a short time made a Judge under the Pro-

tector. 1735-8 Holingbroke On Parties 127 All our Princes

since. . have continued to l>e, only Proprietors for Life of
that Part of the publick Revenue, which is appropriated to

their Civil-List. 1849 Mr. Martineai: Hist. Peace 1. ii. 24
In 1816 it was mentioned that there was a debt of,£277,000
upon the Civil List. 1855 Macailav Hist. Eng. III. xv.

558 The expenses of the royal household are now entirely

separated from the expenses of the civil government ; but

by a whimsical perversion, the name of Civil List has

remained attached to . . the revenue, .appropriated to the

expenses of the Royal Household.

Civilly si vili), adv. [f. CrviL a. + -lt 2
.] In

a civil manner.

+ 1. In a way characterizing, becoming, or be-

fitting citizenship. Obs.

1554 Act 1 4- 2 Phi. <V JT. c. 7 || The Children in the said

Cities, .were civilly brought up and instructed. 1577 Har-
rison England 11. iii. (1877) 1. 83 Rules of discipline, vnder
which they Hue most ciiulie in their houses. 1594 Hooker
Eccl. PoL 1. 1 15 <R.) That a multitude should . .concurre in

the doing of one thing <for this is ciuilly to liue>.

2. With reference to civil matters : thus often

used in contrast to 1 ecclesiastically,' 1 politically,'

' naturally/ etc.

1577 Vautroiillier Luther on £p. Gat. 134 He that will

vnderstand thys sentence ciuilly, may doe it after thys sort.

1587 Fleming Cont. Holinshed III. 358/1 Expressing . . the
' subiects allegiance ciuilie. 1831 Ai stin Jurtspr. (1879) II.

' liii. 892 The predecessor in the case of heirship must have
died : that is. .must have died physically, or. .civilly. 1853
Kobkktson Semi. Ser. in. xiii. 163 He lays down the

principle . . in two ways ecclesiastically and civilly.

3. In accordance with the civil law or with pro-

cedure relating to private rights and claims.

1651 W. G. tr. Court's Inst. 210 Whether he will prose-

cute the party civilly or criminally. 17*6 Avliefe Parerg.

25. 1864 Sat. Rev. 27 Aug. 263/2 Clearly he would be

civilly liable, but ought he to be also criminally liable?

1871 Markby Elcm. Law § 190 (1874) Whether their con-

sequences be civilly or criminally pursued.

f 4. In accordance with civil morality; * morally'

as opposed to 1 spiritually '
; see Civil. 15 b. Obs.

159a tr. Junius on Rev. iii 9 That is fall down and worship

cither thee civily, or Christ religiously. 1608 Br. Hall
Recoil. Treat. (1614! 610 If the civilly righteous shall not be

saved, where -ihall the notorious sinner appeare?

t 5. In a civilized manner. Obs.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 102 That they

might live civilly amongst, .savage nations. 1658 So T.
Browne Hydriot. 11736) Introd. 5 The Chinese (are] civilly

content with their Companies in Effigy, which barbarous

Nations exact unto Reality.
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6. In a well-bred manner
;

politely, courteously

;

without any rudeness.

1552 Hlt.oet, Ciuillye, nrbanaiint. 1573 Tusser Hnsb.
(1878) 17 Answere stranger ciuilie, but shew him not thy
secresie. 1662 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 250 They were
so civilly languaged. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 268 f 2, I

very civilly requested him to remove his Hand. 1835
W. Irving Tour Prairies 25 The master of the house re-

ceived us civilly, but could offer us no accommodation.

t 7. Soberly, decently ; not gaudily. Obs.

a 1626 Bacon New AtI. 5 The Chambers were, .furnished

civilly.

Civilness. rare. [f. Civil + -ness.] Civility.

1553 Grimalde Cice?-o's Offices Cviij, Sowre, lowring,
blockish, rusticall, and farre from all ciuilnesse of life. 1632
Lithgow Trav. x. (1682) 411 Prejudicial to all Christian

Civilness [and] tranquil Government. 1730-36 Bailey,
Civilness, civility.

Civil Service. A term originally applied to

the part of the service of the East India Company
carried on by the covenanted servants who did not

belong to the Army or Navy (cf. Service). Now :

a collective term for all the non-warlike branches

of the public administrative service of the state,

including the diplomatic intercourse, the wTorking

of the post office and telegraphs, the educational

institutions controlled by the state, and the col-

lection of the revenue, etc. Also, the body of

servants of the state employed in any of these de-

partments. Often attrib. as in Civil Service Com-
missioners ; Civil Service Supply Association and
the like. Civil Servant, a member of the Civil

Service.

(-1785 Carraccioli Life ofClive III. 164 A considerable
sum . . contributed privately by gentlemen in the civil ser-

vice, in aid of the military cause. 1800 Ld. Wflleslky
{title) Notes on the necessity of a special collegiate train-

ing of Civil Servants. 1833 Asiatic Jrnl. X. 324 The two
branches of the Indian service, civil and military. 1844
H. H. Wilson Brit, India III. 520 Mr. Hutchinson was in

the Civil Service of the Company, Commercial Resident at
Anjengo. 1845 Stocqueler Handbk, By-it. India (1854) 44
To assist the Supreme Government of India . . a highly-
educated civil service, consisting of some hundreds of mem-
bers, is placed at its disposal. 1861 Sat. Re?.'. 27 July 90
When a Civil Servant's mind has reached the stage of sub-
acute discontent which has not quite strength enough to
develope into resignation. 1863 Fawcett Pol. Peon. 11. x.

(1876) 259 At the Civil-Service-Store in the Haymarket.
1867 Yates Black Sheep (Hoppe), Down to the 1 Civil Ser-

vant of the Company'. 1878 A'. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 272
He had already appointed an able Civil-Service Commission.
Ibid. CXXVII. 275 The fluctuations of civil-service reform.

t Civil-wealth. Obs. tnonce-wd. [f. Civil
after commonwealth.] The commonwealth or

state in its civil or secular capacity.

1547 Bp. Hooper Ausw. Bp. Winchester's Bk. Wks.
: Parker Soc.1 144 Euery man's office and duty . . whether it

be towards God or man : and whether he be minister in

the church, or in the civil-wealth.

Civism (si-viz'm). [a. F. civisme, f. L. civ-is

citizen : see -ism. A well-known term of the

French Revolution of 1789: although, according

to Littre, not in the Dictionary of the Academy
till 1835.] Principles of good citizenship.

a. orig. and esp. Devotion or well-affected dis-

position to the order established by the French
Revolution of 1789. Certificate (+ card) ofcivism
[F. certijicat de civisme] : an attestation that the

holder was thus well-affected. Cf. Incivism.
1792 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 17 Suspicions against the inten-

tions of the King and the civism of his guards. 1793 N.
Vansittart Remarks on Pox's Speech 21, 6000 persons ar-

rested [in Paris] for not having Cards of Civism. 1830
Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 076 A pretext, .for suspecting the
* civism ' fto revive that Jacobin word) of eminent citizens.

1837 Carlyle Pr. Rev. v. vii, At all turns, you need your
Certificate of Civism'. 1885 Times 15 Dec. 6 Here is the
Jacobin certificate of civism in actual play.

b. transf. to the ancient Greek and Roman re-

publics, and to the citizen principle generally.
1832-4 De Quincev Ceesars Wks. X. 62 It might seem to

throw some doubt . . upon the sincerity of his civism, that
undoubtedly Augustus cultivated his kingly connexions.
1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Pduc. v.(ed. 2) 107. 1880 G. C.
Warr in Academy 25 Sept. 216 That the Roman 'civism',
the tradition of self-sacrifice for the public good, made the
Roman people the rightful rulers of Europe.

c. fig. Citizenship, fraternity.

1791 Hamilton Berihollets Dyeing\. Introd. 35, I wish
them to consider in me the civisme of the arts and sciences
[le civisme des arts et des sciences'],

f Civitated. * Become like a citizen' (Cockeram\

t Ci'vity. Obs. rare. [ad. L. cTvitas, It. civita

:

see City.] =City.
}S7_7 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel, 9 (Halliw.) An ancient

civitie. Ibid. (1586) II. 11 All the civities and burroughs in
Ireland have been wholly Englished and with English
conquerors inhabited.

Civory, var. of Cibory : see also Severy.
t Civy, civey. Obs, Forms : 4-5 cive, cyve,

5 cyuee, -ey\e, ceue, ceuy. [a. F, «z//(i3thc.\
«W, * a black sauce for a hare (Cotgr.). Littre
identifies with Civet and derives from cive,
Chive, species of onion, on L. type CBe&atum i made
with onions \ In many reprints of ME. books,
editors have mistaken cive for Cive, chive, onion.i

Vol. II.

' A broth or sauce made of the entrails of a hog

;

also broth or sauce for the forepart of a fried hare,

made of wine, vinegar, verjuice, herbs, and spices;

oyster broth, or broth made of boiled oysters'

(Cotgr, s. v. Sive).

a 1325 Names Hare in Pel. Ant. I. 134 Come to me ded
Other in due other in bred! c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862)

20 Conyngus in cyve [v.r. cyne]. Ibid. 21 Harus in cyve
[v.r. cyne]. c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Honseh. Ord. (1790) 452
Plays in Ceue [mispr. cene]. Take playses, and make
horn clene..and frie horn in oyle, etc. ^ 1440 Recipes in

Babees Bk. 60 Harys in cyueye. Take Harys, & Fie hem,
i & make hem clene, an hacke hem in gobettys, & sethe hem
I in Watere & Salt a lytylle; ban take Pepyr, an Safroun,
an Brede, y-grounde y-fere, & temper it wyth Ale. pan

I take Oynonys & Percely y-mynced smal to-gederys, & sethe
hem be hem self, S; afterward take & do ber-to a porcyon of
vynegre, & dresse in. Ibid. Conyngys in cyveye. c 1460

J.
Russell Bk, Nurture in Babees Bk. (1868) 171 Oysturs

in Ceuy, oysturs in grauey, your helthe to renewe.

Ciza : aphetic f. Assisa : see Assize, Size.

1665 Strypf. Lett, to his MotJier, I never visited the
Kitchen yet.. and the Butteries but seldom after meals;
unlesse for a Ciza, that is for a farthing worth of small
beer.

Cizar, -zer, obs. ff. of Scissor, Sizar.

Cize, obs. form of Size.

Clabber (kl^baj). [a. Irish and Gaelic clabar

mud.]
1. dial. Mud. Hence Clabbery a., muddy.
1824 MacTaggart Gallov. Encycl., Clabber, any soft dirty

matter. 1880 Antrim $ Down Gloss. 1 They clodded clabber
at me.' 'Don't put the dog into that clabbery hole.'

2. = Bonny-clabber, milk naturally curdled.

1634 Ford Perkin Warbeck in. ii, Healths in usquebaugh
and bonny clabbore. 1828 Webstkr, Clabber or Bonny-
clabber. i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v. Bonny-clabber,
It is sometimes called simply clabber. 1884 Bourke Snake
Dance of Maquis xxx. 354 We feasted heartily on mush-
melons and clabber.

Hence Clabber v., intr. to curdle, as milk.
1880 in Webster Suppl.

Clabord, obs. form of Clapboard.
Clacban (kla'xan). Sc. andnorth-Irish. Forms:

6 clauchanne, 7 clauchan, 8 claughan, 9 cla-

cheii, 7- clachan. [Gaelic clachan 'village,

hamlet, burying-place '(Shaw), app. f. clock stone.

The form in modern Gaelic, with secondary accent on -an,

is that of a diminutive of clack ; but it is not clear what the
original sense was ; its most common current use is ' step-

ping-stones' across a stream, but it has been used for ' village'

in Gaelic song and phrase. It used to be said that the three
requisites of a Highland village were a church, an inn, and
a smithy ; hence the contextual use of clachan both for ' the

church ' and the 1 public-house '. (Prof. Mackinnon.)]

A small village or hamlet in the Highlands or

west of Scotland. Also attrib.

1425 Wvntoun Cron. xi. xvii. 9 (Jam.) Clachin Yha.
1581 Sc. Act Jas. VI (1597) § 116 Passing to Burrows,
Townes, Clauchannes and Aile-houses. 1640 Galston Sess.

Rec, in Old Ch, Life Scotl. (1885) 209 Two of the elders .

.

ordained to go throw the Clachan at ten at night. 1642
Ayr Presbyt. Minutes ibid. 59 Thair could not ane audience
be had in the clauchan. 1785 Burns Death <$- Dr. Horn-
book iii, The clachan yill had made me canty. 1829 Scott
Rob Roy Introd., The goodwife of the clachan had hidden
Cunningham's sword. 1872 Blackie Lays Highl. 83 From
every clachan in long Glencoe. 1880 Antrim Down
Gloss., Clachan, a small cluster of cottages.

Clacht(e, obs. pa. t. of Cleech, Cleek.
Clack (kloek), sb. Also 5-7 clacke. [Goes

with Clack vX : cf. F. claque clap or blow with
the flat of the hand ; also Du. klak, MHG. klac

crack, etc. (Sense 6 may be the original (cf. the

verb) ; but in its later use it is mainly transferred

from branch I.)]

I. Of mechanical sounds, etc.

1. A sharp, sudden, dry sound as oftwo flat pieces

of wood striking each other, partaking of the

character of a clap and a crack.

[1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. (i860) 10 The clacke of thy mill

is somewhat noisome.] 1598 Florio, Castagnette, little

shels. .to make a noise or sound or clack with their fingers.

1674 Petty Disc. bef. R. Soc. 100 In all Breast- and Under-
shot-Mills . . to count the Clacks, Revolutions or Stroaks
made within the Time. 1833 Brewster Nat. Magic xi.

274 The clacks produced by the swivel of a ratchet-wheel.

1861 L. Noble Icebergs 311 Hitting upon the wooden latch,

up it came with a jerk and a clack that went . . to the ears

of every sleeper. 1868 Morris Earthly /Vr. (1870) I. 1. 157
The great wheel's measured clack.

2. An instrument which makes this noise.

1611 Cotgr., CUquette . . also, a childs rattle, or clacke.

1838 Thoms Anecd. § Traditions 113 (Halliw. s.v. Clacker)
' Clacks of wood/ small pieces of wood to clap with.

fS. The clapper of a mill ; an instrument which
by striking the hopper causes the com to be shaken

into the mill-stones. Obs.

.1440 Promp. Parv., Clappe or clakke of a mille, taran-
iara, batillus. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Pr. Tong, Claquet
de 7Houlin, the clacke or clapper of a mill. 1708 Brit.

Apollo No. 29. 2/1 The Miller's Clacks and the Lawyer's
Clacks are in perpetual Motion.

b. 1 A bell that rings, when more corn is re-

quired to be put in '
(J.) ; ' a mill-hopper alarm '.

4. A rattle, worked by the wind, to scare away
birds.

1676 Worlidge Cyder (16911 88 This far exceeds all Clacks
and other devices to scare away the bold Bulfinch. 1824

T. Forster Perenn. Cat. in Hone Every-Day Bk. II. 877
The noisy cherry clack, .drives its. .windsails round.
6. A form of valve in pumps, etc., consisting of

a flap, hinged at one side, covering the aperture,

which is opened by the upward motion of the fluid,

and closes either by its weight, or by the fluid's

backward pressure ; often called a clack-valve.

1634 Bate Myst. Nature <$• Art 8 A clacke is a peece of
Leather nayled ouer any hole, hauing a peece of Lead to
make it lie close, so that the ayre or water in any vessell
may thereby bee kept from going out. 1726 Desaguhers
in Phil. Trans. XXXIV. 80 An inverted Brass Clack or
Valve shutting upwards, and falling down by its own
Weight. C1790 Imison Sch. Art I. 169 A valve or clack,
something like a trap-door, to shut downward. 1831 J.
Holland Mauuf. Metals I. 161 The lower board [of the]
bellows . . has a hole with a valve or clack. 1861 Rankine
Steam Engine. 117 Valves, sometimes called clacks., in-

tended for the purpose of permitting the passage of the
fluid only, and stopping its return.

b. In locomotive engines the valve which closes

the opening of the feed-pump into the boiler
;
gene

rally a ball-valve.

1829 R. Stuart Anecd. Steam Engines I. 188 The return
of the water is prevented by the usual means of a puppet-
clack, or valve. 1849-50 Weale Diet, Term 103/1 A ball-

clack .. to close the orifice of the feed-pipe, and prevent
steam or hot water reaching the pumps. The ball of the
clack is raised from its seat by the stroke of the pump-
plunger forcing the water against it.

II. Of the human voice, tongue, etc.

6. Din of speech, noise or clatter of human
tongues; contemptuously, loquacious talk, chatter

senseless or continuous.
c 1440 York Alyst. xxxiv. 211 Ther quenes vs comeres

with per clakke. a 1566 R. Kdwards Damon $ Pithias in

Hazl. Dodsley IV. 97 Abandon flatt'ring tongues, whose
clacks truth never tell. 1605 Drayton Moone Calf (R.I,

Who but one hour her loud clack can endure. 1678 Butler
Hud. 111. n. 445 His Tongue ran on.. And with its Ever-
lasting Clack Set all men's ears upon the Rack. 1693
South Serm. 158 Whose chief intent is to vaunt his spiri-

tual clack. 1709 Addison 'Tatter No. 102. Pi The Clack
of Tongues. 1781 j. Moore View Soc. It. (1790) II. Hv. 129
The aggregated clack of human voices. 1824 W. Irving
T. Trav. I. 216 The tread of feet and clack of tongues.

1849 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 35 The infinite clatter of an
old lady—clack, clack, clack.

7. A loud chat, a talk. (colloq.
N

1813 G. Colman Br. Grins., etc., Vagaries Vind. xi. (1872)
229 The merry chits maintained a half-quelled clack. 1853
Kane Griunell Exp. xlvii. (1856) 336 Seven north country
whaling captains. .

' holding clack' in our little cabin. 1888

J. Payn Myst. Mirbridge (Tauchn.) II. xviii. 197 The old
fellow would have had a clack with her.

8. contemptuously. The tongue. (Cf. 2, 3.)

1598 Greene Jas. IV, Wks. (Gros.) XIII. 210 Haud your
clacks lads. 1641 Brome Joviall Crew v. Wks. 1873 III.

435 He must talk all. His Clack must onely go. 1741
Richardson Pamela I. 61 And so, belike, their Clacks ran
for half an Hour in my Praises. 1828 D'Israeli Chas. I,

II. i. 23 Who, as washerwomen . . at their work, could not
hold their clack. 1864 E. Sargent Peculiar III. 76 To
hermetically seal up this Mrs. Gentry's clack.

f9. A loquacious person, a chatterbox. Obs.
1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat i'i 867) 8 They are but clacks and

tell-tales for their pains. 1680 Otwav Caius Marius 11. iii.

(1735) 40 That well-spoken fool, That popular clack.

10. Comb. : clack-box (a) the box or chamber
which contains the clack-valve of a pump ; in

locomotive engines the box or cage enclosing the

clack (see 5 b)
;
{c) dial. 1 the mouth which contains

a nimble tongue* (Forby)
;
clack-door, an opening

into the clack-box of a pump
;
clack-mill, a wind-

mill rattle for scaring birds (see 4) ; clack-seat, in

locomotive.engines a recess in the feed pump, for

the clack to fit in
; clack-valve, see 5. Also

Clack-dish.
1849-50 Wealh Diet. Terms, Clack-box, in locomotive

engines, the box fitted on to the boiler where a ball-clack

is placed. 1867 W. W. Smyth Coal Coal-mining 181 If

the water, .rises above the *clack-door before the change be
made. 1858 Lardnf.r Handbk. Nat. Phil. Hydrost. 114
The single *clack valve is the most simple example of the
class.

Clack (kkek),^. 1 Forms : 3-7 clacke, 5 clake,
6- clack. [ME. clack-en : cf. F. claque-r to clack,

clap hands, crack a whip, strike the jaws together

;

also Du. klakken to clack, crack, MHG. klac a

crack, etc., OHG. kleken {-.-klakfan), MHG.
klecken to make a crack ; also ON. klaka to twitter,

as a swallow, chatter as a pie. The relations be-

tween these are uncertain: the form is evidently

echoic, and may have arisen independently in differ-

ent langs. and periods. Cf. Clap, Crack.]

1. intr. To chatter, prate, talk loquaciously.

Said of chattering birds and human beings.

a 1250 Owl Night. 81 pi bile is stif and scharp and
hoked . . Par mid bu clackest [v.r. clechest] oft and longe.

c 1420 Liber Cocomm (1862) 38 To speke of bakun mete I

wolde clake. 1568 Grafton Ckron. II. 692 Thus as mens
imaginations ranne, so their tongues clacked. 1687 A.
Lovell tr. Bergerac's Com. Hist. 1. 121 The whole Mobile
clacked with the Beak, in sign of Joy. 1798 Poetry in Ann.
Reg. 447 Mark the pleader who clacks in his clients behalf
With my lud, and his ludship, three hours and a half. 1852
Macaulay Lett, in Trevelyan Life (1876) I. v. 267 He will
sit clacking with an old woman for hours. 1863 Mrs. C.
Clarke Shaks. Char. \. 20 The usual recipe for concocting
a lady's maid, by making her clack like a mill-wheel.
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2. trans. To utter chatteringly, to blab.

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 48 Tis not euer true,

that what the hart thinketh the tongue clacketh. 16J7-8

Feltham Resolves 1. iv. (R.i, Custom makes them clack out

any thing their heedlesse fancy springes.

3. To cluck, or cackle, as a hen. Cf. Clock,

Cluck.
1711 Steele Sped. No. 479 F4 My hen clacks very much,

but she brings me chickens. 1833 Tennyson Goose vi, The
more the white goose laid It clack'd and cackled louder.

1871 Tinsley Mag. Xmas. No. 17 My old mother used to say

that every hen's got enough to do to look after its own chicks,

and it clacks enough over that, goodness knows.

4. intr. To make a sound intermediate between

a clap and a crack, as a hard substance, such as

a piece of wood, does in striking a hard surface. To

clack ;more commonly to crack) a whip.
1530 Palsgr. 485/1 The myll gothe, for I here the clacke

clacke. .car je os le clacquet clacquerox clacqueter. 1570
Levins Manip. 5 To clacke, clangitare. 1611 Cotgr..
Claquer, to clacke, to clap, to clatter. I7»6 Diet. Rust.

(ed. 3) s.v. Capriole, He Clacks or makes a Noise with them.

1848 Thackeray I 'an. Fairv'm. 57 Whip clacking on the

shoulders. 1875 Howells Foregone Co/tcl. 60 A woman
clacking across the flags in her wooden heeled shoes,

t b. trans/, to similar actions. Obs.

1740 E. Bavnard Health (ed. 61 27 Th' heart clacks on,

and is a mill, That's independent of the will.

6. trans. To cause (things) to make such a sound.

1542 Boorde Dyetary xi. (1870) 260 Euyl ale-brewers and
ale-wyues. . shuld clacke and ryn fc theyr tankardes at dym
myls dale. 1611 Florio, Castagnette, little shelsvsed of

those that dance the canaries to clacke or snap with their

lingers. 1676 Hobbes Iliad 116771 163 He clackt his whip.

1872 Darwin Emotions 214 The Australians smacked and
clacked their mouths at the sight of his horses and bullocks.

f B. The verb stem used adverbially : At once,

on the instant, pat, ' slick '
; cf. bang, flump, etc.

a 1734 North Exam. 11. v. § 50 11740) 345 They went all,

clack, to Conventicles, I'll warrant ye! Ibid. III. vii. § 44

(1740) 535 The Money was not got ; if that had fallen in

clack, the King had compleated a Negotiation.

t Clack, v.- Obs. [Orig. a Flemish word of

the wool-trade : Kilian, 1598, has ' klackcn deter-

gere lutum, used in Fland. Brug., for kladden,

afkladden abstergere sordes, detergere lutum, de-

tergere vestem peniculo, stringere ', also ' klacke

Fland. — kladde macula lutosa, lutum vestibus

hrcrens, nota cjenosa', a dirty mark. Cf. Ger.

klacke spot of dirt, in Grimm. Hence med.L.

claccare : see Du Cange.] trans. To remove the

dirty parts, esp. the tarry mark or ' buist ' from a

fleece of wool). (Cf. Clag v. 4.)

1429 Act 8 Hen. VI, xxii, Great hinderance commeth to

the King in his Customes and Subsidies by them that due
clacke and force the good Woolles of the Realme. [147a in

Kymer Foedera XI. 735 'Quod, .lanasquascumque berdaie,

claccare, et mundare possint'.] 1485 Act 1 Hen. VII, c. 10.

§ 7 That the same Wolle shuld be as it was shorne and clene

wounde, withoute any sortyng, barbyng or clakkyng. 1607
Cowell Intcrfrr., To clack wooll is to cut off the sheepes

marke which maketh it to waigh less and yield less custom
to the king. 1641 in Termes tie la Ley 60 b. 17J6 in Diet.

Rust. (ed. 3).

t Clack-dish.. Obs. A wooden dish with a

lid carried and clacked by beggars as an appeal

for contributions ; a CLAP-DISH.
1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. 111. ii. 135 Your beggar of fifty :

and his vse was, to put a ducket in her Clack-dish. 1608

Middleton Raw. Love (N.>, Her. Can you think I get my
living by a bell and a clack-dish? Dry. By a bell and a
clack-dish ? how's that ? Ger. Why, by begging, sir. 1861

Wvnter Soc. Bees 242 At the door of some alms-house, an
old woman may still be seen with her clack -dish before her
at certain seasons of the year—the last of her race.

Clacker (klark.->j\ [f. Clack j>. + -er'.] That
which clacks ; the clack or clapper of a mill ; a

clack to frighten birds away, etc.

1636 Sir H. Blount Voy. Levant (1650) 18 (T.I This they
find by the noise of those l>oat-mills; their clackers beat
much slower at those times than else. 1869 Blackmokf.
Loma D. II. 92 (Hoppei His tongue was worse than the
clacker of a charity-school bell. Mod. dial. Rime, 1 pick
up my clackers And knock you down lwick'ards Shoo 'ay a
bird ! 1880 Miss Courtney West Cormv. Gloss., Clacker,
a rattle to frighten away birds ; the tongue, a valve of a
pump.

t Cla'Cket, sb. Obs. [ad. F. claquct, f. claquer,

to clack ; cf. Cotgr. claquct dc moulin, the clapper,

or clacke, of a mill-hopper.]

1. ==prec.

1586 T. B. La PrimandpFr.Acad. 11.(1594) 118 Wee may
..compare their tongue to the clacket of a mill. 1611

Cotgr., cVrtcimost properly) the clacket that frightsaway

birds from fruit-trees, etc.

2. Clacking, vigorous and incessant chatter.

181s Miss Mitford in I/Estrange Life (1870) I. vi. 189
In the midst of a universal clacket of female tongues.

t Cla'cket , v. Obs. [a. F. claqueter, to chatter

with the teeth, or make similar sound, f. claquct

clapper.] trans, and intr. To chatter, clack.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. U569) I. 61 His teethe clackct-

ing in his head. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serrn. on Tim.
800/2 Three houres space wil not bee ynoui;h for them to

clakket out halfe that they would say.

Clackety, a. [f. Clacket sb. + -y 1 : cf. noisy.]

Characterized by clacketing.
1861 Court Life Naples 154 Country women wearing large

white caps and clackety sabots.

Clackgoose, var. of Claik-ooose.

Clackin, var. of Clecktng, brood.

Clacking (kbe-kty), vbi, sl>. [f. Clac k v.' +
-wg 1.] The action of the vb. Clack : a. the

making of a sharp, hard noise.

1565-78 Cooper Thesaurus, Closnius, a clacking with the

tongue to cheare a horse, c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem.
(1735) 393 The clacking of their Culverins and Pistols. 1832

Marryat N. Forster xxviii, Clacking of pattens. 1858

Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (18651 II. IV. ix. 23 A common Mill

1 . .its clacking audible upon the common Stream,

b. Chatter of tongues ;
noisy talk.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11.(1594) 118 When
they adde to their clacking euill speech and backe-biting.

1620 Bp. Hall Hon. Mar. Clergy % 10 (T.) To weary the

world with his foolish clacking. 1863 B. Taylor II.

Thurston i. 19 Again the clacking of tongues rose high and

shrill.

Cla cking, ///• a. [-DO 2.] That clacks.

1611 Cotgr., Tlac. .any thing that makes a clacking or clat-

tering noise. 1865 Gosse Land tf Sea (18741 384 A brook

.. hurries away to a clacking mill. 1870 Morris Earthly

Par. ill. 278 The clacking loom, .still did stand.

Clad (kted), ppl. a. [ME. clad:d, f. OE.
c/JSod, -cd, inflected eUMt, cladde : see Clothe v.

Clad belongs to all dialects ; but, beside it, the

north, dial, has cled, ME. clcd{d, f. ON. khtdd-r

pa. pple. of kh tia to clothe. As dm! and clcd are

identical in meaning, they have been naturally

taken as mere variants of the same word, and in

this capacity cled occurs in other than northern

writers : it is now however treated simply as the

northern ^chiefly Sc.) pronunciation oiclad. This

is one of the pa. pples. in which the prefix y- \\a-

resuscitated by the Elizabethan archaists, from

whom yclad comes down as a ' Spenserian ' form.]

1. Covered with clothes (or armour), clothed.

[(•950 I.indisf. Gosp. Mark v. 15 Sittcnde laded & hales

I
Sohtes. 1 a 1300 Cursor M. 1046 Wid griss and leues is he

cladd. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 79 Cladde or clothydde, ves-

titus. 1463 Bury ll'ills (18501 17, v. men clade in blak.

1484 Caxton Chivalry 89 Wei cladde. 1576 Gascoignf.

Steele Gl. <Arb.l 62 In comely wise, .yclad. 1590 Spenser

Q. 1, i. 1 A gentle Knight . .Ycladd in mightie armes and
silver shielde. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. i. 166 The Morne in

Russet mantle clad, a 1764 Lloyd Progr. Envy Poet.

Wks. 1774 I. 146 A Female Form, yclad in snowy white. 1875

Jowett Plato III. 27 They are lightly clad in summer.

0. cled, etc
(11300 Cursor M. 5135 (Cott) Cled .. wit riche wede.

Ibid. 13122 Aman..cledd in silk, c 1380 Wvci.ip Set. Wks.
\

I
II. 13 A man cled wib softe clobis. 1400 Morte Artlt.

217 In colours of elene golde cleede. e 1400 Rom. Rose 472
Wei fedde. Or wel araied or cledde. c 1460 Tcnmcley Myst.

133 Lo here a lytter redy cled. 1570 Levins Manip. 48

Cledde, vestitus.

b. transf. Covered as with clothing.

ta 1400 Morte Arth. 3241 The close . . With clauer and
clereworte clede euene ouer. 1481 Caxton Reynard lArb.i

5 The trees clad with leuys and blossoms. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. vi. ix. 16 A cottage clad with lome. 163a Lithgow
Trav. ill. (1682) 124 Xerxes . . seeing all the Sea clad with

|

his Army. 1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 65 A world of.

.

trees clad with chirping birds. 1816 Southey Poet's Pilgr.

I

11. iv, Vine-clad hills. 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (18771 *1V -
I

275 A long spur, now clad with olives.

a. Jig. Invested, arrayed, decked.
,/ 1300 Cursor M. 803 (Gott.) In welth and bliss was clad,

j

1436 Pol. Poems (1859111. 203 He that was here claude in .

humanite. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Ordination of Priests,

That they may be cladde aboute with all Justice. 1588 A.

King tr. Canisius' Catc h. 7 1 Quha abhorred nocht to lie
'

i
cled with my fleshe. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. L 33 Her

J

: words yclad » ilh wiscdomes Maiesty. 1631 Lithgow Pros:
j

vll. (1682) 289 The Sphynx with grandeur cled. 1683 Sei.-

I den Engl. Spin. iv. \\ ks. (1726) III. 17 A description of it

. .is thus clad in rhythmcs. c 17*0 Prior Hymn to Sun 29

Clad in rising majesty,

b. Sc. /.aw. Endowed or furnished with.

.1550 Balfour Practicks (1754) 254 (Jam.) Until scho lie

man-it and cled with ane husband. Ibid. 340 The prin.

' cipall tenant, with quhais richt thay ar cled. 1858 Ciiam-
i hers Dom. Ann. Scotland II. 387 1'he Marquis of Argyle
' had obtained a formal gift of this vessel . . and had become

I

' clad with possession ' by taking guns, .out of it.

3. Clad {cled) score : Sc. twenty-one, i. e. a score

clad orfurnished with one over.

1791 P. Parton Kirkcudb. Statist. Acc. I. 187 (Jam. I

Thankfulness to his Maker for having at last sent him the

cled score, i.e. ai. 1863 A'. Brit. Daily Mail 18 Aug., An

t

increase offrom sr. to ioj. per clad score was obtained.

Clad, i'- Obs. or arch. [app. educed from prec]

To Clothe, dress.

[a 1300 Cursor M. 20362 iColt.i Angels sal. .kepe be in al

pi stat, And clad te, bath ar and lat.l 1579 Cyuile «, I'n-

cyuile Life (1868I 14 We clad them simply, to eschue pride.

1589 Pi-ttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xxiv. (Arb.) 63 Which was
done . . by cladding the mourners . . in blacke vestures. 1506

Spenser F. Q. vi. iv. 4 To clad his corpse with mcete habi-

liments. 1636 E. Dacres tr. Machiavcls Disc. Livy I. 213
Cladding himselfe with the ornaments belonging to his

degree and quality. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. (1870) 1. 11.

459 F'ind raiment meet To clad him with,

b. transf. To cover as with clothing.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 483 The leafe . . embracing the

Cane, doth clad it round about with certaine thin mem-
branes. 1610 VV. Folkingham Art of Survey f. ii. 38
Cloud-berries, .clad the tops of Mountanous fells.

O. Jig.
1579 Tomson Calvin's Srrm. Tim. 95/1 He claddeth vs

with his own glory. 1627 8 Feltham Resolves (1677) 1.

lxxiii, When we haue to deal with such, we clad oursrlues

in their contraries.

Cladanthoua : see Claixk
TCla'dder. Obs. rare- 1

. (See quot.)

1639 J. Maine City Match in Dodsley IX. 208 A. Two
inns of court men. . Known cladders Through all the town.

B. Cladders? A. Yes, catholic lovers, From country

madams to your glovers wife, Or laundress.

t Clade. Obs. [ad. L. clades destruction,

disaster : cf. It. clade in same sense.] A disaster,

calamity, plague.
c 1375 .Sc. Leg. Saints, St. Justiua 413 Or ellis suld bat

fellone clade Confonde pe cyte but abade. 1528 Dr. Tay-
lor To Wolsey (MS. Cott. Cat. D. x. 364), After the gretr

clade ofsycknes and deth of Frenchmenn. 1604 Babington

Comfort. Notes Extd. x. Wks. (1637) 215 All the ruinous

calamities and miserable clades.

Cladgy, variant of Claggy, Cledgy.

tCla'dment. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Clad v. +

-ment.] A garment, dress.

1647 Ward Simp. Colter 27 When I consider how women
there have tripe-wifed themselves with their cladments.

Clado- klxd<>, kle lc\o), before a vowel clad-,

combining form of Gr. *XdS-os young shoot or

branch, in botanical terms, as Clada nthons a.

[Gr. oyB-os flower] = cladocarpous. Clade nchyma
Gr. iyxviul infusion], ' vegetable tissue composed

of branched cells ' {S. S. Lex.). Cladoca rpous a.

[Gr. mpv-us fruit], bearing the fructification on

short lateral branchlets : said of Mosses, which

are primarily divided mto acrocarpous, f/euro-

carfous, and cladocarpous. Cla dophyll, also

-phyllon, pi. -a [Gr. <j>vk\ov leaf], a branch as-

suming the form and function of foliage. Cla-

dopto-«is[Gr.7rTwo-!5a falling], 'the fall of branches

as it occurs in Thuja, Taxodium, and others

'

JSyd. Soe. Lex.).

1857 Berkeley Cryptog. Bot. 482 The three species .

differ from each other in the acro-carpous and clado-carpous

growth of the fruit. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. iii. i 3. 65
Cladophylla commonly pass for leaves : they are well shown
by Ruscus. 1883 Athenseum 10 Feb. 188/3 I" 'his tree

(aspen] and some few others, .a process takes place termed
' cladoptosis' by the Rev. W. J. Berkeley many years ago.

II Cladodiom (kIad<>»-dUSm). Bot. Also eng-

lished as cla dode. [mod.L., f. late Gr. KXahui-rji

'with many shoots' (f. Kk&Sos shoot, slip): cf.

phyl/odium, etc.] ' A term applied by Martius to

an axis flattened and more or less leaf-like ' (Syd.

Soc. l^x.). Hence Clado dial a.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 378 Ruscus, Butcher's Broom .

.

Leaves minute scales, bearing in the axils leaf-like branches

(cladodes). 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. iii. I 3 66 To those

branches definitely restricted to one intemode, and which
so closely counterfeit leaves, Kunth gave the name of Cla-

dodia.

Cladonic kladp nik), a. Chcm. In Cladonic

acid, obtained from Cladonia rangifcrina (reindeer

moss), isomeric with usnic acid (C„Hu O,).

1871-9 Watts Diet. Chem. VII. 353, 1194.

ClSBne, clsennes8e, early ff. Clean, -nkss.

Claes (klrz). Also 6 olais, 8 clayis. claise.

.Sc. and north, dial, form of Clothes.
1549 Compl. Scot. 96 He ordand that na scottis man suld

veir ony clais but hardyn cotis. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc.

(17331 '• "5 (She] pat on her claise. .11800 J. Sibbald

Chron. Scot. Poetry 11802) III. 237 (Jam.) Myclayis grew
threid hair on my bak. 1816 Scott Atttiq. ix, ' Rab lull

hang'd out o' bed, and till some of his readiest claes '. 1863

Rorson Bards Tyne 430 The claes-wives lost a' their fine

goons.

Claeth, claething, Sc. form of Cloth, -wo.

Claf, obs. pa. t. of Cleaye M to adhere.

Clag, sb. north, dial. [app. f. the verb.]

1. The process or product of clagging ; a sticky

m.iss adhering to feet or clothes, entangled in hair,

or the like ; a clot of wool consolidated with dirt

alwnit the hinder parts of a sheep, etc.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (1856) 11 They Ilambs] are then .

.

forthwith to bee dressed and have their clagges clipped from

them. 1877 E. Peacock A'. IV. Line. Gloss., Clags, dirt stick

ing to any one after walking in mud. Dirty wool cut from

sheep. 1881 Sutton A'. Line. Gloss., Clags, clotted locks

of dirty wool on a sheep.

2. An encumbrance or burden on property. Sc.

1697 G. Dallas Styles 813 (Jam.) All claggs, claims,

debates and contraversies standing betwixt them, ito
Ramsay Three Bonnets 1. 19 A good estate . . handed

down frae sire to son, But clag or claim, for ages past.

3. A stain or flaw on character. Sc.

17*4 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 206 He was a man
without a clag, His heart was frank without a flaw.

Clag (.klseg), v. Chiefly north, dial. Also 5-7

clagge. [Xot traced beyond the 15th c. : perh. of

Norse origin, cf. Da. klag, klagge, sticky mud, clay,

kl.vg, kin-get viscous, glutinous, sticky, which point

to the same origin as OE. clieg, CLAT. There may
have been some subseq. association with clog; but

in localities where clag is indigenous, it is kept

quite distinct from clog^]

1. trans. To bedaub (the clothes), clot (the hair)

wilh anything sticky and tenacious, as miry clay,

glue, toffee, etc.

1 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 455 The gown and hois in clay
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that claggit was. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531) 140
We come to the gates all clagged with myre and clay, c 1538
Lyndesay Syde Taillis 68 Ane mureland Meg . . Claggit

with clay abone the howis. 1881 Sutton- N. Line. Gloss.,

Clagged, clotted with dirt. 1886 Cole 6". W. Lute. Gloss.,

Clag, to daub, or clog together with sticky mud or clay.

2. To clog by such bedaubing or clotting.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 232 b, She [the bee]

wyll also clagge her legges with as moche as she may beare.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (1856) 62 A meanes to clagge the

bees, and to make them abide better in the hive. 1883

Almondbury tf Hudders/. Gloss., Clag, the same as clog,

as when dust [mixed with the oil] causes machinery to move
with difficulty.

3. intr. To stick tenaciously, as anything ad-

hesive, or viscid ; also transf.

1563 Hyll Arte Garden. (1593) 14 Least by raine and
shoures, the earth should cleaue and clagge on your feete.

1570 Levins Manip. 10 To clag, herere vt lutum. 1795
W. Marshall E. Yorksh. (ed. 2) Gloss., Clag, to cleave

or cling. 1855 Whitby Gloss., Clag, to adhere as paste;

also to cling as the child to the mother, who says ' it clags 1

to its best friend.' 1876 Slid. Yorksh. Gloss., Clag, to

adhere, to cling, to cleave to.

4. dial. [f. Clag sb.] To remove the clags or

dirty clots from a fleece. (Cf. Clack v.'1 )

1863 Gloss, in Morton Cyel. Agrie. (E. D. S.), Clag (Line,
see Burl. Burl, to cut away the dirty wool from the hind

parts of a sheep.

tCla'ggOk. Sc. Obs. [f. Clag + -ock.] One
clagged with mire, 'a draggle-tail' (Jam.).
e 1538 Lyndesay Syde Taillis 62 Pure [= poor] Claggokis

cled in riploch quhyte.

Claggum (klargam). north, dial. Also cla-

gum. [f. Clag vi] A common name in Scotland

and the north of England for treacle-toffee.

183a W. Stephenson Gatesh. LocalPoems 104 If money's
short, I'll take Rabbit skins for claggum. 1858 R. S. Sur-
tees Ask Mamma xciv. 407 Somehow his tongue clave to

his lips—he felt as if his mouth was full of claggum. 1876

in Mid. Yorksh. and Whitby Gloss. 1878 Smiles R. Dick
v. 46 It bought no end of tops, clagum, and sweeties.

Claggy (klargi;, a. Chiefly dial, [f, Clag+-y.]
Tending to clag, or to form sticky lumps or clots

;

tenaciously sticky, adhesive. Hence Clagginess.
1570 Levins Manip. 98 Claggye, lubricus. 1611 Cotgr.,

fotteux, claggie, clammie, cleauing. 1788 W. Marshall/;.
Yorksh. Gloss.

,
Claggy, sticky, as wet clay. 1796 Pearson

in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 433 To render copper less tough
and clingy {note, The workmen say, claggy). 1838 Blackzu.

Mag. Xl.IV. 540 The spider spreads his claggy snares.

1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss. (E. D. SO, Claggy, sticky like

pitch ; tenacious.

—

Clagginess, adhesiveness. 1881 Ray-
mond Mining Gloss., Claggy, Newc, when the coal is tightly

joined to the roof, the mine is said to have a claggy top.

Claght, claht, obs. pa. t. of Cleek, Cleche.

Clai, elaie, Claiey, obs. fif. Clay, Clayey.
Claif, obs. pa. t. of Cleave.

Claik (kte'k), si. Sr. [f. Claik v.]

1. The cry or call of a goose or other fowl.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The fox follouit the fed geise, &
gart them cry claik. 1808 Jamieson, Claik, the noise made
by a hen.

2. Chatter, gossip, clatter. (Cf. cackle.'

1790 Morrison Poems 187 (Jam.) The country's fu' Wi"
lees and claiks, about young Ket and you.

3. (Also 6-9 clake, 7 clayk, 8 cleek, 9 clack.)

The Barnacle-goose, Anas kucopsis, probably so

named from its call.

a 1455 Houlate xvii, Correker of kirkmen was clepit the

Claik. 1570-87 Holinshed Scot. Chrou. (1806) I. 22 These

claiks (or Barnacls as I call thenn. 1694 Narborough, etc.

Acc. Sev. Late Voy. (1711) Introd. 14 They discovered the

Bernacle Goose or Clakis sitting upon their Eggs, under

the 8o,h Deg. north Lat.

b. More fully claik-goose.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. Introd. 48 Of the

nature of Claik Geis . . Sum men belevis, that thir clakis

growis on treis be the nebbis. 16. . Montpennie in Macleod
Hist. Dumbarton (1878) 11. 49 Clayk geese black of colour.

1706 J. Watson Collect. Poems 1. 48 ( Jam.)When the Cleek

Geese leave off to clatter. 1744 Preston Zetland in Phil.

Trans. XLIII. 61 There are many Sorts of Wild-fowl ;

namely the Dunter Goose, Clark ['! =Claik], Goose, Solan

Goose, etc. 1818 Scott Hrt. Mull, xliv, Like sea-maws

and clack-geese before a storm. 1841 Proc. Bono. Nat.
Club I. 255 The bernicle or clake goose.

4. The Barnacle shell.

1703 M. Martin Descr. Western 1st. (1716) 357. 1744

Preston Zetland in Phil. Trans. XLIII. fa Pieces of

Wreck . . grown over with the Shells of a Fish called Cleek

Geese, which I take to be the Conchee anati/crx.

Claik, v . Sc. [prob. :-ON. klaka, to chatter,

twitter, and thus identical with certain senses of

Clack v.] intr. To cry as geese or other fowls
;

to chatter, talk so as to bore people.

1513 Douglas sEncis VU. Prol. 109 The wyld geis claking

eik bynychtis tyde. 1838 Bethune Sc. Fireside Stor. (1843)

77 That daidlin claikin creature of a lawyer.

Claim (kl^m), sb. Forms : 4-5 cleym(e, 4-7
claym(e, 6-7 claime, (Sc.) clame, 4, 7- claim,

[a. OF. claime (clame , f. clamer to Claim.]

1. A demand for something as due ; an assertion

of a right to something. (Const, as in 2.) To lay

claim to : to assert one's right to, claim.
a. 1300 Cursor M. 9304 Sum o bairn Again mi sagh sal

sett claim [ Trin. cleym]. 1393 Gower Con/. I. 250 His
claime is unanswerde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 80 Cleyme or

chalaunge, vendicacio. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xxxiv.

48 Ther was clayme and answer made bytwene parties .

.

and right and judgement gyuen. 1368 Grafton Chron.

1 1. 230 To make a clayme to the Crowue of Fraunce. 1584

Powel Lloyd's Cambria 243 His claime_ on Jerusalem.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. in. ii. 84 What claime laies she to

thee? 1748 Butler Serm. Wks. 187411.314 Persons are

not to be their own judges in claims of justice. 1796 H.
Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (17991 M Advancing
no higher claim. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Ilandy-bk.

Property Law xxiii. 177 Constant claims are set up to the

estates of other men by . . crafty persons. 1863 H. Cox
Instit. I. viii. 107 Notice, .requiring all persons^ claiming to

vote . . to send in their claims within a tune limited.

2. Right of claiming ;
right or title (to something

or to have, be, or do something; also on, upon

the person, etc., that the thing is claimed from'.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 196 And whilk of vs is

doun, & mad is recreant, Cleyme & accioun he lese. 1375
Barbour Bruce xx. 48 And all the clame that thai mycht
haff In-till Scotland. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 20 § 7 All

such right, title, interesse, clayme . . as they . . have in any
of the premisses. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 29 b, There is no
better clayme vnto wealth, then by the conquest of a strong

hand to compasse it. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. 197 ? 8

Success gave a claim to kindness. 1769 Junius Lett. xii.

54 Your friends . . have the first claim upon your bounty.

177a Pennant Tours Scot. (1774) 33 Has the fairest claim

to call itself owner. 1796 Jane Austen Sense Sens. (1849)

9 What possible claim could the Miss Dashwoods . . have

on his generosity ? 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 139 The
attempt has every claim to an indulgent, .recaption.

3. That which is claimed; spec, in U. S. and

Australia, a piece of land allotted and taken, esp.

for mining purposes.

1863 Fawcett Pol. Ecou. hi. vi. 359 The claim uponwhich
he [the Australian gold-digger] purchases permission to

dig. 1872 R. B. Smyth Mining Statist. 46 In some of the

claims to the south the reef is worked with good profit.

1879 Atcherley Boerland 122 In the cooler hours I would
be working in the claim.

f4. A call, shout. Obs. rare.

1596 Spenser Q. IV. x. 11, I cald, but no man auswer'd

to my clame.

Claim (kU7'm), v. Forms : 4 cleime, clem,

Sc. and north, cleme, 4-6 oleymi^e, 4-7 clayme,

claime, clame, 6 cleame, 4- claim, [a. OF".

claime- accented stem of clamc-r (claime-r) to cry,

call, appeal, claim:—L. cldma-re to cry out, call,

proclaim, declare aloud, call upon.]

1. trans. To demand as one's own or one's due
;

to seek or ask for on the ground of right.

e 1320SirBcucs 3002 He. .comeb. .And cleimephis eritage.

C1325 E. E. AIM. P. A. 825 On hymself he con al clem.

1340-70 A lisautuier 80 Hee fared on in haste, To clayme

his kingdome. 1375 Barbour Bruce I. 421 Quhat landis

clemys he ? 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy v. xxxvi, I it cleym

duely as of debte. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. IV. i. no
Dowsabell did claime me for her husband. 1667 Milton
/'. L. 11. 32 F'or none sure will claim in hell Precedence.

1788 J. Powell Devises (1827) II. 317 That one has a right

to claim a share. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus 1. 20 What if

Nemesis haply claim repayment ?

b. with inf. phrase or subord. clause.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 417 This child, that clemys your

man to be. Ibid. 11. 104 The Erie off Carryk Clamys to

govern the kynryk. c 1380 Wyclii- Wks. (1880) 366 Owre
colagis .. daymen to be exempt. 1850 Merivale Rom.
Emp. (1852) II. 352 He claimed that his word should be

law. 1876 Green Short Hist. ii. §6 (1882) 8g Every towns-

man could claim to be tried by his fellow-townsmen.

2. To assert and demand recognition of (an

alleged right, title, possession, attribute, acquire-

ment, or the like) ; to assert as one's own, to affirm

one's possession of.

(Sense r claims the delivery of a thing, sense 2 the ad-

mission of an allegation.)

^1300 Cursor M. 3544 poll sal neuer. .In bi forbirth do
claim na right. '! a 1400 Morte Arth. 1275 Whatt ryghte

pat he claymes . . Thus to ryot bis rewme. 1465 Marg.
Paston Lett. 518 II. 214 To hold the court in your name,

and to clayme your tytilL 1495 Act n Hen. VII, c. 47 § 2

Persones . . that claymeth or pretendith any title to the

premysses. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iv. 1 1 Thundring Jove
I . .she claymed for her syre. 1722 De Foe Col. Jack (1840!

239 Both sides claimed the victory. 1818 Cruise Digest I.

67 Every stranger, who claimed a right to any particular

lands. 1837WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 154 The
degree of accuracy which had been claimed for them. 1884

Bosanquet tr. Loire's Metafh. 106 We have not in fact

the knowledge which we might here be inclined to claim,

b. with inf. phrase, obj. compl., ox subord. clause,

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 49 Alle . . pat cleymed to

hold of him per heritages, c 1393 Chaucer Gentilesse 2

That claymethe gentyle for to be. (.1430 LvdG. Bochas

11. vi. (1558) 4 This luge . . claimed her his servant by false

collusion. 1 1440 York Myst. xxxi. 223 Claymes to be a

kyng of Jewis. 1818 Cruise Digest I. 487 Her husband

claimed to be tenant by the curtesy. 1875 Jowett Plato

(ed. 2) IV. 267 A mere word or symbol claiming to be a

proposition. 1876 Parker Paracl. 1. ii. 18 It is claimed,

then, on behalf of Christianity, that there is a Holy Ghost.

o. ' Often loosely used (esp. inU.S.)for: Contend,

maintain, assert '. (F. Hall.)

3. Of things : To call for, demand, or require

;

to be entitled to, deserve, have a right to.

1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. u. ii. 130 Octauia. .whose beauty

claimes No worse a husband then the best of men. 1667

Milton P. L. IX. 566 Such wonder claims attention due.

1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds I. 87 What Doctor Friend has

written . .claims an attentive reading, i860 Tyndall Glae.

11. § zo. 334 There is one other point . .which claims our

attention. 1878 Browning La. Saisiaz 26 This first life

claims a second, else I count its gain no gain.

+ 4. To call for, cry for, beg loudly. Obs. rare.

1 c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B 1097 Lazares ful monye .
.
Drye

I folk & ydropike. . Alle called on bat cortayse [Christ] &
claymed his grace.

t 5. To call, name, proclaim (with complement)

;

passing in later use into the sense ' assert a claim

to be (some one or something;'. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12812 Ne prophet sal naman me claim.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 19 pei with fulle godc wille

. . cleymed him for ber chefe of West & of Est. c 1430
Pilgr. Ly/ Manlwde in. xxii. (1869) 147 Trewaundrie bi

I

name I cleyme it, and Maungepayn 1 clepe it. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. ccx. 194 Ye shal not be claymed kyng nother
for kyng be hold. C1485 Digby Myst. (1882) ill. 1321 He
cleymyd hym-sylf son of be godhed. 1565 Jewel De/.
A/ol. (1611) 481 He., may easily Claime himselfe to be

I

more then a Man. 1596 Spenser Q. iv. x. 30 Nor al],

that else through all the world is named, .might like to this

i
be clamed.

t 6. To claim quit, also to quit claim (a person

or thing) : to proclaim quit or released ; to let go,

dismiss, renounce, let off, release, absolve. Obs.

See Quit-claim.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2038 (Cott.) If o bi fader pou hauc

despite, Of his blissing i claim be quite \G6tt. I claime be
of his blissing quite], c 1314 Guy Warzv. A. 6654 pai ben
out of prisoun y-gon, Ober quite-cleymed ichon. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. (1810J 99 Roberd salle cleyme all quite to

Henry.. pat Roberd, ne non of hise, salle ask Henry.. pis

dette. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 1763 To qwit claym all querels,

& be qweme fryndes.

f 7. intr. To cry out, call (for, etc.). Obs.

c 1350 Wilt. Paleme 4481 Cleymeb he after dopes V-.^is

..elopes he askes. c 1470 Harding Chron. excii. ii, The
folke . . for hym cryed & claymed. 1526 Pilgr. Per/ (W.
de W. 1531) 302 How tnayst thou clayme or crye for glory?

8. intr. To put forward a claim, assert a light,

t To claim of (quot. 1303), to : to claim, assert a

right to. f To claim for (quot. 1400) : to claim

to be, assert one's right as being. In later times

app. an absolute use of t or 2.)

1303 R, Brunne Handl. Synne 9561 3yf a chylde be dede
bore . .And receyve nat be bapteme, Of heuene may hyt neuer

cleme. c 1400 Maundev. xxii. 238 Alle the Mynstrelle that

conien before hym. .ben . . entred in his Bokes . . And aftre

that, where that evere thei gon, ever more thei cleymen for

Mynstralle of the grete Chane. 1 1647 Bp. Sanderson
Episcopacy (1673) 39 All these, .do. .claim to a Jus Divinum.
a 1704 Locke (J,), How the first ruler, from whom any-

one claims, came by his authority. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv.

73 Say from what scepter'd ancestry ye claim.

f 9. trans. = Reclaim. Obs. rare.

1546 Langley Pol. Verg. De Invent, f 1 551) 69 b When
men wer somwhat clamed of their uplandishe behauor.

Hence Claimed ///. a., Claiming vbl. sb. and

//V. a.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 80 Clcymynge. 1611 Cotgr., Calenge,

claimed, challenged. 1862 "Ruskin Mnnera P. (1880) 79
Whatever the claiming value of the currency is at any mo-
ment. 1884 Athenxum 15 Mar. 346/3 [He] imposed on

the claiming master the burden of proving that the slavery

of his claimed slaves was derived, etc.

Claimable (klJ'-mabT), a. [f. Claim v. +

-able.] That may be claimed.
1611 Cotgr., Clamable, claimable. 1675 Howe Living

Temple Wks. ^1834) 96/2 A secret intention gives not a
claimable right. 1836 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xx. § 5

The violet . . and wood anemone are . . claimable by the plains
1 as well as the hills. 1875 Poste Gains in. § 42 Half the

estate is claimable by the patron.

Claimanoe, the action of claiming : see Quit-

claimance.

Claimant (kL»''mant). [f. Claim v. ;or sb.) +
-ant : app. in its origin a quasi Law term, on the

analogy of appellant, defendant, etc. ; cf. annui-

\

tant, ciargeanti] One who makes or enters a

claim ; one who has a claim upon anything.

(The appellation was particularly applied for several years

after 1870 to the claimant of the Tichborne baronetcy,

i
whose trial for perjury occupied 18S days of 1873-4.)

1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 556 Claimants upon the Act for

abolishing heritable jurisdiction [in Scotland], with the

]
sums demanded. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 165 ? 7 The
obstacles which .. obstruct the first attempts of a new
claimant. 1783 Burke Corr. (1844) HI- 35, I hme no doubt

that there are some fair and legal claimants on the public

revenue. 1842 Mrs. Browning Grk. Chr. Poets (1863) 146

The first English claimant of a dramatic reputation. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 27 Reason and wisdom . . are the

very claimants, if not for the first, at least for the second

place. 1883 Congregationalist Sept. 728 Some people think

that the notorious Claimant really persuaded himself, .that

he was Sir Roger Tichborne.

Claimative (kU>-mativ), a. nonce-zud.
_

[f.

j

Claim zi, + -aiive.] Disposed to make claims,

exacting. Hence Clai mativeness.
1868 Helps Realmah xiv. (1876) 377 E. I am discontented

with that word jealousy. Give me another word. M.
I Claimfulness? E. An ugly word._ M. Claimativeness,

then '! E. That is better. Ibid., I might have been jealous

j

or claimative. Ibid., Free from jealousy, or, to use hisown

word, claimativeness.

Claimer (kU'-mM . Also 5 cleymare, 7

I
claymer. [f. Claim v. + -ek.] One who claims

;

; a claimant.
C1440 Promp. Parv. 80 Cleymare, vendtcator. 1617

Hieron Wks. II. 64 Two claymers of the crowne.
_
1652

j
Milton Lett. State (1851) 287 Courts, .where the Claimers

may be severally heard. 1779 in Ohio Arch. $ Hist.Quar-

terly Sept. (1888) 283 Claimers of large tracts of land.
_
1885

Kendal Mercury 10 July 5/3 Denunciation of rent claimers,

of rent payers, and above all of land-grabbers.

Claimful, -nesa i see Claimativb.
57 - J
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Claimless (klJi-mles), a. rare. [f. Claim sb.

+ -less.] Having no claim.

1814 Monthly Rev. 280 Obscure and claimless merit.

Clainge, Sc. f. Cleanse.
Clair, obs. or dial. f. Clear.

Clairaudience (kle'rig'diens). [f. F. dair

clear + Audience, after Clairvoyance.]

The faculty of mentally perceiving sounds beyond

the range of hearing, alleged to be induced under

certain mesmeric conditions. So Claixandient a.,

having this faculty ; sb. one who has this faculty.

1864 Breviob Tivo Worlds 142 Trances, Visions, Clair-

voyance, Clairaudience. Ibid. 197 A spiritual clairaudient.

1866 Sat. Rev. 20 Jan. 76/2 Her friends pronounced her to

be ' a fine clairvoyant and clairaudient subject '.

Clair-cole : see Clear-cole.

Clair-obscure (kle»ri^bskiu«u). Also 8-9

clare-obscure, 8 (Fr.) clair-obscur. [a. F. dair-

obscur, transl. of It. chiaroscuro.} — Chiaroscuro.
1717 Prior Alma n. 25 Masters in the clare-obscure.

1740 Crispe in Phil. Trans. XLI. 494 The Clair-Obscur .

.

in the other Pictures, is well understood. 1789 P. Smvth
tr. Aldrich's Archit. (i8i8> 28 All those paintings . . except

some clair-obscures on out-walls, 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton
Metaph. 11. xxviii. 171 The colours, .appear only as different

gradations of clare-obscure. 186a ThoRnbcry Turner I.

89 Abraham Pether. .knew, however, little of clair-obscure.

Clairon, obs. f. Clarion.

Clairschach (kla'jjax\ Forms: 5 clare-

schaw, clerschew, 7 clersha, 8 clarishoe, 9
clarshech, clearsach, clairschach. clairsach.

[Gael, and Ir. clairseach (klarfax) harp, perh. f.

clar table, board ; but the rest of the word is ob-

scure.] The old Celtic harp strung with wire.

1490 Act. Dom. Concil. 172 I Jam.) For the spoliacioune

and takin fra him of . . ane clareschaw, & certane stuff and
insicht of houshald. 1491 Ibid. 204

_
(Jam. I Clerschew.

1700 J. Bkome Trav. iii. 11707) 179 [Highlanders) delight

much in Musick, but chiefly in Harps and Clarishoes of their
|

own Fashion, the strings of which are made of Brass-Wire,

and the strings of their Harps with Sinews. 18x4 Praeo
Poems 1 1864) I. 283 Of clairschachs and of atabals. a 1844

Campbell O'Connor s Child viii, And berries from the

wood provide And play my clarshech [edd. the clarsech] by
thy sfde. 1862 Grant Capt. Guard vi, A clairsach, or harp

of the old Scottish form, ncing only thirty inches or so in

height, and furnished with thirty string holes.

II Clarrsch.ach.er. F orms : 6 clarschaar,

clairschochar. 7 clairshear, clairschocher. [ad.

Gael, and Ir. clairseoir kla rjar) ' harper ' ; treated

as f. Clairshach + -er.] A player on the clair-

schach, a harper.

1507 Sc. Ld. Treas. Acc. in Pitcairn Criiu. Trials I. 124*

Diverse Menstralis, schawmeris . . clarschaaris and piparis.

1534 Ibid. I. 282* To ane Irland clairschochar. a 1615 Ane
HrieueCron. Erlis Ross (18501 15 Ane clairshear that playit

on ane clersha. 164a Househ. Hk. Ctess Mar in Chambers
Dom. Ann.Scot. 11858) II. 119 To ane woman clairshocher.

Clairvoyance (kleaivoians, or as Fr. klfr-

voyahs). [Fx. ; where used in 1 6th c. in sense 2 ; but

in Eng. introduced in sense 1 ; sense 2, when used,

is partly directly from Fr., partly transf. from 1
.]

1. A supposed faculty attributed to certain per-

sons, or to persons under certain mesmeric con-

ditions, consisting in the mental perception of

objects at a distance or concealed from sight.

1847 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 24 Of the clairvoyance 1 have

witnessed nothing. 1847 Kmerson Poems, Initial Love
Wks. (Bonn* I. 457 He is versed in occult science, In magic,

and in clairvoyance. 186a I.ytton Str. Story I. 14 Mesmer
had little faith in that gift of clairvoyance, of which Puy-
segur was. .the first audacious asserter.

2. Keenness of mental perception, clearness of

insight ; insight into things beyond the range of

ordinary perception.
1861 Romance Dull Life xxxvi. 258 She knew, by the kind

of clairvoyance which distinguishes lonely minds, that, etc.

1884 Svmonds5/io*j. Predec. ii. § 19. 79 What may be called

. . clairvoyance in dramatic matters. Ibid. 8t This clair-

voyance gave them insight into things beyond their own expe-

rience. Shakspere painted much that he had never seen.

Clairvoy-ancy. - prec. 1.

1877 Besant & Rice^<?« o/Vulc. II. xxii. 360When 1 was
in the clairvoyancy line.

Clairvoyant '

v
kle»Jvoi'ant), a. and sb. [Fr.

clairvoyant, clear-sighted, optically or mentally.]

A. adj.

||
1. [Fr.] Clear-sighted, having insight.

1671 Dk. Buckiim. Rehearsal til. i. (Arb.) 73 If he likes it,

I know what to think of him.. . I am Clara voyant, a gad.

2. Having or exercising the faculty of clairvoy-

ance ; pertaining to clairvoyance.

1850 W. Gregory Attim. Magnetism 158 Clairvoyant

Prevision or the power, .of predicting future events. 1858

J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 208 The appeal to clairvoyant

skill, by Montanus.
b. fig. (cf. sense 1, and Clairvoyance 2).

1883 H. Drcmmond Mat. Law in Spir. W. 11 The clair-

voyant power of seeing the eternal in the temporal.

B. sb.

|| 1. [Fr.] A clear-sighted person. Obs.

1794 Mathias Purs. Lit. (1798) 353 He is also one of the

Ctairvoyans, and of the order of the Chr.'aliers des Lunettes.

2. One who possesses, or is alleged to possess,

the faculty of clairvoyance. (Often treated as Fr.

(klfrvoyaii), with fern, clairvoyante (-ant).)

1851 H. Mayo Pop. Supers!, (ed. 2) 159 The powers here

attributed to very lucid clairvoyants. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas

M. 53 A docile clairvoyante, who would really not make
a mistake if she could help it. 186a Lytton Str. Story I.

90 He had consulted a clairvoyante. .as to Lilian's health.

Hence Clairvoyantly adv.

1885 Sinnett Karma I. 49 Does she look about the world

clairvoyantly, and tell, .what is going on in distant places?

ClaiB e, obs. f. Claes, Sc., clothes.

Claishe, claisshe, var. of Closh, Obs.

Claith, claithes, Sc. ff. Cloth, Clothes, etc.

Claiver, Claiy, obs. f. Clavee, Clayey.

t Clake. Obs. rare. [OE. clacu :—OTeut. type

*klakA-
;
occurring also in claclcas, cltrcleas (Wr.-

Wiilcker 419) 'immunis', ON. klaklaust scathe-

less, unhurt ] Hurt, injury, scathe.

1 1000 Wulistan Horn, xiii 1 18) Nap. 86 F.al seal aspringan

wide and side sacu and clacu, hoi and hete. ciaoo Ormin

9317 5iff batt je wel 2,uw lokenn Fra clake, and sake. Ibid.

10201.

Clake, clakke, obs. ff. Claik, Clack v.

Clam (kloem), sb} Forms : 6-7 clamme, 9
clamm, 1, 5- clam. [OE. clam(m, dpm Km,

corresp. to MHG. klam, Ger. klamtn cramp, fetter,

constriction, pinching, and, with change of gen-

der, OHG." chlamma, MHG. klamme in same sense.

Cf. also MHG., Ger. klemme, Du. klemme, klem,

app. from type *klam [ni]JSn-. See also Clem v.

These point loan OTeut. *klam-, 'klamm-, or "klamb-, to

press or squeeze together. Some compare 1 klam- with pre-

Teut. glom- in I.at. glomus. But Sievers inclines to start

from klimb- in OE. climban, Ger. klimmen to Climb, orig.

, to cleave, cling, or adhere ; thence an adj. 'klatnbo- sticky,

with causal vb. *klambjan * to make to stick, press, com-
press '. This would provide a common source for the first

four sbs. spelt Clam, and the first three spelt Clamp, with

the adjs. and verbs belonging to both series. 1

T 1. Anything that holds tight
;
bond, chain ; //.

bonds, bondage. Obs. (In OE.)
971 Blickl. Horn. 83 pe Drihten ofdeabe aras . . arfter bami

clammum helle J>eostra- a 1000 Andreas (Gr.i 130 pa be on
carcerne, clommum fxste. .hwile wunedon. a xooo Riddles
xliii. 12 iGr.) Hwylc ba» hordgates cardan craefte ba

clamme onleac.

2. An instrument or mechanical device for clasp-

ing rigidly or otherwise holding fast; e.g. a clamp

for holding two stones together, or any instrument

of the nature of a vice or pair of pincers which

holds things betw een its jaws. With many special

technical applications in different trades and

branches of industry, in some of which it varies with

Clamp. See the quots.

1399 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surteesi 19 Item ij

soudyngirenes j par de clames et j par de tanges, precii ^d.

1496 Hk. St. Albans, Fishing 14 [Hokis] for whoos makyng
ye must haue fete fyles. . A semy clam of yren . . a payre of

longe and smalle tongys, etc. 151a Test. Ebor. V. (Surteesi

35 (in 'The Shoppc ) A par of clamez, \)d. 1547 Ludloiv

Chnrch-.v. Acc. (Camd. Soc.' 29 For iiij. clammes for the

pascalle hordes. 1638 Churchw. Acc. Kirton in Lindsey
111 Proc. Soc. Antio. (18641 M Apr., For iiij poales for the

clammes and to John Dawbcr for shafting them, iijj. iiij</.

183a Babbace Ecou. Maun/, xix. led. 3) 188 Another pair of

forceps now removes the pin to another pair of clams. 1868

G. Macuonald R. Falconer I. 136 Alexander .. had the

upper leather of a boot in the grasp of the clams. 1869

Echo 26 Jan. , They [poachers] were seen to place the clams

over the rabbit holes and to put the ferrets into two of them.

1884 F. Britten Watch 4 Ctockm. 26 The round wire is .

.

drawn through jewelled clams. 1886 ,S\ W. Lincoln. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) Clams or Clems, wooden instruments, with which
shoemakers or saddlers clip their leather to hold it fast.

1887 Kent. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Clam, a rat-trap, like a gin.

b. A movable cheek or protective lining placed

in the jaws of a vice.

1879 CasselTs Tcchn. Educ. IV. 414/1 Holding it with

convenient clams in his vice. 1888 Sheffield Gloss . <E. D. S.)

Clam, leather, paper, or lead linings for the jaw s of a vice.

C. //. ' An instrument resembling a forceps em-

ployed in weighing gold ' (Jamieson).

1790 Shirrlps Poems 360 (Jam.) The brightest gold that

e'er I saw Was grippet in the clams.

d. ' A kind of forceps used for bringing up
specimens of the [sea-]bottom in sounding ; a drag

'

v
Smyth Sailor's Word bk., s. v. clams).

1811 A. Fisher Voy.Arct. Reg. 17 Tied to the sounding line

at . . ten fathoms from the lead, or rather the clamm. (note

This instrument is intended to bring up a greater quantity

of sounding than the usual arming of the lead.) Ibid. 65

The deep-sea-damm was used on this occasion, the sound-

ings brought up, consisted chiefly of mud, intermixed with

small stones.

f3. //. Clutches, claws. Obs.

a 1569 Kvncesmill Man's Est. xiv. (15801 118 To plucke

man out of the bloody clammes of that ravenyng Lyon
Sathan. 1574 E. Hake Touchstone B iij.b, Luckish loyter-

ing lubbers [who] doo keepe within their clammes the lively-

hood of true pastors and painful laborers.

4. Theat. An instrument formed of two parallel

pieces of board fastened at one end by a handle,

used in pantomimes as a noisy sort of cudgel.

Clam (kl;em), sb.'1 Forms: 6 clamm, 7

clamme, 6- clam. [Orig. clam-shell: app. from

prec. ; the name referring either to the action of

the two valves of the shell in shutting like a pair

ofclams or pincers; or, as some suggest, to ' the ten-

acity with which these animals cling to the rocks '.

The original application, however, was not to the rock

species of the tropics, but to British bivalves which burrow
! in sand or mud.]

1. A name applied to various bivalve shell-fish,

a. In Scotland applied, from the 16th c. at least,

to the Scallop-shell, Pecten Jacobxa ; hence now by
some naturalists taken as a book-name of the

genus Pecten. b. Also locally to the various species

of fresh-water mussels i'uio. AnoJon.
1500-1540 [see clam-shell in 4]. 1593 in Rogers Soc. Life

Scot. I. il. 56 Crabs, spoutfish and clamms. 1664 Phil.

I
Trans. I. 13 Upon their Fins and Tails they have store of

Clams or Barnacles. 1769 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 140

The bait . . a shell fish called Clams. 18x3 Hogg Queen's

Wake 298 With the eel, and the clam, and the pearl of the

deep. 1847 Carpenter Zool. 8 94> The Pectens, or Clams,

are known by the regular radiation of the ribs from the

summit of each valve to the circumference. 1850 Dana
Geol. i. 27 The fresh-water clam, Unionidx. 1851 D. Moir
Foiuler\\. Poet. Wks. I. 70 Pools, where mussel, clam, and
wilk, Clove to their gravelly beds.

C. Applied to foreign bivalves of the order

Chamacex, comprehending the largest of shell-fish,

as the Giant Clam or Clamp ( Tridacna gigas),

I
the Yellow Clam (7*. crocea], Thorny Clam

j

{Chama Lazarus), etc.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 340/1 A Clamme is a kind of

1
large shell-fish of the Muskle or Cockle species. 1697

' Dampier Voy. (16981 I. vii. 176 The Clam is a sort of Oyster
1 [i. e. a species of chama] which grows so fast to the Rock

that there is no separating it from thence, therefore we did

I
open it where it grows, and take out the Meat, which is

1 very large, fat and sweet. 177a 84 Cook Voy. (1790I II.

1368 Spangles of the richest colours, glowing from a number
of large clams. 1855 W. S. Dallas in Orr Circ. Sc. Nat.

Hist. I. 431 The tridacna trigas lor clam-shelli. 1861 J.

Lamont Sea-horses ix. 142 The shells tridacna: and cardia,

! vulgarly called clams and cockles.

d. In North America, applied esp. to two
species, the Hard or Round Clam {Venus mer-

j

««aWa1,andtheSoftorLongClam {Mya arenaria),

found in great abundance on sandy or muddy
shores in many parts, and esteemed as articles of

food : whence clam-bake and clam-chmder. Also

applied to freshwater mussels, and see quot. 1850.

{Mya arenaria is also found on muddy shores in England,

where it is known as the Gaper-shell or Old Maid, under

which name it is in some places sold for food.t

[16x4 Capt. Smith Virginia \ l. 216 Mustels,Wilks,Oislers,

Clamps, Periwinkels, and diuers others.] 167a Josselvn

tftm Eng. Rarities 153 Clam, or Clamp, a kind of Shell

Fish, a white Muscle. 1698 B. Billivant in Phil. Trans.

168 The Clam, .hath a Plain Pipe or Proboscis, from whence
he ejects Water, if compressed. [Thisis.l/j'<i] 1841 Catlin
-V. Amer. Ind. (1844) II. lvi. 209 We drew into our larder,

clams, snails, frogs, and rattlesnakes. 1850 Lyell 2nd
Visit U.S. II. 104 The bivalve shell called Gnalhodon .

.

[found in] the Bay of Mobile . They are called clams here

in popular language, and, being thiclc and strong, afford a

good material for road-making. 1883 Leisure Hour 252 1

The coarsest is the mud clam, or blue nose, which is dug
' out of the mud with tongs. Choicer ones are called sand

I
clams . . The best species is the sod clam found at Chico-

league.

2. U. S. A term of contempt ; one who is, 111

New England phrase, ' as close as a clam '.

1871 Mark Tw ain Sketches I. 46<Hoppel It will be lost on

such an intellectual clam as you. Ibid. 54^ No meddling old

clam of a justice dropped in to make trouble.

3. U. S. slang. The mouth. Also clam-shell.

1815 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 143 Shet your clam, our

David. 1848 60 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s. v., There is a

common though vulgar expression in New England, of

' Shut your clam-shell'.

4. allrib. and Comb., as dam-bed, -digger, -eater,

-fisher, -rake, -ranch ;
dam-feeding adj. ; clam-

bake, a baking, Indian-fashion, upon hot stones,

of a mass of clams often overlaid with layers

of potatoes, Indian com, fish, etc.) ; a favourite

feature of pic-nic excursions to the sca-shore in

U. S. ; hence applied to the pic nic party itself;

clam - chowder, a chowder made with clams
;

clam-shell, the shell of a clam ;
formerly (St.) the

scallop-shell w orn in their hats by pilgrims who
had crossed the seas ; also slang ,see |] ; clam-

stick, the stick or pole with which tropical clams

are caught by thrusting it between the partially

open valves of the shell.

1848 60 Barilett Diet. Amer., "Clam-bake. At a grand

political mass-meeting in favour of Gen. Harrison on the

4th of July 1840, nearly 10,000 persons assembled in Rhode

Island, for whom a clam-bake and chowder were prepared.

1883 /'./// .'/<l<7 G. 24 Sept. 12/1 At a recent .
.
festival in

Connecticut a gigantic clambake was cooked which was

25 ft. long and 10 ft. wide, and consisted of 2,000 ears of

corn, 600 pounds of lobster, 600 pounds offish, 1,000 chickens,

innumerable oysters and clams, two barrels of sweet potatoes

and two of the ordinary kind, and the whole topped off with

two immense plum puddings and 150 water melons. 1887

Ibid. 17 June 5/2 A clam bake is an institution indigenous

to this soil. Long before Puritans . . found out its savour,

the red man. indulged in clam bakes. 1884 H. Spencer in

Contemp. Re?: Feb. 162 Legislation to prevent trawling

over "clam-beds. 1866 J.
Lord Brit. Columbia I. 192 Any

one who has travelled in America must have eaten Clam-

chowder. . It is a sort of intermediate affair between a stew

proper and soup. 1887 Sftt tator 12 Mar. 351/2 The *clam-

;

eaters of the Australian coast. 18. . Whitman Leaves of

Grass, Song 0/ Joy The w ork of the eel.fisher and •clam-

j
fisher. I come with my *clam-rake and spade. . I join the
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group of clam-diggers on the flats. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
fatal. 195 Clam-rakes, hoes, and claws. i88z Standard
26 Sept. 2/1 To ' take up a *clam ranch ' is a proverbial

expression [in Oregon] to express the last stage of hard
fortune. 1500-20 Dunbar Flyting 509 Thy cloutit cloke,

thy skryp, and thy *clamschellis. 1540 Sc. Ld. Treas. Acc.

in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. *305 For vj \ vnces siluer to be

ane Clam-schell to kepe the kingis grace Halk-mete. i86z

Emerson Thorcau Wks. (Bohn) III. 334 Large heaps, of

clam-shells and ashes. 1882 Standard 26 Sept. 2/1 The
pointed ' *elam stick ' figures in various aboriginal tales.

Clam (klaem), sdfi Also 9 clamm. [f. Clam
*z.l or vA ; or perh. a back-formation from Clammy.
(Cf. greed.]

+ 1. A soft or plastic mass. Obs. (Cf. Cloam.)
1554 Philpot Exam. <$• Writ. (1843) 340 Hath not the pot-

maker power to form out of that same clam of earth that

one vessel for an honourable use, and that other for con-

temptuous and vilenous?

2. Clamminess, cold dampness.
1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. 17 Fat, ropy, sweet ale.

.

creates clams in the viscera. 1827 Carlyle Germ. Rom. III.

291 The clamm of the grave. 1830 Forby Voc. East Anglia
s. v.

,

1 The meat has been kept too long, and has got a clam ',

begins to decay. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. v. v, Around
you is starvation, .corruption, and the clam of death.

Clam, sbA [A variant of Clamp j£.3 : cf. the

similar interchange of Clam sbA, 2 with Clamp
sb. 1

,
2 .] A pile of bricks arranged for burning.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 53 Of bricks burnt in a Clam there

are at the least in twenty thousand, five thousand unfit for

work. Ibid. 54 Bricks . . ought to be taken out of the clam
by account from the Brickmaker.

Clam (kl^m), s&.5 [Perh. onomatopoeic ; cf.

clash, clang, slam : it suggests less notion of ring-

ing and more of crash than clang. But cf. Clamour
v.£] The crash caused by ringing two or more
bells of a peal together.

1702 Canipauologia Improved (1753) 15 By the bells stand-

ing too long in leading compass, the rest are thrown and
jumbled together

;
whereby claps and clams (so unpleasing

to the hearers) are occasion'd. a 1789 BvsNEY Hist. Mas.
(ed. 2) III. vii. 413 Even the clams or the collision of two
bells together in counterpoint, has been settled by ringers
without the least knowledge of harmony. 1822-76 Narks
s.v. Clamour, The bells, .are all pulled off at once, and give
a general crash or clam, by which the peal is concluded .

.

this clam is succeeded by a silence.

Clam, sbS> dial. [app. short for Hammer —
clamber, used of a foot-bridge.] A plank or cross-

ing-stone over a brook.
1746 Exmoor Scolding (1828) 12 Dest'nt remember whan

tha com'st over tha clam . .when tha water was by stave.

1861 Smiles Engineers I. 240 There is a fourth [bridge] on
the Blackabrook consisting of a single stone or clam.

Clam (kliem), a. 1 Obs. exc. dial. [This word.
Clam sb.'*, Clam v. 1

, Clammy, and other deriva-

tives, form a group of which the mutual relations

are not quite clear. Although the verb is as yet

cited earlier than the adj., the latter perhaps has
etymological priority : it corresponds, also to Du.
and L.G. klam, in Kilian klam, klamp, 'moist,

clammy, viscous, sticky', Da. and Sw. klam
•dampish, wettish\ Not known in the earlier

stages of these languages. Cf. Clam v. 1
]

Sticky, glutinous, adhesive like wet clay. dial.

a. Cold and damp, clammy; b. see quot. 1S08.
c 1440 Prom/. Parz/. 79 Clam' or cleymows, glitthtosus.

1S9S Duncan App. Etymol., Tcnax, clamm, tewgh. 1641
Best Farm. Bks. (1856) 71 Yow are not to beginne to marke
soe longe as the markinge stuffe is any thing clamme, or
cleaveth and ropeth. . but lette it bee as thinne and runne of
like water afore yow beginne. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul
in. It!, xxxiii, The hand did smite With a clam pitchie ray
shot from that Centrall Night [the Egyptian darkness].
1808 Jamieson Sc. Diet, s.v., Ice is said to be clam, when be-
ginning to melt with the sun or otherwise, and not easy to
be slid upon. [Still so used.] 1877 E. Peacock N. W.
Line. Gloss. (E. D. &.\ Clam, (x) cold, damp. Thoo's
strange an' clam, thu feels like a curpse. (2) tenacious,
sticky, adherent. The muck's that clam, it weant slip

off'n th' sluff when ye dig it.

t Clam, £.2 Obs. or dial. [Related to Clam
*fc' It is not certain that sense 2 belongs to the
same word : Jamieson thought that as a school-

boy's word, it might originate in the L. clam, 'with-

out the knowledge of, 1 clandestinely \]

fl. Grasping, pinching. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Canticles in Psalter 511 In vile & clam

couatys of men. [So also in Wyclif Sel. IVks. III. 29.]

2. Sc. Base, mean, low ; ' a very common school-

term in Edinburgh' (Jam.). ? Obs.
1819 Scott Gen. Pre/. Waverley Arov. App. in, He . . re-

probated the idea of being an informer, which he said was
clam, i.e. base or mean.

Clam (klsem), vA Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4-5
clammen, 6-8 clamm, (7 clambe), 6- clam.
[First found in 14-1 5th c, when it interchanged
with eleme, OE. cl&man, to smear, anoint, daub,
mod. dial, cleam. Of the latter, the pa. t. cl&mde
prob. gave ME. clamde (like cladde, ladde, spradde,
lajte, etc.\ whence was educed a present clam
perh. helped by Clam a. and by Clammy. The
forms dame, claim, which (with cleavi) are still

found in northern dial., are treated under Cleam
v., q.v. for ulterior derivation.]

1. trans. To smear, daub, or spread unctuous

matter on ; to smear, anoint, or daub with.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. 11-93 (MS. a 1400} Crist.. clam-

myde [v. r. clemed] cley on his even. 1584 K. Scot Dticov.

Witchcr. xn. xvi. 208 She clamd it [a sieve] with clay, and
brought in .. water. [1671- Clame, claim: see Cleam]
1884 Cheshire Gloss., Clamme or clame, to plaister over.

2. To bedaub (a thing) so that it sticks ; to clog

or entangle with or in anything sticky ; to stick or

plaster up, together; etc.

1598 Flor 10,Abbituminare, to bepitch, to cement or clam
together. 1626 T. H. Caussin's Holy Crt. 356 Passe ouer
it, as a wary Bee ouer hony, not clamming your wings.

1694 R. Lestrange Fables 34G The sprigs were all daubed
with lime, and the poor Wretches clamm d and taken. 1713
Warder True Amazons 134 They will be clammed in it

[the Honey].
Jig. 1683 Mrs. Behn Young King n, iii, He that can .

.

clam me in that love by every look.

3. To clog or choke up (by anything sticking in).

1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters G iij, The
same water is good for them that hath clammed hym selfe

or an other. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871! 13 The
western gales in Holland, .swept the sands so before them,
that they have choaked or clammed up the . . door of the
Rhine. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746)

219 Utterly unwholesome, claming the Stomach, stopping
the Veins and Passages. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Clamm'd up,
(an orifice) stopped up by anything glutinous, as the throat

with phlegm. 1888 Berkshire Gloss. (E. D. 5.), Clammed,
chocked up by over-filling,

b. fig. To cloy.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1692) 52 Engaging, .not

to clam his taste with the smallest collection of flattery.

4. intr. To be clammy, or moist and sticky ; to

stick, adhere, as glutinous things.
1610 Markham Masterp. 1. liv. 117 The dough would so

[

sticke and clambe in the horses mouth. 1690 Pryden
Amphitryon in. i, A chilling Sweat, a damp of Jealousie,
Hangs on my Brows, and clams upon my Limbs. 1877
N. W. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Clam, to stick, to adhere as

sheets of wet paper do to each other.

Hence Clammed ppl. a., Cla'mming vbl. sb. and
!

ppl. a.

1641 Milton Animadv. (1851* 220 [We] have our earthly
apprehensions so clamm'd and furr'd with the old levin.

1683 Trvon Way to Health 201 The finest of the Flour
. . is of a glutinating, clamming, and obstructing Nature.

Clam (klxm), v.'1 [See Clam sb.G, Clamouii v.-]

1. a. intr. Of bells : To sound or crash to-

gether.

la 1800 Lines ht Belfry St. Peters, Shrcwsb. (N.\ When
bells ring round and in their order be, They do denote how
neighbours should agree ; But when they clam, the harsh
sound spoils the sport, And 'tis like women keeping Dover-
court.

b. trans,

1702 Campanalogia Improved, When they [bells] lie fifths

thus 15263748, 'tis then most pleasant and excellent music
to clam them ; that is, the two notes of each concord to

strike together, and if they be clam'd true the eight bells
|

will strike like four, but with far greater musick and har-

mony. 1822-76 Nakes Gloss, s.v., The bells are said to be
clamm'd when, .they are all pulled off at once.

2. Jig. To put an end to (din) ; to silence, hush

:

cf. Clamour v.'1 2.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk Setv. Ep. Ded., It. .answers the
noise of Talking by the stilness of Doing, as the Italians

clam rowt and tattle into nodding and beckning.

Hence Cla'mming vbl. sb,

1684 Sch. Recreation (T.), Clamming is w hen each concord
strikes together, which being done true, the eight will strike

but as four bells, and make a melodious harmony.

Clam, v$ dial. [app. f. Clam sb. 1 in sense of
clutch.] To clutch with the hand, grasp> grope.
1822 Galt Steam-Boat 301 (JanO, I felt, as I thought, a

hand claming over the bed-clothes. 1877 A*. W. Line. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) s.v., He clammed howd on her or she'd hev tippled

into th' warpin' drean. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss, s. v., He
clammed hold on the mane. 1879 Jamieson s.v. Clam, To
claum or glaum, is to grope or grasp as in the dark.

Clam (klcem), vA U. S. [f. Clam sh? 1 d.]

intr. To dig or collect clams.
1864 Sufferings in Rebel Mil. Prisons 87 Formerly they

had been allowed to go fishing and clamming.
Clam, var. of Clem to pinch with hunger.

Clam, clamb, obs. or dial. pa. t. of Climb.
Clamance : see Quit-claimance.

Clamant v
kltTi*mant, klarm-), a. [ad. L.

clamant-em, pr. pple. of eldmare to cry out.]

1. lit. Crying out, clamorous, noisy.

1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xxvi. 95 A Clamant Woeman, or
of many words. 1730 Thomson Autumn 350 Winter, .and
a train Of clamant children dear. 1806 J. Grahame Birds
Seotl. 43 Clamant for food.

"b. of sounds, etc. (with mixture of sense 2).

1818 Keats Endymion 11, This clamant word Broke through
the careful silence. 1888 Mrs. Oliphant Joyce I. 196 The
sound, .became every moment more and more clamant.

2. fig. ' Crying
,
urgent. Chiefly in Sc. writers.

1723 M cWaru Contend. Faith 2 (Jam.) A clear and con-
tinued testimony against the clamant wickedness. 1850
M cCosh Div. Govt. (1852) 460 In order to the rectification

of a clamant evil. 1858 Beveridge Hist. India III, vm.
ix. 545 The abuses became every day more clamant. 1878
Stevenson Inland Voy. 195 My appetite was a clamant,
instant annoyance.

Clamantly (kU'-mantli), adv. [f. prec +
-ly %.] In a clamant manner, urgently.
1863 Grosart Small Sins (ed. 2) 20 Upon various vital

truths, and still clamantly-needed doctrine.

t Clama'tion. Obs. [ad. L. damatidn-em, n.

of action, f. cldmdre to cry out.] A crying out,

call, invocation.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xvii. 216
Frawdes, euyll thoughtes, clamacyons, periurynges. 1658
Sir T. Browne liydriot. 21 Their iterated clamations to
excitate their dying or dead friends, or revoke them unto life.

Clamb(e, clamben, etc. : see Climb.

t Clamber, Obs. [app. a. ON. ktambra to

clamp or pinch together yVigf.), app. a frequenta-

tive deriv. of *klambjan to press or squeeze, men-
tioned under Clam sb.1 Mod.Ger. has, from the

same source, klammern, to make fast with a
clamp, constrict.] To mass or cluster together.

c 1340 Gaw. <y Gr. Kut. 801 So mony pynakle payntet
watz poudred ay (mere, Among be castel carnelez, clambred
so bit, bat pared out of papure purely hit semed. Ibid.

1721 As alle pe clamberande clyffes hade clatered on hepes.

Clamber (klK'mbsj;,^.^ Forms: 5-7 clambre,
5-6 clamer, 6-7 clammer, 4- clamber. [In

15th c. clambre-n, clamer-eu. This appears to be

a derivative of Climb v. (pa. t.,ME. clamb, clam)
;

an equivalent Climber was in use in i6-i7th c.

Cf. the relation of wander to wend, wind, of

spatter, sputter, to spit, etc. The general 16- 17th

c. form clammer also associates itself with climb

with silent b. It can hardly be connected (in

Knglish) with Clambek v. 1

,
though they prob.

go back in different ways to the same source :

see note to Clam sb.^ In German, klammer,
1 clam, clamp, hold-fast etc., had formerly the

sense ' clutch, claw
' ; thence a derivative vb. ' to

clutch, seize with claws ' comes naturally ; sit A
klammerfi is actually used in the sense ' hook
oneself on, cling firmly *

; clammer or clamber up
= 'get up by catching hold with claws! would
be a natural extension. But links are wanting :

klammer ' claw ' is only MHG., clamber up only

English, and known only since 1 5th c]
1. intr. To climb by catching hold with hands
and feet ; to creep or crawl up (or down) ; to

climb with difficulty and effort.

r 1430 Bk. Ifaivkytig in Rel. Ant. I. 299 When he [the

young hawk] begynneth to clambre upon bowys use hym
ever more to hackyng. C1440 I'romp. Parr. 79 Clameryn
L1499 or crepyn], replo. 1530 Palsgr. 485/2, I clamer or
clymme up upon a tree or any suche thyng, j'e grippe. 1591
Harington Orl. Fur. xix. xx. <R.), He clamer'd up upon
the shepheards horse. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. v. 31

When you heare the drum . . Clamber not you vp to the

casements then. 1598 Klohio, Aggrappare . . to clime, to

clammer. 1611 Ibid., Frandre, to clammer vp any slippery

or broken place. 1631 Wekver Auc. Fun. Men. 45 He was
clammering ouer a wall. 1707 Farquhar Beaux' Stral.
11. i, Leaping of Ditches, and clambring over Stiles. 1835
W. Irving Tour Prairies 293 He clambered into a tree.

1882 Miss Bkaddon Mt. Royal III. i. 14 A dangerous kind
of place . . to go clambering about with a gun.

b. trans. ; cf. Climb.
1598 Gkknewey Tacitus' Ann. 11. iv. (1622) 38 Some cow-

ardly fleeing away, sought to clamber the tops of trees.

1607 Shaks. Cor. ir. i. 225 The Kitchin Malkin. .Clambring
the Walls to eye him. 1775 Johnson Western 1st. Wks. X.
418 They can . . clamber the mountain. 1807-8 W. Irving
Salmag. (1824) 134 Worthy hodmen, clambering a ladder.

2. intr. Of plants : To climb by means of tendrils,

etc. (Also trans, as in 1 b.)

1601 Holland Pliny xix. v. (R.), Gladly they [cucumber^
would be clambering upon walls, and climbing up to the
house roof, if they can meet with any rough places to take
hold by. 1864 D. Mitchell Scv. Stor. 302 Vines clambered
over the window. 1887 Fenn This Man's Wife I. 11. vi.

215 This was clambered, surmounted, and almost com-
pletely hidden by clusters of small blossoms.

3. Jig. To climb or struggle (up) into a position

of eminence ; to attain with effort to.

1576 Fleming Panoptic Ep. 193 Thou knowest by what
craftie collusion he hath clammered up to the throne of
tyrannic a 1593 H. Smith il 'ks. (1867) II. 88 Some clamber
to heaven by merits, some by angels, some by penance, and
some by pardons. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 438 His
clambering into Imperial Power.

4. transf. Of a building, or anything rising in the

air : To rise or ascend heavily, irregularly, or

steeply, as if ' struggling upward \
ci6ii CHAPMAN Iliad xnt. 561 Jove . .will unbuild your

towr's that clamber so, For ravishing my goods, and wife.

1852 Hawthorne Wouder-Bk., Chimxra (1879) 211 Three
spires of black smoke . . clambered sullenly into the atmo-
sphere. 1858 — Fr. fif It. Jrnls. (1872) II. 164 A tall palace

of gray, time-worn stone clambered skyward. 1864 '1 ennv-

son En. A rd. 60 Halfway up The narrow street that clam-

ber'd toward the mill.

Clamber v.'^ var. form of Clamour v.'1

Clamber (klce-mbai), sb. [f. Clamber v. 2 .]

An act of clambering.

1878 Browning La Saisiaj 45 Roughness of the long

rock-clamber. 1883 Vernon Lee in Mag. Art Nov. 3/2

This clamber up the water-courses took a long time.

Clamberer (klarmbsro-i). [f. as prec. + -£R *.]

He who or that which clambers : applied esp. to

climbing plants.

1597 Gerard Herbal {1633) 888 Upright Clamberer, or
Virgins bower, is also a kinde of Clematis. 1617 S. Col-
lins De/. Bp. Ely 485 The clamberer vp another way, who
but the Pope ? 1628 Parkinson Paradisus (heading of ch.\
Clamberers or creepers.
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Clambering ^klarmbarii)'), vbl. sb. The action

of the vb. Clambeh.
c 1440 Promfi. Parv. 79 Clanierynge or clyniynge, refieio.

161 x Florio, Aggrappamento . . a clammerui£. a 1631

Donne Seym. xii. 117 1 hough it be hard clambering thither

and hard holding there, i860 TfMDAtt Glae. u| 23. 163,

I had two hours' clambering over the mountains before

breakfast.

Clambering ^klarmbarirj
, ///. a. That clam-

bers, in various senses of vbs.

c 1340 [see Clamber 7 .
'1 1685 H. More Must. 93 The

clamoring nature of the Goat, a 1717 ParsellcT/// Poetry

(R.), No clambering mountains make my lover stay, a 1763
Shenstone Wks. (1764) I. 78 View the clamb'nng goats
ascend. 1883 G. Allen in Ktunvledge 31 Aug. 129/1 The
most clambering species of pea-flowers.

Clame, var. of Clam, Cliam. ; obs. ff. Claim.

t Cla*mer. V =Clam sbA : cf. Clamper v.-.

1556 Richmond. Wills (1853I 93, viij towrve spades, iiij

pare of darners.

Clamer, obs. form of Clamber.
Clamihewit (klami|hi« et). Sc. Also elame-.
clammy-, elawmi-, clam-. [Etymol. unknown,
jamieson offeretl the guess flaw my hcucJ or head

:

but heutd has been obs. in north, dial, for 500
years.] A drubbing, a blow. Also a misfortune.

(Jamieson).
a 1774 Ferousson Hallenv/air Poet. Wits. O8451 15 Frae

a stark I,ochaber axe He gat a clamihewit. 1785 Jml.fr.
Loud. 8 in Poems Buchan Dial. (Jam.', Some o' the chiels

might lat a raught at me, an' gi' me a clamiheuit to snib me
free comin that gate agen. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge
(1863) 207

1 Get up, Saunders, .or I'll take ye siccan a clam-
hewit with my stick.'

Clamjamphrie (kliemdsarmfrr. Sc. and
north, dial. Also 9 clanjamphry, -phrey, -fery,

-frie, -fray. [Origin and history uncertain: Scott's

clanjamphry suggests a contemptuous reference to

a Highland Clan, e. g. Clan Chattan, Clanranald,

etc. ; andjampher occurs in Sc. dialects, variously

used as ' scoffer, mocker, trifler, idler, shuffler so

that clan-jamphery would give a passable sense.

But it is more probable that the original idea is

' trumpery', and that the personal use is derived.]

1. Trum|)ery, rubbish, things of little value.

1825-79 Jamieson s.v., *Did you stop till the roup was
done ?

' 'A was sell'd but the clamjamfry.'

2. Spoken ' rubbish '
; nonsensical talk, ' rot '.

1825-79 i' 1 Jamieson from West of Fife.

3. 'Trumpery' or worthless people, or those

who are so viewed
; rabble, mob, canaille ; also

' applied to the purse-proud vulgar' (Jam.).
1816 Scott HI. Dwarf IX,

1 And what will ye do, if I

care 'na to. .open the grate to sic a clanjamfrie ' 1828 —
/•'. M. Perth xii, The devil is very powerful with all this

clanjamfray. 1821 Galt Ann. Pur. Pal/nailing 292 <Jam.)
A gang of play-actors, -the first of that clanjanifrey who had
ever been in the p.ui-li. l86x HuGMI Tom Brolvn Ojcf.

ix, I only know the whole clamjamfery of them were
there. 1864 A. H*Kav Hist. Kilmarnock 106 The land-

loupers and other clamjamphrie, that attended'the fairs.

Hence Clamjamphried ///. a. (nonce-wd.'

V treated as clamjamphrie.
1887 Stevenson Uudcnvootts 11. vii. too An' lea's us puir,

forjaskit men Clamjamfried in the but and ben He ca's the
earth.

Clamme, obs. form of Clam.
tCla'mmer 1

. Obs. [f. Clam p.l + -erI.]

That which clams or causes cohesion.

1633 (ierards Herbal 11. dix. 1218a, The Lupine is as
Galen writeth. .one of the emplaistickes or clammers.

Clammer U. S. [f. Clam si.* i d.] One
who digs clams.
1888 Cambridge (Mass.* Press 15 Sept. 1/7 Clammers call

in daily at the Neck, on iheir way up to Ipswich.

Clammer, obs. form of Clamber.
Clammily (klarmili), to.lv. [f. Clammy a. +

-LY -'.] In a clammy manner.
a 1845 Hooo Bridge Siglis vi, Wipe those poor Bm !

hers, Oozing so clammily. 1853 Fraser's Mug. XLVUL
695 [It] comes fitfully, coldly, clammily, as a breath es-

caped from the charnel-house. 1878 Slasque Poets 247
Perspiring clammily Over some fearful secret in the family.

Clamminess [kbrmiate), [f.uprec. + -na*.]
Clammy state or quality ; sticky dampness, vis-

cosity, adhesiveness, tenacity.

1528 Pavnel Salerue Regim. O iij, Theyr [fishes'] clam-
mynes, grossenes, and coldnes, maye be taken away with
certaine sauces. 1597 Gerard Herbal l.xl. § £ Whcate. .hath
also a certaine clammines and stopping (lualitic. 1676 Grew
Anat. Plants tv. 11. ii. § 10 'lhat Clamminess of some
Flowers, whereby, .they stick to our Fingers. 1703 Mo.xon
Mech. Exerc. 104 That will spoil the Clamminess of the
Glew. 1841 J. Stevenson in Spurgcon 'Preas. Da-\ Ps. xxii.

15 Clamminess of the mouth .. had already seized him.
1855 Bain Senses tf Int. 11. it. « 1 864 1 196 Clamminess is a
distinct sensation arising from the adhesion of a substance
to the skin.

Clamming, vbl. sb. and ///. a. see Clam v.l

and
Clamming, ppl. a. : sec Clemming.
• Cla-mmish, a. Obs. [f. Clam a. 1 + -ish.]

Somewhat clam or clammy
;
sticky, viscous.

1543 Traheron tr. Vigo's Chirurg. 1. x. 10 Very viscous
slyme or clainmysh. 1544 Phae'r Regim. Pyfe (1560) P iij b.

Meume, that is tough and tlammyshe, hanging upon the
lunges. 1616 Scril. & Makkii. Countr. larme 55 A cer-

taine pap or thicke clammish substance, a 1678 Marvei.l
[

I

IV'lcs. III. 509 Such a clammish issue still does rage, The
f

I

shame and plague both of the land and age.

+ Clamniishness. Obs. [f. prec + -ness.] .

Clammish quality
;
viscidity, stickiness.

1528 Paynel Salerue Regim. O ij b, Fyshe . . of smal
clammyshenes. 1578 Lyte Dodoens \ 1. xlviii. 722 This fruite

bycause of his clammishnesse and slyme.

Clammy (kke-mi), a. Also 5 claymy, 6-7
clammye, (7 clamy). [Form-history obscure:
first found as claymy 1398-1495, clammy c. 1425,
dates which agree with the first ap[>earance of

Clam a. 1 and r», with which it is now associated in

sense. It may have been thence formed with suffix

-T : cf. sticky, clingy. But it is also possible that

an earlier *cldmig, from OE. clam, mud, sticky

clay, Ci.oam, was shortened to clammy (cf. silly,

sorry, hallow), and then associated with Clam
a. and v. Further evidence is wanted.]

1. gen. Soft, moist, and sticky ;
viscous, tena-

j

' cious, adhesive.
1308 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. vi. i. (1495I 186 The fyrste 1

chyfdhode wythout teeth is yet ful tender and nesshe and
cjwauy and claymy. 1518 Pavnel Salerne Regim. O iij b,

An yele is a slymye fyshe, clammy, and specialy a stopper.

1551 Turner Herbal I. (1568) A vj b, It hath blewe floures,

the hole herbe is clammy, and hath a stronge sauoure. I

1570 Levins Manip. 101 Clammye, tenax, viscosus. a 1793
G. White Selborne 1 1 853) II. Hi. 300 The web was of a very
clammy quality. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times xiii. (1878' 475
A soft substance, rather clammy and sweet.

b. Of bread: Doughy. Of soil, earth: Moist
and unctuous.
1530 Palsgk. 307/2 Clammy as breed is, nat through

I baken, pasteux. 1555 Fardlc Facions 1. ii. 33 The earth at

I

that tyme beyng but clammie and softe. 1560 Whitehorne
1 Ord. Souldiours (1588) 45 b, This redde earth is the fattest,

I

and the clammiest of all the rest. 1655 Moufet & Bennet :

Health's Jmprov. ' 17461 340 The oven . . not too hot at the
first, lest the outside be burnt and the inside clamy. 187a
Bakkr NiU Tribut. viii. 131, I followed the herd .. through

i deep clammy ground and high grass.

c. Of liquids : Viscid.

1540 Klyot Image Gov. 72 Great abundance of superflu-
1 ouse humours, thicke and clammie. 1650 Fuller Pisgah

j

11. xiii. 270 No vessels sailing thereon [Dead Sea], the
clammy water being a real Remora to obstruct their pas-
sage. i7»o Gay Poet. Wks. 11745* H. 78 Where the long
table floats with clammy beer. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst.

I Bot. 128 Trees, .yielding a clammy juice.

d. Of vapour, inspiration, mist, etc. : Damp,
! and as it were clinging to the skin.

1635 Swan Spec. M. v. | a 11643) 9 1 Clammie Exhalations
are scattered abroad in the aire. 1697 Bp. Patrick C#MMb
Ex. x. 21 'Thick darkness '.. made, I suppose, by such
clammy Fogs that they sensibly affected the Egyptians.
a 1703 Pomeret Poet. \Vks. (1833*91 When to the margin
of the grave we come. .Our face is moistened with a clammy
sweat. 187a Black Adv. Pluxeton xxv. 346 Stifling in the
clammy atmosphere of Soho.

e. Of the skin, etc. : Suffused with sticky damp,
e. 1;. in the death-sweat.

( 14*5 Cookery Bks. (1888) 25 5'f Nn hond waxe clammy.
!

16*6 T. H. Caussins Holy Crt. 38 His hands are globes
made round, there is nothing rugged, clammy, or bowed.
1795 SociHEY Joan ofAre VL 448 The cold sweat stands
I pon his clammy limbs, a 1839 Pkaed Poems U864J I. 203
The sign of the Cross on his clammy brow.

+ 2. fig. Sluggish, lagging (like a clammy slug".

(i 1613 Overblry A Wt/e (1638* 99 His dull eye, and lowr-

ing head, and a certain clammy benummed pace.

Clamor, var. of Clamour.
Clamorous .Uarmoros], a. Forms: 5 clam

-

ourus, 7-arous, -orou.se, 8 9 -ourous.O- clamor-
ous. [Corresponds to med.L. ciamoros-tts, and
obs. F« ihimorcux, f. L. cldmontn Clamour: sec

•oL'8.] Characterized by clamour.

1. Of the nature of clamour; uttered with, or !

accompanied by, clamour or shouting ; noisy.

15J6 Pilgr. Per/. (W, de W. 15311 92 b, Defeude'th with
hygh and clamorous wordes or speche his opinyon. 1596
Shaks. Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 180 Hee . . kist her lips with such
a clamorous smack e, that at the parting all the Church did

eccho. 1667 Milton /*. L, x. 479 Chaos wilde .. fiercely

oppos'd My journey strange, with clamorous uproare. 1711
Addison Spect. No. 440 P<5 He still reasoned in a more
clamorous and confused manner. i8a8 D'Iskaeli Chas. /,

II. i. 23 Loud and clamorous was the liabble against the new
soap. 1842I Transeendentalist Wks.iBohn) II.291

j

They . . reject the clamorous nonsense of the hour.

2. Uttering loud and persistent cries or shouts ; 1

noisy, vociferous
;
loudly urgent. Said of persons

and other agents, or instruments ; and transf. of

places where these are.

1540 54 Croke Ps. U844' 10 Mercifull Lorde. .let ascende
vp to thyne eare My wofull voyce, and clamorous. 1600
Shaks. A. Y.L. tv. i. 152, I will bee. .more clamorous then
a Parrat against raine. 17*8 Pope Dune. 11. 353 The
clain'rous crowd is hush'd with mugs of Mum. 1810 Scott
Lady of L. 111. i, Clamorous War-pipes yelled the gathering
sound. 1858 W. Johnson lonica 27 The zeal of those that

j j 1 i > the prize On clamorous river-banks. 1870 Brvant
Iliad I. 11. 45 Thersites only, clamorous of tongue, Kept
brawling.

3. Jig. That urgently claims attention, ' crying '
; i

importunate. v Oftcn including actual noise.)

1621 31 Laud Set'. Serm. (1847) 98. I doubt our sins I

have been as clamorous upon God to heat His fire. 1691

T. HIale] Ace. New invent. 44 Put an end to this clamor-
,

ous Evil. 171* Arblthnot John Bull (1755' 13 Clamorous
debts. 1836 J. Gilbert C/ir. Atonem. \. (1852) 5 The age.

.

we may almost say, is clamorous for new works.

Clamorously klx morasli , adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY -.] In a clamorous manner ; noisily ; with
loud importunity.
1531 Bonner Let. in Burnet Records 11. No. 44 1R..1 Such

conclusions as were clamorously . . alledged to be super-
fluous. 1661 Origen's Opin. in Phoenix (1721* I. 14 Some
have too hastily fancied and as clamorously pronounced.
1697 Leslie Short Meth. with Deists Pref. <T.\ They
are unmerciful and triumph clamorously. 1828 D'Isralli
Chas. /, 1 1, i. 23 A troop of women, .clamorously petitioned
against the new soap. 1865 Miss Braddon Sir Jasper vii.

62 She is welcomed clamorously by younger sisters and
brothers.

Clamorousness ^klarmorasnes). [f. as prec.

+ -XEas,] The quality of being clamorous ; noisi-

ness
;
noisy urgency or importunity.

1617 Hieron Wks. II. 116 As long as it is possible to
shunne the importunitie of the conscience, and to put by the
clamorousnesse thereof, wee will bee sure to doe it. 1655
Fuller Ch. /list. ix. iv. 5 10 Clamorousness and multitude
do much in crying up matters. 1824-9 Landor Imag.
Conv. f 1846) I. 4 My palfrey eyed them askance for their

clamorousness.

Clamo'se, -OUSe, a. Obs. [ad. L. chhnds-us

noisy, clamorous, f. clamor- Clamour : see -ous.

Perh. immediately a. OF. *clamous
y
>cM$

t 'm mod.F.
clawetix, -ense.] Noisy, clamorous.

< 1380 Wyclie Wks. 1 18801 105 To robbe be pore peple aftir-

ward bi clamouse beggynge. 269 To . . sclaundreu
crist wib bis clamose beggynge dampned of goddis lawc.

Clamour, -or ^klarma.1 , sl>. Forms: 4-5
clamur, -ure, -oure, 6 -ore (7 claymour), 4- cla-

mour, clamor, [a. OF. clamor, clamur, 1 2- 13th c.

clamour ( = Sp., Pr. clamor, It. clamore) :—L. cla-

mor-em a call, shout, cry, f. root of cldma-re to

cry out, shout.]

1. Loud shouting or outcry, vociferation
;

esp. the

excited outcry of vehement appeal, complaint, or

opposition : commonly, but not always, implying

a mingling of voices.

< 1386 Chaucer Knt's T. ivj The grete clamour [v.r.

clamor] and the waymentynge Which that the ladies made
at the brennynge Of the bodies, c 1400 Destr. Troy 5997
Myche clamur & crie for care of hor dethe. 2483 Canton
G. de la Tour \ vj, Our lord god . . forgettcth not the clamour
and prayer of the trewe and juste. .1500 Lancelot 3264
The clamore and the cryis Was lamentable and pctws. 1513
Fitzherb. llusb. i 169 He that stoppeth his eare at the

clamoure or crie of a pore man. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj.
Table 71 Clamour, crying, and voice popular, sould follow

ane manslayer. s6ix Shaks. Hint. T. 1. ii. 189 Contempt
and Clamor Will be my Knell. 1735 Berkeley De/. Free-

th. Math. § 22 The worst cause produceth the greatest

clamour. 18x8 Webster, Clamor. 1845 Whately Elem.
Rltct. (L.\ Attempts to suppress evidence, or to silence a
speaker by clamour. 1871 K. FIllis Catullus xL 6 Wouldst
thou . Break with clamour at any cost the silencer

b. with <z, and //. A shout, a cry ; ait outburst

of noisy utterance.
138a Wyclif Esther ix. 31 Fastingis and clamoures (1388

the criesj and da^es of lotis. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
H ij b, Many clamours and ury-m^ they hadde. .made unto
god. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 527 A greet clamour and a
house noUc was herde through the towne. 1588 Shaks. L.

L. L. v. ii. 874 Sickly cares, Deaft with the clamors of their

owne deare grones. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 234 Birds
with clamours frighted from the Field. 1839 Thiklwall
Greece VII. 145 He was interrupted in a speech by clamours
of disapprobation.

2. Jig. General vehement expression of feeling,

especially of discontent or disapprobation (often

including noisy manifestation^ ; nonular outcry.

[. 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 33 Ffor wnich oppression was
swich clamour.] 1393 Gower Con/. III. 263 The comun
clamour toldc The newe shame of smnes olde. 1480 Caxton
ChrvH. Eng. vii. 115:1. m. b/i [HeJ had oftentymes herde the

comyn clamoure of the F.nglysshe men. 1604 Power Exf.
Philos. 11. 188 Though it be a Conceit that hath possess d
all ages, .the Clamour was never so high as it is now. 1707
Freind Peterborough's Cond. Sp. 165 It was the general

clamour here, that his Ixmlship gave an extravagant in-

terest. i8a8 D'LsRAi-i.i Chas. I, I. iv. 55 The clamour for

war continued, year after year, in our country. 1844 Ld.

Brougham Brit. Const, ix. f 1. (1862) 111 The clamour ex-

cited against an unpopular measure.

3. Loud vocal noise of beasts and birds.

1719 Young Paraphr. Job (K.K And stills the clamour of

the craving nest. 1748 Anson / 'oy. in. ii. 309 The clamoui

..of domestic poultry, which range the woods. i8ao W.
Irving Sketch Bk. II. 60 The clamour of a troop of dogs of

all sorts and sizes. 1859 Kingslev Misc. (i860* II. 140 The
sweet clamour of the wild fowl.

4. Loud noise of musical instruments ;
and, more

generally, of a storm, waterfall, etc.

159a Nobody * Someb. (18781 328 Trumpets and drums,

your dreadfull clamors sound ! 1716 Addison
(
J . 1, Here the

loud Arno's boist'rous clamours cease. 17*9 Shelvocke
Artillery u. 90 That Clamour which usually attends the

burning of Saltpeter. 1850 Prescott Peru II. 214 The
hideous clamour of conch, trumpet, and atabal. 1876 Swin-
1.' km. Erechth. 560 The clamour of his storms.

5. Comb., as clamour-proof adj.

1689 in Cobbett Pari. Hist. Eng. fiSco) V. 244 ' His blood

be upon him,' meaning the Lord Chief Justice, who said,

' Let it ! I am clamour-proof!'

Clamour, -or (klarmai), [f. prec. sb.]

1. inlr. To make a clamour ; to shout, or utter

loud and continued cries or calls; to raise an outcry,
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make ft noise or din of speech. Said of persons,

animals, and instruments of noise.

c 1400 Test. Love 1. (1560) 2770/1 Thilke persons, .drawen
also the feeble witted people., to clamure and to crye on
matters that they stirred. 1530 Palsgr. 485/2, I clamer, or
krye out with a loude voyce, je mescrye. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. n. iii. 65 The obscure Bird clanaor'd the Hue-long
Night. 1727 Thomson" Summer 1656 The Quail clamours
for his running mate. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos I. xli. 355
The London mob clamoured in fury without,

b. To raise an outcry against.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts xviii. 6 (R.) When they

clamoured agaynste hym. x68x-6 J. Scott Chr. Life (1747)
111.209 When therefore their Conscience begins to clamour
against their Wickedness . . the Mercy of God is the usua 1

Sanctuary they fly to. 1848 Macaulav Hist. Eng. I. 379
Many persons were, .disposed to clamour against the inno-

vation, simply because it was an innovation.

2. intr. To raise an outcryfor; to seek, demand,
or call importunatelyfor, or to do a thing.

1651 Hobbes Lci'iath. 11. xxi. 109 Very absurd for men to

clamor as they doe, for the Liberty they so manifestly en-

joy. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. 195 p 5 They. . clamoured
vehemently for the prologue. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit.

(1867) 756 The Catholics clamoured for a free press under
Charles the Second. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876)
III. xiv. 339 Men were eagerly clamouring to go home.
3. trans, f a. To disturb with clamour; to din.

1625 Bacon Ess., Counsel (Arb.) 329 Let them not come.

.

in a Tribunitious Manner ; For that is, to clamour Counsels,
not to enforme them. 1642 Pinke in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11.

280 III. 299 The Disciples when in danger of drowning
clamoured our Saviour with 1 Master, carest thou not that
we perish?' 1649 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 49 Legions of
women went down to clamour the House for his enlarge-
ment. 1671 Milton Samson 1621 Clamouring thir god with
praise, Who had made thir dreadful enemy thir thrall.

b. With advb, comfit. : To move or drive by
clamouring out of, into ; to put down by clamour.
1646 J. Maine Sermon cone. Unity (1647) 3*> To .. clam-

our down all the primitive Truths for some Generations
taught among them. 1693 South Serm. (1823) I. 408 We
may much more easily think to clamour the sun and moon
out of their courses. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 132 They
..laugh at him, and hoot him, until, .he is clamoured down
and retires of himself. 1888 Pall Mall G. 8 June 2/2 The
public have been clamoured . . into a belief that, etc.

4. trans. To utter or assert clamorously.
1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858J II. vii. 127 The imperialist

cardinals, .clamoured that the evil had been caused by the
dilatory timidity. 1859 Tennyson Merlin Vivien 621
Is it clamour'd by the child, Or whisper'd in the corner?
1863 Longf. Wayside Inn, Birds Killingw. 14 Hungry
crows. .Clamoured their piteous prayer incessantly.

Cla'mour, -or, v.- Also clamber. [Evidently
related to Clam f. 2

, of which it may be a fre-

quentative derivative (cf. stutter, patter'), and so

better spelt clammer. The actual spelling shows
association with the prec. word, and actual relation

to that is, of course, also possible. Identity with
Ger. klammern, or with clamber, seems hardly ad-

missible, though association with the latter is found
by a correspondent skilled in campanology, who
says

:

Clambering describes the way in which the sounds of the
bells clamber as it were one on the top of another when
they get into confusion; in Yorksh. it is called jumbling. ]

1. Bell-ringing. See quot. and cf. Clam v.2

Todd says 'A term in ringing, according to Warburton,
which other commentators, .imagine to be merely his own
opinion. It is, however, probable. To encrease the strokes
of the clapper on the bell, in falling it.*

1747 Warburton Shaks. Wks. (T.), When bells are at the
height, in order to cease them, the repetition of the strokes
becomes much quicker than before ; this is called clamour-
ing them, r 1800 W. Jones Key to Art of Ringing 4 A
true compass makes the ringing pleasant and harmonious
..the want of it produces those clamberings and firings

(as it is called) that destroy all music, and is very disgusting
to every judicious ear.

2. To stop from noise, to silence ; = Clam v.2 2.

[Supposed by Warburton to be taken from the fact that
the clamouring of bells is immediately followed by silence.]

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iii. 250 Clown. 'Tis well they are
whispring : clamor your tongues, and not a word more.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Sir Gregory Nonsence Wks. 1/2
Cease friendly cutting throats, Clamour the promulgation
of your tongues And yield to Demagorgon's policy.

Clamourer (klse-msra-i). [f. Clamour tfM +
-eh 1.] One who clamours.
1653 Gauden Hierasp. 468 These clamourers who make

the greatest cry do not yield the fairest fleece. 1827 Q.
Rev. XXXV. 290 A modern clamourer for retrenchment.
1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876.1 71 The clamourers
against the abuses of the church.

Clamouring (klae-marirj% vhl. sb. The action
of the verb Clamour (in various senses).

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke iv. 41 (R.) He rebuked
their clamouryng and crying. 1641 Sanderson Serm. II. 8
After all this clamouring against English-Popish cere-
monies. 1884 Annie S. Sv,*Ati Dor. Eirke xiii. 116 Clamour-
ings for their presence came from Hartfield House.

Clamouring (klarmarirjX a. That clam-
ours.

1635 Barriffe Mil. Discip. cxviii. (1643) 406 Untill the
Morrowes Clammoring Drum, invite againe into the field.

1884 Gilmour Mongols 242 The birds . . ventured down to
their clamouring young.

Clamourist (klarmarist). rare, [see -ist.]

One who belongs to the party of clamour.
11841 T. Hook is cited by Ogilvie. 1880 Kinglake

Crimea VI. 336 To gain the confidence of the clamourists.

Clamoursome (kloe'mojsimi), a. noj-t/i. dial.

[f. Clamour sb, + -some.] Clamorous.
1855 Whitby Gloss., Clamoursome, noisy, urgent. 'Wait

a while and deeant be sae clamoursome.' 1863 Mrs. Too-
good Yorksh. Dial., I couldn't beg, I don't like to be clam- !

mersome. 1877 E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss. (E. D. S.) (

Clamoursome. 1887 Hall Caine Son of Hagar 1. ii,

They're varra clammersome, the black-faced sorts.'

Clamp (klsemp), s&A [Known since 15th (or
\

14th) c. Also in Du. 'since 16th c.) klampe, now ;

klamp, 1 clamp, cleat LG. and mod. Ger. klamp, i

klampe, in HG. dial, klampfc ; on WGer. type
*klampa wk. fern., and *klampo wk. masc, be-

longing to a stem *klamp-, supposed to be a by-

form of *klamb-, klamm- : see Clam sb\, with
which this word is to a certain extent synonymous.

|

From the same stem, MHG. had klampfcr, and
j

mod.HG. dial, klamfifer, klamper (Bav.), in sense

of modem Ger. klammer a clamp. Whether the

Eng. word was adopted from LG. or Du., or was
|

a native derivative which happens not to be known
in OE. or ME. up to the 14th c, is uncertain.]

1. A brace, clasp, or band, usually of iron or other
'<

rigid material, used for giving strength and sup-
1

port to flexible or movable objects, or for fasten-
j

ing two or more things securely together. In
!

many technical senses

:

e. g. A bar of iron for binding together stones in a building, !

also a metal clasp or rivet for broken china-ware, etc. ; a I

piece of wood attached to or inserted into another to

strengthen it and prevent warping.
1400-50 [see 4]. 1476-8 Churchiv. Acc. St. Andrew's

Hubbard in Brit. Mag. XXXII. 31 Item, for ij Clampys of
Iren for pewes. .iij</. 1490 Churckto, Acc, St. Dunstan's,
Canterb., Payde for fettyng home the clampis for the baners
)d- "535 Coverdale Ex. xxxvi. 29 Ioyned with his corner
horde from vnder vp, and aboue vpon the heade to come to-

gether with a clampe. 1551 Kecorde Cast. Knowl. (1556)

54 Twoo small clampes of thinne brasse plate. 1823 P.
Nicholson Pract. Build. 221 Clamp, a piece of wood fixed !

to the end of a thin board . . to prevent it from casting. 1833 1

Arsott Physics II. 1. 69 Where the stones of a building are
held together by clamps or bars of iron . . the expansion in

summer of these clamps will force the stones apart. 1877
W. Thomson Voy. Challenger!, i. 22 A light india-rubber i

clamp, .sufficiently strong to graspand retain anything light.

1877 Bryant Odyss. v. 300 He bored the beams, and. .made
|

them fast with nails and clamps. 1879 Sala in Daily Tel.

26 Dec, One of the iron clamps of a trunk. 1879 Thomson
& Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 149 Attach the two sheets together

j

by very slight paper or muslin clamps gummed to them along
the common curved edge. Ibid. § 198 A geometrical clamp
is a means of applying and maintaining six mutual pres-

j

sures between two bodies touching one another at six points, i

b. Ordnance. The cap-square of a gun.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Clamps are also I

small crooked plates of iron, fore-locked upon the trunnions
\

of the cannon, to keep them steady in their carriages at sea.
Ibid. 1. 4 The cap-squares, otherwise called clamps.

C.fg.
i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Eate Wks. (Bohn) II. 322 A

king on the top ; with clamps and hoops of castles, gar-
risons, and police. 1862 S. Lucas Secularia 103 A series of
rules, .sustained and suspended, as it were, by the clamp of
a common religious profession.

2. A name of various appliances, tools, or instru-

ments with opposite sides or parts which may be
screwed or otherwise brought together, so as to

seize, hold, compress, or pinch anything :

e.g. with Joiners, an appliance of this nature in which
articles are firmly held while being formed, or are com-
pressed together while their glue joint is drying : a check
for a vice, made of lead, copper, or other soft material to
grasp without bruising, etc. = Clam sb.1 2.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 187/2 Clamps are Pinchers
with which Foxes and Badgers are taken out of the Earth.
1727 Bradley Earn. Did. s.v. Badger-hunting, The Clamps,

j

whereby the Badger may be taken out alive, to make Sport
therewith afterwards. 1867-77 G- Chambers Astron. Voc.
913 Clamp, a contrivance for making fast for a time certain
parts of an instrument which are ordinarily moveable. 1869
E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3)31 An india-rubber tube,
which is to be closed by a clamp. 1876 Foster Phys. 1. iv.

(1879) 127 To place a clamp on the vessel on the proximal
side of the ligature. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Clamp, an in-

strument employed for the purpose of compressing the
pedicle of a tumour, before its removal by the knife, .it con-
sists essentially oftwo metal blades capable of being approx-
imated and fixed by a screw movement.

f b. Claws, 'clutches =Clam sbA 3. Oh.
1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 582 And what hee onys into

his Clampis catche maye The poore man theereof no peece
shal come bye.

3. Nattt. in various senses.

a. One of the thick planks in a ship's side below
the shelf-piece which support the ends of the deck-
beams ; b. a piece of timber applied to a mast or

yard to prevent the wood from bursting ; c. a plate

of iron which can open or shut so as to confine a
spar ; d. a one-cheeked block, etc.

1626 Capt. Smith Acctd. Yng. Seamen 9 For clamps,
middle bands and sleepers, they be all of 6 inch planke for
binding within. 1627 — Seaman's Gram. ii. 6 Your risings

j

are aboue the Orlop as the Clamps are vnder it. 1748 !

Anson Voy. n. iv. 158 Two standards were broken, as also
several clamps, 1794 Rigging^ Seamanship I. 164 Clamp,
a crooked iron plate, fastened to the after-end of the main-
cap of snows, to secure the trysail-mast. 1867 Smyth
Sailors' Word-bk., Clamp, a one-cheeked block ; the spar to
which it is fastened being the other cheek.

f 4. In other obs. uses : see quots. At a clamp
has been explained as e

at a pinch i. e. ' in a
moment ', but this is doubtful.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3263 All werldly ping, I-wis, bur^e

|>e will of o'ure lord, In-to pe contrare clene is at a clamp
turned. 1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl. (Arb.) 68 How ere their
gownes, be gathered in the backe, With organe pipes, of
old king Henries clampe. 1674 Ray N. Country Wds. 14
Clamps, irons at the ends of Fires, to keep up the Fewel.
In other places called Creepers or Dogs. 1746 Miles in

Phil. Trans. XLIV. 56 A Clamp of Iron, such as is used
for heating Box-Irons for smoothing Linen-Clothes.

5. attrib. and in Comb., as clamp-ring, -treat-

ment (in Med.), -tube ; clamp-irons, andirons;

elamp-nail, a large-headed nail for fastening iron

clamps
;

clamp-plate {Ship-building}, an iron

plate, generally of circular shape, serving to unite

two bodies; clamp-screw: see quot.
1742-1800 Bailey, ' Clamp-irons, at the Ends of Fires to

keep up the Fewel, called also Creepers, or Dogs [in earlier
rdds. clamps.] 1721-1800 Ibid., NClamp-nails, c 1850
Rndim, Navig. (Weale) 134 Clamp nails am short stout nails

with large heads, for fastening iron clamps. 1869 Sir E.
Reed Shipbuild. xn. 239 Additional strength is often given
to the upper part of a ship by means of rail and ^Clamp-
plates. 1879 S. Highley in Casselfs Techn. Ednc. IV.
257/2 The *clamp-ring attached to each form of lamp. 1831
Brewster Optics xii. 102 Three pair of "clamp screws.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 560/2 Clamp-screw, a joiner's

implement, on the bench, or to be attached to the work, for

holding work to a table, or two pieces together. 1879 S.

Highley in Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 257/2 Two sharp
edges were left to bite on the adjusting ^clamp-tube.

Clamp, sb$ [Perh. a specific application of

prec. : cf. the analogous pair Clam sb.\ 2
.]

fl. An earlier name of the edible Clams of K.
America. 1624, 1672 [see Clam sb;1 1 d).

2. Usually Clamp-shell : the large bivalve shell

of the tropical molluscs Chama and Tridacna
(Family Chamaeete).
1835 Kirby Hab. Inst. Anim. I. viii. 251 The giant

Clamp-shells . . sometimes four feet in length and weighing
more than five hundred pounds suspend their vast bulk by
means of a strong byssus. 1847 Caki'enter Zool. § 952.

Clamp ;kla:mp), sb$ [Evidenced only since

16th c. ; identical with MDu. and Du. klamp
* heap and possibly an adoption of that word as

a term of brickmakers. It may be originally from
the same root as Clamp sb.^, with the notion of

a closely compressed mass ; see also Clump.]
A compact heap, mound, or pile of materials ; in

various specific senses

:

1. Srick-making. A large quadrangular stack

or pile of bricks built for burning in the open air.

1596-7 S. Finche in Ducarel Hist. Croydon 11783) App.
153 To the Parke we came, and there wente from clampe to

clampe. 1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686' 128 For burning a
Clamp of 16000 bricks, they use about 7 Tunns of coal. 1743
De Eoe's Eng. Tradesm. (1841) I. iii. 22 A person goes into

a brickmaker's field to view his clamp, and buy a load of
bricks. 1844 Alb. Smith Adv. M>: Ledbury xxxvii. 11886*

115 Where .. some contiguous brick clamp dispelled the
gloom.

2. Farming, a. A mound of earth or turf lined

with straw, in which potatoes, etc., are kept during

winter ; b. a stack of turf or peat ; c. a manure-
heap ; d. a heap of farm or garden rubbish for

burning, etc.

1724 Swift Wks. (1854) II. 79/1 Not a bit of turf in this

cold weather ; and Mrs. Johnson and the dean . . forced to
assist at the Bog, in gathering up the wet bottoms of old
clamps. 1744-50 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. VI. i. 91 A
square clamp or dunghil. 1753 Henry Stream Wind in

Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 2 Several clamps of turf .. standing
in a bog. 1771 Projects in Ann. Reg. 108/1 Men. .pile up
the dung in a square clamp. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. xvi. 352
When the inclosure was filled with sods, and the clamp
raised to the height of eight feet, twelve fires were all

kindled at the same time, and, in less than forty-eight

hours, the whole mass . . was entirely burnt through to the

top. i88x Daily News 4 June 5/5 The clamps of mangolds
were being eaten into with alarming rapidity.

3. Mining, etc. : A pile of limestone or metal

ore for roasting, a heap of coal for coking, etc.

1877 E. Peacock A'. W. Line. Gloss. (E. D. §.), Clamp,
a pile of bricks or limestone for burning.

4. Comb., as clamp-burnt adj., clamp-hick, -kiln.

179S Erskine Agric. Surv. Clackm. 311 (Jam.) When the

uncalcined lime-stone is imported, the farmers burn it in

what is called clamp-kilns, which are built round or oblong
with sods and earth. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 408/2 Clamp-
bricks, .kiln-burnt bricks and marl stocks, as well as Dutch
clinkers. 1881 Mechanic § 1152. 539 Clamp-burnt bricks.

Clamp (klEemp), sbA Chiefly dial. [Onomato-
poeic : app. with association of clap, chimsy, club,

etc., and stamp, tramp, champs A heavy, solid

step, tread, or stamp with the feet.

1789 Fergusson Poems I. 280 (Jam.) Broggs, whilk on my
body tramp, And wound like death at ilka clamp. 1863

Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's L. vi, The clamp of their [horses ]

feet on the round stable pavement.

b. Comb., as clamp-shoes, heavy shoes for

rough work (Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858).

Clamp (kla^mp), v. 1 [f. Clamp «M, corresp. to

Du. klampen, dial. Ger. klampfen and klampfern,
beside klammen. klammern.]
1. trans. To make fast with a clamp or clamps.
1677-96 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) no. 1688 R. Holme
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Armoury nr. ioo/i The ends of Tables are commonly
clampt to preserve them from warping. 1790 Roy Trigon.

\

Operat. in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 157 The circle being
clamped, hang the axis level on the pivots or ansae of the
telescope. 1854 J. Hogg Microsc. 1. ii. (1867143 By sliding

the one on the other and clamping them together when
adjusted. 1876 Foster Phys. 1. hr, (1879) 127 The carotid

. . is. . damped in two places and divided between the clamps.

1879 Browning Ivan Ivanoritch 6 He cleaves, clamps,
dovetails in.

fig. 186a Lytton Str. Story I . 115, I clamped and soldered

dogma to dogma in the links of my tinkered logic. 1876
Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 3 The haggard cheeks, the
lips clamped together in unfaltering resolve.

2. (Sc.) * To patch, to make up or mend in a

clumsy manner' (Jam.) ; = Clamper v.i

a 1800 Symmye <V his Bmder in Sibbald Sc. Poet. I. 360
(Jam.) Syne clampit up Sanct Peter's keiss Rot of ane auld
reid gartane.

Clamp,?'. 2 [fc CLAMP x#.>] trans. To pile up I

(bricks, earth, manure, or the like) in a compact
heap ; to store (potatoes or mangold

1

in a clamp.
1834 Brit. 1lush. I. x. 258 The manure. .was piled up

. . to the height of near 7 feet, when another heap was :

clamped up. 185s Mechi 2nd Paper Brit. Agric. 41 In 1

clamping or earthing large mounds of mangold wurzel.

Clamp (klsemp), p.3 Chiefly dial. [Goes with
j

Clamp jM] intr. To tread or stamp heavily and
clumsily ; to clump.
x8o8 Tamieson, Clamp, Clamper, to make a noise with the

shoes in walking, especially when they are studded with
nails. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, xv, The smock-frocks .

.

clamped out of church quite unconcerned. 1876 Whitby
j

Gloss.
t
I gat my teeas [toes] clamp'd on. 1877 FJ. Peacock

N. H*. Line. Gloss., Clamp, to tread heavily.

Clamper klrempaj), sb. 1 Obs. exc. Sc. [f.

Clamper z\i] A botched-up argument or charge.

1647 J KR - Taylor Dissnas. Popery 11. i. § 1 What have the
;

Churches done since? To what necessary truths are they,
after all their clampers, advane'd. a 1664 j as. Spottiswood 1

Mem. (181 1) 61 (Jam.) His adversaries were restless, and so
found out a newe clamper. 1708 M. Bri ck Led. <$ Semt. 27

j

(Jam.) They bring to Christ's grave . . a number of old clamp-
ersjpat and clouted arguments. 18*5-79 m Jamikson.

Clamper .klarmpai , jA2 [Y.Clampz/. 1 + -ER 1
; I

cf. Ger. Mampfer.'] That which clamps.

1. dial. A clamp ; //. clams, pincers, etc.

1815 79 Jamieson, Clamper, a piece of metal with which
vessel is mended ; also, that which is thus patched up.

Ibid., Clampers, a sort of pincers used for castrating bulls

and other quadrupeds. 1876 Whitby Gloss. iE. D. S.',

( tampers, claws, pincers.

b. transf. Clutches ; = Clamp shA 2 1>.

1855 Whitby Gloss., If I had my clampers on him he should
fee! the weight o' my neaf.

2. A piece of iron with prongs or points, fitted

on the sole of the boot, to dig into the ice and
prevent slipping; called also an 'ice-creeper*.

In Sc. dial, clampct is used.)

1856 Kane Arct. Expi. I. xx. 258 Clampers, to steady
them and their sledges on the irregular ice-surfaces. 1874
in Knight Diet. Mech.
3. In clamper : see quot.
ifSSsStandardii Oct. 3/5 The land was ' in clamper', the

Irish term for litigation.

Clamper (klae-mpoj), sb.^ dial. [f. Clamp v.?*

+ -erI.J He who or that which treads clumsily.
1876 Whitby Gloss., Clampers, wooden shoes or clogs.

Clamper (klxmpaj), z/.l Now chiefly Sc.

[App. a deriv. of Clamp vA or
'

l
, or pern, vaguely

combining the two. Cf. esp. Clamp vA 2.]

1. trans. To put together hastily or clumsily ; to

botch, tinker, or patch up. Hi. andfig.
IS45 Ascham Tvxoph.K&xh. ) 83 RifraflTe, pelfery, trumpery,

baggage, and beggerie ware clamparde vp of one that would
seme to be fitter for a shop in dede than to write any boke.

1563 87 Foxf. A. 9f M. (1684) III. s This Apish mass be-
came so clampered and patched together with so many
divers and sundry additions. i8sa Scott Let. to Joanna
Baitlie 10 Feb. in Lockhart, If I can clamper up the story
into a sort of single scene. 186* R. Paul Let. in Mem.
xviii. (1872) 239 Dr. Candlish has been in London to clamper
up the Lord Advocate's Education Bill.

f 2. intr. * Industriously to patch up accusa-
tions

1 (Jamieson). Obs.
a 1664 Jas. Spottiswood Mem. fi8n\ 71 (Jam.) He pre-

uayled nothing by clamperinge with the btshoppof Clogher.
Hence Clampering vol. sb.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622/ 446 The people alreadie
tyred with their owne diuisions(of which his clampring had
beene a principall nurse*.

Clamper (kloe-mpsj), v.* dial, [derivative of
Clamp intr. To tread heavily and clumsily.
1808 in Jamieson. 1821 Clare VUl. Minstr. II. 26 Every

foot that clampers down the street Is for the . . father's step
mistook.

Clamping (klarmpirj'), vbl. sb. [f. Clamp vA +
-ingI.] The action of the vb. Clamp.
1751 Chambers Cycl., Clamjping. c i860 H. Stvart

Seaman's Catech. 75 A quarter-iron that opens with a hinge
to allow the topmast studding-sail booms to be raised or
lowered (called clamping^. 1881 Times 28 Jan. 3/6 It was
officially remarked of this gun

—

1 Elevating and traversing
gear very good

;
clamping also good '. 1886 All V. R.

Dec. 499 (Cotton manufacture] The operation of clamping,
or stretching the cloth to its proper width evenly through,
out its whole length.

Clamping (klarmphv), ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-tng 2

.] That clamps or holds fast together; as
in clamping screw, clamping arc. (j>erh. vbl. sb.)

1837 Coring ft Pritchard Microer. 8 The clamping I

screw and the adjusting screw. 1857 Henfrf.y Bot.
17 The clamping roots of Ivy-stems. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc.
I. it 70 The clamping arc, peculiar to Ross's microscopes.

|j
Clamponnier. Obs. [Fr.] 1 A long jointed

horse, one whose pasterns are long, slender, and
over-pliant

1
(liailey 1 731 ; and in mod. Diets.).

Clams : see Clam sfj
Clamur(e, obs. ff. Clamour.
Clan (klsen), sb. [a. (iaelic clann family, stock,

race, Olrish eland, clann, app. not originally a

Celtic word, but a. L. planta sprout, shoot, scion,

slip (cf. stirps stock, stem, race). Goidelic substi-

tuted k for /, as caisg, corcur, L. pascha, purpur.
1595 Dlncan App. F.tymol., Stirps, the stok of a tree, or a

clanne.

1. A number of persons claiming descent from
a common ancestor, and associated together ; a
tribe.

a. prop. Applied to those of the Highlands of

Scotland ; extended also to Lowland .Scottish

families, esp. in the liorder country, where a some-
what similar social system prevailed.

C 1425 Wyntoin Cron. xi. xvii. q .Jam. \ Tha thre score
ware clannys twa, Clahynne Qwhewyl and Clachin Vha.

*53S Stf.wakt Cron. Scot. III. 59 Efterhimsuld neuir ane
spring or spreid Of all his clan. 1649 Milton Tenure Kings
28 Old customes yet among the High-landers in choosing
the head of thir Claims, or Families. 1664 Hi tler Hud.
II. ii. 78 The Inward Man, And Outward, like a Clan and
Clan, Have always been at Daggers-drawing. 1715 Lond.
Gaz. No. 5390/2 The Clans behave themselves with great
Insolence. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. I. x, Her lover, 'gainst

her father's clan, With Carr in arms had stood. Mod.
' The Gathering of the Clans.'

b. Rarely used of the Irish.

167a Pfttv Pol. A nat. fret. 365 The poor . . seem rather to
obey their grandees, old landlords, and the heads of their
septes and clans than God.

C. Extended to similar tribal groups in other I

countries.

1513 Douglas Mneis vn. xiii. 5 Clausus. . Fra quham the
clan and pepile Claudyane Is cummin. 1533 Bellesden
I.hy v. (1822I449 Thare wes siudry cIannis of thare linage,

^pecialie al the landis beyound the wattir of Padus. 1697 1

Dam pier Voy. (1729* I. 510 One Nation or Clan selling

others that are their Enemies. 1703 Maundrell Jonru.
Jems. (17321 57 Upon the Hrook KLshon, lay encamped
another Clan r,f the Arabs. 1835 Thihi.wall Greece I. vt
164 These tribes and clans were, .regarded more as natural
than as political associations. 1885 Clodd Myths Dr. \.

16. 103 Among both Australians and Indians a man is for-

bidden to marry in his own clan.

2. contemptuously. A collection of people having 1

common attributes ; a fraternity, party, 'set', 'lot*.

1536 Rellenden Cron.Scot. (1821) I. Introd. 108 For heir
,

ar kingis and mony nobillis stout, And nane of thaim per-
tenand to his clan. 155s I.yndesay Mottarche iv. 5752
With Iudas sail compeir one clan Off fals Tratouris. 1688
Vox Cleripro Rege 2 A certain Clann of men, who. .cannot
forbear being Clamorous. 1790 Hl rke Fr. Rev. 130 Your

1

literary men, and your politicians, and . . the whole clan of 1

the enlightened among us. 1833 Ht. Martiseau Berkeley 1

B. 1. iii. 47 They are all alike— the whole clan of them.
1855 Whitby Gloss., Clatt, a multitude or set of people.
' A clan o' bairns,' a crowd of children.

3. /.-;/. of animals, plants, and things inanimate.
1667 Milton P. L. 11. 901 For hot, cold, moist, and dry,

four Champions fierce Strive here for Maistrie, and to Battel
bring Thir embryon Atoms, .in their several Clanns. 1735
Somerville Chase 1. 133 Forth rush the jolly Clan (hounds].

1736 H. Brooke Unh: Beautyai. (R.), A youthful empress
guides their airy clan. 1797 Coleridge Christabel 1. iii,

One green leaf, the last of its clan. 1887 Stevenson Un~
denvoods 11. ii, A clan o" roosty craws Cangle thegither.

4. attrib. and Comb., as clan-feeling, -gathering,

name, -spirit, -system, -tartan, etc.

i8a8 St ott F. M. Perth vi, We were to hear no more of
hunting, or hosting, or clan-gatherings. 1862 H. Si-encer
F'irst Princ. 11. xi. 11875) 272 A proposition transcending
these clan-limits which science .. recognizes. 1865 Tvlor
Farly Hist. Man. x. 380 The Australians, .use the clan-

name as a sort of surname. 1883 G. Brodrick in 19M Cent.
Nov. 912 The survival of the old clan-spirit. 1887 Athen.r/im
12 Mar. 345/3 To the clan system . . and to ' Celtic feudal-

ism the Duke [of Argyll] ascribes all the evils of the
Highlands. 1888 Daily AVrt-J 17 Dec. 2/7 American, an-

tique, and clan laces.

Clan, v . rare. [f. prec. sb.] intr. To com-
bine in united action like members of a clan.

1673 Marvei.l Reh. Transp. II. 42 A sort of Divines.,
had clann'd together to set up. .a new Company ofComme-
dians.

t Cla*ncular, a. Obs. [{.L.clancutirius secret,

f. clanculum adv., dim. of clam in secret, privately.

The normal adaptation was Clan*citlaky: see -ar 2
.

(Classed as a new and uncouth word by Heylin in 1656,
though it had been used by good writers for more than a
generation.)]

Secret, private ; clandestine, underhand.
1611 Bi rtos Anai. Mel. I. ii. 1. ii. (1651) 52 By clancular

poysons he can infect the bodies. 1631 Krathw\\}T Whimzies,
11ospitall-man 45 Clancular houres of private prayer and
devotion. 164a Jf.r. Tavlor F.pisc. (1647)322 His sentences
must not be clancular, but in open Court. 1658 Manton
Exp. Jude 15 Wks. 1871 V. 298 By whisperings and clan-

cular suggestions, a 1677 Barrow Serm. 11810) II. 74 Pro-
ceedings, .not close or clancular, but frank and open, a 1734
North Exam. 11. iv. $ 14 (1740) 239 He was dared with two
clancular Men, supposed to inform Oates. 1755 Bp. Lav-
ington Moravians comp. -V det. 34

f Clancula rions, a. Obs.—° — prec.
1656 Blolnt Glossogr., Clancularions or Clancular,

secret or unknown.

t Cla*ncularly, adv. Obs. or arch. [f. Clan-
cular + -LT -.] In a clandestine manner

; secretly,

privately.

1618 Hai.es Lett. 20 (T.) They would do nothing clan-
cularly. 1697 Potter A ntiq. Greece rv. 1.(1715)167 Such a*
were guilty of Self-Murder. .were clancularly deposited in
the Ground without the accustom'd Solemnities. 1709
Strvpe Ann. Re/. I. xxxii. 365 Having been clancularly
ordained at Geneva. 1849 Blachtv. Mag.LXVl. 685, 1 clan-
cularly gave my orders to the steward.

t Cla'nC'Olary, a. Obs. [ad. L. clanculari-us
;

see Clancular and -aryV] = Clancular.
"1555 I-atimer in Foxe A. fr M. (16841 III. 363 Clan-

< ulary Mass-mongers. 1630 I. Craven Serm. 11631) 31 The
darknesse of thy clanculary delights. 1657 Reeve Goo's
Plea 91 Repentance hath none of these clanculary courses.

Clandestine [kla?nde*stin), a. (sb.) [ad. L
clandestJnus secret, hidden, clandestine, f. clam
secretly, in private ; cf. matnthius. In French
clandestin, -inc occurs in 16th c]
A. adj. Secret, private, concealed

;
usually in

had sense, implying craft or deception ; under-

hand, surreptitious.

1566 Lethington To Cecil in Bumet Records WU No. 30
iR.) The vitiated and clandestine contract , .having no
witness nor solemnization of Christian matrimony. 1658
Milton Lett. State (1851) 400 A certain clandestine Hos-
tilitycover'dover with the name of Peace. 1698 W. Chilcot
Evil Thoughts ii. (1851) 18 The clandestine impurities of the
hearts and souls of the whole world shall be revealed. 1754
Krskine Princ. Sc. Latv \ 18091 69 When the order of the
church is ol>served, the marriage is called regular ; when
otherwise, clandestine. Clandestine marriage, though it be
valid, has statutory penalties annexed to it. 1845 M C'i l-

loch Taxation 11. x. (18521 359 A powerful stimulus to clan-
destine distillation, i860 W. Collins Worn. White 111.472,

I obtained access by clandestine means.

B. f sb. A clandestine or underhand proceed-

ing.

1656 S. H. Golden Laiv 15 Such clandestines and ambush-
ments attend continually for your surprisal. Ibid. B7 Your
Clandestines and Trecheries.

+ Clande*8tine, v. Obs. rare.

To clandestine it : to act in a clandestine manner.
165/6 S. H. Golden Laio 72 To clamour, except, or clandes-

tine it, or to incense the people to faction or party.

Clandestinely (klande stinli), adv. [f. Clan-
destine a. + -ly In a clandestine manner

;

secretly, privately : usually in bad sense.

163a High Comtnissitm Cases (18861 277 For . . clan-

destincite marrying of himself to his now wife. 1654
I/Kstrangf. Clias. I (1655* 91 His body being interred
clandestinely, attended with about an hundred mourners.
i7a4 Swift Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 103 Two printed
papers clandestinely spread about. 1800 1 < ;

.
L'HOi'N C omm.MM xiv. 392 If the Seamen, shall clandestinely conceal

or import any Foreign Spirituous Liquors. 1830-40 W.
Irving H 'olffri's R. 1 1855' 39 All this course of reading was
carried on clandestinely, for I was a little ashamed of it.

Clandestineness kUtndt itiantt). [f. as

prec. + -ness.] Clandestine quality.
1818 in Todd; also in later Diets.

Ciandestinity (klamlesti-nitr. [ad. med.L.
daiideslinitns, in 1*. elanticstinit/, f. L. (landestin-

us, ¥. (landcstin : see -ITT.] Clandestine quality

or state ; secrecy, privacy
; usually in bad sense.

168a Stii.i.ingfl. Strech, MitceU. 87 (T.) Ciandestinity and
disparity do not void a marriage, but only make the proof
more difficult. 1769 Hpntham /'rime. Ltgisl. ix. $ 15 Dolus
. .would lie understood to imply deceit, concealment, clan,
destinity. 1875 Ctmlemp. Rrt\ XXVI. 423 The Council of
Trent created the impediment of ciandestinity, by which
all marriages not celebrated in the presence of the parish
priest or his substitute, and of two witnesses, were hence-
forth to be null and void.

Clano, obs. form of Clean.
Clang (klxrj\ sb. Also 7 clangue. [Found

first lale in 16th c. ;
app. formed immediately

from, or in conjunction with, Clano v. 1
. Cf. L.

clangor ' sound of a tmm]>et, shrill scream of

birds', which were also the earliest senses of clam;.

(Thence also F. claugticur, and clangutux adj.

' loudly ringing'. Cotgr.). The Latin vb. and sb.

were prob. etymologically cognate with Or. Kki^uv,

uKay-pi, in same senses ; but Ger. klang ' sound,
musical sound' MUG. klanc (klanges\ OHG.
chlang' is not related to these, being an echoic word
which has separately arisen in German. No trace

of any such word is known in OE. or ME. : see

however Clank. The adoption and use of clang

in modern English have doubtless been greatly in-

fluenced by the echoic nature of the word, by which
it is associated directly with certain sounds, in-

dependently of its derivation ; cf. clang-clang,

cling-clang, as imitations of the sound of a bell.

From this cause also the central sense of clam;

has now shifted from that of L. clangor ; on the

other hand, some writers have used it as identical

with Gr. kKoyyV or Ger. klang above mentioned.]

1. A loud resonant ringing sound
;

orig., as in

Latin, that of a trumpet, and so still in literary

use ; but now, most characteristically, the ringing
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sound of metal when struck, as in 1 the clang of
arms ' ; sometimes also the sound of a large bell.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii. 207 Loud larums, neighing
steeds, and trumpetts clangue. 1615 G. Sandys Trav.
in. 186 The contmuall clangs of trumpets and timbrels.

1795 South ey Joan ofArc in. 55 In the clang of arms To
die for him whom I nave lived to serve. 1813 Byron Ch.
Har. 1. xxxviii, The clang of conflict on the heath. 1851
Hawthorne Snow Image, Main Street, A blacksmith
makes huge clang.. on his anvil. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. I. 1. in Now through the hush there broke the trum-
pet's clang. 1876 Green Stray Stud. 357 The clang of the
city bell called every citizen to his door.

b. Also, occasionally, in other applications, as

the twang of a bow [after Gr. KKay^-q], the ring-

ing sound of voices, the bang of a door, etc.

1862 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) VII. lv. 16 The clang
of dissonant languages . . resounded throughout the camp.
1870 Bryant Iliad I. 1. 4 Terrible was heard the clang Of
that resplendent bow.

e. Jig. (Here Ger. klang 1 sound ' has often in-

fluenced the use.)

1660 H. More Mysi. Godl. v. xvi. 196 As it was not ex-
pressed by the Root but by the Square, for concealment
sake ; so for the same reason not by the perfect Square,
there being so smart a clang of the Root it self at the end
of it. 1825 Carlyle in Froude's Life (1882) I. 325 By some
occasional unmelodious clang in the newspapers. 1858
Longf. Oliver Basseliu vni, The poet sang. .Songs that rang
Another clang. 1862 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xlii.

171 A clang of turgid extravagances.

2. The loud harsh resonant cry or scream of
certain birds. (As in Latin and Greek.)
1667 Milton P. L. vn. 422 And [Birds] soaring th' air

sublime With clang despis'd the ground. 1735 So.merville
Chase in. 108 Their [cranes'] loud Clang From Cloud to
Cloud rebounds. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man II. xiii. 51 Dur-
ing the nocturnal migrations of geese and other waterfowl,
sonorous clangs from the van may be heard . . answered by
clangs in the rear.

3. Acoustics. ~ Ger. klang: see quot.
1867 Tyndall Led. Sound'iW. § 9(1883) 115 An assemblage

of tones, such as we obtain when the fundamental tone and
the harmonics of a string sound together, is called by the
Germans a Klang. May we not employ the English word
clang to denote the same thing, .and may we not. .add the
word colour or tint, to denote the character of the clang,
using the term clang-tint as the equivalent ofKlangfarbc ?

1879 G. Phescott Sp. Telephone 96 The word clang has
been suggested to denote such a composite sound. All the
possible partial tones are not necessarily present in a clang.

4. Comb, clang-clang, imitation of the ringing
of a bell

;
clang-tint, in Acoustics : see 3.

i867(see3.] 1877 Burnet Earig^ The quality ofa sound,
also called its clang-tint or timbre. 1884 Illust. Lond. Neivs
16 Feb. 162/3 A silence only broken by the clang-clang of the
church bell.

Hence Clangrful a. nonce-wd. [after Ger. klang-
voll], sonorous.
1868 G. Stephens Runic Mon. I. Introd. 20 Our own

clangful Northern folk-speech.

Clang (klserj), v. 1 [app. ad. L. clang-ere to

emit a ringing sound, as a trumpet (clangunt tub-x),

to scream as an eagle or other large bird. Cf. Gr.
tc\a((tv, root klag-, klang-, to emit a sharp pierc-

ing sound, said of birds, dogs, arrows, the string

of a bow, the wind ; also of men, to scream,
shriek. Some of the Eng. uses are in imitation of
the Greek.]

1. intr. To emit a loud resonant ringing sound
as of pieces of metal struck together, etc. In
earliest use said of a trumpet.
1576 Fleming Panoplie Ep. 172 By the clanging trump of

swift report, proclaimed. 1603 Florio Montaigne n. xi.

(1632) 245 Armes clatter and clang. 1791 Cowper Iliad 1.

59 Clang'd the cord Dread sounding [KAayyjj yeVe-r']. 1843
Carlyle Past % Pr. (1858) 135 The bells of St. Edmunds-
bury clang out. 1858 — Fredk. Gt. (1865) II. vn. ii. 262
The fire-drums beat, the alarm-bells clanged. 1866 Kings-
ley Herew. xii. 169 It clanged and rattled on the floor,

b. trans, with cognate object.

1850 Blackie JEschylus I. 15 Loud they clanged the peal
of battle.

2. trans. To strike together with clanging sound.
c 1720 Prior Poems (J.), The fierce Curetes. .clang'd their

sounding arms. 1725 Pope Odyss. 11, 176 They [eagles]
wheel on high, And clang their wings. 1853 Felton Earn.
Lett. x. (1865) 94 The company, .clanged glasses together.

3. intr. Of certain birds: To utter their loud
harsh cry.

1832 L. Hunt Hero § Leander n. 21 The Crane. .Began
to clang against the coming rain, i860 Ln. Lytton Litcile
1. vi. iii, The quarrelling crows Clang'd above him.

t Clang, z>.2 Obs. [perh. originated by asso-

ciation of Clag v. and Cling v.] trans. To clag,

cause to cling, render stiff.

1631 Markham Weald of Kent it. i. (1668) 11 If., five
hundred loads of Marie upon the Acre, have clanged, stif-

fened, and too fast bound your Land.

t Clange. Obs. Chapman's representation of
Gr. K\ayyf) the sound of trumpets, scream of birds.
1600 Chapman Hero § L. vi, O black change ! Trumpets,

do you, with thunder of your clange, Drive out this change's
horror! c 1611 — Iliad x. 244 By her clange they knew .

.

it was a hern. 1618 — Hesiodu. 111 When thou the crane
shalt hear Aloft out of the clouds her clanges rear.

Clanging (klarnin), vbl. sb. [f. Clang v.^ +
-tng 1

.] The action of the verb Clang.
1842 Tennyson Gard. Dan. 38 The windy clanging of the

Vol. II.

minster clock. 1855 H. Reed Led. Eng. Hist. iii. 86 The
clanging of the lances. 1869 J. Raven Ch. Bells Cambr.
(1881) 68 Amidst the clanging of all the church bells.

Cla'nging, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.] That

clangs : see the verb.

1576 [see Clang v. 1 il 1735 Somerville Chase 11. 186
The clanging Horns swell their sweet-winding notes. 1842
Tennyson Sir Galaluid i, They reel, they roll in clanging
lists. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 26 Pelion . . whence a
cry Of clanging eagles vex'd the summer sky.

Hence Clanglnffly adv.
1859 Tweedie Ruined Cities ofEast (1867'' 10 From whose

reeds the swans of old rose clangingly.

Clangor, -OUT (klx-ngai, klse'rjai), sb. [ad. L.
clangor sound of a trumpet, of birds, etc., f. clangere

to Clang. Almost uniformly spelt clangor (cf.

error, terror, horror} down to end of i8thc. ; but
Johnson's Diet, has clangour.]

Loud resonant ringing sound, as of a trumpet,
a large bell, pieces of metal struck together, etc.

;

a clang. Sometimes with a and plural.
393 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. iii. 18 Like to a dismall Clangor

heard from farre. 1605 Tryall Chev. in. iii. in Bullen O.
PI. III. 18 Heaven it selfe Shall echo with the clangor.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, cciv, A loud Clangor
Startles in Surprise. 1695 Blackmore/V. Arth. x. 683 The
loud Trumpet's Clangour. 1697 Drydkn Virg. Georg. iv.

99 Martial Clangors call 'em out to fight. 1781 Gibbon
Decl. E. III. H. 181 The clangor ofarms was re-echoed to
the tent of Rustam. 1858 Carlyle Eredk. Gt. (1865) II. vn.
ii. 262 From all the surviving steeples of Berlin goes the
clangor of alarm. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) II. i.v. 93
Not by clangour of arms. 1871 B. Taylor Eaust in, A file

of cranes, .with their hoarse, far-sounding clangor.

Cla'ngor, -our, v. [f. prec. sb.] intr. To
make a clangor ; to clang.
1837 Carlyle Er. Rev. (1872) III. r. iv. 20 At Paris, all

steeples are clangouring. 1877 Mrs. Hamilton King
Disciples, Ugo Bassi vii. (ed. 3) 281 The Artillery rolled
out. .Along the streets heavily clangouring.

Clangorous (klrerjgoras, klre*rjoros), a. [ad.

med. L. clangdrds-us, f. clangor : cf. clamorous,

etc.] Full of clangor.
17 12 Steele Sped. No. 334 p 4 The clangorous Noise of

I

a Smith's Hammers. 1831 Blackiu. Mag. 874 A metallic
music that seems to come clangorous from the cliffs. 1871

j

R. Ellis Catullus lxiii. 29 [Gongs] give a clangorous echo.

Hence Cla^ngrorously adv.
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. II. ix. xi. 540 Friedrich Wil-

helm's voice, clangorously plaintive!

t Clango"se, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type clangos-

j

us, f. clangor, like cldmosus ; not found in ancient

L., but in mod. and perh. med.L. : cf. Clangouh.]
Characterized by clangour, clangorous, ringing.
1661 Lovei.l Hist. Anim. Mm. 359 The voice is clan-

gose from siccity. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 409
Clangose. .hooping Coughs,

j
t Cla'ngOUS,^- Obs. rare. [? ad. F. *clangueux

j

4
shrill, skriking, skreaking, loudly squeaking 1

I

(Cotgr.) ; on L. type *clangos-us : see Clangose.]
; Clangorous, clanging.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. xiv. 368 Cranes and
I birds of long necks have, .harsh and clangous throats.

Clangue, obs. form of Clang.
danism (klce'niz'm). nonce-wd. [f. Clan sb. +

' -ism.] Clan system, clan feeling.

1862 C. P. Hodgson Resid. Nagasaki, Every person, .will

I

try to screen the murderer . . but this u danism or fanati-
1 cism, not treachery.

Clanjamfray, -phrey : see Clamjamphbie.
Clank (klaerjk), sb. Also 7 clanck. [This

:
and the vb. of same form appear in 17th c. They
may have been from Du., which has klank sound,

i
clinking noise, MDu. clank, clanc, corresp, to

. OHG. chlanch, MHG. klanc, MLG. klank, for

I
which mod. Ger. has only klang. But it is quite

I

possible that the word is of native origin, pro-

duced under the joint influence of clink and clang,

to express a sound intermediate to the two, which
has the quality of a 1 clang', but is abruptly short-

ened like a * clink'.]

1. A sharp, abrupt sound, as of heavy pieces of
metal (e.g. links of a heavy chain) struck together

;

differing from clang in ending abruptly with the
effect of a knock.
1656 Cowley Davideis 1. (1669I 7 No clanck of Chains was

known. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 638 What Clanks
were heard . . Of Arms and Armies, rushing to the War.
1710 Tatler No. 154 The noise of stripes, the clank of
chains. 1795 Southey Joan ofArc v. 144 The clattering
hammer's clank. 1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge lxv, The
clank of fetters, .was heard no more. 1845 R. Brown Let.

in Life (1867) 52 No constant clank of machinery. 1858
Longf. M. Standish iv, He heard the clank of the scab-
bard Growing fainter and fainter, .in the distance.

2. A resounding blow, heavier than a smack. Sc.

1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. m. xxiii, Some ramm'd
their noddles wi' a clank E'en like a thick-scull'd lord, On
posts that day.

Clank (klcerjk\ v. [See Clank sbX\

I. intr.

1. To make an abrupt sound, as of heavy pieces

of metal struck together. (Expressing a sound
less clear and continuous than clang ; cf. the sb.,

and quot. 1818.)

1656 Cowley Davideis iv. (1687) 135 He falls, his Armour
clanks against the ground. 1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. u.
80 Dungeons dank Where anguish wails aloud, and fetters
clank. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. xii, Chains Clank over
sceptred cities. 1818 Scott Rob Roy v, The old dinner-
bell will clang, or rather clank, in a few minutes—it cracked
of its own accord on the day of the landing of King Willie.

fig. 1861 Hon. Mrs. Norton Lady La Garaye iv. 197
The slandered. .Hears for evermore the self-same lie Clank
clog-like at his heels.

2. Used of the harsh abrupt cry of certain birds.

(rare.) Cf. Clang v. 1 3.
1866 Kingsley Hereto, xx. 251 Through pale green reeds

where the coot clanked.

3. To move with a clanking sound.
1801 Harst Rig xv. (Jam.) Forthwith then they a' down

clank upon the green. 1823 Blackzv. Mag. XIV. 510 Milk-
women in droves clank along with their, .pails. 1824 W.
Irving T. Trav. I. 24 Clanking about the apartment in
their huge boots and rattling spurs. 1866 Kingsley Herew.
xxi. 270 Sir Ascelin clanked into the hall.

II. Irans.

4. To cause to emit a clanking sound.
1743 J. Davidson Mneid vn. 203 Clanked her whip.

1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818) 203 Persecution had bran-
dished her sword, and slavery clanked her chains ! 1840
Dickens Barn. Rudge ii, Mr. Haredale .. strode into the
room, clanking his heavy boots upon the floor.

5. To utter or proclaim with clanking sound.
1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II, The beating snow-clad bell,

with sounding dead, Hath clanked four. 1871 E. Burr Ad
Eidem xvi. 336 Clanks in your ears, the power of the Keys.

6. To deposit with energetic and resounding
action. (To ' clank down' expresses a more vio-

lent and noisy action than to clap down.)
a 1614 J. Melvill Mem. 97 (Jam. ) Loosing a little Hebrew

bible from his belt and clanking it down before the King and
Chancellour. 1804 Tarras Poems 130 (Jam.) Lat's clank
oursels ayont the fire. 1843 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 190
When she brought up the tea-tray, she clanked it on the
lobby-table. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole xl. (1879) 338
[The] milkwoman. .clanked her pails down.

f 1. (Sc.) To strike with a resounding blow.
A uld Maitlaud xlvii. in Border Minstrelsy (1869) 157 He

clanked Piercy ower the head A deep wound and a sair.

Clanking (klccrjkirj), vbl. sb. [f. Clank v.+
-ing 1.] The action of the verb Clank.
1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. xxx, The clanking of my son's irons

was.. heard along the passage. 1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan.,
The harsh clanking of the pump that was kept going on
and off through the night.

Cla nking, ppl. a. [see -ing2.] That clanks.
1697 Dryden Virgil (18061 III. 58 His horse's flanks.,

are fore'd to feel The clanking lash. 1795 Southey Vis.
Maid Orleans ii. 32 The distant sound of clanking anvils.

1844 A. Welby Poems (1S67) 173 Clanking chains.

Clankless ^klse-rjkles), a. rare. [f. Clank sb.l

+ -LESS.] Devoid of clanking; that do not clank.
1817 Byron Manfred 1. i. 259 Lo ! the spell now works

around thee, And the clankless chain hath bound thee.

1836 New Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 475 He . . wears fetters,

clankless and invisible.

Clanless ^klse-nles), a. rare. [f. Clan sb. +
-less.] Without a clan, belonging to no clan.

a 1849 Mangan Poems 402 The O'Brien is clanless and
bannecf. 1886 Posnett Compar. Lit. 193 The deadly enmity
between these full citizens and the clanless proletariate.

Clanli(che, -ly^che, obs. ff. Cleanly.
Clanner, obs. comparative of Clean a.

Clannes(se, obs. form of Cleanness.

Clannish (kke-nij"), a. [f. Clan sb. + -ish.]

Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a clan

;

having the sympathies, prejudices, etc. of a clan
;

attached to one s own clan.

1776 Wilkes in Boswell y^/i^-sw^ (1887) III. 73 The clannish
slavery of the Highlands. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I.

in. 461 Clannish watch-words were abolished. 1809-10
Coleridge Friend (ed. 3) III. 73 The clannish spirit of pro-

vincial literature. 1849 W. Irving Crayon Misc. 223 It was
not always safe to have even the game of foot-ball between
villages, the old clannish spirit was too apt to break out.

1861 Dixon Hist. Ld. Bacon iii. § 2 That clannish pride
which she always felt for her mother's kin.

Hence Cla nnishly adv. ; Cla-nnishness, at-

tachment to one's own clan.

1861 Wynter Soc. Bees 428 Mine host is a Dorsetshire

man ; and with a pardonable clannishness, has imported a
little colony from his county. 1873 Spectator 23 Aug.
1060/1 The clannishness fostered by a separate tongue, and
the gratification of the lonely pride all such races feel.

1881 Masson Carlyle in Macm. Mag. XLV. 72 A few

companions clannishly selected . . from among the Dum-
friesshire or Galloway lads.

t Cla nnit, ppl. a. Sc. Obs. [= clanned.] At-

tached to a clan.

1587 Ads Jas. F/(i8i4) 464 (Tarn.) Committit. .be ony
captane of clan or be ony uther clannit man.

Clause, obs. form of Cleanse.

Clanship (kke-nfip). [f. Clan + -ship.]

1. The system of clans ; division into clans

;

union of persons in, or as in, a clan.

1772 Pennant Tours Scotl. (R.), The habitations of the
highlanders, not singly, but in groupes, as if they loved

society or clanship. 1815 Elphinstone Acc. Caubul (1842)

I. 217 Exercised by chiefs in the Highlands, when clanship

was in its vigour. 1863 Tylor Early Hist. Man. x. 281

The practice of reckoning clanship from the mother.

2. The feeling or spirit of attachment and loyalty

to one's clan or fraternity (see Clan sb.).
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1809-10 Coleridge Friend (ed. 3> III. 162 The jealous

and indiscriminate partiality of clanship. 1851 Helps
Comp. Solit. xii. (1874) 225 There is less of clanship, less of

the rallying round men of force or genius.

Clansman '.klaeTizmsen). [f. darfsy genitive

of Clan sb. + Man ; cf. htcuisman, salesman, etc.]

A man belonging to a clan, a member of a clan.

1810 Scott Lady ofL. B. xviii, A hundred clansmen raise

Their voices. 18x6 Byron Ch. /far. m. xxvi, And Donald's
fame rings in each clansman's ears ! 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India II. 437 The sovereign and his Thakurs— his

clansmen and barons. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 547
Argyle would shortly appear in arms among his clansmen.

Hence Cla'namanship.
1871 Daily Xeivs 26 Aug., Her Royal Highness seemed

in the humour for thoroughly enjoying a ball the essence of
which was clansmanship.

Clap (kltep), shy Forms: 3 cleppe (4 klap),

4-7 clappe, 5 clape, 6-8 clapp, 4- clap. [ME.
clappe and cleppe (Ancren Fiwle, in sense 9), have
the form of derivatives of Clap v.\ and of a cog-

nate verb corresp. to MLG. klcppen there referred

to. No trace of the word has yet been found in

OE. ; but the continental langs. have MDu. ctap(p,

Du. klap, OHG. chlaph, MHG. klap/, all masc.,
* loud sound, clap, smack *, which point to a WGer.,
and (cf. ON. ktapp, in handaklapp neuter) per-

haps OTeut. (*klappo-), formed in direct imitation

of the sound it expresses. (It is possible that sense

9 is really the earliest, and that branch I. is a sub-

sequent formation of the vb.)]

I. The noise, stroke, or shock.

f 1. An abrupt explosive noise ; the noise made
by the sudden collision of two hard flat or concave
surfaces ; the bang or report of a gun. Obs. (except

as in next, or as transferred from it).

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 401 Thai, .soyn has vp thair led-

dens set, That maid a clap, quhen the cleket Wes festnyt
fast in the kyrnell. c 1440 Promp. Parr. 79 Clappe or grete
dynne . . strepitus. 1596 Nashk Saffrcnt Walden 78 Ergo
was the deadly clap of the peece, or driu'n home stab of
the sytlogisme. 1641 French Distill, v. 11651) 171 A few.

.

graina being fired will give as great a clap as a musket.

2. esp. The loud explosive noise of thunder ; a

peal (of thunder;. + D. A stroke of thunder), a

lightning-stroke (obs. ; cf. sense 5).

c 1386 Chaucer Pers. T. r 100 The aire . . shal be ful of
thonder clappes and lightnings. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas.
xxxvii. x, It thondred loude wyth clappes tempestious.

1588 in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 230 III. 134 The Lyghtnynge
and Thunder clapp wilbe bothe in a moment. 1591 Spenser
Vis. World's Van. 43 The kingly Bird, that beares Ioues
thunder-clap, a 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 11. 103 (R.) A terri-

ble clap of thunder, which slew foure of our men out right.

175a Parsons in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 545 With some claps

of thunder and lightning at a great distance. 1850 Mern
vale Rom. Kmp. (1865) II. xiv. 133 The news . . came upon
them like a clap of thunder.

f3. Noisy talk, chatter ;
— Clack. Obs. or dial.

a 1420 Occleve De Reg. Princ. 88 Who so that hatethe
moche clappe or speche Quenchethe malice. [1808 Jamieson,
Chp tattle, pert loquacity.

]

4. The noise made by striking the palms of the

hands together ; the act of so doing, esp. in token
of applause ; an act of applauding, a plaudit

;

applause. [Cf. ON. hatulaklapp.]

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. Pro!. 11 Men, Wiues, and Boyes,
Whose shouts & claps out-voyce the deep-mouth'd Sea.
1668 T. St. Serfe Epil. Taruga's Wiles 55 All the clap he
expects from you is, not to be hist, mm Addison Sped.
No. 235 f 9 The Audience is not a little abashed, if they
find themselves betrayed into a Clap 1741 Middleton
Cicero (1742) I. v. 411 The whole assembly expressed their
satisfaction by claps and applauses. 1779 81 Johnson L P.,
Dryden Wks. II. 323 Dryden and Settle had both placed
their happiness in the claps ofmultitudes. 185s Hawthorne
BUthedale Rom. xvii. Then ensued the applause of the
spectators, with clap of hands, and thump of sticks.

5. A sounding blow or stroke
;
properly with a

flat surface ; a slap ; in mod. Sc. esp. a pat.
? 14. . Dan Hew, Munk Leicestre (J. Allde) A iiij, He fel

down at that clap. 1483 Cath. Angl. 65 Clappe ; vbi buffet.

1530 Palsgr. 205/2 Clappe on the heed, suffiet. Clappe
with ones hande, bovjffee. 1531 More Con/ut. Tindale
Wks. 481/2 He will haue a clappe on the tone cheke or the
tother. 163a E. Coote Eng. Schoolm. (N.i, He. .drew out
his staffe . . and hit mee a clap on the scull. 175* Johnson
Rambl. No. 194 F 2 All the forms of . . salutation, from the
clap on the shoulder to the humble bow. 1813 Galt Entail
I. xxviii. 252 * It wasna a pat, but a scud like the clap o' a
fir deal.'

t 6. Jig. A stroke, blow, or shock of misfortune,

etc. ; a sudden mishap. (Rarely in good sense.)

Obs. (See also Afterclap.)
r 1330 R. Brvsse Chron. | i8ioi 175 Many grete mishappes,
many hard travaile, Haf comen vs hard clappes. 1375
Canticum de Creatione 477 in Anglia I. 303 Ffor drede of
after clap. ? a 1400 Cato s Mor. 263 in Cursor M. App. iv,

Hope ay of gode hap . to come wib a gode clap . wip-out
ani wame. 1513 Douglas /Qneis x. v£ 68 He the swerd
eschapit . . Bot nocht at this time so the deidis clap. 1549
Latimer Serm.bc/.Edw. VI, iv. (Arb.)i28 As in the tyme of
Noe, sodenlye a clappe fell in theyr bosomes. 1575 Church-
yard Chippes\\%\-j) 109 Our chiefe, misdouting such a clap
. .Deuysed fortes. 1662 Fuller Worthies Berkshire I. 113
When our lady falls in our Lord's lap Then may England
beware a sad clap.

1 7. A sudden stroke ; in phrases, At a clap, at
one clap : nt one stroke, at once. In a clap : sud-

denly, in a moment. Obs. or Sc. (Cf. Chop, and
Fr. phrases with coup.)
15x9 Horman Vulg. in Promp. Part'. 75 They that serche

the ende of a mannys Iyfe by nygrymanciars be payed at a
clappe. 1549 Latimer Serm. be/. Edw. VI, ft iArb.) 60
[He} bryngeth me out a couple of lyes at a clappe. 1580
North Plutarch < 16761 870 It was a good occasion offered

' them to kill all Caesar's Enemies at a clap. 1605 Shaks.
Lear 1. iv. 316 What fiftie of my Followers at a clap? 1637
Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 451 Our Master will be on us
all now in a clap, ere ever we wit. 1679 Hist. Jetzcr 19
They shewed him how all the Candles in the Chappel at

one clap were lighted. 1768 A. Ross Helenore 66 tjam.t
And in a clap I'll back with something be.

f 8. A sudden and violent shutting of a door,

accompanied with a loud noise and shock ; a bsqg
or slam. Obs.
c 1730 Swikt Wks. (1864) II. 353/2 Give the door such a

clap as you go out as will shake the whole room.

II. Applied to various contrivances which make
a clapping or rattling noise.

9. a. The clapper of a mill; = Clack sb. 3, Clap-
! per sbA 1. Clap ami hopper (Sc.) :

' the symbols
of investiture in the property of a mill * 'Jam).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 70 |>e two cheoken beo3 be two grinstones,

be tunge is be cleppe. c 1440 Promp. Parr: 79 Clappe,
or clakke of a mylle, taratantara. 1530 Palsgr. 205/2
Clappe of a my11, clacquet de movtin. 1759 Fountainhaix
Decisions I. 432 «Jam.) A mill is dt'stinctum tetietuentum,

and requires delivery of the clap and happer. 1786 IU rns
Addr. Unco Guid. i, The heapet happer's ebbing still,

And still the clap plays clatter. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet
ch. v, He [the miller] maun wait on clap and hopper, as
they say.

fb. The human tongue. Obs. In stint thy

clappe, hold thy clappe, the sense blended at length

with that of 3.

a 1125 Ancr. R. 72 peone kuSen heo neuere astunten hore
cleppe. c 1386 Chaucer Miller's Prol. 36 The Reve answered
and seyde ' Stynt thi clappe'. c 14x0 Chron. Vilod. 839 }e,

syre Archebysshop hold p" by clappe, For y jeve no byleve
berto. 1533 J. Hevwood Pardoner <y Eriar in Hazl. Dads-
ley I. 231, I say, Wilt thou not yet stint thy clap? 1593
Drayton Eclogue viii, (R.) Away old fool, and learn to use
thy tongue. I would thy clap were shut up in my purse.

T C. The clapper or tongue of a bell.

1608-is Aytes/ord Churchw. Acc. in Bells Kent (1887*

136 For a clapp of the bell vs. . . for mendinge a bell clap

i
\\\\d.

fd. A rattle used to summon people to church
on the last three days of Holy Week, when the

! bells were not rung ; — Clapper 5. Sc. 'A flat

instrument of iron, resembling a box, with a tongue
and handle, used for making proclamations

instead of a drum or hand-bell * (Jam.). Obs.

1566 in E. Peacock Lincolnsh. Ch. Eum.(iB66) 42 A sacre-
' ing bell broken by m* harbotell two clappes broken by m l

! vicar. 1701 in Chambers Dam. Ann. Scot. III. 245 Obliged
j

to send ctapps, as they call them . . {notes An old mode of
I advertisement . . to send an old woman through the streets,

j
with a wooden dish and a stick to clap or beat upon It.

e. The Clapper (sb. 1 2) of a beggar's clap-dish.

1567 Turberv. Ovitfs Ep. 39 And banisht begge hir

breade with dish and clap.

10. a. A clack-valve ;
-= Clack sb. 5. Obs.

i6a6 Capt. Smith Accid. Vng. Seamen 13 The Pumpe,
the pumpes-well . .the spindle, the boxe, the clap. 1738 Pnil.

Trans. XL 232 Two Valves . . which open inwardly, and
are made like the Claps of other Bellows.

b. Clap of the throat (Sc.) : * the uvula 1

(Jam.).
1688 Trial Philip Standi/ield

(
Jam.), When the clap of

his throat is shut.

11. Falconry. The lower mandible of a hawk.
i486 Bk. St. Albans B j h, The neder parte of hir beke is

j
calde the clape of the hawke. 1575 Turberv. Falconrie 30
Barbe feathers under the clappe of the l>eake. 1677 N. Cox

! Gentl. Recreation 11. (1706) 81 Ry your Hawks frequent
opening her Clap and Beak. [In Phillips, Bailey, John-

I son, and mod. Diets.]

fl2. (See quot.) Obs.

1450 JVominalc in Wr.-Wulcker 721 {Notnina rerum
ecclesiasticaruni). Hoc pedum, a clappe. [Pedum occurs
again as ' a crowche', or pastoral staff. 1

III. +13. <Also clap-bttl.) A bill to be clapped
or stuck on a wall, etc. ; a poster. F. affiche. Obs.

1690 T. Brown in R. L'Estrange Colloq. Erastn. (1711)

316 They have Clap-bills too, and set up by authority.

1735 Porn Prol. Sat. 216 What though my name stood
rubric on the walls plaster'd posts, with claps in capitals ?

14. Farriery. A clisease of horses. I Obs.

1684 Loud. Gaz. No. 1960/4 A Chesnut Sorrel Gelding, .a

clap on the near Leg l>efore. 1717 Bradley Earn. Diet.,

Clap, a Distemper to which Horses are sometimes liable.

15. Comb. (In some of these, clap is the stem of

the verb.) + Clap-bait, a kind of worm used as

bait in angling; clap-bill (see 13); clap-cake
= Clap-bread ; clap-door, clap-gate, a small

door or gate which shuts when slammed, or which
swings to of itself; see also quot. 1888; clap-

man, a public crier ; + clap-mill, a clapper turned

by the wind, etc. for scaring away birds ; t clap-

shoulder, a. (nonce-wd.^, that lays the hand on
a person's shoulder (in arrest) ;

clap-sill (Hy-
draulic Engineering), the sill or lowest part of

the frame against which a lock-gate shuts
;
clap-

stick, a watchman's clapper. Also Clap-board,
-HRFAn, -nisH, -vet, -trap.

1681 Chetham Anglers Vade-m. iv. § 10 (1689) 39 The
other bob, found under a Cow-turd . . is also called clap-
bait in some places. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory II. 253
Cow-dung bob, or clap-bait. x6»5 K. Long tr. Barclay's

! Argenis 1. v. 12 A secret way .. which divided into
three wayes, hath as many *clap-doores opening into

I several fields. I847~7® Halliwell, ''Clap-gate, a small
1

horse-gate. East. 1888 Elworthv West Somerset Word-
1 bk., Clap-gate, a kind of wicket, called in many parts a

kissing-gate. Also a smalt hunting gate just wide enough
!

for a horse to pass. 16x3 Makkham Eng. Husbandman 1.

1 11. ix. (1635) 159 On the toppes of those poales you shall

place certaine *Clapp-miIles, made of broken trenchers
joyned together like sayles. x6ao — Eare-w. Husb. 11. xvii.

,

(i668> 75 Clap-mils, .which make a great noise. 1630 J. Tay-
lor (Water P.) Wks. (N.\ * Clap-shoulder Serjeants, .bring-

ing men in thrall. 1834-39 Solthey Doctor 1. (D.), He was
Not disturbed, .by the watchmen's rappers or *clap-sticks.

Clap i^klacp), sb.% Obs. in polite use. [Of un-

certain origin. Cf. OF. 1 clapoir, bosse, bubo,
panus inguinis ' ;

1 clapoire, clapier, lieu de de-

bauche, maladie q'on y attrapeV] Gonorrhoea.

1587 Myrr. Mag., Matin Hi, Before they get the Clap.
<i 1605 MosTCOMERiE/"/yf/«^, 3i2 The clape and the canker.

1851 Mayne Exp. Lex., Clap, vulgar name for the disease

Baptorrhaca. x88i in Syd. Soc. Lex.

b. With a, and plural,
t 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 452 Claps at Court. 1663

i Butler Hud. 1. 1. 64. /.-./. 11. 1. 246 Claps and dice. /.-;.

' 11. in. 967. x68x Trial S. ColUdge 72 He [Oates] did con-
fess that he had an old Clap. 1691 Wood^-IM. Oxon. II.

' 295 A Clap did usher Davenant to his grave. 1709 Swift

j
Adv. Retig. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 99. X709 Steele Tatter No.
77 F 1. 1735 Poi-E Donne Sat. 11. 47 A clap. 1738 John-
son London 1x4 They sing, they dance, clean shoes, or cure
a clap. X76X Churchill Rosciad t His claps. 1803 Med.
Jml. IX. 572 A clap. x8o6 Ibid. XV. 418 Repeated clapv

C. Comb.y as clap-doctor*

X7X0 Steele & Addison 'Tatter No. 260 p 5 He was the
first Clap Doctor that I meet with in History.

Clap (klcep), v.1 Forms : (1 clappian), 3-4
clappen, 4-7 clappe, (5 cleppyn, clape, 8 Sc.

clep\ 6- clap. Pa. t. and pple. 3-6 clapte,

I 5 clappid, (7-8 claped, clap'd. clap't, 7-9
clapp'd}, 4- clapped, 6- clapt (klsept). [ME.
clappen, OE. type *clappian (Somner has clap-

, pan from some unspecified source), corresp. to

i MLG., MDu., LG., Du. >lso mod. G.) klappen,

\ OHG. chlaphdn, MHG. and mod.Ger. klapfen ;

these point to a common WGer. type witnessing,

with ON. klappa Sw. klappa, Du. klappe\ to

an OTeut. *klappdjan, vb. intr., f. Hlappo- Clap
sby / ME. cleppen corresponds formally to another

type *klappjan, appearing in MLG. and MDu.
kleppen (whence mod.G. kleppcn, klappen), HO.
klapfen ; cf. cleppe under Clap sb. The primi-

tive Teutonic sense is that of ' make a clap or

explosive sound whence a wide range of deri-

vative senses in the various languages. If the

word was not preserved in OE., it may have re-

entered ME. from ON. ; and, in any case, some
of the senses are prob. of Norse origin ; the mod.
Scandinavian langs. have it with the same range

of meaning as in Eng., also with the sense 4 pat

endearingly*, as in Sc. and north, dial, (sense 9.)]

I. Of noise alone.

1. intr. To make the hard explosive noise de-

scribed under Clap sb.l Said of agents, instru-

ments, thunder, etc. (Now chiefly dial )

1509 Barclay ShyP 0/ Eolys (1874) L 233 Clappynge with
their helys in churche. X530 Palsgr. 485/2, I clappe, I make

:
noyse, as the clapper of a myll, je ciacque. 1577-87
Holinshed (''',"/. III. 1219/2 The small shot clapt sud-

denly round about the house. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse
(Arb.) 59 The boulte is falne ere the Ayre clap. 1741 R.

Blair (/raw 34 Doors creak, and windows clap 1847 Ten-
nyson Princ. 11. 209. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxxv. We
went clapping up a clean stone backstair.

b. Formerly said of a bell ; to tinkle.

f 1440 Promp. Parv. 81 Cleppyn or clynchyn (i499clippyn

or clynkyn], tinnio. [See also Clapping.]

t 2. intr. To talk loudly, chatter, prate. Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. I. 122 There male nothinge his tonge
daunt That he ne ctappeth as a belle. 1406 Occlevk
Misrule 394 That to myself thus lonse Clappid have 1 !

X47X Ripley Cotnp. Alch. v. xxiv. in Asnrn. (1652) 154 How
eloquently, de materia prima they clape. X557 Tottelts

Misc. (Arb.» 135 O Euyll tonges, which clap at euery winde.

1561 J. Hkywood Prov. *f Epigr. (1867) 107 Hir tounge
was clappyng lyke a paten, fx7" Ramsay Three Bonneti

1. a To heed that elepping thing ca'd conscience.]

trans, c 1315 Shdreham Poems 135 A$en hy clappcth

thys and that, c X386 Chaucer Chan. Vem Prol. $ T. 412
(It) Nis nat good what so men clappe or crye. 1393 Gower

I Con/. II. 282 AH that thou herest thou shalt telle And clapp*-

I it out as doth a belle.

II. Of making the noise by particular actions.

f3. intr. To strike so as to make a noise; to

I rap, knock (e.g. at a door). Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Friar's T. 281 This sompnour clapped at
' the widowes gate. 1607 Topsell Eonr-/. Beasts (1673* 309

Beat all the windy places with a good hasell wand, or with
both your hands, clapping upon the places puffed up with
wind. 1698 Walker in Phil. Trans. XX, 433, I clapt every

Second ofTime Ten or Fifteen times together.

4. To shut (as a door or window) with a clap

or explosive noise ; to bang, slam.
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a. intr. Said of a door, window, etc. arch.

c 1400 Dcstr. 'Troy 807 And bat [jaws] clappe shall full

clene, & neuer vnclose aftur. 1. 1470 Hakding Citron. Ixxyi.

vi, So sodenly doores and wyndowes al clapped With
hydeous noyce. 1611 Steed Hut. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. (1632)

914 A doore clapped, and in came rushing men in harnesse.

1656 H. More Antid. Ath. II. xii. (1712) 79 The upper-lid

[« the eye] presently claps down. 1765 H. Walpole Otranto

i. (1798) 25 1 What noise was that
1

1 said Manfred. .' A door

clapped ', said the peasant. 1843 Tennyson Day-Dream,
Revival i, There rose a noise of . . doors that clapt.

b. trans. (Often with to), arch, or dial.

c 1386 Chaucer Millers T. 554 ' Te-hee ' ! quoth sche, and
clapt the wyndow to. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iv. 305
Hostesse, clap to the doores. 1596 Spenser F. Q. hi. xii. 3
A stormy whirlwind blew Throughout the house, that

clapped every dore. 1765 H. Walpole Otranio i. (1798) 18

[He] clapped the door against the terrified Matilda. 1844

Dickens Mart. Chuz. ix, He clapped down the window.

5. trans. To strike the palms of the hands to-

gether with noise (usually, in token of applause,

encouragement, or delight
;
formerly, also, in deri-

sion
; also, as a signal, etc.)- [An earlier const,

connecting this with 3 may have been to dap with

the hands."]

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 475 Whan this Maister. .Saugh
it was tyme he clapte hise handes. a 1400 Oetouian 569 Tho
gan Florence her handys clappe For that tydyng. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 79 Clappyn hondys togedyr for ioy or for

sorowe, complodo. 1535 Coverdale Job xxvii. 23 Than
clappe men thtir hondes at him, yee and ieast of him. Ibid.

Ps. xcviii. 8 Let the floudes clappe their hondes. a 1656 Bp.

Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 61 To clap their hands (as boyes
are wont to do in dog-fights). 1782 Priestley Corrupt.
Chr. II. viii. 124 Preachers., even hired persons to clap

their hands. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. (Routl.)z32 He clapped
his hands, when several slaves instantly appeared.

b. intr. ('hands' not being expressed): To
applaud by clapping hands.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, Epil. 4 All the best men are ours ;

for 'tis ill hap, If they hold, when their Ladies bid 'em clap.

1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke 5 His little party . . had posted
themselves at every corner to feigne a more numerous ap-
plause : but clap'd out of time. 1721 D'Urfey Two Q it.

Brentford ii. in New Operas 33 If the Audience should
chance to Clap here. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia xxii. 277
Ladies . . waved their hands . . and clapped and shouted to

the gladiators.

c. trans, (elliptically) To clap the hands at, or

in honour of, appland (a person, performance,

etc.) with claps. (Rarely, to drive away, out, etc.

by clapping the hands.)
ci$$$ Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 121 The

which John Bacon was whistled and clapped out of Rome.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 261 If the tag-ragge people did not

clap him, and hisse him, according as he pleas'd, and dis-

pleas'd them. 1669 Pepys Diary 2 Feb., Indeed it was
very finely sung, so as to make the whole house clap her.

1713 Eusden Pre/. Verses Addison's Cato, Crowds the sen-

timents of every line Impartial clap'd. 1820 Southey
Wesley II. 488 A few bucks clapped and encored him.

f d. (See quot.)

1592 Greene Art Conny-catck. iU 6 Hee bargained . . &
bought him. .and the horse-stealer clapt him good lucke.

III. Of actions incidentally accompanied by
the noise.

6. trans. To strike, hit, knock, beat, with sound-

ing blows. Obs. or arch. (To clap a dish (quot.

1670) : cf. Clap-dlsh.)
C1300 Havelok 1814 [He] clapte him on pe crune, So

hat "he stan-ded fel bor dune. 1382 Wyclif Judg. vn. 19
Thei bigunnen with trompis to cryen, and clappen [1388 to

bete] togidre bitwix hem seluen the wyn pottis. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 79 Clappyn' or knokkyn, pulso. 1530 Palsgk.

485/2, I clappe, I stryke, je frappe. Clappe hym on the

backe a good stroke, there is a fysshe bone in his throte.

1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 473 [He] clapd mee on the face

with his foote. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. ix. § 3 (1681)

195 Clap the empty Hive again, and get as many Bees out
as you can. 1670 Ray Proverbs 186 (R.) He claps his dish

at a wrong man's door.

+ 7. To strike (hands) reciprocally, in token of

a bargain. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V. v. ii. 133 Giue me your answer,
yfaith doe, and so clap hands, and abargaine. 1607 Dkkker
Northw. Hoe iv. Wks. 1873 III. 56 Green. 1st a bargen.

Omn. And hands clapt vpon it. 1614 T. Adams Devil's
Banquet 240 We neuer clap'd them the hand of couenant,

b. Hence app. the following :

—

1611 Shaks. Whit. T. 1. ii. 104 Ere I could make thee
open thy white Hand: And [ folio A] clap thy selfe my
Loue.

8. Of a bird : To move (the wings) forcibly and
repeatedly, so that they strike each other, the sides,

or the air ; to flap. Also fig.
< 1400 Maundev. xx. 219 Dyverse foules. .clappyng here

Wenges to gydere. x66o Hist. Indep. iv. 48 Having pro-
ceeded on thus far successfully, they now begin to clap their
wings as invincible, a 1700 Dryden Cock Fox 666 This
chanticleer . . Stood high upon his toes, and clapped his
wings. 1832 Tennyson Dream Fair Women 180 The crested
bird That claps his wings at dawn.
9. To slap with the palm of the hand, in token

of approval or encouragement
;

esp. in to clap (a

person) on the back (also Jig.). In north, dial.

(expressing gentler action) to pat in token of en-

dearment, to pat fondly. (So in Icel. and Da.)
C1530 Ld. Bf.rners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 328 These

lusty damoyselles playnge . . wyth these fresshe yonge
lusty knightes, clappynge theym on the backes with theyr
whyte handes. 1580 Baret Alv. K 78 To kisse one, or

clap her on the lips, as we say merrily. 1595 Duncan App. I

Etymol., Dcmulceo, to clap, to straike with the hand, a 1605

Montgomerie Soutt. xxviii. 4 A louingdog was of his maister

fane . . His courteous maister clappit him agane. 1684
Baxter Answ. Theol. Dial. 28 Clapping on the back with
encouragement the Drunkards. 1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872)

III. 219 She clapped his cheeks, and curled his hair. 1791
Boswell Johnson xlix, Tom Davies clapped him on the

back to encourage him. 1842 Tennyson Dora 130 His
grandsire. .clapt him on the hands and on the cheeks, Like
one that lov'd hiin. 1886 Stevenson Treasure 1st. 11. xii.

97 Clapping me in the friendliest way upon the shoulder.

b. To slap or strike with a flat surface, so as to

smooth or flatten ; to pat. So to clap out. Chiefly

north.

1550 Coverdale Spir. Perle vi. (1588) 75 As the dier,

blecher, or the laundresse washeth, beateth, lompeth and
clappeth the foule. .clothes. 1750 E. Smith Compi. House-
7vifr' 333 Lay them [cloths] on a table, and clap them. 1807

Southey Fspriella's Lett. (18141 J 37 The dough being
laid on a round board . . she clapped it out with her hands,
till it covered the board. 1824 Mrs. Sherwood Waste Not
1. 19 She was made to iron, and plait, and stamp and clap,

and clear-starch.

IV. Of action resembling the preceding in its

prompt energy, but with no notion of noise.

10. trans. To apply, place, put, set, or 1 stick

with promptness and effect : properly with the

implication that the object in question is promptly
brought flat and close to the other surface, but

this notion often disappears (see esp. the quota-

tions under b), and the word becomes a vivid or

picturesque equivalent of ( put ',
* place ', with the

implication of energetic action easily performed.

This notion is also present in senses 11-15. Cf.

Chop v. 1
7, Stick v.

1559 Dr. Fecknam in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. ix. 62
With a little piece of paper clappid over the. . wordes. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 388 The King clapped his hands upon
his shoulder and arested him. 1583 Stanyhurst sEneis 11.

(Arb.t 56 Let vs. .Grecian armour. . Al clap on oure bodyes.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. in. i. 6 [He] claps me his Sword
vpon the Table, and sayes, God send me no need of thee.

1598 — Merry W. 11. ii. 142 Clap on more sailes, pursue.

1605 Play Stucley in Sclt. Shaks. (1S78) 223 The uncivil

Lord . . clapt irons on my heels. 1654 TrApp Comm. listher
i. 20 As a man . . clappeth on a plaister. 1670-98 Lassels
Voy. Italy II. 89 Clapping himself down upon the ground.

1709 Addison Tatler No. 20F2 She clap'd her Fan before her
Face. 1710— Whig Exam. No. 1 F13 He clapped spurs to

his horse. 1712 — Sped. No. 445 ? 1 A sheet . . that must
have this new Imprimatur clapt upon it. 1716 Lady M. W.
Montague Lett. I. iii. 12 The parson clapped on a broad-
brimmed hat. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 300 If we
clap our hand upon the mouth of a vessel. 1790 Bewick
Quadrupeds (1807) 40 If any person come near the calves,

they clap their heads close to the ground. 1806-7 ) Beres-
eord Miseries Hum. Life (1826) VI. Introd., Wild beasts

with saddles clapped on their backs and so called Horses.
1826 Sister's Gift 10 He . . mounted, clapped to his spurs,

and set off a galloping. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xlvi, We
clapped on the royals to follow her. X865 Carlyle Fredk.
Gt. VI. xvi. xii. 284 Riicker claps-on the Town-seal.

b. 1614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 151 An vnder-hand
Fee clapt in the left hand of a Magistrate. 1651-3 Jer.
Taylor Serm, (1678) 99 These are the clouds, the Devil
claps between Heaven and Us. 1655 Fraucion x. 1 To
heap words on words . . only clapping in of some odd ad-
ventures to delight the Idiots. 1667 Earl Orrery State
Lett. (1743) II. 121, I would . . clap into Kilmallock . . good
parties of the militia. 1676C Hatton in Hatton Corr. (1878)

141 A man clapt his head out at a window. 1683 Tryon
Way to Health. 315 They presently clap more Victuals or

Drink into their Mouthes. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. viii. 155,

I clapt the Helm a Starboard. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. in.

850, I have nappy beer
;
Clap that within. 1807-8 Syd.

Smith Plymleys Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 167/2 Their prophecies
of ruin .. will be clapped into the notes of some quaint his-

tory. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nig/it-C. 234 An angel

caught you up and clapped you down.

c. ellipt. = 1 clap an arrow '.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, to. ii. 51 Hee drew a good Bow
. .hee shot a fine shoote. .hee would haue clapt in the Clowt
at Twelue-score.

T d. To clap hold of : to lay hold of promptly.
1583 Babington Commandm. viii. Wks. (1637") 84 To clappe

hold of Jesus Christ. x68i R. Knox Hist. Ceylon 29 He
claps hold of them by a kind of peg that growes on his tayl,

j*e. Naut. To clap (a vessel) aboard, on board \

to lay her on board, fall aboard of her, board her

(see Aboard i d, Board sb. 12 c, Boards, i.) Obs.

1583 J. Stocker Warres Lowe Countries 1. 88 b, Foure or

fiue . . [men of warre] began to assayle her [the Gaily] to

haue clapt her a bord. 1671 Land. Gaz. No. 630/1 Find-
ing the said ship a great way a sterne of the men of Warr,
they clapped her on board, and. .made themselves Masters
ofher. a 1688 ViLLiERs(Dk. Buckhm.) C^rt«tw(i7i4' 116AII
your Discretion Is not yet lost ; this was well clap'd aboard.

1726 Shelvocke Voy. round W. (1757) ix. 286 They clapped
her on board, but not holding fast, they fell astern,

f. To clap eyes on : to get a sight of. colloq.

1838 Dickens O. Twist xx\\, You might never have clapped
eyes upon the boy. 1887 Besant The World went x. 80, I

never clapped eyes on you before to my knowledge.

11. esp. To put (with promptitude or high-handed-

ness) in prison or custody ; to imprison, confine.

Also simply to clap up (f to clap fast): 'to im-

prison with little formality or delay' (J.).

1315 Barclay Egloges 1. (1570) A v/4 Then art thou
clapped in the Flete orClinke. 1581 Marbeck^'. ofNotes
667 The King caused him to be clapt in prison. 1583 Stuhbes
Anat. Abus. 11. 41 They are sometimes sent to prison, clapt

in irons, mamcled. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 53 Let

them be clapt vp close, a 1618 Raleigh Rem. (1644) 73
Wee'le clap you up, and you shall sue to us ere you get out.

1697 Po'iter Autiq. Greece 1. xxvt. (1715) 152 Let him be
clapt up in Gaol till he pays the whole. 1720 Dk Foe Capt.
Singleton xviii. (1840) 306 Certain nobles whom the king had
clapped up. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. (17781 II. v. 82
He was . . clapt in fetters. 1840 Thackeray Catherine v,

What did the creditors do but clap my gay gentleman into

Shrewsbury gaol. 1843 Carlyle Past # Pr.{iB^B) 125 Some
were clapt in prison.

12. fig. To impose as with authority. (Cf. quot.

1 71 2 in 10 a.)

a. To impose, place, set, station (a sentinel,

guard, workman, attendant; upon, on, etc. arch.

1705 Li'ttrell Brief Ret. (1857) V. 623 They have centi-

nells clapt upon them to prevent a duel. 1708 Penn in /'a.

Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 270 Clap somebody upon them, as ser-

vants for me. a 1718 — Life Wks. I. 36 A Guard was there

clapt upon him. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man 1. i, To arrest

him for that very debt: to clap an officer upon him. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine U789 , Clap on here twenty hands !

the order from an officer for twenty men to be employed on
some particular duty. 1820 Byron Let. to Moore 9 Dec, I

have, .clapt sentinels at the doors.

b. fig. To impose or lay (a liability, action, wn#
duty, etc.) ; to impose or apply (a name, etc.) ;

fto lay the blame or responsibility of (sbs.).

Const, on or upon.
1609 Ez: Woman in Hum. 11. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Now

thou hitst the finger right Upon the Shoulder of I ngratitjudc.

Thou hast clapt an action of flat felony. 1613 Shaks.
Hen. VIII, v. iv. 84 On your heads [He] Clap round Jines
for neglect. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 25 He set

on fire the Edifices . . and . . clapt the wicked fact up^n the

backs of Christians. 1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-
Lat. 36 I'll clap a writ on your back. 1690 Lockh Hum.
Uttd. 111. x, § 5 One who would speak thus . .would/. . have
clap'd upon him one of . . two Names. 1847 Emerson
Repr. Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I. 305 He has clapped copy-

right on the world. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. viii. 137 A
title .. selected and made ready for clapping upon it._ 1884

Manch. Exam. 1 Nov. 5/2 He would have us clap import

duties on the manufactures of other countries.

13. f a. To put or stick together, construct or

put up, hastily or without much care. Obs.

1622-62 Heylyn Cosmogr. 11. (1682) 78 The Buildings ..

clapt up together without Art, and of little beauty. 1649
Milton Eikon. \. 10 The lip-work of every Prelatical Litur-

gist, clapt together and quilted out of Scripture phrase.

1662 Gerbier Print: 28 Belconies clapt up in the old Wall.

171 1 Addison Sfect. No. 86 7 5 As bad a System of Features

as ever was clapped together.

b. To clap up : to make, settle, or concoct

hastily (a match, agreement, etc.); 'to complete

suddenly without much precaution '

(J.). (Rarely

without up.) arch.

IS95 Shaks. John m. i. 235 To clap this royall bargaine

vp of peace. 1596 — Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 327 Was euer match
clapt vp so sodainly? 1633 Ford 'Tis Pity hi, i, There is

no way but to clap up a marriage in hugger-mugger. 1665

Surv. Aff. Netherl. 166 They can clap a League with the

Turk. 1676 Temple Let. Sir J. Williamson Wks. 1731 1 1.

371 To clap up an Agreement with Denmark, for arming a

joint Fleet next Summer. 1755 Smollett Quix. (1803' II.

151 The grand Signior. .clapped up a peace with the Vene-
tians. 1883 J. Payne iooi Nights VI. 325 Go this very day
. .and clap up an acquaintance with him.

14. intr. (for refi.) To press, get, 'stick', or lie

close (to, in, etc. any thing). Now chiefly Sc.

1590 Marlowe Edw. II, in. iii, I'll clap so close Among
the lords of France. 1608 Middleton Trick to Catch 11. i,

Clap sure to him widow. 1656 Sanderson Serm. (1689 Pref.

87 Clap in with him that getteth the day.
_
1885 Pall Mall

G. 29 Oct. 4/2 The young deer ' clap ' in their forms, and rise

only when the eye is directly upon them. (Cf. 10a, quot.

1790.)

f b. ATaut. To clap on (or by) a wind : to

bring the ship's head closer to windward, sail

nearer to the wind. Obs.

1627 Smith Seaman's Gram. xii. 57^ If hee clap close by a
wind. 1673 Retaking St. Helena in Arb. Garner I. 62

They clapped by a wind, and we after them. 1708 Loud.
Gaz. No. 4422/7 They clapp'd again upon a Wind and left

us. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 307 Fearing she

was one of the Enemy's men of war, I clapp'd on a wind.

f 15. intr. (for refil* = to clap oneself any-

where) : To come or go with sudden and decisive

motion, throw oneself, drop, fall, strike in. Obs.

exc. as in c. (Cf. Chop v> 8.)

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 730 Their horsemen .

.

clapt behind them, to have there charged them, c 1610 Sir

J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 5 They clapped again about you
and kept you two Years a captive. 1655 Gurnall Chr. in

Arm. v. § 4. (1669) 93/2 Thou clappest down on thy seat

to sleep. 1672 Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 63 Hearing of

a vacancy with a Noble-man, he clap'd in, and easily ob-

tained to be his Chaplain. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II.

v. 106 To take the advantage and clap in between them and

their boats. 1750 P 0 ltoc k P. Wilkinsxxl(jB8^6i/2 Whether

to take her first, and then catch the chickens, or to let her

go off, and then clap upon them.

t b. fig-
* T° enter with alacrity and briskness

upon anything ' (J.) ; to strike into. Obs.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. v. iii. 11 Come, sit, sit, and a song_.

.

Shal we clap into't roundly. 1603 — Meas. for M. iv. iii.

43 Truly Sir, I would desire you to clap into your prayers.

c. absol. To clap on : to apply oneself with

energy to a task ; to ' set to \ colloq.

1852 Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour xxviii. 170 Why didn't he

clap on, and try to catch up the hounds at a check? 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Who says Amen ? Who will clap

on with a will?
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CLAP. 460 CLAPPERCLAW.
V. Erroneous uses, due to confusion.

1 16. m Clip, clasp, embrace.
a 1400-50 A lexander 384 pen kisses he kenely be queue

'

6 clappis in armes. Ibid. 3237, and 525a.

fl7. =Clepe, call.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarck., Hen. IV, cclxix, Hee calls 'em
in . . And claps the better Runners by their Names.

U Combinations, in which the vb.-stem is the
first element : see Clap sbA 15.

Clap, (klsep), v. 2 Obs. in polite use. [f. Clap
sb.*] trans. To infect with clap. Alsofig.
1658OSBOKN Jos. I (1673) 514 Atropos clapt him, a Pox on

the Drab ! 1671-6 Wiseman Surgery (J.), If the patient
hath been clapt. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 240_[TheyJ
had ne'er been clap'd with a poetic Itch. 1683 T. Hunt
Def. Charter Lottd. 30 His understanding is clapt. 1738
Laws ofChance Pref. 9 It is hardly 1 to 10 . . that a Town-
Spark of that Age has not been clap'd.

Clapboard (klae-piboaid, khe"bo.ul)
f
sb. Also

7 clabord, clawboard. [A partially englished
form of Clapholt, with board for LG. holt wood.]
1. orig. A smaller size of split oak, imported
from north Germany, and used by coopers for

making barrel-staves ; in later times also for wains-
coting. App. now obsolete, except as a traditional

term in the Customs schedules : quot. 1 833 gives

an interpretation of it for fiscal purposes.
15*0 Mem. Ripon iSurtees) III. 200 Item, Johanni

Malthows et i^"' sociis ejus, .et servienti domina? Musgraflf
cum serviente Wf Coke cum v plaustratis le wayne scott et
clap bordes de Rurghbrie ad Ripon' 5*. \od. 1598 Stow
Surv. xvi. (1603) 139 Those Boordes not exceding the
length of a Clapboord. 16*3 E. Wynne in Whitbourne
Newfoundlatui 1 1 1 We stand in need of another brewing
Copper, some Clap-boords, more Iron and Steele. 1665 Karl
Sandwich Let. in Pepys Corresp. 275 ' Fountaine of Sche-
dam ' a busse laden with clawboards 17*1-1800 Bailey,
Clap-board, a Board cut ready to make Casks, etc 17*5
Bradley, Fam. Diet. s,v. Oak, Clapboards for Wainscot.
177a Jacob Law Diet. s.v., For every six ton of beer
exported, the same cask, or as good, or two hundred of
clapboards is to be imported. 1833 Act 3 <$• 4 Williatn IV,
c. 56 Wood Staves above 3 Inches in Thickness, or above
7 Inches in Breadth, and not exceeding 63 Inches in
length, shall be deemed Clap Boards, and oe charged with
Duty accordingly. 1840 56 S. C. Brees Gloss. Civil
Fngin., Clap-board^ species ofoak imported from Norway,
and very similar to Dutch wainscot.

b. In U.S. A board, thinner at one edge, used to

cover the sides or roofs of houses, each board being
made to overlap that below it ; a weather-board.
1641 Records Salisbury, Mass. in Coffin Neivberry (1845)

34 No man shall sell clabords of five foot in length for more
than three shillings per hundred, .and if they cleave by the
hundred they shall not exceed sixpence per hundred; noe
man shall sell ani sawn bord for more than five shillings
per hundred. 1835 J. Neal Br*. Jonathan III. 380 The
strong Easterly bree/e. .which had stripped all the sur-
viving frames, .of clapboard and roof, i860 O. W. Holmes
Prof. Breakf.-t. vii. 204 The moss grows on the rotten
shingles of the roof, and the clapboards have turned black.
1885 S. V. Jewett Marsh 1st. xiil, The wind was blowing,
and a lilac bush outside brushed against the clapt>oards.

T 2. Used without a or plural as name of a
sut>stance, and collectively. Obs.
1543-4 -4c/ 35 Hen. VIII, c. 8 As much clapbordc or

other borde mete for bere barrelles. a 16x8 Raleigh Observ.
in Rem. <i66i> 180 Huge piles of Wainscot, Clapboard,
Firdeal. i6m Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 81 The Com-
modities of Denmarke, and Norway, and Sweaden. Wheat,
Rye, Woolles, Deales, Clap-boord, Pipe-staues, etc. 1650
E. Williams Virginia (ed. a) title-p., The making of the
Saw-mill . . for cutting of Timber and Clapbord to build
with all. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesm. xlv. {1841) II. 165
Clapboard, and pipe and barrel staves . . from Hamburg.
1887 Rogers Agric. <V Prices V. 523 Entries of clove, clap,
or claw board, generally bought for the navy.

3. attrib. and in Comb.
1745 I.ond. Mag. 402 Anchorsmiths. .Clapboard splitters.

1830 40 W. Irving Wolferts R. (1855)304 A tolerably large
bark shanty, with a clapboard roof. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech., Clap-board gage, a device used in putting on the
weather-hoarding so as to leave a uniform width of face to
the weather.

Cla-pboard, v. U.S. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
cover or line with clapboards.
1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxii. 67 The sides of the be-

tween-decks were clapboarded. 1881 I. Hawthorne For-
tune's Fool 1. iv, The house. .was built of wood through-
out .. it was clap-boarded. 1883 Bishop Old Mexico 11.

xxiv. 349 Comfortable little clapboarded houses.

Clap-bread, [f. Clap gb; i.e. bread
clapped thin.] Oatmeal cake, beaten or rolled

thin, and baked hard. Also called dap-cake.
1 69 1 Ray N. Country Wds. s. v. Bannock, 2 C lap-bread,

thin hard oat-cakes. 1769 De Foe's TourGt. Brit. III. 289
Oat-cakes for Bread, or Clapt-bread, as it is called, i860
Mrs. Gaskell C. Bront? 45 She spoke of the oat-cake at
Cowan Bridge (the clap-bread of Westmorland) as being
different to the leaven-raised oat-cake of Yorkshire. 1863— Sylvia's L. (ed. 2) I. 62 The great rack of clap-bread
hung over-head. 1878 Cumberl. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Clap
bread, cakes beat and clapped out with the hands.

Clap-dish. arch. [f. Clap v} + Dish.] A
wooden dish with a lid, formerly carried by lejjers,

btfgm from the lazar-houses, and mendicants
generally, to give warning of their approach, and
to receive alms.
[1567 TintMWV. OvidsEp. 39 And banishtbegge hirbreade

with dish and clap. — Poems (1587), When Cressid ctapt
the dish and La/t-r-like did goe.J 1577 Holinsheo Chron.

IV. 412 The poore lazer si.ke people of the Magdalen,
whose maner and usage was then, with a clapdish upon
everie market daie to resort and come to the markets, and
there to beg. 1607 Chai man Bussy D'Ambois Plays 1873
II. 43 A great man .. That affects royaltie, rising from a
clapdish. 16x4 Massinger Pari. Love 11. ii, A leper, with
a clap-dish to give notice He is infectious, a 18*5 Forby

!

Voc. E. Anglia, Clap-disk, Its name survives only in a
ludicrous comparison. Of a great prater it is said, that ' his
tongue moves like a beggar's clap-dish '. 1863 Sala Copt.
Dang, II. vii. 226 A perfect chaos of clap-dishes .. Im-
postors, fittous cripples, and gambling bullies.

tb. Jocularly used of a talkative mouth. Obs.
1614 J. Cooke Tu Quoque in Hazl. Dodsley II. 274

Hold your clapdish, fasten your tongue Unto your roof.

1633 Ford Love's Sacr. m. L Come stop your clapdish.

Clape (kl<r>p}. [? f. Clepe v.] Popular name
in the state of New York of the Golden-winged
or Pigeon Woodpecker, or Flicker.
i860 in Bartlett. 1880 in Webster Suppl.

Claperfe, obs. form of Clapper.

t Clapholt. Obs. Also 5 clappolte, -aide, 9
-holde, 7 -hoult. [a. LG. klappholt (Bremen
Wbuch.), in Du. klaphottt (in Kilian), Da. klapholt
(16th c. in Molbech), Ger. klappholz, whence Sw.
klappholts: explained in Grimm as ' smaller pieces
of split oak as used by coopers for cask staves, in !

contrast to the larger pipenstabe, LG. pipenstave,

Du. pijpstave^ Da. pibestaver, Sw. pipstafvar^ Eng.
pipestaves*. Kilian explains 'tabula; qucrnere
minores', Plantijn *bois a tonneliers pour faire

les dounes*. Of Low German origin, f. stem of
klappcn to Clap (in some one of its various senses)

,

+ holt wood.] = Clapboard sb. 2.

'477 Paston Lett. 807 III. 21: There is a grete chyppe go
to wrekke. .and there came up. .gret plente of bowe stauys
and waynescotte and clappalde grete plente. 1481-90
Howard IIouseh. Bks. (1841)201 For the beryng of vij. c

,

clappolte xxd. 1614 Eng. Hay to Wealth in Hart. Misc.
(Malh.) III. 237 Ships, .returning with hemp, .clap-holt, etc I

1660 Act Tonnage \ Pound. 12 Chas. II, Claphoult or
Clapboard. 1711 C King Brit. Merch. 1. 302 Clapholt,
1 j hundred ; Deals, 900 hundred.

Clapmatch. [app. a. Du. klapmuts sailor's
I

cap : so called from the cartilaginous hood men-
!

tioned in quot. 1743.] A kind of seal: see quots.
1743 Phil. Trans. XLII. 612 {Greenland* Several Sues

of Seals, but of the same Shape, except the Klap-myss,
which has a cartilaginous Hood, which covers his Eyes.
1775 Clayton ibid, LXVI. 102 The clapmatch seal and the
fur seal are. .distinct animals .. the clapmatch is best pic-
tured in Lord Anson's voyage, under the name of sea -Iyon.
1837 Goodkidce Voy. S. Seas $ Shipivr. (18431 51 The dog
seals are named by Southsea-men Wigs, and the female
seals are called Clap-matches.

Clap-net. [f. Clap v. or sb.*] A kind of net
so constructed that it can be suddenly shut by
pulling a string. Forms of it are used by fowlers,

and by entomologists.
1708-15 Kersey Clap-net and LookingGlass, a Device to

catch Larks with. 174a Fielding Jo%. Atuireivs n. x, Ilird.

batting . . performed by holding a large clap-net before a
lanthorn, and at the same time beating the bushes. 1841
K. Newman Hist. Insects 93 The clap-net .. is the grand
weapon of the entomologist. The rods of the clap-net are
each composed of five pieces, united by ferules. 1873
Drowning Red Cott. Nig\t<. 1406 JTie lantern and the clap-
net suit the hedge.

Clappalde, var. of Clapholt, Obs.

Clapped, clapt (klwpt), pa. pple. of Clap v.

Clapped kbept). a. Farriery, [f. Clap
sbA 14 + -EIJ 2

.] Affected with clap.

1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy (1802' I. x. 30 His horse was
either clapp'd, or spavin 'd, or greaz'd.

Clapper ^klse'paa), jfcl Forms : 4-6 claper,

(4 cleper, 5 clapur, -yr(e, -ir, -ere, clapparre,
6 clepper), 5- clapper, [f. Clap v. 1 +-ek.]

I. An apparatus for clapping, or making a noise.

1. The contrivance in a mill for striking or shak-
ing the hopper so as to make the grain move down
to the millstones ; the Clack or Clap of a mill.

1340 Ayenb. 58 Tonges . . bet byeb asc pc cleper of be
meTle, bet ne may him na^t hyealde stillc. 1509 Barclay
Shyp Folys (1874) I. 109 Wymen . . can nat speke, but ar as
coy and styll, As the whirle winde or clapper of a mill.

1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen.^yi A clapper .l M M.
crepitaeulum.

2. The lid of a clap-dish, or a rattle carried for

the same purpose by beggars or lepers. Obs. exc.

Hist. (Cf. Clap-dish.)
<-' 13*° Sir Trislr. 3173 Coppe and claper he bare .As he

a mescl ware, c 1440 Generydes 4273 [Generides in a beggar's
clothes] Holdyng his cuppe, his claper in his hande. 153a
More Confut. Tindale Wks. 498/2 A begging with a dishe
and a clapper. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinttfs Trav. xxxi. ( 1.

1 22 They . . go Up and down the streets with certain clappers,
like our Spittle men. 1859 J ephson Brittany vi. 77 The
leper was provided with a hood, a cloak, a sheepskin rug,
a pair of clappers . . for giving notice of his approach.

3. The tongue of a bell, which strikes it on the
inside and causes it to sound.
1379 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 100, j lb. ferri emp. pro le

claper, et aliis necessariis . . pro dicta campana liganda, et
factura del claper. 1393 Gower Con/. II. 13 Dombe. .as.

.

the belle, Whiche hath no clapper for to chime. .1450
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 567 Batillus, a belle clapere vtt a
swyngell. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado Rt ii. 13 He hath a
heart as sound as a bell, and his tongue U the clapper.

1660 Boyle Neiv Exp. Phys. Mech. xxvii. 205 A Bell, with
a Steel Clapper. 1864 Engel Mus. Anc. Nat. 68 In Japan
the bells never have tongues or clappers, but are always
struck from without by a piece of wood.

+ b. Hence applied to the pistil or the spadix
of certain flowers. Obs.
[1578 Lyte Dodocnt U. xx. 171 The floures .. almost

fasshioned lyke a Bell or Cymball, with a small white clapper
in the middle.] IbUt. m. vi. 321 His pestill or clapper ..

is like unto Aron or Cockow-pint.
4. fig. A talkative person's tongue, colloq.

[1583 Stanyhurst JExeis iv. (Arb.i 101 So manye squint
eyebals . . So manye tongues clapper.] 1638 H. Shirley
Mart. Soldier 11. i. Bullen in O. PL I. 193 That Clapper of
the Divel]

t
the tongue of a Scould. 1698 Vanbri ch Pror.

Wife n. 1, There, her single clapper has publish d the
sense of the whole sex. 1708 Brit. Apollo I. No. 2. 3/2
Like a Magpye, whose Clapper is Slit. 18*8 Scott F. It.
Perth viii, You will . . set him a-ringtng his clapper as if he
were a town-bell on a rejoicing day.

5. The name of various contrivances for making
a continuous or repeated clapping noise ; spec. a.

A rattle used to summon people to church on the
last three days of Holy Week ( = Clap j/M 9 d)

;

b. Sc. a rattle used by a public crier ( = Clap
si. 1

9 d); C. a contrivance for scaring away birds,

either a rattle shaken in the hand, or an apparatus
with small sails turned by the wind.
1566 in E. Peacock Eng. C*. Fun. (1866) 43 One Sa.

cring bell, two clappers, one paireof Sensors, .weeknowe not
what is become of theim. 1660 Pepys Diary 19 May, We
met with the bellman, who struck upon a clapper, .it is just
like the clapper that our boys frighten the birds away.,
with, .in England. 1847 Tennyson Priuc. 11. 209 A clapper
clapping in a garth. To scare the fowl from fruit. 1869 Life
Marg. M. HallahaH (1870) 541 note. Notice of any sister
being in her agony is given by a particular clapper only
used at such times, and during those days in Holy Week
when the bells are silent.

t 6. A door-knocker. Obs.
1617 Minshel' Duct. Ling. s.v. Clapper ofa doore, becau.^e

it maketh a noise, claf, clap. 1693 W. Robertson Phraseol.
Gen. 338 A clapper of a door, comix puUatoria.

t 7. The clack-valve of a pump. Obs.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789*, Clapet de pompc,

the clapper of a pump-box.
II. 8. One who claps or applauds ; a claquer.
1814 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 48 The pit was to be packed

with sturdy clappers. 1849M:: ii, ; : A.;/.-., :

210 These clappers of hands.

III. 9. Comb., as clapper-rope; clapper-stone,
Geol. (see quot.).

"594 Churchw. Acc. St. LaTvrence, Reading in Ella-
combe Bells o/Ch. ii. (18721 25 Toling y« bell by y clapper
rope. 1876 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 89 A small
concretion is found loose in the hollow interior of the larger
one, so as to rattle in it when shaken (clapper-stones).

tCla'pper, sb* Obs. Also 5 clapere, 5-6
claper, 6 clapar. [a. F. clapier (AF. probably
claper) rabbit-hole, Pr. clapier (cf. clapiera heap of
stones, clap heap) ; in med.L. claperius, -urn, -a,

'rabbit-hole' from 14th c, previously 'heap of
stones'; so c/apus, clapa (Du Cange). The origin

of the med.L. is unknown : see Littre and Diez

;

a Celtic derivation is rejected by Thurneysen.]
A rabbit-burrow ; also applied to a place con-

structed for keeping tame rabbits.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 1405 Conies . . That comen out of her

claperes. 1494 Fabyan vii. 395 The woddes . . wherin . . they
vsed to hyde theym as a cony doth in his claper. 1573
TrsSKR liusb. (1878) 86 Plash burrow, set clapper, for clog

is a snapper. 1611 Cotgr., Clapier, a Clapper of Conies;
a heape of stones &c whereinto they retire themsclues ; or
(as our clapper) a Court walled about, and full of neasts of
boords, or stone, for tame Conies. 1616 Suril. & Markii.
Country Fartne 645 On the tops of these burroughs or
clappers. 17*5 Bradley Fain. Diet. s. v. Warren, IThcyJ
take care to stock their Warren, by the means of a Clapper
of Coneys.
trans/. 1571 T. Wilson Usury, The poore gentleman is

caught in the cony clapper. 1594 T. B. La Primaiui. Fr.
Acad. n. 403 A childe. .when he is borne . . a man when he
dieth . . are vnwilling to come forth of their clapper and to
forsake their closet.

Clapper (klrc-pai), v. [f. Clapier sbX\

1. trans. Bell-ringing. To sound (a bell) by
pulling a rope attached to the clapper.
187a Ellacombe Bells Ch. i. 25 Bells are sometimes

chimed by .. 'clocking' or 'clappcring ' them; that is by
hitching tne rope round the flight or tail of the clapper, so

as to pull it athwart against the side of the bell. 188a
Standard 27 Mar. 6/7 Afore bells have been cracked from
being ' clappered ' than from any other cause.

2. inlr. To make a noise like a clap[>er.

1884 F. M. Crawford Rom. Singer I. 230 The clattering

clappcring click of the castanets.

Clapperclaw (klarpa-iklj), v. arch, or dial.

fapp. to Claw with a Clapper, though in what
precise sense, is not clear.]

1. trans. To claw or scratch with the oj>en hand
and nails; to beat, thrash, drub. (Jamieson says
' To fight at arm's length, to strike a blow as a
spider at a fly'.)

1500 Nashe PasauiVs Apol. 1. D ij b, You should see me
so clapper-claw him. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 11. iii. 67
He will Clapper-claw thee tightly (Bully). 1609 1st Qo.
Shaks. Tr. 4 Cr. Epist. p 2 A new play, neuer stal'd

with the Stage, neuer clapper-clawd with the palmes of
the vulger. 1690 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, Clapperclaw'd.
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beat soundly, or paid off in earnest. 1805 Ann. Rev. III.

622 Representing the Cacodsemons flogging and clapper-
clawing them. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Clapper'
claw'd, pawed with the open hand, clawed and belaboured.

2. Jig. To revile, abuse.
1692 Dennis Poems in Burlesque Ded. 3 Till ev'ry Ship

with its great Name, By being Clapperclaw'd became An
Irony and Jest of Fame. 1846 C. F. Cornwallis Lett. (1864)

292 While we expected to be clapper-clawed, there was
courage in braving it and speaking the truth.

Hence Clapperclawer, one who clapperclaws, a

reviler
;
Clapperclawing vbl. sb.

1806 Southey in C. Southey Life III. 8 By the Living
Jingo. I would give him a most righteous clapper-clawing.

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (1849) 369 Two furious tom-cats

on the point of a clapper- clawing. 1873 F. Hall Mod.
English Pref. xiv, A wholesale sponsor. . of superficial cony
ceits, whose clientryofclapper-clawers, misrepresenting the
character of my strictures, etc. 1887 Besant The World
went xxxvii. 2 57 The clapperclawings, rubs, and buffets, etc.

Clapperdudgeon. arch. Also 6-7 -dogen,
-dogeon. [app. f. Clappeb sb. + Dudgeon hilt of

a dagger : the origin of the appellation is unknown.
Collier suggests * from his knocking the clapdish

he carried with a dudgeon \]
A cant name for a beggar born ; also used as a

term of reproach or insult (cf. beggar).

1567 Harman Caveat 44 These Palliards be called also

Clapperdogens. 1599 George a Greene (1861) 265 It is but
the part of a clapperdudgeon to strike a man in the street.

1624 Bp. Mountagu Gagg Pref. 17 They and their trulls

may meet at their stawling kenns with such claperdogeons
as yourselfe. c 1700 Street Robberies Considered, Clapper
dudgeon, a beggar born. 1834 H. Ainsworth Rookwood
11. v. {1878) 198 No swigman, swaddler, clapper-dudgeon.
1863 Sala Capt. Dang. II. vii. 225 Rogues, Thieves.. and
Clapper-dudgeons, .infested the outskirts of the Old Palace.

Cla'pperless, a. rare. [f. Clappek sb.* +
-less.] Without a clapper.
1861 Bp. G. Smith Ten Weeks in Japan xi. The

temple-bell was clapperless.

Clapping (klse-pirj), vbl. sb. [f. Clap v> +
-1NG K\

1. The action of the verb Clap, in various senses

;

striking, noise as of striking, applause, etc.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ix. 167 Haue bei no children but
cheste an choppyng [v.r. clappyng] hem bitwene. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 79 Clappynge, Percussio. Ibid., Clappynge
or ctynkynge of a belle, tintillacio. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 653 With many great showtes and clapping of handes.
1720 Slow's Surv. (ed. Strype 1754) I. HI. viii. 630/1 Clap-
ping of dishes and ringing of bells. 1727 Swift Gulliver
11. viii. 164 A noise . . like the clapping of wings. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 56 The whistling and clapping of a
tasteless crowd.

+ 2. fig. Noisy talk, clamour, chatter. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 943 Ay ful of clappyng . . A ful

gret fool is he that on yow feevith. 1562 J. Heywood
Prov. <$ Epigr. (1867) 70 That aspine leafe [thy toung],
suche spitefull clappyng haue bred. 1877 G. Long tr. M.
Aurelius (Bohn) 121 The praise which comes from the
many is a clapping of tongues.

3. altrib., as clapping sound, noise, etc. Comb.,
as clapping-post, the post against which a gate
closes (cf. Clap v. 1 3, 4) (obs. or dial.).

1792 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 385 It was. .put. .down for

a clapping-post. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 476 A
clapping noise similar to that of a corn-mill. 1821 Clare
Vill. Minstr., Echo mock'd the clapping sound. 1847-78
Halliwell, Clapping-post, the smaller of a pair of gate-
posts, against which the gate closes. East.

Cla pping, a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.] That

claps ; that makes a noise as of two hard bodies
struck together, etc. : see Clap v.l

1583 Stanyhurst Poems (Arb.) 137 A clapping fyerbolt
{such as oft, with rownce robel hobble, Joue toe the ground
clattreth). 1722 [see Clap v. 2]. 1816 L. Hunt Rimini,
Callings, and clapping doors, and curs unite.

Clappolte, var. of Clapholt, Obs.
Claps ^e, obs. and dial. f. Clasp.
Clapt, var. of Clapped : see Clap v.

Claptrap (kUe'pitraep). [f. Clap sbl 4 +
Trap sb.]

1. (with pi.) A trick or device to catch applause

;

an expression designed to elicit applause.
1727-31 Bailey II, A Clap Trap, .a trap to catch a clap

by way of applause from the spectators at a play. 1788
Dibdin Musical Tour lxiii. 161 Sentiments which, by the
theatrical people, are known by the name of clap traps.

1799 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 67 There will be no clap-traps,
nothing about ( Britannia rule the Waves '. 1848 Thackeray
Bk. Snobs xx, Don't, .vent claptraps about your own virtue.

2. (without a or //.) Language designed to catch
applause

;
cheap showy sentiment.

18x9 Byron Juan 11. exxiv, I hate . . that air Of clap-trap,
which your recent poets prize. 1880 Disraeli Endym. lvii.

253 He disdained all cant and clap-trap.

f3. A mechanical contrivance for making a
clapping noise to express applause, etc. Obs.
1847 Craig, Clap-trap, .a kind of clapper for making a

noise in theatres. 1864 Webster, Clap-trap, a contrivance
for clapping in theaters. 1866 Cincinnati Gaz. in Public
Opinion 24 Feb., A street juggler . . sings some ditty to the
sound of clap-traps which he swings or works in his hand.
4. altrib. (in senses 1, 2), passing into true adjec-

tival use ; = claptrappy.
1815 Scribbleomania 124, note, The Clap-Trap system which

he has uniformly adopted during.. his theatrical career.
1842 G. S. Faber Provinc. Lett. (1844) II. 187 They tri-
umphantly draw the clap-trap conclusion, that, etc. 1855

Brimley Ess. Tennysoti 74 Claptrap appeals to the war-
feeling of the day. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II. 371 A
regular clap-trap speaker. 1887 Spectator 7 May 622/1 The
subject is more or less clap-trap.

Hence Claptrappery, Claptrappish a., Clap-
trappy a.

y
-ily adv. ; all nonce-wds.

1820 Coleridge Lett. I. xi. 118 Her plebicolar Clap-Trap-
peries. 1880 Punch 27 Dec. 306/2 Till ' Goodwill ' sound
verily, Cheerily, not claptrappily. 1809 Southey in C.
Southey Life III. 205 Did I not tell you it [a passage in

Kehama] was clap-trappish ? 1865 Reader 2 Dec. 636/2 The
language being either claptrappish or vapid. 1873 Spec*
tator 4 Oct., Mr. Chamberlain's clap-trappy programme of a
Free Church, a Free School, Free Labour, and Free Land.

Clapur, -yr(e, obs. ff. Clapper.

f Clapwype. Obs.— ° A carrot or ? parsnip.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 644 Hie daucus, clapwype.

II Claque (klak). [F. claque a smack or clap

of the hand; a band of claqueurs ; f. claquer to

clap.] An organized body of hired applauders in

a theatre ; hence transf. a body of subservient fol-

lowers always ready to applaud their leader.

1864 Realm 6 Apr. 5 The claque was ready with its ob-

sequious applause of the true British Minister, who sticks to

his friends. 1870 Brewer Diet. Phrase fable (ed. 3) s. v.

Claque, M. Sauton, in 1820 . .was the first to organize the
Parisian claque.

Claquer (klarkaj),
|| claqueur (klakor). [a.F.

claqueur, f. claquer to clack, clap hands.] A hired

applauder.
1837 Athcnseutn 28 Jan. 65/1 Whom a whole host of cla-

]

queurs and expectants were ever applauding. 1847 Man in
Moon Jan. I. 7 Against private friends and clacquers, we
have fought the cause of right. 1884 Boston (Mass.) Jml.
6 June, Shutting out delegates in order to admit door-
keepers' friends, or the claquers of candidates.

f Clar. Obs. [ad. Ger. cliir, kldre, in same sense,

f. klar clear, thin, fine.] See quot. 1753.
1683 Pettus Fleta Miu. 1. 1. vii. § 1 How good Clar is to

be made. .Take these burnt Ashes . . grind thein. .very fine

.. that they may be very clear (of which clear preparation
the Clar hath its Appellation) [tr. 1580 Laz. Erker Miner-
alerzt Von welcher klarer Preparirung die Clar dann den
namen hat]. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Clar ox Claer, in

metallurgy, bone ashes perfectly calcined, and finely pow-
1 dered, kept, .for the covering the insides of coppels [cupels].

Clarabella (klarabela'. Also clari-. [f. L.

cldr-us,-a, clear + bell-us, -a, beautiful.] An organ-

stop of a powerful fluty tone, invented by Bishop.
1840 Specif. Organ, Toivn Hall Birmingham in Grove

Diet. Mus. II. 601/1 Clarabella. 1876 Hiles Catech.
Organ ix. (1878) 60 [The] Clarabella [is] an 8 feet manual
stop . .The pipes are ofopen wood, large scale, giving a thick
and powerful fluty tone. x88i Dickson Organ-Build. 25
The Clarabella and Hohl Flute, .sometimes take the place
of the Stopped Diapason in its upper octaves.

fClaran. Obs. rare- 1
. [?cf. Irish clar board].

A kind of boat.

1536-7 Stat. Irel. 28 Hen. VIII (Bolton, 1621) 168 Where,
at all times necessarie, Boates, Scowts, Wherries, Clarans,
Cotties and other vessels, .have beene used to passe.

f Cla'raner. Obs. Also 5 clarener. [Form
obscure : app. related to clarion.] A musical in-

strument, ? a clarion.

c 1410 Sir Cleges 100 He hard a soone Of dyvers my
strejsee ; Of trompes, pypes, and claraneris, Of harpis,
luttis, and getarnys. 1479 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 418 The hole
company to bring home the new maire to his place with
trompetts and clareners.

Clare. A nun of the order of St. Clare ; in pi.

(sometimes Poor Clares) the sisterhood instituted

by St. Clare at Assisi c\%\%; also called Minor-
esses from adopting the Franciscan rule and habit.
1818 in Todd.
Clare, var. or obs. f. Clary, and Clear.
Clarecord, var. of Clarichord, Obs.

Clarefie, -fy(e, obs. ff. Clarify.
Clarence (klre-rens). [Named in compliment

to the Duke of Clarence, afterwards William IV.]
A close four-wheeled carriage with seats for four
inside; also altrib.

1837 Thackeray Ravensiviug iii, I'll hire the small
clarence. Ibid. Woolsey. .consented to take a place in the
clarence carriage. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 360
(Hoppe) When clarences, the cabs that carry four, came in,

they cooked the hackney-coachmen in no time. 1864 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. III. 230, I have now set up a nice little

Brougham, or Clarence. 1864 Social Sc. Rev. 403 Four-
wheeled Clarence Cabs, seated for four passengers within
and one in addition to the driver without, have long remained
without any material alteration.

Clarenceux, -deux klserensi;/). Also 7
Clarentius, Clarentieux, -tiaux, 7-8 Claren-
ceaux. [In Anglo-Fr. Clarenceux, Anglo-Latin
Clarencius, Clarentius, f. Clarence, L. Clarcncia, an
English dukedom deriving its name from Clare in

Suffolk, created for Lionel, second son of Edward
III, when he married the heiress of Clare, whence
the title dux Clarensis, dux Clarcncia;. The
Clarence herald was subsequently made a royal
herald and king-of-arms.]

The second King-of-Arms in England, whose
office is to marshal and arrange the funerals of all

baronets, knights, and esquires south of the river

Trent. Formerly also called Sl'iiroy, as opposed
to NoRroy the northern King-of-Arms.

1419-20 [William Horsley, said to have been Clarenceux
at Constitutions of Rouen.] 1494 12 Aug. Grant ofArms
(Meantys) Per me Richemont Roy D'Armes de Clarenceux.
1565 Mar. 24 Grant ofArms iKnight), By Wm Hervy alias

Clarenciuelx King of armes. 1616 Bullokar, Clarentius.
1642 Fuller Holy $ Prof. St. 11. xxiii. 146 The Queen first

made him [Camden] Richmond Herald, and then Claren-
ceaux King of Arms, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Jos. V,
Wks. 89 The king, .sent Clarencieux (king of arms) to Scot-
land, to require the duke to avoid the country. 1715 Lond.
Gaz. No. 5312/2 Clarenceux King at Arms (officiating in the
Absence of Garter King at Arms.) a 1859 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. x, All the fantastic pomp of heraldry was there, Claren-
cieux and Norroy, Portcullis and Rouge Dragon. 1885
Whitaker's Almanac 137 College ofArms, Kings of Arms
. .Clarenceux, Walter Aston Blount.

Hence Clareuceusship.
1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 484 After that time he was

fix'd in his Clarenceauxship, and had got a Knighthood.

Clarendon (klre-rendan). Printing. A thick-

faced condensed type, in capital and small letters,

made in many sizes.

1848 R. Be^ley & Co.'s Specimen-bk. of Types, R. Besley
& Co. originally introduced the Clarendon Character. .The
most useful Founts that a Printer can have in his Office are
the Clarendons. 1875 ^" KE Diet. Arts III. 641 Clarendon,
a modification of antique. 1884 List of TyPcs, Three-line
Great Primer Clarendon.

Clarener, var. Claraner, Clarioner, Obs.

Clare-obscure: see Clair-obscure.
Clareous, a., see Clarous.
Clareschaw, var. of Clairschach.
Clarestory, obs. form of Clerestory.

t Claret, sb.1 Obs. [ad. medL. claretum, f.

OK. dare, claret, Clary q.v. ] = Clary slO
1398 Tkhvisa Barth. De P. R. XIX. lviii. (1495) 896 Claret

is made of wyne and of hony and swete spycery [Lat. Cla-
retum ex vino et mellc et speciebus aromaticis confection},

c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 658 Hoc claretum, a clarett.

c 1440 Promp. Parz\ 79 Claret, wyne [clarey A", clarry P.],

claretum. 1559 Morwyng Evouym. 398 Ginger ij drams,
Cinnamon half an unce, Cloves a dram, whyt wyne iij

measures, that is xij pound, an unce of hony, whyte sugar
half a pound ; make claret thereof according to art.

Claret (klarret), sb.2 (a.) Forms : 5- claret
, 5

clarett, clarrytto, clarete, (cleret, clerote), 6
clarette, -ed, Sc. clarat, 6-7 clarret(t. [a. OK.
claret, in vin claret (mod.K. clairet ), from claret,

clairct, dim. of clair 1 clear, light, bright
' ; cf. It.

chiaretto dim. of chiaro, L. clams ' clear \ The OK.
dare Clary, and this claret have fallen together in

mod.F. under the form clairet (see Littre).]

1. A name originally given (like F. vin clairet) to

wines of yellowish or light red colour, as dis-

tinguished alike from ' red wine ' and ' white
wine'; the contrast with the former ceased about
1600, and it was apparently then used for red
wines generally, in which sense it is still, or was
recently, dial. (cf. also 3). Now applied to the

red wines imported from Bordeaux, generally mixed
with Benicarlo or some full-bodied French wine.

fa. as adj., qualifying wine. Thus used, it was
apparently at first significant of colour, as in F.
[Cf. c 1396 Maniere deLangage (1873) Vin claret, vermeille,

et blanc. j c 1440 Promp. Pan.'. 79 Claret or cleret as wyne,
semiclarus. c 1500 Blcnubol's Test, in Halliw. Nugm P. 10
Rede wyn, the claret, and the white. 1513 Boke Keruyngc
in Babees Bk. 267 Reed wyne, whyte wyne, clared wyne.
1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 39 a, Frenche claret wines,

1562 Bulleyn Def. agst. Sickness If. xi, The seconde wine
is pure claret, of a cleare lacent or Yelow choler. 1568
Withals Diet.,Claret /f-V«t%vinumsanguineum subrubrum,
vel rubellum. 1587 Harrison England 11. vi. {1877) 1. 149
Small wines onlie, as Claret, White, Red, French, etc. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. vi. 4 That. .The Conduit run nothing
but Clarret Wine. 1611 Cotgr., Vin claret, claret wine.

1714 Gay What d'ye call it 1. i. 9 My dry Lip is dy'd with
Claret Wine.

b. absolutely. (The earlier quots. are uncertain.)

[? a 1400 Morte A rth. 200 pane clarett and Creette, clergy-
ally rennene, With condethes fulle curious alle of clene sil-

vyre. cx^Z$ Digby Myst. (1882) 111. 477 Of wynys I haue grete
plente, Both whyte wynne and red bat [ys] so cleyr. .Clary
wynne and claret, and other moo.] <-'*535 Dewes lutrod.
Er. in Palsgr. (1852) 909 The whyte wyn, the claret (le

claret^, the wyne red. c 1575 Art oj" Planting 74 Vessels

of white wine.. or Ciaret and such like. 1616 Scrfl. &
Markh. Countr. Farme 638 Amongst these our French
wines, some are white, othersome are of a deepe yellow,

commonly called clarets, or reddish wines, which are the

most wholesome of all . . The rest are all red, more or lesse.

1689 Locke Lett. Toleration i. 51 Others have their Clubs
for Clarret. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4333/8 To be sold an entire

Parcel of New French . . Claret . . being of the Growth of

Lafitt, Margouze, and La Tour. X778 Johnson in Boswell

29 Apr., A man may choose between abstemiousness and
knowledge, or claret and ignorance, a 1825 Forby Voc.

E. Anglia, Claret, any sort of foreign red wine. 1836 C.

Redding Hist. Mod. Wines iii. (ed. 2) 53 There is no pure
wine in France like that which is designated claret in Eng-
land. This wine is a mixture of Bordeaux with Benicarlo,

or with some full wine of France. Clairet wines, .signify

those which are . . rose-coloured. x86x Sir J. Bowring
Autobiog. Recollect, i.1877) 373 The four clarets of the first

quality.

2. Pugilistic slang. Blood.
1604 Dekker 1st Pt. Honest Wh. 1. vii, Wks. 1873 II. 45

This should be a Coronation day: for my head runs Claret
lustily. 165a Benlowes Theofih. to, Ixviii. War hath our
luke-warm Claret broacht with Spears. x8zi Byron Lett.
12 Dec, Besides losing some claret on the spot, [he] bruised
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himself a good deal. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair \\\. 473
His fine shirt frill dabbled with the claret drawn from his

own little nose.

3. The colour of 1 claret
'

; in modern acceptation,
i

a reddish-violet.

1648 Hlrkick J/csPer., On Julia's Recovery, Health on
,

Julia's cheek hath shed Clarret, and creame commingled.
1884 Chr. World 17 Jan. 52/1 Very rich Brocaded Plush to

match in . . Claret.

b. atlrib. or as adj. Claret-coloured. Cf. 1 a.

iS47 Recordk Judic. Ur. 33 Claret and redd Urine. 1580
Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong. Rougeastre, reddish or
claret colour. 1630 Randolph Aristippus Wks. (1668) 299
I'll .. have some Claret Whore burn him for an Heretics
(c£ scarlet lady). 1736 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XXXIX.
258 The Brimstone, the Carrot, and Claret Potatoes.
188a Garden 25 Mar. 196/1 The deep claret hue of the
Akebia.

4. Angling. Species of artificial salmon-fly, so
named from its general colour when made up.
1867 F. Francis Angling x. (1880) 346 The Claret., is

good for sea-trout.

5. atlrib. and Comb., as claret-jug, -vessel ;

-coloured adj. ; fclaret-cunner, a connoisseur of
claret; claret-cup, a mixture of iced claret with
lemonade and various flavouring ingredients.

1777 Scott Colour Blhulness in Phil. Trans. LXVIII.
613 A fine rich *claret-coIoured dress. 1500 zo Dunbar
Rcmonstr. King 42 Monsouris of France, gud *clarat-cun-
naris. \htfN.\ssYs*\i>\M* Hostages toFortunc%i(\\o\>yz)He
. .compounds* claret-cup at the evening meal. 186a Dickens
Lett. 2 Jan. (1880) II. 171 The packet will contain a "claret-

jug. I hope it is a pretty thing in itself for your table.

Hence (chiefly nonce-wds.) Cla'ret v., to drink
j

claret (cf. to wine) ;
Clareteer, a drinker of

claret; Claretless a., without claret; Clarety
a., having the appearance of claret.

1814 Byron Lett. Moore a Apr., We clareted and cham-
pagned till two. .1679 Lo. Orrery Altcmira 11, The
Humble Ciaretteers resist in vain, Whilst he toasts, every

1

Night, in politick Champaign. 1707 Hkarke Collect. 5 Nov.
j

(Oxf. Hist. Soc) II. 68 Being a stout Claretteer [he] kill'd

. an Apothecary . . by hard drinking. 18x3 Byron yuan
xiv. Iviii, Leaving alf-claretless the unmoisten'd throttle.

1709 Rambl. Fuddle.Cu/s 15 Your poor Son with that
Clarety Nose.

t Cla'ret, sb$ Obs. Some apparatus for draw-
ing liquor from a cask.

1440 Promp. Pan'. 70 Claret of a tunne [1499 claret],

ducttlinm. 1466 Pastons Pun. in Paston Lett. 549 II. 268
For claretts and fawcetts, v\d.

Clarete e, obs. ff. Clarity.
Clarey(e, var. of Clary sbA Obs.

Clargie, -y, obs. ff. Clergy.
Claribel-flute. * An organ stop of similar con-

struction to the clarabella, but generally of 4 ft.

pitch ' (Stainer and Barrett).

Claribella, var. of Clarabella.
t Cla*richord. Obs. Forms : 6 clary-, cleri-

cord e, clare-, 6-9 claricord, 9 Hist, clari-

chord. [A perverted form of Clavichord. Littre

has claricorde also as Fr., but without citation ;

Cotgr. has it only as the Eng. of clavessin. Whether
the corruption was phonetic or graphic (r for v)

does not appear : the erroneous form was probably
associated with L. clams, clear.]

— Clavichord, q.v.

150a [see Claricymbal]. 1503 in Leland Collect. (1770)

App. iii. 284 The kyng began before hyr to play of the
clarychordes . . and upon the said clarychorde Sir Edward
Stanley played a ballade and sang therewith. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas, xvi. xii. Rebeck es, clarycordes, ecne in theyr
degre. 1514 'Test. Ebor, iSurtees) V. 49 My best clarycordis.

1547 Salesbury Welsh Diet., Organ danneu, a payre of
clericordes. 1598 Florio, Monocordo, an instrument hauing
manie strings of one sound, which with little peeces of
cloth make distinct sounds, called claricords. 1751 Chambers
Cycl. , Claricord, or Manicord, a musical instrument in form
of a spinett. It has 49 or 50 keys and 70 strings, which
bear on five bridges. [1813 tr. Sis/nondi's Lit. Eur. (1846)

I. v. 128 The Jongleur . . able to handle the claricord and
guitar. 1878 A. J. Hipkins in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 366/2
During the Tudor period, frequent mention is found . . of
the clavichord, clarichord, and monochord ; all three names
seeming to be shared by one instrument, and that most
probably the true clavichord.

J

b. atlrib.

1577 Harrison England in. xi, [Ironl of such tough-
ne^e, that it yieldeth to the making of claricord wire.

U Corrupted forms of this were Claricall (cleri-

call
,
Claricoes, Claricorn ; also Clarigol(d.

1598-1611 Florio, Graukembalo, a musicall instrument,

like our claricoes. 1599 T. M[oufet] Silkivormes 73 A
musicke strange of new found Claricalls. 16x1 Cotgr.,

Clavessins, claricords or claricols. 16*6 Bacon Sylva § 158

A Soft Body dampeth the Sound, much more than a Hard
. . And therefore in Clericalls, the Keyes are lined. 169a

Coles, Claricorn, Cler-, an instrument somewhat like a
cymbal. So 17*4 in Cocker.

t Claricymbal. Obs. Forms : 6 claricim-

bal(le, -cymballe, -simbal, -symbal, clary-

cymbal, -symball. [A perverted form of Clavi-
cymbal: cf. clarichord.'] =Clavicymbal.
1501 in Antiq. Revert. II. 3io(Kimbault Piano/. fi86o'> 43)

Twelve ladies had claricordis, claricymballs, and such other.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvi. xi, There sat dame Musyke,
with all her mynstrasy . . Cymphans, doussemers, wyth
claricimbales glorious. *53S Goodly Primer Ps. cl, PlWM
him with soft clarycymbals. 1555 Eden Decades W. hid.

230 MuMcall instrumentes as clarisimbals, lute>, gyterns.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Claricymbal, see Clavecymbal.

f Clarifa'Ction, Obs. rare. - next.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 1 15921 415 The thinges that
are temporall. .are abolished in his clarifaction.

Clarification (klcetrifik^'Jan
1

. [a. F. clarifi-

cation, ad. L. clarification-em, n. of action f. cldri-

ficdre: see Clarify.]
1. The action or process of clarifying, esp. liquids.

x6is Woodalx Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 269 Clarification

is the expurgation of sordid grosse matter from liquid

medicaments. M SHEL\ocKE.-/r////>rj'H. 95 Drossy Salt
.

. impregnated with the Saltpeter before its Clarification.

1885 Act 48 9t 49 Vict.c 50. 5 : 1 A brewer of beer. . shall

not. .add any. .thing thereto (except finings for the purpose
of clarification).

t 2. Glorifying
;
transfiguration. Obs.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 1 The three witnesses of
Christ's clarification ..Peter, and James, and John. 1683
E. Hooker Pre/. Epist. Pordage's Mystic Dh: 77 An
Elevation and clarification of his veri mortal Bodie.

Clarified (klarrifoid), ppl. a. [f. Clarify v.

+ -ED 1
.] Made clear; cleared; freed from im-

purity, defecated, refined, etc. ; f glorified, trans-

figured ; see the vb.

1430 15M C. Cookery Bks. 12 A potte with Sugre and
clarifiyd hony. 1509 Hawes Examp. I'irtue v. 50 Her
chaumbre was glased with byrall clarefyed. 156s Bui.i.eyn
Bk. Simples 10a, Put in freshe clarified Butter. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decades (1592* 88 Clarified bodies needc not
foode or nourishment. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster iv. v, The
Crier of the Court hath too clarified a Voice. 1662 Soi'TH
Serm. Gen. i. 27 (1715* IV. 60 The Dictates of a clarified

Understanding. 1662 J. Sparrow tr. Behmcn's Rem. Whs.,
Apot. Perfection 149 With clarified, Transfigured, or Glori-

fied bodies. 1826 J. F. Browne in Hone Every-day Bk. II.

1216 Written . .with a common clarified pen. a 1845 Bar-
ham Ingol. Leg., Wedding-day, Char, potted with clarified

butter and spices. 1846 Hark Mission Com/ (1850) 283 The
intuitions of the clarified Reason. x886 Fairbairn City 0/
God iv. ii. 340 A love clarified, etherealized, which jealousy
cannot touch.

Clarifier klKTifaioj'. [f. next + -eh 1
.]

1. One who or that which clarifies
;
spec, a sub-

stance used to clarify liquids, etc.

1533 Flvot Cast, //elthe ( 1541 1 1 b, Fyre . . is the clarifier

of other elementes, if they be vycyate. 1706 Loud. Gaz.
No. 4207/4 This great Clarifier dissolves Suffusions. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech. I. 560/2 The usual clarifiers are albu-

men, gelatine, acids, salts, blood, lime, plaster-of-paris,

alum, heat, or alcohol.

2. techn. A vessel in which liquor or juice is clari-

fied; spec, a large metallic pan or cauldron used in

the clarification of sugar.
1 81a Bukrowes Cycl. X. 286/2 Clarifiers are sometimes seen

of one thousand gallons each. 1850 Sat. Encycl. XI. 594/

1

The cane-juice . . is conducted by channels from the mill to

large fiat<t>ottomed coppers or open pans called clarifiers.

Clarify tklre rifoi;, v. Also : 4-5 clare-,

5 clery-, 5-6 clary-, [a. OK. clarifier '12th c.),

clarefier, clerefier (the last two partially popular-

ized), ad. late L. cldrificdre to make clear, f. darns
clear + -ficdre : see -FY.] To make clear, to clear.

fl. trans. To free from darkness or gloom ; to

light up. illumine ; to brighten. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. lxx. (Tollem. MS.),
Pouder perof confecte in hony clarefyeb and hy}tep p* face

[ed. 1495 claryfyeth and maketh the face fayr]. 1430
Lvdg. Bochas (1554', As Phebus ..the day doth clarene.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis iv. tArb.) 94 Phrcbus dyd clarifye

brightlye Thee world with luster. 1597 Greene Alphonsus
(1861)234 Thou second sun. .Dost clarify each comer of the
earth. 1696 Whiston The. Earth iv. (1722* 332 The Light
had been. .Clarifying this dark and thick Atmosphere for

more than five compleat Years.

b. fig. To make clear (an obscure subject\
i8ji Monthly Rev*. C. 529 The subject is so little exhausted,

and the learning of M. CnampolHon is so well adapted to

clarify its obscurity, that, etc. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. m.
$ 13. 50 It cannot but greatly simplify and clarify the sub-

ject. i86j Mux Ilamdton's Philos. 522 Mathematical and
scientific studies, which his subsequent metaphysical pur-
suits enabled him. .to clarify and reduce to principles.

•\-2.fig. To make illustrious or glorious; to exalt,

glorify. [Chiefly repr. cldrificdre of the Vulgate.]
a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter xix. 1 Day of anguys in the

whilke pou sayd fadere clarifie pi sun. 138* Wvcue John
xii. 27-8 Kadir, clarifie thi name . . I haue clarified, and eft

I schal clarifie. — 1 Esdms viii. 25 Blessid be the Lord
God of oure fadris, that |af this wil in to the herte of the
king, to clarifie 11 his hous, that is in Jerusalem. 1481
Caxtom Gold. Leg. 27/2 M'han Jhesn cryst was baptysea
and also whan he was clarefyed. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt.
Exemp. 1. viii. 113 It was necessary his person should be.

.

so clarified by great concurrencies, .as might gain credit to

the testimony he was to give.

3. To make pure and clear, or clean {physically,

also morally)', to free from all impurities; to

clear.

c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 40 It clarified bi soule. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 442, 3 Ixml I praye the that the . . pre-

cious blood that I haue taken . . wyl in suche manere
clarefye that none ordure or fylthe. .may remayne or abyde
wythin me. 1531 Elyot Got'. 1. i.(i883> I. 6 The fire, whiche
is most pure of elementes . . doth clarifie the other inferiour

elementes. 1589 Nashe Anat. Absurditie 13 The water is

cleane, and of nature fitte to clarifie euerie part of the Iwdy.
165a I'crsuasive to Compliance 37 If the possession of the

Crowne . . expunge the grossest spots yet found in any that

wore it; may it not as well clarifie a republick from any
imputation? 1683 Pettus Eleta Min. i.(i686> 162 It [nitre]

is first to be clarified and purified from its salt. 1793

Woi-corr 1 P. Pindart Ep. Pope Wks. itM III. 206 Heaven
wan Li not fire to clarify the dead.

b. spec. To make clear and pure (a liquid or

liquefied substance) ; to render pellucid ; to free

from all impurities or extraneous matters held in

suspension ; to defecate or fine. Also fig.
c 1430 15M C. Cookery Bks. 35 Take fayre Honey, and

clarifi yt on be fyre tylle it wexe hard. 1601 Holland Pliny
I. 4^33 Poured out of one vessell into another, and so by
selling clarified from the grounds. 164a Fuller Holy <y

Pro/. St. 11. xviii. 116 Their Yeomen are excluded from
ever rising higher to clarifie their bloode. 1664 Power
Exp. Philos. 1. 74 Tincture of Brasil wood, .in luke-warm
water, filter it, and clarifie it. 171a tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs
I. 141 Strain, clarifie with the White of an Egg, and
thicken. 1769 Mrs. Rakeald Eng. Honsekpr. (17781 49
1T0 clarify butter. 1843 J. A. Smith Product. Farming
(ed. 2) 35 A substitute for the white of eggs in clarifying

the juice of the sugar-cane.

C. To clear i^the air or atmosphere) ; to free

from mists and vapours. Also fig. and trans/.

i6ao Venner Via Recta Introd. 5 The sunne . . doth ex-

cellently clarifie, and purge the aire of them. 1876 Geo.

j

Eliot Dan. Der. VOL lviii. 532 The occasional rare sound of
hoofs and wheels seeming to clarify the succeeding silence.

1879 M""Carthy Own Times I. 16 The country was in

general disposed to think that the accession of a woman to

the throne would somewhat clarify and purify the atmosphere
of the Court. 1884 Chr. World 10 Apr. 268/5 Mr- Glad-
stone's speech . . and the decisive vote that followed, have
wonderfully clarified the political atmosphere.

d. fig. To clear ^the mind, etc.; from ignorance,

misconception, or error; to rectify.

1642 Fuller Holy <y Pro/ St. 100 (T.) Many boys are

muddy-headed, till they be clarified with age. 1659 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) III. 108 Hope that God. .will at last compa*-

j

sionateour infirmities, clarify our judgments. 1776 Johnson
j

in Bosnvell Apr. 26 He never clarified his notions, by filtrat-

I

ing them through other minds. 1851 Robertson Serttt.

Ser. 11. viii. (1864) 100 A pure life will clarify the intellect.

1869 Lecky Europ. Mor. I. u. 342 By these means he en-

deavoured to clarify the popular creed.

4. To make clear (the sight, eyes, or mental

vision) ; to clear (the voice, etc.).

c 1595 Skelton Bk. 3 Foles 17 Claryfye here your syghte.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 12 To clarifie y voice, and to

hclpe them that be hoarse. 1385 I.lovu Treas. Health
Cviij, Oyle of Cartamus. .of sisami, do clarifie the voice.

1631 Ql arles Div. Poems, Samson '1717) 275 Lord, clarifie

mine eyes, that I may know Things that are good. '1-1853

Robertson Led. (1858) 208 A man's eyes, .clarified by the

power which enables him to look beyond the visible,

t 5. To set forth clearly, declare. Obs.

c 1420 Chron. I'iloti. 617 To claryfy P« powere of Goddus
my^t. c 1460 Toioneley Myst. 67 A word to you I wold
cleryfy. Ibid. 300 From heven tdle erlhe thou me sent Thi
name to preche and claryfy.

6. intr. (for refi.) To be made or become clear
J

to clear, in various senses.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 158/1 Let this

standc a whole night because it might settle, and clarify.

1615 Bacon Ess., Friendship tArh.) 175 His Wits and Vnder-
standing doe clarifie and breake vp, in. .discoursing with
Another. 1753 Hanway Trav. (17621 I. iv. Ivii. 265 Springs

of hot water . . very thick . . but it soon clarifies. 1838 T.

Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 626 The heat is then with-

drawn, and the liquid left to clarify. J870 Lowell Study
Wind. (1886) 142 Emerson .. has clarified steadily towards

perfection of style.

Clarifying (kl.T-rifoiiin ,
vb/. sb. [(. prec.

+

-On K] The action of prec. vb. ; clarification.

1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. (1868) 205

Hony aftur claryfiynge. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv.

Prol. 3 The clarifying and rectifying of the mind is its prin-

cipal end. 17*5 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Pears, The
Clarifying of the Sugar may also be dispensed with. 18(1

Carpenter Man. Rhys. (ed. 2)507 [The] caseinc.may be

separated by keeping the butter melted at a temperature of

1800, when the cascine will fall to the bottom, leaving the

butter pure and much less liable to change ; an operation

which is commonly known as the clarifying of butter.

Clarifying ,kla.-rif3i|irj\ ppl. a. [(. as prec.

+ -ing 2
.J

That clarifies or makes clear.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Clean Lin,n Dcd. Wks. 11.

164 The Most Mondifying, Clarifying, Purifying and Re-

purifying, Cleanser, .ofpolluted Linnen. 1668 Howe Bless.

Righteous (1825) 162 The clarifying sights of God.

x Clarigate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. cldrigdre,

t clams clear; lit. 'to set forth clearly, declare

ceremoniously
1

: cf. fumigate, navigate, and see

-ATB-O ' See ouot.)

1601 Holland Pliny I. xxii. ii. 115 They .. sent their

heraulds to the enemies of the people of Rome for to clari-

gat, that is to say, to summone thein with a lowd voice for

to make restitution of that which they deteined of theirs.

t Clariga'tion, Obs. rare. [ad. L. clarigdtion

em, f. cldrtgdre.] The solemn demand for redress,

prior to declaration of war, by the ancient Roman
herald.

1432 50 tr. Ht'gden (18651 a43 To expresse with a clcre

voice trie causes of batelle, and suche an expression was
callede a clarigacion. 1656 Bloint Glossogr., C/o* ication,

a clearing, a proclaiming or denouncing war. 1854W HEW BI 1.

tr. Grotius' Belli ac P. III. 63 This demand was called

clarigation.

t Cla'rigold. Obs. rare. Also 6 clarigol.

[Perverted form of ClakicHORD ; cf. claricall,

claricoes, there mentioned.]

1. A stringed musical instrument, a Clarichord.
1558 Will 0/ J. Hide ' Somerset Ho. \ I geve and bequeathe

unto Margery Weckes. .my Clarygoldes, 1591 Dr. Faustus

0
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in Thorns Prose Rom, (1858) III. 178 Organs, clarigolds,

lutes, viols, .and all manner of other instruments.

2. A constable :
' perhaps because their whips

were " stringed instruments (W. D. Macray, ed.

Ret. ParnX
1597 1st Pi. Return Parnass. IV. L 1269, I bespoke you a

pasport, least the clarigols att some towns ende catche

you. Ibid. v. ii. 1544 Let us loiter noe longer, leaste the

clangoles catche us.

t Cla'rine. Obs. [The corresp. F. darine is

given only in sense of a bell for the necks of cows,

sheep, etc. Hut OF. had darain, clarin, in sense

of both dairon, and darine ; cf. It. chiarina

clarion.] By-form of Clarion.
C1440 Prontp. Pan'. 80 Claritie, trumpett [>499 claryon

trumpe], litnus, sistrum. 1620 Shelton Quix. IV. xx\ 163

Within the Clarines, Hautboys and Trumpets sounded.

Clarinet (klarrinet, -ne*t). [a. F. darinette,

dim of darine."]

1. A wooden single-reed instrument with a com-
pass of about three octaves and a half, having a

cylindrical tube with bell-shaped orifice, and played

by means of holes and keys. Bass Clarinet : a

similar instrument sounding an octave lower.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 509 French horns and clari-

nets. 1849 Mrs. Somf.rville Connex. Phys. Sc. xvii. 159
Through the aperture called a reed, with a flexible tongue,
as in the clarinet. i88x Broadhouse Mus. Aconst. 231

The Clarinet is . . said to have been invented in 1690 at

Nuremberg.
2. An organ-stop of a quality of tone like that

of this instrument ; = Cremona.
1876 Hilks Catech. Organ x. (1878) 72 Clarinet, .an 8 feet

Manual [organ] stop, striking reed.

Clarinettist (klcerine*tist\ [a. F. darinettiste.]

A player on the clarinet.

1864 Daily Tel. 12 Aug., The adagio from the clarinet

concerto, .written for Stadler,a celebrated Viennese clarinet-

tist. 1871 Graeme Beethoven vi. 117 The clarinettist made
by mistake a repetition of eight bars.

||
Clarino (klan-iw). [It. darine] A Clariox

;

also the organ-stop so called.

Clarion (klarrisn), sb. Forms : 4 claryoun(q,
-ounn(e, clarioune, 4-5 -ouu, 5 -onne, clary-

owne, 5-6 claryon, 4- clarion, [a. OF. claron,

deron, dairon ; in med.L. clarion-em, ddron-em,
f. dams clear. Italian has in same sense clarino,

chiarina : of. Clarine.]
1. A shrill-sounding trumpet with a narrow tube,

formerly much used as a signal in war. (Now
chiefly poetical, or in historical narrative.)

(-1325 [see 5 a.] ^1384 Chaucer //. Fame m. 150 Blody
soun In trumpe, beme and clarioun. c 1386 — Knts T. 1653
Pypes, trompes, hakerers, Clariounes 'lhat in the bataille

blowen blody sounes. 1388 Wyclif Jer. iv. 21. 1475
Caxton Jasoti 89 Trompettes, claryons, tabours and other
instruments. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxvi. xxiii, Many
a clarion Began to blowe. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Clarion,
a kind of small straight mouthed, and shrill sounding
Trumpet. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 532 The warlike sound Of
Trumpets loud and Clarions, a 1763 Shenstone Wks. (1764)
I. 22 Fame, her clarion pendent at her side. 1871 Pal-
grave Lyr. Poems 138 Silver clarions menacing loudly.

fig. 1867 Emerson May-Day, %c. Wks. i,Bohn) III. 477
Byron's clarion of disdain.

2. Her. A bearing shaped somewhat like a
clarion.

1727 Bradley Fatu, Diet. s.v. Clarion, GuilHm takes
these Clarions to be a Kind of old-fashion Trumpet; but
others think they rather represent the Rudder of a Ship, or,

as some say, the Rest for a Lance. 1766 Porny Heraldry
(1787) 187 Ruby, three Clarions Topaz.

3. pod. The sound of a trumpet
;
any similar

rousing sound, as the crowing of a cock.
1667 Milton P. L. VTt, 443 The crested Cock whose clarion

sounds The silent hours. 1728 Pope Dune. 11, 226 The loud
clarion of the braying Ass. 1750 Gray Elegy v, The cock's
shrill clarion, or the echoing horn. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoeus'
Lusiad 76 The trump and fyfe's shrill clarion far around
The glorious music of the fight resound. 1858 Longf\
Poems, Daybreak, O Chanticleer, Your Clarion blow ; the
day is near. 1878 E. Jenkins HaverJwlme 7 That to which
for long humane and Christian people had shut their ears.

.

sounded forth with an irrepressible clarion.

4. A four-feet organ-stop of quality of tone
similar to that of the clarion.

c 1670 Organ Specif, in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 593/1 Great
Organ. 12 stops. . . 12. Clarion. 1722-4 Ibid. II. 596/2 Choir
Organ .. Clarion, from Great Organ, by communication.
1876 Hiles Catech. Organ x. (1878) 72 Clarion, Clarin,
Clarino, a Reed-stop similar to the Trumpet, but of 4 feet,

both on the Manual and Pedal [of the organ].

5. attrib. a. Of or pertaining to a clarion.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1210 Loude alarom vpon launde

lulled was benne. .Cler claryoun crak cryed on-lofte. 1811
Scott D. Roderick lxii, Fame, with clarion blast and wings
unfurled, .awakes an injured World. 1838 Marg. Fuller
Worn. 19M C. (1862) 358 Like the clarion-call On battle-
field.

t>. Sounding like the clarion, loud and clear.
184 . Longf. Excelsior iv, Loud that clarion voice replied,

Excelsior! 1858 Greener Gunnery 371 The Whitworth
rifle . . was introduced to the world with a clarion flourish
from the Times. 1879 F. Harrison* Choice Bks. 27 In the
quaint lines of Cowper, or the clarion couplets of Pope.

Clarion (klfe-rian), v. rare. [f. Clarion sb.]

1. intr. To blow the clarion ; to give forth a
clarion sound. Hence Cla"Honing vbl. sb.

I c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame in. 152 In fight and blode-shed-

I

ing [v.r. -ynges] Is used gladly clarioning \v.r. -ynges].

1886 Burton Arab. Nts. (abr. edj I. 19 Thou clappest thy
wings and clarionest thy loudest.

2. trans. To herald with clarion's sound.
1840 R. Horne Gregory VII, 1. ii. (ed. 2) 15 Ere one festive

day Our advent clarion.

t Clarioner. Obs. Also 5 clarenere, 6

clarionar. [f. Clarion sb. + -er 1
.] One who

blows a clarion ; a trumpeter.

1430 Lvd% Chron. Troy i. v, The noise . . Of trumpeters
and eke of cTarioneres. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 80 Claryowre
or clarenere [1499 clarionere], liticen.

_
1523 Skelton Garl.

Laurel 233 Let see where is your clarionar.

Clarionet (khxrionet), -e't. [dim. of Clarion,
cf. Clarinet : see -et.]

1. = Clarinet 1.

1784 Cowi'er Task 11. 260 Breathe soft Ye clarionets, and
softer still ye flutes. 1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes xxix, The
kettle-drum and far-heard clarionet. 1842 Mrs. Carlyle
Lett. I. 164 There arose, .a shrill clear sound . . the strange
instrument was 'a clarionet '.

b. Jiff. A sound like that of the instrument.

1831 T. Peacock Crotchet Castle xviii. (18871 191 A melli-

i

fluous concert of noses, from the clarionet of the waiting*

I

l)oy..to the double bass of the Reverend Doctor. 1867
I Emerson May-Day, etc. Wks. (Bohn) III. 406 Was it a

squirrel's pettish hark, Or clarionet ofjoy?

c. A player on the clarionet.

1876 Ouida Moths II. 121, I was fourth clarionet at the

I

Opera Comique.
2. = Clarinet 2.

1880 Grove Diet. Mus. s. v. Krummhoru, Croniorne,
1 Cremona, Clarionet . . various names given to an < >rgan

Reed Stop of 8 feet size of tone.

Hence Clarionetist, -ettist [see -1ST], a player

on the clarionet.

1865 tr. Sp>ohr's Autobiog. 68 The third Count assisted

as Clarionetist in the orchestra.

t Cla'rionist. Obs. rare. = Clarioner.
1557 Paynel Barclay's yugurih 106 Marius commaunded

!

sodenly al hys trumpets, clarionistes with other minstrels

j

to sound their instruments as shirle as they could.

Clarioun e, obs. forms of Clarion.
Clarishoe, var. of Clairschach.
Clarisimbal, -symbal, var. ff. Claricymbal.

t Clari'SOnant, a. Obs~° [f. L. dar-us clear

I

+ sonant-em sounding.] = next.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Clarissonant [1681 -sonent]. 1692

in Coles.

Clarisonous (klarrsJhas), a. rare. [ad. L.

clarisonus clear-sounding, f. dams clear + -sont/s

sounding.] Clear-sounding, shrill.

1731-1800 in BAILEY. 1775 in Ash ; and in mod. Diets.

II Clari ssimo. Obs. [It. superlative of daro
1 clear, illustrious :—L. darissimus 1 most illus-

trious,' a title of honour.] A Venetian grandee;

I

a magnifico, a magnate.
1605 B. Jonson Voipone v. ii, But your Clarissimo, old

Round-back, he Will crump you, like a Hog-louse, with

! the touch. 161 1 Coryat Crudities 246 About them sit the

I Clarissimoes of Venice. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks.,
None but sparkes, rich heires, clarissimoes and magnificoes,

I would goe to the cost of it.

Clarite (klea'rsit). A/in. [Named 1874 from
Clara Mine, Baden, where fonnd : see -ite.] A
sulph-arsenide of copper, closely akin to Enargite.

1875 in Dana. 1879WATTS Diet. Che/u. ydSupp. I. 519
Clarite . . is monochnic (enargite is rhombic) . . colour dark
lead-grey. Streak pure black.

t Cla'ritude. Obs. [ad. L. daritudo clearness,

f. dar-us clear : see -tude.] Clearness, brightness.

1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 11. 699 On the first reill was
keruit Claritude. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Phy-
sicke 58/2 Annoyncte therwith the Eyes, and they will

continue their claritude as long as you live, a 1670 Hacket
Cent. Serm. (1675) 420 It was not . . so complete a claritude

as will adorn the Lamb of God hereafter.

b. cotur. (with //.) A thing of brightness.

1648 Jos. Beaumont Psyche vn. WW. (T.), Those claritudes

which gild the skies. Ibid. VTI, clxvi. (R.\ Mirrors of
purer claritudes than move About the silver heav'ns.

Clarity (khe'nti). Forms: 4-5 clarte, cla-

rete, clarite, 5 claretee, 6-7 claritie, 6-clarity.

[Originally ME. darte', a. OF. clarte :—L. cldri-

tat-em clearness, f. dar-us clear. This early form

has been changed in two directions : first by as-

similation to dere, deer, Clear, it became clerte,

deerte, Clerete (cf. surety), which became obs.

in 16th c. ;
secondly under influence of the Lat.

original, it became clarite, claritie, clarity (cf.

purity, security, etc.) ; this became almost obs.

by 1700, but has been revived by many modern
writers, and is now frequent in sense 4.]

f 1. Brightness, lustre, brilliancy, splendour. Obs.

(An exceedingly common sense in 1 7th c.)

i 1400 Maundev. xxii. 339 A charboncle . . that in the

j

nyght 5eveth..gret clarte and schynynge. 1475 Caxton
Jason 85 As light as it had ben daye by the clarte and
resplendour oftorches. 1609 Bible (Douayi Isa. xxx. comm.,

! This claritie of sunne and moone. 1627 Feltham Resolves

11. xxvi. Wks. (1677) 213 The light and clarity of the en-

livening Sun. 1691-8 Norris Pract. Disc. 177 The Angel-
1

ical Clarity and Divine Temper of our Resurrection Body,

t b. with Obs.
165a Benlowes Theoph. v. lvii, Sols radiant fulgence in

j
meridian skies Seem'd shade unto those Clarities.

\Q.fig. 'Light
1

. Obs.

1657 Jer. Taylor Meas. Friendship (1678) 18 Friendship
is. .the Counsellor of our doubts, the Clarity of our minds.

+ 2. Glory, divine lustre. Obs.
C 1340 Cursor M. 29554 (Cott. Galba', Till his clarete he

vs ken, thurgh prayers of his moder. c 1380 Wyclie Set.

Wks. I. 405 Y wole bat bei be bere bat Y am, bat bei see my
clarite which bou hast ^ovun me. 1549 Bp. Hooper Decl.
10 Comviandm. vii. Wks. (1843-52) 344 The clarity and
brightness of the Son of Man coming to judgment. 1675
Traherne Chr. Ethics xxvi. 411 The further regions of
clarity and glory.

f 3. Illustrious quality ; lustre of renown. Obs.
1616 Bullokar, Claritie, Noblenesse. 1679 Hobbes

Behemoth (1840) 242 Obscure men that could receive no
clarity but from the flame of the state.

4. Clearness : in various current uses ; e. g. of

colour, sky, atmosphere, sight, intellect, judgement,
conscience, style.

1616 Bullokar, Claritie, cleerenesse. 1646 Sir T,
Browne Pseud. Ep. 1 Weakly deluded in the clarity of
their understanding. 1650 H. Brooke Conserv. Health 57
Clarity of the Aire. 1651 Fuller Abel Rediv., Abbot
II. 304 Illustrated by the nitour and clarity of a perspicu-

ous style. 1657 Tomlinson Reuou's Disp. 736 It augments
the clarity of the eye. 1697 Verdicts Virg. $ Homer
vi. 24 Clarty being the first Vertue of Eloquence ..good
Sense requires that we think always clearly. 1719 Hauks-
BEE Fhys.-Mech. Exp. v. led. 2) 171 The uniform Clarity

and Perspicuity of the Figure. 1859 Sala 'Tn>. round Clock
1. 1861) 99 You marvel at the force, the clarity, the perspicuity

of the grand old man. 1869 Bhowninu Riugty Bk. x. 1646
The very clarity of heaven. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixtx.

4 A cherish'd gem's clarity.

Clark, -ly, etc., obs. ff. Clerk, etc.

t Claro obscuro. Obs, [A Latinized spelling

of It. chiaroscuro; cf. F. dair obscur, and Clear-
obscure.] = Chiaroscuro.
1706 Art of Painting (1744 • 5 The Claro Obscuro is the

art of distributing lights and shadows advantageously. 1738
[G. Smith] Curious Relations II. v. 27 There appears no
Clara Obscuro, or Light and Shadow. 1799 G. Smith
Laboratory II. 63 The local colour, and the claro-obscuro.

t ClaTOUS, a. Obs. rare. Also clareous. [f.

L. dar-us + -ous.] Illustrious.

1630 }. Westcote Der'ou. 11845* 194 The long living name
and clareous progeny of Esse. [Elsewhere spelt clarous.]

Clarre, -y, Clarrett, obs. ff. Clary, Claret.
Claraheeh,-schaar,vars. ofClairschach, -er.

Clart (klait), sb. Sc. and north, dial. Also
clairt, clort, [^ee next.] Sticky or claggy dirt,

mud, filth ;
(with //.), a daub of sticky dirt.

1808 Jamieson, Clairt, Clart, a quantity of any dirty or

defiling substance. Claris, dirt, mire, anything that defiles.

1847-78 Halliwell [Locality not assigned), A flake of

snow, when it is large and sticks to the clothes, is called a

clart. 1863 Tyueside Songs 85 Weel supplied wi' Newcastle
amonishen—clarts. 1876 Whitby Gloss. (E. D, S.), Clart,

a smear of dirt. 1877 E. Peacock A* W. Linc
:

Gloss.,

Clart, sticky dirt. 1877 Holdemess Gloss., Clart, stickiness.

b. A dirty person (Sc.) ; a 4 cheap and nasty
'

thing
;
hypocritical talk or flattery {north. Eng.)*

1808 Jamieson, Clairt, a woman who is habitually and
extremely dirty. 1876 Mid-Verksh. Gloss. <E. D. S.\ Clart,

a worthless article or person. 1877 E. Peacock N. IV. Line.

Gloss., Clart, silly or exaggerated talk, flattery-.

Clart (klaJt), v. trans. Now Sc. and north,

dial. [Of this and the related words, clart sb.,

clarty, the origin is unknown : it must have been

long in spoken use, for the compound vb. bedart

occurs in 13th c]
1. trans. To smear or daub with dirt, bedirty.

[cizyt IVohunge in Colt. Horn. 279 pat spatel bat swa
biclarted ti leor.j 1808 Mrs. E. Hamilton Cott. Glenbumie
181 (Jam.) If it's but a wee clarted, there's no sae mickle ill

done. 1830 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Clart, to dawb with

syrup, juice of fruit, or the like. 1876 Mid-Vorksh. Gloss.,

Clart, to smear.

f 2. Jig. To cause to stick, to plaster on or upon.

1681 Glanvill Sadducismus 177 No other Contradictions

or Repugnancies on this our Notion, .than what the minds

of our Adversaries, polluted with the impure dregs of

Imagination, .do foully and slovenly clart upon it, i68z

H. More Annot. Glanvill's Lux O. 226 Mr. Baxter fancies

God may clart on Life the specifick Form of Spirit. 1683
— Annot. Bp. Rust's Disc. Truth 237 Three essences clarted

upon some fourth essence, or glewed together one to another.

Clarte, obs. form of Clarity.

Clarty (klauti), a. Sc. and north, dial. [f.

Clart sb., or? v. + -yl.] Besmeared with sticky

dirt ; of the nature of sticky dirt, dirty, nasty.

^1586 Maitland Poems in Pinkerton Sc. Poems {1786)

185 (Jam.) Thay man be buskit up lyk brydis. .With clarty

silk about thair taillis. a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais m. xxvui.

236 Clarty cod. 1789 Burns Lines on Appointm. to Excise,

Och, hon ! the day ! That clarty barm should stain my
laurels. 18x6 Scott Antiq, xxvi, Their old sluttish pro-

verb, 'The clartier the cosier.' 1845 Whitehall xlv. 317
' Kneel yourself, if you want clarty hose,' replied Joyce.

b. Sticky, viscous or unctuous, north. Eng.
1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Clarty, unctuous as honey,

smeary. 1876 — <E. D. S.), Clarty-ball, treacle- or sugar-

ball. 1877 A". W. Lincoln. Gloss., Clarty, dirty, sticky.

c. in various trans/, and Jig. senses.

1686 G. Stuart Joco-ser, Disc. 47 Other clarty tricks he

played. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Clarty, mean, or of little con-

sequence. Clarty bills, petty amounts. 1883 Good Cheer 3

One of the clartiest storms I ever was in.

t Cla'ry, sb* Obs. Forms : 3-6 clare, 4
clarree, clerrey, clerre, 4-6 clarre, clarry, 5
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clareye, clerye, 5-6 clarey, 6 clarie, 7 claree,
6- clary. [ME. clare', a. OF. clare':—h. type

elaratum (see Du Cange-, a ppl. form, lit. 'that

which is cleared or clarified *. Claretum also

occurs in later med.L. (f. Fr.), whence Claket sbA

in the same sense.]

A sweet liquor consisting of a mixture of wine,

clarified honey, and various spices, as pepper and
ginger. Also (rarely) clary wine.
(Sec Recipe *To make clarre' from Sloane MS. 2584

If. 173, quoted in Promp. Pari>. 79 ; also in Housch. Ord.
473' App. only a historical term since the i6thc.)

1 1300 Havetok 1728 Pyment to drinke, and god clare,

Win hwit and red, ful god plente. c 1300 A'. Alls. 7582
Wyn and pyment gan they schenche And wyne clarre and
wyne greek, c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 16 No man
yit in the morter spices grond To clarre ne to sawse of
galentyne. c 1386 — Knts. T. 613. 1430 Syr Getter,

(Roxb.) 1578 A cup of gold befor hir stoode Ful of clarre

wyne ful goode. < 1450 Lat.-Eng. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
573 Claretum, clareye. 1530 Palsgr. 205/2 Clarry wyne,
cleri. 1591 Percvvall Sp. Diet., Clarea, clarie, drinke
of hony and wine, mulsum. 1654 Gayton Pes/. Notes nr.

ix. 233 A lusty dish of egs and Clar-ee. 167a Marvell Reh.
Transit. 1. 203 Bishop Bonner lov'd it like Clary and Eggs.
1700 Cong rev e Way of World iv. vf The most noble
spirit of clary. 18J9 Soutiiey Sir T. More 11831) II. 286
Almost as obsolete as metheglin, hippocras, clary or morat !

Clary (kle^'ri), sb.2 Forms: (1 elarie, slarese),

6 clarey, -rye, -rry, 6-7 clare, clarie, cleare-
(cleere-) -eie, -eye, 5- clary. [In OE. s/arie,

slarete ; in ifith c. clare*, clarie, evidently represent-

ing the med L. sclarea, in mod.F. sclare'e, though
the loss of s is not actually explained. Sclarea

occurs in Matthioli, and Turner (1548); Label

(1576) has k scarlea, Ger. scharlach, Kelg. scarleye,

It. sciaria [Florio has schiarea], Angl. clarye' ;

Pritzel and Jensen, Deutschen I olksnamen J*Jlanz.

359, give OHG. scarateia, later scarteia, scharleya,

scarleye ; Gerard has scarlea, sclarea ; scariola is

also given by some as a med.L. synonym, and has

been suggested as the original form of the word.
But the evidence of the OK. vocabulary and Lcech-
doms supports the antiquity of sclarea, without

throwing any light upon its origin or history. In

the 1 6th c clarey was solved by the apothecaries

into clair-ye, clear-eye, translated Oculus christi,

Godes-cie, and See-bright, and eye-salves made of
it (Prior), on the strength of this supposed deriva-

tion.]

1. A labiate plant, Salvia Sclarea, a native of the

south of Europe, Syria, etc., cultivated in English
gardens as a pot-herb. Also, with qualifications,

the name of other species of Salvia, as Horminum
Clary {S. J/orminnm , Meadow Clary S.praten-

sis), Vervain or Wild Clary S. Verbenaca) : the

last two are liritish plants, and one of them may
be the plant of the OE. quotations.
t 1000 Sax. Left Ad. 1 1. 58 Rft ?,eniin wib hwostan. . slarian

godne dttL (i 1 1 <>o O.K. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 322 Scla-
regia, slarete. c 1485 Digby Myst. 11882? ill. 342 Clary,
peppur long, with granorum paradysy. 1538 Turner
Lioellus s. v. Orminum, A nostns arbitror dici Clare MM
wylde clare. 1548 — Nanus Herbes, Orminum is called

in english Clarie, in duche Scharlach. .some cal thys herbe
sclaream. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. lxxix. 253 Clarie is now
called . . in Knglish Clarye, or Cleare-eye, quasi dicas ocu-
lum clarificans. 1601 Chester Love's Mart. xiii. 11878)

83 To proceed, heres Clary or Cleare-eie. 1657 W. Coles
Adam in Eden xxiii. 47 Another Plant, whose name doth
demonstrate, that it is good for the Eyes is, Clary, quasi
Clear Eye, because the Seed put into the Eyes, doth clear
them .. The wild sort is known by the name of (>cutus
Christi. a 1659 Cleveland Against Ale iv, May he that
brews thee wear a Nose Richer than . . The Sattin Clerry
or the Velvet Rose. 1736 Yalden Poet. Wks. (1833) 66 And
clary steep in bowls of mellow wine. 1794 Martyn Rous-
seau's Bot. xii. 126 Wild Clary has the leaves serrate. 1796
C. Marshall Garden xiv. (18:3) 265 Clary, .is used also in
soups, and is very odorous. 1861 Miss Pratt Ftotoer. PL
IV. 147 Meadow Sage or Clary, .has wrinkled leaves, and
large purple flowers.

b. Applied to other plants, app. because they
were considered good for the eyes, c. g. Celandine

(
Chelidonium majus), and species of Kennel.
1570 Levins Manip. 103 Clarye herb, heraclia. 1580

Hoi.i-YBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Chelidoine ou estlere, an
herbe called Clarie.

2. attrib. and Comb., as claryfiower, -fritter,

leaf, etc. ;
clary-water, -wine, a sweet cordial

or medicinal drink made from clary-flowers

1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Water, Clary-Water is com-
posed of brandy, sugar, clary-flowers, and cinnamon, with
a little ambergrise dissolved in it. 1769 Mrs. Raffald
Eng. Housekpr. 11778* 161 To make Clary Fritters. 1858
Hughes Scouring White Horse 20 Bottles of home-made
wine, clary, and raisin. x86t Delamer Kitch. Gard. 125
Clary wine, made from the flowers, was the favourite mode
of administering it.

1' Cla ry, v. Obs. [app. f. Clarion, or the early

Clarine, but the form is abnormal ; no correspond-

ing word appears in F« or Romanic] To clarion.

11440 Promp. Parv. 79 Claryn* wythe a claryone [1499
claryyn], clango. c 1475 Burlesque in Rel. Ant. I. 86 The
fox fedylde, therto claryide the catte. 1587 Golding tr.

So/inus xiv. (T.), The crane that goeth before .. if aught
be to be avoyded, gives warning thereof by clarying.

Claryfie, Claryon: see Clari-.

t Cla*ryour, -owre. Obs. [f. prec. + -our.]

A clarioner.

1440 Promp. Parv. 80 [see Clarioker].

Clash. [tiscf), sb. Also 6 clasche, classhe.

[This and the associated verb are first found about

1 500, and appear to be onomatopoeic ; arising,

in the main, from instinctive association with

classes of pre-existing echoic words. Hie initial

element is that of clap, clack, etc. ; the final that

of dash, splash, smash, swash, etc., or perhaps a
direct imitation of the element of sound common
to these. Clash thus suggests an action produced

in the same way as a clap or elaek, which, instead

of abruptly ending like these, is broken down as

it were into, and results in, a mingled mass of

smashing or rustling sounds. A parallel relation

exists in crack, crash, perh. in smack, smash, and
in the dial, swack, noash; cf. also bash, blash,

brash, as instances of words having a kindred

element of form and signification. There is no
phonetic relation between clack and clash ; i. e. no
way by which -ash could have been developed

(in English) out of -ack by the mere operation

of phonetic processes.]

1. The loud sound of collision made by a heavy
stroke or blow, the first impact of which is firm and
hard, but is followed by a confused sound of many
looser and lighter impacts ; the kind of blow or

stroke which yields this sound. Still Sc.

1513 Douglas AKneis ix. xii. 59 Sa felloun sownd or clap

mayd this gret clasche. 1525 Lu. IIerners Froiss. 11.

clxxxvi. (R.i, The heed of the speare made a great classhe

on the bright chapewe of stele. 1747 Collins Passions xii.

23 In one rude clash he struck the lyre, And swept with
hurried hand the strings. 1808 79 Jamikson s. v., ' A clash

on the side of the head a box on the ear. 18x8 Scott
Rob Roy xxiii, Something fell with a heavy clash on the
street before us . . Conscience ! if it isna the keys. 1876
Rohinson MiJ-Y'orksk. Gloss. f Clash, a heavy fall. 1880
Antrim v Doivn Glass., Clash, a slap or blow,

b. The sound of heavy rain, or the like.

1817 Coleridge Sibyl. Leaves (1862) 250 O Rain ! with
yuur dull two-fold sound, The clash hard by, and the
murmur all round ! 1820 Shelley Witch Atl. 1 , The in-

cessant hail with stony clash Ploughed up the waters.

2. The loud but broken sound of the collision of

weapons, the striking together of cymbals, the con-

fused ringing of an alarum bell. (Here, a clash

begins like a clang, but does not result like it in a

ring.')

i6»3 Fletcher Maid in Mill v. ii. I heard no words
between 'em, but what their weapons spoke, clash and
clatter. 171a Steele Sped. No. 436 p 9 Hearing the Clash
of Swords. 1791 CowVM Iliad v. 190 Through the battle

and the clash of spears. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II.

481 The clash of cymbals, and the rolling of drums. 1858

Froude Hist, Eng. III. xiii. 123 The clash of the alarm-

bells came pealing far over the water.

3. Shock of conflict, collision, hostile encounter,

conflict
1646 Howell Lustra Ludovici Table, A Clash 'twixt the

Counsel of State and the Parlement, with the Parlements
submission. 1658 Ussiirr Ann. 500 Upon a second clash

between the two brothers .. Cyzicenus won the day. 1870
Standard 19 Dec, Great tact and a delicate temper must
be exerted to avoid a clash with men who are at once touchy
and a trifle overbearing.

b. The conflict or collision of contrary argu-

ments or opinions.

1781 Cowi kr Convcrsatt'tm 85 The clash of arguments and
jar of words. 1841 DTsraeli Amm. Lit. 11867) 694 Our
philosopher could not sympathize with the clash of tem-
porary passions. 1838 J. II. Norton Topns 148 That
ample discussion, which nothing but the clash and conflict

of a variety of opinions can secure. 1879 Baring-Gould
Gertnany II. 178 Rights .. which were in constant clash

with the rights of the citizens.

4. fig. The communication of a sudden shock. Sc.

1709 M. Bruce Soul Confirm. 14 (Jam.) At last they give

him a clash of the Kirk's craft, they cast him out of the
synagogue. 1814 Scott Wav. xxxvi, 'They tell ower a
clash of terror and a clatter of comfort in their sermons,
without ony sense or life.'

6. A sudden and heavy fall of rain, or of any
moist substance dashed against a body ; a large

quantity or mass of anything capable of being
dashed out. Sc. and north, dial.

1808 79 Jamieson, Clash, a heap of any heterogeneous
substances. A large quantity of anything ; as 'a clash of
porridge', 'a clash o' siller', * the cow has gi'en a clash o'

milk.' 1821 Galt Ann. Parish Dalmailing 12 (Jam.) Poor
old Mr. Kilfuddy . . got such a clash of glar on the side of
hts face, that his eye was almost extinguished. 1876
Robinson Whitby Gloss. s.v., 'Clashes of rain,' soaking
showers.

6. Chatter, idle talk ; the country talk ; an item

of gossip (generally malicious). Sc. and north, dial.

1685 G. Sinclair Satan's Invis. World^(1769) 43(Jam.) No
more afraid to keep up the clash with him, than to speak to

one another. 1713 Li>. Cromerty Conspiracies 88 (Jam.)
The calumnies aid find little belief., standing only on the
clashes of some women, and a few seditious whisperers.

1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk 111. x, Clashes, mingled aft wi'

Hes. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxix, ' I was in America then . .and
no in the way to hear the country clashes \ * There was
little clash about it, man'. 1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss.,

Clashes, news. * What's the clashes?'

b. (see quot.)
1880 Antrim Down Gloss., Clash, a tell-tale. Mod.Sc.

An auld mischievous clash.

c. Comb, as clash-bag, -market, -piet, a tattler,

tell-tale. Sc.

18*5-79 Jamieson, Clash-pict, a tell-tale. 1868 G. Mac-
donald A'. Falconer I. 14 ' Ve'll do naething o' the kin',

Betty. Are ye gaein' to turn clash-pyet at your age ?

'

Clash, (klaef ), z». [See Clash sb.]

1. intr. To make the sound of collision described

under Clash sb. i.

c 1500 Cocke Lorelts B. (1843) 13 Than men myght here
the ores classhe, And on the water gave many a dasshe.

1562 Piiaer AEnetd vm. K. , Togither all they rusht, and
pfuckt with ores conflicting clasht. X667 Milton P. L. vi.

209 Arms on Armour clashing bray'd Horrible discord.

1795 Southey yoan of Arc v. 389 The iron storm of death
Clash'd in the sky. 1851 Loncf. Gold. Leg. Prol., Seize

the loud, vociferous bells, and Clashing, clanging, to the
pavement Hurl them from their windy tower ! 1876 Green
Stray Stud. 357 Soldiers from the castle rode clashing

through the narrow streets.

b. trans, with object of result.

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 668 And fierce with grasped arms
Clash'd on their sounding shields the din of war. 1856
Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh (1857' 192 The mere man's
voice . . Went sheathed in brass, and clashed on even heights

Its phrased thunders. 1870 Thornblry Tour Eng. I. vii.

148 Straightway the bells.. instantly clash out a thanks-
giving. 1871 R. Elus Catullus lxiiL 18 Let a gong clash

glad emotion.

2. trans. To strike (things) together with this

noise, f To clash quills : to wage a war of con-

troversy with the pen.
1686 Amicable Accommodation 2 Being so near of a mind,

we have yet been so long clashing Quills, as Adversaries.

1700 Dryden Palamon ^ Arcite m.370 At length the nod-
ding statue clash'd his arms. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 193
F 5, I can clash Swords when they represent a Battel. 1876

Freeman Norm. Cong. V. xxiv. 426 The ordinary freeman
can no longer come in person to clash his arms, and raise

his shout of ' Yea, yea,* or ' Nay, nay \

3. intr. To come into violent and noisy collision.

z6i8 [see Clashing ppl. a.] 1708 J. C Compl. Collier

(1845) 35 The Corves are subject to Clash and beat against
the Shaft sides. 1770 Goldsm. Des. I'ill. 322 Tumultuous
grandeur crowds the blazing square, The rattling chariots

clash, the torches glare. i8a6 Scott Woodst. ii, The
swords clashed smartly together . . But the combat was of
short duration. 1871 Alabaster Wheel cf Law 146 It

clashed loudly against the three bowls,

b. without the notion of noise.

1715 Cheyne Philos. Princ. Nat. Relig. (J.*, How many
candles may send out their light, without clashing upon
one another; which argues the smallness of the parts of

light, i860 Tyndall (-.'.;.. ii. { 1. 236 These two beams
[of light] will clash and extinguish each other. 1871 —
Fragm. Sc. 1 1879^ ** 7 Two planets clash and come to rest.

4. To come into, or engage in, conflict {with,

against).
162a li \( ON Hen. VII (JA Neither was there any queen-

mother who might clash with his counsellors for authority.

1678 Cudwortii Intell. Syst. 892 When men had Clashed a
good while, Doing and Suffering Injury, the Greater part

. .at length Compounded the business amongst themselves.

1719 Young Busiris 111. L (IfS?) 4J When nations against

nations clash in arms. i8ao Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit. 11

It is not possible that the learned professors and the read-

ing public should clash.

b. fig. To come into conflict ; to conflict, he at

variance ; to interfere, be incompatible ; to dis-

agree (with). (The chief current use.)

1646 J. Hall /font Vac. 98 Their thoughts running
parallel are not like to clash. 1653 H. More Conject
Cabbat. (1713* 234 It docs not at all clash with what we have
already set down. 1706 7.. Cradock Semi. Charity 11740)

13 Their interests would no longer clash and interfere.

1827 J. Powell Devises (ed. 3^ II. 37 His lordship's state-

ment . . may seem to clash with Lord Kldon's. 1853 Robert-
son Serm, Ser. m. xvii. 215 It is with this intense passion

for being that the idea of death clashes. 1863 H. Cox
Instit. 1. ix. 220 The power thus assumed by the House of

Lords clashes with the fundamental rights of the people.

1878 Black Green Past. xx\. 169 Whenever her wishes

clashed with his.

5. To strike in conflict, to attack with clashing

or violence. ,Cf. dash.)

a. intr. with at, against, into, etc.

1650 B. Discollim. 43, I suppose his intent therein is . . to

disparage it, having clash'd at it divers times in his Tract.

185a Tennyson Ode Wellington vi. 21 He .. Against the

myriads of Assaye Clash'd with his fiery few and won. 1875
Kakrar Silence <V V. lii. 61 Ninety years after her handful

of heroes had clashed into the countless hosts of Persia and
routed them.

b. trans.

1685 K. Spence House ofMedici 42oCrimes. .that did not
directly clash the authority of the Holy See. .were neither

call'd to account, nor punish'd. 187a Tennyson Gareth «r

Lunette 118781 387 Till at length Sir Gareth's brand Clash'd
his, and brake it utterly to the hilt.

6. trans. To strike (a person, etc.) heavily with

anything that produces a clashing sound, e. g.

with a pailful of liquid, ^r.

1508 Dunbar Flyting 232 Sum claschis the, sum cloddis
the on the cutis. 1807 Stagg Poems 12 Some there
war at clash't their keytes Till they war fairly yether'd Wi"
drink that day.
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7. To throw (something) violently, so that it

strikes with a clashing sound
;

nearly - dash.

Often with down. Sr.

1805 A. Scott Poems 178 (Jam.) Heavy dashes against

me clashes Of sleet and rain that most fiercely blow. 1807

Stagc Poems 91 At Seymie's chafts she clash'd The whart,

the glass at Jack she dash'd. Mod. Sc. They clashed

pailfuls of water on the walls.

8. To bang, slam (a door, etc.). Obs. exc. dial,

a 1637 Lisle tr. Heliodortts' Hist. (N.), Then^ Thisbe, as

though some man thence made a breach, Cries out, th'

adulter's gone, and clasht the dore. 1825-79 Jamieson,

Clash, to bang a door or shut it with violence. ' I clash'd

the dore in his face ' Roxb. 1876 Robixson Whitby Gloss.

(E. D. S.), Clash, to clap heavily as a banged door.

9. intr. To move with violence and noise, dial.

1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S.), Clashing^ said of

the jolting of a carriage. * We com clashing alang '.

10. intr. To talk recklessly or maliciously ; to

gossip. Sc.

1697 Cleland Poems 98 ijam.), I will not stay to clash

and quibble; About your nignayes, I'll not nibble. 1722-30

Ramsay Fables x. Caterpillar £ Ant, To stand up clashing

with a thing, A creeping thing, the like of thee. 1784 Burns
Welcome to Illegit. Child iii, The mair they talk I'm kent

the better, E'en let them clash. 1876 Robinson Whitby
Gloss., Clash, to noise in the gossiping way. 1880 An-
trim Dotvn Gloss., 1 He went and clashed on me '.

11. To clash up (Sc.) : (cf. to knock up.)

1700 Sir A. Balfour Lett, on Travelling 52 (Jam,) Some
few rooms clacht up against the face of a rock, like a bird

cage upon the side of a wall. 1825-79 Jameson, Clash
up, to cause one object to adhere to another, by means of

mortar, or otherwise. It generally implies the idea of pro-

jection on the part of the object adhering.

Clashe, classhe, var. of Closh, Obs,

Clasher (klsejsi). [f. Clash v. + -er.]

1. One who or that which clashes or collides.

1606 J. Raynolds Dolarney's Prim. {1880) 118 There might
be heard, the hideous lumbring swasher, Vnequally consort-

ing with the clasher. 1834 Planche Brit. Costume 4
The flat circular shields, .from their sonorous quality, .were
called tarians or dashers. a 1845 Hood Lament Toby
xvii, For sorrow I could stick myself, But conscience is a
clasher.

f 2. Some kind of musical instrument. Obs.

1621 J. Lane Triton's Trump, in Sqr's Tale (1887) Introd.

6 Bandoraes, orpharions, statelie grave, otherboes, classhers,

sweetest of the thrave, and everie instrument of melodie.

3. Sc. A tale-bearer, a mischievous gossip.

1788 Picken Poems 114 (Jam.) As tales are never held for

fact That dashers tell.

Clashing (klce-Jirj), vbl. sb. [f. Clash v. +
-tng The action of the vb. Clash.

a. Noisy concussion.
1618 Bolton Florus 11. vi. 97 The extraordinary lowd

clashing of their weapons. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I. xvi.

448 We heard a clashing in the Water, like Boats rowing.

1882 Besant All Sorts 95 The bells, .with a clanging and
a clashing which ring like a cry of despair.

b. Collision, conflict, hostile passage.

1642 Sir J. Meldrum in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. fi6Q2) I.

628 Until .. France and Spain (by their mutual Clashingsi
j

have so far debilitated each other, that, etc. 1701 J.
Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 66 Some clashing be-

,

tween the admiralty and the civil powers. i88$Athena?nm

6Jnn« 721/3 Shelley and Mary continued, though not with-
1

out divergences and clashings, to be genuinely attached to

each other.

C. Conflict, disagreement, variance.

1656 Artif. Handsom. 22 We shall never be able to recon-

cile the clashings and diversities of the Scripture style and
expressions, c 1680 in Somers Tracts II. 436 There is no
clashing of Oaths. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit. vm. 310
Concerning the drinking of Spaw-waters there is no small

clashing among Authours. 1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 42
A clashing of claims.

d. A shaking or jolting, dial.

1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., A Clashing, a shaking in a
carriage; concussion, contact. 1877 Holderness Gloss.,

Clashiu, a jolting, as of a vehicle.

Cla'shiilg", ppl. a. That clashes, that clash.

a. Striking noisily together or against.

1618 Bolton Floras on, vi. 192 The beak-heads of our
clashing Gallies charge in ring upon them. 1643 Denham
Poems 33 His dreadful challenge and his clashing beam
[a stag's horn]. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. in. 590 The conflict

of the clashing war.

b. Conflicting; disagreeing; mutually interfering.

1660 Milton Free Commiv. Wks. (1847} 446/2 Till all Law
be lost in the multitude of clashing statutes. 1714 Sped.
No. 595 f 3 Every time that clashing metaphors are put
together. 1869 Rawlinson Anc, Hist. 386 A consciousness
of clashing interests.

C. Tattling, maliciously gossiping. Sc.

1765 Ogilvie 3- Nairn's Trial 52 (Jam.) He. .has heard the
clashing people of the country report that, etc.

Cla'shingly, adv. [£. prec. + -Lt2.] In a

clashing manner.
1847 in Craig ; and in mod. Diet.

Clashy (klarji), a. dial. [f. Clash + -t V]
1, Ofthe weather : Having heavy dashes of rain.

1821 Mrs. Wheeler Westmrld. Dial. 112 Th wedder was
sae clashy. 1887 Hall Caine Sou of Hagar I. 1. ii. 46
There'll be clashy weather before nightfall.

2. Talkative, gossiping.
1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss. (E. D. S.), Clashy, noisy,

' talkative. ' A clashy clan '.

|| Cla'Shy, -ee, sb. Anglo-hid. Also classy,
[ad. Urdu khalasi^ A tent-pitcher ; a surveyor's
chain-man ; a native sailor (Yulel.

Vol. II.

1785 Tippoo's Lett. 171 (Y.) A hundred dashies have been
sent to you from the presence. C1813 Mrs. Sherwood Ayah
$ Lady 58 He instantly called the clashees, and bade them
seize the boy. 1824 Heber India (1844) I. 194 (Y.) If the

tents got dry, the clashees (tent-pitchers) allowed that we
might proceed in the morning prosperously.

ClaS]9 (klasp), sb. Forms : 4-6 claspe, 5
clospe, clespe, 5-7 elapse, (6 glaspe), 7, 9
dial, claps, 4- clasp. [This, and the vb. of

same form, appear in 14th c. Priority in time is

given by our quots. to the sb., the etymological

priority of which is also favoured by their general

tenor. From an early date the form claspe varies

with elapse (still used in southern dialects), but the

evidence fails to show which is the original. No
trace of either form is found outside English ; and
the origin is entirely a matter of conjecture. Senses

1-2 appear to have been the source of the vb., and
senses 3-6 in turn to have been influenced by or

wholly taken from the vb.

The sb. in its latter part recalls Hasp, or hapse vOE.
hsepse, ON. hespe a clasp, or fastening); also MLG. and
MDu. gaspe, gespe, Du. gesp, clasp, buckle. (Wedgwood
suggests direct imitation of the sound of a metal fastening,

as when we speak of the snap of a bracelet.) Whether
elapse (if this were the original form) could be formed in

some way from, or influenced by, Clip v, (OE. clyppan) to

embrace, complecti, amplecti, appears doubtful, inasmuch
as this meaning is little applicable to the primary senses of
the sb., and appears to have been a later development in the
vb., whence it was taken back into later senses of the sb.j

1. A means of fastening, generally of metal, con-

sisting of two interlocking parts.

c 1325 Exccut. Sir S. Fraser in Pol. Songs (1839) 222 Ant
the body hongeth at the galewes faste, With yrnene claspes

Ionge to laste. c 1325 Coer de L. 4084 Undernethe is an
hasp, Schet with a stapyl and a clasp, c 1440 Promp. Par?:

83 Clospe, offendix,jtrmaculum, signacntum. c 1450 Voc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 583 Firmaculum, a elapse, or a broche.
, 1450 Nominate ibid. 734 Hoc armiclansum, a clespe.

1570 Levins Manip. 35 A claspe, fibula. 1611 Cotgr.,
Agraphe, a claspe ; hooke ; brace.

In specific uses : a. A fastening to hold together

parts of garments, the ends of a belt, girdle, etc.

1480 Wardr. Acc. Ediu. IV (1830) 119, iij paire of claspes

of cooper and gilt. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 12 § 2 Clasps
for Gowns, Buckles for Shoes. 1683 Chalkhill Thealma

CI. 51 Their Garments . . beneath their Paps Buckled to-

gether with a silver Claps. 1716-8 Lady M. W. Montague
Lett. I. xxxii. in Fastened before with a clasp of diamonds.

1874 Boutell Arms <$ Arm. ii. 38 The greaves . . are leg-

gings formed of pewter-like metal fastened by clasps,

f b. The hook of a * hook and eye ' fastening.

1568 Wills Inv. N.C. (1835I 294, ij pounde black threde
\js.—viij thowsande claspes and kepers iiij.?. Ibid. A thousand
glaspes and kepers vi}d. 1651 Overseers' Acc. Holy Cross,

Canterb. in W. F. Shaw Kent. Dial., For Goodwife Spaynes
girles peticoate and waistcoate making, and elapses, and
bindinge, and a pockett.

C. A fastening of the covers of a book.
1454-56 Churchiv. Acc. St. Andrews, Eastcheap in Brit.

Mag. XXXI. 243 Paied for Clapses and Corses of the grete

Boke iiiji'. \\\d. 1530 Palsgr. 205/2 Claspe for a boke. 1532
More Confut. Tindale Wks. 814/2 The scrypture is in the
Apocalyppes called the booke elapsed with seuen clapses.

1549 Compl. Scot. vii. (1873) 70 Heflanu ane Deuk in his

hand, the glaspis var fast lokkyt vitht rouste. 1549 Bk.
Com, Prayer {(jrziftori^, Bounde in Lether, in Paper Boardes,
or Claspes. 1710 Steele Taller No. 245 ? 2 A Bible bound
in Shagreen, with gilt Leaves and Clasps. 1874 Burnand
My Time xxvii. 268 Old-fashioned account books with clasps.

fig' A fastening, connexion, bond of union.

1675 Trahf.rne Chr. Ethics xiv. 205 The golden clasp
whereby things material and spiritual are united. 1850
Mrs. Browning Drama Exile Poet. Wks. I. 22 Unfasten-
ing, clasp by clasp, the hard, tight thought Which clipped
my heart. 1874 H. Reynolds John Bapt. i. § 1. 12 John
may fairly be regarded as the clasp of the two Testaments.

+ 2. A grappling iron or hook. [See Clasps*. 3.]

1552 Huloet, Claspe or grapelynge yron, to close shippes
to gyther, harpa. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 594 (R.) In the
ballast of the said ships, .beames of thicke planks, being
hollow and beset with yron pikes beneath, but on each
side full of clasps and hookes to ioyne them together.

f 3. A tendril, a Clasper. Obs.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 34 Wyndyng,
with claspes about such plantes as are next hym. Ibid. 35
It hath tendrels or claspes as the Vine hath. 1713 Deriiam
Phys. Theol. x. note 19 (R.) Claspers. .of briony have a
retrograde motion about every third circle, in form of a
double clasp, so that if they miss one way they may catch
the other.

4. The act of surrounding or comprehending and
holding ; embrace, lit. and fig.
a 1637 B. Jonson Ep. Selden, Nothing but the round Large

clasp of Nature, such a wit can bound. 1665 T. Mall
Offer of F. Help 126 Within the clasp of this blessed cove-
nant. 1686 Goad Celesl. Bodies 1. xi. 43 Vast Bodies, whose
Dimensions exceed the clasp of our narrow Phantasms.

b. Taking in the arms, embrace.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. i. 127 To the grosse claspes of a Las-

ciuious Moore. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. lxxxiv, Diffusing
bliss In glance and smile, and clasp and kiss.

c. A reciprocal grasp or joining of hands.
1832 Lytton Eugene A, 1. xii.fStratm.), Madeline gave him

her hand ; he held it for a moment with a trembling clasp.

1871 B. Taylor Faust 11875) I. xii. 144 Let this warm clasp

of hands declare thee What is unspeakable.

5. Something that clasps (in sense 4 of the vb.).

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Clasp-hook, an iron clasp,

in two parts, moving upon the same pivot, and overlapping
one another. 1878 Meredith Teeth 226 No matter how

I

accurately the clasps may be adapted . . they are almost
sure, .to seriously injure the teeth they are thrown around.
6. A military decoration : a bar or slip of silver

fixed transversely upon the ribbon by which a medal
is suspended ; the medal being given for the whole
campaign, the clasps bear the names of those im-
portant operations in it at which the wearer was
present.

1813 Gen. Order 7 Oct. in Lond. Gaz. 9 Oct., The Crosses,
Medals, and Clasps are to be worn . . suspended by a Ribbon
of the colour of the sash, with a blue edge, round the neck.
1861 Times 12 July, He was . . all through the Peninsular
campaign, having a medal and six clasps, bearing the names
'Toulouse', 'Pyrenees', 'Salamanca', ' Fuentes d'Onor
' Busaco ', and * Egypt '.

7. Comb, with the sense ' clasping
5

,
' acting as a

clasp', as in clasp- hoop, -iron, dock, -plate. [In some
of these clasp- may be the verb stem.] Clasp-
hook, a pair of hooks, tongs, etc., with overlapping
jaws; clasp-maker, f clasp-man. Also Clasp-
knife, -NAIL.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Wd.-Bk., *Clasp-hook. 1794 Rig-
gwg

<S"
Seamanship I. 24 In seventy-four gun ships and

upwards is another hoop put on over the fish and fill-

j
ings, called a *clasp-hoop. It has a hinge in the middle.
c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 73 Clasp hoops are .

.

1 put on over the cheeks between each drift hoop. 1796 J.
Boys Agric. Kent (1813) 52 Through the centre of the axle

;

is a *clasp-iron. 1664 Pkpys Diary (1879) III. 5 To the
I *clasp-maker's to have it [my Chaucer] clasped and bossed.

1619 Pl-rchas Microcosmus lv. 522 To the Stationers are
also subject, the Binder,

J
Claspe-man, and I know not what

j

other Frie. 1850 Grote Greece n. Ivi. VII. 134 The pointed
'clasp-pins of the feminine attire. 1878 L. P. Meredith

j

Teeth 226 If suction plates are properly made, much less

injury arises from their use than from *clasp plates.

Clasp (klasp), v. Forms : 4-7 claspe, elapse,

I

4-5 clospe, 9 dial, claps, 6- clasp. [See Clasp sb.

Senses 1-3 appear to be directly f. the sb. ; senses 4-7
i appear to be developed from these, perh. under influence of
I Clip v. to embrace (complecti, amplecti) which clasp has in

!
modern use to a great extent superseded ; and we may

! suspect in this development some association with grasp, so

j

that 'clasp' came to be 'to grasp clipping'.]

1. trans. To fasten with a clasp ; to secure or

\
close with a clasp. Also with up.
1386 Chaucer Prol. 273 A Marchant . . His bootes clasped

. [v.r. clospede, elapsed, clapsid] faire and fetisly. 1483
Caxton Gold, Leg. 208/1 Shete my brother the bokes of the
prophetes and elapse them. 1532 Mork Confnt. Tindale
Wks. 814/2 The booke elapsed with seuen clapses. 1597
Hooker Feci. Pol. v. § 22 (J.) Sermons are the keys . . and

j
do open the scriptures ; which being but read, remain, in

> comparison, still clasped, a 1763 Shen-stone Wks. (1764)
I. 246 One modest em'rald clasp'd the robe she wore. 1816
Keatinge Trav. I. 6 The traveller should never clasp up
his note book in despair.

1823 Lamb Elia Ser. II, xxui. (1865) 396 To make him clasp

;
his teeth and not undo 'em. 1829 Hood Eugene A. vi, O
God, could I so close my mind And clasp it with a clasp !

2. To furnish or fit (e.g. a book) with a clasp.

1460 [see Clasping vbl. sb.]. 1664 Pepvs Diary (iByg) III.

I 5 To the clasp-maker's to have it [my Chaucer] clasped and
bossed. 1716 Cibber Love Makes Man n. i.

f 3. To fasten ; make fast to, together ; to grapple

;

(a ship). Obs.
a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 1847 To the chambyr dore he

sprente, And claspid it wyth barre.. twoc. 1530 Palsgr.
485/2, I claspe or grapyll fast togyther, as men of warre do
their shyppes..The first thynge they dyd, they clas^ i

their shyppes togyther. 1642 Fuller Holy $ Prof. St. 11.

! xvii. 113 The good Merchant . . by his trading claspeth the
iland to the continent, and one countrey to another.

4. To take hold of by means of encircling parts

;

to hold closely by closing round
;

loosely and poet.

to environ, surround, enfold.

1447 Bokenham Seyutys (1835) 85 pe serpentys . . claspyd
hir helys ant be dust dyde lykke ber fro. 1530 Palsgr. 485/2,
I claspe, I hold a thyng fast bytwene my legges or in myn

j

armes, j'e gryppe. 1578 Banister Hist. Man vm. 103 [The]
1 Muscle . . nearely wrapping, or claspyng the hinder side of

y« eye. 1604 T. Wright Passions vi. 315 As curious a gene-

j

ration as ever was clasped vnder the cope of Heaven.

I

a 1845 Hood Ruth \, She stood breast high amid the corn,

Clasp'd by the golden light of morn. 1866 B. Tavlor
Bath Poems 251 Where headlands clasp the crescent cove.

1 187s Darwin Insectiv. PI. vi. 101 Well clasped by the

surrounding short tentacles. 1888 Lowsley Berksh. Wds.

J

(E. D. S.J, Claps, to clasp. [Also in Hampsh. $ I. Wight

j

Gloss., and West Som. Word-bk.]

b. spec. To take hold of by throwing both arms
round ; to embrace. Also fig.
1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par. 2 Cor. vii. 3, I claspe and

embrace you all together with my whole harte. 1583 Stany-
hurst Mneis 11. (Arb.) 68 Thryce dyd I theare couet, to

col, to clasp her in armes. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 918 Thy
suppliant I beg, and clasp thy knees. 175a Young Brothers

it. i, Rome extends Her longing arms to clasp you for her

own. 1850 Tennyson In Mem, Ixxxviii. 8 In the midmost
heart of grief Thy passion clasps a secret joy. 1864 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. III. 223 He clasped me in his arms, and
kissed me. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt(iB6B) 13 She should

clasp her son again.

5. To hold with close pressure of the curved

hand : esp. fo clasp the hand of another. To clasp

hands : to join one's hands by interlocking the fin-

gers; also,to close or firmly join hands with another.
1583 Stanyhurst^?««j ii. (Arb.) 62 Shee claspt my right-

hand. 1608 Shaks. Per. n. iv. 57 We'll clasp hands. 1795
Southey Joan ofArc iv. 160 He. .clasp'd with warmth her
hand. 1847-9 Todd Cycl.Anat. IV. 203/2 The hand [of the

59
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Chimpanree] is thus admirably formed for clasping the thick

boughs of forest trees. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. Vt Castle

I'autsberg, Another hand than thine Was gently held and
clasped in mine. 1859 \V. Collins Q. of Hearts (1875) 46

You will clasp your hands in amazement, i860 Tvndali.

Glac. L § 11. 81 At half-past three p.m. my friend and 1

clasped hands upon the top.

6. intr. To lay hold or fix itself by clasping.

Obs. (exc. as absol. use of a prec. trans, const.)

1568 Grafton Chron. Ediv. II , II. 725 The fine Steele

never cleved faster to the Adamant stone, than he will sticke

and claspe with you. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. i. 56 Clasping to

the mast. 1631 Golge God's Arrows iv. % 15. 397 By his

clasping about the timber. 164a Rogf.rs Naaman 450
Cords of mercy elapse about them. 1730 A. Gordon
Maffeis Amphith. 215 That the Iron might clasp the better.

7. causal. To bend or fold tightly round or fur.
1798 Ellis & Canning Loves of Triangles 112 in Anti-

Jacobin, Round his tall neck to clasp her fond embrace.

1875 Darwin lnsectiv. PI. vi. 87 After the tentacles have
remained closely clasped over any object. 1877 Mrs. For-
rester Mignon I. 103 Mignon clasps her arms round her
knees.

Clasped Cklaspt), ///. a. [f. Clasp v. and sb.]

1. Fastened by a clasp ; held by or in a clasp.

1583 Stanyhurst Aineis 1. (Arb.) 20 His claspt hands.

1599 1623 Mi nsh eu .Span. Diet. , A botonado, buttoned,
clasped, hooked. Abracado, hugged, or clasped in armes.

2. Having a clasp or clasps.

1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 1032/4 A little paper parchment
covered Book claspt. 1859 Jepiison Brittany vii. 97 Hold-
ing in the right-hand a clasped book. 1887 Daily News 24
June 5

'5 Conspicuous by many-clasped medals for ser-

vices in the Crimean campaign, etc.

Clasper klaipan). [f. as prec. + -er *.]

1. One who or that which clasps ; a means for

holding fast : often used more or less technically.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. L ij a, The clasperes of the fyshe
called polypus. 1711 Df.rha.m in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 523
The two Claspers of the Micrometer. 1859 Carpenter
Anint. Phys. xii. (1872)483 They may be more appropriately
termed claspers than hands. 1869 Clifford in Eng.Mech.
24 Dec 345/2 The 1 false legs ' [of caterpillars)—more gener-
ally denominated 1 claspers , by naturalists of our day.

"b. Hot. A tendril of a climbing plant.

1577 GOOGB Heresb. Hush. (1586(1. 38. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
in. xlvi. 380 White Hrionie is something like unto the
common Vine in his leaves and Claspers. 1671 Grew Anat.
Plants \. iii. App. § 3. 1691 Kay Creatiott (1714^ 111 Other
species . . furnished with Claspers and Tendrils, a mi
USU Husb. {17521 198 The claspers of the peas had taken
hold of it. 1823 |. BaoooCX Dotn. Amnsem. 55 The claspers

of briony shoot spirally.

C. Zool.'mpl. Appendages of the male of certain

fishes and insects, serving to hold the female.

1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 910/1 In some insects, .the

pen^s . . is associated with special organs, termed claspers,

which assist in the impregnating act, 1855 Owen Comp.
Anat. xii. iL. >, The claspers are present in the chimzroid
fishes as well as in the plagiostomes. 1880 Gi nther Fishes
348 The males are provided with 'claspers' in connection
with the ventral fins.

2. One who makes clasps ; one who fits books
with clasps.

1885 Bookseller 5 Mar. 307 Publishers' lnwkbinders, book
mounters and claspers.

Claspered (kkrspaid), a. [f. prec. + -et»-
J

Furnished with claspers or tSSdrib.
1828 in Webster, and in mod. Diets.

t Claspet. 0&& 1 [f. Clasp + -it, dim. suffix.]

A 'ittle clasp.

161 1 I I
< little claspets of iron to ioine stones

in walles.

Clasping 'kla-spin), vbl. sb. [f. Clasp 7'.]

The action of the vb. Clamp.
1460-5 Churchw. Ace. St. Andrc7i's East Clieap in Brit.

Mag. XXXI. 396 Payd for clapsyng and glewing of the
bokvs. 1563 Pmaer AEruid vin. 192 1 R.) Mens bodies dead
he did deuise to ioyne to bodies quick . . In wretched clasp-
ings vyle. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 542 The Iuie. .that with
clipping and clasping bindeth trees. 1608 Shaks. Per. 1, i.

128 Your untimely clasping.* with your child. 1850 Mrs.
Browning Drama of Ejrile Poems I. 18 Their faces shine
Betwixt the solemn claspings of their wings.

Cla sping, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing K\ That
clasps ; grasping, embracing, enclosing.

16 1 1 Cotor., Ueuilles, the clasping tendrels . . of a Vine.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 217 Direct The clasping Ivie where
to climb. 1717 Pope Elot'sa 234 My clasping arms. 187a
Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 172 Clasping lanceolate, .leaves.

Clasp-knife. A knife the blade of which folds

or shuts into the handle; esp. a large knife of this

type in which the blade when opened is rigidly

fixed by means of a catch.

1755 in Johnson. 18*7 in Hone Every-dayBk. II. 1182
The rude clasp-knife lifts the coarse meal. 1833 J . Holland
Manuf. Metals (Cabinet Cycl.t II. 9 Al>out The year 1650
clasp or spring knives began to he made with handles of
iron, which in a little time they covered with horn, tortoise*

shell, etc. 1883 Stevenson Treasure Jsl. 1. 1 8 He opened
a sailor's clasp-knife.

Clasp-nail. ta. See quot. 1721. b. A nail

with a flat head to clasp the wood.
1711 Bailey, Clasp-nails are such whose heads are brought

into a little Compass, so that they will sink into the Wood.
1881 Mechanic § 327 There are strong clasp nails and fine.

clasp nails. 1884 Holland Cheshire Gloss. (E. D. S.\ Clasp
Natls, thin wrought nails which will clasp or clench.

Clasps. In 7 claisps. 1 An inflammation of
the termination of the sublingual gland, a disease

of horses 1

(
Jamieson).

a 160$ Montcomerie Flyting 301 The cords and the rout-
:

euil, the claisps and the cleiks.

Class klas), sb. [In 17th c. classe, a. F. classe

(14th c. in Littre) . ad. L. classic : see Clasm^.
which warTlffanier use. The evidence for the

Eng. word begins with Blount ; but thWe is an
earlier (casual Sc. use: sense 8.]

1. Roman Hist. Each of the six divisions or

orders of the Roman people in the constitution as-

cribed to Servius Tullhis.
1656 Blount Glossogr. s. v. Classical. He divided the

Romans into six great Armies or Bands which he called

i Classes ; The valuation of those in the first Classe was not
under two hundred pounds, a 1859 De Quincey Lett. \ 'ng.

Man Wks. XIV. 57 note, Such a man was rated as to his

income in the third class, such another in the fourth, and so

on ; but he who was in the highest was said emphatically
to be of the class, ' classicus

2. A division or order of society according to

status ; a rank or grade of society.
Now common in the phrases Higher (Upper), Middle.

Lmver Classes, Working Classes', which appear to be of
modern introduction. Higher and Lmver Orders were

j

formerly used. This appears to be only partly derived from
I sense 1, and largely from the general sense 6.

•

[1656 Bloi.'nT Glossogr., Classe . . an order or distribution
I of people according to their several Degrees.] 177a Hanwav
' (title), Observations on the Causes ofthe Dissoluteness which

reigns among the lower classes of the people. 1806 Med.
Jml. XV. 428 Its efficacy here, among the lower class, to
whom above 4,000 copies have been distributed, is beyond
our expectations. 1816 Owen (title), Two Memorials on
behalf of the Working Classes. 1826 J. Wilson Nocf. Am-
bros. Wks. 1855 I. 11, I would, .introduce the upper classes

into the wark. 1830 Decl. Birmingh, Pol. Union in Life
T. Attioood x. ( 1885 1 133 That the rights and interests of the
middle and lower classes of the people are not efficiently

represented in the Commons House of Parliament. 1832
Blackiu. Mag. Jan. 131/2 Calumniating the * middle classes '.

183a A. Fonblanqve Eng. under Sex*. Administr. (1837) U-
268 The best of the higher orders . . the worst of the lowest
classes. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Cockayne Wks. (Bohni

: II. 67 The habit of brag runs through all classes, from the
i Times newspaper . . down to the boys of Eton, a 1861
Buckle Civiliz. (1869) II. iii. 150 Our great Rebellion was
in its external form a war of classes. 1876 Green Short Hist.
Iv. $ 4 ti88a) 193 The tyranny of class over class.

b. The system of such divisions of society; rank
i (esp. high rank), caste. C. The classes : the classes

of the community raised above or separated from
' the masses 1

or great body of the people.
1845 Disraeli Sybil (18631 199 Walled out from sympathy

by prejudices ana convictions more impassable than all the
mere consequences of class. 1886 Gladstone in Pail Mull
G. 3 May 11/2 Station, title, wealth, social influence .. in a
word, the spirit and power of class. .The adverse host, then,

1 consists of class, and the dependents of class. .On these and
many other great issues the classes have fought uniformly
on the wrong side, and have uniformly been Deaten. 1887
Fowler Princ. Morals 11. ii. 99 An intense feeling of class

or caste.

3. A division of the scholars or students of an
institution, receiving the same instruction or ranked
together as of the same standing. Also, the assem-

bling or attep'^Mce of such a body; the instruction,

le8s<..43, or course of lectures given thereat.

In English Grammar Schools the traditional and conven-
tional division is into Six Fonns numbered from the lowest
upward. In large schools these are for practical purposes
often subdivided into lower, middle, and upper or other
divisions, which are really distinct classes. The number of
Classes, on the contrary, when this term is used, Is unlimited,

and they are usually reckoned from the highest downward.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Classe . . In Schools (wherein this

word is most used) a Form or Lecture restrained to a certain

company of Scholars. 1691 Woon Ath. Ojtoh I. 80 He went
through the usual classes of I<ogick and Philosophy with
unwearied industry. 1740 J. Clarke Ednc. Youth (ed. 3*

309 The lk>ys of the upper Classes may be admitted. 1827
I.ytton Pelham I. ii. 1 1, 1 was in the head class when I left

Eton. 187^-6 Edinb. Univ. Cal. 68 Examinations on the

work done in the Class. 1883 I.loyd Ebb ff Fiona II. 167
There's an evening class of little street Arabs. Mod. Is the
School divided into Classes or Forms?

b. spec. In U.S. colleges, a division containing

all students of the same standing, who enter the

same year, pursue together the various steps of

the academic course, and finally graduate together

at the close of their fourth year : each class is

named from the year of its graduation, e. g.
1 the

class of 1 8^5 that of Longfellow and Hawthorne,
at Bowdoin College. Hence class-system , now
often opposed to the ' university system', in which
this uniform fixed curriculum does not obtain. Also
class day, etc. : see 10.

1828 in VlMin i86» [See Class-day in 10]. 1870
Porter Amer. Colleges 191 We do not see how an American
college without fixed Classes can have an efficient common
life. .Should the class be destroyed or set aside by the sub-
stitution of the regime of the university for the regime of
the college, the energy and interest of the common life ..

must inevitably go with it. Ibid. The class system is es-

sential to an efficient and energetic common college life.

1875 I-ongfellow Morituri Salutatnus 'On the occasion of
the 50th anniversary of the Bowdoin College class of 1825V
1882 Memoir of Longfelloiu in Poems tChandos) 10 It was
a remarkable class in which he found himself, for it con-
tained . . Nathaniel Hawthorne, George B. Cheever, and J.
S. C. Abbott. 1887 Cabot Mem. Emerson 62 The class of
1821 [Emerson's} held for fifty years its annual reunion at

Cambridge.

4. A division of candidates or competitors ac-
cording to merit, as a result of examination. Also
attrib.; and clliptically, a class certificate or degree,
as in to take a class at Oxford == to take an honours
degree in one of the Schools.

1807 E. Tatham Addr. to Convoc. (Oxf.t 15 In regard to
the Schedule of the Three Classes, and particularly in
regard to the First Class, there may be different opinions.
1861 M. Burrows Pass % Class (1866) 21 ITie Pass papers
occupy one day, the Class papers from four to five. Ibid.
29 What particular class a man has obtained. 1863 Lond.
Univ. Cal., First B.A., In the course of the following week,
the Examiners shall publish a list ofthe Candidates . . arranged
in Three Classes, according to their respective degrees of
proficiency. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. 230 This is

the distinction between what is compulsory on all, and what
is left to voluntary ambition—the distinction between ' Pass 1

and 'Class'. Ibid. 298 Dr. Pusey, living on the spot, can
discriminate between the 1 Pass ' and the ' Class ' curriculum.
Mod. I shall read for a class in History. He will be lucky
if he gets his class at all. All members of the corps must
go down to the butts this week to shoot their class.

5. A division of things according to grade or

quality, as high or ftnv, first, second, etc.

Espoused for the different grades of accommodation in

travelling by railway or steamboat. The phrases high-class,
Imv-class, first-class, second-class, and the like, are common
in attrib. use, e.g.

4 high-class goods', 'second-class pas.
senger'. See High, etc.

1694 R. I 234 A Conjurer of the Highest
Class. 1851 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 173, I came by the
second-class, and so saved the nine shillings. 1879 Sala in
Daily Tel. 36 Dec., Inability, .to make up her mind as to

j

what class she means to travel by.

.6. gen. A number of individuals (persons or

things) possessing common attributes, and grouped
i together under a general or 1 class

1 name ; a kind,

! sort, division. (Now the leading sense.)

1664 Eyklvn Kal. Hort. 11729* 201 Anemonies and Flowers
of that Class should be discreetly pruned. 1709 Steele
Tatler No. 77 r 2 This Class of modern Wits I shall reserve
for a chapter by itself. 174a Pope Dune. iv. 89 Whate'er
of mongrel no one class admits. A wit with dunces, and a

j
dunce with wits. 1760 Belsham Ess. II. xlL 532 Civil in*

capacities affecting whole classes of citizens. 1810 Cole-
ridge Friend (18651 30 The class of readers, to which he
means to address his communications. 1835 Ure Philos.
Manuf. 372 Comparing the wages paid to operatives of the
different classes, sexes, and ages. 1870 Rolleston Anint^
Life 132 A third nerve of the sympathetic class. ^

b. in Logical classification.

1846 Mill Logic 118561 I. vii. § 1 By every general name
which we introduce, we create a class, if there be any
things, real or imaginary, to compose it. 1855 Bain Senses
*! Int. in. ii. \ 17 11864) 480 A class differs from a catalogue
by virtue of a common resemblance in the midst of diversity.

1869 Fowler Deduct. Logic 64 We conceive that there is no
limit to our power of making classes.

C. Natural History. One of the highest groups
into which the Animal, Vegetable, or Mineral
Kingdom is divided, a class being subdivided into

orders, and these again to genera, and species.

Intermediate groups are now often established between
these ; thus above classes are sub-kingdoms.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Snpp. s.v. Botany, The knowledge
of the classes, genera, species .. of plants. 1704 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot. \x. Explanation of the Classes in the Lin-
naean System. 1847 Carpenter ZooL f 8 The principal
groups, or classes, are subdivided into others, termed orders.

187a ( )liver Elem. Bot. 11. 1 4. 125 The characters of a Class
are common not only to its Subclasses and Divisions, but
to the. .Orders, Genera, and Species included in that Class,

d. Gcom. (see quot.)

1869 Salmon Conic Sections (ed. O f 145 note, A curve is

said to be of the w 1* class, when through any point n tan-
gents can be drawn to the curve. A conic is therefore a
tun e of the second degree and of the second class : but in

'

higher curves the degree and class of a curve are com-
monly not the same.

7. Eccles. a. =Cla88I8 3.

1785 Warton Notes on Milton's Poems (T.\ The city of
I^ondon being distributed into twelve classes, each class

chose two ministers and four lay ciders, to represent them
in a provincial assembly.

b. In the Methodist societies : A subdivision of

a congregation or society, meeting under a * class-

leader* for religious purposes.
174a Wesley iT'hs. (18721 I. 357 That the whole society

should be divided into little companies or classes—about
twelve in each class. 1791 Mampson Mem. Wesley III. 82
Each society is divided into companies of ten or fifteen,

called classes; each of which regularly meets the leader

once a week. 1885 Minutes Ii esteyan Conf. 361 The
Quarterly visitation of the Classes is our most important
official work.

t 8. [L. classis, It. classe."] A fleet or navy. rare.

1596 Dalrvmplf. tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. If. (1887) 202 He
fumissed a meruellous classe, quhilke to the sey he sett ladne
with a multitude innumerable of men of armes. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Classe {classis*, a ship, or Navy.

9. attrib. or qnasi-fl^'. (in sense 2), 'pertaining

to a class, or classes, of society*, often 'pertaining

to the upper classes', as in class-education, -griev-

ance, 'interest, -Journal, -legislation, -privilege.

185a Dickens Bleak Ho. vii., The turkey always troubled
with a class-grievance (probably Christmas^. 1856 Emer-
son Eng. Traits, Race, Bitter class-legislation. 1856 R.
Vaughan Mystics {i860) II. 256 It knows nothing of class-

religion. 1861 Times 21 Nov. 6/5 The word 'class', when
employed as an adjective, is too often intended to convey
some reproach. We speak of ' class prejudices' and 'class

legislation', and inveigh against the selfishness of 'class
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interests'. »868 M. Pattison Acadcm. Org. 326 Class-edu-

cation would seem to be as rooted an idea in the English

mind, as denominational religion. i8t5StubmCmi& Hist.

III. xix. 326 If their class-sympathies were with the clergy.

1879 Escott England 1. 92 The inexpediency of allowing

magistrates to adjudicate in special cases in which they

have a class interest. 1888 Pall Mall G. 4 May 11/2 The
class journals . . classify and concentrate all the news that

affects a particular trade for the benefit of those engaged

therein.

10. Comii., as class-notion, -room, -teaching,

-variety ; in sense 7 b, class-leader, -meeting, -sys-

tem ; class-wise adv. ; class-book, a book used

in class-teaching; class-cup (U.S.), a silver cup

presented by a College Class to the first son bom
to one of the members after graduation ; class-

day (U. S.), the day on which, in American Col-

leges, the Senior Class celebrate, with literary and

social festivities, the completion of their college

course ; class-fellow, a scholar or student in the

same class with others at school or college ; class-

firing, trial shooting among riflemen, to obtain a

position in one of the classes ; class-list, a list

of the members of a class (sense 3 ) ; also spec, a

list containing the names of those who have passed

an examination, arranged in classes according to

merit
;
class-man, (at Oxford University) one who

is placed in a class-list or obtains ' honours ' after

examination ; so classmanship (nonce-tod.) ; class-

name, the name of a logical class, a general name;
in Gram, the chief division of Common Nouns,
including such as are common to every individual

of a class, e.g. man, dog, book, tree
; f class-office,

?a lottery-office; class-subject, a subject taught

in a class ; also, one set for examination in honours

;

class-ticket, in Sc. Universities, a ticket given to

a student certifying attendance at any class.

1831 Caklyle Sari. Res. n. iii. 119 Among the earliest

tools . . which a man . . of letters, gets to handle, are his

*Class-books. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scott. 11. xiii. 347
At present Caesar is considered an elementary Class Book.
1862 Macm. Mag. Aug. 293 He had a good time of it that

*class-day at Cambridge [U.S.] among his old comrades and
class-mates. 1886 J. Quincy in Holmes Life Emerson 45
Emerson accepted the duty of delivering the Poem on Class
Day. 1873 Edin. Univ. Cat. 336 Annual salaries (exclu-

sive of *CTass Fees) attached . . to the Professorships, etc.

1734 Berkeley Lett. 23 Feb. Wks. 1871 IV. 214 A *class-

fefiow of mine in the College. 1888 Vct, Melgund in iyth
Cent. XXXIII. 563 With Mounted Riflemen, 'class-firing

alone gives a good deal of work. 1857 Kingsley Two V.
Ago iv. 85 A tidy, God-fearing person . . One of these

Methodist *class-leaders. 1887 Sir R. H. Roberts In the

Shires i. 14 It was seen at the head of the *class-list in the
school quadrangle when the class-lists were posted, a 1859
De Qltncey Lett. Vng. Man Wks. XIV. 57 note, A man
was rated as to his income, .he who was in the highest was
said emphatically to be of the class, 'classicus', a *class-

man, without adding the number. 1861 M. Burrows Pass
Class 1 1866) 263 note, Xenophon's . . works are not those

usually taken up by the Class-man. 1885 L. Stephen Life
If. Faxvcett iii. 76 A youth just fresh from his *classman-
ship often impresses his seniors as a little too conde-
scending. 1884 American VIII. 71 Chapel and ^class-

meeting pulled one way, and church the other. 1870
Bowen Logic xi. 353 The. .essential qualities of the objects
denoted by the "class-name. Ibid. vii. 221 In a hierarchy
of Concepts, the same "class-notion is at once a Genus to
the class below, and a Species to the class above. 1714
Lond. Gaz. No. 5228/4 Whoever brings them to Mr. Ravand
at the "Class-Office Anno 1712, at the Exchequer, shall have
40J. reward. 1870 N. Porter /J;wr. Colleges 192 Under
the searching tests of the *C!ass-rooms the capacity of each
man is satisfactorily ascertained. 1882 Buxton in 19M Cent.
Nov. 792 The *class subjects include English grammar, his-

tory, etc. 1873 Earle Philol. Eng. 'Pong. (ed. 2) § 211 The
grammarian, .forms rules in which he legislates *class-wise
for the words so grouped.

Class (klas), v. [f. prec. sb. Cf. F. classer.]

1 1. trans. To divide or distribute into classes,

to Classify. Ohs.
1705 Arbuthnot Coinsi].), I considered that by the class-

ing and methodizing such passages, I might instruct the
reader. 1755 Johnson Dict.Pref,, A people polished by
arts, and classed by subordination. 1794 J. R.Sullivan
Vie%v ofNat. i. 72 This fact causes an insurmountable diffi-

culty in classing mountains.

2. To place in a class, assign to its proper class

or group.
1776 Adam Smith W. N. iv. ix. (1869) II. 260, I have

classed artificers, manufacturers, and merchants among the
productive labourers. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 164
Widely as the two differed in opinion, they were popularly
classed together as canting schismatics. 1875 Jowett Plato
led. 2) III. 218 You class injustice with wisdom and virtue.

1879 R. T. Smith St. Basil the Great x. 115 We find far
more difficulty in classing him.
b. To place (students or scholars) in a class or

classes, for instruction in common ; to place in a
particular class as the result of examination, to
place in a class-list.
18.

.
Thackeray Character Sk. Misc. V. 331 (Hoppe> At a

second year's examination. -Tom was not classed at all.

3. intr. (for reft.) To take one's position in, or
fall into, a (particular) class or division ; to rank ;

to be classed.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1S11) IV, 246 If I cannot do
credit, .to the female sex, by bringing down such an angel
as this to class with and adorn it. 1816 Keatingl Trav.

II. 92 This fine country . .whose people class morally 10

high in the scale of mankind. 1865 BuSHNfeU Vicar.Sacrif

ii. (i860) 26 Those who class as believers.

Classable (kkrsab'l), a. Also-ible. [f. Class

v. + -able.] Capable of being classed.

1846 'Vti»RCESTHR cites Eclectic Rev. for classible. 1862

H. Spencer First Princ. 1. iv. § 24 (18751 81 The Uncon-
ditioned.. as classable neither with any form of the con-

ditioned nor with any other Unconditioned, cannot be

classed at all. 1879 — Data of Ethics xv. 259 On the

assumption that it is definitely classable as good or bad.

Classed klust), fpt. a. [f. as prec. + -ED.]

Placed in a class or classes, arranged in classes.

1888 Athcn&um 10 Nov. 628/1 The ten years consumed
already upon the classed catalogue [of the Bodleian].

Classer (klcrsw). [f. as prec. + -ek.] One
who classes ; one who sorts according to kind or

quality : a technical name in the wool and cotton

trades.

1816 Month. Mag. XLII. 35 The classers of clouds adopt

three main divisions. 1883 Leisure Hour 244/1 The fleece,

when skirted, is rolled up, and we now follow it to the

classer's table. 1883 Cable Dr. Sevier i, Cotton factors,

buyers, brokers, .classers, pickers, pressers.

Classhe, obs. form of Clash.
Classible, bad form of Classable a.

Classic klarsik), a. and sb. [ad. F. classiqne,

or L. classic-its of the highest class, of the first

order, f. ctassis: see Class sb. and -10.

Gelltus has ' classicus . . scriptor, non proletarius ', where

the word means ' high-class', as opposed to ' low ' (cf. froie-

tarius sermo, Plautust,and this is the main sense of classiqne

in Cotgr., as well as in our earliest examples. Littre' how-
ever takes as his first sense of classiqne 'Used in or be-

longing to the classes of colleges or schools'; and it is

probable that this notion has influenced the word in its

extension to the ancient authors generally, as studied in

school or college, together with the associated languages,

literature, history, geography, mythology, art, etc. It is

probable, also, that the transference of the epithet from the

first-class or standard writers in Greek and Latin to these

languages themselves has been partly owing to the notion

that the latter are intrinsically excellent or of the first

order, in comparison with the modern tongues. But the

extension has probably been in the main unthinking and
unanalysed: the Greek and Roman authors read in school

were actually the classical writers in these languages, and

thus 'classic' became practically synonymous with 'an-

cient Greek or Roman '. Cf. also the modern L. lot us

classicus, the passage of first-rate authority or importance.]

A. adj.

1. Of the first class, of the highest rank or im-

portance ;
approved as a model ; standard, leading.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Classick, chiefe, and ap-

proued. 1628 J. Doughty Serm. 23 Yet would he by no
meanes commend it for a classicke tenent [= tenet]. 1644

Milton Educ. Wks. (1847) 100/1 But in Latin we have none
of classic authority extant. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1.

in. 86 Classick writings in theOrientalTongues. 1845N1CH01.

Archit. Heav. (1851) 209 An investigation, .carried out with

a skill and perseverance which must render it ever classic in

astronomy. 1880 Mac Cormac Antisept. Surg. 206 Du-
puytren's classic operation for the division of the valve-like

eperon. x88a Pebody Eng. Journalism x. 73 The Morning
Chronicle . . soon became . . the classic authority upon all

questions of Parliamentary reporting.

2. Of or belonging to the standard authors and

literature of Greek and Latin antiquity ; also, of

the art and culture of the same age.

1628 Eakle Microcosm., Pretend. Learn. (Arb.) 53 His
Table is spred wide with some Classicke Folio. 171 1 Fel-

ton Classicks {])., With them the genius of classick learning

dwelleth. 171a Steele Sped. No. 330 F 4 All the Boys in

the School, but I, have the Classick Authors in usum
Dctphini, gilt and letter'd on the Back. 1796 Coleridge
Poems (1862.1 14 Where graced with many a classic spoil

Cam rolls his reverend stream along. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, ' Times' Wks. (Bohn) II. 119 The academic elegance,

and classic allusion which adorn its columns. 1878 H. M.
Stanley Dark Cout. I. xvii. 457 Another statue to rival the

classic Antinous.
_
1879 Sik G. Scott Led. Archit. II. 317

The Classic Renaissance.

3. More widely : Belonging to Greek and Latin

antiquity.

1701 Addison Lett,from Italy, Poetick fields encompass
me around, And still I seem to tread on classick ground.

1833-48 H. Coleridge North. Worthies I. 8 Milton, then

a young and enamoured roamer in classic lands. 1866

Kingsley Hereto, xii. 164 He had never felt the influence

of classic civilization.

4. In the style of the literature and art of Greek
and Latin antiquity ; =Classical6. (Opposed to

romantic.')

1744 Collins Ep. Hanmery^ And classic judgment gain'd

to sweet Racine The temperate strength of Maro's chaster

line. 18x4 Q. Rev. Oct. 113 To distinguish the productions

of antiquity by the appellation of classic, those of modern
times by that of romantic. [Footnote] Madame de Stael

has made the British public familiar with these expres-

sions. 1841 Emerson Ess. Ser. 1. i. (1876) 28 The vaunted
distinction between Greek and English, between

_
Classic

and Romantic schools, seems superficial and pedantic. 1878

Morley Cartylc 159 That permanence, which is only se-

cured by classic form. Mod. A classic purity of design.

5. trans/. Of literary note, historically famous.

1787 Burns Let. to Dr. Moore 23 April, After a few pil-

grimages over some of the classic ground of Caledonia,

Cowden Knowes, Banks of Yarrow, Tweed, etc. 1875 ,

evons Money (1878) 263 In the classic financial neighbour-
\

ood of Lombard Street.

6. In a burlesque or humorous sense : Approved,

recognized 4 standard \

1648 Jos. Beaumont Psyche xr. Ixv. (R.), Beefand mutton
and such classick meats. 1821 Bykon Juan ill. xvii, Light

classic articles of female want, French stuffs, lace, tweezers,

toothpicks, teapot, tray.

b. Classic races: a name given to the five chief

! annual horse-races (the Two Thousand, One
Thousand, Derby, Oaks and St. Leger).

1885 Graphic 13 June 599 (Hoppe) Monmouth was unfor-

! Innately not entered for the classic races.

+ 7. = Classical 7. Obs.
< 1645 Milton Soun., New Forcers Cousc. 7 To force our

consciences that Christ set free, And ride us with a classick

hierarchy. 1648 Tenure Kings 6 While the hope to bee

made Classic and Provinciall Lords led them on.

B. sb.

1. A writer, or a literary work, of the first rank
1 and of acknowledged excellence ;

esp. (as origin-

ally used) in Greek or Latin. Hence,

a. Any ancient Greek or Latin writer
;
frequently

in //. for: The general body of Greek and Latin

literature.

1711 H. Felton {title\ Dissertation on reading the Cla^.-

|

sics. 1786 Swift Voting's Sat., If clergymen to shew their

wit Praise classicks more than holy writ. 1748 Chestekk.

Lett. II. cxlii. 6 Others to shew their learning, .are always

talking of the ancients. .They are never without a classic or

two in their pockets. 1797 Godwin Enquire*- 1. vi. 36 Ought
the study of the classics to form a part of the educa-

tion of youth? 1887 F. E. Gretton Classical Cohicid.

Introd., "lis sixty years .. since I first ventured to teach

Classics.

b. in other literature.

1737 Pope Hor. Epist. 11. i. 56 Fix the year precise When
British bards begin to immortalize. Who lasts a century,

can have no flaw ; I hold that wit a classic, good in law.

1756-82 J. Warton Ess. Pope II. 218 That happy Horatian

mixture of jest and earnest, that contribute to place Des-

preaux at the head of modern claries. 1841 DTsraei.i

Amen. Lit. (1867) 103 Dante was the classic of his country

1876 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 126 A classic is pro-

perly a book which maintains itself by virtue of that happy
coalescence of matter and style. 1878 R. W. Dale Ltd.

Preach, v. 170 The poets who have won their place among
English Classics.

C. extended to art.

1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Auccd. Paint. I 1786' III. 26

Sir Peter Lely, not only the most capital painter of this

reign, but whose works are admitted among>t the classics of

the art. 1836 Dubourg Violin ix. -1878.1 266 The later

Tyrolese makers have been rendered the great source of de-

ception by dealers, .their instruments having been made to

pass as classics.

2. A student of Greek and Latin literature, a

classical scholar.

1805 K. White Lett. 18 Oct., I find I am a respectable

I

classic. 1833 Lamb Last Ess. Etta, Poor Relations 417 A
fine classic, and a youth of promise.

3. One who adheres to classical rules and models.

.Opposed to romantic.
1885 Athcu&um 22 Aug. 229/2 In matters of form this

poet is no romantic, but a classic to the finger-tips.

4. Short for classic style, art, etc. (see adj. 4).

1864 Hurton Scot Abr. 1. v. 294 The transition between

: the classic and the Gothic. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav.
1 170 Naked sun meets naked sea, the true classic of nature.

Classical (klarsikal , a. [f. L. classic-its (see

prec.) + -al.]

1. Of the first rank or authority
;
constituting

a standard or model
;
especially in literature.

1599 Sandys Europae Spec. (1632) 91 This man . . is now
. .alleaged as classicall and Canonicall. 1608-11 Bp. Hall
Epist. vi. i, Those later Doctors, which want nothing

! but age to make them classicall. 1656 Blount Glossogr.

s. v., Authors, .of good credit and authority in the Schools,

termed Ciassici Scriptores, Classical Authors. 1824 L.

,
Murray Eng. Gram. I. 427 Classical authority consists of

! speakers and writers, who are deservedly in high estima-

i tion. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. II. 11. iv. § 14- 128 Mon-
taigne is the earliest classical writer in the French language.

1868 Rogers Pol. Ecou. xxi. ted. 3* 273 Those rules of taxa-

tion which have been laid down by Adam Smith and have

become classical.

2. Of the standard Greek and Latin writers ;

belonging to the literature or art of Greek and

Roman antiquity.

1607 TorsELL Four-f. Beasts (16731 566 Avicenna attn-

buteth certain things to Weasels flesh only, which the

classicall Authors rather ascribe to the powder of Weasels.

1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. 1. 1. i. § 2. 2 That learning which

had been accumulated in the Latin and Greek language*,

and which we call ancient or classical. 1841 W. SMUMNG
Italy <y //. 1st. I. 148 Some isolated section* of classical art.

3. Of persons : Learned in the classics, i. e. in

i ancient Greek and Latin literature.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 147 P 2 These are often pretty

Classical Scholars. 1802 Dibdin Introd. Classics 20 note,

1 The Classical World is no doubt aware, etc. 1845 S. Aus-

tin Ranke's Hist. Ref. II. iv. i. 3»5 He belonged to the

I classical school of Italy of that time. 1857 Buckle Civiliz.
'

I. xiii. 743 The authority wielded by the great classical

scholars.

4. Of or pertaining to Greek and Latin litera-

ture and antiquities ;
relating to the classics.

^39 Ld. Brougham Statesm. Geo. Ill, Ser. 1. Sheridan

210 He [Sheridan] brought away from school a very slender

provision of classical learning, i860 Bright Sp. Church-

rates (1868) 546/2 It is one of the faults of a high classical

education. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scott. 11. xiii. 346 The
thorough character of the classical instruction imparted at

our higher grammar Schools.

5. — Classic a. 5.
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1820 Scott Monast. v, The many fine bridges which have
since been built across that classical stream [the Tweed}.

6. Of literature : Conforming in style or com-
position to the rules or models of Greek and Latin

j

antiquity ; hence transf. to art having similar 1

qualities of style ^see quot. 1885); opposed to

Romantic.
1820 Byron Let. Goetlie 14 Oct., I perceive that in Ger-

many as well as in Italy, there is a great struggle about
what they call Classical and Romantic. 1864 M. Arnold
in Comh. Mag. Aug. 165 The problem is to express new
and profound ideas in a perfectly sound and classical style.

1864 Spectator 20 Aug. 064/1 Matthew Arnold . . that most
classical of English critics . .

' classical '. . we mean, .to ex
press also the contraction and self-satisfied equanimity of
his own school of criticism. 1885 J. C Fillmore Piancf.

jMusic (ed. Prentice 1 47 The classical ideal is predominantly
j

an intellectual one. Its products are characterised by '

clearness of thought, by completeness and symmetry, by
harmonious proportion, by simplicity and repose. Classical

I

works, whether musical or literary, are positive, clear, I

finished.

b. Of painting, landscape, etc
i860 Rl'skin Mod. Paint. V. ix. v. 246 A school of art

properly called * classical'. .The school is, therefore, gener-
ally to be characterized as that of taste and restraint. Ibid.

247 The classical landscape, properly so called, is therefore
the representative of perfectly trained and civilised human
life, associated with perfect natural scenery and with deco-
rative spiritual powers-

c. Of music: (see quot. 1885).
1836 Musical Libr. Supp. III. 64 (title) What is the mean-

ing of the word ' classical ' in a musical sense ? 1 885 J. C. 1

Fillmore Piano/. Music 79-80 'Classic' is used in two \

senses. In the one it means, having permanent interest and
value. . In the second sense . . music written in a particular

,

style, aiming at the embodiment of a certain ideal, the chief
element of which is beauty of form . . In classical music, in
this sense, form is first and emotional content subordinate

;

in romantic music content is first and form subordinate.

7. Hist. Of or pertaining to a classis in a Pres-

byterian Church (see Classis 3) ; belonging to

this system of church-government.
1586 T. Rogers 39 A rt. (1621) 334 To take new callings

from classical ministers, renouncing their calling from
bishops. 1646 IVestm. Assemb. Form Ch. Govt., By several
sorts of assemblies, which are congregational, classical, and
synodical. 1699 Bp. Nicolson Let. Yates iT.), Mr. Baxter
takes great pains to unite the classical and congregational
brethren, but claws off the episcopal party. 1736 Neal
Hut. Purit. III. 385 The City and Suburbs of London had 1

been formed into a Province, and divided into twelve I

classical Presbyteries. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 158
The Independents had no disposition to enforce the ordi-
nances touching classical, provincial, and national synods.

t 8. Of or belonging to a class ; class-. Obs.
1810 Bentham Packing- (18211 223 A contention between

opposite classical partialities. 1819 Rees Cycl. s. v. Classi-
fication i.L.1, To seek for classical characters from other
parts of a plant.

t 9. [«L. classicus belonging to a fleet.] 1 Per-

taining to a ship' (Blount Glossogr. 1656'.

10. Short for classical style, art, etc
1885 J. C. Fillmore Piano/. Music 47 They [Mozart's 1

piano compositions) were not remarkable for strong con-
trasts, but contrast is not of the essential nature of the
classical. . Repose, the very essence of the strictly classical.

11. Comb., as classical-mimled adj.

1845 Graves Rom. Law in Encycl. Mctr. 748/1 The clas-
sical-minded Italians of the 16th century.

Classicalism (klsesikaliz'mA [f. prec. +
-ism.] Attachment to or practice of classical

scholarship, art, etc. ; = Classicism.
1840 Arnold in Life II. Add. C. 422 That foolery of clas-

sicalism which marks the Italians, and infects those with us
who are called ' elegant scholars '. 1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint.
(1851) I. 11. i. vii. § 37 Compare the hybrid classicalism of
Wilson with the rich English purity of Gainsborough.
1880 L. Stephen Pope ii. 29 The classicalism of Pope's
time was no doubt very different from that of the period of
Erasmus.

Classicalist (kUe'sikalist). [f. as prec + -1ST.]

A partisan of classical studies, art, etc. ; a Clas-
sicist.

1851 Ruskin Stones Veu. I. i. $ 39, I shall, in my account of
the earlier architecture, compare the forms of all its leading
features with those into which they were corrupted by the
classical ists.

Classicality (klsesikx-Uti). [f. as prec, +
-IT Y.]

1. Classical quality or character of literary or

artistic style, of education, taste, etc.).

1819 Monthly Rev. LXXXIX. 366 An affectation of clas-
sicality. 1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. I. 11. 1. vii. $ 37 The
vile classicality of Canova and the modern Italians. 1850
L. Hunt Autobiog. x. (i86o» 165 Campbell, as an author,
was all for refinement and classicality.

2. Classical scholarship.
18*7 For. Q. Rev. No. 1 (L.\ To make a display of this

scrap of classicality which he had just acquired. 1831
Blackiu. Mag. XXX. 54 The land . . of mountains and
mathematics—of clouds and classicality.

3. An instance or piece of classical learning, art,

etc.

1844 R. Ward Chatsxvorth I. 28 No vulgar classicalities
shock the scholar's eye. 1856 Sat. Rev. II. 735 2 Horatian
quotations and the like small classical i ties.

Classicalize ^kloe'sikalaiz), v. [f. as prec. +
-US.] = Classicize.
1864 Miss Yosc.e Chr. Names (1884* 208 Him whom the

classicaliring Germans termed Franci>ku& I.

Classically kta'sikali), adv. [f. as prec.

+ -LY.-]

1. In a classical manner ; in classical style or

after classical models.
1772-7 in Cowley Country Life N. 3 (R.) Thi poet, as

:

usual, expresses his own feeling, but he does more, he ex-

{>re*ses it very classically. 1815 Scribbteotnania 60 The
,

anguage [is], in many instances, classically beautiful,

b. With classical scholarship or education.

185* Hawthorne Tanglew. T. f ll'aysidc (1870) 13 The
classically learned Mr. Pringles. 1867 Selley in Macm.
Mag. Nov., The classically-educated boy.

t 2. As to class or order, in classes. Obs.

1790 Kerr Lavoisier s Chem. (Webst. L It would be im-

possible' to bear all its specific details in the memory, if they
were not classically arranged. 18*6 Kirby & Si'. Entomol.
III. xxviii. 24 A difference that proved the Crustacea clas-

sically distinct from Insecta.

+ 3. Eccles. By a classis or presbytery. Obs.

1680 Answ. StillingfieeVs Serm. 27 A Minister, .ordained

(and so Episcopally or Classically approved in his abilities

for that function).

+ Cla ssicate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. classis

Class : cf. communicate^ ?To classify.

1654 ViLVAiN Epit. Ess. v. ii, The 40 Counties . . settled

in England by Parlement . . as Cambden classicats.

Classicism klarsisiz'm . [f. Classic -t- -ism.

Cf. F. classiciswe.]

1. The principles of classic literature or art

;

adherence to, or adoption of, classical style.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. (1857) II- in, v. i. 286 Catholicism,
Classicism, Sentimentalism, Cannibalism : all isms that make
up Man in France, are rushing and roaring in that gulf.

1840 Mill Diss, Disc, Armand Carrel'

( 18591 1. 233 This
insurrection against the old traditions of classicism was
called romanticism. 1871 Athenaeum 15 July 87 A middle
course between the conventionalism of the Italo-Byzantine

and the naturalism or classicism of the rising schools.

2. A classical {i.e. Latin or Greek' idiom or form.

1873 Larle Philol. Eng. Tong. § 501 This has been felt

to be a Frenchism or a classicism. 1881 Saistsbury Dryden
vi. 123 To avoid slipping into clumsy classicisms.

3. Classical scholarship.

1870 Lowell Among my Bis. Ser. r. (1873"* 188 So far as
all the classicism then attainable was concerned, Shake-
speare got it as cheap as Goethe did.

Classicist klrtsisist). [f. as prec + -ist.]

a. An upholder or imitator of classic style or

form. b. One who advocates the school study of

the Latin and Greek classics.

1839 Blackiv. Mag. XLV. 460 The eternal and inevitable
schism between the Romanticists and the Classicists. 1865
Hl'llah Transit. Period Mus. 10 Few experiments were
needed to show to these vehement Classicists that they
could not get on at all without * Gothic ' art. 1867 m 1 1 1 v in

Macm. Mag. Nov., The classicists say . . that if you would
cultivate the mind, you must imbue it with good literature.

Classicistic iklx sisi stik), a. [f. prec + -ic]

Characterized by classicism.

1866 Howells Venet. Li/e 351 Most Venetian palaces,
whether of the Gothic or classicistic period. 1888 Harper's
Mag. Feb. 482 The two races brought the romantic drama
to its highest perfection, and both rejected the classicistic.

Classicize (kkfsisaiz , v. [f. Classic + -ize.]

a. trans. To make classic, b. intr. To affect or

imitate classic style or form.

Hence Cla ssicizing, vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1854 Chamb. Jml. I. 124 She looked like a Greek statue

that had come alive, and by mere contact classicised its

modern dress. 1859 Jephson Brittany xviii. 300 The ori-

ginal chateau . . appears to have been classicized in the
seventeenth century. 1884 Seelky in Contetnf. Rev. Oct.
502 The partial failure of his classicising experiments. 1887
Saintsbury Elisab. Lit. i. 23 The translation mania ami
the classicising mania together led to the production of
perhaps the most absurd Inxik in all literature (Stanyhurst's
^'neidj.

Cla'SSico-, combining form of L. tkutk-m
i
Classic, as in Classico-J.ombardu -adj.; CTassico -

latry, notue-wd., worship of the classics.

1879 Sir G. Scott Lett. Archit. I. 142 Italy received her
Pointed architecture from France and Germany, and mingled
it freely with her Classico-Lombardic traditions. 1881 Jml.
Educ. 1 Mar. 49/1 Before Modern Schools were dreamed of,

he (CarlyleJ inveighed against monkish Classicolatry.

Classics, sb. pi. : see Classic sb.

Classifiable klarsifaiab'l), a. [f. CtASUn
+ -able.] Capable of being classified.

1846 Mill Logic I. 295 1 L.) These changes are classifiable

as the original sensations are. 1875 Whitney Life Lang.

I

x. 187 Classifiable under the three comprehensive names.

Classific (kla-si-fik , a. rare. [f. L. type
: *classi/ic-us, f. ctassi-s Clash + -fictts making.]
That constitutes or distinguishes a class or classes;

tending or pertaining to classification.
1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1818) III. 166 Unmeus..

adopting from Bartholinus and others the sexuality of
plants, grounded thereon a scheme of classific and distinc-
tive marks. 1828 Webster cites Med. Refos. Hex. 2.

Hence Classifically adv., with classific forcu.

1854 Kli.icott Galatiansjs'Otms .

.

[is]used . . Classifically,

! i.e. where the subject is represented as one of a class or
category.

Classification ;klse sifikJ' Jan . [n. of action,

I f. as Classify : sec -fication. So in mod.F.]
1. The action of classifying or arranging in

classes, according to common characteristics or

I

affinities
;
assignment to the proper class.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev.VfVs. V. 332 Montesquieu observed
very justly, that in their classification of the citizens the
great legislators of antiquity made the greatest display of

their powers. 1804 Abeknethv Surg. Observ. 18 In at-

tempting a classification of tumours. 1847 Carpenter Zool.

§ 2 The object of all Classification . . [is] to bring together

those beings which most resemble each other and to separate

those that differ. 1874 Blackie Set/Cult. 19 Nothing helps

the memory so much as order and classification.

2. The result of classifying ; a systematic dis-

tribution, allocation, or arrangement, in a class or

classes
;

esp. of things which form the subject-

matter of a science or of a methodic inquiry.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 196 De Saussure gives us

this brief classification of volcanic substances. 1834 J. M.
Good Study 0/Med. (4th ed. 1 1, p. x, A syllabus of its classifi-

cation for the purpose of lecturing from. 1856 Sir B. Brodie
Psychol, /ho. I. vi. 230 The classification of faculties which
these writers have made is altogether artificial 1860

Maury Phys. Geog. Sea xi. § 505 Red fogs, .do not properly

come under our classification of sea fogs. Mod, Several

classifications have been made.

Classificational (kljesifik^janal), a. [f.

prec. + -al.] Of or pertaining to classification.

1883 Nature XXVII. 427 The classificational value which
they possess.

Cla ssifica tor. rare, [agent-sb. f. assumed

L. *classificdre to Classify. Cf. F. classi/icaleur.]

Classifikb.
1861 Hulmk tr. Moquin- Tandon 11. 11. ^inote, We are

indebted to Ray as the pioneer of all the classificators who
have succeeded him. 1883-3 Herzog's Encycl. Ret. A'turwl.

III. 1834 The latest classificators of knowledge.

Classificatory (kl^'sinkt^'tarTi, a. [f. as

prec. on type of L. adjs. in -drius: see -obt.]

Tending to, having the purpose of, or relating to,

classification.

1837 Whewell Hist. Inttuc. Sc. III. xvm. i. f 1. 491 De-
scriptive geology . . is one of the classificatory sciences, like

mineralogy or botany. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times iy.

(1878' 153 Mr. Morgan divides the systems of relationship

into two great classes, the descriptive and the classificatory.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Li/e 139 Devoid of classificatory

value.

Classifier kl;x; sif3i|3J . [f. next + -EB.] One
who classifies.

1819 Rees Cycl., s. v. Classi/ication (L.>, The classifiers of

this period were chiefly Fructists and Corollists. 1830 Sir

J. Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 293 He has performed his

task, if not as a natural historian at least as a classifier and
arranger. 1838 Emebson Lit. Ethics Wks. (Bohn> II. 212

No history, that we have, is safe, but a new classifier shall

give it new and more philosophical arrangement.

Classify (klarsifoi , v. [A modern word, f.

L. class-is class, as if ad. L. *classificdre : see -FY,

and cf. mod.F. classifier, in Littre as a neologism.]

trans. To arrange or distribute in classes accord-

ing to a method or system.

1799 W. Tooke Russ. Empire I. 531 (Webst.) The disease*

and casualties are not scientifically classified- 1805 W.
Saunders Min. Waters 97 If we are not anxious to classify

with too much minuteness. 1807 Southev Espriella's Lett.

(1814) III. 120 Swedenborg had learnt to classify in hi>

earthly studies. 1818 in Touu. 18x4 Blackiv. Mag. XVI.
620 Another class of transgressions . . we shall now enume-
rate :

' to compete *— an American discovery, 1
—

* to classify*

1 —(a barbarism which we are sorry to see, in the leading

article of the last North American Review, No. 44. p. 4* 1

1
.. This comes of inventing new words 'for short';

—'to

classify' is a charming abbreviation of *to class'; as
' lengthy ' is of ' length'. 187a Mohley Voltaire (1886) 98 To
classify a type of character as good or bad. 1875 Jowett
Plato led. 21 IV. 31 Long ago they [actions] nave been
classified sufficiently for all practical purposes.

Hence Cla ssifying, vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1858 Buckle Cwitis. II. 515 (LO A singular precision of

the classifying power, which he possessed as a native talent.

Classing (klusiij), ofc sb. [f. Class t>.+

-ING 1
.] The action of placing in a class or classes.

1741 Monro Anatomy (ed. 3' 40 Technical Terms, about

the . . Classing of w hich there has . . been great Variety of

Opinions. 1879 W. H. White Ship-Build, in Cassell's

Techn. Educ. IV. 78 1 The 'classing' of a ship, together

with her rate of insurance. ^

II Classis (kUvs.is). , PL classes. [i6th c. a.

L. classis a class or division of the Roman people.]

1. A division of the Roman people according to

property and taxation.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 463 The best man in all Rome
was valewed to be worth in goods not aboue 110000 Asse*

in brasse . . and this was counted the first Classis.

t 2. A division according to rank ; a Class.

1594 Hp. King ^Wij (1618)388 They runne through all the

classics and rankes of vanitie. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.

Ep. 1. viii. 33 In the same classis, may well be placed Vin-

, centius Uelluacensis. 1664 Powkh E.xp. Fhitos. 1. 36 Ani-

I mals that come nearest the classis of Plants. 1704 Swift

T. Tub 1. (1750) 27 It is under this classis I have presumed

to list my present treatise. 1714 Fr. Bk. Rates 394 The
Commissary or Clark of each Claris of that Division.

b. In U. S., formerly nsed for a class in college

or school.

3. In certain Presbyterian churches : an inferior

judicatory consisting of the elders or pastors of

the parishes or churches of a district ; a presby-

tery. Used in England under the Commonwealth ;

and subsequently in certain Reformed churches of

the continent, and America.
1503 Abp. Bancroft Dangerous Positions iii. 13 (TO S*

semblies are either classes or synods : classes are conferences
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of the fewest ministers of churches, standing near together,
as for example of twelve. 1646 Ord. Lords # Com.,
Sacram. 8 Scandalous sinnes . . shall be certified to any
Classis, either from any Congregation all Eldership, or
otherwise. 1663 Butler Hud. L i. 838 Bearbaiting may be
. . as lawful as is Provincial and Parochial Classis. a 1679
T, Goodwin IVks. IV. 114 (R.) The reformed churches, in

France, call it a presbytery ; and the meeting of the elders

over many congregations, that they call the classis. 1761
Hume Hist. Eng. Ill, liii. 138 note, A presbytery in Scot-

land is an inferior Ecclesiastical Court, the same that was
afterwards called a classis in England. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 273 The Dutch Reformed churches . . six classes,

which form one synod. Each classis delegates two minis-

ters and an elder to represent them in synod.

b. The district formed by the parishes so united.

1653 G. Firmin SoberReply 7 Our Classis runnes 14 miles

in length, and 20 severall Parishes in it. 1761-2 Hume
Hist. Eng. 11806) IV. lviii. 399 A number of neighbouring
parishes, commonly between twelve and twenty, formed a
classis.

f 4. In a library : A name originally equivalent

to ' stall i.e. a case of book-shelves standing out

at right angles to the wall ; afterwards applied to

the compartment formed by the shelves in the

adjacent sides of two ' stalls together with those

under the window between them. Obs.
1625 B. Jonson Staple ofN. 1. ii. (1631) 9 The great rooines

He has taken for the Office, and set vp His Deskes and
Classes, Tables and his Shelues. 1641 J. Jackson True
Evang. T. in. 230 Cornelius a Lapide . . whose volumes .

.

take up halfe a Classis in our publique Libraries. 1710
Hearne Collect. (Oxf. H. S.) II 1. 96 Putting Books in Shelves
under the Classes of the Middle Part of the Publick Library.
1886 R. Willis Archit. Hist. Univ. Cat/id. III. 438.

5. attrib.

17x5 Lond. Gaz. No. 5384/2 Lost . . ten Orders of the
Classis Lottery 1712.

Classless (klcvsles), a. nonce-ivd. Having or
belonging to no class.

1878 G. R. L. Marriott tr. Smile dc Laveleye's Prim.
Property 237 Classless wanderers and fugitives.

ClasS'mate, -mate. A fellow student in the
same class

;
tsp. in U.S. colleges, a member of the

same graduation class : see Class 3 b.

1862 [See Class-day]. 1866 Harvard Mem. Biog. I. 333
A classmate whos at next him for four years. 1875 Long-
fellow Morituri Salutanius 106 And now my class-mates

;

ye remaining few That number not the half of those we
knew. 1878 Hopps Princ. Relig. x. 3? A boy who gets
laughed at by his class-mates for making mistakes. 1886

J. Quincy in Holmes Life Emerson 45 Only two of my
classmates can be fairly said to have got into history.

t Claster, v. Obs. To clatter. [Possibly an
error for that word ; but cf. Ger. klastern to rattle,

patter, as hail, or rain-drops.]
a 1307 in Pol. Songs (1839) 157 For everuch a parosshe heo

polketh in pyne, Ant clastreth with heore, colle. 1530
Palsgr. 205/2 Clasteryng, cacquet.

Clastic (klarstik), a. [f. Gr. type *tc\a<XTin6s,

f. kKcuttos broken, f. K\a~etv to break, break off.]

a. Geo!. Consisting of broken pieces of older rocks.

b. Anat. (Of a model) Composed of a number of
separable pieces ; pertaining to such a model.
1875 Hamerton Intell. Life RI. ix. 117 The clastic ana-

tomical man-model of the ingenious doctor Anzoux. 1877
Green Phys. Geol. 93 Rocks . . made up of broken pieces of
pre-existing rocks are spoken of as Clastic . . or Derivative.
1879 Rutley Study Rocks xiv. 299 Among the fragmentary
or clastic rocks. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Clastic, fragile

;

separable into fragments. Term applied to models which
can be taken to pieces.

Clat, sb. 1 dial. [With sense 1, cf. Da. klat blot,

splash of dirt ; also Clot, Clod. Sense 2 may
be quite distinct, and possibly related to Claut.]
1. A clod, a clot of dirt, esp. of cow-dung.
1619 Z. Boyd Battle of Soul (1629) 35 (Jam.) Wonnes

crawling and creeping vpon a clat or clod of clay. 1829
J. L. Knapp Jrnl. Naturalist 49 A dry March for the clat-
harvest was considered very desirable. 1834 Brit. Husb. I.

27 Clats . . the dung of cattle as fuel . . collected from the
pastures at the close of summer. 1877 N. IV. Lincoln.
Gloss-, Clat, (2) Anything dirty or sticky, (4) Spoon meat.
1881 Leicestersh. Gloss.

I E. D. S.\ Clat, var. pron. of ' clot

'

and ' clod ', a spot or lump of dirt, soil, etc. Applied spe-
cially to the droppings of cattle. 1888 Elworthy IV.
Som. Gloss., Clat, a clod, a sod. Coio-clat, a dried cowdung.
Also a bunch of worms having worsted drawn through
them for clatting ( catching eels) ; a clot (e.g. of blood).

2. 1 Seeds * or pales sifted out of meal, bran.
1595 Dlncan^^/S. Etymol., Furfur, purgainentum farina,

branne, clats, seids of meal, c 1720 W. Gibson Farriers
Dispens. § S (1734) 194 Bran or Clats of any kind.

Clat, sb.- dial. [f. Clat v.]

a. Noisy talk, tittle-tattle, clatter, b. A tattler,

tale-bearer ; a noisy tongue.
1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl. II. 108 Howd the clat. 1877

N. IV. Lincolnsh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Clat, a tell-tale .

.

Ridiculous or exaggerated talk. 1879 Shropsh. Word-bk.,
Clat, a tattler : a tale-bearer . . A contemptuous term for a
woman's tongue. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Clat, a tale-bearer.
Clat, elate, obs. or dial, forms of Cleat.
t Clat, v. Obs. exc. dial. [? short for Clatter.

cf, chat, chatter.]

t L ? To rattle, strike noisily. Obs.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 859 With kene clobbez of bat clos

pay clatz on be wowez [but ? errorfor clatre],

2. To chatter, prate, tattle, 'tell tales*.
1863 Atkinson Provinc. Dauby, Yorksh., Clat, to talk

fast, with but little meaning : to chatter or prate. 1876

Mid-Yorksh. Gloss., Clat, to prate noisily. 1879 Shropsh.
\

IVord-bk., Clat, to tattle ; to propagate idle tales. 1884
Cheshire Gloss., Clat, to tell tales of a person.

Clat, variant of Claut v., Clart v.

Clateh, variant of Cletch, a brood.

tClate, sb. Obs. Mil. [ad. med.L. cleta, F. claie :

see Clave.] A hurdle of wattle-work : see quot.
fftJ Milit. Sea Diet., Clates are the same as commonly

we call Wattles, being made of strong Stakes, interwoven
with Oziers, or other small pliable Twigs. The Use of '

them is to cover Lodgments overhead with much Earth
heap'd on them, etc
Clate, obs. form of Claut v. y

Cleat sb.

Clater(e, obs. form of Clatter.
Clath e, -es, obs. ff. Cloth, Clothe, Clothes.
Clathrate (kke-br^t) a. Bot. [ad. L. clathrdl-

us, pa. pple. of cldthrarc : see next.] Resem- i

bling lattice-work ; cancellatc.
Webster cites Gray.

t Clathrate, v. Obs.~° [f. L. ddthr-are to
j

furnish with a lattice or bars, f. cldthri (pi.) lattice

(Gr. K\r)9pa
f
K\€i&pa bars) : see -ate 3.] To fur-

nish with or mark like lattice-work.
1623 Cockekam, ir, To stop with lattice or barres, Clath- I

rate. 1731-6 Bailey, Clatkrated, cross-barred.

Clathroid (kke-}>roid)
;
a. Bot. [t. L. clathr-i

(pi.) lattice (see prec.) + -oid.] — Clathrate a.

1857 Berkeley Cryptog. Bot. § 181. 203 Alga? .. which
present . . a clathroid, cancellated, or cribrose frond.

Clatter khvtai), sb.l [In 15th c. clater, but

possibly coeval with the verb of same form.

MDu. has ctdtere, Du. klater, a rattle, and klateren

to clatter, rattle, chatter. Sense 2 appears earliest

in our quots., and ought perhaps to stand first.

The OK. Cl&dur, cledr, cleadur (Epinal 218, etc.) ' tabula
\

qua a segitibus territautur aves' appears to be connected,
\

but is not phonetically identical.]

1. A rattling noise made by the rapidly xe-
1

peated collision of sonorous bodies which do not
ring. * A clatter is a clash often repeated witli

great quickness, and seems to convey the idea of

a sound sharper and shriller than a rattle' (J.).
1578 Lyte Dodoens vi, lxxi. 750 Their [aspen leaves'] con-

|

tinual sbakingj and noysome clatter. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
v. vii. 2r By this great clatter, one of greatest note Seemes
bruited. 1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 419 My Horses
were so unruly with that Noise, and the Clatter of the

I

Planks, that, etc. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 8. F 9 The clatter

of empty pots. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xliv, The clatter of
horses' hoofs was heard. 1853 Kingsley Hjpatia xi. 126

\

The clatter of their hoes among the pebbles.

2. Noisy talk ; confused din of voices, gabble.

Often applied contemptuously to what is treated

as mere empty gabble.
C1460 Tozuueley Myst. 190 (Matzn.) As good that thou

had Halden stille thy clater. Ibid. 257 Hold stille thy
clattur. a 1638 Mede Wks. Gen. Pref., To make an as-

tonishing clatter with many words of a strange sound and
of an unknown sense. 1813 Edi'u. Rev. XXI. 70 The people
. . have in their pronunciation a small degree of the clatter.

1829 Lytton Disoiuned 7 The conversation changed into
one universal clatter. 1851 Longf. Gold, Leg. v. Foot of

\

Alps, Such a clatter of tongues in empty heads.

b. Gossip, chatter, idle talk, tittle-tattle. Often

in Chiefly *S*^-

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1885) 68 Latting ;

pas thir fables, and a hundir sik clatteris. a 1662 Baillie
Lett. I. 216 (Jam.) We take it, and many things more you
will hear, for clatters. 1790 Burns Taut 0' Shanter 45 The
night drave on wi' sangs an' clatter. 1843 Mrs. Carlyle

]

Lett. I. 255 Oh, what nonsense clatter I do write to thee !

3. Comb. Clatter-bone, -bane, Sc. a. a bone
humorously supposed to move when one chatters

or prates ; b. in ' two pieces of bone or slate

held between the fingers, which produce a clatter-
\

ing noise, similar to that from castanets'. (Jam.).
1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 387 (Jam.). 1823 Galt Entail I.

j

xx. 166.

Clatter, sb.2 dial. [cf. Clatter v. 1 b.] A
;

mass of loose boulders or shattered stones ; so
called on Dartmoor.
1865 Gosse Land 3- Sea (1 874) 396 Rooting out a crown of

'

the hay-scented fern from the foot of the ' clatter,' as a mass
of granite so situated is provincially termed. 1873 Quart,

j

Rev. CXXXV. 142 Spires and clatters of grey rock—as the
long streams of shattered stone are locally called. 1882 Pall
Mall G. 28 July 4/1 Under shelter of the biggest rocks in

the whole clatter . . the word is good moorland English for

a mass of loose, weathered boulders on the sky-line summit
of a saddle-back ridge.

Clatter, jsM [f. Clat sbX + -er.] (See quot.)
I

1829 J. L. Knapp Jrnl. Naturalist 49 The droppings of the
COWS were collected [for fuel] . . beaten into a mass with
Water ; then pressed by the feet into moulds . . by regular

j

professional persons, called clatters (clodders\

Clatter (klseta*)
?
v. Forms: 3-6 clater, 5 cla-

[

tere, clatre, clathyr,6 clattyr,clattre, 5-clatter. '

[OE. clatyian (in clatmnge). corresp. to MDu. and
!

Du. klateren to rattle, clatter, babble, E.Fris. klatern,
\

klattern, LG. klateren, dial. Ger. klattem, klat-
\

tern ; of onomatopoeic origin. In Ger. and Du.
j

the word is synonymous with klapper(e)n> klep-
;

per{e)n. The order of senses is uncertain : cf.

the sb.]

1. intr. To make or emit a rapid succession of
|

short sharp noises in striking a hard and dry
body; to rattle. Said either of the material in-

struments or the agent.

[c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 377/27 Crepacula, clatrunge ]

c 1340 Gaw.
(J*
Gr. Knt. 731 per as claterande fro be crest

be colde borne rennez. £'1386 Chaucer Knt's T. 1501 The
arwes in the caas Of the goddesse clatren faste and rynge.
e 1400 Destr. Troy 5787 Cloudis with the clamour claterit

aboue. 1513 Douglas sEncis ix, x. 161 [They] hard hys
arrowis clatterand in hys cace. 1719 Dk Foe Crusoe (1840)
II. xiii. 274 They fall a-clattering with, .drums and kettles.

1787 Burns Holy Fair xviii, There the pint-stoup clatters.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxii. (1856) 279 [Masses] roll

clattering down the slopes. 1878 H. S. Wilson Alp. Ascents
\. 4 His heavy boots clatter upon the round pebbles.

*t* b. intr. To go to pieces with such a noise ;

to be shattered ; to fall into ruins. Obs.
a 12Z$ Leg. Kath. 2026 Hit bigon toclaterin al & tocleouen.

r 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 912 Sodomas schal . . synk in-to

grounde . . & vche a koste of bis kyth clater vpon hepes.
c 1340 Gaw. Gr. Knt. As alle be clamberande clyffes

hade clatered on hepes.

C. To move rapidly with such a noise, to rattle

along, down, over, etc.

1810 Scott Lady ofL. i. iii, Clattered a hundred steeds
along. 1842 T. Martin My Namesake in Erasers Mag,
Dec, Up clattered the omnibus. 1858 Hawthorne Fr.
It. jrnls. (1872) I. 57 Clattering over the pavements on
wooden shoes. 1881 Besant & Rice Ckapt. ofFleet 11. xix.

(1883) 256 He came clattering down the street.

2. trans. To cause to rattle ; to strike or dash

together with a clattering noise.

1537 Thersytes in Four O. PI. {1848) 82 And clattennge
there youre pottes with ale. 1583 Stanyhlrst Poems,
sEueis \ in. (Arb.) 137 A clapping fyerbolt (such as .. Ioue
toe the ground clattrethi. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 161.

P 11 He sometimes stamped as in a rage . . then clattered

his chairs. 1768-74 Tucker LI. Nat. (1852' II. 445 The ser-

vants clatter the plates and glasses. 1862 Sala Seven Sous
I. x. 252 [He] clattered his tea-cup.

b. north, dial. To beat, thrash (a person).

1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxxii. 471 Whisht ! is that Hors-
fall clattering him? I wonder he does not yell out 1855
Robinson IVhitby Gloss., To clatter, to beat, to chastise.

'I'll clatter thee/ 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.S
Clatter, to beat with the open hands.

3. intr. To talk rapidly and noisily ; to talk

idly ; to chatter, prattle, babble. In mod. Sc., to

tattle, talk scandal.

1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 60 Thou claterist meche of

orderis of aungeles in heuen. 1440 York Myst. x\. 11

Who comes bere claterand 'i a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868)

40 Of them that usen to clatre, speke, and tangle atte the

masse. 1525 Lu. Berners Froiss. II. ccxxii 684 The people

begyn to clater and to murmur therat. 1570 Levins Manip.

77/37 To clatter, prate, balbutire. 1641 Milton Ch. Discip-

I. (1851) 21 Since hee must needs bee the Load-starre of

Reformation as some men clatter. 1662 R. Mathew Unl.

Alch. § 79. 105 Her husband . . clatters hard against me and
my Pills. 1727 De Foe Hist. Appar. xiv. 349 Those who
clatter that Peter never was at Rome. 1816 Scott Antiq.
xxiv, Ye may be sure it was clattered about in the kitchen.

b. To chatter as a magpie.
1549 Compi. Scot. vi. (18731 39 The tuechitis cryit theuis

nek quhen the piettis clattrit.

4. trans. To utter in a chattering way
;

blab,

prate about. Obs. (or only as transf. from 1.)

C1325 Poem temp. Edity. II. 120 in Pol. Songs (Wr.) 329
He . . Adihteth him a gay wenche . . And there hii clateren

cumpelin whan the candel is oute. 1401 Pol. Poems (1859)

II. 76 Counceil owith to be kept And not to be clatrid.

^1450 Merlin i. 12 The women clatered it aboute. 1526 W.
Bonde Pilgr. Per/. 11531) 36 b, To clater forth his blynde

prophecyes. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (1884I 10S That is

ye matter That poetts clatter. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's
Answ. Osor. 28 b, When you clatter out such matters. 1625

Gill Sacr. Philos. 11. 174 That which these heretikes clatter.

173S Bp. Wilson in Keble Life xxvi. (18631875 Many of the

clerks hurry over the responses, and Psalms and Hymns, as

fast as ever they can clatter them over.

5. The verb-stem is used advb. (cf. bang, etc.).

1884 G. Moore Mummers lYife(iS87) 152 Clatter, clatter,

clatter, went the bell.

Clattered (kkE'taid),//}/. a. [f. Clattek v. +

-ed*.] Uttered in a clattering way, rattled,

struck so as to clatter, etc. : see the vb.

1583 Stanvhurst Aineis 11. (Arb.) 45 With droomming
clattered humming. 1671 Milton Samson 1124 And raise

such outcries on thy clattered iron.

Clatterer (klartara-O. [f. Clattek v. + -ek.J

One who clatters ; + a chatterer, babbler ; tattler.

1388 Pol. Poems (1859) !• 27* Wolde God swoche claterers

sua subdaut colla securi. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11375 A cla-

terer of mowthe, bat no counceil can kepe. 1519 Horman
Vulg. 73 b, He is a great prater or claterar. 1581 J. Bell

Haddon's Answ. Osor. 23 b, A fonde brabblyng clatterer.

t Clatterfart, -fert. Obs. [f. Clatter v.]

A chatterer, babbler, blabber.

1552 Huloet, Clatterer or clatterfart, which wyl disclose

anye light secreate, Loquax. 1577 Stanvhurst Descr.

Irel. in Holinshed VI. 24 The Irish eniinie .
.
having an

inkling by some false clatterfert or other, that a companie

of them, etc.

Clattering .klarUrin), vbl. sb. [f. Clatter v.

+ -ing 1
.] The action of the verb Clatter.

1. Noise of the rapidly repeated collision of hard

bodies ;
rattling.

^1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1515 Clatering of conacles bat

kesten bo burdes. c 1386 Chaucer Knt's. T. 1634 Of hors

and herneys noyse and claterynge Ther was. 1581 Savile

Agric. (1622) 198 The clattering and running of charets and
horsemen. 1665 Manlev Grotius' Loiu-C. Warres 249 The
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noise and clattering of Arms in the Castle. 1820 \V\ Irving
Sketch Bk. I. 345 The clattering of his horse's hoofs.

2. Chattering, rapid noisy talk. In mod. Sc.,

tattling.

1400 Test. Love 1. '1560) 276 b/i After much clattering,

there is mokell rowning. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 41
No man thorugh his clateringe shulde desturbe the devine
seruice of God. 1583 Fllke Defence vii. 302 Where then
is your vain clattering of the mystery of antichrist? 1713
Swift Faggot, Constable with staff of peace, Should come
and make their clatt'ring cease. 1737 Ramsay Scot. Prov.
Ded., Few opportunities of common clattering.

1 3. Applied to a company of choughs. Obs.
c 1430 Lydg. Hors, Shepe, 4- G. (1822) 30 A clatering of

chownis A murmeracion of stares.

Clattering Jcbe-tariq), ///. a. [-ma9.]
1. That clatters or rattles rapidly.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 12501 Thurgh the claterand clowdes.

1599 T- M[olfet] Silkiuormes 73 On clattring treddles
while they roughly play. 176a Falconer Shiprvr. 11.560
The clattering pumps with clanking strokes resound. 1869
J. Raven CA. Belts Cambr. (1881) 104 Two of the most clat-
tering pans that were ever dignified with the name of bells.

2. Chattering, babbling. In mod. Sc., tattling.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 37 b, Thy clatteryng
tounge shalbe still, iw Jas. I DxmonolAxtxt) 134 (Jam.)
The clattering report of a carling. i8ai Joanna Baillie
Met. Leg., Ghost Fadon ii. 4 Dull owl, or clatt'ring jay.

Cla-ttern. Sc. 1 A tattler, a babbler* (Jam.}.
17*5 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. nr. ii, That clattern Madge.
Cla'ttery, a. [f. Clatter sbA or v. + -y.] col/oq.

Characterized by clatter, clattering.
1880 Mark Twain Tramp Abroad II. 2 A small piano .

.

a clattery, wheezy, asthmatic thing.

Clatty Jdserti , a. Sc. [f. Clat sbA + -v.]

a. ? Of mud, mud-built, b. Miry, dirty, nasty.
1619 Z. Boyd Battle Soul (1629) 33 (Jam.) If a lord should

giue to one of his seruants some cottage house of clay, .but
afterward . . should say, 1 etch mec my good seruant out of
his clattie cottage, and bring him to my palace. 163* in
Irving Dumbartonsh. ii86ot 500 It is prouin that Isobell
called the said Martha clattie baudrons.
Clau, obs. form of Claw.
Clauchan, obs. form of Clachas.
Claucht, sb. and v. : see Claught.
Claud^e — clawed: see Claw v.

Claude Lorraine glass. Also Claude-
glass. [Named from Claud '

v
of l Lorraine (1600-

1682), the French landscape painter.] A some-
what convex dark or coloured hand-mirror, used
to concentrate the features of a landscape in sub-
dued tones. Sometimes applied to coloured glasses
through which a landscape, etc. is viewed.
1789 W. GiLrm Beauty (1709) I. 124 The only picturesque

glasses are those, which the artists call Claud Loraine
glasses. They arc combined of two or three different
colours ; and if the hues are well sorted . . give the objects
of nature a soft, mellow tinge, like the colouring of that
master. 18x4 Scott Redg. Itt V, Didst ever see what
artists call a Claude Lorraine glass, which spreads its own
particular hue over the whole landscape which you see
through it. 1882 K. GoMSGns?Vui 187 Gray walked about
everywhere with that pretty toy, the Claude- Lorraine glass
in his hand, making the beautiful forms of the landscape
compose in its lustrous chiaroscuro.

Claudent (klp-dent), a. fad. L. claiuient-em,
pr. pple. of claudtVe to shut, close.] Shutting,
closing. Claudent Muscle : the orbicularis muscle.
1708 Kersey, Claudent, shutting or closing, as Clau-

dent Muscles, certain Muscles that serve to shut the Eye-
lids. So in Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets.

Claudetite (klo ddtsit). A/in. [Named 1868
from its discoverer V. Claudet : sec -ite.] Native
arsenious acid of pearly lustre, occurring in thin
plates in the San Domingo Mines in Portugal.
1868 Dana A/in. 796.

tClau-dicant, a. Obs. [ad. L. claudicdMl-em,
pres. pple. of claudicdre : see next.] Lame, halt-
ing, limping, lit. and Jig.
1624 Irel. Jubilee in Dibdin l.ibr. Co/up. (18341 255 Shall

man, their pettie soveraigne, Ik; claudicant and heteroclite.
1671 71rue Xoneonf. 184 Such claudicant Arguments. 1708
Bnt. Apollo No. 46. 3/1 Your Claudicant Bride.

Clan dicate, Oh. rare. [f. L. cfaudit are
f. ctaud-us lame.] To be lame, to limp.
1613m Cockeram. So in Blount, Phillii-s, Bailey, John-

son, and mod. Diets, 18x9 EL Busk Vestriadw. 267 Till
his last step to claudicate in gait.

t Claudica tion. Ob*, [ad. L. rtmidifatifn
cm, n. of action f. claudicdre, so F. claudication.}

The action of limping or halting.

1555 Fardle Facions 1. vi. 91 Claudication or limping. 1622
Bp. Abernethy Chr. Hear: Treatise i. 5 The claudica-
tions and haltings of the saints are not diseases, but in
part. 1709 Steele Taller Ho. 80. F7, I have, .contracted
a very honest and undissembled Claudication in my Left
Foot.

tClairdity. Obs, rare-", [ad. L. cfauditas f.

clatut-us lame : see -lYfj Lameness.
1656 in Blount; thence 1692 in Coles.
Clauen, obs. pi. of Clam,
Claught, pa. t. of Cleek v., to snatch, clutch.

Claught, claucht klaxt, klaxwt , v. Sc.

[Irregularly formed on claucht, pa. t. of Cleek.
Cf. clad vb.] To seize with claws; to clutch,
snatch.

'* l8o° Jacobite Reins I. 58 (Jam.) To claucht my daddie's

wee bit house. 1815 Scott Guy M. xi, He saw Meg .

.

claught the bairn suddenly out of the gauger's arms.

Claught, sb. Sc. Also 8- claucht. [f. pa.

pple. oiCleek v.] A sudden snatch or clutch.
1768 Ross Heteuore 42 (Jam.) Ane I kent na took a claught

of me. 1825 79 J.xmieson, When one lays hold of what is

fa 'n*"& lt is ** tnat ne ' Sat a claucht of it.'

t Clau*ncher. Obs. A/in. [Cf. Cldnch.] Sec
quot.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. E iij b, Ctaunt her, a piece of
Kevell, Tufft, Stone, etc., having always some Joynt at the
back of it, which being driven past becomes loose, and being
struck upon yields a sound, and often slips down unex-
pectedly, and many times Ore has been discovered at the
back of such Claunchers.

+ Claurie, 0. Obs. Her. Forms : 5 cloury,
clawri, 6 claurie, clawry, -rie. Of one colour.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. B v a, Hit is clepyd in armis

claury. Ibid. B v b, Clawri is called playn of oon coloure.

1571 BoHnniX Artnorie 11.78 b, The nelde of thys cote
Armoure is Claurie. 1586 Fehne Bias. Gentrie 186 When
all the pointes and borders of the field be of one colour

:

which was called Clawrie. Ibid. 213 Which also might be
borne Clawry counterly or quarterly.

Clause (klgz\ Also 4-6 claus, 5 clawse,
clausae. [a. OK. clause, ad. late or med.L. clausa,

,

app. in sense of I,, clausula close of a period or

formula, conclusion, clause, dim. of *clausa, itself

not recorded as sb. in ancient Latin ; f. L. claud-

Pre, claus-um to Close. Cf. Pr. clauza ; It. uses

clausula.]

1. A short sentence ; a single passage or member
of a discourse or writing ; a distinct part or

member of a sentence, esp. in Gramm. Analysis,

.
one containing a subject and predicate.
a mj Ancr. R. 46 Vour crevices a uour halue, mid teo>

uour eftcr clauses. CruxJugat omne malum, etc. a 1300
I Cursor M. 25257 <Cott. Galba 1 J>is claus es cald be thrid

bone, Fader in erth bt will be done. 1399 Langl. Rich.
Rcdelts Prol. 72 Constrewe ich clause with be culorum.
1413 LYDG. Tilgr. Sowte i. xv. (1850* 12, I can speke neyther
word ne clause. 1577 tr. Bultinger's Decades (15921 556
The testimony of Dauid . . doth in a maner conteine three
sundry members or clauses. 1601 Shaks. Twel. A'. in. L
165 Do not extort thy reasons from this clause, For that I

woo, thou therefore hast no cause. 174a Young Nt. Th.
vii. 751 Why thunder'd this peculiar clause against us. All-

mortal, and All-wretched ! 1865 Dalgleish Grain. Analysis
15 A phrase is a combination of words without a predicate

;

a clause is a term of a sentence containing a predicate
within itself; as, a man who is wise.

b. {>= I,, clausula.) The close or end of a period.
< 1440 Prompt. Pari'. 80 Clawse or poynte (or clos P.\

j

clausula yctausa Pj. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. iv. f 2

j

Men began to hunt more after . . the choiceness of the
phrase . . and the sweet falling of the clauses.

2. A particular and separate article, stipulation,

or proviso, in any formal or legal document.
Often used with attribute or defining phrase as Codicillary

Clause, Penal Clause, Saving Clause, etc. Also, in Si.
Law, Clause 0/ Devolution, a clause devolving an office or
duty ujton a person in certain contingent circumstances

;

Clause irritant, a clause in a deed of settlement by which
the acts and deeds of a proprietor contrary to the conditions
of his rights become null and void ; Clause resolutive, a

j

clause by which the rights of a proprietor rendered null and

I

void by a clause irritant, become resolved and extinguished.

I

(See 1807-8 Bell Diet. Law ScotI.)

* '374 Chaucer Troytus ti. 679 He shall me never bindc
in soche a clause. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys ( 1835) Introd. 1

The formal cause [he] Scttyth in dew ordre clause be clause.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII. c. 42 Pream., A Clause of Warantise
accordyng to the seid dede. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenurts
45a, Without anye suche clause sette or put in the deedc.
a 1600 Hooker Seel. Pol. vui. $6 Add thereto an express
clause of special provision. 1730 Baker's Chron. an. 16^8

1
1 K.) [A bill) for exclusion of afl popish members to sit M

1 . .parliament 'with a clau.se in favour of the Duke of York
179a Anecd. Wt Pitt II. xxix. 125 There is a clause in the

Act of Settlement, to oblige every Minister to sign his

name to the advice which he gives his Sovereign. 1858
Bkk.ht Sp. India 24 June, I am not proposing any clause-

in the Bill. 1875 Stuhbs Const. Hist. III. xviii. 23 The
passing of a statute of twenty clauses.

1 3. Close, conclusion. Obs.

[1*75 Stat. Westm. I, Pream., In crastino claus! Pas.

chae.) 1581 La.muakde Eiren. ft, xix. (1588) 600 The clause
of Easter. 1630 M. Goi>wyn tr. .Inn. Fug. 301 God was
pleased he should end his long Life . . with so happy a clause.

^34 5 in .V. Riding Rec. IV. 24 After the clause of Easter
next. 17*4 Ra.msav Tend. Misc. '1733' I. 100 Be thou
merry late and air This || the final end and clause.

t 4. Clause-rolls {Rotuli ctausi) :=Clohe
RoLLH.
1700 Tvrkli. IHst. Fug. II. 837 These letters .. remain

upon Record in the Tower on the Clause Roll of this Year.

t Claused, ///. a. [f. I ,. claus~us closed + -CD.]
1 1440 Prontp. Pan: 83 Closyd, clausyd or closyd in,

luilnsns.

Clauset, obs. form of Closet.
Clausick: sec Claw-su'k.
Clairsify, nonce-wd., to arrange in clauses.
1881 J. Payne tr. Villon 96 To glose upon it and com-

ment . . To clausify it or transcribe At will.

Clausae, Clausset, obs. ff. Clalsk, Closkt.

t ClaU'Ster, -re, sb. Obs. Also 4 claustur,
ft clowster. [OE. ctausler,ti. \„ claustr-urn* \oc\l,

bar, bolt \ later 1 a shut up place, a cell or cloister*,

f. claud-, clans- to shut + -trum instrumental suffix.

So Icel. klaustr. In ME. the word may have

l>cen formed anew from I .nun. OE. had another
form ct/tslor, corresp. to OS. clustar, MDu. cluster,

Du. kluistcr
; app. repr. a pop. 1 .. variant clus-

trum. I-ater variants were Closter and Cloisteh.
{Clenvsterm&y belong to either claustcr or closter.)]

A cloister, cell, or monastery.
c 1000 ^Elfric Greg. Colloq. \e>ut) Gab ut . . to claustre.
— sEl/ric's 6"/. Wr-W. 186/7 Claustrum fzesten uel claustcr.

1340 Ayenb. 267 Uor claustres and uor strayte cellen. c 1400
Prymer in Masked Mon. Rit. II. 5 The claustur of marie
berith him. 1549 Chron. Grey Friars (1852' 58 The x. day
of Aprill [1549] was pullyd downe the clowster in Powlles
that was callyd the Pardon churcheyerd. Ibid. 64 Clowster.

1716 Ayliffe Parerg. 6 Within the Claustres of the said

Monastery.

Hence Clan sterman, in Ormin clawwstre-
mann ; cf. ON. ktaustra-mann a monk.

1200 Okmin 6332 For bi birrb wel clawwbtremann Onn-
fanngenn miketl mede.

,

t ClaU'Ster, v. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. clau-

strdre, f. claustrum : see prec.] To cloister.

1635 Pagitt Christianog. Relig. Brit. 35 They lived not
claustered in Monasteries.

Claustered, obs. var. of Clustered.
Clausthalite kluustaloit^. A/in. [Named

1 S3 2 from Clausthal, Germany, where found : sec

-ite.] A lead-gray native selenide oflead.
1835 Shkpakd Min. 133 Clausthalite. 1868 Dana Min ,

Clausthalite . . occurs commonly in line granular masses.

Claustral kl§*stral;, a. [ad. lateL. claustrai-

ts, f. claustrum Cloister : see also -al 1
.]

1. Of, pertaining, or belonging to a cloister or

religious house.
1430 tr. h'etupis' Imit. I. xxv. (E. E. T. S.', Religiose

men pat are streited under claustral discipline, c 1449
Pecock Repr. 537 Claustral monkis. 1546 Bale Fug.
Votaries I. '15501 61 b, Dunstane .. compelled men and
women ..to kepe claustrale obedyence. 17*6 Ayliffe
Parerg. 6 A conventual Priory, is a Dignity in the Church,
but a Claustral Priory is not. 1862 Hook I~tves Abps. II.

vi. 322 The commencement of his claustral life.

1 2. Pertaining to a cloister, colonnade, or piazza.

1560 Rollasd Crt. Venus 11. 509 Cumana . . set in hir sait

claustrall.

3. Cloister-like, savouring of the cloister.

186s Temple Bar Mag. IV. 40a Isolation and claustral

seclusion. 1877 L. Morris Epic. Hades 1. 11 The sacred

claustral doors of home. 1886 Farrab Hist. Interpret. 285
The claustral narrowness of mediaeval exegesis.

Claustration kl^strr' Jan). [mod. f. on claus-

trum ; also in Fr. : see -ation.J The action of

enclosing or confining in a cloister.

1863 J . M. Ludlow Sisterhood in Gd. Words 498 At Nancy
in 1696, the Bishop of Toul tried to compel the claustration

of the Grey Sisters of the city.

Clau*BUlar, a. Of the nature of a clause.

1849 Smart Waller's Diet, i860 Jowktt Ess. 4- Rev.

J97 Clausular structure.

tClau sule. Obs. rare. [a. V. clausu/c, ML L
clausula an end, close, or clause, dim. of clausa :

see Clalse.] A little clause.

< 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. iit 16 Thilk litil now rehercid

clausul, Luk vj«. c. Ibid. 441 The Myddil Clausul closid be-

twixt these now rehercid Clausulis. 1390 Swinbcrne Treat.
Test. Pref., Sundrie sorts of bookes; as lectures, councels,

tracts decisions, .clausules, common opinions.

t Clau sure. Obs. Also 5 clawser, 6 claw-
sure, claweaure. [ad. L. clausura closing, bar-

rier, f. daudfre to Close : cf. closure.]

1. The action of closing or enclosing, CLOSt'RE.
. 1440 Pron/p. Parv. 80 Clausure or clos (1499 clawser),

Clausura. 1069 Woodhkad St. Teresa it. vi. 42 Clausure,
shutting up the (Irates, &c. 1670 C». H. Hist. Cardinals
ill. 11. 28a The dispute ..protracted the clausure (of the

conclave).

2. Closed or shut up condition.

1581 N. Ti (Khem.i John xx. 19 Note in T. Cartwright,

Con/ut. Rhetn. N. T. (1618)243 He also came out of his

mothers wombe, the clausure not sturred. 1669 Woouheai*
St. Teresa 11. v. 33 Clausure, Penance, and other Austeri-

ties, a 1714 Geudks iJ.i, In some monasteries the severity

of the Clausure is bard to be born. 1815 Solthey Sir T.

More{i%2<£ II, 331 In this respect the clausure is complete.

Ibid. 3j3 There is no vow, no clausure.

b. A/ed. Imperforated (,or clogged, obstructed,

condition of any canal or cavity in the body.
1585 Llovo Treas. Health I ij, Gume of a Peache ..

openeth the inward clawesures of the breste.

3. An enclosed place, an enclosure, a close.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xvu. clii. (1405)704 Wythin
the closynge or the clausure of the temple. 1609 Munch.
Court Leet Records (1885) II. 246 One clausure of land

called Shiponley.

4. That which encloses ; an enclosure ; a bar.

1450 1530 Myrr. our Ladye 254 He hath broken the clau-

sures of"ueth. 1460 Capgkave Chron. 237 Alle clausures of

wodis thei distroyed. 1511 A bp. IVarham's Visitation in

Brit. Mag. XXXII. 41 The clausure of the churchyard in

the north side lacketh reparation. 1669 Woodhead St.

Teresa 11. xv. in, ] made tnem begin the Walls, to the end
it might have such Clausure, as was fitting.

5. An enclosing case or cover.

1564 Bzcox Acts ofChristy WwrVeAr. (1844; 521 Old rotten

bones or reliques of saints . . in precious shrines and costly

clausures. 1567 Drant Horace s Epist. 1. xiii, Thou shalte

presente to August hand my bokes in ctawsure tyed.

Claut (kl§t), sb. Sc. and north, dial. [Goes

with Claut v. ; perh. related to claw or claught.

(It might possibly represent an OK. *clawel from
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clav-an to Claw. Cf. Sievers, Miscell. f. Ags.
Gramm. § 246.)]

1. A grasping hand, a clutch.

1697 W. Clrland Poems 38 For blew bonnets tbey leave

non, That they can get their clauts upon.

2. An instrument for raking or scraping, as a
hoe, mud-scraper. Clauts : hand-cards for wool.
1808 in Jamieson. 1880 Antrim fit Down Gloss. lE. D. S.),

Claut, a strong rake for raking up mire or rubbish.

3. A handful, a rakeful, a scraping.

1793 Burns Meg o' the Milt i, She has gotten a coof wi' a
claut o' siller. 1818 Scott Roi Roy xvii, ' You might have
. . heard an excellent discourse.' 1 Clauts o' cauld parridge',

replied Andrew.

Clailt (klgt), v. Sc. and north, dial. Also
clat(e, clawt. [See Claut sb. (It might possibly

represent an OE. *clan>ettan, f. clawei ; see prec.1.]

To scratch, claw, rake, scrape out, extract witli

claws, or the like.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1885! 30 This oxx
..regardet nocht [the dogs] bot walde elate him with his
cluifes. 1674 Ray N. Country limits. 14 To Claut, to scratch,

to claw. 1721-1800 in Bailey. 1790 A. Wilson KlegyUnfort.
Tailor Wks. (1846* 45 Soon as ilka dish was clautet. 1823

J. Wilson Trials Marg. Lyndsay 65 (Jam.) Here is four
pound. May it do nae guid to him who clawts it out o' the
widow's house. 1876 Mid Yorks/i. Gloss. (E. D. SjL Clawt,
to claw in an indecisive quick manner. 1876 Whitby Gloss.
(E. D. S.), Clawting, a buffeting, where the fists and fingers

are engaged.

Clauwe, obs. form of Claw.
tCla-val, a. and sb. Anat. Obs. [? a. OF.

elavcl, now claveau, key-stone, etc.]

A. adj. (?) Malar.
1541 R. Copland Guydoris Quest. Chirnrg., The clauall

bones . . are the bones of the eares wherunto are fastened
y" muscles and cordes that couer the Jawes.
B. sb. (See quot.)

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirnrg., The .xij.
j

place is on the fontynelles vnder ye knee . . there as the
iacert is dyuyded fro the lacert, and is made with rounde
claualles with place for the purgacyon of all the body, and
the dyseases of the legges.

Clavate (kL3*W<t), a. [ad. L. ddvdt-us, pa.

pple. of cldvdre to stud with nails or knobs (cf.

Pliny //. N. IX. 36 'genus concharum clavatum'),
f. rldvus nail. In sense 2 taken as f. cldva club (a

j

doubtful Latin use).]

f 1. Studded with nails or knobs, knobbed. Obs.
1661 Lovell Hist. Ani/u. <y Min. Introd., Fishes, .clavate,

spinose, rough.

2. Chiefly Zool. and Bot. Club-shaped ; thick-

ened towards the apex like a club.

1813 Bingley Anim. Biog. (ed. 4) III. 126 Of the Silphae,
or Carrion Beetles . . Their antenna; are clavate, and the
club is perfoliate. 1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1868) I. 342
The filament . . is thickest at the upper end, or clavate.

Cla'vated, a. [f. as prec. + -ed.] = prec.
1728 Woodward Fossils (J.), Clavated spikes of some kind

of echinus.

Clavation (klavt-'-Jan). [f. Clavate, or its

source + -ation.] Clavate state or quality
; spec.

in Anat. clavate articulation, Gomphosis.

Clavato-, comb, form of Clavate : as in cla-

vato-elongate, -turbinate, etc.

1848 Dana Zooph. 370 Clavato - turbinate. Ibid. 671
Branches subterete, clavato-elongate.

t Clave Obs. [ad. L. cldva knotty stick, club,
scion.] A knotty branch, scion, graft.
* c 142a Pallad. on liusb. tv. 415 In March orenge is sette
in sondry wyse . . in bough, in branches and in clave.

t Clave 2
. Obs. [? ad. L. cldvis key, bolt.]

+ L
1601 Holland Pliny xvt. xl, The leaves of the dores be-

longing to this temple . . stood foure yeres glewed in the
clave [in glutinis compagine].

2. Naut. (See quots.)

'794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 151 Clave, a stool . . sup-
ported by 4 legs ; the top 6 feet long, 2 or 3 feet wide . . in
which the shells are set up with wedges for making the
sheave-holes. Ibid. 153 The blocks are. .jambed up. .with
wedges in a clave.

3. (See quot.)

1847-78 Halliwell, Clave, the handle, or the part of a
pair of small balances by which they are lifted up in weigh-
ing anything.

Clave, pa. tense of Cleave v.

II Clavecin (klarv/'sin). Mus. [F. clavecin, ad.
med.L. clavicymbalum or It. clavicembalo : see
Clavicymbal.] The French name of the harpsi-
chord : sometimes used by English writers.
1819 Pantologia, Clavecin (Fr.), in music, a harpsichord.

1881 A. J. Hipkins in Grove Diet. Mus. III. 194 About the
year 1500 the clavecin had been made in the clavichord
shape, and called Spinet.

Hence Clavecinist [a. F. claveciniste\, a player
on the clavecin.
1865 Hullah Transit. Period Music 243 The sudden in-

disposition, .of the Clavecinist, gave him [Handel] an op-
portunity. 1868 Browning Ring <y Bk. I. 1. 1209 As. Clave-
cinist .

.
debarred his instrument Yet thrums . .With desperate

finger on dumb table edge.

Claved, a. Her. =Clavie.
1830 in Robson.

Clavel (klae-vel). Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 7
clavie, 7, 9 clavy, 9 clavey, 7- clavel. [a. OF.

clavel, now claveau, keystone of an arch, wedge-
shaped lintel of a window, door, or the like ; = Pr.

clavel, Cat. clavell, It. chiavello :—L. *c!dvcl/us

dim. of cldvus nail, peg, clinching instrument.]

1. The lintel over a fire-place
; esf. a beam of

wood so used, the mantel.
1602 Carew Cornwall (1733) 138a, The hewed stones of

the windowes, dowres, and clavels, pluct out to serve private
buildings. 1611 Coryat Crudities 303 The fairest chimney
for clauy an#jeames that euer I saw. 1753 Borlase in
Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 91 The lightning had left a mark
quite cross the clavel of the kitchen-chimney. 1847-78
Hali.iwei.l, Clavel, a mantel-piece. West. Called also . . I

clavy. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., Would
you like to have a arch a-turned or a clavel? Ibid. The
Holmen Clave! Inn.

2. Comb., as clavel (clavy-; -board, -piece, '

-tack, = mantelpiece.
1847-78 Halliwell, Clavel . . called also . . clavy-piece.

Clavel-tack is, I believe, the shelf over the mantel-piece.
1862 Barnes Rkynut in Dorset Dial. I. 136 Just above the
clavy-bwoard Wer father's spurs, an' gun," an' sword.

t Cla-vellated, a. obs. [f.medX..davellde-us
(cineres clavcllati, clavati, Du Cange), OK. davelce,
in cendre clavelce, mod. F. cendre gravelec, lit.

'granulated ashes', which Littre takes as the
proper form : but on phonetic grounds this is

doubtful.]

1. in Clavcllated Ashes :
' Potash of superior

j

quality obtained from the dried and calcined lees

of wine, for the use of dyers' (Godefroy).
1660 tr. Paracelsus' A rchidoxis 11. 58 Of the Alkali of the

Ashes, .we make a clavellated gnawing Salt. 1683 Salmon
Dorou Med. 11. 504 Clavellated or gravelled Ashes are no-
thing else but the calx of the Lees of Wine, etc., etc. a 1735
ArbuTHNOT (J.\ Air, transmitted through clavellated ashe>
into an exhausted receiver, loses weight.

2. [as from cldva club] Shaped like a little club.
1713 Derham Phys.-Thcol. vni. iv. 402 The lamellated

Antennx of some, the clavellated of others.

Claver(kl,7i-v3j\.r/;.i Sc. and north, dial. Also
claiver. [See Claver v.-~\ Idle garrulous talk,

to little purpose, or with little sense; an idle story,

a piece of idle gossip.

fi,a 1689 in Scott Old Mori. xi. note, When I was entering
life, there was ane Knox deaving us a' wi' his clavers, and
now I am ganging out, there is ane Claver'se deaving us a'

wi' his knocks. 1722-30 Ramsay Parrot, Delighted with
their various claver. 1787 Burns Anew. Gudtrui. Wnuchope-
Houtt i, Wi' claivers, and haivers, Wearing the day awa.
1819 Carlyle Early Lett. (Norton) I. 230 This is all claver,
but it pleases one. 1822 Scott Pirate II. 180 To carry
clashes and clavers up and down. Mod. .Sc.

1 Muckle claver
j

and little corn,' said of pulpit eloquence that has little

edifying in it ; with pun on claver, clover.

t Cla-ver, sb? Obs. rare. [? Meant for Clavier,
though hardly in the same sense.]

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. 11. iv. Columnes 1 1605 1 1. 493
Where, as by Art one selfly blast breath'd out From pant-
ing bellowes, passeth all-about Winde-Instruments ; enters
by th' under Clauers Which with the Keyes the Organ-
Maister quauers.

Claver, sb.'*, obs. form of Clover.
Claver, sb.*, obs. form of Cleavers.
t Cla-ver (klarvaj), v.l Obs. exc. dial. Also
5-6 cleuer. [First found in 1 3th c. ; cf. Da.
klavre to climb, clamber, and mod.Du. k/averen,
klcveren, LG. klaucrn, in same sense ; ON. hail

klifra to climb. All these are regarded as frequen-
tatives, from the vb.-root klif-, kliv-, in OTeut.
klitt- to stick, adhere, hence to climb. Cf. also
ME. deafer, OE. clifcr, claw, talon.] intr. To
climb, clamber. ^Some take it in first quot. as
= clutch, claw.)
a 1225 Ancr. R. 102 Hweoer be cat of helle claurede euer

toward hire, & cauhte, mid his cleafres, hire heorte heaued.
? a 1400 Mortc A rth. 3325 Two kynges ware clymbande, and
claverande one heghe. 1423 Jas. I. King's Q. clix. A quhele,
on quhich cleuering I sye A multitude of folk before myn
eye. 1647 M. Hudson Div. Right Govt. Ep. Ded. 1 Sub.
jects are clavered up into the Kings Throne, and the King
debased below .. a free-born subject. 1876 Mid-Yorksh.
Gloss. (E. D. S.\ Clawer, to clamber.

Claver (kh?-vai), Sc. and north, dial. [Of
uncertain origin. Somewhat similar are Gaelic
clabaire, clabhraichean babbler; also obs. Du.
kalaberen 'inter se in utramque partem de variis

rebus otiose suaves iucundosque sermones con-
ferre ' (Kilian) ; and Ger. klaffern, klaffern, ' gar-
mlare', to chatter, blab, ('viel schweigen ist

kunst, viel klaffern bringt ungunst'). The last

agrees best in sense, but it is not easy to conceive
how, being a High German word, it could have
been adopted in Scotland c 1600.]
intr. To talk idly, or with little sense ; to gossip,

palaver, prate.

01605 [see Clavering], 01715 Sc. Pasauils (1868) 39sWhen ye clatter then, and claver, Ye sprinkle all their necks
with slaver. 1815 Scon Guy M. xxii, ' Clavering about
thae auldwarld stories.' 1818 — Hrt. Midi, xx, ' A worthy
minister, as gude a man . . as ever ye heard claver in a
pu'pit.' 1850 James Old Oak Chest III. 14 ' I'm no given
to clavering of other people's concerns.' 1876 Whitby Gloss.
(E. D. S.), Clawer, to contend, to chatter.

Hence Claverer, one who clavers, a babbler

;

Cla vering fpl. a.

1606 tr. Pollock on 2 Thess. i4o(Jam.l Busie bodies, clauer-
ers, and pratlers. 01605 Montgomery. Flyling 617 An
clauering cohoobie. 1722-30 Ramsay Fables, Clock f, Dial
Ne'er brag of constant clavering cant. 1816 Scott Old
Mori, vii, ' A lang-tongued clavering wife.' 1822 — Nigel
v, A'. James : Haud your clavering tongue.

i Cla vestock. Obs. [f. Cleave v. + Stock.]
A chopper for cleaving wood.
•573 Tusser Ilusb. (18781 38 A clauestock and rabetstock,

carpenters craue, and seasoned timber, for pinwood to haue.
I6*» R- HoLMK Armoury III, 244/1 In the Farmers House
.

. Ihaye] Clavestook, Rabbet Stock, a Jack to saw upon,
and Pinwood Timber.
Clavey, var. of Clavel.
Cla'viature. [ad. tier, klaviatur, repr. L.

type *cldviatdra, f. cldvis key : cf. OF. daveiire.]
The key-board of an organ or pianoforte.
'882-3 Sciiaee Fncycl. Ret. Knowl. II. 1702 The pedal

elaviature was not invented until the beginning of the
fifteenth century.

t Clavichord (klarvik/id). Obs. exc. Hist.
lorms: 5-6 clavy-, 5-9 clavicord(e, 8-9 clavi-
chord, [in It. davicordo Florio), Ger. klavichont,
ad. 15th c.L. davichordium 'in Rules of Minne-
singers,, f. cldvis key + chorda chord, string. In
i.S-i6th c. usually plural (fair of) clavichord;.
See also Clartchord.

It, davicordo, Sp. clavicordio, Fr. clavicorde are the
spinet ; our clavichord is in these lan^s. 111anicordo, •contio
•corde. ]

A musical instrument with strings and keys ; in
its developed form resembling a square pianoforte,
the tones being produced by the action on the
strings of 'tangents' or small brass wedges at-
tached in upright position to the back of the keys.
1483 Caxton G. de In Tour Kvj, Where his vyell and

clauycordes were. 1502 Privy Purse F.rp. KHz. York
(1830)41 A straungier that gave the Quenc a payre ofclavy-
cordes. 1632 Sherwood Cotgr. Diet., Cluuieords, comme
Claricords. 1724 Stukf.LEY in Mem. .1882) I. 75 Making a
clavichord with Jews trumps instead of strings. 1740-61
Mrs. Delany Life t, Corr. 11SO11 III. 414 Mary i> now
practising the olavicord, which I have got in the dining,
room. 1769 Harrington Mozart in Phil. Trans. LX. 04
This great musician began to play on the clavichord when
he was but seven years of age. 1803-19 Burney in Rees Cyct.
s.v. Claricord{\..\ Hearing the incomparable Emanuel Bach
touch his favourite clavicord at Hamburg. 1888 Hipkins
Mus. Instr. XXXIV, The clavichord is, without question, the
earliest key-board stringed instrument, it having been de-
veloped from the monochord, used for teaching singing in

monasteries and church schools. It appears to have come
into use in the second half of the 14th century.

Clavici'them. = Clavicytheridm.
1855 Browning Men 4 Worn. 11. Heretic's Trag. 199 ( '.race

of lute or clavicithern.

Clavicle 1 iklarvik'l). [ad. L. ddvicula (in
ifithc. F. claviculc) small key, tendril, bar or bolt
of a door, dim. of cldvis key : in med.L. ' collar-
bone ', according to Littre ' because it was com-
pared to the key of a vault, or, as others think, be-
cause its form is that of the ancient bolts'.]

1. Anat. The collar-bone, which extends from the
breast-bone to the shoulder-blade, forming part of
the pectoral arch. In birds the two clavicles are
united at their lower extremities into one bone,
the furculum or ' merry-thought '.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 392 These Clauicles on either
side fasten the shoulder blade to the brast-bone. Ibid. 901
These nerues run vnder the clauicle or cannell bone. 1685
Cooke Marrcno Chiritrg. (ed. 4! 1. i. 8. 1854 Hooker
Himal. Jmls. 1. iv. 99 To ease their aching clavicles.
1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., The clavicle is absent, among Mam-
mals, in Ungulata and Cetacea, and in many Carnivora and
Rodentia.

t 2. Bot. A tendril, clasper, cirrus. Obs.
1725SLOANE Jamaica II. 158 It climbs .. like Ivy, with

broad and soft clavicles. 1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes App.
316 Clavicles, Claspers, or Tendrils, are the young Shoots
of creeping scandent Plants.

+ 3. Conch. The upper part of a spiral shell. Obs.
[1755 Geutl. Mag. XXV. 31 Claviculc, the pyramidal in-

terior and exterior part of a twisted, or spiral shell, begin-
ning near the middle, and ending near the summit. Some-
times called the head.] 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862)
I I. iv. iv. 358 Freshwater shells want . . solidity . . their cla-
vicle as it is called is neither so prominent nor so strong.

t Cla'vicle 2
. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type *cldvi-

culns, dim. of clavus nail, wart, corn.] A wart.
i66l Lovell Hist. Anim. % Min. 104 The liquour thereof,

applied helps clavicles in the hands.

Clavicom (klse-vikpjn). Ent. [ad. mod L.

cldvicorn-is, f. cldv-a club + corn-u horn.] Club-
horned : applied to a subsection of pentamerous
beetles, Clavicornes, having club-shaped antennoe.

[1837 Penny Cyct. VII. 244/2 Clavicornes.] i860 Mayne
Exp. Lex., Clavicomis, club-homed . .clavicorn.

Clavicular (kloevi-ki/Tlaj), a. [f. L. cldvicul-a

+ -ar : cf. F. daviculairc.']

+ 1. Of or pertaining to a key. Obs.
1657-96 in Phillips. 1692 in Coles.

2. Of or pertaining to the clavicle or collar-bone.
1824 Sir A. Cooper Dislocations I, Fractures (1831) 286

The clavicle is joined to the first rib by a clavicular costal,
or.. rhomboid ligament. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I.

479 The clavicular origin of the pectoral muscle. 1882 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Clavicularartery, a small branch of the acromio.
thoracic artery, which supplies the subclavius muscle.
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Hence Clavicularly adv.

1888 Cassell's Fani. Mag. Dec. 14. 1 The important point

in breathing is to do so diaphragmatically and not clavicu-

larly —i.e., to employ deep breathing, and to avoid all

tendency to raise the shoulders.

t Clavicula-rious, a. Oh.-" [ad. L. cldvtcu-

larius.] . .

1656 Blount Glossogr., Clavicularious, of or pertaining

to a key : so 169a in Coles.

Claviculate (klavi -ku/M), a. [f. L. clavi-

citl-a + -ate - : in mod. F. claviculi.] a. Anat.

Provided with clavicles or collar-bones, b. Bot.

Having tendrils 1
1882 Syd. Soc. Ltx.\

t Clavi'CTller. Oh. [AFr. ad. L cldviculd-

tins key-keeper, f. cldvicula, dim. of cldvis key

:

see -AB.J A key-keeper, turnkey.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (1835* 28 Sergius was unyversel

1 lavyculer Of holy cherche.

Clavicylinder. Mus. [f. L. cldvi-s key +

Cylinder.] A musical instrument invented by

Chladni.
1880 Grove Diet. Mus. I.v. Chladni, TheClavi-cylinder.

.

was like a square pianoforte, and comprised four and a
i

half 1

octaves. The sound was produced by friction from a single

glass cylinder connected with internal machinery, by which

the differences of the notes were produced. 1888 Stainfr &
Barrett (ed. 3) s. v.

t Clavicymbal (ktertaimbU). Mus. Oh. exc.

Hist. Forms: 5 claui-, 6 clawesymballe, 7

clavecymbal, y clavicimbal, -cymbal, and in

It. form clavicembalo, [ad. med.L. cldvicym-

balum, -cymbolum in Rules of the Minnesingers

by Eberhard Cersne, 1404% f. cldvis key + cym-

balum Cymbal. In It. clavicembalo, gravicembalo

(both in Florio), F. clavecin (Cotgr. clavcssin,

OF. clavccliinbolon\ Ger. clavizimbel, perverted

ilafenzimmer. SeealsoCLARiCYMB.it, Clavecin ]

An old name of the Harpsichord, a musical

instrument with keys, and strings set in vibration

by means of quills or leathern plectra in wooden

uprights called jacks.

1492 Will i/C/V^ (Somerset H0.1, My Clauysyniballes.

1506 Witt, of Tito. Buttlcr (Somerset Ho.', A payre of

Clawesymbafles. i6j6 Blount Glossogr., Clavecymbal, a

pair of Virginals, or Claricords. 1864 Engf.l Mus. Anc.

Vat. 42 The German clavicimbel . . was a kind of spinet.

1880 A. J. Hipkins in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 367 Mattheson

lauded the clavichord above the clavicymbel or harpsichord.

1880 Ibid. s. v. Cembalo, The dulcimer, or cembalo, with

keys added, became the clavicembalo.

II
Clavicytherium ;klse:vl»i]>I»riftn). Mus.

[Better clavicitherium, med.L., f. cldvis key +

Cither.] An early musical instrument of the

harpsichord type, being really an upright spinet.

[1511 Virdung Musica getutscht (Basek Claviciterium.

1611 M. Pr/etorius Syntagm. Music. fWolfenbii1 1e 1 ) II. xli,

Clavicytherium.] 1810 Pantologia III, Clavieytherunt,

the clavichord, i860 RmBAULT Pianoforte 28 The clavi-

cytherium, or keyed-eitliara. 1880 A. J. Hipkins in Grove

Diet. Mus., Clavicytherium, an upright musical instrument

allied to the horizontal harpsichord and spinet. 1888 —
Mus. Inst. Plate vi. Named Clavicytherium by the earliest

writer on musical instruments, Virdung . . who gives a draw-

ing of one. It is in fact a spinet set upright.

Clavie, a. Her. [a. F. clavi (see Littre), f. L.

cldvis key.] Key-shaped. Also Clavied a.

1571 BossEWELL/!r»/<»v>,94b, The field is gules, a Crosse

dobfe clauie d'Argent. This Crosse ought to be figured as

a double warded key.

Clavie, var. of Clavel.

II Cla'vier. [F. clavier, orig. a key-bearer (on

L. type cldvidriits, f. cldvis key^, hence key-board.

Thence, Ger. clavier, klavier, Du. klavier. Da.

klaveer, Sw. Haver.']

1. The key-board or set of keys of a musical

instrument. (Cf. Cl.AVER sb.~)

1708 Mottf.ux Rabelais v. xx. (1737) 88 The Pedals of

Turbith, and the Clavier or Keys of Scammony. 1855

Browning Master Hagues iii, I looked up and sun-eyed,

O'er my three claviers, yon forest of pipes Whence you still

peeped in the shade. 1880 E. J. Hopkins in Grove Diet.

Mus. I. 485 Communication established between the

claviers of an organ and the sound-l>oard pallets.

2. (klavi«T . A general German name of all

keyboard instruments with strings, but specially

the clavichord ; later, the pianoforte. Also attrib.

1845 E. Holmes Mozart 13 [Mozart] having commenced
composition without recourse to the clavier. 1880 Lihr.

Untv. Kncnol. II. 91 [Bach's] numerous works, .written for

his favorite instrument, the clavier 'the piano of that day).

1885 A thru rum 21 Mar. 385/2 Four of the clavier concertos

. . were given with the aid of a small but select orchestra.

1886 Academy 22 May 371/2 The eminent pianist will.,

play, as it were, a history of clavier music from the time of

Queen Elizabeth to that of Queen Victoria

Hence Clavierist, a player on the clavier.

1845 E. Holmes Mozart 111 Becche (was] a celebrated

clavierist of the day.

Claviform ,klarvif/im), a. [f. I., clava club

+ -POBM : cf. F claviforme.]

1. Having the form of a club; club-shaped.

1817 R. Jameson Char. Mitt. 94 Claviform . . is composed

of club-shaped parallel rods, which adhere by their thin

extremities. Example, Compact black ironstone. 1836

Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 703/1 The foot . . is claviform when it

is thicker at its extremity than at its base. 187s \V. HOVQH-
ton Sk. Brit. Insect. 87 The claviform stigma.

2. [f. I., cldvits] Nail-shaped. Syd. Soc. Lex.,

tClaviger klarvidasj). Oh. [a. L. cldviger

carrying a Key or a club, f. cldv-is key or cldva

club + ger.'] One who carries a key, a key-keeper.

1606 Bp. Barlow Serm. 1 1607 1 B 4a, The great clauiger of
.

heauen, which hath the key of Dauid. 1711 E. Cooke
Voy. S. Sea Introd., You are appointed to secure it in

some Chest, Box. etc. and to be one of the Clavigers thereof.

Clavvgerous, a. [See prec. and -oca.] a. =
prec. : Bearing a key or keys. b. Cltfc-bearing.

a 1656 in Blount Clossogr. Hence 169a in Coles.

b. 1730-36 in Bailey ; and in mod. Diets.

Claviole (klarvi|<?"l). Mus. [f. Clayis key + 1

Viol.] A keyed viol, the name given to a musical

instrument. It was played on with finger-keys

like the piano, the strings being set in vibration by

a rotatory arrangement acting like the violin bow.
1819 Pantologia, Claviole, invented by a Mr. J. I.

Hawkins . . Mr. Hawkins exhibited his instrument in

America about seven years ago; when it was considered,

by musicians as equal in power to fifteen violins, tenors,

and liasses . . A more detailed account . . may be seen in Nos.

3 and 4 of the Retrospect [1805-15]. 1883 A J. Hipkins
in Grove Diet. Mus. HI. 639 The Claviol..was in form
like a cabinet piano.

Clavipalp (kl.xvipxlp). Enl. [ad. mod.L.

cldvipalp-us, f. cltlv-a a club +palpus the soft palm

of the hand, mod. a feeler ; cf. F. clavipalpe.] A
member of the Clavipalpi, a family of tetramerous

lieetles distinguished by a club like thickening of

the terminal joint of the palpi. Also as atlf.

Clavis kl,~i vis). [I., cldvis.]

1. lit. A key.

1649 J ER- Taylor Ct. Exemp. 111. xviii. no Christ himself

would have given a Clavis, and taught the Church to un-

lock so great a secret. 1751 Chambers Cycl., Clavis, some-
times used in English writers, 1x1839 Galt Demon of
Destiny 11. 14 The pond'rous clavis of some torture cave.

2. fig. A key to writings in another language, to

ciphers, etc.

1678 Phillips, Clavis, an Exposition of hard words, or

. . feigned names. Hence in Kersey, Bailey, and mod.
Diets.

Clavolet kloe viHet). Ent. rare. [Diminutive

f. L. cldva club : of abnormal form (for clavulel).]

The club-shaped end of the antenna; of insects.

1816 Kirby & Sp. F.ntomol. III. 518 In those flies whose
antenna: terminate in a bristle, the clavolet is represented

by the bristle.

Clavule (kktrvUfl). Hot. Also in L. form,

[ad. I., cldvula, dim. of cldva club.] The elongated

claviform portion of the receptacle of certain fungi

1.1866 Treas. Bot.).

ClavTtS kl/lvftl), [L. cldvus nail, wart,

tumour.] The disease Ergot which affects rye and

other grasses. Hence Clavism [cf. It. clavismo]

= Ergotism (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Clavy, another form of Clavel, q. v.

Clavyd, obs. pa. t. of Claw v.

Claw vklg), sb. Forms: 1 clawu. 2 clau, (3

//. clawe, clawwess (CVw.)), 4 clauwe, .//.

1 clauen), 4-6 clowe, 4-7 clawe, 5- claw. See

also Clee. [OE. claim (Ep. Erf. Corp. c/attuo),

obi. cases clawe. The quantity of the a is uncer-

tain : if long, cldunt would be identical with OS.

clduua .MDu. claeuwe, Du. klauw), OHG. chldwa

(MHG. ItfllM. kid. modG. klaue), pointing to a

type *U0tud But Onnin has the a short, and

this answers better to the form clawu an original

type *klawd would also best explain the 01IG.

variant chloa, chid [through chlaua, c/tlaii). The
OE. clawu (the ordinary \YS. type) of the nomin-

ative was a new form reconstructed from the oblique

cases ; the original nominative type was cle'a (:—

clau, claw-), and clio; see Clee. (The ON. kid

is not identical ; it appears to 1* : *kttk t
belong-

ing to the vb. kid-, kid : see next.1]

1. The sharp horny nail with which the feet of

birds and some beasts are armed. Also applied

to similar structures on the feet of insects, Crus-

tacea, etc.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 29 Clatluo [so F.rf. and Corpus}. 1 1000

ffmC Gram. ix. 28 iBosw.) Najjl o88e clawu, unguis,

a 1150 Owl «r Night. 153 pu havest scharpe clawe. a 1300

Billy ft Soul 370 in Map's Poems (Matz.) Scharpe clauwes,

long nayled. f a 1400 Morte Arth. 783 To bataile he (a

bear] bowne* him with bustous clowez. 1-1440 Promp.
Part: 80 Claw or clc of a beste, ungula. c 1530 LA Ber-

ners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (18141 '59 His nayles or clowes

lenger then a fote. 1590 Shaks. Midi. M. nr. ii- 43 His

nailes . . shall hang out for the Lions clawes. 1664 Power
F.xp. Philos. 1. 2 His [ihe Flea's] feet are slit into claws

or talons. 1855 Gossf. Marine Zool. I, 155 (Porcelain

crabs) First feet very long and slender with long claws.

b. 1 The foot of a beast or bird, armed with

sharp nails, or the pincers or holders of shell-fish
'

(J.).
This is only a loose use, arising out of such

phrases as in its claws, with its claws, etc.

a 1000 Phoenix in (Gr.l Fenix fyres lafe clam biclyppep.

1340 Ayenb. 61 Bodyes of wyfman, and tayl of uisssse. and

clauen of am. 1590 Si knsf.r F. Q. 11. viu. 50 As a Bittur

in the Eaglet clawe. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre s

Stud. Nat. (1799) 1. 470 IT you tear off a claw from a live

crab or lobster, it pushes out another. 1837 Whewell
Hist. fnduit.Sc. (1857) I. 148 The southern claw of Cancer,

t 2. A hoof, or one of the parts into which a

cloven) hoof is divided. Oh. Cf. Clee.
c 1000 vClfric Lev. xi. 3 pa nytenu be hira clawe todselede

beob. c 1 200 Ormin 1225 Oxe gap o clofenn fot & shzdeph
hisc clawwess. 1535 Coverdale Deut. xiv. 6 Euery beest

that deuydeth his clawe, & cheweth cudd, shal ye eate.

Neuertheles these shal ye not eate . . that . . deuyde not the
hoffe in to two clawes. 1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1560)

I ij b, Goates clawes brent and poudred ..or in stedeofit
shepes clawes. 166s Lovell Hist. Anim. Min. 109
With claws like a Cow ; but quadrifide.

3. fig. (Chiefly in phr. in one's claws, etc., im-

plying the notion of seizing, or having in one's

possession or power." 7o pare the claws of is a

common phrase resting immediately on sense i,

but usually fig. in use.

1 1386 Chaucer Man of Laic's T. 356 Me fro the feend

and fro his clowes keepe. 1576 Fleming Panoptie Ep. 185

After that he had aspired to principalitie, and had caught
governement within his clawes. 1617 Huron Wks. (1619-201

II. 221 So subtill is the deuill to make roome for himselfe,

when hee hath once got in his claw. 1664 Butler //.-../.

11. ii. 282 What's justice to a man, cr laws, That never

comes within their claws? 1790 Cowper Lett. 26 Nov.,
I am happy that you have escaped from the claws of Euclid.

1884 Pall Mall G. 23 Oct. 1/1 To draw the teeth and pare
the claws of the Peers.

4. 'Sometimes a hand, in contempt' (J.).

1577 Harrison England 11. vi. (1877) 1. 151 Some of them
doo suffer their iawes to go oft before their clawes. 1851

Hawthorne Sneav Image, etc., Gt. Smrw Face, A yellow

claw—the very same that had clawed together so much
wealth—poked itself out of the coach-window.

5. trans/. A mechanical or other contrivance re-

sembling a claw; e.g. a curved iron with sharpened

extremity for grappling or tearing ; the lack part

of a hammer head curved anil cloven, or any

similar tool for extracting nails ; the spreading

divisions of the foot of a table or stand ; the ends

of a horse-shoe, etc.

c 1000 ! : : Horn. I.542iBosw.)Sume waeron mid isenum
1 law urn totorene. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xviL 1 Youre
synne . . is . . grauen . . with a penne of yron and with n
Adamant clawe. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcel, xxix. i.

355 After they had beene sore tormented with clawes \un-

guibus\ 1677 Moxon Meeh. Exerc. 11703' 124 Draw it

out again with the Claw of the Hammer. 1707 Lond. Gaz.

No. 4338/4 Printed with a Horse-shoe, with Claws down-
ward. z8i6 J. Smith Panoratna Sc. *r Art I. 15 Hammers
made for the purpose of drawing nails, with claws. 18*3 J

.

Badcock Dom. Amusem. 203 A stand with three claws.

1851 W. P. Snow Jrnl. Arct. Seas xii. 156 To hook the

iron claws on to the outer edges of the ice ahead.

6. Bot. The narrow sharpened base of the petal,

in some flowers, by which it is attached.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. ii. 28 Each of these petals

is fastened to the receptacle . . by a narrow pale part which

is called unguis, or the claw 1835 Lindley Introd. Bot.

1. ii. I 4 F 7 (L.) In . . R. CEillet, . . the petals consist wholly of

claw. 1861 Miss Pratt Flmvrr. PI. I. 6 The upper large

part of the petal is termed the limb, and the lower the claw.

7. [f. Claw v.] An act of clawing. To make a

claw to windioan/ Naut.) : = Claw. v. 7.

1841 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (18421 VI. 10 If the friends

of the Charter only had the grace of seamanship, there would

be a noble opportunity to make a claw to windwani out of

the misery' the War-wnigs have plunged themselves into.

8. attrib. and Comb., as claw-like adj. : olaw-

bar, a lever or crow-bar with a bent bifurcated

claw for drawing spikes ;
claw-feet, {attrib.)

having feet with or like claws ; claw-footed a.,

having claws on the feet ; claw-hammer, a ham-

mer with a claw for extracting nails ; claw-ham-
mer coat colloq.), a tail-coat for evening dress ;

claw-hand, a condition incident to some diseases,

1 in which the wrist is extended and the fingers

flexed, owing to atrophy of certain muscles ; a

hand thus affected ; + claw-poll, a flatterer, toady
'

v
cf. Claw-back); olaw-screw, a screw with a

clawed head ;
claw-table, a one-legged table with

claws .see sense 5) ; claw-tailed a., having a tail

resembling a claw.

1813 Mechanic's Mag. No. 18. 374 A 'claw-feet pillar or

stamT 1667 R. Hope ii Mar. in Calendar State Papers

Chas. II led. Greenl, "Claw-footed like a dog. 1858 < >.

1 W. Holmes Ant. BreaXf.-t. I1883I 19 Claw-footed chairs.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789I Ccciijb, A "claw,

hammer used by shipwrights. 1879 Kingston Austral.

Abroad L 7 The tails of his *claw-hammer coat drag on the

ground. 1887 F. Ford in Mag. A rt Mar. 169/2 The ' claw,

hammer' coat (as the Americans call iti essential to the

evening dress of a gentleman of the Victorian era. 1879

Smiles G. Moore, Any man who had a stick leg or a club

foot or a "claw hand thought himself fit to be a teacher.

1835 6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 615/2 Beset with .
.
Vlaw-like

processes. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 561 Certeinc "Claw-

poules & Parasites. 179s Hfrschel in Phil. Trans.

LXXXV. 366 "Claw-screws . . to confine and stretch the

parts as they were seamed together. 183a G. Porter Porce-

lain ft Gt. vi. 93 Similar to the leg and feet of a "claw table.

1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 50 The 'claw-tailed

Humble-Bee.

Claw UJf)i f. Forms: 1 clawian, (clawan),

I

3-4 clawen, 4-7 clawe 4-,s clowe, 5 clave,

clove, 6 klawe), 6- olaw. Pa. t. and pple.

clawed (j clavde, clovyd, 6 claud(e) ; str. pa. t.

clew(e, clywe in 4-5 and mod. dial, (in sense $\



CLAW.

[In OE. in yElfric's Gram. : where clawi&t belongs

to a weak clawian, deriv. of clawa Claw : cf.

OHG. chldwen, modG. klaiten, kliiuen, ODu.
*klamman, MDu. chuwen, cloien, MLG. klowwm,

also MDu. daeuwen, Du. klauwen, in same sense.

But the OE. clawe implies a str. vb. daman, not

found in the cognate langs. (The a in OE. is,

as in the sb., of doubtful length.) In pa. ME. had

generally claw(e)de, mod. dawed ; but the strong

clew is found in 14-ioth c, app. only in sense 3 as

in mod.Sc., which has also sometimes a pa. pple.

cleiun. (But strong inflexions of recent analogical

origin are common dialectally.) It is possible

that sense 3 and its extensions were influenced by

the ON. str. vb. kid (klah-, kWh-, klSgom), used

in that sense only, but not known to be etymo-

logically related : see C lob.]

1. trans. To scratch or tear with the claws, or

{transf.) with the nails or a pointed instrument.

c 1000 j'Elfric Gram, xxviii. (Z.) 170 Scalpo, ic clawe

[v. r. clawige]. a 1250 Cht'l $ Night 154 No bu havest

scharpe clawe Ne kepe ich noht pat bu me clawe. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 154 He [the cat] wil. .Cracche vs, or

clowe vs, and in his cloches holde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 80

Clawyn or cracchyn [1499 scratche]. 1547 Boorde Brev.

Health i> 292 A good payre of nayles, to crache and clawe.

1648 Hunting of Fox 25 If we cannot claw, then must we
dig them out. 1653 R- Mather in Eliot & Mayhew Tears

Repent. C 3 b, The Grounds that they have fenced in, and
clawed and broken up. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xi. viii.

(1840) 162/2, I have clawed the rascal : I have left the marks
of my nails in his impudent face. 1818 Scott Hrt.Midl. iv,

' I would claw down the tolbooth door wi' my nails.' 1884

Leeds Mercury Weekly Supp. IS Nov. 8/2 Five young
kestrels, .clawing one another vindictively,

b. To scrape.

1377 Langl. PI. B. xiv. 17 Contricioun . . pat shal clawe

bi cote of alkynnes filthe.

2. To seize, grip, clutch, or pull with claws.

1557 [? Ld. Vaux] in Tottel Misc. (Arb.) 173 For age with

steyhng steppes, Hath clawed me with his cowche [crowche].

1602 Shaks. Ham.v.i. 80 But Age. .hath clawed \Ff. caught]

me in his clutch. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Scl?>. go That
which claws away world from about them, would, 'tis like,

wring out their Planethood from within them. 1751 Mrs.
Delanv Lett. Mrs. D<?u>es 67, I was clawed into the party

out of civility. 1819 Byron Juan 1. clxxxv, If at that mo-
ment he had chanced to claw it [the sword], a 1863 Thack-
f.rav D. Duval iv. (1869) 49 His hands . . stretched out to

claw other folks' money towards himself.

b. intr. To lay hold with the claws or {transf.)

hands ; to grasp or clutch {at, etc.) ; to scratch at.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvn. 188 Powere hem [the fingers]

failleth To clucche or to clawe. 1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle

Tom's C. vi, Sam and Andy, clawing for certain fragmen-

tary palm-leaves, which they were in the habit of consider-

ing as hats. 1863 Bates Nat. Amazons II. 57 [The sloth]

raises his body . . and claws around in search of a fresh

foothold. 1863 Kingsley IVater-bab. v._ (1878) 202 Tom
reached and clawed down the hole after him.

3. trans. To scratch gently, apply friction with

the nails, so as to relieve itching or irritation,

promote calmness or clear-headedness, or soothe.

(Now, the common sense in Sc. : thence * to claw

an auld man's povv ' = to attain to old age.)

c 1320 Senyn Sag. (W.) 925 He clew the bor on the rigge

. . He clewe him eft upon the wombe ; He fil adoun als a

lombe. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5339 Wanne be Ameral hym
vnderstod, A clew ys heued. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame
1702 With that about y clywe [Bodley, clew; Caxton,

torned] myn hede. C1386 — Wife's T. 84 If eny wight

wold claw us on the galle. c 1460 J. Russell Bi. Nur-
ture 279 in Babces Bi. (1868) 134 Youre hed ne bak ye

claw, a fleigh as baughe ye sought. 1532 More Confut.

Tindale Wks. 728/1 He began to studie a little, & clawe

his head, and rubbe his forehead. 1572 N. Roscarrocke
Prelim. Verses in "Bossewell Armorie, The court brake vp,

they claude their eares, & parted with a trice. 1597 Shaks. 2

Hen. IV, II. iv. 282 Looke, if the wither'd Elder hath not his

Poll claw'd like a Parrot. 1637 Rutherford Lett. No. 138

(1862) I. 331 When he [Job] lay in the ashes, God was with

him, clawing and curing his scabs. 1664 Butler Hud. 11.

II. 74 Whether't be a Sin To claw and curry your own
Skin. 1813 E. Picken Poems II. 140 Jam.) I . .claw, owre
soon, an auld man's pow.

b. intr.

1393 Gower Conf. II. 93 He sitteth by the fire And
claweth on his bare shankes. 1862 Thornbury Turner I.

315 The giant . . claws at his wound, and raises his suppli-

cating hand to Neptune,

t c. Phr. To claw where it doth not itch. 06s.

1515 Barclay Egloges IV. (1570) Ciij/3, I clawe oft where

it doth not itche, To see ten beggers and half a dosen riche.

1562 J. Heywood Prov. # Epigr. (1867) 70 Thou makest

me claw where it itcheth not. 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie in. xxiii. (Arb.) 279 A Herald . . vsed much this terme

(sacred Maiestie) which was not vsually geuen to the French
king.. [The latter] said somewhat sharply, I pray thee good
fellow clawe me not where I itch not with thy sacred maiestie.

1 4. fig. To claw the back of, or to daw by the

back : to ' stroke down ', flatter, fawn upon. So
to daw [a person's) toe, to claw by the sleeve. Obs.

j

exc. dial.

c 1394 Pi PI. Crede 365 Whou bey curry kinges, & her
|

back claweb. c 1460 Towneley Myst. 109 And do noght
but lakys and clowse hir toose. 1509 Barclay Shyp Folys I

(1874^11. 2gHe loueth to be flatered and clawed by the sleue.
;

1530 Palsgr. 349 He claweth my toe, // me gratigne le
\

orteil. a 1541 Wyatt Poet. Wks. (1861) T58 ' Take heed of

him that by the back thee claweth :

' For none is worse
\
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than is a friendly foe. 1597 B*< Hall Sat. i. Prol. n To
claw the back of him that beastly lives. 1881 [see 5J,

jb. So to claw the ears, humour, etc. : to tickle,

flatter, gratify (the senses, etc.). Obs.

1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par. jst John 45 Certayne iug-

glinges of vayne pleasures to clawe the senses of the bodye
withall. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Scrm. Tim. 468/1 Yet those

men. - would gladly haue their eares clawed with some vaine

matter. 1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. xvi, (1669) 64/2 The
false Prophets pleasing words, with which they clawed
Ahab's proud humour. 1681 R. Lestrange Apol. Prot.

iv. ii. 124 They^ claw and gratifie the vanity and ambition
of the Monks.

5. Thence claw itself came to mean : To flatter,

cajole, wheedle, fawn upon. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 984 Thus schaltou be clovyd alse

With fykyl wordis 8c with false. 1553 Grimalde Cicero's

Offices 1. (1558) 41 Nor suffer ourselves to bee clawed with
flatterye. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas \. iv. (1641)31/2 In
courting Ladies, or in clawing Lords. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado 1. iii. 18, I must, .laugh when I am merry, and claw no
man in his humor. 1621 Molle Camerar. Liv. Libr. 1. xii.

39 Let no man.. claw himselfe with the discourse of the

nobilitie of his predecessors. 1628 Wither Brit. Remcmb.
in. 949 Whose Dedications Doe sooth and claw the times

abominations. 1703 J. Savage Lett. Antients xiv. 74, I

shou'd seem to conspire with you, to claw one another.

1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Claw, to flatter ; cringe

to ; ' toady ' . . to
1 claw the back ' is the commoner form,

b. Phr. Claw vie and Til claw thee.

1531 Tindale Expos. 1 John (1537) 72 We saye, clawe

me, clawe y* 1

. 1614 T. Adams DeviVs Banquet 64 Claw
me, and I will claw thee : Winke at mine, and I will not

see thy faults. 1637 Heywood Dialogues xiv. 228 These
two betwixt themselves use Homers phrase, Claw me, Lie

claw thee; Let's live many dayes. 1653 Gataker Vind.
Annot. Jer. 36 If he would, .claw Mr. Lilie a little, M. L.

would claw him again. 1825 Blackiv. Mag. XVII. 461,

1 do not object to Jeffrey's clawing his . . brother Editor,

who so regularly claws him in his New Monthly,

fc. intr. Const, upon, with. Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 109 If they fawn and
claw upon a man. C1645 Howell Lett. .16501 II. 52 Here
it is not the stile to claw and complement with the king.

1670 Baxter Cure Ch. Div. Pref. in. § 4 That I have
clawed with one party, and have girded at the other,

d. 7b clawfavour — to curry favour. Obs. or Sc.

1814 Scott Wav. xi, ' Ane'wha deserts his ain friends to

claw favour wi' the rats of Hanover.'

6. trans. To claw off: a. To get rid of (as an itch-

by clawing^ to get free from. b. {Sc.) To 'get

rid of, 'dispose of (food
1

); to eat with rapidity

and voraciousness ' (Jam.). Obs.

1514 Visit. Bp. Norwich in Tanner MS. 210. 46 (Bodl.

Libr.), I shall gyff the such a stryppe that thow shall not

klawe yt of a yere after. 1630 Prynne A nti-A rmin. 89 A
stegmaticall Impresse, which our Arminians shall neuer be

able to claw off againe. 1668 Dryden Sir M. Mar-all n.

i, I have not yet claw'd off your last ill Usage. 1748
Richardson Clarissa 11S11) VIII. 355 This . . is a grief, he

declares, that he shall never claw off. a 1769 Watty $
Madge in Herd Collection {1776) II. 200 (Jam.) [He] clawed

it aff most cleverly Till he could eat nae mair.

7. Naut. {intr.)
1 To beat or turn to windward

from a lee-shore, so as to be at sufficient distance

from it to avoid shipwreck ' (Smyth Sailor s

Word-bk.). Also to claw off (the shore, or from
the shore, or absol.\ quasi-trans. to claw it off.

So (trans.) to claw the wind.
#1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts 11. (1704) 260/1

Being near the Land and a Gale of Wind coming off from

Sea. .a Ship cannot claw it off. Ibid. 302/1 They could not I

claw off the Shore. 1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 352 When !

Shipping come into the Bay between the Spurn and Winter-
|

ton. they can hardly claw it of fas Sea men phrase it) with I

Northerly and Easterly Winds. 1769 Falconer Diet.
\

Marine (1789), Ranger le vent, to claw the wind, or haul

close to the wind. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) IV. 1366

That ship could best claw off the land. 1833 Marryat
P. Simple xv, We were forced to carry on at all risks, that

we might claw off shore. 1837 — Dog-fiend v, We were

off the TexeL.with the coast under our lee, clawing off

under storm canvas.

f 8. To strike with hoofs, paws, or hands ; to

box, beat. Obs. exc. dial. To claw up his mittens'.

to give him the finishing stroke {Gloss, to Scott).

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. UL xvi. 52 He, counter-

feiting Aesops asse, claweth the pope with his heeles.

c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, C'law'd-offi, lustily lasht.

1769 in Chambers Scot. Song{i%2qs 43 The lads began to

claw, then. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxiv, ' He claws up their

mittans'. Mod.Sc. I'll claw your lugs ; I'll claw his chafts.

f 9. To claw atvay, off : a. to rate soundly,

scold, revile. Obs.

a 1704 R. Lestrange (J.), The jade Fortune is to be

clawed away, if you should lose it. a 1727 Bp. Nicolson

Let. Yates (T.l, Mr. Baxter . . claws off the episcopal party

as a set of Cassandrian priests. 1812 C. K. Sharpe in Corr.

(18881 I. 544 You should claw her off soundly in a note or in

the preface.

f b. To complete or despatch with speed. Obs.

or dial.

1701 Miege Ft: Diet, To claw it off, or claw it away .

.

faire wie chose avec empresseinent, en /aire nne pronte

depeche : I clawed it off to-day, or I worked very hard.

t ClaW-"back. Obs. exc. dial. One who claws

another's back ;see Claw v. 4) J
a flatterer, syco-

phant, parasite, ' toadv

1549 Latimer md Scrm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 64 These

flattering clawbackes are originall rotes of all mischyue.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng.v. xxv. 125 [It] doth make thy Foes

to smile, Thy friends to weepe, and Clawbacks thee with

CLAY.

Soothings to beguile. 1658 Ussher Ann. vi. 403 By the
persuasion of some Claw-backs of the Court, a 1693 Urqu-
hart Rabelais HL iii. 38 These are my Flatterers, . . my
Clawbacks, my Saluters. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. (E. D. S.)
Claw-back, a flatterer; parasite; 'toad-eater*,

b. attrib. or adj.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. iioi/i More regarding
plaine meaning men, than claw-backe flatterers. i65sTrapp
Marroiv Gd, Auth. (1868) 830/2 His claw-back canonists tell

him {and he believes it).

[ Claw-back v., imagined by Richardson, from
a misquotation of Warner (se^ above, quot. 1589,
where R. has clawback as a vb.), and uncritically

copied by subsequent compilers.]

Clawboard, Clawe, obs. ff. ClapboarDjClove.
Clawed (kl£d),#. [LClaw^. + -eu2.] Having

claws (in various senses ; see Claw sb.).

c 1300 A". Al/s. 4969 Her honden .. Ben .. clawed after

hound. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 441 Beast . . Wholo-
footed, Cloven-footed, and Clawed. 1767 Phil. Trans.
LVIL 189 The clawed pillar D. 1838-9 Hallam Hist.

Lit. IV. iv. viii. § 16. 346 Quadrupeds, .hoofed and clawed.

1843 Carlyle Past § P. (1858) 124 Detestable clawed
hands. 1872 Oliver Elem. Bot. 1. vii. 84 Petals, .clawed.

1878 Zierusscu's Cycl. Med. XIV. 121 The commonest de-

formity is the so-called clawed hand.

Clawer (kl§-3j). rare. [f. Claw v. + -eh.]

One who claws. (.See the vb.)

a 1603 T. Cartwright Con/ut. Rhcm. N. T. (1618) 587
You are the pleasant clawers which teach that a man may
bee saued by the faith of others. 1613 Davies Muse's
Tearcs (1876) 9 <D.) 1'he scopes Of all such clawers scratch

for priuate ends. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. xxviii. (1737)

129 An Abbreviator and Clawer off of Law-Suits.

Clawesure, var. of Clausure, Obs.

Clawing (kl§-irj), vbl. sb. [f. Clawt>. + -ing"1.]

The action of the verb Claw.
1. Scratching, scraping, etc.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vii. lxiii. (1495)278 A drye
scabbe hath, .desyrynge of frotynge, rubbynge, cratchynge,

and clawynge. C1475 Bailees Bk. (1868) 4 Thurhe clowyng
your flesshe loke yee nat rent. 1527 St. Papers Hen. VIII,

I. 233 His leg, by a little clawing . . is swelled and grevith

him sore. 1614 Markham Cheap Hush. 1. ii. <_i668) 10 Will

..patiently indure currying, combing, rubbing, clawing.

1873 ^1ISS Broughton Nancy III. ii. 31 Vick [the dog] is

sitting on my lap, making little impatient clawings at my
defenceless countenance.

f2. fig. Flattery. Obs.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Pref. 5 Ticleyng or clawing

of adulacion. 1553 Grimald tr. Cicero's Offices (e 1600) 96 a,

That selfe same clawing of the multitude. 1639 Baker in

Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxliii. 3 He can do no good upon
me with fawning and clawing.

Clawing (klg-in), ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing

That claws
;

spec, flattering, fawning {obs.).

1573 A. Anderson Expos. Benedictus 65 b iT.), Using your

clawing colour. 1646 Buck Rich. Ill, 78 Some triviall

clawing Pamphleteers, and historical parasites. 1682 Sir

T. Browne Chr. Mor. (1756) 32 To afford a credulous ear

unto the clawing suggestions of fancy.

Hence Clawingrly adv., flatteringly {obs.).

1566 Drant Horace Sat. v. Db, I can tell them clawyngly.

Clawless (kl§*les), a. [f. Claw sb. + -less.]

Without a claw or claws.

1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 107 Fore-feet clawless.

+ Clawre. Obs. [Cf. Cleafre, Cliver = claw,

talon, and Claw.] =Claw.
C1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1696 Ful grymme clawres pat

were croked and kene.

Claw-sick, clausick. [? f. Claw + Sick
;

cf. Ger. klaucnseuche foot-rot, and dial, claw-ill.]

izyj Ann. IVaverl. (Rolls) Generalis scabies ovium . . a

vulgo . . dicebatur clausick. 1296 in Hoare Wiltsh., Merc
208 Claysica. 1708 Phillips Clausick or Clansiie, the Claw-

sickness or Foot-rot in Sheep. Hence in Bailey, and in

mod. Diets.

Clay (kl?). Forms: I olsej, 4 elai, clei,

4-6 eley, 5-6 olaie, 5-7 claye, 6 cleye, kley, 4-

clay. [Common Tent. : OE. dieg (x umlaut of a)

corresponds to MDu. deie fern., MLG., LG., Du.,

and Ger. ilei, OKris. klai, mod.Fris. klay, klaey,

pointing to an OTeut. *klaij&- str. fern. (Gothic

type *kladdja, ON. *klegg, whence Da. kl&g, kleg),

f. verbal root kli- (klei-, klai-,) to stick, cleave,

with suffix -ja. From same root came *klai-moz,

in OE. clam, Cloam, earth, potter's clay, with its

vb. *klaimjan, in OE. el&man ; see Cleam, Clam.

Outside Teutonic, Gr. has 7X01-, 7A1-, in 7X0105,

y\ivt) sticky matter, y\ia glue, L. gifts ,
gift-ten {ft

for earlier at), OSlav. glina clay, glenn mud.]
_

1. A stiff viscous earth found, in many varieties,

in beds or other deposits near the surface of the

ground and at various depths below it : it forms

with water a tenacious paste capable of being

moulded into any shape, which hardens when

dried, and forms the material of bricks, tiles,

pottery, and ' earthenware ' generally.

Clay consists mainly of aluminium silicate, and is derived

mostly from the decomposition of felspathic rocks. The

various beds are distinguished geologically as boulder,

Kimmeridge, London, Oxford, Purbeck Clay, etc. Parti-

cular kinds of clay are known as brick, fatty, fire, plastic,

porcelain, and potter's clay ; pipe-clay, etc.

(- 1000 jElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 146 Samia, crag.

c 1340 Cursor M. 11985 (Trin.> Of cley. . made he sparewes

twelue. 1382 Wvclif Wisdom xv. 7 Of the same clei he

60
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made . .vesscli- in to vse. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 80 Cley,
argilta glis. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 5 Whyte clay and
reed for to make pottes, crokkes . . and othir vessel!. 150a
Arnolde Chron. u8u> 165 And stoppe dilygently his (an
apple-tree's] wounde wyth kley. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. 11. (15861 95 b, The HaseTl Nuttes . . delighteth in

claie. 1599 Hakllyt Voy. II. 163 We have .. for scowring
our clothes earths and claies ; as Walkers clay . . little in-

ferior to Sope. 1716 Land. Gaz. No. 5416/3 Tobacco-
Pipe-Clay. 1759 Johnson Idler No. 49 f 10 Incumbered
with stiff clay. 180a Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816)

I. 199 Trying experiments upon porcelain clays. 1848 Mill
Pol. Econ. in. xvi. § 2 (18761 346 Some soils, such as the stiff

clays, are better adapted for wheat. 1882 Geikie Text-bk.
Geol. 11. 11. 81 Pure clay . .resulting from the alteration of
felspars exposed to atmospheric influences, is white,

b. Jig. with reference to properties and uses.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W, de W. 1531 1 294 Clogged in the claye
and slyme of vyce. c i6zo A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 2
Quhiles I stack in this claye, it pleased God to bring your
Majestie hame. 1707 Godwin Enquirer 1. viii. 74 The pupil
is the clay in the hands of the artificer. 1847 Tennyson
Princ. vii. 312 Tho' he trip and fall He shall not blind his

soul with clay.

f 2. In early use the tough, sticky nature of the

substance appears to have been mainly in view, and
,

the name was applied to other substances of this
|

nature, as to the bitumen of the Vulgate, called

In Bible of 161 1
1 slime/ ' pitch Gen. xi. 3,

vi. 14.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2500 pe fiue gaue bak . . And fell to in a

pitt o clay, c 13*5 E. E.Allit. P. B. 312 Cleme hit [the ark)
with clay comly with-inne. 138a Wyclif Gen. xi. 3 Thei
hadden..tow3 cley [1388 pitche, 1611 slime] for syment.
» 1386 Chaucer Chan. Yem. Prol. <V T. 260 Cley maad with
hors or mannes her, and oyle Of tartre, alym, glas, berm,
wort, and argoyle. 1555 Eden Decades IV. Ino. (Arb.) 187
The toughe cleyeof Uabiloncauled Bitumen. 1584 R. Scot
Discov. IVitchcr. xiv. i. 295 Claie made with horssc doong.
3. Used loosely for: Earth, moist earth, mire,

mud ; esp. the earth covering or enclosing a dead
body when buried.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1080 pe bodi mith he na gat hide . . [>e

clay all vp be bodi kest. c 1300 Song Vestcrd. 70 in E. E. P.
(18621 135 Vr careyns chaun^ed vndur clay. 138a Wvclif
John ix. 6 He spette in to erthe, and made cley of the spotle.

1535 Coverdale 2 Sam. xxii. 43 Euen as y* claye of the
stretes wil I make them thynne. 1600 Ev. Woman in Hum.
1. i, in Bullen O. PL IV. 313 When the foole is clad in clay.

1808 Scott Alarm, in. xxxi, The falcon crest was soiled
with clay. i8ai Byron Cain 11. i, To sojourn With worms
in clay.

4. Earth as the material of the human body (cf.

Gen. ii. 7' ; hence, the human body (living or

dead) as distinguished from the soul; the earthly

or material part of man.
1300 Cursor M. 402 Al gangand best . . And adam bath

he wroght on clai. 1576 Fleming Panoplie Ep. 190 To
what purpose then, doth vaine glory inflate and puffe up .

.

this brittle bottle framed out of clay? 161 1 Shaks. Cymb.
iv. ii. 4 Ami. Are we not Brothers? /mo. So man and man
should be. But Clay and Clay, differs in dignitie. 1707
Watts J/ymns, Happy the Heart, etc. v, Ere we quite for-

sake our Clay, Or leave this dark Abode. 174a Young Nt.
Th. 1. 128 This gross impediment of clay remove. 1798
Southkv Ballasts, St. Pair. Purg. 5 Belike no living hands

1

may pay This office to your lifeless clay. 1814 Scott Ed.
\

ofIsles rv, x, Well hast tnou done, frail child of clay ! a 1845
Mrs, Bray IVarteigh xiii. (1884)^5 'Dressing the clay'

—

that is, decking the corpse . . with various flowers. 1887
Stevenson Undertuoods 11. ix. 109 They're made of a com-
moner clay, I suppose, Than a gentleman like me.

b. To moisten or wet one's clay : to drink. '

(Anmorons.)
1708 Bn't. Apollo No. 80. 3/1 We were moistening our

Clay. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 7a F 9 To moisten their
Clay, and grow immortal by drinking. 11754 Fielding
New Way, etc. 11. ii, How should he return to dust Who
daily wets his clay? 1864 Lowell Fireside Trap. 119 When
his poor old clay was wet with gin.

5. The application of clay in sugar-refining. Cf.
Clay v. 3.

1765 Univ. Mag. XXXVII. 320/2 Sugar, .which has gone
through the operation of three clays.

6. Short for clay-pipe : see 9. (colloq.)

1)859 Fairholt Tobacco (18761 173 Such long pipes were
I

reverently termed aldermen in the last age and irreverently
j

yards of clay in the present one.] 1863 Ouida Held in
\

Bondage 1 Filthy bird's-eye, smoked in clays. 1871 Cal-
j

verley Verses <y Tr. t Ode Tobacco, Jones. .Daily absorbs a
\

clay After his labours.

7. attrib. or as cut/. Made or consisting of clav I

(lit., or in sense 4, q.v.).

15*3 Fitzherb. Husb, § 10 Sowe thy peas vpon the cley
grounde. 1530 Palsgr. 205 Clay wall, paroy dargilte.
16x4 47 Br. Hall Kent, ll'ks. (1660) 205 We. .may be turned
out of these clay cottages at an hours warning. 1645
Rutherford Tryal * Tri. Faith (1845) 204 The weight of :

a saint's heaven and hell upon his own clay-shoulders. 1673
A. Walker Lees Lachrymans 13 The Clay Floor, Mud
Wall, and Thatch. 1843 Portlock Gcol. 106 Clay galls or
lumps, .occur occasionally in the sandstone. 1854 Ronalds
& Richardson Chew. Technol. I. 218 Clay stoves are neces-

;

sarily much more bulky than those made of iron. 1886
Stevenson Dr. Jekyll ii. 26 Is it the mere radiance of a i

foul soul that thus transpires through . . its clay continent ?
;

8- Comb. a,, attrib. 1 of or made of clay', as clay-

ball, -bank, -bung, -clod, f -clot, -mortar, -ping,
l

-soil, etc. b. 1 pertaining to clay, designed to con-
|

tain clay as clay-box, -cart, pea ; (sense 4) -dream, i

-shadow ; c. objective, as clay-burning ; d. instru- I

mental, as clay-bnilt, daubed, -greased, adjs
;

J

(sense 4) clay-bound, -dimmed, -wrapped, adjs. ; e.

similative, as clay-colour, -coloured adj., -like adj.

1849 Amer. Phil. Soc. V. 708 *Clay-balIs placed in the fire

increased the amount of heat. 1839 Bailey Festtisxiv. (1848)
148 Thou wilt forgive, if *clay-bound mind Can scarce dis-

cover that thou art. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. II. 229 Our
*clay-built tabernacles. 1713 Lond. <4 Country Breiv. 11.

(1743) 141 The common but considerable Ixjss that Thou-
sands fall under by *Ciay-Bungs. 1875 Agric. Holdings
Act 38 <J- 39 Vict. c. 92 § 5 *Clay-burning, claying of land,

liming of land. 1671-95 Brickmakers' Lament, in Roxb.
Ballads II. 474 A May cart they got. .And put Lambart in

it. c 1300 Kelig. Songs (1843) 73 Nu lidh the *clei clot al so
the ston. 1594 Hooker Ecct. Pot. iv. (1617) 160 Another
doth weare Clay-Colour. 1659 Vulgar Errours censured

5 Clay colour of old was sacred at Nuptials, .and not onely
Red Sandals were in use . . but also *Clay-coloured Shooes.
c 13*5 E. E. Altit. P. B. 492 In bat cofer bat watz *clay
daubed. 1637 Rutherford Lett. No. 84 11862) I. 215 That
it [our love) fasten not itself on these *clay-dreams, these
clay-shadows, and worldly vanities ! 1617 Hieron IVks.

II. 276 When a man is so *clay-like, so stifle to be wrought
vpon. 18*3 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 331 Red stiff

clay-like loam, a 17am Lisle Observ. Husb. 193 The Bur-
bage-grey, or popHng-pea is much sowed in. .Somersetshire,
ana there called the *clay-pea. 1846 Greener Sc. Gunnety
104 The crucible is then stopped, by covering the mouth
with tempered clay .. as soon as the *clay-plugs are suffi-

ciently hard, etc
9. Special comb. : clay-band, a thin stratum or

band of clay ; hence clay batul ironstone, an earthy

variety of Chalybite, one of the commonest ores

of iron
;
clay-bank, a bank of clay ; see also,

quot. ;
clay-box (scequot.)

;
clay-brained a., dull

clod-pated ; clay-cut a., cut in or through clay
;

clay-eater, U.S. see quot.) ;
clay-frame, a frame

made of clay; applied to a human body (see

sense 4) ;
clay-iron, 'a tool for crowding clay into

leaky bore-holes' (Raymond Mining Gloss.)-,

clay iron-ore, clay ironstone, names given to

various iron-ores containing much clay, esp. argil-

laceous hxmatite : clay-kiln, a kiln for burning
clay ; clay-loam, loam containing a large propor-
tion of clay

;
clay-maker, -man, one who prepares

clay for use in brick-making, etc. ;
clay-mill, a mill

for mixing and tempering clay; clay-pan (Aus-
tralia), a natural hollow formed of clayey soil and
retaining water after rain

;
clay-pie, a mad-pie

;

clay-pipe, a tobacco-pipe made of baked clay

(pipe-clay)
;

clay-pit, a pit from which clay is

dug
; f clay-post, applied to the human body

;

clay-puddle, clay wrought with water to form a

water-tight lining for reservoirs, etc. (see Puddle);
clay-soil, soil composed chiefly or wholly of clay;

clay-weed, the Colt's-foot
(
Tussilago Farfara) ;

+ clay-work, work in baked clay ; pottery, etc.

See also Clay-cold, Clay-slate, Clay-stonk.
1853 Pharmac. Jml. XIII. 118 "Clay-band and ball iron-

stone. 1851 Maynf. Reid Scalp Hunt, xxiii, [A marej of
that dun-yellowish colour known as "'clay-bank'. 161

2

Sturtevant Metaltica (1854) 101 The Presse-moulde con-
sisteth of these general parts. 1. Two *clay-boxes. 1596
Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 250 Why thou "Clay-brayn'd Guts,
thou Knotty-pated Foole. 1851 Mavne Reid Scalp Hunt.
xli, The Vlay-cut channels of the arroyos. a i860 Ida May
in Bartlett Diet. Amer., *Clay-eaters, a miserable set of
people inhabiting some of the Southern States, who subsist

chiefly on turpentine whiskey, and appease their craving for

more substantial food by filling their stomachs with a kind
of aluminous earth which abounds everywhere . . They are
looked down upon by the negroes with a contempt which
they return by a hearty hatred. 1614 T. White Sapphieks
in Fan- S. P. Jos. I (1848) 358 Here's thy *clay-frame,—
God, doe with it thy pleasure; Here's thine owne sembUint
by my sinnes abused. 1888 J. Pkestwicii Geol. 1 1. 94 When
instead of the *clay-iron-ores the shales contain iron-pyrites.

1843 Portlock (-'.'/. 226 *Clay-ironstone. 1662 Gerbier
Prtnc. 21 If the *Clay-makers did beat the Clay as it ought
to be. 1440 Promp. Parr. 114/1 Dauber, or *cleymann,
argillarius, bituminarius. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarth.,
Rich. II, ccxxvi, Shee's gone to Schoole ; her Cross-row and
Crow feet Hinder the Huswiferye of her 'Clay-pies. 1876
Modem Christianity 19 We made ourselves . . snug . . over
a couple of long *clay pipes, c 1440 Promp. Parr>. 80
*Cleypytte, argillariutu. 1483 Cath. Angl. 65 A Clapitte.

1611 Cotgr., Argiliere, a clay- pit, or, a plot wherein Pot-
ters clay is gotten. 1645 Rutherford Tryal $ Pri. Faith
(1845' 4 How many hundred hours in one summer doth
our breathing "clay-post skip over. 1828 Steuart Planter's
G. 499 A good wall of well-made 'clay-puddle. 1878 Km r 1 1 s
6 Holland Plant-n. *Clayweed, Tussilago Farfara, from
its partiality to clay soils. 161a Sturtevant M* tallica 11854)
82 Piles and bricks and all other "clayworks.

Clay (kliT \ v. trans, [f. prec. sb.]

1. To treat with clay ; to cover, smear, or plaster

with clay.
i5»3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 139 Claye it, and bynde it. 1560

WHiTEHORNK(>rrf..S>«/rf/>»rrii57ji45a, A verygood claye,
for to lute or clay, and joyne violles, flagons ofglasse, etc. 1663
P. Henry Diary * />//. (1882) 1p April 26 Dwelling-house
..clay'd for John Green. 1713 Warder True Amazons 155
When your M ead is almost cold, Tun it up, Clay it down,
and let it stand. 1759 Ii. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng., Dorset
I. 41 Like an Oven, clayed round in a very artful Manner.
2. To dress (sandy soil} with clay, mix clay

with.

1697 /'////. Trans. XIX. 413 Claying a very light Sandy
Soil. 1850 Kingslf.y Alt. Locke xxv. (1874) 185 How he
was draining, claying, breaking up old moorlands.

3. To treat (sugar with clav in refining.

1703 Dampier Voy. N. Holland III. ii. 55 All the Sugar
that is made here is clay'd. 182a Imison Sc. <y Art II. 127
Clay is put upon the tops of the conical pots in which the
sugar has granulated, which allows water to percolate

1 through, and thus drain off the last remains of the molasses.
This is called claying the sugars. 1875 Urv, Diet. Arts
1 1 1.943-

4. Mining. To line the blast hole with clay to

prevent the access of water to the explosive : cf.

claying-bar.

Clay, dial. f. Clee, claw, hoof; var. of Cly, v.

Clay-cold, a. As cold as clay : usually of a
dead body. (Cf. Clay sb. 3, 4.) *

1633 Costlie Whore v. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Fetch their

flying soules from heaven And breath them once more in
their clay cold bodies? 1719 Young Busiris BL ), Thy dying
mother with her clay-cola hand Press 'd mine. 18x9 Shelley
Cenci v. iii. 133 The clay-cold corpse upon the bier

!

Claye [0^)« A ls0 cley. [a. r. claie, in 14th c.

claye, in same sense ; OF. also cloie from orig. cleie,

in Pr. cleda late L. cleta (cf. seta, seda
;

seie, soie ;

Saye), in med.L. also clida, clia. The dim. cle-

tella occurs in Greg, of Tours ; the late L. cleta

was prob. of Celtic origin : cf. Ir. cliath, Welsh
clwyd, Corn, cluit, Breton clotted, all going back
to an original cleta, and all meaning 'hurdle'.

Du Cange has the med.L. forms cleta, claia, cloia,

chloea, clida, also cleida, clita, clada, claties, claga :

cf. Clate.] A hurdle (see quots.).

!
1000 ^F-lfric Gloss, in Wr.-W. 126/16 Cleta, cratis,

j

hyrdcl. c 1150 Ibid. 547/38 Cleta, hurdel. c 1307 Lett.
! Ediv. If, Rymer III. 32/1 Pontes et claias pro instant; pas-

sagio nostro. Charter in Somner Tract, de Gavelkend
190 Pro 18 cladibus faciendis ad ovile. Du Cange.]
1708 ti Kersey Claye (F.i, a Hurdle of Rods wattled to-

gether : in Fortification, Clayes are Wattles made of strong
Stakes interwoven with Osiers . . to cover Lodgments, with
Earth heap'd on them. Cley tcountry-wd. , a Hurdle for

penning or folding Sheep. 1711-1800 Bailey, Clayes', also
City as in Kersey.

Clayed klrkl\///. a. [f. Clay + -ed.]

1. Treated with clay
;
spec, of sugar, refined with

clay ; of land, dressed with clay.

1760 Massie Tax on Malt Table, Sugar that is nearly
white, .called clayed Sugar, because Clay is used in refining
it. 1875 Ure Did. Arts III. 043 Clayed sugar can be
made only from the ripest cane-juice. 1883 Stubbs' Mer-

' t autile Circular 8 Nov. 982/2 The worthlessness of Man-
chester clayed cottons.

2. Turned to clay, clay-like.

1855 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 265 His shaky, clayed ap-
pearance.

Clayen (khT en), a. Obs. or arch. [f. Clay sb.

+ -en 4.] Of clay, as a material
; clay-.

138a Wyclif yob iv. 19 These that dwellen cleyene housis.

t 1400 Apol. Loll. 90 De hebun men had sex kyndis of simi-

lacris, cleyen, treen, brasun, stonun, silueren, and golden.
1866 F. A. Paley Transl. Propertius v.ni, For clayen gods
a wooden shrine to hew.

Clayey (kl^ i), a. Forms : 1 cl&i^, 4 cle3y,

cleyye, cleyi, 6 claieie, 6-8 clayie, 7 claiy,

cleyie, 7-8 claiey, 6- clayey, [f Clav sb. + -Y 1
:

I
the e is merely to separate two^ys.]

1. Characterized by the presence of clay; full of

I

or abounding in clay; composed of, or of the

nature of clay
;
argillaceous.

1024 Cod. Dipl. IV. 31 Of hal^an wylle west be die on Sa
claeian lane. 1382 Wyclif i Kings vii. 46 In the cleyye
erthe [1388 in cleyi londjbctwix Sotoht and Sarcham. 1597
Pilgr. Parnass. 1. 122 To draw his slowe fecte ore the clayie
landc. 1696 Whiston Th. Earth iv. (172a) 31a Earthy,
Claiy, Sandy, Gravelly, Stony Strata. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 755 The soil having . .become more stiff and clayey.

1865 I.yfll Etem. Geol. xi. 145 In North Greenland power-
ful springs of clayey water escape, .from under the ice. 1878
Huxlf.y Physiogr. 15 The Seven Springs are thrown out
from clayey beos which belong to the. .Lias.

b. Jig. Of 1 mortal clay *
: applied to the body

(usually as the habitation of the soul).

1581 Sidnf.y Apology (Arb.) 29 Degenerate soules made
worse by theyT clayey lodgings. 1640 T. Carew Poems Wks.
(18241 66 The purest soule that e're was sent Into a clayie

tenement. 1795 Southey Joan 0/Arc ix. 191 Amid these

tombs Cold as their clayey tenants. 184a Mrs. Hrowning
Grk. Chr. Poets 1 1863! 3$ To low estate of clayey creature.

2. Coated, smeared, or soiled with clay.

138a Wyclif Ecctus. xxii. 1 In acle^y ston. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rep. (18571 I* t- 2C- Wheat-fields . . cannot come to

grow un tilled ; no man made clayey or made weary thereby.

3. Resembling clay ; clay-like.

1684 H. More An$?t<er 211 They having a Clayey con-
science, that would comply and fit it self to any occasion.

1697 Congreve Mourttiug Bride 11. i, Grim death will ..

press me close To his coldclayey breast. 1771 Mackenzie
Man Feet. xxvi. (1803* 36 Her lip assumed a clayey white-

ness. 186a Thornbury Turner I. 89 Ibbetson took to copy-
ing Berghem, in a clear, firm, rather hard manner, with
clayey tones.

Claying ;kl^ in), vbl. sb. [f. Clay v. + -tno

The action of the verb Clay, q.v.

i5»3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 138 Be well ware, that thou breake
not thy graffe, neyther in the clayenge, nor in the bynd-
ynge. z8aa Burrowes Cycl. X. 287/2 Four hundred of the
[sugar] plantations of St. Domingo have the necessary ap-
paratus for claying. 1875 Agric. Holdings Act 38 4- 39 Vict.

c. 93 § 5 An improvement comprised in . . clay-burning,
claying of land, liming of land.

Comb. Claying-bar, a cylindrical bar of iron

I

for driving clay into a blast-hole so as to prevent



CLAYISH.

the percolation of water; olaying-house, the

house or place in which sugar is clayed.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 043 As this process lasts several

weeks, the claying-house requires to have very considerable

dimensions.

Clayis, obs. f. Claes, Sc., clothes.

Clayish (klMJ), a. ? Obs. [f. Clay si. + -ish.]

More or less clayey.

1570 Levins Mauip. 145 Clayish, lutulentits. 1593 5

Norden Spec. Brit., M'sex. t. 11 The claiesh nature of the

soyle. 1653 Walton Angler 169 Where the water is of a

clayish colour. 1666 G. Harvey Mori. Angl. (J.>, Small

beer, .brewed with a thick, muddish, and clayish water.

1797 Downing Disorders Horned Cattle 45 Mixed with a

fat clayish substance. 1883 Comte db Paris Civil War
Amer. III. in AtheH&um 10 Nov. 596/2 Amid the mire and

rime of the clayish slopes of Stafford County.

Clayite (kU-ait). Min. [Named 1859 after

J. B. Clay, U.S. Minister to Peru : see -ITE.J An
obscure compound of lead, sulphur, and arsenic,

with metallic lustre, from Pern.

1861 Bristow Gloss. 87. 1868 Dana Min. 108.

Clayk-goose : see Claik sb. 3.

tClay'ly, Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Clay sb. + ly 1

.]

Earthly : as opposed to spiritual (cf. Clay sb. 4),

a 1400 Hampole's Psalter ii. 9 [MS. S] pou sail destroye

in paine. .layry or clayly lustes

Claym(e, obs. f. Claim.

Claymore (kl£>tno*l). Also 8 glaymore,
cly-more. [ad. Gael, daidheamh (klai'ariv) mbr
' great sword '. Being two words in Gaelic, it

has two accents : sometimes one, sometimes the

other, has the main stress in Eng.]

Hist. The two-edged broadsword of the ancient

Scottish Highlanders. Also (inexactly, but very

commonly) the basket-hilted broadsword intro-

duced in 16th c., which was frequently single-edged.

(The claymore was not, except in extraordinary instances,

tivo-hatuied.)

1772 Pennant Tours Seotl. ( 1774) 289 See here a Cly-inore,

or great two-handed sword. 1773 Boswell Jntl. Hebrides

15 Sept., The broad-sword now used . . called the glaymore

ti. e. the great swordi. 1775 Johnson Western 1st. Wks. X.
457 Their arms were anciently the Glaymore, etc. c 1787
Burns Battle Sheriff-Muir vi, By red claymores, and
muskets' knell. 1802 Campbell Loehiel's Warning, When
Albin her claymore indignantly draws. 1813 Scott Trier-

maiu Introd. vii, Its heroes draw no broad claymore, a 1839

Pkaeu Poems (1864) II. 14 His nodding plume and broad
claymore.

b. cllipt. A man armed with a claymore.

1848 Macaulav Hist. Eng. I. 553 He might then hope to

have four or five thousand claymores at his command.

Claymour, obs. f. Clamour.
Claymy, Clayne, obs. f. Clammy. Clean.

Clay-slate. An argillaceous sedimentary rock,

of blnish or greenish colour, composed of indurated

clay, characterized by being extremely fissile, the

cleavage being entirely distinct from, and in origin

subsequent to, the original stratification, which it

crosses at all angles, while parallel to itself over

large areas of country.

In Great Britain the beds of clay-slate belong to the Cam-
brian and Silurian series, and supply ordinary roofing slates

as well as slates for school use, and slate pencils. In other

parts there are masses of clay-slate of very different ages,

some supposed to be as recent as the chalk formation.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 247/1 Clay slate. 1846 M'Cul-
loch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 351 There is also a strip

of clay-slate. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene led. 3)

19 The purest water from granitic or clay-slate districts.

1878 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 256 The character-

istic feature of clay-slate . . is that its slaty cleavage . . is

altogether independent of its original bedding. 1881

Jukes Sell. Manual Gcol. 325 In the Andes of South Ame-
rica vast masses of dark clay-slate, just like those found in

our Silurian formations . . having Cretaceous_ fossils in some
parts, and in other beds fossils more like Oolitic ones.

Clay--stone.
1 1. 5 Brick. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M. 5524 (Fairfj Bap clay stane and niorter.

2. Milt. An earthy felspathic rock of igneous

origin, and of various dull colours : the harder

varieties were known as compact felspar. When
breathed on it emits an odour of damp clay.

1777 G. Forster Voy. round World I. 149 A kind of brown
talcous clay-stone . . common to all New Zeeland. 1843
Portlock Geol. 153 A reddish coloured claystone, amygda-
loid, very vesicular. 1850 Dana Geol. xiii. 584 The clay-

stone has a dark greenish-brown colour. 1851 Mayne Reid
Scalp H tint, xx, Smoking out of curiously-carved pipes of

the red clay-stone. 1876 Page Adv. Tcxt-bk. Geol. vii. 134.

3. Comb. Clay-stone porphyry, a clay-stone of

more crystalline texture.

1862 Ansted Channel 1st. II. x. (ed. 2) 271 Shale, occasion-
ally hardening into an exceedingly compact clay-stone, or
clay-stone porphyry.
Clayth, -tht, obs. Sc. ff. Cloth.
Cle, elea, obs. ff. Clee, claw.

Cleach, cleech (kl/tj), v. Obs. exc. dial.

In 3-5 cleche. Pa. t. 3 elahte, elaehte ; pa.
pple. 3 claht. [ME. cleche, corresp. to the northern
Cleek (which has also in pa. t. and pple. cla^t,

daucht), appears to go back to an unrecorded OE.
*cl£c(c)an, *dvehte ,cf. bepxean, r&can, tsecan, and

475

their subsequent history\ Its relation to ditch,

clutch is doubtful.]

1. inlr. To clutch. (Const, to, toward.)

a 1225 Aner. R. 102 Hwe3er be cat of helle claurede [v. r.

clachte, elahte] euer toward hire, & cauhte, mid his cleafres,

hire heorte heaued? C1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 634 Clechez

to a clene elope & kestez on pe grene.

2. trans. To clutch, grasp, lay hold of, seize.

la 1300 Gestc K. Horn (Ritsoni 961 (Miitz.l Ne mihte ich

him never cleche, With nones kunnes speche. 11310 in

Wright Lyric P. 37 Ant bede clenyen [? clengen] ther y hade
claht. c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 12 If pay in clannes be clos,

bay cleche gret mede. a 1500 MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48 If. 82

(Halliw.) Thus wolde he cleche us with his hande, With his

fyngere on rawe. 1879 Miss Jackson Sliropsli. Word-bk.,

I Cleacli, to clutch.

3. trans, and inlr. To lift (water, etc.) in the
' hollow of the hand, or with any shallow vessel.

C 1320 Cast. Love 734 Ne dar he seche non oper leche, pal

: mai riht of bis water cleche. 11420 Pallad. on Husb.v.ijS

j

And bees the Welles haunte and water cleche. 1879 Miss
Jackson Sliropsli. Word-bk., Cleach .. to lade out [water,

j

etc.] in a skimming kind of way, so as not to disturb the

i bottom.

Cleach, sb. dial. [This may be merely the

vb.-stem in combination ; but the word may pos-

sibly be identical with ME. cleche, in the Ancren
Kiwle : see Cleche.]
In comb, cleacli-net, 1 a hand-net, similar to a

shrimping-net, used in shallow, muddy waters, to

catch ' pinks' [minnows], or other small fish '. Miss

Jackson, Shropsh. Word-bk. (1879). Cf. next.

Cleachiiig-net. Also cleeohing-. [f. prcc.

vb. + Net.] See quot.)

1847-78 Halliwell, Cleaching'Het, a hand-net, with a
semi-circular hoop and transverse bar, used by fishermen on

the banks of the Severn. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Calal. (ed. 41

125 Cleeching net . . used chiefly in floods to take fish that

have found their way into any ditch or backwater.

Clead, deed, v. north, dial. Forms : 4
elep e, klepe, elede, (clete), 4-6 cleth'e, 6

cleith(e, (cleitht
,
death, 6-9 eleid, 8- eleed,

clead. Pa. t. and pple., 4- cled, (cledde, eledd,

elethd) : cf. Clad. [ME. (north.) depe, pa. t.

cledde, pa. pple. cled, a. ON. khvba, pa. t. kleedda,

pa. pple. khtdd-r (Sw. kldda, Da. khede) to clothe

;

f. OTeut. type *klaipjan, f. Maipo- cloth, garment.

(Not the exact correspondent to OE. ddSiau:—

type *klaipojan.) The pa. t., klu'dda was from

*kli)'Sda ; in later times the present stem has, by

levelling, and assimilation to the type of feed,

breed, etc., become deed, dead. The normal Sc.

spelling is chid, but in the vbl. sb. has passed into

general use in the form cleading.] = Clothe v.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23072 iCott.i pe nede for tocleth [Fair/.

clep, Gott. clath, Trill, elope] and fede. c 1325 Mctr. Hoiu.

87 Wit hayr ful hard his bodi he cledde. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1. 356 The bysehop . . cled him rycht honorabilly.

c 1420 ChroH. I 'Hod. 132 And pore men love to clethe and
fede. c 1440 York Myst. xlviu. 287 Whanne I was clothles

5e me cledde. 11450 Guy Warm. (C.) 397 When bey were

pus ycledde. 1483 Cath. Angl. 67 To Clethe in manhode,
lutmamire. 1545 Joye Exp. Dan. iv. Gyiijb, For that he

was so excellently cled with glorye and innocencye. 1549

Compl. Scot. vii. 11873I 70 Beand elethd in ane sydegoune.

a 1605 Montgomerie Lyk as Aglauros 75 Cleith thy self

with cair. 11651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 102

That purenesse and perfection wherewith we are cled in

baptisme. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 85 I'd clead

me braw and ladylike, a 1774 Fergusson Caulcr Water
Poet. Wks. 118451 22 Leaves to deed the birken bowers.

1795 Macneill Willfy Jean v, Night advancing, Cleads wi'

grey the neighbouring hill. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxvi, ' He
kens weel eneugh wha feeds him, and deeds him.' c 1850

Janet Hamilton Rhymesfor Times ii. 55 Cleed their limbs

wi' decent claes.

Clead, sb. Sc. [f. Clead ».] Clothing, attire.

1804 Tabras Poems 4 (Jam.) In its brawest clead. Ibid. 7

As lang's in simmer wadders cast their clead.

Hence Clea'dful a., 'handsome in regard to

dress' (Jamieson.).

1804 Tarras Poems 48 (Jam.) Coinpar'd to you, what's

peevish brag Or beans wi' cleadfu' triggin?

Cleading (klrdirj , vbl. sb. [In north. ME.
clething, chding, f. clethe, Clead v. + -ISO K In

its original sense now only dialectal ; but in sense

2 it has passed into general use.]

1. Clothing, apparel. Sc. and north Eng.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23982 Clepiug {Gott. cledinng] wil I tak

of care, a 1300 E. E. Psalter ci. 27 [cii. 26] And als klep-

inge elde sal alle pai. 1340 Hampole Pr. Const: 6943
Vermyn in helle salle be pair clethyng. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 67 A Clethynge, amictus, vestitus. 1588 A. King
tr. Canisius' Catech. 21 Thingis. .as feiding, and cleathing.

c 1600 Montgomerie 3 Ventrous Knichts 17 Our clething. .

And vncouth armes. 1728 Ramsay Last Speech Miser xii,

What's in either face or cleading, Of painted things. 1802

R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 47 Gi'e us meat, drink, and

cleading, it's plenty for us. 1823 Galt Entail I. xxxv. 306
1 This bonny wee new cleiding o' clay.' 1830— Lazttrie T.

vi. viii. 289 Plain cleading does very well for plain folk.

c 1850 Janet Hamilton Crinoline 32, I wad juist ha'e yer

cleedin' bien, genty, an' doss.

2. Mech. A covering or casing (as of felt or tim-

ber), applied to prevent radiation of heat, or to

give increased security.

Thus it is used of the jacket or lagging of a boiler, cylinder

or pipe ; the boarding which lines a shaft or tunnel, etc.

CLEAN.

1849-50 Weale Diet. Terms, Cleading, in locomotive en-

gines, is usually made of narrow strips of timber, neatly
fitted round the boiler and fire-box. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech., Cleading . . the planking or skin of a canal lock-

gate. 1881 M. Reynolds Engine-Driving 5 Engines, .with

limbs of burnished Iron and cleading smoothly finished.

1881 Raymond Mining Gl, Bunions, to which are nailed

the boards forming the cleading or sheathing of a brattice.

t Cleafre. Obs. rare. [Cf. Cliveb.] A claw.
a 1225 Aner. R. 102 Hweoer pe cat of helle claurede euex

toward hire, & cauhte, mid his cleafres, hire heorte heaued ?

Cleake, obs. f. Cleek v.

Cleam, cleme, v . Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1

cleeman, [2 ielemen], 4-5 cleme, (4 elemme .

Mod. dial. 8-9 eleam, elarae, claim, clem. [OE.

di'tman, corresp. to MDu. kleemen, ctttnen, OlIG.
chleimen, ON. kleima, to daub, plaster, fashion in

clay :—OTeut. *klaimjan, f. klaitno-, in OE. dam
' cloam

',
potter's clay, mud. (OE. had also the

comp. gedihuan, in early ME. ielemen.) Supplanted

in southern use in 14-1 5th c. by Clam. But deam
is retained in some Yorksh. dial., and the dame,
claim, of adjacent dialects, are apparently archaic

pronunciations of cleam.]

1. trans. To smear, anoint, bedaub, plaster; to

rub, or daub (sticky matter) 0% or (a place)

with sticky matter.
[a icoo Thorpe's Horn. I. 20 Gecbem ealle 3a seamas mid

tyrwan. aii75 Cott. Horn. 225 Idem ball p[e] seames mid
tirwan.] nooo /Elfric Gram, xxviii. (Z^ 165 Lino, ic

cla;me. e^1000 Sax. Leechd. II. no Cla;m on done cancer,

ne do nan waiter to. 11325 A'. /:. AHit. P. B. 312 Make to

|>e a mancioun . . penne elemme hit with clay comly with-

nine. C1380 Wyclie Scrm. Sel. Wks. II. 93 Crist denied

[v.r. clammydej cley on his eyen. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush.

111. 125 Cleme uppon the wounde oxe dounge aboute, 1671

J. WEBSTER Metallogr. iii. 50 The Cream of Milk, which

may be clamed or spread as Butter. 1788 W. Marshall
/;'. Yorksh. Gtoss. (E. D. S.) Clame, to daub. .to spread

unctuous matter; as salve on a plaster, butter on bread.

1855 Roiiinson Whitby Gloss., Clame, to spread or smear on

a surface, as lime . . or butter. 1877 Holderliess Gloss. (E.

D. S.i, Claim. 1883 Hiiddcrsfnld Gloss. (E. D. S.) s.v.

CUam..* Cleam me a buttershaave spread me a slice of

bread and butter. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Clamme or clame.

b. inlr. To adhere, stick to.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (1856) 107 If they should ramme it

[a clay floor] presently it would cleame to the beater.

2. trans. To agglutinate, cause to stick, clag

with glutinous matter ; to stick up, together, etc.

1:1340 Hampole Psalter xliii. 27 [xliv. 25] Clemyd is in

erthe ourc wambe. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. lxyi.

(14951 185 Of clemyng of humour that is there. Ibid.

xix. lxxiii. 903 Butter is kyndely hote : clemynge and

fatte. 1674 Ray N. Country Wds. 10 To Cleam .
. in

Lincolnshire . . to glue together, to fasten with glue. 1755

Johnson Diet., Clatum, .in some provinces to cleam [1818

Todd (adds 1 written also sometimes clem], to clog with any
glutinous matter. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., To clame,

to stick, to cause to adhere, as paper against a wall ; clamed

up, advertised or posted. 1883 11uddersfieldGloss.X.. D. S/,

Claim . .
' the wind was so strong that it cleam'd me to

the wall '.

Cleam(e, obs. f. Claim.

Clean (Win), a. Forms: 1 clsene, (1, 3-4

clane 2 clone\ 1-6 clene, 2-7 cleane, (4-fi

cleyn(e), 4-7 cleen(e, (5 clen, kleane, klene,

5, 7 clayne), 6- clean. [Common Teut. : OE.
dine:—preh. *ddni- :-\VGer. *klaini: cf. OSax.

deni, deiiii, OFris. dene, chine, MDu. MLG.
chine, chne, LG. and Du. khJn, klein, OHG.
chleini clear, pure, clean, neat, delicate, fine, tiny,

small, puny, MHG. khin(e, mod. G. klein small,

little ; also Icel. klenn snug, little, puny, Sw. klen

thin, slight, weak, Da. klein, weak. The original

sense was ' clear, pure ' ; OHG. shows how this

passed into the mod.G. sense ' little ' ; the orig.

sense is more nearly retained in Eng., where, how-

ever, it has been encroached upon by the Romanic

dear and pure.
The final -n, -ni, is suflixal ; the stem klai- is by some re-

ferred to the vb.-stem kit-, klai-, Hi- 'to stick', with the

suggested connexion of sense that sticky things, such as oil,

give a clear surface, or 1 make the face to shine_ . Cf. also

the ancient practice of anointing, with its associations.

The early variants cliine, clone, are app. due to a mixture

of the orig. adj. dine with the orig. adv. cldne : cf. Soet. ]

I. 1 1. Clear, a. Free from anything that dims

lustre or transparency. Obs.

(In later use passing into 2.)

CI040 in Sax. Lecclul. II. 2o6pa;t eal se hchomasy dalles

hiwes 1123 O. E. Chron. an. 11 10 Ealle Pa niht »» seo

lyft swioe clene. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P R. xvi xclx

(1495) 588 Glasse is clene and pure andspecyally bryghteand

dere. 1590 Spenser F. Q. I. vfi. 33.All of Diamond perfect

pure and cleene. 1670 Cotton Esfemon 11. vra. 366 A
Diamond. . reputed one of the finest and cleanest for its size

in France. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4499/4 One other rough

Stone. .Christaline, White and Clean,

t b- fig-
ciooo Ags. ft.lxii. 9 [lxiii. 11] Kynincs sceal on Dnhtne

clame blisse, hluttre habban.

f c. Clear in sound or tone. Obs.

a 1000 Elenc 750 (Gr.) pas word cweSaS clamum stefnllin,

pam is Ceraphin nama.
t

f d. Clear of all encumbrance or restrictions.

a 1300 Charter of Eadiveard (dated a 1067) in Cod. Dipl.

60-2



CLEAN. 476 CLEAN.
IV. 199 Wilfrid hauet yseld GUe biscop hi* land . . ->adeas
and clxne.

II. Pure, undefiled, unsullied.

2. Free from any defiling or deteriorating ingre-

dient ; unmixed with foreign matter, pure, un-

adulterated. Now commonly expressed by pure,

except when the contaminating ingredient is 1 dirt
'

;

as in * pure * or ' clean water \ As applied to

metals, there may originally have been connexion
with the prec. notion of ' clear', 1 undimmed \
883 Cod. Dipl. II. in D;tt land Ec selle Cynulfe for syx- 1

tigum mancesa clxnes goldes. a 1000 Edgar's Canons § 39
in Thorpe Laws II. 252 iBosw.) Clecne oflete, and claene
win, and clane waiter. 1*97 R. Glol*c<i724» 435 Hyr may-
denes brou^te hyre clene water. 136s Langl. P. PI. A. vtL

j

292 Bred.. of dene whete. 1382 Wyclif Rev. xxi. 18 The 1

citee it silf was of cleene gold, lijlc to cleene gtas. c 1440 !

Gesta Rom. lxiv. 276 (Harl. MS', I am an infant at be 1

pappis, and live with clene melke. 1463 Bury Wills (1850) j

17 A torche of clene vexe [wax]. 1519 Horman Vulg. in I

Promp. Parv. 80 Of clene syluer, argento puro. 1633
Treas. Hid. Secrets cxvii, A little cleane wine. 1635 R.
N. Camden's Hist. Eliz, 1. 35 Good money of cleane :

silver. 1794 Rigging <$• Seamanship 59 Half-clean hemp is

very foul, and full of shivers. 1872 R. B. Smyth Mining
Statist. 26 A seam of good clean coal. 1883 Casscll's Fam.
Mag. Aug. 528/1 The beans [are] then put through a win-
nower, .and it is then called 'clean coffee '.

b. Of arable* land: free from weeds, creeping
roots, and the like, prejudicial to husbandry.
3. l'ree from dirt or filth ; unsoiled or unstained:

the proper opposite of dirty or foul. Now the
I

ordinary sense.

c 897 K. >Elfked Gregory's Past, xxxix. 283 Donne bid
j

5a;t hus clame. 1*97 R. Glol'C. (1724) 435 And wesse her
fet al clene. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 689 pei lien clobed in clob
bat clennest scheweb. a 1550 Ckrtstis Kirke Gr. i, Thair
came our kitties, washen clene. 1568 Grakton Chron. II.

378 Their harnesse was so cleane and bright. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. iv. ii. 41 Let Thisby haue cleane linnen. 1607 —
Cor. 11. mii 68 Bid them wash their Faces, And keepe their
teeth cleane. 1611 Bible Job ix. 30 If I . .make my handes
neuer so cleane. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. xviii. 328

j

Six clean ..shirts. 183a Makryat N. Forster xxxvi.
What sailors call 'clean shirt days'—Sundays and Thurs-
days. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Mamurs Wks. (Bonn)
II. 48 A Frenchman may possibly be clean; an English-
man is conscientiously clean. 1887 Mabel Wetheral
Two N.'C. Maids xxv. 174 Her pretty buff cotton gown
. .was clean on that morning. 1888 Times 10 Oct. 5/5 [A
bloodhound] trained from a puppy to hunt 1 the clean shoe ',

that is to say, follow the trail of a man whose shoes have
;

not been prepared by the application of blcod or aniseed.

b. in various specific senses ; Of ships: Having
the bottom free from barnacles, etc. Of whaling

i

or fishing vessels: With no fish or oil aboard,

empty ; also said colloq. of an angler's basket.
1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 58/3 In their return they gave Chace

j

to a Caper, .but the Caper being clean, escaped them. 1690
Luttrell BriefRel. (1857) II. oVTheir ships being cleaner
then his, so outsail'd him. 17*0 De Foe Capt. Singleton x.

(1840) 181 As we were a clean ship, we gained upon her.

1820 W. Scoresby A rctic Reg. 1 1. 298 No other opportunity
of procuring a whale occurred . . The ship returned home
clean. 1840 Markyat Poor Jack vi, We nad a clean hold
. .for we had but just come to our fishing-ground.

C. Of paper : Not written on, blank. Of printers'

proofs : Free from corrections or alterations. Of a

copy of writing, etc. : Free from corrections, fair.

a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Red. xiv. (1843! 827/2 A clean
piece of paper, sealed with three impressions of an antique '

head. Mod. Make a clean copy of this sheet. The proofs
as returned to press were almost clean.

d. Phrases {Jig ) : Clean Bill of Health : see

Kill sb.% 10. To have clean hands, to keep the
\

hands clean : to be innocent of wrong-doing. To
keep a clean tongue: to abstain from offensive or

foul talk. To make a clean breast : see Breast
5 c. To show a clean pair of heels : to escape
by superior speed.
1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. Jonah 388 From which I would

that our countrymen . . would keepe their hands cleane.
1828 Scott F. M. Perth iv, Harry Smith had best show a
clean pair of heels for it. 1830 Gen. P. Thompson Extrc.
(1842* I. 32^ Let them keep a clean tongue on the subject of
republicanism. 1838 Mrs. Caklyle Lett. I. 96, I would
have, .made a clean breast of all my thinkings and doings.

1854 G. B. Richakijson Univ. Code v. 063 Have you a clean
bill of health? 1876 Green Short Hist. x. % 2. 766 It was
true that the hands of the Governor-General were clean.

1881 Hesant & Rice Chap/. Fleet 1. xii. (1883) 93 Your hus-
band, .will show them a clean pair of heels off the Nore.
1884 T. Holmes Gore in Law Times 8 Nov. 29/1 He did
not go into court with clean hands.

4. Void of spiritual or moral stain or pollution

(or what is so considered); pure; undefiled, chaste,

innocent. Const. + of from.
971 Blickl. Horn. 13 Eadige beob ba cla-nan heortan,

forpon be hie God geseod. c 1000 Cleric Dent, xxiii. 23
pu byst clame [absque feccato eris). a 1140 Ureisun in

Colt. Horn. 193 Hore lif cleane urom alle qucadschipc.
Ibid. 195 Moder..and meiden cleane of alle laste. c i$86
Chaucer Knt's T. 1468 Goddesse of clene chastitce. —
Wife's T. 88 We wol been holden wise and clene of synne.
t 1400 Destr. Troy 399 Conyng in the clene artis. . 1430
Life St. Rath. ( 1 S84 > 15 An heuenly kynge be whiche was
bore of a clene virgyn. 1547-8 Bk. Com. Pr., Com/nun.
Prayer, Our synfull bodies, maie bee made clene by his
l>ody. 161 1 Bible Ps. Ii. 10 Create in mee a cleane heart,

0 God. 184s Tennyson St. Simeon Styl. 210 I trust That 1

1 am whole, and clean, and meet for Heaven. 1868 Free-
jman Norm. Cong. II. vii. 161 A man of good and clean life.

t b. Guiltless of a charge or accusation ; inno-

cent. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4918 Ha ha, traiturs, now wel is sene

Queper bat yee be fuleS*^ene. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus
11. 646 Gif he was clene, tnahcschaw his Innocence. 1609
Skene Reg. Maj. Acts Robt. I, 33 Gif he be made quit,
and cleane : all his gudes salbe restored to him.
5. Free from ceremonial defilement, according to

the Mosaic Law, and similar codes.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xi. 41 ponne beod eow ealle ping

cleene. 138a Wyclie Numb, xix.18 In the which whanne a
clene man wetith ysoop, he shal sprenge of it the tente.

1600 Bible (Douay) Numb, xviii. 9 A man that is cleane
shal gather the ashes of the cow. 16x1 — Lev. vii. 19 As
for the flesh, all that be cleane shall eate thereof. Ibid. xi.

37 If any part of their carkasse fall vpon any sowing seed
which is to be sowen, it shalbe cleane.

b. Of beasts : Not defiling, fit to be used for

food. Akin to this is the modern use, opposed to
* foul

1
as applied to fish at and immediately after

spawning.
c xooo Alfric Gen. vii. 2 Nim into be of eallum cla-num

nitenum seofen & seofen. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 626 Sacrede
he Sor-on, for fowles frame lie seuende der of clene kin.
x6n Bible Dent. xiv. 11 Of all cleane birds ye shall eate.

1870 Pennell Mod. Pract. Angler 147 Clean . . Salmon fit

to eat : neither just going to spawn, nor just after spawning.
1885 Black White Heather ui, * Well, now, is this one all

right?* * A clean fish, sir,' was the confident answer.

C. Free from the pollution of leprosy or other

contagious disease.

138a Wyclip Matt. viii. 2 Lord, }if thou wolt, thou maist
make me clene. x6n Bible 2 Rings v. 10 Goe and wash
in Iordane seuen times, .and thou shalt be cleane.

td. Gelded. Obs.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (18561 1 A cleane weather is such

a one as hayth had both his stones taken away.
6. Clean in habit: usually of beasts; Cleanly.
1568 Grakton Chron, II. 575 He abhorred her company,

as a cleane creature doth a caryon. 1683 Tryon Way to
Health 381 Beasts that are called Clean, arc such as do re-
fuse all kind of unclean Food. Mod. The squirrel is a clean
animal.

+ 7. Of style or language : Free from faults, cor-

rect, pure, * chaste elegant. Obs. or arch.
1400 Destr. Troy 77 Gydo. .declaret it more clere & on

clene wise. i£»8 Tybalt s Conf. in Strype Eccl. Mem. I.

App. xvii. 38 The new printed Testament in Englishe. .is of
more cleyner Englishe. ijji Elyot Gov. 1. xiv. (i88i» I.

142 A more clene and elegant stile. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's
Ansv: Osor. 260 b, The cleane and pure elegancy of Cicero.
1705 Hearne Collect. 28 Nov. <Oxf. Hist. Soc) I. 105 The
Book is written in a clean stile. 1713 Note in Burton's
Diary 1182S) III. 16 He had free conversation, in clean
Latin, with the foreign envoys. 1854 Emerson Lett. 4- Soc.
Aims, Poet. $ Imag. Wks. ^Bohn)' III. 158 Writing clean
verses for magazines.

f 8. Net. Obs.
1381 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 46 He shal haue of be clene

katel of be Gild xx messes songyn for his soule.

III. Fair, fine, comely, neat, clever.

(The sense-development is here uncertain : cf. Y.propre.)

t 9. , ? Fair, fine, 1 proper \ An epithet of ad-
miration or commendation, the force of which it is

in many instances difficult to ascertain.
c 1340 Gaw. -y Gr. Rnt. 163 Blybe stones .. richely rayled

in his aray clene. 1350 Will. Palerne 11 24 Al pe clene
cumpanye com to be place. Ibid. 1600 Wip be clennest
cumpanye bat euer king ladde. X375 Barbour Bruce xi.

141 So gret, so gud men, and so cleyne. Ibid. xi. 427 The
kyng left, with ane clene men^he. a 1440 Sir Eglam. 452
lie hath slayne syxty on a day, Welle armyd men and
clene. i<Bx W. Stafforo Exam. Compt. i. 19 He was
wontc to keepe halfe a score of cleane men in his house.

10. Neatly-made, well-fashioned ; not unwieldy

;

trim, shapely, comely. Cf. clean limbed, etc.

( 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 598 He hadde apaire Of legges
and of feet so clene and faire. c 1430 Syr Getter. 508 The
king was of making so clene. That to love him she must
nede. 1645 Waller Poet. Wks. (J.t, Thy waist is straight
and clean As Cupid's shaft. 1688 Lond. Gat. No. 2379/4
I : . . a Coach-Gelding . . clean of all his Limbs. 1830
Sir G. Stephen Adv. Search Horse Hi. 1 1841 ) 52 The hocks
and legs . . have that character which the jockies describe
as 1 clean

b. Ship-building. Built on fine tapering lines.

1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 45x0/7 The Hoy Burthen 9 or 10
Tun, very full built forward, with a clean Tail. . 1850
Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 107 Clean, a term generally used
to express the acuteness or sharpness of a ship's body.

11. Sharp (of wit), clever, smart, skilful, adroit,

dexterous ; neat and finished in action. (So OHG.
chleini 1 sa^ax, vcrsutus, arbutus '.)

(The first two quotations may belong to 9.)

C1400 Destr. Troy 1496 The secund of pe suster .. Cas-
jjiandra was cald, clennest of wytte. 1485 Caxton Paris iV

V. 2 He held hym self ryghte clene in amies. 1598 K.
Meres in Shaks. Cent. Praise 24 When cheating and craftines
is counted the cleanest wit. 1633 Massincer Bondman v.

iii, I'll cut as clean a caper from the ladder As ever merry
Greek did. i6« Fuller Ch. Hist. \. v. § 29 A clean Con-
ceit, and as full of Wit as Devotion, a 1704 T. Brown
Praise Poverty Vfks. 1730 I. 93 The legerdeman must be
clean. 1857 Holland Bay Path xxvi. 332 Ves, Sir ! that
was a clean thing. 1884 Lillyivhitc's Cricket Annual no
A good bat and sharp clean field.

IV. Clear of obstructions, or unevenness.

12. Unencumbered by anything standing or lying

in the way; clear, bare, void. Of anchorage
ground : Free from rocks, and the like

;
opposed to

' foul Of timber : Free from knots.

X375 Barbour Bruce km. 443 The feld so cleyn wes
maid Of yngliss men, that nane abad. c X386 Chaucer
Frankl. T. 267 Whan ye han maad the coost so clene Of
Rokkes that ther nys no stoon ysene. 1626 Bacon Sylva
{J.\ The timber and wood are in some trees more clean, in
some more knotty. 171a E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 196 There
is Water enough, and a clean Bottom. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 262 To drop an anchor as soon as we got into
clean ground. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word bk., Clean, free
from danger, as clean coast, clean harbour. 1884 West.Mom.
News 30 Aug. 1/5 The oak is. .clean, and very hearty.

13. Clear of inequalities or unevennesses, clean-cut.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 202 If you have not at
first brought your Work clean; that is.. gone deep enough
with your Gouge to take off all the Risings of the Stuff the
Draw-knife left. 1733 Chevne Eng. Malady l, xi. § 1 (1734)

99 The Strokes of such a Pulse are seldom clean and free.

1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 188 A clean wound, in the fore aim.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. iv. (1856) 34 The clean abrupt
edge of the fractures. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (ed. 6) I.

xii. 367 No slate ever exhibited so clean a cleavage.

V. 14. With nouns of action, etc. : \\ here no-

thing is left behind ; entire, complete, total, perfect,

sheer. (Influenced by the adv. ; with ' a clean

sweep ' cf. to sweep clean.) In early use, esp. in

alliterative verse, often used vaguely.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25529(CottJ Giue us clene scrift at hald.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 2801 The Kyng . . declarit ail his clene
wille. Ibid. 10441 Schuld haue killit bis kyng with his clen
strenkith. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 227 b, Make
clene confessyon. 1531 Elyot Gov. i. viii. 118831 L 46 With
wonderfull strength and clene might. 1611 Bible Lev.
xxui. 22 When ye reape the haruest . . thou shalt not make
cleane riddance of the corners of the field. 1611 Cotgr.,
Nettoyer au balay, to make cleane work, to sweepe all

away. 1868 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 318 The clean
sweep which had been made of so many ancient rights.

15. Comb. : see after the adv.

Clean (klfn), adv. For forms see adj. [OE.
clftne, clene, f. the adj. ; but the original form was
cldne {%—kla*i j)o)$ whence ME. had occasionally

clone, clone.]

I. Of manner : in a 1 clean * manner.
^
<In many instances, this may be analysed as an adj. stand-

ing as complement of the predicate, and referring to a sb.

expressed or understood : e. g. clean purged, purged so as
to be clean, etc.)

tl. Clearly, brightly. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 55 A Boll of bras bumeschid full

clene. c 14*0 Anturs ofArth. xxix, Her countur-felit, and
hur kelle were colurt ful clene.

2. In a manner free from dirt ; or so as to leave

no dirt, refuse, or obstructions.
t 1000 vElfric Lev. xxiii. 22 Ne ripe je to chene. 1375

Barbolr Bruce xvm. 213 The feld was clengit cleyne. 1533
Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xxvii. 40 Clene confessed and re-

pentaunL a 1533 Frith Disput. Purg. (1829) 105 One
that was clean purged of his wit 16x4 Mahkham Cheap
Husb. 1. i. (1668) s Stroak his neck and body clean over,
leaving no sweat nor filth, a 1631 Donne Selectiotts (1840)
20 A man walks clean if in a foul w ay he contract but a few
spots of dirt. Mod. The room must be clean swept.

3. Cleverly, neatly, dexterously; * without mis-

carriage 1

(JO.
1531 Elyot Gov. 1. xvii. (1883- I. 181 The most honorable

exercise, .is to ryde suerly and clene. 1597 Morley Introd.
Mus. 179 Howe to.. sing cleane, expressing their wordes
with deuotion and passion. 1611 Brinsley Lud. Lit. 36
To helpe to write cleane, fast and faire together, a 1755
Henley (J.\ Pope came off clean with Homer. 1865 tr.

Spohr's Antobiog. 1. 42 Tietz played the secondo. .without
faltering and perfectly clean.

f4. v ?) Properly, completely. Obs.
c 1420 Avotv. Arth. xxxviii, He U .. clene clad in stele.

a 1533 Lu. Berners Huon lviii. 197 Gerames yssued out
clene armed. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 477 Came to the
Dolphyns presence, which was cleane armed.

II. Of degree.

5. Without anything omitted or left ; without

any exception that may vitiate the statement, with-

out qualification; wholly, entirely, quite, absolutely.
This sense naturally arose from the consideration that

when a substance is taken entirely out of any vessel, etc.,

without leaving a particle behind, the vessel is left clean,

and its cleanness is a measure of the completeness of the
removal. Hence clean was naturally used with all verbs
of taking, driving, or going away, of losing, and thence of
finishing up, completing, or performing any action.

a. with verbs of removal, and the like. (The
use of adverbs or prepositional phrases qualifying

the verb introduces const, o.)

a xooo Cod. Dipl. I. 31 1 Bni min cynn chene [MS.
clane] xewite. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 7 f>ei chaced
out be Bretons sociene. c 1386 Chaucer Star's. T. 618 Al
his loue is clene fro me ago. c 14*0 Chron. Vilod. 800 His
sy^t was clene ytake hym fro. 1561 Hollyblsh Horn.

Afoth. 11 Somtyme is the hearing lost clene. 156a J.
Hhywood Prov. Epigr. (1867) 146 When mery drinkers

drinke of cleane. 1611 Bible Josh. BL 17 Vntill all the

people were passed cleane ouer Iordan. a 16*6 Bacon Max.
«V uses Com. Law 28 The heire is cleane discharged of the

burthen. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's I 'oy. 286 One of
our great Shot . . carried one of his Legs clean off. 1853
Brimley Ess., My Novel 273 The purpose of the book seems
clean gone out of the writer's mind. 1883 I.loyu /.'. 4*

Flow II. 22, I believe he's gone clean off his head*

b. with other verbs.

1 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3537 Clene banne bay tumde hure
mod. c 14x0 AntursofArth. xl, And cleuet his schild clene.

1547 Homilies, Fallingfr. God 11. (1859* 86 They shall clean

overgrow us. 1571 Hanmer Chron. Iret. (1633) 121 Van-
quished and cleane overthrown. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. i. 50
All cleane dismayd to see so uncouth sight, c 1840 Clough
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Early Foems vii. 47 Food which . . may be clean denied me
e'en to-day. 1867 Trollope Chron, Barset II. lxiv. 218

Perhaps you didn't know that he was clean ruined. 1881

Daily News 9 July 2 Spiro was clean bowled, leg stump by
the Eton captain. 1888 Longm. Mag. XL 455 Like a man
who has been clean-bowled—first ball.

c. with prepositions and adverbs, as against,

Witkottt, beside, away\from ,
through, out, over, etc.

c 1500 Hickseoruer in Hazl. Dodslcy I. 182 Clean fro thy

wealth she will thee lift. 1500-25 Virgilius in Thorns Prose

Rom. 22 He take a ronne and lept klene over. 1526 Tin-

dale Acts xxvi. 9 To do. .thynges, clene agaynst the name
off Jesus. 1562 Cooier Answ.Priv. Masse (1850) 71 In this

ye speak clean beside the word of God. 1587 Harrison
England it. xiii. (1877) 1. 255 The new towne standeth

cleane without the limits of the old. 1590 Shaks. Com.
Err. 1. i. 134 Roniing cleane through the bounds of Asia.

1593 Bilson Got't. Christ's Ch. 201 Cleane against the

intent of the writers. 1745 P. Thomas fml. Anson's Voy.

282 Every Part of which was cut clean through. 1857

Livingstone Trav. vii, 140 note (Frank Vardon', A ball .

.

went clean through his shoulder-blade.

d. with such adjectives as contrary, different,

other, contradictory, impossible, wrong, etc.

1538 Starkey England i. 8 The wych thyng to me semyth
clene contrary. 1551 Recorde Patkiv. Knowl. 1. Defin.,

An other thyng cleane different from the depenesse. 1587
Harrison England 11. L (1877) 1. 35, 1 am cleane of another

mind, a 1593 H. Smith Wks. (1867) II. 430 The church of

Rome, being clean contradictory, doth marvellously err.

a 1635 R. Sibbes in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xxvii. 8 With
God it is clean otherwise. 1839 C. Bronte Let. in Mrs.
Gaskell Life 131 Your proposal has almost driven me 'clean

daft*. 1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles xxix. 299 She was going
clean wrong. 1883 Stallybrass tr. Grimm's Tent. Mythol.
III. Introd. 50 To make a real portrait of Deity is clean

impossible.

T 6. In this sense it was often strengthened by
other words, as all clean, clean and low, quite and
clean. Obs. (or dial.)

a 1175 Cott. Hom. 231 f>at hi alle clone simle belocen were.

c 1205 Lay. 23777 He wass al clane Of olifantes bane.

C 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 50 Knoute . . chaced him
out of Norweie quyte & clene. c 1340 Cursor M. 14803
1 Fairf.) Alle bis cuntree. .rises wib him quite & clene. 1375
Bakbour Bruce x. 124 [He] saw the king distroy vp, cleyn

and low His land, c 1440 PartonoPe 5484 Youre old manerys
be turned alle clene. 1587 Golding De Mornay (1617) Pref.

They break off quite and clean. 1613 StB H. Finch Law
(1636) 105 And thereof quit and cleane to ouste the feoffee,

donee, or lessee. 1832 Blackv.: Mag. Apr. 640 Are ye quite

and clean gane wrang?

Clean-, adj. and adv. in comb.

1, a. With pa. pples., as clean-armed, -built,

-made, -shaped, -shaved, -washed, etc. b. parasyn-

thetic derivatives, as clean-cornpiexioned, •con-

scienced, -faced, grained (wood), -legged, etc. C.

with present pple., as clean-feeding, -going, -looking,

•sailing, -sweeping, etc.

1513 More Rich. III. Wks. 35/2 He was . . of bodye
myghtie, stronge, and cleane made. 1568 Fulwel Like
Will to Like in Hazl. Dodslcy III. 329 A clean-legged
gentleman. 1592 Daniel Compi. Rosamond

J1717) 43 My
clean-arm'd Thoughts repell'd an unchast Lover. 1604
Jas. I. Counterbl. (Arb.) 1x2 His delicate, wholesome, and
cleane complexioned wife. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4420/6
Clean-sailing Ships . . were the first which came up with
part of the Enemy's Squadron. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic.

(1779) I. xxvi. 236 Master of such a clean -going frigate.

1787 Burns Let. Nicol 1 June, A clean-shankit .. tight,

weel-far'd winch. 1804 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) II. 182
This clean looking pretty bird. 18x6 J. Smith Panorama
Sc. Art I. 97 Clean-grained deal, perfectly free from knots.

1840 Marryat Poor Jack vi, A tall, clean -built chap.
1846 Commcrc. Mag: Oct. 136 The over-wrought .. zeal of
some 'clean-sweeping' apologist. 1853 Hickie tr. Aris-
toph. (1872) II. 634 The blanket . . was clean-washed. 1878
Gkosart in H. A/ore's Poems Introd. 40/2 A whole-hearted,
clean-conscienced man. 1885 Black White Heatlier i,

The . . straight-limbed, clean-made figure of a man.

2. Special comb. : clean-bred a., of pure stock,

thoroughbred
;

clean-cut, cut with smoothness
and evenness of surface ; hence, sharply outlined or

defined
;

clean-fingered, with clean or nimble
fingers ; honest, scrupulous, nice

;
clean-handed,

having clean hands, free from wrong-doing ; hence
clean-handedness

; clean-limbed, shapely of

limb, well - proportioned, lithe ; clean - skins
{Austral.), unbranded cattle ; clean-timbered a.,

well-built, clean-limbed.
1882 Illustr._ Sport. Dram. News 22 July 451/3 A sleek-

looking individual, .by no means *clean-bred to look at.

1843 Lever J. Hiuton vii. (1878) 45 The mouth whose
*clean-cut lip .. betokened birth. 1878 Huxley Physiogr.
23 Rocks . . cut through so as to expose clean-cut sur-
faces. 1883 Pall Mall G. 15 Nov. n/a Canon Wil-
berforce . . the cleanest-cut and the bravest Englishman on
the temperance platform. 1558 Q. Kennedy Commend.
Treat, in Wodr. Soc. Misc. 11844) "9 Swa religious and
"clene-fyngerit that thair wyl na thyng perswade thaim
without testimony of Scripture. 1580 North Plutarch (1676)
285 A worthy General of an Army . .clean-fingered, without
Bribery or corruption. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. I. 101
All the figures that any clean-fingered damsel can cut out
of it. 1728 Gay Begg. Op. 1. iii, A mighty *clean-handed
fellow. 1779 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. (1780) 81/1 The
noble minister.. was said to be clean-handed in the most
eminent degree. 1887 Athenmum 3 Dec. 744/3 Practical
reform and real *clean-handedness in politics. 1461-83 in
Househ. Ord. U79°* 39 Any chylde. .ofclene byrthe, *clene
lymmed. 1657 Ligon Barbadoes (1673I 3 Horses.. very
strong and clean limb'd. 1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6387/2 A
well set clean limb'd Man. 188 1 Grant Bush Life in

Queensl. I. xv. 209 All hands are anxious to try their luck

with the "clean-skins. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 642, I

thinke Hector was not so *cleane timber'd. His legge is

too big for Hector.

Clean (klm), v. [In 15th c. clene, f. the adj.

:

it takes the place to a certain extent of the earlier

vb. Cleanse, OE. elknsian ; and in current use to

clean is more literal than to cleanse, having a more
direct and obvious relation to the adj. Cf. Cleanse
I.] To make clean.

1. trans. To free from dirt, filth, or impurity.

1681 Loud. Gaz. No. 1666/2 The English Frigats are now
so well Fitted and Cleaned, that none of the Algerines they
meet with, escape them. 1697 Dampier Voy. U698) I. vi.

138 We scrubb'd and clean'd our Men of War. 1714 Gay
Trivia 1. 24 Clean your shoes. 1800 tr. Lagrange s Chem.
II. 395 A method of cleaning linen, .stained by preparations

of mercury, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. § 7. 259 The portrait.

.

was given to a painter to be cleaned. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 656 A napkin . . to clean the mirror.

b. Said, by servants or operatives employed in

dirty or dusty work, of making themselves clean

and tidy in the afternoon or evening.

1876 Miss Braddon J. Haggard s Dau.ix, That afternoon

toilet which was known throughout Penmoyle as ' cleaning

oneself. 187^ N. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss. s.y., Come, Mary,
get cleaned *, its just tea-time. 1889 AVrw/r. She (the ser-

vant) had gone up stairs to clean herself.

C. Often in specific (contextual) senses: e.g. to

clear arable land of weeds, esp. of the roots of

creeping plants ; to clear a ship's bottom of bar-

nacles, shells, sea-weeds, and other accretions ; to

remove from fish, or the like, the parts unfit for

food ; also refl. of foul fish, to regain good con-

dition after spawning.
1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 609 Sarrio, to clene, cuttc,

or wede. 1697 Damtikk Voy. (1698) I. xvi. 443 To hale our
Ship ashore, to clean her bottom. 1745 P. Thomas fml.
Anson's i'oy. 49 This Day . . we also clean'd our Ship's

Bottom . . in order to her better sailing. 1841 Lane Arab.
Nts. I. 100 The Maid took the fish, and cleaned them.

1853 Soykr Pantroph. 187 Clean and salt a wild boar.

1867 F. Francis Angling i. 11880) 40 About June chub go
upon the shallows to clean themselves. 1886 Law Times
151/2 Land ploughed and cleaned for sowing barley.

d. To clean the board (colloq.) : to clear off all

that it contains, and leave it empty ; to clear it.

1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 299/2 When a man cleaned the

board he had something to be proud of.

2. absoL, and intr. (for refl.).

1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4431/15 The same Day came in..

Her Majesty's Ships . . to clean. 1748 J. Lind Lett. Navy
iii. (1757) 123 Our fieets may winter there, clean and repair.

1880 MacCormac Antisept. Surg. 113 The wound had in

the first place to ' clean ', and this cleaning was necessitated

by the death of a superficial layer of tissue.

3. trans. To clean down : to clean from top to

bottom, or by sweeping down. To clean up: to

clean by taking up dirt or dust ; to bring (a thing)

up to a certain pitch or standard of cleanness : see

also Clean sb.

1872 Mark Twain Roughing it xxxvi. (Hoppe), The
machine was stopped, and we cleaned up. That is to say
we.. washed the mud patiently away till nothing was left

but the long-accumulating mass of quick-silver. 1887
Besant Childr. Gibeon 11. i, For thirty years .. not even
admitting a woman to clean up.

4. To clean out : to clean by emptying ; hence

transf. to empty, exhaust, leave bare. Also fig.

1844 W. H. Maxwell Sports % Adv. Scotl. ix, The
larder was utterly cleaned out. 1858 0- W. Holmes Aut.
Breakf't. (1865) 53 (Hoppe) There is a great danger that

a man's first life-story shall clean him out, so to speak,
of his best thoughts. 1866 Carlyle Inaug. Addr. 180
You will see how we may clean-out the foul things in that

Chancery Court. 1887 Scotsman 19 Mar., The obligation

to clean out the canal.

b. slang. To deprive of cash, to ( rook '.

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Cleaned o?it, said of a
gambler who has lost his last stake at play

;
also, of a flat

who has been stript of all his money. 1838 Dickens 0.
Twist xxxix, He has cleaned me out, but I can go and
earn some more.

5. To clean away, off\ to remove dirt, defilement,

or the like.

a 1839 Praed Poems(iS6j) II. 3 A thousand hands. .Clean
off each ancient stain or soil.

Clean, sb. [f. the stem of the vb.]

An act of cleaning: chiefly in comb., as a clean

up, clean out, etc. spec, (in U. S. Aiming) clean-

up :

1 the operation of collecting all the valuable

product of a given period or operation in a

stamp mill, or in a hydraulic or placer mine'
(Raymond).
1872 Raymond Statist. Mines <5* Mining 211 A week's

clean-up was reported to be usually from $2,000 to $3,000
in bullion. 1872 Mark Twain Roughing it xliiL (Hoppe',
Bullion returns, clean-ups at the quartz mills, and inquests.

18.. B. Harte Brown of Calaveras (Hoppe), Can't you
help me with a hundred till to-morrow's clean-up? Mod.
colloq. Give it a clean before returning it. Put the machine
in order, and give it a little clean-up.

Cleanable (klrnab'l), a. [f. prec. + -able.]

Capable of being cleaned.
1882 Morris Hopes Fearsfor Art iv. 160 A real hearth

of cleanable brick or tile. 1883 Ruskin in Chr. World no
Nov. 285 Floor and walls of the cleanablest.

Cleaned (kUnd), a. [f. Clean v. + -ed 1
.]

Freed from dirt, cleansed. Also with adv., as

cleaned-out.

1704 Southey Botany-Bay Eel. ii, Over all.. was hung,
Weficlean'd. .mygun. 1850 Thackeray Pendent/is (Hoppe*,
A scorn for cleaned gloves and minor economies. 1852 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. II. 185 The new room in a cleaned-out
state.

Cleaner (klrnai). [f. Clean v. + -eb1.] One
who or that which cleans ; spec, one whose work
is to clean some particular thing.
a 1792 Sir J. Reynolds fourn. Flanders (R.\ Ithas been

in the hand of some picture cleaner. 1817 J. Scott Paris
Revisit. 383 A tribe of cleaners, keepers, and porters. 1884
Daily Neivs 4 Sept. 3/2 A cleaner, .had been attending to a
Lancashire engine at the cleaning sheds.

b. An instrument or machine for cleaning ; as

the two-handled knife employed by curriers, one of

the rollers in a carding machine, etc.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. Cleaner, The worker, .takes
the fibre from the card-drum and delivers it to the cleaner,

which returns it to the card-drum. 1888 Daily Netvs 10
Sept. 7/3 Mincers, coffee mills, and fork cleaners.

Cleange, var. of Clenge v.

Cleaning (kU-nirj), vbl. sb. [f. Clean v. +
-in<; '.]

1. The action of the vb. Clean
;

freeing from
dirt or filth, purifying, cleansing.
1662 Gi;rbif.k Prim . Introd. 8 The Cleaning of the Streets.

1697 Dahpier Voy (1698) I. xiii. 363 These Worms breed.,
in the Sea., which was the reason of our cleaning so often

while we were there. 1843 Mrs. Caklyle Lett. I. 195 This
house gets no periodic cleanings like other people's. Mod.
It was their Spring cleaning, that complete overhauling
which every well-ordered house gets once a year,

b. with adv., as cleaning up.
18.. J. Lawrence Silverland 176 tHoppe> The cleaning

up. .consists in removing the pavement and blocks from the

bed of the sluice, gathering the precious compost, and re-

placing or renewing the blocks or stones of the pavement.
1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sg. (i886.t 16 The pasture would
bear a little further cleaning up.

2. concr. in Cf. sweccpings.

1855 KlNGSLEY Westw. Ho! (18611 354 Just keep in our
wake, and we'll give you the cleanings for wages.

3. — Cleansing vbl. sb. 2 b.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <y Min. 37 The cleaning applied
helps ulcers in the face. Ibid. 71 The cleaning is eaten
by them presently after bringing forth, a 1722 in Lisle
Husb. (E. D. S.\ Cleaning, the placenta of a cow. 1876 in

Whitby Gloss. 1879 in Shropshire Word-bk.

4. attrib. and Comb., as cleaning-machine, -mill,

-shed, -sieve.

C 1475 Voc, in Wr.-Wiilcker S08 Hoc colatorium, a clen-

yngsefe. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Cleaning-machine, a
machine in which silk thread is. .drawn through a brush in

order to detach any particles of dust or dirt therefrom.

1884 Daily News 4 Sept. 3/2 A serious accident.. at the
cleaning sheds on the Carr.

Cleanish (klrnif), a. [f. Clean a. + -ish.]

Rather or pretty clean.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI. Ixvi. 303 A bed.,
with coarse curtains, .but a coverlid upon it with a cleanish

look. 1859 NY, Gregory Egypt I. 159 Some tolerably smart
and cleanish chintz.

f Clea'nlieci, a. Obs. rare. Made cleanly.

1606 Warner Alb, Eng. xvi. a, 401 Attier. .cleanlied all.

Cleanlily [kle'nlili), adv. [f. Cleanly a. +
-ly In a cleanly manner.
1698 0. Thomas Pensilvania 5 [They] dress their Victuals

very neatly and cleanlily. 1821 Ne?v Monthly Mag. II.

524 All were cleanlily and decently dressed.

Cleanliness (kle'nlint's). [f. Cleanly a. +
-ness.] The quality, state, or condition of being

cleanly. In the earliest quots. it is used, like the

adj., of moral purity.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. v, So is my meaning clean

devoyde of syn Grounded and set upon al clenlynesse.

1489 Caxton I-'aytes of A. iv. xvii. 280 White .. signifyeth

innocencie and clenlines. 111586 Sidney (J.), Having no
adorning but cleanliness. 1647 W. Browne Polex. 1. 223
The quicknesse of his hand or cleanlinesse of his touch
[on the lute]. 1733 Swift Modest Def. Lady's Dressing-
room, Cleanliness nath. .been esteemed the chief corporal

perfection in women. 1735 Somerville Chase 1. 158 Much
to Health will Cleanliness avail, a 1791 Wesley Serm.
Ixxxviii. On Dress (1838) III. 15 'Cleanliness is indeed
next to godliness'. 1831 Longf. Gold. Leg. v. At Foot

of Alps, If., cleanliness is godliness, I fear A hopeless

reprobate, a hardened sinner, Must be that Carmelite now
passing near.

Cleanly (kle*nli), a. Forms: 1 cleenh'c, 4
clenlich, clanli, 5-7 clenly, -lie, 6 clene-,

cleanely, (clendly), 5- cleanly. [OE. clknlic, f.

elkne, Clean + lie body: lit. 'clean-bodied', having

cleanness as a personal characteristic. See -LT 1.

It appears to have been first used of moral or

spiritual purity, and thence extended to certain

senses of Clean, but its main sense still refers to

habit and tendency rather than to actual state : a

cleanly person may be for the moment dirty, but

will as soon as possible make himself clean.']

f 1. Morally or spiritually clean
;

pure ; inno-

cent. Obs.

r 888 K. ^Elfred Boeth. xxi, Sin hij scipas jesamnab mid
cla^nlicre lufe. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xi. 183 Clsnlice lufe.

c 1340 Cursor M. 26354(Fairf.)Of shrift clanli. 1477 Norton
Ord. Alch. iv

t
in Ashm. (1652^ 47 The honds of a cleanly

Clerke. 1641 Milton Animadv. vi. Wks. 11847) 72/2 Your
priest, .that thinks himself the purer, or the cleanlier in his
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office for his new-washed surplice, a 1680 Glanvill (J.)t

Human nature meets few more sweetly relishing and cleanly

joys, than those that derive from successful trials. 1663
Pcnn. Archives L 73 A man of so sober, so cleanly, and so
approved a Behaviour.

+ 2. Clean: as clothes, or the like. (Possibly

the sense may sometimes have been clean-looking.)

1340 Ayenb. 216 He zayb bet hi ssolle habbe clenliche

clopinge. c 1460 Launfal 201 Me fawtede . . Clenly brech
and scherte. 1488 Will Sir E. Shea (Somerset Ho.), A
clenly dorc of Iron for to open and shette. 1545 Ravsold
Byrth Man. Y6 Although that this superfluyte be no[tJ

clendly, yet, etc. 1590 Spenser F. Q. L in. 40 By her cleanly

garment catching hold.

3. Of j>ersons (or beasts
1

) : Addicted to clean-

ness, habitually clean ; careful to avoid filth.

c 1500 Doctr. Gd. Servauntes xxvii. in Poet. Tracts (1842) 5
Seruauntes ought . . For to be clenly of their bodyes. a 1700
Dryden (J.», Some plain but cleanly country maid, a 1719
Addison (J.) An ant is a very cleanly insect. 1748 Anson
Voy. 11. ii. 135 It was imagined, that by living apart, they
would be much cleanlier. 1885 C. Monkhouse in Mag.
Art Sept. 471/1 [Dutch tiles] were found convenient by a
proverbially cleanly people.

b. Also of personal belongings : Habitually
kept clean.

1653 Walton Angler 47 An honest cleanly Alehouse that
I know right well. Ibid. 49 A cleanly room, Lavender in

the windowes. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 196 Displays her
cleanly platter on the board.

4. Conducing to or promoting cleanness.
c 161 1 Chapman Iliad XOL 135 In times of cleanly peace.

1611 BUBTON Anmt. Mel. L L L i. (165113 A cleanly diet,

i 17*0 Prior Poems (J.), In our fantastick climes, the fair

With cleanly powder dry their hair. 1794 Southey AV-
trospect. The due observance of the cleanly law. 1823
Lamb Elia Ser. 1. xix. (1865) They eat . . with indifference,

calmness, and cleanly circumstances.

f 5. Of actions : Neatly executed, adroit, dex-

terous, clever, deft, artful ; = Clean* a. II. Obs.
c 1540 in Fisher's Wks. (E. E. T. S.t 11. Introd. 46 [The

kinge] thought it a. .cleanly excuse to aleadge the trooblc
of his conscience. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. 1. (1593) 20
Hir husband by and by . . devised a clenlie lie. 1591 Spen-
ser M. Itubbcrd 857 Each practise ill Of coosinage and
cleanly knauerie. 1639 Fuller Holy War U xi. 11840) 18
This cleanly, .conveyance to rid away those he hated. 171a
Arbuthnot John Bull 1 1727) 85 By a cleanly conveyance
under the table to slip a snort note in I>ewis's hand,

fb. Deft in action, clever, smart. Obs.
1586 Puttenham Ens;. Poesie I. via. (Arb.) 32 For euery

hundreth verses (which a cleanely pen could speedely dis-

patch) he had a hundred angels.

t6. Of language, etc. : Neat, elegant ; -Clean
a. 7. Obs.

1579 Fclke Hcskins" Pari. 79 He concludeth in fine

Latine and cleanly termes. 1649 Milton Fikon. vi. (1770)
75 The words are good, the fiction smooth and cleanly.

7. Comb., as cleanly-looking.

1857 Livingstone Trav. xix. 366 Houses with many
cleanly-looking half-caste Portuguese.

Cleanly (ktfuli), adv. [OK. clmtUU : sec -ly-.]

In a clean manner ; in various senses of the adj.

:

without dirt or stain, purely, chastely, innocently,

clearly, neatly, exactly, etc.

c iaoo Wintcucy Rule St. Benet f i388) 107 Gyf pa:t clsen-

lice and mid ande don hi. a 1300 Cursor M. 36432 Yit quat
o man es clenli scriuen. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xvii. clxxvii. U495) 719 Theyclensyth woundes and heelyth
ful clenly. 1473 Warkw. t hron. 11 No?t so clenly kepte as
schuld seme suche a Prince. 1509 IJarclay Shyp ofPolys
(1874) II. 212 Them clenlyer to dyght. 1596 Shaks. i

Hen. IV, v. iv. 169 He purge .. and liue cleanly, as a
Nobleman should do. 1605 Woodw ard Nat. Hist. Earth
11. (1723* 98 As the sacred Writer cleanly and modestly ex-
presses it. 1883 Proctor in Knowledge 6 July 12/2 It la
telescopej comes sharply and cleanly into focus. 1886
Book-lore Mar. 109 Twenty-seven folio volumes, .had been
so cleanly drilled through by the larva of this beetle, that
a string might be run through the hole.

t b. Completely, wholly, entirely, quite ;
=

Clean adv. 5. Obs.
c 1050 Byrht/erth's Handboe in A nglia VI II. 322 Gif b;er

beon raes manna bonne J>at Iamb nuexe fretan, bonne nyme
he hys neahxebur be him xehendost sy, bajt he ma:Xe ba:t
lamb cl;enlice fretan. c 1173 Lay. 26148 p0 was Arthur his
ferde Clanliche igadered. 1297 R. Glouc (1724)434 Heo
clanlyche yt versok. a 1300 Cursor M. 15556 Al pe care yee
nu sal haf, Clenli yee sal for-gett. 1387 Trevisa Higdrn
(Rolls) I. 341 Al his ofspringc . . was clenliche destroyed.
r 1400 Melayne 494 Alle that was than in that place 1 hay
slewe clenly. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus 11. 741 For ay
mirth clenlie I quitclame. 1655 Fuller Ch. /list. 111. vi.

§ 24 At this time Church-men cleanly carried the cognisance
of such offences.

t C. Ably
;
cleverly, adroitly, artfully. Obs.

1583 Stubbks Anat. Abus. 11. '77 They will read you
their seruice faire and cleanly. 1591 Spenser M. Hnbberd
862 With which he thousands cleanly coosined. 1593 Nashe
Christ's T. (1613) 186 Cleanly coined lies. 1642 Rogers
Naatnatt 528 They cleanly and slily winde themselves out
of the authority of God.

Cleanness (kl/*nin4t). Also 3-5 clannesse.
[OE. el&nncs : see Clean and -ness.] The quality

or state of being clean.

1. ///. Freedom from dirt or filth, purity, clear-

ness. + Cleanness of teeth : scarcity of fowl.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. KMS. xiv. (1495) 447 It

nedyth clennesse of water. 1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 47
'I he holsomnes & helthe of that londe & the clennes out
ofvenyme [careutia venen{\. 1538 Stahkev England 177
OfTycerys to l>e appoyntyd to have regard of the bewty of
the towne and cuntrey, and of the clennes of the same.

1560 Bible (Geneva AMM iv. 6, Therefore haue I giucn
you cleanncs of teeth [so 161 1 ;

Wvclif, eggyng of teeth

;

Coverdale, ydle teth] in all your cities. 1600 Abp. Abbot

I

Exp. Jonah 365 One ycare there hath bene hunger ; the 1

j

second there was a dearth, and a third . . there is great
j

\
cleannesse of teeth. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. x. ft 11

Cleanness of body was ever esteemed to proceed from a
, due reverence to God, to society, and to ourselves. 1642

! Rogers Naatuan 37 Destroying our soules with cleannesse

of teeth. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 415 Houses, .remark-
able . . for their order and cleanness.

b. Neatness
;

purity ; elegance ; used spec, of

! literary style.

1581 J. Bell Haddons Ansiv. Oscr. ayb, Dalmada is in-

fenour to you in eloquence and cleanesse of stile, n 1586

Sidney ij.t, He shewed no strength in shaking of his staff:
!

but the tine cleanness of bearing it was delightful. 1693
Dryden Juvenali) .), He minded only the clearness of his

satire, and the cleanness of expression.

2. Moral or ceremonial purity; chastity; inno-

cence ; undefiled quality.

c 890 K. Alfred Barda iv. ix. t Bosw. >, Heo on clamnesse
(»ode beowode. c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 105 Castitas bat is

clenesse on englisc. C1130 Halt Meid. 11 Meidenhad..
ouer alle ping luueS cleannesse. f 13*5 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1

Clannesse who-so kyndly cow-be comende. c 1386 Chaucer
C. T. Prol. 506 Wei oughte a prest ensample for to give, '

By his clennesse, how that his scheepschulde lyve. c 1400
!

Destr. Troy 13041 Ho keppit not hir klennes with a cloise I

hert. c 1430 Hymns rirg.{iB6-j< 108 Inclannes and in cristes
|

merk. 1509 Fisher Wks. (18761 181 Clennes of conscience.
1611 Tolrnel'r Ath. Trag. v. ii, Taking a delight in the
cleaneness of my conuersation. x6n Bible Ps. xviii, 20 Ac-
cording to the cleannesse of my hands hath hee recom-
pensea me. 17*1 R. Keith tr. T. d Ketnpis* Solil. Soul
lii. 137 A Resting-place for thee.. who art die Lover of
Cleanness, and the Inhabitant of a good Conscience.

Cleansable ^kle*nzab'l ), a. [f. Cleanse v. +
-able.] Capable of being cleansed.

1483 Cath. Angl. 66Clennessabylle; expiabUis ; vndence-
abylle, jnexpiabilis. 1611 Cotgr., Acttoyable . . cleans-

ible, or cleansable.

Cleanse klenz), sb. Obs. exc. dial. [f. next

vb.] fL A cleansing. Obs.

1760 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 158/2 We make a thorough
cleanse, and wash all the beams with warm vinegar.

2. dial. The afterbirth (cf. vb. 7).

1881 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk.^ CtaJtse, the after-

birth of a cow. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Clans.

Cleanse (klenz), v. Forms: 1 cl&nsian,
cle^nsian, gecldsnian, clfrsnian), 2-7 clense(n, (3

|

clansi, klens, clennsenn {Orm.)
t 3-5, 9 dial.

clause, 4 clens clonsi, clenze, clenese, 5 !

clansy\ 6- cleanse. [OK. cla-nsian, clensian

:—WGer. type *klainison, f. klaini, OE. clsenc :

cf. OE. rlcsian, OHG. richisdn to ride, rinse, ON.
hreinsa. The frequent ME. and mod. dial, clause

may represent an OE. cldnsian (cf. fla*tic under

Clean), or it might be from clxnsian with

shortened se, as dense from clensian. The mod.
spelling cleanse seems to be artificial, assimilated

to clean. This is the original vb., on the domain
of which the recent to clean has intruded.
The type of verbs in -isbn, .irfin OTeut. -isAjaM t

-izAjan,

appears to have started from verbs in ~ojan formed on -s

stems, as Goth, hatizfin^ OHG. agisfin, sigirfln. The OE.
%eildsnian, clxsnian may be examples of metathesis : but

j

the occurrence of a form drnsuian, whence they may be 1

contracted, makes their history doubtful.]

1. tram. To make clean, purify, free from dirt I

or filth
I
Johnson says * by washing or rubbing').

Formerly the ordinary word ; but in mod. times

to clean has largely taken its place in every-day

use, and cleanse remains a more elevated word,
having less immediate association with dirt, and
more available {ax fig. and trans/, uses. In some
dial, clause is similarly distinguished from clean,

and used esp. in senses 5-7.
a xooo I.a-us Etltelrrd ix. ; 40 Thorpe I. 348 Gif man card

wille clxnsian. am$ Aner. R. 314 pe poure widewe
hwon heo wule clensen hire hus. 1413 ! \

.

- Pilgr. Sotvle
iv. xxxiv. (1483} 83 liras draweth soone ruste yf it be not
clensid. 1467 in Eng. Gilds 118701 373 That intrailles of
bestes and blode putts be clansed..by night. 1536 in

Thvnnk Animadv. Introd. 28 He .. shall scoure, dense,
and substantially make dene all & euery of the Synkes be-

longinge vnto the kechyns. x6a8 Di<;»v Voy. Medit. (1868)

13 Opportunitie to cleanse my shippes. 1738 Birch Mil/on
in /f ks. (1738) I. 38 After the Sickness was over, and the

, City well cleansed. .Milton return'd to Ix>ndon. 1808 Med.
j

Jml. XIX. 227 A solution of lx>rax was given to coold cleanse his mouth. 1883 Llovs Ebb 4 Flow II. 179
A whole house placed in their hands, to be thoroughly
cleansed and repaired.

Jig. 1850 Mkrivalk Rom. Emp. (1865) II. xiii. 77 It

was not by merely removing the scum from the surface that
the fountain of justice could be really cleansed.
absol. 145P7 Norton*?**/. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652)59 Water

clenscth with ablution blive. 1611 B. Jonson Catiline 11.

ii. 59 This gray Powder [is] a good Dentifrice, .and cleanses
very well, a 1861 Buckle Civiliz, III. v. 476 It was better
to cleanse than to fast.

2. To make morally or spiritually clean ; to
purify or free from sin or guilt. Const, of, from.
(8aS Vesp. Ps. xviii. 13 From de^elnissum. .xeclasna me

dryhten.] <~8o7 K. >Elfred Past. liv. 419 Hi selfe to
|

clamsianne mid 3y wope. ciaoo Trin. Colt. Horn. 87 J>e

children were clensed of sinnen. C 1340 Cursor M. 12840
]

(Kairf.), Goddis lambe bat dense \ Tnn. clensen] sale bis .

.

wcrlde fra sinful bale. Ibid. 26373 Pen mai $e best 30U

clause [Cott. clcngej of synnc. 1303 Unl P- PI- C iv.

361 Of oure sory synnes asoiled and claused, c 1440 Gesta
Rom. xxiii. 81 Marl. MS., I shal go to a confessour, and
clansy me. 1548 Prayer-bk., Commun. .Cleanse the thoughts
of our hearts. 1630 Phvnne Anti-Armin. 158 Able to

dense the Klect from all their sinnes. 1837 Trench Justin
Martyr, You cannot cleanse your heart with tears.

b. with the sin or crime as obj. : To purge,

wash away, expiate.

971 Blickl. Horn. 35 pa;t we . . ure synna claensian. 1340
Hami'ole Pr. Consc. 2400 Syn bat es wele clensed here.

a 1700 Drvden ij.t, Not all her od'rous tears can cleanse

her crime. 1883 Gilmour Mongols xvii. 205 Each prayer

repeated has a certain value in cleansing away sin.

3. To make ceremonially or sanitarily clean :

a. ceremonially, as in the Mosaic Law.
[c 1000 >Elfric Exod. xxix. 36 J>u acUensast |» weofod and

Rehalfcast.] ,1000 Laws Edw.
«fr

Guthr. in Thorpe I. 174
Clamsie man ba beode. .1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3453 God dede
moyscs 3is bodeword on, Clense Sis folc wet 01s to daises.

1382 Wvclif Acts x. 15 That thing that God hath clensid,

thou schalt not seie vnclene. 1611 Bible ibid.. What God
hath cleansed, that call not thou common,

b. from leprosy or other disease, arch.

1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 8 ClamsiaS hieofle. 1382

Wvclif Matt. x. 8 Vpreyse see dead men, clense 3e meselis.

1611 Bible Luke vii. 22 The. .lepers are clensed.

+ 4. To acquit, clear, or exonerate {ofa charge).

Obs. (In later times only Sc. ; cf. Clenge.)
a xooo Laws Ethelred iii. 5 7 in Thorpe I. 296 Gif hwa

peof cUensian wylle. a 1300 Cursor M. 4477 |>u sal be vte

of presun tan, And clensid be btfor iustisc. .1568 in H.
Campbell Lovedett. Mary Q. Scots (1824) App. 47 April

i2..Bothwell wes cleansit werray strangely, as the process

beiris. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk{\%^ 387 The votes being
asked, seven did cleanse him absolutelie.

6. To clear, to rid ; properly of, from, (+ with)

things that defile, but it has also been used of

things that obstruct, cumber, or merely occupy

;

cf. to Cleak.
a 1250 Owl ^ Sight. 610 Me is lof to Cristes huse, To

clansi hit with fule muse, c 1340 Cursor M. 475 (Kairf. >,

He. .clanset bat court of ham so dene. 1387 Trevisa Hig-
den I. 339 -M.it/. \ Seynt Patryk clensed bat lond of wormes
and obere venemous bestes. 1557 Order Hospitatls H iiij b,

[The Beadle] shall cleanse all the same Wards from beggars.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia Bf. ix. Wks. (Arb.) 460 The
house thus deansed [of Indians], the King .. excused this

intrusion. 1664 Evelyn A'al. Hort. (1729* 206 Cleanse
Vines of exuberant Branches. 1669 Worliogf. Syst. Agric.

x. | 4 (1681) 220 Gold-Finches are very injurious to the

Goosbury Buds, .cleansing a whole Garden of them imme-
diately. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1.% 17. 1 19 The orb. .cleansed

the mountains from every trace of fog. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Word-bk. Ctanse, to clear, to free from impurities

or superfluous matter.

b. To clear of inequalities or unevennesses ; to

smooth, polish (wood or metal).

1677 Moxon Meek. Exert. (1703) 205 Once wrought to

the true size, you cannot afterwards lake any more oft to

cleanse it.

(In this sense clause is used by gunsmiths in the midland
counties.)

C. To clear out (rubbish, ctc\
1628 Prysne Cens. Cozens 32 All Popish Reliques were

not so fully clensed out, as afterwards tney were.

6. To free from noxious humours ; to purge.

Also absol.

1000 ..it. Leechd. II. 240 Hat waiter. .ba:t ckesnaS pa
wambe. — Ibid. 260 Sio wamb bib to elznsianne. c 1400
Blood-Letting in Ret. Ant. I. 190 Domistica danseth ful

welle The blader within every dclle. i486 Bk. St. Albans
Cj b

t
It shall clense wele hir boWilli s. 1600 Shaks. A. V.L.

11. vii. 60, I will through and through Cleanse the foule

bodie of th infected world, If they will patiently receiue

my medicine. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments (J. This oil. ,

makes it saponaceous and cleansing, by which quality it

often helps digestion. 1881 Skropsk. Word-Bk. s.v., A
dosa o' camomine tay. .ood clause the stomach.

7. intr. (for *° Pass tnc afterbirth.

1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. iii. (1668' 35 If your Mare
. . will not clense after she hath foaled, you shall take a pint

of running water, ifce. 1884 Chester Gloss. (\L D. S.) s.v.

Clatise, A cow is said to clanse when she discharges the

placenta after calving.

Cleansed (klenzd\///. a. [f. prec. vb. + -kd

Made clean, purified.

( 1400 Pcstr. Troy 4663 Calme was the course, clensit the

aire, c 1440 Promfl. Parv. 80 Clensyd as lycoure. 1535
Fisher Wks. (1876) 381 The better clensed glasses. 1611

Lady M. Wroth Urania 454 I aske it with a repentant

and clensed heart.

Cleanser klemsti . [f. Cleanse v. + -ek 1
.]

gen. One who or that which cleanses.

n 1000 [Somner has clxnsere\ 1570 Wills <y Inv. N. C.

11835) 355 F°r clensing the bowse .. xlji. yd. whereof y*

dresser and elensers had. 1579 J. Jones Preserv. Bodie $
Soulex. xviii. ^ThenosethrUsclensers of thebraine. 1598 9
Hodley in All V. Round (18821 July 519 2 If the cleanser

of the Library do his duty, a 1661 OOLTUAV Juvenal 58

In a bath .. two fellows desir'd to borrow his strigil or

cleanser. 1668 Culheiter & Cole tr. Rnrthol. Anat.
Introd., The Kernels . . are vulgarly called Linum tories or

Clenscrs. 171a Spect. No. 548 F 1 Excellent cleansers of

the brain. 1716 Wodrow Corr. '1843* II. 147 If. .oaths be

allowed to them for cleansers, the Government . . will l>e

much out in their politics. 18x7 Act 57 Geo. Ill c xxix.

§ 59 Scavengers, rakers, or cleansers of the streets,

b. spec. A purgative.

1528 Paynrl Salemc Reg'nn. X iij b, Hony. .is a denser.

1550 Dk. Somerset in Coverdale Spir. P_erle(i$&8) Pref.

Aivb, All medicines of the soulc.not hauing that denser
[faith in Christ] with them, be but overhealers. 1610 Mark-
ham Masterp. 1. xctH. 184 Purgations which are the strongest



CLEANSHIP.
cleansers of the body. 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v.

Stinking breath. Give Cleansers inwardly.

t Clea-nship. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Clean a. +

-ship.] Cleanness, chastity.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 21 ]>at his mihte held ham i clean-
schipe chaste.

Cleansing (kle-nzirj), vbl. sb. [f. Cleanse v.]

1. The action of the vb. Cleanse in its various

senses
;
cleaning, purification, acquittal.

c 1000 AgS. Gosp. Mark i. 44 For 5inre clsensunga [c 1160
Hatton Gosp. clsensunge]. c 1200 Winteney Rule St. Benet
(1888) 65 On sa;ternes dae} claensunga do. a 1300 Cursor
M. 25889 \>e fire o clensing. 1398 Trevisa Earth. De P.
R. xvii. clx. (14951 708 The clensinge of hempe or of flexe.

c 1568 in H. Campbell Love-lett. Mary Q. Scots (18241
App. 47 The connsale haldin for the cleansing of Both-
well. 1611 Bible Mark i. 44. 1673 Temple Obscrv. United
Prov. iii. (R.), The openingand cleansing of the old channel
of the Rhine. 1S42 J. H. Newman Par. Serin. VI. vi. 55
Almost all religions have their outward cleansings. 1873
Burton Hist. Scot. V. liii. 28 A verdict of acquittal, a
' cleansing by assize ' as it was termed.

2. concr. The dirt, dust, or refuse removed in

(leaning anything.

1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 689 Trochili. .are greedy of
these Worms or clensings of the Crocodiles. 1611 Cotgr.,
Curaitles de maison, the dust, filth, sweepings or cleansing,
of houses. 1632 Sherwood s.v. Sean, The shalings, chaffe,
or cleansings of Beanes.

b. The lochia or discharges after childbirth ; a
rustic name for the afterbirth of cattle.

1655 L. Thetford Perfect Horseman 10 By no Means let
the Mare eat her cleansing. 1810 Treat. Live Stock in
N. W.Linc. Gloss. IE. D. 5.) s.v., The after-birth; in the
north it is termed the cleansing, i860 MayME Exp. Lev.,
Cleansings, a popular term for the Lochia. 1884 Cluster
Gloss. (E. D. S.), Clausing or Cleansing, the placenta or
after-birth of an animal.

3. attrib. and Comb.
«335>n Riley Lond. Mem. (1868) 194 1 clensingbecche. .$d.

1562 J. Heywood Prov. % Epigr. (1867) 109 Some ofitich had
in the clensyng weeke. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Cleansing-
".'at, a vessel in which the fermentation of beer is concluded

;

the yeast running out of the bung-hole, and being kept full

by supply from a store-vat.

Cleansing (kle-nzig), fpl. a. ff. as prec. +
-tnr 2

.] That cleanses : see the vb.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26201 Penance thol in clenssing fire.

ai$Zn Sinon. Barthot. (Anecd. Oxon.) 15 Centum capita,
affoaiUttS, clansing gresse. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xix. lxvi. (1495) 902 Whey . . is moost drienge and clens-
ynge. 1671 Milton Samson 1727 With, .cleansing herbs
wash off the clotted gore. 1758 j. S. Le Dran's Obscrz'.
Surg. (1771) Diet. B b, Abstergent/a. .cleansing Medicines.
1858 Adelaide Procter Poems (title), Cleansing Fires.

Cleap(e, var. of Clepe.

Clear (kll'j), a., adv., and sb. Forms : 3-5
cler, (4 olier, clyre, clyer), 4-7 clere, 4-8
oleer, 5-7 cleere, (5 clure, 6 oleir, olarl, 6-7
cleare, (8-9 dial, olair), 6- clear. [ME. cler, a.

OF. cler (n-i6th c.
;

14th- clair), corresp. to

Pr. clar, Sp. claro, It. chiaro:—L. clar-um bright,

clear, manifest, plain, brilliant, illustrious, famous,
etc. Senses 1-13 were already present in French;
the further developments of the sense are peculiar

to English, and partly due to association with the
native word Clean, the earlier domain of which
has been largely occupied by clear, while in various
uses the two are still synonymous. But the now
predominant notion of ' unencumbered, free, rid

'

is a further development, not found in Clean.]
I. Of light, colour, things illuminated.

1. f a. orig. Expressing the vividness or inten-

sity of light : Brightly shining, bright/ brilliant.

1297 R- Glouc. (1724) 416 Ther come, .a leme swythe cler
& bry^te. c 1386 Chaucer Moder of God 29 O blessed
lady, the cleer light of day. 1393 Gower Conf. III. 129
The first sterre Aldeboran, the clerest and the most of alle.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 210 The lyghte of the Sonne is

moche more clerer then the lyghte of the morow tyde. 1611
Bible Song Sol. vi. 10 Faire as the moone, cleare as the
stinne. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 840 And the cleer Sun on his
wide watrie Glass Gaz'd hot.

b. Now expressing the purity or uncloudedness
of light ; clearfire, a fire in full combustion with-
out flame or smoke. Also used with adjs., as
clear white, brotvn, etc.

1611 Bible 2 Sam. xxiii. 4 The tender grasse springing
out of the earth by cleare shining after raine. 1613 Shaks.
Hen. VIII. 1. i. 226 This infant Clowd .. Darkning my
cleere Sunne. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery iii. 24 Take care
your fire is clear. 1814 Wordsw. White Doe vil. 96 A Doe
most beautiful, clear-white. 1888 Cassetls Diet. Cookery
Introd. 17 If a cook, .has a good clear fire. Mod. This oil
burns with a clearer flame.
Jig. 1818 Cruise Digest V. 364 The nature of an action
of ejection . . would appear in a clearer light.

2. a. Of the day, daylight, etc. : Fully light,
bright

; opposed to dusk or twilight, arch.
C1320 Sir Beues 755 A morwe, whan hit was dai cler,

Ansep kni3t and squier. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 267/1 He
endyted the lettre by clere day. 1535 Coverdale i Sam.
xiv. 36 Spoyle them tyll it be cleare mornynge, that we let
none escape. — Amos viii. 9, I shall cause . . the londe to
be darcke in the cleare-day. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.
100 It was done in the cleare day light. 1603 Shaks. Meas.
for M. iv. ii. 226 Come away, it is almost cleere dawne.
1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv. 408 Bear not daylight clear
upon immortality breathing.

479

t b. Of the weather : orig. Full of sunshine,

bright, 1 fine ' ;
serene, 4

fair \ Obs. (Cf. to clear up.)
1382 Wyclif Matt. xvi. 2 }e seien, It shal be cleer, for

the heuene is lijk to reed. C1400 Maundev. iii. 17 And
abouen at the cop of the hille [Athos] is the Eir so cleer
that men may fynde no wynd there, c 1440 Promp. Part'.
81 Clere, as wedur ys bryghte, clams, serenus. 1568 Graf-
ton Chron, II. 210 The weather was fayre, cleere, and
temperate. Ibid. II. 273 There fell a great raine . . with a
terrible thunder . . Then anone the ayre began to waxe
cleare, and the sonne to shine fayre and bright. 1633 T.
James Voy.^8 It was pretty and cleere.

c. Now ; Free from cloud, mists, and haze

;

a 'clear day', 1 clear weather* is that in which the
air is transparent so that distant objects are dis-

i

tinctly seen ; a 'clear sky', a sky void of cloud.
1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 41 pat heo my^te oft y se, in cler

j

weder, bere Est ward, as be sonne a ros, a lond as yt were.
x393 Gower Conf. I. 35 Now cloudy and now clere it is.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 276 If the day had bene clere,

;

there had not escaped a man. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 111.

j
Disc, on Winds, etc. vii. 87 We commonly find it cloudy

j
over the Land, Tho' 'tis clear everywhere beside. 1774

: Goldsm. Nat. Hist. {1776) I. 278 Their remains continue
still visible at the bottom of the water in a clear day. 1872

i E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. ix. 141 A clear frosty evening.

d. fig. Serene, cheerful ; of unclouded counten-

1 ance or spirit. Obs. or arch.
£1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. iv. 45 pou .. shalt leden a cleer

[

age. 1483 Caxton Gold. Stg. 208/4 Paule . . enduryng in
,
agonye and alle wey apperid clere. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N.
Hi. ii. 61 You, the murderer, look as bright, as cleare,
As yonder Venus. 1667 Milton P. L. viii. 336 Sternly he

' pronoune'd The rigid interdiction, .but soon his cleer aspect
Return' d. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round W. (1757) 76
Enough to cast a damp upon the clearest spirits. 1853

j

Lvtton My Novel ill. x, His brow grew as clear as the blue
I

sky above him.

3. Allowing light to pass through, transparent.
a 1360 Cursor M. 11705 A well vtc-brast, wid strem suete,

!
clere, and cald. c 1400-50 Alexander 2541 Clerire \v. r.

j

clerar] ban cristall. 1576 Fleming Panoptic Ep. A, A
cleere looking glasse rendreth a lively and perfect represen-
tation. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witcltcr. xui. xix. 258 Diverse
kinds of glasses, .the coloured and the cleare glasses. 1667
Milton P. L. iv. 458 To look into the cleer Smooth Lake,

I that to me seemd another Skie. 1798 Coleridge Anc.
Mar. vi. xvi, The harbour-bay was clear as glass.

b. Of coloured liquids, etc. ; Translucent, pel-

j

lucid, free from sediment, not turbid or opaque.
1483 Cath. Angl. 66 Clere as ale or wyne. 1626 Bacon

i

Sylva § 378 A Bottle of Beer, .became more lively, better

j

tasted and clearer than it was. 1745 Swift Direct. Servants,
Butler, A dozen or two of good clear wine. 1747 Wesley

j

Prim. Physic i 1762) Introd. 17 Good clear small beer. 1799
G. Smith Laboratory I. 389 A tub ready at hand, with

I a clear lye. 1838 Dickens O. Tivist xxiii, Real, fresh,

I

genuine port-wine, .clear as a bell, and no sediment.
4. Bright or shining, as polished illuminated

surfaces; lustrous. (Now expressing esp. purity
and evenness of lustre.)

a 1300 Fragm. Pop, Sc. (Wright) 84 The mone . . bileveth
1 cler towards the sonne, thother del al blac. c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. (1810) 28 Tuenti pounde of gold be $ere,

I bre hundreth of siluer clere. 1340 Ayenb. 167 Gold bet be
I more hit is ine uere : be more nit is clene, and clyer, and
j

tretable. c 1420 Antm-s of Arth. xxix, A croune cumly..
I clure to behold. 1475 Caxton Jason 30 His good swerd

J

that was clere and trenchaunt. 1652 Needham tr. Selden's
I
Mare CI. 192 The teeth . . are as white and clear as Ivorie.

j

*753 Wj Stewart in Scats Mag. Mar. 133/2 A dark-coloured
coat with clear buttons. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Spir. Lavs

j

Wks. (Bohn) I. 66 His eye is as clear as the heavens.

+ b. gen. Bright, splendid, brilliant. Obs.
.1340 Cursor M. 8917 iTrin.) Sende was bere an aungel

I clere And vp to heuen her soule here. 1362 Langl. P. PI.

I

A. vi. 75 A Court Cleer as be Sonne. 1382 Wyclif Ezek.
xxvi. 12 Thi fill clere \pr&claras\ housis. — Jam, ii. 3
Clothid with ful cleer [pr^clara] clooth. ^1385 Chaucer

1

L. G. IV. 1825 Lucrece, This lady . . al discheuele with hire
herys cleere. ? c 1410 Sir Cteges 365 Sir Cleges . . schewed

i the kynge the cheryse clere.

I

fig: 138* Wyclif IVisd. vi. 13 Wisdam is cler [1611
glorious], and that neuere welewith. 1387 Trf.visa Higden

\
(Rolls) VI. 41 1 pe monkes . . were ofcleer religioun [splendidx

1 religionist in God.

+ C. A common epithet of women : Beautiful,
: beauteous, fair. Obs.

c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 116 Both erlys and harnesse and
ladyes cler. c 1430 Hytuus Virg. (1867) 56 Vp bei baren

|
bat maiden cleere. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1550 The bold

;

bachylere Toke the damysele clere. 1513 Douglas yEneis
I x. iv. 94 Manthus the lady cleir. 1578 Lytf. Dodoens vi. i.

! 656 The cleare and pleasant Venus.

d. Of the complexion, skin, etc. : Bright, fresh,

and of pure colour
; blooming ; in modern use,

esp. implying purity or transparency of the surface

i
skin, and absence of freckles, discolouring spots, or
1 muddiness 1

of complexion.
a Cursor M. 7365 In visage es he bright and clere.

c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 41 The coloure of my corse is full
clere. 1571 Campion Hist. Irel. vi. (1633) 17 Cleare men
they are of Skinne and hue. 1592 Constable Sonn. iv. x,
Maid of cleere mould. 1698 Vanbrugh Prov. Wife 1. ii,

Without vanity, I look'd extremely clear last night, when I

went to the park. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V, 360 Persons of delicate
I

fibres, of smooth, lax, and clear skin. 1826 Disraeli Viv.
\

Grey v. iii. 174 Her complexion was clear, but quite olive.

f 5. fig. Illustrious. [So ~L. clarus.} Obs.
I ^"374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. ii. 36 Wib noble or clere
I honours. 1382 Wyclif Judith xvi. 16 A gret God thou art,

j

and beforn alle cleer in thi vertue. Ibid. 1 Mace. ii. 17 T^hou

I

art prince, and most cleer. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolfs) I. 89

CLEAR.
He hade mony clere victories. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 83/2
Judith retorned . . and was made more grete and cleer to
alle men. 1605 Shaks. Lear rv. vi. 73 Thinke that the
cleerest Gods, who make them Honors Of mens Impossi-
bilities, haue preserued thee.

II. Of vision, perception, discernment.

6. Of lines, marks, divisions ; Clearly seen, dis-

tinct, well-marked, sharp.
1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies 230 A prairie . . extending

in a clear blue line along the horizon. 1853 Lytton My
Novel vi, xvi. 316 The leaves covered with notes and re-
marks, in a stiff clear hand. 1872 Morley Voltaire (1886)

23 Separating a nation into two clear divisions. 1875
Jevons Money (1878' 128 [Coins] with a low but sharp and
clear impression. 1883 J. H. Blunt Ref Ch. Eng. II. 2
Traced out in clear outline.

7. Of words, statements, explanations, meaning:
Easy to understand, fully intelligible, free from
obscurity of sense, perspicuous.
a 1300 Cursor M. n6i5(Cott.) pan com be propheci al cler.

C1325 E. K. Atlit. P. B. 26 pat bus of clannesse vn-closez

j

a ful cler speche. 1533 More Answ. Poisoned Bk, Wks.
I

1055/2 The clere faytn and sentence of al the holy doctors.
1615 Bedwell Mohant. Impost, in. § 108 The words are
cleare and plaine. 1688 Bunyan Jems. Sinner Sa?-ed (1886)
17 The text is as clear as the sun ; for it saith, ' Begin at
Jerusalem'. 1751 Jortin Serm. (1771)1. v. 84 The Ten
Commandments therefore are clear. 1848 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. II. 615 How was it possible to draw up a statute in
language clearer than the language of the statutes which
required that the dean of Christ Church should be a Pro-
testant ? i860 Maury Phys. Geog.Sea xii. § 540 Having.

.

made clear the meaning of the question proposed. 1878
Hopps Princ. Relig. xvii. 55 Man himself is the clearest
revelation of his Maker.

b. Also transferred to the speaker or writer.
1711 Addison Spect. No. 165 r 1 The English cannot be

too clear in their Narrative of those Actions. 1875 Jowett
j

Plato (ed. 2) III. 319 If I have made myself clear, you will

understand my original meaning.

8. Of a vision, conception, notion, view, me-
mory, etc. : Distinct, unclouded, free from con-

j

fusion.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 11. v. 1 1495) 32 Bryghte and
clere knowynge of god. x&ftPilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531)

3 b, To haue the contemplacyon & clere visyon of that
moost blessed face. 1679 J. Goodman Penitent Pard. in.

I

v - ' r 7 r 3) 346 Clear and satisfying notion of this separate
state. 1690 Locke Hum. l/ud. n. xxix. (1695I 109 Our

!
simple Ideas are clear, when they are such as the Objects

I themselves, from whence they were taken, did, in a well-

:

ordered Sensation or Perception, present them. 1826 Macau-
I

lay in Trevelyan Life <y Lett. I. iii. 144 His notions of law
i and government are extremely clear. 1872 E. Peacock
I

Mabel Heron I. vi. 97 A clear remembrance of Bill Foster's
crimes.

9. Manifest to the mind or judgement, evident,

plain.

C1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 55 It is cleer bat prelatis bat
prechen not bus be gospel louen not crist. *: 1450 Voc. in
Wr.-Wiilcker 581 Euidens, cler opyn. 1594 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. in. § 1 (T.) Unto God . . they are clear and manifest.

: 1627 Massinger Gt. Dk. Florence iv. ii, 'Tis clear as air
' That your ambitious hopes . . gave connivance to it. 1794
Paley Evid, 1. ix. § 1 This, .letter contains nearly 40 clear
allusions to books of the New Testament. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. III. 246 No man was invited to the Upper House
whose right to sit there was not clear. 1856 Froude Hist.
Eng. (1858) II. ix. 339 In the midst of the unreality, it be-
came clear that one man at least was serious.

b. Of a case at law : Of which the solution is

evident.

1664 Butler Hnd. m. 11. 189 Quoth Hudibras, The case is

clear. 1805 in East Reports V. 335 The Court . . thought
the case too clear for further argument. 1884 G. Denman
in Law Reports 29 Chanc. Div. 473 This is not quite so
clear a point as the other.

10. Of the eyes, and faculty of sight : Seeing

j

distinctly, having keen perception.
1576 Fleming Panoplie Ep. 63 You, having so cleare and

i sharpe a sight. 1621-31 Laud Sev. Serm. (1847) 4 The eye
of the prophet was clear, and saw things farther off than
the present. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 706 Your Eyes that
seem so cleere, Yet are but dim, shall perfetly be then Op'nd
and cleerd. 1872 Morley Voltaire (iB86> 7 His sight was
exquisitely keen and clear.

11. Of the faculty of discernment : That sees,

discerns, or judges without confusion of ideas.

1340 Ayenb. 24 CHer wyt, wel uor to understonde. a 1400
-50 Alexander 2372 Of witt clerest. c 1440 Promp. Pan'.
81 Clere of wytt & vndyrstondy[n]ge, perspicax. 1580
Sidney Arcadia 1. (1590) 48 Receive a cleere understanding.
1662 Fuller Worthies (1840) II. 536 A good patriot, of a
quick and clear spirit. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. in. 732 The
dearest head, and the sincerest heart. 1856 Sir B. Brodie
Psychol. Inq. I. i. 29 The faculty of reasoning correctly for

what is commonly called having a clear head), a 1862

Buckle Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 168 Clear thinkers always
have a clear style.

12. Of persons : Having a vivid or distinct im-

pression or opinion ;
subjectively free from doubt

;

certain, convinced, confident, positive, determined.

Const. \in (an opinion, belief), fof(a. fact), as to,

on, about (a fact, course of action), for (a course

of action) ; that. I am clear that — it is clear to

me that. [So in 1 2th c. Fr.]

1604 Hieron Whs. (1624) I. 500, I am cleere in it, that
many then in that darkness did.. 'See day at a very little

hole'. 1628 Sir B. Ruddierd in Fuller Ephemeris Pari.
(1654) 155, I am clear, without scruple, that what we have
resolved is according to law. 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (1661)
208 He is so cleer for the abolishing of the Jewes day, and
the succeeding of the Lord's day. 1727 J. Asgii.l Metam.



CLEAR. 480 CLEAR.
Alan 27 His disciples were not so clear in their belief
of him. 1768 Ross Helenore 67 (Jam. \ Dwell ye there? i

Thatoftheirdwellingye'reso veryclair. 1769MRS. Harris
\

in Lett. 1st Earl Atalmesb. (1870) I. 179, I am not clear !

as to the particulars, c 1776 A. Murphy in G. Colman
Pasta. Lett. (i8ao) 204 Of this I am clear, that, if it stood
over to another year, etc. 1791 Boswell Johnson an.

;

1 78 1 Mch. 30 We were, by a great majority, clear for the
\

experiment. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 142 Being clear
in the operation . . I proceeded to the business without
apprehension of difficulty. 1815 Mad. D'Arblay Diary
«r Lett. (1846) VII. 181 About the middle ofJuly—but I am
not clear of the date. 1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke F. ii.

25. I .. am not clear on the point. 1843 J. H. Newman
jCL 0/ Fathers 106 You may be clear . . with whom it is
j

fitting to hold communion. 1849-50 Alison Hist. Europe
XII. Ixxix. 78 Moreau. .was clear for reverting to the Con-
stitution of 1792. 1853-9 Macaulay Biog. (i86oi Introd. 10,

j

I am not clear that the object is a good one. 1867 Freeman
Norm, Cong. I. App. 763, I am not quite clear alwut the
date. 1884 Afanch. Exam. 21 May 5/1 As to the necessity
of including Ireland in its scope he was clear.

III. Of sound.

13. Of sounds, voice : Ringing, pure and well-

defined, unmixed with dulling or interfering noises
;

distinctly audible.
c 1300 Beket 1097 In a visioun ther com A cler voiz. 1398

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. exxxi. (1495) 942 The voys
is clere that sownyth well and ryngeth wythout ony holow-
nesse. ?fX475 Sqr, lowe Degre 61 Notes clere. c 1500
Dunbar Gold. Targe 129 And sang ballettis with michty
notis clere. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. nr. ii. 114 Cracke my
cleere voyce with sobs. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. I. v. 20
Observe that in the Tuning of your Voyce you strive to
have it cleer. 1708 Pope St. Cecilia's Day 12 Hark I the
numbers soft and clear, Gently steal upon the ear. 1836
Dubourg Violin ix. (1878) 270 His instruments give a round
and clear tone from the first and second strings, but are dull
on the third. 1853 Lytton My Novel ix. ix, A clear, open,
manly voice cried—

.

IV. Of moral purity, innocence.

14. Jig. from 3 : Pure, guileless, unsophisticated.
138a Wyclif 2 Pet. iii. 1 This secounde epistle, in which

I stire }oure cleer [v.r. clene] soule in monestinge to gydere.
1636 H. Blount Voy. Levant (1637* 114 Nothing corrupts
cleare wits more then desperate fortunes. 1637 Milton
I^ycidas 70 Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise.

1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. VI. 184 Men ofclear honour.
1856 Trevelyan in 6. O. Trevelyan Macaulay (1876) II. xv.

479 A life, every action of which was clear and transparent.

15. Unspotted, unsullied ; free from fault, offence,

or guilt ; innocent. Cf. Clean a.

c 1400 Bom. Pose 5088 Fro foly Lore to kepe hem clere.

1513 Ld. i
'

Froiss. I. clxii. 200 A great company .. I

who were also departed fro the felde with clere nandes.
1534 — Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (15461 Nn iii, Not a clere louer
but a thefe. 1605S11AKS. Macb. l vii. 18 Duncane. .hath bin
So cleere in his great Office. 1611 Bible 2 Cor. vii. 11 In
all things yee haue approued your selues to be cleare in
this matter. 1659 Sir H. Vank in Burton Diary (1828) IV.
271 Were not divers of them hanged? Was not that an
argument that the rest are clear ? 1784 Cowpkk Task it.

j

153 No : none are clear, And none than we more guilty,

b. Const, of) from.
155a Bk. Com. Prayer, Ordering 0/Deacons, Vntyl suche

tyme as the partie accused, shal trye himself clere of that
cryme. 1590 Spenser F. Q. II. i. 37 Cleare she dide from
blemish criminal). s6xi Bible Susannah 46, 1 am cleare [ 1535
Coverd. clene] from the blood of this woman. 1885 — I Re-
vised) Ps. xix. 13, I shall be clear from great transgression.

V. Of free, unencumbered condition.

16. Of income, gain, etc. : Free from any en-
j

cumbrance, liability, deduction, or abatement
;

unencumbered ; net.

c 1500 Debate Carp. Tools in Halliw. Nugse Poetics 14,
I schall hym helpe within this jere To gete hym xx" merke
clere. 1590 Swinburne Treat. Test. 184 My executors, to !

whom I bequeath the rest ofmy cleare goodes. x6a$ Burges
Pers. Tithes 1 The Tenth part of all his cleere Gaines.
1696 Sot THERNE Oroonoko 1. i, A clear estate, no charge
upon it. 1714 Swift Imt't. Horace Sat. 11. 6 I've often
wish'd that I had clear For life, six hundred pounds a year.
1817 Cobbett Wks. XXXII. 20 It was a clear thousand a
year for doing little or nothing. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Berkeley B. 1. iv. 80 It seems to be a clear loss to use them
unproductively.

f b. Sheer, mere, bare, unaided. Obs.
1614 Bp. Hall Heaven upon Earth 119 I have seene one

man by the helpe of a little engine lift up that weight alone
which fortie helping hands by their cleare strength might
have endeavored in vain.

17. Free from all limitation, qualification, ques-

tion, or shortcoming
;
absolute, complete; entire,

pure, sheer. Cf. Clean.
1529 More Com/, agst. Trib. m. Wks. 1212/1 Those

Christen countreys . . he . . reckeneth for clere conquest,
and vtterly taketh for his owne. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

106 The cleare possession of all the rcalme of England to
him and his heyres for ever. Ibid., Edtv. IV II. 665 To

j

sayle vnto Englande, for the cleere finishing of the same
[a matrimonial alliance]. 1635 Bromf. Sparagus Gard. 11.

iii, I have foure hundred pounds sir ; and I brought it up
jo towne on purpose to make my selfe a cleare gentleman of
it. x66x Makykll Corr. xxx. Wks. 1872-5 II. 73 We are
giuen to belieue by those who retard the Act of Indemnity,
that it shall passe cleare. 1681 Chetham Anglers Vade-
tne. xl. $ 20 (1689) 296 For his more clearer satisfaction.

169a R. L'Estrange Josephus' Antiq. vni. vi. (1733) aai
You will find in all Respects the clear contrary.

18. Free from encumbering contact
;
disengaged,

unentangled, out of reach, quite free; quit, rid.

1658-9 in Burton's Diary (1828) III. 331, I am free and
\

clear todebate. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Clear,
as a naval term, .is expressed of cordage, cables, etc. when
they are. disentangled so as to be ready for . . service. It

is . . opposed to foul. 1823 Scoresby N. IV/iale Fishery
303 We slacked the ship astern until itlan iceberg] was quite
clear ahead, and had placed itself across the bows.

a. withfrom.
1576 Fleming Panoplie Ep. 125 That Trebianus may be

set cleare from danger. 1693 Drtden Juvenal Ded. (T.>,

He who is clear from any [faults] in his own writings. 1785
BvRKELet. Ld. Thurloiv, Corr. (1844) III. 36 My motives
are clear from private interest. 18x5 Scribbleomania 135 May
I from shoals and from quicksands get clear !

b. with of. Quit, rid, free.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 350 Fearyng insuogction of the
Commons, which were not all clere of their^Ielancholy.
1 60 1 Shaks. TivcL N. iv. i. 4 Let me be cleere of thee.

1710 De Foe Capt. Singleton xv. (1840' 266 We were clear
of the isles. 1731 Pope Ep. Bathurst 270 Ofdebts and taxes,
wife and children, clear. x866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q.
Neighb. ix. 135 Stooping, .to get his gray head clear of the
low archway. 1870 E. Peacock RolfSkirl. III. 101 As soon
as the house was clear of the representatives of the law.

C. In such phrases as to get or keep {oneself)

dear, to steer clear, go clear, stand dear, the
adjective passes at length into an adverb.
1596 Shaks. Aferch, V. 1. i. 134 How to get cleere of all

the debts I owe. 1602 — Ham. nr. vi. 19 On the instant
they got cleare of our Shippe. 16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. xiii. 61 Cut any thing to get cleare. 2699 Dampier
Voy. II. 111. Disc, on Winds, etc. i. 3 These constant Trade
Winds usually blow ..30 or 40 Leagues off at Sea, clear
from any Land. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 38 F 4 To get clear
of such a light Fondness for Applause. t?i$Guardian No.
r P 5 If I can keep clear of these two evils, tpa De Foe Col.
Jack (1840I 248 We came clear of the suburbs. 17*5 — Voy.
round W. 11840) 90 Twice she struck, .but she did but touch,
and went clear. 1737 Common Sense (1738) I. 25 The hand-
somest women . . keep the clearest from these extravagancies.

1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 284 The Prize.,
soon after fell foul with her Head on our Starboard
Quarter, .however, we bore her off as well as we could, and
she soon fell clear of us. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xi. 25
We got clear of the islands before sunrise. 1853 Lytton
My Novel vm. vii, He ts safest from shoals who steers
clearest of his—relations. 1866 J. Martineau Ess. I. 180
They sit perfectly clear of each other. 1873 Black Pr.
Thule xxvi. 430 Start clear on a new sort of life. 1885
Law Times LXXIX. 366/2 The curtains . .will hang clear
of the doors,

d. With sb. of action.

1704 Gentl. fnstr. 75 (D.) Among the I^acedemonians, a
clear theft [/. e. in which the thief got clear off] pass'd for a
vertue. 1858 Trollops Dr. Thome (Hoppet A few ques-
tions so as to make it all clear sailing between us.

19. Of measurement of space or time : combin-
ing the notions of senses 17, 18.

a. Of distance. Cf. C 5.
1849' Dickens Dav. Copp. iv. xiv, A brook seventeen feet

clear from side to side. Mod. The opening must measure
3 feet clear.

b. Clear side (of a ship) : see quot.

1873 Act 36 * 37 Vict. c. 85 S 4 The term 'clear side'
means the height from the water to the upper side of the
plank of the deck.

C. Clear day or days : a day or days, with no
part occupied or deducted.
1868 Yates Rock Ahead in. vi, There must be a clear

day.. before he could receive the reply. 1885 Law Times
Reports (N. S.) LIII. 386/2 He is bound upon principle to
allow refreshers for every clear day after five hours' hear-
ing. 1885 Act 48 <fr 49 l id. c. 80 § a (ft) Not less than six

clear days notice of such meeting shall, .[be] given.

20. f ree from obstructions or obstacles ; unoc-
cupied by buildings, trees, furniture, etc.

; open.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 375 When they perceyved that

all was cleere, they went forth. 1584 Greene Myrr.
Modestie\fV%. (Grosartl III. 18 Seeing the coast cleere.

1694 Narborough Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711)67 There
are several clear places in the Woods. 1707 Curiosities
Husb. 256 It should (>e expos'd to the clear Air, in a place
not shelter'd from the Wind. .1720 Pope Ess. Homer (J.t,

A clear stage is left for Jupiter to display his omnipotence.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) M b. The sea-coast is

called clear when the navigation is. not interrupted, or ren-
dered dangerous by rocks. x86a Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I.

ix. 181 The way was now clear to the Jordan. 1874 Mickle-
thwaitf. Mod Par. Ch. 217 The clear space west of the
pews.

b. Free from roughnesses, protul>cranccs, knots,

branches; = Cleano. 12.

164a Fuller Holy + Pro/. St. v. ix. 300 God, when he
means to shave clear, chooses a razour with a sharp edge.
1822 Cohuktt in Rur. Rides (1886) I. 109, I saw several

oaks, .with a clear stem of more than forty feet.

C. Clear ship : a ship whose deck is cleared for

action.

1745 P. Thomas fml. Ansott's I 'oy. 280 It was . . surpriz-

ing to see how soon every thing was clear for engaging.
Ibid. 297 We made a clear Ship . . and put ourselves in a
Posture ready for fighting. 1748 Anson Voy. 11. iv, 163 We
had soon a clear ship, ready for an engagement.

21. Free or emptied of contents, load, or cargo
;

empty
; esp. of a ship, when discharged.

1607 Topseli. Four-/. Beasts (1673^ 155 Never after the
female is filled till she have been clear one whole year.

1805 Nelson 6 Apr. in Nicolas />/>/, (1846) VI. 399 One of
our Transports will be clear tonight.

22. Free from any encumbrance or trouble ; out

of debt ; out of the hold of the law.
1635 Musarum Delicix <N Here the people farre and

neerliring their diseases, and go clear. 17*1 De Foe Col.

Jack (1840) 313, I was now a clear man. a 173* Gay <J.\
Five pounds, if rightly tipt, would set me clear. 1767
Blackstone Comm. II. 484 Thus the bankrupt becomes a
clear man again.

23. Free from pecuniary complications.

171a in T. W. Marsh Early Friends tn Surrey $ S. xiii.

119 Things are not clear at home on his part— debts being
contracted, just payment delayed, a 1714 Burnet Own
Time (1823) I. 436 The duke of Richraond*s affairs, it wa*
true, were not very clear. (11843 Southey Roprecht the
Robber iv, I would that all my flock, like thee, Kept clear
accounts with Heaven and me !

f 24. slang. Very drunk. Obs.
1688 Shadwell Sqr. Alsatia 1. iv. Yes, really I was

clear : for I do not remember what I did. 1690 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Clear, very Drunk. 1697 Vanbrugh Relapse
iv. iii, I suppose you are clear—you'd never play such a
trick as this else. 1715 Neiv Cant. Diet.
25. U. S. slang. Free from admixture, unadul-

terated, pure, * real.
1

Clear grit :
* real stuff

1

: see
quots.

1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. m. xxxii. (Hoppe)
Champaignc.if you get the clear grit, there is no mistake
in it. Ibid. Ser. 111. xii, Is it [a piece of land] refuse or super-
fine, clear stuff or only merchantable? —Sam Slick in
Engl, xxii. Solid silver, the clear thing, and no mistake.
1884 Fortn. Rev. May 592 There arose up [in Canada] a
political party of a Radical persuasion, who were called
Clear-Grits, and the Clear-Grits declared for the secularisa-
tion of the Clergy Reserves.

B. adv. [Clear is not originally an adverb, and
its adverbial use arose partly out of the predicative

use of the adjective, as in ' the sun shines clear
'

;

partly out of the analogy of native English ad-
verbs which by loss of final -e had become form-
ally identical with their adjectives, esp. of Clean
adv., which it has largely supplanted.]

I. Brightly, with effulgence ; with undimmed or
unclouded lustre. [Cf. bright similarly used.]

1300 Cursor M. 291 pe sune . . schines clere. 1385
Chaucer L. G. W. 2220 Ariadne, The stonys of hire Corone
shyne clere. 1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. Acts 206The glory
of thy ghospeTl maye the clearer shyne. 1576 Kinwelmersh
in Fair S. P. Etiz. '1845* II. 293 King Phoebus shines so
cleere. 1621 G. Hakewill A". Davids Vow 188 Thereby .

.

may.. our vertues shine the clearer. 01679 Orkery Alus-
taPha n. That her Gratitude may clearer shine. 1888 T.
Watts in Sharp's Sonn. 0/ Cent. 247 So calm they shone
and clear.

t 2. In a clear or perspicuous manner; distinctly.

Obs. (now Clearly.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 9754 He mai vnder-stand al cler pat par

es in, etc. 1556 Lauder Tractate 357 Merk, heir, how I

haue schawin ^ow cleir The way. 1667 Milton P. L. XXL
377 Now clear I understand. 1688 R. L'Estrange Hist.
Times Rt 23 He saw things clearer and clearer, a 1704
Locke (J.) Many men reason exceeding clear and rightly,
who know not how to make a syllogism. 1768-74'I't ckkk
Lt.Nat. (1852* II. 179 So as clearer to discern and readier
to execute new matters, a 1784 W. G. Hamilton Pari.
Logick (1808)99 method you understand a thing clearer.

t 3. Manifestly, evidently. Obs. (now Clearly.)
156a J. Heywood Prov. <$ Epigr. (1867) 106 This wager I

wyn cleere.

4. With clear voice ; distinctly ; Clearly.
c 1450 Merlin xvi. 261 Merlin, .cried high and cleer. 1681

Rycaut Critick 116 No man spake clear, equal, or without
artifice. 178a Cowter Gilpin 204 While he spoke, a bray-
ing ass Did sing both loud and clear.

t 5. Completely, quite, entirely, thoroughly ; =
Clean adv 5. Obs.

1513 Douglas A^neis x. xi. 55 All the victory., and
chancis. .May be reducit and alterat clar agane. 1513 Ld.
Bkrners Frot'ss. I. clxvi. 204 Who soeuer toke any prisoner,

he was clere his. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 7 j 3 Owners
..haue ben clere without remedie. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 477 That all Civile discorde shouldc. .be cleere forgotten.
a i68j Sir T. Urowne Tracts 58 They cut not down clear
at once but used an after section. 1688 R. L'Estrange//m/.
Times in. 40 He is Now got into Clear Another story. 1690
IjOcke Govt. Wks, 1727 II. 1. ii. 86. 104 The Day is clear

got.

b. With Tiway, off, out, through, over, and the

like
;

esp. where there is some notion of getting

clear of obstructions, or of escaping ; = Clean.
1600 Holland Livy ix. xxii. 329 The Romanes went clear

away with the better [baud duoie superat\. 1689 Swift Ode
Temple, She soars clear out of sight. 1697 Dampier Voy.

(16981 I. 1. 17 A Tree to fell across the River. . which we cut
down, and it reach'd clear over. 1738 K. S. R . L'Estrange
AKsoP in Verse 161 He bit it off clear. 1865 Carlyle Freak.
Gt. VI. xvi. xii. 281 Collini and he.. were on the edge of
being clear off. 1880 McCarthy (htm 'Times IV. Iii 109
Fancy franchises were swept clear away. 1885 Afamh.
Exam. 10 Sept. 5/6 The tnieves got clear away. 1883
Stevenson Sih'erado Sq. (1886) 33 It was clear in our teeth

from the first.

6. See other quasi-adverbial uses in A. 18 c.

C. sb.

I. Elliptical uses of the adjective.

I I. A fair lady, a * fair \ Obs.

c 1330 R. Pill I 'I Chron. (t8io> 318 Elizabeth bat clere.

r 1340 Gaw. 4 Gr. Knt. 1489, 1 kende yow of kyssyng quod
be clere benne. c 1440 Bone Flor. 78 in Ritson Atetr. Rom.
III. 4 Y have herde of a clere, Florens that ft feyre.

f 2. Brightness, clearness. Obs.

1589 Lodge Delectable Disc. Salyre 38 (N.) Thy cleere

with cloudy darkes is scar'd. 1590 Greene Never too late

(1600) 104 No cleere appeard vpon the azurd skie. < 161

1

Chapman Iliad 1. 458 1 wilight hid the clear.

f 3. The clear part of a mirror. Obs.

1587 Golding De Afomay xiv. 205 If the cleere of the

Glasse had any peculiar shape of it owne, the Glasse could

ycelde none of these shapes at all.

4. Painting, {pi.) Lights as opposed to shades.

1814 Montk.^Atag. XXXVIII. 213 You will weaken both

the clears anil the obscures. {CL Cleah-obsci re.J
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5. Clear space, part of anything clear of the

frame or setting; phr. in the clear, in interior

measurement. See A. 19.

171S Desaguliers Fires ItHpr. 124 Supposing . . the Hole
. . to be 30 inches in the clear, that is, on the inside. 1823

Scoresbv N. Whale Fishery Introd. 41 A church fifty feet

long, and twenty broad, in the clear. 1847 '< w - Newman
Hist. Hebrew Mon. 128 Seventy cubits in the clear.

II. Verbal sb. from Clear v.

6. A clearing of the atmosphere, sky, or weather.

i694NARBORO»(;H^tr.6"t^. Late Voy. 1. (171 1) 22 Between
nine and ten a Clock there was a fine clear, by which I saw
the Land very plainly. 1804 Naval Chron. XI. 168 The
wind shifted, .accompanied with a clear.

X). Combinations.

1. With the adj. : chiefly parasynthetic ; as dear-

aired (having clear air), clear-crested, -faced,

-featured, -hearted, -limbed, -minded, -pointed,

-spirited, -stemmed, -throated, -toned, -voiced,

-walled, -witted, etc.

1596 R. L[inche] Diella (1877) 26 Cleer-fac'd morning
makes her bright vprise. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677)

129 <T.) The clear-voiced boys. 1694 Loud. Gas. No. 3015/4
Stolen or straid. .a dark dapple bay Mare . . clear Limb'd.

1830 Tennyson Isabel 1, Eyes . . fed With the clear-pointed

flame of chastity. — Arab, Ar
ts. iii, Clear-stemm'd platans

guard The outlet. 1859 — Lancelot <y Elaine 1153 That
|

clear-featured face Was lovely. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. 1. 14
The clear-toned Pylian orator.

2. With the adv., as clear-dangling, -drawn,

-Judging, -seeing, -shining, -smiling, -spoken,

-standing, -swayed, -writ, etc. (See also A. 1 b.)

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. i. 28 In a pale cleare-shining

Skye. 1830 Sir J. HERSCHEL-VfW. Nat. Phil. in. iii. (1851)

286 Clear-judging tact. 1868 Ln. Houghton Select. Jr.
Wks. 195 That clear-drawn landscape. 1879 Geo. Ehot
Coll. Breakf. P. 413 A law Clear-writ and proven as the
law supreme.

3. Special comb. : f clear-cake, a kind of con-

fection, partly transparent ; clear-cut a., sharply-

chiselled, sharply defined; clear-light v., to illu-

mine clearly
; f clear-matin, some kind of bread;

f clear-walk (see quot.) ; clea r-wing, attrib.,

popular name of the Hawk-moths with transparent
|

wings {Aigeridte) ; so clear-winged. Also Clear-
eyed, Cleah-headed, Clear-starch, etc.

1746H. Walpolk Lett. H. Mann{i^)\\. 153 (D.), I used
to call him the *clearcake ; fat, fair, sweet, and seen through
in a moment. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. U778)
239 To make Currant Clear Cake. 1855 Tennyson Maud
I. 11. 3 A cold and ^clear-cut face. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. I. 298 The clear-cut, emphatic chant which makes a
truth doubly telling in Scotch utterance. 1861 Temple &
Trevor Tannhiiusvr 69 * Clearlighted all with nohle

j

thoughts, Her face glowed as an angel's. 1362 Langl.
PI. A. vii. 292 Ne no Heggere eten Bred bat Benes Inne
coome, Bote Coket and *Cler Matin, an of clene whete [ 1393
C. ix. 328 clerematyn and Coket]. 1688 R. Holme A rtnoury
II. 252/1 The *Clear Walk is the place that the Fighting
Cock is in, and none other. 1868 Wood Homes wtt/iout H.
viii. 190 The various species, .called *Clear-wing Moths.
1859 W. S. Coleman Woodlands (1866) 95 A moth of the
clear-winged division.

Clear (kli^j), v. Forms : 4 cleri^en, 4-6 clere,

4-7 cleere, (5 cleryn), 6-7 cleer, cleare, 6-

clear, (Sc. 7 claire, 8-9 clair). [f. Clear a.]

To make clear ; become clear ; get clear of.

1. In reference to light, and related senses.

+ 1. trans. To fill with light; to brighten, illu-

mine. Obs.
138a Wyclif Ex. xix. 16 The morwetide was ful cleerid

[1388 was cleer]. ^1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 773 Tisbe,
Phebus gan to cleere Aurora with th^e stremys of hete.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4374 J>e rede sonne . . pat all be land
with his leme lewis & cleres. c. 1400 Destr. Troy 7633 The
sun in his sercle . . All clerit the course, clensit the aire.

1605 Sylvester Dm Bartas 1. iv. (1641) 37/1 Phoebus al-

waies with his shine, Cleers half of thine [the moon's] as-
pect divine.

b. To render transparent or translucent ; to

remove matter which clouds or troubles (a medium)

,

or dims the clearness of (a surface) ; to clarify (a

liquid).

1-1440 Promp. Pan'. 81 Cleryn fro drestys, desicco. 1545
Raynold Byrih Man. 146 To cleare and claryfye the skyn.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1707 The poison'd fountain clears itself

again. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg, HL 310 He sweeps the
Skies, and clears the cloudy North. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1 106/2
These seeds are employed to clear muddy water.

c. To clear the air: orig. to free from clouds,

mists, or obscuring elements ; now, chiefly, to

purify from the sultry conditions which precede a
storm ; alsofig.
^1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 437 penne wyndis of treubis

shulden blowe awey be heresyes, and cler be eyrs of holi
chirche, bat is now ful troble. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.
R. vm. xvi. (1495) 324 By spredynge of his hemes the sonne
clensith and clerith the ayre. 1885 Manch. Exam. 10 Sept.

5/4 His explicit declaration in reply to Mr. Parnell's speech
. .has cleared the air.

2. intr. To become clear or bright, a. Of the
day, sky, weather, etc. : originally. To become
bright or full of light ; to become ' fine \ clear up

;

to become free of clouds, mist, or stormy elements.
6*1374 Chaucer Troylusv. 519 O morw, as day bigan to

clere. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 313 The sonne arist, the weder
clereth. 1309 Langl. Rich. Redetes in. 366 pan gan it to calme
and clere all aboute. t 1440 Promp. Pan: 8 1 Cleryn', or wex

Vol. It

clere or bryghte, as wedur, sereuo, clareo. 1562 J. Heywood
Prov. ff Epigr. (1867^33 As wether cleerth, or cloudth, so

must men take. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 108 So foule a skie,

cleeres not without a storme. 1633 T. James Voy. 28 When
it cleered; in sight of land, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. § 27.202

The air was clearing, and our hopes brightening.

b. To become tree from anything that mars
transparency, or purity of colour.

c 1590 Marlowe Faust, v. 71 So now theblood begins to

clear again. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. 1. i. (1651) 233
Many rivers . . are muddy . . but after they be setled two or

three dayes defecate and clear. 1716 Swift Progr. Beauty,

Her spots are gone, her visage clears. 1853 W. Gregory
Inorg. Chem. 183 Allowing the liquid to clear in the.,
vessel.

C. fig.
1732 Pope Ep. Cobham 179 The prospect clears, and War-

ton stands confess'd. 1793 Southey Triumph of Woman
135 For his care-clouded brow shall clear. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. II. 148 Then for a time the prospect seemed to

clear. 1862 Goulburn Pers. Relig. ii. (1873) 14 Are our
views of God and of Christ gradually enlarging and clearing.

3. trans. To make ,the eyesight) clear. (Partly

with the notion of giving clearness of vision, partly

of cleansing the eyes from motes, films, etc.)

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 111. ii. 57 That will cleere your
sight. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <y Mm. 161 The gall with

honey cleareth the eyes. 1667 [see Clears. 10]. 1877 Mrs.
Oliphant Makers F'lor. iii. 91 Heaven had calmed and
cleared those burning eyes.

4. To make (a person) clear as to a matter ; to

convince (obs.) ; to enlighten or inform (the mind
or understanding) : to ' clarify \

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 111. 11 5it clereth bis clause no
binge my wittis. a 1631 Donne Aunc. Hist. Septuagint
11685) 189 For the Integrity of Moses.. we are sufficiently

cleared and satisfied by the Authority of the Holy Spirit of

God. 1638 Hamilton Pagers (1880) 28 The desyre of some
. .to be cleared in sume things. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey vi.

v. 336 With some prospect of finding . . my puzzled brain

cleared.

5. To make clear or plain to the mind ; to free

from obscurity or ambiguity ; to explain, elucidate.

c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 81 Cleryn or make clere a thynge
bat ys vnknowe, clarijico, manifesto. < 1449 Pecock Repr.
1. xiii. 72 Forto expowne and cleere herwordis. 1609 Biblk
(Douayt title-p., Tables : and other helps, .for clearing Con-
troversies in Religion, a 1626 Bacon Max. $ Uses Com,
Law Pref. 2 In cases wherin the law is cleered by authority.

1652 Needham Seidell's Mare CI. 3 Objections, .are cleared

and answered, a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. vii. (1691J 101 To
clear this point. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxxi, I waited on
her father in person, willing to clear the thing to his satis-

faction. 1857 Maurice Ep. St. John \. 2 Till I have quite

cleared my meaning about them, i860 Pusey Min. Proph.

242 God is at no pains to clear, either the likelihood of His
history, or the fulfilment of His prophecies. 1870 Jevons
Elem. Logic xiii. (1878) 112 Their value and use is to clear

and abbreviate discourse.

f 6. To make manifest, demonstrate, prove. Obs.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. ii. § 8 The evidence of time doth
clearthis assertion. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. 11. viii. (1730)

50 Nor do any of the Precedents, .clear, that the King, .did

grant, etc. 1699 Bentley Phal. Pref. 89 Every one [of these

Passages] are true, and may be perfectly clear'd. 1770
Wilkes Corr. (1805) IV. 31 The title to the house in Ber-

ners-street cannot be cleared.

II. Of the voice or vocal organs.

7. To make the voice clear and distinct ; to free

the vocal organs of huskiness, phlegm, etc.

1701 De Foe True-bom Eng. 11. 74 And lets them all

drink Wine to clear the Voice. 1842 Thackeray Miss
Tickletoby Introd., Wks. 1886 XXIV. 10 Having cleared

her voice.. she began the lecture. 1881 Besant & Rice
Chapi. of Fleet 1. v. (,1883) 38 He cleared his throat, and was
silent awhile.

III. To make pure, innocent.

8. fig. To make pure from stain, to wash away
(a stain) ; to purify, clarify.

C1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 14 When the resone es cleryde

fra all worldly and fleschely behaldynges. .and esilluminede
with grace for to be-halde Godde and gastely thynges. 1593
Shaks. Lucr. 354 The blackest sin is clear'd with absolution.

Ibid. 1053 To clear this spot by death. 1609 Rowlands
Dr. Merrie-man 24 A Rich man and a poore did both
appeare Before a Iudge, an iniurie to cleare. 1687 Wake
Preparationfor Death (J.), Clear your soul from all those

sins, which you know to be displeasing to God.

9. To make clear from the imputation of guilt,

to free from accusation, charge, or blame ; to prove

innocent ; to acquit. (Often, to clear oneself.)

1481 Caxton Reynard iii. (Arb.) 6 He hath ynowh to doo
to clere hym self. 1576 Fleming Panoptic Ep. Bij, When
the person so charged doth purge and cleare himselfe. 1602

Warner Alb. Eng. x. lvi. (1612} 246 And, as found, her to

condemne or cleare. a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting^b Knave,
acknowledge thine offence, Or I grow crabbed, and sa claire

thee. 1659 Capt. Baynes in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 442,
I move to clear them, and make them innocent persons.

1713 Addison Cato 111. v. 58 How ! would'st thou clear re-

bellion ! 1802 Mar. Edgworth Moral T. U816) I. xix. 169

He must commit Mr. F. to gaol, unless he can clear himself.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 469 A resolution clearing

the Victualling Office was proposed by Montague,

b. Const, of, from. Cf. II.

1483 Vulgaria abs Terentio 7 b, Late me clere my selfe

of this faute. 1590 Nashe Pasquil's A/ot. 1. Dij, Christes

aunswere. .cleeres him of it. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. ii. 67 A
little Water cleares vs of this deed. 1636 Featlv Clavis
Myst. lviii. 786 From Idolatry in the second acception they
can never cleere themselves. 1692 Locke Toleration hi. 1.

Wks. 1727 II. 295, I shall endeavour to clear myself of that

Imputation. 1769 Junius Lett. xxxi. 142 Why do not they

immediately clear themselves from it? 1885 G, Monod in

Contemp. Rev. July 144 M. Paulin Paris .. clears them both
from the reproach.

IV. To make clear from encumbrance or ob-

struction.

10. To free from obstructions, obstacles, impedi-

ments, things or persons that obstruct or cumber a

space ; to make open or void for passage or opera-

tions. To clear the coast, clear a way, clear the

decks, are also used fig.

1530 Palsgr. 486/2 The kynge intendeth to go to Calays,
but we muste first clere the costes. 1602 Warner Alb.
Eng. xii. lxxiv. (16121 307 No sooner cleered was the Coast,
but that the bidden Guest Steales to her Chamber doore.

1631 E. Pelham God's Power $ Prov. in Churchill Collect.

(1704) IV. 820 The Wind coming Easterly, carried all the

Ice into the Sea, and cleared the Sound a great way. C 1647
Knts. Isle Wight in Sc. Pasquils (i868j 154 Have you
cleared the way to Joppa? 1836 Marryat Japhet lxxi.We
sat down to dinner, and when we had finished, and the

table had been cleared, we drew to the fire. 1839 Thirlwall
Greece II. xiii. 170 To clear them [the walls of the city] by
showers of missiles. 1866 Sala Ba?-bary 5 Police to clear

the way. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. n. 42 They cleared the decks
amid the clamorous cries Of multitudes. 1882 J. H. Blunt
Ref. Ch. Eng. II. 20 For this great palace he cleared an
area. 1885 Manch. Exam. 16 Sept. 5/5 The streets had to

be cleared.

b. In various specific uses, as

(a.) To prepare (a ship) for action by remov-
ing everything that is in the way, from the decks,

etc.

1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 16 We stove most of

our empty Casks, in order to clear our Ships as much as

possible. 1790 Beatson Arav. $ Mil. Mem. 277 He cleared

ship and made ready for action. 1889 Sat. Rev. 16 Mar.

304/1 Clearing an English war-ship for action.

{b.) To free (land, etc.) from trees, underwood,

etc., in preparation for cultivation. Also fig.
1697 Dampier Voy. (16981 I. vii. 188 The S. W. end of the

Island hath never been cleared. 1705 J. Logan in Pa. Hist.

Soc. Mem. X. 9 There were 40 acres cleared at Pennsbury
at thy going off. 1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818) 145 Let holy

discipline clear the soil. 1837 Ht. Martinkau Soc. Amer.
II. 93 The Englishman clears half the quantity of land,

—

clears it very thoroughly. 1853 Lytton My Novel m. xxv,

Seeing that he had so far cleared ground, the Parson went
on to intimate, etc.

(c.) To free (a felled tree) from branches, to

convert into clear timber.

1883 Stevenson Treasure 1st. iv. xviii. 145 A fir-tree lying

felled and cleared in the enclosure.

11. Hence, gen., To free or rid (a place or thing

of any things by which it is occupied, accom-
panied, or encumbered, so as to leave the former

clear or void). Now a leading sense which tends

to colour all the others.

'535 ]o\v.Apol. TindaleiAxh. ) 40 Let Tin[dale] clere him-
selfe of this errour. 1585 Lloyd Treas. Health Tj, A grene
frogge . . if y ' pacient be anoyntid ther wyth before his fit, it

shal clere him of hys Agewe. 1791 Genii. Mag. LXI. 11.

1171 Having cleared the plain of its inhabitants, and the

air of its winged people. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 216

The young cuckow . . sets about clearing the nest of the

young sparrows. 1835 Bonuycast It's Algebra 83 Any equa-

tion may be cleared of fractions, by multiplying each of its

terms successively by the denominators. 1851 Mayhew
Lond. Labour II. 350 (Hoppe) The strathes and glens of

Sutherland have been cleared of their inhabitants, and the

whole country has been converted into an immense sheep

walk, i860 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 63 A wild desire to

clear the house of these new-comers. 1881 J. RussellHaigs

iii. 40 The higher valley-levels, when cleared of wood, were
devoted to purposes ofagriculture. 1883 Stevenson Treasure

1st. iv. xix. 153 The inside of the stockade had been cleared

of timber.

+ b. withfrom : to free from. Obs,

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. ii. § 80 [Oswiu] cleared the

Country from his [Penda's] Cruelty. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones v. vii, They are . . cleared from this apprehension [of

death]. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 871 By a machine gene-

rally called a Devil or Opener, .the cotton is cleared from
its heaviest dirt and opened.

12. To remove, so as to leave the place or way
clear. Cf. Clear away, off, out.

a 1672 Wilkins (J.), A man digging .. did meet with a

door, .from which having cleared the earth, he forced open

the door. 1823 W. Scoresbv Jml. Voy. N. Whale Fishery

69 Having cleared the wreck, and close-reefed the topsails.

1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. III. xii. 183 A few events in the

internal history of the Duchy may be usefully cleared out

of the way. 1873 Tristram Moab v. 80 We toiled away
with our men at clearing the great stones.

b. With mixture of sense 1 b, c (cf. 24, 25).

1832 Southey Hist. Penins. /FrtrIII.693 A gentle sea-

breeze began to clear the mist, and the sun shone forth.

13. intr. To depart, so as to leave the place clear.

(In quot. 1832 with mixture of sense 2. Cf. 24, 25.)

1832 Southey Hist. Penins. War III. 568 When the mist

cleared, their whole force was seen. Ibid. 202 As soon as

the fog cleared. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. (18581 I. 383

'Will you clear, gentlemen? Will you clear? Will you

be so good as clear, gentlemen, and make a little room for

more ? ' Regardless of the Captain's cries, they didn't clear

at all, but stood there, bolt upright and staring.

V. To make clear of contents or burden.

14. To deprive of its contents, to leave empty,

exhaust. To clear a dish, to dispose of its con-

tents ; to clear an examination paper (mod. col-

loq.), to * dispose of all the questions ; to clear a

ship, to discharge it of its cargo.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. 111. Disc, on Winds, etc. vii. 86 And
61
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having every Man his Ca Hi bash full .. but I am confident

not a Man among us all did clear his Dish. 1715 De Foe
Voy. round World I 1840* 343 They found that they had
cleared the place, which was not of large extent. 1794
Nelson 3 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 422 To send me an

exact Return of what Ships are cleared ; and what the other

Ships have still on board.

b. intr. (for reft.) To become empty.
1886 Daily Navs 20 Sept. 2/5 Supplies continue good, and

the market clears with a steady demand.

c. To purge the bowels.

1719 D'Ukfey Pills V. 313, I clear the Lass with a Wain-

scot Face.

d. To unburden or purge the conscience.

1883 S. R. Gardiner Hist. Eng. I. vi. 261 They all con-

fessed to the priest . . After they had thus cleared their

consciences, they rode off to Stephen Littleton's house,

VI. To make or get clear from contact.

15. trans. To free from contact or entanglement

;

to free and separate ; to get (a thing or oneself)

clear of orfrom.
1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. it. 173 (R.) He was like to be en-

compassed by the squadrons, and with great difficultie

cleared himself. 169a Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. t. xvi.

78 When two Cables that come through two several Hawses
are twisted, the untwisting them is called clearing the

Hawse. 1761 Chroti. in Ann. Keg. 153/1 Captain Potts .

.

lately gallantly cleared himself from six French privateers.

1883 W. Scoresby Jml. Voy. N. IVhale Fishery 289 The
hauling of this fish up by the lines, and the clearing it after-

wards of a floe under which it was carried by the current.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xii. (18561 93 It is often necessary

to clear or straighten the hawser after its attachment.

T b. To get (any one) clear of a place. Obs.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. I. ii. 439, 1 will . .by t woes, and threes,

at seuerall Posternes, Clears them o' th' Citie. 1622 62

Hevi.vn Cosmogr. m. (1673* 57/2 Having cleared ourselves

of so much of this Mountain, as lay before us on our way,
we pass over to Palestine.

16. To pass (an obstruction, ctcO without en-

tanglement or collision ; to pass clear of ; to get

clear through or away from.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 53 Ere she could cleere the
passage, Assaph Chaun met with Sultan Seriare. 1656 J.
Hammond Leah <y R> (1844) 11 Expect the Ship somewhat
troubled and in a hurliburly, untill ye cleer the lands end.

1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 516 Had the Wind con-

tinued.. we should have found it difficult to have cleared

that Coast. 1804 Monson in J. Owen IVellesley's Disp. 528
We had just cleared the ravines when the enemy's cavalry

made a desperate charge. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxii.

11856) 178 A moment after, the ice drove by, just clearing

our stern.

17. To leap clear over ; to pass over (a dis-

tance)

1791 * G. Gambado' Acad. Horsem. vi. (1809) 91 He clears

every thing with his fore legs in a capital style. 1810 Scott
Lady of L. 1. ii, With one brave bound the copse he cleared.

1824 — St. Ronan's xii, With a swifter pace . . Captain
MacTurk cleared the ground betwixt the Spring and its gay
vicinity. 1835 A. Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Administr.

(1837) III. 247 The passage, .in which difficulties are cleared

as fences are cleared in hunting—by a flying leap,

b. Of guns, etc. : To have free range over.

1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Neiv Invent. 126 The Guns in the
Fore-castle and steerage clear the Deck, as those of the
Round-house do the Quarter deck.

VII. To free from pecuniary liabilities.

18. To settle or discharge a debt, bill, etc.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V, in. ii. 321 All debts are cleerd be-

tweene you and I, if I might see you at my death. 1613
Rowlands /'aire Spy-Knaues Ii iij b, Next to my Taylor,
and will him be heere About eleuen, and his Pill lie cleere.

1663 Drvden Eival Ladies 11. i, If that will clear my Debt,
enjoy thy Wish. 1751 Berkeley Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 331, I

send the above bill to clear what you have expended on my
account. 1779 J. Moore View Soc. Fr. (1789) I. i. 3 Money
sufficient to clear all his debts.

+ b. intr. To adjust accounts, claims, or differ-

ences with ; to settle with. Obs.

1597 Daniel Civ. Wares vm. Ixii, How He might clear
with her, and stop report. 1615 Sir R. Poyle Diary (1886)
I. 65, I have cleered with my plaisterers for fretting my
gallery. 1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom (1784* 107/1 It was the
custom . . lor the client to clear with his attorney before
trial. 1796 Stedman Surinam 11; II. xxix. 407 On the
18th the troops were finally cleared with, and paid their re-

maining arrears (cf. clearingsK

19. trans. To set free from debt, or pecuniary
embarrassment.
1704 W. Penn in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 343 To clear

our encumbered estate. 1853 Lvtton My Navel vm. iv, I

did not say that that sum would clear me. 1885 Law
Times LXXIX. 328/1 Moneys granted, .for the purpose of
clearing the great orator's estate, which was insolvent,

b. absol. (for refl.)

1612 Pacon Ess, Expense <Arb.) 55 He that cleeres at

once will relapse. But hee that cleereth by degrees, induceth
an habite of frugality, and gaineth aswell vpon his minde
as vpon his estate.

20. To free (a ship or cargo) by satisfying the

customs, harbour dues, etc.

1703 Lotui. Gaz. No. 3924/4 All her Cargo being unladen
and cleared. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bh., To cleargoods

\

to pay the custom-house dues and duties.

b. absol. or intr. in same sense ; heme, to leave

a port under such conditions.
1807 Sir R. Wilson Jml. 15 July in Life (1862 1 II. viii.

319 The English ships are all clearing as fast as possible
from Memel under an apprehension that Buonaparte may
send an order to detain them. 1885 Law Reports, Weekly
Notes 146/1 The ship loaded the co.ds. and, having cleared
at the custom-house, started on her voyage to Bombay.

1889 Daily News 13 Apr. 2/5 The steamer . . cleared at

Christiania. .bound for New York. -

21. trans. To gain or make in clear profit.

a 1719 Addison (J. >, He clears but two hundred thousand
crowns a year. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 302 A Captain

might thus clear several thousands of pounds by a short

voyage.

22. To defray at once all the charges of any

business) ; to pass one free through (toll-gates, etc.).

1829 Southey Pilgr. Compostella Introd., Tickets there

were given, To clear all toll gates on the way.

23. To pass a bill, cheque, through-ticket)

through the Clearing-Housc.
1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. xi. (18761 148 Many millions in

value of such bills [of exchange] are weekly cleared through

the London bankers.

VIII. With adverbs

:

24. Clear away.
a. trans. To remove, leave the place, so as to

clear, absol. To remove the remains of a meal.

1711 Addison Spect. No. 112 Tt Sunday clears away the

Rust of the whole Week. 1837 Marryat Dog Fiend II. xiv.

(L), Smallbones. .asked his master, as he cleared away,
whether he should keep the red-herring for the next day.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. g 27. 211, I had a man to clear away
the snow. 1873 Morley Rousseau I. 5 Clearing away the

overgrowth of errors.

t b. To pay out line) free from entanglement.

1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I. i. 17 One George Gayny took

the end of a Line, and made it fast about his Neck, and left

the other end a.=hore, and one man stood by the Line, to

clear it away to him.

C. intr. Of clouds, fog, etc. : To pass away
and leave clearness behind.

1805 A. Duncan Mariner's Chron. III. 202 About five it

cleared away, and we saw L'Hercule to leeward. 1823 W.
Scoresby N. Whale Fishery 159 We had a fog which
never once cleared away for fifteen days. 18J7 KehleCA^.
V. 21 Trin. L 1 The morning mist is cleared away, Yet still

the face of heaven is gray.

25. Clear off.

a. trans. To remove (an encumbrance) so as

to leave a thing clear ; to get rid of (a debt or

claim) by settling it.

1766 Leadbetter Royal Ganger 11. iv. (ed. 6) 250 [The
common Brewer, Inn-keeper, etc.] are obliged to pay and
clear off the Duty within the Week or Month after such
entries are made. 184a Mary Milner Life I. Milner xiii.

242 To ' clear off', as he used to say, some of his unanswered
letters. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 215 A mortgage
for a thousand pounds was cleared off by a bag of counters

made out of old kettles. 1883 Manch. Exam. 12 Dec. 5/1

To clear off the stocks which depress the market.

b. intr. Of clouds, fog, etc. : To go off so as

to leave clearness. Of intruders (colloq.) : To be off

and leave the place clear.

1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xi. 25 On the sixth it cleared off,

and the sun came out bright. 1854 H. Rogers Ess. (i860}

II. 7 The clouds, .will clear-off before the summit is reached.

1859 Iephson Brittofty vii. 92 The rain soon cleared off.

1888 J. Rickaby Moral Philos. 205 To warn the visitor to

clear off.

26. Clear out.

a. trans. To take or throw out so as to leave

the place clear,

1655 in Picton L'pool Mttnic. Rec. (18831 I. 189 The gates

. . shalbe pulled up, taken away and cleered out. 1858
Hawthorne Fr. <f //. Jmls. II. 82 Finally they were all

cleared out as rubbish.

b. To empty and leave clear, slang. To rid

of cash, to 1 clean out*.

1850 Thackeray Pendennis < Hoppe), The luck turned
from that minute . . Came away cleared out, leaving that

infernal check behind me. 1869 Phillips Vesnv. lii. 49
A considerable ejection of ashes occurred, which cleared

out the crater. 1884 lllust. Lond. Mm Christm. No. 6/2

He cleared you out that night, old man.

c. To pass through the process of clearing on

leaving port. (With various constructions.)

1758 J. Blake Plan Mar. Syst. 57 When an outward-
bound merchant ship is manned and cleared out. 1818 B.

O'Reilly Greenlamt 152 The masters of whale ships are

forbidden by a solemn oath . .before clearing out the voyage,
to seek nothing but blubber. 1855 M acallay Hist. Eng.
IV.. 485 Every merchant ship that cleared out from the

Thames or the Severn.

d. intr. eolloq. To depart out of a place, be off,

take oneself off.

18J5 J. Neal Pro. Jonathan II. 151 Like many a hero
before him, he 'cleared out*. 1861 Thoreau Lett. (1865)

196 The doctor, .tells me that I must 'clear out' to the

West Indies or elsewhere. 1885 Truth 28 May 847, I

would have the Canal under the control of an International
Commission, .and then I would clear out of the country.

27. Clear up.
a. trans. To make clear (what has become

overcast ) ; to brighten up.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 1. i. 263 Cleere vp Faire Queene that

cloudy countenance. 1671 Milton /'. R. iv. 437 The birds

. .Clear'd up their choicest notes in bush and spray, a 1700
Dryden (J.), A savoury dish, a homely treat, Where all is

plain, where all is neat, Clear up the cloudy foreheads of
the great.

b. intr. To become clear
;
esp. of the weather

after rain or storm.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 4r It cleares vp,

set your fore-saile. 1653 Walton Angler 195 The weather
clears up a little. 1717 Swift Gulliver ttU iv. 203 His
Excellency observed my countenance to clear up. 1843
Thackeray Irish Sk. Bk. ix. (1879) 100 The day did not

clear up sufficiently to allow me to make any long excursion.

C. trans. To put into order by clearing away
obstructions, rubbish, etc. ; to 1 tidy up \
1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. 252 The plough . . follows

and clears up the furrows. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxviiL

95 Not a letter was read until we had cleared up decks for

the night. 1885 Manch. Exam. 15 June 5 5 To clear up
the mess of difficulties.

d. intr. To come into order from confusion.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vo* xiii. (1840' 98/1 The house
began to clear up from the hurry which this accident had
occasioned.

e. trans. To make clear and lucid {to the mind)

;

to elucidate.

a 1691 Boyle (}.), By mystical terms, and ambiguous
phrases, he darkens what he should clear up. 1734 Berke-
ley Analyst $ 21 In order therefore to clear up this point.

183a Ht. Martineau Life in Wildsiv. 54 You nave cleared

up the matter completely, i860 W. Collins Worn. It 'hite

1. vi. 25 We must really clear up this mystery, in some way.

f. intr. To become perspicuous or lucid.

1875 E. White Life in Christ (1878' Pref. 12 My early

ideas have somewhat cleared up in certain directions in the
course of subsequent reflection.

g. trans. To settle or adjust (debts, accounts).

1716 Berkeley Let. 20 Jan. Wks. 1871 IV. 120 It is an
infinite shame that the debts are not cleared up and paid.

Clearage UlriddgV [f. Clears. + -age.]

1. The action of clearing or making clear.

1818 in Toon. 1830 Knapp Jml. Naturalist 197 The
. . clearage of rude and open places, and the drainage

of marshy lands. 1869 E. A. Parkes Tract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

5 The complete clearage of sewers.

1 2. Clearing 4. Obs.

18*7 Carlyle Gemt. Rom. IV. 347 The owner will

abandon his new-grubbed clearage.

3. Comm. — Clearance 8.

1755 Macens Insurances I. 201 The .. Sum laid out by
the Captain, .in order to \jc repaired, and get his Clearage.

Clearance klHTans . [f. as prec. + -ance.]

L The action of clearing, or making clear ; a

freeing from obscurity, obstruction, encumbrance.
a 1563 Bale Wks. (18491 253 A prophecy is this Apoca-

' lypse called, .it is a full clearance to all the chronicles and
! most notable histories, etc. 1697 T. Blackwell Schema

Sacr. Pref. 9 A particular consideration and clearance of
these doctrines. 18*7 Southey Penins. War II. 695 The
ship was sent to Gibraltar to . .undergo a thorough clearance.

1847 Mbs* Gore Castles Air u. (Stratm. 1

, As some clearance

to my density, I fell back upon the letter. 1884 Law Times

I

Reports 15 Mar. 88/2 To effect the clearance of a large

property from incumbrances. 1885 Martineau Ethical
Theory I. 191 It does not much matter whether the ad-

vantage of anthmetic and algebra is called a clearance or

an extension of thought.

2. spec. The clearing (of land) by the removal

of wood, old houses, inhabitants, etc.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Lal>our II. 350 (Hoppei The 1 clear-

ances,' as they were called, which took place some few years

back, in the Highlands of Scotland. .The strathes and glens

of Sutherland have been cleared of their inhabitants. 1874
Sat. Rev. July 82 Cases in wjiich the help of Parliament is

asked to enforce clearances of land in large towns. 1883

Atkensum 3 Mar. 275 The story of the Highland clearances

deserves to be told.

3. The removal of encumbrances, burdens, ob-

structions, etc.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. I. (1863) 22 A general

clearance of pollards and brambles. 1831 Cat's Tail 23
You'd have sworn he considered her loss a good clearance.

1854-6 Patmore Angel in H. 1. 1. ii. (1879) 27 This clear-

ance light of all my care 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III.

xiii. 177 A fine scene . . as we sometimes witness with the

sudden clearance of a storm.

4* The settlement of a debt, or claim ; the pass-

ing of cheques, etc., through the Clearing House
for their settlement.

1858 Froude Hist. Eng. IV. 163 To prevent disputes by
a clearance of the score. 1868 Rogers Pol Econ. xi. (1876)

148 Many millions in value of such bills are weekly cleared

through the London bankers, and these clearances repre-

sent a large, .amount of these commercial instruments.

6. Comm. The clearing of a ship at the Custom
House. Cf. Clear v. 20.

1731-6 Bailey, Clearance (or Clearing) of a ship at the

Custom house. 1774 Hull Dock Act 24 At the time of

such ship's, .clearance or discharge outwards. 1805 in East
Retorts V, 398 A certificate of clearance, with a manifest

of her cargo annexed thereto. 1885 Act 48 <y 49 Vic. c. 60

I 20 Ships, .whose last port of clearance or port of destina-

tion is in any such possession.

6. A clear space, b. In the steam-engine : the

distance between the cylinder-cover and the piston

when at the end of its stroke.

1788 Smeaton Qnatirant in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 4 The
clearance between the body of the globe and its surround-

ing horizon. 18M J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 433 It

requires to be double the length of the cylinder, besides .

.

the spaces . . occupied by the necessary steps, framing,

clearances, etc
7. A piece of cleared ground, esp. in the back-

woods ;^ Clearing 4.

a 1839 Galt Demon Destiny, etc. (1840) 69 Flowers un-

folding gay Adorn the clearance. 1878 Black Green Past.

*!• 3*7 (This forest was] broken up by innumerable clear-

ances. 188a W. Boyu Note Backwds. Canada, The young
settler had made a clearance ofperhaps two acres, on which,

however, the stumps still stood.

8. A certificate that a ship has been cleared on

leaving a port (see quot. 1875 .

1727 Col. Rec. Penn. III. 283 Last from Dover, as by
Clearance from the Officers of his Majesties Customs there.

1755 Magens Insurances I. 88 All such Clearances or
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Registers from the Custom-houses, as are ordinarily given
..are called for. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. §6
(ed. 2) 226 The Clearance is the Certificate of the Custom-
House authorities of the last port from which the vessel
came, to show that the Custom duties have been paid. The
Clearance specifies the cargo and its destination. 1876 Ban-
croft Hist. U. S. III. xx. 532 A few British ships took
stamped clearances.

9. Clear or net profit, rare.
a 1864 Webster cites Trollope.

Clear-cole (kll»\iktf«l). Also claire-cole. [ad.

F. claire colic clear glue or size.] A preparation
of size mixed with whiting or white-lead used as a
first coating in house-painting ; a coating of size

to promote the adherence of gold-leaf in gilding.

Hence Clear-cole v., to apply clear-cole to.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 417 Clearcole and
Finish, which is the cheapest kind of painting. The whole
is painted over with a preparation of" whiting and size to
form the ground. Over this a coat of oil-colour, prepared
with lead, called the finish, is laid. 1874 Knight Diet.
MecJi. I. 563 In oil-gilding, a coat of clear-cole is laid on
intermediate between the white stuff and the oil gold-size.

1842-76 Gwilt Arc/iit. § 2273 There is a process used by
painters termed clear-coleing, which is executed with white
lead ground in water, and mixed with size.

Cleared (klKul), ppl. a. [f. Clear v. + -ed 1
.]

Made clear.

« 1711 Ken Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 211 Our clear'd
Heav'n-ereeled Eyes. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 17 Of
the cleared land, not more than one quarter seems to have
been lately in cultivation.

Hence Clea'redness rare — 1
, enlightenment.

a 1661 Fuller (WX Imputed by his friends to the cleared-
ness, by his foes to the searedness of his conscience.

Clearer (klfctM). [f. Clear v. + -er.]

1. One who or that which clears (in various senses

of the vb.).

1599 Broughtoiis Lett. 46 Desire not to bee a cleerer of
S. Peter rather then his hearer. 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Praise Cleane Linnen Ded., Cleanser, Clearer and Re-
former of deformed and polluted Linnen. 1711 Addison
Spcct. No. 239 p 11 Gold is a wonderful Clearer of the
Understanding ; it dissipates every Doubt and Scruple in
an Instant. 1769 Lloyd's Evening Post 27-30 Oct. 410/3
Milk of Roses . . the most friendly Preserver and Clearer of
the Skin. 1829 Mahkyat F. Mildmay xiii, These Irish
people would make good clearers of his land.

2. Tcchn. a. Salt-making. A tank or reservoir

used in condensing salt from brine.
c 1682 J. Collins Making Salt in Eng. 51 The Brine is.

.

conveyed into large Wooden Vessels, .called Clearers. 1863
H. J. Slack in Intell. Obierv. IV. 94 The visitors to Lym-
ington..find it [the brine shrimp] abundantly in the tanks
or reservoirs, called clearers.

"b. Spinning. A revolving roller with wire
brushes which strips cotton, wool, etc., off the
carding cylinder.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 872 The mechanism within the
clearer . . by which the brushes are caused to travel is simple
and solid. 1879 J. Robertson Cotton-Spin, in Cassell's
Techn. Educ. IV. 274/1 To prevent them from being choked
with cotton, each of them is brushed or cleared by smaller
rollers, called clearers.

c. Rope-making.
1794 Rigging <y Seamanship 54 Clearer, a Tool similar to

the hatchell, but with finer teeth, as the hemp is .. finished
on it for lines and twines, for sail-makers, etc

Clear-eye.
t L See Clahy sb. 2 Obs. 2. (Sec quot.)
1865 Cornh. Mag. July 33 No one, perhaps, has ever

walked by the side of a river without being struck by those
glassy spots, those ' clear-eyes ' as sailors would call them,
which every now and then appear, especially where the
current runs deep.

Clea'r-eyed, a. Having clear eyes ; clear of
vision, physical or mental.
1530 Tindale Practice Prelates Wks. II. 298 So clear-

eyed that he can spy false miracles. 1648 J. Beaumont
Psyche vi. cccvi, O potent sympathy ! which canst beguile
An heart so pure and clear-ey'd. 1878 Morley Carlyle 176
The. .firm and clear-eyed intelligence of Goethe.
Cleargie, -gy(e, obs. ff. Clergy.
Clear-lieaded.
1. Having a clear head ; clear of intellect.

1709 Heahne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 308 He was
certainly a very clear-headed Man. 1818-60 Whately
Commonpl. Bk. (1864) 145 A very clear-headed man must
always perceive some of the truths which are generally
overlooked. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Life 15 One of the
most clear-headed and hard-working men of his generation.

2. Characteristic of a clear head.
1857 W. Collins Dead Secret v. i. (1861) 197 Plain clear-

headed common sense. 1863 P. Barry Dockyard Econ. 282
Clear-headed calculations.

Hence Clear-hea dedness.
1882 Society 14 Oct. 18/2, I still survive to marvel at your

clear-headedness. 1884 F. P. Cobbe in Contevip. Rev. Dec.
796 A man of. .almost abnormal clear-headedness.

Clearing (kn>rin), vbl. sh. [f. Clear v.]

1. The action of the vb. Clear, in various senses

:

brightening
; clarifying ; elucidation

;
exculpation,

etc.

c *$°, Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 143 J>e fourbe dower
and be laste is eleryng of mannis bodi whan it shyneb bri}t
in neyene as be sunne or ober sterres. c 1449 Pecock Repr.
111. vii.316 For the more cleering that the ensaumpling ..
makith no boond. 1599 Bilson (title). The Effect of cer-
taine Sermons, touching the full Redemption of Mankind
.

.
with a cleering of certain objections maid against the said

doctrine. 1604 Dee in Hearne Collect. 3 Nov. 1705 (Oxf.

Hist. Soc.) I. 64 Upon his said Justification, and Clearing.

1727 Bradley Earn. Did. s. v. Clearing, of Beer, the same
as Fining. 1883 Lloyd Ebb Flow II. 137 Not without a
certain clearing of his countenance,

b. with advbs.
1791 ' G. Gambado* Acad. Horsem. (1809) 65 The clearing

up of some of the most blind descriptions. 1837 Browning
Strafford \. ii, The curious glosses, subtle notices, Ingen-
ious clearings-up. 1840 MillDIss. fyDisc, ArmandCarrel
(1859) I« note, There sometimes comes one great clear-
ing-off, one day of reckoning called a revolution.

2. The removal of encumbrances or obstruc-
tions

; freeing from debt.
1580 North Plutarch 203 The controversie they had with

the nobility about clearing of debts. 1870 Proctor Other
Worlds xii. 293 A clearing of star-material from certain
regions. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile xviii. 489 A little

clearing of the sand here and there, led to further dis-
coveries.

3. spec. The clearing of land from trees or other
obstructions to cultivation.
i860 All Y. Round No. 75. 585 He plunged into the

forest., took possession of the shanty, and began his clearing.

4. A piece of land cleared for cultivation, esp. in

the primeval forest.

1823 F. Cooper Pioneer i, There was what in the language
of the country was called a clearing. 1853 Mrs. Moodie
{title) Life in the Clearings Versus the Bush. 18^5 Stubbs
Const. Hist. I. iii. 49 The idea of a forest clearing is not
necessary to the mark. 1887 Lowell De/nocr. 243 A tiny
clearing pared from the edge of the wood.

f5. Comm. —Clearance 5.
1683 Penu. Archives I. 77 An Account of John Hill of his

Entries and Clearings, 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I.

141 Here all outward-bound Ships must stop .. and suffer
what they call a second Clearing.

6. The passing of cheques or bills, etc., through
a clearing-house.
1883 Stubb's Mercantile Gaz, 8 Nov. 982 A proposal, .for

the more expeditious clearing of London cheques continues
to excite public attention.

f7. Mil. See quot. 1816.
1689 Luttrell Brief AW. (1857) I. 497 They shall have

subsistence money and clearings constantly paid as usuall.

1701 Ibid. V. 11 The lord Kanelagh is paying 2 months
clearings to the forces in England. 1781 Rep. Comm.
Public Acc. in Grose Mil. Autiq. (18121 II. 176 This un-
issued subsistence of the British forces . . continues in his
[the paymaster-general's] hands till the accounts of the
several regiments are made up, when it falls into the clear-

ings, and is issued to the agents. 1816 James Mil. Diet,
The balance of the pay of the officers, over and above their
subsistence, after the warrant deductions are made, and
the respited pay, if there is any, is charged to the Officer,
is called Clearings ; which are paid by the paymaster to
the agent, who pays them to the officers.

8. attrib. and Comb., as clearing-beck, a Beck
{sbA) or vat used in calico-printing

; clearing-
nut, a tree-fruit used by the Indians to clear

muddy water for use ; also the tree {Strychnos
potatorum)

; clearing-pan= Clakifier 2; clear- 1

ing-ring (Angling) a jointed ring which is slipped

down the reel line to free it and the hook when
entangled in an obstacle

;
clearing-screw, -stone,

etc. Clearing-banker: see Clearing-house b.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 152^2 Strychnos potatorum,
*Clearing-nut, has . . berries containing only one seed. 1866
Treas. Bot. 1106/2 The seeds known in that country [India]
as Clearing Nuts. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 15 A*clearing
ring, which is of use to disengage the hook when entangled.
1875 Stonehenge Brit. Sports 1. v. iii. 346 Recourse must
be had to a long forked stick or the clearing-ring.

Clea'ring, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.] That
clears or becomes clear.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 623 When the clearing North
will puff the Clouds away. 1821 Clare Vill. Mtnstr. 1. 138
When by clearingjprooks I've been.

Clearing House, clearing-house An
institution in London established oy the bankers
for the adjustment of their mutual claims for

cheques and bills, by exchanging them and settling

the balances. Extended to imitations of this in
|

other places, and to institutions ofa similar nature,

as the Railway Clearing House, an office in which
the mutual claims of the different railways for

through tickets and freights, etc. are settled.

1832 Babbage Econ. Manuf. xiv. (ed. 3) 126 In London
this is avoided, by making all checks paid in to bankers
pass through what is technically called ' The Clearing
House'. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. I. xi. 48 The clearing house
to which every City banker sends each afternoon all the
checques on other bankers which he has received during I

the day. 1848-60 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Clearing House, !

an establishment recently organized in the city of New
York. 1849 F. B. Head Stokers <§• Pokers xiv. (1851) 141
The London Clearing-House is enabled to trace the course
of all waggons and passenger-carriages. 1861 Goschen For.
Exch. 37 Indirect and intermediate settlements, in which
London appears as the clearing-house of the world. 1866
Crump Banking i. 37 The Clearing-house, .was established
by the principal bankers in London in the year 1775. 1881
H. H. Gibbs Double Stand. 39 France actingasa clearing-

house between England and India.

b. attrib. So also clearing-banker, a banker
who has admission to the Clearing House.
1878 M. Marble in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 163 Our

bank-notes, checks, drafts, book-accounts, and clearing-

house machinery. 1885 Whitaker's Almanack 221 Every
Bank in London and the Country is represented by Clear-
ing Bankers, who, as agents, send through the Clearing
House all drafts payable in the City and in the Country.

Clearish (kh>rij"), a. Somewhat clear.
1820 Blackw. Mag. VII. 430 A clearish sky. 1879 J. W.

Sherer Who is Mary ? 41, I have a clearish head, f think.
Cleark, obs. f. Clerk.
Clearly (klleuli), adv. [f. Clear + -ly In

a clear manner.

fl. Brightly; luminously; transparently. Obs.
(exc. as blended with 2).
c 1350 Wilt. Palerne 4422 Intoa choys chaumber be clerli

was peinted. 1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 100 The moyn wes
schynand rycht cleirly. 1535 Fisher Wks. 381 They bee
the brighter glasses and more cleerly receyue this loue.

1655 Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 17, I have discover'd so
many fresh Graces in her, and those shine so clearly, a 1656
Bp. Hall Invis. World 1. § 2 The spiritual agility and
clearly-lightsome nature of that whereby they are enlived.

2. With optical distinctness ; without obscurity;
opposed to dimly.
c 1300 St. Braudau 461 Hi se}e in the see as clerliche as

hi scholde alonde. 1340 Ayenb. 38 ^anne we him ssolle
ysy face to face clyerlyche. 1382 WYCLIF Mark viii. 25 He
is restorid so that he sy$ clerely alle thingis. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 243/3 The more he wente . . the more clerlyer he
sawe. 1820 Keats IsabelxW\, Clearly she saw. .Pale limbs
at bottom of a crystal well, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. § 11. 79
The top of the mountain rose clearly above us.

3. Of mental vision : With undimmed percep-
tion, with full and complete understanding ; dis-

tinctly.

c 1400 Beryn 3867 They perseyvid clerelich in the plee
thurh out hir ffrendis had the worse side. 1413 Lvoc. Pilgr.
Scnvle iv. ii. (14831 59 That thou knowc clerely how that
this drye tree was restablysshed. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev.
Wks. v. 84 Not clearly discerning the almost obliterated
constitution of your ancestors. 1854 Emerson Lett. <y Soc.
Aims Wks. (Bohm III. 153 There is no choice of words for
him who clearly sees the truth. 1863 Geo. Eliot Rotnola
(1880) I. 11. xxxii. 390 He had begun to see clearly that he
could not persuade her into assent. 1884 Gladstone in

Standard 29 Feb. 2/5, I hope that will be clearly understood.

4. With clearness and distinctness of expression

or exposition
;
plainly.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18851 Clerli spak he bat he wald. 1340
Ayenb. 174 He ssel rigge his zennes clyerlicbe and naked-
liche. 1388 Wvclif Isa. Prol., The sacramens of ther
beleeue to shewe ful clerly to the hethene. a 1535 Moke
On the Passion Wks. 7322/1 For to declare the more cleare-

lye, that the cause of his desyre, was, etc. 1611 Bible Job
xxxiii. 3 My lippes shall vtter knowledge cltjarely. 1647
Cowley Mislr., Her Unbelief iii. 11669) 71 Nor does the
Cause in thy Face clearlier shine, Than the Effect appears
in mine. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph. 356 To put the matter
shortly and clearly.

5. Manifestly
;
evidently.

1568 Grafton Ckrotu II. 2S7 But Britaine was clerely
excepted. 1395 Siiaks. John in. iv. 122 In this which he
accounts so clearely wonne. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11 1.

xxxv. 218 There be many other places that clearly prove the
same. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. 191 p 14 They, who
have been so clearly detected in ignorance or imposture.
l875 Jkvons Money (1878) 20 A statement clearly implying
that skins were taken as the representative of value.

b. Used parenthetically,^ .., it is clear, ..;

the truth or correctness of the assertion being the

thing that is clear.

1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. I. App. 744 This version is

clearly wrong. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2> V. 187 He was
clearly not aware of the importance of the principle. 1879
Carpenter Ment. Phys. 1. ii. § 67 The animal has clearly
no power over them.

6. With distinctness of sound
;
audibly.

1382 Wyclif i Sam. xiv. 19 Greet noyse is out sprongen
and it wexe litilmele, and cleerliker it sownyde. c 1450

Merlin xiv. 207 That the sownde was herde in to the Citee
clerly. 1721 Loud. Gaz. No. 6002/3 Does not pronounce
his Words clearly.

f 7. Honestly
;
straightforwardly, frankly. Obs.

1389 in Eng. Gilds 11870* 4 So bl be wardeins mowe here
acompt 3eld clerelich. 1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M.
Aurel. (1546) Tvijb, I thanke the goddes immortal!, that

haue suffred me to Iyue so clerely. 1603 Drayton Odes ii.

13 Thy ancient Vigils yeerely I have observed cleerely.

a 1626 Bacon Max. Uses Com. Laiu 28 If an heire. .doe
not deale clearely with the court when he is sued, that is,

if he come not in immediately. (Xio^Tillotson ij.), Deal
clearly and impartially with yourselves.

f 8. Thoroughly
;

completely ;
unreservedly

;

entirely; = Ci-ean. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B xvm. 389 Thei shul be clensed clere-

licne & wasshen of her synnes In my prisoun purgatorie.

( 1440 Generydes 1063 The kyng hym gaue clerly an Erlys

lande. 1523 Fitzherb. Sttrv. 1 Lette a man make a castell

towre or any maner of newe buyldinges and finysshe it

clerely. 1568 Grafton Chrou. II. 685 Clerely to extinguish

the house of Yorke. 1633 T. James Voy. 105 When the

snow was cleerliest gone off the ground. 1658 Sir T.

Browne Hydriot. 24 The bones were not so clearly pickt,

but some coals were found amongst them. 1816 Philip

Quarll 67 They went clearly away.

+ 9. Without deduction, net, ; =-Cleari6. Obs.

1462 J. Paston in L,ett. 461 II. 114 Havyng a certeyn

pension for her sustentacion payid clerly in money without

any Charge. 1523 Fitzherb. Sttrv. 22 b, Landes to the

value of x\s. clerely aboue all charges. 1638 Sir R. Cotton
Abstr. Rec. Toiver 25 By which his Majesty should gaine

ten hundred thousand pound cleerely.

flO. Without entanglement or embarrassment;
= Clear 18. Obs.
1607-12 Bacon Ess. Despatch (Arb.) 248 He that doth

not devide, will never enter well into businesse ; and he
that devideth to much, will never come out of it clearelye.

1663 Charleton Chorea Gigant. 12 Over which the other
leaped cleerly, without so much as ever touching it.
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CLEARNESS. 484 CLEAVAGE.
Clearness kli-*\in-s ', sb. Also cler-, clere-,

elc, -nesse, -nes. [ME. dcrnessc
y
{.cler Clear +

•MOS*s -Ness.] The quality of being clear ; in

various senses of the adj.

T L Brightness, luminousness
;
splendour, brilli-

ancy
;
fairness, beauty ; fineness of weather. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12573 J>e clemes selfo godds light Schan
on him. c 13*5 E. E. A Hit. P. B 1353 In be clcrnes of his

concubines « curious wedez. c 1440 Promp. /'an-. 81
Clerenesse of wedyr, serenitas. c 1440 Cesia Rom. v. 12
(Harl. MS. i pere shynith the sonne in here clerenesse. 1631
Eng. Prhncr our Lady 477 Send us from the heavenly
coast Cleerenes of Thy beames so bright.

2. Freedom from opacity, obscurity, or dis-

colourment ; distinctness or purity of light or
colour; transparency, pellucidness.
1692 Dryden St. Evrcmont's Ess. 372 You see upon her

face a lively Clearness, an air of Health, i860 Gosse
Romance Nat. Hist. 91 The extreme clearness of the water
permits the coral . . to be distinctly seen. 1856 Stanley
Sinai $ Pal. x, The clearness of the Eastern atmosphere.

3. Distinctness of vision, sound, expression,
comprehension, etc.

I535 Coverdale Proi'. xv. 30 Like as y clearnesse of y*
eyes reioyseth y herte. a 1600 Hookek Eccl. Pol. VL i. « 1

That clearness of well-advised judgment. 1665 Boyle Oc-
cas. Re/!. (1675) 30 Does much improve one's voice, both as
to strength and clearness. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. nr. iv.

11695} 324 That which is requisite to make our Knowledge
certain, is the Clearness of our Ideas. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 176 T 1 1 They see with great clearness what-
ever is too remote to be discovered by the rest of Mankind.
1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (18581 1, ii. 123 Touching the pith
of the matter with telling clearness. 1885 F. Temple Re/at.
Relig. ff Sc. v. 149 The New Testament affirms with a
clearness previously unknown the immortality of the soul.

1885 .Spectator 24 July 5/1 His sufferings did not abate the
clearness of his intellect.

t 4. Purity ; innocence ; oj>enness. Obs.
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 142 b, Some more, some

lesse, as the clerenes of theyr conscyences requireth. 1561
Daus tr. Bullinger on Aboc. (1573) 157 Which [blame] being
taken out of the way, all clearenesse should seeme to come
agayne. 1625 Bacon Ess. Simulation D. (Arb.) 507 The
former Opinion . . of their good Faith, and Clearnesse of
dealing. 1662 Fuller Ivorthies (18401 II. 311 Termed
Pureyale . . because of the clearness of the com growing
therein. 1701 Whitehead Truth Prev. To Rdr. 7 Know-
ing my own Innocency and Clearness . . from any Design
of such Palliation.

5. Freedom from anything obstructive.
1605 Shaks. Atacb. 111. 1. 133, I require a clearenesse. 17*1

Bradley Philos. Acc. Whs. Nat. 171 The clearness of their
Stems, without Knots. 1869 Daily Neivs 30 Mar., This
clearness of the road considerably facilitated their march.

Clear-Obscure. [Translation of It. chiaro-

scuro or F. clair-obscur ; a good deal used towards
the end of the 18th c, but not now the usual term.]
-= Chiaroscuro. Also fig.
1778 Phil. Surv. S. Iret. 441 Drawing and the clear-

obscure were cultivated. 1784 J. Barry Led. Art v. (1848)
177 Neither does 'the clear-obscure' (which an ingenious
writer has adopted 1 come fully to the desired point [under-
stood by the Italian word chiaroscuro, and the French
clair-obscur]; for the word 'clear' is .. equivocal. 1789
Mrs. Piozzi fount. France II. 333 The clear obscure of
Rembrandt. 1816 Byrok Parisiua i, In the heaven that
clear obscure, So softly dark, and darkly pure, Which fol-

lows the decline of day. 1880 Daily Neivs 30 Sept. 5/1 A
doubtful light, a sort of clear-obscure .. thrown on the sub-
jert of dress.

Clearsach: sec Claikschach.
Clear -sighted, a. Having clear si^ht,

especially mental
;
discerning.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. L (1589) 483 Such as
had rather guide the blinde, than follow the wise and cleere-
sighted. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 540 Human
reason was clear-sighted enough to perceive the salutary
effects of this maxim. 1849 J. Hare Par. Serm. II. 119
The veil which is still spread out before the clearest-
sighted eyes. 1876 Green Short Hist. iv. § 2 (1882) 164 A
clear-sighted man of business.

Hence Clea r-si'ghtedness.
a 1691 T. Barlow Rem. (1693I527 Endowed with a perfect

clear sightedness, in order to view the Sun and the Stars.
i860 Abp. Thomson Lmm Th. Pref. 4 Reward the under-
standing with accessions of strength and clearsightedness.

Clear-starch, v. To stiffen and dress linen
with clear or colourless starch.

1709 Steele Jailer No. 37 P 8 If the said Servant can
Clear-Starch, T.isp and Tread softly. 171a — Sped. No.
264 p 2 A Taylor's Widow, who washes and can clear-starch
his Bands.

Hence Clea r-starched ///. a. (often fig,) ;

Clea r-starching vbl. sb. ; Clea r-starcher, one
who clear-starches, esp. as a vocation.
1709 Steele Tatler No. 1 18 p 8 Your Petitioner was bred

a Clear-starcher and Sempstress. 17*7 Fielding Love in
Sev. Afasq. m. vii, We teach our daughters, .that good old
English art of clear-starching, instead of that heathenish
gambol called dancing. 1774 West. Mag. II. 9 Their stiff,

clear-starch'd virtue won't get a cull. 1814 Miss Mitforu
Village Ser. 1. 118631 ai 3 A fine plain clear-starched caul.
1855 Mrs. Gaskell North $ S. \x, I am getting to be a
famous clear-starcher. 1865 Comh. Afag. Oct. 411 To find
some one to teach clear-starching at your school.

Clear-story, variant of Clkrestory.
Cleat (kilt), sb. Also 4 oleete, 5-6 clete, (5

clyte, clotel, 7 cleit, 8-9 cleet; 7, 9 {dial.) elate.
[This, although evidenced only from 14th c, clearly
goes back to an OE. *clcal :-\VGer. *Maut

t OSax.

type *kkMt MDu. cloot, Du. Moot ball, OIIG. c/iloi,

MUG. Mo2, lump, clump, ball, pommel of sword,
wedge, mod.G. Mosz clot, clod, lump, dumpling.
(The Norse Mot pommel, is from LG. or Du.)
The OTeut. klauto, was from the same root of
which the weak grade Mitt- has given Clot.
Outside Teutonic, Kluge compares Lith. gludus
cohering, glattsti to join closely, press together.

The primary meaning was evidently 1 firm lump
whence the senses * clump, ball ' on the one hand,
and ' wedged mass, wedge ' on the other. MHG.
still had both ; in English the sense * wedge 1

sur-

vives, on the continent that of ' lump, ball .]

1. A wedge. (Now applied esp. to the small

wedges used in securing the movable parts of a
scythe and a plough.)
1419 Mem. Ripon (Surteesi III. 146 Kt in j clete emp. de

Will. Joy, 3d. ex convencione. 1 1440 Promp. Part'. 81
Clyte, or clote, or vegge [v.r. clete or wegge], cuneus. 1590
Stanford Churchiv. Acd. in Antiquary 11B88) 211 For
making iij yron cletes and nayles \\\yt. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury in. 332/2 The Syth Hoop, and Clat, are those
that fasten the Sythe to the Swath. Ibid. WL 333/2 The
IMow Clates, a kind of Wedge to raise the Beame higher
or lower. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Cleat,
Clet, Clut, a small wedge. 4

1 mun get some cluts for 'em
afore I can begin to mow." 1884 K. Holland Chesh. Gloss.
<K. D. S. Clate or Cleat, the small iron wedges used in
fastening the parts of a scythe together are called cleats.

2. A r
aut. Orig. a small wedge of wood bolted on

its side to a spar, etc., that it may by the thickness

of its head stop anything from slipping [slop-cleat),

afford footing to one climbing step-cleat), or
serve as a point of attachment or resistance. Solid
cleats : similar pieces left in shaping a plank.
1377 Pot. Poems (1859)1. 217 And to that schip ther longed

a barge, Of al Fraunce jaf nou^t a cleete. 16*6 Capt.
Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 13 An entring ladder or cleats.

1678 Phillips, Cleat, a small Wedge of Wood fastned on
the Yards, to keep any Ropes from slipping. 1794 Rigging
<V Seamanship 1. 164 Stop<leats are nailed to yard-arms, to
prevent the slipping of the rigging and the gammoning, and
to stop collars on masts. 1849 Sir G. Head 'Pour Rome I.

47 A man who ascended by means of cleats nailed to the
side for the purpose. 1851 H. Melville Whale xxxv. 171
I,ofty spars to which the look-outs ascended by means of
nailed cleats. 1878 Spry Cruise Challenger x. (ed. 7) 172
Strengthened by timbers lashed with split rattan to solid
cleats left for the purpose in each plank.

b. The name is extended to pieces of wood (of
iron) of various shapes, bolted on to parts of the
ship for securing the ends of ropes, etc.

Belaying cleat: a block of wood or metal with two horns
round which a rope is belayed or t wisted : if fastened in the
deck for greater strength these are called deck-cleat. Range
cleat', a Delaying cleat used for tacks and bow-lines. Artn
cleat : a belaying cleat with one horn or arm only. Thumb'
cleat : a small arm cleat. Comb-cleat \ a semicircular piece
of wood bolted on by its diameter, having a hole to receive
a grommet or cringle, or pass a rope end through.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789', Cleats, pieces of

wood of different shapes, used . . to fasten ropes upon in a
ship. 1794 Rigging ff Seamanship I. 4 Comb Cleats are
straight on the inner edge, and round on the back, with a
hollow cavity in the middle. Ibid., Slin% Cleats of lower
yards, are madt with one arm : Thumb-cleats are similar to
sling-cleats, but smaller, to hang any thing thereon. Ibid.
1. 164 Arm or Sling-cleats, .have an arm at one end, which
lies over the straps of the jeer blocks to prevent their being
chaffed. Ibid., Range-cleats are shaped like belaying -

cleats, but are much larger, and are bolted through the
middle. 18*5 H. Gascoigne Not. Fame 72 The Jibs and
Staysails smart they hoist-away And to their Cleets the
Hatilyards taught belay. i8« M. Scott Tom Cringle
(1862) 347 A cot, or hammock, slung from cleats [i.e. Comb
cleats] nailed to the beams above.

C. A block of wood bolted on to the side of a
ship to catch the end of one of the shores by which
the ship is supported in dry dock, or in the launch-
ing cradle {launching cleat),

1856 Kane A ret. Expl. L xxix. 4^02 The shores are made
to take hold under heavy cleats spiked below the bulwarks.
1869 Sir E. Reed Shipbuild. i. 2 By the giving way of the
bolts of the launching cleat, she was let down till the bilge
bore on the wharf. 1879 White Shipbuild. in CasselTs
Techn. Educ. IV. 223/2 At the moment of launching, the
fore-ends of the dog-shores are knocked down, .clear of the
cleats, and the vessel is left free to move.

d. See quot. (App. = hanging knees.)
< 1850 Rudim. Navig. iwealc' 107 Cleats, pieces of wood,

of various shapes, according to their uses, either to resist or
support great weights, bolted under beams to support them
where pillars are not used.

3. A wedge-shaped or other piece fastened on,
or left projecting, for any purpose; e.g. as a
handle

; a trunnion-bracket on a gun-carriage.
161 1 Cotgr., Auche, a round haspe of yron, or cleit of

wood, wherin the barrell of a windles turneth. 1832 Mar-
rvat P. Simple xv, Double breechmgs were rove on the guns
..and strong cleats nailed behind the trunnions. 1845 in
Archxot. XXXI. 252 <D.> The four corners [of the coffinl
were strengthened by iron handles or cleets. 1881 W. C.
Rorlase ibid. XLIX. 186 It fan urn] possessed two cleats
or embryo handles. 1887 A. Atkinson ibid. L. 365 On the
inside of the patch, three cleats or projections have been
left, carved out of the solid wood.

4. A short piece of wood or iron) nailed on
transversely to a piece of joinery, in order to secure

or strengthen it ; also to give footing on a sloping
gangway, etc.

1854 Encycl. Brit. IV. 277/2 A cradle or wooden trough
with ' cleats ' or ribs fastened across the bottom. 1859 F.
Grifhths Artil. Alan (18621 5 Hreadth [of a box], yi in.
including the cleat. 1873 J. Richards Wood-ivorking
Factories 176 A hard wood board.. split throughout its

length, but held together by the cross cleats. 1881 Mec/tanic
§ 487 Screw a piece of wood, or cleat as it is technically
termed, to this cross piece at F.

b. dial, in several applications (see quots.).
'/ 1825 Forbv Voc. East Angtia, Cleat, a thin metallic

plate. Jockies and horse-dealers call the light shoe of a
running-horse, a clate. 18*5 Britton Wiltsh. Words
(E.D. S.), Cleet, a patch. 1847-78 Halliwell, Cleat, a piece
of iron worn on shoes by country people. Cleat-boards,
mud pattens. . to enable a person to walk on the mud with-
out sinking into it. 1888 T. T. Wildridcf. Northumbria
128 This is a 'cleat' or wedged-up patch.

5. Mining: see quots. (Perh. a different word.)
1851 Coal-trade Terms, Northumbld. $ Dnrh.a$ Cleat,

the vertical joints or facings in coal or stone. There are
frequently two cleats in coal, at which, when distinct, the
coal may be broken into rhomboidal fragments. 1878 A.
Green Coal L 17 One of the faces called the 'bord' or
' cleat

1
is very marked.

Cleat (U*), v. [f. Cleat sb.]

1. trans. To fasten to, or with, a cleat ; to fur-

nish with cleats.

1794 Rigging A> Seamanship I. 34 Cleatingof yards. 1835
Sir T. Ross N.-W. Pass. iii. 38 Having lashed and cleated
the heel about ten feet below the lower rigging. 1847 Key
Recov. Gorgon 34 Chocks of timber firmly bolted and cleated
to each bow. 1882 Century Atag. Oct. 827 Another wide
door led, by a gently descending cleated platform, to the
ground.

2. dial. Sec quots. and cf. Cleat j^.*b.)
a 1825 Forby Voc. East Anglia, Cleat, to strengthen with

thin plates of metal. Shoe-heels are often cleated with
iron ; and kitchen utensils worn thin, with copper. 18*5
Uritton Wiltsh. Words, Cleet, to mend with a patch.

Cleath, obs. form of Clead, to clothe.

Cleavable v
kl/ vab'l , a. [f. Cleave v\ +

-able.] That can be cloven, cleft, or split ; ad-
mitting of cleavage.
1846 Worcester cites Penny Cycl. 1856 Rvskin Atod.

Paint. IV. v. xviii. $ 3 In large rocks the cleavable or
frangible nature was the thing that necessarily struck him
mosL x88i Geikie Wyoming in Alacm. Atag. XLIV. 234
Pink cleavable orthoclase felspar.

Cleavage kir-ved^). [f. Cleave v. + -age.]

1. The action of cleaving or splitting crystals

and certain rocks along their lines of natural fissure;

the state of being so cleft.

1816 Cleaveland Attn. 9 The primitive forms of crystals
can be ascertained only by mechanical division. This pro-
cess, sometimes called cleavage by lapidaries, consists in
separating thin layers or slices from the sides, edges, or
angles of a crystallized substance in a given direction. 1831
Hrewsteji Optics xvii. ; 90. 145 We may by a new cleavage
replace the imperfect face by a better one.

b. A/in. Arrangement in lamina; which can be
split asunder, and along the planes of which the

substance naturally splits ; fissile structure ; the

property of splitting along such planes.
1830 Sir J. Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 291 The texture

or cleavage of a mineral. 1869 Koscoe Etem. Chent. 191
Crystalline bodies exhibit .. a peculiar power of splitting

in certain directions more readily than in others, called
cleavage.

c. Gcol. Slaty cleavage : the fissile structure in

certain rocks, cs|>ecially in clay slate and similar

argillaceous rocks, whereby these split into the

thin lamina: or 1 slates' used in roofing, etc. This
structure is quite distinct from, and in origin pos-

terior to, the stratification and jointing, the cleav-

age-lines crossing these at any and every angle,

while parallel to themselves over extensive tracts

of country.

1839 Mi-rchison Silurian Syst. 574 The observation of
Professor Sedgwick on the slaty cleavage of mountains.
1845 Darwin J'oy. Nat. vi. 116 A formation of quartz
which, .had neither cleavage nor stratification, i860 Tyn-
dall Gtac.2, 1 learned that cleavage and stratification were
. .totally distinct from each other. 1882 Gum Te.rt-bk.

Geot. 121 This superinduced fissility or 'cleavage' has
resulted from an internal rearrangement of the particles in

planes perpendicular to the direction in which the rocks
have been compressed.

d. (with //.) The direction or plane in which
a crystal or rock may be split.

1817 B. Iameson Char. Alin. 135 The cleavages are not
parallel with any of the planes of the crystal. 1869 Tyn-
dall Light 73 By following these three cleavages it is easy
to obtain from the crystal diamond-shaped laminz of any
required thinness,

2. gen. The action or faculty of cleaving or

splitting asunder ; the state of being cleft ; divi-

sion, lit. and fig.
1867 Froude Short Stud., Erasm. a> Luther (ed. 2) 26

When differences of religious opinion arose, they split society

to its foundation. The lines of cleavage penetrated every-
where. 1879 Baring-Gould Germany I. 60 We lament, in

England, the cleavage between the classes. 1886 Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. exuii. lntrod., This psalm is divided by
the Selah. We prefer to follow the natural cleavage, and
therefore have made no other dissection of it.

3. attrib., esp. in cleavage-plane.
1831 Brewster Optics xxv. 214 Analcime has certainly no

cleavage planes. 186a Dan> Alan. Geol. 55 A broad, even,
lustrous cleavage-surface. 1875 Dawson Daivn 0/ Life v.

117 The logamte .. shows traces of cleavage-ltnes. 1878
Gcrney Crystallog. 8 Most crystals can be separated into
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indefinitely thin slices, which arc bounded by flat surfaces

called cleavage-planes. x88a Geikie Text-bk. Geol. n. n.

§6. 121 'Clay-slate* has generally been applied solely to

argillaceous rocks possessing this cleavage-structure.

Cleave, sb. Irish. Also 6 cleefe. [ad. Ir. cliahh

basket, cage, chest.] A basket. Hence CleaVeful.

1586 J. Hooker Girald. IreL in HolinshcdW. 97/2 [He]

wrapt the yoong patient as tenderlie as he could, and had

him conueied in a cleefe with all speed to Ophalie. 1801

Mar. Edgeworth Castle Rackrent (1886) 39 A couple of

cleavesful of the sods of his farm. 1882 Standard 8 Dec.

3/4 The body . . was placed in a cleave, or basket used for

carrying turf. 1886 J. H. Tuke Kept. Distrtb. Seed Potato

Fund, Hugh C has only two or three 1 cleaves ' of pota-

toes in the world.

Cleave, var. of Cleve, cliff, steep declivity.

Cleave (kl/"v), v.* Pa. t. clove, clave,

cleaved, cleft; Pa. pple. cloven, clove,

cleaved, cleft. Forms : see below. [Common
Tcut : OE. cltofan, cleofan, pa. t. deaf, pi. clufon,

pa. pple. dofen, corresp. to OS. cliotan (MDu.
dieven, cluven, Du. klieven), OHG. ehlioban

(MHG., mod.G. klieben\ ON. kljiifa (Sw.&lyfva,

Da. Move), not recorded in Gothic :—OTeut. type

*kleut>-, klaub~—khihnm, kluftano-, corresp. to pre-

Teutonic *glettbh-, in Gr. yXv(f>- ' to cut with a

knife, carve and perh. L. glub- 1 to peel, flay'.

The early ME. inflexion was cleoven {eleven^

clef'(pi. cluven), doven. Assimilation to the pa.

pple. soon changed the plural of the pa. t. to

doven, clove, and by 14th c. dove was extended to

the singular, where dif^leve, became obs. about

1500, making the later inflexion cleve, dove, doven.

The pa. pple. had also the shortened form dove,

which survives as a variant in poetry. A pa. t.

dave occurs in northern writers in 14th c, passed

into general use, and was very common down to

c 1600 ; it survives as a Bible archaism. A weak
inflexion deaved came into use in 14th c ; and

subsequently a form deft ; both are still used, deft

esp. in pa. pple., where it interchanges with doven,

with some differentiation in particular connexions,

as ' cleft stick 1 cloven foot ' : see these words.
From the 14th c. the inflexional forms of this verb have

tended to run together with those of Cleave 2 'to stick'.

Though the latter was originally tfivt%
it had also the

variants cleave, cleve, the latter ofwhich at length prevailed

;

the two verbs having thus become identical in the present

stem were naturally confused in their other inflexions.

The (originally northern) pa. t. clave, which appeared in

both in 14th. o, is not normal in either; it was apparently

analogical, taken over from one of the other classes of strong

vbs. having a in the past, as from breke, brakie, broken,

speke, sPakie, spoken. (It would of course be possible to

explain the pa. t. singular clove in the same way.) The weak
pa. t. and pa. pple. cleaved were probably mainly taken over

from Cleave 2
, where they were original; but they might

also arise independently in this verb. For the subsequent
shortening of cleaved to cleft, there was the obvious pre-

cedent of leave, left, bereave, bereft, etc.]

A. Forms.

1. Present stem. a. 1 cleofan, 2-4 cleove-n,

2-7 cleve, cleue, (4-5 clefe, clewe,) 5-6 cleeue.
n iqooGIoss. Prudent. (Record) i5o(Bosw.)CIeofan, scin-

dcre. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, 61 He wile smite, .mid egge
and cleuen. C1300 A'. Alls. 7702 Many an hed wolde Y
cleove. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6736 pair hertes sal

nere clewe [v. r. clefe]. 14830^/*. Angl.67 To cleve, scin-

dere. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. lxxxii. 762 Which will soone
riue, or cleeue asunder. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v.

Hoofhurt, The horn doth crack and cleve.

0. 6- cleave, (cleaue).
1530 Palsg. 486/2, I cleave a sonder. 1558 Warde tr.

Alexis' Seer. 112 b, It cleaveth soonest by the fyre. 16x0
Folkingham Art Surv. i. viii. 17 That Earth, that . . doth
clift and cleaue. 1697 Drvden Virg., Pref to Past., The
homely Employment of cleaving Blocks.

7. 5 clyu-yn, 5-6 clyue (-ve), 6 clyffe, 6-7
cliue (-ve).

t 1440 Promp. Parv. 82 Clyvyn or Parte a-sundyr a[s]

men doone woode, findo. 1558 Phaer /Encid v. (1573)
Niiij, Along byheauen his arowdriues. .therwith the skies

he cliues. 1570 Levins Afanip. 117 To clyffe, scindere.

i57STurberv. Venerie 135 Clyve the sides one from another.

1651 Raleigh's Appar. 90 To cliue and pierce the air. 1686
Wilding in Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 264 For
Wood & cliving it . . 4s. tod.

2. fast tense, a. sing. 1 cle"af, 2-3 claef, 3 clef,

4-5 cleef, clefe, 5 cleve ; rare plural 4 clef.

c i«>5 Lay. 21390 Enne cniht atwa [he] clsf. a 1300 Fall

fy Pass, in E. E. P. 70 (1862) 14 Hi. .clef is swet hert alwo.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (i8io> 326 J?e walle borghout bei

clefT e 1400 Maundev. viii. 86 The Roche cleef in two. c 1400
Destr. Troy 7318 He clefe hym to be coler. c 1440 Generydes
3035 He cleue a ij his hede.

0. plur. I clufon, 3 cluuen ( — -ven), 4 clowen
(= -ven), 4- cloue, clove

; sing. 4-7 cloue, (4
clowe, Cfdofe, 6 cloaue), 4- clove ^kl^nv).

937 Batt. Brunanb. in O. E. Chron,, Bordweal clufan
afaran Eadweardes. c 1*05 Lay. 1920 His ban to-cluuen.
a 1300 Cursor M. 78ioiG6tt.) His herte in tua i wat i clowc
[7'. r. claif, claue, cleef]. c 1300 K. Alis. 2765 This Thebes
seyghen how men heom clowen. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.)
5169 Clofe the heid in twoo. 1490 Caxton Eneydos M. 144
Eneas . . cloue hym vnto the teeth. 1535 Coverdale Ps.
lxxviii. 15 He cloaue the hard rockes. 1605 Shaks. Lear
1. iv. 175 When thou clouest thy Crownes i'th'middle. 1702
Rowe Tatnerl. v. 1. 2203, I clove the Villain down. 1883

: Lottgnt. Mag. July 286 Into, .the crowd porters clove their

way with shouts.

y. 4-7 claue, (4-6 claif; f, 5 claf, clafe, claffe ),

6- clave (kl/'v).

a 1300 CursorM. 6262 (Cott.) It claue [v.r. clef, cleef, cleue],

and gaue bam redi gat. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 633 He the

hede till the harnyss clam [v. r. clafe]. c 1430 Syr Gener.

(Roxb. 1 4752 He clafe his shelde in twoo. 1485 Caxton Chas.

Gt. (1880) 169 Hyt claffe a marble stone. 1470-85 Malory
" Arthur xvm. i. 11889) 689 He claf his helme. c 1530 Ld.
Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 305 He claue him to the

sholders. 153s Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 599 Richt to the

schulderis doun he claif his heid. 1563 Homilies 11. Death

fy Pass. Christ 11. (1859)422 The stones clave a sunder. 161

1

Bible Ps. lxxviii. 15 Hee claue the rockes in the wildernes.

1755 Wesley ll'ks. (.1872) II. 331 The earth also clave

asunder. 1885 Bible (Rev.) ^.lxxviii. 13 Heclave the sea.

5. 4-5 cleued(e, cleved(e, (5 -wed, -vyd,

cleuflt\ 8-9 cleaved (kUvd).
c 1300 A". Alis. 3340 A fayr baroun, He cleved to the breste I

adoun. Ibid. 3790 He clewyd his scheld. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 4034 fflodys . . into caues . . cleufit the erthe. a 1440
Sir Eglam. 746 He clevyd hym by the rugge-bone. 1762
Falconer Shifro. 1. (R.) She cleav'd the wat'ry plain. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. xlvii. 11856) 444 As they cleaved the

misty atmosphere.

«. 6- cleft ^kleft).

?rti5oo Chester PL (1847) 11. 70 The roccke that never
before clyfte Clave that men mighte knowe. 1590 Spknser
/•'. Q. 1. li. 19 It .. cleft his head. 1671 Milton P. R. mi.

438 As the Red Sea and Jordan once he cleft. 1752 Young
Brothers 1. i, I cleft yon Alpine rocks, a 1839 Praed
Poems (1864) II. 406 She cleft it with her lover's brand.

3. Pa. pple. a. i-2clofen, 2 7 clouen, 2- cloven
(kliJu'v'n).

t-910 Charter Eathveard in Cod. Dipl. V. 179 Ofa;r ea on
clofenan hlinc. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. H'ace (Rolls' 4420
Lite failled bat he ne had Clouen be hed. 1420 Liber
Cocorum (1862) 18 When bou hase. .Clovyn horn. 1577 B.

Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 55 The stalke being
tenderly cloven. 1761 Hi/me Hist. Eng. I. viii. 182 Hav-
ing cloven his head with many blows, i860 Tyndall Glac.

I. § 1. 1 Cloven into thin plates.

/3. 4- 5 clove, yclove, 8- poet, clove (kl(7"v\

1*97 Glouc. (1724) 49 To haue y cloue hym al bat hed.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 738 Tisbe, This wal . . Was cloue

atwo. c xqxoChron. I'Hod. 1033 \>e amies, .from hurr' body
y clove so was. 1719 Young Revenge v. ii, Till I had clove

thy crest, c 1800 K. White Gondol. Ixiv, His head, half

clove in two.

7. 4—5 cleued, 7 cleaved ;kb"vd). (Always
used in A/in. and Geo/.)

1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622) Whan be whal was to-

cleued. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 353 A rodde, cleuede
in the hier parte of it. 1694 Narborough Acc. Sev. Late
Voy.i. (1711} 51 Cleaved in his Quarters. 1818 W. Phillips
Outl. Min.fy Geol. (ed. 3) 16 The topaz can only be readily

cleaved in one direction. 1830 A. Fonblanque Eng. under
Seven Administr.[\%yf) IL 35 A force that would have
cleaved an elephant in twain.

5. 5- cleft. •

138a Wvclif Matt, xxvii. 51 Stoonys ben cleft {v.r.

clouen, 1388 weren clouel. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
v. lx. (1495) 176 The synewe whyche is slytte and clouen .

.

j

for yf a veyne be slytte and clefte. 1530 Palsg. 486/2 As
wodde is clefte. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. v. iv. 103 How

I

oft hast thou with periury cleft the roote ? 1755 Wesley
IVks. (1872) II. 331 One part of the solid stone is cleft from
the rest, a 1839 Prakd Poems (1864) I. 352 His steel cap
cleft in twain.

^[ Cloved, pa. I. and fple.\ ? error for deved.
14. . Tundalc's Vis. 1200 As he was clofy-d, styll he stod.

< 1489 Caxton Sonnes of'Aywon ii. 61 He cloued hym to the

teeth.

B. Signification.

1. trans. To part or divide by a cutting blow
;

to hew asunder ; to split. Properly used of part-

ing wood, or the like, * along the grain i. e. be-

tween its parallel fibres
;
hence, of dividing any-

thing in the direction of its length, height, or

depth ; also, of dividing slate or crystals along

their cleavage planes, and other things at their

joints.

<f 1100 Gerefa in Anglia IX. 261 In miclum gefyrstum
timber cleofan. c 1300 Havelok 917 Ful wel kan ich cleuen
shides. 1481 Caxton Reynard viii. (Arb.) 14 A grete oke
whiche he had begonne to cleue. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado
II. i. 261 She would haue made Hercules . . haue cleft his club
to make the fire. 1611 Bible Gen. xxii. 3 Abraham, .claue

the wood for the burnt offering. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
11. 484 The Dog-star cleaves the thirsty Ground. 1705
Otway Orphan ELHi 516, I. .clove the Rebel to the Chine.
1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I. DL 205 A butcher swore

' he would cleave her head. 1823 H. J. Brooke Introd.

]

Crystallogr. 44 If a cube of blende . . be cleaved in directions

parallel to its diagonal planes. 1872 E. Peacock Mabel
Heron iv. 55 The sections into which our society is cleft.

b. Often with asunder, in txvo, etc. To dcave
down : to cut down.
[See A 2 a.] C1300 K. Alis. 2231 A-two [he] cleued his

scheld. -1320 Sir Beues 4514 Man and hors he cleuede
doun. c 1490 Adam Bel Clym C. 601 Cloudesly . . Claue
the wand in to. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. xi. 39 The knotty
sting Of his huge taile he quite in sunder cleft. 1603 Shaks.
Meas.for M. HI. i. 63 To cleaue a heart in twaine. 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 610 The mountain being cloven
asunder. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 361 He was
cloven down while struggling in the press.

c. To pierce and penetrate (air, water, etc.).

Also to cleave one
y

s way through.
1558 and 1651 [see A 1 y].

1671 Milton P. R. m. 433 At their passing cleave the

Assyrian flood. X704 Popk Windsor For. 188 The fierce

eagle cleaves the liquid sky. 1791 Cowtf.r Iliad ix. 447
Cleaving with my prows The waves of Hellespont. 1827
Carlyle Richtcr Misc., Whose wailings have cleft the
general ear. 185a Conybeare & H. St. Paul (1862) I. ix.

263 The vessel . . would soon cleave her way through the

strait. 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades 11. 175 No sunbeam
cleaves the twilight.

d. To intersect, penetrate, or fissure, in position.

1808 J. Barlow Colutub. 1. 247 Thine is the stream ; it

cleaves the well known coast. 1874 H. Reynolds John
Bapt. iv. 232 Caverns which still cleave the limestone

rocks.

e. Phrases, f To cleave a hair : cf. ' to split

hairs*, t To cleave the pin : (in archery) to hit

the pin in the centre of the white of the butts (see

Pin) ; hencefig..
1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. 11. iv, For kings are

clouts that every mail shoots at, Our crown the pin that

thousands seek to cleave. 1592 Shaks, Rom. fy Jul. II. iv.

15 The very pinne of his heart cleft with the blind Bowe-
boyes hut-shaft, a 1626 Middleton No WU like IVoman's
(NJ, I'll cleave the black pin i' the midst of the white.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. HI. vi. § 31 To cleave an hair be-

twixt the spiritual and temporal jurisdiction. Ibid. ix. iii.

g 14 M r
. Fox came not up in all particulars to cleave the pin

of Conformity (as refusing to subscribe* yet, etc.

2. To separate or sever by dividing or splitting.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27743 (Cott. I Man[s] aun wiit it fra him
cleuisse. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. 11810) 320 Fro be body
his heued . . did he cleue. 1420 [see A 3 0], 1575 [see

A 1 y]. 1755 [see A 3 6). 1857-8 Siars Athau. ix. 74 To
cleave away our effete coverings. 1873 Mrs. Charles in

Sunday Mag. June 625 The dreadful chasm cleaving us

into separate existence was gone.

3. intr. for (reft.) To split or fall asunder.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2027 Hit bigon to claterin al & to

cleouen. a 1300 Cursor M. 6251 pou sal see it cleue in tua.

Ibid. 24419 pe stanes claf. 1377 Langl. /*. PI. B. xvm. 61

pe wal wagged and clef, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 82 Clyue, or

ryue by the selfe, r/'mo, risco. 1575 Turberv. Falconric

302 The beake beginneth to ryve and clive from hir head.

1611 Bible Numb. xvi. 31 The ground claue asunder.

a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts fy Mon. 220 The vaile of the

Temple shall cleave in twaine. 1704 Newton Opticks (J.)t

It cleaves with a glossy polite substance. 1841 Lane Arab.
Nts. I. 99 He struck the earth with his feet, and it clove

asunder, and swallowed him.

4. intr. To cleave one's way, penetrate, pass.

165s Francion x. 18 Cleaving through the Fresse, he did

approach unto him, etc. 1805 Wokdsw. Prelude lit. 1 1850) 68
Through the inferior throng I clove Of the plain Burghers.

1833 Makkyat /'. Simple xxix, As our swift frigate cleaved
through the water. 1865 SwtNBURNE Poems fy Ball., Lament.
74, I have cleft through the sea-straits narrow.

Cleave (kUv), z>.'
2 Pa. t. cleaved, clave

;

Pa. pple. cleaved. Forms : see below. [OK.
had two verbs; clifan str. (*ddf, pi. difon

t
clifen),

and difian, cleofian wk. {difode, -od). (1) The
former was a Com. Teut. strong vb., in OS. bi-

kltfian to adhere (MDu. cliban to cling, climb.

Du. beklijven to adhere, stick), OHG.* ehltban

(MHG. rare, kliban) to adhere, stick, ON. kitfa
to clamber, climb by clinging :—OTeut. *klit-att,

perhaps ultimately f. simpler root kli- to stick:

cf. Climb, Clay, Clam. Of this str. vb. OE.
shows only a few examples of the present, its

place being generally taken by (2 the derivative

difian, corresp. to OS. clihon (MDu. eleven, Du.
kleven), OHG. chlebht (MHG. and G. kleben);-

OTeut. *klitdjan, f. weak stem klib- of the

strong vb. This had in OK. the variants cliofian,

cleofian (with 0 or u fracture of t; cf. lifian,

leofian, to live, Sc. leeve), whence in ME. dive,

and cleve, cleeve J
the latter finally prevailed, and

is now written cleave. Instead of the normal

pa. t. and pple. dived, cleved, we find also from

14th c. clave, occas. clef, dofi clove, and in 17th c
deft ; in the pple. clave, clove, and deft. At pre-

sent cleave, cleaved, is the ordinary inflexion, but

the influence of the Bible of 161 1, in which clave is

frequent (beside, and in the same sense as, deaved),

has made that an admissible form : clove, deft are

now left to Cleave v. x

The final predominance of cleve rather than clive as the

ME. form made the present stem identical in_ form with

that of Cleave v. 1 to split. Hence their inflexional forms
were naturally also confused, and to some extent blended

or used indiscriminately. The pa. t. clave attached itself

in the 14th c. to both ; in this verb it corresponds lo the

original strong pa. t. *cldf, but does not appear to be con-

tinuous with it ; it was prob. a new form due to analogy : see

note to Cleave 1. The occasional pa. t. c/^/'belongs pro-

perly to Cleave 1
; as perhaps also clof, clove.

^
(The occas.

pa. pples. clave, clove, are from the pa. t.) The weak in*

flexion cleaved is of course proper to this verb, and prob.

was transferred hence to Cleave 1
. The shortened cleft

found in both, appears to be due to the analogy of leave,

left, bereave, -reft. To the same analogy is probably due

the mod. spelling cleave in both verbs : this is not etymolo-

gical, for both words had close e in II E., and would properly

now be cleeve or clievc.]

A. Forms.
1. Present stem. a. 1 clifan, eliflan, 3-6 cliue(n,

clyue(n, (4 clyuy), 6 clive (kliv).

a 1000 in Thorpe Horn. II. 530 (Bosw.i Din tunge clifaS to

5inum gomum. .1250 Gen. fy Ex. 372 And erSe freten wile

he mai Tiuen, And atter [shall 1 on is tunge cliuen. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 1001 pat al by breyn scholde clyue al aboute ys
fuste. 1561 Hollvblsh Horn. Apoth. 30b, Festened or
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clyved upon the belly. 1563 T. Gale Antidot. 11. 8 They I

wyll. .cliue to the handes.

$. i clio-, cleofian, 3 cleou-, 4 cleuien, 4-6
cleue n, 5 cleuy, clefe, cleeue, cleve, 6 cleeve.

j

a 1000 Whale 73 (Gr.) pa be him on cleofiaS. c 1105 Lay.
i960 pe nome . . a summe stede cleouieo

7

faste. c 1450 Voc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 562 Adhereo, to cleuy to. 1483 Cath. Angl.
67 Cleve to, herere. 1552 Aitr. Hamilton Cateck. (1884(36
Cleeve to him. 1568 Grafton Ckron. Edw. IV, II. 699
To cleve to King Henry, a 1600 Chester PI. (1843-7) 2I4
To them. .Which cleeve to me allwait

7. 6- cleave (cleaue).

1530 Palscr. 486/2 My shyrte cleaveth to my backe. 1561
T. "Norton Calvin's Inst, in. 211 The water stil cleaueth
vpon them. 1581, 1635, etc. [see B. 2, 4].

2. Past tense, a. 1 clif-, cliof-, cleofede, 3-5
clivede, 3-6 clevede, 6- cleaved.
c xoooAgs. GosP. Lukex. 11 past dust baet of eowreceastre

on urum forum cfifode [1x40 clyofede, xx6oclefede]. c 1300
Havelok 1300 Al that euere in Denemark liueden On mine
armes faste clyueden. 1388 Wyclif Luke x. 11 The poudir
that cleued [138a cleuyde] to vs. 1480 [see B i\ 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 533 Hc.cleved to the Frenche king.

1763 [see B 4]. 1855 Tennyson Maud m. vi. iii, I cleaved
to a cause that I felt to be pure and true.

0. 7 cleft.

c 161 1 Chapman /Had xvn. 359 The foes cleft one to other.
a 1626 Bp. Andrewes Semi. (1641) The core of corruption
that cleft to our nature and to us.

7. 4 claf, (daif), 4-7 claue, 7- clave (kU'v).
a 1300 Cursor At. 20745 His hend claf [Gdtt. clef, Fair/.

cleued] to bat ber fast. Ibid. 20954 A gast. .J>at in a maiden
bodi claue [Gdtt. claif, Trin. clof]. '611 Bible Ruth L 14
Ruth claue vnto her. 1867 Freeman Norm. (1876) Cong. I. ii.

60 Many of the Danes . . clave to their ancient worship. 1887
Hall Caine Son ofHagar II. 11. xiii. 43 His tongue clave
to his mouth.

8. 4 clef; «. 4 clof, 7-9 clove.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 20745 (Gdtt.) His hend clef to be bere

fast, c 1340 Ibid. 20954 'Trin.) Dat in a maydenes body
clof. 1692 Washington tr. A/ilton's Def. Pop. (1851)
Pref. 10 You say, their tongues clove to the roof of their
mouths. .1 wish they had clove there to this day. 1885 K.
Arnold Seer. Death 10 Bethink How those of old, the
saints, clove to their word.

3. Pa.pple. a. 1 clifod, cleofod, 3-6 cleued,
6 clyued, 6-9 cleaved.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 73 AIs hit cleued were. 1535

Coverdale Job xxxi. 5 Yf I haue cleued vnto vanitie. 1837
J. J. Blunt Plain Serm. Ser. lit, (1861) 256 That the
Formularies of the Church, .should be cleaved unto.

6. 7 cleft.

1641 Brome Joviall Crew 111. Wks. 1873 III. 411 Unlesse
. .you have at least cleft or slept together.

7. 7 clave, clove.
164a Rogers Naainan 16 Had they clave to their duty.

169a [see 2 5, clove].

B. Signification.

1. To stick fast or adhere, as by a glutinous sur-

face, to (fan, upon, in). (The perfect tenses were
formerly formed with be.)

c 897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. x\v\\. 361 Hisflaesces lima
clifao x\c on oSrum. c 1000 Cleric Lev. i. 8 i ba bin^ be
to bare lifre clifiab. c 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 73 Cleued bi mi
tunge to mine cheken gif ich forgete be ierusalem. a 1300
Fragm. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 229 Ren-forst. .cleveth in hegges
al aboute. c 1430 Cookery Bk. 21 ?if it cleuey, let it boyle.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccL 182 A drope of drye blode .

.

cleued on his hond. 1535 Coverdale job xxix. 10 Their
tonges cleued [«6n cleauedl to the rofe of their mouthes.
i«[6i Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 30 b, A pece of papir, the
bignes of a groate, festened or clyued vpon the belly. 1501
Greene in Shahs. C. Praise 2 Unto none of you . . sought
those burres to cleaue. 1626 Bacon Syh'a § 293 Water in
small quantity cleaveth to any thing that is solid. 1867 Lady
Herbert Cradle L. vi. 155 Huge masses of masonry, which
seem to cleave to the bare rock.

2. jEr (Formerly said of attributes or adjuncts).
< 888 K. Alfred Boeth. xvi. § 3 Nu hi [wealth & powerj

willab clinan [v.r. cliofian] on bxm wyrstan monnum.
c 1315 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1 195 Bot ay wolde man of nappe
more hente (>en molten by ryst vpon hem ctyuen. 1377 ;

Langl. P. PI. B. xvn. 320 For kynde cleueth [v. r. clyuepj !

on hym euere to contrane be soule. 1488 Caxton Chast.
\Goddes Chyld. xxv. 73 The rote of his olde sinne cleuyth
|

alway upon hym. 1581 R. Goade in Confer. 11. (1584) Liiij,
j

It is no righteousnes cleauing in vs but in Christ. 1497
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixix. § 2 The very opportunities which

;

we ascribe to^ time cleave to the things themselves where-
[

with time is joined. 171 1 Addison Sped. No. 68 F 2 The I

Pains and Anguish which naturally cleave to our Existence
la this World. 1790 Paley Horae Paul. {1849) 396 A pecu-

[

liar word or phrase cleaving, as it were, to the memory.
1859 Tennyson Lancelot <$• El 37 A horror lived about the
tarn, and clave Like its own mists to all the mountain side.

3. In wider sense: To cling or hold fast to; to

attach oneself (by grasping, etc.) to {fon, upon, in).

c 1300 [sec A. 20.] 138J Wyclif Song of Sol. v'l'n. 5
What is she this . . faste cleuende vpon [v. r. to] hir leef?
[Vulg. innixa super dilectutn suum.] 1481 Caxton Atyrr.
11. vi. 76 Yf the culeuure clyue & be on tholyfaunt. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 185 The little Worme
. . cleaving so to the Coame, as hee seemeth to be tied.

4. To adhere or cling to (a person, party, prin-

ciple, practice, etc.) ; to remain attached, devoted,
or faithful to. (= Adhere v. 2, 3.)
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810I 211, I trow on him gan

cleue many riche present. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 219,
I conseille alle crystene cleue [v. r. clyue] nou^te per-on to
sore. 1381 Wyclif Ephes. v. 31 He schal clyue to his wyf.
»48o Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxvi. 233 In this tyme Eng-
lysshmen moche haunted and cleued to the wodenes and

jfolye of the straungers. 1534 Tindale Rom. xii. 9 Cleave
\

[other 16th c. vv. cleaue] vnto that which is good. 1556

Abp. Parker Psalter cix. 26 O helpe me Lorde . . to thee
alone I clive. 1635 Swan Spec. At. uL § 2. (1643) 48 To
leave the literal! sense.. and to cleave unto Allegories.

1763 Wesley Wks. (1872) III. 140 My natural win ever
cleaved to evil. 1777 Burke Addr. King Wks. 1842 II.

403 We exhort you. .to cleave for ever to those principles.

1876 Freeman Norm. Cong. V. xxiii. 171 The mercenary
soldiers, .clave to King Henry.

t 5. To remain steadfast, stand fast, abide, con-
tinue. Obs.
f ijo< Lay. 9389 For nis nauere nan ooer gomen bat

cleouieo alswa ueste. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2384 Al egipte in

his wil cliued. 1340 [see Cleaving /».a ] 1594 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. iv. xL (T.) The apostles did conform the Chris-
tians, .and made them cleave the better.

Cleave, obs. form of Clef.

Cleaved (kl/"vd), ppl. a. Split, cloven
;
having

cleavage.

1849 Murchison Siluria iii. 44 The pressure to which the
.. cleaved rocks .. have been subjected. 1882 Geikie
Text-bk. Geol. iv. vi. 522 Fragments of cleaved rocks in an
uncleaved conglomerate.

Cleavelandite (kU'vlandait). Min. [Named
in 1823 after Cleavcland the mineralogist : see

-ite.] A variety of albite from Chesterfield,

Mass.
1823 Ann. Philos. Ser. 11. V. 381, I have .. preferred adopt-

ing the term Cleavelandite to denote the species. 1851
Richardson Geol. (18551 121 Clevelandite. 1868 Dana
Min. (1880) 350.

t Clea*velessf
a. Obs. rare~ x

. [f. Cleave v.

+ -less.] That cannot be cleft ; indivisible.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. 14 Calling Gods everlast-

ingness, a cleaveless or indivisible ttmv.

Hence + Clea velessness, indivisibility,

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 31 When eternity is said

to be an everlasting now, and immensity as an every where
cleavelesness.

Cleaver 1 (kli"-vm). Also 5 clevere, 6 clyuer,

7 clever, cleever. [f. Cleave v.1 + -er.]

1. One who cleaves or splits (wood, etc).
1483 Cath. Angl. 67 Clevere, fissor. 1583 Golding Cahnn

on Dent, clxvi. 1026 Euen from the Clyuer of thy wood, to
the drawer of thy water, a 1617 Hiekon Wks. (1619-20)
1 1. 476 Get away . . if thou be a cleauer, to thy wedge and
an axe. 1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2332/2 Cleavers and Carriers
of Wood. 1879 Bi tchkr & Lang Odyss. nr. 5 Achilles,

cleaver of the ranks of men ['AxiAAtjo* pfj$7p-opo*].

2. An instrument for cleaving
;
spec, a butcher's

chopper for cutting up carcasses.

[Rogers Agric. Pr. refers to 'cleavers' under 1449,
, 55°< *554> 1566; language of record not stated.) 1580
Hollyband '/reus. Fr. Tong. t Couperet, a butcher's knife, a
cleauer. 1633 Massinger Neiu Way v. i, Cook. If that I

had my cleaver here, I would divide your knaves head.
1868 Stanley Westm. Abb. ii. 99 The Royal Cook stood at

the door of the Abbey with his cleaver.

b. Marro7u-bottes and cleavers : freq. referred

to as instruments of 4 rough music \
c 1711 Arbuthnot (J.X With huzzas and hunting horns,

and ringing the changes on butcher-- cleavers. 1716 8 Lady
M. W. Montague Lett. I . xxxvii. 145 As ifa foreigner should
take his ideas of English music from.. the marrow-bones
and cleavers. 1765 Ii. Thornton (title). Ode on St, Cecilia's

Day, adapted to the ancient Hritish Musick ; viz. the Salt-

box, Jew's-Harp, the Marrow-bones and Cleavers, the Hum-
strum or Hurdy-gurdy, etc. 1801 Strutt Sports <y Past.
iv. 1. 260.

Clea*ver 2
. rare. [f. Cleave v.'2 + -er.] One

who, or that which, cleaves or adheres ; (in quot.)

an adherent attribute.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk Selv. 48 Body, and the cleavers

to it, are further off from the God-like nature, than the
soul is.

Cleaver, -ly, obs. forms of Clever, -ly.

Cleavers (kb-vaiz\ clivers klivoiz).

Forms: 5 cliure, clyure, 6-7 olyuer, cleuer
(cleuer grasse), 7 cleauer, clauer, (? olives),

6-9 cliver ; 6 cleeuers, 6-7 clyuers, 6-9 clivers,

7-9 cleavers. [In OE. clife ( = OHG. chtiba, LG.
klive, klieve, f. root of clifian to adhere, stick) was
applied to the burdock, and smtvle clife to Galium
Aparim. The ME. repr. of this would be cllvc.

Instead of it, either by confusion with diver, clivre

'claw, talon', or as agent sb. from the verb clive,

Cleave, we find from 15th c. clivre, diver, and
at a later date, cleavers, as if* thingswhich cleave'.

(Upper Ger. has kleber, klebere (Grimm 1050I, Ger. klcbe-

kraut, E. Fris. kltf in same sense. Cf- also Du. klijve,

kleve, 'lappa*, bur-dock, and ' kiijf'wy', Kilian.]

The climbing plant Galium Aparine or Goose-
grass, which adheres by its minute hooked bristles

to hedges or shrubs, the clothes of passers-by, etc.

1000 Sax. Lecclut. II. 32 Menge ba;r wiS ba smalan
clifan. a 1100 Ags. Voc. in Wr.«Wulcker 297 (Nomina
herbarum\ Apasma

}
clife. c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.)

1S7 Rubea minor, .cliure [v.r. clyure) uel tongebledes. 1551
'I r km k Herbal 1. D iij a, Gooshareth called also Clyuer be-

cause it cleueth vpon mennes clothes. 155a Huloet, Cliuers
orgoslynge wede, rueba minor. 156a Bullevn Bk. SimAles

50 (Brit. & Holl.) [It] wil cleave to men or women's clothes,

and therfore some do cat it clever grasse. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens iv. lxxiv. 538 Cliuer or Goosegrasse. 1591 Per-
civall Sp. Diet., Amor de hortelano, cleeuers, Aparine.
1611 Cotgr., Rte'ble, Cleauer, Clauer, Goose-share, Loue-
man, Goose-grasse. 1677 Grf.w Auat. Plants iv. iv. iii. § 12

Goos-grass or Cliver. 1688 R. Holmf. Armoury 11. 98/2
Goose-grass, or Cleavers, hath six rough hairy leaves . . in

whorles. 1779 Mrs. Delany Corr. Ser. 11. II. 424 The juice

of clivers or goose grass. 1880 Jefferies Hodge ^ M. I.

220 The dogs were all over cleavers sticking to their coats.

t Clea*vesome, a. Obs. rare. [f. Cleave
+ -some.] Easy to cleave or split ; fissile.

1674 NT
. Fairfax Bulk Selv. 20An inward ever-beingness,

that is neither cleavesome, nor on and on. 1674 Grew
Anal. Plants Rfc u. vii. § 8 Of all hard Woods, Oak is the
most Cleavesome, or splitteth the most easily.

Hence f Clea vesomeness, aptness to be cleft,

fissility, divisibility.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk Selv. 78 Cleavesomness we know
is the great hanger on to body. 1674 Grew Anat. Plants
in. 11. vii. 5 1 Qualities of Timber. -As Hardness, Softness.

.

Clevesomeness, Toughness.

Cleaving (kl/ virj , vbl. sbl [f. Cleave vX\
1. The action of the vb. Cleave

; splitting,

ctcoo iELFRic Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 151 Sectio, cliofung.
c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 82 Clyuynge or departynge [1499
cleuynge], scissura. 1576 Fleming Panoplie Ep. 356 Let
us take the axe . . and settle ourselves to cleaving and rive-

ing.^ 1865 J.T. F. Turner Slate Quarries 15 Cleaving is an
art in which none can excel but those who practise it early,

b. intr.

1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Seasoning of Timber, Sub-
merging it in Water, to prevent cleaving.

2. concr. A cleft, fissure
;

parting of the limbs
(cf. Cleft 2).

c 1400 Malndev. viii. 86 The Rocke cleef in two, and in

that clevyng was our Lord hidd. 1632 Lithgow Trav. iv.

(1682) 150 Tney bind a strong rope about his shoulders and
cleavings. 17*4 in Ramsay Tea-t. Atisc.(ij(>\) 322 Syne in

the cleaving of a craig She found him drown'd in Yarrow.

3. attrio. and Comb.
1703 Moxon Afech. Exere. 199 With the Cleaving-knife

and the Mawl, split it into ft square piece. 1861 Macm.
Aloe. III. 185/2 The cleaving property of the diamond.

Cleaving (klf'viq), sb:2 [f. Cleave v.~]

The action of adhering or sticking to.

c 1430 Cookery Bks. (E. E.T. S.) 42 But ware of cleuyng to

the panne, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 8 Clyuynge to, or fas-

tenynge to a bynge [1499 cleuyngeb adhesio. 1655 Ref.
Comrmv. Bees 60 To keep asunder the wax from cleaving,

b. Jig. (see the verb).

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. 'Pong., Entretenement, an
entertaining, a cleauing one to an other. 1631 Gouge God"

s

Arroivs L § 54. 94 A precise cleaving, .to Gods word. 1853
Robertson Serm. Ser. ML xvii. (18761 215 The instinctive

cleaving of every thing that lives to its own existence.

Cleaving v^^' virj)» ppl- a -
x

U- Cleave v. 1 +
-ing That cleaves or splits.

1621 G. Sandys Grid's Afet. vi. 11626) 109 The cleauing
rock, from whence a fountayn brake. 17*$ Popk Odyss. v.

189 He cut the cleaving sky. 1819 Shelley Let. Peacock
25 Feb., Sky-cleaving mountains.

Clea*ving, />//. a.- [f. Cleave v.2 + -ing 2.]

f 1. As adj. Adhesive
;
clinging ; clammy. Obs.

c 1350 Hamtole in A rchxol. XIX. 322 His fete schul wexe
colde, his womb clevyng. 1526 Pttgr. Perf (W. de W.
1531) 118 The nature of a passyon of ire or fylthy pleasure

of the body is so viscose & cleuynge. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 85 Fat and pitch being cleaving bodies.

2. That cleaves, adheres, or clings.

1641 Milton Ch. Discip. 11.(1851) 55 A cleaving curse be
his inheritance to all generations. 1691-8 Norris Pract.

Disc. <mi) III. 164 So to. .fasten myself upon him by the

most Cleaving Love. 1846 Trench Afirac. x. (1862) 214

The cleaving taint which is theirs by birth.

t bsA* AbMmg* lasting, persistent.

1340 Aycnb. 54 JHse sceles byep zuo cleuiinde bet |>e wyseste

and be holyiste man byeb oberhuyl beca)t. Ibid. 107 pe

memorie is zuo cleuiynde ine him.

Clea*vinglyf
adv. In a cleaving manner.

1340 Ayenb. 103 per ne is non..bet zuo propreliche, zuo
ssortliche, zuo cleuiyndelyche, zuo sotilhche be names
nemneh- e 1440 Hylton Scata Perf. (W. de W. 1494) 11.

xxiv, Forthenne thynkith it of non erthly thynge cleuyngly.

1578 B anister Hist. Alan 1. 13 The fore part of this iawc is

. .rough, whereby the Muscles, .might more cleuyngly grow.

Cleaze, obs. pi. of Clke, claw, hoof.

t Cleche, sb. Obs. rare~ x
. [If not merely an

error for cloche (see Clutch sb.)
t
this may be a

southern form corresponding to Cleek sb. : but see

also Cleach.] A clutch.

c ia»5 Ancr R. 174 Leste hedrawe ou utward. .worpen

upon ou his crokes [C. hise clcches, 7*. clokesj.

Cleche, obs. f. Cleach v. and sb.

II Cleche, -6e (kle tji,
||
V\e(e), a. Her. Obs.

Also cletchee, clechy. [K., f. L. type *dtiv/utttts,

according to Littre, in sense * key-holed f. clavis

key.] Of an ordinary: (according to most authors)

Voided or pierced through with a figure of the

same kind, so as to show the tincture of the field.

(Hut see quots.)
1688 R. Holme Armory 1. v. 42 A Cross Sable surmounted

of another Argenti Of Morgan 1. 2. fo. 55 it is termed a Cross

clechee. .(it) aifTereth from the cross voided only in this that

it hath ends, and the voided none. 1708-15 Kersey Cleche

(in Heraldry), when any Ordinary is pierced thro' with the

same Figure. 1730-6 in Bailey < folio). 1751 Chambers
Cyel., CUchi, or Clechy. .Hut. .some other writers, will have

this pierceing to be only a circumstance of the eross clech/,

and call it by the name vuid/, voided. 'I"he thing that de-

nominates it clech/, is its spreading from the centre towards

the extremities, which are very wide, and end in an angle in

the middle. 1848 Gloss. Brit. Hem/dry s. v., The arms of

Sir Thomas Banaster . . were argent, a cross cleche'e, sable,

though some say he bore a cross pointed.

deck k\ek),v. Chiefly Sc. Also 5-6 clek.

[a. ON. kkkja, in Sw. klacka, Da. kfakke to hatch.

Cf. Cletch.J



OLECKING. 487 CLEFT.

L trans. Of birds : To hatch. Also ahsol.

1500-20 Dunbar Schir, ~$it Remembir 24 Kynd natyve
nest dois clek bot owlis. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 388
Birdis clekkit as tha war wont till do. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1885) 40 To deck burdis of thir egis.

2. transf. Of human beings. (Contemptuously.)
1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 95 $e ben clekkid out to pur-

suwe holi chirche. 1513 Douglas Mneis iv. vii. 9 The[e]
clekkit that horrible mont, Caucasus hait. 1818 ScottHrt.

Midi, xviii, Since the day ye was cleckit.

3. fig. To hatch (devices, plots, etc.).

1578 Gude % Godlie Ball. (1868) 91 The Amelekis, that

lesingis weill can clek. 1725 Ramsay Gent. Shcph. 11. i. To
cleck, and spread the grossest lies aff-hand.

Cleck-goose, obs. form of Claik-goose.

Clexking, vbl. sb. Also 9 clackin. [f. Cleck v.]

1, The action of the verb Cleck
;
hatching

;

(transf. in quot.).

1815 Scott Guy M. i,
1 decking time's aye canty time.'

2. A hatching, a brood (of chickens, etc).

1787 Burns Selkirk to Creech viii, Like some bewildered
chicken Scar'd frae its minnie and the cleckin By hoodie-

craw. 1823 Galt Entail I. xxxii. 283 The bairns of the
last decking are to be provided for by their mother's uncle.

Cled, cledde, obs. pa. t. and pple. of Clead
v. ; see also Clad.

Cledge (kled^). [Of doubtful origin : probably
connected with Clag, as an umlaut derivative of

same root.

If cledge went back to OE., its form would be clecg'.—
original *clagja-, or clagjo-; cf. edge, hedge. The latter

correspond to Ger. eckie, hecke, and it is possible that the
analogue of cledge is kleck, klecke in sense ' heap of dirt,

sticky mass': see kleck 2 a, in Grimm. Connexion with
Clay, OE. c&Fg, is excluded by the fact that there the %
represents not palatalized £\ but original j{y), klaij'o-.]

A local name for clay or clayey soil, in Kent, etc.

;

also technically applied to the upper of the two
beds of Fuller's Earth, in Bedfordshire, and else-

where in England.
1723 Holloway in Phil. Trans. XXXII. 410 The

Fullers-Earth ; the upper Layer of which, being about a
Foot deep, they call the Cledge [in Bedfordsh.]. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Sufp. s.v. Fu Iter's earth , The upper stratum
of this [at Wavedon, Beds.] is about a foot thick, and they
call it cledge. 1768 Projects in Ann. Reg. 108/1 Clay, or
brick-earth, strong cledge, flint-gravel, etc. 1887 Kentish
Gloss. (E. D. S.\ Cledge, clay ; stiff loam.

Cledgy (kle-dsi), a. [f. prec. + -Y.] Of the

nature of cledge
;
clayey ; stiff, tenacious, sticky.

1577 Harrison England i. xviii. (1881) 111. 139 The sundrie
kinds of moold, as the cledgie or claie. 1587 Ibid. 11. vi.

{1877) 1. 160 Although the waters that run by chalke or

cledgie soiles be good. 1695 Kenmett Par. Antiq. Gloss.
(E.V.S.) Clodgy, cledgy, stiff and dirty. Kc?it. 1768 Pro-
jects in Ann. Reg. 110/1 The stiff cledgy land was but little

better. 1876 Surrey Proznnc. (E. D. S.), Cledgy, wet,

sticky, of ground. Land is said ' to work so cledgy '. 1887
Kentish Gloss. (E. D. S.), Cledgy, stiff and sticky.

f Clee. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1 cle~a, cl6o,

3 cleu, 4 klee, 4-5 cle, 4-6 (9 dial.) clee,

4-7 (9 dial.) clea, 5-7 (9 dial.) cley, 7 cleye,

cleie, 8-9 dial. clay. PL 1 cl6o, 4-5 cleou,
cleen, cleos, 4- clees, 4-5 cles, 4, 7 cleas, 6

cleyse, eleaze, cleaes, 6-7 clese, cleese, 6-

cleyes, cleys. [Another form of the sb. Claw,
representing the original OE. form of the nomina-
tive, clea {cleo); while claw represents the oblique

cases (clawe, etc.), and the later nominative clawu
reconstructed on these. See Claw.
Ctta occurs in Vesp. Ps., and, with dat. pi. cleam, also in

(? WS.) A lexander's Epistle to A ristotle 375, 378 ; a dat. pi.

cldm in Pluenix 277 may possibly be for cliam. Clio oc-
curs only in poetry : Thorpe's Ps. (not WS.). ClCa repre-
sented prehist. clau, claw- or cldw-, from original *kla7va-
or *klmv& (cf. w£a, pia: Sievers Ags. Gram. § 112). Of
clio the history is not quite clear : it might be a northern
form corresponding to cl£a (from clzhv-), as did to dxd(see
Sievers loc. citX It is the normal source of ME. cleu, cle,

clee', ME. clea may represent OE. clc"a; the later spelling
cley, clay is unexplained.]

1. =Claw sb. I.

£•1250 Meid MaregretexWi, Anober deuel.-E heuede eien
on is cleu . ant eken on is to. 1393 Langi.. P. PI. C. 1. 172
A cat . . wol . . To hur clees [7'. r. cleos, cleon, clawes] clawen
ows. 1482 Monk of Evesham xxxiii. (Arb.) 76 With her
bylle and scharpe cleys. 1523 Fitzherb. Surz>. xv.*(i539)

33 The cuttynge of the doggis cleyse. 1575 Turberv.
Falconrie 349 Take the clee of a bittor. 1581 J. Stud-
ley Seneca's Heracles (Et. 206b, CralHng crab.. With
crooking eleaze. a 1637 B. Jonson U?tdcrwoods, Eupheme
ix, Vulture death and those relentless cleies. 1656 H. More
Antid. Ath. 11, xi. (1712) 74 Some single cley in their [birds']

Foot. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 5, The Common Fly .

.

four legs are cloven and arm'd with little clea's or tallons.

1691 F. Brokesby in Ray Gloss. (E. D. S.) 8 In .. [East
Riding] for Straw they use Strea, and for Claws, Cleas.
x88i N. Lincolnsh. Gloss. (E.D.S.\ Clea, claw.

b. Occasionally put for, or including, the foot or
limb so armed.
1393 Gower Con/. II. 39 A cat wold ete fishes Withoute

weting of his clees. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon cxx. 430
The Gryffon . . toke Huon in his clees. 1594 Blundevil
Exerc. iv. xix. (ed. 7) 471 The fore part of Scorpio, whose
fore cleaes do lie upon the two ballances.

2. A hoof; one of the parts of a cloven foot

;

=Claw sb. 2.

c3x$ Vesp. Psalter \x\W\. 32 [Ixix. 31] Caelf niowe hornas
for3ledende and clea. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) ibid., Swybor
bonne a;3ele cealf, beah be him upp-aga horn on heafde,

oS5e hearde cleo. a 1300 E. E. Psatter ibid. , Kalf. . Forth-
ledand homes and klees. 1382 Wyclif ibid., Homes bring-

ende forth, and cles [1388 clees]. — Gen. xlix. 17 The cleen

of an hors. — 7'tdg. v. 22 Cleas of hors. ^1420 Liber Coco-
nan (1862) 36 Tho cle of pygge. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 47
Take that shepe, and loke betwene his clese. 1572 Mascall
Govt. Cattle, Oxen (1627) 28 Melt that on the fore hoofe or
clee. 1579 Langham Gard. Health (1633) 15 Pigs cleyes.

1797 Downing Disord. Horn. Cattle 90 And the clays will

stride out one from the other wider than usual. Ibid. 118

The clees or horny part of the foot. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Word-bk., Claws, clees, cleys, the respective parts

of a cloven-foot. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Clay.
1884 Cheshire Gloss. (E. D. S.\ Clay, clea.

Cleede, var. of Clead v., to clothe.

Cleef(e, obs. f. Cleve, Cleave pa. t. Cleave v. 1

Cleek (klzk), sb. Chiefly Sc. Forms: 5-6
cleke, 5-7 cleik, 8- cleek. [Related to Cleek v.;

cf. southern ME. cleche. Cf. also Click.]

1. A large hook or crook for catching hold
of and pulling something ; or for hanging articles

on, from a rafter, or the like. Cleeks are used by
fishermen, and also in playing golf.

1426 Acts Jos. I (1597) § 7 Cleikes of irin, to draw downe
Timber and Ruiffis that ar fired. 1541 Sc. Ld. Treas. Acc.
in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. *3io Nalis, [or] clekis to hing be
clathis.

_ 1682 Claverhoi'se in Napier Mem. (1859) I. 1. 137
The smith at Minnigaff, that made all the clikys. 17..

Anc. Poems Peasantry (1846) 113 He has made a cleek but
and a creel. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 200
B, is a hook, or the cleek.. which joins the muzzle and
swingle-tree. 1822 Scott Nigel xxxvii, ' He hings his sword
on the cleek'. 1865 Reader 12 Aug. 172/1 Having lost a
hand. .Ronald has had it replaced by an iron hook, which
he calls a 'cleek'. 1883 Standard 16 Nov. 5/2 He., is

ready with, .the cleek [at golf].

2. An act of cleeking, a clutch.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2163 May vs nojt limp . . To coucr

be cas at a cleke courseris a thousand ?

1 3. Name of some griping disease
;
Jamicson

says 'cramp in the legs . Obs.
a 1605 Montgomerie Flyiing 301 The cords and the

cout-euill, the claisps and the cleiks.

4. Comb., as deck-staff, -shank, etc.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 80 Cley[k]staffe, cambuca.

Cleek (kl/k), v. north, dial. Forms: 5-6
cleke, 6 cleake, 6- cleik, 7- cleek. Pa. t. 5-
claucht, claught ; also Sc. cleikit. [A northern

form corresp. to southern Cleach, ME. clechen

:

cf. Cleek sb.]

1. trans. To seize with the clutch or hand; to

lay hold of, clutch, grasp, or seize, firmly, suddenly,

or eagerly. Also to cleek hold (of).
c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 240 An I cleke yowe, I schall felle

yow. 11470 Henry Wallace 11.98 Be the coler claucht him
withoutyn bald. 1513 Douglas /Eneis xi. xv. 89 Thai
claucht and lappit in thar armys This Quene. 1530 Lynde-
say 'Test. PaPyngo 1169 The gled the pece claucht in hi3

cluke. 1570 Levins Manip. 206 Cleake, corripere. a 1640
Jackson Creed xi. xxxiv. Wks. XI. 66 The proposal, .makes
souls so affected cleek the faster hold. 1790 Burns Tarn
O'Shanter 217 The carlin claught her by the rump, And
left poor Maggie scarce a stump. 1814 Scott IVav. xviii,

'Wanting to cleik the cunzie (that is, to hook the siller)'.

1818 — Hrt. Midi, xviii, "1 made what haste I could to
cleek the callant '.

2. To lay hold of and draw suddenly to oneself,

as with a hook or crook ; to snatch.
c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 300 pei shal cleke to

freris alle be goodis bat pei maigeten. \a 1400 Morte Arth.
1164 That thus clekys this corsaunt owte of thir heghe
clyffez. 1530 Lyndesay Test. PaPyngo 1046 Cleikand to
thame skarlote and Crammosie. a 1605 Montgomerie Sonn.
xxii, To Aduersars Lawyers 2 Suppose ?e come to cleik
auay my King.

b. To snatch, pluck, or pull, out, up, off.

1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 2123 He clekys owtte Collbrande
fulle clenlyche burneschte. a 1400-50 .,4 lexander 2937 (Ashm.)
With bat he clekis vp be coupe [v. r. clyght vp a cupe].
c 1400 Ywaine Gaw. 2478 His sholder als ofgan he kleke.

1572 Lament. Lady ScotI. in Scot. Poems 16th C. II. 244
Power to cleik up the benifices. a 1745 Jacobite Ballad,
1 Wee Wee German Lat'rdte', And up his beggar duds he
cleeks. 1855 E. Waugh Lancash. Life {1857) 30 Cleeked up
like lumps o' gowd.

C. fig. To snatch uf, raise suddenly.
a 1550 Peebles to Play vi, He cleekit up ane hie rufsang.

3. To catch or lay hold of with a cleek.

1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago 1 1 1. 45
1 The chance o' cleiking

a fish '.

Hence (and from sb.) Cleeked a., Clee'king///.
a. ; Clee'ky Sc., a., addicted to cleeking, grasping,

captious ; sb. a cleeked stick, a crooked staff.

1566 Drant Horace Sat. vm. D viij b, I am molested very
muche with fowles and cleekynge theves. 1805 Forsyth
Beauties Scotl. II. 369 Another walked behind the horses
with a cleeked staff. 1810 Cromek Rem. Nithsdale Song
165 (Jam.) Ken ye whare cleekie Murray's gane ? 1820
Blackw. Mag. Nov. 201 (Jam.) Frae that day to this my
guid aik cleeky has never been mair heard tell o'.

Cleen, obs. pi. of Clee, claw, hoof.

Cleen, Cleepe, Cleer, Cleer-eie, Cleet, obs.

ff. Clean, Clepe, Cleah, Clary, Cleat.
Cleer(e)te, var. of Clerete, Obs.

Cleeve, another form of Cleve, slope, etc.

Cleeve, cleevers, obs. ff. Cleave, Cleavers.

+ Clee*vy, a. Obs. or dial. [f. Cleve sbA]

Abounding in 1 cleves
1 or cliffs.

1612 Drayton Poly-olb. Frontisp., See Albion plas't In
Power and plenty, on hirCleeuy Throne.

Clef 1 (kief). Forms: 6 cliefe, 6-7 cliffe, 7 Sc.

cleifTe, 7-8 cleave, 7-9 cliff, 8 cleff, 8- clef. [a.

F. clef:—L. clav-em key. In spelling formerly con-
fused with the various forms of Cliff, Cleve ; cf.

quots. 1658, 1674.]
Music. A character placed on a particular line of

a stave, to indicate the name and pitch of the
notes standing on that line, and hence of those on
the other lines and spaces. Sometimes loosely =
stave.

There are three clefs in use, the C, tenor, or alto clef, the
G or_ treble clef, and the F or bass clef, which denote re-

spectively the middle C on a piano, the Itlt

G above, and the F below. They are iEft En
written respectively as here shown. *" "

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 28 How many keyes, how
many cliffes, how many moodes. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr.
Hi. i. 77. 1597 M or ley Introd. Mus. 3 A Cliefe is a char-
ecter set on a rule at the beginning of a verse shewing the
height and lownes of euery note standing on the same
verse. Ibid. 104 Of how manie parts the Canon is, somanie
CUefes do they set at the beginning of the verse. 1658
Cokaine Elegy Pilkington 22 Poems (1669) 78 The Muses
two-clifd Hill he did surpass Whose Musick had three
Cliffs to do it grace. 1674 1'layford Skill Mus. 1. i. 2

Called seven Cliffs or more properly Cleaves, a 1789
Bukney Hut, Mus. II. 477 The circle, with a note of in-

terrogation, placed at the beginning of each line where the
Clef should be, seems to ask the Singer in what Key or
Clef he means to begin. 1833 Hrewster Nat. Magic ix.

230 His ears were insensible to all sounds below F, marked
by the base cliff. 1880 Hullah in Grove Diet. Mus. I.

370/2 When notes are written 'in the tenor clef (more
properly 'on the tenor stave '1.

f b. B clef \ the name formerly given to the two
characters now calledflat (b and natural (C), both
of which originated from modifications of the

letter b, used to denote li dat and li natural respec-

tively. Cf. li II. 1.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 3 The b cliefe which is common
to euery part, is made thus !) or thus fl the one signifying
the halfe note and flatt singing : the other signifying the
whole note or sharpe singing. 1706 Phillips s.v., The
fourth is nam'd the li-cliff, or H-fa-be-mi Cliff, and apply 'd

to all Parts indifferently ; its Property being only to shew,
when Notes are to be sung, or play'd Flat, and when
Sharp.

fig. 1625 Pemule Justification 219 Needlesse specula-
tions telling vs, that now the Apostle hath altered his cliffe.

ai657 Sir J. Balfour Ann. Scotl. (1824-5) II. 140 They
tempered ther stringes to such a cleiffe of ambition and
superstitious foolriy. 1868 Whitman On Beach at Night
A lone, I think a thought of the clef of the universes.

tClef-- Obs. rare. [app. Anglo-Fr. *clefad. L.

clavtts pin : cf. quots. (Grafton not knowing the

word, tried to make sense with cleft.) Cf. Clave -

3.] The pin or needle of a weighing-beam.
1494 Fabyan vii. 342 Was ordeynyd, yl the beame shulde

stande vpryght, the cleffe thereof enclynynge to neyther
partye, as it doth in weyinge of golde and syluer. 1568
Grafton Chron. Hen. Ill, II. 131 Ordeyned that the Beame
should stande vpright in the cleft thereof enclinyng to

neyther partie.

Cf. 1256 Lib.de A fit io. Leg. (Camd.i 25, in fine 40 Hen. Ill,

DerCorrectione Statere Domini Regis . . Excepto auro et

argento quod semper ponderatur per medium clavum, neque
trahens ad pondam neque ad aurum sive ad argentum. 1269
ibid.{53 Hen. Ill) De Stateris et Pond. Mercatorum ex-
Iran. Ponderato per medium clavum \inispr. clavium

;

but MS. has clauu] sicut aurum et argentum. 1353 Act 27
Edw. Ill, c. 10 [Statute of the Staple) Issint que la lange
du balance soil owele, saunz encliner a lune partie ou a
lautre. Pulton t-ransl. So that the tongue of the ballance

be euen without bowing to one side or to the other.

Clef, obs. pa. t. of Cleave.
Clefe, obs. f. Cliff, Cleve 1

; obs. pa. t. Cleave
v.1 ; obs. f. Cleave v.2

Cleft, clift, sb. Forms : 4-9 clift, (5-7 clifte,

5 clyft(e, 6 klyfft), 6- cleft. Also & 4-5 clif,

4-6 clyff(e, 6-8 cliff(e. [Found in 13-14111 c. in

form clyft, clift, app. going back to an unrecorded

OE. *clyft :-OTeut. klufti-z, f. kltib- weak grade of

*kleuo-~, cUofi to cleave. Cf. OHG. chluft (MHG.,
mod. G., and Du. kluff), ON. kluft, Sw. klyft,

Da. klyft hole, cave, den, kloft cleft, chink, crevice.

The subseq. change to cleft (which has never en-

tirely displaced clift) is through assimilation to cleft,

recent pa. pple. of Cleave. In i6-i8th c. this

word appears to have been almost completely con-

founded with Cliff, the two forms cliff, clift, being

used promiscuously for both words : see the quo-

tations marked £, and see Cliff, Clift.]

1. gen. A space made by cleaving, splitting, or

separation of parts ; a split, fissure, crack, crevice.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19842 He loked to be lift, And sagh bar

in a mikel clift. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. m. ix. 83 Se hem
iWt as bou? it were porujt a Htel clifte. ^1440 Promp.
Parv. 81 Clyff, clyft, or ryfte, sissura, rbna. 1530 Palsgr.

206/1 Clyft of a tree, crevx. 1555 Eden Decades W. Ind.

in. vm. (Arb.) 173 The ryftes and clyftes. 1615 Crooke Body

ofMan 644 The Cleft or Fissure in the Larynx. 1704 Ad-

dison Italy (1766) 47 There are narrow clifts in the monu-
ment. 1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. (1796) I. 220 Petal,

bell-shaped . . Border with 6 clefts. 1796M rs. Glasse Cookery
u. 12 If. - the clift in her lip spread much, she [a hare] is old.

1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. 1. xiv, Through the drifts the

snowy difts Did send a dismal sheen. 1847 9 Todd Cycl.

Anat. IV. 739/1 This hollow [in a horse's foot] is termed
the cleft of the frog. 1880 Haughton Phys. Geog. iv. 168



CLEFT. 488 CLEMATIS.
The Red Sea and Valley of Jordan, .form a narrow cleft of
great depth.

+ b. A parting (of the hair). Obs. rare,
a 1300 Cursor M. 18837 (Cott.i In hefd he had a clift be-

forn, Als nazarens has fat par er born.

P. form cliff.

$ »3»5 t^e 2 a J. 1440 [see 1]. 1535 Coverdale Judg. vi.

2 The children of Israel made them clyffes in y* moun-
taynes, and caues and holdes. 1555 E den Decades W. Ind.
(Arb.) 357 Searchyng the clyfTes of theyr ryftes. 1575 Tur-
berv. Venerie 53 The litile clyffes or streakes therein. 1609
Bible (Douayi 2 Esdras xvi. 29 In thiclce woodes, and
cliffes of rockes. 1670 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 63 The
stony quarry, full of clefts. 1670 J. Petti:s Fod. Regal, iii.

3 The cliffs or chincks of Rocks. 1694 [see 2 c].

2. spec. a. The parting of the thighs, the * cleav-

ing
1
or ' fork \ Now dial.

.1325 Gloss. W. de Bibles™, in Wright Vac. 148 Lafur-
chure, the clif [MS. A rund.

<J-
Camb. cleft], c 1386 Chaucer

Sompn. T. 437 Doun his hond ^ie launcheth to the clifte.

1664 Cotton Scarron. 60 From her Armpits or her Cliffe.

i8a6 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 289 Legs and
thees a' o' ae thickness frae cute to cleft.

b. A split made by partially cleaving a tree or

the like
; esp. a slit or split to receive a graft.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xxxL (1495) 622 The
reid . . is somwhat clouen for to yeue ynke the better, and
the ryght syde of the clyfte is somwhat lenger than the
lyfte syde. 1481 Caxton Reynard viii. (Arb.t 15 Bruyn ..

put his heed ouer his eeris in to the clyft of the tree. 1577
B. Goock Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 74 b, You must take
heed . . that the cleft be not to slacke nor to strait. 1601
Holland Pliny xvn. xiv. iR.), That the clift of the stocke
gape not too much {as being over wide for the graffd. 1693
Evelyn De la Quint. Com//. Card. 1 1 1 . 1 10 You may make
an end of stretching, or closing the Cleft . . when the Graff,
or Graffs are plac'd as they should be. 17x1-1851 [see 5J.

C. A crack of the skin, a chap ; a disease of the

feet of horses.

1576 Baker Jnveil of Health 210a, It helpeth alt the
clefts and chops happening on the handes and feete in the
winter tyme. 1599 A.M. tr. Gabe/houer's Bk. Physicke 266/1
For cleftes of the I.ippes, Handes, Woemens Pappes, and
Heeles. 1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 3003/4 Lost.. a brown bay
Mare .. with a cliff behind. 17*7 Bradley Fam. Diet.,
C/i/t's, call'd otherwise Cracks in the Heels, a Disease fact*
dent to Horses, a 1755 Farrier s Diet. (J.>, C/e/ts appear
on the bought of the pasterns.

d. Surg. The aperture in ClefIpalate (see next).

1847 South tr. Chelius' Surg. I. 606 If in very large cleft

the closure be difficult. 1885 T. Holmes Syst. Surg. ied. 3)

II. 502 It will be frequently found that these partial clefts

are very broad.

1 3. One of the pieces formed by cleaving
;

esp.

split wood for fuel. Obs. or dial.

,i 1400-50 Alexander 799 pat all to-wrasted bai wod, &
warpyd in-sonder. All claters in clyftez, clene to pair fistez.

15*7 MS. Acc. St. John's Itosp. Canterb., Carriage of a
lode of clyft is and pylys. 156a Lutt/oiv Church. Acc. (1869)

no A klyfft to make steyes for the belle whelles. 1640
MS. Acc. St. John's Host. Canterb., For helpinge to

tood the cleffts to make pales and railes. 1669 wottlMI
Syst. Agric. vi. § io< 1681) 108 Good cleft for the fire. 1887
Scott. Leader 21 Sept. 6 ' Wheeling ' a large stick known in

Tipperary as a * quarter clift *.

b. A strip of glass as cut by the glazier.

1688 R. Hoi.me Armoury 111. 384^ The Glasters Diamond
. . by which he cuts his ( llass . . into Lengths or Clift s, and
from such long pieces or Clifts into shorter pieces as Squares
or Quarryes.

4. A division formed by cleaving : spec. a. one
of the divisions of the foot in animals ; b. one of

the divisions of an orange or similar fruit {dial.).

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xix. (1495) 778 The
camell is clouefotyd and hath felles in the clyftes. .and those
clyftes ben flesshly as the clifte of a beers fote. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens VBU xxxix. 371 With leaves cloven or cut into five,

sixe, or seven cliftes. 1611 Kible Deut. xiv. 6 Kuery beast
that parteth the hoofe, and cleaueth the clift into two
clawes. 1674 N. Cox Gent/. Recreat. 1. (1706) 44 In a
Greyhound.. a round Foot, and good large Clefts. 184a
Prichard Nat. Hist. Man 32 The hoof of the swine is also
found divided into 5 clefts.

5. atirib. and Comb., as cleft-hole
; cleft-nursed

adj. ; cleft-graft v. to graft in a cleft (see 2 b) ;

so cleft-grafted a. ; cleft-grafting vhl. sb.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric.i 1681)25 Cutting off the head
of the Stock, and smooth it as in Cle ft-graffing. 171a Mor-
timer Husb. Filberts may be cleft.grafted on the com-
mon nut. 1731 59 Miller Card. Dict.(R.\ Cleft-grafting
..also called stock or slit-grafting, is proper for trees or
stocks of a lesser size

;
1747 Hooson Miner*s Diet. s. v.

Noger, Their bigness is about an inch at least, for either
Blast-holes, or Clift-holes. 1851 Glennv Handbk. F/.
Gard. 228 They may be. .cleft-grafted like the rose. 1868
Browning Ring

<J-
Bk. x. 1040 This mere chance-sown,

cleft-nursed seed.

Cleft (kleft\ a. [One of the forms of the
pa. pple. of Cleave z/.t : cf. Cloven.] Split

asunder
;

split into thin pieces.

1393 Gower Conf. II. 264 Tho lay there certain wode
cleft, c 1510 Mem. Ripon (Surteesi III. 206, xiij peysses of
clyft wodd, 2od. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 86/1 A Billet
is a piece of Cleft Wood for to Burn. 1715-20 Pope Iliad
11. 508 From the cleft wood the crackling flames aspire.
1821 Joanna Baillie Met. Leg., Calnm vi. 16 Cleft waves.

b. Split or divided to a certain depth ; bifurcate.

Cleft palate : a malformation ofthe palate, in which
a longitudinal gap exists in the middle or on either

side of the roof of the mouth. A cleft stick : a
position in which advance and retreat are alike
impossible, a dilemma, a fix. f Cleft ;or cloven)

beasts: insects. Rarely in cleft hoof foot, where
cloven is the ordinary word.
1574 Hvll Ord. Bees i, Plinie nameth Bees cleft beasts

because of the division or parting betweene of the headeand
shoulders. [Ibid, vi, Of all cloven beasts the bees are prin-
cipally to be cherished.] 1647 Cowley Mistr., Not Fair,
So men . . Believe it fair . . Till the cleft foot discovers all.

1697 Dryden Virg. Past. x. 16 Not steepy Pindus .. Nor
cleft Parnassus, a 1745 Swift /f£i. (18411 II. 355 You may
. . stick your candle in a bottle . . or a cleft stick. 178a
Cowper Corr. Wks. 1837 XV. 106 We are 'squeezed to
death, between the two sides of that sort of alternative
which is commonly called a cleft stick. 1784 Reynolds in
Leslie & Taylor Life (1865) II. viii. 458, I put him in a cleft

stick. 1839 Gen
;
P. Thompson Com Laws in Exerc. (1842)

I. 95 The other side are in a cleft stick ; they cannot go on
long as they are, and they cannot stir into any new path
without demolishing the Corn Laws. 1847 Carpenter
Zoet. § 254 The surfaces . . are so flattened that the ap-
pearance is that of a single cleft hoof. 1847 South tr.

Chelius' Surg. I. 599 Cases of hare-lip and cleft-palate.

1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 527 Having, .successfully
treated a medical student for cleft palate. 1880 Gray Struct.
Bot. iii. g 4. 08 A leaf, .is said to be cleft, when the division
is half way down or more, and the lobes or sinuses narrow
or acute. 1885 Arnold's Catal. Surg. Instrum. 190 Cleft-
palate knife, .cleft-palate chisel.

c. fig. Divided, twofold.

1597 Shaks. Lover's Com/t. 293 O cleft effect ! cold
modesty, hot wrath.

t Cleft, clift, v. Obs. rare. [f. the sb. or pa.

pple.] intr. To divide, split, cleave.
1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1. viii. 17 That Earth,

that by moulding in the-hand doth clift and cleaue. 1657
Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 668 Almonds . . must be macerated
lon^ in warm water, .that the cortex may cleft.

Cleft, pa. t. and pa. pple. of Cleave 1
;
rarely

of Cleave
Clefted, clifted, a. [f. Cleft, Clift

sb. + -ed ; but clefted is sometimes app. an ex-

tended form of the pa. pple cleft.'] Having clefts,

divisions, or fissures
;

cleft, split.

155a Hl'loet, Clefted or cleued in two partes, bifidus.
1565 GoLorNc Ovid's Met. vn. (1593) 159 Dipping in the
pits of bloud a sort of clifted brands. 1607 Topsell Fourf.
Beasts (1673) 440 To cover close with cloven or clefted
cloaths or garments. 1697 Congreve Mourn. Bride 1. iii.

The swarming populace spread every wall, .through clifted

stones, stretching and staring. 1770 Withering Bot. Ar-
rangem. (17961 II. 208 Flowers sitting, mostly 4-clefted.

1861 L Nobi.e Icebergs 248 '1"he whole clifted and pinnacled
circumference [ofan ice-berg), a 1876 Aird Buy a Broom i.

Among the clefted branches.

+ Cle"fttire. Obs. rare. [f. Cleft + -UBS.]

State of being cleft ; concr. a cleft, fissure.

1545 Raynold Hyrth Man. 111. iii. 122 Of. .clefture, chap-
pynge or chynynge of the mouthe. 1596 Edit: III, lit. i. 36
The cranny d cleftures of the through-shot planks.

t Cle*fty, a. Obs. Having clefts.

1631 Lithgow Trav. vn. (16821 319, I ran-countred . . in a
clefty Creek close by the Sea side, a Moorish Rrigantine.

Cleg (kleg). Now Sc. and dial. Also 5 clege,
6 clegge, 7-9 clegg. fa. ON. kleggi, mod. Norw.
klegg] A gadfly, horse-fly, or breeze.
a 1449 \V. Bower in Fordun's Scotichron. {1759) II.

376 The unlatit woman . . pungis as the cleg. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 66 A Clege. 1570 Levins Manip. 53 A clegge, flee,

sohpunga. 1656 Burton's Diary (18281 [ 308 Sir Chris-
topher Pack did cleave like a clegg, and was very angry* he
could not be heard ad infinitum. 1658 Rowlakd Moufet's
Theat. Ins. 936 The English [call it] a Burrel-fly, Stowt,
and Breesc J and also of sticking and clinging. Cleg and
dinger. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Clegs, the large
grey flies which torment horses and cattle in summer. * He
sticks like a cleg.' 187s Daily Nevus 24 Aug., For animals
of their size, * clegs' are exceedingly light-footed,

b. Comb., as cleg-stung adj.

1808 Mavne Sitter Gun in Pop. Poems ScotL (1862) 136
Like cattle prodit with a prong, Or cleg-stung fillies.

Clei, obs. f. Clay.
Cleid, cleith, Sc. var. of Clead v.

Cleidomancy, clido- (kbi(bm^nsiV [f.

Or. kKus, Kkti8- Key + fiavrtia divination : see

-mangy.] Divination by means of a key.
1855 Smedlev Occult Sc. 326 CUdomancy should be exer*

cisedwhen the sun or moon is in Virgo, the name should
i c written upon a key, the key should t>e tied to a Bible, etc.

Cleido-mastoid (kbid^marstoid\ a, sb.)

Anat. \i. Gr. /c\tis, *A«i5- key, clavicle + Mastoid.]
Pertaining to the clavicle and mastoid process

;

applied to the posterior part of the sterno-cleido-

mastoid muscle.

1847 9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 725/1 That part . . becomes
confounded with the deltoid and with the cleido*mastoid.
1 88a in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Cleie, var. of Clee, hoof, claw.
Cleiffe, Cleik, Sc. ff. Clef, Cleek.
Cleime, Cleine, obs. ff. Claim, Clean.
Cleinge, Cleir, obs. ff. Clenge, Clear.
Cleistogamic (khistsgre'mik), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

kXuotos closed {{. tckttttv to close) + 7074-0$ mar-
riage + -ic ; cf. phanerogamic] Applied to certain

small inconspicuous permanently closed flowers,

adapted for self-fertilization, occurring in various
plants (e. g. Oxalis Acetosella, different species of
Viola, etc.^ on the same individuals as the normal
larger brightly-coloured flowers, which in such
cases are either cross-fertilized or barren. So

CleiBtoffa'mically adv., Clelsto'g-amou* a. %

Cleisto gamously adv.
; Cleistogamy (p'gami),

the occurrence of cleistogamous flowers.
1877 Darwin Forms of Fl. Introd. 3 They have been

I

called by Dr. Kuhn [in 1867] cleistogamic. 1879 Lubbock
I Set, Lect. i. 26 Such ' cleistogamic ' flowers . . are already
known to exist in about fifty genera.
1874 Lubbock Wild F/owers iL 39 In the cleistogamous

flowers of Oxalis acetosella. 1875 Bennett & Dyer tr.

Sachs' Bot. 111. vi. 810 The cleistogamous self-fertilised
flowers. 1881 Moore in Jrnl. Bot. X. 84 Undoubted cases
of cleistogamy. 1885 Coutts Trotter in Academy 6 June

, 305/3 The flowers. . were fertilised and fruited cleistogamic-
ally. 1885 H. O. Forbes Nat. Wand. ii. 85 Cleistogam-
ously fertilised.

Cleisto'genous, a. Bot. [f. Gr. *A««tto> (see
prec.) + L. -gen-us born, bearing + -ous.] Bearing
cleistogamous flowers ; see prec. So also Clei s-

togene a.

1876 Darwin Crossfertit. \. 3 Plants called cleistogene,
which bear on the same stock two kinds of flowers.

Cleith(e, cleitht : see Clead v.

Cleithral ;kbi-bral), a. Greek Arch. [f. Gr.
K\(i0p ov bar for closing, lattice (f. AiHV to
close) + -al.] Of a temple: Having a roof,

covered in : opposed to Hyp^thral.
1850 in Weale Diet. Terms. 1867 Ashpitel Archit. 307
A Creek Doric hexastyle, peripteral, and cleithral temple.
Clek, obs. f. Cleck v., to hatch.

Cleke, obs. f. Cleek.
Cleket

v
t, -yt, obs. ff. Clicket.

Clem (klem), clam ^klaem), v.* dial. Forms

:

6- clem (clemmed), 7- clam. Mod. dial.:

Lancash., Cheshire, Shropsh.
y Huddersfield,

Derbysh., Leicestersh., clem, clam; Whitby,
Staffordsh., S. Cheshire, Hereford, Flint, clem

;

Westmrld., Mid Yorksh., Holdemess, Lincolnsh.,

! Northampton, clam. [cogn. with M1IG-, modG.,
1 MDu., Du. klemmen to pinch, cramp, compress,

I

Da. klemme, Sw. kldmma to press, squeeze, pinch.

In the older stages evidenced only in composition :

OE. beclemman to restrain, confine, shut in, OS.
biklemmjan to pinch, OHG. bichlemmen to clutch,

compress, squeeze (modG. and Du. beklcmmen to

pinch, distress) ; OS. also antklemmjan to burst

open. These indicate a Com. Teut. *klammjan, f.

ktamm-, OE. datum, clpmrn sb. 'fetter, cramp, con-

striction, confinement'; see Clam sb. x ME. has

:
forclemmed in E. E. Allit. Poems. The simple vb.

hardly appears before 1600, but is widely spread
in the forms clem and clam over the northern half

of England from Westmorland to Leicester, and
from Lincoln to Hereford. Its distribution makes
it possible that it is here of Norse origin.]

1. trans. To pinch as hunger or fasting does ; to

waste with hunger, starve. (Also sometimes with
reference to thirst.)

1c 1340 Scott. Fei/de in Percy Fo/io {c 1650^ I. 225 Their
company was clemmed : and much cold did suffer ; water
was a worthy drinke : win it who might. 1601 B. Jonson
Poetaster 1. ii, I cannot eat stones andturfs. .What, will he
clem me and my followers? Aske him an he will clem me.
i6a6 Massinger Rom. Actor 11. i. (Gifford), My entrails
Were clemm'd [Nares has clamm'd) with keeping a per-

i petual fast. 1674 Ray N. C. Words (K. D. S.), Clem'd or
: clam'd, starved, because, by famine, the guts and bowels
! are as it were clammed or stuck together. Sometimes it

!
signifies thirdly. t 1746 Collier 1 I*tm Bobbin) G/oss.,

Clemm'd, famish'd, starv'd. 1811 Mrs. Wheeler West,
mortd. Dial. 13 He may lick the. .or clam the, nay sell the.

1839 48 BAOLCV Festus xix. 2ii Some burned, some drowned,
some maimed, some clammed themselves. 1857 Sir K.

Palgrave Norm. A Eng. II. 413. 1887 Hall Caine Son of
Hagar I. vii. 131 She was like to clem me.

2. intr. To suffer the pangs of hunger (or thirst)
;

to pine with hunger, starve.

1500 B. Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. 111. vi. 64 Hard is

the cnoise when the valiant must eate their armes, or clem.

1781 J. Hi'tton Tour Caves Gloss. (E. D. S.t, C/am, to
pine to death for want of water. 1831 E. Elliott Com L.
Rhymes, Sqr, Leech ii. Will is clamming—bread-tax thrives.

1854 Mrs. (J askell North «* S. xvii, Think of that first

strike^ .how we all had to clem.

Hence Clemmed ///. a., Clemming vbl. sb. anil

ppl.a.
1674 [see sense A 1773 J- Ross Fratricide 11. 574 Like

a Tyeress couch 'd . . to spring; upon her prey . to relie\ e
her clamming young. 1851 Sir F. Palgrave AVrw. \
Eng. I. 438 Violet and snowdrop were nipped in their

clemmed buds. 1854 Mrs. Gaskell North tr S> xvii. Too
much dazed wi' clemming to know when they're put upon.
1868 B. Bhierlky Fratchingtons iii. 35 in Lane. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) s.v., Theau fastened on me like a clemmed leech.

Clem, v.- Sc. [var. of Cleam.] To stop a hole

with clay, or any viscous substance. (Jamieson.)

Clem, Clemat, obs. ff. Claim, Climb, Climate.

Clematis (kle-matis). [a. L. clematis, a. Gr.

KXTjfiaTis some kind of climbmg or trailing plant,

:
prob. periwinkle, f. nkfjtta vine-branch. (A fre-

quent mispronunciation is clema tis.
]

1. A genus of twining shrubs (N. O. Kamincuhi-

I
eete), having flowers with a showy calyx and no
corolla, and seed-vessels adorned with long

feathery appendages. The only liritish species is
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C. Vitalba. common in hedgerows on the chalk,

popularly called Virgin's Bower, Traveller's Joy,
and Old Man's Beard. C. Flammula, with small

white sweet-scented flowers, and various species

with large showy blue, purple, or red flowers, are

cultivated in gardens in Britain.

1578 Lyte Dodoens [II. xlviii. 385 Pereuincle. .is named
Clematis in Latine, and theiefore men call this kind Clematis
altera, there be founde two kindes, ouer and bysides that

plant whiche is nowe called in Latine Vitalba. 1597 Gerard
Herbal II. cccxxvii. 889 The white Clematis. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. 191. 1767 J. Abercrombie Ev. Matt own
Card. Cal. (1803) 697/1 Clematis, virgin's bower. 1810
Scott Lady 0/L.1. xxvi, The clematis, the favoured flower,

Which boasts the name of virgin-bower. 1842 Tennyson
Gold. Year 63 Like an oaken stock in winter woods, O'er-

flourished with the hoary clematis. 1870 — Window 23
Rose, rose, and clematis, Trail and twine and clasp and kiss.

f 2. Formerly applied (as in classical Lat. and
Gr.) to the Periwinkle ( Vincd).
iSSiJ'urner Herbal r. K vj b, Clematis is named in

englysne perwyncle. 1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 637
The Egyptian Clematis or Periwink drunk in Vinegar, is

very good against the poyson of Asps,

Clematis, obs. pi. of Climate.

+ Cle'matite. Obs. Also in Lat. form clema-
titis. [a. F. clematite, ad. L. clematitis, a. Gr.
KXrjfiaTiTis. f. tc\rjpa vine-twig.]

1. The Birthwort, Aristolochia Clematitis.
[1551 Turner Herbal 1. Dvj b, The thyrde kynd of Aris-

tolochia is called clematitis, because it hath long smal
braunches, like a vynde.] 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I.

45 The Clematite, or Saracen Iiirthwort. 1727 Bradley
Fam. Diet., Clematite.

Clemb-en, obs. f. Climb.
Cleme, obs. f. Claim ; var. ofCleam v., to smear.

t Cle'mence. Obs. [a. F. cUmence, ad. L.
dementia : see next.] = next.

1490 Caxton Eneydos v. 22 Recomendyng . . polidorus to
the debonnayr clemence and mercyful iustyce of the goddis.
c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Good Mann. (1570) D iij, To shewe
thine enemie thy mercy and clemence. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
v. vii. 22 Clemence oft . . Restraines those sterne behests.

Clemency (kle-mensi). [ad. L. dementia, n.

of state f. clement-em Clement : see -ency.]
1. Mildness or gentleness of temper, as shown in

the exercise of authority or power
;
mercy, leniency.

1553 Q- Mary's Proclam. in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App.
v. 8 Her [the Queen's] great and aboundaunte clemencie.
1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. in. 1. (Arb.) 141 To persuade
hymof the clemencie ofowre men. 1639 Fuller Holy War
1. xvi. (1840) 27 A prince no less famous for his clemency
than his conquests. 1716 Addison Freeltoldcr No. 31, I

have stated the true notion of clemency, mercy, compassion,
good-nature, humanity, or whatever else it may be called,
so far as is consistent with wisdom. 1827 Hallam Const.
Hist. (1876)111. xvi. 232 Clemency, .is the standing policy
of constitutional governments, as severity is of despotism.
1869 Lecky Europ. Mor. I. xi. 199 Clemency is an act of
judgment, but pity disturbs the judgment.

+ b. as a title. Obs. rare.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vm. vii. § 4 May it please your

clemencies to grant unto him the church of Tusculum.
2. Mildness of weather or climate; opposed to

inclemency, severity.

1667 E. Cha.mberlayne .9/. Gt. Brit. 1. 1. iv. (1743) 31 By
reason of the clemency of the climate. 1750 Johnson
Rambler No. 5 p 8 The clemency of the weather. 1853 C.
Bronte Villette xv. (1876) 153 It rained still and blew; but
with more clemency.

Clement (kle'ment), a. [ad. L. clement-em
mild, placid, gentle. Mod.F. has also clement
(in Cotgr. 1611).]

1. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Mild and
humane in the exercise of power or authority

;

merciful, lenient, kindly, towards subjects or those
in one's power.
1483 Cath. Angl. 66 Clement, clemens. 1535 Stewart

Cron. Scot. II. 451 Ane victour suld be Curtas and clement,
but crudelitie. 1578 Florio 1st Fruitcs 65 What more noble
vertue can be in a Prince, then to be clement, ready to for-
geve, and slowe to punishe? 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. iv. 18,
I know you are more clement than vilde men, Who of their
broken Debtors take a third. 1742 Young Nt. Th. ix. 272
The sweet, the clement, Mediatorial Hour ! 1866 Felton
Anc. $ Mod. Gr. II. ii. 283 A clement use of authority.

2. Ofweather or climate : Mild, gentle
; opposed

to inclement. [So in Latin.] rare.
1622-62 Heylin Cosmogr. 1. (1682) 68 So clement and be-

nign a soyl, that Roses grow there thrice a year. 1864
Daily Tel. 26 July, This clement weather.

Hence Cle'mently adv., mildly, mercifully.
1647 Jer. Taylor Dissuas. Popery 1. ix. (R.), O Mary

Magdalen, hear our prayers, .and most clemently reconcile
this company unto Christ.

Clementine (kle-mentsin), a. and sb. [ad. L.
dementin-us, f. Clemens, -enlem, the adj. used as a
personal name. In Fr. cUmentiu, -inc.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Clement : esp. ap-

plied a. to writings passing under the name of
Clement of Rome ; b. to the Constitutions of Pope
Clement V

; c. to the edition or text of the Vulgate
revised by orders of Clement VIII.
1705 Bp. Bull Corrupt. Ch. Rome (T'.}, In the Clementine

liturgy, the bread and wine, .are said to beantitypa. .of the
precious body and blood of Christ. 1765-9 Blackstone
Comm (T.l, Gregory's decretal, the sixth decretal, the

Vol. II.

Clementine constitutions. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 465
Called the Clementine Vulgate, or more frequently by
Roman Catholic writers, the corrected Bible of Sixtus V.

B. sb.

1. a. The constitutions collected by Pope
Clement V., forming the seventh book of the De-
cretals, b. Certain writings passing under the

name of Clement of Rome, now acknowledged to

be spurious.
c 1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif 129 Redynge.

.

of . . be cretals & be clementynes. 1544 Bale Sir J. Old.
castell in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) I. 277 The lawes . . of our
moost holy father the Pope, incorporated in his decrees,

decretals, clementynes, codes. 18x6 Scott Antiq. xvii, The
papal laws, decrees, decretals, Clementines.

2. a. An adherent ofthe anti-pope 'Clement VII',

the rival of Pope Urban VI. b. A follower of

Clement of Alexandria.
1883 Advance (Chicago* 6 Dec, The sects of the Ebionites,

Clementines, and Gnostics illustrate . . this Judaizing tend-

ency of the early Christian Church.

t Cleme'ntlOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. clementi-a

+ -ous : cf. sententious, etc.] Abounding in cle-

mency; = Clement. Hence Cleme'litiously adv.

1632 Lithgow Trav. 1. (1682) 34 The clementious He-
ruling Lady of Trapundy in Sicilia. 1662 J. Chandler
Van Helmont's Oriat. Pref., So clementious a sentence.

Ibid. Prayer, I pray thee . . that thou wouldest clementiously
accept of this Book. 1674 R. Godfrey /«/'. <y A b. Pbysic 146
Hoping the Lord would clementiously direct him.

Clemme, obs. var. Clem, Cleam v. to smear, etc.

Clench (klenj), sb. See also Clinch, [f.

Clench z>.]

I. That which clenches or is clenched.

1. That part of a nail or bolt which is turned

back in clenching. Also Clinch.
1598 Stow Sum. 101 The roofe of this hall is . . wrought

of the like boorde, and nayled with rugh and clench. 1617
Markham Caval. vi. 62 Holding onely by the weakest part

of the naile, which is the very point of the clench. 1725
Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Retraits, Knock gently on the

top of the Clenches of the lame Foot. 1868 Rcgnl. <y Ord.
Army 7 571 Shoes are to be fastened, and projecting clenches
reduced.

2. Naut. The Clinch of a cable.

1804 A. Duncan Mariner's Chron. III. m The sheet-

cable tore out with . . violence . . till the clench brought up
the ship.

II. The action of clenching.

3. In various senses of the vb.
;

e.g. a grasp, grip,

clutch
; tight closure of the teeth, fist, etc. ; secure

fastening of a nail, etc.
; Jig. conclusive confirma-

tion of an argument, etc.

1779 Projects in Ann. Reg. 103/2 The laths, .ought to be
laid . . close to each other . . to allow of a proper clench for

the rough plaster. 1856 Stanley Sinai Pal. xiv. (18581

465 [They] keep their hands fixed in it with a clench never
relaxed. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gaytvorthys I. 220 He set

[his teeth] tight . . He barely relaxed their clench.

+ 4. A play on words, pun, quibble. Obs. or

arch. Also Clinch.
1638 Nabbes Ccn'ent Card. rv. iii, A country-fellow full

of knavish clenches. x668 Dryden Dram. Poesie 47 To
begin, then, with Shakespeare . . He is many times flat,

insipid; his comic wit degenerating into clenches, his serious
swelling into bombast. 1728 Pope Dune. I. 61 One poor
word a hundred clenches makes. 1824 DTsraeli Cur. Lit.,

Royal Pro/notions (1859) II. 10 Henry VII made a viceroy
of Ireland if not for the sake of, at least with, a clench.

5. = Clinch sb. 5.

1880 Mrs. Parr Adam E. xxviii. 395, I ain't goin' to be
'jammed in a clench, like Jackson'.

6. Comb. In most cases the combinations are

now written Clinch-, which see.

Clench vklenp, v. 1 Forms: 3-5 clenche, (fa.
t. and pple. 4 olente, 4-6 cleynt), 7- clench.
See also Clinch, Clink v? [ME. clench-en (also

in York Myst. cleyngk) :—OE. cle_nc(e)an, in be-

cleitcan = OHG. chlankhan, chlenkan, klenkan,
MHG. klcnken, to fasten closely together, tie,

knot, entwine :—OTeut. type *klankjan, a causal

deriv. of *klink-, Hani-, klunk; co-existing with
kling-, Hang-, Hung- (see Cling), app. in the sense
' to cling, stick fast, adhere

'
; so that klankjan

was ' to make to stick firmly together, to rivet '.

In the same sense Du., EFris., and LG. have
hlinkcn. Da. klinke, Sw. klinka, which are closely

related (though not identical) formations. Northern
Eng. and Sc. have also clink from 15th c. ; and
from the 16th c. onward, clench was frequently

made into clinch. In current use clench and clinch

are used indifferently in some senses, in some clench

alone is used, and in others clinch is app. pre-

ferred : see Clinch, and cf. the senses below.]

1. trans. To fix securely, make fast, as with nails,

bolts, or the like ; to secure (a nail or bolt) by-

beating back the point or end with a hammer after

driving it through anything ; to fasten (anything)

by so clenching a nail or bolt ; to rivet. Also
absol. (In reference to a nail or the like, Clinch
is apparently more usual.)
a 1250 Owl Night. 1206 Ich wot }ef smibes schal uvele

clenche. c 1305 Leg. Rood (1871) 138 pe Cros. .Whon Crist

for vs ber-on was cleynt. c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 259

[

Your perle . . is in cofer, so cornly clente. c 1386 Chaucer
/Cuts. T. 1133 Yclenched. c 1440 York Myst. viii. 106 It

sail be cleyngked euer-ilka dele, With nayles bat are both

1
noble and newe. c 1440 Promp. ParO. 80 Clenchyn,
retundo, rcpando. 1607 Markham in Topsell Four-J.
Beasts (1673) 323 And is clenched as other nails be.

1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent. 48 The Rings that were
clenched on the ends of her Bolts. 1700 Dryden Pal. <y

Arc. 11. 557 Tough iron plates were clenched to make it

strong. 1869 Sir E. Reed Skipbuild. xiii. 251 Their ends
being turned back outside the plates and beaten down or

clenched.

Jig. 1621 Sanderson 12 Sertn. (1632) 415 Clench't and
riveted to their cures,

b. intr. (for rejl.)

c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 107 The fastenings, .clench

or turn upon the timbers. 1881 Mechanic § 326 They will

j

not clench.

2. To set firmly together, close tightly (the fingers,

I
fist, teeth). (Formerly also Clinch.)
[1632 Sherwood, To clench, comme to clinch. To clinch

the fist, serrer le poing.] 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762*

! 54 Clench the fist, 1799 Sheridan Piznrro 11. iv, I clench

my hand, and fancy still it grasps a sword. 1805 Med.
Jml. XIV. 392 The lower jaw had become clenched, and
the teeth .. strongly closed. 1855 Kingsley Heroes 111.

(1868) 36 Her eyebrows were knit and her lips clenched

with everlasting care and pain. 1859 Tennyson Elaine
608 She. .clench'd her lingers till they bit the palm,

b. Jig. To brace up (one's nerves).

1842 Tennyson Love <§ Duty 75 Like those, who clench

their nerves to rush Upon their dissolution. 1867 E. Lus-

combe in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cv. 19 The three youths

. .had clenched their nerves for the climax of agony.

C. intr. for rejl.

1843 E. Jones Poems Sens, ty Event 151 Through Some
dolphin's body nervously they [a shark's teeth] clench.

3. trans. To grasp firmly, grip, clutch ; to hold

firmly in one's grasp.
a 1300 A". Horn 1476 He sette him on be benche His harpe

for to clenche. 1697 Dryden Virgil (1806) II. 212 Heroes,

whose dismember'd hands yet . . clench the pointed spear.

a 1763 Shenstone Poems Wks. 1764 I. 290 Their torpescent

soul Clenches their coin. 1817 Coleridge Lay Serm. 387

Men who clench with one hand what they have grasped

with the other.

Jig. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby vn. vii. (L.), His heart

clenched the idea as a diver grasps a gem.

f 4. intr. To fasten on ; to cling. Obs.

a 1500 King*! Barker 100 in Hazl. E. P. P. (1864I 9 The
barker cleynt on hem fast ; He was sor aferde for to fall.

5. Naut. To make fast (the end of a rope) in a

particular way. (Also Clinch.)
1803 Phil. Trans. XCIII. 322 To clench each of the ends

round two of the ports, excepting one that was clenched

round the main-mast. 1820 Scoresbv Arctic Reg. II. 455
A new hawser, .was taken under the ship's bottom, the end

clenched to the mainmast.

6. Jig. To fix, confirm, drive home, settle con-

clusively (an argument, a bargain, etc.)
;
usually

with the notion of fastening securely by a finishing

stroke (Jig. from 1). Also Clinch.
<r 1677 Marveli. Growth Popery 9 bis. This Alliance, .fixed

at first by the Publick Interest . . was by these Three Grants,
! as with three Golden Nails, sufficiently clenched and rivet-

ted. 1682 State Gold, ff Kingd. in Somers Tracts I. 187

To clench his Argument, produces this State of the Govern-

ment and Kingdom. 1730 Fielding A uthor's Farce Wks.

1775 I. 187 Matrimony clenches ruin beyond retrieval. 1822

Hazlitt Table-t. II. viii. 190 It is . . the adaptation of the

expression to the idea that clenches a writer's meaning.

1843 Dickens Mar. Chuz. i, This fact . . would have utterly

settled and clenched the business. 1883 J. R. Lumby in

j

Queen's Printers' Bible Aids Gloss, s. v. Earnest, The
primary meaning . . is part-payment, to clench a bargain.

f b. intr. (or with obj. sentence) : To affirm

emphatically or conclusively ; to insist. Obs. rare.

a 1400 Cov. Myst. 385 (M9tz.) There are other .
.
that

clenche, And prechyn, he is levyng that we slewe.

I

c. To fix, settle.

1881 Rossetti King's Trag. xxxiv. Ballads & Sonn. no
I That eve was clenched for a boding storm.

t Clench, v.2 Obs. Also 4 olenke. [Exact

etymol. doubtful : Stratmann connects it with the

stem of Clink vA: cf. MHG. klenken, to ring

bells.] To chatter, talk against,

c 1315 Shoreh. 113 He compasyth venjaunce To hym that

j

a3en clenketh. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 80 Clenchyn a-3en (in

:
wrawe spechel or chaueryn [? chatteryn] a-?en, for prowde

herte, obe~arrio.

(To this vb. some refer clench in K. Horn (Clench v.1
3),

with sense ' make to sound, twang '.)

Clenched (klenft, poet, kle-njed), ppl. a. [f.

Clench i v. + -ed'.] Firmlyfastened, tightly closed.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 80 Clenchydde [1499 clenched], re-

tensns, repansns. 1613 R. C. Table A Iph. (ed. A Clenched,

fastened. 1708 Motteux Rabelais IV. xiv, With his clench d

j
fist. 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris 10 The clenched union of a

' commonwealth of rights and possessions ! 1851 I.ongf.

;

Gold. Leg. IV. Chapel, With clenched and convulsive fingers.

Clencher (kle-njai). [f. Clench ».l + -er ».]

He who or that which clenches ; a statement,

argument, etc., which clenches or settles the point

(more commonly clincher') ;
formerly also =

Clincher i. Clencher-built : see Clinker sb.% 6.

1559 Bk.for jfust. Peace 18 The wages of a maister shyp-

wnghte . . an able clencher by the daie . .\n)d. ob. c 1850

Rudim. Navig. (Wealel 98 They, .are clencher-built. Ibid.

107 Clencher-built . . when the fastenings go through and
clench or turn upon the timbers. 1878 Morley Diderot I.

41 Dashing his nightcap passionately against the wall, by
way of clencher to the argument.

62
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Clenching (kle-idnj), vbl. sb. The action of

the vb. Clench in various senses.

c 1440 Prontp, Part'. 80 Clenchynge, relunciOj repancio.

161 1 Cotgr., Rivement, a riueting or clenching. 1711
Orator Henley Sped. No. 396 r 2 The Monopoly of Punns
. .The late Invasion, .by a little Pretender to Clenching in a
neighbouring College, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Wealel 107

Clinching or Clenching, spreading the point of a bolt upon
a ring.. in order to prevent its drawing. 1880 Kinglake
Crimea VI. ix. 228 That simple clenching of victory, .com-
monly effected by a pursuit of the beaten troops.

Cle nching, ///. a. That clenches.

1791 £. Darwin Bot. Gard. 11. 80 And opes his clenching
hands. 1833 Mrs. Browning Prometh. Hd. Poems 1850 I.

142 The clenching tooth. 1865 Dickens Mitt. Fr. 11. xi,

The clenching palm of his left hand.

Clench-poop : see Clinch-poop.
Clene, clenely, etc., obs. ff. Clean, Cleanly.
Clenesse, obs. form of Cleanness.

t Clenge, sb. Obs. rare-1
. [Cf. Clange and

Clang.] Clang, clangor.
159a Wvrley Arntorie 84 Glistering swords vnshethed

for reuenge. .The rumored noise and sound of armors clenge.

Clenge (klenda;), v.x Sc. and north, dial. Also

4 klenge, 6 cleange, clainge. [Northern var.

of dense, Cleanse
; esp. Sc., where cleanse is still

often so pronounced.]
1. trans. To cleanse, make clean (lit. andJig.).
a 1300 Cursor M. 19872 Call noght comun . . pat clenged

has vr lauerd. Ibid. 26373 pan mai yee best yow clenge o
'

sin. 1336 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 182 He gat !

sindry craftismen to clenge the fowseis. 1551 Turner
Herbal 1. Prol. A ij a, Clenge thy harte from all synne. 1581
Hester Seer. Phiorav. 11. xvi. 95 The Pilles clenge the
head. 1588 A. King tr. Cnnisius' Catech. 21 Mercifullie
claingit fra y* spott of sin. 1609 A. Craig Poet. Recreat.
Ded. A j, Some clenged and dressed their armour.

T b. To correct. Obs.
a 1583 Sir

J.
Balfour /Var/iVvfrjti754l38 The Clerk aucht

. .all his rollis throwch to reid and to clenge.

2. To clear, empty, sweep clear of, rid of.

1375 Barboi r Bruce xv. 508 The feld wes clengit cleyn.

"SJS Stewart Cron. Scot, 118581 I. 182 Thus of the Komanis
neir clengit ar we. 1609 Skene Reg. Ma/. Table 66 Be ane
Assise the cuntry sould be clenged thnse in the -jeare of
malefactors.

3. Sc. Law. 'Legally to exculpate, to produce
proof of innocence ' (Jam.) ; to find not guilty.

1513-75 Dium. Occurr. (1833) 128 Becaus he saw nocht
his subscriptione . . he wald nowther clenge nor fyle him.
159a Acts Jas. VI (1814) 531 (Jam.) Quhatsumeuir persone
clengis not of certane knawlege the personis accusit, he
fyles thame.

Hence Clenger, one who or that which cleanses.

1545 Aberd. Registers V. 19 (Jam.) He, his wif and thair
clengar, quhilk ar now inclosit for this pest. 1606 in Cham-
bers Dont. Ann. Scot. I. 395 Sending two professional
clengers . . that they might deal with an infection which had
fallen forth.

T Clenge, v.- Obs. [a weak vb., related to

Cling.] intr. To cling, adhere, remain.
c 1315 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1034 Clay bat clenges ber-by.

c 1340 Caw. <y Gr. Knt. 1694 pe forst clenged. Ibid. 2078
pay clomben bi clyfiez, ber clengez be colde.

Clenk, obs. form of Clink v.-, Clench z\2

Clenli, -liche, -nes, obs. ff. Cleanly, -liness.

Clens^e, clensi, etc., obs. ff. Cleanse, etc.

t Cle'nsieve. Obs. [ — clean or deanse-sieve.

In same sense EFris. has klense, with vb. klensen

to sift, filter.] A fine sieve or strainer.

1609 C. Butler Fein. Mon. '16341 157 Let the pure hive-
honey runthorow a clean Clensieve. Ibid. x. (1623) Xj,
TheClensieue is vnto the Tap-waze for Methe, as the
Strainer to the Kidder for Home. (A correspondent, Mr.
A. Wallis, rememliers clensieve or clensiff, applied a 1850
to a strainer of fine muslin, used in straining port wine.)
[Cf. c 1460 Medulla in Prvtnp. Pan'. 79 Cotnrn . . a clan-

synge syfe. c 147* Pict. Vocab. (Wr..Wulcker 808) among
instruments of the Brewer, Colatoriurn, a clenyng sefe. 1879
Miss Jackson Shropsli. IVordbk. 81 Clansing-siene, a large
sieve used in brewing to strain the hops from the wort.]

tClent, a. Obs. rare. [Related to Clint sb.

crag, if not the same word used attrib.] ? Craggy.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 1995 As qwo clymbe at a clyfTe, or a

clent hille.

Clenzon, obs. aphetic form of Declension.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 81 Clenzon or declenson, declinacio.

t Cleo, obs. form of dcof, deove, Cleve, cliff,

steep slope, hill-side, brae. (The modern form
would be dee, as in the Clee Hills in Worcester-
shire, with Cleobury Mortimer, the birthplace of
l.angland, on their slope.;
Moral Ode (Jesus MS. rx»75) 343 peos gob vnnebe

ayeyn be cleo {other MSS. cliuej, ayeyn be heye hulle.

l a 1300 Luue Rom 72 in O. Eng. Misc. (1872^ 95 Heo beob
iglyuen vt of be reyne, so be schef is of be cleo.

t Cleopa -tran, a. Obs. Pertaining to or cha-

racteristic of Cleopatra, a famous queen of Egypt.
So Cleopatrical a., profusely luxurious.
163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 6 To beare Sarpedons Scepter;

helpe to sound Your Cleopatran clamours. 1597 Bp, Hall
Sea, iii. (D.l, Oh, Cleopatrical ! what wantelh there For
curious cost, and wondrous choice of cheere ?

Clep, obs. form of Clap, Clip.

t Clepe, v. Obs. (or arch.) Forms : I clipi-an,
cliopi an, cleopi-an, cliepi-an, clypi-an, elepi-
an, 2 oleopi-en, clypi-en, (clopi-en), 2-3 clepi-
en, 3 clepie, cleop-en, clup-e(n, 3-5 clep-en, 4

clipie, olep-in, clep, 4-7 elope, (5 elyppe), 6

cleepe, (Spenser, yeleepe, Sc. clep), 6-7 cleape,

(clip), 9 arch, clepe. Pa. pple. 1 clypod,

etc -> 3-7 eleped, -id, -yd, -ud, etc., 5 clepet,

-yt, elept, 6 clypped, Sc. elepit, 6-7 cleaped.

Also, with prefix : pa. t. 1 seclipode ; pa. pple. 1

Seelyped, "2-5 icleped, -et, -id, -yd, etc., 3-9
ycleped,(3-5 -id, -ud, 5 -yt),6 yclipt, (yelipped\

7 ycleap'd, yclep'd, ycliped, eclip't, icliped,

8 yclyped, 8-9 yclept. [OE. dipian corresponds

to an OTeut. type *klipdjan ; a parallel formation

to *klipjan which appears in Clip v.'s, OFris.

klippa to ring, E. FVis. ilippen to clink, rap, LG.
(Brem. Wbch., etc.) ilippen to sound, resound,

dial Ger. kliffen to yelp. The stem klip- was app.

in ablaut-relation with k/ap(p)- (sec Clap v.) as

the expression of a lighter or thinner sound. The
OE. variants were due to fracture (' o-umlaut ') of

i ; the form cleopian originated the ME. clepe.]

f 1. intr. To cry, call ; to call on, appeal to

(a person), y<w or after (a thing). Obs.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter iv. 4 Ic cleopiu to him. Ibid. xvi[i]. 6

Ic cleapede forJSon ou xeherdes me. C975 Rushiv. Gosp.

John i. 23 Ic am stefn cliopende on woestenne. a 1000 Ps.
Lamb. xvi[il. 6 (Bosw.) Ic clepode forSanSe ou xehyrdest
me. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 43 Clupe we to ure louerd.

1307 Elegy Edw. I, ix, Wei longe we mowe clepe & crie.

c 1315 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1345 pere he kneles & callez, &
clepes after help, c 1386 Chaucer Pers. T. p 21 5, I was at

the dore of thin herte, saith Jhesus, and eleped for to entre. !

1430 Lvi>g. Chron. Troy IV. xxxv, The goddes all After

whose helpe I clyppe and call, c 1450 Merlin i. 16 Tho
j

wente they to the wyndowe and clepeden to the peple. r 1500
Lancelot 3094 On his v falowis elepit than sir kay. 1530
Palsgr. 486/1, 1 clepe, I call Je huysche. This terme is

farre northerne. 1563 Myrr. Mag., Buckhm. lxxii. 7 Cleap-
yng for vengeaunce of this treacherye.

t b. (with obj. clause) : To proclaim. Obs.

c 1105 Lav. 152 He lette an heh climben & lude clepian

bat, etc.

t 2. trans. To call (a person) ; to summon, bid

come ; to invite ; to invoke, call to -witness ; =
Call v. 4, 5, 20 c. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 8 Clypa ba wyrhtan [. 1160

llatton G, Clepe ba werhtan]. — ibid. xx. 26 Manexa synt

jeclypede. a 1235 Ancr. R. 98 He cleopeS me! ich mot
gon. 138a Wvclif Matt. xx. 8 Clepe the workmen, and
aelde to hem her hijre. c 1458 Agnes Paston in Lett. 312
I. 423 Ther knoweth no man how soon God woll clepe hym.
1460 Capgravf. Chron. Ediv. Ill 11858) 200 Thei eleped up
the Kyng [from sleep). 1540 Taverner Postils, Exhort.
Commun., He clepeth us unto him. 1567 Turberv. Poems
in Chalmers Eng. Poets II. 613/1 Untrustie Theseus eke
let Ariadne clepe.

t b. To call upon or to, speak to, address. Obs.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 4 A louely ladi. .clepte me feire,

And seide,
1 sone ! slepest bou 1

' 1381 Wvclif Isa. viii. 4 Er
the child kunne clepe his fader and his moder. c 1450 Mer-
lin ii. 37 Then the kynge eleped Merlyn and seide. 1513
Douglas A^neis 11. vi. (v. ) 57, 1 . . Rycht reuercntly begouth

j

to clepe this man.

+ c. Sc. Law. Clepe and call : to summon, cite.

1597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s. v. Clep, In pleyis of wrang i

and vnlaw, in the quhilk clepe, and call, was vsed as ane
certaine solemnitie of wordes . . as quhen the persewer did

clep and call, the defender with wouth, wrang, anil vnlaw.

3. With complemental obj. : To call by the name
of, call, name ; = Call v. 1 1. Obs. (exc. as in b),

but occasionally nsed as a literary archaism.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xiii. 13 ?e clypiaS me lareow &
drihten. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 | 3 Hi
bjeiden xanldes o be tunes . . & clepeden it tenserie. a ia»5

Ancr. R. i3aGodcleope8 be gode ancren briddes of heouene.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2146 (Colt.) Salem bat now men clepes

ierusalem. c 1386 Chaucer Pers. T. r 212 Thow schalt

clepe his name Jhesus. .1400 Maundev. xxv. 258 The
Cytee of Alizandre, that now is clept the a.ate of helle. c 1420

Chron. Vilod. 34 A religious house bey clepte hit benne.

1473 in Nichols Churchiv. Acc. Walbermick (1797) 193
Payd . . for a book, Klepyd a pye. 15*3 Act 14 + 15 Hen.
VI11, c. 5 Enacte . . that the sixe persons beforesaid . . be
called and cleaped electes. 1591 Spenser Vis. World's
Van. v, I saw tne fish (if fish I may it cleepe) . . The huge
Leviathan. 1604 Shaks. Ham. 1. iv. 19 (Globe ed.) Other
nations . . clepe us drunkards, and with swinish phrase Soil

our addition. 1615 W. Hull Mirr. Maiestie 62 Christ

doth often cleape the Church his Sister, a 1631 Drayton
Ballad Dmsabel, A daughter eleped Dowsabel. [1656

Blount Gl., Cleped (Sax.), called, named. 1858 Kingsley
Poems, Red King 61 Men clepen that water Tyrrel's ford.]

b. In this sense, the pa. pple. yclepeii, yclept

(ikle pt), was retained in use (beside the ordinary

deped) down through the ME. period, was greatly

affected in 16th c, and is still a frequent literary

archaism. See also Yclept.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 Heo weren iclipet synagoge al swa

is nu lclepet al cristen folc. riaos Lay. 2666 Heo wes
icleped Kaer Ebrauc. 1297 K. Glouc. (1724) 7 pat ober

wonder. .That Stonhyngel ys yclepud. 1509 Hawks Past.
Pleas. iv.(i845>2oThe marshal! ycclipped was dame Reason.

1588 Shaks. L. L. I., v. ii. 602 Hot. Iudas I am, ycliped

Machabeus. Dum. Iudas Machabeus dipt, is plaine Iudas.

1616 R. C. Times' Whis. 11. 607 The dredfull beast, ycleped

crocodile. 1687 Mrs. Behn Emp. Moon 1. iii, A winged
horse, icliped Pegasus. 1790 W. Rhodes Bomb. Fur. i.

(1830) 7 Hail, Artaxominous ! ycleped the Great ! 1706

Campaigns 1793-4 I. 11. ii. 108 A sentinel mounted, yclepd

a vidette. 1823 Byron Juan XTL lvi, Microcosm on stilts,

Yclept the Great World.

f 4. ellipt. To mention by name, speak of. Obs.

c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. % 39 Somme. .seyn bat yif men
clepen be latitude, thay mene the arch meridian . . intercept

by.twixe the cenyth and the equinoxial.

t Clepe, sb. Obs. Also clep. [f. prec. vb.]

1. A call, cry, shout, rare.

c 1340 Cursor M. in8(Trin.)Caym. .wende to haue scaped
wibal For any monnes clepe or cal [Cott., etc. pat nan him
cuth ne clepe ne calej. a 1547 Surrey Asneid 11. 1022 With
clepes and cries to fill the streets.

2. Sc. Law. Clep and call: full legal citation.

c 1375 Qtioniam A ttach. xxxiv, Non sicut fit in aliis placitis

de wrang et vnlaw in quibus fit clep et call. — Bute MS.
fo. 141 {heading) in Sc. Acts I. 182 pe fourme to mak clepe

and cal apon brekyng of proteccyon.

Clepe, obs. f. Clip u.\
3 to embrace, to clink.

+ Cle'per. Obs. rare. [f. Clepe v. + -er.] One
who calls ; a caller.

1382 Wyclif Dent. xviiL 10 Cleper of deuels, ne en-

chaunter. 1388 — JWjf. xv. 19 Therfor the name of that

place was clepid the Welle of the clepere of the cheke.

Cleper, obs. f. Clapper, Clipper.

t Cle'ping, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Clepe v. + -Bo 1.]

L The action of the verb Clepe ; a call, cry.

' 975 Rushiv. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 6 AZt middere niht ba

cleopung xeworden wss. c 1430 SyrGener.irXoxh.) 2737 He
cam at the first cleping. 1567 Turberv. The Loner vonocth

(Ki Hir clepings and hir cries.

2. That which one is called ; name, designation.

a 1300 Cursor M. 24987 Godd o luue has his cleping.

< 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 3168 Men called him Belvynes

the stoute. .Nou hath he chaunged that cleping.

3. Calling, vocation.

1382 Wvclif Eph. iv. 1 That }e walke worthily in the

elepinge, in which )e ben clepid.

Cleppe, Clepper, obs. ff. Clip, Clapper.

II Clepsydra (kle psidra\ PI. -as, and -as.

[Lat., a. Gr. *A<^u8pa, f. Gr. «A«(t- combining

form from K\irr-tiv to steal + vSwp water. The
name was also applied to intermittent fountains or

' ebbing wells '. Blount has the Fr. form clepsydre.]

An instrument used by the ancients to measure

time by the discharge of water ; a water-clock.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.v. xviii. 259 They measured

the hours not only by.. water in glasses called Clepsydra;,

but also by sand in glasses called Clepsammia. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Clepsydre ulepsydra\, a water-Dyal. 1741-70

Euz. Carter Lett. (1808) 43 You are not one of those ora-

tors whom I could wish confined to a Clepsydra. 1837

Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 149 Clepsydras, .were

used by astronomers. 1878 Lockyeb Star-gazing 36.

Cleptomania, var. of Kleptomania.
Clerc, Cler(e, etc., obs. ff. Clerk, Clear, etc.

Clerematyn : see Clear a. D. 3.

t Clerestorial, a. Obs. rare. [f. next + -al.

The formation suggests an Anglo-Latin dercsto-

Hum : but this is not in iJn Cange.] Belonging

to the clerestory.

1435 Contract Fotheringhay Ch. 28, viij clerestorial win-

dows set yn the myddes of the walle.

Clerestory (klio-jsto-'ri). Arch. Also 5 cler-

story, clarestory, 6 clerestorey, (7 clarester),

8 cleer story, 5-9 clear story, 9 clearstory.

[Commonly believed to be f. dere, Clear + Story

stage of a building, 'floor' of a house. (Clere

must here have meant ' light, lighted,' since the

sense ' free, unobstructed ' did not yet exist : see

Clear a.)

This assumed derivation is strengthened by the parallel

blind-story (see Blind a. t& although this may have been

a later formation in imitation of clerestory. The great

difficulty is the non appearance of story in the sense required

before c 1600, and the absence of all trace of it in any sense

in 14th, 15th, and chief part of i6thc. At the same time

there is a solitary* instance of storys in R. Glouc. (1724) 181,

which may mean ' elevated structure ' or ' fortified place '.

Trie sb. estorie in OF. had no such sense, but the pa.

pple. estori meant ' built, constructed, founded, established,

instituted, fortified, furnished, fitted out ', whence a sb. with

the sense ' erection, fortification ' might perhaps arise.)

1. The upper part of the nave, choir, and tran-

septs of a cathedral or other large church, lying

above the triforium (or, if there is no triforiuni,

immediately over the arches of the nave, etc.), and

containing a series of windows, clear of the roofs

of the aisles, admitting light to the central parts

of the building.

141a Contract Catterick Ch. 10 The pilerswith the arches

and the clerestory of the hight of sax and twenty fote abouen

erth. 1454 Blaclrbk. Swaffham in Blomefield Norfolk III.

512 Thomas Hyx. .did glasen a Window in the Clarestory.

c 1460 Henry VPs IVillm Nichols Royal Wills 303 Cloister

..in height xx feet to the corbill tabel with clear stones

and butteraces with finials. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (18741

I. i. 18 The upper part of the nave, now called the clere-

story. 1870 F. Wilson CM. Lindis/. 05 The roof of the nave

was removed .. and a clerestory added. 1875 Diet. Chr
A ntio. 396 The clerestory was a common feature in the old

civil basilica ; it was probably soon adopted in buildings of

the same type used for ecclesiastical purposes,

b. A similar feature in other buildings.

1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 479 Englasid glittering with

many a clere story. 1 1525 Reparacions To-.oer Lend, in

Bailey Hist. Tmver App. I. 20 Item made a new clerestory

in the west ende of the greate chambre . . the bredcth of the

house, with a pent hous over the hed of it for the wether.

Ibid. 21 A particion made in the forebreste of the same

jaques with a clere storey therein to give light. 1601

Shaks. Tivcl. M. iv. ii. 41 Sayst thou that house is darke"
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..Why it hath bay Windowes transparent as baricadoes,

and the cleere stores toward the South north, are as lustrous

as Ebony. 1659 T. WlLLSFORD Architectonice 30 Clear
story, Bay windows . . and sundry other things in Archi-
tecture. 1889 G. Rawlinson Auc. Egypt (ed. 4) 245 The
lighting being, as in the far smaller hall of Thothmes III,

by means of a Clerestory.

2. attrib.

a 1502 Arnolds Chron. (181 1) 41 A meruelous howse was
bylded at Gynes. .so statly, and all with clere story lyghtys,

lyk a lantorne. 1879 Sir G. Scott Lect. Archit. I. 54
The want of light in the nave from the absence of clerestory

windows.

b. esp. Clerestory windoiv : see quota.

1688 R. Holme A rmoury nr. 109/2 Clear Story Window,
are such Windows that have no transum or cross piece in

the middle of them to break the same into two Lights.

Ibid. 473/2 A Clarester window hath no Cross barrs in. 1703
Moxon Mcch. Exerc. 159. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract.
Build. 221.

Hence Clerestoried pple. and a.

1449 in Nichols Churchw. Acc. St. George, Stamford
(1797) 133 Y ordeyneand bequethe that 11 chapelles. .withyn
the seyd chirch . . be closid wyth ostrich boarde and clere

storied after such quantity as the closure of pleyn borde

there now conteyneth. 1848 B. Webb Continent. Eccles. 72
A. .church, with clerestoried triforia to the chancel.

t Cle'rete. Obs. Forms : 4cleerte, 4-5 clerte,

clerete, eleerete. [ME. clerte, cleerte, variant of

clarte, a. OF. clarte, earlier dartet ( = Pr. clariat)

:—L. ddritat-em clearness, f. cldr-us clear. The
vowel-change was due to assimilation to the adj.

cler, deer, Clear, and may have begun in Anglo-
Fr. In i6-i7th c. Fr., clarte was similarly made
dairte, after the adj. dair. Cf. Clarity.]

Clearness, brightness, lustre
;
glory, renown.

a 1340 Hami'ole Psalter xlii[ij. 5 pou makis myrk wib bi

sarynes be clerte of my ioy. 1382 Wyclif Rev. xxL 23 The
cleerte [1388 clerete] of God shal li3ten it. a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 2052 pe son on be heuen Kest away his clerete.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. v. 12 (Add. MS.) There the sonne shyneth
in his clerte. 4:1520 Wyse Ckyhte fy Emp, Adrian (W. de
W.) (i860) 10 The emperour demaunded what god made
fyrste. And the chylde answered hym lyght and clerte.

+ Cle*rewort. Obs. rare. Possibly = OE.
cl&ferzvyrt Small Clover (? Trifolium minus).

[c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. II. 102 Nim ba smalan clseferwyrt.

]

'la 1400 Morte Arth. 3241 The close. .With clauer and clere-

worte clede euene ouer.

Clerge : see Clergy.
Clergeal, clergealy, var. of Clergial, -ly.

Clergeon, -oun, var. of Clergion, Obs.

t Clergess. Obs. exc. Hist. [a. OF. dergesse
1 femme lettree also ' religieuse* (Godef.) : fern,

of dere : see -ess, and note to Clergy.]
1. A female scholar, a learned woman.
(ZIZ25 Aucr. R. 6 Sum is clergesse, & sum nis nout.

c 1450 Merlin xxi. 374 Morgne le fee, hir suster, that was so

grete a clergesse.

2. A member of a female religious order.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 34 Though the clerke and the

clergesse In latin tunge it rede and singe. 1888 J. Gillow
Bibliog. Diet. Eng. Cath. III. 197 She received the first

habit of clergess on the feast of the Assumption.

Clergiable (kl5\id3i,ab'l), a. Also clergy-

able, [f. Clergy + -able.] Law. Of an offence:

Admitting benefit of clergy ; in regard to which
benefit of clergy may be pleaded.

1762 Jacob Lata Diet. s.v. Benefit of'Clergy (L.), Offences
. . which would be clergyable if committed by the land. 1769
Blackstone Comm. IV. 320 If . . his offence is clergyable,

he shall have the benefit of his clergy. 1886 Athenamm
27 Mar. 433 So long as murder was a clergiable felony.

^1 Used as — Clergial, learned, scholarly.

1488 Caxton Spec. Vitse Christi H iiij, A longe processe

and clergyable [so edd. 1517, 1530; MS. 1410 clergyall].

t Clergial, a. Obs. Also -eal, -ialle, -yall^e.

[f. clergie, Clergy + -al. It may have existed

in OF.] Clerkly, scholarly, learned, subtle.

c 1386 Chaucer Chan. Vein. Prol. fy T. 199 Oure termes
been so clergial [v.r. clergeal] and so queynte. ? (7x400
Morte Arth. 1758 With cornettes and clarions, and cler-

gialle notes, c 1410 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xxiii. 52 (Gibbs
MS.) He maketh . . a longe processe and clergyall [Sherard
MS. clergial]. a 1420 Occleve De Reg. Princ. 2150 The
steppes clergyalle Of thise clerkes thre.

* CleTgially, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.]

In a clerkly manner, learnedly
;
skilfully, subtly.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 124 Knelyng to be kyng "cler-

gealy he seyde. 1393— ibid. C. vin. 34 Ac ich can nouht
constrye ' ne clergialliche reden. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 200
Clarett and Creette, clergyally rennene, With condethes
fulle curious. £1410 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xxxiv. 63
(Gibbs MS.) pe whuche Seynt Austyne clergyally treteb.

t Cle rgical, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Clergy + -10

+ -al.] Pertaining to the clergy.

1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 437 So concludeth this Clergicall
corruption there. 1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 241 Those
Clergicall faults which he could not conceale.

t Cle'rgify, v. nonce-wd. [f. Clergy + -fy.]

trans. To make clerical ; see quot.
1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vi. xxxi. (1612) 152, I faine My

selfe a priest .

;
And tould how fine and faire a life our

Clergie-Femes inioy, And how our leisure fitted Loue. And
let it fit (quoth she) To such as lust for loue, Sir Clarke

; you
clergefie not me.

t Cle rgion. Obs, Forms: 4 clergeon, -eoun,
-ioun, (cleregoun), 5-6 clergion. [a. OF.
derj'on, mod.F. clergeon, dim. of derc : in OF.

also clerson, clerchon, = Pr. clerson, Sp. clerizon,

Romanic type cler{i)cione : see note to Clergy.]
A young clerk or member of a clerical order ; a

chorister or choir-boy ; also (as in Fr.) a term

of depreciation = petty clerk.

c 1325 Chron. Eng. 528 in Ritson Met. Rom. II. 292 The
thridde [partie he sende] to poore cleregouns. 61330 K.
Brunne Chron. (1810) 131 pe kyng. .said, .if he had had
men, as he wend, of renoun, pei suld haf venged him of
suilkaclergioun [Thos. a Becket]. c 1386 Chaucer Prioress's

T. 51 A Htel clergeon seuen yeer of age. c 1400 'Pest. Love
11. (1560) 282/2 At masse serveth but a clergion.

b. jig. Young songster (birdj.

1540 Surrey Descr. Restl. State 22 Poems 72 The earth
. .sendeth forth, -her clergions. .to mount and fly up to the
air Where then they sing in order fair.

t Clergise. Obs. Also -yse. [a. OF. dergise

clerkship, scholarship, f. stem of derge : see note

to Clergy and -jse.] Learning, scholarship.
a 1330 Syr Degarre 268 He hit wolde teche of clergise.

c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 1882 Merlyn. .made in Rome thourow
clergyse A piler that stode fol heyghe. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 81 Clergyse, clerimonia.

Clergy (klsudsi). Forms : 3-6 clergye, 3-7
clergie, 4 clergi, cleargye, (cleregie, -gye),

4-5 clerge, 4-7 clargy, -gie, (5 clerigie), 6

clargye, 6-7 eleargie, -gy, 4- clergy, [a. OF.
dergie (12th c. in Littre), dargie, fern., literally

' clerkship ', sb. of state f. derc :—deric-us cleric,

Clerk. For branch I, the proper word was L.

deriedt-us, OF. dergie, F. derge, masc. ; but in OF.
dergie was also used in same sense; and if any
of the ME. forms represent dergie, they cannot be
distinguished from those that represent dergie.
The regular phonetic repr. of Romanic cler(i)c-ia, in OF.

would have been, according to dialect, clercic {clercie, once
in Godef. >, clerchie: cf. Pr. clercia, Sp. clerecia. OF.
clergie was an assimilation of this to clergie, a word of
earlier formation in which g was regular {clerical-, clerigat-,

clcrgdt; clergict, clergie). The influence of the latter

similarly appears in clergess, clergise, clergion. The occa-
sional ME. clerge, pi. clcrgis (sense 2. d) may possibly repre-

sent clericus '. cf. Pr. clere, clerge.]

I. The clerical estate or order = mod.F. derge.

+ 1. The estate or office of a cleric or clerk (in

ecclesiastical orders) ; the clerical office. Obs.
£1400 Apol. Loll. 43 It behowuib vs clerks to not mis-

hews be sygnes of our cleregye. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 81
Clergie or office of clerkes, clericatns. 1529 More Hercsycs
m, Wks. 226/2 As he that is in the clergye noughte, is farre
the worse because he is therein, so he that therein is good,
is for his clergy very farre the better. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's lust. iv. xix. (1634) 726 The Popish rasure minis-
tred unto Clerks at the first receit of their Cleargie.

2. concr. The clerical order; the body of men
set apart by ordination for religious service in

the Christian church
;
opposed to laity.

Sometimes, in popular speech, used of the ordinary clergy
as distinguished from bishops, etc., as in 'the bishop met
the clergy of his diocese '. Originally a term of the Catholic
church, but also commonly used in those Protestant churches
which have an ordained ministry. (As with similar terms,
its application is often made a matter of principle.)

a. construed as eolleetive plural.
c 1275 O. E. Misc. 89 Symonye, pat muchel del haueb

amerd of bere clergie. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 563 Of be
clergie at Londone. .A conseil he made. C1330 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 28 pe baronage & pe clergie were somond to
Kyngeston. C1450 Merlin vi. 97. 1529 More Heresyes
1. Wks. 108/2 To put euery man to silence that woulde .

.

speake of the fautes of the clargye. 1604 Jas. I. Counterbl.
To Rdr. (Arb.) 96 Our Cleargie are become negligent. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. I. 1. 14 The King of Spain . . would
be..compell'd by his Clergy .. to make new Demands.
1762 {title) Observations on the Present State of Widows
and Orphans of the Protestant Clergy of all denominations
in Great Britain and Ireland. 1765 Blackstone Comm.
1. 376 The people, .are divisible into two kinds ; the clergy
and laity : the clergy, comprehending all persons in holy
orders, and in ecclesiastical offices. 1765-8 Maclaine tr.

Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. xvii. (1844) II. 221 The defects and
vices of the Lutheran clergy. 1838 Gladstone State in
Ret. Ch. (1839) 259 The Presbyterian clergy of the Scotch
church. 1843 S. Austin Rauke's Hist. Ref. I. 303 With
the higher clergy of Germany.

b. as collective singular.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 373 pe clergye is ybonden by

astate & office. 1483 Cath. Angl. 66/2 A clerge, dents,
clerimonia. 1653 Milton Hirelings Wks. (1851) 387 They
affected to be call'd a Clergy. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St.

Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 480 An ambitious Clergy im-
poverishes it's People, a 1863 Whately in Sat. Rev. (1864)

9 J uly 58 The usefulness of a married clergy.

c. rarely, as numeralplural= clergymen.
1850 J. H. Newman Diff. Angl. 184 Some hundred Clergy,

f d. In the last sense, clergies was formerly used.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27244 In scrift. .enentes clergis seculers.

a 1340 Hamfole Psalter lxvii. 14 [lxviii. 13] Si dormiatis
inter medios cleros . .if je slepe amange be myddis clergis.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. v. 22 In this manere were the clergies
first founden. 1672 Dodwell in Baxter Answ. Dodwell 73
The united endeavours of above a Thousand Clergies,

e. Used of all members of religious orders.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 265, I found the clergy in

general persons of moderate minds and decorous manners ;

I include the seculars and regulars of both sexes.

f 3. trans/. The priestly order in the Jewish and
other non-Christian religions. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1509 Oure bischop [of Jerusalem] .

.

iogis all be iewis ' & generall callis . . pan consals him be
clergy. 1578T. N. Kx.Conq. IV. India 273 Tlamacazque. .one

of the principallest of the Divels Cleargie there. 1610 Hol-
land Camden's Brit. (1637) 14 (D.) The Druidae(for so they
call their diviners, wisemen, and estate of clergie). 1727
De Foe Syst. Magic 1. iii. (1840I 73 Upon this comes Jannes
and Jambres. .it seems the king's Court was not then without
a sufficient number of Clergy.

4. As a rendering of Gr. Kkrjpos, and of fcKrjpajv in

1 Pel. v. 3 ; see quots.
138Z Wyclif i Pet. v. 3 Nether as hauynge lordshipe in

the clergie [1582 Rhem., neither as ouerruling the Clergie
;

Tindale, Cranmer, the parisshes
; Coveudale, the par-

ishens
; Genet'., 1611, God's heritage]. 1641 Milton Ch.

Govt. 11. iii. (1851) 164 The title of Clergy S. Peter gave to all

Gods people, till Pope Higinus and the succeeding Prelates
took it from them. 1643 IJukkoughes Exp. Hosea i. (1652)

159 You shall find in Scripture the people are called Clergy
in distinction from the Ministers, and never the Ministers
..from the people. 1736 Chandler Hist. Persec. 459 The
words Clergy and Church are never once used in Scripture
to denote the Bishops or other Officers, but the Christian
people.

II. In sense of mod.F. dergie.

f5. 'Clerkly skill*; learning, scholarship,

science. Obs. exc. in proverb (quot. 1690-1822).
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 538 I-cud of alle clergies, c 1320 Seuyn

Sag. (W.) 62, I sal teche him than Of clergy more than ani
man. 1:1325 Metr. Horn, ioi That clergy That clerkes
kalles astronomi. .1440 York Myst. xx. 54 lie clargy
clere if we couthe knawe. c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt.
Bryt. (1814) 376 The grete and excellent clergy that is in

you. 1562 J. H eywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867)52 She chopth
logyke, to put me to my clargy. c 1690 B. K. Diet. Cant.
Crew s.v. Clerk-ship, An Ounce of Mother-Wit is worth a
Pound of Clergy, or Book-learning. 1822 Svd. Smith Wks.
(1859) II. 3/1 The old saying, that an ounce of mother wit is

worth a pound of clergy.

6. Old Law. Benefit of {Ins) clergy, also simply
{his) clergy : orig. the privilege of exemption from
trial by a secular court, allowed to or claimed by
clergymen arraigned for felony ; in later times the

privilege of exemption from the sentence, which,
in the case of certain offences, might be pleaded
on his first conviction by every one who could
read. Abolished, after various earlier modifications,

in 1S37. Cf. Neck-verse.
The ability to read, being originally merely the test of the

'clergy', or clerical position, of the accused, came at length
to be in itself the ground of the privilege, so that the phrase
became= ' benefit of scholarship' (sense 5, instead of 1).

c 1300 Bcket 371 A preost ther was. .That of mansla3t was
bicliped..Me acusede him faste ofthedethe: ache..huld
him faste to holi churche . . Iloked he was to purgi him
thurf clergie if he mi5te. 1511 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 5 That
. .he. .so offending mot being within orders of holy church)
enioie not the benefite of his clergie. 1601 Munday Death
Huntington 1. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 244 Stand
to your clergy, uncle ; save your life. 1623 Act 21 Jas. I,

c. 6 Pream., By the Laws of this Realm the Benefit of
Clergy is not allowed to Women convicted of Felony, a 1626
Bacon Max. Uses Com. Law 39 Praying his clergy, and
thereupon reading as a clerke. 1631 Brathwait Whimzies,
Charac. Jayler 49 If any . . be admitted to his clergy, and
by helpe of a compassionate prompter, hacke out his necke-
verse. 1670 Blount Lazo Diet, s.v., By the Statute of 18
Eliz. cap. 7 Clerks are no more delivered to their Ordinaries
to be purged, but now every Man, to whom this benefit is

granted, though not in Orders, is put to read at the Bar,
after he is found guilty, and convicted of such Felony, and
so burnt in the hand, and set free for the first time, if the
Ordinaries Commissioner or Deputy standing by do say

—

Legit 7(t Clericus. 1670 Marvell Corr. clxxii. Wks. 1872-5
II. 362 Such a clause, .makes it felony, without clergy.

1697 Land. Gas. No. 3304/3 Craving the Benefit of his
Clergy . . he was Burnt in the Hand. 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. (1869) II. v. i. 351 [The] members [of the universities],

whether masters or students, had all of them what was then
called the benefit of clergy, that is were exempted from the
civil jurisdiction . . and were amenable only to the ecclesi-

astical tribunals. 1864 Knight Fifty Years Wkg. Life I. 204
Then [1818] the Crier of the Court called out to the Convict,
'kneel down and pray your Clergy'.

b. Clergy of belly \ 'respite claimed by a preg-

nant woman ' (Davies).

1678 Butler Hud. in. i. 884 Who therefore in a streight,

may freely Demand the Clergy of her Belly.

III. 7. attrib. or as adj. Belonging to the

clergy, clerical.

a 1633 Corbett Iter Bor. 8 A noble cleargy host, Kitt

Middleton. 1670 Walton Li/e Hooker \. 40 She [Q. Eliza-

beth] eased herself, by laying the burden of all her clergy-

cares upon his [Abp. Whitgift's] shoulders.

8. attrib. and Comb., as clergy-like adj., -mender,

-priest, -profession, -relation, •right, -tailor

;

•f clergy-feme, a clergyman's wife or woman;
clergy-house, the residence of a clergyman

;
also,

a house of residence for all the clergy having sole

or subordinate charge of a living.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vi. xxxi. (1612) 152 How fine and
faire a life our *Clergie-Femes inioy. 1865 G. E. Street
To^vn Ch. in Englishm. Mag. Feb. 1 2$ The Church . . would

. .be rendered . . more striking by the group of subordinate

buildings— vclergy-house, house for the choir-hoys and
masters, etc. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Ch. 25

When the clergy-house is close to the church. 1632 Star
Chamb. Cases (1886) 173 In as *clergie-like and church-like

manner as maie be. 1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy To Rdr.

3 An infinite number of church and *clergy-menders. < 1589
Theses Martinianaz title-p. , With their whole band of
*clergie-priests. 1642 Fuller Holy fy Pro/. St. iv. xvii.

(D.), Nor suits it with my *clergy-profession to proceed any
further in this warlike description. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt.
11. iii. (1851) 168 That Priestly unction and *Clergy-right
whereto Christ hath entitl'd him. 1642 Fuller Holyfy Prof.
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St. v. xviii. (D.), Those *clergy-sticklers. 1708 Motielx
Rabelais v. (1737) 215 "Clergy-Taylors, Wafer-makers.

Hence f Clergy'd a., provided with clergy.

1696 Growth Deism 31 Christians embodied, organized,

clertjy'd and modelled into a National Church.

Clergyman (kla-id^imsen). Before 18th c.

usually as two words, or hyphened.

1. A man of the clerical order ; an ordained

minister of the Christian church ; one in holy orders.

(In England, unless otherwise qualified, commonly
meaning a minister of the Church of England.)
1577 Haxmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. 11619* 04 Not after the

manner of a cleargie-man, but of the lay people. 1577
Vautrouillier Luther on Ep. Gal. 260 The Papistes
dreamed that this commaundement belongetb onely to their

Cleargymen. 1594 Shaks. Rick. Ill, in. vii. 95 Enter
Richard aloft, betweene two Bishops. Maior. See where
his Grace stands, tweene two Clergie men. 1654 L'Estrange
Chas. I (1655) 218 The House of Commons [voted] that no
Clergy man shall be in Commission of the Peace. 1706
Hearne Rem. Collect. (1885) I. 164 A Benefic'd Clergy
Man in Surrey. 1709 Steele Taller No. 72 P 9 By a
Clergyman, I mean one in holy Orders, a 1714 Burnet
Oivn Time (1766) I. 269 A profound statesman, but a very
indifferent Clergy-man. 1840 Gladstone Ch. Prine. 322 A
well-known Presbyterian Clergyman, of Edinburgh. 1858
De Quincev Wks. V. 190 A writer of great talent, IVfr.

Foster, the Baptist clergyman. 187a E. Peacock Mabel
Heron 1. iv. 65 Deep-rooted reverence for the clergyman of
the Parish.

tb. trans/. Applied to priests of non-Christian
religions. [Ct Clergy i b.) 06s.
1609 Holland Amm. Marcel, xxvm. vi. 346 Rusticanusa

Prelat or Clergie man [sacerdotalis]. 1693 Staphorst tr.

Ranwolf's Trav. in Ray Journ. LenuC. 11738) II. 98 When
their Clergymen [L e. DervishesJ did understand it, they
became very angry with us.

1 2. St. Nicholas clergymen {clerks) ; a cant phrase
for 1 highwaymen 1

(see Clerk sb. 6 c\ Ol>$.

1589 R. Harvey PL Perc. 1 A quarrel, by the high way
side, between a brace, of Saint Nicholas Clargie men.
3. Clergyman's sore throat : see quot.
188a S/a. Soc. Lex., Clergyman's sore throat, the name

given to granular pharyngitis when occurring in clergymen,
and others, who use the voice much. 1886 Fagge Princ. «y

Pract. Med. I. 805.

Hence Clergyma'nical a. {humorous , Cle rgy-
manly a., characteristic of a clergyman.
1864 G. Dver Bella Donna 1. 196 One figure (arrayed in

silken vestings and general clergymanical finery,'. 1865
Mrs. Oliphant Chron. Carl., Perpet. Curate 3 Two fresh,

new, active, clergymanly intellects.

Clergyse, var. of Clergise, 06s. ,
learning.

Clergyship. [f. Clergy + -ship.] The posi-

tion or office of a clergyman.
1616 N. Brent tr. Sarpt's Hist. Council Trent (1676) 551

It could not be said, that either Clergiship, or the exemp-
tion thereof, were dejure divino.

Clergywoman kls jd^iwuman . [f. Clergy
+ Womax, after clergyman.']

fL A woman belonging to a religious order; a

nun ; a priestess ; *=Clergess 2. 06s.

1673 Baxter Let. in Answ. Dodwell 87, I never took all

the impotent persons, poor, and Widows in the Church, to be
Clergy-men, and Clergy-women, a 1777 Foote Trip Calais
n. i. \.D.)

t
I took her to be one of the clergywomen that be-

long to the place. 1841 Thackeray Miss Tickletoby's Led.
i. Wks. 1886 XXIV. 12 The ancient Britons had not only
priests, but priestesses—that is clergywomen.

b. humorously. Cf. * old woman \
17*6 Amherst Terrae FU. xxx. 160 Several fellows, .lodged

an appeal, .against Dr. Drybones. .complaining of several

arbitrary, .practices of that reverend old clergy-woman.
2. A clergyman's wife or other female relative

(especially when she manages the parish). {Hu-
morous or satirical.)

i8ao Genii. Mag. II. 150 He is a Clergyman more than a
country Gentleman, and his flame a Clergywoman. 186a
Union 11 Apr. 226 The harm which a clergywoman may do
. .is almost boundless. 1865 Mrs. Oliphant Agnes 1. 10 I rom
the clergy-women of Windholm down to the charwomen,
the question was discussed. 1867 Ch. Times 6 July 236/4
The clergywoman nuisance and the domestic ideal.

Cleric (kle rik),a. and sb. [ad. late L. cleric-its

clergyman, priest, prop, an adj. 1 of or belonging
to the clems '

; a. Gr. K\rjptK-6s ' of or pertaining to

an inheritance', in later ^Christian use 'of or be-

longing to the ecclesiastical or sacerdotal order

f. /fX^/>o5 Mot, allotment, piece of land, estate,

heritage used in and c. as a name of the minis-

terial or sacerdotal order in the church, the clergy.

The Greek words were adopted in Latin in this

transferred sense only {clerus in Tertullian a 230,

clericus in Jerome 4th c), with which they passed

into Romanic and Knglish. Cf. Clerk.
On the history of the application of kAtjpo* to the Christian

ministry, see Bp. Lightfoot Philippians (1868) 245-6, where
its probable origin is seen in the use of the word in Acts i.

17, 70i« k\t\pov ttj? StaKouiai; ravir]? ' the lot of this ministry';

cf. i. 25. In the time of Jerome, explanations were sought
in the use of wAijpof in Deut. xviii. a, compared with ix. 20,

and parallel passages ; and 1 Peter v. 3 was interpreted in

this sense. Jerome's explanation is thus repeated in the
Apology for the Lollards {c 1400) 43 :

' The clerk . . schuld interpret be calling of his nam, and
enforce to l>e bat he is seid ; for a clerk in ourspeche is seid
sortt and per for are men seid clerkis, for pel are of be Lordis
sort, or for be Lord is ber part ; and for he is be Ix>rdis part,
or hab be Lord his part, he au[h]t to haue him s[ujilk bat
he haue be Lord, and be had of be Lord.']

A. adj. Ofor pertaining to the clergy, Clerical.
i6ai W. Sclater Tytkes (16231 *S As well Clericke as

Layicke. 1649 Milton Eikott. ad fin., Above the genius
of his cleric elocution. 1839 Carlyle Misc. (1857) II. 113
All of us, cleric and laic, seem to be agreed. 1879 G.
Macdonald P. Faber I. i. 6 With a word he quickened the
pace of his cleric steeds.

B. s6. A clerical man, a clergyman. Often
used instead of the earlier Clekk (in sense 1), to

avoid the ambiguity of that word.
1621 W. Sclater Tytkes (1623) 36, I haue now to dealt:

I

with a Clericke. 1786 Bp. Horsley Serm. Sons Clergy i L.),

The cleric who is. .the most addicted to a life of study and
I

devotion. 1837 R. Challoser Catkolic Ckr. Instr.in Sacr.

j

7 In case of necessity . . baptism may . . be administered
by any person whatsoever. In which case a cleric, though

! only in lesser orders, is to be admitted preferably to a lay-
; man. 1875 M. Pattison Casaubon 417 The professors and

governors are all clerics.

Clerical (kle rikal), a. {sb.) [f. L. cleric-dl-is,

j
f. cleric-us clergyman : see prec]
A. adj. 1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic

I

of, the clergy or a clergyman {esp. in their pro-

fessional capacity).
159a tr. Junius on Rev. xxii. 17 Clerical! tonsure or shav-

1 ing. 1649 Bp, Hall Cases Consc. il i (T.) Meet for clerical

i and religious persons. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 5 The
hard yoke of clerical usurpation. 1829 Lyiton Devereux
l U, His garb was as little clerical as possible. 1876 M -

LEY Univ. Serm. iv. 82 The ambition of the clerical order
has always been attended by peculiarly repulsive features.

2. Of or pertaining to a clerk or penman (see

Clerk 5), of clerks; esp. in clerical error, an
error made in writing anything out.

1798 Bay Amer. Law Rep. (1809) I. 82 The word was
omitted through a clerical mistake m the person who drew
the will. 1838 Glrwood Wellington Disp, IV. 105 note.
It is supposed that this is a clerical error. 1865 New York
World 13 Oct., A clerical force is employed to keep the

j

accounts and attend to the correspondence. 1879 Datly
News 16 Sept. 3/3 The clerical service of the Customs.

B. sb. A cleric: one of a clerical party.

1837 Marryat Dog-fiend xxxiii, We except the clericals.

1871 Daily News 21 Sept., The German party was to make
way for the Czechs and clericals. 1882 3 Schakf Etuycl.
Ret. Knowl. I. 31 The Sixth Council of Orleans deposed
every clerical who had committed adultery.

b. //. Clerical garments {coltoa. ; cf. academi-
cals, canonicals).

1865 A tkenxum No. 1989.802/3 Donning ' a suit ofclericals'.

Clericalism kle'rikaliz'm). [f. prec. + -ism;

cf. mod.F. clJricalisme.] Clerical principles

;

clerical rule or influence ; clerical partisanship.
1864 SaJ. Rev. 470/1 A living protest against clericalism.

1874 Daily News 11 Feb. 3/7 The triumph of Republicanism
in the Haute Saone, a stronghold ofclericalism. 1883/ 'ortn.

Rev. Feb. 295 The chronic insurrection of the clergy, their

hostility to republican institutions, their defiance of national
supremacy is what is called in France clericalism.

Clericalist (klerikalist,. [f. as prec. + -I8T.]

A supporter of clericalism.

1881 AVie York Heraldij Feb. 7/1 At Berlin, .a clericalist

has been elected Vice-President.
attrib. 1885 Frkmantle Al/ord in Diet. Nat. Biog. I.

' 283/2 The clericalist movement of the years 1835-42.

Clericality klerikarliti). [f. as prec. + -ITV.]

1. (with //.) A clerical action or trait.

1660 S. Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. 11679)53 In those
their Carnal Clericalities.

2. Clerical quality or condition.

1877 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 450 The Church Congress!
This is the very concentrated essence, the focus, of Cleric-

i

ality. 1884 G. P. Hawley Wit, Wisd. $ Pkilos. Richtcr

I

54 Clericality does, at all times, stand in a very close rela-

tion to the feminine heart.

Clericalize (UrtiVlbii), v. [f. as prec. +
-ize.] trans. To make clerical.

1886 Manck. Exam. 36 Feb. 5/5 Clericalise the Church
from top to bottom, turn over all its patronage to the

I

Bishops.

Clericall: see Clarichokd.
Clerically kle-rikali), adv. [f. as prec. + -ly -.]

1. In a clerical manner, like a clergyman.
1876 M. Davies Unortk. Lond. 117 Then the clerically-

dressed gentleman took up his parable.

2. In relation to w riting out or copying.
1886 l.a:i> Rep. 31 Chanc. Div. 255 There will he no

practical difficulty in making the resettlement clerically

stand so as to effect the real intention of the parties.

Clericalty (kle-rikalti). [f. as prec. + -ty,

after royalty, etc.] Clerical order, clergy.
i860 H. B. Wilson in Ess. Rev. igs The wrong, .is par-

ticipaled by . . the clericalty who consider the Church etc

Clericate (kle rik^). [ad. L. eleriedtus, f.

cleric-us : see -ate.] Clerical office or dignity.
1868 Browning Ring 4 Bk.xu. 252, I.. alleged The power

and privilege o' the Clericate.

Clericature (kle rikatiuj). [ad. mod. L.
clericdttlra, f. clericare to make a cleric] Clerical

action or function.

17*5 tr. Dupin's Eul. Hist. xjtkC. I. v. 176 The very
same rank of Clericature, which they had in their Sect.

1867 H. C« Lea Sacerd. Celib. 83 The superior opportun-
ities which clericature gave of improper intercourse with
women.

Clericism kle-risiz'm}. [f. Cleric + -ism.]

Clerkhood as a principle and practice ; a system

founded upon clergymen.

1878 C. W. Eliot in .V. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 224 The
\

English universities have suffered deeply from . . clenc'ism,
celibacy, and sinecurism.

Clericity (kl/rrshi). [f. L. type *clericitds,

! f. clericus : see -ity.] Clerical quality or status.
1866 .V. <y £?. Ser. NL VI. 470 A motion was speedily

made for his ejection on the ground of his clericity (the word,
I think, is Coleridge's, and a very good word it is>.

Clerico- (kle-rike), combining form of L. clericus

^see Cleric), - clerically-, clerical and . . . , as in

cteruo-/t'6eral, clerico-political.

1815 Syd. Smith .V/. Wks. 1859 II. 200, I am sick of these
[

little clerico-political meetings. 1863 Dublin Rev. Oct. 61

1

Such detestable societies as the Clenco-liberal Society.

Clericorde: see Clarichord.
Clerify (kle rifsi), v. tionce--a>d. [ad. med.L.

I

dirijicdre, f. late L. cler-us : see Cleric, and -fy.]

\ trans. To make clerical. So Cleriflca'tion.
1861 Sat. J?ev.g Mar. 243/2 Lord Palmerston's conversion

. .has (no doubt) sanctified him, but it has also clerified him—to coin a new word for what, happily.. is a new fact.

1867 Ibid. 6 July 10/2 The process of clenfication.

Clerisy (kle risi). [app. formed after Ger. de-
risei, in late L. clericia, Sp. clerecla, Pg. derezia

i (see Clebuy). Introduced by Coleridge to express

J

a notion no longer associated with Clergy.]
Learned men as a body, scholars.
1818 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1836.1 1. 238 After the Revo-

[

lution. .a learned body, or clerisy, as such, gradually disap-
peared. (11834— Taite-t.{\ijf» looTheclerisy of anation,
that is, its learned men, whether poets, or philosophers,

:

or scholars. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Manners (1858) II. 421
i
The artist, the scholar, and in general the clerisy.

* It has also been used for clericism, clef icily.

1858 Times 28 Aug. 10/5 The restrictions of clerisy and
celibacy. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. I. (1873) 336
A layman, alike indifferent to clerisy and heresy.

Clerk kliik, klaik), sb. Forms : 1 clerec,

^cliroc
,
1-3 clerio, 1-7 clerc. 3 cleere, {gen. pi.

j

3-3 clerkene, 4 clerken\ 3-7 clerke, 4 klerk,

I
5-6 clerck(e, 5-7 clarke, 5-8 dark. 6 olarcke,

' 6-7 oleark(e, 4- clerk. [OE. had cleric, clerec,

I clerc, immed. from Latin; the last of these forms
coincided with OK. clerc :—Romanic type *clerco :—

L. cleric-us, -urn (cf. Pr. clerc, clergue, clerge, Sp.
clerigo, It. cliicrico) : see Cleric. The original

sense was ' man in a religious order, cleric, clergy-

man '. As the scholarship of the Middle Ages was
practically limited to the "lergy, and these per-

formed all the writing, notarial, and secretarial

work of the time, the name ' clerk ' came to be
; equivalent to ' scholar ', and specially applicable

to a notary, secretary, recorder, accountant, or

penman. The last has now come to be the ordi-

nary sense, all the others being either archaic,

historical, formal, or contextual.

The pronunciation kliuk is evidenced in the south

of England from the 1 5th c. ; cf. bark, hark, dark,

etc., from earlier -er; also serjeant, hearth, Cher-
well, Hertford, and the 15- 17th c. clargy. The
dialects, esp. the northern, have retained the e, as

Sc. klerk, 1<L rk. In U. S. the pronunciation is

klstk, and of late this has become somewhat fre-

quent in London and its neighbourhood.]

1. A man ordained to the ministry or service of
' the Christian Church ; a churchman, clergyman,

or ecclesiastic. (For greater distinction, Cleric
is now often substituted.)

a. Before the Reformation, and in R. C. Church,
a member of any of the eight orders (though
sometimes excluding the bishop). Hence, the dis-

tinction, clerk in holy orders, clerk in minor orders :

see quot. 1 844.
. 1050 1 £. Vocab. in Wr.AViilcker 308 Clericus, preost

o85e cleric. 1129 (

1 E. Chron. (Laud ftlS.i, Se o6er net Gre-
gorius ; he wa:s clerc. law R. Glouc (1724) 472 That no
oissop. ne clerc nathemo, Ne soldc withoute kinges leue

out of this lond go. Ibid. 496 Alle clerkene lefmen in

prisoun the king brou^te. c 1315 Shoreham Poems 53 Clcrkc
hys to segge, an Knglysch, Eyr of Godes werkc. 1377
Lancl. P. PI. B. iv. 119 Til clerken coueitise be to clothe

be pore and to fedc. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. iv. (1520)

32/2 He decreed that Clerkes sholde were no berdes

nor longe heere. 1584 Powel LloytCs Cambria 32 The
Clarkcs of the Church ofWinchester did choose him for their

Bishop. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. (1617) 186 Ser\-ices,

Offices, and Orders ecclesiastical, the first of which three

and in part the second may be executed by the laity,

whereas none have or can have the third but the clergy.

Catechists, Exorcists, Readers, Singers, and the rest of like

sort . . may in that respect seem clergymen, even as the

Kathers for that cause term them usually Qarks. 1614

Raleigh Hist. World 11. 487 Torniellus is a regular Clerk

of the congregation of St. Paul. x6oi Bramhall Just
yitut. iv. 61 Wilfride was an Arch-Bishop, not an inferiour

clerk. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (18581 II. xii. 230 The
clergy were divided into two classes, one of inferior clerks

in minor orders, and employed as lectors, cantors, acolyth-

ists, exorcists, and doorkeepers, and the other of clerks

in holy orders, deacons, and inass-thanes, whose office it

was to minister at the altar and offer the sacrifice .

b. Since the Reformation, in England generally

= ' clerk in holy orders ', i. e. a deacon, priest, or

bishop. Now chiefly a legal or formal designation.



CLERK. 493 CLERK-LIKE.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 11592) PreC, They zealously
;

withstand the couetousness of Patrones, in rejecting their

vnsufficient Clearkes. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxxt § 2
|

The placing of one clerk in two churches. 1642 Jer. Taylor 1

Episc. 11647) 365 The Bishop, or his Clerks. 1726 Ayui fk
|

Parerg. 184 In the general Acceptation of the Word, all

Persons were stiled Clerks, that served in the Church of >

Christ ; whether they were Bishops, Priests, or Deacons.

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 424 A living, .became vacant,
j

Hough and his ejected brethren assembled and presented a
j

clerk. 1858 Lu. St. Leonards Handy-bk. Property Law
xxv. 187 Noadvowson can be recovered by any person after

1

three clerks in succession have held the same adversely if
|

the times, .amount to 60 years.

2. Before the Reformation, sometimes applied

esp. to members of the five * minor orders ' as dis-

tinct from the higher or ' holy orders \

C97S Laws Edgar C. 4 (Bosw.J We herab oact preosta

Xehwilc to sinobe ha:bbe his cleric, a 1300 Cursor M. 12897
]

(GotL) Selcuthit was. .pe klerk fortobaptizbepreist. i486

Bk. St. Alban's D iiij a, Aspare hawke, and he is an hawke
j

for a prest . . A Mufkyte, and he is for an holiwater clerke.
]

1537 Will ofH. Monmouth in Strype Eccl. Me»o I. App.

xc. 251 Item, I wyl have no mo Preestes and Clerks at my <

funeral mass than do serve dayly in our parysh church.

b. Hence, since the Reformation, applied to

laymen who perform such of these offices as are

retained in cathedrals, churches, or chapels. In the

Prayer-book of 1549 Clerks were the choir
|

men ; in later times, the Clerk, or Parish Clerk, is

the lay officer of a parish church, who has charge

of the church and precincts, and assists the clergy-

man in various parts of his duties, e.g. by leading

the people in responses, assisting at baptisms,

marriages, etc. In other senses, usually with some
distinctive epithet, as Bible Clerk, a scholar who
reads the Scripture lessons in some ancient college

chapels ; Lay Clerk, a singing man in some cathe-

drals and college chapels ;
Singing Clerk, etc.

1549 (March) Bk. Com. Prayer 122 b, The Clearkes and
people shall aunswere. Ibid. Commun. Serv., Where there be
Clerks, they shall sing one or many of the sentences above
written. 1564 in Strype Attn. Ref. I. xli. 463 To every
parish belongeth I. A parson, or vicar, or both, or a curate :

under him. II. A clerk, to read, write, sing, and say. 1596
Shaks. Tarn. S/tr. rv. iv. 94 To to' Church, take the Priest,

j

Clarke, and some sufficient honest witnesses. 1710 Hearne
j

Collect. III. 82 To go to the Clark of Ferry-Hinksey for y>

Parish Register. 1726 Ayuffe Parerg. 409 The true

Original of those we now call Parish Clerks . . at first in-

tended as Clerks-Assistant to him that had the Cure. 1727
Swift Country Post, The deceased wife of the singing-

clerk of this place, a 1800 Cowpkr Names of little Note 14

There goes the parson, oh ! illustrious spark, And there,
I

scarce less illustrious, goes the clerk ! 1850 Lyell, 2nd
Visit. U. S. II. 86 There was no clerk, the Bishop read the

responses and gave out the psalms, seeming to us, at first
;

to be performing the office of clerk. 1879 Mrs. Olii-hant
j

Within Precincts xviii, He . . had been a chorister and had
progressed into a lay clerk. 1886 Oxf. Univ. Calendar 169 I

New College (Chapel): Organist, Schoolmaster, Lay-clerks,
j

Choristers. — 189 Magdalen Coll. : Organist, Clerks, Cho-
]

risters. — atgChnstCh. : Organist, Singing men, Choristers.

1889 Oxford Directory, All Souls College . . provision for

a warden, fifty fellows, two chaplains, and four bible clerks,
i

f 3. Clerk attaint, clerk convict : see quots. Obs.
j

1622 Bacon Hen. VlfWks. (Bohn) 354 The king began..
[

to pare a little the privilege of clergy, ordaining that clerks
!

convict should be burned in the hand, a 1626 — Max. <$•

Uses Com. Law 39 A man found guilty of felony, .and pray-
j

ing his clergy, and thereupon reading as a clerke. .is called -

a clerk convict. 1641 Termes de la Ley 62 Clerk attaint is '

he, which praycth his Clergie after judgement given upon
,

him of the felonie, and hath Ms Clergie allowed. Ibid.,
\

Clerke convict is liee, which prayeth his Clergie before
judgement given upon him of the Felonie, and hath his

j

Clergie to him granted.

4. A man (or woman) of book learning, one
|

able to read and write ; a scholar. (Now a his- 1

torical archaism.)
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 7 Alse pe wise clerc seide on his 1

boc. a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter xxvi. 11 All be clerkis in
j

erth may noght yinagyn it. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 285 A '

Clerk ther was of Oxenford also That vn to logyk hadde
j

longe ygo. 1460 Capgrave Chron. (185S) 132 In these dayes
regned in Inglond Herry the First, whech was named
Herry Clerk. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. ii. (1889; 38 The

'

thyrd syster Morgan le fey . . lerned so moche that she was
1

a grete Clerke of Nygromancye. 1490 CASTON Encydos 1

That noble poete and grete clerke vyrgyle. 1533 Wrioth-
j

BSLEY Chron. I. (1875) 22 A great clearke in the Greeke and 1

Latten tonge. 1623 Lisle sElfric on O. &r N. T. Pref. 6 !

Joseph Scaliger, one of the greatest Clarkes of our age.
j

1702 Pope Jan. # May 100 As subtle clerks by many schools

are made. 1796 Burke Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 70 He
was no great clerk, but he was perfectly well versed in the
interests of Europe. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. 1. xi, Her
father was a clerk of fame. 1882 Freeman Reign Will.
Rufus II. vii. 455 Henry the Clerk . . must rank before all

other kings as the refounder of the English nation,

t b. A pupil, scholar. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M. 29401 (Cott. Galba), A maister of lare

may bete a clerk bot noght ouer sare. 1475 Bk. Noblesse
53 The said maister. .meoved his clerkis to desport bethout
the cite fn the feeldis. 1481 Caxton Myrr. in, xii. 159
After cam Plato the sage. .And his clerke named Aristotle.

+ 5. In early times, when writing was not an
!

ordinary accomplishment of the laity, the offices

of writer, scribe, secretary, keeper of accounts, and >

the transaction of all business involving writing,
were discharged by Clerks (in sense 1, identical

with 4).

1085 <\ E. Chron. {l^aud MS.}. Hi wsroii ealle ba;s cynges !

ckrecas. c 1300 Beket 2135 (2123) Edward Grim, that was
|

his clerc.To helpe his louerd, if he mi^te, bis arm pulte :

bifore. 1362 Lancl. P. PI. A. Prol. 91, I sauh ber Bisschops
j

Bolde . . Bi-coome Clerkes of A-Couute, be kyng for to

seruen. 1377 Ibid. B. XIII. 247 Hadde iche a clerke bat
I

couthe write, c 1400 Maundev. xix. 218 Under the Emper-
j

oures table, sitten 4 Clerkes, that writes] alle, that the Em-
perour seythe. 1450 Merlin xxvi. (1877) 483 Than were ther

chosen foure clerkes to write the a-ventures as thei fill.

a 1555 Latimer Serin. <y Rem. (1845) 38 But our spiritualty,

what do they?, .some be clerks of the kitchen.

6. Hence, in current use: a. The officer who has

charge ofthe records, correspondence, and accounts
|

of any department, court, corporation, or society, !

and superintends the general conduct of its busi- !

ness ; as Clerk of the Kitchen, Clerk to the School-

board, Town-clerk, etc.

1526 Tinuale Acts xix. 35 When the toune clarcke had
\

ceased the people. 1536 in Thynne's Animadv. Introd.

28 William I'hynne, clerc comptroller of the kinges honor-
|

able housholde. 1603 KlfOLLKS Hist. Turks 11621 1 753 The 1

clearke general of the armie. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun.
Mou. 538 Clarke of the Spicery to King Henry the eight.

a 1667 Cowley Liberty Wks. 1710 II. 680 His Clerk of the

Kitchen, or his Cook. 1679-88 Seer. Serf. Money Chas.

<y Jos. (1851) 111 Late clerk of the robes to King Cha>. 1 1.

171a Loud. Gaz. No. 5016/3 All the Horses. . must be shewn
..before the Clerk of the Race.

b. One employed in a subordinate position in

a public or private office, shop, warehouse, etc., to

make written entries, keep accounts, make fair

copies of documents, do the mechanical work of
[

correspondence and similar 1 clerkly ' work.
1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 6 Pream., The said Collectours

and Comptrollers and theire Clerkes. 1565-78 Cooper The-
sanr., Script inn latere, to be a secreitarie or clarke. 1573-80
Baret Alveart'e, A Clerke or secretarie alwayes attending,

a scribe, Amanuensis. 1596 Shaks. Merch. Ven. v. i. 181

My Lord Bassanio gaue his Ring away Vnto the Iudge. .and
then the Boy his Clearke. .begg'd mine, a 1674 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. xi. (18431693/1 Harrisson . .had been bred up in

the place of a Clerk, under a Lawyer. 1702 Land, Gaz, No. l

3865/4 Writing a tolerable Clerk's-Hand. 1771 Franklin
Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 64 He proposed to take me over as

j

his clerk, c 1865 J. Wylde in Cine. Sc. I. 261/1 The tele- i

graph clerk gradually acquires a proficiency. 1875 Jevons I

Money 1 18781 268 Some banks employ as many as six clerks,
j

Mod. The Warehousemen and Clerks' School.

c. Specific applications and offices :

—

Clerk of Assize : an officer who records judicial decisions

given by judges on circuit, t Clerk of the Chamber: a

private secretary. Clerk of the Chcoue (see Check sb. 8):

also, ' an officer in royal dockyards who goes on board to

muster the ship's company,' thereby to check false musters '.

Clinical Clerk: see Clinical, i Clerk of the Closet: an
'

ecclesiastic privately attending upon a monarch, a royal con- •

fessor. Clerk of the Croion : an officer of the Chancery de-

partment, who issues writs of summons to peers in the House
\

of Lords, and writs of election for members of the House of
|

Commons, etc. ; also an official who frames and reads in-

dictments against public offenders. Clerk of the Essoins,

Estreats, Greencloth, Hana/er (see these words*. Clerk of
the Market : t a royal officer attending at fairs and markets,
to keep the standard of weights and measures, and punish
misdemeanours therein ; also an officer appointed by city

or town corporations, to collect market dues, and inspect

the market, t Clerk of the Ni/iils: (see Nihil', t St.
(

Nicholas* clerk : a highwayman, thief. Clerk ofthe Peace :

an officer who prepares indictments and keeps a record of
proceedings at sessions of the peace, \ Clerk ofthe Pells,

PiPe'' (see these wordsi. \ Clerk of the Petty Bag: an
officer in Chancery who had many minor duties, such as mak-
ing out the patents of customers, gaugers, alnagers, issuing

the congi ifetire for bishops, issuing writs of summons to

Parliament, etc., most of which have now passed to the.
\

Clerk of the Crown. Clerk ofSession : a title given to the

clerks of the Court of Session. Clerk of tlie Signet '. for-

merly, a clerk in attendance on the royal secretary, in ,

charge of the privy signet for sealing private letters ; also

used as synonymous with Writer to the Signet. Clerk of
Supply (Scotland! : Clerk to the Commissioners ofSupply or I

county assessors. Clerk of the Weather: an imaginary
functionary humorously supposed to control the state ofthe

weather. Clerk ofthe Works : an officer who superintends

the erection of buildings, etc., to secure the proper quality

of materials and execution of the work.
1670 Cotton Esfernon 11. vn. 317 He there obtain'd the j

Office of *CIerk of the Chamber. 1771 Gray^ Corr. W. !

Nidwlls (1843) 127 Philippa of Hainault appointed him
clerk of her chamber. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 1

(i78o>, *Clerk ofthe Check . . keeps a muster or register of
J

all the men employed aboard his Majesty's ships and vessels,
|

and also of the artificers and others in the service of the
|

navy at the port where he is settled. 1833 Marryat P. I

Simple .\H, To request my commission to be forwarded to

the clerk of the cheque at Plymouth. 1530 Palsgr. 206/1 f

*Clerke of the closet, clerc de chappelle. 1716 Bp. Ken- '

nett in Ellis Grig. Lett. 11. 423 IV. 298 His Majesty will

be attended by three clergymen, Dr. Torriano as deputy
clerk of the closet. 1681 Trial S. Colledge 2 *Clerk of the
Crown. Gaoler, have you your Prisoner. 1502 Arnolde
Chron, (1811) 185 " Clarke of the market for the tyme beynge.
1642 Fcller Holy Prof. St. n. xvii. 114 God is the prin-

cipal! dark of the market, all the weights of the bag are

his work. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 272 The court of
the clerk of the market is incident to every fair and market
fa the kingdom, to punish misdemesnors therein. 1887

Oxford P. O. Directory 175 Clerks of the Market, Rev. R.
Faussett, M. A., and Rev. O. Ogle

;
Deputy Clerk, Mr. W.

Sims. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, n. i. 68 If they meete not

with *S. Nicholas Clarks. 1611 Cotgr., Espieur des

chemins, a purse-taker, .one of S. Nicholas Clerkes. 1689
Col. Rec. Penn. I. 318 That Sheriffs and*Clarksof y* peace
Impose not vpon y* people. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV.

269 To him [the lord lieutenant] the nomination of the

clerk of the peace belongs. 1845 Polson in Encycl. Metrop.

852/1 Advocates or principal *clerks of session. 1546 Sup-
plic. Commons in Four Supplic. (1871) 78 The Gierke of his
signet . . vsed to cary his masters ryng in his mouth. 1837
Lockhart Scott 11839) !• 2 52 A'he old clerk ofthe signet was
very joyous. 1889 Glasgcnv Even. Citizen 9 Sept. 1/7 Valua-
tion Appeal Courts. .By order, W. Alston Dykes, "Clerk of
Supply. 1883M1SS Braudon Gold. Calf\\. 52 It was usually
a brilliant day. The 'clerk of the weather appeared
favourably disposed. 1663 Gerbier Counsel (1664) 18 A
Clark of the Works must be vers'd in the prizes of ma-

terials, and the rates of all things belonging to the building.
1851 Ord. A- Regnl. R. Engineers § 17. 70 Clerk of Works
in the Engineer Department.

7. attrib. and Comb., clerk-ale, an ale-drinking

for the benefit of the parish clerk ; also, the ale

then provided
;

clerk-learning, book-learning,

scholarship ; + clerk-play, a dramatic representa-

tion of a religious subject by the clergy ; clerk-
register {lord register'), a Scottish officer of state

having custody of the archives : clerk-roll, clerk-
sitter : see quots.
1627 in Heylin Laud iv. (1671 256 < D. i For suppressing

all revels, Church-ales, "Clerk-ales which had been used
upon that day. 1733 Neal Hist. Purit. II. 248 Clerk Ales
. . were for the better maintenance of the Parish Clerk.
1791 J. Lackington Metn. iii. (D.), Some. . frolicsome fellow

>

being one Easter Sunday morning at the clerk's house .

.

drinking fas it is called) clerk 's-ale. 1866 Kingslev ffertw.
I. i. 61 Thou, .hast had *clerk-Iearniug in thy time, a 1572
Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 138 In thee wold have bein
at ane vane *Clerk play two or three thowsand people. 1575
Act Gen. Assembly Ch. Scott. 1 Jam. 1, The playing of Clerk-
playis, comedies or tragedies upon the canonical parts of
the Scripture, mduceth and bringeth in with it a contempt
and profanation of the same. 1588 Sir R. Maitlanii Qttenis
Maryage (Jam. 1

, Kverilk man yow prayis To maik bain-
fyris, fairseis, and clerk-playis. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4139/1
A Commission to Sir James Murray to be ^Clerk-Regi>tci

.

1716 Ibid. No. 5449/3 His Grace the Duke of Montrose, to
be Lord Clerk-Register of North-Britain, n 1618 Raleigh
in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 56 The Constable of England used
to send a bill or 'clerk-roll unto the Marshal. 1766 Entiu;
Loudon IV. 47 Four ''clerk-sitters, who enter actions, take
bails, receive verdicts after trials, etc.

Clerk, v. colloq. Also S clark. [f. prec. sb.]

t'ntr. To act as clerk. (Also to clerk it.) Hence
Cle -rking vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1551 Edw. VI. Polit. Ess. in Lit. Rem. 11857-8111. 48.-

I mcane not theis ferming gentlemen, nor clarking knighte>
1679

'

'I'. TlCKLEFOOT ' Trial Wakeman 3 Why I should
wave the Employment of Clerking to a Westmin>ter Justice.
a 1834 Lamb Let. Bernard Barton in Lett. xii. 114, I am
very tired of clerking it. 1871 Carlvi.e Let. in Standard,
Employments . . for which women might be more or less fit

—printing, tailoring, weaving, clerking, etc. 1885 Med.
Times II. 449 A student . . of St. Bartholomew's Hospital,
where he clerked [acted as Clinical Clerk] under Peter
Mere Latham.

Clerkage (kla-iked^;. [f. Clebk sb. + -age.]

1. Clerks collectively, a body of clerks, [nonce-

use ; cf. peerage, etc.)

1829 J. Wilson in Blackxv. Mag. XXVI. 397 The mere
clerkage. .hundreds, perhaps thousands of them.

2. Clerks' work.
1883 Birmghm. Wkty. Post 11 Aug. 4/5 Each company

was put to the expense ..of several thousand pounds in

clerkage. 1885 Pull Mall G. 6 Jan. 4/1 The extras consisted
of checking, clerkage, watching, and labelling.

Clerkdom (klaukdarn). [f. as prec. + -dom.]

a. The status or function of a clerk, b. The
body of clerks, the clerkly community.
1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 87, I think if I were

doomed to clerkdom, that I should run away and enlist.

1886 Rusk in Pr&tcr, I. v. 165 During my father's clerkdom.

Clerked, obs. form of Cleekhood.
Clerkery (klaukari). [f. as prec. + -ery.]

1. The occupation or profession of a clerk.

j.883 Besant Gard. Fair 1. iii, In clerkery, as in the
Church or the law, or any other calling, there are degrees,
grades, depths, and heights. 1888 — Eulogy R. Jeffrie*

37 Had he been forced into clerkery or into trade.

2. A body or order of clerks.

1885 Academy 11 July 19/3 The worat of bureaucracies, a

permanent clerkery.

Clerkhood 'klaukhud Also 5 clerk, h)ed,

clerkehode. [f. as prec. + -hood.]

1. The status or position of a clergyman, arch.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 43 Noiber in clerked of pore to be maid
riche. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 380 Officis of Bischophode or

lou3er preesthode or lou3er Clerkhode. 1849 Rock Ch. of
Fathers I. ii. 185 The Tonsure, or mark of clerk-hood.

2. The status or position of an office clerk.

1873 Argosy XV. 308 He had plodded diligently through

clerkhood to merchanthood.

Clerkish (klaukij), a. [f. as prpc. + -ISH.]

Somewhat like a clerk, suggestive of a clerk.

a 1834 Lamb Let. Bernard Barton in Lett. xiv. 137, I

am sa3ly given to blot. .The only remedy is scratching out,

which gives it a clerkish look.

Clerkless (kla-ikles), a. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]

1. Without a clerk.

1478-80 Church™. Acc. St. Andrew's Hubbard in Brit.

Mag. XXXII. 38 Payde to Saunder while we were Clerkles,

to bere a torch with the Hosell, jd.

f 2. Illiterate, void of clerkly skill. Obs.

1653 Waterhouse^/o/. Leant. 40 (L.) Military janisaries

and bashaws rule all in their clerkless and cruel way.

Clerk-like, «• and adv. [f. as prec. + Like.]

Like a ' clerk ' or scholar ;
clerkly, scholarly.

1638 Penit. Con/, vii. (1657) 125 The Pulpit may flourish
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with such Clerk-like collations. 1641 Vind. Smcctymnuus

4 So much clark-like ignorance. 1646 E. Fisher Mod.
Dtvinity^g By clerkelike cunning.

b. as adv. Like a 1 clerk in a clerkly way.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 923 (L.) Yet did every one of

them, .clerke-like dissemble their severall imaginations. 161

1

Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 392 Clerke-Iike experiene'd.

Clerkliness (klauklines). [f. Clerkly +
-NES8.] Clerkly quality ; scholarliness ; learning.

1533 More Anszv. PoysoncdBk. Wks. 1088/2 He woulde..

shewhis clerklynesse before unlearned men. 1646 Recorde's

Gr. Artes 4, I may perceive your great derklinesse by the

ordering of your Sciences.

Clerkling kla\iklin\ [f. Clekk + -ling, dim.

suffix.] A young or petty clerk.

1863 S. "Lxcsa Secularia 91 [Bristol] had not. .like Oxford,

its large aggregation of clerklings. 1880 Browning Drain

\

Idyls 11. Clive 142 ' Now my clerkling ' chuckled Cocky with

a grin .

.

' repeat That expression '.

Clerkly (klaMkli), a. For forms see Clekk sb.

[f. Clebk + *ly K (The adv. is in the Promp.
Parv. and the adj. ought to occur as early.)]

1. Pertaining to the clergy, clerical.

1565 Bp. Bentham in Strype Ann. Rcf. I. xlv. 500 To
behave themselves in their ministry, soberly and reverently,

in all points of clerkly office. 1591 tr. Junius on Rev. xiii.

17 Consecration of the Clearkely tonsure. 1848 J. C. Hare
Lett. Dean ofChichester 2 [Not] at all becoming our clerkly

character. 1861 A. B. Hope Eng. Cathedr. igl/t C. 173
The corporate office of the clerkly corporation.

2. Scholarly, Book-learned, arch.

a 1 528 Skelton Col. Cloute 724 Some other man That
clerkely is, and can Well Scrypture expounde. x«i T« I

Wilson Logike 22 b, It is the clarkliest part of all., to
|

frame an argument aptly. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. v.
j

s8 Thou art clearkly : thou art clearkly < Sir fohoX 1794
Mathias Purs. Lit. (1798) 133 I'll read the bill, In HatselPs
clerkly tone . . And Jekyll's comment too. 1835 Lvtton
Rienzi ix. v, Thou, .art book-learned,—a clerkly soldier.

3. Of or pertaining to a fair writer ; skilled in

penmanship.
1808 Scott Marm. VI. XV. When the king praised his

clerkly skill. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I. 1. 201 These
words writ with clerkly skill. 1879 Sunday School Chron.
26 Dec, Perhaps the clerkly Matthew had made notes.

4. Of or belonging to an office clerk.

a 1845 Hood Lit. Remin. 2, I sat upon a lofty stool, .and
with a clerkly pen Began each morning. 1873 Browning
Red Cott. Night-c. 1414 A poor clerkly drudge at desk All

day. 188* B. M. Croker Proper Pride I. iv. 70 The cer-

tificate was in a round clerkly hand.

Clerkly (klaukli), adv. [f. as prcc. +-LY 2
.]

1. In a scholarly way, learnedly, arch.

< 1440 Promp. Pan'. 81 Clerkely, clerkaliter. £1450 Pol.
Poems (1859) II. 226 Cast in thy conciens clerkly to knowe.
1493 lusttvalliW . de W. 1515) 86 b, Prevynge clerkely that

he [Christ] was both god and man. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI,
in. i. 179 With ignominious words, though Clarkely coucht.

1641 Smectymnius Vind. Ausio. § 2. 19 How is it Clerkly
confuted? 1866 Kingsley Hcrcw. vi. 122 You speak so
courtly and clerkly.

fb. Skilfully, cleverly, artfully. Obs.

1594 Plat Jcwelldw. UL Chcm. Conclus. 15 Not any one
of them hath so clarkly wrought vpon this simple as . . to

hide the taste. 1627 Drayton Agt'ncourt 2 Tney..must
prouide, One, this great Engine, Clearkly that could guide.

2. In the manner of a fair writer or penman.
1865 Spectator 21 Jan. 70/1 These resolutions, very hand-

somely and clerkly endorsed upon fine paper.

Clerkship klaukfip). [f. Clerk sb. + -ship.]

f 1. The clerical order, the clergy. Obs. rare.

1 1205 Lay. 10203 per ouer serchebiscopes pat cla?rcscipe

to rihten.

2. The office or position of a clerk : a. Eccl.

? 1488 PlumMon Corr. 66 That my brother, .myght have
. . the clarksnip, trustyng to God he should please the
parishioners. 1070 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. in. 90 1'odispose
of what Benefices, Clerkships, Chaplainships . .fall within
their several Churches. 17*0 Swift Fates Clergymen, He
sold the clarkship of his parish, when it became vacant.

b. (see Clerk 5, o.)

1531 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 100 The
Clerkeschypp of the markctt. 1648 C. Walker Hist, indep.
1. 168 The Clerkship of the Assize in Norfolke. 1691
Wood A th. Oxon. <R.\ Which Thomas [Talbot] being pro-
moted to the clerkship of the records in the Tower ol

London. 1871 Caklyle in Mrs. Carlyte's Lett. I. 247 We
got him . . into some small clerkship. 1888 Daily News 19
Sept. 6/4 An account of French clerks, and how they are
prepared for the career of clerkship.

3. Book-learning, scholarship, arch.
1648 Goodwin in Jenkyn Blind Guide Pref. A iij, My

defect.. of Clerkship. 167a Makvell Reh. Transp. 1. 5
The I^aietj? (need] no more Clerkship than to save them
from Hanging. 18*9 Q. Rev. XXXIX. 370 His clerkship
. . would hardly, in old times, have saved a felon from the
gallows. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 112 The more
learned who displayed their clerkship by their Latinity.

4. The function of an office clerk; writing with

good penmanship and orthography.
X550 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp. Canterb., Payd to Ryve

for clarkis shyppe riij*. 1610 W. Folkingiiam Art of
Survey 1. i. 2 The Symboliographie or Clarke-ship, and
penning of the Suruey. 1710 W. Mather Yng, Man's
Comp. (1727) 3 To know when rightly to use [small letters],

and when [capitals], is the first step towards good Clerkship.

Clero- (,kll9'n>), combining form of L. cler-us,

Gr. H\rjpos y in its late sense ' clergy as in

t Clerola ical a., composed of clergy and laity ;

t Clcroma stic, a scourger of the clergy.
I 599 Proughton's Lett. ix. 31 By the Presbyterie you

meant their Clcrolaicall Consistorie. 1606 Br. W. Barlow

Serm. A 3 b, Any Clcrolaicall Consistorien. 1659 G At'den
'Pears Ch. 49 These Clero-masticks and Church-destroyers.

Cleromancy. 'iObs. lad.med.L,.cleromantia,

f. Gr. K\rjpo-s lot : see -mancy. Cf. F. cliromancie

;in Rabelais;.] Divination by lots.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of God 294 Divination . . by
lottes, Cleromancy. 1651 Gaule Magastr. 165. 1855
Shedlky Occult Sc. 534 Cleromancy was practised by
throwing black and white beans, little bones or dice, and,

perhaps, stones.

Cleron, obs. var. Claiuon.
1603 Knollks Hist. ofTurkes ixdii) 1320 Which plaied

upon Phifes, Clerons, and Trumpets,

Clero'noiuy. rare— 0
, [ad. Gr. tckjjpovofiia

inheritance, f. KKtjpovofios inheritor, f. nKijpos lot,

portion + -vofios, f. vipuv to dispense, share.] In-

heritance, heritage.
[i6e*> Hodbes De CorJ>. Pol. 34 That call inheritance by

the Name of Kleronomia, which signifieth Distribution by
Lot.) 1730-6 Bailey (folio 1

,
Cleronomy, an heritage. 1775

in Ash ; and in mod. Diets.

Clerote, Clerre y, obs. ff. of Claret, Clary.
Clerschew, clersha : see Clairschach.
Clerstory, obs. form of Clerestory.
Clerte, var. of Clerete, Obs., clearness.

Cleruch (klwT^k, -/7k). Greek Antiq. Also
kleruch. [ad. Gr. fcKijpovxos allottee, f. K\rjpos

lot + Ix*'" to have, hold.] At Athens, a citizen

who received an allotment of land in a foreign

country, but retained his rights as a citizen at home.
1847 Gbote Greece it. xxxi. (1849) IV. 229 These Attic

Kleruchs 4 1 can find no other name by which to speak of
them) did not lose their birthright as Athenian citizens

:

they were not colonists in the Grecian sense. 1869 Raw-
j inson Anc. Hist. 147 The cleruchs were merely citizens of
their old state, to whom special duties had been assigned,
and certain benefits granted.

Hence Cleruchial (klnvrkial), Clem cine [Gr.

Kkijpovxwvs] adj's.f of or pertaining to cleruchs.

Cleruchy (kli> r//ki) [Gr. tcXrjpovxiv], allotment

of land among cleruchs; collect, a body of cleruchs.
1838 Thirlwall Greece V. 241 Cleruchial possessions.

/ /./. V. xliii. 258 A body of cleruchial colonists was sent.

.

there. 1847 Gbote Greece 11. 1. (1862) IV. 365 The kleru-

chic allotment of the island. ////. 11. xxxl (1849) IV. 230
'I he numerous Kleruchies sent out by Athens. i860 A.
W. Ward tr. Curtins' Greece II. m. liL 485 These Cleru-
chies excited the deepest feelings of hatred against Athens.

II Cle'rurn. Obs. [Short for concio ad clerum,

discourse to the clergy.] A Latin sermon, preached

on certain occasions at the English Universities.

1655 Fuller Hist. ofCamb. Uutv. vi. 5 (D.)This I heard
in a clerum from Dr. Collings. Ibid. viL 17 On Saturday
following, immediately after the clerum, he should go up
into the pulpit of St. Mary's. [1801 Camb. Univ. Col. 4^1

The Lady Margaret's Preachers are now required, by their

office, to preach a Latin Sermon, or Concio ad Clerum, before
the University the day preceding each Term.]

H Also as vb. To address the clergy or scholars.

1619 Jkr. Dvke Caveat (1620) 23 Our language is now
growne so learned, that a man may Clerum in English.

Clery(e, var. of Clary, sbl Obs.

Cleryfy, obs. form of Clarify.

Clet, Clett i^klet). local. [ON. itlett-r cliff,

crag -.—kltnt r : see Clint.] In Orkney, Shetland,

andN.E. of Scotl. : 'A rock or cliff in the sea, broken
off from the adjoining rocks on the shore ' (Jam.).
1701 J. Brand Orkney

<fr
Zetl. 152 (Jam.\ These Clets are

almost covered with sea-fowls. 1794 Statist. Act. Scotl. ,

Par. Dunnrt XL 248 (Jam.), A large clett, or out-standing
rock, which is about 100 yards from the shore. 1866 Ki>-

mondston Gloss. Shell. $ O. (Philol. Soc)Clet, a rock or cliff

in the sea, broken off from the adjoining rocks on the shore.

Cletch, sb. dial. Also clatch. [f. Cleck v. :

cf. bake, batch, etc. Cf. Clutch sb.-] A brood, a

hatching (of chickens) ; contempt, a family.

1691 Rav A'. C. Words, Cletch, a Brood : as, a Cletch of
Chickens. 1801 PAW Nat. Theol. Wks. 1830 IV. 161 Ten,
fifteen, or twenty young birds may be produced in one cletch

or covey. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., 'A cletch of
chickens'. 1858 Uailkv Age 147 You and your tribe will

form a numerous clatch Some day, I take it, about Colncy
Hatch. 1868 K. Wavgh Sneck-bant i. 7 in Lane. Gloss.,

A clatch of ducks. 1877 Hotdernrss Gloss., ' He cums of a
bad cletch '. 1880 Lane. Gloss., Clatch, clutch.

Cletch, v. var. Cleach or Clitch, to clutch, or

snatch.
1611 Pasouifs Night-Cap (18771 3°. So lone the flye doth

at the candle cletch, That in conclusion she her wings doth
burnc.

Cletchee : see Clechb.

t Clete, clett. Obs. [From same root as

Clote, q.v.] - Clote, the bur-dock.
1398 Trevisa Uarth. De P. R. xvii. xciii. (1495^ 661 Clete

is an herbe wyth brode leuys . . and hathc in the toppe of
the stalkcs knottes wyth crokyd pryckes : that ofte cleuyth
to niannys clothes. . 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 645 Hec
lappa, clete. 1483 Cath. Angl. 67/1 Clett [v. r. cleyt].

Clete, obs. form of Cleat sb. and Clead v.

Cleth, clethe, obs. ff. Cloth, Clothe.

t Clettis. //. Obs. [See Clat slO 2.]

1483 Caik. Angl. 67 Clettis of qwete. [Cf. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., fleets, the bran of barley.]

Cleu, obs. form of Clke, claw, hoof.

Clench, cleugh kli//x» kl«x)- -Sr. Also 4,

6

clowch; 6 //.clewis. [Sc. form ofCLouGHq.v.: cf.

bettch, encttch, tench -— bough t
enough, tough, etc.]

1. A gorge or ravine with precipitous and usually

rocky sides, generally that of a stream or torrent.

(Often entering into place-names, as Buccleuch,
Caldcleueh, Wolfcleuch, etc.)

1375 Barbour Brucem 386 In a clewch on the ta hand
Allnis archeris enbuschit he. c 1470 Henry Wallace iv.

539 A cleuch thar was, quharoffa strenth thai maid. 1513
Douglas ^Eneis 1. iv. 18 Ane wode abuife . . with his rank
bewis. .castis ane plesand schaddow our the clewis. 1688
Scott of Satchells Hist. Name Scot (1776) 37 (Jam.),
And for the Huck thou stoutly brought To us up that steep
heugh Thy designation ever shall Be John Scot in Bucks-
cleugh. 1806 J. Grahame Birds Scotl. 13. 1816 Scott
Old Mort. xiv, The cleugh we were in was strait.

2. The precipitous side of a gorge ; a steep and
rugged descent.

1533 Bellenden Livy 11. (1822) 204 At thair bakkis wes
ane strait montane or cleuch [11. 65 ab tergo erant cltvt].

<S9S Duncan App. Elytnoi., Rnfies, praeruf>tapetra, a craig
or clewch. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. Table 82 Ane vnrewlie
. . horse, cariand ane man over ane cleuch, craig, or in water.
18 16 Scott Antiq. viii, 'An ye fa' over the cleugh too*.

Cleuck, cleuk : see Cluke, Clutch.
Cleure, clevre, obs. forms of Cloveb.

Cleve 1
, cleeve (kUv). Now local. Forms:

3 cleof, clef, cleoue, 3-7 cleue, 5 clefe, 6-7 clief,

clieue, 4- cleve, 6- cleeve (9 improp. cleave).

[ME. cleof, cleoi'e, a variant of clif, Cliff, founded
on the OE. pi. forms cleqfu, cleofum {eo = //-frac-

ture of A. ^Sometimes erroneously spelt cleave

and associated with cleave to split, with which it

has no connexion.) In many local names, e.g.

! Clevedon, Cleveland, Cleeve Hill, Old Cleeve. Cf.

Cleo, Cliff.]

1. - Cliff, dial.

\a 1000 Riddles iv. 28 Ofer cald cleofu.] c 1*75 Lav. 1015
Was be cleue swibe heh. Ibid. 1926 J?at clef b 1*05 clif]

bare, ta 1400 Morte Arth. 2396 A knyghte in theis klevys,
enclesside with hilles. 1599 Rastell Pastyme Prol. 41811)5
The white Cleevys and Rokkys at Douer. 1547 I. Harri-
son Exhort. Scottes 213 Called Albion .. of the White

!

Rockes and Cleues, whiche appere vpon the sea costes.

1555 Fardle Facions u. ix. 203 Vpon the toppe of a high
I

clieue, hangyng ouer the Sea. 1563-87 Foxe A. $ M.
(1684) 1. 734/2 Fenced with high Rocks and Cleaves. i6xa
Dravton Foty-olb. xviii. (R.>, Rob Dover's neighbouring
cleeves of sampyre. 1613-6 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. tv,

I O ye sea-binding cleeves ! [c 1630 Risdon^"«ri/. Devon $ 225
(1810) 240 They tumble over cliff {rimes with relief).)

t 2. The coast or shore of the sea. Obs,
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1466 Hipsiphile % Medea,

Roamyng on the clyvys [v.r. cleuys, clevis] by the sc. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 37 (Matz.), Wighte. .is in be est

I side sex myle from pe soub of Bretayne cleef [a meridiano
Britannia tittore]. 1398 — Barth. DeP. R. xn. i. (Tollem.
MS.), And draweb be pray, .to pe cleue [ad littus trakit).

3. A steep sloping ground, the steep side of a
hill ;

= Sc. brae. (The common sense in s. w. of
England, and well known on Dartmoor.)
c i«7< Lav. 20861 panne flicb he [be fox] to ban cleoue and

his hoi secheb. Ibid. 20847 1" P^n wilde cleues. ciaso
Pallad. on Ilusb. D. 167 Two footc and half the feeld,

and three the cleves. 1499 Promp. Parv. iPynson \ Clefe of
an hyll, dtclivum. 1833 Rlackiv. Mag. XXXIV. 872
By grassy bank or cleve. 1880 Blackmore M. Anerley I.

vi. 64 Kurzy cleve for hare and partridge. x88i Atlunarum
26 Aug. 265/3 Every one who has once seen Dartmoor
knows exactly what is meant by a tor and a cleave. 1888
Elworthy Iv. Somerset Word-bk., Cleeve, a steep field;

any steep, sloping ground ; the side of a hill.

t Cleve 2
- Obs. [OE. eleofa (cli/a, clio/a, clyfa\

identical with ON. klefiiklifi) :-OTeut. type */•//-

ton-.'] A room, chamber, sleeping- place, closet.

<:8«5 I'esp. Psalter xxxv[i]. 4 Uurehtwisnisse smexende is

in bedcleotan his [Vulg. in cubili suo\ 1890 K. >Ki.fred
Boeda 111. xxiii, On 5am clifum dedracan oneardedon [isa.

xxxv. 7). < 1000 Ags. Ps. xxxv[iL 4 On his cliofan. c 1000
jElfric Colloquy in Wr.-Wiilcker98 Hwa Refyl^cleafan his

{ceilaria sua] oppe heddema buton encfte minon? a 1300
E. E. Psalter xxxv[il. 4 (Miitz.t, Wickednes thoght he, night
anddai, In his klcve par he lai. //;./. 1 1]. 13 Cleves of ba
full er yhit (Vulg. promptuaria\. 1 1300 Havelok 557 Sone
he caste him on his bac, Ant bar luni horn to hise cleue.

Cleve, clevien, clevy, obs. ff. Clkave v.

Cleveite (kl/*vait . Min. [Named after Prof.

Cleve : see -ite.] (See quot.)

1879 Dana Man. Min. 170 Cleveite, Hydrated oxide of
uranium, iron, erbium, cerium, yttrium, in cubic forms
from Norway.

Cle'vel. dial. Also clavel. A grain of corn.

1717 Bradley Ram. Diet. s.v. Bretving, In grinding,

they set their urater Mill-stone so high, that it breaks off

only the Tops of the Clevel. 1736 Lew is Isle Thanet Gloss.

(E. D. S.X Clevel, a grain ot corn. 1887 Kentish Gloss.

(E. D. S.). Clavel, a grain of corn free from the husk.

Clevelandite : see Cleavelakjutk.

Clever (kle-voi , a. Also 3, (8- dial.) cliver, 7

cleever, 7-8 oleaver. [Early history obscure

:

app. in local and colloquial use long before it be-

came a general literary word. A single example
of cliver is known in ME., but the word has not

been found again till the 16th c, and itappears not

to have been in general use till the close of the

17th, since Sir Thos. Browne specially mentions

it as East Anglian, and Ray explains it among
his dialect words. Outside Eng., Koolman gives

EEris. cliifer (from clifer), clever, skilful, alert,

ready, nimble, and klijver, klever is used in same
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sense at Ribe Stift in Jutland (Molbech). The early

example suggests relation to ME. clivers 1 claws,

talons, clutches', in the sense 'nimble of claws,

sharp to seize', and the 16-i^th c. examples (also

of cleverly} show it connected with the use of

the hands, a notion which still remains in the

general sense of adroit, dexterous, having 'the brain

in the hand '. Cf. also ClEVKBUS. Clever appears

to have come into general use about the time that

deliver, formerly used in the sense ' expert
',

became obsolete, but there is no trace of any
influence of the one upon the other. The sense-

development has analogies with that of nimble,

adroit, handy, handsome, nice, neat, clean.

a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tract viii. Wks. (1835) IV. 205
Words of no general reception in England, but of common
use in Norfolk, or peculiar to the East Angle countries ; as
bawnd, bunny . .straft, clever, malchly.]

I. Nimble-handed, adroit, dexterous.

t 1. (?) Expert or nimble with the claws or hands,

expert to seize. Obs.
c 1220 Bestiaiy 221 in O. E, Misc. 7 On 5e cloSede 5e

neddre is cof, and te deuel cliuer on sinnes ; Ai 5e sinfule

bisetten he wile. [i.e. The adder is quick (to dart) on the
clothed, and the devil expert to lay hold on sins.]

2. Deft or nimble of hands, neat-handed, 'handy 9

;

adroit, dexterous, or skilful in the use of the limbs
and in bodily movements generally.
1580-95 Southwell Let. m Poet. Wks. (1856) p. xlviii.

Many are deep Lawyers, many very clever in feats of body.
1614 [see Cleverly]. 1674 Ray .S\ <y E. C. Words (E. D. S.) t

Ctever . . dextrous. 1677-1732 in Coi.es. 1682 D'Urfky
Butler's Ghost 16 In what a Posture he must stand To do it

with a clever hand. 1881 Lekestersh. Gloss. (E . D. S-), Clever,
nimble, agile, deft: an epithet more commonly applied to
horses than men. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk.,
Clever, applied to a horse which is a good fencer, i.e. who
does not stumble or hesitate in making leaps. . .

' The old
mare is as clever as a cat '.

3. Of persons : Possessing skill or talent ; able

to use hand or brain readily and effectively ; dex-
terous, skilful ; adroit. (The current sense.)

1716 Addison Freeholder No. 22 The man has a cleaver
pen it must be owned, a 1745 Swift Clever Tom Clinch
(R.), As clever Tom Clinch, while the rabble was bawling,
Rode stately through Holbourn to die in his calling. 1815
Jane Austen Emma v, Emma is spoiled by being the
cleverest of her family. 1828 Carlyle Misc. (1858) I. 190
Clever men are good, but they are not the best, a 1834
Lamb Let. Southey in Life xvii. 67, I find genius .. decline
with me, but I getclever. 1858 Kingsley Farewell*, Poems
(1878) 216 Be good, sweet maid, and let who will be clever.

b. Of things : Done or performed with adroit-

ness, dexterity or skill, ingenious.
a 1704 L'Estrange (J.), It was the cleverer mockery of the

two. 1782 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 15 Dec, Her drawings
are reckoned extremely clever. I hate that word, but cannot
think of another. 1874 B. Harte Idyls ofFort-hills, Wan
Lee, The victims of any clever deception. 1883 Lloyd Ebb
Sf Flov) 30 Haifa dozen clever sketches of views in India.

II. Nimble, active, lithe, neat, handsome.
4. Nimble and light in movement

;
agile, active.

Still dial.

1694 Sir W. Hope Sword-man's Vade-m. 67 To wear
plates of leed betwixt . . the soles of their ordinary walking
shoes, that so they may feel themselves as it were lighter,

and cleevrer [sic], when they put on their light dancing
shoes. 1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3924/4 Giles Willis, a Glocester-
shjre Man . . clever in Bulk, who lately was a Drayman in

this Town.
b. 1 Active ' as opposed to ' infirm *

; having
ordinary healthy activity ; in health, well. dial.

C1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Lane. Gloss., Clever,
diver, lusty, skilful ; also very well. 1887 Kentish Gloss.

(E. D. S.), Clever, in good health. 'How are you to-day?'
' Well, thankee, not very clever', i.e. not very active ; not
up to much exertion.

5. Lithe of limb, clean-limbed, well-made ; lithe,

handsome. Now dial., also in If. S.

1674 Ray S. $ E. C. Words [see 6, and cf. 1840.] 1728 Gay
Begg. Op. 11. i, So clever a made Fellow he was. 1731 Mrs.
Delany Autobiog. Corr. (1861) I. 277 A clever-shaped
young woman. #1735 Arbuthnot (J.), He called her lousy
Peg, though the girl was a tight clever wench as any was.
1840 Spurdens Supp. Voc. £. A?tglia (E. D. S.), Clever.
I believe this word is peculiar to us in the sense of ' well-
made applied to personal form ; a clever lad—a clever
horse. 1884 C/ieshire Gloss. (E. D. S.), Clever, handsome.

+ 6. Neat. Obs.
1674 Ray S. $ E. C. Words (E. D. S.), Clever, neat,

smooth, cleanly wrought, dextrous. 1677-1732 Coles,
Clever, neat, smooth, dextrous. 1725 Bailey Erasm.
Colloq. 341 There is a clever [nitidum] neat church, but the
Virgin does not dwell in it herself.

III. Handy, convenient, agreeable, 'nice*.

1 7. Handy, neat and convenient to use ; not
clumsy or unwieldy. Obs,
1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. 106 They might be made

of Plate-Iron; but it wou'd be difficult to make them so
exact and clever, .such great Plates of Iron are not manag'd
and work'd so easily. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. vi.

125 They took in pieces all my clumsy unhandy things, and
made them clever convenient tables, stools, bedsteads, etc.
1883 Stevenson Treasure Isl. xxiii. 183 A very safe boat.

.

both buoyant and clever in a seaway.
8. With the mod. colloquial sense of 'nice i.e.

pleasing from convenience or agreeableness.

t a. Convenient, suitable, agreeable ; ' nice*. Obs.
1757 Gray Corr. iv. Mason 88 If you could write directly,

it would be clever. 1769 Mrss Talbot Lett. Mrs. Carter
III. 191 Wecould not have been in so clever a place as this

is, circumstanced as we are, this summer, a 1800 Cowper
Wks. V. 290 These clever apartments. 1811 L. Hawkins
C'tess Gertr. III. 51.

b. As a general epithet of satisfaction or liking

(see quot. 1 755). Cf. ( nice \ dial.

1738 Swift & Pope Horace Sat. 11. vi. ir All this is

mine but till I die. I can't but think 'twould sound more
clever, To me and to my heirs for ever. 1755 Johnson,

|

Clever.. 4 This is a low word, scarcely ever used but in

burlesque or conversation ; and applied to any thing a man
likes, without a settled meaning. 1767 H. Kelly, etc.,

Babler I. 261 Every dish which was added .. was looked
upon as an addition to the merit of the entertainer ; and
he that was a clever fellow with a Turbot was still cleverer

if he could furnish a John Dory. 1833 Men $ Manners in

America I. vii. 233, I heard of a gentleman having moved
into a clever house, of another succeeding to a clever sum of
money, of a third embarking in a clever ship and making a
clever voyage with a clever cargo.

c. Of persons: Good-natured, well-disposed ;

amiable. U. S. colloq. ; cf. Elnglish ' a nice man \
1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq. 1. ii, Then come, put the

jorum about, And let us be merry and clever. 1804
W. Austin Lett. London 68 note, Clever in New England
means honest, conscientious. 1822 J. Flint Lett. A me?:

77 The landlord told me that . . Where a family seem
to be poor and clever, he does not charge any thing for

their sleeping on the floor. (By clever, he meant honest, or
of a good disposition.) 1839 Marrvat Diary Amer. Ser. 1.

II. 223 A clever person in America means an amiable good-
tempered person. 1846 Worcester s.v., In the United
States, the phrase ' clever man or ' clever fellow ', is em- !

ployed to denote a person of good nature, good disposition 1

or good intentions.

B. q\ms\-adv. f a. Neatly, skilfully obs.). b.

Completely, quite, clean (dial. ; cf. Cleverly 5).
j

1664 Cotton Poet. Wks. (1765) 19 And lifted them sheer
off, as clever As he had had a Crow or Lever. 1693 J.
Clayton Acc. Virginia in Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 286

!

The Secretary of State assured ine, it had frozen clever

over Potomack River. 1793 Eliza Parsons Woman as
she should be II. 211 You manage devilish clever to keep
them together. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. (E. I). S.), Clever

\

through, right through, straight through. Macaulay,
Antiq. of Claybrook 1791, quotes, 'I shall go next ways
clever through Ullesthorpe'.

Clever, var. of Claver v.\ to clamber.

Clever(e, obs. form of Cleaver (a.

Clevera'lity. Sc. and north. Eng. [irreg. f.
1

Clever, alter comicality, etc.] Cleverness.

1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 910, I answered with almost 1

as much cleverality as himself. 1832 C. Bronte in Mrs.
Gaskell Life 76 Johnson hadn't a spark of cleverality in him.

j

1833 Mansie Wauch xi. (1849) 71 The honest man whose
cleverality had diverted us.

Cleverish (kle'varij"), a. [f. Clever a. -t- -ihh.]

Somewhat clever. Hence Cleverishly, adv.
1826 Disraeli Viz'. Grey 11. ix. 49 A cleverish fellow,

j

1844 — Coningsby 1. ii. 11 A few cleverish speeches and I

a good many cleverish pamphlets. 1833 Macaulav in Life
Lett. {1889) 242 They are the letters of a cleverish man.
1881 W. Thomson Bacon, not Shaks. 2 Though evaders

cleverishly conceal the fact.

Cleverly tkle'vaili), adv. [f. Clever + -ly.-]

In a clever manner.
1. With manual skill or dexterity, in a handy
way

;
dexterously, adroitly.

1614 Meriton Chr. Assuriug-ho. 8 That surgion de-
serveth praise who lightly presseth the wound, and handleth
it cleverlie with the tops of his fingers. 1663 Butler Hud.
1, i. 398 These would . . sometimes catch them with a snap,
As cleverly as th' ablest trap, a 1716 South (J.), A rogue
upon the highway may have as strong an arm, and take off

a man's head as cleverly, as the executioner. 1798 Southey
Eng. Eclog. iv, He made them [traps] cleverly . . And .

.

I was pleased To see the boy so handy.

2. With skilful use of the intellect, skilfully,

adroitly, dexterously, neatly. (The current use.)

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. iii. 185 The Queen.. went
very cleverly on with the rest of the story. 1657 Let. in

Fuller Worthies (1811) II. 195 He made an excellent good
Sermon, and went cleaverly through, without the help of
any notes. 1722 De Foe Relig. Courtsh. 1. i. (1840) 15 If I

speak a word, he turns it off. . so cleverly, that I can't put in

another word for my life. 1756 Smart Horatian Canons
of Friendship (R.), Never was man so cleverly absurd. 1878
Browning Poets Croisic 82 The thing may be so cleverly

declined 1

f3. Nimbly; lightly, mobilely ;
agilely.

1679 Plot Staffordsh. fi686) 166 A Leaden-Coffin ..that
swam so cleverly in 9 inches water, that one might thrust it

to and fro with a common walking stick. 1824 Miss Fer-
rier Inher. Ixxxviii, He desired the servant to fetch Mrs.
S. cleverly, for that her Ladyship, .was in a fit.

T~ 4. Handily, conveniently, commodiously
;

hence, agreeably, nicely. Obs. (Cf. Clever 7-8.)

1697 J. Serjeant Solid Philos. 105 Cartesius made choice

of Extension wittily, that he might thus more cleaverly bring

all Physicks to Mathematicks. a 1777 Foote, This letter

comes quite cleverly. 1791 'G. Gambado' Acad. Horsem.
viii. (1809) 101, I could wish, .to give them an airing . . on
a Sunday, .but this I cannot cleverly do on a single horse.

5. Fairly, fully, completely ;
quite, ' clean \ Now

dial, and U. S. Cf. Clever B.

1696 C. Leslie Snake in Grass (1697) 170 But (alas !).

.

they do not go cleverly off from the abovesaid Damnable
Errors. 1788 T. Jefferson Writ. {1859) H. 457 While our

second revolution is just brought to a happy end with you,

yours here is but cleverly under way. 1843-4 Haliburton
Sam Slick in Eng. viii. (Bartlett), The_ landlord comes to

me, as soon as I was cleverly up this morning. 1884

Cheshire Gloss., Cleverly, completely.

6. To win cleverly (Horse-racing) : to win neatly
after a close contest, with rather more advantage
than seemed likely.

i88x Daily Tel. 23 June, The latter got the best of it, and
won cleverly by a neck. 1885 Truth 28 May 855/1 Mr.
Gerard's colt would have won cleverly If he had not been
interfered with early in the race.

7. U. S. dial. Well (in health). Cf. Clever 4 b.

i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Cleverly, .much used in some
parts of New England, instead of well or very well. .

' How
do you do ?

' 'I am cleverly '.

Cleverness (kle-vames). [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being clever.

1755 Johnson, Cleverness, dexterity, skill, accomplish-
ment. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend

(1844J
III. 69 By Clever-

ness. . I mean a comparative readiness in the invention arid

use of means, for the realizing of objects and ideas, .clever-

ness is a sort of genius for instrumentality. It is the brain
in the hand. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t. I. ix. 193 Cleverness
is a certain knack or aptitude at doing certain things.

t Cle'verus, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. Clever t.]

Apt or skilful to snatch or lay hold.
1500*20 Dunbar Fen^eit Freir xi, The bissart, bissy but

rebuik, Scho was so cleverus of her clvik, His bawis he
micht not langer bruik, Scho held thame at ane hint.

Clevicorde, obs. form of Clavicord.

Clevis (kle -

vis). So 6-
; also 7 eleuise, cle-

visse, clevie.s
;
clivies, 7-8 elives, 9 clivvis ; S

clevvy, 9 clevy. [Of uncertain form and origin :

in most of the quotations treated as a singular

(with pi., in 9 clevises) ; but in some as plural, with

clevy, clevvy as its sing. It might be an OE.
*clyfcs \—Mut>isi (like yfes eaves), f. weak stem of

kleut-, cliof to Cleave, the thing being perhaps

orig. a cloven or forked piece. Cf. Ger. h/obe.]

A U-shaped piece of iron, with a pin or bolt

passing through holes in the two ends, whereby
it can be bolted on to the end of a beam or the

like, so as to form a loop to which tackle may be

attached. The simple shape is variously moditied

according to purpose ; in Mining it becomes a

hook with a pin or bolt (cf. clif-hook: Clip! 3).

a. as a means of connecting a plough or cart

with the gear of the draught animal.

1592 Lane. $ Chesh. Wills III. 39 My best paire of clevis,

my best plowe. 1613 Markiiam Eng. Husbandman 1. I.

viii. (1635) 44 This Clevisse is a helpe for the evill making or

going of a Plough. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Countr. Farme
533 If it be Oxen, then there is but the plow cleuise, the

teames, the yoakes, and beeles. 1649 Blithe Eng. Iinprov.

Impr.{i6$2) 213 Your chain that is put upon your plough cock
or clevies. 1790 W. Marshall Midi. Counties (E. D. 3.),

Cletmy, a species of draft-iron of a plow. 1828 Wkpstfr,
Clevy, Clevis, an iron . . used on the end of a cart -neap to

hold the chain of the forward horse or oxen ; or a draft iron

on a plow. 1868 Lossing Hudson 227 There were a dozen
links of the chain, and two huge clevises.

b. in Mining : see quot.

1653 Manlove Lead Mines 271 (E. D. S.), Corfe, Clivies,

Deads, Meers, Groves. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Fj,

At the end of the Rope a Knot is made, and thereon the

Clives rests. 1802 Mawe Min. Dcrbysh. Gloss., Clevis, an
iron at the end of the engine rope, on which the bucket^ is

hung. 1851 Tapping Gloss. Derbysh. Min. T. (E. D. S.\

CUves, clivies, the iron hoop or swivel at the end of the rope

in which the kibble or corfe is suspended. 1876 C. Robinson
Mid-Vorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Clivvis, a spring-hook.

II Cf. the following

:

1888 North. N. $ Q. June 29 Candleholders were originally

made entirely of wood, the stalk having a cleft, called a
' clevie ', at the top to hold the fir candle.

Clevre, obs. form of Clover.

Clew (kli/7), sb.l Forms : 1 cliwen, cliowen,

cleowen, cliewen, clywen, 3-7 clewe, 3-6

clowe, 4-5 clyw\e, 5- clew. See also Clue.

[OE. cliwen, cleowen, etc. {clywe, in Wr.-Wiilcker

187/29, is an error for clywen of the MS.) = MLG.
ktuwen, Du. kluwen (all neuter), prob. dim. of the

word in OHG. kliu,kliwi, kliuwi, MHG. kliuwe,

neuter, in same sense. OHG. had also chli{u)wa

fern., and dim. chliuwelin ; MHG. kliuwel, kUu-

welin, also by dissimilation kniuwel, kniulin ;

mod.G. kndueldtvf. The ME. clywe, clewe, were

prob. due to loss of the OE. final -n, rather than

equivalent to MHG. kliuwe ; thence mod. clew.

A variant spelling clue (cf. blew, blue, glew, glue,

rew, rue, trew, true) appears in 15th c, but was

not frequent till 17th ; it has now become the pre-

vailing form in the fig. sense 3, which, on account

of the obsolescence of 2, is often not felt as fig.

The length of the vowel in OE. is doubtful ;
some have

assumed clfowen as the typical form, but Sievers thinks that

it was prob. cliwen :-0 Teut. *kliwino- dim. of kltwjo-

(whence OHG. klm, kliuwi) '.
pre-Teut. type *gleu-ino f.

root glu-, glen-, to gather into a mass, ' glomerare ;
ct. L.

glu-ere, glu-ma, Skr. gh'ms ball.]

ft A globular body ; a ball (formed by coiling

together or conglomeration). Obs.

£•897 K. /Elfred Gregory's Past. xxxv. 241 Se BI . .
sona

sua hiene mon jefehd, sua jewint he to anum cliewene.

Ibid. 244 Donne 3ast ierre 5aes ytemestan domes . .
arafeo

&et cliwen &ere twyfealdan heortan. a 1000 PhosnLv 226

(Gr.), j>a yslan onginnab lucan togadere geclungne to cleo-

wenne. c 1000 in Thorpe Horn. II. 514 Swilcefyren clywen.

ciogo Supp. Mlfric's Voc. in Wr.-W. 1S7 Globus, clywen.

..Glomer, globellum, cleowen. aiz$oOwl <y Night. 578



CLEW. 496 CLICK.

thi . . pinchest a lutel soli cleowe [v.r. clowe, clewe]. 1508

Fisher Wks. 53 Thou shake, .set all wretched synners as a

clew or a grete hepe of fyre. 1706 Stedman Surinam (1813)

I. vii. 162 Both these creatures Dy forming themselves in a

clew, have often more the appearance of excrescences in the

bark than that of animals.

b. A round bunch or cluster of things.

1616 Surfl. & Markh. Countr. Fartne 324 If the whole
troupe [of bees] be diuided into manie clewes, or round
bunches, you need not then doubt but that there are manie
Kings. 1669 in Phil. Tram. IV. 1018 Of a great clew of
worms voided by crude mercury taken inwardly.

2. esp. A ball formed by winding thread ; a ball

of thread or yarn. (The regular name in Scotland

and north of England.)
956 in Cod. Dipl. III. 451 (Bosw.t, An cliwen godes nett*

^ernes. i 1050 in Wr.-Wulcker 413 gftwi', cleowen. c 1385
Chaucer L. G. W. 2140 Ariadne, His wepne, his clewe
[v.r. clyw, clew, clywe] . . Was by the gayler in the hous
I-leyd. c 1440 Promp. Pan: 83 Clowchyn, or clowe [v.r.

clewe], glomus, globus. 1483 L ath. Angl. 6q To wynde
clowys, g lomerare. 1540 R. Hvrde tr. rives* Instr.Chr.
Woman 1. viii. (R.), What a fowle thing is it, to see a
woman .. for hir clewe or prayer booke, to turne the
cards. 1580 Baret A lv.. Clew, bottome of thread. 1688 K.
Holme Armoury m. 346/1 The Weavers Trough is that

in which he puts his Clews of Yam. 1866 R. Chambers
Ess. Ser. 11. 26 Clews and corks, .to roll along the floor.

Jig. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. iii. 188 If it be so, you hauc
wound a goodly clewe. 1645 Bp. Hall Peace Maker § 13
To winde up this clew of our discourse. 1818 Scott IIrt.

Midi, xxiv, There is aye a wimple in a lawyer's clew. 1879
Butcher & Lang Odyss. 9 Wnen he had wound up the
clew of war.

b. The cocoon spun by a silkworm or the like.

1599 T. M[oufet] Silku'ormes 68 From out whose belly.

.

Whole clews of silk scarse half concocted, spring. 1616
Surfl. & Markh. Countr. Forme 489 They grow madde
vntill they be packed vp in their little clewes and bottomes.
1658 Rowland Mou/et's Thcat. Ins. Kp. Ded., She first

disposeth it for the strengthning of her clew of yarn.

3. A ball of thread, which in various mytho-
logical or legendary narratives (esp. that of Theseus
in the Cretan Labyrinths is mentioned as the

means of 'threading' a way through a labyrinth

or maze
;
hence, in many more or less figurative

applications : that which guides through a maze,
perplexity, difficulty, intricate investigation, etc.

1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2016 Ariadne, By a clewe of twyn
as he hath gon The same weye he may returne a-non ffol-

wynge alwey the thred as he hath come. 1387 Trevisa
l/igden n. xx. i.Rolls* II. 385 Laborinthus. .^if eny man
wente bider yn wib oute a clewe of brede, it were fut hardt:

to finde a way out. 1494 Fabvan i. ccxxxviii, But y comon
fame tellyth, y* lastly thequene wanne to her [Rosamounde]
by a clewe of threde, or sylke. 1588 Greene Aletam.
Wks. (Grosarti IX. 28 No courteous Ariadne to giue them
a clew of threed to draw them out of their miseries, r x6ao
Fletcher & Mass. Trag. Barnavclt 1. i. in Bullen O. PI.

<i883> II. 210 The labounnthes of pollicie I have trod To
find the clew of safetie. 1706 Addison Rosamond \. iii, Of
him that has got Fair Rosamond's bower, With the clew
in his power. 1785 Ckabbe Nen'sfiaper 140 With clews
like these they tread the maze of state. 1855 Prescoit
Philip II, I. 11. vii. 226 A clew for conducting the student
through more than one intricate negotiation.

b. With the literal sense obscured : An indica-

tion to follow, a slight direction, a *key\ See
Cu e, the prevalent spelling.

1714 Watts Logic iv. ii. 5 7 For want of some clew [ed.

1813 clue], or connecting idea, to lay hold of. 1760 Sterne
Serm. Vorick ix. (1773) 41 With this clew, let us endeavour
to unravel this character of Herod as here given. 1844
Mozley Ess. (18781 II. 36 This distinction gives us the clew
to a good deal of Arnold's language. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Conq. U876) I. App. 647 We may here have lighted on the
clew to the great puzzle.

4. Used in reference to the thread of life, which
the Fates are represented as spinning.
1615 Crookf. Body 0/Man 198 Life, .may be compared to

a clew of yarne, such as the Poets faigned the Destinies to
spin. 1650 Bi*. Hali. Balm Gil. 296 The old man knowes
how little of his clew is left in the winding, a 1683 Oldham
On Recov. Poet. Wks. { 1686) 50 And for another Clew her
Spindle fit. i8ai Byron Sardan. v. i. 237 Our clew being
well-nigh wound out, let's be cheerful.

6. A thread or cord (in a series).

• I 1700 Dryden 1 J.), They see small clews draw vastest
weights along, Not in their bulk, but in their order, strong.

6. The series of small cords by which a ham-
mock is suspended at the two ends, called respec-

tively the head-clew and fool-clew.

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge(\%(>$) 14 A hammock thrown
over his shoulders . . the Clew hanging half way down his

back. 1837 Markyat Dog-fiend xxv, It was sitting on the
head-clue of Smallbones's hammock.
7. Naut. A lower comer of a square sail, or the

aftmost corner of a fore-and-aft sail, to which are

made fast the tacks and sheets by which it is

extended and held to the lower yard, f To spread
a large {full, small) clew: (of a square sail) to

have the two lower corners of the sail wide (or

otherwise) apart
; hence, to spread large (or small

canvas. From clew to caring: til. the diagonal
of a square sail

; fig. from bottom to top, * from
top to toe', completely.
«6«7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. vii. 32 When the

Saile is large and hath a good Clew, we say she spreds a
large Clew, or spreds much Canuas. 1645 Bp. Hall
Rented. Discontents 62 Having that large clew which they
spread, expos'd to all winder 1698 Capt. I.ancford in

I Phil. Trans. XX. 412 The Clews of the Sails I spik'd all 1

!
down to the Timbers. 1707 J. Harris Lex. Techn., CirV
of the Sail of a Ship is the lower Comer of it which reaches

down to that Earing where the Tackles and Sheats are

fastned. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket-bk. vi. yed. 2)215 1

If weights be fastened to the clews, the boat's drift will be
\

much retarded.

b. transf. The expanse of the wings (of a bird .

j

1608 Sylvester Du Bartas, Job (1621) 946 Is't by thy
wisdom that the Hawk doth mew, And to the southward
spreads her winged clew ?

8. Clew up : an act of clewing up a sail
; fig. a

case of despair. (Adm. Smyth.)

9. Comb. Clew-bottom, a bottom or reel to

wind a clew on ; in qaot.fig.

1737 Ozell Rabelais 11. vii. II. 40 The clew-bottom of !

Theology.

Clew, dial, form of Clow, sluice.

Clew, clue (M*), v - U- Prec - sb-]

1. trans. To coil up into a ball.

t 14*0 Chron. Vilod. 885 J>is blessud mayde clew^the up
'

her Teggns herre to. 1818 Scott Leg. Montr, xui, To lie

. .clewd up like a hurchin. x86oMayne Reid Quadrupeds
1 1 868) 165 The power ofclueing themselves up ft la hedgehog.

2. To point out as by a clew or clue.

a 16*5 Beaum. & Fl. Worn. Pleased 11. v, A woman might

,
awake me, Direct, and clew me out the way to happinesse.

3. To follow or track as by a clew or clue.

1663 Flageltum ; or Oliver Cronnuetl (1672) 175 We have
through these Labyrinths of his shifted Designs, now clued
him to his lustful and adulterous Usurpation.

4. Nattt. To cle~u> up : to draw the lower ends

or clews (of sails^ up to the upper yard or the

mast in preparation for furling or for making
' goose- wings \ To cliW dcrzon : to let down
(sails by the clews in unfurling them. Also ahsol.

a. 1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 346 We with all man-
j

ner of Expedition clew'd up and furl'd her other Sails. 1834
M. Scott Cruise Midge { 1863) 161 We found it necessary to

clew up every thing but the close reefed fore sail. 1840 K.
Dana Be/. Mast v. 9 We had hardly time to haul down and
clew up before it was upon us. Ibid., We clewed down,
and hauled out the reef-tackles again.

176a Falconer Shipwr. 11. 92 Clued-up each top- 1

sail, and by braces squared. 1806 A. Dincan Nelson 75
The sails were all clued up.

h.fig. C£ ' wind up*.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. Introd. 5 An afflicting

malady, .which . .closed his valuable life, and clued up our
arrangements.

Clew, -e, obs. pa. t. of Claw v.

Clewe, = date, obs. form of Cleave, Cleve*.
|

Clew-garnet, clue-. Naut. [f. Clew j&
+ Garnet.] A tackle to 1 clew up* the * courses

'

or lower square-sails in furling ; cf. Clew-line.
a. x6j6Capt. Smith Aecid. Yng. Seamen 15 Clew gamits,

tyes, martlits. 16*7 — Seaman s Gram. 22 The Clew gar-

net is a rope made fast to the clew of the saile, and from
thence runnes in a blocke seased to the middle of the yard, !

which in furling doth hale vp the clew of the saile close to -.

the middle of the yard. 1749 Chalmf.rs in Phil. Trans. \

XIAT. 366 We .. had our Fore and Main Clew-Garnets
manned to haul up our Courses. 1884 Daily News 7 Oct.

|

2/5 He went to his station on the clew-garnet.

ft. 176a Falconer Shipwr. 11. 165 Mann theclue-garnetts,

letthe main-sheet fly. 18*5 H. Gascoigne Nav. Fame 49
The weighty Courses from their arms they cast, Cluegar-
nets, BuntHnes, for the present fast.

Clewis, obs. pi. of CURTCK.
Clew-line, clue'-line. A'aut. Also 7 clu-

ling. [f. Clew sb. + Line.] A tackle connecting

the clew of a sail to the upper yard or the mast,

by which it is drawn up in furling
;
sometimes,

but not generally, applied to the clew-garnets.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. v. 22 The clew line is

the same to the top sailes top gallant and spret sailes, as <

the Clew garnet is to the maitie and foresailes. a 164a Sir !

W. Monson Naval Tracts 111.(1704)329/2 He hears the

Seamen cry. .haul home a Cluling. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. x.

98 Endeavouring to hand the top-sails, the clew-lines and
;

bunt-lines broke. 1761 Falconfr Shipper. 11. 196 Through
rattling blocks the clue-lines swiftly run. 188a Daily Tel.

12 Sept. 2/2 You have overhauled your clew-lines, the yard
has been hoisted over your head.

Cley e, obs. form of Clay, Clek.

Cleyff, obs. f. Cliff.

Cleym(e, Cleymare, obs. ff. Claim, Claimeu.

Cleyn^e, obs. form of Clean.
Cleyngk, obs. form of Clink, Clench v.

Cleynt, obs. pa. pple. of Clench t-.

t Cley-staff, cleyk-staff. Obs. [possibly f.
j

cley, Clee; but more prob. f. eleyk = Cleek.] A
crook, a crozier.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 80 1 CleystafTe (2 MSS. & Pynson,
Cleyke stafte) cambuca. [Medulla Gram., Cambuca, a bus-

choppys cros, or a crokid staf.]

Cliack [Uai*ftk).'&. Also clyack. [Possibly

a. Gaelic cliathach (1f1ft|ix) battle, because of

the contest or struggle to have the ' last cut '.]

The last armful of corn cut at harvest on any farm,
;

the kirn-cut: called in the south of Scotland the
' maiden', and in Northumberland the 'kirn-baby'

:

cf. Kirn sh.l Hence cliack-sheaf, cliack-night.

1880 Gordon Bk. Chron. Keith 58 In getting * Cliack * a
scramble was made to get the last handful of corn to cut.

1884 W. Carnie in Mod. Sc. Poets Ser. vn. 206 We spoke
al>oot the cliack nicht. 1889 Glasgmv Her. 12 Aug. 9/1 The

clyack sheaf is. .stilt occasionally to be seen hanging in farm
kitchens above the fireplace, having a ribbon tied round it.

fCliauntor. Obs. rare- 1
. A client.

1467 Eng. Gilds (i87o> 400 (The attornersj conseilynge
ther cliantors to vse eny fals accyons.

t Clib, a. Obs. [Derivation uncertain : some
think it related to next word.] ?Eager, sharp, keen.
n»75 Duty Christians in O. E. Misc. (1872) 144 We

schulde abute cristes lay beon yeomfulle and clybbe. c 1290
Lives Saints (1887) 307 He was nobing clib to heom for-to

a-sailli heom with wou^, Non more bane be port-hound bat

nei3 men geth I-noti3 . . A teie doggue is clib I-nov3, wane
man comez In is sijte . . he is clibbest op-on heom bat arriet

him with ston.

Cli'bby, a. Obs. exc. dial. [The Cornwall
Glossaries have clib to adhere ; in Cornwall and
Devonshire clibby is ' sticky, adhesive 1

; OE. had
clibbor * adhesive, sticky*, related to clifiatt,

Cleave z\2] See quots.

1598 Herring's Tayle (Naresi, Then clibbie ladder gainst

his battered flanck he rears. 1876 Nares, Clibby, is used
in the dialect of Devon in the sense of adhesive. 1880

E. 4- fV. Cornivall Gloss., Clibby, adhesive, sticky.

II Cliche (kl/'J<0. [Fr., pa. pple.of c/icher, var. of

cliquer to click, applied by die-sinkers to the

striking of melted lead in order to obtain a proof

or cast : see Littre.]

1. The French name for a stereotype block ; a

cast or ' dab
' ;

applied esp. to a metal stereotype

of a wood-engraving used to print from.
Originally, a cast obtained by letting a matrix fall face

downward upon a surface of molten metal on the point of

cooling, called in English type-foundries ' dabbing '.

183a Babbage Am Manuf. xi. ^ed. 3' 95 A process for

copying, called in France clich/e. 1850 Art. Jrnl. 219
Cliche" is also applied to the French stereotype casts from
woodcuts. 1868 C. Darwin in Life (1887) III. 87 Engel-
mann has. .offered me cliches of tne woodcuts.

2. Extended to the negative in photography.

(Mod. Diets.)

Clichy-white. A pure white-lead manufac-

tured at Clichy in France. Ure Did. Arts (1875).

Click (klik), sbA Also 7 klick. [Goes with

Click 9.\ q. v. ; cf. also Du. and Ger. klick ; OF.
clique the 4 tick' of a clock or watch.]

1. A slight, sharp, hard, non-ringing sound of

concussion, thinner than a clack, such as is made by
the dropping of a latch, the cocking of a gun, etc.

161 x Cotgr., Niquet, a knick, klick, snap with the teeth

or fingers. 1772 84 Cook Voy. 117901 I. 241 When they

cocked their firelocks, he [exclaimed]. 'That all the locks

made but one click '. 1788 J. Woixott (P. Pindar) Peter

to Tom Wks. 1812 I. 531 Whose fob. .Was quite a stranger

to a Watch's click, a 1845 Hood TaJe Trumpet xiv, The
click of the lifted latch. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount. * Mere
xiv. 115 The click of the stonechat perched on a boulder.

1889 Froudf. Tn<o Chiefs Dutiboy xxvii. 414 A significant

click caught the ear of both. Sylvester had cocked a pistol.

2. Mech. A piece of mechanism which makes
this noise in acting ;

esp. a. the catch or detent

which falls into the notches of a ratchet-wheel,

and so prevents it from turning backwards ; b. the

catch for a lock or bolt, a latch ,cf. Clicket\
1758 Fitzgkrald in Phil. Trans. L. 728 The click fixed

on the frame stops the larger rochet. 1819 Refs Cycl. s. v.

Lock (L.>, The third part of the lock is the tumbler, which

is a catch or click holding the bolt from being withdrawn.

182a Imison St 4 Art (ed. Websteril. 85 The click suffers

the ratchet wheel lo pass.

3. A defect in a horse's action, causing the toe

of the hind hoof to strike the shoe of the fore foot.

Also fig.
1886 Pall Malt G. 10 Dec. 4/1 When Ministers are riding

the high horse of strict legality, such a discovery . . is a

serious click in their gallop.

4. Z00L A name for the beetles of the family

Elateridfr, from the clicking sound with which

they spring upward when they have fallen on their

backs. Also click-beetle.

1848 Harijv in Proc. Bent: Nat. Club. II. No. 6. 327

They often fall on their backs, from which position they

escape by a mechanism . . which . . causes them to rise with

a jerk, accompanied with a snapping noise, whence they

have been named 'clicks,' or 'spring-jacks.' 1681 White-

head Hops 48 The wireworm, the larva of an insect known
familiarly as the click beetle.

6. A class of articulations occurring in certain

languages of S. Africa, consisting of sharp non-

vocal sounds formed by suction, with the sudden

withdrawal of the tongue from the part of the

mouth with which it is in contact. Also Cluck.

1857 Livingstone Trav. vi. 115 The Bamepela have

adopted a click into their dialect. 1883 R. N. Ci st Mod.

Lang. Africa II. xii. 300 It is generally . supposed that the

Clicks found in the Zulu Language have been adopted from

their neighbours the Hottentots. 1884 Sat. Rev. 14 June

786/1 The Bushmen languages can show eight clicks, the

Hottentots four, and the Zulu-Kaffir three.

6. A smart, sudden blow, rap, or jerk, such as

causes or suggests the sound described in sense 1.

1847-78 Halliwell, Click, a blow. East. 1874 Slang

Diet., Click, a knock or blow. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss.

(E. D. S.)s.v., I'llgi' 'eeaclick under the ear.

7. attrib. and in Comb., as click-beetle (see 4^ ;

click-iron, the iron detent of a ratchet-wheel

(see 2 a) ;
click-pulley, a pulley with a click
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(2 a) to prevent the sheave from running back ;

click-wheel, a ratchet-wheel.

1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metals I. 91 (Cabinet Cycl.)

This chain . . contains towards the lower end a click iron.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Click-Guilty , Click-zulieel.

q. Hence, or from the verb-stem, various redupli-

cated expressions for recurring or successive sounds

of the click type, Click-clack sb. and v. (dial.

(lick-to-clack, clickety-clack)) also applied to chatter-

ing or plating. Also Click-click.
1782 Miss Burney Cecilia (1783) I. iii. 41 The insignificant

click-clack of modish conversation. 1808-79 Jamieson,
Click-clack, uninterrupted loquacity. 1856 Househ. Words
XIII. 544 The click-clack of lesser engines pumping dry
the numerous springs. 1867 Miss Broughton Comet/i up as

a Ft. xxxiii, Lady Lancaster click-clacking away at that

eternal knitting. 1870 Miss Bridgman A'. Lynn* I. xi.

175 At every stitch 'click-click ' went the steel pins. 1875
Miss Braddon Strange World III. i. 4 To hear the click,

click, click of the needle. 1877 E. Peacock N. W. Line,
Gloss. (E. D. S.) CUckety-clack, the noise made by a person
walking in pattens. x88a Besant Revolt 0/Man vi. (1883)

149 The steady click-click of the loom.

Click, sh:1 [partly a variant of Cleek
;
partly

the stem of Click v$ used as sb. and in comb.']

1. =: Cleek, hook. 2. (See quot.)

1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Click, a familiar term
amongst miners for money earned or gained in addition to
regular wages. 1883 Huddersf. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Clicks, the
hooks used for moving packs of wool.

3. The act of clicking; ajerkwithacleekorhook.
1886 Pall Mall G. 6 Oct. 4/2 When a fish is seen the hooks

are simply thrown beyond it, and . . a sharp 1 click ' usually
sends them into the soft under parts of the fish.

4. A manoeuvre in wrestling, whereby the adver-

sary's foot is sharply knocked off the ground.
[Cf. x6n Cotgr., CUnquet, as Cliquet; also, a certaine

tricke in wrestling.] 1872 Daily Newsvi May, Graham is

said to be one of the best men in England for the click..

Putting on the click, however . . he brought Mem down.
1883 Standard 24 Mar. 3/7 The young champion, .admin-
istered the inside click.

5. Comb, click-hook, a large hook fixed in a

pole or fastened to a rope, for catching or landing
fish ; a cleek.

1822 Bewick Mem. 36 What he could catch with his own
click-hook in the river he deemed his own. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal. 13 Eskimo Click-hook for taking fish. 1886
Fall Mall G. 6 Oct. 4/2 Poaching with click-hooks.

Click (klik\ v.1 [Found only since 16th c. : it

agrees in form and sense with Du., LG., dial. Ger.

klikken ; also partly in sense with OF. clique?'

(Cotgr.). How far these are connected is uncer-

tain : the word is of echoic origin, and may have
arisen independently in different langs. In Eng-
lish and Teutonic generally, it appears to stand

in ablaut relation to clack, as expressing a thinner

and lighter sound ; cf. chip, chap, clip, clap,

clink, clank.]

1. intr. To make the thin, dry, hard sound
described under Click sb. 1 1.

i6n CoTtiR., CUquer, to clacke, clap, clatter, clkke it.

a 1682 [see Clicking ppl. a.] 1714 Gay Sheph. Week Frid.

101 The solemn death-watch click'd the hour she died. 1816
Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1843) II- 3°2 11 clicks as if it was
walking in pattens. 1853 Kane Grinuetl Exp. xxxiii. (18561

287 The ice sounded . . like some one hammering a nail

against the ship's side, clicking at regular intervals,

b. with object of result.

1819 Crabbe T. oj Hall x. Wks. 1834 VI. 236 Who would
bear his chains And hear them clicking every wretched
hour, a 1832 — Posth. T. Wks. VIII. 17 The clock that
both by night and day Click'd the short moments.

C. Of a horse : see Click sb. 1
3.

1713 Loud. Gaz. No. 5170/4 Sometimes clicks in his Pace.

2. trans. To strike with this noise ; to cause
'anything) to make such a noise.

1581 T. Lovell Dial. Dancing, He trips her toe, and
clicks her cheek, to show what he doth crave. 1605 B.
Jon'son Seja?ius 11. ii, Jove . . at the stroke click'd all his
marble thumbs. 1654 Gavton Fleas. Notes in. viii. 124
Humble your selves, and click your Chains to th' ground.
1830 Makryat King's Own xxxiv, They . . clicked their

glasses together. 1830 Tennyson Owl, Merry milkmaids
click the latch.

3. lectin. To rule with a machine pen, the wheel
of which clicks.

1869 Eng. Meek. 5 Nov. 166/1 This operation of clicking
(i. e. ruling the pattern on paper] is the really curious part
of the manufacture [of tartan woodwork.] Ibid. 166/3 He
'clicks' his pen to the first white line .. Over sheet after

sheet he clicks away.

Click (klik), v.2 Chiefly dial. [A variant of
Cleek with shortened vowel : cf. sick — ME. seke,

xvick, in Spenser weeke, etc. Phonetically, it

might also be the northern form of Clitch.] trans.
rarely intr.) To clutch, snatch, seize, lay hold of

;

= Cleek. Also with up.
1674 Ray N. C. Words, Klick up, to catch up, celeriter

compere. 1691 Ibid., Click, arripere. c 1690 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Creiu, Click, to snatch. ' I have Clickt the Nab
from the Cull,' I whipt the Hat from the Man's Head.
1716 T. Ward Eng. Re/. 353 The Vicar. .Clickt up a Rail,
that they had broke. Ibid. iv. 397 (D.) ' I take 'em to pre-
vent abuses,' Cants he, and then the Crucifix And Chalice
from the Altar clicks. 1788 W. Marshall E. Yorks/i. Gloss.
(E. D. S.I Click, to snatch hastily or rudely. 1765 Univ.
Mag. XXXVII. 40/1, I clik'd a fancy to you. 1863 Mrs.

Vol. II.

Toogooo Yorksh. Dial., Click hold of him. 1877 E. Pea-
cock N. W. Line, Gloss., Click, to snatch Mud is said
to click up when it adheres in large flakes to the feet.

Jig. 1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 283 To disarm my
Antagonist of several Arguments that he clicks up.

Click, obs. form of Clique.

Clicker 1 (kli-kai). [f. Click v^ 4- -er.]

1. One who or that which clicks ; a horse that

clicks in trotting.

Old Lincolnsh. Song, ' Howdeu Fair' (A7*. $ Q. Ser.
vii. V. 345) Some for panting scarce could draw, And there
were clickers too, I knaw.
2. Techn. One who rules with a machine-pen,

the wheel of which clicks. Cf. Click v. 1
3.

1869 Eng. Meek. 5 Nov. 166/1 The clickers are those
who rule the tartan pattern on [tartan woodwork.]
3. Comb, clicker-hole, the valve-hole of bellows.
1823 J. Badcock Dow. Amusem. 69 The clicker-hole of

the. .pair of bellows.

Cli'cker ~. [Sense 1 is app. the original, and
has been variously referred to Click v. [ and v.'1]
1. slang. A shop-keeper's tout. (Originally a
shoemaker's : cf. next sense.)

1:1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Clicker, the Shoe-maker's
Journeyman or Servant, that cuts out all the work, and stands
at or walks before the door, and saies * What d' ye lack, sir ?

What d' ye buy, madam '? 1719 P'Urfey Fills V. 242 Let
Clickers bark on the whole Day. 1721-1800 Bailey,
Clicker, a Shoemaker or Salesman who at a Shop invites

Customers. 1755-78 Johnson, Clicker, a low word for the
servant of a salesman who stands at the door to invite cus-

tomers. 1873 Slang Diet., Clicker, a female touter at a
bonnet shop.

2. A foreman shoemaker who cuts out the leather

for boots and shoes, and gives it out to the workmen.
1690 [see sense xj, 1808 Ann. Reg. Chron. 122 A young

man . . who was what is termed a clicker, or foreman to a
boot and shoemaker. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842)

403 One man . . does nought but cut and give out work—he is

the 1 cliquer'.

3. Printing. The foreman of a companionship
of compositors who distributes the * copy ' among
the others, and attends to the paging, placing of

head-lines, and the like ; he also keeps an account
of what each sets up, and makes up the bill.

(App. introduced between 1770 and 1808.)
1808 Stower Printer's Gram. 466 The clicker (the person

so appointed) applies to the overseer for the copy. 1875
Ure Did. Arts III. 640 The MS. . . is then handed to a
clicker or foreman of a companionship, or certain number
of compositors. 1885 Scotsnran 26 Aug. 3/6 Compositor

—

First-class clicker, smart at upmaking.

Hence Cli ckership ' sense 3).
1882 Standard 1 Dec. 8/4 Overseership or CUckership

required by good practical Printer.

Clicket (kli'ket), sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

4 cliket(t, kleket, 4-5 clyket(t, 4-6 cleket, 5
clekyt, 6 clickette, clycket, (kliket, clycked

,

7 cliquet, 6- clicket. [a. OF. cliquet, which ap-

pears to have had most of the Kng. senses ; cf.

quot. 1300 in sense 1 ; also Du Cange * cliquetus

pessulus versatilis, loqnet alias cliquet '

;
Cotgr.

cliquet 1 the ring, knocker, or hammer of a dore,

a Lazars clicket or clapper' ; mod.F. cliquet.]

1. The latch of a gate or door. Still dial.

[a 1300 W. de Biblesworth in Wright Voc. 170 Par
cliket a cerure {gloss, lacche and hok] Ert la mesoun le

plus sure.] c 1325 E. E. AHit. P. IS. 858 He went forthe

at be wyket, and waft hit hym after, (>at a clyket hit cle^t

clos hym byhynde. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vm. 252 To
openen and vndo be hye |ate . . Hue hab a keye and a
clyket. 1 1425 Voc, in Wr.-W flicker 668 Hec sericula, clykyt

1530 Palsgr. 206/1 Clycket of a dore, clieqnette. 1881
Shropsh. Word-bk, Clicket, the fastening of a gate.

f 2. A latch-key. (In Maundevile it may mean
a clapper : cf. 4.) Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 802 Ianuarie . . Wol no wight

sufTren bere the keye Saue he hym self for of the smale
wyket He baar alwey of siluer a Clyket . . With which whan
bat hym leste he it vnshette. Ibid. 873 This fresshe May. . In
warm wex hath emprented the clyket. .And Damyan. .The
cliket countrefeted pryuely. c 1400 Macndev. (1839) 210 He
smytethe on the Gardyn >ate with a Clyket of Sylver, that
he holdethe in his hond [? mistransl. : the Fr. is 'sonne une
clokette d'argent ', the other Eng. transl. ' knylles a lytill

bell of siluer Jiat he hase in his hand ']. c 1440 Fromp. Pari'.

82/1 Clykett, clitorium, clavicula. 1483 Calk. Angl. 66/1
A clekett, clauis. 1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Sheph. Cat.
May 251 Clincke, a keyhole : Whose diminutiue is clicket,

vsed of Chaucer for a Key.

+ 3. A catch, holdfast, trigger, bolt, that fastens

anything by falling or springing into position. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 401 Thair ledderis . . maid a clap,

quhen the cleket Wes festnyt fast in the kyrnell. Ibid. XVtL
674 In hye he gert draw the cleket [of a military engine]
And smertly swappit out the stane.

+ 4. A contrivance for making a clicking sound :

a. A clapper or rattle carried by beggars in France,

like the clap-dish in England.
1611 Cotgr., Cliquette a clicket, or clapper; such as

Lazers carrie about with them. 1634 T. Johnson tr. Farcy's
Chirurg. xxv. xviii. (1678) 606 CHquets. .have two or three

little pieces of boards so fastned together with leather, that

they will make a great noise. Ibid., Cliquets, where-with
he would ever now and then make a great noise. 1737
Ozell Rabelais 11. xix, Such a Noise as the Lepers of

Brittany use to do with their clappering Clickets.

b. Bones rattled as accompaniment to music.
1611 Cotgr., Clicquettes, clickets; or flat bones, where-

1 with a prittie ratling noise is made. Hence 1656-81 in
1 Blount Gtossogr. ; and 1692 Coles.

c. Jig. A chattering tongue. Cf. Clapper.
1611 Cotgr. s. v. Bourse, A tatling huswife, whose Clicket

is euer wagging.

5. Applied to a valve or lid that shuts with a
click, and various other articles ; see quots.
1:1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 573 Clitella, a cliket, or a

forsere. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.)Clicket, a large
wooden salt-box, with a sloping lid, on hinges, and made
to hang against the wall. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh.

I

Word-bk., Clicket, the valve of a pump.
6. In the following it is supposed by some to
mean a she-fox : cf. Clicket v.

a 1500 MS. Colt. Galba E. ix. If. no (Halliw.) [A good
horse is] Tayled as fox, Comly as a kyng, Nekkyd as a
dukyng, Mouthyd as a kliket.

7. attrib. and Comb., as clicket-gate, a gate
with a latch, a wicket

; f clicket-key, a key for

a f clicket-lock or latch-lock.
a 1528 Skelton Bmvge Courte 371 Lytell prety Cate, How

ofte he knocked at her klycket gate. 1657 Reeve God's
Plea 69 The Spirit entred by the eare . . the clicket-gate of
conversion, c 1524 Chnrchw. Acc. St. Mary IIill, London
(Nichols 1797) 119, 5 plate lockes with *Cleket keyes. 1439

I

Acc. All Souls Oxford in Rogers Agric. <y Fr. III. 552/1,

;

27 clicket locks each with 3 keys. 1527 Lane. Wills I.

31 The cofur w c the cleket lok.

Clicket (kli'ket;, v. For forms see sb. [f.

Clicket sb. : cf. F. cliqueler to make a clicking

noise.] Hence docketing vbl. sb. and a.

1. trans. To latch or lock.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vt. 103 f>edore I-closet I-keijetand
I-kliketed [1377 clicketed] to [kepe] be beroute.

2. intr. To chatter.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 169 With hir that will clicket

make daunger to cope, least quickly hir wicket seeme easie
to ope. 1611 Cotgr., Cliqnettemeitt, a cticketting, clatter-

ing, clapping, clacking
; chattering, a i8z5 Forbv Voc. E.

Anglia, Clicket, to chatter.

3. Of the fox : To be in heat, to copulate. Also
transf. (Perhaps a distinct word.)
1575 Turberv. Venerie 189 When a bytche foxe goeth on

clyequeting . . she cryeth with a hollowe voyce like unto the .

howling of a madde dogge. Ibid, lxxv, 363 The Wolfe ..

goeth on dickering in February. 1616 Fletcher Hum.
Lieutenant It. iv, Must ye be clicketing? 1629 MaSSINGEK
Picture in. iv. a 1659 Cleveland Count. Com. Man (16771

ioz. 1870 Gd. Words May 312 A sudden bark . .exactly like

I that of a clicketting fox. 1881 J. Payne iooi Nights I. 3.

Clicking (klrkirj ), vbl. sb. [f. Click v. 1 + -ingI.]

The action of the vb. Click: a. gen.
1781 Cowper Hope 104 Conversation . . Grows drowsy, as

the clicking of a clock. 1845 Darwin I 'oy. Nat. vii. (1879)

138 A low note, like the clicking together of two smalt
stones. 1858 LoKGF. M. Stamiish v. 3 Clanging and click-

ing of arms, and the order imperative, ' Forward !'

b. of a horse.

1831 Youatt Horse xix. ) 1847) 393 A singular species of
over-reaching, termed Forging or Clicking.

Clicking (kli-kirj), ppl. a. That clicks.

a 1682 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. vii. (16861 78 The little

,

clicking sound of the Dead-Watch. 1868 Whitman Set.

Poems 151 Yon Hottentot with clicking palate. 1870
Morris Ea. Par. iv. in The clicking loom's sharp noise.

Clicky (kli'ki). a. [f.CLiCK sb. + -v 1
.] Abound-

ing in clicks (said of a languages
1882 Century Mag. XXV. 195 All sorts of words in their

strange clicky language.

Cliders, dial. var. of Clithers.
Cliefe, obs. form of Clef.

Cliency (kbi'ensi). rare. [ad. late L. clientia

!

4 refugium, protectio' (Du Cange), f. client-em.]

; The state or condition of a client.

1660 Hexham Dutch Did., Kalanlerie, Cliencie, or
Frendship. 1864 in Webster.

Client (kbi-ent). Forms : 4-7 clyent, 6

cliant, 6-7 clyant, 4- client, [ad. L. cliens,

client-em (also in 16th c. Fr. client), earlier cluens,

ppl. sb. from ctuere, clucre to hear, listen, perh.

in sense * one who is at the call of his patron.]

1. Rom. Antiq. A plebeian under the patronage

of a patrician, in this relation called a patron

I (patrdnus), who was bound, in return for certain

services, to protect his client's life ami interests.

1557 Paynel Barclay's Jugurth 28 Noble men . . hauyng
inani clyentes and seruantes retayned with them. 1561 T.

Norton Calvin's Inst. 11. 167 How should the patrone

condemne his owne clientes? 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal
14 The client . . was bound by law to contribute towards

their patrons assessements, and the marriages of his

daughters. 1741 Middleton Cicero I. ii. 133 Assassinated

. .by Pompey's clients. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 1. ii. 11.

2. gen. One who is under the protection or pa-

tronage of another, a dependant. Sometimes ap-

plied to one who pays constant court to an influen-

tial person as patron ; a ' hanger-on '
; also, to the

vassals or retainers of the middle ages.

1393 Gower Con/. I. 284 As he [love] is hlinde him self,

rignt so He maketh his client blinde also. a 1400-50

Alexander 3195 First cald I 50W my clyentis bat now I call

lordis. 1568 Grafton Chron. John II. 109 The King was
miserably compelled kneelyng on his knees to geve over

both his croune and scepter to the Pope of Rome . . and as

his client, vassall, feodary, and tenant, to receyve it of him
againe. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3). Vassal, slaue,

clyant. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 49 F 1 We are very Curious
to observe the Behaviour of great Men and their Clients.
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1841-4 Emerson Ess. Self-Reliance Wks. (Bohn) I. 25 Pos-
terity seem to follow his steps as a train of clients,

b. An adherent or follower of a master.
1460 Capgrave Chron. 233 This Cardinal . . fled oute of

Rome with his clientis. 1668 Culpepper Iiartkol. Auat. II.

viii. 1 14 The Doctrin of Galen and his Clients.

1 606 1 1 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. (1851) 60 These flowers
[Tulips, etc.] are true clients of the sun . . in the morning,
they welcome his rising . . and at noon are fully displayed,
in a free acknowledgment of his bounty.

3. spec. One who employs the services of a legal

adviser in matters of law ; he whose cause an ad-
vocate pleads.

1413 Lvdg. Pilgr. Smvle m. iv. (1483I 53 Ye wold putte
your clyentes at the more cost in fyllynge of youre pourses.

1474 Caxton Chesse 27 Pletyng of a cause for his client.
150a Greene Art Conny-catch. 1 When the clients are
come from Westminster hall. 1598 Barckley Eelic. Man
v. (16031 385 They call them to whom they be counsellers,
their clyents. 1603 Shaks. Meat./orM. V ii. 109 Good Coun-
sellors lacke no Clients. 1768 Blackstonf. Comm. III. 28.

1781 Cow^kk Charity 312 The poor thy clients and Heaven's
smile thy fee. 1863 W. Phillips Speeches vi. 106 Our
clients are three millionsof Christian slaves. 1879 Harlan
Eyesight i. 11 The lawyers have a saying that ' the man
who pleads his own case has a fool for a client '.

b. One who has a spiritual advocate.
1609 Bible (Douay) Pref., They .. solicitous for us their

dearest clientes, incessantly intercede before Christ's Divine
Majestic 1857 P. Segneri (tit/t) The Devout Client of
Mary instructed in the Motives and Means of Serving Her.
4. gen. A person who employs the services of a

professional or business man in any branch of
business, or for whom the latter acts in his profes-

sional capacity ; a customer. (In earlier use fig.
from 1 or 2 ; now trans/.)
1608 Shaks. Per. nr. vi. 6 When she [Marina] should do

for clients her fitment, .she has me her quirks, her reasons,
her master reasons, etc. 1681 Glanyill Sadducismus II,

(ed. 2) 31 The Negotiation of Evil Spirits with their Clients.
1871 E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. iii. 38 Clients . . of the
money-borrowing order. 1884 C/tr. Commonw. 28 Feb.
463/3 Neither does the old-fashioned literature of mediaeval
voluminousness command many clients among popular .

.

readers. 1889 Star 1 Sept. 4/3 The owner of Oxeye. .a turf
telegraphist, .sent out this horse to all his clients.

Clientage (kbi-enttd;). [f. prec. + -age.]

1. coiled. A body of clients
;
following, clientele.

1633 Kp. Hall Hard Texts, N. T. 40 With them which
were of the faction and clientage of Herod. 1873 Freeman
l orn/tar. Politics 261 The lowly clientage of the Roman
Patrician. x88a Masson in Macm. Mag: XLV. 251 Jeffrey's
more narrow-laced clientage of the blue-and-yellow.

2. The relation of a client to his patron.
1861 Goldw. Smith Irish Hist. 20 Traces of the cognate

institution of the Clan are seen in the Roman clientage.
1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. i. 34 Protected in a sort of client-
age by one of the princes of the blood.

Cliental (kloiental). rare. [f. as prec. + -al.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to a client or clients.
1656 Blount Clossogr., Cliental, of or lielonging to a

client. 1757 Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. 1842 II.

514 A dependent and cliental relation. 1861 Dickens f;/.

Expect. II. 5, I sat down in the cliental chair placed over
against Mr. Jaggers's chair.

+ B. sb. Following, clientele. Obs.
1581 in Chambers Horn. Ann. Scot. I. 143 He wha . . had

maist gear, friendship, and cliental, had nane to speak a
word for him that day.

t Clientary, a. Obs. rare-'. = prec.
163J C. Downing State Ecclcs. Kingd. (1634) 90 The

first that robbed the Clergie. .by giving Clientary tytnes .

.

to his followers.

t Clrented, ppl. a. Furnished with clients.
1601 Carew Cornwall 4 b, The worst conditioned, and

least clicnted Petiuoguers. 1609 G. Benson Serm. 24
Drunkennesse and wantonnesse, are better clicnted vpon
the Sabboth day then the Ministers of Gods word.

Clientelage (kbicntrit'-d*,). [f. Clientele or
L. clientela + -age.] 1. = Clientage 2.

183a tr. Sismontli's Hal. Rep. viii. 187 With the same
enthusiasm and spirit of clientelage.

2. A body of retainers or followers.
1879 Tourgee Fool's Err. xxi. 124 Every family there has

its clientelage. .who rally to its lead as quickly, .as the old
Scottish clansmen. 1884 T. G. Bourke Snake Dance Mo-
quis xiv. 155 [These] form his admiring clientelage.

t CHentelary, a. and sb. Obs. [f. Clientei.k
+ -aby. There is no L. cluntcldrius.']

A. at//. Of or pertaining to a clientele.

1643, PmshzSov. Poiver Parl. App. 167 So as the client*-.

larynght be alwayes retained.

B. sb. A member of a clientele ; a client.

1654 I.'EstrangeC'/ioj. / (1655) 111 The Iesuites. .are the
protest clientelaries and vassals of the Catholique King.

Clientele (klaientM, -te-1). Also 8-9 -el, 9
-elle, and in Fr. form clientele, [ad. L, clientela

the relation of client, clientship, a body of clients,

f. client-em Client. This seems to have been
taken immediately from Latin in the 16th c, to
have become obs. in the 17th (it is noted as Obs.

in Webster 1864\ and to have been re-adopted
from French in the middle of the 19th, in sense 3;
hence it is often pronounced wholly or partly as Fr.]

1 1. The relation, position, or status of a client

;

clientship. Obs.
1611 V,,yansan Catiline ill. viii. 123 Vargunteius. .under

the pretext of clientele And visitation, with the morning

haile, Will be admitted. 1644 I.'Estrange Chas. I (1655)
126 Redeemed from the Clientele and Vassallage of the
Nobility. 1875 N. Amer. Ret'. CXX. 456 From ibe very
exaggeration of the aristocratic regime .... there rose an in-
stitution, the clientel.

t b. Protection of clients, patronage. Obs.
1611 Corvat Crudities, It . . enioyeth great peace vnder

their sacred clientele and protection, a 166s Heylin Hist.
Presbyterians 96 Under the Clientele or Patronage of some
juster Governor. 1691 Coles, Clientele.

2. A body of clients or dependants ; all who are
under the patronage and protection of any person

;

a body of professed adherents ; a following.
15*3-87 FoxeW. >i M. (1596)246/1 So should be placed

more of the popes clientele in the churches of France, than
of the proper inhabitants of the land. 1649 Hall Cases
Consc. iv. vi. (1654) 347 Those of the Roman Clientele are
not more careful. 1850 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) I. i. 7
The clientele of some patrician house,

b. with //.
i7»i-«6 Bailey, Clientcls, persons under Protection or

Vassallage.

3. Now often applied (as in Fr.) to the whole
professional connexion of a lawyer, physician, etc.

;

also a body of supporters, customers, or frequenters

generally, as ' the clientele of a theatre ', etc.

1865 Daily Tel. 12 June, The enterprising commercial
classes of the North . . have despatched . . merchandise to the
South, and opened large credits for their former clientelle
there. 1880 Atlantic Mag. Sept. 306 The clientele of Spel-
ling's bar-room. x88a Med. Temp, jfrnl. I. 50 The.. high
esteem in which he is held by his extensive clientele.

Hence f Cliente led a., having a clientele.

1613 A cc. Angtesea (i86o> 49 These that glory to see them
selves well clienteled, and are the best Jury mungers.

Cli entess. rare, [see -E.S8.] A female client.

{Encycl. Diet, cites Miduleton.)

Clientless 'klarentles'., a. Without clients.

1885 J. D. Philbrick City School Syst. U.S. 14 Patient-
less doctors and clientless lawyers. 1889 Sat. Rev. 19 Jan.
68/1 Clientless solicitors and briefless counsel.

Clientry (kbi entri . [f. Client + -by.] The
relation of clients ; a body of clients.

*594 Nashe Vnfort. Trav. 59 None cared for couetous
clientrie. 1654 R. Codrington tr. Hist. Ivstine 130 A
sordid part . .of their own clientry. 1835 Keightley Hist.
Rome an. 201 Many of their

[ patrician jnouses seem to have
died off; whose clientry mostly joined the plebs.

Clientsh.it) (kbi entijip). [see -ship.] State or
relation of a client : the correlative of patronage.
1649 C. Walker Hist, tndefi. 11. 145 Their Nomencla.

tors, their Prehensations, Invitations, Clientships. 1697
Drydf.n I'irgil Ded., Patronage and Clientship always
descended from the Fathers to the Sons. 1878 Seeley Stein
I. 208 A number of middle States, .were attached to France
in a condition of clientship.

Cliff klif . Forms: 1-7 elif, 3 clef, 4-5 olife,

clyff e, clyfe, 4 kliffe, klyffe/klyfe, g cleyff),

4 7 cliffe, 7- cliff. 0. 2-6 (properly dative; cliue,

//. (1 oleofu, clifu), 2 6 cliues, iclyue»\ 3-4
cliuen, clyuen. Also 5-9 Clift. [OF. clif neut.,

pi. clifu, orig. cleofu (with « fracture of »') = OS.
/W»7>(ML.G., LG. clif, clef, MDu. elif, clef, pi. cOtK,
l)u. clif ,, OHG. kleb, ON. i/»/:-OTeut. *kli-

T>o-{m). The early MK. forms were sing. nom. clif
gen. clTves, dat. dive, pi. dives; levelling gave also

nom. sing, cllve see below . and pi. cliffes, whence
mod. cliff's. On the type of the original pi. cleofu,

there arose also a sing, cleofi whence clef, cleef, clefe,

mod. Cleve, Clebve, q. v. In 15th c, cliffwas
confused with clift, original form of Cleft, and
very commonly so spelt, esp. from the 16th c. : this

is still dialectal and vulgar: see Clift.]

1. A perpendicular or steep face of rock of con-

siderable height. Usually implying that the strata

are broken and exposed in section ; an escarpment.
85a Charter .Ethehvol/'m Cod. Dipl. V. 105 OfWulfheres

cumbe on Wulfheres clif. .1205 Lav. 1926 Nu & scuer
mare haueS J>at clif [iij75 clef] bare noine on adche leode.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxin[i].8 Kltflcs[I,. rtipcm\\n welles of
watres to gane. -1325 E. E. Allit. /'. A. 74 Dubbed wern
alle bo downez sydez With crystal klyffez. c 1340 Cursor
M. 17590 (Laud MS.) Hym to seche in clyfle & clow.
'la 1400 Morte Arth. 2013 He hade . . for-sett . . Bothe the
clewez and the clyfez with clene niene of armez [ibid. 2019
cleyfTez]. 1515 Barclay Egloecs iv. (1570! C vj/3 A moun-
layne of Inclines mamelous. With pendant dines of stones
harde as flent. 1667 Milton P. /.. vn. 424 There the Eagle
and the Stork On Cliffs and Cedar tops thir Eyries build.

1789 Mks. Piozzi jtourn. France I. 38 ( ioats .. clamber
among the cliffs of Plinlimmon. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 12
Cheddar Cliffs are the sides of a chasm, extending across
one of the highest ridges of the Mcndip Hills.

b. esp. (in modern use) A pcri>endicular face of
rock on the seashore, or (less usually) overhanging
a lake or river.

a. a 1000 Andreas 310 1'Gr.) Ofercald cleofu ceoles neosan.
c 13*5 E. E. Allit. P. A. 159, I sej by-jonde pat myry mere
A crystal clyffe ful relusaunt. 1*87 Trevisa Descr. Brit.
(Caxton) 4 Whan shipmen passen the next clyf of that londe.

«593 Shaks. 2 lien. VI, BU iL 101 As farre as I could ken
thy chalky Cliffes, When from thy Shore the Tempest beate
vs backe. 1605 — Lear IV. L 76- 1605 Verstegan Dec.
Intell. iv. (1628) 99 The cut off or broken mountaines on the
sea sides, are more rightly and properly called clifs then by I

the name of rocks or bills. 1709 Addison Toiler Ho. 117 I

F 6 Diverting our selves upon the Top of the Cliff with the
|

Prospect of the Sea. 1793 Wokdsw. Descr. Sk. 204 The
wood-crowned cliffs that o er the btke recline. 1879 Froude

[

Caesar xvi. 263 The white cliffs which could be seen from
Calais. Mod. The Wyndcliff towers above the Wye.
&. sing, cllve

\
properly dative), pi. ellves. [The

Elizabethan archaists made it dives.)
c 1205 Lay. 21807 Pcr neo leieien jeond ba cliues. Ibid.

32217 ^eond eludes & ^eond cliuenen. c 1300 CursorM. 1856
(Gott.) Oft wend bai bar schip suld Hue wid wind or wawe or
dint or (.Hue. c 1300 Sir Beues 2278 Him to a castel bai han
idriue, pat stant be be se vpon a cliue. "-1541 Wvatt The
faithfnl lovergiveth

y
etc.

t
Poet. H 'ks. 57 To seek each where

where man doth live The sea, the land, the rock, the clive.

1567 Tlrberv. Myrr. Eall /V££?(R.)Whome forceth he by
surge of seas into Charybdes cliues [ Hme-ivd. driues] ? 1587
Myrr. Mag.

y Albanact xliii. At length the shyning Albion
clyues did feede Their gazing eyes.

f 2. (Extension of 1 b) : Land adjacent to a sea
or lake

; shore, coast, strand. Obs.
a 1000 Beo7vnl/^,26 paet hie Geata clifu ongitan meahton.

c 13M Sir Beues 1790 Hit come to the cliue Thar the wilde
se was. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 45 From be clyue
of occean [littore oceani] in Ethiopia. Ibid. I. 65 Mat/. >

In be west clif [in occidentali littore] of lite! Bretayne.
1398 — Barth. De P. E. vn. lxvi (1495) 282 Serpentes .

.

whyche ben nyghe clyffes and bankes of waters. 1480
Caxton Descr. Brit. 3 White rockes aboute the cliues of
the see. 1600 Tolrneur Trans/. Met. Author to Bk., O
were thy margents cliffes of itching lust.

3. A steep slope, a declivity, a hill ; = Clkve 3.

(In Lincolnshire, the sloping and cultivated escarp-
ment of the oolite is called the Cliff.)

(In this sense mediaeval etymologists naturally identified
dive with L. cUvus^ with which it had no connexion.]
a 1200 Moral Ode 347 To-^eanes be cliue a^ean be he?e

hulle. . saoo Trin Coll. Horn. 37 Hwile uppen cliues and
hwile in be dales. C1300 A'. 5429 The othere part
away hy dryuen Into dales and into clyuen. c 1440 Pa/lad.
on Husb. xii. 278 Nor clyves ther humoure is not excluse.
c 1440 Promp. Parx'. 81 Clyffe or an hylle [1499 clefe of an
hyllj, declivutn. 1483 Cath. Angl. 67 A Cliffe, clinns. 163a
Le Grys V'elleius 60 Running downe the cliffe of the Capi-
toll. 1870 E. Peacock EalfSkirl. II. 165 The base of the
Cliff line of hills. 1870 Dasent Annals III. 205 We went
straight up the clive—the slope that leads through the
Propyhta.

4. The strata of rock lying above or between
coal seams.
1676 Heacmont In Phil. Trans. XI. 732 All the clifts in

some Mines are made up of these Stone-plants. 1719
Strachey Strata Coal-M. ibid. XXX. 968 The Cliff is

dark or blackish Rock, and always keeps its regular Course
as the Coal does. King obliquely over it. 17*1 Bradley
Philos. Acc. Wks. Nat. 7 A dark or blackish Rock, which
they call the Coal Clives. .The Cliff over this Vein is varie-

gated with Cockle Shells and Fern Branches.

5. Comb,, as cliff-dweller, -face, -side, swallow ;

cliff-chafed^ -girdled
t -like, -marked, -wont adjs.

;

cliff-pink, the Cheddar Pink, Dianthus opsins.

1839 48 Bailey Festns xxvii. 327 A "cliff-chafed sea. 1884
Chamb. Jrnl. 19 Jan. 40/2 The houses of the 'cliff-dwellers.

1869 Phillips vesuv. vUL 203 *Cliff-girdled lakes. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, 1st Visit Eng. Wks. (Bohn) II. 6
Carlyle . .was tall and gaunt, with a "cliff-like brow. 1884
Miller Plant-n., *Cliff-pink, or Cleve-pink, Dianthus cx-
sins. 1886 Rcdyard Kipling De/artm. Ditties (ed. 2) 62
The hawk nests on the *cliffsid& 1841-4 Emerson Ess.
Manners Wks. (Bohn) I. 204 The rock-Tibboos still dwell
in caves, like "cliff-swallows. 1819 Byron yuan 11. cviii,

Before the entrance of a 'cliff-worn cave.

Cliff, -e, obs. form of Clef*.

Cliffed klift ,ppl.a. Having cliffs.

1853 Kane Grinnell Ex}, xix. (1856} 149 The ice-plain .

.

jutting out in capes from the cliffed shore.

Cli'ffer. rare. [Cf. Cuffing.] A cliff-climber.

186a Temple Bar Mag. IV. 429 There are very few spots

where even an accomplished differ could scale these heights.

t Cli'ffery, a. Obs. [app. f. clive, obs. form of

Cleave ; cf. slippery, and dial, sleepty."] 1 Fissile.

1757 Walker in Phil. Trans. L. 145 Another mineral,
that the miners call blaes . . a cliffery stratum of a blueish

colour, that often lies both above and below the coal.

Cli'ffing, vbl. sb. rare. [f. assumed vb. to cliff

+ -INO '.] The climbing of cliffs i,as a pursuit).

1861 Ansted Channel Isl. 1. iv. (ed. 2) 64 The ordinary
difficulties of cliffing. Ibid. 82 Not accustomed to cliffing.

Cli ffsman. [f. cliff"*s, genitive of Cliff sb. r

Man.] One skilled in cliff-climbing.

1863 C A. Johns Home Walks 58 The rambling cliffsman

. .reaches at last a sudden re-entering angle in the cliff.

Cliffy (kli*fi), a. [f. Cliff + -Y.J Having cliffs,

precipitous, craggy.
1538 Leland Mm. IV. 49 The Shore is cliffy. 1598 Dray-

ton Heroic. E/. (17481 122 Calais. . In kenning of the cliffy

Dover stands. 1635 Paoitt Christianogr. 1. (16461 9 The
Sea coasts being generally cliffte and inaccessible. 1708

J. Philips Cyder 1. 105 Ev*n on the cliffy height of Penmen-
maur. i860 Tyndall Glac. U § 9. 6t A mountain basin ..

bounded all round by a grand and cliffy rim.

Clift, li.) The earlier and more etymological

form of the sb. now usually made Cleft, q. v.

Clift (klift , sb.% [A by-form of Cliff, due to

confusion between that word and clift, Cleft, a

fissure. Exceedingly common in 16-18U1 c, and
used by some writers in the 19th c] = Cliff (in

its various applications).

t 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1493 IH/si/hite Medea, This
lady rombith by the clift to pleye. 1567 Drant Horace
Ep. xiii. E iij, Through cliftes [L. £er clh'os] & fluddes.

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. 1. li, We will walk upon
the lofty cliftes. 16x4 Capt. Smith Virginia m. vi. 62 High
white clay clifts. 1719 Df. Foe Crusoe 1. iii. 52, I clamt>er'd

up the Clifts of the Shore. 1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 507
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The perpendicular side of Chalk Clifts. a 1822 Shelley
Scenes fr. Faust Wks. 704 How, clift by clift, rocks bend
and lift Their frowning foreheads as we go. 1832 Mar-
ryat N. Forster ii, A high land, which terminated in a
precipitous clift.

Clift, -ed, -ing : see Cleft-.

Clifty, a.i [f. Clift sb.% + -y.] =Cliffy.
1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. 1. 5 From lofty brow Of steep

and cliftie passages [cleere] water [gliding downe]. 1632
Lithgow Trav. vii. 332 In a clifty Creeke close by the sea

side, a 1^98 Pennant (L.), The rocks, .their clifty sides are

fringed with weed. 1887 Harpers Mag. Dec. 56 Rioting

among the clifty heights.

tCli'fty, A2 Obs. Of uncertain origin and
meaning: in quots. 1647, 1 686, it might be from

dive, Cleave v.'1 — adherent, clinging
;
Jamieson

says * clever, fleet, (a horse) of light make and

good action
;

(fuel) which is easily kindled and

burns briskly'; Halliwell says 'lively, active*.

[LG. dialects have clitftig, cliichtig, nearly in sense of

'clever'.]

1570 Levins Manip. 111 Clifty. fertilis. 1647 Com-
monw. Ballads (1841) 43 The prentices are gallant blades,

and to the king are clifty ; But the lord mair and aldermen
are scarce so wise as thrifty. 1686 G. Stuart Joco-ser.

Disc. 70 A couple of knights. .Clamb up the shrouds. .And
proved themsels twa clifty men.
Clight, obs. pa. pple. and pa. t. of Clitch v.

t Clighting, vhl. sb. Obs. [This, with clyghted

under Clitch vA, implies a vb. dight, formed on
the pa. pple. of Clitch.] = Clitching

;
bending.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. v. liii. (1495) 169 The legges
ben coueryd . . wyth the flesshe . so that they . . greue not
the thyes wyth* their clightyng [Bodl. MS. clitting] and
foldynge.

Clik, dike, obs. f. Click, Cleek.
Cliket, Clim, obs. fT. Clicket, Climb.

t Climacter • Obs. [a. Gr. fcXifxafcryp round of

a ladder, definite or critical period of a man's life,

f. /cA(/ia£ ladder + -r-qp suffix of agent and agency.]

A Climacteric year or epoch.
1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1634) 30 The sixty-third year

of man's age . . called climactericall (because it ariseth of nine
Septenaries, as so many Climacters or Ladder-rounds). 1643
SirT. Browne Rcli^. Med. 1.(16561 § 28 In his yeares there
is 110 Climacter, his duration is eternity. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Climacter, the perillous time of mans life, at

every seven or nine years end.

t Clrmactered, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec]
Advanced in age to the 'grand climacteric'.

1627 Drayton Agincourt, etc. 200 Her end deferd, V 11 till

the time she had beene clima[c]terd ; When she would haue
bin at threescore yeares and three, Such as our best at three

and twenty be.

t Climacte'rial, a. {sb.) Obs. rare. [ad. F.

dimaeteriel {16th. c), f. dimacterie (Cotgr.).]

A. adj. = Climacteric ; critical.

1643 T. Goodwin Return ofPrayers, etc. 137 These [hours]

are the most climacteriall, and criticall, and most dangerous.

B. sb. A climacteric year ; = Climacteric ; in

quot. ? the 1 grand climacteric ' or 63rd year.

163* R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xiv. § 1. 231 Who
dyed, .ere ever they came to their Climacteriall.

Climacte'rian. nonce-wd. [f. Climacter +
-ian ; associated in sense with dimax.~] One who
uses the rhetorical figure dimax.
a 1734 North Exam. 1. i. § 18. (1740) 23 Observe the Au-

thor's steps continually rising ; we shall find him on many
Occasions a great Climacterian.

Climacteric (klaimoekteTik, -arkterik), a. and
sb. Forms : a. 7 cly-, climacterike, -ique, -ick(e,

7-9 climacterick, 7- -ic. /3. 7 ciymaterick(e,
8-9 climaterick, -ic. [ad. L. dtmacteric-us, a. Gr.

KKtfjaKTTjpi/cos climacteric, of the nature of a critical

epoch, f. fcKipuiKTrip Climacter. The F. clima-

terique is the source of the & forms ; also, prob. of

the second pronunciation, the first being according

to the general analogy of words in -ic.

The former accentuation is that ofJohnson, Walker, Smart,
and the English orthoepists generally: some modern dic-

tionaries give both, and some prefer ctima-cteric. In verse
climacteric has been observed in Davenant, Drummond,
Ken, Young, Byron, Barham, -axteric in Brathwaite 17th c,
Trumbull 18th cj

A. adj.

1. Pertaining to or constituting a climacter or

critical period in human life ; as in climactericyear
— climacteric, nlso —grajul climacteric, see B.
1601 Holland Pliny vii. xlix. (R.\ The rule of the danger-

ous graduall yeeres called climacterike. 1618 Brathwait
Descr. Death, Nor stands he much upon our dangerous
yeare .. Oft ..When we are most secure, then hee's most
neare, Where th' yeare clymactericke is his jubile. 1636
Davenant Wilts (1673) 223 Being near The danger of his

Climacterick year. 1762 Young Resignation 11. (KA Grand
climacteric vanities The vainest will despise. 1881 Syd.
Soc. Lex. s.v., These [epochs of life] were contemplated by
the Greek physiologists as five, and termed climacterics or
climacteric periods.

b. trans/. Constituting an important epoch or
crisis ; critical ; fatal.

a 1678 Marvell Poems, Horat. Ode, And to all states not
free Shall clymaterick be. 1680 Life Edtv. II in Select.
Hart. MiscAiTy$) 50 He found the climacterick year of his
reign, before he did expect it: and made that unhappy
castle . . the witness of his cruel murder. i8zs Southev
Lett. (1856! III. 311 This age is as cUmateric as that in

which he lived. 1874 Fakkar Christ 25 Seven great climac-

teric years or epochs.

2. Phys. and Med. Applied to that period of life

(usually between the ages of 45 and 60) at which
the vital forces begin to decline (in women coin-

ciding with the period of 1 change of life ') ;
per-

taining to this period. Climacteric disease : a

disease of unknown cause which often occurs at an
advanced stage of life, characterized by loss of

flesh and strength, sleeplessness, etc.

1813 Sir H. Halford in Med. Trans. IV. 316 {title) On
the Climacteric Disease. 1824 Ann. Reg., Chron. 208 He
was suffering from a general decay of strength—a sort of
climacteric disease. 1876 Bartholow Mat. Med. (1879) 407
At the climacteric period in women. 1879 T. Bryant Pract.
Surg. II. 246 The climacteric effacement of the breast.

3. = Climactic.
1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 11. 122 Interl., The power

gradually to prepare the mind of his reader by previous

climacteric circumstances. 1883 T. Parker Tyne. Ch. 258
It is the last link of a chain, it is the climacteric point.

B. sb.

1. A critical stage in human life ; a point at

which the person was supposed to be specially

liable to change in health or fortune. According
to some, all the years denoted by multiples of 7

(7, 14, 21, etc.) were climacterics : others admitted

only the odd multiples of 7 (7, 21, 35, etc.);

some included also the multiples of 9. Grand
(f great) climacteric (sometimes simply the climac-

teric) : the 63rd year of life (63 — 7 X9), supposed

to be specially critical. (According to some, the

81 st year (81 = 9x9) was also a grand climacteric.)

The phrase appears to have been taken imme-
diately from Spanish.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 158 This false Prophet (sore

against his will) died in his sixtie third yeare (his great
Clymatericke). C1645 Howell Lett. I. 111. xi, It is a com-
mon . . custom amongst the Spaniard, when he hath pass'd

his gran climacteric . . to make a voluntary resignation of

offices. 1697 Dryden Virgil Ded., I began this Work in

my great Climacterique. 171a Addison Sped. No. 295 p i,

I am turned ofmy great Climacteric. 1728 Morgan A Igiers

II. iv. 293 He lived to see one of those critical and reputed
dangerous Periods ofHuman Life, Called the Gran Climac-
terics, dying in his sixty third Vear. 1742 Fielding Jos.

Andrews iv. vii, When they arrive at this period [15 yrs.],

and have now passed their second climateric. 1823 Byron
Juan x. xlvii, Her climacteric teased her like her teens.

2. trans/. A critical period, point, or epoch in

any career or course.
c 1630 Drum.m. of Hawth. /"ccwWks. 391 Our [Scotland's]

lion's clymacterick now is past, And crown'd with bays, he
rampeth free at last. 1714 Pope Let. Arbuthnot 10 Sept.,

At her advanced age every day is a climacteric. 1798
G. Wakefield Lett. Sir J. Scott 7 That grand climacteric

of information, when, etc. 1829 Southey Sir T. More
I, 18 It is your lot .. to live during one of the grand cli-

macterics of the world.

Climacterical (kbimrckte'rikal), a. and sb.

Forms: a. 6-7 cly-, cli-, -all, (7 climactricar,
7- climacterical. 6-7 climatericall, 7 ely-

mat-, climaterical. [f. as prec. + -al.]

A. adj.

1. = Climacteric A. 1
;
esp. applied to the 'grand

climacteric' or 63rd year of life ; see prec. B. 1.

1590 L. Lloyd Dial Dales Oct. 25 Georgius Castriotus .

.

died upon this day in his climatericall year 63. 1602 W.
Vaughan Nat. Direct. 47 These they name climacterical

or stayrie yeares, for then they saw great alterations. Now,
a climactericall yeare is euery seauenth yeare. 1609 C.
iButler Fern. Mon. ii. (1623) E ij, This Climactericall num-
ber of nine times seven, mil Cotgr., Van climactere, the
climatericall yeare. 1693 W. Freke Set. Ess. iv. 23 Who
but one that has more Fancy than Judgment would mind
the Climacterical Years ? 1839 De Quincey Wordsivorth
in Tail's Mag. 10/1 An elderly man, who confessed to having
passed the grand climacterical year (9 multiplied into 7)

of 63.

b. Critical, dangerous ; — Climacteric A. 1 b.

1623 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. 116 They are

commonly a kind of Climactericall and dangerous prattlers,

1642 Fuller Holy Prof. St. 11. xi. 95 The climactericall

yeare of many churches . . may seem to happen in our dayes

;

so old that their ruine is threatned if not speedily repaired.

1649 Selden Laws Eng. n. i. (1739) 8 This was one of Eng-
land's Climacterical Years, under a Disease so desperate,

that no hope was left but by a desperate Cure. 1832 Edin.
Rev. LV. 534 The latter half of the thirteenth century was
one of the climacterical periods of the history of Rome.

f 2. Relating to climax ; = Climactic. Obs.
a 1638 Mede Wks. v. 918 The Seventh is the Climacterical

Seal, sounding the warlike alarm to the Empire's Ruine by
Seven successive and languishing blows. 1653 A. Wilson
Jas. 1, 103 Like Climatericall Diseases, take rest, and after

some intermission break out again.

B. sb. fl. = Climacteric B. i. Obs.
1611 Cotgr., Climactcrie de 63 ans, the Clymatericall, or

dangerous yeare of 63, at which age diuers worthie men
haue died. 1627 Hakewill Apol. Hi. ii. § 1 The common
clymactericall of al old men. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 111. vi.

333 Now past the fifth climactericall of his disease. 170a

C. Mather Magn. Chr. 111. 11. xv. (1852) 430 He was come
to that which we call, ' the grand climacterical

f2. trans/. = Climacteric B. 2. Obs.

1639 Fuller Holy War th. iv. (1840^ 121 War in the Low
Countries hath already outlived the grand climacterical of
three score and ten years. 1655 — Ch. Hist. vi. vii, Many
Mitred Abbeys have survived the dangerous Climactericall
of the third Generation.

Hence Climacte'rically adv.
1672 Sir T. Browne Lett. Friend % 28 (1881) 146 Climac-

terically old.

t Clima'Ctery. Obs. [a. F. dimacterie (in

Cotgr.), f. Gr. L. climacter + abstr. suffix -ie, -t.]

1. = Climacteric B. i.

1658 Ussher Ann. viu 802 Past the sixty third year, the
common Climactery of all old men.
2. Progress by successive steps ; a step of a

climax.
I 1654 L'Estrange Chas. I. (1655) 92 Could he have foreseen

I

where all the climacteries and motions of his advance should
I have terminated, a 1734 North Exam. U740I 478 He is

!
an Artist at Disposition and Climactery for the setting off

I

his Positions. Ibid. 133, I.. come not to the Point, till his
Climacteries of Approach are all considered.

Climactic (.klaimarktik), a. Rhet. [f. Climax,
app. after syntax^ syntactic, or influenced by cli-

\

7?iacteric, but not on Greek analogies.] Pertaining

! to, or forming, a climax or ascending series.

1872 Minto Eng. Lit. 1. ii. 124 His balanced sentences .

.

and climactic arrangement. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. x.

212 Give the history of development a climactic form.
a 1876 Eadie Thcssalouians 44 The second ko.l is climactic.

Climax bical, a. [f. as prec. + al.] = prec.

I

In quot. = 'of the nature of the ascent of a ladder'

:

{humorous nonce-use).

i860 Chamb. Jml. XIV. 44 [Hel had mounted, by an
arduous climactical process, into the topmost branches.

Climaxtically, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2. But

;
the 17th c. instance appears to have been f. Gr.

K\ip.a.T- slope, climate, taken as = fc\?pa£ ladder,

climax.] By way of climax ; in relation to climax.
1622 T. Stocghtom Chr. Sacrif. xvi. 221 He speaketh

climatically, that is, riseth by degrees higher and higher;
from a reed shaken with the wind, to a man clothed in soft

!

, raiment. 1880 M. Evans tr. Meyer's Ephes. iii. 18 The
oxymoron yvwvai i'i)v v-ntpfiaXhovo-av rij1

; yvuxjeuis . . climactic-

ally parallel to the just expressed KaTaAafieaBai. .v\pos.

Climacti chnite. Pahvant, [f. Gr. fc\Tpa£

ladder + txvos footstep + -ite.] See quot. t88o.)

1873 Dawson Earth % Man iii. 45 Climactichnites. 1880

I Libr. Univ. Knowl. VII. 772 In the sandstone beds .. are
ladder-like impressions called climactichnites.

Climatal (.kbi-matal), a. [f. Climate or L.

dimat-
7
Gr. KXifiar- + -al.] Of or pertaining to

:
climate ; climatic.

1830-3 Lvell Priuc. Gcol. 1 1875) II. in. xxxvi. 306 Under
new climatal and other conditions. 1859 Darwin Orig.

' Spec. x. (1873) 276 Migration due to climatal and other

changes. 1880 A. R. Wallaci-; 1st. Life v. 75 Climatal in-

fluences have a great effect on their delicate bodies.

t Climata rchic, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Gr.

KkipuxTapx-os (in Byzantine Greek 'governor of a

: province f. tcKlfxar- region, clime + -apxos ruling .]

1'residing over a ' climate ' or region of the earth.

1794 T. Taylor Pausanias III. 280 Among the terrestrial

1

[gods], some preside over climates, or are climatarchic.

Climate (kbi-m^t), sb. Forms : 4-7 climat,

;

elymat, (5 pi. clematis), 6-7 clymate, 6- cli-

!
mate. [a. F. climat (pi. in 14th c. dimas), ad.

late L. dima, climat- climate, region, a. Gr.

K\'tfxa, KK'tptaT- inclination or slope, f. kit- root of

K\tv-€tv to slope, lean, incline. The meaning
passed in Greek through the senses of ' slope of

ground, e.g. of a mountain range the supposed
* slope or inclination of the earth and sky from the

equator to the poles ' the zone or region of the

earth occupying a particular elevation on this

I
slope, i.e. lying in the same parallel of latitude ' a

j

clime in which sense it was adopted in late L.]

f 1. A belt of the earth's surface contained be-

|

tween two given parallels of latitude. Obs.

In early ages 7 climates were reckoned, supposed to be

presided over by the 7 planets; of these, the central lines

I passed respectively through Meroe 17°, Syene 24
0

, Alex-

|

andria 31
0

, Rhodes 36
0

, Rome 41°, Borysthenes 45°, and the

!
Riphaian Mountains 480 N. Later, the space between the

j

equator and each of the polar circles was divided into 24

t
climates, each corresponding to an increase of half-an-hour

' in the length of the longest day. See Skeat, Note to

j

Chaucer's Astrolabe 11. § 39.

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 701 How that the disposicioune [of

the hevyn] Suld apon thingis virk heir doune, On regiones,

I or on climatis. C1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 39 Pe latitude

j

of a climat. 1393 Gower Conf. III. 107 They [i.e. the

!
stars] causen many a wonder To the climats, that stond hem

! under, c 1400 Maundev. xv. (1839^ 162 They [of Ynde] ben

in the firste Clymat, that is of Saturne . . Wee ben in the

I
seventh Clymat, that is of the Mone. 1564 Bulleyn Dial,

agst. Feuer Pest. 11888} 96 The Islandes called Fortunato

or Canaria, whose west partes be situated in the thirde

Climate. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 11. § 1 (16561,

I was borne in the eighth Climate. 1683 Brit. Spec, It

[Britain] is situated .. under the eighth, ninth, tenth,

eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth Climates. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. I. 42 There are 24 climates between the equator

and each of the polar circles. There are 30 climates be-

tween the equator and either pole. 1796 [see Climature].

f b. More vaguely : A region of the earth, a
* clime \ Obs. exc. as in 2.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 5 b, [Hermes] esta-

blisshed to the people of euery clymat lawes couenable. .to

thair opinions. 1557 Paynel Barclay's Jugnrth 17 A few

other authors hold, .that vnder climate of that part which
is called Europe, the third part named Affrike is compre-
hended. 1605 J. Dove Confut. Atheism 31 When the Sunne
is Eclipsed, all the earth is not darkened, but onely one
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CLIMATE. 500 CLIMB.
Climat. 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 317 Was the world,
with all its climates, made in vain for thy.. victim?

2 A region considered with reference to its at-

mospheric conditions, or to its weather.
(1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv. xi. (1495 492 Alania.

.

is a full brode londe and is vnder a colde Clima.] 1601 Hol-
land Pliny xvin. vi, If the country or climat be hot, an
house must stand in to [i. e. facej the North. 1667 Milton
P. L. xi. 274 0 flours, That never will in other Climate
grow. 1698 Keill Exam. Tk. Earth O7341 209 In the
temperate and habitable Climates. 1769 Junius Lett. iv.

23 Climates unfavourable to British Constitution. 1831 Sir
). Sinclair Corr. II. 238 The husbandry of Norway, and
other northern climates. 1874 Helps Soc. Press, iii. 55 We
live in a very rainy and a very capricious climate.

3. Condition (of a region or country) in rela-

tion to prevailing atmospheric phenomena, as tem-
perature dryness or humidity, wind, clearness or

dullness of sky, etc., esp. as these affect human,
animal, or vegetable life.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. nr. i. 1 The Clymat's delicate, the
Ayre most sweet. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. < 1843' 31/1
It was no wonder if England was generally thought secure,
with the advantages of its own Climate. 1661 Gerbier
Princ. 24 This Climat makes Marble it self to Moulder.
1719 De Foe Cruw (1840) II. xv. 320 We had always the
same climate in all the rooms. 1765 A. Dickson Treat.
Agric. 139 The wetness of land, arising from the climate or
season. 1856 Kmekson Eng. Traits, Land Wks. (Bohn> II.

17 The climate is warmer by many degrees than it is entitled

to by latitude, i860 Coma. Mag. II. 566 Climate is properly
the long average of weather in a single place. 1880
Hauchton Phys. Geog. iii. 74 ' Climate ' may be defined as
the complex effect of external conditions of heat and mois-
ture upon the life of plants and animals,

b. fig. (Cf. atmosphere.)
1874 Morley Compromise ( 1 886) 21 The general mental

climate, .has. .ceased to be invigorating.

+ 4. The period between two climacteric years;

= Climactek. Obs.

1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Earn. Ef>. (15771 166 That
which the Physician doth call Terme in the sicke man, is

called in the whole by the Philosopher Climate. 1586 T. B.
La Primaud. Er. Acad. (15891 531 In the whole course of
our life we live under one only climate, which is either from
seven, or from nine yeeres, except in the yeere of 63, wherein
two terminations or climates ende.

5. Comb. j as climate-cure
;
climate-beaten a.,

battered by a tropical) climate.

1787 Buna Border Tour Wks. iGIobe> 570 A good-
hearted, climate-beaten, old veteran, in the medical line.

1878 tr. Ziemssen's Cycl Med. XIII. 175 The chief value
ascribed to the breathing of sea-air, to the climate cure.

t Cli mate, - Obs.rare~K [f. prec. sb.] intr.

To sojourn in a particular region or climate.
161 1 Shaks. Wint. T. v. i. 170 The blessed Gods Purge all

Infection from our Ayre, whitest you Doe Clymate here.

Climater, -ed: see Cumatikk, Climactekki>.
Climateric, a. Erron. used for Climatic. (Cf.

the misuse of K. ch'mater ique, censured by Littre.

1849 Sidney in Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Eng. X. 11. 393 Inap-
preciable differences in climateric condition.

Climateric, k, -al(l, obs. ff. Climacteric, -al.

Climatic (kbimartikO, a. [f. Climate or Gr.
tckipaT- (see Climate) + -ic : cf. asthmatic, dog-

matic, etc. No V. dimatique in Littre.] Of, per-

taining to, or relating to climate.
a 1828 Webster cites S. S. Smith. 1847 in Craig. 1847

Leitch Mtiller's Anc. Art 11850)} 105 The external, climatic
. .tendencies . .of this style of architecture. 1851 Mavne
Reid Scalp Hunt, xix, No climatic action has sensibly
changed the hues of the lava and scoria;. 1880 Gunthek
Eishes 185 The difference of the climatic and other physical
conditions between the original and new homes of the fish.

TI Error for dimaterike, Climacteric.
1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Earn. Ef>. '1577* The 8°°^

Constable did then goe in the yeare Climat ike.

Climatical (kbimartikal), a. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -alJ —prec
1650 Eldereield Tythes 102 There is a climatical fitness,

and in such a place some love to grow. 1866 Intell. Obsen:
No. 76. 203 The climatical condition of Ireland.

Climatically (kbimartikali), adv. [f. prec.+
-ly ^.J In relation to climate.

1881 G. Allen Vign. Nature xxii. 324 Climatically speak,
ing, our earth has seen its best days. 1883 A. H. Ha-ssall
{title) San Remo Climatically and Medically Considered.

H See Climactically.
Climatrcity. [Cf. domesticity.

~\ 'The property
of climatizing \ 1864 in Wkbster.

Clima'tico- (ra?r), combining form ofClimatic,
Climatically.
1715 M. Davies Ath. Brit. 1. Zzj k Some think that

Presbyterian or Independent Church-Government came ..

Climatico-Naturally, to the. . Kirk of the Ancient Picts.

Clima'tion. rare. 1 The act of inuring to a
climate* Worcester )j = Acclimation.
1846 Worcester cites Horticul. Reg.

Climatize (kbrmataiz), v. rare. [f. Climate
+ -ize; cf. acclimatize] m Acclimatize.
1846 Worcester cites J. Mills, Ec. Rev. 1847 Jrnl R.

Agric. Soc. Eng. VIII. 1. 26 Leaving it to climatize or ad-
just itself to the locality.

Climato graphy. [f. source of Climate +
-ypa<pta writing, description.] The description
of a climate or climates; the branch of physical
geography which describes climate.
1864 in Webster ; and in mod. Diets.

Hence Cliniatogra phical a , etc.

Climatologic (kblmatolfrdsik , a. [f. Clima-
tology + -ic] Of climatology, as in 'climatologic

science*. (Also loosely = Climatic, as in next.)
i88a Elwes tr. CaPello <$• hens' Benguela to Yacca II.

vii. 146 The special character of climatologic zones.

Climatological (,kbi mat^d^ikal a. [f. as

prec. + -al.] Of or pertaining to climatology.

(Also loosely used for climatal, climatic?)

1850 Latham Varieties 0/ Man 49^ (L.) The common
effects of common social or climatological condition. 187s
Spectator 7 Sept. 1135 The climatological causes of rain.

188a C. Wracge in Gd. Words May 343 Conducting on my
own account a series of climatological investigations.

Hence Cli matolo gically a<iv., in relation to

climatology or (loosely to climate.
1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xxii. 464 Biological pro-

vinces the most distant and climatologically different.

ClimatoTogist. [f. next + -1ST.] One versed
in climatology.
1886 Spectator 18 Dec. 1715 Sir James Fayrer, the clima-

tologist, pronounced the opinion that he might now safely
return to the field.

Climatology (kbimatfrlod^i). [f. Gr. KXtpar-

stem of Kkt/ia see Climate, Clime) + -koyia dis-

course: see -logy.] That branch of physical

science which deals with climate, and investigates

climatic conditions. (Sometimes used for the

conditions themselves as a subject of observation.)
1843 Year-bk. Eacts 247 On Botanical Climatology.

i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea ix. § 437 In the system of
oceanic climatology, circulation, and stability. 1876 tr.

Wagner*sGen. Pathol. 71 Anew science, Medical Geography,
has sprung from climatology.

,

Climato*rial, a. rare. [a. F. dimatorial, irreg.

f. climat climate, by form-association with equa-
torial, territorial, etc.] Climatal, Climatic.
1846 M cCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854^ L 99 A place

. .situated under unfavourable climatorial circumstances.

t Cli'mature. 06s. Also 7 climater. [app.

(in Eng. or ? Fr.) f. L. climat-, F. climat Climate
+ -ube, after temperature, etc., to express the opera-
tion or influence of 'climate' in its original sense

of 'distance from the equator'.]

1. ? A region ; = Climate i b.

1604 Shaks. Ham. i. L 126 (Qo. 2) Euen the like precurse
of feare (fierce] events . . Haue heauen and" earth together
demonstrated Vnto our Climatures and countrymen.
2. Meteorological condition resulting from lati-

tude (i.e. from climate in its earlier sense); —
Climate in the current sense 3.
1615G. Sandys Trav. 97 The sultry south winds, and blacke

climater. 1796 W. Marshall W. England I. 12 We may
fairly place West Devonshire ten days or a fortnight behind
the Midland District, which lies more than two degrees of
latitude, .farther North. A proof that climate and climat ure
have not an immediate connection. 1805 Lucock Nat. Wool
333 The climature of Northumberland affects the fleece

very considerably. 1806 Korsvth Beauties Scott. IV. 251
Even in. .the length of Loch Tay. .the difference of clima-
ture, with respect to moistness, is very great.

Climax (kbrma?ks\ sb. Also 6-7 cly-. [a. L.

climax, a. Gr. *At/mf ladder, 'in Rhetoric climax.

The two uses 3 and 4 arc due to popular ignorance
and misuse of the learned word

; they are not
mentioned in Johnson, nor in Todd 1 818.]

I. Properly.

1. Rhet. A figure in which a number of proposi-

tions or ideas are set forth so as to form a series

in which each rises above the preceding in force or

effectiveness of expression
;
gradation.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 217 A figure
which, .by his Greeke and I^atine originals, .may ! e called
the marching figure . . it may aswell be called the clyming
figure, for Clymax is as much to say as a ladder. 1657 J-
Smith Myst. Rhet. 94. 1681 Burthoggk A rgument (16841
10 This is the Clymax ; if Helievers, then Christ's ; if

Christ's, then Abraham's Seed ; if Abraham's Seed, then
Heirs according to the Promise. 1748 J. Mason Ehcut.
29 In a Climax, the Voice should always rise with it. 1848
Whatkly Rhet. in Encycl. Afetrop. 264/1 The well-known
Climax of Cicero in the Oration against Verres. 1876
Gladstone Synchr. Homer 151 The whole passage as to
the gifts of Agamemnon is in the nature of a climax.

f 2. gen. An ascending series or scale. Obs.

1781 J. Moore I'invSoc. It. 11790) I. vi. 63 Expressions
for the whole Climax of sensibility. 1793 Burke Let. W.
Windham in Corr. (1844) IV. 135 The top of the climax
of their wickedness.

II. Popularly.

3. The last or highest term of a rhetorical climax.
1856 Kmerson Eng. Traits, Cockayne Wks. (Bohn) II. 65

When he adds epithets of praise, his climax is 'so Eng-
lish'. 1865 R. W. Dale Jew. Temp. xxiv. (1877) 275 This
is the terrible close of the argument, the climax of the pro-
tracted appeal.

4. gen. The highest point of anything reached by
gradual ascent; the culmination, height, acme,
apex.
1789 Trifler 448 No. XXXV, In the accomplishment of

this, they frequently reach the climax of absurdity.
1806-7 J-. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (18261V. Concl.,
Considering them [stage-coaches J as the very climax and
pinnacle of locomotive griefs. 1856 Stanley Sinai <V Pal.
(1858) Introd. 26 Jerusalem is the climax of the long ascent.

1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers Etor. iii. 76 He was . . at the
very climax of his prosperity.

Cli'max, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. properly, a. intr. To ascend in a climax,
rise by successive steps, b. trans. To arrange in

a climax or ascending gradation.
rzi849 P°E Peter Snook Wks. 1864 IV. 398 A masterly

climaxing of points. 1861 Maem. Mag. III. 444 This end
! [of G. Eliot's ' Mill on the Floss'] is very fine. Towards it

the tale has gradually climaxed.

2. popularly, a. intr. To come to a culmina-
; tion, to culminate, b. trans. To bring to a cul-

mination.
1835 Marryat Pacha v, Guilt . . which he had climaxed by

the denial of his Redeemer. 1882 Century Mag. XXV. 1 1

1

The excitement, .climaxed suddenly in her presence. 1886
Tupper My Life 182 Thus losing the splendid scenery
climaxed by the Devil's Bridge.

t Climaxie. Obs. rare~^. = Climax 2.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. xcv. (1612^ 379 But Gold,
I trow, would be a God it gathereth so of Stile : To be a
Noble, Soueraigne, nor an Angel, worth the while. Like
to which Climaxie of Coyne wealth eleuates the minde.

Climb klaim), v. Pa. t. and pple. climbed
(kbimd) ; arch, clomb (kl<?um . [OE. climb-an,

clamb {clomb), clumbon, clumben, corresp. to OHG.
chlimban, MHO. klimbcn,klimmcn, MDu.,MLG.,
I)u., LG., Ger. klimmen :—WGer. *klimban. Be-
lieved to be a nasalized form of OTeut. *klt$an

(see Cleave v.-\ the m being perh. originally a
characteristic of the present stem, which has been

extended to the other parts, and has carried the

vb. from the ablaut series of f, ai, i% into that

of im, am, urn. Hence the sense-development
1 cleave, adhere to, get up by clinging or adhering'

;

for which cf. OE. clifan to cleave, cling, Ml)u.
cliven to cleave, stick, also to climb, ON. kit/a

and ME. cliven to climb. In all the modern langs.

the b is lost in pronunciation, and in most in

spelling also; but in Eng., although climme,

clime, formerly prevailed, the spelling now recog-

nized is climb. In most of the dialects the % is

short, dim ; but the standard language, like east

midland and eastern, has the i long (klaim), the

vowel being lengthened before mb, app. as before tut

in bind, find, etc. (But clear evidence of the long

vowel has not been found before the 16th c.;

The original strong inflexions also remain dia-

lectally (notably in Sc. dim. dam, clum), but in

the south, weak forms appeared already in 13th c,

and prevail in 16th c. prose; no others occur

in Shaksp. or in the Bible of 161 1. But the

Elizabethan archaists affected a pa. t. and pple.

dome, doame, dombe, which they appear to have
taken from Chaucer or Lydgate, and mistakenly

pronounced with long 0. (In the ME. domb\e, 0

was either short, as a variant of clamb, or more
usually a graphic expedient for u before m ; and
in the dialects in which dom has come down the

0 is short.) From Spenser and his contemporaries,

clomb passed into later poetry, and occasionally

appears in prose, especially in writers familiar with

the strong clam, dom, or dum in dialect use.]

A. Forms.
(From the ambiguity of the spelling it is often un-

certain whether climbe, dymb, climb, dyme, in

I5~i6th c. meant klim) or ktaim), and whether

domb e in 16*1 7th c. meant klirni) or (kh?nra).)

1. Present stem. a. 1 olimb-an, 2-5 -en, 3-7
climbe, 4-6 clymbe

; 3- dim, 5-6 clym,
clymme, 6-7 olimme, mod. dial, clim (klim .

a 1000 Sal 4- Sat. iGr.) 414 I.eoht . .clymma^ on ^ecj'ndo.

< 1*05 I-av. 851 He lette an heh climben [.1275 clemben].
i«97 R. Glouc. (1724) 527 Clerke* him made clim. < 1440
York Myst. xxv. 424 ?one tre I will go too, and in it clyme
[rime hym]. 1570 Lkvins Manip. 131 To Climme, scan-

dere. 16*7 Drayton Agtncourt (1631) 5 If we want ships,

the waves to climme. 1875 Lane. Gloss., Clim, pa. t.

clom. 1875 Sussex Gloss., Clim. So 1876 Mid. Yorkshire,

and Whitby Gloss., and in all northern dialects. 1883 //.</>//-

shire Gloss., 1888 W. Somerset Word-bk. and Berks. Gloss.

0. 3-4 clemb-e(n, 5 clem, clemme.
1275 Lay. 851 He lette clemben an heh. 14B9 Caxton

Eaytes of A. I. ix. 25 To clemme vp wyth cordes. Ibid. 11.

xxxv. 154 Cleminge up with ladders, c 1500 Metusine 25
Clemme you vpon som tree.

7. 6 clyme, 6-7 clime, 6 climbe, 6- climb
kUim).
c 1500 Cocke Loretl's B. (18431 12 Some one tnc shrowedes

dyde clyme. 1570 B. Googe Pop. KingH. 2 Know that none
cane clime [rime deuine]. 1595 Spenser Sonn. xiii, She to

heauen may clime. 1697 Dhyden Virg. Georg. m. 195 The
Nuptial time Approaches for the stately Steed to climb.

2. Past tense, a. 1-9 clamb, 3-6 clam, (5—6

clamme, 6 clame\ Plural. 4 5 clamben.
1297 R. Glouc. {1724) 333 pc kyng by an laddre to be

ssyp clam, a 1300 Cursor M. 6361 He clamb mont synai.

c 1384 Chaucer H. Eamc 111. io6r And clamben vp on other

fast. 1481 Caxton Reynard xxxii. (Arb.) 87 Tho clamme
he vpon on hye tree. 1525 Ld. Bfrners Eroiss. II. li. 183
The men of armes . . ctame vp the dykes. 1530 Tindale
Pract. Prelates Wks. 1840 II. 256 Then the deacons ..

clamb up thereunto. 1^61 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc 1. i.

(1847) 110 He clamme, into the flamyng carte. 1790 Burns
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John Anderson u\ We clamb the hill thegither. 1825 J.

Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 164 Ye. .never clamb a tree.

0. plural. 1 clumbon, 2-5 -en, 4-5 cloumbe(n,
clombe(n, clomme n. Sing, 4-5 clomb(e (klum,

kl»m).
a 1123 O. E. Ckron. an. 1070 Hi .. clumben upp to tlic

hal^e rode. (1205 Lay. 9420 Oner bene wal heo clumben.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 410 Myd laudren hii clommen [1448

MS. Coll. Arms With laddre vp they clombe]. C1340
Cursor M. 13459 (Trin.) Ihesus clomb [earlierMSS. clamb]

vp into a hille. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame in. 28 Vp I

clombe \v.r. clam, clambe] with alle payne. CX386 —
Millers T. 450 Vp they clomben [7'. r. clumben, clumbe] alle

thre. c 1420 Chron. VUod. 932 He clomb vp by a walle.

7. 6 9 clombe, 7 dome, 7- clomb (klonm).

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. iv. 31 She to her wagon clombe

;

clombe all the rest. 1619 H. Hutton Follie's Anat. (1842)

7 My lame-legd muse nere dome Pernassus. 1697 Dryden
ALneid vm. 293 He clomb, with eager haste, th' Aerial

height. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 492 We clomb

a high pinnacle. 1805 Wordsw. Waggoner 1. 102 As when
he clomb from Rydal-Mere. 1813 ScorrRol-eby in. iv, Now
clombe the rocks projecting high. 1833 Tennyson Poems
84 Hither . . she clomb [rime dome].

8. 3-4 clemde ;
4-6 clymed, 6 clymmed,

clymbd, climed, 6- climbed (klaimd).

( 1275 Lay. 21439 5e clemde to heh^e vppen bisse hulle.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6361 (Gott.) He clymed on mont synay.
r 1305 .V/. Kenelm 123 in E. E. P. (1862) 51 He clemde vpon
bis treo. 1480 [see H. i]. 1535 Coverdale i Ckron, xii. [xi]. 6

Then loab. .clymmed vp first. 1539 Cranmer Luke xrx. 4
He clymed [i6ix climed] vp into a wylde fygge tree to see

hiin. 1561 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 167 He that

neuer clymbd neuer fell. 1611 Bible i Sam. xiv. 13 And
Ionathan climed vp vpon his hands, and vpon his feete.

3. Pa.pple. a. 1-5 clumben, 2-3 i-, 4 clumbyn,
4-5 cloumben, 5 clommbyn, 6 Sc. clummin.
c 1205 Lay. 21432 pu were iclumben ha^e. c 1374 Chaucer

Boeth. 11. vii. 57 Rome ne hadde nat 5itte . . cloumben ouer
be mountaigne. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 606 Halff the craig

thai clumbyn had. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13677 Wen a mon is

. . Clommbyn all be Clif. c 1430 PUgr. Lyf Manhode rv.

lxii. (1869) 205 An old oon bat was clumben. .vp on my bed.

1533 Bellenden Lrvy v. 11822I 472 The Gaule that wes
cuunmin to the hicht of the Capitoll.

0. 4 clumbe, cloumbe, 4-5 clombe, dumb,
5*6 clom, (clome), 4-6, dial. -9 clum klwm).
C 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's Prol. 12 Phebus. .Degrees

was five and fourty clombe on hight [v.r. iclombe, clome].

1354 Turner in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. xviii. 149 One is

now clom up so high.

7. 6-7 clo(a)me, 6- clombe, clomb (klJom).
1610 Mirr. Mag. 534 Looking downe whence lately I

was cloame [rime roame]. 16x9 Drayton Odes xiii. 27
Parnassus is not dome By every such Mome. 1678 Cud-
worth Intell. Syst. 1. v. 727 To have Clombe up. 1802

Coleridge Sibyl. Leaves II. 189 'Twas Frederic, who be-

hind my chair had clomb [rime home]. 1805 Wohdsw.
Prelude iv. (1850) 85 A dreary moor Was crossed, a bare

ridge clomb. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 309 The sun has just

climbed— I would write clombe an I dared.

8. (irreg.) 6 clymmen.
1535 Coverdale yer. ix. 21 Deeth is clymmen up in at

oure wyndowes.
f. 3 iclemd, 6 clymmed, 7 climed, 6- climbed.
C1275 Lay. 21432 [pou] be were iclemde to he^e. 1544

Supplic. Hen. VIII in Four Supplic. 35 Hath clymmed vp.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. x. 8 On a Bricke wall haue I

climb'd into this Garden. 1678 Yng. Mans Call. 274 Hav-
ing climed one step . . must presently clime another. 1847
Tennyson Princ. Prol. in He had climb'd across the spikes.

B. Significations.

1. intr. To raise oneself by grasping or clinging,

or by the aid of hands and feet ; ' to mount by
means of some hold or footing' (J.) ; to creep up

;

to ascend, come, or go up, a perpendicular or

steep place. Often with up.
a 1123 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS. ) an. 1070 Clumben upp to

be stepel. c 1225 Ancr. R. 162 Vs to uorbisne, bet we
schullen. .climben mid him on hulles. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. xvui. xxii. (1495) 781 The wylde gotes . . clymme
vpon harde cragges. 1480 Caxton Ckron. Eng. lxvi. 49
Clymed vnto the mount, r 15x1 1st Eng. Bk. Anter. fArb.)

Introd. 29/2 To clyme vp in to the tree to gather frutes.

1513 Douglas AZneis n. v. [iv]. Argt., How the hors clame
our the wallis of stone. 1562 J. Heywood Proi>. Epigr.
(1867) 38 He that neuer climbde, neuer fell. 1667 Milton
P. L. iv. 191 As a Thief. . In at the window climbes. 1718
M. W. Montague Lett. II. xlix. 54 To climb to the top of
it. 1816 Scott Antiq. vii, ' I'll climb up the cliff again.'

b. To climb d<nvn : to descend by the same
means ; also fig. (in recent colloq. usage) to retreat

from a position taken up, abate one's claims, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2238 (Cott.) Freli [we] may climb [v.r.

climbe, clymbe] vp and dun. < 1425 Seven Sag: (P.) 973
That knave . . clam adoune fra bough to boghe. 1887
Morley in Daily News 7 July 5/8 The first words that
were said to us when we got there were— ' We hope you
have not come to climb down *. .Well, we had not come to
climb down. 1889 Daily News Sept. 5 Mr. Burns expressed
his belief that the dock directors were climbing down.

2. trans. To ascend (anything steep) by hands
and feet, creep up ; to get to the top or summit
of; to mount, scale.
c 1205 Lay. 20845 [The fox] wildscipe climbiS. 1375 Bar-

bour Bruce x. 63 Thai stoutly clam the hill. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/. (1531) 52 b, To clymme this braunche. 1579 Cyuile
* Vncyv. Life (1868) 40 It were great pittie to see a tall

fellow to clyme a gibbet. 161 1 Bible Joel ii. 7 They shall
clime the wall like men of warre. X738 Wesley Ps. cxlvii,

Let the shrill Birds, .climb the Morning Sky. 1816 Byron
Siege Cor. Prol. 6 We forded the river, and clomb the high
hill. 1838 Nichol Archit. Heav. (1851) 131 He who had
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clomb heights so lofty. 1862 Ruskin Muncra P. ( 1SS0) 92

Its summit in the clouds, invisible, and not to be climbed,

b. To reach or attain a point
1

by this action.

1580 Lyly Euphnes (Arb.) 443 Imagine not, that shining

like the sunne in earth ye shall climbe the Sunne in heauen.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. iv. 181, 1 must climbe her window.
Ibid. in. i. 115 Herchamber is aloft. .And built sosheluing,

that one cannot climbe it. 1844 A. Welbv Poems '1867) 70
I've climbed the summit of some breezy hill.

3. Said of the sun, moon, etc. : To mount slowly

upwards ; to move towards the zenith, a. inir.

c 1340 Cursor M, 16267 (Trin. > To clymbe aboue be cloudes

allepeson shal haue my^t. C1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 12

As the sonne clymbeth uppere it uppere. 1798 Coi.eridck

Anc. Mar. in. xv, Till clomb above the eastern bar The
horned Moon. 1842 Tennyson Ulysses 55 The long day

I

wanes: the slow moon climbs. 1883 Stevenson Treasure

lit, iv. xxi, The sun had climbed above our girdle of trees,

b. trans.

a 1300 Cursor M. 16267 To climbe be eludes all pe sunn
I sal haf be might. 1799 Campbell Pleas. Hope 1. 289 Oft

,
when yon moon has climb'd the midnight sky. 1870 Hryant
Iliad I. vii. 232 The sun began to climb the heavens.

4. Of plants : To creep up by the aid of tendrils

or by twining, a. intr. b. trans.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 231

The branches . . embrace all the surrounding trees, and climb

to the height of more than sixteen feet. 1804 J. Grahamic
Sabbath 286 The blossoming pea . . climbs the rust-worn

bars. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 870 The physiological func-

tion of tendrils is to take hold of supports, .in order to allow

j the slender-stemmed plant which is furnished with them to

;
climb up. 1884 BoWER & Scott De Bary's Phaner. <y

Ferns 583 Species which do not climb.

5. trans/. Of other things : To rise, ascend, force

its way upward : either with gradual motion, like

smoke, or as the effect of continuous growth. Im-
plying a gradual and continued rising, a. intr.

a looaSal. <y Sat. (Gr.> 414 Leoht. ,clymma5on ^ecyndo.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 477 Let our crooked Smoakes climbe
to their Nostrils. 1808 J. Harlow Columb. 1. 412 The
stream ungovernable . . Climbs, combs tempestuous. 1832

Tennyson Lotos-eaters 18 Up-clomb the shadowy pine

above the copse. 1858 G. Macdonald Phantasies x. 11878)

152 The colour floated abroad, .and clomb, and spread,

b. trans.

c 1325 E. A Hit. P. B. 405 For hit [be flod] clam vche a
dyffe cubites fyftene. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. i. 189 Let the

labouring Harke climbe hills of Seas. 1821 Shelley Prom.
Unb. 1. no The ocean's purple wave Climbing the land.

6. trans/. To slope upward ; to form, or be situ-

ated on, an ascent, so that the successive parts

occupy successively higher points.

a. intr. b. trans.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9948 A tron of iuor graid. .Climband

vp wit seuen pass. 1570-6 Lamuarde Peramb. Kent 11S26)

189 It [Newendene] standeth in the valley, and yet clymeth
j the hill. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 119 On the Last side of

the Garden place, Where entrance up from Eden easiest

I climbes. 1834 Lvtton Pompeii 1. v. The woods and vine-

yards, .then clomb half-way up the ascent.

7. fig. a. intr. To rise by continued effort in dig-

nity, rank, or state ; to ascend or aspire upward
in the intellectual, moral, or social scale.

a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 211 Ich ham heie iclumben
\vi5 bis ilke bone, a 1340 Hamtole Psalter xxxvi. 21 pe

j

heghere bai klymbe in honurs and riches, c 1386 Chaucer
Monk's T. 716 Syn in astaat thou clombe were so hye.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3353 To clym to kyngs astate.
_ 1530

Tintjale Pract. Prelates Wks. II. 256 When the bishops
office began., to be honourable, then the deacons, .clamb
up thereunto. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, rv. vii. 62 Feare-
lesse minds clyme soonest vnto Crowns. 1657-8 Burton's
Diary (1828) II. 465 The blessing, .which we ever climbed
at, was mercy, truth, righteousness, and peace. 1845 S.

Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref. I. 89 At the same time Poland
. .climbed to the highest pinnacle of power she ever pos-
sessed.

b. Said of things personified or treated as actors.

1400 Rom. Rose 391 1 Leccherie hath clombe so hye,
That ahnoost blered is myn yhe. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 11.

(1590I 171 Whose courage was apt to clime over any danger.
164a Fuller Holy Prof. St. v. xviii. 430 When ambition
hath caught hold on pretended religion, how fast will it

climb? 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. xxvi. (1865) 212 You could
see the first dawn of an idea stealing slowly over his coun-

|

tenance, climbing up by little and little.

C. trans.

1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 76 One man.. Bowing his head
against the steepy Mount To climbe his happinesse.

Climb (ktoim), sb. Forms : 6 clime, 7 climbe,
8- climb, [f. Climb v.] The act of climbing; a

place where one must climb ; an ascent.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 38/2 On three sides thereof

the clime is veriesteepeand headlong. 1587 Fleming Coutn.
Holinshed III. 996/1 The places of the wall where the clime
was most easie. 1618 Bolton Florus ILL Hi. 169 At the very
climbe of the Alps. 1816 Keatinge Trav. I. 75 The climb
(for it cannot be called a walk) would, - be too fatiguing.

b. Comb, climb-down, a descent, jig. a with-

drawal from high ground taken up; + climb-
fall a., characterized by climbs and falls.

1580 Sidney A rcadia (1622I 83 Free of proud feares, braue
begg'ry, smiling strife, Of clime-fall Court. 1887 Globe 10

Dec. 3/4 The important incident of the week, .is the dtmb-
down of Mr. Chaplin.

Climbable (ktai-mab'l), a. [f. prec. vb. +
-ABLE.] Capable of being climbed.
1611 Cotgr., Montable, mountable. .climable. 1660 Hex-
ham Dutch Vict., Klimmelick, climmable, easie to get up.

1852 M. W. Savage R. Mcdlicott 11. iii (D.\ I ..climbed
everything climbable.

CLIME.

Climber kbi-mpj). Forms : see the vb.

1. gen. lie who or that which climbs.

14*3 Jas. I. A'ing/'s Q. clvi, The wyly fox. .The clyinbarc
gayte. 1470-85 Malory Artkur vi. xvi. (1889) 208, I am
an ylle clymber and the tree is passynge hyghe. 1579
Spenser Sheph. Cat. July 11 Great clymbers fall vnsoft.

1639 J. Clarke Par&miologia 23 Hastie climbers have
sudden falls, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. § 3. 27 There are times
when a climber has to make up his mind for very unpleasant
possibilities.

fig. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11.1.23 Lowlynesse is younjj Ambi-
tions Ladder, Whereto the Climber vpward turnes his Face.

1752 Johnson Rambler No. 192 P6 Outshone by those whom
we considered as climbers upon our ruins.

2. Hot. A plant which climbs or creeps upwards

j

by attaching itself to some support ; also as the

name of several climbing plants, as Great Wild
Climber Clematis Vitalba in Ray's Catalogue

1670), Sportsman's Climber (Cissus venatorum).
1640 in I'akkinson Theat. Bot. applied to Clematis Vitalba

and other species (Britt. Holt. ) 1688 R. Holme A nnoury
11. 86/1 CHmers are such Trees that cannot support them-
selves but have a Pole. X777 G. Forster Voy. round
World I. 175 The intricacy of briars and climbers. 1884
Gardening lllust. 8 Nov. 425/1 The common Hop is one of
the best of garden climbers.

3. Ornith. in //. An order of birds (I,. Scansores),

characterized by their climbing habits, and com-
monly having feet with two toes before and two
behind.
1828 Stark Elcm. Nat. Hist. I. 172 Climbers are those

[birds) the structure of whose feet is calculated for motion
on an inclined or vertical surface. 1847 Carpenter Zoot.

ii 335 The climbers, such as I'arroquets, Toucans, Wood-
peckers, Sec. 1856 Vahrell Hist. Birds II. 138 The third

division of the Insessores, or Perching Hirds, are the Scan-
sores, or climbers, .which most of them have their toes

arranged in pairs, or two opposed to two.

4. techn. A spurred boot for climbing (see quot.)

;

also in Locomotive Engines, a driving wheel spe-

cially fitted with cogs, pincers, or the like, for

work on gradients.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Climber, a boot provided with

spurs, by which a person is enabled to climb telegraph-poles

to make repairs or additions to the wires or insulators.

f Cli'mber, ^. Oh. [deriv. of Climb v., or

assimilation of Clambek thereto : see the latter.]

1573 Tlsser Husb. (1878) ior Beware how ye climber, for

breaking your neck. 1609 HotXAND Atttm. M&rctlL XIX.

v. 128 Seventie Persians . . at midnight climbered one by
one up to the third storie or loft of the above said tower.

Climbing klohnin), vbl.sb. [f. Climb v. +
-ing The action of the vb. Climb.
1375 Barbour Bruce x. 595 The crag wes hye.. And the

clymbyng rycht pereluss. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
I 1531) 293 Ascencyon or clymmyng in tbe tree of grace. 1593

i

Shaks. 2 Hen. I 'i, it. i. 100 [He] bought his climbing very

j

deare. 1855 Tennyson Aland 1. 1. xviii, Maud with her

!
venturous climbings and tumbles.

Climbing kbi-min\ a. [f. as prec. 4

-ing^.] That climbs, in the senses of the vb.

1561 Norton & Sackv. Gorboduc n. ii, Gredy lust doth
raise the clymbynge minde. 1591 Shaks. i //*;/. VI.

\ iv. ii. 11 Leane Famine, quartering Steele, and Climbing

j

Fire. 1642 J. Eaton Honey-c. Free Justif. 62 This climb-

ing and presuming spirit. 1801 Socthey Thalalm m. vi,

! The dews had ceased to steam Toward the climbing Sun.
x88z Vines Sachs' Bot. 863 The interpretation of the pheno-
mena of climbing plants.

b. in many names of plants, as Climbing Buck-
wheat (Polygonum Convolvulus

,
Climbing Fumi-

tory {Corydalis claviculata). Climbing Palm (Des-

moncus macraeant/ios), Climbing Sailor (Linaria

Cymbalaria^i etc. N,

1670 Ray Catal. PI. Climbing Fumitory. 1863 Bates Nat.
Amazon xi. (1864) 338 Jacitara, or the wood of the climb*

ing palm tree.

c. Special combs., as climbing-boy, a chimney-

sweep's boy formerly employed to climb chimneys

(now illegal)
;

climbing-iron, an iron strapped

to the boot to assist in climbing (see Climber 4) ;

climbing-perch, a fish {Anabas scandens), found

chiefly in Indian waters, and believed to have

the power of ascending trees : see Anabas.
1785 Hanway (title) A Sentimental History of Chimney-

sweepers in London and Westminster, showing the necessity

of putting them under regulations to prevent the grossest

inhumanity to the *Climbing Boys.
_
1803 Nicholson s Jrnl.

VI. 255 A machine for cleansing chimneys, without the aid

of Climbing-boys. 1884 A. Lang in Harpers Mag. Nov.

805/1 A small 'climbing boy' being roasted to death up the

chimney. 1857 Hughes Tom Broiun 11. iii. (1871* 259 Fitting

new straps on to his *climbing-irons. 1872 Carpenter

Anim. Phys. vi. The Anabas or ^climbing-perch of Tran-

quebar which climbs bushes and trees in search of its

prey.

Clime (kbim). Now chiefly poet. Also 6-7

clyme. [ad. L. elima, a. Gr. /cXifw. ; see Climate.]

f\, m> Climate i. Obs.

1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb. ) 42 A clyme is a porcion

of the worlde betwene South and North, wherein is variacion

in length of the daye, the space of halfe an houre. 1594
Blundevil Exerc. 111. 11. xvi. led. 7) 406 Every Clime con-

sisteth of two Parallels. 1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. n.

xiv. 225 Our temperate Clime here, .beginnes at the 40 and
endeth at the 50 degree of latitude. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. 1. 321 Thro' twelve bright Signs Apollo guides The
Year, and Earth in sev'ral Climes divides.

2. More vaguely : A tract or region of the earth
;
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now often considered in relation to its distinctive

climate. (Now chiefly pott, or in elevated prose.)

154* Udall tr. Erasm. Apophth. 216 b, A clime is a region

or coste of a countree. 1595 T. Edwardes in Shahs. Cent.

Praise 18 Amid'sttheCenterofthisclime. 1633G. Herbert
Temple, Ch. Militant 36 Till both removedto a western

clime. 1719 Young Busiris 1. i, Embassadors from various

climes arrive. 176a Falconer Shipwr. in. 185 Fam'd from

clime to clime. 1783-94 Blake Songs Innoc., Div. Image
13 Every man of every clime. 183a W. Irving Alkambra
I. 43 To attract the curious and enlightened of every clime.

D. fig. Region, realm.

1667 Milton P. L. xi. 708 To walk with God High in Sal-

vation and the Climes of bliss. 174a Young Nt. Ph. iii. 80

This inclement clime of human life.

8. — Climate 3. Also fig.
- Atmosphere, poet.

1598 Drayton Heroic. P.p. v. 33 This moist and foggie

clime. 17*7 Thomson Summer 1445 Rich is thy soil, and
merciful thy clime, a 1763 Shenstone /Www Wks. (1764)

I. 23 III can I bear the various clime of love ! 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. I. 83 Subject to a clime not dissimilar to the
native country of those quadrupeds. 1820 Keats Hyperion
II. 263 Where a sweet clime was breathed from a land Of
fragrance . . and flowers. 1865 Worsley Poems <y Transl.
10 The fiery clime Breathed by that fierce quaternion.

Hence Climed a. noncc-wd.t allotted to a (par-

ticular) clime.
1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal 59 The climed hues of earth's

/one-sever'd family.

Clime, climer, etc., obs. ff. Climb, etc.

Clinamen klain^men). [L., f. cltnd-re to

incline, found in pa. pple. clindlus : cf. Decline.]
An inclination, bias.

1704 Swift T. Tub ix. 106 The round and the square
would, by certain clinamina, unite. 18*3 De Quincey Let.

Young Man, Wks. XIII. 85 An insensible clinamen (to

borrow a Lucretian word) prepares the way for it. 18*7
Hare Guesses (1859' 226 No old word, which, with a slight

clinamen given to its meaning, will answer the purpose.

II Clinandrium. Bot. [mod.L., f. Gr. K\ivq

couch + avtip- male, taken for 'stamen'.] The
cavity at the apex of the column or gynostemium
in Orchids, in which the anther is embedded.
1864 Reader 26 Mar. 398 The thin edges of the clinandrum

do not border the anther-lid equally on every side.

II Clina nthinm, clinantnns. Bot. [mod.
L., f. Gr. Kktsnj couch + avOos Mower.] The re-

ceptacle or torus of a Composite flower.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

+ Cli*natory. Obs. [f. L. type *ilinatdrium, f.

dindtus inclined : see -ory.] An instrument for

ascertaining the position of a line or plane with

reference to its azimuth and altitude ; a declinator.

1665 Moxon Tutor Astron. v. (1686) 139 The Clinatory
i> made of a square board. 1667 Phil, frans. II. 436 A
Circle divided into Degrees, put in a Square Box, after

the ordinary manner of Clinatories. 1703 Moxon Mech,
Exerc. 313 If your Plane either Recline or Incline, apply
one of the sides of your Clinatory parallel to. .the Plane.

Clincant, -ar, obs. ff. of Clinquant, Clinker.

Clinch (klinf), so. 1 Forms : 5 clynohe, 8

clintch, 7- clinch. [A variant of Clench sb. :

cf. Clinch r. 1

]

1. A fastening in which the end of a nail is

turned over and driven back into the substance

through which it has passed, or in which the end
of a bolt is beaten down and flattened upon a

metal ring or washer put round it for the purpose ;

the clinched point of a nail ; a clinched nail or

bolt. Sometimes Clench.
1659 T. Willsford Archil. 25 Clinches may break, or the

hooks, then are the shanks difficult to draw. 17*5 Bradley
Pattt. Diet. s.v. Shoeing of Horses, Cut them off and clinch

them, so as the clinches may be hidden in the Hoof. 1889
T. Scrctton in Letter, The ring on which the clinch is

formed is called a ' burr ' or * rove * in boat-building.

2. Naut. * A method of fastening large ropes by
a half-hitch, with the end stopped back to its own
part by seizings' (Adm. Smyth) : that part of a

rope which is clinched.

i6»7 Capt. Smith Seatnan's Gram, v. 22 To saue the Clinch
of the Cable from galling. ijjmSa Cook Voy. (1790) V. 1836
Her cable parted at the clinch. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk. s. v. Clinch %

' The cable runs out to the clinch,' means,
there is no more to veer.

3. A thing which clutches, grips or fixes fast.

iSaa Manby Voy. Greenland 1 1823) 77 Whale louse, .head
. .with four horns, two of which . . serve as clinches, to fix

the animals to the subject which they attack . . they have
six other clinches behind, with which they rivet themselves
so fast to the whale, that they cannot be disengaged, but
by cutting out the part.

4. A clinching or riveting together ; the clinch-

ing of an argument, opinion, etc. Also Clench.
1855 Browning Master Hugues xi, I believe in you, but

that s not enough ; Give my conviction a clinch ! 1878 —
Poets Croisk Ixxi, Welded lines with clinch Of ending word
and word.

5. U.S. A struggle or scuffle at close grips.

i860 O. W. Holmes Prof. Break/. -t. iii. 64 No words but
. .a clean, straight, hard hit . . and the conflict terminated in

one of those inglorious and inevitable Yankee clinches
followed by a general melee. 1881 family Her. 12 Mar.
304 A citizen who met with a mishap in a bar-room ' clinch.'

o. A sharp repartee that twists or turns about
the meaning of a word ; a word-play, a pun.

Also Clench.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.> John Garrets Ghost, Ded.

j

Wks. 11. 176 Wit and mirth, .made vp, and fashioned into

i

Clinches, Bulls, Quirkes, etc [ Taylor's specimen 0/ a
clinch (p. 194) :

' A countryman being demanded how such
a Riuer was called, that ranne through their Country : hee
answered that they neuer had need to call a Riuer, for it

alwayes came without calling '.] 1711 Addison Sped. No.
61 p 2 James the First., made very few bishops or privy

-

counsellors that had not some time or other signalised

themselves by a clinch or a conundrum, a 1774 Goldsm.
tr. Scarron's Comic Rom. 11775) I. 49 Stunned with their

puns and clinches. (Cf. Carriwitchet.)

7. (.See quot.)

1873 Slang Diet., Toget the clinch: to be locked up in jail.

8. Comb. [In some cases this is the verb-stem.]

Clinch-bolt, a bolt that is clinched ; clinch-

built ti. — CLiNKER-built
; f clinch- fist, a grasp-

ing fellow, a miser ; clinch-hammer, a hammer
used for clinching

;
clinch-joint, the kind of

joint used in clinch-work ; clinch-nail, a nail of

I

a kind adapted for clinching ;
clinch-ring, * a

lap-ring or open ring, in which the parts on the

I
sides of the opening overlap each other ' (Knight

Diet. Afech.) ; clinch-work, = Clinkek-work.
a 164a Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts DL U704) 345,2

*Clinch-bolts are clinched with a Rivetting Hammer. 1874
Knight Diet. Mecfu, Clench-bolt. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bit., ^Clinch-built, Clinker, or overlapping edges.

C 1850 A" udim. Aror/>.iWeaJe)i23 "Clench-hammers should

be made of hard steel, with one flat end for clenching. 1626

Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 3 Roue and *clinch-

nailes. 1866 Rogers Agric. «fr
Prices I. xx.499 In the year

j
1 20 1 we find clinch-nails at Pevensey. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

II ord-bk., Clench-nails . .are much used in boat-building,
being such as can be driven without splitting the boards,

and drawn without breaking. 1784 Land. Chron. No. 4287
That no "clinch-work vessel .. should be built of a larger

burthen than 60 tons. 1787 Collect. Stat. Admir. Navy,
!

etc. Act 27 Geo. III. c. 32 All vessels, .whose Bottoms are

Clench-Work. 1805 Naval Chron. XIV. 343 A new sort of
Catamaran, built something like a Canoe, but clinch work.

Clinch., sb. 2 Sc. [f. Clinch v.2] A limp, as

by a man lame of one leg.

1790 A. Wilson Poet. Wks. 201 (Jam.) Wi* yowlin' clinch

auP Jennock ran.

Clinch klinf), v.1 Also 6 clinche,.SV. clynsch,

7 clinsh. [A later variant of Clench vA ; perh.

:

only phonetic, but more prob. by assimilation

of clench to the northern form Clink, found a
century earlier. To a great extent it is a simple

synonym of clench, but at present there is a ten-

dency to differentiate them in use, clench being

alone used in certain senses 'e.g. of the fist, the

teeth, etc.% while clinch is at least the more com-
mon in others ; see below.]

1. trans. To fix (a nail or bolt, securely, esp. by
bending and beating back or flattening the point

or end which has passed through a plank or plate

of any kind; to make fast by such means. Also
absol. Sometimes Clench.
1570 Levins Manip. 134/33 To clinche, clingere, stringere,

1610 Markkam Masterp. 11. xcvi. 384 Clinshed as other
nailes be. a x6>5 Fletcher Love's Cure n. t, Thou hast hit

the nail on the head, and I will give thee six pots fort,

though I ne'er clinch shoe again. 164a Fuller Holy v

Pro/. St. in. x. 175 Knocking in the nail overnight, and
clinching it the next morning. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc.
248 To clinch the Nails. 1867 Smvth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Clinch, .is to batter or rivet a bolt's end upon a ring or
piece of plate iron ; or to turn back the point of a nail that

it may hold fast. 1883 Ld. Fitzgerald in Law Rep. 8

Appeal Cases 453 The girder which was clinched into the
plaintiff

1

s party.wall.

1 2. To clasp, interlock, esp. to clasp (the hands)

tightly together with the fingers interlocked. Obs.

1591 Pescyvall Sp. Diet., Enciavijarios dedos, to clinch

the hands with the fingers one betweene another, a 1701

[

Sedley Poems Wks. 1722 I. 32 Or dully hang, clinch'din
each others Feet [of bees).

f b. To close tightly (the hand or fist). Obs.

I

Now always Clench.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. t. iii. t. iii. (1651) 193 Like her

..that supposed she could shake all the world with her
finger, and was afraid to clinch her hand together. 163a
Sherwood To clinch the fist, server le Poing. 1717 Swtft

J

Gulliver 1. vi. 66 With my fist clinched. 180a Med. Jmt.
VIII. 405 The patient .. would .. strike her head and

;
breast with her hands clinched.

t C. intr. ffor refi.). Of the hands, etc. Obs.

17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1. xiii. 222 When I spoke the Words
my Hands would clinch together, ami my ringers press the
Palms of my Hands.

d. intr. To close and struggle at close grips.

(Now U. S. Cf. Clinch «M 5.)
1651 Galle Magastrtmt. 186 Foes that clinch together.

i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V, (1887) 39 The rough-and-
tumble fighters all clinch.

3. trans. Naut. To make fast the end of a rope

in a particular way: see Clinch sb. 2.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine(^Zg) Etalinguer, to clinch

the cable to it's anchor. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk.

4. intr. To fix oneself, fasten on.

1793 tr. BuJ^on's Hist. Birds vi. 165 iT.) The savages held
out a stick on which the birds clinched.

5. trans. To make firm and sure (a matter, asser-

tion, argument, bargain, etc.) ; to drive home ; to

make conclusive, confirm, establish. Also Clench.
a 1716 South Serm. VII. vii. <KA The council of Trent.

.

clinchelh the business as effectually as possible. 1728

' Yanbr. & Ob. Prov. Husb. i\. \, How stands your Affair

with Miss ? C. Bas. It drives like a Nail, we want nothing
now but a Parson, to clinch iL 1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennet
yuvent'le Indiscr. 1. 90 No man. .knew better how to clinch

a good bargain in his dealings. 1868 £. Edwards Raleigh
L x. 198 He clinches this argument by drawing a terrible

picture. 1871 Freeman Hist. Ess. Ser. 1. xi. 366 They
clinched, as it were, the whole matter.

+ 6. trans. To secure, make fast. Obs. rare.

(Cf. nail.)

1803 Nelson 18 Oct. in Nicolas Disfi.,(1845' V. 252 If he
offers his services you may be sure I will then clinch him
for Mrs. Nelson's brother.

t 7. intr. To make clinches or puns, to pun,

quibble. Obs. (Ct Clinch sb. 6.) Also Clench.
1648 Newsfr. Pembroke in Select. Harl. Misc. (17931 384

I have given you Dr. Wall's place, for the weakest goes to

the wall; you must give me leave to clinch, a 1688 Viluers
i (Dk, Buckhm.M<rr'. Painter,\\Vs. 1705 II. 82 Let 'em all

clinch round.
r Combinations containing the vb.-stem, see at

i end of Clinch sb. 1 8.

Clinch, v.2 Sc. Also clench. To limp, halt.

c 1430 Henryson Mot. fab. 34 Clinching hee came that

1 hee might not bee kend. 1513 Douglas AEneisw v. 65 The
I todir part, lamyt, clynschis. x6*8 Z. Boyd Serm. in Zion's
1 Flowers (1855* App. 32/2 The creples. .would clinch out
' upon their stilts. 1767 Meston Poems 126 1 Jam.' Brookie

. . Clench'd out of doors.

t Clinch, v.3 Obs. rare. By-form of Cllnk vA
c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 81 Cleppyn or dynchyn. (1499 Pvs-

son, Clyppyn or clynkyn, tinnio.)

Clinched (klinjt), ///. a. [f. Clinch v. + -kd.]

Firmly fastened as a nail or bolt ; clinker-built.

i
Formerly in other senses of Clenched.
a 1547 Surrey Aeneid 11. 141 Of clinched ribbes of firre

1 This hors was made. 1644 Bulwer Chirol. 94 Give unto
thy friend a clinched Hand.

Clincher (kli-npw). [f. Clinch v. + -er. Cf.

Clencheb.] One who or that which clinches.

1 1- Formerly, A workman who clinched the

bolts in ship-building. Obs.

1495 Att 11 Hen. VII. c 22 The wages ofa Maister Ship-

i wright by the day iiijrf. . An able clyncher by the day ud.

1514 Fitzherb. Just. Peas (1538*93 An able clincher [shal

take] by the day 2d and without meat and drinke +d. 1651

Assessment in Rogers Agric. 4- Prices VI. 695 [Master ship-

wright, 4 under him; Hewers or common shipwrights;
! Able clincher ; Able holder ; Master calker ; Calkers labour-

j

>ng by tide ; Mean calker.] 1764 Burn Poor Laws 15.

2. A nail, etc used for clinching.

17*5 Pope Odyss. v. 318 With [wimble-.! be piere'd 'em,

and with clinchers bound.

3. A tool for clinching nails.

1874 in Knight Diet. Mech. \. 566.

4. A conclusive statement, argument, etc. ; a

I

* finisher *, * settler \ eolloq.

1804. t >;<-.,/. Bp. Watson, Let. Oct. <R.\ If he is obliged

j
to strike a last blow, it will be a clincher. 1806-7 J. Berks-

j
ford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) Post. Groans No. 34 In a

I

conversational sparring-match . . as you triumphantly pre-

I

pare for a pinch of snuff, by way of clincher to a caustic niL

t 5. A punster. Obs.

1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 340 A clincher Homo
I /esttvns, nrbansts. 1708-15 Kersey, Clincher, a witty or

ingenious Penon, that makes smart Repartees. 17x1 1800

,
in Bailey.

f 6. A clinker-built vessel. Obs.

1676 Phillips Clincher a Bark, Boat, or small Ship,

\
whose Planks are Larded over one an other. (Hence in

; Kersey and Bailey.' 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789)

Ctincar, a sort of flat-bottomed clinker-built pram.

7. Comb. Clincher -built - Clinker-built;
clincher-work, ^a. lap-jointed work, as in boats of

i a lighter construction, weather boarding, shingling;

(b.) a similar work in which iron plates are lapped

and riveted. So elineher-builil, -plating.

1769 St. James' Chron. 10-11 Aug. 2/2 Pleasure Yacht,

'clincher-built . . 26 Tons. i8ao Scoresby Arctic Reg. II.

323 The principle has since been acted upon in clincher-

built boats. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Clincher or

Clinker Built, made of clincher-work, bythe planks lapping

one over the other. The contrary of carvel-work. 1769

Falconer Diet. Marine {1789X Clincher-work. 1805

Mariner's Diet., Carrel Work, in contradistinction to

clincher work. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Clincher-

work, the disposition of the planks in the side of any boat

or vessel, when the lower edge of every plank overlaps that

next below it. This is sometimes written as pronounced,

clinker-work. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s. v. Clincher,

work, Clincher-build, •clincher-plating, clincher-work, and,

erroneously, clinker-work.

Clinching kli-nfin), vbl. sb. [f. Clinch r. -r

-ING 1
.] The action ot the verb Clinch in various

senses. Cf. Clenching.
1631 Brathwait Whimzies Ep. Ded. 8 Clinchings like-

wise were held nimble flashes a 1714 Ellwood Autobiog.

22 Like the Clinching of a nail. 1871 Farrar Witn. Hist.

ti. 65 note, The. .clinching of all controversy.

Cli nching, ///. a. That clinches.

1567 Ti kherv. Poems, To his Love With clinching

clawes. .and talents sharplie set. 17*5 Pope Odyss. xv. 180

A milkwhite fowl his clinching talons bore. 1873-4 Dixon
Two Queens x. i, Isabel meant it as a clinching bribe.

Hence Clinching-iron = Clinc her 3.

1874 in Knight Diet. Mech. I. 567.

t Clinchpoop, clenchpoop. Obs. [Perh.

One who clinches or clenches the poops of vessels

;

— Clincheb i.] A term of contempt for one con-

sidered wanting in gentlemanly breeding.
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1568 Instit. Gentleman C ij b, If a Gentleman haue in

hym any humble behauour then Roysters do cal suche one
by the name of a Loute, a Clynchpope, or one that knoweth
no facions [also 1577 in Northbrook Agst. Pice play 8].

1584 Three Ladies London L in Hazl. Dodsley VI. 256
What a clinchpoop drudge is this ! 1589 Warner Alb. Eng.
vi. xxxi. (ifii2) 153 A Loute With neare a handsome rag.

.

like Clenchpoop looke & lim.

tCline, v. Obs. Also clyne. [a. OF. eline-r

to incline, perh. aphetic for acliner and encliner
;

cf. Accline, Incline. The 16th c. writers may
have had the Gr. tcXtvciv or L. -clhtare directly in

view.] intr. To bow, incline.

a 1400 Cov. Myst. (1841) 114 With alle mekenes I clyne to
this acorde. a 1400-50 Alexander \qo\ Ilka kyng sail clyne
[v.r. incline] to my-selfe. < 1440 Bone Flor. 1128 Hyt to

falsehed can clyne. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 82 Clynyn' or
declynyn', declino. 1499 — (Pynson), Clyne or bowe downe.

Hence Clined///. declining vol. sb, and ppl. a.

1594 CABKW Tasso (1881) 96 Shamefast and downe clyned
eyes. 1538 Leland It'in. I. 105 Nottingham . . Standith
stately on a clyninge Hille. Ibid. II. 56 Eradeford stondith
on the dining of a slaty Rokke. [Or, are these CLIVING?]
ClingCklirj^T/. 1 Pa.t.and pa.pple.cl\xn.g(k\vr)).
Forms: 1 eling-an, 2-5 cling-e(n, 4-5clyng-e(n,
-yn), 4-6 clinge, 4 clyng, 4- cling. Pa. t. 1-5

(and in north, dial. 1-9) clang, ,'4 clange); I

clungon, 2-5 -e(n
; sing, and pi. 4-6 clong.

clonge, 6- clung. Pa. pple. 1-5 clungen, (i

56-» 3-4 i-» 4-5 -yn, -un), 4-5 clongen, -yn,

-un, 4-6 clunge, clong, 6 cloung, 4- clung.
Weak pa. t. and pple. 7-8, dial. 9 dinged, -'d.

[OE. clingan, clang, clungen, str. vb., also in

E.Fris. klingen and klinken [Jkluni, klunken), used
precisely in our sense 2 (Doornkaat-Koolman II.

261). Cf. also dial. Ger. sick klinken to fasten

oneself on, to cling to, Da. klynge sig to gather

in clusters, crowd together ; further MHG. klingen

to climb, clamber (Grimm, s.v. klimmen 1168),

and Sw. klange to climb, klange a tendril. These
all point to a strong stem klink- varying with
kling-, the former giving the causal derivative

klankjan, OE. clenc{e)an, Clench, and the latter

appearing in OE. cling-an. The original sense

was evidently 'to stick fast', whence our early

senses ' stick together 1 shrink together and the

later 1 stick or cleave to'. Cf. Clench, Clink v2
For the double stem-form clink-, cling--, cf. the same under

the echoic Clink 7'.' ; also OE. criugan, crinkan to Cringe,
scriugan, scrinkau to Shrink.

In sense 8 cling may be a variant of Clink v.i Cf. also

C linger 2, Clinging 2.1]

1 1. intr. To adhere together in a stiff or firm

mass : said of the freezing or congealing of liquids,

the hardening of clay by drought, etc. Obs.
[«8oo Corpus Gloss. 1744 Rigentia, forclingendu.] a 1000

Andreas 1262 iGr.) Clang wateres prym ofer eastreamas,
is bryejade blsece brimrade. a 1300 CursorM. 4699 pe etrth

it clang, for drught andhete. c 1300 A". Alls. 915 Theo gunne
ariseth . . Theo nessche day hit makith clyng. Ibid. 2903
Mury hit is in sonne-risyng !. .Weyes fairith, the clayes
dyng. c 1485 E. Eng. Misc. (Warton Club) 8, I clynge as
dothe a whettyne cake.

+ b. Often in pa. pple. (cf. snnk
}fallen, etc.). Obs.

138Z Wyclif Job xxxviii. 38 Whanne was pouder held in

the erthe, and clottis weren clunge togidere? 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) I. 63 Idried and iclunge by hete of thesonne.
a 1400 Leg. Rood {ifyii 142 In cloddres of blod his her was
clunge. 1490 in Anglia X. 372 The erthe bat is byfore
clongen with be colde froste of wynter, 1577 B. Googe
Hereabach's Husb. 11.(1586) nob, A hard knoppe of flesh

being clong and rolled up in it selfe.

c. A relic of this survives in cling together,

which however passes into later senses.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. m. (1586) 156b, His
bodie is leane, and more clong together then it was woont
to bee. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 276 Driving
the Horse into a sweat .. whereby his lips are clung to-

gether. 1774G01.DSM. iVat. Hist. (17761 VI. 64 Like bunches
of grapes, clung to each other, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. § 11.

84 When I endeavoured to squeeze it [snow] . . it at first

refused to cling together.

2. Applied to the drawing together or shrinking
and shrivelling up of animal or vegetable tissues,

when they lose their juices under the influence of
heat, cold, hunger, thirst, disease, age ; to become
' drawn 1

, to shrink up, wither, decay. Obs. exc. dial.

a. of the living human body.
ciooo /Elfric Gram. xxxv. (Z.) 212 Marceo, ic clinge,

marcesco. a 1250 Owl <y Night. 743 Nu bu miht ule sitte

and clinge. c 1305 Pilate 222 in E. E. P. (1862) 117 Nou ic
her clynge awei. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 823 His fete
waxes calde, his bely clynges. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xiv.

50 Whan bowclomsest for colde or clyngest for drye. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 2524 For betere is ous forto die amonges our
fos in fi^te, ban her-inne clynge & drie & daye for hunger
ri^te. 0x400 Cov. Myst. 54 (Matz.) My heft doth clynge
and cleve as clay. 1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. Ixxvii. (1842)
29 My bonys . . clynge, and waxe alle drye.

fb. said of the dead body. (A favourite alli-

teration with clay and clod.) Obs.
C 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 856 Oure corses in clottez clynge.

f 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867* 85 In coold clay now schal y
chnge. [See also e.]

f C. of plants. Obs.
* 1300 Cursor M. 8764 pis tre bigan to cling.

d. of timber or wood-work. Still in north, dial.

1747 R. Maxwell Bee-master 20 (Jam.) Some make covers

like barrels, with iron-hoops around them : These covers

cling, as we say, with the summer's drought, then they
drive the hoops strait, which makes them tight again. 1880

Antrim Doiun Gloss. (E. D. S.), Cling, to shrink or con-

tract, as wood in drying.

e. In all these uses the pa. pple. cltmgen, clung,

was esp. frequent ; it belonged orig. to the intr.

sense, but it probably suggested the operation of

an agent, and led the way to the later trans, con-

struction (3). Cf. Clung a.

a 1000 Sal. «r Sat. 304 (Gr.) BeoS cealde geclungene.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20747 His arms war al clungen dri. 1414
Brampton Penit. Ps. App. (1842) 52 That I be nou}t in

clottess clunge. c 1450 Erie Tolous 494 Methynkyth thou
fadyste all away, As man that ys clongyn in clay.

3. trans. + a. (from 1) To press together, com-
press. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 87 The Ocean of one coast, the

Iberian sea on the other, do cling and press the sides [of

Spain] together.

b. To cause to adhere, attach, stick together.

Still dial.

1627 Bp. Hall Art Div. Medit. vi, So are wee, when our
thoughts are dinged together by the world. 1698 Tyson
in Phil. Trans. XX. 120, I could observe them matted or

cling'd together by a Yellowish Substance. 1805 Southey
Madoc in Azt. x\\, His untrimm'd hair. .With cotton cords
intwisted, clung with gum. 1888 W. Somerset Word-bk.,
Cling, to stick together as with gum ; to cause to adhere.

C. (from 2) To cause (the body, etc.) to shrink

or draw together ; to contract, shrivel, parch.
1540 Surrey Poems, Ecclesiastes v. (L.), Clings not his

guts with niggish fare, To keep his chest withall. 1605

I

SRAKS. Mach. v. v. 40 If thou speak'st false, Vpon the next
Tree shall thou hang aliue Till Famine cling thee. 1816
Bvron Darkness 50 Kept, .famished men at bayTill hunger
clung them.

4. intr. To adhere or stick to (some part, e.g.

as skin or dried flesh to bone~, as the result or

accompaniment of shrivelling and contraction.

(Also in pa. pple.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 4569 pair hidd was clongun [Gott. clun-

gen] to be ban, Sua lene sagh i neuer nan. c 1325 Metr.
Horn. (1862)88 His skin was klungen to the bane, For fleische

upon him was tbar nane. x6xo Mai-kham Masterp. 1. lviii,

124^ His belly will be clung vp to his backe, and his backe
rising vp like a Camell. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 512 His
Armes clung to his Ribs . . till down he fell A monstrous
Serpent on his Belly prone.

5. intr. To adhere, stick fast, attach oneself

firmly to, as by a glutinous surface, or by grasping

with prehensile organs. (Now the leading sense.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 5955 (Cott.) Hungre flees, sare bitand,

bat bath bai clang on man and best. Ibid. 24204 Care clinges
in mi hert cald. X570 Levins Manip. 135/35 To cling,

clingere. 1583 Stanyhurst ALneis 11. (Arb.) 60 Lyke
dooues in tempest clinging fast closlye togeather. 1770
Goldsm. Des. I'M. 350 Silent bats in drowsy clusters cling.

1789 Wordsw. Evening Walk 60 Inverted shrubs, and moss
of gloomy green, Cling from the rocks. 1836 Kane Arct,
Expl. I. xxxii.449 The broken ice clung to the rocks. 1871
Smiles Boy's Voy. Round World xiv. (1875) 141 The quick-
silver clings to the gold and forms an amalgam with it.

b. said of human beings with their arms.
1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. ii. 8 As two spent Swimmers, that doe

cling together, And choake their Art. 1615 Chapman Odyss.
x.(R-), All knew me ; cling'd about me. 1759 Johnson Ras-

\
selas xxxvii. Wks. XI. 104 My maids clung round me and

I
refused to be parted. 1817 Coleridge Three Graves x\\,

j

Dear Ellen did not weep at all, But closelier did she cling.

1839 Thirlwall Greece VIII. 87 He was despatched as he
' clung to an altar. 184a Tennyson Dora 162.

C. of a garment, esp. when wet.
a 1792 Sir J. Reynolds A rt Painting Note 30 (R.) The dis-

posing of the drapery, so as to appear to cling close round
the limbs. 1814 Carv Dante's Inf. ZXXZL 43 A single vest

Clings round her limbs. 1883 Lloyd Ebb <y Flmu II. 256
His fisher's coat dripping wet and clinging to his form,

d. trans/. To be orremain close A?,asif attached.

1842 Browning In Gondola 4 The very night is clinging

Closer to Venice' streets, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. § 18. 122

I Some heavy clouds . . clung to the mountains. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. 111. ii, The fog clings so. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carth-
age 239 [Thus] did Fabius follow his foe from place to place,

always clinging to the hills.

8. Jig. To adhere or cleave to, in attachment,

fellowship, sympathy, practice, or idea.

1583 Stanyhurst JEneis in. (Arb.) 72 Hee leaues thee con-
quourd, and clingd to the partye triumphant. 1631 Gouge
God's Atrmus in. §6. 195 The more fiercely Christians are
assaulted, the more closely they will cling together. 1816

Wilson City ofPlagyte 11. ii. 28 Now your orphan hearts

ill closer cling in your calamity. 1846 M cCulloch Acc.

Brit. Empire (1854) I. 537 The possession of land is in

Ireland . . the sine qua non of existence. It is, therefore,

clung to with desperate tenacity. 1848 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. 1. 108 They still, .clung tothedoctrineofnon-resistance.

D. of things, habits, practices.

1680 Rochester Poems, Alexis $ Strephon (R.), As trees

are by the bark embrae'd, Love to my soul doth cling. 1823
Lamb Elia Ser. 11. vii. (1865) 276 Old attachments cling to

her in spite of experience. 1870, E. Peacock Ralf Skirl.

III. 119 Their phrases . . clung to his memory.
7. trans, {ellipt.) To cling to, clasp, embrace.
i6o7TouRNEUR^?tT. Trag. 1. iii, To slide from the mother

. .and cling the daughter in law. 1638 HewoodRape Lucr.
Wks. 1874 V. 194 Temptations offered, I still scorne. Deny'd;
I cling them still.

t8. To cause to cling, make fast, fasten. Obs.

(Perh. a by-form of Clinch or Clink.)

1583 Stanyhurst Mneis 11. (Arb.) 58 They clinge thee
scalings too wals [haerent parietibus scalael. 17.. Swift
Exam. Abuses in Dublin (Seager), I clung my legs as close

to his sides as I could. X738 G. Smith Curious Relat. II.

v. 153 Unmercifully clinging their Hands in a split Block.

Ibid. 412 The People cling'd their Fingers of both their

Hands between one another, holding the two Thumbs .

.

close together, a 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scarron's Comic Rom.
(1775) I. 225 This made Ragotin cling his legs still more
close to the horse's sides.

9. Of doubtful meaning and position : ?To press,

stick in ; or possibly = Clink v.1 7 b.

?rt 1400 MorteArth. 1865 Sir Clegis clynges in, and clekes

another.

t Cling, z>.- Obs. rare. By-form of Clink v.1

c 1440 Promt. Pari'. 81 Clepyng or clyngynge of a bell.

1499 H., Clinkinge tintillacio.

Cling (klirj), sb} [f. prec. vb.]

1. The act of clinging
;
adherence, adhesion.

1641 Mii.ton Animadv. Pref., Out of a more tenacious

cling to worldly respects. 1870 Lowell Study Wind, 166

The anchored cling to solid principles of duty and action.

+ 2. A clasp, embrace. Obs.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. 1. xlix, Bacchus unborn lay

hidden in the cling Of big-swoln grapes. — Poems 254 (N.)

Fast clasp'd by th' arched zodiack of her arms, Those closer

clings of love.

3. Contraction of wood with drought.
1664 K. liusiiNi'XL Compl. Shipwright 13 So there be no

Clings in the 15uldge.

4. A disease of cattle : a. A hidebound condi-

tion, b. A diarrha-a which makes sheep 'clung*

or wasted.
c 1800 in A. Young Ann. Agn'c. XXX. 297 The cling . . is

supposed to be occasioned by an adhesion of the lights to

the sides, and the cattle are frequently hidebound with it.

1802 Agrie.Sun'. Peebles 401 (Jam.) Diarrhoea, or cling, or

breaksbaw. 1808 J. Walker Nat. Hist. <$ Rur. Econ.

525 (Jam.)Ovis morbo, the ding dicto, correpta .. confestim

extenuata, morte occumbit.

t Cling, sb.- Obs. Sc. [A word having the same
relation to clink, as clang to clank.'] Kinging.
1578.SV. Poems i6lhC. II. 189 Gif yee will give them caip

and bell The cling thereof they will yow sell.

Clinger (kli-rjDj). [f. Clim; v. + -eii.]

1. One who clings ; one who adheres to.

1836 L. Hunt in Neiv Monthly Mag. XLVII. 19 Age, the

wither'd dinger, On us mutely gazes. 1877 Spectator 17

Nov. 1429/2 Tenacious dingers to the shadow of the past.

+ 2. =^Clinchku, Clinker. Obs.

1514 Fitzhkrb. Just. Peas{\i^%) 93 All dingers [take] 3^.

with meat and drinke.

Clinging kli*rjirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ing

1. The action of the vb. Cling.
1572 Bossewkli. Armorie in. 3 b, The clinging of the sayd

Lyon hys tayle between hys legges. 1678 Rymer Trag.
Last Age 43 These waylings, cfingings, and beseechings.

1884 Freeman in Manch. Guard. 22 Sept., An Englishman's
natural clinghigs to a long and unbroken political past.

f 2. *= Clinching (of nails'. Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (16731 323 Searching the hoof
first with a hammer by knocking upon every clinging.

Cli'nging, ///. a. That clings ; cleaving.

a 1763 Shenstone Poems Wks. 1764 I. 106 The defenceless

train Of clinging infants. x8xo SoL'they A'eha/na m.x, A
clinging curse.

b. said of garments fitting close to the body.

1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 403/1 The garments of the women
were the reverse of ' clinging'. 1884 E._ P. Roe Ibid. June
97/1 Dressed in some light clinging fabric.

Hence Clinijring'ly adv. ;
Clingfingness.

1865 E. C. Clayton Cruel Fortune I. 118 Val . . nestled

clingingly by his side. 1869 Contetnp. Rev. XII. 126 The
domestic clingingness and tender dependency.

Clingstone (kli-i)st0"n\ a. and sb. A variety

of the peach in which the flesh of the ripe fruit

clings to the stone.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 345/2 The firm-fleshed or cling-

stone peaches, .are preferred ttl America. Ibid. 347/1 Cling-

stones . . Melters. 1866 Treas. Bot. 55/1 Three principal

varieties of the Peach exist—clingstones, melters or free-

stones, and nectarines. 1880 Sat. Rev. 612 The division of

peaches and nectarines into freestones and clingstones.

Clingy (kli-rji}, a. [f. Cling v. + -T*T| Apt to

cling
;
sticky, adhesive, tenacious.

1708-15 Kersey, Clingy, apt to cling, sticky. 1796 Pear-

son in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 410 It was too soft, and, as

the artists terms it, clingy, to receive the impression. Ibid.

436 To render copper less clingy, or more brittle. 1807

Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 32 The land, .of a very wet,

cold and clingy nature.

Clinic (kli-nik). sb} and a. 1 Also 7 -ick, 7-

-ique. [ad. L. clinic-us, a. Gr. k\Tpik-6s of or per-

taining to a bed, f. K\fvrj a bed, f. itXivuv to cause

to lean, slope, recline, etc.]

A. sb.

1. One who is confined to bed by sickness or in-

firmity; a bedridden person, an indoor hospital

patient.
a x6a6 Vaughan Direct, for Health (1633) 5 The childish

doubts of cowardly Clinickes. 1651 Jer. Taylor Clems
Dont. 10 Confession of sins by the clinick or sick person.

a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 123 Clinicks from
gracious God find sure Relief. 1887 E. Berdoe St. Ber-
nard's 213 You are free to roam at large . . over the bodies

of my clinics.

2. Ch. Hist. One who deferred baptism until the

death-bed, in the belief that there could be no
atonement for sins committed after that sacrament.



CLINIC. 504 CLINK-BASALT.
1666 Sancroft Lex Ignea 41 We arc all Clinicks in this

point ; would fain have a Baptism in Reserve, a wash for

all our sins, when we cannot possibly commit any more.
1819 Pantologia III, Clinics signified those who re-

ceived baptism on their death-beds.

T 3. A clinical physician. Obs.

1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Clink. Clinicus is also used for

a physician—In regard, physicians are much conversant
about the beds of the sick. Clinic is now seldom used but
for a quack ; or for an empirical nurse, who pretends to have
learned the art of curing diseases by attending on the sick.

B. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the sick-bed ; bed-ridden.

Clinic baptism : private baptism administered on
the couch to sick or dying persons. Clinic con-

vert : one converted when sick or dying.
i6a6 Donne Serm. Ixxviii. 802 Be thou therefore St.

Cyprian's Peripatetique and not his Clinique-Christian, a
walking and not a Bedrid Christian. 167a Cave Prim. Chr.
1. x. (16731394 Clinic baptism accounted less perfect. 1679
J. Goodman Penit. Pardoned 11. v. (1713) 236 The CHnick or
Death-bed repentance. 187a O. Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms
164 Aspersion was allowed of old in clinic baptism.

2. = Clinical i.

1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Clinic, Le Clerc observes, that
Ksculapius was the first who exercised the Clinic medicine.

Clinic, clinique. [« F. clinique, ad. Gr.
K\tvi/cr) the clinic art or method.] (See quot.)
1843 ^*BAVES Syst- Clin. Med. 1. 9. 1858 Sir R. Christi-

son in LJ/i II. 273. 1869 tr. Trousseaus Clin. Med. II. 3
The clinic is the copestone of medical study. 1882 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Clinic, the teaching of medicine or surgery at
the bedside of a sick person, or the class accompanying the
teacher.

Clinic (kli nik), a.- A/in. rare. [app. taken
from the common stem of monoclinic, triclinic, f.

Gr. icXiv-uv to bend.] Oblique.
1879 Lk Contf. Elem. Geol. 204 Syenite would differ from

diorite in the form of the feldspar which in the former is

orthic (orthoclase) and in the latter clinic (plagioclase).

Clinical kli'nikal), a. [f. as Clinic + -At.]

1. Med. Of or pertaining to the sick-bed, spec, to

that of indoor hospital patients : used in con-

nexion with the practical instruction given to

medical students at the sick-beds in hospitals
; e.g.

Clinical clerk, one who accompanies a hospital-physician
in the wards, and keeps records of the cases ; Clinical lec-

ture, a lecture at the bedside of the patient upon his case

;

Clinical medicine, surgery, medicine or surgery as learnt
or taught at the bedside, ' usually applied to hospital prac-
tice in which the physician, in going round the wards, com-
ments upon the cases under his care' (Syd. Soc Lex.),
hence Clinical physician, surgeon ; Clinical thermometer,
a thermometer for ascertaining the patient's temperature.
1780 Ann. Reg. 216 Dr. John Parsons was unanimously

elected Clinical Professor to the Radcliffe Infirmary at
Oxford. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 161 The cultivation of
clinical medicine, or the actual superintendence of the treat-

ment of diseases. 1835 .S i\ Tliotnas' Hospital Rep. 83, I will

give you the words of my clinical clerk. 1867 J. Hoc;<;

Microsc. 1. ii. 105 An exceedingly simple . . form of micro-
scope for the purposes of clinical instruction. 1878 Mark-
ham Gt. Frozen Sea ii. 16 A clinical thermometer was in-

serted into the mouth. 1880 London Hosp. Med. Colt.

Prospectus 16 Graduates. . admitted to three months' Clini-

cal Clerkship or Dressership.

2. Eccl. Administered on the sick-bed to one in

danger of death.

1844 Saints, St. German ii. 17 After the Baptism
he received on the bed of sickness, which the ancients
called Clinical baptism. 1846 C. Maitland Church in
Catacombs 120 Unless in danger of death, when a clinical

or death-bed reconciliation was permitted. 1855 Cdl. Wise-
man Fabiola 375 Clinical baptism . . was administered by
pouring or sprinkling the wajer on the head. 1876 M.
Davies Unorth. Loud. 239 The baptism of Rome and Eng-
land [isj stigmatized [by the Greek Church] as ' clinical ' only.

Clinically (klrnikali), adv. [f. prec. + -lv -'.]

In a clinical manner
; by observations made at a

patient's bedside ; in clinical lan^ua^e or practice.
186a H. Macmillan in Macm. Mag. Oct. 467 It is not con-

firmed clinically. 1873 4 Edin. Univ. Calender 07 Four
Clinical Professors . . each Professor teaching clinically in
separate Wards. 1876 Duhking Dis. Skin 70 Clinically,
new growths are either benign or malignant.

Clinician (klinrjan). Med, [ad. F. clitii, /<•//,

f. L, clinic-us : cf. physician^ A clinical ob-

server or investigator.

1875 H. Wood Therap. (1879) 526 The chief interest of the
clinician in. .muriate of ammonia centres in its effects when
given continuously for some time. 1886 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
9 Oct. 670/2 A fact . . unknown to clinicians.

Cli'nicist. rare, m prec.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Clinique : see Clinic sb.-

Clink (klink), sb.i [Goes with Clink v.l Cf.

Du. klink.]

1. A sharp abrupt ringing sound, clearer and
thinner than a clank, as of small metallic bodies

or glasses struck together.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 5853 The clynke & be clamour claterit

in be aire, a 1553 Udall Royster D. 111. iii. (Arb.) 45 He
will go darklyng to his graue, Neque lux, neque crux, ne-
que mourners, neque clmke. 1562 Pmaer Aineid vm. (R.)

Vngot gaddes with clashing clinks, In blustrying forges
blowne. 1604 Shaks. Oth. \\. iii. 234, I heard the clinke,
and fall of Swords. 1781 Cowpkr Truth 140 Duly at clink
»>f bell to morning prayers. 1857 Hoi.i.and Hay Path xxviii.

347 Each drop struck the surface with a metallic, musical
« link. 1859 Max MOllkr Sc. Lang, Ser. 11. iii. 103 The
lower note* are mere hums, the upper notes mere clinks.

t b. To cry clink : to emit or produce a clink,

to have a response. Obs.
1607 Chapman Bussy D'Ambois Plays 1873 II. 10 No man

riseth by his reall merit But when it cries Clincke in his
Kaisers spirit. 1637 W. Cartwright Royall Slave (N.\
And make our hard irons cry clink in the close.

2. Mere assonance of rime ; jingle.
./ 1716 South Sertu.uji-j) VI. 101 The senceless, insignifi-

cant clink and sound of a few, popular misapplied Words.
1785 Burns 2nd Epist. Davie v f Some idle plan O' rhymin
clink. 1814 X.. Murray Eng. Gratn. I. 472 Such a construc-
tion . . produces a regularly returning clink in the period,

J

which tires the ear. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 78 Some
other poet's clink * Thetis and Tethys*.

3. Used imitatively of the sharp note of certain

j

birds : hence Stone-clink, provincial name for the

I

Stonechat (Pratineola rubicola).

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 57 Stonechat. .Stone-clink. 1885

i
St. Jos'. Gaz. 17 Aug. 6/2 The 'clink* of the stonechat.

b. Sc. dial. A tell-tale (Jamieson).
4. dial. A smart sharp blow. [So Du. klink.']

ijzz W. Hamilton Wallace 351Jam.) The yeomen, .lighted
down ; The first miss'd not a clink out o'er his crown. 1820

! Scott Ablwt xv, We must take a clink as it passes, so it is

I
not bestowed in downright ill-will. 1881 Isle 0/ W. Gloss.,

Clink, a smart blow. 1888 Elworthy IK Somerset Word-

j

bk. t Clink, a smack or blow. 1888 in Berksh. Gloss.

5. colloq. Sc. Money, coin, hard cash ; - Chink 4.

1729 Ramsay Tea-/. Misc. 14 The Warld is rul'd by Asses,
' And the Wise are sway'd by Clink. 1789 Burns Let. J.

Pennant, May ye get . . Monie a laugh, and monie a drink,
An' aye enough o' needfu' clink. 11817 Hog<; Tales ff Sk.
II. 203 Such young ladies as were particularly beautiful.

.

and had the clink.

Clink, sb.- [The evidence appears to indicate

that the namewas proper to the Southwark 'Clink',

and thence transferred elsewhere ; but the converse

may have been the fact. If the name was origin-

ally descriptive, various senses of clink, e. g.
1
to

fasten securely
1

(cf. 'to get the clinch', Clinchsb. 7),

might have given rise to it. Cf. also Clink j<M]
The name of a noted prison in Southwark ; also

used elsewhere fesp. in Devon and Cornwall) for a
small and dismal prison or prison-cell, a lock-up.
1515 Barclay Egloges \A1570) A. v/4 Then art thou clapped

in the Flete or Clinke. 1563-87 Foxe A. <y M. (1596) 1464/1
He was. .had to the Clinke, and after to the Counter in the
Poultrie. i57sGASCOiGNK//**r*jWks.ii587) 171 The rest was

1
close in clinke. 1601 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 325 Our author

I

. . was committed first to the Gatehouse in Westminster,
and afterwards to the Clink in Southwark. 1761 London
«fr

Environs II. 147 Clink prison in Clink Street, belongs
to the liberty of the Bishop of Winchester, called the Clink
liberty . . It is a very dismal hole where debtors arc some-
times confined. VtTL Howard Prisons Eng. 380 (P/y-
mouth Toiun Gaol) Two rooms for Felons . . One . . the
Clink, seventeen feet by eight, about five feet and a half
high, with a wicket in the door seven inches by five to
admit light and air. 1836 Markvat Japhet Kin, I was
thrust into the clink, or lock-up house, as the magistrates
would not meet that evening. 1863 Sala Capt. Dang. I.

j

iv. 113 A Clink, where wantons are sent to be whipped and
1

beat hemp. 1880 W. Cormv. Gloss., Clink, a small room
where vagabonds and drunkards arc confined.

Clink, sb. :i V colloq. A very small poor ale,

brewed chiefly for the use of harvest labourers.

1863 S\L\Capt. Dang. I. ix. 266 A miserable hovel ofan inn
. .where they ate their rye-bread and drank their sour Clink,

t Clink, s/>A Obs. ran— 1

.

{Meaning and origin uncertain. The Glossary to first ed. t

professedly based on Spenser's authority, explains it as
'key-hole ; for the word in such a sense no etymology is

known, and the reference to clicket is quite erroneous.
Some identify the word with Du. klink, Ger. and Da.
klinke, Sw. klinka, (also Fr. clinche, ctenchr) ' latch of a
door '. Cf. also * clink, a small or fine crack '. Addy Shef-
field Gloss. 1888.I

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. May 351 Tho creeping close
behind the Wickets clincke, Preuclie, he peeped out through
a chinck. [E. K. Gloss., Clincke, a keyhole : Whose dimi-
nutiue is clicket, vsed of Chaucer for a key.]

t Clink, Obs. rare. By-form of Clinch.
1634 Leicester in Earl Strafforde Lett. I. 334 To con-

clude w ith an < >xford Clink.

Clink klink , v. 1 Forms: 4 klynk e, 4-6
clynk e, 6-7 clinck e, clinke, 6-clink. [A weak
vb. found, with the sb. of same form, only from
14th c. Du. has a strong vb. of identical form,

klinken (MI)u. klunken and klinghen) * to sound,

clink, ring, tinkle*, for which HG. has the str.

klingen, OHG. chlingan, LG. klingen, EFris.
klingen {klung, klungen) 'to rin^, sound*, and
klinken (klunk, klunken

) 'to clink glasses', WFris.
klinckjen, klingjen. Also Sw. klinga str. (,OSw.

also klinga, klinka weak", Da. klingesXx, 'to sound,

ring', klinke *to clink glasses'. Thus there ap-
]>ears a double stem-form, kling-, klink-, evidently

^ like the Lat. and (Jr. words cited under Clang)
of echoic origin ; one of these forms was prob. a

later modification (?j>erhaps expressing a variety

of sound) ; the evidence appears to favour the

priority of kling-. No trace of either form has yet

been found in OE. (where there is a strong vb.

clingan in an entirely different sense : sec Cling v.),

; and thus we cannot tell whether MK. clinken

went back with the I >u. to an Ol A ^ **'/////•«//. or was
of later adoption or origination in England. Cf.

the still later Clank, and its correspondence with
Du. klank. The sense-development is greatly

parallel to that of clank ; the transition from
sound to sndden action is a common one, esp. in Sc.

;

cf. bang, boom, bum, chop, clank, clap, pop, etc.

(Rare by-forms are clenk, clinch, cling.))

L intr. To make the sharp abrupt metallic sound
described under Clink sbA
c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 336 They herde a belle clynke

Itiforn a cors was caried to his eraue. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 82 Clynkyn, v. clyppyn [A. clynkyn, v. chymyn].
1513 Douglas ASneis ix. xui. 67 Hys bos helm rang and
soundit, Clynkand abowt hys half heddis with dyn. 1563-
87 Foxe A. 4- M. > 1684) I II. 4 That metal clinketh well. 1684
H. More Answer 125 That old Proverb, As the fool think-
eth, so the bell clinketh. c 1720 Prior 2ndHymn Callim. to
Apollo Poems U754) 344 The sever'd bars Submissive clink
against their brazen Portals. 1850 Tenkvson tm Mem.

I

exxi, Thou hear'st the village hammer clink. 1864 Skeat
! tr. C/hland"s Poems 360 Merrily clink the beakers tall,

b. intr. To ring as a report. So,
1825-76 Jamieson s. v.,' It gaedclinkin through the town.'

2. trans. To cause ^anything) to sound in this

,
way ; to strike together (glasses or the like) so that

they emit a sharp ringing sound.
< 1386 Chauckr Ship/nan's Pro/. 24, I shal clynkyn [v. r.

1 blenken, klynken] yow so mery a belle That I shal wakyn
al this companye. 1600 Fairfax Taiso ix. Ixv. (R.i, Some
howle, some weepe, some clinke their iron chaines. 1604
Shaks. Oth, 11. iii. 71 And let me the Cannakin clinke,

clinke. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 34 f 13 Anthea saw
some sheep, and heard the wether clink his bell. 1855
Thackeray Newcomes I. o Some wags . . clinked their

glasses and rapped their sticks.

3. intr. Ofwords, etc.: To jingle together, to rime.
i7»9 Swift Direct. Birthday Song, Yet I must except

the Rhine, Because it clinks to Caroline. 1765 Burns 2nd
Epist. Davie iv. For me, I'm on Parnassus' brink Rmn'
the words to gar them clink, a 1800 Lloyd On Rhyme
(R.), How charmingly he makes them [couplets] clink,

b. trans. To make words or verses' jingle.

17*4 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 25 Ye see I clink my
1 verse wi' rhime. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. World xl, They have
done nothing but clink rhymes, .for years together.

4. To clink it is said in Sc. of birds uttering

their notes. (Cf. Clank v. a.}

1511 Douglas AKneis xn. Prol. 236 The merll, the mavy-;,

and the nychtingale, With mery notis myrthfully furth

brest, Enforsing tname quha myent do clynk it best.

5. intr. To move with a clinking sound, made
cither by the feet or by articles carried or worn.
1818 Scott Leg. Montr, iv, ' Here's the fourth man coming

clinking in at the yett.' a 1863 Thackeray Mr. 4- Mrs.
Berry ii, They clink over the asphalte . . with lacquered
boots.

6. trans. * To beat smartly, to strike with smart

blows* (Jamieson\ Cf. Clink sbA 4, Clank v. 7.

7. Sc. Expressing quick, sharp, abrupt actions

(such as produce a clinking sound; cf. Clap 9.

IV.) ; e. g. Clink aioay, to snatch away ; Clink
doitm, to clap down, put down sharply ; Clink

on, to clap on ; Clink up, to seize up rapidly.

Some of these may be compared with the corresponding
use of Clank v. 6, clink dtmw being a sharper and less

noisy act than clank d<mm ; but in most there seems to
be an instinctive association with Clf.kk, Click, Clitch, to

clink away, clink up, being to c/eek away or up, with a
sudden and deft action.

1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk 111. xii, A creel bout fou of
muckle steins They clinked on his back. 1791 A. Wilson
Efpit *r Dei/ Poet. Wks. 85 Clootie, shapet like a burd,
Klew down.. And clinkct Kppie's wheel awa'. 1816 Scon

' Antig. xxxviii, ' Ane o' the clerks, .will clink down, in black

and white, as muckle as wad hang a man.' — xl, ' When she
hasclinkit hersell down that way. .she wiuna speak a word.'

b. Also intr. (for reft.}

1785 Pirns Holy Fair x\, Happy is that man. .Wha's aiu

dear lass. .Comes clinkin down beside him ! 1858 Ramsay
Hernia. Ser. 1. (i860) 92 Before the sale cam on, in God's

I

gude providence, she just clinkit afT. 1834 Wilson Tales

ofBorders (1863) I. 156 Ye'll just clink down beside me.

Clink klirjk), v.% north. Eng. and Sc. Also 5
cleyngk, 6 clenk. [Northern form corresp. to

j

Clinch, Clench ; identical in form and sense with
' Du., EFris., L(Jer. klinken, Da. klinke, Sw. klinka.

Clink is prob. simply a later phonetic form of clenk—
! clench :—OE. clfnc\e)an, the change of -eng, -euk, to -ing,

-ink, being usual in ME. ; cf. think from OE. \tencan, also

stink, stench, blink, blench, bink, bench, earlier beuk\ also

Inglish — English. But klink might be the Danish or LGer.
word, and clinch a result of its action upon clench.)

trans. To clench, rivet, fix or fasten with nails or

rivets. Hence Clinked ///. a.

1440 (see Clench v. 1 il It sail be cleyngked. c 1460
Toivneley Myst., Crucifixio 219 For to clynk and for to

dryfe Therto I am fulle prest. a 1568 Scmpill Ballates

(1872) 230 A littill Kleminge berge Off clenkett wark.

1583 Stanyhurst Poems lArb. 1 138 An armoure, With
gould ritchlye shrined, whearc scaals be ful horriblye

; clincked. ( 1768 Ross Rock <y Wee Pickle Toiv (Jam.t,

A pair of grey hoggers well clinked benew. 1793 Smeaton
Eaystone L. % 51 Double plank, cross and cross, and clinked

together. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxxiv, Yonder gay
Chief , . will soon find on his shoulders with what sort of
blows I clink my rivets !

Clinkant, obs. form of Clinquant.
Clink-ba'salt - Clinkstonk.
1818 B. O'Reilly Greenland 41 Basalt, .with an irregu-

larity, but sharpness of fracture, like that of the rock, chijk

basalt, on which itandi the castle of Edinburgh.
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Clink-clank. Also clink-to-clank. [See

Clink jM, v. 1
] A succession or alternation of

clinking sounds ; fig. a senseless jingle of words.
a 1790 Old Derbysh. Riddle, Cltrtk, clank, under't bank

Ten agen four [A milkmaid milking]. 1679 Penn Addr.
Prot. 156 The Priesthood . . by their usurpt Commission of

Apostleship, their pretended Succession, and their Clink

Clank of extraordinary Ordination. 1888 Elworthy W.
Somerset Word-bk., Comin clink-to-clank along the road.

Clinker (kli rjkw), sb.1 Also 7 (in sense 1)

clincard, -art, -ar. [17th c. ad. earlier Du.

klinckaerd (Kilian), in mod.Du. and LG. klinker,

f. klinken to sound, ring. The original suffix -ard

has been weakened to -er both in Da. and Eng.]

1. A very hard kind of brick of a pale colour,

made in Holland, and used for paving.

1641 Evelyn Diary (1872) I. 26 That goodly aqueduct [at

Amsterdam] so curiously wharfed with Khncard brick

{earlier edd. clincars (a kind of white sun-baked brick)],

which likewise paves the streets. 166a Gerb;er Princ,

33 White or yellow (twice burnt) Flanders Bricks, in Dutch
called Clinkart. 1663 — Counsel 58 Clinkarts are very fit

for the Paving of Stables. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood Jrnl.

(1884.1 °3 This sort of bricks they call clinkers, and are as

hard as any flint. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. <y Art I.

187 In Holland, the streets are everywhere paved with a

hard kind of bricks, known under the name of clinkers.

1842 Gwilt Archit. 526 Dutch clinkers and Flemish bricks

vary little in quality.

2. a. A brick whose surface has become vitrified

by exposure to intense heat in the kiln or clamp,

b. A mass of bricks fused by excessive heat, and

adhering together.

1659 T. Willsford Archit. 2 Those [bricks'] next the fire

are best burnt, and such as have naturally much Niter, or

Salt-peter in them, with the violence of heat will run, as if

glaz'd over for perpetuity : these some call CHnckers. 1727
Bradley Favi Diet. s. v. Brick, The best and most lasting

are those that lie next the Fire, have a Gloss upon them,

and are call'd Clinkers. 184a Gwilt Archit. 526 Burrs and
clinkers are such bricks as have been violently burnt, or

masses of several bricks run together in a clamp or kiln.

1881 Mechanic 526 Filled up with rough stones, brick bats,

clinkers from the brick fields.

3. A hard mass formed by the fusion of the earthy

impurities of coal, lime-stone, iron ore, or the like,

in a furnace or forge ; a mass of slag.

1769 Phil. Trans. LXI. 70 A kind of Clinker, extracted

from the ashes of sea coal. jj'jZAntiq. in Ann. Peg. 151/2

The cinders or clinkers produced in a lime-kiln. 1817
Pettigrew Mem. Lettsom II. 263 Like the clinkers or slag

..left in the distiller's and brewer's furnaces. 1854 Chamb.
Jrnl. I. 201 A kind of coal which does not produce clinkers

—that is, large cinders. 1877 N. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss.,

Clinkers%
iron slag used for mending highways.

4. A mass of hardened volcanic lava.

1850 Dana Geol. iii. 162 Lava and scoria in immense
masses, piled together in the utmost confusion. They are

styled clinkers or clinker fields. 1862 — Mart. Geol. 694
The hardened crust breaks up like ice on a pond, but makes
black and rough cakes and blocks 100 to 10,000 cubic feet

in size, which He piled together over acres or square miles.

Such masses are.. called clinkers. 1880 Q. Rev. Jan. 227
The tents had been pitched among masses of clinkers.

5. A scale of oxide of iron formed in forging,

b- A red powder used to polish steel.

1884 F. Britten Watch # Clockm. 220 The coarsest [red

stuff] known as ' Clinker ', is used for giving a surface to

steel after it is tempered.

6. Comb., as clinker-field, -hill, etc. ; clinker-

bar (see quot).
1850 Weale Techn. Diet., Clinker-bar, in steam-engines,

the bar fixed across the top of the ash-pit for supporting the

rods used for clearing the fire-bars. 1850 Dana Geol. iii.

163 note, The pahoihoi regions of Hawaii are often more
extensive than the associated clinker-fields. 1879 Miss
Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Clinker-hills, high heaps of
iron dross cinders.

Cli nker, sb% [f. Clink v.1 + -er.]

1. He who or that which clinks.

2. spec. a. pi. Fetters {slang), h. A kind of

West Indian cricket : see quot.
c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Clinkers, the Irons Felons

wear in Gaols. 1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 86 The Clinker,

or Gully-Bell, .is of the Cricket kind, and derives its name
from the tinkling noise it makes at night.

3. Comb, clinker-bell, dial.

1847-78 Halliwell, Clinker-bell, an icicle. 1888 Pulman
Rustic Sk. in Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk., Jack Vrost
an' the clinker-bells all be a-past.

Cli'nker, sb$ [f. Clink v.2 + -er.]

1. He who or that which clinches ; a clincher.

1656 S. Holland Zara 46 Whether Orlando Smith or
Oswald, Clinker.

2. fig. A clenching statement, etc. ; a clencher.

1753 Swift Life Char. Dean S—t., A protestant's a
special clinker, It serves for Sceptic and freethinker. 1886
S. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Clinker, a clincher, or
clencher. I gave him a clinker (i.e. a convincing argument).
3. A clinch-nail.
1881 Miss Jackson Shropsh. XVord-bk., Clinker, a nail

used by shoemakers for protecting the toes of heavy boots.
1888 Sheffield Gloss., Clinker, a strong nail for shoes.

% In the two following there is probably a mixture
of associations with Clinker 2

, and perh. Clinker 1
.

4. A smart sharp blow. dial, and colloq.

a 1863 Thackeray Mr. $ Mrs. Berry i, Berry . . delivers
a clinker on the gown-boy's jaw. 1879 in Shropsh. Word-
bk. 1883 in Hatnpsh. Gloss. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss., Clinker,
f smart blow, generally on the head.

Vol. II.

5. slang, (see quot.) (?) Obs.

c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cretv, Clinker, a crafty Fellow.

1725 so in New Cant. Diet. 1736 in Bailey (folio).

6. Comb, clinker-built a. : applied to ships and

boats, the external planks of which overlap each

other below, and are fastened together with clinched

copper nails : now practised only with small craft.

Hence clinker is used in many combinations, some-

times becoming almost adjectival: cf. Clincher.

1769 [see Clincher 6] Clinker-built. 1804 Hull Advertiser
21 Jan. 2/3 A boat about fourteen feet long, and six feet

wide, clinker built. 1837 J. Macculloch Proofs Attrib.

God III. 282 The lines on a clinker built vessel . . possess a

grace or beauty to which no one is insensible. 1883 St.

James's Gaz. 9 Nov., These old Yorkshiremen are now
nearly the only clinker-built vessels of any size left.

159Z Wills <y fftV. N. C. (1835) 252 To my wiffe my clinkere

lightner, with all her geare. 1869 Sir E. Reed Shipbuitd.

181 The clinker arrangement was prevalent .. until it was
superseded by the now almost universal mode of plating.

1887 Daily News 18 Oct. 2/5 The following fixtures were
arranged, .the University Clinker Fours.

f Clrnker, v. 1 Obs. [? freq. or dim. of Cling ;

cf. hang, hanker.] To cause to shrink or shrivel up.

1582 Batman On Barthol. xi. iii. 159 Hee [the N ,h windl
..maketh the bodies on earth rough, and clinkereth with

his coldnesse and drynesse, and maketh sinewes to be con-

strained. [But the word might be an error for Clinkery.]

Clinker (kli-nkai), p.a [f. Clinker sbX\ To
form a clinker in burning. Hence Cli nkered a.

1866 Pall Mall G. No. 386. 1453/2 A piece of clinkered

coke. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. s.v., Coals are

said to clinker when they cake firmly together in burning.

Cli'nker, v$ [f. Clinker sb.x] trans. To se-

cure or strengthen with clinkers. Clrnkered
ppl.a., (shoes') studded with nails, ironed.

1824 Heber Narrative (1828) I. 169 A number of canoes

. . many of them . . like those which I have lately seen, clink-

ered. 1858 E. Waugh Chirrup, Young Chirrup donn'd

hisclinker't shoon. Mod. Newspr., [Rustics] trampling with

their clinkered boots over delicate marble slabs.

t Cli*nkery, «- Obs. rare. [Apparently f.

Clinker vA + -Y. The actual history however is

obscure, for our only example of the vb. is of

much later date than the adj., and in fact occurs in

Batman's alteration of Trevisa's ' makeb clynkery

Contracted or shrivelled with heat or cold.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. vi. (Tollem. MS.),

Somer dryeb mareis and mores and wasteb moysture and
make^ hem rou^e and harde and clynkery [so 1495; ed.

1582 clinkerie ; Lat. desiccat, et exasfierat, et indurat] and
full of pittesand holes. Ibid. xi. iii, He [the North Wind]
. .makeb bodies on erpe rou5e and klynkery with his cold-

nesse and drynesse [terras et corporum focit asperita/es].

[Clinket. a. An error in Phillips ed. 1696

(and some later diets.) for Clink in Spenser, b.

A misprint in Bailey (Halliwell, etc.) for Clinker.
1696 Phillips, Clinket, old word, a Key-hole; whose

Diminutive is Clicket a Key; used by old Chaucer. 1721-

Bailey, Clinket, a crafty Fellow. 1847-78 in Halliwell.]

Clinking (kli-rjkiq\ vbl.sb. [f. Clink v. 1 +
-ing !.] The action of the verb Clink ; the

making of a sharp metallic sound.
c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. Prol. 28 Ffor sikerly nere

clynkyng of youre belles That on youre bridel hange on
euery syde..I sholde er this han fallen doun for sleepe.

1515 Barclay Egloges it (1570) B iv/3 The wretched lazar

with clinking of his bell. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, II. lv. 50

A long,Lease for the clinking of Pewter. 1844 Alb. Smith
Adv. Mr. Ledbury ii, The clinking of the cups and saucers.

Cli nking, ppl. a. ff. Clink v.* + -ing

1. That clinks or tinkles. (In quot. 1856 there

may be a reference to Clinker sb.1 4.)

1714 Gay Trivia Poems 1745 I. 143 Safe thro' the wet on
clinking pattens tread. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. World Ixxxv,

Ye dear three clinking shillings in my pocket's bottom.

1856 R. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II. xm. iii. 272 He stood

upon the shoulder of a volcano, among the clinking scoria;.

1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 10 The clinking bell, Far off,

yet nigh.

2. slang. Used intensively, as adj. or adv., like

chopping, clipping, whacking, rattling, etc.

1868 Daily Tel. 6 June, Vermouth was a clinking good
horse. 1876 Daily Ne?vs 28 Oct. 6/4 There was a clinking

finish for the Feather Plate. 1880 L. J. Jennings Rambles
among Hills 95 The driver . . declared that it [the bridge]

was a clinkin' good one '.

Cli nkstone. Min. [After Ger. klingstein: so

called from its clinking like iron when struck.] A
compact felspathic rock, generally of a greyish-blue

colour, .and distinguished from grey basalt by its

lower specific gravity.

181 1 Pinkerton Petral. T. 75 Clink-stone . . has no sort of
relation to the family of basalts. 1830 Daubeny Atom.
The. xii. led. 2) 418 Clinkstone, .has been shewn by Gmelin
to be an intimate mixture of glassy felspar with a zeolite.

1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. vii. 134 The clinkstones or

phonolites differ little from the basalts in composition. 1877
A. E. Edwards Up Nile xvii. 456 They [the stones] ring

like clinkstone when struck.

Cli'nknm-cla'nkum, also clinkum-clank,
= Clink-clank, or expressing a trochaic variety

of the same sound.
1605 TryallChev. 11. i. In Bullen O. PI. III. 285 Tis the

tricke of most of these Sergeants, all clincum clancum.

1769 in Chambers Scot. Songs (1829) 42 Wi' clinkum-clan-

kum ower their crowns, The lads began to fa', then. 1816

J. Gilchrist Philos. Etym. 175 This wonderfully poetic,

clinkam clankum generation. 1856 Masson Ess., Th. Poetry

444 The clinkum-clankum of a bell. 1887 Stevenson
Undent). 11. v. 89 The clinkum-clank o' Sabbath bells.

ClillO- (ktai'ntf). Min. Combining form of Gr.

stem kKiv- in the sense of ' sloping, inclining' (cf.

K\iv-r} bed, tchiv-ttv to slope, slant, &k\ivt}$ unbent)

;

used in connexion with the monoclinic system of

crystals, characterized by one plane of symmetry.

1. In names of minerals, as Clinochlore [Gr.

XAcup-os green], a mineral resembling Chlorite,

but crystallizing on the monoclinic system ; also a

synonym for Couundophilite. Clinoclase, also

Clino clasite \_K\ac-is fracture, f. K\a-etv to break],

a monoclinic subtranslucent arsenate of copper.

Clinoxrocite [fcpo/c-os saffron], a yellow sulphate

of alumina of uncertain composition. Clinoedrite,

a synonym of Tetuahedrite. Clinohumito
[see Htjmite], a monoclinic species of humite.

Clinoplice ite [Gr. <pai6s dusky, dark], a hydrous

sulphate of iron, potassium, and sodium, resulting

from the decomposition of pyrites. (Dana.)
1851 Amcr. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. II. XII. 341, I propose .. the

name clinochlore, in allusion to the great obliquity between
the optic axes, and its green color. 1863 72 Watts Diet.

Chem. s.v. Clinochlore, The crystals of clinochlore are hemi-
hedral, and have a micaceous structure. 1850 Dana Min.
700 CHnoclase. 1882 Ibid. App. in. 28 Clinocrocite. 1879
— Man. Min. 281 Clinohumite is monoclinic. 1882 — Min.
App. in. 28 Clinophante.

Z. In other words : as Clinoba-sic a. = clino-

rhombic. Clinodia'ffonal, a. sb. the inclined axis

in the monoclinic system of crystals ; h. adj. per-

taining to, or in the line of, this axis. Clino-

he dric, * applied to forms of crystals in which the

co-ordinate planes are not perpendicular among
themselves' {Syd. Soc. Lex.). Clinopi/nacoid

[Gr. mva£, mvan-os a board], one of the three

principal planes in the monoclinic system, running

parallel to the vertical and inclined axes. Clino-

rho mbic a., -rho mboid, crystallizing in an

oblique rhombic form, monoclinic.

1888 F. H. Hatch Gloss. 'Perms Rocks, Monoclinic .

.

Synonyms, Clinobasic, Clinorhombic. 1879 Rutley Stud.
Rocks x. 02 Cleavage parallel to the base and clinodiagonal.

Ibid. 92 The sectional plane almost coincides with the clino-

pinakoid. 1858 Thupichum Urine 48 Chloride of Sodium
crystallizes in clino-rhombic prisms of great lustre.

3. Also prefixed to certain crystallographic forms

when in the monoclinic system, as clino-dome,

-frism, -pyramid.

Clinograph.kbi-ntfgraf). [f. Clino- + -graph.]
1888 Athenxum 14 Apr. 472/3 The ingenious clinograph

of Mr. Macgeorge—an instrument for ascertaining the de-

flection of a bore-hole.

ClinOgraphic (klainogrccnV, a. [f. Cltno-

+ Gr. ypa(piK-6s of writing or drawing: see -ic.]

Tertaining to that mode of projection in drawing,

in which the rays are assumed to fall obliquely on
the plane of projection. In mod. Diets.

Clinoid (kloi-noid), a. Anat. [ad. mod. L.

elmoides, f. Gr. kK'iv-t] bed ; see -oid ; cf. F. cli-

noide.'] Resembling a bed : applied to the four

processes or apophyses of the sphenoid bone, from

their resemblance to the knobs of a bedstead, or

from enclosing a quadrilateral space. (Littre.)

Clinoidplate, the posterior boundary of the pituitary fossa

of the sphenoid bone. Clinoid ridge, wall, one of the two
transverse vertical walls of cartilage before and behind the

pituitary body in the cranium of embryo fowls.

1741 Monro Anat. fed. 3) 116 On the internal Surface of

this Bone three Apophyses . . are commonly described .

.

which are called Clinoid, from their Resemblance to the

Supporters of a Bed. 1854 Owen in Circ. Sc. (c 18651 II.

77/2 Well defined, .by the. . posterior clinoid processes. 1881

M ivart Cat 69 The clinoid plate. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v.

Clinoid, Clinoid walls, .are situated in front of the anterior

termination of the notochord.

b. subst. = Clinoid process.

1854 Owen in Circ. Sc. II. 86/2 The sella turcica is deep,

and well defined by both the anterior and posterior clin-

oids.

Clinometer (kbin^-m/tai). [f. Clino- + uhpov
measure.] A measurer of slopes and elevations.

1. An instrument for measuring the dip ofmineral

strata or for determining the slope of cuttings,

embankments, etc. ; also for taking altitudes.

i8ix Edin. Rev. XIX. 222 The compass for measuring

the bearings of the strata, and the clinometer for estimating

their dip. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. viii. 240 By an observa-

tion with our clinometer the height seemed greater. 1879

Le Conte Etem. Geol. 176 A clinometer .. The most con-

venient form is a pocket compass containing a pendulum

to indicate the angle of dip.

2. Applied to various other instruments for

measuring (a.^ the angle of elevation of a rifle ;

(b.) the roll of a ship at sea ; also (C.) 'a car-

penter's tool for levelling up sills and other hori-

zontal framing-timbers ' (Knight Diet. Mech.).

1864 Daily Tel. 20 Aug., Competitors may use the clino*

meter to take the angle of elevation . . The clinometer may
also be used to re-adjust the angle of elevation during trial.

1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 18 The clinometer, .having

registered a roll of 50
0 to port and 40° to starboard on the,

night of the storm, declined to register any more.

CUnometric (kbin^me trik), a. =next.
64
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Clinometrical (ktainome-trikal),a. [f. Clino-
meter + -IC+ -AL 1.]

1. Pertaining to or determined by the clinometer.
1885 Lady Brassev The Trades 379 The perpetual rolling

and tossing of the vessel had warned us that . . the maximum
clinometrical angle of the swing-table would ere long be
reached.

2. Min. Pertaining to the measurement of oblique

crystalline forms.

Clinometry (kbinc -metri). [f. Clino- +
fttrpia measuring.] The measurement of the in-

clination of strata. In mod. Diets.

Clinquant ^kli rjkant), a. and sb. Also 7 clin-

kant, -cquant, -okaut, -cant. [a. F. clinquant
clinking, tinkling, pr. pple. of obs. vb. clinquer,

a. Du. klinken to clink, ring. Found in 15th c.

in or clinquant gold in thin plates, leaf-gold.]

A. adj. Glittering with gold or silver, and hence
with metallic imitations of these; tinselled, 'dressed

in spangles ' (J.).
1591 Sylvester Buttail ofIvry 184 Hee doth not nicely

prank In clinquant Pomp. . But arm'd in Steel. 16x3 Shaks.
Jten.VllI, 1. L 19 The French, All Clinquant all in Gold, like

Heathen Gods Shone downe the English. 1623 Fletcher
& Rowley Maid Mill v. ii, A clinquant petticoat of some
rich stutT, To catch the eye. 1635 Brome Sparagus Garden
ill. v, Courtiers Clinquant, andno counterfeit stufte upon
'hem. 1658 Osborn Adv. Son (1673! 200 A gentile Garb
and decent Habit : yet. .not Clinckant or Rich, since Gold
lace, Rings or Jewels, hath not seldom rendred Travellers
the prey of Braves and Murderers. 1676 Shadwei.l Vir-
tuoso ill. i, Fine sparks, .very clinquent, slight, and bright
. .make a very pretty show at first ; but the Tinsel-Gentle-
men do so tarnish in the wearing. 1839 Fraser's Mag. 115
In ' clinquant gold ' the sovereign sun walks round.

\>.fig.
1613 Chapman Masque Inns Crt. Plays 187? III. 110

Inure thy souldiers to hardnes, tis honorable, though not
clinkant. 1682 Shadweli. Medal Ep. Ab, He has an easi-

ness in Rime, and a knack at Versifying, and can make a
slight thing seem pretty and clinquant.

B. sb. [Fr. clinquant was short for or clinquant,

and originally meant real gold in leaf or thin

plates, used for decorative purposes. Thence it

was extended to imitations.]

1. Imitation of gold leaf; tinsel ; Dutch gold.
1691 Ray N. C. Wds., Clincquant, brass thinly wrought

out into leaves. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 65/2 s. v.

Alloy, Clinquant, same as yellow copper, Dutch gold.

2. Literary or artistic 1 tinsel false glitter.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 5 P 5, I . . agree with Monsieur
lioileau, that one Verse in Virgil is worth all the Clincant
or Tinsel of Tasso [le clinquant du Fasu\. 1763-71 H.
Walpole I'ertue's Anecd. Faint. (1786) III. 27 Lely sup-
plied the want of taste with clinquant. 1839 Fraser's Mag.
XIX. 65 The worst portion of the silly bits of clinquant
strung together, and called gems of beauty.

Clint (klint), sb. Chiefly Sc. Obs. exc. dial.

Also clynt, klynte. fa. Da. and Sw. klint \—OSw.
klinter, Icel. kteltr, rock. Cf. Clkt.]
1. A hard or flinty rock ; a hard rock projecting

on the side of a hill or river, or in the bed of a
stream ; a part of a crag standing out between
crevices or fissures.

1300 Cursor M. 17590 fCott.) J>ir caitif Iuus sent into
clinttes and into clous lo seke iesu. a 1400-50 Alexander
4830 ?it fand he clouen bur^e be clynt twacrasidgatis. 1533
Bellenden 1. 1 v 1 Introd. 8 The passage and stremes
..full of crag and clint. 1845 Jml. R. Aerie. Sac. Eng.
VI. 1. 95 Nibbling out. .every patch, .up to the very teeth of
the hard and sturdy grey clints.

2. Curling. 'A rough, coarse stone, always first

thrown off . . as being most likely to keep its

place on the ice
1
(Jam.).

1780 D. Davidson Seasons 116 (Jam.) 'Gainst the herd
[he] Dang frae his clint a flaw.

f Clint, clent, v. Obs. exc. dial. By-form or
deriv. form of Clink, clinch, clench.
OjVere it not for the mod. dial, use, we might suspect

misprint of / for * in the quotations.)

'575 Turberv. F'alconrie 226 It shall not bee amysse, to
clynte or navle them faste together. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.
lit. iii. § 28 The ' Statuteof Praemunire', .dinted [ed. (1845)
11 206, clinched] the naile which now was driven in. 1881
/. Wight Gtoss., Cientedf clenched ; applied to horse-shoes.

Clrnting, vbl. sb. rare~ l
. App. altered from

clinking, ? to express a modified sound.
c 1850 Thackeray Peg 0/Ltmavaddy, Mountains stretch'd

around, Gloomy was their timing, And the horse's hoofs
Made a dismal dinting.

Clintonite Urntanait). Min. [Named, 1828,
after De Witt Clinton : see -ite.] A variety (or a
synonym) of Seyhertite.
1831 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. XIX. 159 Dr. Torrey" presented

bronzite (Clintonite) from Orange Co. 1843 L. C. Beck
Min. N. }'. 362 The name clintonite was given it by the
discoverers in honor of De Witt Clinton. 1868 in Dana Min.
Clinty (kli nti), a. Chiefly Sc. [f. Clint sb.

+ -Y.] Consisting of or characterized by clints.

1513 Douglas AZneis vii. Prol. 40 Cauld ctynty clewis.

1718 Ramsay Roht. Ricky <$• Santiy 11 The clinty craigs.

1857 A. Jeffrey Roxburghshire I. 270 The country round
full of clinty knolls.

II Clio (kbi-o). [Gr. K\uw (f. nXti-ttv to cele-

brate\ proper name of the Muse of epic poetry
and history ; also of a sea-nymph, sister of lieroe

(whence the zoological sense).]

1. Zool. A genus of pteropods found in the Arctic
and Antarctic seas : see quot.
1835 Kirby Hab. if Inst. Anim. I. Is. 268 The Boreal

Clio . . has a gelatinous body, is defended by no shell, and
affords food to the whales, etc.

2. Astron. The 84th minor planet or asteroid.
1867 Lardner & Dunkin Handbk. Astron. xv. 230 Clio

. .was first observed on the 25th of August, 1865, shining as
a star of the tenth magnitude.

Clip (klip), z>.l Forms: 1 clyppan, 'clioppen,
cliopen), 2 -en, 3-4 cluppe

s
n, 4 clep(pe, 4-6

clyppe, clyp, clepe, 4-7 clipp(e, (5 clype,
klyppe), 4- clip. [OE. clyppan weak vb. :—
OTeut. type *kluppfan : cf. Orris, kleppa in same
sense (* cleppa and kessa ' Kichthofen) ; North
Kris, klcbin to kiss (Johansen) ; also ON. klypa to
(
clip ', pinch, and Ger. kluppe 'barnacles, corn-

tongs', OHG. chlttppa tongs, clamp, split stick to

grasp or hold. Outside Teutonic, Hildebrand
in Grimm, s. v. klafter, compares Lith. globti to

embrace, and OSlav. glibnjati, giftbiti to be seized.]

1. trans. To clasp with the arms, embrace, hug.
arch, and dial.

r95o Lindisf. Gosp. Mark Ix. 36 Clioppende [Rushw.
cliopende] wies. < 1000 .V.i.ikh: Gen. xxix. 13 Da aras he
toxeanes and clypte hine. 01140 Ureisun in Horn.
185 He cpeneb swa be moder hire earmes hire leoue child
for to cluppen. c 1300 Beket 288 Hi custen hem faste and
clupte. c 13a© R. Brunne Medit. 152 Hys fete. .he clep-
peb, and swetly kyssep. < 1386 Chaucer Merck. 'F. 1169
He kisseth hire and clippetn hire ful ofte. 143* 50 tr.

//tgden (Rolls) VI. 343 A wulf was founde clippende the
hedde of seynte Edmunde. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 578 That
oon held . . A mayde yclepte yn hys arme. c 1500 lik. Mayd
F.mlyn in Foet. Fracts (18421 27 Bycause he coude clepe
her, She called hym a whypper. 1581 T. Howell Deuises
(i879> 229 Venus sonne, whom she doth clip and kisse. 1607
Shaks. Cor. 1. vi. 29 Let me clip ye In Armes as sound, as
when I woo'd in heart, a 1701 Sedley Foems Wks. 1722
I. 19 He like the Bear of Love, her Body Clips. c 1840
Hoon Ballads, * What can an old man do', Love will not
clip him. 1877 N. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss. s.v., 'I seed 'cm
clippiu' an cuiidlin' one another agean th" pin fold.'

t>.fig.
c 897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past xli. 298 Des worldgilp.

.

be hie clyppaS Sc. lunaS. 1508 Fisher Wks. 67 We.,
studyously. .clyppe and in maner kysse it (sin]. 1633 I*.

Fletcher Pise. Eel. v. ii, The warmer sunnc.With firie

.-rms clipping the wanton ground. 1819 B.Cornwall Dram.
Sc., Julian the Apost. ii, Shall the grave Clip us fur ever in
its chilling arms.

C. trans/. Said of amplexicaul leaves.

1597 Gerard Herbal 1. cv. f 3. 174 I-arge leaves .. clip-

ping or embracing the stalke round about.

d. with advb. or prep, complement.
c 13J0 R. Brunne Medit. 932 She clypped hyt up on here

brest. 1398 Tkevisa Barth. De F. R. xvin. ix. < 14951 763
Serpentes wrappyth and clyppyth themself togyder. c 1530
Spirit. Conns. Fvij, That fynaily I maye clyppe the to me.

e. absol. and intr.

c 1305 Land Cokayne 173 in E. E. P. C1862) 161 J>ilk monk
bat clepib best . . Of him is hope . . To be sone uadir abbot.

1393 I.angl P. PI. C. xxi. 464 Cluppe we in couenaunt and
ech of ous cusse ober. 1586 Ferne Bias. Gentrie 63 That
wife, -which clepeth with her adulterer. 1587 Mirr, Mag.,
Sabrina xxi. 3, I fast mine armes about her dipt did make.
1607 Topsell Serpents { 1653) 645 A swarm of Bees . . a Bay-
tree did attain, Where leg in leg they clcapcd fast [pedibus
per mutua nexis\.

2. trans. To surround closely, encircle, encompass,
' hug \ Also with about, in.

r8*5 Vesp. Psalter xlvii[i]. 12 YmbsellaS sion and clyppaS
hie. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 11. iv. (1495131 Aungels
. . ben soo clypped wyth the habyte of vertues. 1587 Gold-
ing De Mornay iii . 36 The dreadful! Sea which cleaps the
same [the Karth] about. x6ia Drayton Poty^lb. 1. 2 As
Amphitrite clips this Hand Fortunate. 1781 Cowper Ex.
postulation 551 Yon fair sea, That clips thy shores. 1830
Tennyson Poems 125 A snake her forehead clips. 184a Sir
H. Taylor Edwin v. v. (D.\ The Northmen . . clipped us
round at Stoke.

3. To grip tightly, clutch, hold in a tight grasp.
a 1000 Cirdmon s Gen. 1569 (Gr.) Heafodswima heortan

clypte. e 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 147 The mekill barge
had nocht thaim clyppyt fast. 1513 Douglas AKneis XL
xiii. 169 The happy goishalk, we se . . The sylly dow . . he
clyppis at the last- 1570-6 Lambarde Feramb. AV«/ti826)
319 When grace was done, The Belle in hande she dipt.
1801 W. Felton Carriages I. 100 The standard-plates, .clip

. .the transom. 1868 W7 Collins Moonst. I. 298 Some sort

yellow stuff, that, .clipped her tight (in the form of a jacket)

round the waist.

absol. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvn. 188 PowerehemfaillethTo
clucche or to clawe, to clyppe or to holde. 1796 Coleridge
Destiny Nations, The air dipp'd keen, the night was
fang'd with frost.

Clip tklip), z>.2 [ME. clipp-en, at first northern,

and prob. a. ON. ktipp-a (Norw., Sw. k/ippa, Da.
klippe) in this sense. In same sense also LG. has
klippen (Schiitze), Fris. (Wangeroog), klip-pen,

N.Kris, klappcn, kleppen.
The ON. and LG. htippa, klippen, was prob. identical

with LG. klippen to make a sharp sound, cited under Clip
T'.

:i

, the application being transferred, as in clack, click,

clank, clink, clap, from the sound to associated sharp actions;
senses 6, 7, and Clip sb.' 4, show that the notion of cutting
is not inseparable from the word. There may also have
been onomatopoeic influence : in the utterance of ./.-/, as of
snip, there is a cut-short effect, which aptly suits the act.)

1. trans. To cut with scissors or shears, often

with the notion of making trim and tidy. Also, b.
To cut or snip (a part) away, off, out, from.

1 1200 Ormin 4106 To clippenn swa be cnapess shapp.
1393 Gower Con/. II. 318 Out he clippeth. - Her tunge with
a paire of sheres. c 153a Dewes in Balsgr. (1852) 956 To
clyppe heares, tonser. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xlviii. 37 AH
heades shall be shauen, and all beerdes clipped [161 x dipt]
off. 1608 Shaks. Per. (Globe 1 v. iii 74 This ornament . .will

I clip to form. 1618 Bolton Florus 11. xv. 135 The matrons
dipt the haire of their heads to make cordage for engins.
1650 Fuller Pisgak 404 God, twice as it were.. dipt the
treasures of the Temple with the cisers. 1664 Evelyn Kal.
Itort. (17291 195 Dress up . . your Strawbery Beds, clipping
away all their Runners. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 112 ? 2
[He] clipped the Wings.. of his innocent Captives. 1850
Carlyle Latter-d. Fantph. v. (1872) 154 To clip off a bit

of his eloquent tongue. 1873 C. Robinson N. S. Wales 59
The following paragraphs, clipped from the . . Morning
Herald. 1884 Law Times 301/2 The man at the gate did
not detain him to clip his ticket, absol. 1798 Southey Eng.
Eclogues i, Tell me where to clip.

Jig. c tam Ormin 4248 Uss birrb clippenn all aw e^ Jh
fceshess fule wille. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. 11. iii.

149 The father's hour of rapture clips Hate from the heart,

b. To form or mark by clipping.
1680 Lontt. Gaz. No. 1549/4 Stollen. .a Black Brown Nag

..an R clipp'd on the near Buttock.

C. phr. 'Jo clip the wings of\ lit. to cut (a

bird's) wings short so as to disable it from flight

;

hence, to check any one's aspirations or ambition,
cripple his strength, resources, or action.

1590 Marlowe Massacre Paris m. ii, Away to prison with
him ! I'll clip his wings, 1599 Marston Sco. V'illanie 111.

viii. 213 1st possible such sensuall action Should clip the
wings of contemplation ? 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 161

To clip the Wings Of their high-flying Arbitrary Kings.
1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. II. 339 If he could not
succeed in clipping the wings of his restfess neighbour. 1874
Blackie Self-cult. 10 To clip the wings of our conceit.

2. spec. To cut the hair off; to poll.

c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 140 Wei koude he laten blood
and clippe and shaue. c 1400 Apot. Loll. 95 v- schal not .

.

clip be hed in to round. 1535 Coverdale jer. xvi. 5 No
man shall clippe or shaue himselff for them. 1686 J. Ser-
jeant Hist. Afonast. Convent. 39 They are brought to the
Monastery, and then washed, clipped, and shaved. 1859
Jephson Brittany 131 Hair-merchants, .travel through
the country, clipping the heads of the peasant -girls.

3. spec. To shear (sheep) ; to cut off (their fleece

or wool).
c iaoo Ormin 1189 Jv shep onfob Meocli^, patt mann it

t

clippebb. 138a Wyclif Gen. xxxi. 19 Laban was goon to
the sheep that shulden be clippid. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill,
c. 8 I 14 The same Wool), .(shall] be as it is clipped. 1513
Fitzherb. Husb. % 44 Yf your shepe be newc clypped.
1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie 0/God 516 Like a lamb when
it is clipped, he (i.e. Christ] was silent. 1841 Bischofp
Woollen Manuf. II. 128 The price is. .expected to fall . . as
soon as the flocks are clipped.
abiol. c 1420 Pallitd. on Husb. 1. 1 164 Toles forto gelde and

clype and snere. 164 1 Best Farm. Bks. ( 1 856 20 A faire day
the day before hee clippe, that the wooll may bee dry. 1884
Q. Victoria More Leaves 149 Women were sitting close

under the wall, also clipping.

b. To yield on being clipped.

1879 Wrightson in Cassetfs Teckn. Edue. IV. 238 1 There
were . . sheepin the pen that would clip as much or more wool.

4. spec. To mutilate (current coin; by fraudu-

lently paring the edges.

1494 I abyan vii. 386 The Kynges coygne ..was clypped
and washed in sucne wyse that it was therby wonderfully
mynysshed. 1566 Grafton Chrvn. II. 126 There should
be no deceyt used by diminishing or clipping y* same.
1688 Lond. Gax. No. 2352/4 Such as clip and deface His
Majesty's Coyn. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 620 To
dip the coin was one of the . . most profitable kinds of fraud,

b. absol.

1508 Barclay ShyP e>/ Folys (i874> II. 222 In theyr
wretchyd ryches to abounde, They clyp, they coyne. a 1734
North Lives II. 241 A fellow was accused for clipping.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 621 The practice of clipping.

o. fig. To cut short, curtail, diminish.
1588 Shaks. L.L. L. v. ii. 603 Hoi. ludas I am, ycHped

Machabeus. Dnm. Iudas Machabeus dipt, is plaine ludas.

i6»8 1'rynne Cens. Cozens 66 He pares, and clips the Scrip-

ture. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865' 1. 11. iv. 66 Pfalz must
be reinstated, though with territories much clipped.

b. spec. To cut (words) short ; to omit by indis-

tinct or hurried utterance syllables and parts of

words ; to pronounce imperfectly.

15x6 Filgr. Per/ (W. de W. 1531) 158 Not clipping the
syllables, not skyppyng ony worde. 164a J. Taylor God's
Jndgem. 11. vii. 99 He (the Drunkard] shall lispe and clip his

English. 1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake II. iii. 81 He was
pretty far overcome by the Champaign, for he clipped the

Queen's English, :86a Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Halib. U. xxvi.

(1885' 291 Cupping her words in her vehemence.

O. absol. and intr,

1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide iv. 76 Why pilfer you from my
words f Why clip you ? 1876 Whitby Gloss. s.v., The day
begins to clip. 1877 A7

. W. Line. Gloss. s.v. Clip. 'The
days clip off sorely; we shall hev winter here afore we
know where we are.'

6. intr. To move the wings rapidly ; to fly rapidly.

Also to clip it. arch.
1613-6 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i, O yee blessed Muses !

.. Whose truest lovers never clip with age. 1635 Quarles
Emfit. in. xii. (17181 173 If she springs away The wings of

vengeance clip as fast as they. Ibid. v.xiii.(D.), How 1 would
spring from earth, and cbp away. 1666 Dryden Ann.
Mirab. 86 Some falcon, .flies at check and clips it down the

wind. 1850 H. Coleridge Poems II. 115 Wavy motion as,

on wings unfurled, A seraph clips Empyreal.

7. intr. {colloq.) To move or run quickly. Cf. cut,



CLIP. 507 CLIPSE.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xn.fi859"> 281 He clipped Into

the water with the speed of light. 1837-40 Hauburton
Clock/it. (1862) 46 He sees a steam-boat a clippin it by him
like mad. 1843-4 — Sam Slick in Eng. viii. iBartlett), I ran
all the way, right down as hard as I could clip.

t Clip, v.* Obs. Also 5 clyppen, cleppen. [Cf.

OFris. klippa, klcppa to ring (a bell), LG. klippen

lo sound, resound, EFris. klippen to clink, etc.,

Ger. dial, kliffen to yelp :—orig. type klip\p)jan,

f. root klip.py, in ablaut relation to *klap{p -

:

see Clap and Clepe v.] To clink, to ring (a bell).

<ri44o Promp. Parz>., Cleppyn or clynchyn (Pynson 1499,

clippyn or clynkyn\ Tinnio. Clepyn^ (MS. 1490 clep-

pynge or clyngynge of a bell'.—Clynkyn supra in clyppyn.

f Clip, vA [Erroneously curtailed from Clips v.,

the final s being taken as inflexional. So EFris.

klip, klips.'] « Eclipse.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 426 The clere Sune neuer clippit out of

course yet, But whan Criste on the crosse for our care

deghit. 1480 Robt. Devyll (1798) 21 The cloudes had in

clypped [in Hazl. E. P. Poetry I. 238 y-clypped] the sunne
of grace. 1549 Com/l. Scoii. vi. 56 The soune is maid ob-

scure til vs quhen it clips.

Clip (klip), sbA Forms: 5-6 clippie, 6 clyp,

0- clip. [f. Clip v. 1
]

+ 1. An embrace. Obs.

[1560 Nice Wanton in Hazl. Dodsley II. 180 Cards, dice,

kiss, clip, and so forth.] 1581 Sidney Astr. Stella (1622)

533 Not vsde to frozen clips, a 1683 Oldham Poet. Wks.
(1686) 120 If her fond clip With loose embraces oft his Neck
surround. »

2. That which clips or clasps ; an instrument or

device which clasps or grips objects tightly and so

holds them fast, e. g.
A grappling-iron ; an appliance for suspending a pot, that

has no bail, by its ears or cleats ; in Fishing, a gaff or cleek

(Sc.) ; in Carriages, the embracing-strap which connects the

springs and axle ; in Farriery, a. projecting flange on the

upper surface of the toe of a horse-shoe, which clasps the

front of the hoof ; a spring-holder for letters or papers, etc.

£•1470 Henry Wallace x. 855 Athir [ship] othir festynyt

with clippys keyn. 1559 Wills $ Inv. N. C. (1835) 183 In

the kitchm . . three yron crookes . . thre paire of yron clippes.

1594 Churchw. Acc. Shrewsbury Abbey in Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Word-bk., Three clypes of iron for settynge to the

newe pylpitt vjd. 1737 in Ramsay Sc. Prov. (1776) 52 (Jam.)
May be your pot may need my clips. 1791-9 Statist. Acc.
Moray VII. 557 (Jam.) Long iron hooks, here called clips,

are used for catching the fish. 1801 W. Felton Carriages
102 A clip, .is placed over the axletree, and secures it in the

bed to which it is bolted, and is also used for other pur-

poses. 1831 Youatt Horse xxi, Clips are . . necessary on
the shoes of all heavy horses. 1854 J. Hogg Microsc.

I. ii. 36 A spring clip for holding the objects under exam-
ination. 1865 J. G. Bertram Harvest Sea v. (1873) 114 A
landing-clip or gaff, such as is used in salmon-fishing, is

useful. 1881 Miss Jackson ShroPsh. Word-bk., Clip, a
clamp of iron perforated at each end. .applied as a bandage
to a weak or fractured part of an implement. 1888 W. Rye
Records, etc. 13 Clips like music-books with springs at the

back, .are better than a loose portfolio.

b. Croquet. A marker which may be clasped on
a particular hoop to indicate it.

1872 R. Prior Croquet 49 Sets, .without a cross-bar to the
pegs to fix a clip upon. 1875 J. Heath Croquet Player 23
The best clips . . are made with a spring, so that the player
has only to release his hold, and the clip, closing, fastens

itself on the hoop.

C. trans/, andfig.
1676 Grew Anat. Plants iv. I. i. § 13 Of every pair of

Leaves, the half of one is reciprocally received between the
two halfs of another, and may therefore be called the cleep.

1877 G. Saintsbury in Academy 10 Feb. 113 The peculiar
clip which keeps the characters of a novel together.

3. altrib. and Comb., with the sense * that has, or

acts as, a clip'; as in clip-drum, -lense, -zcas/ier;

elip-hook, a hook closing with a clip or spring

(cf. Clipper, Clevis - b)
;
clip-plate, the axle-hand

of a wheel.
1861 Times ir July, A simple .. eight-horse engine.,

stationed at one corner of a field, with a *clip drum on a
separate pair of carriage wheels placed beside. 1882 Nares
Seamanship *ed. 6) 129 *Clipp hooks for the tack to hook to.

1879 Rut ley Study Rocks vi. 45 This *clip-lens is . . better
than a watch-maker's eye-glass. 1868 Daily Tel. 3 July,
A 12-inch shell . . struck the 15-inch portion of the target .

.

damaging a *clipwasher, and breaking a 2^-inch bolt.

Clip (klip), *&* [f. Clip pSJ
1. pi. Shears i^esp. for wool).
1681 Inv. in Biggarfy House ofFleming (1862) 63 Ane pair

of chpes 20/. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 181 A
pair of clips, a graip, a flail. 1782 Burns Poor Maine's
Elegy vi, A bonnier fleesh ne'er cross'd the clips.

2. That which is clipped or cut : a clipping.
1863 Atkinson Provinc. Danby, A short piece cut off;

e.g. a pattern of cloth or calico.

b. spec. The whole quantity of wool shorn in

any place, or in one season.
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia s.v., ' Farmer A. had but a

very moderate clip this year.' 1842 Bischoff Woollen
Manuf. II. 94 The clip of 1827 is large. 1867 Times 18
Nov. 7/2 Every prospect of an abundant clip.

3. An act of clipping or shearing.
.71825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Clip, the act of shearing.

1885 Hirmghm. Daily Post 5 Jan. 6/6 Higher prices must
naturally be expected between now and the next clip. Mod,
colloq. I've just been having a clip at the barber's.

4. A smart blow, stroke, or 'cut
1

.

1830 Marryat King's 0~.vn xxvi, The master fires . . and
hits the cat a clip on the neck. 1837-40 Hauburton Clockm.
(1862I 89 He made a pull at the old fashioned sword . . and
drawin it out he made a clip at him, 1847-78 Halliwell,

Clip, a blow or stroke, i860 Bartlf.tt Diet. Anter., Clip,

a blow or stroke with the hand ; as ' He hit him a clip '.

5. altrib. and Comb., as clip-mark sb.
;

clip-

marked, •'winged adjs.; clip-collector, one who
collects for customers newspaper cuttings upon any
special subject; clip-house, aclipping-house (tpv.);

clip-shears (Sc. dial.), an earwig.
1888 Pall Mall G. 19 May 4/1 Messrs. Curteis, the clip

collectors. 1567 Acts Jas. VI (1814) 45 (Jam } That *clip-

houssis [ed. 1597, § 19 clipping-houses] be maid within evyry
burcht quhair neid requiris. 1706 Land. Gaz. No. 4236/8
A *clip Mark N. A. on each side her Rump. 1683 Ibid. No.
1859/B A brown Gelding . . *Clip-marked with I. D. upon
both his Buttocks. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. i. 152 A
*clip-wing'd Griffin, and a moulten Rauen.

t Clip, a. Obs. [Possibly related to Clip z\ 2

(Cf. clean and clink = ' completely ', in S. Chcsh.

Gloss. 1887.)] In the phrase clip and clean —
EFris. klip un kl&r (see Doornkaat-Koolman II.

267), with the somewhat vaguely defined sense of
' Trim, ship-shape, in proper order, ready \
1710 W. Mather Yng. Man's Comp. (1727) 75 Take the

first, second, or third Quils in the Wing of a Goose or Raven
(those that are round, clip and clean, are the best'.

Clip-a-clap, clip-clop. Imitations of sounds
of alternating rhythm.
1863 Mary Howitt F. Bremer's Greece TI. xvii. 169 Thy

slippers make a clip-a-clap. 1884 Anstey Giant's Robe
xxxix, From the streets below came up the constant roll of
wheels and clip-clop of hoofs from passing broughams.

Cliper, occ. ME. spelling of sliper, slippery.

Clipped, Clipt (klipt), a. [f. Clip v.2 +
-ed.J Cut as with shears or scissors, cut short,

spec, having the hair or wool shorn, etc.

1483 Cath. Angl. 67 Clippyd, Intonsus. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. vi. 4 This clipped maner of speecbe. 1680
Lond. Gaz. No. 1540/4 Stollen or strayed, .a Black Mare.

.

a clipp'd mark on both Buttocks. 1719 W. Wood Surv.
Trade 346 If the Mint should Coin chp'd Money. 1788
Ld. Auckland Corr.(i&6i) II. 71 Straight alleys and clipped
hedges. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. Hi. 253 A clipt French
puppy. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 153
Jeremy Taylor, .compels his clipped fancy to the conven-
tual discipline of prose.

Clipper 1 (kli-paj). [f. Clip v.2 + -eb.]

1. One who clips
;

spec, a sheep-shearer.

1382 Wyclif Isa. liii. 7 As a lomb bifore the clippere itself

he shal become doumb. 1567 Act 1 Jas. VI U597) § 19
The clipper [of false money] to haue ane penny of ilk

pound. 1641 Bkst Farm. Bks. 11856)21 An ordinary clipper
wilL.cIippe threescore, or threescore and tenne, sheepe in

a day. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. Conclus., Clippers of

Regal Power, and shavers of the Laws. 1863 P. Barky
Dockyard Econ. 149 Platers, riveters, drillers, clippers,

t b. A hair-dresser or barber. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 82 Clyppare, tonsor, ionsatrix. 1483
Cath. Angl. 67 A Clipper, tonsor.

2. spec. One who clips coin ; cf. Clip 4.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. 238 Of clippers, of roungers,

of suilk takes he questis. 1502 Arnolde Chron. (iSn) 176
Fals money makers and clepars of money. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, iv. i. 246 It is no English Treason to cut French
Crownes, and to morrow the King himselfe will be a
Clipper. 1691 Locke Money Wks. 1727 II. 93 Whilst
clipp'd Money passes, Clippers will certainly be at Work.
1773 Geutl. Mag. XLIII. 404 Five persons, .were carried.

.

to York Castle, on suspicion of being clippers and coiners.

1884 A. Griffiths Chron. Newgate 105 Three other clip-

pers, .were found to be in possession 0^400 in clippings.

\>.jig.

1636 Abp. Williams Holy Table (1637"! 90 Speak truth .

.

and shame the Divell ; for he is the old Clipper of speaches.

1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. n. i, Utterers of forged tales,

coiners of scandal, and clippers of reputation.

3. That which clips, applied to various clipping

or cutting instruments, e. g. a reaping or pruning

hook, and in pi. scissors, shears, etc. (see quots.).

1578 Lyte Dodoens in. lxxxiii. 436 A yellowe flower . . in

the midle whereof ye may see a thing like to a little clipper.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Clipper, .a machine for clipping
hair, .especially used for horses. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Clip-

pers, scissors. 1884 Q. Victoria More Leaves 148 The
women, .clipped them [the sheep].. with huge scissors or
clippers.

4. One who or that which clips, moves swiftly, or

scuds along; (cf. Clip v.'1 7). a. A swift horse.

(^Sometimes more indefinitely, as in c.)

1840 Hood Kilmansegg xcii, Away she gallops .. faster

than Turpin's ride to York, On Bess, that notable clipper.

1856 Whyte Melville Kate Cov. iv, What a clipper that
ofF-horse is ! 1887 H. Smart Cleverly Won v. 38 No one
will ever know what a clipper she is till they see her over a
steeplechase course.

b. A fast-sailing vessel ; one with sharp, for-

ward-raking bows and masts raking aft :
' formerly

chiefly applied to the sharp-built raking schooners

of America, and latterly to Australian passenger-

ships ' (Smyth Sailors IVord-bk.^.

1830 Marryat King's Own xhi, She must be a clipper as
catches us ! 1846 A. Young Kant. Diet. (L.), Clipper . . a
sharp-built vessel whereof the stem and stern-post, espe-

cially the former, have a great rake. .This kind of bow is

termed a clipper bow, and a vessel so built a clipper, or
clipper-built vessel. i86z Smiles Engineers TUX. ix. II. 407
Aberdeen clippers became famous. 1884 Harpers Mag.
Jan. 223/1 The first clipper, .was the Rainbow, .built about
the year 1843. -f°r tne China trade.

c. slang. Applied in praise to a person or thing

excellent or first-rate of its kind, Cf. Clippi>'G

a.2 b.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xvi. (1853) 125, I never saw
your equal [Beck], and I've met with some clippers in my
time. 1854 — Ncwcomes I. 124 Wasn't Reynolds a clipperl

..And wasn't Rubens a brick? 1873 Slang Diet., Clipper

. . applied . . as a term of encomium to a handsome woman .

.

Anything showy or first-rate. 1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss.,

Clipper, a clever person. ' A clipper at talking.'

5. altrib. and Comb., as (sense 4) clipper-bow,

-builder, -built \ also clipper-ship = Clipper 4 b;
clipper-sled, a sledge built for rapid travelling.

1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast iv. 7 A small, *clipper-built brig.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v. Clipper, Clipper-built,

Sharp and fast; low in the water ; rakish. 1881 Daily Tel.

5 July 2/2 Superbly modelled craft, whose lines would have
made the old Baltimore *clipper-builders green with envy.

1853 Ann. Reg. 130 These fast vessels have received the

name of *' clipper-ships '. i860 Mal'ry Phys. Geog. Sea xx.

§ 817 It is these winds and waves which, .have enabled the

modern clipper-ship to attain a speed, .at first, .considered

fabulous. 1883 Harper's Mag. Dec. 146/2 A large, .sled.

.

twice as wide and twice as long as your *clipper-sled.

Clipper^ (kli-paj). [f. Clip z\'-t-lk.] He
who or that which clips or clasps ; in //. = clip-

hook, in Clip sb. 1 3.

1851 Coal-trade Terms Northumb. $ D. 15 Clippers, the
hook used, in sinking, to attach the rope to the corf, when
..required to be sent to the surface, or down the pit.

Clipper-clapper, a. [f. Clipper + Clappek
;

the effect of reduplication becoming an accessory

to the combined senses.] Of the nature of a clap-

per that goes quickly.
1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. (1862) 38 Half a thousand

little clipper-clapper tongues.

Clipping (kli pin), vbl. sb} [f. Clipz/. + -ikg 1
.]

Clasping, embracing.
c 1230 Hali Meid. 3 Fleschliche bohtes. .egge5 be to brud-

lac & to weres cluppinge. 1382 Wyclif Eccl. iii. 5 Time of

clipping and time to ben maad aferr fro clippingus. 1434
E. E. Wills 11882) 102 A ryng. .with clippyng of ij handes,
siluir & gilt. 1580 Hollyuand Treas. Fr. long, Embrasse-
nient, a colling, a clipping. X719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) III.

104 Kissing and clipping. 1862 Sir H. Taylor St-, Clement's
Eve v. ii, Is this a time for clippings and embracings 1

Clippingf
vbl. sb.'1 [f. Clip vX\ The action

of cutting with (or as with) shears or scissors.

r 1440 Promp. Paw. 82 Clyppynge, tonsura, 1460 Cap-
crave Chron. 164 The Jewis. . were also accused of clipping

of money. 1560 is£ Bk. Discipi. Ch. Scot. xvi. (1836) 82
The clipping of their crownes. 1589 Pappeiv. Hatchet Biij,

Which made his eares quake for feare of clipping. 1708 J.
Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. in. ii. 11743) I'be silver

coin of this kingdom was miserably debased by clipping.

1839 Carlvle Chartism 160 Successive clippings away
of the Supreme Authority. 1885 Saunders in Academy 21

Nov. 337/2 Clipping [of horses], .was only introduced from
the Continent about 1825.

2. The product of this action, a small piece

clipped off, a cutting, paring, shaving ; a shred of

cloth, a portion pared from a coin, etc.

1461-83 in Househ. Ord. (1790 1 71 His parte of the clip-

pinges and fees. 1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (1884) 61 The
voutesafynge me by the next carrier, .the clippings of your
thrishonorable mustachyoes. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2496/4
Convicted of having Clippings and Clipping-Tools found in

his House. 1866 Reader 28 July 684 His clippings from
popular writers. 1884 [See Clipper 1 2.] 1885 Manch. Ex-
am. 21 Oct. 5/6 The tin clippings are wastefully thrown into

the river.

3. Comb. \ clipping house, (a) a barber's-shop ;

(/>) a house in which false coin was destroyed by

being clipped ;
clipping-shears (see quot.)

;

clipping-time, (a) the time of sheep-shearing

;

{b) the nick of time. (Sc.)

1483 Cath. Angl. 67 A *Clippynge howse, tonsorinm.

1567 Act 1 Jas. VI (1597) § 19 Ordanes the Provest and
Baillies. .to make sufficient clipping houses, c 1250 Gen. $
Ex. 1740 Laban ferde to nimen kep, In *clipping time to

hise sep. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (1856) 2 From lambinge
time, .till clippinge time, which is aboute midsummer, they
are called gimmer lambes. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxi, I wad
likeit weel, just to hae come in at the clipping-time, and
gi'en him a lounder wi' my pike-staff. 1800Wordsw. Michael
174 That large old oak . . Chosen for the sheare/'s covert

from the sun, Thence . . call'd The *' Clipping Tree'. 1874
Knight Diet. Mech., *Clipping-shears, shears for clipping

horses, having a guard which gages the length of hair.

Clipping (kli-pirj),///. a> [f. Clip^. 1 + -ing 2
.]

Clasping, embracing.
1580 Sidney A rcadia (1622^ 92 He. .runnes, and takes her

in his clipping armes. 1599 Marston Sco. Villanle 1. Proem.
171 Let others sing, .of clipping loues.

Clipping (kli-piq), a* [f. Clip V.*] That
clips, or cuts with shears ; that flies or moves fast.

1635 Quarles Embl. iv. ii. (1718) 194 The pinions of a
clipping dove. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. ix, I only wish I

had the command of a clipping privateer. 1876 Blackie
Songs Relig. 4- LJ/e 151 With clipping tongue,

b. slang. Excellent, first-rate.

1861 Thackeray Philip iv, What clipping girls there were

in that barouche. 1873 Slang Diet., Clipping, excellent,

very good.

Hence Cll-ppingfly adv., in a clipping manner.

1849 L.yttos Arthur VT. xxxiii, It was sublime to see Such
polished sheers go clippingly. 1857 S. Osborn Quedah iii.

38 His cognomen . . was Jack Ketch ; a nickname he pro-

nounced so clippingly that it sounded not unlike his real one.

•fr Clips(e, sb. Obs. Forms : 3-4 clipes, 4
clepys, 4-6 clips, clyps(e, 4-7 clipse, 5-6
clyppyce, -us, -es, 5-6 clippis, -ys, 6 clipps.

An aphetic form of Eclipse sb., formerly common.
[So EFris. klips and klip sb.]
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a 1300 Cursor M. 16814 fCott.) |>e clipes \G$tt. esclepis] in

son « moyne. 1377 Langl. /'. Pi. B. xviu. 135 J>is clips

pat closeth now pe sonne. 01400-50 A lexander 2052 pe
son of heuen Lost hase is clarite & hys clepys sufers. 1558
Phaer JEneid M. Gj, Coribantes beat their brasse the

moone from clips to cure. 1612 Shelton Quix. 11. iv. I. 80
He would tell us . . the Clipse of the Sun and the Moon.

t Clips(e, v. Obs. Aphetic form of Eclipse v.

1398 Ikevisa Barth. De P. R. vin. xxix. (Tollem. MS.>,

t>e mone lackeb here ly,te and is clipsid [1495 clypsyd, 1535
eclypsed]. 1581 T. Howell Denises (1879) 197 The sonne
. .Whose clipsed light, hath turnde our shyne to sliade.

t Clrpsi, a. Obs. rare. [f. clips, Eclipse + -Y*.]

Under eclipse, dark.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5352 Love . . Now is faire, and now ob-

scure^ Now bright* now clipsi of manere.

Clipsome (.klipszJm), a. rare. [f. Clip v. +
-some.] Fit to be clasped or embraced.
1816 L. He nt Rimini 1. 10 A clipsome waist. 1822 Blaekiv.

Mag. XL 722 It may be said of them, ' with their clipsome
waists', that they belong to the Cockney school.

Cli'pster. nonce-wd. A female clipper.

178a Elphinstom tr. Martial 11. xvii. 96 She does not clip,

you say? What's braver, If not a clipster, she's a shaver.

Clipt : see Clipped,///, a.

f Cliptic. Obs. Aphetic form of Ecliptic.

1430 Lydg. C/tron. Troy 1. v, He meueth under the clyptik
Iyne. — Bochas 11. Prof. (1554) 40 a, Their fame is shrouded
under y cliptike line.

Clique kl/k). Also 9 clicque, click, [recent

a. F. clique, not in Cotgr., but quoted by Littre of

15th c. in sense 'noise, clicking sound', f. cliquer

to click, clack, clap. Littre says that in the

modem sense it is originally the same as claque

band of claqueurs. (This word has no derivative

in French; in English it has originated many.)]

A small and exclusive party or set, a narrow-

coterie or circle : a term of reproach or contempt,
applied generally to such as are considered to asso-

ciate for unworthy or selfish ends, or to small and
select bodies who arrogate supreme authority in

matters of social status, literature, etc.

l«l Puckle Clnb (18171 30 And from the black art of
selling bear-skins arrived to be one of the Clicque. 1822
Eiiin. Re:'. XXXVTI. 320 The little spirit of a click, or
party. 1833 Colekidce Lett. 8 July, I don't call the London
exclusive clique the be>t Engjisn society. 1833 Lvttos
Eng. <y English XL i. 11840) 253. 1855 O. W. Holmes Poems
225 Choose well your set ; our feeble nature seeks The aid
of Clubs, the countenance of Cliques. 1862 Shirley Nugj
Critt'cjF 478 The sectarianism of a religious clique,

b. Comb., as clique-securing.

1857 Toi lm. Smith Parish 137 The vicious and clique-

securing device of one-third going out each year.

Hence Cli quedom, cliquish influence or power.

Cliqueless a., without or not belonging to a
clique. Cli'query, the action or conduct of a

clique. Cliquoma nia, Cliquoma niac see quot.).

1859 Sat. Rev. VIII. 73/1 Cliquerie, in all its lurking
places, was subsidized, a 1873 Lytton Ken. Chillingly
vni. v. (Hoppe), Heaping additional scorn upon all who
are cliquelcss. 1879 Baring-Gould Germany II. 330 The
small States are the haunts of egoism and cliquedom. 1884
Sat. Rev. 9 Aug. 171 This cliquomania—this notion that a
band of fiendish brethren were leagued against him. Ibid.

171/2 The cliquomaniac will sometimes gravely inform his

confidant of the exact names of the members of the clique.

Clique, v. eolloq. [f. prec] To combine in,

or act as, aclique. Hence, Cliqued i>l/"kt),//V. a.,

1884 Pall Mall G. 25 Aug. 5/1 He. .rose from the position

of a mere woodcarving workman, and was not a little cliqued
against by the regular students. 1885 Graceville (Minne-
sota) Transcript 3 Jan. 6/3 Indian corn lias been higher,
under cliqued holding of light stocks.

Cliquet, obs. form of Clicket.

Cliquish (klrki/), a. [f. as prec. + -lsh.]

Savouring of a clique or cliques.

1853 Lynch Self-Improv. Introd. 7 To be Denomina-
tional is, in my opinion, to be cliquish instead of brotherly.
188. Countries of World (Casselb IV. 3a The .. English
community hangs together after a cliquish fashion.

Hence, Cliquishness.
1853 Eraser's Mag. XLVIL 730 With all the offensive

cliqueishness of Holland House, i860 Apectator 3 July 779
Dissatisfied with, .the cliquishness of the ruling power, [they]
have retired from the club.

Cliquism (klrkiz'm). Also cliqueism. ff.

Clique + -ism.] The spirit, principles, and methods,
of a clique ; party exclusivcness, cliquishness.

1852 W. Wii.ks Hist. HalfCent. 264 The corporations, in

which the rancour of sectarian excluMveness was added to

the corruption of official cliqueism. 1865 Cornh. Mag. XI.
678 The smaller the cliques the more rigid the cliquism.

1884 A. Forbes Chinese Gordon v. 140 British India is a
network of cliquism and favoritism.

Cliquy, -ey [HPU), a. [f. Clique + -y 1J Of
the nature of, or characterized by cliques.

1876 World V. No. no. 20 That Cowes is not what it used
to be ; that it is becoming so ' cliquey '. 1881 Ethel Coxon
Basil P. I. 199 Artistic and literary society of the more
'cliquey' nature. 1887 Pail Mall G. 16 June 1/1 Club
committees, which are usually the cliquiest of cliques.

Clish-clash (kli jklae:/). [A reduplicate for-

mation from Clash v., capable of being used for

various parts of speech.]

1. The reciprocal or alternate clash of weapons,
hence to go clish-clash.

1597 BkjaoN Miseries Mavillia ii, The Speares flew in

pieces, then went the Swordes 1 clish clash '. 1610 Mirr.
Mag, 481 (R.1 The drums went downe—dun downe, the
fluits fit fite, fit tile, The weapons clish-clash.

2. Sc. Idle gossip, scandal. Also attrib.

1807-17 Tasnahill Poet. Wks. (1846) 68 Sic clish-clash

cracks. 1808 79 in Jamieson.

Clish-ma-claver (WiJinllcViTw), sb. Sc.

[formed app. with allusion to clish-clash and claver,

with echoic associations.] Gossip, foolish talk.

1728 Ramsay Advice to Mr. on Marriage, This
method's ever thought the braver Than either cuffs, or

clish-ma-claver. 1704 Burns Let. G. Thomson 19 Oct.,

Don't..have any chshmaclaiver about it among our ac-

quaintances. 1826 I . Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 262
Her clishmaclavers about the Forty five.

Hence Clish-ma-claver v., to gossip.
1821 Galt Sir A. Wylie I. 109 (jam.) To keep me clish-

ma clavering when I should be taking my pick.

Clister, var. of Clyhter.

Clit (klit), a. [possibly orig. = cliht, pa. pple.

of Clitch, in senses 4-6]. Close,

t a. of the atmosphere. Obs.

1587 Mirr. Mag., Induct, ii, The dayes more darkishe are,

More shorte, colde, moyste, and stormy cloudy clit.

b. dial, of unleavened or doughy bread, of soil

that wants loosening.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss, s.v., I would sow grass-seeds, but
the ground will be clit. 1864 K. Capern Devon Provinc.,

Clit, close, heavy; applied to bread which has not heaved
with the yeast. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk.,
Clit, applied to bread or pudding when it is doughy or

heavy, also to soil when, .caked and adhesive through rain.

Clit-bur. [f. Clite + Bur : cf. Clot-bur.]
1851-60 Mayne Expos. Lex., Clit-Bur, a common name

for the Arctium Lappa, [Not in Britten & H.]

Clitch (klitj), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 1

clycc(e)an, 4-5 clyechen, 5 clicche n, 6- clitch.

Pa. I. 1 clyhte , 4 clihte, 5 clyghte, 6 ditched.
Pa. fple. 1 ^eclyht, -cliht, 4-5 cliht, ycli3t,

(?) cle3t, 5 icli3t, clyght, (-ed), 6 clighte.
[OE. clycc(e)an corresponds to an OTeut. type

*klukjan. For ulterior etymology, see Clutch.]

+ 1. trans. To crook or bend; to incurve (the

fingers , close the hand), clench (the fist). Obs.
< ioz$ Liber Scintillamm 99 Na sy astreht hand bin to

nimene, heo sy to syllene gecliht. c 1050 Indicia Monast.
in Techmer's Zeitschr. II. 128 Clyce pine fingras, swilce bu
bbechorn niman wille. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v.

xxviii. (14951 137 The honde hyghte Palma whan the fyngres
ben streyghte out and fyste whan they ben clyghte in [Bod.

MS. iclijte]. Ibid. vn. Ivi. 270 Ciragra . . in the hondes .

.

maketh theym drye and clyghted [Bodt. MS. ycli^t] and
closyd and vnmyghty to be openyd. 157a Bossewf.ll
Armorie 11. 119 b, The fiste. .because the fingers be clighte

in. 1574 Hellowes Gneuara's Earn. Ep. 11584) 145 He ..

ditched nis fist, turned his head, gnashed w* his teeth.

+ 2. intr. To crook, bend a joint, crouch. Obs.

la 1300 O. E. Legends 1 Horstm. 1875* 192 I Matz.) Upe here

ton heo seten lcM$t* 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xx. 120 The
fyngres bat freo beo to folden and to clyechen.

f3. trans. To seize and pull in as with a claw
or crook, to Cleek. Obs.
a 1400 Mary 4- Cross 427 in Leg. Rood 14s Mony folk into

helle he clihte.

b. To take up (water, etc.) with a shallow vessel.

Cf. Cleach.
1631 Holland Cyrupatdia 4 He hath an earthen pot where-

with to clitch up water out of the . . river.

4. To hold tightly in a clutch or grasp.
c 1315 E. E. A Hit. P. \\. 1655 |>at watz cle^t clos in his

hert. la 1500 Chester Pt. (1843 7) 115 A yonge childe in her
armes clighte. Ibid. (1847) 11. 186 In covetousnes my harte

was clighte. tStS Elworthv W. Somerset Word-bk.
t
Clitch,

to clutch, to grasp tightly.

6. To make fast, to fasten ; in mod. dial, to stick

(things) to or together.
a 1325 E. E. Atlit. P. B. 858 A clyket hit [i. e. be wyket]

cle^t clos hym byhynde. a 1400 Mary 4- Cross 410 in Leg.
Rooil 145 Cros, whon Crist on be was cliht. 1863 Erom a
correspondent. Used in the Western Counties . . as "clitch

these papers", i.e. gum them together. A native o/X. Devon
'has heard an old woman, admiring a lady's riding, say
*' There ! her looks as if her was ditched to her saddle 1

"

6. intr. * To stick, to adhere ; to become glutin-

ous or thick. Devon 1 (Halliw.).

c 1315 E. E. Atlit. P. B. 1692 Hit cly^t togeder.

Cli tching, vbl. sb. [f. prec. + -ino 1
.]

f 1. Crooking, bending (ofa joint). Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. v. Ivii. (1495) :7a In clytch-

ynge and l»cndynge and stretchynge of membres. Ibid.

xviu. ix. 763 What fysshes do. . wyth drawynge and clytch-

yng [MS. Bodt. clicchinge] of fynnes ; and foules and birdes

with clitchyng and spreding of wynges.

2. Making fast
;
sticking, dial.

Clite (klait\ [A parallel form to Clete,Clotf.
Cf. also OK. elite, expl. by Cockayne Lecchdoms

t

as * colts'-foot \] +1. The burdock. ? Obs.

rCiERARDE Ilerball, Supp. Table, Clite is Lappa.
The Cleavers or Goose-grass.

1847 79 Hai.i.iwell, Clite fgoosegrass*, in use in Oxford-
shire. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. County 185 The clite

grows with mat rapidity, and climbs up into the hedge.

!l Clitellum kbite lym . Zool. [mod.L., f. L.

clitetl-fp, a pack-saddle.] The raised band encir-

cling the body of earth-worms towards the middle.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 196/1 s.v. Lumbricus, At the season

of reproduction, theclitellum . . becomes . . a highly important

agent. 1855 Owen Invertebr. An. xn, Between the thirtieth

and fortieth segments .. is .. the clitellum. 1877 Hcxlf.t
Anat. Inv. An. v. 22$ The eggs .. are laid in chittnous
cocoons or cases . . probably secreted by the clitella.

Clithe. tObs. [OE. clipae Kpinal 0\. = clifac

Erf., clibe Corpus * lappa': cf. next, and Clyde.
Related forms are Ger. klette, I'tctc]

1507 Gkrarde Herbail, Supp. Table, Clithe is the Bur-
docke.

Clithers. Also 6 clitheren, 9 dial, cllder, -a

. [App. f. an OE. vb. clidan (whence
m4 clidende * adhaercntem in 9th c. Lede Glosses,

Sweet O.E.T. 181) to stick. Cf. also OE. clid-

uyrt 1 glossed Rubea /«/Wr'(Cocka)ne, Leechd.).~\

Another name of the plant Clivers or Cleavers.
XS97 Gerarde Herbail, Supp. Table of Eng. Names

(gathered [partly] fiom the mouthes of plaine and simple
Countrie people

I
Clitheren is Goosegrass or Cliuers. 1847 78

Hal,liwell, Clider, goosegrass. Var. dial. 1853 Miss
Yonge Heir RecLl. vii. * 18741 83 Disentangling some cliders

from the silky curls of Bustle s ear. 1887 — Herb of the

Eietd 173 Cliders have a very minute white flower. 1880
/ . . Comzuall Gloss., Cliders. .the rough bedstraw.

II Clitoris (kbi't^ris). Fhys. [a. Gr. KKftropis,

perh. f. k\u-(iv to shut ] A homologue of the

male penis, present, as a rudimentary organ, in

the females of many of the higher vertebrata.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 226 These Ligaments, .do de-
generate into a broad and sinewy slendcrnes. .Vppon which
the Clitoris eleaueth and is tyed. Ibid. 238. 1650 Bl lwer
Anthropomet. 216 Cutting the Clitoris . . which is revera a
litrle Yard. 1836 Todd CycL Anat. I. 482/2 The clitoris is

found in all the Carnivora. 1871 Hvxlev Anat. Vert. An.
in In some few mammals (e.g. the Lemuridx) the clitoris

is traversed by a urethral canal.

Cli tter (klitai), sb. dial. [cf. next word, and
Clatter sb.-] = Clatter sb*
1884 Iltust. Land. Netvs, Christm. No. 23/2 They might

have taken shelter among a ' clitter ' of rocks somewhere.

2. dial. A flutter.

1880 W. Corn-wall Gloss., I was all ofa clitter.

Clitter kli-toi ,v. [A parallel form to Clatter.
expressing a more attenuated action of the same
kind ; cf. chiller, chatter, jibber, Jabber, etc. Cf.

also Ger. klittem, and its relations to ktaltern.\

+ 1. To chatter. Obs.
a 15x8 Skelton Col. Clonte, He prates and he patters He

clytters and he clatters.

b. Said ofa grasshopper or cicada : cf. Chitter.
1844 Ld. Houghton Mem. Many Scenes, To Eng. Lady

177, 1 lay aloof, With the cicala faintly clittering near.

2. To make a thin vibratory rattle ; to cause to

vibrate and rattle lightly, trans, and intr.

1530 Palscr. 487/1, I clytter, I make noysc, as harnesse or
pcuter dysshes . . These peuter pottes clytter as moche as if

they were of sylver. 107 Thersytes in EonrO. PI. ^848; 82
Clytteringe and clattennge there youre pottes with ale.

3. dial. To flutter.

1880 W. Comtvatl Gloss., Clittering its wings.

Cli tter-cla*tter, sb. [Reduplication of

Clatter.] Alternating repetition of clattering

noise
;
garrulous talk, tittle-tattle.

1535 Lvndesav Saiyre 616 Was nevir sene sic wind and
rane Nor of Schipmen sic clitter clatter. 1576 Luiton Alt
for Money (1851) 163 You may see, sir, olde women ha^e
much clitter clatter. 1697 W. Clelahd Poems 103 (Jam.)

Shall alt your while Be spent in idle clitter-clatter. I7««

Ramsay Monk $ Miller's Wife 73. 1884 .V/. James's Gas.

13 June 4/2 Touch a bag of bones and you arc deafened by
the clitter-clatter.

Cliure, obs. form of Cleavers.

t Clive, v. Obs. Pa. pple. yolive(n). [Identi-

cal in form with OE. clifan str. v. to stick, cling,

Cleave ; and both in form and sense with the

corresp. ON. klifa str. v. to climb: cf. also MDu.
cliven to cling and to climb. For earlier instances

in the sense ' cling ', see Clbavk i>.-J To climb.

1340 Ayenb. 26 Ypocrites sotyls bet sotilhche wylleb he^e

cliue. hi byb uol wexe and he}e ycliue ine dyngnetes.

Ibid. ia7Wyp-oute bise uour uirtucs non ne may cliue in-to

helle of perfeccion. Vor huo bet wyle }uo he^e clyue him
_ jhoueb. .bet he habbe prudence. (So frequent in Ayenb.}

Clive : see Cliff i 0 ; also Cleave v. 1 and 2
.

t Cli'ver, sb. Obs. In 1 oliler, 3 cliver, -vre

:

see also Cleafhe. [app. f. cli/-, kli&-
}
weak grade

of clifan, clijian, to cleave, climb; cf. Grimm. V.

1025.] A claw, talon.

a 1000 Gloss . Prudent, y Recd.^ 14Q Clifra ungularum. Ibid.

150 QUifras ungnlas. a 1*50 Otvt 4 Night. 78 Thu starest

so thu wille abiten Al that thu mist mid clivre smiten. —
Ibid. 84 Mid thine clivres woldest me nieshe. — Ibid. 370

Gode clivers scharp and longe.

Cliver, obs. form of Clever, Cleavers.

Clivers, another form of Cleavers, the plant.

Clives, -ies, clivvis, vars. of Clevis.

t Cli'vity. Obs. rare~°. [f. the common ele-

ment of acclivity, declivity : cf. L. clivus slope,

hill.] An inclination ; an ascent or descent.

1846 Worcester cites Tanner.

Cli'VOSe, «• [ad- I- clivdsus hilly, steep, f. L.

clivus slope, hill. J Full of hills, hilly, steep.

1731 in Bailey vol. II.

t CliTy, «• Obs. rare. [f. clive, obs. form of

Cliff.] By-form of Cliffy.
1587 M. Grove Petops ff Hipp. (1878* 67 The balstone on

the grey doth chase and bcate from cliuie rocks.

!:
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II Cloaca (khv''ka). PL -89. [L. cloaca, f. clu-

ere to purge (Lewis and Short).]

1. An underground conduit for drainage, a com-
mon sewer.
1636 Blount Glossogr., Cloaca (Lat.), the Channel or Sink

of a Towne. >773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 598 The Thames,
polluted with the filthy effusions of the cloacae. 1832 Gell
Pompeiana II. xiii. 17 The gutter which communicates with
the cloaca.

b. A privy or water-closet.

1840 Marryat Olla Podr. xxiv, Toevery house, .a cloaca.

2. Phys. The common excrementory cavity at

the end of the intestinal canal in birds, reptiles,

most fishes, and the monotremate mammals.
1834 Good Study Med. (ed. 4) L 9 In birds the rectum at

the termination of its canal forms an oval or elongated pouch
..and then expands into a cavity, which has been named
cloaca. 1848 Carpenter Anim. Phys,, Serpents 79 The in-

testinal tube, .passes backwards, .to terminate in the cloaca.

1878 Bell Gegenbauers Comp.Anat. 161 A hind-gut is con-

tinued . . to open into a cavity common to the openings of

the excretory and sexual systems—the cloaca.

3. Path. A passage for morbid matter.

1846 tr, Malgaigne's Man. Surgery 172 Across this shell

[of bonej small holes are eaten, by which the matter es-

capes, and which are called cloaca? (Weidmann). 1876
tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 352 Canals leading from gan-
grenous cavities to the surface are called cloaca?.

4. fig. A receptacle of moral filth ; cf. sink.

1850 Carlyle Lattcr-d. Pamph. iv. (1872) 139 That tre-

mendous Cloaca of Pauperism. 1879 Blackw. Mag, Aug.
181 The Stock Exchange has been described, .as the cloaca
bearing with it all the refuse of mankind.

Cloacal (klo|^i*kal), a. [ad. L. cloacdlis, f.

cloaca ; see prec. and -AL.j Pertaining to, charac-

terized by, or of the nature of, a cloaca or sewer.

1656 Blount G/ossogr., Cloacal, pertaining to such filth.

1854 Badham Halteitt. 91 The thousand cloaca] pipes.,
continually pouring out the abominations of the city,

b. Phys.
1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 114/2 The intestine [of fishes].,

proceeds, .to terminate in a cloacal sac. 1879 tr. Haeekel's
Evol. Man II. xix. 146 The brain of the Cloacal Animals
has remained at a much lower stage of development.

Also (chiefly nonce-wds.) Cloacaline, Cloacean,
Cloacinal, Cloacinean adjs. — prec.

1814 Reprint Harmgton's Metam. Title-p., The Meta-
morphosis of Ajax ; a Cloacinean Satire. 1859 Sala Tiv.

round Clock (1861) 379 Infected backyard and cloacean
staircase. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist II. ii. 28 We, sir, dedi-

cate genius to the cloacaline floods. 1887 J. M. Wilson
Eu. Addr. 61 This cloacinal region of morals.

Cloak (khJuk), sb. Forms: 3-9 cloke, (5-6
clooke, 6 clocke, Sc. cloik, 6-7 clok, 7 cloack),

6-7 cloake, 6- cloak, [a. OF. cloke (13th c. in

Littre), cloqtte, cloche :—med.L. cloea, clocca, cape

worn by horsemen and travellers, the same word
as cloke, cloche, bell, so called from its shape.

Cloak is thus a doublet of Clock.]

1. A loose outer garment worn by both sexes

over their other clothes.

c 127S Lay. 13098 Vortiger. .nam one cloke [c 1205 cape] of

his one cnihle. 1377 Langi.. P. PI. B. in. 294 Shal no
seriaunt ..were .. no pelure in his cloke. c 1440 Provip.
Parv. 83 Clooke, armilausa. 1462 Mann. <§- Househ. Exp.
(1841) 150 My lordys tawny cloke lynyd wyth velvet. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 395 [He] gart cloikis mak, and
sindrie thairin cled. 1554-9 Songs Ball, (i860) 12 Thy
clocke ys clute withe jaggis. 1612 Sir R. Boyle in Lismore
Papers (1886) 1. 12 My Russett ryding clok. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 147 F 7 He grew peevish and silent, wrapped
his cloke about him. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y F. III. 17 A
stranger, who assumed., the cloak of a Cynic philosopher.

1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. 1, Subtle poinards, wrapt beneath
the cloke. 1830 Carlyle in Froude Life II. 127 The fairest

cloak has its wrong side.

f2. An academical or clerical gown
;
particularly

the Geneva gown. Obs. or arch.

1641 Curates Con/, in Ilarl.Misc. (Malh.) IV. 375, 1 bought
one new cloke [= curate's gown] in six years. 1727 De Foe
Hist. Appar. ni. (1840) 24 If the Devil should put on the
gown and Cassock, or the black cloak, or the Coat and the
Cord.

f b. Hence contemptuously for : A Presbyterian

or Independent minister ; puritanism. Obs.

1649 C. Walker Hist. Independ. 11. 83 Where a dozen
Schismaticks and two or three cloaks represented a whole
County. 1663 Pol. Ballads (i860) I. 172 Which happen'd
when Cloak was commander-in-chief.

3. fig. That which covers over and conceals

;

a pretext, pretence, outward show.
1526 PUgr. Perf. (W. deW. 1531) 35 b, Vnder the cloke of

ypocrisy. 1592 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 11. ii. 75, I haue nights
cloake to hide me from their eyes. 1611 Bible i Pet. ii. 16
Not vsing your Hbertie for a cloake of maliciousnesse. 1712
Addison Sped. No. 458 P 6 Those Persons, who had made
Religion a Cloke to so many Villanies. 1799 Southey St.
Gualberto 14 Humility is made the cloak of pride. 1858
Doran Crt. Fools 15 Under the cloak of folly, good service
has been rendered.

b. A cloak-like covering.
1875 Emerson Lett. $ Soc. Aims, Resources *WVs. (Bohn)

1 1 1. 199 Tucking up . . the ground under a cloak of snow.
4. The Mantle or Pallium of molluscs.
1842 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 28 Tentacula arising

between the cloak and veil.

5. Phrases. \A Plytnonth cloak: a cudgel: see
Plymouth, f The cloak sittcih fit: = 1 the cap fits '.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. in. Pref. xv, Which cloak sitteth
no less fit on the back of their cause, than of the Ana-

VOL. II.

baptists. 1626 L. Owen^/^c. Jesuit (1629) 10, 1 would haue
soone recall'd him, with a Plymouth cloake [margin Cud-
gell]. a 1668 Davenant Wks. 229 (N.) Whose cloake (at

Plimouth spun) was crab-tree wood.

6. Comb., as cloak-carrier, -string, -twitcher;

cloak-fashion, -wise adv. ; also + cloak-bearer, a

portmanteau, Cloak-bag
; f cloak-father, a pre-

tended author whose name is put forth to conceal

the real author
; f cloak-fish (see quot.)

; f cloak-
man, a Presbyterian (cf. 2 b) ; cloak-pin, a peg
for hanging a cloak on ; a large pin for fastening a
cloak. See also Cloak-bag, -room.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. 'Pong, Portc-manteau, a

*cloake bearer, a leather fastened to the sadlebowe to beare
the cloake. 1636 Prynne Unhish. Tim. (1661) 7 Timothy.

.

Paul's. .*CIoack-carrier, and Book-bearer, .was certainly no
Bishop. 1822 T. Mitchell Aristop/i. II. 283 Please to

throw this mantle round Your neck, *cloak-fashion. 1639
Fuller Holy War 11 A counterfeit, and a *cloke-father
for a plot of the Popes begetting. 1653 — Ch. Hist. ix. vii.

§ 24 The secular Priests say he was but the Cloak-father
thereof, and that Parsons the Jesuite made it. 1694 Nar-
borough Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711) 16 A great broad flat

Fish like a Scate .. called by the Seamen a String Ray ..

called by some *Cloke Fishes. 1680 Roxburgh Ball. (1883)
IV, 637 Though *Cloak-men, that seem much precise,

'Gainst Wine exclaim, with turn'd-up eyes. 1820 Scott
Monast. xiii, Stag's antlers, .served for what we vulgarly
call *cloak-pins. 1725 Netv Cant. Diet., *Ctoak-Twitchers,
villains who formerly, when Cloaks were much worn, us'd

to lurk, in by and dark Places, to snatch them off the
Wearer's Shoulders. 1863 Le Fanu House by Churchyard
III. 211 His white surtout, *cloakwise over his shoulders.

Cloak (khTuk), v. Also 6-9 cloke. [f. prec]
1. trans. To cover with or wrap in a cloak.

1514 Barclay Cyt. $ Uplondyshm. (1847) p. Ixi, This lustie

Codrus was cloked for the rayne. 1752 Fielding Amelia
xr. vi, She cloked herself up as well as she could. 1818
B. O'Reilly Greenland 209 A frowning berg, deeply cloaked
with mist. 1862 Macm. Mag. Sept. 424 Motions as of
shadowy spirits cloaking themselves.

2. fig. f a. To cover, protect, shelter. Obs.

1540-54 Choke Ps. (1844) 42 His wyngs shall cloke thee
from all fear. 1590 Marlowe Massacre Paris 11. vi,

Navarre, that cloaks them underneath his wings.

b. To cover over, conceal ; to disguise, mask.
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. Introd. vi, The lyght of trouth

I lacke cunnyng to cloke. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. i. 21

To cloke her guile with sorrow. 1741 Butler Serm. Wks.
1874 II. 263 Men cloak their extravagance to themselves
under the notion of liberality. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq.
(1876) I. vi. 449 His refusal was cloked under a show of
feudal loyalty. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 17 'Neath smiles
her fear she cloak d.

f 3. a. trans. To wear the semblance of, put on,

assume, b. intr. To pretend, dissemble. Obs.

1535 Joye Apol. Tindale 44 Yf he had had siche a godly
zele as he here cloketh, 1572 Forrest Theophilus 651
Christian folke, Of which none am I, how eaver I cloake.

Cloakage (klJn-ked^). [f. Cloak sb. + -age.]

The act of covering with a cloak.
1846 Worcester cites Martineau.

f Cloa'katively, adv. nonce-wd. [f. Cloak +
-ative + -ly 2

.] Superficially.

1674 R. Godfrey Inj. Ab. Physic 2 Medicines [which]
. .have radically, not cloakatively, cured the Sick.

f Cloa'k-bag. Obs. For forms see Cloak sb.

;

also 6-8 Sc. clog-bag. A bag in which to carry

a cloak or other clothes ; a portmanteau, valise.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 454 Fillit sindry
dry leddren polkis full of small stanis, and band thamc
togidder, in maner of clogboggis, to thair hors. 1552
Huloet, Cloke bagge, penularium. 1579 Gosson Sch.
Abuse (Arb.) 26 Pythagoras bequeathes them a Clookebagge.
1632 Lithgow Trav. vii. (1682) 291 Delivering me the keys
of their three Clogbags before the Consul. [So always in

this book.] 1658 Osborn Jas. I (1673) 533 A Cloak-bag full

of dried Sweet-meats and Confects. 1756 Mrs. Calder-
wood Jrnl. (1884) 51 John Rattray was laid before my
bed, with his head on a clog-bag. 1841 Lane A rab. Nts.
(Rtldg.) 13 He mounted his horse, and with only a cloak-
bag behind him, etc.

b. transf. andfig.
1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 407 That stuft Cloake-bagge

of Guts. 1602 2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. iv. ii. (Arb.) 55
You that are a plague stuffed Cloake-bagge of all iniquitie.

C. attrib.

1619 H. Hutton Follies Anat. 22 Rayling on cloake-

bagge breeches. (71641 Suckling Fragm. Aurea (1648) 61
His garters or his Cloak-bag strings. 1655 Francion 63
Long Cloak-bag-string dashes.

Cloaked (klJ"kt), ppl. a. [f. Cloak + -ed.]

Dressed or wrapt up in a cloak
; Jig. disguised,

concealed, secret.

a 1500 [see Cloakedly]. 1509 Barclay ShyP Folys (1570)

129 Your cloked errour. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
Mark xiv. 93 He folowed Jesus aloofe, and was now a
cloked disciple. 1622 Malynes Anc. LaW'Mereh. 350 Here
is a cloaked lending vnder the colour of buying. 1888 G-
A. Henty Comet of Horse xxiv. 246 A cloaked stranger
was shown into the room.

Hence fCloakedly adv., in outward show, appa-
rently

;
disguisedly, in a secret or underhand way.

a 1500 Songs Carols 15th C. (1847) 66 (Mfitz.) Clokydly
withowt they obey very mych, And inwerdly the most
mayster wer no brych. 1551 Edw. VI. Jr?il. in Lit. Rem.
(1857-8) II. 340 Th' emperour . . did clokedly begine warre.

1565 Card. Allen in Fulke's Confut. Doct. Purgatory
(1577) 404 Yet they dare not but clokedly reprehende them.

Cloaker (khJirkai). rare. [f. Cloak v. + -eb.]

One who cloaks or conceals.

1557 North Diall Princes 148 b/i For being clokers of
vices. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 43 Cloakers of
notour adulterie.

t Cloa-ket. Obs. rare- 1
. In 8 cloket. [f. cloke,

Cloak + -et.] A little cloak.
1716 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 504 This God . . had. .n'Bardo*

cucullus, or Cloket, to keep him from taking Cold.

Cloa'king, vbl. sb. [f. Cloak v. + -ins
1. Wrapping in a cloak . concealment, disguise.
1513 Douglas sEneis vin. Prol. 20 May he cum to his cast

be cloking. 1614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 127 Put not
these vices from you, by your impudent cloakings ! 1824
Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 11863* 226 The shawlings, the
cloakings .. the cautions against cold. 1888 Academy 28
July 54/2 That tears away all cloaking and disguise.

2. Material for making cloaks. Cf. shirting.
1840 Lpool JrnL 4 July 1/2 A variety of Friezes . . Blue,

Mixture, and other Beaver Cloakings.

Cloa'king, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing-\] fig.
Concealing, disguising.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Rivers xlviii, Clokyng flattery. 1738
Wesley Psalms xxxii, Without Reserve or Cloaking Art.

CloakleSS (kl^-kles), a. Without a cloak.
I575 Gascoigne Floivers Wks. (1587) 25 When as I rode

alone . . Clokeless unclad, a 1849 Mangan Poems (1859) 46
Cloakless riot wanders free.

Cloaklet (k)^-klet). A little cloak.
1865 Miss Yonge Clever Woman xiv. {1889) 176 Bright

cashmere cloaklets, scarlet, white and blue.

Cloa*k-rOOm. A room near the entrance of
any place of assembly, in which cloaks, coats, hats,

etc., may be left; also, in recent use, an office at

railway-stations, etc., where luggage of any descrip-

tion is temporarily taken charge of.

a 1852 Moore Country Dance Quail, ix. 34 The squires
and their squiresses all.. She in the cloak-room saw assem-
bling. 1884 G. W. R. Time-tables July 108 There are
Cloak Rooms at all the Principal Stations.

Cloam(klJ»m;,i-/'. Obs. exc. s.w.dial. Forms:
1 cldm, [5 clome, 7 eloame, in the verb], 8

clourae, 7-9 clome, 9 (clorab), cloam ; see also

Cloom. [OE. clam mud, clay, corresp. to MDu.
deem clay, potter's clay :—WGer. *klaim, a deri-

vative, with -vi suffix, of kit- to daub, smear (root

of Clay) ; cf. ON. klcima, OHG. chleimcn, MDu.
clemen to daub, besmear.] In O.E. Mud, clay.

Hence, in mod. dial, use : Earthenware, clay.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 84 Wyrc swa [the ingredients] to
clame. c 1000 /Elfric Exod. 1. 14 Mid heardum weorcum
clames and ti^elan. 1659 Ci.obery Div . Glimpses 95 Season
thy new-made clome with sipid liquor. 1746 Exmoor Scold-
ing (E. D. S.) 52. a 1819 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Poems
Wks. 159 fD.) Now, zester Nan, by this yow zee . . What's
cheny thoft is clome. 1865 R. Hunt Pop. Romances IV.

Eng. Ser. 1. 96 A set of cheene [china] and lots of beautiful
clome. 1881 Blackmore Christo-ivell iv, He spied, .certain

letters, invisible until the cloam was wetted,

"b. attrib. or adj.

1750 R. Pococke Trav. {Corniv.) (18881 135 Cloume ovens
. .are earthen ware of several sizes, like an oven, and being
heated they stop 'em up and cover 'em over with embers to

keep in the heat. 1827 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1652
Earthenware shops, .are called, .clome or clomen shops, .in

Devon. 1861 H. Kingsley Ravenshoe i. iD.), That should
depend on the pitcher, whether it were iron or clomb.

t Cloam, v. Obs. In 5 clome, 7 cloame.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To daub or plaster with

clay.

c 1460 Play Sacram. 708 W l Clay I clome yt vppe ryght
fast. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Gard. (1675) 81 You must cloame
the heads of the wounded branches.

Cloame, obs. f. clomb, pa. t. of Climb.

Cloa'men, a. dial. [f. Cloam sb. + -en 4
.]

Made of earthenware ; earthen.

1827 [see Cloam sb. h.\. 1888 IV. Somerset Word-bk.

t Cloamer. Obs. In 7 clomer. [f. Cloam +
-er.] A maker of earthenware, a potter.

1659 Clobery Div. Glimpses 33 Clomers and Glass-men
likewise reap fair gain When juggs and glasses are in battel

slain.

Cloate, variant of Clote, Obs., bur.

Cloath.(e, etc., obs. f. Cloth, Clothe, etc.

Cloathy, obs. var. of Clotty.
1616-61 Holyday Pcrsius 318 Then sparingly he sups, in-

stead of beer, The cloathy dregs of dying vineger.

Cloaue, obs. form of Clove sb$

Clob. local. [Perh. related in origin to Club,
Clump, q.v.] (See quots.)

1756 Collet Peat-pit in Phil. Trans. L. no Under this

lies what they [in Berkshire] call clob, being a peat-earth,

compounded of clay, of a small quantity of earth, and some
true peat. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 334 A species of earth com-
pounded of clay, and termed ' clob', which, though burned
for manure, lies above the true [Newbury] peat. 1880 IV.

Cornw. Gloss., Clob, a clod or lump of earth. Walls made
of marl mixed with straw are called clob or cob walls.

Hence Clobbed a. dial.

1880 jAGoin IV. Cornw. Gloss. s.v., A choked pipe, .would

be said to be clobbed up. Dirty clothes or utensils are .

.

clobbed with dirt.

Clo"b(be, etc. : see Club, etc.

Clobber (kl^'bai), sb. [Etymology uncertain.

Tn Lowland Sc. clobber, clabber is given as * mud,
clay, dirt app. a. Gaelic clabar in same sense :

but this is hardly likely to be the word : cf. the vb.]

A black paste used by cobblers to fill up and
conceal cracks in the leather of boots and shoes.

65
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18. . Dickems Househ. lYordsXIX. 41 (Hoppe) Ifthere are

crevices and breaks in an old pair of shoes . . he insinuates

into them a dose of clobber, which seems to be a mixture of

ground cinders and paste.

Clobber (klfJ'bsj), v. [Of uncertain origin

:

app. connected with prec. sb. But it has the ap-

pearance of an onomatopoeic word of frequentative

form : cf. slobber, slubber, also clamper to botch,

tinker, or patch up.] trans. To patch up, cobble.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 369 Ihe best black suits

are to be ' clobbered' up.

Hence Clotoberer, a patcher of clothes and shoes.

1864 Times 3 Nov. 6/6 The duty of the clobberer is to

patch, to sew up, and to restore as far as possible the gar-

ments to their pristine appearance. 1866 Lond. Rev. 27
Oct. 459/2 There are various epithets for shoemakers, .there

are welters, repairers, clobberers, clickers.

f Clobbe riousness. Obs. rare— 1
, [cf. Irish

dabar mud, dirt, filth ; clabbery, clobbery, muddy,
in Lowland Sc. and dial, of Ulster.] The rabble,

the ' unwashed \
1577 Stanvhurst Descr. Irel. in Holinshcd VI. 29 The

lobbish and desperat clobberiousnesse, taking the matter in

dudgeon . . knockt their seneschall on the costard.

Clochard, variant of Clocher sb.^

II Cloche. [Fr. cloche bell, bell-glass, etc.] A
special kind of bell-glass used by gardeners for

rearing young or delicate plants under.
1882 The Garden 27 May 371/3 We have some thousands

of cuttings, .coming on under cloches just now. 1889 Cor-
resp. at AVw says— ' Cloche is in common use in the market
gardens about here for the glasses under which spring
vegetables are raised.'

Cloche, obs. form of Clttch.
Clocher (kUTii'jDj), Forms: a. 4- clocher,

5 clochere, -erre, 6-8 clochier ; 0. 5 clokerre,

7 clockier, 9 clockyer
; 7. 6 clochiarde, 7-9

clochard. [a. F. clocher, clochier 1 2th c. in Littre),

in ONK. clochier, cloquier, corresp. to med.L.
cloc c)arium, f. cloche a, cloque, cloche, bell. Occas.

having the suffix -cr corrupted to -ARD.]

A bell-tower or campanile ; a belfry.

[< 1250 Merton Coll. Rec. 1760 Messuagium subtus clo-

cherium de Basmggestok.]
°-- '354 Mem,. Ripon (Surtees) III. 92 Emendantis di-

versos defectus in clocher. 1391 Ibid. III. 106 Carpentarii
operantis infra clocher austrafe. c 1430 Lydc.. A/in. Poems
(1840)201 The greet clocher up for to here, a 1533 Ln. Bfk-
ners Huon xxiii. 68 On euery toure a clocher of fyne golde.

1547 in Illomfield Hist. Norfolk II. 155 For ryngyng the
clocher l»ells. 17*6 Ayliffe Parerg. 192 The Steeple or
Clochier thereof. 1880 J. L'Estrangk in Norfolk Antiq.

Misc. II. 149 A detached bell-tower or Clocher.

p. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 8 Clokerre or belfray. a 1641
Spf.lman Hist. iy Fate Sacril. (mod. ed.) 259 A clockier or
bell-house . . with four very great bells in it. 1871 Ella-
com hk Hells Ch. ix. 305 A separate campanile called the
clockyer.

y. 1598 Stow Snrv. xxxv. (1603) 332 A great and high
Clochier . . In place of this Clochiarde of olue times. 1657
Howell Londinop. 378 A strong Clochard . . where there
were three great Hells, i860 J. Raven Ch. Bells Cambr.
(1881) 25 The five bells which formerly inhabited the clo-

chard of King's College.

t Clo'cher, sb$ Obs. [app. a var. ofCloser 1.]

An apartment, room.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5289 Ledis him forthire, In-to a clo-

chere with a kay. 1400 Destr. Troy 13501 The cave &
the clocher, bere pe kyng lay.

Clock, sb. x Forms: (1 clucge), 4-5 clok,
clokke, clocke, 6 klocke, f>- clock. [OE. clucge

(or cluccge) is found only once, and has no historical

connexion with the extant word which goes back
app. only to the I3-I4thc. ME. clok{ke, clocke, was
either a. MDu. clocke (mod.Du. klok 'bell, clock *),

or a. ONF. cloke, cloque - Central Fr. cloche 1 bell '.

The Du. is cognate with OFris. klocka, klocke,

EFris. klokke, klok, M L( r. klocke, LG. klokke, klokk,

klok, OHG. glocka, klocka, glogga, MUG. glocke,

klocke, glogge, Ger. glocke 1 bell ON. klocka, later

klukka 1 bell Norw. klokka, klukka, Sw. klocka,

Da. klokke 'bell, clock'. The French cloque,

cloche, with Pr. cloca, clocha, Piedm. cioca, de-
scends directly from late L. cloc{c)a (8th c). In
all the prec, as in OE. clucge, the word is fern.

;

but in Celtic, Olr. cloc (genit. cluic :—*cloci"
f Irish

clog, Gael, clag (genit. and pi. cluig), Corn, clock,

Bret, kloc'h, 1 bell are masc. ; only Welsh clock is

fern., and its pl.clych points perh. to an earlier masc.
Known since about 8tn c. in Merovingian L., in Celtic,

and in Teutonic; early diffusion app. connected with that
of Christianity in western and northern Europe ; not found
in the southern Romanic langs. where camPana is the word
for 'bell'. locality of origin undetermined : some refer it,

on historical considerations, to Celtic ; some think it possibly
connected with OHG. cloccSn, chlocchdn, MHG. klockcn
'to strike, knock'; but the variant forms in OHG. point
rather to its being foreign. Wherever it actually arose, it

was prob. echoic, imitating the rattling made by the early
handbells of sheet-iron and quadrilateral shape, rather than
the ringing of the cast circular bell of later date. The rela-

tion ofthe rare OE. clucic)ge to the other forms, which agree
generally with the types klok, klokka, is obscure.

For the original and general sense of this word in the
other langs., English had the word Bkll in regular use; it

is probable, therefore, that clock was introduced either with
striking clocks, or at least with bells on which the hours

were mechanically struck ; it was prob. never prevalent in

ME. in the mere sense * bell '.]

1 1. A bell (the sense of OE. clucge; in ME.
prob. only as a retention of the Fr. use). Later,

the gong of a striking watch. Obs.

[( 890 K. ^Elfred Baeda iv. xxiii., HleoSor heora clucgan
(p.r. cluccganX] 1483 Caxton Gold. L. 281/4 The clockes of

Saynt Steuen. .had a merueylous swetenes in theyr sowne.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 193 And perchance hears the

Clock and Alarum strike in it [a Watch). \c 1715 Lond.
Gaz. No. 5307/3 A Gold striking Pendulum Clock Watch.]

2. An instrument for the measurement of time;

properly, one in which the hours, and sometimes

lesser divisions, are sounded by strokes of a ham-
mer on a bell or similar resonant body ; but many
clocks now do not strike. The mechanism consists

of a train of wheels set in motion by weights or

a spring, actuating and regulated by a pendulum or

balance-wheel, and requiring to be periodically

wound up; the passage of hours, minutes, etc.,

is indicated by 4 hands 1

or pointers, on a * face
1
or

d ial-plate.

(The precise meaning in the earliest quots. is not certain.)

1371 Aborev. Rotul. Origin. II. 314 Pro quadam campana
pro noris diei et noctis per ipsam perpetuodesignanda,clok
vulgariter nuncupata, in eadem turri ponenda et susten-

tanda. 1371 in J. Britton Cathedrals, York 80 Till itte

be hegh none smytyn by be clocke. 1379 Mem. Ripon
(Surtees) III. 103 In expens. super le Clok, xxiiii petr.

1

Iplumbi], c 1386 Chaucck Nun's Priest's T. 34 Sikerer
was his crowyng. .Than is a clok, or an aobay oro-

logge. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys 11835) 20 Evene as the
I clok sevene had smet She entryd. 1449 Pecock Repr.

I
1. xx. 118 Neuere saue in late dates was eny clok tell- 1

ing the houris . . bi peise and bi stroke. 1591
1 lien. VI, 1. ii. 42 Their Armes are set, like Clocks, still

to strike on. a 1640 W. Kenner Christ's Alarm (1650I 286
|

When thou usest to stirre up Conscience every day, wind
j

it up as a man does his Clock. 1741 Young Nt. Th. v. 629
Like damag'd clocks, whose hand and bell dissent, a 1850
Lokcf. Old Clock on Stairs vii, And in the hush that
followed the prayer, Was heard the old clock on the stair,

—For ever—never ! Never—for ever !

3. (The hour of the day is expressed by a cardinal

numeral, followed by a phrase which was originally

a. 0/ the clock, now only retained in formal phrase-
|

ology ; shortened subsequently to + b. of clock,

f c. a clock (see A prep.'1 ), d. o'clock, the current

modern form ; rarer obs. variants were t ©• ot the

clock, and clock simply.)

a. c 1386 Chaucer Parson's Pro/. 5 Ten of the clokke it
j

was tho as I gesse. 1463 Bury /f 7//riCamd. Soc. 1 17 At
vij of y* clokke. 1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. exxiii. 148
Bytwene noone and thre of the clocke. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. 11. (1843* 53/2 The House met allways at eight
of the Clock. 173)9 Chesterf. Lett. 1. xxv. 92 In prose,

you would say . . it is twelve of the clock at noon. 1884
Gladstone in Parlt. 26 Feb. 2 '5 That the Speaker, .be pre-

'

sented to-morrow at two of the clock in the House of Lords.
b. 1473 War k w. Chron. 16 From iiij of clokke in the

mornynge. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. iii. 31 Eleven of clock
at night.

O. 1480 Plumpton Corr. 40 Uppon Munday by viij a
clocke. 1584 R. Scot Disc. Ivitclur. XII. xvii. 213 So manie
strokes as the holder thinketh it a clocke. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 185 Asking a boy what it was a clocke. 1747
Chalkley Wks. (1766) 190 About one or two a Clock.

d- c Prior Alma lit. (R.t, Tis the stomach's
solid stroke, That tells this being, what's o'clock. 1839
South ey Roprecht 11, From noon Till ten o'clock. 1848
Thackeray Snobs xlviii, Five-o'clock-in-the-morning men.
e. 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas. (1845) 75 Make you redy, At

ix. at the clocke. 1634 Brereton Trav. (1884) 1 We. .took
water about three clock in afternoon. 1711 Hearnf. Co/Uct.
(Oxf. H. S.) III. 381 This day at 2 Clock in the Afternoon,

t f. Hence, the hour as struck by the clock.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. nt. iv. 44 To weepe 'twixt clock and

clock. 1768 Bristol Jml. in Harper's Mag. lulv (1883)

232/1 Aboute the time of the tollynge the tenth clock.

4. Phrases. Like a clock : with steady regularity

(cf. Clockwork). To lie at nine o'clock (sec

quot.\ To tell the clock : to count the hour, give

or record the time. To knotu {find) what ocloik

it is: to know (discover) the real state of things.

When one's clock strikes : when one's hour comes.
1561 T. Heywooo Prov.

<fr
Epigr. (1867) 81 She . . opened

the locice, And lookt in the bag, What it was a clocke. 1565
Jewell De/. Apol. (1611) 597 Emperours . . sate by the
Bishops and held their peace, and told the clocke. 1610
Shaks. Temp.w. i.28oThey'l tell the clocke to any businesse
that We say befits tne houre. a 1700 Dryden I told

the clocks, and watch'd the wasting light. 1797 W. G.
Maton Obserr. \Y

r
. Counties II. 129 The veins .. run in a

direction pretty nearly from south-east to north-west, or,

to use the terms of the miners themselves, lie at nine
o'clock. 1836 9 Dickens Sk. Boz 451 (Hoppe) Our gover-
nor's wide awake . . He knows what s o'clock. 1850 Mrs.
Stowe Uru/e Tom'sC. i. 2 He. .manages my whole farm like

a clock. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 04 You've learnt your
lesson, found out what's o'clock. 1887 Rider Haggard
K. So/omon's Mines 10, I hope it won't be brought up
against me when my clock strikes.

5. trans/, and fig. ;
usually with qualifying addi-

tion or context.

1587 Golding De Momay vii. 87 The same workmaister
which hath set up the Clocke of y hart, i6ox Shaks.
AlTs Well 1. ii. 39 His honour, Clocke to itselfe, knew the
true minute when Exception bid him speake. 1791 Cowper
Yardley Oak 46 By thee I might correct, erroneous oft,

The clock of history. 1836 Emerson Nature, Beauty Wks.
(Bohn) II. 146 The succession of native plants .. makes the

silent clock by which time tells the summer hours. 1866
B. Taylor Poems, Autumn. Vesp. 351 The snug warm
cricket lets his clock run down.

6. A watch. Obs. except in modern slang.

>SS9 W« Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 110 If it agre with
the some which your clock sheweth. 1670 Walton Life
Donne 63 That striking Clock which he had long worn in

his pocket. 1884 PallMall G. 29 Dec, 4/1 The rich harvest
of clocks and slangs (watches and chainsi .. gathered at

South Kensington station.

1 7. Applied to a sun-dial. Obs. rare.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's /nst. (1634) Table Script. Quot.,
The lines by the which it went downe into the clocke of
Ahaz [cf. 2 Kings xx. 11, where Wvclif has ' orloge ',

Coveroale ' dyall 'J.

8. A trivial name for the pappus of the dande-
lion or similar composite flower. [So called from
the child's play of blowing away the feathered

seeds to find ' what o'clock it is '.]

1847 Halliwell, C/ock, the downy head of the dandelion
in seed. 1884 J. E. Taylor Sagac. a> Morality Plants 110

The pappus or ' clock ' best known in the Dandelion.

t 9. The core of an apple. Obs. rare.
[Cf. Du. ktokhuis, E. Fris. belhUskt, bell-house, belfry,

also seed-vessel, core of apple, etc. ' partly from resemblance
in form, but prob. more from the rattling of the loose seeds

or pips ' 1 Franck). The original of the quot. is ' Low Dutch '.

But see also Colk.]
1599 A. M. tr. Gabe/kouer's Bk. Physicke 116/1 Take a

good apple . . peele him, and cut out the clockes therof.

10. Comb., chiefly a/trib., as clock-alarm, -bellt

dial, -hand, -rate, -trade, -wheel.

1453 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) II 1. 161 Operanti ibidem super
le Clokbell. 1821 Edgeworth Mem. I. 39 The engine for

cutting teeth in clock-wheels. 1864 A.M'Kay Hist. Kilmar-
nock (ed. 3) 284 Above the inscription are three clock-dials.

1871 B. Stewart Heat § 79 Regularity in their clock-

rates.

11. Special comb. : clock-beam nonce-wd.), a

pendulum ; clock-calm (Aaut.), 1 when not a
breath of wind ruffles the water 1 (Adm. Smyth)

;

clock-case, the framework enclosing a clock's

works; clock-face, the dial -plate of a clock,

techn. the time shown by it; clock-finger, the

hand of a clock
;
clock-head, the upper part of

a clock-case
; clock-keeper, one who attends to

and regulates a clock ; clock -like a., like clock-

work, regular, monotonous
; clock-line, the cord

suspending the weights in a clock
; clock-maker,

one who makes and repairs clocks ; clock-master
= clock-keeper ; clock-pillar, one of the posts

holding the plates of the clock-work in position ;

clock-quarters, the bells in a large clock on
which the quarter-hours are struck or chimed

;

clock-setter = clock-keeper ; clock-smith = clock-

maker; clock-stars (see quot.) ; clock-story, the

part of a clock-tower in which the clock is placed;

clock-tower, one built for the display of a large

clock ; clock-watch (see quot.) ; clock-wise adv.,

in the way of a clock, in the direction in which its

hands move. See also Clock-house, -work.
1862 Thornbi'ry Turner II. 16 A sustained dull "clock*

beam cadence imitative of Pope. 1761 Maskelyne Clock
in Phil. Trans. LI I. 437 The pendulum .. was secured to
the "clock-case. 1870 Newcomb & Holden Astron. 72 The
time as shown by the clock (technically * the #clock-face ').

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Annv. Osor. 447 Or that the course
of y* Sonne should be apportioned after the will of John
"clockekeeper. 1741-70 Miss Talbot Lett. Miss Carter
(1808) 26 If you love that same sort of regular *clock-Hke
life. 1677^ Plot Oxfordsk. 230 A "Clock-line, having a
counterpoise at the other end. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 6i88/3

John Chevins .. Clock-Une Weaver. 1453 Mem. Ripo*t
(Surtees) III. iot Joh. Ripley de Ebor. *Clokmaker. 1688
R. Holme Armoury n. 15/2 Queen Elizabeths Clock-maker
bore a Sphere for his Crest. 1837 Halibi rton iSam
Slick) title, The Clockmaker. i6s6 Massinger Rom. Actor
v. ii, Caesar. Is't past five? Parthenius. Past six, upon
my knowledge; and in justice, Your *clock-master should
die. 1 801 Wolcott(P. Pindar) Odes to Ins Outs Wks.
1812 IV. 377 Thus Paul's four small "Clock-quarters Instruct

their mighty Master when to sound. 1595 Shaks. John in.

1. 324 Old Time the "clocke setter, y* bald sexton Time.
1£56 Stanford Churckiv. Acc. In Antiouary(iBiB) Mar. 120
lo a 'klocke smythe for makyng & mendyng. 1870 E.
Peacock RalfSkirt. I. 137 Turning to the clocksmith, he
inquired, etc. 1867-77 ft Chambers Astron. 914 ''Clock-

stars, certain stars usually employed for the regulation of

clocks in an observatory, by reason of the fact that their

positions have been very accurately determined. 1867 A.
Harry Sir C. Barry vii. 255 The whole *clock-story was
made to project beyond the body of the tower. 1880

Times 1 Weekly ed. ) 25 June 7/2 Mr. Bradlaugh was re-

moved, under the care of Inspector Denning, to the rooms
near the "Clock Tower [i.e. that of the Houses of Parlia-

ment, Westminster, used as a place of confinement for

offenders against the privileges of Parliament], /bid. If he
is kept in tne Clock Tower for any length of time. 1683
Lom/.Gaz. No. 1804/4 Lost on the fourth Instant a Gold
"Clock-Watch. 1884 F. Britten Watch % Clockm. 62 [A]
Clock Watch, .[is] a watch that strikes the hours in passing,

as distinguished from a repeater which strikes the hours at

any time on putting special mechanism in motion. 1888 R.
Arfrcromby in Times 11 Sept. 10/1 The general sense of the

[wind's! rotation is counter-clockwise in the northern, "clock-
wise in the southern hemisphere.

Clock (Uffc), sb* Forms: 6-7 clocke, (7
cloako , 7- clock.
[One of the conjectures offered is that the pattern con-

sisted of bell-shaped ornaments, but evidence is wanting.)



CLOCK. 511 CLOD.

1. An ornamental pattern in silk thread worked
on the side of a stocking.

(From Clocked, it appears that it was formerly worn on
other garments.)
IS3° Palsgr. 206/1 Clocke of a hose [no French given],

1547 Salisbury Welsh Diet., Kwyrk-hosan, a clocke. 1583
Stubbes Anat. Abuses 11879) 57 Nether-stocks, .knit with
open seam down the leg, with quirks and clocks about the

ancles. 1617 Moryson Itin. 11. I, i. 46 Silke stockins, with
blacke silke Grogran cloakes. 1709 Steele Taller No. 3
f s To knit all the Actions of the Pretender . . in the Clock
of a Stocking. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt.(lB6*) II. v. vii.

123 Red silk stockings, with probably blue clocks to them.
attrib. 1728 Vanbr. & Cib. Prov. Husb. iv. i, Nothing

but Toys and Trinkets, and Fans, and Clock- Stockings.

2. (See quot.) [Perh. not the same word.]
1688 R. Holme Armoury III. 15/2 Of a band [i.e. a collar]

. . the Clocks [are] the laying in of the cloth to make it

round ; the Plaites.

Clock (kl^k), sb.'i [Origin unknown. In the

dialects in which it is used, it is not now associated

in any way with Clock sb?\ A name for any kind
of beetle ;

esp. the Common Dor or Shardborne
Beetle (Geotrupes stercorarius). Sometimes with
defining words, as Clock-bee (Sc.), a flying beetle

;

Clock-a-clay, Clock-teddy, the lady-bird ; Buzzakd-
Clock, q.v.

Chiefly northern : found in the dialect glossaries as far

south as Cheshire and Lincolnsh. ; but not in those of
Shropsh., Leicestersh., or East AngHa.
a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. iv, Scho bad gae chat him,

Scho compt him not twa clokkis. 1570 Levins Mattifi. 158
A clocke, flee, scarabejus. 1584 T. Hudson Judith in Syl-
vester/?/* Bartas {162 1) 702 Dimd the Ayre with, .flies, gras-
hopers, hornets, clegs and clocks. 1620 Markham Farew.
Husb. 11. xvii. (1668)77 Dores or great black Clocks are vehe-
ment destroyers of all kinds of Corn. 1647 H, More Song
ofSoul 1. 1. xli, The black-arm'd Clock, the Gnat, the butter-
flie. 1691 Ray N. C. Words 14 Clock, a Beetle. .This is a
general word in this sense, all England over. 1738 Medical
Ess. $ Observ. (ed. 2) IV. 368 Great Swarms of Insects of
the Clock-kind that come in Summer. x8zx Clare Vill.

Minstr. II. 199 Lady-cow, Call'd, when I rnix'd with
children, 'clock-a-clay'. 1823 Galt Spaewi/e II. 7 (Jam.)
A clok-leddy in her scarlet cardinal. 1868 Wood Homes
without H. viii. 155 The common Dor Beetle . . sometimes
called the Watchman or Clock.

Clock, sbA [f. Clock z/.2] = Cluck of a hen.
c 1450 MS. Colt. Faust. B vi. f. qa b (Halliw.) Leef henne

wen ho leith Looth wen ho clok seith.

Clock (kVk), v.* [f. Clock
1. trans. To time by the clock.
1883 Standard 31 Mar. 3/5 He . . was 'clocked' to do it

in some of the shortest times. 1888 Athenxum 29 Sept.
412/3 That ' this race was run in 1 minute 4 seconds and
a half . . In ' Baily's Racing Register ' . . nothing at all

is said about this extraordinary 'clocking'.

2. Bell-ringing. To sound a bell by pulling the
clapper with a rope ; to Clapper.
1872 Ellacombe Bells Ch. i. 25 Bells are sometimes chimed

by what is called 'clocking' or 'clappering* them. 1872

J. T. Fowler Bells, Sacristy ii. 137 'Clocking' ought
to be put a stop to everywhere, and never allowed.

Clock (klf?k), Now confined to Sc. and
north, dial. Forms : 1 cloccian, 4-6 clok(k, 5
cloyke, 6 55:. cloik, Sclocque), 5- clock. [OE.
cloccian, corresp. to MDu. clocken, Du. klokken,

Sw. klokka, klukka. The other Teut. langs. have
forms with u, like mod. Eng. Cluck, though 0

forms are not uncommon dialectally: see klocken 2

in Grimm = klucken, ghtcken. Of echoic origin
;

as are also L.gloc-ire and Gr. tc\w(-ctv (fat. kAo^oj,

deriv. /cKaiy-fios).]

1. intr. To make the peculiar noise of a brood-
ing hen ; to cluck.
c 1050 Byrht/erth's Handboc 76 in AngHaVlll. 309 Deah

seo brodi^e henn. .sarlice clocci^e heo tosprset hyre fy5era.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xn. xvii. (Tollem. MS.) [The
capon] clokkeb as an hen, and clepeb chikens to gedir,
clokkynge with an hose voyse. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 83
Clokkyn as hennys, crispio. 1513 Douglas JEneis xm. ii.

133 Hyr birdis sine, clokkand, scho seikis on raw. 1570
Sempill Ballates 84 They say he can batth quhissill and
cloik [rime-ivds. mock, block]. 1583 Stanyhurst JEneis
To Rdr. (Arb.) 14 Yt were lyke ynough that soom gram-
matical pullet . . would stand clocking agaynst mee, as
thogh hee had found an horse nest. 1631 R. H. Arraignm.
Whole Creature xii. § 5. 150 The Cock., when he hath
found a Barly Corn clocks, and calls to it his Hennes. 1702
C. Mather Magn. Chr. vi. vii. (1852)452 He bark'd like a
dog, then he clocqu'd like an hen. 1783 Ainsworth Lat.
Diet. (Morell) 1, To clock, or cluck, glocio. 1808-79
Jamieson, Clock, Clok, to cluck, to call chickens together.

+ 2. trans. To call (chickens) by this note.
Obs.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. u 660 Nowe she [the hen] goth

before, And clocketh hem. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
Matt, xxiii. 109 b, The carefull hen, fearing her chickens,
dothe clocke them together. 1606 Earl Northampton in
True $ Per/. Pel. Ff iv b, So long doeth the great brood
Hen clocke her chickens,

fb. fig.

1529 More Comf. agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1 179/2 Like a louing
hen, he clocketh home vnto him, euen those chikins of hys.
1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 244 Edburge ..
clocked together a sort of simple women, which under her
wing there tooke upon them the Popish veile of widowhood.
a 1716 South Serm. IV. 54 Engaging men . . to hold forth .

.

wheresoever, and howsoever, they could clock the senseless
and unthinking rabble about them.

3. intr. Applied to similar inarticulate sounds,

made by the mouth, stomach, etc. [Cf. Ger. dial.

klocken'1 in Grimm.]
ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 220 Sona bib seo wamb xehefe^od

and cloccet swa swa hit on cylle slec&ete. 1547 Boorde
Brezn Health % 309 Rvgitvs ventris be the latin wordes. In
Englyshe it is named crokyng or clockyng in ones bely.

'553 Bale Gardiner's Obed. E vj, To clocke or to saye
naye, to those thinges bt have ben done. 1871 Wise New
Forest 186. 1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Clocking, the sound
made by falling, gurgling water.

4. intr. and trans. To sit on eggs ; to incubate,

hatch. (Now the common use in northern dial.)

1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. (Jam.), Ye're sae keen of the clock-
ing you'll die in the nest. 1808-79 Jamieson, Clock, to
hatch, to sit on eggs. This is the modern sense. 181

1

Willan Gloss. W. Riding Yorksh., Clock, to hatch,

b. fig. To ' hatch '.

1836 Galt in Tali's Mag. III. 31 It was he that first

clockit the project.

Hence Clock-, vb.-slem in Comb., as + clock-hen
[Du. klokhen, MHG. kluckhenne\ clocking hen.
1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. clxxx. 1121 God .. vp-

braideth vs, ythe hath played y6 clockhen towardesvs, and
wee could not abide it. 1591 Pkrcivall Sp. Diet., Clucca
gallina, a clocke hen, glocitaus gallina, vel incutnbans.

t Clock, v.'i Obs. rare. Also 4-5 clokke. [a.

ONF. clokier — F. clochier, mod.F. docker, Picard
cloker — Pr. clopchar, according to Diez :—late L.
*cloppicdre, f. late L. clopp-iis lame.] intr. To
limp, hobble.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. hi. 35 per Cunnynge Clerkes schul

Couche [3 MSS. clokke] be-hynde. 1377 Ibid. B. ni. 34
Konnyng clerkes shul clokke [1393 clocke] bihynde.
Clocke, obs. form of Cloak.
Clocked (klf?kt), a. [f. Clock sb£ + -ed-.]

Embroidered with clocks.

1712 Budgell Sped. No. 319 Pi2, [I] made a fair Push
for the Silver-clocked Stocking. 1858 Thackeray Virgin.
xvi. 122 A little ancle, a little clocked stocking, and
a little black satin slipper, i860 Jeaffreson Bk. Doctors
II. 202 Clocked stockings . . had on either side, extending
from the heel upwards some six inches, flowers gracefully
embroidered with a light yellow silk on the crimson ground.

*t*b. Used of similar embroidered patterns. Obs.
1548 in Cussans Ch. Goods Herts. (1873) 21 A cope of Blake

vellat and Clothe of gold clocked.

Clocker (klfkai). north, dial. [f. Clock z>.
2 +

-ER 1.] A clocking or sitting hen.
1804 Tarras Poems, My Aula Hat (Jam.), Crib some

dockers chuckie brood. 1882 Tod Bitsjr. Blinkbonny 140
Put Dan's eggs under one of Bell's 'dockers'.

Clock-house, [f. Clock sbl + House.] A
house built for, or having, a public clock ; that
part of a steeple, etc. in which a clock is set. See
Jack of the Clockhouse. Obs.
1622-3

_

A Itkorp MS. in Simpkinson Washingtons Introd.
42 To Gibson for a new locke for the clockhouse dore. 1563

;

Ludlow Churchiv. Acc. (1860)114 For mendinge the chymes
and the barrelle and jake of the clockehouse. 1656 J. Har-
rington Oceana (1771) 112 (Jod.) The great bell in the
clockhouse at the Pantheon. 1821 Scott Kentho. xii, One
of these turrets was square and occupied as a clock-house.

Clockier, obs. form of Clocheb.
Clocking (klfrkirj), vbl. sb. [f. CLOCK v.~]

1. The action of the vb. Clock ; the noise made
by a brooding hen

;
brooding, hatching {Sc.).

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 83 Clokkynge, of hennys, crispiatus.

1529 More Com/, agst. Trib. H. Wks. 1 179/2 Those chikins
of hys [God's] y° . . wyl not come at his clokkyng. 1616
Surfl. & Markh. C. Forme 68 A young Henne which
falleth to clocking. 1883 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 193 With
their clocking chimed in the distant bleating of the lambs.

2. Comb., clocking-time, Sc., hatching-time.
1784 Burns Ep. Ranking x, As soon 's the clocking-time

is by, And the wee pouts begun to cry.

Clocking (kl^kirj)
,
ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2. ]

That clocks ; in Clocking hen : a. a clucking hen
j

a hen sitting on eggs.

1552 Huloet, Clockynge henne, sh•igultiens gallina. 1720
Gay Poems (1745) 1. 93 Let. .The clocking hen make friend-
ship with the kite. 1824 Miss Ferrier Inker, xvi, Lord
R., sitting, .watching the tea-pot, like a clocking-hen.

b. A West Indian species of Rail : see Cluck-
ING-HEN.
1703 Dampier Voy. III. ii. 74 Clocking-Hens are much

like the Crab-catchers. .They keep . . ir^swampy wet places.

Clockless (kl^kles"), a. Without a clock.
1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. in. 88 O learned Arith-

metician ! Clock-leWsojust to measure Times partition.

Clock-work (klfkwwk).
1. The mechanism or works of a clock.
1662 S. P. Acc. Latitude Men in Phenix II. 509 The

Farmer . . desir'd this Artificer to show him the Nature of
Clockwork, and what was requisite to make up a perfect
Clock. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. $ Art I. 374 Clock-
ivork, originally imported those wheels, pinions, and other
mechanism, which constituted the striking part, or what
was formerly called the clock part of a movement for mea-
suring time . . But at present . . the larger movements whether
they strike or not, are called clocks.

b. transf. Mechanism similar to that of a clock,

wheels set in motion by weights or springs.
1712 Arbuthnot John Z>W/(i755) 17 A puppet moved by

clock-work.
_
1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. I. xiv. 49

A large cabinet full of curiosities of clockwork . . one of
which .. was a craw-fish. 1756-7 tr. Keyster's Trav. in.

263 A silver triumphal car . . which moves by clock-work
about the room. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 572/1 Clock-

|

work has been applied to lamps, .to light them at a specific
prearranged time. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 215 To
go off by clock-work.

C. with reference to the automatic and mechan-
ical nature of the action, or its unvarying regu-
larity ; hence such phrases as like clock - work,
regular as clock-ivork, etc.

1679 J. Goodman Penitent Pard. 1. ii. (1713) 22 Their Re-
ligion was a kind of clock-work, .moving in a certain order,
but without life or sense. 1789 H. Walpole Rcminisc. vii.

29 The king's last years passed as regularly as clock-work.
1799 Southey Nondescripts, Dancing Bear, He would have
tortured my poor toes .. and made them move like clock-
work In musical obedience. 1824 Miss Mitford Village
Ser. 1. (1863) 194 This jewel of a valet, this matchless piece
of clock-work. 1849 Hare Par. Serm. II. 215 Acting to-
gether without any jarring, going as the phrase is by clock-
work. 1872 Mark Twain Innoc. Abr. xii. 78 All is clock-
work, all is order.

2. jig.

a i6z8 Preston Serm. Be/. His Majestic (1630) 18 In this
curious clocke-worke of religion, every pin and wheele that
is amisse distempers all. 1657 T. Jordan Tricks 0/ Youth
Prol., Lest I betray The Plot, and show the clockwork of
the play. 1710 Berkeley Princ. Hum. Knowl. § 60 The
clockwork of nature ..is so wonderfully fine and subtle.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 84 The play of vegeta-
tive and vital clock-works.

3. a. attrib. or adj. (rarely as predicative adj.) :

Of or like clock-work
;
automatic, mechanically

regular, b. comb., as clockivork-like adj.

a 1764 Lloyd To G. Colman Poet. Wks. 1774 I. 1 16 A kind
of clock-work talking. 1780 Cowper Table Talk 529 The
clockwork tintinnabulum of rhyme. 1824 Miss Ferrier
Inker, lvii, A very .. quiet, old-fashioned family, quite
clock-work in our ways and hours. 1847 Tknnyson Princ.
Prol. 71 Round the lake A little clock-work steamer pad-
dling plied. 1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Dec. 583 A pattern of clock-
work punctuality and concentrated energies.

Clod vkl^r, sb. So 5-; also 5-7 clodde, 6
clodd. [Appears in 14th c. as a variant of Clot

;

after which the two forms were long entirely

synonymous, but they have subsequently been
differentiated, the typical senses bein£t-now re-

spectively as in a clod of earth, and a clot of blood.

But OE. had already clod-hamcr field-fare, and Clod-
kangrapr. name; clod must be old in Teutonic : cf. Grimm,
kloder, and klod, klot, cited under it. The vb. stem glu-,
gteu-, in Teut. klu-, klcu-, 'glomerare' (see Clew!, would
give a sb.glu-to-, whence OTeut. klic-do-, OE. clod.]

+ 1. A mass formed by the coagulation of any-

thing liquid, esp. blood. Obs. (now Clot.)
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. iv. vii. (1495) 89 Anone as

the blood is out of the body anone it rennyth and tornyth
in to cloddes. 1545 Ravnold Byrth 0/Mankind (1552) 44 b,

Great lumpes, kakes, or cloddes of bloud, congeled to-

geather. 1600 Fairfax Tasso vii. liv, His locks with clods
of bloud and dust bedight. a 1620 Carew (J.), Fishermen
..light on swallows congealed in clods of j slimy sub-
stance. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. {1771J 62 We
found several Clods of Blood.

2. A coherent mass or lump ofany solid matter,

e. g. a clod of earth, loam, etc. (Formerly, and
dialectally still sometimes, Clot. See also Cloud 2.)

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 73 To preve it [thi lande] fatte,

a clodde avisely To take .. and loke if it be glewy. 1581

J. Bell Haddons Ausw. Osor. 458b, A clodd of earth
which they doe affirme, was under Christes feete when he
raysed Lazarus. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 65 A clod of
waiward marie. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 565 One . . at the
Forge .. two massie clods of Iron and Bras Had melted.
1692 Bentley Boyle Led. 154 To think that a clod of
earth in a sack may ever by eternal shaking receive the
fabrick of man's body. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. vii. 261

Cresphontes . . threw a clod of earth into the water.

3. spec. A lump of earth or clay adhering to-

gether. (Formerly Clot.)
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 83 Clodde, gleba. 1570 Levins Mauif.

155/25 A clodde, clot, gleba. 1577 B. Googe Heresbae/is
Husb. 1. (1586) 23 b, The Feelde is saide to be . . broken up
when it is first plowed lying in great Cloddes. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. 1. 139 The Peasant . . pounds with Rakes The
crumbling Clods. 1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers 11795) I. 11.

93 Clods and stones were thrown at him. 1850 Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom's C. xxvi. 250 Those words fell on his heart like

clods upon a coffin.

b. As a substance, without : The soil or

dust of the ground in its lumpy character. Often

a depreciatory term for the earth in its unpleasant
associations.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878I 100 Leave wheat little clod, for

to couer the head. 1601 Dent Pathw. Heaven 77 If they
[the covetous] were not altogether hardned . . they would
not be so neerely knit to the clod and the peny as they are.

1795 Southey Vis. Maid Orleans 1. 107 The finely-fibred

frame, .[shall] mingle soon With the cold clod. 1845 Hirst
Poems 52 Long ere this, upon my breast The clod had lain.

1880 Howells Undisc. Countrym. 57 Shallow sciences which
trace man backward to the brute, and forward to the clod.

c. The ball of earth that adheres about the root

of a tree or plant. (Formerly Clot.)

1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compt. Gard. 9 Orange-Trees
make no Clod, or Union, so as 'tis very difficult to. .change
them upon occasion. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blonds Garden-
ing 157 Trees raised with their Clod of Earth about them.
Ibid., Planting Trees in their Clod. 1828 Stevart Planter's

G. 39 With as much of the clod about the roots as possible.

d. A lump of turf with the adherent earth ; a

sod, a peat. Obs. exc. dial. Formerly also Clot.
1594 Plat Je-zuell Ho. 1. Divers Neiu Exper. 12 Where

fewell is deere, they vse to make cloddes, or turfs of them.

1
1609 Manch. Court Leet Records (1885) II. 242 Cart loades
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of grcene clods out of the lords wasts. 1884 Chesh. Gloss.,

Clod, a sod.

e. A bit of turf, spot of ground, dial, or techn.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 251/2 The Clod is the green
Sod on which . . Cocks . . fight, which is generally round
that all may see. 1865 E. Waugh Besom Ben v. 54 in Lane.
Gloss. s.v., Hi' dog would ha' toucbt noan o" thee, iv thae'd

bin upo' thi own clod.

4. fig. Applied depreciatively to the human body
as being a mass of * clay

'
; also to a human being

as a 1 child of clay', or as * of the earth, earthy'.

1595 Si'Ekser EpithaL 411 A thousand torches., to us
wretched earthly clods, .lend desired light. 1650 T. Pecke
Pamassi Pucrp. 163 The Audacious Clod, Commanded
Worship, to himself, as God. 1665 Glanvill Seeps. Set. i. 15
The purer Spirit is united to this Clod. 1667 Milton/*. L. x.

786. 1798 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Tales oj Hoy Wks. 1812 IV.

405 Howl for ever for a breathless clod. 1866 J. H. Newman
Gerontt'us iv. 26 Low-born clods Of brute earth.

5. fig. A blockhead, clodpate ; a clodhopper.
I *579 J • Stubbes Gaping Gulff) j b, Turne vnder perpetuall

slauery, as cloddes the country people.] 1605 o. Jonson
Volpone 111. 1.9 Not bred 'mongst clods and clodpoles. 1645
M ilton Colast. Wks. 118511 362 Rather then spend words with
this fleamy clodd ofan Antagonist. 1793 Wolcotti P. Pindar)
F.p. PopeYfks. 1812 III. 211 Clap to the wheel your shoulder,
Master Clod. 1851 Dickens Bleak Ho. I. xiii. 175 Jolter-
headed clods. 1869 Blackmore Lomet D. iv. 22 The Doones
were of very high birth, as all we clods of Exmoor knew.
attrib. 1735 Savage Progr. Divine 85 When the clod

justice some horse-laugh wou'd raise.

f 6. Sc. A small loaf of coarse unleavened bread.
a 1774 Ferglsson Poems xi. (1789) 79 (Jam.) Our cottar

childer . . Toil for pease-clods and gud Lang kail. 1790
Shirrefs Poems 245 IJam.) Clods and Souters brandy. 183a
R. D. C. Brown Lintoun Green 8 (Jam.) Sutors-clods In
Selkirk town were rife; O' flour baked, brown, and rough
as sods.

7. Fishing. — Bab. (See quots.)
1867 F. Francis Angling iil {1880) 02. 1885 Sat. Rev. 21

Nov. 673/1 Norfolk ' babbers 1

. . catch eels. The 1 bab ', or
'clod' . . is a number of lobworms threaded on pieces of
worsted, and . . tied up in a bunch not unlike a small mop.

8. The coarse part of the neck of an ox, nearest

the shoulder.
1601 Q. KHz. Househ. Bk. in Househ. Ont. (1790) 288 He

(the serjeant of the Larder] hath for his fee two cloddes,
one little rumpe, chine of beefe, of every oxe that is sent in

the Queene's house. 1841 P. Parley s Ann. III. 132 Her
dinner, consisting of six ounces of boiled clod of beef. 1865
Pall Mall G. 10 Nov. 9 Every ox has two clods ., which
do not sell for more than 4//. a pound.

1 9. See f]uot.' Obs.
1678 in Phil. Trans. XII. 1003 The outer parts, or Cuticle

(or, as the Author calls them, Clods) of the Hair.

10. Coal-mining. (See quots.)
1867 W. W. Smyth Coal -y Coal-mining 25 Partings will

occur, of clod or various earthy material. 1879 Shropsh.
Word-bk., Clod, shale found in the coal measures. 1881
Raymond Mining Gloss., Clod, soft shale or slate . . usually
applied to a layer forming a bad roof.

11. A heavy solid blow. dial. Cf. Clod v. 5, 6.

1886 Pall Mall G. 25 Nov. 4/2 The man. .lost his temper,
and hit her a ' clod * in the head . . A clod is a heavy, lump-
ing blow.

12. Comb., as clod-breaker
\
clod-brcncn, -tongncd

adjs. ; clod-crusher, {a.) a machine for crushing
the clods left by the plough

; (/'.) a ]«rson who
walks heavily; also ctod-critsliing

; clod-fishing,
fishing for eels with a Clod 7 j f clod-fist, a
heavy clumsy fist

;
clod-head, clod skull, a

Cloi>-pate
; clod-mall, -moll, a large wooden

mallet or hammer for breaking clods (arcA.)

;

f clod-salt, the salt which adheres in clots to

the bottom of the salt-pans.
1818 Scorr Rob Roy ix, The old miserly *clod-breaker

called me pettifogger. 1881 DuFFlSLD Don Quix. II. 493
Calling her a . . dodbreaker's or hempsp'tnner's daughter.
i8ai Clare VOL Minstr. I. 124 The *clod*brown lark that
hail'd the morn. 1841 H. Stephens Bk. Farm (1851J II. 28
CrosskiU's *clod-crusher . . one of the most efficient imple-
ments of its class. 1874 Knight Dki. Meek, s.v., One form
ofclod-crusher consists ofa series of cast-metal rings, .placed
loosely upon a round axle, and revolving thereon independ-
ently of each other. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 111. ti. 76
Shee multiplyed her *clod-fists .. about the muzard of him.
1644 Col. Chadwick Let. in 4th Rep. Comm. Hist.
MSS. 275/2 Being 'clodheads merely sensible and sen-
suall. 1794 Agric. Surv. Benuick p. xxxii. (Jam.) To
break the clods . . used formerly to oe done . . by hand
with *clod-mells, or wooden mallets. 1879 Shropsh, Word-
bk., Clod-mall, a large wooden hammer employed for break-
ing clods. 1884 Chesh. Gloss., Clod-mau: 1674 Rav Collect.
Eng. Words, Salt-making Cheshire, A cake which sticks to
the bottom of the pan (which they call *clod salt). 1679
Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 95 Clod-salt .. is there [at Droyt-
witch) the strongest salt of all. 1707 E. Ward Hudibras
Rediv. (1715) n. ix, When *Clod-skulls, at the worst o" th'

hay, By brutal Rage shall make their Way. 1887 PallMall
G. 17 Sept. 1/2 Unimpassioncd and *clod-tongued—stolid
and solid.

Hence Clodward a., towards the clods, earthy.
1883 Arthur Femley Led. 71 The most clodward thinker

that ever bent his looks down.

Clod (k-W), v. [f. Clod sb. : cf. the originally

identical Clot v.]

t 1. trans. To free (land^ from clods by harrow-
ing, rolling, or the like. Also absol. Obs.

< 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 111. 28 Eke diligently clodde it

[L. occa], pyke oute stones. c\\tfiPromp. Parv. 83 Clod-
dyn or brekyn cloddes, oeco. x6i6 Surfl. & Markh.
Country Farme 533 To clod it [arable ground) with a roller

or board to couer it. 1743 R. Maxwell Set. Trans. Soc.
Improv. Agric. 323 (

Jam.) The ground mu»l be well har-
rowed, clodded, and cleaned from all obstructions.

t 2. To cover with clods. Obs.
c 1430 Pallad. on Husb. xn. 8 Clodde hem [barley, beans,

etc.] large, as wel thai may be wrie.

3. To form or turn into clods ; formerly also to

run into clots, to Clot (sense 3). trans, and intr.

1530 Palsgr. 488/1, I clodde, I go in to heapes or in to

peces, as the yerthe dothe, Je amoncelle. 157* R. H. tr.

Lauaterus' Ghostes (1596) 207 Snowe clodded together.

1639 T. De Grey Compt. Horsem. 9 Keep the Vdder that

the milke doe not clod. 1655 Goige Comm. Heb. ix. 19. 11.

378 To keep the blood from clodding. 1741 Compt. Fam.
Piece 1. vi. 278 As soon as you have well mixed it [malt]
with the Liquor, and prevented it from clodding.

f 4. trans. To enclose in or as in clods. Obs.
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict, in Fan- S. P. Jas. I

(1848) 36 That . . man, might spend. .Clodded in lumps of
clay, his wearie life to end.

5. trans. To pelt with clods.

1755 in Johnson without quotation. 1888 Sc. Leader 28
Nov. 7 The crowd of boys . . Kept stoning and clodding him
for a considerable distance.

b. intr. To throw clods or stones.

1781 J. Hl tton Tour Caves, Clod, to throw stones. 1867
E.Waugh Tatttin' Matty ii. in Lane. Gloss.s.v. Clod, There's
a rook o' chaps bin cloddin' at it.

6. gen. To heave or throw heavily, north, dial.

1815 Scott Guy M. xi, ' She grippit him, and clodded him
like a stane from the sling ower the craigs.' 1864 T. Clark
Westmorld. Dial, in Kendal Mercury 30 Jan., He clodt
tioon his books an sed he cud meeak nowt omnia. 1870 K.
Peacock Rat/ Skirl. I. 187 He's .. clodded 'em into th'

carriage.

7. intr. To fish for eels with a clod ; to bob.
1888 Eng. Illust. Mag. 380, I have sniggled . . for eels.

I have bobbed ior clodded) fur them on a Dorsetshire river.

Hence Clo dding vld. sb. and ///. a.

c 1550 Lacy Wyl Bucke's Test, in Halliw. Lit. \tth * 17M
C. (1851)54 Clodding of the blode- 1551 Hlloet, Cloddynge
betyll or malle, occa. 16x6 Sckfl. & Markh. Country
Farme 541 Where the woodden rowler will not serue, there
you shall take clodding-bectles, made of purpose broad and
flat, and with them breake the clods. 1816 K eatinge Trav.
II. 185 The cost of clodding and weeding.

Clod, obs. f. Clad (see Clothe), Cloud.
In the following, modern edd. read clogged

;

clodded or clotted, and eloyd arc also suggested.
1621 Fletcher Island Princess 1. iii. (1st Fol. 09) Her

spirit . . Til a clear one, Clod with no dirty stuff, She is

all pure honour.

Clodded ^kl^-ded a. [f. Clod v. +-ZD 1
.]

Stuck together in clods or lumps. Formerly also
= Clotted, coagulated.
156a Phaer sEneidww. Viiij b, Stormful clouds ofclodded

raync. 1565 Golding Ovitfs Alet. 1, Severd from the blind
And clodded heape. 1504 T. li. La Primaud. Fr. Acad.
11. 354 Is . . like to blood newly pressed out and clodded.
x688 H. Wharton Enthus. Ch. Rome 82 His Hair clodded
and uncombed. 17*5 Bradley Fam. Did. s. v. Musk,
Clodded Blood . . found under the Skin of the Animal when
it is flead. 181a Exam. 11 May 292/1 Parched and clodded
surface [of land] the consequence of drought. 1818 Keats
Kndym. 1. 297 This dull and clodded earth,

b. I laving a clod adhering.
1800 Hlkdis Fav. Village 158 The ploughman's clodded

heel.

t Clo*dder, sb. Obs. exc. dial. [See next, and
cf. clotter, ctuddcr, clutter.'] A clotted or curdled

mass, a clot.

it 1400 Mary a> Cross 326 in Leg. Rootl 142 In cloddres of
blod his her was clunge. 1657 Reeve Golfs Plea 24 Thou
lookest like raw flesh, yea like a prodigious clodder. 1698
Christ Exalted 2o In bis Agony, Sweating dodders of Blood.

1 Clo'dder, v. Obs. [This and the sb. of same
form were probably in their origin phonetic variants

of Clotter, iterative derivative of Clot v., the

phonetic series being ctoter, eloper, cloder : cf. the

first two quots. below, and the equivalence ofClod,
Clot.] To run together in clots, to coagulate,

become clotty or lumpy.
It 1386 Chaucer Knts. T. 1887 The clothcred blood (vs.

clotered, clotred, clobrcdLj 1499 Promp. Parr. 83 (Pynson)
Cloderyn (MS. K. cloteryn, as blode, or other lyket, co^

agulo. 1530 Palsgr. 487/2, I clodder, lykewhaye or bloode
whan it is colde, *Je congele. 1656 Kioglev Prod. Physick
250 If Milk stay long in the Brests, the whey exhalcth, and
the rest dodders. 17*0 Robie in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 122

Cause the Ashes to lump or clodder together. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., Cltkider, to form ingredients into a mass with some
soft material. Clodder d, aggregated.

Hence Clo ddered pfl. a.

1570-6 I-.ambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 219 Time . . hath
purged quite Our former doddred spots. 1675 Brooks
Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 92 It made his blood startle out of
his body in congealed cloddered heaps.

Cloddiness (kb/dines). [f. Cloddy + -ness.]

Cloddy quality or condition.
1805 Li cocK Nat. Wool 187 The compactness of the staple,

or as manufacturers term it the ' cloddiness
1

of the wool.

Cloddish (klfrdij), a. [f. Clod + -I8H.] Some-
what clod-like ; savouring of boorish stolidity or

awkwardness.
1844 Disraeli Coningsby in. v. 112 His boots . . seemed to

him to have a cloddish air. 1853 Hawthorne Blithedale
Rom. viii. (1879) 80 Our thoughts .. were fast becoming
cloddish. 188a Comh. Mag. 539 Lads, fresh from the

heather, hang round the stone in cloddish embarrassment.

Hence Clo ddishness.

Cloddy (kVdi), a. [f. as prec. + -T 1.]

f 1. Characterized by the presence of clots

;

clotted, coagulated, lumpy. Obs.

1547 Recorde Judic. Ur. 69 b, A cloddy uryne is that
which hath in it cloddes of blood. 1551 Turner Herbal \.

I vj b. It draweth out cloddy or clotted bloude. 1658 A.
Fox Wurtz' Surg. m. iv. 228 If the matter be tuff . . and is

cloddy, it is a sign that the body decayeth in strength.

2. Characterized by, or abounding in, clods.
1545 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke Pref. (1548) 2 Cloddy

hard ground. 1595 Shaks. John ML L 80 Turning The
meager cloddy earth to glittering gold. 1656 Dccard Gate
Lat. Unl. \ 333 If it bee cloddy, hee levelleth it with
rowlers turned over it. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Prod. Agric.
II. 289 Light dry soils . . they should be cloddy, and these
clods should not fall to pieces easily by the harrows.

3. Of the nature of a clod, clod-like
; earthy (in

a depreciative sense).
1613-15 Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. iv. xiii. (1853) 309 These

very bodies that are now cloddy like the earth, shall once be
bright as the sun. 164a Rogers Naaman 2 Cloddy, carnall,
dead and sensuall creatures.

4. Clod-like in shape, short and thick, lumpish.
1711 E. Cooke V'oy. S. Sea 342 A thick cloddy Fish, with

a large Head. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Cloddy, thick, short,
and full of flesh. Also unintellectual.

5. sb. = Clod-hopper i. dial.

1825 R. Ward Tremaine II. xxxiu. 290 Among the males
there were none . . but cloddies. 1877 K. Peacock Gloss.
N. W. Lincolnsfu, Cloddy, an awkward ill-dressed man.
' What a cloddy it is !

*

Clode, obs. f. Cloud.

+ Clodge, v. Obs. rare~\ [? Modification
of clog, after cledge.] ? To clog.

1598 Bp. Hall Sat. nr. ii. 128 And clodge their slaui>h
tenants with commaunds.
Clo d-hopper, [f. Clod sb. + Hop v.

;
perh.

with humorous allusion to grass-hopper.]

1. One who walks over ploughed land ; a plough-
man or agricultural labourer ; a country lout

;

hence, a clumsy awkward boor, a clown.
e 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Clod-hopper, a Plough-

man. 1 -l i Mrs. Centlivre Artifice m, i. Did you ever
see a dog brought on a plate, clodhopper? Did your 1834
Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 136 He turned his
clowns into gentlemen, and their brother clod-hoppers
laughed at them, and they were ashamed.
2. //. A ploughman s heavy shoes.
1836 E. Howard R . Reefer lxii. Purser's shoes . . a hybrid

breed, between a pair of cast-on* slippers and the plough-
man's clodhoppers.

3. A bird ; the Wheat-ear. Cf. Clotbird.
1834 Mudie Brit. Birds (1841) I. 267 The fallow-chat,

wheat-ear, and clod-hopper are not inappropriate names.
1885 Swainson Prov.-n. Brit. Birds 10 (E. D. S.V

Hence {nonee-wds.) Clodho ppering, Clodho p-

perish, Clodho'ppership.
183a J. Wilson in Blacknv. Mag. XXXI. 1002 Our own

dislike to their clodhoppcrships. 1880 Mrs. Whitney Odd
i or Even 37 The traditional clodhoppcring which real New
England farm-life has long been rising away from.

Clo'd-hopping, [f. as prec.] Following
the plough

;
jxirtaining to, or of the nature of,

clodhoppers
;
loutish, boorish.

1843 Dickens Mart. Chuz. vii, A common, paltry, low-
minded, clodhopping, pipe-smoking ale-house. c 1854
Thackeray Wolves * Lamb 1. (1&69) 340 You little scamp
of a clod-hopping pfoughboy. 1867 Ch. State Rev. 13

Jan. 33 Shufnings of clodhopping boots.

N 1 Clodhopping sb. Agricultural labour.

1847 L. Hunt Jar Honey vii. (1848187 Spenser delights
to designate himself as 4 Colin Clout ', as though he were
a patch in the heels of clodhopping.

Clodly (klp'dli), adv. [sce-LY-.] In a clod-

dish or clod-like manner ; dully, heavily.
180 Kt'SKiN Stones V'en. III. 337 It is not, like those [pic-

tures] we have been passing, clodly painted.

Clo d-pate. [f. Clod + Pate head.]

1. A thickhead or blockhead.
1636 T. Randall in Ann. Dubrensia (1877) 17 What Clod-

pates, Thenot, are our Ilritish swaines ! a 1679 Earl oe
Orrery A ttemira 11, The sober Clod-pate States-man. c 1690
It. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Clodpate, a heavy, dull Fellow.

2. A thick head. (Better two words.)
176a Smollett Sir L. Greaves viii. (D.) There is more logic

in that remark . . than 1 expected from your clod-pate.

Clo'd-pated, *. [f. prec. + *el>-.] Thick-

headed, stupid, dense.

1638 Ford Lady's 'Trial 111. i, You are dull clod-pated

lumps of mire and garbish. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull

(1755) 10 John was not so clod-pated, but at last he took
the hint. 1 822 Scott Nigel xxviii, A clod-pated old chandler.

Clo-d-poll, clod-pole. [f. Clod + Poll head.]

s Clod-pate.
1601 Shaks. Tivet. N. Hi. iv. 208 This Letter being so

excellently ignorant . . he will finde it comes from a Clodde-

pole. £1817 Hogg TalesfySk. IV. 66 He thought the story

. . too ridiculous for any clodpole to have contrived. 1840

Thackeray Catherine i, A poor clodpole, like Tom there.

1878 Browning Poets Croisic 83 Our Academic clodpoles

must be dense.

t Cloe, v. Obs. north, dial. [a. ON. kid (Sw.

A-td, Da. Adoe) str. vb., earlier form klaga, klaha,

pa. t. Aid-, klogom, pa. pple. klegenn, to scratch, to

claw an itching place
;

prob. connected with Ado

claw, the relation of which to the stem of Claw
sb. and v. is uncertain.] =Claw v. 3.

? a 1 400 Chester PI. 186 With this crocket cainrocke your
backes I shall cloe.
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Cloe-board, -hammer, obs. variants of claw-

board (m Clapboard), Claw-hammer. [Peril,

really for clovc-bord, -hammer : see Clove «.]

1666 Lond. Gas. No. 37/1 Five sayl of the Hamborough
Fleet . . chiefly loaden with Cloe-boards. j6z% R. Whit-
bourne Newfoundland 76 Mattocks and Cloe Hammers.
Cloes, obs. form of Clothes : see also Clow.

Clof, cloff. Sc. and north, dial. In 6

cloiffls, 7 pi. cloffes, 8 Sc. clafX. [Cf. ON. klofthe

cleaving or fork of the legs
; klofi a cleft or rift in

a hill, corresp. to OLG. klobo, OHG. chlobo a cleft

;

f. weak grade of klcud- to Cleave. The latter would
more properly give clove, the former cloff, the vowel
of the dial, word is doubtful.]

A cleft, fissure, parting : + a. the ' fork ' of the

legs; = Cleaving vbl. sb.1 2, Cleft 2 (obs.) ; b.

the cleft of a tree, where the branches part ; c. ' a

cleft between adjacent hills' (Jam.) ; = Clove sbA
c 1538 Lyndesay Syde Taillis 80 Consider giue thare

Cloiffis be clene. a 1605 Montgomery Flyting 60 Whether
thou wilt .. kisse all clones that stands beside. 1789 D.
Davidson Seasons 43 (Jam.) There, in the claflf O* branchy
oak..The ring-dove has her nest. 1808 Jamieson, Cloff,

the cleft of a tree. 1865 Cornhill Mag. 38 The North-
countryman . . talks of the dough [error for cloff or duff]
of the tree.

Clof, obs. form of clove, pa. t. of Cleave v. and
of Clove j-^. 1

Cloff (U^O- Commerce. Also erron. dough.
[Origin obscure. Identity with Clove, the weight,

has been suggested. Cf. also Clef.] An allow-

ance (now of 2 lbs. in 3 cwt, or T^)>£*ven with

certain commodities, in order that the weight may
hold good when they are sold by retail.

According to Grafton, 1568, cloff was the grocer's name
for the fixed allowance made to the buyer in lieu of the
variable advantage which he formerly had through the in-

clination in his favour of the King's beam, a practice
abolished in 1269. (See also the Ordinance 0/ Staples,

1353, c. 10.) But there is a long gap between 1269 and
1502, when our quotations begin. Fabyan, whom Grafton
copies verbatim for his text, has no mention of cloff.

150a Arnoloe Ckron. 128 Wherof . . shulde be rebated for

the tare of eueryof the said xij. bales iiij. 11. and for the cloff

of euery off the said xij. bales ij. 11. . . and for the tret of y'
same peper C. xxxvij. 11. 1568 Grafton Citron. {Hen. Ill)
II. 131 It was ordeyned that the Beaine should stande vp-
right. .enclinyng to neyther partie, and the buyer to have
of the seller allowed unto him for all thinges *foure pounde
of the hundreth. *Margin. This is that allowance yl Grocers
call Cloffe. 1660 T. Willsford Scales Commerce \. 1. 24
Cloffe . . is onely an allowance for the refuse of the com-
modity, which hangs upon the chest or cask, for which is

usually allowed but 3 or 4 pound in every parcel. 1828
Hutton Pract. Ariihm., Tare § Tret, Cloff is an allow-

ance of 2 11). for every 3 cwt., and some say for every 100 lb.

of tret-suttle, to make the weight hold good when sold by
retail.

T Clo'fliiig. Obs. [App. OE. dufbungle fern.

;

ME. clofthounk and cloffynnge are the same word,
liosw.-Toller explains from clufn clove, bulb +
pting masc. monkshood or hellebore. Cf. Clove-
tongue.] A plant : see quots.
(Cockayne understood the OE. name to mean Ranunculus

sceleratus ; which is probable, since both cluf\>ung and
ctnfivyrt are glossed by Batrachion, an old name of Ra~
uunculus. But the ME. name seems to mean a hellebore,

as in Halliwell's modern entry.)

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 98 Deos wyrt be man sceleratani,

and o5rum naman clufbunge nemna5 . . bi5 cenned on fuh-
tum and on wjetere£um stowum. 1 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
295/35 Botracion, cluf3ung. a 1450 Atphita (Anecd. Oxon.)
189 Vellatrum [?for veratnim, 'hellebore'] Angl. clof-

thounk. 14. . MS. version ofMacer in Promp. Pari', s.v.

Gladone, Do take . . be iij part of be poudre of ellebre, bat
some men clepen cloffynnge. 1847-78 Halliwell, Cloffng,
the plant hellebore.

Clog (kVg), sb.^ Also 5-7 clogge, (5 cloge), 7
clogg. [Known since 14th c. ; derivation obscure.
(Connexion with Clag * to clot with any thing sticky

'

appears only in later transferred uses.)]

1. A thick piece of wood ; a short piece of

the trunk, or of a large root, of a tree ; a block,

clump. Still the ordinary sense in Scotland.

Yule clog : a Christmas log for the fire.

c 1400 Scnvdone Bab, 2919 With a Clog of an Oke he
faught. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 83 Clogge, iruncus. 1530
Palsgr. 206/1 Clogge, billot. 1570 Levins Manip. 157 A
clog, log, truncus. n. d. Descr. Scotland (J ain.1, Great
clogges of timber, a 1845 Mrs. Bray Warletgh xvi. (1884)
128 Well roasted by the ' yule clog * of a winter's fire. 1886
Stewart Remin. Dumfermline 61 The roots of large trees
called 'clogs' were now brought.

2. A block or heavy piece of wood, or the like,

attached to the leg or neck of a man or beast, to

impede motion or prevent escape.
1450 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 232 Jac Napes wolde one the

see a maryner to ben, With his cloge and his cheyn. c 1450
Bk. Curtasye in Babees Bk. (1868) 302 pou art lyke an ape
teyied with a clogge. 1461 Past. Lett. No. 414. 1 1. 48, 1 am
with the gayler, with a clogge upon myn hele. 1570
Le\ ins Mantp. 157 A clogge at ye foote, impedimentum.
1599 Shaks. Muck Ado 1. iii. 35, I am trusted with a
mussell, and enfranchisde with a clog. 1629 J. Cole Of
Death 45 The body is but to the soule as a clogge tied to
the legge. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 323 Clogs,
pieces of Wood, or such like, fastned about the Necks, or
to the Legs of Beasts, that they run not away. 1830 Lamd
in Blaekw. Mag. XXVII. 101, I never tied tin-kettle, clog,
Or salt-box to the tail of dog, Without a pang.

b. A load to obstruct the motion of anything.

1669 Boyle Contn. New Exp. 1. (1682) 23 We perceived

the Bladder to swell and concluded that it had lifted up its

clog about an inch. Ibid. 112 The Clog, when all the Air

was come in, was swiftly raised.

C. A block or lump tied to anything for use or

ornament
;
e.g. to a key to prevent its being lost.

c 1325 Pol. Songs (1839) 154 For the clogges that cleveth

by here chelle. c 1400 Smvdone Bab. 1603 With the Keye
cloge, bat she caught. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. § Epigr.

(1867) 164 Euery key hath a clog.

3. fig. Anything that impedes action or pro-

gress; an impediment, encumbrance, hindrance.

1526 PUgr. Pcrf (W. de W. 1531) 28 As burthens or

clogges retaryenge or lettynge them in theyr iourney. 1577
tr. Bullinger s Decades (1592) 227 A grieuous clog to her
husband. 1681 Dryden Abs. Achit. 615 That Kings were
Useless, and a Clog to Trade. 1727 Swift Gulliver lit. viii.

231 A perpetual clog to public business. 1814 Southey
Roderick iv, Like a spirit which hath shaken off The clog
of dull mortality. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 Apr. 4/7 Women
and children are a clog upon rapid movements.

f 4. The * cone ' of the fir or pine tree. Obs.

1577 B. Googe Hereshach's }Iusb. n. (1586) 104 The Pine
tree . . the kernelles must be gathered in June, before the
clogges do open. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. <i68i) 324
Coniferous Trees, are such that bear Cones or Clogs. 1727
Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Fir tree, The Kernels and Nuts,
which may be got out of their Cones and Clogs.

t 5. A tuber at the root of a plant. Obs.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. lxvL § 1. 91 The roote consisteth

of many knobs or tuberous clogs. 1657 Coles Adam
in Eden 68 The roots (of orpine' are divers thick, round, 1

white, tuberous Clogs. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 115/1

Clogs, or knotty roots . . hanging together by threds.

6. a. A wooden-soled overshoe or sandal worn
(chiefly by women) in some localities, to protect

i

the feet from wet and dirt. b. A shoe with a thick
!

wooden sole protected by a rim of metal, worn .

in the north. [Probably the name belongs origin-

ally to the thick wooden sole alone: cf. Clog v. 9.]
|

1416 Act 4 Hen. V, c. 3 § 1 Qe les Patynmakers. .ne facent
j

ascunspatyns ne clogges del maeresme appelle Aspe. 1671

tr. Palafox's Cottq. China xxxii. 582 Chopino's are high
Cloggs, which the Women use in Spain. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 111. 14/2 Cloggs are shooes with thick Wooden
Soles. 1742 H. Wai.I'ole Corr. (ed. 3) I. xxxvi. 146, I re-

member at the playhouse, they used to call on Mrs. Old-
field's chair! Mrs. Barry's clogs! and Mrs. Bracegirdle's

pattens ! 1798 Jane Austen Northang. Abb. ii, A fear on
Mrs. Allen's part of having left her clogs at an inn. 1820
Ann. Rig. 312 (Manchester Sessions) They kicked me with
their clogs. 1843 Thackeray Men's Wives (1872) 478 He
leaves his clogs in the passage, .in the muddiest weather he
never has a speck on his foot. 1850 E. Elliot More Verse

Pr. I. 67 To clomp in my clogs there, I is not inclin'd.

1877 N.IV. Lincolnsh. Gloss., Clog (4) A wooden-soled over-

shoe worn by women. 1883 Almondbury Huddersfield
Gloss. (E. D. S.), Clogs, shoes with wooden soles . . .they are
particularly useful in the factories where dyeing is going on.

1 7. A kind of calendar notched upon a square

block of wood (or other material). Obs.

1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 418 An ancient sort of Al-

manacks they call Cloggs, made upon square sticks, still in

use here amongst the meaner sort of people, a 1765 Stuke-
ley Itin. VI. 131 St. Martin's day, in the Norway clogs, is

marked with a goose. 1834-43 Southey Doctor xc 202 In
Peter Hopkins's time the clogg was still found in farm
houses.

8. Comb., as clog-like adj. and adv., -maker,

-wearing ppl. a.
;
clog-almanac, ^ Clog 7 ; clog-

boot, a wooden-soled boot ; clog-dance, a dance
performed in clogs or wooden-soled shoes ; hence
clog-dancer

; + clog-head, ? a blockhead ; clog-

hornpipe (cf. clog-dance); clog-weed (seequot.) ;

clog-wheat, a bearded variety of wheat ; also

called, from the conical form of its spike, cone-

wheat
; + clog-wheel, a cart-wheel in one block

(see quot.).

1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1592/4 A short pair of *CIog-Boots.
1881 Daily Tel. 27 Dec, A grand international *clog-dance.

1598 Famous Victories Hen. V, x. 25 Come ye *cloghead.
1861 Mrs. Norton Lady La G. iv. 197 The slandered ..

Who hears for evermore the self-same lie Clank *clog-like

at his heels. 1723 Lotui. Gaz. No. 6170/8 John Willson .

.

*Clog-maker. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 251
Purchased by the clog-makers and turners. 1850 E. Elliott
More Verse and Pr. I. 67 * Clog-wearing Madge. 1878-86
Britten & H. Eng. Plant-n,, *Clog-weed, (1) Heracleum
Sphondylium, Glou. (2) Scabiosa arvensis, S. Bucks. 1879
Jefferies Wild Life in S. Co. 165 A deep, broad ditch,

overshadowed by tall hemlock and clogweed. 1762 Bones
in Phil. Trans. LI I. 530 *Clog-wheat, or rivets, or bearded-
wheat, (as it is variously called in this county [Suffolk]*.

1863 Morton Cycl. Agric., Gloss., Clog-wheat, cone-wheat.

1575 Richmond. Wilts (1853) 254, Ij paire *clogg wheeles for

oxen. 1878 Cumbrld. Gloss., Clog ivheels, cart wheels of
thick plank and without spokes. In common use in the
18th century.

Clog* (ktyg), v. [f. the sb. In some later senses

there is perh. association with Clag v., although

in dialects in which both words are used, e.g. in

south of Scotland, they are kept quite distinct, clag

always implying stickiness, and clog load. Senses

5-6 appear to run together with those ofCloy v.~\

1. trans. To fasten a clog or heavy block of

wood to ; to fetter or confine by this means.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xiv. (1495) 774 An

o\e herde fedeth . . oxen : and byndeth their fete .. and
cloggith them whyle they ben in pasture. 1587 Fleming
Cont. Holins/ied III- 392/2 His master, .manie times caused

him to be chained, locked, and clogged, to staie his running
awaie. 1658 Ussher Ann. v. 91 Being clogged with chaines

of steel, he was carried away, .to Babylon, a 1822 Shelley
Ess. Lett., Reviv. Lit. (Camelot Ser.) 147 Superstition.

.

has . . clogged man to earth. 1866 Rogers Agric. <y Prices

I. xx. 514 Horses . . clogged with a bar of wood,

2. trans/. To load so as to entangle or impede

the motion of; to encumber, hamper.
1583 STVtoisvsAnat.Abus. 1. 101 With their fingers clogged

with rings. ^1619 Kotherby Atheom. 11. xii. (1622) 338
Hence 'tis, the Delver bound and clogd in clowted buskin,

sings. 1725 Pope Odyss. v. 410 Clogg'd by the cumbrous
vest Calypso gave. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) II. xv.

300 The whole flotilla would be clogged by the slowness of

the sailing-vessels,

fb. To load. Obs.
(Johnson says ' In the following passage it is improper,

for its meaning always includes hindrance'.)

1691 Pay Creation 11. (R.). Though the teeth of the wheels

. . lie never so smooth . . yet if they be not oyl'd will hardly

move, though you clog them with never so much weight.

3. ji». To load, burden, encumber, hamper.
1564 Bkcon New Catech. (1844) 300 In things that be in-

different, we must .. clog no man's conscience. 1618E.
Elton Exp. Romans viL 11622) 115 Clogged with the yoke
and burden of their shines. 1647 CoWLEV Mistress, Soul
<i66g) 42 Clogging it [an Estate] with Legacies. 1776 Adam
Smith W. N. I. 1. iv. 23 The power of exchanging must
have been much clogged. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. II.

II. v. 228 To avoid . . the combinations of consonants that

clog our language. 1857 C, Bronte Professor 1 1 .
xxiii. 175

Man is ever clogged with his mortality.

b. fig. To hinder, impede, obstruct (actions).

1715 South Serm. 1 Rings xiii. 33. 128 The Devotion of

Men is apt to be clogged by such Ceremonies. 174* Col. Rcc.

Penn. IV. 542 Everything that tendered to Clog the Im-
portation of them. 1775 Burke Corr. (1844* II. 55 A
minority cannot make or carry on a war ; but a minority .

.

may clog a war. 1876 Green Short Hist. viii. 7. 539 The
old loyalty, too, clogged their enterprise.

4. To encumber or impede as clay or other

sticky matter by adhesion. Cf. to Clag.
1526 PUgr- Perf.(\V. de W. 1531) 294 Clogged in the claye

and slyme of vyce. 1601 Shaks. Twcl. X. 111. ii. 66 If. .you

finde so much blood in his Liuer, as will clog the foote of

a flea, c 1630 Rlsdon Surv. Devon § 222 (1S10) 232 Claw-
ton . . a place full of clay . . insomuch that a proverbial

speech passeth thereon :
' The Devil was clogged in Claw-

more'. 1886 G. Allen Kalce's Shrine xiii. 144 Sinking in

mud . . It clogs you and hampers you on every side.

5. To fill up with anything that impedes or ob-

structs action or function, to encumber; esp. to

choke up so as to hinder free passage, to obstruct.

(In the first quot., prob. an error for cloy.)

1586 Hatton in Campbell Chancellors (1057) II. xlv. 276
They had conspired to. .clog all the great ordnance. 1670 98
Lassels Voy. Italy II. 141 A world of these statues .. in

every room in the house, which they clog rather than adorn.

1696 Whiston '/'//. Earth (1722) 19 Air. .Clogg'd with gros>

Vapours. 1795 Southey Joan Arc 1. 454 Famine . . Mark'd
the gorged raven clog his beak with gore. 1824 J. Johnson
Typogr. II. 646 Until it so clogs the type, that the work is

..scarcely legible. 1844 Dukton Deafness 77 When the

Eustachian tube is clogged up with mucus. 1844 Disraeli
Couiugsby 1. 46 The road, .was clogged with carriages.

f 6. fg. To satiate, surfeit, cloy. Obs.

1590 Greene Mourn. Garm. 11616) 65 Thus clogg'd with

loue, with passions and with griefe. 1610 Hkaley Vives
Comm. St. Aug. Citic of God (1620) 551, I do but glance
at this for fear of clogging my reader, a 1704 T. Brown
Sat. Woman Wks. 1730 I. 57 Clogg'd with incest and
adultery To lusts more strange, .they fly.

7. intr. (for rejl.) To become encumbered or ob-

structed, to stick, lit. andyf^*.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Praise tii, When thou dost on
businesse blow, It hangs, it clogs. 1664 Evelyn Kab Hort.

(1729) 214 Move it sometimes with a Broom or Whisk, that

the seeds clog not together. (11755 Sharp Surgery (J.),

The teeth of the saw will begin to clog.

8. trans. To put clogs on. [f. the sb., sense 6.]

1837 Southey Lett. (1856J IV. 497 It is time for me to .

.

clog and coat myself, and sally forth to face the storm.

9. To put wooden soles on (shoes, etc.).

1640 [see Clogging vbl. sb. 2]. Common in north of Eng-
land and south of Scotland : e. g. ' Take the shoes to the

clogger who will clog them for the winter.'

Clog-bag, obs. Sc. f. Cloak-bag.
Clogdo*gdo. nonce-wd. [? f. Clog + Dog.]
1609 Jonson Silent Woman iv. i. [ii.] A wife is a scurvy
Clogdogdo. .a very foresaid Bear-whelp, .mala bestia.

Clogged (klf>gd), ppl. a. [f. Clog &. + -ED 1
.]

Encumbered, obstructed, etc. ; see the verb.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 325 A heavy clogged

earth. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 345 The clogged wheels.

1889 A. Lang Lett. Literature i. (ed. 2) 14 They, .flow but

rarely over a clogged and stony channel.

Clogger (kl^-goi). [f. Clog sb. + -ek.]

One who makes clogs, or wooden soles for shoes.

(A distinct trade in the north.)

1745 Manchester School Reg. (1866) I. 26 John, son of

John Wilson"5? Manchester, Clogger. 183a Southey Lett.

1 1856) IV. 314 The clogger is . . still sometimes a separate

trade from the shoemaker. 1883 Statutard 5 Dec. 3/7 The
accused were a clogger, and his apprentice.

Clogginess (kl^gines). [f. Cloggy + -ness.]

State or quality of being cloggy or clogged.

1797 J. Downing Disord. Horned Cattle 57 This medicine

. .penetrates and opens the clogginess of the kidneys.

Clogging (klfrgin), vbl. sb. [f. Clog v.]

1. The action of the verb Clog ;
encumbering,

obstruction, etc. ; also coucr, that which clogs.

1647 H* More Song of Soul'ii. ii. m. xxv, Truth doth, .pierce,

open, and disgregate All ascititious cloggings. 1666 Blnyan
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Grace Ab. r 164. 26 Such a Clogging and heat at my
Stomach. 1846 Greener Sci. Gunnery 257 The 'fouling'

and ' clogging ' up of the barrel.

2. a. The soling with wooden soles ; b. The
putting on of clogs nonce-use).

1640 Wilmslcnv Churchw. Acc. in Earwaker E. Cheshire

I. no Paid for the clogginge of a paire of clogges for

Manners Newton iiijrf. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser.

1. (18631 226 Oh.theshawlings, the cloakings, thecloggings !

Clogging (klfgiij), ppl- a. [f. as prec. + -ING

That clogs ;
encumbering, hampering, obstruct-

ing ; see the verb.

1576 Fleming Panoptic Ep. 444 Richesse, free from clogging

carefulnesse. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 200 The clogging

burthen of a guilty soule. 1735 Somerville Chase 1. 262

Moil'd in the clogging Clay. 1889 Athenxum 17 Aug.

216/3 In sPtte of his clogging surroundings.

t ClOggish, a. Obs. [f. Clog sb. + -ish.] Of the

nature of a clog or encumbrance. Hence t Clog-

gishness.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Setv. 147 The soul can .. take

leave of the body for all its cloggishness.

Cloggy klf gi), a. [f. Clog sb. and v. + -v.]

1. Characterized by or of the nature of clogs,

blocks, or clumps ;
knotty, lumpy.

1507 GERARD! Herbal cexxxviii. § 6. 590 The roote is great,

thicke, and tuberous, consisting of many cloggie parcels.

1869 Daily Nenvs 7 Dec, The most vulgar and cloggy
hind-quarters that the heart of breeder can conceive.

2. Apt to clog ; sticky.

1577-87 Hoi.inshed Chron. III. 827/2 In cloggie mires,

and foule filthie waies. a 1691 Boyle Whs. I. 416 (R.) Some
grosser and cloggy parts are retained. 1845 Whitehall xvi.

1 10 The ale is very good and cloggy.

3. Loaded with or full of clogging matter.

1658 Cokaine Trappolin Poems ( 1669) 472 Hair.. Cloggy
with sweat and blood. 1807-17 TANNAHILL Cosmic Poet.

Wks. (1846) 141 It gars the wheels of life run light Though
e'er sae doilt and cloggie.

Cloghad, cloghead (klfgad). Corruption of

Irish dogaclui yXvgZ'xS. belfry (f. dog\x\\), some-

times applied to the round towers of Ireland.

i8»5 Fosbrook k Encycl. Antiq. ( 18431 1. 1 12Thosesingular
monuments the Cloghads, which are ascribed to the ninth

century. 1864 Webster, Cloghead.

CI01-, obs. spelling (chiefly Sc.) of do-, as in

doif, chit, dots, dot'sA : see Cmk
Cloin(e, obs. f. Clown, Cloth v.

Cloison kloi'z'n,klwaz«'i). [Fr. = Pr. dattsio

:—L. type *dausioncm, n. of action f. daus-us

shut: ct POISON:—potioncm] A partition, division.

1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Ccmpl. Cant. 5 [ The walls of

the green house] may l>e built of I.oame, tempered .. or

with a double Cloison made of Boards well Rabitted. 187*

Nicholson Poteont. 425 There is no ' cloison ', and the in-

cisors are of large size. 1883 Proc. Sec. Antia.Scr. il IX.

250 Divided by thin bands of gold forming cloisons. 1888

Pall Mull G. 11 Feb. 3/1 Translucent enamels between
the cloisons.

I! Cloisonne [klwaztrn*), a. {si.). [Fr. f. prec]

Divided into compartments : applied to enamels.

Also short for cloisonne enamel, and attrib.

Cloisonne' enamels are made by forming the outlines^ of

figures with thin plates set on ed^e upon a foundation

plaque. These form compartments in which the variously

coloured enamels are put in the state of powder, and by
which they are retained and prevented from running together

when melted in the furnace. When the compartments are

excavated in the substance of the foundation plaque itself

the enamel is called champlrvt', i. e. field-raised.

1863 Geutl. Mag. Dec. 671 Can remember the day when
every cloisonne and champleve enamel was classed under

the head of Byzantine. 1884 Pall Mall G. n Sept. 5/1

The chefs-d'ecuvre of embroidery, lacquer, metal work, and
cloisonne.

Cloister (kloi'stai), sb. Forms: 4 cloystor,

cloistre, 4-5 oloystre, 4-8 -ter, 5 -tere, 5-6 -ture,

6-7 oloisture, 4- cloister. [ME. cloistre, a. OF.
cloistre, earlier dostre :—L. datistr-um, dostr-um,
' a bar, bolt, lock ', later ' a shut up place, a

cloister', f. dattd-, claus- to shut + -trttm instru-

mental suffix. Before the adoption of the French

form, OE. had already Clauster and c/tistor from

Latin, and ME. had also Closter, and dowster.']

1. An enclosed place or space, enlosure ; close ;

compass. Also fig. Obs. or ardt. (In later use

app. taken as fig. from sense 2 or pO
c 1300 Beket 2089 Into the cloistre of Canterbure with

grete noyse hi gonne weve. c 13R5 E. E. Allit. f\ A. 968

Vt-wyth to se pat dene cloystor, pou may, hot in-wyth

not a fote. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 14951 L

xlvi. 79V2 He . . edefyed a lytyll cloysture of stones. 1600

Holland Livy xxxvi. ix. 924 One part ..was strongly forti-

fied with a mure of less circuite and cloisture [circuto] than

the other. 1646 J. Hall Poems 1. 13 Within the Cloyster of

a nut. 1671 Grew Amit. Plants 1. E 8 39 'Tis now time for

the Plume to rouze out of its Cloysters, and germinate.

1831 Carlvle Misc. (1857) IL 190 Immured.. in cloisters of

the mind.

t b. Applied to the womb. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Second Nun's T. 43 With-lnne the Cloistre

blisful of thy sydis. 1450 1530 Myrr. our Ladye 220 The
cloyster of Mary beryth hym. 1539 Bk. Ceremonies in

Strype Eccl. Mem. L App. cix. 285 Christ..came from the

. virginal cloister of his mother.

2. A place of religious seclusion ; a monastery or

nunnery ; a convent.
1340 Ayenb. 242 Lottes wyf bctokneb ham . . bet habbeb

hear body ine cloystre, an zettebhare hcrteu ine be wordle.

1481 Caxton Reynard xii. (Arb.) 28 A cloyster of b(l)ack

nonnes. 1561 1. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. v. 11634) 53$
Let a Monke be content with his cloister. 1590 Shaks.
A/ids. N. 1. i. 71. 1597 Daniel Civ. Warresw 50 Fitter for

a Cloyster than a Crowne. 1614 T. Adams Devil 'sBanquet
122 The villanies of the Cloistures. 166a Stillincfl. Orig.

Sacr. 1. iii. t 9 Those things which the ..Egyptian Priests

had to that time kept secret in their Cloysters. 1756

Nugent Gr. Tour, Germany II. 98 There are several

cloysters remaining in this city, which are now secularized.

b. fig.
1340 Ayenb. 151 pes yefbe [of wytte] is pnour ine be

cloystre of be zaule. 1599 Davies Jmmort. Soul v., Nor in

a secret cloister doth he keep These virgin spirits. 1857 H.

Reed Led. Eng. Poets ii. 78 To withdraw, .into the cloister

of his ideal world. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1.

( 1 873) 30 Freed . . from the cloister of pedantry.

c. The cloister : the seclusion of a cloister

;

monastic life.

1781 Gibbon Dec!. «r F. II. xlvii. 775 The austerity of

the cloyster. 1841 DTsraeli Amen. Lit. (1867* 91 In a
manner which scents of the cloister. 1888 Bernard World
to Cloister ii. 14 Reflection and preparation before they

enter the cloister.

3. A covered walk or arcade connected with a

monastery, college, or large church, serving as a

way of communication between different parts of

the group of buildings, and sometimes as a place

of exercise or study ; often running round the open

court of a quadrangle, with a plain wall on the one

side, and a series of windows or an open colonnade

on the other. (Often in //.
£-1400 Maunoev. vi. (1839* 70 Under the cloystre of the

Chirche. 1579 Fulkk Cotifut. Sanders 615 The cloyster

or walking place of Alsoule Colledge in Oxenford. 163a

Milton Penseroso 156 To walk the studious cloister's pale.

a 167Z Wool) Life 118481 8 New Coll. schoole, situated

between the west part of the chappell, and K. part of the

cloyster. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 167 P 1 To be interred.

.

in the Cloysters near Westminster Abbey.
t

1756-7 tr.

Keysler's Trav. (1760) I. 292 The court-yard is surrounded

with a cloister as it is in monasteries. 1820 W. Irving

Sketch Bk. I. 261, 1 was loitering about the old gray clois-

ters of Westminster Abbey. 11830 Praed Poems (1864) I.

299 Granta's quiet solitudes, her cloisters and her halls.

b. A similar walk or arcade in connexion with

other buildings.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 684 Till he come thurghe a cloyster to

a clene halle. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 15 The pillars

and arched Cloysters of that princely pallace. 1680 Mor-
l»EN Geog. Red. 11685) 197 One long Street, with narrow
Porticoes, or Cloysters on both sides. 1856 Kmerson Eng.
Traits, Stonehenge Wks. (Bohnl II. 127 [Wilton Hall] A
quadrangle cloister full of antique and modern statuary.

4. attrib. and Comb., as doisfer-bencer, + -brood,

-chapel, -court, \ -creeper, -life, -man, -monk,

-quadrangle, -room ;
cloister-garth, the open court

enclosed by a cloister ; cloister-wise adv.

1591 G. Fletcher Russe Commw. (1857I 117 Friers and
nunnes. .the hypocrisie and uncleannesse of that Moystcr-
broode. 1798 Sotherbv tr. Wielauds Oberon (1826) I. 56

To the 'cloister-court in crowds tumultuous came. 1563

Man Mnscutus' Commonpl. 4 1 a, Monkes, Friers, and other

• Cloyster-crepers. 1850 Parker Gloss. Archil. I. 135 The
cloisters, .are arranged round three or four sides of a quad-

rangular area, termed the "cloister garth, c 1449 Pecock

Repr. 537-8 Manye monkis hall be take out of *doister lyf

to be bischopis. ij8i Marbeck Bk. of Notes 1169 False

prechers and 'Cloister men. c 13*5 Metr. Horn. 30 An
'cloyster monk, a 17x1 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721

III. 71 'Twas *Cloister-wise contriv'd with Arches strong.

Cloister (kloistar), v. For forms see prec. [f.

the sb., or a. ¥. cloistrer (,16th c. in Littre).]

1. trans. To shut up, enclose, or place in a clois-

' ter or monastic house.

1591 Florio 2nd FrnitesA iiij, This younger sister I thought

to haue cloystred vp in some solitarynes. 1593 Shaks.

Rick. II, v. i. 23 High thee to France, And Cloyster thee

in some Religious House. 169a Sir T. Blount Ess. 41

That little stock of learning . . was cloyster d
[
up in Monas-

teries and Abbeys, a 17x4 Sharp Serm. I. iii. (R.), Those

that cloyster up themselves in a monastery. 1751 Bp. La-
I MNCTON Enthus. Methodists (1754) II. 144 She . . no sooner

j

was cloistered, but, etc.

2. To shut up in any seclusion or retirement.

1581 Mi lcaster Positions xli. (i887> 238 Studentes cloy-

stured them selues together. 1697 Potter Antia. Greece

IV. xiii. I1715) 310 When at Home they were cloyster'd up.

a 1851 D. Moir Poems, Field Pinkie ii, The blackbird,

cloistered in the oak. 18*4 J. Abbott Napoleon (1855) I. i.

34 [HeJ cloistered himself in nis study.

+ b. To shut up, enclose (things). Obs. rare.

1713 J. Mackay fourn. Scott., In the Library [of the

College, Edinburgh] the books are cloistered with doors of

wire. 1769 De Foe's TourGt. Brit. IV. 98.

3. fig. To confine, restrain within narrow limits.

l6»7 F. E. Hist. Edw. II (1680) 80 The Cage of his

restraint was . . too weak to cloyster nis Ambition. 1684

Charnock Attrib. God (18341 I. 61 [The soul] . .
ashamed

to be cloistered in it [the body]. i8i« DTsraeli Calam.
A uth. ( L.), Antony had cloistered an athletic mind.

4. To furnish or surround (a place) with a clois-

ter ; to convert into a cloister or convent.

1615 Bacon At, Building (Arb.l 552 Cloistered on all

Sides, vpon Decent and Beautifull Arches. 1805 Scott

Last Minstr. 11. vii, Where, cloister'd round, the garden

lay. 1863 J. M. Ludlow Sisterhoods in Cd. Words 498 By
Helyot's time several houses had become Cloistered.

Hence Cloistering vbl. sb.

1589 Warner A lb. Eng. v. xxv. (R.\ This cloystring and

fat feeding of Religious is not old. 1706 Dupin's Eccl. Hist.

16M C'. II. iv. vii. 423 The Cloistring of Nuns.

Cloisteral, var. of Cloistral.

Cloistered (kloi stsad;, ///. a. [f. Cloister v.

and sb. + -Ei>.]

1. Shut up or dwelling in a cloister ; monastic.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 350 No Covent of

Cloystered company or cowled crew. 1642 M 1
1
U \ Apol.

Smect. (1851 1 296 Though 1 rate this cloister'd Lubber
according to his deserts. 1741 Berkeley Lett. 7 June Wks

I

IV. 280 A modern cloystered friar ! 1861 Pearson E.
<fr

Mid. Ages 157 The gratitude of cloistered chroniclers,

b. trans/. Of things, conditions, etc.

163,1 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 141 He put off the habite

of his cloistered profession. 1649 O. Daniel Trinarch.,

Hen. V, lviii, Cloystered Ease. 1855 H. Reed Led. Eng.
Lit. xii. (1878' 408 The. .cloistered seclusion of a college.

2. fig. Confined as in a cloister, recluse.

1605 Shaks. Macb. DL ii. 41 Ere the Bat hath flowne His
Cloyster'd flight. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.l 45 A fugitive

and cloister'd vertue. 1879 E. Arnold Lt. Asia 31 How
shall this be, with his cloistered ways !

3. Furnished with a cloister : see Cloister v. 4.

Cloisterer kloi starai . arch. Forms: 4clois-

trere, 4-6 cloystrer, -e, 4-7 -terer, 5 cloistrer,

6 -eer, 6-9 cloisterer, [a. OF. doistrier (mod.F.

doitrier) :—late L. daustrdrius, f. clauslrum.']

One who dwells in a cloister ; a monk or nun.

1340 Ayenb. 67 pe cloystrers aye be abbottes and be

priours. c 1340 Cursor M. 27172 (Fairf) Werlds man, clerk

or cloistrere [Cott. clostererl c 1386 Chaucer Prot. 259.

1481 Caxton Reynard v. (Arb.) 10 He was a cloystcrer or

a closyd recluse. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Pref. 3 Counter,

faict cloistreers of Antichristes owne generacion.
_
16*7 Bp.

' Hall No Peace with Rome i 20. 680 Some superstitious old

wife, or some idle and silly cloystcrer. 1818 J. H. Frerl
Whistlecraft's National Poem iil ix, A race of

cloisterers.

CloisterleSS, a. Devoid of a cloister.

1 1386 Chaucer Prol. 179 (Harl. MS.) A monk, whan he

i is cloysterles. .This is to seyn, a monk out of his cloystre.

Cloisterly (kloi-staili), a. [f. Cloister sb. +

-ly 1.1 I'roper to, or of the nature of, a cloister.

5*3 87 Foxe A. *r M. (1596) 244/1 Elizabeth .. entered

the profession of cloistcrlie religion, and made hirselfe a

nun. 1588 J. Harvey Disc. Problem Prophesies 73 Good
plaine rude cloisterly stufle. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxvii,

liy the cloisterly Temple, and by Whitefriars.

Cloistral (kloi stral , a. Also 7 cloysteral 1,

cloystrall, 9 cloisteral. [f. Cloister + -al, after

L. daustrdl-is claustral.]

1. Pertaining to a cloister ; monastic.

1605 Daniel Queen's Arcadiaiijij* 151 A Cloistral Excr-

: cise.Where Men shut out retir'd, and sequestred. .seem to

sympathize With innocent and plain Simplicity. 1651

Reliq. Wotton (1672) 39 Making a holy retreat to a Cloy-
1

sterallife. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. 328 The pressure

1 of practical life makes ' culture for culture's sake ' sound like

cloistral and pedantic talk.

2. Of persons: Dwelling in a cloister ;
belonging

to a monastic order. Also absol.

1624 Donne Serm. Rev. vii. o Salvation is a more exten-

1 sive thing . . then sullen cloystrall, that have walled salvation

I
in a monastery . . take it to be. a 1631 — Poems 1 1650) 189

So cloysterall men. .Have Vertue in Melancholy.

3. Of the type of a cloister.

1844 I. Williams Baptistery 249 Through cloistral glades.

1883 Harper's Mag. 383/2 The house is rather cloistral,

t Cloistress. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Cloist(e)rer :

see -ess.] A female tenant of a cloister, a nun.

1601 Shaks. Tvielf. N. 1. i. 28 Like a Cloystresse she will

vailed walke.

t Cloistro-se, a. Obs. rare-', [f. Cloister,

on OF. type *doistros, -ous, -eus, L. type *daustrds-

us : see -ose.] Pertaining to a cloister, monastic.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. vi. 517 Tied to close and doistrose

obscruauncis.

Cloisture, Cloith, obs. ft. Cloister, Cloth.

Cloit V\m\\v.Sc. intr. 'To fallheavily' (Jam.;.

c 1719 Hamilton Epist. Ramsay 11. xvi. in R's Poems,

Upon my bum I fairly cloited On the cold eard. 18*7 J

WiiiON Nod. Am/' Wks. 1855 I. 298 He cloits doun first

on his hurdies, and then on his tae side.

Hence Cloit sb., ' a hard or heavy fall ' (Jam. .

i8u Galt Provost 203 (Jam.) Down she fell on her back

. .with a great cloyt.

Clok, obs. f. Cloak, Clock.

t Clokarde. Obs. rare- 1
. [? f. dok clock, or

its ONF. typc + -ARD.] Some kind of obsolete

musical instrument.

V 1475 Sqr. lowe Dcgrc 107 1 There was myrth and

melody . . With rote, ribible and clokarde.

Cloke, sb., obs. and dial. f. Cll'TCH, claw.

Cloke, v. dial. Alsoclawk, clowk,^>V. cluke,

cleuk, cleuck, clook. [f. prec]

1. trans. To claw, to scratch.

1825 Jam ieson s.v. Cleuck, The cat'll cleuck ye. 1883

Huddersf. Gloss, s. v., The cat cloked me.

f2. = Clutch v. 4, 5. Sc.

a 1785 Forbes Dominie Depos'd 37 (Jam.) The Carongt

Maggy had so cleuked. [1886 J'. W. Lincotnsh. Gloss.,

Clatvk, to snatch, claw up, clutch. 1878 Cumberland
Gloss.. Cknvk, to snatch.]

Cloke, var. of Cloak. Cloket : see Cloaket.

[Clolle (Jamieson, etc.), error for chollc, Jowl.]

Clom, clomme : see Clum.
Clomb, dome, clomme : see Climb v.

t dome, v. Obs. or Idial. [possibly the same

as CloaM v., in a different sense.]
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1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 106 porw a candel clomyng
in a corsed place. 1847-78 Halliwf.ll, Clome, to gutter,

•a a candle. North.

Clome, Clomer : see Cloam, Cloamer.
Clomesyng, clomps, clomse : see Clumse.
Clomp, v., dial. f. Clamp or Clump to walk as

with clogs.

1850 E. Elliott More Verse $ Pr. I. 67 To clomp in my
clogs there. 1887 Sims Mary Jane's Mem. 28 Great big

clomping boots.

Clomperton, Clomst: see Clum-.

t Cloud. Obs. rare~ l
. [ = eland, app. a. ON.

kland, calumny, molestation.] Trouble.
c 1205 Lay. 11704 He makede himselven muchel clond

[c 1275 mochel to don] ne isa;h he navere scft bis lond.

tClondre, v- Obs. rare- 1
. [? onomatopoeic]

intr. ? To make a rumbling noise, to drone.

c 1325 in Rel. Ant. I. 292 Thu werkes al to wondre ; Als

an old cawdrun bigynnest to clondre.

Clone, obs. f. Clean a.

Clong, -ed, -en, etc., obs. ff. Clung, Clunged.

f Clongie, a. Obs. rare~~^. [Batman's altera-

tion of Trevisa's clonge, Clung.] Sticky, adhesive.

1582 Batman On Barthoi. 256 The kinde [of glew] . .is so
clongie.

Clonic (klfrnik), a. Path. [f. Gr. k\6vos violent ,

confused motion, turmoil (esp. of battle) + -ic. Cf.

F. clonique.'] Applied to spasms in which violent

muscular contractions and relaxations take place in

rapid succession
;
opposed to tonic.

1849 H. Mayo Pop. Superstit. (1851) 81 Clonic spasm, for

instance, the contortions and convulsive struggles of epi-

lepsy. 1871 Hammond Dis. Nervous Syst. 39 Tonic
spasm, followed by clonic convulsion. 1883 Nature 22 Mar.

i

486 The convulsions are not continuous, but are clonic.

Clooch, obs. f. Clutch.

Cloof, clufe. north, dial. [cf. ON. klauf
cloven hoof, Da. klov claw, hoof; also Clove sb. 1

3.] ;

1500-20 Dunbar Thistle Rose 99 This Lady liftit up
|

his [the lion's] cluvis. 1513 Douglas /Eneis xiil ii. 14
The bustuus swyne That wyth thar clovis [ed. 1710 clufis]

can the erd smyte. 1851 Cumberland Gloss., Ciuves, hoofs
of horses or cows. 1872 J. G. Murphy Comm. on Lev. xi.

3 The hoof is severed into cloofs.

Clook(e, obs. form of Cloak, Cloke, Clutch.

t Gloom, sb. Obs. [app. a dial, form of Cloam
sb. : cf. dial, loom for loam, and obs. Room for

Rome] Adhesive mud or clay.

1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1634) 41 Keep the Hives
always close. .The best Cloom, for that purpose, is made of

neats dung, a 1618 Sylvester Letanies, Lord's Pr. xix.

Wks. (1641) 661 To breake and bruise them like a clod Of
earth orcloome. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. ix. § 3 (1681)

184 Wiker-Hives made with spleets of Wood, and daubed
with Cow-doom tempered for that purpose.

t Cloom, v. Obs. [f. Cloom sb. : practically a

(?dial.) variant of Cloam v.~\ trans. To daub or

plaster with adhesive mud.
1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1634) 41 margin, The Hives

always close doomed. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681)
j

189 Cloom up the skirts all but the door. 1727 Bradley
j

Fam. Diet. s. v. Bee, The Way is to cloom the Hives very
j

close.

ClOOp (kl?7p), sb. [Imitative.] The sound made
\

by drawing a cork from a bottle, or any similar 1

sound. So Cloop v. intr., to make this sound.
1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxiv, I heard a sort of cloop,

by which well-known sound I was aware that somebody
was opening a bottle of wine. 1854— Neiucomes I. 120 He
can imitate any . . cloop of a cork wrenched from a bottle

and guggling of wine into the decanter. 1872 M iss Braddon
To Bitter End xxxvii. 291 The clatter of her pattens, the

cloop of her pails. Ibid. v. 39 A basket, from which there

came . . a cool clooping noise, suggestive of refreshing

drinks.

Cloor, sluice, etc. : dial, form of Clow.
Cloos; obs. f. Close.

Cloot(klut, Sc. kliit). Sc. and north, dial. Also
clute. [Of obscure etymology, the early history

being wanting : prob. a deriv. of ON. kid, or

OTeut. type *kldw(a) claw. (Cf. Du. klauwtje
little claw.)]

1. One of the divisions of the hoof, in the ox,

sheep, swine, etc. ; also, loosely, the hoof as a
whole. To take their cloots \ (of cattle) 'to run off*

(Jam.).
1725 Ramsay Genii. Sheph. 1. i, Sax guid fat lambs I said

them ilka clute. 1781 Burns Death Poor Mailie 3 Upon
her cloot she coost a hitch. 1788 Picken Poems 65 (Jam.)
Wha kens but what the bits o' brutes . . hae taen their clutes

An' gane ilk livan ane a* packin'. 1820 Scott Monast. iii,

' The thieves, the harrying thieves ! not a cloot left of the
hailhirsel!' 1844 W. H. Maxwell Sport <$• Adv. Scotl. xvi.

(1855) 149 Carcasses—skins and cloots included.

2. pi. Cloots : a name for the Devil. (Cf. Clootie.)
1787 Burns Addr. Deil xx, An' now, auld Cloots.

1858 M. Porteous Souter Joh?my 28 A sight that gart
Auld Cloots grow fain.

Cloote, obs. f. Clote.
Clooth, cloob^e, obs. ff. Cloth, Clothe v.

Clootie (khrti, Sc. klirti). Sc. and north, dial.

Also Cleutie, Clutie. [In sense 1 orig. adj. f.

Cloot + -y; in sense 2 diminutive.]
1. A name for the Devil, as popularly represented

with a cloven foot.

1785 Burns Addr. Deil i, O thou ! whatever title suit

thee, Auld Hornie, Satan, Nick, or Clootie. 1802 R.
Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 23 Aunt Meable has lost her
best sark, And Cleutie is bleam'd varra mickle. a 1845
Barham Ingot. Leg. II. 224 Run ! run !—that's the ' muckle-
horned Clootie ' himself

!

2. Diminutive of Cloot, a hoof.
1822 Blackw. Mag. XI. 485 With his hinder clooties

jerked up.

Clop(kVp), v. rare- 1
, [cf. OF. clop, mod. F.

ecloppe lame, dial, eloper to hobble :—late L. cloppus

lame, found in the Alemannic Laws and early

glosses.] intr. To hobble.
1863 Blackw. Mag. XCIII. 227/2, I took my stick, and

clopped away down to the White Hart.

II Clope, sb. Obs. rare~ x
. [a. MDu. clop, Du.

klop blow, stroke, f. cloppen, in Ger. klopfen, to

strike, knock. From same root as Clap.] A blow.
1481 Caxton Reynard xxxix. (Arb.) 107 The foxe . . gaf

hym many a clope.

t Clope, v. Obs. rare- 1
. (?)

1642 Howell For. Trav. ix. (Arb.) 48 The Romanes, who
had their Legions here so many hundred yeares together,

did much mingle and clope with them [Britons].

Clopien, rare var. of Clepe v. to call.

f Clopping, vhl. sb. Obs. rare-\ (?)

1665 D. Lloyd State Worthies I. 520 The English were
loaded with their own cloaths, so that their slipping into bogs
did make them, and the clopping of their breeches did keep
them prisoners therein [ed. 1766, so also in edd. 1665, 1670.]

t Clorded, a. Obs. rare— 1
.

(Used in passage cited to render L. contractus.')

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 919 Clorded yf thaire [bees']

backes be.

Clort, var. of Claht dial.

Close (klj«s), a. and adv. Forms : 4-5 cloos,

4-6 clos, 5 cloce, (5-6 closse, 8 closs ), 4- close.

Also north. 5 cloyse, cloese, 5-6 clois(e. [a.

F. clos :—L. claus-um closed, shut, pa. pple. of

claud-ere to shut. The s has preserved its sound
through being truly final, as in base, ace, gross,

etc., the final e being only a graphic expedient to

mark the long vowel, as was the Sc. oy, oi.]

A. adj.

I. Of closed or shut up state or condition, and
its results (as in the weather, 6), with the secondary

associations of concealment, exclusiveness, narrow-

ness, etc.

1. gen. Closed, shut
;
having no part left open.

Often as extension of predicate, as in to shut close.

(Cf. B 1.)

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 183 Wyth y?en open & mouth
ful clos. [1331 Liters Cantuar. 24 Nov. (Rolls) I. 410 Vous
mandoms une lettre close et patente.] c 1400 Destr. Troy
11152 J?e troyens . . pe toun 5atys Keppit full cloyse. 1502
Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 46 The close carre.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health lxiv. 28 Under a vaute . . or any
other close house. 1626 Bacon Sylva (1677) § 351 Stop the
hole close. 1688 R. Holme Armory HI. 144/2 Zenobia .

.

compared Logkk to a close hand, and Oratory to the same
hand opened. 172X New Help to Discourse 135 A close

mouth catcheth no flies. 1794 J. Hutton Philos. Light, etc.

247 Including . . the inflammable materials in closs vessels.

1867 Trollope Chrou. Barset I. viii. 63 I've brought a close

carriage for him. 1873 Act 36 $ 37 Vict. c. 88 Sched. r,

Hatches with open gratings, instead of the close hatches .

.

usual in merchant vessels.

b. Her. of wings. Close crown : = ¥. couronne

close : see Crown.
1513 Douglas sEneis 1. ix. 135 Scho. .woir about hir hals,

Of gold also the clos or dowble croun. 1610 Guillim
Heraldry nr. xix. (1660) 213 In the Blazoning of Fowles.

.

if their Wings be not displaied, they shall be said to be
borne close. 1766-87 Porny Heraldry Gloss.

e. trans/, of weather, season (see quots.).

1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. I. 421 Close weather ; that

is, when the snow lies so deep as to render it necessary to

hand-feed their flocks of sheep. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arcl.
Reg. 266 When the ice . . occurs so strong, .as to prevent.

.

the advance northward beyond the latitude of 75
0 or 76°, it

is said to be a close season.

d. Of vowel-sounds : Pronounced with partial

closing of the lips, or with contraction of the oral

cavity. Opposed to open. (In F.fermJ.)
1760 Baretti Diet. Eng. Ital. II. Introd. p. ii, E andO

have in some Italian words, two distinct sounds each ; one
called . . aperto, open ; the other chiuso, close. 1876 F.

Douse Grimm's L. App. 179 It raises a close sound in

alms, and perhaps in behalf.

2. Enclosed or shut in, esp. with walls or barriers

;

shut up, confined, narrow. Const, in,from.
1489 Caxton Faytes of A. iv. xi. 258 Two champyons

befyght eche other within a clos felde [vii. 245 has closed

felde]. 1529 More Comf. agst. Trib. nit Wks. 1247/1
Saynt Brigittes order . .&. . al close religious houses, 1591
Shaks. Tivo Gent. ill. i. 235 To close prison he commanded
her. x6xx Bible 2 Sam. xxi'u 46 They shall bee afraid

out of their close places. 1632 Lithgow Trav. (1682) A iv,

In their own close ground. 17x6 Lady M. W. Montague
Lett. I. vii. 21 The streets are very close and. .narrow. 1793
Smeaton Edystone L. § 206 If kept close from the Air, it

would preserve its virtue. 1824 Scott Redgaunilet let. vii,

The space contained close alleys and open walks. 1845
Mrs. S. C. Hall Whiteboy xii. 101 The landscape was closer

than Irish landscapes usually are.

b. trans/, of a siege.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 227 Though it be otherwise
in a close Siege. 1796 Nklson 3 July in Nicolas Disp.

(1845) II. 201 A very close blockade of Leghorn.

3. Shut up in prison or the like, strictly confined
;

also applied to confinement of such a kind.
1393 Gower Conf. III. 323 Clos in a chambre by her self.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 223 Kept close in a Castell. 1597
Daniel Ciz>. Wares in. xx, That Richard should remain for

evermore, close-prisoner. 1677 C. Hatton in Hatton Corr.
(1878) 146 They were under soe close a restraint. 1691
Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 707 Was kept up close in a house of
Lunaticks at Hogsden alias Hoxton. 1711 Budgell Sped.
No. 116 F 1 Close Confinement in the Bastile seven Years.
a 1714 Burnet Own Time 1 17661 II. 3 They were made close
prisoners. 1811 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. VIII. 442
Captain is in close arrest.

4. Shut up from observation
;
concealed, occult,

hidden, secret ; secluded.

1393 Gower Conf. I. 182 Her close envie tho she spradde.
1526 TlNDALE Matt. x. 26 There is no thinge so close, that
shall not be openned. 1554 Bradford in Strypc Eccl.
Mem. III. App. xxix. 83 My hid and close sins. 1607
Dekker IVh. Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 208 When close plots
faile, vse open violence. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 1029
Hee could finde out their closest sinnes. 1725 PovEOdyss.
xm. 421 The closest caverns of the grot she sought. 1820
Keats St. Agnes xix, To lead him in close secrecy.

b. Private, secluded, snug. arch, or Obs.
1571 in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. lix. 199 He was

lodged in the closyst chambre in the howse. 1581 W. Staf-
ford Exam. Compi. i. (1876* 14 We . . had but skant sit

downe in a close Parloure. 1628 Britain's Ida 11. in Spen-
ser's Wks. (1862) 498/2 From a close bower this dainty
musique flow'd. 1750 Johnson* Rambler No. 80 p 6 We
congratulate each other, .upon a close room, an easy chair.

c. in To keep close, lie close, etc. (Cf. B 1,)

r 1400 Destr. Troy 13846 Thus he keppit hym full cloise.

1468 W. Worcester in Pastou Lett. No. 582 II. 314, I pray
you kepe thys letter close to your sylf. 1548 Udall, etc.

tr. Erasm. Par. Matt. 125 a, Kepe close iquoth they) the
thynges that ye haue sene. 1576 Gascoigne Contpl. Philo-
j/iene (Arb.) 103 When Progne red the writ . . She kept it

close. 1611 Bible Pref. 3 How shall they vnderstand that

which is kept close in an vnknowen tongue? 1719 De
Foe Crusoe (1840) II. iii. 61 To persuade our people to He
close, and not be seen. 1846 Prescott Ferd. Is. I. x.

428 Lying close during the day.

f5. Enclosed with clouds or darkness. Obs.

1532 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 625 The Scottes . . did
come secret upon the close nyght. 1586 J. Hooker Girald.
Irel. in Holinshed II. 167/2 A verie darke and close night.

6. Of the atmosphere or weather: Like that of a

closed up room
;

confined, stifling, without free

circulation ; the opposite fresh.

[1533 J. Heywood Play of Weather (Percy Soc. 20)
xvii, Wynde rayne nor froste nor sonshyne wold she
haue But fayre close wether, her beauty to saue.J 1591
Pkrcivall Sp. Diet., Bocho?-no, a close hot weather. 1599
T. MIoufet] Silkzvormes 48 Keepe them not in roomes
too hot and close. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. vii. 213 We had
now for several days together close and sultry weather.

1835 Marryat "Jac. Faithf \, The little cabin being so un-
pleasantly close. 1855 Bain Senses Int. u. ii. «; 8 (1864)

i7oThe opposite of freshness is shown in the close or suffo-

cating odours.

7. Practising secrecy
;

reserved, reticent, un-

communicative ; not open.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3939 A clene man of counsell, with a

cloise hert. 1568 Grafton Chron. Edw. V, II. 758 He was
close and secret, and a depe dissimuler. 1595 Shaks. jfohn
iv. ii. 72 That close aspect of his, 1596 — 1 Hen. IV, 11. iii.

113 For secrecie, No Lady closer. 1727 Swift ImiU Horace,
They stand amaz'd, and think me grown The closest

mortal ever known. x8$a Dickens Bleak Ho. xi, He was
too close to name his circumstances to me.

8. Close-fisted, stingy, niggardly, penurious.

1654 Whitlock Zooiomia 496 He that is too close a hold-
fast of his own. 1691 8 Norris Pract. Disc. IV. 339 How
Close and Stingy do they grow as the World thrives upon
them. 1721 Swift Wotuier of Wonders, He hath the repu-

tation to be a close, griping fellow. 1831 Lytton Godolph.

25 They called him close, yet he was generous to others.

9. Not open to public access or competition
;

confined or restricted to a privileged few. Close

borough : see Borough 3 c.

x8i2 Pari. Debate 8 May in Exam. 11 May 298/1 Mr. D.
Giddy .. maintained that close boroughs were absolutely
necessary. 1832 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 595 Now Satan set up
for a parliament-man . . But the boroughs were close, and he
could not get in. 1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, viii.

(1862) 102 The possession, .of close or nomination boroughs
by the government, or by the peers. 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 22 These . . filled up the vacancies . . from among
themselves, like the members of a close college. 1879
Froude Csesar viii. 79 The College of Priests had been
. . a close corporation, which filled up its own numbers.

10. Of a season ; Closed for the purposes of

sport
;
during which the killing of certain kinds of

game or fish is illegal.

1814 Scott Wav. xviii, Though close-time was then un-

known, the broods of grouse were yet too young for the

sportsman. 1869 Daily News 2 July, A 'close' period

plainly ought to be observed for them. 1880 Ibid. 9 Dec,
The. .result of spearing salmon in close time.

f 11. Strict, rigorous, severe. Obs.

1464 Paston Lett. No. 496 II. 171 Your holy brytheryn

that ben of that devowt and clos conversation. 1539 More
Comf. agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1x70/1 Very vertuous was this

Ladye, and of a veri vertuous place a close religion. X770

Wesley Wks. (1872) III. 389 She had close trials from her
poor, apostate husband.

b. In close mourners, there was prob. originally

a reference to the seclusion of the mourners ; close

mourning came at length to be = deep mourning.
1654 Ld. Orrery Parthenissa (1676) 606 That all. .should,

for the revolution of twelve Moons, wear close Mourning.
1670 Brooks Wks. (1867) VI. 132 They muffled up their
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heads and faces as a token of great grief and sorrow, as close

mourners do with us. 1708 Luttrell BriefRet.^(18571 VI.

368 On Sunday the court goes into close mourning. 1708

Swift Biekerstaff Detected, Two apartments hung in close

mourning, .and onlya strip of bays round the other rooms.

12. Of a ram : see quot.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (1856) 1 Close tuppes are such as

have both the stones in the ridge of the backe, and are

therefore very difficult to geld. 1796 Marshall E. 1 'orksh.

Wards (E. D. S., B. 22) Close teeap, a male sheep, with

both testicles within the barrel.

II. Of proximity in space, time, form, or state.

The primary notion is that of having intervening

space or spaces closed up, whereby the parts are

in immediate contact with, or near to each other.

13. Having the atoms or component parts very

near together : a. Of substances : Dense or com-

pact in texture or consistency ;
' without interstices

or vacuities ' (J.).
a 1500 Oral. Sap. in Anglia X. 371 Not a foule creatoure

but be maker of alle thinge, not a do-* filthe but be wis-

dome of god becomen man. 1626 Bacon Sylva 11677) § 212

If you speak on the further side of a Close Wall, you shall

not be heard, a 167a Welkins I J.), 09 . . of so close and
tenacious a substance, that it may slowly evaporate. 1690

Ix>cke Hum. Utid. XL nr. § 4 The water made itself way
through the pores of that very close metal. 1883 J. Mil-

lington A re ive to read backiviirds i 76 The paper, .should

bave a close, fine texture.

b. Of aggregates of things : Dense or compact

in arrangement, e. g. ofthickets, etc., close-planted

;

of writing, compressed, cramped.
1654 Whitlocjc ZootomiaA vui. Thai my writing had not

l)een so close. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. II. 372 In close

Plantations. 1747 Berkeley Let. 10 Feb. Wks. 1871 IV.

313 A copy of the Will, written in a close hand. 18x4

Scott Redgaunttet let. vii, Thou hast in these close pages

[of a letter] the fruits of my tediousness. 1817 Steuart
Planter's G. (18281 347 In respect to Close-woods.

O. fig. Of literary style : Condensed, pithy {fibs.).

Of reasoning : Opposed to loose or discursive.

1670 Baxter Cure Ch. Div. Pref., I preacht . . in a larger

and a closer manner on this subject. 1704 Hearnf. Duct.

Hist. 11714! I. 129 Thucydides is always Close and Short.

1710 Steele Taller No. 212 P 3 The greatest Beauty of

Speech to be close and intelligible. 1735 Pope Donne's

.Sat. iv. 72 ' But, sir, of writers V— 'Swift, for closer style,

But Hoadley for a period of a mile'. 1756-8* J. Warton
Ess. Pope II. 58 TheEssay on Man is as close a piece of

argument as perhaps can be found in verse. 1809 10

Coleridge Friend (1865* 30 A close reasoner. 1815 Hone
F.very-Day Bk. I. 1656 My endeavours . . may occasion

'close' readers to object, that it was. .discursive. 184a H.

Rogers Introd. Burke's Wks. 74 His powers of abstract

reasoning or of close analysis.

14. Of two or more parts or things in local rela-

tion :
' Joined without any intervening distance or

space '

(J.) ; in immediate proximity, very near.

App. first used as complement of predicate, as in to cling,

keep, lie, sit, stand, stick close ; hence passing into an adv. ;

see B 1 a. Occas. more adjectival, as in quot. 1840.

1489 [see Bra]. 1840 Lardner Geom. 209 When the

parallels, .are very close together.

b. Hence, as attribute of nouns ofcondition, e. g.

close order, close rank, or of action, as close fight,

close combat, with various elliptical extensions, as

close distance, etc.

i6«5 Markham Souldier's Accid. 18 The second Distance

. .is called Close, and is a foote and a halfe distance from

man to man. a 1649 Dri mm. of H \wth. Jos. V, Wks. 105

They dared both fight in close arms. 17*7 A. Hamilton
New Acc. A". Ind. f. xix. 220 Closs Fighting with Sword
and Target. 1796-7 Instr. f, Reg. Cavalry (181 3) 3 Close

files is the distance . . when each man's boot-top touches, but

without pressing. Ibid. 107 The formation from close column
into line. Ibid. Plate 1, A Regiment formed at Close Order.

1808 Scott Marm. 1. v, But in close fight a champion grim.

1852 Groth Greece 11. lxxx. X. 474 Eminent for close-rank

fighting. 1879 Cassetl's Techn. Educ. IV. 216 Close forma-

tion . . in which the men stand in each rank as close to-

gether shoulder to shoulder as the free use of their weapons
will allow.

15. Of proximity or approximation to, or con-

tact with anything) : As near as possible, very

near, immediate.
Orig. in predicate, and passing into the adv. : see B 1 b.

^

b. Hence, with substantives of action or posi-

tion.

1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Lite (1747*1 III. 7 Such near and
close Access to his most holy ^lajesty. 179a S. Rogers
Pleas. Mem. 11. 200 With every claiin of close affinity. 187a

Morley Voltaire (18861 17 To come into the closest contact

with the practical affairs of the world. 1886 F. H. H.
Guillemard Cruise Marchesa IL270 Batanta is in close

proximity to Salwatti. 1888 Adm. Colomb in Times 6Jan.

13/3 Close shaving as the cause of collisions at sea. Ibid.

There are no collisions where each ship has tried to give the

other a 1 close shave '.

c. Naut. Close to (also by, on, upon) a wind,

and similar expressions: see quot. 1867. (In both

adj. and adv. uses.)

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 39 You set your

sailes so sharp as you can to lie close by a wind. 1666 Loud.
Gaz. No. 60/4 Keeping their wind close to make the Lee-

wards. Ibid. 66/4 They . . stood all off to Sea, close on a

wind. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. vii. 212 One of our prizes was
ordered to stand close in with it [the Island]. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Wortt-bk., Close to the wind, when her head is just

so near the wind as to fill the sails without shaking them.

a 1871 N. P. Willis in Forster Ei/e Dickens (1872) I. v. 87

Collarless and buttoned up, the very personification, I

thought, of ' a close sailer to the wind '.

d. fig. Pressing hardly. Cf. hard.

174a Richardson Pamela III. 222 Pray speak to your

Lady : She is too close upon us.

16. Fitting tightly to the body, or head ; close-

fitting (clothes, cap, bonnet, etc.1.

1488 Nottingham Corporation Rec. MS. 1373, 06 Unum par

caligarum vocatarum closse hosse ad valentiam iji. ijrf. 1509

Ibid. MS. 1382, 114 Pro uno pari caligarum vocatarum

closse hose. 163a Massingf.r & Field Fatal Dowry iv. 1,

Fight with close breeches. 1671 Charente Let. Customs 41

A close Coat of Broad-cloth 1738 Common Sense

II. 84 He habits himself in a Close-Frock. 1788 Priestley

Led. Hist. ill. xv. 129 The Roman cloaths were not made
close, but large, and loose. 1814 Scott Redgaunttet let.

vii, Her simple close cap. C187S M. B. Hunt Aunt Ta-

bitha's Waifs iii. 22 Aunt Tabitha s shawl and close bonnet.

17. Closely attached, intimate, confidential: said

of persons and relations.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 87/2 Letters sent to him from

some close friends. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 80 r 1 A close

Intimacy between their Parents. 1815 Scribbleomania 197

The close alliance, .between this country and the Peninsulx

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 257 A close friendship had

arisen between the girls. 1859 Tennyson Geramt e, Enid
22 Seeing them so tender and so close.

18. fig.
Of approximation, resemblance, etc.

1718 Freethinker No. 101. 327, I shall endeavour at a

close Translation of the Remainder, c 1750 Chatham Lett.

Nephew i. 1 Your translation . . is very close to the sense of

the original. 1704 Paley Evid. 11. vi. (18171 '6° I" Q̂ ox
conformity with the Scripture account, i860 Hawthorne
Marb. Faun i, The resemblance is very close and very

strange.

19. Of examination, attention, etc. : Directed

strictly and closely to the subject of consideration ;

strict, minute, searching.

166a Stillincfl. Orig. Sacr. 1. ii. % 1 We now come to a

closer, and more particular consideration of the Histories.

1772 Priestley Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 168 Well worth the

closest attention. 1781 Sir J. Reynolds "Journ. Flanders

f, Holl.iV..\ Worthy the closest attention of a painter. 1805

Med. Jrnl. XIV. 411 Confirmed by the closest investigation.

1857 E. A. Bora Russia 16th c. (Hakluyt) Introd. 64 Under

a close cross-questioning.

20. Said of a contest of any kind in which the

two sides are very nearly equal in numbers or

strength.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 146 Vehement debates

and close divisions. Mod. There was a very close contest

for the prize.

B. adv. (No strict dividing line can be drawn

between predicative uses of the adjective, and the

adverbial use into which these gradually pass ; but

where the latter is fully developed, closely is now
preferred in ordinary prose.)

1. In (or into) a position in which the intervening

space is closed up, so that there is no interval ; in

immediate contact or proximity ; as near as can

be, very near. Esp. with stand, sit, lie, stick, cling,

keep, hold, press, etc., or with vbs. of motion, as

come, bring, etc.

a. Of the mutual proximity of two or more

things. (Often with the addition of together.)

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 1. ix. 24 To kepe hem self

clos togidre. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 301 They roade ..

close together in good aray. Ibid. II. 524 The Englishe

men kept themselves so close, that their enemies coulde

bave no advauntage of them. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet (1844)

17 All his workes bound close, are at least sixe sheetes in

quarto. 161 1 BiRl.E 1 Mace. xii. 50 They . . went close to-

gether, prepared to fight. 1614 Br. Hall Recollect. Treat.

852 Let us pile up all close together. 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Providence xxxiv. Where all the guests sit close.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 147 The farms lie pretty close

all the way.

b. Of the proximity of one thing to another.

With to, on, upon, about, beside, bchitul, bclcnv, etc.

a 1400 Morte A rth. 1 196 The clubbe . .That in couerte the

kynge helde closse to hym seluene. c 1400 Destr. Troy
12501 Thurgh the claterand clowdes clos to the heuyn.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 263 One to go . . close to the sea

side. 1601 Siiaks. Jul. C. iv. iii. 164 Now sit we close about

this Taper hecre. 1611 Bi RLE Prov. xviii. 24 A friend that

sticketh closer then a brother. — Jcr. xlii. 16 The famine

. . shall follow close after you. 1656 Cowley Davideis 1.

note 46 Naioth was a place in, or close by Kama. 1664

Evelyn Not. Hort. (17291 too Close to the Ground 171a

S11 ki.k Sptct. No. S14 p 3 Here I kept close (o my guide.

1885 Law Rep. jo Appeal Cases 379 The dam, which is close

to trie side of the road.

C. Naut. Close to a wind, etc. : see A 15 c.

d. fig. Of other than the literal relation of space.

1576 Flemming Panoptic Ep. 409 To sit close at your

book. 1709 Steele Taller No. 44 T 5 Be sure you stick

close to my Words. 171a — Spect. No. 466 F 1 He keeps

close to the Characters he represents. 173a Berkeley
Alciphr. dial. 1 fj 4 Wks. 1871 II. 30 Keep close to the

point. 1788 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 120 Sticking

close to my business. 1883 Sttibbs' Mercantile Gaz. 8 Nov.

982/2 A falling-off in British imports of close upon 50 per

cent. 1884 Gustapson Found. Death i. ed. 3)6 Though
for close on two thousand years a landless people. 1888

Manville Fenn Off to irilds xx. J47 It was getting close

upon noon.

f o. ' Full to the point ; home ' (J.).
Obs.

a 1700 Dryden (J .), I am engaging in a large dispute, where

the arguments are not like to reach close on either side.

T 2. Secretly, covertly. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden iRollsl I. 241 (MStz.) Siluestris

Mcrlyn . .prophecieil . . Opcnliche, nouit so cloos [apertins]

As Merlyn Ambros. 163a Lithgow Trav. ix. (1682) 377

Peter of Arragon contrived his purpose so close. 1650

Fuller Pisgah 11. viii. 176 He hid an hundred Prophets, so

close, that neither foes nor friends knew thereof.

3. In strict confinement. Also + Close up.
156a Apol. Priv. Mass. (18501 20 Have all the Communi-

cants in one place close up. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Coun-
try Farme 122 Shut vp a dogge close in some place for

three dales. 1647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678)

The Bailey, .was laid close up by order from the King.

4. Tightly, fast, so as to leave no interstices,

outlets, or openings.

1596 Harington Metam. Ajax (1814) 9 Close plastered

with good lime and hair. 1684 R. Waller Nat. Exper.

25 Then fasten, and close stop the two Canes together.

.

with Cement. 1715 Desaguliers Fires ltupr. 130 It shuts

close. Ibid. 131 It will be close shut.

f 6. Completely, quite, clean. Obs. Sc.

1637 Rutherford Lett. lxxxviiL (18621 I. 227 When we
should be close out of love and conceit of any masked and
forded louer. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 251 To take

closse away (if possible) this diversitie ofjudgment.

6. Constantly. Se.

1825 Jamieson s. v., ' Do you ay get a present when you
gang to sec your auntie ?

' 'Aye, dose.' Mod. Se. He is

close there.

7. In various senses, in which Closely is now
the ordinary word.
164a Fuller Holy q Prof. St. 1. ix. 24 It is good to

follow the light close. 1667 Dryden Ess. Dram. Poesie

Wks. 1725 I. 20 Not liketo reach close on either side. 1673
Marvell Reh. Transp. II. 195, I will explain myself as

distinctly as I can, and as close as possible. 1703 Moxon
Meek. Exerc. 199 Screw your Pike wider or closer, accord-

ing as the length of your Work requires. 1787 Swift
Country Post, A mouse that was close pursued. 1774

Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 241 When we look closer.

1833 Thirlwall, mPhilol. Museum II. 160 The closer they

are examined, the more suspicious do they appear. Ibid.

II. 559 They occur in Plato most frequently where he is

imitating Socrates closest.

8. Also commonly used in combination (more

or less permanent) with pa. pples. : see C 3.

C. Combinations.

1. Parasynthetic, as close-curtained, -cared, -headed,

hearted, -jointed, -meshed, -minded, -mouthed,

-tempered, -tongued, -visaged, etc.

1479 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 427 That no maner of personne

goo a mommyng with cloce visaged. 1593 Shaks. Lucr.

770 Whispering conspirator With closc-tongued treason.

1599 Massingkr, etc Old Law v. i. Justice . . Should ever

be close-eared, and open-mouthed. 1625 K. Long tr. Bar-

clay's A rgenis v. iii. 337 Men could hardly be close-hearted

to such as they affected. 1634 Milton Comus 554 The litter

of close-curtained Sleep. 1854 H. Miller Sch. t, Sckm.
(18581223 The reputation of being. .' close-minded '. 1861

Miss Pratt Flower. PI. VI. 32 Close-headed Alpine Sedge.

1875J. Bennet Winter Medit. 1. v. 132 A very close-meshed

bag net. 1881 Pkilada. Press 8 June 2 They set to work

very close-mouthed.

2. The adv. with participles, as close-lmnded,

barred, -buttoned, -clad, -clapped, -dipt, -cropped,

-cut, -drawn, fitting, -grated, -kept, -pent, -shaven,

-shut, -standing, -woven, etc.

1583 Stanyhurst /Entis 11. (Arb* 67, Close-clad with

burnished armoure. 160a tnd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. 1.

ii. What cares he for modest close coucht termes. 1655

H. Vaughan Siltx Scint. 62 Thy curtains are close-drawn.

1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III. 115 wi'h hypothesis

tack'd to him, and his opinions so close-sticking. 1768 74

Tucker LI. Nat. (1851) I. 481 Learned and close-thinking

men. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 777 Sad witnesses how close-

pent man regrets The country. 1814 Wordsw. White Doe

iv. 51 Close-clipt foliage green and tall. 1815 Scott Guy
M. xx, The close-press'd leaves unoped for many an age.

1869 E. A. Parkes Praet. Hygiene (ed. 3) 290 Close-cut

Krass. 1870 Bryant Iliad II. xxi. 306 Close-fitting portals.

3. Special combs. : close-bed, a Uox-bed ;

+ close-bow Se,, a closed bag or vessel; close-

butts (Ship-building), see quot. ; t close-guard,

a guard in fence ; hence 7b lie at close-guard ;

close-harbour, a harbour enclosed by breakwaters

or excavated in the shore ; close-play, see quot.

;

close-rolls, the rolls in which close-writs, private

indentures, and recognizances, are recorded

;

t olose-sciences, provincial name for the single

Dame's Violet {Hespcris Matronalis) ; + close

shuts, windows which close ; close-sight, the

Backsight of a gun or rifle ;
close-string, see

quot.; close-time, see A 10; t close-wort, the

plant Hen-bane (I/yoscyamus);o\oae--vrcitn, grants

given to private persons for particular purposes,

under the great seal.

1815 Pennecuik Tioeeddale 821 (Jam.) The "close bed is

. . where the place of curtains is supplied by a roof, ends,

and hack of wooden deal. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. Ill

396 The Scottis hirdis. Of scrymplit ledder mony "closbow

maid, Round as ane ball, of mony barkit skin. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., "Close-butts. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek.

I. 573/1 Close-butts, a fayed or rabbeted joint where the

parts are so closely fitted or driven as to dispense with calk-

ing. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. v. 8 8 Desirous, .to lie at a

•close-guard, and offer as little play as may be on either

side. 1614 Bp. Hall Recollect. Treat. 886 "Close harbours

of discontentment. I7a6 Shelvocke Voy. round World
xi. (1757) 304 A good close harbour a little to the south-

ward of us. 1593 W. Barley in Staincr and Barrett Diet.

Mus. Terms, Thou shalt not neede but to remoove those

fingers which thou shalt be forced, which manner of hand-

ling we call "close or covert play. 161R Davies Whylreland,

etc. (1747) 116 Found among the "close rolls of the Tower of

London. 1597 Gerarde Herbal cxvi. i 2. 377 Dames
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Violets is called, .in English Pamaske Violets . . and "close
Sciences. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 628 In the West
parts . . double sciney, and the single close sciney, but Gerard
saith close sciences. [1879 Prior Plant-n., Sciney, no
doubt, arisen from its specific name Damascena, under-
stood as Dame's Scena.] 1672 W. Hughes Flower Garden
(1683) 25 Queens GUliflowers, or close-Siences, as some call

them. 1615 Markham Eng. Housrw. n. vii. (1668) 156
*Close-shuts or draw-windows to keep out the Frosts and
Storms. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-hk., *Close-sight. 1876
Gvvilt Archit. Gloss., *Close-string, in dog-legged stairs, a
staircase without an open newel, c 1450 Voc in Wr.-Wiilcker

564/39 Apolinaris, *closwort.

Close (klJus), sbJ Forms: 3-6 clos, 4-elose.

Also 4-5 cloos, 5 cloyse, clooce, 5-7 closse,

9 dial. clos,//. closen, Sc. 6 cloce, 6-7 clois(s,

8- closs. [a. F. clos :—L. clausum closed place, en-

closure. Pronunciation and spelling as in the adj.]

I. 1. gen. An enclosed place, an enclosure.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 7 Babes per bebfele in be clos & in

be stret. ( 1325 Cocr de L. 3098 Kyng Richard . . walkyd
abouten in the clos [rime aros], c 1460 Pol. Rel. $ L.
Poems (1866) 81 The hevynly kyng enteryd thy close virgyn-
alle. c 1500 Mehisine 267 He. .camme to the barryers of the
clos. 1647 Sprigge Anglia Rediv. 11. iv. {1854} IQ6 Moving
up and down in the closes before the royal fort. 1841-4
Emerson Ess. Ser. n. iii. (1876) 82 The universe is a close

or pound. 1842 Tennyson St, S. Stylites 73, I lay Pent in

a roofless close of ragged stones.

•j* b. In close : in a closed place ; in confine-

ment, closed up, shut up.
(-1340 Cursor M. 8770 (Trin.) pe tre..bigon to dri3e And

semed wel bi bat purpos Men shulde no more hit holde in

clos. 1393 Gower Conf. I. 100 This knight on daies brode
In close him held. 154° Hyrde tr. Vives' fnstr. Chr. Worn.
(1592) T iij, She. .kept hir displeasure in close. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 99 This Distillation in close . . like the Wombs and
Matrices of Living Creatures.

C. Law. Breaking one's close (law L. clausum
frangere) : see quot.

[1465 Year Bk. 4 Edw. IV. 8. 9 Quare vi et armis clausum
fregit.] 1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius II. 1216 The
land of every owner or occupier is enclosed and set apart
from that of his neighbour, either by a visible and tangible
fence, .or by an ideal invisible boundary. . Hence every un-
warrantable entry upon the land of another is termed a
trespass by breaking his close. 1842 Tennyson Edw. Morris,
It seems I broke a close with force and arms.

2. In many senses more or less specific : as, An
enclosed field. (Now chiefly local, in the English
midlands.)
(1440 Gesta Rom. hoc 386 (Add. MS.) Thou haste stolne

hym [the horse], and putt hym in thi close. 1479 Bury
Wills (1850) 52 A cloos called Scottes cloos, lying by the .

.

cloos of Willam Brygges called Blabettys. 1526 Tindale
Matt. xiii. 27 Sowedest not thou good seed in thy closse?

1546 Mem. Ripon (SurteesJ III. 21 One cloise ther in the
tenure of Edmonde Chambre. 1564 Haward Entropius 1.

9 Seized of a close or field. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull
(1755) 55 We measured the corn fields, close by close. 1821
Clare rill, Minstr. I. 72 Closes green and fallows brown.
1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Clos. 1881
Leicestersh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Close, pi. Closen.

3. An enclosure about or beside a building ; a

court, yard, quadrangle, etc. Sen > Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 83 Cloos, or yerde, clausura. 1480

Caxton Chron. Eng. ccviii. 190 That bisshop had in london
a fayre toure in makynge in his close vpon the riuer of the
thamyse. 1641 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 39 In the court next
it are kept divers sorts of animals . . In another division of
the same close are rabbits. 1646 Z. Boyd in Zion's Flowers
(18551 App. 31/1 The Second Entrie whereby we enter into
the Secund Cloiss [i. e. quadrangle].

b. A farm-yard. Now in Kent, Sussex, Scotl.
c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 540 Alle the hennes in the

clos [v.r. cloos, close]. 1585 James I. Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 45
When it grew lait, she made them file, but doubt, Or feare,
euen in the closse with her. 1637 Rutherford Lett. No.
157 (1862) I. 361 The outer close of His house, His out-fields
and muir-ground. 1796 Pegge Anonym. {1809) 369 The
farm-yard, in Kent, is called the Close. 1858 M. Porteous
Souter Johnny 17 [Ballochneil old farm-house], .on the op-
posite side of the 'closs' or courtyard of the steading, 1875
Sussex Gloss., Close, a farm-yard.

c. The precinct of a cathedral. Hence some-
times ~ The cathedral clergy.

1371 in J. Britton Cathedrals, York 80 Inwith be close
bysyde be forsayde Kyrk. c 1430 Chev. Assigne 272 Alle
be bellys of be close rongen at ones, a 1587 Foxe A. $ M.
(1596) 711 The Bishop and the close, were the more loth to
burne him. 1587 Harrison England 11. ii. (1877} I. 50 He
[bishop Langton] began their close, and bestowed much
in building the same, c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon § 107
(1810) 109 The church yard, called the Close, for that they
are inclosed by certain gates. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier
(1840) 198 The earl, .set upon Lichfield, .but could not take
the close. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 339 Closes sur-
rounded by the venerable abodes of deans and canons,

f d. The precinct of any sacred place ; a cloister.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 550 It is alloweable and profitable that

Lordis & Ladies haue Mansiouns with inne the Cloocis
Gatis & Monasteries of the begging religiouns. ?ci45o
Castle Howard MS. Life St. Cuthbert 333 pat he be getyn
men suppose In hordome here within bis close. 1547 Act 1
Edw. VI, c. 14. § 19 (8) Such like Chapel whereunto.. a little
House or Close doth belong. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 570
The chappels that are within the close or cloister belonging
to the galleries of Octavia. 1628 Hobbes Tltucyd. 1. exxxiv,
[Pausanias] ran into the close of the temple of Pallas.

+ e. See quot. Obs.
«ri44o Promp. Pan'. 83 Cloos, lybrary, arckyvmn.
4. An entry or passage. Now, in Scotland, esp.

one leading from the street to dwelling houses,
out-houses, or stables, at the back, or to a com-
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mon stair communicating with the different floors

or 1 flats' of the building. Also variously extended
to include the common stair, the open lane or

alley, or the court, to which such an entry leads.
c 1400 Deslr. Troy 301 A bre hedet hounde . . was keper of

the close of bat curset In. Ibid. 11264 pai kepyn the cloyse
of this clene burgh, With 3ep men at be yatis jarkit full bik.

Ibid. 12982 So keppit he the close of his clene Cite. 1525
Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), Cloiss. 0:1572 Knox Hist. Re/.
Wks. 1846 I. 175 Thei address thame to the myddest of the
close, a 1583 Sempill Ballates 70 Tint be ane Tratour,
steilling vp ane close. 1650 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 495
They resolved to preach in the Earle of Marshall's closse or
hall, according as the weather should rule. C1730 Burt
Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 56 [In Inverness] a little court or
turn-again alley, is a closs. C1737 in Scott Hrt. Midi. vii.

note, A blind alehouse in the Flesh-market closs. 1764
Reid Let. Wks. I. 40/1 A long, dark, .entry, which leads
you into a clean little close. 1853 Rf.ade Chr. Johnstone
46 At the very entrance of Newhaven . .they ascended a
filthy 'close* or alley. 1889 Glasgow Wkly. Mail 17 Aug.
3/2 A close at 3 Salisbury Street, Glasgow,

b. Hence, close-head, -mouth.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, v, ' That .. chield there, without

muckle greater parts, if the close-head speak true, than my.
sell.' 1821 Joseph the Book-Alan 83 By strands and close-
heads traders stand.

f 5. A mountain defde or pass. Obs.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 1639 Here es be close of Clyme with

clewes so hye. ?rtisso Scotish jfieldc in Furniv. Percy
Folio I. 225 He was killed in the close, ere he climbed the
mountaine.

+ 11. 6. An enclosing line, boundary, circuit,

pale. Obs.

^1330 R. I>RUNNEC/inw. (1810) 160 Lymosoun, A cite large
in clos. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 83 Cloos, or boundys of a
place, cepium, ambitus. 1502 Arnolde Chron. 169 The
closse of thy orcharde wolde be set about with other highe
trees, c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 12 They are not
within the close of her fold.

Close (klJ"z), sb.% Forms : 4 clos, 6 cloase,

6-7 cloze, 6- close, [f. Close v.~\

1. The act of closing; conclusion, termination, end.

1399 Rich. Rcdeles iv. 67 Er they come to the clos, acom-
brid thay were. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Rosevx, All that
worldlings prize, .biteth in the close {rime rose]. 1645 Bp.
Hall Rem. Discontents 64 When he shall come to his last

close [death]. 1760 Beattie Hermit, At the close of the
day, when the hamlet is still. 1839 Keightley Hist. Eng.
II. 44 Toward the close of the year. 1856 Fkoude Hist,
Eng. (18585 I. v. 398 To bring the matter to a close once and
for all. 1876 Green Short Hist. iii. 137 The close of the
struggle.

f b. The closing passage of a speech, argument,
etc.

1579 Lyly Euphnes (Arb.) 67 Philautus . . answered his

forged gloase, with this friendly cloase. 1649 Milton
Eikon. Wks. 1738 I. 395 To which maybe added as a close,

that, etc. a 1734 North I^ives I. 111 Divers members .

.

made sharp closes to the prejudice of his name.
2. Music. The conclusion of a musical phrase,

theme, or movement ; a Cadence.
1597 Morley In/rod. Mus. 127 False closes . . deuised to

shun a final end . . be . . either ascending or descending. 1629
Milton Nativity 99 The air. .prolongs each heavenly close.

1706 A. Bedford Temple Mus. viii. 163 The Voices alter

from an Unison, in Order to make two Closes, c i860 Goss
Harmony xiii. 42 A Cadence or Close, signifies the last two
chords of any passage. 1880 Parry in Grove Diet. Mus.
1- 375/r Close, .serves to express the ending of a phrase, etc.

..as a fact, and not as denoting the particular succession
of chords which are recognised as forming a cadence.

t>- fig.- *599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 182 Gouernment. .doth
keepe in one consent, Congreeing in a full and natural
close, Like Musicke. 1658 Fleckkoe Fnigm. Charac. (1665)

1 Like an air in musick, [it] is full of closes.

3. A closing or uniting together
;
union, junction.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. v. iv. 1 17 A hand from either : Let
me be blest to make this happy close. 1601 — Twel. N. v.

i. 161 A Contract of eternall bond of loue. .Attested by the
holy close of lippes. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk Selv. in
The close or oneness therefore between ghost and body.
1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 73 [Thinking] on the blue
horizon's line . . She'd find the close of earth and sky.

b. of the leaves of a door.
a 1634 Chapman (J.), The doors of plank were ; their close

exquisite Kept with a double key.

4. A closing in fight; a grapple, struggle, en-

counter.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, r. i. 13 The intestine shocke, And
furious cloze of ciuill Butchery. 1627-77 Feltham Resolves
1. xi. 15 Lest, .they should get a wound in the cloze. 1810
Scott Lady of L. v. xvi, Unwounded from the dreadful
close, But breathless all, Fitz James arose. 1822 B. Corn-
wall Love cured by Kindness, In eager close With Death.

f 5. A closing or shutting up, closure. Obs.

1721 Perry Daggenh. Breach 74 Not to attempt the close

ofmy Dam.

f 6. The closing in (of darkness or night). Obs.
a 1700 Dryden (J.), In the close of night, Philomel begins

her heavenly lay.

Close (kh?uz), v. Forms: a. 1 clysan, 3 clus-

en ; &. 3- close, (4 klose, 5 cloose, 7 cloze,

north. 5-6 cloyse, 6 cloise, clois(s). [ME. close-n

(13th a), a. OF. clos- stem (close pres. subj.) of

clore :—L. claud-h-e to shut, close. OE. had already

the vb. clys-an, f. clits(e, a. late L. clusa = clausa

'shut or enclosed place'. This came down to

13th c. in form cluse-n {it), and probably close-n

was at first viewed simply as a frenchified pronun-
ciation of this earlier word : cf. biclusen, Beclose.

In French clore is of little importance, having been almost
superseded byformer'.— L. formarc, to make firm or fast, to
fasten. In English, on the other hand, close and its accom-
panying adj. and sbs. have become great and important
words, developing whole groups of senses unknown to
French.]

I. To stop an opening ; to shut ; to cover in.

1. trans. To stop up (an opening or channel) so

that it ceases to be open or to allow of passage.

Where the opening is provided with a gate, door,

or lid, turning on hinges or sliding, to ' shut ' this

is to close the opening ; hence ' close ' and ( shut

'

become to a certain extent synonymous, as in 'shut

'

or ' close the door, the eyelid ', etc.

Close is, however, a more general word, to shut being
properly only a way of closing ; hence the former is generally
used when the notion is that of the resulting state, rather
than the process.

c 1205 Lay. 9760 Wel heo clusden heore ^eten. 1297 R.
Glouc (1724) 566 Hor }ates hii wibinne none closi nolde.

1398 TBEvrSA Barth. De P. R. vii. xxi. (1495) 239 A postume
of the eere is heelyd and closyd. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 83
Closyn or schettyn . . claudo. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. 1 W. de W.
1531) 276b, That no man sholde dyg ony pyt. .but he sholde
couer it agayne and close it. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon
xcv. 311 He.. that closyth [v.r. shutteth] the stable dore
whan the horse is stollen. 1555 Eden Decades W. Ink. 1.

in. (Arb.) 77 Riftes euyll closed, a 1771 Gray Descent Odin
57 Now my weary lips I close. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar.
iv. vii, I closed my lids and kept them close. 1856 Emer-
son Eng. Traits, Relig. Wks. (Bohn) II. 99 A valve that

can be closed at pleasure. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. I. xxiii.

282 A blank ice-cliff would close the way altogether, a 1876

J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. 1. iii. 137 [They] allowed the
cities which they passed by to close their gates upon them.

b. To close is also applied to the place, chamber,
vessel, etc., to which the opening leads, or the

thing which the lid shuts up, as in ' to close (or

shut) a box, the eyes, a book ',
' to close a room \

In reference to places, close usually means that ac-

cess to them is officially stopped for the time, as
' the Bodleian Library is closed for a week ' the

grounds are closed to the public \ (In this sense

shut up is colloquially used.)

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. XIV. 65 In Elyes tyme heuene was
yclosed bat no reyne ne rone. 1382 Wyclif Luke iv. 20
Whanne he hadde closid [Vulg.plicuisset, Ags. ge/eald] the

book. 1475 Caxton Jason 116 His herte was so closed ..

with anguissh. 1480 Wardr. Acc. Edw. IV I18301 125 Blac
papir and nailles forclosyngand fastenyng of divers cofyns.

1667 Milton L. viii. 459 Sleep, .clos'd mine eyes. 1726
Butler Serm. x. 193 It is as easy to close the Eyes of the

Mind, as those of the Body. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I.

368 An attempt had been made, .to close the coffee houses.

1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl. III. 144 The lady had already
closed her book. 1876 Green Short Hist. iv. 199 The
King's courts were closed, and all justice denied.

2. intr. (for reft.) To shut itself, become shut.

Const, to close upon or over (what has entered,

rarely upon what is without).

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol. 62 (Cambr. MS, Gg. 4. 27.

C1440) Thanne closeth it [i.e. the flower] and drawith it to

reste. 1393 Gower Con/. II. 266 She made his woundes
close. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xviii. (1495) 123
Therby the mouth openith and closith. 1535 Coverdale
Numb. xvi. 33 The earth closed upon them, and so they
perished. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. i. 24 These eyes shall

neuer close, a 1763 Shenstone Poems Wks. 1764 I. 68 My
ravish'd eyes ! how calmly would they close ! 1821 Shelley
Prometh. Unb. 1. 40 When the rocks split and close again
behind. 1879 C Dickens Life C. J. Matheivs II. 255 On
June 24th the eyes of the brilliant comedian closed upon the

world in which he had worked so hard. Mod. The grave
had closed over all he loved.

3. trans. To Knclose, confine, encompass,
shut up, mt

within. Obs. or arch.
c 1205 Lay. 30698 Heo cluseden ber wt5 innen alle heore

win-tunnen. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 28 He lette close fuyr
in metal. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 2817 pai er closed

with-in be erthe alle. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 221 The cum-
pany That in his wayn closit he had. c 1420 Chron. Vilod.

835 pe chest.. In f>e whyche bis blessud virgyn leyth
yclosot inne. 1425 Pastou Lett. No. 5. I. 19, I sende yow
copies .. closed with this bille. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

144 The which . . the king sent unto diverse prisonnes, and
some he closed within the Castell. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 761
Some purer chest, to close so pure a minde. 1626 Bacon
Sylva (1677) § 343 Fruit closed in Wax, keepeth fresh. 1643
Prynne Sov. Pawer Pari. App. 20 They . . deposed . . their

King .. and closed him in a Monastery. 1710 Hearne
Collect. 23 May (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 399 Her bones were
closed in Leather. 1859 Tennyson Merl. Viv. 207 The
man so wrought on ever seem'd to He Closed in the four

walls of a hollow tower.

+ b. To 'set' (a jewel). Obs.

[c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 2 Perle. .To clanly clos in golde

so clere.] 1530 Palsgr. 487/2, I close aprecyous stone, .in

golde or sylver. .If this antique were closed in golde it were

a goodly thynge.

f c. To enclose with walls, etc. ; to enclose as

walls or boundaries do. Obs.

1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 79 S. Cutberte's kirke [he]

closed with a wall. C1400 Maundev. iii. (1839) 15 That
Arm [of the See] closeth the two partes of the Cytee. c 1400

Rom. Rose 3919. I wole with siker walle Close bothe roses

and roser. 1551 Recorde Pathw. Kncnvl. 1. Defin., Varie-

tees of lines that close no figures. 1568 Grafton Chron.

II. 267 Parys . . was not as then walled nor closed,

d. Jig. To include, contain within itself, arch.

1393 Gower Conf. II. 90 The bible, in which the lawe
is closed. c 1400 Rom. Rose 40 The Romaunt of the

Rose, In which alle the art of love I close. 1338 Starkey
England 1. iv. 138 Al closyd in thys straunge tong of

66
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the old Romanys. 1581 UutttfSC RiM. I , iii. (1602) 11
]

The Ix>rd Chancellor, and everie Justice, .have (closed in

their offices! a credit for conservation of the peace. 1842

Tennyson Locksley Hall 14, I clung to all the present for

the promise that it closed.

4. To fill up (a gap or open place) ; to bound,

shut in. (Often with the notion of filling up or

completing.)
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. rv. 110 The trusty Guards come

up, and close the Side. 1734 tr. Rollins Arte. Hist. (1827)

VIII. xix. 198 The right wing was closed by 4000 slingers.

1807 Director II. 335 A central door, contrived in the flat

w hich closes the scene. 1856 Stanley- Sinai «r Pal. xii.

403 Lebanon closes the Land of Promise on the north.

5. To cover from a blow or an aim. or from sight.

Naut. To shut out from view with, behitul.

t 1430 Syr Gener. iRoxb.) 3941 [Generides] spored tho his

stede, And toward him fast he yede ; Amalek closed him
with his shelde. 1858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 226 Closing

Elizabeth Mansion behind Bradley's Head. Ibid. 227 After

having once closed it with the . . South Head.

t 6. To keep close, keep out of sight or know-

ledge. Obs.

c 1430 Freemasonry 276 Hys mayster cownsel he kepe and
close. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. v, They can it close and
hyde.

7. techn. in various senses : e. g. To cover in,

leave no openings in ; to roof in a building.

1659 Willsford A rchit. 24 The house being clos'd, board-

ing of the rooms is next. 1869 Sib E. Reed Ship/mild, xvii.

340 When these operations have been completed and the

work ' closed ', the riveting is commenced.

b. To arch in the top of a crown with crossing

bands or ' diadems '. Cf. Closk a. 1 b.

1766 Porny Heraldry (1787) 214 The Crowns of other

Christian Kings are Circles of gold, .closed by four. six, or

eight Diadems. Ibid. 216 The coronet of the Prince of

Wales was anciently a Circle of gold . . but since the Restora-

tion it has been closed with one Arch only.

II. To put an end to an open state of matters.

8. trans. To conclude, bring to a close or end ;

to finish, complete. To close one's days : to die.

To close an account : see Account sb. 2.

[Already in L., as in claudere belluiu, opus, certain, etc.]

c 1400 Des.'r. Troy 13664 After course of our kynd closit

his dayes. 1439 Will 0/ Ctess ll'anv., Frerog. Cottrt-bk.

Luffettam If. 213 My last will by me examyned and closid.

1640 1 h'irkcudbr. li'ar-Cotnm. Mill. Bk. (1855I 138 Our
valuationes was closet and sent to you in Marche last.

1667 Milton F. L. 111. 144 That word which clos'd Thy
sovran sentence, a 1763 Shenstone Foetus Wks. 1764 I.

27 Where toil in peaceful slumber clos'd the day. 180a

Mar. Edgeworth Mor. T. .1816) 233 Having closed his

evidence. 1871 F.ditt. Rev. Jan. 74 In favour of the power
of closing debates. 1885 Manch. Exam. 15 July 5/3 To
close the subscription list.

b. To close a bargain. [Here bargain appears

to have its earlier sense of negotiation, bargain-

ing ; but the phrase tends to be associated with

those under 14, 14c]
1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xxxiv, He closed the bargain

directly it reached his ears. 1840 NIarryat Foor Jack xlix,

He had closed the bargain.

C. ellipt. — To close dealings with ,obs.) ; to

close a speech, remarks, or the like.

1642 Rogers Naamam 535 His sonne Ahijah, who would
not close with his Idols. 1885 Maitch. Exam. 20 June 5/3
Lord Derby closed with a reference to his own modest
attempt at federation.

9. intr. To come to an end, terminate.

1821 Scott K'enitw. xxiii, The summer evening was closed.

1877 Mozley Unit'. Serin, iii. 63 Life is boundless to him
till it closes. 1884 Tennyson Becket 14 Over ! the sweet
summer closes, The reign of the roses is done.

III. To bring or come into close contact.

+ 10. trans. To bring close together so as to

leave no opening or breach between ; to bring into

close contact or union ; to conjoin, unite, bind

(books) together, etc. Obs. in general sense.

1566 Chitrclnv. Acc. St. Dunstatt's, Canterb., One boke
of Artekelles. .one letelle boke of prayer. . thes iij bokes are
closed together. 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 533 Close your
hands And your lippes too. 164a Fuller Holy Prof. St.

v. viii. 388 Hypocrisie consists of severall pieces cunningly
closed together. 1653 Baxter Quaker Catech. 12 The
Spirit closeth these two together, even the Gospel and our
Reason.

b. To close ranks or files : to bring those

composing them in close order so as to leave no
gaps or slack parts. Also absol.

1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1. lvii. (1739) 107 The Barons and
Clergy suddenly close their files, ana like a stone wall stood

firm to each other. 1796-7 Instr. ft Reg. Cavalry (1813)

247 The officers, .will each successively, .close his rear rank.

1844 Regnl. ft Ord. Army 179 The riles are to be as well

closed as may be consistent with marching perfectly at

ease. 1847 Infantry Matt. (1854) 9 Right Close—Quick
March. 1873'BROWNING Red Cott. Night-c. 248 They did
not . . close Their sooty ranks, caw and confabulate For
nothing.

c. Shoemaking. To join together the pieces

which form the upper-leather of a shoe or boot.

1801 W. Huntington Bank of Faith (1866) 40, I taught

my wife to close the shoes which I made. 1841 Fenny Cycl.

XXI. 410 Many women get a livelihood by closing the shoe.

The shoe being cut out and closed, goes through sundry
operations. 1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 280/2 The small
quarter and button piece are ' closed ' on the large quarter,

t d. Cap-making. To make close (in texture).

1565 Act 8 Eliz. c. 11. § 4 The same Cap [shall] be first

well scoured and closed upon the Bank.

e. Electr. To unite the parts of [a circuit) so as

to make it complete. ;See note to 11.)

1876 Tait Sec. Adv. Phys. Sc. iv. 80 In this battery until

the circuit is closed. 1878 Foster Phys. 111. i. 394 Closing

a galvanic circuit.

11. intr. To come close together in contact or

union; to join, unite, combine, coalesce, meet in

a common centre.

(As said of lines in quot. 1551, there appears to be a re-

ference to the formation of a 'closed figure ', i.e. one having

a continuous periphery'.)

1551 Recorde Pathw. Kncni'l. 1. Defin., Lynes make
diuerse figures also, though properly thei male not be called

figures, as I said before tvnles the lines do close l 1577

Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619' 29 They all close in the

end, and sing with him the last verse. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V,

I. ii. 210 Many Lynes close in the Dials centre. 1704 New.
ton OpticksiJ.), The acid spirit, .lets go the water, to close

with the fixed body. 17*6 Porny Heraldry (1787) 213

From these rise four arched Diadems [of a crown] . . which

close under a Mound, surmounted of a cross. 184a Tenny.
son E. Morris, She turn'd, we closed, we kiss'd, swore

faith. 1851 — ToQueen 27 A thousand claims to reverence

closed In her as Mother, Wife, and Queen.

12. intr. To draw near, approach close. Const.

+ to, Naut. with. Also, usually with sense of hem-

ming in, To close about, on, round, upon.
152*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. exxii. 146 He ordayned . . one

to go on his right hande, closyng to the see syde. 1649

Selden Laws Eng. 1. lxiv. (17391 129 They closed about

this spark. 1813 Scoresby A'. Whale Fishery 68 The ice

immediately began to close about us. 1833 Marryat P.

Simple xlv, We had closed with the brig, i860 Merc. Mar.
Mag. VII. 71 Vessels may close with the land until within

soundings of 5 or 6 fathoms. Mod. The men closed round

him.

b. trans., chiefly Naut. To come close to or

alongside of. To close the wind : to come near to

the wind, to luff.

1673 Prince Rupert in Loud. Caz. No. 788/4 He sprung

his Luff, and closed his Wind as much as. .he could. 1833
Marryat P. Simple xvi, We joined the fleet . . closed the

admiral's ship, and the captain went on board. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk., To close the wind, to haul to it. 1882

Times 27 Feb., We closed the island by 8 am.
13. intr. To come to close quarters or to grips

;

to engage in hand-to-hand fight, grapple with.

Said of men, armies, ships.

1590 Spenser F. Q. in. i. 9 He fierce uprose. . And snatch-

ing his bright sword began to close With her on foot. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. i. 20 If I can close with him, I care

not for his thrust. 1644 Milton Educ. Wks. 1738 I. 139
To tug or grapple, and to close. 1718 Pope Iliad XX. 511

Achilles closes with his hated foe. 1808 Scott Mann. vl.

xxv, They close in clouds of smoke and dust With sword-

sway and with lance's thrust. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India

II. v. v. 477 The .. winds prevented the squadrons from
closing. 1863 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. ii, The large man closed

with him and proved too strong.

14. To come to terms or agreement {with a

person).

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v.i. 345 Harke how the villaine

would close now. 1611 — Wint. T. IV. iv. 830 Close with

him, giue him Gold. 1656 S. Winter Serm. 00 They not

closing with Christ, .the Covenant not long after was made
void. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 89 r I Without being able

either to close with their Lovers, or to dismiss them. 1855

Macaulay Hist. Eng. xi. iL.), In the hope that, by closing

with them, he would lay the ground for a reconciliation.

b. To close with an offer, proposal, etc : to ac-

cede to, give adhesion to, accept.

1645 Pagitt Hertsiogr. (1661)255 When they can cloze

with that which is called the chief Ordinance. 1654

L'Estrange Chas. I (16551 77 To close with the kings de-

sires. 1766 Goldsmith Vic. W. xiv, I readily closed with

the offer. 1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII. lxiv. 305 He im-

mediately closed with the overtures of Philocles. 1859

Tennyson Geraint ff Enid 1063 Desire to close with her

lord's pleasure.

c. To agree upon a measure, etc.

a 1698 Temple Wks. (J.), Would induce France and Hol-

land to close upon some measures . . to our disadvantage.

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. ii. 172 They should have closed

upon her caprice, and taken her when she was in the

fancy.

IV. Combined with adverbs

:

15. Close about [ = OE. ieclysan]. To close in

on all sides, encompass.
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4459 pai er noght swa closed

obout pat bai ne mught lightly com out. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 83 Closyn abowtyn, ratio. 1335 Stewart Cron.

Scot. II. 119 With his fais he wes closit about. 161 1 Bible

Jonah ii. 5 The depth closed mee round about.

16. Close down. To close by forcing or fasten-

ing down.
eg. To close down the hatches of a ship in a storm.

17. Close in.

a. trans. To confine by closing the means of

egress ; to shut in, hem in, enclose.

t 1400 Metayne 129 The angele dange tham downn. That
closede in that Cite. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 261 The
apostles . . closed them 111 togyther. 1568 Grafton Chron.

II. 270 The Frenche king . . thought verily to have closed

the king of England in betweene Abvile and the river of

Some. 161 1 Bible i Mace. vii. 46 They came forth out of

all the townes. .and closed them in.

b. To shut with inward motion.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 260 He drewe in his head and

closed in his Wyndow. 1838 Lytton Alice 9 The windows
were closed in.

t C. intr. To come to terms or into agreement

with. Obs.

1715 South Semt. John vii. 17 I. 244 He presently closes

in, accepts, and complies with it. a 1745 Swift (J.)t To
close in with the people. 1741 T. Morrice in Orrery
State Lett. I. 77 He . . therefore charged his lordship to

close in with the duke.

d. To draw near to, or to advance into contact

with, to come to close quarters with. Also fig.
1704 Swift T. Tub xi, 1 do now gladly close in with

my subject. 1795 Nelson 21 Mar. in Nicolas Disp. (18451

Ii. 21 Which enabled the Agamemnon and Inconstant to

close in with her.

e. Said of what surrounds : To draw in upon,

or approach from all sides, so as to shut in ; hence-

said of the approach of night or darkness.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xii. (18561 95 The capricious

ice closed in upon us. 1850 Jephson Brittany ix. 139
Evening was closing in. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. § 27. 206

As the night drew on, the mountains seemed to close in

upon us. 1867 Parkman Jesuits N. Amer. vii. (1875) 77
\ ight was fast closing in.

18. Close off. To close and rule off (an account .

188 . G. W. Cable Mad. Delphine v. 22 The moral account
. . was closed off, and the balance brought down.

1 19. Close out. To shut out, exclude. Obs.

1382 Wycljf Lament, iii. 8 He closede out myn orisoun

[1388 excludid my prier]. c 1490 Promp. Pan'. 83 (MS. K)
Closyn oute or schettyn owt, excludo.

20. Close to. intr. Naut. See 1 2 b.

1833 Marryat P. Simple xv, The ship had closed-to within

a quarter of a mile of the beach,

21. Close up.

a. trans. To confine by building, blocking, or

covering up ; to confine out of sight or completely.

1530 Palsgr. 488/1, I close up in a wall or I close up by-

twene walles. .emmurer . .An ancker . . closed up in a wall.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 289 The rest were closed up in the

sameTowre in prison. 1626 Bacon Sylva (1677'! 317 There

were taken Apples and. .closed up in Wax.
b. To close by blocking or filling up ; to close

completely, stop by closing.

1545 Brinklow Lament. (1874) 80 God closeth vp the eyes

of the Kynge. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 281 To close up
the passage by the sea. 1596 Shaks. 7am. Shr. v. iL 9.

1653 Greaves Seraglio no He., closeth up his stomack

with a Bocklava [mttrg. a Tart].

C. To close by bringing separate parts together.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, tv. Prol. 13 With busie Hammers
closing Riuets vp. 1611 Bible6V«. ii. 21 He tooke one of his

ribs, and closed vp the flesh in stead thereof. 1704 Addison
Italy (J.\ As soon as any public rupture happens, it is im-

mediately closed up by moderation and good offices, i860

Tyndall Glac. 11. { 17. 321 The walls of the crevasses are

squeezed together, and the chasms closed up.

d. To end, complete ; to sum up. Also absol.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 81 Having spoken

sufficiently of a matter, we close up the sentence with these

words, a 1600 Hooker Stmt. Remedie agst. Sorrow tf

Fear i.R.), To register in the Booke of Life after what sort

his seruants haue closed vp their dayes on earth, a 1635

Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 37, I must now close up.

1793 Eliza Parsons Woman as she should be IV. 219 And
now, my dear mother, I close up my correspondence from

Grove-House.

e. intr. To close by the union or coalescence

of separate parts ; to come together so as to leave

no intervals or gaps ; esp. of ranks of soldiers.

1835 L. Hunt Poems, Capt. Sword 11. 49 Close up ! close

up ! Death feeds thick. 1841 Lane A rat. Nts. I. 101 The
wall closed up again. 1885 Gen. Grant Personal Mem.
I. xxii. 302 Giving the two flanking divisions an opportunity

to close up and form a stronger line.

Close, obs. pi. Clovk sb.*, and obs. f. Clothes.

Clo'se-bodied, a. Having a close body.

1. Applied to a coat, etc., the body part of which

fits closely.

1677 Lon'd. Caz. No. 1221/4 A close-bodied Coat. 176B-74

Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 540 Enwrap me in thy close-

bodied leathern jacket. 1801 Huntington Bank ofFaith

155, I had got two very good great-coats, but stood in need

of a close-bodied one.

2. Of close grain or structure, close-grained.

171* Leoni Alberti's Archil. I. 27b, The most close-

bodied Box, most excellent for Turning. Ibid. I. 29 b. The
closer bodied it is.

Closed (kl<7»zd), ppl. a. [f. Closk v.] Made
close, shut. Also with advs. as closed in, closed out.

Closed syllable, one ending in a consonant, as the first

and third of h./es-tl-nat.

f ijos Lay. 12823 Heo weoren in castle ooer y burh^e

iclused uaste. c 1440 Promp. Part: 83 Closyd yn, inclttsiis.

Ibid., Closyd owte, exclustts, seclusus. 1481 Caxton Rey-

nard v. (Arb. I 10 A cloysterer or a closyd recluse. 1526

Filgr. Per/. (W. de W. 15311 254 b, Closed and feslred

woundes. 183a AW. Philos. II. Electro-Magnet, xi. | 232

(Usef. Knowl. Soc.) When an electric current, after travers-

ing a certain line, .returns upon itself .. it has been de.

nominated a closed circuit. 1881 S. J. Whitmee in Trans.

Victoria Instit. 20 Many of the syllables are closed. 188a

Minchin Unipl. Kinxmat. 140 The curve is closed, so that

the extreme points A and B coincide. 1887 Pall Mall G.

1 Nov. 2 2 In many cases a boy is sent for a closed (or

partially closed) exhibition, who might get an open scholar-

ship. ,

t Clcvse-figllt. Naut. Obs. See quot. 1627,

and cf. Close-quarters. Alsofig.
160a Marston Antonio f, Mellida 1. L (N.\ How her

eyes dart wonder on my heart !..Stande firme on decke,

when beauties close-fight's up. 16*1 R. Hawkins Voy. S.

Sea (1847) 102 Had we beene able to have spared but a

dozen men, doubtlesse we had done with her what we
would ; for shee had no close fights. 16*7 Smith Seaman's

Gram. xii. 58 A ships close fights, are smal ledges of wood

laid crosse one another like the grates of iron in a prisons
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window, betwixt the maitie mast, and the fore mast, and
are called gratings. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word~bk> % Close-
quarters or Close-fights.

Close-fist (kWsjfist). One characterized by
keeping a close fist, a niggard.
1861 Under the Spell II. 85 PH take odds, old ' closefist

\

1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. nr. 280 And at a close-fist
would the people stare.

Clo'Se-fLsted, a. That keeps the hand tightly

shut
;
usually in the fig. sense of: Loath to give,

stingy, niggardly, miserly, penurious. The oppo-
site of open-handed.
1608 Machin Dumb Knt. v. i, in Hazl. Dodsley X. 198

There is Some too close-fisted hardness in your hearts.

163° J- Taylor (Water P.) Vertueofa Tayle Wks. It. 131/2
Close-fisted Niggardize, 1640 Hp. Hall Episc. 1. 28 If any
man will be so stiffe, and close-fisted, as to stick at any of
them [Postulata], they shall be easily wrung out of his
fingers by the force of Reason. 1750 Berkeley Patriotism
§ 22 A carking, griping, closefisted fellow. 1845 Ford
Handbk. Spain L 61 The close-fisted in no country must
hope to receive much gratuitous Service,

b. quasi-£&/z/. Grudgingly.
1575 Fenton Gold. Epist. (1577) 72 All those .. that giue

any thing, giue it close fisted (as the saying is).

Hence Clo sefistedness.
1631 Celestina IL 30 Close-fistednes . . doth eclypse and

darken, whereas, .liberality doth gaine. a 1639 W. Whately
Prototypes 1. xi. (1640) 113 Nothing lesse beseemeth a
wealthy man then close-fistednesse.

Clo se-grained, a. [see Grain.] Having
the fibres, crystals, or other structural elements
fine and closely arranged ; of close texture.

1754 Dodsley Public Virtue, Agric. 11. 258 The close-
grained box. 1776 G. SempLe Building in Water-80 Clean,
close-grained Lime-stone. 1854 Hooker Himal. Jrnls. I.

i. 9 Closer-grained and more woody trees. 1858 J. Brown
Horx Subs. (1863) 19 His firm and close-grained mind,

Clo-se-ha:nded, a,

1. = Close-fisted, arch, or Obs.
1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841) 58 A prince void of all

corruption . . free in bestowing, in taking close-handed.
1607 Hieron Wks. I. 82 The Lord was neuer sparing or
close-handed towards His church. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.
II. 92 The rood . .of Boxley . . used to smile and bow, or
frown, .as its worshippers were generous or closehanded.
2. Hand-to-hand. (L. comminus. )

1845 Stoddart in Encycl. Metr. (1847) I- "5A Melee is

the same as meslie. .signifying a closehanded battle.

f Close-ha-ndedness = Close-fistedness.
1646 P. Bulkeley Gospel Covt. in. 269 There is amongst

us a. .close-handednesse towards the Lord. 1661 Holyday
Serm. Disloyalty 38 (T.) By a close-handedness in an
instant war, the inhabitants confounded their empire and
themselves.

Clo se-hauled, a. Naut. [see Haul.]
With the sail-tacks hauled close, so as to be able
to sail as near the wind as possible.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) M ij, The ship is .

.

close-hauled, because . . her tacks, or lower corners of the
j

principal sails, are drawn close down to her side to wind-
ward. 1806 Moore Steersman's Song ii, When by the wind
close-hauled we go.

fig, 1883 Stevenson Treasure Isl. iv. xviii. (1886) 145, I

should say we were pretty close hauled.

Closely (klou-sli), adv. [f. Close a. + -ly 2
.]

In a close manner
;
usually opposed to openly.

1. So as to leave no passage out or in ;
' without

inlet or outlet ' (J. ). Hence, in a place strictly

shut up, in close confinement.
1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, !, i. 38 This day should Clarence

closely be mew'd up. a 1691 Boyle (J,), Putting the mixture
into a crucible closely luted. Mod. Henry was closely
confined in the Tower. This room has been closely shut up.

2. spec. With closed lips, inarticulately.
1565 Jewel Repl. Harding (1611) 127 Bishops and Priests

should celebrate . . the Masse, not closely, but with vtter-
ance, and sound of voice, that they might be heard of the
peorjle. 1579 FOLKS Ref. Rastel 771 The wordes of conse-
cration by no authoritie. .ought to be pronounced closelye.

+ 3. Secretly, covertly, privately, privily. Obs.

1552 Huloet, Beare closely, priuely, or secretly. 1583
Stubbes Anat. Abus. u. 81 It shall be done so cloosely, as
no dogges shall barke at it. 1602 Shaks. Haml. w, i. 29
We haue closely sent for Hamlet hither. 1643 Prynne Sov

.

Pcnver Pari. 1. (ed. 2) 96 If the King did closely or apertly,
study or goe about to breake or alter this agreement.
4. In close proximity :

a. Near to some person or thing specified or
understood. Hence with hold, keep, etc., some-
times implying restraint (see quots. 1656, 1879):
narrowly,
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 189 This famous Isle .. by

which we closely travelled. 1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes,
Resurrection iv. 22 Hold thy Pindarique Pegasus closely

B*i '795 Southey Joan of Arc v. 455 The famish'd babe
Clings closely to his dying mother's breast. 1879 E. Garrett
House by Works II. 68 Young men are often kept very
closely by their fathers. 1883 Payn Talk of Tenon I. 14 He
wore, .his own hair, but closely cut.

b. With the components near together, densely,
compactly, with compression.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 426 The Englishe men shot so

closely, .together. 1583 Stanyhurst Mneis 11. (Arb.) 60
Dooues in tempest clinging fast ctoslye to geather. 1848
Macaulay Hist, Eng. II. i 9 i A treaty .. by which the
Princes of the Empire bound themselves closely together.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. 244 In both liquids and solids we
have the molecules closely packed.
5. fig. Of association, resemblance, etc.: Nearly,

intimately.

519

1841 Borrow ZincaliW. 108 Closely connected with the
Sanscrit. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 112 The episcopal
polity was also closely associated in the public mind with
all the evils. 1859 Tennyson Merlin Vivien 444 My
name, once mine, now thine, iscloselier mine.

b. Of nearness to a pattern, model, standard,
ideal course.
i68z Norris Hierocles 70 When it does not closely adhere

to its common Notices, a 1700 Dryden (J.), I hope I have
translated closely enough. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. nr.

ii. § 72 Hall keeps more closely to his subject. 1885 Law
Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 327 The analogy of common law is to
be followed as closely as may be.

6. By bringing the eyes or mind into close

proximity with an object or matter ; with close

attention or investigation.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xi. xxxi. (1845) 45 The poetes
conclude full closely Their fruitfiill problemes for refbrma-
cion. 1600 Holland Livy 506 (R.) Taurea. .enquired at
length closely, after silence made, where about he was.
1658 Sir T. Browne Hydrwt. § 3 (1736)36 Were the Happi-
ness of the next World as closely apprehended as the Feli-
cities of this. 1701 Col. Rec. Penn. II. 55 He very closely
Expostulated with them. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. vn. § 29
With us to think closely is the least part of a learned man.
1768 Sterne Sent, fourn. (17751 II. 133 Disputing the point
of religion more closely. 187s Jevons Money 118781 17 To
investigate closely the history of prices. 1885 Sir N.
Lindley in Law Rep. 30 Chanc. Div. 14 The case . . is not
really in point when we come to look at it closely.

7. When qualifying participles it is usually hy-
phened, as closely-drawn, -fitting, -packed, -woven.
1835 Willis Pencillings II. xviii. 42 The closely-latticed

window. 1836 H. Rogers J. Howe ii. (1863) 35 Closely-
cropped hair. 1864 Pusey Lect. Daniel viii. 556 Belief in

the ever closely-present omnipresence of God.

Closen (kl<?u*s'n), v. rare. [f. Close a. +- -EN 5,

after loosen.
-

] trans. To make close.

i860 A. Windsor Ethica v. 233 There was sufficient

affinity to closen the tie of brotherhood. Ibid. vii. 334.

Closeness (klJu-snes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

Close quality or condition.

f 1. Closed or shut up condition, confinement.
1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 218 For closenes of her vyr-

gynyte, bothe in hys concepcion and in hys byrthe, 1614
Bp. Hall Recollect. Treat. 918 Some, .longed for the open ,

aire after so long closenesse. 1644 — Ron. Wks, (1660) 131
This sealing argues a long reservation and closenesse.

b. Her. of the wings of birds.

1610 Guilli.m Heraldry m. xx. ( 161 1) 156 In these, .fowles,
that are not much exercised in flight, you shall not need to
speake of their closenesse.

c. 'Narrowness, straitness '

(J.). Cf. Closed. 2.

t 2. Secrecy, concealment, reticence. Obs.
1562 J. Heywood Prov. <y Epigr. (16871 210 Small diffrens

betweene cloosnes and consealyng. a 1623 Pemble Justi-
fication by Faith (1629) 34 Armimus . . v=ed much closenesse
and cunning conveyance. 1658 Whole Duty Man x. § 16.

83 Any closeness a man uses in the acting of this sin. 1746
Wesley Princ. Methodist 9 There is Darkness and Close-
ness in all their Behaviour. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. Pref.,

The secrecy and closeness of the Indians as to their own
affairs.

3. Retirement, seclusion, solitude.

1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 90 All dedicated To closenes,
and the bettering of my mind. i6iz Shelton Quix. nr. xi.

(R.), The care and closeness, wherewithal her parents.,
have brought her up. 1834 R. Mudie Brit. Birds (1841) I.

47 It is probable that they [quails] are more numerous.,
than appears to common observation. Their extreme close-

ness during the day appears to be the chief cause of this.

4. Want of free air or ventilation, as in a room
that is shut up ; a similar quality of the atmosphere
in still sultry weather.
«i598Turberv. in Hakluyt Voy. I. 387 (R.) Faces, .browne,
by reason of the stoue, and closeness of the aire. 1708
Swift Death Partridge, Almost stifled by the closeness of
the room. 1780 Schotte in Phil. Trans. LXX. 480 A
tornado is preceded by a disagreeable closeness and weight
in the air. 1865 Daily Tel. 25 Oct. 7/3 The sudden close-

ness of the weather.

5. Nearness or proximity ofcomponent elements

:

compactness, density, solidity.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 147 For the sake of its

hardfastness or closeness. 1676 Grew Anat. Plants iv. 1.

v. § 2 Closeness or Density of the Parenchyma. 1692
Bentley (J.), Many particles, .combine into that closeness
of texture. 1802 Dibdin Introd. Classics Advt., Smallness
and closeness of the type.

6. Nearness to anything in space, time, amount,
association, resemblance, etc.

a 1716 South (J.), The actions, .of wise men run in greater
closeness and coherence with one another. 1759 Johnson
Idler No. 69. f8 The poets shook off their constraint, and
considered translation as no longer confined to servile close-

ness. 1851 W. Greg Creed Christendom 227 The closeness

and depth of his communion with the Father. 1884 H. D.
Traill in Macm. Mag., In proportion to the closeness of
the imitation. 1884 Manch. Exam. 9 May 5/1 The present
vote, .shows by its closeness [159 against 155] the growth of
Free-trade opinions.

7. Exactness, conciseness.

1712 Addison Spect. No. 363. p 12 The Story . . is drawn
together with much Closeness and Propriety of Expression.

1779 Johnson L. P., Blackmore Wks. III. 190 The art of
uniting ornament with strength and ease with closeness.

1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. iv. (i860) 87 It is Pope's wit and
closeness that are the difficult things.

8. Niggardliness, stinginess, parsimony.
171Z Addison Sped. No. 264 ?2 Irus judg'd . . that while

he could keep his Poverty a Secret, he should not feel the
Weight of it ; he improved this Thought into an Affecta-
tion of Closeness and Covetousness.

CLOSET.

Close quarters, [Close a. + Quarters.]
1. Naut. (See quots. = earlier Close-fights.

)

1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) 1. 111. xlv. 210 We had provided
close quarters and powder-chests ; so that they could not
have taken us without an encounter. 1769 Falconer Diet.
Marine (1789 s Close-quarters, certain strong barriers of
wood stretching across a merchant-ship in several places.
They are used as a place of retreat when a ship is boarded
by her adversary, and are . . fitted with . . loop holes, through
which to fire. C1850 Rudim. Navig. fWeale) 107.

2. fig. Immediate contact with the foe.

1809 Roland Fencing Introd. 29 They [marines] are more
frequently at close quarters with the enemy than the mili-
tary are. 1855 Prescott Philip II, 1. viii. (18571 *37 The
combatants were brought into close quarters. 1864 Mac-
Dougall Mod. Warfare 241 (L.) This force . . made no at-
tempt to come to close quarters with their enemy. 1882
Daily News 29 Aug. 6/3 His cavalry are far too shy of com-
ing to close quarters.

tClo'Ser 1
. Obs. Also 5 closere, 6 closyer,

6-7 elosier. [a. Anglo- K. closere = OF. closiere

'enclosed place' :—late h.clausdria (see Du Cange),
f. clans-its closed, shut.]

1. An enclosed space or place ; a closet.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5250 Candace. .changid hire wedis

;

And cam doun of hire closere. C1410 Love Bonavent.
Mirr. vi. (Gibbs MS.', Joseph.. made hem a closer and a
crachche for here beestes. 1530 Palsgr. 206/1 Closyer,
clos.

2. That which encloses, an enclosing wall or
barrier; the cover of a book. [App. confused with
Closure, OK. closure in this sense.]
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 83 Closere [Pynson, closure] of bokys,

or oper Iyke, clausura, coopertorium. 1481-90 Howard
Househ. Bks. (1844) 123 The byll .. is in the closer of this

boke. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vm. iv. 173 Hercules .. Bet
doun the closeris. 1519 Horman Vulg. in Promp. Part'. 80
with a . . closer latis wyse, clathro. c 1543 W. Clebi; MS.
Addit. 4609. 409 With closer of brike toured aboute your
gardein. 1573 Tusser Hush. (1878) 2 For want of partition,
elosier, and such. 1605 HmtAvQuersit. in. 192 The making

j

of diuers closiers of glasses.

Closer - (klJu-z3j\ Also 8 elosier. [f. Close
v. + -er. Cf. OF. elosier (Godefr.).] One who or
that which closes (in various senses of the vb.).

1611 Cotgr., Afferiuhseur, a strengthener ; compactor,
closer. 1650 tr. Bacons Life $ Death 63 Malacissation is

wrought by Consubstantials, by Imprinters, and by Closers
up, a i8zx Keats Misc. Poems 217 Closer of lovely eyes
to lovely dreams. 1885 Pall Mall G. 19 Nov. 3/2 Sunday
closers [advocates of Sunday closing] will be surprised to
learn, .that on Sunday ' the inns are empty '.

2. Boot-making. The workman that * closes
1
or

joins together the uppers of boots or shoes.

1724 Lond. Gaz. No. 6249/8 Elizabeth Tocock . . Closer of
Shooes. 1866 Lond. Rev. 27 Oct. 459/2 Clickers, blockers,
runners, closers. 1889 D. F. Schloss in Charity Organis.
Rev. Jan. 7 note, Closers make the uppers of boots.

3. Building, A stone or brick of smaller size

than the rest, used to close or end a wall, or course
of brickwork. King closer. Queen closer ; see

quot. 1876. (Sometimes closure, formerly elosier.)

1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 261 'Tis usual to lay a Closier
next the Header on both sides of the Wall, and . . to make the
Wall much stronger, lay .a Closure on one side, and none on
the other. 1734 Builder s Diet. s.v. Brick, At an upright
Quoin in a Brick and half Wall, .it is usual to lay a Closer
next the Header, on both Sides of the Walls. 1876 Gwilt
Archit. Gloss. s.v. Closer, Closers in brickwork, are pieces
of bricks 'or bats) less or greater than half a brick, that are
used to close in the end of a course of brickwork, .a quarter
brick (or bat), .interposed to preserve the continuity of the
bond., is called a qucen-c\oser . .a three-quarter bat at the
angle in the stretching-course, .is called a king-closer.

Close-reef (klJu^nf), v. [see Reef.] To
reef closely, to take in all the reefs of (a sail or

ship)
;
orig. and chiefiy in pa. pple. Clo se-reefed.

1758 Naval Chron. VIII. 447 The commanding ship, .ap-

peared to be close-reefed. 1775 Dalrymple Voy. in Phil.
Trans. LXVIII. 404 At noon, close reefed top-sails. 1795
Naval Chron. 189 Under close-reeved topsails. 1858 in

Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 290 We were obliged to close reef.

Close-stool ;kUu-S|St;7l\ A chamber ntensil

enclosed in a stool or box.
1410 Wye Acc. in Rogers Agric. # Prices III. 546/2, 2 close

stoles. 1558 Lane. Wills 1. 179 On carven close stole ij» viJ .

1601 Shaks. All's Wellv. ii. 18. 1603 Florio Montaigne nr.

xii. (1632) 612 A commodious ajax or easie close-stoole. 1660
Milton Free Commw. 428 Chamberlains, Ushers, Grooms,
even of the Close-stool. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852)

II. 449. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 620.

b. attrib.

1629 Inv. Hatfield Priory in Trans. Essex Archseol. Soc.

New Ser. III. 11. 174, i old leather closestoole chaire. 1640
Witts Recreations, By His feather with his close-stool-hat

did lye. 1699 Garth Dispens. v. (1700) 68 His high Helmet
was a Close-stool pan.

Closet (klp-zet), sb. Also 4-7 closett, 5-6

-ette, 6 claus(s)et, Sc. closat, 6-7 closset, 7

clossett. [a. OK. closet, dim. ofelos :—L. clausuiu :

see Close s&.l and -et. In later Fr. applied ex-

clusively to a small enclosure in the open air.]

1. A room for privacy or retirement ; a private

room ; an inner chamber ; formerly often — Bower
2, 2 b; in later use always a small room : see 4.

1 1370 Robt. Cicyle 57 A slepe hym toke In hys closet.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus n. 1215 In a closet for to avyse her
bettre, She went alone. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxii. 80 In
her closet she hideth herself sore sighyng. 1530 Palsgr.
206/1 Closet for a lady to make her redy in, chamberette.
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CLOSET. 520 CLOSING
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 103 We doe call the
most secret place in the house appropriate unto our ownc
private studies.. a Closet. x6n Bible Jocl\\. 16 Let the
bridegroome goe forth of his chamber, and the bride out of
her closet. 1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money Chas. «$ Jos. (1851)

133 The Queens garden closet at Windsor. 1713 Swift
Frenzy J. Denny, While I was in my closet pondering
the case of one of my patients. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 14 p 3 A sudden intruder into the closet of an author.

b. esp. Such a room as the place of private de-

votion (with allusion to 161 1 version of Matt. vi.

6). arch.
1611 Bible Matt. vi. 6 When thou prayest, enter into thy

closet [Wyclif couch, i6th c. versions chamber, x88i Rev.
inner chamber]. < 1680 Beveridge Semi. (17291 1. 535 Re-
tire into your closet . . and there look back upon your lives.

1888 Abp. Benson in Times 15 Aug. 8/4 Many of our devout
poor can find neither space nor quiet for .. solitary closet
prayer . . For them the retirement of the spacious lonely
church is the ' closet

1

of Christ.

C. As the place of private study or secluded
speculation

; esp. in reference to mere theories as
opposed to practical measures.
a 1600 Hooker EccL Pol. vn. xxiv. § 15 At home or abroad,

at their tables or in their closets. 1746 Chesterf. Lett.
(1870) 26 The knowledge of the world is only to be ac-
quired in the world, and not in the Closet. 1780 Gouv.
Morris in Sparks Life $ Writ. (18321 I. 311 In their closets
they make men exactly suited to their systems ; but . . such
men as exi.st nowhere else. x88o W. A. Wright Shaks.
Rich. III. Pref. 60 Richard the Third, although not a play
for the closet, has always been a favourite upon the stage.

1889 Spectator 23 Mar., The project .. which .. most at-
tracts the philanthropists of the closet.

2. The private apartment of a monarch or poten-
tate ; the private council-chamber ; a room in a
alace used by the sovereign for private or house-
old devotions. Obs. exc. Hist. f Clerk of the

Closet : see Clerk 6 c. + b. A pew in the chapel
of a castle occupied by the lord and his family, or
in a Chapel Royal by the Royal family. Obs.
c 1340 Caw. if Gr. A'nt. 934 Chaplaynez to be chapeles

chosen be gate, .pe lorde loutes berto, & be lady ak, In-to
a comly closet coyntly ho entrez. 1530 Palsgr. 206/1
Close*, chapelle. 1549 Latimer Strm. be/. Edw. Vl\ i.

(Arb.) 38 Shall any of his sworne chapelins? No. Thei bee
of the clausset and kepe close such matters. 1565 Act 8
EUz. c. 4. § 1 Common Prayer in Churches, Chapels, Closets
and Oratories. 1565 Jewell Def. Apol. <i6n) 104 That
S. Peter . . sitteth with him [the Pope] in Consistory, or in
Clauset, discussing of Cases. 1625 Meade in Ellis Grig.
Lett. I, 315. III. 202 If the Queens Closet where they now
say masse were not large enough, let them have it in the
Great Chamber. 1769 Junius Lett. xii. 52 You have now a
strength sufficient to command the closet. 184B Macallay
Hist. Eng. I. 547 Jam«s called into his closet Arnold Van
Cittern, .and Everard Van Dykvelt. 1868 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1876) II. App. 618 Dealings in the royal closet would
be. .likely to be known to a courtier and royal chaplain.

3. a. A private repository of valuables or {esp.

in later use) curiosities ; a cabinet, arch, or Obs.

In china-closet (q. v.) this passes into b.

[1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 1. iv. 46.] 1601 - Jul.C. hi. ii. 134
But heere's a Parchment. .1 found it in his Closset, 'tis his
Will. 1605 — Lear m. iii. 12, I haue lock'd the Letter in
my CfottCt. 1659 ASHMOLE Diary | 17741 3^6 Mr. Tradescant
and his wife toltf me they had been long considering upon
whom to bestow their closet of curiosities when they died.
1680 ID Somen Tracts I. 1 16 The late House of Commons
have .. seized Closets and Writings without Information.
1708 J. Chamberlain St. Ct. Brit. u. L ii. (1743) 291 Silver
coins . . still preserved in the closets of the curious. 1756-7
Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 325 A closet full of pieces of
rock crystal.

b. A small side-room or recess for storing

utensils, provisions, etc. ; a cupboard. [Not very
distinct from 4.)
1616 Surkl. & Markh. Country Farme 584 The Con-

fectionarie or closet of sweet meates. 1628 Wither Brit.
Rentetub. I. 198 The Storehouse, and the Closset of our
dainties. 1799 Jane Austen Lett.dSB^l. 209 A closet full

of shelves .
. it should therefore be called a cupboard rather

than a closet.

C. Skeleton in the closet (ox cupboard) ; a private
or concealed trouble in one's house or circum-
stances, ever present, and ever liable to come into
view : see Skeleton.
4. With special reference to size : Any small
room : especially one belonging to or communi-
cating with a larger. Common in north of Engl.,
Scotland, Ireland

; bed-closet, a small bed-room.
1768 Sterns Sent. Joum., Case 0/ Delicacy, The little

room within was a damp cold closet. 1768-74 Tucker LI.
Nat. 1 1852) II. 596 When the family is squeezed up in scanty
closets for the sake of having a spacious hall. 1789 P.
Smvth tr. Aldrich's Archit. (1818) 127 Closets are adapted
to the larger apartments.

t 5. fig. 'I he den or lair of a wild beast. Obs.
1576 A. Fleming tr. Cains' Dogs, The Tumbler, This sort

of dogs . . doth suddenly gripe it [the beast] at the very .

.

mouth of their receptacles or closets.

6. a. trans/. That which affords retirement like

a private chamber, or which encloses like a
cabinet ; a hidden or secret place, retreat, recess.

+ Closet of the heart : the pericardium ; see also b.

r
ciffio Destr. Troy 11929 The knightes in the closet [the

Trojan horse] cornyn out swithe. 1450 1530 Myrr. our
Ladye 233 Went the sonne of god oute of the pryuy closet
of the maydens wombe. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.
Acad. XL 221 This skinne ..is also called the litle closet
of the heart. (,1630 Due mm. of Hawth. Poems Wks.

j
51 Him, whom . . Mary'*, pure closet now doth bear. 1663

1 Butler Hud. 1. i. 178 What Adam dreamt of when his
Bride Came from her closet in his side. 1674 N. Fairfax

i
Bulk *r Selv. 147 We see them [our souls] bound . . to the
narrow closet of a mans body.

b- Ac
1413 Lydgate Ptlgr. Smvte v. xiv. (14831 110 Within a

lytel closet of his entendement. 1577 Hanmer Ame. EccL
' Hist. 419 The grace of God resiant in the closset of his

breste. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. ii. (1821
1 37 Enter .

.

1 into the Closet of your Conscience. 1862 Goulbcrn Pert.
Relig. iv. (1873* 40 The Closet of the heart.

7. Short for f * Closet of ease,'
1 water-closet

'

1662 Gerbier Prim. 27 A Closet of ease. 1869 E. A.
Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 31 4 Some persons will use the
closet twice daily. 1887 Spectator 12 Mar. 345/2 The stench
from the overcrowding or from closets is almost unbearable.

8. J/er. An ordinary resembling the Bar {sb. 1
6),

but of half its breadth.
1571 Bossewell Arrnorie 12b, A Closset is the halfe of

the Barre, and tenne of them maie be borne in one fielde.

1766-87 Pokny Heraldry iv. 74 The Bar has two Diminu-
tives, the closet which contains half of the Bar, and the
Barmlet, which is the half of the closet.

t 9. A sewer. Sc. Obs.
[Translating K cloaca : origin doubtful ; there is nothing

like it in French.]

1533 BeLLEMOEJI Livy ( 18221 70 (Jam.> He drew mony
;

closettis, condittis, and sinkis fra the hight of the toun to
the. .low partis thairof. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 499
Out-throw aneclosatquhair the filth didryn Of all that place.

10. attrib., as a. closet-candlestick, -door, etc. ;

1 esp. in reference to the closet as b. a place of
private devotion, as closet-chapel, -devotion, -medi-
tation, -prayer, -religion, -vow ; or c. of private
study and speculation, as closet-lucubration, -philo-

sopher, -politician, -reasoner, -speculation, -student,

-study, etc. ; d. in sense 2, closet-chaplain, -work
;

e. in sense 3 ,
closet-keeper, f closet-draught,

-picture
,
— cabinet drawing or picture).

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2068/4 One *CIoset Candlestick, with
Snufters and Extinguisher. 16*7 Fuller Coed Th. in
Worse T. 11841) 130 What, several "closet-chapels for those
of the same bed and board? 1649 Milton Eikon. xxiv. 492
Reasons, why he should rather pray by the officiating mouth
of a "Closet-chaplain. 16918 N or ris Prmct. Disc. 120 The
general defect of our common "Closet-devotions. Ibid. 339
Those great Master-pieces ofhis Art, those "Closet-Draughts
of his beauty. 1851 Sir F. Palgraye Norm. 4- Eng. I. 61
None of the Desk and "Closet-helps for philological study.
1666 Pefyi Diary 1 18791 III. 422 Tom Chemns..the king's

1 "closett-keeper. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vcrtue's Anted.
Paint. (17861 II. 206 The office of closet-keeper to the King.
1818 Ii. O'Reilly Greenland 243 Sailing to the north pole
has been long a very- favourite subject for *closet lucubra-

|

tion. 1815 W. Phillips OutL Mi*. 4 Geol. < i8x8> 10: The
speculations of mere "closet-philosophers. 1711 Lond. Gaz.

1 No. 6003/3 Great choice of the finest "Closet Pictures. 1815
T. J EFh'KRsos IVrit. {i%yo* IV. 247 "Closet politicians merely,
unpractised in the knowledge of men. 1678 Bunyan Piley.
I. 216 They cast off. .private Duties, as #Closet-Prayer.

1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III. 328 [Bp. J. Taylor's
1 reatisesj are in use. .as well for church-service as •closet-

preparation. 178* Miss BuRMEY Cecilia 1. ii. (1783) 21 The
"closet reasoner. 1803 Chalmers Let. in Life (1851) 1. 476

I

Nature takes her own way, unmindful of the "closet specu-

i

lations of theory. 1848 Mill Pot. Econ. in. xxiv. | 1. (1876)
1 394 Not *closet students . . but men of the world and of

business. 1886 Q. Rev. Apr. 519 The *closet-study which
had analysed the experiences of the. .world. 1649 Milton

1

Eikon. xxiv. 489 They knew the King, .to have suckt from
them and their "Closetwork all his impotent principles of
Tyrannie and Superstition.

1 11. In reference to the closet as a place of pri-

vacy, the word was formerly almost adjectival =
Private. Obs.
1612 5 Bp. Hall Contempt. Biv. (T.), There are stage-sins

and there are closet-sins. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees 11. 159
The secret and closet good works of [God'sJ people. 1706
Drake Pref. to Seer. Mem. Earl Leicester, That these were
not written for closet memoirs appears by the stile and
manner of them.

Closet (klfzet), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To shut up or detain in a ' closet
1
(sec

prec 1 , 2), as for private conference, or secret treaty.

1687 Tramallier in Magd. Coll. tOxf. Hist. Soc.) 166
They had closeted the Dr. for about an hour. ? 1690 Con-
sid. Raising Money 1 Our Constitution was overthrown, .by
closetting and corrupting Members of Parliament. 1748
SmollettRcut. Rami. I. 390 She closeted her. .and gave her
to know that she had seen me. 1848 Macallay Hist. Eng.
I I. 217 The king asserted that some of the Churchmen whom
he had closeted had ofTered to make large concessions to the
Catholics, 011 condition that the persecution of the Puritans
might go on.

D. esp. in pass., to be closeted with or together.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones (1775) III. 162 The lawyer and
HuD have been closeted so close lately. 1847 Tennyson
Print, m. 40 Very like men indeed—And with that woman
closeted for hours! 1865 Trollops Belton Est. xxv. 304
Captain Aylmer and Miss Amedroz were to be closeted to-

gether in the little back drawing-room. 1884 Pall Mall G.

5 Sept. 1/1 The Austrian Minister was recently closeted
with the German Chancellor.

to. To discuss or arrange in the closet, to

scheme in secret {to do something). Obs.
16*4 W. Yonge Diary (Camden 1848) 78 He coming out

pf Spain, they having closeted to detain him.

2. Jig. To shut up in any private repository.

1595 T. Edwards Cepkalus (1878) 54 Oh why doth Nep-
tune closet vp my deere? 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Decay
iv. The heat Of thy great love once spread, as in an urn
Doth closet up it self.

Closeted ;khrzeted),///. a. [f. prec. + -En.]

1. Shut up in, or as in, a closet
;
kept in a closet

;

secret, hidden
; private, retired.

1684 Charnock Attrib. God { 1834) L 536 The thoughts are
the most closeted acts of man. 1763 Mrs. Brooke Lady J.
Mandeville {1782 1. 141 Closeted moralists, strangers to the
human heart. 1883 E. P. Roe in Harper's Mag. Dec. 51/1
A household that, .possessed no closeted skeleton.

2. [f. Closet sb.] Furnished with closets.

1885 Jml. Science July 389 The Sewage of an unclosetted
town . . as that of a thoroughly closetted town.

Closeting QAf*aMm), vbl. sb. [f. Closet v. +
• inq!.] The action of the verb Closet; spec, a
private conference [esp. between two persons).
1687 Ellis Corr. (1828) I. 291 Lord Woster's regiment is

,

given to Lord Montgomery, .the cashiered Lord cries aloud
:
by closeting. 176a Hlme Hist. Eng. (18061 V. Ixx. 264
(James 1 1 J had employed, .with the members of parliament
many private conferences, which were then called closetings
1880 Mrs. L. B. Walford Troublesome Daughters II. xxi.

195 All the little kindnesses, the sisterly closetings . . which
had of late sprung up between them.

Clo'setless, a. rare. [f. Closet sb. + -less.]

Without a closet.

1882 tVtw Vork Tribune 12 July, In rooms that are closet-
less a corner can be spared.

tClosh, sb* Obs. Forms: 5 cloishe, 5-6
closshe, cloysh e, 6 clashe, classhe, claish(e,
claisshe, clayshe, 6-; closhe, 6- closh. [a.

Flem. and Da. klos bowl Jor playing). Kilian
has klos, globus, sphrcra, klos-bane spha?risterium,

klos-beytel flagellum, vola, klos-poorte annulus
spharisterii, klossen ludere sphxra, ludere globo
per annulum ; Plantin ^ 1 573) has klos une boule,

klos-bane pare a bouler, klos-poorte une porte a
bouler, anneau de far a passer la boule, klossen

bouler. jouer a la boule par travers un anneau de

;

fer. These terms still occur in Do. Dictionaries,

though the game appears to be obs. in Holland.]

An obsolete game with a ball or bowl, prohibited

in many successive statutes in the i5-i6thc. It

was obsolete before the time of Cowell (1554-
161 1), who supposed it to be equivalent to nine-

pins or skittles. From the 16th c. Dutch lexico-

graphers and Dutch descriptions, it appears that

the bowl used in the game had to be driven by
a spade- or chisel-shaped implement, the klos-beytel,

through a hoop or ring, as in croquet.

1477 Act 17 Edw. IV,c-$ Diversez novelx ymaginez Jeuer
appeflez Cloishe Kaylez half kewle Hondyn & Hondoute &
Quekeborde. 1495 — 11 Hen. VII, c 2. | 5 Noon apprentice
. . [shall) pley . . at the Tenys Closshe Disc Cardes Bowles.
1514 Fitzherb. Just. Peas 11538) 80 b, Tenes, Clashe, Disc,

Cardes, Houles, or any other unlawful games. 1531 Elvot
Got. I. xxvii, In classhe is emploied to litle strength; in

boulyng often times to moche. 1541 Act 33 Hen, VIII, c.

9. I 8 Any common house, alley or place of bowlinge,
Coytinge, Cloyshe, Coyles, halfe bowle, Tennys, Dysing^,
Table, or Cardinge. 1548 Hp. Hooper 10 Commandm. xi.

Wks. t Parker Soc.) 393 Here is forbidden also all games
for money, as dice, cards, cloyshe, and other. 1581 Lam-
barde Eiretu u. vii. (1588)203 Every Iustice of the Peace
may . . enter into any common house or place where any
playing at the Bowles, Coites, Closh, Cailes ..or at any
other game prohibited, .schal be suspected to be used. 1607
Cowell Interpr.^ Closhe is an unlawfull game forbidden
by the statute which is casting of a bowle at nine pinnes of
wood. 1641 Termes de la Ley 62 But there (it] is no more
properly cald Clash . . it is now ordinarily call'd Kaites or
Kiles. 1801 Strutt Sports -\ Past. 111. vii. 239. 1861 M.
Pattison Ess. (1880) I. 45 The younger amused themselves
with claish or kegefspieL

Hence + CIoah-bane [MDu. klos-bane, mod.Du.
klosdnjan bowling-green, f. baan way, road, alley,

etc.], a green or ground for playing closh.

1500 Cartulary Hos/. St. Thomas, Southivark (Stow MS.
640, Brit. Mus. If. 336b), A lease , . of the tenement some-
tyme called the ffawcon, after a tenysplay & cloishbane,
with all maner edifices, gardeyns, & grounds.

Closh, fM Also clowse, cluah. (See quot.)

157a Mascall Govt. Cattle, t,.rr*0627) 27 The Clowse is

a kind of griefe which doth commonly happen on the necke
of labouring cattle. 16x4 Markham Cheap Husb. (1623) 92
Now for the Closhe or dowse, which causeth a beast to pill

and loose the haire from his necke, and is bred by drawing
in wet and rainie weather. 1717 Bradley Fatn. Diet. s.v.

Clnsh, Clush and swollen Neck, a Distemper in Cattle.

% The following seems to be an error :

1716 ' Rust. (ed. 3*, Closh or Founder, a Distemper in

the Feet ofCattle. So 17*7 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Closh.

Closier, obs. form of Closer.

Closing (klJu zirj), vbl. sb. [f. Close v.]

1. The action of the vb. Close, in various senses

;

shutting; enclosing; drawing together; ending, etc.

1398 Irevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xvii. (1495) is* Sommc
letters ben sownyd. .by closyng^of the lyppes. 1530 Palsgr.

206/r Closyng of a grouncl with hedge or pale, closture.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. it. 133 The closing of some
glorious day. i6a£ Markham Souldiers Aecid. 16 The
Opening and Closing either of Rankcs or Fyles. 1793
Smeaton Edystonc L. § 295 The closing of the joints. 1848

Mill Pol. Econ. I. 132 The closing of the continental ports

against our manufactures,

b. Also with advbs.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Closture de hayes, a

closing in with hedges. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V.

; 320, I must hasten to a closing up of this particular. 1819

\
Wordsw. Waggoner \. 366 At closing-in of day.
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C. spec. A coming to terms, agreement, or union.

1614 BP. Hall Heaven upon Earth § 4. in Faire spoken
at the first closing. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. n. (1709)

57 Pride is so unsociable a Vice . . that there is no closing

with it. 1837 Thackeray Ravensiuzng i, This sudden clos-

ing with hini.

\ 2. That which closes or makes fast, a fastening.

1382 Wyclif Baruch vi. 17 Prestes oft kepen the dores

with closingis [Vulg. clausuris] and lockis. 1500-25 Vergi-

lius in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858) II. 34 Virgiliusput a waye
the closynge and reseyued the emperour into his castell.

T 3. An enclosed place, an enclosure. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xvn. clii. (1495) 7<M Wythin
the closynge or the clausure of the temple. C1665 Mrs.
Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 233 The foot

should march a private way through the closings.

4. attrib., as in closing-fat {vat), -step {Mil.) ;

closing-hammer, a hammer used for closing the

seams of iron plates.

[1454 in Rogers Agric. Prices III. 555/i»_i closing fat,

16/.J 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 19 The side or closing

step is performed from the halt in quick time.

Closing, a. That closes, in various senses

;

shutting
;
drawing close together

;
enclosing, etc.

1610 Shaks. Temp. in. iii. 64 The still closing waters. 1667
Dryden Indian Emperor 11. ii, Closing Skies might still

continue bright. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. VIL xii, The
closing eye of the old warrior,

b. Concluding, ending.

'795 Southey Joan of Arc vni. 114 My closing hour of

life. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cv, The closing cycle rich in

good. 1879 McCarthy Own Times I. 412 The closing sen-

tence of the speech.

Hence tClosingly adv., in a closing manner,

inclusively. Obs.

£-1449 Pecock Re/r. 1. xix. in He theryn biddith in*

cludingli and closingU al it to be doon.

Closser, -et, obs. ff. Closure, Closet.

t Closter. Obs. Also -tre, -tyr(e. [ad. L.

clostrum, var. of claustrum, whence OHG. hloster,

Ger. kloster, MDu. chaster. Du. klooster in same
sense.] A cloister, monastic cell, or monastery.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. {1810) 80 A closter bei bigan.

Ibid, Better him wer. .in clostre haf led his life, c 1425
Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 670/6 Hoc claustrum, clostyre. 1556
Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 98 The swerde was willed to be
borne downe in the closter.

b. Comb.
1536-40 Pilgr. Tate 182 in Thynne's Auimadv., He loked

not as he were closter-pent.

Closter, -tre, obs. ff. Cluster.

tClo*sterer. Obs, = Cloisterer.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27172 (Cott.) Werlds man, or clerc, or

closterer.

tClosulet. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L. clausula, in

med.L. (also closuta) little enclosure, closet, cell +
-et.] A small closet or cell.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. vi. xl, Deep in the earth she
[the cadger] frames her prettie cell, And into halls and
closulets divides.

Closure (kd^u-^'ui). Also 5 closser, 6 cloasure.

[a. OF. closure that which encloses, a barrier:— L.
claustlra, f. stem claus- of claud-Zre to shut, close:

see -u re. Sense 3 arose, partly at least, by pho-
netic confusion with Closer sb.'1

,
although it

might have been developed independently : cf. aper-

ture, structure, etc.]

T 1. That which encloses, shuts in, or confines
;

a fence, wall, barrier, case, cover, setting, etc. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Pers. T. r 796 Beestes . . that breketh the

hegge or the closure [v. r. of the closur(e, closeure, clausure].

1489 Caxton Faytes 0/A. 1. xiii. 35 With dyches and palis

..andwyth closures made of tymbre. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 477 [They] opened the Barres and Closure. 1590 Greene
Fr. Bacon ( 1630) 44 Scrowles . . Wrapt in rich closures of fine

burnisht gold. 1670 \V. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 121 An avo-
Iation of spirituous parts through all vessels and closures.

1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metals (Cabinet CycU II. 181 So
as to form a closure about the case. 1871 B. Taylor Faust
i- (1875) I. 20 The spirit world no closures fasten.

f b. more generally : Bound, limit, circuit. Obs.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 111. iii. 11 Within the guiltie Clo-
sure of thy Walls. 1613 Heywood Brazen Age 11. ii. Wks.
1874 III. 236 [I will] catch them [birds] in the closure of
this wire. 1640 G. Sandys Christ's Passion 54 That fatal

Ark. .whose closure held Those two-leav'd Tables.

1 2. An entrenchment, fortress, fort. [So in late

L.] Obs.
« 1400-50 Alexander 4890 Vp-on be cop of b« clifte a

closure he fyndis, Apalais. a 1470T1PTOFT Caesar xii. (1530)
15 One fortresse or closure both for them and for his campe.
1577-87 Holinshed Chron. 1. 146/2 Alured . .going foorth of
his closure, repaired to the campe of the Danish king. 1594
Greene, etc. Looking- Glasse u86i) 123 Hide me in closure.

+ 3. An enclosed place. Obs.
[Cf. 1386 in i.] 1496 7 Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 11 § 2 The

seid Manoirs with their . . Medowes, Pastures, Closures,
Woodis. 1598 Manwood Laives Forest xxiv. § 5 (1615I 248 b,

Any Coppies or Closure in the Purlieu, estraitening the
Kings Deere from the Forest. 1609 Bible (Douay) Ezek.
xlii. 7 An utter closure according to the celles.

f 4. The act of enclosing, shutting up, or con-
fining

; enclosure ; the fact or condition of being
enclosed or shut up. Obs.
t-1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 805 Now rayle hem, and of

closure is noo doute. 1538 Churchw. Acc. St. DunstaJi's,
Canterb., A lode of thornes for closure of the seid house.
159a \V\rley A rmon'e iii. 154 My closure I with great im-
patience tooke. 1647 Husbandman's Plea agst. Tithes 35

In the chiltern parts of Buckinghamshire and Harfordshire,
where the Land lyes in closure, a 1711 Ken Edmund
Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 39 In sacred Convents every glad Re-
cluse Thought it no Crime from Closure to break loose.

5. The act of closing or shutting.

1600 Holland JAvy Transl. Pref. 2 Before Augustus's
second closure thereof [i.e. of the temple of Janus]. 1676
Temple Let. Williamson Wks. 1731 II. 385 Before the

Closure of this Pacquet. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour, Irance
IV. 103 The closure and the re-opening of the theatre. 1855
Bain Senses Int. 1. ii. (1864' 64 The wire must be acted on
at both ends, by the closure of the circuit. 1879 Carpenter
Ment. Phys. 1. ii. 29 The closure of the fingers in grasping,

b. Closed condition.

1845 Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857) I. xiii. 198 These
straws, .distend the book from its accustomed closure. 1887

J. Payn in New York Independent XXXIX. 1064 After
fourteen months of closure.

1 6. An agreeing upon terms, .1 coming to an
arrangement with

;
agreement, union, unity. Cf.

Close v. 14. Obs.

1647 Saltmarsh Sparkl. Glory (\%s,-f\ 148 In a pure spiritual

closure, or unity of Spirit. 1649 Cromwell Let. lxi. 14 Mar.
(Carlyle>, So much do I desire a closure with you. 1659
Rushw. Hist. Colt. I. 73 The Catholick King . . pretended
so much zeal to a Closure with Kngland. 1668 Howe Bless.

Righteous (1825* 179 This, .draws the . . Soul into a closure

and league with him.

+ 7. The part or means by which anything is

closed or fastened ; a fastening, attachment. Obs.
1616-61 Holyday Persius 331 Claverius thinks that the

knot or closure was adorn 'd with some bright gemme.
1641 French Distill, v. (1651) 134 Lute the closures with
potters earth. 1685 J. Cooke Marrcnv of Chirurg. fed. 4)
111. i. 166 After which, put a Closure [/. e. napkin or diaper

|

to the Woman, a 1744 Pope Let. Swift {).), Without a
seal, wafer, or any closure whatever.

fb. Applied to the fontanels of the skull, rare.

1569 R. Androse tr. Alexis' Seer. iv. 11. 41 Make a plaister,

and put it vpon the cloasure of children. Ibid, iv. 11. 58
Lay it vpon the closure of the pacients heade.

f C. Arch. (See quot.) Obs.
1611 Cotgr., Lanterne . .also, the scutcheon or closure of

a Tymber vault, where the ends of the branches thereof doe
meet. 1770 Lloyd in Phil. Trans. LXI. 253, I could find

no closure of the dome.

fd. A composition for closing the openings of

vessels, a luting. Obs.
1641 French Distill. \. iiS^ 4 Take Loam and the white

of an Egge, mix them into a Past. .This, .is a good closure.

e. Building. The arrangement of bricks or stones

at the end or corner of a wall, etc. ; also + =
Closer'^ 3, q. v. for quot.
1881 Mechanic 546 The closure at the reveal should be a

bond closure.

8. A bringing to a conclusion
;
end, close.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 134 Make a mutuall closure of
our house. 1616 T. Godwin Aloses Aaron (1655) 220 The
feast of Pentecost which was the end and closure of their

harvest. 1676 Row Con In. Blair's Autobiog. xii. 1,1848) 511
The treaty would come to a peaceable closure against that
time. 1870 E. H. Pemiier Trag. Lesbos vii. no The
point that brings the closure of thine own Marks but the
outset of my suffering.

9. spec. The closing of a debate in a legislative

assembly by vote of the house or by other com-
petent authority.

On the first introduction of rules giving the House of
Commons this power in 1882 the principle was often called

the cloture, the name applied to it in the French Assembly.
1882 Pall Malt G. 16 Feb. 1/2 What is the Closure? The

right of the House of Commons to say that a debate shall

close when discussion has been exhausted. 1887 Ibid.

10 May 1/1 To get through the seven lines took nearly
twelve hours and three closures. 1887 Spectator 28 May
722/1 On Monday night the Closure was applied four
times.

Closure, v. [f. prec. sb., sense 9.] trans. To
apply the closure to (a debate or speaker .

1887 Pall Mall G. 2 Apr. 8 Going on protesting against
this bill until we have been closured upon every stage. 1887
Times 3oMay9/i Closured in the House of Commons, .the

voice of truth and justice ought to have rung out to-day.
1888 A. J. Balfour in Times 20 July 8/2 He never had any
desire to closure this debate to-night.

Clot (kl^t), sb. Forms: 1-5 clot(t, 4-7 clotte,

(3 clute, 3-5 clote), 3- clot. [OE. clotty clot,

corresp. to MHG. kloz, {klotzes), mod.Ger. klotz

lump, block (of wood), pointing to WGer. klott-

:—OTeut. *klutto- masc. or neuter. This word, of

which few examples have come down to us from
the earlier stages, is a weak-grade deriv. of the

same root which has given Du. ktos block, log,

and Cleat, OHG. chloz, Ger. klosz lump, wedge,
ball, etc. ; the pre-Teut. forms being *glud-no'-,

glud-io'-, and glowdo- respectively. See also Clod.
The root *glud-,gleud; appears to have been a derivative

form ofgin-, glen-, 1 glomerare '
: cf. Clod, Clew.]

1. gen. A mass, lump, rounded mass : esp. one
formed by cohesion or congelation.
aiooo Gloss in Haupt's Zeitschr. IX. 488 Massa, of clyne

vet clottum. c 1305 Judas Iscariot 25 in E. E. P. (18621108

Pe see him [Judas] hurlede vp and doun as a liber clot.

1387 Trevisa Descr. Brit. (Caxton) 6 There the fyre slaketh
hit chaungeth in to stone clottes. 1398 — Barth. De P. R.
xvx. xlvii. (Tollem. MS.), Clot [ed. 1495 clotte] is ordeynid of
gaderynge ofpouder in a clustre, for erbe bounde and clonge
to gederes is a clot, a 1400 Pi'stel Susan in (Cott. MS.>
The columbyne, be caraway in clottys bey cleue. 1577
Harrison England n. xxiii. (1877^ 1. 352 The embers, .con-

gealed into clots of hard stone. 1598 Stow Surv. (1754* I- 1.

I vi. 31/1 Clots ofgold. 1679 P lot Staffordsh. (1686) 120 Marie
. .fetcht out of the ground in clots or lumps. i7iztr. Pomet's

' Hist. Drugs I. 189 Assa-Fcctida is a gum in great yellow

!

Clots. 1855 Cdl- Wiseman Falnola 275 Crumbled like a

I

clot of dust in his hands. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster xxv.
161 A great clot of soil might give way above, .him.

2. A semi-solid lump formed of coagulated or

curdled liquid, or of melted material.

[1365 Durh. Halmote Rolls (Surtees) 39 Ardebant clotes

olei unde malus odor exiet.] 1526 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de W.
1531) 206 Whiche threwe. .clottes of myre at hym. a 1626
Macon (J.), The white of an egg, with spirit of wine, doth
bake the egg into clots, as if it began to poch. 1834 J. Forbes
Laennec's Dis. Chest 63 He expectorated an immense clot

' of mucus. 1853 Soyer Pantrof>h. 172 The clots which
form . . constitute the finest and most delicate butter.

b. spec, of blood.
1611 Cotgr., Grumeau de sang, a clot, or clutter of con-

! gealed bloud. 1676 R. Wiseman Surgery (T.), A clot of
grumous blood. 1829 Hood Fug. Aram xviii, For every

]
clot a burning spot Was scorching in my brain. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) 111. 701 They filled a bowl of wine and cast in

a clot of blood for each of them.

c. Hence The clot', that part of blood which
turns solid, and separates from the serum or per-

manently liquid part.

1802 A. Duncan Annals Med. I. Lustr. 11. 113 When the
blood . . has given out all the scrum . . the coagulated mass
which swims in the middle, is known by the name of the Clot.

1878 'I'. BRYANT Tract. Surg. I. 15 That this ' buffy coat ' is

;

due to the fact that the blood-corpuscles subside in the

liquor sanguinis during coagulation, leaving the upper
portion of the clot colourless. 1881 Mivakt Cat 194 Some-
times the clot is of a lighter colour.

+ 3. A hardened lump of earth. In this sense still

I dialectal ; in the literary language Clod has taken

I

its place. Obs. a. with clay, earth, etc., expressed.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24026 (Cott.) O clai pai kest at him be

clote [r:r. clot, clott, clotte], 1413 Lydg. PUgr. Sotvle 1.

iv. 1185Q) 5 A clote of black erthe. 1535 CoVERDALE Job
xxviii. 6 Where y clottes of the earth are golde. 1647 H.
More Song ofSoul 1. in. lxiv, He wox like earthly clot.

b. without qualification: = Clod.
• 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 856 Al-ba} oure corses in clottez

clynge. ? c 1475 Hunt. Hare 91 Then euery man had a
mall, Syche as thei betyn clottys withall. 1523 Fitzhekb.
Husb. § 15 This harrowe is good to breake the greatte
clottes. 1570 Levins Manip. 176/23 A clot, gleba. 1641
IIest Farm. Bks. 11856* 107 Clottes from the faugh field.

1669 WoRMDGE Syst. Agric. iv. § 5 (1681) 45 It must be
finely harrowed, and all Clots, Stones, Turfs, etc. picked
away. 1876-88 in Glossaries of Cumberland, Yorksh., N.
IV. Line., Leicestersh., Berkshire, I. of Wight. 1876 Mid
Yorksh. Gloss., ' As cold as a clot.' 1877 Holderness Gloss.,

Clot, a clod of earth. .(' clot of blood ' not used,'.

C. as collective singular, or as name of the

substance : Cloddy earth or clay.

^1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 320 py corse in clot mot calder
k[l]eue. 1398 Trevisa Barth. Do P. R. xvi. xlvi. (1495' 568
Saphire stones the place thereof and clott [glekr] therof is

gold. 1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (187(^60 Dead and
cladde with clot of clay.

d. A clod with the grass on it ; a sod.

1460 Medulla Gram, in Promp. Part: 83 Gleba est durus
I

cesses cum herba, an harde klotte. 1483 Cath. Angl. 68 A
Clotte, ccs/>/'s. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Clot, a clod, a sod.

4. Jig. A dull fellow, a Clod. Still dial.

1632 B. Jonson Magn. Lady 1. i, Feats of fine under-
' standing To abuse clots and clowns with. 1876 Whitby
1 Gloss., Clot, a clumsy fellow.

f 5. A hill, or ? mound. Obs. rare.
c 1325 F. F. Allit. P. A. 78S pe hyl of Syon bat semly clot.

f 6. ? The stump of a tree or plant. Obs. rare.

1577 Ii. Googk Heresbach's Husb.u.ii-fib) 53 Some of the

Leafe some of the Clot, some of the Head, some of both.

7. Comb. Clot-bird, -pate, -poll. Also clot-

head dial.) = Clot-pate; clot-cold adj.

1878 Cumbrld. Gloss., Clot-heed, a stupid person 1888

I

Sheffield Gloss. 45 A dead man is said to be clot-cold.

Clot (klft\ Forms : 5-6 clott(e, (6 clutt\
6- clot. [f. Clot sbX\

1. trans. To free (lands' from clods ; absol. to

crush clods. Still dial. Cf. Clod v.

a 1500 Ortus Voc. in Promp. Pan: 83 Occo, glebas /ran-
gere, to clotte [Promp. Parv, MS. K < 1490 has cloddyn].

1483 Cath. Angl. 68 To Clotte, occare. 1549 Latimer
Serm. Plough Wks. I. 57 The ploughman . . tilieth his land
..harroweth it, and clotteth it. 1620 Markham Farew.
Husb. (1649) 35 Harrow it againe, clot it, smooth it. 1623
Alihorp MS. in Simpkinson Washingtons Introd 44 To 37
women, 2 daies a piece, clotting the meddowes 00 18 06.

' 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Clot, to break up the clods after

! harrowing, with a beetle or large mallet.

2. intr. To form (itself) into clots, lumps, or

I congealed masses. Cf. Clod v. 3.

1530 Palsgr. 48S/1 This yerthe clotteth so faste that it

muste be broken. 1607 Tofsell Four-f. Beasts (167 3' 212

The snow doth weary her and clot upon her hinder feet.

1727 Uradley Fam. Dict.s.v. Braving, Boiling hot liquor

.. will make the malt clot and cake together. 1768-74

Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 80 The bed becomes uneasy by

the feathers clotting together into hard knobs.

3. Of fluids, as blood, cream, gravy : To coagu-

late, curdle, run into clots.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Engrumecer, to clot, to quar

like cold blood. 1676 Halley in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men
(1841) I. 242 That sort of ink I find, .very apt to clot in the

pen. 1801 Southey T/talaba 11. xvi, The blood not yet had
clotted on his wound. 1886 Mehalah 328 Bid her come at

once before the gravy clots.

4. trans. To cause to cohere in clots ; to mat with

sticky matter ; to cover with clots of dirt, etc.
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1697 C'tess D'Aunty's Trav. (1706) 35 His Hair was all I

clotted together. 1767 Ess. in Ann. Reg. 182/2 Clotting !

his white hairs with dirt. 18*9 Blaekw. Mag. XXVI. 77
The blood from his wounded ear . . clotted the fingers of ,

the robber. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xiv, A new blast
storming at it, and clotting the wet hair.

5. intr. 1 To become gross '

(J.).
6. dial. (See quot.'i

1878 Cumbrld. Gloss.
, Clot, to throw clods, pelt with clods,

etc. They clottit t' lasses wid apples.

7. dial. See quot.) Cf. Clat.
[1847-78 Halliwell Covo-clattbtg, spreading manure on

the fields.] x88i Leicestersh. Glass., Clat, to scatter manure
left by animals on grazing land. Clotting-fork, a fork for

scattering manure left on grazing land.

Clot : see Clout sb. 8.

t Clot-bird. Oh. [f. Clot, clod + Bird.] A
species of bird frequenting fallow-land ; the Wheat- I

ear (Saxicola (manthe) ; called also Arling, Clod-
j

hopper, and Kallow-smiter. (Erroneously applied
|

by some to the Hawfinch, Coccothraustes vulgaris?)
1544 Turner Avium Hist. 44 Kvavo*, Or«/rt», a clotburd,

asmatche, an arlyng, a steinchek. 1580 Uaret Alv. C 680
Clotbirde, a birde that appeareth not in winter ; a smatch ;

an arling, cctruleo. 1618 Latham 2nd Bk. Falconry (1633) j

144 The Clot bird in the fallow fields.. is a very fat and a I

dainty bird much like vnto the Martine. 1655 Moufet & \

Kknn. Health's fiuftr. (1746) 185 Coceothraustcs . .The Clot-
bird, called sometimes a Smatch, or an Arling, is as big al-

most as a Thrush, feeding chiefly upon Cherries, and
Cherry-kern els. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Clot-bird, .a
name by which the common cenanthe is called in many
parts of Kngland.

Clot-bur (klfrtibw). Also clote-, elott-. [f.

Clotk sb. + BUB ; the vowel shortened before two
consonants, as in bonfire] The Burdock or ' great

clote Arctium Lappa, f Lesser Clot-bur {oh.),
\

the Bur-weed, Xanthium Strumarium.
1548 Turner Names of Hcrbes 11881) 81 Xanthium is

called in english Dichebur or Clotbur. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
i. viii. 14 't here be two sortes of Clotte Burres in this Coun-
trey; the one is the great Burre, and the other y lesser

Burre. Ibid. 1. viii. 15 The lesser Clote Burre is called, .in

Knglish Diche Burre and lowse Burre. Ibid. in. x. 328
j

Great broade leaves, .lyke to the leaves of Clot Burre. 1601
Holland Pliny 1 1. 227 The great Clot-bur, called in Greek
Arcion. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health Improv. (17461 !

313 Bur-Roots 1 1 mean of the Clot-bun. .eaten like a young
green Artichoke with Pepper and Salt. 1737 Ozeli. Rabe-
lais 11. xvi. II. 124 Clotburs. .which he cast upon the gowns
and caps of honest people. 1776 Withering Brit. PI. (1796) 1

II. 184 Burdock, Common Burr, Clott-burr, Hurr-burr.

Clote (klJnt). Forms: 1 elate, 3- clote, '4-5
!

cloote), 7 cloat, 7-9 clots, (cluts, clowts;.

[OE. elate :—OTeut. type *klaitdn- : indicating a
pre-Teut. root *glcid- {glid-, gloid-]

,
prob. related

'

to the simpler glei- to stick (see Clay).
Of other names for this and similar plants, Clete (?'.—

klaitjdn\ and Clite <?:—kid- ox kllt-\ evidently belong to

the same root ; but Clithe, and its family iroot *gtft-\ and
Ger. klttte with its allies (root *glet-) are not connected, at

least directly, though like clive and its cognates (root *glibh-)

all may be ultimately based on the simpler *glci-, gli-.\

1. The Burdock {Arctium Lappa) ; also the

prickly halls or burs which it bears.

a 700 Epinal Gl. 144 Blitum clatae [Erf & Corpus
elate ; Leiden Gl. 45 Lappa elate], c xooo Sax. Leechd.
II. 56 Bisceop wyrt .. & clatan, wyl on ealaft. CIS65
Voc. in Wr.-Wvilcker 557 Lappa, bardane, clote. 138J
VVvclif Hosea x. 8 Cloote and breere shal stye on the
auters of hem. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. lAnecd. Oxon.) 12

Bardana, clote, gert burr. 1398 Trevisa Barth. Dc P. R.
xvn. xciii. (Tollem. MSA 'Lappa', be clote [1535 clete]

. . hab. .knottes with crokid prikkes pat oftecleueb tomannis
clobes. a 1450 Alphita Anecd. Oxon.) 20 Clote, cuius fructus

uocatur, Burre. 1580 Hollvband Treas. Fr. 'Pong, Bar-
dane, the herb ..Cloates that beareth the greene Burre.
- 1580 Puttknham in Nichols Progress Q. Eliz. III. 479
Chnginge as fast as little clotes Or burres uppon younge
children's cotes. 1611 Cotgr., LamPourde, the cloat, or
great Burre. 1691 Ray N. C. Words, Cluts, clots, peta-
sites; rather burrdock. 1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. lii.

{1737) 214 Lousebur, Clote. 1783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet,
j

( Morell) 11, Persolata, a burdock, the herb clots, that beareth
!

the greatest bur. 1820 26 Wilbraham Gloss. Chesh., Clots
\

or clouts, burrs or burdock.

2. Applied to other plants cither from some
resemblance to the preceding, or through some mis-

take: among these are Clivers {Galium Aparine),

the Bur-weed {Xanthium Strumarium), the Colts-

foot and Butter-bur ( Tussilago farfara and Peta-

sites); the Yellow Water Lily {Nuphar lufea),

(Water Clote), the latter still in s.w. of Kngland.
e 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 122 Genim doccan o55e clatan |>a

be swimman wolde. Ibid. I. 306 pa man eac obruni naman
elate nemneS . . y* stiS on leafon, & heo hafad jjreatne

stelan, & hwite blostman, & heo hafaS heard sa:d & sine-

wealt. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 43 Ungula
cabalUna est duplex, videlicet terrestris. .et aquatica cujus

flos dicitur nenufar. Ungula caballina campestris i. clote.

157a Mascal Govt. Cattle 222 (Br. & Holl.) Water-clot ..

which hath a broad leafon the water, c 16x0 Fletcher
Faithf Sheph. ti. i, This is the Clote bearing a yellow
flower. 1863 Barnes Dorset Gram. <$• Gloss. 48 Clote, the
yellow water-lily.

3. attrib. and Comb., as elote-leaf, -ridden. See
also Cu>T-BUR, Clot-wekd.
c 1386 Chaucer Chut. Yem. Prol. T. 24 A Clote leef he

hadoc vnder his hood ffor swoot, and for to kepe his heed
from heete. 1864 Barnes in Maem. Mag. Oct. 478 On I

where the clote-ridden river do flow.

Clote, obs. form of Clot, Clout.
Clote (? read clete), obs. form of Cleat sb.

Cloter, obs. form of Clotter.
Cloth (kV}>) t sb. Forms : 1 claS, 1-4 claj?, 3

cldtS, 4 clop, 4- cloth, (4 cloJ)t, 4-5 elope,

clooJ>, clooth, 5 cloij), 4-7 clothe, 6-8 cloath).
North. 3-5 clath, 4-5 klath, elathe ; Sc. 5-6
clayth, -t, 5- claith. Also 4 cleth. [OE. clap,

corresp. to OFr. klath, kl&d, kleth (mod. Fris.

Saterl. kldlh, NFris. kldid, WFris. klaed, EFris.

kled, Wangaroog. klet) ; MDu. cleel
f
pi. elide, Do.

and LG. kleed <

K
kled), MHG. kleit {kleides\ Ger.

kleid. Unknown in OS., OHG., and Gothic ; its

general diffusion through the German dialects ap-
pears to date about the middle of the 12th c.

The OX. form klwQi (whence Norw. and Da. klsede,

Sw. klade' does not correspond in vowel or ending
to the WGer. (which would require kleid in ON.) ;

its history is obscure. Beside OE. chip, which was
the source alike of midl. and south, cloth, clothes,

and north, cloth, claith, pi. clathis, c/aise, a form

cimf is recorded once (see 1 below; ; if genuine
(which is doubtful , this may be the source of the

north. ME. cleth, clethis, clese, which have other-

wise been referred to a Norse origin.

The original pi. eladas, is directly represented by
the existing Clothes, q. v. ; this (kl^Sz) is now
restricted to the sense * garments'; for other senses,

cloths has gradually come into use since c 1600,

though the complete differentiation of clothes and
cloths l)elongs to the 19th c, cloaths being a pre-

valent spelling of both in the iSth c. The pro-

nunciation of cloths varies : northerners generally

say ktyfs, or kl^J>s ; Londoners usually kl$?o*z, esp.

in senses 1-8, though some reduce it to -kl^bs in

combination, as in table-cloths, neck-cloths; many
would sayklpbs, or kl^bs, meaning * kinds of cloth

'

^see II).

The etymologyand even the primary sense ofOTeut. *klai\>-

are uncertain. The former is prob. to be sought in the Teut.
vb. stem kll-, klai-, to stick (Clay, Clean, Clpami, but
whether the name was applied to cloth as a substance felted

or made to stick together, or to a cloth as a thing to be
attached or made to cling to the Ixxly, is doubtful. The
earliest known uses of OE. clt£\> are not for the material
(a sense hardly evidenced in OE.), but for *a cloth' as
a thing to wrap or wind about the body ; from this primitive
rudiment of attire, we pass naturally on the one hand to
the more fully developed 'clothes' or garments, and on the
other to the material ofwhich all such articles are composed.]

I. With a in sing. Plural cloths, formerly clothes.

1. A piece of pliable woven or felted stuff, suitable

for wrapping or winding round, spreading or fold-

ing over, drying, wiping, or other purpose ; a

swaddling or winding cloth, wrap, covering, veil,

curtain, handkerchief, towel, etc. — L. pannus.
\a 800 : ice tk] ( 890 K. JFa.vhkd Bxda m. xi. (Bosw.),

Heo ba moldan on cla5e bewand [inligatam panno], a 1000
Christ (Gr.) 725 He in binne ras in cildes hiw claSum
biwunden. 1 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 274 Awringburh clab.

Ibid. II. 260 Do on cla;b. c xooo Ags. Gosp. John xix. 40
Hi) namon bxs hzlendes Hchaman and bewundon hine
mid lincnum cla8e. ciao$ Lav. 17609 Ane cule of ane
Make clade. 1107 R. Glouc 11724) 711 wolde a rere And
here vp grete elopes, a 1300 Cursor M. 16767 + 92 |>e clothe
bat in pe temple was. In middes it clef in twoo. c 1340 Ibid.

15299 (Trin.) Crist, .wesshe alle her feet bidene And wib his

cloo^ aftirward wipud hem ful clene. 1398 Tkkvisa Barth.
De P. R. xvi. i. { 1495) 552 On a whyte clothe, e 1400 Destr.
Troy 6204 A chariot full choise . . couert with a cloth all of
clene gold, xgao R. Elvot in T. Elyot Gov. (1883) App. I.

312, I will that John Mychell . . have a gowne cloth. 1530
Palsgr. 206/1 Clothe to put on a herce, pottle. 1593 Shaks.
3 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 157 This Cloth thou dipd'st in blood of my
sweet Boy. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. L (16681 5 Rub
all his body and legs over with dry cloaths. 167a Compl.
Gunner 1. ix. 12 Pour it [the LixiviumJ into wooden Vessels
that are broad and cover them over with cloaths. 1810
Southkv Keh. xv. 10 The cloth which girt his loins, 1841
Lane Arab. Nts. I. 122 Having a cloth round the waist.

1887 Daily Neivs 30 Apr. 5/3 To give a cloth as a present
is a very common thing in India Mod. Bring a cloth to
wipe it up. Ricks protected by waterproof cloths.

b. With attribute expressing purpose : ^altar-
barm; board-, bolt-, bolting-, chrism-, loin-, neck-,

table-cloth, etc. See these words.

To this head belong the earliest recorded ex-

amples of the word, among which are OK. cild-

clm child-cloth, swaddling cloth, jlyhtcclat} patch.
a 800 Corpus Gloss. (O. E. T.) 491 Commt'sura (= patch)

flycticlaS. — 623 Cunae, cildcla3as. t 1000 ^Elfric Gl.

(Wr.-W. 124/30) Cune, cildcIaSes. — 127/2 Mappula
bearmclaS.

2. spec. -^Table-cloth: a covering for a table,

particularly that spread on it when it is * laid ' for

a meal.
t 1300 Beket 691 Hi leide bord and spradde cloth. 1375

Barbour Bruce v. 388 [Douglas] fond the met all ready
grathit Vith burdis set and clathis laid, c 1400 Yivaine
Gaiv. 758 A clene klath, and brede tharone. 155a Bk. Com,
Prayer, Communion, The Table hauyng at the Communion
tyme a fayre white lynnen clothe vpon it. 1650 R. Stapyl-
ton Strada's Loiu C. IP'arres 1. 6 When the Cloth was taken
away after dinner. 1671 R. Wild Declar. Lib. Consc. 3 My
Wife was laying the cloth. 17*7 Philip Qttarll (1816) 29

Laid the cloth. c\Z*pArab. Nts. (Rtldg.> 482 Supper was
ready, and the cloth was spread. 1870 E. Peacock Ralf
Skirl. III. 161 Soon after the cloth was drawn.

3. A sail [obs.). b. The sails of a ship collec-

tively; 'canvas'.
c 13*5 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 105 Gederen to be gyde ropes,

be grete dob falles. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9531 Fyve hundrith
. .snippes [were]Consumet full cleane, clothes & other. 1651
S. Shepparo Epigr. 11. xix. 27 Make all the cloth you can,
haste, haste away, The Pirate will o'retake you if you stay.

1653 H. Cocan tr. Pinto's Trav. iv. 10 Our best advice was,
to sail the rest of the night with as little cloth as might be
. .We clapt on all our cloth. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.
s. v., When a ship has broad sails they say she spreads much
cloth.

C. One of the several breadths of canvas of

which a sail is composed.
1674 T. Miller ModelUst (1676* 4 You are to place your

middle cloth first in a top-sail. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1785) Kk b, The edges of the cloths, or pieces, of which a
sail is composed, are generally sewed together with a double
seam. 1882 Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 10 A cloth, a whole
strip of canvas ; eighteen inches to two feet in breadth.

d. in combination applied to various pieces of

canvas used on board a ship, as Mast-, Quarter-,
Waist-cloth, etc.

e. To shake (have) a cloth in the wind : to get

too near to the wind, so that the sails shiver ; fig. to

be ragged in clothing ; to be slightly intoxicated

(cf. 'to be three sheets in the wind slang.

1833 Marryat P. Simple xxxix, I found all my family well

andTearty ; but they all shook a cloth in the wind with
respect to toggery- 1836 E. Howard A*. Reefer xliii, As the
seamen say, they all had got a cloth in the wind—the cap-
tain two or three.

4. Cloth of estate, state: a cloth spread over a

throne or other seat of dignity ; a canopy ; a
baldachin.

15*3 Skkltos Garl. Laurel 484 Under a glorious cloth of
astate. 154° Act 31 Hen. I'llI, c. 10 No person ^except
only the Kings children) shal at any time hereafter . . pre-
sume, to sit or haue place at any side of the cloth of estate

in the Parliament chamber. 1650 R. Stapylton Strada's
Lmv C. H'arres x. 19 Whether ihe King would allow him
place, as a Prince-Infanta, within the Cloth of State. 1774
Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry II. xvi. 405 He dined both in

the hall, and in his privy chamber, under a cloth of estate.

t 5. J*ainted cloth : a hanging for a room painted

or worked with figures, mottoes or texts ; tapestry.

154a Boorde Dyetary (1870* 298 The chamber . . that the
madde man is in, let there be no paynted clothes. 1596
Shaks. i Hen. // ', iv. ii. 28 Slaues as ragged as Lazarus in

the painted Cloth. 1606 — Tr. Cr. v. x. 47 Set this in

your painted cloathes. x6n Cotgr. s.v. Tapis, As deafe as

an Image in a painted cloth. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 171

That Alexander was a Souldier, painted cloths will con-
fessc, the painter dareth not leave him out of the Nine
Worthies.

t 6. The Canvas on which a picture is painted.

1695 Dryoen tr. Dufresnoys Art Paint. Pref, This idea,

which we may call the goddess of painting and of sculpture,

descends upon the marble and the cloth, and becomes the

original of these arts. 1769-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd.
Paint. (1786) III. 252 A portrait-painter .. his price was
but five guineas for % cloth. 1825 Hone F.very-Day Bk. I.

1 198 One of the front show-cloths [of a booth at a fair] re-

presented one of the fights.

7. Theat. The Obtain which separates the audi-

torium from the stage.

1881 P. Fitzgerald World Behind the Scenes 34 Under
the old system, where a simple ' cloth ' quietly glided down,
this impression was not left. 1887 Pall Mall G. 1 1 Jan. 2/2
We can take our ' cloths ' right up, instead of having to roll

them.

f 8. A definite quantity or length of woven
fabric ; a 1 piece '. Oh.
1469 Housch. Ord. 105 For the Chamberlayne, lieddc

officers, knyghtes & ladyes .. iii clothes; price the clothe

viii/. 1483 Act 1 Rich. ///, c. 8 § 4 Every hole wolen Cloth
called brode Cloth, .shall .. hold and conteyn in leenght
xxiiij yerdes. .every half Cloth of the seld hole Cloth, .holde
and conteyne xij yerdis in leynght. 1538 in Strype Eccl.

Mem. I. App. Ixxxix. 248, I was wont to set for most part
every yere iiij or v hundred clothes to strangers, .as yet. . I

have sold but xxij clothes, a 1618 Ralkigh AVm. (i66i) 192
There hath been . . transported . . about S'^ooo cloaths, count*

ing three Kersies to a cloath. 1641 W. Hakewill Libert.

Subj. 93 A sack of Wool did commonly make foure short

clothes. 1660 T. WiLLSFORD.SVrt/fj Commerce 1. 1. 10 Admit
15 Clothes or Pieces were sold for 340/. 1711 Lond. Gaz.
No. 6004/3 T*° Tentors . . the one for two Cloths, and the

other for one Cloth and one half.

II. As a material : Without a in sing, (except

when meaning 'a kind of cloth*, in which sense
1 cloths' occurs in pi.).

9. A name given, in the most general sense, to

every pliant fabric woven, felted, or otherwise

formed, of any animal or vegetable (or even

mineral) filament, as of wool, hair, silk, the fibres

of hemp, flax, cotton, asbestos, spun glass, wire,

etc. lint when used without qualification or con-

textual specification, usually understood to mean
a woollen fabric such as is used for wearing ap-

parel. Here again, it is sometimes specifically

applied to a plain-wove woollen fabric, as dis-

tinguished from a turill.

To this most specific sense belong the terms Broad-cloth
and Narrow-cloth, q.v., the ordinary black-cloth used for

'dress' clothes, clerical attire, etc., and the blue, scarlet,

green, or other ' cloth ', of uniforms and liveries.



CLOTH. 523 CLOTHE.

[Early quots. doubtful : c iooo is prob. sense i ; c 1175 may
be sense 11.]

[c 1000 Ajn. Gosp. Matt. ix. 16 Ne deb witodlice nan man
niwes clarfes seyp on eald reaf. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 53
Monie of bas wimmen. .clabe'5 heom mid jeoluwe clabe bet

isbesdeoflesheifter.] ^1325^. E. AHit. P. B. 1742 Frokkes

of fyn clob. 1377 Langl. P. Pi, B. xv. 444 Cloth bat

cometh fro be weuyng is nou5t comly to were, Tyl it is

fulled, etc. 1515 Barclay Egloges \\:{i5yo^ C. iv/3 Knglande

hath cloth, Burdeus hath store of wine. 1552 Abv. Hamil-

ton Catcch. 89 a, Ane tailyeour can nocht mak ane garment

bot of clayth. 1568 Grakton Chron. II. 692 He that could

have it neyther of Golde nor of Silver, had it of silke or

cloth. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. iv. 48 Like a Miser spoyle

his Coat, with scanting A little Cloth. 1635 Sanderson

Serm. 446 Cloath and leather. 1663 Pepys Diary 22 Sept.

My present care is.. a new black cloth suit, and coate

and cloake. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4095/2 Coarse Yorkshire-

Cloth, .proper for Cloathing Soldiers, and the poorer sort

of People. 1833 Ht. Martineau Vanderput $ S. u. 35

There would always be blue cloth in the market. 1836

Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 44 A dye

which is more lasting than the cloth. 1864 Derby Mercury

7 Dec, The outer shell of the coffin was of oak, covered

with black cloth. Mod. A cloth coat and Tweed trousers,

b. with qualification, or contextual specification.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxxv, No clothe . . wrought
out of England as clothe of gold, of sylk, velvet or damaske.

1582 Middlesex County Rec. I. 130 A piece of linen cloth

called 'a biggen '. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 140

Paulus Venetus . . affirms that in some parts ofTartaric, there

were Mines of Iron whose filaments were weaved into in-

combustible cloth. 1677 Yarranton Engl, Im/rw. 52 Three
hundred weight of Flax . .will make fourhundred Ells ofCloth.

1712 Arbuthnot John Bull (1755) 32 A surtout of oiled

cloth. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v., There are Woollen,

Linnen, and other Cloths, which are made of Hemp, Flax,

Cotton, Silk, Nettle, etc., there are likewise Cloths of Gold
and Silver. 1765 Act 5 Geo. Ill (title) Laws relating to the

manufacture of woollen cloth in the county of York. 1798
W. Nicholson Jrul. Nat. Philos. II. 412 {title) On the Art
of covering Wire Cloth with a transparent Varnish, as a
Substitute for Horn. 1833 Ht. Martineau Vaudetput $
S. iv. 76 Sugar, coffee, and woollen cloths were disposed of.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. Title-p., Price Seven Shillings and Six-

pence, bound in cloth. 1866 Treas. Bot. 172 The natives.

.

manufacture from this bark an exceedingly tough cloth.

1875 Ure Diet. Art I. 255 A prize for the improvement of

asbestos cloth. Ibid. I. 421 The bookbinders cloth now
so extensively used, is a cotton fabric. Ibid. III. 120 The
manufacture of cloth from flaxen material.

C. In various phrasal combinations : Cloth of
gold, a tissue consisting of threads, wires or strips

of gold, generally interwoven with silk or wool

;

also applied to gilded cloth ; Cloth of silver, a

cloth similarly woven with silver. American cloth,

a flexible enamelled cloth resembling leather, used

for covering chairs, etc.

Also cloth of Arras, Baudekin or bodkin, Lake, Pleas-
ance, Ravnes, Tars, etc. ; and Broadcloth, Carecloth,
Cerecloth, Haircloth, Oilcloth, Sackcloth, etc., q.v.

c 1386 Chaucer Knts. T. 1710 The lystes . . Hanged with

clooth of gold and not with sarge. 1530 Palsgr. 206/1

Clothe of sylver, drap dargent. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

732 King Edward and foure other were appareled in cloth

of Golde. 1611 Bible 2 Mac. v. 2 There were seene horse-

men running in the aire, in cloth of golde. 1876 Rock
Text. Fabr. 12 Costly cloth-of-gold webs were wrought.

1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S. County 144 The cloth-of-

gold thrown over it by the buttercups. 1881 Truth 19

May 686/1 The train, .was covered with hand-wrought em-
broidery, the material being cloth of silver. Mod. Chairs

covered with leather or American cloth.

10. Phrases. To cut the coat according to the cloth \

to adapt oneself to circumstances, keep within the

limits of one's means (see Cut), f The cloth is all

of another hue : the case is totally different, f To
bring to cloth : to accomplish, finish. And other

proverbial expressions.

c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 42 We ben bigilid alle wib oure

lyst. pe cloob is al of anothir hew. 1562 J. Heyvvood Pr&tf.

$ Epigr. (18671 16, 1 shall Cut my cote after my cloth. Ibid.

76 It is a bad clothe that will take no colour. 1587 Turberv.
Trag. T. Argt. of 6th Hist., The King. .Began to love, who
for he was a King, By little sute this match to cloth did

bring. 1639 Fuller Hist. Holy Warre (1647) 177 This
rent (not in the seam but whole cloth) betwixt these Churches
was no mean hindrance to the Holy warre. 1883 C. Reade
Many a Slip in Harpers Mag. Dec. 134/2 We can all cut

our coat according to our cloth.

III. As wearing apparel. [OE. had plural

cladas : see Clothes.]
1 11. collect. Clothing, raiment, vesture, dress.

(no plwaL) Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 37 Gif he ne mei don elmesse of cla5e
ne of mete, c 1200 Ormix 3208 Hiss clab wass off ollfenntess

ha?r. a 1225 Aucr. R. 192 Uor ge ne bencheS nowiht of

mete, ne of clo5. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 37 Sib
lyf is more ban mete and mannis bodi more ban cloib. c 1449
Pecock Repr. nr. v. 303 Mete and drinke, hous and clooth.

1515 Barclay Egloges iv.(i57o)C.v/i, I ask. .onely cloth and
foode. 1533GAU Richt fF«yu887}i4Meit and claith and oder
neidful thingis. 1563 Homilies \\. Rogat. Week 111.(1859)

492 He [God] shall be bread and drink, cloth, physicians,
comfort ; he shall be all things to us. 1574 Wills Inv.
N. C. {1835) 403 The said Mighall shall fynde my syster
Elsabethe mete drynk and clothe, c 1620 Convert Soule in
Farr's 6". P. Jets. I {1848) 90 My food and cloth are most
divine. 1816 Scott Antiq. xi, Gentle folks, .hae. .fire and
fending, and meat and claith.

+ 12. A (single) garment, robe, coat (= Ger. cin

kleid, Du. ten kleed). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4217 Of him [Joseph] has beistes made

bair prai ; bis es his clath, bat es well sene. Ibid. 16201 A

purprin clath [t: r. cleth] bai on him kest, And gain to pi- I

late broght. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1328 Dido, A cloth
I

he lafte. .Whan he from Dido stal. 1388 Wyclif Ps. ci. 27

[cii. 26] Alle schulen wexe eelde as a clooth [1382 clothing, I

Vulq. vestimentum]. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xi. 193 The
catel bat crist hadde bre clobes hit were.

(Senses 13-15 are also closely related to sense 9.)

fl3. The distinctive clothing worn by the ser-

vants or retainers of a master, or by members of
|

the same profession ; livery, uniform. Also fig.

1598 Florio Ep. Ded. 4 The retainer .. to weare your
j

Honors cloth. 1608-11 Bp. Hall Medit. Vows nr. § 21

Many weare Gods cloth, that know not their Master, that
j

never did good chare in his service. 1617 Assheton Jrnl. I

(1848) 8 To weore his clothe and attend him . . at ye Kings
comming. 1740 Life Mrs. Davies in Defoe's Wks. (1840)

j

265 I told him the action . . made him unworthy ofthe king's I

cloth. 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. xxii. (1865) 169, I reverence

. . these almost clergy imps [little sweeps] who sport their

cloth without assumption.

14. Hence : One's profession (as marked by a
j

professional garb) ; cf. Coat.
1634 Sanderson Serm. II. 289 Objecting to you [magis-

tracy] your place, to us [ministry] our cloath : 'A man of

bJs place, a man of his cloath, to do thus or thus !
' As if

any Christian man, of what place, or of what cloath soever,

had the liberty to do otherwise than well. 1716 Addison
Drummer m. vi. (Hoppe\ Gentlemen of our cloth [men-

servants]. 1857 Parry Mem.Adm. /,arrj'ii859)67(Hoppe)
j

A man of our cloth [a naval officer].

b. esp. applied to the profession of a clergyman

or minister of religion.

1634 [see prec.]. c 1685 Villiers (Dk. BuckhmJ Conf.
Wks. 1705 II. 57 Neither you, nor any of your Cloth will

ever gain that point upon me. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-

cr. 11. viii. 80 My Affection to the Black-Coats of mine own
Cloth. 1772 Mackenzie Man World 1. viii. (1823) 428

Annesly's cloth protected him from this last inconvenience.

1787 G. Gambado Acad. Horsem. (1809) 12 note, An honour
to his cloth—is applied to many a drunken Parson; and I

do not see why. 1833 Marryat P. Simple i, Like all ortho-

dox divines, he was tenacious of the only sensual enjoyment
permitted to his cloth. 1869 Parkman Disc. Gt. West x.

(1875) 128 Out of respect for his cloth.

15. The cloth (colloq.) : the clerical profession

;

the clergy; the office of a clergyman.
1701 Swift Mrs. Harris's Petition, You know, I honour

the cloth ; I design to be a parson's wife. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. W. xxxi, What did I do but get . . a true priest and
married them both as fast as the doth could make them.

1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxvii. (D.), I don't care to own
that I have a respect for the cloth. 1866 G. Macdonald
Ann. Q. Neighb. xiii. (1878) 272 That execrable word cloth

—used for the office of a clergyman,

b. used of other professions.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones ix. vi. (D.\ I did not mean to

abuse the cloth [the military profession]. 1837 Dickens
Pickio. xliii, I maintain that that 'ere song's personal to

the cloth. .1 demand the name o' that coachman.

16. transf. Covering, skin, 'coating, coat'.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xiii, (1495' *59 Theguttes
ben clothed in tweyne full subtyl clothes . . and that is nedfull

for yf the one were greuyd the other clothe maye helpe.

1666 Pepys Diary 2 Nov., I also did buy some apples and
pork : by the same token, the butcher commended it as the

best in England for cloath and colour.

IV. Attrib. and Comb.
17. attrib. or as adj. Made of cloth, of or pertain-

ing to cloth ; connected with cloth and its manu-
facture. (Formerly often hyphened.)

1592 Greene Upst. CourtierWks. (Grosart) XI. 222 They
were a plaine paire of Cloth-breeches. 1631 Weever Anc.
Fun. Mon. 51 A cloth-cloake was lighter for summer. 1773
Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 514 Serges, frizes, druggets, cloth-

serges, shalloons, or any other drapery stuffs. 1831 G.
Porter Silk Mannf. 224 The woven cloth . . wound on the

cloth roll. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 552/2 This . . process

in the cloth manufacture. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I.

369 The black suits . . are to be cut up and made into new
cloth caps for young gentlemen. 1862 H. Spencer First

Princ. 11. xiv. (1875I 318 The growth of the Yorkshire cloth-

districts at the expense of those in the West of England.
1864 Times 6 Nov., Black cloth clothes that are too far

gone, .are always sent abroad to be cut up to make caps.

1882 Beck Drapers Diet. s. v., This fair came to be a great

cloth market, and the place in which it was held is still

known as Cloth Fair. 1888 A.J. Balfour in Times 2 Oct.

10/5 If you think that the cloth coat ought to be treated

differently from the frieze coat.

18. General comb. : a. attributive (and obj.

genit.) , as cloth-cutter, -factor, -mercer, -press,

-presser, -stretcher, -teaseler, -web, etc. ;
cloth-crop-

ping, -cutting, -drying, -folding, -smoothing, etc.

;

b. instrumental, as cloth-covered, -cut adjs.

1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 399 The cloth-cut velvet. 1831

Carlyle Sart. Res. (1858) 40 Shall we tremble before cloth-

webs and cobwebs? 1839 — Chartism viii. 168 The Saxon
kindred burst forth into cotton-spinning, cloth-cropping.

1851 H. Melville Whale viii. 42 The perpendicular parts

of the side ladder . . were of cloth-covered_ ropes. 1854
Thackeray Neivcomes I. 13 He was taken into the house
of Hobson Brothers cloth-factors. 1875 Ure Diet Arts I.

421 The cloth-cutter . . cuts up the corresponding numbers
of covers of the dimensions proper for the book. 1875 W.
S. Hayward Love agst. World 9 Your worthy ancestor, the

cloth-mercer of Cheapside.

19. Special comb. : cloth-binding, book-binding

in cotton cloth, embossed silk, etc., as distinct from

binding in leather ; f cloth-colour : see quots. (it

has been conjectured to be drab or self-colour)

;

T cloth-drawer, a workman who 1 draws ' or

tenters the woollen cloth ; cloth-dresser, a work-

man who dresses, i. e. teasels and shears woollen

cloth ; so cloth-dressing ; f cloth-driver, ? one

who combs or teasels cloth ; cloth-hall, a hall, or

exchange, where sellers and buyers of woollen

cloths meet at stated times to transact business

;

cloth-laying, the laying of a cloth for dinner,

etc. ; f cloth-man, a maker or seller of woollen

cloth ; a clothier
;
cloth-market, (a.) a market

for cloth ;(/'.) humorous for 'bed'; cloth-measure,
the lineal measure used for cloth, in which
the yard is divided into quarters and nails (six-

teenths)
; f cloth-mulberry, the Paper Mulberry

Broussonetia papyrifera, of the bark of which the

South Sea Islanders make clothing ; cloth-paper,

a coarse paper used to lay between the folds in

pressing and finishing woollen cloths ; cloth-

prover, a magnifying-glass used to count the

threads in a piece of cloth ; + cloth-rash, a kind

of Rash (q.v.) made of wool; cloth-shearer, a

cloth-worker, who shears off the superfluous nap
on woollen cloth after teaseling ; a machine for

doing this; so cloth-shearing; f cloth-stone,

asbestos
; + cloth-thicker, name given to a fuller

;

t cloth-tree = cloth-mulberry ; -f cloth-walk v.,

to full cloth, cf. Germ, walkew, f cloth-writt,

? = cloth- wright, cloth - worker. Also Cloth-
maker, -SACK, -WORKEK, -YARD.
1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1668/4 T'ie one a middle siz'd man

..in an old Cloth-colour riding Coat. 1683 Ibid. No.
1866/8 A parcel of Silk, Dyed into Cloth-colours. 1704
Ibid. No. 4059/4 Lost, .a Bundle of Cloth-colours and black

Sowing Silk. 1685 Ibid. No. 2059/4 Mr. Wall *Cloath-

Drawer in Creechurch-Lane. 1720 Ibid. No. 5827/4 Wil-
liam Graves. .Cloath-Drawer. 1723 Ibid. No. 6221/3 Paul
Greenwood .. 'Cloathdresser. 1652 Needham tr. Seldens
Mare CI. 173, I have labored, saith Grotius . . for the pre-

servation of *C!othdressing in our Countrie. plod. Newsp.,
One wishful to know the state of trade with any cloth-

dressing firm, asks how many ' gigs ' they run. 1501 Not-
tingham Corp. Archives No. 10 e, ro. 1 James Gelderd,

clothdryver. 1836 Encycl. Brit. s. v. Leeds, The Leeds
cloth-halls, .are two, one for the sale of coloured cloths,

and one for white cloths only. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII.
550/2 Blackwell Hall, a kind of Cloth Halt whence London
dealers and merchants were supplied. 1596 Bp. Barlow 3
Serm. Hi. 119 If thou wilt not bid them home (because

*cloth-laying is costly) yet send them some sustenance.

1538 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. Ix. kix. 248 There is

divers *clothemen, the which I buy al their clothes that

they make. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6193/4 Powell Croft ..

Cloth-man. 1738 Swift Polite Conversation i. (D.), Miss,

your slave ; I hope your early rising will do you no harm ;

I find you are but just come out of the *Cloth-market.

1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) V. 1707 The *cloth-muIberry was
planted, in regular rows. 1592 Greene Upst. Courtier
Wks. (Grosart) XI. 239 A cloake of *cloth rash. i6xt

Cotgr., Demi drap, Cloth-rash. 1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates
366 Cloth-Rash and Tamine common. ?ti530 in Froude
Hist. Eng. II. 109 A poor man, and by occupation a *cloth-

shearer. 1740 Zollman in Phil. Trans. XLI. 306 A Cloth-

shearer in Holland. C1500 Cocke LorelTs B. (1843) 8
vClothe thyckers, Called fullers. 1777 G. Forster Voy.

round World I. 352 Groves of coco, bread-fruit, apple, and
^cloth-trees. 1467 Ord. Worcester in Eng. Gilds (1870) 383
To dye, carde, or spynne, weve, or *cloth-walke. 1597 tst

Ft. Return Partiass. 11. i. 535 It was the same scipjacke

that when I knockt at the dore asked what clothwntt was
there [Draper speaks].

Cloth (klfty,\ v. [f. prec. sb.]

f 1. To make into cloth. Obs.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 161 Spaine nowe aboundeth
with Wools, and the same are Clothed. Turkie hath Wools
. .and cloth is made, .in diuers places. Ibid. II. 164 It were
the greatest madnesse . . to vent our wooll not clothed. 1641

W. Hakewill Libertie ofSubject 93 Wool made into cloth

. .Wool not cloathed.

2. To cover or line with cloth.

1845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 80 A Broad-

wood or Zeitte,. .clamped and fastened and clothed, to suit

the climate of the tropics.

3. See also Clothe.

Clothe (kl.?o?5), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. clothed
(kl^n-Sd), clad (klred). Forms : a. 1 cl&Sian, 2-4

clape-n, 3 clo'5e-n, (clo^i), 3-4 clope-n, 4
cloope, (clode), 5-8 cloth, (6 clote), 6-9 cloath,

-e, 4- clothe. Also north. 3-5 clath.(e, 6-9 Sc.

claith, claeth. Pa. t. and pple. 3- clothed,

{north, clathed, etc.). £. (1 cla>8an) ; Pa. t. 4-5

cladde, 3- clad ; Pa. pple. clad, 4-6 cladd-e,

5-6 clade, 6 ycladd, 6-9 yclad, (7 clod). Forms

with e, see Clead. [There are two types of this

verb, both rare in OE. : a, OE. clddian, of which

the pa. pple. gecladed for geclaSed, -od occurs.

Hence ME. cldthe, clothe (the former retained in

north dial.), inflected clathed, clothed. 0. OE.

clMan, with pa. t. clmSde, *clsedde, whence ME.
cladde, clad, and prob. the northern type clethe,

cledde, cled (formerly referred to Norse klseda) : see

Clead. The former belongs to a type *klaip6jan
y

thelatter to*klaipjan, both f. H-laiPom (or ?hlaifoz-)

a Cloth. Cf. MHG. and mod.G. kleiden, LG., Du.

kleeden, EFris. kleden. ON. had klseda, going with

the ON. form of the sb. klxfti.

Both forms of the pa. t. and pple. have come
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down to modern use. Clod, occas. found in

16-1 7th c. was either a late shortening of cloth\l,

doattid, or a mixture of these with War/. The form
yclad, very rare in ME., was revived by the Eliza-

bethan archaists, after whom it has become a
1 Spenserian

1

form in later poets.]

1. trans. To cover with a garment or with cloth-

ing ; to provide with clothing; to dress.

c 950 Limits/. Go$p. Mark v. 15 Stttende £ecladed & hales
Sohtes. Ibid. Matt. xxv. 36. Nacod and jie clsSdon vel
wrigon meh. c 1200 Ormin 2710 Tofedenn hemm& clabenn.
cuyoGcn. <$• Ex. 2120 Ioseph was. .shauen, & clad, & to him
brojt. IHd. 2630 And fedde it wel and clooen dede. a 1300
Cursbr Af. 20312 Wel fed & cladd. Jhid. 20121 (lint. Mus.
Add. MS.) App. ii, Naked & hungry sche eloped & fedde.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 774 t>ai cladde horn clenly. 1508 Fisher
Wks. 259 Commaunded also his seruauntes to cloth hym
ncwe. 163J Quari.es Div. Fancies IV. ciii. (1660) 173
Zelustus wears his cloaths, as he were clod To frighten
Crowns, and not to serve his God. 1667 Milton L. x.

219 And thought not much to cloath his Enemies. 1777 W.
Dalrvmplf. Trav. Sp. <$ Port, xxvi, To cloathe all the
troops. 1864 Tennyson Aylmers Field 699 The hand that
..often toil'd to clothe your little ones,

b. Constr. withy in.

r 1340 Cursor AL 3675 iTrin.) She. .clad him wib bo elopes
mete, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 341 Thoo spake this lady
clothed al in grene. 1530 Palsgr. 488/1, I clothe me in

sylke. i6iz BlBLE Prov, xxiii. 21 Drousinesse shall cloath
a man with ragges. 1667 Milton L. x. 216 He clad Thir
nakedness with Skins of Beasts. 185a Miss Yongi Cameos
I. xli. 356 His keepers clad him in mean, .garments.

C. refl.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 53 Heo . . clabeo heom mid geolttwe
clape. c 1300 HaveIok 1354 Sone it was day, sone he him
cladde. 1590 Spenser F. Q. l ii. 7 Up he rose, and clad
him hastily. .1626 Bacon New Atl. 14 To cloath them-
selves with the skins of 'tigers. Hears, 1841 Lane Arab.
Ntt. I. in He clad himself with the slave's clothes.

2. intr. (for refi.) To clothe oneself or be

clothed.

"393 GoWEl Con/. I. 14 The tresor. . Wherof the pouer
shuldcn clothe And ete and drinke and house bothe. 1611

Shaks. Cymb. IV. ii. 266 Care no more to cloath and eate.

1853 I \. \forks I. 446 They He among coral, and
clothe in feathers, or are in buff. Ibid. II. 141 He ordered
men to take no thought of what they put on, and, indeed,
not to clothe at all.

f 3. tram. To put on as clothing, to don. Obs.
n 1300 E. E. Psalter cviii. 18 And malloc [cursing] he

cled als wede. 1382 Wycuf Ibid,, He cladde cursing as
clothing. 1388 Ibid., He clothide cursing as a cloth. € 1400

J. Akderne in Eel. Ant. I. 191 He did of al his knyghtly
clothings, and cladde mournyng clothes.

4. By extension : To cover or fit out with armour,

ornaments, or other things worn on the body.
138a Wyclif Ex, xxxiii. 4 And noon wasclothid with his

oumyng bi custom. 1590 Spenser Q. 1. ii. 11 In mighty
urines he was yclad ancn, And silver shield. x6ix Bible
F.zek. xxxviii. 4 All thine armie, horses and horsemen, all

of them clothed with all sorts of armour. 1634 Sir T.
Herbekt Trav. 88 Their naked armes are only clothed
with Bracelets of silver and yvory.

6. To cover (anything; with a cloth or cloths.

c 1340 Gait: «y Gr. A'nt. 885 Sone watz telded vp a tapit,

on trestez ful fayre, Clad wyth a clene clobe, pat cler quyt
schewed. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 252 A fether

bed .. right wef cled In fyne blacke Sattyn doutremere.

1399 Langl. Rick. Kedeles in. 106 |>e inarchall . .euell coude
his Craft, whan he clobed be stede. 1614 Markham Cheap
Hush, \. v. (1668)39 *<» cloath a horse right. 1703 Pope
Thebais 607 Embruider'd purple clothes the golden beds,

b. A'aut. To rig ship, mast, etc. 1

.

1714 Lond. Gas, No. 5235/4 British Sail Cloth, .the Royal
Navy hath been wholly Clothed with the same, for many
Years, t i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 18 What is

meant by clothing the yards? Fitting them with rigging

at the yard arms, and lungt, etc. 188a Narks Seamanship
(ed. 6) 46 How is a bowsprit clothed?

6. trans/'. To cover as with clothing, or as

clothing does.
138a WVcup Jot' x. 11 With fel and flesh thou hast clad

me. — Isa. 1. 3, I shal clothin heuenes with dercnesses.
— Matt. vi. 30 r or jif God clothith thus the heye of the
feeld. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1639 Toures . . pat were of heght
so hoge. .pat the clowdes horn clede in vnclene ayre. 1647
Cowlev Mistress, dad all in White i. (1669) 13 Thou wilt

seem much whiter so, Than Winter when 'tis clad with
snow. 1664 Evelyn AW. I/ort. 218 Cover them [the plants]

with Glasses, having cloathed them with sweet and dry
Moss. 1718 J. Chamberlayne Relig. Philos. (1730) II.

xviii. % 37 Take a lighted Pipe of Tobacco . . cloath ing it

with Paper if it be too hot. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. v,

That portion of the city which clothes the southern bank of

the river.

b. Said of vegetation or the like as it covers

and furnishes the face of the earth.

C 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 129 Now hath thatempre
sonne. .clad yt new again. 1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R.
viii. xvi. (1495) 333 The sonne cfotheth and renewyth thouer

parte of therth wyth herbes twygges and floures. 1611

Bible Ps. Xxv. 13 The pastures are cloathed with flockes.

1703 Rowe Fair Penit. XXL i. Who clothes the senseless

Earth, With Woods, with Fruits, with Klow'rs and verdant

Grass. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 156 The land . . is well

clothed with timber. 183a Ht. Martineau Demerara \. 2

Coffee plantations clothe the sides of the hills.

C. LcftYCf and blossoms arc said to clothe trees

and plants.

1697 I )rydf.n Virg. Past. WL 82 The Trees are cloath'd

with Leaves. 1808 Scott Alarm. L Introd. 44 Will spring

return .. And blossoms clothe the hawthorn spray V 1847
Tennyson Princ. iv. 89 Delaying as the tender ash delays
To clothe herself, when all the woods are green.

7. fig, a. With immediate reference to the literal I

sense.

/11300 Cursor M. 802 (Cott.) Quen bai sagh ham self al

bare, pat welth and blis had clebed ar [Gott. In welth and
bliss was clad are]. * 1340 Ham polk Prose Tr. 15 A saule
pat..es clede in vertus. 138a Wyclif Isa. lix. 17 He is 1

clad with ri^twisnesse as with an habirioun. 1535 Cover-
dale Ps. cviii. [cix.] 18 He clothed him self withcursynge

,

like as with a raymen t. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. U xi,

HUM he [Man] is also said to be clothed with a Body.
b. To invest or endue with attributes, qualities,

or a character.
1611 IJible Job xxxix. 19 Hast thou clothed his necke with

thunder? 162 1 W. Sclater Tythes (16231 88 Cloathed with
I

cttremoniousnes.se by the High Priest of our Profession.
168a BimVAM Holy War Pre?., With such gravity cloath
every page. 1844 En. Brougham Brit. Const. L (18621 10
So long as men are clothed with human infirmities. 1866
Bryant Death Slavery ii, A glory clothes the land from sea
to sea. 1880 T. Spalding Eli*, Demonol. 39 Spenser has

:
clothed with horror this conception.

C. To endow with power, privilege, or liability

;

also in Sc. Law, with a husband.
1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 13 The judicial ratifi-

cations of women clothed with husbands. 1788 T. Jkffer- i

1

son Writ. (18591 n. 493 The clauses, .clothing consuls with
privileges of the law of nations, 1789 Bentham Princ.
Legist, xiii. § 1 Cases in which the individual isclothed with
great powers. 1887 J. Powell Devises fed. 3) II. 161 That
another estate should be cloathed with the same trusts.

1847 K. Chambers Pop. Rhymes Scotl. (1858)221 He was I

clothed wi' a wife and a wean forbye.

8. fig. With reference to putting on or assuming a
form or appearance : in early use sometimes * to

j

cloak * under or with an assumed form ; in later

to represent or embody in a particular form.

1393 Gower Con/. I. 62 He [an ypocrite] clotheth richesse
|

as men saine Vnder the simplest of pouerte. 1594 Shaks.
j

!

Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 336 And thus I cloath my naked villanie

With odde old ends, stolne forth of holy Writ. 1604 — Oth.
\

111. iv. 120 So shall I cloath me in a fore'd content. 1646
' Saltmarsh Reasons/or I 'nitie in Some Drops 128 Though
! you have cloathed your selfe in their Apologeticall Narra-
• tion, yet I must deale with you as your self. 1869 Trol-

j

I lope He Knew xlviii. 11878) 270 [He] struggled hard, but
vainly, to clothe his face in a pleasant smile.

b. To put (thoughts or ideas'; into words ; to 1

express in lor with),
1671 Milton /'. A*. 11. 65 Some troubl'd thoughts which

she in sighs thus clad- 1673 Ray Journ. LenvC. Pref., Mr.
Willughby's voyage which he him>elf would doubtless have
cloathed with better language. 1741 Watts Improv. Atind
(1801) 212 Clothe those ideas with words. 1771 Junius

|

Lett. lxi. 316 Clothe it in what language you will. 1779-81
Johnson /'., /)^r\Vks. IV. 212 Cloatning small images 1

in great words. 1850 H. Rogers Ess. I. iii. 102 He has
clothed the determinate quantities of arithmetic in the
universal symbols of algebra.

9. Clothe upon or on. In N. T. a literalism

of translation : ?to put on over other clothes ; but

cf. (ier. ankkiden and late L. supcrinduere to put
on. arch.
1611 BlBLK 2 Cor. v. 2 Desiring to be clothed vpon [intv-

\ SvaaffOat, superiudui: Wyclif clothed above, Rhem. over-

clothed, 16th c. vv. clothed) with our house, which is from
heauen. 184a Tennyson Godivn, Then she rode forth,

clothed on with chastity.

Clothed (kh'»Sd), ///. a. [see Clothe v.]

Covered with, or as with, clothes, clad. As adj.

chiefly with wtll-
%

ill-, or the like.

< iaao Bestiary 150 If he cloded man se. 1647 Crashaw
I Poems 118 A well-clothed soul. 01789 Dampier's I'oy.

1 1 1. 1. 297 And those Hills too, so cloath d with tall Woods.
I 1748 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. II. 245 (I>.) A cloathed

Resurrect ion-piece, painted by Sir James Thornhill. 1839
W. Chamiieks Tour Holland 23/1 Avenues of richly

1
clothed trees. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-hk. 193 A mast

I
is said to be clothed when the sail is so long as to reach the
deck-gratings.

Clotheless (kh>"Mes\ a. Also 4-6 clothles,

6-8 cloath-. [f. Cloth in its earlier sense of

clothing, garment + -less. Since that sense be-

came obsolete, Clothehlesh is substituted by
some.] Without clothes, destitute of clothing.

( 1386 Chaucer Pcrs. T. p 269 In famyne, in thurst, in

coolu and cloothlees [v.r. clothles) and ones stoned al-

moost to the deeth. a 1400 Retig-. Pieces/r. Thornton AfS.

(1867) 9 Clatheles or nakede. c 1440 York Alyst. xlviii. 287
Whanne I was clothles ie me cledde. 1496 Dives <V Paup.
(W. de W.) 24/1 Ye sholde go sholesse & clothelesse. 1591
K. Turnbull Si, James 121 Him that hath purse penni-

lesse : bodie cloathlesse. 1797 Afonthly Rev. XXIII. 571
Wandering hordes, clotheless, roofless, and ferocious, 1847
W. E. Forster in Reid Li/e I. 193 Women and children

almost clotheless.

Clothement. rare. Clothing, raiment.

1889 Sat. Rev. a Mar. 243^ An appropriate skeleton in

associative clothement.

t Clothen, a. Oh. [f. Cloth sb. + -ex V] Of
cloth ; made of cloth.

1570 Levins Alauip. 62/41 Clothen, fanneus. c 1570
Thynnk Pride 9f Loud. (1841) 15 This clothen breech.

Clother, obs. f. Clothier ; var. of Clotter.

Clothes (kl(i»-o*z), sb. pi. Forms: 1 clatfas,

2-3 cla)>os, 3-4cloJ>es, 3- clothes, 6-8 cloaths,

{north. 3-6 clathes, -is). Also 5-6 {dial. -9)

close, (5 cloysse, 6 cloese, 7-8 does ; 5 north.

clase, Sc. 6 clais, 8 clayis, 8-9 claise, Claes
;

also 4-5 clethis, clese. [The original plural of

Cloth:—OE. c/d-das, ME. cto-fhes; the 0 remain-

ing in the (originally) open syllabic, and the \>

becoming f5 between vowels, as in clothe vb., cloth-

ing, etc., and subsequently changing final jto;:
cf. truth, trttlhs, staff, staves, etc. As the singular
cloth is not now used in the sense of 'a garment*,
and has received a new plural cloths for its extant
sense, clothes remains a collective plural, without a
singular ; to express the latter, a phrase, such as
'article of clothing*, or another word, such as
1 garment *, is used.
The distinction cloths, clothes, is chiefly of the 15th c.

The ordinary 18th c. spelling was cloaths (pronounced with
8), as in cloath =Cloth e vb.

Almost immediately after the reduction of the ME. dissyl-
labic form to one syllable, by change of •« to -s, the 5
began to disappear in pronunciation in all the dialect types,
as shown by the spellings close, does, etc. (from clothes),
close, ctaisie, claes, etc (from north, clathes), clese (from
clethes). Ihese forms are still dialectal, and close (VXS^z)

is frequent as a vulgar or careless pronunciation of clothes.
All these phenomena are paralleled in other Germanic
dialects, e.g. MHG. kleit, pi. kleider, MDu. cleet, pi.

clede, EFris. kled, pi. kttr (for klider), WFris. ktaed,p).
klean, NFris. kl&id, pi. klfte, Saterland klath, pi. kldder,
Wangeroog kUt, pi. kldder.

Examples of the reduced plural

:

c 1400 Destr. Troy 774 Vppon clese. c 1460 Tozvneley
Afyst., Jacob 46 Mete and focde And close to body. 1516
Plumpton Corr. Introd. 124 To beare the charge of nir
close. 1553 Inv. Ch. Goods, Staff, in Ann. Dioc. Lick/.
(1863) 16, ii alter close. 1563 T. Gale Antidot. u. 26 Warme
cloese. X073 Overseers Acc. in Canterb, Press 27 June 7/3
To Mr. frindfor does for willan Darker. 17*9 Swift Grand
ucstion Debated 138 Molly and 1 have thrust in our nose
0 peep at the Captain in all his fine clo'es. a 1845 Barham

Ingot. Leg-., Sir Rupert v, Cover'd ankles and toes, In
other respects she was scanty of clothes.]

1. Covering for the person
;

wearing apparel

;

dress, raiment, vesture.

1 888 K. /Elfred Boeth. x\'\\, Wapnu, and mete, and ealo,

and clabas. c 1000 Ags. Ps. xliv. 10 [xlv. 8] Myrre, and
gutta, and cassia dropiad of binum cla3um \Vesp. Ps.
hre^luml. 1205 Lav. 2367 Muchel col, and claSes inowe.
a 1 Z25 Ancr. R. 14 Of ower clodes [v.r. cla5es] & of swuche
binges ase oer abuten ualleS. 1*97 R. Glolc (1724) 566
Cope & oper clobes. a 1300 Cursor Af. (GOtt.) 15025 Sum
bankestbairclethesdune. 1388 \Vv< .1/<i.'.'. xxii. u Freend,
hou entndist thou hidir withut bride clothis ? 1483 Caxton
G. de la Tour F vj, She . . arayed her with clothes of gold
and flourynge of ryche ermynes. 1513 More Rich. Ill,

(1641) 192 Cloathes of gold. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I.

636 Thair lynning claithis. 1596 Shaks. Tom. Shr. 1. L
229 Maister, ha's my fellow Tranio stolne your cloathes?
1676 C. Hatton in Hattott Corr. (1878) 128 All y* Guards
in new cloths. 1736 Fielding Pasquin 11. i, Provided I

wear fine cloaths. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1765)
Introd. 21 The fewer Cloaths any one uses, the hardier
he will be. 1808 A. Parsons Trav. iii. 51 Being Sunday,
everybody had their holiday cloaths on. 1831 Carlyle
Sart. Res. 1. xi, The essence of all Science lies in the Philo-
sophy of Clothes. 1856 Emerson /•;.. Traits, Wealth
Wks. (Bohnl II. 68 A coarse logic rules throughout all Eng-
lish souls :—if you have merit, can you not show it by your
good clothes, and coach and horses?

fig' ,*55 Karl Orrery Parthen.(i6j6) 8 But not to dress

a true story in cloaths of a Romance.
b. Often in comb, with a substantive or adj. in-

dicating purpose, etc., as bed-, body-, church-,

swaddling-clothes, etc. (See under these words.)
«i 800 Corpus Gloss. 623 Curiae, cild claSas. 1585 Vestry

Bks. ^Surtees) 20 Washinge the churche clothes, xd.

c. spec. Applied to linen and other clothing which
is periodically washed. (See also combinations.)
1398 Tm visa Barth. De P. R. x. x. (1495* 379 Asshes .

.

helpyth to wasshynge of clothes. 1598 Shaks. Aferry W.
111. v. 100 To carry mee in the name of foule Cloathes to

Datchet-laue. 1878 Huxley Physiogv. 68 When there is

but little moisture in the air the clothes dry quickly. Afod.

Sending the clothes to the wash. A laundress with a basket

of clothes.

+ d. 7o be in any one 's clothes: to be in his place

or position, to be he. (Cf. in his coat, skin, shoes.)

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. 20 How we would wish to be
dealt with if we were in his cloathes.

2. Short for Swaiidling-clothes. (Cf. Clouts.)
« 1340 Hampole Prose 'Tr. 5 I-aid in a crybe and lapped in

clathis. 138a Wvclif Luke ii. 7 Sche childide her firste

bom sone, and wlappide him in clothis. 1541 Coverdalf.
Old Faith Wks. 1844 I. x. 71 He [Christ] as a very man
was wrapped in clothes, and laid in the crib. 1754 64
Smellie Alidwif. III. 453 The ignorant nurse had demanded
a fire to warm the clothes or clouts.

3. Short for Bedclothes.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8509 (Cott.) pair clathes [Trin. bed-

dyng) was sa gnede and fa. 1463 Bury Wills (Camd. Soc.>

23 'I he clothes of myn that longe to y* bedde that she hath
loyen in. 1563 Richmond. Wills (1853) 167 Ye cloiths of ye
geste bede. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. iii. 24 So a had me lay

more Clothes on his feet. ri7»o Prior Poems
[J,\

She
turned each way her frighted head Then sunk it deep be-

neath the clothes.

1! For clothes, ctoath{e)s = cloths, see Cloth.
4. attrib. and Comb., as clothes-broker, -chest,

-monger, -spoiling, -swimming, -thatch, etc.;

clothes-bag, -basket, a receptacle for clothes,

etc., csp. those for the wash ; clothes-dummy, a

lay figure used to exhibit clothing on ; clothes-line,

-rope, a cord or wire on which to hang out

washed clothes to dry; clothes-louse, a species of

louse which infests the clothes of the uncleanly, a

body-louse; olotues-maiden {dial.) = clothes-
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horse ;
clothes-man, a dealer in clothes, esp. cast-off

or second-hand clothes; clothes-peg, -pin, a forked

wooden peg used to fasten linen on a clothes-line;

clothes-post, -prop, a post, or prop for a clothes-

line ;
clothes-screen, a clothes-horse ; clothes-

stick, -tongs, a stick or tongs used by washer-

women for turning or lifting linen while boiling

;

clothes - wringer, a machine for wringing or

straining the water out of washed clothes. Also
Clothes-brush, -house, -moth, -press.

1879 E. Garrett House by Works I. 78 The discarded

collar and cuffs of yesterday were already in the *clothes-

bag. 1828 J. W. Croker in Croker Papers (1884) I. xiii.

404 Put into the dirty *clothes basket. 1831 Carlvle Sart.

Res. in. vi, That happy middle-state, which leaves to the

*clothes-broker no hope either of sale or of purchase. 1871

Smiles Charac. x. (1876) 283 A *cIothes-dummy at a tailor's

door. 1830 Marryat King's Own xli, I see two poles for

^clothes-lines. 1884 Manch. Exam. 21 Nov. 5/4 To. -hang
all the clothes, etc., on stands like large ^clothes-maidens to

be aired and fumigated, a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg., Merch.
V'en. Moral, When they deal with old y clothesmen. 1868

Yates Rock Ahead nr. vti, A Jew clothesman going his

rounds. x868 Sat. Rev. 24 Oct. 548/1 Pretexts invented by
the art of the decorator and the *clothesmonger for making
fortunes out of the folly of women. 1825 Hone Every-Day
Bk. I. 701 He turned a sunbeam into a ^clothes-peg. 1866

Harvard Mem. Biog. II. 21 Short sticks about as large as
*clothes-pins. 1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. I. v. Clothes have
made Men of us; they are threatening to make x Clothes-
screensof us. 1832— Remin. I. 16 The mere clothes-screens

of rank. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863} 159 The
sopping, the drying, the *cIothes-spoiling, the cold-catching,

and all the small evils of a summer shower. 1881 Daily News
6 June 6/8 For those who would like to practise tumbling in

the water and *clothes swimming. 1831 Carlyle Sart.
Res. I. viii. These considerations of our *Clothes-thatch.

T Clcthesack- Obs. Also -sakke, -sake.

A bag for clothes ; a portmanteau.
1393 Chart. Rich. II, in Ducanges.v., xvi sellas, x Clothe-

sakkes, duo paria cofrarum. 14^66 Mann. § Househ. Exp.
(1841) 372 Paid for makenge of ij. keyis for the tronke and
the clothesake, vjd. 1548 Hall Chron. (1800) 283 [Edward
IV] entered into the Shippe without bagge or bagage, without
Clothesacke or Male.

Clo'thes-brush. A stiff brush used for freeing

clothes from dirt or dust.

1724 Crouch View Brit. Cust. 124 (Chambers) We say a
round, a flat, or a square brush, clothes-brush, head-brush,
etc. 1832 Eugene A.(h.), It. .smooths a man's heart

like a clothes-brush, wipes away the dust and dirtj and sets

all the nap right.

Clo thes-horse. An upright wooden frame
standing upon legs, with horizontal bars on which
clothes are hung out to dry or air.

1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life{\%%6) xix. xviii.

229 You look like a clothes-horse with a great-coat stretched

out upon it, just ready for the rattan. 1836-9 Dickens Sk.

Boz, Hackney-coach Stands (D.\ We keep no horse but a
clothes-horse. 1883 J. Hawthorne Dust I. 60 Wringing
out a towel and spreading it out on the clothes-horse

to dry.

ClothesleSS {k\o^Z[[es),a. [An alteration of

the earlier Clotheless, after Clothes,] Without
clothes ; destitute of clothing.

1868 Morning Star 24 Feb. 1873 Tristram Moah xviii.

360 We turned out to find Johnson lying clothesless and
tentless. 1880 Miss Bird Japan I. 332 The whole clothes-

less population stood, .in front of the house.

Hence Clotheslessness.
1883 Daily News 26 Feb. 5 In favour of the superior com-

fort of clotheslessness. 1887 H. Knollys Sk. Life Japan
16 This clotheslessness . . I cannot call it indecent in our
sense of the term.

Clo'thes-moth. A small moth, infesting

houses, the larva of which is very destructive to

woollen fabrics, feathers, furs, etc., on which it

feeds, and of which it forms its chrysalis case.

The name comprises several species of Tinea.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Tinea, Making themselves
cases of different materials in the manner of the Tinea or
cloaths moth while in the worm state. 1836-9 Todd CycL
Anat. II. 867/1 Minute species, among which are the de-

structive clothes-moths. 1885 H. C. McCook Tenants Old
Farm 87 Pellionella, the only ' clothes-moth ' known in the
United States.

Clothes-press, [see Press sb."]

1. A receptacle for clothes
;
properly a shelved

recess or movable chest or case in which clothes

are kept folded ; but also sometimes applied to

a wardrobe in which they are hung up unfolded.

1713 Mrs. Centi.ivre Wonder 1. i. (Jod.), When she heard
your voice, she ran into the clothspress. 1822 W. Irving
Braced. Hall (1849)456 Furnished with clothes-presses, and
mighty chests of drawers.

2. An apparatus for pressing various textile

fabrics.

Clothier (kl^vSiai
1

). Forms: 4-6 clother,

5 clothyer, 6 -ear, -yar, 6- clothier. [Originally
clother ; the form in -ier being apparently assimi-
lated to words in which this ending is etymolo-
gical : see -ier.] One engaged in the cloth trade

:

a. A maker of woollen cloth ; b. esp. One who
performs the operations subsequent to the weaving
{arch.) ; e. A fuller and dresser of cloth {U. S.) ;

d. A seller of cloth and men's clothes.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 18 But hit beo[cardet] withCoue-

tise as closers dob heor wolle. 1377 Ibid. B. x. x8 As clotheres

Vol. II.

kemben here wolle. c X470 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 285 Yt ys
necessary to every clothyer. c 15x5 Cocke LorelTs B. (1843)

9 Waxechaundelers, clothers, and grocers. 1533-4 Act 25
Hen. VIII, c. 18 (title), Clothears, or makers of wollen
clothes. 1538 Starkey England 1. iii. 94 The Clothyarys
of Englond. 1572 Gascoicne Fruits Warre lxiii, The
clothier coyns by carding locks of wooll. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. vi. (1843) 346/1 Leeds, Hallifax, and Bradford,
three very populous, and rich Towns . . depending wholely
upon Clothiers. 1828 Webster, Clothier, inEnglishauthors,
a man who makes cloths.. In this sense, I believe, it is not
used in the United States ; certainly not in New-England.
In America, a man, whose occupation is to full and dress
cloth. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 555/2 The master-clothier
. .employs in all the different processes through which the
wool passes in the course of manufacture, distinct classes of
persons, who sometimes work at their own houses, and
sometimes in the factory of the master-clothier. 1869 Baring-
Gould Orig. Relig. Belief50 A tailor and a clothier. 1885
C. Mackeson British Aim. Comp. 94 In some parts of the
country identical titles are very differently applied. Among
the double meanings . . [are] Clothier for Cloth-maker or
Clothes-dealer.

Comb. Clothier-bee — Carder-bee.
1864 Intell. Observ. No. 34. 281 The solitary clothier-bee.

Cltvthify, v. rare, trans. To clothe.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm. viii, Bred up, and fed, and
clothified.

Clothing (lcl^'Sin), vbl. sb. [f. Clothe v.]

1. The action of covering or providing with
clothes; dressing.

c izoo Ormin 19064 Inn etinng and inn drinnkinng ec, I

clabinng and i trowwbe. 1482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 100
Suche thyngys as longed to her leuyng and clothyng. 1591
Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, v. i. 54 For cloathing me in these graue
Ornaments. 1884 Tablet 11 Oct. 592/2 The 'clothing' of
two postulants of the Order of Mercy,

b. fig. Investiture ; endowment.
1876 Digby Real Prop. iii. 129 The clothing the donee with

the actual possession of the land.

2. concr. Clothes collectively, apparel, dress.

c 1275 Lay. 3187 Ich be wole hire bi-wete, mid seolue hire
clobing [c 1205 claoen]. a 1300 Cursor M. 4655 (Cott.) And
clahtyng on him lette he fall, c 1440 York Myst. xxiii. 97
His clothyng is white as snowe. a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol.
VH. xx. § 3 Holiness and purity . . do much more adorn a
bishop, than his peculiar form of clothing. 1611 Bible Mark
xii. 38 Beware of the Scribes, which loue to goe in long
clothing. 1862 Ruskin Munera P. (1880) 11 Articles of
bodily luxury, including clothing.

fb. Bed-clothes. Obs.
(11300 Cursor M. 8599 (Gutt.) pair clothing [Trin. bed-

dyng, Cott. clathes] was sua nede and fa. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. II. 35 Their skin forms excellent cloathing
both for the bed and the body.

f c. An article of dress, a garment. Obs.
1388 Wyclif Matt. ix. 16 No man puttith a clout of bostous

clothe into an olde clothing [1382 clothe],

+ d. Livery, uniform ; a Livery Company. Obs.
1418 in Archives of Grocer's Company 1. 117 And all

tho that beyn in the Clothinge schulle paye ij*. vid. 1480
Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxlu. 276 Euery man in the cloth-

ynge of his crafte. 1529 in Vicary's Anat. (1888} App. xiv.

252 The Maysters . . shall nott . . Admytt any person ynto
the Clothyng or lyuerye of the same Mystere, withoute, etc.

1601 in Rec. Borough Nottingham (1889) IV. 256 Itt ys
ordered that the Aldermen, the Councell, and the Cloath-
inge shall wayte on Maister Maior on Blake Monday
yearely to Saint Ane Well. 16x0 B. Jonson Alch. 1. iii,

This summer, He will be of the clothing of his companie.

e. trans/, and fig.
a X340 Hampole Psalter x. 7 pat comes in clathynge of

meknes. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Sept. 157 They.. with
sheepes clothing doen hem disguise. 1710 Swift Tatler
No. 230 F 9 Words are the Cloathing of our Thoughts. 1830
Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 99 The. .clothing of the mammoth.

3. A covering or casing of cloth, or the like,

b. Mech. = Cleading 2.

a 1789 Burney Hist. Mus. (ed. 2) I. ix. 150 Though the
cloathing of the jacks be in close contact with all the strings.

1881 Miss Braddon Asph. ix. 110 Her boat . .was drawn up
under cover, and carefully protected by linen clothing.

C. Naut. Sails; * the rigging of the bowsprit '.

1798 J. Wooldridge in Naval Chron. (1799) I. 80 All the
timbers, and part of the cloathing, all the rigging. 1882

Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 47 The clothing of bowsprits are

now all fitted with either wire or chain strops.

+ 4. = Cloth-making. Obs.

1548 Act 2 <$- z£dw. VI, c. 13 § 7 Every Person exercising

Merchandises, Bargaining and Selling, Clothing, Handicraft
or other Art or Faculty. 1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in.

(1692) I. 553 Several Towns there, where cloathing_ was
exercised. 1662 Fuller Worthies (1840) I. 442 Clothing is

plied in this city with great industry and judgment.

5. attrib. a. Engaged in or concerned with the

making and selling of cloth.

1594 Norden Spec. Brit., Essex (1840) 9 Ther are within

this shire theis especiall clothing townes, 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. vn. (1843) 401/1 The clothing parts of Somerset-

shire. 1694 Child Disc. Trade (ed. 4) 159 Prejudicial to

the Clothing-Trade of the Kingdom in general. 1694 Lut-
trell Brief ReL (1857) III. 302 The English and Dutch
cloathing ships were come to that citty [Smyrna]. 1759 B.

Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. 1. 119 Exported in the Fleece to the

cloathing parts of England. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 551

The West Riding of Yorkshire, the most important clothing-

district in England, exhibits an area of nearly 40 miles by
20 occupied by clothing towns and villages,

b. Of or for clothes.

C1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 131 Marine clothing-room
. .to receive the clothing of the marines. 1853 Stocqueler
Military Encycl. 64/2 Colonels of regiments draw off-

reckonings, or clothing allowance. Mod. They belong to a

clothing-club.

Cl0"thing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -LNG2.] That
clothes, investing, enveloping.
1483 Calh. Angl. 67 Clethynge, vestiens, amicens. 1668

Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. in. Introd. 127 The
parts.. are some of them external and cloathing, others in-

ternal and contained.

Clo'thless, a.

f 1. Earlier form of Clotheless, q. v.

2. Without a cloth {e.g. a tablecloth).
1866 Harvard Mem. Biog. I. 267, I sat at the head of the

mess-table made, .of cracker-boxes, and clothless.

Clothlet (kl^blet). [f. Cloth + -let.] A small
piece of cloth ; e. g. one used as the vehicle of a
pigment or dye.
1859 Gullick & Timbs Painting 102 The pigments, .were

commonly preserved by steeping small pieces of linen cloth

in the liquid dyes—hence called 'clothlet colours '.

Clo th-maker. A maker of woollen cloth.

1382 Wvclif i Sam. viii. 13 Oynement makers, and fier

makers, and clothmakers [1388 bakeris
; Vulg. panificas].

C1470 Pol. Poems (18591 II. 285 Merchaundes and cloth-

makers.. The wyche makythe the poreylle to morne and
wepe. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 146 If she haue no woll of
her owne, sne maye take wol to spynne of clothe-makers.

1779 J. Haigh {title), A hint to the Dyers and Cloth Makers.
1885 [see Clothier].

So Cloth-making-, the making of cloth.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 447 A good wif was ther of biside
Bathe. .Of clooth makyng she hadde swich an haunt She
passed hem of ypres and of Gaunt. 1509-10 Act 1 Hen.
VIII, Preamb., To leve the occupacion of Clothmakyng.
1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 162 All the deceits in Cloth-
making.

Clothred, obs. and dial. f. Clotterkd ppl. a.

Cloth-work. Work done in cloth, or of the

nature of cloth ; bookbinders' work in cloth.

1674 Grew Anat. Plants in. 1. iv. § 15 The close parts of

the [bone] Lace, which they call the Cloth-Work. 1885
Bookseller 5 Mar. 306 Cloth work executed in the most
artistic style.

Cl0'tfi.-WO:rker. A maker or manufacturer

of woollen cloth.

Cloth-workers' Company, the twelfth of the great livery

j

companies of the City of London.
1528 (Jan. 18) Charter to ' clothworkers' of City of London.

; 1549 Act 3 $ 4 Edw. VI, c. 2 § 9 The Wardens of the

Clothworkers, or two of them at the least. 1578 Lvte
Dodoens 11. xxxv. 193 It . . is knowen of the Clothworkers
and Drapers. 1630 j. Taylor (Water P.) Taylors Pastoralt
Wks. in. 54/2 No Cloth no Clothier, no Clothier no Cloth-

worker, Fuller, Tucker, Shearman, Draper. 1666 Pepys
Diary 6 Sept., To see Clothworkers' Hall on fire these three

days and nights. 1839 Penny CycL XIV. 118/2 In the City
of London there are 89 companies .. the first twelve are

called the Twelve Great Companies . . 12, Cloth-workers.

So Cloth-wo rking.
1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. 1. (Arb.) 44 Let clothe-

workinge be renewed. 1611 Cotgr., Draperie, draperie

;

cloath-selling, cloth-working.

Clothy !;klp-]>i), a. [f. Cloth + -y'.] Of the

nature or consistence of cloth.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) IV. 307 Pileus brown
..soft and clothy. 1819 H. Busk Banquet in. 474 On the

stem below, The clothy button lifts its head of snow.

Clo'tli-yard. The yard by which cloth was
measured : chiefly in Cloth-yard shaft, applied in

ballads to an arrow of the long bow.
This is now the statute yard of 36 inches ; according to

Act 3 & 4 Edward VI c. 2 § 8 ' cloth was to bee meten and
measured by the yard, adding to every yard one inch of

the rule '.

c 146s Chevy Chase 93 (MS. 16th c.) An arow, that a cloth

yarde was lang, to the harde stele halyde he. [1603 Shaks.
Lear iv. vi. 88 That fellow handles his bow like a Crow-
keeper : draw mee a Cloathiers yard.] a 1631 Drayton
Robin Hood, They not an arrow drew but was a cloth-yard

long. 1805 Scott Last. Minstr. iv. xv. A cloth-yard shaft

Whistled from startled Tinlinn's yew. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown i. (1871) 1 With the yew bow and cloth-yard shaft

at Cressy and Agincourt.

Clot-iron, -leather: see Clodt 8.

t Clot-pate. Obs. = Clod-pate.
1640 Wizard (N.), Me.. she cald clowne, clotpate, log-

gerhead. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. xi. 245 Dunces, and
clot-pates.

Clot-poll, -pole. [cf. Clodpoll.]

fl. {clot poll, clot-.) A thick or 'wooden ' head.

16x1 Shaks. Cymb. IV. ii. 184, I haue sent Clotens Clot-

pole downe the streame . . his Bodie's hostage For his re-

turne.

2. {clotpoll, -pole.) A Clod-pole, blockhead, dolt.

1606 Shaks. Tr. tf Cr. 11. i. 128, 1 will see you hang'd like

Clotpoles. 163a Brome North. Lasse I. vi, As I bade you,

Clotpoll ? 1876 Browning Pacchiarotto 24 Who shieldest

the rogue and the clotpoll

!

Clotted (kitted), ppl. a. [f. Clot v. + -ed.]

1. Gathered into clots, clods, or lumps ;
coagu-

lated, thickened.
1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 34 The clotted Mud.

1636 Massinger Bashful Loverm. iii, Wash offThe clotted

blood. 1801 Southev Thalaba vn. xvi, Off he shook the

clotted earth. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. v. 174.

b. Clotted cream : = Clouted-cream, q.v.

1878 Oxford Bible-Helps 137 The Hebrews, .made a kind

of clotted cream by subjecting new milk to fermentation.

2. Stuck together in or with clots ; covered with

clots (of blood, etc.).

1725 Pope Odyss. xv. 568 The clotted feathers. 1804 J.

Grahame Sabbath 59s The clotted scourge hangs hardening

in the shrouds. -11839 Praed /V£w/r (1864) I. 199 With a

gash beneath his clotted hair.

67
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tClCtter, si. Ois.rare. [f. Clotter v. : cf.

the variants Clodder, and Clutter.] Formation

of clots, coagulation in a soft mass.

1658 A. Foxtr. Wurtz' Surg. 11. vi. 61 A Wound in a joynt

cannot endure such great clotter as that which is in the

flesh. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. L xxviii. 68

This, or that determinate clotter of the Seed.

t Cltvtter, v. Ois. Also 5 cloter, olother.

[Frequentative and diminutive from Clot v. : cf.

tatter, stutter, etc. Cf. also Clodder, Clutter,

both app. in their origin variants of this.]

1. intr. To run together in clots, to coagulate.

Also trans. To curdle or coagulate. (The two
constructions meet in the pa. pple., which was
originally intransitive.)

C1386 [see Clottered.] 14S1 Caxton Reynard xxxiv.

(Arb.) 100 Moche fylth cloterd in gobettis. .1490 Promp.
Parv. 83 (MS. K) Cloteryn, as blode or other lyke [1499
Pynson, cloderyn], coagulo. 1635 Swan Spec. M. v. § 2

(1643) 119 The matter .. meeting with wet vapours, .clot-

tereth together. 1700 Dryden Palawan ff Arc. 11. 577
The gore congealed was clottered in his hair.

2. fig. and trans/. To huddle together or up.

•537 St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 497 It were goode to ex-

amyn the causeis of ther dyspleasors. .for yf it be clotterid

up in an hobyll shoffe, ther endure amytie and conformytie,

but as long as ye shalbe here. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps.

xix. 1 The heavens, .are not clottered together by chaunce.

Hence t Clottering vbl. si.

1611 Cotgr., Concretion, compaction, .curding, clotter-

ing, fastening together.

t Clottered .klftajd),//*/. a. Coagulated in

clots; covered with clots; = Clotted, arch.

c 1386 Chaucer Knfs. T. 1887 The clothered [v.r. clot-

eredie, clobred, clotred] blood . . Corrupteth and if in his

bouk ylaft. 1557 North Diall Princes 216 b/i That clot-

tered claye. 1560 W. Baldwin Fun. Edw. VI, Caves of

snow and clottred ysc. 1567 Drant Horace's Epist. 11. i. G v,

Better speach the clottred clotte of duncerie brought to

nowght. 1598 Chapman Iliad [V. 231 The clotter'd blood he

sucks. 1640 J. Gower Ovid's l est. 1. 17 The clottered

ground was strewed with bones. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth

xxii, The wounds [shall] renew their clotter'd flood.

t Clottery, obs- rare- 1
, [f. Clotter si.

v -v 1.] Clotty, cloddy.

1567 Drant Horace's F.pist. I. xiv. Ev, The glebie fielde,

and clottrie glel>e with mattock thou must tame.

Clottiness (kljrtines). rare. [f. Clotty +
-NESS.] Clotty quality or condition.

1877 Blackmore Ercma III. liii. 218 Scum on the gravy,

or clottiness.

Clotting (klfrtirj), vbl. si. The action of the

vb. Clot, in various senses.

1601 Holland Pliny xvm. xix. (R.>, I.and. .which, .needs

the great harrowes and clotting. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., Clotting, a West country- method of catching

eels with worsted thread. 1880 J. W. Legg Bile 90 The
clotting of the blood in the vessels. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss., Clotting, the sintering or semi-fusion of ores.

b. Cow//'., as clotting-beetle, t clotting-mall

>maule, -mell , a clod-mall.

1483 Cath. Angt. 68 A Clottyng malle, occatorium. 1620

Markham Farm:. Hush. 11. xv. (16681 68 What clots you
cannot break with your Harrows , you shall break with

your clotting-beetle. 1641 Best Farm. Ab.(l8$6) 138 Two
or three men with clottinge melles to breake them small.

1834 Brit. Husb. I. 314 Any large lumps remaining, .should

be broken with mallets, or clotting-beetles.

Clo'tting, ///• a. [see -ing 2
.] That clots.

1784 E. TbrkINGHAM Alisia in Evans O. Pall. II. xliii. 255

To view the raven. -Urink up the clotting blood.

Clotty (klfni), a. [f. Clot si. + -Y '.] Full of

clots, inclined to clot; t formerly also = Cloddy.
1523 Fitzherb. Husb. i 15 If the barleye grounde .. be

clotty, it wolde be beaten with malles. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
1. xviiL 28 Clottie & congelcd bloud. 1666 G. Harvey
Morb. Angl. (J.), The matter expectorated is thin, and
mixed with thick, clotty, bluish streaks. 1677 Earl Orrery
Art 0/ War 49 The upper part of the [Gun] Powder in the

Cask weak and clotty. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 507 If the land

lie. .clotty, it is. .advantageous to pass a light roller over it.

II Cloture (klot/i'r). [a. V. clSture :-OF. closture

:—L. clausliira, a variant of clausura, influenced

by claustr-um, or by the more numerous words in

-tiira : see -ure.] The F'rench word for the action

of closing, applied (among other things) to the

closing of a debate in the French Assembly by will

of a majority. Thence sometimes applied to the

Closure in the British House of Commons at its

first proposal, and (by opponents) after its intro-

duction in 1883.

1871 Kdin. Rev. Jan. 74 Before the establishment of the

cloture in the French Chamber. 1881 Spectator 22 Jan. 108

Might not an unscrupulous party chief . . use the cloture to

arrest necessary discussion. 1881 Standard 11 Nov. 5/1

The spirit which finds its expression in the Cloture is iden-

tical with that which animates the Caucus.

Hence Cloture v. trans, and intr. {colloq.)

1886 Pall MallG. 2 Sept. 7/1 To try his hand at cloturing

upon the new Irish party. 1887 Shaw Lefevrk in Ho.
Comm. (Daily Nevis 10 Mar. 3/3), The shutting out of all

subsequent amendments to the one clotured. 1887 Col.

Nolan ibid. (Pall Mall G. 24 May 1 1/1), You are cloturing

us in order to make a Whitsun holiday.

Clo tweed. rare. [f. Clote si. + Weed.] The
Bur-weed, Xanthium Slrumarium.
1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 231 Xanthium .. Lesser burdock.

Burdock clottweed.

Clouoh, obs. form of Clutch si. and v.

Cloud (klaud), si. Forms: 1 clud, 3 clud,

clod, (3-4 clode, elude, cloyd, kloude), 4-6

clowd(e,4-7 cloude, 5-8 clowd, 3- cloud, (6-9

Sc. clud). [In the sense ' rock, hill ' OE. had

chid m., early ME. clud, later cloud; and this

also occurs in ME. in the sense ' clod' (which may
actually be as old or older than l). The current

sense, 3, is found first in end of 13th c. and is app.

the same word, applied to a 'cumulus' in the

sky. OE. chid was on OTeut. type *kltido-z

(pre-Teut. type *gluto'-) f. same root as Clod,

the original sense being 'mass formed by ag-

glomeration, cumulus'. In Sc. the vowel was
shortened at an early date, giving clud (now klcd).]

I. Obsolete senses.

\ 1. A mass of rock ; a hill.

c 893 K. jElfred Oros. vi. ii, Cludas feollon of muntum.
r 1000 jElfric Gram. ix. xxvii. (Z.) 53 Rupes, clud. —
xxviii. 55 Cotlis, beorh oooe clud. cxaoo Ormin 2656 ?ho

. . for anan Upp inntill hc^he cludess. c IJ05 Lay. 8699 Swioe

wes be hul bi-clused mid eludes of stane. Ibid. 21939 Heo
ut of cluden . .comen [c 1275 hii cropen vt of cloudes]. Ibid.

31880 pat folc. .wuneden in pe cluden. a 1150 Chvl */ Night.

root Cnarres and eludes, a 1300-40 Cursor M. 22605 pe

eludes (v. r. cloudes, clodes] to pc se sal rin For to hid pam
bar-in.

t 2. A consolidated mass of earth or clay, =
Clod, 2, 3, 3 b.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 44 Wormes woweth under
cloude. c 1460 Cov. Myst. 402 Surgentes dieant, Ha ! a !

a ! cleve asunder 3c clowdys of clay.

II. Extant senses.

3. A visible mass of condensed watery vapour

floating in the air at some considerable height

above the general surface of the ground.
Clouds are commonly classified in four kinds, cirrus,

cumulus, stratus, and nimbus ; with intermediate kinds, as

cirro-cumulus, etc. See these words.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2580 (Cott.) A uoice pan thoru a clod

[7'. r. cloud, cloude] said. Ibid. 16267 'or to climbe be

eludes all be sunn sal haf be might, a 1300 Fragm. Pop.

Sc. (Wright) 207 Ther-as the Make clouden beoth, and other

wederes beoth also. 11340 Hampolf. Psalter xviL 13
Clowdes of be aeire. £1400 Dcstr. Troy 12471 The clere

aire ouercast with cloudys. c X440 Promp. Parv. 84 Clowde
of be skye, nubes, nubecula. 15x3 Douglas A^neis xill. x.

13 ted. 1710) Ane huge bleis of flambys brade doun fel

Furth of the cluddis. IS93 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. iii. 10

Euery Cloud engenders not a Storme. 1647 More Song of
Soul 11. App. xen. Vapours, .closely do conspire, Clumper'd
in balls of clouds. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Tray. (1760) I. 505
Another altar exhibits the virgin Mary in the clouds.

1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. (1851' I. 11. 111. iii. g 4 Clouds.,

are not so much local vapour, as vapour rendered locally

visible by a fall of temperature.

b. As a substance (without pi. : Visible con-

densed vapour floating high in the air.

11340 Hampole Psalter cxlvii. 5 Kloude as aske he
slrewis. 1841 4 Emerson Ess. Friendship Wks._( Bohn) I. 89
Yonder bar of cloud that sleeps on the horizon. 1878

Huxley Physiogr. 40 Vapour, previously unseen, makes its

appearance as cloud, or mist, or fog.

c. Often rhetorically used in //. (also formerly

in sing.) for ' the sky, the heavens'.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18402 Be-for pat wibcrwin sa prud We

sal stei vp vte ouer be clode [v. r. elude, cloude, clowde].

1388 Wyclif Ecclus. xxxv. 20 His preyer schal neiae til to

the clowdis. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 3873 Was neuer kyng
vnder cloude his knightes more louet. 150a Shaks. Rom.

4 Jul. iv. v. 74 She is aduan'st Aboue the Cloudes, as high

as Heauen it selfe. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks.
1 1. 104 It treads the clouds as securely as the adamant,

fd. Phrase.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xii. 302 He cowde not

holde hym selfe by the clowdes, syth that his horse had
faylled hym. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 670, I cannot holde

by the Cloudes, for though my horse faylcd me, surely I

will not fayle my counterpanion.

e. As a type of the fleeting or unsubstantial.

138a Wyclif Hosea vi. 4 5our mercy as a morew cloude,

and as dewe erly passynge forth. 1568 Grafton Chron.

II. 387 Saiyng . . that all which he mistrusted should passe

awaye lyke a clowde. 1859 Tennyson Lancelot 4 Elaine
880 The bright image of one face. .Dispersed his resolution

like a cloud, :86a Ruskin MuneraP. (1880)27 The science

of Political Economy would remain, .the weighing of clouds,

and the portioning out of shadows.

4. trans/. Applied to the two large nebula; (Ma-
gellanic Clouds) near the south pole of the heavens;

and to the 'coal-sack' (Black Magellanic Cloud)

at the foot of the Southern Cross.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 279 We . . sawe mani-

festly two clowdes of reasonable bygnesse mouynge abowt
the place of the pole continually. 1694 Narborough Acc.

Set). Late Voy. 1. (1711) 48 The two Clouds are seen very

plainly, and a small black Cloud, which the foot ofthe Cross

is in, is always very visible when the Crosiers are above the

horizon. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 22. 2/1 What by
Marriners are called Magellanic-Clouds. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's ll 'ord-bk.. Coal-sacks, An early name of some dark

patches of sky in the Milky Way, nearly void of stars. .The

largest patch is near the Southern Cross, and called the Black

Magellanic Cloud. 187a [see Cloudlet).

5. trans/. A cloud-like mass of smoke or dust

floating in the air.

138a Wyclif Lev. xvi. 13 The swete smellynge spices putt

vp on the fier, the clowde of hem and the _breeth couer

Goddis answeryng place. 16x1 Bible Ezek. viii. 11 A thicke

cloud of incense went vp. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m.

173 Clouds of Sand arise. 183a Tennyson Palace 0/Art,

A statue . . tossing up . . A cloud of incense . . From out a
golden cup. Mod. Enveloped in a thick cloud of smoke.

b. To How (raise obs.) a cloud : to smoke
tobacco, 'colloq. or slang.)

1600 B. E . Did. Cant. Crew, Will ye raise a Cloud,
shall we Smoke a Pipe? x8ae. in Jamieson. 1844 W. H.
M/iXKELLSports $ Adv. Scotl. ui. (1855' 39 He blew a cloud.

X855 [see Blow v. 9 b).
,

fj. a. A local appearance of dimness or obscurity

in an otherwise clear liquid or transparent body.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 88b, Yf they approche
unto the hyghest region of the uryne, they be named
cloudes. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (16731 477 f*or

clouds and other pains in the Eye of a Sheep. X676 Lond.
Gaz. No. 1 134/4 A bright bay Mare . . she hath a dry cloud

in the right eye, extending to a blindness. 1708 Motteux
Rabelais v. xfiL 11737) 179 Crystal .. without Veins, Clouds,

Flaws, 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 257, 0*00003 of the

sulphate of soda, in the same quantity of water occasions a
light cloud. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. iii. (ed. 12) 14

Holding the long glass by the foot, not to take the cloud off.

b. A patch of indeterminate outline on a sur-

face of another colour
;

spec, a dark spot on the

face of a horse.
1606 Shaks. Ant. 4 C/.lll. it 51 Agr. He ha'sa cloud in's

face. Eno. He were the worse for that were he a Horse.

X675 Lond. Gaz. No. 1039/4 A plain iron gray Nag, with a
cloud in his face. 1670 Ibid. No. 1120/4 A gray Mare ..

with a black cloud on one side of her face. x7oa Petiver
in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1566 A white Schallop with brown
Chesnut Clouds.

7. An innumerable body of insects, birds, etc.,

flying together ; hence trans/, and fig. a multitude

(of persons or things), a crowd
;

esp. in cloud 0/
witnesses, tr. vitpos iiaprvpwv in Heb. xii. I.

138a Wyclif Heb. xii. x So greet a cloud of witnessis.

1 590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 23 A cloud of cumbrous gnattes doe
him molest. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 340 A pitchy cloud Of
Locusts. X705 'I . Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 112

A cloud of Informations was brought in by ye Attorney
General. X748 Anson's Voy. 11. v. 171 The Spaniards.,

seeing nothing but a cloud of sail in pursuit of them. X776

Gibbon Decl. \ F. I. xxi. 602 A cloud of arrows was dis-

charged among the people. X855 Tennyson Maud 1. IV.

ix, with his head in a cloud of poisonous flies, a 188a Ros-

setti Ballads 4 Sonnets, Sunset Wings, Clouds of starlings.

8. A light loose-knitted woollen scarf worn by
ladies.

a 1877 Annie Thomas Blotted out i. 6 Some cousin who
is in sore need of a sofa rug, or a counterpane, or a cloud.

9. trans/, and fig. Anything that obscures or

conceals ; ' any state of obscurity or darkness ' (J.).

1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xm. v, The . . arte of rethoryke

. .Under cloudes derke and termes eloquent. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. A buses (i%7Q) l. 186 And yet. .shall it be don inuisibly

in a clowde. 1638 Chillingw. Relit. Prot. iii. I 24. 138

The next Paragraph, if it be brought out of the clouds.

1667 Milton P. L. ill. 385 Begotten Son .. In whose con-

spicuous count'nance, without cloud Made visible, th'

Almighty Father shines. 1751 H. Stew art in Scots Mag.
(1753) Sept. 452/x [He] went abroad under cloud of night.

1818 Scott F. M. Perth iv, They break into our houses

under cloud of night.

b. In the clouds : obscure, mystical
;
fanciful,

unreal ; above the range of ordinary understanding

(generally combining the notions of obscurity and

elevation). (Cf. in the air, up in a ialloon.)

1649 Selden Lotos Eng. 11. xxviii. (1739) 134 The reversion

is in the Clouds, but the right of Inheritance much more. X751

Johnson Rambler No. 176 p 11 They pry into the worlds

of conjecture, and amuse themselves with phantoms in the

clouds. 1832 T. Attwood Sp. 7 May in Life (1885) xiii. 201

In the clouds were they [the House of Lords] cradled . . in

the clouds will they die.

10. fig. Anything that darkens or overshadows

with gloom, trouble, affliction, suspicion ; a state

ofgloom, etc. ;
also, a darkening of tne countenance.

c 1430 I.vnc. Bochas I. (1544) 14 b, A cloude of small trcs-

pace Made her lorde at her to disdain, a 157a Knox Hist.

Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 3 The same clud of ignorance, that long

hath darkened many realmes. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 11. 1.

3 All the clouds that lowr'd vpon our house. x6ox Yaring-

ton Two Lament. Traj. iv. vi. in Bullen O. PI. IV, These
duskie cloudes of thy uniust dispaire. a X674 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. xvi. (1843) 890/1 Wrapped up in that melancholic

Cloud. X767 T. Hutchinson Itist. Prov. Mass. i. 2 A
cloudarose. .upon the affairsof thecolony. x86a Merivalk
Rom. F.mp. (1865) VII. lix. 204 A cloud of suspicion hangs

to this day over the head of the historian. 1867 Trollopk
Chron. Barset II. lvi. 131 A heavy cloud came upon the

archdeacon's brow.

b. Under a cloud: in trouble or difficulties; out

of favour ; with a slur on one's character.

c 1 500 Song Lady Bessy (Percy Soc. No. 20), Then came
he under a clowde That some tyme in England was full

hee. 166a Fuller Worthies (1840) II. 453 He was under a

cloud at court, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xvi. (1843)

893/1 Mountague . . had lain privately in his own house

under a cloud and jealousy of being inclined too much to

the king. X70 Fielding Amelia v. iv, I have known him
do great services to gentlemen under a cloud. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge xxxi, Being under a cloud and having little

differences with his relations.

11. General combinations: a. attributive (con-

sisting of clouds, or of cloud), as cloud-iank,

-tlanket, -cape, -cliff, -cloak, -curtain, -fiake, -/lock,

-gate, -island, -mass, -monster, -stratum, -wall
;

b. general attrib. and possessive (of or pertaining

to a cloud or clouds), as cloud-control, -emtrace,

fiiltingvblib., -/old, -/orm, -gloom, -glory, -nymph,

-ri/t, -serpent, -shadow, -tempest; C. objective, as
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cloud-cleaver, -disperser
;

-dispelling, -dividing,

-piercing, -scaling, -surmounting, -touching ppl.

adjs. ; d. instrumental and locative, as cloud-barred,

-bom, -coifed, -compacted, -couriiered, -covered,

-crammed, -crossed, -curtained, -drowned, -eclipsed,

-enveloped, -flecked, -girt, -laden, -led, -rocked, -stir-

rounded, -topt, -woven, -zvrapt, ppl. adjs. ; e. also

cloud-like, adj. and adv.

1830 J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (185$) II. 176 A *cloud-

bank that seemed to rest on the sea. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. III. iv. 13 The *cloud-barred east. 1603 Drayton
Bar. Wars 61 *Clowd-borne care, hence vanish for a time.

18Z4 Campbell Poems, Scene Bavaria ii, Cloud-born
thunder. 1599 Soliman $ Persida 11. in Hazl. Dodsley V.

296 My moist and *cloud-compacted brain. 1591 Drayton
in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) I. 13s This *cloud-couered hill.

1855 Longf. Hiaw. 1. 159 Ascending, through the openings

of the *cloud-curtains. 1757 Dyer Fleece L (1761) 57
(Jod.) Slopes of *cloud-dividing hills. 1593 Shaks. Liter.

1224 Why her two suns were *cloud-eclipsed so. x6oo S.

Nicholson Acolastus (1876) 62 The cursed Fates have
cloud-ecclipst my Sun. 1840 Clough Dipsychus 1. ii. 10

Masses blue, and white *cloud-folds. 1791 Cowper Iliad

II. 498 ^Cloud-girt, who dwell'st in heav n thy throne sub-

lime. 11630 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. 36 The
feather'd sylvans, *cloud-like, by her fly. 1876 Rock Text.

Fair. 52 Cloud-like transparent muslins. 1827 Keble Chr.
Y. istSund. aft. Trt'u., Haughty Jericho's *cloud-piercing

wall. 1615 J. Taylor (Water P.) Sieges ferns., A proud,

*cloud-scaling towre. 1781 Cowper Retirement 79 The
*cloud-surmounting alps. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 11.

i. 122 Like radiance from the *cloud-surrounded moon. 173a

Pope Ess. Man 1. 100 Behind the *cloud-topt hill. 1757
Gray Bard 1. iii, Made huge Plinlimmon bow his cloud-topt

head, a 1861 Mrs. Browning House of Clouds Wks. 1883
III. 69 *Cloud-walls of the morning's grey. 1649G. Daniel
Trinarch. To Rdr. 43 The Barren *CIoud-wrapt Hill.

12. Special combinations : cloud-ascending a.,

ascending to the clouds, as high as the clouds
;

cloud-assembler, he who collects the clouds (tr.

Gr. v€<p€\r)y(p£ra, epithet of Zeus in Homer)

;

cloud-belt, a belt or zone of clouds
;

spec. =
cloud-ring ;

cloud-berg, a large mass or
1 moun-

tain
5
of cloud (after ice-berg) ; cloud-built a.,

built of clouds; also fig., built in the clouds;

cloud-burst [Ger. Wolkenbrucli\ (U.S.), a vio-

lent storm of rain, a * waterspout
1

;
cloud-castle,

a ' castle in the air ' (see Castle sb. 11); f cloud-
checking a., stopping the course of the clouds;

cloud-compeller, he who collects (L. compellere)

or drives the clouds, tr. vetptXrjyepera = cloud-

assembler ; also humorously, a smoker ; so cloud-

compelling a. (also in general sense,
1 that collects

clouds') ;
cloud-drift, a body of clouds drifting or

floating through the air; cloud-field, an expanse

of clouds; cloud-headed a., having a 'cloudy*

head or confused ideas, muddle-headed ; cloud-

kissing a., so high as to touch the clouds

;

f cloud-light, clouded light, dim light (also fig.)

;

f cloud-monger (see quot.) ;
cloud-rack, a col-

lection of broken clouds drifting across the sky;

cloud-ring, spec, the cloudy zone of calms and
variable winds at some distance on each side of

the equator
;
cloudward,-wards adv., towards the

clouds; cloud-world, a region offancy or mystical

speculation (cf. Cloud 9 b, Cloudland).
1636 G. Sandys Paraphr. Ps. xcii. (T.), On *Cloud-ascend-

ing Lebanon. 1791 Cowper Iliad 1. 636 To whom the
*cloud-assembler . .spake, i860 Maury P/tys. Geog. Sea xi.

19 Radiation from land and sea below the *cIoud-belt is

thus interrupted. 1879 Lowell Poet. Wks. 388 As the

*cloudbergs eastward blow. 1765 Goldsm. Ess, (L.), So
vanished my *cloudbuilt palace. 1881 Chicago Times ti

une, The village of Seven Star Springs, .was nearly anni-

ilated last night by a water-spout or a *cloud-burst. 1888

Scott. Leader 21 July, Twenty persons were killed by a
terrible Cloud-burst in Virginia yesterday. 1887 Lowell
Democr. 95 Many . . minds found his *cloud castles solid

habitations. 1618 Rowlands Sacred Memorie 15 A most
hie *cloud-checking hill. 1715-20 Pope Iliad xvl 556 The
*Cloud-compeller, overcome, Assents to fate. 1865 Times
23 Aug., What avails it.. if everywhere .. the cloud-com-
pellers have you at their mercy? 1645 Waller Poet. Wks.

(J.), Bacchus the seed of *"cloud-compelling Jove. 1730
Thomson A utunm 799 Abyssinia's cloud-compelling cliffs.

1840 Carlyle Heroes 1, More like a *cloudfield,than a distant

continent of firm land and facts. 1559 Mirr. Mag. 6so(T.)
A steep *cloud-kissing rocke. 1593 Shaks. Liter, 1370
Threatening cloud-kissing Uion with annoy, a 1336 Tindale
Wks. 12 (R.) That God would, .deliuer them from their

shadowes and *cloudelight. 1830 Scorr Demonol. x. 401 A
*cloud-monger, a diviner by looking up to the clouds. 1847
Emerson Poems, Mon&dttoc Wks. (Bohn) I. 432 From the
fixed cone the *cloud-rack flowed Like ample banner flung
abroad. 1855 Longf. Hiaw., Sweeping westward . . Like
the cloud-rack of a tempest, i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea
xi. 284 He has entered the doldrums, and is under the
* *cloud-ring \ 186a Ld. Ashburton Addr. Geog. Soc. (L.),

Hurricanes . . originate in or near those hot and densely-
clouded spaces, sometimes spoken of as the cloud-ring. 1817
Coleridge Lay Serm. 373 Selfish schemes of climbing
*cloudward. 1859 I. Taylor Logic in Tlieol. 273 As the
eagle soars cloudward. a 1859 De Quincey Wks. 1863 I.

284 This mutilation for ever prevented it from aspiring
*cloudwards. 1884 F. Harrison in 19th Cent. Mar. 504 The
*cloud-world of the transcendental.

Cloud (klaud\ v. Also 6 clowd. [f. prec. sb.]

I. trans. 1. To cover or darken with clouds;

hence fig., to overshadow, throw into the shade.

i583STANYHURST^2'«e;Vii.(Arb.)5i Night. .Withshaddow
clowding earth. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1007 The moon being

clouded presently is miss'd. 1695 Blackmore/V. Arth. iv.

94 Light Vapours . . cloud the smiling Skies. 1725 Pope
Odyss. xi. 20 Endless night . . Clouds the dull air. 1822 Byron
Werner 1. i. 716 The ne'er unfelt sun (But rarely clouded).

Jig. 1656 Baxter Reformed Pastor 166 Now they cloud
the most of their seniors, a 1714 Burnet Own Time (1823)

I. 288 He really clouded the King, and passed for the
superior genius. 1805-36 S. Turner Anglo-Sax. I. ill.

iii. 172 The commander, whose merit, .clouds every other.

2. trans/, and fig. To render obscure ; to dim,

obscure, darken.
1513 More Rich. ///(1641) 244 Clowded and shadowed by

blind and insatiable ambition. 1594 H. Willobie in Sttaks.

C. Praise q Cloud thesence from sharpe conceits. 1720 Ozell
Vertot's Rom. Rep. I. IV. 198 Only to cloud the Truth of

Things. 1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith v. L 262 Our moral
judgement may . . be clouded. 1865 Trollope Belton Est.

xviii. 212 The tears which clouded her eyes.

*t*
3. To hide, conceal, * veil \ Obs.

1623 Webster Devifs Law-Case in, i, The cause whyyou
live thus clouded. 1639 Fuller Holy Warw. vii. (1840) 189

Clouding himself in privateness. 1654 Earl Orrery Par-
theuissa (1676) 762, I was necessitated . . to cloud my pas-

sion, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 292
Which he in Fable clouded.

4. To overspread with gloom, cast a shadow over,

deprive of brightness ; to darken with trouble.

XS93 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. i. 74 Your dislikes. .Doth
cloud my ioyes with danger, and with sorrow. 1646 P.

Bulkeley Gospel Covt. 11. 161 They cloud over the glory of

God's grace. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. 204 ? 2 Why
should thy face be clouded with anxiety? 1864 Knight
Passages Work. Life II. viii. 168 Riot and outrage, .clouded

the hopes of all honest men. 1883 Crawford Dr. Clau-
dius xiii. 233 Anything in the world to cloud his happi-

ness.

5. To cast a slur upon, defame, asperse, sully.

1611 Shaks. Wiut. T. 1. ii. 280 To heare My Soueraigne
Mistresse clouded so. 1652 J. Wadsworth tr. SandoziaV

s

Wars Spain 279 Hee had clouded his reputation by not

succoring Tordesillas. 1746 Coll. Rec. Penn. V. 51 Your
Annals would not have been clouded by a black and most
unnatural Rebellion.

6. To diversify with patches of colouring of un-

defined outline. (Cf. Cloud sb. 6 b. Clouded 2.)

1710 Steele Tatler No. 103 pq, I bid him produce his

Cane in Court, .and . .finding it to be very curiously clouded,

etc. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 72 To cloud the In-

dostan calicoes with many colours. 1816 Singer Hist.

Cards 50 The backs are gilt or rather clouded with gold.

II. intr.

7. To become * cloudy 1
or dim ; to become over-

cast with clouds. Const, over, up.

1562 J. Heywood Prov. % Epigr. (1867) 133 As wether
cleerth, or cloudth, so must men take. 1840 R. Dana Bef.

Mast xxxii. 121 In half an hour it clouded up. 1886 H. B.

Wheatley in Antiquary Feb. 60/1 Crystal clouded if evil

was about to happen to the wearer. Mod. The day is

clouding over.

8. fig. To become gloomy ; to darken.
1588 Shaks. L. L.L.v. ii. 731 Worthies away, the Scene

begins to cloud. 1648 Petition East. Assoc. 30 Calamities,

that are now . . clouding round about us. 1858 Froude
Hist. Eng. III. xiii. 186 When hopes of peace with Eng.
land had finally clouded.

Cloudage (klcufdedg). rare, [see -age.]
1818 Coleridge Rem. (1836) I. 205 A blue islet of ether in

a whole sky of blackest cloudage. a 1834 Ibid. IV. 432.

a 1834 — Biogr. Lit. (1847) I. 321 The moon in the scud
and cloudage of a breezy November night.

Cloudberry (klau-dberi). [app. f. Cloud sb.,

sense 3 + Berry. The name appears not to be of

popular origin ; but exact information as to its first

use is wanting. Some have conjectured that it is

from cloud in the sense of 1 rock, hill but app.

without any evidence,]

a. The ' berry
1
or fruit of Rttbus Chanmmorus.

b. The plant, a small erect sub-shrub allied to the

raspberry, growing on high mountains in Wales,

the north of Britain, and the north of Europe, and
bearing one large white terminal flower, and a

large well-flavoured orange-coloured fruit.

1597 Gerarde Herbal nr. clvi, Of Cloud-berrie. This
plant groweth naturally upon the tops of two high Moun-
taines..one in Yorkshire called Ingleborough, the other in

Lancashire called Pendle. .where the cloudesare lower than
the tops of the same all winter long, whereupon the people

of the countrie haue called them Cloud berries. 1633 T.
Johnson App. Gerarde's Herbal 1630 This Knot, Knout
or Cloudberrie yiox by all these names it is knowne to vs

in the North). 1743-5 R. Pococke Trav. {1886) 46 Near
Settle grows a sort of dwarf bramble, the berry of which
they call cloud-berry, and the common people cnute-berry.

1846 Sowerby Brit. Bot. (1864)111.159 A sprig of the Cloud-
berry is the badge of the Highland clan Mac Farlane.

attrib. 1856 Shairp in Knight Sh. his Friends 181

Among a flock of cloudberry bushes on the hillside.

Cloud-capt, -capped (klcurdkaept), a. Capped
with clouds

;
having clouds about its summit.

1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 152 The Clowd-capt Towres, the

gorgeous Pallaces. 1825 Southey Paraguay Proem., From
many a rock and cloud-capt height, i860 Maury Phys.

Geog. Sea xi. § 509 Islands only a few hundred feet high are

generally cloud-capped in the trade-wind regions.

Clouded (klau-ded),ppl a. [f. Cloud v. + -ed.]

1. Covered, surrounded, or obscured, by clouds

;

situated in the clouds.

1599 Bp. Hall Sat., Defiance to Envie 64 And vainly

faint in hopelesse following The clouded paths her native

drosse denies, a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 41 A

clouded setting. 1667 Milton L. \\\ 607 The Moon
Rising in clouded Majestie. 1813 Scott Rokeby v. xxxvii,

The clouded heaven lowered bloody red.

2. a. Having cloud-like markings. Clouded
Yellow Butter/ly : a butterfly of the genus Colias,

esp. C. Edusa.
i68z Lond. Gaz. No. 1685/4 A mix'd Stuff Suit, and

clouded Stockings. 1712-4 Pope Rape Lock iv. 124 The
nice conduct of a clouded cane. 1725 — Odyss. v. 302 The
handle . . Wrought of the clouded olive's easy grain. 1796
Hull Advertiser 5 Mar. 2/2 A lot of Clouded Silks. 1807
CuKhh^Par. A't^.ii.Wks. 1834 II. 187 And thus with clouded
cane, a fop complete He stalked. 1827 Butterfly Collectors

Vade mec. 90-1 Colias HeUce, White Clouded Yellow.
Colias Hyale, Pale Clouded Yellow.

b. Of transparent bodies : Having patches

of dimness or obscurity, dimmed (cf. sb. 6 a).

1693 Redding in Phil. Trans. XVII. 659/2, I have sent

you. .a few of the Pearls, though clouded and little worth.

1799 G. Smith Labor. I. 382 Stir it well . . to prevent its being
clouded. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. nr. xii. (1888)

374 Through clouded spectacles.

3. fig. Of the mind : Darkened or obscured (by

ignorance, etc.). Of ideas or perception : Obscure,

dim, indistinct ;
mystical.

a 1628 J. Preston Serm. bef. his Maj. (1630) 2 No ground
in scripture for their clouded . . opinions. 1783 Mason Du
Fresnoy's Art Painting Iviii. (R.), No beauty beaming on
his clouded mind. 1819 Wokdsw. Waggoner hi. 12 Ben-
jamin, with clouded brains,

b. Involved in obscurity.

1641 Milton Ch. Discip. 1. (1851) 29 There be .. some
places in those Books that remain clouded. 1762 J. Brown
Poetry Mus. (1763) 92 This . . hath opened to us an in-

volved and clouded Subject.

4. fig. Darkened with any passion or trouble

;

gloomy.
1682 N. O. Boileau's Liitrin in. 176 Clouded courage once

again shone clear. 1725 Pope Odyss. xvi. 361 With clouded

looks, a pale assembly sate. 1866 Mrs. Stowe Lit. Boxes
119 She sits with a clouded brow.

t Clouden, « Obs. rare, [see -en.] Of cloud.

(11300 Cursor M. 6105 (Cott.) Wit cluden [v.r. clouden,

clowdyn] piler on dai light, Wit firen piler on be night.

Cloudery. nonce-ivd. [f. Cloud sb. -v -ery.]

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. VI. xvi. ii. 149 Small head, and
countenance losing itself in a cloudery of head-dress.

Cloudful (klau-dful), a. rare. [f. Cloud sb. +
-ful.] Full of clouds, cloudy, clouded.
(Quot. 1410 is very doubtful.)

[c-1410 Hoccleve Moder of God 109 (Phillipps MS.) To
wasshe away our cloudeful offense [v.r. our cloud full of

offence].] 1839-48 Bailey Festus xx. 243 The mind, when
in a dark, hot, cloudful state.

Cloudily (klaivdili), adv. [T. Cloudy + -ly ^.]

1. In a cloudy manner; dimly, obscurely; with

darkened prospects.

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 35 What, .is this, .that Mr. T. so

cloudily talks off? 1656 Cowley Davideis iv. xxii. note,

When they [stones] looked dimly and cloudily. 1792 Burke
Corr. (1844) III. 433 Things look cloudily for the aristo-

crates. 1870 Hawthorne Eng. Note-Bks. (1879) II. 248

This morning opened cloudily,

f 2. (?) In a crowd or swarm (cf. Cloud sb. 7).

1731 A. Hill Adv. Poets xxv. 5 Crowds of busy Cyphers
Who . . Cloudily bustling, fill'd a Realm alone.

Cloudiness (kluu-dines). [f. Cloudy + -ness.]

State or quality of being cloudy, in various senses.

1. lit. and transf. (see Cloudy 2, 3, 4).

1594 Plat Jewell Ho. 1. Divers New Exp. 56 The steines,

filth, and clowdinesse that maketh them., so darksome.
1610 Markham Masterp. 1. xiv. 39 Cloudinesse of the vrine.

1668 D. Smith Voy. Constantinople in Misc. Cur. (1708) III.

7 The Rock of Lisbon, .was scarce discernible by reason of

the cloudiness of the Weather. 1805 W.Saunders Min.

Waters 340 Prussiat of potash instantly produced a blue

cloudiness. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. m. 282 The day
seemed changed to cloudiness and rain.

2. fig. (see Cloudy 5, 6.)

a 1600 Hooker Serm. Pride (1617) 77 When they are able

to appale with the cloudinesse of their looke. 1647 Claren-
don Hist. Reb, n. (1843) 61/2 Cloudiness, .and trouble in his

countenance. 1779-81 Johnson L. P. Wks. 1816 X. 22

Scholastick cloudiness still hung about him. 1837 Hallam
Hist. Lit. nr. iii. § 25, The cloudiness of his expression in-

creases as we proceed.

Clouding (kdcurcUn)' vbl. sb. [f. Cloud v. +

-ing !.] 1. The action of the verb Cloud.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 269 History . . tainted with

cloudings of Truth. 1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. {1751) 128

For all thy frownings and thy cloudings. 1707 Hearne
Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 20 More expedient for j* cloud-

ing than clearing of the Scriptures.

2. concr. a. A cloudy marking, b. A cloudy

streak or part in a clear substance. (Mostly

in //.)
1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps iv. § 40. 131 Variable cloudings

in the most vivid colour. 1870 — Led. Art vi. 155 The
cloudings of the tortoise-shell. 1883 Century Mag. Sept.

719/1 Being a mountain streamlet, it bears along, .rootlets,

scales of mica, cloudings of earthy substance, etc.

Clouding, ppl* a- U- as Prec - + ~m? 2
-] TIiat

clouds ; that is becoming clouded or dim.

1870 Swinburne Ess. $ Stud. {1875) 352 The old strength

of sight and of flight had passed from weary wing and
clouding eye.

f Cloudiously, adv. Obs. rare. In a clouded

or veiled manner
;
obscurely.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. (1612) Epit. 392 Not forgetting .

.

to preferre, amongst his priuate Friends openly, and the

Vulgars cloudiously, his Title to the Kingdome.
67-2
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Cloudland (klau'dla?nd). poet, and rhetor.

1. The region of clouds ; a 1 landscape
1

of clouds.
1817 Coleridge Sibyl. Leaves, Fancy in Nubibus, Go

From mount to mount through Cloudland. 1866 Kingsley
Herexv. Prelude 12 Such cloudlands and sunrises as can be
seen nowhere else. 1888 Pall Mall G. 15 Sept. 5/2 Break-
neck adventures into ' Cloudland ' [in balloons].

2. fig. A region of fancy, myth, or unreality.

1847 Lewes Hist. Philos. (18671 II. 53s A yawning gulf
of Scepticism, or a baseless cloud-land of Idealism. 1865
Parkman Champlain i. 11875) 170 To leave this cloudland
of tradition, and approach the confines of recorded history.

Cloudless (idem-dies), a. [f. Cloud sb. +
-less.] Without a cloud, unclouded, clear.

.1 1598 Peele David <$ Bethsabe ad fin.
t
The cloudless

morning. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. m. Hi. (Grosart)
I. 189 Rainlesse, their soil is wet, and Cloud-lesse, fat. 1671
Milton Samson 1696 His cloudless thunder. 1791 Cowper
Odyss. xiv. 360 A cloudless gale Propitious blowing. 1878
Huxley Physiogr. 53 Dew is . . most copious on a cloudless
night. 1867 Miss Braddon Rupert Godwin I. i. 2
Whose life has been cloudless as one long summer's day.

Hence Cloudlessly adv., Cloudlessness.
1869 Ruskin Q. ofAir § 157 His life, .passes away cloud-

Ie>»Iy. 1851 D. MoiR Poems, May-day iv, The same blue
sky, Whose arching cloudlessness blest the eye. 1876 L.
Tollemache in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 352 Sometimes. .the uni-
formity of cloudlessness became wearisome.

Cloudlet (klau dlet). [f. Cloud sb. + -let,

dim. suffix.] A little cloud.
1788 Coleridge First Advent of Love 2 Eve's first star

thro' fleecy cloudlet peeping. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
Conclus. xxiv, A shade falls on us like the dark From little

cloudlets on the grass. 187a Proctor Ess. Astron. ii. 20
Multitudes of star-cloudlets scattered among the myriads of
minute stars which produce the milkylightof the Magellanic
Clouds. 1885 Times 10 Apr. 5/5 The war cloudlet vanished
as quickly as it had risen.

t Cloudly, a. Obs. nonce-wd. Cloud-like, of
the nature of a cloud.
1621 Lady M. Wroth Uranui 178 The dayes are darke,

the nights opprest With cloud'ly weeping for my painc.

Cloudscape (kluu-dsk^p, -skt
v
p). rare. [f.

CLOUD sb., after landscape.'] A scene composed of
clouds, whether actually or in a painting.
1880 Times 5 Oct. 6 6 In the various branches to which

photography is now [applied] .. in portraiture, landscape,
seascape, cloudscape. 1886 J. J. Hissey On Box Seat 186
Affording the most glorious sea-scapes and cloud-scapes.

Cloudahip : sec -ship.

Cloudy (klau di , a. [f. Cloud sb. + -Y: OE.
had ctudig from clud=(Zuj\:x> I.

J

fL Rocky; hilly. Obs.
1 893 K. /Elfred Oros. 1. i, Norbmanna land, .is on sumum

stowum swy5e cludig- c 1200 Ormin 2734, I cludij landess
munntess. a 1400-50 Alexander 4863 Clones at was cloude,
he clynterand torres, Rochis & rogh stanes, rokkis vnfaire.

2. Of cloud; of the nature of cloud.
t 1300 St* Brandan 495 Cloudi and berninge smoke. 1535

Coverdale Ps. xcix. 7 He spake vnto them out of the
cloudy piler. 1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 11. iii. 47 By
reason of raine and clowdy vapours. 1667 Milton P. L.
II. 930 Thence. .As in a cloudy Chair, ascending rides. 1746
Collins Ode Fear 38 Wrapp'd in thy cloudy veil, a 1861
Mrs. Browning House ofClouds Wks. 1883 III. 69, I would
build a cloudy house For my thoughts to live in.

b. Of or pertaining to the clouds.
1626 Hacon Syfoa 1 1677) 5 663 The moisture of Snow is

the finest moisture, for it is the Froth of the Cloudy Waters.
1635 Swan Spec. M. iv. §21 1643) 56 The out-spread firma-
ment either is ended in the cloudie region, or is further ex-
tended. 1818 Byron Ck. liar. iv. i, A thousand years their

cloudy wings expand. 1857 H. Reed Led. Eng. Poets II.

xv. 202 That tradition which has come down .. upon the
cloudy wings of three thousand years.

3. Characterized by the presence of clouds

;

abounding in or full of clouds.
1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls) I II. 467 Whan be day is dym

and clowdy. .1440 Promp. Pan'. 84 Clowdy, or fulle of
clowdys, nubidus. 156a J. Heywood Prov. <y Epigr. (1867)
81 Cloudy mornynges turne to cleere after noones. 1697
Dryden rirg. Georg. 111. 310 Like Boreas .. when .. He
sweeps the Skies, and clears the cloudy north. 1849 Longf.
Seaside, Twilight, The twilight is sad and cloudy.

4. Not transparent or clear.

1587 Golding De Momay xiv. 315 This Miudc. .one day
shal see clearely and not by these dimme and clowdie
spectacles. 1670 Confinement, a Poem 18 Cloudy Ale goes
round. 17x691 Boyle (J.\ I saw a clowdy diamond. 1799
G. Smith Labor. I. 148 The paste would be cloudy and full

of blisters. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 82 Pour a Httfe vinegar
into the cloudy liquid.

b. Having cloud-like markings, clouded.
1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1 131/4 A large grizle gray Gelding.

.

has a cloudy face. 1715-ao Pope Iliad xm. 767 An olive's

cloudy grain the handle made.

t C. Dim, obscure, faint. Obs. rare.

1551 Recorde Cast. Knotvl. (1556) 372 The first greatnes,
the seconde ..the syxte, vnder whiche they are that be
called Cloudy starres. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. m. 1. xxiiL

(ed. 7) 328 Fourteene [stars], .whereof five be called cloudy,
and the other darke, because they are not to be seene but
of a very quick and sharpe sight.

6. fig. Darkened or clouded by ignorance, etc.

;

(of ideas, perception, language) dim, obscure, in-

distinct ; not clear.

c 1400 Test. Love Prol. Ci 560"* 272/2 That I so unwoorthely
clothed all togither in the cloudie cloude of unconning.
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. Introd. v, With cloudy fygures
He [Lydgate] cloked the trouth of all his scryptures. 1581
Sidney Apot. Poetrte (Arb.) 52 The Historian . . can, in the
cloudy knowledge of mankinde, hardly escape from many
lyes. 1649 Bounds Pubt. Obcd. (1650) 52 That Oath is

Cloudy, -and so cannot be justly called itsowne interpreter.

1714 Watts Logic 11. iii. § 3 Their thoughts . . have some-
thing confused and cloudy in them. 1847 Lewes Hist.
Philos. (1867) II. 264 A cloudy writer.

6. fig. Darkened by misfortune, grief, anger, fore-

bodings, etc. ; full of gloom or trouble
;
gloomy,

sullen, frowning.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. 1.4, Fortune clowdy habchaunged

hir disceyuable chere to mewarde. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Cas-
tiglione's Courtyer u. Kiiijb, Cloudy and troublous heaui-
nesse. 1650 Bllwer Anthropomtt. 64 The Scithians. .have
all cloudy foreheads. 1670 Cotton EsPemon 111. xu. 593
The Battel of Fontarabie . . prov'd cloudy, and malevolent
to the French Renown. 17*6 WodbowCwt. (1843) HI- 331
The state of things with us is very cloudy. 1859 Tennyson
Merlin ft Vivien 154 Vivien .. Would fain have wrought
upon his cloudy mood,

f b. Of persons. Obs.

1593 SHAKS.Zwcr. 1084 Cloudie Lvcrece shames herselfe to

see. 1605 — Macb. in. vi. 41 The clowdy Messenger turnes
me his backe. 1706 Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 132
Yet the Govr. went out very cloudy. 1711 Shaftesb.
Charac. (1737* I. 29 The Jews were naturally a very cloudy
People, and wou'd endure little Raillery in anything.

7. Under a cloud of disgrace ordisrepute; 'shady.*

colloq.

1886 Stevenson Pr. Otto u. ii. 87 A. .lady of a dishevelled
reputation, wife, -of a cloudy count.

8. Comb., as cloudy-eyed, -heouted, -topped, adjs.

1596 Fitz-geffray Sir F. Drake 1 1881 > 38 The Pyranean
cloudie-topped mountaines. 1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 11 17/4 A
bright dun Mare . . cloudy headed. 1710 Ibid. No. 4719/4
A middle sized thin and cloudy-ey'd Woman.
dough. ikl»f, klau). Forms: i *cl6h, 3-4

CI03, 4- clough, (5 cloghe, clow, 5-7 clowgh).
PI. 1 *cl6sas, 4 closes, cloughes, clous, 5-6
clowes, cloes. Mod. dial, duff, cloof, clufe,

clow, cloo ; also Sc. Cleuch q. v. [Represents
an OE. *cloh, clones, prob. = OHG. kldh (Sievers).
The Lancashire pronunciation cloof {ci. enoof= enough) has

given rise to an erroneous notion that this word is related
to Icel. ktofi or Du. kloof* cleft, rift', with which it cannot
possibly have connexion. The phonetic history and dialect

forms clearly show that it is parallel to bough, enough,
plough, tough, etc., from OE. -6h. That cldh existed in

OE. is also shown by the numerous ancient proper names in
Clough., .clough, -clench. The parallel OHG. klAh inRlAh-
uetde (Foerstemann II. 371) confirms the view of the Rev.
A. L. Mayhew (Acadetny, 31 Aug., 7 & 21 Sept. 1889) that

OE. *cldh represented an OTeut. *kh\h- from klan\o-, and
thus stood in ablaut-relation to Ger. klinge, OHG. chlingo,

a clough (pre-Teut. root *glenk-<', cf. Hang.]

1. A ravine or valley with steep sides, usually

forming the bed of a stream or torrent.

11 1300 Cursor M. 17590 (Cott.) J>ir caiuf Iuus sent into

clinttes and into clous to seke iesu. c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 1761
I n to a grisly clou} I>ai and bat maiden sode. c 14x0 A nturs
ofArth. xii, Of poundes, of ploes. .of clifTes, of cloes [other
rimes broes, groes= brows, grows]. 1440 York Myst. xv.

52 And kepis bis catell in pis cloghe. 1515 Scot. Field 502
in Chetham Misc. II, And Killed them like catiffes, in

clowes all aboute . 1574 Robinson Retvard Wickedness, In
hill, dale, and clough.. in smooth or in rough. 1605 Vek-
stegan Dec. Intell. ix. 285 A clough or clowgh, is a kinde
of breach or valley downe a slope from the side of a hill,

where commonly shragges, and trees doe grow. 1674 Ray
N. C. Words 10 Clough, a Valley between two steep hills.

1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 228 *1 he day-sky glimmered on
the dew. .And lurked in heath and braken clough l = cleughj.

1834 H. Ainsworth Rookioood (18641 23 Like a will-o'-the-

wisp, or a boggart of the clough. 1835 Waugm Lane. Life
1 1857) 19 Descending into some quiet little clough. 1870
Hawthorne Eng. Note-Bks. (1879) II. 310 There is a deep
clough or dell. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Cteugh, or clufe, a
rocky glen. Ctufe-sled, the slope or slide of the chasm.

+ 2. Occasionally it seems to have been = ' cliff*.

?*i 1400 Morte Arth. 941 The kyng coveris be cragge wyth
cloughes fulle hye. a 1400-50 Alexander 4863 Hogc hillis

bam beforn, Clones at was cloude, he clynterand torres.

1 1435 Torr. Portugal 543 He herd the dragon, ther he lay

Vnuyr-nethe a clow [rimes he drowe, swowe, i-nowe.].

Clough, erroneous spelling of Clokf, Clow.

t Clought, pa. pple. Obs. [App. pa. pple. of

cloche. Clutch, like claght, clight, cleght, from
Cleach, Clitch.] Stuck, fastened, held fast.

Vn 1400 Chester PI. (1847) II. 100 Why were I not deade
to daie Cloughte and clongen under claye.

Clought^e, obs. form of Clout.
Clouing^fTowing: see Clow v.

Cloum-, Cloun- : sec Clum-, Clun-.

Clour (klit'U), sb. Sc. and north, dial. Also 8

clowr, 9 cloor. [Cf. ON. kldr a scratch (deriv.

of kl6 claw) ; in Shetland cloor in same sense
;

but the meaning of the general northern word
makes its identity with this doubtful.]

1. A swelling or bump (on the head) caused by a

heavy blow which does not break the skin.

1508 Dunbar Ballad Kymt Kittok 32 Sanct Petir hat hir

with a club, quhill a gret clour \rime-xvds. sour, pour] Rais
in hir heid. 2715 Pknnecuik Poems, Truth's Trav. 94
(Jam.) All his head was full of clowrs. [1866 Edmondston
Gloss. Shetland (PhiloL Soc.\ Cloor, a scratch, as that
made by a pin or by the claws of a cat.] 1876 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., Clour, or Cloor. .a lump raised by a blow.

2. A heavy blow or knock such as would raise a
bump (on the head).
1785 Burns Ep. W. Simpson Postscr. vii, Krae less to niair

it gaed to sticks ; Frae words an' aiths to clours an' nicks.

2815 Scott Guy M. xxiii, My head can stand a gay clour,

b. transf. A dint or bash made in anything.
1808 Jamilson, Clour, a dint caused by a blow. 1821

|

!
Blackw. Mag. X. 6 Her great adventure, .but for her open-
hearted innocency, would have left both cloors and dunkles
in her character. Mod. Sc. Your hat's got a clour.

CIOUT (klu»i , v. Sc. and north, dial. [f. prec.

sb.] trans. To raise a lump on (the head) with a

heavy blow or knock, to knock on the head ; to

bash, dint (metal, etc.). Hence Cloured ///. a.

1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. ii, Blyth to win affsae
wi' hale banes Tho' mony had clowr'd pows. 1785 Poems
Buchan Dialect 12 (Jam.) While mine [targe] wi' many a
thudd is clowr'd. 1816 Scott Old Mori, xiv, Twa or three
chields wad needs fight . . and they got their crouns weel
cloured. 1874 Sunday Mag. 823 1"hey. .strike their heads
against one of his eternal laws and get them well cloured.

1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss, s-v.,
4 Clour his crown ', said

of a good-humoured threat of a knock on the head.

Clour, Cloury, var. of Clowbe, Claukie a.

Clouse, sluice, dam : see Clow.
Clouster, obs. form of Cluster.
Clout(klaut),^. 1 arch,and dial. Forms: 1 clut,

3 clut;e, 4- clout. (Also 4 north, clotes, 4-7
clowt^e, clout©, 5-6 clought, ?clot(t in comb.,

6 clutto.) [OE. clut ; cf. 14th c. Icel. klutr 'a

kerchief (?not native), Sw. klut, Norw. and Da.
klud clout, rag, tatter, shred. Ir. clud, cluid, Gael.

dud, Welsh clwt are all from English ^hys;.
The OE. points to an OTeut. *kltito-z, pre-Teut.

type *gli7do'-s from same root as Clot, Cleat
(:—*gludo'm t

*glaudoni). The original sense

would therefore be something like * lump, piece of

stuff'; from an early period the word has been

applied especially to a patch or piece of cloth,

and so to a cloth (Cloth 1-3) in a somewhat
depreciatory sense. But sense 2 retains some of

the original wider meaning, and relationship with

Cleat. It has been doubted whether sense 7
belongs to this word, though a parallel develop-

ment of sense is found under Clod.]
I. gen. Piece, patch, flat piece, shred.

1. A piece of cloth, leather, metal, etc., set on
to mend anything; a patch, arch, and dial.

<i 700 Epinal Gloss. 789 Pitlacium, clut. c 1380 Wvclif
Set. Wks. III. 350 Ajens Cristis sentence, J>ei sewen an old

cloute in newe cloib. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 84 Clowte of
clothe, scrutum. Ibid. Clowte of a schoo, pictasium. 1563
Mirr. Mag., Induct, xxxvii, Cloutes and patches pieced
one by one. 1570 Levins Manip. 228/32 The clout set on
a garment or on a shoe, cento. 1719 D Urfey Pills (1872)

111. 240 ' Leather BotteV Out of the side you may cut a
Clout, To mend your Shoe when worn out.

2. A plate of iron : tsp. (in more recent use)

one fixed on some part of a plough, on an axle-

tree, or on a shoe, to prevent wear. [Cf. Cleat 4 ]

Obs. exc. dial.

n 1000 Homilies (Thorpe* I. 424 (Bosw.) Isenan clutas hate
glowende. 1483 Cath. Angl. 69 A Clowte of yrne, crusta
ferrea; vbi plate. 1485 Tnv. in Ripon Ch. Acts. 373, ij

wayneclowtes & ij ploghclowtes. 103 Fitzherb. Hush. 1

5

An axiltrc clout, with viii. waincloutes of yren. 1573
Tusser It us!'. (1878) 36 Two ploughs, .with ground cloutes

and side clouts for soile that so tares. 1594 R. Qarew]
Godfrey ofB. ( 1 88 1 ) 21 Who yron wont to plowes and clots

t* apply. 1 7 1 4 Fr. Bk. ofRates 76 Nails, Clouts, andother
small Iron-Work, per 100 weight 0012. a 18*5 Forby,
Clout

x

an iron plate on a shoe= C7f«A 1866 Rogers Agric.

.fr
Prices I. xxi. 546 Clouts were thin and flat pieces of iron

used to strengthen the box of the wheel.

+ 3. A small piece or shred produced by tear-

ing or rending ; in later use chiefly a shred of

cloth, a rag (as in 4). Obs.
c 13*5 E. h. Allit. P. B. 367 Mony clustered clowdc clef

alle in clowte/. To-rent vch a rayn-ryfte. Ibid. B. 965
Clouen alle in lyttel cloutes be clyflez. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.

4533 At his hod [he) to taar to cloute. c 1386 Chaucer
Merck. T. 709 Sche rent it al to cloutes. 1600 Dekkek
Shoemakers Holiday 65 Touch not a rag lest 1 and my
brethren beat you to clowtes. a 1625 Fletcher Women
Pleased v. i, All his louts Beat ias the proverb seemly says)

to clouts.

IX spec. Piece of cloth, a cloth.

4. A piece of cloth (esp. a small or worthless

piece, a 1 rag ') ; a cloth (esp. one put to mean
uses, e.g. a dish-clout), arch, and dial.

a 1225 Aticr. R. 312 Jte deoflen schulen pleien mid ham.

.

& dusten ase enne pilche-clut. t
-

i»7S Death 68 in O. E.
Misc. 172 Me nimcfl _be licome and preoneS in a clut.

< 1400 Mat n dev. xviii. 196 pei gon alt naked saf a
lityll clout bat bei coueren with .. hire membres. 1483
Caxton G. de la Tour Gib, The clowte of the kechyn
wherwith men wype dysshes and platers. 1531 Klvot
Gov. 1. xxiii. (1883) I. 247 The good husbande .. set-

tethe up cloughtes ..to feare away birdes. 156a J. Hey-
wood Prov. 4- Epigr. (1867) 79 Ye can geue me your
blessyng in a clout. 1590 Greene Never too late (1600)

98 Afarrie her (my Sonne) and thou shall haue my beni-

zon in a clowte. Ibid. 114 If you match with mee, old

Calena my mother hath that in a clowte that will doo vs
both good. 1591 G. Fletcher Russe Cotnunv. ^1857) 117
They use to go naked, save a clout about their middle.
x6xx Bible Jer. xxxviii. 12. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I.

356 Money is welcome though it be in a dirty clout. 1760
Sterne TV. Shandy 159 Driven, like turkeys to market,
with a stick and a red clout. 1887 Hall Caine Son of
Hagar 11. xvi, A pair of kid gloves that sat on bis great

hands like a clout on a pitch-fork.

b. Applied contemptuously to any article of

clothing ; in //. clothes. (Cf. rag.) Still dial.

and in proverb.



CLOUT. 529 CLOUT-NAIL.

a 1300 Seven Sins 49 in E. E. P. (1862) 20 If he hauib an
old clute he mai be swipe prute, whar mid i-heHd he sal be.

^1485 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 56 He had not left an
holle clowt, Wherwith to hyde hys body abowte. 1563
Homilies 11. Excess 0/Apparel (1859) 311 The poor labour-

ing man . . with a few beggarly clouts about him. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 458 The. .Peysauntes spoyled the dead
Carcasses, leaving them neyther shyrt nor clowte. Old
Proverb, Till May be out Ne'er cast a clout. 1877 Holder-
ness Gloss., Female attire is denominated cloots occasion-

ally, as, ' get thy cloots on*.

t C. Babe of clouts : a doll. Hence fig. Man
of clouts^ king of clouts, etc. : a mere 1 doll ' in the

garb of a man, a king, etc. ; a * lay-figure \ Obs.

1467 Mann, Honseh. Exp. (1841) 172 5« sey I hame no
beter than a man of klowetes. 1540 R. Wisdome in Strype

1

Eccl. Mem. I. App. cxv. 323 We have a lyving Christ, and
not a Christ of clowts. 1594 Lylv Moth. Bomb. v. iii, Si-

;

lena, thou must . . love him for thy husband. S. I had as liefe

have one of clouts. 1595 Shaks. John in. iv. 58, I should
forget my sonne, Or madly thinke a babe of clowts were
he. 1639 Fuller Holy War iv. xvii. < 1840) 208 Babes of

|

clouts are good enough to keep children from crying. 1655
Gurnall Ckr. in Arm. v. § 2. 447/2 The Idolater sweats
before his God of clouts. 1660 Bond Scut. Reg. 330 He

j

is a Clout, no King, which cannot command. 1705 Hearne
Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc) I. 35 Ye next King of Scotland is

like to be King of Clouts. 1730 Fielding Tom Thumb 1.

iii, Indeed a pretty king of clouts To truckle to her will,

d. Phrase. As pale or white as a clout.

1557 TottelTs Misc. (Arb.) 233 No life I fele in fote nor
hand, As pale as any clout. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 166 At
this, Littlefaith lookt as white as a Clout. 172a De Foe
Moll Flanders (1840) 309, I turned as white as a clout.

179S Macneill Will $ Jean 11, Ilk face as white 's a clout.

t e. To wash ones face in an ale clout : to get
drunk. Obs.

1562 Hevwood /'w. <y Epigr. (1867) 22 As sober as she
seemth, fewe daies come about But she will onece wasshe
hir face in an ale clout.

5. spec, ia.pl. Swaddling clothes. Obs. or dial.

c 1200 Ormin 3327 Wibb clutess inn an crihbe. Ibid. 3320,
i winndeclut. 1340 H\mpolk Pr. Consc. 5199 Bethleem whare !

I was born And in dotes lapped and layd was In a cribbe.
j

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 128/2 The chyld wrapped in poure
clowtes lyeng. 1552 Latimer Serm. Gospels ii. 154 He

'

had neither cradell nor cloutes. i«>6i T. Norton Calvin's I

Inst. iv. 10 That we inaye begin in a maner at the very :

swadlyng cloutes of the Chirche. c 1645 Howell Lett.
;

(1650) I. 463 Hony soil qui mat y pense . .being a metaphor
taken from a child that hath bewrayed his clouts. 1677
Grew A tint. Plants iv. HI, yii. § 8 Membranes, in which
the Seeds . . He swadled, as in so many fine Calico Clouts.
1826 Scott Woodst. v, That band . . looks like a baby's clout,

b. A handkerchief. Now dial, and slang.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2747 pe schrewes toke a clout . . &

byndeb ys e^ene bar-wi}> about, c 1440 York Myst. xxxiv.

194 {Soldier to Mary) Go home, casbalde with bi clowte.
c 1690 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, Clout, a Handkerchief.
a 1745 Swift Wks. (1841) II. 58 Sobbing with his clout in
hand.

_
1806 C. K. Sharpe Corr. (1888) I. 264 The sedulous

|

care with which his friends gave, .clouts for his mouth and
nose during his speech. 1873 Slang Diet., Clout, or rag,
a cotton pocket-handkerchief.

+ C. A sail of a ship. Obs.
1591 Sylvester Du Bar/as 1. iv. (1641) 34/1 As the Winde

. . Whirls with a whiff the sails of swelling clout. 1591
Harington Orl. Fur. xxnr. x, He sayles apace, and claps
on all his clouts.

^
1636 Healey Theophrast., Timidity 86

When the Pilot gives the ship but a little clout.

T d. A piece of cloth containing a certain num-
ber of pins or needles. Obs. t e. A measure of
silk. Obs. f. See quot. 1805. dial.

a 1528 Skelton Elynor Rummyng 564 A cloute of London
pynnes. 1586 Wills $ Inv. N. C. (i860) 120, xx clouts of

j

nedles, at i+d. a cloute. a 1600 Custom Duties (Add. MS.
25°97)> Cullen silke,the clowte containing iiije. .njli. 1805 i

Forsyth Beauties Scotl. II. 280 Five . . pocks are called a
j

clout, and ten clout of nets are the quantity allowed to each
fisherman who has only one share in the fishing.

t 6. Archery. The mark shot at : see quot. 1868
;

also, ellipt., a shot that hits the mark.
1584 Elderton New Yorksh. Song, Archers good to hit

the cloute. 1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. n. iv, For
kings are clouts that every man shoots at. 1588 Shaks,
L. L. L. iv. i. 136. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, m. ii. 51. 1625 B.
Jonson Staple ofN. Epil., Though the clout we do not al- \

ways hit. 1678 Robin Hood in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858)
!

II. 113 Robin Hood . . shot . .with such dexterity. . that his 1

arrow entered into the clout and almost touched the black.
1820 Scott Ivanhoe xiii, 'A Hubert ! a Hubert !' shouted
the populace . .

' In the clout !—in the clout

!

1

1868 Fur- I

nivall Forewords to Babees Book ciii, Within 30 years they
;

[Royal Archers, Edinburgh] shot at a square mark of
canvas on a frame, and called 1 the Clout

' ; and an arrow
striking the target is still called ' a clout '.

III. 7. A heavy blow, esp. with the hand ; a
cuff. Cf. Clod sb. 11. Now dial, or vulgar.
a 1400 Isumbras 619 There was none ..That he ne gafe
hym swylke a clowte, etc. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 1. 208
For if I be alone I may sone gete a Clought. 1525 Tale 0/
Basyn 197 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 52 Lette go the basyn, or
thu shalle haue a clowte. 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733)

jI. 22 Did Sandy hear ye, Ye wadna miss to get a Clout.
182s in For by. 1887 Besant The World went v. 42 The

\

gunner, .found time to fetch me a clout on the head.
IV. 8. Comb., as + clout-iron, iron for clouts

j

(sense 2); f clout-leather, leather for mending
1

shoes. (Here clot-, clott-, also occur.) See also
Clout-nail, -shoe.
1582 Interrogatories in T. West Antt'f/. Furness (1774) !

App. vui, Certain *c!ott iron . . for maintenance of their
plowes. c 1450 Merlin u. 33 This cherl that hath bought
hym so stronge shoone, and also 'clowte lether. 1515

|

Nottingham Corp. A rcht'ves No. 1387 p. 5 [Action against a
cobbler for ys. J pro clowtleder. c 1550 King Barker 67 in

Hazl. E. P. P. (1864) 7 Wolde he neuer bey of me clot lether

to clowt with his schoyn. 1600 Heywood istPt. Edw. IV,

in. i. Wks. 1874 I. 39 Some, that have ne'er a shooe, had
rather go barefoot than buy clout-leather to mend the old.

Clout, sb.~ Obs. or dial. [ME. clilte, perh. :—

OE. *cluta or *clule, corresp. to Du. kluit fern, clod,

piece, MDu. clute, MLG. and mod.LG. klute m. f.

:—OTeut. *klfiton- or *kluton- ; same root as prec]

1. Clot of earth, clod.

a 1250 Owlfy Night. 1165 Mid stave, and stoone,and turf,

and ciute, pat bu ne miht nohwar atrute. 1887 Parish &
Shaw Kentish Dial., Clout, a clod, or lump of earth, in

a ploughed field.

f 2. pi. Clotted or clouted cream, cream curds.
£- 1430 Cookery Bks. (1888) 47 Put ber-to creme, (& 3if it be

clowtys, draw it borwe a straynoure 1
. a 1648 Digby Closet

Open. (1677) in To take the Clouts the more conveniently.

Comb, clout-crushed, crushed or pressed in the

curd.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stnffe {ifyi) 41 Their lordly Parmesan
(so named of the city of Parma, in Italy, where it is first

clout-crushed and made).

Clout (klaut), v. Now arch, or dial. Forms :

3 clutie, (4 clou5t, ?pa. pple. clutte), 5 clute,

(clowght), 4-6 cloute, 4-7 clowt e, (6 clought),

5- clout, [f. Clout sbA The pa. pple. geclu/od

occurred in OE. ; NFris. has kliitjan, to patch.]

I. 1. trans. To mend with a clout or patch ; to

patch (with cloth, leather, metal, etc.).

c 1350 Will. Palemc 14 (>e herd sat . .Clou^tand kyndely
his schon. c 1450 Merlin ii. 33 A carl . . hadde bought a
payre of stronge shone, and also stronge lether to clowte
hem with, 1499 Premp, Parv. 84 iPynson) Clout disshes,

pottes, pannes, crusco. 1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov. (15521

33 Let the cobler medle with clowtynge his neyghbours
shoes. _ <r 1645 Howell Lett. <i688> III. 405 The Cobler will

Clout it till Midnight ..to give his Son Learning. 1724
Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. 11733) *• T°4 I'm come to clout her
caldron. 1840 C\kl\'lk Heroes ii. (1858/ 238 Visibly clouting
his own cloak, cobbling his own shoes.

1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle 11. xliii. (1859! 49 They peruertyn
holy Scripture by fals vnderstandynge . . kouerynge . . and
cloutynge . . the lawe of Crystes gospel. 1543 Bale Course
at the Romyshe Foxc 98 b (L.>, He clowteth the old broken
holes with patches of papistry. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. I.

in. xvi. 240 Peace of Prag . . Miserable Peace ; bit of Chaos
clouted up, and done over with Official varnish.

f 2. To put z'«, on, or to by way of a patch
;

usuallyfig. Obs. Also absoL To add patches.
a 1225 Ancr. R, 256 pet heo ne .. clutie nanmore berto.

c 1380 Wycuf Set. Wks. III. 404 Or ellis [mot we] un-
craftily cloute to wordes of Crist. 1481 in Fug. Gilds 320
A brasen krocke . , a pache clowted in the brim w [ laten.

1576 Gascoigne Compl. J Viilo/neue (Arb.) 119, I haue clouted
a new patch to an olde sole. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ.
Osor. 109 Unlesse some Phebus have clouted upon this

ftlydas head, .the eares of some lolleared Asse.

3. To arm or protect with an iron plate or clout,

b. Also, to protect the soles of shoes with broad-

headed nails, to stud with clout-nails.

c 1394 P. PL Crede 424 Wib his knopped schon clouted
full pykke. 1502 Privy Purse Exp. FHz. York 118301

61 Item for cloughting the same shoys iij<r/. 1573 Tusser
Husb. (1878) 36 Strong exeltred cart, that is clouted and
shod. 1636 Healey Theophrast . Rustic/tie 18 This fellow

.. clowts his shooes with hob-nayles. 1649 Blithe Eng.
Improv. Impr. (1652) 207 Either not clouting at all, or else

uneven rough clouting and plating your ploughs. 1675
Cotton Poet. Wks. (1765) 233 [He] Bushes the Naves,
clouts th' Axle-trees. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 300/j
Sparrow Bills.. Nails to Clout Shooes withal.

Jig. 1628 Earlk Microcosm., PI. Country Fellcnv (Arb.)

50 Some thriftie Hobnayle Prouerbes to Clout his discourse.

+ 4. fig.
1 To join awkwardly or coarsely together''

(J.) ; to patch clumsily or botch up. Obs.
c 1380 V/yclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 4 Anticristis lawe, cloutid

of many is full of errors. 1563-87 Foxe A. M. (1684* I.

16/2 This argument . . being clouted up in the third figure.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xlviii. (1612) 223 So, by what
right or wrong so-eare, Spaine clouteth Crownes together.

5. To cover with a clout or cloth ; also transfi

to cover as with a cloth, arch.

*579 [see Clouted ///. a. 1
4]. 1641 Best Farm. Bks.(iZ$6)

2 A custome with many sheep-men to clowte their shearinges
to hinder them from tuppinge. 1709 Steele &: Swift Tatler
No. 68 p 4 He .. showed a Leg clouted up. 1851 Mayne
Reid Scalp Hunt, xxix. The white flakes had clouted his

[the horse's] throat.

+ 6. ? To wipe with a cloth. Obs.

*553 Bale Gardiner 's Obed. G j. a 1792 Sir J. Reynolds
Joum. Flanders, etc. Wks. II. 383.

II. 7. To cuff heavily. Now dial, or vulgar.
c 1314 Guy Wariv. (A.) 3709 So he gan his godes to cloute,

J>at pe erbe dined aboute. c 1410 Sir Cleges 264, I schall
the clowght. 1551 Bible 2 Sam. xxii. 39 (R.), I wasted
them and so clouted them that they coulde not aryse. c 1645
Howell Lett. (1655) 11. xliv, The late Queen ofSpain took
off one of her chapines, and clowted Olivarez about the
noddle with it. c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hut-
chinson (1846) 273 Let us clout them out of the field. 1784
New Spectator XX. 4/2 Quarrelling and offering to * clout

'

any body that opposed their opinion. 1869 Blackmore
Lorna D. xi. (ed. 12) 61, I longed to clout his ears for him.

8. To reap in a particular way ; — Bag v.2

1886 Encycl. Brit. (ed. g\ XXI. 574/2 A heavy smooth-
edged sickle is used for 'bagging' or * clouting \—an ope-
ration in which the hook is struck against the straw, the
left hand being used to gather and carry along the cut
swath.

Cloutch, obs. form of Clutch.
Clouted (klau-ted),///. a.t Also 4 clutte. [f.

Clout v. + -ed.]

1. Mended with a patch or patches, patched.
< 1000 Heptateuch Josh. ix. 5 Geclutode bytta. c \%z%

E. E. Allit. P. B. 40 With rent cokrez at be kne & his
clutte trasches. 136a Langl. P. PL A. vn. 55 He caste on
his elopes I-clouted and I-hoIe. 1596 Bell Surv. Popery
nr. x. 476 Like unto a clowted beggars cloake. 1611 Bible
Josh. ix. 5 Old shooes and clowted vpon their feet. 1651
Cleveland Poems 33 A league with mouldy bread, and
clouted shoos. 1837 Howitt Rur. Life in. ii. (1862) 210
Clouted shoes, threadbare and patched clothes.

2. Furnished or protected with an iron clout or

clouts ; studded with clout-nails. Cf. Clout-shok.

m
ci394_[see Clout v. 3]. 1622 F. Markham Bk. Warm.

iv. § 6 The axle trees, .well clouted. [See examples under
Clout-shoe.]

3. fig. Put together clumsily, patched up, botched.
Passing into an expression of depreciation.

t 1380 Wycuf Serm. Ixxxvii. in Sel. Wks. I. 302 So
5tondib ber cloutid reulc, bobe in good and in yvel. 1581

J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 485 b, Your illfavourcdly
patch t Reasons, .and those your clouted conclusions. 1633 1'.

Fletcher Purple 1st. 1. xviii, If fond Bavins vent his clouted
song. 1642 Sir E. Dering Sp. on Retig. 142 A Pestilence

!
to all government, a traiterous and a clouted Anarchy. 1665

1 J. Spencer Prophecies 14 When subtil men shall see us ..

give reverence to every vain person and clouted rhime.

4. Covered with, or wrapped in, a clout or
' cloth.

1579 Spknser Shcph. Cat. Mar. 50 Thilke same vnhappie
Ewe, Whose clouted legge her hurt doth shewe. 1880

Blackmore M. Anerley xl, Here he stopped short .. and
' turned his clouted neck.

Clouted (kluirted), ppl. a.- Also 6-7 clowted,
-yd, 7 clawted. [f. Clout sb.~ ; or pcrh. f. a vb.

I cloul=ctol: cf. Clotted.] Said of the cream ob-

1 tained by ' scalding' or heating milk, which makes
it thick or clotted.

1542 BoRDE Dyetary X\l. (1870' 267 Clowtyd craymc ar.d

rawe crayme put together. 1579 Si'esser Shcph. Cat. Nov.

99 She would, .giue hem Curds and clouted Creamc. 1586
Cogan Haven Health 11636) 179 Clouted Creair.e, which is

made by setting the milke oner an easie fire, until] it come
to a thicke head. 1637 B. Jonson Sad Shcph. 1. vi, Fall

to your cheese-cakes, curdes, and clawted creamc. 1784
TwAMLEY Dairying 112 Butter that was made of heated, or
clouted Cream. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 215.

Clouter (klcurtsj). Also 5 cloutere, clutere,

clowtere, 5-8 clowter. [f. Clout v. + -er.]

One who clouts, mends, or patches (lit. and

fig.) ; a cobbler, or patcher; a botcher.
c 1440 /'romp. Tar?'. 84 Clowter, or cobelere. 1565 Jewel

Dep. Apol. (1611) 171 A Clowter of Skmnes, or A Cobler.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 415 What will this

clouter patch together out of this? 1615 Curry-c. forCox-c.
i. 11 He kissed like a clowter. 1708 Motteux Rabelais
(1737) V. 214 Clowters, and Botchers of old trumpery Stuff.

Hence f Clouter-like a. = Clouterly.
a 1624 Br. M. Smith Serm. 11632' 145 The verses are but

clouter-like, (vnworthy such an Vniversity as Padway).

tClouterly, a. Obs. Also 7 clowterly. [?f.

prec. + -ly *.] Like or characteristic of a botcher

;

clumsy, awkward ; clownish.
1675 E. Phillips Theatr. Pott. Pref, 14 Spencer, with all

his Rustic, obsolete words, with all his rough-hewn clowterly
Verses. ^1707 Bp. Patrick Autobiog. (1839* 194 The coffin

. .ofelm, hooped with iron, very coarse and clouter[I]y. 1712

J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 32 The Designs, .made
Parterres look very heavy and clouterly. 1741 Richardson
Pamela I. (1824) 112 Some clouterly plow-boy. 1826 Scott
Woodst. xx, Huge clouterly shoes.

t Clouterly, adv. [-ly ^.] Obs. Clumsily.

1593 Pass. Morrice 82 They that trode right .. were
clouterly caulfed. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3212/4 She seems
to cut behind but don't, unless clouterly shod.

fCloutery. Obs. rare- 1
. [? f. Cloutek + -y.]

Clouter's work ;
something clumsily patched up.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 3i9Craftely to cloake
those clouteries.

Clouting (klau-tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Clout v.]

1. The action of mending, patching, etc.

1382 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 509 Cristis clene religioun wib-
oute cloutynge of sinfulle mennis errours. c 1440 P'romp.
Parr 1

. 84 Clowtynge of clothys, sartura. c 1490 Ibid. (MS-
K) Clowtynge of shone, pictacio. 1546 Bale Eng. Votaries

1. (1550) 30 b, Here passe I ouer the clowtynge in of their

canonicall houres. 1562 J. Hevwood Prov. Epigr. (1867)

49 It is a bad sacke that will abide no cloutyng. 1843 Car-
lyle Past (5- Pr. (1858) 294 An Arab man in cloak of his own
clouting^ attrib. 1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 96
To furnish a Coblers shoppe with clowting leather.

2. Cuffing, striking with the hand.

3. = Bagging vbl. sb.2 : see Clout v. 8.

Clouting, a. [f. as prec. + -ing ^.] That
1 clouts ' or patches

;
botching, bungling.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Anstv. Osor. 415 A wonderfull

clownishe conclusion, meete for such a clowting botcher.

1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (18781 82 To heare how
some such clouting beetles rowle in their loblogicke.

Clou t-nail, [f- Clout sbA 2, v. 3 + Nail.]

1. A flat-headed nail for fastening a ' wain-clout 1

on an axle, etc.

1463 in Rogers Agric. Prices III. 453/1 Clout nail. 1581

Ibid. 1611 Cotcr., Clou a hape, a clowte nayle. 1866
Rogers Agric. <y Prices I. xxi. 546 By far thejargest amount
of information . . on the various contributories to a cart is

that given for cart clouts and clout-nails. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. , Clout-nail.



CLOUT-SHOE.

2. A nail with a large and flat head used to stud

or clout a surface, e.g. the soles of heavy boots.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Clout-nail, used to stud timbers

exposed to the action of marine borers ; also in fastening

leather to wood. A lone blunt stub-nail for boot-soles. x88i

Mechanic § 329. 138 The clout-nail, .has a broad fiat head
and a round shank.. terminating in a sharp point.

t Clou't-shoe. Obs. Now {arch.) Clouted
shoe. [Clout, also clot, may have been orig. pa.

pple. : see Clout v.]

L A shoe having the sole protected with iron

plates, or studded with large-headed nails. (It

may also mean a patched shoe, and in some pas-

sages the actual sense cannot be determined)
1463 Paston Lett. No. 465 II. 125 That men. .shuld make

redyner bald batts and her clot shon.
[16x1 Shaks. Cymb. rv. ii. 214, I thought he slept, and put
My clowted Brogues from off my feete, whose rudenesse
Answer'd mysteps too lowd.J 1634 Milton Comits 635 The
dull swain Treads on it daily with his clouted shoon. a 1635
Corbet Poems (1807) 128 And leav'st such printes on beauty,
that dost come As clouted shon do on a floore of lome.
17*6 Amherst Terrx Fit xlvi. (1741) 247 Linsey-wolsey
coats .. clouted shoes, yarn stockings. 1800 Bloomfield
Farmer's Boy, Spring 82 The dirt adhesive loads his clouted
shoes. 1858 j. Martineau Stud. Chr. 342 Armed men,
with a clouted shoe and a cart wheel for their standards.

+ 2. One who wears clouted shoes; a clown, a

boor. Obs. (Cf. Spenser's Colin Clout.}

1389 R. Robinson Gold. Mirr. 271 Poore clout-shooes gate
their clubs. 1613 Markham Eng. Husbandman 1. 1. ii. (16351

4 The ordinarie Tillers of the earth, such as we call Hus-
bandmen., and generally the Clout-shoo.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Blacksmith \, Where is more craft

than in the clowted shoen? 1678 R. L'EsTXAMCK Seneca's
Mor. (1702) 98 The Man of Title, as well as the Clouted
Shoe, c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Clouted-shoon, a
Country Clown, 1704 T. Brown 2 Oxf. Scliolars Wks.
1730 I. 9 So full of. .knavery are clouted shoes.

t Clou*ty, a. Obs. In 5 clowty(e. [f. Clout
sb.- + -Y 1.] Full of clots ; clouted.
c 1430 Cookery Bks. Ci888.) 53 [Take] creme (5if it be clowty,

draw it borw a straynoureV

t Clcrvate, a. [? Error for clavate : the word
seems not to be known to conchologists.]

Of a shell :
' Thicker towards the top and elon-

gated towards the base
1 (Humble 1843).

1847 in Craig. 1864 Webster cites Gilbert.

Clove (klJiy), sb. 1 Forms: 1 *clufu, clufe,

4 clof, 5 clowe, 4-7 cloue, 6- clove. [OE.
clufu f., corresp. to MLG,, MDu. Move, clove, Du.
kloof, cleft :-OTeut. *klut>d-

i
*kloM- ; f. weak-

grade stem o(*kleu/-
t
Cleave. Closely related to

OHG. chlobo masc, MHG. klobe, ON. klofi, cleft,

cloven thing. Cf. OHG. chlobolouh, chlofolouh,

MHG. ktobelouch, knobelouch, mod.G. knoblauch,

MLG. kloflok, MDu. clojlooc, Du. knojlook, 'garlic

lit. ' clove-leek \]

1. One of the small bulbs which make up the

compound bulb of garlic, shallot, etc.

c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. II. 336 Twa clufe bare clufehtan
wenwyrte. Ibid. II. 350 Garleaces .iiL clufe. c 1314 Guy
Warn: iA.) 3644 Bodi & soule no nou^t ber-of No is nou^t
worb a lekes clof. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. x.

(Tollem. MS.), Of euery cloue of garlek set comeb a plaunte.
c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 84 Clowe of garlykke (1499 cloue of
garlek or other lykeV 1530 Palsgr. 206/2 Clove of gar-
lyke, teste dail. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. B iiij b. When it

[Wild Garlic] is rypc hathe sede in the tope euen lyke
vnto the cloues whyche growe in the roote but they are
lesse. 1695 Westmacott Script. Herb. 79 Garlick is propa-
gated by its Cloves (as well as by its Seed). 1879 Addison
Econ. Cookery 17 A few cloves of garlic.

2. A natural division or segment of a fruit.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 183 The Jacke. .within is soft

and tender, full of golden coloured cloves including graines
flat and globous. 1690 Dampier Voy. II. I. vii. 125 Within
this shell the Fruit [Mangosteen] appears in 3 or 4 cloves,
about the bigness of the top of a man s thumb. These will
easily separate each from the other. 1707 Funnell Voy. x.
j86 The fruit, .lies in Cloves almost like Garlick.

+ 3. One of the divisions of a cloven hoof; cf.

Cloof. Obs.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 95 The outward hoof

in his fore-legs is longer and greater then the inward, and
contrary in the hinder : and the inward clove thereof is

longer and greater. Ibid. 467 A fat Sheep, .whereof the
inward hoofs or cloves of his fore-feet were grown to be as
long as eight fingers are broad.

Clove (klJuy), sb.% Forms: 4-6 clow(e, (5
clawe, ?clewe, cloyfe,//. cloys), 5-7 cloue, (6

cloaue, close), 6- clove. [ME. clow e, a. F.

clou, in full clou de girofle, * girofle nail
1

(see

CL0VE-GiLLYFL0WEit),<7<?# being a popular addition

to the original name girofle, from the resemblance
of a single bud of the girofle with its stalk, to a
nail, clou, L. cldvus. In Sp. it is clavo, Pg. cravo.
The phonetic history of the word in English contains

points of difficulty. Originally clowe, cloue was, like the
Fr., undoubtedly (kl«), which would in due course have be-

come < low. It is surmised that in the i5-i6th c spelling
cloue, u was taken to mean v, as in tnoue, loue, etc. (cf.

Approve r.-) ; but it is not known how such a change in the
spoken word occurred as to gjve the modern pronunciation,
which is perh. already indicated by the 15th c spelling

cloyfe i— ctdve), is suggested by the pi. close in 1555, and
is implied in the Shaks. quot. of 1588.]

1. The dried flower-bud of Caryophyllus aroma*

ticus, much used as a pungent aromatic spice.

(Usually in pi.)
Oil 0/ cloves, an essential oil obtained from the buds and

flower-stalks of the clove-tree, and used in medicine.

1225 1400 [see Clove-gillyflower il 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. P. im lxxix. (Tollem. MS.), Clowes ben

j

calde Gariophili, and ben perfyte frute with scharpe sauoure.

1401 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) 1 1 1. 208 Et in ij unc. cloys empt.
lid. c 14JO Liber Cocorum (1862) 44 Cast powder of peper

ad clawes [elsewhere clowes) per to. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
\

84 Clowe, spyce, gariofolus. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. x. 90
Other trees there growe . .whiche bere cloues. a 1500 No-
minale in Wr.-Wulcker 714/1 Hie gariojilus, a cloyfe. 1538

Turner Libetlus A. iij b, Cariophillon quod aliqui clauum
uel clauos uocant. .anglt uocant Clowes. 1555 in W- H.
Turner Select Fee. Oxford 226 For close and mase. .xiii')d.

\

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 654 B. A Lemmon. L. Stucke
|

with Cloues. D. No clouen. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,
j

Size ii, What though some have a fraught Of cloves and
nutmegs. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762' 108 A drop or

two of Oil of Cloves.

Jig. 1645 Milton Colast. Wks. (1851) 348 A Divine of

note, .stuck it heer and there with a clove of his own Calli-

graphy, to keep it from tainting.

•f b. Transl. of Gr. ovv(, L. ungula. Obs.

1535 Coverdale Ecclus. xxiv. 15 (21 >, I haue made my
j

dwelfinges to smell as it were of rosyn, Galbanum, of Clowes
[ow£ t ungula, 1611 onix] and Incense.

2. The tree, Caryophyllus aromaticus, originally

a native of the Moluccas, but now cultivated in

various tropical countries. (More fully clove-tree?)

1594 Blundevil Exerc. v. xi. (ed. 7) 554 The Clove tree

groweth in the lies of Moluccas. 1693 Sir T. P. Blount
Nat. Hist. 54 The Clove-Tree groweth in Form much like

to our Bay-Tree. 183a Veg. Subst. Food 348 The clove is

a handsome tree. 187a Yeats Growth Comm. 214 Am-
boyna was fixed upon for the exclusive growth of the clove.

\

1876 Hari.ey Mat. Med. 611 The Clove is an elegant ever*

green shrub.

3. Wild clove {-tree) : Eugenia [Pimento.) acris,

of the West Indies. 1866 Treas. Bot. 30a

4. Cloves, -fe.. ? = clove bark (see 6). Obs.

171a E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 261 The Bark they call Cloves,

us'd for dressing of Meat, and dying.

b. A cordial consisting of spirits strongly

flavoured with the spice.

185a Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxiii, The house has not done
so much in the stomachic article of cloves . . since the In-

quest.

5. Short for clove-pink, or dove-gillyflcnver.

1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818) 129 Who teaches the clove

to stay till hotter beams are prepared to infuse a spicy rich-

ness into her odours, and tincture her complexion with the
' deepest crimson? 188a Garden 13 May 324/2 We begin to

enjoy our Cloves and Carnations out-of-doors.

6. Comb, clove-bark, the bark of Cinnamo-
mum Culilawan, which has a flavour of cloves

;

t clove-basil, an old name of Ocymum basilicum,

so called from its smell (Gerarde, 1597) ; t clove-

carnation = clove-pink ; clove-cassia, -cinna-

mon, the bark of Dicypellium caryophyllatum
;

clove-nutmeg, the fruit of Agathophyllum aro>

maticum, a native of Madagascar ; clove-pink,

a clove-scented species of Dianthus : see Clove-
niLLYFLowKR

;
clove-root, a name for Herb Ben-

;

net, Geum urbanum; f clove-stuck a,, stuck

with cloves.

1697 Dami'ier Voy. (1698) I. xi. 316 They have plenty of
* clove bark, of which I saw a Ship-load. 1705 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4146/4 Clove Bark 4 Bales. 1508 Sylvester Du Bartas
1. vii. (1641)60/1 Anon his nose is pleased with fragrant sents

of "Clove-Carnation. 1866 Treas. Bot. 229 The clove-

pink is the origin of all the cultivated varieties of carna-

tions, as picotees, buarres, and flakes. Ibid. s.v. Geum,
The root of this plant [G. urbanum\ called by the old

herbalists "Clove-root, has an aromatic clove-like odour.

1599 Marston Sco, Viilanie 11. vii. 206 That Westphalian
gamon "Clouc-stuck face.

Clove (klJuv), sb.$ [Represents Anglo-I,at. da-
vits, Anglo- Fr. clou, both very frequent in laws and
ordinances of 1 3th- 15th c. It is thus identical with

L. ctJvns 1 nail which was also used as a lineal

measure (see Nail) ; bat how the measure and
weight were related is not known. Nor docs it

appear how the Eng. form of the word came to be

clove, although its phonetic history may have been
parallel to that of Clove sb-

2

(There can hardly be any connexion with Ger. klobeu, of
flax and wool, Grimm 1218, Sa-c.)]

A weight formerly used for wool and cheese,

equal to 7 or 8 lbs. avoirdupois.
a 13*8 Liber Custttmarum (Rolls) Sj Et la trone dount il

peserount doit estre de xxii clous. /bid, 107 Qua? quidem
trona continet in se quatuor pisas et quatuor clavos. 1343
Let. Edw. Ill in Rymer V. 327 ( Du Cange) Quatuor clavos

lanx. a 1419 Liber Albus (Rolls) 227 Mais sil [i.e. sak de
leyne] conteigne pluis qe xii clous. 1431 Act 9 Hem, VI,
c. 8 Que le poys dune Waye [dune] formage puisse tenir

xxxij cloves,'cetassavoir chacun clove vij H par lesditzpoisez
cochantz. 1543 Recorde Gr. Artes (1575) 203 In Cheese.

.

the verye weightes of it are Cloues and Weyes: so that a
Cloue shoulde contavne 7 pounde. 1588 Wills $ Inv. N.
C. (i860) II. 163, iij hankes and iiij cloves of yarne \f&d.
1619 Dalton Countr. Just. lxv. (1630) 149 A weigh of cheese
must containe 32 cloues and every cloue 8.1 of averdepois
weight. 1708 Kersey, Clove is also a Term us'd in

Weights : Thus 7 Pounds of Wool! make a Clove, but in

Essex 8 Pounds of Cheese and Butter go to the Clove. 1863
Morton Cycl. Agric, Weights $ Meas. (E. D. S.\ Clove oT

Cheese, 7 lbs., sometimes 8.

CLOVE-GILLYFLOWER.

t Clove, s/i* Obs. [prob. a. ON. klofi cleft,

split, groove = OHG. chlobo, MHG. klobe :—OTeut.
kloton- {. root of Cleave z\l Cf. Clof.] A cleft

or split.

1593 Riies ff Men. Ch. Dark. (1842) 80 A paynted staffe,

with a forke or clove on the upper end of the staffe, which
clove was lyned with softe sillce and soft downe.

Clove, *ft* U. S. [a. Da. Move, also kloof, in

MDu. clove, MLG. klove fem. split, cleft : see

Clove sbX\ A rocky cleft or fissure ; a gap, ravine :

used (chiefly in place-names) ; see quot. 1828.
(The word kloofreferring to South Africa is the same.'

1779 A. St. Clair in Sparks Corr. Amer. (1853) II.

303 A clove which runs round that ridge on which the forts

are situated. 1828 Webster, Clove, a cleft ; a fissure ; a
gap; a ravine. This word, though properly an appellative,

ts not often used as such in English ; but it is appropriated
to particular places . . as, the Clove of Kaaterskill, in the

state of New-York, and the Stony Clove. It is properly a
Dutch word. 1883 Harpers Mag. Sept. 530/1 The word
clove . . means only cleft, and these clefts occur frequently

in the mountains.

Clove (klff"v), v. trans, [f. Clove sb:r\
a. To spice with cloves, b. To stick (a lemon,

onion, etc.) with cloves {fig. in quot. 1863).
1863 Reade Hard Cask I. 246 The ship was cloved with

shot, and peppered with grape. 1883 N. *r Q. 10 Feb. 106/1

New ale hignly cloved, sweetened, and drunk hot.

Clove, pa. pple. Short form of Cloven, formerly

frequent, still occas. in verse ; rarely as adj.

c 1400 Rom. Kose 550 A clove chinne eke had she.

Also in certain Combs., as + clove-board (in 7
cloe-, cloven) = Clapboard (cf. the form claw-

board); clove - footed (see Cloven - footed) ;

t clove-hammer (in 7 cloe-), a hammer with the

head cloven on one side into two claws for extract-

ing nails (cf. the form Claw-hammer) ; clove-

hook, an iron clasp in two parts which move on
the same pivot and overlap each other, used for

bending chain-sheets to the clews of sails, etc.

Also Clove-hitch.
1561 in Rogers Agric. 4 Prices II. 414 'Clove-board.

1565 Act 8 Etiz. c. 9 § 1 The Cloveboard and Stuff whereof
the said Vessels and the Hoops thereof should be made.
1666 [see Cloeboard]. 1670 R. Coke Disc. Trade 21 This
Vigilant Queen, taking notice of the great decay of Timber
occasioned by converting the same into cloven board. 1887

Rogers Agric. <V Prices V. 523 There are at least twelve

entries of clove, clap, or claw board, generally bought
for the navy. 1480 IVardr. Acc. Edw. IV (1830) 139
"Clovehamer, j. 16x3 [see Cloe-hammer]. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk., ^Clove-hook, = clasp-hook.

Clove (kl<7»v), pa. t. of Cleave v.

t Cloved, a. Obs. [f. Clove sbA + -ed -.

In this sense OE. had clufeht adj.] Divided into

cloves like garlic. In early use : Bulbous.
[c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. II. 128 Of ba:re clunhtan wenwyrte.]

1577 Harrison Eitglaiutm. viii. (1878) 11. 51 The root of the

herbe [saffron] . . is round . . & yet it is not cloued as the

lillie, nor flaked as the scallion. 1507 Gerarde Herbal 1.

viii. § 2. 1 1 The roote is thicke, and cloued like rush onions

or ciues. Ibid. 1. 151 The red Lillie of Constantinople hath

a yellowe scaly or cloued roote.

Clove - gillyflower (kl»«-v d^i liflau.j).

Forms: (3 clou de gilofre\ 4-5 clowe gilofrc,

-Kylofre, clowes of gylofre, olawis of gelofre),

5 glowgelofre, 6 clowgelofer, cloue gillofer,

-gilloflower, 6-8 clove gilliflower, 7-8 clove-

July-flower, 7- clove-gillyflower, [a. F. clou

de girofle igirofre, gilofre~): see Clove-. Fr. giro-

fle'(girofre, gilofre), (in Pr. girofle, gerofle, Sp.

girofle, -re, \X.garofano, -folo, filo), represents Ro-

manic garoflo, garofilo, late L. type *carophilum , a.

Gr. KopvtyvKKor the clove, f. K&pvov nut + tpvMov

leaf. In Eng. the Anglo-Fr. gilofre has passed

through gillofer, gilloflcnver, to gillyflcru>er, which

has even been further perverted to July-flower.

The simple girofle, gilofre was the original name
of the spice ; but in OF. clou de girofle (

=
' girofle

nail ', from the shape) came into popular use at an

early date ; thence the Eng. clowe of gilofre or

more commonly clowe-gilofre. This was commonly
shortened at length to clowe. Clove, for the spice ;

the full name adhering to a flower, the ' clove-pink ',

smelling like the spice. Finally with the corruption

of gilofre, to gillyflcnuer, the latter name without

clove, has passed on to various scented flowers,

having no connexion either with the spice, or with

the ' clove-pink '. Sec Gilly-flower.]

fl. The spice Clove j*.2 i. Obs.
.. 1225 After. E. 370 Ne makeden heo neuer strencSe of

gingiuere ne of gedewal, ne of clou de gilofre. c 1386

Chaucer Sire Thopas 51 And many a clow gilofre And
notemuge to put in ale. c 1400 Maundev. v. (1839) 51 Sume
destyllen Clowes of Gylofre [ed. Roxb. 26 ganofles, clous

de girofle]. Ibid. xxvi. 26s Many Trees, that beren Clowe
Gylofresand Notemuees. c 14J0 Liber Cocorum (1862) 26

With cloves of gelofer liit broche bou shalle. 14. . Gloss, in

Wr.-Wulcker 586 Garriofila, glowgelofre. i486 St. St.

Albans Ciija, Clawis of gelofre and canell and gynger.

2. A clove-scented species of rink {Dianthus

Caryophyllus), the original of the carnation and

other cultivated double forms.



CLOVE-HITCH. 531 CLOW.
1538 Turner Libellus s.v. Betouica, Herba quam uer-

nacula lingua uocamus a Gelofer, aut a Clowgelofer aut an
Incarnacyon. 1578 Lyte Dodoens IL vii. 154 The Cloue
gillofer. .The floures grow, .out of long round smooth huskes
and dented or toothed aboue like the spice called cloaues.

.

[they] do all smell almost like Cloues. 1594 Plat Jewell
Ho. L Divers Nenv Expcr. 36 It is generally thought that
the clouegilliflower gotte his firste sent from the cloue.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11, clxxii. 472 Caryophyllus . . some
whereof are called Carnations, others Cloue Gilloflowers.

1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying I?ts. 1. xv. 95 The Bees gather
not of the .. Clove-July-flower. (21755 Miller (J.), The
true clove-gillyflower has been long in use for making a
cordial syrup. 1861 Miss Pratt Fl<nver. PI. I. 207 Clove-
Pink, Carnation, or Clove-Gillyflower.

Clove-hitch. Naut. [f. Clove pa. pple. +
Hitch.] A 1 hitch

1
or mode of simply fastening a

rope round a spar, etc., formed by passing the

rope twice round in such a way that both ends

pass under the centre part of the loop in front ; it

thus appears united into one loop in front and
* cloven * into two parallel lines at the back.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Hh.3b, They are.,

attached by a knot, called a clove-hitch, to . . the shrouds.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. viii. (ed. 2) 303 If. . the
dislocation takes place at the shoulder joint, a clove hitch

by towel should be applied above the elbow joint.

Jig. 1883 Stevenson Treasure Isi. in. xv. (1886) 123
'You're all in a clove hitch, aint you?'
Hence Clove-hitch v.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. viii. (ed. 2) 304 While a
towel is clove-hitched above the elbow joint. 1882 Nares
Seamanship (ed. 6) 65 A pair of bellropes clove-hitched on
the bight round the mast-head.

Cloven (klJ^Vn), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of Cleave
v. : cf. Cleft.] Divided lengthwise

;
split.

a. Split into (thin) pieces ; cleft asunder.
1676 Hobbes Iliad L 441 And burnt them on a fire of

cloven wood, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 264, I look
upon them as the soldier looks Upon his cloven shield.

1866 Kingsley Herew. xxi. 266 He was lying stark with a
cloven skull. 1877 Bryant Odyss. v. 76 The fragrant smoke
Of cloven cedar, burning in the flame.

b. Split to a certain depth, so as to give a
double extremity

;
bifurcate, bipartite, double,

f Cloven beasts : insects (see Cleft ppl. a. b).

1526 Tindai.e Acts ii. 3 Cloven tonges lyke as they had
bene fyre. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 277 She did confine
thee .. Into a clouen Pyne, within which rift Imprison'd,
thou didst painefully remaine. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants
(1796) III. 208 Styles yellow, cloven, blunt. 1797 Bewick
Brit. Birds (1847) !• 298 The tongue is short, broad, and
cloven. 1829 Southey O. Newman vi, Unless the cloven
flame upon thy head Should light.

C. esp. in Cloven hoof or foot, the divided hoof
of ruminant quadrupeds, consisting of the third

and fourth phalanges of the typical mammalian
foot ; ascribed in pagan mythology to the god Pan,

and thence in Christian mythology to the Devil, and
often used allusively as the indication of Satan,

Satanic agency, or temptation.
c 1200 Ormin 1224 Oxe gab o clofenn fot. a 1300 Cursor

M. (Gott.) 1057 Best wid clouen fote in to. 1578 A. Park-
hurst Let. in Hakluyt (1600) III. 133 Mighty beastes like
to Camels in greatnesse, and their feete clouen. 1637
Milton Lycidas 34 Fauns with cloven heel. 1663 Butler
Hud. 1. i. 184 Whether the Serpent at the Fall Had cloven
Feet, or none at all. 1682 Addr. Grand Jury Cornwall
in Lond. Gaz. No. 1711/4 It looks fair and plausible in the
Front, but in the Conclusion, we discover the Cloven Foot
of it. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. iv. (1840^ 92 The fancies
of men, that the Devil cannot appear without his cloven
foot. 1836 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) IV. 120 The
cloven foot has again made its appearance in the Tithe
Commutation bill. 1870 Bowen Logic vii. 222 All animals
which have cloven hoofs are ruminant.

2. Comb., as cloven-berry, aW. Indian fruit, and
its shrub (Samyda serrulata) ; cloven-hoofed a.

1725 Sloane Jamaica II. 109 *Cloven Berries, .about the
bigness of small sloes, cleaving into two for the most part,

whence the name. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 217 The
larger cloven-berry Bush. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. 175 The Swine., being.. Moven-hoofed. 1677 Plot
Oxfordsh. 188 Cloven-hooft Beasts.

t Clo'veness. Obs. [f. Clove pa. pple. +
-NESS.] The quality of being cloven.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. lv. (1495) 171 Fete of

beestes ben . . armyd with clouenes . holownes and sooles.

Clo*ven-foo:ted, a. Also 4-5 clove-fote,

4-6 clove-foted, -footed, 6 cloven-foted. [f.

cloven foot, Cloven c] Having the foot divided
into distinct toes ; esp. having a divided hoof as
ruminant quadrupeds ; also applied to the devil,

Satanic. Hence Cloven-footedness.
1415 E. E. Wills 23 All cloue-fote bestes that I haue.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xn. xxxiii. (Tollem. MS.),
The ostriche . . is cloffoted [1495 cloue fotydl as a foure
fotid beste. 1467 Bury Wills (1850) 46 Hennys and fowlys
clovefotyd. 1572 Bossewell Armorie n. 56b, A wilde
beaste, clouefooted.

1523 Fitzherb. Hnsb. § 146 All hole-footed fowles . . and
all clouenfooted fowles. 1611 Bible Levi/, xi. 7 The swine,
though he diuide the hoofe, and be clouen footed. 1622
Massinger & Dekker Virgin Martyr in. iii. Wks. 1873

I
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i
**e 's no such horrid creature, cloven

footed . . As these lying Christians make him. 1691 Ray
Creation, Great variety of waterfowl, both whole and cloven
footed. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 57 The cloven-
footed tyrant inveigles the unwary.
1656 J. Serjeant tr. White's Peripatet. Inst. 216 Cloven-

footednesse includes pedality.

Clove-pink : see Clove sb.2 6.

Clover (kl^ii'voi). Forms : I clafr-e, cleefre,

clsefra, 3 elouere, 5 cleure, 5-7 elaver, 6-
clover. (Also 6 Sc. clauir, -yr, 8-9 claver.)
[The form clover is very rare bef. 1600 (one example
of cloitere c 1265), and did not prevail much bef.

1700 ; the usual ME. and 16th c. form was claver.

The earliest OE. glossaries have clabre, clafre; late

WSax. had cltefre fern. Cf. MLG. klever, kldver
masc, LG. kldver, klewer, klC'ber, EFris. klafer,

klafer, klefer, NFris. kliawar m., Du. klaver f.,

Da. klever, kldver; Norw. kldver, klyver, Sw.
klbfwer masc. The vowel relations of some of these
are not clear; but it appears certain that the earliest

Eng. form was clabre, clafre wk. f. :—OTeut. type
klatbrOn-, app. a compound having its first element
identical with OHG. chlco, -wes (MHG. kU -wes,

modG. klee) masc. 1 clover and its latter part a
worn-down form of some unidentified word.
The prevalent ME. claver app. represents a form
clsefre with shortened vowel (cf. never :~nxfre),
while the current clover represents the OE. clafre,

retained in some dialect, whence it at length
spread out and became the standard form.]
1. The common name of the species of Trefoil

{Trifolitim, N.O. Leguminosa1

), esp. T. repens and
T. pratense, both largely cultivated for fodder.
a. exooo ^Elfric Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 134/42 Calta, ucl

trifillon, clafre. riooo Sax. Leechd. I. 172 pysse wyrte
. - be man cri^ion & o'6rum naman claifre nemne5. a uoo
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 323/29 Uiola, clafre. Ibid. 408/36
Fetta, clsefra. la 1400 Morte Arth. 3241 The close. .With
clauer and clereworte clede euene ouer. (1450 Alphita
(Anecd.Oxpn.) 186/2 Trifolium quando simpliciter ponitur,
anglice dicitur cleure. 1513 Douglas JEneis xn. Prol. 116
The clavyr, catcluke and the cammamyld. 1562 Turner
Herbal 11. 26 b, A clauer or threeleued grasse. 1636 G.
Sandys Paraphr. Ps. Ixv. (1648) 108 The Desert with sweet
Claver tils, 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. xxvi. (1652)
178 There are so many sorts of Claver, as would fill a
volume, I shall onely speak of the great Claver, or TrefoyI
we fetch from Flaunders. 1672 Grew Philos. Hist. Plants
§ 11 All kinds of Trefoyls, as Melilot, Foenugreek, and the
common Clavers themselves. 1699 Evelyn Ace/aria 19
Clavers. .are us'd in Lenten Pottages. 1794 Burns Country
Lassie i, While claver blooms white o'er the lea.

[Claver is the form in B. Googe, Lyte, Gerarde, Cotgrave,
Surflet & Markham, Bacon, Coles, Parkinson, Salmon.]
p. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 49 The euen Meade, that

erst brought sweetly forth The freckled Cowslip, Burnet,
and greene Clouer. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xxv. no Like
the penny-grass, or the pure clover. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. in. 232 Where Nature shall provide Green Grass and
fat'ning Clover for their Fare. #1763 Shenstone Poems
Wks. 1764 I. 235 In russet robes of clover deep. 1846
Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. II. 31 The effect of coal ashes is

most remarkable when applied to clovers growing on sands.

b. With qualifyingwords, indicating the different

species : esp. Red or Meadow Clover (also

Broad Clover, Clover-grass), Trifoliumpratense,
and White or Dutch Clover, T. repens. Also
Alsike C, T. hybri/lum; Cow Clover, T. medium
and T. pratense; Crimson or Carnation C, T. in-

carnatum ; Hare's-foot C, Trifolium arvense

;

HopC, T. procumbens
;
Strawberry C, T.fragi-

ferum; Trefoil orZig-ZagC, T. medium; Yellow
C, T. procumbens and T. minus,
a 800 Erfurt Gloss. 250 Calta, rede clabre ; 254 Calesta,

huitti clabre. <z8oo Corpus Gloss. 375 Calta, reade clafre;

377 Calcesta, huite clafre. ^ c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 312
read claifre. Ibid. 326 Hwite claefran wisan. c 1265 Voc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 556/33 Trifolium, trifoil, wite elouere.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxv. 367 Purple Trefoil,
Honeysuckle Trefoil, or Red Clover. Ibid. White Trefoil,

commonly called Dutch Clover. 1884 E. P. Roe in Har-
per's Mag. July 247/1 They began with red-top clover,

f C. humorously as a term of endearment.
1500-20 Dunbar In secreit place 29 Quod he, 'My claver,

and my curldodie \

2. Applied in different localities, with qualify-

ing word prefixed, to many plants of the same
order, or with similar characters ; as Bird's-foot

C, Cat's C, Lotus corniculatus
;
Calvary Clover,

Medicago Echinus; Heart C, Spotted C, Medi-
cago maculata ; Yellow C, Medicago lupulina

;

Horned C, Snail C, species of Medicago ; Bokhara
C, Melilotus vulgaris

; + Garden C, Melilotus
cxrulea ; Hart's C, King's C, Plaister C, Melilo-

tus officinalis ; Marsh C, Afenyanthes trifoliata ;

Cuckoo's C, Gowk's C, Lady's C, Sour C, Ox-
alis acetosella ; Thousand-leaved C, Achillea
Millefolium ; Soola or Maltese C, Hedysarum
coronarium. Also in U. S. : Bush C., Lespedeza

;

Prairie C, Petalostemon ; Sweet C, Melilotus.
1548 Turner Names ofHerbes s. v. Medica, It hath leaues

like a clauer and horned cods. .Therefore it maye be called
in englishe horned Clauer or snail Trifoly. Ibid. 40 Lotus
vrbana.At maye be named in engHsh gardine Clauer or
gardine Trifoly. 1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. xxxvii. 496 Turner
calleth Lotus vrbana in English, Garden or Sallet Clauer

:

we may call it sweete TrefoyI, or three leaued grasse. 1616
Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 565 The good husband-
man must be carefull to gather and reserue seed of this

snaile clauer. 1626 Bacon Sylva (1677) § 493 They make it

a piece of the wonder, that Garden Claver will hide the 1

Stalk, when the Sun sheweth bright. 1640 Parkinson
Theat Bot. 720 (Britten & H.) In some places they call it

Hart's Claver, because if it grow where stagges and deere
resort, they will greedily feede thereon.. In English wee
call it generally King's Claver as the chiefest of all other
three-leaved grasses. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxv.
368 We have one variety [of Medicago] very common wild,
called Heart-Clover from the form of the leaves, which are
also generally spotted.

3. Phrase. To live (or be) in clover: 'to live

luxuriously ; clover being extremely delicious and
fattening to cattle* (J.).
1710 Brit. Apollo II. No. 105. 3/1, I liv'd in Clover.

a 1746 Ogle (J.\ Well, Laureat, was the night in clover
spent? a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 136 You might have
lived your day in clover. 1856 R. Vaughan Mystics (i860)

II. viii. ix. 102 He has been sometimes in clover as a travel-
ling tutor, sometimes he has slept and fared hard.

4. attrib. and Comb., as clover-bloom, -blossom,

-blow, -farm, -flower, -hay, -head, -hill, -leaf
-seed

;
clover-dodder, Cuscuta Trifolii ; clover-

hay worm, the larva of a small moth, Asopict

costalis, very destructive to clover-hay in North
America ; clover - huller, - sheller, - thrasher,
machines for separating clover-seed from the hulls

;

clover-ley, -lay (see quots.); clover-sick a., (of

land) that has been too continuously kept under
clover and that will no longer grow or support it

;

clover-weevil, a small weevil, Apion aprica?is,

which feeds on the seeds of clover. Also Clover-
grass.
1845 Longf. Gleam Sunshine vi, The ^clover-blossoms in

the grass. 1867 Emerson May-day, etc. Wks. (Bohn) III.

411 Columbine and *clover-blow. 1847 — Poems, Wood-
notes I. 422 It smells like a *cIover-farm. 1612 Drayton
Poly-olb. xv. 241 The Crow-flower, and thereby the *CIouer-
flower they stick. 1847 Emerson Poems, Monadnoc Wks.
(Bohn) I. 435 With *cloverheads the swamp adorn. 1830
Tennyson Sea-Fairies, Thick with white bells the *c!over-

hill swells. 1796 Hull Advertiser 16 July 1/4 The *clover-

ley wheats have .. the advantage of the fallowed. 1805
Forsyth Beauties Scotl. I. 258 To plough down clover ley

in a pretty rough state as a most advantageous preparation

for wheat. 1807 Vancouver Agric, Devon (1813) 144 Sown
after potatoes and the clover-lays. 1888 Elworthy W.
Somerset Word-bk., Cloi<er-lay, a field in which there has
been a crop of clover, but which is now ready to be ploughed
for some other crop. 1856 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 61 *Clover-
sheller, with attached dressing apparatus.

ClO'ver, v. [f. the sb.] tratis. To sow or lay

down with clover. Hence Clo'vering vbl. sb.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1652) 185 After the
three or four first years of Clovering, it will so frame the
earth, that it will be very_ fit to Corn agaen. Marg. Clover
fits for corning, and corning for clovering.

ClO'vered, ppl. a. [f. prec. sb. and vb. + -ed.]

Sown with clover ; covered with clover.
i727THOMSON.S";/;«;wr 12 15 Flocks, thick-nibbling through

the clovered vale. 1757 Dyer Fleece 1. 43 The clover'd
lawns And sunny mounts of beauteous Normanton. 1856
A. C. Coxe Impressions Eng. ij-j, I made my way through
a clovered field.

t Clover-grass. Oh. A synonym ofClover i.

a 1387 Sinon. Barthoi. (Anecd. Oxon.) 42 Trifolium,
clavergresse, habens maculas in foliis. 1591 Percivall
Sp. Diet., Alfalfa, three leaued grasse, clauer grasse,

Medica. 1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey 1. viii. 19
Clauer-gras, Trefoile, Melilot. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
III. 605 If Milk be thy Design; with plenteous Hand Bring
Clover-grass. 1795 Burke Thoughts Scarcity Wks. VII.
406 The clover grass suffered in many places, a 1822 Shel-
ley Coliseum in Ess. Lett., Tufts of dewy clover-grass.

Clovery (klJu-vari), a. rare. [f. Clover sb.

+ -y.] Of the nature of, or abounding in clover.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. xxi. (1652) 139 It will

produce a gallant Clovery, and white Hunny-suckle Grass.
1852 D. Moir Angler v. Poet. Wks. II. 358 Up from its

clovery lurking-place, the hare Arose.

t Clo'vetongue. Obs. Herb. [Cloftunge, clof-

tong occur as glossing scelerata, and thus as

another form of clufpungie, Cloffing, whence
app. altered by ' popular etymology \] (See quot.)

1:1325 Gloss, in MS. Bodley 130 Scelerata, gl. cloftunge.

Gl. Harl. 3388 Cicuta, cloftunke. Gl, Sloane 405 Scelerata
herba vet apium risus, anglice cloftong (quoted in Sax.
Leechd. II. Gloss.). 1671 Skinner (Britten & H.), Cloven-
tongue. 1878 Halliwell, Clove-tongue, black hellebore.

Clcvewort. [OE. clufwyrt f. clufu, Clove 1,

bulb + wyrt plant. In sense 3 f. CIove sb.-]

1. [OE.] A (? bulbous) buttercup : see quot.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 100 Deos wyrt be man batracion &
o5rum naman clufwyrt nemne3. 1886 Britten & Holland
Plant-n. App. , Clovewort. Mr. Friend tells us that Ra?iun-
culus acrt's is still so called at Brackley (Nhamp.).

f 2. The common Avens, Gettm urbanum (Cnl-

peper). (Britten and Holl.) Obs.

3. A book-name for the plants of the N.O. Cary-

ophyllaceze.

Clow (klau), sb.1 Forms: a. 3 (dative) cluse,

5-6 clowse, clowze, clouse, clousis, dowses,

9 dial, cloose. $. pi. 5 clowys, 6- clowes, 9
doughs ; sing. 5 clowe, 7-9 clow, 8-9 dough ;

dial, clow, dew. [Clow is a false singular

formed upon clowes, clonals, taken in I5~i6th c.

for a plural, but originally a singular, in ME.
dowse, clowze, early ME. cluse, OE. clitse, a.

I
late L. chlsa, var. of clausa, lit. a closed or shut



CLOW. CLOWNING,
place or way. Du Cange has, among other senses,

agger in quo concluduntur aqusc Hence, also,

OHG. chltisa, MHG. kliise, klus, mod. Ger. klause,

in Bavaria and Tirol, a dam on a mountain stream

for floating timber ; klaus, in Khineland, a mill-

dam, also dial, a sluice. So MDu. cluse, Du. khtis.

The OE. cli'ts, chtse, is recorded in the senses 1 en-

closure 1 narrow pass but not in that of * dam
1 lock or ' sluice \ though 4 dam 1 appears already

in Ancren Riwle in 13th c. In the 18th c. clow

began to be erroneously spelt dough, by engineers,

etc., either through erroneous identification with

Clough so. * ravine', or by association with ptow
t

plough. In some of the dialect glossaries it is spelt

clew, meaning kl«. An unexplained clowre, door,

is found in Catholicon Anglicum, and northern
dialects.

A compound of L. clusa was exclusa (in Gregory of
Tours; in med.L. scliisa, stusa', giving OF. esctuse, V.
/cluse. Hence Sc. Cu ss, clush ; OF. gave MDu. sluyse,

Du. slurs, whence Eng. sluice, LG. slUse, Ger. schleuse.

Thus clows and sluice are ultimately closely related.]

1. f a. A dam for water, a mill-dam. ? Obs. b.

A sluice or floodgate :
1 esp. (a) The outfall sluice

of a river or drain communicating with a tidal

river and provided with flood-gates . (b) i A shut-

tle in the gates or masonry of a lock, which is

raised to admit or discharge water ; a similar ar-

rangement by which the admission of water to the

wheels of water-mills is regulated \ Peacock
Gloss. Mauley atul Corringham {Ar

. W. Lincoln.).

a. cluse, douse, clowze.
a 1225 After, R. 72 Auh moni punt hire worde uorte leten
mo vt as me de3 water et ter mulne cluse. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 84 Clowys, water schedynge [c 1490 MS. A", dowse,
watyrkepyng; MS, H, clowze ; 1499 Pynson, clowse, water
shettinge], sinoglocitorium. 1493 Acta Dom. Cone. 314
(Jam.) Tuiching the waiter passagis & clousis of thar millis,

1503 Act Jus. IV, c. 72 (1597) 93 The slayers of Smoltes in

milne-dames, dowses, and be nettes, thornes, and cruves.

1595 Duncan Append. F.tymol. (E.D. S.', Emissarium, a
clowse. 1875 ISee 8] Cloose.

£. pi. douses, clows, sing, cloive, clow.

1483 Cat/i. A ngl. 68/2 A clowe of flode^ate, singlocitorium,
gur^ustium. 1541 Act 33 Hen. I'll/, c. 33 Diches and
Tiankes, as of other clowes, sloweses, getties, gutters, gootes,
and other fortresses. 1615 A'. Riding Rec. II. 103 Ric.
Cuthbert presented for pulling-up the mill-clowes. 1662
Dugdale Embanking Draining 1 17721 165 A new gote, or
clow, be set in Waynflet haven. 1693 Diary A. de la Pryme
(1869*272 It. .runs into the sea. .when the clow is opened.
1705 Sir W. Calverley Note-bk. (Surteesi 106 Thomas
Haighton ..pulled down a stone or two of the clow, and
one or two of the stones of the dam. 1805 R. W. Dickson
Pract. Agric.a&oj) II. 435 Proper to have a flood-hatch or
clow. 186a Smiles Engineers I. 70 Vermuyden had erected

a sluice, of the nature of a ' clow being a strong gate sus-

pended by hinges, which opened to admit the egress of the
inland waters at low tide, and closed . . when the tide rose.

1869 K. B. Peacock Lonsdale Gloss., Clauw, a floodgate
in a watercourse. 1875 Lane. Gloss., Claw { Fyldei, cleaw
(S. & E. Lanc.\ cloose ^N. Lane.', clow (E. & M. Lanc.\ a
floodgate in a watercourse. 1884 Holland Chester Gloss.,

Cleiv, a door or lid hung at the end of a drain or water-
course to prevent the influx of tidal water.

7. 8- clough.

1774 Bainton Inclos. Act 12 Banks, cloughs, engines.

1839 Stoneholsk Axholmt yjj Here also the Croule warp-
ing cloughs. .receive their waters from the Trent. 1865 W.
White E. Eng. II. 6 Clough—pronounced with the same
terminal sound as plough—is the local word for Sluicegate,

1884 York Herald 26 Aug. 1/2 The Cloughs at Naourn
Loclc will be drawn at six o'clock in the morning.

8. 5 clowre(?\ 9 dial, cloor.
1483 Cath. Angl. 68 A Clowe of flodejete [A Clowre or

flod^ateA. ]. 1847-78 Halliwell, Cloor, a sluice. Sorthumb.
1878 Cumberland Gloss., door-head, a sluice at the head of
a mill-dam.

2. A sluice or sliding door for other purposes.
1820 W. Scoresby Arctic Reg. II. 399 A 'fenk-back' or

depository for the refuse of the blubber . . sometimes pro-
vided with a clough on the side next the water, for

4
start-

ing' the fenks into a barge or lighter placed below. 1874
WT Crookes Dyeing, etc. 84 By stirring up the wool in a
tank . . the water being let off through a 'clow' or shuttle,

furnished with a grating, at the bottom of the vat,

3. Floating Clow {dough) : a name sometimes
given to a contrivance for clearing away mud
from channels communicating with tidal rivers

(e.g. the Humber, where the local name is 'Devil*).

It resembles a broad barge, with extensible wings
which act as floodgates, and retain a head of

water, by which it is forced down the channel,

ploughing or scraping up the mud as it goes

along.

1874 in Knight Mech. Diet.

t Clow, *M Obs. rare. [? a. F. doit.'] ? A nail.

1419 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 144 In ij clowys et j sote

emt. pro emendacione in diversis domibus.

Clow, #M local, [perh. a var. of Claw.] An
implement resembling a dung-fork with the prongs
bent at right angles, used for dragging dung out of

cow-stalls.

1888 Klworthv JK Somerset Word-bk.

Hence Clow v.'1 , to drag or rake with a clow.

f ClOW, vA Obs, rate. [a. F, doner to nail.]

By-form of Cloy v. in various literal senses : To
|

fasten with nails ; to wound with a nail ; to spike.

1513 Douglas sEneis v. v. 30 Ane habirgeoun of burnist i

mailzeis brycht, Wyth gold ourgilt clowit thrynfald full

tychL 15398 Florio, Inctiiodare, to clow or pricke a horse
with a naile. .to clow ordinance. Inchiodatura, a pricking

or clowing of a horse with a naile, called a clowing. 1847-

78 Halliwell, CIotv, to nail with clouts. West.

Clow, obs. f. Claw, Clew.
Clowch, -e, obs. f. Clutch.

f Clowchyn, -un. Obs. « Clew.
c 1440 Protnp. Parr. 83 Clowchyn', or clowe [MS. H.

clowchun, Pynson clewe], glomus, globus, glomicillus.

Clowder, obs. var. of Cludder, Clutter.
i8ox in Strutt Sports <y Past. 1. L 19 A clowder of cats.

Clowe, obs. f. Claw, Clew, Clough, Clove
sb.*, Clow.

f Clowe. Obs. Cant. (See quot.)

e 1690 II. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Clowes, Rogues.

Clow(e -gilofre,etc: see Clove-gillyflower.
Clowes, sluice, etc. : see Clow.
Clowght, obs. f. Clout.
Clowmsthed : see under Clumsed.

Clown (klaun), sb. Also 6 cloune, oloine,

cloyne. [Appears in Eng. in second half of 16th

c. as cloyne or cloine, and d&ume, <_The phonetic

relation between these is difficult to understand

;

the former is esp. obscure : possibly a dialect form.

By Dunbar, the word (if indeed the same) is written

cloun ; but it rimes with toneJjoun, meaning tune,

June, both having in Sc, the sound u (or 0), which
would imply

v
klun). ^ Words identical or closely

related appear in several of the cognate langs. and
dialects: e.g. Nfris. Moringer dial.) ' klonne (or 1

kliinne) 'clumsy lout, lumpish fellow
1

(Bendsen):—
I

OFris. type *ktunda wk. masc. Cf. NFris. insular

dial. Amrum klunj pi. kliinjar) ^lod, clot, lump*
= Sylt klund 1 clog, wooden mall':—OKris. type

\

*klund str. masc. Also mod.Icel. klunni :—*klun]>i '.

'clumsy boorish fellow* (Vigf.), 'en klods, ube-

hcendig person * (Jonson), compared with Sw. dial.

klunn, kluns (Rietz) ' clump, clog, log*, and Da. 1

dial. klunds = klods 'block, log, stump', also
' clown'. In Dutch also, Sewell (1766) has kleun !

fem. ^marked as a ' low word ')
' a hoidon or lusty

bouncing girl klocn n. with same sense ; and he
explains Kng. clown as ' een plompe boer, kinkel,

kloen\ Bilderdijk J 'erklarcnde Geslachtlijst (1832) I

says that klocn applied to a man signifies een
'

lompert, 'clown* in English, and so is it with
klont, hluit, and kluts or klots, all meaning pri-

marily ' clod, clot, lump'. So far as concerns the

sense-development, then, it is clear that we have

here a word meaning originally ' clod, clot, lump ',

which like these words themselves (see Clod 5,
|

Clot 4', has been applied in various langs. to a

clumsy boor, a lout. Of an OE. type, corresp.

to the Fris., or to the Du. words, we have no
trace, no more than of the occurrence in Eng. of

the primitive sense ' clod * ; and it is probable
j

that in Eng. the word is of later introduction
i

from some Low German source.]

1. A countryman, rustic, or peasant.

1563 Baldwin Mirr. Mag., Rivers xliv, The cloyne con-
tented can not be With any state. 1567 Tvbbebv. Poems,
Agst. lelous Heads, etc.*R.\ To brag vpon his pipe the
clowne begoon . . And then to blow the rustick did assay.

1570 Levins Manip. 219/44 A cloune, rusticus. 1587 Mirr.
Mag., Madan xi. 1'he clowne that driues the mixen Cart.

a 1640 Karl Stirling Sonn. xxiv. K. , She [viper] kil'd the
courteous clowne by whom she liu'd. i66a Fullkr H'or.

thics 11. 177 Clown from Colonus, one that plougheth the
ground. 1784 Cowpkr Task rv. 623 The clown, the child

of nature, without guile. 1848 Macaulay //,...'. 1.

610 The Somersetshire clowns, with their scythes . . faced

the royal horse like old soldiers.

b. Implying ignorance, crassness, or rude man-
ners : A mere rustic, a boor.

1565 ( milium; Ovid's Met. (1503) To Rdr. 6 The wise, the

foole : the countrie cloine I the learned and the lout. 1646
K. Hawkins Youth's Behaviour vii. § 16(1663)32 Put not
thy meat in thy mouth, holding thy knife in thy hands,
as do the Countrey Clowns. 1713 Ciif.yne Eng. Malady
111. Introd. (1734)262 A clod-pateuClown. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. 320 Language .. such as we should now
expect to near only from the most ignorant clowns.

2. trans/. A man without refinement or culture
;

an ignorant, rude, uncouth, ill-bred man.
1583 Holding Calvin on Deut. Ixxxvii. 538 Euen such as

haue beene counted the simplest Cloynes. 1607 Evelyn
Nnmism. viii. 288 Every rich Clown . .who was able to be at

the Charges of a Stamp. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cxi, The
churl in spirit . . By blood a king, at heart a clown. 188

1

Hesant & Rice Chaplain Eleet 1. iii, How could a courtly
gentleman .. have a son who was so great a clown in his

manner and his talk.

3. A fool or jester, as a stage-character (? orig.

representing a rustic buffoon), or (in Shakspere") a
retainer of a court or great house ; b. in mod. use,

one of the characters in a pantomime or harle-

quinade ; also a similar character in a circus.

[1500-10 Dunbar Quhywill $<r, merchmitis 31 Cuningar
men man serve Sanct Cloun. 1 1600 Rowlands Let.
tlumours Blood Sat. iv. 63 What meanes Singer then?
And Pope the Clowne, to speake so Boorish, when They
counterfaite the Clownes vpon the Stage? Ibid. Epigr.
xxx. (1874) 36 When Tarlton clown'd it in a pleasant vaine
Vpon the Stage, his merry humors shop, Clownes knew the
Clowne, by his great clownish slop. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L,
11. it 8 The roynish Clown, at whom so oft Your Grace
was wont to laugh. x6os — Ham. 11. n. 336 The Clowne
shall make those laugh whose lungs are tickled a' th' sere.

1604 T. Wright Pass, in Fairholt Costume {\Z6o) 217 Some-
times I have seen Tarlton play the clowne, and use no
other breeches than such sloppes or slivings as now many
gentlemen weare. a 1645 ' Cartwright Commend.
Verses Fletcher, Old-fasruon'd wit, which walk'd from
town to town In trunk-hose, which our fathers call'd the

clown. 1822 Nares Gloss. s.v., The fool was indeed the

inmate of every opulent house, but the rural jester, or

clown, seems to have been peculiar to the country families.

b. 17*7 J. Thurmond The Miser, (Characters), Har-
lequin's servant, a clown. 1718 R. & J. Weaver Perseus

Androtn., Clown, the Squire's man. 1775 Loud. Mag.
_ ec., He [Harlequin] .. converts part of the paling of
an ale-house yard into a pillory, wherein having inclosed

Pantaloon ana the clown, etc. 1760 T. Davies Life Garrick
I. 36 He was a most diverting clown in all the pantomimes
of Mr. Rich. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxxix, The clown
who ventured on such familiarities with that military man
in boots. 1855 Times 3 Apr., Never did Clown and Pan-
taloon belabour each other more heartily.

4. attrib. and Comb.> as clown part, etc. The pos-

sessive clown's forms part of certain plant-names :

clown's all-heal, a name given by Gerarde to

Stachys palustris (also, clown-heal, clown's
wound-wort); clown's lungrwort, (a Verbascum
Thapsus, (b) Lathrxa squarnaria ; clown's mus-
tard, Iberis amara ; clown's spikenard, Inula

Conyza ; clown's treacle, Allium sativum.

1597 Gerarde Herbalw. ccclxxiv. 851 Clounes Alheale, or

the husbandman's Woundwoort, hath long slender stalks.

a 1678 Marveix Poems, Damon the Afoiver 275 With
shepherd's-purse and clowns-all-heal The blood I stanch and
wound I seal. 1861 Miss Pratt Elmver. PI. I. 95 Iberis

amara .. sometimes called Clown's Mustard. 1783 Ains-
worth Lat. Diet. (Morell)n, Bacchar, a sweet herb, called

by some our lady's gloves, by others, clown's spikenard.

18*5 Hone Every Day Bk. I. 877 Clown's-wound wort,

wake-robin, and.. other simples.

Clown (klcmn), v. rare. [f. the sb.]

1 . intr. To perform as a (stage- jclown. To
clown it : (a) to play the clown on the stage

;
(b)

to affect the rustic ;quot. 1599).
1509 Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. v. ii, Sav. What, and

shall we see him clown it?. .Beshrcw me, he clowns it pro-

perly indeed. Fast. But does he not affect the clown most
naturally, mistress? 1600 Rowlands [see Clown sb. 3].

1707 E. Ward Hudibras Rediv. (1715) 1. xvii, As Andrew
clowns it to the Doctor. 1861 Mavhew Loud. Labour III.

90, I had to clown to the rope.

f 2. trans. 1 To treat as a country clown, 1. e.

rudely or roughly. Obs.

1579 J. Jones Preserv. Bodie Soule 1. xxvL 50 Without
. .dandling or dulling, cockering or clowning.

t Clownage. Obs. [f. Clown sb. + -age-.]

1. The action or behaviour of a clown or rustic.

1633 B. Jonson Tale 0/ Tub 1. iv, Ingratitude beyond the
coarseness yet of any clownage, Shewn to a lady, a 1637
— Underwoods xxxii, Pride and stiff Clownage mixt.

2. The function of a clown or jester.

1586 Marlowe \st Pt. Tamburt. Prol., Veins of rhyming
mother-wits, And such conceits as clownage keeps in pay.

Clownery (klau-nari). Also 7 clownry. [f.

as prec. + -Eky.J

1. The quality or behaviour of a country clown.
1589 Nashe in Greene Menaphon (Arb.) i^Such carterlie

vane tie. .the extremitieof clownerie. 161a Drayton Poly-
olb. xxiii. (1748) 355 Let the curious tax his clownry with
their skill, a 1668 Davenant Neivsfr. Plymouth (1673) 32
Their weak Compound Of clownery and rashness. 1694 K.
1,'Kstrangk Fables 145 The Fool's conceit here had both
Clownery and ill nature in't.

b, (with //.) A clownish act or usage.

1607 Chai'man Bussy D'Ambois 1. Wks. 1873 Ik 14 Not
mix'u with clowneries us'd in common houses.

2. The performance of a comic clown.
18*3 Lamb Elia (1860I 137 The clownery and pantaloonery

of these pantomimes have clean passed out of my head.

1865 Reader 24 June 71a, I will go to see no tumbling, no
clownery, no comic songs.

Clowness. twnce-wd. [f. as prec. + -ess.] A
female clown or rustic.

1801 C. K. Sharpe Conr. 12 Jan. f:888) I. 103 The clowns
with lank rat-tail hair, . . the clownesses with long stiff

feathers stuck round their heads.

tClownical, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

+

-ic + -\h, Ctfarcical.] Clown-like.

1614 J. Cooke City Gallant in Ha*l. Dodsley XL 237
My behaviour ! alas, alas 1 'tis clownical.

+ Clownify, v. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -(i)fy.]

trans. To make clownish or dull-witted. Hence
Clow nifying vbl. sb.

1618 Breton Court Country 7 (D.\ I wish you would
not so clownifie your wit as to bury your vnderstanding all

vnder a clod of earth. Ibid. 8 (D, 1 Is not the CJownyfying
of wit the Foolifying of understanding?

Clowning (klou nirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Clown v,

+ -INO l.] Playing the clown.
1861 Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 121 My knowledge of

penny-gatf clowning. 1878 II- Irvinc; Stage 27 At Sadler's

Wells, where previously there had been nothing but clown-
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ing and spectacle. fig. 1889 Times 30 Jan. 9/5 The blun-

dering to which we owe his last bit of political clowning.

Clownish (klaunij), a. [f. Clown sb. + -ish.]

1. Of, belonging to, or proper to a clown or

peasant ; rustic.

1570 Levins Manip. 145/11 Clownish, rusticus, agrestis.

1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. in. lix. (1591) 150 Petilius

Cerealis. .in clownish apparell [agresti cult?i]. .had escaped
Vitellius' handes. a 1704 T. Brown 2 Oxf. Sc/wlars Wks.
1730 I. 16 Honest peasants, whose clownish dances are

attended with extempore verses. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav.
I. 300 He had the clownish advantage of bone and muscle.

2. Clown like, rude, boorish ;
uncultivated,

ignorant, stupid ; awkward, clumsy
;
rough, coarse.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiu. Osor. 415 A wonderfull

clownishe conclusion, meete for such a clowting botcher.

J586 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. 1. (1589) 172 No clown-

ish or uncivil! fashions are seene in him. 1655 Bogan Mirth
Chr. Life 189 His feares of being counted foolish, or childish,

or clownish. 1826 Scott Woodst. viii, His demeanour was
so blunt as sometimes might be termed clownish.

3. Of the nature of a stage clown or jester.

(This sense is doubtful in all the quotations.)

1600 Rowlands Let. Humours Blood Epigr. xxx. 36
Clownes knew the Clowne, by his great clownish slop. 1600

Shaks. A. Y.L. 1. iii. 132 To steale The clownish Foole out
of your Fathers Court, c 1720 Prior Poems (J.), The
clownish mimic traverses the stage.

Clownishly (klau-nijli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly 1
.]

In a clownish manner.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Rttsticamente, rudely, clown-

ishly. 1669 Cokaine Choice Poems 14 If in the Northern
parts she hath been bred, Say she her life most clownishly
hath led. 1821 Scott Keniliv. xxxi, For ourselves, we will

receive your courtesies this evening but clownishly, since it

is not our purpose to change our riding attire.

CloWilishueSS ^klau-nijhes). [f. as prec. +
-ness.] Clownish quality

;
rusticity, rudeness

;

want of politeness, culture, or refinement.

1576 Fleming Panoplie Ep. yj2 Ignoraunce . . ingendreth
in him rusticatitie or clownishnesse. 1692 Locke Educ. 67
That plainness of Nature, which the Alamode people call

Clownishness. 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) I. \. 4 The
English were degenerating into clownishness.

Clownist. nonce-tad. [see -ist.] An actor of

a clown's parts.

a 1627 Middleton Mayor Quinb. v. i. (D.), We are, sir,

comedians, tragedians, tragi-comedians, comi-tragedians,

pastorists, humorists, clowmsts, satirists.

Clown-like, a. and adv.
1636 Massinger Bashful Lover ill. i, I was fainting, A

clownlike qualm seized on me.

Clownship (klau-nfip). [see -ship.] The
condition or estate of a clown or clowns (in all

senses) ; also as a mock title.

1606 R. Pricket Faith Without Practice in Farr's S. P.
fas. /(1848) 101 A sattin sute. .Beyond desert doth vildest

clownship grace. 1635 Brome Sparagus G. iv. v, Your
Clowneship must not Uncle me. 1680 Nation's Interest in

Dk. York 11 To aspire from our present Glorious State of

Kingship to a Free-state in Clown-ship, a 1845 Hood To
Grimaldi ii, Hast thou, .all thy public Clownship cast, To
play the private Pantaloon. 1868 Browning Ringfy Bk. x.

782 The courtier tries his hand on clownship here.

Clowr, var. of Clour. Sc.

f Clowre. Obs. Also 4 clour, 5-6 clower.

Surface of the ground, grassy ground, sward, turf.

c 1330 MedicalMS. in A rchxol. XXX. 387 Of alle erbys v*

growy in clour Most bitter I holde his sawour. c 1460
Lydg. Order of Fools 44 in Q. Eliz. Acad. 81 A gosselyng

that grasethe on bareyne clowrys [rime-ivd. showrys]. c 1485
1 fiigby Myst. (1882) HL 294 Vndyr clower is now my fathyris

cure. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. iv. (1593) 88 The utmost
borders from the brim invirond were with clowres {vivo

Cespite cinguntur]. Ibid. vm. 205 Yet would I make it yer
I go To kisse the clowers with hir top.

Clowse, -ze, clowys : see Clow, also Closh 2.

Clowsfer, obs. form of Clauster, Cluster.
Clowt(e, -ty, obs. form of Clout, Clouty.
Clowtch, obs. form of Clutch sb.1

Cloy -(kloi), v. 1 [Aphetic form of acloy
y
Accloy

;

but it is possible that sense 1 directly represents

OF. cloye-r, mod. clou-er to nail. Senses 5-8 ap-

pear to run together with those of Clog

f 1. trans. 'To nail, to fasten with a nail. Obs.
c 1400 Beryn 3464 Hym list to dryv in bet the nayll, til

they wer fully Cloyid.

f 2. To prick (a horse) with a nail in shoeing

;

^-Accloy i. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 487/2, I cloye a horse, I drive a nayle in to

the quycke of his foote. Jencloue.. .A smyth hath cloyed
my horse. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 267 When a
horse is shouldered, .or his hoof cloid with a nail. 1623
Bacon Apo/hth. iR.), He would have made the worst farrier

in the world ; for he never shod horse but he cloyed him.

1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3) s. v., Cloyed or Accloyed, us'd by
Farriers, when a Horse is pricked with a Nail in Shoeing.

1 3. To pierce as with a nail, to gore. rare.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. vi. 48 That foe . . of his [a wild
boar], Which with his cruell tuske him deadly cloyd.

f4. To spike (a gun), i.e. to render it useless

by driving a spike or plug into the touch-hole. Obs.
1577 Holinshed Chron. IV. 192 [They] stopped and cloied

the touch holes, of three peeces of the artillerie. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 801 They should.. cloy the
great ordinance, that it might not afterwards stand the
Turks in stead. 1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 11. ii. 165 Hauing
brought with them . . spykes, to cloy the Ordinance. 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 19 Be sure that none of our Guns
be cloy'd. 1711 Military # Sea Diet. s. v. Nail, To Nail

Vol. II.

Cannon, or, as some call it, To Cloy . . but this is an anti-

quated Word. 1768 E. Buys Diet. Terms of Art s.v.

Cloyed, a Piece of Ordnance is said to be cloyed, when any
Thing is got into the Touch-hole.

f5. To stop up, block, obstruct, choke up (a

passage, channel, etc.) ; to crowd or fill up. Obs.

1548 W. Patten Expedition Scotl. in Arb. Gamer III.

86 These keepers had rammed up their outer doors, cloyed
and stopped up their stairs within, etc. 1570 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent (1826) 89 The fresh is not able to checke the
salt water that cloyeth the chanell. 1581 Mulcaster Post-

Hons xxxvii. (1887) 165 Those professions and occupations,
which be most cloyed vp with number. 1611 Speed Hist.
Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. (1632) 841 The Dukes purpose was to

haue cloyed the harbour by sinking ships laden with stones,
j

and such like choaking materials. 1636 Bolton Floras 204 I

The Alps themselves heapt high with winter snowes, and so
|

the wayes cloyed up. 1636 G. Sandys Paraphr. Div.
\

Poems, Lam. ii. (1648) 5 Thy Anger cloyes the Grave.

f 0. Jig. To clog, obstruct, or impede (movement,
activity, etc.) ; to weigh down, encumber. Obs.

1564 Becon Flcnver Godly Prayers (1844) 18 That heavy
bondage of the flesh, wherewith I am most grievously

cloyed. 1567 Turberv. Poems, To Yng. Gentleman taking
IVyfe(R.), A bearing wyfe with brats will cloy thee sore.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 13^ Beyng clogged
and fastened to this state of bondage (as it were cloyed in

claye). 1663 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. 1. 3 The soul being not
cloy'd by an unactive mass, as now.

7. To overload with food, so as to cause loathing
;

to surfeit or satiate (with over-feeding, or with

richness, sweetness, or sameness of food).

1530 Palsgr. 487/2, I cloye, I charge ones stomacke with
to moche meate . . You have cloyed hym so moche that he is

sicke nowe. 1586 Cogan Haven Health cliii. (1636) 148
The fat of flesh alone without leane is unwholesome, and
cloyeth the stomach. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 296 Who
can. .cloy the hungry edge of appetite by bare imagination
of a Feast? 1621 Burton Auat. Mel. 11. iii. 111. (1651) 323
They being alwayes accustomed to the same dishes . . are
therefore cloyed. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. xii. 266 Though
this was a food that we had now been so long, .confined to

..yet we were far from being cloyed with it. 1857 Dk
Quincey Goldsmith Wks. VI. 197 To be cloyed perpetually

is a worse fate than sometimes to stand within the vestibule

of starvation.

8. Jig. To satiate, surfeit, gratify beyond desire
;

to disgust, weary (with excess of anything).

1576 Gascoigne Compl. Philomene (Arb.) 92 Both satisfied

with deepe delight, And cloyde with al content. 1588 }.

Udall Diotrephes (Arb.) 17 Often preaching cloyeth the

people. 1606 Shaks. Ant. § CI. 11. ii. 241. 1624 Ca it.

Smith Virginia 1. 17 But not to cloy you with particulars

. . I refer you to the Authors owne writing. 1752 Fielding
Amelia iv. ii, Amelia's superiority to her whole sex, who
could not cloy a gay young fellow by many years posses-

sion. 1819 Byron Juan 1. i, After cloying the gazettes

with cant.

absol. 1639 Fuller Holy War v. xxvi. (1840) 288 These are

enough to satisfy, more would cloy. 1748 Hartley Obsen'.
Man 1. ii. 227 The two frequent Recurrency of Concords
cloys. 1829 H. Neele Lit. Rem. 32 His [Pope's] sweetness
cloys at last.

b. intr. (for refl.) To become satiated, rare.

1721 Ramsay Tartana 160 If Sol himself should shine thro'

all the day, We cloy, and lose the pleasure of his ray.

H To starve. (Some error.)

1570 Levins Manip. 214/12 To cloy,fame consumere.

+ Cloyf v'2, Obs. rare-1 . Steevens conjectures
( To claw, to scratch with the claw ' ; Johnson

:

' perhaps, to strike the beak together.*

1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. iv. 118 His Royall Bird Prunes the

immortall wing, and cloyes his Beake, As when his God is

pleas'd.

Cloy, »-3 : see Cly.

tCloyance. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Cloy v. 1 +

-ance : cf. annoyance, etc.] Encumbrance.
1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 33 Such a cloyance and

cumber vnto me, that I must leaue it.

Cloy-board, obs. (? erroneous) f. Clove-board :

cf. Cloe-board.
1636 MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp. t Canterh., For a cloy

bord spent about the pullpet \s. v\d. For sawinge of the

cloy boord iujrf.

Cloyd {Cursor M. Cott. 2872), obs. f. Cloud.

Cloyed (kloid), ppl.a. [f. Cloy v.1 +-ed.]

Clogged, cumbered, burdened ;
sated, surfeited.

1599 Daniel Poet. Ess. Musophilus Bui, The fulness of

a cloy'd neglect. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. vi. 47 The cloyed

will, That satiate yet vnsatisfi'd desire. 1712 Arbuthnot
John Bull 80 Like a decayed beauty to a cloyed lover in

quest of new game. 1837 M. Donovan Do?n. Econ. II. 2

The cloyed palate of the epicure.

Cloy*edneSS. rare. Cloyed state or condition.

1612-5 Bp. Hall Conte?npl. O. T. xx. iii, Those emula-
tions which wait upon the cloyednesse of an undivided

conversation. 1848 Pusey tr. St. Augustine's Confess. 11.

iv. 9 Through a cloyedness of well doing.

Cloyer 1 (kloi-aj). One who or that which cloys.

184* Eraser's Mag. XXVI. 184 Possession, that too

frequent cloyer ofwedded joys.

t Cloyer 2 . Obs. Thieves' Cant. [perh. t cloy

= Cly v. ; or from Cloy v.1 : but neither appears

entirely to yield the sense. Cf. also Cloyner.]
1. ' A term in the slang of the thieves of old

time, for one who intruded on the profits of young
sharpers, by claiming a share ' (Nares).

i6oz Rowlands Greene's Cony-catchers 16 If the Cutpurse
denie snappage, his cloyer or follower forthwith boyles him,

that is, bewrayes him. Ibid, (i860) 22 These haue their

cloyers and followers, which are very troublesome to them.

1611 Middlkton & Dekker Roaring Girl D.'s Wks. 1873

III. 220 Then there's a cloyer, or snap, that dogges any new
brother in that trade, and snappes, will haue halfe in any
booty.

2. A thief, cutpurse, shoplifter, [cf. cloy, Cly.]
1659 Caterpillars Anatomized, Tilers, or Cloyers, equiva-

lent to shoplifters. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. iii. § 68

Cloyers, Thieues, Purloyners. c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Creio, Cloyers, Thieves, Robbers, Rogues. 1725 in New
Cant. Diet.

Cloyfe, obs. form of Clove sb. 2

Cloying klorin), vbl. sb. [f. Cloyt>.1 + -ing!.]

The action of the verb Cloy, in its different senses.

1548 Udall Erastn. Par. Luke v. (R.), Lest . . to muche
presence may be a cloiyng to them. 1572 Mascall Goz't.

Cattle, Horses (1627) 142 The cloying of a horse is an ill

hurt, which commeth by euill-shooing. 1625 Markham
Souldiers Accid. 8 Vpon Cloying, how to vnbreetch them
[guns]. 1710 Brit. ApollolM. No. 84. 3/1 When Enjoyment
comes to Cloying There's an end then of Enjoying.

Cloying, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.] That
cloys; satiating; f clogging.

1647 H. More Song of Soul 11. i. n. xxxi, Rend the thick

curtain of cold cloying night. 1752 Fielding Amelia Wks.
1775 X. 239 With regard to love I declare I never found
anything cloying in it. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824)

381 It had a cloying sweetness that palled upon the taste,

1815 L. Hunt Feast Poets, %c. 27 notes, The charge against

Pope of a monotonous and cloying versification is not new.

Hence Cloyingness.
1862 Sat. Rev. XIV. 460/1 The honeyed cup, with all its

cloyingness.

CloyleSS, a. That does not cloy or satiate.

1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. u. \. 25 Epicurean Cookes, Sharpen
with cloylesse sawce his Appetite. 1813 Hogg Queens Wake
251 Cloy less song, the gift of heaven.

+ Cloyment. rare— '. [see -ment.] Satiety.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. u. iv. 102 That suffer surfet, cloy-

ment, and reuolt.

Cloyne, obs. form of Clown.

t Cloyne, cloine, v. Obs. [Origin uncertain.

Phonetically, cloyne answers exactly to OF. cluigner,

clugner var. of cligner ' to bring together the upper and
lower eyelids so as to leave a very small interval between

them,' often to 'wink', as the expression of secret under-

standing, cunning, or hypocrisy, as in 'clignement d'ceil,

ceil d['hypocrite ' (Tare, 16th c, in Littre 1

. From this to

our sense 1 appears to be an easy transition. (Cf. the

history of connive. )\

1. intr. To act deceitfully or fraudulently, to

cheat, deceive. Hence Cloyning vbl. sb.

1538 Bale Thre Laives 440 With holye oyle and watter,

I can so cloyne and clatter. — Sel. Wks. (1849) 170 With
the cloynings of your conjurers, and_ the conveyances of

your Sorcerers. Ibid. 391 To have their faults opened, and
their cloning colours condemned. 1569 T. Stocker Died.

Sic. 11. xxii. 68/2 He. .mistrusted his crafty cloyning.

2. intr. ? To have a secret understanding, to

conspire.

1556 Abp. Parker Psalter xciii. 266 They cloyne in one :

in companies, agaynst this just man's lyfe.

3. trans. To take cunningly, furtively, or fraudu-

lently ; to grab.

1549 J. Olde Erasm. Par., Ephes. Prol. civ, To instigate

men, in pretense of the ghospell, to scrape and cloyne in to

their handes as muche possession as they can. 1555 Fardle
Facions 1. v. 57 And not geue hym selfe to couetous cloin-

yng, and hourdyng of tresure. 1558 Phaer sEneid vi. Rj,

My goodly spouse this while my wepons al [a]\vay she

cloinde, From al my house, and from my head my trusty

sword purloind. 1566 Studley Seneca's Medea^ A iij, To
cloyne away the forren golde with greedy snatching hand.

Hence Cloyner, a cheat, deceiver.

c 1550 Bale A". Johan (1838) 69 Amonge craftye cloyners

there hath not bene a gretter. 155Z — Apol. 39 Thyscroked
cloyner, cloughteth me in a patche of the lattre parte.

Cloys, obs. f. cloves, Clove sb.2

Cloy'some, a. rare. [f. Cloy vA + -some.]

Having a cloying quality, tending to satiate.

1603 Florio Montaigne i. xlii. (1634) 143 The taste of

which [feasts, revels, etc.] becommeth cloysome and un-

pleasing to those that daily see, and ordinarily have them.

1886 Holman Hunt in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 475 His current

paintings were cloysome in their richness,

Cloysse, obs. form of Clothes.
Cloyster, obs. form of Cloister, Cluster v.

Cloyt, var. of Cloit Sc.

Club (kh?b), sb. Forms: 3-6 clubbe,(3 clibbe),

4 klubbe, clob(e, 4-5 clobbe, 5 clobb, 5-8

clubb, (7 Sc. glub), 6- club. [ME. clubbe, clobbe

corresp. to (and probably ad.) ON. klubba (Sw.

ktubba, klubb, Norw., Da. klubbe, klub), assimi-

lated form of klumba ; f. the same root as Clump
q.v. Cf.ON. klumbu-,kltibbu-Jo'tr,NovN.klumpJod,

Sw. klumpfotad, Ger. klumpfusz, Eng. club-Joot{ed.

The history of branch III is obscure : the theory

is that it came immediately from the verb, and

that the latter was formed from branch I of the sb.

But senses 5 and 6 (the only ones whence this

development could start) have not yet been found

early enough to account for the great extension

which branch III attained in the 17th c]

I. A thick stick, and related senses.

1. A heavy stick or staff for use as a weapon, thin

enough at one end to be grasped with the hand,

and increasing in thickness and weight towards the

other end ; also a special form for use in athletic

exercises, generally called Indian clubs.
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t IMS Lay. 20963 Allebaheorede-cnauen, mid clibben beo

a-qualaen. Ibid. 21504 Mid clubben [c M75 clubbes] swi5e
grate, c 13*0 Sir Beues 2511 His clob was. .A lite bodi of
an ok. c 1325 E. E. Aliit. P. B. 1348 He cleches to a gret
klubbe & knokkes hem to peces. a 1400 Sir Perc. 2018
Ane iryne clobe takes he. 1490CAXTON Eneydos xlviii. 141
The geaunte bare a clubbe. 155a Hlloet, Clubbe of leade,

plumbata. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. iv. i. 98 Troilous had
his braines dash'd out with a Grecian club. 1684 Bunyan
Pilgr. 11. 110 The Giant mist but little of all-to-breaking

Mr. Great-heart's Scull with his Club. 1815 Elphinstone
Acc. Caubul 11842) I. 345 Another exercise is whirling a
heavy club round the head.

fig- *579 Fulke Heskin's Pari. 89 Howe soudenly hath
M. Heskins forgotten the strong clubbe of his Logike.

b. Used as the symbol of rude physical force

:

cf. d, and Club-law.
1606 Hieros Wks. I. 63 To resume their old argument

'from the clubs'. 1647 Ballad, Penit. Traytor xxvii.
{Tracts ft Broadsides, King's Libr. Brit. Mus.), Thus Law
and Equity, in awe were keept here, And Clubs were
taught how to controule the Scepter.

t C. Prentices and clubs : the rallying cry of
the London apprentices. Obs.
1548 Hall Chron. Hen. VIII g All the young men.,

cryed prentyses and clubbes. Then out at euery doore
came clubbes and weapons, and the aldermen fled. 1501
Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. iii. 84 He call for Clubs, if you will
not away. 1604 Dekkkr Honest Wh. \. Wks. 1873 II. 64
Sfoot, clubs, clubs, prentices, downe with em, Ah you
rogues, strike a Citizen in's shop? 1822 Scott Nigel i.

T d. Clubs are trump : physical force is to rule

the day or to decide the matter ; a punning allusion

to sense 8. Also As sure as a club.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. rv. ix. 66 His prophesic
fell out as sure as a club. 1588 Greene Pandosto (1843)

27 Taking up a cudgel, .sware solemnly that she would
make clubs trump if nee brought any bastard brat within
her dores. 1607 W. S. Puritan in Malone Shaks. Supp.
II. 574 (N. 1 Ay, I knew, by their shuffling, clubs would be
trumps, a 1640 Day Peregr. Schol. (1881) 55 He is his
owne as sure as a clubb.

fe. A heavy, clumsy fellow ; a clown. Obs.
1543 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 167 a, The fair flatte truthe

that the vplandishe or homely and playn clubbes of the
countree dooen vse. [1818 Todd s. v. Club, An old term for
a booby. Grose under Hertfordshire clubs and clouted
shoon.]

2. A stick or bat used in various games of ball

;

esp. the stick with a crooked and thickened head,

used in golf [ = Du, kolf club, bat] and similar

games ; a hockey-stick.
c 1450 Xominale in Wr.-Wiilcker 738 {Nomina Ludorum)

Hec pita, a balle ; Hoc pedum, a clubbe [cf. 666 cambok].
155a HuLOKT, Clubbe croked at the one end, Vncinus,
Vticus, Vn^ustus. a 1614 J. Melvill Diary 14 Teached
to handle the bow for archerie, the glub for guff, c 1625 MS.
Hart. 6391 in Strutt Sports ft Past. M. iii. § 14 The prince
[Henry] lifted up his goff-club to strike the ball. 1800 A.
Carlyle Autob. 343 To bring golf clubs and balls. 1801
Strutt Sports ft Past. 11. iii. § 14 A club or bat. 1889 A.
Lang in Daily Nrtvs 30 Apr. 4/8 Golf clubs .. are like

crooked sticks, the ball being hit from the face of the crook.

1 3. A staff or baton used as an official and re-

strictive
1 pass \ Obs.

1612 Bbinsley Lud. Lit. xxx. 30a The shrewdest boyes,
who vse to waite for the club, and watch their times, a 1697
Aubrey in Thorns Anecd. ft Traditions 11839) 94 I" my
father's time they had a Clubbe ifustis) at the schoole-
doore ; and when they desired leave exeundi foras (.two

went together still) they carried the clubbe.

4. The butt-end of a gun.
1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier <. 1840) 66 With the clubs of

their muskets [theyj made a. .dreadful slaughter.

5. trans/. Any club-shaped structure or organ ;

a knob; a bunch; a gradually thickened and
rounded end.

1707 Curios, in Hush, ft Card. 286 Upon this Column is a
little Club, called the Hammer of the Flower. 180a Bingley
Anim. Biog. 118131 III. 122 The antenna; are club-shaped ;

the club perfoliate. 1833 Marryat P. Simple v, A nose
which had a red club to it. 1879 F. Conder Tent Work
Pal. II. 54 Tall spires of asphodel and clubs of snapdragon.
6. A club-shaped knot or tail in which the hair

was worn at the back ; fashionable in the second
half of the iSth c. Hence club-pigtail, -wig.
1785-95 Wolcott <P. Pindar) Lousiad 11. Wks. I. 240 Curl,

club, and pig-tail, all sal go to pot. 1786 Mackenzie in
Lounger No. 89 F 8 Their commentaries on walking boots,
riding slippers, clubs, buckles and buttons. 18*7 New
Monthly Mag. XLIX. 550 Pig-tails and 'knockers' super-
seded ihe ponderous 'clubs'. 1850 James Old Oak Chest
II. 103 What used formerly to be called a club, otherwise a
very thick pigtail, hanging some four inches down his back.
1886 S. Longfellow 7,i/e Longf. I. ii. 19 A. .gentleman .

.

wearing, .the old-style dress, .his hair tied behind in a club,
with black ribbon.

7. Hort. A disease in cabbages or turnips in

which an excrescence forms at the base of the
stem ; club-root ; cf. Clubbing vbl. sh. 2.

1846 Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. I. 14a An insect which
. . insinuates itself into the roots of all the brassica tribe, and
causes a disease, usually called the club.

II. In cards.

8. pi. The cards forming one of the four suits,

distinguished by the conventional representation
of* a trefoil leaf in black ; in sing, a club-card, a
card of this suit.

(A translation of the Spanish name basto, or It. bastone
'see Basto, Baston\ the ' club ' figured on Spanish cards.
The current English figure is taken from the French, where
the name is trifle, trefoil.]

15*3 Foxe A. *, M. 1298 The beste cote carde beside in
the bunche, yea thoughe it were the Kyng of Clubbes. 1593
Munday Def. Contraries 49 The inuenter of the Italian
Cardes . . put the Deniers or monyes, and the Bastons or
clubs in combate togither. 1600 Rowlands Let. Humours
Blood Sat. 111. 58 The Knaue of Clubbes he any time can
burne, And finde him in his boosome, for his turne. 1611
Cotgr.

, Treffle, also, a Club at Cards. 1711-4 Pope Rape
Lock in. 79 Clubs, Diamonds, Hearts, in wild disorder
seen. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 218. 1801 Strutt Sports ft

Past. iv. ii. 285 note
}
The suit of clubs upon the Spanish

cards is not the trefoil, but positively clubs, or cudgels.

III. A combination, association.
[This group of senses is closely connected with the vb.

;

but the evidence does not make certain what was the exact
course of development. In particular, it does not appear
whether a club in senses 13-15 was, in its origin, merely a
knot or association of persons, or a ' clubbing ' of the ex-
penses of an entertainment, or of contributions towards it

:

see the verb senses 4-10, where the earliest example quoted
(in 9) is connected with the joint defrayal of expenses. The
order here followed is therefore merely provisional.]

t 9. Combination or union into one mass; aggre-
gate, mass. Obs.
1664 Power Exp. Pkilos. 11. 94 The difference of the

Mercurial Cylinder may arise, .from the club and combina-
tion of all these causes joined together. 1674 N. Fairfax
Bulk ft Selv. 139 This hord of restlesness is evenly dealt out
amongst the sundry Clubs and Cantreds of bodies.

flO. A combination of contributions to make
up a total sum, e.g. to defray the expense of an
entertainment. Obs.

1659 60 Pepys Diary 24 Feb., A very handsome supper at
Mr. Hill's chambers, I suppose upon a club among them.
1678 Bctlfr Hud. in. i. 596 Whos bound to vouch 'em for
his own, Though got by fmplicit Generation, And General
Club of all the Nation. 1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake I. xvii.
168 He offered to pay the Reckoning, which I would by
no Means suffer; but all my Intreaties could not prevent
his making it a Club, which I at last agreed to.

t b. The share of such joint expense contributed
by, or due from an individual. Obs.
1660 Pepvs Diary 1 July. Met with Purser Washington,

with whom.. I dined at the Bell Tavern in King Street, but
the rogue had no more manners than to invite me, and to
let me pay my club. 1665 Ibid. 20 Feb., We dined merry :

I

hut my club and the rest come to 7/6^., which was too much.
1705 Vanbrugh Con/ed. 1. i, They say he pays his club with
the best of 'em. 1707 Farquhar Beaux Strat. iv. ii, We
must not pretend to our share of the discourse, because we

;

can't pay our club o' th' reckoning. 17*7 Swift Lett. Wks.
1841 II. 609, I remember when it grieved your soul to see
me pay a penny more than my club at an inn. 179a Burke
Let. Sir It. Langrishe Wks. VI. 299, I had..paidiny club
to the society which I was born in some way or other to serve.

+ 11. A meeting or assembly at a tavern, etc., for

social intercourse ; a social meeting the ex-
penses of which are jointly defrayed ; later, a
periodical social meeting of such an association as

I is described in 13 (to which the name club was
soon transferred). Obs. (Johnson's explanation
' An assembly of good fellows, meeting under cer-

tain conditions', belongs here, unless 'assembly'
was meant for 'association'.)
1648 Va\ exant Long Vac. in Lond., Our mules are come:

dissolve the club: The word, till term, is ' Rub I oh rub !

'

1665 Pepys Diary 5 July, A house .. where heretofore,
in Cromwell's time, we young men used to keep our weekly
clubs. 1675 R. L'Estrange Art Good Husb. in Hart.
Misc. (1810) VIII. 63 A mechanick tradesman .. in the
evening, about six o'clock, he goes to his two-penny club,
and there stays for his two-pence till nine or ten . . and
usually, at parting, or breaking up of these clubs, they divide
themselves according to their several inclinations, .some go
to a tavern, etc. 1711 Addison Sped. No. opi Those little

Nocturnal Assemblies, which are commonly known by the
name of Clubs. 17a* De Foe Plague (1884 Rtldg.) 93 This
Tavern, where they held their Club. 1764 A. Murphy
Apprentice. A Farce 8 He went three times a week to a
Spouting club. IV. . . What's a Spouting club? G. A meet-
ing of Prentices and Clerks-. . intoxicated with Plays, and
so they meet in Public-Houses to act Speeches. 1791 <;.

Gambado Acad. Horsem. ii. 11809* 73 Many bets are de-
pending on it at our next Club. 1801 Macneill Poet. IVks.
(1844) 70 lean, at first, took little heed o" Weekly clubs mang
three or four.

1 12. A knot of men associated together ; a set,

a clique
;

early applied to a private association
with a political object ; a secret society. Obs.
168a Drydkn Medal Ded., What right has any man among

you. .to meet, as you daily do, in factious clubs, to vilify
the government in your discourses? 1683 Evelyn Diary
28 June, They [the Rye House plotters} were discovered by
the Lord Howard of Escrick and some false brethren of the
club. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxviii. | 14 Nor is there
one often thousand, who is stiff and insensible enough, to
bear up under the constant Dislike, and Condemnation of
his own Club. 169a — Educ. 8 94 f 4 The Dangers [should
be) pointed out that attend him from the several Degrees,
Tempers, Designs, and Clubs of Men. 1695 Littrell Brief
Ret. 1 1857 1 III. 546 This day one Chapman of the Bridgefoot
club was taken into custody for treasonable practices. Ibid.
III. 550 One Chapman of the Southwark clubb is bailed on
promise to discover the rest of the Jacobite clubb. 1717
Swift Gulliver in. iv. 205 A club of those projectors came
to him with proposals. 1730 Wesley Wks. (1830) I. 3 He
had been rallied the day before on being a member of the
Holy Club.

13. An association or society of persons of like

sympathies, of a common vocation, or otherwise
mutually acceptable, meeting periodically (under
certain regulations) at some house of entertain-

ment, for social intercourse and cooperation.

As to ' clubs
' in this sense, which were a great feature of

English life in the 18th c, see the Spectator 1711 No. 9.
Associations of this sort still exist under the name ; but,
speaking generally, the 17-18U1 c. 'club' has developed

two directions; that mainly connected with entertain-
pent having become a permanent institution as described
in sense 15, while the occasionally or periodically meeting
club has usually primary objects apart from conviviality, as
in 14. (The first quotation may belong to sense 12.)
1670 Collins in Ri^aud Corr. Sc. Men (1841) II. 526 Of

two mathematical clubs here, one is a large one consisting
of divers ingenious mechanics, gaugers, carpenters, c 1690
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Club . . a Society of Men agreeing
to meet according to a Scheme of Orders under a slight
Penalty to promote Trade and Friendship. 1711 Swift
Jrnl. to Stella 21 June, In my absence they had erected a
Club and made me one . . Our meetings are to be every
Thursday: we are vet but twelve. 1714 Journey tkro'
Eng. 11722' I. 289 The Mug-House-Club in Long-Acre

;

where every Wednesday and Saturday, a mixture of Gen-
tlemen, Lawyers, and Tradesmen, meet in a great Room
.

.
Here is nothing drank but Ale, and every Gentleman

hath his separate Mug. 1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1764
Soon after, .was founded that club which existed long with-
out a name, but at Mr. Garrick's funeral became distin-
guished by the title of the Literary Club . . They met at
the Turk's Head, in Gerrard Street, Soho. one evening in
every week, at seven. 1865 O. W. Holmes in Motley's Lett.
II. 10 Oct., What a fine thing it would be to see you back
at the Saturday Club again.

14. An association formed to combine the opera-
tions of persons interested in the promotion or
prosecution of some object; the purpose is often
indicated in the title, as Alpine, Athletic, Chess,
Cricket, Football, Literary, Natural History Field,
Tennis, Yacht Club, etc.

;
Benc/tt, Clothing, Coal,

Goose Club, etc.

Many of these are solely devoted to the object for which
they are organized; others combine therewith some of the
convivial features of sense 13, or even the permanent organiz-
ation of sense 15. Here belong the publishing clubs, as
the Abbotsford, Bannatyne, Roxburgh, Spalding, etc.,

which differ from societies with similar objects chiefly in
their limitation of membership to a fixed number.
1755 {title ', The Game at Cricket, as settled by the Several

Cricket Clubs. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 2 The solemn public
seal of sanction they have received from two clubs of gentle-
men in London, called the Constitutional Society, and the
Revolution Society. 18ts Exam. 11 May29i/i The benefit
club . . forms something of a provision against adversity.
X*S9 [John Ball] Peaks, Passes ft Gl. 1st Sen vii, Early in
the year 1858, it was resolved to give scope for the exten-
sion of this mutual feeling amongst all who have explored
high mountain regions, by the formation of the Alpine
Club. 1887 Miss Braodon Like ft Unlike x, St- Austell

I

had got the commoner into the Jockey Club. 1890 Times
lweekly ed.) 3 Jan. 15/3 Her Majesty contributes £100
annually to the funds of the Royal Clothing Club at
Windsor.

b. Short for Benefit Club, colloq. (Cf. club-

feast\ -money in 20.) To be on the Club : to re-

ceive relief from its funds.

15. An association of persons (admittance into
which is usually guarded by ballot), formed mainly
for social purposes, and having a building (or part
of one) appropriated to the exclusive use of the
members, and always open to them as a place of
resort, or, in some cases, of temporary residence

;

the club may be political, literary, military, etc.,

according to the aims and occupations of its

members, but its main feature is to provide a
place of resort, social intercourse, and entertain-

ment.
This is a natural development of the club of sense 13,

which gradually grew till it monopolized the whole ac-
commodation of the tavern or house at which it met, and
the place became known as a 'club-house *,— the club often
bearing the name of the proprietor of the house. Later, in

order to have the management of the house and their affairs

in their own hands, some clubs started fully-equipped estab-
lishments of their own. The institution has developed into
its most completely-organired form in London, where, es-

pecially in the vicinity cf St. James's (colloquially called
'clubland are to be found the most perfect types of it.

1776 Walpole Jml. Reign G*o. Ill 11859' U- 39 Being
excluded from the fashionable club of youngmen at At-
mack's they formed a plan for a new club . .They built a
magnificent house in St. James's Street and furnished it

gorgeously. 1823 Byron Let. Ld. Blessington 5 Apr., In
my time Watiers was the Dandy Club, a 1837 Penny
Cycl. VII. 275 The modern subscription houses which go
by the name of clubs, such as the Athenxum, the Univer-
sity, the Senior and Junior United Service,—are in no re-

spect clubs, according to the ancient English understanding
of the term except that every member must be balloted for,

or admitted by the consent of the rest. 186a Gronow
Reminisc. 76 The Clubs of London in 1814 — White's,
Boodle's, Brookes', or Wattiers',—which with the Guards',
Arthur's, and Graham's, were the only clubs at the West
End. 1877 Trollope Prime Minister ii, The club went
on its way like other clubs, and men dined and smoked and
played billiards and pretended to read.

b. The building or rooms occupied by such a

society, a club-house.
a 1837 [see above]. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis i, Major

Arthur Pendennis came over from his lodgings . . to break-
fast at a certain Club in Pall Mall. 1883 Lloyd Ebb ft

Ftoiv II. 29a They sent for me at my club.

16. trans/. The name of certain organizations on
the continent, esp. those of a political character in

France, which, at various times, took a prominent
part in political affairs.
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1790 BUSKS Fr.Rev. Wks. V. 217 When he [Henry VIII]
resolved to rob the abbies, as the club of the Jacobins have
robbed all the ecclesiasticks. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 1.

v. {Clubbism), It. .calls itself Club : calls itself in imitation.

.

of those generous Price-Stanhope English, who sent over to

congratulate, French Revolution Club .. under the shorter

popular title of Jacobins' Club, it shall become memorable
to all times and lands. 1858 Buckle Civiliz. (1869) II. vii.

414 The first clubs which ever existed in Paris were formed
about 1782. 1870 Daily News 25 Nov., A club here . . does

not mean what it does in England ; it is simply a debating

society open to all the world, where the Frenchman can in-

dulge his love of oratory and of wordy contest.

17. Applied to ancient associations.

1837 Thirlwall Greece IV. xxviii. 36 These clubs were of

long standing at Athens. 1838 Arnold Hist, ofRoute (1S46)

I. xvi. 334 The young patricians, organised in their clubs,

supported each other in their outrages.

IV. attrib. and Comb.
18. aitrib. Of or pertaining; to a club or clubs.

1637 T. Goodwin Aggrav. of Sin (1643) 53 They would
perswade them to it by a clubb argument, drawn from
avoiding persecution. 1791 Burke Let. Member Nat. As-
sent. Wks. 1842 VI. 51 The scheme of parochial and club

governments takes up the state at the wrong end. 1859

Sala Tw. round Clock (t86i) 226 He writes his letters on
the club paper, pops them into club envelopes, seals them
with the club seal, and despatches them, .by the club mes-
sengers. 1882 Miss Braddon Mnt. Royal I. ii. 39 One of

my club gossips.

19. General combs., as a. (in sense 1) club-hearer,

-fellow, -method, -stick
;
club-armed, -high, -like,

-tailed adjs.
;

club-pigtail, -wig (see 6) ; b. (in

senses 13-17) club-dinner ,
-hour, -monger, -night,

-room, -time, etc.

1655-60 Stanley Hist Philos.djoi) 3/1 The *Club-Arm'd
Traveller. 1552 Huloet, *Clubbe bearer, clauator. 1855
Kingsley Heroes, Theseus 11. 206 Corynetes the club-bearer.

1836-48 B. D. Walsh Aristoph. 114 note, A *club-dinner,

it appears, was an ordinary affair. 1847 Carpenter Zool.

§ 649 The Palpicornes also possess antennae with a *club-

like termination. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner.
Ferns 385 Swollen in a club-like manner. 1817 Cobbett

IVks. XXXII. 72 Loyal *club-mongers communicate their

schemes to the government. 1885 Whitaker's Almauaek
129 The ventures of speculative 'Club-mongers' are dying
out. X764. A. Murphy Apprentice 19 It must be almost

Nine, I'll away at once ; this is *Club-night. 1783 Genii.

Mag. LI1 1, n. 814 No wine was to be drunk out of the

*cIub-room. 1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 47, I took up
the.. Morning Herald from the club-table in the club-room
of the country town of O . 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II.

1, v, The *Club-spirit is universal. 1880 Q. Rev. Jan. 32

Rhetoric which sends mobs yelling to the tar-barrel or the

*club-stick. 1846 Ld. Campbell Chancellors, Thurlozv V.

civ. 489 When I myself first began the study of the law, the

modern *club-system was unknown. 1794 W. Roberts
Looker-on III. 386 Your *club-tailed coach-horses. 1711

Budgell^/^c^No. 77 f 1 A little before our *Club-time last

Night we were walking together.

20. Special combs. (,in a few of which the vb.

stem seems to be the source) : club antenna, an

antenna with a thickened or knobbed extremity ;

club-drub v., to beat ; club-ended a., thickened

or knobbed at the end ; club-farm, a farm on

co-operative principles; club-feast, {a) a feast at

a club
;

(b) an annual gathering in connexion with

a benefit-club; + club-grass, (a) = Club-rush
;

(b) bookname for Corynephorus , a genus of rare

grasses ; club-band, a rare deformity of the hand,

similar in nature to club-foot {Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;

club-head, a club-shaped or club-like head ; so

club-headed a., f club-headpiece ;
club-land,

see 15; +club-lome {loom), a weapon or tool

consisting of a club ;
club-master, + (a) one who

uses physical force
; {6) the manager of a club

;

club-money, {a) money contributed towards a

'club' (cf. io)
;

(b) subscription to a benefit club

or provident society ; f club-musket, the use of a

musket as a club ; club-root, a disease of turnips,

etc., anbury ;
club-start, -tail, dial, names of the

stoat ;
club-tie, a tie that binds a club of hair

(cf. 6) ;
club-tooth, a tooth of a wheel which is

thicker towards the outer end; f club-weed, a

name for Matfelon, or Knap-weed ;
club-wheat,

a variety of wheat ;
club-wood, a name of Castj-

arina. Also Club-fist, -foot, -haul, -man,

-moss, etc.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., *CIub antennae . . of butter-

flies. 1885 Pall Mall G. 3 Mar. 4/1 Brown creatures, each

with six legs and a pair of club antennae. 1875 Browning
Aristoph. Apol. 183 In dealingwith King Multitude, *Club-

drub the callous numsculls ! 1885 Dk. Argyle in Contemp.

Rev. Oct. 477 *Club-farms . .are as yet, purely experimental.

1787 Withering Brit. Plants (1706) II. 73 Club-rush,

Aglet-headed Rush, Common *Club-grass. 1870 Holmes
Surgery (ed. 2) III. 667 This explanation does not apply to

the *Club-hands. 1713 Derham Phys. Theol. VTO. vi. (R.),

In its aurelia state it hath quite a different body, with a
*club-head. Ibid. (J.), Small *club-headed antennae. 1698
Vanbrugh sEsoP 11. ii, Clap me at the head of the state, and
Numphs at the head of the army ; he with his club-musket
and I with my *club-headpiece, we'd soon put an end to your
business. 1885 Whitaker's Almanack 129 The vapid con-
versation now to be heard in '"Club-land generally. 1886
Pall Mall G. 4 Oct. 6/1 Clubland proper is still and will

remain pretty much what it was in the days of Major Pen-
dennis. a 1400 Sir Perc. 2053 The gyant with his *clobe-
lome Wolde hafe strekyne Percevelle sone. 1661 Gauden
to K. Chas. II, 4 The many and long tragedies suffered from

those *club masters and tub-ministers. 1836-48 Ii. D. Walsh
A ristoph. 114 note. The person who managed the arrange-

ments of the feast collected the *club-money. 1888 iqth

Cent. Mar. 460 What about club money? I know you be-

long to a provident society. 1677 Ld. Orrery Art of War
30 To fall in at *Club Musket. 1690 J. Mackenzie Siege

\

London-Derry 34/1 Our men pursued them so close, that
j

they came to Club-Musquet with it. 1698 [see Club-

headpiece]. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. II. 11

Unfounded popular prejudices about *club-root, anbury,

blight, honey-dew, etc. 1848 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II.

No. vi. 326 The disease called fingers-and-toes, anbury, or
!

club-root. 1877 IIolderness Gloss., *Club-start, a species of

pole-cat. 1877 N.-W. Lincolnsh. Gloss., *Club-tail, a stoat.

1875 M 1Cosh Scott. Philos. vii. 62 Cocked hats perched on
powdered hair or wig with dangling *clubtie or pigtail. 1884

F. Britten Watch % Clockm. 62 [The] *Club Tooth . . [is]
j

the form of tooth mostly used for lever escape wheels of ,

foreign watches, a 1500 Gloss, in Archseol. xxx. 405 Clubbe-
:

weed, Matfelon. 1888 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Apr. 57 The
|

prices of No. 2 *CIub wheat at Calcutta. 1777 G. Forster
\

Voy. round World II. 18 Their weapons were all made of
!

the *club-wood, or casuarina.

Club (klz?b), v. [f. Club sb. (in branch I). I

The order of the senses from 3 onward is not satis-
|

factorily traced : after the formation of the sb. ;

in branch III, the vb. and sb. appear to have re-

acted upon each other so as to produce a network
\

of uses, the mutual relations of which cannot be

shown in any lineal order.]

1. trans. To beat with a club or as with a club
;

to knock down or kill with a club.

JS93 tsee Clubbing vbl. sb.]. 1641 Burroughs Moses his

Choice 748 In the Originall it is, I beate my body black and
blew, I club it downe. a 1661 Holyday Juvenal Sat. ix.

;

170 He'l ..clubb my brains out. 1699 Sir T. Morgan's
j

Progr. France <V Flanders in Somers Tracts (1751) III. 158

The strongest Soldiers and Officers clubbing them down.

1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier 11840) 205 They fell to batter-

ing us with the stocks of their musquets, we despised this

way of clubbing us. 1753 W. Douglass Brit. Settlem. N.
Amer. 280 People forceably turned them out of Possession

;

of their Lands : this they call clubing them out. 1886

Stevenson Dr. Jekyll (ed. 2) iv. 37 Mr. Hyde broke out of

all bounds and clubbed him to the earth. 1887 Spectator

4 June 760/1 The rioters clubbed the horses on the face.

2. To club a musket : to use the butt-end of it as

a club. (Cf. Club-musket in Club sb. 20.)

1808 J. Barlow Columb. VII. 358 Rese'i/e the musket bare,

Club the broad breach, and headlong whirl to war. 1843

Lever J. Hinton vi. (1878) 36 Muskets were clubbed or

bayonets fixed. 1876 Green Short Hist. viii. 540 The
Royalist foot, after a single discharge, clubbed their muskets
and fell on the centre under Fairfax.

3. To gather or form into a club-like mass
;

spec, to dress the hair into a club (cf. Club sb. 6).

1625 [see Clubbed 4]. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) V. 1798

The females . . tie a lock of it on the crown, while a few, after

our custom, club it behind. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea
20 They . . wore their hair clubbed, atop, Chinese fashion.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. X. xxi. iv. 28 He wears his hair

. .clubbed, and dressed with a high toupee.

4. To collect, gather together, or combine into

one mass or body, to mass.
1641 Milton Ch. Go7/t. 11. Introd., Fain to club quotations

with Men whose learning and belief lies in marginal stuff-

ings. 1828 E. Irving Last Days 137 The unholy church,

which clubbeth certain into a religious world, and treateth
j

the rest as if they were under the sentence of excommuni-
cation. 1883 Manch. Exam. 24 Oct. 5/1 Clubbing together

the contingents of these six counties. 1884 Payn Thicker

than Water xvi. 125 London which is equal to half a dozen

great towns clubbed together.

5. intr. To form themselves into a club or mass.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, xli, The high renowne
Of Citty's valours Clubb'd into his Den. 1674 N. Fairfax
Bulk $ Selv. 87 Two such worlds must club together and
become one. 1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 97 They could

j

sensibly perceive them [i. e. the oblong particles] to gather I

together, and club to make greater bodies. 1862 Johns 1

Brit. Birds 350 At this season the old Black Cocks club

together.

b. Of shot fired from a gun : To keep together

in a mass or cluster instead of scattering. (Said

also of the gun.)

1830 Mech. Mag. XIII. 420 Clubbing or balling is sup-

posed by many to occur only with cartridges . . all guns are

liable to club or cluster (which . . is similar to firing several

bullets or slugs).

6. trans. To conjoin, combine, or put together

into a common stock, or to a common end.

1656 S. Holland Z^tti (1719)96 They saw the fish-finders

corroborated in one lump, clubbing all their nets and strength

to boot. 1656 Beale C/iess 1 Some of the most learned and
experienced besiegers, meeting and clubbing their inventions

together. 1697 Collier Ess, Mor. Subj. 11. (1709) 81 How
they should club their particular Informations into a com-

mon Idea, is inconceivable. 1700 W. King Transactioneer

34 We club Notions, laying them up in a kind of Joynt-

Stock. 1840 Carlyle Heroes iv. (1858) 292 They clubbed

their small means together.

7. intr. To combine together (or with others) in

joint action ; to combine as partners or as members

of a Club (sense 12).

1631 Charleton Ephes. § Cimm. Matrons (1668) 60 Con-
vinced of her impotency to club with him in the Act of pro-

creation. 1652 Brome Joviall Creiu Ded., Fortune and

Nature scarce ever club'd so well. 1672 Marvell Reh.

Transp. 1. 44 Those two that clubb'd with Mahomet in

making the Alchoran. 1704 W. King Mully ofMountcnun,

Oh ! may thy codlins ever swim in Cream ! . .Thy White-

wine, Sugar, Milk, together club, To make that gentle viand

Syllabub. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. 11. vi. 62 tSubtle

Rebekkahi that club'd with her beloved Son Jacob, to

Cheat .. his own Father and Brother. 1767 Franklin
Lett. (1833) 104 Perhaps as in some other cases, different

causes may club in producing the effect. 1829 Blaclciv.

Mag. XXVI. 914 They were endeavouring, by clubbing

and caballing, to make themselves perpetual petty despots.

8. To combine in making up a sum (as the

cost or expense of an entertainment, etc.) by a num-
ber of individual contributions ; to go shares in

the cost of anything. Const, with others, for an

object.

1655 R. Younge Agst. Drunkards 18 Who constantly clubs

it, first for his mornings draught, secondly at Exchange
time, thirdly at night when shops are shut in. 1662 Pepys
Diary 24 Nov., How he did endeavour to find out a nine-

pence to club with me for the coach. 1677 Yarranton
Engl. Improv. 99 As I have club'd with you for Supper, so

I pray let me club a little with you in Discourse. 1709
Tatler No. 137 ? 3 We resolved to club for a Coach, a 1734
North Lives II. 175 These Six-clerks clubbed and made a

present to his lordship of f 1000. 1883 A. Dobson Old
World Idylls 20 Timorous cits on their pilgrimage Would
' club ' for a ' Guard ' to ride the stage,

b. To club together.

1840 R. Dana Bef. Mast xxvi. 87 Several of us clubbed

together and bought a large piece of twilled cotton, i860

Adler FaurieVs Fro7>. Poetry v. 75 Other cities . . clubbed

together to support a professor in common. 1889 Boy's Own
Paper 10 Aug. 714/1 We.. clubbed together to purchase an

American clock.

9. trans. To contribute (as one's share) towards

a common stock. Also absol.

1632 Sherwood, To clubbe, mettre on despendre a Vcgual
d'un autre. 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy I .

Pref.
,
Though yong

men be not able to. .clubb wit equally with these men. 1691

Ray Creation 11. (1704) 341 Indeed every part of the Body
seems to club and contribute to the seed. 1708 Motteux
Rabelais iv. xx. (1737)87 Let every Man club his Penny
towards it. 1743 Blair Grave, And yet ne'er younker

on the green laughs louder, Or clubs a smuttier tale. 1748

Smollett Rod. Rand, xxiii, This scheme towards the execu-

tion of which my companion clubbed her wardrobe. 1831

A. Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Admin. (1837) II. 173 At the

public-house he would club his mite with others for a tune.

10. To make up, put together (a sum) by joint

contributions.

a 1764 Lloyd Poems, Authors Apol., How Virgil, Horace,

Ovid join, And club together half a line. 1847 L. Hunt
Men, Women, <y B. I. ix. 143 They, .clubbed up a comfort-

able maintenance for the prebendary's widow. 1863 Fawcett
Pol. Ecou. 11. x. (1876.1 257 Twenty-eight of these weavers.

.

agreed to club together a small sum in order to purchase

some tea and sugar from the wholesale shop.

b. To defray by a proportional charge upon

each individual liable ; as ' to club the expense '.

11. Mil. {trans.) To throw (a body of soldiers)

into a confused and disorganized mass. Also as

a fig. expression to club the battalion : see quots.

1806 Windham Speeches Pari. 3 Apr. (1812; II. 334 There
is an expression known in the army, applicable to what
happens sometimes under an unlucky field-officer, and is

called 'clubbing the battalion '. Ibid. 335 The Honourable

Gentlemen, .have completely ' clubbed the battalion'. 1847

Thackeray Burlesques, Phil. Fogarty 11, In one instant

thirty thousand men were in inextricable confusion.

'Clubbed, by Jabers!' roared out Lanty Clancy. 1868

Kinglake Crimea (1877) III. i. 1 16 The force, though clubbed

and broken into clusters of men.

12. ATaut. To drift down a current with an

anchor out.

1850 in Weale Diet. Terms ; and mod. Diets.

Clubbable, clubable (kkrbab'l), a. [f.

Club sb. + -able.] Having such qualities as fit

a man to be a member of a club ; sociable.

1783 Johnson in Bostuell 4 Dec. note, Boswell (said he) is a

very clubable man. [Johnson is said to have used unclubablc

sometime earlier: cf. notes to edd. of Boswell an. 1764.]

1863 Galton in Reader 26 Dec. 767 Two species of animals

do not consider one another companionable, or clubable,

unless their behaviour and their persons are reciprocally

agreeable. 1883 M. Pattison Mem. (1885) 75 The public

opinion of the University. . had come to regard a college as

a club, into which you should get only clubbable men.

Hence Clubbability. {colloq.)

1879 Daily Tel. 17 Oct., At that stage of clubbability the

Parisian has not. .yet arrived. 1886 World 24 Feb. 13 The
jollier view of clubbability, its rights and its privileges.

Clu b-ball. A term applied by Strutt and

subsequent writers to games in which a ball is

struck by a club or bat, esp. to the earlier types of

these. (No such name appears in actual use.)

1801 Strutt Sports Past. 11. iii. § 18 (title) Club-ball.

Ibid. The following engravings represent two specimens of

club-ball. 1850 ' Bat ' Cricketer's Manual 25 Club-ball was,

doubtlessly, practised by the Saxons.

ClubbatieT. nonce-wd. [f. Club after mus-

keteer, etc.] A man armed with a cudgel.

1714 T. Lucas Mem. Gamesters 32 He meets a company

of clubbatiers, who lay in ambush to wait hts being on

foot- ^ -1

Clubbed (ktobd),ppl a. [f. Club + -ed.]

I. From the sb.

1. Shaped like a club, thickened at or toward the

end, knobbed ; clavate, claviform.

c 1386 Chaucer Monk's Prol. 10 She bryngeth me forth the

grete clobbed [v. r. clubbed, clobbet] staues. C 1440 Promp.

Parv. 84 Clubbyd staffe, fustis. 1526 Skelton Magnyf.

1512 Hercules .. with hys stubborne clubbyd mase. 1783

Phil. Trans. LXXI1I. 219 Their antennae are clubbed.

1850 1 Bat' Cricketer's Manual 24 Two sets of players are

arranged with bent or clubbed sticks.
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b. as a defect or distortion of the foot or lintjcrs ;

also
y
o6s.) of a person : Club-footed, etc.

a 1509 in Gardner Lett. Rich. Ill f, Hen. VII, A clobbed
fote. a 1605 Montgomery Misc. P. xiii. 30 Love males
a couard kene; Love mak* the clubbtt clene. 1806-7 J-
Beresford Miseries Hum. Life xvi. (1826) 00 Your fingers

*o clubbed at the ends. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex. , C lubbedfingers,
a term applied to the thin fingers with thickened ends,
which are often seen in phthisical persons.

2. Lumpy, massively built, thick-set.

169^ Land. Gas. No. 3143/4 Stolen . . one black clubbed
Gelding. 170s Ibid. No. 385(^4 Stolen or strayed, .a clubbed
bob-tail'd black Mare.. a little low Back'd.

f3. Clumsy, rude. Cf. Club s6. 1 e. Clubbish.
c 1440 Promp. Part'. 84 Clubbyd, or boystows, rudis.

1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 88 That wone clubbed Cobbe
should not so encroche an hundred mennys lyuynges.

II. From the verb.

4 Formed into a club or knot ; clenched.
1615 Purchas Pilgrims 11. iii. 5 6 The Pongoes . . so beate

them with their clubbed fists. 1885 Leisure Hour Jan. 34/1
The cultivation of 'clubbed pigtails'.

5. Turned into or used as a club.
17*4 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 179 Coming close up

to the teeth of one another with the clubbed musket. 1888
Henty Cornet 0/Horse x. 102 bayonets and clubbed mus-
kets were the weapons on both sides.

6. Combined in a mass ; thrown into a confused
and disorganized mass, as a clubbed battalion.
18.3 Lamb Elia 1. ix. (i86ot 70 The waves of the blown

Baltic with their clubbed sounds. 1876 IVorldX'. No. 105. 11
Does not marshal his incidents very adroitly, they assume
.sometimes something of a ' clubbed ' formation.

Clubber ikhrbaj). [f. Club v. or sb. + -er.]

1. One who clubs or combines for any object

;

one who belongs to a club ; a member of a club.
1633 Massiscer Xnu Way 1. i, Whores and canters, Club-

bers by night. 11700 Sc. Pasfuils 1 1 868' 102 Rejoice old
clubbers, Rosse and Skelmorhe, Dalrymple s faction now
hath lost an eye. 1719 D'Ureey Pitts III. 304 The Punch
Clubbers strait will be sitting. li^Centl.Mag. CIV. 1. 107
Indeed. .' He was an excellent clubber'.

2. One who wields a club, a clubman.
1887 Voice (N. York) 18 Aug., [His] reputation as a clubber

and as an efficient riot-queller is much more than local.

Clubbery. noHce-wd. [see -Kkt and cf. rookery,
etc.] Clubs and club affairs collectively.

1835 IftW Monthly Mag. XLIII. n The following cir-

Cunutancc
. - cannot be passed over in the history of clubbery.

Clubbing (khrbirj), vbl. sb. [f. Club v. +
•ixc '.] The action of the verb Club.
1. Beating with clubs. Also attrib.

S93 Tell-Troth's N. Y. Gi/t 11876) 20 Knauish Iclo>y
should be requited with clubbing iniury. 1753 [sec Club v. 1

J

2. /fort. A disease in cabbages, etc.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 93/2 Cabbages are subject to a
peculiar disease . . the bottom of the stem enlarges, and the
plant becomes sickly. This disease is callea clubbing.
i88j A. Carey Prime. Agric. xix. 165 Clubbing is . caused
by the larva of an insect.

3. Combining in clubs or parties ; social or
political association. Also attrib.

, 164s Howell Lett. (1650) II. lv. 72 The Turk.. hath
also a drink called Cauphe. .it may be called their clubbing
drink between ineal>. 1658 Ussher Ann. 279 He., insti-

tuted certain set feasts and clubbings. 1660 Pepys Diary
26 July, We went to Wood's at the Pell Mell, our old
house for clubbing. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 382
All this civick swearing, clubbing, and feasting. 1880 Echo
2.1 Dec. 1 6 Morning assemblies of the academical youth for
drinking and clubbing have now become the fashion.

4. Ol shot : The forming of clusters or balls : see

Club v. 5 b.

5. The joining of two or more periodicals in one
subscription ; hence clubbing list, price. U. S.
1880 Boston Jrnt. Chem., Clubbing List t, Circular,

The clubbing price of any American or foreign periodical
not on the list will be furnished on application.

Clubbish (klo bij), a. [f. Club sb. + -isii.]

1. Resembling, or suggesting, a club
;
clumsy.

1515 Barclay Egloges in. (1570) B vj 4 His clubbishe feete.
'565-84 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Cala, A big clubbishe
staffe. 1815-79 Jamieson, Clubbish, clumsy, heavy.
2. Clownish, boorish, rough, rude. 06s. exc. dial.
1530 Palsor. 307 2 Clobysshe boystous onweldy, lourt.

1563 B. Googe Egtogs (Arb.) 69 Clubbish hands of crabbed
Clowns. 1580 North Plutarch '1676) 143 A mean ni.t'i,

and of a clubbish nature. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol.
Gen., Clubbish, incomis, rudis. 1880 W. Cormv. Gloss.,
Clubbish, rough, and brutal.

3. Disposed or addicted to clubs.
1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 328 They were quiet stay-at-home

men. .none of them clubbish. 1868 Miss Bkaddon Lady's
Mile xxvi. 393 Wilmot—that young clubbish man.
Hence tClnbbishly adv.,, rudely, clownishly.
1548 Hall Chron. (1809* 699 One Ihon Skudder answered

Jiym clubbishly.

Clubbism (kl»biz'm . [f. as prec. + -ism.]

The club system. (First used in reference to the
political clubs of the French Revolution.)
1837 Caklvle Fr. Rev. (1857) it. 111. ii, To passionate

Constitutionalism . . Clubbism will naturally grow to seem
the root of all evil. Nevertheless Clubbism is not death,
but rather new organisation and life out of death. 1859
Sala TV round Clock 11861) 227 An incipient agitation for
lady clubbism.

Clubbist (klzrbist). [see -ist : cf. Fr. ctubiste.]

1. A member or supporter of the political clubs
ot the French Revolution, or of their principles

;

trams/, to English politics as a term of abuse.

1793 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. '18451 I 321 Commander
in Chief .. and Captain Pasquier, both men of sound
principles. Officers and men Clubbists. 1795 Burke Regie.
Peace iv. Wks. IX. 64 The difference between the Club-
bists and the old adherents to the Monarchy of this

Country is hardly worth a scuffle. 18*8 Blackw. Mae.
XXIII. 504 The factious journalists, abetted by Whig club-
bists. 1870 Daily Xcivs j Oct., The Debats of to-day thus
protests against the clubbists.

2. A member of a club.
1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxxix, Among the youthful

Clubbists is the Lady-killing Snob. 1884 Times 16 Sept.

12/1 He invites all Alpine clubbists who pass that way.

Clubbock. Sc. A sea-fish; the spotted Blenny.
179a Statist. Acc. Scotl. V. 537 (Jam.) Spotted blenny, or

cluhbock, Gadus Gunnellus. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl.

II. 380 To be found in the harbour, clubbocks or codlocks.

Clirbby, a. nonce-wd. [f. Club sb. +-Y '.] Per-

vaded by the characteristics of the club.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clocked In the present generation,
has been created a type peculiar thereunto—the club-man.
He is all of the club, clubby.

Clubdom, [see -dom.] The domain or 'world'

of (London) clubs; clubs collectively.

1884 Daily News 23 Oct. 2/3 The event is one of unusual
interest, nut only to. .the four thousand odd members, but
to clubdom everywhere.

t Club-fist. Obs. A large clenched fist that can
deal a heavy blow ; hence, a rough, brutal fellow.

1575 Mirr. Mag. 1st Pt. Sabriue, The rascall rude, the
rooge, the clubfist #ript My little arme. 1589 R. Harvey
PI. Perc. (15901 A nj, They haue plaguy Clubfists, the one
with his Counter-Cuffe, the other with his Country CufTe,
would quickly make a blew Martin.

So Club-fiated a., having a club-fist or a club-

hand ; close-fisted.

1616 Pasquil <y Kath. 1. 199 Heeres master Mamon now.
A Club-fisted Vsurer. c 1645 Howell Lett. {1650) I. 219
As Logic is clubfisted and crabbed, so she Is terrible at first

sight. 1656 Dugard Gate Lat. Unl. § 292 Hee that is

club-fisted hath his hand contracted.

Club-foot.
1. A deformed or distorted foot. A name for

various distortions,generally congenital, which give
the foot a more or less stunted, lumpy appearance.
1538 Leland Itin. IV. 124 Hales with the clubbe Foot

hath gotten an Interest in this Colledge. 1611 Cotcr.,
Pied-bat, a club-foot, or stub-foot. 1800 Met. Jml. IV.

i
491 Those distortions of the feet, which are commonly

,
called Club-feet. 1839 Todd Cycl. Anal. s. v. Foot, There

j

are three principal forms of distortion to which the foot is

I
congenitally subject : 1. When the foot is turned inwards,

j

which has been termed varus. 2. When it is turned out-
wards, called valgus. 3. When the foot is permanently
extended, anc the patient can only put the toes to the
ground, termed pes equinus. Almost all the varieties of
club-foot may be referred to one of these species. 1883
Jeaffreson Real Ld. Byron iii, The lameness of such an
ordinary club-foot as disfigured Sir Walter Scott.

2. A foot of a lumpy, club-like appearance.
1683 Lond. Gas. No. 1805/4 Also Stolen a brown Gelding,

having one Club-Foot behind. 171a W. Rogers Voy. 262
These Creatures [land turtles) have Club Feet as big as
one's Fist, shaped much like those of an Elephant. 1851
Ruskin Stones Ven. '1874' I. vii. 75 It is a club-foot, and
looks too blunt for the limb.

3. attrib. next.
1583T. Watson PoemsiArb.) 103 He gybes the Clubfoote

Smith, Who threatens him. a 1661 Holyday Juvenal Sat.

x. 191 Nero did not take A noble club-foot-stripling. 1691
Wood Atk. Ox. I. 139 Commonly called Club-foot Hales.

Club-footed (kl» b,fu ted), a. Having a club-

foot. Alsofig. Hence Clubfootedness.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Patituerto clubfooted, Loripes.

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (1861) 218 Vulcan halted as a
club-footed blacksmith. 184s Mi all in Nonconf. II. 425 A
hireling press . . dresses up with wit naked and club-footed
sophisms.

t Club-halfpenny. Obs. rare- 1
. Known

only in the following passage : perhaps a fig. use

of the name of some game, or trial of strength or

skill.

< 1550 Latimer To a certaynt Gentleman in Foxe A. 4- M.
(1583) 1754 Pcrchaunce you will conuent mee before some
ludge, and call mee into some court. Deus bene vertat.

Fiat iustitia in iudicio. And then and there, doe best haue
best, for club halfe peny.

[ The only senses of Cm it sb. known to go back to 1550 are
I. 2, and 8, with all of which the notion of play is compat-
ible. The senses of combination, association, contribution,
etc. are all later, as is the verb itself, so that no notion of
clubbing halfpennies appears tenable.]

Club-haul (klrbjhjl), z>. Naut. To tack a ship

by letting the lee-anchor down as soon as the wind
is out of the sails, by which her head is brought
to wind ; when she then pays off, the cable is cut,

and the sails trimmed to the other tack : this

is only resorted to in very perilous positions, when
no other manoeuvre is possible. Hence Club-
hauling vbl. sb.

1794 Rigging *f Seamanship II. 325 Clubhauling is prac-
tised when it is expected that a ship will refuse stays upon
a lee shore. 1833 Mahrvat P. Simple xv, I am going to
club-haul the ship, for there is no room to wear. 1868
Daily Tel. 17 Dec, 'Club-hauling* upon a lee-shore is as
much a last resort in navigation, as the most desperate
operation in surgery.

Clu'bhood. nonce-wd. [see -hood.] Condition
of living at a club.
188a H. Merivale Faucit 0/ B. II. 1. xix. 41 To enable

him to live, .the blameless life of self-sufficing clubhood.

ClU'b-house. The house occupied by a club.
a 1845 Hood Clubs iii, On what they say, and what they

do, They close the Club-House gates. 1880 Beaconsfield
Endym. i, A gentleman . . emerged from a club-house at
the top of St. James' Street.

t Clubh.utch.en. Obs. rare~ x
. [see Club sb.

:

the rest may be a proper name I/utckeon.'] A
peasant, a clown.
1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xiv. viii. 310 Great men

delight much in such plaine clubhutchens.

Clu*bical, a. notice-wd. Given to clubs.
1800 G. Chalmers Life Ratnsay Wks. (18771 I. Introd. 13

To court the society of clubs in a clubical period.

Club-law.
1. The use of the club to enforce obedience

;

physical force as contrasted with argument ; law
or rule of the physically stronger.
[1597-S 'n Macray Parnassus Pref. 6 He had already been

satirized in Club-Law, a playacted at Clare Hall in 1597-8.]
16 12 T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 7 11619) M$ The castle is

not wonne by fists or club-law. 1675 J. Smith Chr. Belig.
Appeal 11. 15 The Herculean Argument of Club-Law \ We
may because ive can). 1741 Warburton Dh>. Legal. II.

247 The first bringing in of Club-Law into Religion. 18*9
C. Welch Wcsl. Polity 9 Argmnenta ad baculum, vulgarly
termed club-law. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. II. xxiv. 114
Club-law, he argued with the minister, may make hypo-
crites, it can never make converts.

2. The body of rules by which a club is regulated.

3. Cards. A rule sometimes adopted in the game
of Loo : see quot.

1863 G. F. Pardon Hoyle's Games Mod. 157 Sometime*
the rule of club-law is introduced (at three card loo], when
all must play when a club happens to be turned up [for

trumps]. 1875 Cavendish Round Games 4.

Club lawyer, one who applies physical force.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11. (1602) 191 These club-
lawyers filled the whole land with blood and burning.

Clubless, a. [-LE.ss.] Without a club ; having,
or belonging to, no club.
187a M. Collins Tiuo Plungesfor Pearl III. vi. 137 It is

a clubless, paradeless. .city. 1878 Daily Nnvs 11 Sept. 4/7
In 1850 the houseless and clubless person who wanted a
dinner in London.

Club-man (klr bmsen). [f. Cu'B sb. + Man.]
1. A man armed with a club, for fighting or en-

forcement of order.

1597 Pilgr. Pamass. I. 138 One Carterus a lustie club-
man .. that defended him. 1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1152/2
Stockholme Octob. 30. .the King . . found it (his Army] to

consist in 22000 Men, besides 8000 Boors or Club men. 1868
Milman St* Pants vii. 167 Two nobles were given by the
Archdeacon of London to the club-men (city-police 1

, to keep
off the pressure of the mob. 1871 Mateer Travaucore 254
Six years ago I employed clubmen to guard my paddy.

2. Eng. Hist. Bodies of untrained an'd half-armed

countrymen, with bludgeons, and the like, during
the Civil War of the 17th c
These appeared first in Yorkshire (c 1642-3I on the side of

the Parliament : somewhat later (. 1645) in the south and
west, ostensibly as neutrals, seeking only to protect their

property from plunder. See Clarendon, bk. ix.

1643 Sfcrcurius Aulicus 4 Apr., He found they (Fairfax's

troops, from Seacroft Moor 30th Mar.] were gone back with
nine colours and two troopes of horse, besides their club-

men I whereof we have such notable romances in the London
newes-books'. 1645 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 52 Two cap-
tains of the Club-men (as they were called^ being a great
number of the inhabitants of several parts of Wiltshire, and
some counties adjacent, who gathered themselves together,

alledging they did but stand on their own defence, to
prevent Plundering ; and that they would in that posture
remain Neuters until the King and his Parliament should
agree. 1645 Prince Chas. in Clarendon Hist. Reb. ix. (1643)

557/1 Seasonably to discountenance, and punish those as-

semblies of club-men ; which would otherwise, in time,

prove as dangerous to him, as any other strength of the

rebels. 1647 May Hist. Pari. m. iv.63, 1000 Musqueteer*,
with 2000 Club-men, under the command of Sir William
Fairfax [in 1643).

3. A member of a club.

1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum. (1866) 105 Addison was one
of the most resolute club-men of his day. 1859 Lang
Wand. India 21, I find a party of five at the hotel ; all

club men, and intimate friends of mine.

Club-moss ,kl» b|mps). [A transl. of 16th

c. Lat. Muscus c/avatus.] A name properly ap-

plied to LycopOiiium clavatum from the club-like

shape of its upright fertile spikes of sporc-cascs
;

thence extended to the other species of the genus,

and sometimes to all the Lycopodiacex, plants ot

creeping or erect habit intermediate in many re-

sj>ects between ferns and mosses.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1374 Muscus clauatus, siue Lyco-
podtum, Club Mosse, or Woolfeclaw Mosse. .in lowe Dutch
H 'olfs clauwen. whereupon we first named it Lycopodion
and Pes Lupi, in English Woolfes foote or Woolfes clawe,

and likewise Club Mosse. 1636 T. Johnson Gerarde's
Herbal 1563 This [/-. a/pinum) is no other than a kinde of

Muscus clavatus or Club-Mosse. .but Bauhine. .nameth it

Muscus clavatusfoliis Cypressi, and Turner nut vnfitly in

English, Heath Cypresse. 1756 C. Lucas En. Waters II.

136 All around, the lycopodium, or club-moss, is found in

great plenty. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus 1 1878) 15 The stag's-

horn clubmoss ceases to straggle across the turf, and the
tufted alpine clubmoss takes its place. 1873 Dawson Earth
<y Man iv. 76 Lycopods or club-mosses.

ClubO'cracy. nonce-wd. [after aristocracy]

The class who are members of clubs ^sense 15).
188a Daily A&M 7 Oct. 5/7 The clubocracy congregate

around St. James's- Square.
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t Clu*b-ri:ser. Eng. Hist. -Clubman 2.

1645 in Carlyle Cromwell Let. xxx. 4 Aug., Great danger

from the Club-risers, who would not suffer either contribu-

tion or victuals to be carried to the Parliament's garrisons.

Clu'b-rush. A general name for the plants of

the genus Scirpus (N. O. Cyperacea.'). b. Some-
times applied to the Reed-mace Typha.
1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 145 Bearing at the top a little club,

as in the other club-rushes. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants

(1796) II. 77 Pointed or 3-square Club-rush. 1794 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot. x'\\\. 153 Club-rush or Bulrush. 1861 S.

Thomson Wild Fl. 218 There are the club or bullrushes.

Club-Shaped y\-oh
x
\e^\.),a. Having theshape

of a club
;
thickening towards one extremity which

is blunt and rounded ; in Zool. and Bot. = Cla-

vate.
1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) IV. 200 Stem light

grey, reticulated, club-shaped. 1813 Bingley Anim. Biog.

III. 122 The antennae are club-shaped. 1874 Wood Nat.
Hist. 485 In the true Tortoises the feet are club-shaped.

1882 Vines Sachs Bot. 325 The club-shaped asci of Lichens.

Clubster (klybsUi). [f. Club sb. + -ster ; cf.

tapster, etc.] 1. One who uses a club for striking.

1727 Philip Quarll 34 With their Clubsters in the Front.

2. A frequenter of clubs ; = Clubman 3.

^1734 North Lives I. 155 He was no clubster, listed

among good fellows. Ibid. Exam. (1740) 572 The House
was double balconied in the Front .. for the Clubsters to

issue forth in fresco with hats and Peruques.

3. A local name of the stoat. Cf. dub-start, -tail.

1788 Marshall E. Yorksh. Gloss., Clubster, a stoat. 1876

Robinson Whitby Gloss., Clubster, a weazel of the larger

kind with a thicker head.

Clucche, cluche, obs. ff. of Clutch v.

Cluck (kltfk), sb. [Goes with Cluck v., the

imitative sound being used as both vb. and sb.]

1. interj. An imitation of the abrupt hollow

guttural sound made by a hen desiring to sit, or

calling her brood together, or of a similar sound.
i8zq Southey PUgr. Compostella 11, Cluck ! cluck ! cried

the Hen right merrily then. 1840 P. Parley's Ann. 115

The clock . . went cluck. ' There,' said his father, ' it gives

the warning ; it is on the stroke of two.'

2. As a name for this sound.

1703 Dami-ier Voy. III. ii. 75 They make a Noise or Cluck
like our Brood-Hens when they have Chickens. 1863 Johns

j

Home Walks 35 A Blackbird . . uttered a few low clucks,

and. -flew off. 1875 Whitney Life Lang i. 3 The domestic I

fowl has. .a cluck of maternal anticipation or care.

fig. 1817 Coleridge Pari. Oscillators iv, Now cluttering

to the treasury cluck, like chicken.

3. Any similar sound
;
e.g. that made by a clock

in ' warning'.
1840 P. Parley's Ann. 54 [The clock] gives a cluck, as

much as to say, There's music for you. 1874 T. Hardy
Madding Crowd II. xvii. 209 The cluck of their oars was
the only sound of any distinctness.

b. The click in South African languages.

4. attrib. or as adj.

1772 Mrs. Harris in Lett. 1st L. Malmesbury I. 256 A
blind fiddler, who spoke in a thorough cluck voice.

Cluck .kltfk), v. [A parallel form to Clock v.2

which is found in OE. (cloccian), while check is of

much later appearance, and has not all the senses.

The zi forms prevail in other Teutonic langs.,

MHG. klucken, glucken, Ger. glucken, Da. klukke,

Sw. klucka, dial, klocka. Of imitative origin : see

Clock v. 2]

1. intr. Of fowls : To make the sound described

under Cluck sb.

i6n Cotgk., Glosser, to clucke, or clocke, as a Henne.
1687 [see Clucking]. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Poultry,
All Hens, .after they have done laying, will cluck, and for

some time keep to their Nests, which is a Sign they would
sit. 1791 BoswELL Johnson an. 1764 Making his tongue
play backwards from the roof of his mouth, as if clucking
like a hen. 1829 Southey Pilgr. Compostella in, The Hen
she cluck'd in sympathy, And the Cock he crow'd aloud.

t 2. trans. To call (chickens) by this sound. Obs.

1481 Caxton Reynard v. (Arb.) 10, I [Chaunteclere] .

.

wente to my chyldren and clucked hem to gydre. a 1659
Cleveland Upon a Miser 46 The Fowl whom he had cluck'd

L1651 clockt] under his wing.

t b. fig. To call as a hen does her chickens.

1613 Nashe Christ's T. 50 With sweet songs I haueallur'd,
cluckt [ed. 1593 clockt], and wooed her to come vnder
my wings. 1658 Manton Exp. JudeWks. 1871 V. 58 The
turtle that chirpeth upon the church's hedges, that he may
cluck sinners to himself. 1687 R. L'Estrange Answ. Diss.

47 'Tis the Main Drift of his Discourse, to Cluck the Dis-
senters over to him, and Gather them under his Wing.
3. intr. To make a similar sound ; to make the

click or cluck of the Hottentots.

Hence Cluck- vb. stem in combination, as

t eluek-hen, see quot. and cf. clock-hen.

1598 Florio, Chioccia, a clocking or sitting hen, a brood
hen or a clucke hen.

Clucking ;kl»-kin), vbl. sb. [f. Cluck v. +
-1NG 1.] The action of the vb. Cluck.
1580 Hollyband Treas.Fr. Tong.,Glossement, aclucking.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Bergerac's Com. Hist. 1. 39 The terrible
clucking of the Toads. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v.
Poultry, You must reject all those Hens, notwithstanding
their Clucking. 1865 Farrar Language 44 The Fuegians,
whose language is an inarticulate clucking. 187Z Darwin
Emotions xii. 286 The Australians often evince astonishment
by a clucking noise. 1881 Ec/w 17 Jan. 4/2 Grouse . . will
shortly begin pairing. We have heard the ' cluck-clucking'
of the cocks already.

Clucking (k\v kix]),J)/)/. a. [f. as pree. + -ma2
.]

I

That clucks ;
Clucking-hen, a. a hen that clucks, 1

hence a brooding or sitting hen, a Clocker.
1804 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) II. 223 They are heard in

;

croaking, clucking converse. 1847 Emerson Poems, Wood,
notes Wks. (Bohni I. 429 Clucking hens, and prating fools.

1871 Carlyle in Mrs. C.'s Lett. I. 121 A clucking hen.,

sitting safe in its hand-basket.

b. A West Indian Rail {Aramus scolopaceus).

1847 Gosse Birds Jamaica 355 The Clucking Hen de-

rives its provincial name from its ordinary voice, i860

— Romance Nat. Hist. 18 The harsh screams of the

clucking-hen came up from a gloomy gorge.

Clud, elude, obs. or dial. ff. Cloud.

Cludder Odzrdsi), sb. Obs. or dial. Also 9 dial.

cluther. [A variant of Clodder : cf. the vb. See

also Clutter sb.]

fl. A clotted or jelly-like mass ; = Clodder.

Obs.

1545 Raynold Byrth Man. Hh iij, It wyll be concreet &
congeyled in a cludder lyke a lyuer.

2. A crowd, heap, cluster ;
= Clutter, dial.

1855 Whitby Gloss, s.v., A rare cluther o' money. 1868

Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Cludder, Cluther, a cluster,

close group: a large quantity, or mass of anything,
|

gathered together. 1876 Mid Yorksh. Gloss, s.v., There 1

was a bonny cludder of folks.

Clu dder, v. Also 9 dial, cluther. [A variant

of Clodder : cf. the sb. See also Clutter v.]

tl. intr. To run into clots, coagulate. Clud-

dered ppl. a., coagulated, run together, lumpy.
1545 Raynold Byrth Man. Hhiij, It [blood] congeyleth

j

and cludderith together. Ibid. 77 Whiche before were
j

constricte and cluddered together. 1572 J. Jones Bathes
j

Buckstone 15 a, Matter, cluddered, lomped, or bagged, in

any. .part.

2. dial. To crowd, heap, or cluster together.

1855 Whitby Gloss. s.v., 'They were all cluther'd up.'

1873 Swaledale Gloss., Cludder, to crowd. 1877 Holder-
ness Gloss., Cluther, to gather in a crowd.

Clue ;kl«, kl'«). [A later spelling ofClew, q.v.

Used in all the surviving senses, but especially in

the fig. In ME. -ew was the normal form even for

words from French in -tie, -eu, as blew, imbew,

crew, dew, sew, glew ; when these were in later

times altered to -tie, this spelling was extended to
|

various native words (from OE. -iw, -eow, -eaw)

as hue, spue, rue [v.), true, and clue.']

1. A ball of yarn or thread ; =Clew 2.

[1393 Gower Con/, ed. Pauli, II. 306 reads 'She did him
have A clue of threde ' : but his spelling is normalized.]

1611 Cotgr., Plotou, a clue, or bottome of. 1655-60
Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 572 First roll up a great kind

j

of Chaos, in manner of a. .clue or bottom. 1794 A. Young
Agric. Suffolk (1797) 122 A common hand will do two

j

skains a day, three ofwhich are a clue at nine-pence. 1834
H. Miller Scenes $ Leg. v. (1857) 69 A small clue of yarn.

1855 Kingsley Heroes 11. (1868) 248, I will give you
[Theseus] a clue of thread, and by that perhaps you may
find your way out again.

t b. A bunch or agglomeration of things. Obs.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk Self. 132 As unto the things

thrown out by the hand, there is given forth a clue of springs,

starts, and bearings. 1704 Worlidge Diet. Rust. s.v.

Bream, Red-worms, especially such as are to be found at

the Root of a great Dock, and ly wrapt up in a round Clue.

c 1720 W. Gibson Farrier's Guide 1. ii. U738) 17 Their true

substance, which consists of a very fine Clue of Vessels.

2. A ball of thread, employed to guide any one in
1 threading ' his way into or out of a labyrinth (see

quot. 1393 in 1) or maze
;
hence, in many more or

less figurative applications, a fact, circumstance, or

principle which, being taken hold of and followed

up, leads through a maze, perplexity, difficulty, in-

tricate investigation, etc.

1596 Drayton Leg. Gaveston 153 Having lost the Clue
which led us in, We wandered in the Labyrinth of Lust.

1699 Pomfret Poems, On a Marriage 66 And treads the

maze of life without a clue. 1780 Burke Sp. Econom.
Reform Wks. III. 287 The same clue of principle leads us
through the labyrinth of the other departments. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 215 The nonjurors soon got hold

of the clue, and followed it resolutely. 1875 Stubbs Const.

Hist. III. xviii. 68 The annalists . . supply an imperfect clue

to guide us through these obscurities.

b. With the literal sense obscured : That which
points the way, indicates a solution, or puts one on
the track of a discovery ; a key.
1628 Digby Voy. Medit. (1868) Pref. 18 Seeking in the

movements ofthe heavenly bodies for a clue to the accidents

of life. 1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne, §c. 107, I expected

to have fpund the clue to this romance. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley viiL 99, I have got a clue to the identity of one.

0. A recognized point or landmark, or a series

of such, enabling one to trace out one's way.
1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. ii, She had lost all clue to her

way homeward, a 1845 Barham Ingol. Leg., Ghost xxxvi,

Twere vain to stay Here in the dark without a single clue.

3. Any figurative 'thread': a. the thread of a
discourse, of thought, of history, tendency, etc.

1656 Sanderson Serm. Pref. § 23 But how much farther

it will reach, none can say ; for no man yet ever saw the

bottom of the clue. 1678 Norris Misc. (1699") 235, I am by
the clue of Meditation further led to conclude. 1768 Sterne
Sent. Journ., Postillion, I then tried to return [in thought!

to the story of the poor German and his ass, but I had
broke the clue. 1876 Birch Rede Lect. Egypt 13 Research
which has. .joined the broken clue of history from contem-
poraneous monuments.

b. The thread of life which the Fates are fabled

to spin and determine.

1697 Dryden Virg. Past. iv. 58 The Fates, when they
this happy Web have spun, Shall bless the sacred Clue, and
bid it smoothly run. 1725 Pope Odyss. xx. 250 Stranger,

may fate a milder aspect shew, And spin thy future with a
whiter clue !

4. Naut. Of a sail : see Clew 7.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 6 Spreading their drabled sailes

in the full clue abroad a drying. 1774 Westm. Mag. II. 429
We're all Macaronies from earing to clue. 1829 Blackw.
Mag. XXVI. 573 Let's over-haul Mr. Dibdin from clue to

earing. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Clue, Clue-garnet,

Clue-line, etc.

5. Of a hammock : see Clew 6.

1751 Smollett Per. Pick, xcix, To trust yourself and your
doxy to a clue and canvas.

6. Comb. See Clew.
K In the following, an error for elne^eW in quot.

1569 ;
(probably the same in quot. 1465V

1465 Pastou Lett. No. 528 II. 235 Send me hedir ij clue

af worsted for dobletts. 1569 Stanford Churchw. Acc. in

Antiquary (18881 Apr. 169 For viij clues of holland to make
a surplesse xs. \\\\d.

Clue (kl !

?7,. Another spelling of Clew v.

Clue'less, a- Without a clue, trackless.

1862 Lytton Sir. Story (18671 181 Opening out, desert on

desert, into clueless and measureless space ! 1862 Sat.

Rev. XIV. 555/2 Clueless wanderings in the labyrinth of

scepticism.

Clue -line: see Clew-line.

Clufe, variant of Cloof, claw.

Clufe, cluff : see Clough, a ravine.

Cluff, sb. north, dial. [perh. from Claw v.,

with echoic modification, representing the ' buffing'

sound ; but cf. L. colaphus in same sense.] A blow

with the palm of the hand (esp. on the ear or cheek).

Hence Cluff v., to strike with the palm of the

hand, to cuff.

1804 R. Anderson Cumbrld. Ballads 104 Rob Lowson.

.

brong snift'ring Gwordie a cluff. 1825-79 Jamieson s. v.,

Roxb.

.

.' I'll cluff your lugs'.

Cluik, cluke, obs. Sc. ff. Clutch .nU, Clokez'.

tClum, sbJ {interj.) Obs. Also 4 clom. [Of

uncertain origin : sense 2 may be related to rare

OK. cluniian to mutter, murmur.]
1. Silence, quiet.

1340 Ayenb. 266 Yef ye me wylleb y-here : habbeb amang
you clom and reste.

2. In the following, some take it as 'a note of

silence ' : cf. mum ! Others suggest that it repre-

sents the muttering or murmuring of the Pater-

: noster.

c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 452 ' Now, Pater noster, clum,'

j

quod Nicholay, And 'clum,' quod Jon, and 'clum,' quod
Alisoun. 1603 Haksnet Pop. Impost. 34 All must be Mum :

Clum quoth the Carpenter, Clum quoth the Carpenter's wife,

and Clum quoth the Friar. 1616 Blllokae, Clum, a note

of silence [so Bailey 1721-1800].

t Clum, sb:1 Obs. rare. [App. a variant of Clam
sb. [ 3: cf. Clum v.] pi. Clutches, ( = Clams .

1567 Turberv. Ovid's Epist. nr. B iv b, The Captaine
shoulde detaine Thy Briseis from thy clummes. Ibid. xv.

89 Mightste thou at all from Paris clummes astart.

t Clum, clumme, a. 1 Obs. exc. dial. [cf.

Clum a. Silent, b. Sullen, Glum.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1S82) v. 522 Than farewele, consciens,

he were clumme, I shuld haue all my wyll. 1599 Nashe
Lenten Stuffe 38 He. .lookes as red as a fox, clumme, and
is more surly to be spoken with then euer he was before.

[But some take this as = Clum sb. 1 2, as if mum !]

Clum, a.- dial. Variant of Clam a. 1

1867 Whitby Gloss., Clum, a clum heavy soil, hard to work
upon. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss., Clum, moist and adhe-

sive, as old moss in a flower pot.

T Clum, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 clomme.
[cf. Clam Clum sb.-] trans. To seize, clutch.

1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 77 Let weapons some against

their leader clomme. 1598 Herrings Tayle Some in

their griping tallants clum a ball of brasse. 1883 Hamp-
shire Gloss., Clum, to handle roughly or clumsily. 1886

Barnes Dorset Dial., Clum, to clutch roughly or clumsily.

Clum, clumben, -yn, clummen, -in, obs.

pa. pples. of Climb v.

Clumber .klzrmbai). [f. Clumber in Notting-

hamshire, a seat of the Duke of Newcastle.] Name
of a breed of spaniels.

1865 Pall Mall G. 2 Oct. n Sport .. with a couple of

stanch clumbers, on a fine sunny First of October. 1883

Miss Braddon Gold. Calfxxiii. 252 To Brian . . Sir Reginald

bequeathed only his favourite hunter, a leash of clumber

spaniels, and fifty pounds for a memorial ring.

Clumbsie, obs. f. Clumsy.

Clump (klz?mp), sb. [Known since end of

16th c. Agrees in form and meaning with LG.

klump, MLG. klumpe (whence also mod.G.

klumpe(ft\ Du. klomp, MDu. clompe, lump, mass.

Cf. OE. clympre, Clumpek. There is no evidence to

show whether the English goes back with these to

OLG. or WGer., or is of later adoption from LG.
The stem klump- appears in ON. with another

grade of the labial as klumb-, whence klumba,

klubba, Club.
In sense 4 it is immediately derived from MDu.

and MLG. clumpe, klumpe, Du. klomp a wooden
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shoe, i.e. a shoe entirely shaped out of a lump of
wood as worn by the North German peasantry ;

which is a special application of the Du. and LG.
word as given above. Although, therefore, this

use has not been developed in English from the

radical sense, it may be treated as belonging to the

same word, esp. as there is a general association of
meaning : cf. also Clump v.

Klumb- was probably a nasalized form of *ktub- ', com-
paring this with the stem kulb- of OHG. ckolbo, OLG.
%kotba (MLG. and MDu. colve, Du. kot/' club' , and ON.
kol/r javelin, kylfi, kyl/a 'knot, club', we are led to a pre-
Teut. *glbh, whence app. L. globus rounded mass, ball.]

1. A compact mass or piece, a heap, a lump
(often implying clumsiness of form).
c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiu, Clump, a Heap or Lump.

1721 Bkadlev Philos. Acc. Wks. Nat. 120 Frog Spawn, .is

brought forth in a clump. 1755 Johnson, Clump, a shape-
less piece of wood or other matter, nearly equal in its di-
mensions. 1767 Monro in Phil. Trans. LVII. 503 In this
crystallisation the salt seemed to form in clumps. 1868
E. Garrett Occup. Retired Life vii. (18691 1^1 A baker
gave me a clump o* bread. 187a Dana Corals it. 144 The
bluff declivity with its clinging clumps.

2. ' A cluster of trees; a tuft of trees or shrubs'

(J.) ; now also, a compact mass or patch of any
growing plant, e.g. a clump of lily of the valley.
a 1586 Answ. Cartivright 44 Are a clump of fruite trees

called an orcharde, yf they stand open in the fielde without
a fence? 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. I. Hants 117
Two large Clumps of Scots Fir Trees. 1766 Pennant Zool.
1 1768)11. 344 It builds its nest, .on some dry clump among the
reeds. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Friendship Wks. iBohni I. 89
That clump of waving grass that divides the brook. 1845
Darwin Voy. Nat. i. ( 1 879

1
3 A large clump of bananas. 188a

Vines Sochi Hot. 369 New clumps of young plants,

b. By extension.

1870 Hawthorne Eng. Note-Bks. (1879' I. 121 The clump
of village houses. Mod., Crochet Directions. Clump of four
long stitches ; clump of six long stitches.

3. Clumps', a parlour game of questions and
answers, also called clubs.

Played by two sides; two members, one from each side,

agree upon the name of something ; each side then gathers
in a close group or clump round the member of the other
side, and tries to find out from him by questions, answered
only by 'yes' or 'no', the thing thought of, the contest
being to try which side shall first succeed in doing this.

1883 Miss Braddon Gold. Calf xxvii. 314 Charades,
clumps, consequences, dumb crambo.

4. A thick extra sole on a shoe, either added out-

side the sole proper after the shoe is made, or in-

serted between the sole and bottom of the shoe in

the process of making. [In this use the word has
app. passed through the senses of wooden shoe,

wooden sole or clog, to that of extra thick sole.]

Hence clump-boot, -shoe, a heavy boot or shoe
with a clump-sole, or thick double sole for rough
wear ; whence clump-soled adj.

1879 Miss Braddon Clov. foot xxxiv. 266 Put on your
waterproof and clump soles.

5. Mining. The compressed clay of coal strata;

-Clunch. 1865 in Brands.

6. Comb., as clump-block, Kant, (see quots.)

;

clump-built a., ? clumsily built
;
clump-headed

a. (see quot.
;
clump-boot, etc., see 4.

< i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 37 " Clump blocks
used . .for lower tacks and sheets, clews of topsails, etc. ; or
where a short and thick block will answer the purpose of
the common ones. 1882 NabeiStammMtkif (cd. 6 34 They
are rove through iron-bound clump blocks. 1809 W. Irving
Knicktrb. 1 1 86 1 > 208 Those "clump-built sloops. 18*7 Steu-
ah i Planter's G. (18281 126 When the leading shoots of the
stem begin to lose their preeminence, and gradually disap-
pear among the other branches, the top of the Tree assumes
a rounded form, and becomes what is called *clump-headed.

f Erroneously used for Clamp.
i8»5 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 317 The frame car-

rying the dividing-point or tracer . . may be there fastened
by tightening two clumps, .i860 H. Stuart Seaman's
Catech. 69 Supported by iron clumps called knees.

Clamp (klrmp), p. [Partly from Clump sb. ;

partly with onomatopoeic modifications : cf. Clamp.]
1. intr. To walk or tread heavily and clumsily.
(This has associations with Clump sb. 4, or its Du. sources.

People clump with klumpen or wooden shoes.]

1665 Bunyan Holy Citie in Brown Banyan viii. 178 It is

not every clown with his clumping dirty shoes that is ad-
mitted, c i8»5 Mrs. Cameron Honlston Tracts II. No. 54.

5 If I was to clump about the house in those clodhopping
shoes. 1853 ' C Butt' Verdant Green ix, Clumping with
his lame leg up and down the pavement. 186a Sala Seven
Sons I. ix. 214 He . . clumped about in his sabots.

2. trans. To put together into a ' clump \ heap,
or mass ; to plant in a clump.
1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 26 They are paid

according to the quantity they plant : and some . . used to
l>e accused of clumping them—that is.. of dropping more
than one bean into a hole. 1826 Ibid. Ser. II. 423 Two or
three [words] were crammed into one lot, clumped, as the
bean-setters say. 1869 Parkman Disc. Gt. West v. (18751

63 The women . . wore their hair clumped in a mass behind
each ear.

3. To put a clump on the sole of a shoe, to add
an extra thick sole ; to ' clog \
Mod. To have the children's shoes clumped for the winter.

Clumped (klompt), a. [f. Clump + *nx]
f 1. Clubbed, as in clumpedfoot. Obs.

1709 W. King Art 0/ Love x, [Of Vulcan] one foot was
clump'd, which was the stronger, The other spiny, though
much longer.

2. Formed into a clump
;
clump-shaped.

1887 Stevenson Misadv. J. Nicholson vi, The clumped
holly.

3- Furnished with clumps of trees.

1819 Blackxv. Mag. V. 524 The surrounding hills are
clumped with forest trees. 1834 M'Culloch Scotland I.

99 The belted and clumped park is but a flower-garden.

4. Furnished with clump-soles, as * clumped
boots \

t Clumper, sb. 1 Obs. exc. dial. [app. identical

with OK. clympre 1 lump, mass of metal * type
*klumpridn- f. an adj. klump~ro- clumpish, deriv.

of klumpo- : see Clump sb. Later form assimi-

lated to clump, but cf. Clutch OE. clyecean.]

A lump, mass; =Clumpj£. i.

a 1000 Riddles xli. 75 Unlytel leades clympre. c 1000

I

Sax. Leechd. III. 134 Wyrc . . greate clympran feowur.
c 1000 0. E. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 272/29 Metaltum clympre.
1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 5194 Froze into little irregular
dumpers. 1731 Bailey, Clumper, a clot or clod. 1886

i

Barnes Dorset Gloss., ' A clumper of gingerbread'.

t Clumper, vS Obs. [f. Clumper sb.]

1. trans. To form into lumps or masses ; to clot,

congeal. Hence Clumpered a.

1562 Turner Herbal u. 58 b, A iuice whiche ye may fynde
. .clumpered or growen together. — Baths 7 a, Clumpered

: blood that is runne together. 1647 H. More Song of Soul
11. xcii, Vapours. .Clumper'd in balls of clouds.

2. To put together clumsily, to patch up ;
=

Clamper v. 1

1586 Kerne Btaz. Centric, Gentt. Inner Tembtc, If any
. .have Clumpered up with the helpe of some rude and gross

1 Minerva any worke.

Clu-mper, v.- [variant of Clamper v.- Fre-
quentative of Clump v. i.] To tread heavily and
clumsily. Hence Clumpering ///. a.; also

Clumper sb.'-, 'the sound of heavy tramping*
(Elworthy IV. Somerset \Vord-bk.\

+ Clumperton. Obs. Also clomperton. [f.

Clump or Clumper : cf. simpleton.] A clown, a
clodhopper.

( 1534 tr. Pot.Verg. Eng. Hist. (18461 I. 285 Fallinge into
. .altercation with a stronge stubberne clomperton, he was

,
shrowdlie beaten of him. 1648 Hexham Dutch Diet., Een

1 Klocten o/te een Plompaert, a Clowne or a Clumperton.
1721 Bailey, Clumperton, a clown.

Clumping, vbL sb. and a. : see Clump v.

Clumpish (khrmpij), a. [f. Clump sb. + -ish.]

;

Somewhat clumpy; heavy and clumsy
;
Mumpish*.

1681 N. N. Rome's Potties 15 An old Clumpish, Feeble,
Jealous coxcomb. 1764 T. Brydces Homer Travcst. (1797)
II. 12 With a clumpish kind of sound, Bang went their

j

buttocks on the ground. 1883 A. Watson in Mag. Art
Oct. 491/2 An old clumpish coasting schooner.

Clumps, a game : see Clump 4.

Clumps(e : see Clumse.
Clumpy ,klz7 mpi), a. [f. Clump + -y.]

1. Of the nature or form of a clump.
i8ao H. Matthews Diary Invalid 170 'I he orange-tree.

.

its form is too clumpy—too round and regular—to be pic-
turesque. 183a Blackio. Mag XXXI. 641 Low clumpy
hills and furzy gullies. 1878 J. W. Ebsworth in Bagford
Hatlads 1017 How angular her vestments, how clumpy her
bandeaux.

2. Abounding in clumps (of trees).
183J Ht. Martineau Each All iv. 46 The clumpy

drives of a park.

3. Heavy and clumsy ; lumpy.
1836 J. Struthers Dychfitont iv. 407 Nor clumpy, high-

land, grewsomc gauger. 1865 Comh. Mag. XI. 355 Gray
hose and clumpy boots,

b. See quots.
1881 /. Wight Gloss., Clumpy, sb. % a dunce, a stupid fel-

low. 1888 Herksh. Gloss., Clumpy, a., stupid.

t Clumse, a. {sb.) Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 7
clums, clumps e, H dial, clomps, <j dial, clumps.
[Related to Clumse v., although the actual nature
of the relation is not clear. Kindred words appear !

in mod. Scandinavian : cf. Icel. klumsa, klumsi,
lock-jawed, speechless, Sw. dial, klumsen adj.

benumbed with cold, clemmed with hunger, dazed,
t

klumsi g , in S. Sweden, benumbed with cold,
1

clumsy, klumshdndt, numbed in the hands ; also

klums sb., a numbskull.
The localization of the word in England agrees with a

Norse origin.]

Benumbed with cold ; hence, stupid, dull, stolid

of mind
; inept of hands, unhandy, unready, idle,

lazy ; in mod. dial., also, gruff, surly (cf. an 1 awk-
ward 1

customer).
16x1 Cotgr., Eutombi, stonied, benummed, clumpse,

asleepe. 1647 H. More Cupid's Conflict lxi, How clums 1

and cold The vulgar wight would be to yield what's right.

1671 Skinner, Ciumf>s, ignavus, ineptus : vox agro Line,
usitatissima. 1674 Ray A'. C. Words s.v. Clumps, idle,

lazy, unhandy, ineptus, a word of common use in Lincoln-
shire. 1870 E. Peacock Rat/ Skirl. II. 86 He didn't tell

me, and he's a clumps man, I should ha' been scarred to ax
him. 1886 S. W. Lincolnsh. Words, Clumps, idle, lazy.

(as sb.) 1730-6 Hailev (folio 1 Clumps, a numpskull.one void
of common sense.

t Clumse, v. Obs. In 4 clomse, 5 cloumse.
[ME. clumscn found in 13th c, perh. reprc-

i

sents an OE. *ctumsian, on the type of rotsian to
be cheerful, hUnsian to make lean, etc. P>ut it

may be of Norse origin : cf. mod. Norw. klumsa,
intensive of kluma, to make motionless, speechless,
lame, etc. Simpler forms of the same root appear
in EFris. klbmen to be numb with cold, WFris.
klomjen, LG. klbmen, klomcn, klaomen, Du. kleu-
men, Sw. klbmen ; also, in comp., MG. verklum-
tnen, MDu. verkleumen, verkloemen. The stem
klum- is in ablaut relation to klam- in Clam and
Clem, the radical notion being that of ' confine-

ment, constraint, constriction', which, in this group,
is esp. referred to the stiffening action of cold.]

1. intr. To be or become stiff or numb with
cold.
c 1360 Song Mercy 176 in E. E. P. (1862) 123 For Merlions

feet ben cotde Hit is neore kuyndc.A quik brid to haue
and holde From foot to foot to flytte and folde To kepe
hire from clomesyng. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 50 Whan
bow clomsest for colde or clyngest for drye.

2. trans. To stupefy, amaze, daze (in mind").
c 1440 York Myst. xxiii. 201 pat clowde cloumsed vs clene,

pat come schynand so clere.

t Clumsed, clumst, ///. a. Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : 4 clumsed, clumsd, clomsed, clumst(e,
klumst, clowmst, clomst, 4-5 clumsid, -yd, (7,

9 dial, clumpst). [f. Clumse v. + -eix]

1. Benumbed with cold
;
numb, palsied, bereft of

sensation and power of grasping.
1388 Wvclif Isa. xxxv. 3 Coumforte 3c clumsid, ether

comelid, hondis. — Zeph. ui. 16 Sion, thin hondis be not
clumsid. 1483 Calk. Angl. 69 Clumsyd, encruatus, euira-
tus. 1674 Ray N. C. Words s.v. Clumps, Clumpst with
cold, i. e. benumbed. 1873 Swaledale Gloss., Clumpsed.
2. fig. Dazed: a. Mentally benumbed or stunned,

dumblounded. b. Of a faculty : Rendered power-
less, stupefied.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12213 (CotU Clumsd he was quen he

can here. Ibid. 12227 "Fairf.t My hert is clumsed for to
here, a 1400 Gospel of Nichodemus in Herrig's Arckiv
LI 1 1- 418 pe fendes. .Said we er clomsed gret and smalle
With yhone kaytyf so kene. c 1440 Hvlton Scala Per/.
(W. de W. 14941 11. xlv, The fende . . as a clumsid caytyf
bounden wyth the mighte of Jhesu.

3. fig. Hardened in sin, dead to moral influences.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 6 Men that er klumst in

thaire synn. Ibid, cxviii. 70 Thaire hert is lopird, that is,

clumst, thorgh pride and enuy. Ibid. cxix. 6 When i for-

bad thaim thaire illis, thai ware clumste, and strafe agayns
me. 1340 Pr. Consc. 1651 He es outher clomsed, or wode.
4. dial. (Cf. Clumse a.)

1877 N. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss., Clumpst, stolid, surly, un-
couth, ill-mannered, taciturn.

Hence f Clumsthead, f Clumstness, mental or

moral stupefaction ; moral deadness.
a 1340 Hami-olf. Psalter Ivii. 4 paire woednes isclowmsthed

[MS. N. clumsthede], bat will not be turned. Ibid. xxx. 27
Connynge of ill \ clomstnes in syn.

Clumsily (kl» mzili , adv. [f. Clumsy + -ly-.]

In a clumsy manner.
1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 1 33 He [the chameleon] walks

very clumsily. 1771-84 Cook Voy. IV. m. vi. iR.), Canoes.

.

composed of several pieces of wood clumsily sewed to-

gether with bandages. 1868 Freeman Norm. Coma. (1876)
II. ix. 308 The Welsh were, .able to overtake the clumsily
mounted English. 187^ A. Taylor Guienne 55 The span-
new and clumsily conceived nineteenth century miracle.

Clumsiness kl» mzines). Clumsy quality.

1649 Blitmk Eng. Improv. Impr. (1652) 203 The Turn
wrest plough, .surpassetn for weight and clumsiness. 1821
Arnold in Stanley Life I. ii. 57 All clumsiness in the sen-
tences.. I will do my best to amend. 1863 Kinclake
Crimea II. 257 From their clumsiness in manoeuvring.
Clu-msome, a. dial. [f. Clumsk v.]

1876 Whitby Gloss., Clumsome or clussum, clumsy,
handed.

Clumsy (kl^mzi), a. Also 6 clumbsie, 6-8
clumaie, 0-7 clomsey. [Appears in writers c 1 600

;

not used by Shakspere ; not in Florio, Cotgrave,
Hullokar, Cockeram, Blount, Phillips (1696), nor in

Cocker 1704. Marston's use of it ^among other
1 wild outlandish terms ') was ridiculed by Ben Jon-
son in Poetaster v. i., where Crispinus (/. e. Marston}
is made to speak of * clumsie chilblainM judgment \

App. f. Clumse v. + -Y : cf. drowsy, bousy ; but it

is to be noted that at Lund, in Sweden, klumsi
is used in the primary sense ' benumbed with cold \
and also with the same signification as our
* clumsy'. Cf. klumsen under Clumsk a.]

+ 1. Benumbed or stiffened with cold. Obs.
1600 Holland Livy xxi. 1 vi. 425 The Carthaginians . . re*

turned into the campe so clumste and frozen [tta torfeutes
gelu\ a 1601 '.' M \ /".!. ,// ^ A'ath. 11. 136 Clumsie
judgements, chilblain'd eowtie wits. 1602 — Antonio's
Rev. Pro]., The rawish danke of clumsie winter ramps the
fluent summers raine.

2. Acting or moving as ii benumbed : heavy
and awkward in motion or action

; ungainly, un-
handy ; wanting in dexterity or grace.
1597"? Bfc Hall Sat. L iii. 42 When each base clowne his

clumbsie fist doth bruise. 1691 Ray Creation u. (i7o4> 375
Apt to be moulded, .even by clumsie fingers. 17*7 Swift
Gulliver in. ii. 189 In the common actions and behaviour
of life, I have not seen a more clumsy, aukward, and un-
handy people. 1784 Cowtlr Task l 18 Invention .. Dull
in design, and clumsy to perforin. 1875 Jowett Plato
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(ed. 2) IV. 63, 1 am very clumsy at these processes of divi-

sion and enumeration.

3. fig. Applied to actions and products of clumsy
hands : Ill-contrived, awkward.
1681 Dryden Abs. § A chit. 11, In clumsy verse, unlick'd,

unpointed. 1710 Swift Jml. to Stella 9 Sept., The great
men making me their clumsy apologies, etc. 1828 D'ls-
raeli C/ias. I, I. u. 11 A clumsy forgery. 1875 Stubbs
Const. Hist. III. xviii. 229 By such a clumsy expedient.

4. Rudely constructed ; of awkward, ungainly or

ungraceful shape
;
inelegant, unwieldy.

a 1763 Shenstone Poems Wks. 1764 I. 229 The clumsy
shape, the frightful mien..Of that grim brute yclep'd a
bear. ^1788 Mrs. Delanv Life $ Corr. (1861) III. 515 A
fine young woman altogether ; rather a little clumsy, but
fine complexion, teeth, and nails. 1884 W. C. Smith Kit-
drostan 88 Your wet ropes And clumsy oars, .give blisters

first and then a horny hand. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 374/1 The
boots, .are a trifle clumsy.

5. Comb.

_
1768-74 Tucker Li. Nat. (1852) I. 288 Our clumsy-fisted

imagination.

t Clunch, a. Obs. exc. dial. [Clunch adj. and
sb. are immediately connected: earlier quotations

have actually been found for the sb., but its various

senses appear to arise more naturally from that of

the adj. The LG. klunt, Du. klont 'lump, clod,

heavy and awkward mass, clown', etc., which
is explained etymologically as a nasalized deriva-

tive of the root which gave cleat, clot, clout

(OTeut. *klunt-, from klut-), must app. have
formerly been used in the same sense in Eng.
(where it still lingers dialectally in restricted use :

see below), as is evidenced by numerous deriva-

tives, Clunter, etc. An adj. *cluntisc
i

cluntish
' of the nature of a lump, lumpy, lumpish, loutish

*

(cf. Cheshire Gloss. 1866, cluntish rough-spoken,
uncivil), may possibly have been contracted to

clunch (cf. Frencisc, French, Scottish, Scotch).

The close phonetic relation of clunch and clumse,

together with overlapping of meanings seems to

have resulted in the frequent treatment of the two
as synonymous.]
1. Lumpy, lumpish

;
heavy and stiff, or close, as

clay or pudding
;

thickset, ' chunky,' in figure.

1776 Anstey Election Ball (1808} 210 In pudding there's
something so clumsy and clunch. 1787 Mad. D'Arblay
Diary 13 July, I found him [Dr. Beattie] pleasant. . witb a
round thick clunch figure, that promises nothing either of
his works or his discourse. 1788 Ibid. 20 Oct., She is fat,

and clunch, and heavy, and ugly.

2. dial. (See quot.) Cf. Clumse, Cltjmsed 4.
1877 N. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss., Chinch : 1. Close, hot,

cloudy (of the weather) : 2. sullen, morose. 1889 Notting-
ham dial., Chinch, morose, sulky.

Clunch. (kl#nj), sb. Also 7 clunche, clounch.
[Probably sb. use of the prec. ; in several senses it

corresponds to LG. klunt, and possibly to a lost

Eng. sb. of that form. But the analogy of bump,
bunch, hump, hunch, suggests a similar relation

of clumps clunch.]

1. A lump, a heavy and unshapely mass.
(Known only in mod. dialect, but prob. of considerable

age.) [So EFris. klunt.]
1888 Sheffield Gloss., Clunch, a lump. 1 He's got a clunch

of snow on his boot.'

2. A lumpish fellow, a clown, boor, lout. Cf.

Clod, Clot. Obs. exc dial. [So EFris. klunt.']

1602 Clapham Serm. St. Peter's in Manningham Diary
(1868) 116 Howe like a clowne, a clunche, an asse, he ann-
swers. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xv, A very clounch,
and bacon-siicer of Brene. 1658 Cleveland Rustic Ram-
/to^ifWks. (1687)414 These rascals, scorned and sleighted by
every tatter'd Clunch. 1875 Lane. Gloss., Chinch, a clod-
hopper or boor. 1878 Cumbrld. Gloss., Clunch, a heavy
stupid person or animal.

+ 3. A (clumsy) hand, 1
fist'. Obs. [? Influenced by

Clutch, or by Clench (see Clunoh v.) ; but cf.

EFris. klunt a clumsy, clodhopping foot.]

1709 W. King Art of Love v, Others try her greasy
Clunches With stoning Currants in whole Bunches.

4. A name given locally to various stiff clays

;

esp. an indurated clay of the coal-measures.
1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 131 Upon the surface they

meet first with earth and stone, 2. blew clunch. 1712 F.
Bellers in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 541 A Blewish hard
Clay ; the Miners call it Clunch. This is one of the certain
Signs of Coal. 1816 W. Smith Strata /dent. 21 Hard clay
rising in lumps, called Clunch.

5. A soft white limestone forming the lower and
harder beds of the chalk, occasionally used for

building purposes, esp. internal carved work.
1823 Nichols Progr. Q. Eiiz. III. 76 note, Carved in

clunch or soft stone. 1844 Ansted Geology II. 455 (L.)
Like other kinds of clunch las the lower chalk is sometimes
called*, this bed forms an easily cut and a very useful
material for certain kinds of internal decorative work. 1879
Sir G. Scott Led. Archil. I. 188 The western portal ..
owing to the friable clunch of which it is constructed, has
lost the greater part of its decorations.

6. Comb., as clunch-clay, = 4; also the Oxford
Clay; clunch-lime = 5.
1815 W. Smith Mem. to Map Strata Eng. $ Wales 19

In the vale of Blackmore. .the *clunch clay, .from the base
of the Chalk hills to the edge of the Cornbrash limestone.
1846 M^Culloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 79 A bed of

clay, called clunch clay and Oxford clay, separates the
lower oolites from the middle oolites. 1793 Smeaton Edy-
stone L. § 210 What is called near Lewis in Sussex, the
*Clunch Lime, .a species of chalk.

t Cluiich, v. Obs. rare— 1
. By-form of Clexck

(or mixture of clench and clutch).

1628 Earle Microcosm. (Arb.) 41 His fist cluncht with
the habite of disputing.

+ Clunchfist. Obs. [f. Clinch v. + Fist.]

1. A clenched fist (also a 'knock-down' ar-

gument).
1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 20 They haue-.made their

conclusions end with a Clunchfist, right like the old descrip-
tion of Logicke. i66z Fuller Worthies 1. 189 The Clunch-
fist of Logick (good to knock a man down at a blow).

2. A ' close-fisted ' or niggardly person, a miser.

(Also attrib.)

1606 Choice, Chance, etc. (18S1) 68 What will this Clunch-
fist leaue vpon his graue? 1737 Ozell Rabelais 1. liv,

Gold graspers, coin gripers, - ye cluntch-fist dastards.

So f Clunch-fisted a., ' close-fisted ', niggardly.
1644 Sir E. Dering Prop. Sacr. Eiiijb, He was an

Abraham clunchfisted. 1664 J. Wilson Cheats 1. iii, They
are. .so Clunchfisted. .'tis death to 'urn to pluck 'urn [their
hands] out of their pockets.

Cluvachion. Obs. exc. dial. (See quots.)
1626 A. Speed Adam out of E. xxvii. (1659) 171, I have

some [moles] taken in that manner with ordinary Clunchions.
1888 ,.5\ Chesh. Gloss., Cluncheon, a cudgel.

t Cltrner. Obs. rare. A Cluniac monk.
1514 Barclay Cyt. Uplondyshm. (1847) 32 A gentell

Cluner two cheses hadde of me.

Clung (k\vr)),ppl. a. arch, and dial. Also 4-5
clong(e, 6 clounge. [f. Cling v.]

1. Congealed, congested, stiffened: see Cling v. x

2. Drawn together, shrunk, or shrivelled, by the

action of heat, cold, hunger, thirst, disease, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4581 J>ai [ears of grain] war so clungun,
dri, and tame, c 1325 Coer de L. 1385 Off tymber grete
schydys clong. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 88 Pal and clungen
was his chek. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 11. 319 When thaire
huske is drie and clonge. 1691 Ray. N. C. Words, Clung,
closed up, or stopped, spoken of Hens when they lay not ;

it is usually said of any thing that is shrivelled or shrunk
up. 1814^;////. Mag. XXXVIII. 437 The features, tho'
clung, were of exquisite touch,

b. Hide-bound.
1559 Cooper Thesaurus, Coriago, the sickenesse of cattail

when they are clounge, that their skynnes dooe cleve fast

to their bodies, hyde bounde. 1580 Baret A lv. 432 Hide-
bound, or a sicknesse of cattle being called clung.

3. Pinched with hunger, starving ; Clemmed.
1807 Tannahill Kebbuckstcn Wedding Poet. Wks. (1846)

138 The de'il fill his kyte wha gaes clung frae the meeting.
1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle iii. (1859I 95 Clung and fam-
ished the poor brute could no longer exist.

4. Clinging, stiff, tenacious; esp. of soil; of the

nature of heavy clay.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xix. (1495) ssgHoldith
so faste and so is clonge. 1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSur-
vey 1. x. 24 Crust-clung and Soale-bound soyles. 1750 W.
Ellis Mod. HusbaJidm. I. i. 46 When their black earth
works very clung and heavy, they seldom fail of having
great crops.

_
1877 N. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss., Ching, stiff,

tenacious, sticky. 1886 6". W. Li?icolnsh. Wds. s.v. There's
ten acres on it is clung ; it can't be clunger.

5. Improperly tough, whether through drought,

or through damp.
a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 208 The chaff of the chesses is

clung, and wants to be mellowed in order to make it thresh
the better. 1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Clung, hard, as wool
when it has become dry and tough,

b. Damp and tough.
1875 Parish Sussex Dial. s. v. The mown grass is spoken

of as very clung after having been exposed to wet chilly
weather, so that it has not hayed satisfactorily. 1876 Sur-
rey Provinc, Ching, cold, damp; but expressed perhaps
by clammy.

6. Out of temper, sullen.

1877 N. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss., Clung . . sullen, morose.
1887 Kentish Dial., Clung, withered, dull ; out of temper.
Clung, pa. t. and ppl. of Cling v.

t Clung, v. Obs. By-form of Cling v.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 586 The hard yron. .is willing to
be drawne by the load stone, .itclaspeth and clungeth to it.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass. 123 If it . . be suffred to ac-
crue & clung together. 1647 H. More Song Soul 11. App.
xcii, Heavy dunging mists. Ibid. in. in. xliii, These near
will to her clung. 1708-15 Kersey, To clung, to dry as
Wood does, when laid up after it is cut.

t Clanged, clung'd, ppl. a. Obs. Also 4-6
clonged. Extended by-form of Clung ppl. a.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xlvi. (1495) 568 Erthe
bounde and clongyd [Helmingh. MS. clonge] togiders is

a clotte. 1548 TJdall Erasm. Par. N. T. 120 b, She was
in her body so shrounken and clonged together, that, etc.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 25 b, The Eartb
made clunged with the cold of winter. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 216 They do to open their guts, which otherwise
were clunged and grown together. Ibid. I. 513 By the
Northern winds . . clunged and congealed withall. 1611
Cotgr. s. v. Peau, He is clungd, or hidebound. 1632
Lithgow Trav. x. (1682) 442 My hungerclung'd Belly.

1658 Franck North. Memoirs (1694) 177 A sort of feathers,

that's clung'd and twisted.

Cluniac (klzrnisek), a. and sb. [ad. med.L.
Clum'ac-us, f. Cluny^\
A. adj. Belonging to the monastery of Cluny

or Clugny, near Macon in France. B. sb. A
monk of Cluny, or of the order which subsequently

developed from it, and separated in the 1 ith c. from
the Benedictines. So Cluniace'nsian, CTunist,
1631 Weever A?ic. Fun. Mon. 281 Monkes Cluniacks.

1884 lath Cent. Jan. 109 The Cluniacs, who were the re-
formed Benedictines. 1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knoivl.
III. 2290 The Cluniacensians [built] a monastery [on Ml.
Tabor]. 1888 Sir G. Duckktt Archives of Cluni I. 79 The
Clunists and their formidable rivals, the Cistercians.

Clunk, sb. Sc. [Echoic : cf. Norvv. and Sw.
klunk gulp, klunka to gulp, to guggle.] A sound
such as is made by a cork drawn forcibly from a
bottle, by liquid poured out of a narrow-necked
vessel, or shaken in a vessel partially empty, etc.

1823 Galt Entail III. xiii. 125 The corks playing clunk
in the kitchen frae morning to night, a 1856 H. Miller
Cruise of Betsey (18581 224 There was the usual, .mixture
of guggle, clunk, and splash, which forms . . the voyager's
concert.

Clunk, v. dial. [See prec. (Sense 2 corre-

sponds to Sw. klunka.)']

X. intr. To make the sound described under
CLUNK sb. (Sc.) In Jam. ; and in mod. Diets.

2. trans. To swallow with an effort, to gulp
down, bolt. (s. iv. dial.)

1847-78 Halliwell, Chink, To swallow. Devon. 1853
N. <§- Q. Ser. 1. VIII. 65. 1880 W. Cornwall (<$ E.Cornu:)
Gloss., Clunk, to swallow with an effort ; to bolt.

Clunt, sb. dial, [sec Clutch, and cf. Du. klont,

EFris. klunt clod, lump, heavy clumsy loud-stamp-
ing foot.] A heavy noisy tread, a clump.
1877 in Holdcrness Gloss.

Clunt, v. dial. [cf. prec. and the frequentative

Cluster 3.] To walk in a heavy noisy manner.
Hence Clunter sb., 'an unnimble stumbler

1

(Thoresby Lett, to Kay 1703).

t Clunter, v. Obs. exc. dial. [In form a fre-

quentative of clunt : see Clunch. It is thus to

a certain extent a synonym of Clutter and it*

variants ; but it has also strong associations of use
with Clumper, q. v. With the various senses cf.

Du. klouteren to clot, coagulate, klontermelk, Ger.

dial. klunter??iilch, curds ; EFris. kluntern to go
clumsily and noisily.]

f 1. intr. To run together in clots or lumps, to

clutter, clotter, or clodder. Obs. or ? dial.

1587 Harrison Eng. u. vi. (1877) 1. 158 She. .mixeth them
with the malt . .otherwise these later would clunter, fall into
lumps, and thereby become vnprofitable. 1847 Halliwell
Clunter, to turn lumpy, as. .in boiling. Yorksh.

2. trans. To put together clumsily, to clumper up.
1876 Whitby Gloss, s.v., ' It was clunter'd up onny hoo',

clapped together, as we say of slop furniture.

3. intr. (See quots.)
1788 Marshall E. Yo?-ksh., Clunter, to make a rude

noise with the feet in walking. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Chmtcr,
to stamp with the feet. Cluntering, walking clownishly.

1877 Holderness Gloss., Clunther, v. 1878 Cumberland
Gloss., Clunter. 1887 Cheshire Gloss., Clonter, to make a
clatter, especially in walking with heavy boots or clogs.

Chrnter, sb. dial. [Corresponds to MDu.
klonter, EFris. klunter — klunt lump ; cf. also

Clumper sb.^] ' A big lump '(Cheshire Gloss. 1886).
Clupe, obs. form of Clepe v., to call.

Clupean, a. nonce-wd. [f. L. clupe-a (see next;

+ -an.] Pertaining to herrings.

1854 Badham Halieut. 317 Men who tar their fingers in the
clupean service.

Clupeoid (kl/7-p/|Oid). Zool. [f. L. clupe-a a

kind of small river-fish, taken as the name of the

genus which includes the herring, pilchard, sprat,

etc. + -oiD.] A fish belonging to the herring

family (Clupeidse).

1880 Gunther Fishes 117 The condition is . . more com-
plicated in many Clupeoids. 1887 Athenzeum 9 July 58/3
Mr. A. Smith-Woodward . . considered it [the genus Rha-
colepis] an elopine clupeoid.

Cluppen, -ede, clupte, obs. ff. of Clip

t Cluse. Obs. rare, [immed. ad. MFlem. cliise

in same sense :—WGer. klusa, a. late L. clusa =
ctausa a shut up place, whence (among other

senses) a monastic cetl. For other developments

of L. clusa, clausa, cf. OE. clus(e inclosure, narrow
passage, close, bond, prison ; also Close sb.\

ClowjA 1
] A (monastic) cell.

1481 Caxton Reynard iv. (Arb.) 9 He.. hath bylded a

cluse, theryn dwelleth he.

Cluse: see Clow sbJ dam, sluice ; also Close v.

Cluah, obs. form of Closh 2
.

Clush-clash. [Reduplicated phr. from Clash :

cf. clish-clash.~] Clashing.

1583 Stanyhurst j^neis 11. (Arb.) 45 Thee vauts haulf
shrillye rebounded With clush clash buzing, with droom-
ming clattered humming.

t Clusive, a. Obs.—° [f. L. clils- ppl. stem of

claudere to shut + -ive.] ' Shut up, compassed

'

(Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Cluss, clush. Sc. [ad. F. ecluse Sluice, q.v.

;

cf. Clow sb.^~\ A sluice.

1791 Newte Tour Eng. Scot. 176 The sluice of a mill,

in the Low-lands of Scotland, is called the cluss. This is

evidently taken from the French ecluse. 1808 Jamieson
s. v. Clouse : Clush, a sluice.
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Cluster tklirstai), sb. Forms : i clyster, 4-7
clustre, 5 clustyr, (clowster , closter, clostre,

(6 {Spenser) gluster, 8 clusture), 4- cluster.

[OE. clyster, rarely cluster^ North Ger. kluster.

Cluster app. :—OTeut, *klustro-, from *klut-tro-, from
same root as clot, clout, cleat : sec Clot.)

L A collection of things of the same kind, as

fruits or flowers, growing closely together ; a
bunch, a. Originally of grapes [in which sense

bunch is now the usual term).

<i8oo Corpus Gloss. 318 >0. E. T. 45) Botrum, clystri.

c zooo . K 1. i r. i

'

'
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 139/7 Bacido, botrus,

clyster, ciooo ASLMtiC Dent, xxxii. 32 Dart biteroste clyster.

138a Wyclif Song Solomon vii. 8 Tni tetes shul ben as the

clustris of a vyne. c 1450 Mirour Saluaeioun 2484 Two
exploratours . . Yl broght the grape clustre. 1595 Spenser
Col. Clout 600 The glusters of ripe grapes. 1611 Bible
Micah vii. 1 There is no cluster to eate. 1713 YOUNG Last
Day L 216 Spread all thy purple clusters, tempting vine.

1830 M. Donovan Dom. Kcon. I. 273 The stem which holds
the cluster is half cut through.

fig. 1607 Hieron IVks. I. 146 A cluster of the ciuill or
common law is better, in their seeming, than a whole
vintage of diuinity.

b. Of other fruits, or of flowers ; also of other

natural growths, as the eggs of reptiles, the air-

cells of the lungs, etc.

1382 Wyclif Song Solomon i. 13 The clustre of cipre tree

my lemman to me. c 1400 Maundev. xxvi. (1839) 265
Apples. . Mo than an 100 in a cluster. 1483 Cath. Aug I. 69
A Cluster of nuttis, complnstrum. 1555 Eden Decades
IV. hid. in. x. (Arb. ) 179 Their egges are engendered in

..clusters. 1668 CULPEPPER & Cole Barthol. Anat. 349
Five Vertebrae, .in a cluster like a round ball. 1851 Car-
penter Man. Phys. 400 Each of the ultimate ramifications

of the bronchial tubes communicates with a cluster of these

air-cells. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. No. 400 A Thyrsus is a
compact panicle . . such as the clusters of flowers of the

lilac and horse-chestnut, a bunch of grapes, etc.

f 2. A rounded mass or conglomeration ; a clot,

a ' clutter Obs.

1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 151 Under be arisynge
of pe sonne was i-seie a dredful cluster of fuyre. 1548 Hall
Chron. Hen. VI// an. 6 11550' Lj, Within the flappe of the
lyft syde of his jacket, we fynde a great cluster of bloude.

3. A number of persons, animals, or things

gathered or situated close together ; an assemblage,

group, swarm, crowd.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1438 'Ashm.*, On ilka staffe of a

staire stike wald a cluster \Duhl. clostre]. 1576 Fleming
Panoplie Ep. 275 The citizens, who . .gathered together in

a cluster at the gates. x6>6 Purchas Pilgrims 11. 1045
As bees doe in the sunne, all in a cluster. 1697 Dampiei
Voy. (R 1, The cluster of islands, lying south of the Ande-
rnan I*lands. 1835 Sir J. Ross N. W. Pass. x. 148 Some
clusters of islets. 1854 'I omlinson Arago's Astron. 47 Ob-
jects, which had been called nebulae, are evidently nothing
but clusters of stars.

b. fig. Of immaterial things.

1768 74} Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 448 Sensitive and re-

flective ideas .. will run together in clusters. 1855 H.
Spenckr Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. II. ii. 175 The component
feelings can unite into coherent, .clusters.

4. Comb. a. In names of certain plants having

clustered fruit, as cluster-cherry, -grape, -nectarine,

-pine, -potato, etc. ; b. cluster-candlestick, a

branched candlestick, a candelabrum ; cluster-

cherry, the bird-cherry or hag-berry (Prunus
Padus) ; cluster-cup, a kind of fungus or morbid
growth on the leaves of plants; cluster-spring,

a spiral carriage-spring, composed of several sepa-

rate springs ; + cluster-sugar, ? moist or raw
sugar ; f cluster-tene, the stalk of a bunch of

grapes. See also Cixstekfist.
1859 Mrs. Gaskell Round So/a 7 A great "cluster-candle-

stick . .bearing seven or eight wax-lights. 1823 Wobdsw.
Scenery Lakes iii. 77 [The] wild #cluster-cherry (here called

heck-berry*. 1883 Gd. Words 733 Growing on the under
sides of leaves may be found many beautiful tittle objects
known as 'clustercups. These clustercups are probably.

.

conditions of rusts and mildews and brands. 1664 Kvelvn
Kal. Hort. (1729^234 Vines. . Morillon, Chassela, "Cluster
Grape. 1707-11 J. Mortimer Husbandry \}.\ The small
black grape is by some called the currant, or clustergrape.

1 1865 Letheby in Circ. Sc. I. 106/1 The "cluster pine of
Bordeaux (Pinus pinasters 1791 Bentham Wks. (1838-43)
X. 257 A good English acre should produce at least 480
bushels of the "cluster potato. 1694 Westmacott Script.

Herb. 35 Boiled and evaporated to the consistence of
Honey, which when cold, is granulated to our "Clyster or
Kitchin Sugar, c 14*0 PaHad. on Husb. x. 194 The "clos-

ter tenes in hoote picke be brent.

Cluster kl» st3j),z/. Also5clustir, 6clouster,
cloyster

;
pa. t. and pple. 5 clustret, -id, -it, 5-7

clustred ; pr. pple. 7-8 clustring. [f. prec. sb.]

I. trans.

1. To gather or group in a cluster. (Usually in

pa. pple.)

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xlii. (1495) 159 The
guttes ben clustred and bound togider. a \$pa-y> Alex-
ander 3668 Grapis of gracious stanes. Sum were of cristall

clere clustrid to-gedirc. 1711 Steele Sfect. No. 294 P 1

AH the Jewels that . . can be clustered in her Bosom. 183a

Ht. Martineau Ella of Gar. i. 1 The islands which are
clustered around the Western shore of Argyleshire. 1844
Tknnvson Two Voices xxiv, Not less .. would . . The fox-

glove cluster dappled bells.

2. To furnish or cover with clusters. ( Tn pa. pple.)
a 1400-50 Alexander 978 A clenecroune on his hede clus-

tird with gemmes. 1 1400 Destr. Troy 1634 Ylion was..

clustrit with towres. 1707 Southey Lett. fr. Spain (1799)

158 Mountains clustered with the fruitful pines. 1830 —
Yng. Dragon ft. The walls and towers are cluster'd And
every hill and height, .is throng'd. 1856 Masson Ess. Prose

$ V. 462 When the stem of the original poetic thought, .is

clustered over with rich parasitic fancies.

II. intr.

3. To congregate in a cluster or group ; to as-

semble, collect closely.

1541 Pavnel Catiline xiv. 18 b, Cloustrynge together in

companyes by nyght, they prepared weapons. 1576 Flem-
ing Panoplie Ep. 276 The rest clustering about mee.
1618 Bolton Florus 11. vL 96 Swarms of bees which clus-

i tred upon the Roman ensignes. 174s Young Nt. Th. Hi.

63 Woes cluster ; rare are solitary woes. 1837 Disraeli
Venetia 1. x, They were glad to cluster round the large fire.

1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 58 All their happiest memo-
ries cluster round Those of your name.

4. To grow or be situated in a cluster or in

clusters, to form a cluster.

1590 1634 [see Clustering ppl. a.]. 1798 Wordsw. We
are Sex'en 1, Many a curl, .clustered round her head. 18*7

Keble Chr. V., Thursday be/. Easter, That grapes of gall

Should cluster round thine healthiest shoot, i860 Maury
Phys. Geog. Sea xi. § 504 The antarctic icebergs which
cluster off the Falkland Islands.

b. Of shot fired from a gun : see Club v. 5 b.

C. intr. sense corresponding to 2. (Cf. to

nuami with.)
184a S. Lover Handy Andy Iii, Stupendous crags, clus-

tering with all variety of verdure.

+ 5. To form into clots, to clot or stick together.

Obs. rare. Cf. Cluttek.
1561 Hollyju sh Horn. Apoth. 17 a, Put in eche of the

baggesan vnce ofcumin, and quilt the same bagges croswyse
that the cumin do not cluster.

Clustered (khrstaid^ ppl. a. Also 6 (in

sense 4 clauatered. [f. Cluster + -ID.]

1. Growing or placed in a cluster, forming a

cluster
;
grouped, closely collected.

1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 367 Mony clustered clowde clef

i
alle in clowtez. 1617 Drayton Agincourt ccxvii, Ere they

I
through the cluster'd crouds could get. 1697 Dryden I'irg.

I Eel. iv. 34 Cluster'd Grapes shall blush on every Thorn.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 204 Heads J in. long, sessile,

clustered. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaturr. Ferns
142 Clustered crystals, or klinorhombic solitary crystals.

b. Arch. Clusteredpillar column, pier}; 'seve-

ral slender pillars or shafts attached to each other

! so as to form one* (Gwilt Encycl. Archit.).

1874 Parker lltust. Gothic Archit. 1. iii. 98 The pillars

are clustered, and clustered vaulting-shafts are introduced.

1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. II. 78 The great feature of
Gothic architecture, the clustered pier.

2. Furnished or covered with clusters.

1645 Quarles Sol. Recant, xi. 5 Now maist thou sit be-

neath thy clustred Vine. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath 438
The cluster'd vine there hardly tempts The traveller's

hand. 1855 M. Arnold Poems, Gipsy Child 6 The swing-
ing waters and the cluster'd pier.

3. In the names of various species of plants that

produce their flowers or fruit in clusters.

1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. III. 342 Campanula
glomerata, Clustered Bell-flower. Ibid. V. 296 Juncus,
Clustered Alpine Rush.

f 4. Coagulated, clotted. Obs.

a 1547 Surrey AKneid it, 353 His crisped lockes all clus-

i
tred with his blood. 1551 Turner iterbal 1. D iiij b,

Persely helpeth the hardenes of the pappes that cometh of
claustered (1578 Lyte Dodoens 606 clustered] mylke.

t Clusterfist. Obs. [f. Cluster in sense of

lump, clumsy mass + Fist ; cf. Clunch-fist.]

a. A clumsy-fisted fellow ; a clown, boor, lout,

b- A 'close-fisted' or grasping fellow; a niggard.
x6n Cotgr. , Homme de Pore <y de boeu/ A grosse, base,

rude, vnciuile, or vnmanerfy churle, a clunch, a clusterfist.

165a Urquhart Jeivel Wks. (1834) 2:3 Cluster-fists and ra-

pacious varlets. 1655 tr. Francion 1. in. 74 My owne cakes.

.

of which he never proffered me so much as the least crum,
so base a cluster-fist was he. 1658 Cleveland Rustic
Rampant Wks. (16871 470 The Charter, which was no where
extant but in the Noddles of these Cluster-fists. 1675 Cotton
Poet. Wks. (1765) 276 A whole hundred Cluster-fists.

So f Cluster-fisted, a.

1611 Coryat Crudities 44, I noted many of them to be
very cluster-fisted lubbers.

Clustering (klt>st3rir)\ vbl. sb. The action

of the verb Cluster.
1576 Fleming Panoplie Ep. 61 The clustering together

of calamities. 1858 Dk Quincey Autobiog. Sk. Wks. II. v.

232 A thin diffusion of humble dwellings—-here a scattering,

and there a clustering.

Clustering, ///. a. That clusters ; see verb.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. ix. 16 In the ayre their clust'ring

armie flies. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. L 112 Vines, with clus-

tring bunches growing. 1634 Milton Cotnus 54 His clus-

tering locks With ivy berries wreathed. 181 3 Byrok Corsair
ill. ii, Spell-bound within the clustering Cyclades !

Hence Clusterin gly adv.

t Clusterous, a. Obs. rare-'1
, [f. Cluster sb.

+ -0U8.] In a cluster, thronging.

1583 Stanyhurst sEners 1. (Arb. ) 23 Thee clusterus heerd-

flock.

Clusterways, -wise, adv. [f. Cluster sb.

+ -WAYS, -wise.] In the manner of a cluster.

1715 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Palma Chrt'sti, The seed

grows cluster wise. Ibid. s. v. Pepper, The Pepper-Corns
stick to one another Clusterways.

Clustery (klc-stari), a. [f. Cluster sb. +-t.]

Abounding in clusters.

1611 Florio, GraspoUso, clustry, full of clusters. 1611

Cotgr., Grumeleux, clottie, cluttering, clusterie. 17*1- in

Bailey, Johnson, etc

Clutch ^khrtf), sb. 1 Forms : a. 3-6 cloke, £. Sc.

4-cluke, (5 clucke, 5-cluik, 7-8 clook, 8- cleuk).

y. 3-6 cloche, 6-7 clooch. 5. 5-6 clowch(e, 6-7

douche, cloutch, 7 clowtch. t. 7- clutch. [A
word, or train of words, of difficult history. The
earliest form exemplified is ME. cloke, Sc. cluke,

of which the normal modern form would be clook.

Of this, ME. cloche, i7thc. clooch (rime brooch t

appears to be a palatalized southern form ; but

the conditions of the origin of this and clowtch,

clouch (rime pouch), are obscure. Clutch, which
since the 17th c. has superseded the other forms

(exc dial, cloke, clook, cluke), came in apparently

from the verb Clutch, q.v. It is to be noticed

that with the obsolescence of the earlier forms, the

original literal sense of 'claw' also disappeared,

and the senses now in use are mainly those of a

noun of action from the verb.

For ME. cldk(e, normally we should expect an OE. *cltfc,

cldce. But, as under Brook v. we see a ME. brdke (beside

brouk), from OE. bnican, so here, ME. cldke (? beside

*clouke) may represent an OE. *cltic or cluce. This would
represent an Oleut. *kluka- or ktukdn-, a deriv. of the vb.

root *kluk-, kleuk-, whence came *klukjan, OE. clycc{e)an,

Clitch, Clutch. Thus cldke would be ultimately related

to these verbs. As we cannot on any phonetic principles

explain the palatalized forms cttehe, clooch, cloutch, it

seems probable that these were produced by the influence

of the vb. clueche, clutch, upon the sb. cldke, 'clouk, and
that the sb. was thus brought gradually in form and sense

into direct identification with the verb, as we see, under the

verb, that the latter has also been brought in sense into

closer association with the sb. ]

1. The claw of a beast or bird of prey, or of a

fiend: mostly in //. claws, talons, paws. Also

contemptuously of a human hand : cf. paw.
a. cloke. now dial.

11122s After. R. 130 Uorte huden hire vrom his kene
clokes. Ibid. 102, 174. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6936
Vermyn. .In bam lest pair clokes full depc. la 1400 Morte
Arth. 702 Syche buftetez he [the bearj hymrechez with hys
brode kfokes. e 1460 Toivneley Myst. 324 (Matt) Fro dede
you kleke in kloke. 1883 Hudders/. Gloss., Cloke, the nail

or claw of a cat.

&. cluke, cluik, cleuk (kliik, klbV. Chiefly Sc.

C137S Sc. Leg. Saints, Egipciane 1414 With bi clukis.

c 1450 Henryson Mor. Fables 14 Syne by the clucke there

craftelie {(he mouse] can hing. icoo so Dunbar Fenyit
Freir 118 Had he reveild bene to the rwikis, Thay had him
revin all with thair clwtkis. 1513 Douglas /Eneis ix. ix.

82 The egill . . Within hys bowand clukis had vp clawcht
A 3ong signet. 1530 Lyndesay Test. PaPyngo 1169 The gled

the pece claucht in his cluke. 1641 Witts Recreations,
Epit. M. Mar-Prel. (1654) (N-> The devil has him fanged
In his kruked klukes [rime bukes]. 1777 Poems Buchan
Dialect (1785) 12 (Jam.) Can well agree wi his cair cleuck.

1868 G. Macdonald R. Falconer I. ioi, I never had sic

a combination . . atween my cleuks afore.

+ 7. cloches, clooches. Obs.

a 1300 Body 9t Soul 365 Map's Poems (Wright) 338 Thei
haddin on hym leyd here scharpe cloches alle tho. 1377
Langl. P. PL B. Prol. 15* He [cat] wil.Xracche vs, or

clowe vs, and in his cloches holde. 1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sourle

1. xxii. (1859* 28 Fro the cloches, .of Sathanas. 1589 Flem-
ing Virgil's Georg. I. 2 Now scortching Scorpius draweth
in his armes tor crooked clooches*.

•f*
8. cloweh, clouch, elenvtch. Obs.

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 503 (in Uabees Bk.) Cast it

not in youre clowche \rime-ivd. sowche]. 1604 T. Wright
Pass. v. 8 4. 277 Who shall keepe lands or livings vnder the

Clouchesofsuch ravinous Kytesand devouryng Cormorants?
1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 769 Ox -flics and Brimsces..

whatsoever they lay their clowtches on, that they hold fast.

«. clutch {rare).

1655 R. Fanshaw Camoens* Lusiad in. 6 That Zone
where Cancer bends his clutch.

2. The hand, or more commonly in ' hands

in a sense of rapacity and cruelty* (J.). In the

expressions in, into, out of his clutches, the sense

has since the I7thc. gradually passed from ' claws,

grasping hands', to * grips, grasp, tight-hold
1
as

in 3. The singular, ' in his clutch ', has even more
completely passed from 1 claw' to 1 grasp*.

a. is»6Skelton Magnyf. 1000 Who is yonder thatgrymly
lokys f Fansy. Adewe, for I wyll not come in his clokys.

0. a 1693 Sc. Fresh. Eloa. (1738) 114 At last I got you
out of his cTooks.

7. 1586 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 142/1

The earle hauing the gouernor . . within his clooches. 1600

W. Watson Quodtibets Relig. $ State(i6oa) 3a If euer they

get me within their clooches.

5. I
< 1430 Hermes Bird xlviii. in Ashm. (1652* 233 In

Chorles clowchys com y never more.] 01535 NIore Wks.
ii. (R.), I haue thee in my clouche [rime pouchc]. 1563 83

Foxe/4. 4* M. 1703 Good Samuell. .mekely yeelded himselfe

into their douches. 1587 Lett. 28 Aug. in Hart. MS. 296.

46 If the flete of the Peru, .fall in Dracke's clowches. 1590
Spenser F. Q. iii. x. 20 Too wise, .to come into his clouch

again. 164a J. Taylor God's Judgem. 1. n. i. 153 A cruell

and ougly shaped divell, striving . . to get into his douches
a yor.g man.
c. 160a Shaks. Haw. v. i. 80 But Age. .hath caught me

in his clutch. 1641 Milton Ch. Discip. 11. (1851)67 From
the greasie clutch of ignorance and high feeding. 1650 —
Lett. State (1851) 264 To get her again into his Clutches.

1656 More Antid. Ath. 1. viii. (1712) 23_Gigantick Spirits.

.

who .. might take the Plannets up in their prodigious

Clutches. 1678 Butler Hud. 111. ii. 1202 Before 't was in your
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clutches power, a 1699 Stillingfl. (J.)f If I ever more come I

near the clutches of such a giant, a 1704 R. L'Estrange
(J.\ It was the fortune of a cock to fall into the clutches of

1

a cat. 1709 Steele Toiler No. 25 r 4 [He] escapes the
Clutches of the Hangman. 1741 Richardson Pamelav 1824)

1. xxxi. 50, I had got out of his clutches. 1818 Cruise
Digest III. 223 It was left to the clutches of the law.

1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 143 Wulf fell into

William's clutches.

b. dial, (see quot.)

1877 N. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss., Clutch, ahandful :
1 a clutch

of bread is all I want.'

3. Tight grip or grasp ; the act of clutching,
j

See in his dutch, from 16th c, in 2. Quot. 1661

may mean ' hand '.

[ci66i Characters (T.\ For fear his dirty clutch should
grease it.] 1784 COWPEK Task v. 317 And force the beggarly
last doit, .from the clutch of Poverty. 1835 Marryat Jac.
Faith/, xvii, I can't hold on ten seconds more . . my clutch

is going now. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. V. xix. v. 509
Boscawen got clutch of the Toulon fleet. 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic 13 If any loosed her clutch.

4. An act of grasping at, a sudden and violent

attempt to seize.

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 1. Hi, It was all an expiring clutch

at popularity, i860 Froude Hist. Eng. VI. 35 After one
violent clutch at his beard. 1878 Bayne Purit. Rev. iv. 133
To make a clutch at the military force in Scotland.

b. Within clutch : — within reach of one's grasp.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. Hi. vii, When the golden fruit 1

seemed within clutch.

f 5. A dutch-fist, a miser. Obs.

1630 J. Taylor iWater P.) Taylor's Motto Wks. 11. 54/1 A
j

hard-hearted miserable Clutch.

6. a. Mech. A coupling for throwing the working '

parts into or out of action at will.

1814 R. Buchanan Mill Work ,1823) 413 Couplings which
have no coupling boxes are denominated clutches or glands.

1879 Casselts Techn.Educ. IV. 360 1 Clutches are arranged
to throw the working parts into and out of gear as required.

'

1882 Mechan. World 4 Mar. 136/1 The circumstances under ,

which clutches are employed are very various.

b. A mechanical contrivance with two hooked
!

arms for clipping or clutching the bodies to be
lifted by a crane, etc.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 579/1 A gripper . . in the foun-
dry-crane, whose clutches take hold of two gudgeons in the
centers of the ends of the flask.

c. Naut. — Crutch.
( 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 113 Crutches or clutches,

the crooked timbers fayed and bolted upon the foot-waling
abaft, for the security of the heels of the half-timbers.

7. Comb, clutch-fist, a miser; also a., miserly;

clutch-fisted a. ; clutch-box (from sense 6^, a
box-shaped clutch in which one cylindrical piece

of metal interlocks with a counterpart.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 1176 Thrown in and out of gear
by a *clutch-box and lever. 1879 Casselts Techn. Editc.

IV. 397/2 {Cotton-Spinning) When the carriage has reached
the extremity of the stretch, it comes in contact with a pro-

jection . . which . . disengages the clutch-boxes, a 1643 W.
Cartwright Ordinary 11. i, An old rich *clutch-fist knight.

1635 Austin Medit. 289 Though we are Borne *Clutch-fisted, I

When we die We spread our Palmes, and let the World slip

by, c 1690 Diet. Cant. Crew, Clutchftsted, the same as
Close-fisted.

Clutch, sb. 2 [A variant of Cletch in same
sense

;
app. in its origin a southern dialect form,

being found in the Glossaries of Kent, Sussex,

Hants, etc.] A Cletch ; a brood of chickens, a
1 laying ' or ' sitting ' of eggs.
1721 Bradley Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 85 They can

renew and make good> their lost Clutch of Eggs. 1774
Golosm. Nat. Hist. UL 11. (1776) V. 57 These birds . , lay
generally from forty to fifty eggs at one clutch. 1825
Waterton Wand. S. Amer. a. i. 154 It must have been
hatched in ^Eolus's cave, amongst a clutch of squalls and
tempests. 187^ Coues Birds N. W. 302 The eggs . . range
from three to six in a clutch. 1875 Parish Sussex Gloss.,

Clutch, a brood of chickens : a covey of partridges. 1885
Daily Neivs 14 July 2/1 In Ireland almost every peasant
rears a clutch of geese.

Clutch, (kltrtf), Forms: 4 cluchche, 4-5
clucche, cluche, 6- clutch. Also ? 4-5 cloche, 7
clouch. Pa. pple. 4-5 cloughte, 6-7 cloucht, 7
clutch't, -ed. [The ME. clucche(?i was app. a
phonetic variant of clicche, Clitcr : cf. much, crutch,

stick, rush, shut,a\\ with wfrom original i or y. The
earlier senses of ditch and clutch were identical,

but in their development they diverged. An asso-

ciation arose between clutch and ME. sb. cloke,

whereby cloke was gradually assimilated in form
to clutch, while both verb and substantive ap-

proached each other in sense : to clutch is now
mainly ' to grasp with clokes or claws a clutch is

now mainly ' a grasp or grip with claws '. The
rare forms of the vb., cloche, douche, were prob.
from the sb. Cf. Clought.]

I. Obsolete senses.

+ 1. intr. To bend or crook as a joint; =Clitch
2. Obs.
1 c 1325 Old Age in Rel. Ant. II. 211, I clyng, I cluche, I

croke, I couwe. C1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B 1541 His cnes
cachchez to close & cluchches his hommes. 1377 Langl.
P. PI. Bxvii. 18S The fyngres . . powere hem failleth to
clucche [v. r. cluche, clicche, cleuche, clyche] or to clawe,
to clyppe or to holde.

Vol. II.

2. trans. To incurve the fingers, close or clench

the hand; = Clitch i. ? Obs.

1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 589 Not that I haue the power to

clutch my hand, When his faire Angels would salute my
palme. 16x4 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 24 Their hands
clutch't. 1627 Drayton Agincourt ccxxiv, With their

clutcht Gauntlets cuffing one another. 1703 Moxon Mech.
Exerc. 76 The Blade is clasped . . by the clutched inside of
the middle and third Fingers. Ibid. 121 In their clutched
left Hand.

T b. To interlock the fingers. Obs.
1609 Holland Amm. Mareell. xxix. ii. 360 Fingers

clutched crosse one within another \complicatis articittis],

1644 Bllwer Chirol. 29 With Hand in Hand and Fingers
clutched one within another.

f3. intr. To stick, to cling together ; — Clitch
6. Obs.
6-1425 MS. Laud 656. f. 1 (Halliw.) Soa canker unclene hit

cloched togedres.

II. Current senses, connected with Clutch sb.

4. trans. To seize with claws or clutches ; to

seize convulsively or eagerly. Also with away, off,

up : to snatch with clutches.

1393 Langl. PI. C. 1. 172 A cat . .he wol . . To hus clees
clawen [v.r. clochen] ows. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, ix, With
all the fingers spread out as if to clutch it. 1832 L. Hunt
Poems 166 Then issues forth the bee to clutch the thyme.
1865 Dickens Mat. Fr. 111. vUi. Clutched off to a great

blank barren Union Hou^e. 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq.
(1876) III. xii. 198 The prince who so vigorously clutched
the straw at the moment of his birth. 1875 Helps Anim.
<$ Mast. v. 133, I clutched up the cat.

b. absol.

1866 I >jckens Reprinted Pieces 156 Though he. .scraped,

and clutched, and lived miserably. 1879 Proctor Pleas.
Ways Sc. xiii. 327 Very young children . . distinctly clutch
with the toes.

5. To hold tightly in the bent or closed hand
;

to hold with a tight or determined grasp.
1602 Marston Antonio's Revenge Pro]., The earth is

cloucht In the dull leaden hand of snoring sleepe. 1605
Shaks. Macb. 11. i. 34 Is this a Dagger, which I see before
met Come, let me clutch thee. 1649 MiLTON Eikon. xviii.

Wks. (1847) 319/1 The Sword he resolves to clutch as fa^t,

as if God with his own hand had put it into his. 1703
Moxon Mech. Exerc. 216 Clutching the Shank of the

Blade . . in the right hand. 1883 Gilmour Mongols xviii.

213 Clutched in such a paralysing grip.

1619 \ letcher False One II. iii, The sea. .When with her
hollow murmurs she invites me And clutches in her storms.

a 1726 Collier On Thought A man may . . clutch the

whole globe in one intellectual grasp. 1836 Kmi-.rsox Nature,
Beauty Wks. . Bohn) II. 147 The beauty that shimmers in

the yellow afternoons of October, who ever could clutch it?

6. intr. To make a clutch at, to make an eager

effort to seize.

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. I. viii, How we clutch at

shadows, i860 Froude Hist. Eng. VI. xxx. 32 He [Sussex]
clutched at the canopy under which she was sitting, and
tore it down. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. xxv. 639 As a
drowning man clutches at the floating straws.

Clutch., v.- [f. Clutch sb.-] trans. To
hatch (chickens').

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. m. ii, Schemes . . imagined to

clutch all the eggs of a hen, and thus turn her produce to

the greatest advantage. Ibid. nr. iv, The Hen seldom
clutches a brood of Chickens above once a season.

Clute, obs. f. Clout ; var. of Cloot, Sc., hoof.

Cluthalite (kl^-pabit:. Min. [f. L. Cliltha

the river Clyde in Scotland + -lite.] A flesh-red

variety of Analcite.
1836 T. Thomson Min. I. 329. 1868 Dana Min. 433 The

Cluthalite of Thomson occurs in flesh-red vitreous crystals

in amygdaloid at the Kilpatrick Hills.

Cluther, dial. f. Clutter.
Cluts, the burdock : see Clote.

Cluttte, obs. form of Clout sbA and Clot v.

Clutter (kltrtai), sb, [This and the vb. of same
form appear to have arisen late in the 16th c. and
to have become suddenly very common, after

which they went to a great extent out of literary

use, though retained in some senses dialeetally,

and in U. S.

In sense 1 the word was evidently a phonetic variant of

Clotter, from Clot (which had occas. the form clut\

Afterwards, influenced perh. by association with cluster, it

was taken to mean ' an assemblage, crowd, medley ' ; and
still later, perh. by association with clatter, the notion of

noise entered in, so as to give the sense of mingled and con-

fused noise (cf. EFris. kloter a rattle, klotem to rattle).]

f 1. A clotted mass
;
coagulation ; = Clotteb,

Clodder, Cludder. Obs.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Toug, Gntmeleux, full ofclots

or clutters. x6n Cotgr., Thrombes de sang, clots or clut-

ters of congealed bloud.

2. A collected mass, a collection; a crowded
and confused assemblage.
1666 J. Sergeant Letter of Thanks 125 You huddle

together a clutter of Citations. 1670 Cotton Espemon in.

xii. 618 Impossible to have found so little a thing, in so

great a clutter of thick, and deep Grass. 1674 N. Fairfax
Bulk ff Selv. 99 The world or whole clutter of bodies. 1791
Cowper Comm. Milton Wks. 1837 XV. 304 A clutter of

consonants with only a single vowel to assist their utterance.

1792 A. Young Trav. France 133 All is a clutter of narrow,

crooked, dark, and dirty lanes.

b. Crowded confusion ; litter \ Now dial, and

U.S.
1694 R. L'Estrange Fables cxx. (1714) 137 He saw what

a Clutter there was with huge, over-grown Pots, a 1825
Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Clutter, confusion, disorder. In
our use of the word, there is no idea of 1 noise, clamour or
bustle "...

1 The room is in a clutter if the tables and chairs
stand in disorder, a 1864 Hawthorne Dr. Grimshaive's
Secret 292 The musty and dusty clutter and litter of things
gone by. 1884 Boston iMass. 1 Jrnl. 31 Dec. 4/2 To-day all

the clutter of the aisles was removed and the fair presented
. .a more regular and orderly arrangement of exhibits.

3. The crowded confusion of movement and busi-

ness; turmoil, bustle, stir. arch, ox dial.

1649 AMBROSE Media v. (1652) 104 What a clutter of busi-
nesses crossing one the other. 1704 Swift T. 'Tub iv. (1709)

73 In the midst of all this clutter and revolution in comes
Peter. 1723 De Foe Col. Jack 118401 192 I!y the hurry
and clutter they were in to get all ready for a fight, a 1734
North Exam. 1. ii. r 135 1740) 105 What Clutter there was
in Town about getting off. 1768 E. BvMsDicf. 'Terms Art,
A Clutter, a Bustle or Stir.

4. Noisy turmoil or disturbance, hubbub. (Cf.

Clatter.) arch, or dial.

1656 W. Coles Art of SimpiingZ What those things were
which.. Leah and Rachel kept such a clutter about. 1669
W. Simi'Son Hydrol. Chym. 348 All the clutter will be
hush'd. 1727 Swift To Very Young Lady, Those ladies,

who are apt to make the greatest clutter on such occasions.

1778 Camp Guide 14 That for mere religion, there should
be such a clutter. 1823 Scott Peveril xxxv, The dwarf .

.

making a most important clutter as he extinguished tht;ir tire.

5. A noise consisting of the disorderly mixture of

many rapid and more or less simultaneous sounds
;

mingled rattle. (Cf. Clatter.) arch. 01 dial.

1655 T. BAYLY Bp. Fisher xiv. 102 A Cannon bullet .

.

made such a horrible noyse and clutter, as it w ent thorough.
1670 Milton Hist. Eng. 11. Wks. 1738 II. 16 The clutter of
their Horse, and of their Wheels. 1702 Vanuklgh FaLe
Friend v. i, I heard such a clutter of small shot—' Murikr !

murder! murder! rape! fire!' a 1748 Watts Disc. Educ.
ii, Let [children] be instructed not to speak in a swift

hurry, with a tumult of syllables and clutter upon their

lips. 1841 I,. Hum- Seer (1864) 41 Now and then cuines a
clutter of drops against the glass, made by a gust of wind.

6. Comb., clutter-clutter, continuous or repeated

noise or clatter
;
clutterdepouch, an obsolete

dance ; clutter-fisted a., ? clumsy-handed : cf.

Cluster-fisted.
1608 Armin Nest Ntnn, (1842* 27 Clutter fisted, long of

arme, Bodied straight and slender'd. 1641 Brome Joviall
Crew it. Wks. 1873 III. 371 Daunce Clutterdepouch; and
Hannykin booby. 1691 Hist. Relat. Gen. Assembly Edivt,

49 A Clutter Clutter of words and canting phrases which
cannot be understood.

Clu tter, v. [Goes with the sb., q.v.]

f 1. intr. To run together in clots ; to clot,

coagulate. Also trans. =Clotter v. i. Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny xn, xvii, It battereth and cluttereth

into knots and balls. Ibid. xxv. xiii. (R. , It killith them. .

by congealing and cluttering their bloud. 1633 Rogers
Treat. Sacram. ii. 129 Their sinne..lies cluttered in their

soules. 1676 True Gentlewoman's Delight (N.), To make
cream clutter.

2. To run together or collect in knots or heaps
;

to crowd together. Quot. 159S connects with 3.)

1556 J. Heywood Spider if
/•'. li. 6 The spiders, togither

clustring and cluttring. 1598 GkeneWEY Tacitus' Ann. XI.

x. {1622) 152 All the rest came cluttering about [circuffi-

strcpunt\ him, crying that he should haste away to the

Canipe. 1610 Rowlands Mart. Mark-all 45 To whom .

.

masterlesse men after they heard of his fame, came clutter-

ing on heapes. a 1734 North Exam, in, vii. p 88 Villainy

. . clutters together in Heaps, and where you find one, all

the rest are not far.

3. To nin in crowded and bustling disorder.

1602 Hist. Eng. in Hart. Misc. I
Malh.

I ft. 455 The middle
of the field was filled with chariots, and horsemen, clutter-

ing and running round about. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier

(1840) 195 The coaches, horsemen and crowd, cluttered

away, to be out of harm's way. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy
I. 2 Away they go cluttering like hey-go mad. 1824-9
Landor Imag. Conv. (18461 II. 236 They clutter and run

and rise and escape from him.

4. To run or move with noise of bustle and con-

fusion ; to make a confused noise or clatter.

1693 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 342 To clutter or

clatter. 1768 E. Buys Diet. Terms Art, To Clutter, to

make a noise or hurly burly. 1808 J. MAYNE Siller Gun,
The coffee-cups began to clutter. 1833 Tennyson Goose vii,

It clutter'd here, it chuckled there.

t 5. trans. To heap or crowd together in a dis-

orderly way. Obs. or dial.

a 1631 Donne Lett. (1651) 32 Which clutters not Prayses

together. 1685 Cotton Montaigne III. 190 We cannot

make ourselves sure of the Supream Cause, and therefore

clutter a great many together, to see if it may not acci-

dentally be among them, a 1786 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin)

Wks. 46 All the teawn were cluttert abeawt us.

6. To crowd (a place or space) with a disorderly

assemblage of things. Now chiefly dial, and U. S.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 127 [Lest] any stragling

bodies clutter up its rooms and stifle it. 1685 Visit Arch-

deaconry Ely in Camb. Antiq. Commnnic. III. 346 The
Chancell soe clutterd up w-h a great Monum' that it leaves

noe Room for y Comunion Table. 1854 Thoreau li alden

ii. (1886) 90 An unwieldy and overgrown establishment,

cluttered with furniture. 1874 Sussex Gloss., 'To clutter

up, to throw into confusion : to crowd. 1885 Boston i,Mass.)

Jrnl. 8 Jan. 1/6 At present the sides of the highways . . are

cluttered with these pipes.

7. To throw into mental confusion and disorder,

now dial, and U- S.

1685 Trial Lady A. Lisle'm State TrialsX1.2Q7 Witness.

My lord, I am so baulked I do not know what I say myself

—Tell me what you would have me to say, for I am cluttered

69
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out of my senses. 1888 Detroit Free Press, I've seed strange
things in my time, but this clutters me

!

8. To utter words confusedly and hurriedly

:

often, as a habitual defect of utterance ; cf. Clut-
terer.
1654 Trapp Comm. Job L 19 This messenger cluttereth

out all at once. 1656 Lovelace Lucasta (1659) 73 (T.) All

that they Bluster'd and clutter'd wisely for, you play. 1813

W. Taylor Eng. Synonyms (1856) 254 Spoken with syllabic

distinctness .. articulated, and not cluttered. 1878 tr.

Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XIV. 817 A young preacher who
cluttered very badly.

Clu ttered, a. [f. Clutter v. + -ed.]

f 1. Run together in clots, clotted, coagulated

;

= Clottered. Obs.

1577-57 Holinshed England v. xv. 1-94/2 With the red
mantle of their cluttered bloud. 16x1 Drayton Poly-olb.

Jtviit, Cluttered §ore. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden 151

It. .provoketh urine, dissolveth cluttered gravel.

2. Crowded so as to cause confusion. {U. S.)

1865 Commonwealth (Boston) 11 Mar., A little dingy
room, cluttered with pots, kettles, tables and chairs. 1888
Harper's Mag. Nov. 964/2 Without being cluttered, it

gives a sense of the fulness of the English world.

Clu'tterer. [f- Clutter v. + -eb.] One who
clutters (see esp. sense 8 of vb.).

1878 tr. Ziemssen's CycL Med. XIV. 8i7Acertain operator

cut the tongue of a clutterer, whom he erroneously thought
to be a stutterer.

Cluttering (klo tsrin), vbl. sb. The action of

the vb. Clutter, in various senses.

1577 Dee Relat. Spir. 1. (1659) 6 Thumping, shuffing, and
fluttering. 1606 Warner Alb. Eng. XIV. xci. 116121 569
The noueltie of Cooches scath'd me so, As from their drifts

and cluttering I knew not where to go. 1660 H. More
Myst. Godl. v. x. 160 The cluttering of Trees together to

keep the Sun off from him. 1843 Dk kess Mart, Chuz.
xxxvi, Noisy with the . . cluttering of fowls in coops. 1878

tr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XIV. 817 The defect of speech
called by. .the English Cluttering.

Clustering, ///. a. That clutters ; speaking

with hurried and confused utterance. Hence Clut-
teringly, adv.
1624 lir. Mol'ntagu Gagg 48 Masters .. that goe work-

manlike, and not like you, clutteringly to worke. 1748 J.
Mason Elocut. 17 To cure a thick confused cluttering

Voice, a 1791 Wesley Wks. 11872) XIII. 515 Speaking in

a thick, cluttering manner.

t Clu*tterment, Obs. or dial. [f. Clutter v.

+ -ment.] Crowding, confused and noisy bustle
;

also concr. that which crowds and confuses a place.

161 1 Cotgb. ,
Tourbe, prease, crowd, thrust, throng, clut-

tennent. 1630 Holyday Technogamia C iv b, Here a chaire,

there a tub. .here a wheele, there a reele ; and an hundred
such clutterments. 01693 Urqchart Rabelais in. xiii, A
solitary Privacy far from the rustling clutterments of the

tumultuous and confused World.

+ Clirttery. Obs. rare. Disorder and dirt.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes IV. i. 172 Their Churnes and
Presses neat, there was no clutt'ry In Pantry, Milk-house,

dairy, nor in Butt'ry.

[Cluttish, prob. error for Sluttish. 1

160a md Ft. Return fr. Parnass. v. iv. fArb.) 70 And
thou my cluttish landresse Cinthia, Nere thinkes on Furors
linnen, Furors shirt.

Cluve, var. of Cloof, hoof, claw.

Cly, sb. Thieves' cant. [cf. Cly v.] (See quot.;

c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Cly, Money. .Let's strike

his Cly, let's get his Money from him; also a Pocket.

Filed aCly, Pickt a Pocket. 1834 H. Ainsworth Rookivood
111. v. (1878) 200 No knuckler so deftly could fake a cly.

1858 A. Mayhew Paved with Cold 11. i. 69 ' They're just

made for hooking a fogle out of a clye.'

Hence Cly-faker, pickpocket ;
Cly-teXing vb/.sb.

1811 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Cly-faker, a pick-pocket.

i8»7 I.yttos Pelham Ixxxii, They were gentlemen sharp-

ers, and not vulgar cracksmen and clyfakers. 186a H.
Kingsley Ravenshoe xxxv, 1 Hut what is cly-faking?" said

Charles. ' Why a-prigging of wipes and sneeze-boxes, and
ridicules, and such.'

Cly, v. Thieves* cant. Also 7-8 cloy, 7 clay.

[Possibly in origin identical with Clye v. below
(LG. kleien, klaien), with a modified sense * seize,

grip, or pull with the claws, clutch = Claw v. 3.

Cf. the range of meaning of the latter verb;

in Lower Rhenish dial., klauen, klduen, kUuen, is

used in the sense ' steal
1

; and beclxwen in MUG.
is said of the devil

,
just like 1 the Ruffian (devil) cly

thee!* (See Grimm, Klauen 2.)]

1. trans. To seize ; to take ; to get.

1567 Harman Caveat 86 So may we cly the Iarke . . The
Ruffian clye thee ! 1609 Dkkkkr Lanthom <y Candle-It.

Ciijb, The Ruffian cly the ghost of the Harman beck !

1621 H. Jonson Gipsies Metamorph. 1641 Bkome Jovial
Crctv 11. Wks. 1873 III. 388 Here, safe in our Skipper, let*s

cly off our Peck, c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, To Cly
the Jerk, to be whipt. 1817 Lytton Pelham Ixxxii, You
deserve to cly the jerk for your patter. Ibid. The ruffian

cly thee, Guinea Pig, for stashing the lush.

2. esp. To steal.

1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all (1874^ 8 They are sure

to be Clyd in the night, by the Angler, or hooker, or such
like pilferers. 1671 R. Head Eng. Rogue 1. v. (1874) 48
Cloy, to steal, c 1690 H. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Claying the

Fung, Cutting the Purse, or Picking the Pocket. Ibid.

Cloy, to Steal. Cloy the Clout, to Steal the Hankerchief.

1739 Poor Robin (N.), Money is now a hard commodity to

get, insomuch that some will venture their necks for it, by
padding, cloying, milling, filching, nabbing, etc., all which
in plain English is only stealing.
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Cly- : see also Cli-.

Clyack, var. of Cliack, kirn-cut.

t Clyde. Obs. [app. :—OE. cliBa plaster, poul-

tice, f. cliS-an to stick : cf. Clithe.] A plaster.

[c 1000 in Thorpe Horn. I. 476 Se witeja Isaias worhte
8am cyninge Ezechie clidan to his dol&c. — Sax. Leechd.
I. 154 Swylce 5acr clyoe to^elxd ware] c 132-5 E. E. AUit.
P. B. 1692 per mony clyuy as clyde hit cly}t togeder.

t Give, v. Obs. rare. [Corresponds to WFris.
(and Du.) klcycn (Kilian 1598', EFris. kleien,

klaien, MLG. and LG. klcycn, kleien (see Grimm),
' to scratch with the nails, to claw (the head, etc.) '.

Also in same sense, OSw. kleya, Norw. kleia : cf.

ON. klija to itch, to scratch. From same root

as Claw.] trans. To scratch.

1587 M. Grove Pelops /, Hipp. (18781 it6 Her head was
growne so hye About my pale, that able she was it with
navies to clye.

Clyer, var. of Clyre ; obs. form of Clear.
Clyet, ?obs. form of Cleat (cf. sense 1, 1440).
1466 Mann, y Ilouseh. Exp. ( 1841.1 346 Item, paid for an

clyet for the corse bonett, iiij//.

Clyght, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Clitch.

t Clyk, v. ? a by-form of Click.
14.. Gower MS. Cantab. Ff. i. 6, f. 1 (Halliw.) Then

. .sche . . bygynnyth to chyde, And clykyth led. Panli
chitereth] forthe in hure langage, Wat falshode ys in

maryage.

Clymacht, perversion of Climacteric.
1719 DX'rfey Pills (1872) VI. 243 That, I wuss, Kills

many a Puss, Before her Clymacht year,

t Clyme, cleyme. Cant. Obs. (See quots.
J

1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 74 Her Comrogue lies

begging in the fields with Clymes or artificial Sores, c 1690
II. K. Diet. Cant. Crctv, Cleymes, Sores without Pain
raised on Beggers Bodies, by their own Artifice. [Also

1725 New Cant. Diet.]

Cly-more, obs. form of Claymore.
Clynch, CTyng, Clynk, obs. ff. Clinch, Cling,

Clink.

t Clynterand. Obs. rare- 1
. Ipres. pple. of

Cluster ; but very possibly a misreading of clinics

ami : see Clint sb.

a 1400 50 Alexander 4863 He clynterand torres.

t Clype. -Sr. Obs. [Origin and sense doubtful.]

Jamieson has ' An ugly, ill-shaped fellow'.

it 1500 Colkclbie Saw 1. 285 (JamJ, Clarus, the long clype
Playit on a bag pype. 1500 20 Dunbar In secreit place 36
Quod scho, My Clype, my vnspaynit gyane With moderis
milk a,it in jour mychane. 1835 Jamieson s.v., ' Ne're an
ill-far'd clype.' Meams, Aberd.

Clypeal (kli'pial), a. [f. L. clype-us (see below)

+ - al!j Entom. Of, or pertaining to the clypeus

of an insect ; as the clypeal region.

Clypea'ster. Zool. [f. L. clype-us (<*clipeus)

round shield + Gr. ar/rr/p star.] A genus of echinoid

Echinoderms, allied to the common sea-urchin,

but having mouth and vent both below.

Hence Clypea'stroid a. and sb.

1836 9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 33/2 In Clypeaster the shell

is divided interiorly by vertical calcareous partitions. 1877
Huxley Anat. imf. An. ix. 574 The flattened Clypeastroid,

Scutella.

Clypeate (kli-pi'i^t), a. Biol. [f. as prec.

+

-ate ; cf. L. clypedtus armed with a shield.]

Shaped like a buckler or round shield. So also

t Clypeated.
1711 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 388 Clipeated

Candy Clover. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 252 Clypeate, resem-

bling a round buckler. In Treas. Bot. (i866\

Clypeiform (klipi'iitjim), a. [f. as prec. +
-(i)form.] Having the form of a round shield.

i8«8 Stark Elem. i\'at. Hist. II. 303 Scolitarii . . body
subovoid or cylindrical ; linearor clypeiform. 1871 Nichol-
son Palxont. 159 The carapace is clypeiform.

t ClypeifoTmoua, a. Obs. = prec.

1657 To.mlinson Renotts Disp. 241 Some [cucumbers]

broad and round ; others clypeiformous.

Clypeo-, combining form of Clypeus, as in

clypeo-frontal [Entom.), common to the clypeus

and front.

Clypeole (kli-pr'Jul). [ad. L. clypeolum, dim.

of clypeum, clypeus, round shield.] A little shield;

' term applied to the lamina or receptacle on the

inner surface of which the sporangia are attached

in Equisetum' {Syti. Soc. Lex. 1882).

Hence Clypeolar a., 'formed like a little

shield' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882). Cly peolate a.,

furnished with clypeoles.

II Clypeus (kli p«'i)s). Entom. [a. L. clypeus,

properly clipcus round shield.] The broad shield-

shaped part of the head of some insects which

bears the labrum or upper lip.

1834 M rMuRTRlE Curiers Anim. Kingd. 440 The Zy-
g.-cna: are not found in the western continent . .their inferior

palpi extend beyond the clypeus, and are pointed at the

extremity. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man I. x. 370 A most re-

markable distinction between the sexes of many beetles is

presented by the great horns which rise from the head,

thorax, or clypeus of the males.

Clyppe, var. of Clepe v., to call.

Clyre, clyer, clier. Sc. [Clier corresponds

to MDu. (Here, Du. titer gland, glandular swell-

CLYSTEB.

ing, scrofula, = EFris. Hire, kltr : ulterior history

obscure.] A glandular swelling; usually in //.

as name of a disease of cattle : see quots.

1794 Agric. Sttrv. Dumfries 357 (Jam.) A putrid distemper
in the throat, .called the Clyers . . It seems to be the same
with what in other places is called the murrain or gargle.

1808 Jamieson s. v. He has nae clyres in his heart, he is an
honest upright man. 1837 Lockhart Scott vii. an. 1793
A cow . . which the court . . riad pronounced to have what is

called the cliers, a disease analogous to glanders in a horse.

Hence Clyred a., ' having tumours in the

flesh ' (Jam.).
1697 Cleland Poems 66 {Jam.) And did not cease to cave

and paut, While clyred back was prickt and gald.

Clyse. local, [app. f. F\ ecluse : it may pos-

sibly go back to an aphetic ME. cluse with it

:

cf. Clow, Cluss ] — Clow sb. 1

1882 Spectator 6 May 595 In the Reports of the Somerset
Drainage Commissioners, the sluices and locks under their

jurisdiction are called ' Clyscs '.

t Clysma tic. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. xXvofia,

kKvoiiclt- ' clyster, drench ' + -ICJ A method of

injection or infusion ; transfusion.

1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. xix. 714 An Operation of

Infusion, or a new Clysmatick, or sort of Clystering, when
through an opened Vein, by putting a small Pipe into the
Orifice, there is injected, .some liquor, etc

Clysmian (kli zmian , a. rare. [f. as next +
-ian. Cf. F. clysmien, perhaps the immediate

source.] (See quot.)

1881 Syd. Soe. Lex., Clysmian, applied to a class of soils

of transport and alluvium, or of inundation and attrition,jje*

i

cause evidently the product of transport and mechanical
deposit, of which water has been the agent.

Clysmic (kli zmik), a. [f. Gr. kKvoh-os, sb. f.

/eAiitcii' to wash over, drench + -Id] ,See quots.)

1847 Craig, Clysmic, washing, cleansing, i860 Mayne
Expos. Lex., Clysmic, washing off; carrying away by the

rushing of waters.

II Clyssus, Clissus. Obs. [In med. ormod.L.:

no Lat. or Gr. derivation is known ] A term of

Paracelsian Chemistry, used in various senses : e.g.

' the quintessence of a thing ; the reunion of dif-

ferent principles, as oil, salt, and spirit, by long

digestion ; the product of the detonation of nitre

with another substance' (Mayne Exp. Lex.). Ac-
cording to Rolfenkius, meaning 'compound mineral

spirits . Syd. Soc. Lex.)
1650 French New Light Alchymie Gloss., Clissus is the

occult vertue of things returning from whence they came,
as the venue of an hearb into the root in Autumnc. 1682

Brcno Castelli Lex. renoratum, s. v. 1708 J. Harris Lex.
Techn., Clyssus, amonjr, some Chymists, is a long Digestion

and Union of Oily Spirits (especially Mineral ones' together,

in order to make a Composition or accurate Mixture of

them. .Sometimes for a Medicine made of the most active

and energetical Parts of any Ingredients. 1741 Chambers
Cycl., Clyssus, in Chymistry. .consisting of the most efficaci-

ous Principles of any Body, extracted, purify 'd, and then
re-mixed. 1767 Woulfe Distil, in Phil. Trans. LVII. 534
The vapours which arise in the deflagration of nitre, with

charcoal, antimony, etc., commonly called Clyssus, are very

hard to condense. i8a6 Henry Elem. Chem. I. 540 Nitrate

of potassa is rapidly decomposed by charcoal at a high tem-

perature . . The products of this combustion . . are carbonic

acid and nitrogen gases. Part of the carbonic acid also

remains attached to the residuary alkali, and may be ob-

tained from it on adding^ a stronger acid. This residue was
termed, by the old chemists, clyssus of nitre.

Clyster (kliltaa), sb. Forms : 5-8 clister,

6-7 clystre, 5 clyster ; 5 glystere, 6-8 glister,

6-9 glyster. [a. F. clystlre (13th c. in Littre), or

L. clyster, -en's, Gr. oXt/jriJpa tlystcr-pipe, syringe,

clyster, f. Kkv{-ttv to wash or rinse out, drench.]

1. A medicine injected into the rectum, to empty

or cleanse the bowels, to afford nutrition, etc. ; an

injection, enema ; sometimes, a suppository.

a. clyster, clister.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ML vii. (1495) 228 In

Liturgy ouer all thynge the pacyent shall haue a clister

1543 traheron Vigo's Chirurg. ffU. xviii. 216 A Clyster is

a noble rcmedye to dryue out superfluitees of the guttes.

1615 Crooke Body of Afan 44 Nourishing Clisters do not

ascend vnto the stomacke. 1671 Boyle I'sefulness Nat.
Phitos. 11. v. xiv, Clysters of the smoke of tobacco. 1691

Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 330 A jwyson'd Clister (was] given to

him, under pretence of curing him. 1800 Med. frul. IV.

479 For the last ten days of his life, he was supported by

broth clysters.

/3. glyster, glister,

c 1440 Glystere [see Clystery]. 1 546 Langley Pol. Verg. De
Invent. 1. xvii. 32a, The Ibis, .taught Phisicians to minister

Glisters. 1602 vid Pt. Return fr. Parnass. 11. xi. (Arb.)

20 With a suppositor or a glister. 161S Hart Anat. Ur.

iv. 69 The injection of an anodine, or mitigating glister.

1780 Phil. Trans. LXX. App. 39 Given, .as a glister.

ts.fig-
1590 Greene Mourn. Cam. (1610I 59 My purse began

with so many purging glisters to waxe not only laxatiue,

but quite emptie. 1602 Fulbecke Pandectes Law Nations

81 To purge their blacke iaundise with a glister of inke.

1633 Shirley Bird in Cage 1. i, He's a slight physician can-

not give a golden glister at a dead lift.

f 2. The pipe or syringe used in injection ; a

clyster-pipe. Obs. rare.

1527 Andrew Brunsuylee's Distyl.
_
Waters D ij, The

same, .with a spout or clystre spcuted in the fondamenl.

fb. trans/. A pipe, tube. Obs.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xliii. 202 This kind of Lillie beareth
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at the toppe of the stalke and also amongst his leaues as it

were certayne pypes or clysters. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.

To Rdr. 126 Finches are taught to Cherrip w** the Quill

Mouth Clyster, and their Notes their Panches fill,

f 3. A contemptuous name for a medical prac-

titioner (cf. Clyster-pipe). Obs.
1621 Fletcher Thierry L sc. 1 [addressing a physician]

What's that to you, or any, Ye dross, you powder'd pigs-

bones, rubarbe glisters?

4. Comb., as clyster-syringe
;
clysterwise adv.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes U. ii. 39 A little Paracelsian

Apothecary, Clyster-high. 1705 T. Greenhill Art Em-
balming 273 This Balsamic Liquor thus Clysterwise im-

mitted into the Intestins. Ctna W. Gibson Farriers

Dispens. x. 11734) 246 Administer it Clysterwise blood warm.

Clyster (kU-stai), v. [f. the sb.] trans. To
treat with clysters. Hence Cly'stering vbl. sb.

c 1488 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. 34 This lettyng blode

or clystryng, is to avoyde pestylence. 1684 [see Clysmatic].

1733 Fielding Quixote in En%. it. xiv, I shall order him
bleeding, glistering, vomiting, .and cupping. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. II. 152 Patent Veterinary Syringe for

relieving hoven cattle, and clystering them.

+ Clysterize, v. Obs. [ad. F. clystiruer (16th

c. in Littre) or late L. clysterlz-are : see -ize.]

trans, a. To treat with a clyster ; b. To inject (a

medicine'; as a clyster; c. ? (in gen. sense of Gr.

tc\v£-€tv) To wash over, syringe (quot. 1543).
1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. iv. 154 To take the same

decoction, .and to clysterize the sore place therewith. 1601

Holland Pliny II. 41 Stampe it and pour it down their

throats, or els clysterize them with it. [bid. II. 413 If it

[sea-water] be clysterized hot, it allaieth the wrings and
grindings of the belly. 1601 R. Dolman tr. Fr. Acad. (1618)

in, lxxx. 819 The decoction thereof clisterized, serueth

greatly for dysenterias. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

Clyster-pipe. A tube or pipe for adminis-

tering clysters.

1604 Shaks. Oth. II, i. 178 Yet againe, your fingers to

yourlippes? Would they were Clister-pipes for your sake.

1622 Fletcher Sea Voyage 1. i, Come Surgeon, out with
your glister-pipe And strike a galliard. 1755 Smollett
Qttix. (1803) IV. 120, I know not what to send, except some
clyster-pipes, which are very curiously turned and mounted
in this island. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Clyster-pipe, the anal

tube of an enema apparatus. Also, the primitive apparatus
itself ; a bladder to which a pipe or tube was attached.

+ b. A contemptuous name for a medical

man.
1622 Massinger & Dekker Virgin Martyr^ rv. i. Thou

stinking clyster-pipe, where's the god of rest, Thy pills and
base apothecary drugs Threaten'd to bring unto me? a 1672
Wood Life 3 May an. i66r, John Haselwood, a proud
starch 'd, formal and sycophantizing Clisterpipe, who was
the Apothecary to Clayton when he practiced Physick.

t Cly'Stery. Obs. [ad. late L. clysteri-um,

a. Gr. K\vdT7)piov, dim. of KKvar-qp.'] A clyster.

1387 Trevisa Higden i,Rolls) IV. 393 Also he usede ofte

clistories and spuynge. 1398 — Earth. De P. R. vn. lxvii.

(1495)285 By spewenge other byneth wyth aClisterye, CX440
Promp. Pan'. 199/1 Glystery, or glystere, glisterium, glis-

tere. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Eh. Physicke 36/1 Loosen
his body with Clisteryes, or with Suppositoryes.

Clyte, Clyve, obs. ff. Cleat, Clive, Cleave v.

Clyver(s, clyvre, obs. ff. Cleaver, Cleavers.
Clyw

v
e, obs. f. Clew, and pa. t. of Claw v.

On- was used in OE., and often in early ME.,
where hi- is now used ; as in cnap, cniht, cnok,

cnot, enow, etc. See Kn-.

Cneniial (kni"'mial\ a. [f. Gr. Kvqfi-t) tibia +
-(i)al.] Relating to the tibia.

1871 Huxley Anat. Vert. vi. 295 The tibia [of birds] is a
highly characteristic bone. Its proximal end is expanded
and produced anteriorly into a great cnemial process.

1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cnemial crest, a bony prominence
of the upper end of the tibia in many birds.

Cnicin (knarsin). [f. L. aiTc-ns (sec below) +
-IN.] A bitter principle obtained from the leaves

of Cnicus benedictus, and other Composite plants.

1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem.\. 1029 Cnicin forms white
transparent silky needles, having a pure bitter taste.

II Cnida (knai'da). Zool. PL cnidse. [mod.L.,

a. Gr. kviSjj nettle.] The nettle cell (urticating, or

thread cell) of the Ccelenterata (jelly-fish, hydra,

etc.), in which their power of stinging resides:

usually called nemaiocyst. Hence [combining
form cnido-\ Cni'dololast [Gr. 0\o.(jt6s germ],

the cell in which a nematocyst is developed.

Cni-docell = cnida. Cni'docil [L. eilium, cf.

Cil], the external irritable ciliary process of a

cnidoblats. Cnidophore [Gr. -(popos bearing], a

process bearing a ' battery ' of cnidoblasts.

1876 Macalister Anim. Morphol. 80 In the protoplasmic
ectoderm exist scattered or clustered nettle-cells (cnida or
trichocysts) which are minute oval capsules filled with fluid .

.

lined by a delicate membrane which at the apex is involuted
into an axial tube, ending in a long coiled barbed thread.
1884 Sedgwick tr. Clans' Elem.Zool. I. 223 Each Cnidoblast

- possesses a fine superficial plasmatic process {Cnidocil),
which is probably very sensitive to mechanical stimuli and
occasions the bursting of the capsule. 1887 Rolleston &
Jackson Forms Anim. Life 331 The nematocysts are re-
moved from the cells or cnidoblasts in which they were de-
veloped, and where they usually remain until discharged.
Jbid., The discharge of the thread is therefore brought
about through . . direct mechanical or chemical irritation of
the cnidocil. Ibid. 757 Some of the hydranths are furnished
with a single basal horn-like process—the cnidophore

—

armed terminally with a battery of cnidoblasts.

Cnute-berry, var. of Knot-, Knout-berry,

cloudberry.

tC© 1
! COC Obs. Also ko, koo, keo, coo.

[ME. midland form, answering to northern ka,

kae = Da. kaa, ON. *kd, *k§, from *kdha : cf.

Chough.] Jackdaw. Cf. Caddow 1
.

£-1325 Gloss. W. de Eiblesw. 145 La chouwe, a co-brid

[Camb. MS. the co], € 1440 Promp. Parv. 84 Coo byrde,

or schowhe, Monedula. Ibid. 280 Koo bryd, or schowghe.

14. . Voc. Hart. MS. 1587 Ibid. 84 Monedula, coo. a 1528

Skelton P. Spatwe 466 We may not well forgo The
countrynge of the coe. 1530 Palsgr. 237/1 Koo, a byrde.

t Co 2 . Obs. Cant. (See quots.)

1561 Awdelay Frat. Vacab. 5 A Kitchin Co is called an

ydle runagate Boy. 1567 Harman Caveat 76 A Kynchen
Co is a young boye . . that when he groweth vnto yeres,

he is better to hang then to drawe forth. 1834 Ainsworth
Rookwood in. v. (1878) 183 Doxies, .and their coes.

Co 3 . 1. (kJu). An abbreviation of Compaxy
;

esp. in the sense : The partners or members of a

firm whose names do not appear in the style or title.

1759 Compl. Letter-Writer (ed. 6\ London : Printed for

Stanley Crowder, and Co. 1778 Whitehead's Newcastle
Directory 49 Sugar-houses: Atkinson and Co., Quay-side.

Forster and Co., Close. 1816 ' Quiz ' Grand Master v. 98
He swore he'd give John Co. the slip. 1823 Moore Fables

v. 61 This most ill-matched unholy Co. From whence the

ills we witness flow. 1843 Dickens Mart. Chnz. xxi, Don't

have my name in it . .1 must be Co., I must.

2. A written abbreviation of county.

1866 Tate Brit. Mollusks iv. 109 Recorded from Clifden,

co. Galway.

Co, dial, form of Come v.

Co-, prefix of Latin origin. In Latin the pre-

position com- (which as a separate word was
written in classical L. cum) was shortened to co-

before vowels and h, also before gn-, e.g. eoalescere,

coercere, coorlus, cohxrere, cognatus. Partly from

the greater syllabic distinctness of this form of

the prefix, arising out of the natural break be-

tween it and the following vowel, whereby also,

on the break-down of the older quantitative system,

the 0 became a long vowel, partly from the readi-

ness with which some compounds of this type, as

co-zequdlis, co-adjutor, co-episcopus, co-hseres, co-ope-

rator, co-optdre, were analysed into their elements,

co- has come in English to be a living formative,

the use of which is no longer restricted to words

beginning with a vowel, but extended to all words

of analogous kinds, including native English or

other words, as well as those from Latin. The
general sense is 'together', Mn company', 'in

common', 'joint, -ly\ 'equal, -ly', ' reciprocally
1 mutually'. It combines (like L. com-, con-, co-)

with verbs, adjs., adverbs, and sbs. It is some-

times prefixed to words of L. origin which are

already compounded with com- (con-), as co-con-

nexion, -conspirator, -constituent.

It occurs also as a variant form of words of L.

origin or type, where the regular form is com-,

con-, cor- : e.g. co-centric, co-natural, co-numerary,

\ co-partment, co-relation, co-rival, co-temporary,

co-terminous, and other occasional instances : cf.

also co-citizen, co-join, co-mingle, with concitizen,

conjoin, commingle, etc.

All the more important of these compounds appear

in their alphabetical order as Main words : there

follow here examples of compounds of rare oc-

currence and obvious meaning, or in which the

combination is but for the nonce. It is notable

how many of these are solely due to Bishop Ken.

1. Verbs.

Of a joint subject : as, co-engage to engage along

with others, co-sustain to sustain jointly. Of a

joint object : as, co-admit to admit (two or more

things) equally, co-annex to annex (things) along

with others. So
Co-abound, f co-absume, co-admire, co-admit, co-

agonize, co-animate, co-annex, co-annihilate, co-

apprehend, co-ascend, co-attend, co-augment, co-

bewail, co-bless, co-breathe, co-crucify, co-decree,

co-delight, co-derive, co-die, co-elevate, co-embody,

co-employ, co-enact, co-endear, co-enfiavie, co-en-

gage, co-enjoy, co-exert, co-expire, co-glorify, co-

harmonize, co-hymn, co-implore, co-include, co-

infer, co-inspire, co-inter, co-inthrone, co-love, co-

oblige, co-produce, co-quicken, co-raise, co-rebel,

co-rejoice, co-resign, co-resort, co-seat, co-spire, co-

suffer, co-sustain, co-torment, co-torture, co-trans-

fuse, co-transpire, co-transubstantiate, co-tivist,

co-vibrate, co-worship.
a 1711 Ken Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 519 While
Hymn and Love here T co-abound. 1642 F. White Eepl.

Fisher 424 The words . . are not, Is consumed by the sub-

stance, but, Is *coabsumed with the substance. (11711

Ken Hymnotheo {172V IIL370 The Blessed Co-everlastmg
Three, By Lovers co-ador'd, and *co-admir'd. — Hymna-
rhtm II. 31 God in himself has taught in Holy Writ Pre-

science and Liberty to -co-admit. — Hymns Evang. 1. 139
That I . . May with thy Agony *co-agonize. 1660 Hench-

man Peace-offering 4 *Coanimated into one inward Love
in Christ. .' 1600 Hooker Ecct. Pol. vu. II. 474 Unless
such difficulties therefore annexed unto that estate be tem-

pered by *co-annexing thereunto things esteemed of in

this world. 1775 *Co-annihilate : see Co-infer. 1646 Sir

T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xx. 263 Able to communicate
their conceptions unto any that *co-apprehended the Syn-
taxis of their natures. 1603 Sir C Heyuon Jud. Astrol.

vi. 170 Her place considered with latitude is truly vnder-

stood in the rule, and the degree *co-ascending therewith.

a 1711 Ken Hymns Festiv. U721) I. 376 Passions on my
Will to *co-attend. ci6ii Chapman Iliad xtn. (R.), Virtue

*coaugmented thrives, in men of little minde. (11711 Ken
Hymnotheo (1721) III. 131 The Mourners wont his soul to

*co-bewail. — Preparatives IV. 127 Flesh which with

Soul to be *co-bless'd In Hope shall rest. — Hymns Evang.
I. 135 When Godhead Fontal and Deriv'd, *co-breath. —
Chrisfophil I. 437, I, while thou suffer'st, shall abide *Co-
crucify'd. — Sion IV. 329 The glorious three, Acceptance

gracious *co-decree. Ibid. IV. 350 Each.. In heav'nly

Love will *co-delight. — Hymns Festiv. I. 268 Love, Joy,

and Praise, All *co-deriv'd from God the source. 1865 Plsey
Eiren. 1. 154 She. .was willing to * co-die with her Son. 1619

R. Jones Serm. in Phenix (1708* II. 489 The Body and the

I Soul . . each * co-elevating other to make up the Resurrection.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQua I. (1859' II. 252 <D.) Father,

Son, and Holy Spirit will then become v coembodied in this

Divine body, a 1711 Ken Hymns Festiv. (1721) I. 255 With
them they wou'd in Song be *co-employ'd. 1645 W. Ball
Sphere Govt. 8 A deniall of acting, enacting, or *coenact-

ing with the Parliament. 1711 Ken Edmund (1721) II.

275 To God and to each other *co-endear'd. — Hymnotheo
III. 172 Angels with Love each other *co-enflame. 1650

St. Trials, Colonel Andreive [K.\ I was promised by
Benson, that if Sir John Gell, and their pretended friends

of the country, did ''co-engage, I should be disengaged.

c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 262, I wish my soul no other

felicity, .than to ascend to his, and *co-enjoy the same
bliss. <z 1711 Ken Hymns Festiv. (1721) I. 268 In saints

they *co-exert their Might. — Hymnotheo III. 166 They
..at the Point of Death shall *co-expire. — Hymns
Evang. I. 137 In them with Thee I am *co-glorify'd. Ibid.

I. 41 Thy attributes are all *co-harmoniz'd. Ibid. I. 179

*Co-hymn'd by the Celestial Host. — Christophil I. 483
Thv Loves, Great Trine, I co-adore, And co-adoring, ^co-

implore. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 40 In this Cartila-

ginous Pericardium . . is likewise the Auricle* *co-included.

1775 Harris Philos. Arrangcm. (1841) 356 The latter logi-

cians are accustomed to call this mode of priority, that

which is 'co-inferred, but does not co-infer; that which co-

annihilates, but is not co-annihilated. #1711 Ken Edmund
(17211 II. 259 Both at one Breath by God seem'd *co-in-

spired. 1874 Pusey Lent. Serm. 312 Their old man had
been crucified with Christ.. with Him they had been ""co-

interred, withhim coraised. 1650 Hubbert Pitt to Formality

73 Can Christ and Belial be *co-inthroned? a 1711 Ken
Christophil (1721) I. 484 *Co-loving Thee ..Great Trine.

— Edmund 11. 278 Interest, Honour, Nature, and Heavn's

Will, All *co-oblige you to revenge the 111. — Hymnotheo
(1721) III. 370 The great Terraqueous System [to] *co-

produce. (11677 Barrow Creed Wks. 1859 VII. 296 He
*co-quickened, co-raised, and co-seated us (if I may so

speaki with him in heavenly places. 1874 Pusev Lent.

Serm. 312 He .. co-quickened us in Christ. 1677-1874

*Co-raisc: see co-inter, co-quicken, aiyw Ken Prepara-

tives (1721) IV. 75 All ..which fell, Will strive to make
you *co-rebell. - Hymns Festiv. I. 400 Their Brethren

*co-rejoyce. — Sion IV. 379 They to his conduct Psyche *co-

resign. 1678 Pol. Ballads <iS6ot I. 209 Where zealots and
Whigs *co-resort. 1677 * Co-seat : see co-quicken, a 1711

Ken Hymnotheo (1721) III. 355 Father and Son. .The gra-

cious Co-eternal Dove *co-spir'd. 1603 Fi.orio Montaigne
1. i. (1632) 2 They, .would have us aid the afflicted, but not

to faint, and ^co-suffer with them, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo
(1721) III. 385 Their Chief and they the Burthen *co-sus-

tain'd. Ibid. III. 89 Damn'd Souls and Devils, .each other

*co-torment. — Psyche IV. 239 Tortur'd themselves, and
yet *co-torturing me. — Hymnotheo III. 235 Saints

sweetly here discourse, and heav'nly News Into each other

only co-transfuse. — Psyche IV. 257 They kiss'd and in

protracted kiss repos'd ; Love *co-transpiring. — Sion IV,

345 How we. .by nuptial Tie are one How we *co-transub-

stantiated are grown. 1833 Lamb Elia (i_86ot_36o Linked to

her connatural tree, *co-twisting with its limbs her own.

1881 Le Conte Light 58 They *co-vibrate with the un-

dulations of the ether. 1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 1.

i. 3 Yea in a Crosse *co-worshipped with him in the verie

same worship.

2. Adjs. (often participial), and advbs.

Thus co-embedded embedded together, co-har-

monious unitedly harmonious, co-intersecting inter-

secting mutually ; thence adverbs, as co-harmo-

niously :

Co-amlntlant, co-amiable, co-apostate, co-ardent,

co-boundless, co-divine, co-effluent, co-effluentHal, co-

elongated, co-embedded, co-endearing, co-eufiaming,

co-featured, co-foreknown, co-glorious, co-gracious,

co-harfnonious (and -ly), co-hellish, co-immense,

co-incorporate, co-intersecting, f co-like, co-lovely,

co-mournful, co-neighbouring, co-omniscient,
_
co-

penetrating, co-pleased, co-refiexed, co-sounding,

co-transforate, co-universal.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 300/1 Two Doves *Coambu-

lant..are a loving pair walking together. (11711 Ken
Hymns Festiv. Poet Wks. 1721 I. 349 That *Co-amiable

Trine. — Hymnotheo III. 123 Pride .. First down from

Bliss Apostate Angels threw, First *co-apostate Man from

God withdrew. Ibid. III. 358 To the Co-une, Co-amiable,

Three, *Co-ardent Love, Co-equal Praises be. — Chris-

tophil I. 458 Lord, out of thy *co-boundless store, I love-

supplies implore. — Hymns Evang. I. 136 He'll speak

from Both with Mission *Co-divine. Ibid. I. 94 God "co-

effluent fill'd his human Mind. — Hymns Festiz'. I. 267

Thou Trine *Co-efffuential Love. >8$4 R. Owen in Circ.Sc.

{c 1865") II. 58/1 The iliac bones and sides of the sacrum be-

come *co-elongated. 1851-9 Darwin in Man. Sc. Eng. 278
1 The age of such a formation would have to be judged of by
1 69-2
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the *co-embedded shells, a 1711 Ken Christophil (1721) !
435 The Spirit on Thy sacred Head Wings radiant, •co-

endearing spread. — Psyche IV. 165 With a *co-enflaming
Ardour vie. 1849 Reverberations B< 85, 1 can see no year
*co-featured or conformable therewith, a 1711 Ken Hymnar.
TI. 31 Things certain, or contingent^ "co-foreknown. —
Preparatives IV. 57 Within the Gracious shine Of the *co-

glonous Trine. — Christophil I. 485 The Ix>ve Which in

the Three Co-gracious reigns. — Hymnotheo III. 241
In *co-harmonious Numbers, Measures, Weights. — Chris-
tophil I. 447 He taught how sweet Humility and Height
In souls would *co-harmoniously unite. — Hymns Evang.
I. 149 Jesus, worried by the Pagan crew, Storm 'd by
Hell Powers, and the *co-hellish Jew. — Hymns Festiv.
I. 228 Thou Godhead's "Co-immense First-born. 1650
Elderfielo Tythes 89 The diffused and "coincorporate
Law. 1881 Athenaeum 21 May 692/1 Mr. S. Roberts's
Theorem of Four *Cointersecting Spheres. 1678 R. R[us-
sell] tr. Geber iv. ii. 242 With the Union of all *Co-like
Parts. (71711 Ken Edmund 1721) II. 340 Philothea .

.

Clarissa. . Devota. .a co-lovely Trine. — Hymnotheo III.

339 The Doves . . Notes *co-mournfuI mutually rehearse.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. n. 108 Both being fluid, dissip-

able, and 'co-neighbouring Elements, a 1711 Ken Pre-
paratives 117211 IV. 114 The liless'd *co-omniscient Three.
— Hymns Festiv. I. 268 Great God thus unity displays, In
sweet *co-penetrating Rays. — Hymnotheo III. 338
Pleas'd with Eve's stroalring it, it meekly bay'd, And she
*co-pleased, the Lamb her fondling made. Ibid. III. 166
Dear Ixwers there in *co-reflex'd delight. 185s Seidel
Organ 130 Sometimes this *co-sounding tone is not quite
clear or distinct. 1875 Myeks /Wms 76 'Co-transforate
with Christ, a 1711 Kt-N Hymnotheo (1721) III. 42 Death
keeps with Sin * co-universal sway.

3. .Substantive$. a. Of action, state, etc.

Co-abode, co-administration, co-admiration, co-

advice, co-aid, co-audience joint-hearing, f co-be-

nignity, co-connexion mutual connexion, f co-He-

light, co-denization, co- domestication, co-emana-
tion, f co-enamonrtncnt co-exertion, co-explosion,

T co-hea'rtcdness communion or unity of hearts,

co-indwelling, co-infeftment, co-interest, co-life, co*

perception, co-principate, t co-respect, co-splendour,

co tenure, co-understanding, co-use.

a 1711 Ken Sum Poet. W'ks. 1721 IV. 391 Such love the
Saint to Paula shew'd In their bless'd *Co-abode. 1688 Loud.
Gaz. No. 2389/3 Deputed to this Coadministration during
the Pleasure of his Holiness and the Apusiolick See. 1628
Hume Jeives Deliv. i. 2, 1. Their *coadmiration. 2 Their
congratulation. 1651 HOWELL Venice 10 Without the *co-

advsce of som. .mates. 1631 I!?. Wfbbe Quietn. 1 1657 109
The cooperation of the hands, .the *co-audience of the ears.

(11711 Ken Hymns Festiv. (17211 I. 268 *Co-bcnignities
Divine Gush out on us from Godhead Trine. 1823 J. Bad-
cock Pom. Amusem. 127 The intimate "co-connection that
exists between galvanic electricity and magnetism, a 1711
Ken Hymnarium (1721) II. 9 Reflecting still thy God-
head bright, and in co-splendour *co-delight. 1840 Tait's

Mag. VII. 71 The mission of the apostles was not an epi-

scopiring of geographical dioceses . . but a #co-denization of
human hearts. 1819 Coleridge Rem. 11836) II. 193 "Co-
domestication with Edgar and their common father, a 1711
Ken Hymns livang. 11721) I. 82 The blessed Three, .joyn
Man with 'co-emanations to refine. — Hymns Festiv. I. 291
She melting, while he sweetly shin'd, To "co-enamourments
inclin'd. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend < 1865 34 Works which
cannot act at all except as far as they call the reasoning
faculties into full "co-exertion with them- 18*3 1. Badcock
Don/. Amusem. 66 "Co-explosion of Fulminating Silver.

If small parcels of this preparation be laid about upon the
table, .and one parcel be touched with sulphuric acid, the
whole detonate spontaneously. 1619 K. Jones Recant. Serm.
in Phenix 11708) II. 496 The unanimity and accord of the
Disciples. . signifies a *co-heartedness, and unanimity or con-
curring in affection. 1840 Gladstone Ch. Prine. 398 That
*coindwelling of good and evil which passes our under-
standing. 1858 Carlyle Fred. Gt. (18651 I- m* v *- I 8i The
electoral branch managed to get tnitbetehnung I'co-'mMt-
menti, that is to say, Eventual Succession. 1648 Milton
Observ. Art. Peace (18511 581 The appearance of a 'co-
interest and partaking with the Irish Rebels. 1841 4
Emerson Ess. Ser. 11. ii. (1876) 67 The soul is not twin-
born, but the only begotten . . admitting no *co-life. Ibid.

Ser. 1. vii. 179 The order of the world and the distribution

of affairs and times being studied with the #
co-perception of

their subordinate place. 1874 H. Reynolds John Bapt.
App. 531 There was a genuine *Co-principate of Tiberius
and Augustus before the middle of 765 a.u.c (11711
Ken Hymnotheo (1721) III. 355 Love co-immense flows
from their *co-respects. — Hymnarium II. 9 Reflecting
still thy God-head bright, And in* Co-splendor, Co-delight.
i860 Sa la Lady Chester/, v. 79 Queen Adelaide's *co-tenure
of the sceptre was of. .brief duration, c 1645 Howell Lett.
(1650' II. 110 Provided ther be reciprocal! Knowledge, and
"co-understanding of the art 'twixt the parties. 1886 Anti-
quary XIV. 94 By their *co-use to designate the same in-

dividual.

b. Agent-nouns (and derivatives of function,

adjectives used substantively), etc.

Co-actor, co-agriculturist, co-aid, co-ambassador,

co-apostate, co-approver, co-asserter, co-believer, co-

burgess, co-burgher(-ship) t
co-churchwarden, co-con-

spirator, co-descendant, co-despairer, co-discoverer,

co-editor (-ship ', co-elder (-ship) t co-emperor, eo-

enactor, co-engager, co-faster, co-father (

-

sh ip) ,

t cofere, co-fisher, co-herald, co-husband, co-inmate,

co-inventor, co-islander, co-judge, co-justiciar, co-

king, co-legislator, co-magistracy, co-mourner
y
co-

murmurer, co- nominee, co - non-intelligent, co-

parallel, co-parent, co-patentee, co-presbyter, co-rebel,

co-rival, co-saviour, co-settler, co-species, co-sufferer,

co-traitor, co-translator, co-tripper-, co-tutor\ co-

twin, co-villager, co-votary.

1638 Brome Antipodes n. ii, You are To speake to your
*co-actors in the Scene. 1880 Macm. Mag. No. 245. 415
The American farmer has his grievance as well as his *co-

agriculturist in Britain. 1715-10 Pope Iliad KRL 619 Paris,

Deiphobus, Agenor join ; *Co-aids and captains of trie Tro-
jan line. 1579 Kenton Guicciard. 1. (16181 5 Gentill Bishop
of Aret/e, the other *coembassador for Florence, a 1711

Ken Edmund (1721J II. p *Co-apostates damn'd as well

as we. 1684 H. More Ansrver 29 *Co-approvers of the

sentence. 165s Gataker Antinom. 15 The Autor and
other his "coasserters of free grace. 1885 Manch. Exam.
6 July 5/1 In concert with his *co-believers. 185a Grote
Greeceu. Ixxvi. X. 74 Knit together, .by the *coburgership.

1565 in Picton L'pool Atunic. Rec. (18831 35 Bis brethren
and commonalty of *co-burgesses. 1835 Crompton& Mee-
son Rep. Cases Crts. Exchequer 316 head-note, A church-
warden has no authority to pledge the credit of his *co-

churchwardens for repairs to the church. 1868 Daily News
21 July, Mr. Hubbard had been consulted by his co-church-
warden. 1863 Bright Sp. America 30 June, He has sought
to become . . in the palace of the French emperor a "co-

conspirator with him. 1866 Church <y St. Rev. 7 Dec. 771
Mr. Bright and hisco-conspirators. 1884 PopularSc. Monthly
XXIV. 787 Man is the *co-descendant with other mammals
of a common progenitor, a 1711 Ken Edmund < 1721 1 II.

10 Ye *Co-despairers in these woes. 1871 Proctor Light
Sc. 56 Professor Adams—*co-discoverer with Le Verrier of
the distant Neptune. 1863 -V. <&Q- Ser. 111. IV. 231 Brought
out under the "co-€ditorship of Dr. Geo. Hickes and Dr.
F. Lee. 17*6 Trapp Popery 1. § 5. 78 In the original it is

tTvtLirpttrfivTtpos, *Co-elder. 1876 Hi/mfhreys Coin-Colt.

Man. xxiv. 353 These two personages were elected 'co-

emperors by the senate. 1649 W. Ball Pmver of Kings 5
They, .are called to Act with, or to be *Co-enactors. 1650
St, Trials, Colonel Andrt-iue \ W\ The #co-engagers in

that resolution. 1882 3 Schakf Encycl. Relig. Kncnvl. 1 1 1.

1787 By means of a sufficient number of *co-fasters, a fast

of seven years may be accomplished in six days. 1839 G.
Darley in Heaum. F/.'s Whs. Introd. 20 The tragedies,

especially those of Beaumont's *co-fathership. 1430 Lydg.
Cnron. Troy 1. vi, Iason is come with many a manly man,
< >f his Voferes. 1854 Badham Halieut. 5 Venus and Cupid
were as great "co-fishers from the same boat as Cleopatra
and Antony. x8 . . Coleridge Chamouni iv, Thyself
Earth's rosy star, and of the dawn *Co-herald. 1647 R.
Stapylton Juvenal Sat. X. 190 Him whom Cesar's wife
will chuse "Co-husband. 1882 J. Hawthorne Fort. Fool
1. xxxi, As *co-inmates of one dwelling. 1887 F. D. Clark
in Free. Amer. Instr. Deaf 306 One of the coinventors of
the audiometer. 1644 Howell EngL Teares in Hart.
Misc. iMalh.) V. 448 Against my *co-islander the Scot.

1639 R. Gentilis Servt'ta's Inauis. 11676) 841 If these Lords
will be Coadjutors, may they be blessed, but if they will be
*Co-judges, we cannot endure it. 1875 Stubbs Const.
Hist. I. xiii. 599 Thomas the Chancellor, and the earl of
Leicester the *cojusticiar. 1884 Tennyson Becket 11. ii.

105 *Co-kings we were, and made the laws together. 1855
Milman Lot. Chr. (1864) II. iii. 61 In proportion as the
ecclesiastics became "co-legislators, heretics became civil

crimes. 1830 Galt Laivne. T. 111. xiii. 118491 128 During
our *co-magistracy. aiTii Ken Hymnotheo 117211 III.

131 *Co-mourners all, With supplemental Tears lament
my Fall. Ibid. III. 203 Some, .vent To their *co-murmurers
their Discontent. 1835 Kirby Bridgcwatcr Treat. (1852)

- 53 Though mostly derived from the same source as that

of my learned "co-nominee. 1866 Dl Morgan in Athe-
Wwm 2 Sept. 312/2, I am not ashamed, having the British

Association as a *co-non-intelligent, to say I do not under-
stand this. 1639 G. Daniel Enlus. xlix. 10 David and
Ezechias we may bring, *Co-paralels in Glorie with this

King. 188a A. Macfarlane Consauguin. 4 The expression

consort may be taken, .in the simple sense of "co-parent of
a child. x6oa Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xlv. (1612' 216 These
twayne and those three Furies thus, "Copattentees, leaue

Hel. 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 60 Then his "Co-Presbyters
. .handled him to purpose, a 1711 Ken Edmund 1 1721) II.

99 Lucifer. .And all his chief "Co-Rebels. 1878 Tennyson
O Mary in. i. Did not his last breath Clear Courtenay and
the Princess from the charge Of l>eing his co-rebels? 18x3

Lamb Ess. Elia, Rejt. in Pillory Honour without *co-nval.

1656 Trapp Comm. Acts iv. 12 We have no "co-saviour. 1878

J. Blxler iVemt Zealand 1, A lwat. .manned by Governor
Glass, and a crew of his *co-settlers, 1847 9 Todd Cycl.
Anat. IV. 136/1 Encephaloid stands apart from its •co-

species. 167a Wycheri.ey Love in Wood Prol., Those..
Should as *co sufferers commiserate, a 1711 Ken Edmund
(1721) II. 298 Him Hinguar strait for his *Co-traitor sent.

1858 9 Chambers* Cycl. Eng. Lit. s. v. Pope, Deducting
the sums paid to his "co-translators, Pope realised by the
* Odyssey* upwards of £3500. 1887 N. Ryk Norfolk
Broatis 22 Our "co-trippers . . wanted to break off pieces of

the walls to take back to America. 185* Sir W. Hamilton
Discuss. 548 A special tutor or *co-tutor is assigned to

watch over the education of the children. 1836-9 Todd
Cycl. Anat. II. 735/2 When a female is born a "co-twin

with a male, this female is sterile. 1885 Antiquary Mar.
98/2 A meeting of the whole body of "co-villagers, a 1711

Ken Hymns Evans, (1721 1 I. 80 Good Barsebas , . As nis

"Co-vot'ry ended, tnus went on.

c. lisp, common in the phraseology of Law,
with the sense of 'joint

1

or ' fellow-', as Co-heik,

Co-executor, Co-defendant, etc. ; also co-ac-

ceptor, co-assignee, co-auditor, co-contractor, co-

covenantor
f

co-creditor, co-debtor, co-delinquent

{-ency)t co-guarantor, co-infeftment, co-legateef co-

Ussee, co-lessor, co-mortgagee, co-petitioner, co-

plaintiff, co-projector, co-promisor, co-promotert co-

purchaser, co-sharer, co-surety, co-trustee.

1883 Ld. Watson in Law Times Rep. XLIX. 450/2
A. had signed as a "co-acceptor. 1884 Sir R. Bacgallay
in Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 179 One of two assignees
was removed for misconduct on the application of his "co-

assignee. 1884 Law Rep. 12 Bench Div. 68 head-note,

An auditor . . is entitled to appoint an accountant . . without
the consent of his "co-auditor. 1856 Act 19 <fr

20 I'ict. c. 7

f 5 No co-surety, "co-contractor, or co-debtor shall be en-

titled to recover from any other co-surety, co-contractor, or

co-debtor . . more than the just proportion. 1856 Dl Gkx

Macnaghten & Gordon Reports VI 11. loomarg. note. An
intended co-surety who was purported to be made a "co-

covenantor. 1875 Poste Gains m. comm. (ed. 1) 396 The
obligation by which the "co-creditors are entitled or the co-
debtors are bound. 1885 La:u Times 6 June 98/2 He
entailed L 18,000 lo>-s on his co-creditors. 1875 Poste Gains
111. comm. ted. 2' 309 Where, .the Solidarity is the effect of
"co-delinquency, the delinquent who pays has no regressus.

Ibid. 398 In Solidarity the guarantor who pays the whole
has regressus against his "co-guarantors. Ibid- 11. § 199
A lapsed portion accrues to the "colegatees. 1885 Sir R.
Baocallay in Law Times Rep. LI. 897/2 The registrar

thought it right to have the "co-lessee as well as the land-

lord before him. 1884 Weekly Notes 2 Aug. 180/2 The
transfer of another mortgage to himself and another pro-
fessional person as "co-mortgagee. 1884 Law Times 10

May 24/2 Liberty, .to amend the petition by joining him as
a "co-petitioner with B. x88i Justice Fry in 'Times 12

Apr. 4 3 He should add the trustee as "co-plaintiff and
give him the conduct of the action. 1847 C. G. Addison
Contracts 11. vL (1883 1 826 He could not maintain an action
against his "co-projectors for . . money paid in furtherance
of the joint undertaking. Ibid. 11. iv. 663 The equity arises

from the relation of the co-obligors, or "co-promisors inter se,

1884 Manch. Exam. 6 Oct. 7/3 If the Corporation . . sub-
scribe to the funds of the ship canal movement they must
become "co-promoters under trie Borough Funds Act. 1885
G. Denman in Law Times Rep. LIIL 470/1 The defendant
knew that the title of the "co-purchasers was fictitious. 1&81

Times 4 Aug. 3/4 The right of obtaining possession of a
piece of land—that is the pre-emption thereof .. against

one's "co-sharer whose possession is recent. 1847 Addison
Contracts 11. iv. 659 A party has consented to be "co-surety
with another. 1818 Cruise Digest I. 539 His "co-trustees

having refused to join with him in the execution of the trust.

4. Math, i^short for complement . Used in the

sense 1 ... of the complement or 1 complement
of . . .

f
: see Cosine, Cotangent, Cosecant,

CO-ALTITUDE, CO-DECLINATION, Co-LATITL'DE.

1807 Hctton Course Math. II. 2 The Cosine, Cotangent,
and Cosecant, of aaarc, are the sine, tangent, and secant of
the complement of that arc, the Co being only a contraction

of the word complement.

Co-abode, co-acceptor : see Co-.

tCoacervate as next, orkJ"ias5 Jv/t), a. Obs.

[ad. L. coacervdt-us, pa. pple. of coacervdre ; see

next.] Heaped together: gathered into one place.

1626 Bacon Sylva 6 846 Whether the Spirits be Coacer-
vate, or Diffused. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. j. %
Kmpty spaces, either coacervate or interspersed.

Coacervate {Vo^^i^e^i), v. Now rare or

Obs. [f. I., coacervat- ppl. stem of coacervdre to

heap together J. co- together + acervdre to heap).]

trans. To heap together, gather into a heap, ac-

cumulate ; also fig. Hence Coa cervated ///. a.

1623 Cockebam, Coacervate, to heape vp together. 1631

R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xvii. 303 Many moe
examples . . which . . Historians . . have Coacervated and
gathered as in a Bundle. 1794 Sullivan I'iew Nat. 1. vii.

48 These shells, so co-acervated, or dispersed.

1841 Blackw. Mag. L. 152 Coacervated facts.

Coacervation k^,a'S3J\vi jan). Now rare or

Obs. [ad. L. coacervation-cm, n. of action, f.

coacervdre : see prec]
1. The action of heaping together, or fact of

being heaped together ; accumulation.
1398 Tkevisa liartk. De P. R. xix. exxviii. (1495^ 933

Chorus is a mesure of xxx modius and hath that name of

coaceruacion, hepes. 16*6 Bacon Sylva {799 The Kquall
Spreading of the Tangible Parts, and the Close Coacerva-
tion of them. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. ii. 14 Like damp
hav, they heat and inflame by co-acervation.

_

fig. 1601 Br. Barlow Defence 207 It being .. not the

coaceruation <!]'.--. but the true alleadging, which sup-

ports the truth. 1641 * Smectymnuus ' Anrtv. I 6 (1653' 99
To what purpose is that coacervation of Texts? 185a Sir

Wi Hamilton Discuss. 292 The coacervation of proofs.

2. concr. A mass heaj>ed together.

1650 Elderfielo Tythes 89 To. .dispel that coacervation
of tough humours about the throat. 1853 De Ql'incey
Wis. 1 1 862 ' XIV. vii. 181 To unshell . . this existing Kome
from its present crowded and towering coacervations.

t Coace rve, v. Obs.- 1 «= Coacervate.
1655 60 Stanley Hist, Philos. III. 1. 66 Coacerved, but

not commixt.

Coach (kf>wtj) , sb. Forms: 6 cochee, (coch,

coyohe, cosche\ 6-7 coc.he, coatoh(e, 6- coach.
[In 16th c. coche, a. F. coche (masc., in 16th c.

occas. fem.% Found since 16th c. in nearly all

European langs. : cf. Sp. and Pg. coche. It. cocchio,

Wallachian code; Ger. kutsche (in 16th c. also

kotsche), Du. koets ; Uoh. ml, Pol. kocs, etc. All

originally from Magyar kocsi, formerly also

written kotsi, (pronounced kotj*0, 1 ungaricum

currum [quern] kotczi vulgo vocant* (anno 1560 ,

used in Hungary from the reign of King Matthias

Corvinus, 1458-90. Aocsi'is in form an adjective,

meaning app. 1 of Kocs (kotJ, * a place south of

Komorn, between Raab and Buda ; the full

original name (still used in 18th century) being

kocsi szekcr i.e. 'Kocs cart* (car, wagon', ren-

dered in I-at. in 1499 cocius currus, in 1526

currus kotsi. Hence, also, the early equivalents

in other langs. : Boh. koH vtiz ^Kotsh car), short-

ened to koci, koc ; Ger. 16th c. cotschie- or cotschy

wagen, cotzie wagett, gotschiwagen, gutschiwagen,

shortened to gotsehi,gutschi.gutsche, kotsche kutze,

kutsche ; earlier Vu. kotsie-
}
koetsie-, koets-waghen.
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shortened to kotsi'e (Kilian), koctsie, koets. Cf. also

i6lh c. Eng. cochce. The Sp., Pg. and F. coche,

were app. immediately from 16th c Ger. kotsche.

See full historical details collected by Hildebrand in

Grimm, s. v. Nutsche.]

1. A large kind of carriage: in i6th and 17th

centuries, usually a state carriage of royalty or

people of quality (still occasionally used, as e.g.

the Lord Mayor's coach) ;
now, usually, a large

close carriage with four wheels, with seats inside,

and several outside, used for public conveyance of

passengers (see Stage-coach). Hence to take

coach (^obs.).

It does not appear certain what was the precise new feature

that distinguished the Hungarian kocsi, and led to its adop-

tion throughout Europe. A German picture of ' ein _un-

gerische gutsche,' after 1550, shows it still without covering,

and not suspended on springs. (Hildebrand in Grimm.)
1556 Sir P. HoBYLet.fr. Bisham, Berks, in Burgon Life

j

Gresham 1839) L 483 Peradventure my Lady, .cannot ride. 1

Thereto will I provide this remedy,—to sende her my coche.

1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573' 251 They haue
their horseUtters, Cochees, and charettes right notable. 1562

Diurnal of Occurr. 4 May, My Lord Arrane was convoyijt

in the quenis graces cosche. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie

Conclus. (Arb. 1313 Aniceris. .a very actiue. . man in drilling

of a Princes Charriot or Coche. 1589 R. Robinson Gold.

Mirr. 118501 57 Her coyche was burn'd, that day she mar-
ried was. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iv. 16 The roiall Dame
for her coche doth call. 1606 Dekker-SV^. Sinnes iv.{Arb.)

31 In euery street, carts and Coaches make such a thundring.

1615 Stow Eng. Chron. Jas. I an. 1605 867/2 In the yeere

1564 Guylliam Boonen, a dutchman, became the Queene's
Coachmanne, and was the first that brought the vse of
Coaches into England . . Lastly, even at this time, 1605, be-

gan the ordinary vse of Caroaches. 1621 Sir R. Boyle in

Lismore Papers (1886) II. 20, I . .took back the bay gelding
. .for my coche. 1674 C. Cotton Fair One of Tunis 167 My
Aunt . . I found ready to take coach. 1676 Durfey Mad.
Fickle n. i, Tie go hire a Coach, and into the Country im-
mediately. (^1689 Mrs. Behn Unf Happy Lady Wks, 1718
II. 355 Sir William took coach with his Sister. 1710 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4672/1 The Procession was closed by the Czar's

Coach of State. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. 195 F 11 Euery
coach that rattled through the street. 1804 Jane Austen
Watsons 118791 297 The Edwardes were people of fortune.

.

and kept their coach. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Self-Reliance
Wks. tBohn) I. 36 The civilized man has built a coach, but
has lost the use of his feet.

b. With qualifications, as Curtain, Glass,
Hackney, Mail, Mourning, Stage-coach: see

these; also Slow-coach, fig. By-coach, a supple-

mentary or extra coach, besides the usual service

(cf. Ger. Beizvagen)
;
long coach, a coach running

long stages : cf. short-stage.

1733 in Chambers Dom. Ann. Scot. III. 408 The Stage
Coach continues to go from the Cannongate for London .

.

and if any gentleman wants a by-coach, they may call at

Alexander Forsyth's. 1802 Naval Chron. VII. 361 Many
went away in the long coaches.

C. Sometimes used for the passengers by a coach.
c 1840 ' Will gentlemen please to alight ? The coach dines

here.'

d. Applied by railway employes to a railway

carriage : in U. S. esp. a sleeping-car.

1866 Dickens Mug-by function (Hoppe\ We [railway
officials] don't call them carriages, we call them 'coaches'.
1880 Webster Supp., Coach, a railway car

;
applied in the

U. S. especially to a sleeping-car.

2. Naitt. An apartment near the stern of a man
1

of war, usually occupied by the captain.
1660 Pkpys Diary 3 May, The Commanders all came on

board, and the council sat in the coach. Ibid. (18281 I. 94
The King supped alone in the coach. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc.
Neiv Invent, 120 Cuddie, Fore-castle, Coaches. 1719
D'UrfeYPilU III. 304 Swab the Coach fore and aft. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (17891, Coach, or Conch, a sort of
. . apartment in a large ship of war near the stern. The
floor of it is formed by the aftmost part of the quarter-deck,
and the roof of it by the poop, c 1850 Rudim. Navig.
107 Coach or couch. An apartment before the captain's

cabin.

3. University colloq. A private tutor who pre-

pares a candidate for an examination.
1848 Clough Bothie of T. Poems (1863) 113 Kitcat, a

Trinity coach, has a party at Drumnadrochet. 1850 F.
Smedley F. Fair/egh xxix. 251 Besides the regular col-

lege tutor, I secured the assistance of what, in the slang
of the day, we irreverently termed 'a coach'. 1876 Geo.
Ei.iot Dan. Der. vi. (D. \ Warham was studying for India I

with a Wancester coach. 1878 Examiner 2 Mar. 267/2
There are two orders of private tutors—'pass coaches' and
' honour coaches '.

b. trans/. One who trains others for an athletic

contest, esp. a boat-race.
1885 Manch. Guardian 28 Mar. 6/6 A thoroughly clever

coach was able to advise them from first to last. Under his
careful tuition the crew have improved steadily. 1888 F.
Harrison in 19M Cent. Nov. 645 To call in professional
' coaches' to teach the defence of the wicket.

4. Phrases. Coach and four, and six: a coach
drawn by four or six horses. Hence To drive a
coach and six (orfour) through (an act of Parlia-
ment, etc.).

[1625 in Crt.Sf Times Chas. 7(18481 1. 25 All their coaches
furnished with six horses, which comes altogether now in
fashion.] 1684 Otway Atheistw i, Is there not a hole in my
belly, that you may turn a coach-and-six in? 1700 Welwood
Mem. ied. 3) 230 This man [Rice] was often heard to say,
before he came to be a judge, That he would drive a Coach
and Six horses through the Act of Settlement. 1726 Gay in 1

Swift's Lett. (17661 II. 61 Mr. Pope . . coming . . from Lord
ISoluigbroke's in his coach and six. 1877 N. W?. Lincolnsh.

Gloss., Coach and six. If a person wishes to describe any
small thing as very large it is common to say that it is big

enough to turn a coach-and-six in. 1882 F. Pollock in

Macm. Mag. XLVI. 364 The art of driving a coach and
four through an Act of Parliament was then practised with

far more boldness than is possible now.

5. Comb., a. attributive, as coach-hody, -boot (see

Boot sb$ 4), -door, -harness, -hide, -hire, -jade,

-mare, -passenger, -screw, -steed, -step, -top ; b.

objective and obj. genit., as coach-builder, -build-

ing, -drawer
)
-driver, -maker, -making, -painter,

-riding sb. and adj. ; C. instrumental, as coach-

crowded adj.

1861 Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 184 He is a *coach-body
maker by business. 1801 W. Felton Carriages I. Introd.

18 The present master * Coach-builders. Ibid. 20 The
different branches appertaining to *Coach-building. 1855

Mrs, Gaskell North <y S. ii, The Germans were .. very
respectable coach builders. 1785 Cowphr Tiroc. 745 Some
* coach-crowded door. 1756-7 Keysler's Trav. 11760 IV.

412 Received at his *coach door by four gentlemen, two
pages, and a harbinger. 1849 Southey Comm-pt. Bk. Ser.

11. 639 Stags as *Coach-drawers. 1755 Johnson Pref,
Compounded or double words I have seldom noted . . Of
thieflike or * coachdriver'no notice was needed, because the

primitives contain the meaning of the compounds. 1801 W.
Felton Carriages I. Introd. 18 *Coach-harness makers.

1794 Hull Advert. 20 Sept. 4/1 Leather, per pound, Fine
*Coach Hides 13^. 1663 Pepys Diary 14 June, 15X. is to go
for the *coach-hire for her. 1711 Swjet Lett. (1767! III. 247
Three shillings coach-lure to-day. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz.
vii, I had no money for coach-hire. 1616 Pasquil <y Kath.
in. 167 *Coach-Jades, and Dogs, are coupled still together.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 1. iv. 69 The Ioyner Squirrel or

old Grub.. the Faries *Conch-makers. 1864 Mrs. Caklyle
Lett. III. 230, I was at half-a-dozen coachmakers' yards.

1615 Stow Eng. Chron. Jas. I an. 1605. 867/2 They [coaches]

grew vsuall among the nobilitie. .and within twenty yeeres

became a great trade of *coach-making. 1801 W. Felton
Carriages I. Introd. 17 The art of Coach-making. 1638
Brome Antipodes 111. ii, Item, an Elegy for Mistris Alder-

woman Upon the death of one of her *Coach-mares. 1693
Lond. Gaz. No. 2845/4 'Coach-Painter in ( )rdinary to H.M.
1709 Steele 'Patter No. 144 P 5 All the Coach-Makers and
Coach-Painters in Town. 1821 in Cobbett Rur. Rides
(1885* I. 41 A common *coach -passenger room. 1830 Gen.
P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 195 The shillings of which it

is proposed to rob the *coach-riding public, .the public may
be robbed of a shilling in their cor";h-riding. 1624 Heywood
Gunaik. 1. 30 These are sayd to be her *coach-steeds. 1838

Dickens O. Twist xli, He hurried . . up the *coach-steps, and
into the coach. 1840 — Old C. Shop xlviii, How are you
Christopher? croaked the dwarf from the *coach-top.

6. Special combinations. Coach-book, the

book in which passengers or parcels conveyed by
a stage-coach are officially entered or ' booked ' ;

f coach-carriage, a coach : cf. coach-wagon
;

coach-carver, one who does the carved work on
a coach ; coach-clerk, a clerk at a coach-office

;

*f-
coach-cloak, a travelling cloak ; + coach-

coffer = Coach-box ; f coach-companion = coach-

felloiv ;
coach-currier, one who supplies the

leather fittings for a coach ;
coach-dinner, a

dinner provided for travellers by stage-coach at

appropriate stopping-places
;
coach-dog, a dog

of Dalmatian breed, usually white spotted with

black, kept to run in attendance on a carriage

;

t coach-fellow, a horse yoked in the same carriage

with another
;
humorously of persons, a companion,

mate ;
coach-founder, one who makes the iron-

work of a coach; f coach-glass, glass used for

the windows of carriages ; coach house, a build-

ing or out-house for a coach or carriage ; coach-
joiner, one who does the joiner-work of a carriage

;

f coach-leaves, folding blinds ofa coach-window

;

t coach-master, one who lets coaches or carringes

for hire ; f coach-match, a chariot-race ; + coach-
nave, the nave of a coach-wheel; coach-office,

an office where passengers and parcels are booked
for a stage-coach ; coach-parcel, a parcel con-

veyed by coach ; + coach-pole, the pole of a

carriage ;
coach-road, a road on which coaches

run, especially one regularly traversed by mail-

coaches
;
coach-roof, the top of a coach, or of

the 'coach 1
in sense 2

;
coach-smithing, smith's

work in connexion with a coach ; coach-table
(JVaut.), the table of the 'coach' (sense 2);
fcoach-treate, see quot. ; coach-trimmer, one
who prepares the lace, linings, and other trimmings

for carriages
;
coach-wagon, transl. Ger. hutch-

ivagen, coach ; see the Etymology above ; coach-
way = coach-road ; alsothe part of a street or bridge

on which vehicles run ; coach-wise adv., in the

manner of a coach
;
coach-woman, a woman

driving a coach ; f coach-wright, a coach-builder.

See also Coach-box, -horse, -house, -man, etc.

1679 Trials of Wakeman, etc. 23, I went the fourth of

September, as the *Coach Book will make it appear. 1688

R. Holme Armoury m. 340/1 A *Coach Carriage, .ought
to have but one Pole. 1733 Lond. Gaz. No. 6190/10 Thomas
Nichols .. *Coach-Carver. 1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 516
The most sensible remark . . was by a witness, a *coach-
clerk. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4177/4 A Cinnamon colour'd

*Coach Cloak lined with blue. 1617 Makkiiam Caval. v. 57

He shall also haue euer in his *Coach-cofTer, Hammer,
Pinsers, Wimble, Chessell, and Nayles. 1589 Pappe w.
Hatchet (1844' 18 A notable *coach companion for Martin,
to drawe Diuinitie from the Collcdger. 1845 Talfocrd
Vac. Rambles I. 231 This, unlike the furtive *coach -dinners
in England, had time to be eaten. 1840 Marryat Otla
Podr. x, The phaeton was followed by a . .*coach-dog. 1598
Shaks. Merry IV, is. ii. 7 You, and your *Coach-fellow
Nim. 1607'rursKl.L Four-f Beasts \ 1673 49 Holding heads
together as if they were coach-fellows. 1807 HerschEL in

Phil. 'Trans. XCVII. 228 A. .plate of 'coach glass 17 inches

long, and about 9broad. Its thickness. .31 two-hundredths
of an inch. 1679 Prance Narr. Pop. Plot 14 A long Entry
leading into the upper Court by the *Coach-Houses. 1820

Southey Devil's Walk 8 A cottage with a double coach-
house, A cottage of gentility. 1800 New Ann. Direct. 11

Baker, Robert, *Coach-joincr and Trunk-maker. 1630 1).

onson New Inn n. i, You must. .Drive in again, with the
coach-leaves put down, At the back gate. 1721 Loud.
Gaz. No. 5923/4 William Ellis .. *Coach-master. 1836 E,
Howard A'. Reefer xvin, The glass coach drove up the

inn-yard of some large coachmaster. 1647 R. Stapylton
Juvenal 12 The Flaniinian way. A high-way from Rome,
where they used to ride their *coach-matches. 1609 Hi y-

wood Rape Lucrece Wks. 1874 V. 174 To wash my *Coach-
naves in my fathers blood. 1833 Marryat /'. Simple iii,

Two large blue posts at the dour next the ^coach-office.

1861 Hick ens Gt. Expect, xix, I also went to the coach*
ofTice and took my place. 1811 Shelley in Hogg Life (185S)

I. 423 A constant and animated correspondence of *coacb-
parcels. 1775 Sheridan St. Pair. Day 1 ii, Such a thing

. . as an old *coach-polc, or a spare bed-post. 1715 Lond.
Gaz. No. 5331/3 Near the Post and *Coach Road. 1807
Southey Espriella's Lett. (18141 III. 350 We took our
seats on the *coach roof at five in the morning. 1883
Harper's Mag. Aug. 450/2 A shallow boat with raised

coach roof. 1883 Athenxum 21 July 82/3 A .. chapter, of
practical value, on *eoach-smithing. 1660 Pepvs Diary
(r8.;8i I. 99, I dined commander at the'Coach table to-day.

1617 Makkiiam Caval. v. 54 The draught-breadtbes or
* Coach treates. which extend from the breast of the Hcr-e
to the bridge-tree of the Coach, must bee of exceeding
strong double leather. 1722 Sf.WEL Hist, Quakers < 1795' I.

iv. 254 They were carried in a 'coach-waggon to the water
side. 1611 Rich Honest. Age (18441 49 Some [women] will

care little for going to Heauen, because there is no good
"Coachway. 1735 J. Price Stouc-Br. Thames 4 A Street

or Coach-way of 2u Feet broad . .The Foot-way to be raised

one Foot higher then the Coach-way. 1866 Thoreau
I 'ankee in Canada i. 4 Borne +coachwi^e along the spacious

. .avenues. 1865 G. F. Berkeley Life <y Recollect. II. 120

A Coachman or *coachwoman of any sort. 1876 M. Collins
Blacksmith <y S. I. 98 There have been coachwomen who
could drive four-in-hand. 1587 J. Harmar tr. Beza's Serm.
364 (T.) Built this coch by his trusty and faithful

ycoch-
Wrights and carpenters.

Coach, v, [f. sb. : cf. Ger. kutschen 16th c]
1. trans. To convey in, seat in, provide with, a

coach. Also fig. ? Obs.

1612 Dekker If it be not good, etc. Wks. 1873 III. 270
Bring 'em all in coach'd, the gates are wide enough. 1616
R. C. 'Times' H'his. 111. 1066 She must be coatcht, forsooth,

and bravely ride. 1654 Trait Comm. Job xxvi. 9 Christ

was by a cloud coached up to heaven. Ibid, 2 Thess. i. 3
Adversity hath whipt many a soul to heaven . .which other-

wise prosperity had coached to hell. 1728 Popf Dunciad
in. 291 The needy poet sticks to all he meets ; Coach'd,
carted, trod upon, now loose, now fast. 1761 Brit. Mag.
II. 598 The ladies being safely coached under the escorte of

the lawyer, a 1849 j. C. Mangan Poems (1859' 23° [He]
goes coached to Satan's ball.

2. intr. To ride or drive in a coach. (Also to

coach it.) colloq.

1630 Brathwait Eng. Gentl. (1641I 392 This day you coach
to the Exchange. ^1632 FULLER in Cutch ( 'oil. Cur. I. 222

All the Gentry coacht it up to the City. 1797 Month.
Mas;. IV. 134 To coach it thro' the town. 1880 Webster
Supp.

j* b. trans. To traverse in a coach. Obs.

1693 R. Gould Corruption of Times 11 When he does
Coach the Streets. 1805 Ann. Rev. III. 299 Splendour
coaches the streets.

3. University colloq., etc. [see Coach sb. 3.] a.

trans. To prepare (a candidate) for an examina-
tion ; to instruct hi special subjects ; to tutor

;

also, to train for an athletic contest, as a boat-

race.

1849 Thackeray Pendeunt's iii, He's coaching me and
some other men for the little go. 1867 livening Standard
14 Feb., The crew being coached by Mr. F. Willan and
Mr. G. Morrison, from the former gentleman's steamboat.

1881 Athenxum No. 2806 Advt., Students coached in Chem-
istry, Botany, Materia Medica and Physics. 1887 Sir R.

H. Roberts In the Shires viiL 128 These young ladies, al-

though ably coached by their mother, had failed, etc.

t>. intr. To ' read ' or study with a * coach '.

1849 Thackeray Pendennis iii, Are you stopping at Bay-
mouth?. .I'm coaching there. 1889 Oxford Tutor to Under-
grade 'Would you like to coach this term, Mr. M.f*

Coa*ch.-"box. [f. Coach sb. + Box sb.- 6.]

From the earlier quots. it would seem that box was here

originally used in the sense ' seated compartment rather

than applied to the receptacle under the driver's feet, as

stated in the quot. from Chambers 1753 under Box 6.

The seat occupied by the driver of a coach.

1651 Cleveland Poems 28 Resign thy Coach-box Twisse.

1670 Cotton Espernon in. xi. 560 They first pull'd him [the

coachman] out of his Coach-box. 1728 Vanbr & Cib. Pren:

Husb. 1. i, Doll puked a little with riding backward, so they

hoisted her into the Coach-Box—And then her Stomach was
easy. 1801 W. Felton Carriages 1. 125 A handsome Coach-
box is a great ornament to a Carriage. 1841 Marryat
Poacher xv, The guns were unstrapped from the back of

the coach-box.
attrib. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4177/4 A blue Furbelow

Coach-Box Cloth.
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Coachee coachy. [f. Coach sb. In 2 and

3 with a quasi-dimin. suftix ]

1 1. Cocnee. An early non-naturalized form of

Coach q. v. Obs.

2 Coachee (k<*tjr). Some kind of carriage.

1 0bs.
1801 C. 1!. Brown in W. Dunlap Mem. 167 To hire a

coachee to take us to Middletown. 1809 Kendall 7'mz'.
1. xii. 114 Two coach e:., two phaetons, ten coachees, and
three other four-wheeled carriages.

3. Coachee, coachy (k^tfi). A coachman, eolloq.

[Cf. cabby, bargee ; but also Magyar hocsi, Boh.
hoc!, dial. Ger. kntsche. in this sense]
1700 SOUTHIY Lett. < 856 I. 1 The name of Tom Lamb

made the coachee my friend, c 1817 Hogg Tales ft Sk. I II.

296 laughed at poor coachy s predicament. 1864 Sociml
Set. Ret: ^4 Coachy having lighted his large German pipe.
1873 T. Cooru Paradise Martyrs 11877 413 The dash
Down hill and up, o' the mail, .to coachee s chirrup.

Coachee - (kJutl; ). noncc-wJ. [f. Coach v. +
-ek One who is * coached '

v-^e Coach v. 3).
1866 I. and. Rev. 18 Aug. 180/1 The coach and the coachee

can. .soothe their consciences by the reflection.

Coacher kJut/ai). Also 6 cocher(e. [In
sense I, a. F. cocker coachman

v cf. also Ger.
kutscher, 16th c.) ; in 2, f. Coach sb. otv. + -ek.]

tl. The driver of a coach ; a coachman,
chnrioteer. Obs.

1587 J. Harmar tr. Iicza's Serut. 175 >T.) His coche was
pluckt in pieces by evil cochers. itei R. Johnson A'ingd.
<S Commw, 116031 9° The Hungarish horse .. are defective
for service, other then for travaile ; to which the . . Almain
Coachers [id. 1630 Coach-men] find them excellent. 1609
Bimji (Douay) 1 Kings xxii. 34 He said to his cochere :

;

Turtle thy hand.

2. A coach-horse.
1769 Public Advertiser 25 Sept. 3^ A Bay Horse, .fit for

a Coacher. 1869 Daily News 7 Aug., A mare . . out of a
carrier's cart mare by a coacher.

3. One who conches (sense 3).

Coachful v
k,- u-tjt'ul . [x Coach sb. + -pul.]

As many as will fill a coach.
i654('»\yton Pleasant Notes iv. xv. 251 Matho, who was

|

hinisclfe a Coach-full. 1717 I.ahy M. W. Montague Lett.
\

1 Apr., A coachful of attending damsels, a 1845 Hood
i

Storm at Hastings ii, Kach day pour'd in new coach-full;,
of new cits.

Coachfulness. tioncc-wd. State of being full

of coaches. i860 [see CoachlkssJ.

Coach-horse.
1. A horse used for drawing a coich.
1603 Narrative King's Entertainment (T,\ They drew

together like coach horses. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav, (1760)
I. 3 Switzerland that furnishes Loml>ardy with the best part
of its coach-horses.
/ig. 1590 Marlowe ind Pt. Tamburl. iv. iii. To restrain

These coltish coach-horse tongues from blasphemy. 1599 B«
Jonson Cynthia's Rev. iv. 1, *Tis the swaggering coach-
horse Anaules, that draws with him.

2. Xaut. {Sec quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailors U'ord-bk., Coach-horses, the crew of

the state barge ; usually fifteen selected men.
Coa*ch-horser. nence-ivd. One who 1 horses \

or provides horses for, sta^e-eoaches.
1837 Pickens Pickw. xliii, The embarrassed coach-horscr 1

was ordered to l>e discharged forthwith.

Coaching (kJu-tJirj), vbl. sb. [(. Coach v.+
i

-IKG '.] The action ot the verb Coach.
1. Travelling by coauh ; the running or driving

of coaches. C hiefly at/rib.

186* Smiles Engineers III. 172 Several coaching com-
panics were, .got up by innkeepers at Darlington. 1884 I.

Hatton in Harder s Mag. Feb. 346/2 The . . inn of the old ;

coaching days. 1885 Ma/uh. E.cant. 15 May 5 '7 Coaching
now thrives, .on some favourite routes in and out of 1 n.

2. University eolloq.* etc. Special tuition for an
examination, or training for an athletic contest
(see Coach sb. 3, r. 3) ; special instruction.
1849 Thackeray Pendennt's (1871) 29 Such a flat as not to

know what coaching meant. 1854 Mrs. Gaskell North <t

S. xlvi, The very man to give Colthurst all the facts he
wanted coaching in. 1889 Daily Neivs 39 Jan. 3/6 {Boat
Race) The President superintended the coaching from
horseback.

3. Commercial slang. (See quot.)
1866 Trax'trs' Circular 10 Feb. 107/2 Coaching .. is the

mischievous system of putting up to pretended auction
goods for which the owner hopes to realue fancy prices by
the employment of fictitious bidders.

Coachless, < rare. "Without coaches. Hence
Coach 1 oss no ss.

1879 Daily News 16 Apr. 2/2 Favourite routes which are
at present coachless i860 Dickens L'ncomm. Trav. xxii.

tl).t, The Dolphin's Head which everywhere expressed past
coachfulness and present coachlessncss.
Coachlet. nonic-wJ. [f. Coach sb. + -let, dim.

suffix.] A small coach.
1837 Cari.yle Er. Rev. (1872) III. 1. viii. 53 In my light

little coachlet.

Coachman (k**tfm£n). [f. Coach sb. + Man.]
1. The man who drives a coach.
1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse iArb.) 33 Caligula, .loued Prasi*

nus the Cochman. 1589 Pcttfnham Eng. Poesie 111. xxii.
(Arb.t 266 Comming to salute the Queene . . he said to her

j

Cochman, stay thy cart good fellow, slay thy cart, that I
jmay speake to the Queene. a 1649 Drcmm. ok Hawth.

SkiatHtXchia Wks. 197 A coach-man of a lord of parliament. I

1711 Swiet Lett. (1767) III. 161 The dean .. sent me his I

chariot, which has cost me two shillings to the coachman.
|
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1818 Solthey A"/. Cunningham, With coachmen's
ouarrcls, and with footmen's shouts. 1876 Seeley Stein
111. 498 Calling him ' a good horse, but a bad coachman '.

t b. foci. A charioteer. Obs.
1583 Stanyhlrst Aineis 11. (Arb.) 59 Coachmen of old of

Achilles. < 1611 Chapman Iliad xui. 866 His coachman led
them to his lord.

c. tcchn. The driver of a fire-engine.
1883 Pall Mall G. 23 Oct. a/2 I* securing a quick start a

great responsibility rests upon the 'coachman'.
2. Angling. A kind of artificial fly.

1839 in Hoi- land Angler's Manual. ,851 Blaine Encyd.
Rural Sports 1163 A mothlike artificial representation
known in I Herefordshire] as Harding's or the coachman's
from a stage coach driver of that name who was an excel-
lent fly fisher. 1867 F. Francis Angling vi. 1 1880) 243 The
Coachman . . is one of the best evening and night flies.

Hence Coa chinanlike a . Coa chmanhood.
18.6 Miss Mitkord Village Ser. n. (1863* 320 A most

magnificent coachmanlike wig. 1859 Sala Tn: rvundCtthk
(1861) 206 The mighty plush galligaskins of coachmanhood.
Coachmanship k0«-tjm*njlp). [f. Coach-
man + -SHIP.] The performance of a coachman ;

skill in driving a coach.
1778 G. Colman Frost 'nStV. Occas. (1787) III. 224 Their

. .skill in Coachmanship to show. 1785 CowrER Tiroc. 326
His skill in coachmanship or driving chaise. 1843 Mrs.
Rosier Rhone, Parro «r G I. 245 To think it incumbent
upon him to display his best coachmanship.

Coach-wheel. 1. The wheel of a coach.
1647 R. SrAm.TON jfterenal 65 Prometheus, .stealing fire

from the suns coach-wheeles. 1833 J. Holland Manuf.
Metal (Cabinet CycL) 1 1. 61 The former revolves on its axle,
in the usual manner of a coach-wheel.

2. slang. A large coin, as a crown, half-crown,
or dollar ; ^Cart-wheel a.

1 1690 IS. K. Diet. Cant. Crew, Coaek-n heel, Fore, Half a
Crown ; Hind, A Crown. 1811 ). H. Vaux Flash Diet.,
Coa* h-tvheel, a dollar, or crown-piece. 1834 H. Ainsworth
Rookwod 111. xiii, One quid, two coach-wheels, half a bull.

3. To turn toath-vihtjs ; see Cart-wheel 3.
1863 KiNcsiEY li'ater B/ti. i. 33 He could . . turn coach-

wheels 011 his hands and feet ten times following.

Coach-whee ler, [f. prec. + -eh.] A maker
of coach-wheels.
1686 l.ond. C.az. 2152/4 Robert Cooper. Coach-wheeler.

Coach-whip.
1. A whip used in driving a coach.
1833 J. Rknnie.I//*. A ngling 65 The best lines .. run taper

like the lash of a coach-whip.

2. fig. A long thin slrip
; //. shreds, tatters.

1781 Archer in A'.rr al Chron XI. 288 The Sails began to
fly. .into coach whips.

3. Naut. ' The pendant ' (Adm. Smyth).
4. ottrib., as coa ili-whip bi n/, snate (see quots.).
1736 Mortimer in PUL Trans. XXXIX. 256 The Coach-

whip Snake ; so called from its being very long and slender
like a Coach-whip. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 219 The
Coach whip main . . is 6 or 7 feet long, and very slender and
active.

_
1884 Cassell's Fan/. Mag. Apr. 271/2 The ' coach-

whip' bird . . has a loud, full note, ending sharply like the
crack of a whip.

Coachy kfli-tfi , a. eolloq. [f. Coach sb. + -v.]

1. Of a horse : Resembling a coach-horse.
1870 Paily A'rter 19 July 6 Colonel Wilson .. with his

coachy Fenian, an indifferent mover and too lump)- to
please. 1887 Sal. Ret: « Nov. 6 14 He [a horse) looks just
a trifle 'coachy' about the shoulders.

2. Having to do with a coach, coach-driving.
188a bssorr A ready (1887) 73 A coachy Sisyphus, con-

demned to everlasting alternations of being dropped and
picked up again by an infernal chariot.

Coachy, sb. : see Coachee 1.

t Coact, /// c Obs. [ad. L. coact-tts, pa. pple.

of eoagfrt, <og!rt ; see next.]

Compelled, constrained, forced, a. of persons.
e 1430 Lvrxi. lu\has 111. vii. ( 1 5541 79 a, They were coacte

after peace to seke. 1487 Xaoiuiuster Cartul. (Surtees)
263 Not coact nor constrayned.

D. of things: Done under compulsion, forced.
1610 lip. Carleton yurisd. 119 The society ought not to

be coact but voluntarie. 1635 Pagitt Chnstiamogr. 1. ii.

(16361 85 For the conversion ofthese. .scenieth to be coact.

Hence f Coactty adv.
1581 J. Hell 11addon's Anno. Osor. 166 b, Mans will ..

worketn voluntaryly, not coactly.

Coact k#i«rkt), v. [f. L. coaci- ppl. stem of co-

agcW, cog!re to drive together, collect, contract,

compel ; or, in pa. pple., f. prec. + -En.]

il. trans. To compel, constrain, force, coerce.

Mr. exc. as in t>.

Orig. used only in /a. fple. =Coact a. 1.

1 1400 Test. Love nt. (1560' 295 1 Neyther is coacted ne
constrayned. 1494 Fahyan v. cxI. 124 They lost the field,

and were coactyd to flee. 1570 Pinrn. Occur. (1833I 189
Vncompellit or coactit be ony maner of persone. 1651
Raleigh's Ghost 242 Vcrtue coacted and forced, is not vertue.

b. To exercise control tt]x>n.

1855 Fss. Intuitive Morals 95 As this supersensible world
is the liackground and substans of the phenomenal world,
whose laws, .it coacts.

t 2. To restrain, confine. Obs. fare.
ciS»o State Lett, in Hurnet Hist. Re/. II. oo Not

limited and coacted within any such bounds. 1519 Us: t
•

say Comfit. Lymtesay 163 >e sail to no man be coactit.

t 3. To draw together, contract ; to collect, con-
centrate. Obs. rare.

1578 Banister Hist. Man iv. 54 [The muscles] coact, and
make straitc the brcsl strongly. 1657 Tomi inson Renou's
Pis/>. 44 The virtue of the earth coacted into one plant.

CO-ADAMITE.
II. [f. Co- + Act v.]

1 4. To enact together with others. Obs. rare.
1588 Allen Admon. 4 She enforced vniust lawes, partly

made by her supposed father , and partcly coacted by herself
and her complices.

5. inlr. To act together, rare.
1606 Shaks. Tr. \ Cr. v. ii. 118 If I tell how these two

did coact.

t Coaxted, ///. a. Obs. [f. Coact v. + -tn 1
.]

Compiled, enforced, compulsory.
1563 87Foxe,4. «,M. (1396' 26/1 Both men and w omen they

keep thorough coacted vow es from marrying. 1581 8 Hist.
James 17 (1804' 27 lle( = by) coactit consent of the captive
Queene. 1644 Br. Maxwell Prerog. Ckr. Kings v. 72 He
professed his obedience, and that not . . a coacted one. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. v. 11656' 242 Thinking herself free from
that uncomely kind of coacted marriage.

Coacting. [see the vb.] fa. Compelling,
constraining, etc. ,obs.). b. Co-operating.
a 1641 Br. Molntacu A.tf M. (16421 411 Fatall coacting

Necessity swayeth all. 1843 tr Custine's Empire o/Cxar
III. 53 The co-acting patience and address ofman and beast.

Coaction {ko
t
x-kjan). Also 4 6 ooaccion. [a.

F coa< lion (14th c.) m same sense, ad. I., coaction-
cm n. of action, f. coagcrr, cogere : see Coact.]

I. 1. Compulsion, constraint, coercion. (Very
frequent in 1617th c. ; now rare.)
CI400 Test. Love 111. (1560) 295/1 Coaccion, that is to

sayne. constrainyng. 1528 1'indale Parable xviclced Mam.
man Wks. I. 55 Of his own nature, without coaction or
compulsion of the law. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man.
iv. viii. 367 The liberty of the Will, whereby it hath power
to determin it self, and is free from alt force and coaction.
a 1711 Ken Sim Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 360 To sin and err
were I not free, All Duty would Co-action be. 1754
How ards Freed. Will 1 f 5 Constraint . . otherwise called
Force, Compulsion and Coaction ; which is 11 Person's
being necessitated to do a thing contrary to his Will. 185a
Bp. Forbes Aicene Creed 51 The power of choice and ..

absence of any extrinsic or intrinsic necessity or coaction.

b. Control in the way of constraining.
1855 Ess. Intuit Morals 95 The Strength of the true

self is acquired solely by its resistance and co-action of the
gravitation of the lower nature.

+ C. Application of physical force. Obs. rare.
163a 1 i ton 7V<n->. (1844) 15 Gives motion unto this

wheel without any great strain or coaction.

t 2. Contraction, condensation. Obs. rare.

163s N. Carpenter Geor. Pel. 1. ii. 21 The thickning. .of
any body is made by addition and coaction of more parts
into the same space.

t 3. [tr. L. coat lio.'] Some disease of animals.
1748 tr. I'egetius Pistem/ers Horses 69 Coaction (or

Constraint 1 is the Name of a Passion in Animals from which
divers kinds of Sicknesses arise.

II. [f. Co- + Action] (with hyphen).
4. Action in concert, acting together.
it»S Sir J. Stradling Pit: Poems 57 When Beares and

Woofues . . Assault your fouldcs. By their vniust coaction.
1697 J. Serjeant Solid Philos. 111 The Co-action of
Soul and Body. 1746 W. Horsley Fool (17481 I. 309
Which inflames his Spirits beyond a regular Co-action
with his natural Understanding. 1813 J. Baucock Pom.
Amusern. 33 The simultaneous co-action of different bodies
of soldiery.

Coactive (k#i*'ktiv)( «. [f. L. type *emxtlv nt,

f. coaci- + -ive. F. has coactif, -ive, in 14th c]
1. Of the nature of force or compulsion ; co-

ercive, compulsory. ^Qualifying power or the like;

never persons. Frequent in 1 7th c. ; now >-<jr*
.)

1605 T. Bell Motives cone. Romish Faith 2 The Pope
hath no power coactiue ouer any King. 1642 Jer. Taylor
Episc. (1647I 91 A coactive, or coercitive jurisdiction. 1750
Johnson Rambler No. 57 P 7, I do not see any coactive
necessity that many should be without the conveniences of
life. 186s IVsey Eiren. 78 The coactive and usurped
power of tne Pope.

+ b. In passive sense: Of an enforced kind,

compulsory. Obs.
1596 Hell Snrv. Fo/eryi. 1. xvi. 64 Coactive fasting is.

.

by reason of famine, etc. 1636 Prvnne i'nbish. Tim. ti66i>

35 His residence there was . . at his own pleasure, not co-

active. 1661 Ussher Fovvr Primes I. (1683) 68 They arc
free from all coactive obedience to them.

2. [f. Co- + Active.] Acting in concert ; acting

or taking place together, rare.
1611 Shaks. Il'int. T. 1. ii. 141 With what's vnreall thou

coactiue art, and follow'st nothing. 1841-4 Kmerson Ess.
Ser. 11. ii. 11878) 62 The evolution was not from one central
point, but coactive from three or more points.

Hence Coactively ad::, byway of compulsion.
a 1641 Bp. Movntacu A. *r M. 410 Inforctng coactively,

impelling violently all men. 1658 Bra.mhall Sihisme
Garded 177 il-t All legislative, judiciary, and dispensative
power, coactively, in the extcriour court of the church, over
Knglish subjects.

t Coactivity. Obs. rare. [f. Co- + Activity.]

1. Action or activity in concert.
1659 H. More Immort. Soul (1662) 203 This Sympathy

and Coactivity. 166a — Philos. Writings (1712I Pref. tJen.
14 Matter is. .destitute of vital Sympathy and Coactivity.

2. Coactive quality
;
compulsory character.

1738 Warbcrton Piv. L.egat. I. 343 The coactivity of
Civil Laws and Religion.

Co-actor : see Co-.
Coad, obs. f. Cod sb. ]

; pa. pple. of Cos.
Co-a clamite, * [see Co- 2.] Contemporary

with or besides Adam.
1877 Shields Final Philos. 68 A theory of co-adamitr

races. 188a Schaee Eneycl. Rel. K. II. 1104 Some holding
to a co-Adamite theory . . and others to the prc-Adamitc.



CO-ADAPTATION.

Co-adaptation (lwi*d&pt/i*jro). [f. Co- +
Adaptation.] Adaptation of two or more things

to each other, mutual adaptation.

1803 Month. Mag. XVI. 12 We readily perceive their

admirable co-adaptation. 1878 Dakwin Ort'g. Spec, Hist.

Sk. Introd. 17 Numerous and beautiful co-adaptations which
we see throughout nature.

Co-adapted 'k^adarpted), and ppl.a.

Adapted to each other, mutually adapted.
1836 TOOO Cycl. Anat. L 556/1 Their cephalic arms being

so co-adapted as to adhere by the mutual apposition of the

suckers. 1885 Homilet. Rev. Aug. 106 Each massive wall,

each bonded stone, each co-adapted part.

Coadjacence, -ency (kj^ad^-sens, *si).

[f. Co- + Adjacknce, -uv.J The quality or state

of being coadjacent, contiguity
;

spec, in Philos. a

term for one of the Aristotelian laws of the asso-

ciation of ideas, in which the principle of relation

is that of contiguity.

1842 Sir \V. Hamilton in Reld's IVks. 900/1 The laws of

Similarity and Contrast and the law of Coadjacency. 1850
Pop. Encycl. (O.t, There are four modes of association,

namely, by proximity in time, by similarity, by contrast, by
coadjacence in space; or three, if proximity in time and
coadjacence in space be taken under one head.

Coadjacent kjuiad.^'sent), a. and sb. [f. Co-

+ Adjacent.] Adjacent to each other mutually,

contiguous ;
spec, in Philos., contiguous in thought

:

see prec. Also sb.
y
Any object or idea so related

to another.
184a Sir W. Hamilton in Reid's Wks. 899/1 Such parts

may be either coadjacent in space or coadjacent 'coexistent

or immediately consecutive) in time. Ibid. 897/1 These
three laws . . are the law of Similars, the law of Contraries,

and the law of Co-adjacents. Ibid. 899/2 Dog may suggest
Wolf as its coadjacent.

tCo-a*djoint. Obs. [f. Co- + Adjoint.]

One conjoined with others in any business ; a col-

league.

1689 Def. Liberty agst. Tyrants 137 The faults of the

principal Tutor who manages the Affairs are justly im-

puted to the Co-adjoynts in the Tutorship.

t Coa'djument. Obs. [f. Co- + Adjcmknt ;

on type 01 L. *coadjiimentnm : see note to Coad-
jutor.] Mutual assistance.

1730 in Bailey <fol. I ; whence in Johnson and mod. Diets.

Co-adjust (k^|ad.^i?st;, v. [f. Co- + Adjust.]

Irans. To adjust mutually, fit to each other.

a 1864 Webster cites Owen. 1876 Mivart Lessons Nat.
31 If our thoughts and feelings can be so coadjusted as to

result in order and harmony.

Hence Coadjunted ppt. a., Coadjustment.
1863 Huxley Man's Place Nat. UL 125 The lines of frac-

ture which remain between the coadjusted pieces of the

skull. 1876 Mivart Lessons Nat. 31 Every attempt at

such coadjusjjjtent.

Coadjutant 'kt^iad^w'tant, k^x-'d^wtant), a.

and sb. [f. Co- + Adjutant ; on the type of an

assumed L. *coadjutdnt-em, pr. pple. of *coadju-

tare', see note to Coadjutob.]
A. adj. Helping another or others, co-operating.

a 1708 J. Philips Cerealia (R.), Tost liy Thracius coad-

jutant, and the roar Of loud Euroclydon's tumultuous gusts.

1830 W. Phillips Mt. Sinai Uu 491 A thousand hands were
coadjutant.

B. sb. One who helps another, one of several

mutual helpers.

17*8 Popk Lett, in Swift's Wks. (1761) VIII. 260 The
Dean tells me he is a coadjutant of that fool Smedley.
a 1734 North Exam. (1740/ 198 Oates or some of his coad-
jutants.

Coa'djutator. rare. [cf. Adjutatob.] = Co-
adjutob.
1762 Smollett L. Greaves u. (D.), I do purpose . . to act

as a coadjutator to the law. i88x Ckr. World 446 a, A
staff of unpaid co-adjutators.

tCoadjute 'k^iad^-t), V. Obs. [f. Co- +
Adjute v. ; on the type of an assumed L. *coadjft-

tare : see note to Coadjutob.] To help in con-

cert, co-operate helpfully. Irans. and intr. Hence
Coadjuting ppl. a.

x6i» Drayton Poly-olb. in. 48 Whereas those higher hills

to view fair Tone that stand, Her coadjuting springs much
morecontent behold. x6i8T. Gainsford Perkin Warbcck
in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 74 For . . not coadjuting your
king in his petty revenges upon France. 1624 Hhywood
Gunaik. 1. 46 Coadjuting with the Seminarie and vitall

powers of the sunne.

So f Coadju tement, f Coadjtrtive a.

1618 T. Gainsford Perkin Warbeck in Select. Harl. Misc.
(X793> 58 By the. .coadjutement of this duchess of Burgundy.
1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. Ixvi. joi A coadjutive cause.
1660 thas. IPs Escape in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 383
Where human coadjutement .. hath been instrumental.

Coadjutor (k4,ad5*£*tai\ Also 5 coadiu-
towre, 6-7 coadiutour, -or, coadjutour, 7 co-
aiutor, coajutor. [a. OF. coadjuteur 'in Anglo-
Fr. -our)

y
ad. L. coa<ijutor, -orem, f. Co- + adjulor

helper, agent-sb. f. adjuvdre to help. The French
derivation gave the accentuation coa djutor, which
is used by Coleridge; but the poets generally,
since 1 600, appear to have coadju-tor

y
after

Latin.
No L. *coadjuvdre, or *coadjutare is recorded, but in the

mod. langs. words have been formed on these types sug-
gested by coadjutor.]
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1. One who works with and helps another; a

helper, assistant, fellow-helper.

c 1430 Pil^r. Lyf Manhode i. xxi. (1869, 15 Ministres and
serueres tonim. and coadiutowres. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. <W.
de W. 1531) 19 The coadiutours and helpers of god. a 1619

Fothlkby Atheom. 11622; Pref. 5 Euery one a coadiutor to

the workeofall the other. 1635 Quahlks Embt., Hieroglyph
iv. (1718) 329 Nature knows her own perfection .. And she

scorns a co-adjutor. 1741 Warijurion Div. I.egat. II 33
His Coadjutors, Counsellors and Instructors. 1856 FftOUpS
Hist. Eng. I. 299 In this undertaking she was speedily

provided with an efficient coadjutor.

2. spec. Eccl. One appointed to assist a bishop

or other ecclesiastic.

A coadjutor is appointed as assistant and successor to an
old and infirm bishop ; and is thus distinct from a sujfragau,
who has charge of a definite portion of a Urve diocese.

1549 Latimkr Serm. be/. Edw. VI, v - 'Arb.f 1^5 Samuell
..sttte hys twoo sonnes 111 offyce wyth bym, as bys suffra-

ganes, and as hys Coadiutoures. Here I my^ht lake occa-

sion to treate what olde and impotcnte Byshoppes should
do. a 1691 T. Barlow Rem. <i0'y3' *"'jr a Bishop to

have a fco-adjutor, or 'as the Statute calls bun) a Suffragan

to assist him. 1709 Stlklk Tatter So. 10 p y The Arch-
bishop of Saltzburg is dead, who is succeeded by Count
Harrach, formerly Bishop of Vienna, and for thes<: lust

Three Years Coadjutor to the said Archbishop. i7*6Ayijh k

Parerg. jOi If a Minister .. becomes Dumb or Blind after

Induction, .the Bishop, .shall allow him a Co adjutor. 1845
StEPHBM Lavjs Eng. II. Cfyj. 1863 KlfcK Chas. Bold
f i368> III. iv. x. 2C4 Coadjutor of the diocese of Grenoble.

Coadju'torship. [f. prec. + -ship.] The office

of a coadjutor; helping co-ojx.ration.

1668 Loud. Gaz. No. 243/2 The Coadjulorship of M mister

. .confirmed to Monsegnior Fursteinberg, Prince and Bishop
of Patcrburne ; who is likewise to succeed in the Bishopries

of Munster. 1864 L. N. Comyn Athentone Priory I. 10

His coadjulorship was sought for and given, on all sorts of

occasions. 1878 Skelky Stein II. 300 When Dalbcrg was
as yet only a candidate for the Co-adjutorship.

t Coadju'tory. rare. [ad. med.L. coadjutoria

(Do Cangc*;, f. coadjutor : see - Y. Cf. F. coadjutor,

erie in same sense.] Eccl. The office of a coad-

jutor; coadjutorship.
1616 BjtEMT tr. Sarpi's Council Trent ( iCyC) 21 Regresses,

Accesses, and Coadjutories, and other devices used in the

collation of Benefices. 1725 tr. Du/in's Eccl. Hist. I. v. 112

Of Cessions, Translations, and Coadjutories of Bisbopricks.

CoadjutreSS k^dd^'tres). [f. CoAUJL'TOH
+ -ess : cf. next.] = Coadjutkix.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. iyrj The furies, .that are

the mi'nistresses and coadjutresses of justice. 1646 Ear I,

Monmocth tr. Biondi's Civ. IVarres Eng. VL-1X. 97 Her
counsellour, and coadjutresse in that wickednesse. i860

Freer Hist. Hen. IV, I. 1. il 79 The young abbess elect,

or coadjutress, of this convent.

t Coadjutrice. Obs. [a. F. coadjutrice coad-

jutrix (of a convent; ; ad. med.J-. coadjutrlc-em;

see next.] =next.
1548 U DALLf etc. Erasm. Par. Pref 15 b, A feithfull and con-

tinuall coadjutrice. 158* N. T. <Khem./ John xix. 34 note.

The Church who is Christs spouse and coadiutrice. 1756 7
tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 471 Her eldest daughter is

coadjutrice at Kemiremont.

Coadjutrix ^k^iad.^vrtriks). [Latin fem. of

coadjutor, used in med. or mod.L. : see -tkix.] A
female coadjutor or helper.

1646 Earl Monmouth tr. Biondi's Civ. IVarres Eng.
vi.-ix. ii£ Elizabeth the chiefe agent, and her mother, .her

co-adjutnx. 1670 Cotton Espernon 11. vi. 260 Her, who .

.

had with the late King been a Coadjutrix in raising it [the

kingdom] to that degree of height and reputation, a tjfj
H. Walpole Mem. Geo. If (1847; I. xi. 335 The coadjutrix

soon replaced her instructress. 18)53 I'hackkray Eng.
Hum. 115 The novels of Swift's coadjutrix, Mrs. Manley.

b. Eccl. A woman appointed as assistant and

successor to an abbess.

1725 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. I. in. x. 153 [The Abbess's]

Resignation was not received but her Sister was made Co-
adjutrix to her. 1813 Mary A. Schimmelpenninck tr.

Lancelots Tour A let 195 This lady took her as coadjutrix

in the direction of the monastery of Port Royal.

Hence Coadjutrixship.
1837 Eoreign Q. Rev. XIX. 103 Aurora of Konigsmark

failed of the coadjutrixship and consequent succession.

Coadjuvancy k^ised.^wvansi,. rare. [f. as

next. : see -anxy.] Coadjuvant quality or action
;

co-operating assistance.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. L 54 Some concur-

rence or coadjuvancy. 1879 Lingham Science Taste Con-
clus. 250 The efficaciousness of State coadjuvancy.

Coadjuvant (k^ardyjiwvant;, a. andj^. [After

F. coadjuvant land prob. med.L. coadjuvant-emn
f. assumed L. *eoadjuvdre ; see Coadjutob.]

A. adj. As.-isting, helpful. ? Obs.

a 1625 Boys Wks. (1629) 223 Coadjuuant one to another.

B. sb. Med. An ingredient that assists the

operation of the main medicinal agent.

1864 in Webster*
So Coadjuvate v. ^Coadjute ;

Coadjnvation.
1601 Bp. W. Barlow Defence 217 That faith onely iusti-

fieth, no workes coadiuuating. 1656 Blolkt Glossogr. t

Coadiuvate, to help or assist together. 1875 H. J. Cole-
ridge Preaching of Beatitudes 254 These fruits he [Sir

Bernadine] calls . . ' coadjuvation ' or active assistance.

Co-administer, co-admit: see Co-.

Coadnate k^se-dri^t), a. Bot. [f. Co- + Ad-
nate.] = Connate.
1866 Treas. Bot., Coadnate, the same as Connate. 1882

Syd. Soc. Lex., Coadnate, the same as Adnate. Coadnate
Leaves, leaves consisting of leaflets united at the base.

CO-AGENT.

Coadore (k^O|ado»u}, v. [ad. late \,.coatldrdre,

{. co +addrarc to adore] To adore conjointly

{with.
1607 Sclwl. Disc. agit. Antichr. l. i. 48 The more vn-

capable a tiling m of worihip in it sclfe . . llie more fa to be

coadored with Christ. 1630 PmrMME Latue GtUi yi Those
. . which did coadore the humanity of our Saviour with his

IJeity. a 171X Kbs Chrutofhil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 48_j 'I"hy

I.oves, Great Trine, 1 co-adore.

Hence f Coadora tion.

1637 Gillespie Eng. I'op. Cerent, in. iv. 56 Kneeling in

the act of receiving the Sacrament . . wanteth nothing to

make up Idolatrous coadoration or relative worship.

t Coads, int. U/>s. Also codes. [a.]>\> an altered

or ' minced ' adjuration : cf. ecod ! gads ! ods ! etc.]

An obsolete ejaculation of surprise. Also -fCoadii-

nigs.
1590 Three Lords ^ Ladies Lond. in Harl. Dodiley VI.

y/j Coads, gaffer ! were you not a mealman unceV 1608

MiDDLETON Trick to Catch u. i, Coadvnigs ; I was never

so disgraced since the hour my mother wnipt me. a 1611

iJp.ALM. & Fl. Maid's Trag. 1. u, Hark, liaik ! there, there !

vj, ! Codes, codes !

Coadunate kf|a;-di»n/tj, a. 1'hys. and Hot.

[ad. L. coadtmat-us pa. pple. of coadiinarc : see

next.] Joined together; congenitally united.

183047 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 320/2 'I he .. coadunate
condition of the second arid third digits. 1866 '/ rra:.

Jfot., Coadf/natr, the same as Connate. 1882 .Syd. A'oe.

Lt'X., Coadunate, clustered
;
joined together.

Coadunate (k<?|X"di»n«it), v. [f. I., coadiinul-,

pjil. stem of coadittiare, f. co- s adiinure: see Co-

and AiiL'.nate.] train. To join together into one,

to unite, combine. (Chiefly in pa. pple.)

1607 WalkiNCTON Opt. Clan Wherein were admirahly

coadunated the nine Heliiconian I.adie,. 1657 'I osii.inso :i

Kenou's Disp. 604 I.ithargie . . thus coadunated Ls more
Ilesiccative. 1845 De QcischV Temperance Mvvern. Wks.
XII. 168 The two states are coadunated.

Coadunation ko,ic<liune' jju,. [ad. \..coadu

nation-cm, f. coadiinarc : see prec] The action of

joining or state of being joined together into one.

1558 Forsesi Crysilde :,et. '1^.75 100 f>ure heauynlye
coadunation. 1612 Woodall Surg. Mate \\V ..

<\ rri
>
J -S-'i

Coadunation 'sometimes termed by the name of a more
excellent species. Coagulation isaperfect and skilful wak-
ing, whereby disagreeing tilings are united. 1642 Ji

TaVLOS Etitc. '10471 !2 r/'I ho e relations cf mutuall depend-

ance which Christ hath made for the Coadunation \10me edd.

coadunition] of all the parts of it. 1843 Cm.. Masking
Unity 0/ C/t. y/i An incorporation arid co-aduriation of

body, soul, and spirit, which transcends tiie sense and
understanding.

Coa dunative, [f. I., coadundl- 'see

above) + -IVE.] Having the attribute of com-

bining in one. Hence Coa dunatively adv., by

way of coadunation.
18.. Coleiidce Lit. Item. IV. 107 Interpenetratively, as

two globules of quicksilver, and co-adunalively.

+ Coadunite, v. OI>s. rare- '. [cf. Adunite.]

trans. To unite together ; = COADUNATE.
So Coadunition.
1642 [see Coadunation). 1649 Bulwei Patlwmyot 11. ii.

105 Contracted and coadunited. 1677 Hack Prim. Orig.

Man. I. iii. 84 The coadunition of several particles endued
with contrary, .qualities.

Co-adve'ntttre, v. [Co- i ] To venture-

together '

v
with, ; to share in a venture. So Coad-

ve nture sb., a joint adventure ; Co adve nturer.
164Z HOWELL For. Trav. vii. 'Arb.) 40 To co-adventure

and put in his Stake with the Marchant. £ 1645 — Lett.

(i6yj) I. 305 A worthy Captain . . who was a co adventurer

in that expedition. 1847 C. <',. Addison Contracts 1. i.

(1883' 103 Shareholders in mining companies carried on on the

cost-book principle are co-adventurers together. Ibid. 11. vi.

(1883) 830 The number of subscribers, or co-adjutors, or

co-adventurers in the project. 1864 Win inn, Coadventure,

an adventure in which two or more are sharers.

Co-advice : see Co- 3 a.

Coae- : see Cos-.

Coafer, obs. form of Copfeb.

Co-affirma tion. [Co- 3 a.] Conjoint affirma-

tion of two or more.
1865 Gi-OTP. 1'tato I. L 32 The coincidence or co-affirmation

of contraries.

t Co-afforest, v. Obs. [Co- 1.] trans.

To afforest as an addition to an existing forest.

C1645 Hctweli. Lett. litZi) IV. 455 Henry- [the Second]

did co-afforest much Land.

Coafoay : see Coffoy.

t Co-a-ged, a- Obs. rare. [f. Co- 2 + Aged.] Of

the same age, coeval.

1577 Hasmeb Anc. Eccl. Hist. Ii6sg) 234 Together with

his co-aged companions. ,

Co-agency (ku,? djensi). [Co- 3 a.] Joint

or combined agency.
1611 W. Sclatex Kcyii(rX)< 335 My coagencie and assent.

1710 W. Hcne Sacred Succession 251 In which coagencies

. . if any one of the ordaining bishops act with competent

authority, the ordination is good. 1801 rIKMU Led. on

Art iii. I1848' 409 An effect derived from a cause . . whose

union or co-agency imply in themselves no absurdity. 1858

De Qcincey Autotiog. Sk. Wks. 1862 XIV. 21 Solitude.

.

acting as a co-agency with unresisted grief.

Co-agent kajfi-djent;, sb. and a. [Co- 3 b.J

sb. Joint agent.

,11600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vl «L 5 11 God the giver of

grace, .which he alone worketh, without either instrument



COAGITATE.
or co-agent. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars v. xxxi, The crew
of ribald*. .With their coagents. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1852) II. 193 In the character of a co-agent or partner.

1858 J. Maruneau Studies Christianity 152 [Jesus] .. the
spontaneous co-agent of a Divine intent.

adj. Acting together with.
c 1850 De Quincey, Coagent *ith. (F. Hall.)

t Coagitate, v. Obs. [ad. late L. coagitdt-
t

ppl. stem of coagildre to shake together.] To shake

or mix together. Hence f Coagitation. Obs.

1545 Raynold Byrtk Mankynde 20 By dayly & longe
coagitation. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Coagitate, to move
or stir together. Hence in Bailey, etc. 1741 T. Fkancklin
Cicero's Nat. Gods IL 173 The Air . . drawn into the Lungs,
receives Heat . . by the Coaptation of the Lungs.

Co-a-gitator. [Co- 3 b.] Fellow-agitator
;

f fellow-agent (see AGITAToK 1).

1683 E. Hooker Pre/. Pordage's Mystic Div. 63 To mingl
with them and becom their Coadjutors and Coagitators.

Coagment k^zegme nt). v. ? Obs. [ad. L. co-

agnient-dre to stick together, cement, connect, f.

coagment-um a joining, f. co-agefre, cogere; see

-ment, 1 Only the participle found in use' (J.).]
trans. To cement or join together, to stick together.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mar. 1359 The same seemeth

to be composed and coagmented . . of five other worlds.
1657 Tom linson Renou's Disp. 593 Cathartical Powders ..

are usually coagmented into. .Electuaries. 1665 GlAMVIL
Seeps. Set. xx. 128 Had the world been coagmented from
that supposed fortuitous jumble. 17*8 Eakhkky tr. Bur-
net's St. Dead I. 193 Articulately jointed, and coagmented
together. x86i Wiseman in Sat. Rep, 275 The Church.,
coagmented and cemented by the precious Blood.

t Coagmentate, v. [f. as prec. + -ate 3.]

1. trans. **Coaomemt, (Found only in pa, pple.

Coagmentated. 1

)

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 429 This frame thus coag-
mentated and distinguished for the seruice of the soule.

1657 ToMUMSOH Renou's Disp. 458 Coagmentated sand.
1658 W. Burton /tin. Anton. 193 The cement consisting of
Lime, sand and pebles, so coagmentated, that, etc. 1664
H. Moke Myst. Iniq. 218.

2. intr. To stick together like cemented parts.

1578 Banister Hist. A/an I. 9 The same Sutura Sagittalis,

where they mutually coagmentate.

+ Coagmenta tion.. Obs. [ad. L. coagmenta-
tion-em, f. coagmentdre : see Coagment.]
1. The action of cementing or joining together,

or state of being cemented or joined together

;

junction, concretion, lit. md/tg.
1578 Banister Hist. Man l. 7 The brayne is more safe,

by the inseparable coagmentation of the Bones. 1636 B.

Jonson Disccn: (1641' 121 The wcll-joyning, cementing and
coagmentatton of words. 1651 Baxter /nf. Bapt. 319 Nor
are we made one Individual with Christ, nor conjoyned by
any Physical co - agmentation. 1674 Owen Holy Spirit
{1693 ' 236 Their Coagmentation, joynting or compacting
into Order.

2. cotter. A mass formed by this action.

1678 Cudworth lntc/1. Syst. 75 All Concretions and Co-
agmentations of Matter. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit.
111. 56 Gravelly coagmentations and not flinty,

t Coagme'ntative, <*• Obs. [f. L. coagmentdt-

(see above) + -IVJB.] That has the property of
coagmcnting.
a 1641 Bp. Mountagu A. ft M. 411 Coequall with God ..

as a part coagmentative of the whole entire Universe.

Co-agonize, co-agriculturist, etc. : see Co-.

Coagulability (k^i^gi/Habi-liti). [f. next

:

see -it y.J Quality of being coagulable; capacity

of coagulating.

1793 T. Beddobi Calculus, tec. 218 The coagulability of
fluids. 1875 H. Wood Therap. (1879) 132 When turpentine
is given in toxic doses to rabbits it increases the coagula-
bility of the blood.

Coagulable (k^argi/ZlabT), a. [f. on L. type

*codgitldbilis, f. coagulare : see -blk.] That can
be coagulated

;
capable of coagulation. Coagttl-

able lymph : the fibrin of the blood v Mayne\
i6ja PuMCM Yorksh. Spa vi. 59 It contains a saline acid

spirit, which is the onely thing coagulable in it. 1699
Sloanr in Phil. Trans. XXL 151 A limpid thick Serum, as
whites of Eggs, .coagulable into the like Substance by heat.

178a E. Gray in Med. Comiuun. L 22 The blood . . had the
coagulable lymph separated, forming what is called a buffy
surface. 1819 Children Chan. Anal. 304 Albumen, .diluted
with a large quantity of water, .ceases to be coagulable.

Coagulant |ktf|Kgi*flint). [ad. L. coagulant'

ew, pr. pple. of coagulare to Coagulate
; (or a.

F. coagulant) see -ant '.] A coagulating agent,

as rennet.

1770 Hkwsom in Phil. Trans. LX. 379 The air is a strong
coagulent of the blood. 1883 GV«//. Mag. July 100 Attempts
to supersede the animal coagulant by using vegetable and
mineral acids, alum, etc., have failed.

Coagulate (ktfiSrgitfUt), ///. a. ? Obs. [ad. L.

codguldt-us. pa. pple. of coagulare \ see next.]

I. at adj. Coagulated, clotted ; congealed.
rj.386 Chaucer Chan. Vent. Prol.

«fr T. 258 Combust
matters, and Coagulat. 1584 K. Scot Discov. WitcJur.xw.
i. 294. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 484 <>";>

i
- I with coagu-

late gore. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 372 Coagulate and
clammy juices 1843 J. H. Newman Ess. Miracles 191
Blood, which had become coagulate.

f2. as///, a. a. Concreted, 'compact'; b. Joined
together in a mass. Obs.
1610 Healey St. A ug. Citie ofGod 322 TSpirits] coagulate

of the most subtile parts of ayre. /hid. 417 The body
consists of parts, .combined and coagulate in one.
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Coagulate (fc#|Vg£4l4t), v. [f. prec. ppl. a.

or its Latin source: see -ate 3 5. Fr. had coagulcr

in 14th c. (Littre/, whence earlier Eng. Co-
AGULK.]

L trans. To convert (certain fluids, as blood,

milk, albumen, etc.) into a soft solid mass, as by
chemical action, heat, exposure to air, etc. ; to

curdle, clot, congeal.
i6n Cotcr., Coaguler, to coagulate; curd, or congeale

into a curd. 1616 in Bullokar. 1668 Wilkins Real Char.
80 [Bedstraw] used in some places to coagulate Milk. 1795
Home in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 17 Attempts to coagulate
the cells of the vitreous humour. 1831 K. Knox Cloquet's
Anat. 2 Albumen . . is coagulated by neat, alcohol and the
stronger acids. 1877 M. Foster Text-Bk. Phys. 1. i. :8

Serum deprived of its fibrinoplastin, and hydrocele fluid

deprived of its fibrinogen, have lost all power of coagulating
each other.

f b. To deposit in a solid form from solution;

to crystallize. Obs.
1605 TlltlfK Qnersit. l v. 20 The niterus [salt] . . which is

there coagulated or congealed.

2. a. To form (anything plastic) into a solidified

cake or mass ; to form as a mass. lit. 8c Jig, ? Obs.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 4 This monster is not co-
agulated all at once. 1641 Milton Ch. Discip. \\. 11851' 43
A mere ague-cake coagulated of a certaine Fever they
have, c 1645 Howell Lett. 1 1650) II. 40 Venus . . was got
and coagulated of that foam. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1704)

360 There are who say that . . Frogs that appear . . after a
shower are . . coagulated of a certain kind of Dust commix

t

..with Rain-water,

b. To cause to stick together into a mass.
1610 Dosse Pseudo-martyr 373 Repentance, and Re-

mission of sinnes. .are that Doctrine which coagulates and
gathers the Church into a body, and makes it Catholique.
1666 /'///'/. Trans. I. 29 By compounding and coagulating
several Salts together. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr. iii. 46
Coagulating or as Avicen learnedly speakethi conglutinat-
ing the small sandy particles together. 1843 Carlyle Past
•5- Pr. (1858) 193 Coagulated into a mere hoof.

3. intr. Ol albuminous fluids: To become con-

verted into a soft solid mass ; to curdle, clot, con-

geal, ' set \
1606 Slrfi.et Country Farme 91 Such milke .. shall be

put in vessels for to coagulate and turne to curds. 1667
Phil. Trans. II. 450 The blood .. began to coagulate in

the Vein. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 88/2 White of egg,
when heated to about 150° coagulates. 1848 Carpenter
Anint. Phys. 26 Albumen may also be made to coagulate
. . by the action of acids.

t b. To condense as vapour. Obs. rare.

*549 Compl. Scot. vi. (1872) 58 Ane exalatione of humid
vapours . . ascendis in the sycond regione of the ayr, quhar
that it coagulates in ane thik clud. 1656 J. Serjeant tr.

White's Peripaiet. Inst. 132 If they., are coagulated
into bigger parts, they become Water.

fc. To solidify by evaporation ; to crystallize.

(Said of liquid containing solid matter in solution,

or of the solid matter deposited.) Obs.

1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 11. vi. 93 Salt Water mixt
with fresh will more easily coagulate and congeale into
salt. 1686 tr. I,emery's Chym. 1. XVL (ed. 3) 364 If there
should be too much [water] the salt would ue weakned .

.

and not able to coagulate. 1713 Derham Phys. Theol. 64
foot-note. The Water falling from the upper Parts of the
Cave, .the Drops coagulating presently into Stones.

4. To stick or run together into lumps.
1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (16811 315 If Ashes coagulate

or grow in lumps.

Hence Coagulating vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1626 Bacon Sylva (1677) § 781 The Mulberry-leaf . . hath
coagulating virtue, which inspissateth the Dew. 1731
Arbuthnot Rules of Viet 332 Caustic, astringent and co-

agulating Particles. 187a Huxley Phys. iii. 68 If blood-
plasma be prevented from coagulating by cold.

Coagulated ^largw/L-'ted ),///. a. Curdled,
congealed, clotted, etc. (See the verb.)

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 13 It was strange that
the whole flesh should be one coagulated ulcer. 1656 M.
More Antid. Ath. xii. 1 16631 125 That the Bodies of Devils,
being nothing but coagulated Aire, should be cold, as welt as
coagulated Water, which is Snow or Ice. 1661 Lovell Hist.
Anim. <y Min. 64 It dissolveth coagulated bloud in the
lungs. 1764 Hahmek Obscrv. x. iv. 155 Baskets of coagu-
lated milk . . such sort of cheese is used in the East at tnis

time. 1848 Carpenter Anim. Phys. 26 No trace of organ-
ization can be detected in coagulated albumen.

Coagulation {ko^guilfl-fon). [a. F. coagula-
tion (15th c. in Littre) or its source L. coagula-
tion-cm (Pliny \ f. codguld-re to Coagulate.]
1. The action or process of coagulating ;'as it

takes place in albumen, blood, milk, etc.); clotting,

curdling, 'setting*.
7 1477 Norton On/. Alch. in Ashm. v. (i6$a) 63 Coagula*

tion is noe forme substantial!, But onlie passion of things
materiall. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. iv. 82 There
will ensue a coagulation, like that of whites of egges. 1804
Abernethv Surg. Ohs. 112 The closure of the artery above
by the coagulation of the blood. 1882 Syd.Soc. Lex. , Coagu-
lation, term applied to that setting, solidification, or con-
version into a tremulous jelly-like substance, which occurs
in various animal and vegetable fluids shortly after being
shed, and exposed to ordinary temperature,

b. concr. A coagulated mass.
1683 Robinson in Ray's Corr. (1848) 138 Volatile alkalies

..free the blood from coagulations. 17*7 Bradley Earn.
Diet. s.v. Acid, If the Acid is weak, the Coagulation will

only acquire a soft Consistence, as it happens in Milk
curdled with the Rennet.

2. More generally, t a. Solidification by evapo-

COAGULUM.
ration

; deposition of solid matter from solution,

as in crystallization. Obs.
1605 Timme Quersit. 11. i. 102 Admirable things, are to be

discerned .. in the preparation [of salt]., so great variety
of colours, or the coagulations when the spirit returnetn
into the body. 1641 French Distill. L{i6sif 0 Coagula-
tion, is the reducing of any liquid thing to a thicker sub-
stance by evaporating the humidity. 1666 Phil. Trans. I.

29 Dissolutions and Coagulations of several Crystallizing
Salts. 1718 J. Cha.mberlayne Relig. Philos. (1730, II. xiu.

§ 11 A Precipitation or Coagulation.

tb. Condensation
, of vapour, etc.). Obs.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. xiv. { 1 (1681) 292 The same
density or coagulation of the Air represents the Matutine or
Vespertine Sun or Moon larger unto our sight than at other
times. 1794 G. Adams Nat. $ Exp. Philos. IV. Iii. 452 So
extraordinary a coagulation and congelation in the watery
clouds.

+ c. Coagulated or solidified state. Obs.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 298 The Water., mingled

it self. . with the superficies of the Terrestrial sediment . . so
far as it could pierce, until it were excluded by the denser
coagulation of the Earth.

3. The act or process of forming or uniting into

a mass; concretion, cohesion.
1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of God xi. v. (1620^ 391 Hee

[Epicurus] makes all his worlds of the casuall coagulation
of atomes. 1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 23 Inducing
the form of the stone by the help of terrestrial coagulation.

b.M
i6za r. Scott Belg. Pismire 28 Not that heereby I intend

to disparage the Nobilitie . . but rather to preserve it intire

from mixture and coagulation. 1864 Kirk Chas. Bold II.

iv. ii. 250 Everywhere but in France the process of coagula-
I tion was. .locally confined.

c. concr. A mass lormed by concretion.
1664 Evelyn Diary (1857) I. 402 It looked like a fungus.

.

I

yet was a concretion, or coagulation, of some other matter.

fig. 1865 Masson Rec. Brit. Philos. (1877) 218 A .. co-
agulation of phenomena which may be called feelings.

Coagulative (k<7
t
a-gi7/UTtiv;, a. [f. L. co-

agulat- ppl. stem of coagulare (see prec.) + -ive.]

1. I laving the property of producing coagulation.
1605 Timme Quersit. ill. 152 These doe auaile . . to extin-

guish feauers. .by their coagutatiue vertue. a 1691 Boyle
Whs. I. 423 (R.) A salt .. which seemed to have in it a
coagulative power, in reference to common water.

2. Having the property of coagulating {in/r.);

inclined to coagulate or 1 set'.

1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 614 The fire . . from Cold and Co-
agulative, changes it into Caustique and Resolutive. 1684
tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xvi. 547 The Glandulous humour
. .falls into a coagulative disposition with the Serum.

Coagtllator ko&gutle'tex). [Agent-sb. in

Latin lorm, f. coagulare: see -OR.] That which
coagulates.
1605 Timme Quersit. in. 157 Sal-armoniac [is] a coagu-

lator and a dissoluer. 173a Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 265
Coagulators of the Humours. 187a Huxley Phys. iii. 69
Globulin, added, .to serous effusion, is a coagulator of that
effusion, giving rise to the development of fibrin in it.

Coa gulatory, a. rare. [f. as prec. + - ory.]

COAUULATIVE I.

a 1691 Hovle Whs. V. 87 R.) A specific medicine may ..

destroy their coagulatory or other effects.

t Coa'gule, v. Obs. [a. F. coagttle-r, ad. L. co-

dgi4la-re\\ An earlier equivalent of Coagulate.
intr. and trans.

.1400 Mai ndev. ( Koxb.' xvii. 76 J>e dew of hcuen . . fallez

on be herhes, and pare it coagules and waxes while. 1490
Caxton Entydos xxii. 83 To setle to gyder and to coagule
alle natures for generacyon. >549 Compl. Scot. vi. 67
Hemp, that coagulis the flux of the sparmc.

Coaguline k^argi/din). Trade name of a

kind ot cement.
1868 Morning Star 6 Mar., Coaguline, the new trans-

parent cement,

fig. 1885 Sat. Rev. 14 Nov. 640 The unity of the Liberal

party had a little more coaguline applied to its rather

numerous doubtful points.

II Coagulum ,ktf|X gi/7I^m). PI. coagula.
[L. coagulum means of coagulation, rennet, a sb.

of dim. form ; from co-agcre to cause to run to-

gether, f. Co- + agtVe to impel.]

+ 1. A substance that coagulates a liquid [esp.

milk^ ; rennet. Obs.

1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus Wks. II- 533 The fourth

[stomach 1 the scat of the Coagulum or Runnet. 167s Phil.

Trans. VIII. 4068 Niter is. the natural coagulum of water.

1713 Lond. 9r Country Breiv. nr. (ed. a) 282 They introduce

a Lentor or Coagulum into the Itlood, and impede . . its due
Circulation.

2. A mass of coagulated matter, a clot of blood.

1658 R. Fkanck North. Mem. <i8*i) 214 The formation

of frost or any such like coagulum. 1671 Grew Anat.
Plants I. vii. § 16 Killed with a most transparent liquor

.. I have observed it to turn, upon boyling, into a tender
white Coagulum. 1767 Cooch Treat. Woumls I. 177
Coagula of blood, formed several inches up the arteries,

x77 x Watson in Phil. Trans. LXI. 214 Saturated solu-

tions of salts, .forming thick coagulums upon the least

motion. 1874 Jones « Siev. Pathol. Anat. 16 One very

important end which the fibrine serves is the formation of

coagula at the orifice of wounded vessels.

6. That part of the blood which coagulates;

the clot.

1800 tr. Lagrange's Cheni, II. 369 If the coagulum cf

blood be brought into contact with oxygen, the latter is ab-

sorbed. 1813 J. Thomson Led. lujlam. 216 Is the co-

agulum ever absorbed while the serum remains unabsorbed ?

1885 Landois & Stirling Text-Bk. Physiol. I. 40.
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C. fig. An agglutination.

1845 Carlyle Cromwell'(1871) IV. 260 Such a Coagulum
of Jargon.

Co-aid: see Co- 3 a, b.

II
Coaita (kJ'aita*). Also quata. [Tupi coatd,

cuatd, coaita — Red-faced Spider-monkey. The
erroneous spelling coaiti has led to confusion with

the coati, a very different animal.]

The Red- faced Spider-monkey {Aides paniscus)

found in the woods of tropical South America,

about 18 inches long, covered with long coarse

hair of a glossy black. Also applied to other

species of Ateles.

1774. Goldsm Nat. Hist. II. 370 The coaiti [ed. 1862 coati]

may be distinguished by having no thumb. 1796 Stedman
Surinam II. xvi. 10 A large company of quatas. .one of the

most remarkable species of monkies in the world. 1834
Penny Cyct. II. 547/1 The Quata or as the French write it,

coaita. 185a Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. II. xx. 271 The
coaUa. 1864 Bates Nat. Amazons ix. 266, 1 had not before

met with the White-whiskered Coaita, or spider-monkey.

Coaiti, erroneous form of Coati, and Coaita.

Coaiutor, coajutor, obs. ff. Coadjutor.

Coak (feMc)) sb. [Possibly represents ONF.
*coque = Fr. cache, It. cocca notch : cf. Cock v.,

also Cauking, all referring to the fitting of a

projection into a notch, indentation, or hollow.]

1. A tabular projection left on the face of a scarfed

timber, to fit into a recess in the face of another

which is to be joined to it, so as to prevent slip-

ping and make a stronger joint
;
especially used in

the making of masts of several pieces. By the

Thames shipbuilders called 'table the operation

being ( tabling'. ? Obs.

1794 R igging $ Seamanship I. 4 Coaks are oblong ridges

left on the surface of different pieces of made-masts by
cutting away the wood round them; the intermediate part

is called the plain. . . . Coak and plain is when a coak is

formed, and a plain surface follows between that and the

next. Running coaks are coaks continued the whole length

along the middle . . Chain coaks are formed one at the end
of the other on the opposite sides of the middle-line. 1867
Smyth Sailors Word-bk. s.v. Coaking, Coaks, or dowels,

are fitted into the beams and knees of vessels, to prevent
their slipping.

f 2. A turned piece of hard wood received into

both timbers for the same purpose as in 1 ; a

dowel. Obs.
c 1858 Arc/iit. Soc. Diet. C. 107 Coak, a term applied to a

wood pin. 1874 Knight Diet. Mechanics.

3. A small triangular or square piece of brass in-

serted into the wooden sheave of a block, to afford

a stronger socket for the pin. Sometimes more
loosely applied to the circular ' bush ' used with a

metal sheave. Also called cock : see Cock sbA 17.

1863 Totten cited by Webster (18641. 1 **89 F. Scrutton
(in letter), ' Coak ' as the bush of the sheave of a block, is

still a living word on the Thames; it is however old-

fashioned, and is being superseded by ' bush '.

Coak vk0uk.)) v. [cf. prec, and Cock
1. trans. To join by the aid of coaks.

1794 Rigging
<J-
Seamanship I. 4 Coaking is uniting two

or more pieces together, in the middle, by small tabular

pieces, formed from the solid of one piece and sunk ex-

actly the same in the other. 1869 Sir E. Reed Shipbuild.

xiv. 259 To make it [lower mast] up of several pieces which
are Coaked and bolted to each other, and bound together

by numerous iron hoops,

b. intr. for reft.

1794 Rigging, etc. I. 5 The pieces coak or table together.

Coak, obs. form of Coke.
Coakel, variant of Cockle a stove.

Coaks, var. of Cokes, Obs., a simpleton.

Coal (k£"l), sb. Forms: 1-5 col, 2-8 cole, 4
kole, 4-6 coole, (5-6 Sc. coyll(e, coil(l, colle),

6-7 coale, 6- coal. [OE. col neut. corresp. to

OlIG. chol n., cholo m. (MHG. kol m.
t
n., kole m.

sometimes fern., mod.Ger. kohle fem.), MDu. cole,

(Du. koot) U MLG. kole, kale f., (LG. kale),

OFris. kole, coele, (WFris. koal, SatL kdle, Wang.
kulle, EFris. kole, kol{e, kdle) ; ON. kol neut.,

(Norw. Sw. kol, Dan. kul).
Fick compares Skr. jvar,jvat, to glow, jurni glow, cor-

resp. to Aryan root *gwer-(l; gwor-(l), gur-{l); whence
guro' , guto', would be represented by OTeut. *kola\]

1. A piece of carbon glowing without flame.

(Now arch, or blending with 4, 5.)

c8*s Vesp. Psalter cxix. 4 Strelas mashtge scearpe mid
colum tolesendes. c 897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. viL 49
Durh 3a colu 3a:s alteres. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6762
pair hertes sal bryn with-in als a cole, c 1400 Maundev.
^Roxb.i xxxi. 142 A maner of tree . . bat, if a man brynne it

and couer be coles berofifwith aschez, bai will hald in quikk
a twelfmonth [Cf. Chaucer Parson's T. P 477]. < 1430
Hymns Virg. 1867) 23 Loue is hetter ban be cole. 1481
Caxton Reynard xxx. (Arb.) 78 They retche not whos[e]
hows brenneth, so that they may warme them by the
coles. 1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Auret.n$^6) H ij,

The coles can not be in the embres withoute sparkes. a 1682
SirT. Browne Tracts 58 The coals of Juniper raked up will
keep a glowing Fire for the space of a year. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 160 f 4 A Piece of Flesh broiled on the Coals. 1842
Tennyson St. Simon Stylites 166 On the coals I lay, A ves-
sel full of sin : all hell beneath Made me boil over, a 1864
Hawthorne Mother Rigby's Pipe i, A coal for my pipe !

b. In this sense often denned by some addition,
Vol. IT.

coals offire, burning, hot, live, quick coal s. Hence
in later times liable to be understood in senses 4, 5.

( 825 Vesp. Psalter exxxix. 11 Falla5 ofer hie colu fyres.

i 1000 Sax. Leeclui. II. 124 Wib deawwyrme, staippe on
hat col, cele mid waetre. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 14
Haghil & coles of fire. 1340 Ayenb, 205 A quic col berninde
ope ane hyeape of dyade coles, c 1440 Promp. Pan: 86

Cole of fyre, brynnynge, pruna. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. tW. de
]

W. 1531) 135 Compelled to walke vpon y-"hote coles. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V, in. vi. 110 It is like a coale of fire, some-

;

times plew, and sometimes red. 1611 Bible Isa. vi. 6 1

One of the Seraphims . . hauing a Hue-cole [1382 Wyclif a
cole; Coverd. hote cole] in his hand. 1719 De Vov.Crusoe
(1840) I. ix 146 The fire-wood was burnt.. into embers, or

live coals. 1866 Kingsley Hcrciv. xvui. 229 One man can
put the live coal in a right place.

f C. The glowing portion of a match. Obs.

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 18 If the touch powder
bee not drie it taketh no fire, how good soever the cole of

the match be. Ibid. 11 b, If the same matches . . have re-
j

I

reived outwardlie anie wett or moisture, then the coalss !

doo burne inward, leaving a beard outward.

f 2. A piece of burnt wood, etc., that still retains \

sufficient carbon to be capable of further combus-
tion without flame ; a charred remnant ; a cinder. 1

Sometimes defined as dead, cold, black, quenched coal. Cf.

black as a coal in 10.

( 825 Vesp. Psalter xvii. 9 Colu onelde sind from h[ijm.

r 1000 /Kleric Horn. II. 4^6 iBosw.i Da twejen drynien 1

wurdon awende to cola gelicnyssum. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
xvii. g Koles hat ware doun-falland Kindled ere of him
glouand. 1340 Cursor M. 11862 (Trill.) Heroude . . he
sleep his leches deed as cole. 1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sotvle n.

|

Iviii. (18591 56 Thenne woldest thou nought haue despysed
me as ashes, but parauenture called me blncke forbrent

coles. C 1440 Promp. Pan*. 87 Cole qwenchyd, carbo. 1570
Levins Manip. 160/28 A cole cold, carbo. 161 1 Shaks. U'iut.

7'. v. i. 08 Starres, Starres, And all eyes else, dead coales.

f b. This passed into the sense of 'cinder, ashes',

as the result or residue of combustion. Cf. Cinder.
c 117S f.amb. Horn. 27 Ane berninde glede bet bine a! for-

bemad burut to cole, c 1350 Will. Palerue 4367 To cold

coles scne schal be brent, c 1403 Maundev. ix. 11839) Ior

He schall fynde with in hem [apples of Sodom] coles and
cyndres [Roxb. text xii, 51 aschez and poudre and coles ;

Fr. ccudres], 1 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 342 Sex fyngre
\

thicke a floore therof thou pave With lyme and asshes

mixt with cole and sandes. 1530 Palsgr. 208/2 Coles suche
1 as be gyven in tenebre weke, aj/'ereudons. 1607 Shaks. Cor.

j

iv. vi. 137 If he could burne vs all into one coale, We haue

,

deseru'd it. 1665 G. Havers Sir T. Roe's Voy. E. Did. 342 I

' They set her on fire to make her a Coal, rather than we
should make her a Prize.

3. fig. from 1 and 2.

1577 Harrison England 11. ix. (1877) 1. 206 They onelie

kindle coales of contention. 1592 Shaks. Ven. $ Ad. 387
1 Affection is a coale that must be coold. 1595 — John v. ii.

! 83 Your breath first kindled the dead coale of warres. 1633
G. Herbert Temple, Employment ii, Man is no starre, but

,
a quick coal of mortall fire. 1684 Baxter Par. Congreg.

\

26 So do the Sons of the Coal, the superconformists more
j

fiercely revile me.

f 4. Fuel prepared from wood by a process of
j

smothered combustion or'drydistillation', whereby
j

j

the volatile constituents are driven off, nnd the sub- 1

I stance reduced to more or less pure carbon ; Char-
j

COAL. Used in //., or as a collective sing. Obs.

1205 Lay. 2366 Makian an eor5-hus And dude ber-inne
j

muche col & claSes inowe. c 1300 Seyu Julian 162 in I

Juliana, He let make of wode and col a strong fur and
!

good, c 1350 Wilt. Palerne 2520 Choliers bat cayreden col I

i come bere bi-side. a 1400 Isumbras 427 Appone a horse
|

that coles broghte. 1563 T. Gale Whs. Chirurg. 11586) 66

The vsuall gun pouder. .made of Sulphure, Saltpeeter and
Coale. 1584 R. Scot Discoi: Witchcr. xrv. i. 295 Fiers

|

. . of cole, composed speciallie of beech. 1628 Coke On
\

Litt. 53 b, Turning of trees to coles for fuell, when there is

sufficient dead wood, is waste. 1653 Walton Angler ii. I

58 Let him [a Chub] then be boiled gently over a Chafing- j

dish with wood coles. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (i%$q)\. xii. 209, j

I contrived to burn some wood .. till it became chark, or
\

dry coal. 1799 G. Smith Labor. I. 8 That the coals be of

lime tree. 1860 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Coal, the English
generally use the plural coals ; and we as generally use the

j

singular collectively. Coals with us may mean charcoal, in

England, never.

tb. sing. A piece of charcoal. Obs.

1386 Chaucer Chan. Yem. Prol. $ T, 607 This false

chanoun. .Out of his bosom took a bechen cole.

f C. Charcoal used for writing or drawing

;

hence a charcoal pencil. Also attrib.

c 1449 Pecock Rcpr. 11. v. 166 Write sum. .carect with cole

or chalk in the wal. 1590 Davidson Reply Bancroft in I

Wodr. Soc. Misc. 508 It hath pleased his Majestie..to
note it with a coal, .in the margent of Bancroft's book.

1674 Grew Anat. Plants in. 11. vii. § 3 It maketh an ex-

cellent Coal for Painters scribets. 1817 J. Scott Paris
Rei'isit. 21 7 Delineated on the wall, .in coal outline. 1835

Carlyle Let. in Life in London I. 40 All these coal-marks

ofyours shall be duly considered.

5. A mineral, solid, hard, opaque, black, or
j

blackish, found in seams or strata in the earth, and

largely used as fuel ; it consists of carbonized veget-

able matter deposited in former epochs of the

world's history.

According to the degree of carbonization, coal is divided

into three principal kinds, anthracite or glance coal,

black or bituminous coal, and brown coal or lignite, in each

of which again various qualities are distinguished.

a. with qualification ;
to distinguish it from prec.

sense) : as digged, earth, pit, sea, stone coal, etc.

[1-1236 Neivminster Chartul. (Surtees) 55 Et ad carbonem
maris capiendum, etc.] xzs$Cha?-ter Hen, III, mArch.-eol.

SEtiana fi88o^ VIII. 172 note, Secole Ian' extra Neugat' in I

suburbio London. 1489 Caxton Faytet 0/A. n. xxvi. 130,
52 chaldernes of see colys, 1538 Li'LAND /tin. Y . 102
Though betwixt Cawoode and Rotheram be good Plentt of
Wood, yet the People burne much Yerth Cole. 1553 Edi n
Treat. NeiW hid. Arb. I 25 (Digged Cole) They digge out
of the mountaynes a certayne kinde of blacke stone whiche
burne in the fyre like coles. 1539 Morwyng Evonym. 64
Such coales as are digged out of the ground are condemned
bicause of their foule smell. 1578 Petition Brewers Co. to

Q. Eliz. in Nature XXVI. 563 Hersealfe greatley greved
and anoyed with the taste and smoke of the sea cooles.
1616 in Entick London II. 47 Coals, called stone-coals, pit-

coals, earth-coals. 1631 Johden Nat. Bathes x. i66g> 71
Many have propounded the melting of it [iron] with stone-
coal, but perhaps they have failed in their projects. < 1682
in Nature XXVI. 620 A new way of makeing pitch and
tarre out of pit coale. 1720 Loud. Gaz. No. 5856/3 Smelt-
ing down Lead with Pit-Coal and Sea-Coal. 1807 Southey
Espriellds Lett. I. 12 They burn earth-coal everywhere.

b. without qualification. (This is now the

ordinary sense.) Used as collective sing., and in

;

the latter now less usual, and said only of coal in

pieces for burning.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 399 (Matzn.) Col groweb

vnder lond. 1398 — Barth, De P. R. x. iv. (1495* 376 Cole
is fyre in erthly substaunce and trowbly and boystou-;

matere. 1628 Coke On Litt. 53b, Mines of ntetall, coale.

or the like. 1796 MoRSE Amer, Gcog. II. 122 It imports
Newcastle coal. 18x3 Sir II. Davy Agric. Chcm. (1814) 341
The liquor produced by the distillation of coal. 1862 Rls-
kin Munera P. (1880) 34 The question of equivalence, .how
much coal in return tor so much iron. 1876 Page Adv.
Text-bk. Geol. xiv. 250 Valuable beds of coal.

1547 .Yt Tcmiuslcr i 'artul. uSurtee--i 31 1 A Myne ofCo!le~.

1563 Sc. . lets O. Mary 11597) c * 84 That na coales be had
furth of the Kealme. 1605 CAMDEN Rem. 1 Rich in mineral!

of coles, tinne, lead. 1667 Primatt City \ C. Build. 26

There doth yet remain great quantities of Coles in tin-

Earth. (71687 Potty Pol. Arith. 116001 99 Coals .. weiv
heretofore seldom used in Chambers, as now they are. 1785
Franklin Wks. 1 18401 VI. 525 The inhabitants of London
have had no general pestilential disorder since the general

use of coals. 1833 Edtn, Rev. IATI. 79 The increased

revenue from the transport of coals is very remarkabh-.

1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirl. III. 95 When about half th.:

heap of coals had been removed. Lin dial, use, in the sing.

a coal—' a piece of coal ',
' he threw a large coal at him '.)

C. with defining attribute indicating the quality,

place whence obtained, or any other characteristic.

See in their alphabetical places Brown Coal,
Cannet, C., Cherry C, Parrot C, etc.

1641 French Distill, v. (1651' 156 Take three parts of the

best New-castle coals. 1673 A. Walker Lees Lachrymans
25 A rude Pencil would have painted it with stagnant colours,

or a Scotch coal. 1777 Sheridan Trip Scarb. in. iii, Get
a Scotch coal fire in the parlour. 1805 Forsyth Beauties

Scott. II. 468 The fire or seeing coal >so called from the light

it gives^. 1853 Anderson in Pharmac. Jrut. XIII. 122

Bituminous coal is divided into cherry coals, splint coals,

caking coals, and gas coal or cannel. 1888 J. Prestwich
Geol. II. 93 Bituminous or Caking Coal.

t 6. The charred residue left in a retort after

distillation. Obs.
1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 468. 1801 T. Thomson Chem. II. 363

When tannin is distilled . . there comes over also some em-

pyreumatic oil, and a voluminous coal remains behind. 1828

Webster, In the language of chimists, any substance con-

taining oil, which has been exposed to a fire in a close vessel,

so that its volatile matter is expelled, and it can sustain a

red heat without further decomposition.

t 7. a. [after L. carbo, carbunculus, Fr. charhon?

A carbuncle, b. A black crust or core in a boil.

1665 C. Harvey Advice agst. Plague 4 Boyls or inflam-

mations about the groin . . which if they break, contain a

black crust or coal within them. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med.
in. lxxvtt, 675 Carbunculus, a burning Coal. Anoint the

top of it with Butter of Antimony.

II. In phrases, etc.

8. Black coal, Black-coal, occurs in various

senses: fa. Charcoal, as opposed to white-coal {

wood), tb- Charcoal as a means of making a

black mark ;
hence, a mark of censure, c. One

of the three main kinds of pit-coal ; see 5. d.

(Sc.), a fine sort of cannel coal or jet used by car-

penters and masons to mark on wood and stone.

1584 Fenner Def. Ministers (1587* 54 Then must he with

the blacke Coole of his censure condemne those men. 1589

PasquilCs Ret. B iij, He giues the Englishe a dash ouer the

face with a blacke coale, and sahh : Traistre Augloi. 1672

Sir C. Wyvtll Triple Crown 70 But for this, Friar Pedro

has mark'd them with the black coal of parcel Heresie. 1674

Ray Smelting Silver 113 The Oare is melted with black

and white Coal : i.e. With Charcoal and wood slit into small

pieces. 1840 Henry Elem. Chcm. II. 319 Black coal is the

substance which is commonly applied to the purposes of

fuel. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 356 Black coal, slate coal,

cannel coal, and foliated coal, were so called by Jameson

and other mineralogists of his day.

f 9. Precious coals I an obsolete exclamation.

1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl. (Arb.) 80 When Roysters ruffle

not aboue their rule, Nor colour crafte, by swearing precious

coles. 1599 Chapman Hum. Dayes Myrth Plays 1873 I. 77

Gods precious coles tis he ! 1606 Heywood zndPt.I/Vou
Know not me, etc. Wks. 1874 I. 281 Precious cole, here's

a knave round with me.

10. Phrase as black as a coal, with its variants,

goes back to OE. times, and appears to have

originally belonged to 2 ; but it is now usually

associated with 5.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 332 Wy! eft ob baet hit sie swa

piece swa molcen and swa sweart swa col. c 1325 E. E.

A Hit. P. B. 456 He watz colored as be cole, corby al vntrwe.

c 1340 Cursor M. 22489 lEdinb.^pe sternes. .sal haf tint bair
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liht, and worde al blnk sum ani col. c 1460 Tmvueley Myst.
Creatio (1836) 4 Now ar we waxen blak as any coylle.

< 1489 Caxtom Serines ofAymon ii. 60 The kynge . . loked
grymlyand fyerslyin his vysagefor grete wrath, and becam
blacke as a cole, a 1533 Ln. Berners Huon xliv. 147 As
blacke as a cole. i6ii*Bible Lament, iv. 8 Their visage is

blacker than a cole.

11. To heap {cast, gather) coals offire on the head
(see Rom. xii. 20) : to produce remorse by requit-

ing evil with good. To blow the coals : to fan the

flames of passion, etc. : cf. Blow v. 17 b. To
Menu hot coals : to rage fiercely. To stir coals : to

excite strife or ill-feeling. A cold coal to blow at :

a hopeless task to perform.

1377 Lasgl. P. PI. B. xiii. 144 To louye. .Wne enemye in

al wyse euene forth with pi-selue, Cast coles on his hed.
15x6-34 Tindale Rom. xii. 20 In so doynge that shalt heape
coles of fyre on his heed. 1544 Udall Erasm. Apoph.
344 b. After soche sorte did he vpbraid to the people their

rashe and vnaduised stieryng of coles, and arisynges to
warre. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Pert. 7 Doe good against
euill : and heape hoat burning coales vpon his head. 1616
Surfl. & Markh. Country Farm 324 Notwithstanding that
they [the (Bee) kings) moue no warre, nor stirre vp anie
coales amongst the young swarmed brood. £ 16*6 Dick of
Devon 1. ii. in Bullen O. Pi. II. 13 Spaines anger never blew
hott coales indeed Till in Queene Elizabeths Raigne. 1638
Sanderson Serm. II. 109 Blow the coal of contention to

make it blaze afresh. 1708 M. Bruce Led. 331 Jam.) If I had
no more to look to but your reports, I would have a cold
coal to blow at. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 23 Blowing
the Coals between polemical Divines. 1753 Smollett Ct.

Fat/torn (1784) 129/1 By these means he blew the coals of

her jealousy. 1816 Scott Old Mort. vii, 'Aweel,' said

Cuddie. .

' I see but ae gate for 't, and that *s a cauld coal
to blaw at, mither '.

12. 'Jo carry or bear coals : to do dirty or de-

grading work, to submit to humiliation or insult.

To haul, call (ffetch, j bring) over the coals : to

call to account and convict, to reprimand, call to

task : originally in reference to the treatment of

heretics.

1533 Skelton \Vks. (ed. Dycei II. 34 Wyll ye bere no coles?

1586 J. Hooker Giratd. /ret. in Holinshed II. 105/1 This

gentleman was. .one that in an upright quarell would beare
no coles. 159a Shaks. Rom. Jul. 1. i. 1 A my word wee'l

not carry coales. 1603 H. Crosse Verities Comrmv. (1878'

15 For now if one .. will carrie coales, and meekly suffer

rebuke, he is noted of cowardize. 1638 H. Shirley Mart.
Soldier n. i. in Bullen O. Pi. I. 192, I can carry anything
but Blowes, Coles, my Drink, and. .the tongue of a Scoulcl.

a 1683 B. Whichcote Serm., Those who are sensible that

they carry coals, and are full of ill will.

1565 Cdl. Allen in Fulke Con/ut. (1577* 372 S.Augustine,
that knewe best how to fetche an heretike ouer the coles.

1580 G. Gilpin (title), The Bee hiue of the Romische
Churche. .Wherein, both the Catholic Religion is substan-

tially confirmed, and the Heretikes finely fetcht ouer the

coales. 1589 MarpreL Epit. Ciij b, Let vs here how you
fetch your brethren ouer the coales with your next reason.

1777 R. Forbes Poems Buchatt Dial. (1785) 35 (Jam.) But
time that tries such proticks past, Brought me out o'er the

coals fu' fast. 183a Marryat N. Forster xiii, Lest he
should be ' hauled over the coals' by the Admiralty. 1884

H. D. Traill Mew Lucian 213 Your magistrates . . vastly

needed a call over the coals.

13. To carry coals to A'ewcastle : to take a thing

to where it is naturally plentiful ; to do what is

absurdly superfluous.
[1606 Heywood -2nd pt. Ifyou know not me Wks. 1874 I.

259 As common as coales from Newcastle.] a 166 1 Fi ller
W orthies, Northumbrld. 302 To carry Coals to Newcastle,
that is to do what was done before ; or to busy one's self in

a needless imployment. 1661 GraVKT Rills Mortality Ded.
Ld. Truro, I should (according to our Knglish Proverb) ..

but carry Coals to Newcastle, c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Creiv, Coals to Ncivcastte, when the Drawer carries away
any Wine in the Pot or Bottle. 18*1 Scott Let. Joanna
Raillie 10 Feb. in Lockhart, It would be sending coals to

Newcastle with a vengeance, not to mention salt to Dysart.

1889 Boston iMass.) *)ml. 24 Dec. 73 It would be like ex-

porting coals to Newcastle.

III. Attrih. and Comb, (almost exclusively in

the current sense 5).

14. attrib. or adj. Of or pertaining to coal.

1753 Chambers Cyct. Suppt. s.v. Coal, The coal countries.

179* J. Anderson (title), Observations on the Effects of
Coal Duty upon the remote and thinly peopled coasts of
Britain. 188a Pall Mall G. x July 6/1 The coal landsowncd
by the company. 1884 Ibid. 8 Jan. 9/3 Works for the com-
pressing of coal briquettes. Ibid. 14 Aug. i/a At the present

day speed, armament, and coal capacity are everything.
1888 Ibid. 30 Oct. 1 2/1 The coal famine with which London
was threatened when we last wrote on the coal crisis.

15. General combinations : a. attributive, as

coal-agent, -ashes, -coke, -district, -heap, -merchant,

-monger, -salesmatt, -trade', coal-laden adj.; (em-

ployed in the working, carriage, storing, etc. of coal),

as coal-ax, -barge, -bunk, -carriage, -cart, -cellar,

-chute, -creel (Sc.). -dclf, -depfo, -fleet, -hammer,
-hold, -place, -shed, -ship, -shovel, -sieve, -smack,

-tongs, -trough, -wagon, -wharf, etc. ; of coal in

its geological character), as coal-basin, -deposit,

-flora, -formation, -rock, -strata, -vein ; b. objective

(and obj. genit.\ as coal-bearer, -boring, -cutter

(machine), -cutting, -getter, -getting, •heiver,

-measurer, -producing, etc. ; C. similative, as coal-

blue, -dark adjs. ; d. parasynthetic, as coal-eyed,

-faced adjs.

1657 Ai'sten Fruit Trees I. 71 Put in sand or Vole ashes
or any stufie that is barren. 1833 Brewster Nat. Magic

x. 254 Having rubbed his fingers with coal-ashes to keep
them from slipping. 1837 Lockhart Scott iii, The maid
servant . . struck her mistress to death with a *coal axe. 18*7
in Hone Every-Day Bk. II. 1040 The *coal-barge on the
opposite shore. 1854 F. Bakewell Geol. 367 The occur-
ence of this arrangement of strata has caused the term *' coal
basin ' to be applied to a confined district of coal. 1661 in

Beveridge Hist. Culross Town Records, Margaret Wilson
#
coal-bearer. 1799 Act 39 Geo. Ill, c. 56 Preamb., Many

I

Colliers, Coalbearers and Salters were bound for life to,

!
and transferable with, the Collieries and Salt works. 1861

Dasest Burnt Njat 1. 87 In rushed the "coal-blue sea. 1887
Morris Odyss. UL 200 1 he wind and the water bore their

coal-blue prows. 1867 Morning Star 22 Nov. She stayed
at St. Thomas, resolving rather to delay a day or so than
come away with her *coal-bunks half filled. 177a Ann.
Reg., Mr. Moore's new-invented *coal-carriage, the wheels
of which are 15 feet high. 1839 Boston Herald 17 Dec. 1/6

His horse shied at a "coal-cart. 1838 Dickens O. Twist ii,

He was keeping it [his birthday] in the *coal -cellar. 1846
Greener Sci. Gunnery 101 The adoption of *coal-coke was
a matter of necessity, c 14*5 Wyntoun Cron. vni. xxxviii.

51 A payr of 'Coil Crelhs. 1871-3 Trans. Amer. Inst.

Mining Engineers !.;<; rtUU) The Monitor 'Coal-cutter.

1866 Jevons Coal Question 60 The new "coal-cutting
machines. 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems II. 145 Through
the "coal-dark underground. 1733 Derby Mercury II.

1733 To be lett, a very good "coal-delph. 1883 Science

j

I. 114 The small areal surface occupied by the "coal-

deposits of France. 1861 Tylor Anahuac iv. 87 In *coal-

and iron-districts in England. 1598 Rowlands Betraying
Christ 25 Wrap me from eies *cole-fac'd eternall night. 1710
Loud. Gaz. No. 4720/2 Our "Coal Fleet waits only a fair

Wind to set sail. 1873 Geikie Gt. Ice Age App. 479 In the
swamps within, the coal-flora flourished. 1850 Lvell 2nd
Visit U, S. II. 209 Composed of strata of the "coal formation.
1888 Pall Malt G. 30 Oct. 12/1 Many non-producers who
share in the rise in wages besides the *coal-getter. 1883 4
Trans. N. Engl. Inst. Mining Engineers XXXIII. 37
iArticte) The Harwell Mechanical coal-getter. 1869-70
Ibid. XIX. 239 Jones' "coal getting machine. 1875 P'cess
Alice Mem. 1 1884 1 340 The town grows so, and is all rail,

road and "coal-heaps. 1887 Monthly Chron. (Newc.) 1. 111
{Article) Notable 'Coal-hewers. 1839 Pari. Report Steam
Vessel Accid. 74 Neither the bunkers nor the "coal-hold
were cleared out so often as they should be. 1878 F. Wil-
liams Midi. Railw. 603 "Coal-laden trucks block up the
siding. Coal-laden trains are groaning and grunting hither
and thither. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 5880/6 John Hall, "Coal-
measurer. 1677 Patent 29 Chas. II in Brand Newcastle
(1789) II. 668 lhe society of "coale merchants tradeing to
Newcastle. Mod. Neivspaper. Coal-merchants find great
difficulty in executing theirorders. 1697 View Penal Lanvs 49
{Heading ofch. »*Coalmongersand Colliers. 174a J. Yarrow
Love at First Sight 46 Lock him up in the "Coal-Place 'till

he is sober, i860 E. HULL Coal-fields Gt- Brit. 2 Fast ap-
proaching extinction as a "coal-producing district. 1867 W.
W. Smyth Coal and Coal-mining 95 The extent of the 'coal-

rocks. 1639 R. Junius Sinne Stigmatizd % 101. 389 The
Pirat never spends his shott upon *cole ships. 1 722 I 1 r Foe
Col. Jack t 1 840) 44 The masters of coal-ships, .tney call col-

lier-masters. 1688 R. Holme Armoury UL 337/2 The "Coale
or Lyme Sive hath wide square holes. 1883 Black Shandon

I

Belts xxvii, He pointed out where the "coal-smack had come
to grief. 1830 Herschel Study Nat. Phi/- 45 Separated
from the "coal-strata by a series of interposed beds. 1655 k.
Gardiner {title), England's Grievance discovered in relation

!
to the "Coal Trade. 1851 M fCuLLOCH Diet. Comm. 298
The total number of persons directly engaged in the coal

trade may be set down at from 190,000 to 220,000. 1594
Merry Knack to Knoiu a Knave in Hazl. Dodsley VI. 567
My bellows, my "coal-trough, and my water. 1665 I).

Dudley Metallnm Martis (1854) 39 The manner of the
' "cole- veins or measures in these parts. 18*7 Hone Every
i
Day Bk. II. 858 Every description of vehicle, from a "coal-

waggon to a wheel-barrow. 1695 Land. Gaz. No. 3059/4
1 A convenient . . Wharf . . which . . hath been employed as a

"Coal-Wharf. 1840 Penny Cyct. XVI. 342/1 There are

several coal-wharfs on its line.

16. Special comb. : coal-backer, a man who
carries coal on his back between the boat and

I the wharf or wagon ; so coal-backing
; f coal-

ball, a ball made of coal-dust for use as fuel
;

coal-bearing a. {Geol.), containing coal, carboni-

ferous; coal-bed (GeoO, a stratum of coal; coal-

blacking, a blacking made from ground coal, used

by ironfounders
;
fcoal-blende, iron pyrites of the

coal-measures; fcoal-blower, a term of contempt

for an alchemist, a quack (cf. Ger. kohlen-bldser)

;

also Blow-coal (cf. Blow- 3) ; coal-brand, smut

or brand in corn ; coal-brass, a name of the

iron pyrites found in some coal - measures (cf.

Brass i c.) ; coal-breaker, one who breaks coal

;

also techn., seequot. ; so ooal-breaking ; \ coal-

burner, a charcoal-burner ; coal -bushel, a bushel

measure used for coal (see quot.) ; t coal"°live
(see Cliff 4); + coal - crimp, a coal-factor;

coal-drift, a channel or gallery in a coal-mine;

coal-drop, a chute for coal, a place where coal

is 'shot'
;
also, an apparatus used for dropping a

coal wagon from a staith to the level of a ship's

hatchway; f coal-engine, a colliery engine;

Coal-Exchange, an Exchange devoted to the coal

trade; coal-fitter, a colliery agent who conducts

the sale of coal to shippers; coal-flap, a flap {on the

pavement) covering the entrance to a coal-cellar
;

t coal-fold, an enclosure for storing coal ; coal-

gabbard (.Sr.), a lighter for carrying coal ; fcoal-

garth, a coal-yard; coal-goose, a local name of

the cormorant ; coal handler ( U- 5V), a man em-

ployed in loading or unloading coal ; coal-hod.

a coal-box {U.S. and dial.) ; coal-horse, a heavy
horse for drawing coal- wagons; coal- hulk, a

hulk used for supplying steamers with coal

;

T coal-kiln, a place where charcoal is made;
T coal-kindler {fig.), cne who enflames or stirs

up strife
; + coal-light, a 1 light

1 or beacon kept

up with coal ; coal-master, the proprietor or

lessee of a colliery ; a coal-owner ; coal naphtha,
naphtha obtained by the distillation of coal-tar;

coal-note, a kind of promissory note formerly in

use in the port of London ; coal-oil, an early

name of petroleum ;
coal-pan, f {a.) a brazier

;

{b.) a coal-scuttle ; coal-passer, one who passes

coal on to the furnace of a steam-boiler ; coal-

pen, an enclosure for the storage of coal
; j coal-

perch, a fish resembling the perch ; coal-plant,

a plant of the coal-measures ; coal- plate, an iron

plate on a pavement covering the opening to a

coal-cellar
;
coal-putter, the putter in a coal-pit

who removes the coal after it is hewed ; coal-

scoop, (a.) a coal-shovel, (£.
N a coal-box; coal-

screen, a frame or screen for separating small or

dust coal from larger coal
;
coal-seam, a stratum

or bed of coal
;
coal-shaft, the shaft of a coal-

mine ; coal-shed, a shed for storing coal, or for the

sale of coal in small quantities; coal-shoot dial.),

-skip, a coal-scuttle ; coal-slack, -slake, -sleek,

dust or grime of coal
;
coal-smut, small powdery

coal mixed with earthy matter; also see quot. 1790;
coal-spout, a chute at a coal-staith down which
coals are poured from the wagon to the ship; coal-

staith, an elevated wharf with a chute or drop for

shipping coal ; t coal-stalk = coal-plant
; + coal-

stealer (Sc.), see quot.; coal-trimmer, one who
,
stows away coal in a vessel as cargo, or in the

hunkers of a steam-ship as fuel
; + coal-turned a.,

'. turned into charcoal ; coal-vase, a' fancy* coal-box;

coal-vend, {a.) the general sale of coals, (b.) the

limited quantity of coal to which each colliery was

i

restricted by a former combination ofcoal owners on

j

the Tyne and Wear ; coal-water, water from a coal-

mine; f coal-wood, wood for turning into charcoal

;

coal-yard, a yard in which coal is stored or sold.

1861 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 156 On questioning one,

he said his father was a "coal-backer. Ibid. HI. 352 •Coal-
backing is as heavy a class of labour as any performed. 1741
Phil. Trans, ^bridg.) VIII. 483 {title), Account of *CoaI
Balls made at Liege, from the dust of Pit Coats. 1770-4
A. Hukter Georg. Ess. (1803) III. 149 About Bristol . .they

make coal-balls of their culm. 1833 Lvell Prine. Geol.

III. 327 The *coal-bearing strata are characterized by
several hundred species of plants. 1863 A. Ramsay Phys.

I

Geog. 40 There are in Edinburghshire over 3000 feet of coal-

bearing strata. 1802 Playfair Illustr. Hutton. Th. 159
What occupied the place of the "coal-bed before? 1861 H.

!
Macmillan Footnotes Page Nat. 5 A coal-bed is, in fact, a
hortus-siccus of extinct cryp*°Sarmc vegetation. 1806 Davy
in Phil. Trans. XCVII.55 Where pyritous strata and strata

of *coal-blende occur. i7»i N. Hodufs Acc. Plague 151

So our modem *coal blowers have . . cried up their pernicious

secrets and wickedly imposed them upon the credulous
1 Populace. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., *Coal-breaker, a

budding containing the machinery for breaking coal with
toothed rolls, sizing it with sieves, and cleaning it for market.

17*5 Lond. Gaz. No. 6382/11 Thomas Cundy. ,*Coal-Burner.

1817 Hutton Course Math. I. 28 The dimensions of the

Winchester bushel . . were 8 inches deep, and 18$ inches

wide or in diameter. But the *Coal bushel was to be iq4
inches in diameter. 17x0 Strachey in Phil. Trans. XXX.
969 A Dark or BUckish Rock, which they call the "Coal
Chves. 1698 Cay ibid. XX. 368 A Current of Water that

runs through a *Coal-Drift. 1878 F. Williams Midi. Railw.
247 If some 3$ acres of land were arched over for "coal drops,

at least 250,000 tons of coal could be disposed of. 1806

Forsyth Beauties Scott. IV, 49 Upon this water [the Orr]

there arc six corn-mills, two fulling mills . . and one "coal-

engine. 1809 Tomlins Law Diet. s.v. Coals, Stat. 28 Geo.

3 c. 53 was past . . for the purpose of putting an end to the

Society at the "Coal Exchange formed to regulate (i. e. to

monopolize) the trade. 1860 Smiles Self-help vi. 157 Lord
Eldon was the son of a Newcastle "coal-fitter. 1881 C.

Dickens Diet. Lond., "Coal-flaps and gratings of all kinds

should be distrusted. 1704 minutes Torrybum Sess. in

Ess. Witchcr. (1820) 137 The west end or the "Coalfold.

1776 G. Semplk Building in Water 51 The "Coal-gabbards
were stopped for the first Time, and missed three Tides.

1593 Rites Durham (1842) 83 A Htle stone house, joyninge

of the "Cole garth. x8os G. Montagu Ornith. Diet., *Coat-

goose. 186a Johns Brit. Birds Index, Cole or Coal Goose,

the Cormorant. 1887 Evening Standard -27 Jan. wh The
strike of the "coal handlers tNew York). 1888 Pall A/alt G.

t2 May 7/2 The New Jersey coal-handlers, a x8>5 Forby
Vex. E. Anglia, 'CoaLhod'. to hold the coals, i860 Bart-

LETT Diet. A mer. , Coal-hod, a kettle for carrying coals to the

fire. More frequently called, as in England, a coal-scuttle.

1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. ll
rord-bk.. Coat-hod, a wooden

coal-scuttle. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 1.8 May, Waggons,
and "Coal-horses. 1533 tr. Erasm. on Com. Crede 69 b,

Nestorius whiles he "dothe dylygently eschewe this lyme
kylle, he felle into the "colekylne. a 1670 Hacket Abp.
rv'illiams 11. 104 (D.> It may be a "coal-kindler would think

such counsel as this not worth the hearing. 1798 in Naval
Chron. (1799I I. 8t There has long been a "coal-light on the

Isles. 1878 F. Williams Midi. Railw. 8 The resolution at

which the *coal-masters had arrived. 1838 T. Thomson
Chem. Org. Bodies 720 The analogy between "coal naphtha
and the petrolene of Boussingault. 1875 T. Hill True
Order Studies 93 The nature of the various coals, and *coal
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oils. 1883 Century Mag, July 326/1 The 'coal oil' as it

[petroleum] was then called. 1535 Coverdale for. lii. 19

The basens, *colepannes, sprinklers, pottes, candlestickes.

1885 T. Mozley Rcminisc. Toivns, etc. I. 377 Childers at

once pronounced me a north-country-man when I called the

coal-scuttle a 1 coal-pan 1884 in Century Mag. Jan. 364/2

In that blanching pit nine *coal-passers and twelve stokers

were speeding their lives. 1827 J. Powell Devises II. 189

A *coal pen which was on the opposite side of the road near

the house. 1672 Phil. Trans. VII. 4070 A small fish, much
|

esteem'd here, and not much unlike a Pearch : only not so

party coloured, .call'd the *Cole-pearch. 1708 J. C. Compl. 1

Collier(iB^ 36 Another sort of Labourers which are called

Barrow-Men, or * Coal-putters, these Persons take the hewed
Coals from the Hewers. 1789 Brand Newcastle II. 681 note,

Coal-putters, .who fill the corves, .with the coals wrought

by the hewer, and then draw them . . to the pit-shaft.
|

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Coal-scoop, a shovel for

taking coals from a scuttle to throw on a lire. 1883 Civil

Service Price-list, Coal scoops, the 'Haymarket'. The
newest and best of the high class brass scoops. 'Albert"

coal-scoop, with Hand-scoop. 1850 Lyell znd Visit U. S.

II. 8 r The beds of black shale covering each *coal-seam.

1863 A. Ramsay Phys. Geog. 136 Were it not for our coal- !

seams, the agency of steam would be almost wholly denied
1

to us. 1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 21 Many times we
are forced, .to have a Water-Course or Drift from the in-

tended *Coal-Shaft to this other Shaft. 1719 D'Urfey !

Pills IV. 143 Embraces in ''Coal sheds. 1816 Gentl. Mag.
LXXXVI. L 229 In a coal-shed attached to a Grocer's shop. :

1813 W. Taylor Eng. Syn. (18561 45 Set down the *coal-
|

shoot. 1833 J. Holland Mann/. Metal (Cabinet Cycl. > II.
}

202 Removing the dust and coals from the hearthstone to the
ycoalskip. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. iii. 45 Froome for her

disgrace Since scarcely ever washt the *Colesleck from her

face. 1790 W. Marshall Midland Count. Gloss. (E.D.S.),

^Coal-smut, a fossil, or an efflorescence, found on the sur-

face, over seams of coal. 1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol.

(1815) 199 In most coal fields there are thin strata of coal-

smut or carbonaceous and other particles intermixt. 1816 I

J. Rennie in Mackenzie Ncivcastle (18271 II. 742 To
altering coal-staiths and other landing or shipping places.

.

^25,000. 1883 W. Clark Russell Sea Queen I. xiv. 249
|

She was alongside a coal-staith. 1793 D. Ure Hist.
\

Rntherglen 302 (Jam.) Those impressions abound in coal 1

countries ; and are, in many places, not improperly known !

by the name of * Coal-stalk. 1682 Lond. Gaz. No. 1688/4 1

This story had its rise from some rascally Boys iwhom we
call here [Edinburgh] Coal stealers*. 1825-79 Jamie- I

son Coalstealer Rake, a thief, a vagabond, or one who \

rakes during night for the purpose of depredation. 1856 L.

Herbert Engineers and Mech. Encycl. II. 746 On the

arrival of every vessel, a gang of *Coal trimmers enter her
and sweep down every atom of coal into the bunkers. 1615
Chapman Odyss. in. (R.), Then Nestor broil'd them on the

j

"coat-turn 'd wood. 1698 Cay in Phil. Trans. XX. 368 It's

no great Wonder if such a Water should yield Vitriol, as
\

many of our *Coal-waters do. 1806 FORSYTH Beauties
Scotl. IV. 49 This water [the Orr], .in its course being mixed
with coal-water, has never been used for the purpose of

bleaching. 1691 Overseers' Acc. Wakes" Colne, Essex (MS.)

20 Paid for 2 loades of wood and a stack of *coalewood.

Coal, sb.* slang. Money : see Cole.

Coal lk^ul)
f
v. [f. prec. sb.]

L trans. To convert into charcoal ; to char.

1602 Carew Cornwall (J.), Buying the wood, .fetching the

same, when it is coaled. 1626 Bacon Sylva (1677) § 775
Char-coal of Roots, being coaled into great pieces, last I

longer than ordinary Char-coal. 1746 G. Adams Micro-
|

graph, xliii. (1747) 229 The Body to be charred or coaled

may be put into a Crucible. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 759
The earliest plan of coaling wood.

f 2. To write or delineate with charcoal. Obs.

1605 Camden Rem. 17 A suter . . did at length frame this

distiche, and coled it on a wall. Ibid. (1637) 337 Whereat
mervailing, he coled out these rymes upon the wall.

f3. To bore or sink down to a (coal-seam).

Obs. rare.

1708 J. C. Compl. ColHer(iB4S ) 31 Having happily Coaled
this Noble Main-Coal—my business as a Sinker is at

an end.

4. To supply (a steam-ship, engine, fire, etc.)

with coal for fuel.

1864 Daily Tel. 18 Oct., Captain Wood asked, .permission

to coal his vessel. 1875 Bedford Sailors Pocket Bk. v.

(ed. 2) 146 Facilities for coaling a steamer.

5. intr. To take in a supply of coal.

1858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 274 There being. . no harbour .

.

where such a vessel can coal. 1884 Manch. Exam. 7 Oct.

5/7 The movement resembled that at Port Said when a mail
steamer is coaling.

Coa l-black, a. As black as coal ; dead black,
j

a 1250 Owl% Night. 75 pin; e) ejen beob colblake and brode. i

I 1386 Chaucer Knt's T. 1284 A Beres skyn colblak [v.r.

coleblak] for old. 1590 Si'enser F. Q. 1. v. 20 Cole blacke
steedes. 1592 Shaks. Ven. $ Ad. 533 Coal-black clouds,

that shadow heaven's light. 1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. I

11. iii. 48 The Land of Blackmores where the people are all
'

coleblacke. 1709 Let. in Hearne Collect. lOxf. Hist. Soc.)
1 1. 305 His Coalblack hair was turned milk white of a night
for y" greatness of his troubles. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. lv,

Her black eye that mocks her coal-black veil.

Coa l-box. A box for holding coal to replenish

a fire ; a coal-scuttle.

1729 Swift Direct. Servants, Housemaid, Leave a pail of
dirty water, a coal-box. .and such other unsightly things.
1851 Ord. $ Regul. R. Engineers § 19. 97 Cast Iron Coal
Boxes have been approved by the Board in lieu of Wood.

Coa'l-carrier.
1. One who carries coal ; a coal-porter.
1854 //ulllmprov. Act 36 For licensing a sufficient number

of. .coal-carriers, coal-carts.

t 2. A low dependent ; one who does the ' dirty
work ' in any affair. Cf. to carry coals. Obs.
1565 Golding OvidsMct. Epistle (1593)2 Clawbacks and

colecariers eeke, ought wisehe to beware of whome, too

whoine, and what they speake. 1567 Fenton Trag. Disc.

70 Her maide Fynea, who earst had bene colecaryor in

amarous affaires.

Hence Coal-ca:rrierly a. nonce-wd., servile,

low.
1606 Wily Beguiled in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 232 That puck-

fist, that smudge-snout, that coal-carrierly clown.

Coal-dust. Dust of coal ; the finer particles

that are separated by screening.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxv. (1617) 350 It were but to

draw men out of Lime into Cole-dust. 1799 G. Smith
Labor. I. 21 Filled with a composition of coarse coal-dust.

1862 Ansted Hungary <y Trans. 194 (L.i It has been at-

tempted, .to make the coal-dust into bricks.

Coaled (kJ"ld), fpl. a. [f. Coal v. + -ed.]

1. Turned into charcoal ; charred.

1598 Stow Sun'. (1754? I. 1. i. 2/1 Fires, .of spray or brush

wood, or wood coaled.

t 2. Continued down to the coal ; said of a pit.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier < 1845) 14 It is a very good cau-

tion, even in a Coaled Pit, to put a Bore-Rod about a

Fathom.
3. Furnished with coal, containing coal.

1729 Stl'Kely /tin. Cur. in Brand Newcastle 11789' II.

680 note, Coaled strata, stone and other materials, jumbled
together.

Coaler (k<?u-bj). [f. Coal v. + -er.]

1. One employed in coaling steam-vessels.

1879 BoDDAM-WHETHAM Roravna 31 They are coalers

returning from their hard day's labour in the harbour.

2. A tender to a steam-ship.

1870 Daily News 10 Oct., A turret-ship which should find

itself cut off from its coaler, and compelled to give battle.

Coalery (lwu^lari). Also 7 colery, 8-9 coalry.

[f. Coal sb. + -eky, -by.] 'A place where coals

are dug' (J.) ; now regularly Colliery.
1658 i'estry Bks. (Surteest 320 The Colerye of Renton.

(i 1659 Cleveland News fr. Newcastle 36 The Sun 's

Heaven's Coalery, and Coals our Sun. 1695 Loud. Gaz.
No. 3059/4 A General meeting of all the proprietors of the

Blyth Colery. a 1714 Burnet Own Time (1823* I. 49
Masters, not only of Northumberland, and the bishopric of

Duresine but of the coalries. 1849 F. B. Head Stokers <y

Pokers i. (18511 30 There arose out of the shafts of our
coaleries. .Old George Stephenson.

Coalesce (kc;»iale's), v. Also 6 coalesse.

[ad. L. coalesce*™ to grow together, f. co- — com- +
alesccre to grow up.]

fl. trans. To cause to grow together, to unite,

combine. Obs.

1541 R. Copland Galyeus Terapcutyke 2 H iv, To do all

y* is conuenable to coalesse and close an vlcere togyther.

1790 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 141/1 This coalesced the

apparent bulk of the nation . . in one common interest.

2. intr. To grow together or into one body.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Coalesce, to grow together. 1733

Cheyne Eng. Malady 11. v. § 10 To preserve the Sides of

the Capillary Vessels from coalescing and growing together.

1882 Vines Sachs' Bat. 566 The number of the carpels which
have coalesced to form the ovary.

t b. To grow together into lumps, to cake. Obs.

1762 tr. Duhamefs Husb. 1. viii. >ed. 2' 22 For earth, alone,

we find, is liable to coalesce. 1787 Winter Syst. Husb. 211

When stiff land is not hoed, it will soon coalesce.

3. To unite or come together, so as to form one.

a. of things material.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 371 When two Vowels are put
together by way of Dipthong, so as to coalesce in one
Syllable. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 346 If the water
surrounding one particle of air comes in contact with the

water surrounding another, they coalesce, and form a drop,

and we have rain. 18^2 Miss Yonge Cameos II. xxxv. 363
From Blois on one side, and Orleans on the other, there

coalesced no less than five thousand cavalry, i860 Dar-
win in Life $ Lett. (1887* III. 319 The granules coalesce

into larger masses. 1862 Dana Man. Geol. 621 The barrier

reefs coalesce with the fringing reefs.

b. of things immaterial ; or of non-material

union.

1679 Goodwin Wis. III. in. 345 (R.) It was requisite

that . . both of them should coalesce into one person, but
without confounding them together. 1692 Washington tr.

Milton's Def. Pop. viii. (1851) 190 Many ages ago, the Con-
querors and Conquered coalesced into one and the same
People. 176a J. BkowN Poetry <y Mus. § 5 (1763) 92 The
Characters of Legislator and Bard did often and naturally

coalesce. 186a H. Spencer First Princ. i. § 6 (1875) 23
To find the truth in which Religion and Science coalesce.

4. Of persons or parties : To unite into one body

or association.

1781 Bentham Whs. (1838-43) X. 102 A disposition among
his friends to coalesce. 1787 ' G. Gambado' Acad. Hoxsem.
(1809) 49 Nor do I much despair of finding many judges (of

riding I meam coalesce in sentiment with me. 1834 Macau,
lay OSS. Pitt (1854) I. 306 Who had bound himself, by a
solemn promise, never to coalesce with Pitt. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley xxiv. 345 She and her nurse coalesced in wondrous
union. 1876 J.

H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. i. i. 19 Only a
portion of their tribes coalesced to repel his invasion.

Hence Coalescing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1783 Dk. Leeds Polit. Mem. (1884I 85 A want of union
among the coalescing parties. 1864 Miss Yonge Trial I.

152 Silenced by a coalescing of the party at a gate.
_
1884

Bower & Scott De Barys Phauer. 246 The direction in

which the apposition on the coalescing bundle takes place.

Coalesced ;k<?"iale'st),///. a. [f. prec. + -ed.]

Grown together; allied, entered into coalition.

1786-98 H. Tooke Purley 658 A common termination (i. e.

a coalesced word). 1793///^. in Ann. Reg. 274 The veterans

of the coalesced powers . . were not yet altogether exhausted.

1839-57 Alison Hut, Europe VII. xlii. 147 On the part of

. . the coalesced princes.

Coalescence (kj^ale'sens). [f. L. coalescere :

see -en'ce ; found also in K. in 16th c] The pro-

cess or action of the vb. Coalesce.
1. Biol. The growing together of separate

parts.

1541 R. Copland Galyeu's TeraPeutyke 2 Ciij, To do
away that whiche letteth the coition and coalescence. 1666

J. Smith Old Age ied. 2) 224 There immediately follows a
Coalescence of all the Vessels. 1872 Mivart Blew. Anat.
23 The coalescence of distinct bones. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Coalescence 0/ cells, the formation of tubes, or . . spaces, by
the absorption of the partition walls of adjoining cellb.

2. Union into one mass or body.
1656 tr. Hobbcs' Elem. Philos. (1839) 418 Either there

would be no coalescence at all of bodies, or they would
all be gathered together into the same place. 1755 B.

Martin Mag, Artsfy Sc. 283 The Water of the Cloud, a>

,
fast as it is produced by this coalescence and Condensa-
tion, .must descend in Drops of Rain. 1846 Gkotl Greece

1

(1862) II. viii. 218 Patra; was formed by a coalescence of
seven villages.

3. fig. (of things immateriar : Union, combina-

tion, fusion.

1678 Cldworth Iniell. Syst. 1. iv. § 36. 616 Were they
three independent principles, there could not be any coales-

cence of them into one. 1846 Grote Greece 1. xvu. I. 614
1 The same coalescence of the religious with the patriotic

feeling and faith.

4. The combination or uniting (of persons or

: parties) into a single body.
1681 Conformist's Plea for Nonconf. 52, I am troubled,

that there are any such to be found, .in this Church that op-
pose or hinder a Coalescence. 1873 True Reformer III. 99
Not a coalition in any sense, .rather a Constitutional Coat-
escence. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. viii. 235 That thorough

,

coalescence between two individuals which was only pos-

sible anciently when they belonged tu the same family.

b. = Coalition 1 4.

1788 Sir W. Young L,et. in Dk. Buckhm. Court $ Cabimts
Geo. 11/ (1853) II. 17 It is thought that Fox's party . . will

propose a coalescence of some sort.

5. A coalesced condition or group.
1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11. iii. 287 The Tendencies . -

to convert accidental . . Associations into permanent Coal-

escences.

t Coale'SCency. Obs. [see -excy.] = prec.

In modem use it would properly mean ' the quality or fact

of being coalescent '.

1656 J. Owen Wks* (1S51! VIII. 422 They come to a coal-

escency in love and truth, a 1683 — Expos. Hebrews
(1790) IV. 369 From their coalescency into one sacred so-

ciety. 1681 H. More Exp. Dan. i. 9 The coalescency of
these Two Nations into One Kingdom or Empire.

Coalescent (kJ^ale'sent), a. and sb. [ad. L.

coalescent-em^ pr. pple. of coalescere : see above.]

A. adj. That coalesces; coalescing; growing

,

together, combining.
1655 H. VAUCHAN Silex Sciut. n. 168 For coalescent by

j

that band We are His body grown. 1765 W. Ward Ess.
Grammar i6r The characteristic is denoted by the coal-

I escent participle. 1848 Dana Zooph. 276 Branches divari-
I cate, often coalescent. 1872 Nicholson Palxont. 160 The
j

abdominal segments are coalescent.

B. sb. One who or that which coalesces.

In modern Diets.

Coa l-factor. An intermediate agent between
coal-owners and customers ; in London formerly

i
an officially recognized agent between the coal-

owner or snipper and the coal-seller.

1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5344/4 John Carrier of London, Cole
I

factor. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 298/1 Regulations .. made
; in June, 1834, at a meeting of the coal-factors in London.

1861 Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 245 (Hoppet Owing tu

the combination of the coalfactors, no more coals can come
into the market than are sufficient to meet the demand
without lowering the price.

Coa l-field. A series of strata containing coal

occupying a particular area ; the tract of country

occupied by these strata.

1813 Bakhwell Introd. Geol. (1815) 177 The series of

strata existing in one situation is denominated a coal field.

:
1846 M^Clxloch Acc. Brit. Empire < 18541 I. 599 The coal-

fields of Durham and Northumberland are adequate to fur-

nish the present annual supply for more than 1340 years.

Coal-fire. 1- A fire made of coal.

1656 S. Holland Zara (1719) 41 Though strong with

stubborn wire, I melt in thy coal-fire. 1737 M. Green
Spleen 5 Or o'er coal-fires inclines the head. 1816 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. Art II. 330 Common oyster shells to be

calcined in a good coal-fire.

+ 2. (See quot.) Obs.

1669 Worlidce Syst. Agrie.(i68i) 323 A Cole-fire, is a

parcel of Fire-wood set up for sale or use, containing when
it is burnt a Load of Coals.

Coa l-fish. A fish {Mcrlangtts or Pollachius

carbonarius, or Gadtts virens), allied to the Cod,

so called from the dusky pigment which tinges its

skin, and soils the fingers like moist coal. Found

in the Northern Seas, and caught for food. (It

has many local names ; in U. S. called pollock.)

1603 Breton Packet Lett. Wks. (1879) 24 (D.) Cole-fish

and poore-John I haue no need off. 1744 Preston Zetland

in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 61 In the Sea they catch Cod .

.

Cole-fish, Flukes, Trouts, etc. 1835 Sir J. Ross -V. W. Pass.

xli. 547 Consisting chiefly of small cod and coalfish. 1887

West Shore 431 The black cod, formerly called ' coal-fish '.

Coal-fitter : see Coal 16.

Coa'l-gas. The mixture of gases produced by
the destructive distillation of coal

,
consisting

mainly of carburetted hvdrogen ; purified of some
70-3



COAL-HEAVER. 552 COALMOUSE.
ol its ingredients, it is the common gas used for

lighting and heating inir|)oses.

1809 B. Cooke in Nicholson Jrul. Nat. Phil. XXII. 145
(title) On the advantages of Coal Gas Lights. 1833 N.
Arnott Physics II. 147 Oil gas, which contains about twice
as much carbon as the coal gas, gives also about twice as
much light.

Coa l-heaver. + a. A labourer who unloaded
coals from ships by heaving them from one stage
to another, [ets.) b. A labourer employed in the
moving or carrying of coal.

1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 555 A horrid murder, .committed on
a poor old coal-heaver. 1776 Adam Smith IV. IV. I. 1. x. 109
Coal-heavers, .exercise a trade which in hardship, .almost
equals that of colliers. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole ix.

(1879)93 Burly coalheavers. 1861 Mayhew Lomt. Labour
III. 268(Hoppe) The coalheavers, properly so called, are
now no longer known in the trade . . Formerly the coals
were delivered from the holds of the ships by the labourers
shovelling them on to a scries of stages, raised one above
the other till they ultimately reached the deck. 1884 Times
4 Feb. 7 1 His cousins . . were coal-heavers in Paris.
.So Coa l-heaving vbl. sb.

1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 4019 '4 A tall raw-bon'd Man. .often
Employed a Coal-Heaving in the River. 1884 Times
4 Feb. 7/1 The Auvergnats . . hold a sort of monopoly of
coal-heaving, .in Paris.

Coal-heug;h, -hew. Sc. Also 6-7 -heuch(e,
5 -hugh. [f. COAL + Heigh.] A coal-pit: perh.
originally one open to the surface or excavated in
the side of a slope or bank.
59* Sc. Acis, 12 Jas. VI (1597) $ 146 The wicked crime

of setting of fire in Coal-heuches. 1653 K - Baillie Oil-
siuasive VuuL (16551 21 This, to me, was but to move from
une errour to another, from the lime-pit to the coal-hcugh.
1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. 111. v. 117431 412
F iring Colehughs. 1715 STIACHEY in Phil. Trans. XXXIII.
397 1 hey land it (as at many Coalhews in the Country-) on
Girls Backs. 1822 Scott Pirate v, Wherefore should not
a coal-hcugh be found out in Zetland as well as in Fife:
1879 H. George Progr. A> Poz: IX. iv. (1881,' 422 Had Dr.
Adam Smith been born in the coal-hews.

Coal-hole.
1. A small store-place for coals; a coal-cellar;

also, the store-place for fuel in a ship.
i66i

:» Pepvs Diary 8 Feb.. All the day with the colliers
removing the coles out of the old cole hole into the new one.
1797 Anti-Jacobin No. 1 She whipp'd two female 'prentices
to death, And hid them in the coal hole. 1855 IklACAULAY
Hist. Eng. III. 657 The types were flung into the coalhole.
1859 Smiles Self-Help 13 He would give him his passage
if he would trim the coals in the coal-hole of the steamer.

t 2. The place in a furnace for the admission of
coal.

1641 French Distill. iW. (1651 83 It must be foure [spans]
high ; one for the Ash-hole, another above the grate to the
middle Coal-hole.

3. .Sometimes loosely used for the flap-covered
hole in a pavement opening into a coal-cellar.

Coa l-hood, -hoodie. Also 7 cole-hooding,
9 cole-hood, -head, coaly-hood. [f. C(.al +
Hood, in reference to its black head.] A local
name of the Blackcap and Coal-tit ; sometimes
applied also to other birds : sec <juots.
1684 Sibbald Scotia Jllust. 22 (Jam.! Junco, avis capite

nigra, cole-hooding dicta. 1818 Ffocc Brownie o' Bottsbeck
I. 208 (Jam.) Wat's me . . that ever I suld sec the colehood
take the laverock's place. 1825 79 JAMWON. Coal-hoodie,
the Black-headed Bunting, Mearns. 1847 7* Haluweu,
Coal-hood, a bullfinch. West. 1885 SwAIMSOM Proline.
Names Birds 24 Coal hoodie 1 North Riding , the Blackcap.
Ibid. 33 Coal or Coaly hood (Scotland), the Cole Titmouse.

Coa'l-house. A building or covered-in place
for storage of coal.
Bishop Bonner used the one belonging to his palace as a !

place of confinement during the Marian persecution (1553-
58); whence many contemporary and historical allusions.
ISSS Philpot in Slrype Eccl. .^[cin. III. App. xlix. 159

Synce I came to the bishops coalhowse, I have been six I

tymes in examination. 1563 87 Foxe A. It M. (15961 1875/1
Then was she caried into the Colehouse, and searched for
Bookes. 1654 Trapp Comm. yob iii. 18 Martyrs, kept
fast shut up in Lollards Tower, in the Bishop of I,ondons
cole-housc. 1732-8 Neal Hist. Purit. (1822) I. 93 Bonner
.

.
ordered him first into the stocks in his coal-house and

from thence to Smithfield. >88i Chicago Times 16 Apr.,
The company is constructing a depot building, coal houses,
and tanks at Leaf River.

Coalier, obs. f. Collier.
Coa-lified, ///. a. iwncewJ. Turned into coal.
1818 Ann. Peg. 1817 Chron. 511 In one place is seen a

coalified tree, if I may use the word.

Coaling (k<?ulin), vbl. sb. [f. Coal i\ + -inc-1.]

t L Conversion into charcoal. Obs.
160a Carew Cornwall 21 a, Copswoods . . Employed to

coaling for blowing of Tynne. 1715 BriefI Wily. (Exeter)
7rnl. 25 Sept., A Targe Coppice, fit for Coaling or F'aggot-

o .
'77° ''"'tsTLEV Charcoal in Phil. Trans. LX. 212.

2. Taking in of coal <by a steam-ship, etc.).
1887 Atheiurum 14 May 633/3 The necessity for frequent

coaling.

3. Supplying with coal.
1888 .\eivsfaper Dec, The coal-porters will strike and

stop the coaluig of the gas stations . .The coaling of London.
4. attrib. and Comb. , as coaling base, place,station,

a port specially fitted out and used for supplying
steam-ships with coal ; also t coaling-money (see
(|uot.).

Jg§ ) L'- Compl. Collier (1845) 31 A Piece or Guinea, to
l>nnk the good Success of the Colliery .. is called their

Coaling-Money. 1870 Echo 9 Nov., The use of the road-
stead as a coaling station is not very conspicuous. 1880
C. M. Mason Forty Shires 10 Stockton . . is a ship-building
and coaling place. 1884 Ann. Reg. 261 The coaling stations
on the road to Australia.

Coalise, -ize (k£»'ik»ix), v. [a. F.coalise-r,
!

(. coalition, after analogy of some words in -iser.]

To enter into, or form, a coalition. Hence Co al-
ised ///. a. [= F. coalise], Co aliser. (Chiefly
in reference to the coalition of European Powers

|

against the first French Republic.)
1794 Ld. Sheffield in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III.

224, I called on all my old friends, the new coalisers, but did
not see one of them. 1837 Carlvle Fr, Rev. ill. a. ii,

Europe seems coalising itself again, /bid. UL 11. viii,

The coalised Kings threaten us ; we hurl at their feet, as
gage of battle, the Head of a King. 1837 Thackeray Car.
tyle's Fr. Rev., Coalized Kings made war upon F'rance.
1859 Sat. Rev. VII. 118/1 The coalized monarchs.

Coalish(ko» lij' ,a. [f. Coal sb. + -ish.] Some-
what like coal ; t like a glowing coal, fiery.

1566 Dram Wail. Hierim. K viij, Their visage, y blackte
with colishe smeare. 1686 Goad Celesi. Bodies 11. xiv. 351 1

The Smaller Meteors looked red and coalish.

Coalite ,k<7« alait), a. [ad. L. coalit-us, pa.
pple. ~oi~~coTrlesc!re.] Crown together: said of
parts which are normally distinct.
i8a6 Kirby& Sp. Entomol. xlvii. (1828) IV. 397 Head and

Trunk coalite. 1848 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 299 Ex-
ternal to the maxillz, and probably coalite w ith them, [are)
two delicate organs.

+ Co alite, v. Obs. [1. L. coalit- ppl. stem of
coalesccre.] intr. and trans. To form into a coal-
ition ; to combine, unite. Hence Coalited ///. a.
1735 8 Bolisgbroke On Parties xix. (R.), Let the friends

of liberty.
.
continue to coalite. 1791 Burke App. Whigs

Wks. VI. 335 Time has, by degrees, blended and coalited
the conquered with the conquerors.

Coalition 1 .k<Ju,ali'Jon). [ad. L. coalition-cm,
sb. of action f. coalescfre to Coalesce. (In mod.
Fr. : not in Cotgr. 161 1. - Originally = coalescence

;

but now commonly distinguished and used as in 4.]
1 1. The growing together of parts, coalescence.
1612 Brerewood Lang, f, Relig. xxv. 223 The Deity and

Humanity, by coalition becoming one nature in Christ.
1667 Boyle Orig. Formes + Qual, The Coalition of several
Corpuscles into one visible Body. 1767 Gooch Treat.
Wounds I. 104 The urine, running out of the wound when it

happens to penetrate the pelvis of the kidney, may prove
an obstacle to its coalition.

2. Union into one mass or body; combination.
1620 Bp. I. King Strut. 17 Sion and Jerusalem . . by an

easie coalition in Scripture . . may stand for one. 1656 Trapp
Comm. 1 Cor. vi. 15 Water and oil violently shaken together
may seem to mingle, but . . there is no coalition. 1834
Whewell in Todhunter Act. W's. Writings iiSjd) II. 182,
I am puzzled to combine these . . without so much coalition
of vowels as will startle your readers. 1864 Lowell Fire,
side Trav. 7 They come within each other's sphere of
attraction, and, with instantaneous coalition, form a new
product.

3. Union, combination, fusion (of parties, prin-
ciples, interests, etc.).

< 164s Howell Lett. (1650) II. 10 A scorned, squandered
people all the earth over, being ever since incapable of any
coalition or reducement into one body politic. 1690 Lut-
trell Brie/ Ret. (1857) IV. 473 The old East India com-
pany have agreed this day to a resolution for a coalition
with the new company. 1779 81 Johnson L. P., Pofe
Wks. IV. 73 That coalition of interests which makes the
happiness of a country.

4. esp. in politics. An alliance lor combined action
of distinct parties, persons, or states, without per-
manent incorporation into one body.
1715 H. Castleton (title). An Essay towards a Coalition

of Parties in Great Britain. 1736 Bulinubkoke Patriot.
I>7.49) J5° A great advance towards this union was the coa- I

Imon of parties. 1749 Ld. Auckland Corr. (18621 III. 220,
1

I am sick of coalitions, royal, military or ministerial. 1825
T. Jefferson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 104 Leading Patriots
. .sensible of the necessity of effecting a coalition by mutual
sacrifices. .858 Fholde Hist. Eng. III. xvii. 473 The im- !

possibility of a genuine coalition between Charles and
Francis. 1866 Ld. Derby in Morning Star 10 July, A
Government by coalition implies on the part of those who
conduct it a greater or less degree of sacrifice of individual 1

principles and opinions for the purpose ofobtaining extended
political strength, and there is always something repugnant
to the feelings of Englishmen in anysacrifice of principle for
the sake of political power,

b. attrib.

iZtj Coleridge Lay S>'rtn. 422 That Coalition system
jn Christianity, for the expression ofwhich theologians have
invented or appropriated the term Syncretism. 1851 Ht.
Martineau Hut. Peace (1877) III. iv. xii. 28 The King's
desire was for a coalition ministry.

Hence Coali tional, of or pertaining to a coa-
lition. Coalitioner, one who forms or belongs
to a coalition. Coalitioning, the forming of a
coalition. Coali tionist, an adherent or supporter
of a coalition.

1785 (title), Coalitional Rencontre Anticipated, a Poetical <

Dialogue. 1818 Byron Let. in Moore Life (1866) 380 But
compare him with the coalitioner Fox and the pensioner
Burke. 1850 Carlvle Latter-d. Pamph. i. 11 All fighting
and campaigning and coalitioning . . is hopeless and super-
fluous. 1784 (title), The Coalitionist. 1807 W. Taylor in
Robbcrds Mem. II. 197 The county sends two coalitionists.
1864 Realm 30 Mar. 4 Never had a band of Ministers a
greater chance of conciliating a lasting popularity than the
Coalitionists of 1859.

+ Coali'tion '-. Obs. [f. L. *coalit- ppl. stem of
coalere to sustain or nourish together ; but in quot.
1 6; j possibly referring to L. coalitus communion,
fellowship, f. coalescfre: see prec] See quots.)
a 1655 Vines Lords Supp. 1 1677) 213 The Lord s Table [is]

Tor further coalition and growth. 1656 Blount Clossogr.,
Coalition, a nourishing or increasing together.

Coalless kJe-ljles), a. [f. Coal sb. + -LESS.]
V\ ithout coal ; destitute of coal.
186a R. Patterson Ess. Hist, t, Art 207 Wood for fuel,

so indispensable in a coalless country. 1882 Standard
25Jan. 5/3 Strata .. older than the carboniferous, and coalless.
Coallier, obs. form of Collier.
Co-ally. [f. Co- + Ally sb.] (See quot.)
1828 Webster, Co-ally, a joint ally ; as, the subject of a

co-ally. Kent.
So Co-allie d a.

1740 Warbcrton Dh: Legal. Ded. to Jews, Such Civil
society can never . . honourably act with a total disregard to
that co-allied Religion, which they profess to believe.
Coally, dial. f. Collie, sheep-dog.
Coal-man.
1. A man who has to do with coal : f a. coal-

mincr ; b. coal-seller ; c. coal-porter or heaver.
1582 Wills t, Imp. N. C. (i860) 91 Havinge consideracion,

as well upon poore husbandmen . . as upon colemen, and
other poore of the parishe. 1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule 266
The Mercer and the Coal-Man. 1810 Cbabbe Borough
xxiv, Of rent-day charges and of coalman's bills. 1840
Thackeray Catherine viii, He carried on the business of.

.

small-coalman.

2. A coal-ship or collier, nonce-use.
1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., The immortal Captain Cook had

served his time aboard a coalman.

Coal-measure.
1. A measure for measuring coal.

2. f a. A thickness, bed, or stratum of coal
obs. . b. //. K Geol.) The whole of the series of
rocks formed by the seams of coal and the in-

tervening strata of clay, sandstone, etc., in a
coal-field, constituting the upper division of the
carboniferous formation. Also attrib. [Referring
evidently to the long - established practice of
naming the different seams of a coal-field by their
measure or thickness: cf. quot. 1665.]
[1665 D. Dudley Metallum MartisKii^ 28 The names,

and partly the nature of every measure, or parting of each
cole .

. the three uppermost measures are called the white
measures . . the next measure, is the shoulder-cole, the toe-
cole, the foot-cole, the yard-cole.] Ibid. 39 The manner of
the cole-veins or measures in these parts. 183a De la Beche
Geol. Man. 321 The vegetables . . discovered in the coal
measures. 1863 Ramsay Phys. Geog. 39 Beds of coal arc
numerous (whence the name Coal-measures, originally de.
rived from the minei-sl 1867 W. W. Smyth Coat 4 Coat-
mining 35 The whole of the coa).measure ferns are extinct.

Coa'l-meter. One who measures or weighs
coal

;
formerly an official of the corporation of

Ixindon appointed to su|>eriiitcnd the measuring
of the coal brought into the London market.
1648 C. Walker Hist, hulepend. 1. 170 A Cole-meter's

place worth 200/. per annum. 1714 Lond. Gaz. No. 6274/6
They intend to Lett by Lease the Place of one of the 15
Sea-Coal-Meeters of this City. 1 706 Entick London \\ .

328 These 15 coal-meters have each four deputies or under
coal-meters. i86x Mavhkw Lond. Labour III. 260 The
coalmeters weigh the coals on board ship. They are em-
ployed by a committee of coalfactors and coauncrchants.
The committee is elected by the trade.

Coalmie : sec Colmey, a fish.

Coa l-mine. A mine in which coal is worked
or dug, a coal-pit or colliery.

1613 /. anc. 1/ Chesh. Wills (1884) 159 The yssues . . of one
Cole myne. 1853 W. Gregory Inorg. Chem. J56 The fright,
ful accidents, .so common in coal-mines.

So Coal-miner, Coal-mining.
1639 R- Junius Smnc Stigmatizd 295 Like. . Colcmincrs

. when the candles burning blew, tells the dampe commeth.
1854 ^"cycl. Brit. VII. 123/1 The uninitiated in coal
mining. 1880 AM 1". Round No. 55- 102 Coal-miners are
under inspection. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) 30 Sept. 13/4 The
extent of the coal-mining industry in Great Britain.

Coalmonse, colemonse .kju lmaus). F'onns:
1 colmase, j 6 colmose, 6 cold-, 7 col-, 7-
colemouse. [ME. colmose :—OF., colmase (corr.

to MDu. koolmhc, Du. koolmees, MHG. kolemeise,
G. kohlmeise", (. col Coal (in reference to its dark
colour) + mase (OHG. meisa :—WGer. maisa), a
name including several species of little birds, chiefly

of the genus Pants : see Muse. After the latter

became obs. as a separate word, it was corrupted
to mouse ; cf. Tit-mouse. Still very commonly
spelt colemouse.] A bird, Pants ater; also called
Coal (or Cole) Titmouse.

1000 ,l:ii' Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 133 Bardiorioliu,
colmase. a 1050 Voc. ibid. 260 Partita, colmase. e 153a
Dew i s Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 912 The coldmouse, la mcs-
sange. 154a Boorde Dyelary xv. (1870) 270 Tytmoses, col-
moses and wrens. 1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. vii. (1623)
Q j, The great Titmouse (which of his colly head and breast
some call a Colemousei is a very harmefull Bird. 1774 G.
White Selborne xlL 106 The blue titmouse, or nun, the
cole-mouse, the great black-headed titmouse, the marsh
titmouse. 1829 J. I.. Knai p ynil. Nat. 168 That little dark
species the ' coal ', or

1 colemouse '. z86ft Johns Brit. Birds
Index, Cole Tit or Cole Mouse. 1874 Varrfll Brit. Birds
(ed. 41 I. 489 Coal Titmouse or Coal-Mouse.
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% In earlier times the same name was sometimes

used to translate L. alcedo, from error as to the

latter. (Cf. Halcyon, Mew.)
4.-1440 Promt. Parti. 88 Colmose, byrde, alcedo. c 1450

Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 562 Alcedo, a colmose [a wodewale].
1483 Cath. Angl. 72 A collenia.se, alcedo.

Coa'l-OWner. The owner of a colliery.

1676 Hodgson in Phil. Trans. XI. 764 The waters that.

.

cost our Coal owners so much to be quit of them. 1710
Luttrell Brief Rel. 118571 VI. 596 The coal owners at
Newcastle. 1832 Babbage Econ. Manuf. xxxi. 314 In the
north of England a powerful combination has long existed
among the coal-owners.

Coal-perch: see Coal 16.

Coa*l-pipe. (Locally used in the following

senses. ) 1. A very thin seam or ' scare ' of coal.

1851 Coal-trade Terms Northumbld. <y Durh. 15. 1883
Borings £ Sinkings (North. Eng. Instit. Min, Eng. I 308
Blue seamy parting, with some scares of coal or coal pipes.

2. See quots. (Not u^ed in Newcastle district.)

1867 W. W. Smyth Coal § Coal-mining 30 Sigillaria

stems, - based close upon the seam of coal . . are apt to drop
out without warning, in a mass weighing from a few cwts.
to a ton. They are thus commonly known as bell-moulds,
coal-pipes, or cauldron-bottoms. 1873 Dawson Earth <y

Man vi. 141 They usually consist of an outer cylinder of
coal representing the outer bark, while the space within,
once occupied by the inner bark and wood is filled with
sandstone . . These fossil stumps are not uncommon in the
roofs of the coal-seams. In some places they are known to
the miners as ' coal-pipes ', and are dreaded by them in
consequence of the accidents which occur from their sud-
denly falling.

Coal-pit (kJu-lpit).

1. A place where charcoal is made. Still in

U. S.

1023 Charier Cnut in Cod. Dipl. IV. 27 For5 bae haesel-
holtas on coUpytt : of collpyttze on swealewan hlypan. c 1273
Death 242 in O. E. Misc. 183 His eye-puttes, as a colput
deep ant gret. c 1450 Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 718 Fax,
a bronde

; ticio, a colpytte
; fata, a fagot. 1577 tr. Bui-

lingers Decades (1592) 691 Nestorius willing to auoide a
colepit, fell into a lime kill . . wherby is ment, that in
auoyding a lesse error, he fell into a greater. 1828 Webster,
Coalpit , . in America, a place where charcoal is made.

2. A pit or mine where coal is dug.
[Cf. 1241 Newminster Charttd. (Surtees) 202 Sicut fos-

satum descendit in Colepeteburn.]

1447 Indenture in Script, tres Dunelm. (Surtees) App. 313
The colepit in Trillesden, and alsathe colepit in Spennyng-
more. 1575 Z.owe. Wills II. 112 Whereas I have a lease .

.

of too cole pittes. c 1610 Sik J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 17 An
old Coal-pit which had taken fire. 1621 Burton A nat. Mel.
IL iii. 1. i, Such as worke day and night in Cole-pits. 1773
Barnard in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 218 The shaft of a coal-

pit, which . . had been sunk to the depth of sixty yards.
attrib. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) III. 302011

coalpit banks near Stourbridge. 1859 Ediu. Rev. C1X. 303
The dismal chapter of coal-pit life.

Hence f Coal-pitter, a pitman.
1720 Lend. Gaz. No. 5818/4 John Proud, of Sunderland.

.

Coal-Pit ter.

Coal-porter. A man who carries coal from
a vessel to a wharf, unloads a coal-truck at a rail-

way station, or, generally, carries coal from the
place of unloading to customers.
1834 Poor Lazu Co/uwiss. 1st Rep. (1885) 199 The Coal-

porters earn a great deal. 1889 Daily News 5 Dec. 6/2
The whole of the coal porters employed in the gas works
are also sending in their notices. 1889 Sat. Rev. 14 Dec.
672 If the gas-workers' and the coal-porters' union have their
way.

\ Coal-pot. Sc. Obs. In 6 colpot, -pat. [f.

col{e Coal + For, round deep hole or excavation,

as in peat-pot, etc.] « Coal-pit.

!535 Lyndesay Satyre 1809 In the Colpots of Tranent.
1572 Diurn. Occurr. 262 The regent is horsmen .. brak all

colpat wyndaris. .sua that the said burgh should not be
servit in elding.

Coa l-sack. 1. A sack to carry coal in.

1632 Massinger City Madam iv. iii, A coal-sack for a
winding-sheet. 1638 Ford Fancies \. ii, Let me be buried
in a coal sack. 1854 Midi hnprov. Act 52 Penalty for
using undersized coal-sacks.

2. A name given to patches in the Milky Way
distinguished by extraordinary blackness, owing
to the absence of even dim stars

; esp. to one near
the Southern Cross, formerly called also the Black
Magellanic Cloud.
1870 Proctor Oilier Worlds than Ours xi. 264 In the

southern Coal-sack there are minute telescopic stars. 1879
Newcomb & Holden Astrou. 415 Vacant spaces in it [Milky
Way] which the navigators call coal-sacks.

Coal-scuttle.
1. A receptacle for holding a supply of coal for

a fire; a coal- box, coal-scoop.
a 1825 Forby Voc. East Aug. I. 72 Coal-hod . . otherwise

called the eoal-scuttle. 1832 Babbage Econ. Manuf. i. (ed.

3)11 Carts loaded with old tin kettles and worn-out coal-
^kuttles. c 1855 Lytton Autobiog. in Life (1883) I. 128 No
companion visited me, save the servant with my meals or
the coal-scuttle.

2. Coal-scuttle bonnet : a woman's bonnet re-

sembling an inverted coal-box of the scoop type,
usually projecting much beyond the face.
1839 Dickens Nich. Nick, xxiii, Miss Snevellici. .glanced

from the depths of her coal-scuttle straw bonnet at Nicho-
las. 1867 Miss Braddon Run to Earth III. xi. 220 A
pretty face never looked prettier than when dimly seen in
the shadowy depths of a coal-scuttle bonnet.

Coa'lsey. A name given in some localities to

the Coal-fish, in others to its fry. \Sey or sye is

given by Jamieson as = coal-fish ; cf. Seath.]
1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes (1841) II. 251 At Newcastle

the fry are called Coalsey ; and, when 12 inches long,
Poodlers. 1838 Proc. Berzv. Nat. Club I. No. vi. 173
Coal-fish . . When young it is called with us the Podlie .

.

when full grown the Coal-sey, or Black Coal-sey.

Coal-staff, obs. variant of cole-> Cowl-staff.

T Coal-stone. Obs. a. Stone associated with
coal. b. ' A sort of cannel-coal ' (J.).
1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 11 An Outburst or ap-

pearance of such Stone (as we call Coal-stone>. a 1728
Woodward (J. I, Coalstone flames easily and burns freely

;

but holds and endures the fire much longer than coal.

Coal-tar. A thick black viscid liquid, which
is one of the products of the destructive distillation

of bituminous coal. It is a compound of many
different substances, chiefly hydrocarbons ; and out

of its constituents are obtained paraffin, naphtha,
benzene, creosote, the aniline ax coal-tar colours, etc.

1785 A.Cochrane {title). Account of the qualities and uses
of Coal Tar, and Coal Varnish. 1823 J. Badcock Dom.
Amusem. 77 Coal-tar Gas . . is the common gas, so much in
use in all towns of any consequence in this empire. 1840
R. Dana Bef. Mast xxxv. 134 Ringbolts, .were blackened
with coal-tar. 1868-77 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 670 The more
volatile portion of coal-tar, called light-oil or coal-naphtha,
consists mainly of benzene and its homologues . . Coal-tar
has also acquired great value as the source of aniline-colours,

and of phenol, picric acid, etc.

Coa*l-tit, coal ti'tmouse. [see Coal-
mouse, Tit. After the corruption of col{e)mose to

colemouse, the latter was often, for perspicuity's

sake, expanded to coal-tilmouse, which again has
been recently shortened to coal-tit.'] A bird, the

same as Coal-mouse.
[1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 125, I mean the great

Titmouse called a Colmouse. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11.

243/1 The Bird Cole-Mouse . .we in our Countrey call Titti-

mous or Mop.] 1777 Pennant Zoot. 118121 I. 535 The head
of the cole titmouse is black. 1795 Catal. Zoolog. Museum
Oxford St. 16 Cole Titmouse. 1826 Bewick Brit. Birds
(ed. 6) I. 278 Coal Titmouse. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 3/2
The Great Tit . . the Coal Tit . . and the Bearded Tit are
British. Ibid. The Coal-Titmouse .. and the Marsh Tit-
mouse all resort at times to buildings. 1845 Yarrell Brit.
Birds (ed. 2) I. 369 Cole-Tit.

Co-a ltitude. Astron. [f. Co- 4 + Altitude.]
The complement of the altitude.

1833 Herschel^^/w/. i. 62 The co-altitude of the pole.

1867-77 G, Chambers Astron. vii. vi. 699 The coakitude is

the mean of Uieir N. P. D.'s [North Polar Distances].

Coa'l-viewer. A mining engineer who makes
coal-mines his special study.

I1708 J. C. Conipt. Collier (1845) 31 Your Viewer . . who is

to take charge of a regular working of the colliery.] 1797
CvRR(title), The Practical Coal Viewer and Engine Builder's
Companion. 1840-56 S. C. Brkes Glass. Civil Eng. 109
Coal, or colliery viewers. 1876 Page Adv. Te.vt-bk. Geol.xiv.

Coa'l-whipper. One who raises coal out of a
ship's hold by means of a pulley : see quot. 1880.
1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz, Steam Excursion (D.>, At the

appearance of the coal-whippers and ballast-heavers. 1861
Mayhew Loud. Labour II. 39 The lodgings here are occu-
pied by dredgers, ballast-heavers, coal-whippers. 1880 F.

Gosman Past Events (Newc-on-Tyne 1881) 129 An appa-
ratus for rapidly discharging vessels laden with coal. This
coal-whipper is intended to be fixed on the deck of the vessel.

So Coal-whipping" vbl. sb.

1861 Mayhew Loud. Labour II. 95 He had met with an
accident, .which prevented him from following coal-whip-
ping any longer. 1887 R. Newman in Charity Organisation
Rev. July 275 Coal-whipping, .has now all but ceased.

Coal-work.
+ 1. Drawing in carbon or crayon. Obs.
1651 G, Daniel Eclog. Let., You may iudge Draughts

sometimes in Cole-Works, to hit the Naturahtie of Lines
Studied by finer Pencills.

2. A place where coal is worked or mined; a
colliery. Usually pi. (Cf. ironworks.)
1665 D. Dudley Metallum Martis (1854) 8 Often fals the

cole-works on Fire . . flaming out of the Pits. 1710 Loud.
Gaz. No. 4705/1 Owners of the Coal-Works. 1853 D. Lan-
dale in Phar/uac. Jrnl. XIII. 127 Manager of a coal-work.

So Coal-worker, a coal-miner. Coa l-working1

,

a place where coal is worked, a colliery.

1726 Lond. Gaz. No. 6438/2 William Clarke . . a Coalworker.
1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 149/2 In the practical department of
coal-working, geology can as yet render little aid. 1862
Ansteu Hungary § Transylv. 124 (L.) At last we reached
the coal-workings, and a more deserted, melancholy-looking
place for a mine I have never seen.

Coaly (kJu'li), a. [f. Coal sb. + -Y. Cf. Colly.]
1. Abounding in coal ; covered or charged with

coal or coal-dust,

1593 Wyrley A rmorie 104 Black colie smith. 1628 Milton
Vac. Exerc.gS Of utmost Tweed. .Or coaly Tyne, or ancient
hallowed Dee. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. II. 187 The coaly
.. little steamboat. 1888 Young Mistley II. vi. 82 Around
each pit was grouped its little coaly village.

2. Of the nature of coal ; carbonaceous.
1594 Plat Jewell-ho. Divers New Exfier. 33 A blacke

and hard colie crust upon it. 1611 Cotgr., Charbonnesque,
coalie, of coales. 1854 H. Miller Footpr. Creat. x.(i874)
186 A mere coaly film. 1862 Dana Man. Geol. 74 Coaly
shale, containing coaly impressions or impregnations.

3. Of the colour of coal ; coal-black.
1565 Golding Ovid's Met. 11. (1593) 44 A colie colour.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 440 Vpon thy face let coaly

Rauens swarme. 1849 Tait'sMag. XVI. 217 The moveless
coaly eye.

Coaly, -ey (kawli), sb. colloq. [combines sb.

use of prec with dim. forms in -y ; cf. brickj/,

chummy.'] A coal-heaver.
i860 All Y. Round No. 55. 119 The coalies. .touch their

sou'westers to him as he glides about. 1889 Daily Tel.

27 Aug. 5/4 The strike . . has now extended to all the river-
side employe's, including ' coaleys ',

' lumpers ', stevedores.

Co-ambassador, co-amiable, etc. : see Co-.

t Coame, v. Obs. [app. related to Chaum in

same sense
; phonetic history obscure : see also

Coane.] intr. To split into fissures, gape open.
1577 Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 105 b, The squared,

and the rounde .. timber, doth coame and gape, specially
the round, because it is fuller of pithe, and therefore renteth
and coameth in every place. Ibid. 138 b, The Cedar, the
Eben, and the Olive tree, doe never cfnnke nor coame.
Coame, obs. f. Coom soot.

Coaming (k^ii-mirj). Naut. Also 7 comming,
7-8 coming, 8 cooming, 9 combing. [Origin
uncertain ; some identify it with combing, a spell-

ing occasionally found in modern use, but not
supported by early evidence.]

In : The raised borders about the edge of the

hatches and scuttles of a ship, which prevent water
on deck from running below.
i6n Cotgr. , Aileures, two beanies that runne along the

hatches of a shippe, and with the Trauersins make a long
square hole, whereat the ship-boat is let downe into the
hold ; our ship-wrights name them, Comings, or Carling^,.

1626 Caft. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 11 The hatches, the
' hatches way, the holes in the commings. 1762 Watson in

Phil. Trans. LII. 629 Lightning, which .. made several

! holes between the coomings of the hatches and the deck.

1835 Marryat fac. Faithf. xi, Sitting down on the coam-

|

ings of the hatchway. 1865 Daily Tel. 14 Apr., With
combings and finishings of hard pine. 1883 G. C. DAVIES

I Norfolk Broads x.\v.(i884) 188 Flying along with the wind
abeam, and the water up to the coamings of the well.

b. Coaming-cartings :

1 those timbers that in-

close the mortar-beds of bomb-vessels, and which
are called carlings, because they are shifted occa-

sionally. Short beams where a hatchway is cut

'

(Smyth Sailor's Word-bk^).

t Coane. Obs. rare. [app. related to Chawn ;

history obscure : the form agrees with OE. can,

pa. t. of clnan, Chine.] A gap, cleft, chink.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xvi, v. 404 Witches can .

.

come in at a little coane, or a hole in a glasse windowe.

Co-ange lical, a. rare. [f. med.L. co-angelic-

us + -al : see Co-.] Associated with the angels.

1851 Hlssey Papal Power iii. 163 The Roman Church
saluted Adrian with the title ' Coangelical Lord Pope '.

t Co angusta*tion. Obs~° [sb. of action f.

L. coangusta-re to bring into narrow compass.]
1681 Blount Glossogr., Coangustation, a making one thing

strait with another, a making narrow. 1721 in Bailey.

Co-animate, co-apostate, etc. : see Co-.

Coape, obs. f. Cope.

Co-appea*r, v. rare. [Co- 1.] intr. To ap-

pear together or in conjunction. So Co-appear-
ance, f Co-appari'tion.
1635 Quakles Embl. 11. i. (1718) 65 Heaven's scornful

flames and thine can never co-appear. 1655-60 Stanley
Hist. Pkilos. (1701I 64/1 The Co-apparition of wandering
Stars. Ibid. 464/2 The co-apparition of Planets. 1697 j.

Serjeant Solid Philos. 228 The Co-appearance, Co-exist-
ence, and .. the Competition of the Contrary Motives.

Co-apprehend v. : see Co-.

Coapt .k^ce-pt), v. [ad. late L. coapt-dre to tit

together; see Co- and Apt v.~\ To fit together,

adapt to each other.

1. trans. To fit or join together.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 572/1 The Atoms

concur, cohere, and are co-apted, not by any design, but as
Chance led them. 1874 tr. Van Bureu's Dis. Genit. Org.

37 Accurately coapting the edges of the wound,

f b. spec, in Geom. Obs.

1570 Dee Math. Pref 41 The right and absolute way. .of

Coaptyng and ioyning Lines and angles. 1570 Billingsley
Euclid iv. def. vii. 111 b, A right lyne is sayd to be coapted
or applied in a circle, when the extremes or endes therof,

j

fall vppon the circumference of the circle.

f 2. To make apt or fitting. Obs.
1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 56 A necessary beginning to

coapt a man to the excellency of eloquence.

Coa'ptate, v. rare. [f. L. coaftdt- ppl. stem

oicoaptdre (see prec.) : see Co-, and Aptate v.~\

fl. trans. To fit together, coapt. Obs.

1649 Bp. Reynolds Plosea v. 44 Carpenters . . coaptate and
fit the parts of their work unto one another.

2. intr. Hence Coapta*ting ppl. a. (nonce-use.)

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xliv. (1856) 409 Similar coap-

tating fragments [of ice] are seen in every direction.

Coaptation (ktJuicept^'jsn). [ad. L. coaptation'

em fitting together (in Augustine), n. of action f.

coaptare (see above} : so in mod.F. in sense c]
Adaptation or adjustment of things, parts, etc., to

each other; fitting together.

1561 Eden Arte Naidg. Pref. C ij, The frame and coapta-

cion of the bodye of man. 1685 Boyle Enq. Notion Nat.
370 The. .Co-aptation of the Spring, Wheels, Ballance, and
other Parts, a 1745 Broome (].}, The . . judicious coapta-
tion and ranging of the words, a 1834 Coleridge Shahs.
Notes (1849) 85 The coaptation and union of the elements.
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f.b. as a condition. Obs.
1614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 20.1 Cohabitation of plate

MIbm or makes coaptation of manners. 1688 Norris
Theory Love 1. ii. 10 A certain connaturality or coaptation
of the soul to good.

C. spec, in Surg. The fitting together or adjust-

ment of the ends of a fractured bone, setting ; the

replacement of a dislocated bone.

1783 P. Pott Chimrg. Wks. I. 377 The general doctrine
relative to fractures . . Coaptation or setting. 1807 26 S.

Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 279 The ends of the bone
may be put into a state of coaptation with the greatest MUM,
1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 448/1 Fractures submitted
to the maintenance of exact co-aptation for months.

Coapta'tor. Surg. An apparatus used for co-

aptation of a fractured bone. {Knight Vict. Afech.)
Co-aration (k^ftrfl-Jan). [Co- 3 a.] Co-

operative ploughing or tillage, as practised by
ancient village communities.
1883 Seebohm Eng. VilL Commun. IV. in. 117 (title)The

open field system of co-aration described in the ancient
Laws of Wales. Ibid. 121 Team of eight oxen in the co-
aration.

Ii
Coarb (k^'aib). Celtic Church, [a. Irish com-

harda.] Successor in an ecclesiastical office, abbot,

vicar ; an order of old Irish monks (O'Reilly).
1656 J. Chaloner in D. King Vale Royall rv. 21 All such

^oods also, as by the Law should have fallen to the next
Heir, as Coarbes, the Coroner is to have them [on death of
a Felon]. 1865 M'Lalchlan Early Sc. Church xxi. 324
The coarb or successor of Columba was usually an ecclesi-

astk of the Irish church. 1878 Mackintosh Ctvilis, Scott.

I. Introd. 126 In the early Irish church some of the Coarbs
were women. 1883 3 A- F. Mitchell in Schaff EncycL Relig.
Kntnvl. I [, 1234 The mother-house of Iona and its presbyter
abbot, the coarb of Columba.
Hence Coarb-ship.
x8»7 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 205 The Coarb-sbip de-

scended to their children.

Co-a'rbiter. [Co- 3 b.] Arbiter along with
another or others. Hence Co-arbitress, a fe-

male co-arbiter. Also Co-arbitra tion.
1598 Haklcyt Voy. I. 153 The friendly composition made

. . by the hono. personages . . with the assistance of their

coarbiters on our part. 1879 J. Todhuntkr Alcestis 121

Persephone, August co-arbitress of Hades' realm.

t Coa rct, v. Obs. Forms: 5-6 coart(e, 5-7
cohart^e, 6-9 coarct. [ad. L. coarct-dre (projKrly

-artdre) to press together contract, confine, aho
to compel, constrain, f. Co- + artdre to press close,

contract, f. artui confined. See Aht vA $ and cf.

F. coiirctcr in Talsgr. and Cotgr. .]

1. trans. To press or draw together ; to com-
press, constrict, contract, tighten.

< 1420 Pa/lad. on Husb. in. 1131 With paper best and leest

are thai coarted. 1545 Kaynold Byrth Mankyndc n. ii.

52 Alome . . or any such thynges which do coarct and con-
slrayne. Ibid., The passage . . [is] coarcted and made nar-
rower then [it] wolde otherwise be. 1604 T. Wright Pats. 1.

vi. 24 In all Passions the heart is dilated or coarcted.

2. To confine or restrict the action of (a person'

;

to constrain, coerce. [So in (lc^al Latin "cogo.]
1400 Trst. Love 1. (1560* 277 b/2 Thilke persons, .not co-

arted by paining dures openly knowledgeden. c 1430 Lydc.
Bo'-has in. i. 1 1554) 70 b, Sith no lawe thy person may coarlc.

1540 Act 32 Hen. K///, c. 28 § 5 Persons of full age. .not
unlaufully coarcted. 1610 Donne Pseudo-martyr 301 He
is so farre from coarcting the Popes power, that, etc. 1646
Galle Cases Consc. 133 Any such Art whereby himself
might be coarcted or constrained. 1819 H. Busk Vestriad

537 Coarcted by your mancipating spell,

b. Const, to or inf.

1430 [see below]. 1483CAXTON Gold. Leg. 68/1 Saul said I

am coarted therto. .1640 J. Smyth Lives Berketeys (1883*
I I. 65 The said Countesse compelled and coharted them to
enseale certaine Indentures. 1716 Ayliffl Parerg. 178 If
a man coarcts himself to the Extremity of an Act.

3. Toconfinewithin narrow limits lMg»to restrict.

UN Skelton Why not to Court 438 That the kynges
minde By \.\-w is subverted And so streatly coarted In
credensyng his tales.

_
1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. Mark

vii. 52 Coarcted within the very narrow limites of Jewry.
1628 Coke On Litt. 22 a, Of alf the estates taile most co-
arcted or restrained that I finde in our bookes.

4. To control, restrain, repress.
1557 Paynel Barclay's Jugurth 47 b, He used meruelouse

good maner in coartyng the same faultes.

b. To coart of : to restrain from.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy DL xxv, For she will not be guided
by no reyne To be coarted of her dewe righte.

Hence Coarcted, Coarct, (-art), ///. a.
f

Coa*rcting vbl. sb.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. tSL 174 That so thai be coart to
swymme in sape, Enclude hem. 14.. tr. T. a Ken/pis'
Consol. m vi, Loue weried is not wery, and loue arted is

not coarted. 1494 Fabyan vii, 567 That no lorde. .shuld.

.

lay for his excuse any constraynt or coartynge of his prynce.

1530 Palsgb. 206/2 Coartyng, effbrcement. 1631 (Juarlks
Ihv. Poems, Samson (1717) 273 Their haste could give no
vent To their coarcted thoughts.

Coarctate ^k^a. ikte't), a. In 5 coartate. [ad.

I,, coarctdt-us \coart-), pa. pple. of coarctdre to Co-
arct.] Pressed close together, compressed, con-

tracted, confined. In Bot. applied to a compact
or dense panicle.

M3* 5o tr. Higden (Rolls* I. 61 The patente magnitude
fclethe by more efficacite the stren^hte of be inoone then a
see coartate. 1847 Craic;, Coarctate, in Botany, pressed
together. 1866 I Was. Bot., Coarctate, contracted, drawn
close together. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v., The retina i> .-.aid

to be coarctate when, owing to the accumulation of fluid

between it and the choroid, it assumes the form of a funnel,
extending from the entrance of the optic nerve to the mar-
gin, or to the remains of the lens.

b. Entom. Applied to a pupa enclosed in a

smooth horny case, which gives no indication of

the limbs or form of the insect; the transformation

is called coarctate metamorphosis.
1816 Kir by & Si*. Entomol. (1843) I. 53 Pupae which arc

not excluded from the skin of the larva, but remain con-
cealed under it, and were hence called by Linne' coarctate
pupa*. 1868 Wood Homes without H. xxvi. 512 Said to

undergo a 'coarctate' metamorphosis. 1870 Rolleston
Anim. Life 76 The 'coarctate' pupa of many Diptera.

t Coa rctate, v. Obs. [f. L. coarctdt- : see

prec. and -ATI 3.] trans. To press close together,

compress, contract, confine closely ; =Coabct.
Hence Coarctated a. m Coarctate a.

1620 Venner Via Recta vi. 95 They coarctate the breast.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi.< 18451 III. 490 Though coarctated,
having the side aisles excluded, it is one of the best private

Chappelsin England. 1669 Boyle Cm/w.AVw Exp. 11.(1682)

22 Air is contained in Bread, but it is so closely coarctated
therein, that no easie operation can give it a discharge,

b. fig. To confine, restrict, limit.

1624 Abp. Abbot Visib. TrutCh. cj6 It is not to bee taken,
that w ee coarctate the Church within those Prouinces onely.

1644 Bp. Maxwell Prerog. Chr. Kings x. 105 An empty
title, .coarctated and bounded with limits and conditions.

Coarctation Ja^a-ikt^'Jan). [ad. L. coar(c td-

tion-em* drawing or pressing together *, n. of action

f. coar(c)tdre to Coarct. Cf. mod.F. coarctation.]

1. The action of compressing tightly or narrowly
;

compression, constriction, restraint ; the fact of

being so compressed.
'545 Ravnold Byrth Mankyndc 54 The which thinges

may cause such straytnes and coarctation that, etc. 1694
Phil. Trans. XVIII. 227 Coarctation of the Wins, whereby
the refluent Blood is hindred. 1794 G. Adams Aw, <y Exp.
Philos. I. iv. 94 The force it employs to gain its liberty

being always proportionable to its coarctation or density.

1799 Kikwan Geol. Ess. 87 Many other changes .. such
are the total separation of Asia from America, the coarcta-
tion of the Baltic.

b. now chiefly in Phys. or Pathol.

*545 h ee IJ. i6ao Venner Via Recta vi. 95 Affected with
coarctation of the breast, or astriction of the belly. 1684

I tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. ix. 343 A coarctation and strait-

ness of the Urinary Duct. 1805 A. Cahlisll in Phil. Trans.
1
XCV. 8 The gradual coarctation of the cellular canals.

C. concr.

1691 Ray Creation 11. (1701*284 If you straiten the Artery
. .the vessel will notwithstanding continue still to beat below
or beyond the coarctation.

2. Confinement or restriction as to limits ; limit-

ation; restriction of action, choice, etc.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. i- § 3 The true bounds and
limitations, whereby humane knowledge is confined and cir-

cumscribed ; and yet without any such contracting or co-

arctation, but that, etc. a 1663 Bkamhall (J. i, Election is

opposed not only to coaction, but also to coarctation, or
determination to one. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. nr. 80
Al mater, .brings with it limits and coarctation.

t Coa'rction. Obs. rare. [f. Coakct v., after

act-ion t etc. : see -ION.] Coarctation, constriction.

178a A. Monro Compar. Anat. fed. 3* 7 Nor is there any
coarction forming the antrum witlisit as in the stomach of
man. — 18 These coarctions give way in the time of birth.

t CoaTCture. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -UBS.]

State of compression or contraction ; concr. a name
given by Grew to the neck or collum of plants.

1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. iii. ft 1 The Coarcture : I can-

not say of the Root, nor of the Trunk ; but . . standing be-

twixt them, and so being common to them both. Ibid. 1.

iii. § 21 The Sap. .in the Root, .passing through the inter-

mediate Coarcture. .is cntertain'd at last into the Trunk.
Coard e f obs. f. Cobd sb. 1

Co-ardent : see Co- a.

fCoaTguate, v. Obs.~° [improperly f. L. co-

argu-ere to refute, convict + -ate.]

1623 Cockeram Eng. Diet. 11, Reprehend, redarguate, co-

arguate.

Co-arra'iige, v. rare. [Co- I.] trans. To
arrange together or in conjunction {with). Hence
Co-arrangement.

1822 T. Taylok Apuieius 325 The Jupiter who is co-

arranged with Neptune and Pluto. 1859 Sir W. Hamilton
Lect. (1877) I. xvi. 303 A previously decreed coarrangement
of the supreme Iteing.

Coarse ^k6*js), a. Forms : 5 cors, corse, 6

cours, cowrse, (cowarce ,
6-8 course, 7 coorse,

7- coarse. [First found early in i£th c. No
corresp. adj. in Teutonic, Romanic, or Celtic.

The general spelling down to the 18th c. was
identical with that of the sb. Course ; with that

word it is still identical in pronunciation, both
in standard English and in the dialects (eg. Scotch

k«rs) ; the spelling coarse appears to have come in

about the time when the pronunciation of course

changed from «, u, to 0, o. Hence the suggestion

of W edgwood that coarse is really an adj. use of

course, with the sense * ordinary as in the expres-

sion of course, ' of the usual order It appears to

have been used first in reference to cloth, to distin-

guish that made or worn in ordinary course from
line cloth or clothes for special occasions or special

persons ;
1 course cloth ' would thus be 1 cloth of

'ordinary) course*. Cf. the history of mean, and
such expressions as * a very ordinary-looking

woman *, a ' plain person
Our first contemporary example of the spelling coarse is in

Walton i6s3iwhere course however also occurs ; it became
frequent after 1700; course occurs occasionally down to
1800.]

+ 1. Ordinary, common, mean (in the depreciatory

sense of these epithets) ; base ; of inferior quality

or value; of little account. (Cf. also Coarsely.)
1424 E. E. Wills 56 Too [two] cors bordclobes, and too

peire cors sanapes. 1478 Paston Lett. No. 824 III. 237
Anothyr for the workyne days, how corse so ever it be it

makyth no matyr. 1530 Palsgr. 2101 Course towe, tanitre.

IS5a 3 /*v. Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Ann. Litchfield IV. 5, Ij

cowarce coopes of redde & yellowe silke. 1570 R. Edwards
Damon ff P. in Dodsley 1 18251 I. 200. 1613 Shaks. Hen.
I'UI, 111. ii. 230 Now I feele Of what course Mettle ye are
molded. 162a Flktcher Span. Curate iv. i. (1647', I shall

be most happie To be emploi'd . . Even in the coursest Office.

1653 Walton Angler 199 The worst or coarsest of fresh

water fish. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth w. (1723)

284 Amongst these coarser Metalls are Copper, .and Iron.

+ b. To make coarse account of : to make small

account of, treat slightingly. Obs.

1579 Lyly Euphues Ark 54 Such fine dames as . . make
such course accompt of their passionate louers. Ibid. 124
It is a course which we ought to make a course accompt off.

2. Wanting in fineness, smoothness, or delicacy

of texture, granulation, or structure; consisting of

comparatively large parts or particles ; or of such

as are too large for beauty. Opposed tofine.
(Cf. the early examples referring to cloth in sense 1 ; it

is impossible to say when the notion ceased to be that of
ordinary or common quality, and began to be that of the

texture which gave this quality.)

158a J. Lyly in FourC. Eng. Lett. 39 White meale, where
others thought to show cours branne. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. 11. 293 The coarse lean Gravel, on the Mountain
sides. 17x4 Mandeyille Fab. Bees (1725) I. 326 A thick

parish gown and a cuurse shirt. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog.

II. 605 note, Course black canvas. 1839 Thirlwall Greece
I. 289 The same coarse garment served them for summer
and winter. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. II. 187

The ashes are sometimes spread in drills . . if the finest por-

tions are sifted from the coarser, etc i860 Tyndall Gtac.

1 ? 1 4- 95 Coarse shingle and de'bris.

b. in a wider sense : said of the physical quality

of men and beasts, herbs, land, etc.

1630 T. Westcote Devon. (1845)433 W'e may soon wander
and stray Ion the moorj and so make longer stay in this

coarse place. 1660 Shakrock Vegetables 33 Gardiners that

provide cabbage-seed . upon their course ground. 1739
Cibber Apol. xiiL 349 Coarse Mothers may have comely
Children. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 141 p 7 A form . . so
coarse as to raise disgust. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)
IV. 308 They seem to prefer the coarsest weeds. 1863
Kingsley H ater-bab. vi. 244 Their jaws grow large and
their lips grow coarse. 1883 Lloyd Ebb ff Floiv I. 38 Two
frightfully dressed women with coarse complexions. 1889
Sat. Rev. 16 Mar. 326/1 A rather coarse horse, with great

bone and power.

3. Rough, harsh, or rude, to the taste, perception,

or xsthctic sense. (In early use coming near to 1.)

a. of material things; esp. of diet or Mare'.
[1587 II ahrisox England 11. xii. 118771 1.234 He liked better

of uur good fare in Mich course cabins
] 1607 Hu ron IVks.

I. 375 The Lord's supper, as some course, homely, sluttish

fare, is. .refused with sconie. 1651 tr. Bacon's Life Death
16 Diogenes . . used . tyranny over Himselfe; of a course
Diet. 1766G0LDSM. Vic. /r.xxxi. Coarser provisions [were]

distributed, .among the populace. 1859 Tennyson Geraint
<y Enid 1057 Thou, My lord, cat also, tno' the fare is coarse,

b. of immaterial things.

[1604 Hieron IVks. I. 476 That, which I haue framed, ts

but a homely and course discourse. Ibid. 1. 487 The meanest
profession, the coursest trade.] 17a* De tot Col. Jack
(1840) 106 It was but very coarse travelling. 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits, Character Wks. (Bohn) II. 58 They arc full

of coarse strength, rude exercise, .and sound sleep. 1878
Morlky Crit. Misc., Carlyle 188 [Fatalism] in its coarsest

and most childish kind.

O. Of the weather : Rough, stormy, foul. Now
chiefly dial.

1774 Genii. Mag. 242, July 4, Bright morning, coarse mid-
day, wet evening. Jufy 5, a cloudy coarse day. 1815
Forby s.v.. It is a coarse morning. 1854 Badham Halieut.

44 When tne weather is too coarse for fishing. 1864 Mi -

Milock in Words 428 In the Highlands just before

'coarse' weather sets in. 1877 Blackmore Cripps v. 25 We
shall have a coarse night of it, I doubt. 1887 Kentish
Gloss., Coarse, rough, snowy, windy weather.

fig. x86i Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, xxiv, It will be a
coarse time for Chanter.

d. Of sound : Rough and harsh
;
spec, in Pathol.

of certain sounds heard on auscultation in diseased

conditions of the chest.

1879 S 1 aim i; Music 0/Bible 89 The quality of tone pro-

duced by the reed-pipes was. .very coarse and shrill. 1883
Quain Diet. Med. 11 18 If the larger tube be affected, and
the narrowing not great, the coarser sound is produced.

4. Of persons : Wanting in delicacy of percep-

tion, apprehension, action; hence of observations,

phenomena, etc. : Not refined or delicate, rough.
1680 H. More Apocal. APoc. 308 Exceeding stupid and

slow-witted, or of a course perverse Spirit, a 1685 Oiwav
Windsor Castle (R-), We had appetites too coarse to taste

1788 Prikstlev Lect. Hist. 11. xii. 96 As nearly . . as their

coarse observations would enable them to determinate, i860

Tyndall Gtac. 11. § 1. 226 The coarser phenomena, which
come under the cognizance of the senses. 1870 Huxley
Lay Serrn. Hi. 33 The coarser monitors pleasure and pain.



COARSELY

5. Of personal behaviour, manners, language,

etc : Unrefined ; roagh, rede, tmdril, vulgar.

[c test Bucur J/:>r. Gcnd Mmmrn. 1570 A L UWtorir
hagnafe and rate come and rile. A Da Ene.
Secretary n. (16*5' 67 As another said 10 a rode fcAow, vow
are too course to keepe coarse m oar crwapswse.) 1*00

Bonn Pret 74 That LatBrunge is too coarse to oe

grren by Me- 176a J. Baosrx /Wrrr * Ira*, wssl rjwj) !«}
." "

• • •
•

'
.

•

iSjj Miuus Ckr. 1664 IV. vn. w.

18 tax * 1 to delicacy which he—

,

fife- safe L. Stefhek iL 52 That style Yf coarse

personal satire of whiii Swift was a ssatser.

b. The seme ' grots, indelicate ' pages into that

of 'indecent, obscene'. (Chiefly of language.

rrti Aooisox No 119 rtThe most coarse uoon-J-

tted W;r-is. 1771 Jtauta Lett. fir. 281 Any coarse ex

ions ..are unfa .. to atake nte of. «•»• Dosas Crt.

331 Coarse jokes, acceptable to coarse people in <

safe Yezxos Lee 5r«* /te^r rn. ~t.t6 Comic

1 nrii >; fan
•

ted by plasterers is general y 1 In lihl d I
"

* fine stuff,' and ' gauged v.--ff '.

Coarse, oba. £ Coasi. corpse. Corast.

Coarsely 5 svfo. [£. Coirsf + -lt

In a coarse manner, m the various scales ofthe adj.

In 16th c. 'meanly, slightingly, as of little ac-

6. Used adz*. - Coakselt.
safe Otwat Orfknm L rr. 345 Ko ncazry Cnurl feeds

coarser at a Feast.

7. Omi. a. parasynthetic. as coarst-faHurtd

-haired, -handed, -lipped, -minded, -ttmgiud, ads.;

b. adverbial, as coarse-spun adj. also as if: =
coarse-spun stuff ,

coarsc-zcrtntght adj.

fas Mrs CAaLTLE Lett. IL 113 A * coarse-fearnrec red-

haired icoat »xac rtyi PACoi.'.vt ."..•>». .'*>»..• 4:

•coarse-bpped Aastriac tyrant. 1*55 M acayiat /Yut. jEtf.

IV. 171 The rantMS* - '<-'>'- coarsen.:-,-, ^t r...-'T 17^
94 Tvcaza Z./. .Vet. 1E52 IL 35! A ballad tone ssnsz by tbe

coarse-piped 1 assln 1 asil num G. Dakiel TrinanM .

Hen. V, cdxvi, Parraging Bees . , Not lecking *ooarte-cpan

Thistles- 1703 Moxok Meek. Exerc. 1 5 Tbe Rough or

•Cum. iM.hVtFae- isfHtTvoai.'.-W. 1I51 II.

373 His *coarse-»rougnt texture.

c. Special comb., as coarse-fibred, coarae-

arained a., having coarse fibres, ' grain
1

or tex-

ture ; also fg. having a coarse nature, wanting in

-• • ... - .

•

•ton* : see Srrrr.
xwn O. W. Hourzs Poet Brmkf-t X i£j* 15: 'Coarse-

fibred and fa il l people- rfwtye T'jcxxa £t .Vet. 1 1

.

79 The 'coxTse-cramed heron. « Sra, 5nrm irtf.

exxxv, Rattier a cc^r»t-r.-i_:.ec' '-
- « 1S76 T>jt -'V:

/"iri- 3c- xxd. 315 Tbe coarse-srairjecoess of »-fcat

1548 L'oau^ eto, Ernxm. Pmr. John xviL 105 Men impale
Be to be very rase, and exteme me 'uj turnw

l

ye- KSsS
Jrara Kef. Herding (toil 35E, I maroel it is Si course:y

aaaswaai. afcai Souks- AlTt Well ni. t. 60There is a Ge^,-

r of her. s«7« Wxvltt A'end-
Lit WerWt. L f 4K : He was coarsely used . - by a

taps Rat D-.aoL WerU-p
to say R irlirnirroly, thr Strwrks

171a sTExta Sped. No 75 p 3 When a
1 speaks Coansry, be has rawed himself Oeaxi to

nopurpose- £8x4 Li I stAEU (^nnrrrls A ntn. <ihbj 4?Z\>tt-

des wro«ery caartrfycaarised- sas»W. C-Magex in Cen-
tentp. Re*. Jan. 13 That hefl which the cuaistlj inlriial-
istic refizion of bis day pictwred.

Coarsen >6V»sn), v. [t as prec- + -ts 5.]

1_ /row. To make coarse ; see the adj.

\ W. TarLoa at asowfaerds Menu. IL Ex Ccarsenrog ber
iStx C-j- rsTTKir Reme. li&Jb L 309 Low cutv-

.
• ' --^ ' • •

'.

Anmout Mixed Eb-. Eennlity 70 Tbe ideal of weH-o
'

k woe to be
"

2. intr. To 1

safe M ranmrnri iv Blmck Abkty IIL am. 19

Hence Onxatsed /tV. at, Coai
aoippl. a.

1*37 Ht. atAXTTKiAU S«r. s Anter. fitjo IL 331 The
-

r
ta.--t --r-f -.i- - t&j* : -~> LO

|L oa'Toaail
j
aliVct^^ <

twOHS Baawaa t&ClT TT%rf*^''t
I
T^^ 1

541 He

Coarseness
The quality of being 1

want of fineness or irwateaaeat. etc. : see tit z.-

1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c xg Tbe coarsses of the swdL
«>'. Wesk Emg.Peetrie Arb.

I 53 The coarsenes of our
ajturhi attw Ftuca MWraaer (sttst IIL act Wririsg
tj-—) nrler.y. l.v r^i^y BaawatwBts -. : 1 79°
Bnxz ». Xer. u8 There ;

canty in all the
i36o 206

"

rriii 1870 i ,nu Sr. /v»/(t8E3 135 A
and tsaaavd its c

(ko>isdJ .a. [1 as prec - -1SH.]

/.i* />. »7a«i 1883 fi. jss^i A great

fan c 1*17 H'xr, Tela t, St. VI- 347
A neat rniiiiin nili njA. w>J7 Wooo Cent. Oij. Semeimre
I] Thirl iwt%i ft iiotawh hiwn hib liln fit

I

Coartrye, var. of Coasn <t. Ofo.

Coart, coartate. Tar. of Coabct, Ct-AEcrate.

555

fnrni li I illllw. »- /4»oV. [f. Co- Ajmcrlate
p., or f. L. ct-articuldrt + -ate s-] t«t/r. To anite

to form a joint, articulate together.

157S Bascstes /yxsr. Jfaai 1. 3 Processes . . by tou-i-yni;

wittun the cataries of other bones adiacent. .may tbe ter.-.er

t ~* l^re tbey

? C/cVxI /f«ni/. [ad. mod-I_
coartuuldtio, transL Or. avriptpmnra. t f»- tc^ether

-f ariuiild/u joinzizvg : yet prec ] Joictir^ together

of two bones ; sometimes specifically used of a

stiff jointing, or of one that admits of less motion
than abarticulation.

tbts CaooxE Body ffMen 953 These bones of tbe Afeer-

wrest . are ioyned to the wrest try Coartiotilaliot: ; 'j: rzzjjKS

by doobtfull articulation as they are ioyned to tbe bonet of

the Fingers by dearticulation. 0634 1 . Tohks-jk tr. Parej'i
Cktnere. vt xiu. 167E tor Co-aruculauor halt a motiot. of

tbe boneb, yet not so tria- rfcst !ai DialtlaOtis., hot more
obsoure. x6cx R. Wrrnt tr- Printroie'i Pe?. Err. r. 3>;
The bones of tbe forepart of tbe head are tr;i—ier, and their

juncture and coarucr ia*ion more loose than the rest.

Co-ascend, Co-aetvert«r : set Co-.

Coase, vnr. Cose r. Oil. to bir-.er.

r Coaaea-tion. Ofo.-<- [id L «t;i'i:*-<«i.

t eeaisart coaxare to join plants togttber. £ ext.-

-lu.,: boEld.] A ; -jj^iiirjg srfj: i 00-:

ir;g or joynitig a 3oor' 'B'.ozz.*. G'c::orr. t
ft~f>,.

Co-asse'Bsor. [Co 3 1 ]
.-.

X644 Jnsso? Ak£iI cf Ef-k. f. s\"hat the r*resby-.erie but

a sacred Awteambly, the Cotansellotxrf ar,d Coassesso-_-; of

tbe Bisbon ! x&ta ~L^r>t« Lmtl ~ xxxviii. y.

Co-assessors widi tbe Bishop and ^beritL 1747 CAtrTt
Hist. Enf. L 370 Out of the Coa^sessors i-. the-e -.j-- :;.

and buncred coorts, w-ere ttrt twelve jnron chosen. 1865
N £*---t Hxnfi: Paradtie 42 The Apottofic Cohort a1 r-.-.i-!

Co-assessces are nearest to My Tnront-

So Cc-asse SEion.
atbnb B^. H/^-L Rem. ii"ei. 1600 %4t Tht oassessaot

of a Lay.nres'03-tery.

Co-assignee : see Co- 3 c
Co-assi'Bt, t. [Co- 1.] Tc
Hence Co-asst rtar.ee, Co-asrd trtart.

1768-74 T-.CKLt 1^. .Var. ':Ejt IL 43: Trial the i.;7^^-

ance of tbe person ma)- coassds: with tne apnearance ot she

structure- a 1619 F-.THEtrr Athrpm. ' ' i-i Pref. 5 rTrjey-

neede the coa.ssistar;ce of tnose ttia- met-nest. 10&3

J. Srtv.ut prvdiriti 160; 47 Tne Co-asins--2ince of Goo
tbe Father, w-ith all Naiural Arentb. 1591 Hoeset Trzr

.

1E57 App. 30E Ttiis pnnot . . was contented ne shoit oe

used for a tyme coasysra-re with anotner.

Co-assn me, t. [Co- i ] Irani. T-. --- srtmt

col ,:r.: y or tog'tr.er

Sis VaLSAU. ii/i + Dcalk Ckrizl E rj h T. , Was i: no",

enough to ac^TT* our nature, - but thor. must ooassutne :h-

weakness of nature ? xfiwo I>ovvE J-rrwe. exxxr. V. 434 Vol
are already coassumed with Cnrist Jesus into Giory. 1830
ColExrooE Lii. P.ent. IV. 4-rS Tne essential prooerties of a
circle are coassumed in the first assumption of a tircie.

Coast -'. '1
- 4-7 con e. i--'

cooat e, (4 sort e. coert , 0 coarte. 6- coast

;

6-8 001st. [ME. a. OF. «^ in mod. 1-

.

cote ' Pr, It. cpr/a side, border, coast :—1_ cor".i

r.i. r.izk cr ii-ie ctrM.i ti::~s . S:-: ::'v;

senses are expressed in modF. by cite. OF. cc:Ut

:—1_ costatum lit- the ribbed part . The sptilir-g

coast is rare bed 1O00, anc no

obt. senses. As the develop

cu:t:. ciiot aireaiy in Fr'.:.-

in any linear order in EngiiK
related to 8, bat also cfeseh

//£tr. Pin* L 1

St
in 5f.

.: a., n some
le senses had
: co-- a: pes.r

is not rnertiv

oc coa of tbe kirvy.e
>4 rzJtxr th -i

:

, Stt
•

' -'-t : -; S*.'z

ry6z or crjat of tirt

ThiE enrdag by nT

s=* tniii, girti
nirder suerd iirpnci:

IL xL {r.J jB
/AbwC X. If. 1>9 IS

1704 Xewtob Optkk$ (]-\ Od&cnriie the r*y»
wratrid oat be ^TftTs stW,*̂ tBst oaawSC atlwcr tatta any

1 3. A rib of a ship- T. cbU de nazire. Ob:.

«6«5 E- J^iwso* Simple pf X. m. iL -1631 40 It is aa
Au'.vdi liit-i. £ r-irx-t-xt utLj* M-i»Crt lite i=-T. siiigfr-. » i'.l
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COAST. 556 COASTED.
the fourc Coasts, E. S. W. and N., noted in the out-sides.
1642 Rogers Xaaman 184 Let the winde turne to another
Coast. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s.v. Course, That Point
of the Compass, or Coast of the Horizon.

T b. spec, in the transplanting of trees : see

quot. 1669, and cf. Coast v. ii. Obs.
1664 Evf.lvn Sylva (1679 20. 1669 Worljdge Syst. Agric.

(1681) 107 In the removal of such Trees that have arrived
to any considerable bigness, it is very expedient to observe
the coast and side of the stock, which way it stood before
its removal ; and . . place the same sides to the Coast they
tended to before. 1676 — Cyder ,1691 * 63.

1 9. With the extended sense of Side ~ space lying

in any direction from a person or body, quarter
;

= L. pars, and often capable of being rendered
1 part

'
; in such phrases as by one (or another)

coast ; in, from, every or any) coast. Obs,
c 13*0 Sir Beucs 1023 Ase he com ride be a cost, Twei

knijtes a fond of Beues ost. £-1315 CoerdeL. 5632 Now
sewyd Richard with hys hoost, And closyd hem in, by
anothir coost. 14.. Pnrific. Marie in Tundale's ^.(1843)
127 God chose thi wombe for his tabernacle And halowed
hyt so clene yn euery cost, c 1450 Why I can't be a Nun
309 in E. E. P. (1862) 146 And now . . in euery cost I haue
schewed the nunnes gouernawnce. 15x3 Bradshaw St.
Werburge n. 2032 Euery good dede done in any cost It

cometh allonly of the holy gost.

flO. Cf. Coast v. 10, 2 d. Obs.
1615 Latham Falconry (1633) 1 The wayes and coasts of

birds, and fowls of the aire, are altogether uncertaine.

III. repr. F. cote hill-side, slope, declivity.

11. (£/. S. and Canada.) A snow- or ice-covered)
slope down which one slides on a sled ; the act of
so sliding down. (Originally local.)

1775 Let. in Proc. Mass. Hist. Soc. July (1865I 398 Some
of our School lads . . improved the coast from Sherburn's
Hill down to School Street . . Their fathers before 'em had
improved it as a coast from time immemorial. 187a L. M.
Alcott Old-fash. Girl 36 ' Let's run,' said Polly, as they came
into the path after the last coast. 1883 E. M. Bacon Diet.
Boston 1 Mass.) 19 The boys of Boston are as fond as the
boys of the Revolutionary days of the coast on the Common.
1889 flosfon 1 Mass.) Jrnl, 5 Feb. 73 During a racing contest
at a coast in Albany .. a loaded bob-sled came in contact
with some ice hummocks, breaking the steering apparatus.

12. Hence, .through Coast v.) A run down-hill
on a bicycle or tricycle, with the feet off the pedals.

See Coast v. 13.

1886 Cyclist's T. C. Gas. IV. 117 Mr. Pennell, in the
January Gazette, spoke of magnificent 'coasts' miles in

length. 1887 Athenaeum 22 Jan. 123/3 Their [tricycle]
brake snaps at the top of a steep hill, thus frustrating the
anticipated delight of a seven miles 'coast' why have we
not got this convenient term?) 1888 G. B. Thayer Bicycle
Tour (Xew York World , The only pleasant anticipation I

had in the 3 hours' climb was the coast that was sure to
come.

IV. 13. attrib. and Comb. : in sense ' of, pertain-

ing to, or at the sea*coast \ as coast-belt, -fishing,

-fringe, -land, -light, -line, -ridge, -road, -service,

-side (cf. country-side), -town, -trade.

1887 Spectator 22 Oct. 1413 The long *coast-belt imper-
fectly settled. 1774 Hist, in Ann. Beg. (17751 80/2 To spare
the "coast-fishing craft. 1852 Kisgsley Poems, Andro-
meda \q-j The downs of the 'coastland. 1848 J. Martineau
Stud. Christianity 149 A port of traffic, with 'coast-lights
instead of stars, i860 W. G. Clark Vac. Tour 38 The
road at first follows the "coast-line. 1870 FroUDE Czsar
vi. 5$ The coast line of Pontus extendwf from Sinope to
Trebizond. 1814 Scott Wav. xlvi, One of the low "coast-
roads to Edinburgh passed through this plain. 1758 J.
Blake Plan Mar. Syst. 30 If on shore, or in "coast-service.

1716 Wodrotv Corr. (1843) II. 121 In all this parish, and all

the "coast-side, they lived upon free quarters. 1670 Eachard
Cont. Clergy 47 We shall hear of nothing but star-board and
lar-board, etc. . . Such a sermon may possibly do some good
in a "coast-town.

14. Special combs., as coast-blockade (see

quot.) ; coast-cocket, a certificate for the carriage

of goods by water along the coast ; coast-find (see

quot. 1865); coast-ice, the belt of ice formed
along a coast in high latitudes, and breaking off in

summer
; coast-man, one who dwells on the

coast
;
coast-rat, a name for the Sand-mole of S.

Africa, a species ol Bathyergus
; coast-waiter, a

custom-house officer who superintends the landing
and shipping of goods coastwise; coast-warning,
'synonymous with storm-signal' (Adm Smyth).
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Coast-blockade, a body

of men formerly under the jurisdiction of the Customs,
termed Preventive Service . . now become the Coast-guard.
1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. ii. (18691 H« 499 Goods carried
coastwise .. require certificates or "coast-cock ets. 1865
Lubbock Preh. Times iv. 80 '"Coastfinds' are discoveries
of rude flint implements, which are found lying in Urge
numbers on certain spots along the old line of coast. 1856
Kane A ret. Expl. II. xv. 158 Greenstone . . frozen into the
"coast-ice of the belt. 1863 Lyeli. Antiq. Man 363 In the
year 1850, much larger blocks had been removed by coast-

ice. 1573 Ti sser Hitsb. 1 18781 86 To "coast man ride, I^ent

stutTe to prouide. 1594 Plat Dinerse Neiv Sorts 0/ Soyle
59 The Coast-men . . doo also bestow that which remaineth
of the pilchardes upon their leane and hungrey grounds.
1849 Sk. Nat. Hist Mammalia IV. 98 The *coast-rat, or
sand-mole of the downs.. is a native of Southern Africa,

frequenting sandy tracts along the coast. 1774 ////// Dock
Act 45 In the presence of a tide surveyor or coast-waiter.

Coast (ka-*tt)j v. Forms: 4-5 costay» costey,
costie, coostie, 4-6 cost(e, 5-6 coost, 6- coast.

[ME. had costey-en, ay-en, rarely costi-en, a. OK.
costci-er, rarer costi-er fmod.F. cbtoyer) :—Romanic

type cost-ic-are, f. costa rib, side, coast : cf. It. costeg-

giare. The final -ey, -ay, -i, was reduced medially
to e, and at length elided, being no doubt influ-

enced by the sb. cosie, coost{e, Coast, to which the

vb. was then assimilated in form.]

fl. trans. To keep by the side of (a person
moving on) ; esp, to march on the flank of. Obs.
1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle 1. i. (1859! 2 A fayr Yonglyng of

ful huge beaute me alwey costeyed. c 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. ix. v. 73 pe scottis made gret travale Ttl costay bame
on ilka syde, As throw pe Land bai saw bairn ryd. 1485
Malory Arthur xvut. xxi, And euer this lady and parte of
her wymmen costed the hynde. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.

xl. 55 So they rode costyng the hoost. 1599 T. M(oufet]
Silkivormes 32 But coasted one another eu'ry where In
friendly sort. 1600 Hakluyt I'oy. III. 3221IO, I., sayted
. .followed by the Indians, which coasted me along the riuer.

1623 Fletcher & Rowley Maid Mill 1. i, Who are these
that coast us ? You told me the walk was private. 1670 Cot-
ton Es/emon i. 11. 63 Having continually coasted them,
and attended their motion with eight hundred light Horse,

b. intr.

1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle 11. xlvi. ('1859) 52 So alwey he
wente, kepyng and costeyng after. 1548 Hall Chron.
Rich. HI, an. 3 (R.jThen hefolowed with his footemen, the
wynges of horsemen coastynge and rangynge on euery syde.

•f 2 trans. To go or move by the side or border
of ;a place, etc.) ; to skirt. Obs.
e 1340 Gaw. <$• Gr. Knt. 1696 In rede mdede vpon rak

rises be sunne, & ful clere costez be clowdes of be welkyn.
1569 Stocker Diodorus Sic. hi. xviii. 135 Antigone . . pur-
sued them . . alongest the playne, costing dayly the nioun-
tayn. 163a Lithgow Trav. vm. (1682I 333 Thence ascend -

yng the Rhyne and coasting Heidleberg. 1667 Milton
L. hi. 71 Satan . .Coasting the wall of Heav'n on this side

Night. 174a Yocng St. Th, iv. 710 The Comet .. takes
his ample Round Thro' Depths of Ether; coasts unnum-
bcr'd Worlds.

f b. intr. To go or pass by, along, round, etc.

*553 Brende Curtius Ddj, [He] gotte into the towne, and
coastynge along the walles came unto the place where the
kynge was. x6x6 Sirfl. & Markh. Country Farm 695
When the dogs course the female [fox], she doth nothing
but coast round about her seat & countrie. 1837 W.
Irving Capt, Bonneville II. 114 To coast round their
southern points would be a wide circuit.

t c. Of a road : To lie or lead alongside. Obs,
c 1430 Pite;r. Lyf "Ianhode 11. lix. 08 That oon of the weyes

costed on the lift half, and that ootner on the riht half.

f d. fig. To move in a roundabout course, pro-

ceed circuitously. Obs.
1613 Shaks. Hen. Vtll, m. ii. 38 The King in this per-

ceiues him, how he coasts And hedges his owne way.
3. To proceed or travel by the coast of (sea,

lake, river), a. trans, arch.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 134 Tho gan I walke thorough the mede

. .The ryver syde costeiyng. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiv.

63 He schall ga by be playnesof Romany costayand [Cotton
text 127 costynge, Fr. cousteant] be Romayn See. 1805
Wordsw. Waggoner m. 3: And while they coast the silent

lake Their inspiration I partake.

b. intr. (Also to coast it.) arch.

1430 Lvdg. Compl Bl. Knt. vi, And by a ryver forth I

gan costey. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 1 1 62 1 ) 314 Tamer-
lane, .coasting alonyst the sea shoare, passed the time in

hunting. 1697 C'tess D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706* 276 Coast-
ing along the little river of Guadarana. 173a Historia
Lift. III. 20 The Moslems came to the I>ake of Tiberias,

and coasted round it in Battle-array. 1779-84 Cook Voy.

(17901 V. 1690 It was agreed to coast it along the lake.

4. esp. To sail by the sea-coast, skirt the shore

;

to sail in sight of land. a. trans.
a 1533 Ld, Berners Htton exxx. 478 When they were

passedthe ryuer they costydde the desertis of abylante.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 357, xxvi. Shippes. .coastyng the
Frontiers of Englande. 1601 Tate Abs. Achit. 11. 1020
Our laws, that did a boundless ocean seem. Were coasted
all and fathom'd all by him. 1751 Johnson Rambler No.
187 p 5 They had now coasted the headland. 1836 W,
Irving Astoria I. 64 Coasting the lower lakes with their

frail barks.

b. intr. To sail by or along the coast ; to sail

from port to port of the same country (cf. coasting-

trade). + C. So to coast it. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 11. 1. (Arb.) 108 He coasted
euer alonge by the shore. 1697 JJryden Virg. Georg. it. 64
Coast along the Shore in sight of Land. 1705 Arbi thnot

i

Coins (J.>, The antients coasted only in their navigation,
seldom taking the open sea. 17*0 Dp. Foe Capt. Singleton
ii. 37 Our first design was only to coast it round the island.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 117 In coasting northerly
(Frobisher] discovered the straits which bear his name.
1836 Marryat M. Easy xiii. The Spaniards coasting down
shore had purchased, .provisions as they required them.

1 5. a. trans. To make the round of, traverse all

parts of, explore, scour. Obs.
c 1440 Geuerydes 5023 Costyng the contre many dyuers

way. 1548 Hall Cnron. (1809) 661 Every' Capetain toke
his owne ship and coasted the seas ever lokyn* for the
Duke of Albany. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 148 The Erie
. . coasted the countries in gathering of the people as he
went. 1633 Maksinger Guardian iv. ii. Let s take fresh

ones [horses]. And coast the country : ten to one we find

them.

t b. intr. with about, through, over, etc. Obs.
c 1490 Promp. Parv. 95 (MS. A".) Costyn ouyr be cuntre

\Pynson coostyn on the countre], transf*atrio. 1494 Fabvan
vil 303 He. .houyd there a season, and coostyd nyther and
thyther. 1515 Scot. Field 326 in Chetham Misc. II, Thus
they costen throw the cuntrey to the new castell. 1636
Blunt I'oy. Levant (1637) 12 Who did nothing but coast up
and downe the countrey. 1643 U'ftc\ A Direction for the
English Traviller. .to Coast about all England ft Wales.

t 6. To lie along the border or coast of; to bor-

der upon, adjoin, bound, a. trans. Obs.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 152 Ober iles costayand

be land of Prestre lohn [autres isles costeantz a la terre].

1594 Carrw Tasso 11881 66 Three sides are coasted with a
I combrous let. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Descr. Germany
I

v. 11622) 268 The Chauceans. .coast all those nations. 1611

j

Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. xlii. 1 1614) 83/1 The East [of Durham]
1

is altogether coasted by the German-seas, c 1630 Risdon
Sttrv. Devon § 46 11810) 53 Otterton coasteth the clifts.

tb. Said of the ribs (see Coast sb. 1). Obs.
1621 Quarles Div. Poems, Esther (1717) 93 Ribs coast

the heart, and guard it round about.

jc. intr. with on, upon, etc. Obs.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiv. (heading; Othere that

dwellen in the yles costynge to [Cott. fro] Prestre Johnes
lond. 1581 Savile Tacitus' Agric. (1622) 188 Britanny .

.

coasteth by East vpon Germany. 1601 Holland Pliny
(1634) I. 121 [The Caspian Sea] takes diuers names of the
inhabitants coasting vpon it. 165a Earl Monmouth tr.

Bentivogtio's Hist. Retat. 57 The rest [of the Archduke's
Provinces], .particularly those which coast upon France.

f7. fig. To border upon, come or lie near (in

time, character, etc/ to; to approach, approximate.
intr. and trans. Obs.

1381 Wyclif i Sam. Prol., Two and twenti lettris, the
whiche of a greet parti nij coostieth to Ebrew. 1619 W.
Sclater Exp. i Thess. (1630) 555 A kinde of Libertimsme
coasting neerer vpon prophannesse. 1626 — Exp. 2 Thess.
(1629! 102 More ncerely coasting vpon the time of Christs
second comming, 1687 W. Winstanley Lives Eng. Poets

57 In English Wiat both of them [Dante and Petrarch]
doth coast. 1713 Young Last Day 11. 57 The . . soul .

.

coasted on her final state.

1 8. intr. To approach, make one's way to or

to?vards (a place or person' ; = ACCOST v. 5.

Obs.

1490 Fabyan vil 420 Wherof herynge, Robert le Bruze,
with the powar of Scotlande, coostyd towarde the Eng-
lysshemen. 1591 Spenser Daphn. 39, I did espie Where
towards me a sory wight did cost. 16*5 K. Long tr. Bar-
clay's Are-enis (1636) 36 Gelanorus coasteth the readiest
way to Timoclea's house. 1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. v.

xx, Home let us coast, a 1713ELLWOOD Autobiog. 9 They
. .coasted over to us in the dark, and laying hold on the
Horses Bridles, stop't them.

t 9. trans. To approach, esp. with hostility, to

attack, assail ; - Accost v. 6. Obs.

1531 Latimer Sertn. $ Rem. (1845) 332 If my lord will

needs coast and invade my inward man, will I, nil! I, and
break violently into my heart. 1591 Unton Corr. 18471 4^*
The Duke of Mercurye coastede them, and . . killed many
of them. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. i. 268 Whose haughtie
spirit, winged with desire, Will cost my Crowne.
10. Hawking and J/unting. Not to fly or run

straight at ; to keep at a distance
;

esp. to fly or

run lrom the straight course so as to cut off the

chased animal when it doubles. ^Cf. 2 d.)

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 452 Durst not once touche his

battayles, but ever kept the passages, and coasted aloofe

I lyke a Hawke that lykethe not her praye. 1575 Turberv.

I

I 'enen'e, A Cote is when a Greyhound goeth endwayes by
his fellow, and giveth the Hare a turn . . ; but if he coast

and so come by his fellow, that is no Cote. x6<6 Harring-
j

ton Oceana 11700) 130 Like a Greyhound, which having
once coasted, will never after run fair, but grow slothful.

1677 N. Cox Gentl. Reereat. 11. 73 That you may let

your Hawk fly coasting at the advantage when the Game
springeth.

1 11. trans. To place with reference to the points

of the compass : see Coast sb. 8 b (esp. used in

reference to transplanting trees). Obs.
1626 Bacon Syh'a i 471 In all Trees, when they be re-

moved care ought to be taken, that the sides of the Trees
be coasted (North and South, etc.) as they stood before.

1657 Austen Fruit Trees 111. 20 Coasting of trees (that is

setting the same side to the South when transplanted as was
before). 1708-13 Kersey %. v. Coast.

tl2. trans. To mark with the * coasts* or points

of the compass ; to quarter. Obs.

1617 tr. A. de Dominis On Rom. xiii. 12. 32 A Shipmans
Card, or Sea-mappe iustly quartered, and coasted.

13. in U.S. To slide down a snow- or ice-covered

slope in a sled : see Coast sb. 11. b. Hence, to

run down hill on a bicycle or tricycle without

pedalling, to 'shoot' a hill.

1859 in Bartlett Diet. Amer. x88o Wisconsin Rep. 254
For injuries suffered . . by collision with persons ' bobbing

'

or ' coasting ' on such street, the city is not liable. 1886 in

Cyclist's T. C. Gas. IV. 137 To welcome 'coast' as an
addition to our stock ofdescriptive words. 1887 M. Roberts
Western Avenues 187 Upon the hilly streets in town, boys
and girls were . . running down hill in sleighs,

1 coasting ' as

they call it, with swift velocity.

Coast, far. of Cost (herb).

t Coa stage. Obs. rare. [f. Coast sb. + -age.]

Direction according to the points of the compass.
1610 W. Foi.kingham Art 0/ Survey 11. ii. 51 For Coast-

age as East, South-east, South, etc. it is inseperably inci-

dent to all Boundage.

Coastal (k<»> -stal\ a. [f. Coast sb. + -al ] Of
or pertaining to the coast.

1883 Daily Ncivs 19 July 5/8 The coastal steam traffic is

in the hands of a monopoly. 1888 Macm. Mag. June 104

An effective line of coastal defence.

Coa sted, ///. a. [t. Coast + -ed.]

1 1. Situated beside, or on the coast of ; border-

ing, adjacent. Obs.
138a Wvclif Jude 7 Sodom, and Gomor, and ny? coostid

citees. 1611 SrErn Hist. Gt. Brit. TL xiv. 80 Those parts

of Britaine, which lay coasted against Ireland.
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+ 2. ? Ribbed, ? sided. Obs.
1625-6 Purchas Pilgrims II. 1832 En tring the Church

they goe straight to this Idoll. .rub their beads on his hard
costed belly.

Coaster (k^'stei). Also 7 coster, [f. Coast
v. + -eb.]

1. One who sails along the coast ; the master or

pilot of a coasting-vessel.

1574 Bourne Regiment for Sea 7 b, It behoveth him too

be a good coaster. 111642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts
in. (1704) 341/1, I give the Name both of Pilot and Coaster
to one Man..A bare Pilot serves only for the Port he is

hired for. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 12 Long it was
ere the trembling coasters were certain whether Britain was
an island or a continent.

Jig. 1670 Drvden Tyrranick Love iv. i, In our small

Skiff we must not launch too far ; We here but Coasters,

not Discov'rers, are. 1691-8 Norris Pract. Disc. (1707) IV.

i8q Some are but Coasters in this great Sea (the World).

2. A vessel employed in sailing along the coast,

or in trading from port to port of the same country.

(The usual modern sense.)

1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 2266/2 The small Coasters having
Orders not to stir out, till the way be cleared for them.

1707 Ibid. No. 4317/2 Her Majesty's Ship the Pool, having
under her Convoy several Coasters. 1801 (11 Aug.) Nelson-
in Nicolas Disp. (1845) IV. 453 Every Fishing Smack and
Coaster gives one Man, 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxiii. 74
His father was a skipper of a small coaster, from Bristol.

3. One who dwells by the sea coast.

i6ia tr. Benvenutds Passenger (N.), You never saw, nor
heard any, or English man, or other coaster, or river man,
or ilander, use more malicious inventions. 1615 Trade's
Ittcr. in Marl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 308 Coasters, that give

away our coin to the stranger for our own fish. 1888 Daily
News 17 July 5/3 The cocoanut and the cabbage palm grow
wild, though the pampered Gold Coasters despise them.

f 4. One who visits or lands on a coast. Obs.

1660 G. Fleming Stemma Sacrum 17 Inquilini, or Intru-

ders, are no other than Coasters or Adventurers, that are

sent forth into a Nation to sack and spoile.

Jig. 1719 D'Urfey Pills V. 349 Old Coasters, Love
boasters, who set up for Truth.

1 5. (See quot.) Obs.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 312/1 A Coaster [is] a Keeper

of a Decoy, or place to catch wild Fowl.

6. A low round tray or stand for a decanter

(usually of silver).

So called from 'coasting' or making the circuit of the
table after dinner.

61887 Ca'.al. Mallet t Son (Bathi 13 Two choicely
pierced coasters. 1888 M. Delano "John Ward(ed. 2) 113
The decanters in the queer old coasters.

7- U. S. a. One engaged in the sport of* coast-

ing \ b. A sledge or toboggan for ' coasting '.

1881 Our Little Ones 72 To-morrow the hills All over the
town Will be lively with coasters That race up and down.
1888 Pall Mall G. 8 Sept. 4/1 The Roller Coaster at the
Crystal Palace has had a bad accident. 1888 Sat. Rev.
22 Sept. 340/1 Roller coasters, switchback railways, to-

boggan slides, are all prodigiously popular,

tCoa'Sterly, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Coast sb.,

app. after easterly, westerly..] Situated on or near

the sea-coast, littoral.

1678 Sir J. Spelman Alfred Gt. (1709) 42 The Champion
and Coasterly parts of the kingdom (where they landed\

Coast-guard vk^u-st gaid). A force employed
to guard the coast. Also attrib.

In Great Britain the Coast Guard was originally employed
under the Customs department to prevent smuggling (hence
called the Preventive Service') ; the force was in 1856 trans-

ferred to the Admiralty, to be used as a general police force
for the coast, available also as a defensive force.

1833 Ht. Martineau Loom Lugger 1. i. 7 So Nicholas
is to be one of the Coast Guard. 1863 H. Cox Instit. in,

viii. 722 The forces employed in the coast-guard and revenue
cruisers. 1879 G. Fennell in CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV.
186/2 There ought to be a constant inspection entrusted
to the coast-guard service, which we believe has but little of
its old original work of looking after smugglers. Mod.
The white-washed coast-guard station on the cliff.

Hence Coa-stguard-man (also coastguardsman),
a member of the coast-guard.
1848 Johns Week at Lizard 197 A coastguard-man who

had., been a smuggler. 1870 Miss Bridgman R. Lynne
II. xiv. 291 He looked like a coastguardsman.

Coasting (k«?u-stirj), vbl.sb. [f. Coast v. & sb.]

1. Sailing along the coast, or trading between
the ports of a country. (See also 5.)

1679 J. Goodman Penitent Pard. 1. ii. (1713) 17 They
are forced to sail by coasting, as they call it. 1720 De Foe
Capt. Singleton xii. i 1840) 207 He was . . for coasting up the
West side of America. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's
Stud. Nat. (1799* I. 510 The most delightful voyages those
which are a coasting along the land.

2. The configuration of the coast ; delineation of

a coast-line.

1621 Hakewill David's Vmv 95 The coasting of the whole
world represented m a little map. 1712 Hughes Sped. No.
554 F 4 These, therefore, he could only mark down, like im-
perfect Coastings in Maps, or supposed Points of Land, to
be further discovered.

t 3. In the following mod. edd. read accosting
;

but coasting may be used in that sense : cf. Coast
v. 8, 9.

1606 Shaks. Tr. Sf Cr. iv. v. 59 Oh these encounterers so
glib of tongue, That giue a coasting welcome ere it comes.
4. U. S. The winter sport of sliding on a sled
down hill. Hence b. The action of shooting down
hill on a bicycle or tricycle. Also attrib.

Vol. II.

c 1855 * Fanny Fern' (BartlJ, I guess aunt Libby never
broke one of the runners of her sled some Saturday after-

noon, when it was prime coasting. 1859 W. Boyd Sivartzen
(1865) 4 Aboriginal toboggan, Excellent for coasting-party.

1885 New Bk. Sports 234 In Canada the people have almost
given up the ordinary style of coasting, for a variation of
the sport known as toboganning. 1887 Wheeling 6 July
208/1 As a 'coasting' saddle it is unexcelled.

5- attrib. and Comb, i^in sense 1), as coasting-duty ,

-pilot, -trade, -vessel; f coasting iron, ? the iron
1

in the sides of a ship.

1649 G. Daniel Trlnarch., lien. V, xxxii, The Adamant,
j

W*h drew The Coasting Iron from the late proud Keeles.
!

1693 Capt. Collins (title), Great Britain's Coasting Pilot.

1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3826/3 With 4 or 5 Coasting-Vessels,
under their Convoy. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman xxvi.

(1841) I. 259 Our coasting trade is exceeding great. 1748
Anson's V'oy. III. vi. 345 Our sheet-anchor being obviously
much too heavy for a coasting anchor. 1774 Hull Dock
Act 27 Such ships or vessels as shall pass coastwise, and be
called coasting vessels. 1836 M acgji.i.iykay tr. IIumboldt's

;

Trav. iv. 63 The master of one of the canoes offered to
remain on board as coasting pilot.

Coa sting, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

T 1. Bordering, adjacent. Obs.
c 1400 Maundkv. xvii. u839> 186 Ne Scotland ne Norwaye

ne the other Yles costynge to hem.

f 2. Traversing, moving about. Obs.

1677 Plot Oxfordsk. 6 True Investigations of heats and 1

colds, and of the breadths and bounds of coasting Rains *

and Winds,

3. Sailing along the coast.

a 1843 Southey Inscriptions xx, A name. . Known only to
j

the coasting mariner.

Coastward, adv. and«. [see -ward.] Toward,
or in the direction of, the coast.

1853 KaWE Grinnell Exp. xlix. (1856) 460 As we looked
coastward. i88z Stevenson New Arab. Nts. II. i. 8 As
you advanced into the wood from coastward, elders were
succeeded by other hardy shrubs. 1858 Gladstone Homer
I. 218 The coast of Greece and the coastward islands.

Coa'stwards, adv. [see -wards.] - prec.

1854 H. Miller Sch. <f- Schm. 11858) 24 A heavy ground-
swell came rolling in coastwards from the east.

Coa stways, adv. [see -ways.] = next.

1701 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rcc. (1883) I. 309 Ships .

.

coming coastwayes. 1796 Mokse Amer. Geog. II. 498
Junks, .and other small ships, that trade coast-ways. 1832
South ey Hist. Renins. War III. 30 The supplies which
they received coastways.

Coastwise vk^ustiwaiz), adv. & a. [see -wise.]
i

A. adv. By way of the coast, along the coast.

1691 Loml. Gaz. No. 2658/1 Ships Trading Coastwise.

1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. ii. (1869) II, 499 Goods carried

coastwise. 1817-8 Cobbett Resid. U.S. (1822) 1 That part 1

of the United States, which, coastwise, extends from Boston
to the Bay of Chesapeake. 1846 Grote Greece II. xxii. 521
He would then sail, still coastwise, to Syracuse or to Cumae.

B. adj. Following the coast ; carried on along
the coast ; as * a coastwise trade'.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. iv. 42 During our coastwise
j

drift. 1885 Sat. Rev. 11 July 42 A number of small steamers
j

make coastwise excursions.

Coat (kfft»t), sb. Forms : 4-7 cote, (4 coete,

4-6 coot(e, kote, 6 cot, cottje, cootte, Sc. coit),

6-7 coate, 7- coat. [ME. cote, a. OF. cote (mod.

F. cotte petticoat', corresp. to Pr., Sp., Pg. cola, It.

cotta, med.L. cotta, in text of 9th c. Beside this

OF., Pr., Cat. had cot masc, med.L. coitus. The
origin of the Romanic words is doubtful. OHG.
had chozzo, chozm&sc, chozza fern., MHG. kotze m.,

Ger. kotze fem., a coarse shaggy woollen stuff,

and a garment made of it, and OS. cotif) ' woollen

cloak or coat', which, though not found in the

other Teut. langs., are on other grounds supposed

to be native words, and the sources of the Romanic
words : but the converse seems not impossible.]

I. A garment.

1. An outer garment worn by men
;
usually of

j

cloth, with sleeves.

In olden times the name was sometimes given to a tunic
\

or close-fitting garment coming no lower than the waist (cf. I

waistcoat) ; and itwas especially applied to the close-fitting
:

tunic which when armed constituted the coat of mail'
,

(senses 1

, as in quots. c 1300, C1475. In modern use, coat

means a garment for the body with loose skirts descending
below the waist.

c 1300 K. Alls. 2413 Ther was . . mony bore thorugh the
,

scheld. Ther was kut mony a kote. c 1340 Gaw, § Gr. 1

Knt. 152 A strayt cote ful street . . A mere mantile abof.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 328 He rode but homely in a medlee
cote, a 1400-50 Alexander 5471 Sum of seelis of J>e see

sendis to him cotes, c 1475 Partenay 4218 Such a stroke

hym dalt ther vppon his cote ne had the hauberke smal
mail be .. ille hym had come. 1530 Palsgr., Cote for a
ladde, jacqnette. 1532-3 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 13 Dub-
ieties and sleuelesse cotes, a 1572 Knox Hist. Re/ Wks.
1846 I. 74 Your cord and lowsie coit and sark. 1737 Wesley I

Wks. (1872) 1. 52 He was as black as your coat with the blows
,

which they had given him. 1853 Maurice Theol. Ess. v. 96
[

They may put on coats without collars and become stiff
,

Anglicans. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Relig. Wks. II. 98
|

They never saw a poor man in a ragged coat inside a
(

church.

"b. With special qualifications in special senses,

as black coat, dress coat, frock coat, great coat, red

coat, etc. ; see Black, Dress, etc.

2. A garment worn suspended from the waist by

women or young children ; a petticoat, a skirt.

Usually in pi. =petticoats
;
also, the skirts ofa dress.

Obs. in literary lang., but widely used in dialects.

1393 Gower CouJ. II. 47 Her cote was somdel to-tore.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 50 A cote and a smocke that
ye gave to too pore women [Fr. une cotte et une chemise).
Ibid. 65 This woman had tenne diverse gownes and as
mani cotes. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 19, I haue shapen
a cote to the quiene of heuen. 1596 Harington Metam.
Ajax (1814) 43 Not refusing russet coats. 1600 Shaks.
A. Y. L. 1. iii. 16. 1620 Shelton Quix. IV. vii. 54 Donna
Rodriguez tuck'd up her Coats. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia
341 For the Languages, or Philosophy, that Ingenious Gen-
tlewoman at Utricht, may in her long Coates put some black
coates to the Blush. 16.. Locke (J.), A friend's younger
son, a child in coats. 1741 Richardson Pamela (18241 I-

xx. 32, I had a pretty good camblet quilted coat. 1850 L.

Hunt Autobiog. I. iii. 104 A. .gown, or body, with ample
coats to it. 1865 J. G. Bertram Harvest 0/Sea xv. (1873)

316, I have seen the women of Aucbmittrie' kilt their coats
'

and rush into the water in order to aid in shoving off the
boats. 1883 H. Wattekson Oddities Southern Li/e 478
My wife . . hoisted her coats and waded through. 1888
Elworthv W. Somerset Word-bk,, Coats, petticoats.

b. Sometimes used for a woman's outer garment

;

esp. in mod. use, a stout buttoned overcoat.

1670 Mks. E. in Evelyns Mem. '1857) IV. 20 Fitting my
little niece with a mantle coat, bodice coat, petticoat nar-

row shoes and stockings. 1770-90 Dokothv Kh.ner Jemima
Placid in Storehouse 0/ Stories 11870) 236 All the rest of
the ladies will wear either gauze frocks or silk coats full

trimmed. 1889 Drapers Sale Catalogue, Ladies' Long
Cloth Coats, tight-fitting, tailor-made. Girls" Cloth Jackets,
Coats, Ulsters, etc. 1890 Mrs. Oliphant Janet I. ii, Her
own hat put on and her coat buttoned to the throat.

3. Used to translate ancient words, L. tunica,

Gr. xiT^v (Chiton), Heb. nana k" thoneth, kulto-

neth. (The first two are now usually rendered

Tunic, or left untranslated.)

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 43 Crist bad men sille

ber cootis and bie hem swerdis. 1382 — Gen. iii. 21

The Lord God forsothe made to Adam and his wijf lether

cootes. — Song Sol. v. 3, I [the BrideJ spoilede me of my
coote. c 1400 Maundev. ii. (1839* 9 The Cros of our Lord
. - and his Cote withouten Semes. 1:1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker

654/31 Hec tunica, cote. 1534 Tindale Matt. v. 40 And yf

eny man will . . take away thy coote, let hym haue thy

cloocke also. 1611 Bible Gen. xxxvii. 3 He made him a

coat of many colours. 1844 Newspapers, John Ronge, and
the ' Holy Coat ' of Treves.

4. Her. = Coat of arms.
f 1340 Gaw. Gr. Knt. 637 pe pen-tangel nwe He ber in

schelde & cote. 1484 Caxton Chivalry 68 A Cote is gyuen
to a knyghte in sygnefyaunce of the grete trauaylles that a
knyght must suffre for to honoure chyualrye. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. 1. 1. 17 They may giue the dozen white Luces in

their Coate. 1663 Gerbif.r Counsel F j a, Whose Coat was
three Toades, Sable field Or. 1671 Shadwki.l Humourists
in. Wks. 1720 I. 172 The Coat of our Family, which is an Ass
rampant. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. xix. 477 He
sued for the privilege of his heraldic coat.

Jig. 1597 Shaks. Lover's Compl. 236 She was sought by
spirits of ritchest cote.

5. Coat of mail : a piece of defensive armour

covering the upper part of the body, composed of

a linen or leathern jacket, quilted with interlaced

rings or overlapping plates of steel. (See Mail.)

So t Coat offence (obs.).

[See 61300, ri475 in sense i.]

c 1489 Caxton Samies ojAymon iv. 117 They wered alwayes
theyr cote of mayle all rousty vpon theyr doubelettes. 1563
Foxt: A. M. 859b, A dronken Flemminge . . put on a

coate offence. 1598 Gfenewev Tacitus' Ann. 11. iv. (1622)

37 The Germans had neither coat of fence nor helmet. 1611

Bible i Sam. xvii. 5 He was armed with a coate of male.

1782 Priestley Corrupt. Chr. II. ix. 211 Dominic .. had
next to his skin an iron coat of mail. 1813 Scott Triervi.

11. xxiv, Gay shields were cleft. .And steel coats riven.

t 6. Garb as indicating profession {e.g. clerical)
;

hence, profession, class, order, sort, party ; chiefly

in such phrases as a man of his coat, one of their

oiun coat, etc. Very common in 17th c. (^Cf.

Cloth 14, 15.) Obs.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. July 162 This [Moses] had a

brother, the first of all his cote. 1600 Holland Livy vi.

xxx. 238 The Tribunes Militarie . . were so .. reverenced

among those of their owne coat and faction [inter sues].

1647 May Hist. Pail. 1. iii. 28 The Archbishop of Canter-

bury . . a man . . of a disposition too fierce and cruel for his

Coat. 1651 Relit/. Wotton. 102 A doctor of Physic being

returned one of the burgesses, Which was not ordinary in

any of his coat. 1686 Catholic RePresenter 11. 60 Reports

. .carried about . . by Men of all Coats, a 1711 Ken Lett.

Wks. 11838) 19. 1774 Burke Corr. (1844' I. 483. 1 know
no man of his coat who would fall in so well with you.

II. A covering compared to a garment.

7. transf. A natural covering or integument,

a. An animal's covering of hair, fur, wool,

feathers, etc. ;
rarely the skin or hide.

1393 Gower Con/ I. 143 When he [Nebuchadnezzar] be-

held his cote of heres. <ri449 Pecock Rep?: 1. xvi. 86 Ac-

corde to gidere. .as doggis doon. .whanne ech of hem terith

otheris coot. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 118 Reward not

thy sheepe (when ye take off his cote* with twitches and
patches. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. u. i. 37 Such groanes

That their discharge did stretch his [a stag's] leatherne coat

Almost to bursting, a 1613 Overbury Characters (N.),

His life is like a hawkes, the best part mewed; and if he

live till three coates is a master. 1667 Milton P. L. vii.

406 Fish, .sporting with quick glance Show to the Sun thir

wav'd coats dropt with Gold. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol.

Gen. (1693) 342 A Hawk of the first coat, accipiter bhnus\
of the second coat, trimus. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1.

44 The mules . . have their coats closely shorn.
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b. Phys. A membrane or other structure invest-

ing or lining an organ of an animal body (as the

arachnoid coat of the brain, the choroid coat of the

eye), or forming one of the layers of which the

walls of a hollow organ or vessel consist (as the

coats of the stomach, of the arteries).

c 1400 LanfraHcs Cirurgie 26 pe tober arterie . . hab two
cootis, bi cause bat oon nryat not ajenstondc be strenkbe of

be spiritis. 1679 Plot Staffordsh.\ 1686) 290 Tne coats of the
stomack. 1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds I. 84 The three coats

of an artery are wounded. 1831 Brewster Optics xxxv. 286
The eyeball . . consists of four coats or membranes.

C. A structure forming the integument of some
part of a plant, or anything similar ; as the skin,

rind, husk, etc., of a fruit or seed
; fthe rind of

cheese obs. ; the layers of a bulb, as an onion
;

the similar layers of a precious stone, as an agate
;

the annual layers of wood in exogenous trees, etc.

1567 Matlet Gr. Forest 44 Eche coate of his . . set in the

Gardaine or otherwhere will soone come vp, 1597 Thvnne
in Animadv. 11865) In trod. 100 The swete chestnute is

covered with a . . rooffe coote. 1671 Grew AMai. Plants L

i. § 8 The Coats of the Bean being stripp'd off, the proper
seed shews it self. 1740 Cheyne Regimen 195 The concave
Surfaces that make a Globe as the Coats of an Onion*.

1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery ii. 15 Cheese is to be chosen by
its moist and smooth coat. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat.

Mechanic 570 On that side the annual coats of wood are
thinner. 1875 Dawson Dawn of Life v. 95 Bands of dif-

ferently coloured materials deposited in succession, like the

coats of an onyx agate.

8. Naut. A piece of tarred canvas or tarpaulin

nailed round the mast, bowsprit, or pumps, where
they enter the deck, or round the hole in which
the rudder traverses, to keep the water out.

i6j6 Cut. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 12 Coates . .for all

masts and yeards. 1736 Shelvocke I'oy. round World
' I 757' 4 The helm coat was washed away. 17*9 Capt. W.
Wrigi.esworth MS. Log-bk. of the ' Lytll ' 22 Sept., Took
in new Coats for the Helm and Pumps. 1800 NavalChron.
III. 299 He found, .the main-mast's coat . .in flames.

9. A layer of any substance, such as paint, tar,

plaster, etc., covering a surface
;
spec, so much as is

laid on at one time ; a coating.

1663 Gerrier Counsel 80 With Coate of Lime and haire.

.

and a Coate of fine playster. 1717 SwiFT Gulliver \\\, iii.

193 Over all is a coat of rich mould. 1769 Falconer Diet.
Marine 11789* M ii b. Give her a good coat of tar. 1799
Med. Jrm. I. 477 The tongue is usually dry; a coat or
covering forms upon it. 1871 TlTMDALL Fragm. Sc. fed. 6i

I. iii. 92 The coat of varnish which surrounded every par-
ticle.^ Mod. All external woodwork to receive three coats
of paint.

10. fig. Anything that covers, invests, or conceals.
c 1611 Chapman Iliad in. 60 Cowardice . . for which thou

well deserv'st A coat of tombstone [/. (. a stoning). 1669
Stcrmy Mariner's Mag. I. 20 Heaven's Star-embroidered
Coat. 1771 Johnson Falkland's 1st. Wks. X. 67 He walks
..in a coat of darkness, i860 TvNDALL Glac. 1, $ 20. 138
The mountain . . with its crest of crag and coat of snows.

III. Elliptical uses, phrases, etc.

f 11. Short for COAT-CARD. Obs.

1589 Nashe Martins Months Mtnde To Rdr., Euerie
coate and sute are sorted in their decree. 15,99 MASSINGEH,
etc. Old Law ill. i, Here's a trick of discarded cards of us !

We were ranked with coats as long as old master lived.

1630 B. JoNSOM New Inn I, i. When she is pleas'd to trick
or tronip mankind, Some may be coats, as in the cards;
but, then, Some must be knaves.

fl2. Short for Coat-money. Obs.
[151a in Rymer Fadera (1710* XIII. 327 He shall also

Receyve for the Coote of every Capitaine and Souldeor
foure Shillings,] 1626 Ln. Conway rind. Dk. Buckhm. in
Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 232 Warrants, .for the levying
of Men. and for Coats and Conduct-Money, e 1630 Scotch
Acts C/tas. I (1814) V. 245 (Jam.) Subsideis, fyftenes, tents,
coats, taxatiouns or tallages. 1644 MlLTOM Areop. (Arh.)

73 He who takes up armes for cote and conduct, and his
four nobles of Danegelt. 17*1 Strvpe Eecl. Mem. II. 1.

xxi. 178 For coat and conduct, 6446. 12. 2,

13. Proverbs and Phrases, f To haste {pay, etc.)

his coat : to beat him. f To he in any one's coat :

to be in his place, * stand in his shoes \ To cut
the coat according to the cloth: see Cloth sb.,

Cut v. f To turn one's coat : to change or
abandon one's principles, desert one's party, apos-
tatize (cf. Turncoat). To wear the king's coat :

to serve as a soldier. And others : see quots.
1530 Palsgr. 498/2. I coyle ones kote, I beate hym. 1539

Taverner Erasm. Prov. 15 The Englyshe prouerbe sayethe
thus: nere is my cote, but nerer is my shyrt. 1549 in
P. F. Tytler Fug-, under Ediv. VI (1839I L 171, I would
not be in some of their coats for five marks, a 1569
Kingekmyll Man's Est. vL (1580) 31 It is but vaine to saie
this, If I had been in Adam's coate. 1576 Tomson Cah'in's
Serm. Tim. 107/2 We shall see these backesliders, which
knowe the Gospel) , reuolt & turne their cotes. 1601 Shaks.
Tivel. N. iv. i. 33, I would not be in some of your coats for
two pence. 1636 Henshaw Hone Snb. 72 His charity begins
at home, and there it ends ; neare is his coat, but neerer is

his skin. 1665 Pepvs Diary 10 Apr., He desired me that
I would baste his coate. 1667 Ibid. 22 July, I wish he had
paid this fellow's coat well. 1883 Stevenson Treasure 1st.

iv. xxi. ti886> 166, I thought you had worn the king's coat I

14. attrih. and Comb. a. attributive, as coat-cuff,

-flap, -pocket, -pouch, -skirt, -sleeve ; b. objective, as
coat-seller, -turning {set 13). c. Special combina-
tions : coat-arms sb. pi. = Coat-armour, Arms
(see Arm sb.- 14) ; + coat-deblazoning ///. a.

t

I

? blazoning arms
; + coat-feathers, 1 the small or

!
body feathers' (Nares) ; coat-link, a pair of

,
buttons joined by a short link, or a button with a

loop, for holding together the lappets of a coat

;

t coat-plight, a ' plight ' or fold of a coat ; coat-

tack (ASntf.), a tack or nail for fastening the

coats (see 8). See also Coat-armour, etc.

161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. v. <i6i2) 212 The *coat-

armes of the parties empaled. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. v. x. 248 The proper cognizances and coatarmes of the

Tribes. 1829 K. Digby Broadst. Hon. I. 89 Supposing that

tournaments .. and coat-arms, and aristocratic institutions

are essential to chivalry. 1640 Yorke's Union Hon. Com-
mend. Verses, Those 'Coat-deblaz'ning Windowes. 1585

J. Higcins tr. Junius' Xomenclator <N.», Pennse vest itrices

. .«oAi/irTijp«5. The lesser feathers which covered the birds

:

their "cote fethers. 1833 Ht. Martineal- Tale of Tyne ii.

! 31 A torn *coat-flap. 1565 GoUMMQ Ovitfs Met. v. (1593*

107 Persey so warely did it shun, As that it in his 'cote-

plights hung. 17M De Foe Col. Jack 11840' 47 [He] slipt

it into his *coat-pocket. 1825 Blackiv. Mag. XVII. 384
What's that in your "coat-pouch? 1705 Lond. Gaz. No.

' 4092/4 H ugh (ironouse and J ohn James, of London,
"Coatsellers. 1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles xvii. 174 He felt

something pulling at his "coat-skirt. 1840 Dickens Old C.

Shop xxxvii, Mr. Codlin rubbed the bridge of his nose with

I

his #coat-sleeve. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., 'Coat-

tacks, the peculiar nails with which the mast coats are

fastened. 1888 Sat. En: 3 Nov. 529 '2 Anything in the

way of recantation, 'coat-turning, word-eating.

Coat (k^'t), v. [f. Coat sb. q. v. for forms.]

1. trans. To provide with a coat ; to clothe in a

coat ; to dress, clothe.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. in. 138 Heo Copeb be Comissarie
and Coteb be Clerkes. 1587 Holding De Mornay xxiii.

(1617)377 That their Images should be well painted, and
wel coated. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. liii. 1612J 238
Scarse will their Studies stipend them, their wiues, and
Children cote. 1650 Bi i.wer . Xnthropomet. 192 Nurses.,
erre while they too soon Coat feebler Infants. 1798 Southey
Lyric P., Compl. Poor, We were wrapt and coated well,

/fif- *599 H. Holland Wks. R. Grecnham Ep. Ded., One
of which [fxwks] coated and attiredtin the best manner that

I cam . . here I doe . . humbly present. 1823 Lamb Etta
Ser. 1. ii. '18651 15, I longed to new coat him in russia.

2. To cover with a surface layer or coating (or

with successive layers) of any substance, as paint,

tar, tinfoil, etc. ; also predicated of the substance

covering the surface.

1753 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 299 I-eaf tin . . is best
to coat them [electrical jars] with. 1776 < i. Semple Build-
ing in Water 83 The Dutch preserve their. .Sluices, etc. by
coating them over with a mixture of Pitch and Tar. i860
Tyndall. Glac. 1. 124 The granite was now coated with
lichens, i860 Tennknt Story Guns 11864) 22 7 1 ne idea of
coating ships with armour. 1878 Hlxi.ey Physiogr. 65
Layers of ice. .coating a white snowy central mass.

t 3. To place in one's coat of arms ; to assume
as a heraldic bearing. Obs.

1663 Gerbier Counsel E viij b, Constantine the great did
Coat a double-headed-Aigle.

Coat, obs. form of Cote, Quote.
Coat-armour (^tia-ama-i;.. Her. For forms

see Coat and ARMOUR.
1 1. A vest of rich material embroidered with

heraldic devices, worn as a distinction by knights

over their armour, by heralds, etc.; =Coat of
arm 8 1. (See Akmour 10.) Obs.
c 1340 Ga~v. ff Gr. Knt. 586 He . . Askez erly hys arme/,

:
& aile were bay bro^t ..Wyth rycne cote armure. -1384
Chaucer //. Fame in. 236 Pursevauntes and heraudes .

.

Hit weren alle ; and every man Of hem .. Had on him
throwen a vesture Which that men clepe a cote-armure,
Enbrowded wonderliche riche. 105 I,l>. Berners Froiss.
1 1, lxxxviii. (Ixxxiv.) 260 The heraulte. .with his cote armure
on his backe, with the armes of the duke of I.ancast re.

1530 Palsgr. 209/1 Cote armour, cotte darmes. 1639
I-L'Ller Holy War 111. xviii. (1840' 146 The soldiers also
bearing the badge of the cross on their coat-armour.

t 2. The distinctive heraldic insignia borne by a
gentleman {armiger) ; a shield, escutcheon ; «
Coat of arms 2. Obs.

1393 Langl. P. Pt. C. xix. 188 What is hus conysaunce,
qunf> ich, in hus cote-armure? i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her.
Aj a, Here in thys booke folowyng is determyned the lynage
of coote armuris. 1545 Ascham To.voph. (Arb.) 71 To haue
. .their cote Armours to be set above theyr tombes. 16x0

!
Guillim Heraldry 1. ii. (1611)7 The blazoning of the Coate-
armours of gentlemen. 1615 tr. Camden's Hist. /.'.

1.

i

(16881 48 To rare and deface the Epitaphs and Coat-armours
of most noble Families.

f 3. trans/. One who bears coat-armour. Obs.
1415 Pot. Poems (1859 'I- Ia<5 Two thousand cot-armers.

.

After her sorow thedere thei sowght. 1550 J. Coke Eng. $
Fr. Herald 11877) f 194 Viscountes, barons, knyghtes, es-
quiers, and cote armours. 1602 Carew Cornwall 63 b.

4. (without//.' Blazonry, 'arms'.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. A ij b, Cote armure was made

and figurid at the sege of troye. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. v. i. 234 Under an Emblematicall intention, we
accept it incoat armour. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 104
In matters of coat-armour, precedency, and other distinc-
tions of families. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xv. 188 The
custom of bearing coat-armour as a sign of original or
achieved gentility.

f5. -Aumour (senses i, 2), coat of mail. rare.
1603 Ceremonies at Coron. fas. I (1685) 6 Be thou unto

him a Coat-Armour against his Enemies.

Hence f Coat-armoured a., furnished with coat-
armour.
1594 Carew Tasso « 1881) 68 Whats he coat-armoured ?

t Coat-card. Obs. A playing card bearing a
1 coated ' or habited figure king, queen, or knave).

In regular use down to c 1688 ; afterwards cor-

rupted into Court-card.
1563 Foxe A.9f M. 1298 The beste cote carde beside in the

bunche, yea thoughe it were the Kyng of Clubbes. 1591
1 Florio 2nd Fruites 69, I haue none but coate cardes. 1674

I

Cotton Compl. Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards 347 The
value of your coat-card trumps. 1690 W. Walker Idiomat.
Anglo-Lat. 83 The dealer shall have the turn-up Card if it

be an ace or a coat card. 1867 Max Muller Chips III. 301
Coat cards— the king, and queen, and knave in their gor-

geous gowns^—were exalted into court cards. 1878 H. H.
1 Gibbs Ombre 11 The Ace being inferior in the Red suits

to the Coat (or Court) cards.

Coate, obs. form of Cote, Quote.
Coated (.ktJa-ted

, ///. a. [f. Coat sb. and v.]

I. Clad in a coat ; furnished with or having a

coat or coats. Often in parasynthetic comb., as

long- coated, thick-coated, t Coated card'. =Coat-
Cahd (applied by Foxe to the priests).

1563 87 Foxe A. ff M. 919 <R.) Nowe commeth in Sir

Thomas More trumping in our weie, with his painted card.

Thus these coated•cardes, though they could not by plain

Scriptures conuince him being alive, yet now after his death
by false plaie they will make him thetres whether he will or

no. 1570 Levins Mautp. 51 Coted . .tunicatus. 1580 Blcn-
devil Diet. Horses (1609) 12 b, Some horses are thicker

coted than others. 1737 Miller Gard. Diet. <ed. 3; s-v. Co-
rona Imperiaiis, It hatn a coated Root. 1861 W. F. Collier

! Hist. Eng. Lit. 123 Hordes of long-coated peasants.

b. Kormed into a coat, constituting a coat. rare.

1814 Southey Roderick xn, The coated scales of steel

Which o'er the tunic to his knees depend.

+ 2. Furnished with armorial bearings. Obs.

1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2576/4, 3 Casters, 6 Spoons a Forks
..all Coated, with a Bend betwixt 2 Swans.

3. Covered with a coat or coating of some sub-

stance, as paint, tinfoil, etc.

1766 Lane in Phil. Trans. LVII. 455 The quantity of
electric fluid., will be proportionate to the quantity of
coated glass. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants 11706 II. 326
Myosnrus. .seeds numerous, coated, pendent. 1863 Wynter
Subtle Brains «$ Lissom Fingers 341, A Leyden jar or

coated pane.

Coatee (kjntr). [f. Coat sb. + -ee 2
.] A close-

fitting coat with short tails, chiefly military.

1775 in Harper's Mag. (1883' Sept. 546/1 A blue cloath
Coatie. 1830 Campbell Diet. Mil. Sc. 39 s.v. Clothing, A
suit . .consisting of a Red Coatee, a pair of . . Trousers, and
one pair of Boots, is annually supplied to every Soldier in

the Infantry. 1837 J. Lang New S. Wales II. 125 The
members had each to appear at all meetings of the Hunt in

a green coatee with silver buttons. 188a B. Ramsay Recoil.

Mil. Serz: II. xii. 4, I was still wearing the old coatee with
epaulets.

Coater, obs. Sc. form of Cotter.
Coath, var. f. Cothe to swoon,

t Coat-h.a*rdy. Oh. Also 5 cote-, [a. OF.
' cote-hardie.~\ A close-fitting garment with sleeves,

formerly worn by both sexes,

fi 1450 Knt. de la Tour 159 There come in a yonge squier
I

..and he was clothed in a cote hardy upon the guyse of
Almayne. Ibid. 165 She clothed her in a cote hardy vn-
furred, the whiche satte right streite upon her. Ibid. 167

1 Forto make her gentille. and smalle, and faire bodied, she
clothed her in a symple cote hardye, not doubled. 1834

I PlanchA Brit. Costume 128 A close-fitting body garment,
called a cote-hardie, buttoned all the way down tne front
and reaching to the middle of the thigh, i860 Fairholt
Costume^ The gentleman (temp. Edw. III.] wears a close-

fitting tunic, called a eote-kardiex with tight sleeves.

Coati kf>,a ti . [a. Tupi lang. of Brazil) coati,

coatim, cuati{m, f. cua cincture + tim nose : cf. the

zool. name A'asua.] An American plantigrade

carnivorous mammal of the genus A'asua (family

I

Ursidx), somewhat resembling the Civet and the

•. Racoon, with a remarkably elongated flexible snout.

There are two species or sub-species ; the Brazilian coati,

Nasua rufa, to which the name originally belongs, and the
Mexican or brown coati Ar

. narica.

1676 PA it. Trans. XL 596 This Coati of our Authors.

1790 Bewick Hist. Quadrupeds 235 The Coati or Brazilian

Weasel. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xv. 39 The coati . . set

up their sharp, quick bark. 1866 Owen Anat. Vertebrates
II. 501 In the Coati, the olfactory chamber, .extends above
the whole rhinenccphalic fossa?.

b. Also called Coati-mondi. [Said to be from
mondi in a Brazilian lang. * solitary '.]

1676 Phil. Trans. XL 596 The Coati Mondi, a Brasilian

Animal. i7»3 Mackenzie Coati Mondi, ibid. XXXII. 517
The Coati Mondi of Brasil is seldom or never brought alive

into Kurope. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vn. xiii.

1 555 The Coatimondi is very- subject to eat its own tail, this

! strange habit is not peculiar to the coati. ./ 1845 Hood
t
Open Question iv, Was strict Sir Andrew, in his sabbath

! coat, Struck all a heap to see a Coati Mundi?

Coating ^''""tirjX vbl. sb. [f. Coat v. (and.?/>.
]

1. A layer of any substance spread over or cover-

ing a surface ; = Coat sb. 9.

1770 PAH. Trans. LX. 194 The discharge from the inside

coating. 177a 84 Cook Voy. (17901 I. 69 The pinnace [had
been] painted with white lead and oil, which last coating
we think to be the most eligible. 1856 Stanley Sinai
Pal. i. 16 A thin . . coating of vegetation.

2. Clothing of the nature of a coat.

1798 Month. Maer. VI. 197 My blithe sister shall .. dress

thee in coatings of gold. 1813 Examiner 5 Apr. 209/1 En-
veloped in capes and coatings. 1834 Campbell Life Mrs.
Siddous II. viii. 200 The babes, in their . . long coating.



COATLESS. 559 COB.

3.- [f. the sb.] techn. Material for coats. (Cf.

trousering, shirting, etc.)

1802 Naval Chron, VIII. 417 A large trunk, containing

cloth, coating, stockings. 1846 M'Culloch Acc. Brit.

Empire (1854) I. 151 Kendal, celebrated for the manufac-

ture of a peculiar description of coarse woollen goods called

cottons, probably a corruption of coatings. 1883 Standard

7 Sept. 7/2 Makers of worsted coatings are very busy.

Coatless v^'tlt's), a. [f. Coat sb. + -less.]

1. Without a coat of arms.
1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie, Lade's Nobilitie 112, I place

him in this place coatelesse although I iudge he was a
gentleman. 1833 Lamb Etta, Blakesmoor in H., The coat-

less antiquary in his unemblazoned cell.

2. Without a coat (.garment).

1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke xxi. (D.\ Seven or eight sallow

starved beings, .coatless, shoeless, and ragged.

Coatlet. nonce-wd. [f. as prec. + -let, dim.

suffix.] A small coat.

1795 Hull Advertiser 7 Mar. 2/3 Spencers. These fashion-

able coat lets.

Coa't-money. Hist. Money to provide a

coat for each man furnished for military service
;

esp. that exacted as a tax by Charles I. when
governing without a Parliament. Usually in the

phrase Coat and Conduct Money. Cf. Coat sb. 1 2,

See Forster Gr. Remonstr. (i860) 225; BRUCE Vemey
Papers Camd. Soc. 1853' 127, 289-293.

1557 Act 4^-5 Philip <V Mary c. 3 § 4 If any Captain .

.

shall not pay unto his Soldiers. . their full and whole Wages,
Conduct and Coat Money. 1640 Schedule Grievances in

Forster Gr. Remonstr. fi36ol 225 The new taxe of Coate
and Conduct Mony, with undue meanes used to inforce the

payment of it. 1640 Pym Sp. Grievances in Forster Life

(1837) 109 The seventh great civil grievance hath been, the

militarie charges laid upon the several counties of the king-

dome . . It began first to be practised as a loane for supply

of coat and conduct money. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. I.

v. 427 The continued Oppressions by Ship-money, Coat and
Conduct-money, a 1662 Hevlin Laud iv. (1668) 382 To
raise and maintain an Army with no charge to the Common
Subject : but only a little Coat and Conduct money at their

first setting out. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. Ill.liii. 148. 1827

Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) II. viii. 92.

Coat of arms. Her. [tr. F. cotte d'armes.]

1, Hist. A coat or vest embroidered with heraldic

arms; a tabard. (See Ahmour 10, Coat-akmouk i.)

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymcn xxvi. 555 He knewe hym
well, for he bare his owne cote of armes. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 497 The priest, .cutteth it [misseltoe] off, and they

beneath receiue it in a white soldiers cassock or coat of

armes, 1654 L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 103 The Councel.

.

caused the Herald in his coat of Armes to wind his Horn
thrice.

2. The distinctive heraldic bearings of a gentle-

man (armiger) originally borne on a ' coat of

arms' (sense 1) ; a shield, escutcheon. (See

Arm sb.'2- 14, Akmour 10.)

1562 Leigh Armory 27 If he come into the combate campe
with his sayde wifes cote of armes. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.

(1839)81 Scutcheons, and coats of arms hereditary. 1833
Tennyson Lady Clara Vere de V. ii, A simple maiden in

her flower Is worth a hundred coats-of-arms.

fig. 1718 Freethinker No. 108. 24 The Second Letter .

.

was sealed with a Thimble, the Coat of Anns of a House-
wife. 1851 Mayne Ryau Scalp Huni.xxvi, These are their

I Indians' J 'coats' of arms, symbolical of the 'medicine' of

the wearer.

1 3. = Coat of mail (Coat sb. 5). Obs. rare.

[So F. cotte d"armes = cotte de maitle.']

1613 Heywood Silver Age in. Wks. 1874 III. 131 Thus
the Nemean terror naked lyes, Despoyl'd of his inuinced

Coat of Armes. 1844 Costello 'Pour Beam <y Pyrenees

II. 56 An old gallery, filled with rusty coats of arms.

Coat-tail. The tail of a. coat. To sit, etc.,

on one's own coat-tail : ' to live, or to do any

thing, at one's personal expense ' (Jam.). Sc. To

drag his coat-tails, so that some one may tread on

(hem (attributed to Irishmen at Donnybrook Fair; :

to put himself purposely in a position in which

some one may intentionally or unintentionally

afford a pretext for a quarrel ; to provoke attack

so as to get up a row.
a 1600 Poems 16th. Cent.

,
Leg. Bp. St. A ndrew's 329 (Jam.)

Still on his owne cott tail he satt. 1679 Sc. Pasqnils (i868>

248 From his coat-tail you'll claime, boys, Lippies of grace.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xiv, ' To gang there on ane's am coat-

tail, is a waste o' precious time and hard-won siller.' 1837

Dickens Pickw. i, The eloquent Pickwick, with one hand
gracefully concealed behind his coat tails.

Co-atte st, v. [Co- i.] trans. To attest to-

gether or in conjunction {with). So Co-attesta-
tion, Co-attesta tor.

1630 Elderfield Tythes 297 He must know this, and will

I believe give it in co-attestation. 1708 Misc. Curiosa II,

7 The same Relation is Coattested by Nine other several

Successions . . if we suppose a Coattestation of Nineteen,

the Credibility of it will be, as above Two Millions to One.
a 1711 Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 264 That
heav'nly Paraclete . . With Conscience co-attests our Zeal.

1810 Bentham Packing (1821) 232 Established by an
affidavit, with or without co-attestators.

Co-attend, -auditor, -augment : see Co-.

Co-au'thor. [Co- 3 b.] Joint author. Hence
Co a\i 'tliorship. Also Co-authority, joint or

concurrent authority.

1864 Spectator -p. Dec. 1511 The First Folio . . is the only
authority for half the plays and a co-authority for the other
half. 1886 R. Boyle in New S/iaks. Soc. Trans. 579 Claim-
ing Massinger as co-author in The Two Noble Kinsmen.

1888 T. N. Brushiield in Trans. Devonsh. Assoc. XX.
409 To corroborate his statement of the co-authorship of

B. Bowring.

Coava, -e : see Coffee.

Coax (kJuks), v. Forms : 6-8 cokes, 7-8 coaks,

(6 coxe, 7 coques', 8- coax. [f. Cokes sb.

According to Johnson 1755-73,
* a *mv wor^';

and probably in vulgar use long before it be-

came usual in literature, which may account for I

want of literary evidence for the early history of
|

the senses. The original meaning seems to have

been 'make a cokes of : cf. to fool, to pet, to
\

gull; and the transition from ' make a fool of" to

'make a pet of, is paralleled by the passage of
j

fond from ' befooled ' to its present sense.]

f 1. trans. To make a ' cokes ' of, befool, impose 1

upon, ' take in Obs.
[Cf. 1616 B. Jonson Devil is an Ass 11. i. iSpeech 68>,

Why, we will make a Cokes of thee Wise Master, We will,

my mistress, an absolute tine Cokes!] c 1679 Roxb. Bal-

lads V'II, 9 We tell them 'tis not a penny we can take : We
plead poverty before we have need, And thus we do coaks

them most bravely indeed. 1806 Med. Ph. Jml. (1807)

132 That practitioners would pay a little mure attention

to those authors who are out of fashion and laid upon the

shelf, and not suffer themselves to be coaxed by an old

practice in a modern garb.

f2. To make a pet of; to pet, fondle, caress;

to treat endearingly or with blandishment. Obs.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Pocsle I. viii. (Arb.) 36 Princes may
I

giue a good Poet such conuenient countenaunce and also

I benefite as are due to an excellent artificer, though they

neither kisse nor cokes them. 161 1 Cotgk. s.v. Dadee,

Souffrir a vn enfant toutes ses dadces, to cocker or cokes
j

it ; to make a feddle or wanton of it. 1668 R. L'Estrange
j

Vis. Quev. iv. (1708)98 Some I saw Caressing and Cokesing

their Husbands, in the very moment they destgji'd to be-

tray them. 1678 Mrs. Behn Sir P. Fancy 111. ii, For my
|

sake, dear, pardon him this one time [cokesing him]. 1694

R. L'Estrange Fables ccxtx. (1714) 238 The Nurse . . had
chang'd her Note ; for she was then Muzzling and Cokesing

of it. 1794 Southey Botany-Bay Eclog. n, They kiss'd me,
j

coax'd me, robb d me, and betray 'd me. 1831 Cat's Tail
\

25 Those tender attentions, that coaxing and coddling.

+ b. To coax up: to cocker up, coddle up. Obs.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary it. (1625) 48 They soothe up
your passions, and cokes up your humors. 1683 [see Coax-

ing vbl. sb.].

3. To influence or persuade by caresses, flattery,

or blandishment. Johnson says 'To wheedle, to

flatter, to humour : a low word' ; cf. quot. 1663.

1663 Flagellum ; or O. Cromwell (1672) 159 And some-

times to cokes the neighbouring Rusticks, give them a I

Buck he had hunted. 1835 W.Irving Tour Prairies 248
' He try to coax me,' said Beatte, 1 but_ I say no—we must
part'. 1875 McLaren Serm. Ser. 11. vii. 122 A wholesome
obstinacy in the right that will neither be bribed nor coaxed

nor bullied.

b. Const, to do a thing ; into an action, etc.

1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) x. xlvi,

Dragging the table, .over an uneven floor, in hopes of coax-

ing it to stand on more than two legs. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Manch. Strike x. in She coaxed her father into giving

them a ball. 1862 Mekivale Rom. Emp. (1865) VI. Bi. 270

It was Seneca's principle . . to coax, rather than drive, his

pupil into virtue. 1862 Union 11 Apr. 230, I succeeded in

coaxing Papa, .to allow me to teach in the school.

C. With various other extensions, as to coax

azvay, down, forth, up : to persuade or entice to go

or come away, etc. ; to coax (a thing; out of (a

person) : to get it out of him by coaxing.

1700 Astry tr. Saavedra-Faxardo II. 101 Women.,
coaks them out of their Husbands, and so tell 'em again to

others; as it was in that secret which Maximus told his

wife. 11839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 342 They coaxed away
the beldame's wrath. 1859 Gen. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt.

II. lxxxvii. 56 Are these men to be coaxed down by ginger-

bread? 1889 Amelie Rives Quick or Dead f (Rtldg.)2o An
old spinet . . from which Miss Fridiswig used to coax forth

ghastly jinkings. .on Sunday afternoons.

f 4. To persuade to believe [to be, etc.) ; to flatter

or wheedle into the belief. Obs.

1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke Wks. 1875 IV. 69 So the Ex-
poser would now cokes the lay multitude, whom before he

j

call'd 'the hundred thousands', and for their simplicity
j

'excusable from subscribing the Thirty-nine Articles', to

be grown on the suddain so very wise men, that, etc.

5. intr. To employ coaxing.

1706 Farquhar Recruiting Off. 1. i, I coax ! I wheedle !
j

I'm above it. 1784 New Spectator XII. 1/2 What with

palming one fellow, kissing another, and coaxing with thou-

sands, [she] has driven me almost horn-mad. 1878 Masque
Poets 52 The gentlest, .plead and coax For the sad strange

story of Jasper Oakes.

Coax (kJ«ks),^. [f. prec.vb. : see also Cokes.]

1. colloq. One who coaxes.

1863 Ouida Held in Bondage (1870) 6 He was gentle

enough to a coax.

2. A coaxing speech or appeal, nonce-use.

1829 Marryat F. Mildmay i. He held out by turns

coaxes and threats.

Coaxal (k^arksal), a. Math. = Coaxial.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. 165 Coaxal circular

cylinders. 1881 Maxwell Electr. 4- Magn. II. 285 Two
circular and coaxal solenoids.

Hence Coaxality.
1863 R. Townsend Mod. Geom. I. 207 The locus circle

will pass evidently through all the phases of coaxality.
_

t Coaxation(kJu|iek&7i-j3n\ Oh* [n. of action

I

f. L. eoaxd-re to croak (f. Gr. *o<&, used by
|

Aristophanes to express the croaking of frogs) +

-ATiox. (Cf. F. coasser (16th c. coaxer) and coasse-

ment.)] The croaking of frogs.

1642 Featly Dippers Dipt 227 (T.), I hope we shall see

no more of their frog-gal liards, nor hear of then harsh

croaking and coaxation either in the pulpit or the press.

1664 H- More Myst. Iniq. 239 The. .harsh and disharmo-

nious coaxations of frogs. 1696 J. Edwards Demonstr.

Exist. $ Provid. God 1. 189 The coaxation of frogs.

Coaxed [k^kst), ppl. a. [f. Coax v. + -ed.]

Petted, caressed, wheedled.
1829 Scott in Croker Papers (18841 II. xiv. 32 Whenever

he was the coaxed man of the company.

Coaxer kJu'ksDi}. One who coaxes.

1706 Mrs. Centliyke Basset Table (L.\ Coaxing will do
it if the right coaxer can be found. 1755 Johnson, Coaxer,

:\ wheedler, a flatterer. 1839 Richardson, Coaxer, though
common in familiar speech,—applied e.g. to children—is

not so in writing.

Coaxial (k^arksial), a. Math. [f. Co- + Axis
+ -AL ; cf. Axal.] Having a common axis.

Hence Coa'xially adv.

1881 O. Reynolds in Nature XXIII. 477 Two eddies

should face, and so exactly as to be coaxial. 1884 S. P.

Thompson Dynamo-Elect. Math. 198 Let a coil be intro-

duced . . let a second coil . . be laid coaxially with it.

Coaxing (ktf^ksirj . vbl. sb. The action of the

verb Coax.
1672 Marvell Rett. Traitsp. 1. 278 This is a pretty way

of cokesing indeed 1683 tr. Erasm. Morix Euc. 70 Self-

love is nothing but the coquesing up of ourselves. 1870

E. Peacock Ralf Skirl. III. 138 Ready to accommodate
herself, after a little coaxing, to the sacrifice.

Coaxing, a. That coaxes
;

caressing,

wheedling.
1704 CimiEii Careless Hush. 1. (L.), But it must be done in

a coaxing manner. 1811 L. Hawkins C'tess <y Gertr. II.

370 ' Well, be it as you like, you coaxing hussey.'

Hence Coaxingly adv.

1713 Mrs. Ckntlivrk The Wonder in. i. (Jod.\ Prithee,

my clear, moderate the passion (coaxingly. 1856 Kane
A ret. Expl. I. 486 Calling the dogs coaxingly by name.

Cob (k^b), sb. 1 Also 5-6 cobbe. [Used in a

number of senses having but little apparent con-

nexion with each other, and possibly of diverse

origin. The notions may be roughly distinguished

of 'something big or stout', ' something rounded

or forming a roundish lump ( a head or top
'

;

but these are intricately interwoven in individual

senses. Thus cob = ( cob-nut can hardly be

separated from the notion of 'stout or big nut'

on the one hand, or from that of 1
fruit stone ' on

the other. So sense 1 appears sometimes to mean
' man at the top '.

It has been suggested that 1 rounded head' is the radical

notion, and that cob is a variant of Cop ; but the history of

the latter does not favour this. In some of the senses

under II, cobble, eobyll, was an earlier equivalent, but these

senses are closely connected with others which have no

equivalents in cobble]

I. Containing the notion ' big' or ' stout'.

1. A great man, big man, leading man ; in mod.

dial, expressing pre-eminence, as ' chief*, ' leader ',

rather than state. (In the later use, the notion

of ' head ' top ', may have entered in.)

^11420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 101 Mayntenaunce v
Sustenede is not by persones lowe ; But cobbes grete this

ryot sustene. 1535 St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 228 Ther
must be some of the gret cobbes served likewise, and the

King to have ther landes. 1560 Dacs tr. Sleidane's Comm.
119 b, Al the sorte of them occupie waxe, the poorer sorte,

as I haue now tolde you, but the greatter cobbes, in sealyng

their letters. 1563-87 Foxe A. § M. (16841 II. 28/2 The
greatest Cobs were yet behind. 18x7 in Hone Every-Day
Bk. II. 769 For fishing and shuting he was the cob of all

this country ! i860 Lonsdale Gloss. (Philol. Soc), Cob,

leader or fighter, the bully or best fighter in a parish or

school. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Cob is also a leader :
' This

boy will be always cob '— what is called at school ' cock of

the school Sometimes pronounced cop.

f b. A wealthy man ; a miser. Obs.

1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 88 That wone clubbed Cobbe
should not so encrochean hundred mennys lyuynges. 1548

Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke v. 68 b, The rich cobs of this

worlde. 1583 Sti-bbes Anat. A bus. n. 27, I would not

haue a few rich cobs to get into their clowches almost whole

countries. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 342

A rich Cob or miser, homo locupies avanis.

f c. A huge, lumpish person. Obs.

1583 Stanyhl rst sEueis in. 1 Arb.) 90 When the cob had

inaunged the gobets foule garbaged haulfe quick.

2. A male swan ; also cob-swan.

1570 Orderfor Swans in Hone Every-Day Bk. II. 962

Till due proofe be had. .whose was the Swan, that is away;

Be it Cobbe or Pen. 1611 B. Jonson Catiline 11. 1, I m not

taken With a cob-swan, or a high-mounting bull, As foolish

Leda and Europa were. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (1856) 122

The hee swanne is called the cobbe, and the she-swanne

the penne. 1840 Browning Sordello 11. 320 Out-soar them,

cobswan of the silver flock ! Sing well

!

f 3. The name of a fish : see quots. Obs.

The sense ' young herring ' given in mod. Diets, is perh. a

misinterpretation of sense 8.

1611 Florio, Bozzolo . . a fish called a millers thomb or a

cob. 1655 Moufet & Benn. Health's Impr. (1746^ 275

Kobs or Sea-Gudgeons. [Cf. 1787 Grose Provinc. Gloss.,

Cobbo, a small fish called a miller's-thumb. a 1804 J.

Boucher MS. Diet., a small fish (the Miller's Thumb) is in

Kent called Cobbo.}
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4. A short-legged, stout variety of horse, usually
ridden by heavy persons. [Said by some to be
short for cob-horse : see first quots.]
1818 Todd, Cob, a horse not castrated. In our northern

dialect, cob is a testicle. _ Suppl., It is used also generally
for a strong pony. 1818-36 Richardson!, Cob, anything
round, a round stone. A cob, a horse who has his cobs.
a 1839 Praed Poems (18641 H. 201 If he comes to you rid-
ing a cob. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge x. He was well-
mounted upon a sturdy chesnut cob. 1852 R. S. Surtees
Sponge's Sp. Tfurxtt.n' That's not a bad-like old cob of
yours.' 1863 Morton CjkL Agric. lE. D. S.), Cob, a com-
pact punchy horse.

II. Containing the notion ' rounded ' roundish
mass ' or ' lump '.

5. Applied to various rounded solid bodies. In
some of these cobyl, cobble occurs in earlier use.

a. = Cob-nit in 15th c. cobytl-nut).
1580 Greene Poems H861) 291 Sit down, Carmela; here

are Cobs for Kings, Sloes black as jet. 1819 Loudon En-
cycl. Plants 702 Corylus . . gratis. Cob. 1885 Pall Mall
G. 2D Oct. 4 What better place than here to sit and eat our
filberts and cobs?

b. The stone of a fruit (in 15th c. coby/l-stonc)

.

.11825 Kobby Vac. E. Anglia, Col<. the stony kernel of
nut. 1877 .V. W. Liitcolnsh. Gloss., Cob, the stone of fruit.
1886 S. W. I.incolnsh. Gloss., Cob, the stone of any fruit

:

' Don't swallow the cobs '.

c. A testicle, dial.

1818 36 [sec 4]. 1847 78 Halliwell Cobbs. testiculi.
.\ort/i.

d. ' Cobs are also round Balls, or Pellets with
which Fowls are usually crammed '

( Kersey i"o8j.

6. Applied to various rounded heaps.
a. A small stack of hay or corn. dial.

1616 StJRFL. & Markh. Country Farm 645 To haue euery
Winter in your Warren a little cob or stacke of hay. 1847-
78 Halliwell, Cob, a small hay-stack. O.ron. 1886 '

. W.
I.incolnsh. Gloss., Cob, a small stack or heap of corn :

' They've no-but two wheat stacks and a little cob '.

b. A bunch or knot of hair ; a chignon.
1865 Pall Mall (,". 10 July 10/2 A gentleman parading

Rotten-row with a lady's hair ' cob', which he had picked
up and stuck at the end of his stick. 1880 II' Cornwall
Gloss., Col, a bunch of hair on the forehead ; often applied
to the top locks of a horse's mane.

c. A small heap or lump 0/ (anything), dial.
1876 Blacxmoie Cripps III. xvii. 278 Stealing half the

meat and all the little cobs of jelly. 1887 .V. Cheshire
Folk-sp., Col; a small heap or lump :

' a cob o' dirt '.

7. Applied to various roundish or lumpy pieces :

' something round, as a cob of coal, a cob of bread
'

[Lane. Gloss.), dial.

a. A small loaf of roundish form, a cob-loaf,
b. See also quots. 1S77, 18S8.
1606-17 Cob-loaf (see IV]. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss. (Philol.

Soc. 1, Cob, 3l small round loaf, a lump or piece. 1877 A rch.rol.
X LV. 180 The cob was a cracknel made of fine Hour. 1887
.V. Cheshire Folk-sp., Cob, a small loaf: ' Bring me a cob o'
bread '. 1888 Shefield Gloss., Cob, a cake of bread.

c. A lump or large piece of coal (cf. Cobble).
,11804 Cob-coal [see IV]. 1865 S. Bamfobd Wild Rider

in Harland Lane. Lyrics 15 A broody hen crow'd from her
perch on a cob. 1865 E. WaUGH in Harland Ballads Lane.
18751 372 Aw've just mended th' fire wi' a cob. 1884
Clushirc Gloss., Cod or cobble, a lump of coal.

III. With the notion ' head ' top '.

t 8. The head of a red herring. Obs.
1594 Nashe Unf. Trav. Wks. iGrosart' V. 14 I.ord high

regent of rashers of the coles and red herring cobs. 1599— I^nten Stuffe 59 Not a scrap . . but the cobs of the two
herrings the fisherman had eaten remained of him. 1598
B. JoNsoN Ev. Mania Hum. 1. iv. Cob i£*/.)The first Red
Herring that was broild in Adam and Eves Kitchin do
I fetch my Pedigree from . His Cob was my great-great-
nughty- great -grandfather. 1603 Sir C. Hf.ydon Jnd.
Astrol. xx. 405 He will not admit a stone to shine. And
why not as wel as a peice of rotten wood, or a hearings
cobbe in the darke ? 1630 Dekkir 2nd PI. Honest 11%.
Wks. 1873 II. 147 He can come bragging hither with foure
white Herrings <at's tailel . . but I may starue ere he giue
me so much as a cob. 163a Sherwood s.v. Cob, A herring
cob, la teste dun harang sor.

9. Sec quot. dial, (perh. a local form of cop.)
1888 Sheffield Clou., Cob, the top, e.g. 'the cob of the

lull '.

10. The seeding head of wheat, clover, etc. dial.
1847 78 Halliwell, Cob-poke, a bag carried by gleaners

for receiving the cobs or broken ears of wheat. 1863 Mob-
ion Cycl. Agric. (E. D. S.I, Cob, the seed head of clover.
11. The cylindrical shoot or rachis on which the

grains of maize grow.
170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. VI. vii. 69 In the year 1683

the House of Nicholas Desborough . . was very strangely
molested by Stones, by pieces of Earth, by Cobs of Indian
Corn. 1817-8 ConuF.TT Resid. U. S. (1822) 7 The grains

are placed all round the stalk, which goes up the middle,
and this little stalk, to which the seeds adhere, is called the
Corn Cob. 1850 Lyei.l 2nd I'isit If. S. II. 72 Mills in
which the grain, cob, and husk were all ground up together
for the cattle and hogs. 1866 Livingstone jfrnt. (1873I I.
iii. 81 One cob had 1600 seeds.

IV. atlrib. and Comb. : cob-like, -mounted adjs.
ifrom 4), cob-pipe (fr. 11) ; cob-coal (see 7 c)

;

cob-fly, name of a kind of angling fly (see quot.)

;

cob-handle, a round wooden handle for tools;
cob-house, a house built by children out of corn-
cobs, hence applied fig. to any insecure or unsub-
stantial scheme, etc.; f cob-knight (tee qnot.1

;
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cob-loaf (see quot. 161 7); cob-worm (Sc.), the
larva of the cockchafer.
01804 J- Boucher MS. Diet., In the North large coals

»re generally called 'Cob-coals. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.
(Philol. Soc ), Cob-coals, large pit-coals. 1870 Blaine
Encyc. Rural Sports 1205 The March-brown of Mr. Hof-
land, better known here [in Wales] as the "cob-fly. 1873 j.
Richards Wood-working Factories 113 To go into a wood-
shop and find a job fiench containing three or four files with
the tips broken off, a *cob handle to be used between them
. at once indicates the character of the establishment. 1881
Harper's Mag. Nov. 824 George builds a "cob-house.
1165a Bbomf. Pamoiselle 1. i, All. How came he by his
Knighthood f Cost it nothing? Vrr. No: He was one
oth' 'Cobbe-Knights in the throng, When they were dubd
in Clusters. 1888 Pall Malt G. 19 Sept. 1/1 Short 'cob-
like coolies, dressed only in shirt and drawers of blue
cotton. 1606 Shaks. Tr. f, Cr. 11. i. 41 Thrr. Thou
should'st strike him. Aim. *Coblofe. 1617 Minsheu Doctor
Ling., Cobtoa/e or bunne . . is a little loafe made with a
round head. 1647 Nnv Quaeres to Praelates 15 Limping
and dancing, like Mummersaboutacobtoafe. 1678 Aubrey
II iltshire in Brand (18531 1 466. 1877 Arclurol. XLV. 180,
120 cob loaves, each of 12 or.. 1879 Geo. Eliot Thro. Such
ii. 41 Riding by the side of a larger *cob-mounted shadow.
1884 Harper's Mag. 281 1 Mrs. Jackson . . sat smoking her
"corn-cob pipe. 1889 Ibid. Dec 1 19/2 With a cob pipe be-
tween his toothless gums. 1 791-9 Statist. Acc. F(/e XIII.
29 ; Jam.) Upon opening up their stomachs, he found them
quite full of 'cobworms.

Cob (kpb , sb.- [Examples known since c 1600.
The explanation Mump of clay' given by Cope.
Jlampsh. Gloss., would tend to identify this with
Cob rf.i sense 6 c ; but this is otherwise improb-
able.] A composition of clay (marl, or chalk),
gravel, and straw, used, esp. in the south-west of
England, for building walls, etc.
1601 Carew Cornwall 1769I 53 a, The poor Cottager con-

tenteth himself with Cob for his Wals, and Thatch for his
covering. Ibid. 1 181 11 249 The flood-gate will hold water
l>est, if his sides be walled up with cob. 1797 Polwhele
Hist. Devon I. 301 The inferior houses in Devon and Corn-
wall were built with mud, which was called cob. 1882 T.
Mozlky Remiuisc. Oriel < ollege I. ix. 72 Finding chalk cob
the common material of the country. 1880 T. N. Brush-
held in Trans. Devon. Assoc. XXL 323 The walls are of
cob. .and rest on a stone foundation.

b. attrib. and Comb., as cob cottage, house, -wall
sometimes unnecessarily hyphened'; cob-walled

adj. ; cob parer, a tool used in building cob walls.
1790 J. Wolcott (P. Pindar) Remit, for Other Wks. II.

406 Make a fortune by a history of cobwalls, old chamber-
pots, and rusty nails. 1807 Vancouver Arric. Devon 255.
1820 C S. Gilbert Antic. Cornwall 936 The housesin
general, are cobwalled buildings. 1839 Loudon Ettcycl.
Archit. 839 The cob-parer is made of iron. 1859 H. Kings-
ley (7. Hamlyn vi. ( D. ', 'iV main village . . consisted of a
narrow street of cob-houses white-washed and thatched.
1870 Thornbury Pour Eng. I. vii. 137 Homely cob walls
square out the pastures. 1876 Miss Braddon J. Haggard's
Dau. v. 64 Hymns which compared the cob walled barn to
the gorgeous temple in the sacred city. 1889 Temple Bar
Mag. Aug. 577 A red cob cottage.

Cob, Cobb (M>), sb* [Identical with EFris.
kobbc, sckobbc, Heligoland kobb, New Fris. kub,
Du. kobbc, kqj>, with same meaning. Etymology,
and possible connexion with cob in other senses, un-
known] A name given to species of Gull, esp. the
Creater Mack-backed Gull (Larus marinus . and
Common Gull /,. canus) ; also called Sea-cob fi.
1580 Baret Ah: C 711 A sea Cobbe, Gauia alba. 1607

Nordfn Surv. Dial. 206, I haue scene vpon these grounds,
store of Pewets, Oliues, and Cobbes breed. 1610 W. Folk-
ingham Art 0/Survey IV. iii. 83 Fowling may be for the
Sheldrake, Cob, Oliue, Puffin. 1655 Moufet & Rennet
Health's Impror. 117461 195 Sea-Mews and Sea-Cobs feed
upon Garbage and Fish. 1733 Bailfy Colloq. Erasm. (18771
214 Wherever I find an hungry sea-cob 1 throw him out a
bait. 1885 Swainson Prof. Names Birds 208 L. marinus

also called Cobb ( Essex, Kent, N . Devon, Wales, Galwayl
/.. canus, Cobb or Sea Cobb 1 Kent, Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk 1

.

tCob, stA Obs. [Very rare as a separate word,
and, in this form, probably taken from Cobweb,
ME. coppe-web: cf. Cop sb.* Hut cf. mod.Flem.
cobbe, coppe, Wcstphalian cobbe, spider.] A spider.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disf. 470 They [ants] hunt not

after smaller animals, like Cobs, but degust them when
dead.

Cob (kpb\ J*.* [perh. identical with Cob sb.1

sense I, as the biggest silver coin.] A name given
in the 17th and 18th centuries in Ireland, and
subsequently in some British colonies and posses-
sions, to the Spanish dollar or ' piece of eight'.
167a Petty Pol. Anat. 350 Spanish pieces of eight, called

cobs in Ireland. 1681 Dunn 7ml. Tour tret, in Trans.
Kilkenny Arclurol. Soc. Ser. 11. II. 55 The most usual
money.. is Spanish Coyne knowne here by the name of a
col., an half cob and a quarter cob. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnt.
09 A considerable Quantity of Cob Dollars and wrought
Plate. 1784 T. Sheridan Life Swift | 1 1T.1 He . . poured
out the contents, which were silver cobs, upon the table.
1822 Scott Pirate xxxi, ' And so you came for your share
of the cobs?' 1835 Kelly Cambist 164 The Spanish
dollar circulating at Gibraltar is commonly called a 'cob '.

Comb, cob-money (U.S.) \ see quots.
1865 Thoreau Cape Cent viii. 148 Pieces of silver called

cob-money. 1868 I.ossinc Hudson 80 The old silver coins
occasionally found at Fort Edward are called 'cob-money'
by the people.

Cob, CObb (k?b), sbfi dial. (See quots.)
1691 Rsv A". * E. Country Wds. 01 Cob. a Wicker-basket

COBALT.
to carry upon the Arm. So a Seed-cob or Seed-lib, is such
a Basket for Sowing. 1830 Scott Demonol. vi. 180 A brown

emrla a cobb of nernn8s
- ,863 Morton Cycl. Agric.

IE. D. S.i, Cob, a basket used for carrying chaff, and for
broad-casting wheat
Cob, COOb Mpb], sb.l local. 'See quots.)
[The mole or pier of Lyme Regis was originally con-

slructed of cobble-stones heaped together; thence perhaps
cob— cobble in sense 1.]

1605 Camden Rem. 1 16361 1 16 A forced harborow for ships
as the Cob, of Linne in Dorsetshire. 1688 Addr./r. Lyme
Regis in Lottd. Caz. No. 2345 1 Your Majesties Princely-
Bounty towards the Maintenance of our Peer or Cob
•743 5 R- Pococke 7><it'. .Camden ' 97 The famous cob or
mole is a quarter of a mile to the south-west of the town
I '-y"1' Regis). 1862 Smiles Engineers I. 283 The Cobb or
harbour at Lyme Regis was. .successfully put together.
Cob, Cobb kf»b\ sb.* [f. Cob v.< 3.] A blow.
1818 Cherokee Plurnix 10 Apr. iBartletti, Such negro so

offending shall receive fifteen cobbs or paddles for every
such offence. 1848 60 Bartlett Diet. Amer

, Cobb, a blow-
on the buttock. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Cob, a blow or
knock :

' a cob o' the yead '. 1884 Chesh. Gloss., Cob, a
blow, generally on the head.

Cob (kf>b\ ».l Also 4-7 kob, 9 cobb. [Ety-

j

mology doubtful ; perh. onomatopoeic]
1 1. intr. To fight, give blows. Obs.
< 1400 Destr. Troy 8285 Thre thousaund full bro brang

into batell . . And cobbyt full kantly. Ibid. 1 1025 And ho
keppit hym full kantly, kobbit with hym sore.

2. trans. To crush or bruise (ore).
1778 Pbyce Min. Cornubiensis 318 Cob, to break or bruise.

.
. Cobbed ore is the spalled which is broke out of the solid

large stones with sledges. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss., Cob-
bing in mining is breaking copper ore into small pieces.

3. To strike, a. esp. Naut. To strike on the
buttocks with a flat instrument. See Cobbing.
1769 (see Cobbing]. 1802 J. Anfbey in Naval Chron.

VII. 76 They were going to cobb a man. 180a Ann.
Erg. 556 With a pair of pea-squeezers in his hand to cob
him with. 1829 Mabbyat F. Miidmay ii, I was sentenced
to be cobbed with a worsted stocking filled with wet sand,

b. dial.

1825 79 Jamieson, Cob, to beat in a particular mode prac-
tised among shepherds. Roxb. 1877 Holdrrness Gloss.,
Cob, to strike posteriorly with the knee. 1881 Leicrstrrsh.
Word-bk., Cob, to strike : generally, to strike on the head.
4. To thresh or beat out seed,. Also intr. said

of the seed. Cf. Cob sb. 1 10.

1796 Hull' Advertiser 13 Feb. 1/4 Clover-seed is likely to
be scarce, .it cobs ill, and rises to little more on the average
than one bushel per acre. 1807 A. Young Agric. Essex
(18131 L 153 He has applied it [threshing-machine] to cob-
bing white clover with great success.

6. To throw.
1867 Kentish Dialect, Cob, to throw gently. 1884 Cheshire

Gloss., Cob, to throw: 'cob it away, it's good t' nowt';
' The land has cobbed up a deal of grass '.

Cob, v.1 dial. Also cop. [f. Cob sbA] trans.
To top, excel, beat.
,847 7s Hai.liwell, Cob, to outdo or excel. 1869 Lons-

dale Gloss. 1 Philol. Soc ), Cob, to beat or surpass, also to pull
the hair. To cob over a person is to crow over him. 1879
Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Cob, to surpass, exceed.
' Well, that cobs Dolly, an' Dolly cobbed the devil.' 1884
Cheshire Gloss., Cob, sometimes pronounced cop. ' 1 copped
him ' = I beat him, or got ahead of him.
Cob, iv>, var. of Cop v. slang.

Cobalt (kJu-bolt). Also 7 cobolt, 8 kobold.
[a. Ger. kobalt, formerly also kobold, -oil, -old, -ell,

-el, app. the same word as kobold, etc., goblin
or demon of the mines ; the ore of cobalt having
been so called by the miners on account of the
trouble which it gave them, not only from its

worthlessncss as then supposed), but from its

mischievous effects upon their own health and
upon silver ores in which it occurred, effects due
mainly to the arsenic and sulphur with which it

was combined. From the miners of the Harz or
Erzgebirge the name liccame common German,
and thence passed into all the European langs.,

F. cobalt. It., Sp., Pg. cobalto, Du., Da., Russ..

Pol., Boh., etc., kobalt, Sw. kobolt. See Ilildc-

brand in Grimm s. v., who shows also that the
metal was known to Paracelsus (Wks. 1589 VIII.

350), though its discovery is usually credited to

Brandt in 1733 ]
1. One of the chemical elements, a metal of a

greyish colour inclining to red, brittle, slightly

magnetic ; in many res]>ects closely resembling
nickel ; not found native, but extracted from
various ores. Symbol Co.

b. The name was originally given to the ores of

this metal, and is still applied, with or without
defining words, to various native compounds, as

Tin-white cobalt = Smaltine, CoAs,; Grey c. Sil-

ver-white c. = cobalt-glance ; Re t c. - cobalt-
bloom, -vitriol (see 3) ; Earthy c. m Asbolite.
I1683 Pettus Fleta Min. 1. (16861 34 Concerning the

Cobolt oars, there are many sorts of them.] a 1718 wood-
wabd Fossils 45 Cobalt is plentifully impregnated with
arsenick ; contains copper and some silver. Being sub-
limed, the flores are of a blue colour : these, German
mineralists call raflir. 1738 G. Smith Cur. Relations U.
440 Zink, Kobold, Sleat, and other Productions of the

j

Mines. 1748 Sir J. Hill Fossils ().\, From cobalt are pro-

j
duced the three sorts of arsenick, white, yellow, and red ; as
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also zaffre and smalt. 1800 tr. Lagrange s Chem. I. 397 A
kind of cobalt, or arsenic mixed with copper. 1863-72
Watts Diet. Chew. I. 1039 The use of cobalt for imparting
a blue colour to glass, appears to have been known to the
Greeks and Romans. .Cobalt is not a very abundant metal.

1875 Uke Diet. Arts I. 874 Smalt is a kind of glass coloured
by oxide of cobalt.

2. The blue pigment, also called cobalt-blue,
prepared from this mineral, largely used in stain-

ing glass Also the deep blue colour of this.

1835 G. Field Chroniatogr. no Cobalt blue is the name
now appropriated to the improved blue prepared with
metallic cobalt. 1872 Watts Diet. Chem, f. 1057 Cobalt-
blue. .Is a compound of protoxide of cobalt and alumina,
and is used both as oil and water colour. 1877 A. B. Ed-
wards Up Nile xviii. 503 The mitre-shaped casque being of
a vivid cobalt-blue. 1878 Black Green Past, xxxiii. 262 As
if some one. .had. .dashed in a stroke of brilliant cobalt,

b. In this sense used attrib. or as adj.

1849 Mrs. So.merville Connex. Phys. Sc. xlx. i8r A dark
blue cobalt glass. 1853 Kane Griunell Exp. xxviii. (1856,1

237 From a cobalt sky. .the moon 'shineth down alone'.

3. attrib, and Comb., as cobalt-mine, ore; in

chemical compounds, as cobalt chloride, fluoride,

etc. ; in names of colours or pigments prepared
from salts of cobalt, as cobalt-blue (see 2), green,
ultramarine, yelloiu ; also cobalt-bloom [Ger.
kobalt-bluthe}. a native hydrated arsenate of cobalt,

also called Erythiute, occurring in two forms,
crystalline and earthy ; cobalt-bronze (see quot.

lS75); f cobalt-crust, an obs. name for the
earthy variety of cobalt-bloom ; cobalt - glance
[Ger. kobalt-glanz], a native sulpharsenide of co-

balt, silver-white, with metallic lustre, also called

Cobaltite or Cobaltine
; f cobalt-mica — co-

balt - bloom
; + cobalt - ochre, an obs. name for

Asbolite and Ehythrite
;

cobalt-pyrites, a
name for Linn.eite, a native sulphide of cobalt;
cobalt-speiss (see quot. 1875) ; cobalt-vitriol, a
native sulphate of cobalt, also called Bieberite.
1776 G. Edwards Fossilol. 100 Cobalt earth.. of a red

colour, .named 'cobalt bloom. 1863-72 Watts Diet, Chem.
I. 1057 Eurthy cobalt-bloom, of peach-blossom colour, is

arsenate of cobalt with free arsenious acid. 1875 U re Diet.
Arts I. 875 *Cobalt bronze, a violet-coloured substance,
with strong metallic lustre. It consists of phosphate of
protoxide of cobalt, and phosphate of ammonia. 1884
Public Opinion 3 Oct. 433/1 Cobalt bronze, .is a whiter but
slightly more expensive metal than silveroid. 1806 R.
Jameson Min. II. 444 This species contains two subspecies:
1.

x Cobalt Crust. 2. Cobalt Bloom. Ibid. II. 436 *Cobalt
Glance. 1873 Watts Fownes' Chem. 466 It may be prepared
directly from cobalt-glance, the native arsenide. 1875 Ure
Diet. Arts I. 875 * Cobalt green, .is a compound of oxide of
cobalt and oxide of zinc. 1835 Shei'ard Min., *Cobalt
mica. 1858 Buckle Civiliz. (1869) II. viil 539 The cele-
brated *cobalt-mine . . in the valley of Gistan in Aragon.
1816 R. Jameson Char. Min. (1817) 257 Black and brown
^cobalt-ochres. 1844 Dana Min., ^Cobalt pyrites. 1875
Ure Diet. Arts I. 875 - Cobalt speiss. .consisting chiefly of
arsenide of nickel, derived from nickel associated with
the cobalt ore. 1809 Allen Min. Nomen., *Cobalt vitriol.

1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 1058 Cobalt-vitriol, .is trans-
lucent, with flesh-red or rose-red colour and vitreous lustre.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 875 *Cobalt-yello?v, an orange-
yellow pigment precipitated from an acidified solution of
nitrate of protoxide of cobalt by means of nitrate of potash.

1' Cobaltate. Obs. A (presumed) cobaltic salt.

1842 E. Turner Elem. Chcm. (ed. 7) 450 A double salt
. .which L. Gmelin . . believes to consist of nitrate and co-
baltate of ammonia.

Coba'lti-. Chem. Combining form of Cobalt
used in the names of tri-compounds, as in cobalti-

cyanide of copper, of potassium, etc.

Cobaltic .kobp-ltik), a. [f. Cobalt + -ic]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, cobalt.
1782 Kirwan Min. Acids in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 82

Bismuth .. does not affect the true cobaltic part. 1791 K.
Darwin Bat. Card. 1. 85 With golden purples, and cobaltic
blues. 1854 Scoffern in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 454 By
roasting the cobaltic product.

2. Chem. Applied to the tri-compounds of the
metal, as Cobaltic oxide Co2 Os .

1863^2 Watts Diet. Chem. 1. 1049 Sesquioxide of cobalt,
cobaltic oxide. Ibid. 1044 Tri-salts of cobalt, or cobaltic
salts. 1873 Williamson Chem. 191 Cobaltic oxide is a
black powder.

Cobaltiferous (kJuboltrferas), a. [f. Cobalt
+ -(i)ferous.] Containing or yielding cobalt.
1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 1042 When cobalt is fused

with silver, two layers are formed, the lower consisting of
cobaltiferous silver, the upper of argentiferous cobalt. 1879
J. J. Young Ceram. Art 175 The cobaltiferous ore.

Cobaltine (kJu bgltsin). Min. [f. Cobalt +
-in E.J An earlier name of Cobaltite.
1835 Shepard Min. 136. 1863-72 Watts Diet. CJiem. I.

1057 Cobaltine, Cobalt-glance, Glance-cobalt.

Cobaltite (Jtfa-bgltoit). Min. [f. as prec. +
-ite.] Native sulpharsenide of cobalt, of silver-
white colour and brilliant metallic lustre, also
called cobalt-glance : one of the important ores of
cobalt, found in Sweden, Rhenish Prussia, etc.
1868 Dana Min. 71 Cobaltite . . and smaltite afford the

greater part of the smalt of commerce.
Coba'lto-. Chem. Combining form of Cobalt

used m the names of di-compounds, as in cobalto-
cyanide of potassium, etc.

1842 E. Turner Elem. Chem, (ed. 7) 741 The cobalto-
cyanide of lead . -Cobalto-cyanide of Potassium.

Cobaltous (ktfbg-ltas}, a. Chem. Of the na-
ture of cobalt

;
applied to the di-compounds of

the metal, as Cobaltous oxide CoO.
1863 72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 1048 Protoxide of cobalt

or coDaltous oxide, .is a light greenish-grey or olive-green
.. powder. Ibid. 1049 Hydrated cobaltous oxide, or Cobalt-
ous hydrate, .is produced when a cobaltous salt is decom-
posed by potash out of contact of air.

Cobb, cobbe : see Cob.

tCobbard. Also 5 cobarde, coberte, 6 co-
berd, 8-9 dial, cobbit. Obs. or dial. See quot.

1879, and cf. Cob-ikon.
C14.Z5 Voc, in Wr.-Wulcker 663/28 Nomina Pertineueia

ad pistrinnm: Nee nertebra, cobarde. 1481 Will of
Langwith. Somerset Ho.', Kakkes oberwise called cobertes.
1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 12 § 2 No Merchant Stranger .

.

shall bring ..Andyrons, Cobbards, Tongs, I-'ireforks, Gred-
yrons. 1539 Inv. Dale Priory, Derby in ArchxoL XLIII.
222 A payr of coberds. c 1758 in Miss Jackson Shropshire
U'ord-bk., 1 Paire of Cobbits. 1879 Ibid. Cobbits, two
iron bars having knobs at the upper end to rest upon the
andirons; meeting at the opposite extremity on the centre
of the hearth, they form a kind of cradle for the firewood.
. . The term still (18731 lingers amongst the old people,
though the things which it expresses are rarely to be seen.

Cobbing ^k^-birj
, vbl. sb. [f. Cob v. or sb.)

1. Naut. A way of punishing sailors : see quot.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11789', Cobbing . . is per-

formed by striking the offender a certain number of times
on the breech with a flat piece of wood called the cobbing-
board. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Cobbing .. con-
sists in bastonadoing the offender on the posteriors with a
cobbing stick, or pipe staff. 1844 P. Parley's Ann. V. 291
Jack was accordingly ordered to have a ' cobbing '.

2. Mining, etc. (See quots.)

1870 Eng. Mceh. 11 Feb. 518 1 Crushing machinery . . to
crush the old bricks as ' cobbing '. 1877 Encyel. Brit. VI.
348/2 Cobbing . .broken pieces of old bricks and bottoms of
furnaces that have absorbed copper. 1880 W. Cornw. Gloss.

,

Cobbing-hammer, a miner's tool. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss., Cobbing (Cornw.), breaking ore to sort out its better
portions.

3. ? = Topping, polling: see quot. dial.

1863 Mokton Cycl. Agrie. (E. V. S.\ Cobbing (Essex),
cutting the tops of pollards.

tCo'bbing, a. Obs. [f. Cob sbS 1.] Playing
the ' cob
1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 59 Of them all cobbing countrey

chuffes which make their bellies and their bagges theyr gods
are called riche cobbes. 1608 Withals Diet. 391 Amongst
those notable, famous, notorious, cobbing fooles.

Cobbit, variant of Cobbakd.
Cobble (kp-bT), sbl Also 6 cobbel, 6-7 coble.
[Of obscure etymology: app. related to Cob sb.*

in some of its senses. The earliest connexion in

which it appears is cobbled-stone (if this is not an
error) : see Cobbled.]
1. A water-worn rounded stone, esp. of the size

suitable for paving. In earlier times often identi-

fied in use with pebble.

H75> I53° lsee Cobule-stone]. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xx.
xxix, Their slings held cobles round. 1691 Ray N. C. Words
16 A Cobble, a Pebble. 1727 Beverley Beefc Act 2 Cobbles
or pebbles for paving. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-llur 62 The
road is . . difficult on account of the cobbles left loose and
dry by the washing of the rains.

attrib. 1883 Leisure Hour 360 The narrow cobble foot-

ways. 1889 Q. Rev. Apr. 364 Thick stone or cobble walling,

b. trans/.

1880 Lesant & Rick Seamy Side xx. 173 A cobble of blue-
stone for washing. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Cobble
(Penn.l, an imperfectly puddled ball which goes to pieces in
the squeezer.

2. //. Coal of the size of small cobble stones.

1815 J. Farey View Derbyshire I. 187 Cobbles, .are what
we in London should call good round coals, being the larger
lumps picked out of what they call the sleek or waste small
coals. 1883 Daily News 20 Sept. 7/5 Advt., Kitchen
Cobbles, 18s.

attrib. 1869 Ouida Pitch iii. (1877) 26 The ruddy light of
the cobble fire,

f 3. (See quot. : perh. not the same word.) Obs.
1570 Levins Manip. 55 A Cobbel, dullard, Axbes, bardus.

4. Comb., as cobble-hedge, a fence of boulders.
1887 Hall Caine Son of Hagar I. 1. v. no To see over

the stone cobble-hedge into the field.

Cobble,^.- [f. Cobble^. 1

] A clumsy mending.
1859 M. Napier Life Claverhouse 1. 1. 43 note, This is not

a very successful or ingenuous cobble.

Cobble, *M A local name of the Great North-
ern Diver, and Red-throated Diver, sea-fowl.
1802 in G. Montagu Ornith. Diet. 1862 in Johns Brit.

Birds, 1885 in Swainson Prov. Names Birds.

Cobble, sbA var. of Coble. 1

Cobble (kfrbU), v\ Also 6-8 coble. [This
and the sb. cobbler evidently go together etymo-
logically ; but the latter, though in its form a
deriv. of the vb., has as yet been found much
earlier. Of the derivation nothing certain is

known : the suggestion that the source is an OF.
%coubler var. of coupler to couple, join together, is

not tenable.]

1. trans. To mend or repair roughly or clumsily

;

to patch up.
1496 in Ld. Treas. Ace, Scott. I. 274 To the man that

coblit the lede in Drummyne ijs. c. 1525 Skelton Replyc.
222 Ye cobble & ye cloute Holy Scripture so aboute.

;

1662 Petty Taxes 27 Men . .cobble up old houses. 1715 tr.
Paneirollus' Rerum Mem. I. 11. xx. 118 Some Tinker

I

cobling a piece of Brass. 1879 E. Garrett House by
' Works II. 10 To pawn her china, and to cobble up her

family garments.

b. spec. To mend (shoes), esp. roughly or clum-

,

sily ; to patch. Also absol.

1552 Huloet, Cobble shoes, caleeameuta resareire.
1598 Famous Vict. Hen. V, x. 12 Oh sir, I haue a great
many shooes at home to Cobble. 1601 Shaks, Jul. C. 1. i.

22. 1664 Ultler Hud. 11. ii. 432 A man that serv'd them
in a double Capacity, to Teach and Cobble. 1789 Mrs.
Piozzi Joum. France II. 74 They do condescend to cobble
thy shoes, and confine thyself to the vocation for which
a man's shoe.

_
i860 Smiles SelfHelp x. 263 Drew studied

. .philosophy in the intervals of cobbling shoes.

2. To put together or join roughly or clumsily.
1589 PUTTEKHAM Eng. Poesie in. ix. (Arb.t 169 To expresse

:
that which the Greeks could do by cobling many words to-

gether, a 1764 Lloyd Colder Tessiugton, My predecessors
often use To coble verse as well as shoes. 1828 Carlyle

j

Misc. (1857) I. 192 A pasteboard Tree, cobbled together out
of size and waste-paper and water-colour.^. 1855 A. Man-

I

ning Chelsea Bun-house xviii. 299 To cobble an additional

j

breadth of dimity to the curtain,

b. intr. or absol.

1809 Byron Eng. Bards 760 St. Crispin quits, and cobbles
for the nuse. 1818 — J uau L)ed. xiv, Cobbling at manacles
for all mankind.

3. Comb., as cobbla-text (nonce-iad.), a preacher
who deals clumsily and unskilfully with a text.

m
1830 Galt Lav/rie V. 111. xiv. 11349) '3= Strolling Method-

ists, and those sort of cobble-texts.

Co'bble, v.- [f. Cobble sbJ] trans, a. To
pave with cobbles, b. dial. To pelt with stones.
1691 Ray N. C. Words 16 To cobble with Stones, to throw

Stones at any thing. 1855 Whitby Gloss., Cobble, to stone,
to pelt with dirt. 'A good cobbling,' a severe pelting.
1888 Lighthall Vug. Se/gucur 14 A court-yard cobbled in

antique fashion.

Cobble, obs. f. Gobble v.

Cobbled (kp-bVd), ppl. «J [f. Cobble +
i -ed 1

.] Mended or put together clumsily {esp. of

shoes), patched, botched; see the vb.

1575 Gascoigne U'ks. 115871 301 Learne to clout thine old
cast cobled shoes. 1590 Si-ensek /•'. Q. 1. iv. s8, 1622

I Malynes A tic, Latv-Mereh. 229 Old shoes, but not cobled.
1798 \V. HuTTON Autobiog. 19 As I could not afford to pay
for binding, I fastened them together in a most cobbled

I
style. 1864 Knight Passages Work, Life I. i. 120 With
patched breeches and cobbled boots.

Cobbled k^-b'ld;, ppl at ALo 5 cobled. [f.

1
Cobble sb. 1 or v.- + -ed.]

•\ 1. Cobbled stone = Cobble-.stonk. Obs.
c 1435 Torr. P. 1298 Sir Torrent gaderid cobled stonys.

2. Paved with cobbles.

1853 G. P. Mokkis Poems U860 83 The omnibuses rumble
Along their cobbled way.

Cobbler (Vbbi). Forms ; 4-6 cobeler>, 5
cobbeler, (cobulare, cobyller), 6 cobblar, 5-9
cobler, 7- cobbler. [See Cobble vX\
1. One whose business it is to mend shoes.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 170 Clement be Cobelere caste of

his cloke. ^1450 Voc, in Wr.-Wulcker 602 Pietaeiarius,
a Cobulare, or a Cloutere. i486 Bk. St. Albans Fvija, A
Dronkship of Coblers. c 1515 Cocke Lorell's B, 11843) 1 ^
coryar And a cobeler, his brother. 1530 Palsgr. 206/2
Cobblar, sauetier. 1621 Sanderson Serm. I. 214 It is never
well, when the cobler looketh above the ankle. 1647 Ward
Simp. Cobler 50. Such a Cobler, as will not exchange either

his blood or his pride, with any Shoo-maker or Tanner in

your Kealme. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. nr. 3/2 The
Richer the Cobler, The blacker his Thumb. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. W. xx, Cobblers who mended shoes, never made them.
1809 Med. Jrul. XXI. 496 The cobler's memory cannot be
so defective. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. I. 37 If the village

cobbler made ' unhonest ' shoes.

2. One who mends clumsily, a clumsy workman,
a mere botcher.

1594 Nashe 'Terrors of Night To Rdr., They would
rather be Tailors to make, than botchers or coblers to

amend or to marre. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. i. 11 Truely Sir,

in respect of a fine Workman, I am but as you would say,
a Cobler. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693^ 342
A cobbler or botcher. 1791 Burns Whs. iGlobe 1 495 Thou
cobbler, botching the flimsy socks of bombast oratory. r8n
Bykon Let. Dallas 21 Aug., He was beyond all the Bloom-
fields and Blacketts, and their collateral cobblers.

3. colloq. * A drink made of wine, sugar, lemon,

and pounded ice, and imbibed through a straw or

other tube' (Bartlett Diet. Amer,).
[The origin of this appears to be lost ; various conjectures

are current, e.g. that it is short for cobbler'spunch (sense 6),

and that it ' patches up ' the drinkers.]

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (18611 241 The first inventors

of those recondite beverages, cock-tail, stone-fence, and
sherry-cobbler. 1843 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xvii, This won-
derful invention, Sir . . is called a cobbler. Sherry cobbler,

when you name it long ; cobbler when you name it short.

4. ' A sort of pie, baked in a pot lined with

dough of great thickness, upon which the fruit is

placed ;
according to the fruit, it is an apple or

a peach cobbler ' U.S. 'Western\ (Bartlett.)

f5.
1385 Nottmgh. Corporat. Archives No. 1286 1 Cobekrs

'

included in ' vesella arborum '.

6. Comb. a. attrib., as cobbler-poet; cobbler-
fish, a West Indian fish, Blepharis crinitus, having
long rays likened to a cobbler's strings, b. pos-

sessive comb., as cobbler's awl, the bent awl used
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by a shoemaker or cobbler ; a bird, the Avocet, so
called from the form of its beak ; cobbler's end,
a waxed end (see End sb. 6 c, ; cobbler's punch,
a warm drink of beer or ale with the addition of
spirit, sugar, and spice; cobbler's wax, a resinous

substance used by shoemakers for rubbing their

thread.

1759 B. Stillingfleet Econ. Nat. in Misc. Tracts (1762)
no The *coblers awl. .goes every autumn into Italy. 186a
Johns Brit. Birds Index, Cobblers awl, the Avocet. 1823

J . Badcock Dom. A musem. 75 A waxed thread
I or 1 cobler's

end is to be passed tightly round it. 1845 LOMGF, Nurem-
berg, Hans Sachs, the *cobbler-poet, laureate of the gentle
craft. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. xiv, I mostly use it in
•cobbler's punch. 1840 Marryat Olio. Podr., I shall stick
to them like "cobblers wax.
Hence Co bblerism, Co bblershlp, the state or

position of a cobbler. Co bblerless a. nonce-wd.,
without a cobbler. Cobbler-like a. and atlv., like

a cobbler or botcher. Cobblery, the occupation
of a cobbler, cobbling.
1833 Blacbiu. Mag. XXXII. 431 A cobbler . . in virtue of

his cobblerism is actually much better than a king. 1885
Mrs. Innes in Athenxum 12 Dec. 764 Circumstances soon
required a return to *our butcherless, bakerless, tailorlos,
cobblerless . . comfortless jungle'. 1576 GascoiGKE Philo-
mene Postscr. (Arb.) 1 19 Se how coblerlike I haue clouted a
new patch to an olde sole. 1820 W. T00KE tr. Lucian I.

77 note. Lucian here purposely makes Micyllus joke a little

cobler-like. 1838 Eraser's Mag, XVIII. 381 Far Utter. .to
have taken to- .tailorship or cobblership. 1886 Li ubock in
Fortn. Rev. Oct. 467, I have myself tned an experiment in
a small way in the matter of cobblery.

Cobble-stone. Also 5 cobyl(l)-, 6 cobbyl-,
6-7 coble-. A water-worn rounded stone, such as

is used for paving; = Cobble sb. 1 1. Cf. also

Cobbled ///.
< 1475 Voc. in Wr.-WGlcker 768 Hie rutins, a cobyUtone.

J 53° Palsgr. 206/2 Cobbylstone, ta/llou. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 712 They, .brought such a deale of coble-
stones for ballad to their ships. 1810 Hull Improv. Act. 34
Paving or cobble stones. i860 Mm: Mar. Mag. VII. 208
Rude house*, constructed of large cobble stones.
attrib. 1879 C. K. Pkatt Amer. Bicycler, A. .very stony

way i.-, difficult ; so is a cobble-stone pavement.

fb. See quot. Obs. Cf. CUKHKY-STONK I.)

c 1440 J
1romp. Part: 84 CobylUtone, or cherystone, pe-

irilla.

I Ience Cobble-stoned a., paved with cobbles.
1858 R. S. Si ktkks Ask Mamma iv. 13 Humping the

lumbering vehicle along the cobble-stoned street.

Cobbling ^kp blirj , vbl. sb. [f. Cobble v. ] +
-ING '.] The action of the verb COBBLE, q.v.

1634 Canne Netess. Separ. (1849' 44 Their old former
occupation of husbandry, cobbling, cookery, a 1764 Llovi>
Cobbler Tessingtou (R.», Cobbling extends a thousand
ways, Some cobble shoes, sume cobble plays. 1883 I. PAUSE!
Tyne Ch. 306 A trumpery question of social cobbling.

Co bbling, ppl. a. [f. Cobble v. x + -ing z
.]

That cobbles see the vb ) ; bungling, clumsy.
1575 Kllkk Cotifut. Doctr. Purgatory < 1577) 250The cob-

ling counterfecter of those epistles. 1587 Harrison Eng.
11. 1. (18771 34 When such cookes & cobling shifters shall be
remooued. 1647 Ward Simp. ( obler 32 My Cobling hand.
Cobbling-stone : see Cobling-stone.
Cobbob, var. of Cabob.
1704 J. Pitts Relig. $ Mann. Mahometans (1738' 24 This

is called Cobbob.

Cobborne, obs. var. of Cob-ikon.

Cobby (k(rbi , a. [f. Cob slO +-Y.]
1. See quotO dial.

1691 Ray N. C. Words, Cobby, stout, hearty, brisk.
[Hence in Kersey, BAILEY, etc.] 1703 Thokksby Lett.
Kay, Cobby, sawcy. 1781 J. HvTTOM Tour Caves \ K. D. S.)

4 Cobby, in good spirits. 1788 \V. Marshall E. Yorksh.,
Cobby, merry, cheerful. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss. | Philo!. Soc.
Cobby, brisk, lively, in high spirits, ftji Yma/irrfifft Gloss.,
Cobby, pert, lively, cheerful, hilarious. ' Cobby as a lop.'

2. Headstrong, arrogant, dial.

1785 W. Hutton Bran Netv Wark Epil., We were a happy
people indeed till lately, till grown cobby ; our family fell

to wrangling. 1825 in Bkockett. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.
tPhilol. Soo>, Cobby, tyrannical, set up, proud. 1877 in

Gd. Words XVIII. 5/1
1 George, .is as cobby as sud be.'

3. Of the nature of, or like a cob (horse).
1871 Daily Ncivs 19 Jan., The paragon of cobby screws.

i88x Standard 12 May 3/1 A good proportion of the mounts
being a little 'cobby '.

4. (See quot/, dial. [f. C0BJ&1 10.]
1863 Morton Cycl.Agric. (E. D. S.J, Cobby (Line.), applied

to wheat, means short and full.

Cob-castle. 1 A satirical name for any
building which overtops those around it, more
usually applied to a prison

1

(Halliwell 1847-78).
11 1687 Cotton foy. J tel. in. Poems (1669) 197 A Castle

there stood . . Upon such a steep Rock . . 'tis prettiest Cob-
castle e'er I beheld.
{Cf. Cob-hall in the following : 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss.,

Cob-Hall, a small house standing in . . the Market-place at
Kirton-in-Lindsey. There is some reason for believing
it to stand on the site of the prison of the Lord of the
Manor.]

Co-believer, -benignity, -bewail : see Co-.

Co-belli'gerent, a. and sb. [f. Co- 2, 3.]
1813 Edin. Ecv. XXI. 195 We have co-belligerents at

least, if not allies. i8*8 Webster, Cobelligerent, a., carry-
ing on war in conjunction with another power.
Coberd(e, coberte ; see Cobbabd, Cupboard.
Cob-house 1 see Cob sb* and

Cobill, cobill-nut: see Coble 1, Cos-jtCt.

Cob-iron. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 5 cobiren,
I 6 cobern, cobborne, cobyron, cobb iron, 7
cobiron, 7 9 cob-iron. See also Cobbard. [app.
f. Cob sb. 1 6 + Iron, referring to knobs at the ends.]

pi.
4 One of the irons on which a spit turns

(Phillips) ;
* the irons hung on the bars of the '

kitchen-range to support the spit' (Korby). Also
explained, since Ray, as = Andiron ; but cob-irons 1

and andirons are distinct in early inventories.

1485 Inv. in Ripon Ch. Acts 370, j cobiren. 150s Bury
'

Wills 11850! 100 Spytts, rakks, cobernys, aundeninys, treu- !

ettis, tongs. 155a Ibid. 140, 1 geue vnto my host yes Cheston
my cobbomes. i6ix Cotgk., Rotissoir, a Cobiron, or little

Racke. 1615 Markham Eng. Housew. 1166b' 69 The clean
keeping and scouring of the spits and cob-irons, a i6z6
Bacon Phys. Rem. (J.\ The implements of the kitchen, as
spits, ranges, cobirons, and pots. 1674 Ray S. <y E. C.
Words 62 Cob-iron, an Andiron, a 1825 in Korby. 1871
ArckaoL XI. III. 222 The irons which supported the spit

are still called cob-irons in Lincolnshire.

Co-bishop, rare. [= lateL. co-episcopus, Gr.
ovvtvioKoiros.] An associate or coadjutor bishop.
17*6 AyUPFE Paterg. 122 Valerius being advanced in

years, .assume! and made use of Austin as a Co- Bishop.

f Cobkey, Cobty. Obs. [f. Cob : one of
the forms must app. be erroneous.] = Cobbing, a
punishment used on shipboard.
158a B. M. MS. Addit. 5008 If. 22 a, I. 3 They gaue hym

a cubkey upon the cap of the mayn-mast. 16*6 Caft. Smith
A ccid. Vn£. Seamen 4 The IVfarshall is . . to see Justice
executed.. as ducking at yards arme, bawling vnder the
Keele. .setting in the bilbowes, and to pay the Cobty or the
Morryoune.

t Coblative, a. Obs. humorous. Of a cobbled-
up sort. A play on copulative.)
1606 Choice, Chance <y C. 1 18811 24 Oh cursed pelf, that

makes such a Coblatiue Coniunction.

Coble 1 k^'b'l). Forms: 1 cuopl, 5 kobil,
cobyll, 5-6 cobill, 7-9 cobble. 4- coble. [ONor-
thumbrian cuopl appears to have no Tent, cog-
nates ; cf. Welsh ctubal

y
ceubol ferry-boat, skiff,

lighter (prob. :—OWelsh *orupol)
t Bret, cattbal,

which Silvan Evans identities with Lat. caupulus,
\

•t/us, described by Isidore {Orig. XIX. i. 25) as
j

' lembus, navicula brevis, quae alia appellatione
j

dicitnr et cymba et caupolaa {v.r. caupilus, -ulus)

j

The word may be native in Celtic, and may con-
tain the root ceu-, can- hollow. The OXorth. form,

if correct, is not the direct parent of the present.]

1. Sc. A short flat-bottomed rowing-boat used
in salmon-fishing and for crossing rivers or lakes.

[In south Scotl. often pronounced ctrwble (kou'b'l).]
c 950 Lhtdisf. Gosp. Matt . viii. 23 He asta^ in ly t linn scipe

r e/ in cuople. ( 1375 AY. Leg. Saints, Ninian 504 Ane olde
coble pare he fand, pat mony hoilis in it had. c 1425
Wvntoln Cron. vni. xxviii. 115 A lytil kobil thare thai
mete And had thame oure, but langere lete. 1536 Bellbn-
DEM Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 146 Dongallus . . come to the
waiter of Spey, and gat ane cobill to pas ouir the samin.
a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas, I (1829' 33 The salmon fishers

rowed cobles with nets to catch it. 1875 Bcckland Log-bk.
346, I went out in Mr. Miller's Salmon Coble. 1884 Q.
VICTORIA More Ltetttt* 41 We took a short row on it [the
lake] in a ' coble ' rowed by the head keeper.

2. A sea fishing-boat with a flat bottom, square

stern, and rudder extending 4 or 5 feet below the
bottom, rowed with three pairs of oars, and
furnished with a lug-sail ; used chiefly on the NJL
coast of England.
1493 Neiominster Cartul. (Surteest 195 A cobyll wh

ij

oyres. 1517 Test. Ebor. iSurtees) V. 237 To the said Kd-
munde a coble called the Margarete. 1565 Wills \ Inv.
N. C. (1835) 246, 1 will that my wyffe shall haiue the best

sea coble in hir custodye. 1667 Lond. Gat. No. 194/4 This
morning a Cobble, laden with Herrings, .was unfortunately
cast away, ijqi-q Statist. Ace., Haddinet. VII, 407 Jam.)
The tishers on this coast use two kinds of boats, the largest,

called cobles, are different from the fishing.boats generally
u^ed, l>eing remarkably flat in the bottom, and of a great
length, measuring about 30 feet in keel. 1845 Proc. Benv.
Nat. Clnb II. 122 Kml>arking in a small coble, [they] were
soon wafted across the tideway.

8. attrib. and Comb.
y
as coble-boat

y -matt, -race.

1400 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scotl. I. 133 To the cobill man
of Cambuskynnell quhen the King past owre

—

vs. 1614
Makkham Way to Wealth m Hart. Misc. (Malh.) III.

242 The fishermen, mackarel-catchers, nor the Cobble-
men of the north-country. 1665 Lond. (Oxford* Gas. No.
18/4 (Newcastle 1 Three Coble-boats fishing. 1863 Ridley's
Local Song-bk. 3 He rowed a coble race .. doon at Blyth.
1866 Hon. Mrs. Norton in Macm. Mag. XIII. 181/2
Gliding over its silver surface in the coble-boat fishing for

trout find waking the echoes as they rowed home.
Coble.- Variant of Caiili : kobel is given as a
common pronunciation of kabtl in Flemish.
iSee Ligart Diet, of Walloon (Monst s. v. contbiau.)

fa 1400 Morte Arth. 742 Ffrckes one be forestayne, fakene
peire coblez In floynes, and fercestez, and Klemesche
schyppes.

Coble, cobler, etc., obs. ff. Cobble, Cobblek.
Co-bless, -boundless \ see Co-.

f Cobling-stone. Obs. ?» Cobble-stone.
1681 Cotton Wond. Peake (ed. 4) 56 As here thro' cobling

Stones, we stumbling wade.

Cob-nut ^kf7-b,n»t). In 5 cobill, -ylle. [In
j

earliest use cobill nut : cf. Cobble j/'. 1
, Cob x/'. 1

]

1. A large nut of stout short ovate shape, borne
by a cultivated variety of the hazel ; also the
tree. Also attrib., as in cob-nut bush.

1440 York Myst. xv. 112 Two cobill notis vppon a
bande, \x>o ! litill babe, what I haue broght. 1483 Cat/t.
Angt. 69 ACobylle nutt, moracta. a 1500 Medulla Grant.,
Moraeia, hard notys long kepte.] 1580 Baret Alv. C 714
A Cobnutte, or watnutte, Caria basilica, Vne noi.x grandc.
1617 Minsheu Duct. Ling., Cobnut, Belg. hop-not, nu.x
capitalis, a great nut, such as boyes play at Cobnut withall.

1859 W. S. Coleman Woodlands (1866) 159 The filberts and
cob-nuts of our gardens are supposed to be merely varieties
originating in the common Hazel. z866 i'reas. Bot. 337
Short roundish nuts with a strong thick shell are called
Cob nuts. 1889 Bol lger Uses of Plants 58 The Hazel-
nut . . Its varieties, the Filberts . . and the Cob-nuts (vars.
grandis, glomeraia, crispa)dccz largely grown in Mid Kent.

b. Applied to foreign nuts; esp. Jamaica Cob-
nut, the seed of Omphalea diandra ; also the tree.

16x4 Ford Sun's Darling 111. ii, I sweat like a pamper'd
jade of Asia, and drop like a cobnut of Africa. 1806 Treas.
Bot. 812 O. diamira is cultivated in St. Domingo and
Jamaica, under the name of Noisettier or Cobnut, from the
resemblance of the flavour of the seeds to that of the
European nut.

2. A game played by children with nuts.
c 1440 [cf. 1]. 153a More Confut. 'Findole Wks. 574/2

Some suche prety playes . . as cheristone, mary bone, bokle
pit, spurne poynte, cobbe nutte, or quayting. 1594 Mirr.
Policy (15991 x ^6 Augustus so farre abased the imperiall

grauity, as to play with little children at cobnut. 1685
Cotton Montaigne III. 92 To play at cob-nut, or whip
a top. 1733 Bailey Colloq. Erasm. (1877) 56 They that
are tit to play at cob-nut are fit to ride upon a hobby-horse.
1847 78 Halliwell, Cob-nut, a game which consists in

pitching at a row of nuts piled up in heaps of four, three
at the bottom and one at the top of each heap. Ail the
nuts knocked down are the property of the pitcher. The
nut used for pitching is called the cob. It is sometimes
played on the top of a hat with two nuts, when one tries to
break the nut of the other with his own, or with two rows
of hazel nuts strung on strings through holes bored in the
middle. 1885 T. Mozley Rcmin. Towns, etc. I. 402, I

must not forget the ' cob-nuts ' or 1 hob-nuts '
. . The boys

perforated hazel-nuts, ran strings through them, and then
battered them against one another, continually renewing
the combat with the survivors.

Cobolt, obs. form of Cobalt.

Cobra (kJ"-bra
f
kfrbra). Short for Cobka l>e

CAPELJ.O ; also applied with distinctive additions to

other Indian vipers. Also attrib., as in cobra poison.
1817 Asiatic Jml. (18181 VI. 227 The Cobra Manilla is

known on the Malabar coast as the bangle snake. 1836 T.
Cantor in Asiat. Res. XIX. 92 Besides Cobras, there are
other hooded serpents in this country, i860 Gosse Rom.
Nat. Hist. 265 'I he sudden death of Curling, one of the
keepers of the Zoological gardens, from the bite of a cobra.

1879 Watts Diet. Chew. 3rd Supp. 547 A weak solution of
potash - .destroys the physiological activity of cobra poison.

Cobra de capello (kJubra d/' kapeb).
[Pg. ;

— 'snake with hood, hood-snake*. Pg.
cobra L. colubra snake; capello hood, F. cha-

peau. Various inaccurate representations of the

Pg., as cobra capello, capella, di capello, occur.]

The Hooded or Spectacle Snake (A'aja triptt-

dians), a very venomous serpent found in India and
adjacent countries, remarkable for its power of di-

lating the neck and sides of the head when irritated,

so as to produce the resemblance of a hood.
1668 Phil. Trans. III. 863 Serpents, .which have an Head

on each end of their Body, called Capra Cafella. 1671
Ibid. VI. 3093 Another sort, called Cobres Capeltos, the
most venomous of all. 1693 Ibid. XVII. 765 That Indian
Serpent, catl'd by the Portugueses Cobra Copello, whose
flat Head is mark d with the r igure of a pair of Spectacles.

1774 (ioLOSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 126 The cobra di capello or
hooded serpent, i860 H. Goiger a Yrs. Iwprts. Burmak
xxiii. 264 It was a large cobra capello. 1861 Hi 1 mi tr.

Moouin. Tatidon 11. v. i. 259 The spectacled serpent properly
so called, or the Cobra de Capello.

Co-breathe, etc. : see Co-.

Co'bric, a. Chan. [f. Cobra.] In Cobric acid,

the name given by Blyth to a very poisonous sub-

stance obtained from cobra poison,

1879 Watts Diet. Chew. 3rd Supp. 547.

t CO'bridge-head. Naut. Obs. Understood to

have been bulk-heads across the fore and alter

parts of the vessel.

i6aa R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847)206, I hold nothing
[/'.*•. no artillery] more convenient in ships of warrc, then
fowlers and great bases in the cage workes, and murderers
in the cobridge heads. 1855 Kingslev Westtv.Ho! xx.

(L).|, A shelter, which was further increased by strong bulk-

heads (' cobridge-heads ') across the main-deck below.

Co-brO'ther. Brother in the same craft or oc-

cupation ; = Fr. confrere.

1589 R. Harvey PI. Pere. 16 A Minister that hath any-
thing a fat benefice, .will haue his Co-brother to assist him.

1813 Lamb Etta Ser. 11. xi. 306 My co-brethren of the quill.

Cob*s-body, corruption of Gotfs body, as an
oath or asseveration. Cf. Cock sb. H

1708 Mottei x Rabelais v. xv. (1737161 By Cob's-Body
I'll gratify your Ruflianships as you deserve.

Cob-swan: see Cub sb. 1 2.

Cobty (Capt. Smith ; : see Cobkey.
Cobulare, obs. f. Cobbler.

Coburg (k(?u*b»ig). A thin fabric of worsted

and cotton or worsted and silk, twilled on one
side ; an imitation of merino, for ladies' dreases.
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1882 Beck Draper's Diet., Coburg, introduced shortly

after her Majesty s marriage with Prince Albert of Saxe-
Coburg ; most probably aiming at popularity through that
event. It was merely a modification of what had previously
been known as Paramatta cloth.

Co-burgess, -burgher : see Co-.

Cobweb (kp'bjweb). Forms: 4-6 coppeweb,
(-bes), 4-7 copweb, 5-6 copwebbe, (also 4 cop-
weft) ; 6 cobbewebbe, 6-7 cobwebbe, 6- cob-
web. [ME. coppexveb, f. coppe spider (see Cop3)
+ Web. Cf. Westphal. cobbenwebbe (Woeste 137 b),

and Cob sbA]

1. The web or fine network spun by a spider for

the capture of its prey
; also, the substance.

1323 Munim. Gildh. Loud. (Rolls! III. 415 Filade coppe-
webbes. 1387 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) VII. 343 Lanfranc
destroyede be castes of be my^ti men as who destroyeb cop-
web [v.7\ attercrop weftes, copweft, attercops nestesj. 1398— Barth. De P. R, xvm. xi. (1495) 767 Coppe webbe that
is white and clene staunchyth blood. 1514 Barclay Cyt. #
Uplondyshm. (1847) 13 With cobwebbes and dust. 1551 'J'.

Wilson Logike 50 Spiders make their owne cobwebs with-
out any other helpe. 1570 Levins Manip. 47/3 A cop-
webbe, tela, aranea. 1596 Shaks. Tatu. Shr. iv. i. 48 Is.

.

the house trim'd, rushes strew'd, cobwebs swept? 1747
Wesley Princ. Physic (1762) 30 Make six middling Pills

of Cobwebs, a 1845 Hood Turtles vi, A cellar damp, With
venerable cobwebs fringed around, i860 Emerson Cond.
Life, Fate Wks. tBohn) II. 316 A limp band softer than
silk or cobweb.

b. A single thread spun by a spider. (Used in

optical instalments.)

1837 Goring & Pritchard Microgr. 50 There usually is

in cobweb micrometers, .a set of teeth, .the said teeth com-
mencing from the immoveable cobweb, or zero of the scale.

1879 Rutley Study Rocks vii. 53 The cobweb is aligned on
one of the faces of the crystal.

f 2. Threads similar to the spider's, produced by
other insects, etc. (cf. L. aranea and araneum.)
1392 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvn. clxxvii. 11495) 719

There is a nother euyll that kepers of vynes calle Araneum,
for of euyll blastes of wynde and corrupte reyne cometh
and bredyth as it were copwebbes. 1577 B. Googe Heres-
bach's Husb. u. (1586) 104 b, Though Homer call the Wil-
lows a fruitelesse tree because his frutte turneth into cob-
webs before they be ripe. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 728 Catter-
pillers have Copwebs about them which is a Signe of a
Slimy Driness.

3. fig. a. Anything of flimsy, frail, or unsub-
stantial texture ; esp. fanciful fine-spun reasoning.
1579 Fulke Confut. Sanders 637 That you may see what

soundnesse there is in his doctrine, thus he weaueth his

copwebbe. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, 1. iv. § 5 Copwebs of
learning, admirable for the finesse of thread and worke, but
of no substance or profite. 1656 Cowley Pind. Odes, Life
Fame i, In all the Cobwebs of the Schoolmens trade We

no such nice Distinction woven see, As 'tis To be, or Not to
Be. 1768 Beattie Minstr. 1. lvi, The sophist's rope of
cobweb he shall twine. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. exxiv, The
questions men may try, The petty cobwebs we have spun.

b. Any musty accumulation, accretion, or ob-
struction, which ought to be swept away, like

dusty cobwebs in a room. To have a cobweb in the

throat: to feel thirsty, or have a desire to drink.

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 46 Being so euill appar-
relled in the dust and cobwebbes of that vnciuil age. 1684
T. Burnet Th. Earth 28 To sweep away these cobwebs of
superstition. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 171 As if

..he could not take religion without taking, too, all the
cobwebs and trumpery that have clung about it in some
dirty corner of the nursery. 1844 W. H. Maxwell Sports
ry Adv. Scotl. ii. (18551 37 He felt a cobweb in his throat.

1850 Carlvle Latter-d. Pamph. iii. (1872! 102 Let us brush
the cobwebs from our eyes. 1862 Atkenxum 27 Sept. 397
An unfailing specific for clearing away cobwebs from the
brain.

C. A subtly woven snare, entangling mesh.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, xvii, 'Tis All a thin

Cob web of Policye, whose full extent Only the brooding
Spider knowes. 1751 Johnson Rambler No, 103 r 9 No
snare more dangerous . . than the cobwebs of petty inquisi-

tiveness. i860 Kingsley Misc. I. 75 Break through the
law-cobwebs.

d. Cobweb law : see quot. 1547.
[1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Phitos. ill. v, Lawes of men may

be likened to cobwebs, which doe tye or hold the little flyes

fast, but the great flyes breake forth and escape.] 1649
Milton Eikon. xviii. (1851) 470 Our Laws els were but
cobweb Laws. 1762 Churchill Ghost n. (R.>, This same
decency . . like the cobweb laws, is still Broke through by
great ones when they will.

4. Short for Cobweb bird, a local name of the

Spotted Flycatcher {Muscicapa grisola).
' From its use of spiders' webs in the construction of its

nest ' (Swainson).

1712 J. Morton Northampt. 426 This, .is here well-known,
and vulgarly called the Copweb. 1862 Johns Brit. Birds
Index, Cokiveb, the Spotted Fly-catcher. 1888 Cornh. Mag.
Apr. 380 The site of the present nest and one of its con-
stituents gives two provincial names to the flycatcher

—

beam-bird and cobweb-bird.

II. attrib. and Comb.
5. attrib. or qua$\-adj. (chieflyfig. : see 3).
1607 S. Collins Semi. <i6o8) 55 Their cobweb-obiections.

1611 B. Jonson Catiline tv. v, When I trust to your cob-
web bosoms any other [treason] . . Let me there die a fly, and
feast you, spiders, c 1645 Howell Lett. (N.t, Divinity .

.

in comparison wherof all other knowledg is but cobweb
learning. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) I. 335 Thomas
Aquinas's cobweb subtleties. 1797 College, a Satire 7
Consign the pile sublime To cobweb- honours and the dust
of time. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. {1861) 146 The cobweb
visions of those dreaming varlets, the poets. 1855 Motley

Dutch Rep. 111. ii. (1866) 368 These were but cobweb im-
pediments which, indeed, had long been brushed away.

0. Applied adjectivally to a light, finely-woven

or gauze-like material. See also Cobweb lawn.
1631 Celestina l, 7 What idle gyddy-headed braines are

under those large and fine cob-web-veiles. c 1755 Mrs.
Delany in Harper's Mag. (18841 July 260/1 She had a cob-
web laced handkerchief. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (.1824)

80 Making sad inroads into ladies' cobweb muslins. 1867
Ouida C. Castlemaine (1879) 22 The cobweb handkerchief
lies before me.

7 . Comb. , as cobiveb-hanging, -pill, -weaving
;

cobweb-headed, -like adjs. ; cobweb micrometer,
a micrometer with cobweb-threads instead of wires

;

cobweb morning (dial.), a misty morning ; so

cobweb weather ; (cobweb bird : see 4).
i 1646 Roxb. Ballads VI. 323 We see White-Hall with

*cobweb-hangings on the wall. 1806 Fessenden Deniocr.
I.45 Encyclopedists .. Steely nerv'd and * cobweb-headed.
1663 Gerbier Counsel 93 Paper-like walls, *Cobweb-Hke
windowes. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants 11796) III. 701
With a cobweb-like wool interwoven. 1837 Goring it

Pritchard Microgr. 50, I now have recourse again to the
*cobweb micrometer and a deep object-glass. 1674 Ray
S. E. C. Words 61 *Cobzoeb-7uoruiug, a misty morning.
Norfolk. 1809 Afed. Jrnl. XXI. 355, 1 immediately gave
him a *cobweb pill, for. .cobweb pills were among the hos-
pitalformulx. a 1825 [*'orbv Voc. East Anglia,*Cofnveb-
weather, misty weather. 1807-8 W. Iu\ ing Salmag. 11824J

229 Mustapha. .had as clear a head for cobweb-weaving
as ever dignified the shoulders of a projector.

Cobweb (kp-b|Web), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
cover or hang with cobwebs. Chiefly in pa.pple.

Cobwebbed, ppl a. [f. Cobweb sb. or v.]

1. Covered or hung with cobwebs.
1649 Lovelace Foetus (1864) 219 A cobwebb'd cot. (71844

Hood Turtles vi, That cobwebb'd cellar, damp and dim.
1870 Echo 15 Dec, The doors of that hot little theatre .

.

are closed and cobwebbed. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II.

HI. 333 Cobwebbed o'er amid the dust it lay.

2. Bot. Covered with a thick interwoven pu-

bescence; arachnoid.
1828 Webster cites Martyn. 1866 Treas. Bot., Cob-

webbed, covered with loose, white, entangled, thin hairs,

resembling the web of a spider.

Cobwebbery :kp-b,we:b3ri). [f. Cobweb sb. +
-eky.] The spinning of cobwebs ; a texture of

cobwebs, fig.
1837 Carlyle Er. Rev. II. 1. ii, Logical cobwebbery

shrinks itself together. 1866 — Remin. (1881) I. 287 Meta-
physical controversies and cobwebberies. 1879 C. Geikik
Christ xxxviii. 444 Their cobwebbery of endless sophistries

and verbal trifling.

Cobwebby (kp-biwebi), a. [f. as prec. + -y.]

1. Full of, or covered with, cobwebs.
1859 Times 3 Dec. 6/4 Sounder views, .than have yet been

able to penetrate the cobwebby purlieus of the Admiralty.
1883 F. M. Peard Contrad. II. 267 It was one of those

dewy cobwebby mornings which September brings.

b. Bot. Cf. Cobwebbed 2.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 194 Leaves, .white or cobwebby
beneath.

2. Of the nature of cobwebs
;
resembling cobwebs.

1743 Lond. 3* Country Brew. in. (ed. 2) 168 Sometimes .

.

it will appear like Cobwebs, every time it is cut .. This
cohwebby, ropy Condition of the Bread. 1881 Mrs.Riddei.l
Palace Gardens xxvii. 265 A pretty delicate cobwebby piece
of lace. 1884 F. Britten Watch 3- Clockm. x-ji A cobwebby
film collects on the bright steel work.

t Cobweb lawn. O&s. [see Cobweb sb. 6.]

A very fine transparent lawn.
1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (1878* 64 To couer his

fine daughter Sib, with Copweb-Iawne to catch butterflies.

1640 in Entick London II. 174 Cobweb lawns, each 15 yards.
. 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 4 Mrs. Turner, the first in-

ventress of yellow starch, was executed in a cobweb lawn
ruff of that colour, at Tyburn. 1691 Satyr agst. French 21

With Complements as thin as Cob-web Lawn.
Jig. 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Scornful Lady iv. i, Such a
proud piece of cobweb lawn.

Co'bwebless, a. rare. Free from cobwebs.
(7 1 66 1 Fuller Worthies 11. 235 Westminster Hall . . built

with copwebless beams, conceived of Irish-wood.

Cobylle nut: see Cob-nut.
Cobyron: see Cob-iron.

Coca (kJu'ka). [a. Sp. coca, a. Peruvian cuca.

G. de la Vega (transl. by Ricaut) says ' The
Indians call [it] cuca, and the Spaniards coca

'

(Comment, of Peru VIII. xv.).] The name in Bo-

livia of Erythroxylon Coca, a shrub six or eight

feet high ;
hence, applied to its dried leaves, which

have been employed from time immemorial, with

powdered lime, as a masticatory, appeaser of hun-

ger, and stimulant of the nervous system.
1616 Bullokar, Coca, an hearbe of India, the leaues

whereof being bruised and mixt with the powder of Cockles
or Oysters in their shelles burnt the Indians use in little

balles to carry in their mouthes to preserue them from
famine and great dryth. 1625 Purchas Pilgrims 11. 1694
An herb . . Coca which they carrie continually in their

mouthes. 1712 E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 205 The Coca, or

Cuca is a small Shrub, much about the Bigness of the Vine.
1866 Treas. Bot. 469 The use of Coca in Peru . . is said to

have originated with the Incas.

b. attrib. and Comb., as coca-chewer, coca plant,

wine, etc.

1855 J. F. Johnston Chem. Com. Life II. 158 The coca
I leaf resembles that of hemp, in the narcotic quality of di-

j

lating the pupil. 1889 Pall Mall G. 8 Jan. 7/3 The coca

plant . . Coca wine and various other preparations of coca
leaves are now also largely in use.

Cocadrylle, obs. form of Crocodile.
Cocaigne: see Cockaigne.

Cocaine Vo^Ye^va). [f. Coca + -ine. (Vulgarly

called ktfkv'-n. i] An important alkaloid obtained
from the leaves and young twigs of the coca plant,

valuable as a local anccsthesiant.

1874 Schorlemmer Manual Carbon Comp. 483 Cocaine
(Cu H21 NOr is the active principle of the coca-ltaves. 1886
Brit. <y Col. Druggist 31 July, The valuable alkaloid cocaine,
whose properties as a local anaesthetic have created almost
a revolution in ophthalmic and other branches of surgery.
attrib. 1887 Braithwaite Retrosp. of Med. XCV. 11

Cocaine Cotton for toothache. Ibid. XCIX. 371 Cocaine
anaesthesia.

Hence, Coca inize v. to treat or affect with co-

caine, to render insensible by means of cocaine

;

Cocainiza'tion, treatment with cocaine ; Co-
ca inism, the chronic condition produced by ex-

cessive use of cocaine as a stimulant (cf. alcoholism).

1887 Lauder Brunton Pharmacol. Therap. (ed. 3) 226

Stimulation of [the nerve] produces contraction in the

cocainised pupil.

Cocao, obs. form of Cacao.

t Cocard. Obs. Also cokard. [a. F. coquard,

\
-art old cock, fool, f. coq cock : see -ard. Cotgr.

! has 1 cocard, a nice doult, quaint goose, fond, or
I saucie cokes

1

.] An old fool, simpleton.

*393 Cower Conf. II. 221 Wherwas it euer er this befalle,

That any cokard in this wise Betoke his wife for covetise ?

111400-50 Alexander 4472 pus 3e comende bairn on knee-^

as cocards suld. ^1430 PUgr. Lyf Manhode 11. xxiii.

(1869) 84 If
j
leyde it doun a gret foole j were, and a gret

I
cokard \coruart\.

Hence t Cocardy [Fr. coquardie (in Godefiov)],

;
folly.

.-1430 Pitgr. Lyf Manhode ir. Ixiv. (1869) 100, I see in

thee but folye and cokardye [musardye],

Cocarde : see Cockade.

fCocaSSe. Obs. Used by Bale for a female-

cook (as if cookess* ; but cf. F. cocasse dial.
4 femme

ou fille ridicule, femme ou fille ivrogne', and see

Littre.

1546 Bale Eng. Votaries n. '1550) 77 Their processe was
all agaynst the cocasses or she cookes of ya curates.

Cocatoo, -tore, obs. ff. Cockatoo.
Cocatrice, -tryse, obs. ff. Cockatrice.
[Cocatrye, in one of the early edd. of Brink-

.
low's Complaint, where the others read Cocka-

trice, q. v.]

Co-eause. [f. Co- 3 + Cause.] = Concause.
i8iz S. T. CoLERiDtiK in Southey Ovtniana I. 240 Atheism

. . may have been a co-cause of the French revolution.

a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess. (1851) II. 13 That . . was at least

j

a co-cause.

Cocautrice, obs. form of Cockatrice.

Coccagee (k^kag/
-
*). Also 'cock a gee, cok-

aghee, cocko-gee, cockygee. [ad. modern Irish

cac a gheidh goose dung, from its greenish-yellow

(' goose turd') colour.] A cider apple formerly

in high repute
;
also, the cider made from it.

In A Treatise on Cyder-making^1753 p. 23 it is said 'This
fruit is of Irish extraction, the name signifying in that

language Goose-turd . . Counsellor Pyne, who resided near

Exeter, and who had care of Sir William Courtenay's
estates in Ireland, is said to have brought it into England.'

1727 H, Stafford Cyder-Fruits Devonsh. in Langley
Pomona (1729) 149, I must .. mention to you another sort

[of cider] which hath not been heard of among us more
than six or seven years : The name of it is Cockagee, or

Cackagee (for the word, as far as I can learn, is Irish) .

.

The fruit is originally from Ireland, and the cyder much
valued in that country. 1834-47 Southey Doctor Interch.

xvi. (D. 1

, What in his parlance used to be called stingo or

..stire, cokaghee or foxwhelp, a beverage as much better

than champagne as it is honester, wholesomer and cheaper.

184Z Horticult. Sac, Fruits 10 Coccagee. 1862 Ansted
Channel 1st. rv. xx\. (ed. 2) 488 The coccagee carries off the

palm for cider. 1889 Duffield Recoil. Trav. Abroad 66

It was not a Ribston pippin, a Foxwhelp, or. .much less

the delicious Coccagee, or any other respectable Christian

apple of my believing childish days.

Coceal, obs. form of Cockal, knuckle-bone.

Cocce (in Wyclif) : see Cocke, scarlet.

Cocceian (kpksrian), a. and sb. [f. proper

name Cocceius!\ Of or pertaining to the opinion

of, or a follower of, John Cocceius, professor of

divinity at Leyden (where he died 1669) ; he held

that the whole Old Testament history was a fore-

shadowing of the history of Christ and his church.

Hence Cocce ianism.
1685 R. Hamilton Let. in Faithful Contendings (1781)

204 Mr. Brackel was an opposer of the Cocceians. 1818

Scott Hrt. Midi, xii, What think ye o' . . Woodsetter?

He's, I doubt, a Cocceian. i860 Trench Synon. N. T.

Ser. 1. (ed. 5) 137 Those who at that time opposed the Coc-

ceian scheme. 1886 Farrar Hist. Interpr. vii. 386 Coc-

ceianism became proverbial for artificiality.

Coecel, coccle, code, obs. forms of Cockle.

[|
Coccidium (k^ksi'dhvm). Bot. [mod.L., on

type of a Gr. *KOKKthtov, dim. of kokk'is, -i8-,dim. of

kqkkos grain, berry.] A spherical or hemispherical

conceptacle found in the rhodospermous algce.

1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 11. i. 274 Coccidium either occurs

on lateral branches or is sessile on the face of the frond.
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1876 Harley 1/,!/. Med. 361 Fructification in hemispherical
sessile coccidia, containing oblong spores on a central axis.

t Cocciferous, a. [f. L. caecum berry + fer-
bearing -oils. J Kerry-bearing.
17*7-51 in Chambers Cycl. 1755 in Johnson ^quoting

QuinceY'.

t Cocci'gerous, a. Obs. [f. L. coccum berry

+ -ger bearing + -ous.] Berry- bearing.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 283 Some grow into tall

trees, others coccigerous which are lower.

Coccin (y.g ksin). Chem. [f. mod.L. coccus

Coccus + -in.] A peculiar nitrogenous principle

obtained from the cochineal and other insects.

1836-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 881/2 Analogous to the pecu-
liar animal matter of cochineal, coccine. 1863-72 Watts
Diet. Chem. 1. 1060 Coccin . . resembles gelatin in some of
its characters, albumin and fibrin in others. 1883 Syd. Sac.
Lex., Coccin .. in combination with chitin and an oil ..

forms the integument of insects.

t Ccvccinated, ///. a. Obs.- ° 'Clad in scarlet

'

^Cockeram 1623).

tCocci-nean, a. Obs.-" • Died into scarlet

'

(Blount Glossogr. i6j6).

t Cocci-neons, a. Obs. [f. L. coccine-us scarlet

+ -008.] Scarlet.

1654 R. Codrington tr. Hist, h'stine 291 Two young
men . . remarkable . . by their . . coccineous patudaments.
1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 6^7 Flower and Seed of a coc-
cineous Colour.

Co ccinin. Chcm. [f. L. coccin-us scarlet +
-in.] A substance, C l( H lt O„ obtained from
carmine-red. 1879 in Watts Diet. Chem. 1st Supp.

Co ccinite. Min. [f. as prec. + -ite ; named
1845.] A mineral found in particles of a reddish

brown colour, and of adamantine lustre, on selenide

of mercury. 1850 in Dana.

II Co'CCO. Also 9 cocoa, coco, //. cocoes.
The tuber of an Araceous plant Colocasia esculenta
or taro-plant, cultivated in the West Indies as an
article of food. Also called COCO-, cocoa- root.

1756 P. BaoWNf Jamaica 332 The purple cocco, and
Tannier . .The roots supply the poorer sort of people with
what they call Bread-Kind. 1866 Treat. Bot. 305 Cocoa-
root or Coco. 1887 D. Morris Linn. Soe. Jrnl. Hot. XXIV.,
V\ hat :ire known as Cocoes, .form an important element in
the food of West-Indian negroes. 1887 (i. Massee ibid..

Report on the disease of ' Cocoes ' in Jamaica.
Cocco (in Wyclif) : see Cocke, scarlet.

Coccogni die, cocco gnic. Chem. [f. I..

coccum berry + trivial name of Daphne Gniaium,
j

a species of Mezcreon, namtd from Gnidus or

Cnidus, an ancient town of Caria.] In C. acid, an
acid, crystallizing in quadrangular colourless prisms,

obtained from the seeds of J)aphne Gnidium.
1863 71 in Watts Diet. Chem. I. 1060.

CoCCOgnin (kfrkfjgiiin . Client, [f. as prec. +
-IN.] A crystallizable substance, Cj,,H nOj ,

yielded

by the seeds of the Mezereon.

Coccolite kpkJlait ,,. Min. [f. Or. kukkos

grain, etc. + -lite ] A granular variety of pyroxene
of green or greenish colour.
1801 W. Nicholson Jrnl. Ser. 1. V. 195 As to colour,

!

coccolite is mountain, grass, and olive-green. 1879 Rltlky
Study Rocks xiv. 291 "1 he sporadic crystals which occur in

altered limestones are varieties of pyroxene, usually cocco-
lite. 1884 Dana Min. 215 White coccolite is a granular
variety. The original coccolite was green.

Coccolith ,k(rWli)>). Bio/, [f. Gr. kukko-s grain

+ \i$os stone ] The name given by Prof. Huxley)
to minute round or oval disk-like organic bodies
found in deep-sea dredging, and also fossilized in

chalk. Now generally believed to be of algal

nature.

1868 Huxley Lay Serm. (18701 206 The chalk, like the
soundings, contains these mysterious coccoliths and cocco-
spheres. 1875 Dawson Dawn oj Life w. 69 The Cocco-
liths appear to be grains of calcareous matter formed in
minute plants adapted to a deep-sea habitat. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. xvi. 267 Multitudes of very minute saucer-shaped
disks, termed coccoliths, which are frequently met with
associated together into spheroidal aggregations, the cocco-
spheres of Wallich.

Coceo-plum : see Coco-plum.

CocCOsphere kf-lc0,lfT*l). Biol. [f. Gr.
grain etc. t otpaipi globe] A spherical mass of
associated coccoliths found in deep-sea dredging or
floating at the surface of the ocean.
1868 Huxley Lay Serm. (1870) 205 Bodies similar to

these 'coccoliths' were aggregated together into spheroids
which he [Dr. Wallich] termed ' coccospheres*. 1869 G.
C. Wallich in Sei. Opiu. 10 Feb. 271, 1.

Cocco steid. Bal.ront. A member of the
family c occosteidse of ganoid fishes, which includes

the fossil genus Coccosteus [f. Gr. kukko-s grain,

berry + ioriov bone], so called from the berry-like

tubercles with which the plates were covered.
186a Dana Man. Geol. 279 The Coccosteids have a fish-

tike tail, and swim by means of it.

Coccule (kfrkial). Bot. fad. mod.L. cocculum :

dim. of coccum berry.] A small berry or coccus

:

see quot.

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. I. ii, A pericarp of dry elastic
pieces or coccules.

Coccnli-ferons, a. Bot. [f. prec. + -rEsous.]
Bearing coccules. 1847 in Craig.

II Co eculus indicus. Also 6-8 coculus
india. [mod. L. cocculus little berry, indicus
Indian.] The commercial name of the dried ber-

ries of Anamirta (.formerly Menispermium) Coc-
culus, a climbing plant found in Malabar and
Ceylon ; the berry is a violent poison, and has
been used to stupefy fish, and in England to in-

crease the intoxicating power of beer and porter.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Torvisco, a kind of shrub
whereon Coculus India growcth. 1693PI1H. 'Trans. XVII.
762 The Aatsj'atam or Battavalli, which is the Coccuins
lndieus of our Shops. 174a Lonei. 4 Country Brew. 1. (ed.

4 57 Witness what I am afraid is too true, that some have
made Use of the Coculus India Berry for making Drink
heady . but . . this is a violent Poison. 1866 Treas. Bot.
59 Cocculus indicus . . is used for adulterating porter,
though . . a heavy penalty is inflicted upon brewers detected
in so doing, and upon druggists who supply brewers.

Hence a nonce-vb.

1844 J. F. Hewlett Parsons <V Widows v. Wiring, grop-
ing, and cocculous-indicusing trout.

II Coccns JykiJs). [mod.L., a. Gr. ko*kos grain,

seed, berry, kermes-grain : see Ai.kehmes. In
sense 1, earlier botanists used L. coccum.']

1. The genus of Hoinopterous insects which in-

cludes the Cochineal [C. cacti), the Kermes or
Scarlet Grain (C. ilicis , the I-ac insect (C. Lacca),
and numerous species hurtful to many plants.

Applied in Pharmacy to the dried female of the
cochineal insect.

1763 Wolfe Cochineal in Phil. Trans. LIV. 95 The in-
sects creep out of their coccusses from the beginning ofJune
till the middle of August. 1813 Bingley Anim. Biog. led.

4» III. 197 The coccus or cochineal of the peach tree.

1835 Kirby Ilab. It, Inst. Anim. I. ix. 299 The die of the
purple is mentioned in scripture as well as that of the
coccus.

_
1874 Lubbock Orig. 4- Met. Ins. i. 26 The male

Coccus is a minute, active insect, with 4 large wings.

2. Bot. One of the carpels of a dry fruit, which
burst with elasticity from the common axis.
1800 J. Hull Bot. I. 114 A coccum can be easily dis-

tinguished by that mark. 1821 S. F. Gray Nat. Arrangem.
Brit. Plants 109 Coccum. 1830 Lindley Sat. Syst Bot.
i;o Fruit separating into distinct cocci. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 75 Gerauiea: . . capsule beaked, of several
l-seeded awned cocci.

Coccy- (kfksi). Short for coccygo-, combining
form oi Coccyx ; as in coccypubal, -pubic ; Coc-
cya lgia, Co ccyody nia - CoccYOODYNIA.
1831 R. Knox Cloi/net's Anat. 119 The antero-posterior,

or coccy-pubic [diameter! . . is measured from the summit
of the coccyx to the symphysis of the pubes. 1857 Bullock
Cazeaux MidvnJ. 32 Coccy-pubal line. 187a F. Thomas
Dis. Women 121 Coccyodynia consists in a peculiar con-
dition of the coccyx.

Coccygeal (k^ksid.z/al), a. [f. med.L. coccyge-

us of the coccyx + -al.] Pertaining to the coccyx.
1836 Todd Cycl. Amm/. I. 95/1 The coccygeal vertebra;.

1871 Darwin Dtsc. Man I. i. 30 A thread-like structure
runs down the axis of the sacral part of the spinal canal,
and even along the back of the coccygeal bones.

Coccygean, a. - prec.

1836 9 1'odd Cycl. Anat. II. 834/1 The coccygean branch.
1863 I.vell Antiq. Man xxii. 452 In all living birds the
tail-feathers are . . attached to a coccygean bone.

Coccygeo-, combining form of L. cocefge-us
(see Coccygeal). HenecCoccy geo-anal (muscle),
-mesente ric (.vein), etc.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 176 Coccygeo-anal . . muscle.

Coccygo- [Gr. KuKKvyo ], bef. a vowel coccyg-,
combining form of Coccyx. Coccyge ctomy,
Coccyffo tomy, surgical excision of the coccyx.
Coccytfody uia, pain in the coccyx as a chronic
disease.

t Coccyn. Obs. [ad. L. coccinum scarlet, coc-

cina scarlet garments, from coccinus = coccineus

scarlet, f. coccum scarlet, Gr. xhkhcoi the kermes or
scarlet grain insect : cf. Coccus. (Also, in Wyclif,
corruptly coctin, -yn, -«».)] Scarlet, scarlet

raiment.
138a Wyclif Rev. xvii. 4 The womman was cnuyround

with purpur, and coccyn. .1450 Mirour Saluaeioun 4621
In coccyi cledde thay the.

Coccyx (kp-ksiks). Anat. [L. coccyx, a. Gr.
kukkv(, -fry- cuckoo, also in Galen the os coccygis,

or cuckoo bone, so called because in man it was
supposed to resemble the bill of the cuckoo.]
The small triangular bone ap|iended to the point
of the sacrum a id forming the termination of the
spinal column in man, formed by the coalescence
of four rudimental coccygeal vertebra;

;
also, an

analogous part in birds or other animals.
161S Crooke Body 0/Man 493 In Dogs and Apes there

are three conjugations proceeding out of the Coccyx or
rump-bone. 1754-64 Smei.lie Midwif. I. 75 The Coccyx is

moveable at its connection with the Sacrum as are also
the four bones that compose it. 1879 tr. De Quatrefages'
Human Species 52 In the sheep of central Asia the tail

disappears and is reduced to a simple coccyx.

Coce, variant of Cose v. Obs. to barter.

Co-centric, variant of Concentric.
1777 G. Forster Voy. round World I. 283 Displayed in

three co-centric semicircles.

Coch, coche, obs. forms of Coach, Couch.
Coch.ee. Obs. [in pylles of coc/iee, ad. F. pilules

cochecs, ' a certaine composition of Pills, which
purge the head very strongly ' (Cotgr.).]

1547 Boorde Brev. Health xi. 10 b, Ones or twyse a wcke
take of the pylles of Cochee.

Cochen, obs. form of Cushion.
Cocheni'llin. Also cochenelin. [f. cochen-

ille, Cochineal + -in.] The colouring matter of
cochineal, carmine.
1819 J. G. Children Chem. Anal. 309 Cochenelin is the

name given by Dr. John to the red colouring matter of the
cochineal insect 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cochcnillinc, a
synonym of Carmine.

Cocher ( e: see Coacher.
Cochering : see Coshering.
Cochin-china vkirtjin tjai na). Name of a

country in the Eastern Peninsula ; hence, short
for Cochin-China fowl, a breed of poultry from
Cochin-China.
1853 Encycl. Brit. II. 356/2 The Cochin-China or Shang-

hae is the largest breed we have. t86l Sat. Rev. 3 Aug.
125 Patriarchally employed in watering his flowers, feeding
his cochin-chinas, or inspecting his pigs.

Cochineal kptjin/l,. Forms: 6-8 cochen-
ille, cochinelle, 7-S cochineel, -inele, -eueal,

-enile, 7- cochineal ; also 7 cochenel le, -anele,
-oneel, cochinella, cochonillio ; 6 cuchinilla,

7 cuchineel, -inile, -eneale, -anel, coucheneele.
-enille; 6-7 cutchenele, 7 cutcheneale, -ineale,

-yneale, -aneale. -anelie, -oneal(e ; 7 quitch-
ineel. chochineel, scutchenel,ctc). [a. Y.cochen-
ille. ad. Sp. cochinilla or It cocciniglia. The
latter is evidently a deriv. of It. coccino. L. coccinum
scarlet robe or vesture, It. coccineo, L. coccineus

scarlet-coloured, f. coccum scarlet, 'grain', orig.

'berry', in It. cocco 'giaine to dye scarlet with'
^Florio . Sp. has also cochinilla 'wood-louse',
dim. of cochina ' sow ', and it has been said that

cochinilla ' cochineal ' is the same word, from the

resemblance of the dried cochineal insects to

wood-lice in the same state ; but this is app. a
secondary association arising out of the fortuitous

identity of the words
]

1. A dye-stuff consisting of the dried bodies of

the insect Coccus cacti, which is found on several

species of cactus in Mexico and elsewhere. It is

used for making carmine, and as a brilliant scarlet

dye ; also in medicine as an antispasmodic, etc.

It was at first commonly supposed to be the berry

or grain of a plant : see Cocci's, Alkermes.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 63, I have laden for

your account . . five Roves of Cochinelle, very excellent
good, and of fine colour. 1998 Florio, Cociniglia, a kinde
of rich flie or graine commmg out of India to dye scarlet
with, called Cutchenele. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas il i.

i. '16411 86,t There grows untill'd the ruddy Cochenel.
1600 Hakluyt I'oy. (1810) III. 72 The berrie of Cochenile,
or any other berrie, fruit . . or earthe, fitte for dying. 1604
I.. G(rimston1 D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxiii. 275 Small
wormes breede in the leaves of this tree . . this is that
Indian Cochenille, so famous, and wherewith they die in

graine. i6aa Capt. Smith Virginia VL 225 Wee . . tooke
ner with . . fiftic Chests of Cutchanele. ,1 1683 Oldham
Poet. Wks. (1686) 27 And truckt for Indigo, and Cutchoneal.
170J Loud. Cat. No. 3863/3 The Dixwcll Ketch . . richly

laden with Cochenile, Coco, Logwood, etc iftaa Imison
Sc. I, Art II. 186 Wool is died Scarlet, .by Cochineal. 1861
Tvlor Anahuac ix. 227 Vanilla and cochineal were first

found in Mexico.

2. The colour of cochineal-dye. scarlet.

163a Massinger Maid 0/Honour v. i, And 1 . . Will have
my points of cochineal and yellow.

3. The insect {Loccus cacti) which produces this

dye ; more fully cochineal-insect.

1 1594 Blundevil Exerc. v. xl ed. 7' 555 The chiefe Mer-
chandizes that come from Mexicana into Europe are .

.

Cochenilles to dy with, etc 1603 Breton /'.'..'

Packet, I haue sent you likewise a Tunne of Cuchiniles.]

1697 Dammer Very. 11729 1 I. 228 The Cochineel is an
Insect, bred in a sort of rruit much like the Prickle-Pear.

1730 Rutty Cochineal in PhiL Trans. XXXVI. 268 The
Curious may be now assured of a Thing which has been
very uncertain for so many Years, that the Cochineal* were
really little Animals. 1764 Grainger Sugar Can* II. 171
Thus cochinille Feeds on the Indian fig. 1861 Hi'lme tr.

Aloouin-Tandon 11 ML i. 71 The principal care which is

required in rearing the Cochineals. 1870 Yeats Nat.
Hist. Comm. 344 1 ne cochineal insect is small, rugose, and
of a deep mulberry colour.

4. Cochineal Mfi the cactus -plant, Opuntia
(Nopalea* cochinillifera. on which the cochineal-

inscct feetls. Also cochineal-tree.

1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) I. 124 The Fryars get plentiful

Incomes . . in other places where they plant Cochoneel-
Trees. 1794 Martvn Rousseau's Bot. xxl. 281 The Cochi-
neal Fig on which the insect of tha^ name feeds.

tCochle. Obs. rare, [app d.rect ad. L. cochlea

shell: but cf. Cockle.] A shell-fish, a mollusc.
1610 tr. Camden's Brit. Eeee v, There be cochles also in

exceeding great abundance, wherewith they die a Scarlat
colour. [Here some late edd. misprint 'cockles'.}

II Cochlea (k^klt'it). [a. L. coclea. cochlea snail,

snail-shell, screw, water-screw, ad. Gr. *oxAi'aj of

same meanings.]
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f 1- a. A spiral staircase [so Gr. Mo\Kias]. b.

A screw, c. The water-screw of Archimedes.
1538 Leland Ithi. I. 107 There is also a Chochlea with a

Turret over it, where the Kepers of the Castelle say

Edwarde the Thirdes Band came up thorough the Rok.
1641 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 32 Inventions for draining off

the waters .. by buckets, mills, cochleas, pumps, and the

like. 1641 Wilkins Math. Mapck 11. xv. (1648) 275 Their

invention of Archimedes . . which is usually called Coch-

lea, or the water-screw. 1679 Plot Stafibrdsh. (1686) 370
One must needs ascend in a single revolution of the Cochlea

or spiral, .twice the height of a man.

2. Phys. The spiral cavity of the internal ear.

1688 I. Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 993 They have no

Coclea, but instead thereof there's a small Cocleous or

twisting Passage. 1845 Todd & Bowman Phys. AHat. II.

74 The cochlea is, in shape, very like a common snail-shell.

1872 Hvxley Phys. viii. 211 The cochlea ..it is supposed,

enables the mind to discriminate the quality rather than

the quantity or intensity of sound.

3. Conch. A spiral univalve shell ; a snail-shell.

1846 Worcester cites Crabb.

Cochlean ,k^ kl/,an\ a. Bot. [f. prec. + -AN.]

= Cochlear 2.

1842 Brande Diet. Science, Cochlean, a term used in de-

scribing the aestivation of a flower, etc.

Cochlear (k?*kU*|&i), a. [ad. L. type ^cochlear-

is pertaining to a cochlea, actually occurring only

as the neuter noun coc[h)ledr or coc(h)ledre a

spoon, whence sense 2, Cf. F. cochlMire.]

1. Phys. Pertaining to the cochlea.

1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anal. 575 The cochlear branch

of the acoustic nerve. 1877 Burnet Ear 126 The cochlear

canal starts at the outer and lower corner of the vestibule.

2. Bot. In cochlear estivation, a form of imbri-

cated aestivation, in which one petal being larger

than the others, and hollowed like a helmet or

bowl, covers all the others.

183S Lindley Introd. Bot. (18481 II. 376. 1870 Bentley
Bot. 212 A form of aestivation, .to which the name cochlear

has been given.

|| Cochleare (kpkh\e*'ri). Med. [L. : see prec]

A spoon or spoonful vin prescriptions^.

1708 in Kersey. 1731 in Bailey vol. II. 1864 in Webster.

Cochlearifo'liate, a. Bot. [f. as next + Fo-

liate.] Having spoon-shaped leaves.

1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Cochleariform (k^kh'ie^rif^jm), a. [f. L.

coc(h)ledri~ spoon + -form. Cf. F. cochleanforme]
Spoon-shaped.
1836-9 Todd Cj'c/. Anal. 1. 544/1 This tubular projection.

.

is what has been called the cochleariform process. 1848

Dana Zooph. 432. 1856 8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's
Zool. I. 321 Palps dilated at apex, cochleariform.

Cochlearin (k^kU'|e->-rin). Chem. [f. Coch-

lear-ia {officinalis) scurvy-grass +- -IN.] A crystal-

line substance obtained from Scurvy-grass.

1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 1062 Scurvy-grass camphor
or Cochlearin.

t Cochleary, a. Obs. [f. L. coc{h)lea (see

above) + -ary ; cf. Cochlear.] Resembling a

snail-shell, spiral, winding.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. m. xxiii. 167 That famous
[horn] . . hath anfractuous spires, and cochleary turnings

about it. a 1661 Fuller Worthies U. 104 Cocleary_ turnings.

1664 Power Exp.Philos. 1. 8 Nature hath fitted it [Butter-

fly's tongue] with that spiral or cochleary contrivance.

Cochleate (k^-khV't), a. [ad. L. coc{h).leat-us

screw-formed, spiral, f. coc{h)lea.'] Formed like

a spiral shell
;
twisted, spiral. (Chiefly Bot.)

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot.{i%<\%) II. 348 Cochleate, twisted

in a short spire, so as to resemble the convolutions of a

snail shell. 1859 C. Dresser Rudim. Bot. 382 Cochleate

legume . . when the legume is twisted. Ex. Lucerne.

Coxhleated, a. [f. as prec. + -ED.] = prec.

a 1728 Woodward Fossils (J.>, Two pieces of stone ..of

a cochleated figure. 1874 Dmigtison's Diet. Med. 231/1

Cochleated, Winding like the spiral shell of the snail.

Having the shape of the cochlea.

Cochleiform k^klf-if^im), a. [f. L. cochlea

(see above) + -(i)form. Cf. F. cochl'eiforme.']

Formed like a snail-shell.

1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

t Co'Chleous, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ous.]

Spiral, screw-like.

1688 I. Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 993 A small Co-

cleous or twisting Passage. 17x3 Derham Phys. 1 heol.vu.

ii. 382 In the Goose . . there being Cochleous Canals.

Cochlidiospermate (k?klldi(?|Sp5um^t)
:

a.

Bot. [f. Gr. /foxAt 5to -v. dim. of Kox^tas snail +
(jirfpfxa seed + -ate.] (See quot.)

1866 Treas. Bot., Cochlidiospermate, seeds which are

convex on one side and concave on the other, owing to

unequal growth, or anomalous structure, as in Veronica.

Cochliocarpous (k^klwikaupss'), a. Bot. [f.

Gr. /eoxAt-as snail, spiral (see Cochlea) + Mptr-os

fruit + -ous.] £ A term applied to fruits that are

spirally twisted' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882).

Coxhlite. Palxont. [f. mod.L. cochlites, f. Gr.

kux^os spiral sea-shell -1- -ITS.] A fossil spiral shell.

[1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth IV. (1723) 203 The
Bodyes which are call'd, by Naturalists . . Cochlitx.] 1698
Molyneux tn Phil. Trans. XX. 219 Without any Mixture
of Cochlite, Belemnite . . or such like extraneous Matter.
1811 Pinkerton Petral. II. 584 A cochlite, or sea-snail,

found in a vein of gold in Transilvama.

Vol. II.

t Cochonr(e. [obs. f. Coucher.] A kind of

dog which couches or lies low.
14. . Seven Deadly Sins 76 in Pol. Eel. L. Poems 217

He. .kepith me low lyke a cochoure. 1601 F. Tate Househ.
Ord, Ediv. 11 § 59 (1876) 45 A partringer who shal have in

his custody two doges cocnours . ij faucons for partriges.

Co-churchwarden: see Co-.

Co cin, CO'cinin (Watts). Chem. [f. C0C-0 +
-in.] A fat (glyceride of cocinic acid) existing in

coco-nut oil. Co -ornate, a salt of Coci nic acid,

a fatty acid obtained from coco-nut oil.

r 1865 Letheby in Circ. Sc. I. 95/1 The oleine amounts to

about 71 per cent., and the . . cocine or cocinine, to 29.

1863 73 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 1063 Cocinin, cocinate of
glyceryl, the . . neutral fat corresponding to cocinic acid.

Co-ci tizen. [Co- 3 : cf. Concitizf.n.] Fel-

low-citizen.

1488 Plumpton Corr. 57 Variance . .betwixt my cocitisins.

1868 Kirk Chas. Bold III. v. i. 297 The dearest of our co-

citizens. 1875 Stuiibs Const. Hist. III. xx. 417 The lord

mayor and thirteen 'co-citizens'., chose two citizens.

Cock k^k), sh.'1 Forms : 1-3 coc, 1 kok, cocc,

4-6 cok, coke, 4-5 cokke, 5 cokk, kocke, 5-7

cocke, 4- cock. [OK. cocc, coc, kok; cf. ON.
kokkr (rare, according to Vigfusson only once in

Edda), and F. coq (13th c. in Littre).

Though at home in English and French, not the general

name either in Teutonic or Romanic ; the latter has deriva-

tives of L. gallus, the former of OTeut. *hauon- : Goth.
hana, OS. and OHG. hano, MDu. hdne, Du. kaetn, MHG.
han, Ger. hahn, ON. hani, Sw., Da. hatie, OK. hana which
scarcely survived into ME. Phonetically, it is possible that

cocc is:—OTeut. *kukko-, from same root as Chicken
l*keukino-) viz, *kenk-, kuk-. But its frequent early spelling

in OE. with k [kok, kokke, etc., 4 times out of 5 in Gregory's

Past.) looks rather as if it were considered foreign ; for k is

rare, except in foreign words. Also its use in one (later

mixed) text of the Salic Law, vii. 6 (MSS. of 8-gth c), 1
si

quis coccum aut gallinam furaverit ' where other MSS. have

galtum, and the Malberg glosses have annas, cannas for

channas- original Teut. han-, rather favours its being

Romanic. In any case, this shows coccus in the Latin of

Northern Gaul, a century before the earliest known English
instances. (Kilian 1577 has in Du. 'kocke vetus - haen ',

but the status of this is uncertain.) Wherever the name
arose, it was prob. echoic : cf. sense 4.]

I. The domestic fowl.

1. The male of the common domestic fowl,

Gallus domcsticus, the female being the Hen.
(Often called in U. S., as in Kent, rooster.)

1:897 K. ./Ei.fred Gregory's Past, lxiii. 459 Donne grait se

lareow swa swa kok on niht . . Baes cocces 5eaw is 3a:t he

micle hludor singS on uhtan. c 1000 Ags. Cosp. Matt,

xxvi. 34 >Erbam be cocc [Lindisf. <y Rus/nv. hona] crawe
briwa. 1000 ^Elfric Gloss. Nomina Avium (Zup.) 307
Gallus, coc. ,1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 6 ponne cocoas

crawan. 1*1250 Owl $ Night. 1679 pe seolve coc bat wel

can fihte. a 1300 Cursor M. 15571 (Cott.) Ar be cock [v. r.

cok, koc, cokke] him crau to-night. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.

xix. 410 £>at acounted conscience At a cokkes fether or an

hennes ! 1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. E. xn. xvii. (1495

425 Vf the cocke se a goshawke, anonc he cryeth to the

hennes and fleeth awaye. 1440 Promp. Part'. 281 Kok,
bryd, gallus. 1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Hush. (1586.1

157 b, Amongst all other householde Poultry, the cheefe

place is due to the Cocke and the Henne. 1594 Shaks.

Rich. Ill, v. iii. 209 The early Village Cock Hath twice

done salutation to the Morne. 1632 Milton L'Allegro 49
While the cock . . to the stack, or the barn-door, Stoutly

struts his dames before. 1667 — P. L. viL 443 The crested

Cock whose clarion sounds The silent hours. 1756-7

Keyslers Trav. (1760^ IV. 308 The vanes for shewing the

sitting of the wind represent stags instead of cocks. 1801

Strutt Sports $ Pas'. 111. vii. 249 Sent his man to the pit

in Shoe-Lane, with an hundred pounds and a dunghill cock.

1814 Wordsw. Excursion v. 807 Roused by the crowing

cock at dawn of day.

b. in various proverbial expressions.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 140 Ase me seio, bet coc is kene on his

owune mixenne. 1444 Pol. Poems 11859) H. 215 An old pro-

verbe groundid on sapience, Alle goo we stille, the cok
hath lowe schoon. 1509 Barclav ShyP of Polys 11570) 91

The yonge Cocke learneth to crowe hye of the olde. 1589
Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xviii. lArb.i 199 As the olde

cocke crowes so doeth the chick. 1839 Hali.am Hist.

Lit. 11. iv. § 62 Having purposely sacrificed this cock to

^Esculapius.

2. There are many references to the formerly

prevalent amusement of cock-fighting ; also to that

of cock-thrtnving, esp. at Shrovetide. Whipping ox

thrashing the cock, a sport practised at wakes and

fairs in the Midlands, in which carters, armed with

their whips, were blindfolded, and set round a

cock, to whip at random ; see Brand Pop. Antiq.

{Shrovc-tide).

1409 [see cock-thrashing in 23b c 1430 Hmo Good Wij/Zi
in Babees Bk. 40 Go not to be wrastelinge, ne to scbotyn^e

at cok [v.r. at be cok]. 1516 R. Honseh. Acc. Mar. 2 in

Brand s. v. Cock.throwing, Item to Master Bray for rewards

to them that brought Cokkes at Shrovetide at Westmr
. xxs.

1546 Plumpton Corr. 250 Theare is apoynted a great num-
ber of gentlemen to mette at coxxs at Sheifeild. a 1625

Fletcher Hum. Lieutenant 1. i, Ye shall have game
enough, I warrant ye : Every man's cock shall fight.

a 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys II. 459 (Brand) Hee also

would to the threshing of the Cocke, pucke with Hens
blindfolde and the like. 1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 11 80/4 The
sending in of Cocks to fight at Newmarket. 1783 Poor

RobinCN.) [Shrove-tide], There shall store ofcocks, By cock-

brain'd youths, then suffer knocks. 1824 Westm. Rev. I.

448 To find himself set up like a cock on Shrove Tuesday,

for Mr. Landor to shy at. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,

Manners Wks. tBohn) II. 45 A gentleman [said] 'Lord
Clarendon has pluck like a cock, and will fight till he dies '.

b. Hence Cock of the game (now Game-cock,
q.v.), fighting cock : a cock bred and trained for

cock-fighting. i^Also fig. of persons : cf. 7.) 7o
live likefighting cocks : to have a profusion of the

best food, to ho supplied with the best.

1575 Fulke Confut. Doct. Purgatory (1577) 127 No
maruell but you must crowe like a cocke of the game.
1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 106. 1580 North Plutarch
(1676) 44 Promising to give him such hardy Cocks of
the game. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 279 Not only these

cocks of game, but the very common sort of the dunghill.

1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts < 1673 1 504 Take the stones of

a fighting cock. 11661 Fi ller Worthies < 1 684 161 [Hc|
was a Cock of the Game, being the only Man of Note .

.

. . who lost his Life to save his Queen and Country. 1792
H. Brookk Fool of Qual. II. 113 My adversaries, on all

sides, are such cocks of the game. 1813 Wellington in

Gurw. Disp. X. 569 The Portuguese are now the fight'ng

cocks of the army. 1826 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II.

107 [They] Hve like fighting-cocks upon the labour of the

rest of the community. 1861 Gen. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt.

III. cliv. 154 It is maintained in opposition, that they lived

like fighting-cocks.

c. fig. That cock 70011
1fight (vulgar) : that will

not do, not ' go down'.
1850 Thackfkay Pendennis lxvii, 'Tell that to the marines.

Major', replied the valet, ' that cock won't fight with me '.

1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke xxiv. 11874) 179, I trb:d to set:

the arms on the carriage, but there were none ; so that cock
wouldn't fight.

3. The crowing of the cock in the early morning

has led to the use of the expressions first, second,

third cock, etc., to express points of time.

[-1386 Chaucer Miller's 'P. 501 Whan that the firste cok

hath crowe. — Reeres P. 313 Tit that the thridde euk

bigan to synge.l c 1440 Ipomydon 783 At the fryst cokk<-

roose hee. 1525 Jestes fvidow Edith in Prand s. v. Cock-

crow, I shall not lye, till after the first cok. 1573 TusSEii

Itusb. (1878' 166 [see the whole section]. 1605 Shaks.

Lear m, iv. 121 This is the foule Flibbertigibbet ; hee begin-,

at Curfew, and walkes at firste Oxke. — Mucb. 11. iii. 27 We
were carowsing till the second Cock. 1632 LlTHCOW Trav.

vii. 337 They sup'd, and were iouiall, and at the first Cocke
went foorth to the woode. 1842 Longt. Sp. Stud. 1. iv, Here
we are, half-way to Alcala, between cocks and midnight.

4. As an imitation of the cluck of the bird.

C 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 457 Nothing ne list him
tbanne for to crow, But cried anon cok, cok, and up he

sterte.

5. A figure of the bird mounted on a spindle, as

a vane to turn with the wind ; a weather-cock.

1605 Shaks. Lear 111. ii. 3 You Cataracts, and Hyrricano's

spout, Till you haue drench'd our Steeples, drown the

Cockes. a 1659 Cleveland Model New Ret. 2 What News
at Babel now ? how stands the Cock ?

+ b. A toy of the shape of a cock or fowl. ?0/>s.

1626 P.acon Sylva 11651) § 172 Children have also little

Things they call Cockes, which have Water in them

;

And when they blow, or whistle in them, they yeeld a

Trembling Noise. Ibid. u677'§ 176 Boyling in a full Vessell

giveth a bubbling sound, drawing somewhat near to the

Cocks used by Children.

II. Figuratively applied to men.

6. One who arouses slumberers. a watchman of

the night ;
applied to ministers of religion.

[1386 Chaucer Prol. 823 Amorwe whan bat day gan for

to sprynge Vp roos oure boost and was oure allercok.] 1614

T. Adams Der-it's Banquet 120 No noyse to waken the

Sybarites, unlesse the Cockes, the Ministers .. Few will

beleeue Christs Cocke, though hee crowes to them that

the day is broken. 1871 J. Larwood Bk. Clerical Anted.

162 In the ages of ignorance the clergy frequently called

themselves the Cocks of the Almighty.

7. Leader, head, chief man, ruling spirit ; for-

merly, also, victor : said also of things. Cock of

the school : the leader in games, fighting, and the

like. Cock of the walk: the chief person of a

circle, coterie, etc. See Walk.
1542 N. Udall Erasm. Apoph. 164 The contrarye [side

to dice] to this .. was called venus, or Cous, and y* was

cocke, the beste that might be cast. 1581 Sidney Apot.

Poetrie (Arb.) 43 Alexander and Darius, when they straue

who should be Cocke of thys worlds dung-hill. 1652 Shirley

Brothers iN.>, She may be cock o' twenty, nay, for aught

I know, she is immortal. 1670 Moral State Eng. 118

To be the Cock of all them with whom he converses. 1672

Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 218 'Tis Sir Salomon's Sword,

Cock of as many men as it hath been drawn against. 1695

Cotton Epigr. ofMartial 115 Hermes, Master of Fence,

and Fencer too, The Cock and Terror of the Sword-men's

Crew. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 131 F9 Sir Andrew is

grown the Cock of the Club since he left us. 1729 Swipt

Grand Question, At cuffs I was always the cock of the

school, a 1734 North Life Ld. Guilford (1808) I. 68 tp.t

The post, as they call it, of cock of the circuit. 1840

Thackeray Catherine viii, He was the cock of the school

out of doors, and the very last boy in. 1855 Motley

Dutch Rep. (1861. I. 253 In the states assembly they were

then the cocks of the walk. 1876 F. E. Trollopk Charming

Fellow \. vi. 70 He bruised his way to the perilous glory of

being cock of the school.

f b. Hence, perhaps, the phrase To cry cock :

?to acknowledge .
someone

1

) as victor. Obs.

1513 Douglas JEneis xi. Prol. 120 Becum thow cowart,

craudoun recryand, And by consent cry cok, thi deid is

dycht.

8. colloq. One who fights with pluck and spirit.

Hence a familiar term of appreciation among the

vulgar.



COCK. 566 COCK.
1630 Massisger Uunat. Combat 11. i, He has drawn

blood of htm yet. Well done, old cock ! 1684 Bunyan
PUgr. PrtgT* 11. 112 Hon. I would a fought as long as Breath
had been in me. Greatheart. Well said, Father Honest
..thou art a Cock of the right kind. 1710 Brit. Apollo
III. No. 31. 3/2 The Young Cock cry'd I will Not meddle
nor make. 17*5 Bailey Erasm. Colloq. (1877* 378 (D. 1

, I

am going to an old club of merry cocks [vetustissimum
Galtorum contubemium] to endeavour to patch up what I

have lost. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. I. 6 May, let. ii,

The doctor being a shy cock. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xliv,
' Do you always smoke arter you goes to bed, old cock?'
184a S. Lover Handy Andy in, 'That's right, my cock,'
said he to Murtough.

III. Of other birds, etc.

9. The male of various other birds. See also
attrib. uses in a I, Cock-bird, Cock -.sparrow, etc.

1c 1325 in Rei. Ant. I. 168 Fesant henne ant fesant cocke.
1393 LaNGL, P. Pi, C. xiv. 172 And whan be pocok caukede
ber-of ich took kepe, How vn-corteisliche pe cok hus kynde
forth strenede. c 14*0 Liber Cocorum 1 1862 36 Tho fesaunt
kok, but not tho henne. c 1475 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 762/26
Hie filicus, a telle cok. Ilec fitica, a telle hen. 1530
I'alsgr. 206/2 Cocke, a he byrde. 1576 Fleming Panoptic
Ep. 354 Pigeons bring foorth two egges, the first a cocke,
the second a henne. 1870 Blaine Encycl. Rural Sports
862 Avoid killing a hen pheasant, except on . .the increase of
the hen birds to such a degree as to out-number the cocks.

b. In names of birds, as Black-cock, Gor-COCK,
Heath-cock, Moor-cock, Peacock, Woodcock,
etc., q. v.

c. Short for Woodcock. Often attrib.
1530- 1691 [implied in Cockshoot}. 1741 Compl. Pant.- Piece

II. i. 323 Seeking for Cocks or Snipes about Plashes. 1870
Blaine Encycl. Rural Spyrts $ 2658 It is distressing, .to
witness the shifts that l>oth cocks and snipes are put to.

Ibid, The sportsman must not expect great success in cock
shooting in a very severe frost.

10. f Cock of Ind ;K. coq iVImle : a Turkey-
cock. Cock of (he mountain or wood', the Caper-
cailye. Cock of the North : the Bramblixg.
156a J. Heywood Prov. % Epigr. (1867) 25 His dronken

red snout, I would haue made as oft chaunge from hew to
hew, As dooth the cocks of Inde. 1649 Filler Just
Man's Eun. 29 A bird peculiar to Ireland, called the Cock
of the Wood, remarkable for the fine flesh and follie thereof.
1678 Ray Willughby's Omith. 172 Capercaillie, Teireto
urogallus, The cock of the mountain or wood. 1771 Forstf.r
Hudson's Bay Birds in Phil. Trans. LXII. 395 The great
cock of the wood is as big as a turkey. 1807 Sir W. Bowles
in Lett. \st Earl Malmeshury (1870' II. 34 To shoot any
Cocks of the wood . .of which we hear such famous accounts
here. 1882 Proc. Bent'. Xat. Club IX. 504 The Brambling,
or Cock of the North, was rather a rare winter visitor.

11. Blue, harvest, salmon cock : local names of
a salmon in one of its stages.

1677 Johnson in Ray's Corr. 11848* 127 A salmon cock,
which some call a half-fish, usually about twenty or twenty-
two inches, and a whole fi--h, above that length. 1861 Act
?4 <V 25 Vict. c. 109 § 4 Whether known by the names ..

salmon, .grilse, botcher, blue cock, blue pole. Ibid. Pugg-
peal, harvestcock, sea trout, .or by any other local name.
IV. Technical applications. [The connexion

of some of these with this word is doubtful.]

12. A spout or short pipe serving as a channel
for passing liquids through, and having an appli-

ance for regulating or stopping the flow ; a tap.
The origin of the name in this sense is not very clear : the

resemblance of some stop-cocks to a cock's head with its

comb, readily suggests itself ; but some of the earlier quo-
tations seem to imply that the power of closing the 1 cock

'

was no essential feature, i. e. that Acock was not necessarily
a stop-cock, but that the word simply meant a short spout for
the emission of fluid ; in others it appears to be = nozzle or
mouthpiece. But in German, hahn has been used in the
same sense for an equally long period, and an example of
1503 in Grimm has ' wenn es (ein kind>einen han ufgewint,
so louft der wein aller aus '(if the child turns a cock, all the
wine runs out 1

, clearly referring to a stop-cock.
1481-90 Howard Househ, Bks. (18441 353 Item, to a

founder for mendyng of the kok viijrt'. 1580 Barft Ah.
C 718 A cock in a condit to let out water, papilla; vn
Petit bout persi, qu'on met an bout dc tuiaux desfontaines
par les quels Teaue sort. 1*93 Rites <y Mon. Ch. Durh.
11842) 70 The I-aver of marble, having many litle cunditts
or spouts of Brasse, with xxiiij cockes of Brasse rownd
about yt. 1596 Hakington Metam. (1814)7 To which
pipe you must have a cock or washer to yield water with
some pretty strength. 1607 Shaks. Tbnon 11. ii. 171, I haue
retyr'd me to a wastefull cocke, And set mine eyes at flow.
i6ix Coryat Crudities 29 Artificiall rocks most curiously
contrived by the very quintessence of art with fine water
spowting out of the cocks. 1611 Cotgr., Marmonset, the
cocke of a cesterne, or fountaine, made like a womans dug ;

any Anticke Image from whose teats water trilleth. Canelle
. . the cocke, or spout of a conduit. 16*1 Ovarles Arga-
Ins P. 116781 64 Beneath, a rocky Cistern did retain The
water, sliding through the cocks of Cane. 1654 Warren
Unbelievers 28 Unlesse faith be the conduit-pipe, and cock
toconveigh this water. 1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Ittv.

§ 68 To turn two Cocks, that one Vessel of water being con-
sumed, another begins to . . re-fill. 1679 Plot Staffordsh.
(1686) 337 The water being let through a Cock of above an
inch bore into a little wheel of wood, made with Ladles to
receive it. 1681 Blount Glossogr. [see Cock-a-hoop, Ety-
mol.] 17*7 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Distilling, The
Vessel has a Channel, through which the Water incon-
tinently runs by loosening the Cock. 1743 R. Maxwell
Trans. Agric. ScotI. 344 < Jam.t Let go that water by means
of a spigget and fosse t, or cock and pail, as we call it in
Scotland. 1833 Act 3^ mil. IV, c 46 ft 97 The said
commissioners may provide one or more fire engines and
fire cocks or plugs.

b. To turn the cock : to open it. Full cock :

with the cock full open.

i6zz T. Stoughton Chr. Saerif. viii. 97 Whereby we
turne the cocke of this conduit, and so draw the water of

:
life. 17*8 Po» E Dune. D. 170 Thus the small jett which
hasty hands unlock Spirts in the gardner's eyes who turns
the cock. 1884 Pall Mall G. 19 May 11/1 To turn on all

the taps full cock.

C. with denning attributes prefixed, as ball-,

feed-, four-way-, gage-, oil-, stop-, turn-, water-
cock, etc. : see these words.
13. In fire-arms, a part of the mechanism for

discharging the piece, consisting of a lever capable
of being raised and then brought down by the
trigger

;
varying in shape and use with the succes-

sive changes in the construction of firearms :

_
a. in a matchlock, a lever for holding the match and bring-

ing it down on the powder in the touch-pan ; b. in a
flintlock, a spring-lever for holding the flint and striking it

down upon the steel ; c. in a percussion-lock, a spring
hammer which strikes the cap on the nipple, or, in centre-

|

firing guns, causes the needle to explode the cartridge.
So called from its original shape I i similarly

Italitt in German, haeu, haan in Du. from end of 16th c
(Connexion with It. cocca notch 'of an arrow) appears to be
unproved.)
1566 Earl Bedford Murd. RLcio in Ellis Grig. Lett.

!
Ser. l clxxxvi. II. 213 One Patricke Balentine . . offered a

;

dagge [pistol] agaynste her bellye with the cocke downe.
1590 Sir J, Smyth Disc. Weapons 47 And if their peeces be

,

Petronells, then if their stones should happen to breake, or
not to stand right in their ccckes, whereby they should
faile to strike just . . or l>eing of match, if their matches be
not good and stifle, and well set in their serpentines or
cockes, they also shall faile in their discharging. 1599
Shaks. Hen. Vt II. i. 55 Pistols cocke is vp, and flashing
fire will follow. 1613 I'oy. Guiana in I/art. Misc. iMalh.)
III. 186 Had their match in cock ready to discharge. 1660
Boyle Mew Exp. Phys. Mech. xiv. 89 The Cock falling
with its wonted violence upon the Steel, struck out of it

many, .parts of Fire. i68j Lomi. Gaz. No. 2045/4 Left in
an Hackney Coach on Tuesday 23d Instant, a pair of
Pistols with each two Cocks and one Barril. 1711 Mil.
4- Sea Diet. fed. 4), The Cock half bent ; Is the usual stand-
ing of it, when neither cock'd nor quite down. 1809 Wel-
lington in Gurw. Disp. IV. 447 With his firelock nearly
at the position of the charge with his thumb upon the cock.
1875

1 Stonehenge ' Brit. Sports 1. 1. xi. 55 Never put the
caps on before loading; the cock may slip, even with the
best lock.

b. At cock, at [on) full cock : with the cock
drawn full back, or in the position in which
pulling the trigger will cause it to act. At [on)

half-cock : with the cock lifted off the nipple (or

;

off the steel in flintlocks) to the first catch, but
! not drawn up so that the trigger can act (cf. quot.

! 171 1 in prec). Also fig. [Here really a verbal
, sb., from the verb.]

1745 Desaguliers Xat. Pkilos. I. 108 The gun being at
Half-Cock, the Spring acts upon the Tumbler with more

!

Advantage. 1837 Disraeli Corr. iv. Sister 21 Nov. (1886)75
H. Liddell. flushed with his Durham triumph, had l>een at

: half-cock all day. a 1845 Hood Ghost xv. Off he went,
1

Like fowling-piece at cock! 1861 W. H. Russell in
Times 29 July, In one stack I saw muskets on full cock, on
half-cock, and with hammers on the nipple. 1873 B.
Stewart Cousen\ E'orce vi. 159 A rifle at full cock, with a
delicate hair-trigger, is a very good instance,

f 14. Part of a plough as formerly made. Obs,
1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 3 The partes of the plowe . . the

ploughe-fote, the ploughe-eare or coke, the share, the cul-
ture, and ploughe-mal. Ibid. % 4 And some men haue in
stedeofthe ploiigh-fote, a piece of yron set vpryghte in the
farther ende of the ploughe-beame, and they cafle it a coke,
made with .ii. or thre nyckes, and that serueth for depenes.
1790 W. Marshall Midi. Count. Gloss. (E. D. S.) Cock, a
species of draft-iron of a plow. See Clevvy. 1819 Rees
Cycl. s.v. Plough, There is also a cock or a sort of crank,
fixed by a screw and nut, so as to keep the share in its proper
situation when the plough is drawn backwards.

15. The pointer, needle, or tongue of a balance.
1611 Cotgr., Brayette . . the tryall, tongue, or cocke, of a

Ballance. 1708 15 Kersey, Coih, the Needle of a Ballance.

1833 J. Holland Manuf Metals (Cabinet Cycl.) II. 295
j

The cock, or pointer, which makes a right angle with the
beam, will stand upright when the weighing is accurate,

b. The style or gnomon of a sundial.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. icd. $\Gnomen, the stile, or cock

of a diall. 1656 Dcgard Gate Lat. Unl. § 463. 133 Sun-
' dials, when the shadow of the Cock by passing over the

lines of the hours . . show the stay of the time sliding by.
1708 J, Smith Horol. Disquis. 30 A large Dial made with

I a double Cock, that is with two Cocks of the same size

fixed together. 1823 G. Crabb Technol. Diet. s. v. Compass,
By turning the dialal>out, the cock or style stands directly

t over the needle.

16. Clock-making. An overhanging bracket at-

tached to the plate of a watch or clock to sup-
port the outer end of the pivot of a wheel or
pendulum ; as the balance-cock of a watch. So
F. coq, Gcr. hahn.
1678 Lond.Gaz. No. 1286/4 A round small Silver Watch

..with a steel Chain .. a brass Cock, an endless Screw.
1696 Derham Art if. Cloekm. 4 The wrought piece which
covers the Ballance, and in which the upper Pevet of the
Ballance plays, is the Cock. 1798 Trans. Soc. Arts XVI.
307 The cock screwed to the potance plate. 1884 F. Britten

j

Watch Cloekm. 20 In the centre of cock jewel. Ibid. 116
The top pivot of the fourth wheel pinion is carried on a cock.

17. The bush of a block or sheave, in which the
pin revolves. Also Coak.
16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. v. 19 Shiuers . . is a

little Wheele fixed in the middest with a Cocke or Pin. 1678
PHILLIPS, Cocks (in Navigation', little square Rings of Brass
with a hole in them put into the middle of some of the

greatest wooden Shears [mispr. for Sheaves] to keep them
from splitting by the pin of the block whereon they turn.
1768 E. Blvs Diet. Terms Art s.v. Cocks, (on Ship-board).
18. The mark at which curlers aim.
1787 Burns Tarn Samson's Elegy iv, When to the lochs

the curlers flock. .Wha will they station at the cock? Tarn
Samson's dead ! 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxii, ' About the folk
that was playing at the curling, and about auld Jock Steven-
son that was at the cock.'

19. slang. Short for cock-and-bull story : A fic-

titious narrative, a canard.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I 214 Getting rid of what

are technically termed ' cocks '; which, in polite language,
means accounts of fabulous duels, etc i860 Sala Beading-
ton Peerage (Hoppe , News of the apocryphal nature known
as 'cocks .

20. = Penis : Ger. hahn, hahnchen.
1730-36 in Bailev {FolioK 1737 tr. Rabelais I. 185 note.

[So in ed. i8o7(Longmans,etc.) 1. 169, and ed. 1849 (Bohnt
I. 135. ] iThe current name a-nong the people, but, pudoris
causa, not admissible in polite speech or literature; in
scientific language the Latin is used. In origin perhaps
intimately connected with sense 12.)

V. Attrib. and Comb.
21. attrib. In sense of ' male 1

: a. of birds.

'555 Eden Decades IV. Ind. 1. 1. fArb.) 67 Cocke chikyns.
1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 159 b, If you
woulde have all Cocke Chickins, you must choose such
Kgges as be longest and sharpesL i6a6 Y>\<~- s. Syh-a '1677)

I 239 Cock-birds, among Singing-birds, are ever the better
singers. 1760 Edwards Acc. Bird in Phil. Trans. LI. 836
Produced from a turkey-hen and a cock-pheasant. 1842
Penny Cycl. XXIII. [44/1 Each cock-bird [ostrich] will

have its fair share of incubation. 1888 Pall Mall G. 1 Feb.
4/2 A sympathetic ' cock fowl

1

singing as best he can.

b. more generally.
163a Brome Northern Lass 1. v, Are you the Cock-bawd

to the Hen was here? 1676 Shadwell I'irtuoso 1. i, To see
a cock-lobster dissected, c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crrtv,
Cock-oyster, the Male. Ibid., Coek-pimp, a supposed
Husband to a Bawd. 1865 J. G. Bertram Harvest ofSea
xiii. (1873) 266 While there are the cock and hen lobster, I

never saw any difference in the sex of the shrimps.

22. attrib. Chief, leading ;
' crack *

: often with
the notion of swaggering, assuming the highest

place.
i6»8 Ford Loz'cr's Melanch. v. L Oh, thou cock-vermin of

iniquity! 167a Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 64 The Cock-
Divine and the Cock-Wit of the Family. 1687 Shadwell
Juvenal Ded. A iij b, I will not say as a Cock Translator
does of Lucretius. 1690 Crowne Eng. Frier 1. L 4 The
cock-drinker, cock-fighter, and cock-wencher o' Christen-
dom. 1693 Tate in Dryden's Juvenal 1697 28 A Cock-
Zealot of this preaching crew. i8a6 Cobbett Rur. Rides
(i8is II. 260 A big white house, occupied by one Goodlad,
who was a cock justice of the peace. 1865 Pall Mall G.
II July 3 2 The cock attorney of the place.

b. Highest in position, most prominent, chief.

1651 Cartwricht Cert. Reltg. I. 15 Hudled up together
in a rick with one cock-sheave above the rest. Se* Cock-
feather, and Cock-mate.

23. Comb., as cock-tnzg, -feeder, -feeding, -house,

-main, -pen, -shears, -walk ; cock-rumped, -trodden,

ppl. adjs.
;

cock-and-hen-paddle (:-ee Cock-
p.\Din.K'; cock-brass ^Cock-metal; cock-bread,
specially prepared food for fighting-cocks; fcock's-
egg see quots., and cf. Cockatrice) ; + cock-
glade = Cock-shoot

; f cock-head (sec quot. and
Cock's-head)

;
cook-mass, mass at cock-crowing

;

cock-money = Cock-penny
;
cock-pace, a strut-

ting step like that of a cock
;
cock-pecked a. (said

of a wife, after hen-pecked
;
cock-setter, one who

sets the cocks in a cock-fight
; + cock-stele, a

stick to throw at a cock at Shrovetide (see Cock-
throwing)

; fcock-thrashing ;cf. sense 2) ; cock-
watch (see quot. and 16).

1611 Markham Country Content. 1. xix. (1668) 87 Stow
your Cock in a "Cock-bag. 1834-43 Soi/they Doctor cUiv.
(L>.t, You feed us with "cock-bread and arm us with steel

spurs. x6a6 Raleigh's Ghost in Hart. Misc. (Malh.> III.

531 Every minute ne produced new and unnatural "Cocks-
eggs, .hatched them from the devilishness of his policy, and
brought forth serpents to poison alt Europe, a i8a£ Forbv
Voc. E. Anglia, Cock's-egg, an abortive egg, without a
yolk. 1883 Miss Hurne Shropsh. Folklore 229 The small
yolkless egg* which hens sometimes lay are called [in Shrop-
shire] cock s eggs. .They are very unlucky, and must never
be brought into a house. 1834 Sport. Mag. Nov., The
most celebrated Vock-feeder England ever produced. 1870
Blaine Encycl. Rur. Sports f 4001 "Cock feeding and train-

ing are words of synonymous import. 1870 Miss Jackson
Snropsk.lVd.-bk.,*Cocknead,t\\c top part of the spindle which
carries the upper mill-stone in a flour-mill. 1616 Surfl.
& Markh. Country Farm 670 The "cocke-house where hec
shall keepe his fighting cockes and henncs. 1677 W. Hub-
bard Narrative ti. 71 While himself searching about farther

found three Guns hid in a Cox-house. 1795 Southev Lett,

fr. Spain (1799' 79 At midnight they all went to 'Cock-mass.
1876 Grant Burgh Sck. Scott. 11. xiv. 478 Eastern's E'en
when the Master received from the boys a small contribu-
tion under the name of "Cock-Money. 1569 J. Sanford tr.

Agrippa's I 'an. A rtcs 72 b, For who is that wniche seethe a
man go with a *cocke pase. 1753 Ess. Celibacy 06 Male
usurpation, or being "cock-pecked, depends for the most
part on the want of good nature, and a little submission in

the female. 1875 Neio Quarterly Mag: July 501 The re-

fuge of cockpecked woman. 1611 Markham Country Con-
tent. 1. xix. 1 1668 86 Of the "Cock-Pen. This pen should
be made of very close boards. 171a Lond. Gaz. No. 5037/15
Lost . . a Bay brown Gelding . . a little *Cock-rumpt. 1828

Mrs. Bray Protestant viii. 11884 1 75 Not a bear-ward, nor
a "cock-setter, nor a sticker of bills . . but will give thee a
character. 1611 M *rknam Country Content, i. xix. (i668» 00



COCK. 567 COCK.
With a pair of line "cock shears you shall cut all his main
off. <2i535 More in Roper Life (ed. Singer) 187, I am
called childhood : in play is all my mynde, To cast a coyte,
a *cockstele, and a ball. 1553 — Aruw. to Poisoned Bk.
Wks. 1126/1 Whansocuer hys new sling and hys new stone
. .come ones into my handes, I shall ttume his slynge into a
cokstewel? stele], and hys stone into a fether. 1409 Proclane.
in H.T. Riley Lond. Mem. (1868.1571 The games called 'fote-

balle' and * ' cokthresshyng 1589 Fleming Virg. Georg.
in. 46 note. Hens prooue with eg sometimes, though they be
not *cocktrodden. c 1450 Bk. Haivking in Rel. Ant. L 305
Take a *cokke torde soden in vinegre. 1879 I. Herrmann
Horology in CasselVs Teckn. Educ. IV. 364/2 In the three
quarter plate or ' cock watches (that is a watch . . having a
separate cock for each wheel).

Cock (kpk), sb.% Also 5 cok, 5-6 cocke. [First

known in 15th c. Agrees in form and sense with

dial. Ger. kocke masc. heap of hay, also of dung;
Norw. kok m. heap in general, esp. of dung, but

also still more generally ' lump 1

: cf. ON. kbkkr
lump {snse-kokkr snow-ball), Sw. koka fern, clod,

clot. It is uncertain whether the narrower or the

wider sense is the primitive : see Grimm s. v.

(Connexion with the stem of Ger. kug-el, Du.
kog-el ' ball has been suggested.)
In the Dictiomiaire du Patois Normandy departem. de

I'Eure 118791 it is said, haycocks are generally called vil-

lottes', but about Berville (a little south of Rouen 1 a villotte

of the smallest size, in which the hay is put up the first day,
is called une cogue, from its resemblance to the rounded
shape of an egg-shell {cogue). This may be the same word :

the derivation offered is, of course, questionable.]

A conical heap of produce or material.

a. of hay ( rarely com) in the field. Cf. Hay-cock.
1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. Ixxii. (1495) 646 Heye is

. .gadered and made of hepes in to cockes. 1470 Haruing
Chron. clxxiii. ii. 6 [He] laye there with great power .

.

among the hay cockes bushed. 1483 Cath. Angl. 71 A Cok
of hay or of corne. 1577 B. Googh Heresbaclis Husb. 1.

(1586) 45 b, When it [grass] is dryed, we lay it in wind rowes
and then make it up in Cockes, and after that in Moowes.
1679 Blount Anc. Tenures 131 To find one Man to make
Cocks or Ricks of Hay. 1718 Gay in Popes Lett. 9 Aug.,
A cock of barley in our next field has been consumed to
ashes, c 1750 W. Ellis in Old C. <$• Farm. IVds. (E. D. S.)

s. v. Hay-making, The same day . . it may be . . put into
grass-cocks.

_
The second day we. .put it into bastard-cocks,

that are as big again as grass-cocks. The third day . . we
cock it up into heaps. 18*4 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 220
Lying on the cocks of new.mown hay. i88z F. P. Vernev
in Contemp. Rev. XLII. 965 The corn was put up tem-
porarily in little round cocks of about fifty sheaves.

b. of dung, wood, turf, etc.

1570 Levins Manip. 158/10 A cocke of dung, collis. 1693
Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard. II. 167 Stacks or large
Cocks of the mouldiest Dung, to raise Mushrooms on. 17^3
Lond. <$- Country Brew. m. (ed. 2) 175 Oak. .they lay up in

great Piles or Cocks to dry. 1881 Times 14 Jan. 6/6 The
burning of what was called in Ireland ' a cock of turf*.

f Cock, sbfl Obs. Also 5 cok, 6 cokke, 6-8
cocke. [The compound cokbote varied in 15th c.

with cogbote ; and cokke, cocke itself agreed with one
sense ofCog ; it is thus probable that the Eng. cogge,

cocke, represented the Fr. variants cogue, coque :

see Cog sbS There was, however, more differen-

tiation of the two forms in English than in French,
for we have no trace of cock applied to the large

vessels, Cog sense 1 ; rather has cock always cor-

responded in sense to the Fr. diminutive coquet.

The Vocab. della Crusca has It. cocca 'a kind of ship, no
longer in use, which had the prow and the poop much
raised, with a single mast, and a square sail

'
; dim. coc-

tfietta. Of the similar Celtic words, Thurneysen says Ir. &
Gaelic coca boat is the Romanic word ; Welsh avch is

manifestly an old borrowed word ; Cornish coc, pi. cucu,
'boat' is the Rom. -Eng. cock, and Breton koket, kokedis
the OFr. dim. coguet.]

A small ship's boat. Now always Cock-boat.
1430-63 [in comb, in Cockboat, Cockswain], 1309 Will

ofBurgeys (Somerset Ho.), To Cristofer . . a cokke to rowe
yn. 1558 W. Touhson in Hakluyt (1589I 123 I tooke our
cocke and the Tygers skiffe, and went to the Island. 1569
Stocker Diodorus Sic. m. xi. 122 Then the Tounssmen
fraughte their cockes with drie wood and such like stuffe,

and . . cast fire into the shippes. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi.

19 Yond tall Anchoring Barke, Diminish'd to her Cocke :

her Cocke, a Buoy. 1631 Chettle Hoffman (N.), I caused
my lord to leap into the cock. [1774 E. Jacob Faversham
80 No tenant shall have above one Cocke to dredge and use
in the river.]

f Cock, sbA Obs. rare. [In OE. sie coccas 1 sea-

cocks' icf. F. coque marine), cocc, perh. ad. L.

*cocca by-form of concha ; in ME. a. F. coque shell,

ofsame origin : cf. Cockle sb.'1 '] Cockle, shell-fish.
c 1000 /Elfric Collog. in Wr.-Witlcker 94 JIuscula, muslan,

toruiculi, pinewinclan, A'epticgalli sxcoccas, piatesia, fage.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. x. 95 [A] ferthyng-worth of muscles
. .oper so fele Cockes [so 3 MSS. ; v.r. cokkys, cokeles].
1661 R. Lovell Hist. Animals 189 Cocks, and Cokles ..

being of so hot a nature that they fly above the water like
an arrow, in the summer nights.

t Cock, sb/y Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Cock v.^ i : perh.

at cocke is the northern infinitive, but cf. the
Latin.] War, strife.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxliii. 1 Blessid Laverd mi God, pat
leres right Mi hende at cocke [L. adprcclium], mi fmgres
at fight.

Cock (k?10, sb.$ [f. Cock 0.1 3-5.]
1. A pronounced upward turn ; an upward bend
(of the nose, ete.

N
; a significant turn (of the eye).

1824 Scott St. Ronan's iii, They were collected ' v iis et

modis ' said the Man of Law . . with a knowing cock of his
I eye to his next neighbour. 1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVIII.
I 694 My nose had lost its pretty cock, and had grown ele-

gantly hooked.

2. A way of cocking a hat on the head.
1717 Bullock Worn, a Riddle \\. 21, I have an inimitable

cock with my hat that adds a vivacity to my looks. 1840
Thackeray Catherine ix, A fierce cock to his hat, and a
shabby genteel air.

3. An upward turn given to the brim of a hat

;

a mode of so turning it up ; concr. the turned-up
part of the brim.
1711 Steele Sped. No. 104 F2 He. .wore inasmart Cock,

a little Beaver hat edged with Silver. 1712 Budgell ibid.

No. 319 P 5 The Variety of Cocks into which he moulded
i

his Hat. 1726 Cavallier Mem. 1. 80 Putting .. a Tuft of
i

white Ribands in the Cocks of their Hats. 1785 Boswell
Tour Hebrides 9 Oct. 1773 The wind being high, he let

I down the cocks of his hat. 1822 Bewick Mem. 44 He had
. . the cocks of his hat shot through and through,

f 4. 'A kind of cap, or head-dress ' (Jamieson) ;

j

cf. Cock-up. Sc. Obs.
1768 Ross Poems 137 (Jam.) And we maun hae pearlins,

; and mabbies, and cocks.

Cock, s&J [f. Cock v.-] A cocked position of

the hammer of a pistol or gun : see Cock sb} 13.

+ Cock, sb$ Obs. or arch. Perversion of the word
God (an intermediate form being gock), used in

i oaths and forcible exclamations, as by cock, Cock
and Pie ; but generally in the possessive, as cock's

I

body, bones, heart, nouns, fain, passion, soul, etc.

c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's Prol. 9 See how for Cokkes
j

bones [v. r. kokes bones, goddes bones] As he wol falle

j

fro his hors atones. 1460 Toivneley Myst. 150 By Cokes
!

dere bonys I mak you go wyghtly. e 1465 E. E. Misc.
(Warton Club) 44 By cokkus soule, There is an haare

!

in my haye. 1530 Palsgr. 739/1 Stryke for cockes
body. (1530 Hickscornet in Han. Dodsiey I. 188 Cock's
death, whom have we here? 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 2841
War I ane King, sir, be coks passioun ! I sould gar make
ane proclamatioun. <t 1553 Udall Royster D. 1. ii. lArb.)

18 By cocke, thou sayest truthe. 1567 Trial Treas. in Hazl.
Dodsiey III. 297 Ah ! Cock's precious sides, what fortune

; is this ! 1613-6 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. iv, Then swore
by Cocke and other dung-hill oathes. 1633 II. Jonson Tale
Tub in. ii, Cock's bodikins ! we must not lose John Clay.
1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle 1. i. 11677) 3 What -Mr. Harry !

By Coxbodikins I did not know you. 1719 — Pills III.

14 By Cock, quoth he, Say you so. 1828 Scott F. M.
I

Pertli viii, Cocksbody, make that manifest to me. 1851

j

Longf. Gold. L,cg. in. lYatiz: viii, Come, Aleph, Beth;
dost thou forget ? Cock's soul ! thou'dst rather play !

[Cock, sb.®

Johnson (copied in later Diets.) has the sense ' The notch
of an arrow', which he probably found in Ainsworth's The-

I

saurus(i?46— ) 'The cock of an arrow, Sagittae crcna'. No
evidence has been found for such a sense : it appears to be

[
an etymological figment founded on Skinner's conjecture
that 1 cock of a gun ' (Cock sbA 13) was a term originally

1 proper to Archery, and identical with It. cocca 1 the nocke
i

of an arrow ' (Florio).]

Cock (Me), v.1 Formerly also cokke. [Here
are included a number of separate uses, which
appear all to be derived, in one way or another,

:
from the name of the fowl. Even this derivation,

1 however, is somewhat doubtful for the earliest sense,

j

which has been conjecturally compared with Irish

j

cog-aim 'I war, I make war', stem in Olr. coc-.']

I. f 1. intr. To contend, fight, wrangle, qua r-

,
rel. Also in 1 6th c. to cock it. Obs.
.1230 [see Cocking vbl. sb.]. a 1275 Prov. Alfred 668 in

O. E. Misc. 13S pe luttele mon . . wole grennen, cocken,
and chiden. c 1300 Pol. Songs (1839 ) *33 To cocke with knyf
nast thou none nede. a 1400-50Alexander 2042 Framorne to

be mirke 11151 maynly pa cocken. a 1577 Sir T. Smith Oral.
iii. App. to Life (L.), And if they be both disposed to cock

i it throughly, yet when they both be made bankrupts, then

j

they must needs conclude a peace. 1600 Anr. Abbot E.vp.

j

Jonah 612 He who should have been mild to men, is now
I

cocking with God.

II. f 2. To play the 1 cock', behave boastfully

or defiantly ; to swagger, strut ; to brag, crow over.

1575 Abp. Parker Corr. 246 Our circumspections so vari-
1 able, .maketh cowards thus to cock over us. 1556 J. Hey-
I wood Spider # F. xliii. 17 The spider and fly, that erst

there bragde and cockt. 1650 Arnway Alarum (1661) 161

I

(L.) Belshazzar was found, .cocking up against God. 1682

i
Soltherne Loyal Brother v. i, I'll strut, and cock, and
talk as big, as wind and froth can make me. 1712 Steele

1 Sped. No. 422 T 2 A young Officer, who gave Symptoms of

!

cocking upon the Company. 1713 Guardian (1756) II. No.
i

108. 103 Every one cocks and struts upon it, and pretends
to overlook us.

III. To stick or turn up.

3. trans. To set up assertively or obtrusively
;

I to turn up in an assertive, pretentious, jaunty, saucy,

I
or defiant way ; to stick stiffly up or out. [app.

' with reference to the posture of a cock's neck in

\ crowing, or that of his crest or his tail.]

To cock the ears : to prick up the ears in attention,

interest, etc., said of horses, dogs, and humorously

of persons. To cock the nose : to turn it up in

' contempt or indifference. 7b cock the eye : to

j

turn the eye with a knowing look ; to give a wink.

C1600 Day Bege. BeduellGr. 11. ii. in liullen O. PL (1881)

39 Your bought Gentility that sits on thee Like Peacock's
I feathers cock't upon a Raven. 1672 Makvell Reh. Transp.

t. 161 [She] spreads and cocks her tail. 1713 Addison

i
Sped. No. 275 rS The Latin Poets, when they talk of a
Man's cocking his Nose, or playing the Rhinoceros. 1720
Gay Pastorals

| J ), Our Lightfoot barks, and cocks his ears.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. U779) L ii. 15 To use the vulgar
phrase, lie cocked his eye at him. 1785 Grose Did. Vulgar
Tongue, Cockyour cyc,s\\w\. one eye. 1790 Burns Elegy Hen-
derson iii, Ve hills. .That proudly cock your cresting cairns \

1804 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ep. Ld. Mayor Wks. 1812 V.
204 He cocks his no^e upon d^grace. 1828 Scott F. M.

;
Perth x.wii, The wisest Captain that ever cocked the sweet

' gale (bog-myrtlei in his bonnet. 1836 Marrvat Japhet iv,

i

Timothy put on his hat, cocked his eye at me, and left

us alone. 1863 Kingsley IVatcr-bab. iii, He cocked up
his head, and he cocked up his wings, and he cocked uphi.i

i

tail. 1879 Punch 10 May 213 Cocked my laughing eye, and
shot a glance at her out of it.

b. intr. To stand, or stick conspicuously up.
1629 Galle Holy Mathiesse 91 His Beuer cocks. 1650

R. Stapvlton Strada's Loiv C. \Varres\u. 79 The Spanish
j

Souldiers. .would, .put their Helmets upon faggot-sticks,
so as they might be seen but to cock above the Worker.
1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3319/4 She carries her Tail cocking.

1787 Best Angling i.ed. 2) 168 Floats . . must be so poUed
..as to make them cock, that is, stand perpendicular in

the water. 1857 Livingstone Trav. xxviii, 569 The little

saucy -looking heads cocking up between the old one's

I
ears.

4. To cock the hat: 'to set up the hat with an

air of petulance and pertness ' (JO ;
' a common

: mode of vulgar salutation * (Halliwell). Now,
to .-tick the hat jauntily on one side of the head.
1651 Baxtek Inf. Bapt. 148 He went up and down London

Streets with his Hat cockt, his teeth gnashing, his eyes,

fixed. 1691 Ll ttrell Brief R el. (1857 1 1 1. 204 Behaving
themselves indecently as her majestie past by, looking Ijer

in the face and cocking their hats. 1712 Addison Sped.
No. 403 f 5, I saw an alerte young fellow that cocked his hat
upon a friend of his who entered. 1729 Swift GraudQuestiou
debated 105 The Captain, to show he is proud of the favour,

Looks up to your window, and cocks up his beaver; (His
beaver is cock'd

;
pray, Madam, mark that, For a captain

of horse never takes off his haU 1840 Dickens Bam.
Rttdge lix, Said Dennis, cocking his hat for the convenience
of scratching his head. 1842 S. Lover Handy Andy x.xi,

The mother thought Murphy would be a good ^peculation

for the daughter to cock her cap at. 1852 R. S. Surtees
Sponge's Sp. Tourx. 19 A fancy forage cap, cocked jauntily
over a profusion of well-waxed curls.

5. To turn up the brim of (a hat), esp. as a

fashion of wearing it ; cf. Cocked hat.
1663 Pepvs Diary 13 July, Mrs. Stewart in this dresse,

withner hat cocked and a red plume. 1665 Boyle Occas.
Rejl. iv, xix. (1675) 279 He took up with his Hat, which by
Cocking the Brims he turn'd into a kind of Cup, such a
proportion of Water that he quench'd his Thirst with it.

1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xii, Cocking his hat with pins.

1824 D'Iskaeli Cur. Lit., Lit. Fashions, The same caprice
that cuts our coats and cocks our hats. 1858 Hawthorne
Fr. $ It. fruts. I. 81 Wolsey's hat . . apparently was never
cocked, as the fashion now is.

b. intr. and absol.

1672 WycHerley Love in Wood 11. iv, Say your hat did
not cock handsomely. 1699 Garth Dispeus. 1. 1,1730) 147

\
So spruce he moves, so gracefully he cocks ; The hollow'd
Rose declares him Orthodox.

IV. 6. intr. ' To train or use fighting cocks
;

(T.). 1546-1886 [see Cocking vbl. sb. 2].

7. To shoot wood-cocks.
1696-1870 [see Cocking sb. 3].

Cock, v.- [f. Cock sb. 1 13.]

1 1. To place a match) in the cock of an old

matchlock gun. Also Jig, Obs.

1598 Pjarret Theor. il'arres n. i. 17 To cocke hi.-> burning
match. Ibid. lit. i. 41 Hatting ..made themselues ready,

and cocked their matches. 1645 Ro.vb. Ballads VI. 282
1 Cock your match, primfe] your pan, let piercing bullets fly !

1648 Petition Eastern Assoc. 21 Hot disputes already

lighted, and cock'd between the two Kingdoms.

2. To put (a loaded fire-arm) in readiness for

firing by raising the cock or hammer ; to draw
(the cock) back. To full cock, half cock : cf. Cock
sbA 13 b. Also absol.

1649 MlLTON Eikott. 23 Pistols cockt and menae'd in the

hands of about 300 Ruffians. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys.

Mech. xiv. 88 We took a Pistol, .and. .prim'd it with. .Gun-
powder. . then cocking it, etc. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840,1 1,

xvt 280 He sees me cock and present. 1812 Byron Waltz
ii, A modern hero .. Cock'd—fired—and miss'd his man.

1847 Infantry Man. (1854)111 Cock the rifle. 1875 ' Stone-

iienge Brit. Sports \. 1. xi. 44 A gun .. which opens and
full-cocks with a most convenient lever under the trigger-

guard.

Cock, v.3 Carp. [A technical word of most

uncertain form, occurring also as cauk, caulk,

calk, and recently cog, and prob. the same as

I Coak. If the historical form is (as in quot. 1663

cock, *cok, it may represent a North Fr. *cok-er,

*coqu-er=F. cocker to notch, fit with a notch or

I notches, f. coche, Pr. coca, It. cocca notch, ' a dent

! cut in any thing'. Of this, coak, cauk might be

1 phonetic variants, spelt caulk, calk, by association
' with better known words. .Sec also Cog j&3]

1. trans. To let the end of (a beam) into a wall-

j

plate, or other supporting timber, by cutting the

, bearing end into steppings or a dove-tail, to fit

I into corresponding notches cut in the plate or sup-

|

porting timber. Hence Cocking vbl. sb.

1663 Gerbiek Counsel 43 To see the Carpenters cock the

main Beams into the Lentals, to hold the wall the better.

1703 T. N. City <$• C. Purch. 30 The Beam is cauked down
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[which is the same as Dove-tailing a Cross]. 1819 Nichol-
son Arch. Diet. I. 262 Cocking . . securing beams to wall-

plates by notching each beam.. on the under edge.. and
cutting reverse notches out of the top of the wall-plate.

18*3 — Pract. Builder 129, Cocking or Cogging. 1876
Gwilt Encycl. Archil. Gloss., Caulking or Cocking, the
mode of fixing the tie-beams of a roof or the binding joists

of a floor down to the wall-plates.

2. To secure a piece of timber having a project-

ing tenon across another having a corresponding

notch or mortice ; to secure crossing beams by
any device of the nature or effect of mortice and
tenon.
1854 in Arch. Soc. Did ., Caulking, Calking, Cocking,

Cogging, or Corking. 1874 Knight Did. Mech., Cocking .

.

Mortising.

3. See Coak v.

Cock, vA Also 4 coke. [f. Cock sb$\ trans.

(and absoi.) To put up (hay. etc.
1

in cocks.

1393 Langl. /'. PI. C. vi. 13 Canstow. .coke [v. r. cokenj
far my cokers [v.r. cokarcs. cokerus] ober to be cart picche?
Ibid. XXII. 238 And somme he tauhte to tulye, to theche and
to coke. 1573 Tlsser Husb. (1878) 118 Take heede to the
weather, the wind and the skie, If danger approchelh,
then ' Cock apace ' crie. 16x4 Altkorp MS. in Simpkinson
Washington* Introd. 57 To Gardner (and 10 otherst 4 dales
moving and one daie cocking brakes. 1679 Plot Staf-
fordsh. 11686) 353 They bind and cock it [barley] as they
iloe Wheat and Rye. 1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett.

People 214. 1834 Brit. Huso. I. 495 It does not rake the

grass into rows, nor cock it.

b. dial. cf. COCKEB sb.'-*

i88a Lancashire Class. iE. P. S.\ Quock, Quake, to go a-

shearing or harvesting from home.
Hence Cocked ///. a.

,
Cocking vbL sb. and ///. a.

1579 SpKWSER Shepk. Cal. Nov. 12 Or summer shade vnder
the cocked haye. 1659 Hammond On Ps. Wks. 1681 IV.
120 The toyle of the harvest, in reaping, binding, cocking.
1807 R. VV. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 455 Grass should .

.

be protected against rain and dew by cocking. 1874 KjflGHI
Did. Meek, I. 582/2 A cocking-machine gathers nay from
the swath or windrow and puts it in cock.

t Cock, v. b Obs. [Evidently related in deriva-

tion to the synonymous Cocker v. 1
, and Cooklk v.3

So far as the form goes, it might be the primitive of

which these are diminutive and iterative deriva-

tives ; but being known in only one writer, it may be

shortened from cocker.] trans. To cocker, pamper,
indulge. Hence Cocking vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1573 Tcsser Husb. 1 1878 183 Some cockneies with cocking
are made verie foolcs, Kit neither for prentise, for plough,
nor for schooles. Ibid. 186 Vet cocking Mams, and shifting
Dads from schooles, Make pregnant wits to prooue vn-
learned fooles. Ibid. 214 Where cocking Dads make sawsie
lads, In youth so rage, to beg in age.

Cock, v.'> Erroneous or dial, form of Calk v.~

(in Cumbrld. dial, coke, coak) =to rough-shoe.
i860 Trollome FrtunUy P. (1862- 100 Cautious men. .had

their horses' shoes cocked.

Cock-a-bo*ndy. [Corruption of Welsh coch

a ben ddtt kpx * Vn 8*0 lit.
1 red with black

trunk or stem 1

; various corruptions of the
Welsh spelling are found in Angling books.]
Name of an artificial fly used by anglers.
185a Meanderings 0/ Mem, I. 65 Who can trim a cock-

abundy, turn a rod with him ? 1855 Kingslev Let. in Pre/.
Afem. Ait. Locke 1881) 54 A couple of dozen of good flies,

viz. cock a bondhues, etc. 1861 Hcghes Tom Brvum at
Oxf vi, Throwing some cock-a-bondies across the table.

1887 Pall Mall G. 29 June 3/1, I put on a fly which . . does
not exist-to wit, a fair-sized coch-y-bondhu.

Cockade k^kJ d). Also 8 cockard. [A cor-

ruption of cockard, a. F. cocarde, in 1 6th c. coquarde^
deriv. of coq cock

;
according to Littre, so called

Irom the cock's comb. But the first appearance
of the word is in Rabelais, in the phrase bonnet a
la coquarde, explained by Cotgrave (l6ll) as 'a
Spanish cap, or fashion of bonnet vsed by the
most substantiall men of yore . . also, any bonnet,
or cap, worne proudly, or peartly on th' one side'.

Here coquarde appears to be the fem. of coquard
adj. 1 foolishly proud, saucy, malapert', as sb. 'a
malapert coxcomb* (Cotgr. 1.]

A ribbon, knot of ribbons, rosette, or the like,

worn in the hat as a badge of office or party, or as
part of a livery dress.

The cockade worn in the hat by coachmen and livery ser-
vants of persons serving under the Crown, is a rosette of
black leather, originally the distinctive badge of the House
of Hanover, as the white Cockade was of the House of
Stuart and its adherents.
[1660 Act Tonnage <$• Poundage 12 Chas. II, Capravens,

Cockared Caps, China Pease.) 1700 Steele Tatter No. 44
P 1 The Coachman with a new Cockade. 1717 Pope 3
Honrs after Marr. Epil., To the lae'd hat and cockard
of the pit. 1748 Whitehall Evening Post No. 405 The
Crew . . with Cockades of Blue and Red Ribbons in their
Hats. 1750 75 Jacobite Song tin Herd) The White Cockade,
He's ta'en the field wi' his white cockade. 179a A. Yo^ng
Trav. Prance 145, 1 was questioned for not having a cockade
of the tiers ctat. x8x8 Pari. Deb. 644 Mr. Lockhart . had
known 30,000 cockades given away at an election, and this
signal of party was thus made an engine of bribery. 1846
Hist. Rec. yd Lt. Dragoons 39 The Hats were bound
with lace, and ornamented with a yellow loop, and a black
Cockade.

Hence Cocka deless a., without a cockade

;

Cockadewise adv., in the manner of a cockade.

1850 iraser's Mag. XLII. 97 In baby-clothes and cock-
adetess cap 1884 E. O'Donovan Story Aferv xi. 125
Turbans, one end of the cloth stuck up cockadewise.

Cockaded kpke^ ded), ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED-.]

Adorned with a cockade ; wearing a cockade.

1733 Swift A pot., The first fierce cockaded centry.
i74aYouNG iVf. Th. v. 855 A pamper'd Spendthrift ; whose
. . Well-fashion 'd Figure, and cockaded Bow, etc 1858 K.
S. Surtees Ask Mamma six 66 The cockaded coachman.

Cocka der. rare. One who wears a cockade.
1791 ' G. Gambado' Acad. Horsem. xv.(i8o9) 122 A young

Cockader, about town. 1870 Life Mother Marg. Mary
Halluhan ied. 3) 239 Escorted, .by the two blue cockaders.

Cock-a-doodle-doo, sb. A conventional re-

presentation of the crow of the cock ; a name for

this, ana hence, a nursery or humorous name for

the cock (also cock-a-doodle).

1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (1884* 31 The yung cockerels

. . followid after with a cockaloodletoo as wel as ther 1

strenhth wu!d suffer them. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 386.

1674 Flatman Belly God 24 In the long Egg lyes Cock-a-
doodle-doo. 1719 D'Urkey Pills I. 308 My dear Cock a
doodle, My Jewel, my Joy. 1798 South ey Ballads, Sur-

: gran's Warning, The Cock he crew cock-a-doodle-do, Past
five ! the watchman said. 1841 Lever C. 0'Motley Ixxxiv.

404 A loud cock-a-doo-do-doo that some bold chanticleer set

up at the moment. 1851 Keade Peg Woff. 25 It seemed
not unlike a small cock-a-doodle-doo of general defiance.

atirib. 1856 Keade Never too Late lxxxv. (D. \ Living
almost entirely upon cock-a-doodle broth.

Hence Cock-a-doodle, v.. to crow.
'599 Nasiie Lenten Stuffe (1871* 77 The cockadoodling

cocks.

t Cockagrice. Obs. [f. Cock + Gkick pig.]

In early cookery, a dish consisting of an old cock
and a pig boiled and roasted together. Also called

cokentriee, cokyntryce, -tryche, app. perversions of

I

the word.
a 1400 Forme of Cury No. 175 Cokagres. Take an hole

!

rowsted cok, etc 14. . Anc. Cookery in Househ.Ord. (1790)

250 Kockagris, and tlaumpoynts, and daryoles, and peres
in syrip. Ibid. 443 Cokagrys. Take an ofde cok and pull
him. .and also take a pygge, and flee hym..and sowe hym
faste togedur, and sethe horn.. and do horn on a spette.

1430 Cookery Bks. 40 Cokyntryce.—Take a Capoun, &
skald hym, & draw hem clene. .take a Pigge, & skald hym,
& draw hym in be same maner. .sewe be fore partye of the
Capoun to be After parti of be Pygge. .puttc hem on a spete,

& Koste hym. Ibid. 62 Cokyntryche ; 115 Cokentrice.

Cock-a-hoop. Also 6-7 cock on the - hoope,
hope, houpe), 7 cock in hoope, 9 cock-a-
whoop. [A phrase of doubtful origin, the history

of which has been further obscured by subsequent
attempts, explicit or implicit to analyse it.

Hlount, Glossographia d£>7o\ says ' Cock-on-hoop ; our
Ancestor* call'd that the Cock which we call a Spigget, or
perhaps they used such Cocks in their vessels, as are still

retained in water-pipes ; the Cock being taken out, and laid

on the hoop of the vessel, they used to drink up the ale as
it ran out without intermission (in Staffordshire, now call'd

Strunning a barrel of Ale' and then they were Cock-em-Hoop,
i. e. at the height of mirth and jollity; a saying still re-

tained '. This account fits the use of the phrase in the 16th

c. ; but it has more the appearance of an inference from the
phrase itself, than of an independent statement of historical

facts. For we have no clear evidence that 'cock' ever
meant a spigot, and even if it did, the use of the * hoop ' of
the cask as a place on which to lay it, seems to require

I further elucidation. The matter is perplexed by the occur-
rence of a ' hoop' and of figures 'on the Hoop in tavern-

signs from a much earlier date. Thus the ' George on the
Hoop' is said by Hotten and Larwood Hist. Signboards
(ed. 3) 503, to l>e mentioned in Clause-Roll 43 Edw. Ill,

and later are found the ' Hart ', 'Swan', 'Eagle', 'Falcon', !

' Cock 4 Hen ' * on the Hoop ', also the ' Crown ', ' Hunch
of Grapes', ' Mitre ', 'Angel*, ' Bell', each 'on the Hoop*.

]

Some of these signs still exist ; but it is difficult to see what
tearing they have on the phrase as originally used

{
or how

the 1 Cock on the Hoop ' as a sign should have given rise

to a phrase, more than any of the other devices similarly
found ' on the Hoop'; still more is it difficult to imagine
how this cock could be set on or taken off the ' Hoop in

connexion with a drinking bout. Equal difficulty attends
various other suggested explanations of 'hoop', none of
which affords the slightest clue to the 16th c. use.

Since the 17th c. ' cock ' has been generally identified with
the live fowl, which has led to changes both in the gram-
matical construction and use of the phrase; in accordance
with this also, 'hoop' has been vaguely referred to F.
kuppe tufted crest, (a guess of Phillips 1

, and identified with
' whoop ', as in war-whoop ; these are merely popular ety-

mologies, but they have affected the use of cotk-a-hoop by
persons who believed in them. The following passages
illustrate these remarks.

1403 Add. Charter 5313 Br. Mus.
(
A messuage called

' the belle on the hoop '. 1631 Deed (in J.
Coleman's Book

Catalogue 18891 eclating to 'two Inns in Shoreditch, one
called the Cock and Hoope, and the other the Holy I.ambe '.

a 1637 B. Jonson Eng. Grain. 11. vii, From, of [-off], in,

by, have the force of the ablatiue : as. .Take the cock of If J \

the hoop. 1678 Phillips, Cock-a-hoop tFr. coc-a-huppe, a
Cock with a Crest, or from the Staffordshire custom of

1

laying the Cock or Spigot upon the Barrel, for the company
to drink without intermission 1

. All upon the Spur, high in
j

mirth, or standing upon high terms. 1793 W. Roberts
j

Looker-on (1794) II. 73 No. 39 The Cock on the Hoop may
;

be seen also in Holborn, printed on a board.]

fl. Phrase. To set {the) cock on Jhe) hoop, cock

a hoop : app. to turn on the tap and let the liquor

flow ; hence, to drink without stint ; to drink and
make good cheer with reckless prodigality. Obs.
15*9 Moke Comf agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1 177/2 They . . set i

them downe and dryncke well for our sauiours sake, sette

cocke a hoope, and fyll in all the cuppes at ones, and then
[

lette Chrystes passion paye for all the scotte. 1538 Ball
Thre Lowes 1806 Cheare now maye I make & set cocke
on the houpe, Fyll in all the pottes, and byd me welcome
hostesse. 1540 Palsgb. Acolastus Wedgwood', Let us
sette the cocke on the hope and make good chere within
doores. 156a J. Hlvwood Pro?:

<fr
Epigr. 11867* 54 He

maketh hauok, and setteth cocke on the noope. He is so
laueis, the stocke beginneth to droope. 1606 Heywood
2nd Ft. Ifyou ktunonot me Wks. 1874 I. 257 These knaues
Sit cocke-a-hope, but Hobson pays for all. 1611 Cotgr.,
Sir goguer, to. .make good theere, set cocke-a-hoope, throw
the house out at windowes. 1621 Molle Camerar. Liv.
Libr. in. i. 147 Resolued . .to set cock in hoope, and in guzling
and good cheere spent all that was left. 1658 Brathwait
Hon. Ghost 26 (N.) The cock on hoop is set, Hoping to
drink their lordships out of debt.

+ b. By extension : (a, To abandon oneself to

reckless enjoyment, yb To cast off all restraint,

become reckless, (cj To give a loose to all dis-

order, to set all by the ears. Obs.

1547 Boorde Introd. A'nowl. 117 Now I am a frysker. all

men doth on me looke ; What should I do, but set cocke on
the hoope? 1560 Dals tr. Sleidane's Comm. 441 b, There
be found diuers . . which setting cocke on houpe, beleue
nothinge at all, neither regard they what, reason, what,
honesty, or what thing conscience doth prescribe. 1576
Newton tr. Lemnie's Complex. 11633) 221 Lighting in the

company of amorous and beautiful! Damosels, they set

cocke on hoope, and . . become as merry as the merriest.

1591 Siiaks. Rom. <(• Jul. 1. v. 83 Voule make a Mutinie
among the Guests : You will set cocke a hoope, youle be
the man. [Some would connect this rather with 2 or 3.]

+ C. As an exclamation of reckless joy or elation.

1568 Jacob 4- Esau v. i. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 246 Then,
faith, cock-on-hoop, all is ours ! thou, who but he?

+ 2. as Oiiv. in phrase To set (oneself or some-
thing) cock-a-hoop-, i.e. in a position or state of

unrestrained elatiun or exultation. [Quot. 1689
prob. influenced by Cock sb. 1 the fowl.] Obs.

1689 Trial Pritchard v Papilton 6 Nov. (1684) 31 He sets

himself Cock-a-hoop, as if there were no one that took care
of the City besides himself. 17*0 Gay Poems < 1745) II. 123
Your eyes, lips, breasts are so provoking—Thev set my
heart more cock-a-hoop Than could whole seas of cray-fish

soupe.

3. as pred. adj. [in to be, make cock-a-hoop^ : In

a state of elation ; crowing with exultation. [Here
association with the fowl becomes evident.]

1663 Butler Hud. 1. iii. 14 Hudibras. . having routed the

whole Troop, With Victory was Cock-a-hoop. 1673 Mar*
vell Reh. Transp. II. 264 You were exceedingly straitned

in time; and then a little after were all Cock-a-Hoop.
1677 Coles, To be cock-a-hoop, ampullari, insolescere%

crutas erigere. 1600 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Cock-a-
hoop, upon the high Ropes, Rampant, Transported. 1719
Cordial Low Spirits 162 The church w as very cock-a-hoop,

and held up its head and crow'd. 1817 Mar. Edgeworth
Love 4- L. 11. i, To make Catty cockahoop, I told her that,

etc 1834 GREvn.LE^/rt«. Geo. Il^nSyy III. xxiii. 104 The
Tories have been mighty cock-a-hoop. 1887 H. Smart
Cleverly Won x. 86 They are all as cock-a-hoop about her

chance as ever I saw folks in my life.

4. as attrib. adj. Elated, exultant, boastfully

and loudly triumphant.

1837 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842^ IV. 201 The cock-
a-hoop hilarity of the Tories. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks.
Char. iv. 102 We never lose the cock-a-whoop vein in

Bottom's character.

5. adv. Elatedly, triumphantly.
1809 W. iKTORl Knickerb. 111 vi, That ingenuous habit of

mind which always thinks aloud ; which ndes cock-a-hoop
on the tongue. 1871 Memberfor Paris II. 10 M. Paul .

.

began unwisely to crow cock-a-whoop before the time.

Hence Cock-a hooping vbl. sb. ; Cock-a-
hoopish ; Cock-a-hoopness. nmCMI/dt,)
186a Sal. Rev. XIV. 776/2 These groans and these cock a-

whoopings at the sale cf the Cornhill. 1885 Globe 9 May
3/1 1 he younger sister—for France considers her as such

—

is getting too *cock-a-hoopish'. 1889 Ibid. 23 Nov. 574/1 The
boisterous cock-a-hoopness of some of his present associates.

Cockaigne, Cockayne ;k(ik^n\ Forms:

4 cokaygui^e, 7 cocquany. 9 cockaigne, -ayne.

[ME. cokaygm, a. OF. coquaigne, cokaigne, mod.
V. cocagnc, ap|>caring in Sp. ascucaila, It. cuccagtia^

in Florio coeagna, cucagna, 1 lubberland \
The Romanic word must have originated in some fabulous

geographical notion. Its derivation has been much dis-

cussed, but remains obscure : see Diez and Littre". Grimm
suggested connexion with Gcr. kuchen cake, ' because the
houses there were covered with cakes'; cf. quot. 1305. Diez
would connect it with Romanic words meaning ' cake ',

or with some derivative of I., coouere to cook, in which
I .it t re and Scheler agree. OF. trouver cocaigne is 'to

find the country where good things drop of themselves into

the mouth to meet with good fortune.]

1. Name of an imaginary country, the abode of

luxury and idleness.

< 1305 Lan*i Cokayne 2 (Philol. Soc. 1862) Fur in see bi

west spayngne Is a lond ihote cokaygne. . pot paradis be
iniri and l-rhi Cokaygn is of fairir si^t. /''./. 54 All of

pasteii^ beb | e walles, Of fleis, of fisse, and ruh met, be
likfullist bat man mai et ; Fluren cakes beb be scingles alle,

Of cherche, cloister, boure, and halle ; pe piniies beb fat

podinges. 1677 Hobbes Dial. Com. Laws 24 All the Con-
tentments ana ease which some pleasant Men have Related
of the Land of Cocquany. 1857 Kincsi.ev Two )'. Ago III.

137 Infinite railroads and crystal palaces, peace and plenty,

cockaigne and dilettantism. 1862 Gen. P. Thompson 111

Bradford Advertiser 15 Mar. 6/1 Many things .. could
have been mended if it had been in that land of Cockaigne
where everything is allowed to be done twice over.

2. Humorously applied to London, as the country

of Cockneys; Cockneydom.
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1834 Hist.- Gaming 48 At the high-flying -Hells, in the
Western parts of Cockaigne. 184a Tail's Mag. IX. 244/2
We are bound, .to do justice to the Laureate of Cockaigne.
1881 Atlien&um 30 July 152/1 The writer is evidently a
Cockney, accustomed to the ways and feeling of Cockaigne.

Hence Cockai gfner = Cockney, {rare.)

1842 Tail's Mag. IX. 239 That unfortunate cockaigner

Johnny Keats.

Cockal (kp-kal, kp'k|§l). ? Obs. Forms: 6 cok
all, 6-8 cock-all, 7 cockeall, coccal, cockle,

7-8 cockall, 7-9 cockal. [app. it was orig. two
words cock all ; but no evidence as to the deriva-

tion appears to have come down.]
1. The 1 knuckle-bone' or astragalus ; esp. that of

a sheep, etc., used for playing with (see 2).

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 161 b, The bone, called in Greke
astragalos, and in English Cok all. 1648 Herrick Hesper.

The Temple, A little transverce bone ; Which boyes and
bruckel'd children call 1 Playing for points and pinsi cockall.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11807) I. 216 The tables and cards,

with a deal of cock-alls, mumblety-pegs, and wheels of for-

tune. 1690 W.Walker Idiom. Anglo-Lat. 396 See where
the cockals dice) are {vide ubi tali sint).

2. A game played with 1 knuckle-bones
1

; 'dibs \

Also, a game played by the ancients with these

bones marked like dice (but on four sides only)

;

Lat. Indus talaris.

1586 T. B. La, Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1589) 392 Lysander
[said] that children must be deceived with the play of
cock-all, and men with othes. x6n Cotgr., Tales, Dice;
also, the game tearmed Cockall. 1613 T. Godwin Rom.
Aniiq. (1658) 113 An huckle-bone, such wherewith children
play cockall. 1696 Kennett Romse Antiq. (1713) 249 The
Greeks and Romans had two sorts of games at dice, the

ludus talorum, or play at cockall, and the ludus tessararum,

or what we call dice. 1783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. (Morell)

1, The game at cock all, Ludus talaris. Ibid, v, Astra-
galus, the huckle-bone. Meton. the play at cockal, dice, or
tables. 1820 W. Tooke tr. Lucian I. 549 note, Some games
that were in use at Athens, as dice, cockal, odd and even.

3. Comb. cockal-bone = Cockal i.

1606 Holland Suetou. Annot.36 To cast the Dice or cockall

bones. 1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. (1658) 115 When all

four cock-all-bones appeared . . all with different faces.

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 721/1 The bones of the tarsus

in the horse are, 1st, the astragalus, or ' cockal-bone,' as it

it vulgarly named.

t Cockalane. Sc. Obs. Also -an, -and. [a.

V'. coq-a-V&nc 'a libell, pasquin, satyre' (Cotgr.),

'an incoherent story, passing from one subject to

another* : see Littre, and cf. Cock-and-bull.]
1. ' A comic or ludicrous representation ' (Jam.) ;

a satire, lampoon.
1605 Ayr Session Rec. 25 Feb., Ony ryme or cokalane.

1609 Act Jos. VI, c. 9 By their pasquils, lybels, rymes,
cockalans, comedies . . they slander, maligne and revile the
people, estate, and country of England. 1610

J.
Melvill

Diary 781 Spreideris of cokalandis sould be banischit.

2. A disconnected story, discourse, etc.

C 1650 Sir J. Wishart Let. in SPottiswoodc's Mem. (181 1)

50 ijam.) Excuse the rather cockaland then letter from him
who carethe not howe disformall his penn's expression be.

1676 Etheredge Man of Mode{\7i.x\\.), What a.Cocii lAsne
is this? I talk of women, and thou answerest Tennis.

t Cock-ale, Obs. Ale mixed with the jelly

or minced meat of a boiled cock, besides other

ingredients.

^ 1648 Digby Closet Open. (1669) 174 To make Cock-Ale.
lake eight Gallons of Ale; take a Cock and boil him well.

167s Woman turu'd Bully (N.), Did you ever taste our
cock-ale? 1710 T. Fuller Pharm- E.vtemp. 15 Pectoral
Ale. .may be made Cock-Ale, by adding a cock parboil'd,

bruis'd and cut into pieces. 1743 Loud, Country Bretu.
hi. led. 2) 194 Cock-Ale [full directions].

Cock-a-leekie, var. of Cocky-leeky.
Cock-a-loft, a. colloq. [Formed by vague as-

sociation with Cock v.\ and such compounds as

cockalorum, cock-a-hoop, cock-horse, cock-loft.'] Af-
fectedly lofty, stuck up.
1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 11. xii. (1862J 212 Some

rubbishing cock-aloft notion of 1 doing right '

!

t Cockall. Obs. [cf. Cock sbA 7.] One that

beats all, the 'perfection'.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. 111. iv. Wks. 1856 I. 112

The fourth, most sweete, deare, prettie, all in all : he was
the very cockeall of a husband.

Cock-all : see Cockal.
Cockalo rum, colloq. [A derivative of Cock,

app. playful and arbitrary. Cf., however, Du.
kockeloeren to crow (Hexham).]
1. Applied to a person : = Little or young cock,
bantam

;
self-important little man.

c *7*$ Jacobite Minstrelsy (1829) 47 Hey for Sandy Don !

Hey for Cockolorum ! Hey for Bobbing John, And his
Highland quorum ! [Cockolorum means the Marquis of
Huntly, whose father, the Duke of Gordon, was called
' Cock of the North'.] 1815-20 in Daily Netvs 6 Dec. 1889
In my school days, from 1815 to 1820, we often heard in the
playground: 'Now little cockalorum, out o' that'. 1871
R. Ellis Catullus liii. 5 He . . Cried ' God bless us ! a
wordy cockalorum!' 1881 Contemp. Rev. Mar, 437 Lord
James Butler as high cockalorum of the Protestants.

2. Self-important narration
; 'crowing'.

1884 Pall Mall G. 19 July 4/2 Slovenliness with an un-
pleasant infusion of what has been known in his profession
ever since the Franco-German war days as ' cockalorum '.

3. Hey {hay, high) cockaloruvi\ an ejaculation
or exclamation ; also a boy's game in which one

set of players jump astride the others (who pre-

sent a chain of 'backs'), calling out Hey cocka-

lorum, jig, jig, jig! {Hey cockalorum jig! is

given as refrain of a popular song c 1800). High
cockalorum jig : name of a game of cards.

1823 Galt Entail II. 260 (Jam.) I'll let no grass grow
beneath my feet, till I hae gi'en your father notice of this

loup-the-window and hey cockalorum-like love. 1840 Bar-
iiam Ingol. Leg., Witches' Frolic, Now away ! and away!
without delay, Hey Cockalorum ! my Broomstick gay

!

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. iii, Prisoner's-base. rounders,
hign-cock-a-lorum, cricket, foot-ball, he was soon initiated

into the delights of them all.

Cock-and-bull. [In its origin app. referring

to some story or fable. The early use of the

phrase is parallel to that of the French coq-a-t&ne

;

cf. Cockalane 2.]

1. lit
1660 S. Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 409 What a

strange Story is here ! as if a man should tell a Tale of two I

things, a Cock and a Bull, metamorpozed into one, whereof
the one having been as confidently as untruly avowed to be
assuredly known to be the other, viz. the Cock to be a Bull,

is (being denyed) as ridiculously as reasonlessly profer'd to

be proved in this illegal and illogical way of Argumenta-
tion, etc. 1692 Blntlev Boyle Led. 66 That cocks and
bulls might discourse, and hinds and panthers hold con-

ferences about religion.

2. To talk of, a story of, a cock and a bull : (to

tell) a long rambling, idle story; tedious, dis-

connected, or misleading talk. Cf. F. coq-a-rdne.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. n. iv. (1651) 274 Some mens

whole delight is.. to talk of a Cock and Bull over a pot.

1667 Sir R. Moray in Lauderd. Papers U885) II. 83, I

would not begin to talk of any matters & bee did not, so
wee talkt about an hour of a cock and a bull. 1681 Trial
S. Colledge 36 We call you to that particular of the papers,

and you run out in a story of a Cock and a Bull, and I know
not what. 1714 tr. T. a Kempis' Chr. Exerc. iv. xxix. 273
There being here neither beginning nor end. .but they skip

\

from a Cock to a Bull. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. 118521 I.

430 To set their hearers agape with an idle story of a cock
{

and a bull. 1800 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. I. 73, I have
j

a letter from Stevenson who has . . got accounts that Scindiah :

had joined the Kolapoor man . . etc. etc., all about a cock
and a bull. 1829 Southey Pilgr. Compost. Prel., Come!
out with a murder, . . a Goblin, . . a Ghost, Or a tale of a

j

Cock and a Bull

!

3. A cock and {a) bull story {tale, yarn) : an idle, 1

concocted, incredible story ; a canard.
1796 Burney Mem. Metaslasio II. 77 Not to tire you

with the repetition of all the cock and bull stories which I

have formerly told you, etc. 1863 Kingsley Waier-bab. >

vi. 243 They invented a cock-and-bull story, which I am 1

sure I never told them. 1876 F. E. Trollope Charming
j

Fellow I. xvi. 230 He told me a cock-and-a-bull story about
[

his father's devotion to science.

f Cock-and-pie. Obs. [Supposed to be orig.

Cock sb$ and Pie, the ordinal of the Roman
Catholic Church.] Used in an asseveration.

1550 Crowley Epigr. 469 By cocke and by pye. 1557
Tottell's Misc. (Arb.) 251 What though a varlets tale

you tell : By cock and pye you do it well. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W.i. i. 316 By cocke and pie, you shall not choose,
Sir: come, come. 1601 Dent Pathiv. Heaven 142, I know
a man that will neuer sweare but by Cocke or Pie, or Mouse-
foot. I hope you will not say they be oathes. 1821 Scott
Kenilw. xix, 'Is he?' replied the host; 'ay, by cock and
pie is he '. 1854 Thackeray Newcomes xi, ' By cock and pye
it is not worth a bender '.

Cockandy. A name of the Puffin in Scotland.
1802 in Montagu Oruith. Diet. (1833I 96. 1885 Swainson

Frau. Names Birds 220 Cockandy (Fife\

Coxkapert, a. and sb. Obs. exc. dial. [This

may represent an obs. F. coq apert 1 pert cook '

;

but it may also be an Eng. formation from the

same elements ; see Apert 4, and cf. malapert ; in

the former case the subst, in the latter the adj. use

would be the original.] adj. Impudent, saucy

{obs.). sb. A saucy fellow {dial.).

1556 J. Heywood Spider 3* F. xliv. 93 Your cockapert
pride : and your couetous harts. 1881 Isle 0/Wight Gloss.,

Cock-a-pert, a saucy fellow.

Cockard, obs. f. Cockade.
tCockarouse (kf?karaus). Obs. A title of

honour among the Indians of Virginia
;
hence, a

person of consequence among the colonists there.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia 11. 38 They haue. .but few oc-

casions to vse any officers more then one commander, which
commonly they call Weroivance or Caucorouse, which is

Captaine. [The words 'or Caucorouse* are not in Map 0/
Virginia (1612) 36, the original of the passage.] 1705
Beverley Virginia ill. (Bartletf, A cockarouse is one that

has the honor to be of the king or queen's council, with re-

lation to the affairs of government. 1708 Sot-Weed Factor ;

or, Along up to Maryland (Bartlett*, In an ancient cedar
house, Dwelt my new friend, a cockerouse. 1727-31 in

Bailey, Cockarouse among the Virginian Indians.

Cockatiel, -eel (k^katH). [ad. Du. kaketielje,

to this bird by Dutch sailors in the East.
Mr. Jamrach informs us that_ he called them cockatiels,

from the name kaketieljes, applied by Dutch sailors to the
first specimens brought to him {c 1850). Dr. J. W. Muller of
Leiden says kaketielje is no regularly formed Du. dim. of
kaketoe, but looks like an adaptation of a Pg. dim. (7 coca-

tilho, cacatelhd) of cacatit, cockatoo. Portuguese is largely

used by Dutch sailors as a kind of lingua franca in the

Eastern Archipelago.]

A bird-fancier's name for the Cockatoo Parra-

keet, or Crested Grass Parrakeet of South Australia

{Calopsitta or Nymphicus Novx-Hollandix), com-
mon as a cage-bird in England.
1880 P. W. Sclater Guide Zool. Gardens 5. 1884

Gedsey For. Cage Birds, Cockatiel or Parrakeet Cockatoo.
1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1248/3 Pair of cockatiels with three
nestlings.

Cockatoo (kf?kat/?). Forms : 7 cacato, cock-
atoon, crockadore, 8 cokato, coeatore, cocatoo,

S- cockatoo, [ad. Malay kakatua, app. immed.
through Du. kaketoe

;
app. influenced in form by

cock. Several authorities say the name represents

the call of the bird : but see also quot. 1850.]

1. The name of numerous beautiful birds of the

parrot kind, esp. the genus Cacatua, inhabiting

Australia and the East Indian Islands, distinguished

by a crest or tuft of feathers on the head, which
can be raised or depressed at pleasure.

J1616 Beaum. & Fl. Little Fr. I,a%tyer 11. iii, My name is

Cock-a-two, use me respectively, I will be cock-o'three

else.] 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 212 Cacatoes, birds like

Parrats, fierce and indomitable. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
11. 281/2 Cockatoons . . have generally long Tails. 1707
Funnell Voy. ix. 265 The Crockadore is a Bird of various
sizes . . When they fly wild up and down the Woods, they
will call crockadore, crockadore; for which reason they go
by that name, a 1732 Gay Fp. Pulteney, They're crown'd
with feathers like the cockatoo. 1779 Fokhest Voy. N.
Guinea 295 At Sooloo, there are no Lories; but the Coca-
tores have yellow tufts. 1850 Jml. Indian Archipelago
IV. 183 Cockatoo, Malay Kakatinvah—a vice, a gripe, and
also the name of the bird, no doubt referring to its powerful

bill. 1854 Busunan in Circ. Sci. 1865) I. 294/1 The cocka-

too shrieks its own name.

2. Australia, {colloq.) A small farmer. Also

cockatoo farmer.
1864 H. Kingsley Hillyars $ B. in Macm. Mag. Dec. 148

The small farmers, contemptuously called 'cockatoos '. 1874
Lady Barker N. Zealand xv, no The small farmers are

called Cockatoos in Australia by the squatters . . who . . say
that, like a cockatoo, the smali freeholder alights on good
ground, extracts all he can from it, and then flies away.
1881 Chequered Career 341 Most of the cockatoo farmers in

South Australia are Germans.

Cockatrice (k^'katrais, -tris). Forms : 4-7

coc-, cok-, 5- cockatrice ; also 4-5 koc-, koka-
trice, 5 cocatryse, coc-, cock-, cokautrice, 5-6

cokatryce, 6 cockeatrice, coecatrice, -trise,

cockatryce, -tryse, 7 cockatrise. [ME. coca-

tris, -ice, a. OK. cocatris (also coc-, coqu-, kok-,

cauc-, chocatrix, -atriz, -atris, caucatri, cocastris,

qualquetrix) masc, corresp. to Pr. calcatriz, It. cat-

catrice (1266) fern., repr. L. *calcalrix, calcdtrlcem

(cf. caucatrices, in Du Cange), app. a medieval ren-

dering of Gr. ixvtv^wv ichneumon. This last (
=

t'xf eurrys) meant literally ' tracker, tracer out,

hunter out ', f. lxve v-€iv to track, trace out, hunt

out, f. txvos track, footstep. L. calcdtrix is fern,

agent-sb. of calcdre, orig. ' to tread in med.L.
' to tread on the heels of, track, trace out ' (f. calx,

calcem heel\ Thus calcdtrix came to render ich-

neumon. (Prof. Thor Sundby, Brunetto Latino's

Levnet og Skrifter, Kjobenhavn, 1869, p. 142-4.)

In OF. the word was partially popularized, as seen

by the phonetic change of the original calc- through

caulc- to cauc-, coc-, and chauc-, choc-. (In Sp.

it occurs only as adopted from Fr., viz. cocatriz

(Nebrija 1512), cocadriz ^Minsheu), cocotriz later

diets.)

The sense-history of this word is exceedingly curious. The
Ichneumon, an Egyptian quadruped, said to devour rep-

tiles and crocodiles' eggs (which it searches for in the sand',

is called by Pliny vill. 24 135) § 88 sq., the mortal enemy of
the aspis and the crocodile. As to the latter, he tells that

when the crocodile is asleep or dozing with its jaws open,

the ichneumon darts down its throat, and destroys it by
gnawing through its belly ; a tale originating, partly at

least, in the habits of the bird trochilus, as mentioned by
Herodotus and subsequent Greek writers, and repeated in

many forms by later compilers. From an early period,

Western writers entertained the notion that this ichneumon
was amphibious or aquatic ; the immediate followers of

Pliny appear to have identified it with the Otter an Gr.

(uvSpk). Pliny's tale is repeated by Solinus fflor. 0260)

Collectanea xxxii. 25 (ed. Mommsen 160', and Isidore

(^640) Orig. xii. ii. 36: in the text of Solinus known to

Ammianus Marcellinus (c ^oo\ the animal is called ' en-

hydros, the second kind of the ichneumons (enhydros

alterum ichneumonum genus)
'

; while Isidore appears to

make two distinct animals, the Ichneumon which ' serpentes

insequitur. .adversus aspidem pugnat ', and the Enhydros
4 a little beast so called because it lives in the water, and
mostly in the Nile (Enydros bestiola, ex eo vocata, quod in

aquis versetur, et maxime in NiIo)\ But the Gr. eVuSpi's

was not only the otter, but also a ivater-snake=hydrus\

and the latter was the only sense in which cuhydris had been

used by Pliny. Later compilers took this to be the sense of

enhydrus, -os, in Solinus and Isidore, and the crocodile's

enemy was now described as a 'water-snake' or 'fish*.

Thus it appears in Albertus Magnus (1193-1280) De Ani-
malibus xxv. (VII. 669) as 'hidra vel hydrus serpens om-
nium serpentum pulcherrimus . . Apparet autem in Nilo
flumine, et quum crocodilus dormit', etc., as in Pliny.

Meanwhile also the latinized name calcatrix comes into

view. It is found, along with the transformed description,

in the version of the story given (c 1263) by Brunetto
Latino in Li Livre dou Tresor 185 (ed. Chabaille), where
it is said * then comes another fish, which is named hydrus,
that is cocatris, and enters within his body (lors vient un
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Ultra poissons, qui a BQfl ydre, cc eat cocalris [: .r. qual-
.juetrixj e*. li etitre dedans lc cors)'; further 'and you must
know that cokatrix, albeit he is born in the water, and
within the Nile, he is not at all a fish, but is a water-serpent
(Et sachiez que cokatrix ja suit ce qu'il natst en l'aigue, et

dedans le Nile, il n'est mie peisson, ainz est serpens d'aigue)'.
It has been suggested that, in this, the ichneumon was
confounded with another reputed enemy of the crocodile,

the Z'aranus, or Monitor of the Nile, which is really a rep-
tile. The cocatris —ichneumon =euhydris = hydrus, having
thus been transformed into an aquatic reptile, living in

the Nile, other writers proceeded to identify it with the
crocodile itself The Bestiaire dhu'n of Guillaume le Nor-
mand (c 1210) makes coquatrix the crocodile, &ndydrus his

enemy; and in the Bestiaire of Richard de Fournival
(c 1250) we have ' Vous m'avez fait mention en votre requeste
d'un chocatrix, qui est apelez par son droit non cocodrilles '

—

' you have mentioned a clwcatrix, but he is called by his
right name crocodile'. And in later French, as well as in
other Romanic langs., 'crocodile' became, at least, one of
the recognized meanings of cocatrix. This confusion may
have been helped in some instances by the fact that coco-
drills, one of the commonest of the early forms of crocodile
(see that word), had an initial similarity to cocatrix, and
may have been taken by the ignorant as only another form
of the name.
In English the confusion with crocodile hardly appears,

except once or twice as a literalism of translation. Here,
cocatricc appears from the first as the equivalent of L. basi-
IJscus, or regains- Basilisk. It was thus used by Trevisa
in his translation of Bartholomaeus Anglicus Dc Prefrric-
tatibus Rerum to render basil/scus, and, what was more
important, by Wyclif and his followers to translate regains
(Isa. .\i. 8, xiv. 29, lix. 5), and basil/scus (Ps. XCfjJL 13) of
ihe Vulgate. In the former of these (also in Jer. vui. i7>it
was retained in the i6-i7th c. versions; but in the reviNed
text of 1S05, has been changed to basilisk. The history of
this further transition of sense i>. still obscure; but it is to
be noticed that cocatricc translates F. basilkoc, and that
coc is app. a connecting link, liut some traditional notions
of the ichneumon as the enemy of t he as/is (which appeared
later in the well-known statement that the only animal
which could kill the basilisk was the mustcla or weasel)
were probably contributory, as well as the medieval con-
fusion, under the name regains, of the basilisk >rex ser-
/cutiunn with the trochilus Krex avium, OF. roytelet, in
mod. F. roitelet 'wren';: cf. Aldrovandi Opera

I Bologna)
X. 361.

Further etymological speculation, in France or England,
working upon the syllable coc, coo, in basili-coc, coc-atris,

probably also associating the crested basilisk with the
crested bird, and mingling with it vague notions uf the
crocodile's eggs buried in the sand, and producing a tiny
reptile, originated the well-known notion of 'a serpent
hatched by a venemous reptile from a cock's (i.e. basili-

cock's or cok-aiiriit's) egg'', embodied in the heraldic mon-
ster, half cock, half serpent. As told of the basilisk, this

appears already in Albtrtus Magnus (who however dis-

believes It), in Bartholom:eus Anglicus, etc. (See Thor
Sundby, above cited ; also Solinus, with Commentary, ed.

Salmasius 16S9, Cahier & Martin Melanges d'Archtologie
II.213.]

1. A serpent, identified with the Basilisk, fabu-

lously said to kill by its mere glance, and to be
hatched from a cock's egg.

Used in Bible versions to translate L. basiliscits,

regains, where the LXX have 0aat\taKos, derm's.

138a WYCLIF Ps, xc 13 Vp on the eddere and the kokatrice

[1388 cocatrice, Vulg. super basiliscnm] thou shalt go 1398
Trevisa Barth. Dc P. R. xil. xvi. iTollem. MS.) A forlyued
cok leyeb egges in his laste eldc.and yf any venimous
worme sitteb on brood perupon in be canicular dayes, berof
is gendrid ..a cocatrice. Ibid. XVIII. xvi. 11495' 176 The
cokatryce is halfe a fote longe and hath whyte speckes.
1 1440 Gcsta Rom. Ivii. 24oiHarl. MS.)Ther is a cocautrice
withe in the walle ; and as ofte tyme as she hathe enye
syght of youre men, bei bethe dede. 1535 Covekdale Isa.

xL 8 He shal put his hande in to the Cockatryce denne.
1583 Sti bbes Anat. Abus. (18771 *°9 Eike a Cockatrice or
Basilicock, which slay or kill men with the poison of their

sighte. 159a Siiaks. Rom ft Jul. 111 ii. 47 The death-darting
eye of Cockatrice. 1595 Spenser Sonn. xlix, Kill with
looks as Cockatrices doo. 1611 Bible Isa. lix. 5 They hatch
cockatrice egges. c 1630 Dm. mm. ok Hawth. Poems W'ks.
41 Pale envy, with the cocatrice's eye, Which seeing kills,

but seen doth forthwith die. 1646 Nik T. Browne Pseud.
P.p. in. vii. 118. ..' 1671 Lu. Faireax Mem. (16991 103 The
fruit of our hopes, .prove as cockatrice eggs from w'hence
so mischievous a brood should spring. 1829 Socthev i'ng.

Dragon i, Till this dracontine cockatrice Should break its

way to light.

t b. Rarely identified or confounded with the

Crocodile. Obs.
.t 1400 50 Alexander 3895 Hardere J>an ony comon cogitl-

stane or cocatryse scales [ Lat. dorsa duriora cocodritlis].

1 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 84 Cocatryse, basiliscus, cocodrillus.

1583 Stl bbes Anat. Abus. 11. 6 The Cocatrice neuer meaneth
so much crueltie, as when he fawneth vpon thee and wecpeth.

e. In Her. figured as a hybrid monster with

head, wings, and feet of a cock, terminating in a
serpent with a barl>ed tail. In quot. 1563 allusive.

1563-87 Foxe A. ff M. 1093 Why then doth this glorious

cockatrice crowe so much against Barnes? 1607 Topsell
Serpents (1653' 677 The Cockatrice being half a foot in

length, the hinder part like a Snake, the former part like

a Cock, because of a treble combe on his fore-head. 1610

Guillim Heraldry 111. xxvi. <i66o' 260. 1864 Boi;tell

Heraldry Hist. $ Pop. x. 67 The head of a Cockatrice is

borne as a Crest.

2. fig. applied to persons.
1500 20 Dlnbar Flyting$2\ Conspiratour.cursitcokatrice

..traitour, tyran intemperate. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

634 This cancard worme and pestiferous coccatrice. 1594
?Greene Selintns Wks. (GrosarU XIV. 290 So Selimus
hath prou'd a Cocatrice, And cleane consumed all the familie

Of noble Ottoman. i6aa Bacon lien. I'll, 194 TMl was
the end of this- little Cockatrice of a King that was able to

destroy those that did not espie him lirst. 1794 Colehiuoe

I

Robespierre 11, The crowned cockatrice whose foul venom
Infects all Europe.
attrib. 154a Brinklow Compl. xxiv. (1874) 60 What a

1 cockatryse syght was it to se such an abhomynable sort of

j

pompos bisshops in lordly parlament robys.

to. A name of repioach lor a woman : prostitute,

: whore. Obs.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. Iv. 1, And withal calls me
at his pleasure 1 know not how many cockatrices and
things, a 1615 Fletcher Lore's Cure in. iv, I'll shew him,

and his cockatrice together And you shall hear 'em talk.

1687 Sedley Bellamira iv. i, Prithee let me see thy punk,
thy cockatrice, thy harlot. 1747 Gakrick Miss in Teens 11.

Wks. 1798 I. 86 Where's your Aunt, you young Cockatrice?
. .She's a base Woman, and you are .

Cockayne : see Cockaione.

Cock-bead-plane. Joinery. 'A plane for

making a moulding which projects above the

common surface of the timber (Jam.).
1 Hence some mod. Diets, have cock-bead as the name of

such a moulding.)

t Cock-bell. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 coke-,

5-6 cok-, (5 cokerbell). [perh. f. F. cogue shell

+ Bell. Cf. Cock sb. 4 , and the nursery com-
bination of * cockle-shells and silver bells*. Sense

3 is perhaps a distinct word.]

fl A small bell. Obs.

1387 Trlvisa Higden Rolls 1 I. 219 Eueriche of bilke

ymages bare, .a cokebelle [1485 Caxton, cokerbell) of siluer

[Higden nolam argenteam\ i-honged aboute his nekke.
t 1440 Promp. Pan: 86 Cok belle, tiota, campanella, bulla.

153a Moul Cou/ut. 'Piudalc Wks. 366/2 Take them then as

yonger brethren litle babes vntaughte, and geuc them ..

ratilles and cokbelles and gay golden shone.

t 2. A spring wild- flower, frequented by bees.

1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. \\. (1623* Oiij, In Taurus,
Slow-tree, Plum-tree, Goosebery . . Cherry Pear, Cock bell,

which is a Wood-flowre.

3. An icicle. Usually in //. (Also cog-bell,

i

cockabcll, cocklebell, co/ikabell.)

1645 Bargrave MS. Diary in Kentish Dial. (E. D. S.',

My breath turned into many cock-bells as I walked. 1735
Pegge Kcnticisms, Cock-bells, icicles. 1736 J. Lewis Hist.
Thanet Gloss., Cog-bells, icecicles, ice-candles. 1746 Gentl.
Mag. XVI. 406 Conkal'ell, an icicle, in the Som. dialect

cUnkabett. 1880 E. Comm. Gloss. <E. D. S.\ Cockabell,

C'vklebcll, icicle. 1887 Parish & Shaw Kentish Dial.,
There are some large cog-bells hanging from the thatch.

Co ck-bill, so. Naut. Also 7-8 -bell.

In the phrase a-cock-bill [f. A-COCK advb. phrase

+ Bill] : having the bills or tapering ends cocked
or turned upwards. Said of the anchor when
it hangs from the cathead ready for dropping

;

also of the yards of a vessel, when they are placed

at an angle with the deck—'the symbol of mourn-
ing' (Smyth).
1648 Earl Westmoreland Otia Sacra (18791 164 The

Others all a Cock-bell set, One after other down are let

Into the Sea. 169a in Smith's Seaman s Gram. 1. xvi. 74 The
.
Anchor is a Cock-bell, that is, hangs up and down by the

Ships side. 1769 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 113 2 The collier

was going down full sail, on the flood tide, and anchor a
cock bill. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xvii. 48 On Good
Friday she had all her yards a'-cock-bill, which is customary
among Catholic vessels.

b. Shortened to cock-bill.

1881 NABES Stmmmntkip ted. 61 164 The anchor U cockbil).

Co ck-bill, v. [f. prec] To place a-cock-bill.

1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxxvi. 137 Ihe pilot gave orders

i

to cock-bill the anchor. 188a Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 163

Cockbil] the anchor.

Co ck-bird. [Cock sW\
1. A male bird : see Cock slO 21.

2. Sc. A cock chicken. Hence cock-bird-height

the tallness or stature of a cock chicken.

1825-79 in Ja.mikson. Mod. 'They begin to take their

own way, before they are cock-bird-height '.

Cock-boat (kf?'kbJ»t). Also 5 cok-, cog-,
6- 7 cocke-. [f. Cock ^.3 + Boat: in 15th c.

1 occas. cogboote, according to the earlier association

: of cog and cock : see these words.]

A small ship's-boat, esp. the small boat which is

' often towed behind a coasting vessel or ship going

;

up or down river. Often used typically as the

smallest or lightest of floating craft.

(1430 Lydg. Min. Poems 11840) 152 A ship with a large

!
seyl, And a cokboot that goth in Tempse lowe. C 1440

j

Promp. Parv. 86/1 Cogboote (1499 Pvnson cok botej, sca/a.

1530 Palsgr. 206/2 Cockebote to rowe with, cocoiwt. 1580
I.vlv Euphues Kp. Ded. (Arb.i 218 The little Cock boat is

j

safe, when it is noised into a tall ship. 158s N.T. (Rhem.)
Acts xxvii. 16 We could scarse get the cock-boate. 1666

j

Lond. Gaz. No. 56/1 The Master and Company put to Land
in their Cock -boat for assistance. 1755 H. Walpole Corr.

! ied. 3* III. 103 We take from Men-of-war and Domingo-
i Men, down to colliers and cock-boats. 1858 Kingslly Poemsy

Watchman 7 There's water to float a little cock-boat. 1861

W. H. Russell in Times 23 Sept., The finest . . was but a
cockboat compared with the Warrior.
Jig. 160$ Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. iii. {18731 23 Never car-

ing, .what becomes of the ship of estates, so they may save

I

themselves in the cockboat of their own fortune. 1636
Featly Claris Myst. xiv. 190 Neere drowned the cocke
boate of his private fortune.

t Cock-brain. Obs. One to whom is ascribed

the brain of a cock ; a light-headed, rash, and

!
foolish person. Cf. bird-xvillcd.

1567 Dkan 1 lie races Ep. dc A rtc P. A iiij, A freslie bote

j

younker cocke braine, wylde. 1577 Hanmer Anc. EccL
IIist. 1 1619 33 A very presu mptuous and heady Cock-braine.
a 1640 Jackson Creed xi. xxxvi. Wks. XI. 117 Haughty cock-
brains, or furious hotspurs. J675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks.
1867 V. 120 A light-head or cock-brain.

Coxk-brained, a. [f. prec. + -ed.] Having
little judgement, foolish and light-headed, silly.

1530 Palscr. 308/: Cokbraynde, lyght, fole hardye, saffre.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke iii. 44 b, The light and
cockbrayned facion of the multitude. 1630 J. Taylor

:

(Water P. 1 Wks. 11. 38/2 These puckfoyst ccckbrain'd cox-
I
combs, shallow pated. 1777 Poor Robin (Na Now cock-
brain'd youths will throw at cocks. 1856 F. E. Paget
Owlet 0/ Cnvlst. 158 My youth may make me crude and
cock-brained.

Cock-brass, -bread: see Cock sb. 23.

Cock-broth. Also in Sc. -broo, -bree. [sec

Broth, Buoo, Bulk.] The broth of a boiled cock.
i6oj Holland Pliny II. 384 If the body bee bound or

costiue, a Cocke-broth causcth it to be soluble, a 165a
Bkome Eng. Moor 1. iii. Wks. 1873 II. 16 He . . restore thee
'gain with Cawdels and Cock-broths. 1715 Vanbrugh
Country-house n. i, My mother desires that we may have

I
some cock-broth to drink two or three times a day between
meals, for my sister and I are sick folks. 1784 Ramsay
Tea-t. Misc. ( 1733 ' I. 105, I took him into the pantry And
gave him some good cock-broo. 18*4 Scott St. Ronan's iii,

' Some judgment in cock-bree or in scat e-rum pies.'

Cockchafer tk^ k,tpi:faj\ Also -chaffer. [A
compound of Chafer or chaffer, beetle, app. of

rustic origin ; not in the dictionaries till quite re-

cently. (Not in Craig 1847.) Cock is probably

prefixed to express size or valour, or in reference

j
to the practice of making these insects fight. An-
other form is Jeffrey { — chaffer) Cock.]

A coleopterous insect or beetle {Afclolontha vul-

garis'^ well known in England and over Europe :

it is a stout broad insect of comparatively large

1 size and greyish chestnut colour ; it comes forth

from the chrysalis towards the end of May ;hence

called Maybug), and flies with a loud whirring

sound. Both the perfect insect and the larva are

very destructive to vegetation.

[1691 Ray A'. C. Words, A Clock, a Beetle or Dor, a Hot-
chafer.] 171* J. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 140 May-
Bugs, .are by some called Chafers, or Cock-Chafers. 1770-4

,
A. HvNTfcR Georg. Ess. (1803* III. 99 There are few insects

1 more prejudicial to the farmer than . . the Cock-Chaffer.

1787 T. BtST Angling ied. 2) 52 The line .. baited with a
cock shaver or grasshopper. 1859 W. S. Colkm an Wood-
lands 14 The common Cockchafer, .is often a terrible enemy
to this tree [the Oak).

Coxk-crow. — Cock -crowing.
c 1300 Bekct 1090 A lute before the Cockes crowe. c 1450

Lonllich Grail Ivi. 145 This same nyht atte ferst kok

j

crowe. 1483 Cath. Angt. 70 Cok crawe, gallicantus.

< 1490 Promp. Parv. (MS. K.) 86 Cokcrow, tyme, galti-

cinium. 1595 Barnfield Ode (ArtO 64 She. .each morning
: (by Cocks crew) Showers downe her siluer dew. 1691
I Washington tr. Milton's De/. Pop. v. (1851) 133 You dis-

j

turb all people with your shitten Cock-crow ; that's the only
' property in which you resemble a true Cock. 1798 Socthev

Well St. Keyne, From cock-crow he had been travelling.

1880 Golow. Smith in Atl. Monthly No. 368. aoS The
character would vanish like a ghost at cock-crow.

t Cock-crowen, a. Obs. or dial. [f. Cock +

crowen, obs. pa. pple. of Crow v.] That the cock
! has crowed on, that is no longer fresh ; stale.

1577 B. Googl Heresbach's Hnsb. (15861 a Gifts and re-

wardes retayne the Cockrowen Courtier, yea suche as have
one of their feelc alredy in the grave. 1602 Mannincham
Diary 31 Nov. 86 He takes a speciall grace to use an old

wome sentence, as though anie would like to be served

with cockcrowen pottage. 1607 Topsell Serpents (1655)

780 Then was there brought some Cock-crown keal. 18*5-

79 Jamiesos, Cock-crown kail, broth heated a second time ;

. .such as the cock has crow d over, being a day old, Roxb.

Coxk-crower. rare. One who crows like a

cock (e.g. to disturb an orator, actor, etc.).

1856 Sat. Rez\ II. 450/2 That the groaners and cock-

I crowers . . adopted the only means of putting down inter-

j

minablc talkers.

Co ck-crowing, a. The crowing of a cock.
' b. The time when cocks crow, early dawn.

138a Wyclif Mark xiu. 35 Whanne the lord of the hous

j

cometh, in the cuentidc, or in the mydnyst, or kockis crow-

ynge, or morwynge. c 1440 Promp. Pan: 86 Cokkrowynge
tyme, gallicinium. 1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Hush. 111.

I

(1586) 130 b, In Winter you must feede them at the first

Cockcrowing and againe when the daye begins to breake.

164a Flller Holy *r Pro/. St. 1. xiii. 40 An age which we
may call the first cock-crowing after the midnight of Igno-

rance and Superstition. 1844 Emerson i'ng. American
Wks. (Bohn) II. 301 All this drudgery, from cockcrowing

to starlight. 1878 K. Ainer. Rev. CXXVII. 59 Like the

cock-crowing that sounded in the ears of Peter,

t Cocke. Obs. Also 4-5 cok, cocce, and

after L.) cocco, corruptly cocto: cf. also Coc-

cyn, Coctin. [ad. L. coccttm, and its abl. case

cocco, scarlet : sec Coccyn, Coccus.] Scarlet.

138a Wyclif Ex. xxvii. 16 Purpur, and cocto twies died

1 1388 of reed sclk). — 1 Kings Prol. 4 Other men bise, and
purpur, and cocko [v.r. cocce, cok, cocke] orTren, and
tacynct. — Rev. xviii. 16 Clothid with bijee, and purpur,

and cocke [v.r. coctyn, or reed, coccyn, red scarlet ] 1388
— Ex. xxviii. 5 Reed selk twies died [v.r. cocco] and bijs.

Cokeall : see Cockal, Cockall.

Cocked (kpkt), a. 1 [f. Cock v. 1 + 'ID 1
.]

Set erect; having a pronounced upward turn,



COCKED. 571 COCKERNONY.

1647 H. More Song 0/Soul 1. IL xxxviii, A Vongster gent
With bever cock't, and arm set on one side. 1691 The
ll'eesils ii. 7 His Wife too, in her Cock'd Comode well

drest. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4674/8 A brown bay Gelding
.. has .. a large broom Tail cock'd, Trots all. 1826 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. il (1863) 281 A wide mouth and a
cocked-up nose.

Cocked hat. 1. A hat with the brim perma-
nently turned up, esp. the three-cornered hat of

this shape worn at the end of the 18th and begin-

ning of the 19th century ; also various styles of

hat formerly worn in the army and navy. Now,
applied to the triangular hat (without cocks),

pointed before and behind and rising to a point

at the crown, worn as part of the full-dress uni-

form of staff- officers, surgeons, and others, and of

some official court-dresses, etc.

1673 Wvch erley Genii. Dancing M. EpiL, Periwigs and
broad cock'd hats. 1756 ConnoisseurNo. 75 T 3 Knowledge I

is a greater ornament to the head, than a bag or a smart
|

cocked hat. 1808 Cobbett Pol. Keg. XIII. 379 Among
the heavy dragoons cocked hats are abolished, among the

light they are just coming into vogue. 1859 Jephson
j

Brittany ii. 11 Policemen w ith cocked hats like those of i

staff-officers. 1865 Etouiana vi. 99 The masters at Eton,

up to a comparatively recent date, wore cocked hats. 1887

T. Trolloi'E What I Remember I. xvi. 335 The emperor. .

[

violently tossed his cocked hat into the corner of the room. '

1890 Times (Weekly ed.) 24 Jan. 13/1 The coffin, covered
]

with the Union Jack, and bearing the cocked-hat, and I

sword of the deceased [Lord Napier of Magdala],

2. Anot.
1859 Tonn Cycl. AHat. V. 187/2 The form of pelvis result-

ing from this bend . . has received more particularly the

name of the cocked hat.

3. A game similar to nine-pins, in which only 1

three pins are set up, in triangular position. U- S.

4. Phr. 7b knock into a cocked hat.

1873 Slang Diet. 122 Anything which has been altered

beyond recognition, or any man who has been put com-
j

pletely /tors de combat, is said to have been knocked into a
I

cocked-hat. 1888 Pall Mall G. 26 Jan. 9/1 A frigate of the
'

modern type would knock a fort armed with obsolete guns
j

into a cocked hat.

5 . Comb. , as Cocked-hat-wise adv. , after the
j

manner of a cocked hat.

1860 All V. Pound No. 48. 514 A table napkin folded

cocked-hat-wise.

Hence Cocked-hatted a., wearing a cocked hat.

1835 Beckford Recoil. 148 A most imposing cocked-hatted
|

personage. 1862 T. Trollope Marietta II. Lv. 71 Cocked-
hatted officials.

Cocked (kfkt), fpL a.- [f. Cock p.b + oedI,]

1. f a. Of a match: Placed in the cock. b. Of
a fire-arm : With the cock drawn back, ready for

firing when the trigger is pulled.

1650 Howell Masauiello 1. 27 Furnished Swords, cock'd
Muschets. 1678 tr. Gaya's Art War II. 46 Presenting the
. .Musket with a cock'd Match, Derby Mercury II. No.
21 Getting through a Hedge with his Piece cock'd. 1807 8

Syd. Smith Plymley's Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 168/1 To sleep I

every night with cocked pistols under their pillows. 1819
Byron juan 1. cl, With sword drawn and cock'd trigger.

2. Full-cocked, half-cocked: at full or half cock 1

(see Cock sbA 13 b). In slang (Australian) use,

half-cocked partially intoxicated.

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (1849) 206 The burghers gazed
. .as a wary housewife does at a gun, fearful it may go off

;

half-cocked. 1888 F. Hume Mad. Midas 1. vii. 54 This last

drink reduced Mr. Villiers to that mixed state which is

known in colonial phrase as half-cocked.

Cocked, ff. 3 Put up in cocks, as hay :
j

see under Cock v$
Cocked, var. of Cocket a. Obs.

Cockee. Sc. fJamieson suggests cock eye : cf.
j

bull's eye] A name for the * tee ' in curling.

1789 D. Davidson Seasons 162 (Jam.) Glenbuck upo' the
j

cockee stood His merry men drew near. 1824 Mactagcart i

Sc. Gallovid. Encycl., Cocke'e, the circles which surround
the ' tee ', or mark played at in curling.

Cockentrice : see Cockagrice.

t Coxker, sb.^ Obs. or dial. Forms : 1 cocer,

cocur, 3 koker, 4 cokre, 4-6 coker, 5 cocur,
cokyr, 6 cokar, (8-9 dial, cogger), 6- cocker.
[A common WGer. sb. : withOE. cocer m. quiver,

cf. OKris. koker, OS. cocdrem. (MDu. coker, MLG.,
Du. koker, LG. koker, kakcr, kaker), OHG.
chohhar, chohhdri (MHG. kocher, koch£re, Ger.

ko'cher) all meaning ' quiver, case '. The ulterior

derivation is obscure : med.L. cucurum, and
Bted.Gr. tcov/covpov, are, according to Diez, from
German. See also Quiver.]
1. A case for arrows ; a quiver.
C825 Vesfi. Psalter x. 2 Gearwadon strelas heara in cocere.

c 1000 j^llfric Gen. xxvii. 3 Nim bin ^esceot biune cocur
and inne bojan and gang ut. c 120s Lay. 6470 Ene koker
fulne flan.

2. A casing for the leg
; applied, at various

times, to a kind of legging, a high laced boot, or
a combination of boot and legging, worn by hus-
bandmen, hunters, fishers, etc., to protect the legs.
The word is still used in the north for gaiters or
leggings, and even for coarse stockings without
feet used as gaiters (called in Scotland hags).
c 1325 B. E. A Hit. P. B. 40 With rent cokrez at be kne &

his clutte trasches. 1362 Langl. P. PI A. vn. 56 [Piers

going out to sow] caste on his clobes I-clouted and I-hole,

His Cokeres and his CofTus. 1x420 Pallad. on Husb. 1.

1167 Bootes, cocurs, myttens..For husbondes & hunters.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 84 Cocur, boote, ocrea, cotumus. 1515
Barclay Egloges iv. (1570I C iv/i Thy hose and cokers be
broken at the knee. 1593 Drayton Eclogues iv. 177 His
Cockers were of Cordiwin. 1681 Loud. Gaz. No. 1895/4 A j

pretty big chubbed Man . .a pair of Leathern Cockers. 1695
KENNETT/'ar. Atiihj.Gloss, s v. Cock-boat, Fishermen's great

boots, with which they wade into the sea, are called cokers.
i

1811 Willan W. Riding Yorksh. Gloss., Coggers, half-boots

made of stiff-leather, strong cloth, or even of worsted, but-

toned at the side, and strapped under the shoe. 1873 Har-
land Sivaledale Gloss., Coggers, a pair of old stocking-

(

legs worn over the shoes to keep out the snow.

Cocker (k^'kai), sb.% [f. Cock v. 1 + -er.]

+ 1. A fighter, prizefighter ; a contentious, quar-
j

relsome man ; a wrangler. Obs,

c 1275 Pro7>, Alfred 704 in O.E. Misc. 138 He is cocker,
j

bef, & horeling. " 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 173 A
|

newe batayle of foure and seventy conmun fy^ttrs and
cokkers [gladiatorum], c 1460 Townetcy Myst. 242 Thise

\

cokkers and thise hollars, And alle purs etittars.

2. A supporter or patron of cock-fighting, acock-
j

fighter ; one who breeds or trains game-cocks.
1689 Shadwell Bury P. 1. Wks. 1720 IV. 130, I.. out-

j

vapour'd all the Jockeys, and cockers. 1723 STEELE Cousc.
\

Lovers iv. ii, He was the greatest cocker in England. He
said Duke John won him many battles, but never lost him
one, 1807 CrABBE Par. Reg. 1. Wks. 1834 II. 151 Here his

poor bird th" inhuman Cocker brings, Arms his hard heel

and clips his golden wings. 1814 W. Sketchley(//7<Y , The
Cocker, containing information to the Breeders and Ama-
teurs of the Game-cock. 1829 A. W. Fonhlanqle Eng.
under Sn-en Admin. (18371 321 While Duchesses and
Ladies hawk, we cannot expend all indignation on the

cockers and bull-bailers.

3- A breed of spaniels trained to start wood-
cocks, snipes, and similar game ; a cocking dog.
1823 LocKHART Reg. Dalton v. v. (18421 321 Frederick

Chimney entered, attended by a couple of small sleek cockers,

1855 Kincslfv Wcstiv. Ho ii86n 81 His cockers coiled

themselves up close to the warm peat-ashes.

Cocker, sl>:\ coker. [app, f. Cock v.* + -er.]

Originally, one who puts hay in cocks, a hay-

worker ;
also, later, a harvest labourer. The spell-

ing coker has given rise to the unhistorical conjec-

ture, that the original meaning was 1 a charcoal

maker who comes out at harvest time V.

1393 Langl. P. PL C. vi. 13 Canstow. .coke for my cokers

[t'. r. cokares, cokerus] ober to be cart picche, Mowe ober

niovvcn ober make bond to sheues? 1483 Cath. Augl. 70
Coker, autumpnarius. 1572 Act 14 Eliz. c. 5 § 11 Bee yt

also provided, That this Acte nor any thinge therein con-

teyned do in any wyse extend to any cokers or Harvest
Folkes. [So orig. act in Pari1 Office; the Inrolment in

Chancery has Cockers] 1832 Ht. M artineau flillfy Valley

ii. 25 He called to Briggs, one of the cokers. 1847-78
Hali.iwi.ll, Coker, a reaper. Warn.'. 1882 I.ancash. Gloss.

(E. D. S.l, Quocker, one who goes harvesting to a distance.

1888 S. O. Addy Sheffield Gloss. Addenda, Cocker, the

man who cocks or coils up hay in a field.

t Co'Cker, sbA Obs. rare. A curl or ringlet. Cf.

Cockle sbA.
(-1620 Z. UownZt'on's Flowers 11855 89 That. .She curious

curie the cockers of her head.

Cocker ^kfrkai), v. 1 Also 5-6 coker, 6 koker,
cokker. [Found only since 15th c.

;
origin obscure.

Cf. however the 16th c. equivalent Cockle v.?>,

which is identical in form and sense with a 16th c.

Du. kokelen. keukelen 1 nutrire sive fovere culina

'

(Kilian), i. e. to nourish or foster in the kitchen
;

but it is doubtful whether the Du. word was
,

connected with kokene ' kitchen
1

exc. by ' popular
|

etymology'. Cf. also obs. F. coqueliner \un en-

fant) to dandle, cocker, pamper, a child (Cotgr.).

The Eng. cocker and cockle have the form of iterative
j

diminutives of Cock vfi, and the whole were prob.

derivatives of Cock sb.'1 , with the notion ' to make
a nestle-cock, chick (L. pullus), or darling of.

Cf. etymological note to Cockney.
Some have thought this word identical with the next

(which has also a variant cockle); but nothing has been

found to support this suggestion. (Welsh cocr, and cocretk

given in I.lwyd 215 a, are from Eng.)]

trans. To indulge or pamper (a child, favourite,

etc.1 ; to treat with excessive tenderness or care.

1499 Pynson Promp. Parzi., Cokeryn, carifoveo. 1530
Palsgr. 488/2, 1 coker, or cherysshe to moche. Je viignotte.

This boye canne never thrive, he is cokered so moche. I

coker, I bring up with daynty meates. yaffriande. 1550
Nicolls Thucyd. 65 iR.) Taking it for shame so much to

cocker themself. 1600 Hrywood 2nd Pt. Edw. IV, Wks.
1874 I. 151 Kist and cokerd by a King. 1611 Bible Ecclus.

xxx. 9 Cocker thy childe, and hee shall make thee afraid.

1611 J- Hull St. Peter's Proph. 363 No creatures more
cocker their young than the Asse and the Ape. 1682 Shad-
well Lane. Witches 1. (1720) III. 230 Because thy foolish

[

mother has cocker'd thee with morning caudles. 1867 Car-
i

lyle Remin. II. 116 Some old valetudinarian, .continually

cockering himself, and suffering.

b. With up, meaning {a.) To bring up indul-

gently and luxuriously; (b.) to coddle up (an

invalid) so as to restore him to strength; (c.) to

encourage or hearten by kindness or coaxing.

1530 Palsgr. 488/2 Coker hym up thus in his youthe, and
you shall haveafayrecaulfeofhym shortly. i6o<> B. Jonsom
Volpone 1. i, But cocker vp my genius, and hue free To
all delights. 1761 Gray Let. in Poems (1775) 293 Being

cockered and spirited up by some friends I got my name
suggested to Lord Bute. 1850 Kjn'gsley Alt. Lot ke viii.

(1879' 98 If she was a lady she'd he cockered up with all

sorts of soups and jellies 1859 Dakwin in Life Lett.

(18871 II. 229 You have cockered me up to that extent, that

I now feel, etc.

c. To indulge or humour in (a practice, etc.).

1571 Golding Cah'ln on Ps. i. 1 How careleslye they

cocker themselves in their sins. 1612 T. Taylor Comm.
Titus \. 6 1619I 119 By mild reproofes they rather cocker
and beare them in their sinnes, then correct them. 1706
Collier Refl. Ridic. 299 Cherishes and cockers them in so

gentle an Krrour. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xiii, I have not

been cockered in wantonness or indulgence.

d. fig. To foster, indirge (an appetite, idea,

hope, evil, etc.V Also with tip.

1592 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 175, I .. cannot flatter

folly .. or cocker Ignorance. 1628 Le Grys tr. Barclays
Argenis 98 Too foolishly I cocker my own hopes. 1742
Richardson Pamela IV. 321 [He] cockers up that dan^erou^
Propensity, which he ought .. to subdue. 1861 Gen. V.

Thompson Audi Alt. III. clxxv. 208 If they cocker up the

evil by refusing to apply the high-handed remedy.

Hence Co'ckered />//. a., Coxkering* vbl. sb.

and ppl. a. ; Co ckeringly adv.

c 1440 /'romp. Pat-: 1
. 85 Cokerynge, or grete cherschynge.

focio, nutricio. 1580 BaRET Ah. C 728 A father to much
cockering, pater nintis indulgent. 1580 Sidney Arcadia
11. 225 These coklings cokred we bewaile too late, When
that we see our offspring gaily bent. 1595 Smaks. John v.

i. 70. 1607 Fletcher Woman Hater \. iii, Our young
wanton cocker'd heirs. 1607 ToPSELL Serpents 11608' 7j
Their [Bees'] young ones be not very nice or tender, nor
cockeringly brought up. a 1666 C. Hoole School-Collo<].
1 1688 1 293 YOU are content to enjoy your mothers cockering.

1693 Locke Ednc. §4 Most children's constitutions are ..

harm'd, by cockering and tenderness, a 1703 Bl'RKlTT On
K. T. 1 Peteriv, 17 Cod. .is no cockering rather to indulge
his children to their ruin. 1748 Richardson Clarissa 1S11

VII. xxxi. 124 A cockered favorite. 1857T. Watrom Lect.

Physic vii. (ed. 4) 101 Fearing to render them efleminaD-

by over-care and cockering.

Co'Cker, Obs. ox dial. [Kqnivalent in mean-
ing to COCKLE r-.-. both being in form iterative and

diminutive, as if from a stem *cock- in sense
* shake probably onomatopoeic]
intr. To totter or oscillate from instability ;

said of a thing having a high centre of gravity,

when it rocks so as to he in danger of falling.

Hence Coxfeering ppl. a. ; also Co'ckery, -ie a..

Coxkersome a. ; Coxkeriness sb. (all Sc.).

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 118 Some . . stirryng their feete

as though they stode in a cockeryng bote. 1825- 79 Jamit-
son, Cockering, tottering, threatening to tumble, especially

in consequence of being placed too high.

Cockerel k^keren. Forms : 5 coker-. koker-
elle, 6 cokerel, cockrelle, 6-7 cocke-, cockrell,

6-8 cockrel, 7 S cockeril 1, 6 - cockerel [app. a

dim. of Cock sb. [

,
perh. of Anglo-b r. origin. No

such word is found in the OF. dictionaries, though

Littre and Godcfroy have coquereau, -elle, -el, -ette,

-illc, diminutives of similar type from cogue shell,

and coque vessel, also cockerel, cokerel cock-seller,

poultry-dealer. But the formation may have been

English; the termination seems to be the same as

in hoggerel, mongrel, pickerel (small pike).]

1. A voting cock. arch, or dial.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 86 Cokerelle, gallus [C. g.illimcllns].

1465 Maun. <V llonsch. Exp. (1841' 296 Item, she paid for

yonge kokerelles to make of capons, W.d. 1533 Elvot
Cast. Helthc 11541) 20 a, Chickens .. specially if they be
cockrelles. 1622 WiTHEK Vanity of) 'outh 1 1633) 756 Hear
how each Cockrell gives warning of day. 1725 Bailey
Erasm. Colloq. 41 If you can't crow like an old cock, crow
like a cockeril. 1798 Hloomi'IELD Farmer's Boy, Autumn
343 Many a clamorous Hen and cockrel gay. 1868 Hrown-
ing Ring <y Bk. 1. 1204 Both eyes shut, like the cockerel

that would crow.

2. fg. Applied to a young man.
1571 R. Edwarhs Damon <•(• Ptthias in Had. Dodstey IV.

68 Alas, pretty cockerel, you are too weak. 1610 Smaks.
Temp. 11. i. 31. 1639 Massincfr Unnat. Combat v. i,

Page. Let me fight for my mistress ! Servant. 'Tis in vain,

Little cockerel of the kind- 1878 Tennyson Q. Mary \. i. 7

Thou'rt no such cockerel thyself, for thou was born i' the

tail end of old Harry the Seventh.

3. A species of fish.

1708 Motteux Rabelais rv. ]x. (1737) 246 Cockrells .

.

Thornbacks. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 347 Basket for

fishing ox-eyed cockerel, Valencia.

4. attrio, and Comb.
1605 Chapman All Fooles Plays 1873 I. 168 Their inter-

course, .of glances that past betwixt this cockrill-drone and
her. 1807-8 W. Irving Sal/nag. xv. (i860 354 He. .ranted,

like a true cockerel orator. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 520

The ridiculous cockerel-like manner in which they swell,

strut, bluster, and bully.

Cockerel". A wanton. Halliwell cites Cotgr.

Cockering : see Cockek v. 1 nnd

t Cockering, vbl, sb. Obs. In 3 cokering.

chokering.
a 1250 Otvl Sf Night. 504 Ne mihtu leng a word icwebe,

Ac pipest ai so dob a mose Mid cokeringe [v, r. chokeringej

mid stefne hose.

t Cockerno*ny. Sc. Obs. Also -nonny,
-nonie. [Derivation obscure : Jamieson conjec-

tured connexion with Cocker sb.']

'The gathering of a young woman's hair, when
it is wrapped up in a band or fillet, commonly
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called a snood* (Jam.). App. used at random in

the last two quota.
1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. in. vii, She. .tumbling wi'

him on the grass Dang a' her cockernony A-jee that day.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxv, ' Ye silly tawpie. . what garr d
ye busk up your cockernony that gate ?

' 1830 Galt Laivrie
T. vii. Hi. 1 1849 323 Forays, moss troopers, and other cocker-
nony minstrelsy. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xi. (1859) 233
Taking a shot at the old woman's cockernony itself.

Cocket fkfket), sb\ Forms: 5-6 cokkett,

5-9 cocquet, 6 coket, cokquet, 7 coquett, 8

cockett, 9 coquet, 6- cocket. [In Anglo-Fr.

cokkette, Anglo-Lat. coketa, -um : origin obscure.
A recent suggestion is that the name originated in the

words quo quietus est, ' by which he is quit with which
the Customer's receipt concluded. >S. Dowell Hist. Tax-
ation in Eng. (1878) 1. 171.) It is by no means clear whether
the name originally belonged to the document, or to the
seal which gave it validity.]

1. Hist. A seal belonging to the King's Custom
House. Abo applied to other seals used to seal

permits.
i*93 Rolls of Parlt. II. 138 b, Omnes homines venientes

cum lanis . . sine signo quod vocatur Coket. 1298 Memo-
randa Exchcq. 26 Edw. I, in Madox Hist. Excheq. I.

782 Quod illam partem sigilli Regis quod vocatur Coket,
et quod Rex ad dictam custumam deputari fecit in portu
predicto \viz. Novum Castrum super Tynam]. 1419 Liber
Albus (Record ed.i xvi. 45 Et adonqes le Maire delivera

le Coket a celuy Viscount qil avera mesmes chosez, et les

recordes a Chambirleyn [transl. And then the Mayor shall

deliver the Cocket to such Sheriff as he himself shall have
chosen, and the records to the Chamberlain for safe cus-
tody]. 1607 Cowel Interpr., Cocket is a scale appertaining
to the king's custonie house. 1834 H. Miller Scenes <V

Leg. iv. (1857) 48 An ancient customhouse seal or cocket.

b. Hence f Cierk of the Cocket, in Scotland.
c 1350 Act David II of Scotl. c. 39 (Du Cange) Et sit ibi

Clencus ad tronam, qui. .potest conuenienter esse Clericus
Coketa; Regis. 1609 Skene Keg. Maj., Act David II, 44
The clerk of the cocquet, sal! controll heath the custumars,
and the Tronaris.

2. A document sealed by the officers of the cus-

tom-house, and delivered to merchants as a certifi-

cate that their merchandise has been duly entered

and has paid duty. (Now disused.
1

1393 Acts of Scotl. I. 581a, Quod habeant duo folia

cokete ad custumandum lanas suas. 1434 Act 13 Hen.
VI, c. 16 Les custumers dez ditz portes deins le Roialme
en^ealent blankes escrowes en parchemyn appellez blankes
Cokkettez [transl. ed. 1587 blanke scrowes in parchtnint
called blanke cokets], 1488 Sc. Acts fas. tV 1597) § 3
That the saidis strangers . . there pay their dewties and
customes and take their cocquet as efTciris. 151a Instruct.
Admiral in Rymer Eirdera 1710' XIII. 331 Examyn
their Mynuments, Indentures, Wrytings and Cokketts. 1580
Hoi.lyband Treat. Er. Tong, Vn Buletin, pour estrefranc
du port, a bill, a cocket. 1582 8 Hist. fas. VI 118041 no
All and quhatsumeuer shipps of Scotland that were not
fortified be the Queene of Scotland's coquett. x6sa Mai.vsf.s
Anc . Law-Merch. 194 Commodities brought in, which haue
payed Custome . . may bee shipped out againe by Cocket,
without paying any more Cu^toine. 1708 J. Chamheklayne
St. Gt. Brit. 11. in. (1743) 69 Officers of the Port of I^ondon.
Register of the Certificate Coquets. 180a Naval Chron.
VIII. 416 Mr. Whitmore produced the cockets from the
cocket office. 184a Sir J. A. Park Law Marine Insur.
(ed. 8) II. xviii. 693 That a ship is not ready for sea, tilt she
has got her customhouse cocket on board. 187a Daily News
5 Oct. 4 Notice by Ixl. Mayor. Compulsory metage dues on
grain, including cocket dues, .cease from and after the 31st

of October, 1872.

fig. a 1640 Jackson Creed xi. xxi. Wks. X. 406 All as
many as have their fruit unto holiness in this life have the
pledge, the earnest, or the cocket of the next.

3. ? A custom-house or customs office.

1711 Madox Hist. Excheq. xviii. ^37 That all merchants.

.

who designed to export Wools, .might safely carry them to
the several Ports where the King had a Cocket, paying the
old Duties only. ICf. 1730 Bailev, Cockettum, cocketum,
the Office at the Custom-house where the Goods to be ex-
ported are to be enter'd.]

4. The customs duly.

1483 in Rymer XII. 182/1 Decustumiset coquettis nostris.

161a Davies Why Ireland, etc. 117871 31 The greatest
profit did arise by the cocquet of hides. i6ai Bolton Stmt.
Irel. 44 (12 Edw. IV) Not paying the custome of the king
. .called the Cocket. Ibid. 69 To the intent that the king.

.

shall not be deceived of his Custome, Cocket, Tonage and
poundage. 1755 Magens Insurances I. 273 Charges. Cus-
tom, Town Dues and Cocquet ^47 18 1$.

5. Comb., as cocket-writer.

1768 Chron. in Ann. Keg. 191 t One of the cocket-writers
in the long room at the custom-house. 1841 Hor. Smith
Moneyed Man I. iv. 117 She is going to marry young Ned
Simmons, the Cocket-writer, in the Custom House.

t Coxket, sb- Obs. Also 4-7 coket, [Origin

unknown : the conjecture has been offered that this

bread was so called because stamped with a seal

(see Cocket sb.*) ; but evidence is wanting.]

Name of a sort of leavened bread, and of a loaf,

slightly inferior in quality to the wastell or finest

bread.
The name appears in the Statute ofBread and Ale, and

was apparently quite obsolete before 1500, later references
to it being only historical, and conjectural. Cocket-bread,
Bread-cocket, are modern renderings ofpan is de coket.
? 1266 . Bread Ale {51 Hen. Ill >, Quandoquarterium

frumenti venditur pro x\\d., tunc pants quadrantis de Was-
tello ponderabit sex libras et sexdecim solidos ; Panis de
Coket de eodem blado, & de codem bultello, ponderabit
plusquam Wastetlum de duobus solidis ; De blado minoris
precii ponderabit plusquam Wastetlum de quinque . . Panis

integer de quadrante de frumento ponderabit Coket & di-
midium. .Et panis de omni blado ponderabit duos Coketos.
[16th c transl. When a quarter of Wheat is sold for xiid.

then wastel bread of a farthing shall weigh vi//. & xvii.
But Bread Cocket of a farthing of the same Corne and
bultell, shall weigh more than wastell by ill. and Cocket
bread made of Corne of lower price, shall weigh more than
wastell by \s. .. Bread tof a farthing < made of the whole
wheat shall weigh a cocket and an halfe, that is to say, the
Cocket, that shall weigh more than a wastell by v.s. . .And
bread of common Corne shall weigh two [great] cockets.]
187a 1307 Munim. Gildhallx Lond. tRolls III. 411 \ : ...

quod panis coket, i.e. panis levatus .. ponderabit plus
quam wastellus per ij solidos. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. vii,

292 And bo nolde . . no Beggere eten Bred bat Benes Inne
coome, Bote Coket and Cler Matin an of clene whete. 1377
Ibid. B. vi. 306 But of coket or clere-matyn or elles of clene
whete. 1483 Cath. Angl. 70 Cokett, effungia, est quidam
Panis.
Historical. i£oa Arnolde Chron. (1811) 49 The price of

a quarter whet iiLs. The ferthing^ symnell poise xv. vuncis
and dim. qV. The ferthing whit loof coket poise xvij.

vuncis dim. and ob\ 1638 Penkethman Artach. C ij b,

The Farthing White loafe of fine Cocket. 1678 Phillips,
Cocket-bread, the finest sort of Wheaten Bread, next to that
called Wastel, which is the whitest, i860 Man. GildhalUe
Lond. iRollsj II. j^Cokettus, panis, a loaf of cocket-bread.

[Cocket, sb. is given by Todd (1818) in the sense

of Fr. coquet cock -boat, but app. by some error

;

Sherwood is named as authority; but ed. 1632 has
only ' cocke-boat \]

t Cocket, ct. Obs. exc. dial. Also cockit,

cocked, [perh. orig. a. Fr. coquet, coquette co-

quettish, gallant, agreeable v f. coq : see Coq,uette\
with the sense modified to express the strutting

or defiant manner of the cock, as in the modern
cocky. (Possibly also associated with cocked, Sc.

cockit 'turned up', 'stuck up*; but this would
not explain the original form in -et.)]

Proud, 1 stuck up
;
pert, saucy; brisk; in mod,

dial, merry.

1537 Latimer Let. Cromwell in Kern. (1845! 380 As for my
lord of Hayles, I fear he will be too cocket now with his
great authority and promotion. 1600 Holland Liry 111.

Ixv. 133 They beleeved verily that their youth were too
cocked and lustie [nimisferoces]. 1609 38 Hkywood Ka/e
Lucrece Wks. 1874 V. 201 Her tongue not too lowd nor
cocket. 161 1 Cotgr., Accrester, to wax cockit, grow proud
. to strout it, or stand vpon high tearms. Ibid., Coquart,
vndiscreetlie peart, cocket, iollie, cheerfull. 1674 Ray N.
C. Words 11 Cocket, brisk, malapert. 1883-88 Huddersf.
*f Sheffield Gloss., Cocket, merry.

b. The following may be the same word : but

cf. Cock v.
y

4, Cocked a} (both of later dale).
1460 Tcnvneley Myst., Juditium 311 Gay gere and

witles, his hode set on koket, As prowde as pennyles, his

blefe has no poket.

Co cket, vA [f. Cocket j^.'] trans. To fur-

nish with a cocket or custom-house certificate.

1343 Kelts of Parlt. II. 138 b, I.eynes nient cokettees ou
nient custumees. 1344 Act 18 Edw. tit, 1 Ceux qui
mesnent les legnes par dela saunz estre cokettez ou saunz
paier Custume. [transl. Those that transport Wool! being
not cocketted or without Custome. ) 1697 ritw PenalLaws
257 Neither shall any cause Wools to be cocquettcd but in

the owner's name.

Co cket, v. 2 Arch. Also 6 coket. [cf. It.

cocchetta dim. of cocca notch. Cf. also Cock t/.3

and Coak.] trans. To join in building by means
of projection and notch, to mortise, joint.

1583 Stanyhurst Poems fArb.) 138 In brest of the God-
esse. Gorgon was coketed hardlye, With nodil vnioyncted,
by death, light vital amoouing 1611 Cotgr., Enclave', in-

locked, cocketed, mortaised, closed. 1644 1'. Thomas Diet
(Halliw.i, Asonejoystor stone is cocketted within another.

Cocket ^"ket), t/.3 [Imitative.] (See quot.)

1845 /'. Parley's Ann. VI. 263 The males [pheasants]
. . make a noise that in the country is called cocketting.

Cocket, obs. f. Coquktte.

Cocket-centre. Arch. A centre or centering

used in building an arch, when head-room is re-

quired above the springing line, to allow passage

through during the time of building.

1841 Brees Gloss, ofCiv. Eng. 52 Where head-room is left

above the springing of the arches, such centres are termed
cocket-centres. 1858 A. P. S. Diet, of Archil. II. C. 58
Where a level tie-beam is omitted, .such a centre is called a
cocket centre.

Cockewolde, obs. f. Cuckold.

Cock-eye. colloq. (app. f. Cock v.*

Ir. and Gaelic caog * wink ', and esp. caogshuil 'squint

eye', caogshnileach 'squint-eyed', have been compared;
hut no historical connexion is known, and the pronunciation
of caog differs considerably from that of cock.]

a 18*5 For by i'oc. £. Anetiaj Cock-eye, a squinting eye ;

which must be set or cocked, like the lock of a gun, before

aim can be taken at an object. 1877 A'. W. Lincolnsh.
Gloss.. Cock-eye one who squints. She s a real cock-eye.

Co'Ck-eyed, a. colloq. [seeprec] Squint-eyed.
i8ai Byron Vis. Judgm. Ixvi, A merry, cock-eyed, curious

looking sprite. 1863 Tyneside Songs 19 Cock-eyed Tom
that sells the pies.

Co ck-feather. Archery, [f. Cock sb.l attrib.

= 1 top, sticking up ', as in cock-sheaf, etc.] The
upper one of the three feathers on an arrow, gene-

rally of a different colour from the other two, so

as to indicate at sight how to place the arrow on
the string.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 132 It standeth with good

reason to haue the cocke fether black or greye, as it were
to gyue a man warning to nocke ryght. i860 H. D.
Archer's Guide 34 That feather which is placed upon the
horn is the cock feather, and generally of a different colour :

the other two feathers are placed at an equal distance from
it. Place the arrow on the string with the cock feather
uppermost.

Cock-fight kf?k,f3it).

1. A fight between cocks ; spec, a match in which
cocks, usually armed with long steel spurs, are set

to fight each other in a place called a ' cock-pit*.
1565 6 Stat. Hartlebury, Wore, in N. Carlisle Emiowed

Gram.Sch. II. 759'rhesaid Schoolmaster shall . .haveuseand
take the profits of all such cock-fights and potations as are
commonly used in Schools. 1581 Mulcaster Positiotts xviii.

< 1887 • 78 In cokfights and quailefightes. a 1602 W. Perkins
Cases Consc. 1619) 346 The bayting of the Beare, and Cock-
fights are no meete recreations, 1748 Wesley Wks. (1872)
II. 92 There was to begin in an hour's time a famous
cockfight. 1854 H. Miller Sch $ Schm. 11858' 49 The
school, like almost all the other grammar-schools of the
period [1815I in Scotland, had its yearly cock-fight.

2. trans/. A fighting match.
1494 Fabyan vii. ccxxvii. 256 Shortly after skyrmysshes &

cocke fyghtes began atwene y sayd iL prynces. 1843
Carlyle Past $ Pr. 11. xv. 96 After that sinful chivalry
cockfight of theirs !

Co ckfighter. One who promotes the sport

of cock-fighting ;
— Cocker sb.'1 2.

1711 Bailey s. v. Clear Walk, With Cock-fighters. 1789
Cowfer (title). The Cock-fighter's Garland. 1884 T. Holmes
Gore in Law Times 8 Nov. 28/2 The licensing justices .

.

refused to renew a licence to a cockfighter.

1i Co-ckfi ghter = chief or champion fighter : see

Cock sb. 1 22.

Cock-fighting.
The fighting of cocks; the sport of making cocks

fight each other; formerly much practised, but

made illegal by Act 12 & 13 Vict. c. 92.
c 1450 Ho%v Goode Wyfe < Ashm. MS.) 74 Ne go pou not to

no wrastlynge, Ne }it to no coke fyghtyngc [Lamb. MS.
schotynge at cokj. 1518 Stat. St. Paul's Schoolln Knight

1 Life Colet 362 iBrand', I will they use no Cock-fightinge

j

nor ridinge about of Victorye. 1583 Stubbes Anat. A bus.
(1879* 180 note title , Cockfightyng in Ailgna. 1684 Lond.
Gaz. No. 1930/4 At the Royaf Cock-Pit at Windsor the
27th Instant beginsa great Match of Cock-fighting between
two Persons of Quality, which will continue the whole
week. 1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist. III. 88 Cock-Fighting with
us is detuning every day. 1801 Strltt Sports 4- Past. 111.

vii. 418761 376 In the reign of Edward III, cock-fighting
became a fashionable amusement. 1848 Macallay Hist.
Eng. I. 255 His personal tastes were low and frivolous, .the
time, .was spent in racing, cardplaying, and cockfighting.
attrib. 1791 0 Statist. Acc. Scott. VI. 614 In 1783, there

were many public Cock-fighting Matches, or Mains.
b. To beat cock-fighting: a vulgar colloquialism

(and as such used in fiction) for ' to surpass every-
thing else

1
(as this sport in the opinion of its

votaries surpassed every other).

[1659 Gauden Tears CJL 228 Ministers scuffling* and
contests with one another, is beyond any Cock-fighting or
Uear-baiting.] iftai Blacktv. Mag. IX. 133 Always except-
ing Mrs. M*Whirter, for she beats cock-fighting. 1844
Dickens Mart. Chut. vii. (D.i 1853 Lytton My A>rr/IIlT
xi. (D.i, The Squire faltered out, 'Well, this beats cock-
fighting ! the man's as mad as a March hare*.

Cockhood ^kf)-k|hud). humorous, [see -hood.]
The condition or quality of a cock.
1829 Southsy Pitgr. Compostelta iv, From which two

milk-white chickens To Cock and Henhood grew. 1856
Chamb. Jrnl. V. 133 Cock-hood is the last resource of hens.

Cock-horse ;k^ k|h^js), sb. and adv. [It is

not clear whether 'cock-horse' was originally the

name of a plaything, as it appears to have been

°y 1 577» or whether the phrase *on (a-)cock-
horse merely meant in a position (as e.g. on the

knee, which was likened to that of being on horse-

back. The transferred sense evidently referred to

the elation of a child in such a position.]

A. sb. 1. orig. Apparently a nursery term, ap-
plied to anything a child rides astride upon, as a
stick with a horse's head, a hobby-horse, any one's

leg or knee. Hence ride on a 1 or a-) cockhorse.
1540-1 Elyot Image Gat'. 96 The dotyng pleasure to see

my littell soonne ride on a cokhorse. 1577 Harrison Eng-
land in. ix. '1878' ii. 64 We oft exchange our finest cloth,

corne, tin, and woolles, for halfe peme ccckhor*ses for

children. i6ai Birton Anat, Mel. 11. ii. vi. iv, Sometimes
he would ride a cockhorse with his children . . though Alci-
biades scoffed at him for it. 01654 Selden Table-t. (Arb. \

96 When you would have a Child go to such a place, and
you find him unwilling, you tell him he shall ride a Cock-
horse. 1675 Cotton Poet. Wks. 117651 218, I, astride a
Cock-horse. 1861 Sala Dutch Pict. ix. 135 That large man
..whose knees comprise such an inexhaustible supply of
cock-horses. 1863 I.n. Lytton Ring Amasis I. 1. 11. l 83
When I was only able

—

eqnitare in ammdine tonga—to
ride a-cockhorse on a stick. Nursery Kime, ' Ride a cock-
horse To Banbury Cross.'

2. trausf A-cock-horse, on (a) cock-horse; mounted
(as on a horsed ; astride.

156478 Bulleyn Dial.agst. Pest. fi888i 66 The Drake
with all the water foules did stoupe lowe and receiue their
carriage, and when they were all a cockehorse together
they wente into the water. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr.
ill. xvi. 51 They, .passe so farre in so little a space on cock-
horsse [on broomsticks]. 16a* R. Hawkins / S. Sea 76
The whale . . swimmeth presently ashore, and the Indian a
cock-horse upon him. 1660 Charac. Italy 7 His Petrified

I

Sanctity riding a Cock-horse on mens shoulders. 1664
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Butler Hud. n. iii. 41 And Ralpho got a cock-horse too
Upon his Beast with much ado. x8ax Combe (Dr. Syntax)
Wife in. (Chandosi 329 Riding a cock-horse on a star,

f b. Mounted aloft, perched up.
1704 Gentleman fnstr. (1732) 167 (D.) The ladies sit on

cockhorse upon scaffolds in open view.

f3. fig. An exalted position, a place of triumph
or ascendancy. Usually with on, a-. Obs.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvi. (1887) 138 He that

beareth a tankarde by meanesse of degree, and was borne
for a cokhorse by sharpenes of witte. 1599 Marston Sco.
Villanie I. Sat. iii. 185 Hath got the farme of some gelt

Vicary, And now on cock-horse gallops iollily. 1611 Cotgr.,
// est a chcval, hee is set on cocke-horse ; hee is all .1

hoight, hee now begins to flaunt it. 1658 T. Wall God's
Rev. Enemies Ch. 41 There is no tyrannie like to that of a
slave, whom vilany hath seta cock-horse. 1683 E. Hooker
Pre/. Pordage's Myst. Div. 22 Welth that rideth up a-

Cock-hors pass by the term> while Worth holdeth but the
stirrup. 1829 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842I I. 10 The
outbreak of an oppressed party, and setting it a-cock-horse
on the oppressing one.

4. fig. A high horse ; a proud, high-spirited

horse ; a stallion.

1599 Marston Sco. Villanie 1. Sat. iii. 185 Cock-horse,
fat-pauncht Milo. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma.
xxxviii. 160 He now goes drooping and slouching away,
very unlike the cock-horse he came out.

t 5. To play at cock-horse : sec quot. Obs.
1648 Hexham Dutch Diet. (1660-, Paerdeken op spelen, to

Play at Cock-horse, or leape ouer one an others backes.

B. adv. In same sense as the phrases on a cock-

horse, a-cock-horse, in A. I, 2.

1566 Drant Horace Sat. ill, Gv, To playe at even" and
I

odde to ryde cockhorse in chyldyshe guyse. c ijzo Prior
Alma 1. 30 Alma, they strenuously maintain, Sits cock-
horse on her throne, the brain, a 1764 Lloyd Earn. Ep.
Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 60 As boys ride cock-horse on a broom. .

1878 Gen. R. Taylor in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 259 A
'

huge fellow . .was riding 'cock-horse ' on a gun.

Cockhye. Sense uncertain : ? Some kind of

arrow: cf. Cock-feather.
1598 Chapman Blinde begger Wks. 1873 I. 36, I saw !

Cupid shooting a cockhye into your face, and gazing after I

his arrow it fell into mine eye.

Coekie, variant of Cocky.
Cockie-leekie : see Cocky-leeky.
Cockily (k^'kili), adv. colloq. [f. Cocky a. +

-LY In a cocky manner.
1861 Macm. Mag. July, Those who go about so cockily 1

with the placard 'Science of History ' stuck in their hats.

1867 F. Francis A ngiing v. (1S80) 150 Sitting lightly and
cockily on the water.

Co ckiness. colloq. [f. Cocky a. + -NESS.]

Cocky quality ; self-assertiveness, conceit.

1864 J. D. Campbell in Glasgow Citizen 19 Nov., Cocki-
\

ness is older than this century, in which it has been devel- ',

oped to so alarming an extent. 1883 St. James's Gaz. 1 May
1

3 The inconsiderate insolences and cockinesses of some of
|

their friends.

Co cking, vbl. sb. 1 [f. Cock +-IN0 1
.]

+ 1. Fighting, strife, contention. Obs.
c 1230 Halt Meid. 47 Ne be5 nan icrunet bute hwase 1

treoweliche ibulke feht fihte, and wio strong cockunge
ouercume hire flesch. 1387 Trevisa Htgden Rolls) V. 259 i

pey }af hem al to dronkenesse, kokkynge, strif, and envie.
]

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 41 b, Betwene Aristippus and I

Diogenes the Cynike there was moche good cocking and
striuing whether of them should win the spurres.

2. = Cock-fighting.
1546 Plumpton Corr. 251 Ye shall se. .all our good coxs

fight, if it plese you, & se the maner of our cocking. 1615
Markham Pleas. Princes (1635' 41 There is no pleasure
more noble, .then this pleasure of Cocking is. 1678 Land,

j

Gaz. No. 1282/4 Notice . . there will be two great Matches of
j

Cocking fought in His Majesties Cock-Pit at Newmarket.
I

*755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 506 Idle and expensive diversions,
j

such as cocking, horse-racing. 1886 W. Day Remin. 234
He was very fond of cocking.

b. A cock-fight.

1630 Brathwait Eng. Gentl. (1641) 115 In these tolerable
recreations of Horse-races, Cockings, Bowlings, etc. 1699
Sir W. Calverley Note-bk. (Surtees) 79, I went to Leeds,
to the Cockings. 1812 J. Moors in Examiner^ Aug. 551/2
He had been at a cocking.

3. The shooting of wood-cocks.
1696 Aubrey Misc. {1721) 62 To diuertise himself with

cocking in his father's park. 1857 KiHGSLSY 'I wo Y. Ago
xi. (D.i, There ought to be noble cocking in these woods.
1870 Blaine Encycl. Rur. Sports §2660 We have already
noticed Wales, .as affording good cocking.

4. A turning or causing to project upward.
1678 Shadwell Timon 1. Wks. 1720 II. 305 Pomp, and

show, and holding up their heads And cocking of their
noses. 1713 Guardian No. 91 He strives as much as pos-
sible to get above his size, by stretching, cocking, or the
like. 1881 Besant & Rice ChapI. Elect u x, As for the
fashions, .one year it is the cocking of a hat.

5. attrib. and Comb., as
{
sense 2' cocking-match

;

(sense 3) f cocking-cloth (see quot.)
;
cocking-

dog, -spaniel, a spaniel of a breed used in hunting
wood-cocks, etc., a cocker

;
cocking-road (see

Cock-road ^.

1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. $\ Cocking-cloth, a Device to
catch Pheasants with. 1731-6 Bailey, Cocking Cloth 1 with
Fowlers 1, a Frame made of coarse canvas, about an ell
square, tanned, with two sticks set across to keep it out,
having a hole to look out at, and to put the nosel of a short
gun through, for the shooting of Pheasants, etc. 1813
Trtwman's Exeter Flying-Post 18 Nov. 1 A gentleman is
in immediate want of . . Cocking Dogs, such as have been
regularly hunted for Woodcock only. 1830 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. iv. (1863) 310 He is . . famous for his breed of

Vol. II.

cocking spaniels. 185a Thackeray Esmond n. viii, Come
along, and let's go see the Cocking-Match.

Co cking, vbl. sb~ [f. Cock v.* + -nro !.] The
action of drawing back the cock of a fire-arm.
1816 Byron Let. to Murray 75 Oct., Making mistakes in

the way of cocking and priming. 1881 Greener Gun 202
The cocking is effected by the turning up of the finger-
piece for loading.

b. attrib. and Comb., as cocking-lever, -lock
;

cocking-pistol, revolver, one in which the cock
is raised independently of the trigger.

1858 GREENER Gunnery 423 Possessing every requisite for

a double-action cocking revolver. Ibid. 426 The cocking
pistol would be too slow .. The almost general adoption, in

the present day, of the cocking-lock. 1881 — Gun 335 The
barrels upon being closed depress the cocking-lever.

Cocking, vbl. sb.3 Carp. : see Cock v.?>

Cocking, vbl. sbA and ppl. a. Putting (hay,

etc." into cocks : see Cock v.*

t Cocking, vbl. sbfi and ppl. a. Ohs. Cocker-
ing : see Cock v. r>

t Coxking, ///. a. Obs. [f. Cock z-.
1 + -ing-\]

1. Fighting, wrangling, contentious.

1556 J. HSYWOOD Spider <y /-'. xliii. 20 In cockyng currish
countenance. 1608 Day Hum. out 0/ Br. v. ii, How can
wee choose but get cocking children, when father and
mother too are both of the game.
2. Strutting, swaggering, insolent

;
cocky.

1676 Wvchf.rlev PI. Dealer x. i. How many pert Cocking
Cowards [hast thou call'd] stout ? 1711 Steele Sped. No.
153 Pi The Cocking young Fellow who treads upon the
Toes of his Elders. 1712 — Ibid. No. 350 P2 This is visible

in all the cocking Youths you see about this Town.
Hence f Co ckingly adv., in a cocking manner.
1548 Thomas Hal. Gram. Diet. (1567', Pronerbiosa-

mente, cockyngly or villainously.

Cockirnose: see Cokih-.

Cockish (kfkij), a. [f. Cock sbJ +-ISH.]

1. Of or pertaining to a cock (obs.) ; now only

humorous, cocklike.

1577 B. Googe Hercsbacli s Hush. rv. f 15861 161 Such
[Hens] as after the Cockishe maner either crowe or treade.

Ibid. IV. 158 [Hens] free from spurres: for such as weare
those Cockish weapons, are not good for broode.

2. Like a cock in disposition
;

strutting, self-

assertive, assuming, cocky.
1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. fisso^ 50b, Bryngyng with

hym the metropolycall niantell of Anselme, to augment hys
Cockysh autorite. 1589 Nashe Past/ u il 3- Marforms 15 In
his Proem to his cokish conclusions, c 1690 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Cockish, wanton, uppish, forward.

T 3. Lecherous, wanton. Obs. or dial.

1570 Levins Manip. 145 Cockish, salax. 1508 Florio,
Gallnta. a cockish wanton. 1847-78 Halliwell, Cockish,
wanton. North.

Hence Cockishly adv. ; Cockislmess.
'Sfi3"87 Foxf. A. $ M. (1596) 532/1 You. .which take upon

you so cockishlie (rather than wiselie) to be a controller and
maister moderatour of other mens matters. 1573 G. Harvey
Letter-bk. 11884 26 Whi [they] uppon a meere cockishnes.

.

in mi absenc flatly deniid me. 1598 Florio, Galloria,
cockishnes, iollity, mirth. 1727-31 Bailey, Cockishness,
uppishness.

Cock-laird. Sc. humorous. A small proprietor

who cultivates his own land ; a yeoman.
1721 Kelly Sc. Prorcrbs 363 (Jam.) You breed of water

kail and cocklairds, you need mickle service. 1816 Scott
Old Mort. Concl., Niel Blane..died worth as much
money as married Jenny to a cock laird. 1837 Lockhart
Scott xxxvii, The property had been in the hands of various

small holders iScottice, cock-latrds>.

Cockle (kp*k!l), sbA Forms: (1 coccul), 1-2

coccel, 3-7 cockel, 4- cockle. (Also 4 cokul,

cockil, -el, cokel, 4-5 cokil, 4-7 cocle, 5 kok-
kel, cokkul, cockille, 5-6 cokyll(e, 6 coccle,

cockyll, cockole, cokkell, 6-7 cockell(eO [OE.
coccul, coccel masc. ; in no other Teutonic lang.

(It looks like a L. *coccu/us, dim. of coccus.)

Cotgr. has F. coqniol 1 a degenerate Barlie, or weed com-
monly growing among Barlie, and called haver-grasse

',

which M. Joret identifies with coquioule, ' Festuca ovina '.

The Ir. and Gaelic cogat, used in the versions of Matt,
xiii. for ' cockle, tares ', is merely the English word borrowed
(prob. in the older form "coral, though it is not known in O.
or M.Irish).]

1. The name of a plant : now, and prob. from

OE. times, applied to Lychnis (or Agrostemma)
Githago, a caryophyllaceous plant, with handsome
reddish-purple flowers succeeded by capsules of

numerous black seeds, which grows in cornfields,

especially among wheat. Also called Com Cockle.

Known to early herbalists as Nigella or Nigellastrum, F.

ti telle. Nigella I dim. of L. nigra black, referring to the black

seeds) was app. originally applied toaranunculaceousplant,
Nigella arvenstS (or one of its congeners), a field-weed of

southern regions ; but in northern France and Britain, where
this plant was unknown, the name was transferred to Githago,

the black-seeded corn-weed of these regions.

c 1000 — [see 2, the early quotations doubtless meaning
this plant], .1265 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 554/10 Zizania,
neele, cockel. (11387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 31

Nigella, i. zizannia, cocle. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 86 Cokylle,

wede, nigella, lollium, zizannia [Pynson gitt]. ^1450
Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.), Lollium, zizannia, nigella idem,

gall, nele, a", kokkel, na^citur intra triticum. 1533 Fitz-

herb. Hush. § 20 Cockole hath .. floures of purple colour,

as brode as a grote, and the sede is rounde and blacke.

1538 Turner Libetlus, Githago siue Nigellastrum . .valgus
appellat Coccle aut pople. 1578 Lytb Dodoens tu xi.

160 Cockle or fielde Nigelweede. 1678 Phillips, Cockle,

a Weed call'd Corn-rose, Darnel, or field-Nigella. 1721-42
Bailey, Cockle, a Weed, otherwise called Corn-rose [1753
90 otherwise called Corn-Campion]. 1794 Martyn Rous-
seau's Bot. xix. 275. 1866 1 reas. Bot. 31 The weed Corn
Cockle, with large, entire, purple petals,

b. The seed of this plant.

1713 E. Tenison in Phil. Trans. XXVIIT. 02 A Wire
Sieve isuch as is used to separate Cockle from Corni. 1743
Loud. A> Country Brew. iv. led. 2> 288 A little black Seed,
that contains a very white Flour, which we call Cockle.

2. Applied from OE. times to render or represent

the zizania of the Vulgate in Matt, xiii, or the

lolium with which Latin writers identified this.

Recent investigation has apparently settled that the
(Jttjrai io^, pi. -co, of the N.T., zizania and lolium of Latin
writers, was the grass Lolium temulentum or Darnel, a
prevalent weed in Mediterranean and Levantine regions
(cf. Stanley Sinai Palestine 426, Tristram Nat. Hist.
Bible 487 , which is very prone to be affected with Ergot,
and in the er^otized condition is deleterious. The transla-
tion of these word-; by coccel, cockle, in English was dike the
later erroneous rendering tares) due in the first instance t<>

ignorance as to the plant meant by zizania or lolium', but
it led to the further error of some scientific writers who,
knowing lolium to be darnel, still called it 'cockle'.

( 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt xiii. 25 pa com his feonda sum &
ofer-seow hit mid coccele. c 1050 Byrh!ferth's Handboc in

Anglia VI II. 300 pe a;^^cr saiwo ^elomlice *e laser ^e coccul
on manna aeceron. f 1340 Cursor M. 1138 (Trim) For hi

muchel felonye pis whete shal wexe cokul \C. zizanny, /•".

darnel] bye. 1382 Wvclif Matt. xiii. 25 His enmye came,
and sew aboue dernel, or cokil [1388 taris] in the midil
of whete. 1^1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd, Oxon.' 44 Zi-

zannia, lollium idem, cokel. 1398 Tkkvisa Barth. De P. R.
xvii. Ixv. (ToIIem. MS. , Amonge be beste whete sunnyme
groweb euel wedes, and veni mouse, as cocle and ray \ut

lolium, lappatinm\. Ibid. xvii. exciv. (14951 73 1 Poetes
calle the berbe ray: Infelix lollium, vngracyous Cokyll.
I 555 in Bonner Homilies 10 Of such earth as can bryng
furth but weedes, nettels, brambles, Dryers, cocle and dar-

nelL 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Dec. 124 Which. .Cockel

for corne, and chafTe for barley bare. 1582 N. T. <Rhem.i
Matt. xiii. 25 When men were a sleepe, his enemy came
and ouersovved cockle among the vvheate [all other 16th c.

later pp. ketve tares], 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 383.
1611 BlBLfi *)ob xxxi. 40 Let thistles grow in stead of wheat,
and cockle [mnrg. noysome weedes; i'ulg. spina, LXX
£aT(K, Wvclif a thorne, Covkkh. thornes] in stead of
barley. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. 116681 Table Hard
Wds., Lollium, is that weed which we call Cockel, and
groweth amongst the corn in every field. 1685 Drydkn
Thren. August, xtt, And C'ockle at the best, amidst the

Corn it bore.

b. jig.

1429 Pel. Poems f 1 S59 II. 143 1 by fader. .\ oided al cokil

farre out of Syon. 1548 Cranmkh Catech 174 To sowe the

cockelt of heresye and erroneous opinions. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. 111, i. 70 The Cockle of Rebellion, Insolence, Sedition.

1730 Young Epist. Pope \, Weed the cockle from the

generous corn !

3. Sometimes applied to other corn-weeds, a.

?The corn poppy, b. The bur-dock.

1579 LangHAM Card. Health (1633I 433 Wilde cockle
that groweth in corne . . may be pressed forth as opium.
1863 Barnes Dorset Dial. iPhilol. Soc.

, Cockle, or Cuckle,
the burr of the burdock \mrctinm), [Cf. 1398 in 2.]

4. Comb. Cockle-bur = Clote-bur : in U.S.,
Xanthium Strumarium ; also = Agrimony

;

cockle -machine, -separator, a machine for

separating the seeds of cockle from wheat (U.S. .

1866 Treas. Bot. 305. 1880 New Virginians I. 133 Da-
turas, .cockle-burrs, Spanish needles. 1884 Miller Plant -n.,

Cockle-bur, or Clot-bur, Agrimonia Eupatoria and the

genus Nanthium. 1887 American Miller XV. 211 (Advt.

)

Kurth's Cockle separator. Ibid. 301 Two double-cylinder

cockle-machines, French system.

Cockle (kf>*kT), sb? Forms: 5 cokille, cok-
yll(e, (coakelle\ 5-6 cockill^e, .SV. cokkil, -yl,

-il3e, 5-7 cocle, 6 cokil 1. cockell, (6-7 coccle,

7 cokle. cockel, cochle\ 6- cockle. [ME. cokille,

a. F. coqitille (OF. also cokille) shell, — It. coc-

chiglia cockle-shell :— L. type *cocchilia, ^cocquilia.

by-form of conchyHa, pi. of conchyHum {conqui-

Hum in a Gloss.), a. Gr. Ko-f\vKiov small kind of

mussel or cockle, dim. o( Koy\v\rj - tcuyxv (whence

L. concha and by-form *cocca) mussel or (per-

haps) cockle. With the English shifting of the

stress, cokille has become cockle, like gentille,

gentle, etc.]

1. The English name of bivalve molluscs of

the genus Cardium, esp. C. edule, common on

sandy coasts, and much used for food. (Formerly

applied more vaguely, including other bivalves.)

[1393 Langl. P. PI. C x. 95 A ferthyng-worth of muscles

. . ober so fele Cockes (15M c. MS. cokeles .] c 1420 [see

Cockle-shell il c 14*5 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 642/23

Hec conca, cochille. c 1430 Lvdg. MS. Soc. Antiq. 134.

3 tHalliw.) As the cockille with hevenly dew so dene
Of kynde engendreih white pedis rounde. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 86 Cocle, fysche [1499 cokyllj, coclea. 1481-90

Howard Househ. Bits. (18441 21 Item, coakelles. 1530

Palsgr. 206/2 Coccle fysshe, coquillc. 1577-87 Holinshed
Chron. III. 1192/1 Frenchmen came foorth of Leith to

gather cockles on the sands. 1620 Venner Via Recta iv. 79
Cockles are not so noysome as Muskles. 1772-84 Cook
Voy. 11700) I. 209 He found some cockles so large, that

one of them was more than sufficient for two men. 1806

Gazetteer Scot. <ed. 2) 156 At one place is an extensive

bed of the finest cockles. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus 64 The
huge mahogany cockles as big as a child's two fists. 1867

Lovell Edible Brit. Mollusca 29 In the Hebrides . . is a

Mya, there called the cockle.



COCKLE. 574 COCKLE-SHELL.
2. The shell of this mollusc; often, a single

valve of the shell ; =* Cockle-shell. Formerly
applied (like F. coquille) to any bivalve shell, esp.

that of the scallop.

t Order of the cockle (F. ordre de la coquille)'. the
order of St. Michael instituted by Louis XI of France, so
called from the gold scallop-shells with which the collar
of the order was ornamented.
C 1507 Justes 0/May $ June in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 114 A

cognysaunce. .of a wite cocle. 15x7 Ld. Treas. Acc. Scot.
in Pitcairn Critn. Trials I. '265 To warne the Lordis to be
in Edinr

. at the Coter of Cokkyljjeis taking. 1549 Compl.
Scot. xvii. (1872) 148 The kyng of France makkisthe ordour
of the cokkil. a 157a Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 217
Huntley, Ergyle, and Anguss, was lykwiese maid Knyghtis
of the Cockill. 1596 Shaks. Tajn. Shr. nr. iii.66 Why 'tis a
cockle or a walnut-shell. 1807 Crabbk Par. Rig. in. 318
Cockles blanch'd and pebbles neatly spread, Form'd shining
borders for the larkspurs' bed. a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg.,
St. Geugulphus vi, Cockle on hat, and staff in hand.

3. f a. A small shallow vessel resembling a
cockle-shell; a saucer or the like. Obs.
1648 Hexham Dutch Diet , Ecu boter-stande, a wodden

Platter or Cocle for Milke to stand in.

b. A small shallow boat ; cf. Cockle-shell 3.

1868 Lossing I/udson 308 Two or three duck-hunters, in
their little cockles.

4. A small shell-like confection of sugar and
flour, having a printed motto or couplet rolled up
inside. {U.S. local.) ? Obs.
1851 Hawthorne Twice-told T. I. viii. 149 And those

little cockles, or whatever they are called, much prized by-

children for their sweetness, and more for their mottoe>.
1890 Correspt. Jr. Salem, Mass., ' Little cockles' were in

white, pink, and buff. .We always had them at our children's
parties and had great fun in reading the mottoes aloud.

5. Cockles of the heart ; used in connexion with
to rejoice, delight, etc. ; also ;in modern use) to

-warm the cockles of one's heart.
For derivation cf. quot. 1669. Others have sought its origin

in L. corculum dim. ofC0T heart. (Latham conjectured 'the
most probable explanation lies (ii in the likeness of a heart
to a cockleshell ; the base of the former being compared to
the hinge of the latter ; 12 in the zoological name for the
cockle being Cardium, from the Greek *ap5ia = heart '.)

[1669 R. Lower Tract, de Corde 25 Fibrx quidem . spirali

suoambitu htlicem sive cochleam satis apte referunt.] 1671
Eachard Ol'serr: Ansa: Enquiry, This contrivance of his
did inwardly rejoice the cockles of his heart. 1739 R. Bull
tr. Dedekindus' Grobianus 110 O! how you'd please the
Cockles of my Heart. 1791 Scot r Let. 30 Sept. in Lock-
hart, An expedition, .which would have delighted the very
cockles of your heart. i8ji — Kenihv. xix, What ! shall
we not .. warm the cockles of our ancient kindness. 1828
SoL'They Lett. ( 1856 1 IV. 99 My cockles are comforted when-
ever I enter the door. 1858 Darwin in Life <fr

Lett. (1888)
II. 112, I have just had the innermost cockles of my heart
rejoiced by a letter from Lyell.

6. Cf. Hot cockles.
1844 tr. Eugene Sue's Myst. Paris iti. vii. When he placed

his hands on a table, he seemed . . to play a game of
cockles.

7. attrib. and Comb., as cockle family, kind,

tribe ; cockle-boat, a small boat (cf. 3 b, and
Cock-boat

; cockle-garden, an enclosed part of

the coast, where cockles are bred for economic
purposes

;
cockle-gatherer, one who gathers

cockles for food, etc.
;

coskle-hat, a hat with a

'cockle* or scallop-shell stuck in it, worn by pil-

grims, as a sign of their having been at the shrine

of St. James of Compostella in Spain
; f cockle-

pan (cf. 3), ?a shallow pan used on the kitchen
fire

; cockle-pond, a shallow pond in which
cockles are bred; cockle-rake (sec quot.) ; cockle-
sauce (cf. oyster-sauce^,

; f cockle-strewer, the

person who strewed a pall-mall ground with
powdered cockle-shells (cf. Pepys, 15 May 1663)

;

cockle-wife, a woman who gathers cockles for

sale. See also Cockle-shell.
162a Fletcher Woman's Prize ti. vi. This pink, this

painted foist, this *cockle-boat, To hang her fights out, and
defy me. friends, A well-known man of war? 1841 71 T.
K. Jones Anim. Kingd. icd. 4) 544 The *Cockle-family
(Cardiacea*. 1881 Standard 26 Sept. 2/2 Cockles are culti-

vated at Starcross, where there are '"cockle gardens'.
1867 Lovell Edible Brit. Mollmca 28 How quickly an
expert "cockle-gatherer will till his basket, la 1600 Eriar
of Orders Cray in Percy Reliq. I. 11. xviii, O by his
*cockle-hat, and staff, And by his sandal shoone. 1834
Sir F. B. Head Bubbles Brunnen 308 The aged man ..

took the cockle hat, and seized . . the light long pilgrim's
staff. 1563 Wills *f Inv. N. C. (1835' 309 A cressett, a
'cockell panu, a laten ladle. 1569 Richmond. Wills (1853*

219, Ij rostinge ireons, a kokle pane, a pair tonngs. 1885
Ladv Brassev The Trades 215 To pass the mangrove-
swamps or "cockle-ponds. 1883 Eisheries Exhib. Catat.

13 "Cockle Kake used . . in gathering Cockles, Clams, etc.

1769 Mrs. Kaffald Eng. Housekpr. 11778' 35 Serve them
[haddocks) up . . with plain melted butter, or 'cockle sauce.
18.. London, its Celebrated Char. I. 138 ( Lovell 1 5 The
person who had the care of grounds was called the * King's
•Cockle Strewer'. 1884 Lovell Edible Brit. Moltusca 43
'Cockle-wives scraping for cockles, the scraper being made
from an old reaping-hook.

t See also Cochle.

Cockle, *M [Goes with Cockle v.* (which
has not yet been found as early).] An uneven
place, pucker, or bulge on what ought to be a flat

surface, as a piece of cloth, a sheet of glass, etc.

I 153* [see Cockly'I 1530 Palsgr. 206/2 Cokell of the
clothe, nev de drap. a 1853 Lisdlev in Gardener's Chron.,

I

What the manufacturers call ' cockles producing that
uneven puckering appearance which is the peculiar cha-

|
racteristic of sheet glass. Of these cockles some are circular.

1885 i'orkshire Neivspr. (Local terms of woollen manuf.
',

Cockles, imperfections in cloth,

t Cockle, sbA Obs. [app. f. Fr. coquille shell,

or L. coclea snail, spiral, winding stair.]

1. A curl, ringlet.

1608 Sylvester Du Barters 11. iv. iv. (1641) 228/1 Instantly
she sped To curl the Cockles of her new-bought head.

2. Cockle-stairs, winding stairs. [Cf. Ital. scala

a chiocciola.']

1614 Wotton* Archil. (1672) 37 There are likewise Spiral,
or Cockle Stairs, either Circular, or Oval. 1715 Leon!
Palladio's Arckit. (1742) I. 35 Winding Stairs, which are
also call'd Cockle-Stairs.

Cockle, sb$ Also coakle, cokle. [Derivation
uncertain: possibly ad. 16th c. Du. kakel, kaeekel,

kJchel: cf. kaeekel-oven ' fornax figulina', kaeekel-

stove ' hypocaustum figulinum, tepidarium lateri-

tium '
'

vKilian;; kake/, kachelen, * les tuiles d'vn
poale kakelstoue, knehelouen 1 poale ou estuves

faict de tuille' iPlantin) ; the Du. word is ad. Ger.
kachel, earthen vessel, stove-tile, etc ]
1. The fire-chamber or furnace of a hop or malt

kiln. Also called cockle oast.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 105/1 A Cockle . . the place

where the Fire is made to dry the Malt. 1743 Lond.
Country Brew. IV. (ed. 2) 257 The finest Way of drying
Malts . . is to do it in a Cockle-Oast-Kiln. 1807 K. W.

I
Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 243 Where .. a cockle oast is

made use of, sea coal is mostly employed.

2. A kind of stove for heating apartments, also

called cockle-stove. The name is at present

given to a large stove furnished with projections or
* gills* to give increased radiating power, and
generally placed in a specially constructed air-

vault in the basement.
1774 Blagden Heated Room in Phil. Trans. LXV. 116

An oblong-square room . . heated by a round stove, or
cockle, of cast iron, with a tube for the smoke. 1833 J.
Holland Manuf. Metal (Cabinet Cycl.t II. 178 Churches

1 .. and other large buildings are now commonly heated by
means of a cockle. [1836 S. Laing Resid. Nonoay 31 3 The

1
most expensive article in every room is the stove or kakle-

: oven, which although only of cast iron, and very rudely
formed, costs about 2odollars.J 184a 76 Gwilt Arch. | 3053
The hi^h temperature stoves, such as the cokles . . consist
of large metal plates or surfaces of brick or stone. 1845 W.

< IJ I R sa N Warming iy V'entii. II. 207 The next step was to
place the cockle, or kakle, as Mr. Laing writes it, in a
separate chamber.

b. .Sometimes applied to 1 the body or fireplace

of an air stove *, and to ' the hemispherical dome
on the crown of a heating furnace '.

1S10 R. Buchanan Econ. Fuel 242 All kinds of stoves are
more or less dangerous, and . . particularly so, when the
coakle or pan cracks or is burnt out. .The coakles, in many

! situations, soon fail in some part. 1844 C. Hood Warming
liuildings 220 This case or cockle is enclosed in another
case of brick or stone placed so as to allow a space of three
or four inches or more between them. 1879 Ibid, (ed, 5)224
Another form of the cockle-stove, .consists of a ca*t iron

cockle, on the outer side of which are a great number of
projecting plates.

t Cockle, sbfi Obs. A miner's name for the

;

mineral Black Tourmaline.
1761 Da Costa Tourmalin in Phil. Trans. LI I. 446 The

j

miners of Germany vulgarly call them Schirl, and some-
[

times our English miners name them Cockle and Call. 1788

j

Cronstedt's Min. I. 148 A deep green cockle-spar. /bid. I.

1 202 Schorls or cockles.

Cockle, sbJ [perh. transferred from Cockle j/'. 1

the grains being compared to the black seeds.] A
disease of wheat produced by a nematoid worm
{Tylenchus tritici), whereby the grains become
black and deformed like pepper-corns.
186a Chambers Encycl., Ear-cockles. 1867 J. Hogg

Microsc. 11. iii. 572 In the ears of wheat affected with the
blight termed the cockle.

[Cockle, explained as ' a little or young cock

]

{obs.)*: an error in Johnson founded on a mis-
! print of cocke ; corrected by Todd, but nevertheless

j

repeated by later compilers.]

t Cockle, a. Obs. [perh. attrib. use of Cockle
1 sb.-] Whimsical. Hence Cockle-brained, -headed.

1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. lxvi. (1737) 272 May a million

j
of.. Devils anatomize thy Cockle brain. 18x8 Scott Rob
Roy xxi, He's crack-brained and cockle-headed.

Cockle (kfkl), v. 1 [cf. Fr. ccquiller to form
coquilles i.e. inflated elevations or blisters on the

crust of bread. Cotgrave fllll) has coquiller

... to fashion anything like a shell ; also recoquiller

to wriggle, writhe, turn into itself... like a gold or

silver thread where it is broken ;
recoquiller un

livre, to rumple or turn up the leaves of (a book).

But if this is the source, the word must have sub-

sequently taken up other associations in English.]
In senses 1 and 2, now chiefly techn. or dial.

1. intr. Of cloth, paper, or the like: To bulge
out in parts so as to present an uneven, wrinkled,

or creased surface ; to go into rucks, to pucker.
1559-1691 [see Cockling vbl. sb. 1

) 1599 Hakllyt Voy.

II. 1. 162 The sorting together of Wools of seuerall
natures, some of nature to shrinke, some to hold out,
which causeth cloth to cockle and He vneuen. 1711
Swift Jrnl. to Stella 23 Oct., They said that English
silk would cockle. 1873 H. Spencer Stud. Sociol. xi 270
This wrought-iron plate is not quite flat : it sticks up a
little here towards the left

—
' cockles ' as we say. 1877 A*.

W. Lincobish. Gloss., Cockle-up, to blister, expand irregu-
larly, curl up as paper does when wetted- z888 Sheffield
Gloss., Cockle, to wrinkle. Said of woollen goods when
they have been rained upon.

2. trans. To cause to pucker, to wrinkle, crease.

1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent. 94 It . . helps to crack
and cockle the thinner parts. 1808 Ann. Reg. 1806. 442
Which book is bent and cockled up, evidently appearing to
have been soaked through by the wet.

3. intr. To rise into short tumbling waves : see

Cockling a. 2. [This sense is of doubtful

origin : it approaches also the next word.]

Cockle, v.* dial, [Related to Coggle v. and
to Cocker v.- ; probably onomatopoeic and imme-
diately associated with coggle. joggle. But in its use,

there is also sometimes association with the un-

steady equilibrium of a cockle-shell or of a cockle-

shell boat on the water. Cf. Cocklt a
, and Sc.

cockle-cootit, having loose ankle-joints.]

To oscillate unsteadily, as a round stone when
stepped on, or a boat when people stand up in it.

1781 Hutton Tour Caves (E. D. S. 1873), Cockle, to be
unsteady and easily shaken down. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.

1876 Holdemess Gloss., Cockle, to shake through standing
insecurely. ' It'll cockle ower.' (Also in South of Scotl.)

t Cockle, v.* Obs. [Has the fotm and sense

of a diminutive or iterative of Cock v£, or of

Cock j^. 1
: cf. fondle, etc., and see Cocker v. 1

But cf. 1 6th c. Du. kokelen, keukelen 'to nourish

or cherish in the kitchen* (Kilhn\] = Cocker v, ]

1570 Levins Manip. 159/20 To cockle, cherish, indulgere.

1579 Twyne Phisicieagst. Eortunen. xliii. 218 b, The hard-
nesse of a father is many tymes profitable for the sonne

:

cocklyng is alwayes to be condemned. See also Cotchell.
Coeklebone, obs. f. Cockal-bone.

Cockle-bread. Also in mod. dial, cockeldy-,

cockelty-. [Origin uncertain: cf. Cockle z/. 2
,

and its derivative eockly. cocklety moving unsteadily

to and fro.] In Afoulaing ofcockle {cocklety) bread

:

see quot. from Aubrey below.
1595 Peele Old Wives' Tate Wks. (Rtldg.) 454/1 Stroke

me smooth, and comb my head And thou shalt have some
cockell-bread- 1641 Brome Jerviall Crew 11. Wks. 1873
III. 371 That were wont to see my GhosMps. .mould Cockle
bread ; daunce clutterdepouch, and Hannykin booby

;

binde barrels ; or do any thing before him, and he would
laugh at us. a 165a — Covent Garden iv. L Wks. II. 69 A
great Separatist, that is now writing a book against playing
at Barlibreak, moulding of Cocklebread, and such like pro-
phane exercises. 168* tr. Setden's Eng. yanus Author's
Pref., Snotty-nosed Fellows and Clowns, that feed upon
cockle bread, a 1697 Al brfv in Thorns Anecd. $ Tradit.

94 Young wenches have a wanton sport which they call

moulding of cockle-bread, viz. they get upon a table-board,

and then gather up their knees and their coates with their

hands as high as they can, and then they wabble to and fro,

as if they were kneading of dowgh, and say these words,
viz. My dame is sick and gonne to bed, Ana l'le go mould
my Cockle-bread. 1847 78 in Haluweix.
Variant forms of the sport and of the rime are given in

Sheffield Clots. 1888 (from Hunter) and in Whitby Gloss.

1876. (Bread so kneaded seems to have been actually used
as a love-charm. See Thorns Anecd. \ Tradit. 94-6.)

Cockled (Vk'ld\ a . [f. Cockle j*.*]

1. Furnished with a shell.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 338 More soft and sensible,

Then are the tender homes of Cockled Snayles.

2. Made ill by eating cockles, colloq.

Cockled (kfrk'ld), ///. a. [f. Cockle v.* +

-ed l
.] Bulged or puckered into 1 cockles \

1714 Gay Trivia 1. 46 And show 'rs soon drench the Cam-
let's cockled Grain. 1857 Eraser's Mag. LVI. 6o3 The
smooth crisp curves, .become cockled, flatted, and destroyed.

1883 Almondbury Huddersf. Gloss., Cockled, said of

worsted cloth which has gone into lumps.

Cockle-demois, sb. pi. Obs.
(It has been suggested that the meaning is shells of some
kind representing money.)
1613 Chapman Maske Inns ofCrt. 2 A Mocke-Maske of

Baboons, attir'd like fantastical) Travailer*. .casting Cockle-
demois about, in courtesie by way of lardges.

Cockleloft : see Cock-loft.
Cockle-oast : see Cockle sbf i.

Cockier vk^kbi). [f. Cockle sb. 2 + -er.] One
who collects cockles (the shell-fiih\

1769 Gray Wks. '1827) 304 A brother of the trade, a
cockier, as he styled him. 1861 Wvnter Soc. Bees 418 He
sees the 'cocklers ' busy among the briny pools. 186$ Pall
Mall G. 15 Aug. 3/2 Cocklers go out bare-legged.

Cockle-shell ^k?-k ljel). See Cockle sb?

1. The shell of the cockle ;
usually, a single

valve of the shell. Formerly applied much more
generally, including e.g. the scallop-shell worn by
pilgrims to St. James of Compostella.
.1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 004 With cokille shelles brente.

1530 Palsgr. 206 2 Cokell shell, coquille. a 1631 Drayton
Noah's Elood iR.), The ark . . doth so excell 1 nat ship, as

that ship doth a cockle-shell, axyw Ken Hymnar. Poet.

Wks. 1721 II. 7iThty mitiht more easily contain In Cockle-

shell the whole Atlamick Main. 1747 Wesley Prim.
Physic ( 1762' 104 A pound of fresh calcined Cockle Shells.

1758 K. Brookes Gen. Pract. Physic (ed. 3) II. 8-Let the
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patient, .drink . . Oister or Cockleshell Lime-Water. 1877
Blades Pre/, to Caxton's Diet, be, Wearers of the Cockle-
shell, the emblems of a pilgrimage to Compostella. 1884
Lovell Edible Brit. Mollusca 44 Cockle-shells are used as

cultch for the oyster spat to adhere to . . The great advantage
of cockle-shells cultch is, etc.

+ b. A spiral gastropod shell. [F. coquille.']

1538 Leland /tin. I. ss Writhen about with Degrees like

Turninges of Cokilshilles, to cum to the Top.

2. An imitation of a cockle or scallop-shell, e.g.

in the collar of the order of St. Michael.

1488 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (x86^l It 393 A collar of cok-

kilschellis contenand xxiiii schellis of gold.

3. A small frail boat or vessel. Also attrib.

[Cf. 1631 in 1.] 1829 Blackw. Mag. XXVI. In a bit

cockle-shell o' an open boat. 1836 W. Irving Astoria I.

290 Floating for thousands of miles in a cockle shell, down
a turbulent stream. 1876 Miss Braddon J. Haggard's
Dan. I. 15 None but a madman would sail in yon cockle-

shell with a gale coming.

f 4. nonce-wd. Shallowness, unsteadiness. Obs.

1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III. 160 We shall find the

ridicule rising full as strongly against the professors of the

higher as the lower kind. Cockleshell abounds with each.

Hence Cockle-shelied a., adorned with a cockle-

shell ;
having a cockle-shell as a badge.

1635 R. N. Camden's Hist. Eliz. i. 66 The Ensignes of the

CockTe-shelled Order of Saint Michael.

Co ckless, a- 'Without a cock or cocks.

1830 Btackw. Mag. 279 A couple of cockless hens.

Cockle-stairs: see Cockle sbA 2.

t Cockle-stone. Obs. App. = Coggle-stonk.
1589 Greene Arcadia (16161 38 Walking to the shore, .to

gather Cockle and pebble stones, as children are wont.

1692 Ray Dissol. World 130, I have myself observed some
Cockle-stones to have seemingly different impressions or

striae upon the same superficies.

Cockle-stove : see Cockle sb$ 2.

Cocklet 1 (kf?-klet). [f. Cock sb.2 + -let.] A
small cock (of hay, etc.).

1834 Brit. Husb. 1. 490 The grass, .should then be gathered
..with forks, into small 'cocklets' or 'foot-cocks'. 1876

Robinson Whitby Gloss,, Cocklets, small haycocks.

Co'Cklet,- nonce-wd. [f. Cock jA* + -let.] A
little cock, a cock chick.

1845 Kingslf.v Lett. <5- Mem. I. 137 Make the world my
cockpit, wherein main after main of cocklets, the ' shell

1

alas ' ' scarce off their heads ', come forth to slay and be

slain mutually.

f Cocklicrane. Obs. Urquhart's rendering of

F. coqeigrue = crane), a fictitious animal.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xlix, His kingdom should

be restored to him at the coming of the Cocklicranes, which
she called Coonecigrues. Ibid. 11. xi, When they did eat

without disdaining the cocklicranes.

Co ck-liglit. dial. [f. Cock sb.i + Light.] a.

Morning dawn, cook-crowing, b. Evening twi-

light, the time when cocks go to roost.

1613 Two Noble Kinsmen iv. i, I must lose my maiden-
head by cock-light. 1746 Exmoor Scolding 1. (E. D. S.i 36
He'll meet tha in the Vuzzy-park Coander by Cockleert, or

avore. 185s Whitby Gloss., Cockliekt, the dawn of day,

cock-crowing. ' We are out o' bed t>y cock leet, and work
till sundown." 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk.,
Cock-light, evening twilight.

Co ckling, sb. [f. Cock j^.1 + -ling.] A young
cock ; a cockerel. Also fig.
1580 Sidney Arcadia n. ( 1622} 225 These coklings cockred

we bewaile too late. 1870 Pall Mall G. 15 Aug. 11 The
young cocklings immaturely and prematurely imitating the
crow of their seniors.

Cockling 0<f> klirj\ vbl. sbA dial. [f. Cockle
p,* + -IBGM The action of becoming, or con-

dition of being, puckered or wrinkled.

1552 Act 5 6 Edw. VI, c. 6 § 1 Cockeling, bandoning,
and divers other Great and notable Faults. 1691 T. H [ale]

Acc. New Invent, m Occasioned by cockling and rising of
the Lead into a ridge. 1803 Month. Mag. XV. 8 He men-
tions the word recoquillement . .the old word cockling or

cockling up .. is an exact translation, a 1853 Lindley in

Gardener's Chron., Its [glass's] thickness is so variable

from the effects of cockling.

t Cockling, vbl. sb.2 Obs. Cockering, pamper-

ing : see Cockle v.'a

Cockling, vbl. sb$ [f. Cockle sb2 4- -lira 1
.]

Gathering cockles.

1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmrld. Dial. (1821^ 12, I doant
like cocklin. 1865 Pall Mall G. 15 Aug. 3/2 When I came
to the cockling-place. 1870 Ibid. 4 Jan. 8 A business largely
followed on the coast of Lancashire, called ' cockling '.

Cockling, ppl. a. [f. Cockle vA, 8 + -ing -.]

1. That cockles or puckers.
1601 Act 43 Eliz. c. 10 The same Clothes . . are found to

shrinke, rewey, pursey, squally, cockling.

2. Of the sea : Breaking into short irregular

waves, tumbling, 'chopping'.
1628 Digby Voy. Medii. (1868) 75 Verie foule weather,

variable windes, and a growne cockling sea, the waues
meeting from all sides. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. nr. v. (R.\ In
this passage between the said islands we find strange ripling

and cockling seas, ready to leap on the ship's deck. 1773
Hawkesworth Voy. III. 650 There run ashort cockling sea
which must very soon have bulged the ship if she had
strucke. 1793 Sm baton Edystone L. § 288 There was such
a cockling sea. 1847-8 H. Miller First Impr. v. (1857) 63
for acres together they present the phenomenon of a cock-
ling sea of gardens—a rural Bay of Biscay agitated by
a ground swell.

t 3. Uneven, rising and falling; or, perhaps, un-

steady, coggly, cockly. Obs.

1711 E. Ward Quix. I. 105 And on the Cockling dirty

Stones Drop'd down upon his Marrow-Bones.

tCockloche. Obs. ? slang. Also cocoloch,

cockoloach, -loch. [The F. coqucluche 1 hood
* person who is all the vogue corresponds in

form, but app. was never used with the sense of

the Eng. word. Nares thought it probably the

same as cockroach; but of this there is no evidence.]

A term of reproach or contempt ; A mean fellow

;

' a silly coxcomb '.

ci6ii Beauh. & Fl. 4 Plays, Triumph Hon. i, I will

rather, .draw my sword of fate on a peasant, a besognio, a

cocoloch. 1628 Shirley Witty Fair One 11. it, A couple of

cockloches ! 1641 Barthol. Faire 4 Hocus Pocus . . shew-
ing his art of Legerdemaine, to the admiration and aston-

ishment of a company of cockoloaches. 1863 Sala Capt.

Dang. I. i. 8 Were I a cockoloch, I might grudge that

snipping off. .of a fortnight from an Old Man's life.

Cock-loft. [Origin doubtful : a corresponding

Scotch name hen-loft for a loft over a barn, etc.,

into which fowls ascend by a ' hen-ladder sug-

gests that the derivation is from the fowl. 33ut it is

not impossible that cock has some fig. or transferred

sense. Antony a Wood wrote it cockle-loft.]

A small upper loft ; a small apartment under the

very ridge of the roof to which the access is usually

by a ladder ;
' the room over the garret ' (J.).

1589 in Wadley Bristol Wills {1886) 259 A spruce chest

wch ys in the Cocklofte. 1591 Percvvall Sp. Diet., Desvau
de casa, a garret or cockloft, solarium. 1640-4 Owen
O'Conally Irish Conspir. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 111.(1692)

I. 400 In the end, the Sheriffs of the City, .found him hid-

den in a Cock-loft, in an obscure House, a 1661 Holyday
Juvenal 56 The cock-lofts of mean mens houses, to which
they usually ascended by a ladder, a 1672 Wood Life

(1848) 33 His Chamber, which was a cockleloft over the

common gate of that college. 1673 — in Pre/. Ath. Oxon.

(18131 p. lxxiii, I was so great a lover of antiquities that I

loved to live in an old cockleloft rather than in a spacious

chamber. 1751 Johnson Rambl. No. 117 F13 You some-
times quit the garret, and ascend into the cock-loft. 1865

Sat. Rev. 8 July 48/1 The notion of a prince having to

climb into a cocklolt approaches the tragic.

fig. 1667 H. More Div. Dial. iv. § 29 Cuphophron has

been so mewed up in his Philosophical and Metaphysical
Cock-loft. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. viu. (1737) 32 Un-
nestle the Angels from their Cockloft. 1859 Gen. P.

Thompson Audi Alt. II. lxxxii. 42 The right, .of every

man to view the past from his own cock-loft.

Cock Lorel, cock e) lorel : see Lorel.

Cockly tk^'kli), a. 1 Now dial. [f. Cockle z>. 1

(or sb.3) + -y.] Full of cockles, rucks, or wrinkles,

puckered.
152a Skelton Why nat to Court 285 Nat worth a cockly

fose. 1553 Act 5 <y 6 Edw. VI, c,6 §40 Clothes, .cockely,

pursy, bandy, squally or rowy, or evil burled. 1750
Miss Talbot in Lett. J/iss Carter, etc. (1809) I. 216 Do not

make it rowy, or cockly. 1885 Yorksh. Nezvspaper, A
'cockley' place is either because of another quality of weft

being inadvertently put in, or it is owing to the warp not

being properly arranged on the ' beam '.

Cockly, a. 2 dial. Also cocklety. [f. Cockle
v.'1 ; cf. the nearly synonymous cockery, and coggly.]

Unsteady on its base, moving from side to side like

an unsteady stone or boat.

1863 Atkinson Provinc. Danby. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.,

Cocklety and Cockley, unsteady ; also in Glossaries of Cum-
berland, Whitby, iloldemess, and {cocklety) I/uddersfield,

Sheffield. Also in South of Scotl.

Co'ck-master. One who rears game-cocks.
1610 Househ. Ord. 334 The names of the Prince's Highnes

servants, etc. .. John Beast, cockemaster. 1700 J. Bromk
Trav. 11. (1707) 97 The Inhabitants are . . great Cock Mas-
ters . . for which little fierce Creatures they make frequent

Matches, a 1704 L'Estrange (J.), A Cockmaster bought a

partridge and turned it among the fighting cocks.

+ Co'Ck-match. Obs. A cock-fighting match.

1680 Lond. Gaz. No, 1484/4 The Masters of His Majesties

Cockpit . . intending to begin the Cock-Match on the 15th

of March. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. II. 385 Cock-

matches are the frequent Diversion. 1814 Scott Wav.
xviii, Who had spent his heirship and moveables like a

gentleman, at cock-matches, bull-baitings, horse-races.

t Co ck-mate. Obs. [?f. Cock i 22 + Mate.]

A * chief friend familiar, intimate.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 60 Euphues was . . suspecting

that which in deede was true, that Philautus was corriuall

with him, and cocke-mate with Lucilla. Ibid. 145 Children

..must be curteous in their behauiour, lowly in their

speach, not disdayning their cockmates or refraining their

company. Ibid. 146 Whether that those are to bee ad-

mytted as cockemates with children whiche loue them en-

tirely, or whether they be to be banished from them.

Co ck-me tal. [f.CocK^. 1
] A soft alloy con-

sisting of two parts of copper and one of lead, used

esp. for cocks or taps, whence the name.
1823 Imison ScL $ Art II. 228 Cock metal is made with

copper alloyed with zinc and lead. 1864 Athenaeum No.

1937. 788/1 Casts in cock-metal.

t Cocknel, -ell. Obs. [app. ad. med.L. coco-

nellus, given in Prontp. Porv. as

=

cockney*, see note

to the latter word.]

L = Cockney 2, 4.

1570 Levins Manip. 55/37 Cocknel, acersa, delicatus.

[Cf. Huloet, Cockeney, acersa . .molliculus. .delicatus.]

1605 Loud. Prodigal 15 (Halliw. s. v. Cockney\ [Country

fellow says] A and well sed cocknell, and boe-bell too.

2. = Cockerel. Cperh. a misprint for it.)

1593 Hollyband Diet. Fr. <y Eng., V* cochet, a cocknell.

Co*ck-nest. A nest built by a male-bird, as

i by species of wren, and not used for incubation.

1859-78 Darwin On'g. Spec. viii. 234 The male wrens
(Troglodytes) of North Ameiica build cock -nests to roost in,

j

like the males of our kitty-wren, i860 All V. Round No.
63- 295-

Cockney ( kf7-kni
v

, sb. (a.) Forms: 4-5cokenay,

j

cokeney, (also kok-), 5-6 coknay(e, 6 eokney,
cocknaye, -naie, 6-7 cockeney, cockny;e, -nie,

7 kockney, 6- cockney. [ME. coken-ey, -ay, app.

— coken of cocks + ey,ay ;OIi. eeg) egg; lit. 'cocks'

egg 1
: see note after 7.]

fl. An egg: the egg of the common fowl, hen's

egg ; or perh. one of the small or misshapen eggs

occasionally laid by fowls, still popularly called in

some parts 'cocks' eggs', in Ger. hahneneicr. Obs.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vii. 272 And I sigge, bi my soule,

I haue no salt liacon, Ne no Cokeneyes, bi Crist, Colopus
! to maken [1377 B. vi. 287 kokeney, 1393 C. ix. 309 Nouht

j

a cokeney]. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. 4- Epigr. (1867) 36

j

Men say He that comth euery daie, shall haue a cocknaie.

He that comth now and then, shall haue a fatte hen. But
I gat not so muche in comyng seeld when, as a good hens
fether or a poore eg-shel. a 1600 Touru. Tottenham 227

At that fest were thei seruyd in a rich aray, Euery fyve and
fyve had a cokeney. [1598-1611 Florio, CacchcrelU, cack-

lings of hens ; also egs 11611 egges), as we say cockanegs.

Cf. Cock's egg, Cock 1 23. In Surrey the saying goes, ' When
the cock lays eggs, then the hen lays rashers of bacon

]

+ 2. (A child that sucketh long ' a nestle-cock \
! 'a mother's darling'; a cockered child, pet, minion

;

; ' a child tenderly brought up
' ;

hence, a squeamish

1
or effeminate fellow, 'a milksop*. Obs.

6-1386 Chaucer Reeves T. 288 When this jape is tald

! another day, I sal be hald a daf, a cokenay \v.r. cokeneye].

. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 86 Coknay [v.r. cokeney]. Ibid. 281

Kokeney, corinutus, coconctlus, vcl cuainellus (et hec duo
uotniua sunt ficta, et derisorie dicta); delictus. 1483

j

Cath. Angl. 71 A coknay, ambro, mammotropjis. 1531

Elyot Go7>. 1. xviii, I speake nat this in dispraise of the

I
faukons, but of them whiche kepeth them like coknayes.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 549/2 As would make vs

j
wene that some wer goddes wanton cokneis . . that what-

\
soeuer thei doe nothing coulde displease him. 1540 Hyrdl

: tr. Vines' lustr. Chr. Worn. {1592) Ccviij, A common
:

Proverbe to cal those widows cockneys, that be ill brought

I
up children. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 183 Some cockneies

j

with cocking are made verie fooles, fit neither for premise,

j

for plough, nor for schooles. 1580 BaRet A Iv. C 729 A
I

cockney, a childe tenderly brought up, a dearling. .A cock-

! ney, after Saint Augustin, a childe that sucketh long. 1592

Nashe P. Penilcsse (18421 18 A young heyre, or cockney,

that is his mothers darling, if hee haue playde the waste-

good at the Innes of the Court, or about London. 1598

Meres Wit's Treasury 59 b, So many brought ^up with

great cockering, as Cockneys bee. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N.
iv. i. 15. 1607 Dekker Knts, Conjur. E (Croft 1

, Our cock-

ering mothers, who for their labour make us to be called

cockneys. 1630 J. Taylor Wks. 1, 77/1. a 1661 Fuller
Worthies, London 11. 196, I meet with a double sense of this

word Cockeney, some taking it for, i. One coaks'd or cock-

ered, made a wanton or Nestle-cock of, delicately bred and
brought up, so that when grown Men or Women, they can

endure no hardship, nor comport with pains taking. 611670

Hacket Life A bp. Williams h 90 He was counted but a

Cockney that stood in awe of his rulers. 1783 Aixsworth
Lat. Diet. (Morellt v, Manimothreptus .. a child sucking

long, or a child wantonly brought up. .a cockney.

ft). Hence (apparently), King of Cockneys: a

j

kind of Master of the Revels chosen by the students

j

at Lincoln's Inn on Childermas Day (28 Dec). Obs.

1518 in MS. Black Bk. of Lincolns Inn III. 87a (9 Feb.

10 Hen. VIII), Item that the kynge of cockneys should

childermas day sytt and have due service, .and that he and

his marechall butler and constable marechall have their

lawful) and honeste commandements . . and that the sajd

kynge of cockneys ne none of his officers medyll neyther in

the buttry nor in the stuard of crstmas is office. (See

Dugdale Grig. Jurid. 264 ' Grand Christmasses at Innes of

Court '.)

•j-C. The name of this mock king is perhaps

referred to in the saw recorded by Harrison as

popularly current in the 16th c, and reputed to be

applied contemptuously to Henry III.

rt 1577 Harrison England u. xiv.iiZyj'i l 266 As for those

tales that go of. .the brag of. .[Hugh Bigot] that said in

contempt of king Henrie the third ..'If I were in my
castell of Bungeie, Vpon the water of Waueneie, I wold

not set a button by the king of Cockneie ', I repute them

but as toies. [Hence taken, more or less correctly, by

Camden (Britannia ed. 2, not in 1), Fuller, Ray, etc.

Fuller uncritically took the words as contemporary with

Hugh Bigot, whom he further pkxed in the reign of

Henry II. Later writers have, with as little ground, as-

sumed Cockneie here to mean London, or the land of Cock-

aigne.]

fd. Sometimes applied to a squeamish, over-

nice, wanton, or affected woman. Obs. {Cf. 1598

attrib. in 5.)
1605 Shaks. Lear II. iv. 123 Cry to it Nunckle, as the

Cockney did to the Eeles, when she put em 1 th Paste

aliue, she knapt 'em o'th' coxcombs with a sticke, and cryed

downe wantons, downe. i6n Cotgr., Coquvte, a begger

woman; also a cokney, siinperdecockit, nice thing.

f 3. A derisive appellation for a townsman, as

the type of effeminacy, in contrast to the hardier

inhabitants of the country. Obs.

[1521 Whitinton Vulg. 39 This cokneys and tytyl-

lynges. \delicati pueri] may abide no sorrow when they

come to age.. In this great cytees as London, York,

Pemsy ana such . . the children be so nycely and wan-
73-2
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tonly brought up . . that comonly they can little good.]

1594 Plat Jewell Ho. hi. Cktm. Conclus. 11 The Country
people will go ncare to rob all Cocknies of their breakfasts.

c 1600 Day Begg. Bednell Gr. v. t.1881 I 108, I think you be
sib to one of the London Cockneys that ask't whether Hay-
cocks were better meat broyl'd or rosted. 1604 T-. Wright
Pass. Pref., Sundry of our rurall gentlemen are as well ac-

quainted with the civill dealing, conversing, and practise of
citties, a.s many Kockneis with the manuring of lands, and
affayres of the countrey. c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Cockney . . also one ignorant in Country Matters. 1739 K.
Bull tr. Dedekindus' Grobianus 238 A Cockney once did
for a Clown provide. 1836 Scott Woodst. xviii, Where
cockneys or bumpkins are concerned.

4. spec. One bom in the city of London : strictly,

(according to Minsheu) 1 one born within the sound
of Bow Bells '. Always more or less contemptuous
or bantering, and particularly used to connote the

characteristics in which the born Londoner is sup-
posed to be inferior to other Englishmen.
1600 Rowlands Lett. Hum. Blood iv. 65, I scorne. .To let

a Bow-bell Cockney put me downe. 1607 Dekker Westw.
IIoc 11. ii. As Frenchmen loue to be bold, Flemings to be drunke
. and Irishmen tobeCostermongers,so, Cocknyesfespecially
Shee-Cockniesi loue not Aqua-vite when 'tis good for them.
161 1 Cotgr., Guespitu, a waspish dame; (as our Cockney
of London) a nickname for a woman of Orleans. 1617 Min-
sheu Ductor s.v., A Cockneyox Cockny, applied only to one
borne within the sound of Bow-bell, that is, within the City
of London, which tearme came first out of this tale : That
a Cittizcns sonne riding with his father, .into the Country.

.

asked, when he heard a horse neigh, what the horse did
his father answered, the horse doth neigh ; riding farther he
heard a cocke crow, and said doth the cocke neigh too? and
therfore Cockney or Cocknie, by inuersion thus: incock,

q. incoctus \. raw or vnripe in Country-mens affaires. 1617
Moryson Hin. 111. 53 Londiners, and all within the sound
of Bow-bell, are in reproch called Cocknies, and eaters of
buttered to-tes. 1644 Dan O'Neile Let. Mrq. Ormond
in Carte Grig. Lett. I. 52 Obliged to quit Oxford at the ap-
proach of Essex and Waller with their prodigious number
of cocknies. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 221 That Synods
Geography was as ridiculous as a Cockneys ito whom all is

Barbary beyond Brainford ; and Christendome endeth at
Greenwitch'. 1803 S. Pegge A need. Eng. Lang. 2 Not
being myself a Cockney. 1836 Makryat Mtdsh. Easy xii,

He was a cockney by birth, fur he had been left at the
workhouse of Si. Mary Axe. 1848 W E. Forster Diary
16 Apr. in T. W. Reid Life u88;j> I. 224 The Timesand the
Government and all cockneys were so much alarmed. 1850
Kingsley Alt. Locke i, I am a cockney among cockneys,

b. One of the ' Cockney school
1

: see 6 b.

18*6 BLxckiv. Mag. XIX. Pref. 16 The nickname [Cockney]
we gave them, has become a regularly established word in

our literature. Lord Byron, .called them by no other title

than the Cockneys. 1831 Scott in Blackw. Mag. Feb. 272
Whi^s, Cockneys, Revolutionists, he furiously attack would.

B. as adj. (orig. atlrib. use of the sb.).

6. Cockered, pelted; effeminate; squeamish.
1573 TwvME sEneid xu Llj, That same Cocknie Phry-

gian knight. 1583 Stanyhurst AEneis I. <Arb.) 39 Thus
spake she to cocknye Cupido. Ibid. IV. 106 Vf a cockney
dandiprat hopthumb Prittye lad ,-tneas in my court wan-
toned. 1598 Meres Wit's Treasury 276b, Many Co:kney
and wanton women are often sicke. 1606 R. Clayton in

Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1S37J I. 102 Yf be ceased not his
Cockney carriage.

6. Pertaining to or characteristic of the London
Cockney.
163a Brome Northern Lasse Dram. Personx, Master

Widgine, a Cockney-Gentleman. 1659 T. Pecke Paruassi
Puerp. 60 To boast yourself of Co:kney, you think good ;

Lest 50m should say, you were of British Bloud. 1776
G. Campbell Philos. Rhet. (i8oi> I. 399 It is an idiom of
the Cockney language. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, I'oy.

Eng. Wks. II. 13 Men in ecstasiesof terror, alternating with
cockney conceit. 1861 Sat. Rev. 2 Feb. 112/2 The West-
minster Review, .describes the easy writing and comic lan-
guage poured forth by popular writers on great subjects,
as 'cockney chatter*. 1876 F. Douse Grimm's L. § 54.
127 The Cockney dialect and the polite English dialect are
(or were) spoken by different, but overlapping strata.

b. Cockney school : a nickname for a set of 19th
cent, writers belonging to London, of whom Leigh
Hunt was taken as the representative.
1817 Lockhart in BlacJteu. Mag.Oct. 38 (On the Cockney

School of Poetry If I may be permitted to have the honour
of christening it, it may henceforth be referred to by the
designation of The Cockney School. 188a Mrs. Oliphant
Lit. Hist. Eng. II. 22s At a later period Hazlitt joined this
literary circle, then Leigh Hunt ; and it began to be
assailed as the ' Cockney School

7. Comb , as cockney •bred
y
-like adj., -land.

i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. II. ii, Ovcrprecise, cockney-
like, and curious in their observation of meats. 1843 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. I. 221 The only religious meeting I ever saw
in cockneyland which had not plenty of scoffers. 1884 J.
Payn Thicker than Water xvi. 127 Who know their own
metropolis as well as though they had been cockney-brcd.

[The derivation suggested above satisfies the form : ey, ay
(MS Are regular ME. forms of egg, riming with the same
words (day, etc.) as cokenay itself; coken genitive pi. is as
in clerken coueitise, P. PI. B. iv. no, and in many similar
instances; the use of the gen. plural is as in Ger. hUhnerei,
fowls' egg, hahnenei cocks' egg. The stress on ay retained
in verse to 16th c, and supported by Minsheu's cock neigh,
also accords with this composition of the word.
Of sense 1, the meaning appears to be established by the

first quot.; the constituents of a Collop (q.v.) were pre-
cisely bacon and an egg. This meaning also completely ex-
plains the quot. from rieywood ; that from the Tournament
is perhaps as already suggested by Wright) satirical or
jocose. The matter appears to be clinched by the quot.
from Florio for cockan-egs. To account for the appellation,
we might cuppose coken-ay to be originally a child's name

for an egg (cf. w hat is said of coco below-; ; but as cocks'
efSs ar)d the equivalent Ger. hahneneier are at the present
day applied in popular or dialect speech to small or mal-
formed eggs (formerly imagined to dc laid by the cock 1

, it

is not improbable that this was originally the specific sense
of cokenay. The old notion that such eggs produced a ser-

pent 1 see Cockatrice) is well known ; but no trace of this

appears in the popular use of cokenay.
The application of either a child's word for an egg, or of

the name of a small or mis-shapen egg. as a humorous or de-
risive appellation for ' a child sucking long a ' nestle-cock
a 'milk sop', obviously explains itself; and the sense-
development from 2 onward is clear and certain. A valu-
able contribution to the history of these senses is made by
H. H. S. Croft, in the Glossary to his ed. (1883 of Elyot s

Gouernour.
An apparent parallel is the French word coco *a child's

name for an egg ', also a term of endearment applied to
children, and of derision applied to men: mon petit coco,

quel grand coco! Coco, considered by Litirc a deriv. of
coq, was app. the source of coconelitis idim. of 'coco, coebnem)
given in the Promp. Parv., w ith cucunellus, as med. L.
translations of cokenay, and stated to be 'ficta et derisorie
dicta', 'derisorie ficta et inventa'. And coconellus, in turn,

appears to be the origin of the :6th c. Eng. Cocknel, given
above, as an exact equivalent of cockney, senses 2, 4. On
F. coco was formed the verb coqueliner ' to dandle, cocker,
fedle, pamper, make a (cockney orj wanton of (a child)',

just as dodo a word like Eng. 'by-by' or 'ba-ba', sung^ to
lull a child to sleep, gave dodelincr to perform this action.

It is to be noted also that, from the earliest times, cokenay 2
was constantly associated with the vb. coker Cocker, both
in use 1 see quots. in 2 , and in L. and Fr. explanations e. g.
'cokeryn, cari/oveo\ cokenay, lari/otus', Promp. Parv.,
' I coker je mignotte; I bring up like a cocknaye je /nig-
ttotte' Palsgr. If ciKker was, as it appears to be, a de-
rivative of cock, this association was natural and obvious.]

Hence various nonce-wds., as Co ckneian a., per-

Uining to, or characteristic of, a cockney. Cock-
ne ity, cockney tjuality. Cockneycality, any-

thing characteristic of cockneys, a cockneyism.
Cockneye se, the speech or ' dialect

1
of cockneys.

Co ckneyess, a female cockney. Co ckneyship,
the condition of a cockney {humorously as a title).

Co ckniac a., pertaining to cockneys, cockney.
184a Erasers Mag. XXVI. 619 Peculiarities, cockneian

and congenito-theatrical. 1883 Carlyle in Century Mag.
XXIV. 28 Mixed rusticity or cxkneity. 1834 5 Mrs. Car-
lyle Early Lett. (Ritchie 1 263 Fragments of Haddington, of
Comely Bank, ofCrai^enputtoch interweaved with cockney-
calities into a very habitable whole. 18*3 Blackw. Mag. XIV.
92 Stupid French books translated, .into stupid Cockneyeze.
1848 Thackeray l an. l air vi. (1853) 41 Country dances,
formed by bouncing cockneys and cockneyesses. 183a J.
Wilson in Blackiv. Mag. XXXI. 95^ To disenchant his
cockneyship out of that audacious dream. 1843 Eraser's
Mag. XXV II. 465 'The 'ouse,' as Mrs. Crump would say
. .in her simple Cockniac dialect.

t Cockney, v. Obs. [f. Cockney sb. (sense 2 .]

trans. To make a 'cockney' or petted child of;

to cocker, pamper, pet.

1583 Stanyhurst sEueis 1. (Arb.) 40 But Venus .. Too
woods Idalian thee child nice cocknyed heauing In seat of
her boosom. 1625 Bp. Hall Serm. xxix. ( K. 1

, The wise
justice of the Almighty meant not to cockney us up with
meere daimies with a loose indulgence.

Co ckneydom. [f. Cockney sb. + dom.]
1. The domain of cockneys (or of the ' cockney

school ' of literature')
; cockneys collectively.

1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 390 The divine right of King
of Cockneydom. 1854 Tail's Mag. XXI. 332 Voung Cock-
neydom was a different thing, however, from old Cock-
neydom. 1871 Carlyle in Mrs. CarlyUs Lett. III. 88
Cockneydom unchained.

2. Cockney influence or characteristics.
1862 Mrs. Speir Last Years Ind. 113 In these days of

all prevailing cockneydom.

Gockneyfy Up knifoi), v. Also cocknify. [f.

as prec. + -FY.] trans. To imbue with cockney
qualities, to render 'cockney'; intr. to become
'cockney*. Hence Cockneyfled ///. a., Cock
neyfying ///. a. and vb/. sb., Cockneyfica'tion.
1811 Byron Let. 26 Apr., 1 think he [Keats] . . was spoilt

by Cockncyfying. .and versifying Tooke's Pantheon and
Lempriere's Dictionary. 18*9 Mary Howitt Let. in Mem.
Alaric Watts 118841 II. 5 Of Keats' other writings I know
nothing. I fancy them too fantastical, too cockncyfied,
pardon the ugly word. 1871 Carlyle in Mrs. CariyU's
Lett. III. 2ooln the disastrous, dust-covered, cockneyfying
parts. 1875 M. Collins Tk. in Garden (18801 II. v. 176
The grand old wood was rather cockncyfied . . haunted by
ponies, donkeys, and canaille.

Cockneyish .kpkni,!/), a. [f. Cockney sb. +
-ish.] Savouring of the cockney.
1819 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 74/1 A balloon . . but there is

something Cockneyish even in that object. 1870 Haw.
thorne Eng. Note-bks. (1879) II. 302 My new acquaintance,
who was very cockneyish.

Hence Co ckneyishly adv.
i8aa Blackrv. Mag. XI. 286 To hear (to speak cockney-

ishly) some God-bless-my-soul-good-sort-of-body say, etc.

Cockneyism (kp kni,iz'm). [f. as prec. + -ism.]

1. Quality characteristic of a cockney
;
cockney

manners, speech, etc.

i8a8 Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 373 His [Leigh Hunts] ac
count of the meeting is a precious piece of cockneyism.
1850 L. Hunt A utobiog. III. xxiii. 187 The charge of Cock-

j

neyism frightened the booksellers. 1864 Lowell Study
II ind.K 1886) 104 Men. .had so steeped their brains in London
literature as to mistake Cockneyism for European culture.

2. A cockney characteristic {e.g. in idiom or pro-
nunciation^.

1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xiii. (1878) 254 [He]
had not caught up many cockneyisms instead. 1867 Ch. $
State Rez: 12 Jan. 31 Exaggerated cockneyisms.

Cockneyize (k^ kni|3iz% v. [f. as prec. + -ize.]

1. trans. To make 1 cockney give a cockney
character to.

1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 221 He allows Hazlitt .. to
CockneyiK the title of Gifford's poem into the * Barviad '.

2. intr. To play or act the cockney ; to use cock-
neyisms.
1821 Blackzv. Mag. IX. 264 The rest of the translation,

and how he cockneyi/ed at the expence of Homer. 1839
Macinn in Eraser's Mag. XX. 653 The sparks and wits .

.

either Cockneyised in London, or confined themselves to
the universities.

Cockodrill^e, obs. form of Crocodile.
Cock-old, ? humorous perversion of Ccckold.
1600 J. Lane Tom Tel-troth 677 Then should no olde

Cocks, nor no cocke-olds crow.

Cockoloach, var. of Cocklochk.
Cockow, obs. f. Cuckoo.
Cock-paddle. Also -paidle, -peddle. Sc.

[see quot. 1859 ;
by some, cock appears to be taken

in sense of *male\] A name of the Common
Lump-fish, Cyclopterus lumpus.
a 167* Willlghby De Hist. Pise. tv. (16861 208 The
Lump or Sea-Owl, Scott's Cock-Paddle. 1684 Sibbald Scotia
24 (Jam.) Lumpus Angtorum, nostratibus Cock-Paddle.
1816 Scott Antiq. sL 'How much for the bannock-fluke
and cock-paddle?' a 1855 G. Johnston Eishes ofBerwicksh.
iin Yarrell', The Cock and Hen Paidle spawn toward the
end of March and in April. At that season the Hen . . de-
posits her spawn among the rocks and sea-weed. 1859
Richardson in Yarrell Brit. Eishes II. 344 The epithet of
Cock-paidle seems to have originated in the appearance of
the elevated dorsal ridge, which is enveloped, like the rest

of the fish, in a thick, tuberculated skin, with some re-

semblance to the comb of a domestic cock.

t Co*ck-pe :nny. Obs. A customary payment
at Shrovetide, formerly made to the schoolmaster
in certain schools in the north of England.
Originally applied to defray the expense of cock-fighting

or cock-throwing. See N. Carlisle, Endowed Gram. Schools
(18181 ; also .V. Q. Feb. 1890.

1524 (Apr. i) Indenture in N. Carlisle Endowed Gram.
Schools I. 677 (Manchester Gram. Sch i Item that every
Schoolmaster . . shall teach freely . . without any money or
other rewards taken therefore, as Cock-penny, Victor-
penny, Potation-penny, or any other whatsoever it be.

1597 Pilgr. Pamass. v. 594 A companie of ragged vicars
and fortorne schoolemaisters. .looking for cockpence in the
bottome of a pue. 1691 Wood Ath. 0.ron. I. 562. 17*1
in Picton L'fool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 74 All gratuities

..such as entrance money, cockpenny, fire money, and
quarteridge- 1756 Bolcher in Lett. Radcliffe tf James
(Oxf. Hist. Soc. I

Pref. 7 My salary (at St. Bees' School] .

.

was £ 10 a year ; and entrances and cock-pennies amounted
to as much more. 18x8 N. Carlisle Gram. Schools I. 647
'at Cartmel, Lane.) It is customary for persons of property,
who have children at the School, to make a compliment
to the Master at Shrovetide of a sum, called ' Cock pence '.

This cannot be demanded of right. Ibid. I. 662 (at Hawks-
head'. 1870 Hazlitt in Brand's Pop. Antiq. I. 43 The
scholars of Clitheroe Free Grammar-School have to pay at

Shrovetide what is called a cock-penny . . supposed to be a
substitute for biinging the animal itself to school, which
formerly was very common.

Cockpit (k^ kpit).

1. A pit or enclosed area in which game-cock:>

are set to fight for sport ; a place constructed for

cock-fighting.

1587 Chukchyakd Worth. Wales (1876) 106 The Moun-
taynes stand . . In roundnessc such as it a Cock nit were.

1644 Ouarles Barnabas $ B. 27 At a cockpit [to] leave our
doubtful fortunes to the mercy of unmerciful contention.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 193 A Circle dug in the Earth, like a
Cockpit. 1814 W. Sketch ley '..'/* ',Thc Cocker, containing

. a variety of other useful information for the instruction of
those who are attendants at the Cock Pit. 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits, Race Wks. ibohnj II. 30 The animal ferocity

of the quays and cockpits.

attrib. 1647 G. Hughes Serm. St. Margaret's, Westm.
26 May, Impious, childish, cockpit counsellors. 1884 Pall
Malt G. 3 Sept. 2/1 The cock-pit animus, apt to spring up
between equal bodies in different camps.

t b. Applied to a theatre ; and to the Tit of a

theatre. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Hen. I', i. Prol 11 Can this Cock-Pit hold
The vastie fields of France? Or may we cramme Within
this Woodden O, the very Caskes That did affright the

Ayre at Agincourt? a 1635 L. Dicges in Shaks. Suppl. I.

71 (N.) Let but Beatrice J\nd Benedict be seen; lo ! in a
trice, The cockpit, galleries, boxes, all are full.

+ C. spec, fhe Cockpit : (a) name of a theatre in

London, in 17th c, on the site of a cock-pit. Obs.
a 1635 L. Digges in Shaks. Suppl. I. 71 iN.> On Gods

name, may the Bull, or Cockpit have Your lame blank verse

to keep you from the grave. 1660 Plpys Diary n Oct.,

Mr. Salisbury, .took Mr. Creed and me to the Cockpitt to

see ' The Moore of Venice ', which was well done. 1662 -3

Ibid. 5 Jan., To the Cockpitt, where we saw ' Claracilla', a
poor play, done by the King's house.

f {b) The name of the block of buildings on or

near the site of the Cockpit erected by Henry VIII

opposite Whitehall, London, used from the seven-

teenth century as government offices ; hence put

familiarly for 'the Treasury', and 'the: Privy

Council chambers \ Oh.
[1598 Stow Surz: Loud. 374 (in J. Marshall A tin. Tennis

651 Ihe saide White hall. On the right hand bee diuer>

fayre Tennis COUrtCS, howling Allies, and a Cockepit, all
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built by King Henry the eight.] 1649-50 Commons' Jml.
25 Feb. in Carlyle Cromwell II. 124 Resolved that the
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland have the use of the Lodgings
called the Cockpit. 1659 60 Pli-vs Diary 20 Feb., My
Lord of Dorset and another.Lord, talking of getting another
place at the Cockpit. 1698 Luttrell Brief Rel. IV.

329 The council chamber, treasury, and duke Shrewsbury's
offices, are to be at the Cockpitt, till Whitehal be rebuilt.

1711 R. Orlebar Let. in yd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. 276 a, Mar. 8. Just now I am told of an odd passage
happened in Councill at the cockpitt to-night. 1773 Burke
Let. Sir C. Bingham Wks. IX. 140 For the sake ot gratify-

ing the schemes of a transitory Administration of the Cock-
pit or the Castle. 1830 Greville Mem. 22 Nov. (1874)

II. xii. 70 He [Brougham] threatened to sit often at the

Cockpit, in order to check Leach, who, though a good
judge in his own Court, was good for nothing in a Court
of Appeal. 1843 Knight London V. 291 But to return to

the Cock-pit . . This is the part of the Treasury buildings

which fronts Whitehall.

2. fig. A place where a contest is fought out.

i6iz T. Adams Serin., Gallants Burden (1616) 19 Behold
France made a Cocke-pitte for Massacres by the vnciuill

ciuill Warres hereof. 1676 Marvell Gen. Councils Wks.
1875 IV. 117 It seemed like an ecclesiastical cock-pit, and a
man might have laid wagers either way. 1858 Murray's
Hand-Bk. N. Germany 158/1 The part of Belgium through
which our route lies, has been called the ' Cock-pit ' of
Europe.

3. Naut. The after part of the orlop deck of a

man-of-war; forming ordinarily the quarters for

the junior officers, and in action devoted to the

reception and care of the wounded.
1706 Phillips, Cockpit, in a man of war, is a Place on the

lower Floor, or Deck. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (17891,

Cock-pit of a ship of war, the apartments of the surgeon
and his mates, being the place where the wounded men are
dressed. 1813 Southey Nelson II. 258 The cockpit was
crowded with wounded and dying men ; over whose bodies he
was with some difficulty conveyed. 1833 Marryat P.
Simple x, Send him down to the surgeon in the cock-pit.

b. transf.

1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 375/1 Sitting in the cockpit of
my canoe.

4. In the West Indies: see quot. 1803.
1803 Dallas Hist. Maroons I. ii. 39 The grand object of

a Maroon chief in war was to take a station in some glen,
or, as it is called in the West Indies, Cockpit, enclosed by
rocks and mountains nearly pe rpendicular, and to which
the only practicable entrance is by a very narrow defile.

Ibid. L vi. 198 The practicability of advancing upon an
enemy in these cockpits is not to be judged of by other
feats of war.

Cockquean, var. of Cuckquean, Obs.

Cockroach (k£rkr<?utf). Forms: 7 cacarootch,
7-8 cockroche, 8 cock-roach, 7- cockroach,
[app. ad. Sp. cucaracha (in Percival 1599) through
cacarootch, Capt. John Smith's representation of
the Spanish (perhaps representing an older Sp.

cacarucha : cf. Pg. caroucha^ ; with assimilation,

by popular etymology, to cock and app. to roach.
The Du. kakerlak is prob. also a popular perversion of

the Sp. : cf. Creole Fr. coquerache.\

The name of orthopterous insects of the genus
Blatta, esp. B. orientalis, a well- known large dark-

brown beetle-like insect, commonly called black-

beetle, nocturnal in habits, and very voracious,

infesting kitchens, etc., in large numbers. Also
the American species, B. occidentalism larger and
lighter brown, found in bakehouses.
1624 Capt. Smith Virginia v. 171 A certaine India Bug,

called by the Spaniards a Cacarootch, the which creeping
into Chests they eat and defile with their ill-sented dung.
1657 R* Ligon Barbadots ' 1673 ) 6a Next to these are Cock-
roches, a creature of the bigness and shape of a Beetle.

1740 Baker Beetle in Phil. Trans. XLI. 443 A Friend
had sent me Three or Four Cock-Roches, or as Merian
calls them, Kakkerlacas, brought alive from the West-
Indies. 1800 Gentl. Mag. Oct. 933/2 The true brown cock-
roach of the West-Indies. 1813 Bingley Anim. Biog. (ed.

4) IIL 154 The Kakkerlac or American Cock-Roach, is

very common in that country. 1859 Darwin Grig. Spec.
iii. (1878) 59 In Russia the small Asiatic Cock-roach has
everywhere driven before it its great congener.
Hence Cock-roach Apple.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 174 Love Apple and Cock-

roach Apple . . The smell of the apples is said to kill cock-
roaches.

t Coxk-road, rood. Obs. = Cock-shoot.
1648 Herrick Hesper., Country Life, Thou hast thy

cockrood, and thy glade To take the precious phesant
made. 1648 C. Walker Hist. Independ. 1. 149 The net
caught many a wood-cock, untill the said Aldermen and
Sir John Maynard broke through it, and spoyled the cock-
road. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl.

y
Cock-road, a contrivance

for the taking of woodcocks. .They cut roads through woods,
thickets, groves, etc. These roads they usually make
thirty-five, or forty feet broad, perfectly strait, and clear

;

and to two opposite trees they tie the net.

H Erroneously explained

:

1708-15 Kersey, Cock-roads, a Net contriv'd chiefly for
the taking of Wood-cocks. So i8zi Bailey. 1726 Diet.
Rust. (ed. 31, Cocking-roads, a sort of a net, contriv'd
chiefly for the taking of woodcocks.

Cock-rohin. a. 'The male Robin
;
usually

as a familiar or pet name. b. slang. See quots.
C1699 E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Cock-robin, a soft, easy

fellow (1785 so in Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue], a 1800
Nursery Chap-book, Who killed Cock-Robin? 1826 Miss
MiTFORD Village Ser. 11. (18631 334 Little turfy hillocks .

.

which I used to call Cock-Robins' graves, i860 G. H. K.
J acat. Tour 166 A starving cock-robin. 1873 Slang Diet,

Cock'robin shoP, a small printing-office, where cheap and
nasty work is done and low wages are paid.

Cock-rose. Obs. exc. Sc. or north, dial. ' Any
wild poppy with a red flower, but most commonly
the long smooth-headed poppy ' (Jamieson).
1631 R. H. Arraignment Whole Creature xv. § 4. 269 It

proves perhaps alter all. .but a Cock-rose, or Canker Rose.

Cockrowen : see Cockckowkx.
Cocks. Also Fighting cocks. A dial, name for

the Ribwort Plantain (cf. Cock\s-head), from a
|

! children's game in which the tough stems with
j

their flower-heads are struck against each other.

1847-78 in Halliwell. 1869 R. B. Peacock Lonsdale
I

Gloss., To fight cocks.. with the tough tufted stems of the !

ribwort plantain.

Cock's-COmb, cockscomb (kp-ksk^m). Also
i

5 cok come, -eambe, -came, 6 cockome. A
]

later spelling, chiefly in fig. senses is Coxcomb, q.v.

1. The comb or crest of a cock.
c 1400 Maundev. xxx. (1839* 207 White gees . . thei han a I

gret crest as a cokkes comb vpon hire hedes (Fr. vue grosse
voce sur la teste], c 1440 Proiup. Parv. 86 Cokkys combe,
cirrus, c 1450 Nominale'va Wr.-Wulcker 703/25 Hec crista,

cokcome. 1547 Booude Introd. Knowl. xxiv. 185 A cap of \

sylke, the whych stondeth vp lyke a podynge or a cokes
come. 1570 Levins Manip. 161/30 A cockome, crista.

2. A cap worn by a professional fool, like a I

cock's-comb in shape and colour. See also Cox-
|

COMB.
1562 J. Hevwood Prov. § Epigr. (1867) 55 Except ye 1

bring him to weare a cocks comb at ende. 1590 W'ebuk
j

Trav. (Arb.) 31 With a fooles coate on my backe, halfe

i

blew, half yellowe, and a cokescombe with three bels on my
:

j

head. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. i. Wks. 1856 I. 116
j

{Enter Antonio in a fooles habit.) . . This cockscombe is a
|crowne Which I affect. 1820 Scott Ivanhoe xxvi, Let my
1

cockscomb hang in the hall at Rotherwood, in memory that
I flung away my life for my master, like a faithful—fool.

+ 3. A ludicrous term for the head : also Cox- 1

comb. Obs.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. hi. i. 91, I will knog your Vrinal
about your knaues Cogs-combe. 1650 B. Discollim. 45 She
hath a shrewd Cocks-combe in such businesses. 1654 Gayton
Pleas. Notes 11. vi. 61 To shave his Beard or powder his
Cockscombe.

f4. A conceited fool ; a fop. Now Coxcomb.
1567 Drant Horace Ep. xvn. F ij, Well giue him cloth, and

let the foole goe like a Cockescombe still. 1576 T. Newton
tr. Le/unie's Complex. (1633) 162 Dolts and Cockscombes.

j

1706 De Foe Jure Div. iv. 69 The Light that Error cozens
Cock's-combs by.

5. A name given to various plants, a. The
Yellow Rattle {Rhinanthus Crista galli), a com-
mon weed in meadows.
1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. 1 vi. 516 Yellow Rattel, ,is called. .

j

in base Alrnaigne . . of some Hanekammekens, that is to
|

say, Hennes Commes, or Co.\ecombe.->. 1597 Gerarde
j

Herbal 11. ccccxxxvi. 107 1. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 275
j

Cocks-comb, bath leaues for all the world resembling the
crest or comb of a cock. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. IV.

j

109 Yellow Rattle . . The crested bracts procured for it the
[

botanic and common appellation of Cock's-comb.

b. The florist's name for Celosia cristata, an I

amaranthad, grown as an ornamental plant.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece u. iii. 366 You may now trans-
|

plant some of your, .double-striped Balsamines and Cocks-
combs. 1794 Martvn Rousseau s Bot. xvi. 211 The Crested
Amaranth, .is commonly called Cock's comb, from the form
in which the head of flowers grows, 1882 Garden 15 Apr. I

262/1 Balsams.. and the old-fashioned Cockscomb.

c. Locally, in Great tiritain, Sainfoin, d. Wild
Poppy, e. Lousewort. f. Adder's-tongue ; etc.

(BrittenandHoll.) g. lnthe\Xestlndies, Frythrina
Crista-galli, a handsome papilionaceous shrub.

1713 I. Petiver Rare Plants in Phil. Trans. XXVIII.
2 1 1 Oriental Cocks-Comb, Ouobrychis Orient, cristata.

6. A kind of oyster having both valves plaited.

More fully Cockscomb oyster.

1776 Da Costa Elem. Conchol. 250 The species of this

family [oyster] are very numerous ; some are curious . . as !

the Cockscombs, etc. 1856 Woodward Mollusca 254 In
the ' cock's-comb ' oysters both valves are plaited.

7. attrib. and Comb., as cockscomb granulation, '

etc, ; cockscomb ash, a variety of the ash with
fasciated shoots ; cockscomb grass, Cynositms

\

echinatus (Miller) ; cockscomb morion, a variety
1

of the morion or open helmet of the 16th c.

;

cockscomb oyster: see 6; cockscomb pyrites.

a variety of Marcasite.
1859 Todd Cyct. Anat. V. 695/2 Hypertrophies of the

crested folds of that membrane, which when everted, en-
larged, and inflamed, constitute the condition termed
'cockscomb granulation'. 1868 Dana Min. 75 Cockscomb
Pyrites, aggregations of flattened crystals into crest-like

forms. 1882 Garden 23 Sept. 272/3 The Cockscomb Ash .

.

has. .a large proportion of the shoots curiously fasciated.

Cock's-foot, cocksfoot.
1. (More fully Co'cksfoot grass' : A well-

known strong-growing pasture grass, Dactylis glo-

merata ; so named from the appearance of its large

distantly three-branched panicle.

1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 397 These are six Hairy spiked
Cocks-foot-Grasses. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. I.

357 The seed of cock's-foot is light, and the culms are com-
paratively succulent at this period of growth. 1883 G.
Allen in Knowledge 8 June 337/1 A waving head of cock's-

foot {Dactylis glomerala), which consists of numberless
one-sided spikelets, clustered together.

f2. A name also applied to Columbine, and
Greater Celandine. Obs.

x597 Gerarde Herbal, Suppi. Eng. Names, Cockes foote
is Columbine. Cocke foote is Chehdonia maior.

b. Applied by Gerarde to Digitaria sangnina-
lis, also called Cock's-foot Finger Crass.
1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. VI. 135 Hairy Finger-grass,

or Cock's-foot Finger-grass.

Cock's-head, cockshead.
1. Applied to some kinds of Trefoil and allied

plants, including; a. A species of Sainfoin, Onobry-
this Caput-galli \ applied by Gerarde to the com-
mon species 0. saliva, b. Common Red Clover.

C. According to Cockayne, probably Melilot.
14. . Hart. MS. 3388 (in Cockayne Leechd.) Cocks hedys.

1597 Gerarde (Br. & Hoi!.). 1613 Markham Eng. Husb.
u. 11. vii. (1635) 84 When . . the Cock-heads looke upright .

.

then is your Meddow not ready to cut. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 11. 91/2 Cocks head is a small Cod, with Vitch like

leaves. 1756 Watson Leicestersh. Plants in Phil. Trans.
XL1X. 843 Medick Vetchling or Cocks-head.

2. In the West Indies, Desmodittm tortnosum, a

papilionaceous plant, with much-twisted jointed

pods. (Miller Names of Plants.)

3. Applied locally to various plants, as Com-
mon Kibgrass {Plantago lanceclata \ Knapweed
{Centaurea nigra), and in Scotland to species of

Wild Poppy. (Britten and Holl.)

1787 W. Marshall E. Norfolk Gloss. (E. D. S.>, Cocks-
heads, Planlago lanceolata, plantain, rib-wort, rib-grass.

1790 — Midi. Counties Gloss. (E. D. S..>, Cockheads, Cen-
taurea nigra, common knobweed.

t Co'Ckshoot. Obs. Also 5-6 -shote, -shott,

-shoote. [f. Cock sb. ] 9 c + Shoot.] A broad way
or glade in a wood, through which woodcocks, etc.

might dart or * shoot', so as to be caught by nets

stretched across the opening.
The statements that the net itself was the cocks/wot, and

that the proper spelling is cock-shut, appear to be dic-

tionary blunders, founded on a misunderstanding of the

word as something to ' shut ' in or enclose the birds.

1530 Palsgh. 206/2 Cockessbote to take wodcockes with,

uolee. 1601 No Whipping nor 'Tripping, etc., A silly honest
creature may do well To watch a cocke-shoote, or a limed
bush. 1651 OciLiiY AUsop 6 When loud winds make cock-
shoots thro' th« wood, Bending down mighty okes, I firm

have stood. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <y Min. 180 They
are taken by nets, in Cock shoots. 1691 Blount Law Diet.,

Gallivolatiiun, a Cockshoot or Cockglade.

b. Very common in topographical names in

England as in Cockshott Wood, Farm, Close, etc.

;

retained even in cleared land where cockshoot

woods have formerly been.

C. transf.

1587 Harrison England 1, xviii. (1881) 111. 133 They hang
vp stones which naturallie haue holes in them, .such a stone
were an apt cockeshot for the diuell to run through,

d. Comb., as cockshoot cord, -net.

1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing H j, Take thenne and frettc

hym faste wyth a cockeshotecorde and bynde him to a
fourme. 1566 Wills § Inv. N. C. U835 266 One cockshott net.

Co'Ck-shot. colloq. [cf. Cock-shy.] Anything
stuck up as a convenient mark for missiles ; a shot

at such a mark.
1842 S. Lover Handy Andy xv. 140 'Oh ! 'twos such a

nice cock-shot, 'twos impossible not to have a shy at it.'

1884 C. Power in Gentl. Mag. Feb. 107 Take cock-shots
with a boot-jack at hawthorn-pattern vases.

Cock-shut (k^'kjyt). Obs. or dial. Also
-shoot(e, -shot. [f. Cock sb. 1 + Shut : perh. the

time when poultry go to rest and are shut up
;

though some think it is = Cockshoot, and refers to

the time when wood-cocks ' shoot ' or fly.]

1. attrib. in cock-shnt light, time, etc. : twilight.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 70 Thomas the Earle of
Surrey, and himselfe, Much about Cockshut time.. Went
through the Army, chearing vp the Souldiers. 1603 B.

Jonson Satyr, For you would not yesternight Kiss him in

the cock-shut light, t 1610 Middleton, etc. Widow in. i,

Come, come away, then ; a fine cock-shoot evening. 161

1

Cotgr., Bnuie, the euening twylight, or edge of the euen-
ing; cockshoot time. 1868 H. Kincslev Mad. Mathitde
III. 79 It was getting dusk, cockshot time as they would
have said at Sheepsden.

2. sb. Twilight.
1598 Florio, Cane e lupo, Cock-shut, or twilight, as when

a man cannot discerne a dog from a Wolfe. 1855 Whitby
Gloss., Cockshut, the close of day.

Cock-shy (kp-kjar)- colloq. [f. Cock sb^ +
Shy v. or sb.]

1. Applied to cock-throwing and similar games
with cocks.

[1794 Brand Pop. Aniiq. I. ("1813) s. v. Shrovetide, The
person who throws .. has three shys, or throws, for two
pence, and wins the Cock if he can knock him down and
run up and catch him before the bird recovers his legs .

.

Broomsticks are generally used to shy with.] 1851 Mayhew
Lond. Labour II. 55 iHoppe) The shrovetide cockshy, or

the duck-hunt. 1883 Globe 22 Mar. 2/1 The populace took

'cockshies* at it.. he who broke the vessel and liberated

the bird being rewarded with it.

2. A free throw or 1 shy ' at an object set up for

the purpose, as a form of amusement. Also
transf. and attrib.

1836 Marryat Japhet Ixvit, They proposed a cockshy, as
they called it ; that is, I was to place my articles on the
top of a post, and they were to throw stones at them.



COCK-SPARROW. 578 COCKTAIL.
a 1869 Lit. Srk.ixc.fOKU Lett, f Paftn 21$ (D.) This was
as if the great geologists had invited two rival theorists to
settle the question . .by picking up the stones and appealing
to the test of a cockshy. 1883 J. Greenwood Odd People
in Odd Places i. 6 One of the latter [i.e. donkey carts) being
laden with cockshy sticks and cocoa-nuts.

8. The missile thrown. rare— 1
.

1837 40 Halibtrton Clockm. 11862) 189 The boy .. threw
his cock-shy at him with unerring aim, and killed him.
4. The object at which the 'shy' is made.
Hence trans/. A thing to throw at ; an object of
attack.

1836 E. Howard P. Reefer xxvi, What a fine cock-shy
he would make ! 1888 Times 1 Oct. 4/1 It is never agreeable
to either an individual or a body of troops to be made a
sort of cockshy for an enemy.
5. The establishment of a strolling proprietor,
where sticks may be thrown at coco-nuts or the
like, for payment.
1870 D.iily News 7 Apr. 3/1 The tow-path is lined with

people many deep, where the proprietors of 'cockshics',
. and rifle galleries are driving a lucrative trade.

Hence Cock-shying, cock-throwing, playing at
cockshy.
1870 SikG. W. DAStNT/I«<Wi ofan Eventful Life I. 194

Flogging in the army, and bull-baiting, and cock-shying.

Cock-spa rrow. The male of the sparrow

;

also applied ilenominatively to men who show
what are thought to be sparrow-like characteristics.
1598 E. Gilpin Skialetheia (1878) 30 When his Cock-spar-

row thoughts to itch begin. 1655, Molfet & Benn Health's
hitpr. 11746) 205 Avicen as much esteemelh Cock-sparrows
Stones.

^
1659 England's Conf to They . . sent for the two

chaste Cock Sparrows, the Lord Munson, and Mr. Henry
Martin. 1698 Fakqlhar Love z, a Bottle IV. i, What,
sirrah ! would you debauch my maid, you little cock-spar-
row? 1820 Scott Abbot iv, If this cock-sparrow is to crow
over us as he seems to do.

Hence Cock- spa rrowish, a.

1881 Miss Braddon Ml. Royal II 1 . 66 Little Monty, who
had all that cock-sparrowish pluck which small men are
wont to possess.

Co ckspur. Also cock's-spur.
1. The spur of a cock.
1591 Perch all Sf. Diet., Espolon, a cocks spur. 1700 J.

Brome Trav. Eng. 275 Some [stones] we discovered .

.

which resemble Cock-spurs.

2. Angling. A kind of Caddis-worm.
1653 Walton Angler 231 There is also a lesser Cadis-

worm, called a Cock-spur, being in fashion like the spur of
a Cock, sharp at one end. 1677 Plot O-ifordsh. 183 Other
w atcr Flys there arc that come of such worms, called Cock-
spurs, Rough-coats, Pipers. 1867 F. Francis Angling i.

1 18801 20 A small fragment of red worm, or as it is called on
the Trent, the cock-spur.

3. A shrub w ith 1 eclining thorny branches, Pisonia
aculeata, found in the 'W est Indies.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 358 The Cock's-spur or Fingrigo

is frequent in all the sugar islands.

4. (See quot.)
1858 Si.m.monds Diet. Trade. Cockspurs, small clay wedges

used in the potteries to separate articles of pottery ware,
after the process of glazing, and to prevent them adhering.

5. A kind of casement latch hung by a pin.
1703 T. N. CiVv f, C. Purchaser 100 Smiths in London

ask'd me td. per Pound for Casements, .if they made them
with Turn-bouts (or Turn-buckles* or Cock-spurs, and Pull-
backs at the Hind-side to pull them to with.

6. See quot. — Fr. ergot.

1710 London & Wise Compl. Card. (1719! 136 The Cock
spur, or dry dead parts of Branches that remain where a
Branch was shorten d above the next Eye or Shoot. 1799
G. Smith Laborat. 1 1. 131 The dead wood, called cock-spur,
is to be cut clean off in the following year in March.
7. Kkgot of rye. Also attrib.

1813 J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 541 Rainy and moist
seasons in which the rye contained a large proportion of
the cockspur. Ibid. 545 To collect a sufficient quantity of
the cockspur rye.

8. Short for cockspur burner, thorn.
1808 Catal. Plants Hot. Garden Liverpool 21 Crus Galli,

Cockspur.

9. Comb, cookspur-burner, a gas-burner with
three holes

; oockspur-grass, Panicum Crus-galli,
an annual grass occasional in Britain

; cockspur
hawthorn, c. thorn, Cralsegus Crus-galli, a native
of North America, cultivated as an ornamental
shrub in Europe.
1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 11. iii. 367 There are likewise

many Trees and Shrubs now in Bloom, as the . . Cockspur
Hawthorn. 1810 Ann. Reg. 1808, Charact.. etc. 133 The
shape and general appearance of this tube, has procured it

among the workmen, the name of the cockspur burner.
Ibid., The number of burners, .amounts to 271 Argands.and
633 cockspurs. 1819 Acccm Coat Gas 255 A swing bracket,
furnished with a cockspur burner. The burner consists of
a hollow flattened globe . .pierced laterally with three or
more holes. 1825 P. W. Watson Dendrol. Brit. 56 Mes-
pilus Crus Galli, W. Cockspur Thorn. 1846 G. B. Emerson
Trees ff Shrubs 433 Cockspur Thorn . . a singularly neat
shrub, often forming a beautiful, round-headed, small tree.

Co ck-stone, [cf. Alectobian.]
1. A stone fabled to be found in a cock's gizzard.
1586 Bright Melanch. xxxix. 257 The Alectorian or Cockes

stone . . wherewith (as it is reported) the famous Milo Cro-
tonien alway stoode invincible. 161 1 Cotcr., Alectoirt,
the cocke stone; a Christall coloured stone 'as big as a
beane) found in the gyzerne, or maw of some Cockes.

t 2. A name of the Kidney-bean. Obs.
•75* R Browne Jamaica 491 The Kidney.Bean or Cock-

stone. This plant is cultivated in most parts of the world.

Cock-stride.
1. The length of the step of a cock, as the measure

of a very short distance or space.
i6a6 Breton Fantastickcs Feb. iD\ It is now February,

and the Sun is gotten up a cocke-stiide of his climbing.
1678 Ray Eng. Proverbs 1678 52 At twelf-day the days are
lengthened a Cock-stride. 1822 Hogg Perils of Man II.

236 Jam. Afore yon sun were twa cockstrides down the
west.

2. advb. phrase. A-cock-stride : a-cock-horse,
astride, (nonce-use.)
1840-5 Barham Ingol. Leg^ Monstre Balloon, A cock-

stride the Tuileries pantiles. Ibid, Truants, As they
merrily ride All a cockstride Of that comet's tail.

Cockstule, var. Cuck-stool, Obs., cucking-
stool.

Cock-sure (kfkJ6«\i\ a. {adv.) [According to
the regular force ot similar formations, e.g. stone-

deaf, day-cold, dog-sick, dirt-cheap, coal-black, etc.,

the sense ought to be ' as sure as a cock '. The
conjecture that there is some allusion to cockish,

cocky, with reference to ' pert self-confidence
', being

founded upon the latest sense, which is only a
modern development, is not historically tenable.
The word was originally perfectly dignified, and
habitually used in the most solemn connexions.
And, in early use, the sureness in question was ob-

jective, i.e. 'as secure, safe, certain, trustworthy,
reliable, etc., as can be': this makes it possible
that the original reference may have been to the
security or certainty of the action of a cock or tap
in preventing the escape of liquor, or perhaps of a
cock with a removable turning-key if these go far

enough back) in leaving the contents of a tun secure
from interference.

I he notion ' as sure as a cock is to crow in the morning ',

has also been suggested. It might suit sense 2, but not
sense 1.]

I. Of objective sureness, security, or certainty.

1 1. Absolutely secure, or safe, from danger or
interference, a. of persons or things. Obs.

ISM Skelton Why nat to Court 279 Whyle the red hat
doth endure He maketh hymsclf cock sure. 1563-87 Foxe
A. *t M. ii5o6» 660/2 Queene Margaret thought her then
cockesure, when duke .Humfrey was made away. Ibid.
-1684) III. 273 Who-.o dwellcth under that secret thing, and
help of the Lord, shall be cock-sure for evermore. 1577 87
Holinshed Chron. I. 23/2 The princes court would not
haue bcene kept there, vnlcsse the place had beene taken to
Vie cocksure. 1583 Stanyhlrst sEtieis 1. lArb.i 36 Thou
secst al cocksure, thy fleele, thy coompanie salued. 1661
H. Follis Hist. Wicked Plots (1674) too All such persons
as shall be nominated . . shall be cock-sure in their Authority,

t b. of measures, plans, arrangements. Obs.
1538 Latimer Lit. Cronnoell in Rem. (1845) 398 We

. . as good simple souls, made all cocksure. 1549 —
Pljughers Arb. t 32 When he {the Deuyll] had once broughte
Christe to the crosse, he thought all cocke sure. 1611
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. 11632 1174 The Canonist
conceiuing that all was Cocke-surc, liasted to execute his
Commission. 1670 Brooks Wks. I1867I VI. 134 When they
think that they have made all cock-sure, then ruin and
desolation lies at their door.

t 2. Absolutely certain or to be depended on: a.

as true, trustworthy, leliable.

C 1555 Harpsheld Divorie Hen. VIII iiijS) 169 When he
comcth to the matter, he maketh it so cocksure that he
esteemeth there be few articles of our faith which be ap-
proved by more authorities. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur.
XUU. xxxi. (R.i, Not that my deare wife I ought misdeem'd,
For her of all the rest I thought cocksure. 1603 Harsnet
Pop. Impost. 49 An admirable new way to make the Devil
true and Cock-sure of his word. 1637 Heywood Royall
King 1. Wks. 1874 VI. 15 And as I am true Cocke, so will I

. . be cocke sure in any imployment whatsoever.

b. as of certain issue, sure to be gained or ob-
tained, sure to be ours though not yet possessed.
548UDALLz?r<u«<. Par.Prtt. 17 a, The same was a cocke-

suer waie. 1580 North Plutarch (16761 441 Triarius..
made haste to win the victory, as if it had been cock-sure
before Lucutlus came. 1668 Dryden Sir Martin Mnruiil
lv. i, Nothing vexes me, but that I had made my krame
cock-sure, and then to be back-gammoned, a 1734 North
Exam. It. iv. i 17 (1740' 241 To make the Event cock
sure. 1741 Jarvis Qui.t. I. lv. xxxv. (1885) 204 My earldom
is cock-sure :

c. Of persons, etc. : Absolutely certain to (do
something or of a possession yet in prospect)

:

After think, etc., this naturally introduces the subjective
usesin 4 : one who thinks himself 'objectively cocksure ofa
coming advantage, feels or, in modern use, is (subjectively)
cocksure of it.

1520 Whittinton Vulg. (15251 17, I haue knowen a man
or nowe that thought him selfe cocke sure of his intent.
1687 T. K. Veritas Evatig. 89 They esteem themselves to
lie the Elect of God ; and to be Cock-sure of Salvation.
1714-21 Pope Let. Earl Burlington (1737I 19, I thought
myself cocksure of his horse which he readily promised me.
1848 Clough Bothie 131 Confound it, no, not Hewson, Ain't
he cocksure to bring in his eternal political humbug?

II. Of subjective sureness.

t3. Keeling perfectly secure, or out of danger
(cf. 1). Obs.
a 1667 Wither Presumption, Through the great blessing

of these quiet years, We are so fearless, careless and secure
In this our happy peace, and so cock-sure.

4. Feeling perfectly certain, absolutely certain in

one's own mind of or about anything. ^Without
any implication of over-sureness or presumption.)
(Quot. 1603 is doubtful ; it may belong to 2 c.)

[1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 131 Therefore you may be
Cock-sure to finde him tliere.) 1671 Wyciierley Love in
li 'ood 11. i, You are so positively cock-sure of your wit, you
wou'd refer to a mere stranger your plea to the Bay-tree.
1835 Marryat Jac. Failhf xiii, ' I do believe that—I'm
drunk." 'And I m cock sure of it', cried Tom. 184a S.
Lover Handy Andy vi, ' Are you sure? ' said his mother.
* Cock sure !

' said Andy. 1870- in Gloss. Berkshire, Cheshire,
Itolderness, etc., Cock-sure, perfectly certain, positive.

5. Feeling or expressing oneself sure to a degree
that savours of presumption or dogmatism

; dog-
matically self-confident

; 'cocky ' in one's confidence.

}7SS (Johnson's only meaning is ' Confidently certain

;

without fear or diffidence. A word of contempt.' Although
none of his quotations bear out this character, it is evident
that the modern sense must have been coming in then.]
a 1&45 Barham Ingot. Leg., Aunt Fanny, Don't be too
secure ! Let seeming success never make you ' Cock-sure '

!

1859 Darwin in Lift ft Lett. (1887 II. 224, That 1 have writ-
tcninaconceitedandcocksurestyle. xB6t Times 23 Aug., Mr.
Buckle . . has fallen head over heels into the most abominable
pitfall ever invented by a philosopher for the discomfiture of
a cocksure historian. 1889 Spectator Nov. 30, It was Lord
Melbourne, - who said, ' I wish I was as cock-sure of any-
thing as Tom Macaulay is cock-sure of everything '.

B. as Oilv. W ith perfect security or certainty.
I579 Fl'Lke Htskins' Pari. 385 Hee is cocke sure of M.

Heskins side. 1506 Shaks- 1 Hen. IV, 11. i. 94 We steale
as in a Castle, cocksure. s6ai Sanderson Serm. Rom. iii.

8 Wks. 1854 II. 47_Let them believe, it is no matter how
they live, heaven is their own cock-sure. 167* Villiers
iDk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal (1714) 44 Phoo, Pox ! then you
have it cock sure.

Hence t Cock-sure v., to make cock sure of. Cock-
suredom, the state or habit of arrogant confidence

' in one's opinion. Cocksureism-CoCKSUBENE--!-.
Cock surely adv., in a cock-sure manner. Cock-
surety - COCKSURENESS.
1685 F. Spence House ofMedici 263 They cock-sured him

of a cap at the first promotion. 1883 Spectator 5 May 581
This critical cocksurcdom would seem to be greatly on the
increase. 1889 Parnell Sp. Lizvrpool 19 Oct., That mag-
nificent cocksureism which Englishmen always exhibit when
they are dealing with questions of which they have abso-
lutely no knowledge whatever. 1887 Sett* Leader 17 Aug.

i 4 The bulk of the London press hasbeen cock-surely wrong.
1887 Sat. Rev. 8 Jan. 49 Smug severity, self-sufficiency,

j

cock-surety.

Co cksu reness. [f prec. + -una.] Confident

J

certainty
;
generally with the implication of being

1 over-sure.

1878 Erasers Mag. XVIII. 510 The fluency and the
)

' cock-sure-ness ' which are rarely found in perfection in

any one but an 1 rish Protestant. 188a H. Qctlier in Con-
temp. Rev. Feb. 279 The cocksureness of Macaulay. 1889
Spectator 386 1 A little cocksureness is infinitely refreshing.

Cockswain, the earlier and etymological spell-

ing of the word now commonly spelt Coxswain.
Cocksy, coxy brksi), a. [app. f. Cock sb. ]

:

cf. tricksy and cocky. \ Self-important, saucy, im-
pudent, ' bumptious , cocky. (Mostly a school-

boy's word.) Hence Co xiness.
1825 Jamieson Suppl., Cocksie, affecting airs of importance

(I.anarks.); synon. with Cocky. 1846 Landor /mag. Conv.
II. 229 More blustering and cocksy. 1857 S. Osborn Que-
dak xxiv. 345 A stiff and cocksy.looking handkerchief
fluttered around his . . erect hair. 1857 H lghes Tom Brown
1. viii. He's the coxiest young blackguard in the house.
1883 F. Anstey Vice Versa iv. 71.
1859 Payn Foster Brothers viii. 129 'Cheek' and 'coxi.

ness . 1881 Pall Mall G. 11 Apr. 11/1 White planters
grumble . about his {the negro's] laziness, his thieving pro-
pensities, and his illimitable coxincss.

Cocktail k/iktzMl'. Also cock-tail, [lit.' a
tail like that of a cock', or 'a tail that cocks up ';

the latter is the prevailing notion.]

1. a. A cocktailed horse (cf. Cock-tailed i).

The fact that hunters and stage-coach horses, the
tails of which were generally shortened in this

way, were not as a rule thorough-breds seems to

have been the origin of the modern turf applica-

tion b. 1 Any horse of racing stamp and qualities,

but decidedly not thorough-bred, from a known stain

in his parentage' {Diet. KitralSports 1870, joj6 .

1808 Ellis Let. 23 Sept. in Lockhart Scott xvii, It is cer-

tainly painful to see a race horse in a hackney chaise, but
. . the wretched cock tail on whom the same task is usually
imposed must, etc. 18421 Thackeray Fit-.Boodlc Pap.
Pref., 1 can't afford a thorough-bred, and hate a cocktail.

1856 Lever Martins ofCro'M. 221 ' She's a well-bred one,
that's clear.' ' Nearly full-bred ; the least bit of cocktail in

the world.' X875 Catal. Sale Sir G. Cholmley's Stud
(Tattersall) 1 The half-bred Stock is well enough bred to
win Hunters' races and Steeplechases .. being ef the best
Cocktail strains.

b. transf. A person assuming the position of a
gentleman, but deficient in thorough gentlemanly

t breeding.

1854 Thackeray Ncwcomts I. 204 Such a selfish, insolent

coxcomb as that, such a cocktail. 1887 Academy n June
409/2 His cocktails who blunder into liaisons with bar.
maids.

2. ; More fully Cocktail Beetle) : A brachelytrotis

beetle which ' cocks up ' the posterior part of the

body when irritated ; the Devil's Coach-horse.
1880 Antrim 4- Down Gloss., Coffin-cutter, Ocypus olens,

the cock-tail, an insect larger than an earwig, of a black
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colour. Called also the Devil's Coachman. 1883 Wood in
Gd. Words Dec. 762/2 The Rove, or Cocktail Beetles found
it out nearly as soon.

3. A drink, consisting of spirit mixed with a small
quantity of bitters, some sugar, etc. Chiefly U. S.

[A slang name, of which the real origin appears
to be lost.]

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (x86x1 241 They lay claim to be
the first inventors of those recondite beverages, cock-tail,

stone-fence, and sherry-cobbler. 1839 Marryat Diary
Amer. Ser. t III. 288 He frequents the bar, calls for gin
cocktails, chews tobacco, and talks politics. 1882 J. Haw-
thorne Fortune's Fool 1. xxvii, I would make no more of
burglariously entering your premises .. than I would of
swallowing a whisky cocktail,

b. Cf. B. 4.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. vi. (1878) 121 ' Bill. . the half-

hour hasn't struck. Here, Bill, drink some cocktail.'

B. aitrib. and adj.

1. That cocks the tail. Cocktail Beetle : see 2.

1600 Rowlands Let. Humours Blood Epigr. xxxn. 38
How cock-taile proude he doth his head aduance How rare

his spurres do ring the moris-daunce. 1866 Athencemn No.
2025. 212/3 Vestiges of cocktail fucoids, coralloids.

2. Of or pertaining to the drink cocktail.

1865 Reader 8 July 30 Advertisements of quack medicines,

patent skirts, cock-tail powders, plantation bitters.

3. Of horses: Not thorough- bred : see A. 1
; fig.

not in good form, low-bred.
1859 R> Eg.-Warburton Hunt. Songs (1883) xl. 113 A hun-

dred good horses, both cocktail and blood. 1875 [see A 1].

1888 Lane-Fox in Fall Mall G. 27 Aug. 9/1 To breed
tame fowls and then blow them away from the end of their

guns is snobbish and cocktail.

4. Fresh and foaming ; said of beer.

1888 Addy Slieffield Gloss., Cock-tail, fresh and foaming.
Only applied to beer.

Cock-tailed, a.

1. Of horses : Having the tail docked, so that

the short stump left sticks up like a cock's tail.

Common in the case of hunters, stage-coach horses, etc.,

during the latter part of the 18th c. and first part of the 19th.

1769 Dublin Mercury 28-31 Oct. 1/3 A pair of beautiful
black cock-tailed Geldings. J789 Mrs. Piozzi Jonrn.
France I. 290 They got an English cock-tailed nag, and set

him to the business. 1811 Wellington in Gurw. Disfi.
VIII. 379 A cock-tailed horse is a good mark for a dragoon
if you can get a side view of him.

2. Having the tail (or hinder part) cocked up.

1798 Frere & Canning Loi'es of Triangles 33 in Anti-
Jacobin No. 23 1852 110 Six cock-tailed mice transport her
to the ball, And liveried lizards wait upon her call. 1840
BarHAM IngoL Leg., Mr. Peters's Story, He was such a
dear little cock-taii'd pup. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. iv.

(187 j) 25 Like a 'devil's coach-horse'. Note. The cock-
tailed beetle has earned this name.

Co'ck-throppled. Also -thrappled. [lit.

'having the Throitle like that of a cock'.] Of a
horse : Having the wind-pipe, when he bridles,

curved like a bow.
1617 Markham Caval. nr. 15 The throppell. .should when

the horse reyneth be straight and euen, not bending like a
bowe which is called cock-throppled, and is the greatest
signe of an ill winde. 1720 W. Gibson Diet Horses i. ;ed. 3)

13 All such Horses are said to be Cock-thropled. 1834-43
Southf.y Doctor cxliii. (D ), He was not. .neck-reversed, or
cock-thrappled, ewe-necked or deer-necked.

Co'Ck-throwing, vbL sb. The sport of throw-
ing sticks at a cock tied to a post, to try who should
succeed in knocking it down or killing it : formerly
an ordinary Shrove-tide pastime.
1640 Wit's Recreations (N.), Cock-throwing. Cock-a-

doodle do, 'tis the bravest game. 1681 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 342 Cockthrowing at Shrovetide,
Gallicidium. 1753 Scots Mag. Feb. 103/2 {title) Against
cock-throwing. 1825 Beverley Lighting Act ii. 17 Or throw
at any cock or fowl in the manner called cock-throwing.
1869 Lecky Enrop. Mor. II. iv. 174 note, Cock-throwing—
the favourite English game of throwing a stick, .at cocks.

Coxk-tread. [cf. Ger. Hahnen-tritt.'] The
opaque speck or germinal vesicle on the surface

of the yolk in an impregnated egg. Also, in earlier

use, Cock-treading".
1573 Art 0/ Limning 3 Take the whites of egges not

breaking them in anyewise, but take out the cocketreading.
1654 Gayton Pleasant Notes U. ii, Cock tread. 1655
Queen's Closet Opened 47 (D.) Take the cock-treading of
twelve eggs and the white of one egge. 1682 G. Hart-
man Preserver $ Restorer of Health 86 Take the Cock-
tread, and put it into the shell again, a 1825 Fobby Voc. E.
AngUa s.v. Cock's-tread.

Coxk-Up, COCkup, sb. and a. [f. cock up
verbal combination : see Cock v
A. sb. 1. A distinct turn up at the end or tip.

1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 429 The cock-up
of the nose, which seems, .to be snuffing up intelligence.

2. A hat or cap cocked or turned up in front.
a 1693 in Sc. Presbyt. Eloquence (1738) 129, I have been this

Year of God preaching against the Vanity of Women, yet I
see my own Daughter in the Kirk Even now have as high
a Cockup as any of you all. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxv,
Your cockups and your fallal duds—see what they a* come to.

3. A fresh-water and estuarian fish of India
(Lates calcarifer). [Origin of name uncertain :

see Yule.]
1845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (18541 283 Cockup,

crabs, lobsters, shrimps. 1854 Badham Halieut. 114 The
Lates Nobihs of the erudite, somewhat freely rendered
'cock-up-fish* by the Bengalese.

B. adj.

1. Cocked up, turned up at the tip.

1832 L. Hunt Poems, To J. H. i, With cock-up nose so
lightsome.

2. Printing. Having the top much above the

top line of the other letters : applied to a large

type used for an initial of a book or part.
- 1838 Timperley Printers Manual 58 The first word ..

is generally put in small capitals, either after a capital of its

own body, or one of a larger size, called a cock-up letter.

Cockward, Cockwold, erron. ff. Cuckold.

t Cockwater. Obs.

1. An obsolete medical preparation : see quot.
1611 Markham Country Content. 1. xix. (1668 88 There

be some others that, .will also in the Cockwater steep slices

of Licoras. [1655 Queen's Closet Opened 14 (D.) Take a
running cock, pull him alive, then kill him, cut him abroad
by the back . . then quarter him and break his bones, then
put him into a rose-water still with apottle of sack.] a 1690
in Hardwick Trad. Lane. (1872) 136 Cockwater for a con-
sumption and cough of the lungs.

2. ' A stream of water brought in a trough,

through a long pole, in order to wash out the sand
of the tin-ore into the launder, while it is bruising

in the coffer of a stamping mill ' (Chambers Cycl.

Supp. 1753).
Coek-web, dial, form of copiveh, Cobweb.
1641 Best Farm, Bks. (1856) 106 Cocke-webbe-lawne, or

tiffeny, is the sheirest and cheapest lawne of all. 1869-88
in Gloss. Lonsdale, Cheshire, Sheffield, Cockweb, a cobweb.

Cockweed ;k/rkw/~d). Obs. or dial.

+ 1. ? Some species of Lcpidium.
1585 J. Higins tr. Junius' Nomenctator 113/1 Herbc du

cocq. . Pepperwoort; cockeweede : Spanish pepper: dittander.

1783 Ainsworth Lat. Did. iMorelli 11, Piperitis . . An herb
called Callicut pepper, pepperwort, dittander or cockweed.
2. —Corn Cockle, Lychnis Githago. (Halliwell.)

Coxky, sb. 1 Also coekie. [f. Cook sbJ + -Y.j

Diminutive of Cock sb. 1 (Formerly a term ofen-
dearment : cf. F. coco, app. for cocot dim. of coq.)

1687 Congrf.ve Old Bach. iv. iv, Nay, look you now,
if she does not weep; 'tis the fondest fool ! Nay, cocky,
cocky

; nay dear cocky, don't cry, T was but in jest. 1789
Burns Ep, Dr. Blacklock, Gratefully my guid auld cockie,
I'm yours for ay.

Cocky ^kfki), sb:1 [abbreviation of Cockatoo.]
1. Pet name for a cockatoo.
1889 Boys' Own Paper 7 Dec. 158/1 Cocky allowed every

member of the family to scratch his dusty poll. Ibid. 14
Dec. 163/3 The cockatoo . . saying . .

' Give poor old cockie
a bit of bread !'

2. Applied to a 'Cockatoo farmer* in Australia.
1887 Sala lllust. Land. News 12 Mar. 382/2.

Cocky (kp*ki), a. [f. Cock sb. L + -y 1.]

*t* 1. Lecherous. Obs.

15491
Thomas Hist. Italic 127 b, He was not cockie enough

to satisfie hir appetite.

2. * Vain, affecting airs of importance ' (Jam.)

;

conceited; arrogantly pert, colloq. ,Cf. Cocksy.)
1768 Ross Hclenorc i50ljam.) And now I think I may be

cocky, Since fortune has smurtled on me. 1846 J. B.
Morris Let. in M. Pattison Memoirs 222 People say that
converts are 'cocky'. 1858 R. S. Slrtees Ask Mamma
xxv. 95 This might have been all very well . . if the cocky
Major had had plenty of money, 1863 Kingsley Water-
bab. iii, He looked the cockiest little man of all little men.

Cocky-leeky (kpki|U~ki^. Sc. Also cockie-,
cock-a-leekie. ' Soup made of a cock boiled

with leeks ' (Jam.).
1771 Foote Maid of B. m. i, Lady C<iM...The bride's.

.

dinner, shall be furnished by me. Sir Chr. Cock-a-leeky
soup. Lady Cath. Sheep head's singed, and haggies in
plenty. 18x4 Scott Wav. lxvi, Cocky-leeky and Scotch
collops soon reeked in the Bailie's little parlour. 1822 —
Nigel xxxvii, Let us all to our dinner, for the cock-a-
leekie 's cooling. 1865 Daily Tel. 2 Dec. 7/2 The savoury
haggis and the unassuming cock-a-leekie.

Cockyll, obs. f. Cockle.

Cockyolly (kpkiip'li). In cockyolly bird, a
nursery or pet expression for ' dear little bird '

:

cf. Dicky-bird.

1837 Correspondent says, ' Cockyolly bird was familiar to
me as a schoolboy in 1837'. 1857 Kingsley Tzvo V. Ago xv.
So Major Campbell prepares the charming little cockyoly
birds. 1863 — Water-bab. viii. 310 All the butterflies and
cockyoly birds would fly past me. 1877 Besant & Rice Son
of Yule. 1. xi. 1 18 The little cockyolly bird is taken in the net.

Coclea, cocleous : see Cochlea, etc.

t Co-cli'matary, a, Obs. [Co- 2.] Of the

same ' climate' or region.

165a Urquhart Wks. (1834^ 181 Much eclipsed by
their coclimatary wasps of a Presbyterian crue.

COCO, COCOa [ho^-ko). Forms: a. 6 cocus,
6-7 cocoa ; 0. 6-7 eociuo, (6 caco, coeco), 6-
coco

; 7. 7 coquer, cocar, cocker, 7-8 cokar,
7- coker ; S. 8-9 cocoa, [a. Pg. and Sp. coco

;

in 1 6th c. L. cocus. The early writers, from
Cosmas 545 to the 15th c, knew it only as the

Indian nut or 1 nut of India'; coqaos (plural) is

quoted first from the Roteiro de Pasco da Gama
(Portuguese, 1498-9) ; Br.rbosa 1516 has (Pg.)

quoquos ; Pigafetta 1519 has (It.) coche pi. of coca ;

Oviedo 1526, Barros 1553, Garcia 1563, and Acosta

1578 have coco ; Correa 1561 coquo.

I
The Portuguese and Spanish authors of the 16th c.

agree in identifying the word with Pg. and Sp. coco
* grinning face, grin, grimace also ' bugbear, scare-

crow
', cognate with cocar 'to grin, make a gri-

mace ' ; the name being said to refer to the face-like

appearance of the base of the shell, with its three

holes. Historical evidence favours the European
origin of the name, for there is nothing similar in

any of the languages of India, where the Portu-

guese first found the fruit ; and indeed Barbosa,

Barros, and Garcia, in mentioning the Malayalam
name tenga, and Canarese narle, expressly say ' we
call these fruits quoquos \

1 our people have given

it the name of coco \ ' that which we call coco, and
the Malabars temga \

In Eng. the latinized form cocus, afterwards fas

in Bot. Latin) cocos, was at fir^t used, both for

sing, and plural. Towards the close of the i6thc.

coquo, coco, as ' the Portingalls cal this fruit' (Lin-

schoten), began to be used, with pi. cocos, cocoes.

Coco remained the established spelling in the 1 8th a,
till the publication of Dr. Johnson's Dictionary, in

I
which the article Coco was (app. by some accident,

for Johnson in his own writings used coco, pi.

cocoes) run together with the article Cocoa ( = Cacao)
;

this gave currency to a confusion between the two
words which still prevails, although careful writers

have never ceased to use the correct form coco.

Another spelling, coker, has been used, with
various modifications since about 1620 (Purchas

has cokei s, Burton coquer-nuts) ; it appears to be
from 1 7th c. Dutch koker-noot, and has long been in

commercial use at the port of London to avoid the

ambiguity of cocoa.

The Greek words kovkl and koi£ applied by Theophrastus,
and, after him, by Pliny {ciici, coix , to certain palmaceous
trees, have both been suggested as sources of the name, but
without any ground, except their distant resemblance to

;

coco. Connexion with Sp. coca, F. coche, and the family of

1
L. concha shell is also philologically untenable.]

1 1. - Coco-nut below. Obs.
a. *555 Eden Decades W. Indies 194. 'tr. Oviedoi This

frute was cauled Cocus [the Italian version, Venice 1534,
here translated, has coco] for this cause, that, when it is taken
from the place where it cleaueth. .there are seene two holes,

and aboue them two other naturall holes, which altogether,
doo represent the gesture and fygure of the cattes cauled
Mamiiioue, that is munkeys, when they crye : which crye
the Indians caule coca. 1579 T. Stevens in Hakluyt Voy.

(1589) 162 Wine of the Palme tree or of a fruite called Cocos.
1598 tr. Linschoten hi. 100/1 The Indian nuts called Cocus.
Ibid, ioi/i These Cocus being yet in their husks may be
carried ouer the whole world, a 1600 Hakllyt i'oy. III.

749 We found also a tree which beareth the fruite Cocos,
which is bigger than a man's head, having within the utter
coate, which is about 3 inches thicke, a certaine nut as bigge
as two fists. 1605 Sylvester Dh Bartas 1. iii. 1641,1 28/1

Th' He of Zebut's admirable Tree ISeareth a fruit call d
Cocos commonly.
p. 1582 Lichefikld tr. Castaneda's Conq. E. Ind. 146

Cayro is the caske or rind of a nut they have in the India
called Caco. 1598 tr. Pigafetta's Congo in Harl. Coll. II.

553 The Indian nuts called coecos, because they have within
them a certain shell that is like an ape. 1598 tr. Linschoten
Ivi. 100/1 Vnder the leaues, close to the tree, grow the Coquos
together. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. i. 251 Cayro which is

threede made of the huske of Cocoes. 1686 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2186 1, 12 Thousand Cocos with Balzome. 1708 Phil.
Trans. XXVI. 191 They eat Coco's very freely. 1716 T.
Ward Eng. Ref 60 Tho' the Indians know no other Iiread

but of Cocoe. 1740 Johnson Life Drake in Getitl. Mag.
X. 510 The Valhes extremely fruitful, and abounding with
ripe Figs, Cocoes, and Plantains.

2. The tropical palm-tree Cocos nucifera, which
produces the coco-nut. More fully called coco-

palm, coco-tree, and now more often coco{d)-nut tree.

Its native region is app. the tropical shores of the Indian
and Pacific Oceans; nowhere indigenous in the Atlantic

basin. ' It seems certain that it was introduced by the

Portuguese into Western Africa and the Cape Verde
islands, and that it did not exist in the West Indies, Guiana
or Bra2il at the time of the discovery of America.' Brande,
Forest Flora ofN. W. and Central India, 557.

a. 1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 194 A certeyne tree cauled
Cocus beinge a kynd of date trees.

p. 1744 J. Harris Collect. Voy. I. 56 Trees, which they
guessed to be Cocos, and Palmitos. 1864 Tennyson En.
Ard. 575 The slender coco's drooping crown of plumes.

y. 1621-30 [see Coco-nut 4]. 1681 R. Knox Hist.

Ceylon 15 These Leaves all grow on the top of the Tree after

the manner of a Coker. 1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I.

137 The Cokar furnishes the Work-Men with considerable

Business.

8. 1744 Thomson Seasons, Summer 667 O let me drain the

Cocoa's milky Bowl. 1755 Johnson, Cocoa. 1810 Soui hev
Keliama iv. 1, Reclined beneath a Cocoas feathery shade.

3. atlj-ib. and Comb. Coco-palm, coco-tree =
sense 2; so coco-garden; coco-fibre, the fibre of

the coco-nut husk ; so t coco-cup = coco-nut cup,

coco-cordage, -milk, etc.

1598 tr. Linschoten lvi. 101/r They put some of theer Cocus
milk into it. 16x3 Purchas Pilgr. v. xii, The Coquo-tree
being the most profitable tree in the world. 1615 Sir T.
Roe Jml., Junks . . built, calk'd and rigged all out of the

coco tree. 1630 Capt. Smith Trav. 4- Adv. xix. 37 [Ele-
phants] will snake a great Cocar tree for the nuts. 1704
Collect. Voy. iChurchill) III. 719/2 Some Portugueses being
got into a Coco-Garden. 1710 Steele Taller No. 245 * a
Two Coco Cups. iSsb Southey Q?nniatia I. 141 (heading),
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Cocoa Cordage. 1855 J. F. Johnston Chew. Com. Life
L 335 The cocoa palm, .produces the palm wine, known in

India . . by the name of toddy. 1881 Athenaeum 24 Sept.

405/3 Coco-flalm is the only correct way of spelling the

name. 1883 Daily News 14 Sept. a/7 A building used as

cocoa-fibre manufactory.

4. Coco-nut, cocoa-nut, coker-nut.

a. The nut or seed of the coco-palm ; Coco 1.

(Formerly cocoa-nut meant the cocoa-bcan : see

Cocoa 4.^

P- 16x3 Pcrchas Pilgr. v. xiii. 437 Her chamber for

the Palme, or Coquo-Nuts. x66* Pepvs Diary 16 July, I

seeming to like a ring made of a coco-nutt with a stone

done in it. 171a E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 255 A sort of
Chesnuts, Coco-Nuts, Dates, etc. 1748 Anson s I'oy. U. v.

177 Her loading consisted of timber, cocao, coco-nuts.

1844 Ifittt Dock Act 121 Coco-nuts, per 100, 3d. 185a Bal-
four Class-bk. Bot. 263 In the Coco-nut, in place of fleshy

cells, woody fibrous ones are produced.
v. x6ai Burton Anat. Met. 1. ii. 11. iii. (1651) 77 One tree

yields them Coquernuts. 1630 Capt. Smith Trav. <y Adv.
xix. 38 Cokar nuts and berries. 1635 Heywood Philocoth.

45 Cups made of. . Cocker-nut ts. 1681 R. Knox Hist. Ceylon
14 Here are also. . Coker-nuts; Plantins also and Banana's.

j

1711 tr. Panel's Hist. Drugs I. 137 The Cokar-Nut . .grows
. .in the Spanish West-Indies. 1851 Mavhew Land. Labour
I. 89 Coker-nuts—as they are now generally called, and

j

indeed 1 entered ' as such at the Customhouse, and so

written by Mr. M rCuIloch, to distinguish them from cocoa.
1

6- 1781 Cowper Lett. Aug. Wks. (1876' 79 We felt our-

selves . . obliged to you for the cocoa-nuts. 1870 Yeats 1

Nat. Hist. Comm. 190 The cocoa-nut forms a considerable
j

article of export from many of our colonies.

b. Used for coco-nut palm.
185a Balfour Class-bk. Bot. 993 Certain palms are asso-

'

ciated in large groups, as the Coco-nut. 1859 Tensest
Ceylon I. 109 At the head of these palms is the Coco-nut.

C. In pugilistic slang, and humorously : The
human head. (Cf. nut.)

1873 Slang Diet., Cocoa-nut, the head. A pugilistic term. !

1885 Mrs. Lynn Listos C. Kirkland I. x. 269 You need
not bother that silly cocoanut of yours.

d. attrib. or Comb., as coco-nut cup, fibre, man,
palm, shell, tree; coconut butter ^see quot.

1890) ; coco-nut matting, matting made of the
!

fibre of the outer hu-k of the coco-nut ; coco-nut
\

oil, a whitish oil or fat obtained from the coco-nut.
|

1664 Escaliot in Sir T. Browne Wks. 11852' III. 519
Cords made of coconut t rinde. 168a /.">td. Gaz. No. 1721/1

His Excellency Presented her Highness, with 6 Silver Fil-

lagreen Stands, made in the Indies, with Coco-nut Cups set

in Filla ;reen. 1691 Ray Creation 11. 11704*240 The Coco or

Coker-nut Tree. 1701 Loud. Gaz No 3S06/8 Two lar^e Coco
Nut Cups footed and tipt with Silver. 1707 FUMNXU. I 'oy. iii.

60 The Coco-nut Trees are from 50 to 60, 70, 80, and 100 Foot !

in height. 1768 Rose in Phil, t rans. LX. 445 Their chief
]

instrument bein^ a large cocoa nut-shell, strung with guts.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 442 Cocoa-nut od. is

obtained by expression from the kernel of the cocoa-nut. 1

185a Balfour Class-bk. Bot. 936 The coco-nut palm. 1861

Cleghorn in Edin. New Phi/os. Jml. xiv, On the Coco-
nut tree and its uses. 1863 71 Watts Diet. Chem , Cocoa-
nut oil. .is imported in large quantities into Europe for the

manufacture of soap. 1889 Catholic Newt 15 June 5 '5 On
Epsom Downs, .a gipsy, a cocoa-nut man, and some l>ook-

makers. 1890 Tkt Grocer Feb. 8 In Amsterdam a factory 1

is being started for the purpose of extracting from cocoa-

nuts a substance styled cocoa-nut butter.

5. Double Coco-nut, in Fr, (oco-dc-mcr, coco-des- 1

Maldives, the immense woody nut of a gigantic

palm Lodoicea sechellarum, found native only on

the small islands, Praslin and Curieuse, of the

Seychelles group. The fruit weighs 40 or 50 1

pounds, is covered with a thick fibrous husk, and
contains from one to three stones, or * nuts \ about

28 inches long, covered with excessively hard and
J

thick black shells, each divided half-way down
into two lobes, whence the name.
Before the discovery of these islands in 1743, the source of

these nuts, which were often found floating on the Indian
Ocean, or thrown up on the shores of the Maldive Islands,

was enveloped in mystery and fable.

i8«7 Hooker in Curtis's Bot. Mag. LIV. 2734 Of all the
palms perhaps that which for a long time has been the least

perfectly known, and yet the most extensively celebrated,

is . . the Double Cocoa-nut. 1857 Hknfrey Bot. 393 Large
hollow double or triple nuts, of the same character as the

Cocoa nut . . the ' Double Cocoa-nuts ' ofthe Seychelle I stands.

6. Sea- Coconut of Jamaica: the fruit of Matri-

caria Plukenetii a palm of Trinidad and the

adjacent mainland, often washed ashore at Jamaica.
Called also Sea Apple, Fr. petit coco de Mir,

Coco- : see C ceo.

Cocoa (kJo'ktf). [A corruption of Cacao, in

16-iSth c. also written cacoa, and sometimes in

iSth c. cocao. Cacao was the Spanish adaptation

of cacauatl (or rather of its combining form

eacaua-\ the Mexican name of the cacao-sced.

The word was orig. of 3 syllables, ca-ca'-o, co-cef-a, but
the error of spelling coco as cocoa has led to the further cor-

ruption of pronouncing cocoa as coco. \

•f L The seed of Theobroma Cacao, a tropical

American tree : more correctly called Cacao. Obs,

Formerly commonly called cocoa-nut, and now
often cocoa-bean.

1707 Funnell I 'oy. v. 89 The Nut or Kernel . . ripens in a
great Husk, wherein are sometimes 30, nay 40 cocoas.

These Cocoas are made use of to make Chocolate. 1790
Beatson Nav. $ Mil. Mem. I. 115 A French Ship from the
Havannah, with sugar, cochineal, and cocoa.

2. The Cacao-tree, {rare and improper.)
1876 Harlev Mat. Med. 708 Cocoa, this small tree fur-

nishes a product which is extremely useful both as food and
medicine. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ. in. 187 Cocoa A
tree twenty feet in height.

3. The powder produced by crushing and grinding

the seeds, often with other substances added ; also,

a common beverage made from this powder, or

from the prepared seeds. (The ordinary sense.)

1788 Rcrns /,<•/. Wks. 35, I executed your commission in

Glasgow, and I hope the cocoa came safe. 1798 Jane Aus-
ten Northang. Abb.{\%$# II. x. 168 The General, between
his cocoa and his newspaper, had no leisure for noticing her.

1855 J. F. Johnston Chem. Com. Life I. 219 The cocoa of
Trinidad is the variety chiefly consumed in this country.

Mod. Many now drink cocoa in preference to coffee.

4. attrib. and Comb. Cocoa bean, a recent name
of the cacao seed

;
cocoa-butter, cocoa-fat -=

Cacao-BL*ttkr
;
cocoa-nib, the cotyledon of the

cacao seed, being one of the states in which it is

sold
; + cocoa-nut, the name formerly given to the

cacao seed ; now disused, to avoid confusion with

the current cocoa-nut - Coco-nct; cocoa-paste, the

pasty mass formed by grinding the seed, in which
state it was formerly imported ; cocoa powder, a

light brown sort of gunpowder ;
cocoa-room,

-tavern, places for the sale of the beverage ; cocoa-

tea (see quot.)
;
cocoa-tree, the cacao tree. Also

cocoa-essence, extract, etc., cocoa-coloured adj.

1855 I. F. Johnston Chem. Com. Life L 223 The "cocoa-

bean of commerce is brittle. 1871 Hatch trmvemcort 96
The breadfruit, cocoa bean.. etc., deserve more extended
cultivation. 1887 N. F. ANSTEvin Macm. Mag. Feb. 257/2
The 'cocoa-coloured Row, and the flash of distant car-

riage-wheels in the sun-light. 1866 Ttras. Bot. 1143 The
cotyledons, commonly called "cocoa-nibs ', (are) crushed and
ground between heated rollers. 167a \V. Hughes \titte\

The American Physitian . . with Discourse on the 'Cocoa-
nut-tree and making of Chocolate. 17*4 Abstr. Act 10

Geo. I, in Lond Gaz. No. 6270 6 Every. .Seller of. .Coffee,

Tea. or Cocoa-Nuts. 1751 Sib J. Hill Mat. Med. (J.\
Within the cavity of this fruit are lodged the cocoa nuts,

usually about thirty in number. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No.
5416/3 "Coco-Paste, Chocolate. 1750 BSAWKS Lex Meruit.

75 2 55 Cocoa-nuts, Chocolate and Cocoa paste. 1884
Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. 3/2 At present we are buying 'cocoa
powder from Germany. 1885 Globe 31 Jan. 2/3 The War
Department has adopted the new brown gunpowder, known
M the 'cocoa ' powder. . manufactured at . . Waltham Abbey.
It creates a very thin smoke, and does not obscure the

target!. 1877 A. Balfour in Life xiii. 1889 383 Successful

meetings of . . Temperance Society, of 'Cocoa-rooms open-
ing, etc. 1836 Disraeli Corr. it . Sister (1886' 47 Sophy is

only ill from eatin- "cocoa sweetmeat! 1855 J. F. John-
ston Chem. Com. Life I. 225 Another variety of the cocoa
beverajes, which may be called "cocoa-tea, is prepared
by boiling the husks of the bean in water. 1707 Funnell
Coy. 1729) 55 The 'Cocoa-tree is small, and the nut or

kernel bigger than an almond.

Cocoa'^, another form of Cocco.

Cocoa-bay. [prob. f. Cocoa 2
, from the re-

semblance of the swollen limbs to the fleshy under-

ground shoots of the Colocasia.] A disease like

elephantiasis prevalent in the West Indies.

,t 1818 M. G. Lewis Jml. It', i 1834^ 144 Afflicted with

the cocoa-bay, one of the most horrible of negro diseases.

Cocoa-nut : see under Coco, and Cocoa 1 4.

Cocoa-plum: see Coco-plum.
Cocodril, obs. form of Crocodile.

t Cocolas panter. Obs." 1 See quot.

1578 Lttv Dodoens vi. iv.66i Called . .in Englishe, a heare
Bremble, or heath Bramble, a Cocolas panter, and of some
a bryer. The fruite is called a Dewbene, or blackberie.

Cocoloch, var. of Cockloche.
Co-connexion, -conspirator, -contractor i

see Co*.

Co-consti tuent, [see Co-.] adj. Jointly

constituent, sb. A joint constituent.

1846 Sir W. Hamilton in Reids Wks. 8^7 The whole of

which they {the parts] were co-constituent. 1871 Fraser
Life Berkeley x. 375 The many other sensations of which
the tree is the virtual co-constituent,

Coco-nut : see under Coco.

Cocoon fk*Mn), sb. 1 Also 7-8 cocon, 9
coccoon. [a. F. cocon, in 16th c. coucon, app.

derivative of coque shell (ot mollusc, egg, nut,

etc.).]

L The envelope or case of silky threads, spun by
the larvx of many insects as a covering to enclose

them in the chrysalis state ; originally that of the

silkworm ; extended by Kirby and Spcnce to the

analogous structures formed by any insects, aa also

to the silken case spun by spiders for the reception

of their eggs.

1699 W. Agi.ionbv in Phil. Trans. XXI. iv. 183 About
Midsummer, they begin (in Piedmont] to draw the S.Ik

from its Cocon. 1750 Ibid. LI. 55, I boiled a part of the

cocoon in water. 1706 Smollett Trav., The cocon or pod
of silk, about the size of a pigeon's egg. 18x6 Kikiv & Si*.

En'omol. ii, To the artificial coverings. . whether of silk,

wood, or earth, etc. . . which have been called by dilTerent

writers pods, cods, husks, and beans, I shall continue the

more definite French term cocon, Anglicized into cocoon.

184a Tknnysos Two t'oices Ixi, For every worm beneath

the moon .. Spins, toiling out his own cocoon. 1874 Iab-
bock Orig. $ Met. Ins. i. 12 The oval bodies which are so

numerous in ants' nests, .are really not eggs but cocoons.

b. Transferred to similar structures made by
other animals, as the cells of the mud-fish.

1883 Wood in Sunday Mag. Nov. 675 The cells [of the

MudtishJ are technically called cocoons. Ibid. 676/1 The
mud of which the cocoon is made is the same a-, that which
the Israelites . . were forced to make into bricks.

c. /ig.

1865 Masson Fee. Brit. Philox. \\. 83 That power of
thinking which has involved itself in such a vast cocoon of

wonders. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 56 The mind can
weave itself warmly in the cocoon of its own thoughts.

2. attrib.

1835 Ure Philas. Manuf. 94 The cocoon-silk threads are
twin tubes laid parallel. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec, iv. 1 1878*

67 In the caterpillar and cocoon stages. 1870 R. Fercvson
Etectr. 45 On the hook, .a cocoon thread is hung.

Cocoon, sb.'- Obs. form ol Cacoon, q.v. Also

in Cocoon or Cacoon Antidote, see quots.

1756 P. Browne 'Jamaica 363 The Cocoon . . climbs with
great ease to the top of the tallest trees. Ibid. 374 Antidote
Cocoon . . frequently taken to clear the tube, when there is

any suspicion of poison. 1866 Treas. Bot. 491 Feuillxa
cordi/olia is the Scqua or Cacoon Antidote of Jamaica,
where it is a common plant in shady woods, climbing to a
great height up the trunks of trees.

Cocoon, var. of Kokoon, an African ante-

lope.

Cocoo'n, v. [f. Cocoon sb. 1
]

1. intr. To form a cocoon.
1884 M Cook in Science III. 685 The whole operation of

the lycosid when cocooning. Ibid. 686 The cocooning habits

of Lycosa.

2. trans. To swathe as in a cocoon.
1881 Mark Twain Tramp Abroad xxviii. 264 We.,

cocooned ourselves in the proper red blankets.

Cocoonery (kflkwnari). U. S. [f. Cocoon sb. 1

+ -KHY.J A building or room for rearing silk-

worms and obtaining cocoons.
1868 Daily Ann 3 Aug., In Nevada, .a cocoonery 50 feet

square and 18 feet high. 1883 Boston 'Mass.) Jml. 7 Sept.

2/4 A cocoonery that will protect a million worms

Coco-plum. Also cocco-, cocoa-. The r
ruit

of a West Indian tree Chrysobalanus Icaco ; also

the tree itself.

1676-99 Dasipier Voy. II. 11. 107 There are also some
Coco-Plums and Grapes, but not many. 1699 J. Dickenson
Jml. of Trav. 32 Indian Women, loaden with .. Sea-side

Cocco-Plumbs, and Sea-side Grapes. 1756 P. Browne
Jamaica 250 The Cocco Plumb Tree . .grows generally to

the height of seven or eight feet, and bears a fruit not un-

like our European plumb. 1880 Libr. Univ. Kncnul. IV. 107

Cocoa-Plum, an edible fruit, .yellow, purple, or black.

Cocos : see Coco l
.

Cocostea ric, a. Chem. [f. Coco 4 Stearic]

In Cocosteaiic acid, a synonym of Cocinic acid.

Hence Cocostearyl, the hypothetical radical of

this acid, Cocyl.

Cocous, Cocow, obs. f. Cocus, Cdckoo.
Co-covenantor : see Co-.

Cocquany, obs. f. Cockaigne.
Cocquer, obs. f. Cocker.
Cocquet, obs. f. Cocket, Coquette.

Co-crea te, v. [Co- i : cf. Concreate.] To
create in conjunction. Hence Co-creator, Co-

creatorshlp.
1697 G. Keith 2nd Narr. Proc. Turner's flail 27 Coex-

istent and Coefficient, which is as much as Cocreans. i.e.

Cocreating. Ibid., Being Cocreator with the Father. 1884

Chevnf. tsa. I. 248 The Iranian [mythl of a Co-creatorship

of Ormuzd and the Amshaspands.

Co-creditor, co-crucify : see Co-,

t Coct, a. Obs. [ad. L. cocl-us pa. pple. of

coqttih e to cook, ripen, digest, etc.]

1. Boiled. 2. Ripened.
i 1410 Taltad. oh llusb. 1. 678 With harly coct and colde.

1497 Bp. Alcok Mons Perfect. A ij b, They bey more cocte

& nourysshed by y sonne.

I Coct, V. Obs. [f. L. coct- ppl. stem oicoqufre

to cook, etc. : see prec] Hence Cooted ///. a.

1. trans. To boil.

1605 B. Jonson I'olpone 11. ii, When his physitians pre-

scribe him (on paine of deathi, to drinke nothing hut water,

cocted with anise-seeds. 16*4 Middleton Game at Chess

v. iii, With, .flour and cocted wine.

2. To digest,

1661 J. Chandler Van Helmonl's Oriat. 243 A more

strongstomach doth easily coct even the harder meats.

3. To bake earthenware).
166a R. Mathew Vnl. Alch. I 27. 22 It did receive time

and strength in cocting. 1678 R. R(t ssellI tr. Otber II. I.

4. x. 106 A most solid and well cocted Earthen Vessel.

tCoxtible, a. Obs.-" [f. L. \ype*coctibi/is

that may be cooked, f. coqutre to cook : see -BI.E.]

t6»3 Cockeram En(. Diet. 11. » v. Sod. Easily Sod,

CoclMe. 1656 in Blount lilossogr., and later Diets.

Coctile kf' ktil. -t.nl , u. [ad. L. coctilis baked,

burnt (as bricks), f. coqufre : see -11 .] ' Made by

baking, as a brick '

(J.) ; formed of baked bricks.

1678 Phillips, Coctile, capable of being boiled. 1736

BalLKT lfct\ CfiHlt. sodden or baked. 1755 in Johnson.

184a Tail's Mag. IX. 682 From the tiles and skylights of a

coctile edifice.

Coctin, -yn, -un, corrupt forms in Wyollf MSS.

of Coccvn, scarlet.

1381 Wvclif Ex. xxvi. 36 Purpur, and coctun twies died.

1388 — Kcv. xviii. 12 The marchaundies of gold . aDd of

purpur, and of silk, and coctyn [v.r. coctin).
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Coction (kfrkfsn). Now rare. [ad. L. coctiSn-

em cooking, n. of action, f. coquere to Cook : so

F. coction (16th c. in Littre..]

1. Boiling ; cooking in general.
1605 Timme Qutrxit. 11. vi. 130 The true corrector* of all

remedies are purifying and coctions only. 1677 Grew Anat.
Plants 116821 273 Either by Coction or long Infusion. 1707
Sloane Jamaica I. 131 The venom lies chiefly in volatile

parts going away by coction. z8zi R. J y4r// 4-

218 In the sixth boiler the syrup receives its full coction.

t 2. The action of heat in preparing any sub-

stance ; e.g. the baking of earthenware, etc. Obs.
1684 Boyle Poronsn. Anim. * Solid Bod. iv, 91 Those

earthern Bottles, .by reason of the solidity they acquire by
the vehement coction of the Fire. 1766 I", Amorv Life J.
Buncle < 1825) III. 220 Procure to the imperfect metals the
much desired coction.

+ 3. Ripening. Obs.
1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl Card. I. 90 The Pear

. .may receive thereby an extraordinary Coction.

T 4. Old Med. The ' ripening ' of morbific matter,
which fits it for elimination from the living body.
157a J. Jones Bathes Buckstone 18 a, Coction must be

loked first ; especially in grosse, tough, and slimy humours.
1685 Boyle Enq. Notion Nat. 229 When they say that a
Portion of Peccant Matter is brought to Coction, they
mean, that it has acquirM such a Disposition, as makes it

more fit, than before, to be separated. 1738 Med. Ess. IV.
364. 185s Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. 247 Under the term-;
crudity, coction and evacuation, were designated the three
principal periods of diseases, as dependent on an alteration
of the morbific matter.

5. Phys. Digestion of food. ? Obs.
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 514 The conveighing of the Yolk

into the Guts, for a second coction- 1668 Cllpepeek &
Cole tr. Barthol. Anat. 1. ix. 22 The Action of the stomach
is Coction which is termed ChyHfication. 17*5 Bkadlf.y
Fam. Diet. s.v. Indigestion. 1881 tr. Trousseau <y Pidoux'
Therapeutics,The system is powerless to perform any coction.

1 6. Preparation by a natural process which
gradually brings to perfection. Obs.
1683 Salmon Doron Med. l 332 The first Celestial dew .

.

by a perpetual 'Coction'. 17*5 Bkadi.ey lam. Diet. s.v.

Milk, The Milk which is too young, should be rejected,
because it has not acquir'd all the Degrees of Coction it

should have. 1729 Shelvocke Artillery il 85 The Fossil
is more gross than the Sea Salt, as well on account of its
Coction or Preparation, as of its Substance.

+ Coctive, a. Obs.-« [ad. L. cocliv-us suitable

for cooking : see Coot and -ive.] * Sodden, easily

boiled
1
(Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Cocto, erroneous form in Wyciif MSS. of cocco

:

see Cocke, scarlet.

tCocture. Obs. rare. [ad. L. coctiira a cook-
ing : see -ube.] The action or process of cooking

;

a product of cooking
1662 J. Chandler tr. Van Helnwnts Oriat. 199 Trans-

changed, and far separated from boyling and other coctures.

Cocuddy : see Clkciddy.
Coculus : see Cooculus.

Cocum (kja k^m
/ . Also kokum, [? Malay.]

An East Indian tree Garcinia purpurea related to

the Mangosteen. Cocum butter or oil : a green ish-

yellow solid oil obtained from the seeds of this tree.

c 1865 Letheby in Circ. Set. I. 95/1 Cocum oil, or Kokum
butter. x88s Syd. Soc. Lex., Cocum butter . . Cocum oil,

The concrete oil of the seeds of Garcinia purpurea.

Cocur, var. of Cockeb sb.
1 Obs.

COCUS (k(7<i-kr5s). Also 8 cocous. The wood
of Brya Ebenus, a small West Indian tree, also

called Jamaica Ebony, used by turners. Also
cocus-wood.

1704 Rigging <y Seamanship I. 149 Pins of Blocks are
maoe of hgnum-vitat, or cocus. 1888 Sib C. Wakben in
PallMall G. 6 Oct. jo/i The pattern of truncheon has been
revised, and it is now made of cocus wood.

Cod rkpd), sbA Forms: 1-6 codd, 4-7 codde,
(6 cood), 4- cod, [OE. codd: — OTeut. type
*kuddo-z : cf. early mod.Du. koddc, 1 coleus, testi-

culus' (Kilian), OTeut. type *kuddon-, the source
of the closely related Coi> sb.'*]

ML A bag, scrip. Obs. 'In 18th c. in slang use

:

a purse ; see qnots.)
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 10 Ne codd on weje. a 1154

O. E. Chron. an. 1131 In his mycele codde. 01440 Sir
Degrev. 1492 Coddys of scndalL 1576 Inv. in Ripon Ch.
Acts 378 A codd . . ij lether coodes. x6*6 Bacon Sylva
(16511 f 553 There is a Cod, or Bag, that groweth commonly
m the Fields, .full of light Dust upon the Breaking, c 1690
B. E. Diet. Cant Crew, Gold-Finch, he that has. .a Purse
or Cod of Gold in bis Fob. Ibid., Cod, a good sum of
Money. . A rum cod, a good round sum of Money. 176$
in Geose Diet. Vulg. Tongue.

+ b. A civet bag, or musk-bag. Perhaps be-
longing to 4 b. Obs.
x6oo Dr. DodypoU in. ii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 128, I will

crown thee with a cod of Muske. 1616 B. Jokson Epigr.
sax,

1 On Sir Cod the perfumed'. That Cod can get no widow.
CX622 Fletcher Woman's Prize l ii. Selling of counterfeit
cods, or musty English crocus, Switches, or stones for th'
tooth-ach. 1721 C King Brit. Merch. I. 300 Musk Cods
38$ dor. [1847 78 Haluwell, Cod . . In Elizabeth's time
the little bag or purse used for perfumes was so called.]

2. f a. The husk or outer covering of any fruit

or seed. b. The pod, husk or seed-vessel of a
plant ; esp. of peas, beans, and their congeners

:

cf. PEA»cor>. Now dial.

Vol. n.

( 1000 .V-f.r. Leechd. III. 112 Nim banne winberian coddas
[MS. codde* J. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xv. 16 Of bam bean
coddum be ba swyn acton, c 1330 K. Brunne Chron. < 18101

289 Not worbe a cod. 1382 Wyclif Luke xv. 16 Of the
coddis whiche the hoggis eeten. £1440 Promp. Parv. 85
Codde of frute or pesecodde, sitiqua. 1523 FftTSMBSB. Huso.
I 20 Kedlokes . . hath small coddes, and groweth lyke mus-
tard sede. 1577 B. Goooe Heresbach's llusb. 24
The other that beareth coddes as all kinde of pulse. 1597
Geeakde Herbal 1. xxxv. # 3. 48 The scedes are conteined

J

in square cods. x66z H. Silbbk hid. Nectar ii. 13 He put
I
two cods of Chile called long red Pepper. 1693 Evelyn

j

De la Quint. Compl. Gard. II 145 Pea*, or Pease. All the

I
world knows they grow in Cods. 17*7 Switzer Pract.
Gard. v. xlii. 221 In the . . colour of their haulm, cods, etc.

1855 Whitby Gloss, s.v., A pea cod, pea shell.

t3. - Helly, stomach. Cf. Bag 13. Obs.
aszep Owl <y Night. 1124 pu mid pine fule codde, And

mid bine ateliche sweore, Bi-werest maune corn vrorn deore.

\

c 1386 Chalcer Pard. T. 206 O wombe, o btly, o stynkyng
is thi cod.

t b. ? = I>arynx. Obs.
c 142$ Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker C35/20 Nomina membrorurn

hominis. .Hoc/rumen, cxle.

4. The integument enveloping the testicles, the

scrotum; improperly in pi. testicles. (Not in polite

usev
1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. VIL Iv, ff4gj0 2O9 The co/lde

of the genetours. c 1440 Promp. Pan;. 85 Codde, of mannys
pr>uyte. 1527 Ani>rkw Brumivyke's Dittylt. IVaters I>vj,

Good for a mannes ^ arde or coddes. 1615 CaooKE Body of
Man 250 The cod is a rugous and thin t-Vin. 1632 Sher-
wooi>, The cod or cods of a man or beast, (ouilion, tesii-

cute. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. 177/1 Diet.
P?teumatocele. -Rupture in the Scrotum, or Cod. 1783 J'.

Pott Chirurg. IVks. II. 14 [KupturesJ are called inguinal,
scrotal, femoral . . as they happen to make their appearand;
in the groin, cod, thigij.

fb. Applied to the inguinal sacs formerly sup-

posed to be the scrotum
/ of the beaver. (Cf.

Caktob 1 2.)

1634 T. Johnson tr. Parepfs Wks. io2> The cods of the
Castor or Beever. .termed Castoreum. 1646 Si* T. Bkowke
Pseud. Ep. 111. iv. 113 Of the Beezer, These cods or follicles,

are found in both sexes, though somewliat more protuberant
in the male.

5. The narrow closed part or bag at the lower
end of a trawl-net or other fjbhing net.

1530 Palsgr. 206/2 Codde of a nette, le col dune retz.

1592 Lyly Midas rv. ii. 47. 1669 WofcLn>ofc Syit. AgrU,
(iwiJ 256 The Fisherman standing . . with the Cod 'A the

j

Net between his Legs. 1750 K. PtXTOCK P. Wilkins xxxiv.
; (1883) 92/2 Though my net was very long, yet for want of a

bag or cod to inclose the fish, many . . would swim to the
extremes, and so get out, 1884 Brit. Aim. $ Comp.
Comp 30 The lower part [of the net] terminates in what is

called the 1 cod ', or ' cod-end '.

+ b. trans/. The cenire of a spider's net or web.
1657 S. Pchchas Pol. Plying-Ins. 12C Spiders, .lye in am-

I

bush in the cod or center of them out of sight.

t 6. A'aut. The inmost recess of a bay or inland

I
sea. Obs.

1675 TfcONGE Diary 1 1825) 106 Haveing . . compassed the
codd, or farthermost end of it (the Mediterranean J. 1743
Bclkeley & Clmmins Voy. S. Seas ny They steered away
into the Cod of a deep Bay. 1756 P. Bbowve Jamaica 211,
I found this plant near the coo of the bay.

+ 7. A cocoon. Obs. Closely akin to 2.^
1616 Scrkl. & Markh. Country harm 4^ 'Silkworms)

The choice of their huskes, or cods. 1622 Bonokil Making
Silk 24 The Silk balls, bottomes, or cods. 1706 Art of
Painting '1744/ 205 Shut up like a silk-worm in her cod.
1802 W. Forsyth Fruit Trees xxvii 118241355 All of them,
after casting their slough several times, spin their cod.

8. Comb. Cod-end = sense 5 ;
cod-net, a net

with a 'cod'; fcod-pepper, capsicum; f cod-
tree, the Cabob tree ; + cod-weed, Centaurea
nigra, or knap-weecL See also Coi>bait, -piece,

-wabe, -WOBM.
1*71 Echo is Dec, The sprats are driven by the current

in countless thousands into the ' *cod ' end of the net. 1883
;

EisherUt Exkib Catal. 7 Roller Ground-ropes and Cc*£
;

ends. 1299 Liber Custumarum (Rolls; ji6 II y a un autre
manere de reye, qe lem apele ' * codnet '. 1727 A. Hamilton

J

New Acc. E. Ind. II. xxxvi 43 His Sauce is some Shrimps
dried and powder'd, and some Salt and * Cod-pepper. 1704
Collect. Voy. (Churchill; IIL 47A The Algarrobo's or *Cod

j
Tree-

Cod (k/d^ «fc2 Northern. Forms : 4-6 codde,

;

4-7 codd, 5- cod, (5 6 kod'e, 6-7 code, 7-coad,
mod. Sc. dial, code kod) ;. [a. ODa. kodde, ON.
koddi. pillow 'Sw. kudde cu*hion , : cf. Du. kadde
:—OTeut type *kuddon-, from same root as Con',
and closely related in sense, a pillow being a bag
or covering stuffed with some soft substance.]

L A pillow ; a cushion. Sc. and north, dial,

a 1400-50 A lexander 4916 With curtyr.s all of clene sylke
& coddis of be same. 1402 York Wilis I. 288 Summo altari

\
j. cervical, anglice a kode. c 1460 TcrumeUy Myst. 84 When
I nap on my cod. ius Test. Ebor. < Surtecs V. 38 Two
pilloo coddes with the valandes. 1549 Compl. Scat. vL
I1872 68, I maid anecod of ane gray stane. 1578 Richmond.
Wills 277 uij. pin cods and ij nedle casis. 1588 A, King
tr. Canisius' Caieck. 138 Wae be vnto thame quba sewis
soft kods to putt vnder euerie Elbok. 1612 Inv. in M Kay

j

Hist. Kilmarnock 1864 308 Auchteine codis, pairtlie filled

;

with downis and pairt with fedderis. 1674 Ray N. C. Words,
Cod, a Pillow ; Pin-cod, a Pincushion. 1682 Vestry Bks.
(Surteesj 206 For making a codd to the litany deske. 1737
Ramsay Sc. Proverbs (1776 74 'Jam.) Twa heads may he
upon ae cod. 2823 Galt Entail I. vis. 47 Gae to thy bed
and bring a cod for Mr. Walkinshaw.

2. Mech. One of the bearings of an axle ; esp.
(in early use; the ' bolsters ' or brasses on which a
church-bell swings.

1379 Mem. Ripon Surtees) III. 101 In xiij lb. de mes-
syng pro ij coddes ad dictam caijiparjam. 1425 Ibid. III.
156 Pro uno kode de a:re, zs. 2d. 1839 R S. Rojsinson
Naut. Steam Eng. 40 A small piece of cast-iron, flat on one

j

side and half-round on the other, called a cod, is introduced,

j

with its back bearing against the spring. x88i Raymond
Mining Gloss., Cod Neva.}, the bearing of an axle.

3. Comb. Cod-pillow — I ; cod-Blip, a pillow-
case; also COD-WABE, q.v.

1569 Wills -y Inv. N. C. (W33J 302, ij" towells, v fyne Q'A-
pillers v.

Cod (kfd), sb.'* Also 5 kod, 0 codde, 7 code,
7-8 codd. [Origin uncertain : the name is known

!
only as English. No notion of connexion with

i

Gr. 7<i8o» (mod. zoological l^.gadu:) is tenaMe.
I One suggestion^* that this is the same word as Col. sb. 1

,

as if — 1

Lag-fish ', from its appearance. VWdgwood sug-
gests identity with obs. Hern. ko>lde - kudic '.Tub, cudgel
'Kilian;, comparing the analogy of It. maxzo beetle, club,
mace . . also a cod-hsh f lorio.. liut the Flemings are not
known to have ever called the fish kodde.\

1. A well-known sea fish, Gadus morrhua, which
inhabits the North Atlantic and its connected seas

;

1 attaining to a length of 3 feet or more, and to a
weight of 20, or in exceptional case* even 50 pounds.
Sometimes extended 'with qualifications, to other
memU-rs of the Gadidx or 0,'3-triU-. CM. now
rare : the collective sin;;, cod being used instead.)
Varieties named from their liabitat^ or stations are deep-

water, rock, shore, bank i.e. Newfoundland \',*uV ,
(jrorge*

George's Jjank, Newf. , native cod \ from colour, food, etc.,
br'/it.m, clam i.e. clam feeding

,
herring, wjrnt cod.

1357 Act ;i Edw. Ill, Stat. 3 c. 2 lyes trois sortz de lob,
lyng & cod. f. 1460 J.

KfSSfctL Bk. Nurture in Babes
Bk. J74 Hake, stokfysh, haddok, cod, 6: whytynge. 1463
Mann. $ Homeh. Exp. 1841 221, ffor ij. bonderyd -.ail

kodys. 1530 pAi.y,k. 20C/2 Cvide a fyssbe, tableau. 1624
Cam. Smith Virginia l. W'e Vsj'v.k u:'jtk Cod then we
knew what to doe with 1681 Co:. .11. Whigs '*uppii:.

t2l Or J ike to salmons, or to codds, Or 'I urks, wh-rn they
took in the Rhodes. 1700 J. 1,aw Count. Trade ' 1751 tit*

That, .they oou.d hedge in the herring, code and other sorts
of fish. 1796 Mouse Amer. Geog. I. 1 30 J he plenty of :<A
.

.
is inconceivable. 1888 Bkowh Goodb Amrr. Inhe* 333

Fish which live near the snore .. are called 'shoal-water
Cod', 'Shore Cod ', 'Inshore Cod', 'Worm-Cod', 'Clam-
Cod ', ' Brown Cod '.

b. More fulJy cod-fish.

'5^5 73 Coofes* Thesaurus s.v. Caput, Capito . . a codde*
fish. 1603 HAKfjYin Pop. Impoit. 9 I iiave other Coo-fish
in water, that must not be forgotten. 1769 PcmNaitj Z00L
III. 'ihe great reodervuuz of t?»e cod fish ii on the
Banks of Newfoundland. 1675 Jt\OKb Money it,-,'^ 27
Dried Codfish have acted as currency in . . Newfoundland.
attnb. 1865 Daily 'let. 4 Dec. 5/0" A few of the cod-

t

fish, shoddy, and petroleum aristocracy*

c. Ktd cod.

1889 Nature -t\ Mar. 400 ' Red OA', a fungoid condition
sometimes met with in the preserved fish.

2. Applied to other fishes which take the economic
place of the preceding in other regions : a. Qa

,

the Pacific coast of North America, various fishes

belonging to the family Chiridae, also distinguished

as Bastard, Blue, Buffalo, Cuitu:, Green cod. b.
In New Zealand, a serranoid fish Polyprion pro%-
nathus, called by the Maories hafuku. C. In

I
Australia, a serranoid fish of the Murray River and

; its tributaries, Oligorus macquarien:u
} usually

called Murray cod.

1880 GvSTTHEJ Introd. Study cfHikes 302 Called by the
colonists ' M urray-Cod ', being plentiful in the Murray
River and other rivers of South Australia. 1888 Baowif
Gtyjvt. Amer. Bishes 270 Trie Cultus Cod, Ophiodon elon-
gatus, is universally called ' Cod-fish ' where the true cod
u tmknoH'n.

3. See also Rock Cod, a name applied to several

distinct fishes, not related to the trne Cod. One

I

of these is also called in New Zealand Blue cod.

4. Comb, cod-banger, a vessel used in the cod-

fishery
; cod-bank, a submarine bank (Baxk 1

5)
frequented by cod, or on which cod are caught

;

cod-chest, a chest in which cod are kept alive;

cod-chowder (see Chow/jeh); cod-fisher, one
who fishes for cod, also a vessel used in the cod-

fishery ; eod-fisnery, fishing for cod, esp. as a

branch of industry locally organised ;
cod-nshing

j
vbl. sb., fishing for cod ; cod-line, a line used in

I fishing for cod ; cod-man, a vessel used in the

I cod-fishery; + cod-mop, some kind of fish ; cod-
oil = Coi>liteb oil ; cod-pitchings, the lowest

quality of cod-liver oil when obtained (as formerly)

by allowing the livers to decompose ; cod-sound,
the 'sound or air-bladder of the cod ; cod-smack,
a vessel engaged in cod-fishing. See also 1 b.

1864 J. G. Best2am Notes 0/ Trav. 51 The picturesque
appearance of the *Cod bangers. 1865 — Harrtst of Sea
x. 118731 218 The fishermen of deck-welled cod-bangers use

1 both band-lines and long-lines 1863 Kikgsley WaUr-bab.
t

vii.265 Eighty mile* of *codbank, 1865 Paskmak thampiain
I

L (1875; 170 All frequented . , the cod-banks of Newfound-

Iland.
1884 F. Day Commercial Sea Fishes 126 A plan is

adopted for keeping cod alive \ry transferring them to •cod-
chests, which are kept floating in docks. 1851 H- Mel-
ville Whale xv. 73 A fine "cod-chowder was placed before

74
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us. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), ^Cod-fisher. 1753
Scots Mag. XV. 65^1 The Danes are setting up a *cod-
fishery on the coast of Iceland. 1794 Rigging Seaman-
ship I. 63 *Cod-lines of 18 threads are used on the banks of
Newfoundland. 1884 Pall Mall G. 23 Feb. 10/2 The long-

missing Grimsby fishing vessels, .six trawlers and one *cod-

man, and their crews. 1466 Mann. $ Househ. Exp. (1841)

337 My mastyr paid for xxix. *codmoppes x.d. 1861 Our
Eng. Howe 69. 1868 Royle & Headland Mat. Med.
(ed. 5) 745 The livers of some other fishes nearly related to

the Cod .. are supposed to yield a small part of the *Cod oil

of commerce. 1858 Encycl. Brit. <ed. 8) XVI. 494 Turbid,
and extremely offensive to the smell, and is known under
the name of *cod-pitchings. 1756 in Picton L'pool Munic.
Rec.{i&&6) II. 147 Building one "cod smack. 1808 Forsyth
Beauties Scot I. V. 12 Before .. the French revolution, a
London fishing-vessel or cod-smack was never seen in the

Pentland Frith, c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cretv, *Codsounds,
the Pith or Marrow in the Cod's Back, esteem'd as choice
Peck. 1836 Mahony R cliques Father Prout, Watergr.
Carousal, A keg of cod-sounds.

t Cod, sbA Obs. Mud (containing shells) from
the bottom of rivers. (See quots.)
1626 A. Speed Adam out of E. xvi. (1659) 129 The mudd

so taken out of the Rivers, .called small Coda was so ex-

ceeding rich. 1669 Worlidce Syst. Agric. v. § 3 u68i) 68
Of Snayl-Cod, or Snag-greet. It lieth frequently in deep
Rivers, it is from a Mud or Sludge, it is very soft, full of
Eyes and wrinkles, and little shells, is very rich.

Cod, sbS* slang. [In later times, app. used as

an abbreviation of Codger ; but it is very doubtful

if this is the origin, since it appears much earlier

than codger.] A slang appellation applied to per-

sons, with various forces : see the quotations.
c 1690 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Cod, also a Fool .. An

honest Cod, a trusty Friend. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v.

v. < 17371 18 O what an honest Cod was this same i£dituus.

1851 C. D. Bkvan Let. in Beddocs' Poems Lett. (Introd.t

130 [At the CharterhouseJ .. In those days the pensioners
(or as we called them 'Cods') were not remarkable .. for

cleanliness. 1855 Thackeray Ncivcomes II. 333 The old
reverend black-gowns . . the Cistercian lads called these old
gentlemen Codds— I know not wherefore. 1873 SUsng Diet. ,

Cod, to hoax, to take a 'rise' out of one. Used as a noun,
a fool. 1878 Macleod Hist. Dumbarton 11. 46 Ye vile

drunken cod.

Cod, sb.G dial. [perk. f. Cod v.*] (See quot.)
1887 .S\ Cheshire Folk-sp., Cod, a humbug, imposition .

.

' That hoss-duty was a regilar cod of a thing.'

+ C0d (M , v> Obs. [f. COD^.1]
L intr. To produce ' cods ' or pods.
1532 Fiizhkrb. Hush, § 12 That they shoulde the better

codde, and the sooner be rype. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I.

559 All kinds of Pulse doe cod at sundrie times. 1615 G.
Sandys Trav. 11. 101 Their Dates, .begin to cod about the
beginning of February. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl.
Card. If. 199 Before tt [pease] l>egtns to codd. 1710
Ix>ndon & Wise Compl. Gard. 1 1719) 233.

2. trans. To gather the pods of (peas'.

1570 Levins Manip. 155/37 To codde peason, siliquas

legere. 1690 -1730 [cf. Codder 2
].

3. intr. with out (said of over-ripe pulse or grain,

the pods or ears ofwhich drop the seed or grain when
handled, or shaken by the wind). To shake out.

Cod, z> 2 [f. Cod $b$\ intr. To fish for cod.
1861 MAYHBW Lond. Labour III. 213 (Hoppe* Then we

went codding off the coast of Holland, for cod and haddock.

Cod, v.'t slang or dial. [perh. f. Cod sb.& in

sense 1 fool '.] trans. * To hoax, to take a 11
rise " out

of {Slang Did. 1873) ; to humbug, impose upon.
1884 Cheshire Gloss., Coddin, humbugging. ' Tha'st only

coddin me as tha alius does ; tha'l none tay me to see th'

fair.' 1887 in S. Cheshire Folk-sp. 1889 in Scotland.

II Coda (ktf'da, k^u-da). Mas. [Ital. :—L. Cauda
tail.] A passage of more or less independent

character introduced after the completion of the

essential parts of a movement, so as to form a

more definite and satisfactory conclusion.

1753 in Chambers Cycl. Suppl. 1815 Europ. Mag.
LXvIII. 154 The coda concludes the piece with spirit and
energy. 1888 Academy 21 Jan. 51/3 In the opening allegro
we have . . careful elaboration, and a highly effective coda.
r The sense 1

tail of a note ' is only Italian.

Cod-bait.
1. =Cad-hait (see Cad 4

) : generally identified

with the Cadi>is-worm, though sometimes said to

be distinct. [It is possible that this belongs cty-

mologically to Cod sb.l, the larva being in a case.]

1636 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. (1640) 286 Codbates and
Strawbates which lye under water [convert] into Mayflies.

1651 7 T. Marker Art of Angling ti8aot 32 The Cod bait

(as we call iti but named here a cadice. 1706 K. H.
Angler's Sure Guide 30 Cod-Bait are much larger than
Cadise, and of a more yellowish colour. 1740 R. Brookes
Art of Angling 1. iii. 14 The Cod-Bait, Cadis-worm, and
Straw-worm are only different Names for the same Bait.

1833 J. Rennie Alph. Angling 34 The grubs, which are
known by the name of caddis-worms, case-worms, cad or

cod bait, and ruff-coats.

2. Sc. A large sea-worm, dug from wet sands
;

also called lug. [? Bait for Cod (j£.3).]

tCodber e. Obs. [f. Cod sb.2 + berie, Bear
sb.4] A pillow-case.
1474 in Ld. Treas.Acc. Scotl Lai, vj elne of smale brade

clath for coweringis ofthe Kingis codberis. 1516 inventories
(1815) 24 (Jam.) Item, iiij codbers.

+ Codd(e. Obs. [app. f. L* codex, the word
translated in 1.]

1. The stock or stem of a plant.
rx4»o Paltad. on Hush. iv. 148 Yerely from the codde

[codice] awey let take the planntes. Ibid. v. 119 In Wynter
to his codde [codici] an heep of stonys Is goode.

2. Arch. See quots.
1660 H. Bloome Archil. A a, Caulis, the coddes out of

which the Helices grow in the Corinthian head. 1664

Evelyn tr. Freart's Archit. 128 The Caules, and Codds
breaking from the Helices.

t Codded (kfddd), ppl.a. Obs. [f. Cod^
and v. + -ed.]

1. Bearing pods. (Sometimes entering into the

trivial names of plants.)

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cxiv. (1633) 446 Codded arsmart

called noli me tangere. 16x1 Cotcr., Poyvre Ethiopic, the

husked, or codded Pepper. 1710 London & Wise Compl.

Gard. (1719) 233 Large-coddecf Pease. 17*7 Bradley Fam.
Dicl.s.v. Exoticks, Beans, Pease, and codded Fruits. 1776
Withering Brit. Plants (1796) II. 245 Codded Corn Violet.

1777 Lightfoot Flora Scot. (1789) 1. 358 Arabis Thaliana,

Thale's Cress or Coded Mouse-ear.

b. Codded corn : Pulse ; peas and beans.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 85 Coddyd corne, lugumen.

2. ' In the pod ' in the ear \
1581 Ad 23 Eli*, c. 10 § 4 Any eared or codded Corn.

1619 Dalton Country Just. xxv. (1630) 66 Hunting with

Spaniels in eared or codded corn. 1622 F. Markham Bk.
War in. v. 98 Pulse that is sprung vp although it be not

codded.

Codder 1 (ty'dai). Now dial. Also 6 -ar. [f.

Cod sb.-] A worker in leather ; a saddler.

1507 Louth (Lincolnsh.i Churchw, Acc. (MS. 1
, Itm paid

codder makyng bell colars xd. 1575 Banister Chintrg. 11.

(1585) 361 Either with a common stitch, or else such one as

coddars, or peltmongers use to make. i6» F. Markham
Bk. War in. iv. 96 Men of these trades as Codders, or

Knackers, Cartwrights, Smiths and the like. 1877 N. W.
Lincolnsh. Gloss., Codder, a saddler.

Co'dder 2
. dial. [cf. Cod sbA and t/.

1
] One

who gathers peascods.
c 1690 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Codders, gatherers of

Peascods. c 1730 Bi-rt Lett. N. Scotl. <i8i8) I. 48 Codders,
and other women employed in the fields and gardens about
London. i847"78HALi.iwELL,t'W<rVr,apea-gatherer. Midx.

Codder :{ tk^rdai). [f. Cod sb. :i + -er.] A per-

son, or ship, engaged in the cod-fishery. (U.S.)

t Co dding, a. Obs. [perh. f. CoD*M 4.] ? Le-

cherous, lustful.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. i. 99 That Codding spirit had they
from their Mother.

Coddle 'kp d'i , v. x Also 7 coddel, quoddle.
Pa.pple. 7 quodled, 7-8 codled. [Found first in

end of 16th c. ;
origin uncertain.

The form and sense would be satisfied by a N Fr. "caudeler
— Fr. *chaudtler, f. caudel, chaudet, lateL. cabi k/eilumtsee

Caudle), in sense of 'to warm, heat gently'; but nothing
is known of such forms, though a sb. caudeUe is used in

Normandy. As to possible connexion with Codling J&*,

see that word.

J

1. trans. To boil gently, parboil, stew (Vj/. fruit: in

quot. 161
1

, it is, of course, suggested by ' Pippin
T

).

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. i. ii, Taking in all the

yong wenches that passe by. .and codd'ling euery kernell of
fruit for 'hem. a ioii Bealm. & Fl. Phiiaster v. iv, Dear
Prince Pippin, Down with your noble blood : or as I live I'll

have you coddled- a 1655 T. Maverne Receipts in Cook-
cry No. 15a 101 Take your Pippins green, and quoddle
them in faire water. 1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy (1802) VII.
xxvii. 53 We'll go. said my father, whilst dinner is coddling.

1769 Johnson in Bosivelt 26 Oct., Sir, you are not to imagine
the water is to be very hot. I would not coddle the child.

1808 Mrs. Kundell Cookery (1838) 149 Coddle six pippins
in vine leaves covered with water. 1854 I Watden
xiiL ( 1 886) 237, I collected a small store of wild apples for

coddling. 1873 Parish Sussex Gloss. , Coddle, to parboil.

Apples so cooked are called coddied-apples.

Jig. a 1613 Overbl rv A Wife U6381 162 Hee is tane from
Grammar-schoole halfe codled. 01634 Ranikii.ph Poems,
Pedlar (1632) 37 If your coxcomes [ = heads] you would
uoddle, Here buy Braines to fill your noddle. 164a

owell For. Trav. (Arb ) 80 Green wits not yet halfe

coddled as it were.

2. In some mod. dialects : To roast (apples,

peas, etc.) in the oven : see quots.

1876 C. C. Robinson Mid. Vorksh. Gloss. <E. D. S.),

Coddle, to roast fruit, etc., as apples, and shelled beans.
When the latter crack, they are coddled. 1877 Holderness
Gloss., Coddle, to cook certain kinds of food in the oven in

place of boiling. 1888 Addv Sheffield Gloss, s. v. Coddle,
when apples are roasted in the oven they are said to be
coddled.

Hence Coddled [feoilled, quodled) ppl.a.
1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 76 Dapple your speeches, with

new quodled words. 1651 Cleveland Poems 11 Ajax with
his anger quodl'd brain, a 1668 Davenant Distresses Wks.
(1673* 41 Soft All over, as a quodled Apple. 1688 C.

Trenchfield Cap of Gray Hairs xxvi. 169 The mischief

on 't too is to see The Codled Fool take upon him in that

tune. 18x8 Gentl. Mag. LXXXVIII. 1. 160 'a Place the
flowers in scalding water . . then cut off the coddled end of

the stems. x888 Addv Sheffield Gloss. , Coddled peas, are

peas cooked like chestnuts. They are put into a tin and
stewed in a hot oven.

Coddle (kfrd'l), v.'2 [In no Dictionary before

Todd 1818. It has been variously conjectured to

be the same word as Coddle z/.
1

, Coddle v$ («
cuddle)j or to be a variant of Caddle v.t or of

Caudle v., with the meaning extended to all the

treatment of which candling is a characteristic

part. Of these the last would best suit the sense,

while the interchange of an and short 0 is common
dialectally.

(Cotgr. has an obs. F. cadeler ' to cocker, pamper, fedle,

cherish, make much of ; but this is unknown elsewhere.)]

trans. To treat as an invalid in need of nourish-

ing food and nursing; to nurse overmuch, cocker.

Often with up ; cf. nurse up, cocker up. (It differs

from pamper, in that it is those who are supposed

to be weakly that are coddled.)

1815 Jane Al'sten Emma 1. xii. 88 Be satisfied with

doctoring and coddling yourself. x8x6 Scott Antiq. ix,

Let womankind alone for coddling each other, i860 Emer-
son Cond. Life'w. 11861I91 People. .who live to dine, who
send for the doctor, who coddle themselves. 186a Thackeray
Four Georges \\. 219 [He] never had a desire but he coddled

and pampered it. 1882 3 Schaef Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I.

500 Regret that the State ever undertook to coddle the

church. 1889 Boy's Own Paper 17 Aug. 730/1, I don't want
to be coddled up and made a fool of.

Hence Co ddled ppl. a., Co ddling vbl. sb.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (18631 13 Nothing worse
for children than coddling. 1884 CasselTs Fam. Mag. Mar.
219/2 A deal of difference betwixt ordinary care of health

and coddling. 1886 Athenseum 18 Dec. 823/2 A spoilt and
coddled little lad.

Coddle, v .3, dial, form of Cuddle, to fondle,

caress, coax.

Coddle iVdU), sb. colloq. [f- Coddle v.*]

One who coddles himself or is coddled. (Hence

mollycoddle.)

1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. nr. (1863^ 181 His grand-

mother herself could not be a greater coddle in her own
venerable person. 1848 B. D. Walsh Aristoph., Clouds
111. iii, The town Will pronounce you a mammy-sick coddle.

1870 Dasent Annals of Life I. 131 Aunt Mandeville was
no coddle.

Coddler (kp-dbi). rare. = Coddle sb.

1866 Mrs. H. Wood .57. Martin's EveA-i.(i874) 53 Neither

a coddler nor a hypochondriac.

tCoddy (kp-di), a. Obs. [f. Cod sbA + -t.]

Characterized by having cods or pods.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 390 A kind of coddy shrub . . the

fruit thereof .. is contained within a cod. 1611 Cotcr.,

Goussu, coddie, hullie, huskie, swaddie.

Coddy-moddy. dial. A local name of the

Black-headed Gull, particularly in the Eastern

Counties.
1676 Willcchby Omithol. 266 Larus fuscus sive Hy*

bernus, in agro Cantabrigiensi Coddy-moddy [Ray transt.

(1678) 350 The Winter-Mew, called in Cambridge-shire the

Coddy-moddy]. i8oj G. Montagu Omith. Did., Coddy-
moddy, vide Gull, Winter. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 314
Coddy moddy. A gull in its first year's plumage.

Code (kJud), sb. 1 Also 5 coode. [a. F. code,

f. L. codex, codic-em ; see Codex.]
1. a. Rom. Law. One of the various systematic col-

lections of statutes made by later emperors, as the

code of Theodosius, ofJustinian ; spec, the latter.

1303 R. ISrunne Hatuil. Synne 2183 pzt mayst bou fynde

al and sum In code 'de raptu virginum'. 13B7 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) III. 255 Theodocius his code. 1577 tr. Bui-
lingers Decades (159a! 437 The lawes and constitutions .

.

founde either in the Code, in the booke of Digestes, or Pan*
dectes. 1656 Blount Glossogr.

y
Codet a Volume conteining

divers books ; more particularly a Volume of the Civil Iaw
so called, which was reduced into one Code, or Codice,

by Justinian. 1756-7 tr. h'eysler's Trav. (17601 II. 355 The
manuscript of the Theodosian code. 1818 Cruise Digest

led. 2) V. 170 It is said in Justinian's Code.

b. A systematic collection or digest of the

laws of a country, or of those relating to a par-

ticular subject.

(In modern use, chiefly since the promulgation of the

French Code Civile or Code Na/oUon, in 1804.)

1735 Pope Donne Sat. 11. 96 Larger far Than civil codes

with all their glosses are. 1771 Junius Lett. xliv. 237 There
is no code in which we can study the law of parliament.

1818 Cruise Digest led. 2) I. 2 The different German tribes

were first governed by codes of laws formed by their re-

spective chiefs. 18*8 W. Sewell Oxf. Prize Ess. 33 Their
penal code was formed in no sanguinary spirit. 1844 Ld.

Brougham Brit. Const, xix. § 1 (1863) 301 Every govern-

ment is bound to digest the whole law into a code.

2. transf A system or collection of rules or

regulations on any subject.

1809 10 Coleridge Friend 11865* >58 In the legislative as

in the religious code. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. iv. xxiv. 298

Christianity can never be reduced to a mere code of Ethics.

1875 H. E. Manning Mission H. Gttost xiii. 352 The Sermon
on the Mount contains the whole code of perfection.

b. 1 A collection of receipts or prescriptions

represented by the Pharmacopoeia * (Syd.Soc.Lex.).

3. a. A system of military or naval signals,

b. Telegr. A system of words arbitrarily used

for other words or for phrases, to secure brevity

and secrecy ; also attrib.
%
as in code telegram , word.

1808 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. IV. 21 A long letter

respecting, .a code of signals for tne army. 1875 Jevons
Money (1878) 166 Maritime codes of signals. z88o Brit.

Postal Guide 241 Code telegrams are those composed of
words, the context of which has no intelligible meaning.
1884 Pall Mall G. 12 Sept. 5/1 Telegraph companies had
to face . . the extension of the use of code words.

t 4. A collection of writings forming a book,

such as the Old or the New Testament. Also, a

recognized division of such forming a volume. Obs.

1701 Grew Cosm. Sacr. iv. i, Then having learned the

Hebrew tongue and procured A copy of the Hebrew code.

1736 Hailky (folio^ Code, a Volume or Book. 17514 Palev
Evid. 1. 1. ix. § 3 The Christian Scriptures were divided into

two codes or volumes. Ibid., Intending by the one a code

8
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or collection of Christian sacred writings, as the other ex*
pressed the code or collection of J ewish sacred writings.

5. Comb.
1823 Cobbett Rur. Rides (18851 39° The humane code*

softener. 1831 Carlyle Misc. (.1872) III. 241 Code-makers
and Utilitarians.

t Code, *W Obs. Also coode. Pitch, cobbler's

wax.
1358 Ord. in Riley Lond. Mem. (1868) 301 Code, rosin, or

other manner of refuse [litour]. c 1440 WYCLIF Ex. \\. 3
(MS. Bodl. 2771 Sche took a segge Ieep, and clemede it with
coode [138a glewishe cley, 1388 tar], C 1440 Promp. Pan>.
85 Code, sowters wex [H. P. coode]. c 1485 Digby Myst.
(1882) 11. 103 Be-paynted with sowters code.

fCode, sb.t Obs. Also cud, CUDX. [The ME.
5 with corresp. Sc. u points to an OE. *c6d, which
is however unknown.] A chrism-cloth. (Very
common in Sc. in 16th c. : see Cude.)
c 1420 Anturs ofArth. xviii, Cristunt and crisumte, with

condul and with code. 1483 Cath. Angl. 85 Cud, crismale.

Code (k<?ud), v. rare. [f. Code sbX\ trans.

To enter in a code.

1815 Milman Fazio (1821) 85 Robbery. . Is sternly coded
as a deadly crime. 1885 Law Times LXXX. 44/1 The
clerk was engaged . . in forwarding these messages, all of

which he coded as having been sent out at 2.25.

Code, obs. form of Cud.

f Codebec. Obs. = Caudebeck.
1656 Blount Glossogr. To Rdr., To furnish you with a

Vigone, Codebec, or Castor. 1688 Lond. Gas. No. 2399/4
An Oval Leather Hatcase with a new Codebec edged Hat.

Co-debtor, -decree : see Co-.

Co-declina tion. Astron. [Co- 4.] Com-
plement of the declination.

1812 Woodhouse Astron. i. 8 Its co-declination, or, which
is now the more usual term, its North polar distance.

Co-defe'ndant. [Co- 3 c] Joint defendant,

defendant in conjunction {with).

1640-4 Prynne's Petition in Rushw. Hist. Coll. m. (1692)

I. 74 Denying him Access to his Councel, and Conference
with his Co-defendants. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. xi.

(JodA Any landlord may, by leave of the court, be made a
co-defendent to the action. 1885 Law Times' Rep. LI I. 642
Two persons who were made co-defendants.

Codeia (k^dria). Cham. [f. Gr. Kwhua : see

Codeine, and cf. morphia, morphine, etc.] —Co-
deine.
1868 Royle & Headland Mat. Med. (ed. 5) 312 Codeia.

.

was discovered by Robiquet in 1 832. 1875 H. Wood Thcrap.

(1879)231 Poisoning .. by codeia. 1883-4 Med. Annual
18/1 Opium and its alkaloid codeia.

Co-de*ify» ^- [see Co- 1.] trans. To deify to-

gether, to make participator of the divine nature.

1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (ed. 4) 93 He is godded with God,
and codeified with him. 1683 Pordage Myst. Div. 58 Co-
deified and consubstantiated with the Father.

Codeilie (.kju'dz'iain). Chem. Also codeina.

[f. Or. Kutdcta head, poppy-head + -ine.] A white

crystalline alkaloid (C 18 H 21 NO s ) contained in

opium, and used as a hypnotic ; discovered and

named in 1832 by Robiquet of Paris.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 250 Of Codeina.
x88i Nature XXIV. 293 M. Grimaux has succeeded in

producing codeine, identical in properties with the naturally

occurring alkaloid.

Codeless (k^»*dles), a. [f. Code sbA + -less.]

Without a code.
1864 H. Jones Holiday Pap. 384 The codeless law of love.

Co-delight, -delinquent, -denization,
-descendant, -despairer, etc. : see Co-.

Codelynge, obs. form of Codling.

Codenac, variant of Codiniac.

Codes, int. : see Coads.

II Codetta (kode-tta). Mns. [Ital., dim. ofCoda.]
A short coda ; see also quot. 1869.

1869 Oi'seley Counterp. xx. 164 Sometimes a few notes

are subjoined to the subject, though they do not really form
an essential part of it, in order to lead melodiously into the

countersubject. Such an interposed passage is called a
' codetta ' or ' conduct '. 1879 Grove Diet. Music I. 377/1
Codetta is the diminutive of Coda, from which it offers no
material differences except in dimensions.

Codex (kJ>i-deks). PI. codices (k<?u-dis/z).

[a. L. codex, later spelling of caudex trunk of a

tree, wooden tablet, book, code of laws.]

+ 1. = Code 1, 2. Obs.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xl. (1887) 228 In the fourth

booke of Iustinians new Codex, the thirtenth title. 1622
Fletcher Sp. Curate iv. vii, The codexes o' th' law. 1659
Gentl. Call. iv. § 24. 408 The whole codex of Christian
precepts. 1753 Scots Mag. Sept. 460/1 A new codex, or body
of the laws.

2. A manuscript volume : e.g. one of the ancient

manuscripts of the Scriptures (as the Codex Sinai'
ticus, Alexandrinus, Vaticanus, etc.), or of the
ancient classics.

1845 M. Stuart O. T. Canon viii. (1849! 185 Account for
the speedy loss or destruction of most codices once in cir-

culation. 1875 Scrivener Led. Text N. Test. 26 Tischen-
dorf's great discovery, the Codex Sinaiticus. Ibid. 59 The
characters in Codex B are somewhat less in size than those
of Codex A.

3. ' In medicine, a collection of receipts for the

preparation of drugs' {Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; spec, the

French Pharmacopoeia.

Cod-fish : see Cod sb.z 1 b.

Codger (k^'d^aa). dial, and colloq. [perh. a

dial. var. of Cadger: the two words are now used

quite differently in the colloquial language of

London and the towns generally ; but in some
dialects they are identical, while in others codger

had formerly a contemptuous sense which might
easily arise out of cadger .]

1. dial. A mean, stingy, or miserly (old) fellow
;

sometimes, like cadger, a pedlar, tramp, or beggar.
1796 Mad. D'ARBLAvCrt;«/i7<xix.iv.(D.), He. .said . . nothing

should induce him ever to help me again. What a mere
codger that lad has turned out. 1818 Todd, Codger, con-

temptuously used for a nuser, one who rakes together all he
I can. 1875 Parish Sussex Dial., Codger, a miser ; a stingy

old fellow. 1876 South Warwkksh. Gloss., Codger, a miser.

1877 E. Peacock N. IV. Line. Gloss., Codger, a dirty, mean
old man. 1880 Miss Courtney W. Cornwall Gloss., Codger,
cadger, a tramp ; a mean pedlar ; a term of contempt.

D. dial. A testy or crusty (old) man.
1880 Antrim $ Doivn Gloss., Codger, a crusty old fellow.

1888 Lowsley Berksh. IVds., Codger, a testy old man: an
old man having queer habits.

2. low colloq. A familiar or jocosely irreverent

term applied a. originally to an elderly man, usu-

ally with a grotesque or whimsical implication.

1756 Murphy Apprentice 1. (1764) 16 Old Cojer must not
smoke that I have any concern. 1775 Gakrick Bon Ton 32
My Lord's servants call you an old out-of-fashion'd Codger.
Ibid. 33 That for you, old Codger isnaps his fingers 1

. 1789
Wolcott iP. Pindar) Subj./or Painters Wks. 1812 II, We
want no proofs, old Codger, but your face. X797-1805 S. &
Ht. Lee Canterb. T. III. 267 The queer codger fancies

them his new relations. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. 11824)

89 A gouty old codger of an alderman. 1821 Shelley Let.

Mrs. S. Aug. (Camelot ed. 1 355, I . . sign the agreement for

the old codger's house. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge (18631

2 The old gentleman was rather a quiet-going codger. 1876
Robinson Whitby Gloss., Codger, a stout, comfortable look-

ing old man.

b. In more general application : Fellow, chap.

1839 Dickens Nich. Nick, lx, ' I haven't been drinking
your health, my codger', replied Mr. Squeers. 1851 Doug-
las Jerrold St* Giles's 23 (Hoppe) And that's what they '11

do with you, my little codger. 1863 Hajupsh. Gloss., Codger,

a name given when familiarly addressing an acquaintance.

Codical (kf'dikal), a. [f. L. codic- stem ofCodex
+ -al. L. had caudicdlis in lit. sense ' pertaining

to tree-trunks'.] Pertaining to, or of the nature

of, a codex or code.
1864 in Webster.

t Codice. Obs. rare. [ad. L. codice-m, or a sing,

of codice-s : see Codex.] = Code.
1656 [see Code sbA 1].

Codicil (kp-disil). Also 5 (eondicylle), 6-7
codicill, 7 codecil, 8 codicel. [ad. L. codicill-us

(chiefly in pi.}, dim. of codex Codex.]
1. Law. A supplement to a will, added by the

testator for the purpose of explanation, alteration,

or revocation of the original contents.

1490CAXTON Eneydos xxvii. (1890* 100 This is my testament

and my last will, my eondicylle and my willynge mreuocable
and permanent. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent, excii. 1195
Hee meant not to deface the remembrance of the things

which he had written afore . . in the testament or last Will

of Jacob : but to make as it were a Codicill vnto it. a 1661

Fuller Worthies 1. 161 He bequeathed to [them]., one
hundred pounds a piece by his Will, and as much by a
Codecil annexed thereunto, c 1720 Prior Alma 11. 80 To
appoint her, By codicil, a larger jointure. 1838 Dickens
Nich. Nick, i, He had, in a fit of very natural exasperation,

revoked the bequest in a codicil.

b. trans/, and fig. Supplement, appendix.

1784 H. Wali-ole Let. to De Soyres 27 Mar. in Acad. 25
Feb, 1882, We have at present so bitter a codicil to a most
severe Winter, that Berkeley Square was as much covered

with Snow this morning as It was two months ago. 1789
— Remin. ix, 67, I have done with royal personages.

Shall I add a codicil on some remarkable characters that I

remember? 1835 Lytton Rieuzi IX. vi. 398 Our compact is

sealed ; one word by way of codicil.

+ 2. Occas. in other senses of L. codicilli : A
writing-tablet, a letter or note written thereon ; an

account-book (L. codex) ; a diploma or letters

patent. Obs.

1640 G. Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn. 56 A paire of

Tab!,es, or Codicills, wherein to register the wise . . sayings

of others. 1699 Bentley Phal. xx. 539 The Codicills were
return'd with an Answer upon the same Wax where the

former Letter was written. ^1704 T. Brown Praise of
Poverty Wks. 1730 I. 93 His codicils or paper of accounts.

1781 Gibbon Decl. F. II. 25 The codicils or patents of

their office were curiously emblazoned.

Codicillary (kfxlisrlari), a. [ad. L. codicilld-

rius, -dris: see -aryI and 2.] Of the nature of,

or belonging to, a codicil.

1736 Ayliffe Parerg. 529 When any one makes a Testa-

ment, wherein he adds a Codicillary Clause. 1818-27

Phillimore Reports II. 30 (L.) An unfinished paper not

established as codicillary. 1875 Poste Gains n. comm.
(ed. 2) 245 To pay all codicillary legacies and trusts.

Codici-llular, a. nonce-wd. [f. L. type *codi-

cillulus (dim. of codicillus) + -ar.] Of the nature

of a little codicil or supplement.
1829 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842:1 I. 190 The little

codicillular appendage of the Edinburgh Reviewers.

+ Codie. Obs. rare- 1
* - Code sb.1

C1450 Henryson Mor. Fables 41 Of ciuill Law volumes
full many they reuolue, The Codies and Digests.

Co-die : see Co-.

Codification (kJuidifik^-Jan, kp:d-). [sb. of
action from Codify : prob. from mod.F.]
1. Reduction (<?/"laws) to a code.
1817 Bentham (title), Papers relative to Codification &

Public Instruction, c 1830 — Justice Codification Petit.
Wks. V. 639 1 No otherwise than by codification can the
reform here prayed for . . be carried into effect. 1840 Mill
Diss. Disc, Ben/ham (1859) I. 373 He [Bentham] de-
monstrated the necessity and practicability of codification,

or the conversion of all law into a written and systematically
:

arranged code. 1876 Green Short Hist. viii. 570 Bills were
laid before the House for the codification of the law.

2. gen. Systematization.
1874 Lkwls in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 695 (Lagrange

Hegel), At the best it is but a Method of codification, and
its merits must be estimated by its success in codifying the
results reached by Science. 1878 Fiskk in N. Amer. Rev.
CXXVI. 37 Science is but the codification of experience.

Codifier v
ktJ"-dif3i3.i;. [f. Codify + -kk.] One

who codifies.

1830 Bentham Wks. XI. 56 Buonaparte and his draughts-
men, his codifiers, etc. 1876 Fkekman Norm. Cong. V.
xxiv. 398 William, .as the codifier of the laws of Eadward.

Codify (kju-difsi, kf?*d-), v. [modern f. Code +
-FY, like classij'y, etc., prob. after F. codifier]

1. To reduce (laws) to a code; to digest.

(.1800 Bentham Gen. View of Comf>l. Code 0/ L^aius (L.l,

I propose to codify this. 1858 Bright Sft. Reform 10 Dec,
The laws had been codified and simplified. 1867 Macfarhen

I Harmony ii. 35 Modern theorists have codified the laws of
counterpoint.
absol. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. in Amer. (1839' I. 42

Bentham . . offered . . to codify for several of the United
States, and also for Russia.

2. gen. To reduce to a general system ; to sys-

I

tematize.

1873 ^ AliLE Phitol. Fug. 'Tongue § 193 He proceeds on the
principle of codifying the actual practice [of orthography].
1880 Jefferies Hodge M. II. 205 The grumbles, the

complaints and so forth, bad never been codified.

Hence Co'dified ppl. a., Co-ditying vbl. sb.

1861 I'kaksun Early Mid. Ages Eng. I. x.xxiii. 570 The
feeling of the times was against the codifying of customs.

1876 J. Parklk Paracl. 1. v. 56 There are codified lives that

can move only as the book permits.

Codignae, -digny, var. ff. Codiniac.

Codilla ;kcdi-la\ [app. dim. of It. coda\—L.
cauda tail ; but the history of the term is obscure.]

The coarse tow of flax or hemp.
1785 Act 25 Geo. Ill, c. 56 § 2 Short chucking . . codilla.

1794 Rigging <^ Seamanship 59 Codilla is a short hemp
taken from the root-end of Petersburgh. 1880 Daily News
II Dec. 3/8 Flax, tow, and codilla on the spot were quiet.

Codille (kidi'l). Also 8 codill. [F. codillem.,

ad. Sp. codillo knee of a quadruped, angle, etc.,

dim. oi codo elbow.] A term used at ombre when
the game is lost by the person who challenges to

win it.

1712-4 Port Rape Lock 111. 02 She sees, and trembles at

th' approaching ill, Just in the jaws of ruin, and Codille.

1729 Swift Jml. Mod. Lady Wks. 1755 III. 11. 190 Well,

if I ever touch a card ! Four mattadores, and lose codill

!

1878 H. H. Gibbs Ombre 26 If either of the adversaries win
the game, he is said to give codille to the ombre. Note. The
sense, .may be that one has driven the ombre into a corner,

or else that he has a blow from his adversary's arm.

T Codi'niac. Obs. Also 6 codignae, -dinac,

7 -denac, -din;n)iack, codigny. [a. F. codignae,

-at (Cotgr.), mod. cotignac, It. cod-, cotognata

(Florio), quince marmalade, f. cod-, cologno :—L.

cotdneus, var. of cydoneus Quince. See also Co-

TIMATE.] Quince-marmalade, quiddany.

1539 Anne Basset in M. A. E. Wood Lett, lllttst. Ladies
III. 149 The King . . commandeth me to write unto you for

more of the codiniac. 1577 Harrison England II. vi. 1 1877)

1. 148 Conserues, suckets, codinacs, marmilats. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens vi. xxxix. 708 The Codignae or Marmelade made
with honicis very good and profitable for the stomacke.

161 1 Cotgr., Codignat, Codiniack, or marmalade of Quinces.

Ibid., Cotignac, Codinniack. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11.

xii. § 4. 296 Several confections, as Marmalade, Codigny, etc.

Co-dirextiOHal, a. Math. [Co- 2.] Having

the same direction.

1863 K. Townsknd Mod. Geom. I. 1^7 The several bases

are parallel, equal, and co-directional with the several sides.

Co-discoverer, -divine : see Co-.

Codist ^kju-dist). rare. [f. Code + -ist, app.

after jurist] One learned in the Code or Civil

Law, or in the legal codes of different nations.

1853 Eraser's Mag. XLVII. 361 No man supposes him to

be a great jurist— a great comparative codist—a philo-

sophical legislator.

Codle, obs. form of Coddle.

Codling 1 (kp dlirj). Also 4-5 codlyng(e, 5

codelynge, 6 kodlynge, 7 codlin. [f. Cod sb$

+ -ling, dim. suffix.]

1. A young or small cod. (In early cookery

often treated as a distinct fish ; and prob. the

name included allied species of smaller size.)

13x4 m Wardr.Acc.ZEdiv. II, 21/12, 1 codling \id. C1420

Liber Cocomm (1862) 41 Take turbot, haddok, and gode

codlyng. 1:1435 in Wr.-Wiilcker 642/16 Hie mullus,

codlyng. c 1475 Ibid. 763 Hie crocodolus, a codlyng. 1513

W. deWorde Bk. Keruynge B iv a, Makrell & whytynge,

haddocke and codlynge. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Temple
61 Whose linnen-drapery is a thin, Subtile, and ductile cod-

lin's skin, 1655 Moufet & Bf.nnet Health's Improz: (1746)
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245 Called . . Codling, because ir is no longer than a Cod, and
yet hath the taste of Ling. z688 R. Holme Armoury 324
How several sorts of Fish are named, according to their

Age or Growth . . A Codd, first a Whiting, then a Codling,
then a Codd. 1740 R. Brookes Art ofAngling il xxx. 138
The Cod . . those that are small are call'd Codlings. 1865

J. G. Bertram Harvest ofSea x. (1873* 206 Smoked cod-
lings are extensively sold for Finnan haddocks. 1877
Blackie Wise Men 71 A single cod contains Some hundred
myriad codlings in its roc

b. attrib.

1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing 34 To take hym [pyke] ..

Take a codlynge hoke.

2. In America applied to fishes of the genus
Phycis, allied to the cod.

Codling - (Vdlin), codlin k^'dlin). Forms:

5 querdlyng, qwerdelyng, 6 codlyng, 6-7
quodling /e, quadling, 7- codling, codlin,
[The later forms quodling, codling, are perh. cor-

ruptions of the earlier querdling. The latter is

explained in the Promptorium as duracenum, app.

L. duracinus, -urn ' hard- berried, hard orig. said

of the grape, hence of other fruits, as peaches,

cherries, etc. Assuming that querdling had a

meaning corresponding to this, it has been sug-

gested that it might be a derivative of ME. qucrt
1 sound

1

;
though this is not very satisfactory

either in form or in sense.
Palgrave's explanation pomme citite, and Skinner'spomum

coctile, together with the very frequent references in the
17th c. to the coddling of apples orpippinssee Coddle v.*),

and the frequent spelling of the latter with </u-, seem to

show that the two words were thought to be connected.
But the form querdling, the late appearance of the verb
coddle, and want of early examples of* a descriptive phrase
'coddling apple', all tend to indicate that this association
was non-original and incidental.]

1. A variety of apple, in shape elongated and
rather tapering towards the eye, having several

modern sub-varieties, as Kentish Codling, Kes-
wick Codling, etc
From the beginning the name seems to have been applied

to a hard kind of apple, not suitable to be eaten raw;
hence to any immature or half-grown apple. In the begin-
ning of the 17th c. it was applied to a variety suitable to be
cooked while still unripe; but the peculiar codling shape
appears to have determined the modern application.
(-1440 Anc. Cookt-ry in J/ouseh. Ord. (1790' 472 Blomes

of querdelyngesor of other gode frute. c 1440 Promp. Pan>.
420/2 Querdlynge, appulle, Duracenum. 1530 Palsgr.
206/2 Codlyng, frute, pontine cvite. 1586 C«iAS Haven
Health at. 116361 100 Raw apples and Quodlings are by
this rule rejected. 1601 Shaks. Ttutl. X. 1. v. 167 As a
squash is before us a pescod, or a Codling when lis al-

most an Apple. 1635 Bacon Ess. Gardens lArb.) 556 In
Iuly .. Early Peares, and Plummes in Fruit; Ginnitings;
Quadlins. 1676 Worlidce Cyder (1691) 206 The Codling,
>>o called from the use it is put unto, is a very necessary
apple in the Kitchin. 171a Swift Midas, A codling e'er it

went his lip in, Wou'd strait become a golden pippin. 1715
Kersey, Codlin, a kind of Apple that is proper to be coddled
or stewed. [So Bailey 1721-1800.] 1740 Somervillk Hoth
I'hiol nt. «

1 749" 158 Green Codlings float In dulcet Creams.

1755 Johnson, Codling, an apple, generally codled, to be
mixed with milk [

' and, it may be added, an apple not quite
ripe '. Todd]. 180* W. Forsyth Fruit-trees 59 The
Codlin is generally the first apple that is brought to market
1879 Prior Ptant-n., Codlin, originally coddling, from
coddle, to stew or boil lightly, a boiling apple, an apple for

coddling or boiling, a term used in Shakspeare of an
immature apple, such as would require cooking to be eaten,
but now applied to a particular variety,

b. The tree which bears codlings.

1657 Austen Fruit Trees L 66 It is the custom to make
. .hedges of Quodlings, Plums and vines. 1669 Worlidce
Syst. Agric. 11681) 129 The Kentish Codling is very easily

propagated by Slips or Suckers. 1879 Jefferiks Wild
Life in S. Co. 176 They [goldfinches) build in the same
trees—bushy-headed codlings.

C. Hot codlings : roasted apples (formerly com-
monly sold hot in the London streets).

c 1624 Ford, etc Sun's Darling lit. iii, If I be not deceeved,
I ha' seen Summer go up and down with hot codlings.
a i8« Popular Song, A little old woman, her living she
got, By selling hot codlings, hot, hot, hot. 1881 Daily Tel.

33 Feb., Hot codlings may now be sought for in vain.
(Gifiord explained quot. 1624 as' green pease' (cf. Cod-

ling '); but his grounds for this appear insufficient. Cf.
however Coddle v. 1 2, as used of peas; whence, it has
been suggested,

4 roasted peas ' may nave been called cod-
dlings.)

t 2. Jig. Applied to a raw youth. Obs.
1610 B. Jonson Alch. l i, Sub. Who is it Dol? DoL A

fine yong quodlmg. Foe. O, my lawyer s clarke, I lighted

on last night, f 1640 Shirley Copt. Undertvit iv. li. in

Bullen O.Pl. (1883^ II. 379 Take a very fine young Codling
heire and pound him as small as you can . . then you must
cozen him. 1663 Flagellum ; or O. Cromwell, All the

Codlings and emoryons of Triploc.

3. Irons/. ' Codlins. Limestones partially burnt.

North * (Halliwell).

4. attrib. and Comb., as codling-apple, -hedge, -tart,

-tree; codling-moth, a species of moth {Catpo-

capsa pomonelta > the larva of which feeds on the

apple ; codlings-and-crearn, a popular name of

the Willow-herb {Epilobium hirsutum), from the

smell of its flowers, or of its leaves when bruised ;

codling-shaped a., of the elongated and tapered
shape of a codling.

1767 Mokro in Phil. Trans. LVII, 489 Two dozen of

*codling apples, c 1705 Celia Fiennes Diary 11888, 300 A
*Coddhng hedge secured a walke of orange and Lemmon
trees in perfection. 1885 H. C. M ' Cook Tenants OldFarm
92 The caterpillar of the "codling-moth. 1670 Ray CataL
Plant. Angl. (Britten & H.), Called. ."Codlings and Cream,
from the smell of the leaves a little bruised. 1663 Pepys
Diary 27 July, We liked very well their "Codlin tarts. 1639
MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp. Canterb., When the "quodlin^e
tree was sold. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 267 The
Branch of a Willow, Codling-Tree or Vine will take root
being set in the ground. 1881 Garden 4 Feb. 72/2 Most of
the *Codlin tribe . .keep equally free from canker or mildew.

tCo"dling 3
. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Cod sb. 1 + -ling,

dim. suffix.] Scrotum ; applied erroneously to the

inguinal sacs of the beaver: sec Codj^. 1 4 b.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vi. (1641) 50/2 The wise
Bever, who, pursu'd by foes, Tears-off his codlings, and
among them throwes.

Co dling 4
. (See quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Codling, a balk sawed into
lengths for staves. It is cleft or rived into staves by means
of a frow and mallet.

Codling 5.

(The alleged sense 'green peas ' in Halliwell appears to be
founded solely upon a conjecture of Gifford's on the fol-

lowing passage, and that in Sun's Darling (Codling*
1 0 for 'hot codlings', which he also took for *pcas\
I f ' coddled ' or roasted peas 1 Coddle v. ' 2) were ever called
coddlings, this may be the sense here ; but evidence is

wanting. In any case there appears to be a coarse allusion
to Cod 1

4, Codling '.)

l 16*3 Ford, etc. Witch ofEdmonton 11. i, In the pease-
field ? has she a mind to codlings already ?

t Co'dlinged, ///. a. [f. Codling 2 + -ed.]

Made into, or treated as a codling.
1661 K. W. ConfCharac, Pragm. Pulpitfiller (1860)83

A half stewed codling'd philosopher.

Co'd-liver oi'l. Oil expressed from the liver

of the cod-fish, much used in medicine.
Recommended in 1783 by Dr. T. Percival as a cure for

chronic rheumatism, but app. not taken up. Introduced
into medical practice on the continent in 1825, and into

English practice in 1846-7, as a remedy for consumption.
[1615 t. S. Britain's Buss (in Arb. Garner III. 646)

Cod-fishing. Of the livers of those thirty-five Last offish,

may well be made five Tun of train oil worth at least £12
a tun.] 1783 T. Percival in I.ond. Med. Jml. III. 392 It

will be doing some service to the healing art to communi-
cate to the public a brief account oftheoleum jecoris Aselli
or cod liver oil ; the salutary properties of which I believe

have been little experienced beyond the vicinage of Man-
chester. 1846 W. H. Ranking Retrosp. Addr. 119 Aug.) in

Trans. Prot: Med. a> Surg. Assoc. (1847) III. 182 The only
observation worthy of notice, in reference to the treatment
of phthisis is also made by Dr. Thompson . . that he has
derived more benefit from cod-liver oil than from any other
medicine. 1870 tr. Xieniayer's Pulm. Consump. (New Syd.
Socj 63 As if cod-liver oil could take the place of fresh air.

Co dlock. Sc. A sea-fish, the Spotted Blenny.
1805 Isee Clubbock]. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. II.

380 Sea-fish . . found in the harbour, clubbocks or codlocks.

Co-domestication : see Co-.

Codonostome. Biol. Oftener in Lat. form
codono'stoma. [f. Gr. kojSojv bell + aroyxx mouth.]
' The bell-shaped aperture of the disc of a medusa
... or the mouth of a medusifonn gonophore

*

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1870 Nicholson Zool. 85 The term 1 codonostoma ' has

beenproposed to designate the open mouth of the bell.

+ Cod-piece. Obs. Also codpis, -piss. [f.

Cod sb. 1 4 + Piece.]

1. A bagged appendage to the front of the close-

fitting hose or breeches worn by men from the 15th

to the 17th c. : often conspicuous and ornamented.
1 1460 Towneley Myst. 313 A kodpese like a pokett.

isv Palsgr., Codpese, bratette. 1555 Eden Decades 1.

VnL 38 The men . . inclose their priuie members in a gourde
cutte after the fashion of a codde-piece. 1990 Sir J.
Smyth Disc. Weapons 38 The arrowes .. light either upon
their breasts, bellies, cod peeces, thighes, knees or legges.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. XL vii. 53. 1598 Marston Pygtnal.
Sat. 11. 145 Nay then Tie neuer raile at those That weare
a codpis, thereby to disclose What sexe they are. 1648
Herrick Hesper., Upon Shark, If the servants search,

they may descry In his wide codpeece, dinner being done,
Two napkins cramm'd up, and a silver spoonc. 1651 Ash-
mole Theat. Chem. Prol. 13 Uncouth Words . . as a . . Cod-
piece. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy, Slawhenb. Tale, He put

nis breeches with his fringed cod-piece on.

b. trans/. A similar appendage to female attire,

worn on the breast.

1577 Harrison England 11. vii. (1877) 1. 170 (The women's]
doublets with pendant codpeescs on the brest.

c A1
. „

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. M, ii. 122 For the rebellion of

a Cod-peece, to take away the life of a man r x68s N. O.
Boileau's Lutrin 11. 15 Could not Faith once plighted..

Cool thy hot Cod-piece, but thou must be GaddingT
2. attrib. , as cod-piece button ;

cod-pieoe point,
the lace with which the cod-piece was fastened.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. iv. iv. 61 He . . made the
yoong man untrusse his codpeece point. 1599 Nashe
Lenten Stuffe (1871) 39 Whereof the foremost codpiece
point is the crane's proverb in painted clothes, ' Fear God,
and obey the King '. 1658 tr. Bergerac's Satyr. Char. i. 1

Winter hath tyed earths Codpiece point. 1703 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. 56 It is us'd for Tobacco-boxes, Cod-piece-
buttons, etc

Hence f Cod-pieced a.

1575 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (18841 08 Larg bellid kod-
peasid dublett>. 1655 tr. Francion 1-111. 12 Any cold cod-

pieced fellow.

t Cods, cod's. Obs. A perversion of God's,
in oaths and exclamations ; cf. Ads, Ods, Ecods.
1569 T« Preston Cambises in Hazl. Dodsl. IV. 221 By

Cod's nails I vow, Upon thy pate my staff I wilt lay. 1668
Shadwell Sullen Lovers iv. Wks. 1720 I. 72 Cods my life-

kins ! Stanford, I am heartily sorry. 1698 Vanbrugh &sop
iv. ii, ' Cods-fish !

' quoth he, * 'twas well you spoke 1

'

Cod's-head.
1. ///. The head of a cod-fish, attrib., as cod's-

head soup.

+ b. fig.
' Stupid head.* Obs.

1607 Dre7vitls Arraignm. in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) III. 56
Lloyd Ithreatning he] woulde try acquaintance with the
others cods-heade.

2. A stupid fellow, a blockhead. (Sometimes
amplified as ' a cod's head and shoulders'.)
1566 Drant Horace, Sat. 111. Bivb, This coddes heade.

.

This asse, doth wante his comon sence. 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. Wits i. 1596 2 His [Cicero s] sonne .

.

prooued but a Cods-head. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 12. 2/2
I hat Jobbernole Which Men call a Cods-head. 1886 Sat.
Per. 6 Mar. 328/1 If he had not been what is called in
familiar parlance a cod's-head-and-shoulders himself.

Hence f Cod's-headed a., stupid.
1708 Motteux Rabelais v. xxix. (1737) 135 The silly Cods-

headed Brothers of the Noose.

Codship. [see -.ship.] A humorous title for a cod.
1865 J. G. Bertram Jfarvest of Sea \. (1873) 14 The

curiosities found in the intestinal regions of his codship.

Codulle, codel, codelyngo, obs. ff. Cuttle.
1440 Promt. Parv. 81 Codulle, fysche, septa. t 1450

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 593/26 Lotigo, a codelynge. Ibid.

611/39 Sicca, quidam piscis est, a codel.

t Co dware ]
- Obs. [f. Cod sb* + Ware sb.]

1. Podded vegetables, pulse.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvti. xcv. (1405^ 662 Legu.
miua: codware that seruyth to potage. lout., Amonge
codware Lupines and beenys ben grettest. 1669 Worliuge
Syst. Agric. (1681) 161 Of all the sorts of Codware, there is

none so fruitful, .as. .the French or Kidney-bean.

2. = Cod sb. 1 4.
c 1460J. Russell in Babees Bk. 135 Put not youre handes

in youre hosen youre codware for to clawe.

Co dware Sc. [f. Cod sb? + Ware sb.]

A pillow-case. {Sc. and north, dial.)

't 1488 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scotl. I. 151 Thre elne and a
half of smal braide clayth to be cod wayris to the King.
1530 Inv. in Nugae Derelictx (1880) x. 9 Item vj codas
wl iiij codwaris. 156a Wills 9r Jnr. X. C. '1835) 206 iiij°r

coddwayeres & four towells. 1676 Galston Kirk Sess. Rec.
in Old Ch. Life Scotl. (1885) 139 Two napkins and linen to
be a codware to keep them in.

t Cod-worm. Obs. [f. Cod sb. 1 + Worm.] A
caddis-worm ; = Cod-bait.
1496 Bk. St. A/bans, Fishing 25 Take the grete redde

worme and the codworme togyder. 1653 Walton Angler
91 The May flie, which is bred of the Cod-worm or Caddis.

Coe, sb. 1 local Mining. Also Sc. cow. [The
Sc. form is more etymological, corresp. to Du.
kouw, MDu. and MLG. couwe, cSje, Ger. kauet

MUG. kouxve, k&we, in same sense, also * cage * :—
WGcr. type *kauja. a. L. cavea hollow, stall, cage,

coop, etc., f. cavus hollow. App. introduced from
Low German as a mining term.
The same L. original gave Cavie, and (through Romanic)

Cage ; also the last syllable of Decoy, Du. kooi, cage.]

A little hut built over a mine-shaft, as a protec-

tion to the shaft, or as a repository for ore, tools,

etc. Hence coe-sha/t, coe-stead (t 'Stid).

1653 Man-love Lead Mines 117 Such as be cavers, or do
rob men's coes. ibid. 359 Water-holes, Wind-holes, Veyns,
Coe-shafts and Woughs. Ibid. 273 Fleaks, Knockings,
Coestid, Trunks and Sparks of oar. 1747 Hooson Miner's
Diet. I j b, Fleaks (are) those very useful things that the

miner uses to make for Shelter when he has as yet no Coe
to hold off the Wind and Kain frum his Shaft. 1815
Farey Agric. $ Min, Derbyshire I. 360 Coes, or small

buildings, .for stowing the ore, tools, etc 18*5 79 Jamie-
son, Cow, a rude shed erected over the mouth of a coal-pit.

Dumfr. 1890 A Correspondent says '.
* The word is still in

use among Derbyshire lead-miners '.

9
'\ The following absurd 'explanation' of Phillips

has been uncritically repeated in the Dictionaries.

1678 Phillips (App.\ Coe, a word used among Miners,
and signifying the little recess which they make for them-
selves under ground still as they work lower and lower.

1708- 15 Kersey. So LIailey, Ash, and recent compilers.

Coe, st>.~ local. Also caw. [A worn-down form
of Cothe, coath, ME. cothe ^ OE. coOu, code disease,

sickness (of cattle, etc.)-] A disease in sheep, the

rot. Also in Comb. % as coe-grass (see quot. 1888).
1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (i8i3)2i8Tocommunicate

the caw or rot in sheep. 1879 Chard <fr
llminster Xews 25

Jan., There were two kinds of coe; one described as fluke

coe or liver rot : the other as wet coe, or dropsy. 1888

Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk., Coe-grass, said to be

the cause of the coe in sheep and cattle

—

funcus bufonius.

Coe, v. local. Also caw. [f. prec. sb. : see

Cothe v.] trans. To give (sheep) the coe or rot.

Hence Coed {coad, caud, cawed , ppl. a., diseased.

1746 Exmoor ScoldingiY,. D. S.i 40, A wud ha' had a coad,

riggelting, parbeaking, piping Body in tha ! Gloss., Coad,
or Caud, unhealthy, consumptive, or cored like a rotten

sheep. 1879 Chard <y llminster Xews 25 Jan., How long

will it take to coe a sheep? .. one night. 1884 Blacktv.

Mag. Nov. 636/2 Cawed mutton. 1888 Elworthy W.
Somerset Word-bk., Wet pastures are »aiU to coe the

sheep.
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Coe, variant of Co, Obs. jackdaw.

t Coeate, v. Obs. rare-', [irreg. f. L. coco,

to go together, copulate + -ate.] To copulate.

1576 Baker Jewell ofHealth 64 At the fourth daye. .to

coeate worketh a marueylous matter in Conception.

Ccecal, coeeiform, coeeum : see Cecal, etc.

tCo-e'dify, v. Obs. [see Co- I.] trans. To
build together. (Cf. Ephes. ii. 22.)

*579 J- Knewstub Confutation 70 a, Ministers of the holie

word, which . . were . . coedified with God.

Co editor, -ship : see Co- 2 b.

Co-educa tion. [Co- 3a: of U. S. origin.]

Education of the two sexes together in school or

college.

1874 E. H. Clarke Sex in Edue. 123 In these pages, co-
education of the sexes is used in its common acceptation of
identical co-education. 1874 S. W. Higginson ibid. 37 Any
physiologist opposed to co-education.

Hence Co-educa tional a.

i88t IVilliamsport (Pa.) Sun $ Banner VIII. No. 3. 1

It is a co-educational school.

Co-effe ct. [Co- 3 a.] A joint or concomitant
effect.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 34 Discernment is not
the cause but concomitant of action, or co-effect ofthe same
cause. 1778 Phil. Tram. LXVIII. 490 We shall be em-
barassed by the degrees of these co-effects.

Coeffeffe, coeffeoffe, obs. ff. Co-feoffee.

t Co-e -

fficacy. rare- 1
. [Co- 3 a.] Joint effi-

cacy.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ef. iv. xiii. 228 The efficacie

of these Stars, or coefhcacie particular in medications

t Co-effi'ciency. rare- 1
, [f. Co- 3a; cf. next.]

Joint efficiency, cooperation ;
' the state of acting

together to some single end ' (J.).
1665 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. xiv. 81 The managing, .of this

work by the Spirits co-efficiency requires that they be kept
together without distraction or dissipation.

Coefficient (kjuiefrjent), a. and sb. [f. Co- 2

+ Efficient. Cf. F. coefficient sb. In senses A
and B I often written with hyphen.]
A. adj. Cooperating to produce a result.

1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 31 Without other Coefficient cause.

B. sb. 1. A coefficient cause ; a joint agent or

factor in producing an effect or result.

1708-15 in Kersey.
<

1721 Bailey Coefficient, that which
causes, makes or brings to pass together with another.

'755 Johnson, Coefficient, That which unites its action
with the action of another. 1838 De Quincey C. Lafub Wks.
IX. in Some marked originality of character in the writer
becomes a co-efficient with what he says to a common
result. 1865 Grote Plato II. xxiii. 176 Socrates will not
allow such agencies to be called Causes : he says that they
are only co-efficients.

2. Math. a. Algebra. A number or quantity

placed (usually) before and multiplying another
quantity known or unknown.
_
[According to Hutton, Vieta, who died in 1603, and wrote

in Latin, introduced coefheiens in this sense.]
Thus in 4x'2+2ax, 4 is the coefficient of 2 of ax, and

2il of x. Coefficients are sometimes distinguished as
numerical (i. e. represented by arithmetical figures) and
literals, e. represented by algebraical letters).

1708-15 in Kersey. 1721 in Bailey. 1734 Berkeley
Analyst § 9 Rules for obtaining the fluxions of all other
products and powers ; be the coefficients or the indexes what
they will. 1775 De Lol.mf. Eng . Const. Introd., The mathe-
matician., begins by freeing his equation from co-efficients.

1875 Todhunter Algebra i. 4. 1879 S. Highley in Casselfs
Techn. Educ. IV. 292/2, I have detected an error in one of
the numerical coefficients of the formula.

b. Physics. A multiplier that measures some
property of a particular substance, for which it is

constant, while differing for different substances.
e. g. Coefficient offriction, expansion, torsion, etc.

1829 Nat. Philos., Optics ii. 4 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.) The
number 1*336 which regulates the refraction of water, is

called its index, or exponent, or co-efficient of refraction.

1871 B. Stewart Heat § 33 The co-efficient of expansion of
a substance is the expansion for one degree of temperature
of that quantity of the substance whose length or volume
was unity at a certain standard temperature. 1879 G.
Prescott Sp. Telephone 123 Magnetization . . produces a
diminution in the coefficient of elasticity in iron wire. 1879
Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. 1. 1. § 300 The relative velocity
of separation after the impact, .to which we give the name
Coefficient of Restitution . . In most modern treatises this
is called a ' coefficient of elasticity ', which is clearly a
mistake.

c. Differential coefficient: the quantity which
measures the rate 01 change of a function of any
variable with respect to that variable.
1708-15 Kersey, Coefficient of any generating Term (in

Geometrical Fluctions) is the Quantity which arises by
dividing that Term by the generated Quantity. 1855 Wal-

lace in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) IX. 688/2 The expression ~
is called the first differential co-efficient ot the function u,
or the differential co-efficient of the first order. 1875 Tod-
hunter Diff. Calc. xxvii. 392.

Coefficiently, adv. [f. prec. + -LT.] In a
coefficient manner

; by cooperation.
1818 in Todd

; 1828 in Webster ; and in subseq. Diets.

Co-effluent, etc. : see Co-.
Coehorn, cohorn (kc^-h^m). Mil. [f. the
name of Coehorn (kz?hom, i.e. cow-horn), the
Dutch military engineer.] A small mortar for

throwing grenades, introduced by Baron Coehorn.
In full, coehorn mortar.
1705 Lond. Gaz.No. 4104/2 The 30 Coehorn Mortars.,

did much damage. 1712 E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 144 Hurt
with one of our Grenado-Shels, which broke in the Bark,
when fir'd out of the Cohorne. 1748 Smollett Rod.
Rand, xxxii, The battery, .strengthened by two mortars
and twenty-four cohorns. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson 48 The
Mahonesa, of 34 guns, besides cohorns and swivels. 1853
Stocqueler Mil. Encycl. s. v., Four inches two-fifths is the
calibre of the British coehorn.

b. attrib.

1746 in Naval Chron. (1799) I. 5 He. .threw some cohorn
shells. 1765 R. Jones Fireworks iv. 107 For a coehorn
balloon, let the diameter of the fuze hole be seven-eighths
of an inch. 1790 Beatson Nav. <$ Mil. Mem. I. 383
The ship had been three times set on fire by the cohorn
shells.

Ccelacanth (sz'lakscnb), a. and sb. Zool. [ad.

mod.L. Ccelacanthus, name of the typical genus,
f. Gr. koiK-os hollow + aitavQ-a. spine.]

A. adj. Having a hollow spine ; said of an ex-

tinct family of fishes. B. sb. A fish of the genus
Ccelacanthus or the family Callacanthidse.

Hence Ccelaca nthid, a member of the above
family. Ccelacanthine a. [cf. Ccelacanthini,

Huxley's name for the family], pertaining to the

Coelacanths. Ccelaca ntlioid, Ccelaca iithous a.,

like, or of the nature of, the Coelacanths.
1864111 Webster, Ccelacanth (adj.).

Caelar (srlai), a. rare. (Properly ceelar.)

[f. L. caelum, formerly spelt ccel-um, sky + -ak : cf.

solar.'] Belonging to the sky.

1855 Bailey Mystic 23 The fused orb . . rolls As fheretofore
upon its ccclar path.

Co-elder, -elevate, -elongated, etc. : see Co-.

Coelebaey, erron. form of Celibacy.

Co-ele'Ction. [Co- 3. Cf. late L. coelectus

'elected together' (1 Pet. v. 13)-] Joint election.

1611 Speed King fohu ix. viii. S 32 (R.)The bishops sent
. . their procurators also, to plead their right of coelection.

So Co-eleot a., jointly elected. Co-elector,
joint or fellow-elector.

1643 Prynne Sov. Power Pari. App. 206 We appeared at
the place and time prescribed, together with our Coelectors
sufficiently summoned. 1836 G. S. Faber Election (1842^

315 The co-elect Church which is in Babylon saluteth
you.

Coelelminth. (srlelminb). Zool. [f. mod.L.
Ccelelmintha, f. Gr. koiK-os hollow + thpivs,

i\/iiv9- intestinal worm.] One of the Cosltlmintha,

the name given by Owen to a division of the Kn-
tozoa having a distinct alimentary canal suspended
in a body-cavity ; a cavitary.

Hence Ccelelminthio (s«lelmrnjrik), a., belong-

ing to the Ccelelmintha.
1836-9 Owen in Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 134/2 The essential

character of the ccelelminthic structure. 1843 — Invertebr.
An. v, The Ccelelminthic class of Entozoa.

II
Coelenterata (sflentereHa), sb. pi. Zool.

Also ccelentera. [mod.L., f. Gr. koiA-os hollow +
tvrep-ov intestine + -dta, pi. neut. of -dlus, -ate.]

1. One of the primary groups into which Leuckart,

followed by others, divided the Animal Kingdom.
As constituted by him, the group contains animals
possessing a digestive cavity with which a pe-

ripheral system of canals frequently communicates,
with prehensile organs disposed in a circle round
the mouth, and all, or nearly all, provided with
thread-cells or nematocysts : divided into Ctetw-

phora, Actinozoa (corals, sea-anemones) and Hy-
drozoa.

1872 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. I. 1. ii. 6 Where there
is extremely little power of generating motion, as among.

.

the inferior Coelenterata, there is no nervous system. 1878
Bell Gegenbaner's Comp. Anat. 79 They call to mind the
stinging cells of the Coelenterata.

2. In later classifications the lower of the two
subdivisions of the Metazoa, distinguished from the
Ccelomata by having an intestinal canal but no
body-cavity or ccelome. In addition to the pre-

ceding, the Porifera or Sponges are placed in it.

1888 Rolleston & Jackson Animal Life 712.

Ccelenterate (sflentewt), a. and sb. [f. as

prec] A. adj. Belonging to the Coelenterata.

B. sb. A member of the Coelenterata.

1872 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. I. v. iii. 522 Among the
higher ccelenterate creatures. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson
Anim. Life 713 A development never attained in any Cce-
lenterate.

Ccelenteric (sHente-rik), a. [f. as prec. + -ic]

Belonging to the digestive cavity and system of
the Ccelenterata.

1875 tr. Schmidt's Desc. ty Darw. 31 The so-called Ccelen-
teric apparatus.

Coelest, ccelestial, eoelestine, etc. : see Cel-.

Cceliac (sz'liaek), a. (and sb.) Also 7-8 -ack,

cel-. [ad. L. cceliac-us, a. Gr. koiKicikos belonging
to the belly

; also, suffering in the bowels, f.

KoiXta belly, bowels (f. uoi\os hollow). Cf. F.

cceliapte (in Cotgr. celiac, celiaque).]

A. adj. Of or belonging to the belly, or cavity
of the abdomen.
Cceliac artery or axis, a thick short branch issuing from

the aorta just below the diaphragm, and giving off the
coronary, hepatic, and splenic arteries, t Cceliac passion
or flux a kind of chronic flux of the intestines. Cceliac
plexus, that process of the solar plexus which surrounds the
cceliac axis. Cceliac canal, in crinoids, a canal which runs
into the arms from the cceloma or body-cavity.
1662 J. Chandler Van Hclmont's Oriat. 222 In the Cce-

liack or belly passion, the Pylorus is never shut. 1681 tr.

Willis' Rem. Med. IVks. Vocab., Celiac vessels, Vessels
belonging to the belly. 1713 Cheselden Anal. 11726)104
Immediately below the diaphragm arises the cceliac artery
from the aorta. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 194/1 The cceliac

artery, called, also, cceliac axis, is one of the largest and
shortest of the vessels given off by the abdominal aorta.

1836 Macgillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav. xv. 197 It attacks
. .the cceliac plexus of the abdominal nerves. 1877 Hux-
ley Anat. Ihv. An. ix. 586 The subtentacular and cceliac

canals communicate with channels in the perivisceral tissue.

T B. sb. = Cceliac passion.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. Min. 76 The spleen [of a he-

goat] rosted lielpeth the cccliack.

t Cceliacal, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -al.] = prec.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 99 The branches of the Gate
Vein and the Cceliacall Arterie. 1634 T. Johnson tr.

Parey's IVks. 115 Other branches of the cceliacall arteries.

1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Flux, The Cceliacal is a
I lux of the Belly, wherein the Substances are evacuated
when but half digested.

Coelibate : see Celibate.

Coeli'COlist. Ch. Hist. [f. L. cxlicola heaven-
worshipper (f. cselum (formerly written cccluni) sky,

heaven + colere to worship, etc.) + 1ST.] One of a
sect of the fourth and fifth centuries who were
reputed to worship the heavens.
1856 J. H. Newman Callista 170 A Magian never can

become a Greek, or a Greek a Ccelicolist.

t Cceli'genous, a. Obsr ° [f. L. cseligen-tts,

formerly spelt coeligen-us (f. csel-um sky, heaven
+ -genus -bom) + -ous.] Heaven-bom.
1730-6 in Bailey. J775 in Ash.

Ccelio- M'lio), before a vowel cceli-, combining
form of Gr. KoMa bell)-.

l849~5z Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1 107/2 The nucleated bands
of the sympathetic, containing one or two ccelio-spinal
tubules.

Ccelo-1 (si'lo), before a vowel ccel-, combining
form of Gr. //ofAos hollow, in various scientific

terms, as CceTodont, a. [Gr. o5ous, o5oj't- tooth],

hollow-toothed (epithet of certain lizard-like

reptiles as distinguished from the pleodont or
solid -toothed). Ccelorrhizous, a. [Gr. /Si'fa

root], having hollow roots. Ccelorrhyncous, a.

[Gr. pvyxos beak], hollow-beaked (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

f Ccelo'stomy [ad. Gr. KoiXoirrop-La, f. r/ro/^a

mouth], hollowness of voice (cf. Celostohy).
Also Ccelacanth, Ccelosperm, etc.

1678 Phillips (App.), Coelostomie, a speaking with a
holIow_ voice. 1727 Art of speaking in Publick 64 (Jod.l
There is another vice of speaking .. which the Gralcians have
called ccelostomy ; it consists in mumbling, when a man
does not open his mouth wide enough for his words.

Coelo- 2
,

properly cselo-, combining form of

L. cselum, long spelt ceelum sky, heavens, as in

Ccelometer [see -meter], see quot. Coelo-
navigation, a term proposed for navigation by
observation of the heavens (opp. to geo-navigation).
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 30 Coelometer for illustrat-

ing nautical Astronomy.
Cceloma : see Ccelome.

II Ccelomata (sili?u-mata), sb.pl. Zool. [mod.L,
pi. neut. of *ccelomatus, f. Gr. Koikajim- hollow,
cavity: see Ccelome. (For formation, cf. Gr. daui-

ftaros, etc.)] The name given by Ray Lankester
to the higher of his two subdivisions of Enterozoa
(= Metazoa), including all of these that have a
ccelome or body-cavity, distinct from the enteric

or intestinal cavity (the other subdivision being
that of the Ccelenterata). It comprises all the
more highly developed animals, including Vermes.
1877 E. Ray Lankester in Q. Jml. Micros. Sc. XVII.

441. 1883 — in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 633/1 The Ccelomata,
one of the two great grades . . into which the higher ani-
mals, or Enterozoa as distinguished from the Protozoa, are
divided. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 333 The
Coelomata include the phyla Chordata, Mollusca, Arthro-
poda, Echinodermala, together with Vermes.

Ccelomate (sTlb~>>-met), a. & sb. [f. prec. + -ate.]

A. adj. Having a ccelome or body-cavity dis-

tinct from the intestinal cavity
;
belonging to the

Ccelomata. B. sb. A ccelomate animal.
1883 Ray Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 633/1 The

Mollusca agree in being Ccelomate with the phyla Verte-
brata, Platyhelmia, etc. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim.
Life 7t3 It is not likely that Coelomate forms are derived
from Coelenterate.

Ccelomatic (snomartik), a. [f. Gr. KoiAoijtctT-

stem of uoika/ia (see Ccelome) + -10.] Pertaining

to a ccelome ; = Ccelomic.
1878 Bell Gegenbaner's Anat. 216 The two ccelomatic

tubes nipped off from the enteron gradually increase in size.

Ccelomatous (silau-matas), a. [f. as prec. +
-ous.] = Cqslomate a.
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Coelome, coelom (sf-loum, -cm). Zool. Also

in Lat. form ccelo'ma. [ad. Gr. xoiKapa a hollow,

cavity, f. koi\os hollow.] The body-cavity of

a coelomate animal.
1878 Bell Gegenbauer's Anat. 135 The cirri . . enclose

a continuation of the ccelom, so that the perienteric fluid

can enter into them. 1870 tr. Haeckcts Evol. Man L
ix. 260 We will in future calf this cavity the coeloma. 1888

Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 333 A cavity or asystem
of cavities or channels, known as the coelome.

Coelomic (ilVmik), a. [f. Coelome + -ic]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a coelome.
1&81 A. M. Marshall in frill. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 73 The

separation of the layers of the mesoblast so as to give rise to

a coelomic cavity. 1885 Athcnxum 11 Apr. 474/2 The shell

glands of the phyllopods. .have no ccclomic openings.

Coelosperm (v*l0|>p5im). Bot. [f. Gr. /<o<Ao-s

hollow + avtppva. seed.]

1. The seed of some umbelliferous plants, which
is curved longitudinally so as to be concave on
the inner surface.

2. An umbelliferous plant having such a seed.

1&64 Webster cites Henslow.

Ccelospermous sii^spaumas), a. Bot. [f.

prec. f-oi'S.] Hollow-seeded; having the seed, or

seed-like fruit, hemispherical, and excavated on
the flat side, as in coriander. Treas. Bot. 1866.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. v. 146 The seeds being in some
cases ccelospermous in the central flowers.

Co-emanation, -embed, -embody : see Co-.

Ccement, coemetery, obs. ff. Ce-.

T Coeniinency. Obs. [see Co- 3 a.] Equal
eminence.

i6ai R. Johnson Way to Glory 39 The glory of Christ is

illustrious . . in his eminency of Heaven, in his prcheminency
of Angels, in coeminency with his Father.

Co-emperor, -employ : see Co-.

Coemption (k^en^/an). [ad. L. coemption-cm
the action of purchasing together, buying up.]

1. The buying up of the whole supply of any
commodity in the market.
The first quotation appears to show that Chaucer under-

stood Boethius's coemptio as meaning 'joint purchase'.

c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. 1. iv. 15 Coempcioun bat is to scyn
cumune achat or bying to-gidere bat were establissed vpon
people by swiche a manere imposicioun as who so l>ou3,te a
busshel corn he moste }eue be Kyng be fiftc part. Textus.
Whan it was in be soure hungry tyme bere was establissed

or cried greuous and inplitable coempcioun bat. .schulde.

.

endamagen al be prouince of compaigne. 1635 Bacon Ess.

Riches (Arb.) 239 Monopolies, and Coemption of Wares for

Resale, where they are not restrained, are great Meanes
to enrich. 1695 Lo. Preston Boetk. 1. 18 The whole
Province of Campania had like to have been ruin'd by an
Imposition upon the People, which pass'd under the Name
of a Coemption.

2. Roman Law. A form of civil marriage con-

sisting in a mutual fictitious sale of the two parties.

The same form of fictitious sale was also employed
by women in certain ' fiduciary' transactions.

1677 R. Dixon Two Testaments 551 Coemption, the man
asking the woman if she would be willing to be the mother
of the Family, and she answering she is willing ; and the

Woman asking the Man.. and he answering he is willing.

1688 K. Holme Armoury in. 226 2. 1864 Maine Anc. Law
v. (1876) 154 The higher form of civil marriage, which was
called Coemption. 1880 Mlirhead tr. Instit. Cains 1.

§ 115 a, Fiduciary coemption was also had recourse to of old

to enable a woman to make a will.

Hence Coemptional, a. [L. coemptionsl-is], re-

lating to coemption. Coemptiona tor [L ], one
who enters into a coemption. Coemptive a., of

the nature of coemption.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Coemptional, which is often in

buying, or a buying together. 1875 Poste Gains 1. comm.
(ed. 2) 107 Bondage was the result of mancipation by a
parent or coemptionator. Ibid. 1. \ 123 If it is asked in

what respect coemptive conveyance differs from mancipa-
tion, the answer is this, that coemption does not reduce to

a servile condition. 1880 Mlirhead tr. Instit. Gains \. ji 118

She. .stands to her coemptionator in the position of a
daughter who is married to him.

Co-enact, -enactor : see Co-.

Coena'eulous, a. [f. L. ccndcul-um (erroneously

spelt can-) dining- or supping-room + -ous.] That

eats suppers
;
supper-loving.

1825 L. Hunt Bacchus in Tuscany 479 People grossly

cccnaculous.

Ccenanthium (sznarnbi»rn)./ta. Obs. [mod.

L. (.proposed by Nees von Esenbeck), f. Gr. koiv-os

common + dvS-os flower.] A name applied to a

dilated floral axis destitute of calycine integu-

ments, bearing flowers on its upper surface, as in

Dorstenia and Ficus.

1857 Henfrev Slum. Bot. § 136 Cocnanthium of the Fig ;

the flowers inside the excavated fleshy receptacle.

II Ccenaesthesia. = next. [cf. Anesthesia.]
1885 F. W. Mvers in Content/*. Rev. Feb. 240 His coenes-

thesia or the sum of the obscure sensatious of his whole

physical structure.

II Ccenaesthesis (smesbrsis). Psychol. Also

ccenesthesis, oen-. [f. Gr. xotv-us common +
cuo-Ono-tf sensation, perception. Cf. F. cc'neslhcsie.']

The general sense or feeling of existence arising

from the sum of bodily impressions, as distinct

from the definite sensations of the special senses

;

the vital sense.

1837 Sir W. Hamilton Lect. Metaph. (1877) II. xxvii. 157
The Vital sense receiving from various authors various
synonyms, as coenaesthesis, common feeling, vital feeling,

etc. 18S1
J. Sully lltusions 197 That mass of organic

feelings which constitutes what is known as coenxsthesis,

or vital sense. 188a tr. Ribot's Vis. Memory 11. 108 The
undefined consciousness, the product of all the vital pro-

cesses, constituting bodily perception, .which is expressed in

one word—the ccenesthesis.

Co-enamour, -endear : see Co-.

Coenation, var. of Cenation, Obs.

Co-endu re, v. [Co- I.] intr. To endure

together or along with. Hence Co-endu ring'

ppl. a., lasting together with, of equal duration.

1801 Month. Mag. XII. 576 To religion and to learning a
service has been rendered co-enduring with their influence.

1864 Pusky Lect. Daniel viii. 480 His empire is to be co-

extensive with the world, coenduring with time.

Ccenenchym (smenkim). Zool. Also -yme,
and in L. form ccenenchyma. [f. Gr. *oii'-os

common + tyxvpvx infusion ] a. The calcareous

frame-work by which a number of corallites are

united into one cornllum. b. The common or

soft flesh (ccenosarc) of a compound Anthozoan.
1875 Huxley Anat. Inv. An. (1877) 155 (Corallina , K

substance formed by the calcification of the ccenosarc which
is termed coenenchyma. 1884 Sedgwick tr. Clans'

1 Elem.
Text-bk. Zool. 227 As a rule the individuals are imbedded
in a common body mass the ccenenchym, and their gastric

cavities communicate more or less directly, so that the juices

acquired, .penetrate into the collected stock.

Co-enflame, -engage, -enjoy : see Co-.

Coeno- (who), before a vowel ccen-, combining
form of Gr. koivus common, as in Cosno gamy
[Gr. -yafiia, ydftos marriage], community of hus-

bands or wives. Ccenopodous a. [Gr. iroS- foot],

equal-footed or -limbed (Syd. Hoc. Lex.). Cos no-

type, a common type (of an organism) ; cf. arche-

type ; thence Ccenoty pio a. Also the following.

CoenO'biarch. [ad. late Gr. KoivoPtapx-V*,

f. koivu&i-ov Coenobium + -apm* ruler.] The
head of a coenobium or convent.

1711 in Bailey : 1775 in Ash.

Coenobite, cenobite (s/ufbsit, senotoit).

[ad. late L. canobita, f. coenobium ; see below.

I
Cf. F. cinobite. (In this word, and its cognates,

English usage prefers ca- to ce-. ] A member of

a religious order living in a community
;
opposed

to an anchoret, who lives in solitude.

a 1638 Mede Whs. til. 688 Coenobites which live in

society. 1776-88 Gibbon Decl. \ F. xxxvii.iR.', The monks
were divided into two classes: the coenobites, .and the an-

achorcts. 1841 Elphinstonk Hist. Imiia I. leg The pro-

gress from single monks to cenobites. 1856 Stanley Sinai

fit PmL 1. i. 50 The anchorites and coenobites were drawn
by the sight of these wild mountains.
attrib. 1819 Q. Re-.'. XXII. 63 The coenobite, it was

argued, was preferable to the solitary life. 1876 M. DavieS
Unorth. Loud. 156 The coenobite brethren.

Coenobitic, cen- snwbi'tik, sen-), a. [f. prec.

+ -ic: cf. F. ctfnobitit/uc.] Pertaining to a coeno-

bite ; relating to, or of the nature of, a monastic

community.
1649 J er. Taylor Gt. Exemf. Pref. r 35 In the Cccno-

biticke life of the first Christians . . they had all things in

common. 1854 Coleridge Lit. Rem. 31 May, The old

coenobitic establishments of England. 1875 Stubbs Canst.

Hist. I. viii. 231 Churches whicli had lost much of the

cenobitic character.

Ccenobitical, cen-, a. [f. as prec. + -al.]

Of a coenobitic character.

1636 James in Iter Lane. (1845) Introd. 61 After they
became cenobitical. 1816 Scott Antiq. v, On Tuesday. . I

hold a ccenobitical symposion at Monkbams. 186B M.
Pattison Acatiem. Org. I 5. 154 The founder had before

him the ccenobitical establishments of the West.

Hence Ccenobitically adv.

1853 Turner Dom. Archil. 111. vi. 194 The inhabitants

did not live ccenobitically.

Coenobitism, cen- (tPnfMti z'm, se n-) [f.

Coenobite + -ism.] The practice or system of

coenobites.

1 88j 3 Schafe Relig. Emycl. I. 221/2 In the form of

ccnobitism it was entirely unknown. 1889 Spectator 26

Oct., The essence of the rule is a solitary life, broken only

on great occasions by a concession to coenobitism.

|| Ccenobiuni, cen- (s/nJubumi). ft, cceno-

bia. [late L. canobium, a. Gr. xoivutiiov life in

community, (in eccl. writers) convent, neut. of

koico^ios living in community, f. xoivbs common +

£t'os life, way of living.]

1. — Ccenoby.
1817 Kirby & Si'. Entomol. (18281 II. xvi. 23 The regiment

leaves its quarters, or. .monks their Ctenobium. i860 Sat.

Rev. X. 300/2 Mr. Price, who has quitted the coenobium.

2. Bot. a. The multilocular fruit of Labiatsi and

Boraginacese. b. A structure formed by the union

of a number of cells, constituting a stage in the life-

history of certain Algoe.

1866 Treas. Bot., Cenobium, such fruits as those of

labiates, borageworts, etc., which consist of several distinct

lobes, not terminated by a style or stigma. i88» Vines

Sachs s Bot. 252 A number of cells unite to form the so-

called Coenobium.

3. Zool. A cluster of many unicellular animals,

i. e. of ' colonial ' Protozoa in which the individuals

remain in organic connexion.
1888 Athenseum 29 Dec. 886/2 It was shown that its zoo.

spores may sometimes escape as ccenobia, like a degenerate
Volvocinean which lias exchanged the motile for the fixed
condition.

Ccenoblast (si"-nO|blast). Zool. [f. Gr. koivos

common + PKaaros germ, after Ger. coenoblastem,

Marshall.] The name given by \Y. Marshall of

Leipzig, to the embryonic tissue, supposed by him
to give origin eventually to the endoderm and
mesoderm in the Sponges.
1883 Zool. Rec. for 1882, 8 (Abstr. Marshall's paper)

The contents (called * coenoblast 'J of the segmentation-
cavity.

Hence Ccenoblastic a.

1885 Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. XXIII. 85 Filled up
solidly by a 1

coenoblastic
1 membrane.

Ccenoby, cenoby (srncbi, se'n-,. [ad. late L.

canobium ; see above.] A conventual establish-

ment.
a 1475 tr. T. d Kempis's Iruit. I. iii, J>ere wolde not be. .so

muche dissolucion in cenobies and monasteries. 1610 Hol-
land Camden's Brit. 1. 603 Great Coenobies were built for

them, so called of their communion of life. 1646 Buck
Rich. Ill, 68 (R. ) Stones brought from that demolished
cenoby. 1882 3 Schaee Encycl. Relig. Knoivl. I. 241 He
. .established twelve such cenobies in the neighbourhood.

CcentBCium (snuNUtal). Zool. [mod.L. £.

Gr. koiv-us common + oikoi house ] The common
dermal system of a colony of Polyzoa; a poly-

pary.
187a Nicholson Palxont. 192 The only element of the

Polyzoa with which the paUeontologist is concerned is the
external investment of the colony—the 'coenoecium' or
' polyzoarium '. 1881 Vines in Nature No. 620. 463 Cce-

noecium . .Applicable alike to the ' Frond ', or 1 Polyzoary ',

of Fenestella, Polypora, Phyllopora, or Synocladia : or to

the associated Zooecia and their connecting 'interstitial

tubuli ', of Ceriopora, Hyphasmapora, and Arctueopora.

Hence Ccence cial a., Ccence etc a., of or pertain-

ing to a ccenoecium.
1881 Nature XXIV. 95 The close similarity of the Silu.

rian with the later forms, in the habit of ccenaecic growth.

Ccenosarc s/ nfsajk). Zool. [f. Gr. koivo-s

common + oap(
,
oapx- flesh.] The common living

basis or 'flesh' by which the several individuals

forming a compound zoophyte, or polypidom, are

united together.

1849 Murchison Siluria App. 539 Chitinous investment,
surrounding the ccenosarc and polype. 1888 Rolleston &
ackson Anim.Li/ie24$ The hydrosome consists of a num-
er of hydranths or nutritive zooids collectively forming the

trophosome, and connected to one another by a branching
coenosarc.

Coenosa'rcal, a. Zool. [t prec. + -al.] Of
or pertaining to the ccenosarc, as in canosarcal

canal, tube, etc.

1879 88 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 246 'lTie pro-

ducts ofdigestion . . are conveyed along the coenosarcal tube,

through branches, stems and roots, in brief, through the

whole hydrophyton.

Coenosa rcous, a. Zool. [f. as prec. + -ous.]

Cnaracterized by having a coenosarc ; of the nature

of a ccenosarc

t Coeno-se, a. Obs.- 0 [ad. L. ctrnos-us (er-

roncously can-) filthy, f. aenum mud, filth.]

'Filthy, muddy' (Hailey 1731 Vol. II). So fC«e-
no sity, \\,. canositas], 'filthiness' (Bailey 1721).

Coeno steal, a. [f. next + -al.] Of or per-

taining to a caMiosteum.

Coenosteum (s/np'sti/hn). Zool. [f. Gr.

kuiv-vs common + bartov bone.] The common
calcareous skeleton of the Hydrocorallina, a divi-

sion of the Hydrozoa, as of millepore coral.

1880 Moseley Zool. Challenger Exped. vn. 12 The hard

tissue is here termed cwnosteum to distinguish it from the

Anthozoan corallum. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim.
Life 776 Stylastcridae : Coenosteum arborescent.

Coenure ,s/ niuj). Zool. [ad. mod L. cannrus

(more common than the Eng. form 1

, f. Gr. *oi>'-cis

common + oipi tail, so called from the single body

with many heads.] The 'many-headed bladder-

worm '
; the hydatid which produces the disease

called staggers in sheep ; it is the cystic stage or

larva of Tccnia canurus, one of the tapeworms of

the dog.
1847 Craig, Ca nure. . Hydatides which infest the brain of

sheep. 1876 Beneden's Anim. Parasites 99 The Coenurus

of the sheep causes giddiness, and becomes fatal to the

animal which harbours it. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson
Anim. Life 326 There arc 300 to 400 heads in Coenurus.

Coepe, obs. form of Cope.

Co-epi'SCOpacy, rare, [after L. co-cpiscopdtus,

f. co-episcopus co-bishop.] The position of co-

bishop, joint bishophood.

1644 Jessop Angel 0/ Eph. 44 Austin . . yeelded to under-

take . . the burthen of Cocpiscopacie with Valerius.

Coequal (k<v -kwgl'), a. and sb. [f. Co- 2 and

3 b + Equal. Cf. L. co» qualis of equal age, com-

panion in age, and F. cot'gal.']
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A. adj.

L Equal with (f to, unto) one another or others

;

of the same rank, power, importance, value, etc.

(Usually of persons or their attributes.)

(1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 1012 in Bahecs BJc. 186
Bishoppe Marques & erle coequalle. 1549 Bk. Com.
Prayer, A than. Creed The whole three Persons be co-
eternal together and co-equal. 1557 North tr. Gueuara's

Diall 180 a/2 We are n°t coequal vnto them in vertue.

1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, v. i. 33 If once he come to be a
Cardinally Hee'l make his cap coequall with the Crowne.
1699 Pom fret Poems, On the General Conflagration (R.),

Ineffable, coequal three. 1875 Lowell Poet. Wks. (1879)

458 Here were men (co-equal with their fate) Who did
great things. 1882 Farrar Early Chr. I. 380 The co-eternal
and co-equal Son.

t 2. Of the same age, coeval. Obs.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 1. ii. 111 The highest
mentioner of it is Vincentius Tibaritanus, co-equall with
Cyprian.

3. Of equivalent extent, coextensive with.

,
1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 2 The district

is almost coequal with the ancient bishopric of Lindisfarne.
1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. I. App. 544 These elements are
not coequal with the original substance of the nation.

B. sb.

1. One who is the equal of another.

1577 tr- Bullinger's Decades (1592) 680 God calleth the
shepneard that is smitten, his fellow or coequall. 1657
W. S. Schism Dispach't 162 A denial of Appeals to Co-
equals in Authority, a 1864 Landor Wks. (1868) II. 56/2
Conquerors of Time, heirs and coequals of Eternity.

+ 2. One of the same age, a coeval. Obs.
1631 Gouge God's Arrcnvs v. § 17. 429 Those warlike

sports, .were practiced by Cyrus when he was a youth, and
by his coequals and play-fellowes.

t Coe qual, v. Obs. [f. the adj.]

1. trans. To be or become coequal with (another).
iS99 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 56 They cannot march

cheek by jowl with her, or coequal her. 1604-14 S.
Grahame in Farr S. P. Jos. I (1848) 26 That ill Coequals
still The greatest ill in hell.

2. To make equal with (another),
1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probleme 1. 8 Rabbi Elias . . lately

coequalled in a manner with the very prophet Elian himself.
1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. lii. (1612) 235 Gods Cou'nant
with the Patriarchs and extending to their Seede, Vs Gen-
tiles to coequall, is a Primate of our Creede.

Coequality (kavkwg-iiti}. [f. asprec. +-ITT.]
The state or condition of being coequal.
1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus.it. 102 Familiaritie, or coequal-

Htie doth euer bring contempt. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol.
v. 1x6x7) 266 The coequalitie and coeternitie of the Sonne
with the Father was denyed. 1773 J. Allen Serm. St.
Mary's Oxf. 17 His coequality, coeternity and consub-
stantiality with the Father. 1865 Times 6 Sept. 8 He can-
not be admitted to any coequality, social or political.

Coe'qualize, v. rare. [f. Coequal + -ize.]

trans. To make coequal.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 193 [The Hindoo widow] Is

forced to be partaker in her Husbands destinte, till Atropos
with a dull Knife coequalizes her warm composure with her
mates infecting carcase.

Coequally (kiv'kwpli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY 2

.] In a coequal manner or degree.
1643 Case of Affairs 2 Parties, Orders, or States, co-

equally authorised in the power of acting with the Head.
1850 Lynch Theo. Trinal viii. 142 Truth and love are co-
equally influential.

Coe'qualness. rare~°. = Coequality.
1727-31 in Bailey vol. II. 1775 in Ash.

t Co'equate, Coequated, ppl. a. Obs. [ad.

L. cosequat-us, pa. pple. of cosequdre to make equal
with another.] Made equal with something else.

In coequate or coequated anomaly, the true or
equated anomaly of a planet : see Anomaly.
1592 R. D.HyPnerot. 50The coaequated andsmoothe plaine.

1624 Ussher Se-nnon 59 God is made the coequate object
of the whole body of Divinitie. 1676 Halley in Rigaud
Corr. Sci. Men (1841) I. 230 If the angle of coasquate ano-
maly be acute. 1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 381 AS

L

the Coequate Anomaly. Ibid. I. 390The coequated Anomaly.
1769 Encycl. Brit. III. 549/2 s. v. Astronomy, The planet's
distance from it [the aphelion] . . is called its true or co-
equated anomaly.

t Coequa'tion. Obs. rare. [sb. of action f.

L. comquare to make equal with one another ; cf.

Co- 3 a, and Equation.] The action of making
coequal or of equalizing together.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. iv. in Ashm. (1652) 144 Or of
Pryncypylls a coequacyon as other tells, a 1691 Boyle
Wks. III. 302 <R.) If all the extant parts of a [physical]
superficies be so depressed to a level with the rest, that
there is a coaequation, if I may so speak, made of all the
superficial parts of a body.

f Co-e quipage. Obs. rare- 1
, [see Co- 3 a.]

Mutual equality or correspondence. See Equipage.
1650 B. piscoltiminium 15 How these three should have

been studiously carryed on in a true Co-equipage, or cor-
reference one to the other ; so that they might . . mutually
promote each other to the conclusion of the worke.

+ Co-e*quitate, v. Obs.-° [f. Co- i + L.
equitat- ppl. stem of equitare to ride on horseback.]
To ride together. 1623 in Cockeram,
Coerbuille, variant of Cuir-bouilli.
Coerce (kop-is), v. In 5 ?coherce. [ad. L.

coercere to shut in, restrain, confine, f. co- together
-i-arcere to shut up, restrain, keep off, prevent.
F. had cohercier, ~er, coercer in I4~i6th c, whence

the example of coherce in 1475 (if this is not a mis-

print for Cohert, the ordinary word at that time).]

1. trans. To constrain or restrain (a voluntary or

moral agent) by the application of superior force,

or by authority resting on force ; to constrain to

compliance or obedience by forcible means; 'to

keep in order by force ' (J.). Also absol.

1659 [see Coercing], a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 78
When an old Proverb, or an End of Verse Could more,
than all our Penal Laws, coerce. 1726 Ayliffe Parerg.
290 The Punishments . . sufficient to coerce this profligate
sort of Men. a 1734 North Lives III. 125 To coerce the
crowds and keep order. 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. xvi.

374 When they were able, coercing the voters with a high
hand. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) I. vii. 105 He was
charged to coerce, and not to persuade. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) V. 401 States of discord, in which . . the subjects
always obey against their will, and have to be coerced.

b. (with the action of the agent as object).

1856 Froude Hist. Eng. I. 259 Having the advantage of
numbers, they coerced the entire proceedings. 1866 Rogers
Agric. Prices I. xxviii. 669 Tenants, .able to offer a very
vigorous and sustained resistance to any attempts made to
coerce their labour.

c. absol. To use coercive measures in government.
Cf. Coercion 2.

1833 Palmerston Sp. Irish Coercion 21 Mar., There is the
difference between us and Metternich or the Pope ; we
coerce as they do, but then we redress grievances as they do
not. 1885 Academy 14 Nov. 319/2 'Coerce, coerce', was
dinned into Thomas Drummond's ears by coercion-reared
officials.

2. Const, a. To compel or force to do anything.
(The first quot. may be a misprint for coherte, used else-

where as on p. 38.)

1475 Bk. Noblesse 69 The due. . wyth hys felyshyppe were
coherced to take the Bastyle for herdeffence. 1848 Lytton
Harold v. 254 To have coerced those warriors to march,

b. To force into (an action or state).

#1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. nr. iii. (1872) 41 Coerce the
particulars of faith into exact coincidence with a formal
creed. 1876 Green Short Hist. iv. 206 The Scotch barons
. .were coerced into submission.

f 3. To subject to restraint in the matter of. rare.
1780 Burke Sp. Bristol prev. to Election Wks. III. 377

Therefore the debtor is ordered . . to be coerced his liberty
until he makes payment.
4. To enforce or effect by compulsion.

( U. S?)
a 1850 Calhoun Wks. (1874) II. 27 The arm of despotism

..could not have coerced its execution more effectually.

1864 Webster, To coerce obedience, to coerce compliance
with the conditions of a contract. 1877 [see Coerced].

f 5. To enforce (anything) on any one. rare.
1700 Cath. Graham Lett. Educ. 317 Represented as divine

truths, and coerced on the human mind under the pains and
penalties of death in this world, and damnation in the next.

tCoe'rceate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. L.

coerce-re Coerce + -ate. Cf. coeate.'] trans. To
restrain, check, keep in order.

1657 Tomlinson Rcnon's Di$p. 646 Use purges to co-
erceate the. .humours.

Coerced (ko^ust), ppl. a. [f. Coerce v. + -ed.]

Constrained, compelled by force ; enforced (U.S.).

.
l836 J- T. Leader Sp. Ho. Comm. 23 June, The landlord

is followed to the poll by his tenants—a submissive train of
coerced electors. 1877 Burroughs Taxation 18 Equally
entitled to the aid of coerced loans.

tCoe'rcement. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. +

-ment.] Constraint, application of force.

1586 A. Day En%. Secretary 11. (1625) 120 Unto men that
are of meane spirit, to such as be naturally touched with
any bad or vile coercement.

tCoe'rcent, Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. L. coercent-

em pr. pple. of coercere to Coerce.] Constraining.
1660 T. Willsford Scales Commerce A iv b, To attract

exiled men (as brothers) either with a coercent or an obligent
Fraternity.

Coercer (k^ausa-i). [f. Coerce v. + -er.] One
who coerces.
1811 Monthly Rev. LXVI. 467 The two conquerors of

Italy, and coercers of the Popes. X845 Mozley Ess. (1878)
I. 166 The coarse vigour and teeming animal life of heresy
never made the coercer shrink or flag.

Coercible (k^s-jsib'l), a. [f. as prec. + -ible.]

1. That can be coerced.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Coercible, which may be bridled

or restrained. 1721 m Bailey. 1755 in Johnson. 1833
Eraser's Mag. VIII. 171 The tradesman . . is a coercible
member of the community.
2. Of gases. Compressible

;
sometimes, in recent

use, condensible.

1777 De Magellan Glass Appar. Min. Waters 46 The
other elastic but likewise coercible fluid which we call de-
phlogisticated air [nitrogen].

Coe rcibleness. Coercible quality.

1864 in Webster ; and in mod. Diets.

Coercing (k^susirj),^/. sb. [f. Coerce v. +
-ing K~\ Constraining, forcing.

1659 Sir H. Vane in Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 329 It is

a coercing the conscience.

Coercion ikf7|5'jj3n). Forms: 5-6 cohercion,
-yon, 6 cohersion, 6-7 eoertion, 6- coercion,
[a. OF. cohercion, cohertion (mod.F. coercion),

ad. L. coerctidnem, coertionem, in mediaeval spell-

ing coercionem, a by-form (on the analogy of the

simple arcere, arctum, arctidneni) of coercitidn-em,

f. coercit- ppl. stem of coercere to restrain, coerce.
The current spelling is deceptive, suggesting formation

from coerce* -iott* This no doubt led to the retention of

the c when all other words with the mediaeval spelling
•cion, were altered to the Latin type in -tion. The pronun-
ciation also is the same as that of words in -tion, -sion.]

I. The action of coercing.

1. Constraint, restraint, compulsion; the applica-
tion of force to control the action of a voluntary
agent.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 36 Pream., Such . . releasses .

.

were made by compulcion, cohercion and emprisonement.
1531 Kl\ot Gov. 1. viii, That a noble childe, by his owne
naturall disposition, and nat by eoertion, may be induced
to receiue perfect instruction in these sciences. 1537 tnst.
Chr. Man L v b, Noo man may kyll, or use suche bodily
cohercion, but onely princis. a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol.
vm. iii. § 4 To fly to the civil magistrate for coercion of
those that will not otherwise be reformed. 1651 Hobbes
Leviatk. 111. xlii. 270 Winning men to obedience, not by
Coercion, and Punishing ; but by Perswasion. 1791 Cowper
Iliad xx. 185 By strong coercion of our arms subdued. 1859
Mill Liberty i. 21 The moral coercion of public opinion.
1876 Green Short Hist. vi. 283 Justice is degraded by .

.

the coercion of juries.
_
1879 Whyte-Melville Riding

Recoil, ii. (ed. 7) 17 Judicious coercion, so employed that
the brute obeys the man without knowing why.

b. Forcible restraint of (action).

1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xviii. 388 A more
uniform administration of justice in ordinary cases, astricter
coercion of outrage.

t c. The enforcement or execution of an ecclesi-

astical sentence. Obs.

1546 Act 37 Henry VIII, c. 17 in Oxf. Camb. Enactm.
23 May laufully execute and exercise all manner of juris-
diccion commonly called ecclesiasticall jurisdiccion and all

censures and coertions apperteyninge .. unto the same.
a 1676 Hale Common Law ij.), The coercion or execution
of the sentence in ecclesiastical courts, is only by excom-
munication of the; person contumacious.

2. Government by force, as opposed to that which
rests upon the will of the community governed

;

the employment of force to suppress political dis-

affection and the disorder to which it gives rise.

In modem English politics, chiefly applied to the

suspension of ordinary constitutional liberties, and
other exceptional legislation, from time to time
applied to Ireland. Coercion Act, Coercion Bill:

popular name for the Act of Parliament of 1 S33 and
various subsequent ones.
As the word has had, in later times, a bad flavour, suggest-

ing the application of force as a remedy, or its employment
against the general sense of a community, it is now usually
avoided by those who approve of the action in question.

1798 A. O'Connor in Madden United Irishmen Ser. 11.

11843) II- xiv. 322 The recall of Lord Fitzwilliam . . the re-

newal of the reign of terror and coercion. 1832 Sir C.
Napier Life {Pall Mall G. (1887) 19 Oct. 9/1) Coercion,
damnable coercion! What has been the ruin of Ireland
but this accursed coercion. 1833 Palmerston in Bulwer
Ltfe(iSjo) II. x. 148 Few absolute Governments could by
their own authority establish such a system of coercion as
that which the freely chosen representatives of the people
are placing at the command of the Government of this

country. 1880 W. E. Forster Let. Gladstone 23 Nov. in
Life II. vi. 272 Like myself., driven with the utmost re-

luctance to take the side of coercion. 1888 Dk. Argyll
Let. in Times 9 Nov. 9/6 The cant which brands as ' coer-
cion' that which is the duty of every Government.
attrib. 1834 Palmerston, in Bulwer Life (1870) II.

205 The Coercion Bill will pass without much difficulty.

1848 O'Neill Daunt Recoil. O'Conuell II. App. 306 The
Coercion Act of 1833 was passed by an English Parliament
in defiance of a majority of Irish members. 1875 M. F.
Cusack Sp. Liberator I. Introd. 9 One of his most power-
ful speeches was on the subject of Coercion Laws for Ire-

land. 1880 W. E. Forster Let. Gladstone 26 Dec, My
draft Coercion, or, as it may be called. .Protection Bill.

1881 Ibid. 20 Nov., My replacement by some one not tarred

by the coercion brush.

3. Physical pressure
;
compression.

1830 Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. in. i. (1851) 233 Hay .

.

reduced to such a state of coercion as to be easily packed
on board transports. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xl. (1856)

370 We have passed, by the inevitable coercion of ice from
the highest regions of Arctic exploration . . to the lowest.

1863 Fr. Kemble Resid. Georgia 38 This violent coercion
and tight bandaging.

II. f 4. The faculty or power of coercing or

punishing; 'coercitive power' or 'jurisdiction'.

(So L. coercitio.) Obs.
[C1189 Herbert de Boseham Vita S. Thom& ill. xxiv. in

Materials Becket (Rolls) III. 268 Sacrosancta ecclesia .

.

duos habet reges . . duas jurisdictiones et duas coertiones.J

1523 Ld. Berners Eroiss. I. ccxii. 259 [They are] to be at

the jurysdiction and cohercyon of the Churche of Rome.
1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. in. vi. 279 In vaine is that

power which is not inabled with eoertion. 1700 Tyrrell
Hist. Eng. II. 907 They submitted themselves to the Juris-

diction and Coertion of the Archbishop.

b. Jig. Conviction, power to compel assent.

1768 Sterne Serm. iv. 67 The single hint of the Camel
and what a very narrow passage he has to go, has more co-

ercion in it, than all the seesaws of philosophy.

Coercionary (k^jaupnari), a. [f. prec. +
-ABT.1 Of, or of the nature of, coercion.

1884 W. Tebb in Chr. Commw. 24 Jan. 355/2 Mr. Spencer
has pointed out .. the complete failure of the coercionary

enactments in preventing small-pox epidemics.

Coercioxrist '.k^aujanist). [f. as prec. + -ist.]

One who advocates or supports government by
coercion

;
esp. in modern English politics, one who

supports such government in Ireland.

X84Z M 1all in Nonconf. I. 3 We suspect this is written by
a coercionist to catch very flat dissenters. 1885 Daily News
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16 July 4/7 Sir Michael Hicks-Beach will become coercionist
again.

Coercitive (kapusitiv), a. (and sb.). [as if ad.

L. *coercitiv-us, f. coercit- ppl. stem of coercere to

Coerce. Cf. F. coercitif]

1. «=Coercive 1. ? Obs.
163a C. Downing State Eccl. Kingd. (1634)41 That juris-

diction whereby hee doth exercise . . his corrective, coerci-
tive, coactive power. 164a Jer. Taylor Episc, (1647) 39 If
he had not had coercitive jurisdiction to have punish't his
delinquency. 1660 — Duct. Dttbit. m, ii. % 1 Without a
coercitive power there can be no government.
2. Coercitive force : see Coebcive 4,
1864 in Webster. 1870 R. Ferguson Electr. 7 Steel .

.

has a force which, in the first instance, resists the assump-
tion of magnetism ; and, when assumed, resists its with-
drawal. This is called the coercitive force. 1870 G. Pres-
cott Sp. Telephone 122 The transmission of the discon*
tinuous current produces sound.. in different degrees for
each, depending on the coercitive force that opposes the
phenomenon.

+ B. quasi-j^. = Coercive B. Obs. rare.
1651 Jer. Taylor Serm. i. (1850) 7 Of these as man can

take no cognizance, so he can make no coercitive.

Coercive (k^pusiv , a. Also 7 coersive.
[irreg. f. Coerce + -ive, by association with words
in -ive formed on ppl. stems in s, as aspcrsive,

aversive, conversive ; Littre cites a F. coercif of
16th a, but coercitif"is the recognized form in F.]

1. Of the nature of coercion ;
having the attri-

bute of coercing.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vn. iii. % 1 Power . . coercive

over other ministers. 1647 May Hist. Pari. ni. i. 5 The
King .. had taken a more harsh and coercive way. 1735
Pope Odyss. xi. 360 Twelve moons the foe the captive youth
detains In painful duneeons, and coercive chains. 1836 D.
W. Harvey in Hansard Pari. Deb. Ser. ill. XXXII. 22 If
. .it was necessary to resort to coercive legislation, in order
to make men religious? 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III.92A
coercive police . . who would have held down the people

j

while they leamt their lesson by starvation. 1880 W. E.
Forster Ect. Gladstone 25 Oct., Should we accompany
our coercive measure by any counter-bill? 1881 Mrs. P.
O'Donoghle Ladies on Horseback 11. iv. 59 [A rider]
adopting coercive measures for his own safety.

2. Compelling assent or belief, convincing.
1650 Fuller Pisgah 369, I see no coercive argument, to

enforce his belief to the contrary, can be taken out of
Scripture. 17*8 Pole's Dune. 1. 104 note, His reasons for
this Fury, .are so strong and so coercive. 1755 B. Martin
Mag. At is Sci. 27 The next Pha-nomenon . . is equally
coercive, if Men would reflect or attend to it at all.

3. Having the power of physical pressure or

compression. Cf. COERCION 3.

1650 1 ulwer Anthropcntet. 21 Free from the coercive
power of head-bands and other artificial violence. 1664
Evelyn Pomona 11729; Gen. Advt. 94 It may seem in-

credible, that so thin a skin should be more coercive to a
mutinous Liquor, than a Parrel, a 1719 Blackmore t J. »,

All things on the surface spread, are bound By their coer-
cive vigour to the ground.

4. Coercive force : the hypothetical force in a
magnetic substance which resists the separation of
the two magnetic ' fluids and which resists their

reunion when they have been separated.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 2S8/1 A nonconducting energy,
called the coercive power, exists in magnetic substances, by
which the loss of magnetism when developed is prevented
.. This is not the case with soft iron, wnich has not the
coercive force. 1871 Tvndall Eragm. Sci. (ed. 6) I. xv. 407
Philosophers have been obliged to infer the existence of a
special force. .They call it coercive force.

B. quasi-j^. A coercive means or measure.
1651 Jlr. Taylor Serm. (1678) 12 His tribunal takes

cognisance of all causes, and hath a coercive for all. 1706
De Foe Jure Div. Pref. 31 They, .would push upon Coer-
cives. .and make equal Restraints upon their Fellow Chris-
tians. 182a P. Bealchamp iG. Grote) Anal. Influence
Nat. Relig. 11875* 23 No known apprehension will act as a
sufficient coercive upon his mind.

Coercively (kopusivlii, adv. [f. prec. + -LY.]

In a coercive manner, by way of coercion.
1661 Discip. 9f Cerem. Ch. Eng. 11. 16 The exercise of

civil Government, coercively by Mulcts, or corporal Penal-
ties. 1690 Pf.nn Rise <y Progr. Quakers (1834) 58 The
national churches, that have coercively pressed conformity
to their respective creeds. 1869 Contemp. Rev. XII. 166
This is . . the one essential claim which must be indisput-
ably and coercively made good.

Coerciveness (k^ausivnes). [f. as prec. +
-Ness.] Coercive quality.

17*731 Bailey vol. II, Coerciveness, compulsiveness.

1775 in Ash. 1879 H. Spencer Data Ethics vii. 126 The
element of coerciveness . . originates from experience of
those several forms of restraints. 1889 Contemp. Rev. Oct.

S94 Conscience with its authoritativeness and coerciveness.

Co-erextant, -erected, a. Her. [f. Co- a.]

Of bearings : Set up or erected side by side.

In mod. Diets.

Coerulein, etc. : see Ceb-.

t Co-essence, v. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Co- i.]

trans. To make of one essence or nature.

*594 Nashe Terrors of Night E iiij b. Our flutring

thoughts when wee are drowned in deadly sleepe take hold
and coessence themselues with anie ouerboyhng humour
which sourseth hiest in our stomackes.

Coessential (k^ese-njal), a. [f. Co- 2 + Es-
sential.]

1. United or inseparable in essence or being.
1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) 112 All the

parts . . be Coessentiall and concrete. 16x8-19 *n Kushw.
Hist. Coll. (1659' I. 335 There are other Laws that be co-
essential and collateral with Government. 1675 Art Con-
tentm. Pref. 175 The desire of happiness is so coessential
with our nature,

2. One in essence, having the same essence
;
esp.

in Theol. of the Persons of the Trinity.

1587 Golding De Mornay v. 51 Coeternall Coequal), and
Coessentiall, that is to say . . of one selfesame substance or
beeng. 1^97 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. (16171 290 Wee btesse
and magnine that Coessentiall Spirit eternally proceeding
from both. 1713 Beveridge Priv. Tk. 1.(1730) 30 As they
are from Eternity three perfectly distinct Persons, so they
are but one Co-essential God. 186s F. Hall Hindu Philos.
Syst. 233 The latter hold them [substance and quality] to
differ in their very essence; while the former consider them
to be coessential.

3. Jointly essential or necessary, nonce-use.
1876 E. Mellor Priesth. iv. 158 Both were coessential

factors in the last supper, the latter completing the former.

Coessentiality k^ese^Ji^liti). [f. prec. +
-ity.] Coessential quality or nature. {Theol.)
1673 Milton True Reli^. Wks. (1851) 410 As for terms of

Triunity, Co-essentiality, Tripersonal ity, and the like, they
reject them as Scholastic Notions. 1790 Burgess Divinity
o/Christ 41 (T.> The appellation of the Son ofGod. .implies
coessentiality with Goo. 1883-3 Schaff Relt'g. Encycl. II.

992/2 The co-essentiality of the Son.

Coessentially (k(7Uiese*n|ali),<&/z>. [f. as prec.

+ -LY-.] In a coessential manner.
1818 in Todd; and in subsequent Diets.

Coesse ntialness. rare~°. [f. as prec. +
-NEss.] = Coessentiality.
1727-31 in Bailey vol. II. 1775 in Ash.

t Coesse ntiate, v. Obs. rare. [f. Co- 2 +
Esse.ntiate v.] To form of the same essence.

Hence, Coesae ntiated, ppl. a.

1642 Answ. to Observ. agst. King 11 Courts of Iustice and
Parliaments are not coessentiated, two natures inseparable,
two simples incorporate.

Coest, obs. form of Coast sb.

Co-esta blishment, [see Co- 3 a.] Joint
or concurrent establishment.
1791 Bp. Watson Charge Clergy 11 (T.t Acoestablishment

of the teachers of different sects of Christians. 1803 — Let.
in Anfid.ofLije\i%i%> II. 177 A kind of co-establishment of
the Catholick clergy should be admitted. 1804 Ann. Rev.
II. 248 The coestablishment of all sects is an easy process.

Co-esta te, [see Co- 3 b. Cf. F. coctal.] An
estate or state possessing co-ordinate authority or

rank with another.

1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 540 To sacrifice his person and
dominions, rather than suffer the liberties and prerogatives
of his dear co-estates to l»e destroyed. 1798 Wellington in

Owen Disp. 37 The several co-estates were then so equally
balanced. 1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. 3. 671 The
petty kings revolt from Chedorlaomer and his co-estates.

Coe-8tid : see CoE.

I Co*etan(e. Obs. rare. [ad. L. coxtdne-us :

see Coetaneous.] =Coetanean sb.

1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. To Rdr., Sedulius . . the
coetan of Bernard. 16*3 Cockeram, Coctanes, of one time
and age.

t Coeta neal, a. Obs. [f. as next + -al.] = next.

16x4 Seldf.n Tides Hon. 1. i. 7 How then could Nimrod
and Abraham be coetaneall? Ibid. 15 Talus is made
coetaneall with Rhadamanth.

t Coeta neall, a. and sb. Obs. Also 7 coeeta-

nean, coetanian. [f. as C'oetaneols + -an.]

A. adj. = Coetaneous.
1616 T. Godwin Moses <$• Aaron 1. xii. 69 Jehu(with whom

Jonadab was coetanean>. 1641 Karl Monm. tr. Biondis
Civil Wars Eng. iv-v. 109 Coetanean with the Plannets.

B. sb. A contemporary, a coeval.

1636 Prynne Unbish. Tim. 105 John Wickliffe, and his

Co<etanean Richard Fitzralphe. 1694, J. Smith Doctr.
Lord"s Day 52 They who . .were either before Moses or his

Coetan ians.

Coetaneity. Also 7 coetanity. [f. L.

co&tdne-us (see next) + -ity.] The quality of being

coetaneous
; contemporaneousness.

1622 6a Hevlin Cosmogr. (1674) Introd. 17/2 Borrowing
..from Chronologies consent of time and co-etanity of
Princes. 1799 Rirwan Geol. Ess. 366 The hypothesis of
the coetaneity of the marine and vitriolic acids.

Coetaneous k(7u,/V n/^s), a. Also coast-,

[f. late L. coatdne-us one of the same age ,f. co-

together + atdt- nge + d/te-us adj. suffix) + -ors.]

m Coeval in all senses. Const, with, t to% unto.

1. Coming into existence or arising at the same
time ; of contemporary or simultaneous origin and
antiquity.

1608 Bp. J. King Serm. 5 Nov. 38 A parallele to this,

coetaneous . . in time. 1622 62 Heylin Cosmogr. 1. d68a>
100 Corrivals with the Jesuites .. and almost coxtaneous
in point of time, are the Oratorians. a 1711 Ken Edmund
Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 134 The sick man reviving by degrees
Feels coetaneous Pleasure, Cure, and ease. 1833 Lvell
Princ. Geol. III. 345 The Pyrenees and other coetaneous
chains, such as the northern Apennines. 1853 J. W. Gibbs
Philol. Studies (1857) 48 The gradual, not coetaneous,
development of the kinds of words or parts of speech.

2. Of the same age, equal in age.

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. 111. i. 216 We being but of
yesterday, they coetaneous with the world and time itselfe.

168a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 86 Anticipate the virtues of
age . . So may st thou be coetaneous unto thy elders, and a
father unto thy contemporaries. 1795 Soi'they Joan 0/
Arcvn. 459 Then he would sit Beneath the coetaneous oak.

8. Existing or living at the same time ; con-
temporary.
1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 332 That land seems not to

have received its name of Uz coetaneous to Abraham.
1657 Tomunson Renou's Disp. 721 Some of his coaetaneous
Medicks. 1791 Cowper Iliati. 1. 315 Two generations past
of mortals born In Pylus, coetaneous with himself. 1841-4
Emerson Ess. Experience (1885) II. 361 Bear .. with this

coetaneous growth of the parts.

4. Of equal duration, coextensive in duration.
1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11. xxxiii. 226 To ascribe a

coetaneous being of the world with God, is to make it God.
1655 Gurnali. Chr. in Arm. 1. 342 Our troubles and our
lives are coetaneous, live and die together. 1836 Landor
Peric. tjr <dsp. Wks. 1846 II. 435 Little of life is remaining,
but my happiness will be coetaneous with it.

Hence Coeta neously adv., Coeta neousness.
1818 Dwight Theol. (1830) I. xiv. 240 Whatever exists in

the divine Mind exists co*etaneously and co-etemally with
all other things which exist in it. 1737-31 Bailey vol. II,

Coetaneousness, the being of the same age with. 1848 R.
Hamilton Disq. Sabbath i. 15 It derives all its authority
ofproof out of its coetaneousness.

Coetanian, var. of Coetanean.
Coetanity, obs. var. of Coetaneity.
tCoetany, a. Obs. rare"1

. = COETANEOUS.
1649 W. Grey Surv. Newcastle (1818)25 An ancient stone

house, .at least coetany with the Castle.

Coete, obs. form of Coat.

t Coete*rn(e f a. Obs. [ad. L. co-setem-us,]

= next.

ri374 Chaucer Boeth. v. vL 172 pei wenen ..pat pis

worlde ben maked coeteme wip his makere. 1557 Primer,
Al the iii persons be coeteme and equall.

Coeternal k£U|*'t3\mal), a. (and sb.). [partly

f. L. co-setem-us, or a. F. coeteme/
;
partly 1. Co- 2

+ Eternal.] A. adj. Equally eternal
;
existing

with another eternally.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 1. (1495^ 7 The sone.-is
without begynnyng : coeternal to his fader . and to the
holy ghost. 1549 uMar.) Bk. Com. Prayer 6 The glorye
equall, the maiestie coeternall. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 2
Hail holy light, ofspring of Heav'n first-bom, Or of th'

Kternal Coeternal beam. 1713 Berkeley Hytas $ Phil.
in. Philosophers have thought Matter co-eternal with
the Deity. 1818 G. S. Faber Horat Mos. II. 423 The co-

eternal, co-equal Word of God.
B. sb. One equally eternal with another.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod 435 The Angels are
placed in the high heavens, not as coeternals with God.

Coeternally ^k^a,ru jnali , adv. [f. prec.

+

-ly.] In a coeternal manner, with equal eternity.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. 11617) 201 His coeternally be-

gotten Sonne. 1741 tr. D'Argens' Chinese Lett, xxxviii.
I 294 If Matter did not exist coeternally with God. 1862 F.

Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 188 They allege, that illusion

has existed from beyond all duration of time, and that, co-

eternally with it, the soul has been enthralled.

Coete rnalness. rare—'*, [f. as prec.+-NES3.]

Coeternal state or quality. 17*7-31 in Bailey vol. II.

Coeternity (k<7a,7t3\imti). [f. Co- 3 a + Eter-
nity.] Coeternal existence or quality ; eternal

existence with another
;
equal eternity.

1587 Golding De Mornay \. 59 Neither is the Sunne afore

his beames, nor the Sunne or beames afore the light, other-

wise than . . that the beames are begotten and the light is

proceeding, which is an apparant image of the Coeternitie.

1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 76 This coeternity of matter
opposeth God's independency. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762)

I. iv. Ivii. a6a The antient Persians held a coeternity of
these two principles. 1855 Mn man Lat. Chr. (1864) IX.
xiv. iii. i»s Aristotle's tenet of the co-eternity of matter.

t Coete'mize, f - Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Co- 1 +

Eternize.] trans. To make or call coeternal.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod xi. iv. (i6ao) 389 The
soule, which if they doe coetemize with God, etc.

II Cceur (kor). [Fr. ; = 1 heart '.]

fL \K\so carur-cherry.) The heart cherry. Obs.

1616 Bacon Sytva (1651) | 509 The Cceur-Cherry which
inclineth more to White, is sweeter than the Red. 1655
Moufet & Benn. Healths tmprov. (17461 294 The Cucurs

or French Cherries are most cordial.

2. Her. The centre or fesse-point of the escut-

cheon.

Coeval (ki7|rval\ a. and sb. Also 7-8 coaeval 1,

7 coevall. [f. L. co/rv-us ^sce Coevk) +-al.]

A. adj. Const with, f to.

1. Of equal antiquity, of contemporaneous origin,

going back to the same date.

1622 62 Heylin Cosmogr. (1682) Pref., Episcopacy was
coaeval with the Church it self. 1690 Locke Hum. Und.
II. L 1 1695) 49, I conceive that Ideas in the Understanding,

are coeval with Sensation. 17M Wollaston Kelig* Nat.
ix. ao8 Coeval to mankind itself, and born with it. 1877
1. D. Chambers Div. Worship 153 This custom of so stand-

ing is coeval with Christianity in England.

2. Of the same age, equally old, having existed

or lived the same number of years.

a 1700 Dryden Eables, Meteager, Those Trees . . Coeval
with the World, a venerable Sight. 174a Fielding Jos.

Andrews in. i, Mrs. Towwouse is coeval with our lawyer.
181 1 L. Hawkins Ctess «5* Gertr. 62 There was, in a rising

generation, something .. which she had not perceived in

that co-eval with herself.

3. Living or existing at the same time or in the

same age of the world
;
contemporary.

1704 Hearne Duct. Hist. (1714I I. 403 They all flourish *d

between the Fortieth and Fiftieth Olympiads, and must
have been Co-eval. 18*3 Month. Mag. LV. 516 The cap-
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tivity of Zedekiah, which was coeval with the death of
Hophra. x86a Dana Man. Geol. 583 An ancient tribe which
was coeval with some of the extinct Mammals.
4. Of coincident duration, lasting to the same age

or time.
174a Young Nt. Th. vn. 86 Were men to live coeval with

the sun, The patriarch-pupil would be learning still. x8oi
Southey Thalaba 11. xiv, The Boy, coeval with whose life

Yon magic Fire must burn. 1886 Froude Oceana ii. 24
Ovid . . claims at the close of his

1 Metamorphoses' to have
built a monument which will be coeval with mankind.
B. sb.

1. One who is of the same age or standing in

point of time with another or others.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Coevals, that are of the same age.

1739 Cibber Apol. (1756) I. 51 With my coaevals as well as
with the millions since born. 1823 Lamb£//(i(i86o) 84 He is I

forlorn among his coevals ; his juniors cannot be his friends.
|

2. A person tor thing) belonging to the same
j

period or age of the world ; a contemporary.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. ii. § 14 It may seeme they

j

[scyences] are ordained by God to be Coevalls, that is, to

meete in one age. 1644 Bulwer Chiron. 6 Hortensius, a
long time Prince of Orators, afterwards Coevall and Com-
petitour with Cicero. 1784 Cowper Task m. 142 The man,

I

of whom His own coevals took but little note. 1870 Lowell
Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (18731 347 Neither his precepts nor
his practice influenced any one of his greater coevals.

3. One who lives to the same point of time with I

another.

1878 E. White Life in Christ 1. i. 5 The relation of man
to the Deity as his destined coeval.

Coevality (k^vvarliti). [f. Coeval a. + -ity.]

The quality of being coeval
;
equality of age.

1644 Bulwer Chirol. 143 In coessentiality with the body,
coevallity. 1805 Month. Mag. XIX. 327 This coevality is

I

confirmed. i86x Med. Times 20 Apr. 420/2 The coevality >

of the fossils with the mineral strata in which they are
found.

Coevally (k^if vali), adv. [f. Coeval + -ly 2
.]

In a way that is coeval ; at the same age or period

of time; contemporaneously; simultaneously.
a 1711 Ken Preparat. Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. in From Sin

j

their Sire, both Hell and Death Co-evally drew breath,
|

1845 J. H. Newman Devehpm. Chr. Doctr. 444 She was
predestinated in the Eternal Mind coevally with the Incar-
nation of her Divine Son.

tCoe'Ve, a - Obs. [ad. L. cosev-us of the same
age, f. co- (see Co-) + sevum age.] = Coeval.
1659 Bp. Walton Consid. Considered 265 This argument

. . might prove . . the points coeve with the languages. 1678
Cudworth Intelt. Syst. 1. ii. 64 Light, though coeve with
the Sun, yet proceeded from the Sun, and depends upon it.

t Co-everla'Stinff, a. Obs. = Co-eternal.
J565 Jewel Repi. Harding (1611) 290 Coeuerlasting and

consubstantiall with the Father. 4x711 Ken Hymnotheo
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 172 Love which with God's high Will
concentrick steers, With God co-everlasting perseveres.

T COG'vity. Obs. [f. L. type cosevitas, f. co,rvus

:

see -ity.] Equality of age; = Co-evality.
1641 Heylin Help to Hist. (1671) 379 It hath co-evity with

that of Paris. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. i. 39 They
who conceived the World to have had a temporary Begin-
ning or Creation, held the Coevity of all souls with it.

t Coe'VOUS, a. Obs. Also cosevous. [f. L.

cosev-us Coeve + -ous.] = Coeval.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. III. 1. 60 Cosevous society.

166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 11. ii. § 9 Can we then think
Noah ignorant of the ancient tradition of the world when
his Father was so long coxvous with Adam. 1697 in Somers
Tracts I. 65 This Great Council bears a Date, coaevous 1

perhaps with the Originals of our Government.

Hence t Coe'vousness, equality of age, coevality.
,

1660 S. Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 303 Their
\

Cosevousness with the immediate Manuscripts.

Co-executor (kJ«|ekse*kiwt3J, -61). [a. med.

L, coexeciitor : see Co- 3 c and Executor.] A
joint executor.

(1387 E. E. Wi'I'Is (1882) 2 Bartholomeo Neue, coexecutore
interius in eodem testamento nominato.] 1433 Ibid. 95
Thomas Harneys and Robert Andrewe coexecutours. 1504
Bury Wills (1850) 104 My brother, wl my seid wyfF co-

executor. 1590 Swinburne Treat. Test. 182 Perhaps the
coexecutor is dead. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. x. 105

The gentleman who was called upon to act as co-executor
with Captain Aylmer.

Co-executrix (kJuieksckuZtriks). U- Co- 3 c

+ Execvtrix after prec.] A joint executrix.

1847 in Craig. 1884 Manch. Exam. 16 Oct. 4/7 One
of the co-executrices of the Dowager Lady Lytton.

Co-exert, -expire: see Co- 1.

Coexist (k^iegzi'sO, v. [f. Co- + Exist; cf.

F. coexister.~\ intr. To exist together or in con-

junction ; to exist at the same time, in the same
place, etc., with (rarely f to, + unto) another.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. iv. 109 The three Stars
that coexist in Heavenly Constellations are a multitude of
stars. Ibid. 107 They [Generations of Mankindl never co-
exist, but are successive. 1690 Locke (J.t, Of substances
no one has any clear idea, farther than of certain simple
ideas coexisting together. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend(i%6$)
22 No real greatness can coexist with deceit.

Coexistence fk(?u,egzi-stens). [f. Co- + Exist-
ence ; cf. F. coexistence.] Existence together or
in conjunction.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. iv. 345 A coexistence

with that which is internally presented unto the under-
standing. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will n. § 7. 68 Choice
may be immediately after a State of Indifference, but has
no Coexistence with it. 182a De Quincey Confess. (1862)

VOL. II.

165 In the relation to each other . of succession and not

of coexistence. 1846 Mill Logic (zd. 4) lit, v. ii 8 The co-
existences of phenomena can in no case be universal, unless
the coexistences of the primeval causes, .can be reduced to

an universal law.

t Coexi'stency. Obs. =prec.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. x. 42 Thus he [the

devil] endeavours to propagate the unbelief of witches,
whose concession infers his coexistency. 1656 Trapp
Comm. John i. 1 His co-eternity and co-existency with the
Father. 1684 H. More Ansivcr, etc. 405 The coexistency
of the things they represent.

Coexistent vk<? l, iegzistent\ a. and sb. [f. Co-
+ Existent ; cf. F. coexista?it.]

A. adj. Existing together or in conjunction
;

coexisting
;
contemporaneous.

1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 1. ii. § 2 He makes Semira-
mis coexistent with the Siege of Troy. 1863 E. Neale
Anal. Th. Arat. 39 Relations between combinations
thought of as coexistent or as successive. 1878 Gurnev
Crystatlogr. 30 Every group ofsuch coexistent faces is called
a crystallographic form.

B. sb. That which coexists with something else
;

a concomitant.
1846 Mill Logic in. xxii. § 4 Every property of an object

has an invariable coexistent which he called its Form. 1856
Chamb, Jrnl. VI. 34 Gorgeous envelopments, .were almost
necessarily the coexistents of elaborate writing.

Coexisting, ppl* a. Existing together.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. iv. no Whether of suc-
cessive or of coexisting Individuals. 1879 C. Geikie Life
of Christ lvi, 678 The political and religious spheres, were
declared not opposite, but co-existing.

Coexpa'nd, v. [f. Co- 1 +- Expand.] intr. and
trans. 1 o expand together or along with.
a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 370 The

various Orbs celestial co-expand, Adorn'd with Stars by thy
Almighty Hand. 1798 Month. Mag. VI. 550 The dwelling
place of the Hebrews could not coexpand with their numbers.

Coexte nd, v. [f. Co- i + Extend.]
1. trans. To extend equally or coincidently with

;

to make coextensive.

1656 [see Coextf.ndkd]. 1667 H. More Div. Dial. iv.

§ 26 11713! 360 The Papal Authority was easily coextended
with the Conquests of Charlemaigne. 1784 J. Barry Led.
Art i. (18481 57 The growth and progress of them are co-

extended with the general improvement of the human
faculties.

2. intr. To be coextensive.

1617 [see below]. ^11711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks.
1721 III. 94 Whose Realm with this vast Globe should
co-extend.

Hence CoexteTided, Coexte*nding, ppl. a.

1617 Collins Def. Bp. Ely 1. ii. 119 The Church and the
Pope are coextending. 1656 Jeanes Fuln. Christ 137 The
manhood is not coextended with the Godhead. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. 1. v. 112 No such collateral or coextended
extrinsick measure. 1779-81 Johnson Life ofButler Wks. II.

189 Such manners . . are coextended with the race of man.
Coextension (kJ^iekste-nJan). [f. Co- 3 +

Extension.] Coincidence in extension.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. 23 Some analogy, at
least of co-extension, with my Body. 1855 H. Spencer
Princ. Psychol. II. vi. v. 37 Coextension . . or to speak .

.

more comprehensibly—sameness in the quantity of space
occupied.

Coextensive (kouiekste'nsiv), a. [f. Co- 2 +
Extensive.] Extending over the same space or

time ; of equal extension ; coinciding in limits.

1771 Burke Corr. (1844) I. 305 My public conduct, co-ex-
tensive with my largest relation, must be my glory or my
shame. 1786-9 Bentham Wks. II. 540 Coextensive to
dominion is jurisdiction. 1861 Goschen For. Exch. 55 The
fluctuations in long bills, .are co-extensive with the fluctua-
tions in the value of money.

b. Logic. Having the same logical extension.

1870 Bowen Logic iv. 93 Reciprocating, Convertible or
Coextensive Concepts are those which have precisely the
same Extension.

C. as sb. That which is coextensive.

1858 Ld. R. Cecil in Oxford Ess. 62 Assuming that repre-
sentation and taxation ought to be co-extensives.

So Coexte naively adv. ; Coextensiveness.
1883-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knotvl. I. 580 That the

Spirit of God operates as co-extensively as Christ has made
the atonement. 1679 Oates Serm. St. Michaels 24 The
coextensiveness of the grace of God in his Son Jesus, c 1830
Bentham Justice <$• Codific. Petit. Wks. V. 639/1 A remedy
so approaching to co-extensiveness with the disorder.

t Coextent, a. and sb. [f. Co- + Extent.]
A. adj. Coextended. B. sb. Coextension.

1647 H. More So?ig ofSoul 11. 11. 11. xxii, But if the soul

be justly coextent With this straight body. aijix Ken
Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 287 His Love .. to all

Needs has boundless co-extents.

+ Cof, a. Obs. 1-2 oaf, kaf, 4 kof. [OE. cdfi-
OTeut. type *haifo- ; f. root *kif, kaif, whence
ON. kffa, Ger. keifen, Du. hijven, to strive keenly.

The meaning of OE. cdfwas largely that of L. acer,

afacer.] Quick, nimble, prompt
;

eager, keen,

bold ; fierce, pugnacious.
c 1000 .££lfric On N. Test. 16/39 fGr.1 SwiSe glaed on

mode and on anjinne caf. ciooo Thorpe's Horn. II. 44
(Bosw.) Daet hi sceoldon beon cafe to Godes willan. c 1200
Ormin 19962 Godess dom. .to kibenn forb Biforenn kafe &
kene. cMM Bestiary 151 If he [the neddre] clo<5ed man se,

cof he waxe5. Ibid. 220 On 5e clooede Se neddre is cof.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 66 J>e lu3ere coue deouel. c 1325 E. E.
A Hit. P. B. 624 He hyjed to Sare Comaunded hir to be

cof & quyk. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 66 J?at herd
Harald, fulle kenehe was & kof [rime drof ].

Co-fa'ctor. Algebra. One of the several factors

of a product ; a coefficient.

Cofar, obs. form of Coffer.
Co-faster, -father : see Co-.

t Cofe. Sc. Obs. Also 6 coif, coff(e. [Related
to Coff v. to buy ; but the mode of formation is

uncertain, as is also the relation of senses 1 and 2
;

they may be distinct derivatives. Cf. Du. hoop,

MHG. kouf* dealing, bargain, trade
1

; also OHG.
choufo ' dealer, merchant \]
1. A bargain.

1471 Act. Audit. 12 (JanO The cofe made hetuix her &
vmquhile Johne of Brakenerig. 1480 Ait. Dom. Cone. 70
(Jam.) Be resone of cofe & change made betuix the said
Margret and Marioun her dochtir.

2. A hawker or pedlar.
a 1555 Lyndesav Peder Coffeis 10 Ane scroppit cofe . . to

I

by hennis reid-wod he rynnis. Ibid. 17 Ane swyngeor coife

i

amangisthewyvis. Ibid. 33 Knaifatic coffmisknawis him sell

I
Quhen he gettis in a furrit goun. 15.. Aberd.Reg. (Jam.)

j
Mispersoning the merchandis in calling of thaim coffeis.

3. —Cove, q. v.

tCofe, cove, COf, adv. Obs. [OE. cafe, f.

:
cdf adj. : see Cof.] Quickly, sharply, eagerly,

promptly ; soon.
a 1000 Cvnewulf Elene (Gr.) s6 Mjc^en samnode cafe to

\
cease. 1 175 Cott. Horn. 231 fcome sum cofer sum Inter.

a W50 0~ivl <y Night. 379 He hupb and start swi^e cove,
And secheb pabts to be grove, c 1320 Sir Bcues 1825 Now
ich wolde 3eue hit kof For a schiuer of a lof ! Ibid. 1961

1 To be patriark a wente cof, & al his lif he him schrof. 1340-
70 Alex, Dind. 42 Al so cof as be king kende be sawe.

Co-feoffee k^"|fefr Law. Forms: see Feof-
fee, [see Co- 3 c] One who is enfeoffed with

another or others ; a joint feoffee.

1458 in Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857) I- 322 The
forsaid Sir John, his cofeoffee. 1503 Bury Wills wZ^o 94
All my cofelfees. 1875 SiLBns Comt. Hist. III. xviii. 128

The duchy of Lancaster .. was still in the hands of the

j

cardinal and his co-feofTees.

t Co-feoffer. Obs. [see Feoffer.] =prec.
1542 Richmond. Wilts (1853) 32 Y t Edwarde Dockerey,

i William Dodyng, and other theyr cofeoffers . . be full fea-

j

fide in fe simple off and in all suclie lands, etc.

Cofer^e, obs. form of Coffer.
Co-fere : see Co- 3 b.

Coff, obs. form of Cohf, basket.

Coff (kpf), v. Sc. arch. Pa. t. and pple. coft

;

also 9 caft. [orig. found only in pa. pple. and
pa. t. coft, prob. a. MDu. coft, cofte (still dial, beside

i

later hocht), pa. pple. of copen to buy and sell,

! deal, trade (according to the general Teutonic
phonetic law which excluded ft, ht, cf. OE. sohte

for *socte.) Hence, at a later date, was formed a

present coff : the original present was Cope, q. v.]

trans. To buy, purchase.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. x. 54 He bat all Man-kynd coft

fra care. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 583 To thame that

banquet had bene ouir deir coft. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1885! 63 A hundir egs . . war cofte for

a frenche sous. 1774 C. Keith Fanner's Ha' xxviii, A
the lasses loup. .'Cause lads for them coff broach sae bright.

1790 Burns Tarn o' Shanter 176 That sark she coft for her
wee Nannie. 1807 Tannahill Poems 124 His master caft

him frae some fallows. 1868 G. Macdonald R. Falconer
I. 280, ' I cam to coff twine for the draigon '.

f b. To acquire, get (otherwise than by buying'.

I Obs. 1 Used improperly* (Jam.).

1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Clarence xlix, Richard should
beside the crowne have coft. a 1586 Sir R. Maitlakd in

I
Ediu. Mag. f{ Rev. (18101 Sept. 327 <

Jam.) Mr. David
Seton. .mareit all his eldest brother dochters upon landit

men. .and coft ladies of heretage to his brother sones.

Coffa, coffe, ob*. ff. Coffee.
Coffa, eoffaw, obs. forms of Caffa (sense 2).

1701 Act 12 $ 13 Will. III. c. n Coffaes . , and all other

thin Calicoes, commonly called muslins.

CofFae, -aw, var. of Coffoy, Obs.

Coffe, var. of Cofe sb. Obs. ; obs. f. Cuff.

Coffee ^kfrfi). Forms : a. (6 caoua, chaoua, 7

cahve, coava, coave, cahu, coho, kauhi, kahue,
cairwa) ; 0. 7 coffia,, caffa, capha

; 7. 7 caphe,

cauphe, cophie, coffl(e, coffey, coffea, coffy,

7-8 coffe, cophee, caufee, 7- coffee, [ad. Arab,

s^jj qahwahy in Turkish pronounced kahveh, the

name of the infusion or beverage ; said by Arab
lexicographers to have originally meant * wine ' or

some kind of wine, and to be a derivative of a vb.-

root qahiya 1 to have no appetite.' Some have con-

jectured that it is a foreign, perh. African, word

disguised, and have thought it connected with the

name of Kaffa in the south Abyssinian highlands,

where the plant appears to be native. But of this

there is no evidence, and the name qahwah is not

given to the berry or plant, which is called

Ininn, the native name in Shoa being bun.

The European langs. generally appear to have

got the name from Turkish kahveh, about 1600,

perh. through It. caffe; cf. F., Sp., Pg. cafe', Ger.

kaffee, Da., Sw. kaffe. The Eng. coffee, Du. koffie,

earlier Ger. coffee, koffee, Russ. kophe, kophet, have

or app. representing earlier au from ahw or ahv.]
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COFFEE. 590 COFFER.

1. A drink made by infusion or decoction from
the seeds of a shrub (see 3\ roasted and ground

or (in the East; pounded; extensively used as a

beverage, and acting as a moderate stimulant.

Black coffee : strong coffee served without milk or cream
( F. caff not'r).

a. Early foreign forms :

1598 Linschptens Trav. 46 {Note of Paludanus) The
Turkes hotde almost the same manner of drinking of their

Chaoua, which they make of a certaine fruit . . by the

Egyptians called Bon or Ban 1653 Greaves Seraglio 190
Some Cahve house, .[note, where they drink Cahve]. 1659
(title; The Nature of the drink Kauhi, or Coffee, and the

Berry of which it is made, Described by an Arabian Phy-
sitian, Oxford. 1665 Havers Sit T. Roe's Voy. E Ind.
(Socotoru IsL\ For drink water and cahu, black liquor,

drank as hot as could be endured. 170a W.J. Bruyn's Voy.
Levant xxi. 94 The most usual Liquor .. Kahue, which
we call Coffee.

0. coffa, caffa, capita.

1603-30 Capt. Smith Trav. Adv. 25 Their [TurkesT
best drmke is Coffa of a graine they call Coava. 1631 K.
H. A rraignm. Whole Creature ix. 68 them have Chyan
from Greece, Caffa from Turkey. 1631 Jorden Nat. Bathes
xvi. (1669) 151 In the East-Indies and in Turkey., they
have a drink called Capha, sold ordinarily in Taverns, and
drunk hot. 163a Lithgow Trav. IV. 151 A Cup of Coffa.

7. cauphe, cophic, cophee, coffe, coffee, etc.

1601 W. Parrv Sherley's Trav. 10 A certain Liquor which
they call Coffe. .which will soon intoxicate the brain. 1636
Sir H. Blovst Voy. Levant 1 16371 42 One brought a Porcelane
dish ofCauphe. 1636 Bvblvm Mem. 11857)1. 11 There came
in my time [i.e. 1636] to the College, one Nathaniel Conopios,
out of Greece . . He was the first I ever saw drink coffee;
which custom came not into England till thirty years after.

1664 — Sylva 34 Which might yet be drank daily as our
Cophee is. 1665 G. Harvev Advice agst. Plague xii. 12

Coffee is recommended against the Contagion. 1691 Wood
Ath. Oxon. 1 1. 658 He made the drink for his own use called
Coffey - being the first . . that was ever drank in Oxon.
1712-4 Poi'E Rape Lock (II. 117 Coffee (which makes the
politician wise, And see through all things with his half-

shut eyes 1

. 1796 J. Owen Trav. Europe II. 529 Black
coffee, as it is called, or coffee without milk, is the general
drink. 1834 Byron Juan xvi. ci, The evening also waned
—and coffee came. 1867 Baker Nile Tribut. ix. 220, I

. . sat down . . to good curry and rice, and a cup of black
coffee.

b. A light repast at which coffee is taken 'cf.

lea) ; or a final course at dinner consisting of coffee.

2. The seeds or ' berries
1

(collectively), either

raw or roasted ; or the powder made by grinding

the roasted seeds, from which the drink is made.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 738 This berry Coffa . . of which the

Turks are great takers. 1685 J. Chamderlavne Coffee,
Tea, -V Choc, n Coffee is a Berry which only grows in the
desert of Arabia. 1709 Brit. Apollo 1 1. No. 19. 4 2 Turkey
Coffee at 6s. +d. per pound. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm.
167 Roasting coffee improves its flavour.

3. The tree or shrub from which coffee is ob-
tained ; a species of Coffea, chiefly C. arabica, a
native of Abyssinia and Arabia, but now exten-

sively cultivated throughout the tropics. It bears

fragrant white flowers like those of jessamine,

succeeded by red fle>hy berries resembling small
cherries, each containing two seeds {coffee-beans).

1623 Bacon Hist. Vit.e <y Mortis Wks. II. 163 Turcae
habent eti.im in usu herbae genus quam vocant Caphe[transl.
(1651) 29 The Turkes use a kind of Herb, which they call

Caphe]. 1757 Over Fleece 1. 244 Caufee wild or thea,
Nutmeg or cinnamon. 1857 Livingstone Trav. xx. 399
The clayey soil formed by the disintegration of the mica
schist and trap is the favourite soil for the coffee. 1859
Tennent Ceylon II. vn. vii. 251 A plantation of coffee is at
every season an object of beauty and interest.

4. The name has been commercially applied to

various substances or preparations used as imita-

tions of coffee, or substitutes for it, as Dandelion
coffee.

b. Swedish coffee: the seeds of Astragalus
baticus. Wild Coffee', a West Indian name of
Faramea odoratissima (Miller Plant Names).

5. attrib. and Comb. a. General combinations, as

coffee-bush, -crop, -drink, + -farthing, -husbandry,
-imbibing, -lees, + penny, 'plant, -plantation,

-planting, -shop, -shrub, -tree, -urn ; coffce-broivn,

-coloured, -faced adjs.

1859 Tennent Ceylon vn. vi. (L.>, The belief that a *coffee-
bush . . would continue . . to bear crops without manure.
1695 Mottf.ux St. Olon's Morocco 151 He was mufll'd up to
the Eyes in a *Coffee-colour'd Handkerchief. 1761 Pul-
tenev in Phil. Trans. LI I. 346 A thin coffee-coloured
liquor. 1883 A. Dobson Old World Idylls, Dead Let. 1.

vii, Coffee coloured laces. 1850 Tennent Ceylon vm. vi.

<L.i, The entire *coffec crop of Ceylon. 1659 Howell in

N. \Q. Ser. 1.(1850 I. 315/iThis *Coffee-drink hath caused
a great sobriety among all nations, a 1845 Rarham Ineol.
L*rg., House- Warming, The flame-colour a Belle, and her
*coffee-faced Beau ! 1676 Makvell Mr. Stnirke 4 They
had set up this Cock, and would have been content.. to
have ventur'd their *Coffec-Farthings, yea their Easter*
Pence by advance, to have a fling at him. 1837 Dickens
Pickiu. li, The operation of shaving, dressing and 'coffee-
imbibing, a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg., Lay St. Cuthbert,
Dashed in his face a whole cup of hot *coffee-lees. 1673
R. Head Canting Acad. 97 He did ..exercise his hand
with the Dice, either for naughty halfpence, or •Coffee-
pence. 1859 Tennent Ceylon (ed. 2) II. 226 The *coffee
plant . . which is a native of Africa, was known at Yemen at
an early period. 1866 Treas. Bot. 311 A Javanese •Coffee-
plantation. 1859 Tennent Ceylon fm. vi. (L.1, The healthy

I condition in which "coffee-planting appears at the present

I

day in Ceylon. 1884 C. Dickens Diet. Lottd. 84/1 Some

I

few "coffee public-houses, .were opened. 1866 Treas. Bot.
1 310 The "Coffee shrub is cultivated throughout the tropics.

1741 Compl. Ram. -Piece 11. iii. 385 The Berries of the
*Coffee Tree. 1851 Mayne Reid Rifle Rangers i, The
breeze . . carries on its wings the aroma of the coffee-tree.

1855 J. F. Johnston Chem. Corn. Life I. 203 The Coffee-

tree, attains a height in some countries not exceeding 8 or

10, but in others averaging from 1510 20 feet. 1833 Brewster
Nat, Magic xiii. 328 The inhabitants boil the water in their

I

*coffee-urns.

b. Special combinations : coffee-bean, the seed

i of the coffee-plant ; coffee-berry, the fruit of the

coffee-plant also, loosely, the seed; coffee-biggin

(see Biggin*); coffee-bird, a kind of bullfinch

{Pyrrhula violacea) found in Jamaica, which builds

its nest in coffee-trees ; coffee-blight, a micro-

scopic fungus destructive to coffee-plantations

;

coffee-borer, a name given to species of boring-

beetles which infest the coffee-plant ; coffee-bug,

an insect (Lecania coffene) of the family Coccids,

very destructive to coffee- plants ; coffee cup, a

cup from which coffee is drunk, usually larger than

a tea-cup ; f coffee-dish, a cup or other vessel for

]

coffee ;
coffee-grounds sb. pi., the granular sedi-

ment remaining in coffee after infusion ; coffee-

huller, ' a machine to remove the husk which
\ covers the coffee-grains* Knight Diet. A/ech.) ;

coffee-mill, a small hand-mill for grinding roasted

i

coffee-beans ; coffee-nib, a coffee-bean ; coffee-

nut, the fniit of Gymnocladus canatiensis, the

Kentucky Coffee-tree, used by early settlers as

a substitute for coffee; coffee-palace, a large

and sumptuous coffee-tavern
; f coffee-powder,

ground coffee ; coffee-rat see quot.) ; coffee-

roaster, a) one whose business is to roast coffee-

,

beans ;
{b) an apparatus for roasting coffee

;

;
+ coffee-sage = coffee-wit ;

coffee-shop, (a) a

! shop where coffee is sold
;

(b* in India, a place at

i
which the residents of a station (esp. in Upper

! India) meet for talk over a light breakfast of coffee,

\

toast, etc., at an earlier hour than the regular

breakfast of the day ; the name is also applied to

the gathering, and so to the halt of a regiment for

refreshment on an early march, etc. ; coffee-stand,

(a) a support for a coffee-pot
;

(b) a stall for the

sale of coffee
;
coffee-tavern, a tavern or public

hou?e where coffee and other non-intoxicating

drinks and refreshments are sold ; coffee-tea, an
infusion of the leaves of the coffee-plant ; coffee-

walk, the space between the rows of trees in a

coffee-plantation ; f coffee-wit, a wit who fre-

quents coffee-houses (see quots.'. Sec also Coffee-
house, -MAN, -POT, -ROOM, -WOMAN.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11, Bl/l The *Coffee Bean, or

Berry ..grow two in a thin furrowed husk. 1855 J. W.
Croker in Croker Pap. (1884) III. xxix. 327 Is it possible
that raw coffee-beans were issued to the troops in the camp ?

1661 I'ettv Taxes 46 The importation of forty thousand
pounds worth of " coffee-berries. 1866 Treas. Bot. 310
When ripe, the coffee berries are gathered, and the soft

outer pulp removed. 1803 [see Biggin *] 'Coffee biggin.

1819 Rees Cyct. s. v.. The powdered coffee is sometimes
put into a linen bag or strainer suspended at the mouth
of a coffee can or, as it is called in the North of England,
a coffee biggin. 1830-60 Ure Diet. Arts (L. , The toffee-

biggin with the perforated tin strainer. 1859 Tennent Cey-
lon I. 261 The Voffee-bug . . for some years past has devas-
tatedsomeof theplantationsin Ceylon. 1769-71 H.Waliole
Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) V. 95, I havea *coffee.cup of
his ware. 1855 Russell Crimean War\\. (LA Begemmed
coffee-cups were handed about. 1684 Lond, Gaz. No.
1000/4 Two "Coffee Dishes Plated with Silver. 1764 Low
Life 89 Young women . . resolving lawful Questions by
*Coffee-Grounds. 1691 North in Autobiog. (1887) 225, I

desire . . you will get me a very good Voffee mill. 1760
Kiphs in Biog.Brit. II. 315 His father, .was a coffee-mill-

maker. 1886 Pall Mall G. 22 May 2/1, I [app. Dr. Bar-
nardo] planned the New Edinburgh Castle as the first

"coffee palace in the United Kingdom. 168a Lond. Gaz.
No. 1750/4 Fine *Coffee- Powder, from 2J. 6d. to 31. per
Pound, or the Parched Berries at the same rate. 1859
Tennent Ceylon I. 140 The *coffee-rat is an insular variety

of the Mus hirsutus ofW Elliott, found in Southern India.

1737 Common Sense (1738) I. 279, I was bred to the Trade
of a *Coffee- Roaster. 1855 Browning How it strikes 2s
The coffee-roaster's brazier. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxvi,

Field-lane .. has its barber, its "coffee-shop. 1880 J. W.
Sherer Conjuror's Dau. 202 After his return to India ..

one day when he was at *coffee-shop in the morning, etc.

1890 Brandreth (in L-etter), The coffee-shop is essentially

a social gathering. 1866 Treas. Bot. 311 A patent ..for

the introduction of *Coffee-tea. 183a Ht. Martineau
Demerara i. 7 They were marched off to their labour
in the "coffee-walks. 1667 Drvden hid. Etnperor Epil.,

As for the "Coffee-wits he says not much, Their proper
Bus'ness is to Damn the Dutch. 1671 Wvcherley Love
in Wood ii. i, Lydia. What is the coffee-wit 1 Dap. He is

a . . gossiping, quibbling wretch, and sets people together
by the ears over that sober drink, coffee.

Coffee-house.
1. A house of entertainment where coffee and

other refreshments are supplied. (Much frequented

in 17th and 18th c. for the purpose of political

and literary conversation, circulation of news, etc.)

The places now so called have lost this character, and are
simply refreshment-houses.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 1. 66 Coffa-houses [in Constan-

tinople], .There sit they chatting most of the day, and sippe
of a dnnke called Coffa. 1656 Blount Gtossogr., Canphe-
house, a Tavern or Inn where they sel Cauphe. 1664 Pepys
Diary 24 Nov., To a coffee-house, to drink jocolatte. a 1672
Wood Life \ 1848) 48 This yeare [1650] Jacob a Jew opened
a coffey house at the Angel in the parisn of S. Peter in the
east, Oxon. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 46 p 2 At Lloyd's
Coffee-house where the Auctions are usually kept. 1790
Burke Fr. Rev. 198 The leaders of the legislative clubs
and coffee-houses. 1817 Hallam Const. Hist. ' 1 876 II. xi.

354 Anecdotes of court excesses . . in daily circulation

through the coffee-houses. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I.

366 Every coffee-house had one or more orators, to whose
eloquence the crowd listened with admiration.

2. attrib. and Comb.
1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1910/4 A Coffee-house-man at the

corner house in Brook-street. 1704 Swift Batt. Bks. (1750)
10 Coffeehouse-wits. 17*0 Lond. Gaz. No. 5900/4 Mary
Hassard. .Coffee-House-Holder. 1751 J. Brown Sha/Ush.
Charac. 137 Our modish coffee-house philosophers. 1752
Hume Pol. Disc. \. 1 What we can learn from every coffee-

house conversation. 1845 Disraeli Sybil (18631 150 His
lordship was apt to be too civil . . To-day he was quite the
coffee-house waiter. He praised everything. 1876 — Sp.,

Mere coffee-house babble.

t Co'ffee-man. Ohs. A man keeping a coffee-

house.
1673 [R- Leigh] Transp. Reh. 48 The coffee-men I hear

will bid fair for your stationers. 1691 Lvttrell Brief Ret.

(1857) II. 420 The lord mayor has declared no coffee men in

London shall receive guests on Sunday. 1764 /..: Lift 89
Vintners, Coffee-men, Publicans.

Co ffee-pot. A covered pot with a spout, in

which coffee is made or brought on the table.

1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 41 12/4 Stolen . . A Coffee-Pot and a
Salver. 1756 J. Warton Ess. Pope (ed. 41 I. ly. 241 It

is, doubtless, as hard to make a coffee-pot shine in poetry

as a plough. 184a Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 163 The absence
of loaf cr coffee-pot would have been less sensibly felt.

Co'ffee-room. A public room where coffee

and similar refreshments are served
;
now, gener-

ally, the name of the public dining-room in a

hotel.

171a Addison Sped. No, 403 F 10 The first Object I met
in the Coffee-Room. 1828 Blackiv. Mag. XXIII. 386 In

private house, bookseller's shop, or Coffee-room. 1881

Goldw. Smith Led. $ Ess. 179 He sat down in the coffee

room of the hotel.

t Co ffee-WO man. Obs. A woman keeping

a coffee-house.

1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4663/4 Elizabeth Dye, late of the

City of Oxford, Widow and Coffee-woman. 17*3 Ibid. No.
6194/10 Dorothy O'Bryan. . Coffee-Woman.
CofFeic, coffeine, etc. Chem. : see Caffeic, etc.

Coffen, obs. form of Coffin.

Coffer (kp faj), sb. Forms : 4 cofere, coofer,

4-5 cofre, cofur, 4-6 coffre, 4-7 cofer, 5 cofir,

cofyr e, (cowffer, coufre, cophor}, 6 coafer,

(cofar, coffar, coffur), 4- coffer. [ME. cofre,

coffre, etc., a. OF. cofre, coffre:—L. cophin-um,

nom. cophinus, a. Gr. ic6<ptvos basket; cf. Coffin.

The phonetic development ^through *coffno) is the

same as in L. ordin-em, F. ordre, L. *Londinus,

F. Lofulres. For the extension of sense, cf. (in Du
Cange) Capit. de Villis, cap. 62 ;

* de cofinis id est

scriniis \]

1. A box, chest: esp. a strong box in which

money or valuables are kept.

i 1300 Beket 1925 Ich have a lute cofre . . Ther beoth jut

inne atte leste cijte hondred pound, c 13*5 Coer de L.
1939 They brake coffers and took tresours. c 1386 Chaucer
Lrankl. T. 843 He gooth vn to his cofre And broghte gold.

1463 Bury Wills (1850) 2^ The seid William to have, .al my
. .cofferys, and tubbes wid alle othir o>tilmentys. Ibid. 33
A lityl grene coffre for kerchys. 1548 W. 1 homas Itat.

Gram. 4- Diet. (15671, Cassa, a cheste or coafer. 1598
Barret Tkror. Warres v. iii. 134 These shot and bullets

must be carried in coffers. 1607 Shaks. Timon \. ii. 199

He commands vs to prouide, and giue great guifts, and all

out of an empty Coffer. 173* Lediahij Sethos II. vn. 28

Several coffers and cabinets, were fill'd with stuffs of gold,

r 1800 K. White Poet. Wks. <i837> 80 My breast's my
coffer, and my God 's my hope. i8o« W. 1 rvinc Braceo.

Hall iii. 25 A large iron-bound coffer. 1871 R. Klus
Catullus xxiv, He owns not a slave nor any coffer.

b. In the plural often equivalent to 'treasury',

and hence 1 funds, pecuniary resources \

1377 Lasgu P. PI. B. xi. 192 For alle are we crystes

creatures And of his coffres riche. 1413 Lvdc. Pilgr. Soivte

111. iv. 11483' 52 Al went. .in to your owne Cofres. 1579
Lvlv Euphues <Arb.) 112 Whereby thou mayest. enrich thy

cofcrs. 169a Drvden St. Euremont's Ess. 198 As long as

we have Money in our Coffers, itii Swift South Sea, A
million in his coffers. 1833 Ht. Martineau Fr Wines $
Pol. vi. 82 The coffers ofthe government had long been
empty. 1867 Smiles Huguetwts Eng. L » i88o» 2 Etiorts..

to rill the coffers of Rome by the sale of indulgences.

+ 2. An ark. Applied to Noah's ark, the 1 ark
1

of bulrushes in which Moses was laid, and the
1 ark of God \ Obs.

c\jp$E. E. Allit. P. B. 310 Make to be .. A cofer closed of

tres. c 1340 Cursor M. 5614 (Trin.i A cofur of aerdes dud
she [Moses' motherj be wrou^t. 1388 Wvclif Ejc. xxv. 10

Ioyne $e togidere an arke [MS. c 1420 arke ether coferej.

1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par. Heb. 21 They put it in a
lytle cofer, and layde it oute vpon a ryuers banke. 1711

Shaftesb. Charac. {1737) III. 117 [David's] Dance. .in the

Procession ofthe Sacred Coffer.
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COFFER.

f3. A coffin. Obs.

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Fades 177 The piler elm, the cofre

unto careyne. c 1430 Lydg. Bochas 1. iv. (1554' 6 b, Whan
y1

' death nayled them in their coffers. 1488 Will of Batte
(Somerset Ho. 1, My body to be buryed in a cofer of tree.

ISS° N'icolls Thucyd. 54 iR.t A great coffer of cypres.

Into whiche they did putt the booties of them, that were
dead of that trybe. 1555 [see Coffer v. i].

+ 4. Coffer of the heart \ the pericardium. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxvi. (1495) 149 Abowte
the herte is a maner clothynge that hyghte the shryne and
the cofre of the hert. Ibid. 150 The herte. .greuyd by some
postume that infecteth the cofre therof.

5. Arch. a. A sunk panel in a ceiling or soffit,

of ornamental character, usually decorated in the

centre with a flower or the like.

1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Arcltit. 138 Those [are call 'd]

Cofers wherein are cut the Roses, .which adorn the spaces

'twixt the heads of the Modilions and Mutules. 1823 P.

Nicholson Pract. Build. 506 The coffers of the soffit of the

cornice are square. 1845 Athenaeum 11 Jan. 48 On the

grounds of the coffers forming the lacunaria of the ceilings.

b. A space within a wall, pier, etc., rilled up
with concrete, rubble, or loose material. ? Obs.

1715 Leoni Palladia's Archil. 14 The ancient walls of

Naples.. are made of two rows of free stones, .bound to-

gether with other crossing rows, so that the space or Coffers

. .were filled up with stones or earth.

f6. Fortification. (See quot.) Obs.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Coffer, in fortification, denotes a
hollow lodgment, athwart a dry moat, from six to seven

feet deep, and from sixteen to eighteen feet broad ; the

upper part made of pieces of timber raised two feet above
the level of the moat ; which little elevation has hurdles

laden with earth for it's covering ; and serves as a parapet,

with embrasures. The coffer is nearly the same with the

caponiere . . The besieged generally make use of coffers ro

repulse the besiegers, when they endeavour to pass the

ditch. 1755 in Johnson ; and in later Diets.

7. Mining, a. A trough in which tin-ore is

broken to pieces. ? Obs.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2108 Which with the Ores falls

down into the Coffer (/. e a long square box of the firmest

timber, 3 foot long and 1^ foot over).

b. ' A rectangular plank frame, used in timber-

ing levels' (Raymond Alining Gloss. 1881).

8. Ordnance Survey. Applied to wooden
troughs used to support the chain in measuring

a base-line of an Ordnance Survey.

1785 Roy Surveying in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 452 Each
coffer consisted of three boards about half an inch thick.

1800 Ibid. XC. 557 The apparatus for the measurement,
consisting of. . pickets, iron heads, and a new set of coffers.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 217/2 In the actual measurement
the measuring chain was not supported on coffers, or

stretched by a constant weight.

9. Hydraulics, a. A caisson or water-tight box

:

cf. Coffeu-dam i. b. A kind of caisson or

floating dock. c. ' The lock for a barge ' (Sim-

monds).
1822 Trans. Soc. Arts XL. 125 cc the coffer slung by the

ropes dd[& watertight box used in repairing a ship's side,

below the water line ; elsewhere called a caisson].

10. in Fire-coffer, q.v.

11. Comb., as -f coffer-key, -lid (also fig.), -like

adj. ; coffer-fish, a trunk-fish, a species of Ostra-

cion; coffer-slide valve, a box slide-valve of a

steam-engine. See also Coffer-dam, -work.
1884 J. Colborne Hicks Pasha 14 The extraordinary

*coffer-fish . . preserved and sold at Suez to homeward-bound
Anglo-Indians. 1526 Skklton Magnyf. 532 Thryft hath
lost her *cofer kaye. 1483 Cath. Angt. 70 A *Corfyrled

\v.r. Cofer leyd], arculus. 1592 Shaks. Ven. Ad. 1127

She lifts the coffer-lids that close his eyes. 1850 Prescott
Mexico I. 338 The huge Cofre de Perote, which borrows its

name.. from the *coffer-like rock on its summit. 1816 J.

Smith Panorama Sc. Art II. 135 A *coffer-slide valve,

which requires no packing to make it steam-tight, as there

is always a vacuum under it.

Coffer (kp-tej), «0 [f. the sb. : cf. F. coffrer.]

1. trans. To enclose in, or as in, a coffer ; to lay

up securely ; to hoard, to treasure Obs. ox arch.

c 1394 P. PI. Crede 68 He will kepen it hym-self & cofren

it faste. 1555 Fardle Faa'ons 1. iv. 43 Diuers of them
throwe their dead into Riuers, other cofer them vp in

earthen cofres. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 855 The aged man that

coffers vp his gold. 1676 Bp. Grove Vind. Conform.
Clergy (1680) 23 He. .coffers it up amongst his other choice

Expressions. 1805 Southey Madoc in Azt. xix, They
gathered up The ashes of the dead, and coffer'd them Apart.
1828 DTsrakli Chas. I, I. hi. 45 This family document . . Is

perhaps still coffered among the antiquities of our anti-

quaries' collections.

* 2. Arch. To adorn with coffers (see Coffer sb.

5 a). See Coffered.
3. Mining. (See quots., and cf. Coffer-dam.)
1881 Raymond Mining Glass., Coffer or Cofer (Derb.), to

secure a shaft from leaking by ramming in clay behind the
masonry or timbering. 1882 Nature XXVI. 569 The pro-
cess of coffering out or damming back water in shafts . . by
means of a water-tight lining now called tubbing.

t Coffer, v.* Obs. [? cf. Goffer.] To curl

up, twist, warp. (intr. and trans.)
1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Melon, The Sun will soon

draw the Heat of so fresh a Bed to that Degree, that . . the
two first Leaves.. of the Plant will twirl or coffer. 1784
Twamley Dairying 53 By the same cause that a board is

made round or coffered up, by the heat of the Sun,

Coffer-dam. [f. Coffer + Dam.]
1. Hydraulic Engineering. A water-tight en-
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closure used for . obtaining a dry foundation for

bridges, piers, etc. ;
usually constructed of two

rows of piles with clay packed between them, ex-

tending above high-water mark ; the water being

pumped out so as to leave the enclosure dry. b.

Also a water-tight structure fixed to a ship's side,

for making repairs below the water-line.

1736 Hawksmoor A cc. Loud. Bridge 26 The way he proposes
to lay the foundation is with Coffer-dams. 1751 Labelye
IVestm. Br. 49 Why could not the Foundations of the

Piers have been laid by the help of Coffer-dams? 1776 G.
Semple Building in Water 30 They have . . of late trans-

lated the Word Batterdeaux, and rendered it Coffer-dam,
which I presume, is a Word or technical Term not used,

nor even so much as known in the English Tongue before

the Year 1734. 1862 Smiles Engineers III. 412 The piles

had been driven, and the coffer-dams formed and puddled.

1890 Daily News 28 Tan. 6/1 It was necessary to con-

struct a coffer dam inside the ship, and after the external

patching to till this dam with cement.

fig. 1876 E. Jenkins Queen's Head 10 No. .substituting of

modern iron bedsteads for the ancient and capacious coffer-

dams wherein their ancestors used to bury themselves at

night.

2. (See quots.}

1881 Advance (Chicago* 28 Apr. 271 A new absorbent.,

from the cocoanut fibre, .called cofferdam, and will hold .

.

from 12 to 14 times its own weight of water. 1885 Daily
Tel. 27 May, It has been discovered . . that a composition

obtained from pulverised cocoanut cellulose has the . . pro-

perty, when penetrated by shot . . of closing up instan-

taneously, so as to prevent the influx of water into a ship's

hold. The name of 'cofferdam' has been given to this

preparation,

3. attrib., as coffer-dam work> work performed in,

or by means of, a coffer-dam.

1772 Hutton Bridges 93 This is coffer-dam work.

Hence Coffer-dam v. trans., to provide with a

coffer-dam.
1884 Daily News 19 Dec. 5/7 Unless the pier is imme-

diately coffer-dammed and the masonry repaired.

Coffered (kf?*foid), ppl. a. [f. Coffer sb. and
V. 1 +-E1).]

1. Enclosed in, or as in, a coffer
;
resting on coffers.

1587 Tl rbekv. Trag. T. (1837) 97 To unfolde Her coferd

ware. 1886 Blackxv. Mag. Sept. 326 A 100 feet coffered

steel chain.

2. Arch. Furnished or adorned with coffers.

1869 Daily News 13 Oct., The coffered ceilings, .have the

grounds of the coffers rich crimson. 1879 Sir G. Scott
Led. Archil. II. 138 Coffered panels which had originated

in a horizontal ceiling.

Cofferer (kp-farai). Obs. exc. Hist. [a. OF. cof-

frier, f. coffre Coffer : see -er.]

1. A treasurer. Obs. exc. Hist.
("1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 319 Sir Ratif be Coffrers

bat tyme was Tresorere. Ibid. 320 J>e Cofrere [orig.

Fr. le Cofrere]. 1580 North Plutarch 755 (R.) He com-
manded . . his cofferer that kept his money, to give a friend

of his five and twenty myryades. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.i
Rom. xvi. 23 Erastus the cofferer of the citie saluteth you.

1614 Selden Titles Hon. 344 In that account made by H.
Leicester, Cofferer to Thomas Earle of Lancaster vnder
Edward the second. 1742 Young Nt. Th. 11. 550 Ye for-

tune's cofferers ! Ye pow'rs of wealth ! 1863 Sala Capt.

Dang. III. iii. 114 The Bank of Amsterdam, then the most
famous Corporation of Cofferers, .in Europe.

b. An officer of the royal household of England,

next under the controller ; he had the oversight of

the other officers. Hist.

1538 Leland Itin. IV. 60 One notable Tombe . . wherein
William Cope, Coferer to K. H. 7. is buried. 1570 Act
13 Eliz. c. 4 § 1 Any . . Cofferer of the Houshold to the

Queen's Majesty. 1708 J. Chambeblayne St. Gt. Brit. 1.

II. xii. (1743) 101 The cofferer, .is to pay the wages of the

king's servants above and below stairs. 1780 Burke Corr.

(1844)11. 326 The king's household, .has. .three treasurers;

—

the treasurer of the chamber, the treasurer of the household,

and .. the cofferer of the household, i860 Fkoude Hist.

Eng. VI. 18 Sir Edmund Peckham, Cofferer of the house-

hold, was found to have gone off with the treasure.

f 2. One who makes coffers. Obs.

1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 109 Girdelers, coferers, ne
corvysers, ne no manere of artificeris. c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs
B. (1843) 10 Coferers, carde makers, and caruers.

Cofferet : see Coffret.

Coffering (kfrfarirj), sb. [f. Coffer sb. +-ing.]

1. An arrangement or structure of coffers. In

quots. referring to the * coffers ' or troughs used to

support the chain in measuring the Ordnance Sur-

vey base-line on Hounslow Heath.
1785 Roy Surveying in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 451 Stands

..that supported the ninety-eight feet of coffering. 1790
Ibid. LXXX. Plate 1, Plan of the Coffering for each Chain.

2. Arch. Cf. Coffer sb. 5 ; Coffered 2.

1845 Athenaeum 4 Jan. 18 Its coffering, and also the

panelled soffits of the architraves. 1884 H. Stannus Dome
St. Paul's (Times 20 Nov. 4/5}, Coffering, .was intended by
Wren, as shown by his drawings.

3. Mining. See Coffer 3.

t Co'ffership. Obs. rare- 1
. [Ought to be

cofferership] The office of Cofferer (sense 2).

a 1618 Raleigh Prerog. Pari, in Hart. Misc. (MalhJ IV.

338 Ingram, and his fellows, are odious men, and therefore

his Majesty pleased the people greatly to put him from the

coffership. [See also edd. 1628, 1640.]

+ Co'ffer-work. Obs. [f. Coffer sb, 5 b +
Work sb.} Work done with or in coffers ; in

Arch, masonry having ' coffers
1

filled with rubble,

etc. Formerly also, building in concrete.

COFFIN.

1708 G. Richards 1st Bk. Pallatizes Archil. 15 The
manner Riempiuta or filled walls, which is also called
Coffer-work which the Ancients did use; taking planks
and placing them edgewise, allowing so much space as they
would have the thickness of the wall, filling it with Mortar,
and Stones of all Sorts. 1742 Leoni Paltadids Archil. I.

9 [as in prec. quot. ; also] Coffer-work . . made of two rows
of free Stones, .bound together with other crossing-rows, so

the Space or Coffers - . between the crossing-rows and the
out-rows of Stones, .were fill'd up with Stones and Earth.

Coflfery, obs. form of Caffre.

Coffin (.kfrfin), sb. Forms : 4 cofine, coffyne,

(.Sir. cowyne), 4-5 cofyn/e, 5 cofynne, cophinne,
coufln), 5-6 coffyn, cophyn(e, 5-7 cophin(e,
6 cofflne, Sc. coffyng, 6-7 coffen, 5- coffin. [ME.
cofin, coffyn, etc., a. OF. cofin, coffin, little basket,

case, etc., ad. L. cophin-us (later coftn-us), a.

Or. Koiptpos basket.]

f 1. A basket ; transl. L. cophinus, Gr. tcocpivos,

[So in OF. and many mod. F, dialects.]

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 62 pei gedriden and
filden twelve coffynes of relif of fyve barly loves. 1382 —
2 Kings x. 7 Thei. .slewen the seventy men, and putten the
hevedis of hem in cofynes. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 15
(ledrenge. .the fragmentes of the cophinnes remanent. 1542
Elyot Diet., Tibin, a baskette or coffyn made of wyckers
or bull rushes, or barke of a tree : such oone was Moyses
put in to. 1552 in Huloet.

t 2. A chest, case, casket, box. Obs.
[So in F. dial, of Picardy and Lorraine.]

(1330 R. liiU NNE Chron. 11810) 135 Of bat bat was in

cofre, & in his cofines, He mad his testament. C1420 Pallad.
on Husb. iv. 672 In chistes smale or coffyns hem doo.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. viti. 19 A Cophyn of Evore.

1480 ll'ardr. Acc. Edw. IV (1830) 125 Divers cofyns of fyrre

wherein the Kinges books were conveyed. 1552 Surrey
Ch. Goods (18691 48, iiij torches with ij long coffins for them,

1570 Dee Math. Pref, Make a hollow Cube, or Cubik
coffen, of Copper, Silver, Tynne, or Wood. 1677 Holyoke
Diet., A coflin for a book, Loculamcntum.

3. spec. The box or chest in which a corpse is

enclosed for burial. (The ordinary current sense.)

[In Fr. coffin — cercuell occurs in Deguilleyille c 1330.]

1525 Churchw. Acc. St. Giles, Reading 25 For menclyng
of the cofyn that lyeth on the bere \]s. ob. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 377 He . . caused him to be layde in a Coffin of

Cypresse. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. fed. 3
1

,
Cophiu, basket,

or chest for a dead body to be put in. 1709 Hearne Collect.

iOxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 260 Coffins ofStoneand Marble. 1720

Swift Death ofDemar, His coffers from the coffin could
not save. 1817 Wolfe Burial Sir J. Moore iii, No useless

coffin enclosed his breast, Not in sheet nor in shroud we
wound him. 1881 Bksant 8z Rice Chapl. Fleet I. 2 The
tears, .which fall upon a coffin beside an open grave.

f b. Loosely used for : A bier. Obs.

1526 Tindale Luke vii. 14 He went and touched the

coffyn [Wyclif bere, 1611 beere], 1554 in Overall Churchw.
Acc. St. Michaels Cornhill (1869' 112 For mendynge of

the coffen that carrys the corsses to churche. 1601 Holland
PUny II. 531 The coffin going with a dead corps to a funerall

fire, is richly painted.

c. { = coffin-spark.) An oblong piece of live

coal starting out of the fire with a report : re-

garded as a prognostic of death.

1797 G. Colman Br. Grins, Maid of Moor xxiv, To the

fire she drew.. When, lo ! a coffin out there flew, And in

her apron burnt a hole. 1812 Combe Dr. Syntax, Pic-

turesque x. (Chandosi 37 From the fire a coffin flew.

d. phr. To drive (or put) a nail into any ones

coffin : to do a thing that tends to shorten his life.

1836 A. Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Adiuiuistr. (1837) III.

321 A dram which, .'drives nails into the victim's coffin ',

according to the expressive vulgar saying. 1874 M Carthy
Linley Roehford, Every dinner eaten under such conditions

is a nail driven into one's coffin.

e. Naut. Applied to an old, ill-found, unsea-

worthy vessel, as likely to prove the burying-place

of those on board, \ colloq.) ,

1833 Ann. Reg. Chron. 32/2 Did not you say when asked
if you would go to sea with her, ' No, for she wilt prove

a coffin for somebody'? 1844 P. Parley's Annual V. 275
An English gun-brig, commonly called a coffin. 1881

Leslie Nordenskield's Voy. Vega I. 277 Floating coffins

have often been used in arctic voyages. [1884 Chr. World
7 Feb. 89/4 The coffin-ship must no longer be allowed to

sail under British colours.]

1 4. Cookery, a. A mould of paste for a pie ; the

crust of a pie. Obs.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 41 Make a cofyne as to smalle

pye. C1420 Cookery Bk. 45 Make fayre past of flowre &
water, Sugre, & Safroun, & Salt; & ban make fayre round

cofyns ber-of. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. ii. 189 Of the paste

a coffen I will reare. a 1654 Selden Table t. (Arb.) 33
The Coffin of our Christmas Pies in shape long, is in imi-

tation of the Cratch. 1750 E. Smith Comjil. Housewife 157

Season your lamb with pepper, salt . . So put it into your

coffin.

fb. A pie-dish or mould. Obs.

1580 in Wadley Bristol Wills (1886) 225 Twelve voyders ;

a Custerd coffyn. i^S Shaks. Tom. Skr. iv, ui. 82. 1602

Plat Delightes for Ladies. Coffins of white plate, a 1662

Heylin Laud 11. 302 Which Notes . . he kept in the Coffin

of a Pye, which had been sent him by his Mother.

5. A paper case ;
spec, a receptacle made by

twisting paper into a conical form or ' cornet ', to

contain groceries, etc., or for use as a filter ; still

applied by printers to small paper bags of this

shape to hold spare type, superfluous sorts, etc.

1577 Frampton yoyfel Nezvs (1580) 42 The smoke of this

Hearbe, which they receaue at the mouth through certaine

coffins, suche as the Grocers do vse to put in their Spices.

1594 Plat yewell-ho. m. Chenr. Conclus. 55 Coffyns of
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paper, such as the Con fit-makers vse. 1634 J. Bate Myst.
.Vat, if Art 70 To make the coffins [for fireworks], you must
take paper, parchment, or strong canuasse, [and] rowle it

hard upon a rowler. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters II. 52,

I took five coffins of filtrating paper. 177a Monro Min.
Waters in Phil. Trans. LXII. 23, I.. examined the coffin

through which the salts . . had passed. 1841 Savage Diet.

Printing 173 These conical papers are called coffins. 1888

Jacobi Printers Vocab. 23.

6. Farriery. The whole of a horse's hoof below
the coronet, forming a horny body enclosing a

hollow space.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 320 From the pastern
down to the coffin of the hoof. 17*7 Bradley Fam. Diet.,

Hoof-Looming i a Dissolution or dividing of the Horn or
Coffin of a Horse's Hoof from the Flesh, at the Setting
on of the Cronet. 1785 Sportsman 's Diet, in N. IV. Line.
Gloss., Coffin [the hoof of a horse, that is], all the horn that
appears when he has his foot set on the ground.

7. Printing, a. The wooden frame enclosing the

stone or bed of the old wooden hand-printing
press, b. That part of a printing machine on
which the forme of type is laid ; the carriage of a
printing machine.
Coffin-block, an angular wooden block with brass rules at-

tached to it, which rules are raised above the block so that
a stereotype or electrotype plate may be placed inside the
hollow frame thus formed.

1659 Hoole Comenius' Vis. World(ijp) 118 Which being
put under the spindle, on the coffin, and pressed down with
a bar, he maketh to take impression. 1683 HoxoN Mech.
Exerc. I [. 52 The Planck of the Carriage is an Elm- Planck
. .upon this Planck at its fore-end is firmly nailed down a
square frame . . called the Coffin, and in it the stone is

bedded. 1808 Stower Printer s Gram. 326 At the hinder
end of the frame of the coffin, two iron joints are fastened.

1841 \V. Savage Diet. Printing 173 Coffin, that part of a
wooden press in which the stone is bedded. 1888 Jacobi
Printer's Vocab. 23 Coffin, the carriage or bed of a cylin-
drical machine or platen press.

8. A case in which articles are baked or fired in

a furnace ; = F. cassette.

1679 Plot Siaffordsh. 11686)372 A Coffin made of Clay,
fitted to the Iron intended to be hardened. 1756 Diet.
Arts tf Sc. s.v. Porcelain, Each piece of Porcelain . .is dis-
posed, in the furnace, in its separate case, or coffin. 1799
G. Smith Laborat. I. 200 Take some potter's clay, to make
a coffin round your plant.

f9. The case of a chrysalis. 06s.
1711 Phil. Trans. XXVII. 346 A very strange hairy

[Catterpillar] with a Pea-like Coffin. Ibid., Fig. 11, 12 and
13. are the Moth, Catterpillar, and Coffin.

f 10- The calyx of a flower. Obs.
1717 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Adjusting, Florists .. say,

I will adjust a Pink; and to do this, .each of [the petals] shall
be so dispos'd, that the Pink becomes larger thereby, because
the Extremities of their Coffins have been a little curv'd.

11. Mining, a. 'An old open working {Corn-
wall), b. The mode of open working by cast-

ing up ore and waste from one platform to another,

and so to the surface ' .Raymond Mining Gloss.).

1778 Pryce Min. Comub. 141 This fosse they call a coffin,

which they laid open several fathoms in length.

12. Milling. ;See quot.)
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Coffin . . one of the sockets in

the eye of the runner, which receives the ends of the driver.
The term is applied to other depressions, especially to such
as are hollowed or chipped out,

13. Comb., as coffin-lid, -maker, -measurement,
-nail, -tap, -worm ; coffin-fashioned, -shaped, etc.,

adjs. ; coffin-bone, a small spongy bone in a
horse's hoof, being the last phalangeal bone of the
foot

; f coffin-cloth, a cloth to cover a coffin, a
pall

; f coffin-cutter, a coffin-maker
; f coffin-

dam = Coffer-dam
; t coffin-house, a mortuary

;

a house where the 1 parish coffin ' was kept

;

coffin-joint, the joint at the top of a horse's hoof;
coffin-plate, a metal plate set in a coffin-lid,

bearing the name of the deceased person, usually
with dates of birth and death

; coffin-ship (see
sense 3 e) ; coffin-spark (see 3 c) ; coffin-stone, a
stone shaped like a coffin-lid

; coffin-stool, a
stand or support for a coffin

; f coffin-tomb, a
stone coffin, sarcophagus.
c 17M Gibson Farrier's Guide L vi. {1738) 04 The •Coffin-

bone . . is so called from its hollowness. 1859 Todd Cycl.
Anat. V. 522/2 A semicircular disc, resembling that of the
coffin-bone of the Horse. i6a< Par. Reg. St. Margaret's,
Durham, Mrs. Elsebeth Hall-.dyd give.. for the use of
the poor . . a *cofyn clothe. 1603 Dekker Wond. Yeare
Wks. Grosart) I. 120 One ofthe new-found trade of •Coffin-
cutters. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1539 An
other would have made a 'coffin dam, wherof the cost would
have been infinite. 1868 Ld. Houghton Select. fr. Wks.
185 The *coffin*fashioned tomb, x6n Churchtv. Ace. St.
Marg. IVestm. (Nichols 1797) 30 Work done about the
two north gates in the church-yard and about the •coffin-
house being uncovered with the great wind. 1683 A. Snape
Anat. J torse iv. xix. (:636)i8i The *Coffin-joint on which the
Hoof grows. 1847 YouATT Horse vii. 157 A strangely for-
midable disease, .called 'coffin-joint lameness'. 1816 Byron
Parisina xix, Hid Like dust beneath the *coffin lid. 1845
Ecctesiologist IV. 16 Stones like coffin lids in shape and
detail. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 147 Run-away slaves,
hangmen, and "coffin-makers. 1838 Dickens O. Twist iv,

He was to go.. as general house-lad to a coffin-maker's.
c 1865 G. Gore in Circ. Sc. I. 223/2 Buckles, *coffin.nails,
hooks-and-eyes. 1838 Dickens 0. Twist v, 'Coffin-plates,
elm-chips, bright-headed nails. i8jx Clare Vill. Minstr.
L159 The *coffin-spark burning my holiday gown. 1845

Ecdesiologist IV. 17 Many *coffin-stones may be seen in the
pavement where 110 coffin would be found .. underneath.
1886 T. Hardy IVoodlanders \\, A little round table, curi-

ously formed of an old *coffin-stool, with a deal top nailed
on. 1851 H. Melville Whale li. 259 Every stroke of his
dead limb sounded like a *coffin-tap. 1737 A. Hamilton
New Aec. E. Ind. I. xi. 121 In the middle. . stood a •Coffin-

tomb, about three Foot high, and seven Foot long. i8ao
Keats Eve St. Agnes xlii, Witch, and demon, and large
'coffin-worm.

Coffin (k^'fin), v. [f. prec sb.]

1. trans. To place or enclose in a coffin.

1564 Vestry Minutes St. Helens Biskopsgatc 5 Mar.,

i
None shall be bury'd within the church, unless the dead
corpse be coffined in wood. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 193. 1654
Gayton Pleasant Notes 111. v. 07 Men whom he . . had
coffin'd up. 1813 Galt Entail I. xxxv. 304 He assisted
. . in the ceremonial of the coffining. 1861 Sat. Rev. XII.

I 253/1 Sometimes they coffined their dead in boats or in the

I

trunks of trees.

2. transf. and fig. To enclose as in a coffin ; to

I

close up inaccessibly.

1577 K. Googe Heresbaeh's Husb. 11. (1586* 00 b, [Quinces]
are best kept coffened betwixt two hollowe Tiles, well closed
on every side with claie. 1605 B. Jonson Voipont 1. i,

' Coffin them alive In some kind clasping prison. 1693
1 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard. Diet., To Coffin them-

selves, is said of Flowers that shrivel up and dry away in

i their Buds without flowing or spreading. 1791 D'Iskaeli
Cur. Lit. (1858) I.9 The tomb of books, when the possessor
will not communicate them, and coffins them up in the cases
of his library. 186a Thackeray Philip v, The cards are
coffined in their boxes,

t 3. To enclose in a 'coffin' of paste. Obs.
i6ai B. Jonson Gipsies Metam. Wks. (1692I 623/1 A reve-

rend painted Lady was. .coffin'd in Crust till now she wa.i

hoary. 1884 Leisure H. June 374/2 Game was often cof-

fined, so was fish.

Hence Co ffined ///. a.

1598 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 263 (R.) They keep the dead in

1
the house, .coffined. 1601 Marston Antonio's Rev. in. ii,

j

Departed soules That lodge in coffin'd trunkes. 1821

Blackw. Mag. VIII. 615 On meal-ark lid he rests his coffin'd

:
ware. 1854 Stanley Hist. Mem. Canterb. iii. 11857) 134
The coffined body lay in state at Westminster.

T Co-fling, vbl sb. Sc. Obs. [f. Coffv. +-ing >.]

Exchange, barter.

150a in Peterkin RentalofOrkneydteo* 7 fjam.i The half
' of the malt scat wes gevin quyt be vmquhile Erie William
]

in coffing for landis he gat therfor in Greinvall.

Cofiinless kpfinles), a. [f. Coffin sb. + -LESS.]

j

Without a coffin, uncoffined.

1817 Blackiv. Mag. II. 295 Shroudless, coffinless they lie.

1855 Smedley Occult Sc. 196 The coffinless skeleton of a
man.

Coffle (k^rfl). Also kaffle. [ad. Arab. iiil5

qdfilah caravan, travelling company ; see Cafila.]
' A train of men or beasts fastened together

;
spec.

• a gang of slaves chained and driven along to-

: gether.

1799 Mungo Park Trav. Africa 190 A coffle of fourteen
asses loaded with salt. Ibid. 192, I was met by a coffle of
slaves about seventy in number. 1849 Whittier Poems,
Chr. Slave xiv, The black slave-ship's foul and loathsome
hell, And coffle's weary chain. 1873 Hale In His Name
vi. 60 Andre* came leading along the coffle of horses. «88o
Life Livingstone (L. M.S.) vi. 59 One who drove his coffle

of slaves from the interior to the Portuguese settlements.

tCoffoy. Obs. Also coafoay, coffaw, cofTae,

coflfo. Some kind of fabric much used in the

1 8th c. ; the same as Caffoy.
1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3945/4 A Leather Body-Coach, .with

a Coafoay Lining. 1704 Ibid. No. 4067/8 A red Coffoy
Side-saddle. 1753 Dial. Swift * Prior 33 The Manufac-
ture, .of our Coffoys ;

Buffs, Lutherincs and Fustians.

Coffre, coflr, obs. ff. Coffer.
Coflfre, cofFree, -rie, obs. ffi Caffre.
Coffret (kfrfret), Cofferet kfrferet). [a. F.

coffret, dim. of eoffre.] A small coffer.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. (1880) 181 Florypes remysed the
relyques in the coffret. 1863 Gentl. Mag. 1. 97 Mr. H. E.
Smith's leaden cofferet. 1884 A. Watts Life Alaric Watts
I. 299 Painting fans, tea-chests, coffrets and cigar-cases.

Cofine, obs. form of Coffin.
Co-fisher, -foreknown : see Co-.

t CO'fly, adv. Obs. Forms : 1 caflice, 3 co-
fliche, 4 coflich, cony, cofli. [OE. cdfllce, \. cdf
Cof + -lice : see -ly kK
Quickly, keenly, boldly, fiercely.

c 1000 /Elfric Lives ofSaints, St. George 51 And com to
Sam casere and hine caftice befran. c 1*05 Lav. 1705 Hco
..cofliche vt wenden. 1340-70 AUsaunder 207 pe Kyng
with his keene ost coflich fightes. Ibid. 662 Hee kneeles
coflich adoune. Ibid. 748 pis menskfull Queene . . hym
praies, t>at he cofly comme.
Co-fou nder. [Co- 3 b.] One who unites in

founding ; a joint founder.
1605 Camden Rem., Epitaphs 52 Doctor Caius, a learned

physition of Cambridge, and a Co-founder of Gunwell and
Cams Colledge. 1679 Bp. of Hereford College Jesuits at

j

Come 4 Xaverius was the Co-founder with Ignatius of the
Jesuits Order. 1881 J. M. Anderson in Cath. Presbyt. 21
Professors, co-founders, and provincial directors.

So Co fou ndress ; Cofou nd v.

1631 Weever Anc. Fun, Mon. 429 Shee b set downe to be
co foundresse with him. a x66i Fuller Worthies, London
(18111 II. 58 (D.t IThe Steeple of St. Paul's) was originally
co-founded by King Ethelbert with the Body of the Church.
1797 Cambr. Univ. Calendar *q Queen Elizabeth .. is an^
nually commemorated as a co-foundress of the college.

Cofre, cofur, cofyr(e, obs. ff. CoFrEK.

t Co-freer. Obs. [f. Co- 3 +freer, Friak ; but
cf. F. confrere in wider sense.] = Fellow-friab.
a 1628 Doderidge Eng. Lawyer (1631) 129 The Prior and

his Cofreers.

Coft, pa. t. and pple. of Coff v. Sc. to buy.

T Co-fused, pa. pple. Obs. [Co- 2.] Fused
together ; confused.
a 1683 Oldham Let. to Friend Wfcs. (1686) 126 Cofused

awhile the mixed Idea's lie.

Cofyn^e, obs. form of Coffin.

tCog,^. 1 Obs. exc. Hist.) Forms: 4 coge,
kogge, 4-6 cogge, 4- cog. [ME. cogge, kogge

14th c), corresponds in form and meaning alike

to OF. cogue, [coge, koge, cogghe, guogue\ also

coque, a kind of ship, esp. * ship of war ' (Godefroy),
and to MLG. kogge m. f., MDu. cogghe (Du. cogge,

cog (.), MHG. kocke, 15th c. G. Mock (OHG. coccho

m.). With the latter cf. OSw. kogger m., Da.
kogge, kog small vessel without a keel, Sw. dial.

kdg, kdk small single-masted sail-boat (Rietz),

ONorw. kuggr m. larger merchant-ship, esp. of the

Hanse, Iccl. kuggi small vessel.

Teutonic etymologists consider these words to be native,

going back to OTeut. types *kuggon-, mkukkon-. The OF.
forms on the other hancf are usually taken as cognate with
Pr. coca, coqua, Sp. coca, obs. It. cocca, *a kind of ship no
longer in use, whicn had the prow and the poop much raised,

with a single mast, and a square sail ' (Delia Crusca . de-
rived by Diez and others from a L. type "coccha, by-form
of concha lit. 'shell', also, in late or med.L., a species of
boat or ship. The relations between the Teutonic and the
Romanic, and esp. the OF., words are uncertain. The
probability is that the ML. word was from French rather
than LG. : like the Fr. it interchanged at an early date
with cocke, Cock which afterwards was differentiated,

and used only in sense of the Fr. dim. coquet cock-boat.]

1. A kind of ship of earlier times; broadly built,

with roundish prow and stern. Supposed to have
been primarily a ship of burden or transport, but

also used as a ship of war. (App. not used after

15th c. : later mention only historical.)

^1325 Coer de L. 4784 Agaynes hem comen her naveye,
Cogges & dromoundes, many galeye. c 13*5 E. E.Allit. P.
C. 152 (Of the ship of TarshL»h containing Jonah] pe sayl
sweyed on be see, penne suppe bihoued pe coge of be colde
water. 1351 Pol. Poems (1859) 1- 7 2 The kogges of Ingland
was broght out of bandes. 1470-85 Malory A rthur v. iii,

A grecte multitude of shyppes, galeyes, cogges and dro-
moundes, sayllyngc on the see. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
cexxvi. 231 In the hauen of scluys many shippes and cogges
were taken. (1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 795 Fourscore
Cogs, a sort of small Transport-Vessels. 1851 Turner Dom.
Archit. II. iii. 115 Their cogs and barques lying at the
wharves of Thames Street.]

tb. A kind of craft formerly used on the

Humber and Ouse between Hull and York. Obs.

1 531 2 Stat. 23 Hen. VIII, c. 18 Many shyppes, keyles,

cogges, and botes . . haue heretofore had theyr franke pas-
sagis . . vpon the saide riuer. 1536 in F. Drake York 230
That several persons inhabiting on the Banks of the River
had placed Fishgarths, etc. in the same to the hindrance of
the free passage of Ships, keyles, coggs, and boats. l7°&~

15 Kersey, Cogs, a kind of Boats us d on the Rivers Ousc
and Humber.

2. Also app. in the sense of Cock sb.s, Cock-
boat.
e 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1477 Hipsiphiteff Medea, Jason
& Ercules also That in a cog \v.r. cogge] to londe were I-go
Hem to refresche. 1470 Harding Chron. ccvit iii, [HeJ
. .brought hisfiersbrennyng vpon the sea In botes and cogges
[v.r. cockes]. 1513 Dovglas AKneis x. vi. 7 And sum with
airis into coggis small Etlyt to land. 1600 Fairfax Tasso
xiv. lviii, And for the cogge was narrow, small and strait,

Alone he row'd.

3. Comb, cog-boat — Cock-boat.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 86 Cogboote [Pynson cokbotej, seafa.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 11. 206 No man who built

ship or cog boat durst drive into it above three nailes.

Ibid. 310 Olave fled in a little Cog-boat unto his father-in-

law. 1890 A correspondent says ' Cog-boat is a term well
known on the Humber as applied to a small boat belonging
to a sailing vessel of any sort.'

Cog (ty^)t sb.'1 [ME. cogge, found from 13th c.

:

the Sw. kugge, Norw. kug, pi. kugger, in same
sense, are evidently cognate ; but the relations

between them arc not determined.
The Celtic words, Ir., Gael, cog, Welsh cocas, uncritically

cited as the prob. source, are (as usual in such cases) from
Knelish. Derivation from the Romanic family of F. coche,
ONF. *coque, Pr. coca. It. cocca 'notch*, of which the
sense has been considered allied, is phonetically untenable. J

1. One of a series of teeth or similar projections

on the circumference of a wheel, or the side of a
bar, etc., which, by engaging with corresponding
projections on another wheel, etc., transmit or

receive motion.

Cogs are either separate wooden pieces attached
by mortices and the like, or are cut out of the sub-

stance of the wheel, or cast in one with it. The
name was probably first given to the wooden pins

inserted sideways into the rim of a wheel, which
caught the rungs or trundles of a lantern-wheel

;

hence cog and round, a mechanical arrangement of

this type. Hunting cog', in cogged wheels which
have a certain proportion to each other, an extra

cog given to the larger, by which there is secured
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a continuous change of cogs engaging with each
other and consequently equal wear.
a 1250 Owl <$- Night. 86 I-cundure to one frogge, })at sit at

mulne under cogge. [The precise sense here is doubtful.]

1381 Durham Halm. Rolls I. 170 Prsed. Will, inveniet
velas, cogges [of a wind-mill]. 6*1440 Promp. Pari'. 85
Cogge of a mylle, scarioballum. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas.
xxvi. xii. 11845 "7 A great whele made by craft ly Geometry,
Wyth many cogges. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 134 To sell.

.

the crabbe-trees to myllers, to make cogges and ronges.
x627 77 Feltham Resolves 1. Ixvui. 104 Thou canst not sit

upon so high a Cog, but maist with turning prove the
lowest in the wheel. 1660 W. D'Acres Water Drawing 13
Great wooden wheels with coggs in them working trundles
with round staves in them. 1731 Beighton in Phil. Trans.
XXXVI 1. 6 A Cog-Wheel of 51 Cogs, into which the
Trundle V, of six Rounds, works. 1816 J. Smith Panorama
Sc. <V Art I. 314 In large works, where the wheels are of
wood, and the teeth are separate pieces morticed into the
rim, they are called cogs. 1822 ImisonoV. Art (Webster)
I. 78 A skilful mill-wright will always give the wheel what
he calls a hunting cog. 1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. 193
The principle of both clocks and watches is that a number
of wheels, locked together by cogs, are forced to turn round.

fig. c 1640 [Shirley] Capt. Underw. in. in. in Bullen O.PL
II. 372 How will his tongue run when his Coggs are oild.

+ b. A float-board. Perhaps only a mistake.
1695 KsMNZTT Par. Antiq. Gloss, s. v. Cock-boat, The

coges or cogs of a mill-wheel are those slobs or broad pieces
of hoard, that, .are drove along by the stream, and so turn
round the wheel.

2. Short for : a. The series of cogs round a wheel
(obs.) ; b. a cog-wheel.
1711 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 54 The great Roller in

the middle is surrounded with a Cog. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Jan. 198/2 A stubby black boiler .. makes steam, turning
four small wheels by means of a cog underneath.

3. One of the short handles of the pole of a
scythe, dial.

1688 R. Holme Armoury ul viii. 322 The koggs are the
handles on the sythe. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-
bfc. s. v. Cleat, ' The cogs o' this sned binna-d-as tight as
they oughten to be.*

4. (See quot.) dial.

1880 Antrim Down Gloss., Cog, a wedge or support
fixed under anything to steady it.

5. Mining. A block used in building up a sup-
port for the roof of a mine ; = Chock sbA 4.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Cogs are not squared, but

simply notched where they cross each other.

6. Comb, cog-hole, a place for keeping spare
cogs

; cog-rail, a toothed rail used in railways
with very steep gradients. Also Cog-wheel.
1733 Derby Mercury I. No. 52 The boy . . hid himself in

the Coghole of the Mill.

Cog, sb.'* Carpentry. [See Cog v~ ; the form
of the word is app. due to association with the
* cogs' of awheel, viewed as teeth or projections

fitting into counter-depressions.] A projection or
tenon on the end of a beam, which is received into

a corresponding notch or mortice on the surface of

another beam or support ; used in tailing joists to

wall-plates, making a scarf-joint, etc. Cog-hold :

a fastening or connexion by means of a cog.
1856-8 Archit. Publ. Soc. Diet. s.v. Coghold, The bearing

timbers ought to be placed upon pieces of stone as tem-
plates built into the walls, and be made to take a coghold
of the templates so as to enable them to tie and stay the
walls, by means of the cogs.

+ Cog, st>A Obs. [f. Cog z>.3]

1. The act of cogging at dice ; a particular

method or way of doing this.

[In quot. 1598, taken by some to mean * false dice for cog-
ging'; but it is coupled with 'devices' and 'shifts'.]

153a Dice Play (1850) 28 There be divers kinds of cogging,
but of all other the Spanish cogg bears the bell, and seldom
raiseth any smoke. 1598 Greene Jos. IV, 11. i, Sold a dozen
of devices, a case of cogs, and a suit of shifts. 1617 Machi-
veirs Dogge Sign, B, Lett's go to dice awhile . . But subtill

mates will simple mindes . . blinde . . with . . cogges and
stoppis, and such like devilish tricks, a 1658 Cleveland
Publ. Faith 7 What way ? Doublets? or Knap? The Cog?
low Dice? or high?

b. An act of cogging or cheating, nonce-use.
1855 Browning Holy Cross Day, See to our converts-

yon doomed black dozen—No stealing away— nor cog nor
cozen

!

2. A deception, trick, fraud, imposture.
x6oa W. Watson Quodlibets Relig. $ State 7 False sug.

gestions, shamelesse cogs, and impious forgeries. 1618
Bamevelt's Apol. G iij b, Tis a meere cogge, that the
King of France offered by his Embassadours the reliefe
of an hundred thousand crownes monethly. 1630 J. Tay-
lor (Water P.) Kicksey IVinsey Wks. n. 37/2 These men
can . . shake me kindly by the fist, And put me off with
dilatory cogges.

3. Cant. ' The money or whatever the sweetners
drop to draw in the bubbles ' (Via. Cant. Crew,
c 16901 ; hence app. applied to coin or pieces of
money generally.
153a Dice Play (18501 27 To know . . what money he hath

in his purse
t
and whether it be in great coggs or small, that

is, gold or silver. 1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 192 He .

.

drops down a Cog in the street, c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Drop a cog, to let fall (with design to draw in and
cheat) a Piece of Gold; also the piece itself. 1725 in New
Cant. Diet, rna Gay Polly m. Wks. (1772) 198 Furies !

A manifest cog! I wont be bubbled.

4. Comb, t cog-foist, a cheat ; f cog-shoulder,
[? formed on the vb.-stem], a kind of arrest.

1604 Middleton Black Bk. Wks. V. 540 The villainous

nature of that arrest which I may fitly term by the name of

cog shoulder. x6o6 Wily Beguiled in Hazl. Dodsley IX.
239 A sack to have put this law-cracking cogfoist in.

Cofff sbfi A wooden vessel : see Cogue.
Cog(kpg),».i [f. Coo^.2]
1. trans. To furnish (a wheel, etc.) with cogs.

1499 Promp. Parv. (Pynsont 85 Coggyn a mylle, scario-

ballo. 1533 Fitzherb. Sum. xl, But the cogge whele is a
great helper if it be wellpycked, well cogged and well rouged.

2. To stop (a wheel, etc.) by putting a stone,

block of wood, etc., in front ; to ' scotch' a cart-

wheel on an incline to prevent the cart going

back ; to steady anything with a wedge, north, dial.

163s Rutherford Lett. \\. (1862) I. 146 The Lord shall

cog the rumbling wheels, or turn them. 1825-79 Jamieson,
Cog, to place a stone, or a piece of wood, so as to prevent
the wheel of a carriage from moving. 1880 Antrim <f Down
Gloss., Cog, to steady anything that is shaky by wedging
it ; to place a wedge under a cart-wheel to prevent the cart

going down hill.

3. rejl. To move (oneself along) by the aid of

successive notches made to give footing.

1856 Kane A ret. Expl, I. xxvii. 360 To make for the island

by cogging himself forward with his jack-knife.

4. ' To roll or bloom (ingots) ' (Raymond Min-
ing Gloss.),

Cog, v.- Carpentry, [cf. Cock v$ which appears

to be the original form of this word, the present

form being app. due to association with the cogs of

a wheel, and with Cog v. 1
, to which this has

a superficial appearance of relationship of sense.]

To connect timbers by means of a 1 cog ' ; cf.

Cock z\3 Hence Co*gging vbl. sb.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 129 Cocking, or cogging,
is the form of the joints, which the tie-beams and wall-plates

make with each other. 1854 Archit. Publ. Soc. Diet. s.v.

Caulking, Caulking, Calking, or Cocking, Cogging, or
Corking. The act of securing a piece of timber across
another, the lower having a projecting tenon, with a cor- I

responding notch or mortice in the timber, /bid, s.v. Cog-
hold, A cog-hold is best obtained through the agency of
a chair of cast iron, which should be itself cogged or joggled
to a stone template laid in the wall under it.

Cog tkpg), v.S Also 6-7 cogg(e. [This vb.

and the corresponding Cog sbA appear together

in 1532, as ' Ruffians' terms
1

of dice-play ; whence
they passed into general use in various transferred

senses. As in other cant terms, the origin has not

been preserved ; but the persistent notion is that of

dishonest or fraudulent play, cheating.]

1. intr. {Dicing.) To practise certain tricks in

throwing dice.

From contextual evidence It would seem that ' cogging

'

generally designated some sleight of hand, made use of to

control the falling of a die ; occasionally it may mean the
substitution of a false die for the true one. The notion
that it meant * to load the dice' appears to be a mistake of
modern dictionaries, which has, however, strongly influenced
the use of the word by modern novelists, etc. ; cf. esp.

Cogged a. The following quotations show the change
of explanation in the Diets. : c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Cog, to cheat at Dice

;
Cog a Die, to conceal or se-

cure a Die. 1730-6 Bailey, Cog, to conceal a Die, or by
Art to make it come up what Number one will have. 1755
Johnson, To cog a die, to secure it, so as to direct its fall

;

to falsify. So 1847 in Craig. 1847-78 Halliw., Cog, to
load a die : so some later Diets.

153a Dice Play (1850) 28 When fine squariers only be
stirring, there rests a great help in cogging ; that is when
the undermost die standeth dead by the weighty fall of his

fellow; so that if vi be my chance and x yours, grant that
upon the die I cogg and keep alway an ace deuce or tray, I

may perhaps soon cast vi, but never x. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. (Arb.) 54 What false dise vse they? as dise stopped
with quicksilver and heares. .and if they be true dise, what
shyfte will they make to set ye one of them with slyding,
with cogging, with foysting, with coytinge as they call it,

1586 Newton tr. Danxus' Diceplay vi, Any cogging panion,
or shifting mate, that . . goeth about to . . strike the dyce.
1594 Lyly Moth. Bomb. 1. iii, My hands shake so, that
wert thou in place where, I would teach thee to cog. 1604
W. Terilo Fr. Bacon's Proph. 439 Now cogge and foist

that list. 1648 Hexham Dutch Diet., Botten, to Strike a
die, or to Cogge.

b. trans/. To cheat at cards.
159a Greene Groatsw. Wit, He knew the caste to cogge

at cardes.

2. trans. To cog a die or the dice : fraudulently

to control or direct their fall.

1565 Harding in Jewel Def. Apol. fz6xi) 127 Through
Foisting and Cogging their Die, and other false play. 1565
Jewel ibid. (Reply toprec), Touching Cogging and Foist-

ing, I maruell M. Harding, being so graue a man, would
borrow Ruffians termes to scoffe with all. 1567 Turberv.
'To his Friend P., 0/ Courting (R.l, To shake the bones
and cog the craftie dice. 1604 "W. Terilo Fr. Bacon's
Proph. 212 No cutting of a Carde, Nor cogging of a Dye.
1656 Hobbes Liberty, Necess.,

<J-
C. (1841) 410 A man may

deliberate whether he will cast the dice or not ; but it were
folly to deliberate whether he will cast ambs-ace or not, be-
cause it is not in his power, unless he be a cheater that can
cog the dice, or the dice be false dice. 1755 Freethinker's
Catech. 16 To use my Hands to palm an Ace or cog a Die.
1824 Hist. Gaming 34 He would cog the dice to a man's
face, and if detected with his finger in the box, would give
the lie and show fight instantly. x86a Lytton Sir, Story
II. 318 Man cogs the dice for himself ere he rattles the box
for his dupes.

b. With extension : To cogforth, to cog in (a. die).

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 104 Why might not they to

keepe the stage ful, cog in a Devil when they listed, at
Gamesters cog in a Die? 1616-61 Holvdav Persius 311
That my fellow might not put false play Upon me, neatly
cogging forth a die Out of the small-neck 'd casting box.
1641 Milton Animadv. Postscr., At that primero of piety
the Pope and Cardinals are the better gamesters, and will

cogge a Die into heav'n before you.

+ 3. intr. To employ fraud or deceit, to cheat.
154a [see Cogging vbl. sb. 1 attrib.]. 1573 Tlsser Husb.

(1878) 143 Now stealeth he, now will he craue, and now
will he coosen and cog. 1589 Hay any Work 39 Did not
I say truely of thee, y

l thou canst cog, face and lye, as fast

as a dog can trot. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 95 Out-
facing, fashion-mongring boyes,Tliat lye, and cog, and flout,

depraue, and slander. 1615 T. Adams Lycanthnpy 14 To
..be proud with the Spaniard, cogge with a lew, insult

with a Turke. .tell lyeswiththe Deviil—forawagcr. 111683
Oldham Wks. 11686169 Cog, sham, out-face, deny, equivo-
cate, Into a thousand shapes your selves translate. 1873
Slang Diet., Cog. . Also . . to crib from another's book, as
schoolboys often do. This is called ' cogging over '. 1886
Cheshire Gloss., Cogging, cheating or deceiving,

b. trans. To cheat, deceive.

i6a9 J. Maxwell tr. Hcrodian (1635) 1 10 Hee had cogged
and cheated the soldiers, and was not able to keepe up his

Credit with them.

f 4. To use feigned language in sport ; to jest,

quibble. Obs. (or arch).

1588 Fralnce Lawiers Log. 11. xvii. 114 Socrates in this

sort cogged with the olde Grecian Sophisters, making them
say and unsay. 1600 Holland Livy xxxix. xiii. 1030 1'hou
thinkest belike that thou art jesting and cogging [cavil-

tari] with thy lover Kbutius. 1636 Hkvwood Loves Mistr.
iv. i Wks. (1874' V. 139 Oh but >.ee Where hee stands cog-
ging with him. 1850 James Old Oak Chest HI. 33 Think-
ing that he and Master William have quarrelled, when he
has been cogging with him all the time.

+ 5. Toemploy feigned flattery ; to fawn, wheedle.
1583 Bauington Commaudm . ix. Wks. '1637' 92 To He, to

flatter, to fawne, to halt, to cogge, to glose .. whatsoever
may be profitable to us. 1598 Siiaks. Merry W. \\\. iii. 76
Come, I cannot cog, and say thou art this and that, .f 1661

Holvdav Juvenal 206 He would almost endure anything,
cogging w ith the rich and childless, in hope of an estate.

a 1677 Barrow Serm. < 16S6' III. viii. 89 They are be:>t

tiualined to thrive in it [the world], who can finely cog and
gloze. i7a8 Songs Costume (18491 213 He flatter'd and
cog'd, to be thought on the king's side.

t b. trans. To wheedle i,a person) out ofor into

a thing, or (a thing)from a person. Obs.

1607 Shaks. Cor. \\\, ii. 133 lie Mountebanke their Loues,
Cogge their Hearts from them. 1645 Milton Colast. Wks.
(1851' 365 Jesting and frisking, .to cog a laughter from us.

1646 J. Hall Poems 1 1 Ifsome fortune cogge them into Love.
— Horie Vac. 44 Vice many times Cog'd virtue out of the
Chariot, and rode in her stead in Triumph. 1652 Wads-
worth tr. SatuiovaTs Civil Wars Spain 168 Rhetorical
expressions, to cog the people into a Consent, c 1690 B. K.
Diet. Cant. Crew, Cog a Dinner, to wheedle a Spark uut
of a Dinner. 1725 New Cant. Diet., Cog a Clout, or Cog
a Sneezer, beg an Handkerchief, or Snuff-box.

t 6. sen. To produce or put forth cunningly and
fraudulently. Obs.
1588 Fralnce Lawiers Log. Ded., Every Cobler can cogye

a Syllogisme. 159a G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 213 He
will cogge any thing to serve his turne. 159a in Greene's
Dram. Wks. (1831) I. Introd. 51 What counterfeiting and
cogging of prodigious and fabulous monsters. 1651 W.
Ames Saints Security ( 1652 1 25 That dice-play of men, when
some cunning Antagonist shall cogg an argument which
may seem to import a fairer probability.

T b. To foist in, into ; to palm off fraudulently

on, upon ; to put out or utter falsely. Obs.

1563 87 Foxe A.fy M. III. 393 Their forged canons, their
foisting and cogging in ancient councils and decrees. 1579
Fulke Heskins' Pari. 45 You falsly cogge in, that . . it is

consecrated to be offered. 1604 T. Wright Passions v. 286
The iniurer in a trice may cogge out a world of lyes. 1640
Sir E. Dering Prop. Sacr. (1644' 83 You cogge in the word
proper. (11694 Tillotson Wks. Pref. ij.), The outcry is,

that I abuse his demonstration by a falsification, by cogging
in the word, a 1734 Dennis (J.), Fustian tragedies, or in-

sipid comedies, have, by concerted applauses, been cogged
upon the town for masterpieces.

Cogbell, var. of Cockbell, dial., icicle.

t Coged, ppL a. Obs, [cf. Coak sb, 3, Cock
sb.l 17J Fitted with a cock or coak.
1775 Falck Day's Diving P'ess. 55 Eight loff-tackles,

coged, strapt and reeved in the best manner.. Six pair of
ten-shivered purchasing blocks, coged, strapt, and furnished
with falls of four-strand 2-i in. white line.

Cogel, obs. form of Cudgel.

Cogence (ktfu dgens). rare. [f. Cogent : see

-ENCE.j =next.
1781 Cowi'ER Conversation 293 An argument of cogence,

we may say. 1805 Foster Ess. i. v. 69 Find something of
more athletic cogence.

Cogency .k^u-d^ensi'. [f. Cogent: see -ency.]

+ 1. Compulsion; application of force. Obs.

170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. VII. ^.{1852)532 Some of our
churches used, it may be, a little too much of cogency to-

wards the brethren,

2. The quality of being cogent ; power of im-
pelling or constraining ; force (moral or logical).

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 70T 5 The power of desire,

the cogency of distress. 1788 T. Jeeferson Writ. (1859 II.

514 Another motive of still more cogency on mymind. 1853
Robertson Serm. Ser. lit, i. (18721 10 The motive . . would
appear to many far-fetched and of small cogency.

b. esp. Power of compelling conviction or as-

sent, convincing quality, forcibleness, logical or

persuasive force.
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1690 Locku Hum. Und. iv. vii. § 1 Maxims and Axioms.,
because they are self-evident, have been supposed innate,

although nobody, .ever went about to shew the Reason, .of

their clearness or cogency. 1759 Johnson Rasselas xviii,

Feeling the cogency of his own arguments. 177* Burke
Corr. (1844) I. 366 He argued much, and truly not without

cogency upon the subject. 1863 E. Null Anal. Th. 4-

Nat. 203 To escape from the cogency of our own logic.

C. concr. (with //.) A convincing argument, a

forcible expression, rare.

1847 L. Hunt Men, Women, ff B.\. iv. 44 Rustical co-

gencies of 00 and ou, the intelligible jargon of the Corydon
or Thyrsis of Chalk-Ditch. 1851 Sir F. Palgrave Norm.
Eng. I. 194 Maxims admitted as self-evident truths, un-

discussed cogencies.

Ccrgener, variant of Congener.
1854 H. Miller Footpr. Creat. ix. (1874! 161 The flounder

and its cogeners.

Cogene*ric, variant of Congeneric.
1777 G. Forster Voy. round World L 582 The different

degree of civilization of those two cogenenc tribes.

Cogenial, variant of Congenial.
1774 T. \Varton Hist. Eng. Poetry Diss. i. 17 Fictionsevi-

dently cogenial with those which characterise, etc. Ibid.

II. 357 (R. Coccaie is often cited by Rabelais, a writer

of a cogenial cast. 178a Ritson Observ. Warton (RA
' Co-genial.' Let me recommend congenial to youf next
edition.

Co-genite, variant of Congenite.
1656 H. Moke Antid. Atk. 11. v. (1712* 54 Those cogenite

Ideas her own Nature is furnished with. 1678 Cldworth
Intell. Syst. Wks. 1838 II. 247 An incorporeal substance,

having a cognate or cogenite body.

Cogent k^»*dgent), a. [a. F. cogent (14th c.

in Littre , ad. L. cogent-em, pr. pple. of ceghe to

drive together, compel, constrain, f. co~ together +

agjUre to drive.]

1. Constraining, impelling
;
powerful, forcible.

1718 HtCKts J. KtttUwell l. * 17. 41 He was wont to do
it in such an Obliging and yet cogent) Way as. .to give no
Offence. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. U. xxix. 161 To these

views of interest were added the motives, no less cogent, of

passion and resentment. 1863 Kinglake Crimea ( 1877 II.

1. 7 The French Emperor . . determined to insist in cogent
terms. 1866 Fekkier Grk, Philos. \, Lx. i<jq Society's com-
mands must be obeyed only in the second instance, because

society is less real, less cogent than Nature.

b. esp. Having power to compel assent or

belief; argumentative!)' forcible, convincing.

1659 Pearson Creed (1839* 135 Though the witness of

John were thus cogent, yet the testimony of miracles was
far more irrefraga! tie. 1667 Boyle Orig. Formts «fr QuaL.
To iinploy such Arguments as I thought the clearest, and 1

cogente-*t. 1690 Locke Human Und. 1. iv, Undeniable
cogent demonstrations. 1763 Johnson in Bosivett 1781

(18471 690/1 Sir, 1 have two very cogent reasons for not

printing any list of subscribers 1876 J. H. Newman Hist.

Sh. I. iv. ii. 382 The testimony of a number is more cogent
than the testimony of two or three.

C. with dependent phrase.
1669 Calk Crt. Gentiles i. 1. ii. 15 Conjectures, such as

seem cogent to persuade us. 1836 Prichard Phys. Hist.

Mankind <ed. 31 I. 374 Not so cogent of conviction as a
positive argument would be.

t 2. Of persons : Employing force or compulsion,

peremptory. Obs. rare.

1671 Marvell Keh. Trans/>. 1. 89 All men are prone to be
cogent and supercilious when ihey are in office.

Cogently kJu'd^entli
1

. adv. [f. prec- + -LT.j

In a cogent manner : forcibly, convincingly.

1646 J. Whitaker Uzziah 4 Not cogently conclusive.

a 1797 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. Ill (18451 *« lv - 53 His
thanks to the House, .were shortly, but cogently, expressed.

1838 Sir W. Hamilton in Reid*s Wks. I. 126 2 note. That
the notion of space is a necessary condition of thought .

.

has been cogently demonstrated by Kant.

b. Rarely said of force applied to matter.

1849 Murchison Siluria ii. 34 Had not the rocks . . been
cogently affected.

Cog-foist, Cog-ful : sec Cog sbA 4, Cogue.
Cogged (k^gd). ppl. a. 1 [f. Cogj&3 or z/.l]

Furnished with cogs ; having cog-wheels.

1835 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 654 A toothed rack

. . into which a toothed or cogged wheel . . plays. 1862

Smiles Engineers III. 97 Cogwheels which acted on the

cogged rail. 1879 Cath. tf Craufurd Tait 561 There we
changed into the cogged cars, and went sheer up the face

of the mountain.

b. Med. Cogged-wheel breathing, rhythm : a

term for a jerky respiratory sound in chest-

affections, somewhat resembling the sound of a

cogged wheel in motion.
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex. x886 Fagge Princ. Med. I. 963,

I have repeatedly noticed that the separate sounds which
make up cogged-wheel breathing are synchronous with as

many cardiac pulsations. Ibid., In all probability the
* cogged-wheel rhythm' was due to the action upon the

healthy lung of an irritable heart.

Cogged t kpgd , ppl. a* [f. Cog v.3 + -ed.]

1. Corruptly influenced, as the throw of dice is

by cogging.
1781 Westm. Mag. IX. 604 A game more desperate, call d

' Election When each grave Senator the sport promotes,

And throws the main with—cogg'd and loaded votes.

f2. Fraudulently palmed off; feigned in order

to cheat
;
pretended. Obs.

1589 Nashe Anat. Absurditic 6 Minerals, stones, and
herbes, should not haue such cogged natures and names
ascribed to them without cause, a 1656 Xsv. Hall Serm.
John vii. 34 (R.) There is much cozenage of the poore
people by cogged miracles.

5 3. Of dice : Loaded. (A misuse, owing to

misapprehension of what 'cogging a die* meant.)
1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life U8261 VL xxxi,

When all is done your dice might as well be cogged. 1834
Lytton Pompeii iv. iii, Clodius reddened with anger on
being presented to a set of cogged dice. 187a Niorley
Voltaire i8b6) 169 On the ground that France and Austria
were both playing with cogged dice.

Coggel, obs. form of Cudgel.
Cogger 1 (kfgu). [f. Cog tb.% and v. A + -eb.]

1. One who puts cogs in a wheel.

1775 in Ash.

2. Mining. One who builds up supports with

cogs or chocks.
In mod Diets.

Cogger a (kjrgai - [f. Cog v.% -r -ER.] One who
cogs at dice. b. A sharper, cheat, deceiver,

beguiler. C. A false flatterer, fawner.

1576 Woolton Chr. Manual (18511 105 Stealers, cut-

purses, coggers, dicers. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong.,

Pipeur, a deceiuer, a beguiler, a cogger. 1583 Stanyhurst
AEneis IL (Arb.) 46 Sinon a caytiefe by fortun. .A Iyer hym
neauer may she make, nor cogger vnhonest. 161 1 Cotgr.,
Adulateur, a flatterer, cogger, smoother. 1639 S. du
Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 147 As for Coggers and
Cheaters [at dicej. 1783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. iMorell) n,

Palpator, a flatterer, coger, cajoler, sycophant, glozer.

1846 Landor Exam. Shaks. Wks. II. 263 O sir, do not let

him turn the tables against me, who am only a simple

stripling, and he an old cogger.

t Co'ggery. Obs. [f. as prec. + -EBY.] The
practice of cogging; deception, trickery; also,

concr. a trick, deception.
160a W. Watson Quodlibets Relig. State 195 /IV This

is a second false surmise or coggene of the Jesuits. 1603

Harsnet Pop. Impost. 163 The children of lyes, coggeries,
j

and Impostures. 1612 T. James Jesuits' Doxvnf. 13 To get

mony, with all manner of falsehood and coggerie.

Cogging x kf giij). vbl. sbJ [{. Cog + -ino

The action of the verb Cog a. a. Cheating at

dice. b. Underhand dealing, deceit. C. Deceit-

ful flattery ;
fawning.

I53* [we Cog v. 1]. 1563 87 Foxe A. + M. '1506' 1 143/2
The unhonest dealing and false cogging of these men. 1599
ames I. B <ffiA. Awpoe 125 As to dyceing . only ruled by

t

azarde, and subject to knavUh cogging. 165a Urqlhart 1

Jeivel Wks. '1834) 376 A gnatonick sycophantizing, or

parasitical cogging. 1656 S. Winter Serm. 176 b, By the
j

slight *t'/3«w the cogging of the die) of men. 1783 Ains- i

worth Lat. Diet. (Kforell) 11, Assentatio, flattering, cog-

ging, and soothing, adulation. 186a Sala Sti'en Sons III.

xii. 277 There had come an end to the lying, and cogging,

and fawning, and deceiving,

b. attrib.

1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843* 118 If you did vnder-

standc.of their false dice, cogging termes, and orders, it

will make you abhorre, detest, and dene all dice-playing.

1636 A bp. Williams Holy Table 16371 «a6 It is his Cog-
ging-box, to stricke what Casts of the Dice he lists to call for.

Cogging, vbl. sb:1 : see Cog v.-

Co'gging, ///. a. 1
[f. Cog v.$ + -ing That

cogs at dice ;
cheating; wheedling.

154a I!econ Pat/no. Prayer Early Wks. 11843^ 137 The
world thinketh him to be a good, devout man, that goeth

up and down with a cogging pair of beads in his hands.

1581 1. Hell //addon's Anna. Osor. 258b, This Para-

sitical! Gallaunt . - with hys cogging companion Sariga.

1603 Dkkker Grissii C841) 16 As many rich cogging mer-

chants now-a-days do. 1604 Shaks Oth. IV. ii. 132. 1608

Rowlands Humors Looking Gl. 24 A cogging knaue and
fawning Parrasit. 1654 Trafp Comm. Jobxiii. 9 God is not

mocked, deluded . . as patients arc by their cogging guack-

salvers. s8a8 Scott F. M. Perth xxv. Some trick of those

cogging priests and nuns. 18^5 Macallay Hist. Eng. IV.

322 The cogging dicers of Whitefriars.

Cogging-brick, [from likeness of the work
to the cogs of a wheel or ratchet.] See quot.

1703 T. N. City <y C. Purch. 39 Cogging-bricks, a kind of

Bricks., in use in some parts of Sussex to make their Tooth-

ing, or Indented Work under the Copeing of Walls.

Coggle (kfgl), *bA Obs. or dial. Forms: 5

cogill, cogyl, coggul, 7 cogle, 7- coggle.

[known only from 14th c. ; possibly from a root

*kug- with the sense 1 rounded lump *, cf. Ger.

kugel, Du. kogel; but this is doubtful. The paral-

lelism in foim and sense to Cobble suggests ono-

matojxeic formation : cf. the dial, knobbly and

knoggly 'having rounded protuberances'; perh.

there is also relation to cockle in sense 'unsteady

from having a rounded base 1

; cf. coggly
f
-dy =

cockly, -ty.]

A rounded water-worn stone, esp. of the size suit-

able for paving ; a cobble. More fully coggle-stone.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3895 A company of Crabbe-6sche .

.

With backis. .bigger & hardere pan ony comon cogill-stane

or cocatryse scales. 1464 Rec. Nottingham 1 1- 373 Itcm
paied for xxiiii lode of cogyls stones. 1483 /bid. II. 392
item paid for cogguls and to a pauar xij*/. 1610 W. Folk-

inoham Art 0/ Survey 1. ix. 20 Coggles, Flint, Pibbles,

Shingles and other stones. 1610 Markham Masterp. 11.

cv. 388 Any bruise either vpon cogle stone, flint, or such

like. 1638 Sanderson Serm. (1681) II. 112 A Flint.,

strucken with all the Might against a hard Coggle. 1769

L. Edward in Hist. Line. (18341 I. 20 Blue clay, full of

large coggles or stones. 1877 A*. W. Line. Gloss., Coggles,

large gravel stones used for paving. 1886 S. W. Line.

Gloss., Coggle, a small round stone, pebble, cobble.

t Coggle, sb.'1 Obs. [app. an error, or imagin-

ary form invented as an etymological link.]

1695 Kennett Par. Antiq. Gloss, s.v. Cockboat, Which
word [cog] . . is still preserved upon the sea coasts in York-
shire, where they call a small fisher-boat a coggle ; and in

some places, by corruption, a cobble. iHence 1775 Ash,
Coggle, a kind of boat, a cock boat. 1847-78 in Halu-
well ; and in mod. Diets.)

Coggle, a. — Coggly. Cf. Cockle a.

1884 C hes/t. G/oss. , Coggle, easily moved, unstable,

t Coggle, vA Obs. rare. [app. a frequentative

or diminutive of Cog v. in sense 5 or 6 ] ? To
foist in, esp. in a wheedling way ; to interpolate in

a glozing mai.ner.

1568 Hut Jacob «V Esau 11. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 215
Ragan. And would he never have done Jacob? Mido.
No, but still coggl'd tn, like Jackdaw that cries ka hob !

Coggle C^'g l)> it* «Se. and dial, [see Coggle
tbA, and Cockle v.-] intr. and trans. To shake

from side to side ; to be unsteady ; to wabble.

Hence Co ggling ppl. a. = Coggly.
1756 Mrs. Calderwood JrnL v. (1884I 133 She cogled

terribly, and I thought every minute she would fall. 1808

Jamieson, Coggte, to cause any thing to move from side to

j

side, so as to seem ready to be overset. 1879 Miss Jacksos
Shropsh. Word-bk., Coggle, to be shaky, as of a rickety

!

piece of furniture. 'This table coggles.' X883 J. Parker
! Iyne Ch. 160 Tempted, .to pass the deep stream on coggling

stones. 1884 Cheshire G/oss., Coggle, to be unsteady.

Co*ggledyf -ty, a. dial. [f. Coggle v. ; c£

cOi klety, -dy!\ Shaky, unstable, rickety.

1834 Mar. Edgeworth Helen xxv. tD.\ Take care of

that step-ladder though; it is cogglcdy. 1880 Antrim tf

Doiun Gloss., CoggUty, coggly, shaky, unsteady.

Coggly kp'gli). 0- Se- and dial. [f. Coggle v.

+ -v 1. Cf. cockly, joggly.'] Shaky, unsteady, like

anything resting on a rounded base, e.g. a small

boat, or a * coggle-stone
1 when stepped on.

1808 Jamiesos, Coggtie, moving from side to side, un-

steady as to position, apt to be overset. x8ai Galt Annals
Dalmailing 191 Jam. , I thought, .that the sure and sted-

fast earth itself was grown coggly beneath my feet, as I

mounted the pulpit. 1839 Blackiu. Mag. XXVI. 846 The
ships at Anchor in the roads are a' rather coggly. 1884

Cheshire Gloss., Coggly, easily moved, shaky.

Cogh^e, obs. form of Cough.
Coght, obs. var. of Calght.
Cogibundity, humorous - Cogitabundity.
1734 H. Carey Poems, Chrononhot., His cogitative facul-

ties immersed In cogibundity of cogitation. 1840 Barham
Ingot. Leg., Spectre of Tappington.

Cogie, coggie (k<7 gi . Sc. [f. Cogle + -T *.]

A small cogue ; a small wooden bowl ; the con-

tents of such a vessel.

a 1750 in Herd Scott. Stmgs (1776* II. Cauld kail in Aber-

deen, And castocks in Strabogie ; But yet I fear, they'll

cook o'er soon, And never warm the .toeie. 1786 Bl'bns

A Drta»l, An' I hae seen their coggie foil That yet hae
tarrow't at it. 1807 Tannahili. Poems (1846) 105 Coggie,

thou heals me, coggie, thou heals me.

Cogil, obs. form of Cl'LxiKL.

Cogitabi lity. rare. [f. next + -ity.] Cap-
ability of being thought or conceived.

11 1688 Cooworni Irnmut Mor. to. i. (1731) 135 By fram-

ing . . Conceptions within it self of whatsoever hath any
Entity or Cogitability.

Cogitable (kf tU'tabT , a. (and si.) [ad. L.

cogitaiil is thinkalile, f. ccgitare see below).]

A. culj. That can be thought or conceived

;

thinkable, conceivable.
a 1688 Cldwohth Immut. Mor. iv. iv. (IL\ A lime when

there was no intelligible nature of a triangle, nor any such

thing cogitable at all. 1814 Coleriocc Atds Kt/t 1 1848) 1.

143 Convincing the mind that a doctrine is cogitable, that

the soul can present the idea to itself. 185a Ghote Crttce

11. Ixvii. (18601 VIII. 143 Something not perceivable by
sense, but only cogitable or conceivable by reason.

B. si. Anything thinkable or conceivable.

1678 Cidworih Intell. Syst. 1. v. 857 Yet are not these

sensibles. .the only things and cogitables. 1604 R. Bt'R.

thogce Reason 79 Cogitables or Things that have being

only in the Faculties that apprehend them.

Cogitabund (.k^ d.^itabtmd), a. [ad. L. cigiti-

ittnTus thinking, f. cogitarc to think.] Musing,

meditating, thoughtful, deep in thought.

1649 Bulwer Patkomyot. 11. v. 170 Such are of a. .Cogita-

buud aspect. 1694 Gavtom Pleas. .Votes 1. ii. 5 If he be

thoughtive or cogitabund. x6os Soi'therne II 'ives Excuse
ill. i, Thou art cogitabund ; thy head is running upon thy

poetry. x8ai L. Hunt Indicator No. 68118221 II. 121 Is

not the humour of them elaborate, cogitabund, fanciful?

HenceCo gfitabundation, Cogltabu ndity, deep

mcdiiation, thoughtfulness ;
Cogritabu ncUy adv.

meditatively; Cogltabn ndous «. = Coi;itabunu.
16J7 Sir S. D'Ewes "jfrnl. Pari. (1783I 61 My dailie..

greife for the miseries of true religion in Germanie .
. made

my soul soe sadd and cogitobundous. 1699 H. More Int.

mort. Soul (1662I 54 Let them [the stars) seem to wink and
twinkle as cogitabtindly as they will. 1719 lirice's II eekly

(Exeter) Jrtd. 7 Feb. 4 The Result of »hich mighty Co-
gitabundation may hereafter furnish out Matter enough.

1744 Miss Carter Lett. (1808) 53 With the addition of much
cogitabundity over the riddles in the Ladies' Almanack.

t Co'gitancy. Obs. rare. [f. as next: see

-ancy.] Cogitant or thinking quality.

1759 B. Martin Xat. Hist. Eng. I. 104 Let us reflect

what kind of Cogitancy we must imply.

Co gitant, a. rare. [ad. L. cigitint-tm, pr.

pple. of cogitarc to think.] Thinking, that thinks.

1681 Glanvill Sa'iducisnnis 1. (i7i'61 69 And also per-

ceives himself to be some particular cogitant Bciii£.
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Hence Co'gitantly adv., in a thinking manner.
x66o S. Fisher RusticAs Alarm Wks. (1679) 307 Shall we

think, because J. O. so thinks, and very cogitantfy (but little

cogently to us) conjectures, that, etc.

Cogitate (kJrdgiteJt), v. [f. L. cdgitfit- ppl.

stem of cogitare to think. The latter is app. contr.

for co-agitdre, f. co- together + agitdre, one of the

senses of which is ' to turn over in the mind, re-

volve, weigh, consider 1

; see Agitate v. 6.]

1. intr. To think, reflect, ponder, meditate ; to

exercise the thinking faculties.

a 1631 Donne Hist. Seftuagint {1633) 101 (T.l As the life

of the body is entertained in still cogitating. 1640 G.
Watts tr. Bacon'sAdv. Learn. 11. xiii. (R.), For he that
calleth a thing into his mind, whether by impression or
recordation, cogitateth and considereth ; and he that im-
ployeth the faculty of his phansie also cogitateth, and he
that reasoneth, doth in like manner cogitate or devise.

1848 Dickens Dombey 59 Still cogitating and looking for

an explanation in the fire. 1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies ii.

(1875J 19 That lady . . lay cogitating over the past evening.

2. trans, with object or object-clause. Hence
passing into : To devise, plan.
1563-87 Foxe A. $ M. 780 (R.) We both day and night

reuoluing in our minds did cogitate nothing more, than
how to satisfie the partes of a good pastour. 1652 C.
Stapylton Herodian 62 By this his Dreame he Cogitates
alone, He was Divinely called to the Throne. Mod, The
man is cogitating mischief against us.

b. Philos. To think (an object), to form a con-
ception of.

1856 Meiklejohn tr. Kant's Crit. P. R. 50 The idea of a
science of pure understanding and rational cognition by-

means of which we may cogitate objects entirely a priori.

1857 T. E. Webb Iniellcctualism of Locke ix. 174 Admit-
ting that we are necessitated to

1 cogitate ' the great Onto-
logic Realities, the German Philosopher [Kant] denied that
we are able to 1 cognize ' them.

Cogitation (k^d^it^jsn). Forms: 3 cogita-
ciun, 5 6 cogi-, cogytacion, -yon, 6 -tyon,
6- cogitation, [a. OF. cogitaciun, -acion, ad. L.
cogitation-em, n. of action, f. cogitare to think.]

1. The action of thinking or reflecting; attentive

consideration, reflection, meditation.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 288 preo degrez beo5 berinne Tin lust] .

.

t>e uorme is cogitaciun . . Cogitaciuns, bet beoo fleoinde
pouhtes bet ne lesteS nout. 1545 Udall Erasm. Par. Pref.
(15481 12 Suspend both his cogitacion and his penne. 1553
T. Wilson Rhet. 70 b, More is gatherdeby cogitacion than
if the thyng had been spoken in plaine woordes. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. r. iv. 13 What by cogitation, wee find to
be the cause of any thing. 1667 Milton P. L. ni. 629 Fixt
in cogitation deep. 1727 Swift Gulliver m. ii. 184 He is

always so wrapped up in cogitation. 1870 Jevons Elem.
Logic xxvii. 229 The mind of its own power alone could
by sufficient cogitation discover, etc.

b. The faculty of thinking or thought.
1557 N. T. (Genev.) Ephes. iv. 18 Having their cogitation

darkened. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 427
The sight is in the eyes . . vnderstanding and cogitation in
the braine. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 271. 1685 Boylf.
Eng. Notion Nat. 368 The Mechanical Philosophers, that
deny Cogitation, and even Sense properly so call'd, to
Beasts. 1759 Johnson Rassetas xlvii, It was never sup-
posed that cogitation is inherent in matter. 1838 Sir W.
Hamilton Logic xxxi. (1866) II. 141 Speech and cogitation
are thus the relative conditions ofeach other's activity.

2. An act of thinking or consideration, a thought
or reflection, (with plural).
a izzs [see 1]. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 7 b,

That your fasting may come of pure hert without eny euill
cogitacions. c 1555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878)
259 Such as have filthy corrupt cogitations in their hearts.
1628 Hobbes Thucyd. 1. exxxiii, Being terrified with the
cogitation, that not any of those which had been formerly
sent had ever returned. 1673 Dryden Marr. A la Mode
in. i, Prythee, leave me to my own cogitations. 1718 Lady
M. W. Montague Lett. xlix. II. 56, I spent several hours
here in .

. agreeable cogitations. 1814 Wordsw. Excursion
v. 474 Our cogitations this way have been drawn, These are
the points, .on which Our inquest turns.

b. * Reflection previous to action 1

(J.) ; a pur-
pose or design.

1538 Starkey England 1. ii. 66 Hyt [the common weal]
schold be the end of al theyr cogytatyonys, conseylys,
and carys. 1576 Fleming Panoptie Ep. 4 The cogitations
and purposes of your adversaries shall quite be dissolved.
1622 Bacon Hen. VII {].), The king, perceiving that his
desires were intemperate, and his cogitations vast and
irregular, began not to brook him well. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. ^1839) 642 The wicked cogitations, and designs of
the adversaries.

3. With of: fa. Thinking of or about, con-
sideration 0^ (anything

1

). Obs. b. A thought, con-
ception, or idea of an object.
154* Brinklow Compt. i. (1874) 7 Wherby mennys hartes

be rauysshed . . from the cogytacyon of all such things as™ei ought to pray for. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.
Acad. 11. 545 If the Spirite entreth into a cogitation of it
ow"e ^th. 1626 Bacon Sylva (1677) § 717 This knitting
of the Brows will follow upon earnest Studying, or Cogita-
tion of anything. 1645 Ussher Body Div. (1647) 39 Idola-
trous cogitations of God. 1830 Mackintosh Eth. Philos.
Wks. 1846 L 77 If we reflect on our own Cogitations of
these things.

Cogitationism, -ist (kpdsit^'Janiz'm, -ist).

[f. prec. + -ism, -ist.] See quot.
1865 Masson Rec. Brit. Philos. iv. 345 If I were allowed

to invent a term, I should say that Mr. Mill, cosmologically,
is now a Cogitationist. The ultimate fact of the phaeno-
menal world, as recognized by him, is neither Matter nor

Mind in any present sense of these terms, but a cogitation
or coagulation of phaenomena which may be called feelings.

. . If we persevere in the analysis, we end in Cogitationism.

Cogitative tk^dgitefav), a. [a. F. cogitatif,

-ive (14th c. in Littre), ad. med.L. cogitdtiv-us :

see Cogitate and -ive.]

1. Having the power or faculty of thought

;

thinking (as a permanent attribute).

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxvii. (1890) 104 The swete balle of
the eye wluche is. . juge of the colours by reflection obgectyf,
whiche she bryngeth vnto the Impression cogytyue of the
entendement. 1541 R. Copland Guydons Quest. Chirurg.,
In the myddle ventrycle is put the cogitatyfe and racyonall
[vertue]. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 135 The
cogitatiue or knowing soule. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv.

x. § 9 Sensible, thinking, perceiving Beings., which .. we
will hereafter call cogitative . . Beings. 1847 Lewes Hist.
Philos. 11867) II- 3°9 Belief is more properly an act of the
sensitive than of the cogitative part of our natures.

2. Given to cogitation ; thoughtful, meditative.
1651 Reliq. Wottou. 16 The Earl had the closer and more

j

reserved Countenance; being by nature somewhat more

I

cogitative. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. 11. 151 He is

said to be very thoughtful and cogitative. 1865 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. VI. xx. iii. 68 That Column has stood cogitative.

1884 Gd. Words May 324/2 After a cogitative pause.

Hence Cogfitatively adv., Co gitativeness.
1731 Bailey, Cogitativcly, thoughtfully, considerately.

1888 M. Connor Husfiaud $ Wifel. x. 139 ' What an ad-
mirable room for a study!' pursued M. Flamant cogita-
tively. 1823 Btackw. Mag. XIII. 158 The bumps of cogi-
tativeness and inquisitiveness.

Cogitativity k^dgiteti-viti). rare. [f. prec.

+ -ITY.] Capacity or power of thinking.
1722 Wollaston Rclig. Nat. ix. 191 To change death

j

into life, incapacity of thinking into cogitativity.

Cogitator (k^dgiteitai). [f. Cogitate + -or.]

One who cogitates, a thinker.

1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 118581 31 Cogito, ergosnm. Alas,
poor Cogitator, this takes us but a little way.
Co-glorify, -glorious : see Co-.

+ Co*gmen. Obs. rare. Men to whom the

cloth called cog ware was sold.

(Some have conjectured that they were the crew of cogs,
or traders who sailed in cogs.i

1389 Act 13 Rich. II, c. 10 § 1 Certeines draps . . appellez
Cogware & Kendale cloth sont venduz a Cogmen.
Cognac (ktf-nyak). Forms : 6 conniacke, 7
conyack, cognack, 8-9 coniac, 9 cogniac, 8-
cognac. [F. Cognac, name of a town in the de-

partment of Chaiente in France.]

1. Cognac wine : wine produced at Cognac.
1594 Plat Jewel Ho. 11. 15 Take small Rochell, or Con-

niacke wine. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 464 The distillation

of the Cognac wine.

2. A French brandy of superior quality distilled

from Cognac wine. The name is sometimes ex-

tended (for trade purposes) to any French brandy.

+ a. Formerly Cognac brandy.
1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 2223/4, 7^ Pieces of Conyack Brandy,

I in 32 Lotts. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814) 136
The Cogniac brandies . . contain vegetable prussic Acid,

b. Now simply Cognac.
1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 60 A glass of right Coniac, or

1

spirits of wine, or humming Madeira. 1821 Byron Juanw.
Uii, Unless when qualified with thee, Cogniac ! 1858
Dickens Lett. 20 Feb., His handwriting shakes more and
more.. I think he mixes a great deal of cognac with his ink.
1882 Pall Mall G. 21 June 2/1 Cognac in large quantities

I

now enters England which comes out of potatoes, and not
out of grapes. Pure cognac can now be secured . . only
through English holders of old stocks.
attrih.

_
1875 Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. II. 399 A very good

preparation is the Stokes' Cognac Mixture,

t Cogname. Obs. [adaptation of L. cognomen.
-

]
Surname ;

= Cognomen.
1685 Crowne Sir Courtly Nice ni. 30 Tie tell you both

his name, and cogname. His name is Andrew, his cogname
Farewel.

Cognate (Vgn^t), a. and sb. Also (in sense

B iJ-COgnat. [ad. L. cognatus, f. co- together +
gndtus born, f. root gn-, gen-, gon- to produce. In
Eng. the transferred sense appeared earliest.]

A. adj.

1. Descended from a common ancestor ; of the

same stock or family.
1827 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 78 Some of their cognate

tribes. 1864 Kirk Chas. Bold II. iv. ii. 251 The barriers
between cognate states. 1880 Muirhead tr. Instit. Gaius
l § 156 Agnates are. .persons who are of kin through males,
—cognate, as it were, through the father.

2. Of languages : Descended from the same
original language ; of the same linguistic family.

Of words : Coming naturally from the same root,

or representing the same original word, with dif-

ferences due to subsequent separate phonetic de-

velopment ;
thus, Eng.yfz^, L. quinque, Gr. ttIvts,

are cognate words, representing a primitive *penke.
1827 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 61 A cognate language.

1837 Prichard Pliys. Hist. Mankind{z&. 3) II. 19 A cognate
dialect of the Berber speech. 1868 Gladstone Juv. Mundi
ii. 1 1870) 58 The cognate word agrios appears to have gone
through the same process as agrestis and argeios.

b. Grammar. Cognate object or accusative : An
object of kindred sense or derivation

;
spec, that

which may adverbially follow an intransitive verb,

as in 1 to die the death \

1874 Roby Lat. Gram. w. viii. II. 40 The extent of action
of the verb may be expressed by a substantive of the same
meaning as the verb (Cognate accusative). 1876 Mason Eng.
Gram. § 372 What is often termed the cognate accusative
(or objective) fas in 'to run a race' should more properly
be classed among the adverbial adjuncts.

3. gen. Akin in origin ; allied in nature, and
hence, akin in quality

; kindred, related, connected,
having affinity. (Const, with, rarely A?.)

.1645 Howell Lett. iv. 1, Which atomes .. never rest
till they meet with som pores proportionable and cognate
unto their figures. 1686 Goad Celest. Boaies in. iii. 455
Comets and Fiery Meteors are cognate. 1785 Warton
Notes on Milton's Poems iT.), Imbrute, I believe, is a word
of Milton's coinage. So was the cognate compound 'im-
paradised' supposed to be. 1821 Solthey Vis. Judgm. vi,

Honouring each in the other Kindred courage and virtue,
and cognate knowledge and fieedom. 1875 Joweit Plato
(ed. 2* III. 399 Geometry and the cognate sciences.

B. sb.

1. A'oman Law. One related by blood to another
;

a kinsman
;
pi. those descended from the same an-

cestor, whether through males or females. Thus
distinguished from agnate, which was limited to

legal relationship through the father only, though
including relationship by adoption. Hence b.

:
Sc. Law. A relative on the mother's side as opposed
to an Agnate.
1754 Krskink Princ. Sc. Law ( 1809^ 85 The custody of the

pupil's person . is . .committed to the mother while a widow,
until the pupil be seven years old ; and, in default of the
mother, to the next cognate. 1754 Krskinf. Princ. Sc.
Law i. vii. § 3 We understand by agnates all those who
are related by the father . . and by cognates those who are
related by the mother. 1832 Austin Jurispr. 1879) II.

xxxvi. 631 (The mother] could not succeed to . .[the son] as
' an agnat though she could succeed to him as his cognat.

1880 MUIRHEAD tr. Instit. Gaius 1. § 156 Those who are of

I

kin through females are not agnates, but merely by natural
! law cognates.

2. A cognate word, term, or thing.

1865 .Sat. Rev. 1 1 Feb. 1S1 Reukoning the words which we
,

have put in italics as Latin derivatives, merely because they
happen to have Latin cognates !

Cognateness (k(7-gn^tnes). [f. Cognate
! -NE-.s.J Cognate quality or condition.

1816 Coleridge Lay Scrtn, 319 The cognateness of ideas
and principles to man as man. 1847 Hare Vict. Faith 5A resemblance . . betokening a certain cognateness.

Cognatic ^gnrc-tik), a. [a. F. cognatiquc.
see Cognate, and -ic. Cf. agnatic] Pertaining
to or reckoned through cognates ; see Cognatk li. 1.

1752 Carte Hist. Eng. III. 122 A lineal cognatic succes-
sion. 1861 Maine Anc. Law 146 Cognatic relationship is

simply the conception of kinship familiar to modern ideas.
1878 Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XVII. 19 The cognatic, or ma-
ternal influence.

t Cogna'tical, a. Obs. = prec.
1660 K. CoKK Power ff Snbj. 99 There are but two waies

by which hereditary or successive monarchies do descend
;

. .the one is lineal descent ; the other lineal, agnatical, cog-
natical, or collateral ; or as we say, the one descends to the
heire general, the other to the heire male.

Cognation (k^givi-Jan;. [ad. L. cognation-em
kindred by birth, f. cogndt-us, Cognate.]
1. The relation between persons descended from

a common ancestor
;

kinship, relationship, con-
sanguinity. (Common in 17th c. ; now ra?-e.)

1382 Wyclif Gen. x. 31 Thes the sones of Sem, after cog-
naciouns [Vulg. secundum cognationes) and tungis and re-

giouns. 1382 N. T. iRhem. 1 Luke viii. 21 marg. note, Our
spiritual kindred is to be preferred before carnal cognation.

1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 365 Termes of Cognation and
consanguinity. 166^ Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. iii. 18 Of the
original of the Phenicians; their cognation with the Jews.
1862 M. Hopkins Hawaii 69 A great danger exists in claim-
ing cognation between two distant peoples from the coin-

cidence of a few words in both languages.

b. spec, in Roman Laiv : .Natural relationship

bydescent froma common ancestor, whetherthrough
males or females ; as distinguished from agnation,
which was a civil relationship through males only.

In Sc. law, Relationship through females only.

1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v., In France, for the succession to

the crown they follow agnation ; in England, Spain, etc.

cognation. 1806 Gregory Diet. Arts # ^V;". I. 382 Cogna-
tion, women coming to the succession according to the de-

gree of proximity, in default of males, or their descendants.
1880 Muirhead tr. Instit. Gaius 1. § 156 There is no agna-
tion between a mother's brother and her son,—only cog-
nation.

f c. Used of 1 spiritual ' relationship, as that

between sponsors, etc. ; —Affinity i b. Obs.
c 1555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 266 Knit to

us neither by consanguinity nor affinity, but by spiritual

cognation. 171626 W. Sclater Romans iv. (1650) 140 By
spiritual cognation, wherein faith combines us. 1649 Bp.

Hall Cases Cousc. rv. v. 444 The impediment of spiritual!

cognation, is stretched so far. .as that (what by Baptisme,
what by Confirmation twenty severall persons are excluded
from the capacity of inter-marriage.

f 2. collect. Kindred, kinsfolk, relations. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Acts vii. 3 Go out of thi lond, and of thi

cognacioun [Vulg. de cognatione tna\ or kynrede. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 80/2 Alle hys cognacion . .'abode in

good lyf and in holy conuersacion. 1542 Boorde Dyetary
1. 233-

3. PhiloL The relation between languages na-
turally descended from a common source, or words
from a common root. - - x
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[1676 W. Hubbard Happiness of People 5 It Cometh from
and hath a near cognation with a word that signifies to

build. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind xx. Wits. (1813' 163
What certain sense they could put on either of these 4 words
by their mere cognation with each other.J i86z Guardian
21 Apr. 401/3 The great difficulty in all teaching of Com-
parative Philology is to make people understand the dif-

ference between cognation and derivation. 1865 Sat. Rev.
11 Feb. 180/2 Sir William Jones recognises the fact that the

relation among all of them is cognation and not derivation.

4. The relation between things derived from the

same source or having the same origin, or between

those having a like nature or quality ( = Affinity

5) ; more loosely, that between things connected

with, or naturally adapted to, each other (cf. Af-
finity 8) ;

affinity, connexion, relation, likeness.

(Very frequent in 17th c. ; now rare or Obs.)
a 1555 Bradford Wks. 354 The society, cognation, and

consent, which all and every creature hath with man.
1640 Bf. Reynolds Passions xxxvii. 461 The Eye is fitted

to discerne light by the Innate property of light and Cog-
nation which it hath thereunto. 1658 W. Burton /fin.

Anton. 223 [They] had a very great cognation with the
Galli, not only in language, but in holy Rites and Cus-
tomes. 1790 Paley Horx Paul. vi. (1809) 187 This cir-

cumstance of identity or cognation in their original. 1845
Blacktv. Mag. LVII. 396 How close the cognation of the
creature and the critical faculty.

f Cogniscible, a. (Cf. cogtioscible, cognizable^)

1654 L'Estrangf. Chas. I (1655) 54 Not legally cog-
nisable.

Cognise, etc. : see Cognize.

Cognition (kpgnijan). In 5-6 -icio(u,n,

-ycyo(u)n. [ad. L. cognitidn-em a getting to

know, acquaintance, notion, knowledge, etc., sb.

of action f. L. cognit-, ppl. stem of cognosclfre : see

Cognosce.]

T 1. The action or faculty of knowing ; know-
ledge, consciousness ; acquaintance with a subject.

Obs. exc. as in 2.

1447 Bokenh am Seyntys t'1835^ 154 Illumynyd she is wyth
clere co^nycyoun In hyr soule. 1538 Lysdesay Dream
577 Filicitie they had Inuariabyll, And of his Godhed cleir

cognitioun. 1604 T. Wright Passions v. 237 With con-

science and perfit cognition of innocencie. 1606 Shaks. Tr.

<t Cr. v. ii. 63, I will not be my selfe, nor haue cognition Of
what I feele. 168a Sir T. Bkowse Chr. Mor. (17561 106 A
retrograde cognition of times past. 1796 Burney Mem.
Metasiasio II. 389 Tasting the first aliments of scientific

cognition.

0. Apprehension, perception, {nonce-use.)

18*1 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. iii. 1.18651 34 * n tny cognition of

some poignant jest.

2. Philos. The action or faculty of knowing taken

in its widest sense, including sensation, perception,

conception, etc., as distinguished from feeling and
volition

; also, more specifically, the action of

cognizing an object in perception proper.

1651 Stanley Poems 231 This Divines call intellectual in-

tuitive cognition. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. rv. iii. § 6 Find-

ing not Cognition within the natural Powers of Matter.

1847 Lewes Hist. Philos, (1867) I. Introd. 113 A faculty of

cognition a priori. 1879 Adamson Philos. Kant 45 The
several elements which, according to Kant, make up the

organic unity of Perception or real Cognition.

b. A product of such an action : a sensation,

perception, notion, or higher intuition.

1819 Shelley Peter Bell III, 473 note, Peter's progenitor

. .seems to have possessed a ' pure anticipated cognition ' of

the nature and modesty of this ornament of his posterity.

1856 Meiklejohn tr. Kant's Krit. P. R. 79 The fact that

we do possess scientific a priori cognitions, namely, those

of pure mathematics and general physics. 1873 H. Spencer
Princ. Psychol. I. til. viii. 369 With purely intellectual cog-

nitions, .also with, .moral cognitions. 1881 ) H. Stirling
Text-bk. Kant 468 Let a cognition be intellectually what
it may, it is no cognition proper, it is not properly Know-
ledge, unless and until it nave an actual perceptive appli-

cation.

3. Law. = Cognizance 3. (Chiefly Sc.)

1513 in W. H. Turner Select Rec. Oxf. 35 Ye . . Chaun-
cellor . . shall have . . full cognition of all . . causes. 1581
Savile Agric. U622) 303 To the rest belonged cognition of
criminal causes. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 12 Incontinent
cognition or tryal sail be taken oe the assise. 1689 tr.

Buchanan's De Jure Regni 32 Obnoxious to the cognition

of Judges. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scotl. 11. v. 198 The
Council appoint a Committee to take cognition of the matter.

b. Sc. Law. t A process in the Court of Session

for the determination of cases concerning disputed

marches. Cognition atui sale : a process for ob-

taining a warrant to sell the whole or a part of

a pupil's estate. Cognition and sasine : a form of

entering an heir in burgage tenure.

« 1809 Scotch Diet, in Tomlins Law Diet., Cognition, is

the process whereby molestation is determined. 1868 Act

31 4- 32 Vict. c. 101 % 46 An instrument of cognition and
sasine in regard to such lands and in favour of such heir.

+ 4. Recognition; gratiiude. Obs. rare.

x6« Evelyn Let. in Mem. {1807) IV. 7, I must justifie .

.

with infinite cognition, the benefit I have received.

Cognitional (kpgni-J.mal), a. [f. prec. + -al.]

Of or pertaining to cognition.

1817 Bentham Wks. X. 560 Elements of intellectual apti-

tude: 1. Cognitional knowledge, a. Judicial judgment.

Cognitive (kp-gnitiv), a. [ad. L. type cogni-

liv-us, f. cognit-, see above, -ive.] Of or pertaining

to cognition, or to the action or process of know-
ing

;
having the attribute of cognizing.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1.(1594^22 Plato saith,

that there are three vertues in the soule belonging to know-
ledge and understanding, .called cognitive orknowing ver-

tues : namely, reason, understanding, and phantasie. 1693
South Serm. (1697) I. 260 Unless the Understanding im-
ploy and exercise its cognitive, or Apprehensive Power,
1803 Edin. Rev. I. 257 A minute analysis of the cognitive
powers of man. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. 1 1 865) I.

227 The two acts, severally cognitive of mind and matter.

1850 M rCosH Div. Goz't. 118521 258 The simple cognitive

faculties, which give us the knowledge of really existing

individual ob ects ; as Perception . . Self-consciousness.

I Co gnitor. Rom. Law. [L. agent-sb. from
cognosccrc : see Cognition.] An attorney or

procurator.
1880 Muirhead tr. Instit. Gains iv. § 82 We may sue either

in our own name or through an agent, such as a cognitor, pro-

curator, tutor, or curator. .A cognitor is made our substitute

in a cause by certain formal words spoken in presence of
the adversary.

Co gnizabi'lity. rare. [f. next.] The quality

of being cognizable.
185a J. R. Ballantyne Led. Nydya Philos. 50. 1875

Jevons Money (1878) 40 Cogmzability. By this name we
may denote the capability of a substance for being easily

recognized and distinguished from all other substances.

Cognizable, -isable (kp-gnizab'l, k^rni-), a.

[f. Cognize (or rather originally from stem of

Cogniz-ance) + -able. Since cognize has become
a familiar word, there is a tendency in sense 1 to

pronounce (kpgnarzabT ; cf. recognize, recogniz-

able.}

1. Capable of being known, perceived, or appre-

hended by the senses or intellect ;
perceptible.

1678 R. L'Estrange Seneca's Mor. (1702)95 Their Inju-

ries may be cognizable, but not their Benefits. 1777 Cockin
Mist in Phil. Trans. LXX. 160 note. The vapours are said

to be of a tenuity cognizable by the sight. 1816 I. Smith
Panorama Sc. $ Art 11. 187 That, .is not cognizable by our
senses. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xxxix. (1859' IL
392 Admitting that causation were cognisable, and that

perception and self-consciousness were competent to its ap-
prehension. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. U863J I. v. 141 A
period dimly cognisable in the remotest past.

b. Capable of being recognized, recognizable.

1751 Smollett Per. Pic. > 1779) IV. c. 301 His features were
scarce cognizable. 1797 Holcroft Stolberg's Trav. (ed. a)

II. li. 242 Aesop .. is cognizable, by his deformity. 1829
Marryat F. Mildmay vi, We exchanged clothes, in sucti a
manner as to render us no longer cognizable. 1854 J. Ken-
nedy Swallow B. (i860) 18 Without one cognizable face be-

fore me.

2. Capable of being, or liable to be, judicially

examined or tried ; within the jurisdiction of a

court of law or the like.

1681 If ickeringill Vind. Naked Truth n. 18 All matters

cognisable in Spiritual Courts. 1690 Penn. Archives I. no
We . . find the major part of the writing not cognizable by
us, or within our province. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III.

25 These courts can hold no plea of matters cognizable by
the common law. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. xii. 484
Every sort of plea that was cognisable under royal writ.

1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. III. x\. 444 Making all offences

against it cognizable in the courts of admiralty,

b. spec, in Anglo-Indian law : see quots.
188a Code Crim. Procedure § 4 ' Cognisable offence ' means

any offence for, and ' cognisable case means a case in, which
a police-officer, .may . .arrest without warrant. 1883 J. F.

Stephen Hist. Crim. Law III. 331 The offences [in the

Indian Code of Crim. Proc.] called by the somewhat ill-

chosen name of cognizable offences.

Hence Cognizableness.
1871 W. G. Ward Ess. (1884) I. 68 The intuitive cogniz-

ableness of such a proposition. 1875 Contemp. Rev. XXV.
528 He who denies the cognizableness of necessary truth.

Cognizably (k^gnizabli, kfni-, k^gnai zabli),

adv. [f. Cognizable + -lt 2
.] In a cognizable

manner ;
recognizably

;
perceptibly.

1817 Wobdsw. Poems, Pass ofKirkstone, Nor hint ofman ;

if stone or rock Seem not his handy-work to mock By some-
thing cognizably shaped. 1854 Faber Growth in Holiness
xv. V1872) 257 The spiritual life is a cognizably different

thing from the worldly life.

Cognizance, -sance (kp-gnizans, kp-ni-).

Forms : a. 4-5 conisaunce, conysaunce, 4-7
{legal) conisance, -ans, ^4 koniohauns, 5 cony-
schance, conoissaunoe), 6 {legal) oonizaunoe.

0. (legal) 6-8 con n)usance, 7 conusant. 7.

5-6 cognisaunoe, (cognoyssaunce, -ance), 6

cognys-, -iz-, -yzaunce, -isens, -izens, -issanoe,

6- oognisance, cognizance. [ME., a. OK. co-

nis[s)ance
t
conus{s\ance

y
var. of conois{s'ances f.

conoiss-ant pr. pple. of conoistre to know + -ance,

answering to a L. type *cognoscentia (of common
Romanic standing: cf. It. conoscenza, Pr. conois-

senza, Cat. conexensa, OSp. conocencia). From the

13th Cm and esp. after the Renascence, the spelling

was in Fr. often partially latinized as cognoissance,

but the was never pronounced (Palsgrave, 1530)
and was entirely dropped after 1600. In Eng. the

g appeared in 15th c., and has here gradually

affected the pronunciation, though, in legal use,

the older k^nizans is still usual. (The spelling

with s is etymological, but that with z, which ac-

cords with the pronunciation, has long prevailed.)

Lat. cogndscire gave regularly (through eognocs're, co(g>-

nois're), OF. conoistre, also written conuistre. In the pr.

pple. conoisis^ant, conuisant ('.—cogniscent-em^, and in an-
alogous forms, pre-tonic oi was liable to be weakened to e,

and /, giving conesis)ant, conis{s)ant, and ui to u giving
conusant, whence the Anglo Fr. and ME. forms so spelt.

In mod-F. connoissant has long been pronounced conttes-

sant, and is now written connaissant. The pa. pple connu,
OF. coneu, represents a L. type cogndvutum f. cognovi.)

I. Knowledge, etc.

+ 1. Knowledge, understanding ; acquaintance.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5562 For the toon yeveth conysaunce
And the tother ignoraunce. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 347/3
Yf it suffyse to Jhesu cryst that tnow knowe hym . . and yf
his cognoyssaunce suffyseth not to the. 1545 Raynold
Byrth Mankynde B 4 Except ye fyrst haue true A iust cog-
noyssance in the fyrst booke. 1638 Hevwood Wise Woman
111. Wks. 1874 V. 313 Vou should be one, though not of my
cognisance, yet of my condition. 1651 Hobbes Lcinath. 111.

xxxv. 216 The tree of cognizance of Good and Evill.

t b. Recognition. Obs. rare.

1590 Spf.nser F. Q. 11. i. 31 Who, soone as on that knight
his eye did glaunce, Eftsoones of him had perfect cog-
nizaunce.

2. Knowledge as attained by observation or in-

formation ; state of being aware of anything
; per-

ception, notice, observation. Esp. in phr. to have
cognizance of to be aware of, know by observation

or information ; to come ( fallt be, lie) under-

within, beyond, out of the cognizance t i. e. range of

observation or perception, ken of ;often with some
admixture of the notion of 'province', 'jurisdic-

tion', 'right of dealing with*; as in 3); to take

cognizance of to take notice of, notice, observe,

become aware of; to take note of, include within

the range of observation, embrace within its scope.
164a Perkins Prof. Bk. i. 3 If the wife grant a rent with-

out the knowledge of the husband this grant is void, so it

is, notwithstanding that the husband had conusance of it.

1644 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 71 [He] exposed them in the
great market-place, to see if any would take cognisance of
them. 1656 Sanderson Sertn. u63q' 308 Wherewith we
disguise and conceal from the conusance of others, 1711
Steele Sped. No. 288 p 1 Should any of their .. Faults
come under their Cognizance. 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. 162 P 4 The business from which we withdraw our
cognizance is . . below our notice. 1794 Paley Evid. 11. ix.

(18171 253 Any part of Christ's history . . which was public,

and within the cognizance of his followers. 18*9 Southey
A IIfor Love ix, 1 hat act being publicly perform'd With thy
full cognizance. 1857 S. Osborn Quedah vii. 61 Islands,

rivers, and creeks.. ot which charts and surveyors had no
cognizance, 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 40 Of this ..

the utilitarian theory takes no cognizance.

b. Often with admixture of sense 3: Official

knowledge, authoritative notice.

1751 Smollett Per.Pickle xxi, [The proctor] took cogniz-

ance of their names, and dismissed the rioters. 1846 Pres-
cott Ferd. * Isab. I. xi. 447 The queen . . took this depart-
ment under her special cognizance.

II. Legal senses.

3. Law. a. The action of taking judicial or

authoritative notice ; the hearing and trying of a

cause, b. The right of hearing and trying a cause,

or of dealing with any matter judicially
;
jurisdic-

tion. Chiefly in phr. to have cognizance of; to

fake cognizance of; under, within, etc., the cogni-

zance of Cognizance of pleas: see quots. 1670,

[1193 Britton 28 Car nous volums qe Sainte Eghse . . eyt
conisaunce a juger de pure espiritualtc. 1389 Act 13 Rich.
II, st. 1 c 2 Al concstable appartient davoir conissance des
contractz tochantz faitz darmes & de guerre hors du roialme. ]

15*3 in W. H. Turner Select Rec. Oxford 38 The Chancellor
. .shall have connusance of plees. 160a Fulbecke 2nd Pt.
Parall. 4 When the right of tithes is in question . . the

church holdeth conusance. i6a8 Coke On Lift. 96 b, The
conusans of that cause belongeth to the king's temporall

courts onely. 1670 Blount Law Did. s.v.. Cognisance of
Plea, is an ability to call a Cause or Plea out of another

Court. 169a Locke Toleration in. x, Magistrates, whose
duty it is to punish Faults under their Cognizance. 1767
Blackstone Comm. II. 37 The cognizance of pleas, .is. .an

exclusive right, so that no other court shall try causes arising

within that jurisdiction. 1786 Burke W. Hastings Wks.
1842 1 1 177 To introduce courts of justice for the cognizance

of crimes. 1793 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 40 When the

admiralty declined cognizance of the case. 1856 Froude
Hist. in;. (1858) I. v. 428 In all causes of which the

spiritual courts had cognizance.

fig 164a tr. Fuller Holy «t Prof State 1. iii. 8 Causes that

are properly of feminine cognizance he suffers her to decide.

1768 74 Tucker Lieht of Sat. 11852 II. 374, I would have
every man judge for himself, but not pass his judgment
until after full cognizance of the cause.

4. Recognition or acknowledgement ; admission

of a fact alleged ; esp. acknowledgement of a hlNE.

b. A plea in replevin that defendant holds the

goods in the right of another as his bailiff. Cf.

Avowry.
[1192 Britton 62 Qe le Corouner. .voist a eus de enquere

et de oyer lour conisaunce. transt. That the coroner . . go
to them to inquire . . and hear their confessions J 1570-6
Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 1 13 To hold Plea in actions

real, and personal; to take Conusance by Fine. i6oa

Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall 49 Where the husband is seised

of a Seigniorie in the right of his wife, a man may not make
conusans as baily to the husband, but as bayly to them
both. 1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1130
Where in replevin, .the defendant made cognisance for rent

in arrear. 1876 Dicby Real Prop. vii. 316 note, When a
person whose goods have been distrained seeks to replevy

them, and the defendant justifies this taking of the goods,
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he is said to make avowry if he justifies in his own right .

.

to make cognisance if he justifies in the right of another.

III. 5. A device or mark by which a person,

company, etc., is known or distinguished, as a

crest, heraldic bearing, coat of arms, etc. ; a
badge ; spec, in Her. a device or emblem borne for

distinction by all the retainers of a noble house,

whether they bore 'arms' or not; see quot. 1766.

(The chief sense in ME., and still frequent.)

c 1350 Will. Paleme 3569 3if i encountre with bis kni5t .

.

how schal i him knowe what konichauns here he bere ? 1393
Langl. P. PI. C. xix. 188 What is hus conysaunce, quath
ich, in hus cote-armure? 1494 Fabyan hi. liv. 35 Aruiragus
hastely causyd hym to be Armed with the cognisaunce of the
kynge. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 650 He gave the Sunne
in his full brightnesse for his Cognisaunce or Badge. 1603
Knoi.les Hist. Turks (1621) 118 Lewis., tooke upon him
the crosse, the cognisance of the sacred warre. 1766-87
Porny Heraldry Gioss. s. v., Cognisances were badges
which subordinate officers, and even soldiers did bare on
their Shields, for distinction sake, being not entitled to a
Crest. 1808 Scott Marm. VI. ii, In the chief three mullets
stood, The cognizance of Douglas Blood. 1864 Boutell
Heraldry xix. 303 The motive that induced Geoffrey of
Anjou to assume as his cognizance the Sprig of Broom,

b. Jig. Badge, emblem, mark, token.
< 1400 Test. Love 1. (1560)276^2 Meekeness in counte-

naunce, with a manly heart, .is the conisance of my livery.

1584 G. Whetstones in Mirr. Mag. 13 b, Receyve of us
the possession thereof, as a cognisance of our loue. 1633
Bp. Hall Hard Texts 464, I did give them my Sabaths,
as a special cognizance of my people. i68z Sir T. Browne
Chr. Mor. (1756) 45 If generous honesty, valour, and plain

dealing, be the cognisance of thy family.

Co gnizance, -sauce, v. rare. [f. prec]
To have cognizance of.

1642 Heylin Hist. Episcopie (1657) t. 417 Why the Em-
perour made choyse . . of the Westerne . . Bishops to cognisans
the cause.

Co'gnizanced, a. rare. [f. Cognizance
sb. + -ED.] Having a cognizance ; characterized.

1836 Cdl. Wiseman Set. Relig. I. iii. 181 The above-
mentioned class and another, somewhat more elegantly
cognizanced, namely, the^tw togata, or cloaked family.

t Co'gnizant, -isant, sb. Obs. Also 4
conisante, 6 conysantte, cognoisant. [app.

sb. use of OF. conoisant, conis(s)ant pr. pple. of

conoistre to know, recognize (see above) ; but the

pi. may have originated in a perversion of cogniz-

ance', cf. accidents* accidence .] = Cognizance 5.

c 1394 P. PI. Crede 185 Knyghtes in her conisantes clad
for be nones. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852) 36 With their

conysanttes poyntyd and gylte. 1570 Levins Manip. 25/26
A cognizant, iusigue, signnm.

If Here = Cognizance 2.

1634 Raynold's Byrth Mankynde Prol. 3 Except yee
first haue true and iust cognoisant in the first Booke.

Cognizant, -isant (kfrgnizant, kp-ni-\ a.

Also conusant, [app. of modern introduction:

not in Dictionaries of iSth c. ; not in Todd's John-
son 1818, nor in Webster 1828; in Craig 1847.
Thus, prob. formed anew, directly from Cogni-
zance, Cognize ; but it corresponds in form to

OF, conisant, conusant pr. pple. Cf. Cognoscent.]
1. Having cognizance or knowledge (see Cogni-
zance 2) ; aware (of).
1820 Southey Ode on Portrait ofBp. Hcber, If the Saints

in bliss Be cognizant of aught that passeth here. 183a
Austin Jurispr. (1879) I- xxv - 499 The party shall be pre-

sumed conusant of the law. .his ignorance shall not exempt
him. 1879 Carpenter Ment. P/iys. 1. ii. § 82 The following

circumstance, of which the writer is personally cognizant.

b. Philos. That knows or cognizes.

1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. in. iii. § 27 Gassendi. .gives as

the test, a definition of truth little differing from Herbert's,

the agreement of the cognisant intellect with the thing
known. 1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 54 If this cog-
nition were that which apprehends objects, the soul would
be cognizant.

2. Law. Having cognizance or jurisdiction (see

Cognizance 3) ;
competent to deal judicially with

a cause, crime, etc. 1847 m Craig.

Cognize, -ise (k^gn3rz\ v. [A comparatively
modern word, formed with reference to cognizance,

cognizor, and the kindred words, and the earlier

recognize. It thus corresponds analogically, but
not phonetically, to L. cognoscere, OF. conoistre,

F. connaitre : cf. Cognosce. The prevalence of

the ending -ize over -ise is app. due to the influence

of the large class of verbs having etymological
-ize.]

1 1. Law. {intr. or absol.) To take cognizance.
1658-9 Chalonkr in Burtons Diary I1828) III. 129 The

Judges, .sit at Westminster, and they cognize.

2. trans. To take cognizance of, take note of,

notice, observe.
1821 Joseph the Book-Man 107 [He] was cogniz'd by every

eye. 1889 J. If. Robertson Ess. Crit. Method 72 Moved
to incipient hysteria where anon I should simply cognize
pathos.

3. Philos. To know, perceive, become conscious
of; to make (anything) an object of cognition.
1836 7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xxi. (1S77) II. 19 It

would also be convenient . . for psychological precision and
emphasis, to use the word to cognise in connection with its
noun cognition. Ibid. xxxvi.(i87o) II. 329 They first know,—they first cognise, the things and persons presented to

Vol. II.

them. 186a H. Spencer First Princ. 1. iv. (1875) 80 It is

a material object, and it is cognized by being recognized as
such. 1876 Mivart Lessons fr. Nat. vii. 196 We cognize
an object, .by one act ; we cognize that cognition by a very
different act.

Hence Cognrzing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 101 The soul's cog-
nizing consists in this, that itself .. apprehends an object
through the eye and the other media enumerated. 1878
N. Amer. Rev. 31 Take away the cognizing mind, and the
color, form, position, [etc.] of the table, .at once disappear.

Cognizee, -isee (k^gnizr, kpni-). Old Law.
Forms: 6-7 conisee, 6- cognisee, 8- cognizee.
[formed as correlative to Cognizor, on the model
of words in -EE etymologically correlative to words
in -or. But the formation is not etymological.]

The party in whose favour a fine of land was
levied ; he to whom cognizance was made.
1531-2 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 6 § 1 The same reconisance

dyd not in any wise touch or concerne. .the cognisor ne the
cognisee. 1594 West Symbol. 11. § 52 The Cognisor is he
that knowledgeth the fine, the Cognisee is he to whom it is

knowledged. 1613 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 473 Of these
lands so deliuered, the conisee being ousted, shall haue an
assise or redisseisin. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 341 In
which case the king, etc., is called the cognizee, is cui cog'
noscitur; as he that enters into the recognizance is called

the cognizor, is qui cognoscit. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)

IV. 120 Whenever the cognizee appears in court and admits
satisfaction, the recognizance is discharged.

Cognizens, obs. form of Cognizance.

Cognizer, -iser (kpgnsvzax). [f. Cognize v.

+ -eb. Cf. Cognizor, and Connoisseur, for other

types.] One who or that which cognizes.
1836 Blackw. Mag. XL. 255 Intellect is the cognizer of all

forms. 1877 Blackie Wise Men Introd. 12 An inherent
Aoyoir, without which neither a cogniser nor a cognised . . is

possible.

Cognizor, -isor (kfgniz?*, kp-ni-). OldLaw,
Forms : 6-7 conisor, 7 -our, -zor, 6- cognisor,
8- -zor. [in 16th c. conisour, in form Anglo-
French = continental F., conois{s cor, agent-sb. f.

conois(s)- stem of conoistre to know : see Con-
noisseur.] The party who levies a fine of land.
I53I_I594 lsee Cognizee]. 1598 Kitchin Courts Leet

(1675)232 The Conisee shall have a Scirefacias against the
Heir of the Conisor. 1613 Sir H. Finch Law 11636)279
That which he hath of the gift of the Conisor, 1670 Blount
Law Diet., Conisor* alias Cognizor is used in the passing of
Fines for him that acknowledges the Fine. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) V. 84 If after the concord is acknowledged in

Court, one of the cognizors dies, still the cognizee may pro-
ceed with this fine, against the surviving cognizor.

Cognoisant : see Cognizant.

II Cognomen (k^gnju'men). [L. cognomen* f.

co~ together + (g)nomen name ; cf. co-gnd-scere to

learn, know.]
1. In Latin use: (a) The third name, family name,

or surname of a Roman citizen, as Marcus Tullius

Cicero, Cains Julius Csesar; (b) an additional name
or epithet bestowed on individuals, as Africanus,
Cunctator (in later Latin called agnomen).
1879 H. Phillips Notes upon Coins 10 Saserna was the

cognomen of a noble family which deduced its descent from
King Tullus Hostilius.

Hence, in English use

:

2. A distinguishing name or epithet given to a
person or assumed by himself; a nickname.
1811 L. Hawkins C'less <y Gcrtr. I. 96 Though called by

whatever epithets or cognomens imply old age. 1824 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 101 Her father, Jack Bint .

.

was commonly known by the cognomen of London Jack.
1855 Prescott Philip II, I. 11. vi. 213 The cognomen by
which Philip is recognized is ' the Prudent \

3. An (English) surname.
1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (1861) 157 The name of Alex-

ander . . coupled with the gentle cognomen of Partridge.

1867 Miss Braddon R. Godwin II. iii. 39 The Queen of
Beauty was distinguished by the very commonplace cog-
nomen of Watson.

4. loosely. Name, appellation. [So, in Latin, very

commonly used by Vergil and other poets, for a
name given to a country, river, etc.]

1852 Hawthorne Blilhedale Rom. iv, I repeated the
name [Priscilla] to myself three or four times . . this quaint
and prim cognomen . . amalgamated itself with my idea of
the girl. 1857 Wood Com. Objects Sea Shore 4 The Com-
mon Shag, a bird of a monosyllabic English cognomen.
1872 Jcnkinson's Guide Eng. Lakes (1879* 189 A lane, bear-
ing the euphonious cognomen of Spooney Green.

Cogno men, v. rare. [f. the sb.] trans. To
give a cognomen to, to nickname.
1831 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 729 A crazy

coxcomb, who . . has been cognomen d . . the Glasgow Gander.
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 78 Churchill, cognomened the

'clerical bruiser', was a disgrace to the church.

Cognominal (k^gn^'minal), a. and sb. [in

sense 1, f. L. cogndmin-is having the same name;
in 2, f. cognomin-, stem of Cognomen : see -al.]

A. adj.

1. Having the same name or cognomen, like-

named.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Cognombial, that hath one and

the same name or sir-name. 1766 Entick London IV. 128

Distinguished from other cognominal dedications, by the

name of ^. James's chapel . .on the wall. 1831 Peacock
Crotchet Castle ix, The immortal nose . . which is still resplen-

dent over the portals of its cognominal college [Brasenose].

2. Of or pertaining to a cognomen or surname.
1659 Pearson Creed (1741) 194 The second [name] Pilatus

as a cognominal addition distinguishing from the rest
descending from the same family. 1855 W. H. Mill Ap-
plic. Panth, Princ. 1 1861) 171 A cognominal epithet, .of the
elder son. 1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's Fasti 1. 647 No
Roman house had grade cognominal Above the Fabit

;

titled above all As ' Maxima '.

f B. sb. One who or that which has the same
name as another ; a namesake. Obs. rare.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxiv. 170 The Dog
[and] his cognominal! or name-sake in the heavens.

Cognominally, adv. [f. prec. + ly -.] By
way of cognomen, in regard to the cognomen.
1825 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 291 Cognominally I am

impoverished, degraded. .Were it a fair name, I could sub-
mit; but this [Higginbotham] is a nickname, a byword, a
reproach.

t Cogno*minate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. ~L.cogno-

viindt-ns, pa. pple. of cogndmindre to surname.]

Formed as, or of the nature of, a cognomen or

descriptive appellation.
1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey in. i. 65 Vocall Pro-

priety denotates the Properties of particulars by due Ap-
pellation, which is either Nominate or Cognominate . . The
Second deduces deriuation from Forme, Site, Climate,
Season, Person . . as Harpe-CIose, Mountacute . . Bel-Acre.

1632 Lithgow Trav. n. 68 It was anciently cognominate
Agalia from Agalius the first King.

Cognominate ^k^gn^-min^t), v. [f. L. cog-

nofninat- (see prec.) + -ate ^.] trans, a. To give

a cognomen or surname to ; to nickname, b.

loosely. To name, style, call.

1609 Man in Moonc iiB^g)^ He cognominated him Opinion.
1632 Lithgow Trav. ix. 384 It is now called Sicilia . . By

t

Diodorus Siculus, it was cognominated the Paragon of lies.

1849 De Quincey Wks. IV. 327 Under this eminent man,
whom in Greek I cognominated Cyclops diphrclates.

CogllOmination (k^gn^min^j^n . [ad. L.

cogndmindlidn-em, n. of action (cited only in sense

2) f. cognomindre : see prec. and -ATION.]

1. The action of cognominating or naming.
1623 Cockeram, Cognomination, a naming. 1649 Bclwer

Pathontyot. Pref 3 A generall Survey and Cognomination
of the Muscles of the Body.

2. concr. = Cognomen, [so L.]
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. viu. 246 Pompey had

deserved the name of Great ; Alexander of the same cog-
nomination was Generalissimo of Greece. 1843 Borrow
Bible in Sp. xiv. 118721 86 It is one of the private cognomin-
ations of ' The Smiths '.

f 3. Affinity of terms applied. Obs. rare" 1
.

a 1679 Hobbes Rhet. 11. xxiv. (1840) 478 Another place

may be from cognomination, or affinity of words.

Cognominity (,k£?gn<?mhntO. rare, [f. L.

cognomin- see next) + -ity.] 'The circumstance

j

of having the same name.'
1846 Worcester cites GentI. Mag.

Cognominize, rare. [f. L. cognomin-,
\ stem of Cognomen + -ize.] =Cognominate.

1849 Miss Mulock Ogilvies xxvii. (1875) 204 Mr. P. had
an amusing system of cognominising those about him by
some ingenious transposition of their various patronymics.

CognominouS k^gn^'minas), a. [f. as prec. +
-orsj Of the same name ; = Cognominal i.

1857 Sat. Rev. III. 329/1 To the west, again, of this

peninsula [Michigan] is its cognominous lake.

Cognosce ^gn^s , v - Chiefly Sc. Law. [ad.

L. cogndsc-ere to become thoroughly acquainted

with, investigate, get to know, f. co- together,

altogether + {gf
ndscere inchoative of obsolete *gnd-

(whence (g nd-vi, (g)ndl-um), corresp. to Gr.

yvw-vat to know. See Notion, Gnostic, Know.]
1. intr. To make inquiry or investigation, esp.

in order to a legal decision ; to take cognizance of

a cause, an offence, etc. ? Obs.

111583 Sir J. Balfour Practicks (1754) 18 The Schiref is

na juge competent to cognosce or decyde upoun the non-
entres or ward of landis. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 39 It per-

teins not to my court, to cognosce vpon bastardne. 1640
Canterb. Self-Convic. Pref, So many of our neighbour
nations, as have beene desirous to cognosce of our affaires.

1752 J. Louthian Form ofProcess (ed. 2) 27 From all further

. .judging or cognoscing therein.

2. trans. To take judicial cognizance of (a

matter) ; to investigate, examine, try.

1607 T. Rogers 39 Art. (1621) 206 note, A matter and
cause spiritual, and always cognosced and judged by the

church.. say certain Scottish ministers, a 1670 Spalding
Hist. Troubles Scot I. (1792) I. 256 (Jam.) The general re-

solved in person to cognosce the entry into Newcastle.

1746-7 Act 20 Geo. II, c. 43 § 34 The judge, .shall . .proceed

to cognosce, hear, and determine any such appeal. 1884

Brit. For. Evang. Rev. Apr 263 Error cognosced and
determined by the judicatories of the Church.

f3. To adjudicate, decide authoritatively upon
;

to assign judicially. Obs.

1634 in Forbes oj Callendar 2 (Jam.) To cognos and
designe be deuision to ilk persone thair part off the for-

namit outfeald arable land . . The saids lands being cognossit,

meathit, mairchit, and acceptit be the said nobill Lord.

4. Judicially to examine and pronounce (a per-

son) to be of a certain status
;

esp. {ellipt.) to

pronounce to be an idiot or lunatic.

a 1670 Spalding Hist. Troubles Scotl. (1792I II. 91 (Jam.)
To meet, sit, and cognosce Mr. Andrew Logie. .for unsound
doctrine. 1773 Erskine Instil. 140 (Jam.) The son ought
to be declared or cognosced an idiot by the sentence of a

76
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judge a 1805 A. Cablyle Autobiog. 534 He had been
cognosced at Edinburgh, and deprived of the management
of his estate. 1818 G. Chalmers Life Mary Q. Scots L
278 (Jam.) George Douglas's elder brother was cognosced
nearest agnate. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, v, ' If he gangs
daft, we'll hae him cognosced.' 1868 Act 31 if 32 Vi.t. c
100 § 101 To inquire whether the person sought to be
cognosced is insane.

5. = Cognize.
1874 Carpenter Mental Phys. 11. xL § 382 Before the In-

telligence is sufficiently developed to cognosce the idea

which mentally represents it.

Cognoscence (k(?gnp*sens% Now rare. Also

6 (Sc.) coguossance, 7 -oscance. [f. L. type

*cognoscentia, f. cognosc-cre to know (see -ence)
;

pern., in Sc., originally, ad. F. cogttoissance.]

+ 1. Blazonry; heraldic cognizance.
a 1455 Holland Houtate xxxiii, Quhilk [bearing] cassyn

be cognoscence quarterly was. a 1649 Drimmond Hist.

Jas. J, 350 Jam.) This coffin was adorned with the arms
of the kingdom, cognoscances and a crown.

2. Knowledge; ^Cognizance 1, 2.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scotl. (1821) I. 73 Thou may have
cognossance. .that this opinioun is vane. 1647 H. More
Song ofSoul Ded. 4 Nor .. esteem me the le*se dutyfull,

that without your cognoscence I become thus thankful!.

1673 O. Walker Education 74 The Inclinations follow the
cognoscence of the Soul. 1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 246 1

Facts within our cognoscence.

t 3. Law. = Cognizance 3. Obs. rare.
1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. xxix. (1614) 57/1 This court

had cognoscence of causes ecclesiasticall.

Cognoscent ikpgnfsent), a. rare. [ad. L.

cognosccnt-em, pr. pple. of cognoscere to know.]
1. Knowing ; cognitive.

1649 Bl'lwer Pathomyot. \. § 6. 28 The Muscles . . are not
endued with any Cognoscent powers. 1835 AVro Monthly
Mag. XIII. 142 A cognoscent air of legal gravity.

2. Cognizant ; acquainted.
1830 Fraser's Mag. I. 687 If I were not before cognoscent

of its existence. 1847 Tail's Mag. XIV. 574 The subject
is not one with which we are personally cognoscent.

I! Cognoscente k^n^Jent^). PI. -ti (-ti).

[Ital. cognoscente. Latinized form of conoscenle

knowing man, connoisseur :—L. cogtioscent-em, pr.

pple. of cognosce*™ to know, etc. : see Cognosce.]
One who knows a subject thoroughly; a connois-

seur: chiefly in reference to the fine arts.

1778 Phil. Sun: S. Irel. 450 The cognoscenti .. allow
that Ireland is a school of music. 1795 Mason Ch. Mus.
77 (L.i A person of the most refined musical taste, an abso-
lute cognoscente. 1861 Thoknbi'ry Turner 1 1. 325 [Turner]
neglected by the rich cognoscenti of the day.

CognOSCibility (kfjgiysibilfti [f. next +

-ity.j Cognoscible quality; knowableness.
1656 [J. Serjeant] tr. T. White's Peripatet. Inst. 277

They have no entity nor cognoscibility. 1677 Gale Crt.

Gentiles 1 1. IV, 294 God, as he is of infinite Essence, so also

of infinite Cognoscibilitie and Truth. 1865 Mill Exam.
Hamilton's Philos. 24 Our author's doctrine of the direct

cognoscibility of the Primary Qualities.

CogHOSCible (k^gn^sib'i;. a. [f. L. type
*cogndscibil-is knowable, f. cogndsc-ere : see -blk.]

1. Capable of being known ; knowable, ascer-

tainable ; recognizable.

1648 H. G. tr. Balzac's Prince 176 There remaines nothing
. . cognoscible in Germany, but the Sea and the Moun-
taines. a 1691 T. Barlow Rem. (1693) 546 God is naturally
cognoscible. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. iii. 388
Definite, cognoscible circumstances. 18*5 Bentham Ration.
Reward 220 A determinate system of cognoscible laws,

b. as sb. That which can be known.
1683 Tryon Way to Health 117 The Cognoscible, and

the knowledge thereof. 1845 O. Brownson Wks. VI. 5
Spiritual cognoscibles, or the immaterial realities capable
of being known.

f2. Law. =Cognizable 2. Obs.
a 1644 Laud Diary, etc. I. 333 (T.) In the high-commission
we medled with no cause not cognoscible there. 1706 Act
6 Anne c. tl Art. xix, No causes in Scotland [shall] be cog-
noscible by the courts . . in Westminster Hall. 1736 Carte
Ormonde II. 210 Rules of plantation being only cognoscible
at the Council-board.

Cognoscitive (k^gnfrsitiv), a. A non-ety-

mological formation for Cognitive; used some-
times, more especially, with an inchoative sense:

apprehensive.
1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xxxiii. 404 All bodily cog-

noscitive faculties, a 1688 Cudworth Immut. Mor. 17,1

134 The Soul having an Innate Cognoscitive Power. 1830
Btackiv. Mm*, XXVIII. 880 A wise man, cognoscitive and
sensitive of the blessings of this life. 1871 W. G. Ward Ess.

(1884) I. 28 It would be 'contrary to all analogy' if man's
cognoscitive faculties did not. .receive. .' development and
education*.

Hence Cog-no scitively adv.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul 162/1 We must not seek after

that absolute or first good cognosci lively or imperfectly.

fCognotize, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [A non-ety-

mological formation f. L. cognosc-fre, cognit-um.]

To denote by a cognizance
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 241 By that name some

Houses are cognotized, and known by such Signs in the
City of London.

II Cognovit (k^gnJu*vit). Law. [in full, cog-

novit actionem (Lat.) * he has acknowledged the

action'.] An acknowledgement by a defendant
that the plaintiff's cause is just ; in which case the

defendant, to save expense, suffers judgement to

be entered against him without trial.

176a Jacob Law Diet. s. v. 1893 Neitt Monthly Mag.
IX. 443/2 The poor tailor . . has lost his time, his cognovit,
and his character. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xlvi, You gave
them a cognovit for the amount of your costs after the
trial. 1869 Act 33 33 Vict. c. 62 § 26 Where in an action

a warrant of attorney to confess judgment or a cognovit
actionem is given.

Co-gO*vemor. [see Co- 3 b.] A joint governor.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 246 The inferiour and minor

gods . . are called, .the co-governours and co-reigners with
the Supreme God.
So Co-go vernment.
1834 Calhoun Wis. II. 384 Reducing them from that in-

dependent and distinct existence, as co-governments . . to

mere subordinate and dependent bodies.

Co-gracious, -guarantor : see Co-.

Cogredient v^igrrdient), a. Math. [f. Co-
+ gredient, as in L. con-gredientem, f. gradi to

step ] lit. Proceeding step by step with each other,

keeping step together ; said of two or more sets

of variables which undergo identical or parallel

linear transformations.
1881 Burnside & Panton Theory Equations (1886) 357

When x, y and x*, y' are transformed similarly, as in the
present Proposition, they are said to be cogredient variables.

Co-guardian. [Co- 3 c] Joint guardian,

guardian in conjunction with. Hence Co-
jjua *rdianship

.

1643 Prynne Sov. Power Pari. App. 193 As the fact . . is

imputed to the Co-gardians. 1875 Poste Gains in. comm.
<ed. 2> 397, Co-guardianship, when one of the co-guardians
has injured the ward from negligence.

Cogue, COg (k(?ug, Sc. kog, k^g). Chiefly Sc.

Forms: 6 iSr. coig, 7- cogue, 8- cog. 'Kelly

writes coag: this, or cogue, most nearly approaches
to the sound ' ijamieson). [Origin uncertain : see

various conjectures in Jamieson.]

1. {Sc.) A wooden vessel made with staves and
hoops, used in milking cows or ewes, and for other

purposes.
The cogue or cogie now or recently used in the south of

Scotland is 12 inches deep, 18 inches in diameter at the
bottom, narrowing to 15 at the top, with three polished
iron hoops, and one of the staves continued as an upright

{

handle.
a 1568 Bannatym Poems 156 ijam.i Ane coig, ane caird

wantand ane nail!. 1595 Di ncan Ai>f>. Etymol. tE. D. S.
',

Mulctra, a milk-cog. 1768 Ross Helenore 136 (Jam.' Gin
ye, fan the cow flings, the cog cast awa'. 17.. Sc. Song,
Cauld Kail in Aberdeen Chorus, I wadna gie my three-

gir'd cog For a' the queans in Bogie. 1816 Scott Old
Mart. Introd., liickers, bowls, spoons, cogues and trenchers,

formed of wood. iSai Blackzv. Mag. IX. 318 And kilted

maiden came her cog to fill. 1854 H. Miller Sch. \ Schm.
(1858' 269 A cog of milk occupied a small shelf.

2. A small drinking-vessel or cup, of wood
;

also f a cogueful, a ' dram \

1690 Mrs. Behn Widow Ranter 1. i, Come, Jack, I'll give
thee a cogue of brandy for old acquaintance. 1719 D'Urfey
Pills VI. 351 To relish a Cogue of good Ale. 1734 Ramsay
Tea-t. Misc. * x 733 l a9 Come fill us a cogue of swats.

!

1818 Scott F. M. Perth xxviii, Hooped cogues or cups, 1

out of which the guests quaffed their liquor, as also the
broth or juice of the meat. 1887 Kent. Gloss., Cogue, a
dram of brandy.

3. (.SV.) A dry measure.
176a Br. Forbes Jml. (18861 205 Carrying a Stocking full

of Buckies and a wooden Dish or Cog as a measure. 1814
Proofof Mill of int'eramsay 1 (Jam.i A cog of sheeting is

one fourth of a peck.

Hence Cogue, cog v., trans, to put into a cogue

;

t intr. to drink drams ;
Cogueful, cog-ful, as

much as a cogue will hold.

1730 6 Bailey Cogue, to drink Brandy. 1775 Ash Cogue,
to drink Brandy, to drink drams. 1737 Ramsay Sc. Prov.
(1776) 87 ijam.) Ye watna what wife's ladle may cogue your
kail. 01691 in Sc. Presort. Etoq. 11 710,) 135 (live him
a Cogful of Brose to his belly. 1814 Proof of Milt of
Inveramsay 2 1 Jam.) A cogful of meal. i8u Scott Pirate
v, A cogfu' of warm parritch.

t Co*grware. Obs. A coarse kind of cloth,

apparently resembling frieze, made of the most
inferior wool.
1389 Act 13 Rich. II, c. 10 § 1 Certaines draps en diverses

Countees Dengleterre appellcz Cogware & Kendale cloth.

.

desqueux draps grant partie est fait de la plus pire leyn de
tout le roialme. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 8 § 18 Cloths
called Vesses, Cogware, or Worsteds.

Cog-wheel, [see Coo sb.-] A wheel with

cogs, used to transmit motion ; more generally, a

toothed wheel which engages with another similar

wht el, or with a toothed bar or rack; a gear-wheel.
1416 39 in Rogers Agrt'c.

«fr
Prices III. 547; ibid. 551.

1450 I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 610/27 Scoriaballum,a. cogwhele.
15*3 Fitzherb. Surv. xl, The cogge whele in a corne mylne
is a great helper. 1660 W. D Acres Water Drawing 38
Moved with cogg wheels and trundles. 1846 Joyce Sci.

Dial. 11. 197 These racks are moved up and down by means
of a little cog-wheel. 1879 Casselts Techn. Educ. I. 00/2
A cog-wheel, a name generally understood to mean a wheel
in which the teeth are made of wood and mortised sepa-

rately into an iron rim.

Jff* I8j7 Marryat Dog-fiend xx, The cog-wheels of life

have neectof much oiling.

Hence Cog wheelery, cog-wheel gearing.
1884 A. A. Putnam 10 Years Police Judge xxiit. 202

Society runs itself without the machinery and cog-wheelery
of codes and constables.

Cog-WOOd. [f- Cog sb.-] A valuable timber-tree

of Jamaica, Laurus (or Ceanothus) Chloroxylon.
1725 Sloane Voy. Jamaica II. 85. 1756 P. Browse

Jamaica 187 The Green-heart or Cogwood tree. .The wood
is very tough and hard, and observed to answer better than
any other sort for the coggs used in the rolls of a sugar
mill. 18x4 Llnan Hori. Jamaic. I. 228.

Cohabit k^hse bit), v. [a. F. cohabiter, ad.

late L. cohabitare to dwell together, f. co- together

+ habitare to dwell ; see Habit.]
1. intr. To dwell or live together {with), arch.
1601 F. Godwin Bps. of Eng. 201 A certaine number of

schollers to cohabiie with the Cannons. 1667 South Serrtt.

Ps. lxxxvii. 2 They were not able to cohabit with that
Holy Thing [the Ark]. 17*6 De Foe Hist. Devil l xi
(1840' 174 The wise and righteous generation that we co-

habit with and among. 1809 Kendall Trav. I. vii. 63 All

that., do cohabit within this jurisdiction,

b. fig of things.

1653 VValton Angler i. 33, I do easily believe that peace,
and patience, and a calm content did cohabit in the cheerful
heart of Sir Henry Wotton. 1682 Wheler Journ. Greece
\. 40 In Water the contrary Qualities of Gravity and Levity
cohabit together. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. i-ng. \. 214
As if rural Sweetness, and external Elegance and Neatness
cohabited there.

2. To live together as husband and wife : often

said distinctively of persons not legally married.
c 1530 More in Fisher's Wks. 11. 51 He should . . make it

a matter of great conscience to cohabit with her, being not
his lawfull wife. 1660 R. Coke Power $ Sub/. 78 The
Church . . may compel the husband to allow his wife alimony,
if without sufficient cause he shall refuse to cohabit with
her. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 149 P 4 Ordinary Marriages,
or rather Bargains to cohabit. 18*7 J. Powell Devises II.

345 In case he should have any child or children by M. A.

S. a woman with whom he cohabited >.

1 3. trans. To inhabit together. Obs.

17*3 Journey through Eng. I. 123 It is plain we are not
quite in Heaven here, .a Place cohabited by Innocence and
Guilt, by Folly and Fraud from the Beginning.

Cohabitancy ik^hse bitansij. rare. [f. next:

see -ancy.J The state or fact of being a cohabitant.

1863 Thoreau Excursions, On Walking 209, 1 become
again aware of their cohabitancy. If it were not for such
families as this, I think I should move out of Concord.

Cohabitant
[
koharbitant). [a. OK. cohabita?tt,

ad. L. cohabitant-em, pr. pple. of cohabitare to

Cohabit. Cf. Habitant.] One who dwells to-

gether with another or others.

1576 Woolton Chr. Manual Lvjb (T.\ Covetousness
transferreth her poison into cohabitants. 16x4 Raleigh
Hist. World 11. £46 No small number of the Danes became
peaceable cohabitants with the Saxons in England. 1666
Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 177 My old friend and fellow-

traveller (cohabitant and contemporary at Rome). 1831
Howitt Seasons 38 Swallows, Martins and Swifts, .become
cohabitants of our houses.

t Coha bitate, v. Obs. rare. [f. late L. co-

habitat' ppl. stem of cohabitare^] -Cohabit i.

a 1633 T. Adams Pract. Wks. (18611 II. 306 (D.) Shall the
graces of God cohabitate with the vices of Satan r

Cohabitation (^k^hEebit^ Jan). [a. F. cohabit-

ation, ad. late L. cohabitation-em a dwelling to-

gether, f. cohabitare to Cohabit.]

1. Dwelling or living together
;
community of

life. arch, (or distinguished from 2 by use of

hyphen and secondary stress on co-).

c 1450 Mirour Satuacioun 044 The womman Sunamyte
dredde the cohabitacionne of Elye. 1555 Coverdale {title),

Treatise of the cohabitation of the Faithful with the Un-
faithful. 1645 Milton Tetrach. u 85 1 163 He is not bid to

leave the dear cohabitation of his father, mother, brothers

and sisters. 17*8 Newton Ckronol. Amended ii. 210
Oannes taught the Chaldzans . . Cohabitation in Cities.

1856 Olmsted Slave States 17, I am struck with the close

co-habitation and association of black and white,

b. transf. and fig.
1551 Cranmer Anrtv. Bp. Gardiner 351 (T.) Nestorius

graunted two natures in Christ, yet . . by cohabitation or in-

habitation, so that he made but one Christ. 1656 J tanks
Fuln. Christ 164 The cohabitation of the Godhead with

the manhood, in the person of Christ. 188s Vines Sacks'

Bot. 329 The Alya which is the host of the Fungus be-

come|s] modified in consequence of the cohabitation,

fc. Clustering as a community. Obs.
1663 Petty Taxes a8 While ever there are people in

England, the greatest cohabitation of them will be about
the place which is now London.

2. Living together as husband and wife often

with the implication of not being mariied: see

Cohabit v. 2).

1548 Act 2 4- 3 Edw. VI, c. 23 I 2 Sentence for Matrimony,
commanding Solemnization, Cohabitation, Consummation,
and Tractation. 1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden' 54
After thi-. was the cohabitation continued and the children

borne as before mentioned. 1690 Luttrkll Brief Ret.

(1857) II. 54 For. .holding correspondence and cohabitation

with one not his wife. 1751 ChambersC^/., Co-habitation,

implies a concubinage, or a copulation, or carnal knowledge,
between two persons. 1751 Jortin Eccl. Hist -18451

xxxi. 422 The cohabitation of slaves was not called by the

name of marriage. 18*4 Coleridge Aids Rejl. 28 A large

number of le^al cohabitations have little claim to the name
of Christian marriages.

tb. Sexual intercourse. Obs.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. 1. '155*9* $ The death of Galeas
happened by immoderate cohabiiacion.

Coha biter. rare. = Cohabitant.
1628 Hobbes Thucyd. iv. 64 Neighbours and cohabiters of

the same region.
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Cohere, Cohaeretour, Cohaesion, obs. ff.

COHERK, COHERITOR, COHESION.
Co-harmonious \ly, -harmonize, -hearted-

ness : see Co-.

Cohart^e, obs. form of Coakct.
Coheir (k^eVj). [f. Co- 30 + Heir; cf. L.

coheres, OF. cohoir (Godefroy).] One who partici-

pates in an inheritance ; a joint heir.

153a 'see c]. 1570 Levins Manip. 203/1 A coheyre, coheres.

1606 Holland Sueton. 127 Tiberius . . had adioyned co-

heire unto him another of his Nephews under age. 1741
Middleton Cicero II. xi. 509 Coheir in part of his Uncle's
estate. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 214 The petitioner

was one of the coheirs of John Lord Botetourt. 1861

Maine Anc. Law vi. 181 A group of persons, considered
in law as a single unit, might succeed as co-heirs to the
Inheritance.

b. said of a woman : a Coheiress.
1586 Ferne Lacies Nobilitie 68 His wife—being the cousen

and one of the coheyres to William Romary. 1611 Shaks.
Wint. T. 11. i. 148, I haue three daughters . . they are co-

heyres. c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 57 A Coe heir.

1866 Sir B. Burke Dormant $ Ext. Peerages 293/1 Alice,

one of the daughters and co-heirs of Hugh de Bolebec.

C. fig. (Frequently as a translation of (xv^fc\rj-

povofioi in Romans viii. 17.)

1532 More Confitt. Tindale Wks. 700/1 Heires of god,
coheires of Christ. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living (J.),

All coheirs in the inheritance of Jesus.

Hence Coheirship.
1608 Hieron Defence til. 3 The Princely and glorious

coheirship purchased for them by Christ. 1818 Cruise
Digest ted. 2) III. 210 It falls into abeyance . . during the
continuance of the coheirship. 1866 Pall Mall G. 21 Feb.

9/2 The abeyance of an ancient barony was terminated in

favour of a gentleman in whom 'one-fourth of a third of the
coheirship' of it vested.

Coheiress (k<?ieyres'), [see prec. and Heiress.]

A woman who shares an inheritance with others
;

a joint-heiress.

c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon § 23 (18 10) 32 Nicholas . . left

the daughter of John his co-heiress. 1771 Goldsm. Hist.

Eng. II. 17 One of the co-heiresses of the Crown. 1875
Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xvi. 345 The husband of the eldest

co-heiress of Gloucester.

Co-he*lper. [Co- 3 b.] Joint helper, coadjutor.

Hence Co-heTpership.
1549 Latimer $th Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 135 Twoo

coadiutours, two cohelpers. 1580 North Plutarch 11676)

837 Dion., had no co-helper, .as Brutus had of Cassius.

1887 F. Robinson New Religio Med. 85 To man is ac-

credited a co-helpership with Christ.

Co herald : see Co- 3 b.

Coherce, -cion, etc., obs.ff. Coerce, Coercion.

Cohere (k^hl >u\ v. Also 7-8 eoheere. [ad.

L. cohxr-ere to cleave together, f. co- together +
Jmrere to stick, cleave.]

1. intr. To cleave or stick together
;

esp. said of

the constituent parts of a material substance.
1616 Bullokar, Cohere, to cleaue, sticke or hang together.

1665 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. vii. 35 Particles of matter, which
by reason of their figures, will not coha;re or lye together,

but in such an order. 1742 H. Baker Microsc. 11. vii. 106
When the Globules of the Blood cohere in Masses too large.

1839 G. Bird Nat. Philos. 14 Two freshly-cut surfaces of
caoutchouc will, on being pressed together, cohere so tightly

that it is scarcely possible to separate them. 1879 Rutlev
Study Rocks ii. 1 The grains simply cohere without any
perceptible cement.

b. Said of the substance, mass, or body whose
parts so stick together.

1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. s.v. Sickness, When the Cloud
. . Coheres in a body without parting. 1864 Kinglake
Crimea II. 418 The hard mass became fluid. It still co-

hered.

e. spec, in Sot : see Cohesion and Cohering.
1796 De Serra in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 501 In this

case, gems never cohere, the abortive one falls.

2. transf. of non-material things, societies, etc.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1340 That natures par-
manent and divine, should cohere unto themselves insepar-

ably. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 160 P 5 There are
others [natures] which immediately cohere whenever they
come into the reach of mutual attraction. 1855 H. Spencer
Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. 11. ii. 180 Feelings of different

orders cohere with one another less strongly than do feel-

ings of the same order. 1865 Lecky Ration. II. iv. 71 A
complete dissolution of the moral principles by which
society coheres.

3. Of persons : To stick together ; to unite or re-

main united in action.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. in. xlii. 316 No one man so much
as cohatring to another. 1670 Cotton Espemon n. vn. 308
By cohering with other persons of condition. 1871 Darwin
Desc. Man I. v. 162 Selfish and contentious people will not
cohere.

4. To be congruous in substance, tenor, or general
effect ; to be consistent.

1598 Yong Diana 248 That one [assertion] cohereth but
ill » ith the other, a 1619 Fotherby A theom. 1. xm. ) 1622)
*37 They deny him to haue any knowledge in him, whom
yet they acknowledge to bee the most High. Things, that
cannot cohere. 1679 Shadwell True Widow n. Wks. 1720
III. 149 That trimming . . does not cohere with your com-
plexion at all. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh It 1219
To draw my uses to cohere with needs. 1862 Trench
Mirac. xxxii. 448 Nothing . . cohered more intimately with
the purpose of his Gospel.

f b. To combine congruously, agree. Obs.
1601 Shaks. TweL N. v. i. 259 Till each circumstance, Of

place, time, fortune,do co-here and iumpe That I am Viola.

1603 — Meas.for M. n.i.ii Had time coheard with Place,

or place with wishing. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 190 I

Though this Nation disagree in sundry fantasies, yet co-

here they in this one.

C. * To be well connected ; to follow regularly
j

in the order of discourse' (J.).

1795 Burke Thoughts on Scarcity Pref. (T.) f They have
been inserted, where they best seemed to Cohere.

d. To be coherent, to 1 hang together ' as a

composition. ? Obs.

1828 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 214 The piece does not pro-

perly cohere.

f 5. To be associated, to remain with. Obs.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 23 The lie was then governed
|

by a Queene, but the rule coheres at other times with
[

Kings.

+ 0. passive. To be united. Obs. rare.

1606 Ford Honor Tri. (1843' 29 In a perfect lover . . all

these three are judicially cohered.

Coherence (k^hl >'rens). Also 6-7 cohserence.
[a. F. coherence (16th c. in Littre), ad. L. cohx-

rettiia, n. of state f. cohivrent-e??i Coherent.]
1. lit. The action or fact of cleaving or sticking

together; cohesion.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. fed. $\ Coherence, ioyning, and

vniting together. 1678 Hobbes Nat. Philos. ix. 108 For
then not only the points of Contact will be many (which
make the coherence stronger). 1796 De Serra in Phil.

'

Trans. LXXXVI. 501 The coherence of two living em- 1

bryos . . may form monsters. 1874 Boutell Arms <y Arm.
i. 6 In order to obtain for the two parts of their weapons a

,

solid coherence.

b. cotter. Anything that coheres ; a cohering ob-
j

ject ; an adjunct.

1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. hi. ii. 132 [He]
j

accounts them to be Coherences of the Duplicated Brain.

2. transf. and fig. of association other than
j

material.

C1580 Trag. Rich. 11, m. (1870'! 49 Woodstock. But this

most fashionable chayne that lifn]ckes as it were the tooe
and knee together? Courtier. In a most kynd coherence.

1598 Florio Colleganza, Collegamento, affimtie, alliance,

coherence. 1610 Healey Si. Aug. Citie of Cod 398 The
;

coherence of the body and the soule to the making of a full

man. 1692 Dryden St. Enrcmonfs Ess. 226 By a secret I

relation, and I know not what coha:rence which still remains
;

between their souls and others. 1793 BuRKEZt'/. W. Elliot

Wks. 1842 II. 245 They have not enough of coherence
among themselves, nor of estimation with the publick. 1856
Froude Hist. Eng. 1 1858 I. 1. 18 There is something truly

noble in the coherence of society upon principles of fidelity.

3. Logical connexion or relation
;

congruity,

consistency.

1588 Fraunce Lawters Log. 1. ii. 4 b, Where there is a.

greater cohserence and affinitie betweene the argument and
the thing argued, a 1600 Hooker (T.1, Why between ser-

mons and faith should there be ordinarily that coherence,

which causes have with their usual effects? 1636 Healey
Epictetus' Man. 53 To bee now a Philosopher, now a Pub-
lican, .here is no coherence in these things. 1778 Bp. Lowth
Isaiah Notes 189 The destruction of Ephraim has no coher-

ence with the grandeur of Syria.

+ b. Agreement. Obs.

1597 T. J. Serm. Panics Crosse 3 Wee may perceive a
sweet coherence betwixt the one and the other. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV, v. i. 73 It is a wonderfull thing to see the sem-
blable Coherence of his mens spirits, and his. 1680 Morden
Geog. Red. (1685* 425, I have two Lunar observations and
the co-herence of the Sea chart with them to strengthen my
assertion.

4. ' Consistency in reasoning, or relating, so that

one part of the discourse does not destroy or con-

tradict the rest' (J.) ; harmonious connexion of the

several parts, so that the whole * hangs together '.

a 1623 W. Pemble Exp. Zachary (1629I 160 The division

of the Chapters here make the cohasrence somewhat diffi-

cult. 1672 Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 184 If there be any
Coherence left in your Scull, you cannot but perceive, etc.

171X Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III. 24 He., says every-

where great and noble Things, .with infinite Wit, but with
little or no Coherence. 1850 R. Wilberforce Holy Baptism
178 This want of coherence and completeness in his system
has opened a door to Socinianism. 1856 Sir B. Brodik
Psychol. Inq. I. i. 21 There is sometimes so much coherence
in them [dreams], that they are very like realities.

f 5. concr. Context ; the immediately connected

parts of a discourse. Obs.

1581 E. Campion in Confer, in. (1584) Y ij^When the co-

herence of the place yeeldeth it, then we say it must signifie

the substance. 1659 Fuller App. Inj. Innoc. (18401 291 A
naked sentence . . disarmed of the assistance of the coher-

ence before and after it. 1737 Whiston Joscphus' Antiq. 1.

xviii. § 1 note, The coherence requires that we read Esau.

Coherency ik^hlerensi). [ad. L. cohserentia :

see prec. and -ency.] The quality of being co-

herent or of hanging together in any respect.

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxv. (1632) 70 Whatsoever had
no coherencie with it [Aristotle's doctrine], was but fond

Chimeraes. 1611 Cotgr., Entretenement, a coherencie, or

hanging ofthings together ; an vninterrupted continuation of

matters. 1692 Bentley (J.), Matter is either fluid or solid ;

words that may comprehend the middle degrees between ex-

treme fixedness and coherency, and the most rapid intestine

motion. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 24 The
activity and the coherency of thought displayed by the

Greek mind. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. II. 27 The Protes-

tants were thus isolated, .with nothing to give them coher-

ency as a party. 1883 J. Fiske in Harper's Mag.^ Feb.

414/1 The indissoluble coherency of the American Union.

Coherent (k^hia-rent), a. (and sb.). Also 8

coheer-. [a. F. coherent, ad. L. cohxrent-efti ,
pr.

pple. of coh^rere to Cohere.]

1. That slicks or clings firmly together ; esp.

united by the force of cohesion. Const, to, with.

Said of a substance, material; or mass, as well as

of separate parts, atoms, etc.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 29 The thyrd [bone of the
wrest], is with the second coherent. 1626 Bacon Sylva
% 298 Most Powders grow more close and coherent by
mixture of Water, than by mixture of Oyl. 1709 Blair in

Phil. Trans. XXVI I. 85 The Fasciculi were more strictly

coherent to one another. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 221

The metal barium has not yet been obtained in the coherent
state. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 21 These rocks are sufficiently

coherent to form durable building stones.

b. spec, in Bot. : United by Cohesion, q. v.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 171 Seed without its proper
integuments, its testa being coherent with the utricle. 1872
Oliver Elem. Bot. 1. iv. 37 Primrose : the sepals coherent,

t c. Coherenl small-pox (see quot.). Obs.

1722 Jurin Small Pox in Phil. Trans. XXXII. 191

Small Pox, of that sort which is call'd the coherent, or the
middle between the distinct and the confluent kind.

2. transf. of non-material cohesion.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 184/2 If there are in-

telligibles, and those neither sensibles, nor coherent with
sensibles. 1660 Boyle Seraphic Love 104 Controversies .

.

about Predestination, and the coherent doctrines, a 1677
Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 225 Coherent with this is a
Third property of. .love, a 1718 Penn Tracts Wks. 1726 I.

594 Most times Points are to be prov'd by comparing and
weighing Places coherent. 1855 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol.

(1872,11.11. ii. 178 Among the successive auditory feelings

there are definite and coherent combinations of groups.

1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. 1. iii. 149 An empire, more
stable, more coherent than any Turkish rule before it.

f 3. Accordant or related logically or in sense
;

congruent
;
harmoniously accordant. Obs.

c*$5S Harpseield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 39 These
places are nothing coherent to the state of our present ques-

tion. 1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 100 As most coherent
with the Text. 1601 Shaks. All's Wellin. vii. 39 That time

and place with this deceite so lawfull May proue coherent.

4. Of thought, speech, reasoning, etc. : Of which
all the parts are consistent, and hang well together.

1580 North Plutarch ( 1676) 991 A Speech not coherent
and hanging well together. 1678 Cudworth lutell. Syst.

879 Good Coherent Sense. (11714 Burnet Own Time
fi766'L 438 The story is so coherent. 1869 Freeman Norm.
Conq. 1 1876 III. xii. 230 The Norman accounts are anything
but satisfactory or coherent,

b. said of persons.

1724 Watts Logic 111. iv. § 1 A coherent thinker, and a
strict reasoner, is not to be made at once by a set of rules.

1848 Dickens Dombey 51 Be plain and coherent, if you
please.

f B. sb. a. One who coheres or combines with

others, b. That which coheres or is connected.

(In quot. 1657, ' context ' ; = Coherence 5.) Obs.

1598 Florio, Complice, a partaker, a complice, a con-
federate, a coherent. 1617 Markham Caval. vm. 17 A
world of such deceits, which doe depend and are coherents to

his former mischiefes. 1657 Burton's Diary (1828' II. 306

[He] moved, that the coherents might be read, to explain it.

Coherenti'fic, a. rare- 1
, [f. prec. + -(i)nc]

Making coherent, causing cohesion.

a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. II. 410 The north or negative

pole being the cohesive or coherentific force.

Coherently (ktfrriaTentIi), adv. [f. Coherent
+ -ly 2

.] In a coherent manner ;
connectedly ; con-

sistently.

1618 Bolton Florus 11. xvii. 142 The Warre lasted . . not

continually, or coherently, but as causes were ministred.

1705 Berkeley CommonpL Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 432 Mathe-
maticians seem not to speak clearly and coherently of

equality. 1848 C Bronte J. Eyre viii. (1873) 68 Having
reflected a few minutes in order to arrange coherently what
I had to say. 1885 T. Raleigh in Law Q. Rev. Apr. 155
Coherently speaking lunatics.

Cohering (kehH-rin), ppl. a. [f. Cohere v. +
-in6 -.] That coheres or cleaves together.

1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. Warres 107 To break
asunder these rash and ill co-hering People. 1695 Ln.

Preston Boeth. v. 216 This long Train of cohering Causes.

1844-57 G. Bird Urin. Depos. (ed. 5) 223 The oxalate will

be deposited around it, although scarcely in cohering masses.

b. Bot. United externally to each other : of

organs of the same kind, as of two or more anthers.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796* II. 322 Styles, .bluish,

slightly cohering. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 38

Anthers . . either separate or cohering. 1872 Oliver Elem.
Bot. 1. vii. 90 The. .cohering sides of adjacent carpels.

Cohe'ritor. [Co- 3 b. Cf. F. co/ierilier.] A
joint inheritor ;

= Co-heir.
c 1550 Crowley Inform. <y Petit. 233 The Father, whych

hath by his Worde begotten hym many brothers and coheri-

tours in his kyngdom. 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. {ed. 4) 40 The
Gentiles should not with the Jewes be made co-heriters. .of

the Promise. 1805 Southey Modoc in Azt. viii, In Heaven,

Co-heritors with us of endless joy. 1853 G. Johnston Nat.

Hist. E. Bord. I. 218 Coheritors of the soil with civilized

man.
So Cohe-ritagfe, joint heritage.

i88z F. W. Myers Renewal of Youth 65 The undispersed

co-heritage of joy 1

Cohersion, obs. form of Coercion.

TCohe'rt, v- Obs. [In form, app. a deriv. of

L. coert- }
a form of the ppl. stem of coerce-re to

Coerce. But its history is not clear ; and it may
be a variant of coharl, early form of Coakct.
Change of ar to er was, however

f
contrary to usual

tendencies.] = Coerce.
76—2
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'475 Bk. Noblesse 38 Coherted and be force ayenst theire
hertis willc and entent. 1509 Haves Com. Swearers 25
For to take vengeaunce ye do me cohcrt. 1539 Actjt Hen.
VIII, c 8 A direct statute and lawe to coherte offenders.

'543 Grafton Contn. Harding 529 Whom he had thcrunto
enforced and coherted.

Cohesible, a. rare-", [f. L. cohses- ppl. stem
of cohserere to Cohere + -(i)ble, in the active

sense.] Capable of cohesion Webster 1828).
Hence Cohesibi lity.

1816 Good Bk. Nat. 11834) I. 73 They are all branches of
the common property of cohesibility.

Cohesion (kdu-jan). Also 7-8 coheesion.
[a. F. cohesion, ad. L. *cohsesion-em, n. of action
f. cohses- ppl. stem of cohserere to Cohere.]
1. The action or condition of cohering

;
cleaving

or sticking together
; spec, the force with which

the molecules of a body or substance cleave to-
gether : cf. Attraction of Cohesion.
1678 Hobbes Nat. Pkilos. viii. Wks. 1845 VII. 139 The
arts thereofmay be contiguous, without any other cohesion
ut towch. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. v. (1695) 54 The Ex-

tension of Body, being nothing but the Cohesion or con-
tinuity of solid separable, moveable Parts. 1765 A. Dick-
son Treat. Agric. rv. iv. ied. 21 468 Where the cohesion is

weakest, it opens in rents. 1865 Geikie Seen. A> Geol. Scat/.
ii. 35 Water, loosens the cohesion of a steep bank. 1870
Tyndall Heat i. 10 He wishes to tear the wood asunder, to
overcome its mechanical cohesion by the teeth of his saw.
2. Hot. The superficial union of like organs.

( Distinguished from Adhesion.)
1835 Henslow Bat. (Lardner's Cabinet CycL) 93 In

proportion as this cohesion extends from the base towards
the apices of the sepals. 1848 Lindley Introd. Bat. II. 62
A cohesion of the cotyledons takes place. 1881 Vines
Sacks' Bat. 546 note, 1 1 has come to be the usage in English
works on descriptive botany to apply the term ' cohesion ' to
the apparent union of organs of the same kind, 'adhesion'
to the apparent union of organs ofa different kind.

3. trans/, and fig. Of non-material union.
c 1690 Locke

(J. , In their tender years, ideas that have
no natural cohesion, come to be united in their heads. 1796
Burke Refit. Peace i. Wks. 1808 VIII. 161 It long held
together with a degree of cohesion, firmness, and fidelity
not known before or since in any political combination of
that extent. 1855 H. Spencer Prime. I'syckal. 18721 I. 11.

ii. 180 There is considerable cohesion between the visual
sensations produced by an orange and the taste or smell
of the orange. 1875 Sims Const. Hist. I. ii. 28 The tie of
nationality [was] a sufficient bond of cohesion.

4. attrib., as in Cohesion figures : the forms as-

sumed by a drop of any liquid when placed on a
solid or another liquid.

Cohesive (ktfhrsiv), a. [f. L. cohses- (see
Cohesible) + -ive.] Having the property of co-
hering ; characterized by cohesion.

'TJ-3' I s" Cohesiveness). 1755 in Johnson. 1799 I.

Robertson Agric. Perth 205 Tracts of the finest cohesive
soil. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chein. i. ( 18141 6 Dung which
has fermented so as to become a mere soft cohesive mass.
1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. III. 489 To show how
little cohesive force the league possessed. 1850 Daibeny
Atom. Th. x. ied. 21 314 By cohesive attraction, .we mean
that force which binds together the particles of a body.
Hence Cohe sively adv., Cohe siveness.
l9t$ToDD,Coketrvefy, in a connected or dependent manner.

[Hence in later Diets.] 1717-31 Bailey vol. II. Cohesiveness,
cohesive quality. 1755 in Johnson. 1765 GoLDSM. Est.
(L.), The style loses its cohesiveness. 1879 Casselts Techn.
Educ. IV. 210/1 A felted web, to which cohesiveness is

given by compressing.

Coheyre, obs. form of Coheir.
+ Cohibency. Obs.-' [f. L. type *cohibi-ntia,

f. cohibere to restrain : see -XJfCT.] ' A keeping
under, or restraining' (Blount Clossogr. 1656).

Cohibit (kohi bif , v. Now rare. Also 6 cohy-
byte, 6-8 cohibite. [f. I., cohibit- ppl. stem of
cohibere to restrain, f. co'm)- together + habere to
hold : cf. adhibit, exhibit, etc.] trans. To re-
strain, check ; to restrict.

'544 Supplic. Hen VIII, in Four Supplic. 25 Although
synne may be for a tyme cohybyted and restrayned. 1607
Topsell Four./. Beasts H67V 506 A Lambs runnet. .powred
into water, doth speedily cohibit the bleeding of the nose.
1649 Evelyn Liberty ft Serv. ii. Misc. 118051 " Co.
hibiting themselves within those bounds which God hath
prescribed, a 1734 North Lives I. 317 It was scarce
possible to cohibit people's talk. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Co-
hibiling medium, a substance which prevents the passage of
electricity from one body to another.

Cohibition .kjuhibi-jan). Now rare. [ad. L.
cohibitidn-em, n. of action f. cohibere : see prec]
Restraint, restriction

;
check, stoppage.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (16251 ""7 These kindes of
troubles . . are cohibitions of all such earthly delight. 1650
Bulwer Anthropamet. 220 This phantastical cohibition
against the freedom of Nature. 1666G. Harvey Morb.Angl.
xiv. 159 A sudden cohibition of . . their Haemorrhoids. 1882

J. B. Stallo Concepts
<fr Th. mod. Physics 117 The cohibition

of the bulk of a gas being due solely to pressure.

So t Colli bitive a., restraining, restrictive
; f Co-

hibltor, one who restrains.

'548 Hall Chron. (1809) 497 Cohibetors and refreiners of
the Kynges wilfull skope and unbrideled libertie. 1668
Wilkins Real Char. 27 Cohibitive,- -restrain, check, curb,
with-hold.

HCohob. Obs. Med. Also oohoph. [Origin
uncertain

: it may be the root of next word, or
merely a contraction of cohobation.

An Arabic derivation is suspected. There is a Semitic
root ka&ab, which has in Ethiopic the sense 1 second ',

with a deriv. vb. 'to double, repeat'; this may have oc-
curred in a vulgar Arabic dialect. The suggestion in Littre*,

of Arabic &-*-^s 'kuhbat ' dust colour mixed with black
1

does not explain the sense.]
' A Paracelsian term, intended to mean repeti-

tion ; thus medicines given according to Cohob,
signified that they were administered with un-
changing perseverance ' (Mayne Expos. Lex. i8=,o-

60).

Cohobate (kflu-hctxr't), v. Old Chern. [In

mod.L. cohobdre, F. cohober : see prec]
trans. To subject to repeated distillation, by

pouring a liquid back again and again upon the

matter from which it has been distilled (or other

(
matter of the same kind).

1641 French Distill, ii. 1 1651 ! 50 Cohobate this water three
times. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 248 That salt being
cohobated sometimes with Paracelsus his sal circulatum.
1731 Arblthnot Aliments <].', The juices of an animal
body are as it were cohobated, being excreted and admitted
again into the blood with the fresh aliment. 1767 Wol'lfe

;

Distill, in Phil. Trans. LVII. 53 The spirit of wine,
charged with the acid vapours, must be distilled and co-
habatcd. 1879 A. Swanwick tr. Goethe's Faust 11. 11. 288
The human system duly we compose, And then in a retort
enclose, And cohobate.

Hence Co hobatin? vb/. sb. and ///. a. ; Co ho-
ba tor, an apparatus or agent that effects cohoba-
tion.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Nates lit vii. 1 :o An eye for an Alchim-
ist, a sublimating . . and Cohobating eye. 166a J. Chand.
ler Van Hclmont's Oriat. 339 By a repeated Cohobating
or injection of its own extracted liquor in distillation.

t Cob-oba'tion. Old Chem. Also 8 eohaba-
tion. [n. of action f. Cohobate.] The operation
of cohobating (see prec.) ; redistillation.

1605 Timme Quersit. 1. xiii. 57 If. .the oylely liquor of his
proper sulphur, .be drawen forth with sundry cohobations
and extillations. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 11. v. 1657 G.
Starkey Helmont's Vind. 241 The sweet oyl of mercury .

.

by cohobation with the fire of Hell (that is, the Alcahest)
becomes volatile. 1754 Lewis Platina in Phil. Trans.
XLVI1I. 651 The cohobation was repeated four times, the
distill d liquor proving paler and paler every time. 1783
Ibid. LXX1II. 28 In all these cases.. more of the metal
will be taken up by distillation and cohobation.

tCohonesta tion. Obs. rare. [{.L.eo-ltonestdre

to honour in common or abundantly : see Co-.]
Honouring with one's company.
1689 Shadwell Bury F. 1. Wks. 1720 IV. 124 The great

honour done to us, and the cohoncstation of us, by your
arrival.

Cohoobie : sec Cow-hubby, Sc. Obs.

Cohorn : see Coehorn.
Cohort k<?»'h<ut), sb. [a. F. cohorte, ad. L.

cohort-em (cohors) court, enclosure, company of
soldiers, tenth part of a legion ; f. co- together +
hart; found also in hort-us, cogn. with Gr. x°r"*05>

Eng. garth, garden, from a root meaning 1 to

enclose' : see Garden. The living descendant of
the L. word in F. is court, Eng. Court.]
1. Rom. Antiq. A body of infantry in the Roman

army, of which there were ten in a legion, each
consisting of from 300 to 600 men ; also applied
to auxiliary troops of the same strength, and plater)

to bodies of cavalry.
1489CAXTON Faytes 0/ A. II. v. 99 A cohorte of Mace-

donyens. 1569 T. Stocker Diodorus Sic. 11. x. 58 Koure
hundred horse, deuided into three cohorts or troupes. 1781
Gibbon Decl. <r F. 1 1 1. 41 Marcellinus . . advanced . . with
the select cohorts, which were considered as the hope and
strength of the army. 1879 Froude Casar xvii. 274 Sabinus
. .had. .a few cohorts lately raised in Italy.

2. trans/, a. A similar division of other armies,
b. A band of warriors in general.
c 1500 Melusine 97 The kinge made to be take alle them

of hys cohorte or company. 1667 Milton /*. xi. 127 The
Cohort bright Of watchfull Cherubim. 1815 Byron Hebr.
Melodies, Sennacherib, The Assyrian came down like the
wolf on the fold, And his cohorts were gleaming in purple
and gold. 18*7 Scott Napoleon xxvi, The legion of honour
was toconsist of. fifteen cohorts. 1874 H. Reynolds John
Bapt. iii. { 1. 134 Jehoiada gained his victory over Athaliah
with a cohort of priests.

3. fig. A company, band ; esp. of persons united
in defence of a common cause.
1710 Bolingbroke in Stvi/t's Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 543 My

friends and my acquaintance. . I had a numerous cohort of
the latter. 1858 Neale Bernard de M. 33 The cohort of
the Fathers Who kept the Faith below. 1871 Tyndall
Fragm. Sci. (ed. 6) II. xvi. 454 A small cohort of social re-
generators.

4. Zool. and Bot. In some classifications, a large
group superior to a natural order, but of no fixed
grade ; in Bot. usually - Alliance 6.

1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. iv. (1858' 24 No idea of the nature
or limits of these cohorts can be formed from a considera-
tion of the Flora of Europe alone. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot.
ix. § 1. 326 Cohort . . is becoming established for a grade
next above that of order.

t Cohort (k0hfv.1t), v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. co-
hort-dri, f. eo- {com-) + hortdri.] trans. To exhort.
'481 Caxton Myrr. 1. v. 28 Thus wil the deuil cohorte

[ori coherte] them, a 157a Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I.

453 The Lard of Tullybarne and uther Noble men, who
cohorted thame to quyetness.

t Cohortation 1 kcuhjUt^ fsn). Obs. or arch.

[ad. L. cohortdtidn-em, n. of action f. cohortdri

;

see prec] Exhortation.
1642 R. Watson Serm. Schismc 1 Saith he, in his cohor-

tation. 16SJ Howell I 'enice 207 A Cohortation. .address'd
to all Christian Princes. 1838 H. J. Rose in Burgon 12
Good Men 118801 I. 249, I made a solemn cohortation to all

the students. 1870 Seeley in Macm. Mag. Sept. 352/2
Like general orders in a camp, or the military cohorutions
of a Roman imperator.

t Cohortation-'. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. Cohort.]
Combination in a cohort or company (?).

c 1500 Melusine 97 Ye shall hold hym felawship, and also
all them that are of your cohortacion. The kinge made to
be take alle them of hys cohorte or company.

Cohortative 'kohputativ), a. {sb.) [f. L. co-

horldt-, ppl. stem of cohortdri + -ive.] Pertaining
to cohortation : in Heb. Grammar, applied to a
lengthened form of the future (imperfect or pre-

sent) tense ; used almost entirely in the first person,

where its force can generally be given by' let me',
' let us '

; the future paragogic
'85*) Gesenius' Heb. Gram. (Eng. trans!.) Si The charac-

teristic of the Cohortative is a long a. 1874 A. B. Davidson
Intrad. Heb. Gram. 118881 59 note, Both the Jussive and
Cohortative are comprehended by Ewald under the name
Voluntative.

Cohosh (kohfj). Also 8 cohush. [See quot.

1866.] The name of several North American
plants which have been used medicinally. Black
c, Cimici/uga racemosa. Blue c, Caulophyllum
thalictroides. Bed c, Actiea spicata, var. rubra.

White c, Actxa alba.

'796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 189 Cohush lActaeaSpicata).
1851 S. Jl-dd Margaret 1. xvi. 118711 123 She gathered the
. .red cohosh, .and other flowers. 1866 Ireas. Bot. 241 Cau-
lophyllum. .The flowers . . arc succeeded by deep-blue glo-

bose berries. .These berries are called by the Indians Co-
hosh, and the plant is esteemed medicinal. 18&0 Libr.
Univ. Knowl. IV. 119 Cohosh, the Indian name of black
snake-root.

+ Co-hospital, a. Obs. rare. [cf. late L. CO-

hospit-em fellow guest, and Hospital.]
1613 Plrchas Pilgrimage v. vii (1614) 482 A Hawkehad

been admitted thither for the cure of his lame legge . . he
inhospitably slew many of these co-hospitall wcikerrowles.

Cohow, cahow, cohoo (kahrt j Ornith. In

7 //. cahouze. [From its cry.] A bird of the Ber-

mudas, a species of Shearwater (generally under-

stood to be Pufiinus obscurus) formerly found in

immense numbers, but now nearly exterminated.
1615 Let. 0/ L. Hughes in Lefroy^/««. Bermudas 11877'

II. 578 About the middle of October, birds which we call

Cahouze and Pimlicocs come in . . When the Cahouze time
is out . . noddies and sandie birds come in. 16*3 Cait.
Smith Hist. Bermudas in Virginia 180 Coupers lie,

where were [anno 1614] such infinite numbers of the
Birds called Cahowes. Ibid. 171 The Cahow is a Bird of
the night, for all the day she lies hid in holes in the Rocks.
1625 Purchas Pilgrims IV. 1740 They call it, of the cry
which it maketh, Cohow. 1670 S. Clarke Four Eng.
Plantations 22. 1859 J. M. Jones Nat. in Bermuda 93-6
Mr Hardie learned 111 June 1847 'that the Cahow was still

known by its old name '.

Cohubie : see Cow-hubby, Sc. Obs.

II Cohune (kt>h» n). Also 8 cohone, 9 ca-

houn. A species of palm Attalea Cohune) found
in Honduras. Hence cohune-pulm, -tree. -oil.

1805 A. Dcncan Mariner's Chron. HI. 300 We cut down
branches of the cohone trees. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1 10 Attalea
Cohune, a native of Honduras, produces nuts called Cahoun
nuts, which yield a valuable oik Ibid. 311 Cohune oil.

1883 J. Smith Economic Plants 127 Cohune Palm.

Co-husband, -hymn : see Co-.

Coich-grass, obs. form of Couch-grass.

t Coid.30Ch. Sc. Obs. [cf. Gaelic caithteach

(pron. kai tjax) wasting, caithte, spent, wom out,

lean, lank ] ' A puny wight ' (Jam.\
a 1605 Montcomerie Flyting 513 Then the cummers that

a.ee ken came all with a clak, Toconiurc that coid3och, with
clewes in their creeles.

Coif (koif), sb. F'orms : 3-7 ooyfe, 4-5 coyfife,

coyf, 6 coiffe, 6 7 coife, quoife, 7-9 quoit*. 5
coif; (also 4 koife, coyif, coyphe, 5 koyf, 7
koyfe, 8 quoiff ; 6 Sc. kuafe, queif, quayf, 7
quaiffe, quaifel. [ME. coy/e, a. OF. coi/e, coiffe

{ — Prov. to/a, Sp. cofia, Pg. coi/a, It.cuffut :—late
L. *cuffta {co/ea in Venant. Fortunatus, cuphia in

Alcuinl, supposed by Hiez and others to represent

an OHG. *kupphja, deriv. of OHG. chuppha,
MHG. kup/e cap.]

1. A close-fitting cap covering the top, back,

and sides of the head.

t a. In early use a cap of this kind, tied like

a night-cap under the chin, worn out of doors by
both sexes, t b. In later use, worn by men only

as a night-cap, skull-cap, tinder-cap. Obs.

[1293 Britton I. vi. I 2 Et cum aucuns felouns vendrount
en jugement a respoundre dc lour felonie, volom nous qe U
veignent dechaucez et deceyntz sauntz coyfe, et a teste des-

coverte, en pure lour cote.] c 13*5 Poem temp. Edw. II,

(Percy) xvi, A coyf to bind with his locks, a 1350 Evil
Times F.dio. II, 117 in Pol. Songs tCamden^ 329 Somme
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[wantonnc prestes] . . ben ashamed of the werke the bishop
hem bitok, At even he set upon a koife, and kembeth the
croket. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi. 62 He maketh his longe
heres to be bounden in a coyffe rounde aboute his hed. 1533
Elyot Cast. Helthe iv. (R.

),
I dyd throwe away my quylted

cappe, and my other close bonnettes, and onely dyd lye in

a thynne coyfe. 1591 Fi.orio 2nd Fruites 131 To thee, all

catts are graie in the darke and euerie quoife will serne a
nights. 1603 Ceremonies at Coronal. Jos. I (1685) 8 A
shallow Quoif is put on the Kings head. 1647 Fuller Good
Th. in Worse T. 1 18411 81 A grant of liberty from Queen
Mary to Henry RatclifFe earl of Sussex, giving him leave

to wear a night-cap or coif in her majesty's presence, a 1662
Hbylin Laud Introd. 17 No man shall cover his head in

the church or chappel in time of Divine Service, except he
have some Infirmity, in which case let him wear a night-
cap or coif. 1700 Congreve Way 0/ World v. v, In a quoif
like a man-midwife. 1834 Planche Brit. Costume 96 A
white coif tied under the chin is [temp. Hen. Ill] frequently

seen upon the heads of persons hunting or on horseback.

C. A cap of the night-cap form worn by women
in-doors or under a bonnet. Obs. or dial. Also,

d. applied to head-coverings worn by women
in foreign countries.

c 1450 Merlin xxvii. 507 She wolde make a coyf for hir

suster. 1513 Douglas sEueis iv. iv. 19 Hir brycht tressis

envolupit war and wound I n till a kuafe \ed. 1710 queif] of
fyne gold wyrin threid. 1603 Phitotus xxii, Than may 3e

haue baith Quaiffis and Kellis, Hich Candie Ruffes and
liarlet Bellis. 1621 J. Reynolds God's Rev. agst. Murder
1. iii. 93 Shee is inforced, yea, faine to sell away her quaiyes,
her bands, and her upper coat. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
n. 465/1 A gathered, or drawing Quoife. .runneth upon
strings which may be made wider or closer. 1707 E.
Ward Hud. Redh>. II. v. 16 Old Bawds .. Cloking their

Coives with modest Dress, And outward Signs of Holiness.

1727 Swift Baucis Phil., Instead of home-spun coifs,

were seen Good pinners edg'd with colberteen. 1816 Scott
Old Mort. xxxix, The coif—the apron—the blue checked
gown, were all those of old Ailie. 1855 Whitby Gloss.,

Coif, a cap, an old-fashioned lace head-dress for females.

[1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 497 (R.i Ouer that her cappe
'made after the coife fashion of cloth of goldi called Shapka
Tempska.] 1617 Moryson /tin, in. iv. i. 173 The married
women [of Italy] wear their heads bare, or couered with a
fine linnen coyfe. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 478 They
[Circassian women] wear a black coif on their heads. 1813
S. Rogers JacqueL go Sabot and coif, and collerette. 1882
Day of Rest 211 Brittany, The women wear the white coif
of stiffly starched muslin.

e. trans

f

1481 Caxton Reynard xxxiv . (Arb. 1 101 See, my lord the
kyng, thus gate he his rede coyf. 1756-7 tr. Kcyslers Trav.

(1760J IV. 283 A calf with two heads, with a kind of coif
growing over one of them.

f 2. An ecclesiastical head-dress. (Applied by
Wyclif to that of the Jewish priests.) Obs.
1382 Wyclif Ex. xxvii i. 37 It shall be vpon the coyif[1388

mytre, Vulg. tiaram] standing ouer to the forheed of the
bishop. Ibid. 39 The coif of bijs. c 1440 Promp. Pan.'. 86
Coyfe v. cappe, tenet

.

. Cappe, or hure, for clerkys, tena. 1574
J. Studley tr. Bale's Pageant Popes, To Rdr., How can
that foundation stand which is made of. .tippets, coifs,

chrisms.

3. A white cap formerly worn by lawyers as a

distinctive mark of their profession
;

esp. that worn
by a serjeant-at-law as part of his official dress

;

afterwards represented by the white border or a
small patch of black silk on the top of the wig.
Fairholt says that 1 In the rolls of the wardrobe of King

Richard II U391) is an entry for twenty-one linen coifs for

counterfeiting men of the law, in the King's Play at Christ-
mas \

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 320 pey cared ffor no coyffes
that men of court vsyn. 1597 Hooker EccL Pol. v. § 66

(1617) 356 A linnen Coife.. an ornament which onely Ser-
geants at Law doe weare. 1680 Lond. Gaz. No. 1512/3 The
late Elected and Sworn Serjeants at Law did this day per-
form the Ceremony of walking in their Coifs to Westminster,
from Grays-Inn. c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 261
[The Serjeant] has a Coiffe put on his head, which is a
black satten cap with a white Lace or Edge round ye
bottom. 1708 Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. n. xiii. (1743)
no A Serjeant at Law. .is obliged to wear a lawn coif under
his cap. 1884 Pall Mall G. 29 May 4/2 Mr. Serjeant Pulling
. .shows that, .the white border is the real representation
by survival of the coif, the black patch representing the
cornered cap which was worn above it. The coif was
originally a kind of white hood, made apparently of lawn,
which completely covered the head in the same way that a
barrister's wig does now.

"b. The position or order of serjeant-at-law.
1522 Skelton Why nat to Court 313 He countys them

foles and dawes, Sergyauntes of the coife eke. 1614 Selden
Titles Hon, 358 The Judges and Barons of the degree of the
coife, 1640-4 in Rushw. Ifist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 330 These
Brothers of the Coyfe. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 89 p 1 No
less a man than a Brother of the Coif. 1770 Foote Lame
Lover m. 55 O ! Fye ! have a proper respect for the coif.

1884 Serjt. Pulling {title), The Order of the Coif. 1889
Serjt. Robinson Bench § Bar 237 Serjeant Murphy died
before I took the coif.

f 4. A close-fitting skull-cap of iron or steel, or
later, of leather, worn under the helmet ; the
skull-cap of a helmet. Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 898 Ys helm, ys coyphe, ys habryioun

alle bay hadde to-rente. c 1450 Merlin x. 164 The kynge
ban hym yaf so grete a stroke thourgh the helme that he
slyt the sercle and the koyf of Iren to the heed, c 1489
Caxton Sonnes 0/ Aymon i. 44 The coyffe of stele that
made his stroke to slyde. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II.
clxviii. [clxiv.] 475 The thirde course they vnhelmed eche
other, so that bothe sate bareheaded in their coyfes. C1530— Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814I 271 He strake Arthur on the
helme ; so that it entred till it came to the coyfe of stele,
and then the stroke dydde glente downe towarde the lyft

syde, and strake awaye as muche of the hawberk as it I

touched. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. i. 147 Hence thou
sickly Quoife, Thou art a guard too wanton for the head,

j

1766 Barrington Observ. Statutes 202 note, The coif was
j

originally an iron plate or scull-cap, worn by Knights under 1

their Helmet. 1834 Planche Brit. Costume 74 The cowl
of mail being drawn over a steel cap called a coif-de-fer.

j

1874 Boutell Arms «y Arm. vii. 109 This hauberk, .had a
j

hood or coif; and over this hood, as a second defence for
the head, the close-fitting iron helm was worn.

+ 5. A surgical cap for the head or other part.

1599 A - M, tr. Gatethoner's Bk. Physicke 2/1 Mixe them
very well the one with the other, and then ether ofa kercher
or of Taffataye make a Quoife, and insparge therin this

j

poulder. .Thou shalt wear this Quoife three or four times in

a weeke, both night and day. 1767G00CH Treat. Wounds
I. 312 A bandage with six tails, or a kind of coifwith lappets
affixed to it, may be found very applicable in some cases.

t 6. The amnion enveloping the foetus. Obs.

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 38 The mydwifes com-
munelye call it the coyfe or byggyn of the chylde. 1611
Cotgr. A gneliere, Th' inmost of the three membranes which
enwrap a wombe-lodged infant; called by some Midwives,
the Coyfe, or Biggin of the child.

7. 1 Applied to the calyptra of mosses.
r

{Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1882.)

8. attrib. and comb.
1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 497 (R.) Her cap made after the

coife fashion. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. ill. xx, In rude, but
glad procession, came Bonneted sire and coif-clad dame.

Coif (koif), v. Pa. t. and pple. coifed, [orig.

app. ad. OF. coifer, coiffer, f. coife, coiffe, a Coif
;

but in later usage treated as a native formation
from coifz.% an Eng. word

; cf. to cap, bonnet, etc.]

1. trans. To provide or cover with a coif; to

invest with the sergeant's coif; to cover as with a
coif.

1530 Palsgr. 488/2, I coyfe, I put a coyfe upon ones heed.
1611 Cotgr., Coiffer, to coyfe, weare a coyfe, put on a coyfe. I

1658 J. Harrington Prerog. Pop. Govt. u. iii. (1700) 345
There be in these times that are coifd with such Opinions,
that to shew Scripture to be Reason, is to make it lose
weight with them. 1714 Arbuthnot etc. Martin Scribl.

(T.J, You, eloquent oyster-merchants of Billingsgate (just

ready to be called to the bar, and coifed like your sister-
serjeantst. 1755 Smollett Quix. (1803) I. 259 He would
not suffer himself to be coifed [i. e. with a woman's coif], but
covered his head with a quilted linen night-cap. 1758 J. G.
Cooper Call Aristippus iv. (R.t, Whilst wanton boys, .coife

me, where I'm bald, with flow'rs. 1870 Morris Earthly
Par. II. in. 466 What fair cloth may coif my head.

2. To dress, arrange, or make up (the hair). Cf.

coiffure, and paragraph below.
1862 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xli. 95 The hair was

to be sedulously coifed.

Hence Coifing ppl. a.

1867 Jean Incelow Story Doom v. 231 Like the travelling
sun, Setting, all clad in coifing clouds of gold.

% To express the ordinary sense of mod.F. coiffer

to dress or arrange the hair or head, various
modifications of that word are in use with coiffeurs

and their clients, as to coiffe, to coiffe. So coiffed

is sometimes used to reproduce F. coiffe, in refer-

ence to the coiffe of French coimtrywomen, etc.

183s Willis Pencillings II. lxii. 174 The soubrette who
sells you a cigar is coiffed as for a ball. 1880 Ouida Moths 1

III. 19 Handsome women, -coiffe'ed to perfection. 1884 E.
Jenkins Week of Passion I. viii. 241 Her abundant dark
hair was coiffed with a glittering spray of diamonds. 1888
P. Fitzgerald Fatal Zero viii. 34 Washing, cleaning, coif-

fe'ing these aristocrats. 1889 Q. Rev. Oct. 300 Sometimes
' the hair' wascoiffeed in rolls.

Coif, obs. Sc. form of Cove a hollow.

Coif, erroneous form of Quaich, cup.

Coifed (kovft), ppl. a. [f. Coif sb. and v. + -ed.]

"Wearing or provided with a coif; having a cover-

ing resembling a coif
1520 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 59 The Kynge, beyng

coyffyd and in hys nyghte gowne. 1702 Addison Dial.
Medals (1727) 115 She [Africa] is always quoifTd with the
head of an Elephant. 1774 P. Parsons Newmarket II. 24
When a man is as grave as a coifed head. 1845 Ld. Camp-
bell Chancellors (1857) IV. lxxxv. 156 The coifed sages of
the law who frequented Durham House. 1874 Boutell
Arms Arm, vii. no The coifed hauberk., was made on

j

the model of. .the ordinary French habit of that period.

II Coiffe'tte. [F. dim. of coiffe. ~\ A skull-cap

of iron worn by soldiers in the fourteenth century.

Really only the OFr. word, used as a technical

term by some antiquaries ; never in living use in

English.

[| Coiffeur (kwafor). [F., agent-sb. f. coiffer to

dress the hair.] The French word for hair-dresser

:

affected by fashionable or artistic hair-dressers,

and their patrons.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade 98/1 Coiffure, a head-dress,
coiffeur being a hair-dresser. 1884 Manch. Exam. 27
Oct. 5/3 Looking at the effects the coiffeur is able to pro-
duce, .his power must be acknowledged.

II Coiffure (kwafarr, rarely koi'fiuj). Also 8

quoiffure, coiffeure. [F., sb. of action f. coiffer

to Coif, dress the head and hair.] A style or

fashion of attiring the head and dressing the hair
;

head-dress, usually of women.
a 1631 Donne Hist. Septuagint (1633I 68 (T.) Drawing

up the coifure to a highness royal. 1702 Addison Dial.
Medals {1727) 87 Methinks she is very particular in her
Quoiffure. 1711 — Spect. No. 98 ? 1, I am highly pleased

with the Coiffure now in Fashion. 1831 Cat's Tail 17 An old
greasy night-cap, his morning coiffure. 1866 Mrs. H.
Wood St. Martin's Eve xxv. (1874I 319 It's not once in six
months that Madame 13aret's coiffure is amiss.

Coi'fless, a. Without a coif.

1611 Cotgr., Triste commcvu bonnet de tiuict sans coiffe,
As melancholicke as a coyfelesse nightcap. 1830 A.
CuNNiNGHANf in Eraser's Mag. I. 406 An old and coifless
carline cried.

Coign (koin), sb. Also coigne. [an archaic
spelling of Coin, Quoix, q. v., retained chiefly in

connexion with the phrase in 1.]

1. In the Shaksperian phrase Coign of vantage :

a position (properly a projecting corner) affording

facility for observation or action. (The currency
of the phrase is app. due to Sir Walter vScott.)

1605 Smaks. Macb. 1. vi. 7 No Iutty frieze, Buttrice, nor
Coigne of Vantage, but this Bird Hath made his pendant
lied. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, vi, As if the traders had
occupied with nests.. every buttress and coign of vantage,
as the martlett did in Macbeth's Castle. 1823 — Quentin
I), xx, From some such turret or balcony-window, or similar
'coign of vantage'. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola m. xxxiii, A
. .swarming of the people at every coign of vantage. 1871
Browning Pr. liohenst. 1699 Terror on her vantage-coigne,
Couchant supreme among the powers of air, Watches.

2. Occasionally used in the following senses,

where Quoix is the ordinary modern spelling

:

a. A corner-stone ; a projecting corner or angle
of a building. (Cf. also Coix 2).

1843 R. Hornk Orion, Great figures started from the roof
And lofty coignes.

b. A wedge (in Printing ox Gunnery?).

1755 Johnson, Coigne . . 2. A wooden wedge used by
printers. [Bailey had coin, quine, quoiue.] 1862 Palmeb-
ston Sp. in Times 7 Mar. When the gun is elevated by
coigns. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Coign. See Quoin.

+ 3. A frequent early spelling of Coix 4-7
(rarely of Coix 1).

Coign, v. Variant of Coix v. 2
,
Quoix.

Hence Coigned /Vr. pple., furnished with coigns

or corner-stones, QuoiNED. Coig-ning-, furnishing

with coigns
;

coigns collectively
;
Quoixixg.

1801 Coxe Tour Monmouth 1. 49 Built ofrubble, but coigned
with hewn stones. 1889 Athenaeum 3 Aug. 169/3 J ne
Saxon coigningof 1 long and short work', the towered arch
with plain chamfered abaci.

Coigne, coigny [Irish Hist.) : see Coynie.

f Coil, Obs. Also coyl e. [a. OF. coillir,

now cucillir :—L. colligere to collect, gather.] An
earlier form of Cull (q. v.\ used in the sense, To
select, choose. Hence Coiling vbl. sb.

1399 Lan'gi,. Rich. Redeles in. 200 Coile out pe Knyjtys
bat knowe well hemself. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xiii,

Chesen out and coyle the chefe iewels. 1530 Palsgi?. 498/2
Coyle out the dandyprattes and Vrisshepence, eslisez les

dandyprattcs et les deniers dlrlaude hors de la reste. 1552
Huloet s. v., Coyle or chose out of many, seligo. 1617
Markham Caval. 1. 87 The Colt, .which is to be coyled ami
castaway. Ibid. In this coyling of Studs there is great arte

and iudgement tobevsed. 1655 L. Thetford Perf. Horse
man 15 By no means .. make too early coiling. 1708 15
Kersey, Coiling of the Stud, is the first making choice
of a Colt, or young Horse, for any service. 1721-1800 in

Bailey.

t Coil, v.~ Obs. Also coyle. [First in 1 6th c.

:

origin unknown ; connexion with F. cut is perhaps
possible : cf. Coil v$] trans. To beat, thrash.

Ilence Coiled///, a.

1530 Palsgr. 498/2, I coyle ones kote, I beate hym, j'e

bastonne. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 7 b, Of a certaine
man, somewhat sbarpely beatyng a bonde seruaunt ..

Socrates asked, .whether of bothe nath more neede of coil-

ing, ye, or your seruaunt. 1548 — Erasm. Par. Luke xx.

159 a, When they had sore coyled him, and had reviled

him. 1569 T. Preston Cambises Stage Direct., Here draw
and fight. Here she must lay on and coyle them both.
Ibid. Knave, slave and villain ! a coild cote now and than.
c 1590 Wife Lapped in Morelles Skin 770 in Hazl. E. P. P.
IV. 211, I shall her coyle both hacke and bone.

Coil (koil), f.3 Also 7-8 coile, coyl(e, quoile.

[Goes with Coil sb.'*, neither being as yet traced

beyond 161 1, though, as nautical words, they were
no doubt in spoken use much earlier. The vb. is

generally supposed to be identical with F. cueillir

to gather, collect, cull, which Littre has as a
' terme de marine', * plier une manoeuvre en rond
ou en ellipse \ Cf. the Pg. colher un cabo 1

to coil

a cable ' (Vieyra).]

1. trans. To lay up (a cable, rope, etc.) in con-

centric rings ; the rings may be disposed above

each other, or one ring within another, or over

cleats, etc., as is done with small lines, to prevent

entanglement. Const, with up.

1611 Cotgr., Vrillonner vne cable, to coil a cable, to wind
or lay it vp round, or in a ring. 1627 Catt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. vii. 30 Quoile a Cable, is to lay it up in a round Ring,
or fake, one above another. 1708 Motteux Rabelais iv.

xxiii (1737' 97 I'll coyle this Rope. 1719 Glossogr. Angl.
Nova, At sea, a rope or cable laid up round, one Fake or
turn over another, .is said to be quoiled up. a 1785 Glover
Athenaid xix. (R.\ Our conductor gathered as he stept, A
clue, which careful in his hand he coil'd. 1805 Southey
Madoc in Azt. xv, When its blow was spent, Swiftly the
dextrous spearman coil'd the string, And sped again the arti-

ficer ofdeath. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xiv, Directed the
two men forward to coil a hawser upon the foregrating.
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absol. 1833 Makryat P. Simple viii, Tell Mr. Simpkins
. . to coil away upon the jetty.

s7&9 L>ibdin Song; Poor Jack ii, And, my timbers !

what lingo he'd coil and belay.

2. a. To enwrap within coils.

1616 Beaum & Fl. Knt. ojMalta 11. i, Coil'd up in a
cable, like salt eels, Or buried low i' th' ballast. 1681

Ckowne Hen. VI, iv. 46 Well coyl'd round With proofs,

that will resist small shot at least.

b. To enfold in a coil, ensnare, rare.

1748 T. Edwards Canons 0/ Criticism Sonn. xxxiv. (1765*

340 Shun follies haunts, and vicious company, Least. .Plea-

sure coil thee in her dangerous snare.

3. To twist in or into a circular, spiral, or winding
shape ; to twist or wind round (something^.
a 1 69 1 Boyle J. Until the pressure of the air, that at first

coiled them, be readmitted to do the same thing again.

1711 E. Ward (•«/>. I. 155 Quoil'd in Dust like Snake or
Adder. 1837 Brewster Magnet. 310 Each strand of wire

. . was coiled several times backward and forward over it-

self. x86a Must. Loud. Nczvs XL. 224/1 An Armstrong
gun is made of wrought-iron bars coiled into hoops. 1866
Tate Brit. Afollusks iv. 210 The shells of . . Planorbis are

flat and coiled nearly in the same plane. 1870 T. I)e W.
Talmage Crumbs Swept Up 270 Crimped, or coiled, or

bunched, or flumixed their hair.

b. refl.

1664, Power Exp. Philos. 1. 8 You shall see it to winde and
coyl itself up like a Spring. 1817 M Leod Voy. Alceste

305 The snake . . now coiled himself up again, t 1828

Broderip in Zool. Jrnl. II, The serpent .. coiled himself
round the rabbit, and appeared to draw out the dead body
through his folds.

c. To coil up : to twist into a fixed or constrained

position.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776 I. 309 Little hoops coil'd

up in a spring. 1785 Rt:m Int. Powers 11. ix. 276 They
make a continued chain of ideas coyled up in the brain.

1835 Kingsley Hypatia xix. 218 She sat, coiled up like a
snake, on a divan.

4. intr. (for refl. ) To throw oneself into a spiral

or winding form, to twist oneself round.
1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. iv. xiii, They coil'd and swam.

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 25/1 The snake . . seized the keeper by
the left thumb, and coiled round his arm and neck in a
moment. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 577 The long convol-

vuluses That coil'd around the stately stems.

5. intr. To move in a spiral or winding course.

1816 W.Taylor Month. Mag. XLI. 329 Like doves..
Coiling in sweepy rings with cooings bland. 1866 Motley
Hutch Rep. vi. i. 772 He could coil unperceived through
nnsuspected paths.

Coil, v.* Naut. fad. F. culer said of ship or

wind 4 aller en arriere', f. cut hinder part. Cf.

recoil — readier."] To turn ; cf. wealher-coil, -coiling.

1804 A. DUMCAM Mariner's Chron. I. 228 On the 29th, in

a severe squall, with a cross-quarter sea, the ship coiling to

windward, with her upper deck parts in the water. 1867

Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Weather-coiling, a ship resum-

ing her course after being taken aback
; rounding off by a

stern-board, and coming up to it again.

Coil koil), v.o [f. Coil sb.*] To put
(
hay) into

cocks, to cock.
1825 80 Jamieson, Kyle, Kyle hay, to put it into cocks.

1829 Hogg Sheph. Calendar I. 256 To coil a part of her
father's hay. 1888 Sheffield Gloss. Addenda, Coil or Quoil,

to make into large heaps. To coil Jtay is to throw a num-
ber of haycocks together.

tCoil, z>- 6 Obs. rare. [app. f. Coil sb.% ; but

it might possibly be a sense of Coil t>.2 : cf. Beat
v. 23.] To stir i liquids or the like).

1677 N". Cox Gentl. Recreat. ii. 82 Pour therein [a pot]

your Oyl with a quantity of Water, and coil these to-

gether with a Spoon till the Water grow darkish.

t Coil, sb. 1 Obs. In 6 coyl. [perh. a vbl. sb.

from Coil vA to select.] ? A selection, a choice.

1574 B. Googe Lett, to Burghtey 1 5 May, in N. Q. 7 Mar.
1863. 183/2 We have here a coyl of proper men .. whose
souldiours . . would doo a man goode to behold their scrvysse.

Coil (koil), sb. 2 arch, and dial. Also 6-7 coyle.

quoile, 6-8 coile, 7 coyl, quoyle, f-8 quoil.

[First in 16th CI of unknown origin. Prob. a

word of colloquial or even slang character, which
rose into literary use

;
many terms of similar

meaning have had such an origin ; cf. pother, row,

rumpus, dirdum, shituly, hubbub, hurly-burly, etc.

The conjectures that coil may be ' related ' to Gael, coileid

(ktf"lrtsh>* stir, movement, noise ',orto£tv'//«<gtfiim)' I boil ',

goileadh, ' boiling ', or to gvill \%o\J) * shield, war, fight ', are

mere random * snots', without any justification, phonetic

or historical. Coil is unknown in Scotland, and no evi-

dence connects it with Ireland. Gaelic or Irish words do
not enter English through the air, with phonetic change on
the way !]

1. Noisy disturbance, 'row*; 'tumult, turmoil,

bustle, stir, hurry, confusion
1

(].).

1567 Drant Horace Epist. n. ii. H iij, Againe, thinckes

thou that I at Rome my vearses can indyte Mongst so

much toyle, and such a coyle, suche soking carke, and
spyte. 1589 R. Harvey PL Perc. (i86o> 30 Such a quoile,

with pro and con such vrgingof Ergoes. 1590 Shaks. Com.
Err. in. i. 48 What a coile is there Dromio ? who are those

at the gate? 1608 L. Machin Dumb Knt. 1. i, If my hus-

band should rise from his study, and misse me, we should
have such a coile ! 1610 B. Jonson Alch. v. iv. Did you not
heare the coyle About the dore? 1676 E. Bury Medit.

375 Many great men which make a great coil, and keep a
great stir and bustle in the world. 17*8 Swift Mullinix ft

'/*., But tell me, Tim, upon the spot, By all this coil what
hast thou got ? i860 T. Martin tr. Horace 208 What means
this coil ? And wherefore be These cruel looks all bent on
me ? 1884 Holland Cheshire Gloss., Coil, row.

2. Confused noise of inanimate things ; clutter,

rattle, conlused din.

158a Munday Eng. Rom. Life in Hart. Misc. (Malh.t II.

201 There was such a coyle among the old iron, such ratl-

ing and throwing downe the boordes. .that I layc almost
feared out of my wits. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter iiL 3
(18651 617 But put water to fire, and then you have a
thundering coil. 1816 L Hunt Rimini 1. it You may hear
a coil Of bubbling springs about the grassier soil.

3. Fuss, ado; a* business*.

1593 Drayton Idea 262 You Will, and Will not, what a
covfe is here? 1593 Shaks. John 11. i. 165, I am not worth
this coyle that's made for me. 1613 Wither Abuses Stript

«$ Whipt 11. i. Vanity, They might foyle The party faulty

e'en with half that quoyle. 1640 Gent Knave in Gr. 1. 1,

I was extream drunke, a?,ke my man Fub else, heletell you
what a coyle he had with me. 1652 Culpepper Eng. Physic.

255 Physicians make more a quoil than needs behalf about
Electuaries. 169s Hacket Abp. Williams n. 45 What a
coil hath been made to set up consisteries of ministers and
ruling elders ! 1861 Reade Cloister <y //. I. 303 Who makes
the coil about nothing now? 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Coil,

fuss, bustle.

4. a. J o keep a coil : to keep up a disturbance

;

make a fuss, bustle, much ado.

1568 T. Howell Neue Sonets (1879I 147 Dyd flee from
fredom to the courte, Where Venus only keepes the coyle.

1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 743 They kept such a coile

against the abbat and moonks, to have certeine ancient

charters delivered them. X587G0LDING De Mornay ix. (1617)

140 Proclus and Simplicius kcepe a great coyle in mainten-
ance of the eternity of the world. 1611 Cotgr., Grabuger,
to keepe a foule coyle, to make a great stirre, or monstrous
hurlyburly. 1669 Shadwell Royal Sheph. \ . Wks. 1720 I.

205 They all keep such a coile, when they come to die. 1748
Thomson Cast. IndoL 1. 35 Still a coil the grasshopper did

keep. 1807 Crabbk Par. Reg. IIL 904 And such sad coil

with words of vengeance kept, That our best sleepers started

as they slept.

b. Mortal coil : the bustle or turmoil of this

mortal life. A Shaksperian expression which has

become a current phrase.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 111. i. 67 What dreames may come.

When we haue shufflel'd off" this mortall coile, Must giue vs

j

pawse. 017^4 Churchill Poems, Journey II. 8 When
(

the Night Suspends this mortal coil. 18x4 Scott Ld. of
\

Isles, 1. Introd., Where rest from mortal coil the mighty of

j
the Isles. 1829 I. Taylor Enthus. v (1867) 108 The
Christian . has waited in the coil of mortality only for the

moment when he should inspire the ether ofthe upper world.

Coil ikoil), f£.3 Also 7-8 coile, coyle, quoyl(e,

quoile. [Goes with Coil if.*, from which it is

prob. directly formed, like a roll, twist, tie, /old ]

1. orig. A length of cable, rope, etc., when * coiled'

or gathered up into a number of concentric rings,

either fake over fake, or in a flat disk with the
; fakes within each other, the latter being termed a

Flemish coil; hence, the quantity of cable, etc.,

usually wound up. Orig. a nautical term.

1617 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. 30 A Bight is to hold
by any part of a coile, that is the vpmost fake. 166s Pepys
Diary 22 Aug., One from a trap-door above let fall un-
awares a coyle of cable. 1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1174/1

Remaining in the Consuls hands 18 yuoyles of Cordage
and a Hauser. 1711 Mil. <y Sea Diet., A Quoyle is a
rope laid up round, one Fake over another. Sometimes
it is taken for a whole Rope quoyl'd ", so that if half the

Rope be cut away, they say, there is but half a Quoyle of

that Rope. 1751 Chambers, Cycl. s. v. Quoil, The middle
of such a ring or quoile, is a good place to lay shot in. 1794
Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 432, I have to request

from the Victory two coils of four-inch or four-and-a-half

rope. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 17 Hard coils of cordage,
swarthy fishing-nets. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 580 When
laid up in a flat helix, without riders, beginning in the mid-
dle, and ' with the sun ' it is said to be a Elemish cot'L

2. A series of concentric circles or rings in which

a pliant body has been disposed ; hence, such a

disposition or form in a body which is rigid.

1661 Boyle Spring of Air 11682' 92 These small coyled
particles of the air. .when the pressure is taken away, .flie

abroad into a Coyle or Zone ten times as big in Diameter
as before. 17M Phil. Trans. XXXII. 394 A Snake. lying

round in a Coil. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xx. 302 Around
him, as a focus, was a coil of men, women, and children.

1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. xii. m There was a
staircase like a coil of lace. 186a Itlust. Lond. Neivs XL.
136/2 Round which [e^gs] the reptile had coiled its length,

the head surmounting the coil. 1869 PuiLLirs I'esrtv.

it. 11 Black coils of barren lava.

b. As a disposition of women's hair.

1888 Galignanis Messenger 5 Feb. 1 To replace the

high.looped coils on the top of the head by braids fall-

ing on the neck. Ibid. 2 Brushed up locks and twisted

coils.

3. A single complete turn or circumvolution of

any coiled body; e.g. such as is formed by a

serpent or the tendril of a plant.

1805 Southey Madoc vn, On came the mighty snake .

.

What then was human strength, if once involved Within
those dreadful coils? 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 58 The
Coils of intestine. 188a Vines Sachs' Bot. 863 The youngest
coils of a twining stem are not usually in contact with its

support.

4. An arrangement of a wire, piping, sheet metal,

etc., in a series of concentric or symmetrical curves

or windings.
i8»6 Hfnry Elem. Chem. I. 169 Zinc and copper sheets

formed into coils. 1839 G. Bird Nat. Philos. 222 A copper
and zinc plate, each fifty feet long and two wide, rolled into

a coil. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. L 483/1 A compound
spring, having a cylinder of vulcanized rubber, with an in-

terior coil to keep it from binding against the spindle, and
an exterior spiral coil to keep it from spreading too far.

b. Electr. A wire wound spirally and serving

for the passage of a current of electricity in various

kinds of electrical apparatus, as in induction coil,

resistance coil, etc.

1849 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Sci. xxxiv. 375 In
obtaining a brilliant spark with the aid of an electro-dyna-
mic coil. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. ted. 6 1 II. xvi. 435
The strengthened magnet instantly reacts upon the coil

which feeds it. 1881 Spottiswoode in Nature No. 623. 547
The induction-coil .. consists mainly of two parts, viz. a
primary coil of thick wire and few convolutions.

c. A spiral arrangement of pipes used in a

heating apparatus, condenser, etc., for the sake of

increased heating or cooling surface. Also attrib.

1851 Brande Led. on Arts 213 Heating a fluid by means
of a steam-warmed jacket or coif. 1869 £. A. Parkes Pract.
Hygiene led. 3) 135 Boxes containing coils of hot-water
pipes. 1884 Health Exhib. CataL 70 2 Patent Hydro-
Pneumatic Coil for heating and ventilating purposes.

6. In gun- making : A bar of wrought iron coiled

and welded into a cylindrical tube, out of a series

of which certain kinds of guns are built up.

1859 F. Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 190 The Coils, .are

. .shrunk on the barrel. 1862 Itlust. Lond. News XL. 224/1
The length of the bars required for the different coils vary
from 12 to 100 ft., and we saw an immense coil for hooping
the exterior of a muzzle-loading gun which was made from
a bar of the extraordinary length of 120 ft. ///'./. 224/2 The
coi ling-machine can turn out more than twenty coils per
day equal to about three to four guns.

6. Comb. Coil-drag see quot.) ;
coil-end,

-plate, a plate for supporting a coil of pipes.

1881 Raymond MiningGloss., Coil-drag, a tool to pick up
pebbles, bits of iron, etc., from the bottom of a drill-hole.

1882 Worcester Exhib. CataL UL 5 One Coil end for Stack
of 2-in. pipes.

t Coil, sbA Obs. [ad. F. eul breech, with the

frequent interchange of oi and Fr. «. Cf. Coil v.*]

1. The breech of a gun.
1706 Phillips, tW..also the breach of a great Gun.

176a Compl. Gunner 1. iv. 5 All the metal behind the touch-
bole [is called] the Breach or Coyl.

2. In the combination Level-Coil (F. lever-le-

cul ,
' hitch-buttock

Coil koil , sb.$ north, and midJ. Also quoil,

quile, kyle. [Of uncertain derivation : perh. to

be referred, like Coil sb.\ to OF. coillir\o gather.

It is not easy to connect it phonetically with Coll,

cole in same sense.] A cock of hay.
ta 1800 Clerk Saunders vii. in Child Ballads (1885' III.

233/2 O, bonny, bonny sang the bird. Sat on the coil o hay.

i8a8 Hogg in Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 218 A dozen coils of

hay. 1835 80 Jamikson, Kyle of Hay, a hay-cock, the

small heap into which hay is at first gathered when it is

raked from the ground. South ofSc. 1881 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. iVord-bk., Quile, quoil, a heap of hay from which
the cart is loaded. 1888 Sheffield Gloss. Addenda, Quoil
or Coil, a number of haycocks thrown together.

t Coil, Obs. [Possibly some error, llalli-

well has ( aul a coop, Kent.] See quot.
1691 Ray iV. C. Words, Coil, a hen-coil, a hen-pen.

Coil, colli, obs. Sc. forms of Coal.

Coiled (koild\///. a.l [f. Coil sb$ and v.* +

-En.] Disposed in a CoiL.
1628 Dk.by Voy. Medit. <i868 82 Coyled hawsers, a bight

of a cable. 1661 Hoyle Spring of Air (1682) 92 These
small coyled particles of the Air. 1776 Withering Brit.

Plants (1706) II. 456 Leaves egg-shaped, slightly woolly,

coiled. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude xrv. 1 1861) 286 A hedgehog
. . His coiled-up prey. 1836-9 Todd Cycl Attest. II. 114/1

The cyst, contains a minute coiled-up worm.

Coiled, ///- a:1 See Coil v. 1

Coiler ikoi lai). [f. Coil v$ + -kb.] He who
coils, or that which coils.

1884 Cheyne Isa. I. 159 The two leviathans or ' coilers *.

t Coiler Obs. [?f. Coil sb.*] In Coiler

rope : a lope attached to the breech of a gun. Obs.

1600 T. Smith Art ofGunnery 83 To know how much one
coiler rope, for the draught of any peece of Ordnance is

bigger than another. 1660 T. Willsford Scales of Com-
merce 11. ill. 195 A Coyler Rope . that is 6 inches in

circumference.

Coiling koHin,\ vbl. sbA [f. Coil v.* + -ore 1
.]

Winding in a coil or coils.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Coiling, implies a
sort of serpentine winding of a cable or other rope, that it

may occupy a small space in the shin. 188a Vines Sachs'
Bot. 867 The coiling of tendrils attached to supports.

b. The winding of a bar into a coil for a gun ;

cf. Coil sb.% 5. Also attrib.

1862 Itlust. Lond. Nenvs XL. 224/1 The Armstrong gun,
by the coiling process, is rendered as strong as it is possible

for wrought iron to make it. 1870 Daily Netvs 1 Sept. 3
The company . . witnessed the coiling of a tube for a
9-pounder gun.

Coiling, vbl. #M See Coil v.*

Coiling, a. [f. Coil z>.3] That coils.

1718 J. Fox Wamierer 131 Drawing out a Scorpion from
the coiling Knot. 1818 Byron Ch. liar. iv. clx, The coiling

strain And gripe, and deepening of the dragon's grasp.

t Coillard. Obs. In 5 coy-, [a. OF. coillard

in same sense, a special application of coillard,

•art ram.] A warlike engine used to throw stones.

1489 Caxton FaytesofA. n. xx. 134 Item foure Coyllardes

. .hauyng eche of them two cables and thre slyngis.

Coillen, -on, obs. ff. Cullion.



COILLOR. 603 COINAGE.

+ Coillor. Obs. [a. OF. coilteor, now cueilleur,

f. OF. coillir: see Coil vX[ A collector.

1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 52 My goodez that is in the
Coillors or in be fermors handes off my rent.

Coily, obs. form of Coyly adv.

Co-immense, -implore : see Co-.

Coin (koin), sb. Forms : a. 4-7 coyne, 4-8
coyn, (5 eune), 6-7 coine, 6- coin. &. 4-6
coygne, 5-6 coigne ; see also Coign. 7. 6

quoyne, qwyne, qwoyne, 7 quoin ; see also

Quoin. 5. For the Sc. forms, see Cunye. [a. F.

coin wedge, corner ; also die for stamping money
or medals ;

' also, a coyne, or stamp, vpon a piece
'

(Cotgr.). ^So called, because the die had the form

or action of a wedge.) F. coin ' wedge ', in OF.
also coing, cuigne = Pr. cunh, conh, Sp. cuno, Pg.

cunho, It. conio :—L. cune-um (nom. -us) wedge.
Godefroy has also Anglo-Fr. coigne fern., the 'coin

'

with which money is struck, and coined money.
Formerly spelt indifferently coin, coign, quoin

(with many variations) ; but the spelling coin,

though still occasional in all senses, is now appro-

priated to the sense 1 money
'

; in the senses
1 wedge ' corner-stone \ etc., the spelling is

generally, though not always, Quoin ; Coign is

retained in the Shaksperinn phrase c coign of

vantage \ and is occasional in that of ' wedge '.]

I. Wedge, corner, angle.

1. A corner-stone of a wall or building
;
also, one

of the wedge-shaped stones of an arch. Now
usually Quoin ; cf. Coign 2. Hence f Coin-stone.
1350 in Riley Loud. Mem. (1868) 262, 600 de coynston.

1428 in Heath Grocers Camp. (1869) 6 Ashler, coyne, skew,
ragge. 1556 in Worth Tavistock Par. Acc. (1887) 24 To
heue to Coynes in the Styple. 1581 Bell Haddon s A nsw.
Osor. 489 This lye beyng as it were the coyne of the whole
buildyng. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iv. 1 See you yond Coin a'

th Capitol, yond corner stone? 1751 Labelye Weslm. Br.

77 The Coins or Voussoirs or Arch-Stones. 1767 W. L.
Lewis tr. Statins' Thcbaid x. (R.), Hurling down 'I he coins
and beams compacted. 1843 Portlock Geol. 671 Basalts.

.

relieved by limestone or freestone coins.

f 2. gen. A corner, angle. Obs.
1545 Ravnold Byrth Mankinde Hhh4 The ryghte

coygne or angle of the wombe. 1601 Holland Pliny I.

no Acantium, built by the Rhodians, in another coine or
canton of that coast. 1610 Guillim Heraldry v. i. (1611)
240 The coins or corners of then . .different Colours doe all

meet in the Center of the Shield. 1632 Lithgow Trav. x.

502 The Lyon, red, and rag'd, two times diuided From
coyne to coyne, as Heraulds haue decyded. 1658 Evelyn
Pr. Card. (1675) 14 Be careful not to plant any trees in the
coines or angels of your walls.

f 3. A wedge
;

spec. a. one placed between casks

on board ship (see Cantic a.); b. in Gunnery,
one used for raising and lowering pieces of

ordnance ; C. in Printing, one for locking up type
in a forme. Now usually written Quoin, less com-
monly Coign ; see these.

1600 Holland Livy xxxvn. xxxi. 963 Resembling the
forme of a wedge or coin. 1622 F. Markham Bk. War in.

ii. 86 Coins with which to raise up the breech of the peece.

1678 Phillips, Coins . . also pieces of wood that Printers
make use of to fasten the Letters into the Frames. 1692 in

Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 11. xxii. 135 Stop the Motion
of the Piece with a Coyne. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn.,
Cantique Coins, which are short, and having three Edges,
they are used in a Ship to put between Cask and Cask to
keep them from rowling one against another in the Hold.
1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 167 Like what seamen call a
gunner's coin or wedge.

d. Comb, f Coin-formed, wedge-shaped.
1600 Holland Livy xl. xl. 1085 The Celtiberians . . cast

their companies into a pointed and coin-formed battaillon
[cuueo].

II. A die, stamp, piece of money.

f 4. A die for stamping money ; a mint. b. The
device stamped upon money ; stamp, impress. Obs.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. iv. 112 Bere no seluer ouer see bat

bereb signe of be kyng [v. r. bat coyn of kyng schewith],
Nouber Grotes ne gold I-graue with the kynges Coroune
[v.r. wib kinges coyn]. 1393 Ibid. C. 11. 46 God askede of
hem whas was be coygne. 1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 19
§ 14 Silver and havynge the prente of the Coigne of this

realme. 1559 in Tytler Hist. Scotl. (1864) III. 394 The Lords
of Scotland, .removed to Lithgow, where they., will set up
a coin, saying, they shall coyne a good part of their plate.
1581 W. Stafford Exam. Compl. ii, (1876) 60 Why doe
Kynges . . stricke these mettalles . . with a Coyne ? 1682
Dryden Medal 144 The Stamp and Coyn of their adopted
Lord.

5. A piece of metal (gold, silver, copper, etc.) of
definite weight and value, usually a circular disc,

made into money by being stamped with an offici-

ally authorized device ; a piece of money.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 1112 Though the coyn be fair at

eye. 1483 Cath. Angl. 86 A Cune of ye money, nwnmisme.
1579 Fulke Confut. Sanders 651 The image of Caesar on
his coyne. 1396 Shaks. Merck, V. 11. vii. 56 A coyne that
beares the figure ofan Angell. 1661 T. Mun Eng. Treasure
(1664) 77 More Bullion and forraign Coines. 1694 R.
L'Estrangf. Fables 161 Agreed, .that such and such forms
of civility, like some adulterate Quoins, shall pass current
for so much. 1838 Murray's Handbk. N. Germ. 35/1 A
series of Japanese coins and medals. 1862 Ruskin Munera
P. (1880^ 62 These exchanges

. . might have been all effected
with a single coin.

6. (without pi.) Coined money, esp. that in cir-

culation or current
;
specie, money.

In slang use this has passed into 1 Cash, money generally
as in ' I haven't the coin to do it '.

1393 Gower Conf. II. 138 To-fore the time er gold was
smite In coigne. 1406 Hoccleve Misrule 133 Lak of coyn
departith compaignie. 1530 Palsgr. 487 He hath clypped
the kynges quoyne. 1556 Citron. Gr. Friars 11852) 5 A
proclamacion for the new qwyne that no man should speak
ill of it. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xlvi, Coine is the sineus
of warre. 1735 Berkeley Querist § 475 Wealth is really
power, and coin a ticket conveying power. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. IV. 695 The manufacturers generally contrived
. .to pay their workmen in coin.

a 1569 Kingesmyll Confl. Satan (1578I 4 A faire tongue
with a foule heart is false quoyne. 1671 Milton Samson
189, I learn . . How counterfeit a coin they are who ' friends

'

Bear in their superscription. 1849 Robfrtson Serm. Ser. 1.

i. (1866) 7 Words are . . the coins of intellectual exchange.
1865 Swinburne Poems <y Ball., A Litany 66 Not with
fine gold . . But with coin of sighs.

b. Phr. To pay any one in his envn coin : to

treat him as he has treated others ; to give him
tit for tat.

a 1618 Raleigh Apol. 70 For us to defend our selves and
pay them with their owne Coyne. 1690 J. Mackenzie
Siege London-Derry 32/1 The Besieged, .repay them from
the Walls in the same coyn. 1713 Guardian No. 72 If they
pay the slanderer in his own coin. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1876) I. iv. 200 He was but paying off Hugh and
William in their own coin.

8. Comb., as coin-fancier, -spinning, -stamp,

-tester, -type
;
coin-assorter, a device for assorting

coins according to size or weight
;
coin-balance,

a delicate and accurate balance for weighing gold
coins ; t coin-cormorant, one greedy for money,
an avaricious person

;
coin-counter, a device to

facilitate the counting of coins
; + coin-courser,

a money-changer
; + coinye-house {cunye-), Sc.

a mint ; coin-made a., made of or by means of
coin; in quot. 'mercenary, or simoniacal' (Davies)

;

f coin-smiter, a Coineh q.v,

1594 J. Dickenson Arisbas (1878) 55 These ^Coyne-cor-
morants, these Money-mongers. 1652 Urquhart Jewel
Wks. (1834) 212 A knot of Scotish bankers, collybists, or
*coine-coursers. 1886 O. W. Holmes MortalA ntip. Introd.
2 A '"coin-fancier would say . . just enough of antiquity to
spot them with rust. 1359-66 Hist. Estate Scoil. in Misc.
Wodr. Soc. (1844) 63 The Lords of the Congregation had
taken the printting goods of the *coinye-house. 1613 Davies
Muse's Teares 13 (D.) 'Coyne-made Pastors let the flock
decay. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 5 Dec. 6/1 At ^coin-spinning
the game generally played is ' odd man wins'. 1850 Leitch
Miillers Anc. Art § 97. 65 The arts of engraving precious
stones and vcoin-stamps. Ibid. § 406. 546 The inventors of
Roman *coin-types. 1872 Yeats Growth Comm. 367 A
company, .inspected by an official, the *coin-tester.

Coin, a mod. Diet, spelling of ME. Coyn, quince.

Coin (koin), v.^ Forms : 4-7 coyne, 6-7 coine,

7 coyn, 7- coin. Also 4-6 coygne, coigne,
6 Sc. coignie ; 6 qwyne, 6-7 quoyne, 7 quine.
See also the Sc. form Cunye. [a. OF. coignier,

cungner to 1 strike ' or stamp money, to mint, to
coin (still in Cotgr.), f. coin stamp, die, Coin.
In English, with the changed sense of the sb., the
notion, when analysed, became ' to make coin, make
into coin '.]

1, trans. To make (money) by stamping metal.
C1330 R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 239 pe kynge's side salle

be be hede & his name writen
; pe croyce side what cite it

was in coyned & smyten. 1393 Gower Conf. II. 83 To
coigne the money Of sondry metal. 1436 Pol. Poems
(1859) II. 198 Nobles coigned of recorde. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. an. 1280 (R.) The kynge caused, in siluer, the halfe-
peny to be coygned . . farthingis ofsyluer were also coygned.
1577 Harrison England 11. xxv. (1877) 1. 364 King Edward
the first did first coine the penie and smallest peeces of
siluer roundwise, which before were square. 1673 Ray
Journ. Low C. 434 All the Cantons of Switzerland coyn
money except Appenzel, etc. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. ix.

564 The right of coining money was never allowed in Eng-
land, even to the greatest nobles.

b. transf. andJig.
1593 Drayton Eclogues iv. 88 This framed the Mint, that

coyn d our miserie. .71742 Bentley {J.\ Can we be sure
that this medal was really coined by an artificer.

c. Jig. To coin money (mod. colloq.) : to gain
or 1 make' money rapidly and with ease.
1863 Fr. Kemble Resid. in Georgia 105 For the last four

years. .1 literally coined money.

2. To make (metal) into money by stamping
pieces of definite weight and value with authorized
marks or characters ; to convert into coin.
£-1400 [see Coined], a 1483 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 286 That

alle the sylver. .Thether schold be bro^tthe and yconyd
there. 1599 Thynne Animadv. (1865145 Esterlinges, whiche
refyned and coyned the silver. 1683 Col. Rec. Penn. I. 84
He recH any Silver of Charles Pickering to Quine for him.
1866 Crump Banking x. 226 Tin was coined by Charles II,

in 1684 ; gun metal and pewter by his successor, James.

b. intr. (for refl.) To undergo coinage.
a 1700 Dryden Epick Poetry, Metal . . so soft that it will

not coin without alloy to harden it.

c. Jig. To turn into money, make money out of

or by means of.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. Hi. 90 Poore? Looke vpon his
Face : What call you Rich? Let them coyne his Nose, let

them coyne his Cheekes. 1843 tr. Cnstine's Empire ofthe

Czar I. 180 The man who is not free is coined; he is
equivalent . . to ten roubles a year to his proprietor. 1850
W. Irving Goldsmith xxi. 229 He coined the brains of his
authors in the times of their exigency.

3. transf. To stamp officially (tin blocks of
standard weight).

[1577 (see Coinage 4).] 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 1007
The law requires them [tin-blocks] to be stamped or coined
by public officers, before being exposed for sale.

+ 4, To stamp, to figure in or on a coin. Obs.
1603 Shaks. Mens, for M. ii, iv. 45 [They] that do coyne

heauens Image In stamps that are forbid. 1630 Donne
Serm. Job xvi. 17-19 (1640) 130 That Emperour [Constan-
tine] . .was coyned Praying,

5. Jig. (from 1.) To make, devise, produce.
1580 Lyly Euphucs (Arb.) 356 This Letter beeing coyned,

hee studyed how hee myght conueie it. 1607 Shaks, Cor.
in. i. 78 So shall my Lungs Coine words till their decay.
a 1680 Butler Rem. '17591 I- 86 And how good Verse is

j

coin'd, dost understand, c 1800 K. White Lett. 1.1837) 2°3i
j

I myself have, however, coined time.

b. esp. in a bad or depreciatory sense: To fa-

!
bricate, invent, make up (something specious,

pretentious, or counterfeit).

1561 T. Norton Calvi?i's lust, iv, xviii. (1634) 705 These
fellowes unseasonably coyne a mystery. 1579 Tomson
Calvin's Serm. Tim. 311/2 Giue them selues leaue, to
quoyne newe articles of faith. 1589 97 Greene Ciceroni's
Amor Poems ti86i) 312 With that she coin'd a smile. 1695
tr. Colbatch's Ntrw Light Chirurg. Put out p. vi, Whatever
excuse he is able to coin. 1780 [Sir H. Croft] Abbey of
Kilkhampton (1786) 83 Slander often coins the lie. 1837
Disraeli V'enetia 1. xii, He would coin a smile for the in-

stant. 1862 Rlskin Munera P. 118801 85 To coin idle

imaginations of the mysteries of eternity.

c. spec. To frame or invent (a new word or

:

phrase)
;
usually implying deliberate purpose ; and

!
occasionally used depreciatively, as if the process

j

were analogous to that of the counterfeiter.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xxii. (Arb.) 259 Young
I

schollers not halfe well studied . . when they come to their

J

friends, .will seeme to coigne fine wordes out of the Latin.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. iv. § 2 Taking liberty to coin and
frame new terms of art . . to avoid circuit of speech. 1666
Dryden Pref. Ann. Mirab. (Globe) 41 If a Roman poet
might have liberty to coin a word. 1750 Harris Hermes

1 Wks. 11841) 195 There is. .no method to express new ideas,
i but either this of metaphor, or that of coining new words.

1779-81 Johnson L. P., Watts, He is particularly unhappy
in coining names expressive of characters. 1856 Max Mu ller

\

Chips (1880) II. xvi. 22 The name of father was coined at
that early period. 1876 Freeman Norm. Cong. V. xxv. 555
No new words are coined in French from a Teutonic mould.

6. Jig. (from 2.) To form, fashion, or convert into

I
(as metal is made into coin).

1627 P. Fletcher Locusts 1. xxxvii, Shall these mortals
. . Coyne into thousand arts their fruitfull braine. 1835
Lytton Rienzi 1. viii, I have coined my whole sou! into
one master passion. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Love Wks.

1
{Pjohnj I. 74 The air was coined into song.

b. with notion of fashioning into something
valuable, or specious.
a 1720 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 16 Mere

1 common counters of the sense. .A lover's fancy coins into a

]

treasure. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. in. cxiii, 1 have not. .coin'd

|

my cheek to smiles.

f 7. absot. To feign, dissemble. Obs. rare.

1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. 1. i, Vind. Here comes our
I Mother. Hip. And sister. Vind. We must quoyne.

Coin (koin), z>. 2 [a. F. coignier (3 sing, coigne)

\

( to put in a corner ' (Godef.), * to wedge, to fasten

I with a wedge, to drive hard or knock fast in, as

j

with a wedge' (Cotgr.). Etymologically, the same
word as prec. (the primary sense of both being ' to

!
wedge, to strike ')

; but not consciously connected
with it in Eng. Now usually written Quorx.]

f 1. trans, a. To furnish with ( coins' or quoins,

\
i. e. wedges, b. To drive in as a wedge, c. To

, raise or lower with a quoin. Obs.
i 1488 Liber Niger Edw. IVin Househ. Ord. (lygo^ 74 All

I

other crafte for the rackinge, coynynge, rebatinge, and other

j

salvation of wynes. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong,
Coigfter, to coyne in, to drive in. 1598 Barret Theor.
Warres v. iv. 137 Coynes for the breech of euery peece, to

coyne it vp or downe.

2. To provide with quoins or corner-stones.
1700-10 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 67 Adorned with

1 brick pillars Coyn'd wlN stone and stone heads. 1839 Stone-
house Axholme 254 The original building was of brick,

I coyned with great ashlar stones.

Coin, coine {Irish Hist.) : see Coynie.

Coinable (koi-nabT), a. [f. Coin v. + -able.]

j

That may be coined fit. andy%.).
1839 N. P. Willis in New Monthly Mag. LVI. 538 The

prettiest phrase coinable by an oriental. 1875 Jevons
Money (1878) 123 Tin is not a coinable metal.

Coinage (korned^). Forms : see Coin (also

5 cunage, 6 kownnage). [a. OF. coignaige, f.

coignier to Coin : see -age.]

1. The action or process of coining money, b.

The right of coining money.
c 1380 Sir Ferianb. 5481 Four floryns of gold of god

coygnage. 1494 Fabyan vii. 401 Dampned certayne coynes
.. and caused theym to be broughte vnto newe coynage.
1523 Skelton Carl. Laurel 611 Fals forgers of mony for

kownnage [ed. 1568 coinage] atteintid. 1594 Plat Jewell-
Ho. in. Chem. Conclns, 86 Ending in cosenage, quoinage,
or Capistro. 1648 D. Jenkins Wks. The Table, The
power of coynadge in the King. 1725 Swift Drapier's

i
Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 41 If this coinage had been in Ireland,
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and granted to persons of this kingdom. 1869 J. G. Hub-
bard in Gold Coinage Controversy 31 If the mintage be
sensibly increased beyond the cost of coinage, you provoke
private coinage.

2. concr. Coins collectively, coin ; a system of

coins in use or in currency ; the currency. Decimal
coinage : a system of coins, each denomination or
named value of which is ten times that of the next

smaller : see Decimal.
1467 J. Paston in Paston Lett. No. 573 II. 305 Daube

DOT I may no mor with owt coynage. 1577 Harrison Eng-
\

land 11. xxv. 1 1877) 1. 366 Chaines of siluer . . redie . . to be
melted into coinage. 1596 Shaks. i Hen, IV, nr. ii. 9 He
answere the Coynage. 167a Petty Pol. Anat. <:6oi) 69
Men make Vessels of coyned Silver, if they can fjain by the
Workmanship enough to defray the Destruction of the
Coynage. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. I. 471 They are
often square, a shape of which there is no example in any
other Grecian coinage. 1876 Fawcett Pol. Econ. in. iii.

359 The Mint is not permitted to issue more than a certain
amount of silver coinage. Mod. The bronze coinage was
issued in i860.

b. Any currency or medium of exchange. Alsofig.
a 1839 Praed Poems 11864) !• 24 In the coinage of your

golden smiles. 1856 Woodward Mollusca 305 The N.
j

American Indians used to make coinage \watnpum) of the
sea-worn fragments of Venus ntercenaria.

t3. cllipi. (Seequot.) Obs.
<z 1734 North Lives III. 166 A law. . called the coinage.

This was a certain tax laid to pay for coining money.
4. The official stamping of blocks of tin (see

Coin v. 3) ; the right of doing this, formerly a
privilege of certain towns in Cornwall and Devon. !

Also attrib. as in coinage bouse, town.
1495 Act ri Hen. V/l, c. 4 § 12 Weightis apperteynyng.

.

to the Cunage of Tynne within the counties of Comewall
and Devonshire. 1538 Lblamo /tin. III. 22 (Hailstoun 1

.

1577 Harrison England il xxv. {1877) 1. \6$ There is also
coignage of tin holden yearelie at .. Midsummer and
Michaelmas in the west countrie ; which I supposed to
haue beene of monie of the said mettall . . Howbeit . . I find
it to be nothing so, but an office onlie erected for the prince

!

..and such blocks of tin as haue passed the hands of his
officers, are marked with an especiall stampe. 1708 Lend.
Gas. No. 4458/1 At the Coynage now held at Truroe. 1761
Borlasf. in Phil. Trans. LII. 507 The driver of a plough. . I

laden with tin, for Penzance Coinage 18x0 in Risdons
\

Sunt. Devon 405 The Stannators . . were elected by the
j

Mayors .of certain Towns, .called Coinage Towns.
5. fig. The (deliberate) formation of a new !

word, etc. ; the fabrication of something specious,
j

1693 Drydf.s Juvenal Ded. I J. ', Unnecessary coinage as
j

well as unnecessary revival of words, runs into affectation.

17*7 Swift Art ofPolit. Lying, Whether the right of coin-
jage of Political Lyes be wholly in the government. 1787

Gentl. Mag. Dec. 1081.2 Milton .. has enriched our lan-
guage with some epithets .. of his own coinage. 1x1834
Coleridge Method in F.ncyct. Metr. 1849' 15 The Ancients,
as well as the Moderns, had their machinery for the ex-
temporaneous coinage of intellect. 1876 Freeman Norm.
Cong. V. xxv. 580 Words of modern coinage.

6. concr. That which is made, devised, or in-

vented, an invention
; e.g. a coined word. (Often

used disparagingly, in implied contrast with ' cur- I

rent word' ; cf. Coin* v. 5.)
160a Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 137 This is the very coynage of

1

your Braine. 1640 Sir B. Dehing Proper Sat r if. 11644* 67
Your last words, .are. . the coynage of your own brain. 1873
F, Hall Mod. Eng. 59 Why might not Spenser try his
hand at coining a word F Landor himself has ventured new
coinages enough. 1879 Farrar St. Paul II. 462 note,
'EdtAoO(ir)<jictia, a happy coinage of St. Paul's.

+ Co i ncidate, v. Obs. rare. [f. F. coincider
(see next) + -ate.] -= Coincide.
1657 Tomunson Renon's Disp. 153 The beginning of one

degree coincidates with the end of another. 1659 O. Walker
Oratory L § 15. 14 As unlikely as it is. .that your inventions
should coinctdate with theirs.

Coincide (k^iinsai-d), v. [a. F. coincide-r
(14th c. in Littre), acT^meri.L. coincidere

y
f. co-

to^ether + incidcVe to fall upon or into, to occur,
happen. The med.L. occurs in Astrological use.
(In the 17th c. the L. form was used unchanged.
a 1641 Bp. M,ou ntagu A. 4- M. (it^tHTfr The prin-

cipal! parts thereof mbst coincidere and accord. 1650
Fuller Pisgak 11. ix. g 36 Making three members . . coin-
ctdere, to interfeer, yea run all into one. 1663 Butler
Hud. l i. 726 For where the first does hap to be, The last

does coinctdere ij.

1. intr. To fall together and agree in position
;

to occupy the same area or portion of space (as e.g.

the superposed triangles in Euclid 1. 8); to be
identical in area and position. Said of points, lines,

or any geometrical magnitudes.
1715 Ciievne Philos. Prine. Relig. <J.\ If the equator and

echptick had coincided, it would have rendered the annual
revolution of the earth useless. 17^6 Simson Euclid,
Axiom 8 Magnitudes which coincide with one another, that
is, which exactly fill the same space, are equal to one another.
1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 366 A plane, .such as coincides
with the curved surface of the earth 1822 Imison Sci. *f
Art I 68 (ed. Webster' The centre of motion should coincide
with the centre of gravity of the wheel. 1880 Haughton
Phys. Geog. vi. 275 The southern boundary coincides with the
watershed of the Indus, Ganges, and Brahmaputra.
2. To occur or happen at the same time; to

occupy the same space of time.
1809 Knox & Jerb Corr. I 474 Abruptness of sentiment

may very well coincide with length of line. 1862 Stanley
yew. Ch. 11877) 1. xvii. 322 The chief feast of the year, .coin-
cided with the Festival of the vintage.

3. To be identical in substance, nature, or I

character ; to agree exactly, to be in precise
harmony or accord with.
172a Wollaston Relig. Nat. iii. (R.), If., this obedience

or practice of reason coincides with the observation of truth.M Butler Serm. xii. 253 Thus Morality and Religion,
Virtue and Piety, will at fast necessarily co-incide, run up
into one and the same point. 1776 Gibbon Decl. it F. I. v.

j

104 The true interest of an absolute monarch generally
coincides with that of his people. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.
(1858) II. x. 440 The description coincides with the authentic
letters of the visitors. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876)
L iv. 169 His interest happily coincided with his duty.

4. Ot persons : To accord or concur (in opinion, i

sentiment, etc/.
1734 tr. Rotlin's Anc. Hist. (1827) VII. XTU. 322 The

Acnaeans would not coincide with him in opinion. 1844
H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 268 The great majority . .

j

too apprehensive of the consequences of prohibition, to co-
incide in the recommendation. 1875 Lvell Princ. Geol. I.

I. v. 89 Whether we coincide or not in this doctrine.

T 5. To fall in together ; to collapse. Obs.
1673 Grew Anat. Roots v.§ 8 Yet it [the pith] is not to be

dryed, after cutting ; Because its several parts, will there-
upon coincide and become deformed.

Coincidence .k^rnsidens). [a. F. coincidence,

L. type *coincidentia: see Coincident and -ence.]

1. The fact or condition of being coincident
;

the occupation of the same place or part of space.
1626 Bacon Sylva 1 1677) § 224 There can be no Coincidence

in the eye, or Visual Point. 1715 Chevne Philos. Prin.
Relig. (J.\ The coincidence of the planes of this rotation
with one another, and with the plane of the ecliptick. 1831
Brewster Newton I. x. 222 The singleness of the picture
arises from the coincidence of the two pictures. 1870 R. M.
Ferguson Etectr. 33 This want of coincidence of the points
of vertical dip and of maximum intensity.

Jig. or trans/. 1650 Fi ller Pisgah v ii. § 5 By a casuall
coincidence some straggling words of the Athenians may
meet in the mouths of the veriest Barbarians. 1847 Emer-
son ReOr. Men, Plato Wks. I. 304 The rare coincidence, in

one ugly body, of the droll and the martyr,

b. i with//.) A case of coincidence.
1837 \Vmewell Hist. Indue. Sci. (18571 I. 153 The method

of making visual coincidences. 1880 Adams in Times
28 Dec. 10 2 The new line-spectra, the real basic lines of
those substances which show coincidences.

2. Occurrence or existence at the same time;
simultaneous occurrence or existence.

1650 Fuller Fisga/t 111. iii 5 8 There might be a casuall
coincidence of this feast and his presence at Jerusalem.
1681 More Expos. Daniel 257 There is a Coincidence, at
least of time. 171a Susanna Wesley in Eliza Clarke Life
11886' 130 There hardly ever was a greater coincidence of
unprosperous events in one family. 1837 Ht. Martineau
Soc. Amer. III. 297 A happy coincidence of outward plenty
with liberal institutions. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. xx. 342 1

The coincidence of twelve by the clock with noon by the
sun-dial, .is exact only four times in the year.

3. Exact agreement or correspondence in sub-

stance, nature, character, etc.

1605 Bacon Adv. Leam. n. v. 5 3 Is there not a true co-
incidence between commutative and distributive justice,

and arithmetical and geometrical proportion? a 1716 South
[

Serm, VII. v. (R.t| Tnose who discourse metaphysically of
the nature of truth . . affirm a perfect coincidence between
truth and goodness. 1831 Brewster Newton (18551 II.
xxiv. 352 The coincidence of the religious views of Sir Isaac
Newton with those of John I.ocke. 1876 Grote Eth.
Fragm. iii. 58 These two ends of action are sometimes 1

found in conflict, but more frequently in coincidence.

b. (with //.) An instance of such agreement or 1

correspondence.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) I. 201 A local coincidence,

which, .cannot be paralleled. 1736 Butler Anal. 11. vii.
j

356 Evidence arising from various coincidences. 1790 Pa ley
Yform Paul. Rom. ii. 13 Such coincidences may fairly be

j

stated as undesigned. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. 118761
j

I. App. 724 A remarkable series of undesigned coincidences
in favour of the belief.

4. A notable concurrence of events or circum-
,

stances having no apparent causal connexion.
a 1683 Sir T. Browne Let. to Friend (Camelot ed.) 185 1

That he should also take King Francis prisoner upon that
day [of his nativity], was an unexpected coincidence. 18*1
De Quincey Con/ess. Wks. 1863 I. 96, I felt it at the time 1

.. as a singular coincidence, that twice, etc. 18*3 Byron I

*7uan vi. Ixxviii, A ' strange coincidence," to use a phrase
By which such things are settled now-a-days. 18*9 Scott

|

Guy M. Introd., The fact, if truly reported, is oneof those
singular coincidences which occasionally appear. 1865
Livingstone Zambesi x\x. 378 It might be only a co-
incidence.

5. Of persons : Agreement or concurrence (in

opinion or sentiment).

1795 Hidl Advertiser 28 Nov. 3/1 Mr Sturt . . expressed
his co-incidence with the sentiments of (the Petition). 1800
Wellington in Owen Disp. 647 Vou are already apprized I

of my entire coincidence in your opinion. x8oo Syd. Smith
J

Six Serm, 60 A modest coincidence with received opinions
above our faculties.

+ 6. Falling together, conjunction, blending. Obs.
ri645 Howell Lett. '16501 11.88 The Latine tongue, wiih

the coincidence of the Goths language and other northern
peeple.

t COii'ncidency. Obs. [see prec. and -ency.]
Coincident quality or state ; exact agreement or
correspondence.
a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. it. x. J 3 (1622^ 303 Wherein I

will not censure, either any impropriety, or any coincidency.
1658 W. Burton /tin. Anton. 62 Which two have no co-
incidencie, or suitablenesse. 176a Gibbon Misc. Wks. 118141

IV. 118 Yet passion and real misfortune, joined to the
coincidency of place, could suggest it to Marius. 1794
G. Wakefield Exatn. Paine's Age 0/ Reason \. 32 Such
a variety of corroborating coincidences.

Coincident (k^rnsident), a. (and sb.). [a. F.

coincident, ad. med.L. *coincidenl-etn, pres. pple.

of coincidere to Coincide.]

1. Occupying the same place or portion of space.
1656 tr. Hoboes' Elem. Philos. (1839* 102 Coincident and

coextended with it. 1660 Barrow Euclid 1. viii. So the
sides of the angles A and D are coincident. 1704 Newton
Opticks 1 }.\ These circles, .as I went from them, they came
nearer and nearer together, and at length became coin-
cident. 1822 Imison Sci. $ Art <ed. Websten I. 269 If the
object be in the centre of the mirror's concavity, the image
and object will be coincident, and equal in bulk. 1831
Brewster Optics xix. 164 Having its plane of polarisation
coincident with or parallel to the plane of reflexion.

2. Occurring at the same time and occupying
the same space of time

;
exactly contemporaneous.

1598 Florio, Coincidente, coincident, incident with or
vnto. 1654 L'Estrange Chas. / (165O 3 In truth they were
so co-incident, as the loyal hearted English could not dis-

tinguish between the Spanish match and Charles his mine.
1728 N ewton Chronol. A mended vi 355 The 1 jth year of his
Reign was coincident in winter with the 20th of the Pelo-
ponnesian war. 1849C0BDEN Speeches 78 The most terrible

distress, always coincident with dear food in our manu-
facturing, .districts. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. 1. 1. iii.

139 The resistance to the Pope's authority, .is pretty nearly
coincident with the rise of the Ottomans.

3. Having the same nature, character, or value
;

in exact agreement, wholly consonant with.

'5^3 87 Foxe A. <V M. 11596) 14/i So the name of bishop
is coincident with the office of apostle, a 1638 Meoe Wks.
iv. Ixxxvii. 872 These [principles], though they be sometimes
coincident, are not the same. 1665 Glanvill Seeps. Sci.

Introd. 8 Our ends are so far from being repugnant that
they are coincident. 17*9 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 37
Duty and interest are perfectly coincident. 1798 T.
Twining Recr. Studies 118821 228 The most congenial,
the most coincident friend I have. 1875 Jevons Money
(1878* 194 Standard coins, whose nominal value is coincident
with their metallic value.

T 4. Incident or concomitant to. Obs.

1567 N. Sander Rocke 0/Church 216 An other thing co-

incident to some degree of men. 1648 Herrick Hesper.,
Empires, Empires of Kings are now, and ever were, As
Sallust saith, co-incident to feare.

t B. sb. A thing which coincides with some-
thing else, a concomitant. Obs.
i6s6 Walton in Relig. Wo/ton. (1672) 322 Coincidents are

not always Causes. 1658 Evelyn Mem. 11857 III. 106
When virtue and blood are ccincidents. 17J0 Harris
Hermes Wks. 11841) 176 All motion and rest imply time
and place, as a kind of necessary coincidents.

Coincidental kviinsidental), a. [f. prec. +
-al, after incidental.]

1. Characterized by, or of the nature of coincidence;

loosely = Coincident.
' 1800 K. White Rem. (1837) 384 Arguing upon proba-

bilities, with some slight coincidental corroborations. 1845
lltust. Lond. Nnvs 26 July 59 This coincidental misfortune.

1879 Tinsley's Mag. XXIV. 147 We have complementary
rather than coincidental tastes.

2. Of the nature of a coincidence (sense 4).
1884 R. H. Busk in \ Q. Ser. vi. X. 358, I have my-

self, .noted a considerable number of very striking coinci-

dental dreams. 1886 Pall Mall G. 28 Dec. 4/t Supposing
the apparition itself to have been but a coincidental effect

of the other brother's imagination.

Coincidentally ,k0,inside-ntali), adv. [f.

preC. + -LY >.] *= COINCIDENTLY.
"837 J. C. Svmons Ck.-rate Bill Vind. j Coincidentally

with a position which manifestly left no alternative to the
Government, etc. 1876 C. P. Smyth in G. Chambers Astron.

27 Nearly coincidental!}' with the beginning of the increase

of each Sun-spot cycle.

Coincidently (k(j|i-nsidentli\ adv. [f. Coin-
cident + -ly -.] In a coincident manner; con-

currently, at the same time.
1629 H. Bcrton Babel no Bethel 112 Falling in coincidently

with M. Cholmleyes Arguments. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist.
III. xviiL 88 Coincidently with the king's departure, bUhnp
Beaufort resigned the great seal. 1884 J. Pavn Some Lit.

Recoil. 220 The serial works of our popular writers appear
coincidently not only in America, but in many of our
colonies.

Co inci der. rare. [f. Coincide + er,] One
who or that which coincides, 11 .n n> used it as —
one who goes in company.)
1750 Harris Hermes 1. ix. Wks. (184:) 160 note. From its

[the verb's) readiness rvwji ilme, to coincide with its noun
in completing the sentence, they called it vi-^fSan-, a co-
incider. /bid. Something less than a coincider, or less than
a predicable.

Co inci'ding. A. vbl. sb. The action of the

verb Coincide. B. /// a. That coincides.

1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennet ym: /ndhcretions III. 45 This
. . invitation was rendered the more acceptable by the coin-
ciding look and the eloquent smile. 1819 G. S. Faber
Dispens. 18231 I. 420 The coinciding traditions both of the
Jews and of the Gentiles.

t Co-incli ne, v. Obs. [see Co- i.] To incline

together, {trans. 8c intr.)

1490 Caxtcn Eneydos xxviii. 1 10 The humydyte radycaile
and other complexcyons in proporcyon couenable coenclyned
togyder. a 1711 Ken Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 34* To
Lottie hymns our hearts to co-incline, /bid. IV. 409 They
. .to outlove each other co-inclin'd.

So f Co-inclination, concurrent inclination.
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a 17x1 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II 25S Co-Inclina-
tions, regular and chast, Were with con-natural Fruition
grac'd.

Co-include, -incorporate : see Co.
Co i ndicant, a. and sb. [ad. medical L. coin-

dicdnt-em pres. pple. f. co- together + indicant-em
indicating. Cf. F. coindicant.']

A. adj. Indicating conjointly (with other signs N

;

spec, in Med. of symptoms * which concur in sug-
gesting the employment of a particular remedy'
{Syd. See. Lex.).
1625 Hart Anat. Ur. II. vii. 98 Who without any other

coindicant signes, do by the vrines only giue out sentence.
a 1626 Bp. Andrf.wes Strm. (1856) I. 208 The philosopher
saith, signs are either indicant or coindicant.

B. sb. A coindicant sign or symptom.
1657 Pkys. Diet., Coiudicanls, divers indications or signes

. .pointing to one and the same remedy for the cure.

t Co i ndicate, v. Obs. [f. Co- 1 + Indicate
;

cf. prec. and F. co'indiquer.] To indicate con-
jointly, to furnish coindicant symptoms.
1623 Hart Arraignm. Ur. Hi. iv. 103 The age, the sexe,

the custonie do comdicate the same, because they declare
in what state the strength of the body standeth.

Coiindica'tion. [f. Co- 3 a + Indication ; cf.

prec. and F. vindication,] Conjoint or concur-
rent indication ; a concurrent sign or symptom.
1623 Hart Arraignm. Ur. in. iv. 102 Coindication is that

which sheweth us the same that the indication, but not
primarily of it selfe, but by accident, and as it were in

another place. 1707 Flover Physic. Pulse-Watch 276 We
may still take Coindications from the Part affected, c 1817
Hogg Tales <y Sk. 1. 163 No co-indication of circumstances.
Coindom (Audelay) : see Kingdom.
Co-indwelling : see Co-.
Coine, obs. f. Coin, Coynie, Quoin.
Coined (koind), a. [f. Coin v. + -ed *.]

1. Minted, made into coin ; in the form of coin.
r i4oo Test. Love 1. (1560) 278 b/i The value of the least

coigned plate. 1678 J. Phillips tr. Tavernier's Trav.,
India 1, ii. 18 If you carry coin'd gold, the best pieces are
Jacobus's, Rose-nobles, Albertus's. 1745 De Foe's Eng.
Tradesman xlv. (1841) II. 165 Copper, in coined plates.
1846 Grote Greece {1862) I. xx. 493 Coined money is un-
known to the Homeric age.

2. Jig. Fabricated, deliberately invented, made
up ; see the verb.

1583 Stanvhurst Mneis 1. (Arb.) 29 His syb . . with long
coynd forgerye feeding. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1073, 1 will not
. . fold my fault in cleanly coin'd excuses, a 1647 Sir R.
Filmer Patriarcha i. § 1 The new coined distinction of
subjects into royalists and patriots. 1881 Skeat EtymoL
Dict.

% Oxygen, .is a coined word.

Coiner (kornai). Also 5 coynowre, quyner,
6 coynar, 6-8 -er, 7 quoyner. [f. Coin v. + -er.]

1. One who coins money ; a minter.
c 1440 Promp. Pan*. 90 Coynowre or coynesmytare, num-

mularius. 1496 Dives Paup. (W. de W.) 1. xxii. 58/1
Some ben monyours or moneye quyners. 1590 Greene
Mourn. Garm. (1616) Pref. 4 Diogenes of a coyner of money
became a Corrector of manners. 1702 Addison Dial. Medals
1. 29 Designs that never entered into the thoughts of the
sculptor or the Coiner. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xxxii, A
Coiner, a very good workman.
Jig. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, x, The. .longest-headed,
queerest-tempered old coiner of gold and silver ever was.

2. esp. A maker of counterfeit coin.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 121 You ought, .no more to bee
agneued with that whiche I haue saide, then the Mint
Maister. .to see the coyner hanged. 16x1 Shaks. Cymb. 11.

v. 5 Some Coyner with his Tooles Made me a counterfeit.
I7«jx Johnson Rambler No. 161 Tg He found the tools of a
coiner. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 657 With precau-
tions resembling those employed by coiners and forgers.

3. fig. An inventor ; a deliberate or artful fabri-

cator. Cf. Coin v. 5.

1581 J. Bell //addon's Answ. Osor. 480b, As though he
and a few others were the first devisours and coyners of this
Gospel!. 1605 Camden Rem. 27 A Greeke coyner of Ety-
mologyes. 1718 F. Hutchinson IVitchcraJt Ded. 11 Coin-
ers of Fables. 1824 D'Israeli Cur. Ltt. (1858) III. 44
Swift . . was a ready coiner of such rhyming and ludicrous
proverbs.

fb. ?A dissembler, false pretender. Ohs. rare.
1634 S. R. Noble Soldier IV. i. in Bullen O. PI. I. 307

Thinke you me a quoyner? No, no, thou art thy selfe still,

Noble Baltazar.

Co-infeftment, -infer : see Co-.

Co-rnfhiite, a. [see Co- 2.] Equally infinite

with another or others
;
conjointly infinite.

1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 4 Two co-infinite and co-eternal
ones, God and the Abyss, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet.
Wks. rax III. 362 The infinite could nothing greater give,
Than his Co-infinite, that Man might live. 1768-74 Tucker
f£ N&t. (1852) II. 191 Three co-eternal, co-equal, co-
infinite Hypostates. 1835 De Quikcey Autobiog., Oxjord
Wks. 1889 II. 66 The immeasurable .. arena upon which
Shakspeare careers—co-infinite with life itself.

So Co-infi nity.
a 1711 Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 269 Triunal

Co-infinity.

t Co-inha-bit, v. Obs. [see Co- i.] intr. To
dwell together.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia (1629) 140 Whom he found .

contented his people should coinhabit amongst them.
So t Co-inhabiting' ppl. a. ; Co-inhabitant;
f Co-inhabitor.
CI534 tr. Pol Virg. II. 35 To deal against his co-

inhabitauntes. 1*43 Milton Divorced^ Pref.15 A familiar
Vol. II.
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and co-Inhabiting mischiefe. 1659 H. More Immort. Soul
11. xvii. (1662) 136 Our being Co-inhabitants of the same
element, the Earth. -71711 Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks.
1721 II. 99 Co-inhabitants of Heav'n. 1580 Sidney Ar-
cadia (1622) 475 All mankind being as it were co-inhabitors
or world-citizens togeither.

Co-inhere (ki?U|inhT»\i), v. [f. Co- i.] intr.

To inhere together.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. viii. (1870) 138 The
seeming incompatibility of the two series of phenomena to
coinhere in one.

So Co-inhe rence ; Co-inhe rent a.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 66 Both are ab initio identical
and co-inherent. 1824 — Aids Rejl. App., Wks. 1858 I.

395 Their interpenetration and co-inherence. 1846 Mill
Logic 1. v. § 6 The co-inherence of two attributes is but the
co-existence of the two states of consciousness implied in
their meaning.

Co-inhe*ritor. Also 6 coen-. [see Co- 3 c]
A joint inheritor or heir. Cf. Coheir, Cohekitor.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. <W. de W. 1531) 169 b, Coinherytour

with hym to the kyngdom of heuen. 1361 Daus tr. Bul-
linger on Apoc. (1573) 81 As brethren, and felowes, and co-
inheriters of the same saluation. 1636 Brathwait Lives
Rom. Emperors 280 Hee remained coinheritor with his

;

brother Carolus of the Crowne of France. 1818 Keats i

Endym. HI. 940 Brother of Jove, and co-inheritor Of ele-

I ments !

So Co-inhe ritance.
1598 Florio, Cohercdita, a coinheritance. 1647 Jer.

! Taylor Lib. Proph. § 18 (R.) The Spirit of God. .adopts us
, .and^ gives us a title to a coinheritance with him [Christ].

I

Coinie, var. of Coy>me and Cuxye.
Coining (koi-nin), vbl. sb} [f. CoiNZ'. + -ING 1

.] !

The action of the verb Coin.
1. lit. The making of coin

; minting.
1548 Wriothesley Chron. (1877) II. 7 A French man

|being prisoner .. for quoyning of testornes. 1605 Shaks.
Lear IV. vi 83 They cannot touch me for coyning [FJ. cry-
ing], I am the King himselfe. 1691 Locke Money Wks.

[

1727 II. 68 The Coining of Silver, or making Money of it,

is the ascertaining of its Quantity by a publick Mark, the
better to fit it for Commerce. 1876 Mathews Coinage i. 7
The hammer and die continued to be the only instruments

: used in coining until the middle of the 16th century.

2. Jig. Deliberate invention, fabrication.
a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 123 He was. .forced to fall

to coining, and was Several Months before he could light
on one [Name] that pleased him. 1712 Addison Spect. No.
285 There are in Milton several Words of his own Coining.
1858 Doran Crt, Fools 96 The coining of bitter jests.

3. attrib. and Comb., as coining-house, -irons,

-press, -stamps.

1529 W. Frankeleyn in Fiddes Wolsey (1726) n. 168 We
must have many moo coyning yrons. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No.
23S 2/4 One Valentine Cogswell had set up a Coining-Press.
Ibid. No. 2366/4 Three pair of Coyning Stamps. 1824 R.
Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 187 Constructing coining ap-
paratus for the Peruvian mint. 1880 Mackintosh Hist.
Civiliz. Scotl. II. xix. 337 They came to the Coining-house
and gave security.

t Coining, vbl. sb~ Arch. In 5 coyning.
Another form of Quoining, corner-work.
1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xi, The ryche coyning, the

lusty tablementes.

Coining,///, a. [f as prec. + -ing 2.] That
coins { lit. and fig. ; see the verb).
1629 Massinger Picture n. ii, Some, .whose coining heads

Are the mints of all new fashions. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers
Trav. (1760) IV. 383 The coining cities have struck medals.

Coinless (kornles), a. [f. Coin sb} -t- -less.]
Without coin, moneyless, penniless.
1614 T. Freeman Rubbe <$ Gt. Cast Cb, I know some

sillee lads, coinelesse euer. 1820 Combe Dr. Syntax,
Consol. vii, Homage you deem'd due From coinless bards
to men like you. 1887 Birmingham Inst. Mag. 7 Sept.,
The coinless curiosity of the street arab.

Co-inmate : see Co-.

Coinonomic (koimm/vmik), a. nonce-wd. [ft

Gr. koivo-s common +-vopttK-6s pertaining to man-
agement : cf. economic.'] Of combined manage-
ment or enterprise.

1862 Burton Bk. Hunter 224 The eighteenth century
having been an age of jndividuative, the nineteenth .. be-
came an age of associative or coinonomic development.

Coinoun, var. Conjoun Obs., coward, caitiff.

t Coi nquinate, v. Obs. [ad. L. coinquindt-
pple. stem of coinquinare to defile all over, f. co-

together (with intensive force) + inquindre to defile.

Cf. F. co'inquiner (in Cotgr.).] trans. To soil all

over, pollute, defile, lit. and fig.
a 1528 Skelton Col. Cloute 705 Suche maner of sysma-

tykes And halfe heretykes . . That wolde coinquinate,
That wolde contaminate . . The Church's hygh estates.
1604 Parsons 3 Conversions in. xviii. 403 That the reader's
mynd must remayne heere poysoned, and coinquinated
with these dregs sett before him. 1652 Gaule Magastrom.
179 Their very speculations are expressly coinquinated with
much in all these.

f Coiinqnina'tion. OAs. [ad. late L. coin-

quindtion-em, n. of action, f. coinquinare (see prec).
Cf. F. coinquination (in Cotgr.).] Complete pol-
lution, defilement.
1552 Bale Apol. 128 He calleth marryage . . a coinquyna-

cion, a defeccyon from Christ. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) 2 Peter
ih 13 Coinquinations and spottes. .in their feastings rioting
with you. 1611 J. Davis Pauegyr. Verses in Coryat's Cru-
dities, Untill I make a second Inundation To wash thy
purest fames Coinquination. 1624 Darcie Birth ojHeresies
xxi. 93 Bread of coinquination offered vpon the Altar.

COISTERED.

Co-inspire : see Co-.

t Co instanta-nean, a. Obs. rare. =next.
1652 Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 248 With the coin-

stantanean swiftness of hand and foot gave him de pie
Jerme a terrible slap on the breast.

Coinstantaneons (ko, instant,? 5 -n«s), a. [see

Co- 2.] Occurring, taking place, or existing at
the same instant

;
exactly simultaneous.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 503 His acting and
His complete knowledge of the manner most expedient to
be followed in acting are co-instantaneous. 1794 G. Adams
Nat.

(J- Exp. Philos. I. v. 188 Which of these is first we
cannot say, for they seem co-instantaneous. 1823 Lamb
Etta Ser. 1. xxi. (i860) 166 A pun, and its recognitory laugh,
must be co-instantaneous, x86o Pat.more Angel in II . in.
Faith/uljor Ever 228 A blinding flash, And close, co-in-
stantaneous crash.

Hence Coinstantane ity, Coinstanta neously
adv., Coinstanta neousness.
1807 Southey Espriella's Lett. (1814) III. 127 Coinstan-

taneously. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (ed. 3) III. 251
They started up. .like men out of an ambush, .so co-instan-
taneously did they all obey the summons. 1818 — Lit.
Rem. (1847) I. 222 The co-instantaneity of the plan and the
execution. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. ix. (1873) 202 Some-
times all moved together coinstantaneously. 1848 Hamt-
DEN Bampt. Led. ted. 3I 124 Notions of., priority and
posteriority, co-instantaneousness, consecutiveness.

Coint'e, obs. form of Ql'aint.

Cointense (Jwiinte'ns), a. [see Co- 2.] Con-
joined or equal in intensity. Hence Cointe nsion,
Cointcnsity (see quots.).

1855 H. Spfncer Princ. Psychol. ny?iote, Intension being
synonymous with Intensity, cointension will be synony-
mous with cointensity. 1872 Ibid. II. vi. xx. 266 If their
intensities are equal, they must be called cointense. Ibid.
II. 261 The relations of Cointension and Non-Cointension.
Co-inter, -interest, -intersecting, -in-
throne : see Co-.

llCointi'se. arch, [a ME. ( = the OF.) form
of Quai nttse, 'quaint device, ingenious ornament',
appropriated to a special sense by modern writers

on ancient costume, historical novelists, etc. (Some
Diets, have an erroneous form cointoise. ']

An elegant or fanciful dress, symbolical or orna-
mental apparel

;
esp. the pendant scarf worn on

ladies' head-dresses, and also affixed to the jotisting-

helmets of knights, as a ' favour '. Sec Quaintire.
1834 Planchk Brit. Costume 93 This latter is called a

quintis or cointise, a name given to a peculiarly fashioned
gown or tunic of that day. Ibid. 94 1'he scarf afterwards
worn round the crest of the helmet was called a cointise.

1843 James Forest Days (1847) 181 The beautiful scarfs,
called cointises, then lately introduced.

Cointree, obs. form of Coventry.
(11631 Dkayton Ballad oj Dovusabcl, His breech of Coin-

tree blue.

Co-inventor, -islander : see Co-.
Coinye, -zie, var. of Cunye Sc., coin.

Coir
N
koi»j). Forms : 6 cayro, 7 cairo, cair,

8 cayr, cayar
; 7-9 coire, S coyr e, 9 koir, coier,

8- coir. [ad. Malayalam kdyar cord, f. kayaru
to be twisted (Yule). In earlier forms, a. Pg.
cairo (in Correa 1510',^';^ (Barbosa 1516).]
The prepared fibre of the husk of the coco-nut,

used for making ropes, cordage, matting, etc.

Originally, the thread or cordage made of this fibre.

1582 N. Lichefield Xx.Castancda'sConq. E.Ind. 14 b, The
Moores which trade to Sofala in great ships, that haue no
decks nor nailes, but are sowed with Cayro. 1599 Hakluyt
Voy. II. 1. 251 A certaine shippe inadeof boordes, and sowed
together with cayro, which is threede made of the huske
of Cocoes.^ 1625 Purchas Pilgrims 11. 1778 side-note, The
uttermost is hairie, and of it they make Cairo that is all their
Cables and Ropes. 1697 [see b] Coire. 1704 Collect. Voy.
(Churchill) III. 573/2 Cayr ioC which they make Cables and
Ropes). 1727 A. Hamilton AVw Acc. E. Ind. I. xxiv. 296
Of the Rind of the Nut they make Cayar, which are the
Fibres of the Cask that environs the Nut spun fit to make
Cordage and Cables for Shipping. 1779 Forrest Voy. N.
Guinea 67 The coco nut tree produces coir. 1844 Hull
Dock Act 12T Coir, rough, press packed, per ton, 6d. i860
Tennent Ceylon II. ii. 127 The best coir is made from the
unripe nuts.

b. attrib., as coi?--cable, -fibre, -rope, -yarn.
1697 Phil. Trafts. XIX. 430 Here you will find the Arack

Drink, the Coire Cabels, the Bread Fruit. 1697 Dampier
Voy. (1698) I. x. 295 These are called Coire Cables: they
will last very well. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India $ P. 121

(Yule) They [the Surat people] have. .Cair-yarn made of the
Cocoe for cordage. 1759 Lond. Mag. XXVIII. 604 Their
coyr-ropes made of the fibres of cocoa nut husks. 1816
' Quiz ' Grand Master vn. 190 Goulaub, sans ceremony, sat

Upon a piece of koir mat. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket
Bk. x. (ed. 2) 360 Coir rope is equal in strength to_ hempen'
rope of the same size, and is but two-thirds the weight.

Cois, Sc. f. Cose v. Obs., to barter.

t Coise, ? sb. Obs. [Etymology and meaning
uncertain.]
(Matzner explains * ugly woman, monster', comparing

coisy; Halliwell says body ' ; Pauli : 'mistress'.)

1393 Gower ConJ. I. 100 And prively withoute noise He
bringeth this foule great coise To his castell in suche a wise
That no man might her shape avise.

Coist, obs. f. Queest, wood-pigeon ; Sc. f. of
Coast, Cost.

t Coi stered, a. Obs.
Nares suggests 'coiled up into a small compass'; Halli-

well, 'inconvenienced'.
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COISTREL. 606 COLA.

1604 Marston, etc. Malcontent v. L Wks. (1856^, I could
have carried a lady up and down at armes length, on a
platter; and I can tell you there were those at that time
who, to trie the strength of a mans backe and his arme,
would be coisterd.

Coistrel. Obs. or arch. Also 6 coystrel 1,

coisterel, 6-7 coystril(l, 8 coistril. [A variant

of Custrel q.v. (An interchange of u and oi in

words from Fr. is frequent.)]

1. A groom, or servant in charge of the horses of

a knight.

'577 Holinshed Chron. II. 429 A knight with his esquire,

and coistrell with his two horsses. — Hist. Scott. (1586)

II. 89 Such coisterels and other as remained with the Scotish

cariage, seeing the discomfiture of their aduersaries, ran
foorth and pursued them into those marishes. 1815 Scott
Betrothed xviii, Nor can you fly from your standard without
such infamy as even coistrels or grooms are unwilling to incur.

b. -Lad. (Cf. Groom.)
1688 Miege Fr. Diet., Coistrel, a young Lad, un jenne

Garpon.

2. Used as a term of reproach or contempt :

Knave, base fellow, low varlet.

1581 B. Riche Fareivell Dij, Her Chastitie assailed by
suche a simple coisterell. 1591 Troith. Raigne K. John
<i6ii) 28 Sham'st thou not coystrell, loathsome dunghill
swad, To grace thy carkasse with an ornament. 1598 I>.

Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. IV. iL You whorson, bragging
Coystrit ! 1601 Shaks. Twel N. 1. iii. 43 He's a Coward
and a Coystrill that will not drinke to my Neece. 1783
Ainsworth Lat. Diet, f Morell) 1, A coistril . . Met. homo
timidus.
attrib. 1588 Frausce Lawt'ers Log. Ded., The swarming

rabble of our coystrell curates.

Coiatrell, obs. form of Kestrel.
Coisy, ? obs. form of Queasy.
15.. in Hartshorne Metr. T. fiSao) 118 (Matz.) In steide

off sturgeon and lamprons. He draweth up . . Codlyng,
cungur, and suche coisy [Hazl. E. P. P. I. 3 uueyse] fisshe.

t Co'it. Obs. [ad. L. coit-us going together,

coition, f. co-ire to go together. Cf. F. co'it (16th

c. in LittreV] = Coition 2.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2^55 If from the coit of these Ani-
mals . . Animals should be born. 1745 J. Parsons Led.
Muse. Motion iii. 78 From the Coit that produced the
Fecundation. 1766 Amory Buncle 11776* III. 62.

Coit, coite, obs. ff. Qcoit ; Sc. f. Coat, Quot.

Coital (k^"'ital). [f. CoiT-ca + -al.] Relating

to coitus {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882;.

+ Coi'te, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. coit-, ppl. stem
of voire (see above).] To come together, unite.

1578 Hanistfr Hist. Man 1. 32 The which, after, . .do coite

and ioyne together in one, the greatest of alt the Nerues in

the body. Ibid. v. 76.

Coition k0|i-jVm\ [ad. L. coition-em going
or coming together, n. of action, f. coit', ppl. stem
of co-ire to go together.]

1 1. Going or coming together ;
meeting ; uniting.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terapeutykc 2 C iij, That
whiche letteth the coition and coalescence. 1615 Crookk
Body 0/ Man 695 Coition I meane or conjunction of the
ayre. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Coition* an assembly, con-

federacy or commotion. 1691 Sir P. Kin<, Worship Prim.
Ch. 11. (1712) 12 The tongue . . sounds or speaks through
the knocking or coition of the Lips.

fb. * A mutual tendency of bodies toward one
another, as of the iron and loadstone* IJailey)

.

1613 M. Ridley Magn. Bodies 79 Where the coition .. is

most strong. 1638 Wii.kins Neiv World xtv. (17071 118
Gravity. ."Vis such a. .mutual desire of union, whereby con-
densed Bodies . . do naturally apply themselves one to an-
other by attraction or coition. 166* in Phemx II. 514 The
Antients knew no more of the Loadstone than its Coition,

which they improperly call'd Attraction.

f c.
1 Conjunction * of the planets. Obs.

1678 PhilliI'S s.v.. Coition of the Moon is when the Moon
is in the same sign and degree with the Sun. 1761 Stkrne
Tr. Shandy, Slawkenbergius' Tale, Five planets were in

coition all at once with Scorpio.

2. Sexual conjunction, copulation, [so late L.

coitio, class. L. coitus.']

1615 Crookk Body of Man 51. 1643 S'R T. Brownk
Relig. Med. 11. (16561 $ 9, I could be content . . that there
were any way to perpetuate the world without this triviall

and vulgar way of coition. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. in.

376. 1701 Grew Cosm. Sacr. He is not made pro-

ductive of his kind, but by coitionwith a female. 1826

Kirry & Sp. Entomol. 11828) IV. xlii. 153 Coition and im-
pregnation were not simultaneous. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen.
Pathol. 115.

b. trans/, and Jig.

1649 Milton Eikon. xi. fi 85 1> 427 To affirme . . that the
Parlament, which is his Mother, can neither conceive or

bring forth any autoritative Act without his Masculine
coition. 1654 H. L'Estrangk Chas. /11655) 9, 1674 P1.1 i v

Duf>l. Proportion 131, I might suppose that Atoms are also

Mate and Female . . and that the above-named Byasses are

the Points of Coition.

t Co'iture. Obs. [f- L. type *coitiira
t

f. coit- :

see Coition, and -i*ke.J

1. A coming or meeting together, conjunction.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 83 This elegant coiture of the
braunches is made like halfe a circle. 1001 R. Dolman tr.

La Prt'maud. Fr. Acad. 111. (1618' 849 The greene Emer-
aud. .sometimes happeneth to breake eucn in the act of
coiture.

2. = COITION 2.

"574 Newton Health Mag. 72 Daungers which much
coiture and camalitie bringeth. 1615 G. Sandys Trax*. 11.

102 This [date] tree.. doth not fractifie, but by coiture.
1646 G. Daniel Poems Wks. 1878 I. 89 To see that pure

fllame fall, a prostitute ; And Coiture of Ruffians, cause her
ffruite.

II Coitus (kJu*it»s). [L. ; see Con.] = Coition
3 (in scientific writers, who also use the I,, phrase
in ccitu^m. coition\
1713 Derham Phys. Theol. VOL iv. 402 The Female in

Coitu. 1855 Ramsbotham Obstetr. Med. 61 On the 7th
day from coitus.

Coiziar, var. Cozier Obs., cobbler, patcher.

t Cojoin, obs. variant of Conjoin v.

1590 T. Watson Eglogue on Walsingham Poems (Arb.)

173 Yet all in one coioind doe all excell. i6ix Shaks.
Wint. T. 1. ii. 143 Then 'tis very credent, Thou may'st co-

ioyne with something.

Co-judge, -justiciar: see Co- 3 b.

Cojuror, [see Co- 3 c] One who takes an
oath along with, or in confirmation of, another.

1735 M. Shelton tr. Wotton's Short View Hiekes* Thes.

59 [l.) The solemn form of oaths : of a compurgator, or co-

juror. The form of this oath is this: 'I swear by God,
that the oath which N. swore was honest and true'. 1865
Nichols Britton II. 336 It has been tried in full county by
the oath of the tenant with two cojurors.

Cok-, for words formerly so spelt, see Coc-,
Cock-.

Cokar, cokar-nut : see Coco.

Coke ^J'ik), sb. Also 7-9 coak, 8 coake,
cowke. [Known only from the 17th c, when
classed by Kay as a North-country word. Possibly
the same as the northern Colk sb. ^also spelt coke)

a core, coke being viewed as the hard core of the
coal left after other parts have been consumed.
The early use of the word as an individual name
with pi. coaks, cokes, would agree with this.

Thence also mod.F. coke pi. cokes. - Cf. for both
sense and form, the following, which appears to

combine the senses of core and cinder.

1878 Cumbrld. Gloss. (E. D. S.\ Co-.vk, the core. 'It's

badly burnt lime, it's nought but cowks.'J

1. The solid substance left after mineral coal has
been deprived by dry distillation of its volatile

constituents, being a form ofcarbon ofmore compact
texture, but with more impurities, than the char-

coal obtained by a similar process from wood.
+ a. with a and plural. Obs.

1679 Plot Staffordsh. u686> 128 The coal thus prepared
(by charring] they call coaks. 1785 Trans. R. Soc. Edin.
1 1788) L 241 That species of coal . . burns like coaks, without
flame or smoak. 1795 J. Aikin Manchester 314 Beds of
cokes or cinders have been discovered,

b. as a substance : no plural.
1669 WoRnixiE Syst. Agric. (i68i> 323 Coke is Pit -coal or

Sea-coal burned or converted into the nature of Charcoal.
1674 Ray N. C. Words, Coke, Pit-coal or Sea-cole charred :

It is now become a word of general use. 17*9 Martyn in

Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 12 Some Cowke (or Cinders of Pit-

coaK 178a Specif. H. H. Conway's Patent No. i3ioCoal..
not wasted or consumed, but turned intoa useful cinder, gene-
rally called coake. 1787 Fordyce in Phil. Trans. LXXV II.

312 Coak, or pit-coal charred, that is, burnt till no smoak
arises. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem. Technot. (ed. 2*

I 1. 104 Coals may be subdivided with reference to the pro-
duction of coke into, .the coking and non-coking.

2. attrib. and Comb., as coke- like adj. ; coke-

crusher, -/urttave, •mirutr, -oven ; coke-tower, a
high tower filled with coke, used as a condenser,

in the manufacture of hydrochloric acid.
1816 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <V ^rt II. 565 Prepared

with coke-fuel. 1871 Tyndall Fra&m. Sci. (ed. 61 I. ii. 48
The images of the two coke points. 1884 Pali Mall G. 25
Jan. 3/2 The coke-miners at Connellsville, Pennsylvania.

Coke (kJuk), v. [f. Coke sb.]

1. trans. To convert (coal) into coke.
1804 Phil. Trans. XCIV. 304 The heat, .appears to have

. . coaked beds of coal, a 1845 Hood Ode to R. Wilson.
Poor Nature, .is stoked, coked, smoked, and almost choked,
1884 Cassell's Earn. Mag. Mar. 203/1 Two days are suffi-

cient to ' coke 1

the coal.

b. Erroneously said of wood.
1816 Scott Antiq. xviii, The furnace in which the wood

was deposited in order to its being coked or charred.

2. intr. (for reft.) Of coal : To turn into coke.
1884 E Ingersoll in Harper's Mag. May 876/1 It will

not coke.

Coke, ohs. form of Cock, Colk, Cook.
Coke, Colker, dial. f. Calk, Calker.
CokedrilJ, -odrill, obs. f. Crocodile.

tCoker. Obs. slang. *=CaL'LKER4.
C1690 It. E. Diet. Cant. Creivt Coker, a Lye. 17*5 in

Neiv Cant. Diet.

Coker, ubs. form of Cocker, Coco.

t Cokes. Obs. Forms: 6-7 cokes, coaks,
coxe, 7 cox. coax. [Origin obscure: possibly

related to cockenay
t
Cockney, and its cognates.]

A silly fellow, fool, ninny; a simpleton, one easily
* taken in

1567 Drant Horace Epist. xvii. F ij, Aristippus . . the

sharpe Diogenes deryded in his kinde Thou art ud. he> a
common cokes. 1568T. How ell /verve Sonets (1870) 151 He
is a cokes, and worthy strokes, whose wife the Breeches
beare. 1575 J. Still Gamm. Gmrtox v. ii, He showeth
himself herein, .so very a coxe The cat was not so madly
alured by the foxe. 1611 Cotgr., Guibnin, anoddie, ninnie,

coxe, ideot. 16x6 Beaum. & Fi- Wit at Set'. Weapons HI.

i. Go, you're a brainless cox [v.r. roax], a toy, a Fop. 1628

Ford Lover's Mel. iv. ii, A kind of Cokes, which is, as the

learned term it, an a-;s, a puppy, etc. 1636 Lyly Euphues

Evj, I brought thee vp like a Cokes [ed. 1581 has cockney],
ana thou hast handled me like a Cockscombe. c 1690 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Creiv, Cokes, the Fool in the Play, or Bartho-
lomew-Fair.

Cokes, obs. form of Coax.
Coke-stole, var. of Cuck-stool Obs.

Coket, obs. f. Cocket.

t Coke-upon-Littleton. Obs. [From the
celebrated legal text-book, the commentary upon
Littleton by Sir Edward Coke.] Cant name of a
mixed drink.

1743 Land. <$• Country Bmver iv. (ed. 2> 289 Call it Old-
boy Stout, or Nog, and when mixed Coke upon Littleton.

1743 in Etoniana iv. 70 Warming a little negus or sipping
' Coke upon Littleton ', i. e. tent and brandy.

Cokewold, Cokil le, obs. ff. Cuckold, Cockle.

t Cokin. Obs. [a. F. coquin.'] Rogue, rascal.

C1330 Arth. ft Merl. 6381 Quath Arthour, thou hethen
Cokin, Wende to the deuel Apolin 1

Coking ^kJu kirj), vbl. sb. [f. Coke v. +-ING 1
.]

The converting of coal into coke. Also attrib. and
Comb., as coking coal, oven, process, coking-kiln.

1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing I. 1. 11. iii. 177 Pitcoal
is reduced to . . charcoal, by an operation called cokeing.
1806 Martin in Phil. Trans. XCVL 344 The strata of coal

..are of a cokeing quality. 1867 W. W. Smyth Coal tf

Coal mining 50 1 ne quality is also inferior for . . coking.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts L 885 First-rate coking coats can be
procured only from certain districts.

Co-king : see Co-.

t Co*kir-nose. Obs, rare. [? f. Cocker r/.]

I
Meaning doubtful : in quot. applied to hermits.

1460 Test. It'. Thorpe, These cokir noses are suffered to

live in pride and hypocrisy, and to defoul themselves both
bodily and ghostly.

Cokk-, older spelling of Cock- q. v.

Cokkowe, cokow, obs. fT. Cuckoo.
CokolcUe, cokwalde, obs. ff. Cuckold.

t Cokyr-mete. Obs. In the Promp. Parv. ex

plained as 1 mud, mire, filth*.

But cf. the annexed quots. for cokerynge mete, cokkyrs.

c 1440 Promp. Part'. 85 Cokyrmete, cenum, lutum. Ibid.

86 Cookerynge mete, carificio [read fotio\ a 1483 Liber
Niger Edw. IV in Housen, Ord. 1790' 76 He ought, by the
statutes, to have noe fee . . but droppinges and spyllinges

;

but the cokkyrs and the lees.

f Cokysse. Obs. m Cookess, female cook.
14.. MS. Laud 416 f. 74 (Halliw.) Hyt is now hard to

deseme and know A tapster, a cokysse, or an ostelars wyf,
From a gentylwoman, yf they stond arow.

II Col \ko\). [Fr., Pr. and Gallo-Romanic col:— J,,

vot/um neck, used of Parnassus by Statius, =jugum\
so, obs. It. collo * altura, giogo ' (Delia Crusca).
Cf. the corresp. north. Eng. Halse, ftause lit. 'neck',

and Ger. jock yoke, jugum. From an early date the local

col has been rendered in med. Lat. charters, etc., by collis
' hill ', as well as by coltum ; and in the Italianizing of Pied'

! montese names, colle is now substituted, as in Coite di
Tenda for the local Col de Tenda, Pr. ton cdu de Tendo.\

A marked depression in the summit-line of a

mountain chain, generally affording a pass from
one slope to the other. A word belonging to

the Romanic dialects of the Alps, which Alpine
climbers and geologists have used of other regions.

1853 Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. III. xxxii. 291 note. The
Cols or passes indicate the minimum of the height to which
the ridge of the mountains lowers in a particular country.

1855 J. D. Forbes Tour Mt. Blanc viii. 90 It is five hours
walk to the col. 1873 Geikie Gt. Ice Age xiii. 174 The de-

nudation, or wearing away, of the col between two valleys.

Hence Col v. nottec-wd. (see quot.)

1884 Sat. Rev. 8 Mar. 311 Mountains, .have been ' colled 1

(a term of art ; the verb signifying to go up one side and
down another). 1890 Daily A etvs 5 Mar. 5/2 ' To do the

Steinmannspitz. .or col the dear old I >.k unmade!.'

Col, obs. f. Coal, Cole, Cool ; also, an apothe-

cary's abbreviation for Coliander.

Col-, assimilated form of the prefix Com-, Con-,

before/; not used in the earliest L., which had
con-, but afterwards regular, and so in modern
Romanic and Eng., as L. cotttoquium, colloquium,

Colloquy. For the general signification, see Com-.
As in the case of the parallel forms com- and

con-, Latin words in coll- were in Pr., Sp., OFr.,
and early ME., reduced to col-, as in L. collccta,

OF. volcite, ME. colet ; so colacion, colege. With
the revival of learning this was altered back to coll-

;

but only one / is sounded, and the unaccented

syllable is apt to remain (k^-) or (k£-) ; as, how-
ever, there is usually an effort to show the effect of

the / upon the vowel, when rhetorical or disiinctive

stress is put on the first syllable, .we here use the

j

symbolization kffl-, implying that the full kfl- may
I be developed under stress.

II Cola (kJu-la). - Also kola. [Kola, Kolla, Goora,

in Negro langs. of W. Africa.] A genus of trees,

N. O. Sterculiacete, natives of western tropical

Africa ; esp. C. acuminata, which has been intro-

duced into the West Indies and Hrazil ; its seed

called cola-nut or cola-seed, about the size of a
chestnut, brownish, and bitter, is largely used for

chewing as a condiment and digestive.

1795 Ate. Sierra Leone 240 Cola is a famous fruit, highly
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esteemed by the natives, to which they attribute the same
virtues as. to Peruvian bark. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot.
39 The. Kola spoken of by African travellers, which, when
chewed or sucked, renders the flavour of water, even if half
putrid, agreeable. 1866 Treas. Bot. s. v., The practice of
eating.Cola extending as far as Fezzan and Tripoli. 1882

J. Smith Ecottomic Plants 127 The fruit is a follicle con-
taining several nut-like seeds, which are called Cola or
Goora Nuts. 1883-4 Medical Ann. 16/1 Cola nuts .. are a
perfect antidote to alcohol.

Cola, pi. of Colon.
Cola- : see also Colla-.

Co-la*bourer. [Co- 3 b.] Fellow- labourer.

1859 Sal. Rev. VIII, 536/2 The movement, .which was
headed by Wilberforce and his co-labourers. 187a Proctor
Ess. Astron. ix. 126 Prof. Adams was anticipated .. by
Leverrier, his co-labourer of old.

Colady, colede, corrupt form of Corrody.
Colage, obs. f. College.
Colambor, var. of Calambour, aloes-wood.
1687 Sedley Bellamira 1. Wks. 1722 II. 97 Her Petticoat

of the new rich Indian Stuff, her Fan Colambor.

i Co lament. Obs, rare~ l
. [ad. L. *cold-

ment-um. f. colare to strain, filter (see Colate).]

Product of straining or filtration.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Bp. 11. i. 54 Chrystall . . is a
minerall body, .made ofa lentous colament of earth, drawne
from the most pure and limpid juyce therof.

Colander, cullender C^lendsi). Forms :

5 colonur, colyndore, 6 eolendre, collandar, 6-7
colender, 7 collander, colinder, 7-8 -endar, 6-
-ander. Also 6 cullyandre, -inder, 6-8 -ander,

8 -endar, 7- -ender, [Akin to the equivalent

med.L. coldtorium, f. cold-re, coldt-us to strain (see

-ohium). Cf. It. colatojo ( = colalorio), F. couloir,

couloire\ also Sp. colador (:—L. coldldr-em). The
form of the Eng. word appears to be due to some
perversion ; but its exact history is obscure.]

1. A vessel, usually of metal, closely perforated

at the bottom with small holes, and used as a
sieve or strainer in cookery.
a. c 1450 Cookery Bks. 113 Bray hit . . drawe it thorw a

colonur. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 574 Colatorium, a
Colyndore. 1530 Palsgr. 207/1 Colendre to strayne with,

covleresse. 1626 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xn. 248 Like
curds through wickar squeasd ; or iuces crusht Through
draining colendars. 167a Evelyn Mem. (1857) II. 81 In
the late war, his own ship was pierced like a colander.

1697 Dryden Virg. Gcorg. 11. 328 First an Osier Colendar
provide Of Twigs thick wrought. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed.

2) II. 369 They carry water to a vessel which is full of holes

in a similarly holey colander.

S. i559 Will* <y Inz: N. C. (1835^ 181 One cullyandre is.

1589 Fleming Georg. Virg. ir. 26 The cullinders or strayners

of tne presses [Georg. ii. 242 cola prelor/tm]. 1615 Mark-
ham Eng. House-iv. (1660) 80 Put them [oysters] into a
Cullander, and let all the moysture run from them. 1769
Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housck. (1778) 11 Strain it through a
cullendar. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery vi. 93 Take some
crumbs of bread rubbed through a fine cullender. 1853
Soyer Pantroph. 261 Gridirons, cullenders, dripping-pans.

2. trans/, and Jig,

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 223 (R.) Many men do let

their fortunes run (as it were' through a colander or strainer,

wherein the worst stick and remaine in the way behind,
whiles the better do passe and run out. 1713 Derham
Phys. T/ieot. iv. 201 After it hath been strained through
those curious Colanders, the Lacteal Veins. 1839 T. Hook
Gurney Married 193 Do you suppose such a story could be
shaken in a family colander without running through?

3. A similar vessel used in the casting of shot.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 79 The cullenders are hollow
hemispheres of sheet-iron, about 10 inches in diameter,
perforated with holes, which should be perfectly round and
free from burs. 1879 G. Gladstone in Casselfs Techn.
Educ. IV. 50/1 The perforated frames, or cullenders,

through which the molten metal has to pass.

4. Comb.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Colander-shovel, one of wire

open-work, for shoveling salt crystals out of the evaporating-

pan.

Co'lander, cullender, v. [f. the sb.]

!. trans. To pass through a colander, to strain.

AlsoJig.
1887 Flor. Caddy Thro* Fields w. Linnaeus I. 128 Why

was there no Boswell at his elbow to colander his best for

us?

2. To perforate with a number of holes, to riddle.

1715 tr. Pancirollus' Rerum Mem. I. iv. ii. 148 They
wore Linen Stockings, cullender'd, as it were, with Holes at

bottom. x86a Life Sir R. Wilson I. ii. 77 Three dropped
quite colandered with balls.

Colander, var. of Coliander Obs., coriander.

Colaphic (ktfloe-fik), a. nonce-wd. [f. Gr.

Ko\a<f>-os (see next) + -10.] Of or pertaining to a
blow or buffet.

1837 Blackw. Mag. XLII. 234 To administer some slight
colaphic castigations to the ear of the culprit.

t Co'laphize, v. Obs, In 6 corrupted to col-
pheg, colfeke. [a. OF. colaphise-r, -izer, ad. late

L. colaphizare, ad. Gr. KoXatp't^uv to buffet, cuff,

f. KoKa<pos a blow, buffet.] To buffet or cuff.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 118 How Christis visage hidde

was. .scorned & colaphizid. 1483 Caxton Cato I v, Saynte
Powle. .was colaphysed and bete by the aungelle Sathanas.
1571 R. Edwards Damon f P. in Dodsley (1780) I. 209
Away, Tacknapes, els I wylf colpheg you by and by [Haz-
litt's ed. has col'phise]. 1577 T. Richards Misogonus m.
i, He colfeke him my selfe forte, come onte what will. 1656
Ulount Glossogr., Colaphize, to buffet or beat with the fist.

Colarin (kflarin). Arch. [F.] = Collarino.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Colarin in architecture, the

little frise of the capital of the Doric column; placed be-

I

tween the astragal, and the annulets . . Colarin is also used
I for the orlo, or ring, a-top of the shaft of the column, next

the capital ; called also the cincture. 1731 in Bailey vol. II.

t Colate, a. Obs. rare~ v

. [ad. L. coldt-us pa.

ppl. of colare to strain, filter.] Strained, clari-

fied.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$• Min. 348 Syrup of dryed
roses and colate honey.

t Co*late, v. Obs. [f, L. coldl- : see prec. and
-ATE ^.] To strain, pass through a strainer.

1631 Jorden Nat. Bathes in. (1669) 21 Fresh Springs
colated from the Sea, through banks of sand.

Colaterall, obs. form of Collateral.

Cola'tion. [sb. of action, f. L. colare to strain :

see Colate and -ation.] The action of straining

or passing through a strainer.

161a Woodall Surg, Mate Wks. (1653) 269 Colation is the

transmission of that which is humid thorow a strainer,

that the liquor may be had separated from the dryer sub-

stance. 1657 Tomlinson Renin's Disp. 50 Modes of pre-

paration .. as emollition, eolation. 1678 in FniLLirs; also

in Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets., but app. Obs.

Co-la'titude. Astron. [see Co- 4.] The
complement of the latitude, i. e. the difference

between it and 90 degrees.

1790 Roy Trigon. Operation in Phil. Trans. J,XXX. 208
Its latitude will be 51° 6' 52" 8 ; and hence PR the co-

latitude will be 38
3

53' 7". 2. 1878 Lockykk Stargazing
329 The altitude of the star in this case is its declination
plus the co-latitude of the place.

T Co'latory. Obs. [ad. med.L. coldtori-um,

see Colandeu. The Latin word has also been used

in English, and Copland used the form collatores

pi.] Anything which strains ; a strainer.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg., The holes of
the eyes and (he collatores of the nosethyrlles. 1543
Tkaheron Vigo's Chirurg. 1. iii. 4 Two holes, whychu ar

called Colatones or Strayners of the na^trelles. 1657 Phys.
Diet., Colatorie, a streiner. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 469
Colatorium is a Strainer. 1710 Brit. Apollo II. Quarterly
No. 1. 6/1 The Liver, .is a Colatory of the Blood.

Colature. ? Obs. [a. F. colature or ad. late

L. coldtura, f. colare to strain.]

1. The process of straining; eolation.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 57 May be separated from
them by colature. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. $ Min. 426
Colature through a handkercher. 179,1 Edin. New Disp.
100 By colature through strainers of linen.

2. The product of straining ;
' strainings

1601 Holland Pliny xxn xxi. II. 126 The bare colature

of the decoction in water, .purgeth most extremely. Ibid.

II. 143 The broth or collature of them [Lupines] being, etc.

1611 Cotgr., Colature, a colature ; the thing strained.

3. A strainer, colatory.

1548-77 Vicaby Anat. v. (1888) 44 The superfluities of the

brayne that commeth from the coletures of the Nose. 1675
Evelyn Terra (1729) 15 So as the virtue thereof may be

derived to it through a Colature of natural Earth.

Colback = Calpack [the mod. Fr. form].

1870 tr. Erckmann-Chatrian's Waterloo 248 We saw
nothing but cuirasses, colbacks, sabres.

t Colbertine. Obs. Also colbert-, colver-

teen. * A kind of open lace with a square ground
worn in 17th and 18th centuries.

1 A lace resembling network, of the fabrick of Monsieur
Colbert, Superintendent of the French King's Manufactures'
(Pop's Diet. 1690).

1685 Pactions Citizen (Fairholt I. 323I A narrow diminu-
tive colverteen pinner that makes them look so saint-like.

1690 Evelyn MuuditsMuliebris 3 Twice twelve-day smocks
of Holland fine, With cambric sleeves, rich point to joyn,

(For she despises colbertine). 1700 Congreve Way of
World v. i, A yard of yellow Colberteen. 1713 Swift
Cadenus V. 417 [She] Scarce knows what difference is

between Rich Flanders lace and Colberteen. 1713 Guar-
diariNo. 151 A plain muslin head and ruffles, with colber-

tine lace, a 1851 Joanna Baillie Poems, To a Teapot,

Through veiling folds of point or colberteen.

Colcannon (.k^lkarnan). Also cale-, cole-,

[f. Cole cabbage ; the rest is of uncertain meaning.
(But it is said that vegetables such as spinach were formerly

pounded with a cannon-ball.)}

'Potatoes and cabbage pounded together in a

mortar and then stewed with butter. An Irish dish
1

(Grose 1785).
i774[see in 1872]. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral. T. (1816)

I. x. 77 Forester, .dined like a philosopher upon colcannon.

187a Athenseiim 20 Jan. 75/1 About 1774 Isaac Sparks, the

Irish comedian, founded in Long Acre a 1 Colcannon Club
'

.. Colcannon, that Irish dish which, properly cooked, is a
delicious mixture of cabbage and potatoes. 1880 in Antrim
Doivn Gloss.

f Colcase, obs. f. Colocasia.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. iv. 173 Savery, colcase, and

cresses.

fColch. Obs. rare, [cf. Sp. colcha coverlet,

counterpane.]
1512 IVitlo/W. Willis (Somerset Ho.), ij colchis of silk.

Colchester (kou-ltjestaj). A town of England,

in Essex, famous for its oysters, called shortly

Colchesters or Colchester natives.

c 1625 MS. Bodl. 30 fol. 14 a, They [oysters] past for good
plump colchesters. 1840 Hood Kilmansegg xv, Like Col-

chester native, born To its vinegar, only, and pepper.

Colchic (kfrlkik), a. [ad. L. Colchic-us.'] Of
Colchis : in several trivial names of plants.

1882 Garden 7 Jan. 3/2 The Colchic Laurel is the hardiest.
Ibid. 18 Feb. 110/2 This new Colchic Bladder Nut.

Colchicia v
k^Iki*J"ia). [of. morphia, morphine.]

=-next.
i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Colchicia, name given by

Oeiger and Hasse, to an alkaloid, discovered by thein in
Colchicum. 1875 H. Wood 1'hcrap. (1879) 420 Colchicia is

eighty to one hundred times stronger than the fresh corm.

Colchicinevk^-lkisain). [i. Colchic-i'M + -ink.]

An organic alkaloid C 17 H18 N0 5 , found in all parts

of the Colchicum autumnale.
1853 Pharmac. Jml. XIII. 134 Codeine .. veratrine,

emetine, colchicine. 1885 Daily Neivs 15 Oct. 5 7 The
charge, .of having poisoned his wife with colchicine.

|| Colchicum (k^ lkiki^m, vulgarly kfWtJ"ik#m).

[L. ; a. Gr. kq\\ikI}V meadow-saffron, neuter of

/coAx*ko? Colchian, of Colchis, ancient name of a
region east of the Black Sea. The name had refer-

ence to the poisonous arts of the legendary Medea
of Colchis, in reference to whom ' venena Colchica

*

was a common phrase of the Roman writers.]

1. Bot. A genus of liliaceous plants, the best

known species of which C. autumnale, the Meadow-
saffron, is found wild in some parts of England.

It blooms in autumn with a light purplish mottled flower
superficially resembling the crocus. The conns, seeds and
flowers contain an acrid, stimulating, deleterious principle,

on account of which they are used in medicine.

1597 (iKKAHUK Herbal 1^0 Medow Saffron or Colchicum,
groweth..in the He Colchis, whereof it tooke his name. 1664
KvCLVN Kal. Hart. (1729' 211 You may stay till August or
September e'er you take up. .and replant Colchicums. 1796
H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. 11799) II. 31 Ex-
terminate the bulbs of the colchica. 1876 Haklky Mat.
Med. 386 Colchicum resembles a crocus in appearance, but
is known by its 6 stamens.
attrib. 1868 RovLii & Headland Man. Mat. Med. (ed. 51

676 Colchicum Root is used fresh and dry. Ibid. 677 Tinc-
ture of Colchicum seed.

2. A medicine containing the active principle of

this plant, used especially in gout and rheumatic
affections.

1791 Chambers' Cycl. (ed. Rees' s. v., The medecinal vir-

tues of colchicum. 1834 J. M. Good Study Med. (ed. 4)
II. 304 It is possible that the Colchicum may act by a
specific power, etc. a 1845 Syd. Smith Mod. Chances Wks.
1859 II. 332/2 If 1 had the gout, there was no colchicum.

Colchyte, ch.olch.yte (k^'lkait). [Also in

mod.K, ad. Gr. x°^XVTl s (°f Egyptian deriv.)

found in papyri (see Dindorf in Steph. Thesaurus,

s.v.).] In Egyptian Antiquities, one whose busi-

ness it was to provide the liturgical services, liba-

tions, and prayers for the deceased. (Littre\)

1878 Wilkinson Mann. Anc. Egypt ed. Birch) III. 449
Colchyte or Ritual Reader. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur
v. iii. 302 A colchyte presumed one day to speak to him.

Colcothar (k^dk^baj). Also 7 -chotar, cotar,
-kethor. [So in F., Pg. and med.L. (also calcatar],

Sp. colcotar, ad. Arab.ykilS qolqotdr (Pedro de

Alcald, 1505), thought by Dozy to be a corrup-

tion of Gr. x«A/fai/0os or xa\navQks CHALCANTH.]
The brownish red peroxide of iron which remains

in the retort after the distillation of sulphuric acid
from iron sulphate.
It is used in medicine, in the mechanical arts, and in a

finely powdered form by jewellers under the name of rouge ;

also called Crocus Martis.

1605 Timme Quersit. 1. xiii. 53 The colchotar, or red feces
which remayneth in the bottome. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 337 Colcothar or vitriol burnt, though unto
a rednesse containing the fixed salt, will make good Inke.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. Notes 52 The precipitates of
gold, and the colcothar of other red preparations of iron,

are called tender colours. 1799 G. Smith Laborat. I. 95
Take red calcined vitriol, or colcothar of vitriol. 1832 G.
Porter Porcelain <$ Gl. 209 The previously polished side is

provided with a coating of red colcothar.

b. formerly applied to analogous compounds
of other metals.

1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 216 This Colkethor
js of two . . kinds, the one is from the feces of Aqua fortis,

and the other from copperas. 1652 French Vorksh. Spa vi.

62 The Colcothar. .yields upon a refiners tast most pure

Copper like to very gold. 1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks.
Voc, Colcothar; dross of metals.

t Colcotharine, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +
-ine.] Of or pertaining to colcothar.

1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 43 The Colcotarine parts.

1670 — Hydrol, Ess. 35 A colcotarine body.

Cold (kJuld), a. Forms : 1-3 cald, 3- oold,

(5 coold(e, kold, gold, 6 coold, colld, 4-7 colde,

6-7 could). Northern 3- cald, (3-5 kald, 4
caald, 4-5 calde, 5 callde), 7- cauld, (9 caud,

caad). Also I Saxon ceald, 2-4 Southern cheald,

4 cheld, chald. [OE. Anglian cald (WSax. ceald),

corresp. to OFris. and OSax. kald (MLG. kold,

MD. cold, cout(d-), LG. kold, koold, kool, Du. kattd,

YVFris. kdd, NFris. kuld, kould, Satl. kdld, Wang.

kdl, Helig. kCU, EFris. kold), OHG. chalt, kalt

(MHG., mod.G. kalt),ON. kald-r, (Norw. kald,Sw.

kail, Da. kold), Goth, kald-s :-OTeut. *kaldo-~z,

originally a ppl. formation (corresponding to Gr.

words in -t6s, L. -tus) from OTeut. verb-stem kal-

to be cold, frigere, cogn. with L. gel- in gelu,

gelidus, OSlav. golatii ice. ME. and mod. cold is
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in origin a midland form, from Anglian cald, later

cald, whence also, with a retained, Sc. cauld, north

Eng. caud, caad\ the Sax. and Kentish ceald sur-

vived in the south to the 14th c. as Cheald, cheld,

chaid.

(The affinities of the various words belonging to this root
are here exhibited for reference from their respective places.

1. from stem kal- : 1. simply: x. vb. intr. kal-an, kdl,

kalatts : cf. ON. kala, OE. calan, whence Acale v. 2. sb.

km/ la, OE. cele, ciele. Chill; thence Chill a., Chill v.,

Chilled, Chilling, Chilly, Chilliness.
n. with suffix -d: 3 adj. kal-d-oz, OE. cald, ceald, Cold,

Cauld, Cheald. Thence 4. sb. Cold. s-sb. kald-tn-, OHG.
chatthn, Ger. kalte, OE. cietdu, ME. t Chelde. 6. vb.

intr. kald-djan, OS. catddn, OHG. cltalttn, OE. catdian,
ceatdian, to Cold ; thence vb. Acold.
II. from ablaut stem kbt- '. 7. adj. kdl-uz, OE. cdl Cool,

Coolv, Coolness ; and with transition tojo- inflexion, OHG.
chuoli, Ger. kuhte. Thence 8. sb. Cool. 9. vb. intr. kdtdjan,
OS. cdldn, OE. cdlian to Cool; thence vb. Acool, adj.
Acold. 10. vb. trans. kdljan, OE. calan, titan, to Kele ;

thence vb. t Akele.
Several other formations occur in the other langs. ON.

and LG. have also a weak-grade stem kuld c.—glto'),

whence ON. sb. kuldi, LG. -kitllen isik verkUllen) from
kuldjan ; of this no derivatives occur in Eng.). J

I. literally. 1. The proper adjective express-

ing a well-known quality of the air or of other

substances exciting one of the primary physical

sensations, due to the abstraction of heat from the

surface of the body : of a temperature sensibly

lower than that of the living human body. Ad-
mitting degrees of intensity {colder, coldest).

a. of the atmosphere, and meteoric conditions.

cqSo Lindisf. Gosp. John xviii. 18 Stodon .. xt gloedum
foroon cald was and wearmdon hia. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. ibid.,

And wyrmdon his, f°r bam hit wis ceald. c 1160 Hatton
G. ibid., And wermdan hye, for-ban hit waes cheald. a 1300
Cursor M. 159101C0U.) J?e night it was ful caald. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) viii. 29 Wheder be weder sail be calde or
hate, c 1440 Protup. Parv. 86 Coolde [1409 colde], frigidus.
1483 Cath. A net. 51 A Calde p 1ase , rri^idarxum. 15*6
Piter. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 140 In the colde wynter and
foule wether. 1576 Fleming Panoptic Ep. 352 Without
hoare frostes, without snowe, and such like colde meteors.
1601 Shaks. Alt's Welt 1. i. 115 When Vertues steely bones
Lookes bleake i'th cold wind. 1709 Addison Tatter No.
24 r 8 A cold Morning. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VII. 161 In the cold regions of the north. 18x6 J. Smith
Panorama Sci. Art II. 59 If the winters and springs be
dry, they are mostly cold. 1880 Geikie Phys. Geog. v. xxxi.

349 Round the poles, .the climates are colcfest.

b. of material substances which in their natural

state communicate this sensation by contact. Often
as a descriptive epithet of iron or steel, as the

material of a weapon. Hence, such combinations
as ice-cold, key-cold, stone-cold. See these words.
c 1290 Lives Saints 118871 183 So cold ase a ston. 1297

R. Glouc. 11724) 1 Welles swete and colde. 1576 Fleming
Panoplie Ep. 231 Blowe hot and colde breath out of one
mouth. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 851 Outstretcht he lay, on
the cold ground. 1771 Smollett Humph. Ct. (1796) II. 36
To hazard a thrust of cold iron with his antagonist. 1795
Macneill Will 4 Jean 11. x, Wi' the cauld ground for his

bed. 18x6 Scott Old Mort. xvi, Try him with the cold steel.

1833 Marryat P. Simple xxxiii, Others darted cold shot at us.

C. said of the human body when deprived of its

animal heat
; esp. of a dead body, of death, the

grave (mingling with b) ; hence sometimes— Cold
in death, dead.

1340 Cursor M. 706: (Trin.)J?ere mony modir son was
colde. c 1386 Chai cer Knfs T. 1020 Nowe in his colde
graue. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7303 Kild all to kold dethe.
14.. Tundale's Vis. 106 He lay cold dedde as any stan.
c 1450 Guy Warw. (C) 1149 When he sawe be bodyescolde
Of be knyghtys. 1563 J. Heywood Prov. tf Epigr. (1867)
70, I would Thy toung were coold. 160a Ma us ion An.
tonio's Rev. 11. iv, Knowing my fathers trunke scarce colde.
1668 R. L'Estrange Vis.Quev. (1708) 99 Solacing her self
with her Gallant, before her Husband was thorough cold in
the Mouth. 1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2027 The separated
Heart of a Cold Animal. 175a Johnson Rambler No. 190
r 6 The cold hand of the angel of death. 1805 Scott Last
Minstr, 11. xxi, Tfien Deloraine, in terror, took From the
cold hand the Mighty Book.

d. said of light not accompanied by heat.
15*6 PUgr. P'rf (W. de W. 1531) 186 b, As the lyght of

y* nyght, a colde and a barevn lyght. 1859 Tephson Brit,
tatty ix. 139 Almost dazzled by the moon's cold rays.

2. Relatively without heat, of a low temperature

;

not heated. Hence applied to metals and the like

as worked in their natural state instead of when
heated. The comparative colder often means
simply Mess warm, of a lower temperature than
some other* ; so the superlative coldest. Cold
air: the air outside, as opposed to the hot air of
a room. Cold bath, bathing: a bath in cold or

unheated water.
1715 N. Robinson Th. Physick 222 Having Recourse to

the Cold Bath .. This Action of Cold Bathing. 1800 tr.

Lagrange's Chem. II. 111 Nitric acid dissolves copper well,

even cold. 1833 N. Afnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 46 In a
clear night the objects on the surface of the earth radiate
heat . . they consequently soon become colder. 1853 C.
M cIntosh Bk. Garden 473 Cold pits for preserving veget-
ables during winter. Mod. The sun is supposed to be
growing colder through loss of its heat.

b. esp. Used of things that have been prepared
with heat, and afterwards allowed to cool.
Cold collation, a collation or lunch consisting entirely of

such viands; cold meat, cold roast, roast meat, kept till

cold ; cold treat, a table of cold viands, alsofig. and depre-
ciatively ; so cold kale, coldporridge, and the like.

a 1240 Sa-vies Warde in Cott. Horn. 251 pat fur ham for-

beamed al to colen calde. cUN Liber Cocorum (18621 17
When hit is colde, leche hit with knyves . . messe hit forthe
on schyves. 1575 Laneham Lett. (1871) 59 Of a dish—az a
colld pigeon or so. 1508 Servingman 's Comfort H, The I

remayne of these cold boyled meates. .which may well be !

called colde Commons. 1759 Compl. Letter-writer (ed. 6)

227 It was succeeded .. by a prodigious cold collation.

1837 Dickens Pickwick xix, ' You mustn't handle your piece
''

in that ere way. .I'm damned if you won't make cold meat
of some on us. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Personal Wks.
(Bonn) II. 132 The story of Walter Scott's .. slipping out
every day . . to the Swan Inn, for a cold cut and porter,

1

1883 Lloyd Ebb <$• Flow II. 149 Picked away daintily at

his cold chicken.

3. Of a person : Having the sensation of cold,

i feeling cold. (Usually in predicate.)

1570 Levins Manip. 218 Could to be, frigescere. 1590
Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 33 When I am cold, he heates me
with beating. 1870 Mrs. Phelps Hedged In xviii. 273, ' I

grew cauld to my shoes.' 1884 V. M. Crawford Rom.
Singer I. 21 One moment you are in danger of being too
cold.

b. Of the chilly or shivering stage in ague.
1846 G. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 256 Intermit*

tent fever . . towards the end of the cold stage.

4. Of soil : Slow to absorb heat, from its imper-
vious clayey nature and retentiveness of moisture.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. XV. xx. 496 In Asturia in

Spain is scarce of wyne, of whete, and of oyle : for the
londe is colde. 1410 Pallad. on Husb. 11 1. 1050 The
colde or weetisshe lande most sowen be. 1626 Bacon Sylva
(1677) § 665 It sheweth the Earth to be very cold. 1649
Blithe Eng. hnprov. tmpr.(i6$2) 96 Sad and moyst strong
Clay and Cold. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 92 Cold weeping
Ground. 1806 Gregory Diet. Arts <fr Sc. I. 514 The worst
soil is a cold heavy clay. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem.
(1814) 178. 1833 Afop Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 209 On
such a cold andTean soil the emotions of domesticity wither.

1877 Pendleton Sci. Agric. 102 Clay soils are cold.

t 5. Caused or characterized by cold. Obs.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 454 Muche vexed with colde

,

diseases,

11. sg.

t 6. In the physiology of the Middle Ages, and
1 down to 1 7th c. cold and hot were (in association

with dry or moist) applied to the * complexion 1

of
j

things, including the elements, humours, seasons,
'

planets, properties of herbs and drugs. Obs.
Thus, earth was dry and cold, water moist and cold, air

moist and hot, fire dry and hot. So melancholy or choler '

adust, Autumn, Saturn, were dry and cold ; phlegm, Winter,
Venus, and the Moon, were moist and cold. In some of
these the application is obvious, in others it savours of
mysticism.

1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 299 EorSe
ys ceald & dnxxe. a 1300 Cursor M. 3563 (Cott.) Quen bat
sua bicums aid His blode ban wexus dn and cald. 1340
Hampole Pr. Consc. 767 pan waxes his kynde wayke and
calde. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 1. in. 12 Oon of be men
is of an hoot complexioun & a moist, bat ober of a cold

1

complexioun & a drie. 1551 Turner Herbal u Pvb, The
vertues of Chokewede . . Galene writcth that it is colde and
drye in the fyrste degree. 1597 Gerarde Herbal (1633) 805
His root, is cold and dry. 16x6 Bacon Sylva (1677) f 701
Bote-Arminick is the most cold of them, and . . Terra Lemnia
is the most hot. 1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 391
The Meat produces cold spirits. 173a Arblthnot Rules
ofDiet 257 They are fitter for old People and cold Constitu-
tions than the young and sanguine.

f b. Opposed to ' hot 1

as applied to taste or

to effect on the bodily system : The opposite of

pungent, acrid, or stimulating. Obs.

1585 Lloyd Treas. Health Yiij, Of these .nil cold sedes,

I,ettyse, Purslayne, white poppye and sanders. 1614 W. B.
Philosopher s Banquet lea. 2) 72 Bitter grapes are colde
and stringent.

7. Void of ardour, warmth, or intensity of feel-

ing ; lacking enthusiasm, heartiness, or zeal ; in-

different, apathetic. Of persons, their affections,

and actions. Cold as charity : see Charity.
CH75 Lamb. Horn. 95 Heortan, bet calde weren burh

ilefleaste. a 1215 Ancr. R. 400 Ich wolde . . bet tu were, i

mine luue, o5er allunge cold, oder hot mid alle. 138s
Wyclif Rev. iii. 15, I wolde thou were coold or hoot.
c 1450 tr. T. a Kempis' Imit. \. xxi, For bese gob not to be
herte . . berfore we remayne colde & slowe. 1513 Ld.
Berneks Froiss. I. ccviii. 248 He was nat colde to sette

forward, but incontinent went to the lorde of Roy. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W.de W. 1531) 264 b, Vnkynde synner, whiche
renderest agayne so drye & colde thankes to thy lorde
therfore. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxix, Their cold af-

fection to God-ward. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min.
^'•(1855' 129 The Committie foirsaid. .declares ane cold
covenanter to be suche ane persone quha does not his dewtie
in everie thing committed to his charge, thankfullie and
willinglic. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 38 F:o Whether a Man
is to be cold to what his Friends think of him. 17*7 A.
Hamilton New Acc. E. fnd. II. xlvii. 167 Their Incomes
are very small, as Charity and Piety are very cold among
their Flock, a 1770 Jortin Ser»t, (1771) Vj. viL 137 A
cold request is entitled to a cold answer. 1783 Crabbe
Village 1. 245 And the cold charities of man to man. 184a
H. Rogers fntrod. Burke's Wks. I. 19 He was even
slandered in Ireland as a cold friend to his country.

t b. Free from excitement ; unimpassioned
;

not flurried or hasty ; deliberate, Cool. Obs.
c 1500 Yng. Children's Bk. in Babecs Bk. (1868) 23 Be cold

of spech, & make no stryfe. 1509 Fisher Wks. 269 His
delynge in tyme of peryjles and daungers was colde and
sobre. 1513 Douglas. •cz/f/i xi. vii. 104 A man nocht inde-

fest, bot wys and cald. x6n Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii. 2 Your
-ordsbip is. .the most coldest that euer turn'd vp Ace. 1794
Paley Evid. ii. iii. (1817) 88 The production of artifice, or
of a cold forgery.

+ C. Void of sensual passion or heat. Obs.
1597 Shaks. Loi'er's Compl. 315 He preached pure maid

and praised cold chastity. 160* — Ham. Vt, vii. 172. 1610— Temp. tv. i. 66 To make cold Nymphes chast crownes.
160* Warner Eng. xiu. Ixxviii. (1612) 323 And Nature,
as in Mules, in all Diuersities is cold, iju* Pope Chorus
Youtlts ft Virgins 23 Chaste as cold Cynthia's virgin light,

d. Feelingless, cold-blooded ; void of emotion.
1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps 2 That sometimes the too cold

calculation of our powers should reconcile us too easily to
our shortcomings. 18157 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. II.

App. 96 The cold, habitual, constitutional belief, that every
man who is stronger has a right to take from every man who
is weaker.

8. Showing no warm or friendly feeling; the re-

verse of cordial, affectionate or friendly.

"557 Totters Miscell. (Arb.) 246 The complaint of a hot
woer, delayed with doutfull cold answers. 1601 Shaks.
All's Well in, vi. 121, I spoke with hirbut once, And found
her wondrous cold. 1673 Wood Life (1848) 184 Dined at
my brother Kits, cold meat, cold entertainment, cold re-

ception, cold clownish woman. 1703 Maundrell Journ.
Jerus. {1732) 0 Having reason to expect but a cold wel-
come. i7»a Wollaston Relig. Nat. vi. 142 The husband
becoming cold and averse to her. 1760 Voy. W. O. G.
Vaughan viL 158, I have, once more, made my Addresses
to Isabella . . but she's as cold as a Cucumber. 1833 Hi.
Martineau Loom £"ff*r 1. iiL 38 Meet cold looks at
every turn. 1885 Sir J. Hannen in Law Rep. 10 P. Div.

91 She was excessively cold to her.

9. fig. Said of things which chill, or depress the
vital emotions, and of the feeling thus produced

;

gloomy, dispiriting, deadening.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24204 (Cott.^ Care clinges in mi hert

cald. £-i3»5 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 807 He toke on hymself
oure carez colde. c 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1982 With ful

colde sykyngez. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10385 Neuer kepis bu
bi corse out of cold angur. 14. . Sir Beues 3561 (MS. M)
Whan he awaked, his hert was colde. c 1485 Digby Myst.
(1882)111.151 Cast in carys cold. 1506 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11.

iii. 32 In very sincerity of fear and cold heart, will he to
the King, and lay open all our proceedings. 1625 K. Long
tr. Barclay's Argents 11. ix. 158 Timonides was strucke
cold at heart, a 1691 Flavel Sea Deliverattces (1754) 170
Which gave a colder damp of sorrow to our hearts. 1781
Cowper Conversation 770 She feels. .A cold misgiving and
a killing dread.

10. Felt as cold by the receiver, chilling, damp-
ing, the reverse of encouraging ; as in cold comfort,

cold counsel, cold neivs, t cold rede.

c 1315 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 264 Lorde 1 colde watz his cumfort.
c 1340 Cursor M.

_ 14295 (Trin.) My brober la/er \>i frend is

deed, And bat is to me a colde reed, c 1386 Chaucer
Nun's Priest's T. 436 Wymmens counsetles ben ful ofte
colde ; Wommannes counseil brought us first to woo. 1571
Golding Calvin on Ps. x. 14 We receive but cold comfort
of whatsoever the Scripture speaketh. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen.
VI, in. i. 86 Cold Newes, Lord Somerset : but Gods will

be done. 1594 — Rich. HI, iv. iv. 536 Colder Newes, but
yet they must be told. 1615 A. Niccholes Marriage $
Wiving vii. in Hart. Misc. (1744* II. 153 A cold Comfort to
go to hot Hell for Company. 165a Howell Masaniello II.

145 There came cold news from the countrey. 1837 J. H.
Newman Par. Serm. (ed. 2) III. ix. 128 It all falls as cold
comfort upon them. 1848 Macallay Hist. Eng. viii, Preston
brought cold news from Cumberland and Westmoreland.
1879 r rouoe Cmsar xxi. 356 The messenger sent to Capua
came back with cold comfort.

11. Without power to move or influence
;
having

lost the power of exciting the emotions; stale.

(In the first quot. the sense is doubtful : cf. the same
phrase in Ttvo Gent. iv. iv. 186.)

ti5o6 Shaks. Merck. V. 11. vii. 73 Fare you well, your suite
is cold.] 1705 Addison Italy, Venice Wks. 1721 II. 37 The
jest grows cold even with them too, when it comes on in a
second scene. 1843 Carlyle Past «r Pr. (1858) 171 The
coldest word was once a glowing new metaphor.

12. Hunting. Said of scent in opposition to

'hot* or 'warm 1
: Not strong, faint ; weak.

159* Shaks. Ven. tf Ad. 694 The hot sent-snuffing hounds
are driuen to doubt . . till they haue singled With much ado
tht cold fault cleanly out. 1601 — 'I wet. N. 11. v. 134 He
is now at a cold sent. 16x1 — Wint. T. 11. i. 151 You smell

this businesse with a sence as cold As is a dead-mans nose.

13. Sport. Unwounded.
1856 ' Stonehence ' Brit. Sports 1. x. } 1 An unwounded

deer is called a cold hart.

f\4.fig. Neglected, unattended to. Obs.
X703 >1al'ndrell Journ. Jerus. (1732) Pref, The Papers,

after they had lain cold a good while by him.

15. Painting. Applied to tints or colouring which
suggest a cold sunless day, or the colder effect of

evening ; esp. to blue and grey, and tints akin to

these. Opposed to 1 warm 1
colours, into which

red and yellow enter.

1706 Art of Painting (1744)400 He is for the most part
very cold in his colouring. 1795 Gower Painting in Oil
Colours 132 His middle tint, which was made only of black
and white, was so very cold, that no other colour but blue
would make a colder tint. x8ax Craig Led. Drawing iii.

172 Colours .. are divided by the painter into warm and
cold. X879 Rood Chromatics xvii. 296 Green is not a colour
suggestive of light or warmth, but is what artists call cold.

III. Combinations.

16. Cold occurs prefixed to another adj. to indi-

cate the combination of the two qualities. (But

Shakspere*s cold-pale perhaps meant pale with
cold (sb.) ; later examples may be imitations.

)

159s Shaks. Ven, 4- Ad, 892 With cold-pale weakness
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numbs each feeling part. 1626 Milton Death Fair Infant
20 With his cold-kind embrace. 1830 Tennyson Dying
Swan iz The cold-white sky.

17. adverbial and parasynthetic, as cold-pated,

-scented^ -skinned, -spirited, -tempered ; Cold-
blooded ;

cold-muttonish, etc.

1598 Chapman Iliad ill. 165 Those cold-spirited peers.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul To Rdr. 6/1 Some cold-pated
Gentlemen. 1718 Cibber Non-juror 11. 94 Stupid, cold-

scented Treason. 1804 Edin. Rez>. III. 447 Some such
cold-tempered . . antiquary. 1806 Forsyth Beauties Scott.

IV. 250 Cold bottomed land scattered in patches on the
slopes. 1840 Hood Up Rhine 62 There was such a cold-

muttonish expression in his round unmeaning face. 1861

Gen. P. Thompson in Bradford Advertiser 21 Sept. 6/1

Some cold-skinned lizard.

18. with pa. pple., expressing the state in which
a process is performed : as cold-drawn (drawn
cold, extracted or expressed without the aid of

heat); cold-served, cold-swaged, Cold-hammehed.
1716 Loud. Caz. No. 5468/4 Fine Beech Oil cold drawn.

1742 Young Nt. Th. iii. 319 On cold-serv'd repetitions he
subsists. i8i|4 Proc, Amer. PhiL Soc. IV. 47 Iron.. which
after having been cold-swaged became crystalline. 1859
Gullick & Timbs Paint. 207 When oils are expressed with-

out heat, or, as it is termed, 'cold-drawn.'

19. Special combinations : cold abscess [F.

absces froid], an abscess formed without the first

three of the Celsian symptoms of inflammation

(pain, redness, heat and swelling) ; cold Adam (see

Adam 2) ;
cold-bathing, bathing in cold water,

taking a cold bath ; cold bed, (a) in Gardening,
as opposed to hot-bed : see Bed 8 (so coldframe) ;

(b) Metallurgy (see quot.) ; cold charge {farriery),

see Charge sb. 7 ; cold chisel (see Chisel i c)
;

cold coil, an India-rubber pipe wound round an

inflamed limb, and giving passage to a stream of

cold water ; f cold gout, sciatica ; cold-livered
a., passionless

;
cold-pausing a., pausing for cool

consideration; fcold pie, cold pig {colloq.), the

application of cold water to wake a person ; hence
cold-pig v., to treat in this way ; cold punch
(see Punch) ; + cold roast {Jig-), something of

little account (see Roast sb.) ; cold shivers (see

Shiveh sb.) ; cold-suttee (see Suttee) ; cold
sweat (see Sweat) ; cold treat (cf. sense 2 b) ;

ffig. that of which the interest is stale ; cold
ulcer, an ulcer forming spontaneously on the cold

extremities of persons of feeble circulation ; cold
wall Phys. Geog. (see quots.) ; cold well (see

quot.); cold without {colloq.), brandy or spirits

in cold water without sugar.
1828 Bover & Craigie Gen. Pathol. AHat. 43 The *cold

abscess of the Surgeons of the Saracen School. 1847 South
tr. Chelius' Surgery I. 45 The commencement ofcold abscess
usually sets in, without any sensibly perceptible local ap-
pearance. 1888 Q. Rev. Apr. 291 Sir John Floyer of "^old-

bathing notoriety. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729)197 African
Marigolds, .will come in the *Cold-bed without Art. 1881

Raymond Mining Gloss., Cold-bed, a platform in a rolling-

mill on which cold bars are stored. Ibid, *Cold blast, air

forced into a furnace without being previously heated. 1890
Daily News 6 Jan. 2/3 Best Staffordshire hot-blast pigs are

905., and cold-blast 110s. to lltt. 1725 Bradley Fain. Diet.,

'Cold-C/iarges, outward Applications to distemper'd Horses.
1888 tr. Esmarch's Surgeon's Hand-bk. 44 A very great
reduction in temperature . . can be obtained by the 'cold coil.

1586 Cogan Haven Health (1636) 149 A very good oynt-

ment.-for the Sciatica or "cold goute. 1816 Scott Old
Mort. xliii, *CoId-livered and mean-spirited. 1785 Burns
To fas. Smith xv, "Cold-pausing Caution's lesson scorning.
1611 Cotgr., Porter vne chemise blanche a, to giue a morn-
ings camisado, or a *co!d pie for a breakfast, vnto. 1834
Hood Tylney Hall (1840) 257 I've often *cold-pigged her of
a morning. 1870 Miss Bridgman R. Lynne II. v. 117 You
deserve 'cold pig' for your laziness. 1709 Steele & Addi-
son Tatter No. 93 F t [These] are thread-bear Subjects,
and *cold Treats. 1742 Jarvis Quix. 1. in. xxvi. (1885) 151
All having been cold-treat with him for many days past.

1870 T. Holmes Surgery (ed. 2) I. 185 *Cold ulcers should
be distinguished, because of the peculiarity of constitution

on which they depend. 1858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 168 The
most remarkable peculiarity of the GulfStream is what has
been . . termed the *' cold wall a mass of cold water lying
between the warm water and the shore. 1875 Bedford
Sailor's Pocket Bk. iv. (ed. 2) 103 The fall of temperature is

so sudden that the line of separation has received the dis-

tinctive name of the 4 cold wall
1

; at the surface a difference

of 30
0 has been observed within a cable's length. 1859

Rankine Steam Eng. § 337 In land engines the injection
water [for the condenser] comes from a tank called the *cold
well, surrounding the condenser. 1850 N. Q. Ser. 1. II.

82/2 A glass of ** cold without', .understood to mean brandy
and cold water without sugar. 1853 Lytton My Novel vi.

xx. (D.>, Fame, sir ! not worth a glass of cold without.

Cold (k<?»ld), sb. Forms : see prec. [OE. cald,

ceald, neut., sb. use of the adjective. Cf. Gothic
kaldy Ger. kali, similarly derived. But the cognate
langs. generally have in this sense a derivative sb.

on OTeut. type *kaldin-, OHG. chalti, Ger. kalte,

OFris. kelde, Du. koude; cf. OE. celdu, cieldu,

ME. Chelde, now obs.]

1. The opposite or the absence of heat ; coldness,

a. esp. said of the state of the atmosphere or
physical environment, and usually spoken of as a
positive agent, perceptible by the sensation which
it produces, and by its effects on living things.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8620 (Cott.) Caald [Gott. cold] has slan

it, i mistru. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. Ixvi. (1495)
183 Heeres. .to kepe and saue the brayne fro colde. c 1400
MAUNDEV.(Roxb ) xiv. 65 At be north syde of be werld, whare
comounly es mare intense calde. c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 86
Coold, substantyfe, frigus. 1570 Levins Manip. 218/35 Y°
could, frigus. X579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb. 3 The kene
colde blowes throughmy beaten hide. 161X Bible Gen. viii. 22
Seed-time and haruest, and* cold, and heat, and Summer,
and Winter, and day and night, shall not cease. 1626
Bacon Sylva (1677) § 68 Heat and Cold are Natures two
bands, whereby she chiefly worketh. 1725 De Foe Voy.
round World (1840) 250 English wheat , . will by no means
thrive for want of moisture and cold. 1794 Ritsons Scot.

Songs I. 157 (Jam.) 'Tis not sic cauld that makes me cry.

1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 14 The inferior degrees
of heat are denoted by the term 'cold'. 1858 Lardner
Hand-bk. Nat. Phil., Hydrost. etc. 308 The greatest
natural cold of which any record has been kept, was that

observed by Professor Hanstean between Krasnojarsk and
Nishne-Udmiks in 55° N. lat., which he states amounted
to -55° (Reaum.?) =-9175 F.

b. said of other objects : Coldness.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt's. T. 1942 The colde of debe bat had

him overcome. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. \. 33 The
bright chains Eat with their burning cold into my bones.

c. In Physics, commonly applied to a tempera-
ture below the freezing-point of water (32

0
Kahr.

or zero of Centigrade and Reaumur), as 15 degrees

of cold (or offrost).
d. (with a and plural) : A cold state of the

weather, a low temperature, a frost.

1626 Bacon Sylva (1677) § 744 We see that in great Colds,
one can scarce draw his Breath. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort.
(1729) 218 [Plants] not perishing but in excessive Colds.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 97 One hundred winters or
colds. 1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. IV. xvii. 62 The colds
and storms of January did not hinder him from sending
messengers.

e. To be left out in the cold : to be left out of

doors without shelter
; fig. to be intentionally

neglected, to be left to shift for oneself.

1879 Escott England I. 451 The unfortunate traveller

who. .comes by a slow train, often finds himself left out in

the cold [at a railway refreshment room]. 1886D.C. Murray
1st Person Sing. xx. 153 A distant relative, .and he left her
out in the cold.

2. The sensation produced by loss of heat from
the body, or by exposure to a temperature sensibly

lower than that of the body. Hence t 71? have
cold : to be cold, to feel or suffer cold.

L-1300 Cursor M. 28904 (Cott. Galba MS.) When pou
sese any haue hunger or calde. C1300 Havelok 416 He
greten ofte sore, Bob for hunger and for kold. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 276 Neither kirtel ne cote beigh fey
for colde shulde deye. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xx. xix,

Lete vs kepe oure stronge walled Townes vntyl they haue
hongre & cold and blowe on their nayles. 1530 Palscr.

307/2 Chyveryng as one dothe for colde, frilltux. 1647
W. Browne tr. Polexander 11. 346 The most violent cold
of an Ague puts not a man into such an estate as he was,
by the excess of his passion. 1786 Burns Twa Dogs 82
They maun starve o' cauld and hunger. 1828 Scott Tales
Grandf Ser. II. xxxviii, The mother and infant, .perishing
with cold.

3- fig. A state of feeling comparable to the physi-

cal sensation of cold ; lack of zeal, enthusiasm,

or heartiness
;
dispiritedness, depression.

1616 S. Ward Coale fr. Altar (1627) 52 Such as forsake
the best fellowship, and waxe strange to holy assemblies.

.

how can they but take cold? 1648 Bp. Hall Breathings
Devout Soul (1851) 159 Ah, my Lord God, what heats and
colds do I feel in my soul ! 1667 Flavel Saint Indeed
(1754) 143 It is because we suffer our hearts to take cold
again. 1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. ii. (1866) 22 The cold

of human desertion.

4. An indisposition of the body caused by ex-

posure to cold. a. gen.

_
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 60 He. .died ber for colde

in Lumbardie o chance, c 1450 Poem in Ret. Ant. I. 196
3yff thow hawe cold in thi hede. 1494 Fabyan vi. ccxii.

227 Swanus . . went to Jherusalem . . and dyed by the waye
of colde that he had taken ofgoynge barefote. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 49 If he . . naue taken colde in his arme.
1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 113 By dysease in the
brestes, or by takyng of colde in the same. 1842 Tennyson
Morte d'A rthur 166, 1 fear My wound hath taken cold, and
1 shall die.

b. esp. An inflammatory condition of the mucous
membrane of the respiratory organs, accompanied
by catarrh, hoarseness, and cough. Hence, to catch,

get or take (a) cold, have a cold, etc.

When mainly confined to the nose and pharynx, it is a
' cold in the head ' ; when accompanied with running at the
eyes, a ' crying cold

1537 State Papers Hen. VIII, iv. (1836) 91 If I take any
cold, incontinent the lax commythe agayne. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 193. 1609 B. Jonson Sit. Woman
in. i, One that has catched a cold, sir, and can scarce be
heard six inches off. 1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1436/4 His
Majesty.. has been indisposed for some days by a Cold
he took. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762I Introd. 22 Ob-
structed Perspiration (vulgarly called catching Cold) is one
great source of Diseases. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 154
P 19 All whom I entreat to sing are troubled with colds. 1751
Eliza Heywood Betsy Thoughtless IV. 287 Lady Loveit,

having got a cold, had complained of some little disorder.

1871 Sir T. Watson Princ. <$- Pract. Physic (ed. 5) II. 55
Suffering under what is popularly called ' a crying cold '.

i 1872 W. Aitken Sr. $ Pract. Med. (ed. 6) II. 725 The symp-
toms of *a common cold '. 1886 Morley Grit. Misc. III.

17 The people of. . St. Kilda believed that the arrival of a
ship in the harbour inflicted on the islanders epidemic colds

in the head. (See also Catch v, 42, etc.)

5. Comb. a. objective, as cold-braving, -catching,

-producing, -taking ; b. instrumental, as cold-

-crumpled, -drenched, -engendered, -foundered, -nipt,

-slain, etc ; c. oold-proof, proof against cold.
1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. n. 412 That . . *cotd-

braving, shade-seeking plant. iSz^Ibid. Ser. 1.(1863*159 The
I clothes-spoiling, the *cold-catching. 1649 G. Daniel
j

Trinarc/t., Hen. V, eclxxx, The *cold-drench't Soyle Ver-

|
dant with Glorie. 1626 T. H[awkins] Caussin's Holy Crt.

23 If a little Planet happen to be eclypsed, who can tell the

j
newes thereof, but some Coldfoundred Mathematician, .in

j
the shady obscurityes of the night. 1826 H. H. Wilson

j
tr. Vikrama 8f Urvasi 93 Her soft cheek was paler than
the leaf Cold-nipped and shrivelled. 1889 Pall Mall G.

1 6 July 2/3 The aggregate daily ^cold-producing effect. 1856
' Kane Arct. ExM. I. xxvii. 354 A nearly v cold-proof cover-

,
ing. 1596 R. L[inche] Diella (1877) 78 That long hath
knockt ^cold-staruen at thy dore. 1621 Sanderson Serm.
I. 181 That ^cold-taking [is] but the occasion of the ague.

tCold, v. Obs. Also 4 coold. [OE. *caldian,

i
cealdian, to become cold, f. cald, ceald, Cold a.

Cf. deriv. acealdian, ACOLD. See also Kelij v!\

1. intr. To become cold. (Also fig.)
<! 1000 Riming Poem 69 iGr.) Eorbma*sen ealdab, ellen

cealdab [MS. cdlab]. c 1320 Sir Beues 4603 Er her body
began to colde. ^1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1671 Ful
sodeynli his herte gan to colde. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks.
III. 438 Charite of many cooldib. c 1400 Pol. Ret. $ L.
Poems 11866) 220 Whanne be ffet coldeth. c 1450 Lonllich
Grail x\u. 828 Sone his herte be-gan to colde.

2. trans. To make cold ; to chill.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 240 His loking dooth niyn
herte colde. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3519 Thowe coldis myne
herte ! 1598 R. Haydockk tr. Lomazzds Artes v. 193 The

I selfe same power of washing, colding, heating, and burning.

Cold blast, [see Blast sb. 4 b.j A blast of

j
cold air forced into a furnace. Also attrib., and

j

short for cold-blastfurnace, process, etc.

1835 Mechanic's Mag. XXIII. 341 (heading) Coal em-
ployed in the crude state in the Welsh Iron Works. Cold

I

Blast. 1837 Ibid. 316 The holders of metal manufactured
by the cold-blast now regularly demand 20/- per ton extra
for it. 1873 Ure Diet, Arts II. 956 The superior power of

! a hot over a cold blast in fusing refractory lumps of cast iron

was accidentally observed by Mr. J. Ii. Neilson. .about the

I

year 1827. Ibid. 963 The density of cold-blast iron is less

!
than that of hot.

Cold blood. tsee Cold 7 b.] A phrase of

!
the older physiology; from the sensations felt in the

\

face and head when the circulation is quickened by

I

exertion or excitement, the blood itself was sup-

:

posed to grow hot or to ' boil at other times to

;

be ' cold ' or not sensibly hot. See Blood 5.

i

Hence phrase in cold blood: a. Coolly, without

j

excitement, not in a passion ; with sangfroid ; b.

j

Now chiefly in reference to doing with cool de-

j

liberation things which look like the cruel deeds

i
of passion.

j
a. ti 1608 Sir F. Vere Comm. in Arb. Gamer VII. 95 A

j

resolution framed in cold blood. #1642 Sir W. Monson
Naval Tracts in. (1704) 330/2 Punishment is fittest to be
executed in cold Blood, the next day. 1712 Addison Sped.
No. 407 P 1 We can talk of Life and Death in cold Blood.

1875 Whyte Melville Riding Recoil, ii. (ed. 7) 21 To ride

him over a fence or two away from other horses in cold

blood. 1881 Mrs. P. O'Doncghue Ladies on Horseback 1.

iii. 42 A horse, .greatly dislikes being brought to his fences

in cold blood.

b- 1711 Addison Sped. No. 44 p 5 It. .looks like killing

in cold Blood. 1757 Smollett Reprisal n. xv, We English-

men never cut throats in cold blood. 1879 Eroude Csesar

viii. 73 A few thousand prisoners were taken, but they were
murdered afterwards in cold blood.

Cold-blooded, a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

1. Having the blood (physically) cold, or of a

temperature not higher than the external air or

water : said esp. of fishes and reptiles as distin-

guished from the other vertebrata.

1602 Carew Cornwall 30 Of round fish, Brit, Sprat, Barnc
..Whirlepole and Porpoise. The general way of killing

these (that is the Fishermans bloudie terme for this cold-

blouded creature) is by Weares, etc. 1803 Med. frnl. IX.

235 Experiments on Galvanic Contractions excited upon
warm and principally upon cold blooded Animals. 1851

Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 145 The length of time during
which the ciliary movement continues after the genera!

death of the body, is much less in the warm-blooded than

in the cold-blooded animals.

b. colloq. Of a person whose circulation is slow.

c. with mixture of sense 2.

1865 Trollope Belton Est. xx. 242 But then Aylmer was
a cold-blooded man,—more like a fish than a man.

2. Without emotion or excitement, unimpas-

sioned, cool ; without sensibility, unfeeling, cal-

lous ; deliberately cruel : a. of persons.

1595 Shaks. John in. i. 123 Thou cold blooded slaue, Hast
thou not spoke like thunder on my side? 1826 Disraeli

Viv. Grey n. ii, I am no cold-blooded philosopher. 1875

Stubbs Const. Hist. III. xviii. 7 As king we find him
[Henry IV] suspicious, cold-blooded, and politic. 1875

Whyte Melville Riding Recoil, ii. (ed. 7) 14 It is the

cold-blooded and sagacious wrestler who takes the prize,

b. of actions, conduct, etc.

1828 W. Sewell Oxf. Prize Ess. 31 The coldblooded
philosophy of Lycurgus. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II.

105 The instruments of his cold-blooded malice. 1882

Serj. Ballantine Experiences xvL 156 This case was
peculiarly one of cold-blooded crime.

Hence Cold-Woodedly adv. t in a cold-blooded

manner ; Cold-bloodedness.



COLD CREAM. 610 COLD WATER.

1838 T. C. Grattan in New Monthly Mag. LIU. 52

Gamblers . . playing . . cold-bloodedly, without a frown on the
,

forehead, and with a smile on the lips. 1870 Lowell Among
my Bks. Scr. 1.(1873) 130 Toward no crime have men shown
themselves so cold-bloodedly cruel as in punishing difference

of belief. 1878 M. C. Jackson Chaperon's Cares I Lt 44
Can we accuse him of cold-bloodedness and calculation, in

acting thus! 1884 Manch. Exam. 19 Feb. 4/7 Another
proof of the cold-bloodedness of the Government.

Cold-clear, v. [cf. Clear-colk, of which this 1

may be a corruption.] trans. To cover with size.

1703 A rts Improv. 1. 65 Cold-clear it, i.e. size it over.

Cold cream. A cooling unguent for the skin,

of a creamy appearance, made of spermaceti,

white wax, and otto of roses or other perfume.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 20. 3/1 Washes, Cold-Creams,
ana such like Graces. 1810 Russell To a Lady in Poet.

Ret. 139 A pot of cold cream to Eliza you send . .Whoe'er
with this cream shall her countenance smear, All redness

and roughness will strait disappear, a 1847 Mks. Sherwood
Laity of Manor III. xx. 173 A present of cold cream and
violet soap.

Colde, obs. pa. pple. of Coll v.2

Colded, a. [f. Cold v. + -ed.] t a. Grown
cold. b. Made cold. c. Seized with a cold dial.).

i486 Bk. St. Albans C vja, It is agluttide and colded. I

a 1500 Or*L Sap. in Anglia X. 355 Deuocyone is slaked,

charite is coldid. i8>6 f. Wilson Noct. Amir. Wks. 1855

I. 117 Are na ye . . sair cauldit the nicht, for you're hoarse

and husky. 1881 Princeton Rev. May 371 The colded affec-

tion of the body. Ibid. 372 If it be said that the cold air

was the cause of the man being colded.

Colden ,k<?"'ld'n\ v. rare. [f. Cold a. + -en >.]

1. trans. To make cold.

i860 J. Errs Dom. Homxop. (18631 129 A cold bath, cold-

ened by ice. 1863 Grosart Small Sins cd. 21 87 To colden

his ' first love/.

2. intr. To become cold.

1863 Gkosart Small Sins (ed. 2) 80 When the child of

God suffers his thoughts to wander, his affections to colden.

t Co'lder, -yr, sb. 1 Obs. rare. Also coolder.

[Of uncertain derivation, as is the adduced synonym

schuldtre. Way compares next word.] ''Clippings

of stone.

c 1440 Promp. Pan: 86 Coolder, schuldere [7'. r. coldyr],

petrosa, fetro. [Cf. Catlwlicon ' Petrones sunt particule

que absclnduntur de petris' iWay .]

Colder (k5»'ldai), si.- Agric. local. [Etymology

unknown : see prec] Ears of which the corn does

not separate from the chaff by ordinary threshing.

(Cullum 1784.)
1784 Sir J. Cullum Hist. Haivstcd 219 Chaff, colder, and

stover. i8»3 E. Moor Suffolk Words, Colder, Light ears

and chaff left in the Caving-sicve, after dressing corn. It is

also called Caving or the Cavings and Cosh, a i8a«, Fohby
I'oc. K. A nglia, Colder, broken ears of corn mixed with short

fragments of straw, beaten off by the flail 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 41 II. 118 Hay or straw, with a

few turnip tops and barley ' colder ', all cut into fine chaff.

Cold-finch. Ornith. A book -nam* of the Pied

Fly-catcher, Muscicapa atricapilla.

A term which originated in some error. Expressly given

by Willughby and Ray as the German name of a Dird, of

which a specimen was sent to the former, and described by
him. There is no such name in German ; and Willughby s

description corresponds to no known bird. Its application

to the Pied Fly-catcher appears to begin in 1741-3 with

Edwards, who remarks, however, that Willughby 's descrip-

tion did not agree. From him it has been handed down in

books as an English name, and in some localities it is said

to be now popularly known.
1676 Willughby Ornith. 170 Cold-finch, Germain's. 1678

Kay Willughly's Ornith. 236 A Bird called Coldfinch by the

Germans. This Bird was shot by Mr. Jessop in the Moun-
tains of the Peak in Derbyshire, and sent us by him. X743

G. Edwards Nat. Hist. Uncom. Birds I. 30 The Cock
Cold Finch . . The Hen Cold Finch. This last Bird is

describ'd in Willoughby, p. 236, by the Name of Cold Finch.
1768 PennantZoo/T 11.273 P'cd Fly-catcher [Synonyms]..
Cold finch Will. Edw. Cold finch Br. Zoo/. 1794 Bolton
Harmonia Ruralis I. 40 The Coldfinch is a very scarce

bird . .They sometimes visit us in the West Riding of York-

shire. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 48 Pied Fly-

catcher, Cold or Cole finch (Northumberland, Cumberland,

Westmoreland '.

b. Otherwise explained.

1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. 94 CoUtfinck, the

Yellow Ammer.— Whitchurch.

Cold-hammer ,k(Mld,ha;:m3.i), v. Metallurgy,

trans. To hammer (iron, etc.l when cold.

Hence Cold-hammering vbl. sb.

1858 Greener Gunnery 206 Beating them when hot im-

proves them much, provided they be not heated again ; but

if they have been cold hammered, the injury is full 30 per

cent. „ ,

Cold-hearted, a. [f. cold heart + -ed -.]

Wanting in sensibility, cordiality, or natural affec-

tion ; unfeeling ; unkind.
1606 Shaks. Ant. 4 CI. 111. xiii. 158 Cold-hearted toward

me? 174a Young Nt. Ph. iv. 638 O ye cold-hearted, frozen

Formalists ! 185s Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 151 The cold-

hearted and scoffing Grammont. 1878 Morley Crit. Misc.

Ser. 1. Carlyle 188 The mechanical, prosaic, utilitarian,

cold-hearted character of Wilhelm Meister.

Hence Cold hea rtedlyaifo. ; Cold hea'rtedness.

1850 B. Taylor Eldorado iv. (1862) 37 Indignation at your

cold-heartedness.

tCo'ldhed. Obs. [f. Cold a.+ -head: cf. MHG.
and mod.Ger. ka/theit.] Coldness.

14.. Med. MS. in Archxol. XXX. 35s Coldhed xal y°

hcte beete.

t Co'lding, vbl. sb. Obs. Growing cold.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 457 Coolding fro charite.

Coldish (k<?»ldif), a. [f. Cold a. + -ish.]

Rather cold ; somewhat cold.

1589 Fleming Georg. Virg. 11. 34 Caues, liuely. .lakes and
coldish Tempe shades. 167s Cotton Poet. Wks. (1765) 282

It being pretty coldish Weather. 1741 Richardson Pamela
I. 226 A dark misty Night, and coldish. 1706 E. Darwin
Zoon. (1801) IV. 377 Going into a coldish bath. 1878 Lady
Herbert tr. Hubntr's Ramble 1. xi. 175 Coldish tones

bordering on yellow.

Hence Co ldishly adv.
161 1 Cotgr. , Froidelcttcmcnt, chilly, coldishly. 1783 Aiss-

worth Lat. Diet. (Morell) 1., Coldishly, TepiiU.

Coldly (kJu ldli), adv. [f. Cold a. + -ly-.]

1. liLln a cold manner or state.

a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 277 Caldeliche dennet in a

beastis cribbe. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. 11. 181 The Funerall

Bakt-meats Did coldly furnish forth the Marriage Tables.

a 1845 Hood Bridge 0/ Sighs, No matter how coldly The
rough river ran.

2. fig. a. Without heat or impatience ;
calmly,

coolly, dispassionately.
1526' PiIgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 117 Be glad that we

haue suffred them pacyently and coldly. 1599 Shaks.

Much Ado 111. ii. 132 Beare it coldly but till night, and let

the issue shew it sclfe. 1635 N. K. tr. Camden's Hist. Etiz.

1.32 By proofes he coldly shewed , that no other Religion

was brought into England. 17S7 W. Stukeley Medallic

Hist. Carausius 21 The business of an historian is barely

and coldly to relate plain matter of fact. 1873 Symonds
Grk. Poets i. 23 Sparta proceeds slowly, coldly, cautiously.

b. Without ardour, enthusiasm, or cordiality

;

without friendly welcome ; in a way that chills.

1550 Nicolls Thucyd. 51 (R.) He hadde bene neglygent

in causyng the confederates to assemble, and. .he had coldly

encouraged the armye 1595 Shaks. John v. iii. 13 The
French fight coldly, and retyre themselues. 1631 Burton
Anat. Mel. 111. ii. 11. iv, Her suitor came coldly on. 1800

Mrs. Hervey Mourtray lam. II. 135 Emma bowed very

coldly, disliking her situation. 1813 Byron Giaour iii, So

coldly sweet, so deadly fair. 1831 Helps Friends in C. I.

40, I fear they fell somewhat coldly on the mother's ear.

tCO'ldment. Obs. rare. [f. CoLD». + -MENT.]

An action or operation of cold.

1578 Lyte Dodoens in. xxiii. 306 It doth, .dense the breast

of all coldmentes or flegme.

Coldness (k<?"-ldn<-s). [f. Cold a. + -ness.]

1. lit. The condition of being cold, cold quality.

1391 Chaucer Astral. 1. § 21 ?ifa planete be colde, thanne

amcnuseth his coldnesse, by-cause of the hole signc. c 1400

Beryn 273oColdnes of a stoon. 1555 Eden Decades W. lnd.

1. 1. ' Arb.) 65 Neyther the coldenesse of wynteris sharpe vnto

them. 169a Bentley Boyle Lett. 51 Redness, and^coldness,

and the like, are only idea's and vital passions in us that

see and feel, i860 Tvndali. Glac. 11. iii. 247 The compara-

tive coldness of the upper regions of the atmosphere,

b. In old Physiology : see Cold a. 6.

1398 Trevisa Bank. De P. R. lv. L 114951 76 Two of thyse

qualYtees ben callyd active, able to werke, hole and cold-

nesse ; that other two, drye and wetenes, ben callid passive,

able to suffre. 15*8 Paynel Salerne's Regim. Fiiij b,

Suche wynes . . amende the coldenesse of complection.

a 1668 Denkam (J. ', While dryness moisture, coldness heat

resists.

2. fig. Want of warmth of feeling or cordiality ;

indifference, apathy.

'557 Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 247 So hath your coldnesse

caused me To burne in my desire. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pof
v. Ixxvi. (8 Coldness in affection and. .backwardness in

duties of service. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 11 . iii. 393 Dull not

Deuice, by coldnesse, and delay. 1709 Lady M. W. Mon-
tague Lett. lxi. too, I cannot bear to be accused of coldness

by one whom I shall love all my life. 1770 Wesley Wks.

(1872) XIII 47 Continue in private prayer, in spile of all

coldness. 1880 MCarthy Own Time III. xxx. 7 The
proposal was received with coldness.

f3. Coolness, deliheratcness. Obs.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xv. 84 He might

make the constancye and coldncs of the straunge woman
more maruelous.

4. Of colouring; cf. Cold a. 15.

18S9 Gullick & Tim os Paint. 225 Blue alone possesses

entirely the quality technically called coldness in painting :

yellows and reds partaking more or less of the opposite

quality of warmth.

Cold-prophet : see Cole-prophet.
Coldrife, -ness, forms of Cauldkife, -ness.

1718 Wodrow Corr. (1843UI. 401 We found them coldrife,

and we were so likewise, and nothing is done or to be done

among us. 1880 Antrim n, Down Gloss, s. v. Coldri/e,

• Some people 's naturally coldrife.'

t CO'ldrycke, <*• Obs. rare. [Aderiv. of Cold,

perh. of Low Gcr. derivation : cf. LG. blituirik,

doofrik, dulrik, etc. in Ten Kate 1723. Caldrekyn

in the Catholicon Angl. appears to be closely con-

nected.] Full of cold.

I1483 Calk. Angl. 51 Caldrekyn, frigorosns.) 155*

Huloet, Coldrycke, or full of cold, atgosus.

Co ld-short, a. F'orms : 7 colsar, 00I-, cole-

shire, -shore, coldshare, -shore, 7-8 -shire, (8

coal short, 9 cold-shear), 8- cold-short. [This,

and the parallel Red-short (also, in later use, hot-

short), point by their early forms to adoption

c 1600 from Scandinavian, and prob. from Swedish,

metallurgical terminology. Cf.Sw. kallskbr, Norw.,

Da. koldskjbr (with the parallel Sw. rbdskbr,

Norw., Da. rbdskjbr, ' red-short ') ; the second

I element is skor, skjor. ' brittle, friable pronounced

Jor ; thence the Eng. -sar, -share, -shore, -shear,

shire, afterwards altered to -short, which has also

the sense 'brittle, friable', in dial, and later general

use, esp. in reference to pastry, as in short-bread.

Cf. Hot-short, Red-short.]
Said of iron : Brittle in its cold state.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 514 In another [place] the mettall

is brittle and short [margin Which our smiths cal Colsar

yronj. 1637 Vernatt & Whitmore Specif, of Patent No.
113 Good and merchantable tough iron and colshire iron

[elsewhere coleshire, bis). 1665 D. Dudley Metallum
Mortis (1854) 31 Nay, the Ploughman often breaks his

Share point off if it be made of coldshare Iron. 1674 I.

Sturdie Iron Ore L in Phil. Trans. XVII. 606 Some makes
Coldshire-Iron, that is, such as is brittle when it is cold

;

another sort makes Redshire. 1681 Yarranton Eng. Impr.

11. 155 The Colshore-Iron which is made in Staffordshire.

1730 Beware of Bubbles 2 Mr. Wood in his paper says there

are four sorts of Iron viz. Redshort, Coldshort, Best.tough,

and Ordinary tough. 1773 Jesson & Wright Specif of
Patent No. 1054. 2 When the metal appears to be red short

or coal short. 1794 S. Williams Hist. Vermont 316 The
iron is mostly of the coldshire kind. 1795 Pearson in

Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 342 The presence of phosphoric

acid has been shown to be the occasion of the variety of

iron, named cold short ; which is brittle when cold, but not

when ignited 1864 Percy Iron * Steel 64 Phosphorus
even in small quantity has a decided effect upon . . iron at

ordinary temperatures, rendering it cold-short, Lc. brittle

while cold. , , ,

fig. 183a Carlyle Misc. (1857) III. 166 His feelings have

been hammered, till they are cold-short.

Hence Cold-shortness.
1887 J. A. Phillips Metallurgy 323 The characteristic of

Cleveland iron is cold-shortness.

Cold shoulder. Used fig., chiefly in the

phrase to show the cold shoulder, explained in the

Glossary to the Antiquary as ' To appear cold and

reserved ' ; now also To give the cold shoulder : to

display intentional and marked coldness, or studied

indifference.

(A ' cold shoulder of mutton ' as a dish has suggested

1 many puns and allusive uses. )

1816 Scott Antiq. xxxiii, 'The Countess's dislike didna

1 gang farther at first than just showing o' the cauld shouther.'
' 1824 — St. Ronan's xxx, ' I must tip him the cold shoulder,

or he will be pestering me eternally. 1840 Dickens Old C.

SAo/lxvi, He gives me the cold shoulder on this very matter.

i860 Thackeray Lovel i, [She] got to dislike me at last and
to show me the cold shoulder. 1864 Reader 611 The cold

shoulder given from the Admiralty. 1884 lllust. Lond. News
9 Feb. 137/1 The cold shoulder is not a palatable dish.

Cold-shoulder, v. [f. prec]

1. trans. To treat a person) with deliberate and

marked coldness or contemptuous neglect

a 1845 Hood Drop ofGin iii, [They] snub, neglect, cold-

shoulder, and cut The ragged pauper, misfortune's butt.

1871 Pall Mall G. 6 Mar. 11 Men of good name belonging

to good clubs who find themselves cold-shouldered there.

2. To treat (a subject^ with coldness and con-

tempt, to slight.

1871 Daily Nnvs 18 Mar., The War-office authorities are

assiduously ' cold shouldering ' the Easter Monday Review.

1885 Leeds Mercury 14 Jan. 7 They need have no fear that

the question would be coldshouldered.

Cold water, [see Cold a. 2.] Water at its

natural temperature, which is always many de-

grees below that of the human body, as opposed

to warm or hot water. Often referred to as the

simplest and most typical beverage ; also as used

for washing or bathing, or in hydropathy.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. x. 42 Cade wetres caldes.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. ibid., Anne drinc cealdes wartcrcs. 1 1160

Hatton Gosp. ibid., .rEnne drinc chealdes wacteres. c lias

£. £. Allit. P. C. 152 penne suppe bihoued be cogc of be

colde water, & penne be cry ryses. l6l« Bible Prov. xxv.

25 As cold waters to a ihirstie soule : so is good newes from

a farre countrey. 1798 Duncan Annals Med. III. 21 Dr.

Currie encouraged him to drink largely of cold water and

lemonade. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 397 Historical Sketch of

the Use of the Affusion of Cold Water. 1843 Abdy Water

\
Cure 106 How the sudden application of cold water acts on

the body. i8j6 Emerson Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (llohnl

II. 31 The extremes of poverty and ascetic penance, it

would seem, never reach cold water in England.

+ b. Formerly, the water of baptism ; the font.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rollsl V. 309 Kyng Clodoneus was

his godfader and took hym of be cold water [defonte sxs-

cepit\ Ibid. VI. 451 Edmond feng Anlaf of be colde water.

O. To thrcnv cold water on (alluding to the

shock thus given to the naked body) : to heap

discouragement on, disparage, ' damp '.

1808 Trial Gen. Whitelocke (ed. Mottley) II. 442 He had

stated that I was throwing cold w»ter on everything he did

1883 Mrs. Bishop in Leisure Hour 86/2 Who threw cold

water on the idea.

d. altrib., as in cold water physician ; esp. with

reference to hydropathy, as cold water cure, treat-

ment, etc. ; or (sportively) to the Total Abstinence

movement, as cold water army, etc.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 243 [Asclepiades] brought vp first

the allowing of cold water . . to sick persons ;
and took

1 pleasure to be called the Cold-water Physitian. jSojMed.

Jrnl. XVII. 323 The cold-water treatment has in our hands

been very successful. 1878 tr. Ziemsseiis Cycl. Med. XIII.

173 The cold-water cure has been much and advantageously

employed in diseases of the cord.

Hence Cold-wa terlsh a.

1870 Lowell Study Wind.(tW6) 152 That somewhat cold-

waterish region.



COLE. 611 COLE-RAKE.

Cole (k<?"l), sb.1 Now rare except in comb.
Forms: (I cawel, cawl, caul, ?cal), 4 col, 5-
eole, (5 coole, coule, koule, chool, cowle,
coyle, coylle, cool(e ; also 3-4 cal, 3-9 cale, 6-

kail, 8- Kale, q. v.). [The ME. col, cole, and
the northern equivalent cal, kal (now Kale, kail),

point back either to an OE. cal, contr. from cdwel,

cduil, or to the ON. kal : ad. L. caul-is stem,

stalk, cabbage (see Caul), whence It. cavolo, Pr.

coul, Sp. col, OK. cliol, F. chou. In the other

Teutonic langs. ON. kal (Sw. Ml, Da. kaal),

also OHG. Ml (from *chaul), MUG. kol, mod.
G kohl, beside which appear OHG. cholo m.,

Mia {., MHG. kdle, MDu. dfr f., Du. kool {., all

introduced with the plant from Latin-speaking

countries at an early date. So also in the Celtic

langs., Ir. and Gael, cal, Welsh cawl, Corn, caul,

Manx kail, Breton kaol. The frequent ME. Caul
was perh. taken afresh from L. caulis."]

1. A general name for various species of Bras-
sica ; now esp. Rape {B. Napus) ; also applied to

Sea-Kale [Crambe maritima).
c 1000 Sax. Lecchd. II. 80 Nim. .bone bradan cawel nio-

boweardne. c 1340 Cursor M. 12526 (Trin.) Whil bei were
pat col gederonde. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. XVII.

cxiv. (1495) 677 Some coole is Somer coole and some is

Wynter cole, c 1430 Liber CoCorum (1862) 48 Take cole
and strype horn thorowghe thi honde. c 1450 Cookery Bks.
69 Take Colys, and stripe hem faire fro the stalkes. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 114/1 Hys gardyn where he had sette

cooles and wortes. 1491 — Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) I.

vii. 11 b/2, A lytyll drie brede & wortes of chool. 1551
Turner Herbal I. G ij a, Cole taken after meat, dryueth
away the euel . . yt cummeth of surffettyng. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 11. xli. 317 Rape Cole hath one single long root.

1699 Evelyn Acetaria 15 The . . Sprouts . . of the Cole are
very delicate. 1749 B. Wilkes Eng. Butterfl. 51 The
Brassica sylvestris, or Wild Cole. 1813 A. Young Agric.
Essex I. 209 Three or four small fields of cole.

t b. Cabbage-cole : a kind of Brassica forming
a ' cabbage ' or head, as the common cabbage.
1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 135 Coleworts or Cole are

much vsed to be eaten, especially the Cabbage-Cole.

1 2. Pottage ; = Kale or kail. Obs.
C1460 Towneley Myst.,Mactacio Abel 18 My master suppys

no coyle hot cold. Ibid., Proc. Noe 30 A measse of wedows
coylle. 1674 Ray N. C. Words, Cole or Keal, Potage.

3. Comb., as + cole-plant
;

cole-garth, a cab-

bage-garden
;

cole-rape, a name given in some
Dictionaries to the Turnip, Brassica Rapa

; f cole-

stock, a cabbage- stalk ; f cole -worm, a cater-

pillar that feeds on the cabbage ; in Sc. kale-

worm. See also Coleseed, Colewokt.
1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. VIII. xvnt. xiv. 66 The Village.

.

a jumble of cottages and *colegarths, 1362 Langl. P. PI.

A. vii. 273, I haue porettes and percyl and moni *Col-
plontes. 1468 Medulla Gram, in Catk. Angl. 51 Magutus,
a *col stook. Ibid., Eruca, a *coolwyrm or a carlok. 1483
Calh. Ajigl. 51/2 Cale worme, eruca.

t Cole, sb:1 Obs. Also 4 colle, 6 coll. [A
word of unknown etymology, and even of uncertain

existence, inferred from the following examples
(some of which might possibly be explained other-

wise), and from Cole-prophet.]
1. ? A conjuring trick

;
jugglery.

a 1307 in Pol. Songs (1839) 157 3et ther sitteth somenours
syexe other sevene. . For everuch a parosshe heo polketh in

pyne, Ant clastreth with heore colle. 1399 Langl. Rich.
Redeles iv. 24 [They] ffeyned sum ffolie, that ffailid hem
neuer And cast it be colis with her conceill at euene, To
have preuy parlement for profit of hem-self. 1562 J. Hey-
wood Prov. <y Epigr. I. x. (1867) 20 Coil vnder canstyk, she
can playe on bothe handis, Dissimulacion well she vnder-
standis. 1564 Becon Display. Pop. Mass Wks. {1844) 260
Therefore can ye not play cole under candlestick cleanly,

nor whip master Wynchard above the board.

2. A deceiver, cheat, sharper (at dice). (Cf. quots.

s.v. Coll sb?>, appar. in sense of ' dupe ', but re-

ferring to gaming.)
1532 Dice.Play (1850) 25 To teach the young cock to crowe,

all after the cheators kind, the old cole mstructeth the
young in the terms of his art. Ibid. 29 This new nurtured
novice . . is become so good a scholar, that he . . hath been
snapper with the old cole at 2 or 3 deep strokes.

3. So perh. in Colle tregetour ( = juggler who
used mechanical devices, conjurer), where how-
ever Colle may be a proper name.
c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame in. 187 There saugh I Colle

tregetour. .Pleye an uncouthe thyng to telle : I saugh him
carien a wind-melle Vnder a walshe-note shale.

Cole (k£°l), s6.3 Cant. Also 9 coal. [Gene-
rally thought to be an old slang use of cole= Coal.]
Money. To post the cole : to pay down the money.
1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 13 Cole, Money ofany sort.

1676 Warning/or Housekprs. 6 We bite the Culley of his
Cole, c 1684 Roxb. Ballads VII. 19 My pocket with Cole
to encrease. 1771-2 Batchelor (1773) II. 24 Cole is a cant
word among my news-boys and other black-guards, for cash,
pounds, shillings, pence, and farthings. .His uncle cannot
slack his jokes, But always pays the Cole. 1781 Burgoyne
LordofManor utfl).}. Come, my soul, Post the cole ; I must
beg or borrow. 1832 Hood in Athenxum 444 It would not
suit me to write . . even if they offered . . to post the cole.
1870 Punch I. 61/1 The Royal Academy still owes a heavy
debt to landscape-painting, but we are glad it has ' posted
the coal ' in payment of a first instalment.

+ Cole, sb.* Obs. rare- 1
. [Variously conjec-

tured to be F. col neck, and ON. kollr head, top.]

c 1500 Robin Hood(R\\.san) 49 Our Kynge was grete above
his cole A brode hat on his crowne.

tCole, f.1 Obs. [Etymol. uncertain: it has

been conjectured to be identical with the next vb.

;

also, to be a by-form of Kill, in southern ME.
ciillen ; but there are difficulties.] a. To cut off

(e.g. the head), b. To 'cut off', kill, slay.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2754 (Cott.) pi rightwisnes may not
thole For )?e wike hat bou be dught cole. Ibid. 3135 He
wald leuer his child cole [v.r. spille] ban of his lauerd wrath
to thole. Ibid. 11862 Ne mai na liueand man it [be stinck]

thole, And bar-wit he dos his leche cole. Ibid. 13175 A
sargant sent he to Iaiole And iohan hefd comanded to

cole.

Cole, f.2 Sc. [Etymol. uncertain : Jamieson
unites it with coll, ccnv to poll, top ; but that is

on phonetic grounds unsatisfactory ; cole is (ku°l),

but coll is (kou) in south of Scotl.] To cut away
obliquely ; to hollow out.

1800 Nithsdale Song (Jam.) High-coled stockings and
laigh-coled shoon. Mod. Sc. You must cole it out more
under the arms.

Cole, obs. form of Cull v.

Cole, obs. f. Coal, Cool, Colee ; see Coll sb. r>

Colect, etc. : see Coll-.

Colectomy. Surg. [f. Gr. koXov Colon +
(HTo/iri cutting out : cf. anatomy.'] ' Excision of

part of the colon' (Sytt. Soc. Lex. 1882).

t Colee'. Obs. Also 4 cole. [ME., a. OF.
colee blow, stroke, prop, blow on the neck, in

It. colldta, f. L. coll-um neck.] A blow, stroke
;

esp. the stroke with the flat of a sword given in

dubbing a knight ; = Accolade.
1375 Barbour Bruce VII. 623 Clyffurd and wauss [ = Vaux]

maid a melle Quhar cliffurd raucht him a cole, c 1430
Pilgr. LyfManhode IV. xxx. (1869) 193 A knyght oweth
wel to suffre colee or he entre in to stour. c 1450 Mirour
Saluacioun 41 17 Crist toke the ordre of knyght with the
colee certayne.

Coleer, obs. form of Collab.

j

Cole-fish : see Coal-fish.
1577 Durham Wills (Surtees) I. 421, ix(n coopell of cole

fysshe xs.

Cole-flory, -flower, obs. ff. Cauliflower.
Colege, obs. form of Colleague, College.
Cole-goose : see Coal-goose, cormorant.

Cole-head, -hoding, -hood : see Coal-hood.
Coleire, obs. f. Cai.oyeh (Lithgow 1632).

Colemailite (kJnlmanait). Min. [Named
1884 after W. T. Coleman.] A mineral found in

California, akin to Priceite : see quot.

1.884 Amer. jfrnl. Sc. Ser. III. XXVII. 493 Colemanite is

a hydrous borate of calcium.

Colemie : see Colmey, a fish.

Colemouse, var. of Coalmouse, a bird.

Colen (earth, etc.) : see Cologne.
Colendar, -er, -re, obs. ff. Colander.
Coleophyll, -phyl (kp-U>fi:l). Bot. [ad. mod.

L. coleophyllum, f. Gr. KoKtos sheath + cpvWov

leaf.] (See quot.)

1866 Trcas. Bot., Coleophyll, or Coleoptile, the first leaf

which follows the cotyledon in endogens, and ensheaths the

succeeding leaves.

Hence Coleophyllous a., having a coleophyll.

Coleopter (kplz'yrpUr). [see next, and cf. F.

coleoptere coleopterous insect.] A member of the

Coleoptera : see next.

i860 Russell DiaryIndia (1863) 1. 340 Flies and coleopters

buzzed through the open windows, and flopped among the
glasses. 1864 Social Sc. Rev. I. 367 A large coleopter..

described as belonging to the genus Lamia.

II Coleoptera (kpl^p-ptera) , sb. pi. Zool. Rarely

in sing, coleopteron ; see also prec. [mod.L.
(neut. pi.), a. Gr. KoAeoVrepos sheath-winged (f.

noAtos sheath + ttrtpov wing), used by Aristotle

to describe insects of the beetle kind.] A large

and important order of insects, distinguished by
having the anterior pair of wings converted into

elytra or hard sheaths which cover the other pair

when not in use ; the Beetles. (See Beetle sb.'1 1.)

1763 Diet. Arts $ Sc. I. 659 Coleoptera .. an order of
insects, .known in English by the general name of beetles.

1873 Geikie Gt. Ice Age xxvii. 375 Some of the coleoptera
described would seem to be now extinct. 1875 Houghton
Sk. Brit. Insects rssThe Strepsipteron has certain charac-

ters in common with a coleopteron.

b. Formerly applied to the elytra of beetles.

(Spelt coleoptra in Kirby and Spence.)

1826 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 333 Explauat.
Terms, Coleoptra, the two elytra spoken of together. Ibid.

xlviii. IV. 439 The older naturalists, .would call it 'the
coccinella with red coleoptra, having seven black dots '.

ColeO'pteral, a. rare. [f. prec. + -al.] Per-

taining or relating to the Coleoptera.
1887 Athenxitm 26 March 419 Animated by true coleop-

teral ardour.

Coleo'pteran, sb. [f. as prec. + -an.] A mem-
ber of the Coleoptera. 1847 in Craig.

ColeO'pterist. [f. as prec. + -IST.] A natu-

ralist who studies the Coleoptera.

1852 (in oral use>. 1865 Douglas & Scott Brit, Hemifi.
tera 6 The instruments of capture used by the Coleopterist.

ColeO'pteroid, a. [f. as prec. + -01D.] Like
or akin to the Coleoptera.

1889 Nicholson Palxont. (ed. 3) I. 595 The elytra of

Coleopteroid insects have also been . . discovered in the
Carboniferous rocks of Silesia.

Coleopteron, singular of Coleoptera, q.v.

Coleopterous (kpU'if-pterss), a. [f. Gr. ko\(-

oitt<p-os + -ous : see Coleoptera.] Belonging to

the Coleoptera or Beetles ;
having elytra.

1791 Trans. Linnean Soc. I. 87, I discovered several

small coleopterous insects in its crevices.
_
1804 Carlisle

in Phil. Trans. XCV. 25 Coleopterous insects become
torpid at 34

0
. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man. I. x. 381 The

stridulating organs in the different coleopterous families.

Coleoptile (kfh'ijrptil). Bot. [mod. f. Gr.

KoAfos sheath + vt'iKov feather. So in Fr.] =
Coleophyll, q.v.

Coleoptra : see Coleoptera.

II Coleorhiza (kf-h'iijrsi-za). Bot. [f. Gr. ko\(os

sheath + pifa root.] The sheath enveloping the

radicle or rudimentary root in the embryo of

grasses and other phanerogams ; the root-sheath.
"
1866 in Treas. Bot. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. ii. 26 The

radicle is completely enclosed by. .a peculiar sheath . .named
the Coleorhiza. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 638 In Ranunculus
Ficaria, a tuberous lateral root is produced below the pri-

mary axis of the embryo, sheathed by a coleorhiza.

Coleoverthwart : see Coll-.

Cole-perch = coal-perch : see Coal 16.

Cole-pixie : see Colt-pixie.

t Cole-prophet. Obs. Also col-, coll- (writ-

ten both conjointly and separately) ; also later

cold(e prophet. [Apparently f. Cole sb.-, a

conjuring trick, or deceiver, cheat. The later cold

prophet is evidently a perversion by ' popular

etymology
' ; it shows that the sense of cole was

forgotten by 1579; also that the word had in

16th c. a long 0, and was not ME. cole = cool.']

One who pretends, by magic or occult means, to

predict the future, tell fortunes, etc.; a wizard,

sorcerer, diviner, necromancer, fortune-teller.

1532 More Coufut. TiudalcWks. 707/1 [No] nede to send
ani such coll prophetes as these heretikes are, to teache his

church the faithe. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Given Glendour xxxi,

I found I was the hartles hare And not the beast Colpro-
phete did declare. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. Epigr. (1867)

17 Ye plaie coleprophet who takth in hande, To knowe his

answere before he do his errande. 1574 Life yolh Abp.
Canterb. Pref. C vij b, Conjuring witches and coleprophetes,

seduced by the lying spyrite as was Merline. 1579 Lyly
Euphnes (Arb.) 78 You may Gentleman accompt me for a
colde Prophet, thus hastely to deuine of your disposition.

1584 R. Scot Disco-.', ll'itchcr. ix. iii. 137 To plaie the cold

prophet, as to recount it good or bad lucke when salt or

wine falleth on the table. 1601 Deacon & Walker Answ.
Darel 40 Some supernaturall Coleprophet. 1603 Knolles
Hist. 'Turks 1014 (N.) As hee was most vainely persuaded
by the cold prophets, to whom he gave no small credit.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. 533 He foretold the death of

this cold Prophet.

Coler, obs. f. Choler, Collar, -ier, Colour.
Colera, obs. f. Cholera (in sense choler).

Colerage: see Culeii.'.ge.

Coleraith : see Culreath.

Cole-rake, colrake. Also 5 coolerake,

colrak(e ; also $. 6- coulrake, 8 cowl-rake, cou-

rake. [perh. orig. f. col, cole, Coal (in its sense

of cinder) + Rake. But there is difficulty pho-

netically with the forms coul-, cowl-rake and mod.
dial, cotirake, unless these have been assimilated

to the dial. vb. Coul, to rake towards one.]

1. An instrument used for raking the cinders or

ashes out of an oven or furnace.

a. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 88 Coole rake [v. r. colrake], restel-

turn, batilium. £1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 613 Sialerum,
a colrake. c 1475 Pict. Voc. ibid. 809 Hoc jocabulum, a
colrake. 1483 Catk. Angl. 72 A Colrake, trulla. 1538
Elyot Bibliotheca, Rutabulum, a coole rake to make cleane

an oven. 1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. in Holinshed VI.

27 The colerake sweeping of a pufloafe baker. 1580 Hol-
lyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Rouable, or Rable, a cole

rake.

P. 1572 Wills 4- Inv. N. C. (1835) 349 In the hitching

One Rakingcroke, one Iron por, one pele, one iro' coulrake

ij*s. viijrf. 1853 Whitby Gloss., Coulrake, the iron rake for

the ashes at kitchen firesides. 1883 A Imondb. % Huddersf.
Gloss., Coulrake, variously pronounced cou'rake, colerake,

and co'rake. Used chiefly for drawing coals upon the

fire.

2. A similar instrument for other purposes.

1575TURBERV. Veneric 194 The instruments to digge withal

. .spades, howes or mattocks and pickaxes a colerake and

a payre of clampes. 1633 T. James Voy. 79, I put some to

make Col-rakes [to] rake a hole in the sands to let downe
our Rudder. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Col-rake, -a

shovel used to stir lead ore when it is being washed.

3. (In 18 forms) A mud-scraper, a muck-rake.

1788 W. Marshall E. Yorksh. Gloss., Coivl-rake, a mud
scraper. 1811 Willan West-riding Yorksh. Gloss., Conlvb.,

to put together dung, mud, dirt, etc. Coul-rake, the in-

strument by which this is performed.

Colore, obs. form of Choler, Collab.
Coleron, obs. pi. -of Culver.
Colery, obs. f. Coaleby ; var. of Collywe.. ..



COLESEED.
1

Coleseed (kJu-lsJd). [f. Cole sb. ] + Seed; cf.

MLG. kdlsAt \e 1 300), Do. koolzaad, Ger. koklsaat,

Da. kaalsad, Sw. kdlsat ; and see Colza.]

+ 1. The seed of the cabbage or its varieties.

c 1000 Sax. Leeckd. III. 72 Nim . . cawel sacd & cyllelen-

dran,

2. The seed of Brassica campestris or Napus,
var. oleifera, the source of * rape * or * sweet ' oil

;

also the plant, cultivated for its seed.

[In this sense ad. Du. or LG. c 1600. It had long been
cultivated in the Netherlands and North Germany ; Gerarde
(1597) had ' heard it reported, that it [Nauevj gentle] is at

this day sowne in England for the same purpose.')

1670 Evelyn Mem. 11857) U. 53 A rich harvest of* hemp
and cole-seed. 1715 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Marie,
Coleseed, Hop-Clover, or any other Sort of Grass Seeds,
grow very well on marl'd Ground. 1787 Withering Brit.
Plants (ed. 2} II. 708 Its seeds [Brassica NaPus] which are
called Cole seed, afford a large quantity of expressed oil,

called Rape oil. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 187 The
ground is prepared for rape or cole-seed, tn the same manner
as for a crop of turnips. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PL I.

144 Brassica Napus (Rape or Cole-seed). . Plant biennial.

Cole-Slaw (k*""l|sl§). U.S. Also -slaugh,
cold slaw. [a. Du. koolsla, reduced form of kool-

salade, f. kool cabbage + salade, pronounced sahVe
j'/il] Sliced cabbage dressed with salt, pepper,
vinegar, etc., eaten either raw or slightly cooked.
1862 tr. Hugo's Mis/rabies III. 499 To leave my whole

plateful without touching it ! My coleslaugh which was so
good. x886 Mrs. Rorer Philad.Cook Bk. 241 Cold Slaw,
1 quart of cut cabbage, etc. . . Serve when very cold.

Coless, obs. form of Ct'i.Lis, broth.

Co-lessee, co-lessor: see Co- 3 c.

Cole-staff, var. of Cowl-staff.

Colesule kp l/siwl). Bot. [ad. mod.L. cole-

sula, irreg. dim. of Gr. tcoKtCs sheath.] The name
given by Necker to the small membranous sheath

enclosing the spore-sac of liverworts ; the peri-

anthium.
1882 B. Carrington in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 718 On sec-

tion of the colesule a number of minute . . bodies are
found.

+ Co*let. Obs. Also 5 -ette, -yte, -ytte, collect,

6 collet. [Shortened form of Acolyte, q.v. It is

not clear whether the loss of the a was due to

aphesis, or to mistaking it for the indefinite article :

cf. a natomie.] = Acolyte.
1382 Wvclif 2 Thtss. Prol., By Titicus, a dekene, and

Honesym, a colyt [1388 Onesimus, the acolit]. a 1400 50
Alexander 1549 Clerkez & Colettes at to be kirke longen.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. IV. (1520) 38/2 Fyrst benet, than
colet, subdecon, deacon, and than preest. 1500 Or/us Voc.,

Accolitus, scrz'iens in mistA hubens ordinem, a collect.

1530 Palsgr. 207/1 Collet, the seconde order, acolite. 1563
Foxe A. M. '1570) II. 1681/1 The lowest vesture, which
they had onely in takyng Ilenet and Collet. 1760-5 Blkn
Eccl. Laiv (17851 I. 2 Acolythus, axoKovOof, in our okl Eng-
lish called a colet.

Colet, -ette, obs. ff. Collect, Collet.

Cole-tit, a common variant of Coal-tit.
Coleture, var. of Colature, Obs.

II Coleus v
k(Tn-ljys). Bol. [mod.L., f. Gr. *oA«os

sheath, so called from the union of the filaments.]

A genus of Labiate plants, allied to the Mints
;

some species, natives of Malaysia and Polynesia,

are distinguished by their brilliant foliage, and
are well-known ornaments of greenhouses, and of

gardens in the summer months.
[1866 Treat. Bot., Coleus. .annual herbs, .rarely shrubs.]

1885 Lady Brassev The Trades 417 Branches of coleus,

crotons, and other beautiful foliage plants. 1888 Btackiv.
Mag. June 766 Crotons and coleus.

tCo'leweigh, sb. Obs. rare- 1
. [?f. cole, Coal

+ Weigh.] A lever.

1600 Holland Livy xxvu. xxviti. 649 They began .. to
heave and to weigh it [the Port-cullU] from the ground with
leavers and cole-weighs [z'ectibus].

Hence t Co leweiffh v., to raise with a lever.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1652) 238 So coleweigh
up your pole.

Colewort (k^-lwiut). arch. Also 4-5 cool-,

6-7 col-, [f. Cole sby + Wort plant.]

1. Originally, a general name for any plant of

the cabbage kind, genus Brassica (of which the

varieties were formerly less distinct than now).
c 1380 Wvclif Stmt. Sel. Wks. I. 100 Growyrtge of cool-

wortis and ober wedis. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de
Wi 1495' 1. exxv. 143 a/t Wyth the leues of the coole wortes
that men cast out of mykechin. 1578 Lvte Dodoens iv. vi.

551 There be divers sortes of Colewurtes, not muche lyke
one another. 1591 Spenser Muiofotmos 199 Fat Col-
worts, and comforting Perseline. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 518
We see that Water-mint turneth into field-mint and the
Colewort into Rape by neglect. i66x Pepvs Diary 10 Mar.,
A poor Lenten dinner of colworts and bacon. 1830 Scott
DemonoL vii. 216 Their food was. .broth made of coleworts
and bacon. 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 32 As the gardener's
hand Picks from the colewort a green caterpillar.

b. Cabbagc-coleivort : a colewort that hearts or

forms a cabbage.
1616 Surfl. & Markh. Countr. Farm 165 Cabage-cole*

wort, which are called white or apple Coleworts.

2. In later times, applied especially to those
varieties that do not heart, e.g. kale or greens, or
to cabbage- plants before they heart.

612

1683 Tryon Way to Health 209 Of Colworts, Cabbage
and Colly-flowers. Colworts are the best of the three. 1799

J. Robertson Agric. Perth 281 Cabbages and coleworts
are of this class. 183a l

r
eg. Subst. Food 259 There the cab-

bage and . . colewort are in equal favour. 1861 Delamer
Kitch. Card. 56 Coleworts (or cabbage-plants half-grown,
before they have formed their hearts).

b. Sea Colewort : Sea-kale, Crambe maritima.
1735 Bradley Fam. Diet-* Sea Colewort, a Plant that

differs from other Coles. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot.
xxiii. 324 Sea-Colewort has a globose silique.

3. Applied to the edible terminal bud of a palm-
tree ;

= Cabbage 3.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III.

91 The colewort which is inclosed in the leaves that grow
on the top of this tree is very good to eat.

t 4. In the proverbial phr. coleworts twice sodden,

applied to a statement, argument, etc. that has

been presented before ;
* stale news'. Obs.

< 1568 Fulke Ansiv. Chr. Protestant (1577) 84 These
colewortes haue bene sodden twise or thryse already.

1580 Lvly Euphues (Arb. ) 391 Which I must omitte,

least I set before you Colewortes twise sodden. 1610 Bp.
Hall APol, agst. Brmvnists 98 You want variety, when
you send in these twise-sodde Coleworts. 1644 Bulwer
Chiron. 136 It being better sometimes to use a licentious

and unwarrantable motion, then alwayes to obtrude the
same Coleworts, (So mod. dial.

1
1 don't boil my cabbages

twice.' Cf. also Sc. 1 cauld kale het again.']

6. attrib., as cole-wort worm.
155a Hl loet s. v. Canker worme. Some do call them the

deuyls goldrynge, & some the colewort worme. x88o Boy's
Own Bk. 265 Cabbage-worm, .colewort-worm, or grub.

tCo*ley(
f. Obs. Also coly, colly, [a. OF.

colei-er, coloier, collier to turn the neck, f. col, cou

neck (Rom. type cotlicare) : cf. manier to handle.]

ititr. To turn the neck, turn the head from side

I to side : said of birds.

C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. lxxxiv. (1869) 106 While
the brid goth coleyinge [eoltiant], hider and thider turnynge
the nekke. i486 Bk. St. Albans A vj b, Yowre hawke :

colyeth and not beckyth. 1678 Phillips, Collieth, a term in

Kaulconry. 1715 in Kkrsey s. v. Colly. Hence in Bailey.

Coley, obs. form of Collie.
Coley-florey, obs. form of Cauliflower.
Coleys e, obs. form of Cullts, broth.

Colfeke, corrupt form of Colaphize v. to cuff.

Colfin, var. form of Calfin.

t Co'lfox, colefox. Obs, [f. col, Coal + Fox
— coal-fox, as in cote-tit, etc. So Ger. koklfuchs,

kohlenfuchs (Grimm), Du. koolvos ^Kilian), Still
'

a surname and pronounced (ktjulfjpks;.]

The Bkant-fox, a variety of the fox, distinguished

t
by a greater admixture of black in its fur.

t 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 395 A Colfox ful of sly In*
1

iquitee. [So a MSS ; Hart, has cole-fox, others col, kolle,
!

kole fox. Cf. ibid, 84 And tipped was his tayle and both
his eeris With blak vnlyk the remenant of his neeris.]

Colhoppe, obs. form of Collop.

+ Coliander. Obs. Forms: 1 cellendre, 4-5
coliaundre, 5 colyandre, 6 -aundir, colander,
-onder, 6-7 coliander. [In OK., cellendre:—

*koljandri, ad. pop.L. coliandrum =- L. coriandrum
Coriander: cf. OHG. chullantar, chullintar:—

*kuljandcr. In ME., coliautulre, a. OF. coliandre,

repr. same L. form.] « Coriander, q.v.
< 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 218 Genim bas wyrte be man coli-

andrum & o3rum naman bam XeHce cellendre nemneS.
138a Wyclif A'.r. xvi. 31 As the seed of coliaundre. < 1450
Alphita (Anecd. OxonJ 42 Coriandrutn agreste . .gall, et 1

angl. coliaundre. 1538 Turner Libellus, Coriandrum . .ap-
|

pcflant angli Coryander aut Colander. 1586 Cocan Haven
Health xxvi. (1636146 Coriander commonly called Coliander. '

1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 111. xxvii. (1668) 90 The cure
of worms in sheep, .take the leaves of Coliander.
Abbreviated to col by apothecaries, etc.

1813 in A. Young Agnc. Essex II. 57 The coriander or
col, as some call it.

b. Applied to the Maiden-hair Fern {Adiantum
Capillus- Veneris) ; in full, coliander maidens-hair. I

1548 Turner Names 0/ Herbes 9 s. v. Adiantum, Adian-
tum.. may be named in englishc Venus heir or Colonder
maidens heir (1551 — Herbal t. B iij a, Adiantum hath .

.

leues lyke coriandres greater leues). 1561 Hollybush Horn.
Apcth. 15 b, Maydenheyre called also Colander.

C. Coliander seed ;also fig. in slang: see qnoO.
. 1690 1'.. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Coliander-secd, Money.

17*5 in New Cant. Diet.

Coliar, obs. form of Collier.

II Colibri (k^ libri). [a. Sp. and F. colibri, ac-
I cording to statements in Littre orig. the Carib

name.] A kind of humming-bird.
(1715 Kersey, Colibus, the Humming-bird, which is no

higger than a large Fly ; yet makes a Noise like a Whirl-
wind. Hence in Bailey.] 1740 Hut. jfamaica 333 As to
Birds . . the most famous is the Colibry or Humming-bird.
i8xa Smellie tr. Buffons Nat. Hist. XVI. 38a M. de la

Condamine never saw Colibris more numerous than in the
gardens of Quito. 1840 Browning Sordello Rfc 347 Buzz of
colibri. 185s Kingslky Westtv. Ho ! xvii. (1878)279 ' Look,
Frank, that s a colibri ; you've heard of colibris '(' Frank I

looked at the living gem which hung, loud humming, over I

some fantastic bloom.

Colic (kfrlik), sb. and a. Forms : a. 5-6 co-

like, colyke, 6 oollyke, collio, 6-7 collick(e,

colicke, colique, 6-8 colick, (7 collect\ 8- colic

&. {erron. '

7 chollick>. cholicke. 7-9 cholick,

COLIFORM.

8-9 cholic. [a. F. colique, ad. L. colic-us, a. Gr.
ko\ih-6s of or pertaining to the koKov (or kwKov),

lower part of the intestinal canal. (The correct

spelling was with o, but app. all the MSS. havew.)
Although orig. an adj., the term appears to be
first found in modern langs. as a sb. repr. med.L.
colica (passio) 'colic passion*.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. Jt. v. xliL (1495) 158 The
sykenes that hyght Collica passio comyth of grete streight-

nesse of that gutte that highte Colon.]

A. j*.

1. A name given to severe paroxysmal griping
pains in the belly, doe to various affections of the

bowels or other parts ; also to the affections of
which such pains are the characteristic symptom.
f 1440 Promp. Part'. 87 Colyke, sekeness, collica passio.

1483 Cath. Angl. 71 Colike, colica passio. C1515 Cocke
Lorelts B. (1843) 8 The coughe and the colyke. 1518 Pay-
nel Salerne's Regim. C iij b, The colike . . ingendreth in a
gutte named colon. 1611 Coryat Crudities 405 The tertian

and quartan ague, the itch, the cholicke. 1714 J. Pvrcell
Cholick Index, How to distinguish any of these Cholicks
from the Nephretick Cholick. 1740 R. Dcndas in Athenaeum
24 Sept. 1887 The whey ..gives me pretty smart coheks.
1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 537 The term colic, in its

etymology, relates to the colon, but it is often applied
to paroxysmal, spasmodic pain in other parts. 1870 Pall
Mall G. 27 Oct. 4 That curse of his trade the painter's

colic, a form of lead poisoning due to the poisonous mate-
rials with which common paints are. .compounded.

2. Comb, colic -root, a name given to three

North American medicinal plants, Aletrisfarinosa,

Dioscorea villosa, and Liatris squarrosa ; colic-

water, some remedy for colic.

1771 Mackenzie Man Feel. (1886)23 The composition and
virtues of her favourite cholic-water. 1866 Treas. Bot. 35
Aietrisfarinosa, called Colic root and Star grass. . It is one
of the most intense bitters known.

B. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the colon, as in Colic

arteries, t Colic gut — Colon.
1615 Crooke Body of Man 99 A part of the collick gut.

a 1646 J. Gregory Learned Tracts 103 An Ulcer of the
Entrails, .especially of the Cholick Gut. 1836 Todd Cycl.

A not. I. 196/1 The colic arteries . . form arches.

2. Affecting the colon ; of, or of the nature of,

colic ; in colic passion = Colic A. 1 , colicpains, etc.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594 225 Sciaticke
goutes, collicke passions, a 1619 Fotherby Atkeotn. 1. xv.

§2 (1622) 156 His intestines .. grieuously tormented him
with colique passions. 1667 Milton P.L. xi. 484 Intestin

Stone and Ulcer, Colic pangs. 1754*64 Smellie Midwif.
I. 149 The air. .expands and stretches the colon, producing
severe cholic pains. 1834 Good Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 186

Stricture of the intestines . . gives rise to colic pains.

t Colic, v. [f. Colic sb. : cf. to physic] trans.

To affect with colic. Hence Co licked, CoTick-
ing ///. adjs.

1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady hi. iii. (1734) 292 To take off

the. .Colicking Quality of Honey. 1740— Regimen no
Having the bowels inflated, colicked or griped.

Colical kp likal), a. ? Obs. Also (erron.)

cholical. [f. as prec. + -al.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, colic.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 113 Colicall dolours. 1681

tr. w illis' Med. Wks. 11. xxvii. 1 70 1 ne Colical grief doth be-

long to the infoldings of the Abdomen 1711 Gay in G.
dolman's Posth. Lett. (1820) 8 The Cholical humour in my
stomach. 1765 Hlxham Sea Water in Phil. 'Trans. LV.
8, I have known it bring on colical pains.

2. Subject to colic.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xxxvii. (1632) 425 This cholli-

call kinde of life. 167a Sir T. Browne Lett. Friend iv.

i- 1 129 Cholical persons will find little comfort in Austria.

Colice, obs. form of Cullis.

Colicky tkpliki), a. Also (erron.) cholicky.

[f. Colic + -y ; for the spelling with ck see C]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of colic.

174* Lond. .J-
Country Brew. 1. (ed. 4) 15 The scorbutic,

cohcy, hypochondriac, and other ill Effects. 1748 Richard-
son Clarissa ii8it) II. xxxv. 256 A colicky disorder, to

which she is too subject. 1796 Jane Austen Sense 4- Sens.

(1849) 147 A touch of his ola cholicky gout. 1875 H. Wood
Therap. (1879) 43 Colicky pains.

2. Producing or tending to produce colic.

1825 Hone Everyday Bk. I. 356 The cholicky vegetables.

1876 R. F. Burton Gorilla L. 1. 12 Drinking absinthe and
colicky vermouth.

Colie, colier, obs. ff. Coaly, Collier.
Colieflorie, early form of Cauliflower.
Coliegueship, obs. form of Colleagueship.
Colter, obs. var. of Caloyer (Lithgow 1632).

Colies (k<?o*liz), sb. pi. Omith. A sing, colie,

coly, is rarely,if ever
(
used. [f. mod.L. generic name

coli-tes, ad. Gr. ko\i6s a kind of woodpecker men-
tioned by Aristotle.] A book -name for the Colidx,

a family of African birds, known at the Cape of

Good Hope as mouse-birds.

1847 Carpenter Zool. % 391 Colidx or Colies .. African

birds, which dwelt in bushes and thickets, living in flocks,

and feeding on fruits and buds.

Coliform (kJu-lif^jm), a. [f. L. type *cdli-

fomi-is, f. col-um strainer: see -form.] * Resem-
bling a strainer or sieve, cribriform ;

applied to

the ethmoid bone' (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1851-60I.

Coliganes, var. of Colltgance, Obs.



CO-LIMITAWEOUS. 613 COLLAPSE.
Co-limita'neous, a. [after L. collimitdtutis,

!. Col- + limit-em.] Having the same limits.

1875 Merivale Gen. Hist. Rome lxxix. (1877) 669 These
again are nearly co-limitaneous with the walls now existing.

Colin (k^'lin). [Given by Hernandez as the
ancient Mexican name of the genus Ortyx and its

congeners. But the actual Mexican word was
folin or zolin

;
Molina, Vocab. Mexicanoy Castel-

lano (Mexico, 1571) has 'Colin, codorniz'.
Colin was thus app. an erroneous form, due to omission of

the cedilla in printing. From the work of Hernandez (a 1628)
it passed into those of Nieremberg(i635t, Willughby (16761,
Ray (1678), Buffon, etc. It has no connexion with the
Fr. Colin a popular name of a sea-gull (Belon, Hist. Nat.
Oyseaux, 15551, with which it has by some been confused.]

The American quail or partridge ; also called bob-

white ; in pi. the various species of the sub-family
Odontophorinse or Ortyginm, to which this belongs.
[Cf. a i6a8 Hernandez Nova plantarum, animaliitm.

.

Mexicanorum historia (Rome 1651) 16, 22, 42. 1635 J.
Eusebius Nierembergius Hist. Nat. (Antwerp) 214, 232.]
1678 Ray tr. Willughby's Omittwl. 387, 393 A certain
brown bird of the Lake of Mexico is called Acolin, because
it is_ of the bigness of a Quail . . Those of New Spain call
Quails Colin. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Colin . . the name
of an American bird, called by most authors a quail, but
supposed by Nieremberg to be rather a species of partridge.
181a Smellie tr. Buffon's Nat. Hist. XII. 430 Colins are
very common in New Spain. 1881 Standard 2 Mar. 5 It

[the Act] includes the Colin, and omits the quail.

Colinder, obs. form of Colander.
Colrnderies, sb. pi. [f. Colonies + India, with

ending as in Fisheries, the name of a previous Ex-
hibition. ' Colind ' was the registered telegraphic
address

; whence, Colindia, Colindies, Colindian,
also proposed names. See Daily Telegraph 8 May
1886.] A half-jocular name for the Colonial and
Indian Exhibition held in London in 1886.
1886 Ch. Times 7 May 347/2 As it is chiefly concerned

with the Colonies and India, it has been proposed to call it

the 1 Colinderies '. 1887 Fortn. Rev. Mar. 384 The educa-
tionally useful exhibits of the late ' Colinderies '.

Coling, variant of Colling.
Coliphonie, obs. form of Colophony.
Colirie, variant of Collykie.

Coliseum, var. of Colosseum, after med.L.
and modern Romanic forms of that word
Colish, obs. form of Coalish.
Colissons, ? corrupt f. Cognizance, sense 5.
164a R. Carpenter Exper. i. xiii. 50 As being God's

creatures and bearing his colissons.

Colit, var. of Colet, Obs., acolyte.

II Colitis (kubrtis). Med. [mod.L., f. Col-on
+ -ITIS.] Inflammation of the colon.
i860 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 1866 A. Flint Prittc. Med.

(1880) 430 Inflammation of the colon (colitis) and rectum
(proctitis) furnishes the anatomical characters of dysentery.

f Coliver, obs. var. Caliver : see also Culver.
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 32 Musquet shot,

Colyuer shot, quartred shot. 1627— Seaman's Cram. xiv.

69 For . . Coliuers, Crabuts, Carbins, there belongs to them
Bandiliers, bullet Bags, Wormes.
tColk 1

. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4-5 colke, 5
coke, 6 couk, 9 dial, coak, coke, cowk. [app.

a northern Eng. word : of uncertain origin. In
form it agrees with OFris. kolk hole, hollow, eye-

hole, WFris. kolcke, NFris. kolok, EFris. kolk hole
or deep place in the ground filled with water,

MLG. and LG. kolk, ktilk, MDu. kolck, Du. kolk
hole, abyss, whirlpool, gulf; but the connexion
of sense is by no means established.]

a. The core of an apple or similar fruit, b.
The core of a horn, heart of wood, or the like.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6445 Alle erthe. .may likend be
Tila rounde appel . . pat even in myddes has a colke, And
swa it may be tille an egge yholke. c 1460 Towneley Myst.
281 An appylle . . fulle roten inwardly At the colke within.

1483 Cath. Angl. 71 A Colke, erula, {interiorpars pomi).
£1488 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 452 Take ..

gode appuls, and pyke oute the cokes of horn. 1570 Levins
Manip. 217/45 Ya Couk of an opple, cor. 1781 Hutton
Tour to the Caves Gloss. (E. D. S.), Coak, the heart or pith
of wood, horns, etc. 1869 R. B. Peacock Lonsdale Gloss.
(Philol. Soc.) Coke, (1) the core of an apple. (2) The inte-

rior or core-part of a horn, the pith of wood, etc. 1888
Sheffield Gloss. , Colke, the core of an apple, etc.

Colk-. Also kolk. [Identical with EFris.
kolke, which however is the Black Diver.] A local

name for the Eider-duck.
c 1549 D. Monro West. lies (MS.,=p. 47 ed. 1774) In yis

He [Swilskeray] yair hantis ane fowl callit ye Colk, little

les nor ane goose, quha cummis in vair to ye land to lay
his eggis, and to deck his birdis. 1586 Holinshed Chron.
(18071 I. 73 The Colke foule, which is little lesse than a
goose.

_
1703 Martin West. Isles (1716) 25. 1808 Forsyth

Beauties Scott. V. 243 In the islands there is. -amigratory
bird, called by Martin colk, by others eider duck.

b. See quot. (Perhaps an error.)
1833 Montagu Ornith. Diet. (ed. Rennie), Colk, a name

for the King Eyder. 1864 Atkinson Prov. Names Birds.
Colke ( Cath. Angl.) : see Coll t>.2

Colkethor, obs. form of Colcothab.
+ Co-IMn, v. Obs. rare. [cf. Da. kulka to gulp,
ODu. koleken to swallow or to gulp in, Ger. kolken
to sv>;allpw or suck in as a whirlpool.] ?To gasp.
d 1400-50 A lexander 5323 Qui colkins pou, ser conquirour,
& crabbis so bi saule ?

Vol. II.

t Co'lknyfe. Obs. [perh. f. Cole sbA f Knife.]
A long or large knife

;
perhaps the same as the

Scotch kail-gully ' a large knife, used for cutting
and shearing down coleworts ' (Jamieson).
c 1460 Towneley Myst., Prima Pastorum 85 Bosters and

bragers God kepe us fro, That with thare long dagers dos
mekylle wo, From alle bylle hagers with colknyfes that go.

tColl, sb.l Obs. [f. Coll z>.'] An embrace
round the neck.
1604 Middleton Witch 71 A kisse, a coll, a sip of blood.

t Coll, sb? Obs. 1 A bundle.
151a Will of W. Willis (Somerset Ho.), ix Collis of

Gynger . . x Collis of Clowys. c 1524 Churchw. Acc. St.
Mary Hill Loud. (Nichols 1797) 126 Two lode of fawle
wode in beliefs, in colls.

Coll, sb? 1 var. of Cull, fool, dupe, simpleton.
1657T. Jordan Walks Isling. 11. xii, We are no colls you,

you must not flam us. 1674 Cotton Compl. Gamester in
Singer Hist. Cards (i8i6t 334 These rooks . . discover some
inexperienced young gentleman . . unskilled in the quibbles
and devices there practised ; these they call lambs or colls.

t Coll, sbA Obs. Oxford slang. College ale.

1726 Amherst^ Terrse Eil xxxiii. 173 Men, who., make
them their evening entertainment over a tankard of coll,

and a pipe of tobacco. Ibid, xxxiv. 181 The fellows valued
themselves for having the best single and double coll in the
university.

Coll, cole, sbf> Sc. [Thought by some iden-

tical with Icel. kollr top, summit, crown, round
head. Its relation to Coil sbfi, used in same
sense, is uncertain.] A cock of hay.
1768 Ross Helenorc 53 (Jam.) Aneth a coll of hay. 1823

Caledon. Merc. 6 Sept. (Jam.), Hay. .is selling from the cole
at the rate of from 6d. to jd. per stone.

t Coll, v.l Obs. Also 4-5 koll, 4-7 colle
;

see also Cull. [Either aphetic form of acole,

Accole, or a. F. eole-r - accoler to put the arms
round the neck, deriv. of F. col :—L. collum neck.]
1. trans. To throw one's arms round the neck of;

to embrace, hug. Often absol.

c 1320 R. Brunne Medit. 932 She kolled hyt, she clypped
hyt up on here brest. c 1320 Sir Beucs 425 Whi colles bow
aboute be swire pat ilche dame ? 1388 Wyclif Gen. xxxiii.

4 And so Esau ran a}ens his brothir, and collide [1382
cleppide] hym. c 1489 Caxton Serines of Aymon iv. 122
To colle and kysse theym. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido
lv. iii, Her silver arms will coll me round about. 1621
Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. Ill, iv. (1651) 483 Full liberty to
sing, dance, kiss, coll. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. xix. (1737)
85'rheycoH'd and dipt us about the Neck.
fig- TS37 Latimer Serm. bef. Convoc. 6 In hart and worke
they coll and kisse him.

2. trans/. To clasp, hug.
c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxvi. 97 The mast of the

shippe, which [he] enbraced & colled sore fast wyth bothe
his amies. 1575 Turberv. Vencrie Ixxvii. 215 They are
maruelous strong in their pawes, wherwith they coll in a
Manne or Dogge, in suche sorte, that many times they kill

and smoother them. 1606 R. Turnbull in Spurgeon Trcas.
Dav. Ps. xv. 5 As the ivy colleth and claspeth the oak . . so
the usurer colleth. .and claspeth in arms the borrower.

H Confused in Diets, with Cole v.1
,
q.v.

Coll, »- 2 Obs. exc. Sc. Also 6 eoul, and see
Cow. [Of doubtful etymology : perhaps related to

Icel. kollr head, poll, shaven crown, kolla a beast
without horns, a pollard or polled cow, etc. In
Icel. kolla has only the sense ' to hit on the head ',

but Norw. kylla has the sense 'to poll, prune,
cut '.] trans. To poll, cut off the hair of, shear,

clip, cut close. Ascham uses coul for ' to pare or
cut down the feather of an arrow'.
Hence Colled a. ; Co lling vbl. sb.

1483 Cath. Angl. 72 To Colle [printed colke], tondere.

1535 Coverdale Isa. xv. 2 All their heades were colled, and
all their beardes shauen. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.)
128 In couling or sheryng[the feather of an arrow], whether
high or lowe. Ibid. 131 You maye knowe it afore it be pared
. .and agayne when it is colde. 1617 Markham Caval. v.

20 Then you shall take a paire ofsharpe colling sheares and
colle the inside of his eares, as close to the skinne as may
bee. 1808-79 Jamieson, To coll tlie hair, to poll it. To coll
the candle, to snuff the candle. 1877 Lytteil Landm. 1. ii.

20 To write the last term in a colled or syncopated form.

Coll, var. of Cole sb.l

[Coll, a frequent misreading in reprints, glos-

saries, and dictionaries for Toll.]
Coll(e, var. of Cowl, Obs., tub, barrel

Colla, pi. of Collum.

t Collabefa'ction. Obs.-" [f. L. collabefacere

to cause to collapse.] ' A destroying, wasting, or

decaying' (Blount Clossogr. 1656).

Collaborate (kfflarborcit), v. [f. mod.F. colla-

borer, or its original, L. collabord-re (f. col- to-

gether + labdrdre to work, Labour) : see -ate.]

intr. To work in conjunction with another or

others, to co-operate
;

esp. in a literary or artistic

production, or the like.

1871 J. H. Appleton Life f Lit. Relics (1881) 25 The col-

laborators of the Revue critique, especially those who colla-

borate for the Academy. 1882 V. Lee in Contemp. Rev.
XLII. 850 Composers who collaborated with Metastasio in

the opera of the eighteenth century.

Hence Collaborating///, a., etc.

187a G. Eliot Middlemarch I. 269 The ingenious work
of the collaborating authors.

II Collaborateur (kolaburator). [Fr. ; on L.

type collaborator (quoted by Du Cange in med.L.),
f. collabdrare : see prec] = Collaborator.
1801 H. C. Robinson Diary (1869) I. v. 107 A body of poor

students called collaborateurs. .who assist the more wealthy
but less advanced. 1888 Frith A utobiog. III. xiv. 253 An
accomplished author, friend and collaborateur of Dickens.

Collaboration (kftlseibor^-Jsn). [n. of action,
f. L. collabdrare to Collaborate : prob. imme-
diately from FYench.] United labour, co-opera-
tion

;
esp. in literary, artistic, or scientific work.

i860 C. Reade Eighth Comtnand/n. 374 It is plain that
collaboration was not less.. than it now is in France. 1889
Spectator 19 Oct. 522/1 Improvised by that fertile writer
in collaboration with MM. ArsCne Houssaye and Verteuil.

Collaborator kplarboreitai). [agent-sb., in

L. form, f. collabdrare to Collaborate : prob.
after F. collaborateur] One who works in con-
junction with another or others

;
esp. in literary,

artistic, or scientific work.
1802 Bentiiam Wks. X. 395 He was a collaborator of

Mirabeau's. 1884 Svmonds Shaks. Predecessors x. § 4. 370
[Shakspere] was probably engaged as a collaborator with
unknown poets in the preparation of new plays.

t Collaxbrymate, a. Obs. rare~\ [ad. L.
collacrimat-us, pa. pple. oicollacrimare : see next.]
Mingled with tears, accompanied with weeping.
1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 53 Our Saviours colla-

chrimate Oration.

t Colla-chryniate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. colla-

crimat- ppl. stem of collacrimdre, f. col- together
+ lacrimare to shed tears, weep, f. lacrima (in med.
spelling lachryma] tear : see -ate.]

1. trans. To weep together with, or in sympathy
with ; to commiserate.
1593 Nashe Christ's T. 13 b, A Tormentor would col-

lachrymate my case. 1623 in Cockeram. 1656 in Blol'nt.

2. To exude in the form of tears.

1657 ToMLINSON Rettou's Dis/>. 342 One whereof is colla-

chrymated out of black Cameheon 't histle.

T Collaxhryuia'tion. Obs. ran. [n. of action,
f. as prec. : see -atiow.1 Weeping together.

1623 Cockeram, Collackrttnation, a weeping with, a 1693
URyuHART Rabelais III. xlviii, The Collachrymation of the
Romans and their confederates at the Decease of Ger-
manicus Drusus.

Collacion, obs. form of Collation.
Collack, obs. form of Collock.

t Collacta -neous, a. Obs.-" [f. L. collac-

tanc-us (f. col- together + lact- milk) + -ous.]
1656 Blount Clossogr., Collactaneotts, that is nursed with

the same milk. 1678 Phillips, Collactancous, nursed to-
gether, sucking at the same time.

Collage, obs. form of College.

Collagen (kfrladjen). Biol. [ad. F. collagine,

f. Gr. KoKKa glue 4- -gine = -gen (taken in sense
' producing'). (The etymological form would be
collogen : cf. Gr. KoAAoiraAr/? glue-dealer, etc.' ]
That constituent of connective tissue which yields

gelatin on boiling.

c 1865 Circ. Sc. I. 360/2 The tissue yielding gelatine of
bones, or ' collagen '.

Collag'enic, a. =next.

Collagenous (kfflse'djiiws). [f. Collagen +
-ous.] Of the nature of, or containing collagen.
1859 HcxLEY in Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 504/1 The extreme

transparency of the collagenous substance. 1878 Foster
Phys. 11. i. § 4. 238 The collagenous tissues are dissolved.

Collandar, -er, obs. ff. Colander.
Collap, obs. f. Collop.
Collapsable : see Collapsible.

Collapse (kfuce'ps\ sb. [ad. medical L. col-

lapsus (Littre), sb. of state f. colldbi to fall to-

gether : see next.]

1. The action of collapsing, or of falling or sud-

denly shrinking together, breaking down, giving

way, etc., through external pressure or loss of

rigidity or support ; originally a term of physiology

and medicine.
1833 A. T. Christie Epid. Cholera 39 The blood being

withdrawn occasions a collapse or contraction of all the soft

parts. 1840 R. Liston Surgery 507 Collapse of the lung
and inflammation. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner.
<$• Ferns 542 The disappearance of the contents and collapse

of the walls.

2. Med. a. The more or less sudden loss of

vital properties and consequent prostration of an
organ through exhaustion of nervous and muscular

power, b. The similar failure of the action of the

whole system under exhaustion or disease ;
general

prostration of the vital powers ;
spec, as a stage in

Asiatic cholera.

1808 Med. Jml. XIX. 294 The frequent repetition of their

contractions necessarily brings about a collapse. 1859 Lang
Wand. India 121 The body was on the very verge of col-

lapse. 1866 Fagge Princ. $ Pract. Med. I. 292 Symptoms
. .followed, .by the development of a very remarkable con-

dition known as ' Cholera Collapse '. 1875 H. Wood Therap.

(1879)649 Collapse from any cause is largely dependent upon,
or, more correctly speaking, largely is, vaso-motor palsy.

C. A break-down of mental energy ; a sudden
loss of courage, spirits, etc.

1801 W. Taylor \n Month. Mag. XL 503 The shrinking
of humility, the recoil of fear, or the collapse of disgrace.
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1856 J. H. Newman Callista 197 He sank upon the ground
in a collapse of misery.

3. Failure, * break-down ' (of an institution, enter-

prise, established condition of things).

1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) Li 8 A general collapse of
the trade of the whole country. 1880 McCarthy Own
Times IV. liu. 140 Filled with shame at the collapse of the
enterprise.

Collapse (k(?l?e'ps), v. [f. L. colldps- ppl.

stem of collabi to fall together, f. col- together

+

labi, laps- to fall. The ppl. adj. collapsed is found

earlier than other parts, having been app. intro-

duced first, to represent L. colldpsus, and having
consequently suggested the verb. Miege 1688, and
Bailey 1721-66 have collapsed, but not collapse.

Johnson has only our first quot.j

1. intr. To fall together, as the sides of a hollow
body, or the body itself, by external pressure or

withdrawal of the contents, as when an inflated

bladder is pierced ; to fall into a confused mass or

into a flattened form by loss of rigidity or support

;

to break down, give way, fall in, cave in ; to shrink

suddenly into a smaller volume, contract.
173a Arbuthnot Rides ofDiet 276 The sides of the Canals

collapse. 1755 in Johnson. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II.

21 The air collapses the moment after the electric matter
has passed. 1833 J. Rennie Alph. Anglings Mr. John
Hunter, .describes the ear of fishes, .in some species crusted
over with a thin plate of bone, so as not to allow it to col-

lapse. i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxiv. 360 The air suddenly
collapsed to a fraction of its original dimensions. 1888 Pall
MaltG. 15 Oct. 8/2 The extensive warehouse .. collapsed
. .and fell outwards with a terrific crash into the street.

2. trans/, and fig. To break down, come to

nothing, fail ; to lose force suddenly.
1801 South ev Thalabav. xxxii, The deaden'd roar Echoed

beneath, collapsing as it sunk Within a dark abyss. 1882

J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. II. 484 The influence of Abbott
collapsed in a great degree. 1887 Spectator 16 Apr. 531/2
The present agitation would collapse like a pricked bladder.

b. To break down in regard to vital energy,

from exhaustion or disease.

1879 Kkf.rbohm Patagonia 20 My horse was in imminent
peril of collapsing altogether.

C. Suddenly to lose courage, spirit, etc. ; to

subside, ' cave in \ {colloq.)

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. in. xv, The impressible little soul
collapsed again.

Collapsed (kfTlic-pst), ///. a. [f. L. colldps-us

pa. pple. + -ed : see prec]
1. Fallen together, as the sides of any cavity,

through external pressure, or loss of rigidity or

support ; see Collapse v. i.

i6ao Vf.nner Via Recta vi. 104 Good for. .a liuer collapsed
by cold. 178a A. Monro Compar. Anat. (ed. 3) 36 The
collapsed lungs of the foetus. 1814 Cary Dante s Inf. vn.

15 As sails, Kill spread .. Drop suddenly collapsed, if the
mast split. 1835-6 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 57/1 'I he adipose
vesicles are empty and collapsed.

2. fig. Ruined, broken down, fallen into decay.
1610 Mirr. Mag. 588 (R.) To reerect againe The mines of

his crowne's collapsed state. 1677 Hubbard Narrative
11. 11 Matters of Government in those parts being since col-

lapsed. 1688 Miege Fr. Diet, s.v., Collapsed or decay'd,
mini. As a collapsed Estate, un Bien ruini. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 5 Dec. 4/2 Collapsed schemes of improvement.

f3. Fallen away from a religions or spiritual

position, ' lapsed : used in 1 7th c. of * perverts
1

to the Church of Rome, and also in the theological

sense of ( fallen \ Obs.

1609 Sir E. Hoby Let. Theoph. Higgins Ded. To all

Romish collapsed Ladies of Great Bretanie. x6ai Burton
Anat. Mel. in. iv. 1. ii. (1676) 395/1 What else do our
Papists?. .Whom do they begin with but collapsed Ladies?
i6a6 L. OwEN^5><*r. Jesuit. (1629) 15. a 1640 Jackson
Creed xi. xviii. Wks. X. 357 The nature or disposition of
collapsed angels. 1667 Flavel Saint Indeed (17 54) 81 The
depravedness and corruption of man in his collapsed state.

4. Completely prostrated in the vital powers or
functions (cf. Collapse sb. 2).

1843 J. Martineau Chr. Life (1867) 330 To make the col-
lapsed paralytic start up and run. 1865 Carlyle Fredk.
Gt. X. xxi. v. 77 Collapsed by debaucheries "into stupor of in-

sanity. 1886 Fagce Princ.
<J-
Pract. Med. I. 292 The patient

actually dies collapsed before there has been any evacuation,

b. Completely broken down in mental energy.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Collapsed, slid, fallen down, dis-

couraged. 1866 Carlyle Remin. (1881) II. 291, I was ..

the most collapsed of men, and had no sunshine in my life.

Collapsible (kfflie-psib'l), a. Also -able. [f.

L. colldps-us or Collapse v. + -ible.] Capable
of collapsing; made to collapse or fold together.

1843 Mech. Mag. XXXVIII. 488 The collapsable metal
tube for holding colours, .now in general use among artists.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vii. (ed. 2) 271 Increased
accommodation could be provided if collapsible boats were
supplied to the expedition. 1883 G. Davies Norfolk Broads
xxi. (1884) 158 The canvas skin of the little ' Berthon' col-
lapsible boat.

Collapsing1

(kfflarpsirj), vbl. sb. The action
of the verb Collapse.
1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. it. 25 The. .cause of the col-

lapsing of the sensitive plant. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr.
(1864) IX. xiv. ix. 3i£ The collapsing into rest of a super-
human being after vigorous exertion.

Collapsing (k^ce-psirj), ppl. a. That col-
lapses

; made so as to collapse, collapsible.
1884 Daily News 37 Sept. 5/3 A collapsing boat of canvas.

tCollapsion (k^larpjan). Obs. [ad. L. col-

ldpsion-em t sb. of action 1. collabi.] The action of

collapsing (//'/. or fig.) ; a collapsed condition.
a 1.6x9 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1621) 3 A general collap-

sion into those softenings of vices. 1664 Power Exp.
Philos. 11. 112 After the removal of your finger, and collap-

sion of the Mercury. 1766 Parsons in Phil. Trans. LVL
195 By the coltapsion of the lungs. 18*3 J. Badcock Dow.
Amusem. 77 At each filling of the bladder, it should be
wetted and brought into entire collapsion.

t Colla*queate. Obs.—° [f. med.L.collatjuedre,

f. col- together + laquedre to entangle.] 'To en-

tangle together* (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Collar (kp lai), sb. Forms : 3-6 ooler, 5-7
coller, 5-6 colar, 5- collar ; also 4-5 colore, 5
coleer, collere, (eolyer), 6 collare, (choller, 7
choler, couller, collor, colour). [ME. coler

t

a. AF. coler = OF. colter (later collier) — Pr. colar
t

Sp. collar, It. collare :—L. colldre, f. coll-um neck :

see -ar 1 2. By successive approximations to the

Latin, coler has become collar.]

I. Something worn about the neck.

1. The part of a garment which encircles the

neck, or forms the upper border near the neck
;

the neckband of a coat, cloak, dress, shirt, etc.,

either standing up round the neck, or folded over

upon the garment ; also a separate article of attire

worn round the neck ; now particularly applied to

the band (often separate) of linen, muslin, lace,

etc., which, in various shapes, is worn as an orna-

ment or finish to the upper part of the ordinary

dress of men and women.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28016 (Cott.) Biletts for-broiden and

colers wide. 138a Wyclip Job xxx. 18 As with a coler
[Vulg. capitio] of a kote thei girten me. t 1386 Chaucer
Miller's T. 79 A brooch sche baar vp on hir loue coler.

a 1450 A'nt. de la Tour (1868) 31 Seruyng women oflowe
astate . . thei furre her colers, that hangin doune into the
middil of the backe. 1557 F. Seager Sch. Virtue 86 in
Babecs Bk. u868) 338 Thy shyrte coler fast to thy necke
knyt. x6ia Rowlands Knave of Hearts, \jt\ us have
standing collars in the fashion ; All are become a stiff-necked

generation. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 1 18 P 10 Two Thirds
of the greatest Beauties about Town will have Cambrick
Collars on their Necks. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop II.

iv. 30 He would perhaps be dragged by the collar through
the public streets. 1881 Ld. Dlnraven in 1 ,th Cent. Nov.
691 The gentility of most men is contained in their shirt

collars. .Remove it, supply its place with a ragged woollen
muffler or kerchief of ancient date, and the effect is marvel-
lous and sad. Ifyou want to destroy an aristocracy, cut off

their collars, not their heads.

1 2. A piece of armour protecting the neck ; the

neck-piece of a hauberk or similar piece of armour.
1207 R. Glol'C. (1724) 223 Anne stroc he jef hym . . burn

haubert and ys coler. < 1400 Destr. Troy 7318 He clefe

hym to be coler, & the kyng deghit. c 1450 Merlin x. 158
Lucas, .smote hym with all nis myght thourgh the coler of
his haubrek. 1581 Stvward Mart. Discip. 1. 44 A fayre
Corslet, with all the peeces appertaining to the same, that

is the curats, y colters, the poldrens with the Vambraces.
1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 3 Verie well armed with
some kind of head-peece, a collar, etc.

+ 3. An ornamental band or chain worn round
the neck for ornament, or as a badge of office or

livery
;
also, a necklace. Obs. in general sense.

c ijmkE. E. A Hit. P. B. 1569 A coler of cler golde clos
vmbe his brote. c 1440 Promp. Parr'. 87 Coller of leuery,
torques. 1485 Caxton Paris V. 29 Thenne they took the
colyer and the whyte baner of Vyenne. 155a Huloet
Collar or bee whyene gentilwomen do vse to weare about
their neckes, monile. Collar or chayne of golde or syluer,

torques. 1611 Bible fudg. vni. 26. 164a Let.fr. Amster-
dam in Rushw. Hist. Coll. DL (1693) I. 745, I cannot learn
. . of the sale of any Jewels, save divers Collars of Pearl.

b. spec. The ornamental chain which forms
part of the insignia of orders of knighthood.
1488 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 303 A collar of

cokkilscheltis contenand xxiiii schellis of gold. 1548 Hall
Chron. an. 22 Hen. VII. (R.). The kyng .. sent .. to the
Duke Urbyne, the whole habite and coller of the noble
ordre of the gartier. 1577 Harrison England 11. v. (1877)
1. 121 A collar of the garter of thirtie ounces of gold
Troie weight.

^
16x4 Sblden Titles Hon. 362 The Collar

of the Order being of pure gold, made of Garters and knots,
and enameld with Roses white and red, weying about xxx.
ounces Troy weight. 1647 Pagitt Heresiogr. (ed. 4) 6 He
. .wore a great chaine like the Collar of some Order. 1708
Brit. Apollo No. 97. 4/2 The Duke received the Collar
of the Holy Ghost. 1717-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Collar,
Knights of the Collar, a military order in the republic of
Venice ; called also the order of St. Mark, or the medal .

.

the knights bear no particular habit, only the collar, or
chain. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 24/1 The collar [of the Order
of the Bath] to be of gold . . composed of nine imperial
crowns, and eight roses, thistles, and shamrocks issuing
from a sceptre, .linked together by seventeen gold knots .

.

and having the badge of the order pendant from it

c. Collar of~ SS. t
5*1, or Esses: an ornamental

chain consisting of a series of S*s either joined

together side by side or fastened in a row upon a

band or ribbon
; originally worn as a badge by

the adherents of the House of Lancaster.
This stillforms part of the official dress of various officers

;

the name is erroneously applied by Blount and others to
the collar of the Order of the Garter.
1407 Issue Roll ofExcheq. in Cussans Heraldry 256 Paid

3 November . . for a collar of gold worked with the Motto
Soveignez and the letter S. 1519 King's Bk. ofPayments
Aug. ibid., To Sir Richard Wingfield for a Collar of Esses.

i$3*-3Act 24 Hen. VIII, c 13 That no manne, onelesse he
be a knight . . weare any coler of golde named a coler of S.
1598 Si-EGHT Chaucer's Wks. B iij, IGower] lyeth buried.

.

with his image lying ouer him. .a collar of esses gold about
his necke . . being the ornament of a knight, c 1630 Risdon
Surv. Devon § 230 (1810) 246 About their neck a silver
collar of S's. x68x Blount Glossogr. s. v. Cotlardays, On
those days the King and the Knights of the Garter wear
their Collars of SS. 1684 Charnock Altrib. God (1834) II.
601 The collar of esses [of the Lord Mayor] and sword ..
pass through many hands in . . the use ofthem. 1719 D'Urfev
Pills I. 198 I'll ruffle no Collars of Esses. 1882 Cussans
Heraldry xviii. 255 The King-of-Arms, and Heralds ; the
Lord Mayor of London ; the two Chief-Justices ; the Chief-
Baron ; the Sergeants-at-Arms, and certain other officers

of the Royal Household, still wear a Collar of S.S. as a
mark of their official dignity.

fig. 16x3-6 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. iv, Or to a mead a
wanton river dresses, With richest collers of her turning
esses.

4. A band put round the neck of a dog or other
animal, as a means of control or identification, or
for ornament ; also trans/.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 169 Tobugge a belle of brasse
or of brijte syluer, And knitten on a colere for owre comunc
profit, And hangen it vp-on be cattes hals. c 1440 Promf.
Parv. 87 Coller of howndys, millus. 1475 Pict. Voc. in
Wr.'Wulcker 812 Hie millus, a grehownd colere. 1509
Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1874) 34 Hc tnat labour a
beast to hunt or chace..His lynes, colers, and lesshes he
must dres. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 5 Mam-
monets are lesse than an Ape . . his neck almost so big as
his body, for which cause they are tied by the hips, that
they slip not collar. 1786 Burns TwaDogs 13 His locked,
letter'd, braw brass collar Shew'd him the gentleman and
scholar. 1870 Blaine Encycl. Rur. Sports f 1948 Collars
and slips are also parts of the greyhound's dress and ap-
pendages. .The collars to which they are attached are now
of leather, as metal collars stained the neck.

5. A band of iron or other metal fixed round the

neck of prisoners, worn as a badge of servitude, etc.

1480 Caxton Chrmt. Eng. ccxliv. 305 There was made, .a
strong cheyne and a coler of yren for hym. c 1489 — Sonnes
of Aymon xvi. 369 And wyth all he gaff hym [Mawgis] a

frete coler of yron abowte his necke wherof the kynge
epte the key hymselfe. 11530 Ht'ckscomer in Hazl.

Dodsley I. 157 Among the thickest of yeomen of the collar.

1694 Lond. Gas. No. 3008/4 A Black Boy . . run away the
8th Instant . . having a Collar about his Neck with this In-
scription, The Lady Bromfield's Black in Lincolns-Inn-
Fields. 17*1 Strype Eccl. Mem. II. 11. xxiL 428 He
was tied with a collar of iron about his neck, fastened to a
chain, and that chain fastened to a post. 1820 Scott
Ivanhoe xxxii, A smith and a file . . to do away the collar

from the neck of a freeman. 184a Tennyson ,V/. Simeon
Stylites 115, I wear an undress'd goatskin on my back ; A
grazing iron collar grinds my neck.

6. A leather-covered roll made to fit over the

lower part of the neck of a horse or other draught
animal, forming that part of the harness through
which the power of drawing is directly exerted

;

with qualification, as breast collar, the term is ex-

tended to parts of the harness serving the same
purpose, but not fitted round the neck.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 87 Coller of horsys, epiphium. 1480
Wardr. Acc. Edw. IV (1830) 123 For vj drawing colers.

153a Fitzherb. Husb. § 5 Both his hombers or collers,

mes whyted, tresses, swyngletrees, and togwith. 159a
Shaks. Rom. * Jul. 1. iv. 62. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
IIL 339/3 The Collar . . made of Can vis and Leather stufed
with straw or wooll. x8oi W. Felton Carriages II. 169
The absurdity prevails of using breast-collars to heavy
four-wheeled carriages, and the neck-collar to light two-
wheeled carriages. 1855 F. E. Smedley H. Coverdale iv.

19 The mare, .took well 1 > collar at starting, and kept it up
steadily. 1868 Dickens Dr. Marigold 138 (Hoppe) The
high road ascends . . till it comes in sight of Cumner.
Every step against the collar, yet so gradual is the ascent
that, etc. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 2 Oct. 15/3 A tedious
and stiff pull against the collar.

+ 7. A shoulder-belt fitted with little loops, in

which cartridges were suspended ; a Bandoleer
in the earlier sense. Obs.
167a Chas. II. Warrant 2 Apr., One matchlocke mus-

quet, with a collar of bandaliero. 1677 Ld. Orrery Art of
War 31 If one Bandaleer take Fire, all the rest do In that

Collar.

8. fig. (from 4-6.) Also phrases : f To slip {the)

collar : to escape from restraint ; to draw back from
a task or undertaking ; also f to shrink collar. Out
of (or in) collar : out of (or in) work or regular

employment, /fgainst the collar : entailing con-

tinuous exertion or hard strain, as when a horse

presses against the collar in pulling a heavy load

or in going up a hill (cf. sense o) ; cf. Collar-work.
1470 J. Paston in Paston Lett. No. 461. II. 339, I shall

do as well as I may for fawt of monye tyll I spek with yow.
I have many collars on, as I shall tell vow when 1 come.
1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. lxvi. 3 The harde and stif-

necked (whiche woold fayne slip their neckes out of his

coler). 1580 North Plutarch (1076' 707 He began a little

to rowze himself, and to lift up his head : but he shrunk
collar again soon after, because the Athenians would not

rise. 1 591 Spenser M. Hubberd 260 The Ape. .would have
slipt the coller handsomlv. 1651 Hobbes Lrviath. 111. xlii.

(1839) 540 Slily slip off the collar of their civil subjection.

c 1677 Marvell Growth PoPery 34 When we were engaged
in a War, the Dutch would likely slip Collar, leave us in

the War. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 114 It obliged sovereigns

to submit to the soft collar of social esteem. 1855 A. Man-
ning Old Chelsea Bun-house vii. 108 Your gentler Birth and
Bringing-up. .makes the Collar so hard to wear. 186a All
V. Round 13 Sept. 12 Lor* bless you, I've known a leading

man, out of collar, say 1 sir ' to Joey.
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b. In the following some commentators take it

as ' the hangman's halter comparing 2 Hen. IV,
v. v. 92 : but ?

159a Shaks. Rom. # Jul. 1. i. 6 While you liue, draw your
necke out o'th Collar.

t 9. The collar-bone. Obs. rare.
c 14*0 Liber Cocorum (1862) 35 pe heroun is slayn, as have

I sene. .penne under bo wynge po skyn pou cralle, Pyt in

po bylle at coler bou schalle.

II. Transferred and technical senses.

10. An encompassing and restraining band or

strap.

1507 LovjH(lAncQ\nsh.)C/t7trc/tw.Acc.(MS.), Paid Codder
tnakyng bell colars xd. 1563 Stow Mem. in Three 15th C.

Chron. (Camden) 125 Anno 1563, ye xxx of July . . was one
whipt on a sckaffold . . his neke, his hands, and fett made
faste to a stake a bove y sayd skafold with kolars of iron.

1593 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 34 Item given for a bell coller .

.

1864 Boutell Heraldry xxxii. 469 When there are

two shields accolees, a Collar may encircle them both, 1870
Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 106 The nerve-system con-
sists of supra-oesophageal and of ventrally-placed ganglia,

connected with each other so as to form a collar round the

oesophagus.

11. Mech. A ring, circle, flange, or perforated

disk, surrounding a rod, shaft, pipe, etc., for restrain-

ing lateral motion ; forming a steam-, or water-tight

joint, and the like ; a short piece of pipe serving as

a connexion between two pipes, etc.

(With numerous special applications in different trades and
different departments of mechanism.)
1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 50 The motion of the Coller

about the Main-spindle allows it ; but were the. .Coller fixt,

it could not move at all. 1715 Desaguliers in Phil.

Trans. XXIX. 441, I fix'd each End of it into a triangular

Collar of Tin. 1794 [see collar-bolt in 21]. 1849 Weale
Diet. Terms, Collar, a plate of metal screwed down upon
the stuffing-box of a steam-engine, with a hole to allow the

piston-rod to pass through. 1859 Rankine Steam Eng.
§ 125 The friction between a plunger and its collar. 1881
Mechanic 518 Sometimes the drain pipes are laid with
collars . . that is, short pieces of piping sufficiently large to

receive the ends of two pipes, thus keeping them firmly in

their place. 1884 F. Britten Watch $ Clockm. 187 A
collar with a hole in the middle, of a size to slip freely over
the steel rod.

b. Turning. * A ring inserted in the puppet
for holding the end of the mandril next the chuck

1

(Weale Diet. Terms).
1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 199 Hollow Maundrels are also

used in Collers that open not with a Joynt. 1833 J. Hol-
land Mann/. Metals II. 103 An iron mandrel, the ends of
which run in collars or journeys.

C. Coining. A metal ring which encloses the

blank or planchet, and serves to prevent it from
spreading when stamped, as well as to impress

the milling (or, if required, a legend) on its edge.
1826 [implied in verb]. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 253/1 The

letters were impressed upon the edge by including the
blanks in a collar which contained the legend . . The metal,

thus placed, being struck with the die, expanded under it,

and received the form of whatever was engraven on the in-

side of the collar. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 349 s. v. Mint,
The blow, which is estimated at 40 tons, forces the metal into

every engraved part of the collar and dies. X876 Humphreys
Coin-Coll. Man. xix. 247 The Greek moneyers did not under-
stand the principle of the collar, by which an accurate circle

is obtained in modern times.

12. Naut. a. * A rope formed into a wreath,

with a heart or dead-eye seized in the bight, to

which the stay is confined at the lower part/ b.
' An eye in the end or bight of a shroud or stay to

go over the mast-head.' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.)

C. (See quot 1753).
i6a6 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Seamen 14 The tackles, the

mison stay, the collers, the maine shrouds and chaines. 1627
— Seaman's Gram. v. 18 The maine Masts stay is made
fast by a Lannier to a Coller, which is a great Rope that

comes about the head and Boulspret, the other end to the
head of the maine Mast. 1712 E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 332
The Marquis . . broke the Collar of the Fore-stay. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supfi. s. v., There is also a collar, or gar-
land, about the main mast head, which is a rope wound
about there, to save the shrouds from galling. 1835 Sir J.
Ross N. W. Pass. ix. 126 A collar and bits for a new bow-
sprit. 1878 W. C Russell Wreck Grosvenor xvii, The
collar of the mainstay.

13. Of a plough (see quot.).

*753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Collar 0/ the plough, a term
used by our farmers to express a ring of iron, which is

fixed to the middle of the beam, and serves to receive the
ends of two chains, the lower one called the tow chain, and
the upper one called the bridle chain.. These chains, by
means of this collar, and their other insertions, serve to join
the head and the tail of the plough together.

14. Mining. The timbering round a shaft's mouth.
1849 Weale Diet. Terms, Collar of a shaft, the timber

and boarding used to secure the uppermost part of a shaft in
loose rubble from falling in. x88o W. Comw. Gloss., Collar,
boards near the surface for securing the shaft of a mine.
15. Arch. a. — Collarino.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Cincture, That at bottom is

peculiarly called apophyge ; as if the pillar took its flight
hence : and that at top, colarin, or collar. 1842-76 Gwilt
Archit. Gloss., Collar, oxColarino. .is another name for the
astragal of a column.

b. Short for Collar-beam.
1856-8 Archit. Publ. Soc. Diet. I. 113 Collar, or Collar.

Beam, called 'choler' by early English writers on archi-
tecture .

.
In old roofs the collar is frequently framed into the

rafters. 1874 T. Hardy Madding Crowd I. xxii. 240 The
dusky, filmed, chestnut roof, braced and tied in by huge

collars, curves, and diagonals. 1876 Gwilt Archit. § 2052
When the latter was the case, a second collar was generally

introduced above the first.

10. Angling. An arrangement by which several

artificial flies are attached to one line in fly-fishing.

1861 Hughes Tom Brozvn at Oxf. xxxvi, He dropped his

collar of flies lightly on the water, each cast covering an-

other five feet of the dimpling surface. Ibid. He went off

. . with two yards of my collar and a couple of first-rate flies.

17. Zool. A band of a distinct colour or texture

round the neck of an animal.
1664 Pepys Diary 25 Apr.; A bird . . black the greatest part,

with the finest collar of white about the neck. 1797 Bewick
Brit. Birds (1847) I. 82 A variety of the Daw.. having a
white collar round its neck. 1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mam-
malia IV. 173 The most distinguishing mark of the species

[the Collared A'i] is a large black collar which completely
surrounds the neck.

b. In Insects : The pro-thorax which bears the

first pair of legs ; sometimes limited to the pos-

terior part of this when it forms a ring-like anterior

border to the meso-thorax, as in Hymenoptera.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xlvii. (1828) IV. 387 The exist-

ence of the collar in the Trichoptera. 1888 Rolleston &
ackson Anim. Life 157 The prothorax is ring-like and is

ence often termed ' collar

c. In Molluscs: A thickened muscular and
glandular border of the mantle.
1847 in Craig. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 52 {Edible

Snail) In the completion of the act of forcing the animal's

body out of the shell, the ' collar ' takes a share.

a. A rim surrounding the ffcgellum or cilium

of the cell in various lower animal forms.

1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 252 The ampulla;

[of a sponge] are lined by cylindrical^ granular endoderm
cells—about sixty to each ampulla—with a basal nucleus,

single cilium surrounded by a hyaline protoplasmic collar.

Jbid. 847 Choanoflagellata. .[are] distinguished by. .the pos-

session of a single fine flagellum, implanted, .within an area

surrounded by a clear funnel-shaped collar of protoplasm.

18. Bot. a. 1 The ring upon the stipe of an

agaric.' b. ' The point of junction between the

radicle and the plumule' (Treas. Bot.).

1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Collum, The point of departure of the

ascending and descending axes, that is to say, of the root

and stem, which is often called the collar. 1881 Gardener's
Chron. XVI. 721 They appear to attack the collar of the

plant, and at this position get inside.

19. Cookery, fa. The neck-piece (of brawn).

Obs. b. A piece of meat {esp. brawn), a fish, etc.,

tied up in a roll or coil.

1610 B. Jonson Alch. iv. i, What do you say to a collar of

brawn, cut down Beneath the souse? 1617 Minsheu Ductor,
Collar, or necke of brawne. .because it is onely the necke
of a Boare. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 115 He in-

tends to send you a whole brawn in collers. 1681 Chetham
Angler's Vade-m. xxxix. (1689) 266 You may serve it [eel]

either in collars or in round slices. 1796 Mrs. Glasse
Cookery xviii. 290 Lay. .salt over the salmon ; so roll it up
into a collar, and bind it with broad tape. 1814 Byron Let.

to Moore 9 Apr., A collar of brawn which I swallowed for

supper.

t c. A roll or bundle. Obs.

1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 49 A very long Root, like

a small Cord, which is brought from New Spain in Collars,

or long Bundles.

20. Wrestling. A manoeuvre in which the op-

ponent is tackled by the neck ; cf. Collar v. 3.

1581 J. Bell Haddons Ans%v. Osor. 410 As though a man
might not as easily overthrow this challenger with his owne
collers here, c 1600 Norden Spec. Brit., Cornw. (1728) 29
The first [wrestling] is acted in two sortes, by Holdster (as

they call it) and by the Coller. 1873 Slang Diet., Collar atid
elbow, a term for a peculiar style of wrestling— the Corn-
wall and Devon style.

21. Comb, collar-awl, a form of awl used in

sewing horses' collars, etc. ; f collar-band, a band
serving as a collar (cf. Band sb.% 4) ; collar-

bird, a species of Bower-bird ;
collar-block, a

block on which a horse collar is shaped ; collar-

bolt, a bolt with a collar or ring ; collar-brace

(see quot.)
;
collar-cell, a cell with a collar (cf.

17 d) ; collar-check (see quot.) ; collar-dresser,

one who starches and irons collars ; collar-gall,

a wound produced (on a horse) by the rubbing of

the collar; so collar-galled ppl. adj. ; collar-

harness, harness with a neck-collar, as distinct

from that with a breast-collar ; collar-launder,

a receptacle fixed, like a collar, on the top of the

delivery pipe of a pump, to receive the water before

its discharge into the conduit : see Launder ;

collar-like a., resembling a collar, ring-like

;

f collar-link, a part of the plough belonging to

the collar (cf. 13) ; collar-nail, a nail with a pro-

jecting collar, used in blind-soling shoes ; collar-

plate (see quot.) ; t collar-pleat, ? a pleat or fold

produced by the collar; collar-proud a. (dial,),

restive when in harness, said of a horse
; + collar-

shirt (see quot.) ; f collar-spot, a mark made
by a collar ; collar-tool, a blacksmith's tool for

making collars on rods, bolts, etc. ; collar-worn a.
}

hurt or strained by the collar (as a horse).

1684 Satyr agst. Commw. 1 Here Men with swinging

Trowsers awe, And divine *coIlar-bands give law. 170a

Addison Dial. Medals (1727) 17 Of the Ruff and Collar-

band. 18.. Dickens Househ, Words (Hoppe\ His neat

collar-band turned over evenly all round the cravat, 1794
W. Felton Carriages (i8oi) 1. 104 *Collar-bolt, a bolt with
a shoulder or collar in the middle and double-screwed ends,
which serves to fix one thing upon another, that either may
be separately taken away without displacing the other.
Ibid. I. 106 A double and single *collar-brace ring. Ibid.

I. 211 Collar braces, are those that go round the perch or
crane, .to check the motion [of the body of a carriage] side-

ways. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Collar-check, a rough
cross-barred woollen material for saddlery purposes, made
either broad or narrow. 1890 Daily News 28 Jan. 7/6 The
child, the step-daughter of a *collar-dresser. 1688 Lond.
Gaz. No.2381/4 An Iron grey Gelding. .3 or 4 "Collar-Galls

on his Shoulder. 1684 Ibid. No. 1958/4 Her off Shoulder
Coller gald. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xx. (1870) 471 Are we
to suppose that each island is surrounded by a *col!ar-like

!
submarine ledge of rock? 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v.

i

Plough, Particular parts of a plough . . the 'Collar Links,

J

the plough pillow. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 594 *Collar-
:
plate, an auxiliary puppet, or midway rest in a lathe for

\

turning long pieces. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4085/4 A Black

;

Horse, with, .white Hairs on the 'Collar-pleat. 1884 Chesh.

I
Gloss., *Collar-proud, restive. 1832 Regul. Instr. Cavalry

I

11. 40 The collar-rein or chain is unfastened, c 1600 B. E.
;

Diet. Cant. Cretu, Numtns, a Sham, or *CoIlar- Shirt, to

I
hide the t'other when Dirty. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4040/4

! A bright bay Nag . .with . . some sign of *ColIar spots upon
; his Shoulders. 1882 Br. ok Carlisle in Macm. Mag. XLV.
; 464 Horses, .suffering from a "collarworn shoulder.

Collar (k^'lli), v. [f. prcc. sb.]

1. trans. To put a collar on ; to fetter or fasten

;

with a collar ; to surround as with a collar.

i6oi Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 135 For . . new collering the
ministers surpcloth. 1679 Plot Stajfordsh. (1686) 440 The
said bull is then . . coller'd and roap't, and so brought to the

!

Bull-ring in the high-street. 1806 J. Grahame Birds
Scotl. 21 Trees New planted, .each to a post Fast-collared,

: culprit like. 1847-74 Halliwell, To collar the mag, to

throw the coit with such precision as to surround the plug.

, 1865 [see Collaring vbL sb.].

b. Coining. To stamp a coin in a collar.

1826 E. Hawkins Anglo-Fr. Coinage (1830) 14S From want

I

of what is called collaring.

2. To put the collar on (a horse), esp. for the first

time ; hence fig. to break in to work. dial.

1692 [see Collaring]. 1750 W. Ellis Mod. IIusbandman
II. li. 48, I collar [my own children] tas the country term is)

as early as possible ; that is, I bring them up to work as

soon as they are able to do anything, and continue so doing,

the better to fit the back to the burthen. 1884 Chesh. Gloss.,

Collar, to harness, or put the collar on, a colt for the first

time. Used also for bringing up a child to work early.

3. Wrestling, (intr.) To lay hold on the op-

ponent's collar or neck. Also fig.
<ii555 Ridley IVks. (1843) 146 Ye know the deepness of

Satan, being an old soldier, and you have collared with
him ere now. a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. T.

(1618) 395 The wrestlers, which contended to strike those

! with whom they were collered. 1661 Sir A. Haslerig's

!
Last Will Test. Supp. 6 He grew so familiar with

j

Oliver, as he would not stick by way of Argument to coller

with him. 1708-15 Keksey, Collar (in Wrestling) is to fix,

or hold on the Adversary's Collar.

4. trans. To seize or take hold of (a person) by

j

the collar ; more loosely : To capture. In Football ;

To stop an opponent who is running with the ball.

1613 Day Festivals (1615) 126 Collering others by the
! Necke with a Quinsie. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 84 If

you advised him not to collar any man but one who knows

I

what he means. 176a Gentl. Mag. 192 His Lordship collared

i
the footman who threw it. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xviii,

1 He was collared by two Frenchsoldiers, and dragged back
into the battery.

5. slang. To lay hold of, take or get possession

of, appropriate, master.
£1700 Street Robberies Consid., Collar Vie Cole, lay

I hold on the money. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xv, Another
1 gentleman comes and collars that glass of punch. 1859 All

j
V. Round No. 13. 306 We were ' well in '

: we had collared the

j
bowling. 1888 Pall Mall G. 6 Jan. 6/1 The uncontested

\
seats which were ' collared ' last time by Liberal Unionists.

6. Cookery. 1 To roll up (a piece of meat, a fish,

etc.) and bind it hard and close with a string
1

(J.)

;

b. to cut up and press into a roll (see Collared 4).

C1670 MS. Cookery Bk., To Coller Pigg. 1741 Compi.

Fam.-Piece 1. ii. 149 To collar a Breast of Veal. 1769 Mrs.
Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 43 To collar Mackarel.

Ibid. 303 To collar Beef.

Collar, obs. f. Choler, dial. f. Collow.
[Collarage. A traditional entry in Diction-

aries, founded on obs. F. collerage : see quots.

1611 Cotgr., Droict de Collerage, Collerage, a fee due for

the collers worne by the horses, or men, which draw wine

vp and downe. 1678 Phillips, Collerage, a pecuniary

mulct in France, exacted for the Collars worn by Wine-

drawing-horses, or men. 1708-15 Kersey, Collarage, a

Fine or Tax impos'd for Collars worn by Wine-drawing

Horses. 1730^6 in Bailey ; hence in mod. Diets., some of

which untruly add 1 formerly levied in England'.]

Collar-beam.
1. Arch. A horizontal beam connecting a pair of

I rafters, which prevents them from spreading or

'sagging* (bending in); it is attached about the

middle of the rafters, which distinguishes it from a

tie-beam.
1659 T. Willsford Archit. 12 Principall sparres or

rafters . . are made according to the true pitch of the build-

ing intended ; about the middle (in common structures) each

of them hath a collar-beam. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 73 The
Coller beams eight and three inches. 1667 Primatt City $
C. Build. 86 Choller-beams. 1837 P. Nicholson Pract.

Build. I. 29 A collar-beam is . . usually employed where there

1 are no king-posts.

78-a
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2. Naut. (See quots.)
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789^, Clefde beauprf. .the

collar-beam, which is raised a little above the second deck,
to fortify the bowsprit, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weak) 95
The Collar-Beam is the beam upon which the stanchions of
the beak-head bulk-head stand.

Co llar-bone. Each of the two bones that

extend from the breast-bone to the shoulder-blade,

forming part of the pectoral arch ; the clavicle.

15. . Sc. Poems \f>th C. II. 169 Hely fell . . And brake his

necke and coller bane. 1615 Cbooke Body 0/Man 265 The
pateil or choler bones. 171a Steele Sped. No. 474 F 3
None should be admitted into this green conversation-

piece, except he had broke his collar-bone thrice. 1794-6
E. Darwin Zoon. (1801) I. 109 All the quadrupeds that have
collar-bones, use their fore-limbs in some measure as we
use our hands. 1850 Grote Greece 11. Iviii. (1862I V. 177,
I broke my collar-bone, .by a fall from a young horse.

Collard ;kp*lajdV dial, and U.S. Also 8 col-

lart. [Phonetic corruption of cohort, colewort.]

A variety of cabbage which does not heart ; <= Cole-
wort 2.

1755 Connoisseur No. 91 (1774) III. 148 Fed for cheapness
with nothing but collart-leaves and chopt straw. 1807 R.
W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 71 The turnips being sold off

in autumn and replaced by collards. 1845 in Halliwell
(' East '). 1883 C. F. Smith Southemisms in Trans. After.
Philol. Soc. 46 In the South no word, as no dish, is better
known among the poorer whites and negroes than collards
or greens. [1890 'Well known in Essex,' Correspt.% cf.

1881 Oxfordsh. Gloss. Supply Collets, small spring cabbage.
1888 Berksh, Words, Colluts, young cabbages.]

Collar-day. A day on which Knights wear
the collar of their Order, when taking part in any
court ceremony.
1637 Garrard in Strafford's Lett. (1739) II. 85 Two Pil-

lories were erected, and there the Sentence of Star-Chamber
against Burton, Bastwick, and Prynne was executed . . Bast-

wick told the People, the Lords had Collar-days at Court,
but this was his Collar-day, rejoycing much in it. 166a
Pepvs Diary 29 Sept., It being Collar-day, we had no time
to talk with him about any business. 1661-3 Ibid. 2 Feb., It

being a collar-day, it being Candlemas-day. 1707 M .

State Gt. Brit. 1. 400 The Queen has also Collar-Days,
(that is, Days when she wears the Collar of the Garter).

1764 Low Li/e$6 This being Whitsunday and consequently
Collar Day at Court. 18x8 Moore Fudge Paw. in Paris
vi. 73 Like Knights, too, we've our collar days.

Collared [kflaid), ppL a. [f. Collar sb. and
V. + -ED.]

1. Wearing a collar (round the neck).
r 1386 Chaucer Nut's T. 1294 White Alauntz. .with mosel

faste ybounde, Colered [so 3 A/SS.', v.r. coleres] of gold with
tourettes fyled rounde. c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 87 Colleryde,
torquatus. 1714 On'g. Canto Spencer xx. 7 The baser
Whelps. .Perversely drew their collar'd Necks awry. 1850
Mrs. Browning Poems II. 217 The collared knights. 1862
R. Patterson Pss. Hist. Sf Art 367 Playing with a frisky

red-collared kitten.

b. in Her. So Collared-chained.
1681 T. Jordan Lond. Joy in Heath Grocers* Comp. (1869)

542 Three Greyhounds Currant, Arm'd and Collard, Gules.
1809 Naval Chron. XXL 189 An unicorn's head, -collared

gules. 1882 Cussans Heraldry vi. 90 Collared, having a
collar about the neck. When an Ape is thus described, the
collar is affixed around its loins.

2. Furnished or fitted with a collar.

1650 Fuller Pisgah nr. vi. 101 As the lews coates were
collared above; so they were skirted and fringed below.

1747 HoosoN Miners Diet. Tiijb, They are mostly Col*
lered at both Ends, and are a good way to support a Shaft.
1823 AWe Monthly Mag. VIII. 495 He wore a blue coat .

.

cuffed and collared with .. velvet. 1887 Gaverocks xii, Is
Mr. Penhalligan to go limp-collared?

3. Zool. Having a marking round the neck.
181* Smellik tr. Buffon's Nat. Hist. XV. 124 Where the

Collared Black Flycatcher is found. 1828 Stark Elem.
Nat. /fist. I. 61 Collared Lemur, .a ruff of red hair. 1865
Sat. Rev. 5 Aug. 182 The collared turtle-dove, an Indian
species, was found at Jericho in mid-winter.

b. Said of cells, etc ; cf. Collar sb. i7d.
1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life Index, Collared

cells [of sponges]. Ibid. 790 The epithelia are unilaminar,
the endoderm cells typically collared and flagellate.

4. Cookery. Rolled up and tied with a string, as

a piece of meat from which the bones have been
removed, a fish, brawn, etc.

1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. xxxix. (1689) 266 If

you'll have the collar'd eel to keep a month. 1744 Mrs.
Delany Autobiog. 4- Corr. {1861) II. 332 Secona course:
Partridge, Sweetbreads, Collared pig. Creamed apple tart.

1774 IPestnt. Mag. II. 47 This turban for my head is col-

lar'd brawn. 1806 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. III. 491 Col-

lared eels, eels cured and rolled up into a shape resembling
a collar. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons

«fr
W. lii, A collared

eel, which would have provoked the appetite of an an-
chorite.

b. Collared pork, pigs face, head, etc. : the

meat of the head and other parts of a pig, ox, etc.,

boiled, cut into small pieces and pressed into the

shape of a roll, often with the skin laid round.
1861 Mrs. Beeton Househ. Managem. 393 Collared pig's

face (a breakfast or luncheon dish). 1873 E. Smith foods
81 Collared pork is made from the gelatinous parts of the

pig, as the ears, feet, and face.

Collarette, -et (kplare-t\ Also 7 colleret,

9 -ette. [ad. r. collerette, dim. of collier Collar.
The Fr. form is frequent in Millinery ] A small

collar ; a woman's collar of linen, lace, fur, etc.

1690 Evelyn Mundus Muliebris, Two night-rails, and a
scarf beset With a great lace, a colleret. 1869 Mrs. Pal-
useb Lace iv. 6s Of this Lornbardy thread were the magnifi-

cent collerettes. 1883 E. J. Worboise Sisst'e xxxiii, Her
mother gave her a very pretty little collarette.

b. The circle of tentacles of the sea-anemone.
1869 H. M. Hart tr. Moquin-Tandons World 0/Sea 125

The anemone has spread his painted collarette.

Collaring (k^larirj), vbl. sb.

1. The action of the vb. Collar in various senses;

also attrib.

1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2803/4 Some white in his Mane near
the collaring Place. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Honsekpr.
(1778) 293 Observations on Potting and Collaring. 1833
Marryat P. Simple x, I was quite bewildered with the

shouting and swearing, pushing and scuffling, collaring and
fighting. 1865 ComA. Mag. Feb. 177 Her., new wrist-

banding and collaring, and darning, and clearstarching.

2. Mining. See quot., and cf. Collak sb. 14.

185 1 Coal- 1rode Terms Northumbld. Durharn 1

5

Collaring, a framing composed usually of pieces of cross

timber, placed under the pump joints in a shaft, for the
purpose of steadying and supporting the set.

[| Collarino (Kf?larrn<7'. Arch. Also colarino.

[It. (k^llarf n^) dim. of collare Collar ; also called

colarin, collar (15 a).]

1. The cincture, fillet, or listel, terminating the

apophyge at the extremities of the shaft ofa column.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. m 2 Collarino . . the same

as Astragal, .the bottom Ring, with its Fillets in the foot ot !

a capital. 1841-76 GwiLT./lrcAi7. Gloss,, Collar or Colarino,
a ring or cincture ; it is another name for the astragal of a
column.

2. The cylindrical part of the capital in the Tus-
can, the Roman Doric, and the Ionic of the

Erechtheum.
1715 Lbom Palladio's Archit. (1742^ I. 14 The Collarino,

or the Neck of the Column. Ibid. I. 15 Collarino, or Hypo-
j

trachilum, or Frize of the Capitel. 1842 76 Gwilt Archit.
Gloss., Collar, or Colarino . . is sometimes called the neck,
gorgerin, or hypotrachelium. 1846 Parker Concise Gloss.

Archit. (1875) 71 Collarino, the cylindrical part of the column
between the annulets and under the ovolo and the astragal.

Collarless kplaales;, a. [f. Collar + -less.]

Without a collar, a. Of a garment.
1611 Cotgr., Dolyman, a Turkish gowne, long coate, or

vpper garment ; collerlesse. 1823 Neiv Monthly Mag. V.
1

242 His blue, collarless, basket-buttoned coat. x86s Thorn-
bury Turner I. 64 The boy with the flowing locks and
collarless coat of puce or brown.

b. Not wearing a collar ; destitute of a collar.

1859 Cornwallis New World I. 296 A striped necktie ..

twisted like a rope round his collarless neck. 1885 Law
'Times LXXX. 109/2 The case of the collarless dog.

Co llar-maker. One who makes collars, esp.

for horses and other draught animals.
1481-90 Hcnvard Househ, Bks. (1844) 229 To Lely, a coler-

maker, for xiiij. dayes makenge colers, and mendynge of
horse herneys. 1580 North Plutarch (1676) 138 Cord,
makers, Sadlers, Coller-makers. 174a J. Yarrow Love at
First Sight 104 My netghbur Thong, the Collar-maker. 1885
C Mackeson Brit. Almanac fyComp. 94 Double meanings
. . [e. g.) Collar Maker for a Seamstress or Harness Maker.

Collar-work.
1. lit. Work in which a horse has to strain hard

j

against the collar, as in drawing a heavy load or

going up hill.

1871 Black Adv. Phaeton xxii. 307 Giving a long spell of
collar-work to the horses. 1887 T. Trollope What I Re-
member II. viii. 132 There were still fourteen miles, nearly
all collar-work, between that [Lucca] and the baths.

2. fig. Severe and close work.
1871 Daily News 25 Jan., Breaking down in harness,

under the severe collarwork of these democratic days. 1875
C. L. Kenney Mem. M. W. Balfe 38 When the days allow-
ance of stiff ' collar work ' was accomplished.

Collat, obs. form of Collet.

Collatable (kffl^-tab'l\ a, [f. Collate v. +
-able.] That may be collated.

a 1834 Coleridge U cited by Worcester (1846). 1877 F.

Hall Eng. Adj. in -able 46.

Collate (kf&t\ v. [f. L. collat- ppl. stem of

conferre to Confer. Cf. OK. collater, in sense oi

collating documents (14th c. in Godefroy).]
1. To put or bring together, compare.

*t*l. trans. To contribute ; to bring together. Obs.
1678 Bp. Nicholson Expos. Catech. 25 Every particular

Apostle did cast in and collate his Article to make up this

Sum [the Apostles' Creed].

b. Roman Law. (see Collation i b.)
1880 M : tr. Rules Utyian xxviil | 4 Bonorum

possessio is granted . . to emancipated children, if they are

prepared to give security to their brothers . . that they will

collate (i.e. bring into division) the estate belonging to them
at their father's death.

2. To bring together for comparison ; to com-
pare carefully and exactly, in order to ascertain

points of agreement and difference.

1612 Bacon Ess., Judicature (Arb.) 454 To recapitulate,

select, and collate the materiall points of that which hath
beene said. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 6 The evidence
of which two places collated, none, .can resist. 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. 1. 27 Computing or collating years and Chronolo-
gies, 1780 Bcrke Sp. at Bristol Wks. III. 381 He has visited

all Europe . . not to collect medals, or collate manuscripts:
but . . to compare and collate the distresses of all men in all

countries. 1707 Godwin Enquirer 1. vi. 43 Collating one
language witn another. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. xxii.

506 The events of history were collated with the maxims of

science. 1868 Lockyer Guillemin's Heavens 194 Mr. Her-
scheL.has recently collated the observations undertaken to

determine the heights of meteors.

8. esp. To compare critically (a copy of a text)

with other copies or with the original, in order to
correct and emend it.

1658 W. Burton /tin. Anton. 60 The learned Professor .

.

when he collated the Gr. printed Text with the Lambeth
MS. 1699 Bentley Phat. Pref. 6 Mr. Bennet desir'd me to
lend him the Manuscript Phalaris to be collated. 1768
Johnson Pre/, to Shahs. Wks. IX. 292, I collated such
copies as I could procure. 1868 Furnivall Temp. Pre/.
Cauterb, T. 1 Chaucer Soc) 2, I went . . specially to collate
part of the Harleian MS. 7334 with Mr. Thomas Wright's
print of it. 1875 Scrivener Led. Grk. Test. 13 To collate
the whole mass, that is to compare their mutual variations
with some common standard.

b. To compare a copy of a legal document with
the original, and duly verify its correctness.

1683 Apol. Prot. France v. 72 We will that the same credit
shall be given to Copies duly collated . . as to the present
Original. 17*7-51 Chambers Cycl. s,v. Collation, Acollated
act is equivalent to an original ; provided all the parties
concerned were present at the collation.

4. Printing and Bookbinding. To examine the

sheets of a printed book by the signatures, so as to

ascertain that they are perfect and in correct order.

1770 Concise Hist. Printing 491 The Collating of books is

— First to examine whether trie whole number of sheets that
belong to a Book are gathered in the Book . .To do this the
Collater provides himself with a bodkin . . and pricks up the
corner of the first sheet A . . till he has collated the whole
impression, etc. 1808 C. Stower Printer's Gram. 411
Having collated a gathering, he lays it on his left. 188a
Blades Caxton 131 To enable the binder to collate the
sheets of each section correctly, it was the custom . . to place
distinguishing marks on the first page of each sheet. 1885
C. G. warnford Workshop Rec. Ser. iv 229 1 For collating,

the book is held in the right hand, at the right top corner.

II. To confer, bestow, appoint.

f 5. To confer or bestow on, upon (a person)

;

to give or grant to. Obs. exc. as in next.

1 581 Savile Tacitus* Hist. iv. (1591 1 i72That the Empire.,
by nim was collated vpon Vespasian. 1597 Daniel Civ. Wares
11. cxv, He must collate The same on others. 164a Answ.
Printed Bk. 27 The good old wayes of bestowing offices and
collating honours. 1717 L How el Desiderius <ed. 3 96 The
Goodness they are possess'd of is collated by God to them.

6- Eccles. +a. Toconfer(abenefice)o«(aperson).
1558 in Strype Ann. Re/. I. iL 65 The said Bishoprick was

justly collated and given to Nicolas Ridley, D.D. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. iv. L 5 17 Many Italians had the fattest

livings in England by the Pope collated upon them. 1*1670

Hobbes Dial. Com. Laws 146 The Right of the King, and
other Patrons to collate Bishopricks and other Benefices
within the Realm of England.

b. To appoint or institute (a cleric) to a benefice.

Now said of an ordinary who institutes to a living

in his own gift or patronage, or which has lapsed

to him by neglect or disablement of the patron.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 11702) I. iv. 239 The King .

.

collated to those Sees, Dr. Prideaux . . Dr. Winniff. 1703
Sir E. Northey in W. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I.

128 If the Parishioners do not present a minister to the
Gov' within 6 months after any Church shall become void,

the Govr as ordinary shall and may collate a Clerk to such
Church by lapse. 1704 Nelson test. $ Fasts (1739) 60a
When any Person is presented or collated to any Benefice.

1884 A. K Pennington Wicli/ viii. 272 He refuses to col-

late the Pope's nephew . . to a Canonry . . of Lincoln.

C. absol. (without direct object) : To appoint to

a benefice ; to have such appointment in one's gift.

1606 Act 3 James c. v. f 18 Euery . . Popish Recusant
conuict . . shall. . be vtterly disabled to- collate or nominate
to any Free-schoole, Hospitall, or Donatiue whatsoeuer.

1607 C*tess D Annoy's Trav. {1706) 60 She is Superior of
seventeen Convents ; Collates to several Benefices, 1708 J.
Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. ill. L 1

1 7 1 ; 143 If the Bishop
does not collate in half a year more, it [the Living! lapses to

the Archbishop. 1846 Prescott Fera. 4" H- L Introd. 37
The sovereign held the right, .of collating to benefices.

Collated ^k^'ted), a. [f. prec + -ED.]

a. Compared, b. Conferred, bestowed.
1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 44 Alt opinions, yea errors,

known, read, and collated, are of main service .
.
toward the

speedy attainment of what is truest. 1647 H. More Song

of Soul 11. App. xxiii. That the dull Planets with collated

light By neighbour suns might cheared be in dampish night.

1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 11. i, Not a collated or legal

right, c 1840 Sir W. Hamilton Logic App. (1866) II. 257
Three terms or collated notions.

Collatee (kple'-tr). [f. as prec. + -ee.] One
who is collated to a benefice.

1703 Sir E. Northey in W. Perry Hist. Colt. Amer. Col.
Ch. L 128 His collatee shall hold the Church for his life.

Collater : see Collator.

t Colla terage. Surveying. Obs. [f. late L.
collaterdre to have on both sides : see -age.] A
species of ' boundage 1

; a bordering between plots

lying side by side.

1610 W. Folkincham Art 0/ Survey 11. ii. 49 Simple
Boundage is Confrontage and Collaterage . . Collaterage
Actiue, as siding, furrowing, balking, dyling [?dyking], hay-
ing, hedging, or shawing.

Collateral (kfflarteral), a. and sb. Also 4
collaterale, 5 -alle, 6-7 -all, colaterall. [ad.

med.L. collateral-is, f. L. col- together with + later-

stem of latus side : cf. lateral, and F. collate
1

ral.]

A. atij.

1. Situated or placed side by side (with one

another) ; running side by side, parallel.

In Geometry and Crystallogr. applied to two faces having
a common edge.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 238 Collateral is sayde ofone
that U nye a nother by the tone syde of hym. 1527 R.



COLLATERALITY. COLLATION.
Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 253 Betwixt two Collateral
lines. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xxvii. 40 Parted into many
collaterall or side braunches. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. \.

99 In his bright radience and colaterall light, Must I be
comforted, not in his sphere. 1613 R. C. Table Alph.
(ed. 3), Collaterall, on the other side, ouer against, as two
lines drawne equally distant one from another. 1667 Milton
P. L. x. 86 From his radiant seat he rose Of high collateral

glorie. 1669 Worlidge Syst, Agric. vi § 10 (1681) 108
Leave some Collateral shoots to attract the Sap. 1709
Berkeley Th. Vision § 85 We neither see more visible

points, nor are the collateral points more distinct. 1836 W.
Irving Astoria II. 114 The Rocky mountains .. occur.

.

singly or in groups, and occasionally in collateral ridges,

b. Const, to.

1833 De Quincey Wks. (1863) XIV. 181 We approached
London by rural lanes . . collateral to the main roads.

+ c. = Lateral, side-. Obs.
1649 Bulwer Patlwmyot. n. i. 50 Collaterall Nods, such

as wee use when the partyes to whom we make the signe
are on one side of us. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 195
From this canal a collateral cut to Naas is completed.

d. Phys. Collateral arteries :

£ a term applied to

branches of arteries which follow more or less the

course of the parent vessel \ Collateral circula-

tion :
* circulation carried on through lateral or

secondary channels after stoppage or obstruction

in the main vessels ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.). So colla-

teral fluxion, hyperemia, etc.

a 1788 P. Pott Chirurg. Wks. III. 377 Collateral branches
of sufficient size to carry on the circulation. 1804 Aber-
Nethy Surg. Observ. 228 The adequateness of the col-
lateral arteries for the supply of the limb. 1831 R.
Knox Cloqttei's Anat. 691 The Dorsal Artery of the Thumb
.. terminates by anastomosing with its external collateral
artery.

_
1877 Roberts Handbk. Med. I. 26 The ' collateral

circulation . .set up when a main artery is tied.

e. Bot. Side by side. Collateral bundle : a
fibro-vascular bundle in which the wood- and bast-

elements {xylem andphloem) are placed side by side.

1857 Henfrey Elem. Course Bot. 89 Sometimes the mul-
tiplication [of organs] is collateral, a pair of stamens, for
example, standing in place of one. 1870 Hooker Stud.
Flora 326 Euphorbiacese .. Ovules 1-2, collateral. 1878
Macnab Bot. li. (1883) 45 Many monocotyledons and dico-
tyledons have collateral bundles.

f f. Collateral winds : those blowing from points

of the compass intermediate to the cardinal points.

So collateral points, quarters. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xi. iii. (Tollem. MS.),
Wyndes beb twelue ; foure berof ben clepid cardinales,
chef wyndes, and viii collaterales, side wyndes. 1549
Compl. Scot. vi. (1872) 61 Ther is iiij. callit vyndis cardinal,
and the tothir iiij. ar callit vyndis collateral. 1664 J. Webb
Stone-Heng (1725) 104 Not only from the West, and other
principal, but from the collateral Regions of the Heaven
also. 1751 Chambers Cycl., Collateral winds, are those
blowing from collateral points.

2. Jig. Accompanying, attendant, concomitant.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 297 A collateral conforte

crystes owne ^ifte. c 1430 Lydg. Bochas vnr. xii. (1554)
183 b, Who that did unright By oppression or by collateral
wrong. 1613 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 189 That cannot be
discerned by sight, but by a colaterall proofe, the measuring
of them. 1644 Milton Judgm. Bucer (1851) 299 Not as a
Learner, but as a collateral Teacher. 1752 Hume Pol. Disc.
iii. 52 We mistake, as is usual, a collateral effect for a cause.
1870 Echo 12 Nov., Anyone who studies these reports in

the light of collateral knowledge of prisons.

f b. Ranking side by side with, co-ordinate. Obs,
1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 238 The father and the holy

goste were with oure lorde. .and therfore they are called hys
collateral fellowes. 1641 Milt*on Ch. Discipl. 11. Wks. 1738
I. 23 The King, .shall rid his Kingdom of a strong seques-
ter'd and collateral Power. 1650 Exerc. cone. Vsvrp.
Power 5 A King, an House of Peers, and an House of
Commons sitting in a collaterall, or coordinate rank. 1656
Trapp Comm. Matt. xvi. 24 That [Peter] might not be made
collateral, a very copesmate, to Christ himself.

C. Parallel in time, order, tenor, or develop-
ment

;
corresponding.

1653 Milton Hirelings (1659) 33 Neither doth the col-
lateral place, .make other use of this story. 1728 Newton
Chronol. Amended iii. 292 The two collateral Empires of
the Babylonians and Medes. 1755 Johnson Diet. Pref.,
When the radical idea branches out into Parallel ramifica-
tions, how can a Consecutive series be formed of senses in
their nature collateral? 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. II. 415,
I should therefore from the collateral histories imagine, etc.

1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. $ Art I. 601 The lower part
of a rainbow appears broader than the upper part., the
breadth of the moon and of the rainbow in this case are
doubtless collateral phenomena,
3. Lying aside from the main subject, lineofaction,

issue, purpose, etc. ; side-
;
subordinate, indirect.

^1374 Chaucer Troylus I. 262 For to tellen forth in
especial . . And levyn al other thinges collateral, 1588
Fraunce Lawiers Log. 11. iii. 89 b, Little grand mootemen,
who. .for every collaterall trifle run over all the 633 titles of
Brookes abridgement. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 206 If by
director by Colaterall hand They finde vs touch'd. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. To Rdr. 4 Collateral things, not being
the principal Subject of the Discourse. 1783 Burke Sp. E.
Ind. Bill Wks. IV. 7 Though there are no direct, yet there
are various collateral objections made. 1868 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1876) II. ix. 347 One of the collateral causes of the
Norman Conquest,

b. Const, to.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11, 549 In pursuing of actions
collaterall to the History. 1672 Marvell Rett. Transp. 1.

106 This .
. being but collateral to my work of Examining

the Preface. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 148
For any thing which in the late discussion has appeared,
the war is entirely collateral to the state of jacobinism.

4. Descended from the same stock, but in a
different line

;
pertaining to those so descended.

Opposed to lineal.

Collateral ancestor : a brother or sister of a parent, grand-
parent, or other lineal ancestor.

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 56 He. .That, .cummyn wes of the
neist male, And in branch collaterale. c 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. vm. Prol. 14 Qwhen be succession lynealle Endit, be
collateralle Ressawit . . be Crowne. 1531 Dial, on Latvs
Eng. 11. 1. (1638) 154 A warranty of an ancestor collateral to
the disseisee. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. vi. § 39 King
Edward dying Chiidlesse . . left the Land at a Losse for an
Heir in a direct Line, & opened a Door to the Ambition of
Collaterall Pretenders. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. St
The heirs of a man's body, by which only his lineal descend-
ants were admitted, in exclusion of collateral heirs, a 1847
Barham Ingot. Leg., Spectre of Tappiugton, The property
passed, .to a collateral branch of the family,

b. trans/, and Jig.
1589 Nashe Martins Months Minde 13 Another rabble,

of the same house and famelie, in the collateral line of
leudnes. 1866 Felton Anc. Mod. Gr. I. iii. 32 Languages
. . allied by collateral affinities.

5. Law. In various technical phrases

:

Collateral assurance, assurance made over and above the
principal deed ; collateral security, any property or right
of action, given as additional to the obligation of a contract
or the like ; so collateral bond, surety ; collateral fact, a
fact not considered relevant to the matter in dispute in an
action ; collateral issue, where a criminal convict pleads
any matter allowed by law, in bar of execution, as preg-
nancy, pardon, diversity of person, etc., whereon collateral

issue is taken, and tried by a jury iustanter (Wharton);
collateral warranty : see quot.

1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 3 § 21 Any colaterall writing
or suertie made for such pension. 1552 Huloet, Colla-
teral bonde, satisdatio. 1570 Act 13 Eliz. c. 8 § 3 Con-
tracts and Assurances, collateral or other. 1574 tr. Lit-
tleton's Tenures 132 a, Called collaterall warrantie. In
so much that hee y* made the warrantie is collaterall to the
title of the tenementes. 1607 Cowel Interpr. s. v., To bee
subject to the feeding of the Kings Deere, is collaterall

to the soyle within the Forest. 1623 in New Shaks. Soc.
Trans. (1885) 505 Collaterall Covenauntes bondes and as-
surances so to bee made. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 106
As incorporeal hereditaments are in their nature collateral

to, and issue out of, lands and houses, their owner hath no
property.. or demesne, in the thing itself, but hath only
something derived out of it. Ibid. II. 301 Collateral war-
ranty, .a younger brother released to his father's disseisor,

with warranty, this was collateral to the elder brother.

1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. in. ii, With a few pair of point
ruffles, as a collateral security. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv. 84
The foreign inspectorate . . on which England and France
had insisted as a collateral security.

B. sb.

f 1. A person associated with another in some
office or function ; a colleague, an assessor. Obs.

15 I3~75 Dium. Occurr. (18331 104 Collaterals to him wes
the bischopis of Dunkell and Dunblane, with thair rockattis
and huidis. 01639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. iv. (1677)
197 The Prince was received by the Archbishop of St.

Andrews, whose Collaterals were the Bishops of Dunkeld,
Dumblane, and Ross. 1726 Ayliffe Parerg. 140 Canons
are Collaterals unto Bishops, as Cardinals are to the Popes.

t 2. An equal in rank ; a rival. Obs.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vii. x. {1632) 249 The fifteenth

king . . besides fiue other collaterals, that by intrusion put
on the Crowne. x66o Milton Griffith's Serm. Wks. (1851)

391 Your conceited Sanctuary, .degrades God to a Cherub,
and raises your King to be his collateral in place.

f 3. A contemporary. Obs. rare,
1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. xxvi. § 6 (R.) Most of the

kings have their beginnings placed in some other year of
their collaterals than the Scriptures have determined.

4. An accompanying circumstance, rare.
a 163s Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 36, I hope these are

Collaterals of no danger. 1819 J. Lawrence in Monthly
Mag. XLVII. 128 What can we say of time and space, but
that they are the synonyms or collaterals of existence.

5. A collateral kinsman.
1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 699 All collaterals, viz. Uncles,

Aunts, Brothers and Sisters. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer.
(1778) II. vn. 281 Collaterals of mature age or distinguished
merit were often preferred to those . . nearer the throne in

direct descent. 1811 Morritt Let. 28 Dec. in Lockhart
Scott, A greedy collateral who inherited the estate,

b. A collateral line of descent, rare.

1698 Sidney Disc. Govt. \. § 15 (1704) 28 All the Sons of
Shem and Japhet, and their Descendants in the Collaterals,

were to be prefer'd before him [Ham].

6. Anything given as collateral security.

1887 P\ill River Advance 23 Apr. 1/2 Russia wants to
borrow 100,000,000 roubles. Let the Czar send along his
collaterals.

Colla-teralism. A collateral practice.

1834 New Monthly Mag. XL. 488 The picking of pockets,
with its collateralisms of highway robbery, .and swindling.

Colla tera'lity. rare. [f. prec. : see -ality.]

Collateral quality or position.

1611 Cotgr., Collateralite, collaterall tie, or collateral-

nesse. 1656 Dugard Gate Lat. Unl. 169 By reason of the
continual collateralize of the Sun.

Collaterally (k^lre-terali), adv. [f. Colla-
teral + -ly 2.] Jn a collateral manner or position.

1. Side by side
;
by the side ; at or toward the

side, sideways.
J432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 331 That londe hathe on the

soutne este to hit Spayne by the sailenge of thre dayes from
hit as colaterally. 1553 Eden Decades W. Ind. in. vin.
(Arb.) 171 It hath collaterally on the lefte hande the mon-
taines of Daiguani. 1641 Wilkins Math, Magick 1. vii.

(1648) 51 When they [pullies] are placed collaterally. 167a
Grew Anat. Plants (1682) 8 The Sap . . issues ..ma direct

Line from the Root into the Plume: but collaterally, into
the Lobes also. 1789 G. Keate Acc. Pelewlsl. 109 Covered
with bamboos laid and fastened down collaterally. 1841
Borrow Zincali II. 119 To give the names of the most
common . . objects in the Hungarian and Spanish Gitano,
collaterally with their equivalents in the Moorish Arabic.

2. Jig. Aside from the main course, subject, pur-
pose, etc.

;
by the way, secondarily, indirectly.

1610 Guillim Heraldry 1. i. 1 The latter serueth directly
for my purpose . . the former . . tendeth thereto but collater-

ally. 1682 Dryden Pref. Relig. Laid (Globe' 187, I have
..created to myself two sorts of enemies; the Papists.,
more directly., and the Fanatics more collaterally. 1863
Kinglake Crimea I. ii. 27 To redress a public wrong which
chances to be collaterally hurtful to his own State. 1875
Gladstone Glean. VI. lxxvi\ 182 Collaterally sustained by
three other propositions.

3. In a manner attendant or parallel ; co-ordin-

ately, side by side {with).
1800 Colquhoun Coitun. Thames vi. 237 The general in-

fluence of the design extended collaterally to all Branches
of Trade. 1855 Ess. Intuitive Morals 33 We find, collater-

ally with the evidence of care for our enjoyment, another
series of providential arrangements tending .. to the en-
couragement of virtue.

4. By way of collateral relationship.
1602 Return fr. Parnass. iv. i. (Arb.) 51 The lands do

collaterally descend. 1880 Muirhead tr. Rules of Uipiau
v. § 6 Formerly marriage could not be contracted between
persons related collaterally as far as the fourth degree.

Colla*teralness. rare~°. Collateral quality.
1611 Cotgr. [see Collaterally].

t Colla terate, v . Obs.~° [f. L. collater-dre to

have on each side-]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Collaierate, to joyn side by side.

Collating (k^fe-tin), vbl. sb. [f. Collate v. +
-ing 1.] The action of the verb Collate.
1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647) 175 Bishops had a power

of imposing hands, for collating of Orders. 1746 W. Mel-
moth Pliny v. viii. (R.), The collating of the several his-

torians will be a work of great labour. 1879 Bookbdg. in

CassclVs Techn. Educ. IV. 40/1 Arranging and Collating.

Collation (k^-Jan), sb. Also 2-3 collatiun,

4 colasioun, 4-5 col(l)acioun, collacion, -yon,

5 colacion, 5-7 -tion, 6 collasion, -yon. [a.

OF. collation, -cion action of conferring, etc., ad.

L. collation-em, n. of action f. colldt- ppl. stem of

confer-re to bring together : see Confer, and
-ATION. This word has had many developments
of meaning in med. Latin, French, and English;
with us, it appears first as an ecclesiastical term, in

sense 6.

(In mod.F. collation is used in senses 3, 4 ; 8,9; 10, 11.

According to Littre in senses 8, 9, it is pronounced with one
/only, whereas in the other senses both Ts are heard ; con-
sequently he treats collation the repast as a distinct word
(so far as modern use is concerned) from the other senses.

In English, 8 and 9 are closely articulated to other senses.)]

I. Bringing together, comparison.

f 1. A bringing together or collection, esp. of
money ; a contribution. Obs.
1382 Wvclif Rom. xv. 26 To make sum collacioun

[Vulg. collationeni\, or gedrynge of moneye. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus, Symbolum, a shotte : a collation. 1600 Hol-
land Livy v. xxv. 196 The collation and gathering of a
small donative. 1725 tr. Dupiu's Eccl. Hist, ijth c. I. v.

67 They published also in Sermons the Collations, that is,

the Alms which they commonly collected every Sunday for

the Poor.

b. Roman and Scotch Law. The throwing to-

gether of the possessions of several persons, in

order to an equal division of the whole stock

;

hotch-pot ; L. collatio bonorum.
1828 Webster, Collation 5 In Scots law, the right which

an heir has of throwing the whole heritable and movable
estates of the deceased into one mass, and sharing it equally
with others who are of the same degree of kindred. 1886

J. Muirhead Encycl. Brit. XX, 714 The application of the
principle of collation to descendants generally, so that they
were bound to throw into the mass of the succession before
its partition every advance they had received from their

parent in anticipation of their shares.

c. Collation of seals (see quot.).

1708-15 Kersey Collation of Seals (in ancient Deeds),
when one Seal was set on the Back of another, upon the
same Ribbon, or Label. So 1721 in Bailey. 1848m Wharton.
2. The action of bringing together and compar-

ing
; comparison.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. iv. 125 Ellys he mot shewe bat
be colasioun of proposiciouns nis nat spedful to a necessarie

conclusioun. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 11. xviii. (1495)

43 An angel . . vnderstondyth and knowyth sodaynly wythout
collacion of one thynge to a nother. 1570-6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent (1826) 98 That the truth may appeere, by
collation of the divers reports. 1646 T. Philipot Poems 43
A Collation between Death and Sleep. 1669 Gale Crt.

Gentiles 1. !. xi. 65 The Hebrew and Egyptian Language
had some things commun ; from the collation whereof, some
light may arise. 1790 Paley Horse Paul. ii. § 1 A close

and attentive collation of the three writings. 1836-7 Sir W.
Hamilton Metaph. xxxiv. (1859) II. 278 This, .necessarily

supposes a comparison, a collation, between existence and
non-existence. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. I. 43a

3. esp. Textual comparison of different copies of

a document; critical comparison of manuscripts

or editions with a view to ascertain the correct

text, or the perfect condition of a particular copy.
153a W. Thynne Chaucer's Wks. Ded., The contrarietees

and alteracions founde by collacion of the one [edition) with
the other. 1568 in H. Campbell Love-lett. Mary Q. Scots
App. 52 The originals . , were duly conferred and compared
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. .with sundry other lettres . . in collation whereof no differ-
ence was found. 1717 Atterbl'rv Let. to Pope 8 Nov., I
return you your Milton, which, upon collation, I find to be
revised and augmented in several places. 1768 Johnson
Pre/, to Shaks. Wits. IX. 292 By collation of copies, or
sagacity of conjecture. 1868 Furnivall Temp. Pre/.
Canterb. T. (Chaucer See.) 5, The MS. was old and good
enough to deserve collation for the next edition of Chaucer.

b. The recorded result of such comparison ; a
set of corrections or various readings obtained by
comparing different copies.
1699 Bentlev Phal. Pref. Wits. 1836 L 2 The collation, it

seems, was sent defective to Oxon. 1758 Jortin Erasm. I.

392 Erasmus desires Aldrige to get him a Collation of
Seneca, .from a Manuscript of King's College. 1875 Scriv-
ener Led. Grk. Test. 54 Bentley's collation [of Codex A]
. .is yet in manuscript at Trinity College, Cambridge.

c. La7v. (See quot.)
, 7,7

_
S' Chambers Cycl., Collation, in common law, is the

comparison, or presentation of a copy to its original, to see
whether or no it be conformable : or the report, or act of
the officer who made the comparison. A collated act is
equivalent to an original ; provided all the parties concerned
were present at the collation.

4. Printingmi. Bookbimiing. a. The action of
collating the sheets or quires of a book or MS.

b. A description of a book or manuscript by its

signatures or the number of its quires, and a state-
ment of the sheets or leaves in each quire

;
also, a

list of the various contents of a book and of the
pages or parts of pages occupied by them.
1834 Lowndes Bibliogr. Manual Pref., He gives neither

the collation nor prices of books. 1882 Blades Caxton 131
In Caxton's books the collation of the sheets preceded the
folding. Ibid, 133 These indications . . enable us to decide,
even where printed signatures are wanting, the true colla-
tion of a book. Ibid. 173 The Game and Play of the Chess
moralised. .Collation.—Eight 4

n» and one 5" «= 74 leaves.

II. Conference, discourse, refection, light repast.

t 5. A personal conferring together ; consulta-
tion, conference, esp. of a private or informal sort.
138J Wyclif 2 Mace. xii. 43 Collacioun [Vulg. collatione],

or sj>ekinge to gidre. c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 269 Vit woi
I . .That in my chambre, I and thou and sche Have a colla-
cioun. 1474 Caxton Chesse in. v. G vj b, They ought not
there to argue and dispute one agaynst another; but they
ought to make good and symple colacion to geder. 1538
Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 77 Quhen thay wald mak colla-
tioun, With any lustie companyeoun. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist. 11. ii. § 00 Baronius and Binnius will in no case allow
this for a council, only they call it a collation. 1666 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) III. 176 Collation with our officers.

t b. A discourse, sermon, or homily ; a treatise,

exposition. Obs.
1417 J. Forester in Rymer Fecdera (1710) IX. 434 Car.

denal Comeracence . . had purposit . . to have y maad the
ferste Collation to for the Kynge. 1494 Fabyan VII. 306 He
made vnto them colacions or exortacions, & toke for his
anteteme, Haurietis aquas. 1515 Ln. Berners Froiss. II.
ci. (xcvii.J 295 The archebysshope of Canterbury sang the
masse ; and after masse y bissoppe made a collacyon. 15*6
Piter. Per/. (W. de W. 153O 43 We shall fyrst declare by
ordre thre thynges, and so procede in this poore collacyon
or trealyse. 155s Fardle Facions 11. xii. 273 The collacion
. . made in the pulpite on Sondaies and haly daies. 1631
Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 65 If any Priest came . . into the
village, the inhabitants thereof would gather about him, and
desire to haue some good lesson or collation made vnto them.
1655 Fuller Hist. Camb. 101 Bilney. .for the present gave
them a Collation.

6. The title of the celebrated work of John Cas-
sian, A. D. 410-420 Collationts Patrum in Sctlica
Eremo Commorantium, i. e. Conferences of (and
with) the Egyptian Hermits.
(C540 Regula S. Benedicti lxxiii, Nec non et Collationes

Patrum et Instituta et Uita coram, sed et Regula sancti
P»' r's nostri Basilii.) ,1100 Winteney Rule St. Benet
ibid., OSSe pa collatiuns, ban Iohannes Cassianus awrat, &
bere halij,ere manna lif be on Uitas Patrum is jeredd, & be
regol ures halijes fader Basilies. 1340 A vent. 155 Ase zayb
be boc of collacions of holy uaderes. 1460-70 Bk. Quint-
essence 18 As it is preued in vitas patrum, bat is to seye, in
lyues & colaciouns of fadris. a 1500 Orel. Sap. in Anglia
X. 357 N boke of lyfe of fadres & her collacyon*. 153*
More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 516/2 Cassianus in the .xi. col-
lacion the .xii. chapter. 1699 Burnet 39 Art. xvii. (T.), No
book was more read in the following ages than Cassian's
Collations. 1885 Catholic Diet. s. v. Fast 341 St, Benedict
. . requires his religious to assemble after supper and before
compline and listen to ' collations '— i. e. conferences (of
Cassian), the lives of the fathers or other edifying books.

t b. In OE., Collationes, as above, was rendered
purlitogenes raca, pa purhtogenessa, also simply
race, reccdiusse, c iaoo ba raca, i. e. relations, nar-
ratives, discourses, and in ME. collation had the
sense: Relation, account. Obs.
[c 540 Regula S. Benedicti xlii, Mox ut surrexerint a cena,

sedeant omnes in unum, et legal unus collationes, vel vitas
patrum, aut certe aliquid quod edificet audientes . . Acce.
dant ad lectionem Collationum. a 1000 0, E. Rule St. Benet
(Schrder) xlii, Rsde him mon ba raca oSbe lif ba:ra heah-
Icdera. Ibid. (Logemann) And ra:de an jwrhtoxenes race
oooe on ealdfzdera lifa . . Hi gan to radinge race oooe
recednesse. ciaoo Winteney Rule St. Benet, ibid., And
rade an ba raca o38e lif bare heahfadera.]
c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/ Manhode ill. xxxu. (1869) 153 ^' "* wcl

. .myn entencioun bat bou make me ber of collacioun.

7. ' The reading from the Collationes or lives of
the Fathers, which St. Benedict {Regula xlii, see
6 b.) instituted in his monasteries before compline'
{Diet. Chr. Antiq).
Whether the name actually originated in the Coltatioius

618

Patrum read on these occasions does not appear certain.
Already in Isidore, a 640, the name is simply collatie
{Regula S. Isidoric. viii, 'ad audiendum in Collatione Pa-
trem .

. ad collectam conveniant. .Sedentes autem omnes in
Collatione tacebunt nisi,' etc. Du Cange). By Smaragdus
a 850, and Honorius of Autun ic 13001, the collatio is ex-
plained as being itself a conference of the monks upon the
passage read, ' aliis conferentibus interrogationes, conferunt
alii congruas responsiones '. (>ee Du Cange.)
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 121 After be ny3t colla-

cioun sche wook anon to pe day. Ibid. VII. 373 He wolde be
at be colacioun of monkes, and made be general confessioun
wij> obere. 1450 -1530 Myrr. our Ladye 165 Before Com-
plyn ye haue a collacion, where ys redde some spyrytuall
matter of gostly edyfycacion. 1482 Monk 0/Evesham vi.

(Arb.) 26 The mene while . . hit range to the collacyon and
the bretheren . .went thense. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 65 Redynge in y refectory, or in the chapyter hous at
collacyon. 1536 R. Beerlev in Four C. Eng. Lett. 35
Monckes drynk an bowll after collacyon tell ten or xii. of
the clock.

8. Extended to the light repast or refection taken
by the members of a monastery at close of day,
after the reading or conference mentioned in 7.
(Many quotations combine senses 7 and 8.) Hence,
in modem R. C. usage, A light repast made in
lieu of supper on fasting days.
e 1305 Land Cokayne 145 (The monks] Wendith meklich

hom to dnnke And geth to har collacione. 158s Munday
Eng. Rom. Li/e in Hart. Misc. II. 179 The time of studye
expired, the bell calleth them from theyr chambers, downe
into the Refectorium : Where euery one taketh a glasse of
wine, and a quarter of a manchet, and so he maketh his
collatione. M tr . Dupin's Eccl. Hist, ljthc. I. v. 84 This is
that which is call'd Collation . . after the Conference they
took Water or Wine, and a mouthful of Bread to support
their Necessities. 1797 Mrs. Radcliefe Italian xi, The
lady-abbess, gave a collation to the padre abbate and such of
the priests as had assisted at Vesper-service. 1885 Catholic
Diet, s v. Fast 342 The quantity permissible at collation
has been gradually enlarged. St. Charles . . only allows a
glass of wine with an ounce and a half of bread to be taken
as a collation on the evening of fasting days.

9. Hence, in gen. use, A light meal or repast : one
consisting of light viands or delicacies {e.g. fruit,

sweets, and wine), or that has needed little pre-
paration (often ' a cold collation'). ' A repast ; a
treat less than a feast ' (J.).
Originally applied to a repast between ordinary meals, and

still retaining much of that character.

>5»5 I'D. Berners Froiss. II. xci. (lxxxvii.] 272 Than wyne
and spyces were brought in, and so made collasyon. 1533
Udall Flowers 75 (R.) Such bankettes are called collacions,
a collatum, tu, that is of laiyng together every one his
porcion. x6ix Cotcr., Collation .. also, a collation, rere-
supper, or repast after supper. 1630 R. Johnson Kingd. 4
Comimv. 183 Very few which (besides their ordinary of
dinner and supper)doe not Gouster, as they call it, and make
collations, three or foure times the day. 1664 Pepys Diary
(1879) III. 4 Come to the Hope about one and there, .had a
collacion of anchovies, gammon, etc. 1759 Robertson Hist.
Scot. I. vii. 536 A collation of wine and sweetmeats was pre-
pared. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (1815) in Supping in
different fodges on cold collations. 177s Johnson Western
1st., Butler 0/Buchan, Ladies come hither sometimes in the
summer with collations [i.e. to picnic]. 188a Shorthouse
7. Inglesant II. 205 A plentiful and delicate collation was
spread . . with abundance of fruit and wine.

fit. l6ja A. Ross Hist. World Pref. 13 Here they may
have a short Collation after a long Feast, a 1661 Fuller
Worthies 111.96 May he be pleased to behold this my brief
Description of Surrey, as a Running Collation to stay his
Stomack, no set meal to satisfie his hunger. 1791 DTsraeli
Cur. Lit., Lit. jfoum.. The public . . now murmured at the
want of that salt and acidity by which they had relished
the fugitive collation.

III. Conferring, preferment to office, etc.

1 10. Conferring or bestowal {esp. of a dignity,
prize, benefit, honorary degree). Obs. exc. as in 11.

"579 Fenton Guieciard. 11. (1509) 00 Honoring in him by
the collation of that dignitie, the vertue he shewed in the
battell 164a Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647) 47 In the collation
of holy Orders. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. xxxvii. 217 Mu-
tuall reception or translation, or collation of light and
nature betwixt them. 1660 Bond Scut. Reg. 88 The dona-
tion or collation of the power is from the Community.
a 1677 Barrow ^m, I. viii. 95 In the collation, 'lis not
in the gold or the silver . . in which the benefit consists,
but the will and benevolent intention of him who bestows
them. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1704) 436 Neither are we to
give Thanks alone for the first Collation of these Benefits.
1761 C/iron. in Ann. Reg. 128/1 The collation of the prize
has been deferred. 1775 Johnson Western 1st. Wks. X.
332 The indiscriminate collation of decrees has justly taken
away that respect which they originally claimed.

11. Eccles. a. The bestowal of a benefice or other
preferment upon a clergyman, b. (more usually)
The appointment of a clergyman to a benefice;
now, techn. Institution by the ordinary to a living

which is in his own gift.

c 1380 Wyclif Strut. Sel. Wks. I. 305 It hab fallen ofte
tymes. .bat two men have grace at 00 tyme of 00 collacioun.
1411 Hen. V in Ellis Orig. Lett, m, 30 I. 71 Hit is wel oure
entent whanne any succne benefice voydeth of oure yifte
yat ye make collacion to him y'of. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt.
Brit. ix. xiii. § 88 They had enacted against all Collations of
Bishoprickes and dignities by the Pope. 16*5 Bacon Ess.
Empire (Arb.) 307 Where the Churchmen come in, and are
elected, not by the Collation of the King, or particular
Patrons, but by the People. 1641 Termes de la Ley 64
Collation is properly the bestowing of a Benefice by the
Bishop, that hath it in his owne gift or patronage. 1765
Blackstone Comm. I. 391 When the ordinary is also the
patron, and confers the living, the presentation and institu-
tion are one and the same act, and are called a collation to

COLLATIVE,
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a benefice. 1876 Grant Bureh Sch. Scott. 1. i. 22 The
earliest record of an actual collation by the chancellor of a

I master to a grammar school,

c. Right of institution.

1480 Bury Wills (1850) 58 That, .the priour of the Monas-
tery of Bury. . shuld have the gyfte and collacion of the
same. 1536 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 42 § 6 in Ox/, t, Camb.
Enactm. 18 Any Parsonnage, Vicarage, Chauntrie or any
other promocion spirituall . . being . . of the collacion or
patronage of the said College. 1661 Bramhall Just Vind.
iv. 79 And the Statute of provisors. .the King and his heirs
shall have and enjoy for the time the collations to the Arch-
bishopricks and other dignities elective. 1715 tr. Dupin's
Eccl. Hist, ljth c. I. 11. iii. 46 Pope Clement IV reserv d to
himself the Collation of all the vacant Benefices.

t d. 1 A certificate of recommendation to a bene-
fice. Obs. [F. la provision du collateur.']

1646 Bp. Maxwell Burd. Issach. in Phenix (1708) II. 293
Before their Right could be compleated or perfected, they
were to return to the King from the Superintendent a Col-
lation or Certificate, That he was of that Ability to do
good Service to the King and Church.

t Colla tion, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb. Cf. F. colla-

tionner and med.L. colldtiondre in the same senses.]

1. trans. To make a collation of; to compare
(different copies, etc N

; to Collate.
1368 Dk. Norfolk Jml. in H. Campbell Leve-lett. Mary

Q. Scots App. 37 The said Erie of Murray. . did thereupon
deliver the copies, being collationed. 1676 W. Row Contn.
Blair's A utobiog. xi. (1848) 358 They supplicate for a double
of their petition ; which being refused, they collationed
their memories and wrote down their petition. 1693 Burnet
Let. in Brit. Mag. XXXV. 376 As for the dates . . I might
haue writ them wrong, or collationed them too negligently.
1715 M. Davies A then. Brit. 1. 346 Ifthose, .were by proper
hands collection'd, collation 'd, and edition'd.

b. Printing and Bookbinding. ~ Collate v. 4.
1656 Blount Glossegr. s.v., To collation a Book ; that is,

to look diligently by the letters or figures at the bottom of
every page, to see that nothing be wanting or defective.
1683 Moxon Mech, Exerc. II. 350 Before he Folds the
Books he will Colation them.

2. intr. To partake of a collation ; to lunch.
1611 Cotgr., Collationner. .also, to collation it, or make a

rere-supper. 1658 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 345, I went to see
a coach-race in Hyde-Park, and collationed in Spring Gar-
den. 174a Jarvis Quiz. (1842) II. 246 They.. all three.,
collationed and supped at one and the same time,

b. trans. To entertain with a collation.
166a Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 389 They were likewise colla-

tioned with us, and were very merry. 1684 Dineley 1st
Dk. Beau/ort's Progr. Wales 66 His grace was collationed
according to his quality.

t Colla-tioner. Obs. [f. prec. verb + -dr.]

1. One who makes a collation of a book, etc. ; a
collator.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc. II. 350 To do this the Colationer
provides himself with a Bodkin.

2. One who partakes of a collation.
1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary'1842) III. 99 We, meanwhile,

untitled attendants, stood at the other end of the room., all
strictly facing the royal collationcrs.

Colla tioning, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -inqI.]

The action of Collation vb., in various senses.
165a Evelyn .STYir* 0/ France Misc. Writ. (1805) 50 The

peril of disbauched and frequent collationings. 1715 M.
Davies Athen. Brit. 1. 290 Nothing but a strict collationing
of them can assure us. 1716 Ibid. 11. 333 As may be evi-
dene'd by the Collationing of the Registry.

Collatitious [kplfti Jss), a. [f. L. colldtici-us,

•iti-us raised by contribution {collatio, 4- -ous.]

1 1. Characterized or distinguished by collation

;

done by way of general contribution. Obs.
1656 Blount Glessogr., Collatitious, done by conference

or contribution of many, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams
(1693) 1. 46 Raised up by other men's collatitious Liberality.

2. Collatitious organs, viscera :
' applied to the

stomach and bowels, as the general receptacles of

the different kinds of aliment ' (Mayne Expos. Lex.).
1834 J. M. Good Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 9 Collatitious or-

gans o( digestion. Ibid. 1. 314 Diseases affecting the
collatitious viscera.

Collative (k^ tiv), a. (and sb.) (ad. L. colld-

tiv-us brought together, collected, joint, f. collat-

ie Collate). Cf. F. collati/.]

fl. Of the nature of, or formed by, joint contri-

bution : cf. collective. Obs.
1656 Blount Gtossogr., Collative, conferred together,

made large, mutual. 1813 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev.
1 XX. 500 The Romans had public funerals for their minis-
terial, and collative funerals for their opposition, chieftains.

2. That has the quality or power of conferring.

Const, of.

1644 Bp. Maxwell Prerog. Chr. Kings viii. 92 Collative
of positive acts and effects, a 1677 Barrow Pope's Suprem.
(1687) 66 These words do not seem institutive or colla-

tive of Power. 183a Austin jturispr. .1879) II. lv. 914 In-
veslitive facts he divides into collative and impositive. 1875
Poste Gaius 1. Introd. 3 Title.. is any fact Collative or
Privative of a Right.

+ 3. Of a conferred or bestowed kind. Obs.
1617 Collins De/. Bp. Ely 11. x. 417 The elements by

prayer acquire a degree of sanctification (I meane relatiuc
and collatiue, not essentiall sanctification).

4. Eccl. Where the ordinary (being himself the

patron) collates.

1715 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist, ijlhc. I. 111. i. 79 Collative
Benefices. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 22 An advowson
collative is where the bishop and patron are one and the
same person.
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+ B. sb. A joint contribution. [L. collativum.
-

]
1656 Blount Glossogr., Collative, a Sacrifice made ofmany

mens offerings together, a benevolence of the people to the
King.

Collator (kpl^i-tai). Also 5-7 -our, 7-8 -er.

[a. L. collator contributor, etc., agent-sb. f. colldt-

(see Collate). Cf. F. collateur.']

fl. One who collects, a collector. Obs. rare.

1430 Lydo. Chrm. Troy v. xxxiv, And in all haste through-
out all the towne The collatours gathered vp the golde.

2. One who collates copies ofa text or document.
l6ox Bp. Barlow Defence 87 Any collatour, indifferent,

and learned in the Originals, comparing ours with theirs,

etc. 17x1 Addison Spect. No. 105 r 9 An Editor, or Collator
of a manuscript. 1768 Johnson Pre/, to Shaks. Wks. IX.
292 The collator's province is safe and easy, the conjecturer's
perilous and difficult. 1875 Scrivener Led. Grk. Test. 18
Few employments, .task the eyesight and skill of a collator
so much as this.

3. One who collates the sheets or contents of a
book, for binding, or for bibliographical purposes.
1770 Concise Hist. Printing 490 The collater provides

himself with a bodkin, .and pricks up the corner of the first

sheet A. 1870 Delamotte Bookbinding in Cassell's Techn.
Educ. IV. 40/2 Maps, diagrams, and illustrations, .have to
be added afterwards, and this is done by the Collator.

T 4. ? One who takes part in a conference or dis-

cussion ; a disputant. Obs. rare.

[Cf. St. Augustine Ep. 147 Collatorem enim et disputa.
torem. .se esse cupiebat.]
1628 J. Doughty Ch.-Schismes 25 The Collator . . begins

fairely and as a moderate pelagian, but, ere three pages are
past, .becomes flat Atheist. 1666 Spurstowe Spir. Chym.
(1668) 124 It is not devotion, saith Prosper, rightly against
his Collator, to acknowledge almost all from God.
5. One who confers or bestows.
1617-77 Feltham Resolves it. xv. 189 Like well plac'd

benefits, they redound to the Collator's honour. 1854 W.
Waterworth Orig. Anglicanism 330 The collators of the
instrument of grace.

6. Sett. One who collates to a benefice.
161* T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 4 As Patrons, Prelates,

beeing the collaters and instituters to benefices. 1679 Bur-
net Hist. Re/, an. 1516 (R.) Only one benefice might be re-

served from a collator of ten. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages
(1872) II. 215 The pope might prevent the ordinary collator
upon a vacancy. 1883-3 Schaff Encycl. III. 2108 All
prelates, patrons, and ordinary collators of benefices.

Collatress (k^l^i'tres). rare. [f. after prec. :

see -ess.] ' A female who collates (Worcester).
Collature, improper f. Colatbre.
tCollaud (kfilg d), v. Obs. Also 6 oolaude,

6-7 oollaude. [ad. t» collaudd-re to praise

altogether, extol highly, f. col- intensive, altogether

+ laudare to praise.] 1. To praise highly, extol.

151a Hetyas in Thorns Prose Rom. III. 91 To collaude in

magnificence the said noble adventure. 1592 R. Johnson
Nine Worthies Eiijb, They beganne to colaude the en-
devours of one another's actions. 1609 Bible (Douay)
Ecctus. li. 15, I wil praise thy name continually, and wil
collaude it in confession. 1670 Conclave wherein Clement
VIII was elected Pope 17 All the rest . . did . . collaud him
for so brave an action.

2. To praise along with others.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Collaud
f
to praise with others.

Collaudation (kfljdfi jan). Obs. or arch. [ad.

L. collaudation-em, f. collaudare : see prec]
1. Warm praise, high commendation.
1623 Cockeram 11, Praise . . Enchomion, Collaudation.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11. lxxv. 320 The Rhetorical
Collaudations. with the Honourable Epithets given to their
persons. 1831 Syd. Smith in Mem. <$• Lett. (1855) II. No.
332, 1 could not help writing a letter of congratulation and
collaudation to Morier, the author. 1874 Bp. C. Words-
worth Perversions to Rome 15 Pharisaic condemnation of
others and. .self-complacent collaudations of ourselves.

2. 1 A praising along with others.

xtorjGovt. Venice 113 The Collaudation and Confirmation
of the People was nothing but an outward approbation.

Collayne, obs. f. Cologne.
Colld, obs. f. Cold.

t Colle. Obs. [app. a var. of Cowl, cowle,

coule : though the phonology is difficult.] A cask,

wine-vessel, tub.
c 1475 Pict. Vocal, in Wr.-Wulcker . . 808/10 Hec cupa, a

colle ; hec tina, idem est.

Colle, obs. f. Coal ; var. of Cole sb.2 Obs., trick.

fCollea-gen, eolle-gen. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. a

mixture of colleague and collegian.'] = Colleague.
1579 Twyne Phisicke agst. Fortune 11. xiii. 187 a, The

presence and hast which his Collegenesse made to depart,
woulde not permit hym to make farther delay. Ibid. 11. lxxi.

248 a, The insolence of thy colleagen. Ibid. There is hap-
pened vnto me a foolyshe and stubbeme colleagen.

Colleague (kflig), sb. Forms : (6 colege, Sc.
collig, collige, 7 college), 7-9 collegue, 8 co-
liegue, 6- colleague, [a. F. collegue, ad. L. col-

lega, one chosen along with another, a partner in
office, etc. : f. col- together + legere to choose, etc.
In 17th c. still commonly accented on the second
syllable. Not etymologically related to next word.]
1. One who is associated with another (or others)

in office, or special employment
; strictly, said of

those who stand in the same relationship to their
electors, or to the office which they jointly dis-

charge. (Not applied to partners in trade or manu-
facture.)

619

[1514 R. Pace [at Lucca] in Sttype Eccl. Mem. I. App.
xi. 22 His collega Trenouls had not according to promise
written to hym syns his departeur.J a 1533 Frith Wks. 61
(R.)They would geue no more place, .then S. Paule gaue to
Peter hys colleague. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 293
Sanct Augustyne, wit his Collige Mel letus. 1580 North
Plutarch (1676) 531 His Collegue and fellow-Consul Ca-
tulus. 1658 Bramhall Consecr. Bps. vi. 137 Being de-
manded . . how Parker and his Collegues were consecrated
Bishops, a 1661 Holydav Juvenal 166 Marius, though of
mean birth, was yet a nobleman's college. 1776 Gibbon
Dccl. F. I. 389 He had associated three colleagues in
the exercise of the supreme power. 1851 Gladstone Glean.
IV. 4 The treaty . . upon .. which, as a Colleague of your
Lordship, I had the honour to be employed,

b. transf. and fig.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 254 The intolerable

rage of their stoned horses towards their colleagues and
guides. 165a J. Hall Height of Eloq. Introd. 25 Another
vertue collegue to these is Amplification. 1667 Milton
P. L. x. 59 Mercie collegue with Justice. 1822 Procter (B.
Cornwall) Juan i, This night Shall be my colleague in a
desperate act.

+ 2. One of two or more leagued together ; a
confederate, an ally. Obs. ?-are~ l

. [cf. next.]
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 111. II. 278 The Colleagues

against Aldobrandino.

Colleague (k^lrg), V, Also 6 collige; pa.
pple. 6 Sc. collegit, 7 col-leaged, colleged. [ad.
OF. colliguer

t colleguer, to join in alliance, unite,

ad. L. colligare to bind together : spelt in F. in
conformity with Uguer, in Eng. with League. (Not
related etymologically to Colleague sb.)]

+ 1. trans. To join in alliance, to ally, unite, as-

sociate. (Chiefly in pa. pple.) Obs.
c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camd. Soc.) I. 219 These

howses thei usuallie call Colleges, beecause they are ther
Colliged in felawship and ministerie. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. II. 347 With sic ane prince..To be collegit baith into
ane band. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 21. 1611 Speed Hist.
Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (1632) 551 The Earle of Flanders (now
col-leaged with King John). 1749 G. West tr. Pindar nth
Nemean Ode (R.), Pisander . . cofleagued in high command
With great Orestes,

fb. refl. — 2. Obs.
1509 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 78 These birds of a

feather, that had so colleagued themselves together, to
destroy them, a 1619 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 4 The
Brittaines . . colleague themselues against the Romanes.
1651 Howell Venice 180 Lewis, .colleagud himself with
divers other Princes.

2. intr. (from refl.) To enter into a league or
alliance; to unite; to cooperate for a common
end ; also in a bad sense, to conspire, cabal.
£•1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 12 If he

would fully leave the chancellor . . and colleague with the
earl of Douglas. 16x4 W. B. Philosopher's Banquet (ed. 2)
23 Vse and custome . . do . . incorporate and colleague with
vs. 1652 Howell Masaniello 11. 33 Colleguing with that
people. X85S Carlyle Fredk. Gt. 1. 11. xi. 164 King Johann
..colleagued diligently with the hostile Pope.
Hence Colleagued ppl. a.

t
Colleaguing vbl. sb.

1605 Ansiu. to Supposed Discern. Romish Doctr. Ep. Ded.
5 Your colleged Princes, the King of Spain, and Arch-duke.
1796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 176 My colleagued ministers.
1817 G. Chalmers Churchyard's Chips Pref. 24 Church-
yard, seeing some colleaguing among the papists, wrote to
Cecil.

t Collea'guer. Obs. rare- 1
. One who col-

leagues, or is in league (zvilh), a confederate.
<ii734 North Exam. nr. viii. §42 (1740) 615 He., con-

demns the . . Loyal Citizens for Colleaguers with the Court
to usurp arbitrarily the Rights of the City.

Colleagueskip (kp'1'gjip)- U- Colleague sb.

+ -ship.] The position or relation of a colleague

;

companionship in office, etc.

a 1631 Donne Ess. Diuinity (1651) 90 God . . hath not as-
sumed Nature into a Colleagueship with himself. 1645
Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 232 A Collegueship in the
same family, or in the same journey. 1703 J. Savage Lett.
Antients clxii. 377, 1 perform'd all the Offices that were due
to our Coliegueship. 1845 Fonblanque in Life <$ Labours
(1874) 478 A sweeter correspondence than that of colleague-
ship. 1889 Ld. Rosebery in Daily News 2 Oct, 6 In our
short colleagueship together—if I may so coin a word.
Colleck(e : see Collock.
Collect (kfrlekt), sb. Forms: 3-6 collecte,

4-6 colect, 5- collect. Also (in sense 3) 5 col-
lete, colet, 5-6 colett(e, 6 collette, collet. [In
sense 3, a. F. collecte ( = Pr. collecta, Sp. colecta, It.

colletta), ad. L. collecta sb., a gathering together,

(1 ) in Classical Lat. a collection of money or taxes,

(2) in late L. (Jerome) an assembly or meeting,

(3) in med. L. in the liturgical sense (which was
the first in English) : f. collectus pa. pple. of col-

lige*re to gather together, Collect. (The forma-
tion is parallel to that of Romanic sbs. in -ata f

-ada, -e'e.) In OF. it had the semi-popular form
coleite (later coloite) whence ME. collele, as well as

the learned collecte, adapted from the L. collecta^

familiar in ecclesiastical use. Senses 1 and 2 were
prob. directly from Latin, but they were merely
extensions of the earlier use of collecte'as represent-

ing L. collecta in sense 3. Sense 4 is a later adapt-
ation of the Latin.]

T 1. The action of collecting ; a collection (of

money). Obs.
1381 Wyclif > Cor. xvi. j Of the collectis, or gaderingis of

COLLECT.
moneye Wnlg. de collectis], that ben maad. 1401 Pol.
Poems (1859) II. 88 So dide Poul and other disciples, and
lyvede of colectis made generali bi chirchis. 1430 Lydg.
Chron. Troy iv. xxxiv, That the collecte made be anone.
1560-78 Bk. Discipt. Ch. Scot. (1621) 46 We have thought
good for building and upholding of the places, a generali
collect be made.

b. Rendering of med.L. collecta in sense of 1 fee

collected or jointly contributed ',

1831 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. ^1853) 407 The regents
were entitled to exact from their auditors a certain regulated
fee (pastus, collecta) . . Salaries were sometimes given to
certain Graduates, on consideration of their delivery of
ordinary lectures without collect.

f 2. A meeting, assembly
; esp. for worship. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Nth. viii. 18 Thei maden solempnete seuene
dajes, and in the ei^the a colect \Vulg. collectam], after the
custum. i7»5 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist, ijth c. I. v. 09 He
remarks that the word Collect signifies commonly the As-
sembly of the Faithful. 1728 H. Herbert tr. Fleury's
Eccl. Hist. I. 528 He asked him if he had assisted at the
Collect, i. e. the assembly.

3. Liturgical. A name given to ' a comparatively
short prayer, more or less condensed in form, and
aiming at a single point, or at two points closely

connected with each other', one or more of which,
according to the occasion and season, have been
used in the public worship of the Western Church
from an early date. Applied particularly to the
prayer, which varies with the day, week, or octave,

said before the Epistle in the Mass or Eucharistic

service, and in the Anglican service also in Morn-
ing and Evening Prayer, called for distinction

the Collect of the day.
As to the origin and history of the term, we are indebted

mainly to the Rev. F. E. Warren, M.A., for the following
notes : the Gregorian Sacramentary (ed. Muratori, 22, 28,
116) has in one place oratio ad collectam, and twice simply
collecta (to which also the first is shortened in later copies*,
as the title of a prayer said at one of the appointed stations
where the people collected in order to proceed together to
the church where mass was said. Here the meaning was
'a prayer for (or at) the collection or gathering'. But of
even earlier date is the use, in the Gallican liturgies, of col-

lectio, passing later into collecta, as a title of prayers, espe-
cially those of the mass, in which the sense was evidently
the collecting^ or summing up in a prayer of the thought
sketched out in the Rogatio or bidding, or suggested by the
capitula for the day. It was from this source that the
term, as a more or less general equivalent for oratio, passed
into the mediaeval French and English missals and brevi-
aries (see Paris Brev. 1836, Rubricae Generates xii ; Rituale
Dunelmensis (Surtees Soc.) passim ; Sarum Breviary (ed.

1882), Index, Sarum Missal (Burntisl. 1861) 3; Hereford
Missal p. xxxv ; York Missal (Surtees) I. 169, etc.), and
thence, again, into the Book of Common Prayer, where it is

the title of such prayers as were taken directly from the
Breviary or other Service-books of the Sarum use, and of
new compositions of the same type. Neither collecta nor
collectio occurs as a title, or in a rubric, in the Roman
Missal or Breviary, or in any authorized Roman Service-
books ; but the term is popularly applied, at least in France
and England, to 'the prayer in the Mass, after the Gloria
and before the Epistle' (see Catholic Diet. s.v. ; also
Littre).

It does not appear that there was any original connexion
between the Roman and Gallican uses of collecta here men-
tioned ; but from an early period etymologizing writers
tried to connect them, so as to derive the collect from both
at once : see the Micrologus (cnoo) iii, of Gallican author-
ship, Joh. Bekethus Divin, Offic. Explicatio {a 1200) xxxvii,
Durandus Rationale Div. Off. (4(13001 iv. xv. § 13 ; see also
Diet, ofChristian Antiq. s. v., and Canon Bright 'On the
Collects ' in the Prayer-Book Commentary iS. P. C. K.).

a 1225 Ancr. R. 20 To be collecte of euerich tide, & to be
Letanie. 14. . St. Gregory's Trental 220 in Pol. Ret. L.
Poems (1866) 91 pe preste mostesay in his masse. .J>e colette

bat fyrst y of tolde. 1454 E. E. Wills (1882) 133, xij mark
for to syng for me with a special Colett. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 259 b, Whan he sayth the Collettes. a 1530
Myrr. our Ladye 134 Yt is also called a Collecte that is as
moche to saye a gatherynge togyther

(
for before thys prayer

ye.. gather you in onhed to pray in the person of holy
ch'irche. 1549 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Order read. Scrip-
tures, The Collect, Epistle, and Gospell, appoynted for the

Sundaie. x6^6 Blount Glossoer., Collect. . more particularly,

it is the Priests prayer in the Mass, so called because it

collects and gathers together the supplications of the multi-

tude, speaking them all with one voice ; and because it is a
collection and sum of the Epistle and Gospel for the day.

167a Comber Comp. Temple 1. § 20 (R.), I may add . . my
own conjecture, that these prayers have been named collects

from their being used so near the time of making the collec-

tion before the Holy Communion. 17x0 C. Wheatley
Illustr. Bk. Com. Prayer (1794) 145 The second Collect,

for Peace, .word for word, translated out of the Sacrament-

ary of St. Gregory. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 1.

392, I learnt the collects and the catechism. 187 . Bright
in Prayer-bk. Comm. 85 Some prayers which are essentially

Collects, such as ' O God, whose nature '. .are not so named
in the rubrics.

f 4. concr. That which is collected ; a collection,

gathering. Obs.

1651 Jer. Taylor Holy Dying i. § 2. (1727) 15 That Col-

Iect ofTuscan H ieroglyphicks. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol.

Gen. (1693) 343 Collects or gatherings out of others works,

eclecta. 1847 Medwin Life Shelley I. 14 The Saturday's

meal, a sort of pie, a collect from the plates during the

week.

Collect (kffle'let),///. fl. [ad. L. collect-us pa.

pple. of colligtre to gather together.] = Collected
as pa. pple. (obs.) or adj. (arch.)

H3*"5° tr* Higden (Rolls)1. 11 1 There is noowelle.. where
waters be collecte. Ibid. I. 345 A langage collecte of alle

langages. 1677 Cary Chronot. n. n.iit. ix. 241 The Collect



COLLECT. 620 COLLECTION.

Number of all the other intermediate Anarchies. 168a

Wheler youm. Greece hi. 227 This upon more collect

Thoughts I do not believe. 1830 W. Phillips Mt. Sinai
11. 94 Unshaken he alone, And self-collect.

•j*b. Collect years.
'Collected years. When a table contains quantities de-

noting the amount of a planet's motion during round periods

of years, such as 20, 40, or 60 years ; such a change is

entered under the heading Anni CollectL' (Skeat in Chaucer
Astrolabe (1872) Gloss.)

C1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 547 Hise tables tolletanes ..

fful wel corrected, ne ther lakked nought neither his collect

ne his expans yeeris, 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy i, In tables

correct. .The yeres collecte and expanse also.

Collect (kffle'kt), v. [Partly a. OF. collecte-r

(ofdate 1 37 1 in sense ( to collect taxes
1

; so med.L.

collectare, Sp. colectar) t f. collecte sb., L. collecta,

Collect sb. But it is probable that the intro-

duction of the verb as Eng. was partly due to the

earlier use of collect pa. pple. as a direct adapta-

tion of L. collectus, pa. pple. of colligere to gather

together (f. col- + legcre to gather) ; and it is cer-

tain that the use of the word rests upon its being

viewed as the formal Eng. representative of L. col-

liglfre, as in the numerous verbs formed on the

Latin ppl. stems : cf. attract, correct', protect, etc.]

1. trans. To gather together into one place or

group ; to gather, get together.

1573 Foxe Life Tindole (R. \ To collect and set forth his

whole workes togither. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V. iv. L 304
Collect them all together At my Tent. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. 1. (1843) 31/2 If the sermons, .were collected to-

gether, and published. 1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne iii. 58
He collects, .the opinions of a multitude of writers. 1871
Ruskin Munera P. (1880) Pref. 7, I was collecting materials

for my work on Venetian architecture. 1879 Lubbock Sc.

Led. iii. 71 Our English ants do not collect provision for

the winter. 1886 P. O. Guide 108 Letters posted in the

Pillar Boxes on Sundays are collected . . in time for the

general Day Mails.

b. To gather (contributions of money, or money
due, as taxes, etc.) from a number of people. Also
absol. to gather money for a charitable purpose or

the like, to make a (pecuniary) collection.

1643 J. White 1st Cent. Priests 40 While the Church
Wardens are collecting the monies, a 1687 Petty Pol.

Arith. (1690) 90 In Collecting of Customs. 1766 C. Lead-
better Royal Gauger (ed. 6) 457 There shall be raised,

levied and collected, the sum of 41. for every Hogshead of

Cyder or Perry. i8aj Nttv Monthly Mag. XIII. 313 Ex-
hibiting samples, procuring orders, and collecting debts for

some, .house in the city. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 12 Aug.,
In this country [U. S. A. ], to dun a debtor for a bill is called
' collecting an account', c 1875(5. Printers* Bible Aids 175

Paul bids the Corinthians collect for the saints at Jerusalem.

C. esp. To gather or make a collection of (scien-

tific specimens, rare books, curiosities, etc.) ; hence

loosely or humorously with a single thing as ob-

ject. Also absol.

1749 B. Wilkes Eng. Butterflies G, You may collect great

Variety of Caterpillars. i8zi Dibdin Bibliomania 542 To
collect all the Editions of a work which have been published.

1838 Parker Expl. Tour beyond Rocky Mnts. (1846) 181

Mr.Townsend. .in addition to collecting birds, .had collected

rare specimens of reptiles. 1863 Kingsley Water-bob. 308
The giant pulled out a bottle and a cork.. to collect him
with. 1888 Bernard Fr. World to Cloister i. 3, I have
gone on ' collecting ' by sheer force of habit.

d. Watch-making. To fit together the parts of

(a watch) into their proper places.

1885 Pall Mall G. 21 May 6/1 Collecting the watch—that
is. putting the wheels, etc., into their places.

2. intr. (for rejl.) To gather together, assemble,

accumulate.
1794 Hull Adv. 2 Aug. 3/1 The people of the town col-

lecting, the artillery are said to have fired, and dispersed

them. 1796 Morse Anur. Geog. I. 30a The militia col-

lected from all quarters. 18x6 J. Smith Panorama Sc. tr

Art I. a [It] collects at the bottom of the furnace. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. L 576 A force was collecting at

Bridport. i860 Tynoall Glac. 1. x x iii. 165 A house in

which five or six and twenty people had collected for safety.

3. trans. To regain or reassert control over, recall

to order (one's faculties, thoughts, etc.) ; to sum-
mon up, gather and bring into action (courage,

etc.). To collect oneself x to recover oneself from

surprise or a disconcerted or distracted state ; to

gather together one's scattered thoughts, feelings,

or energies ; to compose oneself.

x6oa Marston Ant. 4 Mel. B, Wks. 1856 I. 28 What
meanes these scattred looks? why tremble you?.. Collect

your spirits, Madam. x6xx Shaks. Wint. T. US iii. 38

Affrighted much, I did in time collect my selfe. 1667
Miltom /'. L. iv. 986 Satan. .Collecting alt his might dilated

stood. xt6x-i Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) III. xlviii. 728
Raleigh, finding his fate inevitable, collected all his courage.

1793 W. Roberts Looker-on {1794) II. 413 As it is my
custom to be long in collectingmyself, before I can deliver

my thoughts with ease, i860HPusey Min. Profh. ,455 We
use * collect one's self, for bringing one's self, all one's

thoughts, together, and so, having full possession of one's

self. 186a D. G. Mitchell Sev. Stories 232 The Count .

.

collected his thoughts.

f b. intr. (for rejl.) Obs. rare.

163X Shirley Traitor m. iii, Collect, I fear you are not
well. x8ox Southey Thalaba 1. iv, At length collecting,

Teinab turn'd her eyes To heaven.

+ c. To recall to remembrance, recollect, rare.
x6xo B. Jonson Alch, 1. i, Doe but collect, sir, where I met

you first. .

4. Horsemanship. To bring (a horse) into such a

position that he has complete command of his

powers, and is completely in hand ; as opposed to

letting him sprawl or spread himself out.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry 1. 57 When a horse defends
himself against being collected by leaning on the hand.

1859 Art of Taming Horses viii. 127 By a judicious use of

the curb rein, you collect a tired horse. .You draw his hind-
legs under him, throw him upon his haunches, and render
him less liable to fall even on his weary or weak fore-legs.

1887 Illust. Sport. $ Dram. Hews 19 Nov. 263/1 He. .never

made it without getting his horse well balanced and collected,

b. rejl.

X859 Art 0/ Taming Horses viii. 127 A horse should never
be turned without being made to collect himself. 1879
Whyte-Melville Riding Recoil, v. 77 For a bank he is

pretty sure to collect himself without troubling his rider.

5. To form a conclusion, draw an inference; to

conclude, deduce, infer. Now rare, the current

word being gather, a. with obj. phrase, subord.

clause, or inf.

X581 Lambarde Eiren. iv. xxi. (1588) 622 Hereof also M.
Marrow collecteth, that . . only eight of them shall receiue

the wages. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. VL 1. 277
Clemens Alexandrinus collecteth the time from Adam unto
the death of Commodus to be 5858 years. X651 Fuller Abel
Rediv. Ep. Rdr. A iij a, That so the other . . may collect

where and how to amend anything that is amisse. 1655— Ch. Hist. 1. iv. % 16 Mcursius collecteth him a
French-man. a 1661 — Worthies (1840) I. 240, I collect

him to have died about the year 1635. 1671 Milton P. R.
iv. 524 By all best conjectures, I collect Thou art to be my
fatal enemy. 175a J. Gill Trinity vii. 141 That he . . was
the Son ofGod, may very well be collected from these words.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 445 What the Judges col-

lected to be the intention of the testator. 1856 Whewell
in Todhunter Acct. Wheivelfs Writings II. 408, I collect

that you are returned, from your communication to the

A thenaeum.

b. with, simple obj. Chiefly of logical inference.

'593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in.i. 35 The reuerent care I beare
vnto my Lord, Made me collect these dangers in the Duke.
1656 R. Robinson Christ all 559 The Jews collected Christ's

love to Lazarus by his tears. 1736 Butler Anal. Introd.

Wks. 1874 I. 9 Many of the laws of Nature . . may be col-

lected from experiments, a 1853 Robertson Serm Ser. 111.

xviii. 242 The first inference we collect from this subject.

+ c. intr. To sum up, infer. Obs. rare.

1594 Carew tr. Huarte's Exam. Wits 29 Galen prooues

. .that, etc. .. thereon he collects, saying, etc.

Collect, obs. form of Colic.

Collectable (k^cktabl), a. Also -ible. [f.

Collect v. + -able.]

1. That may be collected.

1660 Eng. Monarchy the Freest State 6 Many other par-

ticulars, collectable out of.. Magna charta. x66a Petty
Taxes 45 Collectible by a very few hands. X803 Southey
Lett. (1856) I. 243, I am weaving into it all the collectable

circumstances of the time and manners of the people. 1888

P. Fitzgerald in Gent. Mag. Apr., Old play Dills, like

everything that is ' collectable ' . . have now become objects

of value and desire to the amateur. 1888 Brycr Amer.
Commxv. I. I. xxiii. 333 A penalty collectible on summary
Conviction.

f 2. That may be inferred, deducible. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 51 The difference of
their concretion is. .collectible from their dissolution. 1658
— Hydriot. 2 Collectible from Scripture-Expression.

!l Collectanea (kf?lekt*t*ma\ sb. pi. [Lat.,

neuter pi. of collectaneus adj. (see next\ as in the

Dicta collectanea of Caesar, and as sb. in the Col-

lectanea or collected works of Solinus.] Passages,

remarks, etc., collected from various sources ; (as

collect, sing.) a collection of passages, a miscellany.

1791 Boswei.l Johnson (1831) I. 373, I shall now present

my readers with some Collectanea. 1809 Southey /,*//.

(1856) II. 162 So that this collectanea may be formed into a
biobibliographical and critical account. X877 tr. Lessing's

Fables, The laborious German compiles the collectanea

which the witty Frenchman uses.

Collectaneous, a. rare-0 , [f. L. collectane-

us gathered together, collected + -ous.] Of the

nature of a gathering or collection.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Collectaneous, gathered or mingled
with many things, that gathers or noteth out of divers
works. [So in Kersey, Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets.)

11 Collecta'neum. [med.L.] = Collectarium.
1853 Rock Ch. ofFathers III. 11. 18 The collectaneura or

bookof the collects.

II Collectarium (kplekte«*ri#m). [med.L. f.

collecta a Collect (sense 3) : see -arium.] A
book containing the collects used in the liturgy.

1844 Lincard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. App. 329 A very

ancient collectarium, containing the capitula, or short ex-

tracts from Scripture, and the several collects which were

used in the daily service through the course of the year.

1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers I. 439.

Collected (kfflekted),#/. a. U. Collect v.]

1. lit. Gathered together, assembled, accumulated.
X670 Milton Hist. Eng. 1. (1851) 6 iEneas a Trojan Prince

. . with his Son Ascamus, and a collected number that

escap'd. 1733 Berkeley Querist § 193 The collected

wisdom of ages. X878 Morley Diderot I. 203 More than
four of the. .volumes of his collected works.

t b. Gathered by way of inference ; inferred.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xvii. 29 Tis easier to bear
collected unkindness, than that which we meet in affronts.

2. Jig. Having one's thoughts, feelings, or mental

faculties at command or in order : composed, self-

possessed. . The opposite of distracted.

16x0 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 13 Be collected, No more amaze-
ment X704 Swift Bait. Bks. (171 1) 239 Like an Orator
collected in himself, and just prepar'd to burst out. 1865
M. Arnold Ess. Crit. i. (16751 2? The most collected spec-

tator. 1885 Sir J. Hannen in Law Rep. 10 P. Div. 90 A
calm and collected and rational mind.

3. Having the physical faculties under control.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 363 When he stands col-

lected in his Might, He roars, and promises a more success-

ful Fight. 1879 Whyte-Melville Ridine Recoil, v. (ed. 7)

85 That well-broken hunter, .landing in the same collected

form. Ibid. v. 89, I could not have believed it possible to

make a horse go so fast in so collected a form.

Collectedly kffle'ktedli), adv. [see -LY 2
.

]

1. lit. In a collected form or state
;
collectively,

a 1687 H. More(R.», The whole evolution of times and
ages . . Is collectedly and presentifickly represented to God
at once. 174a Richardson Pamela III. 102 Sending me
what you think I shall like to see, out of those papers

you chuse not to show me collectedly. 1830 Blackw. Mag,
XXVII. 465 With all good will to our brethren of the

Roman Catholic profession, as individuals, we must look

with a wary eye upon them collectedly.

2. fig. In a composed or self-possessed manner.

Also said of the action of a horse.

i8ox Southey Thalabaww. iv, His lip quiver'd .. How-
beit, collectedly. .He answer'd, ' God is good ! His will be
done I' 1853 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 222 She. .spoke quite

collectedly. 1879 Whyte-Melville Riding Recoil. iL (ed. 7)

23 The feat ought then to be accomplished calmly and col-

lectedly at a trot.

Collectedness (k^e'ktednes). [See -NESS.]

1. lit. State of being gathered together; com-
pactness, rare.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul in. m. xvii, Sith the soul is of

such subtlety, And close collectednesse, tndispersion. 1873
Earle Philot. Eng. Tongue § 252 The muscular collected-

ness of such a sentence as Beati mundo corde.

2 Jig. State of having the faculties under control

and in order; composure, self-possession, calm-

ness.

X789 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859^ II. 580 The coolness and
collectedness of some of their leaders. 1865 M. Arnold
Ess. Crit. iii. 93 Devout collecredness of soul. X87X Holme
Lee Miss Barrington I. vii. 97 How little leisure there is

for collectedness and thought.

Collecting (kfflektin/, vbl. sb. [f. Collect v.

+ -uro The action of the verb Collect. Some-
times concr. in //., the results or proceeds of the

action : cf. gatherings, gleanings.

X706 Hearne Collect. 8 Mar. (Oxf. Hist, Soc.) I. 201 Mr.
Dodsworth. .spent his whole Life time in Collecting. 1881

Nature 293 Baskets . . to carry their collectings home.
attrib. 1863 Kingsley Water-bob. viii. (1886; 343 Pockets

full of collecting boxes, bottles, etc.

Colle cting, ppl. a. That collects.

1812 Examiner 23 Nov. 751/2 His Collecting Clerk had
embezzled 18/. x886 Pall Mall G. 23 Nov. 8/2 The pro-

posal is to lay a collecting sewer along the river bank.

Collection (kfJle'kJan). Also 4 -ectioun, 6

-eccion, -eccyon, 7 colection. fa. OF. collection

(14th c. in Littre), ad. L. collecttbn-em gathering

together or up, n. of action f. colligfre to Collect.]

1. The action of collecting or gathering together

;

e.g. in Post Office use, the gatheiing of letters

from receiving-houses, and pillar-boxes, into the

Chief Office for dispatch or delivery.

X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls» IV. 345 J* feste . . of pe col-

lectioun, of pe gaderynge of J*e bones. 1586 Thynne in

HeUnshed IIL 1499/1 Thus hauing set end to the discourse

of the archbishops of Canturburie. .order leadeth vs to a
collection of the lord Cobhams. a 1644 Laud Serm. (1847)

iti It is unum aggregatum, one by collection and conjunc-

tion of many. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. in. xxxiii. 202 The
collection or compiling them into this one Book. 1854

Moseley Astron. Ixv. (ed. 4) 214 A telescope, .of enormous

Sower in the collection of light. x8*7 P. O Notice \Oxford),

lew Collections and Deliveries in the City.

2. spec. The action of collecting money for a re-

ligious or charitable purpose, or to defray ex-

penses, esp. at a religious service or public meet-

ing; also concr. the money so collected, fin
collection : in receipt of parish relief {obs.) ; so i to

take collection.

"535 Coverdale 2 Chron. xxiv. 9 That they shulde bringe

in to the Lorde the colleccion which Moses . . appointed.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. 92 The deacons iwhose office

was to make collections for the poore). 1666 Evelyn
Diary so Oct., After which was a collection for the

distressed loosers in the late fire. 1670 Eachard Cont.

Clergy 43 It will be as much to his reward in the next world

..to have saved one that takes collection, as him that is

able to relieve half the town. X7©» Gainsborough Parish
Reg. 21 Jan., Buried—Elizabeth diks widdow. in collection.

1740 Wesley Wks. 11872) I. 260, I made a collection in our
congregation for the relief of the poor. 187a W. E. Scuda-

morr Notitia Euchar. 325 The Rubric of 1549- ant* tnat °f

1553. .both imply that, .the collection was for the use of the

poor only.

b. The gathering in of money due, as taxes or

private debts.

1659 Pecke Pamassi Puerp. x6i Augustus wil'd the Pub-

licans to stay, From grudg'd Collections, on the Saturday.

1741 N. James Poems 123 Where nine-pence a day Does
the drude'ry repay And one half must be spent in collection.

1863 H. Cox Instit. 111. ii. 603 The old precedents, .did not

authorize its collection in inland places.

3. concr. A number of objects collected or

gathered together, viewed as a whole j a group of

things collected and arranged :
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a. in a general sense
; e.g. of extracts, historical

or literary materials.

1460 Capgrave Chron. 1 To gader eld exposiciones upon
Scripture into o collection. 1570 Billingsley Euclid U
Def. 3. 2 Number is nothyng els but a collection of vnities.

1586 Thynne ibid. II. 454/1, I will here set downe a col-

lection of all the archbishops of that see. 1646 Suckling's
Fragmenta A urea (title-p. \ A Collection of all his incom-
parable Pieces. 1678 Evelyn Mem. (18571 H- *32 His lady's
papers,*most of which consisted of Prayers, Meditations ..

and Collections on several religious subjects. 1705 Addison
Italy Pref., To make such Collections out of 'em [the

Classics] as I might afterwards have Occasion for. 1769-72
Junius Lett. Ded. 5 A collection of letters. 1833 Trench
Proverbs 3 Aristotle made a collection of proverbs. 1873
E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. vi. 94 A collection of bits of
string. 1878 J. E. B. Mayor Comm. on Juvenal 11. Pref. o,

I have on all the satires collections on the same scale as the

fullest here printed.

Jig. a 1721 Prior Henry # Emma 643 No perjured
knight desires to quit thy arms, Fairest collection of thy
sex's charms.

b. of scientific specimens, objects of interest,

works of art, etc.

1651 Evelyn Diary (1827) II. 32 He had a very curious
collection of scarabees. 1681 Ray Corr. (1848) 130, I had
not leisure . . to view your rare collection of plants. 1703
Addison Italy Pref., Vast Collections of all Kinds of Anti-
quities. 1722 Joum. thro

1 Eng. I. 260, I must own that I

have seen much finer Collections abroad than this here.

1870 Magnusson Lilja Introd. 24 The Banksian collection

of Icelandic MSS. 1886 Morley Pop. Culture Crit. Misc.
III. 3 Why ..should not a portion of the Castellani collec-

tion pass six months of the year in Birmingham? Mod,
A large collection of postage stamps.

C. A quantity of anything, as water, which has

collected into one mass ; an accumulation.
1697 Bp. Patrick Comm. Exodus vii. 19 There were here

and there, other Collections of Water. 1746-7 Hervey
Medit. (1818) 209 The same collection of floating vapours.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. xliv. 258 The Israelites

[thought] . . that the rain came from a collection of waters
above the firmament.

f 4. A summing up, an abstract, summary. Obs.
1579 Fulke Hesktns' Pari. 35 As by a briefe collection of

the whole Chapter . . shall appeare. 1621 Elsing Debates
Ho. Lords (Camden Soc.) 14 Mr. Attourney reade the col-

leccion of the examination. 1646 F. Hawkins Youths Be-
kaviour (1663) 24 To make a little Epilogue, and brief col-

lection of what thou deliverest. 1703 Moxon Mech, Exerc.
167 This is a brief Collection, and indeed the whole Sum of
Turning.

+ 5. The action of inferring or deducing ; an in-

ference, deduction, conclusion. Obs. [L. collection

1529 More Heresyes I, Wks. 155/1 By a collection &
discourse of reason. 1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 653
From hence Hierom Cardan would make this collection,

that of every corrupted living Creature another doth pro-

ceed. 1643 Milton Divorce viii. (1851) 42 Wrong collec-

tions have been hitherto made out of those words by modern
Divines. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. III. 538 One was the
Object of Sense, .the Other, .the Collection of Reason.

6. The action of collecting or bringing under
control (one's thoughts, etc.) ; the action of collect-

ing oneself, or state of being collected
;
composure.

(See Collect v. 3, Collected 2.)

1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. i, Most severe In fashion and
collection of himself. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 153 r 14
Without any change of posture, or collection of countenance.
1862 Trench Mirac. xv. 260 In danger of losing the true
collection and rest of the spirit. 1868 Kingsley Hermits
127 Without habitual collection and re-collection of our own
selves from time to time.

7. A district under the jurisdiction of a collector

of customs, taxes, etc. ; a collectorate.

1786 Burke IV. Hastings Wks. XI. 483 In the administra-
tion of the collections of Benares. 1880 Act 43 # 44 Vict.
c. 24 § 95 The collector of the collection in which the recti-

fier's premises are situate.

8. pi. An examination at the end of each term
in the colleges of the University of Oxford;
thence adopted at Durham, and elsewhere.
1799 C. K. Sharpe in Corr. (1888) I. 89 We are all in a

sad fuss here [Oxford] about Collections, which come on
next week. 1807 Sir W. Hamilton Let. in Veitch Life, I

have been so busy with collections, which are public ex-
aminations at the end of each term on all the books we have
read during the continuance of the term. 1881 Durham
Univ. Jml. 2 July 117 The schools are impending—Collec-
tions hover near. 1886 Lyte Hist. Univ. Oxford 218 The
examinations called 'collections', which are nowadays held
in the colleges of Oxford at the end of each academical
term, are said to derive their name from the 1

collecta,' or
ingathering of fees, which was anciently made at the cor-
responding times.

11 As a rendering of L. collecta (cf. Collect sb. 2).
1609 Bible (Douay) Deut. xvi. 8 In the seventh day, be-

cause it is the collection [1611 a solemne assembly] of our
Lord thy God.

f Collection, v. Obs, nonee-xvd. [cf. F. collee*

tionner to make a collection, to collect specimens.]
trans. To collect, make into a collection.
1715 M. Davies A then. Brit. L 346 If. .such Tryals, were

by proper hands collection'd, collation'd, and edition'd.

Colle*ctionize, v. nonce-ivd. trans. To form
into or arrange in a collection.
1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 37 You shall find all

the ' sommitet of the press neatly collectionised, in the
show-room portfolio.

Collectitious (kplekti-Jas), a. rare' 0
, [f. L.

collectlci-us, f. colhct-us : see Collect Of
a collected or gathered sort.

Vol. II.

1681 Blount Glossogr., Collectitious, gathered of all or

many sorts. 1696 in Phillips. 1755 m Johnson ; and
in mod. Diets.

Collective (k#e*ktiv), a. (sb.) [ad.F. collectif,

-we, or L. collectives , f. collect-us : see Collect
ppl. a. and -ive.] A. adj.

1. Formed by collection of individual persons or

things
;

constituting a collection
; gathered into

one ; taken as a whole
;

aggregate, collected.

(Opposed to individual, and to distributive : so

also in sense 2.)

a 1600 Hooker Ecct. Pol. viii. iv. § 7 In a collective body
that hath not derived, .the principality of power into some
one or few. 1642-3 Earl Newcastle Declar. in Rushw.
(1721) V. 135 No Multitude of Men in the World, collective

or representative. 1781 Tucker Cui Bono? iv. Wks. III.

97 Mankind, taken in their aggregate or collective Capa-
city. 1819 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XLVII. 31 A
collective edition of his works. 1868 Milman St. Paul's
vii. 150 The collective revenues of all these chantries.

b. Bot. Applied to a fruit formed by the aggre-

gation of several flowers, as the mulberry and
pine-apple. (Opposed to simple.}
1880 Gray Struct. Bot. vii. § 2. 291 Multiple or Collective

fruits, formed by the union or compact aggregation of the
pistils of several flowers. 1883 Worsley-Benison in Evang.
Mag. Oct. 460 Fruits may be ' Simple ', i. e. the produce of
one flower, or

1 Collective ', the produce of many flowers.

2. Of, pertaining to, or derived from, a number
of individuals taken or acting together; common.
1650 Exerc. cone. Vsviped Powers 3 Their consent . .may

be collective, or representative. 1658 Browne Pse?ui, Ep.
in. xxv, 213 The collective judgement of the world. 1796
Morse Amer. Ceog. II. 222'l'he prelates, .have no personal
but two collective votes. 1806-31 A. Knox Rem. (1844) I.

81 Where a collective and combined effect is to be produced.

1843 Carlyle Pa. <$ Pr. (1858) 94 We have already a Col-
lective Wisdom. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Life ix. vi. 324
Our share and place in the collective life of humanity.

b. Collective note : in diplomacy, an official

communication signed by the representatives of

several governments.
1863 Kinglake Crimea I. 358 The Conference of the four

Powers represented at Vienna had just agreed to the terms
of a collective Note.

3. a. Collective noun : a substantive which (in

the singular) denotes a collection or number of

individuals.

1520 Whitinton Vulg. (1527) 6 The nominatyue case of
the nowne collectiue. 1631 Gouge God's Arroyos in. § 55.
286 The enemies subdued are comprised under this collec-

tive word Amalek. 1846 Mill Logic 1. ii. § 3 A collective

name cannot be predicated of each separately, but only of
all taken together. 1876 Jevons Logic Prim. 17 Library is

the collective name for many books put together,

b. So collective idea, notion, etc.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxiv, The great collective idea
of all bodies whatsoever, signified by the name world.
1725 Watts Logic 1. iii. § 2 When many ideas of the same
kind are joined together, and united in one name, or under
one view, it is called a collective idea, so an army, or a
parliament, is a collection of men. .A compound idea unites
things of a different kind ; but a collective idea things of
the same kind. 1747 R. Greene Princ. Philos. 669 Col-
lective Ideas of Substances, as a Troop, Army. 1870
Bowen Logic i. 11 A Concept is a collective representation
of a whole class of things.

+ C. Arith, Of a numeral : Formed of a collec-

tion of units ;
= Cardinal a. 3. Obs.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. iv. 109 This or that
number, whether Collective, as three, six, nine ; or Ordinal,
as the second, third, or fourth.

f 4. That deduces or infers ; inferential. Obs,

rare. Cf. Collect v. 5.

1645 Milton Tetrach. (1851) 164 This they affirm only
from collective reason. 1646 Sir T. Browse Pseud. Ep. 1. vl
21 Controulable. .by criticall and collective reason.

t b. Grammar, Expressing an inference. (Cf.

B 2.) Obs.

1750 Harris Hermes Wks. (1841) 188 The positives above
mentioned are either causal . . or collective, such as there-
fore, where/ore, then, etc.

+ 5. Having the attribute of collecting
;
adapted

to collect. Obs. rare.

[1715 Kersey, Collective, apt to gather, comprehensive.]
1742 Young Nt. Th. iv. 407 A central point, collective of
his sons.

B. ellipt. as sb.

1. Grammar. A collective noun : see A 3 a.

1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 224 Wee shall also put a
manifest violence . . upon a knowne word . . in binding a Col-
lective to a singular person. 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol.

vii 280.

1 2. Grammar. A particle introducing an inferen-

tial clause. (Cf. A 4 b.) Obs. rare.

1750 Harris Hermes Wks. (1841) x88 Collectives subjoin
effects to causes.

8. a. A collective body or whole. + b. A col-

lection of extracts, precepts, etc., compiled and
arranged (obs.). C. colloq. Short for collective wis-

dom, a phrase applied to Parliament.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist, ix. iii. § 2 A Jewell (sometimes

taken for a single precious stone) is properly a collective of
many. 1830 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 337 Con-
gratulate, .your brethren of the Collective, .on. .the happy
effects of their measures, a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. IV.

438 Life is here the sum or collective of all moral and spiri-

tual acts. 1843 Carlyle Past * Pr. (1858) 95 Wisdom
enough . . to make an adequate Collective. 1844 For. Q. Rev.
XXXIII. 18 If there exists a multitude, a collective of men,

Collectively (k^le-ktivli\ adv. [f. prec.+
-ly -.] In a collective manner or capacity ; in a
body, in the aggregate, as a whole.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xlviii. (TA Although we cannot
be free from all sin collectively, .yet distributively all great
actual offences, .may . .be. .avoided. 1649 Selden Lavs
Eng. 1. xvii. (1739) 34 Their power .. was exercised either

collectively, or apart and severally. 1715 M. Davies Ath.
Brit. 1. 11 The Holy Scriptures, collectively, have been
often bound in all those little forms. 1881 Jowett Thncyd.
I. 122 The sacrifice which they collectively made was in-

dividually repaid to them.

b. Gram. In a collective sense ; as a collective

noun.
1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 228 Then must the name

lie collectively, and communicatively taken. 1824 L.

Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 254 The article a or an
agrees with nouns in the singular number only, individually,

or collectively.

Colle ctiveness, rare. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

Collective quality or condition.
1664 H. More Myst. Inig. 322 The collectiveness and

unitiveness of which types. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tad-
Pole i, (1879) 13 Every step . . is forgotten in the collective-

ness of retrospection.

Collectivism (k^le-ktiviz'm). [f. as prec. +
-ism: cf! F, collcclh'isme.']

1. The socialistic theory of the collective owner-
ship or control of all the means of production,

and especially of the land, by the whole commu-
nity or State, i. e. the people collectively, for the

benefit of the people as a whole.
1880 Sat. Rev. 8 May 587 By Collectivism is meant that

everything is to be done and managed by a society. Rail-

ways, mines, forests, and even the soil, are to be worked
by associations. 1887 T. Kirici p Socialism in Encycl. Brit.

XXII. 206/2 The essence of the theory consists in this

—

associated production with a collective capital with the
view to an equitable distribution. In the words of Schaffie,

'the Alpha and Omega of socialism is the transformation
of private competing capitals into a united collective

capital '. Ibid. 207/2 Collectivism is a word which has
recently come into vogue to express the economic basis of
socialism as above explained. 1887 Pall Mall Budget 27

Jan. 29/2 The treatment of the social question on the prin-

ciple of collectivism, as opposed to that of individuality.

2. (See quot.)
1884 West Chester (Pa.) Local News XII. No. 53. 1 A

new word, ' collectivism,' has become current among
British medical men. It is used to express all that is em-
bodied in the phrase ' collective investigation of disease '.

Collectivist (k^le-ktivist). [f. as prec. +
-1ST : cf. F. collecliviste.']

1. One who adheres to the theory of collec-

tivism.
1882 Standard 31 Aug. 3/2 The Revolutionary Collec-

tivists have just met with a misadventure. 1883 F. Har-
rison in Pall Mall G. 28 Sept. 2/1 The logical communists,
or collectivists as they are called, bitterly complain of
nationalization of the land as a device of the bourgeois to

save the nationalization of capital.

2. attrib. or adj.

1882 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 459 Communists of the 'Col-
lectivist ' type. 1887 Pall Mall G. 14 Oct. 1/2 Collectivist

principles and methods.

Collectivity (k^lekti'viti). ff. L. collectiv-us

Collective + -ITY : cf. nativity, and see -ITT.]

1. Collective state or quality ; collectiveness.

1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 160 Mdyd, illusion,

avidyd, nescience, and aj'ndna, ignorance,—when these
two denote collectivity,—are synonyms. 1872 Morley
Voltaire (1886) 179 Every unsocial act or sentiment tends
to overthrow that collectivity of effort to which we owe all.

b. concr. The whole taken collectively ; the

aggregate, sum, mass.
1882 Pop. Sc. Monthly XXI. 436 The collectivity of living

existence becomes a self-improving machine.

2. Collective ownership, collectivism in practice.

1872 Contemp. Rev. XX. 573, I vote for the collectivity

of the soil . . and of all the social wealth.

3. The collective body of people forming a com-
munity or state.

1881 Standard 21 Mar., The State is the real collectivity

—the State is everybody, it is the country. 1884 Rak
Contemp. Socialism 140 An omnipotent and centralised

political authority—call it the State, call it the collectivity,

call it what you like—which should have the final disposal

of everything.

Collector (k^le ktaj). Forms : 4 coleetor, 5

-our, 5-7 collectour, 7 Sc. -ore, 6- -or. [ME.
a. AF. co(l)lectour~F, collecteur, ad. late or med.
L. collector, -drem, agent-sb. f. colligere, collect-um

to Collect. (In classical L. collector was used

only in the sense 'fellow-reader'.)]

1. One who collects or gathers together; spec.

one who gathers separate literary compositions,

etc., into one book, a compiler (now rare or obs.),

one who collects scientific specimens, works of

art, curiosities, etc.

1582 Bentley Mon. Matrones Pref., To plaie the part of

a faithfull collector by following my copies trulie. a 1679

J. Alting in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. lxxxix. 52 Added by
the Collector of the Psalms as a concluding doxology. 1759
Hurd Chivalry <$• Rom. iv. (R.), Thanks to the curiosity

of certain painful collectors, this knowledge may be obtained
at a cheaper rate. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII.

32 Every collector of butterflies can shew undescribed
species. 1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (1858) III. 46 Erasmus

79
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is usually considered as the first modern collector [of pro-
verbs], 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. L xxx. 408 The specimens
[of walrus] tn the museums of collectors.

b. An official who collects the tickets at a rail-

way station.

1887 Times 19 Sept. 10/1 She saw the excursion [train]

drawn up to let the collectors take the tickets.

C. Of things: An apparatus, vessel, etc., used
for collecting something (variously applied in

techn. use) ; in Elcctr. and Bot. (see quots.)
18

1 9 Pantologia, Collector, in electricity, is a small
appendage to the prime conductor of the electrical machine,
and generally consisting of pointed wires . . Its office is to

receive the electricity . . from the excited electric. 1844
Faradav Res. Elcctr. I. § 86 Conductors or electric collec-

tors of copper and lead were constructed so as to come in

contact with the edge of the copper disc, i860 Tyndall
Gtac. 1. ix. 62 This mighty tub is the collector of one of
the tributaries of the Mer de Glace. 1866 Treas. Bot.,

Collectors, the hairs found on the style of such plants as
the Campanula, and which collect or brush out the pollen
from the anthers. 1883 Fisheries Exkib. Catal. (ed. 4) 94
Models of Collectors . . used in oyster culture. 1885 S. K
Thompson Elcctr. $ Magn. 48 (Armstrong's Hydro-Elec-
trical Machine) The collector consisted of a row of spikes
placed in the path of the steam jets.

2. One who collects money ; an officer employed
to collect or receive money due, as taxes, customs,
etc. Also in U.S. an official Receiver.
c 1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif 124 Take we

heecfe . . to bishopis, to colectors, to suffriganes. a 1450 in
Eng. Gilds (1870) 452 Qwich messe peny & ferthing shal be
resceyued be the colectour for the sere chosen. 1496 7
Act 12 Hen. VII, c 13 8 1 The seid orderours and as-

sessours . . shall name Collectours for the levye of the same
aide and subsidie. 11593 H. Smith Serm. (1637) 437 The
word passeth like a Collector from one member to another,
to gather tribute for God. i6xx Bible i Mace. i. 29 The
king sent his chiefe collectour of tribute. 1689 Lona. Gaz.
No. 2428/4 Captain Robert Hathurst, Collector, and John
Gilloway, Supervisor, of Excise. 1724 Swift Drapier's
Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11, 16 The collectors of the king's cus-
toms. 1794 Southev Wat Tyler 1, That .. the foul Col-
lector Durst with lewd hand seize on my darling child.

1885 Act 48 Vict. c. 16 § it It shall not be lawful for any
assessor, .to be. .a collector of poor rates.

+ b. A parish officer to collect alms for the poor.

1557 Order 0/ Haspitalls Dvijb, The Collectours of the
parishes. 1564 in Strype Ann. Kef. I. xli. 463 To every
parish belongeth. .two collectors, to gather for the poor.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. n. 118/1 The poores
neglector (O I pardon craue) Collector I should say, may
play the knaue. 1764 Burn Poor Laws 114 In aid of the
churchwardens, collectors for the poor were next appointed.
1857 Toulm. Smith Parish 178 Few Parish Officers are of
older date than Collectors.

C. An officer in some parts of England em-
ployed to make the returns of births, marriages, and
burials. ? Obs.

1704 Stockwith Parish Ace, For a warrant for new colec-

tors for births, weddings, burials and window money.

3. In India, the chief administrative official of a
zillah or district, whose special duty is the collec-

tion of revenue, but who also (except in Bengal)
holds certain magisterial powers. (Yule.)
177a Reg. of 14th May (Y.vThe Supervisors should now

be designated Collectors. 1786 Burke W. Hastings Wks.
XI. 484 Warren Hastings . . strongly objected to the ap-
pointment of any European collectors. 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India II. 520 The Collector was instructed to hear
and decide disputes relating to the rents and possession of
land, which had previously been cognizable by the civil

judge alone. 1848 Thackkrav Van. Fair iv. (Y.', Such a
magnificent personage as the Collector of Boggleywallah.

+ 4. Formerly in the University of Oxford, one
of two bachelors of arts annually chosen by the

proctors to perform certain academic functions

:

see quot. 1726. Obs.
1655 Wood Life (1848) 61 He. .appointed A. W. collector

in Austins. 1706 Hearne Collect. 9 Nov. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.)
I. 3°5 When Bach, of Arts he was Collector. 1726 Amherst
Terne Eil. xlii. 232 The collectors (who are two in number)
are chosen out of the determining batchelors by the two
proctors, each proctor chusing one ; and their business is

to divide the determiners into certain Classes, and to ap-
point to every one what school he shall dispute in. /bid.

233 The collectors therefore, having it in their power to
dispose of all the schools and days in what manner they
please, are very considerable persons, and great application
is made to them for gracious days and good schools.

Collectorate ;kf7le'ktort*t). Anglo-Indian, [f.

prec. + -ate '.] The district under the jurisdiction

of a collector (see Collector 3).

1815 M. Williams (title). Memoir on the Zillaof Baroche,
being the Result of a Revenue Survey of that Collectorate.
184a W. T Humphrey Let. Presbyters Madras 8 The
Tanjore collectorate . . is . . famous for its magnificent
pagodas. 1845 Stocqueler Handhk. Brit. India(i8s4)
For revenue purposes, the territory is divided into twenty-
one divisions or collectorates.

attrib. 1886 H. A. D. Phillips Our Admin, in India
ftitle), The revenue and collectorate administration.

b. The residence or place of business of a
collector ; the staff of officials under a collector.

1859 Lang Wand. India 326 Others lugged him to their

courts and collectorates. x88o Corr. Che/00 Convention 2

The withdrawal of the li-hin collectorate from the port
Settlements. . .Complaining of the action of these very col-

lectorates.

Collecttvrship. [f. as prec. + -ship.]

1. The office of a collector.

1553 A <'* 7 B4m. VI. c. 4 § 2 Their said Office of Collector-

ship of the said Tenths. 1679 Wood Life (1S48) 213 This
Lent the collectors ceased from entertaining the bachelors
. . so that now they got by their collectorships, whereas
before they spent about 100/. besides their gains. 1701
Ansiu. to Patrick Hurly's Vind. 10 He was recommended
to the Collectorship of the County of Clare. 1857 Toclm.
Smith Parish 180 The Poor Law Board, .attempted, .to

take the collectorship out of the hands of those whom the
collection alone concerned. 1873 Lowell A tnong my Bks.
Ser. 11. 23^ The Collectorship atwhitehaven was . . offered

to Wordsworth. 1884 Manch. Exam. 17 Nov. 5 3 The
contest for a rate collectorship at Ashton.

2. In India ; m Collectorate.
1789 Colebrooke m Life (1873) 35 Some of the districts of

this collectorship. 1793 Sir W. Jones in Asiat. Res. 11799)
IV. 9 In one collectorship. .there have lately been found .

.

a million and three hundred thousand native inhabitants.

1800 Wellington in Owen Disp. 656 In regulating any of
the collectorships in Bengal.

3. The practice of a professed collector of ca-

riosities, etc.

1870 Athenaettm 15 Oct. 498 The growing spirit of col-

lectorship in the United States. 1883 Dowden in Academy
24 Nov. 342/1 Contributions of real importance to the study
of Goethe have been made by the spirit of collectorship
aided by scientific criticism.

t Colle'ctory. Sc. Obs. [f. Collector + -t ;

perh. representing OF, collecterie 'fonction de col-

lecteur ' (Godefroy). Cf. rectory, directory, etc.]

The office of collector, collectorship
; also, some-

times, the profits or proceeds of such an office,

'money collected' (Jamieson).
1579 -V< • Actt Jos. VI (18141 MO (Jam.) Reuotkis. .all the

saidis giftis, feis, and dispositionis out of his said propertie,
casualitie, thriddis of benefices, and collectorie in pensioun,
etc. 1595 in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677* 413
Rents and Dues pertaining to the Officers of ControIIery
and Collector/ . a 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (18431 II*

537 The clerk of the collectorie. (11657 Sir J. Balfour
Ann, Scot. (1824-51 H< 221 For heiring the Lord Chan-
celers comptes of his collectorey of the taxationes.

Collectress ;k^le ktres). rare. [f. Collector
+ -ess ; cf. actress, etc.] A female collector.

1815 Hone Evcry-Day Bk. I. 54 What one puts into the
uppermost bowl the. .collectress slips into the bowl beneath
it. 1834 Beckford Italy I. 43 That great collectress of
relics, the holy Empress Helena.

II Colleen (M/ n, k*rl/n\ Anglo-Irish. [Ir.

1 cailin girl, dim. of caile country-woman : cf. squi-

reen, buckeen. (Cailln ban, anglicized colleen bawn
= white or fair girl.)] A girl.

1828 G, Griffin Collegians xxiii, My appellation is the
Colleen rue. 1830 W. Carleton Traits

«fr
Stories, Shane

Eadh's Wedding, Your young colleen bawn, that 'ill be
your wife before the sun sets. 1837 S. Lover Rory O'More
xliv, Stay here, my poor colleen. 1864 R. A. Arnold Cotton
Earn. 400 Cheered on by their colleens, the Irish boys of
Staleybridge damaged the houses.

Collegatary (k^le-gatari\ [ad. L. collegd-

tdri-us, T. col- together + legdldrius Legatary.] A
joint legatary, a co-legatee.

1590 Swinburne Treat. Test. 140 b, The legatarie must
enter bonde to him that is substituted vnto him, if there be
no substitute, then to the collegatarie. Ibid. 253 Of colle-

gataries dissenting amongest themselues what meanes is to
be vsed. 17*7-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v., If the thing be
bequeathed in solido, the portion of a deceased collegatary
accrues to the rest. 1755 in Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

t Collegate, sb. Obs. rare. [? ad. It. collegato

confederate, colleague.] ?A confederate, ally.

1598 Barret Theor. Warns v. v. 165 The High Treasurer
..doth receiue the money which the Collegates do con-
tribute. 1622 F. Markham Bk. War v. vi. 183 The Colle-
gates or assistants in the warres.

t Co llegate, v. Obs.-° [f. L. collegdt- ppl.

stem of *collegdre (f. col- together + legat e to send
as ambassador, depute'; : sec -ate •*.] trans. To
send together on an embassy.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Collegate, to send together.

t Collegation. Obs. rare. [?ad. It. collcga-

tione combination, league (Florio), ad. L. colli'

gdtion-em Colligation : cf. OK. collegation as

var. of colligation (1407 in Godcf.).] An alliance,

confederation.
a 1700 Rvcaut Contn. Knolles' Hist. Turks 1478 (L.) The

Count of Mansfelt and Duke of Weymar were expected
with their troupes to joyne with him; this collegation ap-

peared terrible, and to threaten Vienna itself.

h / College (kfvledij), sb. Forms : 4 coLTjegie,

r(pl. -ies, -ijs) ; 4-5 colage, colage.

5-6 collage, 6 -8 colledge; 7 colledg, 4- college-

[a. OK college ( =l'r# college, Sp. colegip, It. col-

legia)/ ad. L. collegium* colleagueship, "partner-

ship, hence a body of colleagues, a fraternity^ f.

collega Colleague. (Cf. convivium, judicium.)
The early by-form collcgie, -y, appears to have

been formed directly from the L. : cf. similar

forms ofprivilege, sacrilege]

1. An organized society of persons performing
certain common functions %nd possessing special

rights and privileges ; a body of colleagues, a

guild, fellowship, association : a. religious.

Apostolic college, college of the Apostles', the body of
Christ's Apostles (or their historic descendants'. Sacred
college, college 0/cardinals : the 70 cardinals of the Roman
Church, who constitute the Pope's council, and elect to the
papacy from their own number.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 366 Criste and his colage [/. e.

the Apostles], c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. arii. 55 As in-til

oys be Pape had ay Wyth be collage throw be Towne To
gang in til processyowne. 1460 Catorave Chron. 297 Ther
were the Cardmales of both collegis, both of Gregori and
Benedict. 1497 Bp. Alcock Mons Perfect. Aiija, Cryst
Jhesu .. called his appostles unto hym and made them
his bretheren of his College. ' 1593 ^-IAKS - 2 Htn. VI, 1.

iii. 64, I would the Colledge of the Cardinally Would chuse
him Pope, and carry him to Rome. 1597 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. v. lxxx. § 2 All such cities had their ecclesiastical

colleges consisting of Deacons and of Presbyters. 1641

i.

Jackson True Evang. T. (U. 186 Christ did it, in the
lission first of his Twelve, and after of his Seventy, both

of which sacred Colledges he sent forth by two, and two.
1654 Tkapp Comm. Ezra viii. 17 Where it may seem that
there was a Colledge of Levites, and Iddo was their Presi-
dent. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827' I. Pref. 50 He
was adopted into the college of augurs. 1741 Middleton
Cicero (1742) II. vi. 12 The affair was to be determined
by the college of Priests. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch.
(1858) I. iii. 103 The prince of the apostolic college,

b. secular.

Electoral college : a body ofelectors to a particular office
;

sbec. the princes who elected the Emperor of Germany.
Heralds' College or College of Arms: the corporation of
Heralds, which records proved pedigrees and grantsarmoriat
bearings. Similar chartered bodies in England are the
College of Physicians, College of Surgeons, College of
Preceptors, etc.

1541 Elvot Image Got*. (1549) 141 They all did arise

and gaue thankes vnto him, for bringyng into that college
(the senate] suche a man. 1588 Thynne Let. Ld. Burghley
in Animadv. Introd. 91 All the whoole colledge of hereaudes.
1590 Swinburne Treat. Test. 302 By an vnlawfull Colledge
. . I meane al companies, societies, fraternities, and other
assemblies whatsoeuer, not confirmed nor allowed for a law*
full corporation by auctoritie of the prince. 1640 Brome
Antipodes Epil., Your approbation may more raise the man,
Then all the Colledge of physitians can. 1673 Temple
United Pror. Wks. 1731 I. 34 The seven Soveraign Pro-
vinces . . who choose their respective Deputies, and send
them to the Hague, for the composing of three several
Colleges, call'd the States-General, the Council of State,

and the Chamber of Accounts, 171691 Boyle Wks. VI.
107 (R. s. v. Elect) The electoral college hath written to
the king of Sweden, promising not to proceed to the im-
perial election. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4893/2 Two of the
College of One hundred and forty are appointed daily to
each Gate of the City. 1790 Burke Er. Rev. Wks. V. 48
They would soon erect themselves into an electoral college.

1850 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865* I. iv. 180 He also effected
the restoration of the colleges or guilds of trades. 1875
Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xv. 165 The Germanic diet com-
prised three Colleges, the electors, the princes, and the
cities.

C. College ofJustice : in Scotland, the supreme
civil courts, composed of the lords of council and
session, together with the advocates, clerks of

session, clerks of the bills, writers to the signet, etc
1537 Sc. Acts las. V (1597) % 36 To institute ane. .College

of cunning and wise men, baith of Spiritual! and Temporal!
Estate, for doing and administration of justice in al civill

actions. 1540 Ibid. § 93 The institution of the saide College
of justice. 15708^ Holikshed Scot. Chron. (1806' II. 183
This year the Collage court of justice called the sessions

was instituted in Edinburgh by the king. 185s Macai lay
Hist. Eng. xiii, The College of Justice, a great forensic

society composed of judges, advocates, writers to the signet,

and solicitors, was the stronghold of Toryism.

2. loosely. Company, collective body, assem-

blage. ^Often with allusion to specific senses.)

1430 Life St. Kath. (Roxb.) 60 That thou hast vouche
sauf to nomhre me amongst the college of thyn hand-
maydens. 1459 MS. Laud 416 fol. 95 (Halliw.) Vnto the
grete colage of the fyndis blake. 150s Ord. Crysten Men
(W. de W. 1506) 1. iii. 18 All the holy college of paradyse.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. iv. 101 A Colledge of witte-

crackers cannot flout meeoutof my humour. 162 1 Burton
A nat. Mel. 111. iii. iv. ii. (,1676) 378/2 They have whole
Colleges of Curtezans in their Towns and Cities. 1655 60
Stanley Hist. Phitos. (1701) 86/4 That City.. was daily-

made a sad Colledge of Executioners. 1700 Dryden Eables,
Flower fir Leaf 218 They rode in proud array, Thick as
the college of the bees in May. 1756 Amory Buncle 11770)

II. 156, Icould perceive a college of bees.

b. Sometimes representing Ger. collegium, Du.
collegUy in the general sense of 1 meeting of com-
panions, reunion, club 1 {rauch-, sauf-, tabaks-

collegium), or as applied to the meetings of the

religious sect called Collegiants.
a 1703 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 25 In some forrain Univer-

sities, the Professors (beside their publick lectures) do pri-

vately, in their lodgings, instruct some Colleges <as tney
call them) or select clubs or companies. i7»7"5i Chambers
Cycl. s. v. Collegians, A religious sect . . so called because
of their colleges, or meetings, 1764 Machine tr. Mosheitits
Ch. Hist. (18441 II. 280/1 These men acquired the name of
Collegiants, from this particular circumstance, that they
called their religious assemblies Collegek 1858 Carlyle
Fred. Gi. v. \ ii, Friedrich Wilhelm has not rfce least shadow
of a Constitutional Parliament, .but he hal his Tabaks-
Collegium, Tobacco-College, Smoking vCcWress. 1872

Dasent Three to One I. 200 In the smoungrroom .. the
tobacco college had finished its sittings. \
3. A community or corporation of\\lergy living

together on a foundation for religious afcrvice, etc.

Now chiefly Hist. V
(1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 303 Religiouf and grete

colegies and cathedral chirchis maken many false eieris.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V 1 1 . 93 Afterward he gedered
bere monkes, whiche drew corrupcioun, as it is Wont to

be done in grete colege. 71462 J. Paston in Lett. No. 461

II. 113 That a college of vij. monks shuld be stabilisshed,

founded, awl indewed withinne a plase . . edified at Caster.

1494 FabYan vii. 526 All the collagys and men of religion,
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as well nunnys as other. 1513 More Rich. Ill (1641) 224
Hee began to found a Colledge of a hundred priests. 1868

Freeman Norm. Cong. (ed. 31 II. x. 510 In a college.. the
minster comes first ; the clergy exist only for its sake. 1878
Clergy List, Cathedral Establishments, London, note,

The corporation of the College of Minor Canons consisted

in its origin of a body of 12, but. .the number will be ulti-

mately reduced to 6. Ibid. Hereford, College of Vicars
Choral. 1880 Times 8 June 1/2 About the same time that

this church was built, a college, consisting of a master or
custos and 12 chaplains, was founded.

^A. A society of scholars incorporated within, or

in connexion with, a University, or otherwise formed

for purposes of study or instruction :

a. esp. An independent self-governing corporation

or society (usually founded for the maintenance of

poor students) in a University, as the College of

the Sorbonne in the ancient University of Paris,

and the ancient colleges of Oxford and Cambridge,

b. A foundation of the same kind, outside a

University. (Often combining, in its original char-

acter, the functions of a local charity for the aged
and of eleemosynary education for the young.)
Such a college normally consists of a master (rector,

provost, warden, etc.) fellows and scholars. It now usually

admits students not on the foundation who pay to enjoy the

advantages ofcommon life and supervision with the scholars

of the foundation, during their university or school course.

In the English Universities, the name college was app. not

originally given to the foundations of the Earliest Period

(e. g, Merton, Balliol\ but was introduced with the new
foundations of the Second Period (typified by New College,

Oxf.i, which were really colleges of clergy, in sense 3, but
with special aims in connexion with study. With the intro-

duction of these ' colleges ' into the university system, the

name spread from them to the older non-clerical founda-
tions, and was taken in turn by those of the Third Period,
the colleges of the Renascence.
Of the foundations under b, some (as those of Winchester

and Eton) were originally associated with colleges in a
university, others (as Gresham College, London, Dulwich
College) had no such relations. When the education of
uhe young was the object in view, such colleges have, in

England, usually developed into great public schools.

[1379 Patent Roll Rich. II, i. 32 (New Coll. Oxon.) Custos
et scholares collegii, domus, sive aulae praidictt. 1380 Rich.
II. {Licence in Mortmain) Oct. 5, Custos et scholares
Domus Scholarium de Merton .. Collegium Domus piae-

dictae.]

1400 Stat. Nezu Coll. (Pref.) Duo perpetua collegia : unum
collegium perpetuum pauperum et indigentium scholarium
clencorum, in studio Universitatis Oxoniae . . Saint Mary
College of Winchester in Oxenford vulgariter nuncupatum.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vin. viii. 57 In be Unyversyte Of
Oxenfurde scho gert be A collage fowndyt. 1536 Act 27
Hen. 8, c. xlii. {Oxf. Camb. Enactm. 11) In the College of
our Ladye in Eton besydes Wyndesore or Saynt Marie
College of Wynchestre besides Wynchestre. 1573 G. Har-
vey Letler-bk. (Camden Soc.) 9 Ani college in y ; toun
wuld have bene glad of me. 1598 F. Meres in Shahs.
C. Praise 23 Samuell Page . . fellowe of Corpus Christi

Colledge in Oxford. 1655 Fuller Ch.Hist. x.iii. § 19 The
act . . to enable the provost and fellows of Chelsea College
to dig a trench out of the river Lea. a 1674 Clarendon
Hist, Reb. (1704) III. x. 56 They placed, .the most notorious
factious Presbyterians, in the Government of the several

Colleges or Halls. 1678 Walton Life Sanderson 5 He was
chosen Sub Rector of the Colledge,. a 1699 Lady Halkett
AutoUog. (1875) 1 Provost of' Eaton Colledge. 1775
Johnson West Isl., St. Andrews, The university, within
a few years, consisted of three colleges, but is now
reduced to two; the college of St. Leonard being lately

dissolved. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 699 In colleges and halls,

in ancient days.. There dwelt a sage €aTled Discipline.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 347 The members of Dulwich College
[founded 1619] are a master, warden, four fellows, six poor
brethren, and six sisters, twelve scholars, six assistants and
thirty out-members. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. 46
The university of the chancellor, masters, and scholars,

is one corporation, and each of the colleges distinct and
independent societies, with their separate codes of laws.

Ibid. 122 In the first period—thirteenth century—the col-

lege, .is not an educational, hut an eleemosynary, institute.

1886 Willis & Clark Hist. Univ. Camb. I. Introd. 14 A
college, in its primitive form, is a foundation erected and
endowed by private munificence, solely for the lodging and
maintenance of deserving' students, whose lack of means
rendered them unable to pursue the University course
without some extraneous assistance.

C. From the fact that in some Universities only

a single college was founded or survived, in which
case the university and college became co-extensive,

the name has come, as in Scotland and the United
States, to be interchangeable with 'university*;
* a college with university functions
In U, S. ' college ' has tfcen the general term, and is still

usually applied to a snr^ll university (or degree -giving
educational institution) having a single curriculum ofstudy,
the name 1 university ' being given chiefly to a few of the
larger institutions, which in their organization, and division
into various faculties, more resemble the universities of
Europe.

J459 Charter in Munim. Univ. Glasguensis (Maitl. Club)
I. 11 Oretis . . pro animabus Domini de Hammilton funda-
tons huius Collegij.

, 1563 Charter Univ. Glasgow in
Munim. I. 67 Forsamekile as within the citie of Glasgow
ane College and Vniuersitie was devisit to be hade quhairin
the youthe micht be brocht vp in letres and knawlege.
1711 C. M. Lett, to Curat 59 [A Scotsman says] a Country-Man with the Colledge of Oxford on his side. >733 Deed
of Conveyance in Fraser Life Berkeley vi. 193 note. The
Corporation or incorporate Society of Yale College in New
Haven in the Province of Connecticut. Ibid. 195 note, At a
meeting of the President and Fellows of Harvard College at
Cambridge 1775 Johnson West Isl., Aberdeen, In each of

623

these towns [Old and New A-berdeen] there is a college, or

in stricter language, an university; for.. the colleges hold

their sessions and confer degrees separately. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi. viii. ?iote, The students at the Edinburgh Col-

lege were violent anti-catholics. 1823 [see Collegianer].

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 23 s.v. Aberdeen, Marischal College .

.

this University is not entitled to a copy of every work pub-
lished for sale, like King's College, which is, indeed, re-

garded as a depository for both these Universities. 1843
Ibid. XXVI. 22 s.v. University, United States of North
America . . the colleges or universities contain in general

only a faculty of arts. 1861 Macm. Mag. Feb. 271

Though Yale has always been called a college, it is a com-
plete university, according to the American acceptation of

the term. 1875 Ediu. Univ. Calendar 36 The Principal

is the resident Head of the College. 1882 Grant Univ.
Edin. I. 70 If, as at Glasgow, there was only one College,

then a College with University functions constituted the
University.

d. From the relation in which the colleges in

a. stand to a university, as places of residence

and study recognized by it, the name has been

officially extended to * Any institution for higher

education affiliated to a university ' : such are the

various colleges affiliated to the University of

London, or to Victoria University, the Queen's

Colleges in Ireland, etc.

1838 Charter Univ. Loud., Such certificates as aforesaid

may be presented from our College called University Col-

lege, or from our College called King's College, .or from, etc.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 25 On Nov. 28, 1836, this institu-

tion after an existence of eleven years under the name of
' the University of London' had received a royal charter of
incorporation as a college, with the title of ' University Col-

lege, London'. 1881 Oxf. Univ. Calendar (Article), Of
affiliated Colleges. 1886 Whitaker's Aim. 210 Victoria
Univ., Colleges of the University, Owens College, Man-
chester, and University College, Liverpool.

e. By another extension, the name is given to

institutions unconnected with a university, for in-

struction of a more advanced or professional kind

than that given at school, such as the theological

colleges of religious organizations, colleges for

women, training colleges for teachers, military and
naval colleges, colleges of agriculture, music, etc.

For these, Academy was the general name down to the
19th c. The Royal Naval Academy at Portsmouth was
reconstituted as the Royal Naval College in 1806; and in

1805 was founded the East India College, Herts, to pre-

pare for the service of the East India Company.
[1651 S. Hartlib (titled, Essay on the Advancement of

Husbandry and Learning, or Propositions for the erecting

of a College of Husbandry.] 1806 King's RegitI. Ad-
miralty Instr. ,

Having gone through the established

education at the Royal Naval Academy at Portsmouth.
— Order in Council Feb. i, A new and enlarged Esta-

!

blishment, adequate to the present increased Naval 1

Force.. to be established in the Dockyard of Portsmouth, ,

under the name of the Royal Naval College of Portsmouth,
i

1830 Penny Cycl. XIII. 22/1 There is a University at \

Dublin, a Roman Catholic College at Maynooth. 1845
Charter of R. Agric. College, Cirencester, To found a .

College, in which College, the Science of Agriculture, .and
the practical application thereof., are to be taught. 1873
Admiralty Circular, No. 8. C, The School of Naval Archi-
tecture at South Kensington will be absorbed in the Royal

!

Naval College, Greenwich. 1889 Dale in Mansfield Coll.,

its Origin 1 The founding of a College for the education of
:

men for the Congregational ministry.

f. Also (after the great schools which were
I

founded as colleges (see b.), and partly perhaps '

after mod. French use) given to some large public

schools or institutions for secondary education
;

and sometimes assumed even by private schools,

as a more pretentious name.
(In France a college is a school for secondary education

controlled and sustained by the municipality, distinguished
from a lycie which is supported and directed by the state :

see Littre.)

1841 Minute-bk. ofCheltenham College July 27 That the
denomination of this School shall henceforth be ' The Chel-
tenham Proprietary College*. 1844 Ibid. Mar. 12 That for

the future this Institution be denominated the Cheltenham
College. 1842 Tennyson Walkingto Mail 75, I was at

school—a college in the South. 1845 Charter Marlborough
Coll., The said Institution had hitherto been . . carried on
under the entire management, .of a Council., but that such
Council were of opinion that it would be more for the benefit

of the undertaking that the School should be for the future
carried on as a College. 1871 Fraser Life Berkeley 12

The modern School or College of Kilkenny.

5. The building or set of buildings occupied by
such society or institution

;
spec. a. in a university

;

b. the residence of a body of clergy or the like

;

hence, in some cases, retained as a name for a
cathedral close.

[1379 see 4 a.] c J386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 69 Ther was
a gret collegge, Men clepe it the Soler-halle of Cante-
bregge. 14.. Tundale's Vis. 2219 He mad colagys and
chyrchys mony. 1448 in Lyte Hist. Elton Coll. (1889I 37
The quere of Wynchestre College at Oxenford. 1509 Fisher
Fun. Serm. C'less Richmond Wks. 308 She that buylded a
college royall to the honour of the name of crist Ihesu.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 580 Lorde Richarde Beauchampe
. . with solempne ceremonies was buryed in his College of
Warwike. C1630 Risdon Sur%>. Devon § 42 (1810) 45 John
Grandison . . erected there a quarter college . . and placed
therein secular priests. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Tr&v. (1760)
I. 402 The front of this college is very grand. 1824 Hist,

<y Descr. View Durham 33 A spacious oblong square,

called the College, in which are the Deanery and prebendal
houses. 1846 G. Ornsby Sk. Durltam 130 A passage .

.

I leads from the Cloister to the College, or Cathedral close.

COLLEGE.
1888 Ji.ssopp Visit Nonuich p. viii, The parsonages were* 1

converted into colleges, in which the parish priests lived
in common under statutes.

C. transf.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 358 Where afterwards was made

the Colledge or place of publick exercise. 1601 Donne
Poems (1650) 294 That swimming Colledge, and free Hos-
pita.ll. 1611 Bible 2 Chron. xxxiv. 22 She dwelt in Ieru-

salem in the colledge. 1656 Cowley Davideis 1. (1684) 17
Midst a large Wood that joyns fair Ramahs Town . . A
College stands, where. .Prophets Sons with diligence meet.

6. A course of lectures at a foreign or (f) a Scot-

tish university; a f school* or distinct course of

study leading to a degree, in some American
universities. (Cf. Ger. ein Collegium hbren ' to

attend a course of lectures '.)

—11700 Gregory in Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 321
He undertakes to teach, .mathematicks (by way of colleges

or courses). .The courses or colleges that he thinks of most
. .u^e, are these. 1741 Scots Mag. Aug. 372 (Programme of
MacLaurin), He gives every year three different Colleges
and sometimes a fourth . . He begins the third College
with perspective. 1750 Chesterf. Lett. III. 98, I hope
your colleges with Marcel go on prosperously. 1755 John-
son s.v., 4. A college in foreign universities is a lecture read
in publick.

7. A charitable foundation of the collegiate type
;

a hospital, asylum, or almshouse, founded to pro-

vide residence and maintenance for poor or decayed
persons elected members thereof. (Retained in

the title of various institutions of this kind, as

Morden College, Blackheath, an asylum for de-

cayed merchants.)
1694 Will of Sir J. Morden, I will and order there be

placed in the Colledge now finished by me, etc. 1720 Strype
Stows Survey, Sir John Morden . . took pattern by the
College at Bromley . . founded by John Warren, Bishop of
Rochester from 1637 to 1666, for Ministers' poor Widows.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Colleges for disabled sol-

diers, seamen, etc. See Hospitals. Ibid. s.v. Hospital,
Royal Hospital! for disabled soldiers, commonly called

Chelsea College. (Before 1873 Greenwich Hospital had from
time immemorial been locally spoken of as the College.)

8. slang. A prison. {Jig. from 7.)
c 1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, College, Newgate. 1837

Thackeray Ravenswing vii, This is the college in Queer
Street. 1835 Dickens Dorrit xxxi, That execution which
had carried Mr. Plornish to the Marshalsea College.

9. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly in sense 4), as college-

building, cap, chapel, council, course, don
, friend,

fgovernor, gown, kitchen, lecture, lecturer, mate,

office, porter, roll, rule, servant, soph, \ -state,

statute, tutor, etc.
;
college-bred adj., -like adj. and

adv., -wise adv.
1844 Emerson New Eng. Reformers Wks. (Bohn) L 262

'

Had quite forgotten who of their gownsmen was College-
bred, and who was not. 1799 Southey Eng. Eclog. vii,

This comes of your great schools And *college-breeding.

1875 Edin. Univ. Calendar 76 A Course of Lectures
within the *College building. 1712 Berkeley Pass. Obed.
Wks. III. 105, I made three Discourses . . in the *College-
chapel. 1854 Tennyson To F. D. Maurice 7 Should eighty-
thousand ^college-councils Thunder ' Anathema', friend, at

you. 1847 — Priuc. Conclus. 49 ' Look there, a garden !

'

said my ^college friend. 1621 Sanderson Serm. I. 212 If

beneficed-men and : colledg-governours were clench'd and
riveted to their cures. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude in. 49 Right
underneath, the ^College kitchens made A humming sound.
1601 Imp. Consid. Sec. Priests (1675) 77 [We] lived there

[in prison],
'''

Colledge-like, without any want. 1642 Howell
For. Trav. iv. (Arb.) 27 For private Gentlemen and Cadets,
there be divers Academies in Paris, Colledge-like. 1590
Greene Ft. Bacon Wks. (1861) 175 We are *college-mates,

Sworn brothers. 1726 Amherst Terrs Fit. xL (1741) 211

Not content with overgrown fellowships for life, and *col-

lege-offices. 1749 Johnson Vanity Hum. Wishes 133 When
first the *college -rolls receive his name. 1840 Carlyle
Heroes (1858) 339 He [Laud] will have his *ColIege-rules

obeyed by his Collegians. 1726 Amherst Terrs Fit. xiii.

(1741) 66 Why may they not, at the same time, be 'college-

servants, and college-governors? 1728 Pope Dune. 11. 379
Three ^College Sophs, and three pert Templars came.

1590 Greene Fr. Bacon Wks. (1861) 160 I'll give Living
and lands to strength thy * college-state. 1726 Amherst
Terrrn Fit. iii. (1741) 12 His private ^college-statutes.

1790 Loiterer No. 58 Scarce any office demands so many
different requisites as that of a ^College Tutor. 1840 Car-
lyle Heroes (1858) 338 He is like a College-Tutor, whose
whole world is forms, College -rules. 1868 M. Pattison
Academ. Org. 126 Here and there *college-walls may shelter

an occasional student. 1651 Gataker in Fuller Abel Re-
div. 463 An Hospitall builded *Colledge-wise at Croyden.

^jkb. Special combs.: college - church, {a) a

'collegiate church
; {6) a church connected with

a college; f college - detriments (see Detri-

ment)
;

college-lease, a lease granted by a

college ;
college-living, a benefice in the gift of

I a college
;
college-man, a member or inmate of a

I

college ; one who has been educated at a college
;

f college-pot, ? some kind of tankard or drinking

vessel ;
college-pudding, a kind of small plum-

pudding served whole to each person
;

college

, widow, U. S. colloq. (see quot.); College Youths,
the name of a society of change-ringers (see quot.).

1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 232 Kynge Ethelred ..

Edyfyed a *collage-chyrche notable and famous In the
subbarbes of Chester. 1540 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 289
Y- college churche of Ripon. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch.
Scotl. 24 There were also collegiate schools founded in

connection with, .college churches. 1890-1 Free Ch. Scotl.

Coll. Cat. 66 [Glasgow] College Church. The site, .was pur*

79-2
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chased and granted to the Congregation . . on the condition
that fifty sittings therein should be reserved for the use of
the Students. 1670 Eachard Cottt. Clergy 20 A solemn ad-
mission, and a formal paying of *colledge-detriments. 164a
Fuller Holy Sf Prof. St. 11. xiv. 103 A *Colledge-lease is

accounted . . the worst kind of freehold. 1705 Lond. Gas.
No. 4162/4 A . . Dwelling-House . . in Cambridge . . being a
College-Lease, is now to be lett. 17*6 Amherst Terrm
Fil. xl. (1741) 212 When a *college-living falls, the person
chosen to succeed . .Si allow'd a year of grace. i6xz Florio,
Collegiate, .also a *Colledge man. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.
x. i. (18451 V. 287 Dr. Reynolds, you are a better college-
man than a statesman. 1816 J. Gilchrist Philos. Etym.
189 As to what college men cull learning. 1825 Knapp
& Baldw. Newgate Col. III. 383/1 A poor college-man
at Greenwich. 1646 Will of Estcourt (Somerset Ho.),
'Colledge pots. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 251C/4 Stolen out
of a House in Charles-street . . Three Silver College-Pots,
of different sizes. 1829 Landor /mag. Conv. (Miguel
«r Mother), The members . . are condemned to eat . . what
they call the *New-college pudding. 1838 Family Handbk.
250 College pudding. 1880 Besant & Rice Seamy Side xx,
To consider the question of college-pudding or cheese.
1887 Lippincott's Mag. Aug. 298 That class of young ladies
known among the students as ' *college widows', and com-
monly supposed to have the acquaintan.c*of several genera-
tions of collegians. £B8kGrove Diet. Mus, I. 377 'College
Youths, A ncu nt Socittf^f. This is the chief of the change-
ringing societies of England. It., derives its name from
the fact that the students at the college founded by the re-

nowned Sir Richard Whittington . .having six bells in their
college chapel, used to amuse themselves by ringing them;
being joined by various gentlemen in the neighbourhood,
the society was definitely started under the name 'College
Youths'. .on Nov. 5, 1637.

College (k^'ledg), v. nonee-wd. [f. prec. sb.]

trans, lo send to college ; to educate at college.
1819 A. Balfour Campbell [. 27 (Jam.), Now, say that

the laddie's colleged, and leecenced to preach, what's he to
do till he get a kirk? 1850 Lynch Theo. Trin. xi. 211 How
he was born, cradled, schooled, .colleged, and the like.

Hence Coileging vbl. sb.

1848 Lowell Indian Summer Reverie xxxviii, I am glad
That here what coileging was mine I had.

College, obs. form of Colleague.
Collegeaner, -enar, var. of Collegianer.
Colleged .kp-ledjd , a. [f. College sb. +

-ED^.]

fl. = Collegiate i, Obs. rare.
c i4as Wvntoun Cron. vn. x. 477 He wes . . enteryd in

Dwnfermlyne, In bat collegyd kyrk he lyis.

2. Having a college or colleges.

1850 Eraser's Mag. XLI. 617 There is a wide difference
between these great seats of learning and their one-collcged
sister in Dublin.

Collegenesse : see Colleagen.
Colleger (kfledsai). [f. College sb. + -er.]

A member or inmate of a college.

fa. A member of the same college, a fellow-

collegian, colleague. Obs.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 460a, If they do against

those lawes. .than their Collegers should remove them.

b. spec. One of the seventy boys on the founda-

tion of Eton College.
1678 in Etom'ana 216, 5th Torm,Collegers. 1740H.WALPOLE

Corr. (1820) I. 51 Our Cicerone, who has less classic know-
ledge and more superstition than a colleger. 1844 Disraeli 1

Coningsby 1. xi, The Captain of the Oppidans and the senior

Colleger next to the Captain of the school, figure, .in fancy
costume. i88j Standard 1 Dec. 7/2 The Collegers had a
little the advantage in the first part of the game.

C. An inmate of a 'college' (sense 7) or charit-

able foundation, a pensioner.
1886 Besant Childr. Gibeon in Longm. Mag. VII. 346

She was . . no more than sixty or so, which is young for a
colleger at Lily's.

Collegia! (IqflTdgutl), a. [a. F. collegial, or

ad. L. collegial-is, f. collegium College.]
1. Of the nature of, or constituted as, a college,

t Collegial church : m collegiate church.
*S$o Palsgr. 207/1 Collegial churche, esglise collegialle.

1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 15 Cathedralle and collegiall
churches. 1641 Hevlin Help to Hist. (1671) 241 The Castle
and the Collegial Church being both in rubbish. 1670 G. H.
Hist. Cardinals 1. in. 68 There are sometimes two or three
together of principal dignity in some Collegial Churches.
2. Of or belonging to a college (.sense 4).
1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxv. (1632) 81 These collegiall

Latinizers. 1605 Answ. to Supposed Discov. Rom. Doctr.
46 Observing the collegial rules and constitutions. 1704
G. Wakefield Spirit of Ckr. 11 The Master and fellows.

.

of collegial societies.
_

1831 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss.

(1853) 404^ The usurpation of its [the University's! functions
and privileges by the collegial bodies. 1880 Daily News
10 Apr. 28 The collegial triennial prize was awarded.

3. Of or belonging to a * collegium 1 or college

(sense i\ or to a body of persons associated as

colleagues in the performance of any function.

Collegia! system (of church government in Germany): see

COLLECIALISM.
1619 Balcanqual Let, 9 Mar. Jr. Dordrecht in Hales

Gold. Rem. 11673* 131 Gne of the Scribes, .was beginning to

read our College his judgement, but Dr. Davenant. .thought
..that the Collegial suffrages should not be read thus
privately. 176a tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. IV. 65 At Diets

of the Empire, .collegial meetings or others. 1816 F. H.
Navlor Hist. Germ.XX. xvi. 33 The inconvenience of con-

sulting his colleagues, .the tardiness incidental to collegial

deliberations. 1878 Seeley Stein II. 515 The clumsy col-

legial method must be excluded, and the bureaucratic
method adopted. 1889-3 Schaff Encycl. Relt'g. Knowl.
III. 1821 He [PfafT] defended the collegial system against
the reigning territorialUm,

Collegialism ik^rdsializ'm;. [f. piec. +
-ism.] A name of German origin ( = collegialiswus,

collegialsystem ) forthe theory ofecclesiastical polity

which maintains that the (or a) visible church is a
purely voluntary association {collegium) formed by
contract, in which the supreme authority rests with
the whole body of the members ; and that the civil

magistrate has no other relations to the church
than those which he has to any other voluntary
association within his territories.

Opposed
t
to episcopalism which places the supreme

authority in a clerical order, and territorialism which
ascribes it to the civil power, making the regulation of the
church in any country entirely a function of the state. (For-
mulated under the name by Piaff in 1742.)
1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knowl. L 512 Collegialism,

or Collegial system, a technical term denoting a peculiar
conception of the relation between Church and State.

Collegiality (k£U"d3i,jrliti). [ad. F. col-

legialite, i. collegial; see -ITT.] Colleagueship

;

the relation between colleagues.
1887 Pall Mall G. 9 Mar. 4/2 The editors of the leading

Belgian Liberal journals, in a spirit of 'collegiality', ask
for the. - co-operation of their readers in a jubilee of an un-
usual character. Ibid. 5 Apr. 14/1 Requesting, -him out of
collegiality, to present two numbers to the museum.

Collegially ( k^flrdji&li), adv. [f. Collegial
+ -ly In a collegial manner or capacity.
1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. m. viii. 192 Which power

of Jurisdiction .. remaineth .. both in the Bishop, and in
the Presbytery, in him personally, in it collegially. 1833
Sir W. Hamilton* Discuss. (18521 120 Having long col-
legially dispensed a muddy scantling of metaphysic.

Collegian Ir^lrdgian), sb. and a. [f. L. col-

legi-um College + -an. Prob. immed. ad. med.L.
collegianus : cf. oppidanus. Cf. F. collegien!\

A. sb. 1. A member or inmate of a college
;

one who is receiving, or has received, a college

education, a student ; also spec, one who is on the
* foundation ' of a college, a ' colleger '.

1462 J. Paston in Paston Lett. No. 461 II. 114 A college
of vij. monkes or prestes havyng a certeyn pension. . withowt
any charge . . to be bore be the seyd collegians. 1583
T. Stocker Civ, IVarres Lowe C. 11. 44 a, All sworne-
men, Brotherhoods, and Collegiannes likewise. 1607 Walk-
ington Opt. Glass it, 1 1664) 55 Bacchus is a wise Collegian,
who admits merriment. 1730 Swift Betty the Grizette,
Picking wit among collegians, In the play-house upper
regions. 1771 Junius Lett. liv. 282, I will not descend to
answer the little sneering sophistries of a collegian. 1875
Merivale Gen. Hist. Rome lxvi. (18771 527 The discussions
of the learned collegians at the Museum.

b. One who is on the side of a college ; a col-

lege partizan.

1697 Blair in W. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch, I. 19
All the Governors friends employ their utmost interest to
keep out any one that is a friend to the College. .' if you
choose such a one' say they 'heisa Collegian and we shall

have a tax for the College .

2. slang. An inmate of a prison. Cf. College 8.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xlivj They've been most infer-

nally blown up by the collegians [in the Fleet]. 1855 —
Dorrit vi. (D.>, Letters . . enclosing half-a-crown . . for the
Father of the Marshalsea, 'with the compliments of a
collegian taking leave '.

3. One of a sect founded in Holland in 1619.
1717-51 Chambers Cycl.t Collegians, Collegiani, a re-

ligious sect formed among the Armenians ana Anabaptists
in Holland ; so called, because of their colleges, or meet-
ings. 1818 [see Collegiant).

B. adj. —Collegial.
1660 S. Fisher Rusticks Alartn Wks. (1679) 73 To crawl

and creep about a while in some Collegian Cells. 1859
Sala Tw. round Clock (1861 1 105 Some of the collegian

prisoners, .have women and little children with them.

Collegianer (k^lid^ansj). Obs. exc. Sc.

Forms : 6 colligener, -gyner, collygener, col-

leginar, colligioner, 6-7 colleginer, -ioner, 7

collegenar, 7, 9 colliginer, 9 collegeaner, col-

legianer. [app. f. F. colUgien + -er : cf. mariner,

scrivener, parishioner.] A member of a college

;

a collegian ; a colleague.

1546 Bale Eng. Votaries it 1. (R.\ No archdeacon, priest,

deacon, subdeacon. colligener, nor canon. 1553 — Vocaeyon
in Hart. Misc. (Math.) I. tu, I shoke the dust of my fete

against those wicked colli^yners and prestes. 1563 87
Foxk A. ft M. (1596* 275/1 The patriarch and his col-

legioners. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvii. 1 18871 101

The consideration, .hath carved me from colledges, though
not from colleginers. 1616 Lane Sar's T. via 90 Love,
meeke truithes, sterne Iustices colliginer. a 1670 in Spald-

ing Troub. Chas. I (1829* 76 Thus the town being nightly

watched, there came down the street certain of their own
collegioners. 18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, viii,

1 When I was rab-

bled by the collegeaners.' 18*3 Lockhart Reg. Dalton
xiv. 93 * Ay, ay, 'tis Oxford College, ye 're for, is it?, .are ye
nd rather aula for beginning to be a collegianer?' 1868 (

'..

Macoonald R. Ealconer I. 273 1 He's been here a' day,
readin' like a colliginer.'

Collegiant tk^rd^iant). « Collegian 3.

1764 A. Maclaine tr. Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. (1844) 1 1. 279-
80 Collegiants. 1818 Toon, Collegian 2. One of a religious

sect . . called collegiani, collegians, and collegiants, on ac-

count of their colleges or weekly meetings.

Collegiate ,V#\r<\$i.eX), a. and sb. [ad. L.

collegidtus member of a college or corporation,

also in med.L. (as adj.) of or pertaining to a college,

f. collegium College.] A. adj.

1. Of the nature of, or constituted as, a college.

Collegiate church : sec 4.
1581 Mllcaster Positions xl. 11887 1 222 Publike places be

either elemen tarie, grammatical!, or collegiate. 1594 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. Pref. (J, ), The state of collegiate societies, where-
on the two universities consist. 1629 Wadsworth Sp.
Pilgr. 23 Any wandring from their Collegiate society into
the world. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. 126 This was
. .the design of collegiate foundations in their origin.

2. Of or belonging to a college.

1564 BriefExam. *»***b, Collegiate Munkes had their
habite-

<
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. Ded. § 8 There is no

education collegiate, which is free. 1670 Milton Hist.
Eng. in. Wks. (1847) 503/1 To seize into their hands . . col-
legiate masterships in the university. 1671 Mavnwaring
Anc. <$• Mod. Physic 28 Doctor Herrett, a Collegiate
Physician of London. 1714 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840)
2 A collegiate life did not suit me. 1832 48 H. Coleridge
North, Worthies (1852) I. 6 Marvell, to whose ardent.,
mind neither college discipline nor collegiate opinions were
likely to be agreeable. 1855 Dickens Dorrit ix. The kin-
dling of to-day's (fire) under the collegiate boiler. 1889
Lytk Hist. Eton Colt. 23 The Collegiate Church of Eton.

3. Constituted as a body of colleagues; corporate;

of or belonging to colleagues, combined.
i6»5 Bacon Ess. Custom 4- Educ. (Arb. 1 373 But .. the

Force ofCustome Copulate, and Conioyned, and Collegiate,

is far Greater. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 163 To sollicite in all

parts mutual I Ayds and Collegiate endeavours. 1875 Maine
Hist. hist. xii. 349 This single person or group—this in-

dividual or this collegiate Sovereign <to employ Austin's
phrase).

4. Collegiate church : (a) a church which is en-

dowed for a body corporate or chapter, but has

no bishop's see ; v^) in Scotland, a church served

by two or more joint incumbents or pastors ; so

collegiate charge
\

(c) in U. S. 'a church which
is united with others under the joint pastorate of

several ministers ' (Webster .

1514 Fitzhekb. Just. Pcas(i5$&< 121 b, Wardens of cathe-
drall and collegiate Churches. 1540 Mem. Ripon (Surtees)

III. 290 The collegial church of Sanct Pet r and Wilfrid of
Rypon. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xxxv. 528 Buried
in tne Collegiat Church of Winburn in Dorset-shire, a 1674
Clarendon Hist. Reb. xi. (1843) 698/2 King Harry tne
Seventh's chapel in the collegiate church of Westminster.
1681 Blount Glossogr., Collegiate Church is that which
consists of a Dea:i and Secular Canons. 1736 Ayliffk
Parerg. 167 Collegiate churches were such . . wherein a
number of Presbyters were settled and lived together in one
Corporation. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scott, u 24 There
were thirty-three collegiate churches in Scotland.

5. Collegiate school: a school of a high grade,

or of high pretensions.

B. sb. fl. « Collegian- A. i. Obs.

1609 B. Jonson Sit. Worn. 1. i, A new foundation, .of

ladies, that call themselues the Collegiates. 1683 K. Shel-
don in Wood's Life (1848' 251 A very hard case for vs

poore mortalls who know nothing, because wee haue not
bin collegiates in Oxon. 1766 Amohy Buncte 1 1770) IV. 216,

I became a Doctor, as well as if I had been a regular col-

legiate. 1818 Bentham Ch. Eng. Introd. 20 Communicating
my distress to some of my fellow collegiates.

+ 2. trans/, and slang. An inmate of an asylum,

prison, or the like. Cf. Collegian 2. Obs.

1673 Head Canting Acad. 29 Meeting with one of my
fellow Collegiats [i.e. thieves! £-1690 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Collegiates, those Prisoners, and Shop-keepers.

1709 Steele Taller No. 127 P 3 If we consult the Col-

legiates of Moorfields, we shall find mo*t of them are

beliolden to their Pride for their Introduction into that

magnificent Palace. 01734 North Life Ld. Guilford
(1808) I. 123 (D.) In the goal. .he. .busied himself with the

cases of his fellow-collegiates.

+ 3. A fellow-collegian ; a colleague. Obs.

1613 M. Ridley Magn. Bodies Pref. 4 Doctor Gilbert, our

friend and Collegiat. a 1661 Fuller Worthies ill. 125 He
(Thomas Drax] translated all the Works of Master Perkins

his Countryman and Collegiat) into Latine. 1696 C.

.eslie SnaJke in Grass r .7 333. I was one day making a
Visit to him, with the rest of his Collegiates.

Collegiate (kfrt/d^t), v. [f. prec: see

-ate trans. To make collegiate ; to constitute

as a college or collegiate church. Hence Col-

le giated ///. a., Colle giating vbl. sb.

1538 Leland /////. t 5 The Paroche Chirch, of a fair

Building and Collegiatid. 1781 Pennant Joum. in, 12

minor canons, .these were formerly collegiated, and had
their hall and houses. [1835 Tatt's Mag. II. 790 The
Presbytery, .insist on uncollegiating the five double charges

within the city proper, for the purpose of providing minis-

ters for five new churches.] 1848 Ware Manch. Parish
Ch. Pref. 8 Such are the simple circumstances connected with

the collegiating of the parish church of Manchester.

Collegiately (k^l/ d^i^li^a^. [f. Collegiate

a. + -ly-.] In a collegiate manner or capacity.

i6«4 BrieJ Inform. Affairs Palatinate 30 The secular

Electors neuer giuing their consent thereunto : Neyther
was the resolution of the same taken Collegiately. 170a C.

Mather Magn. Chr. iv. (1852) Introd. 9 None of them do
live collegiately, but board . . at private nouses. 184a G. S.

Faber Provine. Lett. 11844) II. 75 The Tracts for the

Times have been published collegiately or corporately.

Collegiation (k^d^ii^J^nV rare. [n. of

action, f. Collegiate v.] The making collegiate.

1887 Saintsblry Manchester 26 The material structure

of the church appears not to be older than the date of its

collegiation.

Collegie, Colleginar, -iner, -ioner, obs. ff.

College, Collegianer.
Collegue, obs. form of Colleague.



COLLENCHYMA. 625 COLLIDINE.

Collemase : see Coal-mouse.

Collenchyma (kple-gkimi). Bot. [f. Gr.

i:ukXa ghie + tyx<>i*a, iyxvpar- infusion.]

+ 1. (See quots ) Obs.

1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848* I. 356 Link supposes
tha cellular substance in which pollen is generated to be

semiorganic and calls it collenchyma. 1866 Trcas. Bot.,

Collenchyma .usually absorbed, but remaining and assum-
ing a definite form in some plants, as in orchids.

2. Tissue consisting of cells with walls greatly

thickened at the angles, found just beneath the

epidermis in the leaf-stalks and young stems of

many Dicoty ledons.
1857 Henfrf.y Elem. Bot. 514 Collenchyma. .has acquired

a cartilaginous or horny texture by its cells becoming
greatly thickened by secondary layers of a substance soften-

ing or swelling up in water. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Saclis'

Bot. 1. ii. 83 The collenchyma originates from the funda-

mental tissue, and. .not from the epidermis.

Collenchymatous (kpleqki-matss), a. [f. as

prec. + -ous.] Bot. Belonging to or of the nature

of collenchyma, or of collenchyme.
1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phancr. tf Fertis 187

The characteristic iodine reaction of collenchymatous walls.

Ibid. 417 Collenchymatous masses.

Co llenchyme. Zool. [ad. mod.L. collenchyma :

see above.] A term proposed by Sollas for a tissue

of the mesoderm in sponges. (See next.)

Co'lleneyte. Zool. [f. Gr. «oAAaglue,fi' in,«uTos

hollow, receptacle.] Sollas's proposed term for

the corpuscles of connective tissue found embedded
in the collenchyme in the mesoderm of sponges.

Hence Collencytal, a.

1887 \V. J. Sollas Sponges in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 419/2
The mesoderm . . in its commonest and simplest form con-
sists of a clear colourless gelatinous matrix in which irregu-

larly branching stellate cells or connective tissue corpuscles

are embedded ; these may be termed eollencytes and the

tissue collenchyme.

Collen earth, etc. : see Cologne.

f Collep, -op. Obs. Sc. rare-', [cf. Collock
a pail, of which this may be a corruption.]
1500-20 Dunbar Dance of 7 Deidly Synnis 95 Him fol-

fowit mony fowll drunckart, With can and collep [v. r.

collop] cop and quart.

Collep, var. Collop.
Collepixie, obs. form of Colt-pixie.
Coller, obs. f. Collar, Choler.
Collerauch, -rayth, -reth: see Culeeath.
Collerette : see Collarette.
Collerie, obs. form of Choleric.
Collerie, -y, var. of Collyrie, Obs., eye-salve.

Collery (kp'lari). Anglo-Ind. [ad. Tamil kallar

thieves.] The name of a non-Aryan race inhabit-

ing part of India east of Madura ; hence, Collery-
horn (corrupted into cholera-horn), a long brass

horn of hideous sound, often used at native funerals
;

Collery-stick, a throwing stick or boomerang used

by the Colleries (Yule).

1763 Orme Hist. Mil. Trans. I. 208 (Y.) The Polygar
Tondiman . . likewise sent 3000 Colleries ; these are a people
who . . inhabit the woods between Trichinopoly and Cape
Comorin ; their name in their own language signifies

Thieves. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. iv. 143, 1120
colleries {irregular troops of the Southern Polygars*. 1830

J. Welsh Mil. Retnin. I. 130 (Y.) It was he also who first

taught me to throw the spear, and hurl the Collery-stick.

1879 Madras Mail 7 Oct. IY.\ To have the Amildar's
Cholera-horn men out at that hour to sound the reveille.

Collery, obs. form of Coalery, Colliery.

Collet (kjrlet), sb. 1 Also 6-7 oolet^t, collate,
-ett. [a. F. collet, dim. of col neck :—L. collum.

In sense 4 prob. directly ad. It. colletto.]

1 1. The neckband of a garment ; a collar or

band worn round the neck ; a necklet. Obs.
1561 in Thomson Inventories (lftx$) 148 (Jam.) Item, ane

collet of aurange hew quharin is bandis of claith of gold
twa finger braid. 1578 lnv. in Nugx Derelicts! (1880) xii.

4 Tua collattis sewit of holene clayt. ane wc blak silk. 1584
Hudson Judith in Sylvester's Die Bartas (1620) 723 And
through her collet she shewd her snowie brest. 1640-4 in
Rushw. Hist. Coll. nr. (16921 1. 745, I understand . . all the
Jewels are brought here again to be pawned, and amongst
them the great Collet of Rubies fetch d from Hamb.
2. An encompassing band or ring ; in various

technical uses, as, a ring, collar, or flange on a rod
or spindle, a circular metal lining to a hole, a cir-

cular ferrule or socket, etc. Cf. Collar ii. Also
attrib.

C1S30 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 305 A Staffe to a Crosse of
silver withe twoo knoppes gilte and a loose Collet. 1670
Will o/E. Lynde (Somerset Ho.), Silver collett can. 1694
Narborough Acc. sev. late Voy. (1711I it. 161 The Wooden
Stick is fastened within the Iron Collet or Funnel of the
Harpoon, with Packthread wound all about the Iron. 1696
Derham A rtificial Clockm. 3 The Collet, or piece of brass
soldered on the Arbor, or Spindle, on which the Wheel is
rivetted. 1797 Encycl. Brit. II. 585/2 On this pin are two
moveable collets. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 324/2
Its inmost coil running through and bent round into the
hole of a collet or small collar placed over the staff. 1879
Unif. Reg. in Navy List July 1882 497/2 For ventilation,
the base to be perforated with four holes, and a gilt collet
inserted in the crown of the helmet. 1884 F. Britten Watch
* Clockm. 22 The spring should start away from the collet
hole with an easy curve.

3. Jewelry. The circle or flange in a ring in

which the stone is set ; also the setting for a

precious stone in a piece of jewelry.

15*8 MS. List ef7ewclry{P.R.O.\ A pawnee with ij hang-
ing perles with a colett, that a balasse stood in. 1565 CoorER
Thesaurus s.v. Annulus, Pala annuli, the brode place

where the stone is set : the colet. 1603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor. 934 Others write, that he carried a strong poison

within the collet of his signet. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St,

Gt. Brit. 11. in. x. (1743I 426 The imperial crown of Scot-

land, .is adorned with 22 large precious stones, viz. topazes,

amethysts, garnets, etc. in collets of gold of various forms.

1784 Wesley Nat. Phil. I. i. § 25 It is set in the forepart

of the vitreous humour, like a diamond in its collet. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 230 He chanced to turn the collet

of the ring towards the inner side of his hand.

\3.flg.

1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. i. ii. Wks. 1878 II. 21 When
his worne selfe . . Had dropt out of the Collet into th' Graue.
1684 R. Waller Nat. Expcr. Pref., That these rare Gems,
as they are but loosly set in the Mind . . so for a time they
fall out of their Collets. 1751 Earl Orrery Remarks
Surift ii. (R.>, Surely a diamond of so much lustre [Stella]

might have been . .fixed within the collet of matrimony.

f 4. Glass-blotoing. The neck or portion of glass

left on the end of the blowing-iron after the removal

of the finished article. Obs, Hence Cullet q.v.

1662 Merret tr. Neris Art of Glass 277 Necks of the

Glass, are also call'd Collets. 1753 Chambers Cyct. Supp.,
Collet^ in the glass trade, that part of a glass vessel,

which in the making, sticks to the hollow iron by which the

metal is first taken out of the melting pot. This is broken
off before the vessel is fashioned, and is never seen in the

least mark, when finished. .These they throw together, and
afterwards grind them down, and put into the green glass

metal, for the purest green glass. 1797 P. Wakefield
Mental Improz>. (18011 I. 143 He delivers it to the master
workman to break off the collet, which is a little piece that

sticks to the iron. 1847 in Craig; and in mod. Diets.

I!
5. Gunnery. (See quot.)

1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., Collet, French for that part of

a cannon which is between the astragal and the muzzle.

In mod. Eng. Diets.

6. Bot. The point where the stem and the root

of a plant are united ; the collar.

1847 in Craig; and in mod. Diets.

Collet ;k(>det), sb.'1 [An earlier form of Culet
q.v., the Fr. equivalent being culasse, deriv. of cul

bottom ;
app. confounded with Collet sbA sense

3.] The horizontal base of a diamond when cut as

a brilliant; also called Culet.
1675 Lond. Gaz. 1050/4 Lost . . a short hart Diamond,

weighing about 18 Grains. .4 Rights and the Collet {printed
coller] pollished, the Stone being about half made. 1761
Wilson in Phil, Trans. LI I. 444 At the table surface, and
at the collet, or opposite surface. 1884 F. Britten Watch

Clockm. 214 The under surface is also cut in facets and
terminates nearly in a point called the collet or culette.

Collet (Vflet), v. [f. Collet j&J
1. To set in a collet. Hence Colleting vbL sb.

1609 Armin Ital. Taylor (1880) 160 And in his foyle so

louely set, Faire collited in Gold. 1879 Cassell's Techn.
Educ. IV. 350/2 Colletthig.—Little fangs or lips are left in

the metal, and the gem being inserted between them, they
are bent over so as to enfold it.

2. To provide with a collet or collar.

1884 F. Britten Watch Clockm. 158 That the main
spring may not be injuriously contracted the part of the
barrel arbor to which it is attached is enlarged or colleted.

Collet, var. of Colet Obs., acolyte ; obs. f.

Collect sb. ; dial, corruption of Collaiu>.

II Colleter (k#ftai). Bot. [a. Gr. *ko\\t]tt)p

onewho glues, f. KoKKdv to glue: seeCoLLETERlUM.]
One of the glandular hairs found on manyleaf-buds,

etc, which secrete the blastocolla or bud-glue.

1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sacks' Bot. 1. ii. 115 The parts of
the bud are coated by a gummy substance, .which he [Han-
stein] calls Blastocolla, while the glandular hairs which
produce them he terms Colleters. Ibid, The secretion of
the colleters is a watery mucilage in Polygonum.

Colleterial (k^Uti'Tial), a. Zool. [f. next +
-At.] Of the nature of, or pertaining to, a colle-

terium. Colleterial gland : — Colletebium.
1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. in Colleterial glands

which secrete a glutinous material for fixing the ova to
various external objects. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. An. vi.

270 A colleterial gland.

II
Colleterium (kpUtikrMfaa). Zool. [mod.L.,

as if a. Gr. *Ko\K-qT-qpiov : see Colleter.] A
glandular organ in certain insects, secreting a
glutinous substance for cementing the ova together.
1864 Webster cites Dana. 188a Syd. Soc. Lex.

Colletic (Me-tik), a. and sb. ? Obs. [ad. late

L. eolletic-us or its original Gr. koKKtjtikos agglu-

tinant, f. KoKKdv to glue.]

A. adj. Having the property of joining as with
glue

;
aggltitinant. B. sb. An agglutinant.

[1669 Rowland tr. Schroder's Chym. Disp. 39 Colleiica

are such as Glew.] 1715 Kersey, Colleticks, Medicines
that are of a gluing, or closing Faculty. 1751 Chambers
CycL, Colletics, Among colletics are ranked litharge, aloes,

myrrh, etc. 1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Collette, obs. form of Collet, Collect sb.

t Colley. Obs. [cf. Collep.] See quot.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. i. 36 A brace of threshers .

.

falling out alwut the overlarge soope of the Colley or
Harvest-bottle.
Colley : see Collie, dog, and Colly, soot, etc.

Colleyne, obs. form of Cologne.

t Coll-hardy, a. Obs. rare. [Perhaps f. Coll
sb.% though the dupe or simpleton is not exactly

the type of the ' hardy ' fool.] Foolhardy, fool-

ishly rash.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 20 b, Away with this

arrogancie : be no more so collhardy [Lat. ferociam corn-

prime], and write hereafter more advisedly.

II Co llibert. Obs. 7-8 coli-. [F. eollibert,

ad. L. collibcrt-us fellow-freedman, f. col-, con-

together + libertus freedman. Concerning; the

mediaeval colliberti, see article in Du CangeJ
1. In France under the Feudal system : A kind

of tenant freed from strict serfdom, but bound
to certain duties or services. In the Custom of

Anjou, they had become simply serfs. (Never
used in England.)
[1672 CmveCs Inlerpr., Coleberii, are Tenants in Free

Socage, Doomsday-Hook, or such as being Villains were
manumitted.) 1708 15 Kersey, Coliberts or Colliberts, a
middle sort of Tenants, between Servile and Free : In the

Civil Law, they who were made free together, at the same
time. 1721 in Bailey. 1864 N. <y (>. V. 384 (transl. from
Fr.) ColHberts were, therefore, bound by serfdom.

2. 'Miserable inhabitants of Aunis and Poilou'

(Littre) named after the mediaeval colliberts.

Collibist, var. of Collybist Obs.

t Collibration. Obs. [n. of action, f. L.

collibrat-y ppl. stem of collfbrare, f col- together +
librare to weigh.] Weighing together; comparison.
1656 DUGARD Gate Lat. UhL § 537. 161 What, .do Philo-

sophers number, measure, waigh? All things : yet have they
most solemn dinuinerations, dimensions, colhbrations.

t Colliby. Obs. [ad. med.L. collibiutn, prob. f.

j

L. collybius exchange of coins, agio, a. Gr. koKKv-

&os small coin, rate of exchange, agio ; also a small

round cake : cf. Cullybjst. Du Cange derives

it from L. collibcre to please, be agreeable, and it

is possible that a notion of connexion with this

helped in establishing the med.L. sense of little

present '.1 A small present.

! 1450 Afirour Saluacioun 1770 Smale giftes named colli-

bies wald vnto thaym drawe.

Collie, -lick e, obs. forms of Colic.

T Colli'CUlari a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L. collicul-

us little hill (dim. of collis hill) + -ah '.] Of the

nature of a little hill.

1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1061 Our Country is generally a
low ground, .yet 'tis very full of Collicular Eminencies.

Colliculate (k^i'kirfl^t), a. [f. as prec. +
-ate 1

.] Zool. Having little eminences.
1848 Dana Zooph. 333 Coralla transversely or reticulately

colliculate.

Collide (k^ai*d), v. [ad. L. collidere to strike

or clash together, f. col- together+ Ixdere to injure,

damage.]
1. trans. To bring into collision or violent con-

tact, strike or dash together. Now rare or Obs.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. i.t. 11. vi, The outward [ayre] being

stroke or collided by a solide body. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 52 The inflamable effluencies discharged from
the bodies collided. 1755 Johnson, Collide, v.a., to strike

against each other ; to beat, to dash, to knock together.

1871 M. Collins Inn ofSir. Meetings 18, I whom dreams
encumber, By the keen clash of gross events collided.

2. intr. To come into collision, come forcibly

into contact, strike or dash together.
(When first used of railway trains or ships in collision,

c 1860-70, it was much objected to as an Americanism.)
1700 Dryden Fables, Pythag. Philos. 14 The flints . . thus

toss'd in air, collide. 1746 R. Tames Introd. M^oufefs
Health's Improv.Q The Blood collides against the Sides of
the Aorta. 1850 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. iv. 22 Tumble
and rage along, ye rotten waifs and wrecks ; clash and col-

lide. 1866 Tyndall in Fortn. Rez>. III. 135 The attraction

urges them (atoms]. They collide, they recoil. 1886 Daily
News 14 Dec. 2/8 Charles, brigantine, in entering the har-

bour, .collided with Sparkling Foam, barquentine.

3. jig. To come into collision or be in conflict;

to clash, conflict.

1864 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. <$ Eng. IV. 326 How often

would he not collide against the Bishop of Sorimum? 1875
Poste Gains 1. Comm. (ed. 2) 152 Overruling the ordinary
course of law where it collided with equity. 1880 G. Duff
in iqth Cent. No. 38. 667 Our interests would be about as

likely to collide as those of a shark and a tiger.

b. To come together v
without conflict), rare.

1877 H. A. Page De Quincey II. xix. 191 In great crises

their interests collide and harmonise to augment the stability

of institutions.

Hence Colli ded ppl. a., Colli ding vbl. sb. and

a.

1768-74 Tucker Lt Nat. (1852) I. 345 By the collision of

flint and steel, .particles detached from the colliding bodies.

1865 Lecky Ration. II. vi. 386 To restrain the action of col-

liding passions. 1883 Daily News 25 June 5/6 The head-

gear of the colliding vessel, .became entangled.

Collidiue (k^lidain). Chem. [f. KoXKa glue

+ flSos form + -OT.1 See quots.

1855 C. G. Williams in Chem. Gaz. 308 Collidine is one of

the bases discovered by Dr. Anderson in Dippel's oil, and
found a few weeks subsequently by me in shale naphtha.
1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 1082 Collidine C(HnN, an
alkaloid found among the products of the dry distillation of

animal substances and of coal . . Collidine is a colourless, oily

liquid, having a strongly aromatic, not unpleasant odour.



COLLIE. 626 COLLIGATION.
1884 Manch. Exam. 29 Dec. 6/5 Tobacco smoke . . contains
a second toxical principle called colidine.

Collie, Colly (VH), sb. Also 8 coly, 8-9
colley, ,9 coally, coley, cooly;. [Origin un-

certain : it has been conjectured to be the same
word as coaly 'the colour being originally black *;

cf. Colly a. Chaucer has Colic as proper name
of a dog, of which collie might possibly be dimin.]

1. A Scotch shepherd's dog ; a breed of sheep-
dogs remarkable tor sagacity.

\c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 563 Ran Colle our dogge,
and Talbot, and Gerlond.] a 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk
(1678) 691 (Jam.) The Bishop was nicknamed Collie, because
he was so impudent and shameless, that when the Lords of
the Session and Advocates went to dinner, he was not
ashamed to follow them into their houses, unasked, and sat
down at their table. 17*1 Ramsay Ricky <y Sandy, A
letter lad ne'er lean'd out o'er a kent, Or hounded coly o'er
the mossy bent. 1787 Grose Prov. Gl.

y
Coley, a cur dog. N.

1786 Burns Tiva Dogs 23 The tither was a ploughman's
collie, His breast was white, his touzie back Weel clad wi'
coat o" glossy black ; Hisgawcie tail, wi" upward curl, Hung
owre his hurdies wi' a swirl. 1806 Edin. Even. Courant 20
Jan. tjamv, A black and white rough coley, or shepherd's
dog. 187a Sir G. W. Dasent Three to One II. 216 An
affectionate coolie dog.

D - fi%-
' One who follows another constantly or

implicitly * Jam.); cf. to dog, and Sc. fott<rw-dog.

2. attrib. esp. in collie-dog.
C1774 C. Keith Farmer's Ha in Chambers Pop. Poems

Sc. (1862) 30 The colly dog lies i' the nook. 1807 Bewick
Hist. Quadrupeds led. 5' 329 The Cur Dog is a trusty and
useful servant to the farmer and grazier . . In the North of
England, this and the foregoing [The Shepherd's Dog] are
called Coally Dogs. 1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi, xliii, Turning
sinners as a colley dog turns sheep. 1833 Eraser's Mag.
Oct. 398 His dog Totchy, an animal of the cooly breed.
1884 York Herald 23 Aug. 4/2 A Black and Tan Collie
Puppy. 186: G. H. K. Vac. Tour 139 All books are full of
the marvels of colly-dogism.

Collied (k/7iid),///.d. arch, and dial. [(. Colly
v. or sb. + -ed.] Rendered ' colly

' ;
begrimed

;

blackened
;
darkened, murky.

[c 1310 See kollede, s. v. Coi.low v.]

1590 Shaks. Mids. /V. 1. i. 145 Briefe as the lightning in
the collied night. 1634 T. Carew Cwl. Brit. Wks. (1824)

159 [Venus] stroaking with her ivory hand his [Vulcan's]
collied cheeks. 1693 Southerns Maid's Last Prayer 1. i,

That youthful Virgin . . with . . a shining face, and colly'd
eyebrows. 1707 E. Ward Hudibras Rediv. 11715" 11. vii,

With brimless Cap and colly'd Face. x8a8 Blaclnv. Mag.
XXIII. 120. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 128 A collied
cloud.

Collier (kfrliw). Forms : 4 kolier, cholier, 5
colyjere, coljer^e, coliare, coler, £-6 colyer,
colier, coiljear), 6 colyar, coliar, 6-7 colliar,

collyer, 8 coallier), 6- collier. [ME. eolier,

colyer, etc., f. col, Coal, app. after words from
Fr. in -iek, q.v. The Sc. coiliear, and other ME.
spellings, imply that the 0 was then long ; collier

with short 0, appears to be later : cf. Colly a.

and v.]

I. One whose occupation or trade is to procure
or supply coal (formerly charcoal, ; one engaged
in the coal trade.

f 1. A maker of wood charcoal (who also was
often the bringer of it to market). Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2520 Choliers pat cayreden col come

bere oi side. Ibid. 2523 pe kolieres bi komsed to karpe
kenely i fere, c 1440 Promp. Pan: 87 Colyer [v.r. coly^ere,
coler], carbonarins. c 1475 Rauf Coityar 321 Then the
Coi^ear . . Went to the Charcoill in hy, To mak his Chauf-
fray reddy. 148 1 90 Howard Househ. Bks. (18441 328
Item to the colyer for makyng of coleys ij.s. 155© Crowley

£p'f- 493 When none but pore Colyars dydwyth coles
mell. 1573 Art 0/ Limning 7 Take Hartes home, and
burne it to cole on a Coliars harth. 1608 T. Ball in Lis-
more Papers Ser. it. (1887) 1. 130 To be at bristow with a
reffiner and a hammer man and 8 or 10 colliers.

+ 2. One who carries coal (orig. charcoal, later

also pit-coal) for sale. Obs.

1479 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 425 All maner of colyers that
bryngeth coleys to towne. 150* Aknoi.uk Chron. (181 1) 86
And where as the colyers be founde false that they may be
punessed and theyr sackes brent. 157* Gascoicnc Steele
Gt. (Arb.l 79 When colliers put no dust into their sacks.
1661-2 Pepvs Diary 8 Feb., All the day with the colliers
removing the coles out of the old cole hole into the new
one. 1719 D'Urfey Pills IV. 198 A Collier with his Cart,
that Coals was used to carry,

f b. A coal-dealer or owner. Obs.
16*5 Bacon Ess. Riches (Arb.) 235, I knew a Nobleman.

,

A Great Timber Man, A Great Colliar, A Great Corne-
Master, A Great Lead- Man.

f 3. Often used with allusion to the dirtiness of

the trade in coal, or the evil repute of the collier

for cheating : cf. Greene's Coosnage of Colliers

(1591). Obs.
(-1515 Cocke LorelVs B. (1843I 11 Sinoggy colyers, and

stynkynge gonge fermcrs. 1551 Bale Apol. 93 (R.) As the
savinge is, Tyke wyl to lyke, as the deuyl fyndeth out the
colyer. x6oi Shaks. Tivel. JV. lit. iv. 130 What man, tis not
for grauity to play at cherrie-pit with sathan. Hang him
foul Colliar. 1622 Gataker Sp. Watch 67 ('IV A man shall
hardly come with fair apparell amongst colliers, but he
shall carry some of their soil away from them. 1663 But-
ler Hud. j. n. 350 He could transform himself in Colour
As like the Devil as a Collier. 173a in Fuller's Gnomol.
(Hazl. Eng. Prov. 1869) Like a collier's sack, bad without,
but worse within.

4. One who works in a coal-mine ; a coal-miner.
x594 Newcastle Mnnic. Acc. (1849) 33 Paide for letting

fourthe coliers at Pilgrim streete gate, .earlie in the morn-
inge to worke, 2s. per pece each on. 1665 D. Dudley Met-
tallum Martis (18541 8 Colliers have gotten coles again in
those same Pits. 1741-3 Wesley Jrut. 1 1749' 95, I went to
Southbiddick, a village of colliers, seven miles south-east
of Newcastle. 1790 Scott. Descr. 198 Villages .. inhabited
by .. coalliers and lime-burners. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn; 1881 II. 57 They are. .not gjood
in jewelry or mosaics, but the best iron-masters, colliers,

wool-combers, and tanners, in Europe. 1876 Fawcett Pol.
Econ. n. iv. 147 A collier earns more wages than a carpenter.

II. transf.

6. A ship engaged in the carriage of coal. Ear-
lier collier-ship. Also attrib.

16*5 J. Glanville Voy. Cadiz (1883) 11 With all the Col-
liers or New-Castell shipps in the ffleete. 1665 Pepys
Diary 3 Jan., The Dutch have taken some of our colliers

to the North. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. 11779) HI- lxxxi.

257 The ship was no other than a light collier. 1847-8 H.
Miller First Impr. xii. 11857) 202 The coal which loads a
single large collier would, when it existed as wood, have
built many large colliers.

b. One of the crew of such a vessel.

1717 Swift Petition 0/ Colliers, etc., So considerable a
branch of the coasting trade, as that of the colliers. 1840
Marryat Poor Jack xxv, I'm an old collier.

6. The swift (Cyfsclus afus). dial.

1796 W. Marshall E. Yorksh. Gloss. Collier, hirundo
anus, the black swallow, or swift. 1855 in Whitby Gloss.

7. A species of Aphis ; also collier-aphis, -fly.

1744 50 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandman IV. 1. 75 It s called
I

the collier-fly, because it turns black. 1784 Young Ann.
I

Agric. II. 51 Collier, an insect, 'the black dolphin'.

III. attrib. and Comb. : as collier-brig, -ship
;

I

collier-built adj.; collier-man, -master, the cap-
tain of a coal-ship ; collier's faith [ined. Lat.

fides carbonarii, Ger. kbhlerglaube\* uninquiring or
unreasoning assent to the prevalent religious tenets ;

blind faith ; collier s lung, phthisis, a fibroid

phthisis common with coal-workers, characterized

by the deposit of carbon in a finely granular con-
dition in the tissue of the lungs

;
collier-woman,

a woman that works in a coal-mine.
1863 Kisgsley Water-bob. v. 211 The butties that knock

about the poor 'collier-boys. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. i,

Fog creeping into the caboozes of 'collier-brigs. 1878
Trelawnv Shelley, etc. (1887) 198 She was a *collier-built
tub of 120 tons. 1581 Hanmer Jesuits Banner K ij b, Not
hanging with the "colliers fayth upon the sleeueless coate
of the Romish Church. [1603 Chettle Eng. Mourn. Gar-
ment Diiijb, Onely of the faith that the Colliar profest,
which was euer one with the most. See the story 161

1

Burton Anat. Mel. in. iv. n. vi.] 1680 Observ. ' Curse
Ye Meroz ' 6 [He] proceeds to talk of Faith . . but possibly
'tis the Colliers Faith he means all this while. 1881 Daily
Tel. 28 Jan., The *colHerman's chart is the coast. 172a
Dl Foe Col. Jack 118401 44 The masters of coal-ships, who
they call *collier-masters. 1871 Sir T. Watson Princ.
Physic fed. 51 II. 251 [The disease) has been sometimes
called spurious melanosis sometimes ^Collier's Phthisis.
161a Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653' 292 To each New-
castle-ship or "Colliarship serving in his Highness his
affairs, etc. 1798 Southby Eng. Eclog. n, Blear-eyed Moll
The Vollier woman.

Colliery (kp-liari). Also 7 collyery, colyery,
8 collery, coalliery. [f. Colliek + -y : sec -eby

;

cf. also the form Coalery.]
1. A place where coal is worked ; a coal-mine.
1635 Brereton Trav. (Chelham Soc.) 85 Besides great

collieries employed for the use and supply of the commons
and poor of the town. 1648 Rishw. Hist. Coll. iv. 1 1. 1219
An extraordinary Storm, .which, .hath drowned Two of the
best collyeries upon Sunderland River. 1676 Hodgson in

Phil. Trans. XI. 764 The water that runs from the ad-
jacent Colyeries is vitrioline. 1708 J. C. Cotnpl. Collier

(1845) 10 Your ground borders on other Colleries, which are
working Colleries. 1799 Scotl. Descr. 102 Its coallieries,

its traffic, its various manufactures. 187a Yeats Tcthn.
Hist. Comm. 172 It was not .. until 1238 that the first col-

lieries were established on the high grounds in the neigh-
bourhood of Newcastle.

+ 2. The working of a coal-mine. Obs.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845* 10 To explain the whole
art of Collery. 1708 J. Chamberlayne ,S7. Gl. Brit. 1. 1,

Hi. (1743* 9 The colliery here is brought to. .perfection.

+ 3. The coal trade. Obs.

1673 H. Stl bbe Further Vind. Dutch War To Rdr. 2 Of
our inferiour Commerce, what have we but the Colliery,

and Fishing of New-found land.

f 4. The ships employed in the coal trade ; also,

one such vessel. Obs.
171a De Foe Plague (1884^ 280 Among the Colliery'i that

is to say, among the Ships. 1763 Churchill Duellist BL
(R.), The master, or by courtesy The captain of a colliery-

t5. (Seequot.^ Obs.
1708-ix Kersey, Collery, a Store-house of Coals. 1711-

1800 in Bailey.

6. attrib., as collie>y Act, club, district, explosion.,

inspector, manager, (nvner
i
trade, yard ; colliery

viewer = Coal-viewer.
1786 Act 26 Geo. ///, c. 41 Any such . . may . . sail in the

Colliery Trade. 1849 F. B. Head Stokers <y Pokers i.

(1851* 30 Joseph Locke, a colliery-viewer . . had served his

apprenticeship below ground. 185a J. Glynn Power of
It 'ater (Wealei 119 By profession a 'colliery viewer'. 1863
Trans. Assoc. Coal Miners 10 They had colliery clubs es-

tablished in their district . . The Educational Clause of the
Colliery Act operated favourably. 1866 W. Begbie Wks.
1883^ 254 Who has recently resided in a colliery-district.

Collieshangie ^kflij^-rji;. Sc. Also culle-
shangee, cullishang, colly-shangie, -gy. [Con-
nexion with Gael. callaidh 'wrangling, outcry', has
been suggested ; also, that the first part is Collie
sheep-dog, and that the original sense was either a
noisy quarrel of dogs, or the racket made by a dog
when a 1 shangie

1

or encumbrance is tied to his tail

;

but historical evidence is wanting.] Noisy quarrel,
* row*, uproar ; confused fight.

rti74< Meston Poems 1767) 115 (Jam.) Macbane and
Donald did quarrel, And in a culleshangee landed. 1768
Ross Helenore 85 (Jam.i The collyshangy raise to sick a
height. 1790 Blrns \Kiud Sir, Tve read, etc' (Globe 1 no
How the collieshangie works Atween the Russians and the
Turks. 1809 A. Scott Poems 93 (Jam. 1 Cullishangs 'tween
man and wife Happen whyles for want o' siller. 1815
Scorr Guy M. xxiv, A hard-headed loon, that was aye
bringing himself and other folk into collie-shangies. 1884
Q. Victoria More Leaves 139 Sharp going with us and
having occasional ' collie-shangies ' with collies when we
came near cottages.

Colli ferous, a. [f. L. collum neck + -ferous.]
' Possessed of, or bearing a neck * [Syd. Soc. Lex.).
Colliflory, -flower, obs. ff. Cauliflower.
Co lliform, a. [f. L. collum neck + -form.]
Neck-shaped ; in Entomol. having the form of a
collar: see Collar 17 b.

1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Collig, obs. Sc. f. Colleague.

t Colligance. Obs. [a. OF. colligance ;i4th c.

,
in Littre), f, L. type *coltigantia, f. colligdre to

1

bind together.] Attachment together, connexion.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Ckirurg., It hath col-

1

lygaunce with the face and the necke. x5f8-77 Vicary
Anat. vii. (1868) 55 By them [nerves and veins] they [the

I

pappes] haue Coliganes with the hart, the lyuer. 156s Bl l-

(

levn Dial. Soames $ Chir. 34 b, The fellowship and collig-

ance, whiche thei haue with greate sinewes. 1708 Motteux
(

Rabelais (1737) IV. Prol. p. lxxxiii, I often make blunders in

1 the Symbolization and Colligance of those two Words,

t Colligate, a. Obs. [ad. L. colligdl-us pa.

pple. of colligdre : see next and -ate 2
.] Bound

together, fastened, attached 'lit. and fig-).
1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. iv. iv. in Ashm. (1652) 145 In

whych the partys be left which left so collygate ; And so
promotyd unto most perfyt temperance. 15*8 Foxe in
Strype Ecct. Mem. I. App. xxvi. 80 By stedfast . . amite
colligate unto the same. 1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 19
The first and second Vertebre . . are most especially Colli-

gate, and bound to the Head.

Colligate (kfligtt), v. [f. L. colligdt-, ppl.

stem of colligdre to bind together (f. col- t com-
together + tigdre to bind) : see -ate 3.]

+ 1. trans. To bind or fasten together, connect.

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 6 Conbyndyng, cotligat-

tyng, or knittyng together the muskles. 1578 Banister
Hist. Man 1. 5 With such Ligamentes those bones and
ioyntes are clothed, and colligated. 1773 Projects in Ann.
Reg. 126/1 The pieces . . are colligated in rows, by running
padcthread through the peg-holes.

2. fig. To bind together in a common interest

or function (obs.
r
or in a class or order ; to unite.

1613 Sherley Trav. Persia 96 If they .. haue neede of
colligating thcmsclues with your Maiestie. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. BL v. 373 The Productions would be
ever irregular . . and never colligated or contained in any
certain species. 1867 Blshnell Mor. Use Dark Th. 265
The power that colligates all the other faculties in terms of
order and responsible action. 1887 A. Lang Myth, Ritual,
At Retig. II. 104 The explanation .. colligates it with a
familiar set of phenomena.
3. huiuctive Logic. To connect together (isolated

facts) by a general notion or hypothesis.
1856 Mill Logic ill. ii. § 4 The phenomena which we are

attempting to colligate. 1876 Jevoss Eletu. Logic xxxii.

(1880) 286 Whenever we thus join together previously dis-

connected facts, by a suitable general notion or hypothesis,
we are said to colligate them.

Colligation (.k/digifij^n). [a. obs. F. colligation,

ad. L. colligation-em, n. of action, f. colligdre to

Colligate.]

+ 1. Material binding together, connexion. Obs.
150a Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de W. 1506) v. it 365 Of the

ponderosyte and collygacyon from the one membre unto
the other. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Cht'rurg.,

The nature of euery membre, their settynge and collicacion

that they haue in all the body. 1646 Sir T. Brownk Pseud.

Ep. v. v. 239 Occasioned by the colligation of vessells.

2. fig. Conjunction, alliance, union.

1651 Wotton in Reliq. W. (1672) 143 The more blessed

Colligation of the Kingdomes, then that of the Roses. 1685
H. More Illustration 96 The admirable Union or Colli-

gation of the Soul of the Messias with the eternal Logos.
1861 K. Hall in Jml. Asiat. Soc. Bengal 329 All gram-
mar is set at defiance, in this line, in the colligation of the

names of places.

b. concr. A bond of union, rare.
185a Neale Med. Hymns 116 Himself their colligation

Binds two peoples into one.

8. Inductive Logic. The binding together or

connexion of a number of isolated facts by a suit-

able general conception or hypothesis, concr. A
group fof facts) as colligated.

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 64 The Colliga-

tion of Facts. Ibid. II. v. 212 The conceptions of our own
minds, and the Colligation of observed facts by the aid of

such Conceptions. 1846 Morkll Hist. Mod. Phil. II. 293
Empirical facts must be gained by observation, by diligent



COLLIGIBLE
colligation, and by the testimony of others. x86x Maine
Anc. £(X2tf(i874) n8 The colligation of social phenomena.
Collige, obs. Sc. f. Colleague sl>. : see also vb.

[Colligenee, erroneous form of Colligance.
1611 Cotgr., Colligenee, as Colligance ; or, a gathering,

or bringing together. 1656 Blol'nt Glossogr., Colligenee,

a knitting, gathering, or bringing together. Cotgr. 1678
Phillips {App.\ Colligenee, a tying together.]

Colligener, -iner, -ioner, -yner, obs. ff.

COLLEGIANER.

Colligible (lvIMjibI), a. ? Obs. [f. L. type

*colligibil-is, f. colligere to Collect : see -ble.]

That may be collected.

1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. vi. 100 So much of the fashion-
ableness of their cloathes as is colligible from Scripture.

a 1734 North Lives II. 153 His colligible revenues.

f Colligionist, ? = Collegianer.
1570 Levins Manip. 147/14 A colligioniste, collegionista.

Co'llimaney. nonce-wd. [f. L. coll-um neck +

Gr. yMVTiia divination.]

1707 J. Stevens tr. Quez'edo's Com. IVhs. (1709) 374 There
are Lines in the Neck, the Forehead . . and therefore . . as

there is Chiromancy, there ought to be Frontimancy, Col-
limancy, etc.

Collimate (kfvHmfit), v. [f. ' collTmdre ', an
erroneous reading, found in some edd. of Cicero,

of L. collTneare, f. col-, com- together + iTnea line,

ITneare to bring into a straight line. CollTmdre

long passed as a genuine word, and was adopted by
some astronomers who wrote in Latin {e.g. Kepler
Ad Vitellionem Paralipomena , Frankfort 1604,

p. Ill ;
Littre) and thence passed into the mod.

langs. The proper word would be collineate.]

f 1. (See quots.) Obs.

1623 Cockeram, Collimate, to leuell or winke with one
eye. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Collimate, to wink with one
eye, to level or aim at a mark. 1721 Bailev, Collimate, to
level at, or aim at a Mark [1731-90 or hit the Mark].

2. trans, a. To place or adjust (a telescope) so

that the line of sight is in the required position
;

to place (two telescopes, lenses, etc.) so that their

optical axes are in the same line. h. To make
parallel, as a lens, the rays of light passing

through it. Hence Co'llimating ///. a.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 349 s.v. Collimator, The cross
wires in the supplementary or collimating telescope. 1868
Lockver Elefn. Astron. 244 An instrument with the cross

wires perfectly adjusted is said to be correctly collimated.

1878 — Stargazing 394 The little object-glass, -or collimat-
ing lens, as it is called.

Collimation (kf?lim?'Jan). [n. of action f.

prec. = erroneous 16th c. L. collTmdtio, F. collima-

tion. The proper word would be collineation.]

The adjustment of the line of sight of a telescope,

etc. Line of collimation : the line of sight or

optical axis. Error of collimation : the amount
by which the line of sight deviates from its position

of accurate adjustment.
1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 215 Making the Line of Sight, or

Collimation parallel to the sides of the Ruler. 1783 Ibid.

LXXIII. 99 The magnifying power of the telescope may
be varied without affecting the line of collimation. 1793 Sir
G. Shuckburgh ibid. LXXXIII. 106 Take the error of the
collimation of the telescope in right ascension, by a star in

the equator. 1878 Lockvf.r Stargazing 328 The optic axis

of the telescope, or line of collimation.

b. Used for error of collimation.

1863 Comh. Mag. VII. 383 Corrections are applied for

collimation ; that is, for the centre wire or spider's web not
being exactly in the diameter of the telescope.

c. attrib.

1878 Lockyer Stargazing 332 The collimation axis of the
telescope. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch Clockm. 272 The
wires must be shifted by means of the collimation screws.

Collimator (kp>-lim,?it3i). [n. of agent, in L.
form, f. Collimate v.]

1. A small fixed telescope with cross-wires at its

focus, used for adjusting the line of collimation of

an astronomical or other instrument.
1825 Kater in Phil. Trans. 147 Description of a floating

Collimator. 1843 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 12 Two fixed collimators,
watched by levels . . enable the observer to determine the
position, .of the horizontal line. 1885 C. S. Murray Brit.
Almanac Comp. 120 A collimator . . is a telescope fur-

nished with a micrometer at its focus. 1890 At/tenxunt
19 Apr. 494/2 Col. Davidson devised [c. 1855] a collimator
for night firing with artillery at a siege.

2. The tube with a slit and lens (or the lens

itself) used in the spectroscope to collect the light

and throw it upon the prism in parallel rays.
1865 Intell. Obsern. No. 36. 389 One-half the slit of the

collimator. iWy£ncycl. Brit. XXII. 373 The spectroscope
.

. consists of three parts, the collimator, the prism or grating
and the telescope . . The most important adjustment in the
spectroscope is that of the collimator.
Comb. 1871 tr. Schellen's Speclr. Anal. 93 The.. ray of

light entering the first prism from the slit and collimator-tube.
»887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 374 The angle subtended by the
collimator lens at the slit.

t Colli'me, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. ' collTmdre'

;

see Collimate.] intr. To aim : see Colline.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 170 The primary end of

our life, unto what al our actions ought to collime, as
arrows to their scope.

+ Colli-mollie, a. Obs. rare— 1
. Nares suggests

A jocular corruption of the word melancholy '.•

627

1603 Harsnet Fop. Impost. 117 The Devil was a little

Colli-MolHe and would not come off.

Collin (kp*Iin). Chem. [f. Gr. KoWa glue + -IN.]

A term applied to absolutely pure gelatine.
1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Collinate (k^-lin^t). Chem. [f. Collin-ic +
-ate 4

.] A salt of collinic acid.

1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 10S3 A solution of collinate
of ammonium.

t Colline, sb. Obs. Also 7 collin. [a. F. cot-

line hill, ad. L. collhia (sc. terra) hilly land, f.

coll-is hill.] A small hill.

c 1630 Drum.m. of Hawth. Poems Wits. 35 And every hill

and collin crowns with palms. 1641 Evelyn Mem. (1819)
I. 291 A nobly wellwall'd, wooded, and watered park, full of
fine collines and ponds. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 727 A
Rill of about an EU broad between Two Collines.

t Colline (kf?bin), v. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L.

collTne-are to direct in a straight line, to aim, f.

col- together + Unea line, linedre to bring into

straight line : see -ate.] trans. To aim, to direct.

1674 Z. Cawdrey Catholicon Pref. 1 My endeavours in

this discourse are . . collined at the stopping the growth of
rigid Separation.

t Collineant, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. col-

Unednt-em pr. pple. of colllnedre : see prec]
Aiming straight, well-directed ; to the point.
1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (1654) II. 97 This accurate,

and Collineant judgement.

Collinear (k^Ii-maa), a. Geom. [f. Cor.- to-

gether + Linear, f. L. Unea line.] Lying in the

same straight line.

1863 R. Townsend Mod. Geom. I. 168 A system of points
ranged along a line is termed a collinear system. 1882
M inch in Unipl. Kinemat. 214 Two points, A', B', which
are collinear with C.

f b. Lying in the same plane. Obs.
1726 Leoni Alherti's Archit. III. 6a, Superficies are said

to be. .Col-linear, when a continued strait line will touch
them equally every where. Ibid. III. 7a, Some are col-

linear with the Visual Rays.

Collinearity (k^li^ce'ntiV [f. prec. + -ity.]

The quality or fact of being collinear.

Line of collinearity (of a triangle): the pedal line with
respect to a point in the circumference of the circumscribed
circle.

1863 R. Townsend Mod. Geom. I. 176 Criteria of col-

linearity and concurrence of the several points and lines.

1881 Casey Sequel to Euclid 36 The line of collinearity of
the feet of the perpendiculars from P on the sides of the
triangle.

Collinearly (k$rn/ajli\ adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY 2

.] In a collinear way ; in the same line.

1863 R. Townsend Mod. Geom. I. 179 In every triangle

inscribed in a circle the three tangents at the vertices inter-

sect collinearly with the opposite sides.

Collin earth, etc. : see Cologne.
Collineate Qiflvnfat), v. [f. L. collTnedt- ppl.

stem of colllnedre : see Colline z/.]

f 1. intr. To meet together or converge, as lines,

towards a point ; also fig. Obs.

a 1631 Donne Serm. xxvii. 272 This is certain, this all St.

Paul places Collineate to. 1651 Li/e Father Sarpi (1676)
66 The very centre where all their lines do collineate.

f 2. 1 To level at or hit the mark * (Blount
Glossogr. 1656). Obs. So in Bailey 1721-90.

3. = Collimate 2 (being the etymological form).
In modern Diets.

Collineation (k^lim'j^'Jan). [n. of action, f.

prec. : see -ation.]

1. The action of aiming or directing anything in

a straight line toward an object.

175S in Johnson. 1807 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag.
XXIII. 13 The prudent excel in collineation, the rash tend
to hyperbole.

2. = Collimation (being the etymological form).
In modern Diets.

t Colliness. Obs. [f. Colly a. + -ness.] 1A
being blacked or dawbed with coals, soot, etc/
(Bailey 1730-6. Hence in Ash, etc.)

+ Coiling, vbl. sb.i Obs. [f. Coll v> + -ing 1.]

Embracing, nugging.
1388 Wyclif Prov. vii. 18 Vse we collyngis that ben

coueited [1382 the coueited clippingisl. 1575 Gascoigne
Flmvers Wks. (1587) 94 Kisses caught by stealth; Sweet
colings. 1631 Celestina xix. 188 Their tonguesake not with
talking, northeir armes with colling. 1690 Dryden Am-
phitryon 1. ii, You keep such a billing and colling here.

t Colling, vbl sb* Obs. [f. Coll + -isa \]
The action of polling, or clipping off.

1619 A. Simson Serm. in Select Biogr. (1845) L 120 The
Colling of the excrements of the Candle.

t Colling, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Coll z/.i] That
embraces round the neck. Hence tCollingly
adv.
1576 Gascoigne Philomene xxix. (Arb.) 94 And hoong

about his necke And collingly him kist.

Collingual (kf?li*rjgwal), a. rare. [f. Col-
together + Lingual, f. L. lingua tongue.] Agree-
ing together in language.
1847 Craig, Collingual, having, or pertaining to, the same

language. 1884 Higbee in Penn. Sch. Jrnl. XXXII. 267
Become with us collingual and congenial.

Collinic (k^Tli nik), a. Chem. [f. Collin + -ic.]

Collinic acid, C e H 4 02 , an acid of the Aromatic

COLLIQUATION.

series, found among the products of the oxidation
of the albuminoidal substances and of gelatin.
1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 1083 Collinic acid has a

sour, pungent taste ; dissolves sparingly in boiling water,
easily in ether.

Collion, Collip, obs. ff. Cullion, Collop.

t CoUrquaMe, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. colliqnd-

re (see Colliquate) + -ble : cf. L. Handbills.]

Capable of being liquefied or dissolved.
1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. (1672) 93 Which tender con-

sistence renders it the more colliquable and consumptive.
1677 Grew Anat. Seeds iv. § 2 The Main Body [of the
seed] . . easily colliquable into a kind of Milk or Chyle.

t Collrqnament. Obs. rare. [f. L. colliqud-re

(see Colliquate) + -ment : cf. L. liqadmentum.]
a. ' The substance to which anything is re-

duced by being melted '

(J.) ; something melted,
or of a more or less liquid consistence, b. ' A term
used by Harvey for the earliest embryo, from its

want of consistence ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).
' An extremely transparent fluid observable in an egg after

two or three days' incubation, which contains the rudiments
of the chicken ' (Crabb Technol. Diet.).

1656 H. More Antid. Ath. 11. ix. Schol. (1712) 160 That
part of the Egg, which they call the Eye, and the white
colliquament out of which the young one is formed. 1657
Tomlinson Kenou's Disp. 202 A Sinapism is seldom . . ad-
hibited, .neither by way of tabel nor colliquament. 1731-
90 Bailey, Colliquament, that which is melted. 1828 in

Webster.

f Colliquant, a, Obs~° [ad. med. or mod.L.
colliqudnt-em

y
pr. pple. of colliqudre: see next.

Bailey quotes as a medical term colliquansfebris a
melting or dissolving fever.] Colliquative.
1731 Bailey vol. II, Colliquant, consuming, wasting.

[Hence in mod. Diets,]

t Co lliquate, v. Obs. [f. colliqudt- ppl. stem
of med. or early mod.L. colliqudre, f. col- together

+ liqudre to make liquid, melt : see -ate 3.]

1. trans. To melt or fuse together. Also fig.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1153 Who being severed

apart in body, conjoine and colliquate, as it w<-re perforce,
their soules together. 1680 Boyle Scept. Chem. 11. 150
When Ashes and Sand are Colliquated into Glass.

2. To make liquid ; to reduce to the consistence

of a liquid ; to melt down.
1680 Boyle Produc. Chem. Priuc. r. 42 Colliquating

moderate quantities of it [Salt-petre],

3. spec, in Old Phys. a. To reduce (the solids

of the body) to a liquid consistence ; to cause to

waste away (cf. Colliquation 3 b).

1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. (1672) 49 The humours and
Fat of the Kidneys are apt to be colliquated through a
great heat from within. 1684 tr. Bouet's Merc. Compit. iv.

124 In poison . . there is a heating, colliquating, and putre-
factive quality.

b. To reduce (humours') to a thinner consistence.

16^3 Phil. Trans. XVII. 726 Unless, .the Humours [are]

colliquated, or the Fever inclining to Malignancy. 1733
Stuart ibid. XXXVIII. 21 These Volatile Salts .. break
down and colliquate the Blood.

4. intr. To become liquid, melt.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Fp. 11. i. 51 Ice . . will colli-

quate in water.

t Colliquation (kplikw^-Jsn). Obs. [a. F.

colliquation (Pare) : cf. prec. and -ation. L. had
liquation-em .]

1. The action or process of melting together.
1612 W^oodall S?trg. Mate Wks. 11653} z69 Colliquation,

or Colliquefaction, is the conjunction of many fusils or
liquables to make one compound by eliquation on the fire.

1667 Boyle Grig. Formes Qual. 54 When Sand and
Ashes are well melted together . . there is generated by the
colliquation that sort of Concretion we call Glasse. 1681
tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Voc, Colliquation, a melting
together.

2. The action or process of making or of be-
coming liquid ; reduction to (or towards) the con-

sistence of a liquid ; the state of being so reduced ;

melting, fusion.

i6og Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. vii. § 4 Fire is the cause of
colliquation but respectiue to waxe. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep.w. i. 51 That which is coagulated by a fiery siccity,

will suffer colliquation from an aqueous humidity.

Jig. 41631 Donne Serm. cxviii. V. 90 This, .colliquation

of the inwardest bowels of his soul. 1744 Armstrong
Preserv. Health iv. 393 The colliquation of soft joys.

3. spec, in Old Phys. and Path.
a. * The melting down or solution of solid

parts, as in an abscess ; the excessive fluidification

of the humours of the body, esp. the blood ' (Syd.

Soc. Lex.).
1662 H. Stubbe Ind. Nectar v. 82 These Rheums have

been encreased by a colliquation of the humours. 1693 J.
Beaumont On Burnet's Th. Earth l. 6 The tainted parts,

as in Bodies ulcerated . . bringing the rest to a general
Colliquation. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 50 The
Colliquation and Substraction of the Humours.

b. The wasting away of the solid parts of the

body
;
consumption.

1601 Holland Pliny xxn. xxiit. II. 134 For colliqua-

tions and such as are.. far gone in a consumption. 1625
Hart Anat. Ur. 11. v. 82 The colliquation or wasting of
the kidneyes. 1651 Biggs Ne^v Disp. 85 The colliquation of

our bodie, and stealing away our strength. 1756 C. Lucas
Ess. Waters III. 157 For. .great colliquation. .these waters
are not found beneficial. .....
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C. cotur. A product of liquefaction or solution.

16*5 Crooke Body of Man 278 Much lesse is it a Colli-

quation. For a ColUquation is a thing beside Nature.

Colliquative Mi-kwativ), a. Med. [a. F.

colliquattf, -tive (Pare), f. L. colliqudt- i,sec prec.)

+ -IVE.] Having the power or effect of liquefying

or dissolving. Applied to profuse discharges

which cause the body to waste away, or to diseases

characterized by such discharges ; as colliquative

diarrfuxa, sweat, fever. (Cf. Colliwuation 3 b.)

1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. (1672) 6 A burning colli-

quative Fcaver. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. iv. 124 A
colliquative, sharp and hot Flux. 1791 Edin. New Disp.
528 The colliquative sweats attending hectic fevers. 1871
Sir T. Watson Prime. Physic ed. 5) II. 220 [The patient]
appears to melt away under the influence of the purging,
which is therefore said to be colliquative.

t ColU:quefaxtion. Obs. rare, [n. of action

f. L. colliquefacZre (found in pa. pple. collique-

faetus , f. col- together + lique/ac^re to make liquid,

melt.] Melting together.
161a [see Colliquation 3J. a 1626 Bacon P/tys. <y Med.

Rem. (J.' t Incorporation of metals by simple colliquefaction.

Collique scence. rare. [f. L. colliquesc-fre to
become nuid, dissolve, liquefy + -ence.] Tendency
or readiness to become fluid.

1846 Sir \V. Hamilton in Reids Wks. 862 The softness
and colliquescence of the olfactory nerves.

Colliquintida, -quinto: see Coloquintida.

+ Colliquita'tion. Obs. rare~ x
. Erroneous

form of Colliquation (3 b).
a 1684 N. Hodges Acc. Plague Lend, ^1721) A continu-

ance of sweat brings on a dangerous colliquitation.

t Colliquying, vbl. sb. = Colliquation.
1541 R. Copland Gotten'* Terapeittyke 2 F ij b.The flesshe

that hath ben contused . . commeth to suppuracyon, in colly-
quieng and meltyng.

Collire, var. of Collyre, Obs., collyrium.

Colliridian, collirie, -irium : see Collyr-.
Colliset : see Colohsee.

Collision (ktfli'gan). Also 6 colysion. [ad.

L. collision-em, n. of action f. collis- ppl. stem of

collidlrt to dash together, f. col- together + ImUrt
to hurt by striking: see Collide. Cf. F. collision,

1 6th c. in Littre.]

1. The action of colliding or forcibly striking or
dashing together ; violent encounter of a moving
body with another; in recent use esp. of railway
trains or ships.

1431-50 tr. Higden {Rolls> I. 315 For the collision of
waters metenge there. 1615 Crooke Beefy of Man 300 By
the collision of stones fire is beaten out. 1677 Plot O-t-
fordsh. 31 The collision of the waters against the lips of the
orifice. 1771-84 Cook I'oy. 11790) V. 1004 These people
produce fire both by collision and attrition; the first by
striking two stones against each other. 1835 Mech. Mag.
XXIIL 32 Collision of carriages on the Dublin and Kings-
town railway. 1848 Arnolld Mar. iusur, (1866) II. I1L ii.

698 When the collision is entirely owing to the master and
crew of the insured ship.

2. a. The coming together of sounds with harsh
effect.

1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. n. xlv. 246 We may gener-
ally obserue in the Northerne Languages a rough collision

of consonants and aspirations. 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. 88 f 8 He . . does not often offend by collision of con-
sonants, a 1771 Grav Corr. < 1843) 303 The crowd of mono-
syllables, the collision of harsh consonants. 1868 W, H.
Thompson Plato's Phaedrus p. ix, He quotes instances of
this collision [of vowels] from Demosthenes. 1876 Jebb
Attic Orators II. 67.

f b. The coming together of two vowels with
elision of one of them

;
synalcepha; seequots. Obs.

i55> Huloet, Colysion, abiection, contraction, or demp-
tion of a vowel as this, thayre, for the ayre, thaduice, for

the aduice. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Collision of a Vowel,
is the contracting two Vowels into one. 1677 Holvoke
Vict., A Collision of a vowel, synalepha, symphvnesis.

3. fig. Encounter of opi>osed ideas, interests,

etc. ;
clashing, hostile encounter.

166s H. More Philos. Writings Pref. Gen. 25 There is

not the. .slightest coallision or clashing in this hypothesis.

.

with the ordinary . . sense of the Scripture. 1738 Warbur*
ton Div. Legal, ii. iR.>, The collision of contrary false

principles. 1839 Thirlwall Greece WW. 423 The mode-
rate independent party had avoided all collision, not only
with Rome, but even with Callicrates. 1858 Provide Hist.
Eng. III. 498 In collision with a law which his conscience
forbids him to obey. 187a Yeats Growth. Comm. an.
1884 F. Temple Relat. Relig. <V Sc. vii. (1885* 103 Science
and Religion come into apparent collision on the question
of the freedom of the will.

b. fig. Coming into contact (with no notion of

violent opposition or hostility ; action of mind
pOO mind, or the like. Now rare or Obs.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq., Apot. Pref., Out of which

friendly Collision, .gaining greater Light to some consider-
able Truths. 1749 Chester?. Lett. II. ccxiii. 320 Your
constant collision with good company will . . smooth and
polish you. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 154 F 11 By the
fortuitous collision of happy incidents. 1846 Prescott
Eerd. v Is. I. Introd. 53 In this wide and various collision

their moral powers were quickened by constant activity.

4. attrib., as collision bulkhead, mat (Naut.) :

see quots., and Bulkhead i.

1879 W. H. White Ship-Build, in Casseirs Techn. Edue.
IV. 78/1 Known as a 'collision' bulkhead, because it pro-
vides against injury to the bow in case of collision. i88j

Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 27 Collision mats., are large
[

mats.. from 8 to 15 feet square.. for covering a hole in the
ship's side, in case of a collision. 1887 Daily Neivs 33 July
5/6 A collision mat has since been battened over the breach.

Collisive (k/bi siv), a. rare. [f. L. collis-

(see prec.) + -ive.] Pertaining or tending to colli-

sion.

1711 Blackmore Creation 318 No conflict, no collisive
1 [printed collusive] force Break their thin texture, and dis-

|

turb their course.

f Collistrrgiated, ppl. a. Obs.- [f. med.L.
collistrigium, -stridium pillory, f. collum neck +

; strig- root of string-ire to bind or draw tight.]
1656 Blount Glossogr , Collistrigiated . . pertaining to,

1

(
or that hath stood in a Pillory. 1731-90 Bailev, Collistri-
giated, Pillory'd.

t Co'lliter. Obs. rare. [? f. Colet + -eb.] m
Acolyte, Colet.
1669 Arraignment ofPopery 45 The Cardinals, Deacons,

Sub-deacons and Colliters.

t Colli-tigant, sb. (a.) Obs. rare. [f. Col- +
Litigant

; (prob. in med.L.)]

a. sb. A person at law with another, b. adj.

(See quot. 1656.)
1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 164 He that strikis

his collitigant in jugement, sail tine his action. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Collitigant . . wrangling or going to law
together.

Collocal (MJ'i-kal), a. rare. [f. Col- + Local.
Cf. following words.] Of, belonging to, or oc-
cupying, the same place with another.
1813 W. Taylor Eng. Synonyms(1836)64 As it is esteemed

a perfection in English writing to construct an antithesis
with words of a collocal origin, it is become usual to oppose
dale to hill, which is also a word of Saxon descent. 1862
¥. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 170 When an affection of the
internal organ and the object of that affection become col-
local, the Brahma of the affection and that of the object
coalesce into one.

t Collocate, a. Obs. [ad. L. collocat-us,

pa. pple. of collocdre to set in a place, f. col- (con-)

together + locdre to place, f. locus place.] Set,

placed, stationed; fig. laid out, spent (quot.

1529).
15*9 in Burnet Records it. No. iSriLI Ye shall haue cause

to think your travels, pains and studies herein in the best
wise collocate and employed 1537 Primer Sarum, Praiers
E v b, Next to the blessed trinitie In place thou art now col-
locate. i6a6 Bacon Sytva i qio Of that Creature you must
take the Parts wherein that Virtue chiefly is Collocate.

Collocate kflArt), v. [f. L. collocal- ppl.

stem of collocdre : see prec. Cf. F. colloquer.]

a. trans. To place side by side, or in some rela-

tion to each other ; to arrange, b. To set in a
I place or position.

1513 More Rich. Ill (1641) 406 To marshall and collocate
in order his battailes. 1578 Banister Hht. Man L 23 This

i

bone beyng in the middest of the body collocated, and most
excellently setled. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke
145/1 Collocate the Patient on a closestoole. 1647 Lilly
Chr. Astrol. 814 Generally we exi>ect good from those
houses where the Fortunes are radically collocated. 1846
G. S. Faber Tractar. Secession 81 Original Sin somewhat
oddly collocated in the list'. 1849 Mlrchison Sitnria Hi.

52 The older rocks are abruptly collocated.

Hence Co'llocated ///. a., Co llocating vbl. sb.

1836 I. Tavlor Phys. Ph. Another Life (1857) 335 The
two collocated systems. 1851 Nichol Archil. Heav. 177
The analogy or group of collocated events.

Collocation fol#kJl'Jan). [ad. L. collocation-

em, n. of action f. collocdre (sec prec). Cf. F.
collocation.]

1. The action of setting in a place or position,

esp. of placing together with, or side by side with,

something else ; disposition or arrangement with,

or in relation to, others ; the state of being so

placed. Frequently applied to the arrangement
of words in a sentence, of sounds, etc.

16015 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. x. I 5 In . . Anatomie . . they
enquire of the Parts, and their Substances, Figures, and
collocations. 1646 J.

Gregory Notes 4- Obs. 93 11.) Whoso-
ever . . shall set his bed north and south, shall beget male
children. .Therefore the Jews hold this right of collocation
to this day. 1684 Bovlr Porousn. Anim. $ Solid Bod. I.

1 The collocation of the Intervals and Pores. 17J0 Harris
Hertnesu. iv. Wks. (1841) 197 The accusative .. in modern
languages, .being subsequent to its verb, in the collocation
of the words. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 88 p 5 The
difference of harmony arising . . from the collocation of
vowels and consonants. 1813 Wellington in Gurw. Disp.
X. 81 The formation and collocation of magazines in the
country in general. 1873 Earle Phitot. Eng. Tongue (ed. a)

% 630 All languages use greater freedom of collocation in

poetry than in prose. 1881 J. Evans Anc. Bronze Ituplem.
13 This collocation of various metals, or inlaying them by
way of ornament.

D. quasi-coner.
1617-77 Fkltham Resolves EL lxxix. 327 The dead collo-

cations of some insensate Treasure. 1833 Chalmers Const.
Man 11835* I v - 3*5 Just as palpable as those of a material
collocation. 1834-47 Southev Doctor vi. (1862) 18 His rat-

tling rhymes and quaint collocations.

f 2. Giving in marriage; =L. collocatio. rare.
1654 R. Codrington tr. Hist. Ivstine 143 If the father

had not prevented his Son-in-law by the collocation of his
daughter to him.

Collocational (Mok^-Jonal), a. rare. [f.

prec. + -al.] Of or belonging to collocation.

1873 Earle Phitot. Eng. Tongue led. 2> § 567 In the col- I

locational stage of syntax, the chief means resorted to for
this end was repetition.

Collocative J^l^k^tiv), a. [f. Collocate v.

+ -IVE.]

1. Of the nature of, or relating to, collocation.
1826G. S. Faber Diffic. Romanism (1853 1 240 Collocative

arrangement. 1873 Earle Phitol. Eng. Tongue
(ed. 2)

i 562 The Gothic faculty of collocative structure.

2. Having the attribute of properly disposing.
1875 Poste Gaius L (ed. 2* 3 A Title is a fact Collocative

of Rights and Obligations, .note. The term Collocative has
been substituted for Bentham's term Dispositive.

Collocatory, a. [f. as prec. + •OBT.l = prec. U
1871 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue xii. 536 With this modu-

latory progress there is certainly a collocatory progress.

t Colloca*vit. Obs. rare- K The perfect of
L. collocare, used grotesquely for some kitchen
utensil. (Cf. next.)

« "553 Udall Royster D. iv. vii. (Arb ) 73 Roa ster. I lacke
vet an hedpiece. M. Mery. The kitchen collocauit, the
best hennes to grece, Runne, fet it Dobinet, and come at
once withall. .1 warrant it saue your head from any stroke.

Co'llock. Now dial. Forms ; 5 collok, 5-6
colok, 6 collack, -eck(e, 6-9 collock ; also 4
goloke. [In form app. a dim. in -ock : the primi-
tive appears to have been Colle cask, tub.] A tub,

or similar vessel ; now, dial, a large pail.

c 1310 Sat. People Kildare xviiL in *, E. P. (1862) 155
Hokesters . . wib candles and golokes and be pottes blak.

1437 Pest. Ebor. (1855) II. 6i Unam peciam coopertam, vo-
catam le collok. 1475 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 771/30 Hie
cantems, a colok. 1507 Will ofPin/ote 'Somerset Ho. 1

, A
Utel colok maser. 1554 Lane. Wills I. 113 In the bmhouse
..one essiou and a collack. 1573 Ibid. III. 60 Thre col-

lockes or pales. 1563 Richmond. Wills ' 18531 169 A knead-
inge tube, iii. collecks . . a fleshe collecke. 1570 Inv. S.
Bonvicke, Kendal 1 Somerset Ho.\ One lytic collecke wlh

salve in it. 1634 5 Mary Spencer's Test. in Brace Calendar
St. Papers, She used to tumble or trundle the collock, or
peal, down the hill. 1636 Earhtgton Papers 'Chetham
Soc.) 15, 1 Water Collocke. 1695 Kennett Par. Antio.
Gloss., s. v. Colerus, A great piggin, or pail, with a wide
neck, is called a collock in the North. 1875 Lane. Gtoss. t

Colloclr, a large pail.

t Collocuplicate, v. Obs.~° [cf. L. collocu-

pletdre to enrich greatly.] * To enrich ' (Cockeram\
Collocation \yp\dk\u fovi). rare. [a. F. collo*

cution or ad. L. collocutidn-em, n. of action f. col-

loqui to talk together.] Talking together, con-
versation, colloquy.
i46oCAPGRA\ ECArtf«. 118 In every collocucion of the kyng

and theduk. 1603 Dekker Grissil Shaks Soc. 1 20 My col-

locution tendeth to Sir Owen's dignifying. 1731 in Bailey
vol. II. 1755 in Johnson ; and in later Diets.

Collocutor kyh^ki/itaj. kf%'ki»Ui\ [a. late

L. collocutor, agent-n. f. colloqui (see prec.
V.J

One
who talks with another or others ; one who takes
part in a dialogue or conversation.
1616 Brent tr. SarpCs Counc. Trefit (1676' 00 The differ-

ent opinions of the Collocutors. 1668-70 M. Casavbon
Credulity $ Incred. 148 fTj Licentius, one of the collocu-
tors in that dialogue. 18*7 JJ9 Hark (-... ,. 5 444 He
[Cicero] has nothing of the dialectic spirit. His collocutors
do not wrestle with one another. 1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng-
lish^190 note, My collocutor very positively queried its ever
having got into print.

Collocatory (k^lfrkiwtari), a. rare. [f. prec.

:

see -OKT.1 Of the nature of dialogue.

1797 Anti-yacobin No. 9 (1852) 10 We proceed to give our
imitation, which is of the Amgebxan or Collocutory kind.

Collodio- (kfJlJu dur, combining form of Col-
lodion, as in colloilio chloride, etc. Collodio-
type, a photograph obtained by the collodion

process ; also, the process itself.

1853 R. Hunt Man. Photogr. 264 After coating the plate
with cnllodio-iodidc. 1 1865 J. Wylde in Circ. Sc. I. 159/2
The collodio albumen process. 1865 Reader No. 151. 570/3
The collodio-chtoride process of Mr. Simpson.

Collodion (kfTlJudian). Also collodium.
[mod. f. Gr. koKXwS-tjs glue-like (f. *o'AAa glue)

;

in the L. form collodium 1 a term of Paracelsus for

some gluey substance' (Mayne Expos. /«.).]
A solution of gun-cotton in ether, forming a

colourless gummy liquid, which dries rapidly in

the air, owing to evaporation of the ether ; used

in photography for covering plates with a thin

film, and in surgery for coating wounds, burns,

etc.

1851 F. S. Archer in Chemist 957, I find from numerous
trials that Collodion is admirably adapted for photo-
graphic purposes as a substitute for paper. 1859 Proc. Amer.
Phil. Soc. VII. 15 Photographs of the moon . . taken . . on
collodion. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 35 An artificial

covering of the flexible collodion is occasionally of. .use.

b. attrib., as collodion process (in photography),

collodion balloon.

1859 Reeve Brittany 6 The wet collodion process. 1863-
7a \V atts Diet. Chem. I. 1084 Collodion balloons may be
made much lighter than those of gold-beater's skin, so that
much smaller ones will rise in the air when filled with de-
tonating gas. 1879 G. Prescott Sp. Telephone 11 The
smaller . . end of the tube is closed by means of a collodion
membrane.

Collo'dioned, ///• a. [f. prec. + -ed 2
.] =

CoLLonioNiZED (see next).

1870 Eng. Meek. 18 Mar. 661/1 The marks . . appear . . on
the collodioned plate.
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Collodionize (k^ltfk'dfonaiz), v. [f. as prec. +

-ize.] To treat or coat with collodion. Hence
Collo'dionized ppL a., Collo'dionizing vbl. sb.

1859 All Y. Round No. 30. 79 Our trustiest friends.,

stare us in the face from collodionised surfaces, c 1865 J.

Wylde in Circ. Sc. I. 164/1 Ordinary collodionised plates.

Collofonia : see Colophony.
Collogen: see Collagen.
Collogue (k^lJu'g), v. Also 7 colloague,

cologue. [Of obscure origin: generally supposed

to have arisen somehow out of F. colloque con-

ference, communication, consultation (see Col-
loque) ; but sense 5, which most literally answers

to this, appears to be modern. Sense 4 was perh.

influenced by colleague vb.]

fl. intr. To speak fair, employ feigned flattery

or blandishment ; to gloze ; to deal flatteringly or

deceitfully with any one, in order to cajole him or

curry favour with him. Obs.

1602 ? Beaumont Salmacis Herm. C ij, To him she
went, and so collogues that night With the best straines of

pleasures sweet delight. 1611 Cotgr., Trainer sa parole.

.

to . . gloze, flatter, fawne on, collogue with. 1621 Bur-
ton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 8 Illiterate scriblers,

that, .write, .as parasites to flatter and collogue with some
great man. 1660 H. More Myst. Godl. ix. xii. 486 Thou
colloguest and flatterest with thy lips. 1719 D'Urfey
Pills (,1872) V. 267 Rogues to fawn, collogue, and glose.

f b. refl. To bring or get (oneself) by flattery.

1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. xiv. 221/1 Flattery, thereby
to have cologu'd themselves into further favour.

f 2. intr. To feign agreement or belief; to give

a feigned assent. Obs.

1604 Marston & Webster Malcontent v. ii, Why, look

ye, we must collogue sometimes, forswear sometimes, ifiiz

T. James Jesuit's Downf. 17 By reason of their sly dis-

sembling, equivocation . . and doubling, they can collogue
with anie course. 1649 Milton Eikon. xii. (1845) 435 He
[James I.] never durst from that time doe otherwise then
equivocat or collogue with the Pope and his adherents.

f 3. Irans. To prevail upon or influence by
blandishment, to coax. Obs.
1676 Pol. Ballads (i860) I. 193 When to give money he

can't cologue 'em, He doth with scorn prorogue, prorogue
'em. (11700 in Mackay Songs Lond. 'Prentices 91 Cun-
ning rookes, How rarely you collogue him ! 1708 Kersey,
Collogue, to decoy with fair words, to flatter or sooth up.

1721 Bailey, Collogue, to flatter, coaks, or sooth up. 1755
ohnson, Collogue, to wheedle, to flatter ; to please with
ind words. A low word. [His only sense.]

4. intr. To have a private understanding with ;

to intrigue, collude, conspire. Now dial. (app. so,

even in Johnson's time, as he does not recognize it).

1646 Earl Monm. tr. Biondi's Civ. Warres Eng. vi. ix.

173 To bring this to effect, it was necessary for him to col-

logue with England. 1663 Flagellnm (1672) 47 They
never ceased plotting and conspiring, now colloguing with
this party, then with that. 167s Wood Life (177a) 172 They
collogued together, and work'a their Ends. 1726 D Anvers
Craftsm. ix. (ed. 3) 73 By colloguing with certain great
bodies of men in order to defraud. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas
M. 138 And how long have you been so thick with Dunsey
that you must collogue with him to embezzle my money?
1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Collogue, to unite

and plot together to the disadvantage of others. i88x
Leicestersh. Gloss., Collogue, to league together for mis-
chief; confederate

;
plot ; be on intimate terms with.

5. To confer privately and confidentially; to

confabulate, coltoq. or humorous.
1811 Scott Let. in Lockhart Life ix, We shall meet and

collogue upon it. 1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago xxv, Mary,
where are you ? always colloguing with Jane. 1862 Thack-
eray Philip v, They wagged their old heads sadly when
they collogued in clubs.

Collogue, sb. St, and dial, [see prec] ' A
conversation in whispers or in secret ; a private

interview, a conference, confederacy
1

(Jamieson
Suppl. 1887).

Collo'guer. [f. Collogue v. + -er.] One
who collogues ; a glozer, flatterer, intriguer.

1631 Bratiiwait Wkimzies, Keeper 52 A frequent third
day at a taking new play, will make this collector a col-

loguer. 1677 Holyoke Diet., Colloguer, adulator.

Colloguing (k^lJu-gin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ingI.] The action of the verb Collogue.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 109, I had bin so cousend

by his colloging. 1681 Ess. Peace § Truth Ch. 8 Super-
stition is fitly called a colloguing with God. 1718 Motteux
Quix. (1733) III. 27 He that inveigled me from my House
and Home with his Colloguing. 1880 iSVz/. Rev. No. 1294.

199 There had already been secret colloguings with the
chief Nonconformist leaders about the Burials Bill.

Colloguing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That collogues
;

flattering, fawning, intriguing.
1620 Swetnam Arraigned {1880} 36 They are, coozening,

cologuing, vngratefull, deceitfull. 1627 Bp. Hall Best
Bargaine 519 For the breath of a colloguing impostor.
1683 F. Spence House ofMedici 329 When they persevere
in their colloguing importunities. 1708 Motteux Rabelais
(1737) V. xi. 43 Any spokesman so sweet-mouth'd, whose
fine colloguing Tongue cou'd save 'em.
Hence Collogfuingly adv.
1630 tr. Camdeti's Hist. Eliz. rv. (1688) 434 Others who

colloguingly gave their Voices for the Spaniard. 1652 J.Wadsworth tr. Sandovars Civ. Wars Spain 141 The
other writ colloguingly, taking all advantage to advance
his Interest in Court.

Colloid (keloid), a. and sb. [f. Gr. koWo-
comb, form of /coA\a glue + -*i5ns -form : see -oid.1

Vol. II.

A. adj. Of the nature or appearance of glue.

1. Path. Colloid substance, tissue, matter, corpus-

cles, spheres ; a homogeneous or slightly granular

gelatinous substance into which the cells are

changed in certain forms of degeneration of tissue

(colloid degeneration, metamorphosis). Colloid

cancer: a form of cancer in which colloid de-

generation takes place.

1847-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IX. 118/2 A form most distinct in

.. colloid cancer and fibrous tumours. 1870 T. Holmes
Syst. Surg. fed. 2) I. 576 A section of the tumour exhibited

the simplest colloid structure. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen.
Pathol. 329 Colloid metamorphosis consists in the trans-

formation of tissues into a completely homogeneous, color-

less or faint yellow, dull, translucent, sometimes fluid or soft,

glue-like, .substance.

2. Chem. Applied by Graham, 1861, to describe

a peculiar state of aggregation in which sub-

stances exist
;
opposed to crystalloid. Substances

in the colloid state are characterized by little or

no tendency to diffuse through animal membranes
or vegetable parchment, do not readily crystallize,

are inert in their chemical relations, but are highly

changeable. So called because gelatin may be

taken as the type of the class.

1861 T, Graham in Phil. Trans. (1862) i8,j. note, Certain
liquid colloid substances are capable of forming a jelly and
yet still remain liquefiable by heat and soluble in water.

Such is gelatine itself. 1862 H. Spencer First Princ. 11.

xiii. (1875) § 101 Matter has two solid states, distinguished
as crystalloid and colloid ; of which the first is due to union
of the individual atoms or molecules, and the second to the

union of groups of such individual atoms or molecules.

1869 Mrs. Somerville Molec. Sc. 1. iii. no Solutions of.

.

crystalloids pass freely through colloid substances, such as

parchment, .and membrane, into water, though they have
no pores.

3. Min. One of the forms in which minerals

occur : see quot.

1879 Rutley Study Rocks x. 152 This condition as inter-

mediate between the crystallised and the colloid forms of
silica. 1885 Geikie Geol. 11. 11. ii. 62 Minerals, .occur in

four conditions, according to the circumstances under which
they have been produced.. 1. Crystalline. .2. Vitreous.. 3.

Colloid, as a jelly-like though stony substance, deposited
from aqueous solution. The most abundant mineral in

nature which takes the colloid form is silica. .4. Amorphous.

B. sb.

1. Path. The colourless or yellowish transparent

jelly-like substance formed in colloid degeneration
;

also a similar substance found normally in the

thyroid gland.
1849-52 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1116/2 But no example of

colloid in it [thymus gland] has yet been detected. 1874
Jones & Siev. Pathol. Anat. 126 Colloid is related to the
albuminates, and resembles mucin.

2. Chem. (mostly A colloid body or sub-

stance, as distinct from a crystalloid : see A. 2.

1861 T. Graham In Phil. Trans. (1862) 183 [see Colloidal 1].

1869 Mrs. Somerville Molec. Sc. i.iii. 109 Substances such as
salts, sugars, etc., are much more diffusible than colloids or
amorphous sticky bodies, such as gum, caramel, jellies. 1880

,

Bastian Brain i. 5 It is known, .that certain typical colloids

may, under some conditions, be converted into crystalloids.

Colloidal (k^loi'dal), a. [f. prec. + -al.]

1. Chem. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of
a colloid ; in the condition constituting a colloid.
1861 T. Graham in Phil. Trans. (1862) 183 It is proposed to

designate substances ofthis class as colloids, and to speak of
their peculiar form of aggregation as the colloidal condition

ofmatter. Ibid. 184 The colloidal is, in fact, a dynamical
state of matter : the crystalloidal being the statical condi-
tion. 1876 B. W. Richardson in Gd. Words 788 The muscle-
forming food, called sometimes, .because it assumes in the
organism the colloidal or jelly-like state, colloidal food.

Min. = Colloid a. 3.

1864 H. Spencer Biol. I. 16 The mineral forms of silicic

acid, .are often found to have passed, .from the vitreous or
colloidal into the crystalline condition. 1883 Geikie Geol.
11. 11. ii. 62 Chalcedony, doubtless originally colloidal silica.

Hence Colloidality, the colloidal state.

1861 T. Graham in Phil. Trans. (1862) 221 Whether the
basis of colloidality may not really be this composite cha-
racter of the molecule.

Collom-, collon- : see Colom-, Colon-.
Collon, obs. f. Column.
1591 Harington Orl. Fur. vi. lxxi, The collons dia-
monds as may be guest.

Collonado : see Colonnado.
Collop 1 (kf?-l3p). Forms : 4-5 colope, col-

hoppe, 4-6 coloppe, colloppe, (5 colepe, co-
lype), 5-6 colop, 6 colup, collup, 6-7 collap,
collopp, 7 collope, 5- collop. [Derivation ob-
scure. Ihre has Sw. kollops 'edulii genus, con-

fectum ex carnis fragmentis, tudite lignea probe
contusis et maceratis'; mod.Sw. kalops slices of
beef stewed ; Grimm has Ger, klops a dish made
of beaten (geklopftem) meat, a steak. These seem
to be the same word, but the latter is commonly
associated with Ger. klopfen to beat.
Connexion with the Romanic colpo, OF. colp, F. coup, is

not very likely phonetically. Minsheu's notion, that the first

part is col- coal, suits the early sense, and L. carbouella.]

T 1. An egg fried on bacon ; fried ham and eggs.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vh. 272, I haue no salt Bacon, Ne no

Cokeneyes, bi Crist Colopus to maken [v. r. colopis, -es,

colhoppis; B. vi. 287 coloppes; C. ix. 309 colhoppes]. 1393

Ibid. C. -\vi. 67 And ete meny sondry metes, .bacon and col-
hoppes [v. r. coloppes, colloppus, colopis ; B. xm. 63 egges
yfryed with grece]. 1530 Palsgr. 207/1 Colloppe, meate,
ccufau lard.

b. Afterwards called Collops and eggs, 'col-

lop ' being applied to the slice of bacon by itself.

1542 Boorde Dyetary xvi. (1870) 273 Bacon is good for

carters and plowmen . . but and yf they haue the stone

. .coloppes and egges is as holsome for them, as a talowe
candell is good for a horse mouth. 1586 Cogan Haven
Health exciii. (1636) 174 Collops and egges.. is an usuall

dish toward shrovetide. 1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd.
(Percy Soc.) 105 He cut thee out in collops and egges, in

steakes, in sliste beefe, and frye the with the fyer. 1611
Cotgr., Des aufs a la ribletie, egges and collops; or an
Omelet or Pancake of egges and slices of bacon mingled,
and fried together. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen.

(1693* 475 Collops and eggs, for dinner. 1877 N. W. Line.
Gloss., Collops and eggs, fried bacon and eggs.

c. CollopMonday , the daybefore Shrove Tuesday,
on which fried bacon and eggs still form the appro-
priate dish in many places.

1769 Df. Foe Tour Gt. Brit. III. 300 The Monday pre-
ceding Fastens Even . . called every-where in the North
Collop Monday, from an immemorial Custom there of din-

ing that Day on Eggs and Collops. 1805 R. Anderson
Cumberld. Ball., Sally Gray, note, The first Monday before

Lent is.. called Collop-Monday ; and the first Tuesday,
Pancake Tuesday. 1855 Whitby Gloss., Collop Monday, egg
and bacon feast day, the day before Shrove Tuesday,

t d. See quot. Obs.

1570 Levins Manip. 149/35 A colHp, cremium \Creminm,
what remains dry in the pan after frying anything, render-

ing of suet or the like (Du Cange\]

2. A slice of meat fried (frixd) or broiled (car-

bonella) ; a slice for frying or broiling. Still dial.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 88 Colloppe, frixitura, in frigo,
assa, carbonacium, carbouella. 1468 Medulla Gram, in

Cath. Angl. 72 Frixa, a colop, or a pece off flesch. 1583
Stanyhurst A£neis 1. (Arb.) 24 Soom doe slise owt collops

on spits yeet quirilye trembling. 1611 Cotgr., Griblettes,

Collops. 1660 Blount Boscobel 35 His Majesty cut some of

it [mutton] into Collops. .called for a Frying-pan and butter,

and fry'd the collops himself. 1859 E. Waugh Lane. Songs,
1 Come Whoavi' {Lane. Gloss.) There's some nice bacon
collops o'th hob, An' a quart o' ale-posset i' th' oon.

b. Without any reference to mode of cooking :

A slice of meat.
1577-87 Holinshed Chron. II. 19/1 If a man, saie they, had

eaten a collop of Adam his leg, he had eaten flesh. 1641
Depos. R. Maxwell in Rushw. Hist. Coll. ill. ("16921 I. 419
At the Siege of Augher, they would not kill any English Beast
and then eat it, but they cut Collops out of them being alive.

1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 32 Collope of live-horses

hips. 1741 Compl. Fam. Piece 1. ii. 115 Cut your Plaice in

six Collops. 1777 Brand Pop. Antiq. (1849) I. 62 Slices of
this kind of meat [salted, dried, or hung] are to this day
termed collops in the North, whereas they are called steaks

when cut off from fresh or unsalted flesh. 1845 Thackeray
Cril.Rev. Wks. 1886 XXIII. 78, I have often, .cut off great
collops of the smoking beeves. 1855 Whitby Gloss, s.v., ' I'll

cut you into collops', a threat of chastisement to children.

1888 Berksh. Gloss., Collop, a rather thick slice of meat.
[So in most northern dial, glossaries.]

fig. 1795 G. Wakefield Reply 2nd Pt. Age of Reason 33
Interlarded with nauseous collops of self-applause.

e. locally. Meat cut into small pieces. Scotch

collops :
* a savoury dish made of slie'd veal, bacon,

fore'd meat and several other ingredients' (Bailey

1730-6); now, a steak with onions. Minced collops

(Sc.): minced meat, mince.
a 1648 Dig by Closet Open. (1677} 164 So that the collops

be so short that they scarce hang together. Ibid. (1669)

199 My Lord of Bristol's Scotch Collops are thus made.
1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Honsekpr. (1778) 73 To warm up
Scotch Collops. 1850 W. Irving Goldsmith iv. 60 A fried

steak, .collops with onion sauce. 1863 Times 6 Apr., The
beefsteaks minced and stewed become 'hot collops'.

f 3. trans/. A piece of flesh. Obs.

1562 J. Heywood/V(W. <f Epigr. (1867) 23 It is adeere colup
That is cut out of th'owne flesh, a 1631 Donne Serm. xcvi.

IV. 255 That a Martyr, .shd. send me. .a Collop of his flesh

wrapped up in a half-sheet of Paper. 1666 Third Advice to

Painter 21 When the rude Bullet a large collop tore Out of

that Buttock, never turned before,

b. Used of offspring.

c 1515 Cocke Lorell's B. (Percy Soc.) ir Tyburne collopes,

and peny pryckers. 1569 J. Rogers Gl. Godly Loue iShaks.

Soc. 1876) 186 In their children do the Parents Hue (in a
manner) after their death. For they dye not all togethers

that leaue collops of their owne flesh aliue behinde them. 1571

Campion Hist. Irel. 11. x. 134 Were they never so deare col-

lopps of your owne flesh and bloud. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1.

ii. 137 To say this Boy were like me. .Most dear'st,my Collop.

4. A thick fold of flesh on the body as evidence

of a well-fed condition. Now Sc. and dial.

1560 Bible (Genev.) Job xv. 27 He hathe covered his face

with his fatnes, and hathe collopes in his flancke [1611 collops

of fat on his flankes], 1601 Dent Pathiv. Heaven 172. 1607

Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 515 The collop next to the

neck [of a swine] ought to be broad and stiffe. a 1661

Fuller Worthies (1840) I. 166 Fat folk (whose collops stick

to their sides) are generally lazy, whilst leaner people are of

more activity. xyogBrit. Apollo II. No. 19. 3/2 We'll war-

rant they '11 pull down your Collop. 1730-6 Bailey s. v.,

He has lost a Collop, he is fallen away, he is grown lean.

5. jig. A slice ; a piece cut off, a cantle.

1580 North Plutarch (16761 116 To make them restore

back such a collop out of their gain. 1602 Rowlands
Greene's Cony-catcher 9 These Batfowlers or Conicatchers
hauing lost a collop of their liuing. 1654 Gataker Disc.

Apol. 28 Had I been greedie of anie such fat collops, out of
the Bishops or Deans Lands. 1703 Penn in Pa. Hist. Soc.
Mem. IX. 212 The collops cut out of my own and my son's

and daughter's concerns.

80
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b. Piece of business, piece of luck. dial.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Collop, a portion. ' II will be a costly
collop to them an expensive undertaking. 1877 N. Iv.
Lineolnsh. Gloss, s. v.. Here's a collop ! Maister Edward's
puil'd water-tub tap out, an' Monday's wesh-day.

t 6. A clot of mucus from the nose or throat.
1589 N asiie Pasquil r, Marf. 20 One cause of Martinique,

is a collop that dropt out of Mydas nose, a desire of Gold*
1611 Cotck., Glagou, a dot, a collop of flegme spet out.

7. Comb, collop-oake dial, (see quot.)
; collop -

Monday (see I a).
1877 llolderuess Gloss., Collop-kceaks, cakes made of two

layers of paste, with bacon or ham between.

Collop-'. Anglo-Irish. Also j colp, 9 eollip.
= Irish colpa, ' A full-grown beast of the horse or
cow kind. Six sheep are also called a colpa, as
their grass is estimated as the same as that of a
full-grown cow or horse ' (O'Donovan Suppl. to

O'Reilly). Hence, as a standard of agricultural
value, a cow's grass or pasture for a year, or its

equivalent, reckoned in the case of good land as
equivalent to an Irish acre.
167a Sir W. Petty Pol. Anal. Ircl. 116911 107 As to their
. Plough-lands, Colps. .etc., they are all at this day become

unequal. 1835 T. Birmingham Soc. State Gt. Brit, tf Irel.
140 Formerly, .in Ireland . . the grazing-land was regulated
by so many head of cattle to each portion, called collips.
1858 .Simmonds Diet. Trade, Collop. .a term for four or five
sheep. 1880 DailyAleWi 21 Dec. 5/4 Wherever grass grows
there will a Kerry calf or ' collop be found. 1882 Cor-
respondent, The number of animals which an Irish acre of
pasture can support is called a ' sum ' or ' collop '.

Colloped (kp-lspt), ///. a. [f. Collop ' + -ei> 2.]

I laving collops or thick folds of fat or flesh.

1840 Tait's Mag. VII. 597 A paunched and colloped over-
seer of souls. 1858 Times 30 Nov. 10/1 iCattle Show) Mon-
strosities of protuberant flesh and colloped folds of fat.

Colloquacious, a. humorous nonct-wd. [f. L.
(Olloqui, after loquacious] Given to colloquy.
1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 643 A numerous society of collo-

quacious philosophers knocking their heads together.

Colloque, si. Ois. (exc. as Fr. ) Also 5 colloke.
[a. F. colloque ad. L. colloquium speaking together,
conference.]

1 1. A place for conversation (in a monastery).
148a Monk 0/ Evesham (Arb.) 28 Brought of his bretheren

into the colloke the which ys a place where they may speke
to geder.

f2. A colloquy, conference. Ois.
1658OSBORN Jas. /(1673I 503 The Puritans, .did. .mediate

another Colloque before the King. 1677 Galk Crt. Gentiles
lit. 75 Amongst their Jewish Fables they asserted a Colloque
of the Law with God before the Creation of the world.
Ibid, iv. 453 Justin Martyr, in the beginning of his Colloque
with Tryphon.

II
3. = Colloquy 3.

1846 J. S. Burn For. Prot. Refugees 52 They were united
again to the old congregation by the interference of the
Colloque in 1654. 1852 S. R. Maitland F.ight Ess. 191
Approved in the Colloque, or in the Provincial Synod. 1885
R. Harrison in Diet. .Vat. Biog. III. 114 The discipline of
Calvin being observed under the direction of a consistory

—

a colloque and a synod.

t Collo que, i'. 1 Ois. [a.F.colloque-r.] trans.
= Collocate.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xx. (E. E. T.S.I 72 [I] haue kept

hym and well entreated and lyghtly and gretly coloqued
aboue the moast grete of my lande.

Colloque (k(7lJ"-k;, v.- [app. f. L. colloqui to

speak with, converse ; cf. modF. colloquer to con-
verse, and Colloque si. (Sometimes an error for

Collogue.)] inlr. To hold colloquy.
[1648 Hexham Dutch Diet., Vleeinutn, to Flatter, to

Sooth, to Colloque.] 1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke vi, Col-
loquing in Pagan picture galleries with shovel-hatted Philis-
tines. 1885 Pall Mall G. 23 Feb. 3/1 Twenty yards away
she was colloquing with a lady this time.

Colloquial (k(?li?" kwi|al\ a. [f. h.colloqui-um
Colloquy + -al.]

1. Of or pertaining to colloquy
; conversational.

1731 Johnson Rambler No. 101 r 2 The colloquial wit
has always his own radiance reflected on himself. 1839 Dl
QriNCEY Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 232 His. .colloquial
judgments upon doubtful actions of his neighbours. 1871
R. Ellis Catullus x. 6 We fell on endless themes colloquial.

2. spec. Of words, phrases, etc. : Belonging to
common speech ; characteristic of or proper to
ordinary conversation, as distinguished from formal
or elevated language. (The usual sense.)
1751 Johnson Rambler No. 208 r it To refine our

language to grammatical purity, and to clear it from collo-
quial barbarisms. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 218 To use a
colloquial phrase, such sentiments, .do one's heart good.
1876 Green Short Hist. vii. 418 The abandonment of.,
poetic diction for the colloquial language of real life.

Colloquialism (k^u-kwiializ'm). [see -ism.]

1. Colloquial quality or style, esp. of language.
1818 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1836) I. 237 Their language is

. .an actual transcript of the colloquialism of the day. 1846
Pof. M. E. Hewitt, Wks. 1864 III. 117 [The] colloquialism
without vulgarity, of its expression. 1879 Farrar St. Paul
I. 3^3 Style, .sometimes condescending to the humblest col-
loquialism.

2. A form of speech or phrase proper to, or
characteristic of, ordinary conversation ; a collo-
quial expression.
1810 Let. in Polwhele Trad, t, Recoil. (1826) II. 635 The

frequent mixture in some translations of mere colloquialisms.

1855 Thackeray Neuxomes xxx. 298 The slang and collo-
quialisms with which we garnish.. our conversation. 1881
Routledge Science xiii. 325 The electric shock became, in
fact, .to use a colloquialism, all the rage.

Colloquialist (kf>l<?u-kwi,ali5t). [see -1st.]

1. One who excels in conversation ; a (good) talker.
1824 Dihdin Libr. Comp. 609 As a colloquialist. .Johnson

has scarcely a rival. 1834 Tait's Mag. 1. 205 That their
interviews were employed in the prosy manner suggested by
the lovely colloquialist.

2. One who uses colloquialisms.
1821 Ntm Monthly Mag. I. 553 All this, as the collo-

quialists say, is very well for a joke.

Colloquiality ik(?l»« kwi|a.-Hti). [f. Collo-
quial + -ity.] Colloquial quality or style ; concr.

a colloquial expression.
1846 Blaelr.v. Mag. LX. 21 We must take care that we are

not led., into mean colloquialities. 1876 Mayer Mrs.
Brer.nting's Lett. R. II. Home I. 6 Letters of this kind are
the perfection of refined colloquiality.

Collo'quialize, v. rare. [f. as prec. + -ize.]

trans. To make colloquial.

1846 Worcester cites Chr. Observer.

Colloquially (k(7]<>ukwi|ali), adv. [f. as prec.

I

+-LY-.] In a colloquial manner ; in the language
I
of ordinary conversation.
1791 Boswell Johnson 26 Oct. an. 1769, I found fault with

Foote for indulging his talent of ridicule at the expence of

j

his visitors, which I colloquially termed making fools of his
' company. 1845 STODDAJtT in Encyel. Metrop. (1847) 1. 103/1

In this sense the French colloquially use aux trousscs. 1871
Tvlor Prim. Cult. I. 339 Europeans who colloquially say
the needle points to the north.

b. In the tone of ordinary conversation (rare).
1874 F. G. Lee Manuale Cterieorum 113 Whilst the

Psalms are not even said in monotone, but colloquially.

Collo'quialness. rare. [f. as prec. + -ness.]
Colloquial quality.

1877 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 33 Struck with the colloquial-
ness of his diction.

Colloquintida : see Coloquintida.
Colloquist (k(W<rkwist). [f. L. colloqui-um

\
Colloqu-y + -1ST.] One who takes part in a con-
versation ; an interlocutor.
179a Floyd in Southey Life Bell (1B441 I. 441 Vour col-

loquist has a right to be heard sometimes. 1874 T. Hardy
Matidmg Crowd 'm, He. .turned back to meet hiscolloquist's
eyes. 1881 Masson De Quincey 76 I He] had been made
to figure as a colloquist in Wilson's ' Noctes '.

II Colloquium (k^lfTa kwi^m). [L. colloquium
conversation : see Colloquy.]

f 1. A conversation, dialogue, colloquy. Ois.
1609 Bible (Douay) II. Index, Canticle of Canticles is a

sacred Colloquium. x6ia Brinsley Lud. Lit. xix. 215
Their first books .. Corderius, and other like Colloquiums.
176s T. Hutchinson Hist. Coll. Mass. v. 468 They seldom
used any short colloqiums, but each spoke, .at large.

2. law. (See quot.)
1684 Luttreix Brie/ Rel. (1857! I. 322 Doubtfull words.

.

which are here applied to the king by innuendo's, when
there is no colloquium laid, or speech of the king before.
1797-1809 TomUHI Law Diet., Colloquium, a cotloqueudo.

. A talking together, or affirming of a thing, laid in declara-
tions for words in actions of slander, etc.

3. A meeting or assembly for discussion ; a con-
ference, council. (Not in ordinary Eng. use.)
1844 Ln. Brougham Brit. Const, iii. (18621 42 The general

council, called the Colloquium or Parliament since the Nor-
man Conquest.

Colloquize [Vp-lifkw3iz\ v. [f. as prec. +-ize :

:
cf. soliloquize.) inlr. To engage in colloquy.
18J3 Blaclnv. Mag. XIII. 541 Surveying the horrors of

Tartarus, and colloquizing concerning them. 183s Southey
I

Lett. (18561 IV. 279 You and I could colloquise to great ad-
vantage. 1848 C. Bronte J. Eyre xxii, No need for me to
colloquise further.

Colloquy (kp-Wkwi), si. [ad. L. colloqui-um
speaking together, conversation, conference, f. col-

together + -loquium speaking, f. loqui to speak.]
1. A talking together ; a conversation, dialogue.

1 Also, a written dialogue, as Erasmus's Colloquies.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xli. (1887)238 All conferences, all
both priuate and publike colloquies. 1660 Blome Eanat.
Hist. ii. 16 Frantick men that boasted of visions, and collo-
quies with God. 17SS Jortin Erasm. I. 296 The Colloquies
of Erasmus . .

well deserve to be read 1819 Southey (titte\
Sir Thomas More : or Colloquies on the Progress and Pros-
pects of Society. 1830 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tout's C. xxii.
222 The colloquy between Tom and Eva was interrupted
by a hasty call from Miss Ophelia. 1885 Life Sir R. Chris-
tison 1. 168 Our host in the course of our colloquy*, said, etc.

b. (without //.) Converse, dialogue.
1817 Byron Manfred m. i, Shunning. .All further colloquy.

a 1839 Prakd Poems (1864I II. 36 When they chance to
make In colloquy some small mistake. 1850 Grote Greece
11. Ixx. VI. 267 To invite the natives to amicable colloquy.

1 2. A meeting for conference.
1563 *7 Eoxe A. >i M. (1506) 263/2 Cluniake, where was

. .appointed a secret meeting or colioquie belweene the Pope
and Lewis the French King. 1661 Bramhall Just Vind.
ii. 22 Debated between the Catholick Bishops, and the
schismatical Donatists at the Colioquie of Carthage. 1679
Trial of White * Other Jesuits 12 They adjourned into
several Clubs or Colloquies, or what you please to call them.

3. Eccl. In the Reformed Genevan or Presbyte-
rian Churches, a church court composed of the
pastors and representative elders of the churches of
a district, with judicial and legislative functions

J

over these churches ; - Classib, Presbytery.

a 167a P. Nye Oath Suprem. (1683) 54 There are Synods,
Consistories, Colloquies, and other Ecclesiastical Courts.
1692 J. Quick Synodicon xxxvii, In every Province the
Churches shall be divided according to their numbers and
conveniency of neighbour places into Colloquies or Classes.
1846 J. S. Burn For. Prot. Refugees 45 Charges against
the moral character of this minister, .were entertained by
the colloquy, which pronounced sentence in 1647. 1862
Latham in Ansted Chtuinel Isl. 111. xv. (ed. 2) 367 The
Curate of St. John's parish died, and the colloquy appointed
to the vacant benefice. 1889 A. H. Drvsdale Hist. Presbyt.
Eng. 1. 173 The Church Courts were the 4

Consistory' ' and
the ' Colloquy ' or Presbytery meeting quarterly, and the
Synod every two years in Jersey and Guernsey alternately.
The Colloquies and Consistories were, as at Geneva, strict
courts of morals, fitted in to the general civil jurisdiction.

Hence Co lloquy v. inlr., to hold colloquy.
1868 Hawthorne Amur. Note-bis. (1879) II. 142 They

colloquied at much length.

Collor, obs. form of Choler, Colour.
Collossy, by-form of Colossus, q.v.

Collotype [kyUftaip). [f. Or. KoWa glue +
!
-type.] A thin plate or sheet of gelatine, the sen-

I

sitized surface of which has been etched by the
action of the actinic rays, so that it can be printed
from ; also the print or impression, and the process.

Hence collotype plate', process, printing, etc.

1883 Hard-wick's Pkotogr. Chem. led. Taylor) 362 In Col-
lotype printing the sensitized Gelatine is so changed by the
action of Light that it takes the printers' ink exactly in pro-
portion to the actinic impression made. 1884 Athenseum

I

16 Feb. 220/1 Photo-Mechanical Printing Processes, dealing
with the preparation of intaglio plates and collotypes. 1887
Pail Mall G. 10 Oct. 3/2 Its handsome appearance, its

1

' collotype' illustrations. 1887 H. T. Wood lllustr. Books
' 60 Collotype lends itself admirably to the reproduction of

artistic objects in low relief, such as coins, medals, etc.

Ibid. 58 At first it was usual to print collotypes on a paper
with an enamelled surface, Ibia. 59 Good collotypes show
great delicacy.

Hence Collotypic, a.

1887 II. T. \Vo»»n lllustr. Hooks 59 Collotypic prints may
be obtained in more than a single colour. Ibid. 53 A collo-

!
typic plate.

t Colloverthwart, sh. or a. Obs. Alsocole-
[?f. Coll jA ;j + Ovehth\vart a. perverse ; cf. coll-

hardy.'] ? Foolishly perverse ; a perverse fool.

1581 J. Bkll 11addon s Answ. Osor. 101 b, And shall we
beare with this col loverthwane Osorius like a vice in a play,
with a new founde chaungelyng, to make myngle mangle
with the sacred worde of the Lord? Ibid. 1906, Therfore
this cavillyng coleoverthwart creepeth yet foreward.

Collow (kp'lov, ~d\v. Obs. exc. dial. AUo 5
colwe^n, 5-6 colowe, (9 dial, collar). [Late ME.

!

colwen perh. :—OE. *colgian
t f. *colig coaly, f. col

Coal (cf. Ad/nan, ME. halwen to Hallow, f. halt?

holy) : see also Colly v. and a. With mod. dial.

collar, cf. /oiler— follcnv] trans. To make black
or dirty with coal-dust or soot; to blacken, smut,
begrime. Hence Co 11owed (ME. kolled) ppl. a.,

CoTlowing vbl. sb.

c 13x0 A*. Horn (Ritson) 1088 His kollede snoute.
c 1440 Promt. Pan: 88 Colwyd \Pynson colowde], car-

\
bonafns. ibid. Colwynge [/*. colowynge], carbonizacio,
1530 Palsgr. 489/1 Colowe thy face, cJuxrbottne ton visag*.
1605 Sylvester Du Bartas ti. m. (164:* 156/1 Now scarr d,
and collow'd . . Cover'd with ashes. 1611 Coti;r., Poisltr,
to collow, smut, smeere, bleach, begryme with the blacke
side, or soot of a skellet, etc. a 18*5 Forbv Voc. E. Anglia

t

Collar, to sully with soot or coal-dust. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shrofsh. Word-bk., Colloxv, to blacken with soot. .People
black themselves with coal, but collow themselves with
soot. 1884 Cfu-sh. Gloss., Collowy or Colly, to blacken. 1888
Sheffield Gloss., Collared, smeared with black dirt, soot.

Collow (kfrba, -<y), sb. Obs, exc. dial. Also
dial, collar. [? f. prec. vb. : cf. Colly sb.]

1. Soot ; smut
;
grime of coal ; coal-dust. Cf.

Colly sb.

1675 Cotton Poet. Wks. (1765) 194 All his Collow and his

Soot, His Dirt, and Sweat, and Stink to boot. Ibid. 228
This foul Thief, all smutch with Collow. 17*8 Woodward
Fossils

(J.\
Collow is the word by which they denote black

grime of burnt coals or wood. 177* Pennant Tours Scotl.

(1790) II. 49 Collow signifying the dirt of coal. 1879 Miss
Jackson Snropsh. H'ord-ok., Cotton; soot, such as is com-
monly seen on a firegrate, pots, or kettles. 1887 S. Chesh.
Gloss., Colloiv, soot. Yur feece is all o'er collow.

2. (See quots.)

1847 78 Halmwkll, Collar, smut in wheat. Kent. 1887
Kent. Dial., Collar, smut in wheat.

8. Collar-coal\ see Colly sb} 3; collar-bags

a x8oo A. Young Ann. Agric. XVI. 311 Collar bags, or
smut [in Kent].

Collpixie : see Colt-pixie.

Coll-prophet, var. of Cole-prophet, Obs.

Collstaff, var. of Cowl-staff.

t Colluxent, a. Obs, rare. [ad. L. collilchit-

MVf pr. pple. of colluccre, f. col- + Iftcere to shine.]

Alight or ablaze together.

1650 tr. Caussin's Ang. Peace 4 The flames of collucent
cities. 1715 J. Reynolds Viczu of Death Mem. (1735) 27
The vehement contrition and collision of collucent salts.

Collucianist (k^l'/7*J^anist). [ad. late L. collii-

cidnista, f. col- together with + Lucian-us pr.name.]

A name given to certain Arians or Semi-arians,

after Lucian of Antioch (martyred a.d. 312).

1753 Chamhers Cycl. Su/p., Collucianist*. 1855 J. H.
Newman Arians 4M Cmt. 7.

Collucion(e, obs. form of Collusion.
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t Colluxtaiice. Obs. rare, [see -ance.] = next.

c 1630 Jackson Creed v. xlv. Wks. IV. 374 Our eager
appetites, .bring the soul by this colluctance into a kind of
waking dream.

t Collu'ctancy. Obs. rare-1 , [f. 1+ colluctd-

Hi see next and -ancy.] Colluctation.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 6 The spirits, .after a CoIIuc-

tancy with the grosser Particles.

Colluctation (kp\vkt3-pn). arch. [a. OF.
colluctacion, -tion, ad. L. colluctation-em, n. of

action f. colluctdri to contend together, f. col- to-

gether + luctdri to wrestle, strive.] A wrestling or

struggling together
;

strife, conflict, opposition.

1611 R. BoLjoxState oj'True Happiness (1631) 115 Strug-

gling and colluctation with his owne corruptions, a 1631

Donne Serin, i. 6 Colluctations between the flesh and the

Spirit. 1668 Howe Bless. Righteous (1825) 85 Any collucta-

tion with contrary principles. 18. .Lamb Charact. Dram.
Writers, Marlowe 527 Faustus's last scene.. is indeed an

agony and a fearful colluctation.

b. trans/, in Physics, of particles in motion.

1692 Ray Dissol. World (1732) 259 The Colluctation of

Parts after the manner of Fermentation. 1695 Woodward
Nat. Hist. Earth in. (1723) 161 Hot Springs, do not owe
their Heat to any Colluctation or Effervescence of the

Minerals in them. 1784 G. Adams Nat. Exp. Philos.

IV. xlix. 348 A vibratory colluctation takes place.

Collude (k^l*«'d), v. [ad. L. collud-ere to play

with, act collusively, f. col- + ludere to play.]

1. intr. To act in secret concert with, chiefly in

order to trick or baffle some third person or party
;

to play into one another's hands ; to conspire,

plot, connive ; to play false ; to act in play merely.

1525 Aberd. Reg. V. 15 (Jam.) Bot quhar he hes colludit

with vderis. 1537 Inst. Chr. Man H ij b, He attayned the

most part therof by .. crafte, and specially by colludyng
with great kynges. 1678 Cudworth IntelI. Syst. 770
There is no doubt to be made, but that Epicurus Col-

luded in all this; himself not Believing a jot of it, nor any
such Gods at all. a 1734 North Exam. ill. vii. § 36 (1740)

529 The French sought to weaken the King by colluding
with his factious Enemies. 1820 Ann. Reg. Chron., 352
Bribes, .offered them to collude in the evasion. 1884S1R C.

E. Pollock in LawRep. Q. B. Div.XII. 172 The defendant
. . did not collude with the plaintiffs.

f2. trans. To stir up or bring about by collu-

sion. Obs.
a 1797 H. Walpole Mem. Ceo. II, II. 68 This war had

been colluded and abetted. 1834 Eraser's Mag. IX. 76 T0
collude and actuate a large portion of the moral and physical
materials of the nation to mischief.

T 3. To elude, evade by trickery. Obs.

1642 T. Taylor God's Judge**, 1. 11. xxL 249 Compacting
shall not infringe or collude the sacred Law. 1679 Puller
Moder. Ch. Eng. (1843) 122 Any loose sense [of oaths], that

the taker by any evasion may collude the design of the law.

Hence Collirding vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1611 Cotgr., Colludant, colluding, dealing by cousin.

1625 Bp. Mountagu Apfiello Cars. 43 Time-serving colluding

with the state. 1681 H. More in Glanvill'sSadd. 1. Poster.

(1726) 24 Some colluding Knave suborned by the Witch.

Collu'der. One who colludes.

1645 Milton Tetrach. (1851) 242 Colluders your selves, as

violent to this law ofGod. .as the Pharises. 1646 R. Baillie
Anahaptism (1647) 14 A colluder with both sides only for

his own interests.

t Collu'gency. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L. collugere

to mourn together (f. lugere to mourn, lament)

+ -ency.] Mourning together, mutual sorrow.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais m. xlviii. 389 This ruthful and

deplorable Collugency.

Colluin, var. of Colvin Sc., boat.

Collup, obs. form of Collop.
Collurium, obs. form of Collyrium.

Collusion (k^l'?7*33n). Forms : 4 collucione,

5-6 eol(l)uayone, -owne, -ion, 6 col(l)ucion,

-sioun, 6- collusion, [a. F. collusion, ad. L.

collusion-em a playing together, or into each other's

hands, n. of action f. colludere (see Collude).

The lit. meaning * a playing together ' (in Blount

Glossogr. 1656) is not instanced in Lat. or Eng.]

1. gen. Secret agreement or understanding for

purposes of trickery or fraud ; underhand scheming
or working with another ;

deceit, fraud, trickery.

c 1397 Chaucer Lack Stedf. 11 Yf he can by sume collu-

cione [v. r. -usyon(e] Do his neyghtboure wronge. 1494
Fabyan vii. 513 Without collusyon or fraude. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 634 Let us now leave the cloked collusion, that

remayned in Fraunce, and returne to the open dissimulacion,

which now appered in England. 1639 Fuller Holy War rv.

xv. (1840) 204 But for the collusion of the false Templars and
Hospitallers with the infidels. 1702 W. J. tr. Bruyn's Voy.
Levant xli. 165 Two persons . . who have, .given us a Rela-
tion each ofthem apart, too much different from one another
to suspect them of any Collusion. 1846 Prescott Eerd.
ff Is. I. vii. 328 A cross examination, which can best expose
error or wilful collusion in the evidence,

b. concr. with
1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 116 Wee are blinded with the

collusions of woemen. 1690 Boyle Chr. Virtuoso 1. 83 The
subtil Cheats and Collusions of Impostors. 1829 Southey
Allfor Love iv, A plain collusion ! a device Between the
girl and youth 1

2. spec, in Law. See quots. 1641 and 1809.
("1292 Britton v. x. § 14 A ceo purra U estre respoundu par

rephcacioun, qeceo fut parfraude et collusioun. Mare, note,
Judgment by collusion.] 1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c. 20
§ 1 Suerties therof founden withoute fraude or collusion.
1641 Termes de la Ley 65 Collusion is where an Action is
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brought against another by his own agreement, if thcPlain-

tife recover, then such recovery is called by Collusion. 1809

Tomlins Law Did., Collusion is a deceitful agreement or

contract between two or more persons, for the one to bring

an action against the other, to some evil purpose, as to

defraud a third person of his right. .It is a thing the law
abhors. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy Bk. Prop. Law
xii. 75 The petitioner must, .deny collusion.

f o. A trick, or ambiguity, in words or reasoning.

1581 J. Bell //addon's Anew. Osor. 235 The collusion,

and fallax of thys reason, is in the insufficient nombring of
partes. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary ti, (1625) 86 Prosono-

tuasia a pleasant kind of collusion in words, .by changing.

.

or adding a letter or sillable. 1659 Pearson Creed (183$)

519 The resurrection of the body :. .neither the Greek nor

Latin ever delivered this Article in those terms, but in these,

the resurrection of the flesh ; because there may be am-
biguity in the one. .but there can be no collusion in the other.

t Collu'Sioner, Obs. rare— 1
, [f. prec. sb. +

-ER 1
.] One who practises collusion.

1562 LEIGH Armorie (1597) 71 The first false messengers.

The second Hers. . .The fift collucioners, etc.

Collusive lq/lvrsiv), a. [f. L. collus-us, pa.

pple. of colludere to Collude + -ive.]

1. Characterized by, or of the nature of, collu-

sion ;
fraudulently concerted or devised.

1678 Marvell Def. J. //owe Wks. 1875 IV. 225 Thin
sophistry and collusive ambiguity. 1707 Luttrell Brief
Rel. (1857) VI. 244 To prevent a collusive trade with Portugal.

1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 657 Count William, .made a collu-

sive treaty with the enemy. 1880 A. H. Huth Buckle II. 144

He . . would not have lent himself to any collusive trickery.

2. Of persons : Given to collusion.

1671 L. Addison W. Barbary 177 (T.) The ministers of

justice have no opportunity to be collusive.

Collu'sively, adv. [f. prec. + -l\
-

2.] In a collu-

sive manner
;
by fraudulent agreement, deceptively.

1746 W. Thompson R. N. Advoc. (1757) 49 Both must act

collusively, like two knavish Lawyers for a mutual Benefit.

1765-9 BlacKSTONE Comm. (R.i, The land might have been
aliened collusively without the consent of the superiour.

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 85 There can be no reason-

able doubt that the dissenting judge was acting collusively.

t Collll'SOry, a. Obs. [ad. late L. collusori-us

(in adv. collusorie) of or pertaining to a coUusorx

cf. Fr. collusoire, and see -out.] Collusive.

1706 tr. Dupiris Eccl. //ist. 16th c. II. v. 77 Suits which are

Sincere, and not Collusory. 1755 Magens Insurances \\.

209 If it be through Design, or a collusory Understanding
with any of the Proprietors.

Hence f Collusorily adv. = Collusively.
1645 in Somers Tracts I. 37 An extra judicial opinion col-

lusorily given.

t Collustra tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type *col-

lustration-em, n. of action f. collustrdre to brighten,

f. col- + lustrdre to purify, make bright.] ///. A
shining together, conjoint illumination.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1169 A certaine collustra-

tion, and mutuall conjunction of lights, as torches which being

set a burning together, do augment the light,

b. fig. Collateral illustration.

1864 Lewes Aristotle 20 When a writer's composition is

good there is less need of illustration or (to use a favourite

word with the Florentine Platonists) collustration.

t Collu'tion. Obs. [ad. late L. collation-em,

n. of action f. colluere to rinse, f. lucre to wash.]

1. A wash or rinse for the mouth ; a lotion.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 440 To make a collution to wash
the teeth withall. a 1657 Loveday Lett. (1663) 206, 1 have
taken a Vomit, a Purge, a Collution, a Dentifrice, etc.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. xvill. 651 Hippocrates ..

injected it [vinegar] into the Womb in Collulions.

2. ? = Colluvies i. In Phys. Diet. 1657 (ap-

pended to Tomlinson), explained as ' filth, im-

purity '.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. v. vii. 161 Toroborate the

mouth and deterge its collutions.

t Collirtulate, v. Obs. rare* 0
, [f. L. colluiu-

lare to defile (Plautus) + -ate :}
.] To defile

1623 in Cockeram.

Collu'vial, a. rare. [f. Colluvi-es + -al.] Of
or pertaining to a colluvies ; sink-like.

1822 Abp. Magee Charge 33 The colluvial nature of the

Metropolis, which naturally collects adventurers of all

professions.

II Colluvia'rium. [allegedL. f. colluvies, -um ;

but now considered to be an erroneous reading in

Vitruvius.] * A channel or opening in an aqueduct

for clearing away filth ' (Weale Diet. Terms, 1849'.

b. fig. [Cooper, Thesaur. has ' Colluviarium , a

sinke or gutter \]
1824 J. Gilchrist Eiym. /ntcrpr. 68 -Instead of the Par-

liament being that colluviarium of corruption, etc.

II Colluvies (WlMrvi|ft). [L. colluvies (also col-

luvio, -urn) lit. * offscourings, washings, swillings*,

f. collu-ere to wash thoroughly, rinse.]

1. Chiefly Med. A collection or gathering of filth

or foul matter ; spec, foul discharge from an

ulcer.

1651 IiiGGS New Disp. 73 The aforesaid Colluvies of the

remaining humours. 1710T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 277
They . . stuffup the Lungs with a greater Colluvies of Recre-

ments. 1811 in Hooper Med. Diet. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

2. Conflux (of waters, etc.).

1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 305 He pretends that all Rivers

proceed from a Colluvies or Rendevous of Rain-waters.

1819 Rees Cycl. Colluvies, a term which, .writers on the

COLLYBIST.
universal deluge have applied to the fluid mass into which
. .the strata of the antediluvian earth were dissolved.

3. fig. Medley, rabble, hotchpotch. (So in L.)

1647 Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph. Ep. Ded. it A colluvies of
Heresies. 1671 S. Clarke Mirr. Saints Sinners <ed. 4)

1. 45 A colluvies of most filthy lecherous people. 1678 Cud-
worth IntelL Syst. 1. iv. 460 Hannibal, .having a mixt
colluvies of all nations under him. 1730 Pope Let. to Gay
11 Sept., From the midst of the Colluviesand sink of human
greatness at W r.

Colly (kpdi), sb.1 Obs. exc. dial. [prob. f. Colly
a., or a dial, form of Collow sb., assimilated to

the adj.]

1. Soot ; smut.
1708-15 Kersey, Colly, the Black that sticks on the outside

of a Pot, or Kettle. Colly, to dawb with Colly, to smut.

1825 liRinoN Beauties Wiltsh. Gloss., Collcy, the soot from
a kettle. 1880 Antrim $ Dinvn Gloss., Colley, smuts.

2. The Blackbird, dial. [In this sense prob. the

adj. used subst. : cf. the Sc. name ' the lilackie'.]

c 1805 A. Young.'Ihw. Agric. XXX. 31

4

(Somerset) Colley,

a blackbird. 1888 Eluorthy W. Somerset Word-bk.,
Colly, the blackbird. Ibid., Water-colly, the water ouzel.

3. Comb., as colly-brand, -coal, -stick (see quots.).

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Collar-coal, black smut
from the chimney or bars. We distinctly pronounce it thus.

1840 Spurdens SuppL, Colly-coat, this spelling is nearer to

I the pronunciation than collar, in Forby. 1880 W. Cornw.
Gloss., Colley-brands, summer lightning. 1880 E. Cornw.
Gloss., Collybrand, smut in corn. 1881 Leicestcrsh. Gloss.,

Colly-stick, a stick used for lighting a pipe, etc., one end
being thrust into the fire.

Co'lly, sb.- [dim., related to ON. kolla cow
improperly without horns'), a hind, a girl ; see Coll
v.-~\ (See quot.)

1719 D'UkfeV Pitts V. 11 Sawney shall ne'er be my Colly,

my Cow. 1881 Leicestcrsh. Gloss., Colly, a term of endear*

I

ment for a cow.

Colly, var. of Collie, sheep-dog.

+ Co'lly, a. Obs. or dial. [The same word
as 1 6th c. colie Coaly ; the vowel here remaining

short, as in the original quantity of OE. col, *coli£,

and in the verb collow, colly ; while in the form

coaly it is assimilated to Coal, of which the 0 was
lengthened by position in ME.] Dirtied with coal-

dust or soot
;
grimy ; coal-black.

[1565-1504. Colic, see Coaly.]

1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1634) 122 The great Titmouse
(which, of his colly head and breast, some call a Colemouse 1

.

1619 H. Hutton Follies Anat. (Percy Soc.) 49 Vulcan ..

Lymping into the trough, to scour his face And colly fists.

1793 Compl. Farmer (ed. 4) s. v., Colley Sheep, such sheep
as have black faces and legs. 1804 Duncumr Herefordsli.

Gloss., Colly, black ; from coal. 1880 Mrs. H. Wood
Johnny Ludlow Ser. 11. (18891 29° The girl, who seemed to

be cleaning up. .for her face and arms were all 'colly'.

Colly (kp'li), v. 1 arch, and dial. [App. a

parallel form to Collow v., going back with it to

an OE. *colgian, whence ME. cohaen, and *col$en,

*colien, the latter becoming at length colly. Cf.

bellows, belly.] trans. To blacken with coal-dust

or soot ; to begrime.

1590 [see Collied]. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster iv. v, Nor
thou hast not collied thy Face enough, stinkard, a 1655

Vines Lord's Supp. (1677) 345 A child that will colly himself

with the cole that s black and dead. 1791 Cowper Odyss.

xviii, 34 An old hag Collied with chimney-smutch. 1861

Geo. Eliot Silas J/, xiv, ' Not. .to let him stay i' the coal-

hole more nor a minute ; but it was enough to colly him
all over '. 1870 Lettice Lisle 304 ' What for are ye collying

o' me '? says the pot to the kettle. 1879 in Shropsh. Word-
bk. 1882 W. Worccstersh. Gloss., Colley, to blacken,

b. fig. To blacken in character ; to darken.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. iii. 206 Passion hauing my be.st

iudgement collied [(?</. cooldl Assaies to leade the way.

1615 Curry-c. for Cox-c. i. 67 That King, whom Iabal

collyeth with his sinister and causlesse doubts.

IT ? To make black with blows ; or perhaps a

distinct word, variant of Coil to beat, thrash.

1601 Cornwallyes Ess. ii. xl. (1631) 172 Collied on the

backe with scoffes and reproaches.

T Co'lly, Obs. Also coley, coly. [a. OF.
colder, coloier, collier to turn the neck, f. col, cou

neck : cf. manier to handle.] intr. To move or

turn the neck ; to turn the head from side to side :

said of birds.

£1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode n. lxxxtv. (1869) 106 While

the brid goth coleyinge [colliant], hider and thider turnynge

the nekke. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Avjb, Yowre hawke
colyeth and not beckyth. 1610 Glillim Heraldry in. xx.

(1660) 223. 1678 PwiLLirs, Collietlu 1715 in Kersey s.v.

Colly. Hence in Bailey. 1783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet.

(Morell) 1, She collieth [of a hawk], annnit.

Colly, v. ^ By-form of Coll v. to hug.

[Perhaps only the s.w. infinitive=r<7//-d-« ; but cf. Cully.]

«i6oo Robin Consc. 218 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 241 To
colly and kis, my pleasvre it is, for all yovr new learning.

+ <Jo*llybist. Obs. Also colli-. [ad.L. collybista,

ad. Gr. KoWv^tcr-qs money-changer, f. Ko\kv&o<i

small coin, change : see -ist. Cf. Colliby.] A
money-changer, money-dealer, usurer ; miser.

0x3,80 Wyclif Last Age Ch. (1840) p. xxxi, pe whiche

may wel be clepid collibiste. c 1450 Mirour Saiuacioun

1746 Ffor thai ware fals vsuriers and collibistes of the

pharisens. 1598 Rp. Hall Sat. iv. v. 107 Unless some base

hedge-creeping Collybist Scatters his refuse scraps on whom
he list. 1615 — Contempt. N. T. IV. xxv, Beams of indigna-

tion in the faces of these guilty Collybists

80 - 2
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f Colly-clogger. Obs. [? = Coi.ly grimy +
Clogoer one that clogs or cumbers; perhaps it

ought to be read as two words coaly dogger."]

537 T. Wyleey to Cronnvell in Froude's Hist. EngJii^i)
III. 240, note. The priests, - have disdained me ever since I

made a play against the Pope's councillors, Error Colly
dogger of conscience, and Incredulity.

Collyer, eollygate, etc. : see Colli-.

Collyflower, obs. f. Cauliflower.
Collygener, obs. f. Collegianer.

tCollyre. Obs. rare. Also collire. [a. F.
collyre, OK. collire (12th c.)> ad. L. collyrium,

-Trium.] = Collyrium i.

1561 Bulleyn Bk. Simples 59 b, Good to bee put in Col-
lires for sore iyen. 1578 Lyte Dodoeus 11. lxxxix. 270 Col-
lyres, and medicines prepared to quicken the sight. 1656
IJ1.0UNT Glossogr., Collyr, Collyry.

Collyria, pi. of Collyrium.
t Collyrial, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L. collyrium
+ -AL.] Of the nature of a collyrium.
1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts (1673) 217 Two [drams] of

hares dung confected with collyrial water.

Collyridian (k^lirrdian), sb. and a. [ad. med.
L. collyridian-us, f. collyrida = colly ris = Gr. kqKKv-
pis, -tSa

s
Vulgate and LXX) cake, dim. of xoWvpa

roll of coarse bread.]

A. sb. A member of a sect of heretics in the 4th
and 5th c. who worshipped the Virgin Mary, to
whom their women are said to have offered cakes
as ' Queen of Heaven ' (cf. Jer. vii. 18).
1565 Calfhill Answ. Martiall\\%i$ \ 377 A sect of heretics

called Collyridians, which did offer to the Virgin Mary.
1667 Poole Dial. Prot. ft Papist 11735) M° The Fathers
charged the Collyridians with Idolatry, for worshipping of
the Virgin Mary. 1880 Littledale Plain Peas. xxiv. 69.
188*3 Schaef Eneycl. Relig. Knaiul. II. 1423.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to this sect.

18*7 C,. S. Faber Sacr. Cal. Propk. (1844) I. 101 Colly-
ridian Heretics, who.. had begun to worship the dead in
the person of the Virgin Mary. 1833 — Recapit. Apostasy
1 5 1 he idolatrously blasphemous Collyridian Heresy.

tCollyrie. Obs. Forms: 4-6 colirie, 4 7
oollerie, -ye, ? 5 colorye, 6-7 collyrie, collirie,

7 colery, collyry, colliry. [ad. L. collyri-utit,

OF. colire, Pr. colliri, Sp. collirio : see below.
The Anglo-Fr. was possibly colli'tie, colle'ric, like

glorie, etc.]

1. = Collyrium i.

1382 Wyclif Rez<. iii. 18 Anoynte thin i}en with colirie

\v.r. coluryo, 1388 a collerie]. 1578 Lyte Votioeus v. Ixx.

636 Pepper is good to be mingled with eye medicines or
Collyries. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature ii. 15
The Collyrie and Eye-salve of his Spirit. 1643 J. Steer
tr._ Fabricius' Exp. Ckirurg. xiii. 52 Drop into the eyes
this following Colery. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. I. 7
We laid on a Collyry to dry up the weeping moisture.

2. ^-Collyrium 2.

1616 Slrfl. & Makkh. Country Farm 137 To put
within the sheath, .a Collirie of Honey boyled with Salt.

Collyrite (k|rlirait). Mm. [mod. f. (Jr. ko\\v-
piov eye-salve, also ' Samian earth ', a kind of fine

clay: see -ite.] A hydrous silicate of alumina, 'a

clay-like mineral, white, with a glimmering lustre,

greasy feel, and adhering to the tongue' (Dana).
1826 Emmons Min. 214 Collyrite or Kollyrite. 1868

Dana.I/ik. 420 Collyrite . . At Hove, near Brighton, Eng-
land, in fissures in the upper chalk.

II Collyrium (kfivriSm). Also 5 colerium,
5-7 collirium, 7 oollurium. PI. collyria
(k/li ria) ; also 7-8 collyriumg. [L. collyrium
(in med.L. col'J)iriu»t\ a. Gr. xoAAupioi' poultice,

eye-salve, dim. of Kohhvpa roll of coarse bread.]

1. A topical remedy for disorders of the eyes

;

an eye-salve or eye-wash.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxix. (1495) 140 Colerium

is a pryncypall medycyne for the eye. Ibid. xvt. Ixviii. 575
Colliria ben oynementes that helpe the eyen. 156s Turner
Herbal II. 67 a, The medicines of the eyes called collyria.
1611 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 215 Collyriums or
lotions for the infirmities of the eyes. 1757 Brooke in Phil.
Trans. LI. 82 Caustics behind the ears, and vitriolic col-
lyriums, cured her. 1854 Badham Halieut. 66 Tragascean
salt was used . . as collyrium for the eyes of horses.

f'g- .1563-87 Foxk -4. f, M. (,1684) III. 258 Take Christs
Collyrium and Eye-salve to anoint your eyes. 1660 Fullkk
Mixt Contempt. (1841) 171 Poverty may prove a good col-
lyrium, or eye-salve, .to make a true discovery of those
things we knew not before. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men,
Wks. (Bohn) I. 284 Great men are thus a collyrium to clear
our eyes from egotism. 1853 C. Bronte Villette xxxiv. 377
His tomes. . were collyrium to the spirit's eyes.

2. A solid medicine made tip in a cylindrical

form to be introduced into any of the openings of
the body, as the anus, nostril, etc. ; a suppository.
1748 tr.

#
Vegetius Renatus Distemp. Horses 164 You shall

put into it a Collyrium or Dosil made of Honey and meal
of bitter Vetches. 1874 tr. Van Buren's Dis. Genit. Org.Z-j
Astringent collyria are useless.

3. loosely. Any application for the eyes, as the

io/i I used by eastern women : cf. Alcohol.
1624 B. Jonson Fortunate Isles, 1 will but touch your

temples, The_ corners of your eyes, and tinct the tip..o'

your nose, with this collyrium. 1883 Mrs. Armytage in

Fortn. Rei>. 1 Sept. 34^ Egyptian beauties . . heightening
their charms with collynum.
Collys(e, obs. f. Cullis.
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t Colman's bird. Obs. Also St. Colman's
bird. The Teal Duck.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 371 Seynt Colman his

briddes. .beep i-cleped cercelles and comeb homeliche to
manis honde \ed. 1527 xxxv. 36 Colmans byrdesj.

Colmar (kplmaa^ . [Name of a town in Alsace.]

1. A variety of pear.

1741 Compl. Fam. Piece 11. iii. 352.

2. [perhaps of different origin.] A kind of fan,

fashionable in Queen Anne's time.

1727 Pope, &c. Art Sinking 94 The bride . . with an air
divine^her Colmar ply'd. 1729 Art of Politicks 10 Toupet,
and Tompion. .Colmar Hereafter will be called by some
plain man A Wig, a Watch.. a Fan.

Colmase, obs. f. Coalmouse.

t Colmenier. Oh. [As the name appears also

to have the variant tol-me-neer ' entice me near',

Dr. Prior has suggested that colmenier stands for

cull-me-near; cf. Cull me to you as a name of the

Heart's-ease (Gerard 703 and 855'.] Old name of

the Sweet William or a variety of it.

1578 I.yte Dottoens 11. vii. 155 Sweete William or Col-
menier . . is also somwhat like to the cloaue Gillofers. Ibid.
11. vii. 157 'Iriere is a kind of this herbe [sweete Williams]
which is common in the countrey gardens, and they call it

Colmeniers. Ibid. n. viii. 157 tFltmre Constantinople)
Many [flowers] clustering togither after the manner of To!.

;

me-neers, or sweete Williams.

Colmey (kflmi). north, dial. Also coalmie,
colemie ,colmie ,

colmy, and in various dial, forms

:

see quots. Colmous (quot. 1654) is prob. due to

\

confusion with coalmouse. [Pern, the same word as

colmie, colmy, Culmy ' sooty, grimy'; but the early

:
variants are difficult to explain.] The Coal-fish.
1654 Blaeu Atlas, Scotia, Orcaelum Vescr. 138 Piscium

variorum, pracipue silurorum minimorum majorum et
maximorum ivulgo Sellaks, Kuythes, Colmouses) captura
felix. 1808 Jamieson, Colemie, Coalmie, the Coal-fish.

[1887 Supp. gives also Colmoth, colemoth, colmouth, colm,
comb, and of the young fish comamie, colmiuie.] 1863
Couch Brit. Fislus III. 84.

Colmie, -my, obs. forms of Culmy a. sooty.

Colmose, -mouse, obs. ff. Coalmouse.
t Co'lmOW. Obs. A kind of sea-gull.

c 1475 Vec. in Wr.-Wiilcker 761 Hec alcedo. a colmow.
[Perh. an error for *colmew, or repr. an OE. % if—ifw for

J

*colmriu, as .1 comp. of m;hv, ' alcedo vel alcion ', ' larus ',

I

a sea-mew or gull. It may mean coal, or black-gull ; but
I cf. Calmewe, prob. the same word, and the forms given in

note to Coal-mouse.]

tColne. Obs. rare. [Cf. cauna in Du Cange
as var. of calma, cauma thatched hut, shed covered
with reeds or straw.]

v
Sce quots.)

1538 Elyot Diet., Scirpea,* dung pot or colne made with
rodues or rushes. 155a Huloet, Colne or francke for
fowles, Viuarium. Colne made of roddes or wyckers,
Scirpea. [cf. ibid. Francke, cowle, or place wherin any
thing is fedde to be fatte. ]

tColO'be 1

. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. colobium.']
= Colobium.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Cotobe, a Coat with half sleeves,

coming but to the knees, used by the Ancients, and changed
afterwards into the Dalmatica.

Colobin (kfldbin). Zool. [a. F. colobin f. mod.
I L. generic name Colobus (rarely adapted zscolobe ,

j

ad. Gr. koAo^os docked, curtailed.] A monkey of

j

the African genus Colobus, distinguished by the

absence or rudimentary development of the thumb.
1840 tr. Curler's A nim. Kingd. 57 The black Colobin .

.

Ursine Colobin. White-thighed Colobin.

II Colobium Vo\cm-b\Sm'). [late L., a. Gr. ko\u-

0ioi>, f. ko\o0-6s curtailed.] A half-sleeved or

sleeveless tunic or robe, such as was worn by the

clergy of the early church, by the monks, and by
kings at the ceremony of coronation. In later

Kccles. use replaced by the Dalmatic.
1603 Ceremonies at^ Coronal. Jas. I (1685) 8 Then the

Colobium or Dalmatica is put on him. 1661 Acc. Karl
Sand-.oUh in Mrs. Palliser Lace xxv. (1869) 200 The Colo-
bium Sindonis of fine lawn laced with fine r landers lace.

1846 Fairholt Costume 50 The dalmatic . . took the place
of the primitive colobium. 1876 Planciif. Cyct. Costume I.

422.

II Coloboma fkplobJ'ima". Path. [mod. L., a.

Gr. Ko\60a>na the part removed in mutilation, f.

miKotsus curtailed.] A malformation or mutilation

of an organ ; spec, a defect in the iris of the eye,

due to imperfect closure of the choroidal fissure.

1843 tr. y. Matter's Etem. Pkys. IL 1631 The Coloboma
seems to arise from the imperfect development of the
iris in the situation of the fissure of the choroid. 1875 H.
Walton Dis. Eye 724 Coloboma is the rarest of congenital
malformations. 1879 P. Smith Glaucoma 178 The portions
of these membranes occupying the pupil and the coloboma.

II Colocasia tk-f>lok<ri-Eia,-sia). Bol. [L. colo-

casia, a. Or. xoKomaia prop, the rhizome or ' root

'

of the Egyptian water-lily {Nelumbium speciosunt),

whence extended to the whole plant.]

A genus of plants of the Arum family, natives of
the East Indies, and largely cultivated in warm
climates for the sake of their leaves and tuberous
root-stocks, used as articles of food.
1829 Lee tr. Ibn Batata's 'Prav. 170 We next came to

Dadkaimau . . In this arc found . . the cocoanut and colocassia.

COLOGNE.

11 ColOCOlo, -la kp\okdu \#, -tt). Native name
for the wild cat of South America {Felix col<xoio\
1880 Libr. Univ. KnawL IV. 141 Colocolo^ a large cat,

native to the north part of South America.

Colocynth ;k^lJsinb). Also 6 oolocinthis,

7 colocynthis. [ad. L. colocynthis (formerly also

in Eng. use, with pi. -UeSy and variant -ida), a.

Gr. KokoKvvBts (Dioscorides). In med.L. the Gr. kv

was commonly represented by qui, hence the forms
COLOQUINT, -IDA, q. V.]

The Bitter-apple {Citrtillus Colocynthis), a widely-

cultivated plant of the Gourd family, the fruit of
which is about the size of an orange, and contains

a light spongy and extremely bitter pulp, furnishing

the well-known purgative drug. Also the fruit of

this plant, and the drug prepared from it.

a. in Latin forms.
1565 J. Hall Hist. Expost. 49 By a little meale, the

bitternesse of eolocinthis was cored in the potage pot.

1609 Bible (Douayi 2 Kings \\. 39 He found as it were a
wilde vine, and gathered of it the colocynthides of the field

[Vulg. coiocynthidas agrt\. 1676 Grew Anat. Piants 240
The great Cathartick power of Colocynthis. 1681 tr.

Willis* Rem. Med. Wks. Voc., Colocynthida, or cotoquin-
tida, a bitter purging gourd or apple.

0. colocynth.
a 1667 Jkk. Taylor Suppl. Course Serm. (1678) 93 Abuse

your Flocks, and feed them with Colocynths and Hemlocke.
1751 Chambers Cyct. s. v. Coloquintida, Troches made of
colocynth are called trochesof alhandal. 1875 H. C. Wood

j

Therap. (18791 469 Colocynth is rarely, if ever, used alone,
but is given in combination . . with milder purgatives, to
increase their activity. t 1878 Ox/. Bible Helps 215 The
colocynth . . grows wild in profusion about Gilgal. It is

1 supposed also to be the vine of Sodom.
b. attrib.. as colocy'nth-pill\ -pith, -pulp, etc.

18x1 A. T. Thomson Lend. Disp. <i8i8) 704 Compound
Colocynth Pills. Take, .colocynth pulp, four parts.

Hence Colocy nthein, a resin -like substance

formed on boiling colocynthin with sulphuric acid.

Colocy ntliite — Colocynthin. Colocy nthitin
(see quot,).

1863-7J Watts Diet. Chew. s.v. Colocynthin. Colocynthin
boiled with acids is resolved, according to Walz, into sugar
..and colocynthein. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Colocyntkeitt.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 709 Colocynthite is

contained in the fruit of the cucumis colocynthis. 1863-7*
Watts Diet. Chem. s. v. Cotocynthitin, [When] the alcoholic
extract of bitter apple .. is treated with water, colocyn-
thitin remains undissolved. . It is soluble in ether.

Colocynthin (kfUsi-nbin). Chem. [see -in.]

The bitter principle ofcolocynth, resembling a semi-

transparent resin, and readily soluble in alcohol.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 193. 1840 Henry Elem.

Chem. II. 333 It contains the bitterness of the colocynth,
and appears . . to be a particular principle, for which he
proposes the name of colocyntine. 1876 Bartholow Mat.
Med. 11879) 481 Colocynthine is a very powerful cathartic.

Co-lo'garithm. Math. [Co- 4.] (See quot.)
1 881 WtNTwt >rth A Igebra xix. 266 The remainder

obtained by subtracting the logarithm of a number from 10
is called the cologarithm of the number, or arithmetical
complement of the logarithm of the number.

Cologne (kelJu-n). Also 4-coloyne, 4-6 coleyn,
(50ollongne\ 5-6coleyne,6 colleyne, -ayne,6-

7 collen, cullin, -en, 7-8 oolen, collin, 8 cologu,

(9 coulogneV [In F. Cologne, Ger. /Coin, MG.
Coletty Du. Keulen :—L. Colonia Agrippina, the

ancient Roman name.] Name of a German city

on the Rhine, famous in the Middle Ages on ac-

count of the shrine of the Wise Men of the East,

commonly called the Three Kings of Cologne

:

used attrib. to designate things obtained from the

city or district, esp. in early names of weapons, as

Cologne brand, sword ; also thread, etc.

t 13x0 Flemish Insurr. in Pot. Songs (Camden Soc.) igi

Into Coloyne. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne (E. K. T. S.) 2
[':<< holy and worshipfull kyngis of Coleyn. 1436 Libel in

Wright Pol. Songs II. 171 Coleyne threde, fustiane, and
canva>e. 1483 Act 1 Rich. /i/,c 10 1 1 Calle sylk or Coleyn
silk throwen or wrought. 1548 HALhChron. (xsoo* 555 Long
speres called Colleyne Clowystes. c 1550 Otterbum 200 in

Child Eng. <y Sc. Ballads Vt (1889) 298/1 They swapped
together. . Wyth swordes of fynecollayne. c 159a Eaustus in

Thorns Pr. Rom. ( 1 S58 > III. 265 Ot divers sorts, French
\ wine, Cullen wine, Crabashir wine, a 1650 rth. <y King 0/
Comivail 167 in Furniv. Percy Eolio I. 68 Collen brand lie

haue in my hand, and a Millaine knife fast by me knee.

1673 Ray Joum. Loiv C. 73 The three kings of Collen.

1805 Scott Last Minstr. vi. vii, Dickon wore a Cologne
blade.

b. Cologne earth umber, brown \ a brown
pigment obtained or prepared from lignite, origin-

ally from a bed near Cologne; Cologne yellow,
a pigment consisting of a mixture of chromate and
sulphate of lead with sulphate of lime.

1658 W. Sanderson Graphice 53 Terra lemnia, or Cullins
earth. Ibid. 55 Colens-carth. Ibid. 57 Terra-Colen is easie

to work. 1703 Art's Improv. 1. 39 Grind Collins-Karth
very fine. 1809 Sowerby Elucidation 0/ Colours 40 Terra
Sienna:, umber and Coulognes earth are cheaper. 1835 (>.

Field Chromatogr. 160 Cologn-Earth, incorrectly called

Cullen's earth. 1885 Encyd. Brit. XIX. 88 Real Vandyke
Brown, .allied to which are Cologne and Cassel Earth.

c. Cologne water «= Kau de Cologne, a per-

fumed spirit, manufactured at Cologne since i"oy ;

in U. S. often called simply Cologne.
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1841-4 Emerson Ess. Ser. n< iv. 120 Steeped in Cologne-
water, and perfumed. 1863 B. Taylor //. Thurston I. 265

Teacups, bowls, and even a cologne bottle. 1875 Howklls
Foregone Court, ix. 150 She brought her water and cologne.

Cologue, obs. f. Collogue.
Coloiero, obs. f. Caloyek.
1656 Blot;nt Glossogr., Coloieros, a sort of Grecian Monks.

Colok, obs. f. Collock.
Cololite (k^Ubit). Geol. [f. Gr. k6\ov Colon 1

+ K'iBos a stone : see -lite.] An intestine-like

mass or impression found in the oolitic rocks of

Solenhofen, and regarded as worm-casts, or as the

petrified intestines of fishes with their contents.

1837 W. Buckland Geo/. I. 200 To these remarkable fossils

he [Agassiz] has given the name of cololites. 1844 G. A.
Mantell Medals 0/ Creation II. 657. i860 Owen Palxont.

39 The Cololites of the lithographic limestone are most
probably the castings of worms.

Colornb, colompne, obs. ff. Column.

t ColO'mbe. Obs. [a. OF. colombe (10th c. in

Littre ; :—L. columb-a."] A dove.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 427/2 A colombe or dowue .

.

which openlye was seen fleynge within the chirche.

Colombier, colombine, etc. : see Colum-.
Colombo, obs. f. CALUMBA, a drug.

1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 295 The infus. gentian comp. was
ordered in lieu of the Colombo.

Colometry (kol^mitri). [ad. Gr. KwKofierpia

measurement of verses, f. kwXov Colon - + -fxerpta

measurement.] In Gr. Prosody, the measurement of

verses by cola ; hence in Palmogr. the division of

MS. texts by cola, or corresponding lengths.

1882-3 J- R- Harris in Schaflf Encyrt. Relig. Ktunvl. Ill,

2246 To form a colometry similar to stichometry. [Cf.

Colon'-'.]

Colon 1 (kJu*i£?h). [a. L. colon, a. Gr. k6\ov

food, meat, the colon. The form kw\ov found in

, MSS. is metrically incorrect {e.g. Aristoph. Eq.

455) and arose from confusion with kw\ov a limb
or member (Lidd. and Sc.). Cf. F. colon.']

1. Anal. The greater portion of the large intes-

tine, extending from the caecum to the rectum. It

ascends by the right kidney {right lumbar or ascend-

ing colon), passes below the liver to the spleen

{transverse colon), and descends to the left kidney

{left lumbar or descending colon), whence it extends

(as the sigmoid flexure, or left iliac colon) to the

commencement of the rectum. + Formerly, popu-
larly, the belly or guts ; To feed or satisfy colon :

to appease hunger.
1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. v. xlii. (1495) 158 The

thyrde grete gutte highte Colon . . is joyned fast to the
nether openynge of all the body. 1541 R. Copland Guy-
don's Quest. Cliinerg., The fyrste hyght Esac, the seconde
Colon. 1622 Massinger & Dekker Virgin Martyrui. 'm,

Mine eyes . . curse my feet for not ambling up and down
to feed Colon. 1631 HcTWOOO Maid of t/te West 11. iv.

Wks. 1874 II. 393 What trick have you to satisfie Colon?
1656 S. Holland Zara (1719) 8 Our Champions ..Colon
cramm'd with an accustom'd vacuity. 1670 Phil. Trans. V.

2097 One Colon or Colick gut. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I.

306 A calculus, weighing several ounces, found in the colon
of a horse. 184a E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. 516. 1872
Huxley Phys. vi. 150.

b. Entom. The second (usually wider) portion

of the intestine of an insect.

1836-9 G. Newport in Todd Encyrt. Anat. II. 971/2 s.v. In-
sect, It [the stomach] then is continued backwards as a long
ilium and terminates in a muscular banded colon without a
distinct rectum. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. 409.
1888 Rolleston & Jackson 139.

Colon 2 (kJ"'l^n). [a. L. colon, a. Gr. k&Xov
limb, member or clause of sentence, portion of
strophe.]

||
1. In Gr. Rhetoric and Prosody, a member or

section of a sentence or rhythmical period ; hence
in Palaeography, a clause or group of clauses

written as a line, or taken as a standard of measure
in ancient MSS. or texts, plur. cola.
1589 [see 2]. 1882 W. Blades Caxton 126 The Greek

grammarians . . called a complete sentence a period, a limb
was a colon, and a clause a comma. 1883 J. R. Harris in

Amer.Jml. P/iilol. IV. 151 From Suidas we find that when
the oti'xos forms a complete clause it is known as a colon.
Ibid. 152 The methods employed in breaking up the text of
Demosthenes into cola and periods. Ibid., Colon-writing is

sometimes accompanied by colometry.

fig. a 1658 Cleveland Poems, Against Sleep 19 Sleep!
the Days Colon, many Hours of Bliss Lost in a wide
Parenthesis.

2. A punctuation-mark consisting of two dots
placed one above the other [ : ] usually indicating
a discontinuity of grammatical construction greater
than that marked by the semicolon, but less than
that marked by the period, plur. colons.
Its best defined use is to separate clauses which are gram-

matically independent and discontinuous, but between
which there is an apposition or similar relation of sense.
Thus it may introduce an antithetic statement, an illustra-
tion, extract, etc. But 1

its use is not very exactly fixed ;

it was used before punctuation was refined, to mark almost
any sense less than a period ' (J.). It is also employed to
divide prose into metrical periods for chanting.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. iv. [v.] (Arb.) 88 The

auncient reformers of language, invented, three manner of
pauses. .The second they called colon, not a peece but as it

were a member for his larger length, because it occupied

twise as much time as the comma. 1616 Bullokar, Colon,

A marke of a sentence not fully ended which is made_with

two prickes. 1684 H. More Answer 60 This plainly is not

perfect sense . . unless you take away the Colon. 1748 J.

Mason Elocut. 24 A Comma Stops the Voice while we may
privately tell one, a Semi Colon two ; a Colon three : and
a Period four. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Others say, a
colon is to be used when the sense is perfect, but the sen-

tence not concluded. 1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5)

I. 403 The Colon is used to divide a sentence into two or

more parts, less connected than those which are separated

by a semicolon. 1882 W. Blades Caxton 125 ICaxton] em-
ployed three points, the comma, the colon, and the period

or full point.

Co'lon :i
. rare. Also 7 colone. [a. F. colon

:—L. colon-its, f. colore to till.] A husbandman.
1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Hist. Ivstine Gg 5 a, His father

was a Colone or tenant to the famous Senat Aurefius.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1676) 22/2 To
see . . a country colone toil and moil. 1808 J. Barlow
Columb. 1. 737 To aid the colon's as the carrier's toil, To
drive the coulter and to fat the soil.

f Colon 4. Obs. [ad. F. colonne : cf. Collon,

Colonne] = Column (of mercury\
1765 Spry Barometer in Phil, Trans. LV. 84 The small

bowl at the top . . renders it far less liable to break by the

mercury's ascent, the bowl giving it an immediate expanse
from the colon.

Colonate (IwlJa'n^t). [ad. late L. coloudt-us

the condition of a rustic, f. colonus ; cf. F. colonaf.]

In the later Rom. Empire, the condition of a

peasant or serf who could not be bought or sold,

but who was inseparably bound to the soil.

Colonder : see Coliandeh.

Colonel (ki>\ineTf , sb. Forms : a. 6 coronelle,

corronel, 6-7 coronell, 7 -all, corronell; 0.

6-7 colonell, 6-8 collonell, (7 colenel), 7-8

collonel, 6- colonel. [In 16th c. coronel. a. F,

coronnel also coronel, couronnel, and later colonnel},

ad. It. colonnello, colouello chief commander of a

regiment, f. colonua Column: cf. colonnello, co-

lon{n clla * a litjie cohimne or pillcr' in Florio
;

also la compagnia colonnclla, Fr. la compagnie

colonelle, or simply la colonelle, the first company
of a regiment of infantry. ' The colonel was so

called, because leading the little column or com-
pany at the head of the regiment' (Skeat). The
early Fr. coronel (whence also Sp. coronel) was due
to the dissimilation of /-/, common in Romanic,
though popular etymology associated it with

corona, courouue crown. It is still dialectal (see

Littre\ but was supplanted in literary use, late

in 1 6th c, by the more etymological colonnel \

and under this influence and that of translations

of Italian military treatises colonel also appeared

in Eng. c 1580. JrThe two forms were used in-

differently by Barret, Holland, Decker, and others
;

coronel was the prevailing form till 1630, but

disappeared in writing (' 1650. Of 89 quots.

examined before this date, 56 have coronel, 33
colonel, thus distributed: up to 1590 coronel 21,

colonel 1
; 1591-1630 cor- 31, col- 22

; 1631-50
cor- 4, col- 10; 1651- cor- o. In 17th c. colonell

was trisyllabic, and was often accented (in verse)

on the last syllable. But by 1669 it began to be

reduced in pronunciation to two syllables, coVnel

(according to Jones Pract: Phonography, 1701,
ko'lnel), as recorded by Dr. Johnson l75S~73»
and repeated without remark by Todd 1818 ; in

Faiquhar's Sir Harry Wildair (1701) it appears

familiarly abbreviated to coll. But app. the

earlier coronel had never died out of popular use

;

Dr. A. J. Ellis Eng. Pronuuc. 1074/2 cites Dyche
1 7 10 for (kfwnel), Buchanan 1766 for (kpunil),

Sheridan 1780 for (kyunel) the pronunciation now
established, though apparently not yet universal

in 1 816. Cf. the following examples :

1548 T. Fisher in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. iv. III. 296 Certen
of the worthiest Almaynes at the desire of their coronell .

.

reentred the same. 1583 T. STOCKS* Civ. Warres Lowe C.

1, 82 b, 16 ensignes of Almaynes, whose Colonel was the

Count of Guerstein. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres 250
Colonell or Coronell, a French word, is the commander of a
regiment of certaine companies of souldiers, called with the

Spaniards Maestre del Campo. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
(1638) tii The Colenels, Captains, and other martial men.
1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife 11. u, Prithee Coronel, How do
thy companies fill now? 163a Chapman & Shirley Ball \,

Enter the Coronell. 1647 R. Stapylton Jtwenal 283 The
great court favorite, Pans, sells The major's place and colo-

nel's. 1656 Cowley Davideis iv. 549 'Till Uz and Jathan
their stout Colonels [ed. 1710 col'nels] fell. 1691 New Disc.

Old Intreague xv. 4 For equal Falshood, equal Fate befell,

This dub'd a Knight, and that a Collonel. 1701 Farquhar
Sir H. Wildair 1. i. 4 Ay, the Coll. has made his Fortune
with a witness. Ibid. 11. ii, 15 I'm a pretty Gentleman.
Coll., where 's your wife? 1713 Swift Cadenusfy V., Many a
shaft, Pointed at col'nels, lords, and beaux. 18x6 C. James
Mil. Diet. (ed. 4> 116 Both the English and Scotch, but

particularly the latter, pronounce the word Coronel, and
so do the Irish. 1816 'Qui// Grand Master VH. 177 If a

tyrannic low-bred Colonel Would be a martinet infernal.

1825 J. Neal Bra. Jonathan III. 14 Our cawnel.J

1. The superior officer of a regiment, whether of

infantry or cavalry. He ranks above the Lieutenant

Colonel, on whom, in the British army (except in

;

the Artillery and Engineers), the command of the

regiment generally devolves, and below the general

I officer, who is attached to no one regiment. The
title is often honorary, and conferred upon dis-

tinguished officers or princes of royal blood.

1548-83 [see above]. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres^ iv. i.

116 In the time of. . Henrie the eight, .those were intituled

Colonels, or as some will, Coronets, which the Spaniardes

do call Maestcrs de Campo. 1608 Capt. Smith ititle), A
true relation of such occurrences .. as hath hapned in Vir-

ginia .. written by Captain Smith, Coronell of the said

Collony. 163a Massinger Maid of Honour 111. i, Desert

may make a serjeant to a colonel. 1745 Observ. cone. J\avy

44 Colonels of Regiments of Foot had an annual Income
never less than twelve hundred Pounds. 1814WELLINGTON
in Gurw. Disp. XII. 46 The regiment to be commanded by
a Colonel and each of the Battalions by a Lieutenant Colo-

nel or Major. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 77
Colonel Smith applied for a reinforcement. 1881 J. Gkant
Cameronians I. i. 5 Sir Piers .. bad been appointed .. full

colonel of the old regiment.

b. Used to render various ancient military titles,

as x i
^'iaPX°Si tribunus, magister equitum, etc.

I 555 I'ardle facialis 11. x. 211 The grande Coronelle that

had charge ouer ten thousande. 1598 Grenkwey Tacitus'
' Ann. 1. x. (1622) 19 C. Cetronius, Colonel of the first legion.

1600 Holland Lh-y iv. xviii, 151 The Coronell of the Caval-

lerie {magister equitum], with his cornets of horse. 1623

Bingham Xenophon 126 Next day he sent for the Coronels

and Captaines of the Annie. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T.

Actsxxiv. 22 When I have spoke with Colonel Lysias of the

Tumults, I will judge the cause.

2. Angling. A kind of artificial salmon-fly.

1867 F. Francis Angling x. (i88o> 342 There are two uni-
' forms which the Colonel rejoices in.

3. attrib. and in Comb., as colonel-commandant

:

f colonel-ensign, the colours of a colonel or his

,

regiment, also the bearer ofthese colours ;
colonel-

general, an officer placed at the head of all the

; troops of one army.

1577 87 Holinshei) Scat. Chron. 11S06) II. 255 A gentle-

man which bare the said monsieur de la ChapeIlehis*coronell

ensigne. 1670 Cotton Espcmon 11. v. 228 Lieutenant^

;

Ensigns, Colonel-Ensigns [1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshcd
III. 1993 2 Piero Strozzi, coronelle of three ensigns of

Italians]. 1595 Maynarde Drake's Voy. (Hakluyt Soc.) 6

Sir Thomas Baskerville, our coronell-generall was of theyr

counsayle. 1628 K. Markham (Uile\ Description of. .Sir

John Burgh, Colonell Generall of his Majesties Annie. 1701

Loud. Gaz. No. 3700/3 Colonel-General of the Swiss. 1827

Southey Hist. Pemtts. War II. 204 The colonel-com-

mandant of the French. 1884 Buscii in Harpers Mag.
May 855/2 He. .was. .made colonel-general, with the rank

of field-marshal.

Colonel, V, [f. prec. sb.] trans. To make a

I colonel of, style * Colonel ; intr. to play the

I colonel (see Colonelling).
1687 R. L'Estrange Brief Hist. Times 1. 81 The Wit-

I

nesses. .were All-to-be Colonell'd, Doctor *d, Captain'd, and

I

Squir'd, for the Credit of the Story.

Colonelcy ,ki>jnelsi;. [f. Colonel, after

I
lieutenancy, etc.: see -cv.] The post, rank, or

\
commission of colonel.

1797 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1845) II. 446 Your good
father tells me you are in great hopes of the Lieutenant-

Colonelcy. 1864 Lowell Eireside Trav. 68 He.. might

not accept a colonelcy of filibusters. 1876 Green Short

\ Hist. ix. 689 The colonelcy of the Royal Life Guards.

Colone'lling, vbl. sb. [from assumed vb. to

Colonel : see -ing A Hudibrastic expression

for: Acting or playing the colonel ; in later times,

sometimes taken humorously as * trying to raise a

regiment, beating about for soldiers'.

In Hudibras, probably traceable to that early stage of

the Civil War when it was carried on with little general

plan, and the doings of Colonel This and Colonel That
(notably Colonel Cromwelb were conspicuous,—being in-

dependent manifestations of warlike energy, not parts of a
strategic whole. (Edith Thompson.)
1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 14 Then did Sir Knight abandon

dwelling, And out he rode a ColonelHng. 1691 Southerne
Sir A. Lave \. i, I robb'd my keeper . . and under thy dis-

cretion, came a Collonelling after him here into France.

a 1745 Swiet Songs Ball. (1807 1 106 No subject fit to try

your wit When you went colonelling. 1836 Gen. P. Thomp-
son Exerc. (1842) IV. 72 A man is not to fjo out * colonel-

ling '. .in search of remote wrongs and dubious grievances.

1853 Stocqueler Mil. Encycl., Colonelling, beating about

for soldiers. A familiar phrase. 1859 F. Mahoney Ret.

father Prout 480 A truce to war ! a long release From
' colonelling !' 1881 Stevenson Virg. Puerisquc 89.

Colonelship (ki>'jneljip). arch. For forms see

Colonel, [f. Colonel + -ship.] = Colonelcy.

Also, the personality of a colonel : cf. lordship.

1591 Garrard Art Warre 151 The rest of the ensigne

bearers under his collonnelship. 1598 Florio, Calonellato,

a coronell-ship, the office of a coronell. 1625 Massinger

New Way m. ii, Spite of his lordship, and his colonelship.

1629 S'herlageubas/i 23 The Coronelship . . is giuen vnto

Count Maurits. a 1745 Swift (J.), Colonelship was coming

fast upon him. 186a Carlyle fredk. Gt. ix. ii, For all his

gravity and Colonelship, it would appear the old spirit of

frolic has not quitted him.

fCo'loner. Obs. [f. F. colon or L. coldn~us +
-eh.] = Colonist.
1600 Holland tr. Livy 1 it. iv. go That multitude . . with-

drew from the Romanes the allegeance of the Coloners and
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inhabitants there. 1610 — Camden's Brit. 1. 138 Part of it

.
.
they made over to coloners and new inhabitant*.

t Coloness. [Either short for coloneless, or an
error for it. Cf. F. colondh female colonel or

colonel's wife.] A female colonel.
1667 Lomi. Gaz. No. 194/3 The Wife of Colonel Motta .

.

commanded as a Coloness amongst the Women.
Colonette, obs. f. Colonnette.
Colonial (kf>IJ"-nial), a. (si.) [f. L. coldnia
Colony + -al : so in mod.Fr.]
A. adj.

1. Of, belonging to, or relating to a colony, or
{spec.) the British colonies ; in American history,

of or belonging to the thirteen British colonies
which became the United States, or to the time
while they were still colonies.

[75573 n°t in Johnson.] 1796 Burke Regie. Peace iv.

n aH our Colonial Councils. 1846 M'Culloch
Acc. Brit. Empire (18541 II. 13 Coffee, indigo, spices, and
other foreign and colonial articles. 1858 Longf. Phantom
Ship i, In Mather's Magna! ia Chri^ti Of the old colonial
time. 1875 jKVONSJ^mrf (1878)1*1 In foreign and colonial
mints. X876 Humphreys Coin-Coll. Man. xxiii. 308 The
colonial was a form of provincial government which pre-
vailed in the Augustan age. 1884 Standard 28 Feb. 5/1 In
defiance of the expressed wishes of the Colonial Office.

2. Biol. Forming a colony (see Colony 8).
1885 H. N, Most ley in Times 16 Jan. 5/5 Colonial animals

were animals consisting in an aggregation of individuals of
the same species. Another term often used . . was . . com-
pound animals. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life
725 The colonial Anthozoa.

B. sb.

1. An inhabitant of a colony ; = Colonist i b.
1865 Erasers Mag. Oct. 433 The colonials are as sensitive

to home criticisms as the Yankees. 1885 Fkoude Oceana
xviii, The rising generation of colonials.

2. Often used ellipt.,^. for colonial hishop^colonial
product, etc., the sb. being supplied by the context.
1886 Daily A/fWf 13 Dec. 2/6 Best skins, .sell readily, while

the finer colonials have receded slightly.

Colonialism kfrltTu-nializ'm). [f. prec. + -ism.]

1. The practice or manner of things colonial.
1864 Eliz. Murray E. Nonnan I. 48, I daresay she will
be a nice motherly person, and untainted by colonialism.
1883 American VI. 46 The narrow trammels of colonialism.

b. A practice or idiom peculiar to or charac-
teristic of a colony. Cf. provincialism.)
1887 Mrs. D. Daly Digging

«fr
Squatting 239 To use a

colonialism, ' the place was going ahead '.

2. The colonial system or principle.
1886 Dicey Eng. Case agst. Home Rule (ed. 2) 273 English

Colonialism works well enough. 1889 Stamford 20 May
3/1 .There are three competing influences at work in South
Africa. .Colonialism, Republicanism, and Imperialism.

Colonialist, rare- 1
, [f. as prec. + -ist.] An

adherent of a colonial system.
1813 Examiner 18 Jan. 34/2 Not continuing to conduct

themselves like submissive colonialists.

Colonialize (k^wniafoiz), v. notue-wd. [f.

Colonial + -ize.] trans. To make colonial.
1864 Eliz. Murray E. Norman I. it>a If you remain here,

in a few years you will be colonialized.

Colonially (k^lJu*niali , adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY -.] In a colonial manner; in relation to the
colonies.

1843 Tattt Mag. X. 599 Mr. Hood, .looks, .rather coloni-
ally at certain subjects. 1843 Blaclnv. Mag. LIV. 647 The
quantity of yarn, .exported colonially.

Colonialness. rare- 1
. Colonial quality.

1886 Lond. Q. Re-.'. Oct. 189 The dreariness of Manitoba
or the unpleasant colonialness of Australia.

Coloniarch (kffldu-niajk). nonce-wd. [f. L.
cotoni-a colony + -archa =» Gr. ~ap\ijs\ cf. patri-
arch.'] A ruler or founder of a colony.
1808 I. Harlow Columb. nr. 517 That great coloniarch

[Raleighl Must yield the palm.

Coloniate, sb. Roman Hist. [f. L. coldnia +
-ate : cf. senate.] The body constituting a Roman
colony. Also attrib. or as adj.
1866 J. B. Rose Virgil 1 We find, .the new coloniate ex-

claiming—'out Old Colonist
!

' Ibid., The Praetorian system,
in which the coloniate system merged.

t Colonical, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. colonic-us

pertaining to husbandmen (f. coldn-us Colon 3) +
-a L.J Of or pertaining to husbandmen or tillage.
11641 Spklman Eends *r Tenures xxv. (R.), Colonical

services were those which were done by the Ceorls and
Socmen (that is husbandmen) to their lords.

Colonist (kf lonist). [f. Colonize: see -1ST.]

1. a. One who colonizes or settles in a new
country ; one who takes part in founding a colony

;

a member of a colonizing expedition, b. An in-

habitant of a colony.
1701 J. Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 68 If good

colonists were brought into them. 1774 Burke Amer. Tax.
Wks. 1852 III. i79When..you revived the scheme of taxa-
tion, and thereby filled the minds of the colonists with new
jealousy. 1816 Southey Poet's Pilgr. iv. 41 To convey
The adventurous colonist beyond the seas. 1856 Froude
IlisL Eng. (1858) II. viii. 243 The Roman military colonists
remained Roman alike on the Rhine and on the Euphrates.
1876 Green Short Hist. viii. 490 Among the English
colonists of North America.
2. transf. An animal or plant which has quite

established itself in a place where it is not indi-

genous.

1878 Hooker Stud. Etora Pref. 7 To the doubtfully in-
digenous species I have added Watson's opinion as to whether
they are 1 colonists ' or 4 denizens '. Ibid. xlii. 213 Chrysan-
themum scgetum. .cultivated fields; a colonist. Watson.
Colonitis (Monaitis). Med. [Unetymologi-

cally f. Colon l + -ITIS ; the proper etymological
form is Colitis.] Inflammation of the colon.
1834 Good Study Med. (ed. 4* II. 240 Dr. Ballinghall has

distinguished it by the name of Colonitis. 1846 G. Day tr.

Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 391 In gastritis, colonitis.

Colonizable 'VlonaizabT, a. [f. Colonize
+ -able.] Capable of being colonized.
1864 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. II. 203 By the occupation

of . . colonizable territory. 1883 G. Allen Colin Clout's
Garden xxxvii. 211 To every part of the colonizable world.

Colonization k^lonaiz^jan). [f. Colonize +
-ation.] The action of colonizing or fact of being
colonized ; establishment of a colony or colonies.
1770 Burke Pres. Discont. Wks. 1852 III. 113 Our growth

by colonization, and by conquest. 1849 Grote Greece n.
xxii. led. 2) III. 465 The stream of Grecian colonisation to
the westward, .begins from the 11th Olympiad. 1875 Jowf.tt
Plato (ed. >) V. 59 Colonization is in some ways easier when
the colony is drawn from one country.

b. with of.

1776 Adam Smith W. X. iv. vii. § 3 init., The discovery
and colonisation of America. 1861 Goldw. Smith Irish
Hist.gg James carried on the colonization of Ireland. 1867
Freeman Xorm. Conq. (1876) I. iv. 191 Some real Danish
colonization of the peninsula.

c. attrib. Colonization scheme : see next.
1837 H r. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. m The chief officers

of the Colonisation Society. Ibid. , The Colonisation scheme
. .and the abolition scheme.

Coloniza tionist. [f. prec. + -1ST.] An ad-
herent or advocate of colonization : spec, in U. S.
Hist. An advocate of the colonization ofAfrica by
emancipated slaves and free negroes from America,

I as a solution of the slavery question there.

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 132 He is a colomsa-
tionist, and desires that the general government should
purchase the slaves ..and ship them off to Africa. 1850

1 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xv. 133 The doctor.. was a
staunch cotonisationist. 185a Erasers Mag. XLVI. 525.

Colonize (k^rlonaiz , v. Also -ise. [f. stem of

;
L. colon-us, colon-ia and Eng. Colony + -ize ; cf.

mod.K. coloniser.]

1. trans. To settle a country) with colonists; to
plant or establish a colony in,

1622 Bacon Advt. Holy War{].\ The farther occupation
and colonizing of those countries, c 1645 Howell Lett. 1 it.

ix, They that would thus colonize the stars with In-
habitants. 1780 Coxe Russ. Disc. 4 The Southern district
was conquered and colonised. 1868 Gladstone Juv. Mundi
ii. (1870) 49 The descendant of Kadmos, who had colonised
Thebes from Phoenicia, absol. 1807 Southey Espriella's
Lctt.ii$ni I. 252 It is a part of the English system to
colonize with criminals. 1868 J. E. T. Rogers Pol. Econ.
xix. (18761 259 Though the government does not colonise, it

watches over emigration.

2. To establish in a colony.
1816 Shelley Let. to Peacock 28 July, These [seeds] I

mean to colonize in my garden. 1840 I- Blanchard in Xetv
Monthly Mag. LX. 411 The thousands of inthralled and
helpless residents colonized north of Hyde-park.
3. intr. To form or establish a colony or settle-

ment ; to settle. Also transf. of animals and
plants; cf. Colonist 2.

1817 Byron in Moore Life 358, I write, .from the banks of
the Brenta. . where I have colonised fbr six months to come.
18*9 Southey in Q. Rev. XLI. 416 To colonize in Africa .

.

was the first wish of his heart. 186a Ansted Channel 1st.

11. ix. (ed. 2) 206 The former bird has tried two or three
times to colonize.

Hence Colonized ///. a.
y
Colonizing' vbL sb,

ami ///. a.

16*j [sec il 163a Lithgow Trav.x. 431 Our collomzd
plantators there, t 1645 Howell Lett. 11650) I. 169 The
colonizing of the Indies, and the wars of Flanders, have
much drained this country of people. 1805 Southey in Ann.
Rev. III. 70 An adventurous and colonizing people. 1859
De Quincey Ceylon Wks. XII. 3 This colonising genius of
the British people. 1880 A. R. Wallace 1st. Life xxiii.

.1
-

. The aggressive and colonising power of the Scandina-
vian flora.

Colonizer (k^ lonaizaj). One who colonizes.

1817 G. S. Faber Eight Dissert. (1845) I. 149 Certain other
warlike colonisers. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. VI. xxx.
92 The oldest colonizers of the Delaware were Swedes.
1880 A. R. Wallace 1st. Life xxii, 472 Alpine plants possess
two advantages as colonisers.

Colonnade tylon^-d). Also 8 collonade, 8-9
colon-. [a.K. colonnade , (.colonne column, app. after

It. colonnato, f. colonna column, pillar : see •AHB.1

1. Arch. A series of columns placed at regular

intervals, and supporting an entablature.
1718 Lady M . W. Montague Lett. 1 1. 68 The vast palaces

. . joined together by a magnificent colonnade. 17*5 Pope
Odyss. 111. 511 Beneath the pompous colonade. 1833 P.

Nicholson Pract. Build. 485 Porticos and colonnades sur-
rounding squares and markets. x8$6 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Stonehenge Wks. (Bohm II. 123 Stonehenge is a circular
colonnade with a diameter of a hundred feet.

2. transf. A similar row of trees or other objects. '

1784 Cowper Task 1. 252 Not distant far, a length of Colon*
1

nade . .These chesnuts rang'd in corresponding lines. 1790— Poplar Eield 2. 1796 Sir J. Banks in Morse Amer.
Geog. II. 172 Ranges of natural pillars, .standing in natural
colonnades. 1830 J. G. Strutt Sylva Brit. 59 The Elm is \

peculiarly fitted for 1 the length of colonnade 1 which our 1

forefathers loved to make.

Colonnaded (M6n^-ded , a. [f. prec. + -ed 2.]

Furnished with or having a colonnade.
1815 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. III. 59 The beautifully

colonnaded mint. 1831 Capt. Trelawney Adv. » 'omigcr

I

Son II. 127 The house.. was colonaded. 1855 Tennyson
j

Daisy xiv, Sombre, old, colonnaded aisles.

Colonna'do, obs. var. of Colonnade : see -ado.
-7*5 W. Halfpenny Sound Building 55 Collonadoes. .in-

serted only to shew the Use of Raking.Arches.

t Colonne. Obs. [F. : cf. Colon.] -= Column.
1678 tr. Gaya's Art War II. 107 Colonne or Pillar is the

Hie of an Army when it marches.

Colonnette Monet;, [a. F. colonnelte, dim.
of colonne Column.]
1. Arch. A small column.
1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. I. 155 The delicate colo-

nettes which decorate the mullions of windows. 1885 A the-
naeum 6 June 731/3 Colonnettes of ruddy porphyry.
2. Anat. A slender column of bone, etc.
187a Cohen Dis. Throat 183 This network consists of

colonnettes of greater or lesser size,

Colonur, obs. f. Colander.
Colony Vloni), sb. Also 6-7 colonie, 7

collony. [ME. colonie, ad. .partly through OF.
colonie') L. coldnia, f. coldn-us tiller, farmer, culti-

vator, planter, settler in a new country.
L. coldnia had thus the senses of ' farm ' landed estate ',

' settlement ', and was esp. the proper term for a public
settlement of Roman citizens in a hostile or newly conquered
country, where they, retaining their Roman citizenship,
received lands, and acted as a garrison, being mostly formed
of veteran soldiers who had served their time ; hence it was
applied to the place so occupied, or to towns which were
raised to the same rank and privileges. Among the nine
Roman colonic in Britain, were London, Bath, Chester,
Lincoln. The Roman writers further used their word
coldnia to translate Gr. avourfa a settlement of airotKot,

lit, * pe'ople from home ', /. e. a body of emigrants who
settled abroad as an independent self-governed wbAic or
state, unconnected with the nrjT^on-oAu or mother city save
by religious ties. But in later Greek it was app. felt that
the ofl-outta was not properly equivalent to the Roman
coldnia, which was therefore used untranslated as koAupui
(Acts xvL i2». It was esp. in reference to the Roman
coldnix that the word made its first appearance in the mod.
langs., as in 14th c. French in Bercheure (see Littre). In
Eng., Wyclif used it in Acts xvi. 12, but this was app. a
mere literalism, and was not continued in the 16th c versions.
Its modern application to the planting of settlements, after
Roman or Greek precedents, in newly discovered lands,
was made, in the i6thc, by Latin and Italian writers, whose
works were rendered into English by Richard Eden.]

I. After Roman use.

+L A farm, estate in the country; a rural settle-

ment. Obs.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. i2The rural! people abandon-
ing their colonies fled for rescue into the citie. 1613 Hey*
wood Brazen Age 11. ii, TheCoIIomes into the Citties flye,

And till immurd, they thinke themselues not safe. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Colonie. .Also a Grange or Farm, where
husbandry is kept.

2. Applied to a Roman coldnia.
138a Wyclif Acts xvi. 12 To Philippis, that is the firste

part of Macedonye, the citee colonye {Vulg. colonia; Gr.
KoAwft'a ; Tinoale, Cranmer, a free citie; Geneva whose
inhabitants came from Rome to dwell there ; Rheims a
coldnia; 1611 a Colonic Rheims, 1583, explains ' coldnia
Is such a citie where the most inhabitants are strangers,
sent thither from the great cities and states, namely from
the Romans'). 1600 Holland Lwy i47(R.)When they had
registered and placed the coloners, they remained still them-
selves in the same colonie. 1616 Bullokar, Among the
Romans, .the place to which they were sent was called by
the name of Colonie. 1761 Gibbon Decl. * II. xviL ai
Bestowed on the rising city the title of Colony, the first

and most favoured daughter of ancient Rome.

3. Applied to a (ireek dir«*(a.

1580 North Plutarch (1676) 562 He draue out the bar-
barous People, and made a Colony of it, of sundry Nations.
1611 Bible Wisd. \\\. 7 That the land .. might receiue a
worthy colonic [atrouctar, Coverd. be a dwelhnge] of Gods
children. 17*8 Newton Chrouol. Amended 1. 126 The
( ;rcek> Inrgan . . to send Colonies into Sicily. 1839 Thirl-
wall Greece I. 387 From the Greek colonies in Europe,
Africa, and Asia. 1849 Grote Greece 11. xxii. (ed. 2) III.

474 The earliest Grecian colony in Italy or Sicily, of which
we know the precise date, is placed about 735 B.C. Ibid.

ti. xxvii. IV. 39 Thera was the mother-city [of the colony
KyreneJ, herself a colony from Laceda-mon.

II. In modem application.

4. A settlement in a new country ; a body of

people who settle in a new locality, forming a com-
munity subject to or connected with their parent

state ; the community so formed, consisting of the

original settlers and their descendants and succes-

sors, as long as the connexion with the parent state

is kept up.
1548-9 Compi. Scot. x. (1872)82 To preue that Scotland

va* ane colone of ingland quhen it vas fyrst inhabit. 1555
Eden Decades 11. 1. 56 <fr. Latin of Peter >Iartyr 1 5161, Vppon
the bankes. .they (Pizarro, etc.] entended to playnte their
newe colonie or habitacion. Ibid. 252 (fr. Italian) Which
thynge they (Christian Princes] myght easely brynge to
passe by assignynge colonies to inhabite dyuers places of
that hemisphene, in tyke maner as dyd the Romanes in

provinces newely subdued. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vtti.

ii. 612 O name Colon ..which to the worlds end hast con-

ducted Colonies. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxii. 118
Colonies sent from England, to plant Virginia, etc. 1775
Burke S'p. Cottc. Amer. Wks. III. 73 The colonies . . com-
plain, that they are taxed in a Parliament in which they are

not represented. 1883 Seeley Expans. Eng. 38 By a
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colony we understand a community which is not merely
derivative, but which remains politically connected in a
relation of dependence with the parent community,

b. The territory peopled by such a community.
(In early use not clearly distinguished.)

1612 DaVIES Why Ireland, etc. 117871 37 Neither did he
extend the jurisdiction, .further than the English colonies,

wherein it was used . .before. 1632 Massinger CityMadam
(It iii, They have lived long In the English colony. 1758
Johnson Idler No. 35 F 3 A ship stored for a voyage to the
colonies. x888 Daily News 4 Jan. 2/3 Since our last

telegram heavy rains have been general in the colonies.

5. trans/. A number of i>eople of a particulate
title-pages and cotophons.

,. ... . J .
l

..
r

. Hence Colophomze v., to prov
nationality residing in a foreign city or country * 1

a body of

letters of gold. 1824 Ibid, (1840) I. 187 note, The volume
has this colophon. 'Here endeth the lyfe of the moost
ferefullest and unniercy fullest and myschevous Robert the
devill which was afterwards called the servaunt of our Lorde
Jhesu Cryste. Emprinted in Fletestrete in [at] the sygne
of the sonne by Wynkyn de Worde.' 1816 Scott Antiq. i,

The volume was uninjured and entire from title-page to
colophon. 18. . De Morgan Difficulty of Descr. Bks. (L.),

When the colophon, or final description, fell into disuse .

.

since the titlepage had become the principal direct means
of identifying the book. 1884 Sala in Illnst. Loud. News

May 519/2 A literary vampire—who collects nothing but

(especially in one quarter or district)

people ofthe same occupation settled among others,

or inhabiting a particular locality, b. The district

or quarter inhabited by such a body of people.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 31 P 3 To furnish us every Year
with a Colony of Musicians. 1737 Swift Badges to Beggars,
Colonies of beggars. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax, Ch. (1858)

II. xiii. 265 A colony of monks. 1885 Daily News 4 Nov.
5/6 The freehold 'colonies' [in the Potteries] .. show no
mean taste in architecture and decoration. Mod, A well-

known member of the English colony at Moscow.
6. trans/, and fig. of animals, etc.

1658 Sir T. Browns Ilydriot. iii. 17 The Earth whereof
all things are but a colony. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg.
iv, 28 Calls out the vent'rous Colony to swarm, 1713
Warder True Amazons 105 To keep Bees in Boxes'or
Colonies. 1760 Life A dv. ofCat 6 The other species are
as fond of forming colonies as we are. 1840 Dickens Bam.
Riidge i, Colonies of sparrows chirped, .in the eaves.

7. Geol. Applied by Barrande to a group of fossil

forms appearing exceptionally in a formation other

than that of which they are characteristic.

1859-78 Darwin Orig. Spec. xi. (ed. 6) 291 The so-called
1 colonies ' of M. Barrande, which intrude for a period in the
midst of an older formation and then allow the pre-existing
fauna to reappear. 1885 Geikie Text Bk.Geol. v. § 6. 618.

8. Biol. An aggregate of individual animals or

plants, forming a physiologically connected struc-

ture, as in the case of the compound ascidians,

coral-polyps, etc.

1872 Nicholson Pat&ont. 192 The external investment of
the colony—the ' ccencecium ' or

'
polyzoarium '. 1888 Rolles-

ton & Jackson Anita. Life 323 A Tapeworm is not a colony
composed of an asexual head and sexual proglottides or
segments. Ibid. 725 [In the colonial Anthozoa] The zooids
. .then usually form a massive colony in which the indi-
viduals are united by a plentiful common basis or ccenosarc.

9. attrib., = Colonial.
1776 Adam Smith IV. N. II. iv. vii. 177 The colony trade

has been continually increasing. 1780 Burke Sp. Econ. Ref.
Wks. III. 320 In the management of the colony politicks.

Colony, v. rare. [f. prec] trans. To colonize.
Ogilvie cites Fanshaw.
Colop(e, -ppe, obs. ff. Collop.

Coloph-, Colophon-, abbreviations of Colo-
phony, used as stems for names of related chemical
substances, as Co'lophene, (C» H«) an oily colour-

less liquid obtained by distilling oil of turpentine

with strong sulphuric acid. Colophilene, Deville's

name for the hydrocarbon obtained by treating

hydrochlorate of colophene with baryta. Colo-
pho-lic acid (see quot.). Colophonate, a salt of
a colophonic acid. Colophonic acids, the resinous

acids present in colophony. CoTophonin (see

quot.). Colophonone, an oil produced by the
dry distillation of colophony.
1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 1086 Colophene is an aro-

matic oil . . exhibiting by reflected light a dark indigo-blue
iridescence. Ibid. 1087 Colopholic acid, .the constituent of
colophony which is least soluble in alcohol. 1838 T. Thomson
Chem.prg. Bodies 526 Rose, .analyzed the colophonates of
silver and lead. Ibid., A brown resin, possessing more
powerful acid characters, to which Unverdorben has given
the name of colophonic acid. 1863-72 Watts Diet. Chent.
L 1087 Colophonic acids . . pinic, pimaric, sylvic, and colo-
pholic. 1879 fWflfc 1st Suppl. 482 When old essence of resin
. .is washed with water and the wash-water is evaporated
colophonin hydrate . . is obtained. 1863-72 Ibid. I. 1087
Colophonone . .is colourless, mobile, highly refractive.

Colophane (kfrUtem). Chem. Also -phan.
[a. F. colophane, incorrect form of earlier colophone
(16th c. in Pare).] m Colophony.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 526 The uncrystal-

lizable resin of colophan, called silvic acid. 1863-72 Watts
Diet. Chem. I. 1086 [Inaccurately limited to one variety]

Colophany, erroneous form of Colophony.
1839 in Ure Diet. Arts s.v. [in later edd. colop/iony].

Colophon (kfrtffpn). [a. late L. colophon, a.

Gr. Koho<pwv summit, 'finishing touch \]
fL 'Finishing stroke \* crowning touch \ Obs,
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. iv. n. i. (1651) 693 His

Colophon is how to resist and repress Atheism. 1635 Swan
Spec. M. ix. § 1 (16431 420 He [God] comes to the Creation
of man, and makes him the Colophon, or conclusion of all
things else.

2. spec. The inscription or device, sometimes
pictorial or emblematic, formerly placed at the end
of a book or manuscript, and containing the title,

the scribe's or printer's name, date and place of
printing, etc. Hence,from title-page to colophon.
In early times the colophon gave the information now

given on the title-page.

1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry iii. r 4o The name and
date of illuminator, in the following Colophon, written in

ide with a colo-

phon or tail-piece.

1837 Sik F. Pa 1.gravis Merck, <y Friar v. (1844^ 186 The
Corrected slips of said speech, duly colophonized, ' The
honourable Member sat down amidst loud and repeated
cheers '.

Colophone, var. of Colophony.
Colophonian (kpl<tf£u'nian), a.* [f. L. Colo-

phonies, f. proper name Colophon (see Colophony)
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to Colophon

;
spec, in

Colophonian gum, resin — colophony.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 258 Two spoonfuls of Colo-

phonian rosin.

[Colophonian,<z. 2
: see ListofSpurious Hera's.]

Colophonite (kfrW&nait). [f. Colophon-y +
-jte, from its resembling colophony.] A brown or

reddish variety of garnet, with resinous lustre.

1808 Allan Names of Mitt, 21 Colophonite, Karsten, a
species of garnet. 1878 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Rocks Class.

34 Colophonite and \Ielaniie are. .chiefly distinguished by
their colour and different degrees of transparency.

Colophony {Vp-\oio^n\, Vflpidm). Forms: 5
coli-, colophonie, 7- -phony, [ad. L. colophonia

(Pliny) for Colophonia resina resin of Colophon
(a town of Lydia) : in Pr. colophonia, It. and
Sp. colofonia, 16th c. F. colophone, -fhane. (Some
of these occur in Eng. use; also an erroneous

L. colophon iurn.)] The dark or amber-coloured
resin obtained by distilling turpentine with water.

Formerly also called Creek pitch {Fix grteca).

1398 TuicvisA Barth. De P. R. XVII. lxxvii. (1495) 651
Powder of Coliphonie that hyghte Pitis in grewe. 1477
Norton Ord. AleA. v. in Ashm. (16521 79 Some with Bren-
ning, as Colophonie. 1585 Lloyd Treas. Health Mj,
Mixt .. with pitch called Collofonia. 1694 Westmacott
Script. Herb. 67 In the Shops, Colophony is the Rezine of
the Firr-Tree boiled. 1770 New Dispens. 420/1 A blackish
resin called colophony. 1831 J. Daviks Manual Mat.
Med. 194 Colophony or Dry Resin . . is the resinous part of
the turpentine remaining in the still after the extraction of
the essential oil by distillation. 1888 Sale Exchange 13
Sept. 5/1 One pound of colophony (bought of any chemist'.

Coloque : see Colloquk .v. to collocate.

t Co'loquint. Obs. rare. Forms : 5 colo-

quynt, 7 -quint, [a. F. coloquinte repr. a med.
L. *coloquinthis = colocynlhis.'] Colocynth.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 913 Cocomber wilde and colo-

quynt doo brese: The juce will sle the myse. 1632 Shkh-
wood, Coloquint or coloquintida, coloquiuthe.

Coloqui'ntid. Anglicized form of next.
173a Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 248 The Pulp of the Fruit

grows bitter, and has the effect of Coloquintids.

Coloquintida (kpl^wi-ntida). Also6-S collo-,

6 colly-, 7 colliquintida. [a. med.L. (also Sp.,

Pg., It.) coloquintida, f. *-coloquinthid-,colocynthid-,

stem of colocynlhis. The qu- was to preserve the

k sound of Gr. koXokvvOiZ-,] The Colocynth.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xl. (1495) 626 Colo-

quintida is a manere herbe that is moost bytter. .and is lyke
to the comyn Gourd and hath rounde fruyte. 1551 Turner
Herbal 1. N ijb.The inner parte of the fruyte ofcoloquintida
hath the natur to purge, .made in pilles with honied water.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 355 The Food, .as bitter as Colo-
quintida. 1606 Day He of Guls 1. iv. (1881) 24 Looke a
seance like a Pothecaries wife pounding Colliquintida. 1616
Chapman Batrachom, 4, I eat no pot-herb . . nor coloquin-
tidas. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II. 158 She [Ma-
dame Guyon] . . put coloquintida in her food,

b. fig. referring to its bitterness.

1622 S. Ward Life of Faith in Death (1627I 2 The least

dram of this Coloquintida [fear of death] will marre the
relish of all his sweetes. 1648 C. Walker Hist. Indep. \.

136 The Ordinance, .was passed in the House of Commons
with this Coloquintida in it. a 1734 North Exam. in. ix.

§ 2 (1740) 648 A Bundle of Wormwood and Colloquintida
gathered outofcancred Libels. 1829 Blackw.Mag. XXVI.
442 A dose of wordy Coloquintida.

Coloqurnto, -qurnty, variants of Coloquint.
1683 Trvon Way to Health 597 Colliquinto Seeds. 1714

Fr. Bk. ofRates 91 Coloquinty per 100 weight 04 10.

Color, -ed, -ing, etc. : see Colour, etc.

Color, Colora, obs. ff. Choleb, Cholera.
Colorado (kplomdo). Name of one of the

States of the American Union, named after the

great river [Sp. Rio Colorado 'coloured river']

which rises therein. Hence, Colorado beetle, a

small American beetle (Foryphora decemlineata,

Family Chrysomelidx), of a yellow colour, marked
on the back with ten longitudinal black stripes,

first observed (c 1824) near the Upper Missouri.

Its larva, the potato-bug, is exceedingly destructive

to the potato.
1877 Act 40 & 41 Vict, c 68 § 1 The Privy Council may

make such orders as they think expedient to prevent the

introduction into Great Britain of the Doryphora Decem-
lineata or Colorado lieetle. 1877 Loud. Gaz. 15 Aug., This
order may be cited as the Colorado Beetle Order, 1877.

Coloradoite (Mora-d^it). Min. [Named
1S76 from Colorado, where found : see -ite.] A
native telluride of mercury, of a greyish colour and
metallic lustre.

1876 Proc. Amer, Phil. Sac. XVI. 288 A new mineral .

,

named . . Coloradoite.

Colorant (kp'16-, kwbrant). rare. [a. F.

colorant, pr. pple. of eolorer, ad. L. colorare to

colour : see -ant *.] A colouring matter, pigment.
1884 Cochin in Pop. Set. Monthly XXV. 207 This wonderful

colorant [rosaniline] may be constituted by the action of
almost any of the oxidizing agents . . upon aniline.

t Co'lorate, a. Obs. [ad. I., colerat-us, pa.

pple. of colorare to colour ; see -ate Coloured.
1678 Cudworth Intcll. Syst. 8or Corporeal, figurate and

colorate. 1691 Rav Creation 11. 11704)289 Had the Tunicles
and Humors of the Eye. .been colorate.

Hence f Coloratly adv. Sc., in a coloured or dis-

guised way, under false colours.
1582-8 Hist. James VI (1806) 49 Some were directit to

Queer.e Marie coloratly, as though they had bein hir

friends.

t Co'lorate, v. Obs. [f. L. colordl- ppl. stem

of colortl-re to colour.] trans. To colour.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 37/2 When the

wau-r is therof coloratede. 1706 Fkazer Disc, Sec. Sight
in Ess. Witchcr. (1820) 180 Angels may condense the air,

figurate and colorate the same.

Coloration, colouration (kr>k5r C
'i Jan, kzda .

[a. F. coloration (16th a), ad. L. *cclordtipu-em,

n. of action f. colorare to colour : see -ation.]

1. gen. The action or mode of colouring

;

coloured state or condition, colouring : spec, the

particular combination or arrangement of colours

in animals or plants.

1626 Bacon* Syha § 390 {headings Experiment solitary

touching the Coloration of black and tawny Moors. Ibid.

(16511 § 506 Amongst Curiosities, I shall place Colouration,

though it be somewhat better: For Beauty in Flowers is

their Preheminence. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 150 The dif-

ferent colorations, .of some of these flowers. 1837 Whe-
whll Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 213 The coloration of the

image produced. 1880 A. R. Wallace 1st. Life 1. iv. 64
Said to differ, .in their note, .as well as in colouration.

2. Colouring in architecture or decoration.
1861 A. B. Horn Eng. Cathedr. 19th C. vii. 250 This

movement for 'polychromatic architecture', or for 'con-

structive coloration'. i86z Parthenon 26 July 400 Every
trace of ' coloration ' has disappeared; although this must
have been lavishly employed.

b. Colouring as characteristic of a painter or

painting.

1879 Athenmnn 5 Apr. 445/3. 1883 Times 10 Aug. 2/4
The dignity of the forms and the depth of the colouration.

1887 Athenaeum 31 Dec. 900/2 The wealthy coloration and
tonality of Walker.

3. (See quots.)

1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (16531 2°g Coloration is,

whereby the perfect colour of gold, silver, Philosophers
head, etc. obscured by any sulphurious vapour, is reno-

vated and illustrated by maceration, frequent ablution, in

sharp liquor, etc. 1731 Bailey vol. II, Coloration, in Phar-
macy, the changes of colour which bodies undergo, by the

various operations either of nature or art, as by calcina-

tions, coctions, etc. 1823 Crabb Techuol. Diet., Colora-

tion, the brightening of gold or silver.

Colorature (kp*16-, kwbratiiu). Jlfus. [ad.

Ger. coloratur, or It. coloratttr-a :—late L. coloratura

(Du Cange), f. colorare to colour.] (See quot.)

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Coloratura, in the Italian

music, is used to denote all sorts of variations, trillos,

diminutions, etc. that can render a song agreeable. 1828-

64 Webster, Colorature. 1880 in Grove Diet. Mus.,
Coloratur, vocal music coloured, that is, ornamented by
runs and rapid passages or divisions, where each syllable

of the words has two or more notes to it. It is what the

old school called ' figurato '—figured.

Colorhythmic (k^]£?rrbmik), a. [f. Gr. Kukos

docked, truncated + fiv6p6$ Rhythm, measure.]

Characterized by an incomplete or truncated

rhythm. So Colorhy tlunical a.

1774 W. Mitford Ess. Harmony Lang. 182 This syllable

. . may . . be called colcrhythmus, and the measure from it,

the colorhythmical measure or colorhythmical tetrameter.

Ibid. Any of our verses without hyperrhythmical syllables

except the colorhythmic.

Colorific (M6-, kzrtsri'fik), a. [ad. Y.colorifiqtte

(cf. It. colorifico) :—L. type *colorific-us colour-

making : see -fic] Producing colour or colours.

Colorific acids : a name given by Thomson (1807)

to certain acids which precipitate metallic solutions

in highly-coloured powders.
1676 Newton in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 392

The whiteness of that light . . being the result of the mixture

of these unequal colorific motions. 1704 — Opiicks 1. 11.

§ 11. 166 The colorific Qualities of the Rays. 1794 Kirwan
Min. I. 193 Colorific earths, or those which strongly stain

the fingers. 1800 Sir W. Herschel in Phil. Trans. XC.
273 The refrangibility of calorific rays cannot extend much
beyond that of colourific light. 1807 T. Thomson Chem.
(ed. 3) II. 326 Under the name of colorific acids I include

three substances . . prussic and gallic acids . . sulphureted
hydrogen. x86x H. Macmillan Footn. Page Nat. 112

Lichens which are richest in colorific principles,

b. more loosely. Of or pertaining to colour.
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1751 Johnson Rambler No. 124 F7 This month (May] . .

|

decks the gardens with all the mixtures of colorifick radi-

ance. 1851 Nichol Archit. Heav. 223 The observed
\

colorific changes of separate systems. 1889 Harper's Mag. 1

July 799/1 Pleasure in the colorific radiance of costume.

C. fig. of literary style : Surcharged with colour,
1 flowery \
i8» W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXVIII. 505 The

colorific pencil ofGayrasco Figueroa. 1821 Blackiv. Ma%. X.

700 His odoriferous, colorific, and daisy-enamoured style.

Colorimeter kolarrmAai). [f. L.

color-em colour + -meter, Gr. ptrpov measure: cf.

F. colon'metre.] An instrument for measuring I

intensity of colour.

1863-7* Watts Dici. Chem., Colorimeter, an instrument

for measuring the depth of colour in a liquid by comparison
with a standard liquid of the same tint. 1883 Sidereal
Messenger II. 194 Observations made.. with the Zollner

photometer and colorimeter.

Hence Colorime tric, -me trical a., of or per-

taining to a colorimeter, or to Colorimetry, the

measurement of the intensity of colour.

1881 Athenaeum 26 Nov. 706/1 Spectroscopic and colori-

metric observations of fixed stars and planets. 1881 Nature
XXV. 46 Colorimetrical methods are not sensitive enough.

Colorin ,kf? l6-, ko'brin^. Chem. [f. as prec. +•

-IN.] (See quot. 1863.)
1844 Mech, Mag. XLI. 167 The Colorine of commerce is

the residue from the distillation of the alcoholic liquid ob-

tained in the treatment of the charbon sulphurique with
spirits of wine. x863-^» Watts Diet. Chem., Colorin, a

\

colouring matter obtained by Robiquet and Colin from
madder, since shown to be impure alizarin. 1870 J. W.
Slatf.r Manual 0/ Colours 50 Colorin.

Colorization, colourization ki^lareiz* 1*-
!

Jan', rare. [f. Colorize + -ation.] Coloration.

1731 Bailey vol. II, Colorisation, Coloration. 1763 Diet.

Arts <$ Sci. I. 669 Colorization, in pharmacy, a term some-
times used for the changes of colour which bodies undergo.

1864 Athenaeum No. 1928. 467/2 The principle of coloriza-

tion. 1866 lutell. Observ. No. 52. 313 The colourization of
natural objects.

Colorize, colourize (k»*Uroiz\ v. rare. [f.

L. color or Eng. Colour + -ize.] trans. To
colour. Hence CoTorizing vbl. sb. & ppl. a.

1611 Florio, Muffola, a kinde of colour that Goldsmiths
vse to colourise mettals. c 1865 J. WVLOK in Circ.Sci. I.

140/1 Light, .has a colourising. .effect.

Colorology (kpbr^-16d,5i,k^l6-% [f. L.(orEng.^

color colour + '\oyta discourse: see -logy.] The
scientific study or treatment of colour. Hence
Co lorological, Coloro logist.
1867 F. Francis Angling vi. 11880) 192 If it be urfjed

that Colorology is easier. Ibid. vi. 190 Two conflicting

systems . . entomological and . . colorolo*.'ical. Ibid. vi. 191

The colorologists argue that it is not necessary to trouble

your head . . with considerations of what is on the water.

Colorphobia (k»laif£u-bia). U. S. [f. Color
+ Gr. -<f>ofsia horror : see -phobia.] Aversion to

persons of colour, i.e. the * coloured ' or negro race.

1863 W. Phillips Speeches iii. 48 The Mayor and Alder-

men . .have been such slaves of colorphobia, that they did not

choose to execute this law. 1886 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 23
Oct. 6/6 Colorphobia in Chicago.

Colorye, var. of Collyrie, Obs.

Coloryk, obs. form of Choleric.

Colosh, erroneous form of Golosh.
Coloss, -osse (k<?lfs). arch. Also 6-7 col-

losse. [a. F. colosse x—Y.. coloss-us. The form

coloss may have been a direct adaptation of the L.

In 17th c. much more frequent than Colossus.]

1. = C0L0SSU8 I.

1561 Hoby tr. CastiglionTs Covrtytr (1577^ S iva, The
CoTosses that were made in Rome. 1600 Fairfax Tasso
xi. xxvii. So stood at Rhodes the Coloss of the Sonne. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav. 82 Where. . Nabuchadnezzar erected

his golden Colosse. 1698 Tutchin Whitehall in Ft. vii. 20
You d think him a Collosse of Brass. 1751 W. Halfpenny
Desigtis Chinese Bridges 1. 6 A Coloss fixed to the kerb of
the Roof. 1821 Joseph the Book-Man 13 His legs so widely
he did toss, As vessels sail'd beneath Coloss.

2. In various transferred senses.

1599 Marston Sco. VUlanie 166 Shall this .. Colosse pe-
ruse. And blast with stinking breath my budding Muse?
1603 H. Crosse I'ertues Comnrw. (1878) it It is not then
any great person or huge Collosse, that can triumph ouer a

food cause. 1678 Cudworth Intell, Syst. 84 The whole
tructure and Machin of this great Coloss [Common-wealth]

must needs fall a-pieces. 1686 Burnet Trttv. iv.(i75o) 187
A vast Piece of Plate, . . or some Coloss of a Candlestick.

Colossal (kolfrsal), a. [f. Coloss-us + -al :

cf. mod.F. colossal. Added to Johnson by Todd
in 1818, as a word 'of recent date': its earlier

synonyms were colossean, colossian, colossie] Like

a colossus, of vast size, gigantic, huge : a. of a
statue or human figure.

>7< a J- James tr. Le Blotufs Gardening 76 Figures.,
bigger than the Life, called Colossal. 1775 Mason in

Cray's Corr. (1843) 165 His greater, his colossal friend Dr.
Johnson. 1781 Gibbon Decl, F. II. 16 On the summit of
the pillar .. stood the colossal statue of Apollo, i860
Kingslf.y Misc. II. 255 Colossal crumbling idols. 1882
Hinsdale Garfield Educ. n. 414 Her head that would
have appeared colossal but for its symmetry.
Jig. X843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. i, A man who stood colos-

sal amidst the iron images of the Age. 185s Tennyson
Ode Death Wellington viii, Let his great example stand
Colossal, seen of every land. 1878 Gladstone Prim. Homer
19 In competition with the colossal figure of Achilles.

b. of anything vast or gigantic in its scope, I

sphere, extent, or amount.
1832 tr. Sismondi's Itat. Rep. xW. 316 Their fortune,

formerly colossal. 1855 H. Reed Led. Mf, Lit. vii. (1878)

240 Dr. Johnson's colossal work, the .. Dictionary. 1874
Bancroft Footjr. Time i. 58 Thebes was a colossal capital.

1881 Nature XXV. 88 This eruption was the most colossal

one ever recorded in Hawaii.

Colossality. rare. [f. prec + -try.] Colossal

quality or nature.

1800 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. X. 425 Klopstock..
builds no hall of fireworks, nor dwindles the inherent co-

lossality of his devils. 18x1 Ibid. XXXI. 4 The colossality

of the cathedral.

Colo'ssalize, v. trans. To render colossal.

1808 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXVI. 453 The ex-

aggerations of mysticism sometimes caricature what they
strive to colossalue. 1875 Emerson Lett, Soc. Aims,
Quot. <r Orig. VVks. (Bohm III. 221 Owing his fame to his

effigy colossalized through the lens of John Wilson.

Colossally (kilf'sili), adv. [f. as prec. + -ly-.]

In a colossal manner, on a colossal scale, hugely.

1844 Chorlfy Music Mann. III. 227 After that coloss-

ally grand part-singing. 1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton Chr.
Kirkland I. viii. 229 Such acolossally clumsy style.

Colosse, var. of Coloss.

Colossean k^l^sran), a. arch. [f. L. colossc-us

(cf. Gr. Kokoafftaios; pertaining to a colossus + -an.]

Of the nature of a colossus, colossal.

16.. F.velyn Mem. (18571 I. 62 A Colossean figure of

brass, with the wolf over Romulus and Remus. 1670 Lassf.ls i

I'oy. Italy II. 34 Statues, .of Colossean greatness, a 1785
Glover Atheuaid x. (R.I, The colossean image of their

god. 1831 Caht. Trei.awney Adv. Younger Son III. 151 1

These English ships of colossean size. 1850 D. Thomas
|

Crisis ofBeing iv. 62 A colossean image of gold.

Colossee, colisee. Obs. By-form of Colos- ,

SEUM : cf. F. colisee. It. coliseo.

1557 North Gueuara's Diall Princes 259 b/2 The height

of the high Capitoll enuironned with theColliset l?-ee or -co).

1575 J. Tlrler TraueiU-r 16 Bathes, Galleries, Colosseis,

Churches.

I! Colosseum, coliseum (k^sr&n, Yg\\-\

[a. L. colossettm, med.L. coliseum {colyseum ; cf.

It. coliseo. F. colisee), originally neuter of adj.

colosseus gigantic, colossal, f. Colossus, q.v.]

1, The amphitheatre of Vespasian at Home.
1708-15 Kersey, Coliseum, a Name peculiar to a famous

Amphitheater, built by the Emperor Vespasian. 1731
Bailey vol. II, Colosseum. 18x8 Byron Ch. Har. iv. clxv,

While stands the Coliseum, Rome shall stand ; When falls

the Coliseum, Rome shall fall ; And when Rome falls—the
I

World [transl. of 4 Bedae Vaticinium', Quandiu stabit
\

Colyseus, stabit et Roma ; quando cadet Colyseus, cadet et \

Roma : quando cadet Roma, cadet et munaus], 1870 Ch.
j

Rev. 21 May 325/3 The pilgrimage made by an immense
concourse of people to the Colosseum.

+ 2. = F. olise'e, sometimes applied to other

ancient Roman amphitheatres. Obs.

1789 Mrs. Piozzi joum. France, etc. I. 121 An old

Roman colisseum. .repaired well.

3. Frequently given as a name to theatres or

other large places of amusement or resort.

t ColO'SSian, a. Obs. [f. L. coloss-us + -IAH :

cf. Colossian = oi Colossse.] = Colossal.
1626 Shirley Maid's Rev. 1. ii, Wherefore has nature

fiven me .. these colossian supporters'/ x68a Wheler
oum. Greece vi. 447 A Colossian Statue of White Marble.

1794 Mary Godwin Hist.
<fr

Mor. View 7 The spirit of

inquiry, which, with colossian strides, seems to be hastening

the overthrow of oppressive tyranny.

t ColO'Ssic, a. Obs. [ad. L. colossic-us, a. Gr.

Ko\oaauc6s, f. kqXoooos : see -ic] = Colossal.
1607 Chapman Bussy D'Ambois Wks. 1873 II. 6 Those

colossick statues. 1633, Ford Broken Hrt. nr. i, Your Co* I

lossic greatness. 1638 Ussher Ann. 753 The three great i

Colossick works of Nfyron.

Colossie : see Colossus.

t Colo'SSO. Obs. [a. It. colosso.] = next.

1595 Spenser Sonn. iii, Admire their statues, their Co-
lossoes great. i6i<-m> R. Cocks Diary (Hakluyt Soc.),

The temple of Diboltes with the hudg collosso or bras

imadg (or rather idolh in it. i6u Peacham Compl. Gentl.

20 Statues or huge Colossos full of Lead.

C0IOSSU8 {Mpsfo). Also 5 colosus, (6 col-

lossy , colossie . Plural -i {obs. -ie), -vises, [a. L.

colossus, a. Gr. ko\oo<t6* (-ott6s) gigantic statue,

orig. applied by Herodotus to those of Egypt, but

most celebrated in connexion with that at Rhodes,
liesides this Latin form, the It. colosso, and F.

colosse (partly adapted as Coloss) were also for-

merly naturalized, the last being the prevalent

form in the 17th c. A form collossy {colossie) also

occurs (see quot. 1577), app. due to some con-

fusion with colosseum : cf. Colosske.]

1. A statue or image of the human form of very

large dimensions ; the most famous in antiquity

being the bronze statue of Apollo at Rhodes, one
of the seven wonders of the world, reputed to have

stood astride the entrance to the Rhodian harbour

(whence the ref. in Shaks.), and stated by Pliny

to have been seventy cubits high.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv. exxix. (1495) 537 In

this cite of Rodus was a colosus of bras seuenty cubites hye,

and in this same yle. .were an hundred lesse Colosus. 1555

Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb.i 49 Horryble great Images
cauled Colossi. 1577 Holinshed Descr. Brit. i.iv. 40/1 The
ymage. .appeared rather an huge collossy [ed. 1587 colossie]

then the true representation of the carcasse of a man. 1601

Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 136 He doth bestride the narrow world
Like a Colossus. 1631 Dekker Match me in Lond. Wks.
1873 IV. 202 On Kings shoulders stand The heads of the
Colossie of the Goddes 'Aboue the reach of traitors'. 1730
A. Gordon Maffeis Amphith. 39 There were above 88 Co-
lossus 's in Rome of Marble and Metal. 1781 Gibbon Decl.

f III. Ii. 208 The colossus of Rhodes was overthrown by
an earthquake. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile x. 282 The
syenite Colossus of the Ramesseum . . was the largest de-

tached statue in the world.

Jig. 163a Sir T. Hawkins tr. Mathieu's Unhappy Prosper.

212 To behold these great Colossuses overthrown in an
instant. 18*7 Carlvle Misc. (1857' 11 Richter has been
called an intellectual Colossus. 1830 D'Israeli Chas. /,

III. v. 76 Laud stood the colossus of his own cast.

2. trans/, and Jig. Anything vast or gigantic, or

which overawes by its greatness.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 166 A huge colossus, .of an
inferior kind of porphyry. 1831 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc.

(1842) I. 431 The Colossus of the North [Russia] put its

legions in movement. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. v. 250 In-

tellect and knowledge were the weapons with which the

blind colossus [Roman Catholicism] was to be attacked.

3. attrib. and Comb., as colossus - bully, - head,

etc. ; also colosatis-wise iulv., like the Rhodian
Colossus, astride.

1606 Shaks. Tr. ft Cr. v. v. 9 Margarelon Hath Doreus
prisoner, And stands Calossus . wise wauing his beame.
1631 H. Shirley Mart. Soldier v. in Bullen O. PI. I. 250
The mightiest kings on Earth . .Carry Colossi heads. 1675

T. Turnor Case ofBankers $ Creditors 42 All these grand
and Colossus objections. 1705 Elstob in T. Hearne Col-

lect. 30 Nov. (Oxf. Hist. Soc. 1 I. 107 Grac't on it's Top
with a Colossus Head. 1759 Dilworth Pope 2 The Co-
lossus-bully of literature [Dr. Johnson].

Colostration k^l^trji jan). Med. [a. F.

colostration, ad. L. colostrdtion-em , n. of action f.

*colostrare (only instanced in pa. pple. colostratus),

f. colostrum.'] An indisposition of new - born

children attributed to the effects of the colostrum.

1607 Toisell FonrJ. Beasts 18 It breedeth in their

mouthes the Colostracion or Beestings. 188a Syd. Soc.

Lex.. Colostration, the disturbing effects of colostrum on
new-born children. Also, the sudden cessation of the

secretion of the first milk and evil effects thence resulting.

I! Colostrum (k^lp-striJm). Med. Also 6-7 -a.

[L. colostrum (also colostra fern, sing., and neuter

pi.)] The first milk secreted by a mammal after

parturition ; the ' beestings * or 1 green milk \

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. DL (1586* 130 b, You
must be sure to milke out the first milke called Colostra .

.

for this, except some quantity be drawen out, doth hurt the

Lambe. 1598 Florio, Colostra, the first milke that commeth
in the teates after a birth in woman or beast. 1839 Todd
Cycl. Anat. III. 360/2 Colostrum . . differs somewhat from
ordinary milk. 187* Foster Phys. 11. v. (1879) 308 The
colostrum, or secretion of the mammary gland at the begin-

ning of lactation.

b. attrib. and Comb., as colostrum- corpuscle,

globule, etc.

187* A. Flint Phys. Man III. 101 A moderate quantity

of colostrum, containing . . milk-globules and a number of

colostrum-corpuscles. iBBaSyd. Soc. Lex., Colostrum cor-

puscles, are leucocytes or small masses of protoplasm, which
appear to be the secreting cells of the gland.

Hence Colo stric a. [cf. F. colostrique'], of or

rtaining to the colostrum. Colo strous a.,

vine colostrum, full of colostrum.
i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Colostric Fluid., popularly

termed green milk. Ibid., Colostrous. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Colotomy (kolptomi'. Surg. [f. Gr. k6\ov

Colon 1 + -To/ua cutting.] The operation of open-

ing the colon, usually to form an artificial anus.

1867 New Syd. Soc. Biennial Retrospect 314 A case of

colotomy performed in the left loin. 1878 T. Bryant Pract.

Surg. I. 617 We perform colotomy on a patient with can-

cerous stricture of the intestine or other mechanical ob-

struction. 188a Field Naturalist 39 The colon of a sheep

in which colotomy had been performed by a kea.

Hence Colo tomize v., to treat by colotomy.

1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 636 In one of the patients

colotomized for vesico-intestinal fistula.

Colour, color (kzrlai), sb. Forms: 3-6 colur,

4 colure, coulur, 4-7 coloure, 3- colour, 5-

color. Also 4-7 collor, 5-6 colowr(e, 6 cooler,

-ore, coulor(e, coullour, -or, cullor, -our, 6-7

coulour, -er, collour. culler. [Early ME. colur,

later colour, color, a. OF. color, culur, colur, later

colour, coulour (retained in AFr.\ couleur ( = Pr. f

Sp. color, It. colore) :—L. color-em. Latin long 0

passed in OF. into a very close sound intermediate

between 0 and ii, both of which letters, and sub-

sequently the digraph ou, were used to express it

;

in an accented syllable the sound at length changed

to 0 written eu, whence mod.F. couleur. The
OE. word was mm, Hue. Colour, corresponding

to the late AFr., has been the normal spelling in

Eng. from I4thc. ; but color has been used occa-

sionally, chiefly under L. influence, from 15th c,

and is now the prevalent spelling in U. S.]

I. As a property or quality.

1. The quality or attribute in virtue of which

objects present different appearances to the eye,
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when considered with regard only to the kind of

light reflected from their surfaces.

The particular colour of a body depends upon the mole-

cular constitution of Us surface, as determining the character

and number of the light-vibrations which it reflects. Sub-
jectively, colour may be viewed as the particular sensation

produced by the stimulation of the optic nerve by particular

light-vibrations. This sensation can also be induced by other

means, such as pressure of the eye-ball, or an electric current.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xix. viii. (1495) 869 Colour
accordyth to lyghte as the doughter to the moder. c 1532
Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 920 Colour is lyght incor-

porate in a body visyble pure & clene. 1594 T. _B. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. II, 71 This part of light that is vpon
thicke bodies, is called colour. 1764 Reid Inquiry VL y.

179 Philosophers affirm that colour is not in bodies but in

the mind ; and the vulgar affirm that colour is not in the

mind, but is a quality of bodies. 1856RUSKIN Mod. Paint.

III. iv. xiv. § 42 Colour is the most sacred element of all

visible things. 1869 Tyndall Notes on Light 40 Colour is

due to the extinction of certain constituents of the white
light within the body, the remaining constituents which
return to the eye imparting to the body its colour. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 274 Would you say that whiteness

is colour or a colour?

2. A particular hue or tint, being one of the

constituents into which white or 'colourless' light

can be decomposed, the series of which constitutes

the spectrum ; also any mixture of these. In

speaking of the colours of objects, black and white,

in which the rays of light are respectively wholly

absorbed and wholly reflected, are included.

Often used spec, of a hue or tint distinct from the
prevailing tone, which may be black, white, or some posi-

tive colour. Thus in Bot. it is specifically used of any hue
save green, 'white being regarded as a colour, and green
not ' {Treas. Bot. 1S66K
Accidental colours, Complementary c. : see these words.
Colour 0/ brightness : a yellowish colour resulting from

increased illumination.

Constants of colour : numbers for the comparative
measurement of the purity, brightness and hue of colours.

Ecclesiastical or Liturgical colours : the colours used in

church-decoration or in ecclesiastical vestments.
Fundamental, Primary, or Simple colours : formerly,

the seven colours of the spectrum, viz. red, orange, yellow,

green, blue, indigo, violet; now, the three colours red,

green, and violet (or, with painters, red, yellow, and blue),

out of different combinations of which all the others are
produced.
Secondary colours '. colours resulting from the mixture of

two primary colours.

c 1290 Live* Saints (1887) 216 And axede himof^wuch
cotur were heuene op-ri^t bere. a 1300 Cursor M. 9913
iCott.) Thre colurs o sun-dri heu [Gott. colouris, Fair/.
colours]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 86 A Culoure, color. Of diuerse
color, discolor. 1552-3 Inv. Ch. Goods Staffordsh. in Ann.
Litchfield 1\'. 60 One cope ofdyvers colowresofsylke. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. iv, (1586) 167 Hee changeth.

.

like the Chamslion, to al colours of the Rainebow. 1509
Thynnk Animadv. (1875) 48 Darkyshe Coolor. 1605
Camden Rem. 6 Depainted . . in the alehouse coulours.

1650 T. B, Worcester's Apoph. 80 Various both in shape
and coulours. 1671 Newton in Phil. Trans. VI. 3081
Colours are . . Original and connate properties, which in

divers Rays are divers. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's

Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 511 The seven primitive colours. Ibid.

II. 64 Two extreme colours, white and black. 1863 E.
Atkinson tr. Ganot's Physics § 555 From a mixture of red,

green, and violet all possible colours may be constructed,

and hence these three spectral colours are called thefunda-
mental colours. 1884 Graphic 8 Nov. 490/1 Grapes begin-

ning to turn colour.

"6. Heraldic tincture.

r 1450 Holland Howlat 420 Off metallis and colouris in

tentfull atyr. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. A j a, It is shewyd
by the forsayd colowris wych ben Worthy and wych ben
Royall. 1659 Vulgar Errours Censured v. § 10. 96 Co-
lour upon Colour is ill Heraldry. 1766-87 Porny Heraldry
19 The Colours generally made use of in Heraldry are nine.

1882 Cussans Hand-bk. Heraldry 50 The tinctures em-
ployed in Heraldry are of three kinds : Metals, Colours, and
Furs.

e. spec. The hue of the darker (as distinguished

from the ( white ') varieties of mankind ; often in

phrase, A person (man, etc.) of colour : in America,
esp. a person of negro blood.

[c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vii. 24 pe folk bat wones in bat
cuntree er called Numidianes. .bai er blakk of colour.] 1796
B. Edwards St. Domingo i. (1801) 25 Three great classes:
1st pure whites, 2nd people of colour.. 3rd negroes and
mulattoes. .The class which.. is called people of colour
originatesfrom an intermixture of the whites and the blacks.

1798 Ferriar Illustr, Sterne ii. 43 Discussion of the causes
of colour in negroes. 1803 Naval Chron. IX. in The Ber-
mudian pilots are men of colour. 1883 Stevenson Treasure
Isi. 11. vii. (1886) 57 She is a woman of colour. 1890 Pall
Mall G. 20 Jan. 2/1 Loudly did he bewail the difficulty of
making 1

the colour' stick to work.
d. Jig. t

esp. in phrases, in which the literal sense
is always present to the mind, as To cast or put
false, lively, etc., colours upon ; to paint in bright,
dark, etc., colours ; to see (a thing) in its true
colours, etc. : cf. the senses under II.

153* Elyot Gov. i. xv, He wyll . . sette a false colour of
lernyng on propre wittes, whiche wyll be wasshed away
with one shoure of raine. 1576 Fleming Panoplie Ep. 377To paint out that puisaunt Prince, in such lively colours as
hee deserveth. 1699 Bentley Phal. 540 He puts a false
colour upon one part of his Argument. 1711 Vbid.
Sacheverell 21 Charg'd with casting very odious and black
Colours upon the Dissenters. 1737 Whiston Josephus'
Antiq. xvi. vii. § 1 Desirous to put handsome colours on the
death of Manamne. 1797 Godwin Enquirer 1. ii. 8 Exhibit
things in their true colours. 1849 Grote Greece 11. xlviii.

Vol. II.

(1862) IV. 275 The bright colours and tone of cheerful con-

(idence, which pervade the discourse.

3. Of the face or skin : a. gen. Complexion, hue.

To change colour, (t colours) : (a) to turn pale

;

{b) rarely, to turn red, to blush.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 24 In be World hire pere nas, So
whit, ne of such colour, c 1300 A". Alls. 7315 Colour him
chaungith sumdel for drede. ? a 1400 Chester PI. (Shaks.

Soc.) 91 Yf shee be freshe of collor. c 1440 York Myst.
xxx. 41 The coloure of my corse is full clere. a 1450 Le
Morte Arth. 2816 The blode alle coueryd hys coloure.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccccl. 795 The duke a lytell

chaunged colour. 1599 Greene George a Greene Wks.
(1861) 255 His colour looketh discontent. 1634 Brereton
Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 5 So apprehensive of the danger,
that he changed colours.

b. spec. The ruddy hue of the cheeks, freshness

of hue, as in To lose, regain, etc., colour. Said

also of the *red face' produced by blushing.
a 1300 K. Horn 16 He was whit so be flur, Rose red was

his colur. c 1350 Will. Palerne 881 He cast al his colour
and bi-com pale. 1483 Caxton CatoYvviy, They . . lesen

theyr colour and becomen sone olde. 1595 Shaks. John
iv. ii. 76 The colour of the king doth come, and go Be-
tweene his purpose and his conscience. 1697 Vanurugii
Relapse nr. tii, I need not ask you how you do, you have
got so good a colour. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4427/16 A little

pock-fretten, sometimes a colour in his Face. 1848 Tenny-
son Gard. Dau. 192 A word could bring the colour to my
cheek. 1856 Dickens Rogue's Life v, I saw her colour be-

ginning to come back—the old bright glow returning to

the. .dusky cheeks.

4. spec, in Art. The general effect produced by
all the colours of a picture

;
colouring. Dead

colour: the first laying-in of a painting.
1661 Pepvs Diary 13 Dec, There she sat the first time to

be drawn.. The dead colour of my wife is good above
what I expected. 1784 J. Barry Lect. Art vi. (1848) 224
A slight general dead colour of the whole. 1812 Examiner
25 May 328/2 His chiaro-scuro and colour are. .spread with
so much amenity, that . .harmony is the result. i846Ri'skin
Mod. Paint. I. 11. 1. vii. S 21 A noble or brilliant work of

colour. 1851 — Stones Ven. 1. App. xvii. 392 No colour is

so noble as the colour of a good painting.

fig. 1732 Pope Ess. Man 11. 112 Lights and shades, whose
well-accorded strife Gives all the strength and colour ofour
life. 1878 Morley Carlyle Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 189 To take
all breadth, and colour, .out of our judgments of men.

D. The representation of colour by contrasts of

light and dark in an engraving or monochrome.
1784 J. Barry Lect. Art vi. (1848) 219 What is called the

colour of a print. .The phrase is improper and inaccurate. .

What those meant who first adopted the phrase is the
chiaroscuro, or light and dark, in contradistinction to mere
light and shade. 1869 Daily Neivs22 Dec, By his manner
of etching he [Cruikshank] is able to produce the most ad-
mirable effects of what engravers call ' colour'.

5. Phrenol. Short for * Faculty or organ of

colour'.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 116/1 (List of phrenological
organs) Colour, Locality, Calculation, Order. 1890 Mary O.
Stanton Syst. Physiog. I. 410 Color is a primitive faculty.

II. As a thing material.

6. (in pi.) A coloured device, badge, or dress,

serving to distinguish or identify an individual or

the members of a party. In early use applied to

the cognizance or insignia of a knight ; now com-
monly of the coloured symbols of colleges, clubs,

jockeys, etc., and of the rosettes and ribbons worn
as party-badges. Sometimes less concretely, as in

'the Liberal colours here are blue and buff .

c 1400 Deslr. Troy 5462 All hor colouris to ken were of
clene yalow. c 1420 Anturs of Arth. xxx, The kny3te
in his colurs was armit ful clene. 1589 PasquiVs Ret.
D iij b, Aduance my collours on the top of the steeple. 1781
Gibbon Decl. F. III. 215 Agitated with hope and fear,

for the success of the colours which they espoused. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth xxxi, The servants . . wore the colours
of the Prince's household. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1.

xii. (1876) in When heads of families fall out. their de-

pendants wear the one or the other party's colour. 1873
Slang Diet., Colour, a handkerchief worn by each of the
supporters of a professional athlete on the day of a match.
Mod. Election Notice. Canvassers are requested to wear
their colours.

fig. 1685 Baxter Paraph. N. T. Matt. iii. 13-4 note, Christ

as the General, will wear the same Colours with his Sol-

diers. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 339/2 The majority of
his employes are of an opposite colour to himself.

b. In phrases, as To come out in one's true

colours, to show one's colours, etc. To this sense

prob. belong the earlier examples of ToJight, etc.,

underfalse colours, which at a later date became
associated with the next sense.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 11496 He set horn a cas, What fortune

might falle vndur fals colour, a 1688 Bunyan Jerusalem
Sinner Saved {1886) 81 Feign not. .but go in thy colours to

Jesus Christ. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop Ixv. 294 [He] who
didn't venture . . to come out in his true colours. 1884
Gladstone in Standard 29 Feb. 2/7 Opponents who may
find some difficulty in showing their colours.

7. (gen. in pi.) A flag, ensign, or standard of a

regiment or a ship. In quots. 1667, 1719 a colours

occurs : mod. military use has a colour.

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 2 b, Their Ensignes
they will not call by that name, but by the name of Colours.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. ii. 173 Sound Trumpets, let our
bloody Colours waue. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres 11. i,

20 We English-men do call them [ensigns] of late Colours,
by reason of the variety of colours they be made of. 1626

[ Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 17 A suit of sayles..

pendants and colours. 1667 Earl Orrery State Lett.

(1743) II. 163 It is a grief to me . . that a viscount should,
only to live, carry a colours. 1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3042/2
To go out with Colours Flying and Drums Beating, a 1719
Addison (J.), An author compares a ragged coin to a tattered

colours. 1720 Loud. Gaz. No. 5839/1 She went a cruizing

under Spanish Colours. 1799 Wellington in Gurw. Disp.
I. 31 In less than 10 minutes .. the British colors were
planted on the summit of the breach. 1802 Home Hist.

Reb. Scot, iii, The standard . . was about twice the size of
an ordinary pair of colours. 1830 Campbell Diet. Mil. Sc.

39 Colours . . are the two silken flags carried by the Senior
Ensigns in each Regiment of Infantry. The first, called

j
the King's Colour . . the Second, or Regimental Colour.

1832 Southey Hist. Renins. War III. 738 Downie, seizing

I

a colour, and waving it. 1836 Marrvat Midsh. Easy xxx,
The stranger had hoisted the English colours.

fig- Shaks. Merry W. in. iv. 85, I must aduance
the colours of my loue. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led. ix. 307
They fight under Jewish colours.

b. Hence applied to the regiment. Now obs.

except as retained in the expressions To join the

colours, desert one's colours, etc., referred to prec.

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 2/6 Colours .. is by
them so fondlie & ignorantly given, as if they . . should (in

stead of Ensignes) be asked how manie Colours of footmen
there were in the Armie. 1633 Stafford Pac. Hib. (1821)

197 Or else to repayre to his Colours. Ibid. 337 The Enemy
. .marched with fiue and twentie Colours towards theTowne.
1646 Vicars God's Ark in Carlyle Cromwell (1871) I. 155
Being 74 Colours of horse, and 21 colours of Dragoons, in

all 95 colours. 1722 De Foe Cot. Jack (1840) 126, I . . was
run from my colours. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 297
A soldier . . deserting his colours.

c. An ensign's commission, ensigncy : generally

a pair of colours, arch.
1722 De Foe Col. Jack 113, 100/. being sufficient

to buy colours in any new regiment. 1747 Garrick Miss
j

in her Teens i, Purchas'd me a pair of colours at my own
request. 1856 J. W. Cole Brit. Gen. Renins. War I. i. 7

An ensigncy, or, as it is figuratively called, a pair of colours,

in the 51st. 1871 Holme Lee Miss Barn'ugton I. vi. 84

Wait till this little Jack of yours gets a pair of colours.

d. In various phrases, originally literal, as + To

fear no colours, to fear no foe, hence gen. to have

no fear ; To come offwith flying colours ; To stick

to ones colours ; 7o nail one's colours to the mast ;

To hang out false colours, etc.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden E ivb, I perceiue thou fearest

no colours. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. v. 10, I can tell thee

where y* saying was borne, of I feare no colours . . In the

warrs. 1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin 11. 175 Come, fear no
Colours ! The end the Act will hallow ! 1692 Locke
Toleration in. viii, It may .. bring a Man off" with flying

Colours. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 52 p 3 Our Female Can-
didate . . will no longer hang out false Colours. 1844 Sir R

.

Peel in Croker Papers (1884) III. xxiii. 15, I never heard
him [Ashburton] make a speech in the course of which he
did not nail, unnail, renail, and unnail again his colours.

1885 Pall Mall G. 5 Nov. 7/1 The obstinacy with which
Prince Alexander is sticking to his colours. 1888 Ibid. 10

Nov. 11/1 He hastened .. to nail his colours to the com-
promise of 1870.

8. A colouring matter, pigment, paint (see

quot. 1859). With many denning words (which

see), as adjective-, body-, broken-, fresco-, ground-,

moist-, oil-, spirit-, substantive-, water-colour, etc.

1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 445 They increase their fauours
with faire water, you maintaine yours with painters colours.

1626 Bacon Syh'a (1677) § 298 Painters colours ground, and
Ashes, do better incorporate with Oyl. 1660 T. Willsford
Scales Commerce 11. Iv. 26 Common colours, as red Oaker,
Umber, red and white Lead, etc. 1721 Land. Gaz. No.
5962/3 Mr. Le Blon gives Notice, That. .Pictures. - Printed
in Colours, after his new Invention, under His Majesty's

Letters Patents, .are. .to be sold. 1784 J. Barry Lect. Art
vi. (1848J 217 Compound, half, or broken colour which
soften and still their difference. 1859 Gullick & Timbs
Paint. 23 ' Colours ' are generally understood to mean the

pigments applied to the picture.

9. //. Coloured dresses or dress-materials.

1716-8 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. I. x. 35 The. .maids
of honour, .she suffers to go in colours.

10. Alining. (See quots.)

1859 Cornwallis Neiv World I. 118 Carts.. going to the

creek to have the colour—that is to say, the gold washed
out. 1876 J. Weiss Wit, Hum. 4- Shaks. ii. 39 Miners in

the West use the word 'color' for the finest gold in the

ground. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Color . . A particle

of metallic gold . . Prospectors say, e. g.,
' The dirt gave me

so many colors to the panful '.

h. Cf. the following colloquial use (sense 2).

1718 Gordon in Cordial Low Spirits 33, I have never

seen the colour of Mr. Baskett's money. 1852 Dickens
Bleak Ho. II. 25 (Hoppe) He had never yet seen the

colour of his money.
III. Figurative senses.

11. Outward appearance, show, aspect, semblance

^/"(something): generally (as in 12), that which

serves to conceal or cloak the truth, or to give a

show of justice to what is in itself unjustifiable.

Often in Colour of La7v, Colour of Reason.

1297 R. Glouc. {1724) 313 To bynyme hem her erytage ..

myd wuch treson, bote he adde som colour of ry5te. c 1325

Poem temp. Edw. II (Camden Soc.) 280 Al his contrefaiture

is colour of sinne. 1530 Proper Dialogue (1863) 28 This
hath no coloure of almesse. 1597 Bacon {title\ A Table of

Coulers, or apparances of good and euill. 164a Melton
Argt. cone. Militia 22 To defend them, without any colour

of Law or justice. 1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759) L 296
With what Colour of Reason can the pretended Miracles

be brought into this Question? 1863 H. Cox Instit. 1. ix.

218 The general heads of breaches of privilege . . are these

three : 1st Evasion, 2nd Force, 3rd Colour of Law.
81
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b. A fiction, an allegory.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, ix. i, They beleve in no maner
of wyse That under a colour a trouth may aryse.

12. A show of reason ; a specious or plausible

reason or ground ; fair pretence, pretext, cloak.

1429 Archives Grocer's Com/. 11. 190 pt no man selle no
ware uppon no Sonday nor uppon none haly daye . . by no
manner of colour bat may be devysed. 159s Greene U/st.
Courtier in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 244 You carry your
pack but for a coulour, to shadow your other villanies. 1617
Fletcher Valentinian iv. iii. 8 What has Aecius done, to

be destroy'd? At least, I would have a colour. You have
more.. he is a traitor. 1765 Burke Corr. 11844) I. 64 No
man should have even a colour to assert that I received

a compensation. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. v. 166

An enterprise, .which, .afforded a colour for detaining the
troops.

+ b. Sometimes the meaning became simply
1 allegeable ground or reason*, excuse. Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif IVks. (1880) 432 %if a prest myjte be two

men. .it were to hym a coulur to take ful hire of two men.
c 1460 Fortescue Abs. <5- Lint. Mon. (1714) 107 Havyng no
Colour of grutchyng. 15*9 More Comf.agst. Trib. (1573)
50 In these two things may you catche most colour to com-
pare the wealthy man's merite with the merite of tribula-

tion. 16x6 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Malta 1. i. 18 Did I attempt
her with a thread-bare name . . She might with colour dis-

allow my suit. 1724 A. Collins Or. Chr. Relig. 208 For
which he has as little Colour, as the Samaritans them-
selves.

C. esp. in Law. An apparent or prima facie
right, as in Colour of title. Sometimes in a bad
sense, as in Colour of office : see quot. 1641. Also
spec, in Pleading, ( a probable but really false

plea, the design of which was to draw the deci-

sion of the case from the jury to the judges, by
making the point to be decided appear to be one of

law and not of fact': see quots. 1607 and 1824.

[ 1366 Year-Bk. 40 Edw. Ill {1679) 2 3 Virion. Le plee n'est

pas ascun maner de barre, car il n'ad conus en nous a^cun
maner de colour.] 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. 11. liv. 1 1638) 163
The plaintife claiming by a colour of a deed of feoffement.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 175 Robert de Bruce .. although
he had some colour of title, yet he discended of the second
daughter .. and so his clayme tooke no place. 1574 tr.

Littleton's Tenures 86a, He hathe colour of enter as heyre
to his father. 1584 Powf.l Lloyd's Cambria 74, I could
never find what Coulor or Pretense of title this [man] had.
1607 Cowel Inierpr. (16371, Colour, signifieth in the common
law a probable plee but in truth false, and hath this end to
draw the triall of the cause from the jury to the judges.
1641 Vermes de la Ley 65, Colour of Office . . signifies an
act evill done by the countenance of an Office .. whereas
the office is but a vaile to the falshood. i«i St. German s

Doctor Stud. 337 The two questions before rehearsed of
colours in Assise. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 309 An
appearance or colour of title, bad indeed in point of law,
but of which the jury are not competent judges. 1824 H.
J. Stephen Pleading (18431 233 The meaning of the rule
that pleadings in confession and avoidance should give
colour, is that they should confess the matter adversely al-

leged, to such an extent at least as to admit some apparent
right in the opposite party which requires to be encountered
and avoided by the allegation of new matter. 1886 F.

W. Maitland in Law Q. Rev. Oct. 483 Possession coupled
with . . good faith and colour of title . . would have certain

legal effects.

d. Phrases. Under colour of: under pretext or

pretence of, under the mask or alleged authority of.

f Also with by, in, upon, with colour. Without
colour : without dissembling or disguise.
c 1340 Hampole Psalter cxix. 2 Swikil tunge [lingua

dotosa). . bat vndire colour of goed counsaile bryngis til syn.
1401 Pol. Poems (18591 II. 16 Antichrist .. by colour of
holines. .deceiving Christs church. 1461 Paston Lett. No.
384 II. 4 Brybers that wold a robbed a ship undyr color of
my Lord of Warwyk. 1494 Fahyan vn. 473 Without
fraude, colour, or disceyte. 1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.

xlvi. 63 He sent vnto them a prelate vnder the colour of the
pope. Ibid. I. ccccix. 712 The king .. may .. assemble
great puyssaunce .in the colour of this treatie. 1553 Q,
Mary in Strype Ecct. Mem. III. App. i. 3 By colour of the
authority of the same King, a 1556 Cranmer Wks. I. ai
Answer me directly without colour, whether it be so or
not. 158s N. Licmefirld tr. Castaneda's Hist. K. Ind.
866 The Moores contrarie to his commaundement had bought
spices vnder a coulour. 1590 Marlowe Edw. II, 1. iv.

Wks. (Rtldg.) 191/2 Then may we with some colour rise in
arms. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. ii. 3. 16x1 Bible Acts
xxvii. 30. 1/1718 Penn Life Wks. 1726 I. 27 It is the
worst oppression that is done by Colour of justice. 173a
Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 10 There have been received,
under the colour of religion, a world of fables. 1833 Mr.
Martinf.au Mauch. Strike ix. 108 A present, .given under
colour of enabling him to appear more respectably.

e. To give colour : to give a specious appearance
or verisimilitude; to afford ground or pretext;

f to take colour with : to side ostensibly with (cf.

the verb, sense 6).

1771 Wesley Wks. (1872) V. 454 St. Paul . . gives you no
colour for making void the law. 1776 P. Schuyler in

Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I. 249 Your Excellency's
instructions to him gave., not the least color for it. 1790
Paley Horae Pant. 1. 2 In order to give colour and proba-
bility to the fraud. 1845-6 Trench tfuls. Led. Ser. 11. ii.

171 The slightest hint that seems to give a colour to.,
hope. 1861 Maine Anc. Law iv. 1 10 The Emperor, .was
forced to take colour with the church against the reformers.

13. //. Rhetorical modes or figures ; ornaments
of style or diction, embellishments. (Cf. Scaliger

Poet. lib. in, c. xxx.) Now only asfig.
t 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 31 It 'muste ben a Rethor ex-

cellent, That coude his colours longing for that art, If he

shuld hire descriven ony part. — Frankl. Prol. 51, 1 lerned

neuere Rethorik . .Colours ne knowe I none, e 1449 Pecock
Repr. 11. xviii. 256 Colouris and figuris of spechis. c 1460
Sir R. Ros La Belle Datne Sam Mercy 844 in Pol. Ret.
<$• L. Poems (1866) 80 Ful destitute of eloquence, of metre,
and of coloures. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (16251

77 A Scheme . . for the excellency thereof is called the

ornament, light and colours of Rhetoricall speech. 1779
Johnson L. P., Milton (1816) 137 The colours of the dic-

tion seem not sufficiently discriminated. 1876 Trevelyan
Life Lett. Macanlay I. i. 16 Novelists who have more
colours in their vocabulary than Turner had on his palette.

1 14. In i6-i7thc. Sc. writers: Rhythm, metre.

1513 Douglas AKneis \. Prol. 354 Sum tyme the colour
will caus a title additioun. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus nr.

740 Haltand verse quhair cullour dois nat hald. 1585
James I Est, Poesie (Arb.) 57 First, ze sail keip iust cub
louris. 16x9 Drumm. of Hawth. Conv. B. Jonson Wks.
224 He.. said, that verses stood by sense, without either
colours or accent,

15. Music. 1 Clang-tint
1

(see Clang sb. 3),

timbre. Also, more generally, variety of expres-

sion in a musical composition (cf. next).

'$97 Murley tntrod. Mus. 166 To admit great absur-
dities in his musicke, altering both time, tune, cullour, ayre
and what soeuer else. x866 Engel Nat. Mus. v. 179 Al-
most every instrument has its peculiar colour of sound.
1876 Bernstein's Five Senses 247 Still they give to the
fundamental tone a peculiar character: its quality or
colour. 1887 Daily Tel. 14 Oct. 3 He has a keen sense of
orchestral effect, a capital eye for colour. 1890 Glasgoiu
Iter. 19 May 9/2 New theories as to the causes of the varie-

ties of tone colour or * timbre ' of different musical instru-

ments.

16. (an extension of sense 11). General 'com-
plexion* or tone; character, kind.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. ii. 107 You haue lost much good

sport. Sport : of what colour? Ibid. 111. ii. 435 Boyes and
women are for the most part, cattle of this colour. 1605 —
Lear 11. ii. 145 This is a Fellow of the selfe same colour

[Qq. nature], Our Sister speakes of. 1663 J. Spencer
Prodigies (1665) 337 The Reason he gives, .is much of color
with that of our Adversaries. 1781 J. Moore ViewSoc. It.

(1790) II. xlvii. 26 (The booksj formed a strong contrast with
the colour of his mind. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxxvii,
Pendennis . . took his colour very readily from his neigh-
bour. 1870 Stanhope Hist. Eng. I.i. 15 This first triumph
of the Tories gave as it were its colour to the entire Session.

b. The shade of meaning associated with words.
1657 Cromwell Sp. 13 Apr. (Carlyle\ Nor can it be urged

that my words have the least colour that way. 1822 Proc-
ter (B. Cornwall' Poems, Love cured by Kindness, Words
of an opposite colour. 18*6 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 119/1
Conversations . . to which he could have given another
colour and complexion.

IV. Attrib. and Comb.
17. General : as colour-brilliance, -chart, -chord,

•contrast, -diagram, -equation, -faculty, -melody,

-music, -note, -perception, -stimulus, -suite, -tone,

-vision, -word, etc. ; colour-fading adj. Also (see

2 c) colour-domination , -dreail
; (in sense 8) colour-

bag, -case, -lake, -maker, -making, -manufactory,
-mill, -seller \ colour-washed adj.; (in sense 7)
colour-bearer, -chest, -service, etc.

1841-4 Emerson Ess. Art Wks. (Bohn) I. 152 They ..

console themselves with 'colour-bags and blocks of marble.
1862 W. M. Rossetti in Eraser's Mag. July 74 The multi-
plicity and 'Colour-brilliance of the Scene. 1856 Lever
Martins of Cro' M. 482 Hold that *colour-case for me.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Colour-chests, chests ap-
propriated to the reception of flags for making signals.

1884 Si. James' Gaz. 10 May 6/2 A warm green, which,
with the red gold of her hair, makes up a 'colour-chord
as simple as it is effective. 1889 J. J. Thomas Froudacity
193 Advocacy of 'colour-domination. Ibid. 199 To re-

infuse the ancient 'colour-dread into minds which had
formerly been forced to entertain it. 1879 Rood Chromatics
xviL 298 A delicate 'colour-emphasis is by no means easy
of attainment. 1600 Dr. Dodypoll 1. i. in Bullen O. PI.
III. 103 Women with their "coullour-fading cheekes. 1889
tr. Benedikt's Coal- Tar Colours 26 Generally known as a
'colour-lake and not as a colouring matter proper. 1551
Huloet Diet. s. v. *Coloure maker, eolorifiens. 1794
G. Adams Nat. -y Exp. Phitos. II. xx. 370 The arts of
"colour-making and dyeing. 1796 Hull Advtrther 12
Mar. 2/1 Buildings now used as a 'Colour Manufactory .

.

Also the 'Colour Mill and Utensils. 1879 Rood Chro-
matics xviii. 3:6 The poetry of colour which leads the
artist . to seize on 'colour-melodies as they occur in na-
ture. 1879 G. Allen Cot. Sense i. 2 The growth of a dis-
tinctive 'colour-perception. 1708 I.ond. Gaz. No. 4486/4
Francis Moore .. "Colour- seller. 1884 Sir F. S. Roberts
in 19M Cent. June 1063 The period of 'colour-service was
raised to seven years for soldiers at home. 186* R. H.
Patterson Ess. Hist. 4 Art 15 (What every one who has
pressed his fingers upon his eyes must know) that sensa-
tions of colour may be excited . . independently of any
'colour-stimulus. 1817 R. Jameson Char. Min. 83 A
'Colour-Suite of Minerals, made under the eye of Werner.
1875 tr. VogeVs Chem. Light vii. 60 The small number of
the "colour-tones compared with the large number of
musical tones is very striking. 1882 Syd. Sox: Lex.,
*Colour vision, the recognition of colour by the eye. 1887
Daily Neivs 29 June 5^ Apartments . .

*colour-washed in

several shades of pale grey and chocolate.

18. Special combs. : Colour-guard, in a U. S.

infantry regiment, a guard for the colours con-
sisting of eight corporals and the colour- bearer

;

colour-hearing (see quot.)
;
colour-line, (a.) on

seals or engravings, fine parallel lines indicating

colour or tincture, (a.) esp. in U. S., the line of
demarcation between the coloured and the white
race

;
colour-party, the party consisting of two

junior officers assisted by four serjeants, who carry

the colours of a regiment
; colour-piece, a piece

of bric-a-brac, or the like, introduced into a room,
etc., for the sake of its colouring; colour-printing,
printing in different colours, chromatic printing :

hence colour-print, -printer
;
colour-sense, the

sense of colour, the power of discriminating colours

;

colour - striker, a practical colour - maker ; a
maker of chemical colours (cf. Strike) ; colour-
top, a top of which the upper surface is painted
with the colours of the spectrum, or some of them,
in order to show the effects of their combination
during its rapid revolution. See also Colour-
blind, -BOX, -DE-ROY, -DOCTOR, -MAN, -SERGEANT.
1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., * Color-guard. 1882 Times

12 Jan. 5/6 *Colour-hearing . .a phenomenon of which some
few people are conscious .. viz. an appearance of certain

colours accompanying the perception of notes or noises.

1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 491 We shall soon cease to
hear of a *co!or-line. 1863 Catal. Intern. Exhib. IV. 15/2
Lithographic 'oil-colour-print. Ibid. Establishment for

"oil - colour - printing. 1869 Eng. Mech. 31 Dec 377/2
Colour-printing has now been brought to great perfection.

1879 G. Allen (titte\ The 'Colour-Sense. 1880 Geiger's

Developm. Hum. Race 49 The history of colour-sense
is of paramount importance to the total development of
sensation. 1856 Maxwell in Ret. Brit. Assoc., Trans. of
Sections 13 "Colour-top. 1886 Athenaeum 21 Aug. 24»/2The
mixture of colours apart from the mixture of pigments.,
is best illustrated by the use of the well-known colour-top.

t Colour, sb.'t> Obs. = Cully.
i7i9D'URFEv/V//f V. 24 And all my wealth they took by

stealth, Thus was a poor Colour trick'd.

Colour, color (kvUi), v. Forms : see the sb.

[ME. coloure{n, etc. a. OF. couloure-r, colore- r:—
L. colordre, f. color Colour.]
1. trans. To give colour to ; to imbue, charge, or

mark with colour or hue ; to paint, stain, dye.

Const, also with over.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 456 perauen. .watz colored as be
cole. . 1381 Chaucer Pari, houles 443 As the fressh rede
rose newe Ayene the somer sonne coloured ys. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 3052 Corvyn by crafte, colourd with honde. C 14*0
Liber Cocorutn (1862) 47 Color hit with safroune. 1517 K.
Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 254 The coastes . . I have
coloured with yellow. 1663 Gerbiek Counsel i\(^)G iy.

The Painters are to colour over their windows thrice. 1784
Cowper Task 11. 13 A skin Not coloured like his own. 1805
Wordsw. Waggoner 1. 92 Coloured all by his own hand,

b. aIfsol.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 163 Such things as colour blew.
1662 Mkrrett tr. Nert's Art of Glass xcv, Sometimes the
powders colour more and sometimes less.

C Jig.
1637 R. Humfrey tr. St. Ambrose 1. 104 The use.. of

ancients . . doth colour and beautifie the manners of young
men. 1888 Alma Tadema in Pall Mall G. 9 Apr. 3/1 As
the sun colours flowers, so art colours life.

f 2. To embellish, set off in rhetorical colours.
< 1300 A". Alis 2201 This batail destuted is, In the French

. .Therefore Y haue, hit to colour, Borowed of the Latyn
autour.

3. To represent in fair colours (what is of the

opposite character) ; to give a specious aspect to
;

to gloss, cloak, disguise, excuse ; to render specious

or plausible. Const, out, over.

1377 Langu P. Pt. B. xix. 455 Eche man sotileth a sleight

synneforto hyde, And eoloureth it for a kunnyngeandaclene
lyuynge. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7852 pai colowrne horn coyntly
with a cause febill. , 1460 Fortescue Abs. \ Lint. Mon.
(1714) 29 Whych thyng, though it be colowryd per Jus
Regale, yet it is Tyrannye. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
John 99 o, They shall colour out their wickednesse with
pretense of godlynesse. 1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocaltps

36 They coloured theyr cursed filthye vncleannesse wyth
the name of Nicolas the Deacon. 1606 G. W[oodcocke]
tr. Hist. Ivstine Gg4b, The which Salonina [a harlot] he
colord vnder marriage. 1741 Middlrton Cicero 11742) I. v.

367 Howsoever this may color, it cannot justify Cato's con-
duct. 1861 Merivale Rom. Enip. VI I. lix. 206 Armed bands
who had coloured their brigandage under the name of
patriotism.

b. To exhibit in a false light ; to put an unfair

or untrue construction upon ; to misrepresent.
1393G0WER Conf III. 1 30 They speken pfcine after the

lawe But he the wordes ofnis sawe Coloureth in an other
wcy. 1529 Moke Heresyes iv. Wks. 267/2 This is your
verye doctrine, how so euer ye colour it. a 159a Greene &
Lodge Looking Gtasse Wks. ti86i) 121 It was your device
that, to colour the statute. 1786 J. Jay in Sparks Corr.
Amer. Rev. (1835! IV. 135 The facts are inaccurately stated,

and improperly colored, i860 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 112

The evidence has been suppressed and coloured.

T 4. To lend one's name to
;
represent or deal

with as one's own. 7o colour strangers' goods

;

to enter a foreign merchant's goods at the custom-

house under a freeman's name, for the purpose of

evading additional duties. Obs.
a 150a in Amolde's Chron. (1811) 88 The Cowpers of this

cite haue vsed and dayly vse to colour straungers goodis.

1622 Malynes Anc. Laiv-Mereh. 114 If a Factor or Mer-
chant, doe colour the goods of Merchant Strangers in pay-
ing but English Customes..he runneth into a Praemunire.
1625 Bacon Ess. Usury (Arb.) 546 Then they will be hardly
able to Colour other Mens Moneyes in the Country, a 1655
Bp. G. Goodman Crt. Jas. I, I. 351 Their [ambassadors']

servants did colour and transport other mens goods. 1726
in Diet. Rust.yed. 3) «.v.

5. To imbue with its own tone or character.

[1580 Lyly Euphnes {Arb.) 340 Wher cunning must worke,
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the whole body mu.st be coloured. 1 1835 Lytton Rieuzi
viu. iii, Those emotions, .coloured his whole soul. 1838 9
Hallam Hist. Lit. IV. iv. vii. 320 His predominating good
sense colours the whole. 1882 Serjt. Ballantine Exper.
xii. 123 In all these cases it is the motive that colours the

act.

t 6. intr. To colour with : to harmonize xuith.

a 1625 Fletcher Rollo iv. i, Your counsels colour not
with reason of state. 1648 J. Goodwin Right Might 32
Nor doth the Act of the Army, .colour, or shadow (in the

least) with the act of the King.

7. To take on colour, to change colour, to be-

come coloured
;

spec, said of grapes or other fruit,

in acquiring the colour of ripeness.

1667 H. Stubbe in Phil. Trans. II. 497 The Sea coloureth

from green to darkish, and so to blue. 188a Garden 3 June
389/1 A marvel to me that.. Grapes colour so well as they
do. Ibid., A prime necessity as regards colouring grapes.

Mod. This meerschaum won't colour,

8. spec. To turn red in the face, to blush. Also
Colour up.

1 72 1 1800 in Bailey. 1755 Johnson, To colour., to blush.

A low word, only used in conversation. 1787 Mirror 80
The poor woman coloured. 1801 Mar. Edgeworth Gd. Fr.
Governess (1832) 182, 1 used to colour every minute, as Miss
Matilda does. 1836 Marrvat Japhet xxxiv, Her ladyship
coloured up with rage. 1876 Holland Sev. Oaks xiL 162

He colored as if he had been detected in a crime,

b. trans, nonce-use,

1824 Miss Ferrier Inhcr. xiv, [She] only coloured a reply.

(Cf. to smile, nod, blush a reply.]

Colourability, color- (kubrabi Hti). [f.

next : see -ITT.] The quality of being colourable

;

the possession of colouring qualities.

1874 Crookes Dyeing <jj- Cal.-Print. 375 The colourability

of the lichens is not a property of these plants as a whole.

Colourable, colorable (kr-lwab'l), a.

Forms see Colour. sl>. [a. OF. colorable corresp.

to L. type *colorabil-is, f. colordre to Colour : see

-able. For the force of the suffix, cf. agreeable,

comfortable, favourable ,
etc.]

+ 1. Possessed of or abounding in colour. Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Bcasts(i6jy 79 The colourable spots

are wrought in fashion of a fishers net. 1705 Hickeringili.
Prkst-cr. 49 A Fortnights time shall make it [the moon]
as good, as colourable, and as round again, as any Cheese.

tb. Rhet. Ornamental. Cf. Colour sb. 13.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Gracilitas, Exigent gra-
cilitatem stylo. Quint. To write a low style without

colourable amplifications.

2. fig. Having an appearance of truth or right

;

specious, plausible, fair-seeming.

1382 Wvclif Prol. 58 Thouj this replicacioun seme colour-

able, it hath no good ground. C1449 Pecock Repr. v. x.

536 Ech colorable argument. 1573 G. Harvey Lett.-bk.

(.Camden* 28 For al his cullerable praetens to the contrari.

1581 J. Bell IIaddon's Answ. Osor. 466 b, Seduced by
glavering conceipt of colorable error. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard
Texts 509 By faire and colourable treaties.

b. Capable of being presented as true or right

;

having at least a prima facie aspect of justice or

validity.

1581 J. Bell Haddou's A nsw. Osor. 396 One sentence.

.

cann not be found, to make those their Pardons Justifiableor
coulorable. 162a Bacon Hen. VII, Wks. (i860) 455 They
did also vex men with informations of intrusion, upon scarce
colourable titles. 1641 Milton Animadv. (1851} 242 Con-
versant in no Divinity, but that which is colourable to
uphold Bishopricks. 1659 Bp. Walton Consid. Considered

243 Arguments, to which he could give no colourable answer.

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 248 If the mother was never
married to the father, such bastard could have no colour-
able title at all. 1785 T. Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859 1. 385
The enclosed paper, No. 9, is the only colorable evidence of
this. 1830 Dl Quincev Bentley Wks. (1863) vi. 72 Colour-
able grounds of complaint. 1878 E. White Life in Christ
111. xxi. 302 No even colourable escape from this criticism

seems possible.

c. Covert, pretended, feigned, counterfeit, collu-

sory, done for appearance* sake.

1440 J. Shirley Dethe K. James (18x8) 7 He fonde colour-
abill wais to serve his entent. 1489 Caxton Faytes 0/ A.
iv. iii. 235 Shall hurt hym undre coulourable deceypte. 1512
Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 2 Preamb., To be removed .. by
colorable and untrew suggestions. 1563-87 Foxe A. M.
(1684) III. 452, I will use no colourable or covert words.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 4 a, They tooke him for a counter-
feit or colourable practiser. 1690 J. Harrington De/.
Rights Univ. Ox/ord, Case Univ. 49 The said University.

.

have fraudulently, .granted colourable priviledges to divers
members of the city. 1798 Dallas Arner. Law Rep. II.

381 The conveyance was colorable and collusive. 1857
Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. I. ix. 31 On pretences en-
tirely colourable and false. 1886 Times 24 Feb. 4/1 A case
of bribery by colourable employment.

d. Of ships' papers, etc. : Drawn up in a de-
ceptive or designedly ambiguous form.
1750BEAWES Lex Mercat. (1752) 93 [The captain] must

not carry .. fictitious and colourable Ship Papers. 1755
Magf.ns Insurances I. 488 Every Ship must be provided
with complete and genuine Papers.. if the Papers be false
or colourable, .the Law of Nations allows, etc.

t Colourableness, cclor-. Obs. [f. prec.
+ -ness.] Colourable state or quality

;
specious-

ness, plausibility, false pretence.
i57*.GoLDiNG Calvin on Ps. ix. 3 The faythfull prayse

God sincerely and without colourablenesse. 1642 RogersNaaman 534 None of them could (notwithstanding the
colourablenesse thereof

1 prevaile. 1645 T. Coleman Hopes
Deferred 23 Activenesse without Vnity is but to rise up
and fall, a colourablenesse for treachery and murder.

Colourably, colorably ^k» brabli), adv.

[f. as prec. + -LY-.] In a colourable manner.

1. With a fair appearance, speciously, plausibly.
a 1400 Serm. agst. Miracle Plays in Rel. Ant. II. 55

Addyng many lesynges iherto so colowrably that the puple
;ife as myche credense to hem as to the trwthe. 1548
Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xxii. 105 Colourably with
fayre speakyng should entise him. a 1667 Cowley Ess.
Solitude, If it were as truly as it is colourably and wittily

said, a 1718 Penn Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 697 It might have
reflected more colourably a kind of neglect upon them.

2. Under a feigned or counterfeit appearance
;

feignedly ; in appearance but not in reality.

1533 Act 14 <y 15 Hen. VII/, c. 4 § 1 They occupie here.

.

not only for themselfe but also colourably for other straun-

gers. 1546 Bale Eng. Votaries n. (1550* 50 b, Colourably
or dyssemblyngty reconcyled. 1581 J. Bell Haddons
Ans?v. Osor. 466 Fayningly, and counterfetly or colorably.

1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. ii. 29 The jewels were sent,

colourably .. to Germany. 1883 Law Rep. 11 Q. B. Div.

436 He. .colourably withdrew from the partnership.

3. With a show of reason or legality ; with a

prima facie ground or pretext ; on the face of it.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 463 To the end
he might colourably depose him. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
in. xlii. 277 There is no other place that can so much as
colourably be drawn to countenance [it]. 1786 Burke IV.

Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 198 [It] could not be even colour-

ably disposed of at the pretended will of the said nabob.
i86z Sat, Rev. 13 Sept. 308 No one could doubt that the
issue was at least colourably different.

Co'lour- blind, a. Unable to sec certain

colours ; unable to discriminate between individual

colours, or shades of colour.
(The strict meaning ought to be 'blind to colour' as a

whole; but as this rarely exists (except in the case of the
totally blind 1, the term is applied with much laxity to any
constitutional inability to discriminate between colours,

the common type being inability to distinguish the red and
I

the green rays of the spectrum from each other.)

1854 Mackenzie Dis. Eye (ed. 4' 948 It seems probable
that yellow glasses will prove of use to colour-blind persons.
1866 Huxley Phys. ix. § 8 Such colour-blind persons, .are

unable to distinguish between the leaves of the cherry-tree
and its fruit. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 39 Here's my
neighbour colour-blind, Eyes like mine to all appearance.

b. fig. Taking no note of differences in racial

colour, in sex, etc.

1865 Commonwealth (Boston, U.S.) j8 Feb., A govern-
ment color-blind ; no distinction of race in the camp or the

senate. 1888 Pall Mall G. 17 Sept. 4/1 The National As-
sociation of Journalists . . agreed that their body should be
colour-blind as to sex. 1890 Ibid. 15 May 3/1 Neither in

the Dutch republics nor in the English colonies is the law
absolutely colour-blind as between Black and White.

Colour-bli lldliess. The condition of being

colour-blind ; a visual defect, consisting in inability

(greater or less) to discriminate between different

colours, or shades of colour.

This optical defect was first described by Dalton in 1794
{Mem. Lit. <$ Phil. Soc. Manchester^'. 28), and was for

a considerable time known scientifically as Daltonism. The
accuracy of the words colour-blind and colour-blindness

has often been impugned ; in scientific use achromatopsy
occurs ; J. Dixon Diseases of the Eye (1859) 279 suggested

the term acritochromacy (aKptTo-xP^M^Ti'a), with its adjec-

tive acritochrontatic.

1854 Mackenzie Dis. Eye (ed. 4) 946 Colour-blindness has
been detected much oftener in males than in females. 1855
Bain Senses <y Int. 11. it. 3 (1864) 236 Colour-blindness has

been known to exist with reference to green, but as yet, not

to violet. 1876 Foster Phys. (1879) ux. ii. 491 The most
common form of colour-blindness is that of persons unable

to distinguish green and red from each other.

X>.Jg.
1888 Pall Mall G. 19 Dec. 4/2 The Liberal Papers, instead

of imitating the political colour-blindness of the Unionists .

.

frankly admit that black is black.

Coiour-box.
1. A box of colours, a portable box for holding

artists' colours, brushes, etc., a paint-box.
Mod. The Society of Arts' shilling colour-box.

2. Calico printing. The box which supplies

colour to the printing rollers.

1858-75 Ure Diet. A rts I. 604 Sometimes for the highest
rollers, and especially in machines of more than four colours,
the cumbrous colour box is dispensed with, and a doctor
inserted in a curved frame is applied to the roller instead.
Ibid. I. 607 The machine printer, .attends to supplying the
colour boxes with colour.

3. An instrument devised by Clerk Maxwell for

compounding the colours of the spectrum in any
required proportion.
1870 C. Maxwell Let. 6 July in Life (1882) 346, 1 made a

great colour-box in 1862, and worked it in London in 1862.
1882 Ibid. 475 His colour-box demands a special notice.

+ Colour-de-roy. Obs. [a. 16th c. F. couleur

de roy 1 king's colour See quot. 161 1.

1539 Ld. Treas. Acc. Sc. in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 298*
xxiiij elnes of colourderoy to be bame coitis. 1543 Aberd.
Reg. V. 18 (Jam.) Ane gown of colour-de-roy. 160a Mars-
ton Antonio's Rev. 1. iii. His nose is just colour de roy. x6n
Cotgr., Couleur de Roy, was in old time Purple ; but now is

the bright Tawnie, which wee also tearme, Colour de Roy.
Colour-doctor {Calico-printing}; see Doctor.
Colour(ef obs. form of Choler.
Coloured, colored (k» -bid), a. [f. Co-
lour v. or sb. + -ed.]

1. Having a colour or colours; '•diversified with
variety of hues* (J.).
Strictly, exclusive of black and white ; also, exclusive of

what is the normal or prevailing hue ; thus in Bot. the
coloured parts of plants are those which are other than
green. Often with the name ofa particular colour prefixed,

as in blue-coloured, etc. Coloured vision : see Vision.
c 1325 [see Colour v. i]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3757 Crispe

herit was thekyng, colouret as gold. 1523 Fitzherb. Hush.
$ 68 A coloured horse that hath moch white on hym. 1584
R. Scot Discov. IVitchcr. ill. xix. 258 The coloured and the

cleare glasses. 1611 Bible Rev. xvii. 3 A scarlet coloured
beast. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. v. v. 313 A gentleman.,
chancing to come in a colour 'd suit. 1807 J. E. Smith
Phys. Bot. 168 Coloratum, coloured, expresses any colour in

a leaf besides green. 1858 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 362 A
large coloured map on excessively thick paper. 1872 E.

Peacock Mabel Heron I. ix. 150 A coloured flannel shirt.

Mod. White or coloured shirts.

t b. fig, in Music. Figurate : see quot. Obs.

1609 Douland Ornith. Microl. 78 The Counter-point is

two-fold, Simple and Coloured. .The Coloured Counter-point
is the constitution of a Song of diuers parts by diuers

figures, and differing Concords.

c. fig. of literary style, etc.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 381 The most, .vividly

coloured picture of the English Court. 1873 Morley Rous-
seau II. 28 That fresh, full, highly-coloured style.

2. Of the complexion
;
esp. with defining words,

as fresh-coloured^ ill-coloured, well-coloured, etc.

(1400 Maundev. (Roxb.i xxxii. 147 Ri^t faire folk and
wele coloured, c 1540 Uoorde The boke/or to Leme D j a,

It doth.. make a man loke euyll colored. 1621 Burton
A Hat. Mel. 1. ii. ill. xv. (1651 ) 12 They iStudents] are most
part lean, dry, ill-coloured. 1799 Med. frnl. II. 45 The
child has appeared fresh coloured and easy.

b. spec. Having a skin other than 'white'
;

esp.

wholly or partly of the negro or * coloured' race.

1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. xxv. (1614) 49/1 Their.,
coloured countenances, and curled haire. 1760-72 tr. Juan
$ Ullods Voy. I. in. iii. 121 The.. Negro women, or the

coloured women as they are called here. 1832 Marryat
N. Forstcr xxi, ' Au cachot !' cried all the coloured girls.

1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Toms C. xviil 182 Among the

coloured circles of New Orleans. 1880 Print. Trades frnl.

xxxi. 5 Frederic Douglass, the celebrated coloured orator.

C. Of or belonging to the negro race.

1866 Howells Venet. Life v. 14 Our own coloured melo-

dies. 1878 N. Amcr. Rev. CXXVI. 387 If state govern
ments are opposed to coloured suffrage.

+ 3. Made to look well: a. Fair-seeming, spe-

cious, plausible.

a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 79 No colourede excus-

acioun. 1576 Fleming Panoptic Ep. 193 He spared no
coloured pretence to allure the vulgar sort.

b. Glossed over, so as to appear right or good.

1555 in Froude Hist. Eng. VI. 378 The kings coloured

and too shamefully suffered adultery. 1557 N. T. (Genev.)

1 Thess. ii. 5 Nether dyd we any thing in coulored coue-

tousnes.

c. Feigned, pretended, simulated.

1543 Grai-ton Coutn. Harding 449 A false fained and
coloured frende. 1574 tr. Marlorats' Apocalips 31 Content-
ing himselfe with coloured holinesse. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie III. vii. (Arb.) 166 To allow such manner of

forraine and coulored talke to make the iudges affectioned.

1610 Guillim Heraldry 111. iv, (i66o( 117 A Hypocrites
coloured zeal.

Colourer, colorer ;kybraj;. [f. Colour v.

+ -ER 1
.] One who or that which colours; one

who paints in colours, or colours maps, prints, etc.

1612 W. Parkes Curtainc Dr. in Collier Bibl. Catal. II.

106 Tobacco, .now made, .the drunken colourer of Drabby
salacy. 1686 Aglionby Painting Illust. ii. 84 He under-

stood little of Composition, .but was an admirable Colourer.

1796 Hull Advertiser 30 Jan. 1/1 Wholesale and retail

Paper Hanging Manufacturers, and licenced Colourers.

1885 Bookseller 5 Mar., W. S. Print-Colourer in General.

Maps and other subjects, Coloured in the Best Style.

f 2. A dissembler ; a perverter of words, etc.

1681 Glanvill Sadducismus 11. 39 Colourers, changers
Perverters of the Face of things.

Colourful, colorful (k27 l3rful), a. rare, [see

-ful.] Full of colour.

1890 Temple Bar Mag. Feb. 179 Down the straight,

colourful streets one looks.

Colouring, coloring (ktf'larin), vbl. sb. [f.

Colour v. + -ing1.] 1. The action of the vb.

Colour in various senses, a. lit.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvi. xxiv. (1495) 5°* In

peyntynge and colourynge of walles. 1780 Harris Philol.

Enq. Wks.(i84i) 419 With good drawing, but with bad and
defective colouring. J821 Craig Led. Drawing iii. 183

The colouring of a head in a process of water colours.

b. techn. The production of a fine polish on

a silver surface
;
done, in silver manufacture, by

rubbing with rouge : see also quot. 1S75.

1875 Jevons Money (1878) 126 It is usual to dissolve the

copper from the surface of the blank pieces of metal, so as

to produce a film of pure white silver upon the surface.

This operation called colouring, gives a fine bright appear-

ance to the [base silver] coins when new.

C. fig. The giving of a fair or specious appear-

ance, especially, to what is bad.

1549 Latimer -yd Serm. be/. Edzv. VI (Arb.) 88 Let them
leaue their colourynge and cal them by their Christian name
Brybes. 1570 B. Gcoge Pop. Kingd. iv. (1880) 57 Fraude
and craftie coulourings. 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (1661) 262

Equivocation is a cunning colouring of a lye. 1798J. Hucks
Poems 12 Truth . .With specious colourings mask'd unholiest

views. i8ox Strutt Sports <y Past. m. ii. 141 To give the

better colouring to their undertaking.

2. The effect of the application of colour, the

way or style in which anything is coloured ; also

concr. a coloured work, a painting.
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1707 Curios, in Hush. <V Card. 61 To give the Flowers
that lively and beautiful Colouring, which is.. their chief
Merit. 1753 Scots A/ag. Nov. 546/2 A coach of state be-

daubed with gilt and colourings. 1806 Wordsw. Ode In-
Urn. Immort. 198 The Clouds . . Do take a sober colouring
from an eye That hath kept watch o'er man's mortality.

1879 G. Allen Col. Sense i. 3 The existence of bright
colouring in the world at large,

b. in Painting.
1706 Art of Painting (1744) 5 Colouring, .comprehends

two things, the local colour, and the claro obscuro. 1862

Thornburv Turner L 339 The old Teme'raire is the most
florious consummation of colouring ever painted by English
ngers. 1885 Truth 28 May 848/1 The colouring of this

picture is most objectionable.

C. fig. in Music.
1881 Athenaeum 26 Mar. 437/1 A certain want of variety

in the colouring of his music.

d. Of rhetorical picturesqueness.

1761 J. Brown Poetry ^A/us. (1763) 190 The. .highest Col-
j

ourings of his [Virgil's] Pencil are prostituted to the Vanity 1

ofthe ruling Tyrant. 1799 Walpoliatui iii.0819) 4 From the
elegance of its language, and the warm colouring of the
descriptions. 1835 Macaclay Milton, Ess. (1885) 11/1 The
art of poetic colouring.

e. Pervading character, tone, or aspect.

1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 330 The offences differ in

colouring and in degree. 1834 J. H. Newman Par. Serm.
1 1837) I. xxiv. 362 It takes a general colouring from Christi-
anity. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cony. (1876) I. iii. 121 They
give a different colouring to the transaction.

3. Colouring matter or substance.
e 1460 Russell Bk. Nurture 123 in Babees Bk., Turnesole I

bat is good colourynge. 1884 //faith Exkib. Catal. 153/1
Liquid Butter Colouring. Liquid Annatto Cheese Colour-
ing.

Colouring, Coloring (k^ brirj),///. a. [f.as
j

prec. + -ing -J That colours: in senses of the verb.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 334 The action

of heat or fire, & colouring bodies objected. 1791 D'ls-
RAEL! Cur. Lit. (1866) 33/2 Conceptions, .agreeably set off

by a warm and colouring diction. 1801 A/ed. Jml. V. 199
Very little impregnated with colouring particles.

b. Colouring matter. [It is doubtful whether
colouring here originally the a. or the vbl.sb.

used attributively.] Any substance colouring a
natural body, or employed in the arts to colour
objects.

4 By chemists, however, the term ls only applied to organic
bodies, and not to mineral substances. .Colouring matter
may be defined to be substances produced in animal or
vegetable organisms, or easily formed there by processes
occurring in nature, and which are themselves coloured,
or give coloured compounds with bases, or with animal or
vegetable fibre' tUre Diet. Arts).
1805 W. Saunders A/in. Waters 69 A saline, .water, will

. . produce material changes on the colouring matter. 1813
Sir H. Davy A^ric.Chem. (1814)146 The colouring matters
of flowers. 1831 Brewster Optics xxvi. 220 The colouring
matter of the amethyst. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org.
Bodies, Contents n Of Blue colouring matters: Indigo,
Litmus or turnsole, Blue flowers.

+ Co'lourish, a. or sb. Obe. (See quot.)
1598 Florio, Afuffola, a kind of colour that goldsmithes

call colourish [1611 that Goldsmiths vac tocolounze mettals).

t Co'lourish, v. Obs. rare~ x
. [perh. after It.

colorisc-cre (Florio i6ii) = L. colorire, colordre to

colour, paint : cf. early OF. colorir, coloriss-ant=
colorer; see Colour v. and -I8H. Cf. also burnish.']

To colour up, brighten up with colour. Hence
Colourishing vbl. sb.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. Pref. Aiija, New impres-
sions [were] but the colourishing of old stamps which stood
pale in the soul before.

Colourist, colorist (k^ brist). [f. Colours.
+ -1ST : perh. a. OF. coloriste in same sense.] A
painter skilful in colouring ; an adept in the art

of colouring ; a master of colour.
1686 Aclionby Painting Illust. iii. 134 Excellent De-

signers, Admirable Colourists. 1695 Dryden Du Fresnoy's
Art Paint. N. 200 (R.) Titian .. and the rest of the good
colourists. 1846 Ruskin A/od. Paint. I.u.1. vii. § 17 Gains-
borough .. The greatest colourist since Rubens, and the
last, I think, of legitimate colourists. i860 /bid. V. ix. 333
note. There have been only seven supreme colourists among
the true painters.

attrib. 1859 Glllick & Timbs Paint. 220 The English
school . . is essentially a colourist school.

b. fig. Also said of descriptive writers.

\7<jb-%* I. VVarton Ess. Pope II. 34 Spenser .. was as
warm a colourist. x86i Craik //ist. Eng. Lit. I. 442 Sack-
ville . . is almost as great an inventor as he is a colourist.

Colouristic, coloristic (k»Uri stik), a. [f.

prec. + -ic] Of or pertaining to a colourist or to

artistic colouring.
1883 Sir F. Leighton Presid. Address R. Acad., Grave

doubts . . in regard to the colouristic aptitudes of the people
[Egyptians]. 1884 Cent. Mag. XXIX. 210 Its coloristic

charm may tempt nim to be content with mere decorative
effectiveness instead of true pictorial beauty.

Colourless, colorless (ko-biles), a. [f.

Colour sb. + -less.]

1. gen. Without colour.
[c 1380 : see b.] 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Afech.

xxxvii. 314 Little Bodies, which., are Diaphanous and
Colourless. 1756 C. Ll'cas Ess. Waters 1. 129 note, Thames
water at Richmond is always, in dry weather, perfectly
colorless and pellucid. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 77 You ob-
tain a colourless and transparent gaseous body.

b. spec, of the complexion : Without any tinge
of red

; pallid, blanched.

c 1380 Sir Ferumh. 1164 pan was Olyuer al colourless for

be blod bat he had schad. 184a Tennyson Morte D'A rthur
213 His face was white And colourless. 1856 Lever A/ar-
tins 0/Cro* Af. 315 The cheeks colourless.

C. Without bright or conspicuous colour ; dull.

1795 South ey *Joan 0/ Arc ix. 293 Dark on the upland
bank The hedge-row trees distinct and colourless Rose on
the grey horizon. 1878 B. Taylor Deukalion 1. iv. 32 A
shadowy colorless landscape.

2. fig. Without distinctive character, vividness,

or picturesqueness.
1861 Sat. Rev. 8 June 585 Particular instances are . . sub-

stituted for general and colourless terms. 1873 Max Mul-
ler Sc. Relig. 155 An ancient colourless and unpoetical
religion. 1875 H. KtMGSUtY No. Seventeen 289 She was a
trifle colourless, perhaps, but. .always resolute enough.

b. Without any leaning or bias favourable or

unfavourable ; neutral.

1868 Freeman Norm. Cony. (18761 II. vii. 102 The tale is

told in a perfectly colourless way. 1880 Bright Eng. Hist.

1394 The king, .fixed upon, .a colourless man, as best fitted

to carry 011 the system. 1883 //arper's A/ag. Dec 133/3
The words were colorless in themselves.

Hence Co lourlessly adv., in a colourless man-
ner, without brightness or distinctive character.
1883 Standard 28 Mar. 3/4 [HeJ sang well, though rather

colourle>sly.

Colourlessness, color-, [f. prec. + -kbss.]

Colourless quality or state.

1684-5 BoYLE Min. Waters 94 Salts that resemble it in
transparency, colourlesness, and Figure. 1854 Blaiktv.
Mag. LXXVI. 551 We are too fond of paleness, colourless-
ness, in our interiors. 1869 Contemp. Rex: XII. 438 The
accessory circumstances .. are all presented with photo-
graphic clearness, colourlessness, and boldness of relief.

Colourlike,'' Obs. [see -like.] Charac-
terized by colour, well-coloured.
C 1450 Hollanij Hewlett 894 The farest foule of the firth .

.

So clene and so colourlyke [Bannat. A/S. colourike] That
no bird was him lyke.

+ Co'lourly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Colour +

-ly -.] Colourably.
155a DALE Apol. 117 (R.) A/entiri spiritui saneto To de-

ceyue God by a falsehede, colourly and slyely to dyssemble.

Colour-man.
1. One who deals in colours, a colour-seller.
1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Nciv Invent, p. Ivii, A Colour-man

in the Strand. 1753 Cent/. A/ag. XXV. 233 Justice Quar-
ril, an oil and colour-man in whitechapel. 1856 Dickens
Rogue's Life ii, I gave my orders to the colourman and
settled . . with . . the artist that day.

b. A COLOURER.
i88» Athenxum 8 July 51 '2 A Map ofthe Mediterranean

. . mainly remarkable for the fact that the colour man has
quite forgotten the alteration of the northern frontiers of
Greece.

c. Camp colour /nan : see Camp sb.- VII. b.

1859 F. Griffiths Artil. Alan. (1862) 34 A camp colour-
man per company.

Colour-serjeant f -sergeant. An army
Serjeant whose special duty it is to attend the

regimental colours in the field.

The rank was created by George the Fourth, when prince
regent, as a recognition of the conduct of non-commissioned
officers in the Peninsular war.
1813 General Order July 27, From the 25 June 1813 one

Serjeant of the establishment in each Company of every
Regiment of Infantry shall be designated * Colour Serjeant

'

. . The duty of attending the Colours in the field shall at
all times be performed by the Colour Serjeant. 1841 Penny
CycL XXI. 266 Four or six scrjeants are charged with the
important duty of guarding the colours of the regiment

:

they constantly attend the officers who carry them, and are
called colour-sergeants.

Coloury,colory (k»-bri),a. [f. Colour, + -t1.]
1. colloq. Characterized by or abounding in

colour.

1853 C. Bronte Villette xxviii. (DA Roundly charging
you with being . . too flowery and coloury. 1884 Chesh.
Gloss. t Coloury, roan or spotted. Said of cows that are not
self-coloured. In auctioneers* posters one frequently sees
a stock of cows described as 'good, coloury cow»\
2. Commercial. Having a colour characteristic

of good quality. Applied to hops ; also to a par-
ticular class of coffee beans of a bright bluish tint.

1880 Daily News 28 Oct. 3^ Coffee . . Good middling to
fine middling colory, 89$. to 95$. 1883 Standard 18 May
6/5 [Coffee] Groyish, at 61s. w.. to 63J. 6d. ; coloury, at
71s. 1887 Daily Neivs 25 Jan. 3/5 (Hops) The demand for

useful coloury samples of the new English growth. 1890
A Coffee-broker writes : An inferior Coffee would very
rarely be 'coloury', but even a good Coffee need not neces-
sarily be so. The Coffee most usually described as * coloury

'

is that from Guatemala. Put Java Coffee, of equal value, is

usuallya light yellow and very rarely described as 1 coloury '.

Colp, sb. dial. [ = OF. colp, F. coup, It. colpo

blow.]
169a Coles, Colp, a blow, also a bit of anything. 1880

W. Comw. Gloss., Colp. a blow,

f Colp, v. Obs. [? Echoic nonce-word.]
1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. 1. 16 Colping rauens restlesse

birds vntimely tokens gave.

Colp. Irish : see Collop 2.

Colpack, var. of Calpac, Colback.
1877 Wraxall Hugo's Alisir. B* lxix, Flaming colpacks.

Colpenchyma (Mpe-gkima). Bot. [f. Gr.
tcukir-os bosom, fold of a garment + iy\v^ia infu-

sion ; cf. parenchyma, etc.] Tissue composed of

sinuous or wavy cells.

1866 Treas. Bot., Colpenchyma, sinuous cellular tissue.

Colpeurynter (kplpiurintaj). Med. [f. Gr.
KoAff-os bosom, womb + *tvpvvrijp, agent-n. f. tu-

pvv-uv to widen, dilate.] An instrument for dilating

the vagina. 1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Colpheg, colphize, var. Colaphize v., to cuff.

Colpice, COlpas. dial. [Etymol. uncertain.

(Blount (or his editor) conjectured its identity with
med.L. colpicium, Coppice.) Cf. Colwkigh.]
1717 Blount's Law Diet. s.v. Colpicium, I suppose by Col-

Piciis is meant Samplers or young Poles, which l>eing cut
down make Leavers or Lifters, in Warwickshire called Col.
pices to this day. [App. now obs. in Warwicksh.] 1730-36
in Bailey (folio). 1880 W. Cornw. Gloss., Cotpas, a prop or
underset to a lever.

II Colpindach. Obs. Sc. Law. [App. related to

Ir. and Gael, colpa full-grown cow, colpach, colb-

thach heifer : ? a corruption of the last.] A heifer.

149s in Acta Dom. Concilii 265 (Jam.) XL oxen, xx
ky, a bull, auchtene cowpendochis. 1597 Skene De Verb.
Signif., Colpindach, ane young beast or kow, of the age of
an or twa yeires, quhilk is now called an Cowdacn or
8uoyach. 1609 — Reg . A/aj. 2 They ordeined to the
rowners, for their fie .. ane colpindach (ane quyach, or

ane young kow) or threttie pennies. 1822 P. CitALMims Duel-
ling 120 If the appealer in ordinary crimes was worsted his

pledges paid the King nine cows aud a colpindach.

Colpitis '^k^lpai'tis). Med. [f. Gr.*oAiros bosom,
womb + -IT1B.] Inflammation of the vagina.
1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 592.

Colpocele k^irx?si"l). Med. [f. as prec. + xtjKjj

tumour.] A tumour or hernia in the vagina.
i860 in Mavne Expos. Lex.
Colpon, var. of Culpon, Obs., cut, piece.

Colportage (kalptfrta-*,, kp-lpfiteds). [Fr.,

f. eolporter to hawk, carry for sale : see -age.]

The work of a colporteur
;

spec, the distribution

of religious books and tracts by colporteurs.
1846 Worcester cites Baird. 1876 M. Davies Unorth.

Lond. 38 A man . . whose business it was to manage the
* colportage '.

II Colporteur 'k^lptfrttir, k^ipfJtai;. [F. agent-

n. f. eolporter, app. f. col neck +porter to carry

:

see Littre.] A hawker of books, newspapers, etc.

esp. (in English use) one employed by a society to

travel about and sell or distribute Bibles and reli-

gious writings.

1796 Burney Metastasio III. 303 An itinerant German
Colporteur, or book pedlar. 1825 Sav A/onthly A/ag. XIV.
64 l"he hawkers of fly-sheets . .like the colporteurs of Paris.

1846 Worcester, Colporter, a hawker ; a pedler ; a pedler
of books. 186* Brit. Workman \ June, The Colporteurs
of the Religious Tract and Book Society of Scotland. 1865
Parkman Fr. *f Eng. in N. Amer. (1880) 17 Intrepid Col-
porteurs bore the Bible to city, hamlet and castle.

Col-prophet : see Cole-prophet.
Colrach, Colrake : see Culreath, Coleiuke.
Colre, -rye, -rik, obs. ff. Choler, Choleric.
Colsa, obs. form of Colza.
Colsar, obs. form of Colivshort.
Colsh (kplf), v. dial. Also colch. = Colt v. 6.

1737 A/em. W. Stukeley tSurtees Soc.) III. 33 The ground
colshing up, as the plowmen term it. s8. . Northatnptonsh.
Dial., 1 stood on the bank ofthe brook .. when the bank
eolshed in and I fell into the water.

So Colsh sb.

1847-78 Haluwell, Colsh, concussion. North. 1888

Sheffield Gloss. (E. D. S.), Colch, a loud and startling noise ;

also a smart blow. Colchrr, a heavy fall, * He came a regular
colcher'.

Colsie, obs. variant of Cosy.
ColatafT, variant of Cowl-staff.
Colt (k^Mt), sb. Also 3-6 colte, 5 collt, kowlt,

6-7 coult, 7 ooalt, 9 dial, cowt, cout. [OE. coll,

applied to the young ass and young camel (see

I

quot. c 1000) ; of obscure origin. Cf. Sw. dial.

' **A pig, hardy boy, also Sw. hull, Du. kuld, brood,

family, Sw. kulter, kulting, Da. koltring big lad
;

' no related words appear in Icelandic]

1. The young of the horse, or of animals of the

horse kind. In Scripture applied also to the

young of the camel.
The sense "young ass' is now perh. only dialectal. While

the young of the norse is still with the dam it is usually

called a foal \ afterwards the young horse is a colt to the
age of 4, or in the case of a thoroughbred, 5 years, while
the young mare is a Jitly. On Dartmoor the name is used
to include ponies or moorland horses generally.
c 1000 ^Elfric Gen. xxxii. 15 pi ah fcefolra olfend myrena

mid heora coltum . . and xx ass myrena mid heora tyn coltun.
< 1290 Lives Saints I,ami MS. (1887) 482 Wilde coltes and
strongue. 1398 Trkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvin. xli. (1405)
802 Whyle he is a colte he maye touche his heed wyth nis

hynder fote. 148 1 Caxton Reyttard xxvii. (Arb.) 62 There
sawe we goo a rede mare, And she had a black colte or a
fool of iiij monethis olde. 16x1 Bible Gen. xxxii. 15 Thirtie
milch camels with their colts . . twenty shee asses, and ten
foales. — John xii. 15 Behold, thy King commeth, sitting

on an asses colt. 1631 Sanderson Serm. 366 Like an vnruly
coult that will ouer hedge and ditch. 1730 Bailey (folio)

Colt, a young Horse, Mare or Ass. 1846 J. Baxter Libr.
Pract. Agric. I, 425 At two years old, the colt, if for har-
ness, may be put to plough or harrow. 1887 W. F.Collier
Venvilte Rights on Dartmoor t (in Trans. Det'onsh. Assoc.
XIX.) A messenger is sent very early in the morning . . to
the moorman of a quarter, ordering him to drive his quarter,
say for ponies, or colts, as they are called in drift language.

Jig. 1590 Marlowk wd Ft. Tamburl. iv. iii, Nay, we
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will break the hedges of their mouths, And pull their kick-

ing colts out of their pastures.

2. fig. (mostly humorous or slang.) Applied to

persons having the characteristics of a colt : a. A
young or inexperienced person, a* 'green hand j

spec, in Cricket (see quot. 1873) ; in dial, an awk-
ward young person who needs to be broken in

;

b. A lively or spirited person
; f c. A lascivious

fellow, a wanton.
a 1225 Juliana 54 Euer beo acurset colt of swuch cunde.

1586 Cogan Haven Health (1612) 247 The surest remedy that

can be deuised for Cupids colts, a 1592 Greene & Lodge
Looking GlasscWte.. (1861)119 Come on, in faith, my colts.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. ii. 44 That's a colt indeede, for he
doth nothing but talke of his horse. 1665 J. Webb Stone-

Ileug (1725) 56 Every Colt in Masonry assigns the Weight
of a Stone by Measure. £1690 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crrw,
Colt . . also a Lad newly bound Prentice. 1722 De Foe
Col. Jack (1840) 209 She was a wild, untamed colt. 1847
Tennyson Princess v. 445 She's yet a colt—Take, break
her. 1858 E. Waugh Chirrup, Young Chirrup wur a mettled
cowt. 1873 Slang Diet.., Colt, a person who sits as juryman
for the first time. Ibid. , Colt, a professional cricketer during
his first season.

d. transf. Coltish nature (cf. Beast i c.).

1727 C. Thhelkeld Stirpes Hibcrn. B v, [A birch rod]

to drive the Colt out of the man.

f 3. A cunning fellow, a cheat. Obs. rare. (Cf.

Colt v. 2.)

1624 Sanderson Scrm. I. 109 An old trick, by which C.

Verres, like a cunning colt, often holp him at a pinch, c 1690
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Colt, an Inn-keeper that lends a
Horse to a Highway-man.

4. Legal slang. The barrister that attended on
a serjeant-at-law at his induction.

1765 E. Wynne Obscrv. Degree Serj. at Law 102 Then
Mr. Bailey, his colt, delivered his rings to the Lord Chan-
cellor. 1843 Sir F. Pollock Renrcmbr. (18871 I- 212 In
April I accompanied the newly made Chief Baron as his

Colt. 1889 Serj. Robinson Bench Bar, The colt, .walks
in \ponc\ behind his principal, and it is said that the term
'colt' is merely a parody on that Latin word.

5. a. NauL A piece of rope used as an instru-

ment of chastisement, b. slang. A piece of rope

with something heavy fastened to the end, used

as a weapon.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine f 1 7S9) Bouts de corde, a cat

of nine tails, colt or rope's end for punishment. 1830 Mar-
ryat King's Own viii, He always carried in his pocket a
colt (/. e. a foot and a half of rope, knotted at one end, and
whipped at the other) for the benefit of the youngsters.

1873 Slang Diet., Colt, a murderous weapon, formed by
slinging a small shot to the end of a rather stiff piece of rope.

1878 Yates Wrecked in Port xxx. 340 A cabin-boy, about
to receive the punishment of the ' colt ' from the mate.

6. A third swarm of bees in the season.

1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandman IV. i. 182 (Britten)

The swarm is the first and greatest number, the cast is the
next, the colt the next, and the spew the least of all.

f 7. The plant Lcpidium latifolium, otherwise

called Dittany. Obs.

1585 Lloyd Treas. Health Gij, Colt or detin plasterid

vpon the goute, and disese called sciatica, healyth the same.

8. Colt's tooth, a. lit. One of the first set of

teeth of a horse (or ass).

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 43^ If they [Asses] do
not breed . . before the casting of their Colts-teeth, they
remain steril . . all their life. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 754
Horses have, at three years old .. the Colts-tooth. 1689
Loud. Gas. No. 2421/4 A brown bay Gelding .. with Colts
Teeth in his Head.

h. fig. Youthful tastes or desires j inclination to

wantonness : in certain phrases.
61386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 602 But yit I had alway a

coltis tothe. — Keves Prol. 34 And git haue I alwei a
coltes tope. 1588 Greene Perimedes Wks. (ed. Grosart)
VII. 91 Hee hath beene a wag, but nowe age hath pluckt
out all his Coltes teeth. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, \. Hi. 48
Well said Lord Sands, Your Colts tooth is not cast yet?
1709 Steele Toiler No. 151 F 4 About Sixty, which gener-
ally produces a Kind of latter Spring in amorous Constitu-

tions, my Aunt Margery had again a Colt's-Tooth in her
Head. 1800 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ld. Auckland's Triumph
Wks. 1812 IV. 317 His Majesty.. Had a Colt's tooth and
loved another Dame. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk
I. 81 They not shedding their colt's teeth yet.

9. Comb., as f colt-bridle, colt-like adj.; colt-

drift, the drift of* colts' or ponies on Dartmoor
(see Drift) ; f colt-herb, fcolt's-hoof= Colts-
foot. See also Colt-evil, Colts-foot, Colt's tail.

1483 Cath. Angl. 72 A Colte brydylle, lupatum. 1563-73
Cooper Thesaurus, Chamseluce, the herbe called coltes

hoofewith a broad leafe like a poplar. 1587 Mascall
Govt. Cattle (Britten & H.), Colt-herb. 1842 Tennyson St.

Simeon Stylites 174 With colt-like whinny and with hoggish
whine. 1885 Sat. Rev. 5 Sept. 322 Some . . remnants of
authority still left . . of the old Forest laws, amongst which
is the colt-drift, the ponies being locally called colts.

Colt (kjnlt), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1 1. intr. To frisk or run wild as a colt (usually

implying wantonness). Obs. rare.
1596 Spenser State Ircl. Wks. (Globe) 61 1/2 Shooke of

theyr bridels, and began to colt anew, more licentiously then
before. 1746 Exmoor Scolding (E. D. S.) 30 A colting
Hobby-horse [said of a woman].

f2. ti-ans. To befool, cheat, 'take in*. Obs.
1580 North Plutarch (1676) 728 There was Cicero finely

coked, as old as he was, by a young man. 1596 Shaks.
1 Hen. IV, 11. ii. 39. 1616 Beaum. & Fl, Little Fr. Law-
yer 11. i, Am I thus colted? 1618 Fletcher Loyal Subj.
in. i, What, are we bob'd thus still, colted and carted?

641

t 3. (See quot.)

1611 Shaks. Cyn/b. 11. iv. 133 She hath bin colted by him.

f 4. Of bees : To throw off a ' colt ' or third

swarm. Obs.

175° W. Ellis Mod. Husbatulmau III. ii. 115.

0. trans. To beat with a 'colt' (see Colt sb. 5).

1732 Derby Mercury I. No. 21 A parcel of Nailers . . seiz-

ing upon a poor young Fellow colted him up to Kilmain-
ham. 1836 Makryat Midsh. Easy xii, He colted me for

half an hour.

6. intr. To fall or 1 cave ' in, as a bank of earth
;

to collapse, give way. dial. (Cf. Colsh, v.)

[There is perhaps some association between Calve and
colt thus used.J

1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 1 33 If the coal be full of rifts,

it is so much the more apt to colt in upon the Workmen.
Ibid. 306 [The earth] . . suddenly coped or colted down
upon him. 1884 K. Lawson Upton-on-Severti Wds., Colt,

to fall in, as the side of a grave or pit.

1 Co'ltage. Obs. [f. Colt sb, + -age j ?with
suggestion of Age sb. : cf. dotage.] — Cor/moon.

< 1720 W. GlbSON Farrier s Guide 1. viii. (1738) 36 More
incident to young Horses . . and to some more than others
even in their Coltage.

Colte*ity. nonce-ivd. [f. Colt ; cf. corporeity,

etc.] Quality of being a colt.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 190 A colt may grow
to be a horse, and afterwards made a gelding ; but colteity,

horseiety, and geldingeity, must always continue them-
selves, in whatever beast inexisting.

Colter, variant of Coulter.

Colt-evil. ? Obs. A swelling in the sheath of

the penis and adjacent parts, incident to horses.

Also transf. priapism.
1460 Play Sacrain. 615 The Coltugll [? euyll] & y"

brostyn men he wyll undertak. 1523 Fitzheru. Husb. § 101

Coltes euyl is an yll disease, and conuneth of ranknes of

nature and bloudde. 1607 ToPSELL Serpents (i6o8,> 662
Being frolike above measure [he| supposed it to be the

operation of his medicine that caused this colt-evil. 1741

Comfb Fam. -Piece Hi. 460 Fur the Colt Evil, take the

Powder of Anniseeds, and the Leaves of lietony. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., Colt evil, a disease incident both to

horses and geldings.

Colthood vkoudthud;. [f. Colt + -hood.] The
state of being a colt

;
th,c colt stage of life.

1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayivorthys I. 126 Old Flighty,

named in colthood, but long outgrown, .her title. 1887 T.

Hardy Woodtanders I. i. 5 Leg-joints, shoulders, and hoofs
were distorted by harness and drudgery from colthood.

fCo'ltie,^. Obs. (Seequot.) Hence Coltiness.
1683 J. Hobart in Phil. Trans. XII. No. 165. 771 It may

be doubted too, whether some of these trees thus liable to

the fury of the Frost have not been Coltie? 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp., Coltie, among the timber merchants, a word
used to express a tree which has a defect in some one of

its annual circles, which renders it unfit for many of the uses

it might have been otherwise fit for. .This coltiness might be
the occasion of the mischief.

Colting (k(?u-ltirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Colt v. 5 +
-INO1,] A beating with a 1 colt' or knotted rope.

1833 Marryat P. Simple xii, The constant thrashings

and cokings I received. 1836 — Midsh. Easy xii, Give
him a good colting.

Coltish. (kJu'ltif), a. [f. Colt sb. + -ish.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or resembling a colt or colts.

1542 Udai.l Erasm. Apoph. 9 b, In horses . . such as been
coltish or ful of courage, etc. 1602 Life T. Cromwell 111. i.

9£ Whether [the horses in this country] are not coltish,

given much to kicking or no. 1620 Hie Mnlier (title', A
Medicine to cure the Coltish Disease of the Staggers. 1833
Sir C. Bell Hand 305 The coltish wildness of expression.

1886 Stevenson Silverado Sq. 67 Although as strong as a
horse, he looked, .only leggy, coltish.

2. transf. a. Wild, frisky, untrained. •f h.
Lustful, salacious, wanton. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 603 He was al coltissch, ful of

ragerye. c. 1450 Petworth MS. Chaucer Wife's T. 602, I

had alway a Coltissh tooth. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. in. (1586) 126 Our Asses are of themselves desirous
enough of the Mares . . for it is a woonderfull coltishe beast.

1581 Sidney Astr. # Stella xxi, But if he tame Such coltish

yeeres. 1625 Shirley Love Tricks ill. v, A parson's wife
that was coltish once. 1782 Couter Progr. Err. 360 Man's
coltish disposition asks the thong. 1850 Tennyson In Man.
cxi, The churl in spirit . . Will let his coltish nature break
At seasons thro' the gilded pale.

Hence Coltishly adv., Co*ltishness.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's lust. iv. 74 Discipline . . is as it

were a bridle, wherwith they may be holden backe. .which
coltishly resist against Christ. 1587 T. Hughes, etc. Mis-
fort, of Arth. 11. iv. Cho., Yet Pegasus .. coltishly doth
kick the cloudes in sky. 1649 G. Daniel Trtnarch., Hen.
IV, Hi, The Coltishnes of Mutinye.

Colt-pixie. Also 6 colle-, coll-, 8-9 -pixy,

-piskie. [see Pixie ; the first element has been
supposed to be the same as in Cole-prophet ; but

the antiquity of the popular notion that it is colt

appears to be supported by Drayton Nymphidia

:

' This Puck is but a dreaming dolt, Still walking like a
ragged colt, Of purpose to deceive us.']

A mischievous sprite or fairy, formerly believed

in, in the south and south-west of England.
154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. in b, I shall be ready at thine

elbow to plaie the parte of Hobgoblin or Collepixie. 1581

J. Bell Haddon'sAnsw.Osor. 259 b, Ye cannot choose but
mervayle also, what collpixie [quis malus genius] had so

bewitched hym. X787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Colt-pixy, a spirit

or fairy, in the shape of a horse, which (wickers) neighs and
misleads horses into bogs, etc. Hamp. 1847-78 Halliwell
Colt-pixy, a fairy. West. The fossil echini are called colt-

COLUBRINE.
pixies' heads. To beat down apples is to cokpixy in Dorset.
1870 Lcttice Lisle 125 'Thou'st as ragged as a colt pixie, I

declare, child'. .The pixies, .were in the habit of luring men
into bogs in the form of a ragged colt, and then vanishing.

Coltsfoot (kJu-ltsfut). Also 6 coltefote, 7

coltfoote. [Named from the shape of the leaves.

(The alleged reference to the colt of Matt. xxi. 7, etc.

appears to be a modern conceit. ]

1. The common name of Tussilago Farfara
(N.O, Composite, a common weed in waste or

clayey ground, with large spreading cordate leaves

downy beneath, and yellow flowers appearing in

early spring before the leaves.
1S5* Hlloet, Coltefote herb, Bxchion Farfara, Tussilago.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 38 Coltes foote of some is called
Bethicon. 1578 LvTE Dodoens 1. xii. 20 Called. . Fole foote,

Horse houe, Coltes foote, and Bull foote. 1624 A Ithorp MS.
in Simpkinson Washittgtous p. Iv, Gathering broome budd.-.

and coltfoote. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 560 The Vapor of Colts-

foot hath a sanative vertuc towards the Lungs, i860 Rus-
K in Mod. Paint. V. vr. x. § 14 The plant, which .. grows
first on earth that has been moved, is the coltsfoot.

b. The leaves used for smoking as a cure for

asthma, etc. C. An infusion of the leaves.

a 1625 Fletchek Nice Valour 111. i, Our moderne Kick
Which has been mightily in use of late Since our young
men drank Coltsfoot. 1710 Steele Tatlcr 266 F3 Upon
the Table lay a Pipe filled w ith Bettony and Colts-Foot.

2. Applied to other plants allied to the preceding,

e.g. Fragrant, Sweet C, Nardosmia {Petasites

)

fragrans and palmala ; or resembling it in leaf, etc.,

e. g. in North America, Asarum canadense ; in W.
Indies, Piper pcltatum Potiiomorpha

;
Spotted

Coltsfoot, Farfugittm grande
; f Water C, the

yellow water-lily {A'up/iar).

14.. MS. Bodl. 536 in Cockajnc Sax. Lcahd. III. 319
Fees pully aquaticus, i.e. water coltys fot, it is [lyke] to

water lyly & hit hap a ?olow Moure. 1861 DelaMeb Fl.
Card. 80 Coltsfoot 1 hweet-scen ted 1. It> flowers, with a power-
ful heliotrope-odour, appear in winter, before the leaves.

t3. (See quot). Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 510 Sprigs slipped from the stocke,

Uue and doe full well : but . . they ought to be pulled away
with a colts foot of their owne, so as they take a quicke
parcell also of their mothers bodie with them, in manner of

a fringe or border hanging thereto.

4. Comb, coltsfoot candy, -rock, candy or rock
made with the leaves of the coltsfoot, used as a
remedy for coughs and colds ; so coltsfoot stick.
1861 Mayhew Lend. Labour II. 78 A street-vendor of

cough-drops, horehound candy, coltsfoot-sticks.

Colt-staff, obs. variant of Cowl-staff.
Colt's tail.
1. A kind of small cloud vvith a ragged edge,

portending rain. (Cf. marcs tail.)

1735 Phil. Trans. XLI. 542 On the 10th, I saw Colts-tails,

as the Sailors call them . . Marks of rain. 1880 Jeffekiks
Gt. Estate 155 The colt's-tail is a cloud with a brushy
appearance like a ragged fringe, and portends rain.

2. A name for the Canadian Flea-bane, Erigerou
canadensis. (Miller Plant-names.^

j| Coluber ;kp-li/7b3j). Zool. [L. coluber snake.]

A genus of harmless snakes, typical of, and for-

merly coextensive with, the family Colubrida",

exemplified in Britain by the common Ringed
Snake. (The name was formerly not limited to

harmless snakes.)

1763 W, Owen Diet. Sc. Arts I. 674 There are several
very beautiful species of coluber without particular names.
iSo+Phit. Trans. XC1V. 70, I have. -received two colubers
from Java; and . . two from Martinico ; all four venomous.
1826 Denham & Clappekton Trav. N. Africa 1. 50 We
also killed this day an enormous snake, a species of coluber.

1847 Carpenter Zool. § 507 The Harmless Snakes are
divided into two families,—the Colubrida:, or Colubers,—
and the Boidai, or Boas.

tColU'bre. Obs. rare- 1
. [? ad. L. colubra,

fern, of coluber (Pr. colobra, F. coulcitvre) snake.]

A snake, adder.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Eugenia 397 Na serpent has a hed

sa fell Sa venamuse na sa cruel As pe hed of pe colubre is.

Colubriad (k^h^-briiaed). [f. L. cohtbrif)-

snake (see prec.) + -AD 1 c] The epic of a snake.
1782 Cowper {title), The Colubriad.

Colubrid, -ide (kf?'li/?brid), a. and sb. Zool.

[ad. mod.L. colubrid-m^\

A. adj. Belonging to the Colubridae, a snake

family comprising the majority of the non-venom-
ous snakes. B. sb. A member of that family.

X887 Gunther in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 192/2 The group
of true Colubrides, Colubrina, are land snakes. .The group
of Bush Colubrides, Dryadina.

t ColubrrferOUS, a. Obs.-° [f. L. colubrifer

(f. colubr{i V snake + -fer bearing) + -ous.] ' That
bears or brings forth Snakes' (Blount G/ossogr.).

Colubrifbrm (k^l'/rbrif^jm), a. [f. L. colu-

br{iy snake + -FOim.] Having the form of a colu-

ber ;
applied to certain venomous snakes, such as

the £lapida>, and Hydrophidm (sea snakes).

1847-9 Todd Cycl. A nat. IV. 291/1 The colubriform poison-

ous serpents . . have comparatively short venom fangs. 1870
tr. Figuier's Rept. <y Birds 46 The Colubriform family.

Colubrine (kp'litfbroin), a. and j&1 [ad. L.

colubriu-us like a snake, cunning, f. cohibr{i)-

snake. Cf. F. colubrin.]
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1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of a snake

or serpent ; snake-like.
a 1528 Skklton Image ipocr. Wks. II. 290 His county

pallantyne Have coustome colubryne With code viperyne,
And sectes serpentyne. 1730-6 Bailey 1 folio), Colubrine,
of or belonging to a Serpent ; also wily, crafty. 1883 V.
Robinson in Harper's Mag. Oct. 708/1 The colubrine im-
possibility of springing off the ground at me.

2. Zool. Of the nature of the Coluber or snake :

applied to serpents, sometimes distinguished as

true colubrine and venomous colubrine snakes.
1844-58 Gunther [HUt\ Catalogue of Colubrine Snakes,

Lizards, etc., in the British Museum, i860 Dallas Nat.
Hist. Animal Kingd. 382 The fangs of the Colubrine
Snakes, .are always lmmoveably fixed in the mouth. 1871
T. Holmes Syst. Surg. (ed. 2) V. 039 The Colubrine Snakes
. . differ in several important particulars from the Viperina.

1887 Gunther in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 193 Venomous Colu-
brine snakes.

B. s(>. 1. A colubrine snake. [So F. colubrin.]

t 2. Mitt. A talcose mineral. Obs.

1771 Hill Fossils 28 Talc, Genus vi. Colubrine. Com-
posed of small, flat, thick, even and close-connected Flakes.
Ibid.V3\\\ the Colubrines cut easily, but will take no polish.

t CO'lubrine, sb.% Obs. rare- 1 [ad. med.L.
(also It.) colubrina, deriv. of colubra snake : see

Culverin.] A culverin.

1605 Camden Kern. (1657) 208 Culverines or colubrines.

Colubroid kfrlitfbroid), a. Akin to the genus
Coluber; colubriform.

Colucion, obs. form of Collusion.
Colum, columb, obs. ff. Column.
Columba: see Calumba.
Columbaceous (M^mb^'/as;, a. [f. L. co-

lumba dove + -aceous.] Of the nature of a dove or

a pigeon ; pertaining to the sub-order Columbacei.
1693 Fhil. Trans. XVII. 930 Such as have shorter and

lesser Bills, as the Gallinaceous and Columbaceous kinds.

187* Nicholson Fatxont. 11. 263 In the Miocene period
occur the remains of Gallinaceous and Columbaceous birds.

T Columbaire. Obs. [a. F.] •= Columbary.
c 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 534 And in a tourc.a colum-

baire . . Lete sette, as doves may therto repaire.

Columbarian v
kplrmbe^Tian^ rare. [f. L.

columbari-us pertaining to doves, sb. a dove-
keeper + -an*.] A dove-keeper, pigeon-fancier.

1807 Southev Espriella's Lett. (18081 I. 232 Akin to the
florists are the Columbarians or pigeon -fanciers.

II Columbarium (kfltfmbe *Ti#m) . PI. -ia.

[L. (neut. of columbdrius : see prec. and -ABIUM),

pigeon-house, also urn-sepulchre, mortise, etc.]

1. A pigeon-house, dove-cote ; a pigeon-hole.
1881 J. Grant Cameronians I. ii. 22 The dove-cot . . was

built in the form of an enormous beehive, .full of columbaria
for the pigeons.

2. Rom. Antiq. A subterranean sepulchre, having

in its walls niches or holes for cinerary urns ; also

one of these niches or recesses.

1846 C. Maitland Ch. in Catacombs 39 The niches for

these, disposed round the walls and centra! supports, give the
whole chamber the appearance ofa dove-cote, whence its

name of columbarium. 1850 U>. Brouchton Italy I. 326
Some less illustrious ashes nave been preserved . . in the
columbaria of the two families, i860 Hawthorne Marb.
Faun 11878) II. xxiv. 233. 1878 Iiosw. Smith Carthage
416 Some of the sepulchral chambers . . contain as many as
ten niches, or columbaria, hewn out of the solid limestone.

3. A hole left in a wall for the insertion of the

end of a beam.
1864 in Webster : and in later Diets.

Columbary (kfrlombari). [ad. L. columba-

rium : see prec. and -aby j
. Cf. F. columbaire.]

A pigeon-house or dove-cote.

1549 Bp. Hooper Declar. 10 Commandm. Wks. (Parker
Soc.) 300 Such as hath, .columbaries, where as doves assem-
ble and haunt, and. .feed of the poor's corn. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. iii. no The earth of Columbaries
or Dovehouses, so much desired in the artifice of Salt-

peter. 1849 Longf. Kavanagk xv, Thinking of the carrier
pigeons of Bagdad and the Columbaries of fc-gvpt.

Columbate(k^lo mb^t\jA. Chem. ff.CoLUMB-
-IUM + -ate t.] A salt of columbic acid.
1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. Art II. 431 It is found in

the ore of columbium or columbate of iron.

t Columbate, z>- Obs — 0 [f. L. columbdt- ppl.

stem of columbari to bill like doves.] * To bill

or kisse like a Doue' (Cockeram 1623).

t Columbe. Obs. rare. [a. OF. columbe, co~

fombe, L. columba.']

1. A dove ; a vessel, etc. in the form of a dove.
1488 in T. Thomson tuvenlories (1815) 5 (Jam.) Item, an

uche of gold. .& thre bedis of gold, a columbe of golde.

2. attrib. Dove-coloured.
1561 in T. Thomson Inventories 159 (Jam.) Ane rest of

columbe tafTeteis contenin nyne ellis.

t Columbered, ///. a. Obs. Derivation and

meaning uncertain : appar., like fox, a cant term

for * drunk \
1611 Barry Earn Alley iv. i. in Hazl. Dodsley X.335

They will bib hard ; they will be fine sunburnt, Sufficient

fox'd or columber'd, now and then.

Columbiad(k(?li>*mbi|;vd). [f. mod.L. Columbia
(see next) + -ad.]

1. An epic of America. [Madame du Boccage
(1710-1802) wrote an epic in French with the

title La Colombiade.]

1798 J. L. Moore (title), The Coluinbiad ; an Epic Poem,
on the Discovery of America and the West Indies by

I Columbus. 1808 J. Barlow 1 title), The Columbiad ; an
Epic Poem in 12 books.

2. A kind of heavy cast-iron cannon or howitzer
formerly used in the U. S. army.
1861 W. H. Russell in Times u May. The columbiad

guns with which this battery is equipped . . The columbiad
is a kind of Dahlgren— that is, a piece of ordnance very
thick in the breech, and lightened off gradually from the
trunnions to the muzzle. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knotvt. IV. 161
The howitzer shell-guns were remodeled in 1844, when the
larger gun was first named columbiad.

Columbian (kJLtrmbian), a. [1. mod.L. Co-

:
lumbia, poetical name for America (f. Columbus
its discoverer) + -an.] Ofor belonging to America

I
or (esp.) the United States. Columbian Printing
Press, an iron press for letterpress work.
i8a8 in Webstek ; and in mod. Diets. 1841 Savage Diet.

Printing, Clymer of Philadelphia, .came to England in 181 7,

and introduced the Columbian press. The head is a power-
ful lever, acted on by other levers to which the bar is attached.

Columbic (kJlrrmbik\ a. 1 Chem. [f. Colum-

(

BUM + -it'.] Of or pertaining to columbium.
Columbic acid : the same as niobic acid, q.v.

1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 251 Nitric acid pre-

cipitated the columbic acid. 188a Avery EUm. Chem. 227
Columbic acid has the composition, HCbO>
Cohrmbic, a.'-

t
var. ofcalumbic : see Calumba.

Columbier k<n»'mbioi). Also colombier.
[a. F. colombier dove-cote, used in same sense.]

A size of paper measuring about 34J inches by 24,

the size being varied slightly by different makers.
1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 497 TFine papers] . . atlas, 34 by

24 ; Columbia, i 1 by 23$ : double elephant, 26't by 40.

Columbiferous (kplwribrferas), a. [f. Co-
lumbi-um + -FERous.] Yielding or containing

columbium. i8a8 Webster cites Phillips.

Columbin (k^Hrrmbin). Elect. [A transferred

use of F. colombin 1 baisin dans lequel se met la

composition de la fritte du faiencier ' (Littre\]

An insulating material used for connecting the

sockets of the electric
(
Jablochkoff ) candle.

(Formerly made of pieces of baked kaolin; now of a mix-
ture of calcium and barium sulphates.)
1882 Dredge Electr. Ilium. 1. 516 The utility of the in-

sulator lies in a sensible reduction in the amount of power
absorbed. The 'columbin' gives a definite increase of
light for a given power.

Columbin e, var. of calumbin : see Calumba.
184* E. Turner Elem. Chem. (ed. 7) 1121 Columbine.

1875 H. Wood Therap. (1879) 57 Columbin, a bitter neu-
tral principle crystallizing in rhomboid prisms or needles.

Columbine (kflfmbain), a. and sb. 1 [ME.,

j

a. F. colombin, ad. L. cotumbin-us pertaining to

I a dove or pigeon, dove-coloured, {. columba dove.]

1. Of, belonging to, or of the nature of, a dove
1
or pigeon.
1656 Hlount Glossogr., Columbine . .Dove-like, pertaining

to a Dove or Pigeon. 1773 Pennant Genera 0/Birds (1781)
Pref. 15 The Columbine race make a most artless nest ; a

I few sticks laid across suffice. 1835 Selbv in Penny Cycl. VI I.

I
367/1 The deviation from the proper Columbine form.

2. trans/. Dove-like ;
resembling the dove as

I a type of innocence or gentleness. (Freq. with
' ref. to Matt. x. 16.) ? Obs.

!
M386 Chaucer Merck T. 897 The turtle voys is herd, my

dowue swecte . . Com forth now with thyne eyen columhyn.
1430 I iY do. Mt'n. Poems (1840) 8 Vij maydens .. Most

columbyne of chere and of lokyng. 1539 Taverner Card.
Wysed. 11. 8 b, To fense our selfes agaynst the wyly and
craftye foxes with columbyne prudencie. . 1640 |. Smyth
Lives Berkeleys (1883) II. 151 Whether with this serpentine
prudence hee had columbine simplicity. 1651 Lennard tr.

Charron's Wisd. 11. x. Columbine innocency and simplicity.

3. Of the colour of a pigeon's neck, dove-

coloured. ? Obs.
1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 372 Stone tiburtyne or floody

columbyne or spongy rede |cf. Isidore Orig. xix. x. f 3
Lapides. .Tiburtinus.columbinus, fluvialis.spongia, rubrus).

1598 Klorio, Colombino, doue colour : columbine colour.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 506 The Columbine marie, the
Gauls call in their language .. Pelias (Doue or Pigeon
marled 1635 [J. ISateJ Bk. Extravagants 204 I^ake and
azure make a violet or columbine colour. 1964 Crokkk
Diet. A rts 4* Sc. , Columbine-colour, or dove-colour, among
painters, denotes a kind of violet. 1817 R. Jameson Char.
Min. 81 Columbine or pigeon-neck tarnish.

B. quasi-x/'. 4. .Short for columbine colour.

1606 Peacmam Graphite (1613) 95 Violets, Columbines
and the like. 1763 Dtct. Arts <y Sc. I. 671 From the same
mixture of blue, crimson, and red, are formed the colum-
bine, or dove-colour.

f5. For columbine vine (vitis columbina in Pliny).

1601 Holland Pliny I. 410 Of all vines, the Columbine.-,

yeeld most gleaning.

1 6. Adove-likeperson. Obs. (pronunc. colwmbine.

)

1647 J. Hall Poems 72 This innocent Columbine, he,

That was the marke of rage before, O cannot now admired
be, Hut still admired, still needs more.

f 7. Some kind of bird.

1698 Fryer E. Ind. a- Persia in Phil. Trans. XX. 342
He describes a sort of Bird call'd a Columbine, making a
Noise like a Bittern.

Columbine vkf? l2?mb3in), sb.'2- Forms : 4-6

columbyn(e, 5 colombyne, ?colybyn, 6-7 col-

lom-, collumbine, -byne, cullom-, cullam-,

cullumbine, -byne, 7 colombine, 4- columbine.

[a. F. colombine, in med.L. columbina
v
?sc. herba)

— dove's plant : see prec]
1. The English name for plants of the genus

I Aquilegia
y
esp. the long-cultivated A. vulgaris, or

common columbine, the inverted flower ofwhich has
some resemblance to five pigeons clustered together.
(The horned nectaries suggested to an earlier age allusions

to cuckoldry : cf. quots. 1602-5.)
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. (Percy Soc.) 26 The prime-

role lie passeth, the parvenke of pris . . Coynte ase co-
lumbine, such hire cunde ys. a 1400 Pistel 0/Susan m
Columbyne and Charuwe. ^1450 A IphitaiAnted. Oxon.)42.
1494 Kabvan vn. 587 The seconde course Gely coloured
with columbyne floures. 1530 Palscr. 207/1 Columbyne
floure, cocouelourde. 1579 Stenser Sheph. Cal. Apr. 136
Bring nether the Pincke and purple Cutlambine. 1603
Smaks. Ham. iv. v. 180 There 's Fennell for you, and Colum-
bines ; ther 's Rew for you, and heere 's some for me. 1605
Chapman All Fools, What 's that? acolumbine? No: that
thankless flower grows not in my garden. 1856 Bryant
To Fringed Gentian ii, Columbines, in purple dressed, Nod
o'er the ground-bird's hidden nest, a 1861 Mrs. Browning
Lost Bower xxiv. The large-leaved columbine.

T 2. A name for Verbena officinalis. Obs.
\ 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 170 Berbena . . ys culfron swioe

hiwcuS, banan hy eac sum beodscipe columbinam hateS.]
c\q*pAlphita (Anecd. Oxon.j 142. 1597 Gerard Herbal
581 veniain is called . . of some Pigeons grasse, or Colum-
bine, bicause Pigeons are delighted to be amongst it.

+ 3. Feathered Columbine: 1 a frequent book-name
for Thalictrum aquilegifolium, an old-fashioned

f
arden plant, which Parkinson calls Tufted Colom-
ine' (Britten and Holland). Obs.
1629 Parkinson Paradisus 274 Thalictrum Hispanicum

album, White Spanish tufted Colombines. Thalictrutn
Moutanum purpureum, Purple tufted Colombines.

+ 4. An ornament in the form of the flower. Obs.
[1436 E. E. Wills (1882) 106 A stondynge cuppe gilt,

shapp of a columbyn.] 1459 Inv. Sir J Fastolf in Paston
Lett. I. 473 Item, j. gobelet, gilt, with j. columbyne in the
bottom. 1491 WillofBufford (Somerset Ho. ), A colombyne
of siluer. 1554 Bury Wills (1850) 145 Oon flat silver pece
w ( a collumbyne in the bottome.

5. attrib. and comb.
1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden ii. 4 Columbine leafed

Pyony. 1747 Weslev Prim. Physic (1762) 83 A Teaspoon-
ful of Columbine seeds.

001x1111131116 k^lomboin , sb$ In 8 colom-
bine. [a. F. Colombine or It. Cotombina, fern,

proper name, f. colombitw dove-like.] A character

in Italian Comedy, the mistress of Harlequin,
transferred to our Pantomime or Harlequinade.
1717 *D'Urfey' Eng. Stage Italianised (Pantomime)

Dram. Personae, Colombine, a coquet, in love with every
body. 1744 Fielding Tumble-Down Dick (Pantomimed,
Harlequin re-enters, considering how to regain Colombine.
1749 Chetwood Hist. Stage 130 An agreeable Actress when
the part suited her voice, a tolerable dancer and a pleasing
Colombine. 181a H. & I. Smith Rej. Addr. (1855) 74 O
could I as Harlequin frisk, And thou be my Columbine
fair. 1862 All ) . Round 13 Sept. 12 Joey and I both
fell in love with the columbine. She was a pretty girl and
clever, and as good as she was both.

Columbite (k^lr mbait;. A/in. ff. Columb-
ii m + -ite.] The native ore of columbium, a black

columbate of iron and manganese ; niobite.

1805 K. Jameson Min. II. 583 As it does not contain the
metal in a metallic state 1 have . . denominated it Colum-
bite. 1809 Wollaston in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 247 In ap-
pearance the columbite is so like tantalite, that it is extremely
diflicult to discern a difference. 1868 Dana Min. § 474.

Columbium (kJlitrmbitfm). Chem. [f. Colum-
bia poet, name for America + -ML So named in

1 801 by Hatchett, who discovered it in a specimen
ofthe ore .columbitebroupht from Massachusetts.]

A metallic element, occurring in columbite and
other minerals. Symbol Cb. Now called niobium.
1801 Hatchett in Phil. Trans. XI. II. 65 A Metal

hitherto unknown . . Having consulted with several of the .

.

chemists of this country, I have been induced to give it the

name of Columbium. 186a Dana Man. Geol. 139 There
are a number of rare ores of. . columbium among the Swedish
azoic rocks. 1863-77 Watts Diet. Chem. JV. 49 This
metal, .ought perhaps, in justice to its discoverer, to retain

the name columbiutn which he gave to it ; but as the re-

discovery of the metal is certainly due to Rose, chemists

are, for the most part, agreed to designate it by the name
which he assigned to it, namely niobium,

Columbo, var. of Calumba.
1789 A. Crawford in Med. Commun. II. 330 The powder

of Colombo root. 1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 114

Not inferior to gentian and columbo.

T Cohrmby, columbe. Obs. = Columbine sb.'-

1513 Douglas ^Eneis XIt. Prol. 118 Flour dammes, and
columby blank and blew [ed. 1710 columbe blak and blew].

Colume, obs. form of Column.
Columel kfli/Mnel;. rare. [ad.L. columella ; see

next). Cf. F. cotumelle / mot didactique * Littre).]

1. A small column or pillar. Also attrib.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies 11. 279 A Majestick Western
Front of Columel work. 1829 Landor Imag. Conv. (1846)

II. 255 No man can . . enter his hall or jx>rtico, and see the

countenances of his ancestors from their marble columels,

without a. .sense of obligation.

t 2. A column of writing or printing. Obs.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies (18401 I. xv. 64 We have, in a

distinct columel, assigned the places of their habitation.

t3. Anat.
1610 Markham Masterpiece 11. iii. 217 The great columell

or flat bone of the hippes or buckell.
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f 4. Bot. — Columella 3 a. Obs.
1828 Webster cites Martvn.

II ColTUnella(Mi«me-la).[L.; = 'small column*,
dim. of columna column. Cf. prec]
L Anat. a. An old name for the uvula, b. The
modiolus or axis of the cochlea of the ear (colu-

mella COchUm) : cf. 2. c. Sometimes applied to

other structures of analogous form.
1585 Lloyd Treat, Health H iiij, The lytle flap which

couerith the wyndpipe called Uvula, some call it Columella.
1689 Moyle Sea Chyrurg. ii. xx. 75 Sometimes by cold
men have . . their Collumella relaxed.

2. Conch. The axis of a spiral shell.

"755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 31 Columella, the interior axis of
the shell from top to bottom, round which the spirals are
twisted. 1842 /'roc. Berw. Nat. Club II. x. 32 The shell.

.

perfectly diaphanous, exhibiting the axis or columella very
clearly. 1856 Woodward Mollusca 100.

3. Bot. a. * The long axis round which the parts

of a (dehiscent) fruit are united : in reality, the
ripened growing point' (Trcas. Bot.).
1760 Lee Botany vi. (1776) 14 (Jod.) The substance which

passes through the capsule, and connects the several parti-
tions and seeds, columella. 1887 A. W. Bennett tr. Thome's
Bot. ted. 6) 397 The fruit [of Umbellifers] is a bipartite
schizocarp . . two halves separating from the columella.

b. The firm centre or axis of the spore-case of
an urn-moss. c. A slender axis over which the
spore - cases of such ferns as Trichomancs are
arranged. (Trcas. Bot.)
1821 S. F. Gray A rrangem. Brit. Plants I. 222 Columelle,

Columella
% Sporangidium. A thread-like pillar in the

centre of the urn to which the seeds are attached. 1857
Henfrey Bot. § 319 A striking peculiarity of the capsule of
the Mosses is the existence of this columella, or stalk-like
process running up the centre of the cavity of the sporange.
1882 Vines Sachi Bot. 354 The long sporogonium has a
longitudinal dehiscence and no columella.

4. Zool. a. A part of the pterygoid bone in the
skull of lizards (columella cranii). b. A delicate
bone in the middle ear of birds, reptiles, and
amphibians (columella auris). Cf. 1 b. c. The
central axis or pillar of the visceral chamber of
many corals.

1848 Dana Zooph. 529 The cells have no distinct columella.
1872 Mivart Elem. Anat. in In Lizards, a peculiar dis-
memberment of the pterygoid, called the columella, may
ascend and join the parietal. 1872 Dana Corals i. 44 The
bottom of the calicle . . in the corallum is sometimes made
simply by the meeting of the radiating septa; occasionally
. .with the addition of a point or columella at the centre.

Columellar (kp\iume-\ai), a. [ad. L. columel-
lar-is pillar-shaped, f. columella little pillar : see
prec. and -AB 1. Cf. F. colnmellaire.'] Of or be-
longing to a columella (q. v.). Columellar lip :

the inner lip of a spiral shell.

1829 Young Lady's Bk. 100 The aperture [of a shell] Is.

.

of two lips; the columellar or inner lip and the outer Hp
opposite to its edge. 1854 Woodward Mollusca 11. 165 Dr.
Pfeiffer terms those teeth 'parietal' which are situated on
the body-whirl, those on the outer lip ' palatal \ and on the
inner Hp 'columellar'. 1870 Rolleston Antra. Life 48
The shell has been detached from the body to which it ad-
hered mainly by means of the columellar muscles.

Columellate (Miwme-tft), a. [f. Columella
+ -ate 2

. Cf. F. columella.'] Possessing a colu-
mella. 1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Columelliform (k^imnrli$im), a. [f. L.
columella + -form.] Shaped like a columella or
little pillar.

1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 296/2 A moderately long
and slender columelliform shaft. 1855 Owen Skel. Teeth
57 The columelliform stapes passes through a notch instead
of a foramen to attain the tympanic membrane.
Columination : see Columniation.
t Columity. Obs." 0 [f. L. columis, a doubtful
word = incolumis safe, sound.]
1656 Blount Glossogr., Columity (columitas), safety,

soundness, health.

Column LkgrUfai), sl>. Forms : 5 colompne, 6
columpne, collumne, 6-8 colume, (6 coolume),
7 colomb, -umb, (cullumne), 7-8 colum, 5-7
-umne, 7- column, [orig. a. OF. colompne,' co-

lomhe :— L. columna (columpna), to which the
current Eng. spelling is assimilated. Mod.F. colonne
is assimilated to It. colonna: cf. Colonne. L.
columna was a collateral form of columen, culmen
elevated object, pillar, column, f. root eel- (-cellere),

whence celsus high, lofty.]

1. Arch. A cylindrical or slightly tapering body
of considerably greater length than diameter,
erected vertically as a support for some part of
a building; spec, in the classic orders, a round
pillar with base, shaft, and capital supporting the
entablature

; in Gothic and Norman architecture
applied to the pillar or pier supporting the arch.
Sometimes standing alone as a monument: e.g.
Trajan's Column at Rome, Nelson's Column in
London, the Column of the Place Vendome, Paris.
1481 Caxton Myrr. m. xi. 158 In thyse grete colompnes or

?/• • Vi^^
re Srauen the vii scyences. 1563 Shute A rchit.

IJ a,
D A Poetised in their measures of . . their Columes.

'
1 •

HyPnerm'omachia 40 b, In euery corner stoode
a Chorintluan Collumne. 1606 Holland Sueton. 35 They

erected in the Forum a solide Columne [marg. note or
|

Filler] almost 20. foote high, of Numidian Marble. 1624
Wotton Archit. in Ketiq. Wottou (1651) 225 Pillars, which
we may likewise call Columnes (for the word among Arti-
ficers is almost naturalised!. 1662 Gerbier Princ. (1665) 4 !

The Orders of Colombs. 171a Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist.
|

Soc.) III. 351 The Colum erected in Memory of the Dreadfull
Fire of London. 1732 Pope Ep. Bathurst 339 Where Lon- '

don's Column, pointing at the skies, Like a tall bully, lifts
!

the head, and lies. 1813 Scott Trierm. in. xxi, Where the
j

shatter'd columns He, Snowing Carthage once had been.
1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. I. 148 In no feature is the
difference between Classic and Gothic architecture so I

strongly marked as in the column.

b. A natural columnar formation, esp. of igneous
rock.

1775 Phil. Trans. LXV. 1. 5 Two groups of prismatic
j

basaltine columns. 1871 Lyell Student's Gcol. (1885) 470
The columns [of basalt] are sometimes straight, at others

j

curiously curved and twisted. 1882 Geikie Text-bk. Geol.
j

(1885) 493 In the more perfectly columnar basalts, the
columns are sometimes articulated.

C. fig. Support or prop. (cf. pillar?)
11619 Fotherhv Athcom. 11. vii. §6(1622)273 Monarchies

,

which were the highest Columnes of Maiestie vpon the
Earth. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 963 Now from my fond em-
brace, by tempests torn, Our other column of the state is

j

born. 1862 Maurice Mor. <y Met. Phitos. IV. ix. § 25. 548
|He did not require a religion to be the column of society,

d. Anything of columnar shape or appearance.
1673 Grew Anat. Roots iii. § 29. 68 In others, they [vessels]

1

stand not so much in Pricks, as Portions or Colums, as in
,

Cumfry. Ibid. 69 Sometimes Columns and Chords are 1

compounded, as in Burnet, 1859 Tennyson Geraint a-- Enid
74 Who, moving, cast the coverlet aside, And bared the
knotted column of his throat.

2. a. Calico-printing. A hollow copper cylinder
used for fixing the colours of printed fabrics by
means of steam, b. Distilling. A vessel contain-
ing a vertical series ofchambers, used in continuous
distillation.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 652 s. v. Calico-printing, The
lower end of the column terminates in a pipe, mounted
with a stopcock for regulating the admission of steam. .The
pieces [of calico] are lapped round this column, but not in

immediate contact with it. Ibid. II. 55 s. v. Distillation, <

The vapours from B rise through the distillatory column C,
and D the rectificatory column.

3. trans/. An upright mass of water, air, mercury,
etc., resembling a column in shape ; a narrow mass
rising high in the air, as a column of smoke.
1671 Milton Santson 27 As In a fiery column charioting

His godlike presence, c 1700 Bkntley (J.), The whole
weight of any column of the atmosphere. 1715 Desaguliers
Fires Imfr. 50 There are . . two Columns in the Chimney,
one of rising Smoak, and the other of descending Air.

1732 Pope P.p. Bathurst 255 The waters.. Not to the skies
in useless columns tost. 1833 Brewster Nat. Magic viu.
183 Production of musical sounds by the vibrations of a
column of air in a pipe. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 90 The
downward pressure of the column of mercury in the tube.

4. One of the narrow divisions of a sheet of
paper, page of a book, etc., formed by vertical

lines or separating spaces ; used for denominations
of figures (as in money accounts), lists of names in

a schedule, etc., or for the sake of convenience in

arranging the printed matter on a wide page

;

also, a narrow block of letterpress so arranged,
|

or a series of letters or figures arranged vertically.

In pi. said esp. of the vertical divisions in a news-
paper or journal, as receptacles for the news, etc.,

which ' fill the columns ' of these publications.
c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 88 Columne of a lefe [Pyuson of a

boke], columna. 1594 BlUNDEVIL Exerc. 1. ii. (ed. 7) 6, I

adde the 2/ to the columne of pounds. 1599 Thynne
Animadv. (1875) 6 His editione . . beinge fyrst printed but
in one coolume in a page. 1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. xx.
(1627) 229 A little paper-booke, made for the purpose, with
sundry columnes in each page. 1644 Nye Gunnery (1670)
88 Look in the second Table, and in the Cullumne of 3
pound. 1706 Hearne Collect. 14 Mar. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) 1.

204 He., isresolv'd to print .. in columns. 1727 Swift
Gulliver in. n. 186, I wrote down a great number of words
in columns. 1824 J. Johnson Typogr. I. 370 The volume
is printed in black-letter, in double columns. 1832 Act 2

3 Will. IV, c. 64 § 26 The respective counties .. mentioned
in the fourth column of the said schedule. 1870 Miss
Bridgman R. Lynne II. iv. 83 'C. S. was earnestly en-
treated to return to his wife,', .in the second column of the
Times. 1881 Burnside& Panton Theory Equat. xi. (1886)

232 Any series (of constituents] such as a\ ai a3 .. aH ar-
ranged vertically, form a column [of the determinant]. Mod.
Our columns are always open to correspondence on this
subject. Foolscap paper ruled with money columns.

1 5. A vertical line or square bracket in printing.

1647 Jer. Taylor Dissuas. Popery 11. 11. § 3 These words
. . make a distinct quotation, and ought by the printer to
have been divided by a colume. 1658 Collection of Offices
C, Omitting so much of either as is included in the columnes.

+ 6. One of the lights in a mullioned window.
a 1697 Aubrey MS. Life R. Kettel in H. G. Woods

Religio Loci (1888) 12 The windows of the Chapel .. were
good Gothique painting, in every- column a figure.

7. Bot. The upright cylindrical structure formed
by the coalescence of the filaments, as in the
mallow, or by the union of the stamens with the
style, as in orchids.
[1676 Grew Anat. Flowers iii. § 15 The Attire . . not con-

sisting of several little Theca?, upon so many Pedicils, as is

described ; but is all one entire Part, like a thick Columna
in the midst of the Flower.] 1807 j. E. Smith Phys. Bot.
460 The style of the Orchideae has been called a column.

1830 Lindley Ontl. Princ. Bot. 59. 187a Oliver Elem.
Bot. 11. 264 The adherent anther, together with the rostel-
lum and stigma, constitute the column of the Orchis flower.

b. = Columella 3 a.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants II. 824 A capsule cut open
horizontally to shew . . the column in the Center, to which
the partitions are connected. 1800 Hull Elem. Bot. I. 73
Column. A centre body extending from the bottom of the
case to the top of the lid. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 234
Seeds 1-2 in each cell, attached to the central column.

8. Anat. and Phys. A name given to various

parts of the body (usually translating L. columna)
;

e.g. 'fleshy columns of the heart
1

(columns earnest),

'column of the nose' {columna nasi, the anterior

part of the septum)
;
esp. spinal or vertebral column,

the spine.

1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 750 Before the vertebral
column. 1866 Huxley Phys. xi. (1872) 261 Along the
spinal column, .the spinal nerves give off branches.

9. Zool. a. The body or stem of a sea-ancmone.
b. The jointed peduncle of a stalked crinoid.
1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anita, Life 239 (Sea ane-

mone). At the limbus the base passes into the wall or
column, which is naturally more or less straight.

10. Mil. A formation of troops narrow laterally

and deep from front to rear ; the usual order in

marching.
1677 Earl Orrery Art of War 69, I would march my

Army in two or three several llodies divers wayes, which
the French call Columes, but we, and I think more properly,
Lines. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s. v., To march in a
Column, is to march a threat depth, or in a long File, in-

stead of making a large Front. 1830 E. S. N. Campbell
Diet. Mil. Sc. 40 In the close column the companies of a
Battalion are formed in rear of each other at a distance of

Two paces. Ibid., The Open Column occupies the same
extent of ground as when in Line, minus the front of the
leading division. 1881 Henty Cornet ofHorse xvi. tiSS3)

165 He [Marlborough] formed in a conspicuous position, a
heavy column of attack, opposite the French left.

11. Natit, A body or division of ships.

1805 in Nicolas Diti. Nelson 118461 VII. 166 note, Fleet

formed in order of sailing in two columns, the van led by
the Victory Vice-Admiral Lord Nelson. 1875 Bedford
Sailors Pocketd>k. i. (ed. 21 21 A Column means any
number of ships in a distinct group, whether in line ahead,
abreast, or otherwise. 1882 Nakes Seamanship led. 6) 113
Columns of Division or Sub-division . .denote that the ships

composing a fleet are formed in divisions or sub-divisions.

12. Coml>., as column-encircled, -like, -scattering

adjs., colu?nn-wise adv.
;
column-lathe, a lathe

fixed on a vertical extensible post, used by dentists

and watchmakers column-rule (Printing)
t
& thin

piece of brass ('rule') used to separate columns
of type (Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858).

1799 South ey Eng. Eclog. vi, Yon holly-hock. .lifting,

column-like, a stem Bright with its roseate blossoms. 1812
Byron Ch. liar. 1. Hv, The column-scattering bay'net. 1822
Bentham Wks. X. 535 English and Greek shall be printed
column-wise. 1835 Willis Pencilling* 1. .\ii. 90 The whole
area of the column-encircled front.

Column (kp-\i>m), v. nonce-wd. [f. the sb.]

intr. To form or move in column.
1839-48 Bailey Festus viiL 93 When one by one, Pride,

love, and jealousy, and fifty more Great feelings column up
to force a heart, And all are beaten back.

!l
Columna (kiTh'Tuna). Anat. and Phys.

PI. -8B. [L.] A column or pillar ; a name given to

many parts of the body : see Column 8.

1758 Anat. Dialogues (ed. 2) 159 Their [the Ventricles]

most considerable eminences are thick fleshy productions
called column,?. 1842 E. Wilson Anat. V'ade M. 445 The
septum between the openings of the nostrils is called the

columna. 1879 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. II. 16 The fixing

of the columna having been accomplished, the edges of

the lip must be neatly brought together.

b. Formerly also = Column 7 q. v.

Columnal (k^l^-mnal), a. [f. Column f -al.]

= Columnar.
1767 Bush Hibernia Cur. (1769)59 Most curious columnal

combination. 1777 Hamilton Volcanos in Phil. Trans.
LXVIII. 4 Lavas that have taken the columnal form. 1801

South ey Thalaba xn. xi, Crag overhanging, nor columnal
rock Cast its dark outline there.

Columnar (kJlzvmnai), a. [ad.lateL.r^///w«^r-

-is, f. columna Column : see-AR. Cf. F. colomnaire.]

1. Ofthe nature or form ofa column (or columns),

resembling a column, column-like.

1728 [see cj, 1774 Pennant Tour Scotl. 1772, 161 The
rocks dip almost perpendicularly, and form long columnar
stacks. 1 868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. x. 515 Two
ranges of arches, resting seemingly on tall columnar piers.

1877 Bryant Little People of Stunv 165 Here the palm
upreared Its white columnar trunk.

h.Jiff.
1832 Dk Quincf.y Cxsars Wks. 1862 IX. 21 A perfect

model of Roman grandeur, massy, columnar, imperturbable.

1860 Emerson Cond. Life, Kehav. Wks. (Bohnl II. 387 In

the shallow company .. here is the columnar Bernard.

o. Said of rocks (such as basalt) and crystals

which have a column-like structure
;
prismatic.

1728 Woodward Fossils (J.), White columnar spar, out of

a stone-pit. 1794 Sullivan Vint) Nat. I. 435 The beryl

which is a.. crystal of the columnar form. 1874 Dawkins
Cave Hunt. ii. 24 Fingal's Cave . . and that of Staffa .

.

hollowed out of columnar basalt.

d. Biol. Said of tissue in which the cells are

columnar, prismatic or cylindrical.

184$ Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. II. 3 The epithelium
. . being of the columnar variety, and clothed with cilia.
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1855 Halfol-r Man. Pot. <ed. 3) 4 Columnar cellular tissue, 1

divided into Cylindrenchyma, cylindrical cells, and Prism- '

enchyma, prismatical cells. 1S81 Mivart Cat 26 'I he
component cells of the epithelium may be elongated at right

angles to the basement membrane, thus forming what is

called columnar epithelium.

o. Written or printed in columns (see Column* 4)
or in vertical lines.

1846 Ellis Elgin Marb. II. 138 Written in the manner
called Kionedon, or columnar. 1881 Westcott & Hort
Grk. N. T, II. 307 The columnar tables of attestation. 1883

J. Millington Are we to read BackxiHirds 50 An illustra-

tion of the Mongolian columnar style of printing.

f. Math.
1879 Thomson & TAIT Nmt. Phil. I. i. 165 Again, let the

co-ordinates be of the kind which has been called ' colum-
nar'; that is to say, distance from an axis, angle from a
plane of reference through this axis to a plane through the
axis and the specified point, and distance from a plane of
reference perpendicular to the axis.

2. Characterized by, or raised on, columns.
1849 Freeman Ankit. 43 The columnar architecture of

mythic Greece. 1863 Sat. Rev. 305 There is such a thing
as a columnar viaduct as well as a solid embankment.
Columna'rian, a. rare. [f. L. cotumnari-tts

pertaining to a column + -an.] ~ prec.

1755 in Johnson; whence in later Diets.

Columna'rious, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ors.]
* Having many pillars' (Bailey 1730-6).

Colirmnarish, a. nonce-wd. [f. Columnar +
j

-I8H.1 'Somewhat resembling a column. {A bad
word) ' Webster 1828.
1788 Family of Plants II. 454 (Webster).

Columnarity kpWmnx'fiti). rare.
- 0 [f.

( 'oWMNAR + -ity.] Columnar quality or state.

1864 in Wkbstkr.

t Colu'mnary, a. Obs. [ad, L. columndrhts
pertaining to a column, occurring only as sb., e.g. i

columnarium a pillar-tax (see quot. 1656 below).
In K. iohmnaire.] --Columnar.
1584 K. Scot Disco?', ll'itchcr. xm. xix. 258 Diverse kinds

of glasses, as. .the columnarie, the pyramidate or piked, the
turbinall. 1656 Iti.ot'NT Gtossogr., Columnary Tribttte
icoluuiua riuiu ), a tribute that was exacted for every Pillar

that held up the house. 1658 Sir T. Hkownk Card. Cyrus
537 Handsome columnary work. 1716 If. DAVIES A then.

Brit. III. 106 That Columnary Monument [Trajan's).

Columnated k ( ']y-miu*'tr<l, kpkmiivited
,

///. a. [f. L. columniit-us supported ujxm columns
+ -fd.] Furnished with columns, supported upon I

columns.
1703 T. N. City <y C. Purchaser 251 Columnated-window-

1

stairs . .were set upon Columns, that the light (which they !

receiv'd from alx>ve' might distribute it self to all parts alike.

1864 in Webster.

Columnation (kpl/JmiviJan). [ad. L. colum-

nation-tm * a supporting upon pillars ', n. of
j

action f. columna Column.] The etymological])-

correct form of Columniation, q. v.

1655 J. Wkbh Stone-f/eng(ij2^ 37 Scamo7ziwas the first I

that commoded Columnations with Pedestals.

Columned (k^rliJmd), />/>/. a. [f. Column sb.] I

1. Furnished with columns, supported upon
j

columns: pillared. (Chiefly poet.)

1791 K. Darwin Hot. Card. 1. 132 The column'd pile as-

cends. 1819 Shellev Kos. * Helen 107 A spring. O'er
which the columned wood did frame A roofless temple. .

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus lxiv. 276 Thro' column'd porch and
j

chaml>ers sumptuous hieing.

2. Fashioned into or like a column, columnar.
1871 J. Miller Songs Italy (1878) 15 On the smooth gray

base of yon columned stone. \Z8& A thenarum 12 May 597/1
A. .candlestick containing one of these columned candles.

3. Divided into, printed or written in, columns.
i8ai Joanna Baillie Met. Leg., Lady G. B. xlix. 15

Column'd scrolls of ancient date. 1861 W. F. Collier Hist.
Eng. Lit. 76 A large double-columned book of nearly five

hundred pages.

Colu nmiated, a. [See next.] = Colum-
nated.
175J Chambers Cycl. s.v. Stairs, Columniated winding

Stairs, i860 Sat. Kev. IX. 377/1 The. .columntated wings
in front of St. Peter's. 1870 F. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 61 The
canopy. . is raised on colummated and cusped arches.

Columnia tion. [An etymologically incorrect

form (see Columnation), modelled app. on inter-

columniation
t f. L. iniercolumnium. (Co/umitta-

Hon in quot. 1592 was perh. an intentional form,

from L. columen * columna.
Arch. 'The employment of columns in a design'

(Gwilt).
159a R. D. Hypnerotomachia 44 b, What order of colurm-

nation, and what space betwixt. 1664. Evelyn tr. Freart's
Archil, xxviii. 68 That manner of Columniation which the
Greeks have termed Pycnostolos. 1859 Sat. Rev. 19 Nov.
610/1 The architecture of fenestration and the architecture
of columniation are irreconcilable.

b. Division (of a page) into columns, nonce-use.

1813 Lamb EUm Ser. 1. 1. (1865) 3 Their sums in triple

columniations.

Columniferous (kpltfmnuferes), a. [f. L.

columnifer column-bearing + -ous.] Bearing a
column or columns. In Bot. cf. Column 7.

1730-6 Bailey (folio\ Columniferous, bearing or support-
ing pillars. 1794 M artvn Rousseau's Bot. xxiv. 330 From
the circumstance of the receptacle standing up in the middle
of the flower, like a column, these have also the name of
columniferous plants.

Columniform kJIzrmnib/im), a. [f. L. co-

lumna + -Form.] Column-shaped.
1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. II. 41a A circular

columniform altar blazing with tire. 1848 Dana Zooph. 507
Tubercles echinate, prominent, columniform. 1876 Gross
Dis. Bladder 56 The columniform bladder.

Colup, obs. f. Collop.
Colur, obs. f. Colour.

t Colur(e, v. Obs. Pa. t. and pa. pple. colurt.

A word of venery, of uncertain sense.

(Connexion with Collar has been conjectured.)

1420 Avoiv. Arth. xvii, The king couthe of venery,
Colurt him [the Iwre] fulle kyndely, 1 ne hed of that hardy
He sette on a stake. Ibid, xxxi, The bore brittunt thay
fande, Was colurt of the kingus hande [MS. funde, hunde,
rime londe).

Colure (kol'ui'j, kiw liui), sb. Astron. Also 7
colour, [ad. L. colur-us, Gr. xuXovpos dock-tailed,

truncated 'f. *oAos docked, curtailed + ovpa tail , as

sb. pi. (at) Kukovpoi (sc. ypafifiai) the colures, so

called, according to Proclus, because their lower
part is permanentlycut off from view {i.e. in Greece,

or elsewhere away from the equator). So F.

colure. Both pronunciations are found in verse ]
Kach of two great circles which intersect each

other at right angles at the poles, and divide the

equinoctial and the ecliptic into four equal parts.

One passes through the equinoctial points, the

other through the solstitial points, of the ecliptic.

1308 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. VIIL vii. (Tollem. MS.',
And coluri beb seyde as it were collilauri, and haueb bat
name of be tayle of a wilde oxe, bat arere^ his tayle and
inakeb an imparfite cercle : and coliinis is seyde as it were
llnparnte cerclis. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 118721 50 Ther is

tna vthir circlis in the spere callit colures. 1551 Records
Cast. Kncr.ol. {15561 33 Named Colures in greek, that is

trunked circles, bycause some partes of them come not into

our sighte. 1667 Mii.ton /'. L. IX. 66 From Pole to Pule,
traversing each Colure. 1669STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. 06
Two Colures through the Poles do run, (Juartring the Circle
of the Sun. 17*8 NRV.-TOX Clironot. Amended i. 83 Eudoxus
drew the Colure of the Solstices through the middle of the
Great Bear. 1819 H. BuSK i'estriad IV, 22 Her daily
lour. Around the ecliptic and across colure. 1854 Mosklky
Astron. xxvii. fed. 4' 113 This plane will intersect .. the
heavens in a circle called the solstitial colure.

Colurt, obs. pa. pple. of Collar, Colour ; see

also CoLUR(&
Collision, -yon, obs. ff. Collusion.

I! Colutea ' kvli«-ti,a). Bol. [L., ad. Gr. *o-
Aot»T('a (also uroAoirta), name of a pod-bearing tree

in Theophrastus.] A genus of shrubs with papilion-

aceous (lowers and bladder-like pods, hence called

liladder-senna ; a yellow-flowered species (C.

arborescens) is grown in England.
1664 Kvelvn AW. Hort. (17291 227 Least patient of cold,

Colutea Odorata. 171* tr. Pomct's Hist. Drugs I. 86 The
Bastard Sena is the Colutea, or Wild Sena, ijjfi-j^ Mrs.
Delanv Autobiog. ^ Corr. I1861I I. 586 [She] dies with im-
patience for the colutea-seed you promised her. 1794
Martvn Rousseau 's Hot. English Names . . Colutea.

Colver e, -yr, -eiin, obs. ff. Culver, -UK.
+ Co lvin. Obs. Sc. Also collvin, colvene.
Some kind of ship or boat.

l535 Stewart Cron. Scot. 1 . 347 With carvall, colluin, and
with craik full large, ibid. II. 601 Ane greit navin .. Of
craik and coluin, of mony bark and barge.

t Co'lward, a. Obs. [app. a perverted form of
Culvert, in OF. culvert, colvert, etc.] Villainous,

nefarious, perfidious, infamous.
< i3« K. K. AlUi. P. B. 181 For couetyse, & colwarde &

crokeddedez. c 1330 Floriee 4 BL (1857) 339 The porter is

coluard [Camb. ^/vTcuIuertJ & feloun.

t Colwer. Obs. rare-'. [? = coluver a. OF.
eoluevre, F. (ouleuvre snake.] 1 A snake, adder.
a 1400 so Alexander 3794 For angwischis o bestis As cob

wers it for coltris & crabbid snakis.

Colwort, obs. f. Colewort
;
Colwyd, -ynge,

see Collow ;
Coly, see Colies, Collie; Coly-

andre, -aundir, Colianiter; Colyar, -yer,
-ser, -yaere, Collier

;
Colyer, Collar

;
Coly-

flory, -flower, Cauliflower
;
Colyndore,

Colander
;
Colyon, Cullion; Colype, CoLLor;

Colys, colysshe, Cullis broth
;
Colysion,

Collision; Colyte.CoLET (Acolyte); Colyver,
Culver.
Colza ;kflza). Alsocolsa. [a. Walloon and Fr.

colza, earlier colzal, a. L.Ger. kSlsdt, Du. koolzaad

Cole-seed.] The French name of Cole-seed.
Colza-oil : the oil expressed from the seeds, much
used for burning in lamps.
Ml tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 10 The seed of a Kind of

wild Colly-flower, which they call in Flanders Colsa. 1830
Mech. Mag. XII. 463 Colza oil. .is extracted from the grain
of the Brassica arvensis. 1884 May Crommelin Brovm Eyes
ix. 97 Bees in Drenthe. .taken to travel in carts during the
summer season by all the flowering colza fields. 1886 Miss
Braddon One Thing Neeayiil iv. The light of a large
swinging colza lamp.

Com-, prefix of Lat. origin. The archaic form
of the preposition which in classical L. was as a
separate word written cum ; com- being retained in

combination before the labials b, p, m, and before

a few words beginning with vowels, as in comes,

1 omit- ; the m was assimilated before r as cor-

rupltis, in later times also before / as collectus

;

dropped before vowels generally, /; and gn-, as
coalesccrc, coercere, cohabitare, cognatus ; originally,

also before n, as cdncitus,cdnivere, but in later MSS.
and texts assimilated, as connatus, connivere;
before all other consonants com- was changed to

Con-, q.v. But in some English derivatives, cow-
has taken the place of L. con- beforef, as in com-
fort. The sense is 'together, together with, in

combination or union ', also ' altogether, com-
pletely ', and hence intensive. It occurs in com-
binations actually formed in Latin, their derivatives,

and analogical extensions. The prefix has become
a living English element in the form Co-, q.v.

In Provencal, Spanish, and Old French, com-
before vi, was regularly reduced to co-, e. g. co-

tnamlement
, co-mence, co-mun, and in this form

these words were originally adopted in English (cf.

Col-, Con-). But with the revival of Latin learn-

ing, the m was again doubled in spelling in French
and thence in English ; this scarcely, if at all,

j

affects the pronunciation in an unaccented syllable,

except that, when the word is uttered syllabically,

!
or a factitious stress is for the nonce put on the

I

first syllable, this is treated as kpm, or kp-, and
not as k<7« ; it is here therefore symbolized by kf5-,

though in ordinary utterance this is not distinguish-

able from ko-, or k^-, e.g. k^mi-t or komi't.

Before b,p,0 F. had normally cum-, as in cumbatrc,
rumpagnie

; although this was afterwards altered

back to the Latin type com-, the original pronun-
ciation remained in English, where its phonetic
descendant still survives in comfort, company, com-
pass, etc. But the influence of the spelling in

modern times has been constantly to extern! the

use of (k(>m-) in all such words: (ktrmbdet) is

even now dying out l>efore (kfrmbaet\

Coma 1 (kpti-ma). [a. Gr. k£/jo (kch/kit
)
deep

sleep, lethargy : cf. Knifta-eir to put to sleep.]

Pathol. ' A state of unnatural, heavy, deep and
prolonged sleep, with complete unconsciousness

: and slow, stertorous, often irregular, breathing

'

(Syd. Soc. I,ex.\, due to pressure on the brain, to

the effect of certain poisons, or other causes, anil

frequently ending in death ; stupor, lethargy.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. /?/. iv. ix. 200 Sneezing, .is. .of

I

good signatity in Lethargies, Apoplexies, Catalepsies, and
Coma's. 1783 H eberden Comm. vii. When the scarlet fever
proves fatal, a coma wilt sometimes show itself. 18..

Hooper Physic. Vetde M. f 914 It is often important to

distinguish the coma of drunkenness from that of apoplexy.

1877 Korerts Handbk. Med. I. 13 Death beginning at the
brain is said to be by coma.

b. Coma vigil : Applied in earlier medical
treatises to a condition anterior to fevers : see

quots. 1 708 -1 834; but by Sir VV. Jenner to a
lethargic condition in which a typhus fever patient

lies with wide open eyes, totally unconscious, but

muttering in delirium.

1708 J. Harris Lex. Techn., Coma Vigil, waking Drowsi-
ness, is a Disease wherein the Patients are continually in-

clined to Sleep, but scarce can sleep, being affected with a
great Drowsiness. 1748 Hartley Obsert'. Man I. i. 55.

1758 K. Brookes Gen. Pract. Physic II. 113 A Coma
Vigil . . they have a strong inclination to sleep, and yet
either don't sleep at all, or, if they do, awake immediately
with little Relief, but have no delerium. .Generally a Fore-

runner of a Phrenzy in acute Fevers. 1834 J. M. Good
Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 446. 1871 Sir T. Watson Prim .

Physic (ed. 5) II. 869. 1886 Fagce Prime. Med. I. 145 In
a peculiar state to which Jenner has appropriated the term
Coma vigil.

O.fig.
1876 Gladstone in Pall Mall Budget (1887) 14 Apr. 6/2

Honour, duty, compassion, and I must add shame, are
sentiments never in a state of coma.

Coma - (ktw-ma). PI. comsB (-m<"). [a. L.

coma, a. Gr. *<5/«j hair of the head, also applied to

foliage, etc., and to the tail of a comet.]

1. liot. a. A tuft of silky hairs at the end of

some seeds, as those of Epilobium. b. A tuft of

bracts occurring beyond the inflorescence, as in

the pine-apple ;
1 the crown of sterile flowers on

the top of some forms of inflorescence' (Syil.

Soe. Lex.), c. The arrangement of the leafy

branches forming the ' head of a tree.

1669 Rowland tr. Schroder's Chymicat Discerns. 2 Coma,
in plants, signifies the tops. 1770 C. Milne Bot. Diet. s.v.

Bractea, Large bracteai, which, from their resemblance to

a bush of hair, are denominated coma. 1830 Lindley Nat.
Syst. Bot. 236 Cyrtandraceae . . Seeds . . naked, or with a
coma. 1870 Bentley Bot. 102 The head of a tree is called

a coma. 187a Oliver EUm. Bot. 11. 172 The silky coma
surrounding the top of the seeds of the Willow-herbs.

2. Astron. The nebulous envelope surrounding

the nucleus of a comet, and forming the outer

portion of the ' head '.

1765 Maty in Phil. Trans. LV. 307 The nucleus could
not be distinguished from the coma. 1878 Newcomb Pop.

Astron. III. v, 365 The tail is a continuation of the coma
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jfc 1815 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXIX. 309 It

is not everywhere possible for the most ingenious critic to

distinguish, .the nucleus from the coma.

3. The blurred appearance surrounding an object

seen under a microscope when the lens is not free

from spherical aberration.

1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 1. ii. 64 If the greater expansion or
coma be when the object is without the focus.

t Comade. Obs. Also comad, commade,
? comand. (Meaning uncertain.)

c 1430 Cookery Bks. 48 Take Gyngere, canelle, & melle wyl
\>\ commade ber-with. Ibid. 56 Dry bin cofyn, & caste bin

comade ber-on. Ibid, pan take hardid cofyns, & pore bin

comad ber-on. 14. . Noble Bk. Cookry (Napier 1882) 26 And
when the pot botlithe put the comand to the brothe.

Comal (kJi-inal), a. [f. Coma 2 + -AX*.] Of the

nature of, or pertaining to, a Coma (sb.-).

1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Comal, in Botany, applied to the
uppermost and largest leaves of a stem of Bryum.

Comament, obs. reduced form of Command-
ment, with stress on the first syllable.

Comand(e, obs. f. Command, Commend : see

also Comade, Obs.

Comarb, bad form of Coakb after Ir. eomharba.

f Comarch (k^H'maik). Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. L.

comarch-us, a. Gr. Kwpapxos ' head man of a vil-

lage', f. Kwfxt} village + -ap\os riding.]

1623 Bingham Xenophon 71 The Comarch, or chiefe Ruler
of the Village. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Comarck, an Earl,

a Governor of a Town or City.

Co-ma*rt. In the following passage, the Folios

have 'cou'nant', a quarto of 1676 'compact', the

Globe ed. 1 covenant ' ; the real word intended

remains unsettled.

1605 (Q°.) Shaks. Ham. 1. L 93 [also in Q° 1607] Which had
returne To the inheritance of Fortinbrasse, Had he bin
vanquisher ; as by the same comart, And carriage of the
article desseigne, His fell to Hamlet.

Co-martyr, commartyr. [a. L. commartyr
fellow-martyr (see Com-) ; afterwards treated as a

native compound.] A fellow-martyr.
c 1555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878^ 36 The said

Sir Thomas Moore's colleague and commartyre the blessed
Bishop of Rochester. .1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 318
Some, .who are my co-martyrs.

So Co-martyred pa.pple.^ martyred together.
a 1711 Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 370 He,

with James co-martyr'd, lost his Head.

[| Comamm (k^-marym). Bot. [Bot. L., a. Gr.

Ku^iapos, -ov, some plant.] A Linnrean genus of

Rosacese, including the Purple Marsh Cinquefoil.

1778 G. White Nat. Hist. 3 July (ed. Wood 1853) 265
Purple Comarum or Marsh Cinquefoil in the bogs of Bin's
pond. 1883 Longm. Mag. July 308 The marshy comarum,
a perennial which grows in peaty or boggy places.

Comatable : see Come-at-able.

Co-mate (k^m^t: the stress fluctuates), [f.

Co- 3 b + Mate.] Companion, fellow, mate.
1576 Fleming Panoplie Ep. 320 We will thrust him out .

.

yt he may Seeke him comates of mischiefe with whom to be
conversant. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. i. 1 My Coe-mates,
and brothers in exile. 1777 Eliz. Ryves Poems 25 Fell

Remorse ..Urg'd by her co-mate, wild Despair. 1859 W".

H. Gregory Egypt II. 122 Perfect unanimity .. between
myself and my comate. 1884 Tennyson Becket 11. ii. 105
Co-mates we were and had our sports together.

T Co'mate, a. Obs. rare* 1
, [ad. L. comdt-us

having long hair, f. coma (see Coma 2
).] Furnished

with hair, hairy ; in quot. used of a comet.
1600 Fairfax Tasso xiv. xliv, How comate, crinite, cau-

date starres are fram'd.

Ccrmato-crapulo'se, a. humorous nonce-wd.
[f. Gr. Kojparo- combining form of nu/fxa (see Coma
+ L. Cbapula + -ose.] In a state of drowsiness

and head-ache consequent on intoxication.

1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke v, Headache, eh? Slightly
comato-crapulose ?

Comatose (kJ'umatflu-s'), a. [f. Gr. nwfxa,

Kw/xar- (see Coma l
) + -ose.]

1. Affected with coma ; in a state of coma.
1755 Gent. Mag. XXV. 586 One who by eating mushrooms

to excess was rendered so comatose that he could not feel

the actual cautery, .applied to his head. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi i. 28 His excellency . . had taken nothing for the
fever but a little camphor, and. .became comatose.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of coma.
1761 Pulteney in Phil. Trans. LI I. 352 Syncopes .. and

comatose affections. 1854 Marion Harland Alone xv,
From delirium he was relapsing into a comatose state.

3. transf. Drowsy, lethargic.
1828 Scott Diary 24 May in Lockhart Life, I met my old

. .friend Lord Stowell, looking very frail and even comatose.
i860 Emerson Co/id. Life, Illusions Wks. (Bohn) II. 447
Wailing, stupid, comatose creatures.

Hence Comatosely adv., in a comatose manner

;

Comatoseness.Comatosity, comatose condition.
1805 Miniature No. 36 A learned disquisition on coma-

tosity. 1859 F- E. Paget Curate of C. 149 Some have
pursued the same train of thought quietly, and comatosely.

T Comatous (k<?u-matas), a. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-ous.] = Comatose.
1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 135 Apoplexies, Lethargies, Pal-

sies, and all Comatous diseases. 176X Brit. Mag II. n 7
I he patient was manifestly comatous. 1774 Westm. Mag.
II. 314 In a palsy, and comatous disorders.

II Comatula (k^martiwlal. Zool. PI. eoma-
tulse (-It). [L. fem. of comdtulus. dim. of contains

Vol. II.

(see Comate).] A genus of free-swimming Crinoid

Echinoderms, of a radiate shape with (usually) ten

cirrous arms ; the feather-star.

1851 Richardson Geol. viii. 228 Comatula has neither stem
nor root. 1878 Bell Gegenbauer's Comp. Anai. 204 In the
young stages of the Comatula^, a simple knob-like piece
unites the skeleton of the stalk with the body.

Comatillid (ktfmse'tiwlid). Zool. [f. mod.L.
Comatulid'A', the family containing the Comatula.]
Any crinoid of the same family as Comatula.
1884 Athenaeum 10 May 602/2 Sketches of living Ceyionese

coinatulids.

Comaund(e, obs. f. Command.
Comaynes, -aynz, obs. ff. Commons.
Comazant, var. of Composant.
Comb (b"um), j/i. 1 Forms: 1 camb, comb, 3-7
combe, 4-5 coomb, komb(e, 5-7 come, 6
coame, comme, 6-7 (in comp.) com, 4- comb.
Also 0. (north, and chiefly .SV.) 3 camb, 4 cayme,
4-5 cambe, 4-6 kambe, 5-9 came, 6 kerae, 6-9
kame, 9 kembe, kaim. [A common Teut. sb. :

OE. cgmb, camb = OS. camb, (MDu. cam(m), Du.
kam), OHG. chamb, (MHG. kam{m), hamp(b),
Ger. kamm, ON. kambr (Sw., Da. katii) :—OTent.
*kambo~z, pre-Teutonic form *gombho-s : cf. Gr.
yo/xipos ' pin perh. orig. ' tooth Skr. gambha-s
tooth, OSlav. zabti (\-gambo-) tooth.]

1. A strip of wood, bone, horn, metal, etc.,

with indentations forming a series of teeth, or with
teeth inserted, along one or both edges ; used for

disentangling, cleaning, and arranging the hair,

and for like purposes
;
also, in ornamental forms,

worn by women to keep the hair in place.
a 70a Epinal Gloss. 825 Pecten, camb. 1:1330 Floricc <y

Bl. (1857) 552 The thridde [maiden] scholde bringge comb
and mirourTo seruen him with gret honour, c 1384 Chaucer
//. fame 1. 136 Her combe to kembe her hed. 1463 Bury
Wills (Camden Soc.) 15 My tablees of ivory with the combe
and a peyre spectaclys. 1538 Starkey England 1. in. 94
Bedys, combys, gyrdylls and knyfys. 1660 Jer. Taylor
Duct. Dubit. nr. ii. Rule 5 Q. 4 Clemens Alexandrinus is as
severe against old men that with black lead combes put a
lie upon their heads. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 113 T 8
Her mistress had turned her out at night for breaking six

teeth in a tortoise-shell comb. 1803 Jank Porter Thaddeus
xxx, Marshall having fixed the last pearl-comb in her mis-
tress's beautiful hair. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863)

I. 11. vi. 441 Found . .a rude fibula, and a comb of bronze.

P- c 1200 Ormin 6340 Wibbutenn cnif & sha;be, & camb.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3351 Craftely with a cambe cho kem-
bede myne heuede. 1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 2

Anoynte therewyth a kambe and kembe thy head. 1579 in

T. Thomson Invent. (1815) 282 (Jam.) Ane kais of kamys of
grene velvot. a 1800 Laird o' Logic via. (in Scott Border
Minstr.), She has stown the king's redding kaim. 1826

J.
Wilson Noci. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 185 Growin lasses sittin

..wi' cames sae trig in their golden hair. 1855 Whitby
Gloss., Keeam or Kaim, a comb.
fig. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton iv. 45 Faint streaks of
sunshine descend like a shimmering comb upon the gloomy
landscape. 1875 — Three Feathers xv, A break appeared
in the clouds, and a vast comb of gold shot shining down.

b. An instrument for currying horses, consisting

of a series of such strips of metal, with short teeth,

placed parallel in a frame. Usually horse comb,

CURKY-COMB.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 88 Combe of curraynge, or horse

combe, strigilis. 1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. in. vn. (Arb.)

169 Almohaza, that is a horse combe. 1859 F. Griffiths
Arlil. Man. (1862) 221 Currycomb and brush, mane-comb.

c. humorously. \ Alman comb : see quot.

Crab-tree comb : a cudgel (as applied to the head).

Obs. (Cf. Comb v. 3.)

1593 Bacchus Bountie in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 269
Which haue had their heads smoothed well with a crabtree
combe. 1653 Urquhart Rab. 1. xxi, He combed his head
with an Alman comb, which is the four fingers and thumb.

2. transf. Applied, chiefly in technical use, to

various things resembling a comb in function,

structure, or appearance.
(a) An instrument with two or three rows of iron teeth

of different lengths, used in dressing wool for separating
and arranging the fibres ; a card ; a similar instrument used
in dressing flax. Also a toothed instrument in a carding-
machine for drawing the fleece or cotton off the cards ; a
comber. Also a name sometimes given to the reed used in

weaving.
t(b) A toothed instrument used to puncture. Obs.

(c) A steel tool with projecting teeth, used for cutting
the thread of a screw on work in the lathe.

(d.) A toothed instrument used by house-painters in grain-
ing ; also a tool with wire teeth used in making marbled
papers.

(e) ' The notched scale of a wire-micrometer ' (Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk.).
if) ' The window stool of a casement. Glou.' (Grose

Prov. Gloss. 1787).

(g) Etectr. A comb-like row of brass points connected
with the prime conductor of an electrical machine for col-

lecting the electricity from the plate.

c 1290 Lives Saints iLaud MS. 1887^ 99 Also man draweth
with combes wolle, hire tetes heo to-drowe. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. XVII. xviii. (Tollem. MS.), Yf pe rynde of
be stocke is smote with yren combes [ferreis ungulis\, ban
droppeb oute berof noble opobalsamum. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 39 Some use . . to carde of the
knoppes [of flax] with an iron Combe. 1607 Topsell Ser-
f>ents\ 1653) 787 Without all Weavers combes. 1724 Ramsay
Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 37 Lassie, lend me your braw hemp
heckle, And I'll lend you my thripling kame. 1757 Dyer

Fleece ill. (R.), Behold the fleece beneath the spiky comb
Drop its long locks, or from the mingling card, Spread in
soft flakes. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 483 {Wool
comber) He then proceeds to place the wool on one of his
combs, the steel brooches of which are triple, and are con-
stantly heated in a charcoal pot. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.

,

Comb, .used in combing long-stapled wool for worsted goods.
The combs are used in pairs. Snort-stapled wool is carded.
1876 Gwilt Arc/tit. 11. iii. 697 Giving the painted work a
coat in oil of a brownish tone . . this is then scratched over
by combs of bone, with blunt points. 1871 Watts Diet.
Chem. (1879) VI. 551 This force, acting successively upon
each portion of the rotating plate as it passes between the
paper and the points of the collecting comb, will cause
positive electricity to escape from the plate into the points
..In consequence of this action, the comb of the second
conductor, .becomes positively electrified.

3. Applied to natural formations resembling a
comb, e.g. a comb-like set of points in a tooth

;

the comb-like nail or claw of the middle toe of

certain birds, as the goatsucker and heron, etc.

1873-8 M ivart Elent. Anat. 275 In notched incisors, and
especially in the comb-like ones of the Flying Lemur . . a
branch ofthe pulp-cavity ascends each process of the comb '.

spec, f a. The part of the hand between the

wrist and the fingers ; the metacarpus. Obs.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxviii. (1495) 138 Pecten,
the combe, .is composyd of foure bones.

b. Zool. {pi.) The pair of abdominal append-
ages in Scorpions

;
analogous structures in other

lower animals.
1834 M' Murtrif. Cuvier*s Anim. Kingd. i^l A branchial

comb, composed of numerous loose and tabular-like lamella;.

1861 Hllme tr. Moquin- Tandon 11. v. ii. 270 Beneath the
body [in Scorpions], .are two peculiar appendages called

the ' combs '. These organs consist of a stem . . and a series

of teeth. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson A nim. Life 751
1 Tac-

tile combs' situated in pairs at the bases of the tentacles

[in certain Hydrozoa].

C. Sometimes used as an equivalent of pecten, in

the sense of the marsupium or processus falcifor-

mis, a pigmented vascular process which projects

into the jelly-like vitreous humour in the eyes of

Birds, many Reptiles, and Fishes.

d. Min. A comb-like structure found in mineral

veins which are made up of plates or layers parallel

to their walls : see quots.
1862 Dana Man. Geol. (ed. 3) 114 A comb is one of the

layers in a banded vein—so called especially when its sur-

face is more or less set with crystals. 1881 RaymondMining
Gloss., Comb, The place, in a fissure which has been filled

by successive depositions of mineral on the walls, whore
the two sets of layers thus deposited approach most nearly
or meet, closing the fissure and exhibiting either a drusy
central cavity, or an interlocking of crystals. 1885 Geikie
Te.xt'bk. Geol. 585 [see Comby].

4. esp. The red fleshy crest or caruncle on the

head of the domestic fowl, attaining special de-

velopment in the male bird ; so called from its

indented or serrated form. (Cf. Cock's-comb.)
«iooo Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 215/34 Cristas, i. comas,

combas on fugele. c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 39 His
combe was redder ban be fyne coral. C1430 Hf.nryson
Mor. Fab. 17 Your beeke, your breast, your Kekil and
your Came. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586)

157 b, Let .. your Henne be of a good colour .. with a
straight redde and dubble comme. Ibid. iv. 161 b, If they
be right Capons, their Coames becommeth pale. 1693
Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Gard. 50 The Heads of some
sorts of Birds are Adorned with Tufts and Combs, a 1835

J. M. Wilson Tales of Borders (1857) *• 68 Tne kaim of
chanticleer. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. v. (1873) 117 A large

tuft of feathers on the head is generally accompanied by a
diminished comb.

b. The similar fleshy outgrowth round or (gener-

ally) over each eye in some gallinaceous birds.

C. transf. A crest like that of a cock (attributed

to some serpents).

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxii. 143 pare er also nedderes
with cambez on baire heeds, as it ware a cokk. 1607 Top-
sell Fourf. Beasts (1673) 358 The mane of the Lion, and
the comb of the male Serpent. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim.
<$ Min. Introd., Amongst serpents . . some have combs.

d. Applied to a crest or ridge of hair.

1869 Blackmore Loma D. iii, His beard—of a bright red

colour . . that comb of hair had been a subject of some won-
der to me. 1884 A. Gregory in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 379 The
Shillooks . . arrange the hair in a comb or crest, high upon
the head.

5. From sense 4 come the phrases : + To set up
one's comb\ to be proud or vainglorious, to hold

one's head high. To cut (rarely to cast down) the

comb of : to lower the pride of, take the conceit out

of, tame, *take down', abash, humiliate.

a 1536 Tindale Expos. Matt. vi. 1 If it moue thee to set

vp thy combe, when thou geuest thy brother a farthyng or

an halfepenny. 1545UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke (1548) Pref.,

After that repentaunce hath cast downe our combe. 1548
Hall Chron. an. 1 Hen. IV, fol. 12 My combe was clerely cut.

1644 Jessop Angel of Eph. 58 The one cuts the combe of

Episcopall Dominion. 1822 Scott Nigel ii, All the Counts
in Cumberland shall not cut my comb. 1890 F. Hall in

Nation (N. Y.) L. 352/3 His reckoning it a proud thing to

cut the comb of an American at all hazards.

6. Applied to various things resembling a cock's

comb in position or appearance (
= crest)

:

a. The crest of a helmet; the upright blade

which sometimes took its place on the morion.
c 1000 jElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 143/27 Crista, helmes

camb. C1050 Voc. ibid. 373/13 Crista, cambihte, camb on

82
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hztte o55c on helme. 1834 Planche Brit. Costume 30 The
serrated outline occasionally forming the comb or crest of
these Phrygian-looking head-pieces. 1855 tr. Labarte's
Arts Mid. Ages p. xxxii, Tilting bourguinot .. the comb
twisted. [1884 Chesh. Gloss., Comb. .The raised part of a
' helmet 1

hat, such as are worn by the police ; also Crest.]

b. The projection on the top of the cock of a

gun-lock. Also, the upper corner of the stock of

a gun, against which the cheek is placed in firing.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Comb . . that projecting

piece on the top of the cock of a gun-lock, which affords

the thumb a convenient hold for drawing it back. 1881

Greener Gun 433 Measure the distance from A to heel, and
from B to comb.

C. The crest or ridge of a bank of earth, a rising

ground, etc. ; the ridge between cart-ruts, etc.

c 1250 Gen. Ex. 2564 If Sat folc hem wulde deren, Se
dikes comb hem sulde weren. 1808 Jamieson, Kaim, kame.
This term in Ayrs. is used to denote the crest of a hill, or
those pinnacles which resemble a cock's comb, 1813 A.
Young Agric. Essex I. 163 He has levelled the ruts and
combs often miles in one day. 1838 W. Holloway Preo.
Diet., Cooms, the high ridges in ill kept roads between the
ruts and the horse path. Nor/, Stiff. 1869 Blackmore
Loma D. iii, We breasted our nags to the rise, and were
coming to the comb of it. 1876 — Cripps v, The ruts of the
lane grew more distinct as their combs of frozen mud at-

tracted and held the driving whiteness. 1880 W. Comiv.
Gloss., Comb, an upturned ridge left in ploughing.

d. A long and narrow hill or ridge, having
steep sides. ScotI. and North of Eng., usually

in form kame, kaim
;
frequent in proper names.

1808 Jamieson, Kaim, kame, a low ridge. I.attarksh.

1862 Proc. Benv. Xat. Club IV. 341 To examine the re-

markable ridges of sand and gravel, called 1 Kaims ', at
Hedshiel, at Oxenden, and in the Dune woods .. These
Kaims consist of elongated ridges of drift, .with steep sides,

and attaining sometimes a height of 50 or 60 feet.

e. The crest or ridge of a roof. dial.

1870 Mark Twain Innoc. Abr. xviii, From the eaves to

the comb of the roof. 1888 W. Somerset Word-bk., Comb
. . The ridge of a roof. (Very common.!

f. The crest of a wave. (Cf. Comb v. 5.)
1886 J. W. Graham Ne&ra II. xi, The darkling waters

shook with a brisker frolic of dancing frothy combs.

7. Naut. See quots.)

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 10 Vnder the midest
of it [the beakhead] is the Combe, which is a little peece of
wood with two holes in it to bring the fore tacks aboord.
1708 J. Harris Lex. Tec/tn. s.v., Comb, .is a small piece of
'1 Ember set under the lower part of the Heak-head near the
middle. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Comb.
8. The flat cake or plate consisting of a double

series of hexagonal cells of wax made by bees; a

honeycomb.
[This use seems to t>e confined to English. It does not

appear to originate in any likeness of a single plate or cake
with its cells to a comb for the hair, but either in the fact

that the arrangement of the whole of the plates hanging
parallel to each other from the roof of the hive suggests a
comb with its teeth, or because each plate or 1 comb' forms
a ridge, and the whole a series of parallel ridges, like roofs
of houses or ridges of hills rising beyond each other.]

C1300 Cursor M. 17288, Resurrection 456tCott.i |>ai bro^t
som of a rosted fische, a hony combe als-soo. 1388 Wyci.if
Prov. xvi. 24 Word is wel set togidere is a coomb of hony.
1523 Fitzhfrb. Hush. § 122 Take a hyue. and splente it

within with thre or foure splentes, that the bees maye
knytte theyr combes therto. 1597 Shaks. a Hen. IV, nr. iv.

79 Tis seldome, when the Bee doth leaue her Combe In
the dead Carrion. 1658 Rowland Monfet's Theat. Ins.

913 True Nectar . . was wont to be made about Olympus .

.

of Wine, Bees-combs, and sweet flowers. 1774 Goldsm.
Xat. Hist. 1 1 776) VIII. 74 Every comb, newly made, is

white : but it becomes yellow as it grows old. 1850 Dar-
win Orig. Spec, viii., I put the comb back into the hive.

p. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xviii. 11 Swetter . . Over honi
and the kambe. 1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 368 Ane vax-
cayme that beis mais. 1513 Douglas Aineis 1. vii. 27 In
camys incluse the hwny clene. 1788 Picken Poems 126
(Jam.) A skepp . . Weel cramm'd . . Wi' cames. 1832-53
Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. 11. 43 Your tongue was like
a honey kaim.

9. attrib. and Comb., as comb-bearer, -box, -teeth

(pi.), -tray
;

-like, -shaped, -wrought adjs. ; comb-
broach, one of the teeth of a wool-comb (Sim-
monds 1858); comb-card, a carding comb for
wool

;
comb-case, a case to keep a comb in ; in

quot. a 1678 applied to a hive containing only
empty combs; comb-chafer, a lamellicorn beetle

(see quot.) ; comb-cleat (see Cleat sb. 2 b ; cf.

sense 7) ; comb-cutter, a comb-maker
; f comb-

feat nonce-wd. [tr. F. tour de peigne], ' a dressing
or thrashing * (Davies) : cf. Comb v. 3 ; comb-
footed a., having feet furnished with structures

resembling combs ; comb-frame, a frame placed
in a hive to be filled with honeycomb; comb-
honey, honey in the comb, or with portions of the

comb remaining in it
;
comb-pecked a., pecked

on the comb ; comb-post, a post to which one of
the combs is attached in wool-combing ; comb-
pot, a small stove in which the wool-combs are

heated ; comb-saw, a saw for cutting the teeth

of combs ; comb-wise adv., in manner of a comb.
1887 C. F. Holder Living Lights 14 The little jelly-like

creatures called ' *comb-bearers * or Ctenophores. 1677
Lond. Gaz. No. 1 190/4 A 'Combox, two Powder Boxes, and
four other Boxes. iyma De Foe Col. Jack{\%^6\ 349 It was
.

. in a comb-box. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 144 To clean
and straighten the fibres of the wool, and to prepare it for

the next machine, the *comb-card. 1580 Sidney Arcadia.
(1622

> 50 By the *combe-case of Diana (sware Dametas) this

woman is mad. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 11 A Barbers Corn-
case, a 1678 Marvell Loyal Scot, The hive a combcase,
ev'ry bee a drone. 1711 PAH. Trans. XXVII. 347 A pale
green shining Dor, or *Comb-chafler, from its Horns when
expanded resembling a Comb. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
*Comb-cutter's saiu. .is usually a double saw, in which two
blades are affixed to one stock, one projecting beyond the
other, and the less salient acting as a spacer to start the next
kerf. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. vi. (16941 11. 38, I must
. .handsomly give thee the *Combfeat [km tour de Peigne].
With this he took him by the Throat. 1786 T. Jefferson
Writ. (1859) II. 74 Vour *comb-footed bird. 16x5 H.
Crooke Body of Man 89 The *Comb-like sutures of the
Skul. 1813 Bingley Anim. Biog. (ed. 4) III. 120 The an-
tennze of the Stag Beetles have a clavate extremity, divided
into short, comb-like leaves. 1848 Cari-enter Anim. Phys.

247 The gills form comb-like fringes. 1602 Middlkton
Blurt if. ii, An old *comb-pecked rascal, that was beaten
out a' the cock pit . . to come crowing among us ! 1888
Encycl. Brit. s.v. Wool, The operative . .had a "comb-post
. . and a *comb-pot. 178a A. M. Bailey Meek. Machines
I. 112 This improvement of the Comb-pot will be the means
of preserving the health, .of many thousand wool-combers.
1601 Holland Pliny xm. iv. I. 385 They [leaves] grow .

.

one close vnto another in manner of *comb-teeth. 1783
Ainsworth Laf. Diet. (Morellt 11, Vallus pectinis, the
row of the comb teeth. 1759 Whitfeld in Phil. Trans.
LI. 283 My daughter, with her "coinb-tray under her arm.

Comb (
k«m), sb.'-, var. of Coomb 1, a measure.

Comb (k/7m), sb.\ var. of C00MB-, valley.

Comb, obs. form of Coom, small coal.

Comb (kJum), Also 4-5 kome, kombe,
6-7 combe, £. North. 6- kame, 6 kaym, 8-

kaim. [f. Comb sb.^ ; it has taken the place of

the earlier umlauted verb Kemb :—OE. c$mbian,

the pa. pple. of which survives as kempt.]

1. trans. To draw a comb through the hair for

the purpose of cleaning, disentangling, or arrang-

ing ; to dress with a comb ; to curry a horse.

1398 Trf.visa Barth. De P. R. vi. v. (1495} 193 Themoder
wasshith and kometh the chyldren. ?a 1400 Morte Arth.
1003 The berdez of burlyche kyngez, Crispid and kombide.
15*8 Pavnel Salerm's Regim. B iij b, To combe the heed
is very holsome. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, m. iii. 15 Combe
downe his haire. 16*6 Bacon Sylva % 739 To make their

Hair black, by combing it with a Leaden Comb. 175*
Johnson Rambler No. 195 F 10 He. .blustered when his wig
was not combed with exactness. 1830 Tennyson Mermaid
ii. With a comb of pearl I would comb my hair. 1855
Kingslky Heroes IL v, They, .combed out their golden hair.

absol. 1700 Congreve Way of World 111. xii, The Gentle-
men stay but to comb, Madam.
p. 154a Borde Dyetary viii. (1870^ 248 Kayme your

heade oft. 1598 D. Fergusson Sc. Proverbs, Kame
sindle, kame sair. 1715 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1. ii, He
kaims his hair, .and gaes right snug. 1818 Scott Rob Roy
xix. As crouse as a cat when the flaes are kaimed aff her.

fb. inverted construction (the comb as obj.).

1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 652 A comb being made of
the left horn of a Ram, and combed upon the head.

C. To comb the cat : see quots.
1816 C. James Mil. Diet. (ed. 4) s.v. Cat, To Comb the

Cat, a term used among sailors and soldiers, signifying to
arrange the different cords of a cat o' nine tails.. by un-
tangling them, and drawing the whole through the fingers.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Combing the eat, the boat-

swain, or other operator, running his fingers through the
cat-o'-nine-taits, to separate them.

2. a. To dress (wool, flax, etc.) with a comb,
so as to separate the fibres, bring them into parallel

order, and separate the shorter from the longer.

1577 B. GoocE Ileresbaeh's Itusb. 1. (1586) 39 The bundels

[of flax] . . are . . combed and hacked upon an iron combe.
1715 De Foe Earn. Instruct. n. L (1841) I. 169 They don't

. .comb wool in the Monasteries. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf.
215 The tow or short fibrous matter combed off from the
flaxen locks. 1871 Rossetti Poems, Staffs Scrip vi, Her
women. . In silence combed the fleece.

b. House-painting. To grain with a comb.
1876 Gwilt Archit. 11. iii. 697 Graining (or combing, as it

is termed, in some late specifications'.

3. humorously. To beat, thrash, give a 'dressing'

to ; e. g. in phr. To comb a person's head ivith a
three-legged stool, etc
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. L 64 Her care should be, To

comoe your noddle with a three-legg'd stoole. 1600 Dr.
Dodypoll v. ii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 159 The Marchant I

perceive hath trimde you, Doctor, And comb'd you smooth-
lie. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 20 He would have., combed his

head with a Bunch of Keys. 1858 Lytton What will he
do iv. xvi. (D.l, Till I find you a wife who will comb your
head for you.

4. trans/. To scrape or rake with an action like

that of a comb. 7o comb off, to remove by such
an action (cf. Brush v. 2 5) ; also fig.

1654 Vilvain Epit. Ess. 177 Strings {of a lute]. .Which he
combs equaly. 1850 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. iii. 20 He
. . will . . be combed off by the elm-boughs, and left sprawling
in the ditch. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt ii, There would be
plenty of voters to be combed off by a Radical who offered

himself with good pretensions. 1873 Browning RedCott.
Nt.-Cap (1889) 16 From this [fiddle] did Paganini comb the
fierce Electric sparks. 1877 Scribn. Mag. XV. 231/1 The
oysterman begins to 'comb' the beds, .by means of coarse*

meshed dredges.

5. intr. Of a wave :
1 To roll over, as the top of

a wave ; or to break with a white foam * (Webster,

182S). (App. of U. S. origin.)

1808 J. Barlow Columb. 1. 41a The stream ungovernable
foams with ire, Climbs, combs tempestuous. 186a Thorn-
bury Turner I. 366 Waves spitting round piles or combing

upon the shore. 1881 W. C. Russell Sailor's SweeOu II.

vi. 321 The waves combed over the vessel in green seas.

f Comb, v* Obs. : see Combing <z.2

tCo'mbacy. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. Combat,

after piracy, etc. : see -cy.] Combat.
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. iv. xxii. (1612) 106 And did con-

clude by Combacye to winne or loose the Game.
+ Comba'ron. Hist. [Fr.# f. Com- + Baron.]
A fellow-baron (of the Cinqne Ports) : an Anglo-
French word retained in translation.

1331 (13 Sept.) Literae Cantuar. (Rolls) I. No. 381 Qe
monstre vous est pleintivement par voz pieres et combarons
de Heth [1887 J. B. Sheppard transl., That it has been
shown to you in way of complaint by your fellows and com-
barons of HytheJ. 1861 Sat. Rev. XII. 210/2 A Lord
Warden who is equal to . . sending jurats and combarons
home, .profoundly satisfied with their own importance.

Combat (k^rmbaH, ko mbaet), sb. Also 6 coom-
bat, 6-8 combate, 7 cumbat. [a. F. combat, f.

combattre to combat. In early use combate was
frequent ; cf. debate]

1. An encounter or fight between two armed
persons (parties, animals, etc.), a duel

;
spec, as in

trial by combat, a duel allowed by law for the

formal decision of a cause or dispute ; = ISattle 2.

[Britton (1292) has combattre, but instead of combat,
batailU appears : cf. Battle 2.]

1567 Tl rberv. Louer to Cupid Poems 48 Then the fiercest

fight of all and combat did arise. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II 346 A battaile or Combate done and holden in the Kings
Palayce at Westminster, betwene one called Garcon Ap-
pellaunt, and Sir John Anslye Knight Defendaunt. ///./.

II. 396 The Duke of Norffolk affirmed constantly hys tale

to be true, and refused not the Combate. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. iv. 43 His cause in combat the next day to try.

1617 Minsheu Ductor Ling., Combat in our Common law
is taken for a formall triall of a doubtfull cause or quarrell

by the sword or bastons, of two champions. 1667 Milton
/'. L. 1. 766 Where Champions bold .. Defi'd the best of
Panim chivalry To mortal combat. 18*7 Scott Tales
Grandf. Ser. 1. xvii. (1841)57/1 That the difference should be
decided by a combat of thirty men of the Clan Chattan,
against the same number of the Clan Kay. 1828 — F. M.
Perth xxi. 1857 Buckle Civitiz. vi. 294 Orlando . . chal-

lenged him to mortal combat,

b. Hence, single combat.
i6m Capt. Smith Neio Eng. Trials Wks. (Arb.l 263 It

was also my chance in single combat to take the King of
1 Paspahegh prisoner. 163a Litiigow Trav. x. (1682) 460
1

margin, A single Combat between a Spanish Earl and a
Scottish Traveller. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 70 f8 These
brave Men had distinguished themselves in the Battle and
in single Combat. 1835 Thirlwall Greece I. 255 Hyllus
. .proposed to decide the quarrel by single combat.

2. gen. A fight between opposing forces; struggle,

contest
;
usually on a smaller scale than a battle.

(Used both with and without a and //.)
[Hart's ed. (1616) of Barbour's Bruce 11. 438 has Giff thai

will chace Quyt thaim combat sum dele we sail [MS. read-
i*lg 'Skeat) Quyt thaim torn but sum-dele we sail.]

'583 Stanyhlrst JEneis il (Arb.k 58 In valiant coombat
thee Troians sturdye resisted. 163s Lithgow Trav. 61

The Maister resolued to make combate below . . to saue
vs from small shot. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xlix.

193 Eight hundred Mahometans, men of combat. 1839
1 miklwall Greece VII. 363 Alexander had appeared to him,
armed for combat. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. III. 437
In a succession of combats the advantage was on the side

of the confederates.

3. fig. A conflict
;
struggle, strife ;

controversy.

1567 Triall Treas. (1850) 18 They haue not . . battel and
combate Against the cogitations that inwardly spring. 1611

Shaks. Wint. T. v. ii. 79 The Noble Combat, that 'twixt

Joy and Sorrow was fought in Paulina. 1651 Hobbes Govt.

\ Soc. t f 5. 9 The combate of wits. 1875 Jowett Plato
V. 33 Is courage only a combat against fear and pain ?

4. attrib. and Comb., as comlnit-field.

i8j$ Hogg Q. Hynde 221 Upon the glorious combat-field.

Combat (kfrmb&t, k» mbaet\ v. Also 6 com-
batt, 6-8 -bate. [ad. F. combatt-re, in OF. cum-
bat-re (3rd sing, cumbat, combat), a Com. Romanic
vb., in Pr. combattre, Sp. combatir, It. combattcre

:—late L. *combattere = *combatuere f. com- to-

gether, with + batttxre
t
batufre to fight. Cf. Abate,

Iterate ; the different accentuation of combat is

perh. due to association with the sb.]

1. intr. To fight or do battle ^orig. esp. in single

combat). Const, with, against.

[1543 Grafton Harding's Chron. Ded. xv, That I, a poore
earle . . Maye combattre with hym, beyng a kyng.] 1564 A.

Jenkinson in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) I. 347 Haucoir-Hamshe
combating with the sayd giant, did binde. .him in chaines.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. il 711, I will not combat in my
shirt. 1590 S tenser F. Q. 1. v. 2 With that Pagan proud
he combatt will that day. 165a Cottebell tr. Calprtnede's

Cassandra M. 185 Your men combated, .against the first

of ours. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 113 So
habituated to fighting, that he went on combatting after he
was dead. 1867 Conington sEneid xi. 837 Or would men
combat hand to hand.

Mr-
*593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. u. 32 His face still combating

with teares and smiles. 1651 Hobbes Govt. Soc. 190
When equal Oratours do combat with contrary opinions.

1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 66 [Virtue] may
combat with greater advantage hereafter. x8ioScorr/,a*f'^'

ofL. 11. xxxii, Death seemed combating with life.

2. trans. To fight with, engage, oppose in battle.

1590 Greene Ort. Fur. (1599) 8 He shall e'- night be met
and combated. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. x. 47 That
Alexander Iden..Tooke oddes to combate a poore famisht
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man. 1652 Cotterell tr. Catprcnede's Cassandra L. 44
He hath no more Antagonists to combate. 1806 Forsyth
Beauties ScatL III. 119 Under the necessity of turning out
to combat their spoilers.

b. fig. (Now the most frequent use.)

1627 Lisander ft Cat. 11. 28 Calista . .being no lesse com-
bated with the obligation which shee had unto Lisanders
love. 1671 Milton Samson 864 Only my love of thee held
Ion? debate, And combated in silence all these reasons
With hard contest. 1723 Wollaston Relig. Nat. i. 13 To
follow nature cannot be to combat truth. 1790 Burke Fr.
Rev. 73 You think you are combating prejudice, but you
are at war with nature. 1876 M. Davies Uiwrth. Lond.
107 He combated the idea.

Hence Cormbated a. ; Co mbating vbl. sb.

and a.

1594 1st Pt. Contention vii. 26 The combating Betweene
the Armourer and his man. 1685 H. More lllustr. 280
With whom Christ had no small combating long before.

i860 M. Arnold Poems II. 193 Not human combatings
with death. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 18 Methods
for the combating of disease.

Combatable {kp-m-, kirmbatab'l), a. rare.

[f. Combat v. + -able. Cf. F. combaitable, OF.
combatable, 13th c. in LittnSf" Capable of being

combated or opposed.
1824 Diudin Libr. Comp. 522 Crabbed as may be the com-

position and combatable the opinions.

Combatant (kp-m-, kymbatant), a. and sb.

Also 5 combataunt, 6 cambatand, 7 cumba-
tant, 6- combattant (now only in Her.), [a. OF.
combatant (mod.F. combatt-), pr. pple. of combaltre

to Combat, already in 12th c. used as sb.]

A. adj. Fighting, contending in fight, ready to

fight. In Mil. usage, Combatant officer : an officer

who takes part in active fighting, as distinguished

from the non-combatant officers of the medical or

the commissariat staff.

1632 B. Jonson Magn. Lady in. iv. Their valours are not
yet so combatant, Or truly antagonistic, as to fight. 1791
Paine Rights M. (ed. 4» 114 The separate head-quarters of
two combatant armies. 1868 Regul. Ord. Army r 301
The Senior Combatant Officer must preside.

b. Her. Rampant with the fore-paws raised as

if in fight
; generally said of two lions, etc. ram-

pant and facing each other {affronte). (Frequently

spelt as mod.F. combattant.)
c 1500 Sc. Poem Her. 134 in Q. EUz.Acad. (1869^ 98 First,

a lionne [statant] ; on-vthir, lyone rampand .. And the xv
cambatand [ed. note combatand]. 1572 Bossewell A rmor/'e
n. 48 Twoo Apes Circopetikes combattante. 1677 F. Sand-
ford Genealog. Hist. Ping. 73 His Arms were Two Lions
Cumbatant. 1850 W. D. Cooper Winchelsea 39 [A seal]

bearing the impression of a lion combatant or rampant.
1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. <jj- Pop. x. 58 Two Lions
Combattant are now borne by the Viscount Lorton.

B. sb. One who combats, a fighter, warrior ; in

early use, esp. one who fought in single combat.
1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 1. i. 3 Chaton the vayllaunt

combataunt or fyghtar. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 11. iii. 95
Sound Trumpets, Alarum to the Combattants. 1667 Milton
P. L. 11. 719 So frownd the mighty Combatants. 1774
Pennant Tour ScotI. in 1772. 123 In the duel.. each com-
battant fell, i860 Motley NetherL (1868) I. i. 9 The com-
batants in the great eighty years war.

b. in Her. * A figure drawn like a sword-player
standing upon his guard ' (Bailey, Folio, 1736).

C. fig.
1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angells 106 This text tells you

you have anothir kinde of combatant. 1784 Cowper Task
in. 162 Much learned dust Involves the combatants; each
claiming Truth. 1880 L. Stephen Pope v. 134 Amongst
the most effective combatants against dulness.

d. attrib. (blending with the adj.)

1885 Pall Mall G. 29 June 2/1 The combatant operations
of the Royal navy. 1887 Daily News 11 Nov. 5/4 Those
who hold combatant rank.

Combater (kp*m-, k»*mb^t3i). rare. Also
combatter. [f. Combat v. + -er. OF. had com-
balere, in regimen combateor."] One who combats,
a combatant.
1598 Florio, Combattitorc, a fighter, a combater. 1605

Verstegan Dec. Intcll. 14 (R.) Combatters or fighters for
victory. 1615 W. Hull Mirr. Maiestie 115 We would bee
conquerours, that never were combaters. 1848 Tail's Mag.
XV. 239 The hired combatter is but one reduced to a sad
and brutal necessity to get his living.

Combative (kfm-, kwmbativ), a. [f. Com-
bat v. + -ive.] Disposed or given to combat,
fond of fighting, pugnacious.
rti834 Lamb Let. to Words%v. (L.), His fine combative

manner. 1877 Kinglake Crimea (ed. 6) V. i. 115 The com-
bative impulses. 1882 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. II. 304
Ridley, combative to the last, wished to reply.

Combatively, adv. [f. prec. + -ly2.] in a
combative manner, pugnaciously.

l8fi3 Possibilities of Creation 327 Rivals would jostle each
other, .and talk combatively on the staircase.

Combativeness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] Com-
bative quality, readiness or propensity to fight,
pugnacity. (Introduced as a Phrenological term.)
1815 Spurzheim Physiognom. Syst. 303 Gall at first named

this organ that of courage . . afterwards . . the organ of
quarrelsomeness . . I . . call it the organ of the propensity to
fight, or of combativeness. 1828 G. Combe Const. Man ii.

§ 4 Combativeness draws the sword and repels the attack.
185s E- * orbes Lit. Papers i. 13 The author . . erred evid-
ently through hastiness, and persisted in error through
combativeness.

+ Co'mbatize, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [see -ize.]

intr. To engage in combat.
6 x600 Timon 111. iii. (1842)50 Tell Callimele Tie combatize

with her: I'llfighte, by_Ioue.

t Combattencie. Obs. rare~K [f. late L.

type *combattentia : see Combat v. The form
according to later analogies would be combatancy.']

Combatant state, hostility.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. IV. xxii. (1612) 106 Or if Combat-
|

tencie not please, the land is rich and large And they
Copertiners may live, and us of death discharge.

t Comba'ttery. Obs. rare ~ l
. [a. OF. com-

baterie, f. combatcrc : see Combater and -jery.]

The action of a combatant, combat, fighting.

1524 R. Pace in Strype Ecct. Mem. I. App. xi. 21 In the
which combatterie were taken two nobles of France.

Comb-brush. 1. ' A brush to clean combs.'
1611 Cotgr., Nettissoir, a combe brush. 1687 L.ond. Gaz.

No. 2252/8 A large Comb-Brush wrought, with a Silver

handle. 1799 G. Smith Laborat. I. 98 With a comb-brush,
take up some of that powder.

1 2. A lady's maid, or under lady's maid ; a

waiting-maid. Obs.

1702 Vanbrugh False Friend III, ii, Tawdry, you are not

so alluring as you think you are Comb-brush, nor I so

much in love. 1749 Fieluing Tom Jones xvn. viii, Lady
IJellaston, with whom she had lived . . in the capacity of a
Comb-brush : she was a very sensible girl.

t Co mb-brusher. Obs. = prec, sense 2.

1750 Coventry Pompey Litt. 1. v, The Lady's maid, .this

delicate mincing conib-brusher.

t Comb-cap. Obs. A kind of helmet.
See Combed, quot. 1825.

t Comb-cut, v. Obs. [see Comb sb.* 5.] trans.

To cut the comb of, 'take down \
1592 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 185 Can the thunder

j

tongue-tye, or the lightning smoother . . or supererogation
combe-cutt itself?

Combe, var. of Coomb 2
; obs. f. Coomb 1

.

Combed (kJumd), a. [f. Comb sb.* and z>.
1

]
1. Having a comb.
156a J. Heywood Prov. <y Epigr. (1867) 213 Comely

i combed crowyng cock. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 310 A
cock, gallantly crested or combed. 1825 Fosbroke Encycl.
Antiq. xviii.i 1843)000 The combed head-piece was a morion
with a high ridge on its top ; the Combe-caps had a ridge
hanging over them from the front to the rear, seemingly
the same. 1858 Longk. M. Standish in. 141 Had for his
crest a cock argent Combed and wattled gules.

2. Dressed, etc., with a comb.
1839 Loudon Encycl. Archil. 840 The Devonshire thatch-

ing . . is done with combed wheat straw. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. III. iv. 104 His combed-out hair. 1885
Iimi-E (R. V.) Isa. xix. g They that work in combed flax.

Comber 1 (kju-msi). [f. Comb z/.i + ~er.]

1. One who or that which combs
;

spec, one
whose business it is to comb wool.
1646-82 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1 it. xxvi. (1686) 138

Combers of wooll. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman xlvii.

(1841) II. 189 The combers are a particular set of people,
and the combing a trade by itself. 1790 Wolcott Rowl.for
Oliver Wks. IL 179 What had Achilles been without his

Homer? A taylor, woollen-draper, or a comber !

2. A machine for combing the fibres of cotton or

wool, intended for the production of very fine

yarns ; a toothed instrument in a carding machine
for drawing the cotton off the cards, a comb

;

hence comber-setter, a tool for setting (or a man who
sets) the teeth of this instrument ; also comber-board

',

a perforated board through which the harness

threads pass in Jacquard weaving, in order to pre-

vent their becoming entangled.
1831 Porter Silk Manuf. 254 A board in front of and

somewhat lower than the breast roll of the loom—called a
comber-board. 1887 Bolton Evening News 1 July 3/6
Wanted, a good Comber Setter .. at the Edgworth Spin-
ning Co.

3. A ' combing ' wave, a long curling wave, a
breaker: see Comb v.1 5, and cf. beach-comber.
1840 R. Dana Bef. Mast ix. 21 The heavy swell of the

Pacific was. .breaking in loud and high 'combers' upon
the beach. 1862 M. Hopkins Hawaii 26 They curled over
and broke like combers on the reef. 1887 J. M. Oxley in

Scribn. Mag. I. 605/1 Upon the back of a huge comber she
is carried far up the beach.

4. U. S. (See quot.)

1874 Knight Diet. Mec/t. t
Comber, a ledge around the

well or passenger portion of a sail-boat, to keep back spray
and waves which ' comb ' over the deck.

Comber - (kp'mbDj). The name of two fishes

found off the English coast : a. Serrantis cabrilla,

a fish of the sea-perch family ; also called gaper.
1769 Pennant Zool. III. 210 The comber is a small scaly

fish. 1861 Couch Brit. Fishes I. 195 The Comber usually
keeps in rocky ground at a small distance from land.

b. Short for Comber "Wrasse (Labrus macu-
latus var. comber, L. comber of Kay), a variety of

Wrasse found on the Cornish coast.

1769 Pennant Zool. I. 342 Comber Wrasse. 1859 Yarrell
Brit, Eisltes I. 489 Pennant says he received his fish from
Cornwall, and supposed it to be the Comber of Mr. Jago.
1868 COUCH Brit. Fislies III. 32 The Comber Wrass is

described as known to the fishermen of Mount's Bay.
Comber, -ous, obs. ff. Cumber, Cumbrous.
Combinable (k^mbai-nab'l), a. [f. Combines/.
+ -able : cf. F. combinable.'] Capable of com-
bining, or of being combined.

1749 Chesterf. Lett, clxxxi, Pleasures are very combina-
ble both with business and study. 1794 Scllivan View
Nat. I. 446 The argillaceous earths, being combinable with
all acids. 1879 Whitney Sanskrit Gram. 38 The nasals

are more freely combinable.

Hence Combi nableness, combinable state or

quality. In mod. Diets.

Combinant (k^-mbinant). [ad. late L. com-

bhtdnt-ettt, pr. pple. of combhtare to Combine.]
•j* 1. One who combines, a confederate. Obs.
1628 A. Leighton Appeal to Pari, in Chandler Hist.

Persec. (17361 369 The said Doctur and his Combinants
caused the said Censure to be executed.

2. Math. (See quots.)

1833 Sylvester in Camb. <r Dublin Math. JrtU. VIII.
257 What I term a combinant. 1885 Salmon Higlier
Algebra 161 An invariant of a system of qualities oithe
same degree is called a combinant if it is unaltered (except
by a constant multiplier) not only when the variables are
linearly transformed, but also when for any of the quali-

ties is substituted a linear function of the qualities.

Hence Co "mbinantive, pertaining to, or of the

nature of, a combinant.
1853 Sylvester in Camb. $ Dublin Math. frnl. VIII.

257 Any combinantive concomitant will be a function of
the full determinants of the matrix formed by the coeffi-

cients of the given system of forms and of the variables.

1885 Salmon Higher Algebra 161 There may be in like

manner combinantive covariants, which are equally covari-

ants when for any of the qualities is substituted a linear

function of them.

Combinate (kp-mbin^t), a. ? Obs. rare. [ad.

late I., combitutt-tts, pa. pple. of combindre: see

-ate '-'.] Combined.
1583 StUBBES Anal. Abus. 1. (1S77! 44 Apparell and Pride

are so combinate together, and incorporate the one in the

other. 1 86 1 .Mrs. Urownisg Lett. Home 11877) H. 110
A work, .wrought, .in all its details, by combinate minds.

b. In the following passage, generally taken

as ( lielrothetl, promised, settled by contract* (J.).
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. ill. i. 231 There she lost a

noble and renowned brother ; . . with him., her marriage
dowry ; with both, her combynate-husband, this well-

seeming Angela.

+ Combinate (k^'mbin^t), v. Obs. rare. [f.

late L. combtnat- ppl. stem of combindre : see

Combine and -ate 3
.] To combine. Hence Co*m-

binated ///. Co'mbinating vbl, sb.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 1 How they [the Bones] are
constrewed, and combinated . . the good I'hysition . . ought
not to be ignoraunt. 1757 Herald No. 9 (1758) I. 146
Thirdly. . whether so combinated an affront has been offered

from a contempt of the nation, or of the man?
Combination (k^mbinJ'-Jan). Also 5 com-
bynacion. [a. OF. combination (14th c. in Littre,

mod.F. combinaison), ad. late L. combination-em
a joining two by two, f. combindre to Combine.]
1. gen. The action of combining or joining two

or more separate things into a whole.
1613 R. C. Tabic Alph. ted. 3

1

,
Combination^ a ioyning,

or coupling together. 1663 1'. Fletcher Purple 1st. 111.

(R.), These two fair isles . . Are oft made one by love's firm

combination. 1678 CuDwoftTH Intell. Syst. Wks. 1837 I.

57 Words in great variety result from the different combi-
nations and conjunctions of a few letters. 1712 Blackmore
Creation iv, Atoms. .From which by various combination
springs This unconfined diversity of things. 1847 E. Guest
in Phitol. Soc. Trans. III. 27 Every combination in lan-

guage is an act of the will and reason.

2. Combined state or condition of two or more
things ; condition of union, conjunction.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxviii. § 5 Neither ought it

to seem less reasonable, that, .a combination be admitted in

this case, as well as division in the former. 1637 R. Hlm-
frey tr. S. Ambrose \. 121 Conjugal combination. ^1716
South (J-S Ingratitude .. is always in combination with
pride and hardheartedness. 1750 Johnson Rambler No.
36 p 5 The same images in the same combination. 1875 H.
Wood Therap. (1879) 482 Digitalis . . is best given in com-
bination. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol. Ecou. 40 When several

men work at the same capstan, the combination is simple.

3. concr. Such a condition embodied in a group
or set of things combined into a whole.
c 153Z DEWES Introd. P'r. in Palsgr. 1053 The body . . is

but a conglutination and combination of the foure ele-

mentes. 1641 Hinde % Brueu xxx, 94 Such assemblies ..

are for the most part, .a combination of the Popish and pro-

phane. 1779 Johnson L. P., CoivleyWks. II. 25 They, .pro-

duced combinations of confused magnificence. 1821 Craig
Led. Drawing iii. 142 Blue, red, yellow, and their combina-

tions. 1853 Sover Pantroph. 136 The cooks
;

. could form

unheard-of combinations with the succulent pieces,

fb. An ecclesiastical plurality. Obs.

1618 Hales in Gold. Rem., Lett.fr. Dort 4 The im-

pediments were, .combinations, that is, double benefices,

when men having two cures could not sufficiently attend both.

4. The banding together or union of persons for

the prosecution of a common object : formerly

used almost always in a bad sense == conspiracy,

self-interested or illegal confederacy ; hence (later),

the term applied to the unions (formerly illegal)

of employers or workmen to further their interests,

affect the rate of wages, etc.

1593 Abp. Bancroft Dangerous Positions 1. 1. 7 By reason

of their said combination and secretenesse vsed, many
thinges lie hidde from those in authority. 1624 Capt.
Smith Virginia iv. 146 (They] by a generall combination in

one day plotted to subuert the whole Colony. 1667 Pepys
Diary (1877) V. 80 Some few. .that do keep out of all plots

and combinations. 171a W. Rogers Voy. 235, I us'd what
62-2
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Arguments I could offer, shew'd them the Danger and
Folly of Combinations. 1776 Adam Smith IV. N. I. 11. v.

371 Either by combination or by any other sort of violence.

1795 J. B. Biro ttitte), The Laws respecting Masters and
Servants . . comprising . . the law respecting combinations
amongst workmen. 18*4 Act $ Geo. IV, c. 95 Workmen
.. who shall enter into any Combination to obtain an
Advance . . shall not therefore be subject or liable to any
Indictment or Prosecution .. under the Common or the
Statute law. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey in. iv, ' Entered
into a combination !' * Yes, Mr. Grey! a conspiracy. ' 1845
Penny Cycl.Suppl. L 398/2 Till then (1824) any combination
of any two or more masters, or ofany two or more workmen,
to lower or raise wages, or to increase or diminish the num-
ber of hours of work, or quantity of work, to be done, was
punishable at common taw as a misdemeanour : and there
were also thtrty-five statutes in existence, .prohibiting com-
binations of workmen against masters. 1856 Froude Hist.
Eng. (18581 I. i. 17 A combination of three or four of the
leading nobles was sufficient, .to effect a revolution,

b. concr. An association or society thus formed.
1571 Hanmer Chron. /re/. (1633) 25 The second company

of this combination. 1597 Bacon £k Hon.fy Rebut. (Arb.)
68 As . . hee doe content euerie faction or combination of
people. 1715 Dt Foe Voy. round World (1840) 46 To form
other societies or combinations. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India
111. it. 79 Pardon is commonly granted to any one of a
combination who gives evidence against the rest. 1833
New Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 51 Some combinations
have framed rules to prevent men from having above a
certain number of apprentices.

t e. Agreement, treaty, alliance, compact. Obs.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. v. 1. 392 A solemne Combination

shall be made Of our deere soules. 1613 — Henry VIII%

1. i. 169 This cunning Cardinall The Articles o' th' Com-
bination drew As himselfe pleas'd.

5. Math. fa. = Alligation 2. Obs.
154a Recorde Gr. Aries (1575)426 More varieties in com-

bination may followe anone.

b. pi. The different collections which can be
made of any number of given individuals, when
they are taken in groups of a definite number,
but without regard to the order of arrangement.
Thus ab and ba are the same combination, though
different permutations.
1673 J. WALLIi (title). Treatise of Algebra . . of the Cono-

Cuneus, Angular Sections, Angles of Contact, Combina-
tions, Alternations, etc. 1764 Keio Inquiry iii. Wks. I.

116/2 They who are acquainted with the theory of com-
binations. 1838 Dk Morgan Ess. Probab. 35 If I ask
how many combinations of 21 can lie taken out of 25, I do
in effect ask how many combinations of 4 may be taken.
1870 BoWKN Logic xii. 417 The laws of the permutation
and combination of numbers.

6. Chan. Chemical union, in which substances

combine to form new compounds ; concr. the pro-

duct or compound resulting from such a union.
1766 T. Amory J. Buncle f 18251 III. 224 The gold and the

re^uline part of antimony being heaviest, the combination
of them sinks to the bottom. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I.

379 The substance formed by the combination of tungsten
with oxygen. 1868 W. Com is tr. Naquet's Chem. 3 In
compounds which result from combination, the proportion
is definite and con*tant. 1878 Huxley Phystogr. 78 The
red powder is a combination of this oxygen with mercury.

7. Connexion of ideas in the mind.
1690 Lockk Hum. Und. 11. xxxiii. !} 6 This strong com-

bination of ideas, not allied by nature, the mind makes in

itself either voluntarily or by chance. Ibid. (J.\ They
never suffer any ideas to be joined in their understandings,
in any other or stronger combination than what their own
nature and correspondence give them. 1717 R. Greene
Princ. Philos.662 Particular Combinations of Simple Ideas.

1823 Scott Quentin P. viii. note. Whist . . a game . . which
requires . . memory, judgment, and combination. 1844 Stan-
ley Arnold I. iv. 185 Quickness and power of combination.

8. Short for Combination-room.
1749 in Chr. Wordsworth Sac. Li/e Univ. \%th C. (1874)

161 A fire to be made in the Combination at noon, to con-
tinue till two o'clock in the afternoon.

9. = Combination-garment

.

1884 Pall Malt G. 24 Oct. 2/2 These two combinations
and a well-made dress . . form the most healthy and com-
fortable dress for women. 1890 Daily Netvs 8 Jan. 7/6
Ladies' natural wool combinations.

10. attrib. and Comb., as combination gar-
ment, a close - fitting under-garment worn mostly
by women and children, consisting of combined
chemise or undershirt and drawers ; combination
laws, laws directed against combinations or as-

sociations of workmen or masters, repealed in

1824; combination-paper {Camb. Univ.) , see

quot.
;
oombination-pedai, in Organs, a pedal

which acts upon a number of stops at once ; also

one which, instead of operating upon the draw-
stops, acts upon the wind-supply (Grove Diet.

Mits. 1880) ; combination-union, a union formed
by the combination of several trades-unions. Also
in various mechanical tools or contrivances which
combine several functions, as combination-attach-

ment, -fuse, -lock, -platu, etc.

1884 Health Exhib. Catat. 40/1 Flannel "Combination
Garment for a child. 1884 Pall Mall G. 24 Oct. 2/2 The
combination garment is made in soft merino, suitable for

wearing next to the skin . . It closely follows the shape of
the body that it clothes, and is to the petticoat what a glove
with fingers is to a baby's mitten. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
1 Combination-fuse, a fuse combining the principles of time
and percussion. 1833 Ht. Martineau Manch. Strike iii.

25 Imprisonment . . under the old *combination laws. 1845
Penny Cycl. Snfpi. I- 398/2 Combination Laws, the laws

1 known by this name were repealed in 1824. The act passed

I

in 1824 (5 Geo. IV, c. 95) repealed all the statute and com*
' mon law against combinations of masters and of workmen.

1874 Chk. Wordsworth Soc. Life Univ. iSth C. 162 ' Com-
I bination-room,' is said by a good authority to be derived.

.

from their sterner use for business : inasmuch as there were
drawn up the 'first 'combination paper,' a list of the
Preachers of the Sunday morning University sermons, a
certain number of which were appointed—by each college

in turn—according to the Prior Combinatio \ and of the

Preachers on Saints' days and Sunday afternoons . . the
Posterior Combinatio. 1890 Railway Herald 31 May 11

The majority would be in favour of *combinalion-unions.

Combinational (k^mbint^Janal), a. [f. prec.

+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to combination.
1681 Blount Glossogr., Combinational Churches* are the

Independent Churches, by some so stiled.

b. Mus. in Combinational tone, a note pro-

duced by the combined sounding of two other

notes, a resultant tone.

1870 E. J. Payne in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 727 No minor
chord can be obtained perfectly free from such false com-

. binational tones. 1881 Broadhouse Mus. Acoustics 312
I Combinational tones are of two kinds . . differential tones.

.

\

.summational tones.

Combina tion-room also -chamber .

1 The name given in the university of Cambridge

j

(England) to the college parlour where the fellows

j
meet after dinner, elsewhere called Comhon-rooh.
1650 51 Accts. Trin. Colt. Camb. (Willis & Clark III. 380^,

A Table for the Fellowes Combination Chamber. 1675
{ibid. 380 Of S. Catharine's Hall), The Combination Room.
1685 86 Hist. Queen's Coll. Camb. II. 49 [ibid.) Wainscot-
ting and adorning the Combination Room. 1693 Building
Accts. Clare Hall (ibid.). The Combination dineing room.
1715 Pridkalx Reform. Two Univ. in Ltfe (1748) 202 That,
where there are common- fire-rooms, or combination-rooms,
in any College or Hall, they be all shut up at ten at night.

1719). Covel Master of Christ's Coll. t Willis & Clark III.

380*, I'he common Combination Room. 1830 Bp. Monk Life
Bentley viii. 172 ' The Combination room,' where the society

j

are in the habit of meeting after dinner. 1889 Commemora-
\
Hon Feast, Trin. Coll. Camb. 9 Dec., At the conclusion of

1 dinner Tea and Coffee will be served in the Large Com-
bination Room.

Combinative (kp'mbintr'tiv), a. [f. combhuit-
ppl. stem of L. combindre to combine + -IYX.1

1. Having the faculty of combination, combining.
1855 Bagehot Lit. Stud. (1879) I. 11 A mind . . combina-

tive or inventive enough to provide remedies. 1874 Sayce
Compar. Philol. i. 6 The combinative powers of his own
imagination.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of combina-
tion ; cumulative.
1867 Clark Russell in Broadway Mag, Dec. 286 Those

combinative excellences which constitute not the smallest
charm of ' Kavanagh'.

Combinator (k^mbintitaj). rare. [n. of ac-

tion in L. form, f. combindre to combine : see -OB.]

= Combiner.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. (1632^ 1157 The Com-

binators Iwere] many that stood for Reformation. 1838
Eraser's Mag. XVII. 320 To hire patriots to slate recusant
combinators at three shillings a-week.

Combinatorial (kf>:mbinat6»Tial), a. Math.
[f. as next + -al.] Ofor relating to (mathematical^
combinations; esp. in Combinatorial analysis.
1818 P. Nicholson (title). Essays on the Combinatorial

j

Analysis. 184a Dl Morgan Diff. Calculus 337 The com-
binatorial analysis is analysis by means of combinations.

Combinatory vk^mbarnatari), a. [ad. L. type
*combfndtdri-us, f. combinator : see above and
-ory.] Of or pertaining to a combinator or com-
bination ; combinative.
1647 Maids' Petition 4 Not by way of combinatory siding

but down-right honestly intending the increase of the City
force. 1669 Phil Trans. IV. 1093 His Combinatory Art.

.

shows how often and how many ways they may l>e com-
bined together. 1733 Chambers Cyel. Supp,, Combinatory
music, that part of music which teaches the manner of com-
bining sounds variously. 1834Whewkll in Todhunter Ace.
W'siVrit. (1876) II. 186 Combinatory modes of conception.

I Combi nd, v. Obs. [A form arising from
confusion of combine and bimi.] trans, and intr,

= Combine, bind together.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch, iv. in Ashm. (1652) 47 Stedfast
to stedfast will it selfe combinde. 1503 Hawes Examp.
Virt. xiii. 270, I dyd combynd Clennes my doughter with
vertue precyous. 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 6 Con-
byndyng, colligattyng or knittyng together the muskles.
a 1600 Horsey Trav. iHakluyt Soc.) 177 The kinge of
Swethia and the kinge of Denmarcke, all combindinge.
1605 Timme Qnersit. in. 144 Sulphur, .is. .most apt to com-
binde the other two, to effect a good. . mixture.

Combine (kfTmbai'n), v. Forms : 5-6 com-
byue(n, 6- combine, [a. F. combine-r (14th c.

in Littre), ad. late L. combindre to join two by
two, yoke together, f. com- + bitti two together;

perh. the Eng. was formed directly from the Latin.]

1. trans. To couple or join two or more things

together : f a. material things in material union.

1440 Promp. Pan: 88 Combynyn, or copulyn. .combt'no,

copula. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 308/2 A
Synue cut a sunder . . and how the Chirurgione shoulde com-
bine agayne the same. 1616 Bullokar, Combine, to couple
or joyne together.

D. persons or material things in non-material

or ideal union : To join in action, condition, or

feeling; to conjoin, band together, associate, ally.

1503 More Rufnl Lamentation (R.V The faithful tone.

that dyd vs both combyne. 1593 Abp. Bancroft Dangerous
' Positions HI. xvi. 131 They haue combined themselues to-

i gether into a strange brotherhood. 1599 Shaks. Hen, V,
v. it. 388 God, the best maker of all Marriages, Combine
your hearts in one, your Realmes in one. a 1677 Barrow
Sertn. Christ despised no man, Combining man to himself
by the fresh cement of his precious blood. 1749 K. Hurd
Comm. Horace Ars P. Note (R.\ The art of combining
woods, lakes, and rocks, into .. agreeable pictures. 1818
Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. i. 329 A sense ofcommon danger
might . . combine them in operations of defence. 1853
Kisgsley Hypatia xxii. 282 The youths and maidens com-
bined themsefves with the gentler animals into groups.

C. things immaterial
;

esp. in to combine efforts,

forces, etc.

15x9 More Heresyes L Wks. 112/1 Which two pointes,

himselfe had combyned and knitte together. 1700 Dryden
Pal. a> Are. 111. 1115 Ordain we then two sorrows to com-
bine, And in one point the extremes of grief to join. 1732
Berkeley Alciphr. in. § 10 Every one's true interest is

combined with his duty. 1862 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq.
II. v. 151 It is only to a limited extent that the education
of children can be advantageously combined with bodily

I labour. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. III. v. iii. 451 Known
j

for combining sacred and classical studies in his monastery,

f d. To combine a league. Obs.
156a Phaer AEneid ix. K. . Old duke Cedicus did com

j

byne . . freendly league with Remulus of Tyburt coast.

2. To cause to unite or coalesce into one body
or substance

;
esp. in Chem.

1799 G. Smith Laborat. I. 5 To combine oil with sulphur.

1871 B. Stewart Heat § 117 It generally exists combined
. . with some other liquid.

3. To unite (distinct qualities) ; to possess or

exhibit in union.
1827 Carlyle Misc. (1857! I. 49 Combining French clear-

ness with old English depth. 1856 Stanley Sinai v Pat.

l

v. (1858) 244 A position which .
'. combined . . strength,

beauty, and fertility. 1875 Jevons Money < 1878) 18 Some
substance which wifl . . combine the characters requisite for

1

all the different functions of Money.

4. intr. To cometogetherinto oncbody, coalesce;

spec, in Chem. to enter into chemical union, unite

by chemical affinity with. Cf. Combination 6.

171a Blackmore Creation rv, The scattering bodies never
would combine. Nor to compose a world by concourse join.

1766 T. Amory J. Buncle ( 18251 III. 223 The mercury revivi-

fied, and the acid combined with it. 1800 tr. Lagrange's
Chem, I. 139 The oxide of manganese, .combines with the
oxygen. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 444 Silver com-
bines with chlorine when . . heated in contact with the gas.

f*g* 1*S6 Froude Hist. Eng. I. 291 Their wisdom, if we
may so use the word, combines crudely with any form of
superstition or fanaticism.

O. To unite together for a common purpose, to

co-operate for some end ; to confederate, form a
union, spec, for some economic, social, or political

purpose ; to form a combination.
I1529 Hen. VIII. in Fiddes Life W'olsey Collect, p.xxxiv,
A great part of the youth . . with contentious factions and
manner, daily combineing together. ) 1605 Shaks. Lear v. i.

29 Combine together 'gainst the Enemie. 1697 Dryden
/ irg. Georg. iv. 241 Alt. .combine to drive The lazy Drones
from the laborious Hive. 171a Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795*
II. vu. 18 Though the powers of darkness, .combine against

them. 1770 Burks Pres. Discont., When bad men com-
bine, good men must associate. 1883 Law Rep. 11 Q. B.

Div. 568 The parties combined to negotiate a loan contrary
to the provisions of the Companies Act. 1890 Railway
Herald \\ May 11/2 The Tradesmen, Miners and Dockers
have sufficient strength . . should they combine respectively,

b. fig. of things.
1802 Mar. Edgewortm Moral T. (1816' I. xiii. 103 Their

pride and their prejudices combined against him. 1814

Southey Roderick xxiii, 'I'he forms of piety and war, In

strange but fitting union must combine. 1847 Emerson
Repr, Men, Napoleon Wks. (Bohn) I. 369 The times . . and
his early circumstances, combined to develop this pattern

democrat.

T 6. In the following, pcrh. = To bind : cf. Com-
BIND. But other conjectures are current.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. iv. iii. 140 For my poore selfe,

I am combined by a Sacred Vow, And shall be absent. [Cf.

A. V, L. v. iv. 156, and Combinate a. b.)

Combine (k^inbain), sb. [f. prec vb.] A
combination, conspiracy, plot. Obs. exc. as in b.

1610 W. Folkingham A rt Survey Author to Wk., A great

Monarch hath those dire Combines, Hatcht in the Heart.

b. U. S. colloq. A combination of jwisons in

furtherance of their own interests, commercial or

political ; a private combination for fraudulent ends.

1887 Boston iMass. I 7ml., 16 of the members .. have
formed what the New York Aldermen would call a 'com-
bine*, and demand $10,000 apiece before they will vote.

1888 Evening Post (N. York) 6 Mar. 4 An anti-Platt com-
bine composed of seven senators. 1888 A. Roberts U. S.

Consular Ret>. Sept. 401 The market being controlled by
the coal combine.

Combined (kymbai-nd),///. a. [f. Combinkv.
+ -ED.] Coupled, united, conjoined in action or

substance; allied, confederated.
160a Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 18 Thy knotty and combined locks.

1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks 116381 122 The Christein Princes
. . with their combined forces. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 339
Let us not then suspect our happie State . . As not secure

to single or combin'd. 1790 Bkatson Nav. $ Mil. Mem.
L 187 Expecting the Combined fleet would bear down upon
him. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xxv, 417 A dinner and supper
combined.

b. Performed by agents acting in combination.
1834 Outworn Wellington's Disp. L 12 Combined field

movements. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 117 One vigor*

ou< or combined struggle for emancipation. 1873 Max
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MOllbr Sc. Rc/ig. 349 The combined work of those who
came before him.

c. Resulting from, or produced by, combina-

tion. Combined body (Chem.) : one formed by
the chemical combination of simple substances.
[ 14 . . Epiph. in Tumiale's Vis. 117 And 00 word com-

byned of thes tweyn. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 115 A
buzzar or market, which though divided shewes a combined
beauty in her separation. (11831 A. Knox Rem. (18441 I.

81 Where a collective and combined effect is to be produced.

1844 Stanley Arttold (1858) I. iv. 167 A combined view of

different states. 1889 Pall Mall G. 17 Oct. 2/3 The same
logic which has created the ' combined lecturer ' would .

.

create the 'combined head', and, in the university, the

'combined professor'.

Combinedly (k^mbarnedli), adv. [f. prec. +
-jly^.] In a combined manner, in combination.
a 1641 Br. Mountagu^c/j # Man. (1642) 346 Joyntlyand

combinedly. ^1677 Barrow Serin, Wks. 1686 II. 30 The
flesh, the world, the Devil, all combinedly are so many fierce

adversaries. x86i Muscrave By-roads 305 Brigades .

.

being independent in their movements, might combinedly
attack or support.

Combrnedness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] Com-
bined condition.
185a J. R. Ballantvne Sankhya Aphorisms (1885) 160

Combinedness is the state of the soft and the hard.

t Combi*nement. Obs. or arch. [f. Com-
bine + -MENT.] = Combination.
1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xvi. ci. (1612) 399 Combinement

thus of Nature and of vertue is admirde. a 1619 Daniel
Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 2 Hauing no firme confinements to

chayne them together in their publique dangers. 1825

Coleridge Aids R efl. 282 The Scriptural record of Baptism
and the combinement of preaching therewith,

b. A combination, association, union.

1658 in Dalzell Hist. Edin. Univ. (1862) 181 Nor will I

ever involve myself in. .any kind of factious and disorderly

combinements, 1674 [Z. Cawdrev] Catholicon 10 This co-

alition and combinement, founded on the truly Catholic

Principles of the Church of England.

Combiner (.kpmbsrnai). [f. as prec. + -ER 1
.]

One who or that which combines.
1605 Timme Qnersit. in. 144 The whaye of the blood is as

a chariot or mediator, and combiner of the other two be-

ginnings together. 1654 W. Mountague Dci>out Ess. 11.

186 (L.) This so excellent combiner of all virtues, humility.

b. spec, A member of a combination ; a con-

federate, associate, leaguer, conspirator. (Chiefly//.

)

1638 Hamilton Papers {1880) 6, I have nou hard thes

Combiners ar resolved to, etc. 171a W. Rogers Voy. 309
The aforesaid Combiners, who have put the Care of the

said Ship under an uncapable Command. 1825 Ld. Cock-
burn Mem. 330 The combiners trusted that the bar of

Scotland would always supply any force that the defence
of political prisoners . . might require.

Combing v
^u "min )j ww- [X Comb z/.

1
]

1. The action of the verb Comb.
1575 Fenton Gold. Epist. (15771 139 To haue their haires

fall without combing. 1606 Surfl. Country Farm 51 Of
spinning and combing of wooll. 1854 K. Wilson Healthy
Skin xvii, By plenty of combing and brushing.

2. concr. (usually //.) The produce of combing
;

hairs combed off; the artificial borders, etc. for

which these are saved.

1656 Artif. Handsom. 44 The baldnesse, thinnesse, and
. . deformity of their haire, is usually supplyed by borders

and combings. Ibid. 59 She laid out the combings or cut-

tings of her own or others more youthfull haire. 1727 Swift
Gulliver n. vi. 145, I desired the queen's woman to save for

me the combings of her majesty's hair. 1880 W. S. Gilbert
Patience, Compelled at last, in life's uncertain gloamings,

To wreathe her wrinkled brow with well saved * combings '.

3. attrib. and Comb., as combing (j. e. wool-

combing) trade
; t combing - cloth, -kerchief,

a cloth placed over the shoulders while the hair is

combed
;
combing-machine, a machine for comb-

ing wool ;
combing-wool, long wool adapted for

combing and spinning into worsted.

1578 in T. Thomson Inventories (1815) 231 (Jam.) Huidis,

quaffis .. naipkynis, camyng claithis. Ibid. 235 (Jam.) Ane
camyng curche of the same. 1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy

I. 41 Some of the townsmen who saw him putting on that

combing-cloth . . thinking it had been a priest putting

on the amice. 1709 Lond. Gas. No. 4585/4 Places . . where
the Combing Trade is followed. 1757 T>yer Fleece 11. Argt.,

The wool of our island peculiarly excellent is the combing
wool. 1882 Pall Mall G. 20 June 5/2 The better grades of

combing merino. 1883 Leisure Hour 243/2 * Combing'
wool is longer, finer, and more silky than 1 clothing'.

Combing (kJu-mirj), ppl. a. 1 [f. as prec. +
-ing That combs ; esp. of a wave : Forming
a crest, breaking into foam (see Comb vJ1 5).

1857 S. Osborne Quedah xviii. 246 The spirit of the old

pirate is still observed in stormy nights . . to row his tiny
skiff through the combing waves. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk., Combing st'a, a rolling and crested wave.

t Combing, ppl. a.2 Obs. In form a pr. pple.

of a vb. comb, of uncertain meaning and history.

Perhaps related to Pr. comb, Sp. combo curved,
combar to curve (see Littre s. v. Combe) ; with
sense : Curving, incurved, bending in.

1502 Arnolde Chron. 62 To graff frute that shal haue no
core. Take a graff and bowe it in both endes combyng,
and kyt bothe endes graf wyse and so fasten them in the
stoke. 1574 Hyll Planting 11. 75.
Combing, var. of Coaming.
Combining (k^mbai-nirj), vbl. sb. [f. Com-

bine v. + -ing £] The action of the vb. Combine ;

rarely cotter. Combination.

1542 Recokde Gr. Artcs (157$^ 425, I will propound an
other example, .ofmore varietie in the Alligations orcombin-
ings. 1598 Florio, Combinatione, a combining or joyning
togither. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638)264 Being inflate

with the combining of two such mighty kingdoms.

b. attrib. in combiningproportions, equivalents,

etc. {Client.), the proportions, etc. in which ele-

ments or radicals combine with each other.

1866 Argyll Reign Law ii. (ed. 4) 95 Each elementary
substance has its own combining proportions with other
elements.

Combining ^kfTmbarnirj), a. [f. as prec. +
-ing -.] That combine

;
uniting, co-operating

;

entering into chemical combination.
18x9 Children Chem. Anal. 443 Following the number

of combining atoms. 1885 Athengum 25 Apr. 531/3 In view
of these combining causes.

t Comble, sb. Her. Obs. [a. F. comble in same
sense:—L. cumulus heap, pile, heap above the full

measure, crown.] The diminutive of the chief of

the escutcheon, occupying one fourth of its depth

towards its lower portion ; the fillet.

1523 Ld. Berners Eroiss. I. Ixxvii. 99 Sir Wyllyam Duglas
. . bare azure, a comble syluer, thre starres goules. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 254. 17J2 Nisbet Heraldry I. 72 The
chief can only be parted per fess, when three parts are

above and one below—and this is called a Combel or Fillet

—viz. the diminutive of a chief.

t Comble, v. Obs. rare. [a. F. comble-r:—L.

cumuld-re to overload, f. cumulus heap, piled up
mass.] trans. To load, overload.

1672 St. Michel Let. 14 Aug., in Pe/ys' Corr., You dayly
and howerly soe comble me with, not only expressions, but
allsoe deeds, of your worthyness and goodness.

Comble, var. of Cumble sb. and v.

Combless .kJii'mles),^. [f. Comb sbA + -less.]

Without a comb (in various senses: see the sb.).

Hence Coniblessness.
1596 Shaks. Tam. Shr. 11. i. 227 A comblesse Cocke. 1883

Cha/ub. Jml. 142 With a smooth and almost combless crest.

1880 .Miss Broughton Sec. Th. I. 1. vi. 81 Absolute brush-

lessness, comblessness.

Combly, var. of Comely adv. Obs.

Combly, obs. f. Cumbly, Indian blanket.

Combmaker (k^ 11 'm
1
mJi :kai). One whose

business is to make combs ; a comb-cutter.

1450 Nominate in Wr.-Wiilcker 686/31 Hie pectinarius,

a Comemaker. 1530 Palsgr. 20^/1 Combe maker, fiengnier.

1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake I. iv. 30 He was a Combmaker
by Profession. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xv. (1859) 366
Any combmaker wilt furnish you forth as good as new.

t Combourgeoisie, -y. Obs. [a. Fr. com-

bourgeoisie, f. combourgeois Combubgess.] A league

or alliance of mutual citizenship between inde-

pendent cities
;
comburghership : used particularly

of Switzerland.
i6oz Fulbecke Pandects 55 So the Athenians did make

free of their citie . . all the Rhodians : which the Khodians
requited with like curtesie, which was nothing else but a
comburgeosie, such as Bodinus reporteth to haue been
made betwixt them of Valoys, and certaine towneships of

the Heluetians. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4350/3 Our strict

Alliances and Combourgeoisy with that Principality.
_
Ibid.

No. 4393 /i Contained in the Treaty of Combourgeoisy be-

tween Berne and Neufchatel.

Combox, obs. f. comb-box : see Comb sb.1

Combrance, -anse, var. of Cumbuanck.
Combre, obs. form of Cumber : in the follow-

ing the meaning is obscure.

1531-a Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 17 § 1 No maner person .

,

(shall] winde . .within any fleesse. .ta'iles, decepteful lockes,

cotte, calles, combre, lambes wolle, or any other thinge.

Combretaceous (kf?mbrztt7I *J"3s), a. Bot. [f.

bot.L. Combretaccdt, f. generic name Combretum
(applied by Pliny to some plant, prob. a kind of

rush) + ous.] Of or belonging to the N.O. Com-
bretaccdt, of which the typical genus Combretum
consists of trailing or climbing tropical shrubs,

some remarkable for the beauty of their flowers.

1864 Bates Nat. Amazon vi. 140, I see now and then a
gorgeous crimson blossom on long spikes . . I suppose it to

belong to a climber of the Combretaceous order.

Combrous, obs. f. Cumbrous.

! Combu re, v. Obs. [ad. OF. comburir (also

in Pr.), ad. L. combftr-Sre to burn up, consume.
The inflexion of comburere is precisely like that of urere

to burn, with its compounds amburere, adurere, exurerc,

etc., and it takes the place of a *com-urere', but the diffi-

culty of accounting for comb- as a variety of the prefix has

suggested a parallel radical *burere, whence prob. bustrtm.]

1. trans. To bum up, consume by fire.

1570 Sempill Ballates (1872) 92 Thay Bouchers thy Father

did combure. 1597 Montcomf.rie Cherrie # Sloe 970 Thy
furious flaming fyre, Quhilk dois thy bailfull briest combuir,

1599 A. M. tr. Gabethouer's Bk. Physicke 9/2 Combure the

same to ashes. Ibid. 25/1 Take. .Castoreum, of the weight

of the combured swallowes. 1613 R. C. Table A Iph. (ed.

«V Combure, burne, or consume with fire.

2. intr. (for rejl.)

1590 A. M. tr. Gabethouer's Bk. Physicke 52/1 Let it com.
bure, till of it selfe it extinguishe.

Comburence (kpmbiu>'rens). rare. [f. L. com-

bur-gre to burn up + -ENCE.] Comburent quality

or action : see next.

1815 Coleridge Aids Refl. Wks. 1858 I. App. 395 The
powers of . , comburence and combustibility.

Combn/rent, a. and sb. rare. [ad. L. combur-
ent-em, pr. pple. of comburZre to consume : cf. F.

comlntrant, principe comburant, as applied by
Lavoisier.] Burning {obs.) : causing combustion :

applied by Lavoisier, and others after him, to that

element, esp. oxygen, which, in chemical combina-
tion, was supposed to cause the combustion of

another body; hence the classification of combur-

ents and combustibles. See Combustion 2.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabethouer's Bk. Physicke 50/1 Inscende
them at a burninge and comburent candle. 1845 Grove
Contrih. Sc. in Corr. Phys. Forces 289. 1890 tr. Jules
Verne's Barbicaue <y Co. xi, Formed by combination ..of
the principal comburents and combustibles.

ComburgesS (k£?mbi> id^es). Hist. [f. Com-
+ BURGESS, after med.L. comburgensis, or F. corn-

bourgeois (16th c. in Littre .]

1. A fellow-burgess, fellow-citizen or freeman of

a borough.
1517 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 17 The com-

plaint made.. by the Maior and yo r coniburgesses of yor

towne of Oxford. 1565 in Picton I'pool Finnic. Rec. 11883)

I. 37 Comburgesses and Commonalty. 1577-87 Holinsheo
Scot. Chron. (1806) II. 446 Such magistrates, .as neither are

comburgesses nor apt to discharge themselves of such

offices. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. {Chalmerl. Air) 148 All

and sundrie zour comburgesses [Lat. omucs comburgenses
vestros], dwelling within zour burgh. 1875 Stubbs Const.

Hist. III. xx. 424 The members were generally 'co-citi-

zens' or 'comburgesses'.

f2. In certain English boroughs before the Muni-

cipal Reform Act 1835), used as the title of muni-

cipal magistrates, chosen by and from among their

fellow-burgesses, and associated with the alderman.

In some cases, as at Stamford, the Alderman and his Com-
burgesses received by later charter the style of Mayor and
Aldermen.
1646 R. Bltchkh Stamford iv, Edward the 4

tl1
. . by his

I
charter directed to George Chapman the first incorporate

alderman, and others both of the upper and lower Bench,

then called the Comburgesses and Capilall-linrgesses. 1696

Lond. Gaz. No. 3175/3 The Association of the Alderman,

Burgesses in Parliament, Comburgesses, Gentlemen, Free-

Burgesses and other Inhabitants of the Borough of Grant-

ham. 1835 Rep. Commiss. Mimic. Corp. App. iii. 1673

Pontefract, King Richard 3, by a charter . . ordains that

the Mayor and burgesses . . yearly may amongst the same
burgesses in the Moot Hall, choose out of themselves 13

Comburgesses. .one of which burgesses is to be chosen for the

Mayor for one whole year. Ibid. App. iv. 2^*41 Grantham,
The Comburgesses are elected for life by the Alderman's

Court from the second twelve, who alone are eligible.

tComburgher (-bi)-igai). Obs. Also -burger,

[f. Com- + Buhgheh.]
1. A fellow-burgher ; a freeman of a city or state

between which and other cities or states mutual

citizenship is established : cf. Combouhgeoisv.
1605 Syi.vkstkk Du Bartas 1. 1. 158 If Iaffa Marchants,

now Comburgers seeme With Portingalls and Portingalls

with them.

2. = Combuugess 2 (? an error for it).

1683 Addr.fr. Grantham in Lond. Gaz. No. 1859/3 The
Alderman, Recorder, Comburgers.

t Combu*rghership. Obs. [f. prec. + -ship.]

The status of comburghers ; mutual citizenship.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. i. 41 By all respects of our

com-Burgership..Idoadiureyou. ai7i4BuKNETt?ti'« Time
an. 1707 iR.) The canton of Hemes . . declared, they were in

a comburgership with them; and upon that, they sent a

body of 3000 men to defend them. 1720 Loud. Gaz. No.

5825/1 Contrary to the Treaties of Alliance and Com-
burghership they have with this Canton.

Comburment, var. of Cumbebment.

t Comburv, v. Obs. rare. To bury together.

1606 Birnie Kirk-Burial {1833) 25 Some American Kings,

whose custome is to comburie their concubines in tombe

with themselves.

Combust kfTmbu-st), a. [a. OF. combust (14th

c. in Godefroy), ad. L. combusl-us, pa. pple. of

combiir-tfre : see Combube.]

fl. Burnt ; spec, acted on by fire, calcined. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Chan. Vem.Prol.^ T. 258 Combust matirs

and coagulat. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652I

64 Of a Combust terrestrietie. 156a Buixeyn Bk. Simples

So b, The skinnes of them combust or burnt. 1678 R.

R[ussell] tr. Geber 1. iii. 6 Cast it combust into hot Water,

f b. Adust. Combust cholcr :
' choler adust .

1607 Wai.kington Opt. Glass xii. 67 Two kindes^ of me-

lancholy, the one sequestred from all admixtion. .the other

. .a combust black choler.

C. as sb. That which is burnt.

1824 Coleridge Rem. (1836) II. 4" The corabustive, the

combustible, and the combust.

2. Astrol. Of the planets : Burnt up (as it were)

by the sun in or near conjunction ;
(seemingly) ex-

tinguished by the sun's light.
4 A planet is combust when within 8° 30' of the body of the

sun : its influence is then said to be burnt up, or destroyed.'

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 111. 668 If I had, O Venus .
.
As-

pectes badde of Mars, or of Saturne, Or thou combuste.

c 1391 — Astrol. 11. § 4 The lord of the assendent .
.
is for-

tunat . . whan . . bat he be nat retrograd ne combust. 1585

Lupton Thous. Notable Th. 11675) 95 If in the Nativity of

the Husband Venus be combust, the wife shall die before

the husband. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 67 Who can dis-

cern those planets that are oft Combust, .untill the opposite

motion of their orbs bring them . . where they may be seen

evning or morning? 1808 Scott Mann. m. xx, Many a

planetary sign, Combust, and retrograde, and trine.
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b. Combust way :
' the space in the second

half of Libra, and through the whole Sign of

Scorpio' (Bailey).

1509 Hawks Past. PUas. xvnt. ii, Fromc the combust
way she (Dyane] had her so sped, She had no let that was
to be dredde. 1696 Phillips s.v. Combustion, Combnstway,
by reason of several violent or malignant fixed Stars in

the second half of Libra and through the whole Sign of

Scorpio.

Combust (k^mb»'st), v. [f. prec., or its Latin

source. First and chiefly used in pa. pple. com-

busted. Pa. t. in Sc. also combust^ trans. To
burn up, consume with fire ; to calcine. (Now
only jocular or affected.)

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 438/2 Fyre descendyd fro heuen
upon them and [they] were all combusted and brente. —
G. de la Tour xxxix. Div, Ne fyre myght haue combusted
or brente her. a 1547 in V'icary's Anat. (188$) App. ix. 224
Putt therto lytherge . . and redde corall combusted. 1560
Holland Crt. Venus 11. 522 Scho. .combust thame in the
fyre. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxiii, 'You don't suppose
that I would go spontaneously combusting any person V
1882 SuTTON in Society 7 Oct. 16/1 Wilt thou cook up or
combust or incinerate The earth with thy igneous tail?

+ b. fig. To consume or waste as fire does. Obs.
1623 Kavine Theat. Hon. vi. viii. 145 Such as had com-

busted his State. Time's Storehouse 251 (L) All Ger-
many was combusted with great troubles.

Combustibility tk^mbfstibiliti). [f. Com-
bustible + -ity ; cf. Fr. combustibiliti\ Combust-
ible quality.

1471 Ripley Com/. Alch. vit. vi. in Ashm. (1652) 170
Whyte Sulfur wythowte conbustebyllyte. 1624 F. White
Reft. Fisher 411 Actuall combustibilitieor visibilitie. 1794
G. Adams Nat. <y Exp. Philos. EI, xxi. 417 Vegetables are
. . indebted to the light for their colours . . taste, combusti-
bility. 1818 Faraday Exp. Res. iv. 11 An easy method of
exhibiting its [the diamond's] combustibility. 1834 J. M.
Goon Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 634 General combustibility of
the body.

Combustible (k^mbirstib'I), a. and sb. [a.

Fr. combustible, f. late L. combustibil-is, f. combust-,

ppl. stem of coniburtre ; see Combuke.] A. adj.

1. Capable of being burnt or consumed by fire,

fit for burning, burnable.

1529 More Hcresyes iv, Wks. 264/1 The fire can .. burns
al combustible thinges that it may towch. 2631 Gouge
God's Arrows \. § 19. 26 Multitudes of faggots, or other
combustible fuel!. 1666 Pepys Diary 2 Sept., Everything,
after so long a drought, proving combustible. 1774 ( vOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 345 Stubble, and such like com-
bustible matter. 1850 Prkscott Peru 1 I. 255 Orgonez. .set

fire to the combustible roof of the building.

2. fig. Easily kindled to violence or passion

;

excitable ; inflammable.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (18431 17/1 This distemper

was so universal, the least spark still meeting with com-
busrfble matter enough to make a flame. 1608 W. Chilcot
Evil Tttonghts iv. 11851) 37 The mind of man is com-
bustible", tbe thoughts of his heart are mere tinder to the
sparks of a lewd fancy. 176* Hums Hist. Eng. (1806) IV.
lix. 416 The commons, aware of what combustible mate-
rials the army was composed. 1867 I'arkman Jesuits N.
Amur, xiii. (1875' 153 It was to the combustible hearts of
female recluses that the torch was most busily applied.

+ 3. Burning, fiery. Obs.
163a LlTMGow Trav. ix. 391 This last and least fire [of

Etna], rnnne downe in a combustible flood.

B. sb. A combustible substance or matter.
1688 in Ellis Orig. Lett. ti. 344 IV. 113 Eight or nine

barrels of combustibles, 1748 Anson's I ~oy. it. vi. 198 Pitch,
tar, and other combustibles. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 80
All our ordinary combustibles—such as coal, wood, oil, etc.

1813 Sir R. Wilson in Life II. 475 Metternich works up
the combustibles in Switzerland for a spring explosion.

Combustibleness <k^mbr*stibWs). [f. prec.

+ -ness.] - Combustibility.
1664 H. Mork Myst. Iniq., Apol. 501 Whose combustible-

ness would declare the subject to be earthly or terrestrial.

1791 Nat. Hist, in Ann, Reg. 69 The combustibleness of
steel.

t CombTTStibly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -LY In a combustible manner.
1585 Lupton Thous. Notable 'PA, (1675' 101 To use com-

bustibly. .half an ounce of the flower of Cassia.

Combustion (k^mbtrstian, -tjan). Also 6
-yon. [a. OF. combustion (14th c. in Littre), ad.

late I,. combilstidn-em, n. of action f. comburfre ;

see Combuke.]
1. The action or process of burning

;
consump-

tion or destruction by fire. (Not common in

ordinary unscientific language.)
a 1600 Hooker Pal. Pol. vii. vii. § 2 The combustion of

his sanctuary .. flaming l>efore their eyes. 1609 Hihlk
(Douay) Num. xix. 17 They shal take of the ashes ofcombus-
tion and of sinne. 1643 Sir T. IJrowne Relig. Med. 1. xxiv,

The combustion of the Library of Alexandria. 1824 Svd.
Smith America Wks. 1867 II. 44 The faggots which each
is preparing for the combustion of the other. 1867 Chr.
Remembrancer LI I. 245 The combustion of incense,

t b. A conflagration, fire. Obs,
1611 Bible Transl. Pre/. 8 Catiline, .that sought to bring

it [Rome] to a combustion, or Nero, .that did indeed set it on
fire. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 47 Subiect it [Constantinople]
hath bin to sundry horrible combustions. 1664 Etherf.ixje
Love in Tub iv. i, In combustions. .To save their precious
goods from raging fire,

fc. spec. The burning of a corpse, cremation.
* 1611 Chapman Iliad xxm. 202 Nor more mourn at his

bum'd twnes, Than did tbe great prince to his friend at his

combustions. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. (1736JI. Solemn
Combustion of Meneceus and Archemorus.

d. Spontaneous combustion : the burning of a
substance (or mass from heat generated within

itself ; see Spontaneous.
e. C, of money :

* the old way of trying mix'd

and base Money by melting it down * Kersey).
1695 W. Lowndes Ess. Amendm. Silv. Coinage 5 A con-

stitution was made, called the Trial by combustion. 1809
Tomlins Law Diet. I. s.v. Combustio pecuniae. In the time
of King Henry II a constitution was made, called the trial

by combustion ; the practice of which differed little or

nothing from the present method of assaying silver.

2. The ordinary term in scientific use.

As all ordinary combustion consists in the ener-

getic combination of a body with oxygen, with

evolution of heat and light, this was alone con-

templated in earlier definitions of the term ; but

since it has been known that similar phenomena
attend the combination of other elements, e.g.

that of hydrogen and metals with chlorine, bro-

mine, and iodine, combustion has been defined

more generally as ' The development of light

and heat accompanying chemical combination '.

Formerly, oxygen was regarded as essentially the sup-
porter of combustion, the bodies which burned in it being
called combustibles. Afterwards the former term was ex-

tended to all substances capable of forming vapours in which
others can burn, as chlorine, bromine, iodine, sulphur ; but
since the same substance may sometimes act in both capa-
cities, and since the vapours in question are actually con-
sumed in the process, as truly as the so-called ' combustible',
the distinction has gradually become obsolete. (Watts, etc.)

Cf. Combl'kent.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652* 64 Of such
Combustion greate hardnes shall be. 1612 Woodall Surg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 269 Combustion is ignition, converting
bodies by burning them into Calx. 1794 Sullivan Vifto
Nat. I. 171 It has long been ascertained^ that combustion
will not take place unless it be nourished by air. 1811

Hooper Med. Diet. 220/2 s-v., The supporters of combus-
tion known at present are. .six. Oxigen gas, Air, Gaseous
oxid of nitrogen, Nitrous gas, Nitric acid, Oxigenated
muriatic acid. 184a Grove Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 6) 76
Combustion being in fact chemical union attended with
heat and light. 1853 W. Gregory Inorg. Chem. ted. 3) 47
Combustion, or the combination of a combustible with
oxygen. 1878 HrxLEV Physiogr. 106 Being neither com-
bustible like the one, nor a supporter of combustion like the
other.

b. In the sense of ' combination of a body with
oxygen ', the word has been applied to processes

of oxidation unaccompanied by evolution of light,

and not popularly considered as ' burning such as

take place in the tissues of organisms ^Internal

combustion), in decomposing organic matter, etc.

1800 Med. JmL IV. 561 Kvery combination of an acid
with other substances, is a process of combustion, which
cannot take place without the combination of the oxygen
with the combustible element. 1876 Huxley Physiogr. 80
A kind of slow combustion goes on in the body. 188s Vines
Sachs' Rot. 722 The decomposition of the non-nitrogenous
reserve material and its combustion into carbon dioxide and
water. 188a Syd. Soc. Lex., Internal combustion, those
processes of oxidation, .which effect the maintenance of the
animal heat.

c. An operation consisting in the complete
burning of a substance in a combustion-tube : used
in quantitative analysis.

1863 71 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 227 When the temperature
required for a combustion is very high, the tube should l>e

protected. 1885 Sir R. Christison in Life I. 273, I had
successfully finished my first combustion.

+ 3. Path, a. A Imrn; b. inflammation. Obs.
154s Copland Guydon's Formul. Tijb, Vnguentum .

.

merueylous to consolydate and drye the conbustyons and
woundesofsynewes. 1590 A. M. tr. Gabelhoue^s Ph. Physkke
332 Take Lintseede . . and applye it on the combustion. Some
doe onlye annoynte the burne with Lintcscede oyle. Ibid.

334/1 Heerewith annoynte the combustion both eveninge,
and morninge. Ibid. 335/1 This draweth out the heate and
combustion, and then it cureth. 161 1 Burton Anat. Mel.
11. iv. in. ii, Cauteries or searings with hot yrons, combus-
tions, boarings. 1656 Rii>t.lky rract. Physuk6% Combus-
tion of the joynts, will admit of no sharp remedies.

f 4. Astrol. Obscuration of a planet or star by
proximity to the sun. Obs. See Combust a. 2.

i«i Recorde Cast. Knmvl. (1556I 196 The darkenynge
or hidynge of the starre. .within 15 degrees of the Sonne .

.

is called of many men Combustion. 164a Howell For.
Trav. (Arb.) 44. 1647 l',LLY Chr. Astrol. xxvi. 165 Her
Dispositor was in his Detriment, and entring Combustion.
1743 K. Stone Math. Diet. s.v., A Planet, .not above eight
Degrees and Thirty Minutes distant from the Sun.. is said
then to be combust, or in Combustion. 1711-97 in Bailey.

6, fig. and trans/.

a. with explicit reference to sense I.

1639 Fuller Holy War m. i. (1840I 115 By their pious
tears to quench the combustions in the empire. < 1645
Howkll Lett. (1650* I. 87 This poured oil on the fire, .and
put all in combustion. 1778 Robertson Hist. Amer. II.

vi. 265 Where there were disappointed leaders ripe for

revolt. .it was not difficult to kindle combustion. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. it. xu. i, In spiritual invisible combus-
tion [mounts up] one authority after another.

b. Violent excitement or commotion, disorder,

confusion, tumult, hubbub. (Exceedingly common
in 17th and 18th c.)

1589 Cooper Admon. 45 Seeking to set al in combustion

with schisme. i6o£ Shaks. Macb. 11. iii. 63 Prophecying.

.

Of dyre Combustion, and confus'd Euents. 1640-4 in
Rushw. Hist. Coll. 111.(1692) I. 477 The House required
the five Members todepart. .to the end to avoid Combustion
in the House. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 225 Armie against
Armie numberless to raise Dreadful combustion warring.
176a Hume Hist. Eng. 118061 IV. Hv. 204 A new discovery

. .served to throw every thing into still greater shame and
combustion. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xi, The inn-yard was in

a sort of combustion. 1846 Prescott F'erd. <$ //. I. v. 246
He again prepared to throw his country into combustion.

C. (with a and //.)

1579 Fenton Guicciard. (1599) 942 Fearing a greater
combustion, they came to composition. 1649 Milton
Eikon. Pref. (1851) 334 The beginning of these Combustions
[civil wars]. 1722 De Foe Col. Jack 11840' 273, I heard a
combustion among the women-servants. 1815 Byron in

Moore Life 382 Whitbread wants us to assess the pit

another sixpence, .which will end in an O.P. combustion.

6. Comb. Combustion-tube, a tube of hard
glass in which a substance may be reduced by
combustion.
1863-71 Watts Diet. Chem. I. 227 Combustion-tubes, .the

best are made of the hard Bohemian glass. 1877 Fenuncs
Chem. II. 10 The mode of heating the combustion tube
with red hot charcoal is the original process.

t Combn'stious, a. Obs. [f. Combustion :

sec -ous.]

1. In combustion, burning.
i6aa J. Taylor (Water P.) To Honour of O'Toole Wks.

(1630) 11. 17/2 The burning mouth of the combustious cannon.
163a Lithgow Trav. ix. 386 Combustious jfctna. 1829 W.
Irving Cong. Granada lxxxi. (1850) 434 Alt kinds of com-
bustious explosions.

2. Combustible.
159a Shaks. I 'en. $ Ad. 1162 As drie combustious matter

is to fire.

3. Raging, tumultuous, tnrbulent, stormy.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv, xiv. § 6 Mutuall combustious
[jo edd. 1597, 163a ; ed. 1622 reads combustions] bloud*
sheads and wastes. 1600 12 Rowlands Four Knaves
(Percy Soc) 105 Chimnies tops orethrown In . . this fierce

combustious weather. 163a Lithgow Trav. 11. 77 Dangerous
and combustious seas. 1658 Cleveland Rustic Ramp.
Wks. (1687) 395 Upon the Confusion of the combustious
Flaming in such Variety of Places.

Combustive ;kfJmb»'stiv), a. [f. L. combust-

(see above) + -ive.]

f 1. Med. Pertaining to a 1 combustion ' or burn.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Physicke 332 To make an
excellent combustive oyntment. Take Lintseede oyle and
oaten meale.

t 2. Having the quality of causing combustion.
j6^3 Galden Hierasp. 20 Their beams and influences

l>egin to grow malign, fiery and combustive. 1662 J.
Chandler Van Hetmonfs Oriat. 146 'l"he light of the Sun
is combustive or burning up. 18*4 Coleridge Rem. (18361

II. 411 Salt, sulphur, and mercury arc equivalent to the
combustive, the combustible, and the combust.

3. Pertaining to or characterized by combustion.
1858 Greener Gunnery 45 Gases, at the instant of their

combustive formation. 1880 Mrs. C. Reade Brcnvn Hand
a> II 'hite 1 1 1, i. 24 A crackling noise . . suggestive of com-
bustive lucifers.

t Combu*stuous F
a. Obs. [see -uous.] =

Combustious.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxii. (1632) 1120 The King

but a child, the Nobles at variances, ana the combustuous
Commons obedient to Neither. Time's Storehouse 92a

(L.) That matters should be thus combustuous in the Indies.

t Combu'Sture. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. com*

hustur-a a burning, f. combust- ppl. stem of com-

burtre, to Comburk.] Combustion, burning.
1609 lip. Barlow Anstv. Nameless Catholic 11 If the

Parlament House had burned. . the Iesuites. .would, .haue
sung to their instruments the Destruction of Troy in that

comousturc of the Senate.

Combwise (k^mwaiz}, adv. [f. Comb sb.^ +
-wise.] After the manner of a comb ; in pec-

tinated fashion.

156a Tl rner Herbal 11. 87 b, The leues of the piche tre

ar diuyded Comwyse. 1656 IH'Gard Gate Lot. I'nt. 59
'1"he Brain-pan . . is as it were sowed together of many bones
comb-wise. 1870 E. Peacock Rolf Shirt. III. 95 Passing
his spread fingers comb-wise through his hair.

Comby k<ju mi\ a. [f. Comb sbA + -v.] Having
combs or a comb-like structure ; full of interstices

like a honey-comb ; favose.

177a Projects in Ann. Reg. 107/2 We have only two
kinds of ashes . . solid, or hard, and comby, or light ashes.

1885 Geikie Texi-bk. Geol. 585 Handed, comby [structure

of mineral veins), in parallel (and sometimes exactly dupli-

cated) layers or combs.

Corn-case, obs. f. comb-case : see Comb sbA 9.

Come ,krm;, v. Pa. t. came (kfta) ;
pa. pple.

come (krm). Forms : see below. [A common
Teut. str. vb. : OE. cuman, pa. t. atom, c6m, pi.

cwSmon, cSmon, jia. pple. cumcn, cymen ^ OFris.

human
s
koman), kom, kdmon, kimen, OS. cuman,

(/nam, qtt&mun, cuman (MDu. comen, quam, qua-

men (Hem. also cam, camen , comen ; l)u. komen,

kwaam, hvamen,gekomen)
\
OHG.quc/nan,coman,

(c/iomen)
t
and cuman, pa. t. qttam, cham, chom, pi.

qu&mun, c/idmun, pa. pple. quoman, koman, cno-

men, kumen (MHG. komen, pa. t. qttam, kam, kom,

pi. qtaimen, k&men, kemen, pple. komen ; mod.G.
kommen, pa. t. kam, kameu, pple. gekommen)

;

ON. koma, pa. t. kvam, kom, pi. kz^tnom, kSmom,
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pple. komenn (8w« komma, kom, hot/two, kommen,
Da. komme, kom, kommet); Goth, qiman, pa. t. qam,
pi. qemum, pple. qumans ; all :—OTeut. *kweman
and kuman, ktvam, kivtxmum-, kumano- :—Aryan
*gwem-, gwm-, cf. Skr. and Zend, gam, Gr. fiphm
(:—*@avj'oj :—*givmjo-) t

L. venio {\—*gwemjd), etc.

The present tense had two stem-forms in Teutonic,

viz. kwem- and hum-, repr. pre-Teutonic gwem-,

gwm- t
respectively ; the latter being commonly

considered an ' aorist-present*. Of these, Gothic

shows only the former ; OHG. shows both ; OE.
only the hum- stem. The OE. cum- has remained

to the present day, being regularly represented by
the current kom (in north. Eng. kum) ; the

spelling cum was also frequent to i 7th c, but the

ME. scribal usage of writing 0 for u before m, n,

u {v), introduced in 13th c. the spelling come, which
finally prevailed : cf. some, son, tongue, love, etc.

This use oft? in ME. alike for the u of the present

and pa. pple., and the 0 of the past, was a defect

of the writing which needs to be kept in mind.

The pa. t. had in WGer. the typical forms ktvam,
kw&mun ; in OE., as in the parallel vb. niman to

take, the long vowel of the plural was taken into

the sing., giving cuom, cuomon, later com, cdmon,
which in southern Eng. lived on through the ME.
period as com {coom, come), comen {come, coome,

coom). But just as, in late \YS., nom, nomon,
became nam, ndmon, so in late Northumbrian
com, cdmon appear to have become cam, cdmcn,
which are found in the earliest specimen's of

northern ME. These forms were used by Wyclif,
and soon afterwards drove out com, come, which
hardly appear after 1500 in the literary language,

though still widely prevalent in midland and
southern dialects. In northern dialect, the pro-

nunciation is still (kam), but in standard Eng. it

has duly passed into (kv'm) ; cf. Cambridge.
The pa. pple. cumen was used by some down to

the 17th c, when it was still written comen, co?nn.

As usual, however, the final n began to be lost in

the 13th c. (esp. in the form with prefix yeomen,
ycome)

,
whereby this part was at length levelled with

the infinitive as come. Notwithstanding a strong

tendency in 16-1 7th c. to conform it to the weak
conjugation as corned (a form which has established

itself dialectally, e.g. in south of Scotland) , the dipt
form come (kom) remains that of standard English.

In OE., umlaut forms of the present stem oc-

curred in the normal 2 and 3 sing. cymes(t), cymeS,

cym\, which survived in early ME. kimest, kimefi

;

also in the pres. conj. cyme, and in the pa. pple.

cytnen (:—*kumitto-) ; in ONorthumbrian, umlaut
forms were more or less frequent all through the

present stem, but these do not appear in ME. (See
Sievers in Paul u. BraunJs Bcitr. VIII. 81.)

The perfect tenses were originally formed with
the auxiliary be, which is still retained to express

the resulting state ; in the expression of action have
has gradually displaced be : see Be v. 14 b.]

A. Forms.
1. Present stem : a. Infin. 1 cuman, 2-4 cumen,
3-5 cume, 4-6 cum

; 3-4 comen, 3- come.
(Also 3-4 kumen, komen, 4 common, 4-6
comme, 4-7 com, 5 comyn, -in, cumne, cum-
nyn, 6 cumme, coome.)
a 1000 Beowulf494 Cuman ongunnan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

19 J>et he sculde cumen. c xzoa Winteney, Rule St. Benet
(1888) 80 Cumende. .toforan bam abbode. c 1205 Lay. 1156
[>a bingen ba weren to kumen. a 1300 Signs be/. Judgm. in
E. E. P. (1862) 10 t>at he sold come, a 1300 Cursor M.
24893 (Cott.) Quen pou cums [v.r. .1340 comes, comis].
t 1400 Apol. Loll. 37 5if bu cum til a frend. Ibid. 92 Wan
bu cumyst in to be lond. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 108/1 Cum,
or come [A", cvmnyn, H. cvmne] Venio. c 1450 Pol. Pel. <$

L. Poems (1866) 247 Fro heuene to comyn. i486 Bk. St.
Albans Ej a, Where that ye cum. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Mow-
bray's Banishm. xxii, To Englande not to coome. 1588
Allen Admon. (1842) 36 Now did he threaten to cum.
X^S7 J. Smith Myst. Rhet. 79 Cicero comming to Appius.
1808 Scott Marm. v. xii, O come ye in peace here, or come
ye in war?

b. Pres. Ind. 2nd & "yd sing. icym(e)st, cymj),
cymmetj, 1-3 cume

J),
2-3 kimest, kime'S; 3-

comest, cometh, comes.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter c(i]. 2 Donne bu cymes to me. Ibid.
g*VLX3 CymeS dsej his. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 J>enne
kimed bedeofel. a 1225 Juliana 63 Kimest king o domesdei.
1340 Ayenb. 87 t>e ilke vrydom comb of grace, c 1350 Willy
Palerne 330 Whanne bou komest to kourt. C1450 Guy
rVarw. (C.) 11330 A man bat comyth onys therynne.
2. Pa. t. a. 1 cw6m, cu6m, 1 c6m, 2-6 com, 4-5
coom, coome, come. PL 1 cwomon, qu6mon,
comon, 2-5 comen, 4-6 come, (4 com, coom, 5comyn, -un, cum

; mod. dial, coome, come).
c 855 O. E. Chron. Introd., Hie up cuomon. Ibid. an. 855Alter )>am to his leode cuom. .and ymb a rear baes be he in

Francum com he sefcr. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 19 He com
among us. Ibid. 9 Heo comen . . to ban sinagoge. C1250

Gen. (f Ex. 1979 His sunes comen him to sen. 1 1300

Cursor M. 17288 Resurrection 163 ^Cott.) He come not in

company, c 1340 Ibid. 8958 \Trin.) She coom in at bulke
5ate. Ibid. 10127 (Fairf.) How prophecijs comyn [v.r. com,
coom, cam] to end. c 1388 in Wyclifs Set. IVks. III. 458
He coome not to seche his owne glorie. ? a 1400 Arthur
512 pis lond bat he coom fram. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1004
Pai. .Comyn euyn to the kyng. Ibid. 1021 To these kynges
ne come, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv. 119 Till bai comme
at be emperour. r 1420 Avmv. Arth. xxxi, Thay. .Comun
to the kmge. 1523 Sir W. Bulmer in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. 1. I. 328 He com tome when the water was hyg. 1854
W. Gaskell Lect. Lane. Dial. 24 {Lane. Gloss.\ A Lan-
cashire man does not say he 1 came ', but he ' coome '. 1888

IV. Somerset IVord-bk., Come pa. t. : came is unknown.

$. 3-6 north, cam, (kam), 5- came. Also 4
kem. PI. 3-5 north, camen, (kamen), 4- came,
{north, cam).
ci*$oGen, Ex. 416 pan cairn [ = Cain] of Eue cam. a 1300

Cursor M. 677 (Gott.) pe bestis cam him all aboute. Ibid.

12615 (Gott.) Scho came [v.r. com, coom] into a skole gan-
gand. c 1320 Sir Beues 1 1885) 2571 Whan he to londe kem.
c 1330 R. IJrunne Chron. 11 810.) 158 pe messengers kamen

1
to be kyng ysaak. ? 1-1370 Robt. Cicyle (Halliw.) 57 To
Rome came the aungelle soone. 1388 Wyclif Matt. ix. 28
Whanne he cam in to the hous, the blynde men camen to
hym. 1516 in E. Lodge Illust. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 12
The Quene of Scotts cam to Enfyld. 1521 Fisher IVks.

332 Saynt paule, whiche cam after them. 1332 Hp. Long-
land in Ellis Orig. Lett. 111. 97 I. 252 Itt came in to my
house. 1841 Lane Arab. Nit, I. 114 Thou earnest in two
days and a half.

7. occas. cum (?), cumen.
c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1065 To Lothes hus he cumen.
5. dial. 8-9 corned, coom*d.

1800-44 Pegge Auecd. Eng. Lang. (ed. 3I 188 Cont'd in the
London dialect is used both for the preterit came and for

our false participle come. 1864 Tennyson North. Fanner
(Old Style) v, An' I hallus coom'd to's choorch afoor moy
Sally wur dead. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropshire Word-bk.
p. Pres. come ; Fret, come, corned ; Pa. pple. comen.

3. Pa. pple. a. 1-4 cumen, 2-3 icumen, ikumen,

4 cummyn, -in; 3 5 i-comen, 3-7, 9 dial.

comen. Also 4 y-comen, comin, -inne, commun,
cummen, -in, -un, 4-5 commen, comun, 4-6
comyn, commyn, 5 cumne, 6 cummen, 6-7
com'n, 7 comne.
^898 O. E. Chron. an. 894 Wxs H;esten ba b;er cumen.

1154 Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1135 En mang bis was his nefe
cumen to Engle-land. a 1240 Ureisnn 112 in Cott. Horn.
197 Ich am to 5e ikumen. a 1300 Cursor M. 7991 (Cott.)

Commen i am. < 1340 Ibid. 22303 (Edin.) Cominne ic am.
1576 Woolton Chr. Manual < Parker Soc.) 4 Which thing
should have comen to pass. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. \. iv.

§ 12 Hence it hath comen, that in arts Mechanicall, the
first deviser corns shortest. 1633 T. James Voy. 106 We .

.

were now comne into such a tumbling sea. 1687 P. Henry
Diaries $ Lett. (1882) 355 Many who are com'n lately out
of Ireland. 1879 [see 2 6 above].

j8. 4-5 cum, icome, 5 ycome, com, 4- come.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10575 (Gott.) Quen anna was cum.

<ri43S Torr. Portugal 1236 To the kyng the thoght com
was. l 1450 Merlin x. 149 Is oure socour than I-come?
1712 Steele Sped. 496, I am just come from Tunbridge.
1815 Scott Guy M. liv. The Hour's come and the Man.

7. 6 curad, -de, -ed, -it, -yt, cummed,
commed, -yd, 6-7 com'd, 6-8, 9 dial, corned,
coom'd.
f 1525 in Lingard Hist. Eng. VI. 342 Dr. London is sod-

denlye commyd unto me. a 1572 Knox Hist. Re/. Wks.
1846 I. 371 His iniquitie was cumed to full rypenes. 1614
T, White Martyrd. St. George B iv b, Com'd to the Temple,
Georg . . Surueys the Idols. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.,
Rich. II, lvi, Wee.. Are com'd. 1652 J. Wetherall
Discov. Opin. False Brethren 60, I might have com'd.
1705 S. Whately in W. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch.,
What need they have corned over night then? 1848 [see 43 d].

B. Signification.

gen. An elementary intransitive verb of motion,
expressing movement towards or so as to reach the
speaker, or the person spoken to, or towards a point
where the speaker in thought or imagination places
himself, or (when he is not himself in question) to-

wards the person who forms the subject of his nar-

rative. It is thus often used in opposition to go,

although the latter does not primarily involve direc-

tion, and is often used without reference thereto.

Come is also used merely of the accomplishment
of the movement, involved in reaching or becoming
present at any place or point ; and sometimes the
entrance upon motion, involved in issuing from a
source, isalone,or at least chiefly, thought of(cf. 1 1).

It is rarely quasi-transitive by ellipsis : see VI.
I. Of motion in space.

*ofactual motion.
1. In its most literal sense it expresses the hither-

ward motion of a voluntary agent,

a. To move towards, approach.
cS»S Vesp. Psalter cxxv[\], 6Gongende eodon and weopun

sendende sed he[ara], cumende soolice cumaS in wynsum-
nisse beorende reopan heara. a 1300 Cursor M. 3992 O
folk tua fiokes cums wit me. Ibid. 4176 pan sagh J>ai

cumand be be stret Marchands. c 1380 Sir Fertimb. 1637
pey . . hiderward bub now comyng. c 1420 A V07v. A rth. xvi,

He mette the bore comande. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/
Aymon viii. 195 Here comyn our enmyes. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. ix. 25 Loe ! he comes, he comes fast after mee.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 38 Bap. Is he come t. .Bion.
He is comming. Bap. When will he be heere? 1784
Cowper Task iv. 5 O'er yonder bridge .. He comes, the

herald of a noisy world, With spattered boots. 1859 Ten-
nyson Geraint <$• Enid 975 Yonder comes a knight.

b. esp. To reach by moving towards
;

hence,
often merely, To arrive, present oneself.

t 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke x. 35j>onne ic cume ic hit for^ylde
be. a 1300 Cursor M. 5050 [Gott. ) Ruben . . had mekil ioy
quen bai war comin. c 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. 242
And with that word, Tiburce, his brother come, c 1450
Merlin i. 7 She sente after this woman, and she com. 1528
in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xxiv. 64, He was very sory,
that he could not cumme soner. .and now cummen he wold
not faile to do the best he could. 1631 Milton Epit.
Mch'ness Winchester 19 He at their invoking came. 1782
Cowper y. Gilpin 167 Say why bareheaded you are come,
Or why you come at all? 1854 Tennyson To Maurice,
Come, when no graver cares employ, Godfather, come and
see your boy.

2. Also said of the hitherward motion of in-

voluntary agents

:

a. of things having (apparently) a motion of

their own, as water, wind, etc. Naut. said spec,

of the direction or nature of the wind.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1042 (G8tt.) pat might neuer fiod cum bar

ney. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxtv. (1495) 133 The
humours comin fro the heed to the pypes of the throte.

c 1430 Cookery Bks. (E, E. '1'. S.) 17 Boyle it, an when yt
komyth on hy, a-lye it with wyne. 1549 Compl. Scotl.

34 Quhen the rane cunnnis. 1633 T. James Voy. 23
The winde came Easterly : so that we could not budge.
1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxx. 108 This river .

.

comes from Tartaria, out of a lake, called Kanistor. 1669
Stckmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 16 The Wind is fair, .he comes
well, as if he would stand. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton
xv. (1840' 256 The. .arrows came thick among them, c 1790

J. Willock Voy. ii. 54 On the twenty-ninth, the wind
coming favourable we put to sea. 1870 Tennyson Winflow,
Sun comes, moon comes, Time slips away.

b. of things which are brought, or of persons

brought without their own will. In many phrases,

e. g. To come to bear', to be (or suffer itself to be)

brought to bear : see Bear v. 40, 32, Bking S f.

1340 Cursor M. 18479 (Trin.) A clo|»inge is comen vs vp
on. 1469 in Arnolde Chron, .1811) 117 To alle trewe
cristen pepull to whom thys present wryttlQg shalbe come.
1574 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. OxJ'ord 353 S r Francis
Knowils letter came as it were to bayle me. 1611 BlBLE
jfua'g, xiii. 5 No rasor shall come on his head. 1667 PEPVS
Diary 17 Aug., The play is the most ridiculous that sure
ever came upon stage. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xi.

(1840) 192 Her main topmast was come by the board. 1728
R. Morris Ess. Anc. A rchit, 6 Architecture came to Rome
..about 461 Years before Marcel lus. 1745 P. Thomas
Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 282 Every one firing as fast as bis Gun
would come to bear. (71786 Cowper Yearly Distress 37
The dinner comes, and down they sit. 1805 A. Duncan
Mariner's Chron. III. 209 AH her masts came immediately
by the board. 1855 A. Manning Old Chelsea Bun-house
viii. 125 The Letter was not long a-coming.

c. To move or be brought to a particular posi-

tion ; to fall or land on a part of the body, etc.

1804 G. Rose Diaries 118601 II. 193 The horse, on can-
tering down a . . hill, came on his head. 1843 Dickens
Chr. Carol ii, He appeared to wink with his legs, and came
upon his feet again without a stagger. 1889 Chamb. Jr-nl.

9 Nov, 725/2 She came to an abrupt halt.

3. Constructions.

a. With prepositions. The preposition naturally

following come is to ; instead of which, however,
there may stand any other of more complex sense,

in which the notion to is contained or involved,

as into, unto, towards, against, on, upon, about,

around, beside, near, above, beneath, be/ore, behind,

over, under the point of direction; before a per-

son, a tribunal, etc.

Beside the notion of to expressed or understood,

relations of other kinds may be considered ; and
these sometimes become the only ones actually con-

sidered or expressed, e.g.from the point left, across,

along, through, by, over, under, up, down a route

followed or things passed, with a companion or

accompaniment, by, in a conveyance, for a thing

wanted, afters person or thing followed or sought.
C975 Ruslnv. Gosp. John iii. 26 Alle comon to him. nooo

Ags. Gosp. Luke xiv. 27 Se be. .cym5 sefter me. 1154 O. E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1132 Dis ^ear com Henri King to

bis land . bam com Henri abbot. 11250 Gen. # Ex,
1438 Eliezer him cam a-gon. Ibid. 2940 And comen bi-

foren pharaon. a 1300 Cursor M. 3356 Quat man es he
bat cumand tilward us i se? Ibid. 12362 pe leons com him
all a-bute. 1382 Wyclif Mark v. 1 Thei camen ouer the
wawe of the see into the cuntree of Genazareth. c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 23 At nyght were come in to that hostelrye.

c 1450 Merlin in. 45 The kynge come fro chirche. 1529
More Com/, agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1333/1 He causeth lyke a
good husband man, his folke to come on fielde. 1667 Pepys
Diary 5 Oct., What base company of men comes among
them, a 1714 Burnet Otvn Time II. 30 She came on her

way as far as Metz. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xii. 205

He came aboard my ship. Ibid. 205/1 A whole troop of

old ones came about us at the noise. 1825 Cobbett Rur.
Rides (1885) II. 1 We came through a fine flock of ewes.

1836 Dickens Sk. Boz 6 Coming up the stairs. 1843 —
Chr. Carol iv, Come into the parlour. 1838 Lytton Alice

x. iii, The squire has only just come off a journey. 1848
Mrs. Gaskell M. Barton xviii, I'll come with you. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V, 524 The stranger who comes from
abroad.

% The collocation of come with a particular pre-

position has often a specialized sense : e.g. to come
by (a thing) =to acquire. For these see VIII,

b. Come may be followed by the infin. of
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purpose, with to (formerly sometimes preceded by

for, as still in vulgar use).

a 1300 Cursor M. 190 (Gott.) Mari . . Com to wasse vr
lauerdes fete. 1485 Caxton Paris <$• V. 17 Were comen
for to see the feste. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 89 They
came to take him. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass i. I 1664 9
Charon and Atropos are com'd to call me away from my
delicies. 1716 Swift Gulliver (1860* 183/1 Those who came
to visit me. 1843 Dickens Chr. Carol i, When will you
come to see me? 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 529, I did
not come to curse thee, Guinevere.

c. Purpose or business is also expressed by the

vbt. sb. with a ( = on).

16.. Evelyn Mem. (1857) HI* M 1 He suspected I came a
birding. 1846 Tennyson Dora 140, I never came a-begging
for myself.

d. The purposed sequel or consequence of
coming is joined by and.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John i. 39 He cwaeb to him cumaS &

geseob. 138a Wyclif Luke xx. 16 He schal come, and lese
these tilieres. a 1498 Warkw. Chron. iCamden Soc.)5 Every
manne was suffred to come and speke withe hym. 1535
Coverdale Ps. lxxvfi]. 9 All nacions. .shall come and wor-
shipe before the o Lorde. 1660 Trial Regie. 196 Several
persons came and offered themselves. 1704 Pope Summer
63 Come, lovely nymph, and bless the silent hours. 1812
H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr., Macbeth Travestie iii, Diddle
diddle, Good Duncan, pray come and be killed. 1854
[see 1 b]. Mod. Come and see us in our new home. He came
and bought one.

t e. Formerly the infin. was used without and.
1430 LydG. Bochas iv. ix. '1554* 107 b, He must come

flatter, c 1485 Digby Myst. 11882) in. 618, I be-seche vow
. .thys daye to com dyne at my hows. 1539 Cran.mer Matt.
xxviii. 6 Come se [Tindale come and sej the place where
that the Lord was layed. 154a Udall Erasm. Apophth.
299 b, As many as wer in the citee betweene sixteen and
sixtie should .. come follow hym. 1598 Shaks. Merry W.
iv. ii. 80 Quicke, quicke, wee'le come dresse you straight.

1604 — Oth. in. iv. 50, I haue sent to bid Cassio come
speake with you. 1647 W. Browne tr. Polexander \\. 55
Spaniards, which seem d to have come offer themselves to
your sword.

f. An action accompanying the hitherward mo-
tion ^and often constituting the principal notion)

was originally expressed by a following infinitive ;

but now by a following participle in -ing.

Beotvulf 240 (Or.) &e . . be bus brontne ceol ofer lagu-
strjete UeaJUl cwomon. a 1000 Crist 902 (Gr.) Sunnan leoma
cymeb scynan. ^1175 Lamb. J/om. 81 A vuhel com flon

from houene. r 1x05 Lay. 25525 per comen seilien . .scipes.

c 1*90 Saints' Lives (Laud MS. 1887 1 St. Cuthhert 5 pare
cam gon a luyte child. 1-1380 Sir Ferumb. 1554 As pese
frensche men come rydc on message fro Charloun. Ibid.

2333 Wib bat cam renne sire Bruyllant.
c\qy>Guy Wanv. <C.) 605 There come pry^yng dewke

Raynere. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 163 He sawe rychard
come rydyng vpon an hors. 1513 Li>. Berners Froiss. I.

lxxvi. 97 The Scottes came fleyng ouer the dales. 1678
Bl'nyan Pilgr. 1. 44 There came two Men running against
him amain. 17*6 Swift Gulliver . 1869 '205/1 The nag came
galloping towards me. 183a Tennyson Lady of Shalott 11.

in. Thelcnights come riding two and two. 1843 Dickens
Chr. Carol i, The fog came pouring in at every chink and
keyhole. 1875 Jowett Plato led. 2> I. 24 You come asking
in what wisdom . . differs from the other sciences.

g. There may be an adverbial accusative of the

way pursued or the distance traversed. Come your
ways : see Way.
1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 1. ii. 221 Ccme your waies. 1773

Goldsm. Stoops toConq. 1. ii, We were told it was but furty
miles .. and we have come above threescore. Ibid., The
road you came. Ibid, v, They are coming this way. 1887
Stevenson Undenooods 1. xi. 23 We have come the prim-
rose way. Mod. We have come many miles by train.

4. a. Instead of the place of destination, the

purpose orfunction may be introduced by to.

1440 J. Shirley Dethe K. James 19 His servantes. .shuld
. .haf cumne to his socoure. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 474
If he would personally come to a communication. 1596
Spenser F. Q. iv. xii. 4 He might not ..with th' eternall

Gods to banckct come. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. rV. i. 223
A Daniel come to iudgement. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand.
xxii, Coming to the relief of a damsel in distress. 1853
Macaulay Hist. Ene. IV. 94 The promised deliverer of
their race, would come to the rescue.

b. Conversely, the name of a place (with to,

into) may include, or simply stand for, what is

done there ; as in to come to the Bah, into Court,
into Makket, to the Hammer, etc. (See these.)

1781 Ann. Reg., Hist. Europe igg'/i The matter came
into the court of King's Bench. 18*5 New Monthly A/ag.
XIV. 19 When I came to the bar a man's success depended
upon his exertions. 1883 Black Yolande II. ix. 170 Mona-
glen is about to come into the market. 1887 SIrs. Riddell
Nun's Curse II. ii. 39 Amos won't let the matter come into
court if he can help it.

c. To come into the world : to be bom.
(138a Wyclif John i. 9 It was verri li^t which li^tneth

ech man comynge into this world. — xviii. 37 To this

thing I am born, and to this 1 cam in to the world, that I

bere witnessing to treuthe.] (1510 W. de Worde Gesta
Rom. Avij, Euery man cometh poore and naked in to this

worlde frome his moders bely. 1849 Dickens Dav. Copp. i,

He died.. six months before I came into the world.
* * of attributed motion.

5. Of things : To extend, reach, or project with
an extremity, from one point to or towards another.

1 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. (MS. A.) 24, From be brayn
comen . vii. peire cordes . . alle be cordis bat comen of pe brayn.
15. . Prose Legends in Anglia VIII. 151 A cote . . comynge
to the helys. 1547 Boorde Introd. Knoivl. 172 The cyte
is well walled, and there commeth to it an arme of the See.

161 1 Coryat Crudities 294 Yron beames that came athwart
or acrosse from one side to the other. 1675 in Pictort

L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 286 The .. new building to

come noe further in the street than the old. .Channell doth
extend. 1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 174 Wooden Screws
entred into wooden Nuts, .and coming through against the
Rest. Mod. Does the railway come near the town ?

b. To come to an end : to end, terminate, be
concluded. To come to a point ; to terminate in a

point, etc.

1398 Trevisa Earth, de P. R. v. ii. (Tollem. MS.\ pe
heed is sumdcl comynge narow, and hy^e. 1694 Nar-
borough Acc. Sev. Late Voy. l (17 iO 31 Their hind part

tapers till it comes to a point, i860 Iyndall Glac. 1. viii.

58 The fissure at length came to an end.

6. Things are said to come (to a person), come in

sight\ into view, etc., to which, or in sight of which,

he comes as he advances.
1825 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 373 Bethlehem soon came

in view. 184a Tail's Mag. IX. 43/1 The house-keeper's
and servants rooms came next. 1850 Ibid. XVII. 28/1
Pianosa now came in sight. 1879 Whyte Melville Riding
Recoil, xi. ed. 7) 201 Jump off. . to walk up and down the
hills with him as they come. 1889 G. G. A. Murray Gobi
or Shamo xxi. 357 The sparse fields of stubble come quite
as a relief to the eye.

b. By extensions of this, things are said to come
in one's way, within ones reach, tender one's notice,

I
within the scope ofa measure, and the like ; also to

come in a particular position or order with relation

to contiguous things, to inclusion in a classifica-

tion, etc., as to come on such a page of a book,

before or after other things, under a heading, etc.

See esp. come under, 46.
1687 Burnet Contu. Rejl. Varillas 68 There is but one

Doctor, unless Fisher comes into the Account. 1818 Cob-
bett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 680 Instances that have come
within my own knowledge. 18*3 New Monthly Mag. IX.
423/2 Such books as came within his reach. 1874 Stubbs
Const. Hist. Eng. I. iii. 53 Beneath these comes the free

class of labourers. 1876 F. G. Fleay Shaks. Manual 1. ix.

86 It does not come within the scope of this book. ifrjyScribn.
Mag. XV. 199/1 This did not come into the category. 1885
Sir R. Kaggallay in Law Rep. 14 Q. B. Div. 879 This case
did not come within the terms of [the] Order.

7. The motion of a limb, weapon, or tool is often

spoken of as that of the person who comes with
it (i. e. brings it) to such a position ; cf. come down
with, come out with.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. viii. 155 We set our Sails again.

.

and ordered the man at Helm not to come to the southward
of the E. S. E. 1787 Advice to Officers Brit. Army (ed. 9*

128 The same effect may be produced by coming from the
shoulder to the order at two motions. 1883 A rmy Corps
Orders in Standard 22 Mar. 3/3 The whole of the Infantry
. . will come to the ' shoulder' by battalions on entering the
saluting base.

II. Where the notion of movement in space

passes into or is sunk in other notions.
* To come (to a person, etc).

8. said of things which one receives, or becomes
possessed of: = To fall to one.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18409 Hu come be sa grathli gode?

c 138a Wyclif Set. It'i-s. III. 502 po moste heresye bat

God suffred cum to his Chirche. 1545 Ascham Toxoph,
1. (Arb.) 31 The profite that may come thereby to many
other. 158a Hester Seer. Phiorav. 1. vi. 7 Bothe [.Measles

and Small PoxJ come with an accident of a Fever, a 1593
H. Smith Serm. (1637) 61a Riches come, and yet the man
is not pleased. 1873 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 269 Tell me .

.

whether it [virtue] comes to man by nature.

b. esp. of possessions that one gets in due
course, as by inheritance or other legal process.
a 1400 Cato's Morals 37 in Cursor M. App. iv, pat comis

be be heritage. 154* James V. in Scott Tales Grandfather
Ser. 1. xxviii, It came with a tass, and it will go with a lass.

1674 tr. Mackiavel's Florentine Hist. I. 35 Till such time
as the Papacy came to Alexander the Third. 1687 Bl rni 1

Contn, Re/f. Varillas 106 The Succession came to the
Dutchess of Suffolk's Daughters. 1766 Hist. Goody Two-
Skoes 1. (1881) 5 Until the Estate by Marriage and by Death
came into the Hands of Sir Timothy. 1887 Baring-Gould
Gaverocks I. xviii. 257 Stanbury. .belongs to us. It came
through my mother.

9. of events, casualties, kinds of fortune, etc. =
To happen or occur to, to befall.

Beowulf 23 (Gr.) ponne wix, cume leode xebesten. < ii75
Lamb. Horn. 15 pet al bas wrake is icumen ouer alle beode.
c 1300 Beket 1088 For him was to cominge sorwe ynou).
1406 E. E. Wills (1882) 13 Vef ought come to Thomas Koos.
1 1450 Guy Warw. (C.) 4944 And euyll chawnce came to vs
rygnt. 1611 Bible Eccl. ix. 2 All things come alike to alL
— Mark ix. 3i. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 182 No more
harme comming to either. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811)
IV. 329 What s come-to mine, that he writes not to my
last ? 1833 Neiv Monthly Mag. XXXV 1 1 1. 334 I II come .

.

to the false tongue of the deceiver. 1856 J. H. Newman
Caltista 86, I don't know what has come to the gate since
I was here. 1888 M Carthy & Mrs. C. Praed Ladies'
Gallery I. ii. 44 Whatever comes to me, you are safe enough.

10. of sensuous or mental impressions.

a. of sights, sounds, and other sensuous impres-

sions.

a 1340 CursorM. iosi4(CotL) pi gerning god and bi praier
Er cummin vn-to godds ere. a 1450 A'nt. de la Tour 1 1868)
II There come a vision to her in a night. 1483 Caxton G.
de la Tour Avjb, A voys cam sayeng. . make clene this

plater. 1562 Turner Herbal \\. 141 b. Other kindes. .of the
gardin smitax then havecummed to my syght. 183a Tenny-
son Mariana in S. viii, There came a sound as of the sea.

1849 Tait's Mag. XVI. 171 1 A knock came to his door.

X875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 432 The same dream came to
me sometimes in one form, and sometimes in another.

b. of thoughts, notions, and the like. 7i? come
into ones head : to occur to one. Also to come to

one's knenvledge.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6602 (Cott.) Ne neuer come it yow in

thognt. Ibid. 28332 Ouen idel thoght me come and vain.
c 1400 Malndev. tRoxb.) xxxiv. 155 It coome to my mynde.
1483 Cath. Angl. 72 To Come to mynde, occurrere. 1680
Bunyan Mr. BadmaJi (1772* 182 The book that he had
written came into his mind. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 254
p 3, I wish it may never come into your Head to imitate
those .. Creatures. 17*6 Swift Gulliver (18691 216 1 It

never came once into my thoughts. 1850 Tait's Mag. XVII.
684/1 A pretty incident .. came to his knowledge. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 21 IV. 257 The truth must often come
to a man through others. 1889 Eng. Illnst. Mag. Dec. 259
It came into my head to jump aloft.

* * To comefrom a source, etc.

11. a. as anything from a source : To flow,
1 emanate, be derived front, of.

a 1300 Cursor M. 308 pe hah gost comms of hem tua.
c 1340 Ibid. 9579 (Fairf.) To hym that be falshed comyb fro

Ayen to hym let yt go. t 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 7 (MS.
A.) Sur^ene . . comep, of siros . . an hand, & gyros . . bat
is worchinge in englisch. 1535 Coverdale Ps. lxi[ij. 1 Of
him commeth my helpe. 1597 Shaks, 2 Hen. IV, 111. ii. 78
Accommodated, it comes of Accommodo : very good, a good
Phrase. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 413 This wme commeth
of the grape about the towne Forum Appij. 1791

1 G. Gam-
bado' Ann. Horsem. (1809) Pref. 53 Any thing more that

1 comes from the pen of Geoffrey Gambado. i8ao Ann. Reg.,
Hist. Europe 101/2 The present motion . . came from a
gentleman of that country. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist.
Eng. xv. 142 Words which come originally from the Latin.

b. as progeny, offspring, descendants from a
parent or ancestor: To descend. Const, of from.
c 1250 Hymn Virg. in Trin. Coll. Horn. App. 256 pu ert

icumen of he^e kunne. a 1300 Cursor M. 2566 pe sedc bat
corns o be. c 1400 Maundev. iRoxb.) xxiv. 109 pe folk of

I

Tartre come of be kynreden of Cham. 1475 Caxton Jason

;

77 If of Appollo and of mena cam a sone that sone sholde
succede to the royame. 1570-6 Lambarde Peratnb. Kent

\

'1826) 7 Mankinde that came of the loines of Sem, Cham,
and lapheth. 1640 G. Herbert Jacula Prudentum, He

I that comes of a hen must scrape. 171a Steele Sped. No.
' 526 .» Any young gentleman, who is come of honest parents.

1849 C. Bronte Shirley \, Come of gentle kin. 1876 Scribu.
Mag. XV. 583 1, I came from a race of fishers.

C. as an effect from its cause. Also of {by),

a 1225 Ancren Riwle 296 pet muchel kumcS of lutel.

c 1300 Cursor M. 27682 (Cott. Galba MSj Of enuy cummes
oft grete grocheing. c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. toy

Certes this dreme . . Cometh of the grete superfluitee Of
youre rede colera parde. 1485 Ad 1 Hen. VII, c 8 The
Money coming of or by the said Sale. 1568 Turner Herbal
in. 3 Rotten agues, of which the jaundes is commed. 1580
Lvly Euphues (Arb. < 445 Their beautie commeth by nature,
yours by art. 1611 Bible Transl. Pref. 1 b, He had not
seene any profit to come by any Synode. 1663 Butler
Hud. 1. 1. 758 Sure some Mischief will come of it. 1833
Nciv Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 350 Education comes of
more things than books. 1836 A. Fonblanque Eng. under
7 Administr. (1837) III. 286 This comes of having the son
of a cotton-spinner for a chief. 1884 W. C. Smith KildroS'
tan 48 Suspicion murders love, and from its death Come
anguish and remorse. Mod. No good could come of it.

* * * To come into {in) a condition or relation.

12. To enter or be brought into coliision, con-

tact, possession, use, fashion, action, ptay, force,

prominence, opposition, contrast, comparison, etc.

(the phrases being sometimes literal, sometimes
entirely fig.) See these words.
1513 Douglas AKneis vi. xiv. 63 O my childring cum nocht

in vse to hant Sic fremmyt battellis. 166B Wilkins Real
Char. iv. iv. 434 It may come into comparison with any
of the Languages now known. 18*5 New Monthly Mag.
XIII. 55 A gay and piquant style came into fashion.

1850 Tait's Mag. XVII. 438/2 That such a law should
have come into existence. /.' /./. 492/1 Scott and Chalmers
.. do not appear to have come into contact. /.'..:. 544/2
The carbines will come into play. 1865 W. A. Wright in

Smith's Diet. Bible 1 1875 1 61 ! /a The division, .into chapters

came into use at a later time. Ibid. 614/2 The . . Polyglott

. .came into circulation. 1876 Scribn, Mag. XVI. 48c/! The

..property, came into the possession of Mr. Bryant. 1885

Law Rep. Wkly. Notes 146, 1 She . . came into collision

with a steamer.

b. To come into blossom, ear,floioer, etc. : cf. 23.

1841 Jonm. Roy. Afric. Soc. II. 1. 141 Both crops came
into ear at the same time.

* * * * Absolute uses, with notions of coming into

existence, groivf/t, change of state.

13. To come into existence, make its appearance

;

to come above ground or out of the germ, as a

plant ; to appear on the surface of the body, as

hair, a rash, pimple, etc.
<• 1400 I.anfraftc's Cirurg. 4 (MS. B* Off Aposteme bat

comyth on be sydes. Mod. He sowed turnips, but none
of them came.

14. Of grain in Malting-. To germinate, put

forth the radicle. [Here there is some connexion

with Ccmb sb.-, and Ger. keimen : perh. a distinct

verb come has fallen together with this.]

.1400 Chalmerlan Ayr xxvi. Sc. Stat. I. 693 Item bat

bai lat jt akyrspire . . quhare it aw hot to chip and cum at

pe tane end. 1483 [see Coming vbl. sb:1 il 1577 Harrison
England 11. vi. '1877* 1. 156 To shoote at the root end, which
maltsters call Comming. When it beginneth tharefore to

shoot in this maner, theie saie it is come. 1584 T. Hudson
Judith (161 1)13 (Jam. 1 Oft turning corne. .least it do sproute

or feede, Or come againe. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country
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Farm 105 Raw Malt when it is almost readie to goe to the
Kilne, and as the Husbandman saith, is only well corned.

1669 Worlidoe Syst. Agric. (1681) 54 Let Pease be taken
and steeped in as much Water as will cover them, till they
Swell and Come, and be so ordered as Barley is for ^fault-
ing. 1715 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Malty To make the
Barley Come even in the Couch.
15. Butter is said to come, when it forms in the

churn ; so cheese-curd, jellies, etc., when they form.
[1577 B. G00GE I/eresbach's Husb. IU. (1586) 147 About a

two or three houres after you have put in your Rennet, the
Milke commeth to a Curd.] 1641 J. Jackson True Evang.
T. L 7 Not to churne the sincere milk thereof till butter
come, nor to wring the nose of it till bloud come. 1796
Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxii. 354 Put in two spoonfuls of
rennet, and when it is come, break it a little. 1858 Mrs.
Stowe Ministers Wooing I. 2 She can always step over to

distressed Mrs. Smith, whose jelly won't come. 1884 Har-
per's Mag. Mar. 520/2 On churning days the butter refused
to come. 1884 Holland Chesh. Gloss, s.v., The curd is

said to come when it coagulates ; and butter is said to come
when it separates from the milk in churning.

1 10. Of persons : To yield, be favourably moved.
, Cf. come about, come round, come to, and Coming
ppl. a. 2.) Obs.

1603 Shaks. Mens, for M. H, ii. 125 Oh, to him, to him
wench: he will relent, Hee's comming: Iperceiue't. 1605
B. Jonson Voipone XL Hi, Corv. [aside] In the point of
honour, The cases are all one, of wife and daughter. Mos.
[aside] I heare him comming.

III. Of arrival in order, time, or course of events.
* Of reaching a point or stage ofproceedings,

{Said of a voluntary agent.)

17. To arrive at or reach in the course of orderly

treatment. Const, to, at, or infin.
a 1200 Moral Ode 157 in Trin. Coll. Horn. 224 Ich wulle

nu cumen eft to be dome ich eow ar of sade. 1544 Latimer
Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 438 Begin at his birth, and go forth
until ye come at his burial. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansu:
Osor. 258, I come now to y° pynche of my true defence.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. 3 In this Treatise we will

come to the Sea-Compass. 1687 Burnet Contn. Refl.
Varillas 121 Our Author is always unhappy, when he comes
to particulars. 172a De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 253 When I

come to consider that part more narrowly. 1781 Ann. Reg.,
Acc. of Bks. 200/2 We now come to the reign of Queen
Mary. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. Eng. I. iv. 68 Until we
come to ages in which we have clearer data. 1884 Glad-
stone in Standard 29 Feb. 2/7, I now come to the third of
these great problems.

18. To advance, proceed, or attain to, as an end
or natural result. Occas. with indirect pass.

1475 Caxton Jason 20 b, I hope to come to thaboue of
myn enterpryse. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. r. (Arb.) 97 They
knewe not whyche way to houlde to comme to shootynge.
1707 Freind Peterboroiu's Cond. Sp. 13 They are come
to this unanimous Resolution. 1728 De Foe Carleton
(1809) 3 To avoid coming to a battle for the present. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vn. xii, They soon came to a right

understanding. 1827 Scott Tales Grandfather Ser. 1.

viii, These two haughty barons came to high and abusive
words. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 556 To fear that the
two parties would come to blows. 1876 Freeman Norm.
Conq. II. App. 678 A compromise was come to.

* * Of the arrival of time.

19. Of time or portions of time : To be present,

to arrive in due course.

c 117s Lamb. Horn. 45 A bet cume domes-dei. c 1340
Cursor M. 12830 (Trin.) He knew be tyme come bat he
wolde haue bapteme nome. 1382 Wyclif i Pet. v. 1 That
glorye, that is to be schewid in tyme to cornynge. a 1400
State. Rome 750 in Pol. Rel. L. Poems (1866) 140 Whan
the soneday is I-come. 1480 in Acta Dom. ConcilH 69
(Jam. ) The lordis assignis to Patric Ramsay Monunday that
next cummys. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 218 When bed
tyme came, the king went to his bed. 1597 Daniel Civ.
Wares vni. lxiii,The morning being com'n (and glad he was
That it was com'n). 1663 F. Hawkins Youths Behav. 85
When two Sundayes come together. 1726 Swift Gulliver
(1869) 211/1 When, .the day came for my departure, I took
leave of my master. 1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVIII.
390 The time must come, and will come quickly.
** * Of the arrival in time, or in the course of

events, of things or involuntary agents.

20. Of an event : To come about, happen, turn

out ; esp. cpxasi-inipers. with subject clause ; = next.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13131 Til it com on a fest dai, pat king

herod did for to call pe barnage. 1535 Coverdale i Sam.
1. 4 Whan it came vpon a daye that Elcana ofTred. 1548
Hall Chron. 186 How commeth this that there are so many
Newe Testamentes abrode ? 1603 Philotus xciv, All things
ar cumde for the best. 1607 Shaks. Cor. III. i. 275 How
com'st that you haue holpe To make this rescue ? 1837
Carlyle Diam. Necklace iv, And then the exasperating
Why? The How came it ?

21. To come to pass : to happen, take place in

the conrse of events, come about, occur, be fulfilled.

1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 108 The wulf . . threw the
foxe al plat under hym, which cam hym evyl to passe. 1526
Tindale Matt. xxiv. 6 All these thinges must come to passe,
but the ende is not yet. 1563 Homilies 11. Idolatry (1859)
202 You may see that cummen to pass which Bishop Serenus
feared. 166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 11. vi. § 13 Therefore
the event may not come to pass, and yet the Prophet be a
true Prophet. 1718 Hickes J. Kettlewell U v. 20 Which
accordingly came to pass. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I.

335 The change which has come to pass in the cities,

b. quzsi-impers. with subject clause, arch.
1526 Tindale Luke v. 1 It came to passe, .that he stoode

by the lake of Genezareth. 1535 Coverdale Tobit iv. 7 So
shal it come **passe, that the face of the Lorde shal not be
turned awaye from the. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. brfx.
§ 3 How it cometh to pass that one day doth excel another.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 128 P 10 By this means it 'comes to

Vol. II.

pass, that the Girls look upon their Father as a Clown.
1726 Swift Gulliver (1869) 155/2 To know, .how it came to
pass that people were so violently bent upon getting into
this assembly.

22. Of things which arrive or take place in time.
Here belong such phrases as, His turn came, It came his

turn, or to his turn to do something : see Turn.
CI175 Lamb. Horn. 59 Adueniat regnum lunm, Cume bi

riche we segge5 hit. 1388 Wyclif Coloss. ii. 17 Schadewe
of thingis to comynge. 1616 Pasquil <$• Kath. 1. 62 When
the Lord my Fathers Audit comes. 1625 Bacon Ess.
Gardens (Arb.) 556 For March, There come Violets. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvi. 144 One Judge passeth, another
commeth. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 415 For the
longer the Eruption is a coming and the smaller when it

comes the Disease is less dangerous, 1878 Scribn. Mag.
XV. 116/1 After the dinner came the reception. Ibid. 776/1
It came to Janet's turn.

23. To be brought in the course of events ; to
grow, arrive at, attain to (a specified state or stage).

Sometimes impers. ' it comes to Hence many
idiomatic phrases ; e. g. To come to, in, on Place :

to take place. See Come to, 45.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5070 (GottA I tald a drem pat comen

es nou to gode. c 1320 Scuyn Sages (W.) 1195 Is hit comen
therto, We sscholle be departed so. c 1450 Guy Wanv. (C.)

4427 Tyll hyt came to darke nyght Euyn they folowed me
ryght. 1526 PUgr. Perf. fW. de W. 15311, Vnto the tyme
they come to the yeres of discrecyon. 1609 Skene Reg.
Maj. 94 Quhen it is cum to the giving of the sentence.
i6xi Bible Job x'iv. 21 His sonnes come to honour. 1687
Burnet Contn. Rett. Varillas 143 She bore htm several
children, but one Daughter only came to Age. 1758 Bin-
nell Descr. Thames 254 He comes to his full Growth in a
Vear. 1793 B. Edwards Col. W. hid. (1794) II. iv. 12 The
trees that come soonest to perfection. 1833 New Monthly
Mag. XXXVII. 165 Is it come to this? 1875,

Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 231 If any of his deeds come to light. 1879 M.
J. Guest Led. Hist. Fug. 1. 508 He becomes . . cautious
when it comes to meteors and comets. 1889 Cornh. Mag.
Dec. 568 Why should Dick have come to harm ?

b. with dat. infin. To come to do, be, etc.

1563-87 Foxe A. jr AL viii. 327 He came to understand
that. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons Sign. * *, The
same Saxons . . themselves came after to be conquered by

I
the Danes. 1629 H. Burton Babel no Bethel 86 How comes
then M. Cholmeley to be thus egregiously decerned ? 1653
H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Voy. xxxv. §3 When any exhalation
comes to dissolve in the air. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led. viii.

265 But how came the Sun to be Luminous? 1842 Tait's
Mag. IX. 246/1 She .. liked [him] more and more as she
came to know him. 1885 Act 48 \ 49 Vict. c. 76 Pream.,
The River Thames, .has come to be largely used as a place
of public recreation and resort. 1889 K. S. Macquoid
R. Ferron I. 54 How came you to be up so early?

24. With complement (pa. pple., adj., or + sb.).

a. To become, get to be (in some condition).
Often expressing passage from one condition into another,

as in ' to come untied '.

- 1340 Cursor M. 11615 (Fairf.) pen come be propheci alle

clere J>at spokin was of bat childe dere. a 1592 Greene
& Lodge Looking Gt. Wks. 11861) 127 Tell me how this

' man came dead. 1593 Abp. Bancroft Dang. Positions iv.

vii. 156 How Coppinger and Arthington came acquainted
with Hacket. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. Hi. 57 So came
I a Widow. 1606 — Tr. Cr. 1. ii. 132 How came it

clouen? 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 563 Say, How cam'st thou
speakable of mute. 1771 .Smollett Humph. CI. II. 238
She had had the good fortune to come acquainted with
a pious Christian. 1837 Dickens Piekiv. xxii, The brown-
paper parcel had ' come untied \ 1889 A. Lang Pr. Prigio

\
xvii. 136 Lo and behold ! each knight came alive, with his

horse. 1889 Mrs. Riddeli. P'eess Sunshine I. iv. 71 All

would come right between her and her old friends.

b. To prove in the issue, event, or experience;

to turn out to be.

1862 Trench Mirac. Introd. 5 When that 'sign' comes
true. 1878 Scribn. Mag. XVI. 476/2 It will come very
cheap to you. 1889 Mrs. H. L. Cameron Lost Wife I. i. 9
Poverty comes hard upon the old. 1889 Mrs. Oliphant
Poor Gentleman III. iv. 62 It may come easier afterwards.

1889 Mrs. M. Caird Wing of Azrael III. xxxviii. 194 In
point of fact, my dear, .you come rather expensive.

C. For individual idioms, e. g. to come trite, to

come natural, etc., see True, etc.

IV. To become, belong.

f 25. To become, be becoming or appropriate

(to), belong or pertain to, befit. (L. convenire.) Obs.

1297 R. Glouc (1724) 420 ' Ne wep no^t ' he sede . . vor yt
ne comb no5t to be [v. r. Hit by cometh nat the], a 1400
Life Cuthbert (MS. Trin. Coll. Oxf. 57^ No suche idell

games it ne cometh [1290 Laud MS. bi-cometh] the to
worche. a 1400-50 Alexander 627 It come no^t a kyng son
. .to sytt Doune in margon & molle emange othire schrewis.

Ibid. 3974 It comes to na kyng . . To latt his pepill bus pas
& pensch in ydill. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2181 Hit shuld come
you by course, as of kynd childer, To be sory for my sake.

a 1529 Skelton Agst. Garnesche Wks. II. 129 It cumys the

better for to dryue A dong cart or a tumrelle. Ibid. 101 Yt
commyth the wele me to remorde. (11670 Hacket Abp.
Williams 1. (1692) 118 That which comes to the institute

I handle was thus endicted.

V. Come and g-o.

26. Come is often used in association with go, to

contrast or include the two motions or results.

a. To come to a place and depart again, whether
for once, or with repetition ; to pass to and fro.

138a Wyclif Mark vi. 31 There weren manye that camen,
and wenten a^en [i6n There were many comming and
going]. 1434 Jas. I Let. in Harding's Chron. (1812) p. vii,

Lettres of . . sauf condute saufely to comme and go to our
presence. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 128 It was agreed that .

.

the Citizens of London should come and go toll free. 1598
Shaks. Merry W. 11. ii. 130 Hee may come and goe be-

tweene you both. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. vL $ 29 What
solemn Aestivalis people may come and goe of. 1864 Tenny-
son Grandmother xx, She comes and goes at her will.

b. To be first present and then absent ; to ap-
proach and recede ; to ap'pear and disappear al-

ternately ; also of time, to arrive and pass.
c 1340 Cursor M. 1851 (Fairf.) Til vii skores dayes ware

comme and gan. .1400 Smvdone Bab. 1631, vj dayes be
comyn and goon. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xxiv.
(Arb.) 62 For worldly goods they come and go, as things not
long proprietary to any body. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 76
The colour of the King doth come, and go Betweene his
purpose and his conscience. a\too ' Hempe' prophecy in
Whole Prophecies Scotl. (1615', When Hempe is come and
also gone, Scotland and England shall be all one. 1627
Drayton Moon-calf Wks. 1753 II. 492 After many years
were com'n and gone. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11840) II. vi.

141 His colour came and went. 1833 Tennyson Fatima iii,

My swift blood that went and came. 1849 Tait's Mag.
XVI. 299/1 Night's shadows come and go.

c. fig. To exercise liberty of action.
1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. ii. 99 There being thus, in titles

. .considerable room to come and go upon.

d. In various proverbs and phrases.
15.. Debate Carpenter's Tools in Halliw. Nugse P. 13

That lyghtly cum schall lyghtly go. 1660 Charac. Italy 13
The old Proverb, Male parta, male dilabuntur, Badly
come, badly go. 1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 192
' Lightly come, lightly go,' is his maxim. 1865 B. Brikr-
ley Irkdale I. 25 A jolly, come-day, go-day fellow., he
never saved a farthing in his life. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,

Come day, Gan day, God send Sunday, the saying . . of
indolent workers, who care not how the days come and go,
provided they have little to do.

VI. Quasi- trans, uses. [The object is usually
' an adverbial accusative.]

27. To come it (slang-): to 'come out with it',

in various senses : see quots.
c 1690 Ii. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Has he come it ? has he

j

lent it you? i8iz J. H. VaUx Flash Diet., Come it, to

;

divulge a secret . .they say of a thief who has turned evidence
1

against his accomplices, that he is coming all he knows, or
1 that he comes it as strong as a hor^e. 1873 Slang Diet.

I

s.v., Also, in pugilistic phraseology, to come it means to
show fear ; and in this respect, as well as in that of giving

i
information, the expression 'come it' is best known to the
lower and most dangerous classes.

28. To act, to practise, to perform one's part

;

as in To come it strong, etc. slang and colloq.

1812 [see prec.]. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 546 Can't
you come it melancholy? 1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng.
Spy I. 86 Or in a stanhope come it strong. 1838 Dickens
Nieh. ATick. xxiii, I can come it pretty well—nobody better,

perhaps, in my own line. 1854 De Quincey Casuistry Rom.
Meals Wks. III. 250 But it was coming it too strong to

allow no tobacco. 1888 McCarthy & Mrs. Praed Ladies'
Gallery I. ii. 48 That is coming it a little too strong.

b. To play or practise ,a dodge or trick), esp.

over any one ; to ' come over ' him (see 43 f ) with
that dodge, slang and colloq.

1785 Grose Did. Vulg. Tongue, To come Yorkshire over
any one, to cheat him. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes II. 253
Barnes is trying to come the religious dodge. 1865 J. Hlt-
ton BitterSweets xxii, Don't come that dodge over me. 1873
Slang Diet, s.v., Don't come tricks here.

c. To play, act the part of. Const, over a per-

son, i. e. at his expense, or so as to get the better

of him. So to come it with any one. slang or colloq.

[In French they say at Tennis ' laissez-moi venir ce coup-
lk*, let me come that stroke, i.e. play it; so at cards
' laissez-moi venir cette main ', let me come that hand.]

1837 Dickens Piekiv. xliv,That man, sir. .has comic powers
that would do honour to Drury Lane Theatre. . Hear him
come the four cats in the wheelbarrow. 1841 J. T. Hewlett
Parish Clerk II. 173 Suspecting that he was. .' coming the

deep file ' over him. 1850 Tait s Mag. XVII. 691 1 If you
try to come the bully over me. 1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke
xiii, He intends to come the Mirabeau—fancies his mantle
has fallen on him. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, vii, Your
sister comes the Mogul over us, now and again. 1890
Philips & Wills Sybil Ross's Marriage xviii, 126 It's no
use a-trying to come it with me.

29. To attain to, reach, achieve, dial, and colloq.

1888 Berksh. Gloss. s.v., ' I can't quite come that ' (=that
is beyond me). 1888 in W. Somerset Word-bk.

b. To come a cropper, a colcher (colloq.) : see

Cropper, Colsh.
30. To come or be coming six, etc. : to be in

one's sixth year of age. Said esp. of horses, or

the like, for which rising is now the usual phrase.

1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 1008/4 Brownish bay Gelding about

14 hands high, coming seven years old. 1683 Ibid. No.
1766/4 She is in Fole, and cometh six. 1778 Learning at

a Loss I. 58 A young Fellow as I am, just coming four and
twenty. 1858-65 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. I. vi. iii. 161 Wil-

helmina, now a slim maiden coming nineteen. Ibid. III.

ix. vii. 130 Princess Elizabeth . . age eighteen coming.

31. To come any one thanks : to tender thanks.

(Here come may be a perversion of Con.) Now dial.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. xv. 563 And thei wolen not come
her thankis. 1883 Huddersfeld Gloss, s.v. Cum thank, ' I

cum ye no thank ', I acknowledge no thanks to you. [So

elsewhere in mod. dialects.]

VII. Special uses of certain parts of the verb.

32 . To come, the dative in finitive [OE. to

cumenne], is used (like F. d venir) :

a. predicatively, after vb. to be. [This construc-

tion does not differ from that found with other

verbs, as in ' he is to go ( we are to speak *, etc.]

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi. 3 Eart bu be to cumenne eart 1

e 1205 Lay. 16037 Of bire mucle kare ba pe is to cumene
83
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[c 1J75 pat be is comene], 1388 Wyclif i Tim. iv. 8 That
hath a biheest of Hjf that now is, and that is to come [138*

and to comynge]. 1611 Bible ibid., Promise of the life

that now is, and of that which is to come. 1678 Busyan
(title). The Pilgrim's Progress from this world to that which
is to come. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 566 He sees what
is, and was, and is to come. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4637/4
'Tis Leasehold, and twenty two Years to come. 1889

Philips & Wills Fatal Phryne I. iii. 61 AH their troubles

were to come,

b. attributively (after sb.) = That is to come,

coming, future.

138a Wyclif Matt. iii. 7 Who shewide to 30U for to flee

fro wrath to cumme [p. r. comynge
; 1388 that is to cornel.

1-1400 Apol. Loll. 5 In bis tyme, and in tyme to come.

1536 Pitgr. Per/. i\V. de W. 1531) 4 Shadowes of thynges
to come. i$a6 l isdale. Hebr. vi. 5 The power of the worlde
to come [Wyclif, the world to comynge]. i6ix Bible
Ex. xiii. 14 When thy sonne asketh thee in time to come.
>7^3 Crabbe Village II. 194 Oh! make the Age to come
thy better care. 18*7 Pollok Course T. v, Unwelcome
earnest of the woe to come. 1874 Mrs. Hollings First
Impres. ii. 15 Bright dreams of happiness yet to come.

C. absol. The future. [In Shaks. not clearly sb.
-

]

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. iii. 108 Past, and to Come,
seemes best

;
things Present, worst. 16*3 Lisle /El/rt'c on

O. <$ N. T. Ded., How of all things the Summe Shewes joy
in thee, for present and to come. 1821 Shelley Hellas,
The present, and the past, and the to-come. 1839-48
Bailey Festus v. 43 It is fear which beds the far to-come
with fire. 1840 Mrs. Browning Drama of Exile Poems
1850 I. 59 Scorning the Past and damning the To come.

&. To coming, in late ME., was app. a confusion

of cumenne, comen, with the vbl. sb. coming.
138a Wyclif i Tim. vi. 19 A good foundement into tyme to

comynge. C1400 Beryn 347 This ny^te pat is to comyng.
c 1430 Hymns Virg. 1 1867) 81 And so is it bat is to comyng
|lt. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 239/1 The first fruyte of the

to comyng haruest. 1490 — Eneydos (E. E. T. S.) 4 My
tocomynge naturell and souerayn Lord.

33. Come, the imperative, (beside its ordinary use

as an invitation to approach or join the speaker) is

used as an invitation or encouragement to action,

usually along with or on the side of the speaker.
iooo Agt. Gosp. Luke xx. 14 Her ys se yrfeweard..

cumab uton hine ofslean. a 1300 Cursor AT. 2030 (Cott.)

Cum, broiber, here and se. 138a Wyclif Mark xii. 7 This
is the eier ; come je, sle we him. c 1460 Toumetcy Myst. 44
Com kys us bothe. 1526 TiNDAL* Mark xii. 7 Come let vs

kyll hym. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 1 14 Come go, I will fall

prostrate at his feete. 1616 Pasquil Kath. v. 69 Come,
Brabant, giue me my Cloke. 1669 StvKMY Mariner's Mag.
L 16 Come my hearts, have up your Anchor that we may
have a good Prize. Come, Who say Amen. 1803 Scott
1 Bonnie Dundee', Come fill up my cup, come fill up my
can, Come saddle my horses and call out my men.

b. As a call or appeal to a person to bethink
himself, implying impatience, remonstrance, or,

more usually, mild protest or deprecation on the

speaker's part. Often emphasized by repetition,

or by the addition of such words as now, then, but.

1340 Cursor M. App. ii. 823 Come pou art mys-bileuyd.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. ii. 68 Come Dromio, come, these
iests are out of season. 1603 — Meas. for M. 11. 1. 119
Come : you are a tedious foole. 1671 Milton Samson 1708
Come, come, no time for lamentation now. 1688 S. Pf.nton
Guardian's Instr. 41 Come, come, act like a man. 1722
De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 160 Come, come, colonel, says he,

don't flatter me. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 422 Oh !

oh! come now, softly. It is not fair. 1838 Dickens O.
Twist xvi, Come, come, Sikes . . we must have civil words.
1887 Clrtois Tracked II. xxv. 273 'Oh, come, now.,
that's rather strong, you know.'

34. Come, the present conj., is used in such

phrases as ' come what may, or will
1

[cf. ¥. victim

que vienne, It. venga che venga, Ger. es komme tuas

da will!], 1 come weal, come woe Also in ' come
what might, or would , where the sense is past.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. n. 77 They will to all kinde of
wanton pastimes, .with come that come will, [a 1677 Har-
row Serm. (1686) III. 328 Say what you can, let what will

come on it.] 1790 Burns My Nanie viii, Come weel, come
woe, I care na by. 1843 Browhixg Blot in 'Sc. 1. iii. IV. 21
Come what come will, You have been happy. 1881 Saints-
bury Dryden 187 Follow out that scheme, come wind,
come weather. x888 Mrs. Riddell Nun's Curse II. v.

100 Come weal, come woe, I shall not trouble you.

35. Come, the present conj., is used with a future

date following as subject, as in Fr. dix-huit ans
vienne la Saint-Martin,— viennent les Pdques,
eighteen years old come Martinmas,— come

Easter
' ; i. e. let Easter come, when Easter shall

come. arch, and dial.

a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. (Roxb.) 29 Twenty yere
come Eitren. 1592 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 1. iii. 17 Come
Lammas Eue at night shall she be fourteene. 1790 South ey
Eng. Eclog. vii, Come Candlemas, and I have been their
servant For five-and-forty years. 1839 Losgf. Hyperion ii.

(18821 16 It all happened four years ago, come Christmas.
1883 Lloyd Ebb Flow II. 21 For twenty years come
Michaelmas. 1888 Mrs. Riddell Nun's Curse II. vii. 135
You '11 grant me a seven years' lease come next May twelve-
month.

b. Also with an interval of time (week, month,
year, etc.) following and qualifying a date, as in
' Thursday come fortnight *, where the literary

language now has 1 Thursday fortnight *, but the
full phrase is retained dialectally.

1417 in E. E. Wills (1882) 39 He Scheie Haue . . xv. Ii. at
Esteren next, and xii at Esteren come twelmonthe. 1478
in Acta Dom. Concilii 20

1 Jam.) On Monunday come aucnt

dais. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 308 The thirde Million, to
be payde. .at Mighelmas come a yere after the agreement.

1631 Rutherford Lett. No. 18 (1862) I. 76 Our Communion
is on Sabbath come eight days. 1640 Ho. Com. Order in

Rushw. 111. (1692) I. 141 Ordered, That the business, .be put
off till Thursday come fortnight. 169a Ord. City Lond.

19 June in Entick London (ij66< IV. 231 On Thursday next
come seven-night. 1724 Berkeley Let. 8 Dec, Wks. 187

1

IV. 110 Provided you bring my affair, .to a complete issue

before Christmas day come twelvemonth. Mod. colloq. The
lease will expire at Midsummer come a year. Mod. Sc. We
expect him on Monday come eight days.

06. Coming, pres. pple., used of age : see 30.

b. A response by a servant or any one who is

called :
=

' I am coming/ 1 directly !

*

[«i300 Floriz <$ Bl. 573 Clarice, .hap icluped blauncheflur

. .Quap blauncheflur ' lhc am cominge ', Ac heo hit sede al

slepinge.] 1701 Farquhar Sir H. Wildairu. i, Commend
me to a boy and a bell ; Coming, coming, sir ! Much noise,

no attendance, and a dirty room. 1709 Addisos Tatter
No. 131 F9 Coming, Coming, Sir, Isaia he* with the Air of a
Drawer. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones VHL ii, I think I hear
somebody call. Coming, coming !

VIII. With prepositions (and prepositional

phrases), in specialized senses.

(For ordinary prepositional constructions see 3.)

37. Come across . To cross the path of;

to meet, meet with ; to fall in with by chance.
1810 Pike Sources Mississ. L 20 Saw great sign of elk,

but had not the good fortune to come across any of them.

1849 Tait's Mag. XVI. 226/1 The recollection . . came
across my mind. 1886 F. Harrison Choice Bks. 85, I came
across a very curious book.

38. Come at ( = L. accedere). fa. To ap-

proach ; to come to, come so as to be present at. Ops.

1000-1537 [see At 12a]. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
D viii b, Many ladyes and damoysels were come at the

|

weddyng of a maide. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argent's

11. viii. (1636* 151 Oleodemus. .would not come at the Court.

1658 9 Burton's Diary 118281 IV. 42, I will never come at

that Committee again. 1737 Whiston Josephus' Hist. iv.

viii. § 3 This country is then so sadly burnt up that nobody !

cares to come at it.

+ b. To come into bodily contact or sexual ;

connexion with. Obs.

1535 Coverdale Ex. xix. 15 Be ready agaynst the thirde 1

daye, and no man come at his wife. — Ezek. xliv. 25 They
shal come at no deed persone, to defyle them selues. 1577
B. Googe Heresbachs Husb. in. (1586) 156b, After the
Catte hath kitned, she commeth no more at the Bucke.
a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <$ Mon. (16421 433 Both [men
and women] may well heare the reader . . but not come at

each other.

C. To get at, reach (with implied effort^, get

hold of, obtain. (With indirect passive.)

1340 [see At 12 c]. 153a More Con/ut. Tindale Wks.
695/2 We can neuer come at it withoute the helpe of God.
1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. vii. § 7 ti68i) 128 If they [mice]
can come at them, you will have but few left. 1746 Lucas
in Phil. 'Trans. XLIV. 464 They are cheap, easily come at,

and prepared by one's self. 1781 Ann, Reg,, Chron. 179/1
The defendant, being, .abroad, could not be come at. 1832
Blacbzv. Mag. Jan. 133/1 Lord Brougham's opinion of de-
mocracy is hard to come at. 1889 Stevenson Master 0/ B.
iii. 64 How to come at the path.

d. To dart at, make for, attack.

1651-7 T. Barker Angling (18201 20 The Salmon will

come at a Gudgeon. 1889 A. Lang Pr. Prigio ix. 65 He
rose on a pair of naming wings, and came right at the prince.

39. Come by . See By prep. 15.

f a. To happen to, befall (a person . Obs.

1523 Ln. Berners Froiss. I. 717 Bycause they rode forthe
lyke Toles, so it came by them.

b. To come near, or within reach of, to get at

;

hence, to get hold of, become possessed of, obtain,

receive. Originally implying effort, but in later

use often said of getting things by chance or in-

voluntarily, to meet with. (With indirect passive.)
civjp R. Brunne Chron. <i8io> 296 Alle pat he mot com

bie he robbed, c 1350 Will. Paleme 1688 Mi)t we by
coyntise com bi tvo skynnes of the breme beres, c 1430
Syr Gener. I Roxb.) 8591 The ring. . I may not come therbi.

1526 Tindale Acts xxv'11. 16 We . . had moche worke to

come by a bote. 1531 Elvot Gov. 1. x, Greke. .is hardest
to come by. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 218 It cculd not be
perceyved howe he [Edw. It] came by his death. 1601

Shaks. 'PweL N. t. v. 131 Cosin, Cosin, how haue you come '

so earely by this Lethargic ? 1622 Call is Stat. Stivers

(1647) 96 That the party so distrained hath a direct remedy
to come by his losses. 1739 R. Bcll tr. Dedekindus'
Grobianus 146 The hindmost man comes ever by the worst. 1

1866 Kingslev Hereto, xv, The rogues have fallen out,
and honest men may come by their own. 1883 Buchanan
Love mefor Ever n. v. 130 This gold is honestly come by.

Come from : see 1 1.

40. Come into . a. See 12.

f b. To accede to, agree to ; to fall in with (a

proposal) ; to yield to. Obs.
1721 De Foe Plague (1754^ 27 The poor People came into

it so eagerly. 17*5 — I 'oy. round World 1840' 19 The rest,

who had all opposed me before, came cheerfully into my
proposal. 1739 Gray in Gosse Life 30 The women
did not come into it. 1753 Miss Collier Art Torment.
in. 219 But be sure to lose this whole day, by coming into
no proposal for pleasure. 1828 Sir W. Scott Tales of a
Grandfather Ser. 1. xxiii. (1841) 78/1 That he ought not to
. .come into the King's will.

C. To come into possession of.

[1772 Totvn <$- Country Mag. 23 On his coming into the
possession ofan estate.) 1833 AVrc•Monthly Mag.XXXV'III.

68, I came into a property of one hundred thousand pounds.
1875 Jowett Plato <ed. 2) III. 381 A bald little tinker who I

has just, .come into a fortune. 1888 Mrs. Riddell Nun's
Curse 1 1. iii. 51 Now * he had come into his own \

d. To enter upon (office or power).
1820 Examiner No. 617. 83/2 The year in which the

Coalition came into power. 1844 Eraser's Mag. XXX.
745/1 The Whigs came into office.

41. Come of . a. See 11. b. = Become of.

1590 Marlowe Tamburl. 11. iii, What thinks't thou, man,
shall come of our attempts? 1849 Thackeray Van. Fair
(18561 320 What has come of Major Dobbin?
42. Come on — - . = Come upon, 48.

1549 Compi. Scotl. 6 The iminent dangeir that vas cum*
mand on the realme of France. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

295 Then the kinges battaile came on the Englishe men.
"585 James I, Ess. in Poesie (Arb.' 23 As the Pilgrim ..

Cumd on the parting of two wayes at night. 1777 Sheridan
Sch. Scatid. 11. ii, A right to come on any of the endorsers.

1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge ixxviii, The popular expression

of 'coming on the parish . 1850 Tait's Mag. XVfl, 478/1
The change had come on them like a shot. 1864 Tennyson
E. Arden 149 Moving homeward [Enoch] came on Annie.

b. Obs. and dial, for come of.

a 1677 [see 34]. 1687 Burnet Cont. Refl. Vanllas 27, I saw
what would come on it, if he would not be at that charge.

43. Come over . a. See 3.

+ b. To exceed, surpass. Obs.

1478 Paston Lett. No. 816. III. 225 That comth over the

reseytys in my exspenses I have borowd. 1599 Shaks.
Much Ado v. ii. 7 M. Will you then write me a Sonnet in

praise of my beautie? B. In so high a stile Margaret, that

no man liuing shall come ouer it.

c. To come as an overshadowing or overmaster-

ing influence ; to take possession of (figuratively).

(Connected with the next bythe phrase 'a change has

come over him '.) Come overivith (Shaks.) : cf. 7.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 267 How he comes o're vs with
our wilder dayes. 1604 — Oth. nr. i. 20 It comes ore

my memorie, As doth the Rauen o're the infectious house

:

Boading to all. 1714 Jrnl. W. Edmundson Pref. 5 A
general Apostacy came over Professed Christians. 1841

Lever C. OMalley iii, Certain misgivings came over me.
1888 M'Carthy & Mrs. C. Praed Ladies' Gallery II. xi.

180 Sometimes . . it comes over me that this is all a piece of
acting. 1889 Chamb. Jrnl. 2 Nov. 699/1 That . . look once
more came over his face,

d. To overtake, befall, happen to.

1848 Mrs.Gaskell M- Barton i, ' I'm sorry for the girl, for

bad s come over her.' Ibid, vi, 'There's a change corned
over him. .is there not?' 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xiii 734
[This] showed the change that had come over him. 1888

Farjeon Miser Farebrother II. vii. 96 What had come
over Bob?

+ e. To overcome, dominate over. Obs.

1668 Pepys Diary 20 Jan., Against the French power
coming over them or us.

f. To get the better of by craft, impose upon.

colloq. or slang. (With indirect pass.) Cf. 28 b.

1822 Scott Pirate iv, Old Jasper Vellowley had been
come over by a certain noble Scottish Earl. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge xx. Not feeling quite certain .. whether he
might not be 'coming over her' with these compliments.
1883 Mrs, F. Mann Parish of Hilby vii. 00 To cross that

lady's assumed intention of 'coming over her'.

g. To get over. dial.

1888 Mrs. Jocelyn £ 100,000 versus Ghosts II. iv. 68 It

all seems so sudden like, Miss Kate, I can't come over that.

44. Come round . To get round, get the

better of by craft, circumvent, colloq.

1830 tr. AristoPh. 2^7 How he comes round you with his

sophistry I Mod. ' \ ou can't come round me in that way.'

45. Come to .

a. See 3, and other senses passim.

t b. To get at, attain, get possession of. Obs.

c 1314 Guy Wanv. (A.) 308 Y loue ping y no may com to.

c 1340 Cursor M. 18409 (Trin.) How coom pou topatgode.
1545 Ascham Toxopk. lArb.t 124 To come to theyr l^*uyng.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary \\. (1625) 99 It is requisite you
prove, either that you had them by chance . . or otherwise,

that by some gift you came to them.

c. To succeed in due course to. (Cf. 8 b, 40 c.)

1580 Lvi.y Euphues (Arb.) 452 This clemencie did hir

maiestie . . shew at hir comming to the crowne. 1605 1!.

Jonson Volpone in. v, To use his fortune With reverence
when he comes to it. 1674 tr. Machiavets Florentine

Hist. t. 34 Urban the Second was now come to the Papacy.
I7ii Steele Sped. No. 1 13 P 3, I came to my Estate in my
Twenty second Year. 1773 Goldsm. Stoofs to Conq. \,

What a pity the 'squire is not come to his own. 1855
Mac w lav Hist. Eng. III. 13 When he came to the crown.

d. To amount to (& stated sum or number).
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (t88o> 63 It wolecome tosixttbou&and

mark pat he robbip of pe kingis lige men. c 1400 Mai ndev.
(Roxb.) xxii. 104 [>e somme .. commez to fyue hundreth
thowsand florenez. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 16

The dayes of the pilgrymage of my lyfe . . come not to y°

dayes of my forefatners. 1714 De Foe Mem. Cavalier
(1840* 72 Let us put it all together, and see what it will

come to. 1885 Sir R. Baggallay in Law Times' Rep. LIL
671/1 The proceeds of the sale came to over 5000/.

e. To amount to in price, to cost.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iv. 84 In Barbary sir, it cannot
come to so much. 167a Petty Pol. Anat. (1691 52 The
Gallon of Milk comes but to a Farthing. Mod. This pair

wilt come to about a guinea.

t-Jig. To 'amount to', be equivalent to, mean.
1768 Sterne Sent. Joum., Montriul, It comes to the

same thing, said I. 18*5 Neiv Monthly Mag. XIV. 327
You don't eat any thing. What, is your leg so bad as that

comes to ? 1815 Waterton Wand. S. Amer. i. 12 It comes
nearly to the same thing in the end. 1879 M. J. Glest
Led. Hist. Eng. x'xx. 178 The first [dispute] really came to

the question whether the bishops . . were subjects of the

king or of the Pope. 1888 M'Carthy & Mrs. C. Praed
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Ladies Gallery II. iv. 49, I am not exactly such a pig as

that comes to.

g. To issue or result in, to turn in the end to

;

in such phrases as to come to muck, to little, to

nought, when all comes to all, if the worst come to

the worst, etc.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 233 This voyage, .came to nothing.

1611 Bible Hag. i. 9 Ye looked for much, and, lo, it came to

little. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. i. 14 Nor was it his fault

that it came to nothing. 1719 De Foe Crusoe vii. (1720^123
Not one Grain of that I sow'd this time came to anything.

18x4 Jane Austen Mans/. Park (1847) 172 His falling in

love with Julia had come to nothing. 1888 F. Warden
Witch of Hills II. xvi. 60 If the worst comes to the worst.

h. Come to oneself (on£s senses) : (a) To recover

consciousness ; to become conscious again after

sleep, a swoon, etc.

1340 Ayenb. 128 Ac banne he heb y-slepe and comb to

him-zelue. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon iv. 122 She
felle doun in a swoune . . And whan she was come agen to

herselfe. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. r. (1589) 491
She fell downe amazed : and being come to hir selfe againe,

said unto them, etc. 1637 Blunt Voy. Levant 16 The hurt

person comming to his senses, cleared me, telling how it

came and by whom. 1722 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 285

When she was come to herself enough to talk again. 1890

S. R. Gardiner in Diet. Nat. Biog. XXII. 319/1 At the

news of the execution of Charles I he [Montrose] fainted,

and when he came to himself, etc.

(b) To come to one's right mind, recover from
excitement, passion, or self-abandonment.
1526 Tindale Luke xv. 17 Then he came to him selfe

and sayde, etc. c 1680 Beveridge Serm. {1729) 1. 527
Zaccheus . . being come unto himself, as soon as Christ was
come into his house. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvui. ii,

But at last, having vented the first torrent of passion, he
came a little to himself. 1883 Black Yolande III. vii. 129
The people, .may come to their senses.

46. Come under . a. See 6 b.

b. To rank, fall, or be classed under (a general

title, etc.), to be included under.
1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. ill. iv. § 10 So both Greece

and Italy come under the name of the Isles of the Gentiles.

1816 Byron in Moore Life 301 Anything of mine coming
under the description of his request. 1889 Comh. Mag.
Dec. 567 It might come under the head of useful knowledge.

c. To be brought under the operation of, to be

subjected to.

1714 W. Edmundson Journal 7 All my parts came under
this Exercise. 1887 The Lady 20 Jan. 38/3 The owners
perhaps came under the guillotine. 1889 Law Rep., Appeal
Cases XIV. 533 They had each come under liability to pay
the balance due. 1890 Jml. Education 1 Jan. 27/2 Those
pupils who. .had come under his personal influence.

47. Come unto . a. See 3.

t b. = Come to, 45 d. Obs.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 308 Three Millions of Scutes of

Gold . . the which do come unto sterlyng money,fyve hundreth
thousand pound. 1660 T. Willsford Scales Commerce 1.

in. 108 How much comes iod, a day unto by the year ?

48. Come upon . a. See 3. The special

senses are generally derived from the notion of

something descending, alighting, or swooping
down, with force or weight, upon one ; cf. come
down upon, 56 g.

b. To attack, csp. suddenly or by surprise.

x375 Barbour Bruce xiv. 509 [Thai] Cum sa hardely
Apon all the gret cheuelry of Yrland. 1:1460 Fortescue
Ads. Lim. Mon. (1714) 89 To resyste our Ennemyes,
whan they list to come upon us. 1611 Bible Gen. xxxiv.

25 And came vpon the citie boldly, and slew all the males.

1780 Coxe Russian Discov. 191 Katcham. .came with such
rapidity upon the Russians as to preclude the use of their

arms. 1816 Byron in Moore Life 325 They come upon you
in bodies of thirty . . at a time. 1827 Scott Tales Grand/,
Ser. 1. viii, To come upon him suddenly and by night,

e. Said of a divine visitation, retribution, curse,

blessing, honour, calamity, etc.

1382 Wyclif Deut. xxviii. 2 And there shulen come vpon
thee alle thes blissyngis. Ibid. 15 And. .shulen come vpon
thee alle thes malysouns. 153s Coverdale Ps. lxxviifi], 31
The heuy wrath of God came vpon them, slewe y° welthiest

of them. 1611 Bible Job xxix. 13 The blessing of him that

was readie to perish, came vpon me. 1714 Jml. IV. Edmund-
son Pref. 29 Calamity that was coming upon this Nation.
1832 Tennyson Lady Shaloti IIL v, The curse is come
upon me cried The Lady of Shalott.

d. Said of overmastering influences, physical or

mental.
1382 Wyclif Ps. liv. 6 [lv. 5] Drede and trembling camen

vp on me. 1611 Bible 2 Chron. xiv. 14 The feare of the
Lord came vpon them. 1714 W. Edmundson Jml. 25
About this time it came weightily upon me to leave Shop-
keeping. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 402/1 A temporary
madness seems to have come upon the people. 1886
M' Carthy & Praf.d Right Hon'ble III. xxviii. 39 It came
upon her now that something subtler . . lay at the root.

e. To make an authoritative demand or claim
upon (a party liable).

1605 B. Jonson Volpone v. iv, I'll come upon him For
that, hereafter. 1625 Massinger New Way iv. ii, Sir Giles
Will come upon you for security For his thousand pounds.
1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome 466 Turinus then came upon
him for the Money. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge lxxviii, In
the damage done to the Maypole, he could 1 come upon the
county*. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 725/2 They might come
upon me afterward, and make me pay up.

f. To become legally chargeable on (any
charity) ; to become a burden on.
1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 278 He had saved

money, and could not come upon the parish. 1850 Tail's

Mag. XVII. 336/2 So Betty came upon the parish with all

her children.

g. To meet with or fall in with a person or place

as it were by chance.

1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong. 1, You are to go sideways

till you come upon Crack-skull Common. 1820 Examiner
No. 637. 414/2 She came upon us by surprise. 1849 Tail's

Mag. XVI. 154/1 The travellers soon came upon a village.

1865 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 256, I came upon Geraldine

in Cheyne Row.
Come within : see 6, and Within.

IX. With adverbs : forming the equivalents of

compound verbs in other languages : e. g. come

again, L. revcnire} F. revenir, Ger. wiederkommen.
Come is used with adverbs generally, esp. adverbs imply-

ing motion toward, as hither, together', only those in which
the sense is more or less specialized are here dealt with.

49. Come about.

a. To arrive in the course of revolution ; to re-

volve, ' come round
1530 Palsgr. 489/1, I was borne this day twenty yeres, as

the yeres come aboute. 1602 Carew Cornwall {1811I 187

Each entertaining such foreign acquaintance, as will not

fail, when their like turn cometh about, to requite him with

the like kindness. 1703 Moxon Meek, Exerc. 189 If the

Diameter of the Rowler be smaller, the work comes so

much swifter about. 1826 [see cj. 1889 Mrs. Riddell
P'cess Sunshine I. vi. 96 That movable least .. came
about in due season.

f b. Araut. Of the wind : To turn, esp. into a

more favourable quarter ; to veer round. Obs.

1556 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589' 99 This after

noone the winde came about. 1694 Narborough Acc. Sev.

Late Voy. 1. 176 From the ioth..to this day Noon, the

Wind at North-north-west .. At Noon .. the Wind came
about at South. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4464/7 The Wind
coming about . . to the S.W. the Fleet was oblig'd to alter

its Course.

C. To come round to a person's side or opinion

;

to turn into a more satisfactory mood, or state ; =
Come round c, d. Obs. or dial.

1609 E. Jonson Sil. Worn. iv. i, The Lady Haughty
looks well to-day, for all my dispraise of her.. I think I

shall come about to thee again. 1775 Sheridan Rivals 1.

ii, If you were just to let the servants forget to bring her

dinner for three or four days, you can't conceive how she'd

come about. 1826 Cobbett Rur. Rides (18851 II. 282
j

Some people, .consoled themselves by saying things would :

come about again . . They deceived themselves, things did

not come about ; the seasons came about, it was true ; but

something must be done to bring things about.

d. To come in the course of events ; to come
to pass, happen, turn out ; to come to be as it is.

c 1315 Shoreham 104 For feawe of ham conne the skele

Hou senne aboute cometh. c 1430 SyrGener. (Roxb.) 8775
He meruelled hou it cam aboute. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. ii.

391 And let me speake .. How these things came about.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. (1709) 90 How comes it

about that the Operations of Sense, and Reason vary so

much ? 1883 Buchanan Love me for Ever iv. i. 220 What
strange changes had come about in a year !

f e. To fulfil itself ; to turn out true. Obs.

1592 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 1. iii. 45 To see now how a Jest

shall come about.

50. Come abroad.
To come forth from house or seclusion ; to come

out ; to appear before the public, become publicly

known, be published, arch.

a IS53 Udall Royster D. in. ii. (Arb.) 42 If he come
abroade he shall cough me a mome. 1565-78 Cooper
Thesaurus, Abdere se Uteris.. to live unknowne in con-

tinualle studdy, and never to com a broade. 1576 Fleming
Panoplie Ep. 204 Stay their edition, and let them not come
abroad. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Luke viii. 17 For there is

not any thing.. hid, that shall not be knowen, and come
abrode. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. To Rdr. 3 Some
Writings of mine have without my privity come abroad in

Print. 1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 157 Did some more sober

critic come abroad. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 17

The acid . . usually comes abroad at five times the strength

of vinegar.

51. Come again. (See simple senses and Again,

esp. A. ib.)

a. To come a second time, return.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. 37 Go home, son, com sone agane.

a 1555 Latimer Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 442 But now,
dearly beloved, to come again, be not ashamed of the Gospel
of God. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11. 22 As she recovered,

and made a little way, she would come again to the Wind,
till another Sea struck her off again. 1812 Byron Ch. Har.
1. vii, Monks might deem their time was come again. 1823
— Juan viii. xxxv, But Johnson was a clever fellow, who
Knew when and how ' to cut and come again *.

+ b. To return to a normal condition ; to re-

cover from a swoon, etc. Obs. or dial.

1535 Coverdale Judg. xv. 19 Whan he dranke, his sprete

came agayne, and he was refreszshed. 161 1 Bible 2 Kings
v. 14 His fleshe came againe. 1818 Edin. Mag. Dec. 503

(Jam. t My dochter was lang awa [in a swoon], but whan she

cam again, she tauld us, etc.

e. To appear after death, dial. (Cf. F. revenu.)

1884 Holland Chesh . Gloss, s.v., I remember a gentleman,

who was drowned whilst skating, was popularly believed

to 'come again'. 1881 Oxfordsh. Gloss., Come again, to

return after death. (Also in other dialect Glossaries.)

52. Come along.
To move onward (toward or with the speaker)

:

often used as an exhortation.

1694 Narborough Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (17") 26, I kept

a Light out all night, that the Pink might see if she came
along. 170X Farquhar Sir H. Wildair 11. i, Hang your

family dinners ! come along with me. 1734 Pope Ess. Man
iv - 373 Come then, my Friend ! my Genius ! come along.

1837 Dickens Pickiv. ii, ' Come along, then \ said he of the
green coat. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxxvii, I murmur'd,
as I came along, Of comfort clasp'd in truth reveal'd.

53. Come away.
a. To come on one's way : see Away i.

b. To come from the place : see Away 2.

918 [see Away 2]. 1830 Tennyson Oriana, How could

I rise and come away, Oriana? 1864 — North. Farmer v,

I thowt a said what a owt to 'a said an' I coom'd awaay.

c. To detach itself, separate : see Away 3.

Mod. On grasping it, the handle came away in his hand.

A part of the bone must come away first.

td. To get on or along with ; cf. Away 16.

1605 C\mdv.u Rem. (1637) 39 There are. .many ofthe French
[words] which the Italians can hardly come away withall.

e. To spring out of the ground ; to grow apace.

1669 W'orlidge Syst. Agric. vi. § 5 (1681) 98 For the first

half dozen years they make no considerable advance, but
afterwards they come away miraculously. 1765 Earl
Haddington Forest-trees 12 This . . to be done with all the

young plants till they come away so heartily, thatj etc.

[Now chiefly dial.]

f. To come forth, issue, turn out.

1823 J. Badcock Dom, Amusem. 139 No two makings
coming away alike, but depending entirely upon accident.

54. Come back. (See Back adv. 5-7.)

a. To return (hither), in space, or time ; to re-

turn to a condition, to the memory, come to mind.

1592 Shaks. Rom. Jul. 1. ill. 8 Nurse come backe
againe. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 665/1 He rallied, and
gradually came back to consciousness. 1883 Black Yolande
II. xi. 198 Whatever happens, he cannot come back on you
and say you had deceived him, 1890 Temple Bar Mag.
Jan. 9 The very names are coming back to him.

b. Sporting slang. To fall back, lose ground.

1885 Times 4 June 10/3 Half way down the hill Royal
Hampton began to come back to his horses. 1890 Field

29 Mar. 462/2 Wade succeeded in maintaining a lead . . but

from the seventh mile he began to ' come back ' to his men.

55. Come "by.

a. To come near, usually in passing ; to pass.

1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. i. 140, I did heare The gallopping

of Horse. Who was't came by? 1709 Steele Taller No.

109 p 1 There was a great Funeral coming by. 1842 Ten-
nyson Walking to Mail, John. And when does this come
by ? James. The mail ? At one o'clock.

b. To come aside, dial.

56. Come down.
a. To descend (hither), to come to what is, or

is spoken of as, a lower place : see Down adv.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5147 When Criste es common
doun to deme. 1535 Coverdale Rev. xii. 12 The deuell is

come downe vnto you. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 70 At
length commeth downe from the Pope two Legates. 1773
Goldsm. Stoops to Cong, 1. ii, The gentleman that's coming
down to court my sister. 1850 Tait's Mag. XVII. 256/1

The Chancellor of the Exchequer comes down to the House
of Commons. 1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton Chr. Kirkland II.

vi. 187 The rain came down like a white sheet.

b. To reach or extend in a downward direction.

1632 Lithgow Trav. vii. i. 353 Their women .. whose
vpper gownes come no further downe than their middle

thighes. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XV. 21 The latest ac-

counts of the patient come down to the fifteenth day after

the operation. 1849 Tait's Mag. XVI. 12/2 The. .forest.

.

comes down to the water's edge.

C. To descend by birth (obs.) or tradition ; to

survive from an earlier time to the present.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3156 (Ashm. MS.) pat bai ware
comen doun of kyngis. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 101 ? 7

Nothing of this Nature is come down to us. 1863 H. Cox
Instil, in. ii. 599 To come down to later times. 1879 M. J.

Guest Led. Hist. Eng. XXXV. 352 The tales had come
down from the old heathen times.

d. To fall, drop. (Chiefly in sporting phrase.)

1787
l G. Gambado' Acad. Horsem. (1809) 25 The best bit

of flesh that ever was crossed will certainly come down one

day or another. 1803 Pic Nic No. 3 (1806) I. 108 Dr. F—
. .lost his equilibrium, and came down on the ice. 1888 J.

Payn Myst. Mirbridge xix, He spurred the animal to leap

the horse-trough, .and it came down with him. 1890 Field

8 Mar. 363/2 The giraffe he fired at came down.

e. To descend in rank or condition; to be

humbled, abased, or degraded.

1382 Wyclif Jer. xlviii. 18 Cum doun fro glorie, sit in

thirst, thou dwelling of the dorter of Dibon. 1535 Cover-

dale Deut. xxviii. 43 Thou shall come downe alowe. 1850

Tait's Mag. XVII. 633/2 Some folks who are sohigh will

have to come down a peg. 1889 Mrs. Riddell P'cess Sun-

shine I. i. 8 They had come down in the world.

f. To become reduced in size or amount ; to be

lowered.
1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. M. (1692) I. 71 Resolved, That

the Popish Commanders and Popish Officers shall be con-

tinued in pay till the Money come down, and no longer.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. §3^5 Its lustre diminished.,

till it came down to a star of about the third magnitude.

1832 Ht. Martineau Hill <$• Valley iii. 39 When prices

fall and wages must come down. 1850 Tait s Mag. XVII.

719/2 The rent must come down. _ , ,

g. Come down upon : to descend with

authority, severity, hostility, or suddenness upon
;

to make an attack by surprise upon ; to make a

demand or call which is felt to press on or upon one.

1611 Bible Ps. vii. 16 His violent dealing shall come

downe vpon his owne pate. 1861 Du Chaillu Explor.

Equal. Africa iv. 32 The treacherous enemy comes down
upon a sleeping village. 1888 R. A. King Leal Lass I.

vi. 117 It's too bad to come down always on you, only

because you're such a good fellow.

83-2
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h. Come down (with) : to bring or put

down
;

esp. to lay down money ; to make a dis-

bursement ; also to come down with the needfuly

dust, pelf etc, coltoq. (cf. 7.)
1700 Congrbve Way of IVorld UL v, What pension does

your lady propose?, .she must come down pretty deep now,
she's superannuated. 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1822) II,

248 I'll make them come down, and handsomely too, or
they shall repent it. 1836 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842)
IV. 381 The popular phrase of coming down with 'the
dust *. 1877 Scribn. Mag. XV. 288/2 But even rich fathers
aren't willing Always to come down with the pelf.

57. Come forth, {not colloquial.)

a. To advance out of a place of retirement, come
out ; often as an encouraging or challenging call.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14349 ' Lazar , wit bis, ' cum forth ' he
badd. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xviii. 5 As spouse cumand
forth of his chawmbire. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xxiv. 15
Rebecca the doughter of Bethuel . . came forth. 1784
Cowper Tiroc. 525 If. .Your son come forth the prodigy of
skill ; The pedagogue . . Claims more than half the praise.
-- Task 11. 44s Forth comes the pocket mirror.— First we
stroke An eyebrow, next compose a straggling lock. 1808
Mrs. Hemans Voice of Spring 21 Come forth, O ye chil-

dren of gladness, come ! 1830 Tennyson Ode to Mem. iv,

Come forth. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xxviii.
286 He came forth from his quiet retreat.

fb. To come into existence, be born. Obs.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. 3 In this maner they come

forth and were borne horryble geants in albyon.

fc. To become published ; to come out. Obs.
1595 13 arnkield Cynthia To Rdrs., Poems 'Arb. 1 44 The

last Termc. .there came forth a little toy of mine, intituled,
The Affectionate Slupheard. 1607 Shaks. Timon i. \, 26
When comes your Booke forth. 1850 Ta/t's Mag. XVII.
491 '2 'Childe Harold 1 came forth during the same year.

58. Come forward.
a. To approach, come from the background to

the front, b. To present oneself before the public,

a tribunal, or the like in any capacity. C. To
make advances, lit. and fig.

1530 Palsgr. 490/1 Come forwarde, a Goddes name, whye
dragge you so ever behynde. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 45
F 1, I heard the same Voice say, but in a gentle Tone,
Come forward. 1721 De Foe Plague (18841 l &5 The
Plague was come forward in the West and North Parts of
the Town. 1823 Af7e Mottthly Mag. IX. 276/1 Buyers are
not induced to come forward. 1859 Tennyson Ceraint

1

Enid 285 The armourer .. Came forward with the helmet '

yet in hand. 1879 M. J. Guest Lect. Hist. Eng. xvii. 167
|

Her cousin . .came forward as a candidate. Mod. {humorous)
I'hey are very backward in coming forward.

59. Come in. (See In adv. in its various senses.)

a. To enter hither
;

esp. into a house, room, or
enclosure ; to enter the field or arena.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8959 Sco com in at bat ilk yatte. 138a

Wycuf 1 Kings xiv. 6 And seith, Cum in, wijf of Jeroboam.
1 1400 MaunOEV. viii. (1839) 84 Whan we comen in wee
diden of oure Schoon. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 1, ii. 181 He
is the jjenerall challenger, I come but in as others do, to try
with him the strength of my youth. 1601 — Twel. N. I.

iii. 4 By my troth sir Toby, you must come in earlyer a
nights. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. ii. § 1 The simple ideas
thus united in the same subject, are as perfectly distinct
as those that come in by different senses. 1718 W. Smith
Univ. College 271 That he had . . twice or thrice knocked
to come in. 1856 WhyTE-Melvillk Kate Coi>. (1882) 61/2
A sleepy 'Come in ' was the reply to my summons. 1882
Daily Tel. 27 May {Cricket), Mr. C. T. Studd ..came in
third wicket down.

b. To enter as invaders, settlers, occupants,
etc.

t 1420 Chron. ViloeL 12 And be Denmarkes come bo first

vnne. 2598 Up. Hall Sat. rv. ii. 136 And tels how first

his famous ancestor Did come in long since with the Con-
qnet-oar. 1873 Tristram Moab ix. 174 Traces of abori-
gines, before the basalt-building inhabitants came in.

fc. (in Script.) To come in unto : to have carnal
intercourse with. Obs.

1J3S Coverdale Gen. xix. 31 Not a man more vpon earth
that can come in vnto us. i6ix Bible Gen. xxxviii. 16.

d. To move or advance inwards ; to arrive here
at its destination ; to enter the port, goal, etc.
m x6*6 Bacon (J.), Our second fleet, which kept the narrow

seas, was come in and joined to our main fleet. 1667
Dkyden Sir Martin Mar-all v. i, Here's another of our
vessels come in. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 129 p 1 There
came in this Morning a Mail from Holland. 1719 Dl Fok
Crusoe 11840) I. xv. 256 The tide, as going out, or coming
in. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 386 The mails went out
and came in only on the alternate days. 1888 Farjeon
Miser Farebro. II. xix. 256 The 'dark' horse ..came in
fourth.

t e. Fencing. To make a pass or home-thrust,
to get within the opponent's guard. Obs.
1596 Shaks. i Hen. I V, u. iv. 241 These nine. .Began to

fjiue me ground : but I followed me close, came in foot and
hand. 1597 — 2 /ten. / V, in. ii. 302 Hee would about, and
about, and come you in, and come you in. a 1615 Fletcher
Bloody Bro. v. ii, Oh, bravely thrust ! Take heed he come
not in, sir. To him again ; you give him too much respite.

+ f. To submit, yield, give in one's adhesion.
i«o Hbn. VIII Let. in St. Papers Hen. Vllf, II. ill. 57

O'Neil, and the other Irish captains [have] come in, and
- .recognised us as their sovereign lord. 1560 in E. I>odge
Hlust. Brit. Hist.djgi) [, 332 My I,ord of Norfolke was
ready to com in. 1596 Se-enser State trel. Wks. (Globe)

j

658/1 Touching the arche-rebell himselfe .. if he .. should
offer to come in and submitt himselfe to her Majestic
1687 Burnet Cont. Reft. Varillas 124 Seeing the Queen's
Forces encrcase, and that none came in to him. 1828
Scott Tales Grandf. Ser. 11. xxv, Glencoe had not come

within the term prescribed.

g. To be successful in a candidature; to be
elected ; to come into power.
1705 Hearne Collect. 7 Dec. tOxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 118 He

came in Rector. 1810 Examiner No. 619. 124/1 Mr.
March Phillips . . came in for Leicestershire in 1818, on the
Whig interest. i8«5 New Monthly Mag. XIV. 15 A
character for public speaking, which, .must inevitably lead
. . whenever the Whigs should come in, to a seat in the
British Senate. 1890 Sat. Rev. 17 May 586/1 Mr. Glad-
stone says that the statement that he came m on allotments
in 1886. .is. .untrue.

h. Of things : To be brought or given in.

a 1067 Char. Eadtueard in Cod. Dipl. IV. 195 Ani land
sy owt of &en biscopriche jedon, ich wille ftaet hit cume in

ongean. 1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton Chr. Kirkland I. i. 15
At Easter, eggs came in by the hundred. 1890 Sat. Rev. 12
July 35/1 Subscriptions will continue to come in.

l. To come into hand as revenue or receipts.

(Cf. Income.)
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. u. 2 Sweet hearts we shall be

rich ere we depart, If fairings come thus plentifully in.

1596— 1 Hen. IV, IV. i. 55 We may boldly spend, vpon the
hope Of what is to come in. a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams
L (16921 201 He was profuse in hospitality. .To maintain all

this, he had plenty coming in. 1833 New Monthly Mag.
XXXVI I. 347 Coming in as the incomes of literary men do.

j. Natural productions e.g. vegetables, oysters),

etc., are said to come in, when they begin to be
in season, and come into hand for use ; so to

come in usefully, opportunely, and the like. In
the current phrases, to come in handy, come in

useful, etc, there is a blending of this notion with
others, ' to come in opportunely and prove useful \
1879 M, J. Guest Lect. Hist. Eng. xxx'ui. 330 The snow

and the storms came in so well to help the welsh. 1884
H. CoxWELL Contcmp. Rev. Oct. 536 The system of bal-

loon signalling, .would have come in opportunely. 1888
M rCAKTHY Ladies' Gallery II. v. 69 The knowledge came
in handy now. 1889 Mrs. E. Kennard Landing a Prize
I. xii. 207 They have come in most useful. 1890 Sat. Rev.
8 Feb. 157 2 Even cats.. come in useful.

k. To enter into a narrative, account, or list ; to

intervene in the course of anything ; to take its

place, esp. with reference to the place or manner.
Cf. sense 6 b.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. n. i. 365 Gre. If whilst I Hue she
will be onely mine. Tra. That only came well in. 1610— Temp. 11, i. 77 Widow? A pox o' that: how came that
Widdow in? Widdow Dido! i8ao Examiner No. 648.
587/1 But justice comes in here, as it comes in at every
corner of this rotten question. 1886 Lady Branksmert II.

xxix. 158 Where does the joke come in ?

1. To come into use, vogue, or fashion.
< 1380 Wyclif WksA\ZZ6) 117 J>ei han grete lordischipis

amorteised to hem. .bis amorteisynge comeb in bi ypocrisie
of preiynge be mouV*

1
1651 Needham tr. Selden's Mare

CI. 24 For thence came in private Dominion or Possession.
a 1684 Earl Roscom. Poems (J. >, Then came rich cloaths
and graceful action in. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 17a
After the Revolution, Jacobite plots came in. 1890 / '1

Mag. CXLVII. 510/2 Now that, .croquet has come in.

m. Of a time or season : To enter or begin.
i$m6 Tindale Rom. xi. 25 Vntyll the fulnes ofthe gentyls

be come in. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 52 Now comes
in the sweete of the night. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I.

xvi. 275 The settled season began to come in. 1890 Biacktv.
Mag. CXLVII. 133/1 The year comes in royally.

+ n. To come in with : to overtake ; to meet

;

to fall in with. Obs.

1557 R. Woodman in Foxe A. ft M. (1596) 1801/2 Ere euer
I could arise and get away, he was come in with me. 1794
De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 191 In this pickle . . I came
in with him.

O. To come in for : to be included among those
who receive a share of anything ; to receive inci-

dentally.

1665 Hp. Patrick Pilgrim xxl 218 We come in for a share
of all their gettjngs. 1697 Collier A Thought Ess. (170a)
II. 84 If Thinking is essential to Matter, Stocks and Stones
will come in for their share of Privilege. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. L 366 Bystanders whom His Majesty recognised
often came in for a courteous word- 1885 Mrs. Lynn
Linton Chr. Kirkland III. ix. 298 She came in for her
share of a fine property.

p. To come in upon, on : to enter one's mind
as a powerful impression, to be borne in upon.
1886 McCarthy & Mrs. C. Praed Right Hon*ble II. xxiii.

180 It came more and more in upon her that she had known
from the very first. 1889 Stevenson Master of B. vi. 186
Has it never come in upon your mind what you are doing?
60. Come near. To approach in place, order,

qualities, etc. : see Near. So come nigh.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14123 (Cott.) Ne mans wijt bar niai cum

nere. 166* Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx ill. ii. 1 3 To which those
expressions of Plato in his Tinucus come very near. 17*6
Swift Gulliver (1869* 190/1 The horse started a little when
he came near. 1878 Scribn. Mag. XV. 24/2 We came very
near having a smash-up. 1889 Stevenson Master of B. xi.

298 The Indian, .came near to pay the penalty of his life.

61. Come off.

f a. Formerly in imperative as a call of en-

couragement to action : come ! come along ! come
on ! Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Friar's T. 304 Vis cjuod this Somonour.

.

Com of, and lat me ryden hastily. \ if me xii. pens. 1413
Lydc. PUgr. Smvle iv. xx. '1483) 66 Come of, come of, and
slee me here as blyue. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xx. iv,

Come of thenne, sayd they alle, and do hit [open a doorj.
1481 Caxton Reynard Ii. vij, Why tarye ye thus longe,
come of. iu6 Skelton Magnyf. 103 Come of, therefore,
let se: Shall I begynne or ye. 1530 Palsgr. 418 Come

of, my scalers. .1 shall shewe you many thinges, or fa, tnes
escoliers. 1557 Sarum Printer, Complin E iij, Come of ther*
fore our patronesse, Cast upon us those pitifull eyes of thyne.

b. To come away from a place in which one
has been, e.g. a ship, a coast, etc.

a 1480 Siege ofRouen in Collect. Land. Cit. Camden 1877)
! 41 But massyngers thedyr he sende, Bade them to come of
and make an end. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. viii. 154 The

;
next day Capt. Minchin came off. 1743 J. Bulkeley &
Cummins Voy. S. Seas 108 Made a Signal for the Boats
to come off. 18*5 Cobbeit Rur. Rides 1 1885 1 IL 1 We came

I
off from Burghclere yesterday afternoon, crossing Lord Car-
narvon's park.

t C. To desist, cease from. Obs.
1711 H. Felton Classicks (J.), To come off from these

1

grave disquisitions, I would clear the point by one instance
more. ^1714 Burnet Oxvn Time II. 51 To forgive every-
one that should come off from his opposition.

fd. 'To deviate; to depart from a rule or

direction* (J.). Obs.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 221 The Figure of a Bell partaketh

of the Pyramis, but yet comming off, and dilating more
suddenly.

e. To become detached ; to detach oneself.

1833 Nciu Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 486 Eve handled it,

and no doubt the apple came off in her fingers. 1837
Dickens Pt'ckiv. xxxin, Mr. Weller. .attacked the Reverend
Mr. Stiggins with manual dexterity. 4 Come off!' said
Sam. 1850 'Tail's Mag. XVII. 26/1 The tail, .came off in
his hand. 1890 Univ. Rev. 15 Mar. 302 The wheel of the
car came off in the middle of the road.

f. To leave the field of combat ; to retire or
extricate oneself from any engagement

; usually

with reference to the manner, as to come off with
flying colours, second best, badly, safely, victotious,

a loser, etc
1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. 1. 128 But my cheefe care Is to

come fairely off from the great debts. 1607 — Cor. 1. vi. 1
We are come off, Like Romans, neither foolUh in our stands,
Nor Cowardly in retyre. 1630 R. Johnson Kingd. ff Commw.
26 His few well led men came ever off with victory.. 1684

1 Bunvan PUgr. 11. 68 Some Pilgrims in some things come off
losers. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, ix, Blessing ourselves
that we had come off so well. 18*9 Scoit Taies Grandf.
Ser. 111. xxiii, He had come off victorious . . in every action
in which he had been engaged. 1883 A. Dobson f ielding

70 In this controversy. .Cibber did not come off worst,

t g. To get off, escape. Obs.

1634 Milton Comus 647, I . . Entered the very lime-twigs
of his spells, And yet came off. 1667 N. Fairfax in Phil.
7*rans. II. 547 She had a dangerous Feaver, with a Diarrhoea,
but came off. a 1716 South <J.), If, upon such a fair and
full trial, he can come off, he is then clear and innocent.

+ h. To acquit oneself well, etc. Obs.

16^7 W. Browne tr. Polexander 1. 14 Cunning but ca-
pricious Artisans, which come off in nothing so well as in

making Monsters.

fi. Of things: To come to an issue or result

;

to turn out. Obs.

1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent. \\. L 116 Sit. I thanke you (gentle
Seruant ) 'tis very Clerkly-done. Vat. Now trust me <Madam 1

it came hardly-off. 1607 — 'Timon i. i. 29 Pain. *Tis a good
Peece. Poet. So 'tis, this comes off well, and excellent.
i8»3 J. Badcock Dom.Amustm. 171 This imitation, .which
comes off nearest to the mineral is as follows.

j . Of a thing on hand : To come to the issue
;

to take place, be carried out.
1815 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 368 The event has

not come off right. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk III.

14a A race to come off on the sands. 1865 Mrs. Carlyle
Lett. III. 286 First dinner (.called luncheon\ which comes
off at two o'clock.

f k. To pay, disburse : cf. come dtnvn, come out.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. iv. iii. 13 They shall haue my
horses, but He make them pay. .they must come off. 1601
Holland Pliny II. 539 Neither would Protogenes part

with any of his pictures vnto them, vnlesse they would
come off roundly and rise to a better price than before

time. 1636 Davenant Wits in Dodsley '1780) VIII. 512
We'll make her costive Beldamship Come off. 1639 Mas-
sincer Unnat. Combat Pf, ii, Will you come off, sir?

1. Storting euphem. To fall off. Cf. 2 c
1881 .Mi O Donochle Ladies on Horseback \. 1. 7, I

I confess I don't like to see a girl come off.

62. Come on.

a. To advance hitherward : often implying hos-

tile intent.

c 1400 SoitntoHe Bab. 2873 Than wole I, bat ye come on In

haste to that same place, c 1430 Lydc. Smyth
<J-
Dame in

Hazl. E. P. P. III. 209 The smyth. .Called on hys dame
Jone, And bad her com on fast. 1535 Coverdale Jer.
xlviii. 14 The destruction off Moab commeth on a pace.

1603 Shaks Meas.for M. v. i. 400 The swift ecleritie of his

death, Which I did thinkc, with slower foot came on. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks ij.>. The great ordnance once dis-

charged, the armies came fast on. I7«j De Fok (W. Jack
(1840) 238 Their troops . . came on again to the charge with such
fury, that, etc. 1889 Standard 9 Dec. 5/7 He will come
on to Zanzibar on Thursday.

b. To advance in growth or development ; to

progress, thrive, grow, get on, improve.
1606 Marston Sophonisba 11. i, States come on With slow

advice, quicke execution. i6a6 Bacon Sylva 1 J.>, It should
seem by the experiments, both of the malt and of the roses,

that they will come far faster on in water than in earth.

1689 Hickeringill Ceremony-monger 38 Like a young Set-

ting-dog .. there's hopes of him, he's coming on. 1759

j

Phil. Trans. LI. 182 He seemed to come on but slowly

\

while the shocks were slight. 1853 C. M'Intosh Bk.
Garden 473 Crops of cauliflower, etc., that may be coming

I on too fast. 1890 Field 15 Feb. 232/3 No. 7 [oarsman] has

I

hardly come on M fast as expected. Ibid. 8 Mar. 355/1 He
ja dog] has come on tremendously in head.
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c. To come so as to prevail disagreeably ; to

supervene : said of night, winter, bad weather,

fits or states of illness.

c 1400 Scnvdone Bab. 892 The nyghte come on ful sone.

1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 83 The nyght came on. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks Q.\ Until winter were come on.

1694 Narborough Acc. Sev. Late Voy. L (1711) 126 Night
coming on, we here pitched our tent. 1712 W. Rogers Voy. 4
It came on to blow. 1830 'Juan de Vega' Jrnl. Tour xx.

(1847) 138 It came on to rain. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast
xiv, We encountered another south-easter . . It came on in

the night. 1879 Carpenter Ment. Phys. 1. ii. 75 Whenever
the paroxysm came-on. 1886 McCarthy & Mrs. C. Prakd
Right Honblc I. vi. 99 The night had come on wet.

d. To come upon the board for discussion or

settlement ; to come in course to be dealt with.

1737 Pope Hot. Epist. h. ii. 96 Before the Lords at

twelve my Cause comes on. 1789 T. Jefferson Writ.
(1859) III. 64 The question of the St. Domingo deputation
came on. 1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 132 The
next day comes on Sir John Key's motion. 1890 Sat. Rev.
22 Mar. 340/2 The. . Bill had come on for second reading.

e. To come upon the stage or scene of action.

1833 Nciv Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 225 Then came on
a small man. 1888 McCarthy & Praed Ladies' Gallery
III. viii. 168 Ransom began to grow impatient, and to

wonder if Berenice was never to come on. 1890 Field 10

May 672/2 At this stage Mr. Woods came on to bowl.

r. Come on I the imperative is used as a call to

urge some one to advance towards or to accompany
(the speaker), or to proceed with anything; esp.

used as a challenge or call of defiance.

c 1450 Guy Warm. (C.) i860 Gye beganne on hym to crye
Harrawde, come on smertlye. 1503 Hawes Examp, Virt.

iii. 29 Come on fayre youth and go with me. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 1 Come-on, come-on, come-on : giue
mee your Hand, Sir; giue mee your Hand, Sir. 1603 —
Meas./or M. 11. i- 144 Now Sir, come on : What was done
to Elbowes wife, once more? 1738 Pope EpU. Sat. 11. 14
Come on then, Satire !. .Spread thy broad wing, and souse
on all the kind. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. ii, ' Come on,' said
the cab-driver, sparring away like clock-work. 'Come on
—all four on you.' 1888 E. Gosse Raleigh ix. 201 Struck
down as he was shouting ' Come on, my men !'

63. Come out.

a. lit. i. e. out of a place, a house, etc., into the

open ; to emerge, issue forth.

C 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xi. 43 Du latzar cymm ut. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 63 And fereS in to helle . . ut ne cumeS he
nefre ma. c 1380 SirFerumb. 2643 Frenschemen. .bat bub
now comen out of be tour. 1535 Coverdale Numb. xx. 11

And Moses . . smote y* rocke . . Then came ye water out
abundantly. 16x1 Bible Luke xv. 28 Therefore came his

father out. 1723 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 137 Go in there
a slave, and come out a gentleman. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk. t Christmas Eve (Rtldg.) 86/2 The squire came
out to receive us.

b. esp. 1 out into the field i. e. to fight.

[a 1498 Warkw. Chron. (Camden Soc.) 14 Kynge Edwarde
sent a messyngere to them, that yf thai wulde come oute,
that he wulde feght withe them.] 1611 Bible Judg. ix. 29
And he said to Abimelech, Increase thine armie and come
out. 1805 Blackwood in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII.
130 note, At this moment the Enemy are coming out. 1829
Scott Tales Grand/. Ser. m. lxxxiv, Their simple and ig-

norant followers, who came out [in 1745] in ignorance of
the Jaws of the civilized part of the nation.

c. with the notion of leaving one's employment

;

as to come out on strike.

1885 Manch. Exam. 20 May 4/7 Seventeen, .came out on
strike yesterday morning. 1889 Daily Tel. 3 Dec. 5/5 He
had the promises of 300 to come out ' in sympathy ' when
the time came for quitting work.

d. With complement : To emerge (in a specified

manner) from a contest, competition, examination.
1848-60 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v., * How did you come

out?' means, how did you fare in your undertaking? 1868
Holme Lee B. God/rey xxxiv. 186 He will come out a
double-first. x88x Mrs. C. Praed Policy $ P. I. xiii. 289,
I have set my heart on coming out winner. 1889 Steven-
son Master 0/B. iv. 128 He had been put to his defence,
he had come lamely out.

e. To appear, as the sun, moon, or stars ; to

emerge from behind the clouds, etc.

1832 Tennyson May Queen 11. iv, I wish the snow would
melt and the sun come out on high. 1883 Mrs. C. Praed
Moloch I. 1. vii. 132 The stars came out in the blue over-

head. 1889 Temple Bar Mag. Nov. 308 The moon will

come out when the wind goes.

f. To protrude, project, extend. (See 5.)

1694 Narborough Voy. S. <$• N. 11. 118 Between the Scales
on both sides the Knobs come out commonly three or four
together. 1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. 23 The other
[end] at top. .coming out into the Room.

+ g. To come to an end, expire, * run out*. Obs.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 241b, The trewes com-

meth oute at October nexte.

h. To come into public view or notice, as from
concealment ; to become public ; to be played, as
a card.

c 1200 Trin.Coll. Horn. 73 Leste hit uttere cume bat hie
tweien witen. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 156 pus cam it

out bat cryst ouer-cam, rekeuered and lyued ; For bat
wommen witeth may noujte wel be conseille ! c 1460
1 owneley Myst. 194 Els on the shalle I be wrokyn or thi
ded com Alle outt. 1625 Massinger New Way v. i, All
will come out. 1781 Ann. Reg., Hist. Europe 193V2 The
proceedings of the committee must all come out in the end.
1796 Nelson 20 Nov., in Nicolas Disp. (1845) 304 We have
all of us some [damages] when the truth comes out. 1886
Mrs. C. Praed Miss Jacobsen's Chance I. iv. 68 All this
came out incidentally. 1889 «B. W. D.' & 'Cavendish'
Whist w. Percept'ion 35 Two rounds of diamonds come out.

i. To appear or be found as the result of in-

vestigation or computation, or as the solution of

a problem.
a 1699 Stillingfl. (J.), It is indeed come out at last, that

we are to look on the saints as inferior deities. 1705 Ak-
buthnot Table Coins, Weights, <y M. (J.), The weight of

the denarius, or the seventh of a Roman ounce, comes out
sixty-two grains and four sevenths. 1781 Ann. Reg., Hist.

Europe 162V2 If- -it should come out, that the vice admiral's

complaints were founded. 1816 Playfair Art/. Phil. II.

21 If tan Long, come out negative, the longitude is greater

than a semicircle. 1883 Black Yolande 1. xviii. 355, I

think it will come out all right. 1890 Bed/ord Directory \

The death rate came out at a little under 13*28.

j. To come into visible development, display

itself; as leaves, flowers, eruptive diseases, etc. As
said of a photographic effect, there is often a

mixture of senses i. and k.

1575 Turberv. Venerie 242 His heade, when it commeth
first out, hath a russet pyll vpon it. 1724 Loud. Gaz. No
6306/2 The Small Pox are come out very violently on the

Queen. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz 6 Some strange eruption

that had come out in the night. 1890 Graphic 10 May
539/3 The lilacs are coming out. Mod. The leaves are just

coming out. We took photographs, but the details have
not come out very well.

k. To become evident; toshowitself prominently.
1820 Examiner No. 614. 43/1 They come out upon the

eye with a satisfying power. 1849 Tail's Mag. XVI.
177/2 The evil came out in a very marked way after 1843.

1883 A. Roberts O. T. Rez-isiou iii. 50 Here comes out one
of tne most characteristic blemishes of the Authorised Ver-

sion. 1890 New Rev. Apr. 290 The same arrogance came
out, sometimes with startling distinctness.

1. To be offered to the public ; to issue from

the press, be published. Cf. come out ivitli, 65.

1573 Baret Alv. To Rdr., Sir Thomas Eliots Librarie,

which was come out a little before. 1602 Return /r.
Pamass. 1. ii. (Arb.) 9 What new paper hobby horses, .are

come out in your late May morrice daunce. 1710 Steele
Taller No. 232 p 2 All the Writings and Pamphlets which
have come out since the Trial. 1791 Boswell Johnson
(1831) I. 186 A few numbers of the Rambler had come out.

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 389 The London Gazette came
out only on Mondays and Thursdays. 1890 Sat. Rev. 15

Feb. 199/1 The new Russian loan, .came out this week.

m. To show oneself publicly (in some character

or fashion) ; to declare oneself (in some way) ; to

make a public declaration of opinion.

1637 Rutherford Lett. No. 167 (1862) I. 390 Eyes to dis-

cern the devil now coming out in his whites. 1837 Dickens
Pickiv. xxxvii, When he began to come out in this way.
1844 Eraser's Mag. XXX. 584/2, I have hoards of gold laid

by.. and could come out as a Croesus when I chose. 1850
'Bait's Mag. XVII. 425/2 Why you come out so strong in

favour of one cause? 1876 Stubbs Early Plantag. iv. 65
Now he [Becket] comes out as a candidate for martyrdom.

n. To make a debut on the stage or in some
kindred professional character.

1820 Examiner No. 637. 414/2 When she came out in Man-
dane . . she came upon us by surprise. 1831 F. A. Kemble
Let. in Rec. 0/ Girlh. II. viii. 229, I am to come out in

Bianca, in Milman's 'Fazio'. 1837 Hr, Martineau Soc.

Amer. III. 171 She studies, .as if she were coming out next
year in a learned profession, x888 McCarthy 8: Mrs. C.
Praed Ladies' Gallery III. i. 23 A young girl . . who was
coming out at a matinee.

O. To make a formal entry into ( society
1

on
reaching womanhood (a recognized indication of

this in English society being presentation at court).

1782 Miss Burney Ceciliaxi. ii.fD.), She has seen nothing
at all of the world, for she has never been presented yet, so

she is not come out, you know ; but she's to come out next
year. 1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life {1S26) xv.

xv, A practical hint afforded by the daughter, as she is

'coming out ' that it is time for Mamma to think of going
in. 1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxii. 224 These jewels
I'm going to give you when you come out. I wore them to

my first ball,

p. To make public profession of religion. U. S.

dial.

i860 Widow Bedott Papers 108 (BartlettX Them special

efforts is great things—ever since I come out, I've felt like

a new critter.

64. Come out of.

a. lit. To issue or emerge from ; to be brought

or exported from (a place).

c 1225 St. Marker. 2 Ter com ut of asie toward antioche.

c 1340 Cursor M. 23204 (Trin.) He bat doukeb ones ber

doun Comeb neuer out of bat prisoun. a 1498 Warkw.
Chron. (Camd. Soc.) 2 Thei came oute of the castelle. 1553 in

Camden Misc. (1853) II. Request 10 And corn, which com-
meth so plentuously oute of Pollande. 1611 Bible Mark v. 2

When hee was come out of the ship. X709 Steele Taller
No. 142 F 4, I am just come out of the Country. 1808 Scott
Marm. v. xii, O, young Lochinvar is come out of the west.

b. To emerge from (a state or condition) ; to

escape or extricate oneself from, get out of.

c 1220 Bestiary 56 in O. E. Misc., Hu he [the eagle] cumeS
ut of elde. 1375 Barbour Bruce HI. 41 To withdraw ws, ws
defendand, Till we cum owt off thar daunger. c 1420 Sir
Amadace vCamd.) xxxi, 5ette God may me sende of his sele,

That I may. .cum owte of this wo. i6n Bible Rev. vii. 14
These are they which came out of great tribulation. 1677
Horneck Gt. Law Consid. iv. (1704) 103 When men. .come
out of their apprenticeship. 1710 Steele Taller No. 212 v-j

He is just come out of the Small-Pox. 1849 Tail's Mag.
XVI. 184/1 They.. came out of all the confiscations conse-

quent on rebellion, better than they entered them. 1890 A.
C. Doyle Capt. * Poleslar', etc. 234 He came out of his

reverie with a start.

C. To issue or proceed from (a source, cause,

antecedent, etc.).

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. vii. § 13 A speech, .liker to have
comen out of the mouth of Aristotle, or Democritus. 1792
in Ann. Reg. 1826, Hist, Biog. 162/2 Something will come
out of all this. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Plato Wks.
(Bohn) I. 288 Out of Plato come all things that are still

written and debated among men of thought. 1849 Tail's

Mag. XVI. 78/2 Can good come out of such bloody scenes?

1875 Jevons Money (1878) 117 It. .comes out of the economy
with which the work is managed.

d. To extend or lead out of (a place) ; to pro-

ject or grow out of. (Cf* 5.)

61400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. (MS. A.) 26 pe tober arterie

bat comep out of be lift-side of be herte. 1611 Bible Hab.
iii. 4 He had homes comming out of his hand. 1663 Ger-
bier Counsel 72 The Staires comming out of the Lodgings
into Saint James Parke.

65. Come out with (cf. 7, and 63 m.). To bring

out ; to publish, utter, give vent to.

c 1460 To-wueley Myst. 194 Be it hole worde or brokyn,
com out with som. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet (1844! 41
Pasquil is coming out with the Hues of the Saints. 1685
Gracians Courtier's Orac. 10 If he come out with a saying,

it is to amuse the attention of his Rivals. 1837 Dickens
Ptckw. vi, Mr. Winkle came out with jokes which are very
well known in town.

66. Come over.

a. lit. To come, passing over a river, sea,

mountain, or simply, intervening space ; to cross.

1605 Shaks. Lear 111. vi. 30 She dares not come over to

thee. 1611 Bible Acts xvi. 9 There stood a man of Mace-
donia, and prayed him, saying. Come ouer into Macedonia,
and helpe vs. 1760 Voy. W. G. Vaughan II. 4 The same
captain I came over with to Calais. 1827 Scott Tales
Grand/. Ser. 1. iv, The Perc'ies are descended from a great

Norman baron, who came over with William. 1848 Ma-
caulay Hist. Eng. I. 343 A bookseller named Michael
Johnson, - came over from Lichfield.

f b. To come upon one, alight, descend. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Prov. xxvi. 2 So curs in veyn spoken in to

sum man shal comen ouer.

C. To pass over during distillation.

1641 French Distill, ii. (1651* 50 Distill them.. and there

! will come over a water of no small vertue. 1793 T. Beddoes
Calculus, etc. 239 If the heat applied be too great, carbonic

acid air will come over instead of oxygene air.

d. To change sides, passing to that with which

the speaker identities himself.

1576 Fleming Panoptic Ep. 119 Yet notwithstanding, tenne

I

of the best and chiefest of his horsemen, came over unto mee.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 117/2 Cleander came
over to them. I^87 Burnet Contn. Rcjl. Varillas 141

Many of the Earl of Pembroke's men came over to him.

1774 Goldsmith Hist. Greece I. 282 This made the rest .

.

come over to Demosthenes's opinion. 1826 Disraeli Viz-.

Grey \ih i, The Prince has come over . . he is going to live

at Court.

t e. To prevail, use persuasion successfully. Obs.

Cf. come over one, 43 f.

1742 Richardson Pamela IV. 156 Have you thus come
over with me, Pamela?

f. In colloq. phrase, To come overfaint, sick, ill,

and the like : to have a feeling of faintness, etc.,

come over one.

67. Come round.
a. To come by a circuitous route ; to come in

the course of a circuit, or in taking a walk round

;

to come in an incidental or informal way.
1826 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 49 My sons came

round, in the chaise, by Andover andWeyhill. 1837 Dickens
!

Pickiv. xxxviii, Every time he [the lamplighter] comes round.
1888 F. Warden Witch of the Hills II. xxii. 176 She said

she might come round this evening.

b. To come with the revolution of time or events.

a 1625 Fletcher Bloody Bro. v. ii, Farewell, my sorrows,

and my tears take truce, My wishes are come round. 1842
Tennyson Lady Clare v, ' O God be thank'd 1

' said Alice

the nurse, 'That all comes round so just and fair.' 1844
Eraser's Mag. si 2/2 A new order of things had come round.

1888 B. W. Richardson Son 0/ a Star III. xiv. 248 The
festivals come round and the people assemble.

C. To veer round, as the wind, to a more favour-

able quarter ; to turn favourably in opinion.

1818 Todd, To come round, to change; as, the windcame
round. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XIV. 363, I begin.. to

come round to my uncle's opinion. 185a Dickens Bleak
Ho. xx, I had confident expectations that things would
come round.

d. To return to a normal state or to a better

mood after a fit of ill temper ; to recover from

a swoon, illness, etc.

1841 Ld. Mount-Temple in Life Sha/tesbury x. (1887) 209

It's better to give them time to come round. 1861 Dickens
Gt. Expect, xvi, She came round so far as to be helped

down stairs. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. xv. 169 She ..

allowed him to go on with his grumbling. He would come
round by degrees.

68. Come to.

a. Analytical form of OE. to-cuman to arrive,

come, to be present ; L. advenlre.

C97S Fuslnv. Gosp. Matt. vi. loCume to bin rice[Lixdisf.

to-cymeS ric Sin]. 1382 Wyclif Matt. xxvi. 60 Whenne
many fals witnessis hadden cummen to.

b. Naut. To come to a standstill, rest, or fixed

position ;
also, to come 'close to the wind*.

1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World iii. (1757) 99 In the

fright he had forgot he had a graplin in the boat to come to

with. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789* Rarrivee, the

movement of coming-to, after having fallen off, when a ship

is lying-by, or trying. 1805 A. Duncan Mariner s Chron.
Ill, 225 They resolved, being near shoal water. .to come-to,

and rest themselves for the night. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast
xxiv, The gale having gone over, we came-to.
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C. To come round to reconciliation, accord, or

a pleasant mood. Obs. exc dial.

1701 Swift Mrs. Harris' Petit,, What if after all my
chaplain won't come to? X765 Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem.
X. 8 For a long time behaved oddly, but he has come to
again. 1749 Fielding Tom Jonesxvm, viii, I thought Sophia
was a just coming to. 1890 v Still common dialectally*.

d. To recover (from a swoon, etc.); to revive,

come round.
a 1573 Knox Hist. Re/. 275 (Jam.) Thoch I be not in per-

fyte helthe, yet I find myself in very gude in the cuming to.

183a Marryat If. Forster xlix, Isabel was the first to come
to. 1 861 Dickens Gt. Expect, iv, He had just been all but
choked, and had that moment come to. 1879 Krowning
Ivan Ivatuov. 55 Chafe away, keep chafing, for she moans

:

She's coming to I

69. Come up.
a. lit. To come from a lower to a higher

position, or to a place viewed as higher, or as a
centre, e.g. the capital, or a university.

r 888 K. Alfred Boetk. xl. § 13 He cymb eastan up.
1516 in E. Lodge lllust. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 15 If I shutde
com up to London the next terme. 1716 Swift Gulliver
1 1 869 1 6o/a They came up to town. 1777 Shkridan.SV/*. Scand.
iv. iii, I thought you would not choose Sir Peter to come
up without announcing him. 1844 Dickens in Story ofhis
Life 156, I am here—just come up from undergrounds Mod.
He is coming up to Balliol College next term.

b. To come close forward Jo).
136a Langl. P. PI. A. Pro!. 70 J>e lewede Men. .comen vp

knelynge. c 1386 Chaucer Para. T. 582 Com vp ye wyues,
offreth of your wolle. x666 Temple Lett. I. 55 When he
came up, tho' with much Civility. 1688 Miege Fr. Diet.,
To come up, accoster, aborder. 1711 Addison Spat. No.
1 'j6 f 7 The Gentleman we were talking of came up to us.

1714 W. Edmixdson yrnl. 34 Witt. Moore going by saw
me standing and coming up to me said, etc. 1861 Trollope
Orley F. xiv. 109 As he spoke he came up to her and took
her hand. 1886 M Carthy& Praed Right Honbte II. xv.

47 One comes up smiling and ready for the next round.

C. Of persons following : To come right for-

ward from the rear; esp. to come up with, to

come so as to be abreast of, to overtake ; to reach.
1678 BUHVAM Piter, i. 35 Just as Christian came up with

the Cross. 1699 I)ampii r I'oy. II. 11. i. 34 Though we
followed . . a gO'>d way, yet did not come up with him.
1714 W. Edmindson Jrnl. 67 When we came up with the
Land of Ireland the wind turn'd North East. 1781 Ann.
Reg., Hist. Europe 55/2 Tarleton came up with his enemy
at eight in the morning. Ibid. 59 a The rear of the column
being come up. 1855 Macallay Hist. Eng. III. 243 Ma-
earthy soon came up to support Hamilton. 1863 Kingslkv
Water-bob. 12 Soon they came up with a poor Irishwoman.

d. To spring up out of the ground, as a plant.

1535 Coverdale Job xiv. 2 He commeth vp and falleth

awaye like a floure. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. I. 1 Arb.)28 The
come commeth thinne up. i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Ft. 1. v,

The same flowers come up again every spring. 1884 Mrs.
Ewing Mary's Meadcnv xi. (1886) 66 The time-honoured
prescription, ' Plant a primrose upside down, and it will

come up a polyanthus '.

e. To take rise, originate, come into use, become
the fashion.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. (Rolls» 246 Thus miche is ynou}..
forto knowe how ydolatrie came up. 1549 Latimer s Serm.
ii. To Rdr. (Arb ) 51 Belyke they [termes] wer not used and
commen up in his time. 1393 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 10
Well, I say, it was neuer merrie world in England, since
Gentlemen came up. 1704 Swift T. 'Pub Wks. (1869' 62/1
Hefore they were a month in town, great shoulder-knots
came up. 1847 L. Hi nt A/en, Women, Bks. I. ix. 161

This gentleman, who died not long after policemen came up.

t f. To rise in rank or position. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 425, I am come up, as a man is that from
povertie is come to rychesse. . He nis mervaylously come up
within a yere or two. 1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. xxi. 4
When Ioram came vp ouer his fathers kyngdome. 1561
Hoby tr Castiglione's Courtyer 111577) Y vj b, Nolt] to seeke
to come vp by any noughty or subtil practise.

g. To present itself as the subject of attention

;

to arise, to turn up ; to rise in the mind.
1844 Eraser's Mag. XXX. 102/2 Now and then a name

wrJuld come up in the conversation which I remembered.
1886 Mrs. C. Praed Miss Jacobsen's Chance II. x. 138
Chepstowe's talk . . would keep coming up in her mind and
disturbing all her efforts. 1889 Sat. Rev. 23 Nov. 582/1
That [question] has not come up, and is not likely to come
up for many years.

h. To rise in amount or value ; to amount
to ; to rise to the level or height of ; to attain to

some standard or requirement, to equal.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. i. 193 He Whose ignorant ere-

dulitie, will not Come vp to th' truth. 1695 Woodward
Nat. Hist. Earth (J.), All these will not come up to near
the quantity requisite. 1708 Swift Sacram. Pest, We of
Ireland are not yet come up to other folks refinements.
itii Addison Sped. No. 62 r 8 These Writers, .not being
able to come up to the beautiful Simplicity of the old Greeks
and Romans. 1750 [R. PlltockJ Life P. Wilkins xx. (1883)

60/1 No tailor can come up to it. 1820 Examiner No. 622.

173/1 His vocal pieces do not come up to Mozart's. 1889
Mrs. E. Kennard Landinga Prize III. vi. 118 The results

did not quite come up to his anticipations.

i. Naut. To come to a direction ; to come as

near to the wind as a ship will bear.

1633 T. James Voy. 19 The windc.came vp at South.

1649 Narborough Acc. Sev. Late I'oy. 1. (1711) 169 At 11 in

the Forenoon the Wind came up at SSE. and fo^gy. 1743
PuLKELEY & Cummins I'oy.S. Seas 17 The create*! Part of
the Night she came up no nearer than S by W. and S. S. W.
At Four in the Morning she came up with her Head West.
1833 Marryat P. Simple xv, She has come up again. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v., A close-hauled ship comes
up (to her course) as the wind changes in her favour.

j. Xaut. trans. To slacken (a rope, cable, etc>
1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s-v. Capstain, Come up

Capstan, that is, slack the Cable which you heave by. 1849
Weale Diet. Terms 114/2 To 4 come up a rope or tackle, is

to slack it off. c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Wealc 107 To come
up, to cast loose the forelocks or lashings of a sett, in order
to take in closer to the plank.

k. In the imperative, a call to a horse, dial.

1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Come-up, said to horses to urge
them on. 1884 Chesh. Gloss. , Come up, an expression used
to an animal when it is required to move. 1888 Under-
currents I. i. 3 He . . implores them [horses] to ' come up

'

or 'go on as occasion demands.

1. Marry come up I see Marry.
Phrase-key. (The prepositional constructions in VIII,

and adverbial combinations in IX, are not included.)
Come ! imper. 33 ; come pres. conj. 34 ; come Easter, etc.

35 ; come eight days, etc 35 b ; coming ! 36
",
coming six,

etc 30; (time 1 to come, 32; to coming, 32 0; come (as

butter or cheese), 15 ; come a-begging, etc, 3 c ; come and
— , 3 d ^ c and go, 26 ; fa cropper, 29 b ; c cheap, 24 b, c ;

c down in the world, 56 e ; c down upon, 56 g ; c down with,
56 h ; c easy, 24 b, c ; c from, 11; tin for, 59 o ; c in place, 23 ;

c in sight or view, 6 ; c in useful, etc. 59 j ; c in one's way,
6b; c in with, 59 n ; c into action, contact, etc 12 ; c into
bloom, ear, flower, etc, 12 b; c into court, market, 4b;
c into one's head, mind, 10 b; c into view, 6; finto the
world, 4c; e it, 27, 38 ; c natural, 24 c ; c on ! 62 f ; c out
with, 65 ; c thanks, 31 ; c to all, 45 g ; c to be or to do, 3 b,

23 b ; c to bear, 2b; c to an end, 5 d ; c to a halt, 2c; c to
a point, 5b; c to one's knowledge, 10 b ; c to little, much,
nothing, 45 g ; c to oneself, one s senses, 45 h ; c to one's
turn, 22 ; c to pass, 21 ; c to place, 23; c to the bar, the
hammer, 4 b; c to the rescue, 4 a; c to the worst, 45 g;
c true, 24 c; c under notice, etc. 6b; c upon the parish,

48 f; c one's ways, 3 g; c within (one's) reach, within the
scope of, 6 b.

For other phrases, as come Amiss, Home, Short, Speed,
of Age, to Anchor, to Blows, to Close Quarters, to Grief,
to Hand, to Heel, to Life, to Light, to Nature, to the
Frost, to the Point, to Terms, to Time, to an Under-
standing, up to the Mark, to the Scratch, comeyou Seven,
etc., see under these words.

Come (krm\ sb. 1 Forms : I cyme, cime, 3
kime, keome, kume, cume, 4 cum, cumme,
coome, comme, 4-5 come, com. [OE. cyme :—

1 OTeut. type *kumi-z t vbl. abstr. f. human to

come ; cf. ryne course, byge bend, etc- Of this

I

the mod. repr. would have been kim ; but in early

;

ME. the sb. was assimilated to the vb]
1 1. Approach, arrival, coming. Obs.
c 888 K. /Elkred Botth. xxxix. § 13 Morr,ensteorra bodab

baere sunnan cyme, c 975 Rushm. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 3
Hwylc tacun bines cymes, c iao$ Lav. 3962 pe king wes
gled for his kime [1*75 comej. ibid. 3814: Of pine Ttume
[1175 keome] nis na wene. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 26 Of his
cume carcles. a 13)00 Cursor M. 5319 Of his com be king
was fain. Ibid. 17920 iGott.' Bodword of his cum to bring.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 375 The cause of his come, c 1470
Henry Wallace x. 246 Thair cruell com maid cowardis for

to quaik. [Still in comp. : income, outcome, doivrteome, etc.]

2. £ ome and go : passage to and fro.

1843 Browning Blot in'Sc. 11, The noiseless come-and-go.
1887 A. Lang Myth, Ritual, «y Relig. II. 108 There was a
constant come and go of attributes.

attrib. 1887 Jessohp in 19M Cent. Mar. 377 The come-and-
go people who hire the country houses their owners are com-
pelled to let.

3. Sc. ' Growth, the act of vegetation ; as

There s a come in the ground, there is a consider-

able degree of vegetation * Jamieson).

Come (k<Jum, k/7m), sb.'~ Now chiefly dial.

Also 5 //. comys, 7 coom, 9 coomb, comb.
[Known only from 15th c, but app. cognate with
mod.G. keim in same sense, and thus repr. an
OE. *cdm :—OTeut. type *kaimo- in ablaut rela-

tion to *kfmo~, *kimon-, whence OHG. chim y

chimo. It has app. been sometimes confused

with prec. ; cf. CoMK v. in sense 14.]

The radicle of barley or other grain which in

malting is allowed to develop to a certain point,

and is then dried up by the process of roasting,

and afterwards separated from the malt. In earlier

(piots. the acrospire was perhaps included.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 89 Comys of tnalte [1499 commys],

pululata, 1615 Markiiam Eng. Housew. 11. vu. (1668 171

You shall rub it [the Malt] exceeding well Iwtween your
hands, to get the Come or sprouting clean away. Ibid., The
falling off of the come or sprout when it is throughly dryed.
1671 C.rew Anat. Plants 1. i. 3 In Corn [the Radicle] isthat

Part, which Malsters, upon its shooting forth, call the Come.
1783 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. (Morelh 1. Come, small strings

of malt. 1871 Oliver Eiem. Rot. 11. 379The sprouted radicles

(called coombs or chives' are broken offand separated. 1888

W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v. Combings, In the process of
malting each corn of barley grows a very distinct root

—

called combings or combs.

t Come, Obs. [a. OF. come, ad. L. coma hair

of the head, foliage or top of a tree, etc ] The
1 head ' of any plant : cf. Coma 2 1 c .

1578 Lvte Dodoens 11. lix. 225 Y» floures grow in a spiky
Imshe or tuffet . . like to Cuckow Orchis, .sauing they lacke
suche a come or coppe.

Come (kvm), pa. pple. of Come v., used adjeo-

tivcly in comb., as new come, come out, come down.
156a Jewel Apol. Ch. Eng. v. i, A new comen up matter.

1606 Biknie Kirk- Buriall 1 1833I 15 Being but of the newest
come-ouer antiquity. 16*3 Lisle JElfric on t ). % N. T. Pref.,

A new come doctrine. 1613 Meade in Ellis Orig. Lett.
1. 295 III. 160 The new come-home guests. 1865 Mrs.
Gaskell in Cornh. Mag. Mar. 324 If I were a comc-out

young lady. 1886 Pall Mall G. 26 May 4/2, I have talked
with a good many of these come-down ones.

Come, obs. lorm of Comb, Coom, Coomb L
t Co'me-again, sb. Obs. [f. vbl. phr. to come

again: see Come v. 51.] A direction to come
again ; a deferring of attention. (Cf. Prov. iii. 28.)
1636 H ealey Tlurophrast.

, Cavilling 5 Those which desire
hastily to speak with him, he giveth them a Come-againe.

Come-at-able ^krm^ tabl |, a. colloq. Also
comeatable, come-atable. [f. the phrase come
at (see Come v. 38) + -able.] That may be come
at or reached

;
accessible, attainable, obtainable.

1687 T. Brown Lib. Consc. in Dk. Buckhm's Wks. 11705)
II. n8The Poultry was not so comeatable as their Neigh-
bours desir'd. 1696 Tryon Misc. Pref. 1 Remedies, .cheap
and easily Come-at-able. 1721 Cibber Lady's Last Stake 1,

Pleasures which were a little more comeatable. 1769 Lloyds
Evening Post ti-13 Sept. 254/2 Butchers meat was scarcely
comeatable. 1809 Naval Chron. XXII. 43 The come-at-
able facts of Captain Smith's case. 1835 H. D. Incus
Channel 1st. 245 Any of those come-atable documents. 1839
Ld. Meadowbank in Swinton Rep. Trial W. Hnntphrys
318 The Scotch estates were easily come-at-able.

Hence Come-a t-abi lity, Come-a t-ableness.
175$ Sterne Tr. Shandy (17601 II. viL 53 The . . com-at-

abihty, and convenience of all the parts. 1870 Daily Nenvs
27 Sept., Her inferiority in the numbers, and still more in
the ' come-at-ableness ' of her forces.

Come-ba ck, sb. dial. The Guinea-fowl.
1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 536 The pintados called

come-backs squall. 1869 R. B. Peacock Lonsdale Gloss.
iPhilol. Soc) Come-back, a name given to the guinea fowl t

from its common cry, which sounds like the words 1 Come
back *. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Wd.-bk.

Co me-by-chance, colloq. A person or thing
that comes by chance ; an illegitimate child.

1760 Life <$• Adv. of Cat 35 He put me out to nurse .

.

since I was a comeby-chance. 1876 Whvte-Melville
Katerfelto x\x. 213 Could it be that she already loved this

come-by-chance. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk.
153 Come-by-chance, a bastard. A stray pigeon who has
taken up his abode with your flock is a come-by-chance.
Any article found and appropriated is so called.

Corned, obs. & dial. pa. pple. of Come v.

Said of barley : see Come v. 14, sb.*

Co-meddle, var. Commeddle v. to mix together.

Comedian (k^m/ dian). [ad. F. come'dien, f.

L. type *cdmadidn-us, f. cdmccdioy a. Gr. Kcv^bia
Comedy.]
1. One who plays in comedies, a comic actor.

Sometimes 'a player in general, a stage-player'
(J.).

1601 Shaks. Fivel. N. 1. v. 194 Are you a Comedian T

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 652 A stage for platers

ancTcommedians. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece U iv. (1715*

19 Hearing the insipid jests of a Comoedian. 1716 Lady
M . W. Montague Lett, xviii, The king's company of French
comedians play here even* night. 184a J. P. Collier in

Armin Nest Ninn. Introd-, Richard Tarlton..was most
famous as, w hat we now call, a low comedian.

b. fig. One who acts a feigned part in real life.

1673 S. C Art ofComptais. \. 6 These men, says he, are
professed Comoedians, do you laugh, they strive who should
laugh loudest ; If they observe that you have any disposi-

tion to weep, they dissolve into a torrent of Tears. Ibid. vi.

57 They will scarce ever give ear to him after, regarding
him onely as a Comoedian, who says what he thinks not,

2. A writer of comedies, a comic poet.

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.> 45 The signifying badge
giuen them [characters] by the Comedian. i6sa Peacham
Compl. Gent, x, Scaliger willeth us to admire Plautus as a
comedian, but Terence as a pure and elegant speaker. 1691
Wood Atk. Oxon. I. 138 He was in his younger days a
noted Poet and Comedian. 1845 Maurice Mor. Philos. in

Encycl. Mefrop. 1 1847) I L 582/1 The comedian . . did never-

theless, .take such liberties with the gods of his country* etc.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1609 Ft: Woman in Hum. n. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, A

comedian tongue is the only pcrswasive ornament to win a
].ady. 163a Lithgow Trav. t it. (1682) 108 Sweet Comedian
scenes of love Upon a golden Stage. 1663 Pepys Diary
1 July, His Lonknip had made a long and a comedian-like
speech. 1756 Toldervy Hist. Two Orphans III. 141 The
comedian-like psalm-singer.

tComediant. Obs. Also -ent. pad. It.

comediaute, ppL sb. from comediare 1 to play Come-
dies* (Klorio), f. conwdia Comedy.] = Comedian.
1568 North tr. Guenara's Diall of Princes 1. xiv. 79 b.

1 ugglcrs, cornediantes, and minstrels. 1598 Sidney's Apol.
Poetrie Wks. 504 The signifying badge ffiuen them by the
Comcedient [rd. 1595 comedian). 1671 H. Stlbbe Reply 19
The Comediants had not patience to read it.

t Come'diate, V< Obs. rare. [f. \j. comadia
4- -ate, after It. comediare 'to play Comedies'
(Klorio).] trans. To act as in a comedy; to

'play*.
1634 Darcik Birth ofHeresies KVtL 71 When the Masse

Priest hath plaid the part of the hang'd theefe. .hee after-

wards coinardiates the Centurion.

CoHiedie (k^mrdik), a. rare. [ad. I,, comadii-

us, a. Gr. kco^Sikos pertaining to comedy.] Be-

longing to, or of the nature of, comedy ; comic.
18. . (J. Rev. (Ogilvie\ Our best comedic dramas.

T Come*dical, a. Obs. rare. [(. as prec. + -al.]

Of the nature of comedy.
1600 O. K. Reply to Libel 11. iii. 61 Their comedicall danc-

ing masses, skipping and hopping about the altar like apes.

II Comedienne kflmi'd/e-n). [Kr., fern, of come'-

dien Comedian.] A comedy actress.

(In common thcattical use.>
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Comedietta (ktraifdiie'ta). [a. It. comedietta

' a pretty short comedy' (Florio), dim. of comedia.]

A species of drama of a slighter character than

comedy ; a short or slight comedy.
1836 Gentl. Mag. Apr. 423/1 [At Covent Garden] Marie, a

Tale of the Pont Neuf (a ' comedietta ', vide bills) . . was

brought to light. 1865 Reader 8 Apr. 408 A comedietta is

a newly-coined term for a new species of drama. A name
was required for that dwarf species of comedy that is not so

broad as farce, nor so light as vaudeville, nor so tragic as

mellodrame . . It ought, being a species, to be complete in

itself, and not merely two or three scenes belonging to a

larger comedy. 1886 Manch. Exam. 6 Jan. 3/1 An un.

published comedietta ' First come, first served '.

t Comediograplier. Obs. rare^ [f. Gr. K01-

IKjiStoypdip-os comic writer (f. Ka^aiKa comedy +

-ypatpos writing) + -ER.] A writer of comedies.

1577 Holinshed Chron. L 174 Much like vnto him, whom
the Comediographer marketh for a foole. 1656 in Blount.

Comedist (kp'm/"dist). rare. [f. Comedy +
-1ST.J A writer of comedies.

1819 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 305 Lessing,

the fabulist and comedist. 1870 Athenxum 31 Dec. 897 [He]

has placed himself in the first rank of English comedists.

Comeditie, bad form of Commodity.

II Comedo (kpmi'do). Also, after Fr., oome-
don

;
pi. -o nes, -os, -oris. [L. comedo, •Brum

glutton, f. comedSre to eat np, devour; a name
formerly given to worms which devour the body.]

'A small worm-like yellowish black-tipped

pasty mass which can in some persons be made,

by pressure, to exude from hair follicles. They
are found on the cheeks, forehead, and nose.'

Also, the skin disorder in which these are found.

1866 tr. Hcbra's Dis. Skin (New Syd. Soc.) I. 123.

1874 Ruddock Text-bk. Homo-op. Med. 698 This collec-

tion when squeezed out of the skin, is emitted in a cylindri-

cal form, having the appearance of a small grub or maggot
(comedones), hence it is sometimes called ' maggot-pimple

or 1 whelk '. 1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 116 Comedo IS a dis-

order of the sebaceous glands.. They are spoken of in the

plural as comedones or comedos. 1877 T. Fox Atlas Skin

Dis. 98 But Acne Simplex is nothing more nor less than

inflamed comedo. 1885 Dis. Skin t, Blood 9 The exposed

ends become black from dust and smoke . . and the whole is

called a ' black-head ' or comedone.

Come-dow n, sb. [f. vbl. phrase come down ;

see Come v. 56.]

1. A descent, a downfall ; a notable reverse.

1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxviii, This was a great come-

down, from the highest seat in the synagogue to a seat in

the galley. 1865 Sat. Rev. 2 Sept. 298/2 The Ott affair is a
pitiful come-down.

f2. Castle (of ) come-down. [Here the sb. and pa.

pple. interchange; the latter may be the original.]

fig. An edifice that has come to ruin ; an unsub-

stantial structure easily overthrown. Obs.

1563 87 Foxe A. * ^.(1596) 1902/1 Her high buildinges

ofsuch ioyes and felicities, came all to a Castle Comedowne.
1583 H. D. Godlie Treatise Faith Wks. 87 Sufficient to

haue ouerthrowne your whole castle ofcomedowne of iustify-

ing by the works of the law and grace, a 1635 Sibbes

Comm. 2 Cor. i. 12 (1862) 251 Many mistake, and build

castles in the air, comb-downes as we say. 1660 S. Fisher

Rusticks Alarm Wks. 431 The reasonable Reader may read

afore-hand what a Come-down Castle the rest of thy Baby-
lonish Building is like to be. 1682 H. More Annot.
Glanvilfs Lux O. 223 The fairest and firmest structures of

Philosophical Theorems, .will become a Castle of Come-
Down, and fall quite to the ground.

Comedy 1 (kf>-mftli). Forms : 4 oomedye, 4-6

oommedy, 6-7 com(m)odie, -y(e, 7 comcedy,

-ie, 5-7 comedie, 5- comedy, [a. F. comedie

(14th c in Littre), ad. L. comcedia, a. Gr. KUfiybia,

n. of practice f, «<u/ty8os comedian ; a compound,

either of kuihos revel, merry-making, or of its

probable source, nwfir] village + doioos singer,

minstrel, f. dftS-ctv to sing (cf. Ode). The xainaiSos

was thus originally either the 'bard of the revels'

or the ' village-bard ' : see Liddell and Scott.]

1. A stage- play of a light and amusing character,

with a happy conclusion to its plot. Such are the

comedies of the ancient Greek and Latin writers,

and of the modern stage. But in the Middle
Ages the term was applied to other than dramatic

compositions, the ' happy ending ' being the es-

sential part of the notion. In the English use ofthe

term the following stages may be distinguished

:

t a. Its mediaeval use for a narrative poem
with an agreeable ending. [Probably taken from
Italian ; cf. the Divine Comedy, the great tri-

partite poem of Dante, called by its author La
Commedia, because ' in the conclusion, it is pros-

perous, pleasant, and desirable', and in its style

'lax and unpretending', being 'written in the
vulgar tongue, in which women and children
speak '.]

•374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1800 Go, little booke, go, my
little tragedie, Ther God my maker, yet er that I dye, So
sende me myght to maken som comedye 1 c 1430 Lvdg.
Boehas Prol. v. i, My maister Chaucer with fresh comedies
. .that whilom made ful piteous tragedies. 1430 — Chron.
Troy II. xi, A comedy hath in his gynnynge, A pryme
face a maner complaynynge, And afterwarde endeth in
gladnesse. 1774 Warton Eng. Poetry (1840) II. vi. 17 The

nature and subject of Dante's comedy, as it is styled, is

well known. 1815 Macaulay Milton, The Divine Comedy
is a personal narrative. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. IV. v.

30 This difference, .between the Divine Comedy and the

Paradise Lost.

f b. Applied to mystery-plays or interludes

with a prosperous ending.

1530 Palsgr. 207/1 Commedy of a Christmas playe, com-

medie. 1538 Bale (title), A brefe Comedy or enterlude con-

cernynge the temptacyon of our lorde and sauer Jesus

Christ Dy Sathan in the desart. 1568 (title), A newe mery
and wittie Comedie or Enterlude. .treating vpon the Historie

of Iacob and Esau. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 462 Heere
was a consent, Knowing aforehand of our merriment, To
dash it like a Christmas Comedie. 1616 Bullokar, Comedie,

a play, or interlude the beginning of which is ever full of

troubles and the end joyful!.

c. Applied to the ancient comedies, as they

became known after the Renascence.

1531 Elvot Gov. i. xiii, Therence and other that were
writers of comedies. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. 1.

< Arb.) 64 Whyles a commodye of Plautus is playinge. 1588

M. Kyffin Andria, the first Comacdie of Terence in English.

1651 T. Randolph, A pleasant Comedie entituled Hey for

Honesty. . translated out of Aristophanes his Plutus. 1839

Thirlwall Hist. Greece III. xviii. 81 A direct address to

them [the spectators] became a prominent and almost an
essential member of every comedy.

d. The modern use, arising out of b and c.

' Roister Doister is regarded as the transition-play from
the Mysteries and Enterludes of the Middle Ages to the

Comedies of Modern Times' (Arber R. I). Introd. 6'.

'"Ralph Roister Doister" is the first regular comedy in

our language ' (Hazlitt O. E. P. III. 54).

a 1553 Udall Royster D. Prol. 22 Our Comedie or Enter-

ludewhich we intende to play Is named Royster Doyster
in deede. 1623 [title), Mr. William Shakespeares Comedies,
Histories, & Tragedies. 1632 Brome {title 1

, The Northern

Lasse a Comoedie. 1775 Sheridan Rivals Pref., The play

. .was at that time at least double the length of any acting

comedy. 1821 Byron Juan in. ix, All comedies are ended
by a marriage. 1872 Geo. Eliot Middlem. 1, They looked

like a couple dropped out of a romantic comedy.

2. That branch of the drama which adopts a

humorous or familiar style, and depicts laughable

characters and incidents. (Sometimes personified^)

Old, Middle, and Neiv Comedy : the three stages of Attic

comedy ; the first two were largely farcical or burlesque in

character, and indulged freely in political and social carica-

ture ; the last corresponded to modern high comedy.

1387 Trevisa Higden iRolls) I. 315 pere (in Sicily] was
commedy a song of gestes firste 1 founde. 1581 Sidney
Apol. Poetrie (Arb. ) 44 The Comedy is an imitation of the

common errors of our life. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie

1. xiv. (Arb.) 47 This bitter poeme called the old Comedy,
being disused and taken away, the new Comedy came in

place, more ciuill and pleasant a great deale. 1598 B. Jonson
Ev. Man in Hum. Prol., Persons, such as comedy would
choose, When she would shew an image of the times, And
sport with human follies, not with crimes. 1704 Addison
Italy, Venice, Their Poets have no notion ofgenteel Comedy.
1769 Johnson in Bos^uell 19 Oct., Comedy .. exhibits the

character of a species, as that of a miser gathered from
manymisers: farce, .exhibits individuals. rti859DEQuiNCEY
Shaks. (Morley's Univ. Libr.) 169 Beaumont and Fletcher

when writing in combination . . had a freedom and breadth

of manner which excels the comedy of Shakespeare.

f3. A humorous or burlesque composition. Obs.

1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 718 Homer in his Comedy
of the fight betwixt Frogs and Mice.

4. fig. (of action or incidents in real life.)

1570 B. Googe Pop. Kitigd. 11. (1880) 20 a, Then hath the

Comedy all hir partes. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 886.

1592 G. Harvey Fovre Lett. 9 They . . can relate straunge

and almost incredible comedies of his monstrous dispo-

sition. 1709 Pope Let. to Cromwell 19 Aug., Here is a
glorious standing comedy of Fools. 1872 Morley Voltaire

(1886) 158 Those who look with cynical eye upon, .the great

human comedy. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Life nr. ix. ng A
perfect comedy of misunderstandings.

5. attrib. and Comb., as comedy-flayer, -writer.

1552 Huloet, Comedye parte, actus. Comedye player,

actor uel trix. 1387 Golding De Momay ix. 116 Sopho-
cles, Aeschylus, and the very Comediwriters speake after the

same manner. 1836-48 B. D. Walsh Arisloph. Clouds 1.

iv, Don't strain after jests, or attempt to perform The
Comedy-clown. 1888 Daily News 24 Sept. 6/3 Made .

.

to yield a handsome profit as a comedy house.

t Comedy 2
. Obs. [Of obscure origin : Du

Cange has ' comedia, frommigerie, Gloss. Lat.

Gall. 1352 ; an idem qu. Comfanagium vel Fro-

menteia'. Connexion with L. comedlre to con-

sume has been suggested : but cf. Comade.]
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. isoComedies,

Cawdelles cast in Cawdrons, ponnes, or pottes.

Comedytee, bad form of Commodity.
Comeit, obs. Sc. form of Comet.

t Comel, camel. Obs. rare. Found only in

Layamon, in the dat. plural, on (inna, of) come-

lan, comlen, comela, -ie, cumelan, — In (from)

tents or (?) temporary coverts.

The later text actually substitutes in one place ' in teldes

'

=in tents ; in Wace the word was generally buschement.

c 1205 Lay. 6630 per he hundede on comelan [c 1275 was
an hontinge] wio his hird-iferen, i bon wude of Kalatere.

Ibid. 1 1008 pat Coel be king seoc lai an comlen [c 1275 in

comelan]. Ibid. 20272 pat heo comen bihalues ber Baldulf

lai on comele [c X275 in teldes]. Ibid. 20905 Childric com
of comela to ArSure pan kinge. Ibid. 30400 per be king

Cadwa5lan wunede on cumelan [c 1275 comelan].

[Doubtfully conjectured to be identical with OE. cumbol
= OS. cumbal, OHG. chumpal, ON. kuml, a word orig.

meaning 1 signum ', sign, token, mark for recognition, but in

OE. esp.= military sign, ensign, banner. In composition,

the notion was transferred to ' war ' and its circumstances,

as in cumbol-haxa, ' war hedge ', phalanx, cumbol-liete war-
like hate, cujiibol-wiyi warrior ; so that on cumelan in

Layamon, might possibly have come to be 'in warlike

array, in the ranks of war, in camp, in tents'. But the

form of the word suggests that the ON. rather than the

OE. was the immediate source of cumel, cornel, and a chief

sense in ON. was 'monument, memorial, cairn, or how',

whence ' cairn ' simply, and in mod. Icel. ' a low hay-rick
'

;

and it has been thought possible that a sense ' temporary

shelter', or even 'tent' might arise in this way.]

Comeli, -liche, -lie, obs. ff. Comely.
Comelid: see Clmbled, Obs., benumbed,

t Comelihead. Obs. In 4COmlyhede,-heed.
[f. Comely a. + -ltede, -head.] = Comeliness.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 214, I sigh yet never creature Of
comlyhedeandof feture. .Be liche her in comparison. Ibid.

II. 354 Of comeliheed and of beaute.

Comelily tkwmlili), adv. ? Obs. [f. Comely a.

+ -ly ^.] In a comely manner; prettily, decently,

becomingly, suitably.

c 1340 Caw. fyGr. A'nt. 974 He kysses hir comlyly. C1369
Chaucer Dethe Btaunche 847 (Fairfax MS.' I sawgh nyr
daunce so comelely. 1361 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 66

That al thinges be done comlily and according to order.

1666J. Smith Old Age (1752) 164 They [the muscles] become
shorter and narrower than that a man can be comelily

wrapped up in them.

Comeliness (k»mlini's\ [f. Comely a. +

-NESS.] The quality of being comely.

1. Pleasing appearance
;

gracefulness or beauty

of form ; handsomeness. (In mod. use generally de-

noting a homelier style of beauty: cf. Comely a.)

1- 1369 Chaucer Dethe Btaunche 827 So had she Sur-

mountede hem al of beaute Of maner and of comelynesse.

1555 Eden Decades IV. Ind. (Arb.) 56 Bodies of natural

bewtie & comelynesse. 1611 Bible Isa. liii. 2 Hee hath no

forme nor comelinesse. 1748 Richardson Clarissa I. ii. 7

She was always thought comely, and comeliness .
.
having

not so much to lose as beauty had, would hold, when that

would evaporate. 1836 Hop. Smith Tin Trump. 11876)

353 Moral beauty . . is as superior to superficial comeliness

as mind is to matter. 1846 Prescott Ferd. ff Is. I. iii. 180

Distinguished by the comeliness of his person.

2. Suitableness, becomingness, seemliness, de-

cency, propriety.

1399 LaHGL. Rich. Redeles ill. 184 Ffor curtesie, ffor comly-

nesse, tie ffor his kynde herte. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 89

Comlyness or seemelynesse, decencia. 1561 Daus tr
;
Bui-

linger on Apoc. U573 1 308 Agaynst the comlynes of sincere

religion. 1625 Bacon Ess., Friendship 1 Arb. 1S1 How many
Things are there, which a Man cannot, with any Face or

Comelines, say or doe Himselfe ? 16A5 Ussher Body Div.

(1647) 225 What is fasting? An abstinence for a time from
all the commodities and pleasures of this life, so far as come-
linesse and necessity will suffer. 1809 W. I rving Knickerb.

III. iv. (1849) 164 To conduct themselves with incredible

sobriety and comeliness.

Comeling (kumlirj). arch, and dial. Forms: 3

cume-, kume-, kymeling, komelyng, (? kerne-

ling, -lyng), komlyng, 4-5 cumling, -lyng,

4 eumbling, eumlyne, 4-5 comlynge, -ling,

(commelyng, -ling), eomelyng(e, 4- comeling.

[OE. *cumeling, f. cuman to Come + -ling ; cf.

OHG. chomeling, mod.G. kbmmling, in an-,

emfor-, nachkommling, etc.]

One who has come to a place, as distinguished

from its permanent residents ; an immigrant, new-

comer, stranger, sojourner ; also obs.) a novice.

1250 Gen. Ex. 834 Ne} ile bur3e hadde ise louereding,

Sum was king, and sum kumeling. 1274 Rotuli Hundred.
(1818) II. 118 a, Capit et retinet averia de astraura [=es-

tray] quae dicunt wayf vel cumeling. 1297 R. Glouc
(1724) 25 pou hast now forsake My dorter . .

Ai to a keme-
ling take. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1385, I am a com-

melyng towarde be, And pilgrym, als alle my faders was.

e '375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Petrus 649 He wes bot a eumlyne.

1382 Wyclif Eph. ii. 19 Now ;e ben not herborid men and
gestis (or comelingis) but 3e ben citeseyns. 1387 Trevisa

Higden (Rolls) if. 161 pe langage of Normandie is com-

lynge of anober londe. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 89 Comelynge,
new cum man or woman. 1577-87 Harrison Dcscr. Brit.

in Holinshed iv. 6 These new comlings began to molest the

homelings. 1815 Southey Lett. (1856) II. 401-2 To hear.

.

that the new comeling had proved to be of the more worthy

gender. 1862 Marsh Orig. ty Hist. Eng. Lang. 139 A settled

animosity between the home-born and the comeling.

attrib. 1382 Wyclif IVisd. xix. 10 In the comeling wonyng
of hem [1388 dwellyng among Egipcians]. 1587 Harrison

England 11. ix. (1877) 1. 189 The comeling Saxons.

D. (See quot.) dial.

1808 Jamieson, Cumlin, any animal that attaches itself to

a person or place of its own accord.

Hence f Co melingness, state of a sojourner.

1382 Wyclif Ezek. xx. 38, I shal lede out hem fro the

loond of her cumlyngnes [1388 dwelling].

Comelokur, obs. compar. of Comely.

Comely (ko mli), a. Forms: 1 cymlio, 3 cume-

lich, 4 comliehe, -lyeh, com-, kom-, cumli,

4-6 oumly, 4-7 comly, 5 comeliche, ooum-,

commly, 6 eum-, eumelie, com-, comeli, 6-7

comelie, 4- comely. Compar. 4 eomelokur, 5

comlyar, 6- comelier. Superl. 4 comlokest,

15-7 comliest, 7- eomeliest. [OE. cymlic, f. cyme

exquisite, fine:—WGer. kdmi- + -lie : see -like,

-ly •. OE. cyme, cymlic, appear to have the sense

' beautifully constructed', 'fine', 'handsome'; but

the cognate OHG. adv. chlimo, mod.G. kaum,

means ' with trouble or difficulty, hardly', Fr. a
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peine, the MHG. adj. /•/////, hfou—fs$SL weak,

and the deriv. OHG. chtUntg = weak, delicate,

sickly ; cf. the ME. Kime weak, silly, and Akimed.
These various developments of use appear to

indicate for WGer. kiimi- a general sense of
* delicate', as applied to workmanship or to con-

stitution
;

perh. going back to the notion of
1 elaborate, made with trouble or difficulty*. (See

however Kluge in Paul u. Braune's Beitr. XI. 557.)

In English, nearly the whole range of meaning

during the historical period is covered by the

modern colloquial use of * nice ' i.e. pleasant to

the sight ('nice-looking'), pleasant to have to do
with, pleasing to the moral sense, or sesthetical

faculty, to the sensations or perceptions generally.

The sense-development is also largely parallel to

that of the same word. The original long vowel of

cymllc ^see Sievers, Beitr. X. 497) was subsequently

shortened by position, and cymllc was thus brought

into association with the cym- forms of cuman to

Come, so as to be made at length cumli, comly\

along with this went a gradual modification of the

sense, introducing the notion of ' becoming \ It is

noticeable, however, that MUG. had komlich,

komenlich, and early mod.Du. komlick, komclick

(Kilian), as actual derivatives of komen : cf. also

L. conveniens) OF. avenant.]

1. Fair, pretty, beautiful, ' nice '. a. Of things.

(? orig. Delicately fashioned.) Hence, in later

times affected by b. and sense 3, so as to express

decent, sober, or quiet beauty, as in quots. 1535,

1632. arch.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. exxi. 3 Hierusalem, xeara 8u wa:re swa

swa cymlic ceaster getunbred, c 13*5 E. E. AHit. P. B.

546 In his comlych courte bat kyng is of blysse. 1399
Langl. Rich. RtatUs lit, 174 In comtiche clothinge as his

statt axith. 1535 Coverdale i Tim, ii. 9 That they araye
them selues in comly apparell. 156B (Irafton Chron. II. 364
Banners, Penons, Standards of silke, so sumptuous and
comely that it was a marvel I to beholde. 1630 K. Johnson
Kingd. <V Commxv. 133 Broader streets, comelier monu-
ments, and handsomer buildings. 163a Milton Penseroso

125 Civil-suited Morn .. Not triclct and frounc't . . But
Chercheft in a comly Cloud. 1870 Hawthorne Eng. Note-
Bks. II. 199 Surrounded by ancient and comely habitations.

b- Of persons: Fair, pretty, 'nice-looking',

pleasing : in modern use implying a lower or

homelier style of personal beauty, which pleases

but does not excite admiration.
( 1340 Gaw. Gr. Knt. 53 He be comlokest kyng bat be

court haldes. c 1450 Castle Howard Life St. Cuthbert
(Surtees* 533 He was so comely and so fay re. c 1485 Digby
Afyst. 1 1883) III. 67 No comlyar creatur of goddes creacyon.

1655 60 Stanley Hist. Philos. 10 He was a Comely Man,
and had a Majestick Mien. 1718 Hickes & Nelson Kettle-

•well 1. } 9. 30 He was a Youth of a very comely Form. 1718

Gay Let. 9 Aug., Sarah Drew might be rather called comely
than beautiful. 1888 Mahaffy Tour Moll. $ Germ, iv, The
women comely, but not often handsome.

+ C. Applied in courtesy to those of noble

station ; and hence to God and Christ. (Cf. Fair
sir.) Obs.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 23961 (GotO pe car all of bat cumli

king (Christ], a 1400-50 Alexander 354 3a »
quod he,

comly qwene. ibid. 470 Nay, quod be comly kyng. e 1400
Yivaint

<fr
Gaiv. 2874 Cumly Crist, that heried hell, c 1460

Tcrtvneley Myst., Processus Noe 21 Comly kyng of mankyn.

t 2. Pleasing, agreeable, ' nice to the senses or

feelings generally. Obs. ox arch.

r 1300 A". A lis. 6055 Two quenes of Amazoyne, With
twenty thousand. . Faire maydenes. .That weore wyght in

bataile, And comly in bed. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xv. 444
Cloth bat cometh fro be weuyng is noujt comly to were,

Tyl it is fulled. 1583 Stubbes Anat. A bus. XL 51 Their
haire would . . ouergrowe their faces, rather like monsters,
than comlie sober christians. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia
in. v. 56 The King was the comliest, proper, civill Salvage
we incountred. 1671 Milton Samson 1268. 1883 Steven-
son Silverado So. (18861 45 They said many kind and
comely things about the people.

3. Pleasing or agreeable to the moral sense, to

notions of propriety, or aesthetic taste ; becoming,

decent, proper, seemly, decorous, arch, or Obs.

[c 1*30 Hali Afeid. 25 Ba of god & of uuel, of cumelich &
of uncumelich.] c 1440 Promp. Pan*. 88 Comely, or semely
in syjjhte, decens. 1561 Bp. Parkhurst Injunctions* A
comehe and honest pulpet to be set in a comeh place of the

Church e. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 62 Robert Bishop of

Hertford offered himself to beare his crosse, rather than

he should so do, for that was not comely. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. lxv. §9 For the comelier and better exercise

of our religion. RWJ Bible Ps. xxxiii. 1 Prayse is comely
for the vpright. 1614 Bp. Hall Contempt. O. T. vn. v,

How justly doe wee take care of the comely burials of our
friends. 1646 F. Hawkins youth's Behaviour vii. 31 It is

not comely to sup ones broath at Table, it ought to be eaten

with a spoon, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 298
Nothing is more comely and agreeable to humane nature

than peaceable living. 17*5 Pope Odyss. ISL 499 Marching
home In comely order.

f b. Befitting the purpose, appropriate, proper.

161a Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 1 A fine Jauncet
is most comely, and much fitter than a larger incision

knife.

t 4. absol. or as sb. Fair one. (C£ Bright B. 2.,

Clear C. i., Fair, etc.") Obs.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 873 Kurteyslyche kneling bat komli
he grett. c 1400 Destr. Troy 552 Jason, .bat comly [Medea]
can clip in his close armes.

5. Comb., as + comely-looked a., having comely
looks; comely-looking adj., + comely-wise adv.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 108/2 Comly, or cumlywyse. Decenler.

1664 Pepvs Diary 2 i Jan., A comely-looked man he was.

1841 Borrow Zincali 1. x. 5 1. 167 One [woman] was more
comely looking than the other.

+ Comely, adv. Obs. Forms : 1 cymlice, 3
cumeliche, 4 comeliche, comliche, cumli,
commli, 4-5 comly, 5 cumly, 6 cumlie, come-
lie, (combly), 6-8 comely. [OE. cymlice adv. f.

cymlic adj. : see -ly il
. Phonetic and sense history,

as in the adj.] Handsomely, nicely, suitably ; in

a seemly or becoming manner.
a 1000 Beoiuulf'75 Ne hyrde ic cymlicor ceol gejyrwan.

a nag .57. Marker. 19 pet ha cumeliche faren. a J300 Cur-
sor Af. 15209 Quen bis nus was commli dight. c 1350 Will.

Palerne 2220 A cite nobul Enclosed comeliche aboute wib
fyn caste 1we rlc c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1707 Tho sye they
. . Men of armes ffaste ride, On coursers comly dight . c 1510
Barclay Afirr. Good Afann. (1570) Aiij, Grauitie Which to

both our states more comely may agree. Shaks. Lover's
Compl, 65 Comely distant sits he by her side. i6si Burton
Anat. Mel. n. u. 11. (1651)237 Decently and comely attired,

1651JER. Taylor Serm. 1. Ep. Ded., He speaks comely.

t Comely, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Comely a.]

irans. To make comely ; to grace, adorn.

1573 Tt'SSER Husb. (1878) i8q One diligent seruiture, skil-

fullto waight, more comelieth thy table than other some
eight, That stand for to listen, or gasing about.

Comelyd, -nesse : see Cumbled, Obs., be-

numbed.
Comen, early form of Common a. and v.

Comen, early form of Come inf. and pa. pple.

t Comenable, a. Obs. Also 4 comunable,
-bil. (Cf. ComunabltO Corrupt form of Convex -

-able, Covenable, due, convenient, suitable.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 10122 iCott.) J>ar be castel standes stable

And cherite es comunable [v. r. couenabul]. c 1350 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 349 Weche. .sholde, to be comenable somau rise

of be forseyde meyre, come, c 1440 Gesta Rom. 378 iAdd.
MSS.t A Comenable tyme is not yete comyn.

f Comenaunt. Obs. Also 4 comenount, 5
comnand, 5-6 comnant, 6 cumnant. Corrupt
form of Covenant sb. and v.

1381 Wyclif Gen. vi. 18, I shal sett my couenaunt
[Lamb. MS. £1400 comenount] of pees with thee. 1389
Eng. Gilds 36 alle bese comenauntz a-forsaid sshulde
ben holden ferme and stable. < 1435 Torr. Portugal 804,

I schall make myn commnant so. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1868)81 He yode . . and made comenaunt with a surgeon to

hele two broken legges. 1556 J. Heywood Spider if F.
Ixii. 8 As I haue kept comnant at the full, So craue I of
you, to kepe cumnant with me.

Comenaute, obs. f. Commonalty; Comence,
Comend e, obs. ff. Commence, Commend

;

Comend, obs. pa. pple. of Common v. ; Com-
ener, obs. f. Commoner.
Comenic (k(Jme nik), a. Chem. [Factitiously

formed by transposing the syllables of meconic.']

In Comenic Acid, a dibasic acid, Q H, 0 5 ,
crystal-

lizing in light yellow prisms : a product of the

decomposition of meconic acid, hence called para-

and me/a-meconic acid.

1873 Fownts' Chem. 739. 1876 Harley Afat. Med. 766.

Comenlieh, obs. form of Commonly.
Comens, Coment, etc., obs. ff. Commence, etc.

Coruente, -tie, -ty, obs. ff. Commonty.
Come-O'ffp sb. [f. vbl. phr. to come off : see

Come z>. 61.]

1. A coming off the field of action ; a finish-up,

a conclusion ; an issue.

1634 Shirley Opportunity 1. ii, This was Indifferently

well carried ! I was jealous Of a more lame come-off. 1690
Norris Beatitudes (1694) I. 335 The Hopes of a safe come
off at last. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. 11. 12 In order toa
Politic come-off, he brought the matter to the Council-Table.

2. A conclusion of an argument, discourse, etc.

1641 Milton Animadv. ii. Wks. (1847)60/2 Atjuick come-
off. 1661 R. I/Estrange Relapsd Apostate, for a Come-
off; All things must be done with singleness of heart.

a 1734 North Exam. 644 It would make one Grin to oh-

serve the Author's Come-off from this and the rest of the

Charters in this Time.

3. The coming off or performance of anything

planned.
1857 Costello Afillionaire Afincing L. 60 (Hoppe) That

don t look like a come-off.

4. A 'getting off' a duty, etc. ; an evasion, ex-

cuse for non-performance.
1849 C. S. Bird Ma riolatry 46 They pray to them as a

come-off. 1858 Hogg Life Shelley II. 543 It was a come
off, but it would not do. 1870 Emerson Soc. ff Solit., Dom.
Life Wks. (Bohn) III. 47 To give money to a sufferer is

only a come-off.

f Comeole, obs. by-form of Cameo.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 41/1 The Comeole is a kind

of Onyx stone of a black colour.

Come-outer, sb. U. S. [irreg. f. verbal phrase

come out (see Come v. 63") + -er.] One who
1 comes out ' or separates himself on principle

from an established society or organization
;

originally applied to certain religious dissenters ;

a radical reformer in religious matters.

1855 Haliburton Human. A'<T/#r^Bartlett), I am a Chris-
tian man of the sect called come-outers, and have had ex-
perience. i860 Marsh Eng. Lang.2,^ Independent thinkers,
who pride themselves on their hostility to venerable shams,
and their disregard of hoary conventionalities. I mean the
comeouters. 1881 Harper's Afag. Feb. 386 Radical re-

formers, ' come-outers revolutionists.

Come-o'-wiU. Sc. Also come-of-will. Any
person (or thing) that comes of his own accord,

or without being invited; a plant that springs up
spontaneously ; a bastard child. (Jam.)
1815 Scott Guy Af. iii, ' Little curlie Godfrey— that's the

eldest, the come o' will, as I may say '. 18*3 Blackw.
Mag. Mar. 314 ijam.) 'The rest are upstarts and come-o*-
wills'. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. II, vn. ix, A tame raven
come-of-will.

Comer (kr-mai). [f. Come v. + -er 1
.]

1. One who comes ; a visitor, an 1 arrival

136a Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 206 Freres with feir speeches
fetten him b^ennes ; For knowynge of Comers kepten [v. r.

copedenl him as a Frere. CX400 Malndev. (Roxb.) xxx.
136 Ma pan xxx" of folke, withouten commers and gangers.
1516-34 Tindale Afark vi. 31 There were many commers
and goers. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. viii. 3 Whose gates he
fownd fast shutt, ne living wight To . . answere commers
call. 1506 Shaks. Aferch. V. 11. 1. 21. 1659 Leak Watenvks.
34 For the facility of comers between the two Towns. 1775
Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 11 To leave his house to a casual
comer. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. ix. 101 So Clara pre-

pared for the arrival, and greeted the comer.

+ b. with adverbs, about, again, by, in, out, etc.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 41 For knihtes of Cuntre and
Comers aboute. 1388 Wvclif Ezek. xxxv. 7 Y shal take
awei fro it a goere and a comere a$en. c 1400 Apol. Loll.
68 (>e disciplis lowse be comar out. 1576 Gascoigne Steele
Gl. lArb.j 65 And shewe their scarres to every commer by.

1581 Mllcaster Positions xxxix. (18871 216 Comers in, and
goers out of one countrey into another. 1800 Bentham
Wks. X. 356 Comers-in by birth ; comers-in by migration.

C. often qualified by a word prefixed, as first,

next comer, Chance-, New-comer, Incomer.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 140 Buryden his body & beden

pat men sholde Kepen it fro nijt-comeres. 15*6 Tindale
Gal. ii. 4 Be cause of incommers. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Par., Matt. iv. 33 Farre cummers, out of other straunge
countreyes. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Cottsc. 1. ix. 83 Offering
themselves to the next commer. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round
World (1840) 183 Treat their new comers with breach of
faith. 18x1 Coleridge in Soutkty's Life of Bell (1844) II.

645 Disagreeable even to foot-comers, and far more so to

carriages. 1841 Tennyson Will Waterproof \, But let it

not be such as that You set before chance-comers.

d. All comers : everybody or anybody that

comes or chooses to come.
1568 Grafton Ckron. II. 380 The king, .who all that tyme

kept open household for all honest commers. 1614 Bp. Hall
Contempt. O. T. vi. iv, To stand alone, and challenge all

comers. 1607 Collier Ess. Afor. Snbj. 11. (17091 118 The
Temple of Honour stands open to all Comers. 1861 Hughes
Tom Brmvn at Oxf. iv. (18891 31 To make his rooms
pleasant to all comers. 1867 Mori i v Burke (1888) 28
Where Johnson did conversational battle with all comers,

1 2. A grower or springer up : said (with qualifi-

cation) of a plant. Obs.
i6s6 Bacon Sytva § 594 These latter sort [of plants) are all

swift and hasty Comers.

Comer\e, obs. f. Cumber, Cummer.
Comerade, obs. f. Comrade.
Comerawnce, obs. f. Cumbrance.

t Cornered. Perh. f. Cummer, F. commire ' fel-

low godmother 1 + -red, as in kitircd, kindred. (It

is too early for comrade?)
,1488 Plutnpton Corr. 63 (An abbot writes to the father

of his god-child] You, with my lades, your mother and your
wife, my cornered . . (Signed) Your poore gossip and true

lover, etc

t Co-merit, v. Obs.~\ [f. Co- 1 + Merit v.]

To merit conjointly.

1658 Bp. Reynolds Lord's Sup/. x\L 607 Without any
assisting or comeriting cause.

Come-rogue : see Comrogue.
Comerous, obs. f. Cumbrous.

II Comes. A Latin word [plur. comit-es, from

com- together + i-re, it-um, to go] meaning 1 com-
panion, comrade', which became in late L. a

designation for an attendant of the prince, and for

the occupant of a state office ;as the Comes Littoris

Saxonici in Britain), and in the Middle Ages, a

title of rank- OE. eorl, surviving in Y.comte, Eng.

Count. The Latin word is occasionally employed
(pronounced kJ»'m/z in certain technical uses, as

a. Eccl. Antiq. A book containing the epistles

and gospels read at mass, esp. the Roman missal

lectionary attributed to St. Jerome.

b. Music. The repetition of the ' dux ' or sub-

ject of a fugue in another part, usually at the

interval of a fifth above or a fourth below.

C. Anat. A companion artery, vein, nerve, etc.

d. Astron. A small companion star in any

duplex, triplex, or other ' system \

1683 Cave Ecclesiastid Introd. ^6 Have the Comitative

Honour, or the same Place and Dignity which the Comites

who had well discharged their trust had conferr'd upon
them. 1838 PennyCycl.XI. 2/2 s.v. Fugne. When the subject

. . or dux . . is comprised between the tonic and the domi-

nant, the answer (or contest must be given in the notes con-

tained between the dominant and the octave. 1844 Lingard

Anglo Sax. Ch. 11858) II. xi. 187 The Comes, or book of



COMESSATION. 661 COMFIT.
Gospels and Epistles for all the Sundays and festivals in the
year. 1846 M cCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 263
That the sheriff was originally the deputy of the comes or
earl. 1867-77 G - F - Chambers Astron. Vocab. 914 The
smaller of two stars forming a 1 Double Star ' is often called
the comes of the principal star. 1875 T. Haydf.n Vis.
Heart 7 Their arterial comites with the subclavian arteries.

1880 Grove Diet. Mus., Dux deader', an early term for

the first subject in a fugue—that which leads ; the answer
being the comes or companion,

t Comessation. Obs. Also 4 commessa-
cioun, 5 comessacoun, 6 commessacyon, 6-7
eommessation. [a. OF. comessacion (13th a),

ad. L. comessdtion-em, a Bacchanalian revel and
procession, a carouse, f. comessart, better comis-

sd-rt, held to be ad. Gr. Kiofia^-uv to hold a
revel, f. /ctu/tot revel. In L. the word was early

associated with comedere (comesum, -essum) to eat

up, and hence it was often coupled with ebrietas,

drunkenness.]

1. Feasting, banqueting, 'riotous eating' (Blount).
c 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 224 Sich ofte etingis of

j

men ben clepid commessaciouns. c 1400 Apol. Loll. xxvi.

93 Kalendis of Janiuer, in wilk sum seyingis, & comes-
sacouns, & ieftis, are 3euyn. 1544 Suppl. Hen. VIII in
Four Supplic. 53 What commessacyon, dronckenes, etc.

158a N. I'. (Rhem.) Gal. v. 21 Fornication . . envies, mur-
ders.ebrieties, commessations[WvcLiF,unmesurableetyngis;

1

Tindale, glottony; 1611 revellings]. 1642 T. Taylor God's
Judgem. 103 In all his day-riots or nights commessations.

2. Eating together.
C1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 24 Ther could be no true

frendship without eommessation of a bushell of salt. 1686
tr. Bouhottrs' St. Ignatius n. 117 The Agapes, or Commes-
sations of the Primitive Christians.

Comestible ^me-stib'l), a. and si. Also 6
comestable, commestyble. [a. F. comestible or
ad. late L. comestibilis, i. contest- var. of comes-
ppl. stem of comedere to eat up, devour, f. com-
altogether + edcre to eat. The adj. appears to have
become obs. in Eng. before 16S8 ; but it has been
reintroduced, in sb. use, from French in 19th c]
t A. adj. Fit to eat, edible, eatable. Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 39/4 All the metes of therthe that
ben comestible. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII. c. 11 § 6 Any
other fowle or their egges, not comestible. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcel, xxxl. ix. 414 All things comestible were
spent. 1683 Salmon Doron Med. 1. 314 Take a Comestible
thing, as Flesh of Fowls, Beasts, Fishes, etc.

B. sb. Anything to eat, an article of food

;

eatables. ( Usually somewhat humorous or affected.)

1837 T. Hook Jack Brag xx, He resolved upon having a
strong reinforcement of comestibles. 1848 Lytton Harold
vi. vi, Other not despicable comestibles. 1865 Miss Brad- '

don Sir Jasper III. i. 5 Packing the comestibles.

t Come'Stion. Obs. [ad. late L. comestidn-em
eating, devouring, f. comedere : see prec] Eating

;

alsofig., the devouring action of fire.

a 1620 Jer. Dyke Sel. Sertn. (1640) 263 There must be a
manducation, a comestion of the Word, a 1625 Boys Whs.
(1630) 701 Neither was this eating . . a seeming only to take
bread, and fish, and honie, but it was a true comestion.
1650 Bulwer A nthropomet. xii. 121 The mouth whose office I

was comestion or assumption of solid aliment. 1654 Ashmole
Chem. Coll. 107 Let it be delivered to insatiable Comestion, I

that being by degrees, .burnt into Ashes, etc. 1656 Blount I

Glossogr., Comestion (co/rteslio), an eating or devouring.

Comet (kp met). Forms : 3-7 comete, 6 I

comette, Sc. oomeit, 7 comett, commet, corn-
meat, 5- comet. [In late OE. cometa, a. L.

cometa (also cometes), a. Gr. ko^ijti/j wearing long
hair, (dor^p) koh^ttjs long-haired star, comet ; f.

Kopui-fiv to wear the hair long, f. kohtj the hair of

the head, transf. the tail of a comet. Thence, early

ME. comete, probably afterwards reinforced by F.

comite, ad. L. cometa.'}

1. A celestial body moving about the sun in a
greatlyelongated elliptical, or a parabolic orbit, and
consisting (when near the sun) of a bright star-like

nucleus surrounded with a misty light, and having
a train of light or ' tail ', sometimes of enormous
length, and usually directed away from the sun.
A comet remains visible from the earth only for a short

time, i. e. while it is in a part of its orbit near the sun.
They have in all ages been superstitiously regarded as
heralds of strange or disastrous events.

ii54_ O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1066 Sume men cwedon
bat rut cometa se steorra waere, bone sume men hataS bone
fsexedon steorran. c 1205 Lay'. 17871 pa iseh^en heo feorre
aenne selcuSe sterre . .Ofhimcomen leomen i gastliche scinen.
I?e steorre is ihate a latin comete. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 548A sterre with a launce, bat comete icluped is. c 1440 Promp.
Parr. 89 Comet sterre or blasynge sterre, cometa. 1549
Cotnpl. Scot. vi. (1872) 58 Ane sterne . . callit ane comeit;
quhen it is sene, ther occurris haistyly eftir it sum grit
myscheif. c 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. 1. 2 Comets import-
ing change of Times and States, Brandish your crystall
Iresses in the Skie. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 42/2 A
Comett is the F.mbassador of some extraordinary matter.
1727 Thomson To Mem. Sir J. Newton 77 He, first of Men,
with awful Wing pursu'd The Comet thro' the long Elliptic
Curve. 1^42 Young Nt. Th. iv. 706 Hast thou ne'er seen
the comet s flaming flight ? 1868 Lockyer tr. Guillemiris
Heavens

;

269 It is now proved that most of the observed
comets, if not all, form part of the solar system.

0. The Latin form was frequent in ME. ; also
stella cometa, varied with Stella coma/a (see Co-
mate).

Vol. II.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vni. xx. (1495) 331 Cometa
is a sterre byclypped with brennynge gleymes. 1460 Cap-
grave Chron. 225 A sterre thei clepe comata, directing his

bemes rite onto Frauns. 1494 Fabyan vii. cexxvii. 256 The
starre called Stella cometa, or y blasynge starre.

b. fig.
JS79 1' liNTON Guicciard. xx. ^1599) 942 He seemed to bring

certame predictions and comets of his death. 1608 Bp. Hall
Char. Virtues^- V. 1. 62 [The Good Magistrate], .the refuge
ofinnocensie, the Comet ofthegmltie. 1816 Byron C'hurchill's
Grave, I stood beside the grave of him who blazed The
comet of a season. 1878 Seeley Stein I. 332 The lurid

comet of Napoleon's fortune seemed likely to become a
fixed star in the heavens.

f2. An old game at cards. Obs,
1689 Shadwell Bury F. 1. i, Conversation .. mixed now

and then with ombre, trump, comet, or Incertain. 1693
Southerns Afaid's Last Prayer hi. Hi, You have won
above ,£600 of her at Comet. 1742 H. Walpole Lett. II.

Maun 28 Aug., The evenings. . Lady Mary, Miss Leneve
and I play at Comet. 1864 Athenaeum No, 1922. 269/2 The
Comet-game, otherwise called Manille.

3. Used as Eng. for Cometes, name of a genus of

Humming-birds with long tails.

1862 Wood Nat. Hist. II. 249 The Sappho Comet, or the
Bar-tailed Humming Bird . . is a native of Bolivia. 1866
Argyll Reign Law v. ied. 41 245 Two species of the Comets
in which two different kinds of luminous reds or crimsons
are nearly all that serve to distinguish the Species.

4. atlrib. and Comb.
f
as comet-capturing, -strewn

adjs.; comet-finder, comet-seeker, a telescope

of comparatively low power and havingalarge field,

used in searching for comets ; comet-tail, the tail

of, or a tail like that of, a comet
;
comet-wine,

wine made in a comet-year, popularly reputed to

have superior flavour; comet-wise adv., in the

manner of a comet
;
comet-year, a year in which

a notable comet has appeared.
1887 Proctor Other Suns than Ours 121 The *comet-

capturing ways of the giant planets. 1693 Dryden Juvenal
Sat. x. (1697) 271 Her *comet-eyes she darts on ev'ry grace.

1837 Thackeray Ravenswing vii, I have some '"Comet hock.
1871 tr. Schellen's Spectr. Anal. § 53. 246 The telescope A,
a *comet-seeker of 4 inches aperture and 30 inches focus.

1876 G. F. Chambers Astron, 701 The comet-seeker is

merely a cheap equatorial provided with an inferior object-

glass and coarsely-divided circles. 1886 Proctor in igfh
Cent. May 690 Regions of *comet-strewn space, a 1769
Falconer Descr. Ninety-Gun Ship (R.), Its huge mast .

.

From which a bloody pendant stretch'd afar Its 'comet-tail,

denouncing ample war. i860 AH V. Round No. 54. 87 Ac-
quainted with 'Twenty port, and*comet vintages. 1839-48
Bailey Festus xiv. 207 A sword of fire curved *comet-wise.
1871 M. Collins Marq. Merch. I. v. 159 Chateau Lafitte,

of the *comet year.

Cometarium (kf7mete>ri»m). [mod. L., f.

cometa + -ARIUM : after planetarium.] A mechani-
cal contrivance (invented by Desaguliers) for illus-

trating motion in an eccentric orbit.

'756 J- Ferguson Astron. § 405. 1867-77 G. F. Chambers
Astron. Vocab. Def. 914.

Cometary ^-metari), a. [f. Comet or L.

cometa + -auy, after planetary, in late L. planetd-

riits. Cf. F. co??ietaire.']

1. Of or pertaining to a comet or comets.
1652 GAULE Magastroni. 79 The prodigious aspects in the

heavens i planetary» as well as cometary ». 1748 Hartley
Obserzu Man u. iv. 400 Revolutions either in a planetary or
a cometary Orbit. 1787 Smeaton in Phil. Trans. LXXVII.
319 note, A similar instrument to be made for cometary .

.

observations. 1853 Herschel Pop. Lect. Sc. iii. § 42. (1873)
126 Few persons at all acquainted with cometary history.

2. Of the nature of a comet ; comet-like.

1847 De Quincey Wks. (1862) VII. 53 Their [coaches']

feriods of revolution were so cometary and uncertain. 1869
'hillips Vesnv. iii. 85 Cometary or star-like meteors. 1873

E. Dowoen in Contemp. Ret'. July 176 This cometary ap-

parition . . where lies its nucleus ? and is its orbit ascertain-

able? What is Victor Hugo?
Comether (ksme'Ssj). dial, or colloq. [A dial,

pronunciation of come hither, used as a coaxing
invitation to cows, horses, etc.] In to put one's

{the) comether on : to exercise persuasion or coax-

ing on, to persuade over, coax, wheedle; to get

under one's influence.

1838 Lover Handy Andy it 22 He. .looks pistols at any
one that attempts putting his comether on the widow. 1883
Reade in Harpers Mag. July 205/2 We must buy him, or

put the comether on him. 1888 Berksh. Gloss., Comether,
come hither. To put the 1 comether ' on a person is to re-

strain him. 1890 An Irishman (from correspt.), ' Sure, he
could put his comether on any woman !

'

CometiC (keme tik), a. [f. Gr. ko/^tt/s, L. co-

meta comet + -ic, after p/aneiic, L. planeticus, Gr.

irXavtjTitcos.] Of or pertaining to a comet or comets

;

of the nature of or resembling a comet.
1668 Phil. Trans. III. 807 An Inclination of the Cometick

Disk to the Sun. 1696 Whiston Th. Earth it. (1722) 187
The whole Cometick System. 1803 Edin. Rev. I. 429 The
greater eccentricity of the cometic orbits. 1879 Newcomb
& Holden Astron. 391 The cometic nucleus.

b. fig. Having some noted attribute of comets

:

blazing
;
portentous ; erratic.

1661 K. W. Con/. Charac., Meere Politiiian (i860) 27 De-
vising plots against such as have been his coadjutors to this

commetique serenity. 1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton Chr. Kirk-
land I. v. 126 His comings and goings were, .always cometic.

Come'tical, a. lObs. [f. as prec. + -al.] =prec.
1665 Phil. Trans. 1 . 105 The discus of the Cometical Body.

1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11. u. 107 A fresh intermixture

of like cometical Particles. Jig. 1856 Tail's Mag. XXI 1 1.

701 No cometical eccentricities.

Cometo'grapher. [mod. f. Gr. type
ypatp-os, f. KonTjnjs comet + -ypa<po$ writing, writer

+ -er: cf. F. cometographe, and see -graph£R.]
One who describes comets.
1686 Goad Celesi. Bodies 11. viii. 262 Rochenbach, a Great

Cometographer, quoted by HeveHus. 1867-77 G. F.Cham-
bers Astron. iv. vii. 381 Some modern cometographers.

Cometo'graphy. [mod. f. as prec. + -graphy.
Cf. mod, L. comelographia, ¥. comelographie.] De-
scription of comets ; that part of astronomy which
treats of comets.
1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 104 Hevelius, in his Prodromtts

(by him so called because it is as a Harbinger to his Cometo-
graphy). 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies III. ii. 439. 1876 G. F.
Chambers Astron. 914.

Cometoid (k^moioid). [f. Comet + -oid.]

fa. A name proposed for the asteroids (quot.

1805). Obs. b. A name proposed by Prof. Kirk-
wood of Indiana for luminous meteors.
1805 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XIX. 535 Would not

the term cometoids correspond best with the phenomena .'

1871 Kirkwood in Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1. 49 The motions of
some luminous meteors (or cometoids, as perhaps they might
be called).

Cometo'logy. [f. Or. type *Kofx-qTo\o-)ia, f.

KoprjTrjs (see above) + -Xoyta : see -logy.] The
branch of astronomic science which deals with
comets. In mod. Diets.

Come-to-pass, sb. rare. Occurrence, event,

fulfilment.

1823 Galt Entail II. iv. 33 A very sudden come-to-pass.

Comewne, obs. f. Commune v.

Comfect, obs. f. Confect.
Comferd, obs. pa. t. of Comfort v.

Comferie, -ry, obs. ff. Comfrey.
Comfit ,kz7-mfit), sb. Forms : 5 confeit, -fyt,

-fet, 5- 6 -fite, 5-8 -fit, 6 -fitte, comfet(te, -fyte,

-fytt, 6-7 -fitt,e, -fite, 6 -8 cumfit, 7 -fitt, com-
fect, 6- comfit. [ME. confyt, a. OF. confit, con-

fide :—L. confectum, confecta, sb. uses of confeclus,

-a, -urn, pa. pple. of conficcre to prepare, make
ready (f. com- together + facere to make', whence
F. confire to preserve, pickle, etc. (Cf. Confect.)
The change of con- to com-, before^ is English.]

1. A sweetmeat made of some fruit, root, etc.,

preserved with sugar ; now usually a small round
or oval mass of sugar enclosing a caraway seed,

almond, etc. ; a sugar-plum.
1334-5 Bursar's Acc. \Merton College Rec. MS.), Gingebr'

confit dim. lib. \'rid. C1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 574/36
Confectio, confyt. 1474 Caxton Chesse m. v. Gvj, They that

make confeccions and confites and medecynes. 1547 Boordi-:

Introd. Knowl. 161 They wyll eate magots as fast as we
wyll eate comfets. 1586 Cogan Haven Health xxvi. (1612)

43 Coriander cumfits. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. v. v. 22 Let
it. .haile kissing Comfits. 1694 Westmacott.SV/7/)/. Hebr.

5 Condited Almonds, vulgarly called Almond Comfits. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth viii, Wine is drunk, comfits are eaten,

and the gift is forgotten when the flavour is past away.
1852 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour lvii. 324 [He] dis-

tributed, .comfits to the rest of the juvenile party.

i*b. Hence, I?i comfit. Obs.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 8 Take red anys In comfyte. Ibid.

34 Brawn in comfyte. c 1460 J. R'Jssf.ll Bk. Nurture 714
in Babees Bk. 166 With carawey in confite.

f c. Liquid or syrupy ' preserves ' ;
jelly.

Obs. rare.

1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Pears, Do not take the Pan
off the Fire, till such time as you judge the Fruit [Pears]

done enough, .then take the Pan oft the Fire, and put your
Comfits into some Earthen Vessel. Ibid. s.v. Syrup, They
do not make liquid Comfits of Violets.

2. Co?nb., as comfit-cake, -maker.

1594 Plat Jewell-ho. in. 55 Such as the Confit-makers vse

to put their confites in. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, UL i. 253.

1600 Let. in Harington Ntigs Ant. 122 To eat two moreels

of rich comfit cake. 1631 Dekker Match me in Lond. 1.

Wks. 1873 IV. 137 A Comfitmaker with rotten teeth.

t Comfit, v. Obs. Also con-, [orig. perh. a.

OF. confiter, f. confit', afterwards referred directly

to Comfit sb.] trans.

1 1. To prepare, make into a 1 preparation \ Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 243/4 Take thyse thynges &
confyte them with the J use of porret.

2. To preserve, to pickle
;

esp. (in later use) to

preserve with sugar, make into a comfit.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour N iij b, His herte confyted in

spyeces I had made themperour and his wyf to ete hit.

1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. lviii. 520 The Apothecaries, .do use

to preserve and comfit the roote of Eryngium. 1629 J.
Cole OfDeath 174 The Comfit-maker or Apottecarie that

comfites them [Walnuts or Figges]. 1656 Cowley Pindar.
Odes, The Muse, The Fruit . . Thou comfitest in Sweets to

make it last. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Purslain, If

you would comfit your Purslain . . powder them well with

Salt and Cloves, .fill the Pot with good Vinegar. Ibid. s.v.

Tansy, The Root being comfited with some Honey. 1736
Bailey Housek. Diet. 36 Apples comfited whole or in halves.

IT Humorously for co?nfort ; in second quot. with

pun. implying 4 to help (oneself) to comfits*.

1598 Meres Pall. Tamia, Comfit thyself, sweet Tom, with
Cicero's glorious return to Rome. 1631 Heywood Fair
Maid of West 1. v. Wks. 1874 II. 325, Twill make bold to

march in towards your banquet, and there comfit my selfe,

and cast all carawayes downe my throat.
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COMFITURE. 66:2 COMFORT.

Hence Comflted ppl. a., Comflting vbL sb.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong.y Confiction ou cottfi-

tare, a confiction, or con firing. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer s

Bk. Physicke 117/2 Take confitede mettcs, cut them smalle,

and contunde them to pappe. 17*7 Bradley Fam. Diet.
s.v. Appetite, Comfited Mulberries or Almonds.

Comfiture kt? mfitiiu). ? Obs. Also con-, [a.

F. confiture, ad. L. confectura preparation {{. con-

fic?re) after F. conjit : see Comfit sb. and cf. Con-
FECTURE.]

+ 1. A preparation of drugs. Obs.

C1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 534 Ther is no creature That
eten or dronken hath of this confiture [v. r. confecture].

.

That he ne shal his life anon forlete.

2. A preparation of preserved fruit or the like
;

* preserve \ confection, arch, or Obs.

1558 Wardk tr. Alexis Seer. (1568) 64 b, Al these confy-
tures may dure many yeares. 1578 I.yte Dodoens in. xiv.

336 A confiture made of the sayde roote [Elecampane]. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 777 There be some Houses, wherein Confi-
tures and Pies, will gather Mould more than in others.

17^5 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v.Cholick, Give them Rhubarb
in Powder, put into an Egg, or some Comfiture. 1843 Blackzv.
Mag: LIV. 526 The sugar of your comfitures is too chalky
for our discriminating tooth.

t3. The preserving (of fruit, etc). Obs. rare.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 406 The Raisins called passse. .of

their patience to indure their drying and confiture.

4. attrib. and Comb.
a 1626 Bacon New Atl. (1650) 31 A Confiture-House;

where we make all Sweet-Meats, Drie and Moist. 1872
Daily Nnvs 3 May 6/1 Skill in comfiture making.

Comfort (kzrmfojt), v. Forms: 3 conforti,

3-4 comforti, 3-5 conforte, 4 cumfort e, con-
ford, comfortie, -tye, coumforte(n, cowmforte,
4-5 cumforth(e, counfort(e, comford(e, 4-6
comforth(e, eomforte, confort, 5 comfTord, 4-
comfort. {Pa. t. comforted : in 4-5 comfort, 4
-forth, cumfort, confort, 5 comferd. cumfurth;
pa. t. and ppU. 5 comford.) [a. OF. cun-, con-

fortcr ( « Pr., Sp., It. confortar) L. confortdre to

strengthen, f. con- intensive +fort is strong. (Used
by Macer, ' confortat stomachum 7

; frequent in

Itala and Vulgate; for form, cf. aggravart.) The
phonetic change of con- to com- is English.]

T 1. trans. To strengthen (morally or spiritu-

ally) ; to encourage, hearten, inspirit, incite. Obs.
e 1290 Lives Saints 1887* 80 He [St. Matthew] prechede

. .And confortede bat clene maide . . Euere bis guode man
hire bi-sou3te bat heo clene lijf ladde. 1297 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 2929 pe king aurely is felawes confortede to fi^te.

<i 1300 Cursor At. 15527 (Cott.i Petre, comforth breber pin

quen i am ledd yow fra. Ibid. 21392 <Cott.) Constantine,
luc vp . . Til heuenward, and cumforth be. 1382 Wyclif
Luke 1. 80 The child wexed, and was counfortid in spirit,

i 1420 Anturs of A rih. iv, Thay kest of hor cowpullus .

.

Cumfordun hor kenettes. 1535 Coverdale 2 Sam. ii. 7
Let youre hande now therfore be comforted, and be ye
stronge. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 1. (17061 18 The Call,

a Lesson blowed on the Horn to comfort the Hounds.

f b. In a bad sense : To encourage in, or to,

that which is evil. Obs. (Cf. next sense.)

1362 Lancl. P. PL A. 11. 121 From care to counforte the
false, c 1380 Wyclif Set. ll'ks. III. 328 Not to coumforte
hem in here synne. 1521-33 J. Longland in Ellis Or/'g. Lett.

ill. 95 I. 248 Comfortyng erronyous persons in theropynyons.
1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. n. viii, It shuld confort a man
to lyve vycyously.

t 2. To lend support or countenance to ; to sup-

port, assist, aid; to abet, countenance, * back up*.

Formerly common in legal use.

1375 Barbour Brucex. 178 Feill siss confort scho the kyng
Bath with siluer and vith met. 1481 Caxton Atyrr. 1. v. 26
For to amasse and gadre alway money wherin the deuyl
conforteth hem. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 74 As touchyng
the death of the aforesaid Becket, to the which he sware
that he was neither ayding nor comfortyng. 1641 Termes
de la L*ey 2 Abbettors in murders are those that command,
procure, counsell, or comfort others to murder. 1726 Ay-
liffe Parerg. 8 Guilty of comforting and assisting the
Rebels.

f 3. To strengthen (physically), support ; to

make fast, secure. Obs. rare.

1383 Wyclif fsa. xVu 7 He coumforride hym with nailes

that it shulde not be moued. — Ps. cxlvii. 13 He coum-
fortede the lockis of thi }atis. 15*3-5 Ld. Berners Froiss.
I. 629 The other two were as wynges, to comfort the
bataylles, if nede requyred. 1605 Bacon Ad7'. Learn. 11,

To the Ring § 3 Water doth scatter itself, .except it be col-

lected into some receptacle where it may by union comfort
and sustain itself.

t b. fig. To confirm, corroborate. Obs. rare.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. xii, The euidence. .doth not a
little eomforte and confirme the same [laws]. 1603 Florio
Montaigne 11. xii. (16321 302 Every one .. patcheth up and
comforteth this received beliefe.

t 4. To strengthen (the bodily faculties, organs,

etc.) ; to invigorate, refresh. Obs.
Some of the later quots. lead on to sense 8.

1303 R. Brunnf. //audi. Synne 6996 Anoun cumfortede
was Troyle so weyle f>at hys sykenes he forgate. 138a
Wyclif Acts ix. 19 Whanne he hadde takun mete he was
comfortid. 14. . fifed. MS. in Arch&ol. XXX. 364 Jows of
betonye . . Counfortyth ye herynge. 1460-70 Bk. Quint-
essence 11. iv. 16 To eomforte be joynctis. 1541 R. Copland
Guydons Fortnul. Vj, The water of M. Peter of spayne,
that conforteth and clereth the syght. 1578 Lytf. Dodoens
1. xxvii. 40 It comforteth the memory very much. 1637
Bi.I'nt Voy. Levant 105 (Coffee} comforteth the braine.

1671 Salmon Syn, fifed. 111. xxii. 402 Goosbery bush—the

ripe berries . . comfort the stomach, 1715 L.otid. Gaz. No.
6349^2 A Clyster to comfort the Bowels.

1 5. To minister delight or pleasure to ; to

gladden, cheer, please, entertain. Alsofig. Obs.

1303 R. Brunnf. Hand/. Synne 4760 Anober poynt cum-
fortef me pat God hab sent vnto a tre So moche ioye to

here wyb eere. 1393 Langl, P. PI. C. xvi. 194 Ich am a
mynstral . . alle peuple to comfortye. c 1440 Generydes 76
Yow to counfort is holy myn entente, This howse is all atte

your comaundement. 1578 Lyte Dodoens in. lxviii. 409
Reu of the wal is .. found .. upon all olde walles that are

moyst, and not comforted or lightned with the shining of

the sonne. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 284. i6i» Drayton
Poly-olb. viii. Notes 129 Britanie was comforted with whol-
some beames of religious light.

f 6. To minister relief to; to relieve, assist in

sickness, affliction, etc.). Obs,

1389 in Eng. Gilds 11870) 50 He shal comyn and vesyten

hym [in prison], and comfordyn hym in his powere. 1393
Langl. /'. PI. C. x. 97 Almes..lo comfortie such cotyers

and crokede men and blynde. 1529 Frith Antithesis % 17
Christ came to seeke the poore & comfort them. 1611

Shaks. Wint. T. 11. iii. 56 In comforting your Euilles. 1798
Wordsw. Idiot Boyiv, She quite forgot to send the Doctor
To comfort poor old Susan Gale.

7. To soothe in grief or trouble ; to relieve of

mental distress ; to console, solace. (The ordinary

current sense.)

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4204 Bedwar bigan to conforti be

womman . . & bihet hire bote of hire wo. eiw> "V//.
Paleme 1512 Sche hire fader cumfort fast as sche mi^t.

c 1386 Chaucer FrankI. T. 95 Hire frendes whiche pat
knewe hire heuy bouht Comforten hire, e 1430 SyrGcner.
iRoxb.)87i3, I drede me that she wil dey 'Ilie soner, but
she counforted be Of thes tithinges. 1592 Shaks. Rom. <y

"Jul. in. v. 230 Thou has't comforted me marue'lous much.
1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. i. 38 To comfort the
afflicted state of Christians. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones VI.

xiii, I thought it would have comforted your la'ship. 1872
Geo. Eliot fifiddlem. Ixxviii, That look of misery would
have been a pang to him, and he would have sunk by her
side to comfort Tier. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 54 It

might comfort him to know our bliss.

fb. with up. Obs. rare. (Cf. cheer up.)
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 289 Had not Cali Bassa by his

grave advice comforted up his dying spirits.

C. refi.

a 1300 Cursor fil. -24-246 (Cott.) Nu comforth pe . . And
werp awai bi wepe. c 1440 Ipomydon 513 Thus she com-
fortyde hyramonge, And efte she felle in mornynge stronge.

1754 Richardson Grandison 13 Mar. 2nd year 1

, She com-
forted herself, that Sir Charles would be able to soften

their resentments. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. 11858) II. ix.

309 They comforted themselves with the hope that, etc

d. The passive is often used in sense * to accept

comfort ',
' to take comfort \

1382 Wyclif /sa. xl. 1 Beth coumfortid, ?ee my puple.
1611 Bible Jer. xxxi. 15 Rahel weeping for her children,
refused to be comforted, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Fl. vn.
iv, Maggie dear, be comforted—don't grieve.

T e. intr. (for refi.) To take comfort. Obs.

rare. (Cf. Comfort sb. 9.)
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. vi. 5 Liue a little, comfort a

little, cheere thy selfe a little.

8. trans. To bring into a comfortable state (of

body and feelings), allay physical discomfort,

make comfortable.
(App. only of modern use : the earlier quots. merely lead

towards it. Cf. also 1671, 1725. in 4.)

[la 1400 Aforte Arih. 944 Caughte of pe colde wynde to

comforthe hym seluene. 1595 Shaks. John v. vii. 41 In-

treat the North To make his bleake windes kisse my
parched lips, And comfort me with cold. 186s Ruskin
Afunera P. (1880I 6 Things which serve .. to sustain and
comfort the body.] 1884 Miss Braddon Ishmatl xv. Re-
freshed by the coffee ana comforted by the warmth of the
stove, fifod. Advt. A grateful and comforting lieverage.

Comfort (kzrmfajt), sb. Forms : 3 oun-, kun-
fort, 3-4 cumfort, 3-6 confort^e, 4 cumforte,
-ford, conforth, -forj), fforte, counfort, com-
fortd, 4-5 coumforde, 4-6 cumforth, coum-
fort(e, comforth, e, -forte, 5 counforde, con-
ford, -foorte, 5-6 comford >, 6 -furth, coom-
fort, 4- comfort, [a. OF. cun/orf, confort (nth
c. in Littr£) = It. and OSp. con/orto, a sb. app. of

Romanic age, from stem of con/ort-are, OF. con-

fort-er to Comport. It took the place of OE.
frofor, with which it is used indifferently in enumer-
ating the nine urouren or 'comforts* against

temptations, in Ancren Kiwle p. 226 scq.]

+ 1. Strengthening
;
encouragement, incitement

;

aid, succour, support, countenance. Upon comfort

of : on the strength of. Obs. except in archaic legal

use (in phr. aid and comforts.
a iza$ Am r. R. 14 Of fleschliche vondunges . . & kunfort

amines ham. I135J Act 2$ Edit: Iff, Stat. v. c. 2 Si home
..soit aherdant as enemys nostre dit Seignour le Roi..
donant a eux cid ou confort.] 1400 A/ol. Lou. 37 pci bat

consentun wib be doars. .or defendun, or 5euen conseyl or
confort. 1460 Capgravf. Chron. 275 If., thei make ony
gadering in coumfort of Richard, sumtyme Kyng, thei to

be punchid as tretouris. 1493 Festival/ (W. de W. 1515)

153 b, He came in company of recheles people, & by eom-
forte of them he lefte his faste and dyde etc. 1528 Gar-
dinfr in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xxiv. 62 Upon com-
furth of such words as his Ho. had spoken unto us. 162a
Bacon I/en. I 'l/, The comfort that the rebels should receiue
vnderhand from the Karte of Kildare. 1769 Blackstonf,
Comm. IV. 82 If a man be adherent to the King's enemies
. . giving to them aid and comfort.

+ b. coner. One who or that which strengthens

or supports ; a support, a source of strength. Obs.

1455 I'aston Lett. 239 I. 329 We. .prey to The to be oure
confort and Defender. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb.
11. (1586) 50b, You must have a little walled hedge, to teach
the springs, .to climbe by, which wil be a jolly Stay and a
comfort to them.

1 2. Physical refreshment or sustenance ; refresh-

ing or invigorating influence. (Cf. Comport v. 4.)

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 253 On a walnot . . is a bitter

barke, And after bat bitter barke . . Is a kimelle of conforte
kynd to restore. 1543 Becon Invect. SwearingWks 11564)
212 b, They would last .. not so much as a poore ale-

bery for the comfort of their hart. 1551 Bk. Com. Prayer,
F'or rain. That we may receiue the fruit' - of the yearth to

our eomforte. 1611 Tourneur Ath. Trag. m. iv, Clouds.

.

rais'd by the Comfort of The Sunne to water dry and barren
grounds.
concr. 1631 Markham Weald of Kent 11. i. (1668) 2

Holpen by some manner of comfort, as dung, mail, fresh

earth, .or such other refreshings.

t3. Pleasure, enjoyment, delight, gladness. Obs.
e 1*30 Halt Meid. 27 Hare confort & hare delit hwerin is

hit al? c 1386 Chavcer Pro/. 773 Conforte ne myrthe is

non To riden by be wey dombe as a stone, a 1400 50
Alexander 8 Sum . . has comforth to carpe. .Of curtaissy of
kny^thode, of craftis of arrays, 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 38oWhen these Justes had continued. ..xxiiij. dayes, to

the great joye and eomforte of the young lustie Bachelers.

f4. Relief or aid in want, pain, sickness, etc.

Obs. (Cf. Comfort v. 6.)

a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxlvi. 3 His byndyngis is pe
sacramentis in be whilke we hafe comforth til we perfytly
be hale, c 1400 Rom. Rose 6508 Lete bere hem [beggers] to

the spitel anoon, But, for me, comfort gete they noon. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 132 Many came vnto the Citie, and
nere thereabout for comfort of victual). 1570 An* Tragedie
in Sc. Poems \tth C. 1 1. 234 To gif the wedow and fatherles

confort. 1647 Cowley fifistr., Despair, No comfort to my
wounded sight, In the Suns busie and impert'nent Light.

5. Relief or support in mental distress or afflic-

tion ; consolation, solace, soothing. (In later use

sometimes expressing little more than the produc-

tion of mental satisfaction and restfulness )

a nag Ancr. R. 178 No gostlich cumfort ne mei hire

gledien. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 98 Euery comfort
possible. .They doon to hure. .to make hure late her heuy-
nesse. 1440 Gesta Rom. v. 13 tHarl. MS.» Make me solas

and comfort, and chere me. 1593 Drayton Eelog. x. 73
None else there is gives comfort to my griefe. 1605 Shaks.
Lear rv. i. 17 Thycomforts can do me no good at alt. 1611
— Wint. T. v. iii. 1 The great comfort That I haue had of
thee. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vi. xii, I wish I had any
comfort to send you. 175* — Amelia 111. iv, Others ap-
plying for comfort to strong liquors. 1800 Wordsw.
Michael 448 There is a comfort in the strength of love.

c 1800 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. 118451 1- 3 Thus.. I became
confident . . amongst rocks and sands, which has . . since been
of the greatest comfort to me. 1884 Miss Braddon Lsh-
macl x\\. Such comfort as the Church can give to the re-

morseful sinner.

b. subjectively. The feeling of consolation or

mental relief; the state of being consoled.

1340 Hampole Pr. Cotisc. 2508 Comfort of gud hope may
he fele, pat here lyves wele, to fare wele. c 1394 P. PL
Crede 99 My purpos is i-failed, Now is my counfort a-cast

!

159a Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 111. iii. 165 How well my com-
fort is reuiu'd by this. 1876 Geo. Euot Dan. Der. lxviii,

She had . . a sense of solemn comfort.

c. transf. A person or thing that affords conso-

lation ; a source or means of comfort.
1 1386 Chaucer Afoder of God 15 Bemgne confort of us

wrccches all. 1465 Marg. Paston in Lett. II. 187 He
hath ben a grete comfort to me. 1605 T. Playfere oSerm,
(1612) 188 A treasure of comforts gathered out of the olde
and new Testament. 1611 Bible Col. iv. 11 My fellow

workers, .which haue beene a comfort vnto me. 1847 H.
F. Lytk //ymn ' Abide with me ' i, When other helpers fail

and comforts flee. 1856 Miss Mulock J. Halifax v,

Growing up to be a help and comfort to my father.

<L In weaker sense : A cause or matter of satis-

faction or relief; a comforting fact or reflection.

Chiefly coltoq. in the phrases 1 it is a comfort to do \
* it is some comfort that \ etc.

1553 in E. Lodge Illust. Brit. Hist. (1701) I. 160 It was a
great eomforte to him to perceyve in the Kings yong years
soch a consideracion of the public weal. 1641 Lr. Straf-
ford Sp. on Scaffold in Hist. Eng. (1702) II. 225 It is a
great comfort to me that his Majesty believes I do not de-

serve so heavy a punishment. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
v. viii, One comfort is, they will be all known. 1815 Scott
Jml. 18 Dec. in Loekhart, Nobody . . can lose a penny by
me—that is one comfort. 1873 Mrs. Alexander Wooing
o't xxvii, It is a comfort to be able to speak to you.

6. A state of physical and material well-being,

with freedom from pain and trouble, and satisfac-

tion of bodily needs ; the condition of being com-
fortable (see Comfortable 10).

1814 Wordsw. Excursion 1, Their days were spent In

E?ace and comfort. 18*7 Keble Chr. )'., Afoming xv,

et present Rapture, Comfort, Ease, As Heaven shall bid

them, come and go. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. < 1 858 J I. i.

75 All industrious men could maintain themselves in com-
fort and prosperity. x86a Ruskin Afunera P. (1880) 2 At
the cost of common health and comfort.

b. objectively. The conditions which produce or

promote such a state ; the quality of being com-
fortable ;see Comfortable •j\

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. iii. 384 William Harrison
gave a lively description of the plenty and comfort of the

great hostelries. 1884 Miss Braddon Ishmael v, Reared in

the comfort and elegance of a successful artist's household.



COMFORTABLE. 663 COMFORTER.
7. concr. A thing that produces or ministers to

enjoyment and content. (Usually
;
distinguished

from necessaries on the one hand, and from luxuries

on the other.) Creature comforts ; material com-
forts such as food. So home comforts.

1659 J- Arrowsmith Chain Princ. 58 The Scripture useth
diminishing terms when it speaks of creature-comforts.
1688 MlEGE Fr. Diet, s.v., The Comforts of this Life. 1771
QwOtLE 1 1 Humph. Ct. Let. 8 Oct., Very moderate in his

estimate of the necessaries, and even of the comforts of life.

1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 11 Before they quit the comforts
of a warm home- 1855 Macau lay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 300 A
modern Englishman, .finds in his shooting box all the com-
forts and luxuries of his club, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. x. 66
Steeped in the creature comforts of our hotel. 1873 Mrs.
Alexander Wooing o't xxi, Another ..dainty apartment,
supplied with every comfort.

8. A wadded and quilted counterpane ; = Com-
forter 6 b. ( U. S.)

1863 Life in South II. 263 The quilted coverlets called

'comforts',—a wadded counterpane, in fact.

f 9. Comfort is used by Shales, interjectionally
;

— Take comfort, cheer up. (Cf. Comfort v. 7 e.)

Also What comfort ? ^ What cheer ?

,

IS93 Shaks. Kick. II, 11. i. 72 What comfort man? How
i.st with aged Gaunt? Ibid. m. ii. 75 Comfort my Liege,
why lookes your Grace so pale? 1611 — Wiul. T. iv. IV,

848 Comfort, good comfort : we must to the King.
10. Phrases. To be of {good) comfort : to be of

good cheer ; to keep up one's heart or courage
{arch.). To take {f have) comfort : to accept con-
solation, be comforted, f To put in comfort : to

encourage, cheer up, console. Cold comfort : see

Cold a. 10.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7818 (Cott.) Was he neuer o wers com-
fortd. C1320 Seuyu Sag. iW.) 2601 Sche saide Alas !. .N'el
ich. .confor[t] take neuer mo. ( 1325 Ccer de L. 5596 To
hys men hys amies he badde, And sayde . . Look ye ben off

comfort good ! 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles Prol. 39 To
kepe him in confforte m crist and noujt ellis. C1440
Generydes 38 Whanne he was sadde, to putte hym in coum-
fort. C1510 Barclay A/irr. Good Mann. (1570) Dv, Take
confort, be of stoute courage. 1598 W. Phillips tr. Lins-
choten 11864* l 9& Putting her in comfort, and encouraging
her to follow her husband. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i.

119 Haue comfort Ladie. 1601 — Twel. N. in. iv. 372 You
stand amaz'd, But be of comfort. 1697 Dampiek Voy.
(1698) I. ii. 16 We. .bid them be of good comfort and stay
till the River did fall. 1872 Geo. Eliot Middlem. Ixxxiv,
Take comfort : perhaps James will forgive me.
11. Comb., as comfort-killing, -seeking adjs.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 764 O comfort-killing Night, image of
hell ! 1865 T. F. Knox tr. Life H. Suso 70 To mortify his
comfort-seeking body. 1874 L. Tollemache in Fortn,
Rev. Feb. 238 Our comfortable and comfort-seeking age.

Comfortable iktrmfwtab'l), a. {sb.) Also 4-6
con-, [a. Anglo-F. confortable, f. confort-er to

Comfort, on L. type *confortabilis ; for the active

force of the suffix, see -ble, last paragraph. (Mod.
F. confortable is from Eng.)]

A. adj. I. With active sense.

+ 1. Strengthening or supporting (morally or
spiritually)

; encouraging, inspiriting, reassuring,

cheering. Obs. or arch.
c 1400 Beryn 721 His wordis been so comfortabill. c 1500

Lancelot 2651 Seing al the gret suppris Of fois cummyng.

.

Togiddir al his company he drew, And confortable wordis
to them schew. 1547-8 Ordre ofCommvuion 4 The moste
confortable Sacrament of the body and bloud of Christe.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holitished III. 1998/1 The valiant
prowesse of the English souldiers, incouraged with the
comfortable presence of sir William Cobham. 1641 HlNDE
J. Bruen xxxii. 100 With great and comfortable successe.
1713 Berkeley Hylas $ Phil. Pref., The comfortable ex-
pectation of Immortality. 1739 Cibber Apol. (1756) I. 2,

I have such comfortable numbers on my side. 1774 Burke
Corr. (1844) I. 497 Your last letter was not comfortable. 1869
Tennyson Coming of Arthur 267 He spake and cheer'd
his Table Round With large divine and comfortable words.

f2. Helpful, serviceable, advantageous. Obs.
1575-6 Thynne in Animadv. Introd. 54 The comfortable

ayde of the golden sheife. 1725 De Foe Voy. round
W. (1840) 344 Their, .canoes which had been so comfortable
to them.

f 3. Strengthening or refreshing to the bodily
faculties or organs

; sustaining. Obs.
1440 Gesta Rom. 338 (Camb. MS.) It most be wyne

comfortable bat shold be yeue to the syke. 1568 Turner
Herbal 111. 40 [Nutmegs] are. .comfortable for the stomache.
16x4 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. i. (z668) 7 After you have
let him blood . . give him a comfortable drench. 1744
Berkeley Siris § 77 Cured by this comfortable cordial.
1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters III. 264 Vapor baths . . to the
comfortable relief of many diseases. 1816 Scott Old Mort.
iv, The comfortable creature, which the carnal denominate
brandy. [Factitious archaism.]

1 4. Pleasing or grateful to the senses. Obs.
c 1400 Beryn 697 Many . . flouris . . That lusty been, and

confortabill for mannys si^te ! 1576 Fleming Panoptic Bp.
340 I he sweet and comfortable sounde of musicall instru-
ments. 1659 Vulgar Errours Censured i. § 4. 9 The com-

f
h of the approaching Morne. 1713 Derham

and Night
45 The com^rtable Changes of Day

t 5. Affording mental or spiritual delight or en-
joyment

j pleasant, enjoyable. Obs.

1

6
f
x34o Hampole Prose Tr. i. 2 Desederabill es ttii name,

lufabyll and comfortabyll. 1515 Barclay Egloges 1. (1570)
Aij/3 Mery talking is greatly comfortable. 1535 Cover-
dale Ps. liu. 6 [I will] prayse thy name o Lorde, because it
is so comfortable. 1632 Lithgow Trav. ix. (1682) 37g My

Singular good friend, .whose presence to me . . was exceed-
ing Comfortable. 1748 Hartley Obscrv. Man n. iii. 310
The Love of God, and the constant comfortable Sense of
his Presence.

fb. Satisfactory; also colloq. 'tolerable', ' fair',
1 pretty good \ Obs.

1658 Whole Duty Man xiv. § 9. 109 To enable their
pastors to give a comfortable account of their souls. 17310
Derby Post-Man I. No. 10. 4 A large, massy Caudle Cup,
a comfortable piece of Plate. 1728 Vanbk. & Ob. Prov.
Husb. 11. i, Sir F. The Boy has a strong Head ! M. Yes,
truly, his Skull seems to be of a comfortable Thickness.

6. Affording or conveying consolation ; comfort-
ing, consolatory: of persons {obs.) or things [arch.).

1377 Langl. PI. B. xiv. 281 Contricioun is confortable
binge, .and a solace to be soule. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy
111. xxvi, Hym. .That was to her. .So kynde founde and so
comfortable. 1529 More Comf agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1200/2
Let him be pitteous & comfortable, to those that are in

distresse. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. ii. 76 For heauens sake
speake comfortable words. 1601 — All's Well 1. i, 86 Be
comfortable to my mother, .and make much of her. a 1631
Donne Serm. 1. 507 A despairing Soule will set Gods com-
fortablest Words to a sad Tune. 1754 Chesteke. Lett. IV.
7 If you still want comfort, Mrs. . . may, if she will,

<e very comfortable. 1788 T. Jei ferson Writ. (1859)

389 It is a comfortable circumstance. 1869 Goulburn
Purs. Holiness vii. 57 That most comfortable truth the
Paternity of God.
7. Affording or fitted to give tranquil enjoy-

ment and content ; attended with or ministering to

comfort (see Comfort sb. 6). This and 10 are the

ordinary current uses ; and this tends to be com-
monly treated as a transferred or extended use of

10, a * comfortable house ' being thus viewed as

a house in which one is comfortable ; this is still

more manifest in * comfortable circumstances '.

Cf. 10 b.

1769 Gray Jml. Tour 9 Oct. in Mason Life, Kejidal
The buildings {a few comfortable houses excepted) are
mean. 1823 Lamb Flia, Old New Schm., My com-
panion., left me in the comfortable possession of my ig-

norance. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bedc 1. i, Hitherto Gyp had
kept his comfortable bed. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol. Econ.
26 If we wish to have comfortable clothes and houses. Mod.
The family was left in comfortable circumstances.

b. absol. quasi-.r£.

*793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 59 11794) II. 384, I have
seriously projected a treatise on the comfortable. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 319 In the buildings . . a happy
union of the comfortable and the graceful.

II. With passive or neuter sense.

f 8. passively. Capable of being comforted,
consolable. Obs. rare~\
1609 Bible iDouay) Pref., Sorow .. not so much for our

owne affliction, for that is comfortable, but for you.

f 9. In a state of consolation ;
' of good com-

fort cheerful, cheery. Obs.

#1593 H. Smith Whs. (1866-7) I- 393 Paul saith, 'God
comforteth us, that we may be able to comfort others.,
shewing that we cannot comfort others unless we be com-
fortable ourselves. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. vi. 10 For my
sake be comfortable. 1607 — Timott iil iv. 71 His com-
fortable temper has forsooke him. 1755 Mrs. Delany Life

Corr. (1861) III. 365, I despair of writing a comfortable
letter while I stay at the Bath.

10. In a state of tranquil enjoyment and content

;

free from pain and trouble ; at ease. (Usually, but
not always, in reference to physical conditions or
circumstances.)

1770 H. Walpole Let. to G. Montagu 1 July, Mrs. White
. .has given me a good fire and some excellent coffee and
bread and butter, and I am as comfortable as possible.
i8ix Jane Austen Sense $ Sens. (1866) 9 Do but consider
. .how excessively comfortable your mother-in-law and her
daughter may live. 1828 Scott Diary 27 Apr. in Lockhart,
Let it freeze without, we are comfortable within. 1858 J.
Martineau Stud. Chr. 271 [The Church] relies .. on the
dislike felt by the comfortable classes towards the trouble of
thought and the disturbance of feeling. 1872 Geo. Eliot
Middlem. xli, Here is your poor mother, -you could afford
something handsome now to make her comfortable. Mod. I

am not [or I do not feel] quite comfortable about the matter.

b. Expressing or characterized by comfort
; easy

and tranquil ; undisturbed ; also colloq. of persons,
suggestive of complacency, placidly self-satisfied.

1856 J. H. Newman Callista 48 There's Bacchus : he's a
good, comfortable god, though a sly, treacherous fellow.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. Iv. xii, 'Why argue?' returned
Mr. Inspector in a comfortable sort of remonstrance. 1872
Geo. Eliot Middlem. v, ' Go to bed soon ', said Celia, m a
comfortable way, without any touch of pathos. 1878 R. H.
Hutton Scott i. 5 A motherly comfortable woman.
11. Comb., as comfortable-looking adj.

1875 W. M'Tlwraith Guide to Wigtownshire 48 Com-
fortable-looking two-storey houses.

B. sb.

1 1. That which gives comfort
; //. comforts

(see Comfort sb. 5 c, 7). Obs.
1650 O. Sedgwick Christ the Life 22 Whatsoever the

Christian finds in Himself . . for the Habituals of Grace .

.

and.. for the Comfortables of Grace. 1675 Brooks Gold.
Key Wks. 1867 V. 327 The returning prodigal hath gar-
ments, and ornaments, and necessaries, and comfortables.

2. a. A worsted covering for the wrist, b. A
long woollen scarf worn round the neck in cold
weather; = Comforter 6. c. {U. S.) A quilted

bed-covering ; a down quilt ; = Comfort sb. 8.

1835 Sir J. Ross Arct. Exp. iii. 42 A blue jacket and
trousers, a flannel shirt, a comfortable. 1839 Lady Lytton

Cheveley (ed. 2) III. i. 11 Their faces half hid in green
worsted comfortables. 1844 Mar. Edgeworth Frank, a
Sequel (1854) II. 9 Knitting, .a pair of scarlet worsted cuffs
or bracelets, by some called wristlets, by others comfort-
ables. 1864 Webster, Comfortable, a . . stuffed or quilted
coverlet for a bed; a comforter; a comfort. tC/.S.) 1874
Mrs. Whitney We Girls vii. 155 Ruth brought some pil-

lows and comfortables, .made up a couch . .on the box-sofa.

Comfortableness .k^mfaitab'lnes). [f. prec.

+ -NES3.J The state or condition of being comfort-
able (in various senses ; see the adj.).

1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb ) 49 Wee know a playing
wit can prayse. .the comfortablenes of being in debt. 1679
J. Goodman Penit. Pard. Hi. vi. (1713) 370 The comfort-
ableness of his Gospel, 1783 W. F. Martyn Geog. Mag.
II. 105 The comfortableness of their subsistence. 1816 J.
Scott Vis. Paris led. 5' 109 Which conduce most imme-
diately to the comfortableness of their own feelings.

Comfortably
v
k# mf9itabli , adv. [f. as prec.

+ -ly ^.j In a comfortable manner.

T 1. So as to convey strength or support ; en-
couragingly, reassuringly. Obs.

1494 Fabyan cciv, Edmond . . sped him towarde that parte of
the felde, and behaued hym so comfortably amonges his men,
that by his knyghtly courage, etc. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1.

222 marg., Angels help us not comfortably through death.

f 2. Delightfully, pleasantly (to the senses'. Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vni. xiv. (1495* 320 Amonge

all sterres Venus shynyth moost comfortably [gaudentius\.

t 3. With mental or spiritual enjoyment or con-
tent ; pleasantly, happily. Obs.

1563 Homilies 11. Matrimony (1859) 5°2 I'o live peaceably
and comfortably in wedlock. 1652 Bp. Hall Invis. World
ii. § 6 Charity, whereby she [the soul] is feelingly and com-
fortably possessed of Him [God]. 1758 S. Hayward Serm.
xvL 492 It is. .necessary, .to our dying comfortably.

t 4. In a comforting way
;

comfortingly, con-
solingly, cheeringly. Obs.

1599 Massinger, etc. Old Law 11. ii, I have cause to weep
too, But when I visit, I come comfortably. 1611 Bible
Isa. xl. 2 Speake ye comfortably to Ierusalem. 1682 Bun-
yan Holy War 300 That he would look comfortably upon
them. 1743 J. Morris Serm. ii. 52 They will not speak
comfortably to their brethren, but will relieve them in

their distress.

5. In a way attended with comfort ; in a state of
comfort; with comfort (see Comfort sb. 6).

1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. 1. x. (i860) 45 They live

more comfortably and at less charges. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
(1840 1 II. i. 12 Enough of them as. .might comfortably sup-
ply them for seven years, t-1850 Arab. Nts. <Rtldg.) 210
The miller, .was very comfortably off. 1861 Hughes Tom
Brown at Oxf. i. (18S9I 8 The chapel ..just holds us all

comfortably. 1884 Miss Braddon Ishmael xix, Decently
fed, comfortably clad.

b. In a way expressing comfort or compla-
cency ; with placid self-satisfaction. (Cf. Com-
fortable 10 b.)

1872 Geo. Eliot Middlem. Ixxxiv, 'That is nice', said
Celia, comfortably.

t Comforta tion. Obs. Also con-, [a. OF.
confortacion, ad. late L. confortation-em, n. of
action f. confortdre to Comfokt : see -atiox.]

1. Comforting
;
comfort, delight.

a 1400 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 1. 114 To alle these crea-
tures comfortacion. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 214/3 To con-
fortacyon of the Spyrite. : 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in.

338, I haue comfortat ywys to my comfortacyon.

2. Strengthening (of bodily organs or faculties).

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. 11. xix. 33 For the com-
fortation of the hert. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 962 For Cor-
roboration and Confortation take such Bodies as are of
Astringent Quality.

3. Supporting or countenancing.
1552 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. 11. xxx. 505 Confederacies,

conspiracies, .abbettings, procurations, comfortations.

t Comfbrtative, a. and sb. Obs. Also con-.
[ME. confortatif a. F. confortatif -ive:—L. type
*confortdtlv-us : see Comfort v. and -ativf.]

A. adj. Having the quality of comforting.

1. Strengthening, reviving (medicine, food, etc.).

<
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xli. (14951 627 Saffron

is confortatyf. C1440 Gesta Rom. 338 (Add. MS > It must
be wyne confortatif [v. r. comfortable] that shuld be yeven
to the sike. 1567 Drant Horace's Fpist. xviii. F v, For life

and limmes comfortityue. 1620 Venner Via Recta vii.

149 It is of a notable abstersiue, consolidatiue and confoi -

tatiue [1650 comfortative] faculty. 1683 Salmon Doron
Med. 1. 299 Incarnative, Comfortative, Regenerative.

2. Cheering ; cheerful, rare -1 .

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. XV. 213 pe loue bat lith in his herte
maketh hym ly3te of speche, And is companable and con-
fortatyf, as cryst bit hymselue, Nolitcfieri stent ypocrite,
iristes, etc.

B. sb. A strengthening or reviving medicine, a
cordial. Also fig.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.R. vn. xxxii. (1495) 247 Ayenst
herte quakynge men shall yeue confortatyues. 1564 P.

Moore Hope Health 11. ix. 28 Borage, .is a comfortatiue to

the harte. 1684 tr. Bonct's Merc. Compit. xix. 695 Confor-
tatives alone without stimulaters. .have not had the desired
effect. 174a Jarvis Quix. 11. iv. vi. (D.l, The two hun-
dred crowns in gold . . as a cordial and comfortative I carry
next my heart.

Comforter (kzrmfsitsi). Forms : 4 con-,
cum-, coum-, comfortour(e, 5 confourtour,
(comforthther\ 5-6 conforture, 6- comforter,
[a. Anglo-Fr. confortour OF. conforteor (in nom.
confortere) :—L. type *confortdtor-em, agent-sb. f.

confortdre : see Comfort v. and -er.]
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COMFORTFUL. 664 COMIC.

1. One who or that which comforts or consoles.

138a Wyclif Job xvi. 2 Alle 3eeben heuye coumfortourcs.
1440 Gesta Rom. 119 (Add. MS.) The blissed Virgyn

marie, that is conforture of alle desolate. 1576 Fleming
Panojtlie Ep. 66 Most unmeete to minister consolation, .for

..that 1 mee selfe stoode in neede of a comforter. 1610

Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 195 It [sleep] sildome visits sorrow,
when it doth, it is a Comforter. 175a Fielding Amelia
in. ii, The doctor is the best ofcomforters. 1796 H. Hunter
tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat.

(1700J
II. 509 The comforter of the

afflicted. 1856 Miss Mllock J. Halifax xxxix, She would
be to him at once wife and child, plaything and comforter,

b. Theol. A title of the Holy Spirit.

[ = OF. confortereys, -teor, transl. L. consdldtor, a common
rendering since 7th c. of Gr. n-opd»tA»jT(K (John xiv. 16, etc.),

properly =-advocatus 'advocate, intercessor', as commonly
taken in the early Latin Church. In the Vulgate, Jerome
retained the Gr. untranslated as paracletus : see Paraclete.
Isidore, a 640, says (Orig*\u. iii. 10) ' Spiritus sanctus, quod
dicitur paracletus, a consolatione dicitur. .Consolator enim
tristibus mittitur. . Alii paracletum dicunt Latine oratorem
vel advocatum interpretari.' The Fr. Gloss, de Douai

< 1 4th c.i ed. Escallier, has ' Paraclitus, confortere*'.]

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 190 |>e holygoost. .confortoure
of creatures. 1382 Wvclif John xiv. 16, I schal preie the
fadir, and he schal jyue to 30U another coumfortour. 1450-

1530 Myrr. our Ladye 293 Holygoste conforture of father-
less and motherlesse. 1667 Milton P. L. xii. 486 Hee to
his own a Comforter will send. 171a Addison Sped. No.
273 r 9 The whole God-head . . under the Three-fold Dis-
tinction of a Creator, a Redeemer, and a Comforter ! 1827
Keble Chr. V. Good Friday ii. 6 Where. .The very Com-
forter in light and love descends. 01875 Monsell Hymn
' When I had wandered', My Father, Saviour, Comforter.

C. Job's comforter : a proverbial phrase for one
who intends or professes to comfort, but does the

opposite (see Job xvi. 2).

[1680 Hickeringill Meroz 29 Those Preachers are like

Jobs Comforters.] 1870 Miss Bkidgman A'. Lynnc II. iv. 88
She was a veritable Job's comforter. 1883 Harper s Mag.
Nov. 905/2 Such Job s comforters as these.

t 2. A small kind of spaniel. Obs.

15;; 87 Holinshed Chron. u8o8> I. 387'lrie spaniell gentle,

or comforter. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 186/1 The
Spaniel Gentle, or the Comforter, is a little pretty kind of
Spaniel, of the least sort, such as Gentle-Women can- in

their bosoms. 1790 Bewick Quadrupeds 11824) 364 The
comforter, .is generally kept by the ladies as an attendant
uf the toilette or the drawing-room.

1 3. One who aids, countenances, or abets.

(Chiefly a legal term.) Obs.

1483 C ath. Angl. 72 A Comforthther, confortator. 149$
Act 11 Henry VII

% c. 64 Pream., Helpers, socourers and
comforteri.s. 1570 Act 13 KHz. c. 2 | 4 All and every
Aiders, Comforters, or Maintainers of the said. .Offenders.

t4. An invigorating agent ; a cordial. Obs.
1563 Hyll.-J rt Garden. < 1593

1
45 The same comforter, which

they name the three Sanders, prepared of the Apothecaries.

6. A thing that produces physical comfort.
1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 242 A trusty plaid ;

an old and valued travelling companion and comforter.

1844 Kinglake Ed'then xii, The tchibouque—great com-
forter of those that are hungry and way-worn.

6. A long woollen scarf worn round the throat

as a protection from cold.

1833 T. Hook Widmv Marquess xii, A green and white
net comforter. 1858 R. S. Slrtees Ask Mamma iii. 8
Divesting himself of a great coarse blue and white worsted
comforter. 1868 Rlskin Pol. Ecoti. Art ii. 114 Knitting
comforters for her cousins.

b. A quilted coverlet ; « Comfort sb. 8, Com-
fortable B. 2 c. (U. S.)
1864 Webster, Comforter. .4. A wadded quilt ; a comfort.

(£/. S.) 1878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc P. i. 5 With a neat
comforter of quilted cotton.

Hence Co mfortered a., wearing a comforter
(sense 6).

1880 Miss Brolghton Sec. Th. t. v, A few ulstered, com-
fortered men. .waiting for the night mail.

Comfortful ^ktrmfcmful), a. rare. Full of
comfort ; the reverse of comfortless.
155a HuLOET,Comfortful, or full ofconforte, consolabundus.

1844 Marc. Fuller Worn. 19/A C. (1862) 128 As a teacher
and a master help-full, comfort-full. 1874 Ruskin Fort
Clav. xiv. 194, I have.. seen engraved over your family
vaults, .those comfortful words.

Comforting (fara&itig), vbl. sb. [see -lira

The action of the verb Comfort, in various senses

:

Consolation ; + strengthening, f encouragement, etc.

c 13*0 Seuyn Sag. (Wj 2596 Tak the to som comforting,
138a Wvclif Pt. xciii. 19 IM coumfortingis gladeden my
soule. 1578 Sc. Poems xtth C. II. 133 Send us support and
comforting Agains our fais. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11.

To the King § 3 Knowledge . .would soone peri^he. .if it

were not preserued in Bookes. .and Schooles, for the receipt

& comforting of the same. 1741 Richardson Pamela II.

169 To supply the Presence and Comfortings of a dear
Mother. 186a Thornblry Turner II. 126 With soothing
kisses and comfortings.

Co'mfortingf,/// a. [see -nra 2
.] That com-

forts, in various senses of the verb : Consoling, con-

solatory
; + strengthening, etc.

1381 Wvclif Zech. i. 13 Good wordis, coumfort'mge. 1613
Shaks. Hen. Vlll, v. i.4Torepayre our Nature With com-
forting repose. 1758 R. Brookes Tract. Med. led. 3* II. 164
Comforting Eye-waters. 1872 Geo. Kliot Middlem. Ixxiv,

That comforting explanation. 1877 Lady Brassey I'oy. Sun-
beam xv, The comforting light of a large wood fire.

Hence Co mfortingly adv.
1849 Fraser's Mag. XL. 518 The soul whose faith, .com-

fortingly teaches her, etc. 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy
I. 12 'Bless your heart', says the Brat, comfortingly, ' he
will never find out that we an* there'.

+ Comfortive, a. and sb. Obs. Also 6 con-,

[irreg. f. Comfort v. + -ive
; comfort- being treated

as the L. ppl. stem, as in abort-ive, assert-ive.] =
Comfortativk.
A. adj.

1377-1400 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 213 Companable and con-
fortatyf [MS. C. confortif]. 1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. v.

63 Lete wysedome than be to the[e] comfortyfe. x6ta
Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (16^3) 385 Cordial and comfor- I

tive remedies. x8os W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XII. 100.

B. sb.

1584 Leycesters Comtnonw. (1641) 34, 1 muse why hee chose
rather to make her away by open violence then by some
Italian confortive. 1588 Grf.ene Alcida Wks. (Grosarti IX. 1

94 Precious comfortives to incourage her champion. 1593— Mamillia 11. Wks. II. 231 Not a comfortive to lengthen
her life, but a corasive to shorten her dayes.

t Co'mfortize, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [see -ize.]

trans. To comfort. Hence Comfortizing ///. a.

1600 Tournel'r Trans. Metamorph.\\\\, No grove, whose
1 comfortizing hew, etc

Comfortless (k»-mf3Jtles;, a. [f. Comfort sb.

j

+ -less.] Without comfort.

+ 1. Without relief, aid, or resource
;
unrelieved,

1 helpless, desolate. Obs. (exc as occas. implied in 1

I

sense 3 or 4.)
t a 1400 Chester PI. (Shaks. SocJ 11. 27, I will not leeve you I

comfortles [John xiv. 18 ; so in Coverdale 1535, Bps. Bible

1560, and 161 1 ]. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 207 All the Barons
of Fraunce had forsaken her. .and so she was left all comfort-
lesse. 1568 Bible (.Bishops') Ps. xii. 5 For the comfortlesse
troubles sake of the needy. 1639 Bury Wills 11850) 172 All
my houshold fledd from me and left me . . comfortles. 1725
Vovk Odyss. xv. 380 Sole, and all comfortless, he wastes away. 1

t 2. \Vithout courage or strength, spiritless. Obs. \

1387 Trevisa lligden < Rolls) VII. 25 J>e kyng erle was al

comfortlees, and nyh deed for fere, c 1400 Rom. Rose 4412 1

Comfortles the detn I drede.

3. Destitute or devoid of mental comfort, con-

solation, or solace ; of persons ^now rare), un-

consoled, inconsolable ; of actions, states, etc,

attended with no comfort.
c 1460 Sir R. Ros Dame Sauz Mercy 461 in Pol. Ret.

L. Poems <i866i 67 To comforte hem that lyve al comfort-
lea, 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.x. \. 80 Melancnolly, Kinsman

|

to grim and comfortlesse dispaire. 1667 Milton P. L. xi.

760 Thou stoodst. .comfortless, as when a Father mourns
His children. 1704 Wordsw. Guilt fifSorrmv iii, Perplexed
and comfortless he gazed around. 1803 Southey Lett.

(18561 I. 240 We had, indeed, a gloomy and comfortless
parting. 1878 Seeley Stein II. 394 My account of this

comfortless time.

t b. actively. Giving no comfort. Obs. rare.
1588 Shaks. 'Tit. A. tit. i. 251 That kisse is comfortlesse,

As frozen water to a starued snake. 163a Lithgow Trav. x.

(1682)468 Hunger, Vermine, and Tortures, being my Com-
fortless Companions.
4. Devoid of physical comfort

;
dreary, cheerless.

(The most usual current sense.'

1576 Fleming Panoplie Fp. 297 Inhabitable woodes and
comfortlesse caves. 1646 Sir '1

. Browne Pseud. Ep. VS. v,

A deplorable and comfortlesse Winter. 1754 H. Walpole
Let. to Chute 14 May, The country is cold and comfortless.

1846 M Ci lloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) L 672 Cold and
comfortless habitations.

Co mfortlessly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.] In

a comfortless manner ; without comfort.

1549 J. Olde Erasm. Par. 1 Tim. u To susteyne those
women that are comfortlesly lefte destitute, c 18*5 Bed-
does Poems, Sec. Bro. n. i, My body and my mind are ill

agreed And comfortlessly strange. 185s W. Collins Basil
1. xii. 92 The meal was hurried over comfortlessly and silently.

Comfortlessness. Comfortless quality.

1865 Pall Mall G. 31 July 10/1 The formal comfortlessness
of a palace.

t Co*mfortment. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Comforts.

4-ment; perh. after the corresponding F. con-

fortement, med.L. confortamentum."] Comforting
;

entertainment. fCf. Comfort v. 5.)
1556 in Hakluyt Voy. (1580* I. 286 For the gentle comfort-

ment and entertainment of the saide ambassadour, his traine

and companie.

Comfortress M" mfaitres). Now rare. Also

5 confortourease, [a. OF. conforteresse, fem. of

confortere: see -ess.] A female comforter.
< 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. cxlii. (1869* 73 I.adi, quod

j, ther of shule ye be leche and confortoureste. 1491 Caxton
V
r
itas Pair. tW. de W. 1495) 1. xlii. 69 b '2 Our lady, Tre-

sorye of grace, comfortresse of desolate. 1586 T. B. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1.(1594* 453Togive him (Adam] a wife,

for a faithful! companion, a comfortresse of his life. 1605 1).

\
Jonson I'olpone in. vii. 80 To be your comfortresse, and to

preserve you. 1766 Fohdyce Serm. Yng. Worn. Ded. 1 The
Comfortress of Affliction ! 1868 R. A. Coffin tr. Lignori's
Glories ofMary 81 O comfortress of the afflicted.

Comfrey kmnfri. k^m-\ Forms: 3 cum-
firie, 5 conflrie, -fyrie, -ye, cowmfory, -phory,
5-6 comfory, -ie, 6 camforye, comferie, cum-
phorie, 6-8 comfery, 7 camfrey, comfrie,
cumfry, -frey, 6- comfrey, -fry. [a. OF. confirie,

, cotifire, confiere, in med.L. cunifiria ; of obscure

etymology.
The L. names of the plant were consolida and conferva ;

in med. L. also con/irtna, conserva ; all referring to its

healing virtues ('quia habet vim consolidandi % The F.

and Kng. word has been variously viewed as a corruption
of confirma, or of conferva, more prob. the latter. An OF.
synonym, or name of a species, consire, concire, concierge,

VM proh. similarly related to conserva. Cf. Coimkh'Nd.j

1. The English name of Symphytum officinale

v
N.O. Boraginacese), a tall plant, common on
margins of streams and ditches, with rough leaves,

and drooping clusters of yellowish-white or red-

dish-purple bell-shaped flowers ; formerly esteemed
as a vulnerary, b. Also applied to other species,

as Tuberous Comfrey, .V. tuberosum, a similar

but smaller plant, with tuberous root
;
Prickly

Comfrey. S. asperrimum, a native of the Cau-
casus, cultivated for its handsome blue flowers,

and also as a forage-plant, c. "Wild Comfrey
of N. America), Cynoglossum virginicum [Miller

riaut-n.).
[1 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 162 Deos wyrt be man confirman &

oorum naman galluc nemneS. Ibid. I. 376 Ad fluxum san-

guinis.—Accipe de confirma, hoc est consolida.]

* 1*65 Plant I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 555 Cutnfria, cum-
firie, galloc. < 1440 Promp. Pan'. 07 Cow mjfory, herbe,
consolida major, et minor dicitur daysy. c 1450 A iphita
iAneed. Oxon. > 9 AnagalHcum . . Gall, (et angl.) confirie uel

cornsilie [v.r. anglice counsiliej. 11450 / 'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker
574/40 Confria, anglice confyrye, confyrie. 153)0 Palscr.
202/2 Camforye herbe, la grande consolde. 1567 Baker
yeivell of Health 53 The water of the greater Comferie
druncke, helpeth such as are bursten, and that haue broken
the bone of the legge. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 1. ciii. 145
The rootes of Comfery . . healeth all inwarde woundes,
and burstings. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 111. xxii. 396 Com-
frey.. it is a Wound-herb. 1888 Times 3 Jan. 10/1 Culti-

vating prickly comfrey, found to be a most profitable crop,

well suited for fodder. 1888 Daily Arte* 21 June 2/1 The
comfreys are opening by the margin of the stream.

+ 2. Applied to other plants, chiefly as a rendering

of L. Consolida or Symphytum : Middle C, the

Bugle, Ajuga reptans ; Saracen's C, the Kroad-

leaved Groundsel, Senecio saracenieus ;
Spotted

C, Wild C, the Lungwort, Pulmonaria officinalis

s
see also 1 c). Obs.

1578 Lvte Dodoens 1. Ixxxv. 125 Of some it is called in

I^atine Symphitum Syluestre, whiche may be Englisshed
wilde Comfrey. .we call it in English Sage of Jerusalem, &
Cowslip of Jerusalem. Ibid. 1. xc. 133 It is called Consolida
media : in English Middell Consounde. or Middle Comfery,
and Bugle, Ibid. \. xcix. 141 This herbe is now called in

Latine .. Consolida Sarracenica .. in English Sarrasines

Consounde or Sarrasines Comfery. 1688 K. Holme Ar-
moury il 72/2 The spotted Comfery is the Cowslip of

Jerusalem.

3. aitrib.

157a Mascall Govt. Cattle, Oxen (1627) 79 Giue him to

drinke of Cumphorie hearbe stamped with milke or ale, for

that will helpe to knit the bones. Gerarde Herbal
661 It is called.. in English Comfrey, Comfrey Consound,
of some Knit backe. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic U762) n8
Boil Comfrey Roots to a thick Mucilage.

Comfurth, obs. form of Comfort.
[Comgage, comhabitant, errors for coin-,

coengage, coinhabitant.]

Comic (kp mik), a. and sb. Also 4 cornice,

6 commiek.e, 6-7 comi^c que, 6-8 oomick,
[ad. L. comic us, a. Gr. xoifuit-us of or pertaining

to comedy ( n+
<
^

' >
. as sb. comic poet or

actor, prob. f. Kwpo* merry-making, revel : see

Comedy. Cf. F. eomiqut (adj. and sb.).]

A. adj.

1. Of, proper, or belonging to comedy, in the

dramatic sense, as distinguished from tragedy.

Comic foet, a writer of comedies. Comic opera, an opera
whose subject is of the nature of a comedy, and in which a
large part of the dialogue is spoken ; but now often applied

to a mere burlesque set to music The sense in quot. 1387

is obscure.

[1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 321 Boethius. .made fifty

songes endited cornice [cantus comicos edidif) bat h as it

were schort vers. J 1576 N. K.Commend.l'erses 'mGascoigHe's

Steele Gl. (Arb ) 46 For commicke verse still Plaulus pcere-

lesse was. 1589 Pl'ttenham Eng. Poette 1. xi. (Arb.' 41 Be-

sides those Poets Comick there were other who served also

the stage . .called Poets Tragicall. 160a Returnfr. Pamass.
v. iv. 1 Arb. ) 72 Who kennes the lawes of euery comick stage.

174a Fielding Jos. Andrews Pref., No two species of writ-

ing can differ more widely than the comic and the burlesque.

1746 Colli N5 Odes, Manners 55 The comick sock that bind*

thy feet. it6» Steknb Let. to Garrick 19 Mar., The
whole city of Paris is bewitch'd with the comic opera. 1841

Macaulay Comic Dramatists, The Puritan had affected

formality: the comic poet laughed at decorum. 1878 J.

Hlllah in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 380 Comic opera is the

opera of comedy, not ' comic ' in the vulgar English sense.

2. Aiming at a humorous or ridiculous effect

:

applied to literary compositions, songs, journals,

etc., which have it as their express aim to excite

mirth
;
burlesque, funny.

A modern downward extension of the notion, to which
the first quot. is only transitional.

[171X Shaftesb. Charac. (1737)111. 253 Cervantes, .that

comick author.] 1839 (titie\ Comic I^atin Grammar. 185a

Dickens Bleak Ho. xi, Little Swills, the Comic Vocalist.

1883 Lloyd Ebb ff Flow II. 6 The bookstall where the

comic papers were. 1884 Miss Braddon Ishmael xiv, A
sentimental duet about the stars and the sea was followed

by a comic duct about a matrimonial quarrel.

3. Said of actions, incidents, etc. : » Comical 4.

a. Calculated to excite mirth
;
intentionally funny.

1791 Boswell Johnsonb Apr.an. 1775, Moody interjected,

in an Irish tone, and with a comic look, ' Ah ! poor George
the Second '. 1870 E. Garrett House by li 'orhs 11. 7 W'lW

was. .full of cheerfulness and fun during his wife's visits to

the hospital, indulging only in comic mumuirt.
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b. Unintentionally provocative of mirth; laugh-

able, ludicrous.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 176 F 2 Among the principal

of comick calamities, may be reckoned the pain which an
author, .feels at the onset of a furious critick. 1833 Sir F.

B. Head Bubbles fr. Brunnen in, His attempt in such
deep affliction to be musical is comic in the extreme. 1847
Tennyson Princ. Concl. 67 Revolts, republics, revolutions,

..Too comic for the solemn things they are, Too solemn
for the comic touches in them. 1873 Mrs. Alexander
Wooing o't v, Finding something irresistibly comic in the

widow s woes.

b. a.

f 1. a. A comic writer ; = Comedian 2. Obs.

1581 Lambarde Elren. XX. vii. (1588) 257 Ita/uglas, tie

J>rxter casam, as the Couucque sayd. 1658 W. Burton Itin.

Anion. 50 Of this Menander the Comick in these two
Senaries. 1738 Warburton Wks. (1811; I. 151, I would say,

with the old comic, Utinam, etc.

fb. A comic actor; m Comedian i. Obs.

1619 H. Hutton Follies A fiat, q Acting a comicks part

upon the stage. 1709 Steele Taller No. 22 p 5 Cave
Underbill, who has been a Comick for Three Generations.

2. colloq. Short for comic paper. Cf. daily.

1889 Catholic Household 1 June 7/3 The joke from one of
the comics, to which you object, was quite harmless.

3. quasw£. The comic ; that which is comic

;

the comic side of the drama, of life, etc.

1842 Lytton Zanoni 1. ii, Others insist upon it that her
forte is the comic. 1858 De Qltncey Th. Grk. Tra<*. Wks.
(1862) IX. 54 The ultimate resource, the well-head of the
comic, must for ever be sought in one and the same field.

C. Comb.
t

as f comic-serious, -tragical (
=

comico-serious, -tragical).

1610 Donne Pseudo-Martyr 108 This Comique Tragicall

Doctrine of Purgatory. 1700 Mad. D'Arblay Diary (1842-6)

V. 166 His comic-serious face and manner.

Comical (kp -mikal), a. Also 5 comicaUe, 6-7
-all, 6 commical, -ycal. [f. as prec. + -al.]

1 1. — Comic i. Obs.

[ I43«-5o * r- Higden V. 321 (cf. Comic i quct. 1387) Noble
songes comicaUe.] 1557 Grimald Muses in TotteCs Misc.
(Arb.) 100 Delitefull talke loues Comicall Thaley. 1577
NoRTHBRoOKEZ>/c/#f (1843)84 One Plautus, a comicall poet.

1664 Duchess of Newcastle Soc. Lett, clxii, The third was
our countryman Shakespear, for his comical and tragical

humour. 1725 Gay What d'ye call it (ed. 4) Pref., As to

the plot, they deny it to be tragical, because its catastrophe
is a wedding, which hath ever been accounted comical.

4 2. Of style, subject, etc. : Befitting comedy
;

trivial, mean, low ; the opposite of tragical, ele-

vated or dignified. Obs.
1586 A. Day Eng. Sccretarie 1.(1625) 10 Stile of Epistles

. . Humile, the lowest, comicall, and most simple of all

others, the matter whereof is the meanest subject of any
argument that may be.. and is fittest appropriate to our
familiar Letters. 1621 Burton Anal. Mel. Ht.i. 1. i. (1676J

255/1 That it is too light for a Divine, too Comical a subject
to speak of Love-Symptoms, a 1674 Clarendon Surv.
Leviath. (1676) 18 This Comical mention of the power and
goodness of God. .in a place so improper and unnatural for

those reflexions. 1687 Settle Rejl. Dryden 29 Surely the
Laureat . . has the lest and most Comical Notions of Kings
that e're I met with.

fb. Of persons: ? Low, mean, base, ignoble;

or ? clownish. Obs.

1670 Penn Lib. Conscience Pref., When they had sacri-

ficed their divine Socrates to the sottish fury of their lewd
and commical multitude, they. . regreeted their hasty murder.

f 3. Like the conclusion of a comedy
;
happy or

fortunate. (Opposed to tragical.) Obs.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. in, x. 44 A comicall cata-

strophe. 1588 Greene Perimedes 25 Fortune after so sharpe
a Catastrophe, to induce a comicall conclusion, tempered
hir stormewith this pleasant calme. a 1627 Hayward (J.),

That all might appear to be knit up in a comical conclusion,
the duke's daughter was afterwards joined in marriage to
the lord Lisle. 1650 Fuller Pisgalt iv. ii. 36 But Comicall
was the end of Job, and all things restored double to him.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. viii. 361 The Comical part
of the Lives of Men are too full of Sin and Vanity, and the
Tragical part thereof too full of Sin and Misery.

4. Resembling comedy, mirth- provoking; hu-
morous, jocose, funny

;
ludicrous, laughable. (Of

persons and things.) The ordinary sense.

1685 J. Scott Chr. Life u. 135 A man .. may break jests

upon pain, and entertain his company with comical Repre-
sentations of the Groans and Agonies of dying. 1687 T.
Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. I. 73 The oddest and most
comical scene is still behind. 1776 Johnson in Bosivell 15
May, But the dog [S. Foote] was so very comical, that I

was obliged to throw myself back upon my chair and fairly

laugh it out. 1887 A. Riley Athos. xiii, There was some-
thing extremely comical in the sight of the archbishop lying
flat on his back.

5. Queer, strange, odd. colloq.

.V93 Ld. Sheffield in Ld. A uckland's Corr. II. 495 Oppo-
sition, .seems suspended in a comical state. 1823 Scott
Quentin D. xxxi, I think it likely he may grant thy request,
though, by my honour, it is a comical one ! 1861 Geo.
Eliot Silas M. ii, And now it was all clear how he should
have come from unknown parts,and be so ' comical-looking'.
1888 W.Somerset Word-bk., Comical, (1) odd in appearance.

b. Queer' in the sense of 'peculiar or dis-
agreeable in temper or nature, difficult to deal
with, awkward, troublesome, dangerous', dial.

a. 1864 R
;
B. Peacock Lonsdale Gloss. (PhUol. Soc.)

w nc
J7l

lH -temPered. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh.
Word-bk., Comical, (1) disagreeable, queer in temper... (2)
bad, dangerous : said of roads. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss., Comi-
cal, captious, hard to please. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Comi-
cal, difficult, perplexing, * Wa, this isa comical job, ooever '.

c. m ' Queer ' in the sense of ' strangely out of

sorts, unwell, ill '. dial.

1884 Upton-on-Sevem Gloss., Comical, unwell. 1 'E seemed
that comical as 'e couldn't eat no fittle.' 1889 Dorset^ dial.

(fr. Correspt.), I be in a plain way : I do feel so comical in

myself. 1889 Oxfordshire dial, t fr. Correspt.) I felt so

comical, I thought I was going to die.

B. sb. A comical person, rare" 1
.

1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 253 All the comicals

of Oxford brought together.

Coillicalish. (k^'mikalif), a. rare. [f. prec. +
-ish.] Somewhat comical.
1813 Mrs. Bennett Beggar Girl I. 81 He had a comical-

ish sort of a cast in his eyes.

Comicality ,kpmik<e*liti). [f. as prec. + -nr.]

Comical or comic quality ; fact of being comical.

1783 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 17 Jan., Stories, that for

humour and comicality I think unequalled. 1824 Hist.

Gambling n. 35 Another trick of his Grace, .is worthy of

record for its comicality. 1866 Dickens Lett. 4 Sept.,

Much better than any amount, .of mere comicality.

b. An instance of the comical ; a comical thing.

c 1774 Garrick in Column's Posth. Lett. [1820) 301 If you
intend to stand by yc London Journal, I will prepare some
comicality for it. 1818 Southev Lett. IJI. 100 His wife

resigns herself with comical composure to all his comicalities.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. xvi, ' Don't you think me a queer
little comicality?' 1872 Black Adv. Pliaeion xxi. 300
Wearing such comicalities ofjackets.

Comically (kp*mikali), adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a comic or comical manner.
1609 B. Jonson Sit. Worn. iv. v, The Ladies have laugh'd

at thee most comically, since thou went'st, Dauphine. 1621

Burton Anat. Mel. in. i. I. i. (1676) 258/2, I am resolved

..to Act several parts, some Satyrically, some Comically.

1717 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. xxiv. 16 Jan., How my
adventures will conclude, I leave entirely to Providence ; if

comically, you shall hear of them. 1844 Kinglake Edthen
ii, A strut so comically pompous. 1871 G. Meredith //.

Richmond xli, 'I'm not invited,' she moaned comically.

ComicalneSS (k^-mikalnes;. [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] Comical quality.

1694 Echard Plautus 69, I do not see how the comicalness
of this passage can be preserv'd in our tongue. 1727-31 in

Bailey, vol, II. 1755 in Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

Ccvmicar. Obs. rare~K [f. Comic + -ak 3.]

A writer of comedies.
1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 353 Maister Terence, the

famous comicar.

II Cornices, sb. pi. Obs. rare. [Fr. cornices, ad.

L. comitia (cf. notice, etc.) : the form comites is

probably a scribal error or misprint ; in Blount it

stands in the alphabetic place of Cornices.'] — Co-
mitia 1.

1533 Bellenden Livy 1. (1822) 57 Quhen this regent had
maid his comites.. the pepill chesit Ancus Marcius tobe
king. 1600 Holland Livy in. liv. 124 The chiefe priest im*

mediatly held the Cornices. 1681 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 5),

Comites {Comitia) solemn Assemblies of the people at

Rome,

+ Co'micly, adv. Obs. rare, [f. Comic + -LY -.]

= Comically.
1595 A. Munday John a Kent (Shaks. Soc. 1852) 8 De-

ceive, bestowe, breed pleasure, discontent, yet comickly
conclude, like John a Kent.

Comico- (k^-miktf), combining form of L. comic-

us, Gr. KojfiiK-os, as in comico-cynical, -didactic,

-prosaic, -tragedy, 'tragic, -tragical (cf. tragi-

comedy, tragi-comic). Also in humorous nonce-

wds., as comico-cralic (afteraristocratic)
;
comicocpy

{after ort/ioepy), comic speaking; comicography (see

-gkaphy), comic writing.

1598 Hakluyt Voy. 1.8 As some princes in other countries

haue made their hues Comico-tragical. 1820 Edin. Rez:
XXXIV. 290 In what he calls a comico-prosaic style. 1831
Crayonsfr. t/ie Commons 83 Till alt his comicoepy's ex-

pended. 1831 Southey in Q. Rev. XLV. 427 The idiosyn-

cratic, democratic, cosmocratic, comicocratic Jeremy that

he [Bentham] is. 1833 — Lett. (1856) IV. 336 The first

scene was the most tragi-comic or comico-tragic that it was
ever my fortune to be engaged in. 1835 — in C. C. Southey
L.ife <$• Corr. VI. 270 Cryptography, or what might more
properly be called in Dovean language, comicography. 1847
De Quincey Wks. (1862) VII. 51 Wieland had a touch of
the comico-cynical in his nature. 1851 Carlvle Sterling
in. iv. 204 In the mock-heroic or comico-didactic vein.

1880 Cornh. Mag. XLII. 659 Acomico-tragedy was enacted
at Mrs. Ellis's concerning this very plate.

Comicry (k^-mikri). rare. [f. Comic + -by:

cf. mimicry.'] Comic action or practice.

c 1850 H. Giles (Webster), Cheerful comicry, which ..

must have the loud and open laugh.

ComiferOUS (k^mrferss), a. [f. L. coma hair

+ -fekous. Cf. F. comifere.] 1 Bearing a tuft,

as if of hair* (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882).

Comilitant, var. of Commilitant.
Comin, Cominalte(e,-ti(e, -ty(e, Cominer,

obs. ff. Common, Commonalty, Commoner.
Coming (k^-mirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Come v. + -ing *.]

1. The action of the vb. Come in various senses :

drawing near, approaching ;
arrival, advent.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3957 Quen [Esau] of his cunung herd.

("1300 R~. Alls. 5541 Of hiscomyng hy weren blithe. 1:1386

Chaucer Frankl. T. 448, I knowe . . the cause of youre
comyng. c 1400 Desir. Troy 12993 At his comyng to kacche
hym olyue, 1535 Coverdale Mai. in. [iv.] 5 Before the

commynge off the daye ofthe great and fearfull Lorde. 1626

Bacon Sylva § 140 Pease, which have their price very
much increased by the early coming. 1644 Milton A reap.

(Arb.) 67 Her Masters second comming. 1883 Lloyd Ebb
$ Flow II. 269 The coming of death.

f2. Derivation, descent
;
origin; lineage. Obs.

c 1430 Freemasonry 718 Presume not to hye . . For thyu
hye blod, ny thy comynge.

3. The coming time, the future, rare.

1839-48 Bailey Fcstus xxxvi. 364 It maybe in the coming
. .We may be worth forgiving.

f4. Access; means of access ;
approach. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R.xiv. liv. (14951 487 To suche
a place is no comynge that is soo strengthyd. 1450 in

Three 15th C. Chron. (Camden 18801 95 That eny man
myght have his comynge to hym. 1667 Pepys Diary 6 Jan.,
An extraordinary good house, and a fine coming to it.

1682 Wheler Journ. Greece nr. 214 This City hath one of

the pleasantest Comings to it imaginable. 1715 Leoni
Palladia's Archil. (1742) I. 29 Doors [so] placed, that there

maybe a free coming to them from all parts of the House.

5. With the prepositional constructions of the

verb.

1447-8 J. Shilljngford Let. (Camd. Soc.) 54 Our comynge
haste to London. 1577 Harrison Descr. Brit. Ded. in

Holiushed,'l'he. .extraordinarie coming by sundrie treatises

not supposed to be extant. 1649 Milton Eikou. 2 At his

coming to the Crown. 1884 Daily News 23 Sept. 6/1 A
white dress which she wore at a coming-of-age party.

6. With adverbs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17646 Paisful be bi coming hedir. 1533

Fitzherb. Husb. § 9 At the comynge vp of all maner of

come. 1530 Palsgr. 207/1 Commyng nere, approche. 1611

Takleton Jests in Hazl. Shaks, JesMs. (1864) II. 221

At the first comming up of Tobacco. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.

1. viii. 37 The comming on of Winter, 1703 Moxon Mech.
Exerc. 185 The swift coming about of the work. 1726

Swift Gulliver (1869) 215 1 At my first coming over. 1792

W. Roberts Looker-on No. 6 We behold neither its coming-

on, nor its career, nor its departure. 1798 Miller in Nicolas

Dtsp. Nelson (1846) VII. p. civ, Her coming-to nearly

abreast the inner side of the fifth ship. 1847 Emekson
Poems (1857) 52 The punctual coming-back, .of the birds.

7. csp. Coming in. a. The action of the vb.

Come in (Come v. 59^ ;
entrance, commencement,

etc.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1625) 7 His comming in

with archane science. 1611 Bible 2 Kings xiii. 20 The
comming in of the yeere. 1637 R. Hlmekey tr. S. Ambrose
1. 89 The comming in of his salary and stipend. 1684 Nar-
borough Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711) 24 At my coming in

with the Land. 1846 Trench Mirac. iil. (1862) 135 Comings
in of a new and hitherto unwonted power into the region of

nature. 1864 Tennyson Aylmcrs Field 501 Those at home
. . Narrow 'd her goings out and comings in.

f b. A means of entrance ; an entry. Obs.

a 1483 Earl Rivers Let. in Gairdner Rich. Ill (1878)

App. 395 Ye will leve a rome afore the comyng in at the

yete in the newe wall. 153s Coverdale Ezek. xliii. 11

Shewe them the fourme and fashion of the temple : the

commynge in, the going out, all the maner and descripcion

therof. 1693 N. Staphokst in Ray Trav. (1738) II. 17 In

many houses the comings-in are so dark and deep that one

would think he were going into a cave, 1719 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) II. v. 114 The entry, or coming in to the. .tent.

C. //. ;rarely sing.) Revenues, receipts ; in-

come.
1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. i. 260 What are thy Rents? what

are thy Commings in? 1603 Fi.orio Montaigne (1632)

136 Let my expences goe together with my comming
in. a 1659 Osuorn Queries (1673* 603 Her Comings-in are

Mathematically adjusted to her Layings-out. 1760 Golds.m.

Cit. WAxv, Our comings-in was but about three shillings a-

week. 1823 Lamb Etta Ser. 1. xxiu. (1865) 180 [Poverty's]

poor rents and comings-in are soon summed up and told.

t Co*ming, vbl. sb.'2 Now dial. Also combing,

[app. (from quots. 1483, 1577, 1688) orig. the

same word as prec. : see Come v. 14 ; but it ap-

pears to have been referred in later times to

Come sb. 2 , and it is now in some dialects pro-

nounced (kJn'mirj) in sense 2.]

1. Sprouting, esp. of barley in the malting.

1483 Cath. Angl. 86 Cummynge [v. r. Cummyn] as malte,

germinatus. 1577 Harrison England 11. vi. (1877) 1. 156

To shoote at the root end, which maltsters call Comming.
1615 Markham Eng. Housew. {1660) 170 It beginneth but

to sprout, (which is called coming of Rlalt). 1688 R. Holme
Armoury in. iii. 105 The comeingoi Barley or Malt is the

spritting of it, as if it cast out a root. Wither it : is to cast

it abroad on the kill floor, when it is come, that the comeings

may wither away.

2. concr. in //. The comes or dried radicles of

malted grain-; malt-dust.
x688 R. Holme Armoury in. 320/2 Cleanse the Malt from

Dust and Comings. 1824 Mech. Mag. No. 41. 206 Comings,

being the radicles of barley, produced in the process of

malting, 1888 W. Somerset Word-bk. 151 In the process

of malting, each corn of barley grows a very distinct root.

.

These roots are called combings, or combs.

Co'ming, ppl. a. [f. Come v. + -ing 2
.]

1. That comes ;
approaching in space or time.

c 1460 Fortescue A OS. ff Lim. Mon. (1714) 138 In tyme

comyng. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 372 The comming
morne. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 230 Mindful of

coming Cold. 1802 Campbell LochieVs W„ Coming events

cast their shadows before. 1848 Macaulay ilist. Eng. I.

182 Indications of a coming storm. 1850 Mrs. Carlyle
Lett. II. 102 Mr. C. may be in Scotland this coming month,

b. With adverbs : see the vb.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. iv. i. 113 Now I will be your Rosa-

lind in a more comming-on disposition : and aske me what
you will, I will grant it. a 1754 Fielding New Way to Keep
Wife at home Wks. 1775 II. 158 This is a sharper, and no
coming-down cull. 1847 Illust. Lond. News 24 July 64/1

, The coming-in train was a very long one. 1889 Daily
News 4 Dec, He shows a very 'coming on ' disposition.
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2. Inclined to make or meet advances ;

ready,

eager, complaisant, forward. (In good or bad sense.)
1600 [see Coming-on in 1 b], 1605 B. Jossos Volpone 111.

v, If you were absent she would be more coming. 164a
Rogers A'aaman 22 Have a comming soule to this offer.

1664 H. More Myst. Inig. Si. 167a Marvell Rek. Transp.
I. 75 A warning unto me not . . to be so coming and so good-
natured for the future. 1675 Crowne Country Wit 11. i.

What a kind coming Lady she is who would fain be sere,

naded. a 1676 Earl Orrery Guzman iv. No Hawk that's

sharp-set will be more coming than he. a 1701 Sedley
Wks. (1722) I. 77 Sometimes coming, sometimes coy. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones 11775) 162 When wenches are so com-
ing, young men are not so much to be blaimed neither.

1836 T. Hook G. Gumey xvii, There she was, as kind and
coming as could be.

1 3. Coming stomach : a keen appetite. Obs.
1694 R. L'Estrange Fables 1 That very Lapidary himself,

with a coming stomach, and in the Cock's place, would
have made the Cock's choice [/'. e. preferred a barley-corn to
a jewel]. 1708 W. King Cookery 48 The poor boy . . had a
coining stomach.

t 4. Becoming, comely. Obs. rare. C£ Come 25.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3032 Semyt as bai [sc. browes] set were

solely with honde, Comyng in compas, & in course Rounde.
Coming, obs. form of Coaming.
Co-mingle, v. [see Co-, and Commingle]
To mingle together. Also Co-mi ngling vbl. sb.

160a Shaks. Ham. \\\, ii. 74 Blest are those Whose Blood
and Judgement are so well co-mingled \<Qq. comeddled].
1856 Fonblanque Life $ Labours (1874) 324 To prevent
any confusion or co-mingling. 1862 Shirley Nugx Crii.

j

viii. 348 It is a strange co-mingling ; every sort and con-
dition of men, and each buried after his own fashion.

f Ccminous, a. Obs. rare. [? adject, use of
L. com{m inus hand to hand ] ? Direct, menacing.
163a Lithgow Trav. x. 488, I Organize the Truth, you

Allegate the Sense, Disbending connnous defects, in your
absurd pretence.

II Comique {kovark). [Ft. : see Comic] A
comic actor or performer ; a singer of comic songs.
1886 Pall Mall G. 21 June 3/1 The inimitable champion

comique of the parliamentary stage.

Comique, obs. form of Comic.
Comise, var. of Commise v. Obs. to commit.
Comission, Comit, etc. : see Comm-.
Comital ;kfrmital), a. rare. [ad. med.L. co-

mitates pertaining to a comes or count.] Pertain-

ing to, or of the rank of, a count or earl.

1859 Sala Gasliekt D. xviiL 195 Of comital rank.

Cornitant bp mitant ,a. and sb. rare. [ad. L.
comitdnt-em, pr. pple. of comitari to accompany,
f. comit-em companion : cf. concomitant]
A. adj. Accompanying, in company.
1614 Jackson Creed ml lii. Wks. II. 197 From any prece-

dent, consequent, or comitant circumstance. x88. K. G.
Hill Voices in Solitude 137 Let us abuse them not, avoid- I

ing thee, But comitant love Nature silently.

B. sb. An accompanying thing or circumstance.
1654 tr. Scudiry's Curia Polit. 133 It is an inseparable

Comitant to the Royall Office.

II Comitat (kp-mitsetj. [Ger., ad. L. comitdl-us.}

1. - Com itatts.

1791 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 171 The magnats and comitats..
were entirely bent upon a revolution.

2. A civil and administrative division in Hun-
gary ; a county.
1849 Blachtv. Mag. LXV. 625 The comital of Zala, through

its representatives, demanded the names of the traitors who
had misled the King.

t Co mitate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. comitdt-

ppl. stem of comildri] trans. To accompany.
163a Vicars AZneid \\\\. 466 Achates kinde vtneas comi-

tated 1657 Tomlinson Renon's Disp. ooThe impression of
the fire, which is wont to comitate waters distilled.

t Comitative, aA Obs. rare. [ad. L. type
comitativ-us (in med.L.;, f. comitdl-us : see below ]
Belonging to the body of Comites (see Comes).
1683 Cave Ecclesiastici Introd. 56 That they should . . have

the Comitative Honour, or the same Place and Dignity
which the Comites. .had conferr'd upon them.

Comitative (
VmiU'tiv), a.'1 [f. L. comital-

ppl. stem of com ildri to accompany + -ive.] Ex-
pressing accompaniment ; associative.

1879 Whitney Skr. Gram. § 112:. 364 The comitative
prefix sa, used, .before nouns and adjectives.

II Comitatus (kfmit^ tiSs). [L., collective

deriv. of comes, comit-em, companion, count.]

1. A body of comites or companions ; a retinue

of warriors or nobles attached to the person of

a king or chieftain, b. The status or relationship

of such a body to their chief.

1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. vi. 152 The development of
the comitatus into a territorial nobility seems to be a feature
peculiar to English History. Ibid. I. vL 160 The Danish
jarl.. seems to have been more certainly connected by the
tie of comitatus w ith his king than the Anglo-Saxon caldor-

man. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. v. 138 The first aristocracy

springing from kingly favour consisted of the Comitatus
or Companions of the King.

2. An ( English) county ; as in the legal phrase

posse comitatus, q. v.

Comite, obs. form of Comity.
Comites, pi. of Comes; en-on. f. Comices.

II Comitia (k^mrjia), sb. pi. [L., pi. of corn i*

Hum assembly, place of assembly, f. com- together

+ -itium going ; cf. ex-itium out-going, in-itium
entrance.]

1. Roman Antiq. An assembly of the Roman
people convened for the purpose of electing magis-
tiates and passing laws. Formerly Comices.
1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. {18271 IX. xx. 54 The comitia

or assemblies for the election of consuls at Rome. 1838 43
Arnold Hist. Rome II. xxv. 9 To hold the comitia.

2. trans/ and gen. An assembly, rare.
i6aj B. Jonson Staple 0/N. v. i, No rogue, at a comitia

of the canters. 1861 Pearson Early «y Mid. Ages Eng. 62
The Saxon, .attending the gemot or comitia of his tribe.

3. A name formerly given at Oxford to the prin-

cipal assemblage during the Act, at which public
Disputations took place, and degrees were con-
ferred ; now the Encoenia.
It took place on the Monday after Act Sunday.
1714 Avliffe Univ. Ox/. (1723' II. B. i. 132 On Sunday,

between the Vespers and Comitia (for so are the Exercises
of Saturday and Monday stiled' there are two sermons in
the English Tongue, ibid. The Senior Proctor (who in
respect of the Artists Inceptors, is called Father of the
Comitia 1

. Ibid. 133 On Tuesday, after the Comitia, a Latin
Sermon is preached, .in St. Mary's Church.

Comitial (kjfau'Jt&l), a. [ad. L. com itidl-is per-

taining to the comitia]

1. Roman Antiq. Of or pertaining to the comitia

(q. v.). Comitial day (L. dies comitialis) ; a day
on which the comitia could be held.

1533 Bellenden Lhy 1. (1822) 31 Quhen ony officis or
digmteis ar desirit on the commiciall dayis. 1618 Bolton
Florns in. xiv. 219 When upon a comiiiall day he laboured
to have his authority continued for a longer time, a 183a

J. Taylor Poems <$• Transl. 118391 ^3 Lawful, Unlawful,
and Comitial Days. 1880 Mlikhead tr. Instit. Gaius 11.

§ 5 By a comitial enactment [lege} or a senatus consult.

b. Comitial sickness, fit, evil, etc. : the 1 falling

sickness ' or epilepsy. [L. morbus comitialis, so
called because its occurrence during the comitia
was considered ominous and broke up the meet-

156a Bullevs Bk. Simples 80 b, Castor is good to helpe
the Comitiall or fallyng sicknesse. 1598 Sylvester Dh
liartas 11. i. Furies Wks. i 1605-7) 1. 346 And Megrim growes
to the Comitiall-lll. 1617 H. Burton Baiting Pope's Bull
43 His epilepsian or comitial fit. 1660 Howell Parley oj
Beasts ii. 26 The epilepsy or comitiall sicknesse.

t 2. trans/. Of or pertaining to a Diet or other
modern political assembly. Obs.
1603 Bp. Barlow Summe ofConfer, at Hampton Crt. To

Kdr., An expectation of this fate Comitial Conference, much
threatned before and triumphed in by many c 1645 Howell
Lett.' 1655 1 1. 244 That Imperial! or Comitial Ban, pronoune'd
in the Diet at Katisbon. 17^1 State Papers in Ann. Reg.
184* [Scheme of a Constitution for Poland.) There shall

be one supreme general tribunal . . called a comitial tribunal.

1795 Ibid. 236 The constitutional regard which his Imperial
Majesty has always paid to that comitial decree.

3. Of or pertaining to the Academic comitia.
1714 Ayliffe Univ. Oxf. (1723) II. in. i. 132 Then the

Comitial Exercises beginning, the Senior Proctor mounts
the Pew on the West Side of the [Sheldonian] Theatre, and
the Junior Proctor the Pew opposite to him to on the East
side . . At these Comitial Disputations the same method is

used . .as at Vespers.

1 4. Applied to certain general assemblies or

synods of the presbyterians in the 16th c.

held ' at London at terms and parliament times, in Oxford at

the act, in Cambridge at the times of commencement '. Arti-
cles agst. Cartwriekt xxvi. in Fuller Ck. Hist. V. ix. 15a
1593 Bancroft Vang. Positions 111. ii, Another meeting

was also appointed to be helde, that year at the Commence-
ment at Cambridge. Ibid, iii. The Brethren are to be re-

quested, to ordaine a distribution of all Churches according
to these rules . . that are set downe in the Sinodicall Disci-
pline, touching Classical I, Prouinciall, Comitiall or of
Commencements, and assemblies for the whole kingdome.
The Classes are to be required to kepe acts of memorable
matters: which they shall see deliuered to the Comitiall
assembly that from thence they may be broght by the
prouincial assembly. 1656 Fi ller Ck. Hist. tx. v. Their
Comitial assemblies, kept in the Universities at the Com*
mencements. .were conveniently chosen as safely shadowed
under a confluence of people. 1754 Neal Hist. Puritans
I. vi. 232.

f B. sb. pi. m Comitia 1. Obs.
1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 30 Get ye therfore to the

mounte Auentinc . .and there yee shall create your tribunes :

the chiefe bishop shall be present to kepe the comitialles.

t Comitive. Obs. rare- 1
, [cf. med L. and It.

comitiva * a traine or following of men 1

(Florio) ;

f. I_. comit- companion.] Company, escort, train.

"53* W. Walter Guistard $ Sismond (1597) B ij, In
whose fclowship or whose comitive Might I better passe
that painfull journey ?

Comi-tragecly. rare, [formed on the model
of tragi-comedy.] A tragedy containing an ele-

ment of comedy.
1864 Kingsley Rom. «v Teut. 22 A passage in which he

transfers the whole comitragedy from Italy of old to Eng-
land in 1861. 1884 Atkenjrum 7 June 723/3 The reflective

Elizabethans saw.. that, without Fate, drama, even in its

very highest and intensest mood, is but comi-tragedy.

Comittee, -ie, obs. ff. Committee.
Comity (kfinid). In 6 comite. [ad. L. comi-

tdtem courteousness, f. comis courteous, friendly

:

see -ITY, and cf. It. comita ^Florio).]

1. Courtesy, civility, urbanity ; kindly and con-

siderate behaviour towards others.

.
»543 Becon Pol. ofWar Ded. , Our countrey . . soweth also

in the fielde of our brestes many precious sedes, as . . honest
behauor, aflabilitie, comite. 1673 Rules of Civility xix.
(ed. 21 163 Comity and Affability are the Ornaments of
Converse. 1817 Pari. Deb. 1379 The comity ofthe right hon.
gentleman's manner, .contrasted with the asperity of the
letter alluded to. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Montaigne
Wks. t Bohn) 1. 350 It is the rule ofmere comity and courtesy
to agree where you can.

2. Comity 0/ nations : a. The courteous and
friendly understanding, by which each nation re-

spects the laws and usages of every other, so far

as may be without prejudice to its own rights and
interests.

[1834 Story Conflict ofLaws § 28 It has been thought.

.

that the term comity is not sufficiently expressive of the
obligation of nations to give effect to foreign laws when they
are not prejudicial to their own rights and interests.] x86s
Merivale Row. Lmp. (1865' VII. lix. 215 Due by the
comity of nations. 1875 Poste Gaius 1. Introd. 3 The salu-
tary but sanctionless code called the Comity of nations.

b. Apparently misused for : The company of
nations mutually practising international comity.
[In some instances, erroneous association with L. comes

1 companion' is to be suspected.]
186a R. H. Patterson Ess. Hist, tf Art 315 A third part

of the species will be brought into the comity of nations.
1864 Vambery Trav. Centr. Asia 6 To show.. how much
Iran had it at heart to obtain admittance into the comity of
states. 1875 ML Pattison Casaubon 204 Neither North nor

i
South Britain entered into the comity of nations. 1880

! Daily Tel. 2 Nov., Turkey should, .be saved, .and rendered
a useful member of the civilised comity.

Comix, -mixtion, -mixture : see Commix.
Comley, obs. form of Cumbly, Indian blanket.

Comli, -liche, -ly, etc., obs. ff. Comely.
Comlokest, obs. superl. of Comely.
Comma kp ma). PI. commas (formerly -aea);

as L. or Gr., commata (kp mata\ [a. L. comma,
Gr. KQftfw stamp, piece cut off, short clause, etc. :—

*Koir-na, f. kow- root of koittuv to strike, cut.]

1. In Greek Rhet. and ft osody : A phrase or

group of words less than a colon q. v.). Hence,

j

+ A short member of a sentence or period.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 85 The last word of

1 a comma, or member of a sentence. 1607 Shaks. Timon \.

\. 48 Poet. No leuell'd malice Infects one comma in the
course I hold. 1609 R. Barnard Faitkf. Skeph. (1621) 87
In words, phrases, commaes, and periods. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 105 p 9 He has only rectify'd a Greek Particle,

or laid out a whole sentence in proper Commas. 1713
Bentley Rem. Frce-tkinking Wks. <ed. Dyce> III. 328 The
next Comma of the passage is inexorabilefatum.

f b. A clause or short member of a treatise or

argument. Obs.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. it. 100 This being the hardest
comma in the whole Discipline of Jesus is fortified with a
double blessednesse. 165s L. S. People's Liberty ii. 3 The
main argument, .is bottomed upon part of the 7th comma of
the 4. Chapter of Gen. 1671 L. Addison IV. Barbary 171

I . In the Moresco catalogue of crimes, adultery and for<

nication are found in the first comma.

2. A punctuation-mark [now ,] used to separate

the smallest members of a sentence. Also used to

separate figures and symbols in arithmetic, chemical

,

formulae, etc.
' The comparative length of the monua and mdXov have

given origin to our terms of punctuation indicating the
close of such shorter or longer clauses respectively, just as
our 'period ', or full-stop, marks the end of a ircpiodoc '

J.

£. Sandys on Cicero's €>rator% an.
The function ofthe comma is to make clear the grammatical

structure, and hence the sense, of the passage ; one of the

means by which this is effected in actual speech is a short

pause ; hence the comma is often inaccurately said to be
merely the mark of such a pause ; see quots. under b.

[1530 Palsgr. 39 With suche (point) as the Latins call

comma thus made ( : \ or virgula thus made (Al >599 K.

B. 1st Bk. Preserv. Hen. I II, To Printer, Keepe points,

and commas, periodes. 1661 S. Partridge Double Scale
ProPort. 17 The Numerator is first expressed, and after it

the Denominator right on in the line, with a comma betwixt,

as. .75,100. 1668 Wilkins Real Ckar. 393 The Characters
that serve for Interpunction, Comma, Colon, Period. 1847

Repr. Men, Goetke Wks. 'Bohn) I. 391 The
commas and clashes are alive ; so that the writing is athletic

and nimble. 1853 W. Gregory Inorg. Cketn. \td. 3) 27 The
compounds which combine are joined, either by a + sign or

by a comma.
D. 1589 Plttenham Eng. Poesie 11. iv. [v.J (Arb. 1 88 The

shortest pause or intermission they called comma as who
would say a peece of a speach cut of. Ibid. 111. xix. (Arb.)

222 A little pause or comma is geuentoeuery word, a 1637
B. Jonson /'... Gram., A comma is a mean breathing.

18x4 J. Johnson TyPogr. II. 56 The comma, .is considered
the first from its requiring the shortest pause.

C. fig.
-= Break of continuity, interval, pause.

160* Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 42 As Peace should still her

wheaten Garland weare, And stand a Comma 'tweene their

amities. 1602 Marston Ant. $ Mel. iv. Wks. 1856 L $1

Weele point our speech With amorous kissing, kissing

commaes. i6aa Malynes Anc. Law-Merck. 335 Albeit that

it seemeth no Comma can bee made (as it were) from the

highest Climate to the lowest Center in regard of the

Inter. ill wordes. a 1661 Kcller IVortkies 41840) I. 71

Though a truce may give a comma or colon to the war,

nothing under a peace can put a perfect period thereunto.

1887 Poor Nellie 1B8S) 285 A lady who writes so easily

that there hardly seems to be a comma for her mind between

any two subjects under the sun, and never a full stop.

3. Music. A minute 1 interval ' or difference of

pitch
; esp. (i^ the comma of Pidymus or common
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comma, which is the difference between four perfect

fifths, and two octaves and a major third, from a

given note (ratio 80:81); (2) the Pythagorean
comma, or the difference between twelve perfect

fifths, and seven octaves, from a given note.

1597 Morlev Introd. Mm. Annot., Betwixt mi and fa
is not a full halfe note, but lesse than halfe a note by a
comma. 1609 Douland Omitk. Microl. 18 A Tone . . con-
sisting of two smaller Semitones, and one Comma. 1796
Burney Metastasio II. 400 When I hear the greatest

masters dispute whether the interval from one sound to

another ought to consist of 5, 7, or 9 commas. 1879 Grove
Diet. Mus. I. 749 Bassett's comma valve . . by which the error

existing between major and minor tones may be corrected.

Ibid. II. 333 Minor tones are less than major by a comma.
4. A mark, the same as that used in punctuation,

but placed above the line as a quotation-mark : that

at the beginning of the quotation or line is in-

verted, that at the end erect (thus '...') ; and both

are commonly doubled (thus "..."), Now called

inverted commas.
1705 Hearne Collect. 2t Nov./Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 89 Dis-

tinguish'd by commas (as y Printers call ym) at the side.

1784 Watt in Phil, Trans. LXXIV, 330 note, To authen-
ticate the date of the author's ideas, the parts of it which
are contained in the present letter are marked with double
commas. 1838-9 Hali.am Hist. Lit. III. in. iii. 99 The
reader must not take it for granted, even where inverted

commas denote a closer attention to the text, that nothing
is omitted. 1857 H. Breem Blemishes Mod. Eng. Lit. 272
Without inverted commas, or any other marks to show
that the writer intended it as a quotation. 1875 Ure Diet.
Arts III. 647/1 Turned commas, which designate extracts.

5. Any comma-like dot or point.
1801-15 Fuseli Leet. Art x. (1848) 531 Of the milliards of

commas, or points, that nature mediately or immediately
produces, no two are alike.

6. Comma butterfly) ; a butterfly (Grapta Comma
album) which has a white comma-shaped mark
on the underside of the wing.

1749 B. Wilkes Eng. Butter/lies 57 The Comma-Butter-
fly breeds twice a year. 1797 Donovan Brie. Insects VI.
45 In colours and markings the Comma Butterfly seems
at first sight allied to Papilh Urticce. (Torloiseshellt. 1827
Butterfly Collector's Vaiie-m. 68 English name, Comma.
7. Comma {bacillus) : a bacillus of curved shape,

said to be present in cholera.

1886 E. Cro >kshank Pract. Bacteriology 137 The curved
rods, or commas, are about half the length of a tubercle-
bacillus. Ibid. 140 The comma-bacilli are aerobic [ = living

in the air].

8. Comb., comma escapement, comma-shaped adj.

1807 T. Young Led. Nat. Philos. I. 196 The French have
sometimes employed a construction [in watches] somewhat
similar, which they call the comma scapement. 1884 RaV
Lankester in Pall Mall G. 6 Oct. 2/1 Dr. Koch had dis-

covered a comma-shaped bacillus as the cause of cholera.

Hence Co mma v., to punctuate with commas.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 223 Grotius pretends the text

is not rightly comma'd.

t Comma*cerate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. com*
macerat- ppl. stem of commacerdre, f. com- inten-

sive + macerare to macerate, fig. vex, torment.]

trans. To make lean ; to mortify, harass, torment.

Hence Commacerating vbl. sb.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden E ij b, One true point whereof
well set downe wi! more excruciate and commacerate him.

1599 — Letaen Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 296 In continual
commacerating him with dread and terror.

t Commaculate, ppl- a. Obs. [ad. L. com-
maculdl-us, pa. pple. of commaculdre to stain or

defile all over, f. com- intensive + maculare to spot,

stain.] Stained or denied all over.

1570 Maddeis Proclam. in Sevtfiill Ballates (1872) lor
With blude commaculate. 1646 Buck Rich. Ill 9 A Cha-
racter (not so commaculate and mixt as passionate and
purblinde pens have dasht it).

+ Comma'culate, v. Obs. [see prec. and
-ate •'.] trans. To stain, spot, or defile all over.

Chiefly fig.
1616 R. C. Times1

Whis. vn. 3046 Sinne, that doth com-
maculate The soule of man. 1666 Collins in Rigaud Corr.
Set. Men (1841) II. 462 Commaculated with dirt or ink.

1684 N. S. Crit. Enq. Edit. Bible iii. 17 Those differences
of Readings which . . commaculated the holy Text.

Hence + Commacula -tion, defilement, stain.

1637 Bastwick Litany w. 3 So farre they were from any
commaculation of vice.

Commador^e, obs. f. Commodore.
Command (k^ma-nd\ v. Forms : 3-5 com-

aundi
s
e, 3 -6 comand e, 3-7 commaund ^e,

-ande, (4 comandi, komande, 5 co(ra)mawnd,
-ound, -awunde), 3- command. Also 3 cum-
aund, 3-5 -and e, (5 cumraawunde). Pa. t
and pple. commanded, (formerly, 4 cumand,
komande, 4-5 comand(e, -aund(e, 5 com-
maunde). [ME. coma u)nde-n, a. OF. cumande-r,
comande-r (^Pr., Sp. coma?idar. It. commandare)
:—late L. or Romanic commandd-rc, f. com- inten-
sive + manddre to commit, give in charge, enjoin.
The primary sense of L. manddre (f. manus hand+oW

to give) was 'to give into anyone's hand or charge', a
sense retained by the ancient compound com?nenddre to
Commend, the vowel-change in which shows its prehistoric
antiquity. In late historic times, new compounds were
formed on the type of the simple verb, as demanddre, re-
mandate, and in still later, commandare, which also

took the later sense of the simple manddre, ' to order, en- 1

join'. Commenddrc and commandare occur indiscrimin-
ately, in both senses, in med. Latin (see DuCange>. In OF.
enmander, comander was both ' to commend ' and ' to com-
mand '

; and so in ME. Subsequently the former sense be-
I

came obs. in both : in Fr. being taken up by the new
i

compound recommander ; in English for this sense com-
mend was taken afresh from Latin, and recomaund at length I

I

assimilated to it as recommend.]

I. Simple sense, trans. To order, enjoin, bid I

with authority or influence. Properly said of
persons, but alsofig. of things.
The original complete construction was with accusative

of the thing enjoined and dative of the person to whom the
injunction is given: L. hoc tibi mando, commendo; Fr.j'e
le Ini commande. In ME. the dative was sometimes ex-

j

pressed by to , 'all thingis that I comaunde to thee', but
usually without it ; hence the construction was formally
two objects, ' I command thee this ', the distinction of which i

as indirect and direct, has tended in many cases to be lost
\

sight of. Either object may be unexpressed, leaving the other
[

apparently as the sole object. The original accusative is

often represented by a clause or infinitive phrase, ' I command
him to come, or that he come

'

; in which case the remain-
bis personal object is apt to be viewed as direct, although
it is historically a dative ; cf. F. commande anx esclarrs de
ventr, command (to) the slaves to come. Either object, if it

be a sb. or pronoun, may become the subject in the passive
voice ;

1 that which is commanded ', ' he is commanded
to go '.

1. with direct and indirect object 'the latter
,

formerly often with to).

a 1300 Cttrwr M. 6809 Noght \>at allon i comande }ou. 1375
Bahbol-r Urine 1. 258 [It] that commaundyt is him to.

'

138a WYCUF Jer. \. 17 Alle thmgus that I comaunde to thee.

>393 GoWER Con/. I. 2 (MS. Harl. 3490) [I] me recom-
I

!
maunde To him [Richard II] which all nie may commaunde.

j

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531 1 48 b, To command obe-
dyence to other. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado n. i. 271 Will

|

your Grace command dim any seruice to the worlds end.
1611 BiBLB i Sam. xxi. 2 The king hath commanded me a
businesse. 1615 Beowell Moham. Imp. \\. % 62 A iust man
doth not command to another man, any thing but that which
he doth vnderstand. 1628 Hohhes Thucyd. (1833) 70 You
shall, .be commanded a greater matter. 1667 Milton P. L.
iv. 747 Defaming what God. .commands to som, leaves free

to all. Mod. What the Queen commands you, must be
done.

f b. with the direct object expressed by a clause

(or sentence). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20687 Now i cumaund be Mi moder

bodi kep wel to me. c 1314 Guy Warn: (A.) 203 He . . him
hete & comandi pat he in to chaumber went. 1362 Langl.
P. PI. A. iv. 8 Comaunde him bathe come, c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xxiv. no He comaunded to all.. bat bai schuld for-

sake all bat bai had. c 1460 Towneley Myst. 66 Be stylle,

beshers, I commawnd you. 161 1 Bible Neh. xiii. 20, I com-
manded the Leuites that they should cleanse themselues.

C. with direct object represented by an infinitive

(formerly with for to ; also often, as in Shaks.,
without to : cf. bid them go).
a 1300 Cursor M. 5986 Als he has comanded vs to do.

c 1350 Will. Palernc 236 Of what kin he were kome [he]
komanded him telle. 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 477 This
child I am comanded for to take, c 1440 York Myst. xxxii.119
pus 3e comaunded youre knyghtis for to saie. 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI, 1. vi. 12 Command the Citizens make Bonfires.

1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido iv. iii, The dream .. Com-
mands me leave these unrenowmed reams [realms]. 1605
Camden Rent. 21 Cardinall Wolsey . . commaunded all his
servaunts to vse no French. 1611 Bible Transl. Pre/. 3
The Scriptures we are commanded to search. 1727 Swift
Gulliver II. via. 169 He then commanded his men to row
up to that side. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 260 The
Princess Anne.. had commanded him to assure her illus-

trious relatives at the Hague that, etc.

d. in place of the infinitive there is occasionally

a sb. with to, 'to command a person to a thing',

thus reversing the original construction, arch, or

Obs. (cf. sense 6).

1602 Shaks. Ham. m. ii. 377 These [stoppes] cannot I

command to any vtterance of hermony. 1610 — Temp. 1. i.

23 If you can command these Elements to silence. 1724
De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 62 Your majesty may com-
mand me to anything.

2. With the indirect object only: = To give
commandment (to) ; to order, charge.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6816 (Cott.) Als i haue comanded to be

{later MS. comaundide be], c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III.

434 per weren noon ordre, but ilche man my^te ylyche
comaunde to ober. 1383 — Josh. i. 9, I comaunde to thee
\Prxcipio tibi] tak coumfort. Ibid. i. 10 Josue comaundide
to the pryncis of the puple, seiynge. 1611 Bible Gen. xlix.

33 Iacob had made an end of commanding his sonnes. 1625
Burges Pers. Tithes 68 God gaue authoritie to the Hus-
band to command his Wife in lawfull things. 1727 De Foe
Syst. Magic r. iv. (1840) 111 He can speak nothing but as
God shall command him.

3. With the direct object only : To bid, order,

ordain, appoint, prescribe, a. object a sb, or pron.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10676 (Cott.) It was. .commandid in bair

aid lai. Ibid. 12639 pat bai comaund wald or bide, .he dide.
c 1400 Maundev. xxiii. (1839) 254 What so euere ;ee com-
manden, it schall be don. c 1440 Gesta Rom. iv. 10 (Harl.
MS.\ I selde . . bat if too Ivehs wer commaundid, be lesse

were to be chosyne. 1549 <,Mar.)i?£. Com. Prayer Zj Make
vs to loue that whichcthou doest commaunde. 1593 Shaks.
Rich. II, v. v. 101 Sir Pierce .. commands the contrary.
1603 — Meas. /or M. v. i. 463 It was commanded so. 1642
Fuller Holy Pro/. St. iv. vii. 272 He searcheth
whether malice did not command that oath. 1793 Black-
stone Comm. (ed. 12) 296 That court had power to com-
mand the execution of it. 1883 Froude Short Stud. IV,
n. i. 167 The rule of life which religion commands,

b. object a clause (or sentence).

a 1300 Cursor M. 2431 (Cott.) pe king . . commaunded thoru-
out al his land Men suld him mensk. Ibid. 4417 Putefar
ban comanded son pat ioseph suld be tan. a 1400 Jsumbras
265 The sowdane . . command that they solde be broghte.
£1460 Tcnvneley Myst. so(Matz.)The fyft commaundes,thou
shalle forsake Fornycayon. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iv. 201.
1611 Bible Neh. xiii. 19, I commanded that the gates
should be shut. 1667 Milton /'. L. 1. 531 Then strait com-
mands that at the warlike sound . . be upreard His mighty
Standard. Mod. The Queen has commanded that speci-
mens be submitted to her.

•j* c. object an infin. Obs.
(-1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)63 Pan comandid Harald

po londes to destroie. £1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 548 The ein-
perour comandede anone, Afftir the childe for to goon.
1475 Caxton Jason 34 b, [He] commanded to sadle his
hors. 1611 Bible Matt. xix. 7 Why did Moses then com-
mand to giue a writing of diuorcement.

d. The object is often a sb. or pronoun with
infin. passive : thus, instead of ' he commanded
(some one) to bn'ng the prisoners^ or 'he com-
manded that the prisoners should be brought', the
usual phrase is,

4 he commanded the prisoners to

be brought', where the italicized words are his-

torically only the direct object ; but the construc-

tion simulates that in 1 b, ' he commanded the

men to be silent (= he commanded them silence),

where both objects are actually present.
1382 Wyclif Matt, xviii. 25 His lord comaundide hym to

be sold [so all \6th e. w. (exc. Rhcm. 'commaunded
that he should be sold ') and Rev ised 1881). 1460 For-
tescue A 6s, <y Lim. Mou. 1 1714^ 120 Octavyan. comaundyd
al the World to be discryvyd as sub^ett unto hym. 1509
Fisher Fun. Sertn. C'tcss Richmond Wks. 296 Ordyn-
aunces .. whiche .. she commaunded to be redde 1545
Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 33 [Darius] commaunded thU
sentence to be grauen in his toinbe. 1611 Bible Acts xxv. (>

He. .commanded Paul to be brought \so all 77'.].

4. absol. With no object : To perform the action

of commanding ; to give commandments.
^1340 Cursor M. 29m (Cott. Galba MS.) We may en-

saumple tell how crist cumandes in his godspell. 1393
Gower Con/. III. 347 It is right esy to commaunde, 1594
Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 345 The King that may command,
intreats. 1625 Hukgfs Pers. Tithes 66 Hce . . beleeuesthe
Magistrate doth neuer command till he smite. 1847 Ten*
nvson Priuc.x. 440 Man to command, and woman to obey.

5. fig. in all constructions.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. ix. 230 So commaundeb treuthe.
r 1400 Rom. Rose 34 Love .Comaundeth me, that it be so.

1592 Shaks. Ven. <y Ad. 584 My sick heart commands mine
eyes to watch. 1781 CowPER Hope 12 Riches are passed
away. .As fortune, vice, or folly may command.

II. ellipt. Involving the sense of a verb of

motion, of giving, etc.

6. To order to come or go to, from, into, upon
(a place or action), away, here, home, etc. To
commandfrom : to order to depart or refrain from.

I Cf. To order goods, order any one home, aivay, off, out. >

c 1410 SirCleges 373 He commaundyd Sir Cleges to mete.
1568 (

i

rafton Chron. II. 183 The king, .commaunded him
to Prison. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 335, I Sir am
Dromio, command him away. 1601 — All's Well 11. 1. 27,
I am commanded here. 1603 — Meas. /or M. iv. iii. 151
Command these fretting waters from your eies. 1620 Horx
Subseciux ^69 You see I could not command these waues
from touching me. 1649 SelDBN Laws Eng. 1. lxii. (1739)
125 To command a Tenant into War against his own Lord.
1670 Milton Hist. Eng. Wks. 1851 V. 72 Commanded
home for doing too much. 1688 Jer. Collier Sev. Disc.

(1725 1 159 When he [a soldier] is commanded upon a hazard-
ous Action. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. ix. 214, I ..

charged them .. to command them off. 1726 Shelvocke
Voy. round W. x. (1757) 294 Coming, .within reach of our
musquets, we with them commanded her on board of us.

b. fig. To cause to come; to send with autho-

rity.

1611 Bible Lev. xxv. 2r, I will command [Vulg. dabo,
Wycl. give, Coverd. send] my blessing vpon you. 1781
Cowper Hope 669 See me sworn to serve thee [Truth], and
command A painter's skill into a poet's hand.

f e. techn. To cause to move, drive, actuate. Obs.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 173 Besides the commanding
heavy Work about, the Wheel rids Work faster off than the
Pole can do. Ibid. 200 Your Leg may. .command the Pole
down again.

f 7. To order to be given ; to demand with au-

thority. Sometimes of orfrom a person. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panoplie Ep. 15 All that may be, com-
maund and looke for at my handes. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI,
v. i. 49 Let my Soueraigne. .Command my eldest Sonne, nay
all my sonnes, as pledges. 1611 — Cymb. 1. v. 9, I beseech
your Grace . . wherefore you have Commanded of me these

most poysonous Compounds. 1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennet
Juv. Indiscretions V. 122 He presented, at her command, a

rose that he gathered. .Again a flower was commanded.

III. To have power to order ; to have at or

under command or disposal ; to control, dominate.

8. trans. To have authority over ; to be master

of ; to hold in control or subjection ; to sway, rule.

(The object was orig. dative as in 2 ; hence in M E. with to.)

1382 Wvclif Judg. ix. 13 [12] The trees speken to the

viyn, Com, and comaunde to vs \impcra nobis], — Dan.
ii. 39 The thrid rewme. .whiche shal comaunde to al erthe.

1590 Marlowe Ediv. II, 11. ii,The haughty Dane commands
the narrow seas. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. i. 38 Thou art

Protector, And lookest to command the Prince and Realme.
1630 R. Johnson Kingd. <y Commiv. 373 The Knights of
Jerusalem, .command all in all here. 1776 C. Lee in Sparks
Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I. 153 Whoever commands the sea
commands the town. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. n. 601
Tigers fierce command the shuddering wood.
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Jig. 1603 Shaks. Meat,for M. iv. i. 33 This other [Key]
doth command a little doore. 1780 Cowper Table-t. 481
The mind that can. .command the lyre. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. lxxxviii. My harp would prelude woe— I cannot all

command the strings.

b. absol.
;
rarely with over.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. i. 9 Vertue he had, deseruing to

command. 1603 Knoli.es Hist. Turks (16381 75 The great
Cham . .commandeth ouer one of the greatest. .Empires of
the World. 1605 Camden Rem. 4 The Kings of England
have commaunded from .. Orkney to the Pyrene Moun-
taines. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. iv. xi. '1675) 238 It is.,
requisite that the Prince know how to command well. 1799
Med. Jml. II. 302 Persons . .born to command.
fig- 1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. 1, Where and when
your Religion hath most absolutely commanded. .Atheisme
hath most abounded. 1866 in Spurgeon Treas. David
Ps. lxiii, Imperial Psalms, that command over all affections.

9. To be commander or captain of (a force,

fortress, ship, or the like).

1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido rv. iv, ./Eneas may com-
mand as many Moors As in the sea are little water-drops.
x6o«s Shaks. Macb. v. ii. 19 Those he commands, moue
onely in command, Nothing in loue. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. I.307 This city, .was commanded by governor Carleton.
1806 A. Duncan Nelson n- Captain Lutwidge commanded
another bomb-vesse!. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville I.

140 To dispose of all the beaver they take, to the trader who
commands the camp. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 633
He still continued to command his old soldiers.

b. absol. To be commander, have the command.
1601 Shaks. All's Well m. vi. 57 A disaster of warre that

Caesar him selfe could not haue preuented, if he had beene
there to command. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 266
Colonel Forbes . . commanded at the siege. 1847 Mrs. A.
Kerr Hist. Serfla 279 No Nenadowitsch now commanded
on the Drina.

10. To be master of (oneself, one's emotions, feel-

ings, etc); to hold in check, control, restrain

(the passions). Formerly also with over.
1586 T. B. La Prlmaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 316 He en-

joyeth true tranquillitie . . commanding over the unpure
affections of the flesh. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. 1. v,

Tis reasons glorie to commaund affects. 1621 Fletcher/'//*
grim v. iv, Command thyself, and then thou'rt right.

Command thy will, thy foul desires . . Command thy mind,
and make that pure. 1706 J. Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc.
Mem. X. 162 He cannot command himself. 1801 Mar.
Edgeworth Mor. T. (i8i6) I. xv. 126, F. commanded his
temper. 1833 T. Hook Wldo7u <$• Marquess (1842) 85
Can I command my feelings ?

11. To have (a thing) at one's bidding, or within
one's power for use or enjoyment ; to have at dis-

posal or within one's reach or grasp.
i6ix Shaks. Wlnt. T. 1. ii. 463 It is in mine authoritie to

command The Keyes of all the Posternes. 1625 Massinger
New Way 11. ii, Could you not command your leisure one
hour longer? 1642 Fuller Holy <$ Prof. St. v. xiv. 412
Those who deserve no beere may command the best wine.

1713 Addison Cato 1, 'Tis not in mortals to command success,
But we'll do more Sempronius, we'll deserve it. c 1790 J.
Willock Voy. ix. 273 The safest . . passage . . lies through
these islands, as, in case of a storm, ships can always com-
mand a port. 1794 Burke Corr. (1844' IV. 247 It is not
every day I can command that sum [fifty guineas]. 1817
Malthus Popul. I. 54 note, Such an increase as will enable
the mass of the society to command more food. 1881 J.
Russell Halgs iii. 39 All the skill which the sculptor could
command.

12. To have (a person or his services) at one's

call or disposal.

1561 Awdelay Prat. Vocab. 10 If euer he may do him
any frendship. he shal commaund him. 1591 Shaks. Two
Cent. hi. i. 23 Command me while I liue. 1593— 2 Hen. VJ

t

iv. v. 7 Such ayd as I can spare you shall command. 1859
Thackeray Virgin, xix. 147 If any of us can be of use ..

you sure ought to command us.

b. phr. Yours (etc.) to command {\ to be com-
manded) : i. e- for you to command or dispose of.

1560 Daus tr. Sleldaue's Comm. 164 b, The somme of the
Archebyshoppes letters was. .that he isall his to commaunde.
1575 Ferrers in Gascolgne's Princely Picas. (1821) 9 The
Lake, the Lodge, the Lord, are yours now to command. 1586
A. Day Eng. Secretary (1625) 15 Which Subscription.,
shall passe in this or the like Order : . . Your Lfordships] in

whatsoever to be commanded . . Your Honours ever to be
commanded, etc. 1626 in Lithgow Trav. x. (1682)467
Your Lordships to command to serve you. 1859 W. Collins
After Dark 49 1 Hoppe) Yours to command, Thomas Boxsius.

13. To secure by just claim or rightful title ; to

exact, compel (respect, confidence, sympathy, etc.).

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, III. i. 8 This place commands my
patience. 1771 Junius Lett. lix. 306 A great man com-
mands the affection of the people. 1802 Mah. Edgeworth
Mor. T. u8i6) I. 225 She. .must, .command your sympathy.
1871 Smiles Charac. i. 9 They will . .command the confi-

dence which they really deserve. 1885 Spectator 18 July
943/2 His literary criticisms, .when they fail to command
our assent, nearly always command our admiration.

14. To dominate by reason of (superior) local or

strategic position; to control by overlooking or

over topping ; spec, said of the artillery of a forti-

fied eminence. Also intr. with over.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks {\6i\\ 1228 The place itself

was. .impregnable, .by reason that it commanded over the
Danubie. 1625 Bacon Ess., Truth (Arb.) 501 The vant-
age ground of Truth : a hill not to be commanded. 1694
Narborough Acc. Sev. Late Voy. I. (1711) 109 The Guns
cannot command from one Side to the other. 1769 Robert-
son Chas. V

y
III. VML 90 Strong castles which commanded

the principle defiles. 1795 Southey Joan ofArc vni. 600
A strong-built tower, commanding o'er the Loire, a 1842
Arnold Later Hist. Rome (1846) I. viL 273 Steep cliffs

overhanging the sea. and. .commanding a small harbour.

i860 Motley NetherI. {i868> I. i. 7 The. .Spanish Peninsula
. .commanding the Atlantic and the Mediterranean.

b. To have within range of vision, look down
upon or over, overlook.
1697 Dbyden Vlrg. Georg. 11. 409 His Head the Hills

commands. 1780 Cowper Table-t. 581 An ell or two of
prospect we command. z8zo Scott Lady of L. v. ii, Com-
manding the rich scenes beneath. The windings of the

\
Forth and Teith. 1874 Ruskin Stones Ven. I. Pref. 7 My
bedroom window commanded, .a very lovely view.

C. absol.

1648 J. Beaumont Psyche 11. 198 A princely Castle in the
mid'st commands. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 614. 1763
Scrafton Indostan '1770) 66 A battery, .which would have
commanded to the Lake. 1781 Cowper Truth 3 Far as
human optics may command.
15, To cover (with a gun, fowling-piece, etc.).

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. xii. (1681) 252 You may com-
mand her [Pheasant] at pleasure with your Fowling-piece.
Ibid. 253 A Bird .. somewhat troublesome to discover,
whereby to command him by a Fowling-piece.

16. To command a suit of cards : see quot.
1862 'Cavendish' [H. Jones] Whist (1870) 28 A suit is

commanded, .by the hand that holds a sufficient number of
winning cards in it to make every trick. 1874 Mod, Hoylc
12 The ten and the nine command that suit.

t IV. 17. = Commend. Obs.
CB340 Gaw. Gr. Knt. 241 1 Comaundez me to bat cor

lays, your comlych fere, a 1400 50 Alexander 1333 Vn-to
joure mekill maieste my modire I comande. c 1400 Me-
layne 298 Comande me till oure gentill kynge. 1444 Paston
Lett. I. 60 Right worchepfull cosyn I comand me to you.
< 1450 Merlin viii. 130 Kynge Ran and his brother .. Co-
maunded theire londes in the kepynge of Leonces. c 1500
Lancelot 2801 The knycht, the wich in to hir keping vas,
Sche had commandit to hir cussynece.

b. To command to God: to commend to His
!
keeping ; cf. ' To say adieu I* or * good bye !

'

\
c 1450 Merlin iv. 72 So he hym comaunded to god, and

bad hym come on the morowe. 1484 Caxton Curtail 11888)
I

16 To god I comande the by thys wrytyng. 1523 Ld. Ber-
ners Froiss. I. x. 10 They .. commaunded them*elfe into

1 the kepyng of God. c 1530 — Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814^ 168
So he toke his leue of the ladye, and she commaunded hym

! to God.

Command k^mrrnd), sb. For forms see v.

I

[cf. F. commande 13th c. ( = Pr. comanda), f. com-
mander Xo Command; but the English word docs

i
not certainly appear before 16th c, so that it may

;

have been formed here on the verb : cf. demand,
order, call, and the modern invite.

(An apparent example in Cursor M. (Fairf.) 13848 is perh.
an error for conenand covenant, as in Cott. MS.)]
1. The act of commanding ; the utterance or

: expression of an authoritative order or injunction;

! bidding.

1591 Shaks. Two Gentl. iv. iii. 5 One that attends your
i Ladiships command. 1611 Bible Job xxxix. 27 Doeth the

Eagle mount vp at thy commaund? 1716 8 Lady M. W.
Montague Lett. I. xiii. 44, I am always willing to obey
your commands. 1832 Austin Jurispr. (1870) L L 01 A
command is a signification of desire ; but is distinguished
. .by this peculiarity : that the party to whom it is directed
is liable to evil from the other, in case he comply not with
the desire. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton xii. 171 Hersugges-
tion being fully understood to be a command.

b. In various phrases, as at o?te
>

s command, on

I

command, tic. VVord of'command': see quot. 1853,
1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. iv. 198 What we will do, we do

vpon command. 1596 — Tarn. Shr. in, ii. 224 They shall

goe forward Kate at thy command. 1660 Sturmy Mart-
!

ner's Mag. U 15 The next thing to be observed .. is the
Words of Command with readiness to answer and obey.
1811 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. VII. 544 The appoint-
ment, by command of the Prince Regent, of Major General
Alien. 1855 Stocqueler Mil. Encycl. s.v., The orders, .for

certain motions, manoeuvres, or evolutions, are called the
' word of command '. Ibid., Officers or troops absent from
quarters are said to be 'on command '.

2. An order authoritatively made and remaining
in force, a Commandment.
1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech. (i884> 28 The x. Commandis.

Ibid. 95 The Sevint Command. .Thow sail nocht steil. 1586
Q. Eliz. Let. in Hist. Eng. I1702) II. 53 We little thought
that one We had raised out of the Dust would . . haue
slighted and broken our Commands. 1642 Rogers Noaman
553 As Papists have done with the second Command. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 652 God so commanded, and left that
Command. 1722 De Foe Moll El. (1840) 120 It is ill

venturing too near the brink of a command. 1835 Lytton
Rlenzi 1. iii, Rut the command is hard.

3. The faculty of commanding; exercise of autho-
rity; rule, control, sway; spec, that of a military

or naval commander. Alsofig.
1593 Shaks. Lucr. 624 Hast thou command? 1604 —

Oth. v. ii, 331 Your Power, and your Command is taken off.

1608 — Per. in. i. 3 Thou, that hast Upon the winds com-
mand. 1678 Butler Hud. rl i. 1321 The Queen of Night,
whose large Command Rules all the sea and half the Land.
a 1700 Drvden(J.), He assumed an absolute command over
his readers. 1780 Cowper Table-t. 354 Men.. raised to
station and command. 1781-3 — Lily <y Rose 13 The Lily's

height bespoke command. 1813 Byron Br. Abydos 11. ix,

High command Spake in his eye.

b. with its scope defined by of.

1661 Cowley Cromwell Wks. fi688) 71 A Title to the
Command of three Nations. 1666 Pepys Diary (iS-jg) IV.

127 [To] have the command of a ship. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xvii. 74 The military Command of
the old imperial City. 1876 Green Short Hist. viii. 546.

C. with a and pi. Authority.
1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 244 How in one house Should

many people, vnder two commands, Hold amity?

d. Phrases.
1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. Pref. to Rdr. **2, 200 French

ships, vnder the commaund of Captaine Henry Pay. 1631
Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 534 A man of great command 111

this Countie. c 1639 Roxb. Ballads VI. 429 A battel
fought upon the seas, by a ship of brave command. 1779
Gentl. Mag. XLIX. 58 Having a fleet of thirty ships of
war under his command. 1853 Stocqueler Mil. Encycl.
s.v., An officer at the head ofa troop, .garrison ..or de-
tachment is 1 in command '.

4. Power of control, disposal, or direction; mas-
tery; possession with full power to use. Command
oflanguage, words, etc. : facility of expression.
1642 Fuller Holy «$ Prof St. v. xviii. 430 No man had

better command of rain and sunshine in his face. 1658 J.
Robinson Eudoxa i. 11 The choice, .is within the command
of our will. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. i. 20 The.,
priest behaved himself with great command of his passion.
1781 Gibbon Decl. <r F. III. 189 The familiar use, and
absolute command, of the Latin language, c 1850 Arab.
Nts. {Rtldg.)37, I had sufficient command over myselt to
suppress my emotions. X875 Jowett Plato ied. 2) III. 231
Having gifts of courage . . and command of money and
friends. 1888 J. W. Elsworth Introd. to Bratthwatt's
Strappado 26 Men inferior to him in command of words.

b. At command : ready to receive or obey
orders ; under one's control ; at one's service or

disposal ; available to use, spend, etc.

1584 Walsingham in Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. v. \ 9 And so I

humbly take my leave. Your Graces at command, Francis
Walsingham. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary il (1625* 83
His house, his lands, his purse . . were all at his command^
1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. ii. 45 Hast thou not worldly
pleasure at command. 1630 R. Johnson Klngd. <y Commw.
61 Hee is held the only wise man, who hath the world at
most command. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agrlc. xii. § 6 u68i)
246 With your Spaniel well instructed, and at command.
1709 Steele Tatter No. 76 ? 1 Yet has he seldom a guinea
at command. 1862 CornJt. Mag. June 649 iHoppe The
reader's very humble servant at command. 1872 Morley
Voltaire (1886) 167 An absolute monarch, with the most
perfect military machine at his command.
6. 1 Cogent authority, despotism ' (J.) ; coercion.
1692 Locke Educ. iJJ, Command and force may often

create, but can never cure, an aversion. 1854 H. Spencer
Soc. Stat. 180 Command cannot be otherwise than savage,
for it implies an appeal to force, should force be needful.

6. The power of dominating surrounding country
in virtue of elevated or strategic position ; used lit.

of the gunshot range of military positions, and
also in various transferred senses.

1628 Digby Voy. Medit. (1868) 23, I. .gott my fleete out of

command of the fortes. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
1. v. 18 Within command of the flaming swords. 1703
Lond. Gas. No. 3937/4 Of the whole Fleet only 4 escaped,
by getting under the Command of Granville Fort. 1867
Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) I. App. 753 His command of

the passes of the Alps.

b. spec, in Fortification (see quots.).

1823 Crabb Technol. Diet, s.v., A command infront,\fhtn
any eminence is directly facing the work which it com-
mands. A command in rear., A command by enfilade.

1830 K. S. N. Campbell Diet. Mil. Sc. 40 s.v.. The Com-
mand of the Bastion over the surrounding country is nine-
teen feet. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 202 Command.

.

the height of the top of the parapet of a work above the
level of the country- «888 Times 20 Aug. 12/1 The Wool-
wich guns have, the one a command— i. e. a height above
the ground of 3 ft. 6 in.

C. Range of vision, outlook, prospect.

1697 Dryden ASneld ij.>, The steepy stand, Which over-
looks the vale with wide command. 1764 Cowper Task 1,

290 The eye. .posted on this speculative height Exults in its

command.
d. in Cards. See quot. and cf. Command v. 16.

1874 Mod. Hoyle 22 You get rid of the command of your
partner's strong suit most readily by leading your highest

of the suit. 1880 A. Cami-bell-Walker Correct Card
Gloss., Command ofa suit, having the best cards ofthat suit.

7. A position in which one commands
;

esp. a

military or naval commander's post.

[Cf. 1604 in 3.] a 1687 Petty Pol. Aritk. x. <i6oi) 115
Commands in our ordinary Army and Navy. 1764 Croker
Diet. Arts, Command, in the royal navy, implies the rank
and power of an officer who has the management ofa ship

of war. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 58 The places and
commands which he held under the Crown. 1863 Ruskin
Munera P. (1880) 136 Let us sell the commands of our
prospective battles.. to the lowest bidder. 1886 Whltaker's
Almanack 159 District Commands (Homel, Aldershot.

Ibid. 191 Navy Pay. .Admiral (home command) £ 1,825.

8. The body of troops under a commander.
1592 Wyrlf.y Armorie 90 To ride with me him most

humbly praying With his command. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1.

vi. 84 roure shall quickly draw out my Command, Which
men are best inclin'd. 1744 Earl Shaftesb. in Prlv. I,ett.

xst Ld. Malmesbury I. 15 Sir John Ligonier is going from
hence with a large command (I am told near 10,000 men).

1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. {1844) II. xii. 55 Colonel Dodge
ordered the command to halt.

9. The district under a commander
;

or, more
generally, under the lordship of any one.
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 381 Bury mee. .not heere,

but in some of your owne commands. 1684 tst Dk. Beau-
fort's Progr. Wales 11864) 1 The general! visitation of his

Commands. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5402/3 A Noble Com-
mand for Game, about 20 Miles in Circumference. 1871

Times 1 June 5/1 The city of Paris is to be divided into

four commands.

10. Comb., as command -in -chief, supreme

military charge (cf. Commander-in-chief); com-
mand-night, the night on which a theatrical per-

formance, etc., is given by (royal; command.
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1859 Lang Wand. India 363, I am to have the command-
in-chief at Bombay. 1888 Spectator 30 June 877/1 The
direct command-in-chief of a million soldiers.

Commandable (k^mcrndab'l) , a. Also 7

-ible. [f. Command v. + -able.] Capable of

being commanded ; under command.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. UI. i. 105 A plyable flexure

ofjoynts, and commandible disposure of all parts of progres-

sion. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 280 A commandable rather

than a commendable judgement. 1701 Grew Cosm. Sacra
122 Rendering our bodies, senses, and thoughts, vigorous

and commandable. 1880 Birton Q. Atme III. xiv. 4

Ground, .not commandable by heights.

Commandador, var. of Commendadob.

t Commandance. Oh. rare. [a. OF. com-

mandance; see -AKGB.1 Command, control.

1452 Dk. York in Ellis Grig. Lett. 1. 6 I. 11 He had the

commandance and charge thereof.

Commandancy (k/mcrndansi). [f. next : see

-ancy ; cf. Sp. comandancia.] The position or

jurisdiction of a commandant. Commandancy-
general [= Sp. comandancia-general], that of the

commander-general , or governor of a Spanish

province or colony. In mod. Diets.

Commandant (kf7manda*nt), $b. [a. Fr. com-
mandant, in same sense, orig. pr. pple. — 'command-
ing': cf. It., Sp., and Pr. comandante, Pg. com-

mandante.'] A commanding officer, a commander:
irrespective of rank. Applied esp. to the military

governor of a fortress, town, or district, and often

as a foreign title, French, Spanish, or Portuguese.

Hence commandant-general

.

1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2248/4 The Commandant of the said

Regiment on Honslow-Heath. 1691 Neiv Disc. Old In-
treague xiii, And here (if not at home) he's Commandant.
1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 52T Sixteen different ships engaged
us alternately; the Commandant .. staid by us the least of
any. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 742 The commandant there

is subordinate to the viceroy of Peru, in all matters relating

to the government, to the finances, and to war. 1806 Med.
fml. XV. 451 The Commandant of the forces in both
Canadas. 1822 Byron Werner 1. i. 613 Here is a packet for

the commandant Of Frankfort. 1827 Southey Hist. Pen-
ins. War 11. 207 By electing Barrios commandant-general
of the province, a 1839 Praed Poems (18641 II. 195 The Car-
dinal is here from Rome, The Commandant from Seville.

Commandantship (k^mandcrntjip). [f.

prec. + -ship.] The office of a commandant ; com-
mandancy.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. in. viii, Captain D'Agoust may

now. .look forward to . . Commandantship of the Tuileries.

x88i Shadweix Life Ld. Clyde I. iv. 122 Colin Campbell,
as the next senior officer in Hong Kong, assuming the
commandantship of that island.

Commandarie, -ary, obs. ff. Commandery.
Commandator, obs. var. of Commendatob.

t COttima'ndatory, a. Obs. [f. commanddt-
ppl. stem of late L. commanddre to Command : see

-ory, and cf. commendatory^ Of the nature of a

command, mandatory, compulsory.
a 1659 Bp. Morton Episc. C/r. Eng. Justified IV. L (1670)

73 How commandatory the apostolical authority was.
/( 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11. (1692) 71 To help the
King's necessities, .by a commandatory loan.

Commandatory, var. of Commendatory.
Commanded (k^mcrnded), ppl. a. [f. Com-
mand v. + -ed.] Ordered by authority

;
bidden,

prescribed, forced. + b. Under regular military

command (as opposed to volunteer).
a 1586 Cartwright in Answ. to Cartwright 89 They

haue not his commanded discipline. 1596 Shaks. Tarn.
S/ir. Induct, i. 125 A womans guift To raine a shower of
commanded teares. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. n. xxxi. 189
Sometimes it is a Commanded, sometimes Voluntary Wor-
ship. .1 1671 Lu. Fairfax Mem. (1699) 10 Major General
Ginord with a commanded party, beat them out again.

1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 89, I think there was
not more commanded men than volunteers.

t Comma*ndedness. Obs. ran. [f. prec. +
-ness.] Commanded quality ; obligatoriness.
a 1600 Hammond Wks. II. 195 (R.) The commandedness

of the other offerings.

Commandeer," S.Africa. Also-der. [ad.

S. African Da. kommande'ren, f. F. commander
to command.] trans. To command or force into

military service; to seize for (or as for) military use.

1881 Times 1 Feb. 5/5 The night previously the Boers had
commandeered the natives.. and compelled them to fight.

1882 Standard 12 Dec. 5/7 The Schoonspruit. .Burghers,
who have been commandeered, have declined to go to the
front. 1883 All Y. Round 17 Nov. 533 Any quantity of
grapes might be commandeered without .. asking,

b. absol.

x88t Times 25 Jan. 5 The Boers are in Lydenburg com-
mandering from the stores. 1882 Standard 12 Dec. 5/7
The action of the Government in commandeering so exten-
sively.

Commander (kf>ma'ndai). Forms : 3-5
comander, -our, -ur, 4 comauiidour, 4-6 com-
maundour, 6-7 -er, (5 com;m)awndour), 6-
commander. [a. OF. comandere (= Pr. coman-
daire) :—L. type commandd'tor, oblique case coman-
deor (= Pr. comandador\ Anglo-F. -dour, mod.F.
•deur :—L. type commanddtor-em (commend-),
agent-sb. f. commanddre : see Command v. and
-ER. Commendator was in some military and re-

VOL. II.

ligious orders of the Middle Ages, e.g. that of the

Knights of St. John, the title of the officer in

charge of a commenda: see Commandkry. In this

sense Littre has OF. comandeor in 13th c]

1. One who commands.
a. One who commands or orders anything.

c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 397 Soothly the Co-
mandour of that was he [God]. 1395 PURVEY Remonstr.
(1851) 49 If that that the emperour comaundith is good,
fille thou the wil of the comaundour. 1531 Dial, on Laws
Eng. 1. ix, (1638) 19 If a man command another to do a
trespasse . . the commander is a trespasser, a 1617 Hif.ron
Wks. (1619-20) II. 484 Hee doth it.. more for the Com-
manders sake, .then out of any other respect whatsoeuer.

b. One who has the control or disposal ^/"any-

thing.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12109 (Cott.) Ihesus be maister gaf
ansuare, bou bat es comandur o lai. c 1585 Faire Em in.

650 She That's mistress and commander of his thoughts.

1607 Fletcher Woman-Hater nr. i, Were we not made
ourselves, free, unconfmed, Commanders of our own affec-

tions? 1666 Fuller Hist. Camb. (1840) 222 A great com-
mander of the Latin tongue.

c. One who exercises authority, a ruler or leader.

Commander of the Faithful (cf. Admiral} : a

title of the caliphs, first assumed (c 640) by Omar I.

a 1300 Cursor M. 453 (Cott.) He [Lucifer] wald . . be him
self pair comandur [v. r. -our]. 1382 Wyclif Luke v. 5
Comaundour, we trauelinge by al the ny3t token no thing.

C 1440 Promp. Parv. 88 Commawndour, preceptor, man-
dator. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 1. ii. 247 Kingand Commander
of our Common-weale. 1592 — Ven.fy Ad, 1004 Be wreak'd
on him, invisible commander [Death]. 1651 Hobises
Leviath. ill. xlii. 269 The Apostles, .are our Schoolemasters,
and not our Commanders. 1840 Penny Cyct. XVI. 434/2
Omar, .was also the first who assumed the title of Amir-al-
mumem'n (commander of the faithful) instead of that of
Khalifah-rasuli-llahi (vicar of the messenger of God) which
his predecessor Abu Bekr had used.

2. spec, a. The officer in command of a military

force.

1598 Barret Theor. Warreswi. \. 31 Braue Commaunders
vnder whom I have serued, 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. i. 97
Williams. Vnder what Captaine serue you ? King. Vnder
Sir Iohn Erpingham. Williams. A good old Commander.
1643 Ld, Capel {title), Address to all Commanders, Officers,

and Soldiers. 1757 Johnson Rambler No. 146 r 5 Not only
the writer of books, but the commander of armies.. will

easily outlive all noisy and popular reputation. 1859
Thackeray Virgin, x, Two thousand veteran British troops
with their commander. 1875 Bedford Sailors Pocket-bk.

i. (ed. 2) 22 The term Commander of Column indicates the

Senior Officer in that Column.

b. One who has command of a ship ; in the

British and U. S. navies, the title of an officer who
ranks below a captain and above a first lieutenant.

c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 579/45 Egeator, a comander
of a shyp. 1669 Sturmy Mariner s Mag. iv. 202 Any in-

genious Sea-Artist, that . . hath been Commander or Mate
many years. 1708 Roy. Proclam. 26 June in Lond. Gaz.
No. 4452 The Commanders of the Men of War appointed
Convoys for Newfoundland. 1804 G. Rose Diaries (i860)

II. 194 Captain Prescott, a commander in the navy. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 203 Commander, an officer in the

royal navy, commanding a ship of war under twenty guns,
a sloop of war, armed ship, or bomb-vessel. He was en-

titled master and commander, and ranked with a major of
the army : now simply termed commander, and ranking
with lieutenant-colonel, but junior of that rank.

3. In a mediaeval religious order, esp. a military

order, as the Knights Hospitallers : The adminis-

trator of a Commandery, a Commendatory.
1611 Cotgr. s.v. Co/nmanderie, A Commaunder (of one of

the Orders). 1641 Termes de la Ley 65 s.v. Commaundrie,
He which had the government of any such Mannor or
house, was called the Commander, which had nothing to

doe to dispose of it, but to the use of the Priorie, and to
have onely his sustenance of it according to his degree.

1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Commandry, The simple com-
manders of Malta.. are rather farmers of the order than
beneficiaries. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxv. note, The prin-

cipal Knights of Saint John were termed Commanders.
1858 W. Porter Hist. Knts. Malta I. ii. (L., s. v. Com-
mandery), The council reserved to themselves the power of
at any time recalling a commander from his post. 1867
Murray's Handbk. Worcester, etc. 98 The Commander's
house, and great hall, are the only existing portions [of the
Commandry],

4. Hence, a member of a higher class in certain

modern Orders of Knighthood, in the French
Legion of Honour, etc. ; also, an officer in certain

secret 'orders', as in the American order of
1 Knights Templars
In British Orders {e.g. of the Bath since 1815, of St.

Michael and St. George, and of the Star of India) the
Knight Commanders form the second of the three grades.

A Grand Commander is a member of one of the divisions

of the highest grade. In the Legion of Honour, Com-
vtandeurs form the third of the five classes.

1846 Penny Cycl., \st Suppl. II. 193/2 Legion of Honour,
instituted by Napoleon during the year 1802 .. consists of
five divisions : chevaliers, officers, commanders, grand
officers, and grand crosses. 1882 Cussans Heraldry 248
At the termination of the War [1815] .. it was decided to

divide the Order of the Bath into three Grades, entitled

Knights Grand Cross (G.C.B.), Knights Commanders
(K.C.B.\ and Knights Companions (C.B.). 1886 Whitaker's
Almanack 88 [Order of the Bath] Second Class, K.C.B.
Military Knights Commanders . .Civil Knights Comman-
ders. Ibid. 93 The Most Exalted Order of the Star of
India . . Principal Knight Grand Commander, Viceroy and
Gov. Gen. of India.

5. A large wooden mallet or beetle ; a rammer
(see Command v. 6 c).

1573 Baret Alv. C. 907 (1580) An instrument to driue
piles of woodde into the ground, called, .a commaunder, also
to beate stones in pauing, a rammer. 1679 Moxon* Mech.
Exerc. vii. 128 The Commander, .with a handle about three
foot long. 1726 R. Neve Builder's Diet. s.v. Foundation,

I These piles must be drove or forced down by a Commander.
1863 Reade Hard Cash I. 198 His gang of fifteen . . stood
in line with huge wooden beetles called commanders. 1867

I SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. 203 Commander, a large wooden
I mallet used specially in the sail and rigging lofts, as any-

thing of metal would injure the ropes or canvas.

+ 6. Fortif. A work raised so as to command the

adjacent works and countryround ; a Cavaliek. Obs.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 122 Two commanders, or caua-
liers. Ibid. II. 126 Whole Buts of water.. were throwen
downe from an high Commander.

+ 7. Surg. A machine for reducing dislocations
;

= Ambe. Obs.

1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat. VII. v. 488 The Glosso*
comium, commonly called the Commander. 1711 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4878/4 This [reduction of fractures] is not effected by the
Ambe or Commander. 1783 P. Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 300
That sort of Ambi which Mr. Frcke called his Commander,
8. Hat-making. (See quots.)

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s. v. 1875 Urf. Diet. Arts II.

857 This flat crown is now placed upon a block, and, by
pressing a string called a commander, down the sides of the

block, he forces the parts adjacent to the crown to assume a
cylindrical figure.

9. Ornith. The Red-winged Oriole {Oriolus

Phcrniceus^.
1812 Smellie, etc. tr. Buffons Nat. Hist. XIII. 219 It is

called Commander on account of a fine red mark on .. its

wings, which . . resembles the badge of the order of knight-

hood.

10. Commander-in-chief. The chief or supreme
commander of all the military land forces of a

State; also b. of a detached portion permanently
quartered in a colony, or C. on expeditionary ser-

vice in a hostile foreign country.
In nearly all the British Colonics, the Governor is Com-

mander-in-Chief, even though a civilian.

1654 H. L'Estrange Chat. I (1655) 188 Lord Conway
I

then Commander in chief. 1655 Fuller ('//. Hist. 1. iv.

I § 10 Such Commanders in Chief do not fall without Common
Souldiers about them. 1790 Beatson Kav. Mil. Mem.
II. 218 Want of success in the last campaign had raised a
great clamour against the commander-in-chief. 1829 YV.

Irving Conq. Granada (1S50) 343 The commander-in-chief
of the artillery. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 1. ii.

127 The new Commander-in-chief at Madras, Sir John
Cradock. 1887 Lond. Gaz. 29 Nov., The Queen has been
pleased, by Letters Patent . . to appoint Kield-Marshal His
Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge, K.G., to be Com-

! mander-in-Chief of Her Majesty's Forces. 1887 Army List

j
Nov. 27 Bermuda, Governor and Commander-in-Chief, Gall-

wey, Lt.-Genl. T. L., R. Eng.

b. In U. S. vested in the President.

But the title is often unofficially applied to the acting
general officer of highest rank (i.e. the senior major-general).

1778 1 title), Proceedings of a Court Martial held. . by order

of His Excellency General Washington, Commander-in-
Chief of the Army of the United States of America, for the

I Trial of Major General Lee. 1789 Constit. U. S. Art. ii. § 2

The president shall be commander-in-chief of the army and
navy. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 16/2 s.v. United States.

c. In the Navy :
' The senior officer in any port

or station appointed to hold command over all

other vessels within the limits assigned to him.

Thus the commodore on the coast of Africa is de

facto commander-in-chief (Adm. Smyth'.
1890 Times 12 Sept. 4/6 The Northampton .. flagship of

the Commander-in-Chief at the Nore.

d. jig.

1650 Hub bert Pill Formality 12 A form of godliness is

the Commander in Chief of all other sins.

Hence (nonce-wd.) Commander-in-cMe fsliip.

1878 W. M. Taylor Daniel the Beloved ix. 166 To himself

he reserved the Commander-in-chiefship of the army.

Comma'ndersliip. [see -ship.] The office

or position of commander.
16x1 Cotgr., Conunanderie, a commaunderie or com-

maundership. 1658 Ussher Ann. 373 All commander-
ships, and captain-ships in the army. 1885 Truth 2 July
2/2 [He] returned the insignia of his Grand Commander-
ship, and retired from the Order. 1887 Daily Neivs 3 May
2/2 The grievances of naval lieutenants, .for which Lord
Elphinstone explained a proposed remedy by the increase

of commanderships.

Commandery, commandry (k^ma ndsri,

-crndri). Also 6-7 -drie, 7 -erie, 0-8 -arie, -ary.

[In its original sense a. F. commanderiet com-

mendert'e, med.L. commenddria (f. commenda, F.

commende) benefice given in commendam, i. e. into

charge or trust. But it has subsequently been

associated with commander in the sense of 'one

who commands or orders'.]

+ 1. An ecclesiastical or other benefice held in

commendam. Obs.

1536 in Stat. Iret. (R. Bolton, 1621) 121 (28 Hen. VIII.)
Appertayning to any Archbishopricke. .Commaundry. .or to

any other benefice. 1577-87 Holinshed Scot. Chron.
11806) II. 103 Besides his bishoprike, he held in his hands
the commandarie of the abbeie of Pettinweme. 1661

T. S[tephens] Procurations 37 The Bishop of Meth. .had a
Proxie of 15J. &d. payable yearly out of the Commandery of
Kells. 1706 Motteux Rabelais v. v. (1737^ 16 They have a
great number of rich Commanderies \fat Livings). 1807 W.

85



COMMANDERY. 670 COMMANDMENT.
Taylor in Ann. Rev. V. 171 In 1775, his uncle the Arch-
bishop of Parlermo, bestowed on him a ricli commandery.

2. esp. in Hist. A landed estate or manor, or group
of manors, belonging to an Order of Knights, and
placed under the charge of a member of the order

(with title of commendator, Commander 3) : see

quot. 1858, which shows how this passed into b,

the manors coming to be at length treated as pre-

bends of the commanders, or of the local society of

the order under tiiem, to which also the name
commandry is sometimes applied.
Originally used in the Order of Knights of St. John of

Jerusalem (Knights Hospitallers, Knights of Rhodes, or of
Malta \ whose extensive possessions, extending over nearly all

European countries, were divided first into priorates, these
again into bailiwicks, and these into commendse or comman-
deries ; but also used in the Order of Teutonic Knights,
etc ; the corresponding terms with the Knights Templars
were preceptor and preceptory. The possessions of the
Knights of St. John in England, to which all our early
quots. refer, were seized as crown-property in 154a
1534 Act 26 Hen. VIIl% c. 3 § 24 Appoynted to the dig-

nitie of the said prior ofsanct Johns of Hierusalem in Eng-
lande, or to any commaundry apperteinyng vnto the same.
1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 24 The Kings Maiesty, his heires
and Successors, shall haue and enioy all that Hospitall .

.

being neere to the City of London . . called the house of
Saint Johns of Jerusalem in England, and all and singular
. .commandries, preceptories &c. which appertained, .to the
priours ..within any the Kings Dominions. 1607 Cowel
Interpr., Commaundrie was a . . maner . . belonging to the
Prione of S. Johns in Hierusalem in England. 1743-5 R.
Pococke Trav. (:888) 53 Temple Newton, formerly a com-
manderie of the Knights Templars. 1820 Scott Ivanltoe
xxxv, The Preceptories of the Templars, as well as the
Commanderies of the Knights Hospitallers. 1838 Penny
Crcl, XII. 317 Upon many of their manors and estates in
the country- the Knights Hospitallers placed small societies
of their brethren under the government of a commander .

.

Such societies were called Commanderies. 1858 W. Porter
Hist. A'nts. Malta I. ii. (L.), Eventually, a nomination to
a commandery came to be considered in the light of a legal
acquisition, subject only to the payment of a certain amount
of annual tribute to the public treasury.

b. In later use : A benefice or pension attached
to a commandership of a knightly order.
1700 tr. De Vertot's Rtrvol. Portugal (1721 1 71 Dazled with

the Prospect of the vast Sum which was offer'd, besides a
Commandry of the Order of Christ. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers
Trav. (1760) I. 109 One privilege of the companions is,

that they are preferred to other persons in the nomination
to commanderies, each of which is worth five hundred
guilders. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 397/2 The name of Com-
mandery in the order of St. Louis was given to the pension
which the king of France formerly assigned to twenty-four
commanders of that order, ofwhom eight received 4000, and
sixteen 3000 livres each. 1866 Motley Dutch Rep, 11. i. 131.

C. Also applied to a conventual prior)' of a non-
military religious order.

1554 --''^ i.<V 2 Philip % M. c. 8 § 34 Sundry' late Monas-
teries, Priories, Commandries, Nunneries .. and other Re-
ligious and Ecclesiastical Houses and Places. 1639 Fuller
Holy Warw. xii. '1647) J **9 In their several! Covents and
Commandries ouer all Europe. 1737-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v.,

There are also commandries for the religious in the orders
of S. Bernard and S. Antony. 1848 J. Grant Adv. Aide-
de-camp xix, The abbess, deeming her 'commandery' dis-

graced by our clatter . . procured a guard of sbirri from the
bishop of Cosenza. 1890 (title*. Annals of the Hospital of
S. Wulstan, or the Commandery, in the city of Worcester.

d. Sometimes Jike abbey\ priory etc.) applied
to the buildings ; in some cases, as at Worcester,
the house continues to bear the name.
171J Lond. Gaz. No. 501^/2 His Body was buried, .in the

Abby of St. John, which is a Commandry of the Order of
Malta. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. II. 332 Worcester,
The Commandery here, .is a fine old House of Timber, in
the Form of a Court. 1861 T. A. Trollope Lenten Journey
xvii. 289 The building in question was once a commandery*
of the Templars. 1867 Murray's Handb. Worcest. 98 The
Commandry. .was rebuilt temp. Hen. VIII.

e. Adopted as the name for a local branch or
1 lodge ' of a secret order, as the American order
of so-called ' Knights Templars \

3. The position, or rank of a Commander in an
order of Knighthood. (Sometimes including 2 b.)
161 1 Cotgr., Commanderie, a commaunderie, or com-

maundership ; the place or office of a Commaunder (of one
of the Orders). 1800 Nelson 5 June in Nicolas Disp., Sir
Thomas Troubridge has a pension of Z500 a-year settled
on him, and Commandery of the order of St. Ferdinand.

f 4. The office of a military or other commander
;

commandership, command. Obs.
1598 Grenewky Tacitus' Ann. xi. x. (1623) 153 To transfer

the whole commandery of the souldiers . . vnto some one of
his Freed-men. 1631 Bp. Molntagu Diatribae 250 Both
in Commandry and Cast rametat ion. 1630 R. Johnson
Kingd. Commu-. 81 The usurpation of chiefe commandery.
to. A district under a commander, a seignory.
a 1641 Bp. Molntagu A. ff M. 248 To goe about it

instantly in their severall Commanderies ofJeury and Gallic.

1658 Ussher Ann. vL 104 The Seignories or Commanderies.
1813 Hobhouse Journey lOoThePorte. .divided the country
into several small pashaliks and commanderies.

t 6. ? Command, order, (cf. Commendatory.)
i7»a De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 308 This was within the

letter of the [Spanish] king's commanderie, or precept.

Commandible, obs. form of Commaxpable.
Command-in-chief, v. trans, and intr. To

be commander-in-chief ;of).

1759 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 2qo All to be com-
manded in chief by a general officer of rank. 178* Ln.

Percy in G. Rose Diarics(tB6o) I. ^4 An intention of sending !

J^ord Cornwallis out toCommand-in-Chief in India. Ibid. X,
\

55 As fit to Command-in-Chief as I am to be Prime Minister. I

Hence Officer^ etc. Commanding-in-chief.

1859 Lang Wand. India 394 This sentence was. .approved ,

by the General Commanding- in-Chief. x886 Whitakers
Almanack 82 Duke of Cambridge, Field-Marshal Com-
manding-in-Chief. Ibid. 158 Department of the Officer

Commanding-in-chief.

Commanding (k^ma'ndin';, vbl. sh. [f. Com-
mand v. + -ingT] The action of the fb. Command ;

a command, order, injunction.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5104 'Cott.i All your bidding agh be til

vs ais comanding. 1375 Barbocr Bruce 1. 356 And syne
Do furth his lordis commandyne. 1577 tr* ^"H'nger's
Decades (1592) 615 He . . whose onely thinking is a com-
manding. 174a Richardson Pamela III. 251 We have.. no
Revilings, no Commandings, nor Complainings.

Commanding (kf?ma ndirj),///. a. [f. as prec.

+ -ING -.] That commands.
1. gen. Possessing or exercising command or

control, ruling, controlling. Commanding signs

in Astrol. : see quot. 1696.
1483 Cath. Angl. 72 Commandynge, imperiosus. 1593

Shaks. 3 Hen. I I, 111. 1. 29 The great Commanding War-
wicke. 1678 Norris Coll. Misc. (1699' 2 The commanding
Wand In Moses's hand. 1696 Phillips, Commanding Signs,
the first six Signs of the Zodiack. 1756 Birke Subt. $ B.
Introd. Wks. T. 105 To affect the imagination with these
commanding ideas. 1863 Rlskin Munera P. <i88o' 148
The relation of the commanding rich to the obeying poor.

b. Impelling, effectively actuating.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 175 The power commanding.

.

lies so far from the weight to be commanded. 1805 Nelson
in Nicolas Disp. 118461 VI. 444 To stand under an easy but
commanding sail. 18*3 W. Scoresby Jrnl. I'oy. .V. Whale
Fishery 68 Sailing when we had a commanding breeze.

c. Commanding officer : an officer in command.
Commanding ship : the commander's ship, the

leader of a squadron.
1758 Xa7-al Chron. VIII. 448 The commanding ship

hoisted her top-sails. 1796 7 Instr. <$• Reg. Cavalry (1813I

51 Commanding officers of regiments. 1859 Thackeray
I 'irgin. vi. 48 The French commanding officer on the Ohio.

f 2. Grammar. Imperative. Obs.

1565 CALFMILL A nsiv. Treat. Crosse (1846) 60 Which words
be spoken in the Commanding Mode.
3. Indicating or expressing command

; nobly
dignified

;
having an exalted or imperial air.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, IV, vii. 88 He speakes with such a
proud commanding spirit. 1613 M assinger Bondman 111.

ii, The majesty of commanding beauty. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 189 P 12 The commanding dignity of her
motion. 1835 LYTTOM Rienzi 1. i. Of a tall and even com-
manding stature. 1851 Midland Florist V. 369 [It] is a
commanding flower. 1855 Macallay Hist. Eng. IV. 340
Men of commanding genius.

4. Dominating by superior height or strategic

position ; having a wide and unobstructed prospect.

1634 Brereton Trot'. (Chetham Soc.t 13 A high and com-
manding turret. 1751 Chambers Cycl., Commandingground,
an eminence, or rising ground, which overlooks any post or
strong place, 1849-50 Alison Hist. Europe XIII. Ixxxvii.

49 His guns, established on a commanding knoll in the
centre. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II.

112 Commanding views in literature, philosophy and science.

Commandingly', adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] jn
a commanding position, manner, or degree.
a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhetn. N. T, (1618) 252

This word is giuen to Kinges with rule commandinglie.
a 1660 Hammond IVks. IV. 506 tR.), His practices are so
commandingly exemplary. 174s Richardson Pamela IV.
296 If you speak as haughtily and commandingly. 1799
Southey Lett. (1856) I. 75 It stands commandingly on an
eminence^ 1847 De Gtincey in Tait's Mag. XIV. 669
Commandingly interesting to both parties.

Commandingness (k^mevndinnes^. rare. [f.

1 as prec. + -ness.] Commanding quality, authority.
1887 M. Li ns kill in Sunday Mag. 503 Speaking with a

regal commandingness that drew all hearts.

II Commanditaire (k^mandngr). [Fr.] A
partner in a commandite. See next.)

I! Commandite (k^maridrt). [F. commandite
(repr. L. type commendita\ Pu Cange has med.L.
comwendire, -ditus, as variant of commenddre)

f
f.

commander in sense to entmst, commit ; the full

; French phrase is ' societe en commandite (Littre).]

'A company to which persons advance capital

without assuming the functions of partner, or incur-

ring any responsibility
1
(Littre). Also attrib.

1844 Mill Ess. Quest. Pol. Econ. 119 By subscribing to
some joint-stock company, or entering into commandite.
185a M rCi.'LLOCH Diet. Commerce 389 Companies en Com-
mandite . . consist of one or more partners liable, without
limitation, for the debts of the company; and one or more
partners, or commanditaires, liable only to the extent of
the funds they have subscribed. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. 59 A contract of partnership. . in the shape of the
Commandite principle.

t Commandive, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f.

Command, after express-ive, etc. : see -ive.] Hav-
ing the character of commanding, mandator}*.
1684 Charnock Attrib. God (1834* 754 Sin.. is not only

against the will of God commandive, but the reason of God
contriving.

Comma'lldless, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -less.]

Without command ; uncontrollable.
1609 Heywood Brit. TroyiN.\ That their commaundlesse

furies might be staid.

+ Commamdly, adv. Obs. Commandingly.
i6aa T« Stocghton Chr. Sacrif. ii. 14 The Prophets .

.

alwayes spoke more imperatiuely, and commandly.

Commandment k^mandment . Forms: a.

3-4 comande-, comonde-, 3-7 commandement,
4-6comaunde-,4-7conimaundement(e,

;
5 com-

raaw
s
u)nde-, cumraaunde-, cumraawndement,

5-6 Sc, commandiment, -yment) ; also 0. 4-
commandment, (4 cumand-, komaund-), 4-5
comand-, 5 comaund-, 5-6 commaund- ; and 7.

4 comanment, co,m,mament, -mend. [a. OF.
com-y commandement ( = Pr. comandamen, It. com-
mandamento , :—L. type *commanddmentum

t f.

commanddre : see Command v. and -ment. Origin-

ally 4 syllables; still so found in i6-i7thc. writers,

and in 19th c. dialect-speech from Scotland to \Y.

Somerset. But the trisyllabic form appeared al-

ready in 13th c, and became prevalent in the
literary lang. in 17-181)1 c. In early times there was
a tendency to put a stress on the first syllable, and
weaken the second to -&n-

t
-K- as in the Cotton

MS. of Cursor Mundi,
Spenser has commandement (4 syllables' ; Shaks., 1st fol.,

the same 4 times, command'tnent 6 times, commandment
3 times. Drummond has it of 4 syllables, Milton and Pope
of 3. Cf. the following examples

:

0. a 1300 Cursor M. 6481 (Gfltt.) J>is er comandementis
ten. 1386 Chalxer Wife's Prot. 67 But conseillyng is nat
comandement. 1556 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
249 No other commaundyment or procurement. 1590
Spenser F.Q. m. iii. 11 So greatly his commaundement
they feare. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. iii. 20 From him I

haue expresse commandement. 1822 Nares Gloss., Com-
mandement, in four syllables. I think I have heard it so
spoken by old persons. 1815-79 Jamieson, Commandiment
. .This pronunciation still prevails among the peasantry in

Scotland. 1888 IV. Somerset Word-bk., Commanyment.
[Commandement of 4 syllables in Scotch Psalms in Metre
(made c 1564), and still (1890) so sung.)
p. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1084 pemperours komaundment

was kud al aboute. 1483 Cath. Angl. 72 ACommaundment,
mandatnm. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 142 The Lawesof
Kngland are at my command'ment. x6sx — Wt'nt. T. 11. ii. 8
To the contrary I haue expresse commandment. 1671
Milton /\ R. nr. 176 The first of all commandments, Thou
shalt worship The Lord thy God.
y. a 1300 Cursor M. 650 iCott.) pat dos her will mi com-
mandment. Ibid. 662 pat 3ee ne brek mi commament.
Ibid. 1 1 720 His comanment was noght vndon. c 1310 Seuyn
Sages 1W..1 3446 His cumandment bilyue was done.]

1. An authoritative order or injunction ; a precept
given by authority, {arch.)

c 1x50 O. E. Misc. 33 Se sergant dede )>es lordes com-
mandement. c 1489 Caxton Sonues of Aymon xvi. 376
Whan the barons herde the commaundemente of the kyng.
154a BooRDR/^/ViryxU 1870) 302 He that doth not the com-
maundements of his physycyon, doth kyll hym self. 1611
Shaks. Wint. T. n. ii. 8 To the contrary I haue expresse
commandment. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. m. 180
Called by the express commandment of the king. 1868 Mil-
man St. Paul's x. 252 A commandment came for the Clergy
. . to meet at St. Paul's,

fb. A commission or charge. Obs.
159a West Symbol. Bj,A Commaundement or Commission

Mandatum is a contract by consent to do something gratis.

2. esp. A divine command.
c 13*5 Metr. Horn. 14 Crist gifes us wille His comandmenz

to fulfille. c 1440 York Myst. x.245 To goddis cummaunde-
ment I sail enclyne. 1611 Biblb Gen. xxvl 5 Abraham ..

kept my charge, my Commandements, my Statutes and my
Lawes. a 1699 Stillingkl. Wks. IV. iii. (R.), A sincere
.. endeavour to please God and keep his commandments.
i860 KiSKiN Mod. Paint. V. vti. iv. 154 The law is, 'Do
this always

'
; the commandment, * Do thou this ttoiv'.

b. spec. (//.) The Ten Commandments or pre-

cepts of the Mosaic Decalogue.
Often applied to the table or tables of these required by

law to be publicly set up in English parish churches.

f 1280 /-.'. E. P. (1862) 16 Of be x commandemens. .be first

comondement is bis, O God we ssul honurL 1340 Hampolk
Pr. Cousc. 6056 pat keped noght be comanamentes ten.

.1440 York Myst. xx. 139 Whilke called bou be firste

comaundment? 1560 Q. Klizabeth Let. in Cardwetl /'.- .

Annals No. lv, To order that the tables of the command-
ments may be comlye set or hung up in the east end of
the chauncell. 1561 Ludtoio Churchw. Acc. (Camden) 103
Paid for the table of commaundementes and the new
kalender. .xv\\]d. 1637 Sc. Prayer Bk,, Communion, Then
shall the Presbyter, turning to the people, rehearse dis-

tinctly all the Ten Commandements. 1766 Entick London
IV. 88 An altar piece gilt and carved, with a glory and the
king's arms above the commandments. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits Wks. (Bohnt II. 46 They will let you break all the

commandments, if you do it natively, and with spirit.

C. Hence, the new commandment, ofJesus Christ.

1534 Tindale John xiii. 34 A newe commaundement
[Wyci.if maundementj geve I vnto you, that ye love toged-
der \Rhem. one an other], as I have loved you.

d. Also used allusively of other sets of rules, im-
plying that they take the place of the Decalogue :

so, jestingly or ironically, the new commandment

\

the eleventh commandment.
a 1577 Gascoigne (title , The Wyll of the Deuyll ; with his

ten detestable Commaundementes, directed to his obedient
and accursed chyldren. 1615 ttitte\ Pope Paulus V.. His
Ten Commandments, given to Marquis Spinola, in English,
together with the Dutch original. 1884 Pull Mall G.
10 Sept. 1/1 The new and great commandment that nothing
succeeds like success. 1886 Mrs. Lynn Lynton Paston
Carew iii, He had learned the eleventh commandment [do

not tell tales out of school] to the echo, and was the safest
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confidant to be found within the four seas. [The 1 eleventh

commandment ' of modern cynicism is
1 Thou shalt not be

found out'.]

3. slang. The ten commandments^ : the ten finger-

nails or ' claws' {esp. of a woman". In frequent

use <-i6oo; in mod. writers chiefly after Shak-

spere.

c 1540 ]. Hkywood Four P's in Hazl. Dodsley I. 381, I

beseech him that high sits, Thy wife's ten commandments
may search thy five wits. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. f/, 1. iii. 145

Could I come neere your Beautie with my Nayles, I could

set my ten Commandements in your face. i*Q$Locrinc iv.

ii, Fearing she would set her ten commandments in my face.

1607 I H kkki; Westw. Hoe v. iv, Your harpy. . set his ten

commandments upon my back. 1814 Scott IVav. xxx, I'll

set my ten commandments in the face o' the first loon that

lays a finger on him. 1830 Markyat King's Own xl, I'll

write the ten commandments on your face. 1842 Longf. Sp.

Stud. 111. v, In with you, and be busy with the ten com-
mandments, under the sly.

f4. The action or fact of commanding
;
bidding,

command. Obs.

c 1340 Gaw. § Gr. Knt. 1303, I schal kysse at your co-

maundement. c 1386 Chaucer Milter's T. 106 Swoor. .That

she wol been at his comandeinent. c 1400 Maundey. v. (1839 1

43 Abraham departed, be Commandement of the Aungelle.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.t 118 Teares which they haue at

commaundement. 1676 W. Hubbard Happiness of People
2 All their Brethren were at their Commandment.

f5. Authority, sway, sovereignty, control ; mili-

tary command. Obs.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. {1625) 124 The Closet,

whereof another hath both the key, use and commande-
ment. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 92 Haue I commandement
on the pulse of life? 1614 Raleigh Hist. World HL 66 The
Athenians, who affected the first commandement in that

warre. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farm 658 The
commaundement, or vse and profit of it [woodland] are

longer time in purchasing, and more hardly come by, than
that of Corne and Vines. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm.
Min. Bk. (1855) 15 Your own raigement, whilk is to come
furth under the commandement of my Lord Kirkcudbryt.

+ b. A district under command. Obs.

1632 Lithgow Trav. IV. (1682) 162 The Turkish Emperours
divide the same [lands] in Timars or commandments leaving
little or nothing at all to the ancient Inhabitants.

f 6. Commanding situation. Also concr. in

Fortif. = Command, sb. 6. Obs.

a 1572 Knox Hist. Ref Wks. 1846 I. 105 Within portes
and places of commandiment, and whare that schippis mycht
be arreisted. 1706 Phillips, Commandment

.

. It is a Height
of nine Foot, which one Place has over another. [So Bailey.]

f 7. Old Law. * The offence of inducing another

to transgress the law ' ^Wharton Lena Lex.). Obs.

1613 Sir H. Finch Law {1636) 447 Such as are accused of
receit of felons, of commandement, or force, or of aid in

felonie done. 1641 Tcrmes de la Ley 65 Commandement
is againe used for the offence of him that willeth another
man to transgresse the Law.

fb. A summary order for committal to prison.

1590 Three Lords Lotties Lond. 1. in Hazl. Dodsley VI.
488, I have done none offence, though it please them to im-
prison me, and it is but on commandment. 1641 Termes de
la Ley 65 The commandement of the K. when by his meere
motion, and from his owne mouth hee casteth any.man into

prison . . or of the Justices : and this commandement of the
Justices is either absolute or ordinarie.

8. Comb., as coimnandment-breaking.
1886 Pall Mall G. 30 Sept, 3, 1 If we should take it into

our heads to do the commandment-breaking.

II Commando (k^mcrndo). *S'. Africa, [a. Pg.

commando ' command, party commanded', f. stem
of commandar to Command.] A party commanded
or called out for military purposes; an expedition

or raid : a word applied in South Africa to quasi-

military expeditions of the Portuguese or the Dutch
Boers (esp. the latter) against the natives.

1834 Pringle A/r. Sk, xiv. 435 The boors made com-
mandoes on our fathers. Ibid. xiv. 458 The old wretched
policy of military reprisals—the commando system. 1884
Pall Mall G. 9 May 3/2 The presence of a commando of
several hundred respectable Boers in Central Zululand.
1885A theneeum 1 5 Aug. 201 The capture . . of native children
by the Dutch commandos.

Commandore, obs. f. Commodore.
CommandreSS (k^mtrndres). Chiefly i7thc.

[f. Commander + -ess.] A female commander.
1591 Nobody $ Someb. (1878) 326 That I might live ..To

have that sterne commandresse in my power ! 1621 Burton
Anat. Met.ui. ii. VL ii. 11651) 555 She was the commandress
of his heart. 1650 Don Bellianis 219 Commandress over
so many Kings, Princes, Lords and Signories. 1819 L.
Hunt Indicator No. 8 U822) I. 63 The King made her
commandress of Santos. 1871 Carlyle in Mrs. Carlyle's
Lett. II. 157 My own little heroine was . . inventress, com-
mandress, guiding head and soul of everything.

b. Jig, v
of things personified).

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. (161 7) 197 Wisedome. .as Queene
or soueraigne commandresse ouer other vertues. 1611 Speed
Hist.Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. (1632) 1191 The Nauy the Com-
mandresse of the Seas, a 1716 South Serm. (1717) IV. 418
Money

; the absolute Commandress of Fleets and Armies.
Commandrie, -ry : see Commandery.
t Comma nducate, v. Obs. [f, L. com-

mandiicat-, ppl. stem of commanducdrc, f. com- +
matiducarc to chew.] trans. To chew thoroughlv.
•599 A- M. tr. GabclhoueSs Bk. Physicke 101/1 Commandu-

cate therof both Morninge and Eveninge. 1657 Tomlinson
Renous Disp. 385^ Mastick .. emends the breath if com-
inanducated.

Commare, obs. f. Cummer god-mother, etc.

671

T Commark. Obs. rare. [ad. Sp. comarca

borders or confines of a country, territory, district,

med.L. commarca, commarchia, f. com- + marca

March.] Border-country, territory, district.

1612 Shelton Qui.v. I. 2 (T.) He was indeed an Anda*
lusian, and of the commark of S. Lucar's. Ibid. iv. ii. (1652)

73 It is publickly bruited about all this commark. 1654
Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. v. 197.

Commartyr: see Co-martyr.

t Commasculate, v. Obs-* [f. L. com-
masculdre to make manly or courageous, f. com-

intensive + viasctdus manly.] (See quots.)

1623 Cockkram, Commasculate, to set one in stomacke.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Commasculate, to take stomach or

hardiness.
I Commassate, v. Obs. rare. ff. med.L.

commassdre, f. com- together + massa lump, mass.]

trans. To combine into a mass or lump.
1658 R. Fkanck North. Mem. (1821I 323 English honey,

the yolks of egg and the oil of Annis, commassated and
mingled with line bean flower.

Commata, L. and Gr. pi. of Comma.

t Comniate rial, a. Obs. [f. Com- + Mate-
rial.] Identical in matter or material.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 757 The Beakes in Birds, which are

Commateriall withTeeth. Ibtd.% 77iThat the Body Adiacent
and Ambient be not Commateriall, but meerely Hetero-
geneall towards the Body that is to bee preserued.

Hence f Co inmate ria lity.

1730 6 Bailey ' folio), Commatcritiiity, the Quality of being

of the same Matter, etc. with another. 1755 in Johnson ;

I

whence in mod. Diets.

Commatic CkfTmartikV a. rare. [ad. late L.

commatic-us, a. Gr. KofifiariKos consisting of short

I clauses : sec Comma.] Consisting of short clauses

or lyric measures ; of the nature of a commos.
1844 Beck & Fulton tr. Munk's Metres 3^3 The anti-

strophic commatic songs usually correspond with much art.

1879 L. Campbell Sophocles ted. 2' I. 271 The metre [of
(Ed. Col.] is studiously varied, above all in the remarkable
' commatic parodos Ibid. 279 The long scene [II. 720-1043]
. .broken by short commatic passages.

2. Mus, Relating to the comma, as in Commatic
temperament, any system of tuning whose object

is to dispense with the comma of Didymus, and to

make all major tones express the same interval.

1875 A. J. Ellis tr. Ifelmholtz Sens, of Tone 649 [termin-

ology altered in ed. 2, 1885].

II Commation (kfJmse-ti^. Gr. Pros. [Gr.

KOfifiaTtov short clause, dim. of nofXfia Comma.]
A short lyrical passage in a drama.
1879 L. Campbell Sophocles led. 2) I. 122 The central epi-

sode is broken by a commation la minor lyrical dialogue in

the midst of a scene). Ibid. 120 The dochmiacs of the com-
mation and commos.

Commatismtk^'matiz'm). rare, [(.lu.commat-:

see Comma and -ism. Cf. F. commalismein Littre.]

I Commatic character
;
brevity of clauses.

1801 Bp. Horsley Hosea 43 (T.) The parallelism in many
parts of Hosea is imperfect, interrupted, and obscure; an
effect perhaps of the commatism of the style. [Referring
app. to Jerome's remark, Osee commaticus est.]

Commaund^e, -awnd, etc., obs. ff. Command.
Comme, obs. form of Comb.
Commeasurable (k^me'smrabV, a. [f. Com-
+ Measurable.] = Commensurable.
1670 Walton Life Donne 42 A commeasurable grief took

J

as full a possession of him as joy had done. 18x4 Southey
Roderick xviii, Their gather'd multitudes. .With more than
commeasurable strength Haste to prevent the danger.

Commeasure (k/me^'uj), v. [f. Com- +
Measure v.]

1. trans. To measure as an exact equivalent ; to

equal in measure, be coextensive with.

1614 Bp. Hall No Peace with Rome § 18 What an absurd
opposition is this, .that a thing should be fitly commeasured
by one place, and yet be in almost infinite, a 1656 — Soul's
Farewell 12 See all this happiness not limited to thousands
nor yet millions of years, but commeasured by no less than
eternity. 11832 Tennyson CEnone 164 Until .. the full-

grown will, Circled thro' all experiences, pure law, Com-
measure perfect freedom.

2. To measure (a thing) with (another).
a 1 86 1 Clough Early Poems xiii. 38 A love, wherewith

commeasured this Is weak and beggarly.

Commeat, obs. form of Comet.
Co'mmeate vk^'miVO, v. ? Obs. [f. L. com-

meat- ppl. stem of commedre to go to and fro, f.

com- + medre to go.] intr. To pass to and fro,

penetrate in all direction.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701^ 401/1 Pythagoras
defined what God is, thus, A mind which commeateth, and
is diffused through every part of the World. 1698 Money
Masters alt Things 107 Fidlers doe commeate from place
to place.

Commeation kf?m/|fi-Jan\ rare. [n. of action

from prec. : see -ation.] Passing to and fro.

+ 1. A passport. Obs.~° [cf. L. commedtus con-

voy, 'a safe conduct or passeporte * (^Cooper).]

1623 Cockeram, Commeation, a pasport.

2. Theol. — Circumincession.
1852 Bp. Forbes Nicene Cr. 87 The circumsession or com-

meation of the three Persons.

+ Commeator. Obs.~° [L., agent-n. f. com-
medre i, see prec. words'.] ' One that goes to and
fro, as a Messenger 1

(Blount Glossogr. 1656).

COMMEMORATION.

t Comme'ddle, co-meddle, v. Obs. rare.

[f. Com- or Co- + Meddle v. in sense 'mix'.]

trans. To mix or mingle together.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 111. ii. 74 1Q0. 2, i6o4> Blest are those

Whose blood and iudgement are so well comedled. 1612

Webstkk White DevU in. ii. Fiijb, Religion, O how it is

commedled with policy.

Co'mmeline. [ad. mod L. Commclina, f. the

name of two Dutch botanists Coinmelyn {Comme-
linits'.] A genus of endogenous plants, typical

of the N.O. Commelinacex. (Little used.
1

)

I 755 Johnson cites Miller. 1775 in Ash. 1828 m Web-
stkr. 1846 in Worcester.
Commem. (k^mcm). Oxford colloq. abbrevia-

tion of Commemoration (sense 2 c).

1888 A. T. Quiller-Cocch in Echoes fr. Oxford Mag.
(1890} 104 Don't be obdurate, Dear Kitty, but come to

Commem.
Comme'morable, a. rare- 0

, [cf. OK. com-

memorable, ad. L. commemordbil-is, f. commemo-
rdre : see below.] Worthy of commemoration.
1611 Cotgr., Commemorabtf, commemorable. 1730-6 in

Bailey (folio>. 1755 in Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

Commemorate ;kf?me'm6r£U', v. [f. L. com-

memorate ppl. stem of commemordre to bring to

remembrance, make mention of, f. com- + memo-
rare to relate, mention. Cf. F. covimemorer.']

1. trans. -\ a. To call to the remembrance of

hearers or readers ; to make mention of, relate, or

rehearse. Obs. b. To mention as worthy of re-

membrance ; to make eulogistic or honourable

mention of ; to celebrate in speech or writing.

1599 Sandys Europx Spec. 116331 206 It is to be acknow-
ledged and thankfully commemorated, that this age hath

not beeneso utterly barren of good Princes. 1616 Bi llokap,

Commemorate, to rehearse or make mention. 1665 Man-
ley Grotins' L&wC. ll'arres 477 The Britannica. or Spoon-

wort of Pliny, which a most diligent Writer commemorates,
that the Romans used against the same Disea>e. a 1693

Urouhart Rabelais nr. xxxui. 282 The. .Tempter did com-
memorate unto her .. the Prohibition. 1714-23 AyLIFFE
Univ. Oxf. II. in. i. 133 The Vice-Chancellor closes the

Act in a solemn speech ; wherein it is usual for him to

commemorate the Transactions of the year past, and espe-

cially such Benefactions as have been given to the University.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. II, One of the Prophets, com-
memorating the miraculous providence of God, in conduct-

ing the Israelites to Canaan. 1876 Oreen Short Hist. v.

213 Dante, .whom he [Chaucer] commemorates so reverently

in his verse.

2. To call to remembrance, or preserve in

memory, by some solemnity or celebration, (tor

the Ecclcs. use, cf. Commemoration 2 b.)

a 1638 Mede Wks. 11. ix. 376 The constant Form of all the

Liturgies . . Mffi^ncVoi TrpoCT^e'po^f v . .
' Commemorating ',

or ' by Commemorating, we offer'. ^1732 Atterbury I.

vii. (R.), We are called upon to commemorate a revolution,

as surprising in its manner, as happy in its consequences,

as any age or country can shew. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax.
Ch. (18581 II. App. 378 It may perhaps be asked, why Beda
is commemorated in the ancient calendars on the 27th of

May, if he died on the 26th. 1872 W. E. Scudamore Notitia

Euchar. 336 In the East . . the Four great General Councils

were commemorated in the Diptychs. 1883 Addis & Arnold
Cath. Diet. s.v. Commemorations, As it would be difficult

to say the Mass and office of two feasts on the same day, the

Church, as a rule, celebrates the greater feast and merely
commemorates the inferior one.

3. Said of things : To be a memorial or memento
of; to preserve the remembrance of.

1766 [see next]. 1828 DTskalli Chas. I, I. vii. 216

Dates, which commemorate events, furnish no discovery of

their causes. 1840 Macaclay Clive, Ess. 508/1 The stately

monument which was designed to commemorate triumphs of

France in the East.

Hence Comme-rnorated a., Corame'rao-
rating vbl. sb. and a.

1766 Entick London IV. 448 On a commemorating stone

..is this inscription. 1875 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. t. xiv.

315 The commemorating processes, by which organic re-

mains become fossilized.

t Comxne'morate, a. Obs. rare. [ad.

L. commemordt-us pa. pple. ; or short for commemo-
rated: see prec] Commemorated, rehearsed.

i6ji'True Non-Conf. 274 In almost all the Psalms of praise,

we find the preceding distress and afflictions. . first pathetic-

ally commemorat.

Commemoration (k
t
Tme:mort7'"j3n\ [a. F.

commemoration
s
or ad. L. commemoration-em, n. of

action f. commemordre (see prec.).]

1. fa. The action of calling to the remembrance

of a hearer or reader; recital, mention {obs.). b.

Eulogistic or honourable mention.

1576 Fleming Panoplie Ep. 48 He maketh a commemora-
tion of such feates as he had done. 1631 Heywood Lond.

Jus Honor. Wks. 1874 IV. 280 Vlisses . . vseth this short

Commemoration, of all that hath been included in the

former pageants. 1823 Byron Juan vii. xvi, Yet there

were several [names] worth commemoration.

2. A calling to remembrance, or preserving in

memory, by some solemn observance, public cele-

bration, etc. ; \ solemnization of the memory of

anything* (J.).
1382 WyclifZm** xxii. ig Do ;e this thing in to my com.

memoracioun. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 235 For to haue a
lytel commemoracion of god tofore or the soule shold de-

parte fro his body. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, To
celebrate the commemoration of the most glorious death of
thy Son. 1660 R. Coke Poiver

<J-
Subj. 91 All the solemn
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COMMEMORATIVE. 672 COMMENCEMENT.
days kept in commemoration and gratitude for our Saviours
Nativity, Passion, etc. 1779 Gentl. Mag. XLIX.97 The
commemoration of the Martyrdom of King Charles 1st.

b. Eccles. A service, or a short form of prayer

added to a service, in memory of a saint or of a

sacied event
;
spec, the observance of a lesser feast

by inserting parts of the service appropriate to it

in that of a greater feast, when the two fall on the

same day ; the mention by name of persons living

or departed in the prayers of the Eucharistic service.

Formerly specifically applied to the festivals of St. Paul,

and All Saints.

a 1400 Table of Lessons, etc. in Wyclif Bible IV. 697 Here
. .bigynneth the Comemoracioun of the Trinite. .The Com-
memoracioun of oure Ladi in Aduent. Ibid. IV. 692 Com-
memoracioun of Seynt Poul. a 1699 Stillingfl. (J.), St.

Austin believed that the martyrs, when the commemora-
tions were made at their own sepulchres, did join their

prayers with the churches, in behalf of those who there put
up their supplications to God. 1844 IaxgahdAnglo-Sax. Ch.
(1858) II. App. 332 The several commemorations and an-
tiphons with which the Service frequently closed. Ibid. II.

App. 378 The next day was therefore chosen for the Com-
memoration of Beda. 187a W. E. Scudamore Notitia
Euchar. 380 S. Cyril of Jerusalem mentions the commemo-
ration of the departed as taking place after the Consecra-
tion. 1883 Cath. Diet, s.v., The common commemorations
consist of antiphons, versicles and prayers relating to the
Klessed Virgin, St. Joseph, St. Peter and St. Paul, the
Patron or title of the church, and peace . . They are pre-

ceded on ferias by a commemoration of the Cross.

C. At Oxford, an annual celebration, held in the

Act or Trinity Term, in memory of the Founders
and Benefactors of the University, in whose honour
a Latin Oration is delivered. The name is now
used to include all the associated proceedings of

the Encaenia. Cf. Commemorate v. i, 1714.)
[1706 AyLIFTS P*rtrg, 191 In our two Universities, it is

usual for Colleges to observe a Commemoration of their

Founders and other famous Men, by whose Beneficence
the College has been endow'd.] 1750 Gentl. Mag. 328 Mon-
day, July 2 Was celebrated at Oxford the solemnity ofcom-
memorating all the benefactors of the University according
to the institution of Nathaniel Lord Crewe, Pp. of Durham .

.

The whole was conducted with great decorum. 1759 Ibid.

342 Wednesday 4 [July] Being the day of Lord Crewe's
commemoration, the procession was again repeated to the
theatre ; the encaenia, or congratulatory exercises, were
continued. Friday 6 The encaenia were resumed in the
Theatre. Saturday 7 The solemnity of the installment,
and commemoration, was closed by Dr. King. 1761 Ibid.

329 Thursday July 3)The commemoration began at Oxford,
and the public orations were spoken by Mess. Warton and
Shebheare. a 1884 M. PattisON Mem. 106 Commemoration
was very late in 1832. 1886 Oxford Univ. Calendar 43
Portion^ of the successful Compositions . . are read each
year at the Commemoration of Founders and Benefactors,

d. A public memorial.
163* LfTHGOW Trav. v. 11682) 201, I saw a pillar of Bra.ss

erected there for a commemoration of that unnatural
murther of Cain. 1886 Morley Geo. Eliot Crit. Misc. III.

94 If George Eliot had insisted that her works should re-

main the only commemoration of her life.

3. Comb., as commemoration-day, -week, -ball,

-flower-show, etc. i'sense 2 c).

17796V*//. Mag. XLIX. 372 The commemoration speech
was spoken by the Rev. Mr. Randolph. Ibid. 643, I trans-

cribe for you from Mr. Doughty 's Commemoration Sermon.
1784 Cowper Task vi. 635 Ten thousand sit Patiently present
at a sacred song, Commemoration-mad ; content to hear
Messiah's eulogy, for Handel's sake, a 1884 M. Pattison
Mem. 106 At that time [1832] you could not keep your term
if you left before noon on commemoration day.

Hence Commemora tional a., of or relating to

commemoration
;
Commemorationism, the prin-

ciple and practice of holding commemoration
;

Commemora tionist.
1880 J. Hawthorne Ellice Quentin I. 92 Poems . . philo-

sophical commemorational, imaginative. 1864 Masson in
Reader 16 Jan. 67 We confess to a sympathy with Ami-
Commemorationism in general. Ibid., The Commemora-
tionists. .think that it is a right and proper thing to have
occasional public celebrations of important anniversaries.

Commemorative (k
£
Tme-morativ), a. and sl>.

[I. Commkmoratk t- -ivk. Cf". K. commemoralif.]

A. adj. Having the attribute of commemorating.
161 z 9 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 14 The Popish distinc-

tion of oblation primary and commemoratiue confuted.
a 1638 Mede IVks. n. ix. 376 If.. the Eucharist be. .a Com-
memorative Sacrifice of Christ. x868 Freeman Norm.
Cong. ^1876) II. viii. 266 A commemorative chapel.

b. Const, of.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxxi. 192 Commemorative of
benefits, i860 Tyndall Gtae. n. 1. 223 In Kew Gardens
there is a sun-dial commemorative of this discovery.

C. Med. (See quot.)
1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Commemorative circumstances, pa>t

events having a direct bearing on the diagnosis and nature
of disease. Commemorative signs, the points of evidence
which are leuibly written on the patient, .and which enable
the nature of a previous disease to be recognised.

B. sh. A means of commemoration, rare.
1636 R. Brathwait Lives Roman E$nf. 18 Commemora-

tives of his detestable cruelty and other vices. 1649 Roberts
Clavis Bibl.yi A Commemorative ofthat wonderfull deliver-
ance. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 11. viii. noCommemoratives
of some Divine presence.

Hence Commemoratively a,f?:, in a commemo-
rative manner, by way of commemoration. Com-
memorativeness, commemorative quality.
1633 Ames Agst. Ccrcm. 11. 291 Conimenioratively or re-

cordattvely. a 1638 Med* Whs. 11. ix. 376 Christ is offered

in this Sacred Supper. . Commemoratively only. 1816 G. S.

Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 57 The events of the deluge

were commemoratively inscribed on the heavens. 18*6 —
Diff. Romanism (1853) 292 The consecrated elements.,
were deemed a sacrifice only on the ground of figurativeness

and Commemorativeness.

Commemorator {kpme-morehzi). rare. [a.

late L. commemorator, agent-n. f. commemorare to

Commemorate.] One who commemorates.
1856 Sat. Rev. II. 655/1 The grateful commemorators of

the Bristol philanthropist. 1870 Athenaum 4 June 736 A
platform commemorator of the revolting state. . to which he
reduced himself in early manhood.

Coiumemoratory k^me"m6rat3Ti), a. rare.

[f. Commemorate v. + -oby.] = Commemorative.
1695 Br. G. Hooper Lent 271 (T.) The succeeding paschal

sacrifices, though commemoratory of the first, yet varied

something from it. 1835 Eraser's Mag. XI. 41 In the

centre, .stands the commemoratory mound.

t Comme morize, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. com-

memor-dre or F. commtmor-er + -ize.] «= Com-
memorate.
i6a8 Wither Brit. Rcmemb. Pref. 763 Is here in part

commemoriz'd. 1669 N. Morton Neiu Eng. Mem. 1 The
late Happy and Memorable Enterprise of trie Planting of

that part of America called New-England deserveth to be

Commemorized to future Posterity.

Common, obs. f. Common ; obs. pa. pple. Come.

Commence, s/>. unusual, [f. following vb.]

A beginning.

1794 Soltiiey in Lift (1849) I. 222 Here's a pretty com-
mence ! 1804 J. Kennky Jlatrimony 11. i, Here's a pretty

commence! 1808 Hewetson Blind Boy 1. i t I'll make a
commence with some pretty genteel sort of compliment.

Commence ,k^me*ns), v. Forms: 4comence,
com m ) enci; 5 comens, 5-7 commense

,
4-

commence. Also ME. syncopated form Comse,
cumse. [ME. comence, a. OF. cumenccr, comencer,

— Pr. comensar, -char, Sp. comeuzar, Pg. comecar,

It. eominciare, Olt. comenzar :— late Lat. type

*cominitidre (whence comintidre, cominzdre) , f.

com- intensive + in it tare to begin (in Milanese

iftzd) : sec Initiate. The doubling of the m in

mod. F. and English is etymologically erroneous.

Already in the wth c. it was construed in OF. as

trans., intr., and with a, and so it appears in ling,

from the first. The word is precisely equivalent to

the native begin (which was however originally

intr.)
; begin is preferred in ordinary use ; commence

has more formal associations with law and pro-

cedure, combat, divine service, and ceremonial,

in which it continues earlier Anglo-French use.]

1. trans. To begin (an action ; to enter upon ; esp.

in legal use, to commence an action, a suit, pro-

ceedings, etc.

1314 Guy Wamv. 'A.) 2008 pat fi^t he wil comenci. 15.

.

Attn Xot-bronm Mayd, But I commence Afore clemence,
For man myne accyon. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. I V, \. i. 4 New
broils To be commene'd in Stronds a-farre remote. 1598
Hakluyt Voy. I. 151 (R.) All actions which mayor shall be

commenced by occasion of the sayd goods arrested. 1696
Tate & Brady Ts. civ. 23 Commencing with the Sun his

Toil. 1814 Southev Roderick vm, Commencing hti» adven-
turous flight. 1856 Fkoude Hist. Eng. 11858) L ii. 160 In

May, the proceedings were commenced, i860 Tyndall Glac.
11. xi. 291 On the following morning we commenced the
accent of Mont Blanc

b. withzW. sb. in -it.

1797 Coleridge Biog. Lit. {1847) II. 314 He commenced
being a severe and ardent student. 1850 I>. G. Mitchell
Reveries of a. Bachelor 159, I commence crying aloud.

a 1873 Mill Autobiog. 9, I commenced learning Latin.

c. with ordinary object (before which some vbl.

sb. may be supplied .

1765 T. Amory Mem. (17691 II. 75 That she may com*
mence the joy of angels and of blessed spirits beforehand.

1873 Newman in H.W. Wilberforce Ch. 4 Emp. (1874)6 He
alse took measures for commencing a new church at l^ower
Walmer.
2. intr. with infln. To begin to do anything
[OF. cumencer a].

c 13*0 Orfeo 247 Thei it commenci to snewe and frese.

c 1325 Lai le Ercine 264 And comenced to loue hir anon-
rignt. 174s Pope Dune. iv. 155 To ask, to guess, to know,
as they commence, As Fancy opens the quick springs of
Sense. 1817 Beloe Sexagenarian I. 161. 18*4 Landor
If'ks. (1 853' I. 146 The barbarians have commenced .. to
furbish their professions and vocaiions with rather whim-
sical skirts and linings, 1842 F. E. Pagkt Milford Mai-
voisin 129. 1858 Sat. Rev. V. 270/2 The landholders.,
commenced to plunder indiscriminately. 1859 Ibid. VIII.
315/2. 1868 Helps Realmah L (18761 3 And now I shall

commence to tell who I am. 1871 Lytion Coming Race
<ed. 6) 139 Commenced to exist. 1875 Jevons Money 48
The Russian government . . commenced to coin it.

It This construction has been objected to by
stylists, who prefer begin before to.

cf. 186a Marsh Eng. Lang. viii. 127. 1873 F. Hall Mod.
Eng. 215. 1876 Miss Yongk Womankind vi. 40.

3. intr. To make a start or beginning ; to come
into operation.
c 1380 Sir Eerumb. 986 J>an comencede a batail newe by-

twene pes hostes two. 1599 Shaks. Phornix -y
'/'. 21 Here

the anthem doth commence. 1697 Luttrell Brief Ret.
(1857} IV. 217 The act for regulating priviledg'd places
being to commence the 1st of May. 174* Pope Dune. iv.

63 But soon, ah soon, Ket>ellion will commence, If Music
meanly l>orrows aid from Sense. 1839 Keioiitley Hist.
Eng. II. 66 Hostilities were now to commence. 1876 Green

Short Hist. ii. 106 The fabric of our judicial legislation

commences with the Assize of Clarendon.

b. with complement, expressing vocation, status,

etc. : To begin to be or with being ; to start or set

up as; to become, arch. (Cf. the complemental
construction with 4, which may be earlier.)

164a Fuller Holy Prof. St. (1841) 99 Young scholars.

.

commence schoolmasters in the country. 1647 Ward Simp.
Cobler 10 Any man may commence Heretique/rr saltum.

1779 81 Johnson L. E. t Akenside, He first commenced
physician at Northampton. 1834-47 Socthey Doctor 11849.)

33/2 The time . . when pig is to commence bacon. 1873 F.

Hall Mod. Eng. 103 It is far too common, now-a-days, for

young men, directly on being made free of a magazine, or

of a newspaper, to commence word-coiners. 1883 A. Dobson
Fielding 5 Who had already commenced poet as an Eton
boy. [For additional quots. and references see F. Hall
Rec. Exemplif Raise Philol. U872) 38-39. J

C. with adj. complement. Also of things. ? Obs.

1710 Steele Toiler No. 187 F 1 We are still at a Loss how
we afterwards commence eternal. 1771 Wesley Wks. (1872)

VI. 28 The wandering thoughts .. then commence sinful.

c 177a J. Fletcher Eifth Check Wks. 1705 III. 266 When
faith gives over working, .it commences a dead faith, a 1800

W. Jones Theol. <y Misc. Wks. I. 145 He, too, is thence-

forward to commence infallible.

4. [transl. med.L. incipere."] To take the full de-

gree of Master or Doctor in any faculty at a

University. Often with complement, to commence
M.A., etc. (See also Incept, Licentiate.)
(At Cambridge, sometimes used of Bachelors, and in the

sense of ' to be admitted to the title of the degree after

passing the examination, and before inauguration J
1387 Trevisa//i^</V*< Rolls) VI. 259 Byastatute oftheuni-

versite of Oxenford whan eny man is i-congyed bere to com-
mence in eny faculte. 1388 Wyclie Prol. xiiL 51 He. .that

hath comensid in art, and hath ben regent tweync }eer aftir.

l573 & Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 2 This is mi year to

commens master of art. c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon % 68

(1 810) 65 He. .read ArUtotle in the University of Cambridge,
where he commenced doctor. 1654 S. Ashe Eum. Serm.
116561 50 Having commenced Bachelor of Arts. 1660

Galden Bro7vnrig 156 The University thought itself did
then commence when Mr. or Dr. Brownrie was invested

with any degree of honour. 168* Vernon Life Heylyn 57
In which year Mr. Heylyn commene'd his Degree of Doctor
in Divinity. 1714 R. Long in J. W. Clark Cambridge (1890)

81 To rig ourselves out, in order to see the Doctors com-
mence. 1731 T. Cox Magna Brit. VI. 225/2 Wadham Col-

lege, .where he commenced Master of Arts. 1775 Johnson
West. i$L%

Aberdeen, Whoever is a master may, if he
pleases, immediately commence doctor. 1830 Bp. Monk
Bentley (1833) I. 10 Bentley commenced Bachelor of Arts.

+ b. trans. To admit to a degree. Also absot.

1567 R- Mllcaster Eortescue's De Laud. Leg. U572 1 109
Why in the same [i.e. English law] none are commenced
Bachelors and Doctors, as in other faculties. 1588 R.
Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 95 To commence or

graduate such students as haue finished their course. Ibid.

97 The day appointed, .for to commence or giue degrees.

C. Jig.
< 1430 I recmasonry 556 Through hye grace of Cn^t yn

heven, He commensed yn the syens seven. 1579 Shaks. 2

Hen. IV, iv. iit 125 Learning [is] a mcere Hoord of Gold.

.

till Sack commences it, and sets it in act and vsc. a 1635
Fletcher Elder Brother 1. ti, Come, doctor Andrew, with-

out disputation, Thou shalt commence i" th' cellar. 1660

C. Ellis Gentile Sinner 11672' 225 (T.) Many of our Eng-
lish gentlemen do thus commence, a& it were, and take
degrees in ignorance and vanity.

t6. To commence to, into: to begin to grow or

develop to or into. Also b. trans. Obs.
a 1500 Pol. Pocfns II. 280 To the honoure of Ectour

that he myjjte comens. 1661 Glanvill Van. Dognt. 74 It

may be well reckon'd among the bare Possibilities which
never commence into a Futurity. 1681 Whole Duty Na-
tions 20 He founds his Worship, .first tn Abrahams Family,
and from thence commences it into a National State.

Commenceable (kfJme nsab'l). a. [f. prec +
- ABLJi.J That can be commenced; f (in quot.

1654) competent to 'commence' at a university.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 152 But now they had conversed
with him that could make them Commenceable without
time, or Degrees ; and make them Dot ti without being
Doctores. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) V. xxix. 396
Suits commenceable on restitution of goods and chattels.

Comme*nced,///. a. Begun
;
graduated : see

the vb.

1588 K. Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 98 The new
commenced Loytias. 1647-8 Cotterell Davita's Hist.

Fr. 116781 12 To establish the foundation of their com-
menced greatness. 1669 Milton \title\ Accedence com-
menc't Grammar.

Commencement (k^me nsment). Also 3-5
com-, [a. OF. co

K
m mencement ( = Pr. comensa-

mens, Cat. comensament, It. cominciamento)
;
app.

of Romanic age, f. comenzar to Commk.nck: see

-mknt. Cf. also the shortened ME. comsemente.]

1. The action or process of commencing ;
begin-

ning ; time of beginning.
< 1 250 Serm. in O. E. Misc. 30 pis was be comme 11cement

of bo miracles of ure louerde. c 1450 Merlin xiv. 219 And
be-gonne freshly vpon hem as it hadde be at the comence-
ment. 1528 in Strypc Eccl. Mem. I. App. xxiii. 58 If his

Ho. contynued his good mynd towards the finishing and
perfiting of that college, as his Ho. hath to the beginning

and commencement. 160a Shaks. Ham. 111. L 185 The Origin

and Commencement of this greefe. 174a Johnson L. P., Syd-
enham Wks. IV. 493 He was with-held from the university

by the commencement of the war. 1798 Mission. Mag.
No. 22. 156 Eager to emulate and exceed our commence-
ments. i860 Tyndall Glac. n. v. 251 At the commence-
ment of winter. 1885 Law Times Rep. L1I. 618/1 At the

time of such commencement to build.
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2. The action of taking the full degree of Master

or Doctor
; esp. at Cambridge, Dublin, and the

American universities, the great ceremony when
these (also, in some cases other degrees, esp. in U. S.,

that of Bachelor) are conferred, at the end of the

academical year.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 259 By a statute of the
umversite of Oxenford . . he schal not spende at his eo-

mencement passynge bre bowsand of grootes turonens.

1587 Harrison England 11. iii. (1877} f. 75 In Oxford this

solemnitie is called an Act, but in Cambridge they vse the

French word Commensement. 1593 Nashe Four Lett.

Confnt. 74 Shewe mee the Vniuersities hand and seale that

thou art a Doctour sealed and deliuered in the presence of
a whole Commensement. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2496/2
{Cambridge) An extraordinary Commencement being held

on this signal Occasion, for conferring Degrees on persons
of Worth in all Faculties. 1714-23 Ayliffe Univ. ofOxf.
II. ill. i. 131 There is a general Commencement once every
Year in all the Faculties of Learning, which is called the
Act at Oxford, and the Commencement at Cambridge.
1858 Masson Milton I. 163 Three days before the close of

the academic year, .there was held at Cambridge the great

public ceremony of the 'Commencement'. 1890 Academy
5 July 12/2 Dublin University. .The recipients of honorary
degrees at the commencement are, etc.

b. Iransf. and Jig.
JS63 87 Foxk A. <5- M. (1596) 162/1 The princes of Almanie

. .assembled a Commensement, where they did consult and
so conclude to elect another emperor. 1606 Holland
Sucton. 182 iR.) Being honourably brought into the Forum, .

the day of his first plea and commencement. 1655 Fuller
Hist. Camb. (1840) 8 Now it is become a great fair, and, as

I may term it, one of the townsmen's ' Commencements
wherein they take their ' degrees ' of wealth.

3. attrib. and Comb, (sense 2), as commencement
day, etc.

1606 Holland Sueton. 154 Also upon his commensement
day, when he was to put on his virile gown. 1613 Purchas
Pilgr. iv. xvi. 372 Doe assemble themselves at the Common
Schoole or Commencement-house. 1661 K. W. Con/.
Charac., Univ. Beadle (i860) 72 Fit for nothing else but to 1

be made the fool at a commencement vacation. 1690 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2566/4 Tuesday the first of July, is the Com-
mencement-Day at Cambridge this year. 1858 O. W.
Holmes Ant. Breakf.-t., Race 0/ Life, 'Commencement
day '. .reminds me of the start for the 'Derby'. 1887 Cabot
Mem. Emerson 64 Emerson's friend .. was present at the
Commencement Exercises when the class graduated in 1821.

Comme'ncer. [f. Commence v. + -eh.]

1. One who commences ; a beginner.

1659 Gauden Tears Ch. 23 The first five famous Planters
and Commencers in England. 1821 H. Coleridge Ess*

(1851) I. 5 The first commencers of this corruption.

f2. One who 'commences* at a university. In

American colleges, a member of the senior class

after the examination for degrees. Obs.

1655 Fuller Hist. Camb. (1840) 208 Hitherto we have
given in the list of the yearly Commencers. 1660 H. More
Myst. Godl. u i. 4 MutTTijs, Mysta, a Scholar or Commencer
in Divine Mysteries. 170Z C. Mather Magn. Chr. rv.

Introd. (1852) 13 Orations . . made by some or other of the

commencers. 1712 Life Bp. Stillingfi. 25 Never did the
Professor more vigorously exert his utmost force, in the
trial of any Commencer. 1733 Gent I. Mag. July III. 383
William Nicholes, Commencer in Arts of Corpus-Christi
College, open'd the Act.

Comme'ncing, sb. and a. Begin-

ning ; graduating : see the vb.

1588 R. Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 88 Of their
commencing and rewardes. 1674 Hickman Quinquart.
Hist. (ed. 2) 212 At the time of his commencing Dr. in

Divinity. 1715 M. Davies Ath. Brit. 1. 18 For commenc-
ing Graduates in Divinity. 1820 Gentl. Mag: XC. 1. 162
The late Dr. Smith's annual prize of ^25 each to the two
best proficients in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy
among the Commencing Bachelors of Arts. 1851 Herschel
Stud, Nat. Phil. 11. iii. 113 The decisive mark of a great
commencing change. 1886 W. D. Macray Parnassus Plays
Notes 156 'I he commencing words ofthe condition ofa bond,

j

Commend (k^fawad), v. Forms; 4-6 corn-

end^, commende, (5komraende, 6 comment),
4- commend, [ad. L. commendare to commit to any
one's charge, entrust, commend to his care, re-

commend, f. L. com- intensive + mandm-e to com-
mit into one's hands or charge, etc. : see Mandate.
OF. commander had the sense of both commend
and command (the latter a developed sense of L.
manddre), and commande in Eng. had orig. the
same two senses. But here, in course of the 14th c,

the form commend was taken from L. commendare
(well known with its derivatives in feudal and
ecclesiastical law, also in the Vulgate) in the
original L. sense, and command[e in this sense
gradually went out of use. See Command v.]

1. To give in trust or charge, deliver to one's
care or keeping ; to commit, entrust : t a. a thing,
tormerly in such expressions as commend to me-
mory (L. commendare memorim), also commend to
paper, writing, etc.

x38z Wvclif Isa. x. 28 Anent Magmas it shal commende
K3P bitake to kepying] his vesseles. c 1475 Babees Bk. 5 I

Yif that youre lorde his owne coppe lyste commende To I

yow to drynke. 1550 Becon Gov. Virtue Wks. (1843) 482
Commend to memory the fifteenth chapter of Corinthians.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvii. (1887) 155 The maister I

to whose mdgement I commend the choice. 1588 Shaks.
jL*L. £.111.1. 169 To her white hand see thou do commend

This seal'd-vp counsaile. c 1630 Jackson Creed vi. xxviii.
Wks. V. 464 The conduct of the right wing . . was com- !

mended to his brother. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. vn. 97
These Rhymes I did to Memory commend. 1866 Motley
Dutch Rep. 11. iii. 184 The ' cup of bitterness ' . . was again
commended to his lips.

b. a person. Now esp. used of committal to

the divine keeping : To commit with a prayer or

act of faith, 1 to deliver up with confidence ' (J.).
c 1386 Chaucer Moder ofGod 134 Un to you tweyne, I my

soule commende. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xix. 88 He.,
saise deuote praiers and commendez him till his godd.
< 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxii. 492, I comende you
my wyfe. .& my children. i548-c>(Mar.f Bk. Com. Prayer
128 We commend vnto thy mercifull goodnes, this congre-
gacion. 1620 Shei.ton Qutx. III. xxviii. 201 Who errs and
mends, to God himself commends. 1633 P- Fletcher
Purple /si. xi. ix, The Island's King . . with grave speech
. . Himself, his state, his spouse, to them commended. 1823
Scott Quentin D. xvii, Having commended himself., to

the Saints. .Quentin. .retired to rest.

2. To present as worthy of favourable acceptance,

regard, consideration, attention, or notice; to direct

attention to, as worthy of notice or regard ; to Re-
commend : a. a thing.

c 1325 E. E. Allil. P. B. 1 Clannesse who-so kyndly cowbe
comende. 1398 Tkkvisa Barth. Dc P. R. xix. Ixiii. (1495I

900 Mylke is commendyd for it nouryssheth well the body.
1586 Cogan Haven Health Ixiv. (1636) 76 Harts-ease . . is

commended for a rupture. 1665 Manley Grotius' Low C.
'

Warres 381 They commended Peace to both. 1855 Dickens
Lett. (1880) I. 393 The pleasanter humanity of the subject
may commend it more to one's liking.

b. a person.
1382 Wycuf i Mace. xii. 42 He. .commendide him to alle

j

his freendis. 1568 (I hatton Citron. II. 68 [The] Abbot
of Pontiniack, to whome the Pope . . had commended him.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (16251 io9 The bearer hereof
. . I have bin requested to commend unto you. 1611 Bible
Rom. xvi. 1, I commend vnto you Phebe our sister. 1876
Geo. Eliot Dan. Per. vm. 1\. 543, I shall be glad if you
will commend me to their acquaintance.

c. fig. To recommend.
1382 WyCUF i Cor. viii. 8 Mete comendith vs not to God.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 170 V'' prayer that frater-

nall charite or brotherly loue commendeth before God.

f d. To recommend (a person to do a thing.

1647 Lilly Chr, Astrol. xxviL 171 Some friend shall

commend the party inquiring to accept of some imployment
very advantagious.

3. gen. To mention as worthy of acceptance or

approval, to express approbation of, praise, extol.

a 1340 Hami'ole Psalter xi. 7 pe prophet comendis pe
prechynge of crist. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 761 For

|

that that som men blamen evere yit, Loo ! other maner folk
j

comenden it. c 1490 Promp. Parv. 89 (MS. K.) Comendyn
j

or preysyn, laudo. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 5
In all ages noble enterprises haue ben commended. 1601

Shaks. Tivel. N. 11. v. 180 She did commend my yellow
stockings of late. 1634 H, R. tr. Salerne Regim. Pref. 2

Commend it, or come and mend it. 1738 Johnson London
\

3 My calmer thoughts his choice commend. 1844 Thirl-
wall Greece VIII. lxu. 175 He commended their zeal.

+ b. To commend to be (of such a kind). Obs.

1598 Stow Surv. xliv. (1603) 485 Roger Niger is com- .

mended to haue beene a man of worthy life. 1621 Burton
Anat. Mel. it. ii. in. (1651) 25a. The Egyptians . . are com-
mended to be. .a. .merry Nation.

C. absol.

a 1744 Pope On Verses ofDk. Buckhm. 2 Thou shalt live,
|

for Buckingham commends. 1766 Fordyce Serm. Yug. I

Worn. (1767) I. i. 36 Commend as often as you can. 1863
Longf. Ways. Inn 2nd Interl., One, ever eager to commend.

|

f 4. To set off to advantage, or with added
grace, lustre, etc. ; to adorn or grace. Obs.

1535 Coverdale Prov. xv. 2 A wyse tonge commendeth
knowlege [Vulg. omai scietitiam]. 1580 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.^ 300 What . . more commendeth a woman than con-
stancy? 1589 Gold. Mirr. (1851) 47 Gold commends the

j

precious stone. 1593 H. Smith Serm. Wks. II. in The light

of the candle doth not dazzle, but rather commend the
j

light of the sun. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 70 The grace-
full symmetry that commends the whole pile and structure.

\

b. Jig. (in proverbial expression).
1620 Venner Via Recta iii. 48 Such as have very strong

stomackes, or like to have their meat commend their drinke.

5. To recommend to kindly remembrance ; for-

merly in ordinary use in the conveyance of greetings,

now arch. : e. g. Commend me to— , remember me
kindly to — ; — commends him(self) to you, —
asks to be kindly remembered to you, sends his

kind remembrances ; I commend me to you, I pre-

sent my kind regards or remembrances.
1463 Past. Lett. II. 138 Ryght worchepful ser. .1 comend

me to you (earlier letters have recommend and command],
c 1490 Promp. Parv. 89 (MS. K.) Comendyn or gretyn

[1499 recomende], recommendo. c 1528 Mrq. Dorset in

Ellis Orig. Lett. m. 173 II. 147, I hertely commende me
vnto you. 1563 in E. Lodge Illust. Brit. Hist. (1791) I.

349 We comende us unto yor good Lordshipp. 1596 Shaks.
Merch. V. in. ii. 235 Signior Anthonio Commends him to

you. 1677 Holyoke Diet., To commend him unto one,

salvo. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. vn. 528 Commend
me to my son.

6. Eccl. To bestow in commendam. Also absol.

1616 Brent tr. Sarpi's Counc. Trent (1676) 239 A Cathedral
Church might be commended to a Deacon. Ibid. 235 But
the Popes . . did pass these limits, and commended for a
longer time. 1670 Blount Law Diet. s. v. Commendam,

j

He to whom the Church is commended, hath the Fruits i

and Profits thereof, onely for a certain time. 1885 T. !

Arnold Cath. Diet, 198/1 A Council of Wlerida commended
|

to the metropolitan the churches of certain bishops who
had been ordered to retire from their sees and do penance.

7. Hist. To place under the personal protection

of a feudal lord ('se in vassaticum alicui com:

mendare* Du Cange).
1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. (ed. 3) I. iii. 91 The freeman

might . . determine to whom . . he should commend himself.
Ibid. 121 The kingdom of England, .was twice commended
to a foreign potentate. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. 253 note,
Vassus. .was used, .in the Karolingian period for a freeman
commended, or placed in the relation of comitatus, to a
lord. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 781/2 The privileged
position of the abbey tenants gradually led the other men of
the valley to 'commend ' themselves to the abbey.

8. Commend me [us) to : a colloquial expression,

serious or ironical, of choice or preference, — ' give
me by choice*. Orig. of a person.
1712 Steele Sped. No. 486 P 4 Of all that I have met in

my time, commend me to Betty Duall. 1775 Sheridan
Rivals 1. ii, Commend me to a mask of silliness, and a pair
of sharp eyes for my own interest under it. 1826 Disraeli
Viz'. Grey vi. i, For a handsome, generous, sharp-witted
knave, commend me to Hunsdrich the porter. 1842 Tail's
Mag. IX. 635/2 Commend me to Edinburgh above all cities !

1868 Browning Ring & Bk. vm. 51 Commend me to home-
joy, the family board Altar and hearth !

1] App. confused or blended with the verbs Com-
ment and Command.
1637 Abp. Williams Holy Table 107 That most admirable

passage, .applauded and commended vpon by Eactantius
himself. 1651 Relit/. U'otton. 59 To commend over his

condition and transcendent power, .as a matter of pubUque
consequence. 1673-4 MarVELL Ccrr. Wks. 1872- 5 II. 417
Whensoever you shall have any further occasion to com-
mend me, I shall not faile to testify that I am, etc.

I Comme'nd, sb. Obs. [In sense 1, a. F. com-
mende, corresp. to It. and med.L. commenda a

benefice given in charge to any one (see Commkn-
dam), lit. 'a deposit, charge', f. commendare to

give in charge, entrust, etc. : see prec. In the

other senses it may have been formed immed.
from the verb in Eng. or Sc.]

1. KccL = COMMENDAM j. /;/ commend, to com-
mend: in commendam. Sc.

< 1470 Henry Wallace ix. 1128 The rent at will he [king
off Ingland] gaiff [that byschop] in commend. Ibid. 1. 172
Glaskow thai gaif. .To dyocye in Duram to commend. 1513
Dolglas sEneis vm. Prol. 108 Ane kinrik of paroch kyrkis
cuppillit with commendis.

b. Feudal protection : see Commend v. 7. Sc.

c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 1072 The lord Bewmound in to

the north he [Edward] send. Thai lordschippys all thai

gaiff him in commend.
2. Commendation.
c 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 1473 The giet commend that

scho to Wallace gaiff Befor the king. 1535 Stew art Cron.
Scot. III. 277 Quhairthrow he gatt commend Of !argm:s
and liberalitie. 1608 Shaks. Per. 11. ii. 49 Speak in his just
commend.

b. with a and pi. Also a commends.
1606 Pollock's Led. 1 Thess. (ed. 1606) 100 (Jam.) Thou

. .givest vs a goode commend, and vtterst a great rejoising

for vs. 1631 Hkywood /". Maid of West ill. Wks. 1874 II.

302 To . . vouchsafe some few commends Before his death.

1641 Marmion Antiquary in Hazl. Dodsley XIII. 427 You
give yourself a plausible commends.
3. A greeting, remembrance, compliment.
c 1470 Hlnry Wallace xi. 966 The harrold Jop in Ingland

sone he send, And wrayt to Bruce rycht hartlie this com-
mend, Besekand him to cum and tak his croun. 1593
Shaks. Rich. II, 111. i. 38 Tell her I send to her my kind
commends. 1608 L. Machin Dumb Knt. v, Thanks M.
Jayler, and a kind commend. < 1645 Howlll Lett. (16501

II. 41 Mr. William Pawley, to whom I desire my most
hearty commends may be presented.

Commend, obs. form of Comment sb.

II Commenda. Also 6 -do. The Latin and
Ital. form of the word Commendam, occas. used.

1598 Florio Comendatore . . one that hath Comendoes
[i6n Comendas] put to his charge. 1616 Brent tr. Sarpfs
Counc. Trent (1676) 27 The abuses of Commendaes and
Annates. Ibid. 468 Willing to get Benefices in Commenda.
1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 393 Commenda, or ecclesia

commendata, is a living commended by the crown to the
care of a clerk, to hold till a proper pastor is provided for

it. 1885 T. Arnold Cath. Diet., Commenda.

Commendable (k^mendab'l , a. [a. OF.
commendable, ad. L. commendabil-is praiseworthy,

f. commendare : see Commend and -able. The
French derivation gave the earlier accentuation,

commenda-ble, co'mmendable, the latter still, with

an uncertain exception, used by Shakspere. Dr.

Johnson noted this as obsolete, and comme'ndable,

although considered by Walker 1 vulgar is now
prevalent.]

1. Proper to be commended, deserving of com-

mendation or approval, praiseworthy, laudable.

c 1386 Chaucer Melib. r 894 No thing so comendable in

a gret lord, as whan he is debonaire. 1388 Wyclif Ecclus.

x\\\. 8 Thou schalt be comendable in the si$t of alle men.

c 1400 Beryn 255 Ne myrth is nat commendabill, that ay
is by o syde. 1509 Hawes Past, Pleas. JCVin. xxix, Your great

deceyte is nothing commendable. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V.

1. i. 1 10 Silence is onely commendable In a neats tongue dri'd,

and a maid not vendible. 1610 Guillim Heraldry m. xii.

(1611) 123 To set them forth in their commendablest fashion.

1729 Butler Serin. Wks. 1874 II. 71 Liberality and bounty
are exceedingly commendable. 1870 Daily News 7 Oct.,

Applying the Act with most commendable zeal.

1 2. Commendatory. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panoptie Ep. 45 This hope . . that your
opinion concerning his person, and behaviour, would be no
lesse commendable then oures. Ibid. 360, I mistrust not .

.
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hut that, without our commendable certificate, hee is like

enoughe to please. (Cf. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv.vii. 51.]

t B. as sb. A commendable thing or quality.

»*S4 Whitlock Zootomies 340 All the Commendables in

Politicke Government. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i.

25 Touching the third Commendable in the search of our

selves, namely, Certainty and Evidence.

Comme ndableness. [f. prec. + -ness ]

Commendable quality, praiseworthiness.

a 1639 W. Whately Prototypes I. xix. (1640I 225 No man
else can finde any commendablenesse in them. 1754 Ed-
wards Freed. Will. iv. i. 193 The Essence of Vertuousness

or Commendableness. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II.

130 The commendableness of industry.

Comme-ndably. adv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2.]

1. In a commendable manner ; so as to win com-

mendation
;
laudably.

1531 Elyot Gov. i. vii, Nature seketh . . howe in quietnes

to be commendably disposed. 1586 W. Willi Eng. Poetrie

(Arb.) 31 He handled them commendably. 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. Wks. 1738 II. 67 Edric. .challeng'd the Crown,
and wore it, though not commendably. 1754 Richardson

j

Graudison (ed. 7) VII. 65 To behave commendably in the

private life. 1886 Manch. Exam. 4 Nov. 5/4 The speakers

were commendably brief.

f 2. In commendation. (Cf. Commendable 2.)

1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 11 I. iv. 25_ Everything the !

man said commendably ofhim came grudgingly.

||
Conimendaces. Oh.-" [OF. ;in Cotgr. 161 1),

corresp. to med.L. commeiuialias = commendationes
' officium vel orationes pro defunctis '.]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Commetutaces, Funeral Orations, ;

Prayers made for the dead ; Verses made in praise of the

dead, [from Cotgrare.) Hence in Phillips, etc.

II Comniendado r. [Sp. comendador com-

mander, lieutenant ; now esp. used of a mediaeval

knight-commander.] A commander : chiefly as a

Spanish or Venetian title.

1580 Apol. Pr. Orange in P/uruix (1721) I. 506 That which

he and the great Commendador did. 1641 Marmion An-
j

ti'/nary v. i. (Venice) A base coinmendadore ! I'll ne'er

endure it. 1656 Eakl Monm. Advt.fr. Parnass. 10 The I

Commendador Hannibal Caro said, that above all other

stupendious things in the Commonwealth of Venice, etc.

1678 Phillip*! Commendadcre (Sp.', a Consul or President

in 1 he Indies, or any foreign place : also .. Sub-governours

under the King of Spain, who is supream master of the

Knights of Casatrava, and other orders of Knighthood, and
by the Spaniards called Commendadores. 1833 Solthey
renins. War I. 122 All Commendadors of the military

orders, or of Malta, should pay two-thirds of their revenue.

Commendani (k/meTidoem). face. sing, of

med.L. commenda 'depositum' (Du Cange), as

used in phr. dart in commendam, to give [sc. a

benefice) in charge or trust, or as a deposit,

whence also applied to the benefice so entrusted,

f. L. commendare to give into one's charge, deposit,

entrust ; cf. OF. commande, mod. commtndt, and

see COKMCHD sb. I, CoMMENDA, -UM.]

1. In the phrase in commendam : used of the

tenure of a benefice ' commended ' or given in

charge to a qualified clerk or layman, to hold

until a proper incumbent was provided for it, or

according to a practice of later development, be-

stowed upon a layman or secular ecclesiastic, with

enjoyment of the revenues for life ; tsp. used of ,

a benefice, which a bishop or other dignitary was
permitted to hold along with his own preferment.

\

(Abolished in England by statute in 1836.)
1658 Hramhall Consecr. Bps. viii. 190 A grant to the.. !

Bishop of St. Davids, to hold in Commendam with the said 1

Bishoprick the Rectory of Carewe. 1756 Gentl. Mag.
XXVI. 120 He held this living in commendam with his

bishoprick till his death in 1746. 1830 Kkichtley Hist.

Eng. I. 456 A beneficed clergyman when promoted to a
bishopric vacates his benefice ny the promotion, unless the

King, by special dispensation, gives him power to retain

his benefice, and when this is done, he is said to hold it

* in commendam '. 1885 T. Arnold Calk. Diet. 198 In pro-

cess of time the Roman See claimed the right of allowing a
bishop, or other dignitary, to hold other benefices in com.
mendam with his own preferment.

b. trans/'.

1680 Sir C. Lyttelton in llatton Corr. (1878) 236 My
L*1 Carlisle does pretend to goe back to Jamaica . . may be he
has to keepe it in commendam and to goe by his deputy.

1813 Scott Quentin D. vi, He might have held the office

of confessor to the jail in commendam with that of execu*

tioner.

2. As Eng. sb. (with //.) The custody of an

ecclesiastical benefice in the absence of a regular

incumbent ; the tenure or enjoyment of the revenues

of a benefice held as above. (Latin commtnda.)
1463-87 Foxe A. ff M. (1596) 3/2 Their sleights to get

monie . . Sixtlie, for commendams. i6ox R. Johnson Kingd.

tt Comimv. (1603* 242 The commendams \ed. 1630 -urns]

of vacant revenues . . and the denomination^ of benefices I

doth yeild yearly to his majesty a great quantitie of money.
1625 Petit. Relig. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 183 That

j

Nonresidencie, Pluralities, and Commendams may_ be

moderated. 1750 Carte Hist. Eng. II. 120 Dispensations
|

called in England Commendams. 1836-7 A ct 6-7 Will. IV', \

c. 77 § j8 Every commendam in future granted, .whether
temporary or perpetual, shall be absolutely void to all

intents and purposes.

b. The benefice or office so held.

1607 Cowel Interpr., Commendam is a benefice, which,
being void, is commended to the charge and care of some
sufficient clerk to be supplied, until it be conveniently pro-

vided of a pastor. [So 1641 Termes de la Ley 66.1 »779

Gentl. Mag. XLIX. 236 Bishop Green (having no com-

mendam I had a very inadequate income. 1881-3 Schafe
Eneycl. Relig. Knonil. I. 502 The office [abbot] became a
commendam in the House of Guise.

3. — Commandery 2 (med.L. commendd).
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. fj Comntw. (1603) 60 His Com-

mendams of the orders of Montegia, Calatravia, Alcantara,

and S. James. 1669 Woodhead St. Teresa 11. xxvi. 158

The place belonged to a Commendam of S. James.

t Commendatare. Obs. Sc. [a. Fr. commen-

dataire.'] = next.

a 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 402 The Com-
mendatare of Arbrothe . . went . . to seeke support against the

regent.

Commendatary, a. and sb. [ad. med.L.

commendatari-us in same senses), f. ppl. stem

commendat- : see Commendaie and -ary.J

A. adj. = Commendatory (sense a).

1611 CorcR., Commendataire, commendatarie ; giuen in,

enioyed, or inioying by, Commendum. 1751 Chambers
Cycl. s. v. Commendam. The commendatary abbots.

B. sb. a. Eccl. A commendator. b. gen. One
put in charge, a commissioner.

1539 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 155 Robert

Kinge, abbat and commendatary of Osney. 1706 tr.

Pufin's Eccl. Hist. i6tk C. II. v. 77 Commendataries were

as it were Tutors and Curators of Monasteries. 185a Th.
Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. II. xvi. 31 In those times ofop-

pression and cruelty, .the Commendataries (encomenderos)

let out the Indians to travellers like beasts of burden.

Commendate, v. Obs. exc. as in b. [f. L. 1

commendat- ppl. stem of commendare to Commend :

sec -AT*3.] trans. To commend. Hence Com-
mendating vbl. sb.

a 1615 Boys in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xvi. 11 In hearing

their own commendating and praise.

b. spec, in ///. a. Commendated [med.L. com-
\

menddtus] = Commended (see Commend v. 7).

1864 Sir F. Palcrave Norm, ff Eng. 111. 574 How many
thanes, how many commendated, how many freemen.

Commendation .kpmendi'i'fan). Forms : 3

commendaoiun, 4-5 eo m mendaoioun, 4-6

-cion, -cyo(u n, 6 -tioun, 6- commendation.
[a. OF. commendation, -cion, ad. L. commendd- 1

lion-em, n. of action f. commendare : see Commend.
The order in which the senses appear in Eng. is

not that of the actual development in Lat. and Fr.]

I. General sense : The action of commending.
•F 1. Giving in charge, entrusting, committal.

In gen. sense rare, but sense 6 (specialized from this) re-

presents the earliest use of the word.

1583 Plat Divers New Exper. 11594 1 69 Wrie carefull

in the commendation of any secrete to his friend.

2. The expression of approval, recommendation.

1393 Cower Conf. III. 14s A tale. .Of trouthe in commcn-
daCSOO. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4890 He preyseth Eelde . . And
more of commendacioun Than youthe in his dUcripcioun.

1509 Fisher Fan. Stmt. C'tess Richmond Wks. 289 In

the fyrst shall stonde her prayse and commendacyon.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. I. ii. 27s You haue deseru'd High
commendation, true applause, and loue. 1681 Dryden 1

Abs. i\ Achit. To Rdr., The commendation of adversaries

is the greatest triumph. 1757 Johnson Let. Burney 24 Dec.

in Boslvell, I remember with great pleasure your commen-
dation of my Dictionary. 1876J.H. Newman Hist. St. I.

m. ii. 313 Mentioned . . in terms of high commendation,

b. with a and
1535 Coverdale Ecctns. xxvi. Contents, A commendacion

and prayse of a good honest woman. 1553 Eden
_
7'real.

Neive Ind. (Arb.) 5 If honest commcndacions be a iust re-

ward dew to noble enterprises. 1780 Johnson L. P., Con-

gre-oe, Neither soliciting flattery by publick commenda-
tions, nor provoking enmity by malignant criticism. 1851

Longe. Gold. Leg. iv. Cloisters, Their commendations lag

behind the truth.

+ c. //. — Renown, credit, repute. Obs.

1631 Weever Anc. Fan. Mon. 433 With singular commen-
dations hee had serued . . in the French warres. 1661 J

.

Barcrave Pope Alex. I'll 118671 84 Intrusted .. with ..

considerable offices, which he discharged to his commenda-
tions. 1703 Moxon Mech. Fxerc. 59 Another sort of Steel,

of higher commendations than any of the forgoing sorts,

d. ^See quot.)

1813 tr. Sismondfs Lit. Eur. (1846) II. xxx. 311 To these

different kinds of dramatic performances was added a kind

of prologue, called a commendation.

3. Recommendation of a person to the favour-

able notice or attention of another. Also in

Letter of commendation.

15S5 Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb.l 304 This letter of owre
commendation. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. iv. 79 Come
. . With Commendation from great Potentates. 1601 -

All's Well iv. iii. 92 The Duke hath offered him Letters of

commendations to the King. 1819 Southey O. Nnumany,
The Governor said . . His commendation, sir, shall have its

weight. 1871 Alabaster Wheel ofLaw 277 The courtesy

our letter of commendation demands from him.

4. (gen. in //.) Remembrances sent to those at

a distance
;
respects, compliments, greetings, arch.

1529 Wolsey in Four C. Eng. Lett, to Aftyr my moste

herty commendacions. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary

1. (1625) 12 The manner of commendations (which with us is

retained for an order of Salutation or greeting! . . custom,

ably is delivered in this forme : After our hearty commen-
dations unto your L. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. ii. 98.

1688 Penn. Archives I. 106 After Our very hearty Com-
mendations, It having pleased Almighty God, about Ten of

the Clock this morning, to bless his ma'> and His Royal

Consort the Queene, with the Birth of a hopefull Son. 1813

Scott Peveril viii, Her uneasiness .. was removed, by

the arrival of Whitaker, with her husband's commenda-
tions.

f5. A thing that recommends, a recommendation.

1538 Bale Gods Promises 111. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 302 Let

me show forth thy commendations free. X579_ Lyly Enpkues
(Arb.) 136 It was thought a great commendation for a young
scholler to make an Oration extempore. 1693 Dryden
J/rvenal Ded. (J.>, Good-nature is the most godlike com-
mendation of a man. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 1.

(1709) 96 The Want of Tools and Materials, if the Model is

answered, is a Commendation to the Workman.

II. Special senses.

6. Liturg. (gen. in //. ; also Commendation of

Souls) An office originally ending with the prayer

Tibi, Domine, commendamus, in which the souls

of the dead were commended to God ;
said both

before their burial, and in anniversary or com-

memorative services. In colleges: see quot. 1709.

•1225 Alter, R. 22 A morwen, ober a niht efter be suffra-

giis of Uhtsong, sigge8 Commendacium. c 1380 Wyclif

Wks. 118801 191 Placebo & dirigc & comendacion & matynes

of oure lady ordeyned of synfulmen. 1481 Caxton Reynard
vi. 1 Arb.) 11 Whan this vigilye was don and the commenda.

cion she was leyde in the pytte. 1545 Primer Hen. VIII

Contents, The Litany. The Dirige. The Commendations.

The Psalms of the Passion. 1S46 Mem. Ripon (Surtees)

III. 31 To say Masse Dirige and Comendacions in the

saide Chapell for the sowle of the saide Founder and all

Christien sowlez. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. xviii. 224

There was also in Popish times an office used in the col-

leges at certain times of the year, for the commendations of

their benefactors . . Now [ 1 560] . . was added a reformed Latin

commendation of them . . a prayer Domine Dens, etc. . . in-

stead of this prayer in the popish office of commendations,

viz. Tibi Domine commendamus. 1849-53 Rock Ch. of
Fathers II. 476.

b. = Commendatory prayer.

1885 T. Arnold Cath. Diet. 198/2 Commendation of the

sonlyOrdo commendationis animx a form of prayer for

the dying contained in the Roman Ritual.

7. feudal Law. The cession by a freeman of

himself and his lands to the personal protection

of a feudal lord.

1818 Hallam Mid. Ages 11872) I. 164 Besides the relation

. . by beneficiary grants, there was another species more

personal .. called commendation. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Com/, led. 31 I. ii. 59 This commendation of Scotland to the

West-Saxon King. 1875 Stlbbs Const. Hist. I. v. 79 note.

The practice of commendation in England was generally

the result of the police organisation.

8. Eccl. The giving of benefices in commendam ;

also, the condition of a commendam.
1883 l'all Mall G. 16 Feb. 4/1 The Pope, .punished them

by putting the monaster)- into commendation. 1885 T.

Arnold Cath. Diet. 198/2 s. v. Commenda, Since the de-

struction of Church property which recent times have wit-

nessed, the practice of commendation has greatly dwindled,

if not wholly ceased, throughout Europe.

III. attrib. t commendation ninepenee, a

bent nine-penny piece used as a love-token.

1663 Bltler Hud, 1. i. 487 Like Commendation Nine-

pence, crookt With to and from my Love, it lookt. [Cf. Gay
Sheph. Wh. V. sso.] . „ ,
t Commendati tial, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L.

commendatictus 4- -al-.] = Commendatory A I b.

1601 W. Watson Sparing Discoz: a 1 a, Letters com-

mendatitials [litter* iommendaticiz\

Comme ndative, a. rare-", [ad. L. com-

inemtativ-us : see Commend and -ive.] - Com-

m v. n 1 iatory. Hence Comme ndatively adv.

1865 Le Fanu Uncle Silas xxxiii. 216 She observed com-

mendatively.

Commendator (kf'mfnd^Hsj). [a. late In

commendator, agent-n. f. commendare ; in ancient

use 'one who commends', but in med.L. the

title of the mcmlier of a knightly order, entrusted

with the management of a commenda or Com-

m.vndery; ^ Commander 3. Cf. It. comemiatore

' one that hath comendas put to his charge '
Florio

(sense I) j Sp. comeiulador ' one that hath com-

mandements given him in charge ' ; in sense 1 , Du
Cange has commendatSrius, F. commendataire.]

1. One who holds a benefice in commendam.

1561 Q. Kennedy {title), Ane Oratioune set furth be

Master Quintine Kennedy, commendatour of Crosragruell.

1679 Bi rnet Hist. Ref. I. 428 The other [abbey] was of

Bushlisham..in Berkshire, made by Barlow, Bishop of S.

Davids, that was Commendator of it. 2708 J. Chamber-

lavne St. Gt. Brit. 11. 1. v. 1 1743) 338 The abbacies of others

were given to Laymen in Commendam, and they under the

name of Commendators sat in Parliament and made up the

first State of the clergy. 187s W. M'Ilwraith Guide to

Wigtownshire 83 In 1560 the Pope appointed Thomas

Hay. .Commendator of the Monastery [of GlenluceJ.

t2. The president of a Commandery ; a knight-

commander. Obs.

1669 Woodhead St. Teresa 11. xxvi. 158 He knew or

severall persons, that . . could not obtain from the same

Commendators the like faculties. 1688 R. Holme A rmonry

in. 190/1 The Commentator, or Great Master of the Order

. .is to be Knighted in the midst of the Knights.

3. = Commendador, as a Spanish title : lieu-

tenant, viceroy.

1583 Stocker Ciuile Warres Loire Countries 1. 102 b,

Don Lewis of Requesens, the great commendator of Castil.

1665 G. Havers tr. P. delta 1 alle's Trai: 31 The Com-

mendator of the Dutch [at Sural), came one day to give me

a visit. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. (17831 I. 232 Don

Ferdinand de Toledo, great Commendator of Leon .
.
a

nobleman of the first rank.



COMMENDATORY. 675 COMMENSURATE.
Hence Commenda"torship [from sense l|.

1861 Sat, Rett. XL 301/2 Lord Robert Stewart, .obtained
. .the Commendatorship of the Bishoprick.

Commendatory (k^me'ndatari), a. and sb.

Also 7-8 command-, [ad. late L. commenddtori-
us, f. commentator : see prec. and -ory.]

A. adj.

1. Having the attribute of commending or re-

commending.
J555 [see b]. 1581 J. Bell I/addon's Anew. Osor. 405

Let the Fathers be .. eloquent in theyr commendatory
Declamations. 1641 MlLTON Ch. Discip. I. (1851) 10 The
commendatory subscriptions of Confessors and Martyrs.

1833 H. Coleridge North. IWorthies (1852) I. 43 A copy of
commendatory verses. 1837 Thackeray Ravenswing vii,

He would venture upon a commendatory grin.

b. Commendatory letter or epistle : a letter

commending a person to favourable notice or

reception
;

esp. a testimonial or letter of intro-

duction given for this purpose by a bishop to a
member of his diocese when about to travel.

1555 Eden Decodes W. hid. (Arb.) 308 He had receaued
letters commendatori of pope Leo the tenth. 1568 Grafton
Citron. Hen. VIII. an. 17 (R.) That no Englishman should
enter into Scotland, without letters commendatory of theyr
awne souereigne lorde. 167Z Cavk Print. Chr. in, iii.

(1673) 309 Commendatory Epistles granted to all whether
Clergie or Laity that were to travel, as Tickets of Hospita-
lity. 1783 Ainsworth Lett. Diet. (Morell I iv, Bellerophontis

litems portare; when a man carrieth commendatory
letters to his own hurt.

C. Commendatory prayer : in the Anglican
Liturgy, a prayer in which a person at the point

of death is commended to the mercy of God.
1661 Prayer-bh., Rubric in Burial Office, A commenda-

tory prayer for a sick person at the point of departure. 1865
Reader 8 July 30 Their heroes appear .. to live that they
may die with the Commendatory Prayer on their lips.

2. Holding a benefice in commendam.
1682 G. Vernon Life Heylyn 67 John, Lord Bishop of

Lincoln, then Commendatory-Dean thereof. 1790 Burke
Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 295 The estates possessed by bishops and
canons, and commendatory abbots, 1872 O. Shipley Gloss.

Eccl. Terms s.v. Abbot, Some abbots secular were com-
mendatory, enjoying a portion of the revenues,

b. Held in commendam.
1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 206 The bishopricks, and

the great commendatory abbies, were, with few exceptions,

held by that order [the nobility].

3. Pertaining to feudal commendation.
1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (ed. 3^ I. iii. 127 The feudal

or commendatory relation is a very delicate relation.

B. sb.

fl. A commendatory fact or word. Obs.

1641 Chekes Life in Hurt Sedit. B iv b, The. .King upon
the sole commendatories of his former deservings reserved
that honour for him. 1644 Milton .,4 ra?/. (Arb.) 63 A suffi-

cient evidence and commendatory of his own piety, a 1714
Sharp Serin. I. i. (R.1, Whatever did but bear . . the super-

scription of the holy Jesus would need no other commenda-
tories to our affection, a 1716 South Serm. VIII. vii. (R.\
Just as if Cicero had spoke commendatories of Anthony.

f 2. A knight-commander. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades W. Lid. III. vn. (Arb.) 165 Chiefe
Commendatory of the order of the knyghtes of Alcantara.

1759 State Papers in Ann. Reg. 220/2 Degraded of the
order of St. Jago, of which he was a commendatory. 1762
tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. V. 560 The palace of the com-
mendatory of the Teutonick order, .once stood here.

f 3. One who holds a benefice in conunendam.
a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 337 Con-

demned to die for keeping intelligence with the Commen-
datory of Driburgh. 1726 Ayliffe Parerg. 191 In Process
of Time Commendatories, by divers Pretences of Honesty
and Necessity made use of the Fruits themselves.

-(* 4. = CoMMANDERY. Obs.

1586 Ferne Blaz. Geutrie 127 The Knights of this order
.. became possessed of., beautiful monasteries and manye
fayre Commendatories. 1762 tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. V.

533 The Stadtholder of the bailiwick of Thuringia and the
Commandatory of Grifstadt.

f 5 = Commendam 2. Obs.

1755 R. Keith Catat. Scot. Bps. (1824) 36 His uncle, now
become primate of St. Andrew's, resigned in his favour the
commendatory of Arbroath. 1849 J. Grant Mem. Kir-
kaldy Gr. xxi. 245 His Commendatory of Coldingham [was
given] to Home of Manderston.

Commended (k^me-nded), ppl. a. [f. Com-
mend v. + -ed.] Mentioned as worthy of ap-

proval; recommended, praised, approved.
1475 Caxton Jason 7 b, The hye and comended ordre of

knighthode. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. it. i. 271. I charme you,
by my once commended Beauty. 1873-4 Edin. Univ. Calen-
dar 181 {Class Prize Lists), Highly Commended.—Brown-
ing, Campbell, etc.

b. Bound by feudal commendation.
1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. vii. 188 The protection which

the commended freeman received from his lord.

Commender (kf?me-nd3i). (Chiefly in 17th c.)

ff. as prec. + -er.] One who commends.
i57°

t
Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 22 A glad commender of it.

1625 Ussher Answ. Jesuit 28 Every old man. .isacommen-
derof the time past. 1707 Refl. Ridicule 289 He-.ishisown
Commender. 1713 Bentley Rem. Disc. Free-Thinking
241 (L.) Who, unqualified to understand one single page of
Cicero, presumes to set up for his commender and patron.

Commending (kf7me-ndir|\ vbl. sb. [f. Com-
mend v. -h-inqIJ The action of the vb. Com-
mend

; commendation.
a 1400-50 A lexander 2346 pire athils of Atenes . . kest vp a

crie. .in comending of his carpe. a 1661 Fuller Worthies

(1840) I. 27 Bishops and judges . . though not made by his

commanding are usually by his commending to the king.

1815 Scribbleontania 249 It claims high commending.

Comme nding, a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

That commends. Hence Commendingly adv.
1876 (J. Meredith Beauc/i. Career III. vi. 88 Concerning

himself, he thought commendingly, a tear would have over-
come him.

I Comme ndnient. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ment.]

Commendation.
c 1400 Test. Love 11. (15601 292/1 Thus mightest thou have

full prefe in thy Margarites goodnesse, by commeudemeiit
of other jewels badness. 1599 13. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. iv.

i, You must shew and insinuate yourself responsible, and
equivalent now to my commendment.

tComme'ndo. Obs. [ad. It. or med.L. co-

menda ; in quot. 1628 perh. only a grandiose alter-

ation of Commend sb. : see -ado.]

1. —Commenda, Commandeey.
1598 Fi.orio, Coweudatore, one that hath commendoes

[t6n Comendas] put to his charge.

2. = Commend sb. 2, recommendation.
1628 Venner Bathes ofBath (1650) 361 By these commen-

does he gets Patients.

Comme ndress. Obs. rare. [f. Commender
+ -ess.] A female commender.
161 1 Cotgr., Loueresse, apraiseresse, commendresse. 1660

Hexham Dutch Diet., Prijseresse, commendresse.

t Commendry, sb. Obs. rare.

c 1475 Sq. of Loive Degre 688 She sered that body with
specery, With wyrgin waxe and commendry.

II Comme'ndum. Obs. Also comendum.
[Perh. originally meant as a rectification of the

abnormal Commendam.]
1. = Commendam 2.

1598 Florio, Enconienda, a comendum: an ecclesiasticall

liuing so called. 1611 Cotgr., Comntende, a Commendum :

or Benefice giuen in Commendum. 1650 R. Stapylton
Strada's Lotv C. Warres 1. 31 Commendums, if the pos-
sessour die, revert to the depositor. 1688 Ausw. Talons
Plea 5 Principal Abbeys .. given in great Commendum.
2. = Commandery.
1630 R. Johnson Kingd. <y Comnnv. 175 Two hundred

fiftie nine Commendums of the Order of the Knights of
Malta. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 16.

Conimenliche, obs. form of Commonly.
Commensal (k^me'nsal), a. and sb. Also 5
comensale. [a. F. commensal :—med.L. commen-
sal-is, f. com- together with + mensa table, mensdlis

belonging to the table.] A. adj.

1. Eating at, or pertaining to, the same table.

c 1400 Test. L^ove 1. (1560) 275 h/z O where hast thou bee so

long comrnensall? a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais nr. xxxviii.

317 Commensal fool. tZ^ Eraser's Mag. XXX. 269/1 Com-
mensal pleasures.

2. Biol. Applied to animals or plants which live

as tenants of others (distinguished from parasitic).

1877 W. Thomson Voy. Challenger I. ii. 140 The tube ..

is very frequently inhabited by . . a commensal decapod
crustacean. 1881 Lubbock in Nature No. 618. 405 Schwen-
dener proposed, in 1869, the . . theory . . that lichens are not
autonomous organisms, but commensal associations of a
fungus parasitic on an alga.

B. sb.

1. One of a company who eat at the same table,

a mess-mate.
1460 Capgrave Chron. 235; There was he mad lyster of the

Paleis, and comensale with the Pope. 1624-47 Bp. Hall
Rem. Wks. (1660) 258 The guests of the great King of
Heaven, and the commensals of the Lord Jesus, with whom
we do then [at the Eucharistl communicate. 1887 Lowell
Democr. 229 The holders of them might be commensals.

f b. Formerly a name for the ' Oppidans ' at

Eton. Obs. (Cf. Commoner at Winchester.)
1615 Eton AndiM. in M. Lyte Hist. Eton Coll. (1889)

193 For a little table to lanthen the Commensalls table in

the Hall. 1884 Eng. Illust. Mag. Nov. 72 {Eton) In 1614
there seem to have been about forty 'Commensalls'.

2. Biol. An animal or plant which lives attached

to or as a tenant of another, and shares its food

(distinguished from a parasite^ which feeds on the

body of its host). Also applied to the host

itself.

1872 Dana Corals i. 25 Frequently each Actinia has its

special favorite, proving an inherited preference for . . that
kind of change or range of conditions, which the preferred
commensal provides. 1879 tr. Semper s Anim. Life 74 It

might be . . that the green constituents were not integral

elements of the animal, but foreign bodies, living within it,

—commensals or ' messmates', as they are called. 1880 Day
Jrnl. L,iun. Soc:, Zool. XV. 51 A common example of a
commensal is the Sucking-fish.

Commensalism (kf>me*nsaliz'm). [f. prec.

+ -ism ; cf. parasitism] A commensal condition.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 42. 1872 Dana
Corals i. 24 Now and then an Actinia puts itself on the
back of a crab, .a kind of association styled commensalism
by Van Beneden. 1877 Bennett tr. Thome s Bot. (ed. 6)

267 In the Lichens we have the most remarkable instance

in the vegetable kingdom of. .symbiosis or commensalism.

Commensality (kpmensae'liti). [f. Commen-
sal : cf. F. commensalite] Commensal state

;

the habit of eating at the same table.

1611 Cotgr., Commensalite, Commensalitie ; a continuall

feeding together at one table. 1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. (ed. 2) 142 Being enjoined or prohibited certain foods
. . to avoid community with the Gentiles upon promiscuous
commensality. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 326 ' Eating

together,' as Dr. Johnson would say, 'promotes good will,

Sir, commensality is benevolent '. 1881 R. N. Cust in Mis-
sion Life No. 137.201 Modified Caste, limited.. to Rules
of Intermarriage and Commensality.

Commensation, Obs. rare- 1
, [f. the ele-

ments {com-, mensa') of med.L. commensdlis ; see

-ation.] Eating at the same table.

a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 15 (L.) Daniel . . probably
declined Pagan commensation or to eat of meats forbidden
to the Jews.

Comme'nstruate, v. [f. Com- + Menstru-
um + -ate.] To dissolve together. Hence Com-
menstruating-

, ///. a. mutually dissolving.

1770 Monthly Rev. XLII. 306 In the calorific mixtures ..

the commenstruating substances . . become warm.

Commensurability ( k^ne:nsiiirabi' ITti , -j"ur-)

.

[f. next, or its L. original; see -ity : cf. F. com-
mensurabilile.l The quality of being commen-
surable.

1570 Bili.ingsley Euclid x. xviii. 247 The commensura-
bilitie or incommensurabilitie of lives. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep.xu xi.332 A comely commensurability of the whole
unto the parts, and the parts betweene themselves. 1794 G.
Adams Nat. <5- Exp. Phil. IV. xlii. 133 Whenever we look
for commensurabilities and equalities in nature, we are dis-

appointed. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Gifts (1885) II. 437 There
is no commensurability between a man and my gift.

Commensurable (k^me-nsiurab'], -Jur-), a.

(sb.). [ad. L. commensurdbil-is (Boeth.) having a

common measure, f. com- together + 7nensurdbilis

that can be measured, f. mensurd-re to measure
(see -ble), f. mensura measure, f. mens- ppl. stem

of metiri to measure. Mete. Also in French
(Oresme 14th a), which may be the intermediate

source of the Eng.]

1. Of numbers or magnitudes : Having, or re-

ducible to, a common measure; divisible without

remainder by the same quantity. Also, in wider

sense, measurable by the same standard or scale

of values. Const, with, to.

1557 Recorde Whilst. Bj, ,20. and .36. be commensur-
able, seyng .4. is a common dinisor for theim bothe. 1570
Billingsi.ky Euclid x. Def. i. 229 All numbers are com-
mensurable one to another. 1827 Hutton Course Math.
I. 325 note, Divided into parts that are commensurable.
1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith m. 142 Mind is not commen-
surable with Space. 1870 Ji-:bb Sophocles' Plectra (ed. 2)

p. xiii, Works of art are commensurable only when the
theories which produced them have a common basis.

2. Proportionable in measure, size, amount, etc. ;

having a suitable proportion, proportionate to.

1645 Rutherford Tryal 3- Tri. Faith ii. (1845I 29 His
pleasure and His work are commensurable, a 1665 J. Good-
win Filled iv. the Spirit (1867) 490 God.. hath rewards
commensurable to every man's case. 1691 Ray Creation
I. (1704) 183 Such a Neck as is commensurable to their

Legs. 1789 Bkntham Priuc. JLegisl. xv. § 5 The two
punishments must be perfectly commensurable.

f 3. Capable of" measurement, measurable (by

something else). Obs.

1654 Trapp Comm. Ezra vi. 9 We must not conceive that

God is commensurable by any place. 1660 R. Cokf. Just.

Vind. {Arts Sc.) 12 If I see such a solid body, the Under-
standing judgeth whether this body be commensurable or

not, by any notion, .before understood.

4. as sb. A commensurable quantity : also fig.
1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith iv. ii. 227 Not as commen-

surables, measuring a greater by ourselves the less, but, etc.

Comme'nsurableness. [f. prec. + -ness.]

Commensurable quality or state.

1557 Recorde Whetst. Nnij, To make that trialle of com-
mensurablenesse. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. 12

There is no commensurableness between this Object and a

created Understanding. 1865 Reader 16 Sept. 399/3 They
occupy exactly the same number of lines both in Greek and
English, .the commensurableness was undesigned.

Comme'nsurably, adv. [f. as prec. 4 -ly -\]

In a commensurable manner.
1652 W. Hartley Inf. Baptism 7 That baptism is com-

mensurably practicable upon Infants, under the Gospel, as

circumcision in the time of the Law, is not evident.

Commensurate (k^me -

nsiur^t, -Jur-), a. [ad.

L. commensf/rdt-its (Boeth.), f. com- together +
mensurdt-us measured, f. mensurdre to measure:

see Commensurable.]
1. Having the same measure ; of equal extent,

duration, or magnitude ; coextensive. Const, with.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 57 He. .whose actions

are exactly commensurate with equity and justice. 1666

J. Smith Old Age 191 (T.) An age, a certain long space of

time, that is commensurate with the duration of the thing

that is spoken of. a 1742 Bentley ij.l, Matter and gravity

are always commensurate. 1832 Macaulay Burleigh, Ess.

(1851) I. 224 The life of Burleigh was commensurate with

one of the most important periods. 1853 Milman Lat. Chr.

(1864) II. 5 Christendom and. .the Roman Empire, accord-

ing to his notions commensurate, a 1862 Buckle Misc.

Wks. I. 2 In modern Europe the influence of women and
the spread of civilization have been nearly commensurate,

t b. Formerly also with to. Obs.

1660 Ingelo Bentiv. $ Ur. (1682) 11. 201 Having a Dura-
tion . .commensurate to Eternity. 1696WHISTON Th. Earth
II. (1722) 162 The Solar Year, and the Lunar Year too, were
. . exactly commensurate to one another. 1713 Dekham
Phys.-Theol. lonote, If the Fish, .be of equal Weight to the

Water, that is Commensurate to the Bulk of it, the Fish
will rest there. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 71 ? 14 The
duties of life are commensurate to its duration.
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2. Of corresponding extent, magnitude, or degree ; I

proportionate, adequate. Const, to, also with.
1649 Hammond Scrm. Wks. 1684 IV. 554 That our hope ,

be but commensurate to our sincerity. 1660 W. Secklr Non.
such Prof. 15 A drop of praises is not commensurate to a
sea of favours. 1691 Ray Creation (1714) 157 The necks of
Birds and Quadrupeds are commensurate to their legs.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 95 You know how it can act when its

power is commensurate to its will. 1839 James Louis XIV,
II. 374 To assist him with a force at all commensurate to
the undertaking. 1863 Tvndall Heat iii. 59 If we have
firmness to imitate his [Newton's] example, we shall, no
doubt, reap a commensurate reward. 1873 Cook Job
{Speaker's Comm.) IV. 3/2 Prosperity and misery are not
always, .commensurate with man's deserts.

to. Corresponding in nature {with, to) ;
belong-

ing to the same sphere or realm of things. Obs.

1643 Milton Divorce n. iii. (1851) 68 Herein he . . judges
and is judg'd, measures and is commensurat to the right
reason. 1674 Govt. Tongue

(
J.), By the mediation of some

organ equally commensurate to soul and body. 1678 Cud-
;

worth Intell. Syst. 15 Plato adds, - that according to Em- 1

pedocles, the Definition of Colour was this, dn-oppoij o-y^fid-
T»f 6t//«i ov>iM«Tpof Kat ai<r0fj7bf, The Defluxion of Figures
. . Commensurate to the Sight and Sensible. 1875 Jowett I

Plato (ed. 2) I. 276 Colour is an effluence of form, commen-
surate with sight, and sensible.

4. Characterized by a common measure ; — Com-
mensurable 1. rare.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. I. xvii, We can. .have no positive
,

idea of any space or duration . . not made up, and com- I

mensurate to repeated numbers of feet or yards, or days,
and years, which are the common measures. 1788 Priest-
ley Led, Hist. in. xiii. 107 Were these three periods com-
mensurate to one another, that is, did a month consist of
any equal number of days and the year of a certain number
of lunar months. 1833 Herschf.l Astron. xi. 346 The mean
motions of no two planets are exactly commensurate.

t Commensurate (k^ne*nsifir4t, -Jur-), v.

Obs. [f. prec. : see -ate 3 • cf. mensurate and L.
j

mensurdre to measure.]

1. intr. To be of the same measure or extent

with ; to agree or * square' with, [rare.')

1643 R. O. Man's Mart. i. 5 Let us see how it commen-
surates with the vniversallity of Scripture and Reason.
Ibid. v. 21 Being only commensurates with Time, or length
of dayes.

2. trans. To make commensurate ; to propor-
tion ; to make to correspond in nature.
1655 60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701)481/2 Nature.. hath

equally commensurated the Senses according to the Sen-
Bibles. 11679 T. Goodwin Wks II. ill. 81 iR.) Fitly and
suitably commensurated and proportioned each to other.
a 171X Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 19, I . . will .

.

To Loveliness immense, commensurate my Love.

3. To reduce to a measure or standard ; to define

the extent of; to put a measure to; to measure.
1646 Jenkyn Remora 30 His designe shall commensurate

his reformation, gives it leave to go to such a degree and no
further. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. vii. 512 The 1

aptest termes to define or commensurate the longitude of
|

places. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 421/1 Before 1

the World there were, .neither year nor seasons, by which
j

this generable World is commensurated.

Comme'nsurately, ativ. [f. Commensurate
a. + -ly -.] In a commensurate manner ; propor-

1

tionately, correspondingly.
a 1679 T. Goodwin Wks. II. rv. 277 (R.) The law of sin and

the law of the mind . . are adequately and commensuratety
opposite. 11711 Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I.

j

142 God will be more commensurately paid. 18x3 W. Tay-
lor in Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 414 The sense of responsi-
bility is commensurately enfeebled,

b. So as to be commensurate.
1694 W. Holder Time ( J.), We . . make the day serve to

measure the year as well as we can, though not commensu-
rately to each year.

Commensurateness. [f. as prec. + -jrxss.]

The state or quality of being commensurate.
1661 Boyle Style Scriptures 165 Its Rules ought to be

estimated by their Tendency, and Commensuratenesse to its

End- 1853 De Quincey h'ks. (1862) XIV. 188 Want of
symmetry or commensurateness.

Commensuration (k^mensiur^i-Jon, -Jur-).

Now rare or Obs. [a. F. commensuration (14th c.

Oresme), ad. L. commensuration em (Boeth.), f.

com- together + mensu ratio measurement.]
1. The measuring of things against or in com-

parison with each other.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. <W. de W. 1531) 299 By applyenge parte
to parte and membre to membre, by commensuracion, as
Helisey dyd reyse to lyfe the wydowes sone. 169s South
Serm. (1697) I. 31 God s Omnipresence . . without any com-
mensuration of parts to any [space], or circumscription
within any. 1701 Grew Cosm. Sacr. 1. iii. (R.), A strait and
a curve line may perhaps be brought by immediate corn-
mensuration, nearer to equality than any given difference;
but the equality can never be brought to a point. 18x4 9
Landor I/uag. Com'. Wks, 1846 I. 487 The minds of few can
take in the whole of a great author, and fewer can draw him
close enough to another for just commensuration.

f2. The action of measuring; measurement. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 360 Such commensurations as
are made in the wanderynge turoynges of such vyages.
1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 288 The .. more Western
term of Longitude, from whence the moderns begin their

commensuration. 168a — Chr. Morals (1756) 38 Some cubits
above the common commensuration.

fb. As a quality: Measurement, measure,
magnitude, size. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 323 The largenes of heauen

and commensuration of the earth. 1650 T. Willsford
ArcAit. 6 The true commensuration taken tn Feet.

3. The action of proportioning, or fact of being
proportioned

; proportion, commensurateness.
i6»6 Bacon Sylva § 764 There must be a commensuration

or proportion between the Body moved, and the force. 1650
Bc'Lwer Anthropomet. 250 Judging of Commensuration or

1

Incommensuration of a Body. 1653 Wilkins Gift ofPrayer ,

ii. 1 R. ), He is pleased to esteem them [our services] by their
commensuration to us, if in respect of our abilities they

|

arc the best. 1781 W. Jones Phys. Disquis. in G. Adams
Nat. $ Exp. Philos. IV. xlii. 133 Where we look for com-
mensuration, we find variety and infinity.

t Comme'nsurative, «. Obs. [f. L. com-
mensurat- t^see above) + -IVE.] Having relation

to measurement or dimension.
Hence Comme*nsuratively, adv.
1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits $ Divels 55. Ibid. £7

The manner of corporall substances is to be in a place cir-

cumscriptiuely, commensuratiuely, dimensiuely, or locally.

Commensurator. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Com-

+ L. mensurator measurer.] One that measures,
or equals in measure.
1656 S. H. Gold. Laiu 80 We shall finde Commensurators

for all, let them commence as high as they can.

t Comme *iisure 1 t>. Obs. rare 1
. [cf. Com- i

mensurate v. and Commeasuhe v.] intr. -Com-
mensurate v. 1.

1654 J. P. Tyrants <y Protectors Set Eorth 43 His great-
ness provokes his goodness to commensure herewith.

Comment ^kp-ment), sb. Also 5-7 coment,
6 comvm^ente, commencT. [a. OK. comment
{•end, and commentary, ad. L. commenium in-

vention, contrivance, enthymeme, ;in Isidore) a
comment or interpretation (see Commentary)

;

from comment-us, pa. pple. of commin-isc-or (root

corn-men-) to devise by careful thought, contrive,
j

invent, f. *men-, root of mens, memini, etc. The
mod. use corresponds to that of Isidore.]

fl. An expository treatise, an exposition; a
commentary. Obs.

1400 Laufranc's Cirurg. 43 Galion scib in be eende of
his coment coold is moost grevous to a senewy lyme bat is

woundid. c 1475 Babees Bk. <i868) 1 This tretys . . this lytil

coment. 1513 Douglas s£neis Ded. 141 (end of Bk.t, I haue
alsso a schorl comment [v.r. commend] compild, To expon
strange hMoreis and termes wild. 1530 Palsgr. Introd. 5
A thirde boke, which is a very comment and exposytour
unto my seconde. 1609 Ben Jonson Case is Altered 1. ii,

H e speaks all riddle . . I must have a comment ere I can con-
ceive him. 1703 T, N. City 4 C. Purch. 45 Barbara., in
his largest Edition of his Comment upon Vitruvius. 1877

J. D.Chambers Dh: Worship 139 The middle three (lections)

from some Comment on Holy Scripture.

2. A remark or note in explanation, exposition,

or criticism of a literary passage ; an annotation

;

a remark or criticism on or upon anything).
1509 BabclaY ShyP of Polys (1570) 106 For all Scripture

new comentes to deuise. 1595 Shaks. John IV. ii. 263 For-
giue the Comment that my passion made Vpon thy feature. 1

a i6jj8 Cleveland Wks. (16871 11 Some Comments clear not,
j

but increase the doubt. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 494 Hence
comment after comment. 1781 Crarbe Library 191 Bibles 1

with cuts and comments. 1871 Ruskjn Munera P. Pref.

(1880) 25 What few explanatory comments I have felt it

necessary to add.

b. In extended and fig. uses.

1606 G. W[oodco<:kf.J Hist. Ivstt'ne 127 a, Which wonder
the southsaires interpreted to betoken a great .. altera-

tion . . which according to . . their coment happened. 1865
Dickens Mut. Er. 111. xv, Bella looked to Mrs. Boffin's face
for a comment on .. this stormy humour in her husband.
1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. V. xxiii. 264 The names of the
hostages . . are a good comment on the mixed population of
the Northern Kingdom.
3. collect. The expository or critical matter added

to illustrate the text of a book,
1589 Pappe u: Hatchet {1844) 41 Beware my Comment, tis

odds the margent shall be as full as the text. 1680 H. More
Apocal. Apoc. Pref. 31 The. .Text . . is printed . . in a black
English letter, the more easily to be distinguished from the
Comment. 1756 Bi rke I'ind. Nat. Soc. Wks. 1842 I. 17
Some adopted the comment, others stuck to the text. 1859
Tennvson Merlin <$ Vhnen 681 None can read the text, not
even I ; And none can read the comment but myself.

4. The action of commenting
; animadversion,

criticism, remark.
1847 Tennvson Princ. in. 35 Vou need not set your

thoughts in rubric thus For wholesale comment. 1878
Morley Cartyte Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 185 The fact that he
should have taken no distinct side .. has been the subject
of some comment.

T 5. ' Sometime it is taken for a He or fayned
tale* (Bullokar 1616; also in Cockeram 1623).
Obs. [So L. commentum : cf. also Comment v. i.]

6. Comb. &$>commcntlcss,comment-like vl<X). or adv.
1654 WfiiTLO* k Zootomia 242 They Comment-like refer

to this. 1886 H. Merivale in Temple Bar Mag. LXXVI.
550 The commentless record of such and such a letter.

Comment (Vment, kffrnent), v. Also 6
comente. [In branch I, ad. med.L. commentdre,
to devise, excogitate (usually in a bad sense, of
fraud or mischief\ by-form of L. eommentari, freq.

of comminis-ci, comment-us, to devise, invent, con-

trive : see prec. In branch II, app. immediately
f. Comment sb. : cf. F. commenter to expound
(Cotgr.), It. commentare to expound largely (Florio).

With the exception of that from Spenser (sense 1),

all the verse quots. accent the first syllable; but
some orthoepists recognize comment which is

usual in Scotland

;

cf. 1824 L. Murrav Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 349 Trisyllables
formed by adding a termination, .retain the accent of the
radical word : as . . commenting, commanding, assurance.

1

I. repr. med.L. commentdre.

T 1. trans. To devise, contrive, invent (especially

something false or bad). Obs. (The quots. 1554
and 1596 appear to connect this with branch II.)

1 1450 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) I. 129 Machomete the false pro-
phete. .commentenge (L. commentavit, v.r. adinveuil] the
wickede secte of Saracenys. 1554 Philpot Exam, Writ.
(Parker Soc.) 376 Whether it may be seen rightful to com-
ment any thing or to abate as concerning the matter in de-
fining holy scriptures. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vii. vii. 53 Where
were ye borne? Some say in Crete by name, Others in

Thebes, and others other-where ; But, wheresoever they
comment the same, They all consent that ye begotten were
And borne here in this world.

II. f. Comment, sb.

2. trans. To furnish with comments ; to make a
comment or comments on ; to annotate, arch.

1599 Thynne Animadv.(iB65) 75 Leysure to reprinte, cor-
recte, and comente the same. 1641 Milton Ch.Govt. v. ( 1851)
119 Anselme . . commenting the Epistles to Titus and the
Philippians. 1695 Humprey Mediocria 29, I comment there-
fore these words thus. 1700 Prior Carmen Sec. 158 To trace
each Foil, and comment ev'ry War. 1768 Johnson Pref. to
Shaks. Wks. IX. 285 The chief desire of him that comments
an author. 183)8-9 Hallam '/...'. Lit. 1. 1. iii. 149 The trea-
tise was commented, abridged, .and even turned into verse,

f b. with extension, into, away.
164a Fuller Holy Slate 33 (T.) She studiously avoids all

suspicious expressions, which wanton apprehensions may
colourably comment into obscenity. 17*6 Amhurst Terr*
Fit. No. 40. 217 This oath, like other oaths, is commented
away, and interpreted so loosly.

3. intr. To write explanatory or critical notes

vf to) on, or upon a text.

161 1 Cotgr. , CommenU, expounded, commented on.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 111.230 Hee. .Commenting
to that text of Scripture .. writes, etc. 1796 H. Hcnter
tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 757 To be copied,
printed, commented on, translated. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts.
I. 73 The same Manuscript which I am translating, and
upon which I am commenting.
4. To make comments or remarks on, upoti".

(Often implying unfavourable remarks.)
1 591 Shaks. Ttvo Gent. 11. i. 42 Not an eye that sees you,

but is a Physician to comment on your Malady. 1658 Sir
T. Browne Hydriot. Ep. Ded., Little expecting the Curi-
osity of future Ages should omment upon their Ashes.
1871 R. F. Wevmolth Euphuistn 11, I have been comment-
ing pretty freely on the errors of two critics. 187a Freeman
Hist. Ess. (ed. 2) 12 William of Malmcsbury's tale, on
which he himself thus comments.

b. with the remark as an obj. clause or sentence.

1643 Milton Divorce n. xv. (1851) 99 Commenting that
divorce was permitted only for the help of wives. 1883
Lloyd Ebb Flow II. 170 'Two opposite schools at once,
you see,* commented Gei-vase.

1 5. To remark mentally ; to meditate, ponder.
1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, IV. iii. 51 Come, I haue learn'd

that fearfull commenting Is leaden scruitor to dull delay.
1603 Return fr. Parnass. ill. v. (Arb.) 46 He doubles griefe

that comments on a wo.

Hence Commenting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

<594 [
st"e ll "643 Milton Divorce Introd. (1851) 10 The

shallow commenting of Scholasticks and Canonists, a 1649
Drcmm. ok Hawth. Queries ofState Wks. 177 Matters not
set down in it, or ambiguously, .understood, and by appen>
dixes and commenting supposed. 1710 Shaftesb. Charac.
11737* HI. 269 The criticizing or commenting Practice.

1857 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. I. 237 A commenting
literature, and a second-hand philosophy.

t Commentar. Obs. rare. [cf. F. commentaire
and see -ak 2.] Scotch by-form of Commentary.
1641 K. Baillie Paralt. Liturgy w. Mass-bk. 77 AH the

Commentary and deductions that they have made upon it.

Commenta'rial, a. [f. L. commcnldri-us +
-AL.] Relating to, or characteristic of, commen-
taries. Hence Co^mmentarialism, eoinmentri-

rial method.
1856 J. Grote in Cambr. Ess. 97 A considerable part, .of

the . . knowledge of some classical students . . having come
into the mind on no other method.. than the simple com-
mentarial one. Ibid. 92 The literary method has . . the
danger of degenetating into loose commentarialism.

Co mmentaried, a. rare. [f. Commentary
sb. or v. + -ED.] + a. Recorded in a commentary,
chronicled, b. Furnished with a commentary;
annotated.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarxh., Rich. II, cccxvi, The Com-

mentary 'd Acts Of mighty Ca?sar. a 1653 — Idylls 11. 48
Commentaried Blood I ransforms the Sheet.

t Co mmentario grapher. Obs. rare. [f.L.

commentdri-um Commentary + -grapher q. v.

There may have been a mod.L. commentdrio-
graphus (cf. historiographus, -grapher) as the im-
mediate source.] A writer of commentaries.
1576 Fleming Pancplie Ep. 220 C. J. Cxsar the comen-

tanographer.

Commentary ;k^ mentari ,sb. Also 6 comen-
tarie. [ail. I., commentdri-um, dri-us

v
in 16th c.

F. commentaire, It. commcntario), in its origin an

adj. (sc. volnmen, liber), f. comment-urn : see Com-
ment and -ary. In classical L. used in the senses
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'note -book, book of memoranda, or memoirs',
also (in Gellius) of 'annotations'. Isidore Orig.

vi. viii. 5 explains, ' Sunt enim interpretationes, ut

commenta iuris, commenta evangelii'.]

1 1. A collection of notes or memoranda ; a note-

book. Obs. rare.

1531 Elvot Gov. ii. ii, The same emperour spake seldome
openly, but out of a comentarie . . that he had before pro-
uided and writen. 1538 Starkey England 11. i. (1871) 162
By a commentary to conserue and kepe in memory.
2. A memoir ; in pi. memoirs, historical records

(properly less formal and elaborate than a history)
;

a treatise in explanation or exposition of some sub-

ject, as law or physic. (Chiefly Hist.)

1538 Leland Itin. VI. 6 He wrote certen Commentaries
concerning the Law. 1547 Homilies 1. Faith (1859) 36
He that readeth Cesars Commentaries .. hath thereby a
knowledge of Cesars life and notable acts. 1586 T, B. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 197 We (Frenchmen) studie
kitchin commentaries, as much as any good science.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, 11. it. § 2 Commentaries are they
which set down a continuance of the naked events and
actions, without the motives or designs, the counsels, the
speeches, the pretexts, the occasions and other passages of
action : for this is the true nature of a commentary. 1657
(tille), The Commentaries of Sir Francis Vere, being Diverse
pieces of service wherein he had command, written by him-
self in way of Commentary. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. ii.

12 Caesar . . has in one passage of the Commentaries com-
pressed into a few lines all that he could ascertain about the
Germans.

3. A treatise consisting of a systematic series of

comments or annotations on the text of a literary

work; an expository treatise following the order

of the work explained.

1538 Bale Tare Laives 1623 The commentaryes of Auicen
and Aueroyes. 1555 Eden Decades W. Iud. (Arb.) 279
The commentaries of Landinus vppon the fourth boke of
Virgyl his Eneades. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. Pref.
to Contents, Wee want not good Commentaries to discover
unto us the naturall sense of the Scripture. 1768 Johnson
Pre/, to Shaks. Wks. IX. 301 It is to be lamented, that such
a writer should want a commentary. 1840 Carlyle Heroes
(18581 249 Many volumes have been written by way of com-
mentary on Dante and his Book.

b. transf. and fig. Anything that serves for ex-

position or illustration ; a comment, remark,,

1538 Coverdale ProL to N. T. Wks. II. 36 One trans-
lation . . illustrateth another, and . . in many places one is

a plain commentary unto another. 1671 Grew Anat.
Plants Ded. Bp. Chester, How excellent a Commentary
This [Nature] is on the Former [the Scriptures]. 1748 J.
Mason Elocnt. 14 A just Pronunciation is a good Commen-
tary. 1814 Scott IVav. x-xiv, Waverley made no commen-
tary .. on the manner of the treatment. 1843 Prescott
Mexico vii. ii. (1S64) 223 Godly persons, .whose lives might
be a fitting commentary on their teaching. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. ii. vi, Mortimer laughed again, with his usual
commentaries of ' How can you be so ridiculous, Eugene !

'

and ' What an absurd fellow you are !

'

t Co mmentary, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To make a commentary, to comment on.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia IV. 119 To commentary vpon
all these proceedings.

2. trans. To annotate.
1648 J. Goodwin Right <y Might 41 Chrysostome .. com-

mentarieth the place, thus.

Commentate (k^menWt), v. rare. [A
modern formation, app. f. Commentat-or.]
1. trans. — Comment v. 2.

1794 Mathias Purs. Lit. 1. 222 Shakspeare . . Almost eat
up by commentating zeal. 1818 Todd, Commentate, to
annotate, to write notes upon [citing Mathias]. 1864 Spec-
tator 31 Dec. 1500 Refined prelates of the Medicean type
—the men who commentated not Fathers, but only poets.

1883 Atheu,vum 9 June 725 1 Men who . . cannot speak a
word of the languages they criticize and commentate.
2. intr. = Comment v. 3-5.
1859 Sat. Rev. V III. 98/1 The Commentator .. had been

taken in by one as competent . . to commentate as himself.
1861 Vacation Tour 123 The deer, indeed, rather like the
sheep .. and a flock scampering about three or four miles
off is instantly seen and commentated on by them.
Hence Co-mmentating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1794 [see above]. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. hit. (1867) 547
The commentating printer. 1889 J. M. Robertson Ess.
Crit. Method 89 The Byzantine commentating.

Commentation (k^ment?i jan). [In form ad.

L. commentation-em meditation, study, enthymeme,
also, a study, treatise, dissertation, n. of action f.

commentdri to meditate, reflect on, study, compose,
discuss, write upon ; the modern sense goes with
that of comment, commentary

, etc.]

+ 1. a. An expository note, a comment, a gloss,
b. An expository treatise, a commentary. Obs.
1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 512/1 Let vs not take

this commentation and charge that is conteined here . . but

? 3*
hearC G°d sPeake- l645 M - Casaubon Orig. Temp.

Evils 19 Learned Mr. Vossius . . in his elaborate Commen-
tations De Origine Idolatrise. 171a Spotswood in W. S.
Ferry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I. 191 Some good com-
mentations upon the Scriptures.

t 2. Invention, devising
;
sometimes, with mix-

ture of 1, comment which is a mere invention or
concoction. Obs. Cf. Comment v. u
165a Gaule Magastrom. 127 Magick and astrologie, and

mens fanaticall opinions and commentations thereupon,
a 1734 North Exam. i.iv.§ 5 Meer Inventions and Com-
mentations of Faction. — Lives (1826) II. 385 By subtile
commentations;, and wild inferences

Vol, II.

+ 3. Meditation, excogitation. Obs. rare" 1
.

a 1670 HaCket Abp. Williams II. 207 His Papers of long
study, and much commentation.

4. The making of comments ; commenting.
1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 89 The sort of com-

mentation that has been made on the election. 1857
Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. I. 205 These causes .. make
criticism and commentation flourish. 1875 G. Dawson
Shaks. # other Led. (1888,1 117 Much of the commentation
upon Shakespeare.

Commentative (k/me-ntativ), a. rare. [f.

L. stem of commentat-or, etc. + -ive.]

+ 1. =COMMENTITIOUS. Obs.
1716 M. Davi esA then. Brit. 11. 79 These two Commentative

Pamphlets were first edition'd in French. Ibid. III. Crit.
Hist. 37 The same Impudent Arian dares in those forg'd
Commentative Tracts, adventure to make Origen say, etc.

2. Making or containing comments.
1846 Worcester cites Eel. Rev.

Commentator (Vment^taA [In form a. L.
commentator, agent-noun from commenta/-/(seeCoM-
mextation;; hence = ' inventor, author* (Tertull.),

the modern sense is associated with that of com-
ment, commentary. So mod. F. commentateur.~\

+ 1. A writer of historical 'commentaries', a
chronicler. Oh. rare.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 19 We awe not to condempne
commentatores and wryters of storyes spekenge diuersely.

2. A writer ofexpository comments or critical notes
on a literary work ; the writer of a commentary.
1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 3 A Commentator

unto the Text, askes the question. Ibid. III. 230 Cornelius
a Lapide, a . . great Commentatour upon holy Scripture.

1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. iii. § 3 (16591 583/2 It is said of
some Commentators, the places on which they treat were
plain till they expounded them. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav.
(1760) III. 274 The tomb of Accurst, a commentator on the
law. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1S75) I. Notes 219 To find in

the author of Faust his own best commentator.
attrib. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III. 189 In our

commentator-capacity, 1833 Ediu. Rev. LVII. 426 Com-
mentator-learning heaped upon the ' Divine Comedy'.
Commentator, obs. f. Commendatob.
Commentatorial (Vmentato>rial), a. [f. L.

type *commentdtdri-us (f. commentator) + -al ; cf.

dictatorial, etc.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic

of, a commentator or commentators.
1822 Blackw. Mag. IX. 455 His Latin, after all, is com-

mentatorial. 1857 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. I. 182 The
Commentatorial Spirit, the Dogmatism .. of the Middle
Ages. 1882 Seeley Nat. Relig. 174 When the commenta-
torial spirit is renounced, when free inspiration moves again.

Co mmenta torship. [see -ship.] The
office or performance of a commentator.
1765 B. Lowth Let. IVarbnrton 89 A Quack in Commen-

tatorship, and a Mountebank in Criticism. 1839 Maginn
in Eraser's Mag. XX. 253 A revived zeal for commentator-
ship on Shakespeare. 1882 Seeley Nat. Relig. r. iii. 55
Those who confound commentatorship with philosophy.

Commentator^ (kpme-ntatsri), a. [ad.L.

type *commentdton-us.] Of the nature of com-
mentation.
1868 C. E. Appleton Life $ Lit. Relics (1881) 331 So far

as it was not merely commentatory on the past.

Commente, -tie, obs. ff. Commonty.
Commenter, -or (kp'mentsj, kf>me-nt3j\
Forms: 6 -our, 7 -or, 7- -er. [f. Comment v. +-er,
-or : cf. L. commentor, deviser, contriver, author.]

1. One who comments; a commentator. {Obs. in

specific sense; frequent in 17th c.)

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 293 Also the commentor
Etn., 5

0 [seyth] bat Socrates . . seide Men of Athene mowe
dampne Socrates but bey mowe not make him unrijtful.

1529 More Heresies 1. Wks. 152/1 He wold that the student
of scripture shoulde lene to the commentours & vnto natural!
reason. 1617 Collins De/. Bp. Ely 11. vii. 255 What Na-
2ianzenes commentor sayes. a 1631 Donne Sat. n. (R.),

Slily, as any commenter goes by Hard words or Sense, 1825
Coleridge Aids Reji. (1848) I. 51 Commenter on a Scotch
Bishop's Platonico-Calvinistic commentary on St. Peter.

X 2. An inventor, a concocter. Obs.
a 1645 [see next].

f Commentiter. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. L. com-
mentlri, commenlit- to devise a lie (f. mentiri to

lie) + -ER.] A deviser of lies, a liar.

a 1645 Featley Dippers Dipt 227 No expositors, but
impostors ; no commentators, but commenters, nay rather
commentiters.

t Commenti'tial, a. Obs. rare" 1
. = next.

1611 Coryat Crudities 521 Some commentitiall forgeries
of their owne braines.

i Commentitious (kpmenti'Jss), a. Obs. [f.

L. commented- us (-titi-us) invented, feigned (f.

comment- ppl. stem of comminisci to invent).] Of
feigned or invented sort

;
fictitious, lying.

1614 Day Festivals (1615) 294 A commentitious and fained
Matrimony. 1615 Curry-c./or Cox-c. v. 209 Such idolatrous
and Commentitious trumperies. 1699 Bentley Phal. iSi

As false and commentitious as our Sibylline Oracles. 1849
W. Fitzgerald tr. Whitaker's Disput. 664 They were full

of commentitious fables.

Hence Comment! tiously adv., Commenti-
tiousness.
1652 Gaule Magastrom. 252 They.. sought to winne the

waight of authority . . by commentitiously prefixing his.,

name. 1727-31 Bailey vol. II, Commentitiousness, coun-
terfeitness, forgedness.

Commenty, obs. f. Commonty,

Commer, obs. f. Comeb.
Commerband, var. Cummerbund, Indian sash.

Commerce (kfj-majs), sb. Also 7 comerce,
commerse. [a. F. commerce, ad. L. commercium
trade, trafficking, f. com- together, with, + mcrx,
merci- merchandise, ware. Used only since the
16th c. ; the earlier term was merchandise. The
stress was orig. on second syllable, as in Watts
1706 (sense 2 c)

;
Gay 1720 (sense 1) shows the

present usage.]

1. Exchange between men of the products of
nature or art ; buying and selling together ; trad-

ing; exchange of merchandise, esp. as conducted
on a large scale between different countries or dis-

tricts; including the whole of the transactions,

arrangements, etc., therein involved. Chamber of
Commerce : see Chamber sb. 4 c.

1587 Fleming Conttt. Holinshed III. 415/1 So hath the
same mutuall and naturall concourse and commerce beene
without interruption, .to the singular great benefit and in-

riching of their people. 1598 Florio, Comercio, trafficke,

intercourse, commerce. 1650 Howell Lett. II. To Rdr. 2

They are the soul of trade; they make commerce Expand
it self throughout the univers. 1720 Gay Poems (1745 1 II.

31 There commerce plenty brings from foreign coasts.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Chambers 0/ Commerce, are as-

semblies of merchants and dealers, where they treat of
matters relating to commerce. 1784 T. Gordon' (title, Car-
riages, for the purposes of inland commerce, agriculture, etc.

1875 Jevons Money (1878) 83 All commerce consists in the
exchange of commodities of equal value. 1884 Pall Mall
G. 26 Feb. 12/1 The war of commerce which, under the
name of ' competition goes on unceasingly.

+ b. pi Mercantile dealings. Obs.

1593 ^' Harvey Philad. 3 Hee will be aboue your com-
mences, and throw you into the marshes. 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 18 What are the commerces of men, but courteous
cousenages? 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 185 Modera-
tion in commerces.

f c. The company of merchants, the commercial
body (of a place), [ad. Sp. comercio.] Obs.

1748 Anson's Voy. 11. x. 239 The commerce at Manila are
provided with three or four stout ships, that, in case of any
accident, the trade may not be suspended. Ibid. 111. viii.

376 The Commerce and the Governor disagreed.

d. (t)Trade, business [obs.); a business, rare.

1758 Binnell Descr. Thames 256 Fisheries denote the

Commerce of Fish, more especially the Catching them for

Sale. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-Cap Wks. 1889 XII.
107 Disposure of the commerce—that took time, And would
not suffer by a week's delay.

2. Intercourse in the affairs of life ;
dealings.

1537 Cdl. Pole Let. in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. Ixxxiv.

219 To have me in his hand he would be content . . to dis-

turb al commerce between .. man and man. 1601 Shaks.
Twel. N. in. iv. 191 He is now in some commerce with my
Ladie. 1736 Bolinghroke Patriot. (1749) 218 The free and
easy commerce of social life. 1760 R. James Canine Mad-
ness 13 Domestic animals which have the greatest Com-
merce with mankind. 1794 Paley Evid. 11. iv. 114 In our
Lord's commerce with his disciples. 1858 Hogg Li/e Shelley
II. 329 He sought literary and scientific conversation, and
the commerce of wits.

t b. (with a and plural?)
a 1641 Suckling Lett. 67 Makes me think writing a dull

commerce. 1656 tr. White's Pcripat. Instit. 428 In all the
Peregrinations of the Patriarchs, or even the commerces of
the Kings with /Egypt. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 76 r 1 A
Man who is . . not engaged in Commerces of any Consider-

ation, is but an ill Judge of the secret Motions of the Heart
of Man.

c. Intercourse or converse with God, with

spirits, passions, thoughts, etc.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xvii. (T.\ Places of publick re-

sort being thus provided, our repair thither is especially for

. .commerce to be had between God and us. 1638 Wilkins
New World vi. 1707) 45 Souls, that, .have freed themselves
from any Commerce with the Body. 1706 Watts Horse
Lyr. 1. Love on a Cross, I hold no more commerce with
Hell. 1796 Burnf.y Metastasio III. 39 Worthy of a man in

commerce with the Muses. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude xw.
(1850) 354 We sank Each into commerce with his private

thoughts. 1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, iii. 85 To hold any
commerce with great and sublime principles.

td. Of good (etc.) commerce: agreeable (etc.)

in intercourse, ( pleasant to meet \ Obs.

1791 Miss Burney Diary 11876) III. 371 The Bishop .. is

otherwise intelligent and of good commerce.

3. Intercourse of the sexes ; esp. in a bad sense.

1624 Heywood Gunaik. iv. 181 With all these noble ma.
trons he is said to have commerse. 1712 Steele Sped. No.
266 p r The unlawful Commerce of the Sexes. 1749 Field-

ing Tom Jones Wks. 1775 III. 40 Sophia's virtue .. made
his commerce with lady Bellaston appear still more odious.

1798 Malthus Popul. (1806) II. in. ii. 104. 1859 Tennyson
Merlin $ Vivien 769 What say ye to Sir Lancelot? . . That
commerce with the Queen . . is it . . whisper'd in the comer ?

1 4. Interchange (esp. of letters, ideas, etc.). Obs.

1608 11 Bp. Hall Medit. (1851) 138 Here is a true natural

commerce of senses . . the lame man lends his eyes to the

blind ; the blind man lends his legs to the lame. 1690 Bp.

Ashe Let. in Academy 25 Mar. (1882) 212, I have setled a
Comerce of Letters with a Celebrated Russian Bishop. 1692

Bentley Boyle Led. ix. 309 A reciprocal commerce of Ac-
tion and Passion. 1741 Middleton Cicero (1742^ III. ix. 55
A constant commerce of Letters between him and Brutus.

+ 5. Communication, means of free intercourse.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 95 This Caspian Sea. .has no
commerce or entercourse with any Sea. 1665-6 Phil.

Trans. 1. 115 A Communication, by a Subterraneous Chan-
nell with another Whirl-pool . . by which Commerce the

86
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waters, .are conveyed through the said underground Chan-
nel to the other Gulf. 1675 Ibid. X. 469 Taking out the
stopple again I opened its commerce with the outward air.

1757 A. Cooper Distiller \. it. (1760) 16 Free from the too

rude Commerce of the external Air.

6. Cards. A game in which exchange or barter

is the chief feature. Also atlrib.

173a Mrs. Delany A utobiog. ffCorr. fi86i) I. 346, 1 played
two pools at commerce. 1776 Mrs. Harris in Priv. Lett.

1st. Lord Malmesbury I. 341 The ton here is the game of

'Commerce' which the fine people play immoderately high.

1779 The Sylph 1. 238 My former winnings are in the sweep-
stake-pool at the commerce-table. 1780 Miss Blrney Diary
(,1854) I. 270 Whist players in one, and a commerce party
in the others. 1818 Blackw. Mag. III. 532 Playing at

Commerce, that most dull round game. 1870 At/ietixum

4 June 734 Then, in 1776, the game of ' Commerce which
children play now for amusement, was 1

all the rage '.

f b. Game of commerce : see quot., and cf. Fr.

jeux de commerce in Littre ; also Commercial a. 6.

1748 Chesterf. Lett. II. 145 A few pistoles at games of
mere commerce, and other incidental calls of good com-
pany.

7. Comb., as commerce-crushing adj.

c 18 19 Bentham Wks. II. 383 The continent-blockading
and commerce-crushing decrees proclaimed by Buonaparte.

Commerce (^msusj, v. Also 7 commerce,
[f. prec. sb., or f. F. commercer, in same sense, (f.

the sb.); cf. also L. commercidri to trade, and
med.L. commercdreJ]

f 1. intr. To carry on trade ; to trade, traffic.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshcd III. 1415/1 That the ..

subiects of either side, .should safelie, freelie and securelie

commerce togither. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. v. Notes 83
Which with his shipping once should seeme to haue com-
merst. 1660 R. Coke Poiver -y Subj. 49 And men did in

those dayes commerce and exchange one with another.

2. To have intercourse or converse, hold com-
munication, associate with. arch.

1596 Spenser State IreL Pref. 3 Those of English bloud
weie forbidden to marry and commerce with them. 163a
Miltos Pensfroso 39 With .. looks commercing with the
skies, Thy rapt soul sitting in thine eyes. 1636 Hevwood
Lore's Mistr. 1. Wks. 1874 V. 104 He shew thee .. What
kind of people I commerst withall In my transhape. 1756
Amory Buncle 1 17701 I. 44 Abraham and his sons conversed
and commerced with the nations. 1842 Tennyson Walking
to the Mail, Commercing with himself, He lost the sense
that handles daily life. 1887 Lowell Democr. 70 To com-
merce with fresh forms of nature and new varieties of man.

f 3. To communicate physically.
a 1639 Chapman &. Shirley Chabot m. ii, The way . . by

which these spirits should commerce, by vapours ascending
from the stomach to the head. 1680 Morden Geog. Rect.

(1685 326 The Convenience of four Seas .. by which it

Commerces with the principal Regions of the World.

f4. trans. To traffic or deal in. Obs. rare.

16x4 Heywood Captives 1. i. in Bullen O. PL IV, Where
lust and all uncleanes are commerst As freely as comodityes
are vended.

Hence Comme rcing vbl. sb. and a.

1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all 6 By dayly commercing
and discoursing. 1632 Lith(;ow Trav. VL 264 Sixe Ger-
manes, foure French-men, and nine Commercing Franks.
1808 J. Barlow Columb. rv. 90 Commercing squadrons o'er

the billows bound. 1830 Carlyle Chartism (1840) 87.

Commerceable, Obs. [f. Commerce sh.

or v. +- -able ; cf. K. commercable, Sp. comerci-

able.] Open to traffic.

1654 Earl Mosm. tr. Bentivoglio's Warrs of Flatuiers

416 It is hardly commerceable at any time of the year.

Commerceless, a. [f. Commerce sb. + -less.]

Devoid of commerce or trade.

1768 Sterne Sent. Joum. 11782 1 I. 135 In some dark and
dismal room behind [the shopl he sits commerceless in his

thrum night-cap a 1799 in Tytler Mem. Ld. Karnes II.

11 (L.) 1 ne savage commerceless nations of America.

+ Commercement. Obs. [f. Commerce v. +
-ment : possibly repr. a F. word of the same form.]

Dealings ; intercourse (commercial or social).

1537 Cdl. Pole Let. to Cronnvell (Cott. MSS. Cleopatra
E. vi. f. 3501, I shuld abstayne from all commercement wyth
thatt part other by word, wrytyng or dede. 1610 Markham
Masterp. 1. i. 1 1 hose with whom I hold any commerce-
ment. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 8 Men's own industry and
laboriousness, doth much more predominate and rule over
all their mutual commercements, then any higher cause.

1 Comme rcer. Obs. [f. Commerce v. -t-er:

cf. trader.] a. A trader. Tt>. A person that one
has to do with ; a 1 customer \

163a Lithgow Trav. vni. 360 A Turkish Bashaw .. euer
preying vpon Christian Commercers. Ibid. 11. 66. 1654
W. Mountagu Devout Ess. 11. 105 tL.) He would rather

fright than fancy such commercers.

+ Comme rcery. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ery.]

Trading, commercial intercourse.

1604 T. Wright Passions 111. iv. 97 Alexander asked a
pyrat..How he durst be so bold to infest the seas, and
spoyle the commerceries ?

Commerciable (k{Tm5\iJab
1

l), a. ff. L. com-

mercia ri (see Commerce v.) + -able : cf. Sp.

comerciab/e, and Commerceable.] That may be

trafficked with ; fit for commerce.
1786 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) 1. 597 Articles, .more com-

merciable in her hands.

Commercial vkffcna'jfal), a. [mod. f. L. com-

merci-um Commerce + -al: cf. mod.F. commercial,

Sp. comercial (not found in early 17th c. Diets.)]

1. Engaged in commerce ; trading.

(11687 Pftty Pol. Arith. iv. (1691) 82 The whole Com-

mercial World, or World of Trade, consisteth of about
Eighty Millions of Souls, as aforesaid. 1691 T. H[ale]
Acc. New Invent. 129 What Harbours and Ports there are
in the whole Commercial World. 1774 Burke Sp. Electors
Bristol Wks. III. 21 A rich commercial city, .a part of a
rich commercial nation. 1817 Ponsonbv in Pari. Deb. 9
There were in the House many commercial men. 1837
Dickens Ptcktv. xiv, Did you ever hear of the great com-
mercial house of Bilson and Slum? 1856 Staslev Sinai
<$• Pal. vi. U858) 271 The two great commercial states of
the ancient world.

2. Having reference to, or bearing on commerce,
as in Commercial Law, Treaty.

1744 J. Campbell (title), Voyages and Travels containing
..the commercial History of Chorea and Japan. 1765 ititlet,

Commercial Laws, Charters and Decrees. 17891 title), Cata-
logue of the Commercial Library at Hamburg. 1866 Crump
Banking Pref. 7 To pass a commercial examination previous

to engaging in business. 1889 Times 30 Dec 13/2 Com-
mercial geography, in the strict sense, can hardly be con-

sidered as an ordinary school subject.

3. Of or pertaining to commerce or trade.

1757 Johnson Pref. to Roll's Diet. Comm. Wks IX. 422
A time in which . . commercial gain was sought with such
general emulation. 1815 M'Culloch Pol. Econ. 1. 39 The
great principles of commercial freedom. 1848 Mill Pol.

Econ. in. xii. § 3 There is said to be a commercial crisis

when a great number of merchants and traders at once,

either have, or apprehend that they shall have, a difficulty

in meeting their engagements.

4. Such as passes current in the transactions of

commerce.
1752 Johnson Rambler No. 192 F 11 My contempt of the

commercial dialect. x8si J. Q. Adams in C. Davies Metr.
Syst. 111. 115 The corresponding commercial weight propor-
tional to their pound troy. 1879 E. Garrett House by
IVks. I. 32 The dusty ways of common commercial morality,

b. Forming an article of general commerce.
Generally implying chemical impurity, or a different quality

from that which is used for scientific or medical purposes.

c 1865 Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 318 The commercial acid is

generally not quite pure. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 749 s.v.

Catechu, The ordinary commercial catechu is prepared by
boiling the chips.

5. V iewed as a mere matter of business ;
looking

toward financial profit.

1882 Pebodv Eng. Journalism x. 71 The Public Adver-
tiser, if not the first English newspaper to be published upon
commercial principles, was the first English newspaper
that proved a commercial success. Mod. The commercial
aspect of the enterprise is not very promising. It is a purely
commercial speculation.

6. Phrases. Commercial letter, note : sizes of

writing paper in U. S. t Commercial play : cf.

Commerce 6 b. Commercial room : a room in an
inn, hotel, etc., for the accommodation of commer-
cial travellers and their customers. Commercial
traveller : an agent for a manufacturer, wholesale

trader, etc., who travels over a district, showing
samples and soliciting orders.

1749 Chesterf. Lett. II. 247 Are they little commercial
play, are they music, are they la belle conversation, or are

they all three ? 1774 Ibid. I. 318 Do lyour Amusements and
Pleasures] consist in little commercial play \un petit jeu de
sociiti) in good company? 1837 Dickens Pickw. xiv, In
the evening the 'commercial room* was filled with a social

circle. 1855 title). Commercial Traveller in Light and
Shade. x86o Dickens (title\ Uncommercial Traveller.

B. sb. .Short for commercial traveller.

1855 Dickens in Story of his Life <ed. 2) 225 A most
amusing and sprightly speech upon 'Commercials'. 1861

— Gt. Expect, xiii, A waiter .. said ..' The Commercials
sent up their compliments '.

Commercialism (k^m5\iJaliz'mV [f. prec]

1. The principles and practice of commerce ; the

commercial spirit. (Often disparaging.)

1849 Eraser's Mag. XXXIX. 109 Young men in London,
with their prurience, their effeminacy, their quill-driving

commercialism. 1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke xxxix, The buy-
cheap-and-se 11-dear commercialism, in which he had

t
been

brought up! 1889 G. Gissing Aether World II. xi. 228
Commercialism had divorced art and the handicrafts.

2. A commercial custom, practice, expression.

1881 K.
J.

Crowest Phases Mus. Eng. Contents, Musical
Commercialisms. 1883 Athenaeum 3 Mar. 273 The excruci-

ating commercialism 'Maria wrote Mrs. Inchbald' for
' wrote to Mrs. Inchbald 1

defaces almost every page.

Comme rcialist. [f- as prec. + -ist.J One
professionally engaged in commerce ; an adherent

of commercialism.
1807 Sot they Esprielta's LettA\%\^\\. 91 Heaven forbid

that the clamour of philosophizing commercialists should
prevail ! 1845 Stocqleler J/andbk. Brit. India (18541 365
Many difficulties which would have prostrated the energies

of other than English commercialists.

Commerciality (k^maujiix-litn. [f. Com-
mercial + -ity ; cf. F. commercialite.] Commer-
cial quality or nature.
1861 G. Meredith Evan Harrington II. vii. no It was

to seem business-like—the commerciality of the English
mind. 1889 Pall Mall G. 4 Oct. 5/2 Speaking of what he
called the commerciality of modern artists.

Commercialize (k/»5*i/il»U\ v. [f. Com-
mercial + -IZE; cf. F. commercialiser.'] trans. To
render commercial, make a matter of trade ; to

subject to commercialism. Hence Comme rcial-

ized ///. a , Commercializing.
1830 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 14/1 There has

been a great extension of the Dower of commerce, not only

In itself . . but in the commercializing of agriculture. 1850

Eraser's Mag. XLI. 581 Expense and rank went more

together of old than in our more commercialized country.
1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. III. vi. ci. 420 Agriculture ..

. .has been, in America, commercialized, and become really

a branch of trade.

Hence Commercializa tion.
1889 Pall Mall G. 17 June 3/2 The commercialization

of the Indian railway system, giving business rather than
military management.

Commercially (k^nSjpUl), adv. [f. Com-
j
mercial + -LY -.] In a commercial manner ; from
a commercial point of view ; as a matter of trade.

1795 Burke Scarcity Wks. VII. 414, I consider the stop-

ping of the distillery, ceconomically, financially, commer-
cially, medicinally, and in some degree morally too, as a
measure rather well meant than well considered, a 1845
Hood Desert.Bom viii, I'o speak still more commercially.

1883 J. Thornton in Standard 27 Apr. 6/1 The nitric

[acid] was commercially pure. There is another chemically
pure, and that is the best.

t Comme'rciate, v. Obs. Pa. pple. -at. [f.

L. commtrcid-ri to trade : see -ate.] intr. To hold

intercourse, associate with.
1740 Cheyne Regimen 42 Nothing impure can return to

live and commerciate with, or be united to God perfectly.

Ibid. 322 To be united and commerciat eternally with
infinit purity and Perfection.

Commercing, vbl. sb., etc. : see Commerce v.

Commere : see Cummer.
Commerge kffinaud.s), v. [f. Com- + merge.]

intr. To merge together, coincide.

1827 T. Carlyle Germ. Rom. III. 239 With very few do
these festivities, like Holiday and Apostle's day, commerge.

Commerous, obs. form of Cumrhous.

Ii Commers kfJme"rs'. Also commerz. [Ger.

ad. L. commcrcium : cf. Commerce sense 2.] A
social gathering of German University students,

]

etc.. held at a house of public entertainment.

1855 Thackeray Kewcomes I. 259 A commenr, a drunken
bout. 1868 Daily News 12 Aug., A students' Commers
consists in drinking unlimited beer and smokingany number
of cigars. 1888 Pall Mall G. 20 Oct. 2/2 The evening
closed with a Commers and public distribution of prizes in

a large hall.

Commess, Sc. variant of Commis, Obs.

Commessation, -estible, -et : see Come-.
Commeve, obs. variant of Commove.
Commical, -ick, obs. ff. Comical, Comic.
Commiccion, -iction, obs. ff. Commixtion.

t Co*mmigrate, v. Obs.—° [f. L. commigrd-re

(cf. next): see -ATE 3
.] intr. To migrate together.

J 7S5 Johnson, Commigrate, to remove in a body, or by
consent, from one country to another. I Hence in mod. Diets.]

t CommigTa'tion. Obs. [ad. L. commigrd-

tidn-em migration, t commigrd-re to remove with

all one's effects, migrate, f. com- with -t migrdre to

migrate.] Migration : properly, on a large scale.

16*7 Hakewill APot. 1. i. 34 Wee read of diverse commi-
grations or removalls of Nations. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig.

Man. n. vii. 201 Notning impedes their mutual commigra-
tions. 1695 Woodward Sat. Hist. Earthx. 1721) 184 The
Inhabitants, lost all Memory °f their Commigration. 1755
Johnson, Commigration, a removal of a large body of

people from one country to another.

2. Tiansmigration (of souls).

1613 Pl'rchas Pilgrimage v. vi. 406 The Commigration of

soules into the bodies of Beasts.

+ Commi'litant. Obs. Also eomilitant. [f.

L. commilitdnt-em, pr. pple. of commilitdt e to fight

in company, f. com- + militdre: cf. Militant.]

A. sb. A fellow-warrior, fellow-soldier.

1577 Hellowes Guevara's Chron. 222 O most excellent

princes and my commilitants. i6xs Drayton Poly-olb.

xviii. 296 His marshal! compere . . and brave commilitant.

17*8 Morcan Algiers II. iv. 258 The disastrous Kate of

Barbarossa, and so many of his brave comilitants.

B. adj. Fighting in alliance.

1835 F. Mahony in Eraser's Mag. XI. 573 Spain and
Brabant eomilitant— Bavaria and Castille.

II
Commilito. Obs. Also commiliton, -one.

\L.commilito,-onem fellow-soldier, comrade, (.com-

with + miles, milit- soldier ; = It. commilitone, F.

*commititon.] A fellow-soldier.

1600 J. Melvill Diary {1842) 400 My said commilito

began a long discourse. 1656 Bi.ount Gwssogr., Commili.
tone, a fellow souldier, a Camerade. 1657 Hawks Killing

is M. 20 With the help of his Commilitons. 1805 Med.
frnl. XIV. 551 The sick soldier, removed from his early

acquaintance or cotnmilitones.

Commin, -alitie, -altie, -ty(e: see Common.

Comminate ik^ min^'t), v. [f. L. commindt-

ppl. stem of commindri 1 cf. next): see -atk">.]

trans. To threaten (with Divine vengeance\ ana-

thematize. Abo with acc. of cognate meaning,

and intr. Hence Co mminating vbl. sb.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. tx. ix. (1632) 613 Either by
perswasion, or crauing, or commanding, or comminating, or

excommunicating. 1801 G. Hardinck Sec. Essence of
Malone 55 (L. 1, 1 cannot agree to this anathema, though com-
minated by, etc. 1839 Ld. Cockburn jrtil, I. 219 No one

liked less to be thwarted or could comminate better. "847-

54 Thackeray Christmas Bks. 118721 73 Oronow, if he
comminates his neighbour'scongregation, is the affectionate

father of his own.

Commination (k^min^i Jan), [a. F. commina-

tion, ad. L. commindtion-em , n. 01 action f. com-

mindri to threaten with, menace, f. com- intensive

+ minari to threaten : see Minatory.]



COMMINATIVE. 679 COMMISERATE.

1. Denunciation of punishment or vengeance, esp.

threatening of Divine punishment or vengeance.
J460 Ca pgrave Chron, 122 Than mad Swayn a grete

comminacion to the town of Seynt Edmund, that he schuld
distroye it. 1533 Mure Apol. xxxiit. Wks. 897/2 The ter-

rible comminacion and threate . . in the Apocalyps vnto the
byshoppe of Ephesy. 1640 Gent Knave in Gr. u. i, Why
your Comminations and undecent language point thus at

me. 1631 Baxter [nf. Bap/., The terrible Comminution of

our Saviour against Scandalizers. 1863 Goulburn Com-
munion I. 77 Breathing commination rather than Love.

b. Often loosely used for £ denunciation, anathe-

matizing* (with reference to sense 2).

1813 T. Jefferson Writ. 11830) IV. 194 The priesthood .

.

repeating their comminations against me. 1824-9 Landor
/mag. Conv. (18461 I. 350 Pouring out his choler and com-
minations. 1865 Sat. Rev. 11 Feb. 156 Their orthodox
commination of all taxation.

2. Liturgy. A recital of Divine threatenings

against sinners; in the Anglican Liturgy, forming

part of an office appointed to be read after the

Litany on Ash-Wednesday and at other times.

Also applied to the whole office.

1552 Prayer-bk., A Commination against Sinners, with
certain Prayers to be used divers times in the year. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxii. § 14 That memorable com-
mination set down in the book of common prayer. 1710
Wheatlf.y Bk. Com. Prayer xw. Introd. tT ), In the last

review of our Liturgy, a clause was,added for the sake of

explaining the word commination. .So that the whole title

. .now runs thus : A commination, or denouncing of God's
anger and judgements against sinners, with certain prayers.

Jig. 1865 Mrs RlDDBXL Geo. Geith II. xii. 143 Mentally
he read a whole Commination over the heads of the Firm.

3. allrib., as commination service, the office

containing the Commination -'see 2) ; also transf.
C1805 Coleridge Three Graves I1L xvii, For on that day

[Ash-Wednesday] you know we read The Commination
prayer. 1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser. 11. II. iv.88 He read
Commination Services over these unwelcome creatures.

Comminative (kfrmin&iv), a. rare. [ad.

L. commindtiv-us menacing, f. ppl. stem of com-
tttindri : see prec. and -ive.] Conveying a com-
mination or tiireatening.

1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, iii. 90 The inflexible in-

tegrity of the record, and its comminative intention,

b. as sb. A denunciatory expression.
1888 Standard 12 Apr. 5/1 A fine selection of catching

comminatives on the text of the Budget.

Comminator (k^min^tw). [a. L. com-
minator, f. commindri : see prec] One who
threatens or denounces vengeance ; one who curses.

1682 H. More Annot. GlanvitCs Lux. O. 74 In Com-
minations the Comminator is the Creditor, and he that is

menaced the Debtor. 1884 N. <$• Q. 19 Apr. 319/2 We
failed to recognize in the gallery of comminators the fine

picture of the man . . standing in the early morning at his

garden gate and ' swearing at large '.

Comminatory ;k^minat3ri), a. [ad. med.L.
commindtori-us (,in F. comminatoire), f. com-
minator'. see -ORY.j Conveying denunciation of

punishment or vengeance
;

threatening, denun-
ciatory.

1508 Fisher Wks. 169 The decre comminatory whiche
was ony beest that toucheth the hyll . . shall suffre deth.
1605 Ansiv. Supposed Discov. Rom. Doctr. 39 What com-
minatory letters did they write to his Maiestie. 1649
Roberts Clavis Bibl. 532 The rest of the Prophecy is..

Comminatory, or chiefly consisting in threatenings. 1798
Antiq. in Ann. Reg. 413 The comminatory thunders of the
Roman pontifs. 1890 W. O'Brien WJten ive were Boys
(ed. 2) 502

1 Bah !' he said, waving a comminatory arm at
the angry crowd.

+ b. as sb. Obs.

1656 Shepherd's Kaletidar viii. {heading), The pains of
Hell comminatories of Sinnes.

Comming, obs. f. Coming : see Come v.

Commingle (Mmi-rjg'l), v. [f. Com- together

+ Mingle ; tne more normal Eng. form is the obs.

Co-mingle
; commingle imitates words like com-

mix, commit, etc., in which the compound, or its

elements are Latin or Romanic]
To mingle or mix together, to blend : a. intr.
a 1626 Bacon Phys. Rem. (J.), Dissolutions of gum tra-

facanth and oil of sweet almonds do not commingle. 1648
Ierrick Hesper., To M. Henry Lames, If thy voice com-

mingle with the string. 1795 Southey Joan ofArc VL 371
The frequent groan of death commingling with the storm.
1866 Motley Dutch Rep. UL iv. 408 As incapable of com-
mingling as oil and water.

b. trans. (Mostly in pa. pple., which may orig.

have been intr.)

1648 Herrick Hesper., Upon Julia's Recov., Health on
Julia's cheek hath shed Clarret and creame commingled.
1795 Southey Joan 0/ Arc ix. 356 And thither bear Eng-
lish or French alike commingled now. 1840 Howitt Visits
Remark. Places Ser. I. 226 The shock which commingles
earth and heaven. 1848 Lytton Harold x\. 301 A yell of
such terror and woe and wrath, all commingled.

Commingled ikffmi-ng'ld), ppl. a. [f. prec. +
-ed i.J Mingled together, blended.
1648 Herrick Hesper., To Julia, Of flowers a sweet com-

mingled coronet. 1869 Lynch Ch. if St. 12 A chaos of
commingled and conflicting good and evil.

Comminglement. rare. [f. Commingle +
-ment. (An instance of the use of this suffix with
a non-Romanic word.)] A mingling, mixture.
1833 Blackw. Mag: XXXIII. 257 A ludicrous commin

-

glemeut of anger and goodwill. 1883 Faxtom Hood Scot.

Charac. iv. 92 A weird comminglement of metaphysician
and mathematician.

Commingling 'kjJtai'gglirj), vbl. sb. [f.asprec.

+ -ing l.J The action of the verb Commingle.
1854 Landor Lett. American 51 The best breeds are im-

proved by crossing and commingling. 1869 E. A. Parkes
Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3, 6 The commingling of small streams
forms rivers.

Commi ngling, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That commingle
;
mingling together. Cf. the verb.

1814 Southey Roderick iv, Proud distinctions which
commingling blood And timers long course have failed to

efface. 1821 Byron Sardan. v. i. 471 The commingling fire

will mix our ashes. 1864 Earl Derby Iliad iv. 522 The
shouts and yells of those commingling hosts.

Comminli, obs. f. Commonly.
Comminuate (kpmi ni«

t£'t), v. rare, [irreg.

(like F. comminuer) f. L. comminuere : see Com-
minute and -ate^ 6.] trans. = Comminute.
1666 J. Smith Old Age (ed. 2) 104 It will comminuate

things of so hard a substance that no Mill can break. 1827
Steuart Planter's G. 11828) 203 This treatment .. tends to

comminuate the subsoil turned up.

Comminuent (k^mi'nittent). Math. [ad. L.

comminucnt-em, pr. pple. of comminuere to lessen,

diminish.] (See quot.)

1842 Db Morgan Diff. if Int. Calculus 66 note, To avoid
..repetition of'aquantity which diminishes without limit

when A_r diminishes without limit', I have coined this

word [comminuent] . . To comminute two quantities is to

suppose them to diminish without limit together: commi-
nution the corresponding substantive ; commitments quan-
tities which diminish without limit together.

t Commi nuible, a. Obs. rare— l
. [f. L. com-

minu ere (see next) + -(i)ble.] Capable of being
comminuted or pulverized.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud, lip. il v. 83 A Diamond
steeped in Goats bloud, rather encreaseth in hardnesse .

.

the best we have are comminuible without it. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Comminuible, that may be broken in pieces. [So
in Johnson, and mod. Diets.]

Comminute (kpmimwt), v. [f. L. comminftt-
ppl. stem of comminu-ere to reduce into smaller

parts, lessen ; f. com- together + minu-ere to make
smaller, lessen, f. root of min-us, min-or less.]

1. trans. To reduce (solids) to minute particles ;

to break, crush, or grind to small fragments or to

powder ; to pulverize, triturate.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 800 Entire Bodies, and not commi-
nuted, as Sand and Ashes. 1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2033
Such Menstruum's as may dissolve and comminute the
hard Stone in the Bladder. 1769 Pennant Zool. III. 197
[They] feed chiefly on shell-fish, which they comminute
with their teeth. 1880 Nature XXI. 203 Nor [are] their

teeth [adapted] for comminuting hard bones.

f b. transf. To divide a liquid) minutely. Obs.

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 515 By comminuting and mixing
the Bloud in the Gills. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Obsers.
Surg. (ed. 4) 297 The Falling of a Column of Water.,
abrades and comminutes the inspissated Juices.

C. To reduce to minuteness, to diminish, rare.

1842 W. Grove Corr. Phys. Forces 17 Direct and reacting
waves, continually comminuted, but never destroyed.

d. trans/. To divide or break up {e.g. property)

into small portions.

1836 Sir H. Tavlor Statesman xxix. 217 If the patronage
be comminuted and placed in several hands, i860 Adler
FaurieTs Prov. Poetry xv. 340 Fiefs . . became so commi-
nuted as no longer to afford the means of easy subsistence

to their too numerous proprietors.

2. intr. {Math.) [L. com- + minu^re.] Proposed
by De Morgan for * to diminish together without
limit ' : see Comminuent.
Hence Co mminuting vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1766 Pennant Zool.,River Trout Salmon iR.), The supe-
rior quantity of shell-fish, .may more frequently call for the

use of its comminuting powers. 1870 Rolleston Amm.
Life Introd. 51 The absence of comminuting organs an-
teriorly to the Gizzard.

Comminute (ko-mmult), a. [ad. L. com-
minut-us pa. pple. of comminuere : see prec]
~ Comminuted. In mod. Diets.

Comminuted (k^miniwted),///. a. [f. as prec.

+ -ed A
.]

1. Reduced to minute particles, or portions.

1725 Bradley Fam.Dict. s.v. Transplanting, By. .drench-
ing the mould with water . . and by meliorating with sweet
and comminuted lactations. 1774 Pennant Tour Scotl.

(1772) 242 The soil is composed of sand and comminuted
shells._ i860 Sat. Rett. X. 306/1 The comminuted political

condition which is just now so noxious to his country. 186a
Dana Man. Geol. 74 Sand is comminuted rock of any kind
. . common sand is mainly comminuted quartz.

2. Surg. Of a bone : Broken or crushed into

several pieces. So comminutedfracture.
1790 J.Aitken Ess. Fractures 5. 1831 Sir A. Cooper
Distoe. ^ Fractures (ed. 7) Descr. Plate xxviii, A compound
and comminuted fracture of the radius. Ibid., Fragments
of the broken radius extremely comminuted.

Comminution (k^minittjsn). [f. L. type
commindlidn-em, n. of action f. comminu-ere

;

see prec. Not recorded in class. Latin (which
has minutio, diminution.']

1. Reduction or breaking up into small frag-

ments ; pulverization, trituration.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 13 Hardnes [of the teeth]

necessary to the Comminution of meate. 1691 Rav Crea-
tion i.1714) 28 In all sorts of serpents there Is no Mastication

or Comminution of the Meat. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters
III. 33 The whole sulphur . . suffers no change but comminu-
tion. 1878 BtLL Gegenbauer's Comp.Anat. 213 The organs
for the comminution of the food,

b. Surg. Cf. CoMMlNU'lED 2.

1820 Sir A. Cooper Surg. Ess. 11. fed. 2) 138 Compound
fracture of the thigh attended with considerable comminu-
tions of the femur.

2. transf
1751 Johnson Rambler No. 108 F 4 This natural and ne-

cessary comminution of our lives. 1881 Times 23 July 11/5
The perpetual comminution, not to say destruction, of per-

sonal influence by change of locality [in Wesleyanism].

3. Math. Proposed by De Morgan for 'diminu-
tion (of two quantities; together without limit':

see Comminuent.
Co'mminutor. [Agent-n., in L. form, f. com-
minuerc to Comminute.] An implement for pul-

verizing the soil after ploughing.
1859 Jrnl. Agric. Soc. XX. t. 182 The land is previously

ploughed, and then follows ' the comminutor

t Commis. Obs. In 6 Sc. -mess. [a. F. commis
deputy, clerk, subst. use of commis, pa. pple. of com-
mettre to Commit, appoint, employ :— L. eommissus,
f. committere. Commis is therefore one who is

specially employed or commissioned.] A deputy,
delegate, clerk ; used chiefly of foreign officials.

1573 in T. Thomson Inventories (1815 187 Jam.), I send
to Servais wife and to his commess the pasmentar in the
abbay, and causit thame graith me ane chalmer. 1697 D.
Jonks Seer. Hist. Whitehall i. 1 Interpreter for the English
Affairs to the Principal Commis or Clark of the Dispatches.

1779 Ld. Pembroke Sp. in Ann. Reg. 11780) 129/1 This clerk

in office, this commis contrary to all military establishments
. .was now a Lieutenant Colonel.

t Commi'SCible, a. Obs. rare— 1

. [ad. L.

commiscibilis, f. com-mise-ere to mix together : see

-ble.] That may be commixed ; miscible.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 563 Diagridium. .is without
venue ; nor easily connniscible.

t Commi'Se, v. Obs. Forms : 4 comise, 5
comyse, 5-6 commyse, 6 commysse, commiss,
5-7 commise. [f. F. commis, -mise, pa. pple. of

commettre to Commit : cf. commise committal

;

formed in the same way as premise, promise, sur-

mise^ An earlier type of the vb. Commit.
1. trans. To give in charge, entrust, consign

;

= Commit i, 3.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cclvii. 336 Lord Egremond was
..commysed to prison. 1485 — St. Wenc/r. 1 The seid

theuith. .also commysed to hym his dorter. 1521 Fishes
Wks. 316 Peter . . to whom he commysed . . the cure of the
christen people. 1623 Favihe Theat. Hon. 11. xii. 177 Had
their cause commised in the said Parliament.

2. To commission, appoint ;
= Commit 5.

1475 Caxton Jason 72 For to supporte the shal be com-
mysed Zechius and Zethephius thy lieutenaunts. 1491 —
Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) I. vii. 10 b/2 He . . commysed
many men to kepe hem.
3. To commit, perpetrate, do (a crime, offence,

etc.) ; —Commit 6. Rarely in a good sense.

1475 Caxton Jason 124 The shameful feet commysed by
them. 1485 — Chas. Gt. Introd. 1 Werkes haultayne doon
and commysed by their grete strength. 1491 — Vitas Pair.
(W. de W. 1495) [. xvi. 19V1 Commisynge many theftes.

1538 Bale God's Promises 111. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 297 An
uncomelye acte without shame Ham commysed.

Commiserable ^kfJmi'zerab'l), a. [{. ~L.com-

misera-ri to Commiserate + -ble : cf. miserable.]

1. Deserving commiseration ;
pitiable, lamentable.

1609 Sir E. Hobv Let. to T. H. Ded., To all Romish
Collapsed Ladies of Great Bretaine, Commiserable Ladies.

«i63i Donne Lett. 11651) 46. <z 1670 Hacket A bp, Wil-
liams I. 11692' 201 Their commiserable condition. (11711
Ken Hymnar. Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 78 Thy Ears will open
be, To hear the least commiserable Plea. 1873 F. Hall
Mod. Eng. 193 note, Acutely conscious what commiserable
objects I consent to be ranked with, for my hesitation.

f 2. Showing commiseration
;

pitying, com-
passionate. Obs. rare.

1618 T. Gainsford P. Warbeck in Select. Hart. Misc.

(17931 83 Neither gentleman, nor man of worth, hath ex-

tended a. .commiserable arm of assistance towards you.

t Commi'Serant, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. L.

commiserdnt-em, pr. pple. of commiserdri : see

below.] Showing commiseration ; full of pity.

c 1606 MS. Tract in Stubbes' A fiat. Abuses 11879) Introd.

79* On the holye dayes, which our commiserant Lord or-

dayned in part for the reste of them, and all brutes.

t Commi serate, ppl. <*« Obs. rare— 1
, [ad.

L. commiserdt-us, pa. pple. of commiserdri : see

next.] Commiserating, pitying.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (16131 176 Which this holy Father
(with no little commiserate hart-bleeding) beholding, etc.

Commiserate (k^toi*rfr^*t), v. Also 7 co-

miserate, -at, -misserate. [f. L. commiserat-

ppl. stem of commiserd-ri in same sense, f. com- +
miserd-ri (ante- and post-class, -are) to bewail,

lament, pity, f. miser wretched, lamentable.]

1. trans. To feel, show, or express pity or compas-
sion for (the wretched or unfortunate, or a misfor-

tune") ; to bewail, pity, compassionate. Also absol.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. lxxxvi. (1612) 355 The valer-

ous Romaine President, commiserating her. x6n Rich
Honest. Ag9{l%4\) 59 Here is now a theft committed, and
a direct breach of Gods commandement yet to be comiser-
ated. 1633 Heywood Eng. Trav. v. Wks, 1874 IV. 94, I

be- 2
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know you all commiserate my losse. 1706 Maule Hist.
Picts in Misc. Scot. I. 35 This great victory, .did move the
Birtains more to commiserate than to fear. 1790 Beatson
Nov. «V Mil' Mem. II. 93 His present Majesty .. com-
miserating his case, restored him. 1858 Holland Titcomb's
Lett. vii. 126 Profoundly to be commiserated is that child

who looks back upon his home as upon a prison house. 1871
H. Ainsworth Tower Hill 111. xxvii, She did not exult in

her rival's fall, but, on the contrary, commiserated her.

2. To express sympathy with, condole with.

1655 Gouge Comm. Heb. ii. 18 It is expedient that Minis-
ters of Gods Word be men of like passions with others . . that

so they may more commiserate others. 1708 Ocklev Sara-
cens (1848) 406 Muslim. . was the first that died on Hosein's
side, and Hosein went and commiserated him at his last

5asp. 1^767 Fordvce Scrm. Yng. Worn. icd. 4) II. xiii. 225
'he aptitude, .to commiserate and comfort.

Hence Commi serating vbl. sb. and ///. a.
;

Commiseratingly adv., with commiseration.
a 1638 Mede Whs. L xxxvii. 1 R. L What a gentle and com-

miserating judge God is. 1639 Fuller Holy War v. ii.

(18401 245 The beholding ofthe Templars' torments, .wrought
in the people .. a commiserating of their persons. 18*7
Foster in Life <y Corr. 118461 II. 127, I should feel some-
thing very like a commiserating sympathy. 1861 G. Mere-
dith Evan Harrington I. x. 184 ' Poor Jack !

' Evan inter-

jected commiseratingly. 1888 Farjeon Miser Farebrothcr
I. xi. 148 He gazed commiseratingly at Mr. Linton.

Commiseration ;k^mi zer^ Jan . Also 6-7
-misseration, 7 comiseration, -cion. [ad. L.

commiseration-em (also F. commiseration* 16th c.

in Littre ), n. of action f. commiserari to CoM-
Miseuate.] The action of commiserating ; the

expression of feelings of pity or sorrow for the

affliction or distress of another ; pity, compassion.
1585 Aup. Sandys Serm. (1841) 226 The judge may not give

place to commiseration : his place is a place of equity, and
not of foolish pity. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. rv. ii. 64 Haue
comiseration on thy heroicall V assail. 159* tr. Junius on
Rev. xiv. 9 A vehement commisseration of their estate.

1604 T. Wright Passions v. 154 Let no man help him, nor
take commiseration vpon his infants. 164s Milton Af>ot.

Smect. (1851 1 303 To take into hearing and commiseration
the long remedilesse afflictions of this kingdome. 1708
Swift Death Partridge, I prevailed with myself to go and
see him, partly out of commiseration, and partly out of
curiosity. 1862 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. II. ii. 43 They
not unfrequently wonder why, from being born blind, they
should be held to be objects of commiseration.

b. A feeling or expression of pity or compassion.
1624 Capt. Smith Virginia in. i. 43 They pretended out

of their commisserations, to referre him to the Councell.

Commiserative [kfftnrzerativ), a. [f. as Com-
HISEBATK V. + -IV*.] Given to or showing com-
miseration ; compassionate.
1612-5 Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. in. v, If thou wert thus

commiserative upon earth, art thou lesse in heaven? 1614
Coknwallis in Gulch Coll. Cur. I. 165 As this commisera-
tive Kingdom hath always given to aliens, in cases of trial

in causes criminal, a 1876 M. Collins Th. in Garden 1 1880)

II. 249 The commiserative old lady filled his glass with
more sherry.

Hence Commrseratively adv., with commisera-
tion, pityingly.
a 1613 Overbl-ry A Wife (16381 81 Whose weaknes he

assists no otherwise than commise ratively.

t Commi serator. Obs. rare- 1
, [n. of agent,

in L. form, f. Commiserate v. {Miscrdtor is re-

corded in L.)] One who commiserates.
1682 Sir T. Browse Chr. Mor. 11. vi. (T.), Deaf unto the

. . cries of charitable comnumerators.

tCommiss, a. Obs. [ad. L. commiss-us com-
bined, put together

; pa. pple. of committ-he to

Commit.] In Cross commiss : see cjuots.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 1. 51/2 This [*lau] is termed the
Cross Conimi« .

,
being a token of Absolution, especially

when the Malefactor hath it stamped on the hand. Ibid.

in. 408/1 T..is used for the Cross Commiss, or Cross Tau,
vulgarly called Saint Anthonics Cross.

t Commissar. Obs. chiefly Sc. Also 5 comis-,
commissure, 6-7 commisser(e. [ad. F. commis~
saire, ad. med. L. commissari-us : see Commissary
and -ar2.] x= Commissary in various senses.

1425 Sc. Acts Jas. I (1814! Pref. 19 ijam.) Alsua the com-
missaris of the burovys, in the name of the haill merchandis
of the realme. 1427 Ibid. < 1 597 I 101 That of ilk Schiref-

dome their be send [to Parliaments] . . twa or maa wise men
. . the quhilk sal be called Commissares of the Schire. c 1475
Pict. voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 780 {Nomina Ecclesiasticorum\
Hie Comissarius, comissere, 1567 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (15971
% 28 Anent the Artickle proponed be the Commisseris of
Edinburgh, a 1649 Acts Chas. I 1S14 1 V. 320 fJam.) Electit

Mr. Alexander Gibsone of Durie to be general commisser
of the haill kingdome . . and of all the forceis, armeis, regi-

mentis, etc. 1681 Act Prot. Rett'g. Scott, in Lond. Gas.
No. 1649/2 All Sheriffs . . Officers of the Mint, Commissars
and their Deputs, their Clerks and Fiscal*.

Commissarial (kpmise**rial) t a. [f. med.L.
commissari-us + -Ah.] Of or pertaining to a com-
missary.
170a Case of ScJtedule Stated 62 In his Commissarial

Capacity. 1795 Hull Advertiser 21 Mar. 2/2 The long
expected Commissarial decree, .was. .published. 1808 Ma-
lone in W. G. Hamilton Pari. Logick xxxii, That minute
and commissarial knowledge of petty military matters.

Commissariat (kpmise*'riat). Also -ot.- [In

I. a. ¥. commissariat, repr. med.L. type *com-

missdridt-us, f. commissari-us Commissary : see

-ate 1 1. In II. formed on another sense of Com-
missary ; this use being app. peculiar to English.]

I. In Scotch Law.
1. A commissary court ; the office or jurisdiction

of a commissary ; the district over which the

jurisdiction of the commissary extends.
1609 Sc. Acts 20th Pari. Jas. VI, c. vi. (i6ii» 32 Ovr

. Soveraigne Lord. .hes. .restored and redintegrate the Arch-
bishops and Bishops . . to their former authoritie . . and

I special lie to the jurisdiction of Commissariaies. Ibid. 33
Prejudicial! to the heritable right of the Commissariate
within the bounds of Argyle, perteining to Archbald now
Earle of Argyle. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk 1 1 842) 30
Hamilton . . had gotten a judicatorie of commissariot.

1708 J. Chamberlavne St. Gt. Brit. 11. 11. vi. (1743 1 394
Here [in Scotland] are likewise courts, called the commis-
sariot, answerable to those of the English diocesan chancel-
lors. 186s Chambers' Cyct., The inferior commissariats.,
had been abolished by a previous statute, each county being
erected into a separate commissariat, of which the sheriff is

commissary. 1883 lllust. Lond. News 24 Feb., The Scotch
confirmation, under seal of the Commissariot of Hadding-
ton, of the will of the Earl of Wemyss and March.

II. In military use.

2. That department of the military service which

j

is charged with the duty of providing food and
]

other supplies for the army.
1779 T. Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859 L 2I *> Wagonage, in-

i deed, seems to the commissariat an article not worth econo-
mising. 1808 Wellington in Gurw. His/. IV. 21 The

1 horses of the Commissariat will be at Cork on Tuesday and
Wednesday. 1855 Macau lay Hist. Eng. III. 427 The bad

j

provisions furnished by the Commissariat. 1876 I. H.
Newman Hist. Sk. I. 1. i. 6 It is commonly said, that a
well-managed commissariat is a chief condition of victory.

3. trans/, of any non-military department or

organization for the supply of provisions.
1812 South ey in Q. Per. VIII. 341 There is no commis-

sariat for supplying I-ondon. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. vi.

56 [ItJ has prevented our rifles from contributing any ma-
terial aid to our commissariat. 1881 Daily Tel. 23 Feb., A
street commissariat of great magnitude and importance may
arise.

4. Supply of provisions, food-supply.
i86x Swinhoe N. China Camp. 177 The greater part of

1 the evening was spent in arranging for the morrow s com-
,

missariat. 1870 Emerson Soc. tf Sotit., Courage Wks. (Bohn>

I

III. 112 The meal and water that are the commissariat of
the forlorn hope . . are sacred as the Holy Grail-

5. attrib. (esp. used as in commissariat beef, rum,
boots, etc., i.e. those supplied by the army com-
missariat.')

1858 Froude Hist. Eng. IV. 287 The commissariat and
transport services. 1863 H. Cox Instit. in. viii 710 The
Commissariat Officers were subject to the . . supervision of
the Treasury. 1869 Rawunson Anc. Hist. 96 Excellent
commissariat arrangements.

Hence Commissa riat v. nonce-ivd., to look after

the commissariat of an army.
1865 Carlylk Frcdk, Gt. IX. xxi. ii. 260 You were with

the Allied Army, commissariating and the like.

t Commissariate (kf?mise>ri|<?t). Obs. [In

origin the same word as prec. ; but here repr. Ger.

commissariat, in a special applicationJ (Seequot/
176* tr. Buschinsfs Syst. Geog. IV. 537 Such of the in-

habitants as devote themselves to the sciences are instructed

either at Heiligenstadt by the Jesuits, or at Duderstadt by
the clergy in the commissariate. Ibid. IV. 541 Duderstadt
. .is the residence of the commissariate, or spiritual-court.

Commissary (kjrmisari). Forms : 4-5 com-
myssary, 4 7 -missarie, 5 comissarie, -yssari,

-yssarye, 5-6 -issarye, commissarye, 6 com-
misarie, 6- commissary, [ad. med.L. commiss-

Sri-us (whence F. commissaire) one to whom any
duty is specially committed or entrusted, an officer

in charge, commissioner, f. commiss-us committed,

entrusted, specially appointed : see -ary.]

1. One to whom a special duty or charge is com-
mitted by a superior power ; one commissioned to

act as representative ; a deputy, delegate.

c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Mauhode 11. xii. 118691 79 Of this pleyn
power we yeuen yow, and maken yow commissarye. 1494
Vabvan vm. 549 Chosen and deputed specyall commyssancs
by the thre astatis of this present pariyament. 1581 J. Bkll
Haddon's Answ. Osor. 391 b, His Bulles of Pardons and his

deputary Comissaryes. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 931
To set out the solemne dances and shewes, for which he
was chosen commissarie and overseer. 1649 Selden Laws
Eng. 11. xiii. {1739)69 (They) declared themselves by their

Commissaries, to be the Three States, and Representative
of the People of England. 1683 Apol. Prot. Prance ii. si

A Declaration was published, requiring that there should be
a Papist Commis-vary in their Synods. 1787 T. Jefferson
Writ. (1859} II. 30a Commissaries are to be appointed on
each side to see that the disarming takes place. 185a

Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) III. iii. 37 The nobles and pre*
lates thronged thither, and the towns sent commissaries.

fig. 0x631 Donne Poems 394 tT.l Great Destiny, the
Commissary of God, That has mark'd out a path and period
For everything.

2. Eccl. An officer exercising spiritual or eccle-

siastical jurisdiction as the representative of the

bishop in parts of his diocese ; or one entrusted with

the performance of an absent bishop's duties.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 154 Let Cart-sadele vr Commis-
sarie, vr Cart he schal drawe. 1377 Ibid. ft. xv. 214 In be
constorie bifor be comissarie he cometh nou^t ful oftc.

c 1450 Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 680/37 ( Nomina Dignitatum
Clericorum\ Hie comissarius, comyssari. 1533 Mokk APol.

xlvii. Wks. 930/2 A priest taken for heresy, and in the com*
missnries handes. i6xx Rich Honest. Age\%%^ 16 If shee

be rich, and hath abiliiie to bring her acc.iser to the Comis-

saries Court? a 1661 Fuller Worthies L 336 He was. .a
singular good Advocate, Chancellour of Ely, Commissary
of Sudberry and Westminster. 1716 AvtirfB Parerg. 160
The Commissaries of Bishops, whose Authority is only in
some certain Place of the Diocess, and in some certain
Causes of the Jurisdiction limited to them by the Bishop's
Commission. 1856 Frolde Hist. Eng. I. 183 We can then
imagine what England must have been with an archdeacon's
commissary sitting constantly in every town

;
exercising an

undefined jurisdiction over general morality. 1863 H. Cox
Instit. 11. xi. 568 Courts of commissaries appointed by the
bishops. Mod. Clergy List {Bishops, and Cathedral Estab-
lishments

,
Canterbury, Commissary of City and Diocese.

Winchester, Chancellor of the Diocese and Commissary for

Surrey.

3. Eng. Univ.^B,. At Oxford, formerly the title

of the Chancellor's Deputy (Vice-Chancellor', b.

At Cambridge, an officer who holds a court of
record for all privileged persons under the degree
of M.A. (see quot. 1797).
1431 W. Warbelton in Ellis Orig. Lett. n. 34 L 104 The

saia suppliant .. sent his servaunts to the Chaunccllor of
Oxenford and his commissarie. 1530 1 Act 22 Hen. VIII,
c. 12 Scholers. .that go about beggynge, not beyng author-
ysed . . by the commissary e Chaunccllour or vychancellour
of the same. i6ox Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 548 In 1446, he
being then in his Regency, he became one of the Commis*
saries of the University [there were three in succession in

1446J. 1797 Camb. Unix*. Calendar 139 The commissary is

an officer under the chancellor, he is an assistant or assessor

to the vice-chancellor in his court. 1886 Act 49 tf 50 Vict.

c. 31 Pream., The chancellor of the University of Oxford
and his commissary (commonly called the vice-chancellor).

4. Mil. An officer or official who has charge of

the supply of food, stores, and transport, for a body
of soldiers. (Formerly they also inspected the

musters of men.)
1489 Caxton Paytes of A. 1. xii. 33 There shal be wyse

comyssaryes that code hede shal take that for couetyse of
the payement of the souldyours noo decepcion be made.
1633 Bingham Xenophon 89 One .. told me that the Com-
missaries for victual! had infinitely abused the Armie 1633
T. Stafford Pac. Hib. xxi. 11821) 215 The Commissaries
of the Musters. 1685 Lond. Gas. No. 3030/2 The Auxiliary
Troops begin to arrive . . Commissaries nave been sent to

receive them and to provide alt things necessary for them.
171X Ibid. No. 4823/3 Any of the Deputy-Commissaries of
the Musters. 1768 Simes Mil. Medley, Commissary of

stores is an officer in the Artillery who has the charge of all

the stores. 178a Burke Sp. Nabob Arcot's Debts App.
Wks. IV". 363 He was commissary to the army in that ex-

pedition. 1837 Carlvle Pr. A'if. 111. 1. viii, (L.\ A miscel-

lany of soldiers, commissaries, adventurers.

5. In Scotland : The judge in a commissary court
;

in present practice, the sheriff of each county acting

in the commissary court. (Cf. Commissar.)
1885 Diet. Nat. Biogr. III. 53/2 It was found necessary

to institute a commissary court at Edinburgh [in 1563] ..

Balfour was the chief of the four first commissaries.

6. A superior officer of police (in Prance). [F.

commissaire de police]
1855 Macau lav Hist. Eng. KtL (1872) III. 191/2 The

commissaries of* police ran about the city . . and called the
people up to illuminate. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt..
Cap C. 11889* 7 1 Had he proposed this question lo . . the

Police, The Commissary of his Quarter.

7. attrib.

1870 Lowell Among my Bis. Ser. 1. (1873) 299 His mad
foray upon the Grecian commissary stores.

Commissary court, a. The court of a bishop's

commissary, b. in Sc. Law. {a.) A supreme court

established in Kdinburgh in 1563, in which matters

of probate and divorce, previously under the juris-

diction of the bishop's commissary, were decided ;

it was absorbed by the Court of Session in 1836 ;

{b.) A sheriff or county court which appoints and

confirms executors of deceased persons leaving

personal property in Scotland.

[1616 R. C. Times' Whis. vi. 2546 The Commissaries
court's a spiders webbe. 1643 J. White tst Cent. Scan-
dalous Priests 7 That the Commissaries Court were the

suburbs of Heaven.) 1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. /.aw 11809)

62 Hence the Commissary Court was called the Bishops
Court. 1885

Commissary general. A chief or head com-
missary, a. gen. One appointed to act as supreme

representative of a superior power.

1*555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 11. vu. (Arb.i 126 Whom
yowrc hotynes created generall commissarie in the warres.]

1561 in Strype Ann. Ref. L xxv. 380 Appointing him his

vicar-general, delegate, and commissary-general in spirit-

uals. i6z0 Markham Souldiers Gram. tL 12 The Judge-
Marshall, or Comissarie generall, who ought to be a learned

Gentleman and skilfull in the ciuill and Marshall Lawes.

1768 Boswell Corsica ii. (ed. 2 1 83 The Genoese sent to

Corsica a commissary general, or governour over the whole

island. 183a tr. Sismomlis Hal. Rep. xvi. 345 He had been

named commissary general, with unlimited power over all

that remained without the capital.

b. Mil. The head of a department of the military

service charged with the victualling, etc., of the

army ; the chief of a commissariat service.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres v ii. 151 The .. guarding of

them [viclualers] did concerne the Commissary Generall of

thehoste. 1688 J.S. ArtofWar$b The Commissary General

of the Victuals. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3825/3 Her Majesty

has been pleased to constitute the Rt. Hon. the Lord Walden
Commissary-General of the Musters. 1717 51 Chambfrs
Cycl., Commissary-General of the musters, or muster-

master general, takes un account of the strength of every

regiment, reviews them, sees that the horse be well mounted,

and all the men well armed and accoutred. 1811 WsLUMO*
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ton in Gurw. Disp. VII. 404 A Commissariat should be ap-
pointed consisting of a Commissary general, and a certain

number of deputy commissaries and assistant commissaries
and clerks. 1886 Wliitakers Almanack 175 Commissariat
and Transport Staff . . Commissaries-General . . Deputy
Commissaries-General. Ibid. Ordnance Store Department.
Commissary-General . . Deputy Commissaries-General.

Commissaryship (.ty-misaripp). [f. prec.

+ -ship.
J The office or position of a commissary.

IS63 87 Foxe A. M. 1117 (R.) Dismissed of his com-
missariship. 1701 Bp. G. Hooper Proc. House Conroe.
Vind. 42 His other Imagination of the Commissaryship
of the Lower House. 1726 Ayliffe Parerg. 162 A Com-
missaryship is not grantable for Life, so as to bind the
succeeding Bishop.

Commisser(e, var. of Commissar Obs.

Commission (k^mrjon), sb. { Also 4-7 with

usual interchange of mm and m, i and yt
ss and s

or c, 0 and ou. [a. F. commission, ad. L. com-
mission-em, n. of action f. committ-ere to Commit,
entrust, etc.] Etymologically: The action of com-
mitting, or fact of being committed, in the various

senses of Commit, but chiefly that of 1 entrust

'give in charge'. Many specific uses were developed

before the word became English, so that the senses

show no logical order here.

1. Authoritative charge or direction to act in a
prescribed manner

;
order, command, instruction.

^Generally, of the commissioning authority.)

c 1440 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 574/21 Commissio, a com-
myssion. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 5 Commanded by
strayte commyssyons & maundements that euery beest
shold come thyder. 1535 Coverdale Ezra viiL 36 They
delyuered the kynges commyssion unto the kynges officers.

1536 J. Heywood Spider F. Ix. 10 His looke was com-
mission, silence to commaund. 1667 Milton P.L. VII. 118

Such Commission from above I have receav'd, to answer
thy desire Of knowledge within bounds. 1742 Young Nt.
Tk. IX. 635 Stars teach, as well as shine. At nature's
birth, Thus, their commission ran — ' Be kind to man '. 1869
Freeman Norm, Conq. (1876 III. xiii. 297 They gave him
no direct commission to bind them to any consent.

b. To have it in commission : to have it autho-
ritatively committed or entrusted to one to do.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. VII. ix- 202 Dare bad bai And bare

gave absolutyown, As bai had in-to comyssyown. 1684
Bunyan Pilgr 11, 144, I have it in Commission, to comfort the
feeble minded, and to support the weak. 1833 H. Cole-
ridge North. Worthies 11852) I. 75 He [ParkerJ is the first

minister of the Gospel that ever had it in his commission
to rail at all nations.

2. Authority committed or entrusted to any one
;

esp. delegated authority to act in some specified

capacity, to carry out an investigation or negotia-

tion, perform judicial functions
}
take charge of an

office, etc. (Said to be that of the authorizing

person, and also of the person authorized.)
1480 Caxton Ckron. Eng. ccviii. 190 He axed the keyes

of the yates of the Cyte thurgh vertue and strengthe of his

commyssyon. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xxix. 31 Semeia hath
prophecied vnto you without my commyssion. 1549 Compl.
Scot. xiv. 116 Artabasus, to quhome he gef commissione til

accord vitht pausanias. 1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log. 1. vii.

41 The Lawe abhorreth such thin^es as are doone without
authoritie or commission, a 1654 Selden Table-t. (Arb.) 88
Eat within your Stomack, act within your Commission.

1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759* I. i. 2 The Authority and divine
Commission of Christ. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 355
Dundee, .had summoned all the clans which acknowledged
his commission to assemble for an expedition into Athol.

b. spec. That of an officer in the army or navy.
Hence such phrases as to accept, receive, hold a
commission. (Some of these phrases probably
originated with the instrument, as in 3 b, c.1

1672 Dryden Marr. a la Mode Drain. Wks. III. 234, I

was so vext, that I was just laying down my Commission.
1705 Double Welcome xxvii, Cowards must lay their bought
Commissions down. 17^0 Johnson Rambler No. 19 F 10
Polyphilus in a short time obtained a commission. 1844
Regul, A> Ord. Army 63 No person is eligible to hold a
Commission in the Army until he has attained the age of
sixteen years. 1859 W. Collins Q. ofHearts 3 Before his
mother's death George had obtained his commission.

o. Commission of the peace \ the authority given
under the Great Seal empowering certain persons

to act as Justices of the Peace in a specified district.

Hence On the Commission : having the office of
Justice of the Peace.

x533 More Apol. xlii. Wks. 909 1 My selfe whan I was
chaunceler, vpon such secret informacion haue put some
out of comission & offyce of iustice of the peace. 1592
Greene Art Couny-catch. Hi. 5 Knowne to be within com-
mission of the peace. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 97 No
sir Iohn, it is my Cosin Silence: in Commission with mee.
1765 Blackstone Comm. 11793) 435 If a n,an was named
in any commission of the peace. 1766G0LDSM. Vic. IV. xxx,
As I am in the commission of the peace I undertake to
secure you.

3. A warrant or instrument conferring such au-
thority.

C1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wydif 131 To catch
treue men wihwrittes & commyssiouns. 1441 in Ellis Orig.
***tt* B> 35 I- 107 We wol and charge you that under oure
Seel..ye do make our Writtes and Commissions in due
fourme. 1544^ in E. Lodge Must. Brit. Hist. {1791I I 71
Upon the receipt of suche lettres, instruccions, commission,
and writings. Ibid. 1. 89 The Archbishoppe of York shal .

.

bring w' him suche commissions as youe desired. 1613
Shaks. Hen. VIII, u. iv. 1 Whil'st our Commission from
Rome is read, Let silence be commanded. 1790 Beatson

681

Nav. * Mil. Mem. II. 193 Pondicherry, Either he was
obliged to go to open his commission. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVII. 274/2 The lord chancellor, with othe)T peers appointed
by commission under the great seal. /

b. spec. The warrant by which jkn officer in the

army or navy exercises commar/cl : + (a) in the

old system of raising forces, ;a warrant which
authorized the holder to raise, equip, and command
a body of soldiers in the name of the issuing

authority
; (b) now, the warrant by which all

officers i" the army from the ensign upwards^ and
in the navy from the lieutenant upward s, are

appointecl^lu lluj idllk ahd command theyTiold.
1643 Deelar. cone. Ireland 21 Lord Iiarnewall of Trimles-

towne and his son, who hath a Commission for a Troop of
Horse, c 1685 Murray in M. Morris Claverhouse viii.

(1888) 140 The King ordered two commissions to be drawn,
for your brother and Claverhouse to be brigadiers. 1704
Lond. Gaz. No. 4004/2 Three Colonels who had Commis-
sions in their Pockets from Ragotzi. 1833 Marryat P.
Simple xl, My commission [as lieutenant] had been made

|

out some days before . . I . . hastened away with my in-

valuable piece of parchment in my hand.

c. The order by virtue of which an officer takes

the command of a ship in active service.

1833 Makryat /'. Simple liii, Our new captain, .came on
board the hulk, .and read his commission.

d. In various specific applications, in which
senses 2 and 3, and sometimes 6, are apt to be
combined : e. g.
Commission of anticipation, of association, of inquiry,

ofsevers, etc. ; commission ofarray isee Array 3^ ; t com-
mission of bankruptcy, a commission issued by the Lord
Chancellor, appointing commissioners to administer a bank-
rupt's estate on behalf of the creditors; commission of
lunacy, a commission issued to investigate whether a person
is a lunatic or not ; commission of rebellion, a commission
empowering certain persons to apprehend as a rebel one who
has not appeared before a court on being summoned.
153* Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 1 That commissions of Sewers

..shal be directed., to such substantial! and indifferent

persons as shall be named by the Lord Chancellor, 1576
Act 18 Eliz. c. 3 Her Maiesty. .may. .grant commission
and commissions of association or associations, vnder the
great Seale of England. 1641 Tcrmes de la Ley 67 Com-
mission of Rebellion, otherwise called, A Writ of Rebel-
lion, .is directed by way of command, to certaine persons,
to the end that they, or three, two, or one of them, shall

apprehend, or shall cause to be apprehended the partie, as
a Rebel!. 1670 Blount Law Diet., Commission of Antici-
pation, was a commission under the Great Seal, to collect

a Subsidy before the day. Commission of Association, is

a Commission under the Great Seal, to associate two or more
learned persons, with the several Justices in the several
Circuits and Counties in Wales. 1713 Loud. Gaz. No.
5107/3 A Commission of Bankrupt is awarded against
Samuel Stable. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 67 A Com-
mission of review is a commission sometimes granted, in

extraordinary cases, to revise the sentence of the court of
delegates ; when it is apprehended they have been led

into a material error. 1803 Mackintosh Def. PellicrW'ks.
1S46 III. 268 Whether a commission of lunacy be not ..

more fitted to the author's case. 1837 Sir F. Palgrave
Merck. <$• Friar ii. (1844) 60 A commission of rebellion
will bring you to your senses. 1863 H. Cox Instil. 1. ix. 155
Commissions of inquiry are issued by the Crown.
4. An office conferred by such a warrant ; a com-

missionership.
1708 Swift Sacratu. Test, The commissions of the revenue

are soon disposed of. 1856 Emerson Eng. 'Traits, A ristocr.

Wks. iBohnj II. 82 In the army, the nobility fill a large part
of the high commissions.

5. The condition of being authoritatively en-

trusted or given in charge.

Hence In commission, a. Of persons : In the

exercise of delegated authority.

1573 G. Hakvey Letter-bk. {Camden Soc.) 49 Appointed to

sit in Commission of the matter. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster
v. i, Virg. Are you contented to be tried by these? Tuc.
Ay, so the noble captain may be joined with them in

commission. 160s Shaks. Macb. 1. iv. 2 Is execution done
on Cawdor? Or not those in Commission yet return'd ?

a 1631 Donne Serm. v, He established Moses, .joining his
brother Aaron in commission with him.

b. Of an office : Placed by warrant in the charge

of a body of persons, instead of the regular consti-

tutional administrator: some offices, as those of

Treasurer and Lord High Admiral, are now per-

manently administered in this way by Lords Com-
missioners.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. nr. (1843^ 84/2 The treasury
was for the present put into commission. 1667 Pepys
Diary 11877) *. 389 An argument to insinuate the putting
of the Admiralty into Commission. 1851 Ht. Maktineau
Hist. Peace (1877 1 III. v. i. 200 The great seal was for some
time in commission, from the difficulty of finding a chan-
cellor. 1861 Maine Anc. Law iii. 62 At the expulsion of
the Tarquins. .the monarchy was put into commission.

C. Of a ship of war ; Under the command of an
officer for active service ; manned, armed, and
ready for sea ; said also of the officer in command.
So Out ofcommission fof a ship) : Laid up or in reserve.

1733 Derby Mercury II. No. 47 His Majesty's Ships of
War lately put in Commission. 1861 Sat. Rev. 14 Dec 602
Several of* these vessels are ordered for commission at the
different dockyards. 1882 Hamley Trasenden Halllll. 88
There are always some ships in commission even in times of
peace. 1886 IVhitaker's Almanack i8t Naval Service ..

Flag officers in commission . . Flag officers on the active list.

1890 Globe 1 3 Sept. 7/2 The cruiser Forth . . pays out of com-
mission to-day.

6. A body of persons charged with some speci-

OMMISSION.

fied function, as the discharge of an office or trust,

the investigation of some legal case, etc. ; a body
of commissioners.
Thus a Royal Commission to examine into the operation

of any measure or charity ; a Parliamentary Commission ',

' the Parnell Commission '. See also quot. 1871.

1494 Fauyan Chronicle vii. 484 The whiche commyssion .

.

spente a great parte of the Lent in disputacions of this
matier. 1576 in W. H. Turner Select. Records ofOxford 387
The Commyssyon of Sewers. 1625 Bacon Ess., Counsel
(Arb.) 329 They are in effect no more, then Standing Com-
missions : Save that they have greater Authority. 1827
Hallam Const. Hist. (18761 I. iv. 201 Several temporary
commissions had sat under this act with continually aug-
mented powers. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 354 The
power which the Lord Lieutenants exercised in other parts
of the kingdom was in London entrusted to a Commission
of eminent citizens. 1871 Rainy Life Cunningham vii. joj
He had given evidence before the Royal Commission in

Edinburgh. Ibid. viii. no In November 1835 the Commis-
sion of the General Assembly, or Standing Committee of
the whole house, held its ordinary quarterly meeting.

7. High Commission {Court : a court of ecclesi-

astical jurisdiction founded by a statute of Queen
Klizabelh which gave the crown power to com-
mission persons to try various offences against the

ecclesiastical establishment, and to crush any re-

sistance to the supremacy of the crown in these

matters; abolished in 1641.
1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 19 Who abuseth the high

commission, as much as any*' 1642 Milton Apol. Smcct.
1 1 8 5 1 1 291 The illegal] proceedings uf the iu'gh Commission.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1.(1843) 38/ 1 Persons of honour
and great quality.. were every day cited into the high-
cumm^sion court . . and were there prosecuted to their

shame and punishment. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist, ix vi. § 51
The power of the high Commission began now to extend
far, and penalties to fall heavie. 1768 IIlackstone Comm.
III. 67. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. 11876; I. iv. 186.

8. The action of committing or giving in charge
;

the entrusting of (authority, etc, to any one).

1883 Manch. Guardian 17 Oct. 5/3 The commission of
the licensing j>ower to Town Councils and County Hoards.

9. A charge or matter entrusted to any one to

perform ; an order to execute a particular work.
1570 G. Buchanan Cham.eUon in Hist. Scot. < 1827 > I.

Rref. 92 He did his commission!! sa Weill. 1696 tr. Du-
merit's Voy. Levant xxvi. 351 Those who undertake such a
commission. 1717 Lady M. \V. Montague Lett. II. xliv.

26 You have at length found a commission for me that I

can answer without disappointing your expectations. 1793
Ld. Auckland Corr. 118621 III. 31 [He] undeitook at my
request to go to Urussels on a commission to the Comte de
Mercy. 1853 Dickens Lett. 11880' I. 314 If I can execute
any little commission for you. 1862 Tkolloi'E Orley F.
Ixxiii, It was indeed a terrible commission, .to undertake.

10. Authority given to act as agent or factor for

another in the conduct of business or trade ; the

system of trading in which a dealer acts as agent

for another, generally receiving a percentage as his

remuneration. Hence to have goods on commission.
1622 Malynes Anc. Latv-Merch. 109 When Merchants by

their Letters or Commissions vse these or the like words.

'745 Foe's Eng. Tradesman 11841 I. Introd. 3 Sold by
commission from the makers. 1774 82 Barclay Diet.,

Commission, . in Trade it sometimes means the power of
acting for another, and sometimes the premium or reward
a person receives for so doing, which is ^, 1, 2. 3 or more
per cent, according to the nature or circumstances of the
affair. 1706 [see Commission-man in 13]. 1887 Pall Malt
G. 3 Mar. 11/2 The method of publication on commission,
by winch the publisher professed simply to charge 15 per
cent, on all sales.

11. A remuneration for services or work done as

agent, in the form of a percentage on the amount
involved in the transactions ; a pro rata remunera-

tion to an agent or factor.

1725 De Koe Voy. round W. (1840) 20 The merchants had
their several commissions and other profits upon the sale.

1774 [see 10]. 1832 Babbage Ecou. Mauuf.xxxi led. 31326
He must also pay a commission, usually five per cent., to

his London agent.

12. The committing (of crime, offence, etc.V

1597 Howson Serm. 24 Dec. 40 We haue auoided all

sinnes of omission and commission. 1660 R. Coke Power
<y Subj'. 127 The commission of anything against the laws
is a sin of injustice. 1743 Fielding yon. \Vild\\\. iii, In
the commission of murder. 1824-9 Landor Imag, Conv.
(1846 1 II. 43 There are very few men.. who delight in the
commission of cruelty. 1885 Law Times LXXX. tx6/x
Charged with the commission of offences in foreign countries,

b. An act (^offence, crime} committed ; a per-

formance.
1659 Hammond On Ps. Ii. 14 Paraphr. 263 Deliver me

from this one, as from those other foul Commissions. 1826

Beddoes Let. in Poems p. lix, A new edition of his rhymed
and prosy commissions.

13. Comb, commission-agent, +-man, -mer-

chant, an agent, etc., who transacts business for

others on the principle of commission or per-

centage ; so commission-business ; commission-
broker, an agent for the sale or purchase of com-
missions in the army or navy ; commission-day,
the opening day of assizes, when the commission
authorizing the judge to hold them is opened and
read ; f commission-officer, an officer (generally

military) holding office by a commission, a com-
missioned officer ;

commission-word, a word
that serves as a commission or warrant.
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1751 Smollett Per. Pic. a 77y IV. xcvii. az6 Money to

satisfy the expectations of the *commission-brokers. 1769
Junius Lett. ii. 11804) L 19 The dignity of the commander
in chief, is depraved into the base office of a commission-
broker. 1753 Hanway Travels 1762' II. 1. iii. 17 A great
part of this branch of 'commission-business is . . fallen into
the hands of the merchants. 1883 M. D. Osbalueston in
Law Times 20 Oct. 41 1/2 No assize business is ever, as a
rule, commenced on the "commission-day. 1796 Hull Ad-
vert. 16 Jan. 1/1, I. Burnett, Grocei and Commission Man
. . will be glad to sell on Commission for any Merchant. 1650
Cromwell Lett.ffSp. (Carlyle 1S71 III. 45 Not one 'Com-
mission-officer slain. 1679 Oates Narr. Popish Plot 43
They had procured several Irish to be made Commission-
Officers in the Garrisons in Ireland. 1708 Royal Proclam.
30 Dec. in Lond. Gaz. No. 4504/2 All Justices of the
Peace, Chief Magistrates, Vice-Admirals, and other Com-
mission-Officers. 01845 Hood Two Swans v, Freedom's
sweet key-note and *commission-word.
t Commi ssion, sb.~ lant, Obs. [app. a per-

version of It. camicia, late L. camisia shirt, or
some eognate form of the same word.] A shirt.

1567 Harman Caveat 83 Peddelars Frenchc.a commis-
sion, a shierte. 1630 J. Taylor 1 Water P.i Praise Clean
Linen Wks. it. 167/1 Cleane Iinnen yeelds a shirt before we
rise, Which, .in the canting tongue is a commission. 1715
New Cant. Diet. Song 7, I no Togeman wear, No Com-
mission, Mish, or Slate.

Commission .k^mi-Jon), v. [f. prec. sb. 1
,
perh.

after V - commissioner
t or med.L. commissidndre]

1. trans. To furnish with a commission or legal
warrant ; to empower by a commission.
a i66x Fuller Worthies 11840) I. vii. 28 Any sergeant

commissioned to ride the circuit. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 11.

ii. 302 The King having .. commissioned the newly con-
stituted judges to administer justice.

t b. spec. To give ;a person) a commission for

a rank in the army or navy. Obs.
41714 Marlborough in C. Knight Pop. /fist. Eng. 11859)

V. xx. 307 Notice taken in Parliament, of children s being
commissioned in the troops. 1789 Constit. U. S. Art. ii.

§ 2 The president . . shall commission all officers of the
United States.

c. Naval. To give (an officer) command of a
ship by means of a commission ; to order (a ship)
for active service, put in commission ; to assume
the charge of a ship as the commanding officer.

1793 Bentinck in Ld. Auckland's Corr. III. 47, I have
hopes of being commissioned at a very early day for the
' Adamant ' of fifty guns. 1796 Burke Regie, Peace Wks.
VI II. 369 The new ships which we commission, or the new
regiments which we raise. 1887 Poor Xettie 11888 288 A
new ironclad just commissioned by his friend Captain
Vincent.

2. To give authority to act ; to empower, author-
ize ; to entrust with an office or duty.
1683 Drvden Ded. Plutarch's Lives 5 [I am] commis-

sion "d from the translators of this volum to inscribe their
labours, .to your grace's name and patronage. 1736 Butler
Anal. ti. vii. 365 That religion, which he commissioned
them to publish. 1768 Gray Corr. iv. Nicholls (18431 76 » I

am commissioned to make you an offer which I have told
him. .you would not accept. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong.
(18761 III. xiii. 298 They had commissioned William to speak
in their names.

3. To send on a mission, dispatch.
1697 Drvden AStuid I ].\ A chosen band He first com-

missions to the Latian land, In threat'ning embassy. 1871
B. Taylor Paust (1875' II. iv. ii. 245 Us he commissioned
by the swiftest courses Thee to assist.

4. To give a commission or order to fa person)
for a particular piece of work

;
chiefly used of the

orders given to artists.

a 1806 J. Barry Led. Art vi. (1848^ 235 Had it been Sir
Joshua's fortune to have lived a little longer, and, whether
commissioned or not, had he contrived to have left in this
great city some work. 1883 Lloyd Ebb <$• Flcnv II. 186, I

have commissioned him to do a sketch of the park for me.
5. To give a commission or order for; to order.
1790 Burns Let. to Hill a Mar., The books I commis-

sioned in my last. 1795 Scots Mag. LVII. 539/2 He com-
missioned the pistols from England, and paid 50J. for them.
1824 Miss Ff.rrier Inher. xv, I've commissioned a walking-
stick for my Lord from Paris. 1837 Carlyle Pr. Rev. III.
1. i, Beaumarchais. .has commissioned sixty-thousand stand
of good arms out of Holland.

Hence Commi ssioning vbl. sb.

1886 All Y. Round \ Sept. 103 Joining a ship in the first

throes of Commissioning. x888 Pall Mall G. 7 Feb. 11/a
The complete commissioning of our police for the Russian
service.

Commissionaire (konwswng'r). Also -onn-.
[a. mod, F, commissionnaire Commissioner, in

some of the French applications of the title.]

II
1. One entrusted with small commissions ; a

messenger or light porter ; the designation of
various subordinate employes in public offices,

private businesses, hotels, etc.. on the Continent.
1765 H. Walpole Corr. (1837) III. 319 Besides being the

best friend in the world you arc the best commissionnaire
in the world. 1835 Marhyat Olla Podr. iv, I was con-
foundedly taken in by a rascal of a commissionnaire. 187a
Dasent Three to One II. 171 You would have sent off a
messenger, .a commissionaire.

2. spec. A member of the Corps ofCommissionaires,
an association of pensioned soldiers, originally

established in London in 1859, organized for

employment as messengers, porters, time keepers,

etc. [Littre has * Homme qui stationne au coin
de la rue, attendant les commissions du public \]
1869 Daily News 16 Dec., [A person] described as a mes-

senger, was. .charged with fraudulently imitating the dress
of a commissionaire.

Commissions! >/>mi-p>naT),a. [f. Commission
sb. 1 +-AL.J Of or pertaining to a commission.
1540 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c 35 Your, maiestee. .by your

graces letters commissionallcs. .committed vntous. .that we
should, .discusse the case of matrimonie. 1613 Sir H.
Finch Law\ 1636 252 Writs that begin the suit are original!
or Commissionall. 17*6 Ayliefe Parerg. 321 A Jurisdic-
tion founded upon .. Letters Commissional. 1884 E. Shep-
1*ahu in Law Times 4 Oct. 373/2 Commissional supervision.

t Commissionary, sb. Obs. [ad. med.L. com-
missiondrius, i. commissio Commission ; see -ary

]— Commissioner, Commissary.
'555 Eden Decades IK Ind. iArb.» 50 Appoynted a com-

missionarie in thaffayres of India. 1598 in Spottiswood
Hist. Ch, Scot. vi. 11677 454 The Office of Commissionary.
a 1600 Hooker Ecct. Pol. vm. viii. g 4 That the thing may
be their act. .by ^missionaries few or many.

tCommi ssionary, a. Obs. [f. as prec]
Appointed by commission or warrant

; delegated.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vin. viii. § 5 Our judges in

causes ecclesiastical arc either ordinary or commissionary.
1617 Sir R. Phipps Sp. in Kushw. Hist. Coll. (1659 I. 503
Commissionary Lieutenants do deprive us of all Liberty.
1649 lip. Hall Cases C. m. ix. 341 That delegate, or commis-
sionary authority, which is by Christ entrusted with them.

+ Commissionate, v. Obs. [f. med.L. com-
missionaire, F, commissionner, f. commissio Com-
mission : see -ate I 3.] - Commission v. 1-3.
1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1553/1 They accom-

plished the matter, whereto they were commissionated.
1659 Jrnls. Ho Commons VII. 858 That the Lord General
Monck be commissionated one of the Generals of the
Fleet. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 146 He was commis-
sionated a Captain in the same Regiment. 1701 Col. Rec.
Penn. II. 58 Shall nominate and Commissionate One for
each of the said officers. 1783 \V. F. Martyn Geog. Mag.
II. 492 Power to appoint and commissionate judges.
Hence Commi asionating vbl. sb. and///, a.
1661 Gauden Consid. Liturgy Ch. Eng. 20 The authorita-

tive and commissionating words of Ministerial! Ordination.
1691 T. H[ale] Acc Nciv Invent, p. lxxxviii. The Com-
missionating of many other such Persons.

t Commi ssionate, ppl.a. Obs. [ad. med.L.
commissiondt-us vDu Cange) : see prec.] Com-
missioned. In Sc. also as pa. pple. of prec. vb.
1647 perfect Weekcly Acc. 2 June No. 23. 4 From all

Commissionate officers of Horse. 1678 Maryell Growth
Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 308 If the person commissionate be
under, .disabilities. 1708 J. Chamderlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11.

III. vii. (1743)417 To take up arms against him [the king] or
any commissionate by him.

t Commi ssionated,///. a. Obs. [f. prec.vb.
+ -ED 1

.
J Furnished with a commission.

164a Sir E. Derinc Sp. on Relig. 137 Will your commis-
sionated Church be comely as the tents of Ketlar? 1671 F.
Phillips Reg. Necess. 183 Without the bounds or limits of
their commissionated authority. 1708 J. Chambf.rlayne
St, Gt. Brit. 1. 11. xiv. (1743) 130 To colonels, or other com-
missionated officers.

Commissioned (kfJmi/and ,///. a. [f. Com-
mission v. and sb. 1 + -ei>.] Furnished with a com-
mission ; duly authorized.
1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818)220 The commissioned arch-

angel, .swears by the Almighty Name, ' that time shall be
no longer'. 1814 Southey Roderick xxm, Till some com-
mission 'd arrow through the teeth Shall nail the offending
tongue. 1859 Ecce Homo iv. (ed. 8) 29 A commissioned
and worthy successor of the national hero.

b. Of officers : Holding a rank by commission.
1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2014/6 His Majesties Commissioned

Officers. 1758 J. Blake Plan Afar. Syst. 16 To be signed
by himself, and witnessed by two of his commissioned
officers. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bh., Commissioned
Officers, those appointed by commissions. Such are ad-
mirals, down to lieutenants, in the royal navy ; and in the
army, all from the general to the ensign inclusive.

c. Of ships : Put in commission.
1861 Sat. Rev. 14 Dec 602 The heavy Armstrong guns.,

are being supplied to all the newly commissioned ships.

+ Commissionee*. Obs. [see -EE.] One to

whom a commission is given.
1715M. Davies A then. Brit. 1. 336 Unless the Contest hap-

pens to be between some of the Patentees, Commissionces,
or Officers in Chancery,

Commissioner (k^mijonaj'). Forms: 500-
myscyoner, commyssyoner, 6 -ar, -issionar,

-yssioner, etc., 5- -issioner. [In form, f. Com-
mission sb. x

f -ek 1
, but really an anglicized form

of F. and Anglo- F. commission'^ aire, corresp. to

med.L. commissiondrius, f. commission-em : see

-ary, -EB- ; the sense being * one belonging to or
entrusted with a Commission \]
L One appointed or deputed by commission to

carry out some specified work, such as a judicial

or other investigation, the negotiation of a treaty,

peace, etc. ; a delegate
;
also, a member of a com-

mission charged with such a business.

1448 J. Shillingpord Lett. (Camden Soc.) App. 139 Payde
to the mynesters of the seide citee. .or to other comyscyon-
ers. 1474 Caxton Chesse 153 Vycayrs, lieuetenauntes or
commyssyonersofthe kyng. 1557 Paynel Barclay's Jugurth
44 Electe to be one of the examinours or commyssioners to
make inquisicion of these thre pointes. 2645 Sir J. Stbad-
ling Div. Poems 1 is The Devil had Commissioners abroad.

1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. in. 183 No commissioner ap-
peared in the name of the king and queen. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India III. 65 Two several missions had ar-

rived . to propose a conference at Donabew with the British

commissioners. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 93 [In the
Scottish Parliament) the commissioners of the burghs
were coasidered merely as retainers of the great nobles.
1863 H. Cox Instit. L ix. 155 Inquiries by Royal commis-
sioners are instituted solely by exercise of the Royal prero-
gative, or may be regulated by statute.

b. A member of a permanently constituted com-
mission or government board ; esp. in the titles of
such boards, as the Railway and Canal 1 rajfU
Commissioners, Charity Commissioners, Civil
Service Commissioners, Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners, Commissioners of Inland Aevenue, of
Income Tax, etc. In Scotland, one of the persons
elected to manage the affairs of a non-corporate
town, corresponding to the bailies or councillors
in burghs.
In 17th c applied to a J. P., as a member of the Commis-

sion of the Peace.
153a Act 23 Hen. VIII, c 5 Euery of the said Commis-

sioners shall haue and perceiue foure shillings for euery
day that they shall take paine in the execution of this com-
mission of Sewers. 1613 Bealm. & Fl. Coxcomb v. \, What
a clod-pole commissioner is this ! 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Reb.i. 1843' 40/1 The Arch Bishop, was. made one of the
Commissioners of the Treasury. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.
ix. vi. § 51 One Hynde called before the Commissioners Ec-
clesiastical for Usury. 17x6 Lond. Gas. No. 5449/3 Charles
Cockburn, Esq., to be one of the Commissioners of Police in
North-Britain. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 169 The Commissioners of
Stamps . . did their best to prevent the prosecution of indi-
viduals for the sale of what I term innocent articles. 1851
Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 457(Hoppe) The sewers within
the City . . are in a distinct and strictly defined jurisdiction,
superintended by City-Commissioners. z886 Whitaker**
Almanack 143 Charity Commissioners for England and
Wales. .ChiefCommissioner Second Commissioner. .Com-
missioners. -Assistant Commissioners.

C. The representative of the supreme authority
in a district, governmental department, etc. ; now
the recognized title of officials at the head of
various branches of the public service, etc
1535.C0VERDALE 1 Macc.u. 23 Matathias. .slewey* kynees

commissioner, that compelled him to do sacrifice. 1609
Bible (Douay; II. Index, Heliodorus a sacrilegious com-
missioner was severely beaten by Angels. 1640 W. Brad-
shaw Vnreas. Separation 100 That . . the civil magistrate
hath power to set over the churches of Christ in his
dominions, commissioners and overseers which are not
specially appointed by Christ in his Testament, 1884 R.
G. W Herbert in Pall Mall G. 17 Nov. 8/1 You have
been selected by her Majesty's Government for the appoint-
ment of Special Commissioner in Bcchuanaland 1886
Whitaker's Almanack 140 Works and Public Buildings ..

First Commissioner. Ibid. 148 Metropolitan Police Office
. .Commissioner. Assistant-Commissioner. Ibid. 206 Pro-
vinces, etc. under the Administration of. Chief Commis-
sioners, Assam, British Burma, Central Provinces.

d. + Commissioner of bankrupt : an official

formerly appointed by commission of the Lord
Chancellor to administer the estate of a bankrupt.

Lord High Commissioner : the representative of
the Crown at the annual General Assembly of the
Church of Scotland.
1708 i< Kersey, The King's High Commissioner in Scot-

land, a Nobleman, who represents the Person of the King of
England. 1766C0WPER Let. J. Hittij Oct., If every dealer
and chapman was connected with creditors like you, the poor
commissioners of bankrupts would be ruined. 1767 Black -

stone Comm. II. 285 Commissioners for that purpose, when
a man is declared a bankrupt, shall have full power to dispose
of all his lands and tenements. 1809 Tomlins Law Diet.
s.v. Bankrupt, The Lord Chancellor grants a commission
to such discreet persons as to him shall seem good, who are
then styled commissioners of bankrupt. 1883 Jf hitaker's
Almanack 199 The established Church of Scotland • the
General Assembly . . is presided over by a Moderator . . the
Sovereign is represented by a Lord High Commissioner.

e. An agent, steward, factor. Sc.

1884 Q. Victoria More Leaves 202 Mr. Loch's father was
the commissioner for the late Duke . . and the present Mr.
Loch, .is commissioner to the present Duke.

t 2. C. of Newmarket heath : a foot-pad. slang.
159a Nashe /'. Penilesse (ed. 2) 6 a. I am vacuus visitor,

and care not though I meete the Commissionars of New-
market-heath at high midnight.

3. A betting-broker ; a book-maker, slang.

i860 All V. Round No. 75. 582 Legs—that is Blacklegs —
the betting brokers were formerly called ; but now . . they
are Turfmen or Commissioners. 1887 E. J. Goodman Too
Curious viii, Right you arc, sir, exclaimed the commis-
sioner, taking out his betting-book and pencil.

+ 4. One who commits a crime, etc Obs,
a 1677 W. Greenhill in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. ix. 12

Authors, contrivers, and commissioners of this scarlet sin.

6. Sometimes used for Commissionaire.
In mod. Diets.

6. One who commissions. In mod. Diets.

7. attrib. and Comb.
1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692I I. 49 They had

served His Majesty in quality of Commissioners-Ambassa-
dors. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round W. (1840) 39, I caused my
commissioner letter of mart to be read to them all. 1837
Syd. Smith Let. Singleton Wks. 1859 II. 268/1 The love of
what is just had not excited the Commissioner- Bishops.

Commi'ssionership. [f. prec +-ship.]
1. The office of a commissioner.
1815 Scott Guy M. iii, Commissioner Bertram ; he got

his commissionership in the great contest for the county.
18*6 Disraeli Viv. Grey 11. i, After revelling in his fair

proportion of commissionerships and under-secretaryships.

1884 PallM'all G, 6 Mar, s/2 A Native Dvpartmeni- i> to
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be established as an indispensable adjunct to the High
Commissionership [in Bechuanaland].

2. The district under a territorial commissioner.
1884 Pall Mall G. 19 Nov. 3/2 If the Government is wise

they will add to his commissionership the whole of the
Kalahari desert.

Commi'ssiomze, v. nonce-zvd. [see-izE.] To
subject to a commission or commissions.
i860 W. Webb in Med. Times 4 Feb. 118/2 He has a

pious fear of fraud and filth, and commissionises the town.

Commi'ssionless, a. [see -less.] Without
a commission.
1658 Oshorn Adv. Son (1673^ 219 Upon sight of a Com-

missionless Navie that King James sent.

[Commissionship : erron. form for Commis-
sionership, q. v.

(Given by some Diets, as a reading in the quot. from
Scott cited s.v. Commissionership.)]

Commissive tk^misiv a. [f. L. type *com-
missw-us (cf. promissivtis) , f. commiss- ppl. stem
of committere to Commit : see -ive.] Characterized

by commission or active agency.
1816 Coleridge Rent. (1836) I. 389 Renders me justly

responsible for my actions, omissive as well as commissive.
1822 — Lett., Confers., etc. II. 165 Any form of disrespect,

omissive or commissive. 1847 C. G. Addison Contracts
II. i. § 1 (18831 243 A tenant, .guilty of commissive waste.

Commissively, adv. [f. prec. + -lt2.] By
way of (giving) a commission.
1852 Dl Morgan in Graves Life Sir W. R. Hamilton

(1889) III. 322 V'ou tel! J. Graves, not commissively, 1 please
to show ', but permissively, ' you may show ' this letter to
Professor De Morgan.

t Commisso*rial, a. Obs. [f. L. eommissdri-us
(f. commissor, agent-n. f. committere) + -AL.l =
Commissary a.

J743 {title). The Emperor's Commissorial Decree to the
Diet of the Empire, at Francfort. 1762 tr. Busching's Syst.
Geog. I. 571 A Commissorial-Court is appointed to deter-
mine the dispute.

t Commissory, -ary. Obs. = Commissure 2.

1548-77 Vicarv Anat. in. 1x888) 27 The. .commissaries or
seames of the bones of the head. Ibid. The thirde and
fourth bones be called Parietales . . and they be deuided by
the Commissories both from the Coronal and Occipissial.

t Commissour, comyssour. Obs. [app.
•our is the Anglo-Fr. form often substituted for

other original suffixes, here prob. for F. -aire, Sc.

-ar (cf. Commissary] = Commissary.
1430 5° Gregory's Chron. 145 Takynne and delyveryd to

the comyssours and deputes of the sayde kyngys. Ibid.
146 The comyssoures or deputes of the sayde kyngys.

Commissural (k*7misiu«*ral)
J a. [ad. L. com-

misruraJ-ts, f. commissural see next and -al.]

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a com-
missure

; chiefly in reference to the commissures
of nervous tissue.

1839 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 224/1 The lips may be thrown
forward by the contraction of the labial and commissural
fibres. Ibid. III. 627/1 The brain is. .made up ofa series
of smaller masses . . connected by what are called commis-
sural or uniting fibres. 1869 Baring-Gould Orig. Belief 2>

Distinct ganglia with commissural cords and nerves. 1870
Hooker Stud. Flora, Umbelliferse . . normally there are 6
vittae in each carpel, 4 between the primary ridges and 2 on
the commissural face.

Commissure (kptnisHU). Also 5 comys-
sure, 6 commyssure. [ad. L. commissura putting
together, joining, f. commiss- ppl. stem of com-
mitt-ere to put together: see Commit and -ore.

So F. commissure from 15th c]
1. A joining or connecting together ; the line or

surface along which two parts touch each other
or form a connexion ; a joining, juncture, seam.
c 1420 Pallad. onHusb. v. 42 His comyssure in erthe it stont

so depe, And oute of it olyve ayein wol crepe. 1616 Surfl.
& Markh. Country Farm 355 Any chinker, gaping, or rift,

betwixt the commissures and joynts of the two baikes. 1624
Wotton Archit. in Relia. (1672 1 60 The sole Inconvenience
of Shaking and Disjoyntmg the Commissures with so many
strokes of the Chizel. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 101 Bent cir-

cularly to the hinge or commissure of the valves. 1727-51
Chambers Cycl., Contmissttre, in architecture, etc., denotes
the joint of two stones. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist.
Eng., Stafford II. 189 Their Strise not being bent to the
Commissure as those of all Oysters are. 1842 Blackiv.
Mag. LI I. 159 The opposite halves .. were placed in dif-
ferent hands, and a commissure effected by cementation.

fig. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 36. 557 They
made the Juncture and Commissure betwixt God and the
Creature, so smooth and close, that where they indeed
parted, was altogether undiscernible.

2. A joint between two bones; formerly often
applied to the seams of the cranial bones.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chimrg., Y" commys-

sures or seames of the brayne panne or skull. 1607 Topsell
f°"T~f- Beasts 1673) 109 There is no commissure or seam
in his scull, .but it is a continued bone. 1865 Grote Plato

O
X
^r*"'

I7°That my bones are held apart by Commissures.
o. The line formed by the meeting surfaces of

the two lips, eye-lids, etc.

..
l8
3? J°

DD Cycl. Anat. L 306/2 There are three eye-lids
tin Birds], two of which move vertically, and have a hori-
zontal^ commissure. 1872 Darwin Emotions vii. 193 The
commissure or line of junction of the two lips forms a
curved line, with the concavity downwards.

D. The connexion of the lips, eye-lids, etc. at
the angles.

1755 Phil. Trans. XLIX. 191 A cancerous tumor .

.

reached from the commissure of the lower lid . . of the right
eye. 1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. $> 395 Dr.
Cusack made an incision through the lower lip, beginning
at its right commissure. 1859^. Tomes Dental Surg. 399
The commissure of the lips being drawn back by the first

and second finger.

4. Various bands or bundles of white or grey
nerve-substance, which connect the two hemispheres
of the brain, different parts of the cerebrum and
cerebellum, and the two sides of the spinal cord

;

also, a nerve-cord connecting two ganglia of the
nerve system in insects, etc.

The various commissures of the brain and spinal cord are
known as anterior, middle, posterior, white, grey, etc.,

according to their position and colour.

1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 159 What they say of the commis-
sures of the brain and cerebellum. 1836 Penny Cycl. V.
332/2 The hemispheres of the cerebrum are united chiefly
by a broad expansion of medullary matter .. called the
corpus callosum, or the great commissure of the brain. 1840
G. E llis A nat. 2 r The chiasnia, or commissure of the optic
nerves, is a squarish-shaped body. 1842 E. Wilson Anat.
Vade-M. 366 The office of these commissures is the
association in function of the two symmetrical portions.
1888 Rolleston ik. Jackson A Htm. Life 120 The bands of
nerve-fibres uniting the various ganglia are termed 'com-
missures' when they unite the ganglia of the same pair,

e. g. the cerebral.

b. A band of muscle, etc., connecting two parts

of the animal body.
1870 Rolleston Auim. Life 31 Two long delicate bars

of cartilage which are .. anteriorly connected with each
other by a fibrous commissure about the level of the angle
of the lower jaw.

5. Hot. a. The line of the cohering faces of two
carpels ; b. in mosses, the line of junction of two
cells, or of the lid and mouth of the sporangium.
1830 LlNDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 236 Bearing the seeds at

the commissure along with the valves. 1863 Berkeley
Brit. Mosses Gloss. 311. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 149
Umbellifera . . carpels separated by a commissure.

t Commi'StlOXL. Obs. [ad. L. commisiion-cm
(so K. commislion 15th a), n. of action f. commis-
Cere to COMMIX.] — COMMIXTION, COMMIXTURE.
1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. v. xlviii. (14951 166 Com-

mistion of the mater. 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 79
Commistion of the cholericke humour and the bloude to-

gether. 1609 Birle (Douayi Num. xix. 13 Sprinkled with
this commistion. 1658 J. Rowland Moufet's Thcat. Ins. 999
Generated by the commistion of male and female. 1667
Boyle Orig. Formes <y Qual., From the bare commistion of
the Corpuscles.

Commit (k^mrt), v. Forms: 4-6 committe,
-ytte, 5 comytt(e, 5-6 commyt, 6 commytt,
conmit, 6-7 comyt, 7 committ, comitt, 5-
commit. Pa. t. and pple. committed ; also

conlr. pa. pple. 5 comytt, 6 commytte, commit.
[ME. committe, ad. L.commilt-ere to put together,

join, also (com- intensive) to put for safety, give

in charge, entrust, deliver, f. com- + mitt-ere to

send, put forth, etc. Another type had been pre-

viously taken from French as comise, Commise.J
I. To give in charge, entrust, consign.

1. trans. To give to some one to take care of,

keep, or deal with ; to give in charge or trust, en-

trust, consign to (a person, his care, judgement, etc.).

c 1386 Chaucer Melibeus F 339 Thanne shul ye committe
the kepyng of youre persone to youre trewe freendes. 1423
Ias. I Kingis Q. exevi, The fatall Influence, Causit from
hevyn, quhare powar Is commytt Of gouernance. 1477
Earl RiVERSiCaxton) Dictes$-$&, Committe alle thy causes
to god. 1494 Fabyan Chron. 11. xxxiii. 26 To this woman
. . was commytted all the gouernaunce of the lande. 1535
Coverdale i Sam. xvii. 20 Dauid . . commytted the shepe
to y> keper. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 6 The
christin pepil committit to our cure. 1611 Bible Ps. xxxi.

5 Into thine hand I commit my spirit. 1747 Col. Rec. Penn.
V. 122 In committing goods of such a value to the Indian
Traders. 1870 Stanhope Hist. Eng. II. x. 61 He could not
venture to land the troops committed to his charge,

t b. To commend by prayer or imprecation.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 115 Committing them wholy to

the Devill for their contumacie. 1599 Thynne Animadzi.
(1865)60, I sett end to these matters

;
comyttinge you to

god, and me to your curtesye.

c. reft, in sense 1. Also, to trust oneself to (the

elements, the sea, etc.) ; formerly also absol. - reft.

1538 Starkey England 1. i. 22 To them wych in grete
tempest wyl commyt themselfe to the daungerys of the see.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 68 The king, .understanding that
the Archbishop would commit himselfe to his arbitrement.

1599 Sir J. Haywarde 1st Pt. Life Hen. IV, 68 The Duke
. -presently departed to Calic, and so committed to sea for

England. 1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653^ Pre f- 8
By curing of such as committed themselves to his weak
skill. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 150 r 8 To set rocks, .at

defiance . . and commit his life to the winds. 1838 S.

Parker Explor. Tour(\Z^6\ 51 Committing myself to God.
d. To commit administration : see quots.

1559 [see Committing vbl. sb.]. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures
§ 200 If that he make no executours .. the ordinary may
commit the administration of his goods to others. 1607-7*
Cowel, Interpr. s.v. Administrator . . If the Administrator
die . . it behoves the Ordinary to commit a new administra-
tion, a 1626 Bacon Max. <y Uses Com. Law 68 The Arch-
bishop of that province where he dyed is to commit the

administration. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 506 It is ne-

cessary for the ordinary to commit administration afresh,

of the goods of the deceased not administred.

e. To commit to writing {to paper, etc.) : to

put in writing, write down for preservation, record

in writing; so t to commit to history (obs.\ To
commit to memory, also simply to commit (colloq.):

to learn by heart.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 69 Alanus, Herbertus, and other
..that commytted to story the doyngs of Becket. 1576
Fleming Panoplie Ep. 226 The Epistle is wortiiie to be
committed to memorie. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth
I. (1723)72 There was little Leisure to committ any thing to
Writing. 1741 Watts/w//>w, Miud(\Zoi) 143 Things which
we would commit to our remembrance. 1793 G Crl'mt in

T. Beddoes Lett, to E, Darwin 33 Not having committed
any thing to paper relative to him. 1875 Jowf.tt Plato
ted. 2- V. 129 No longer compelled to commit to memory
many thousand . . verses. 1883 Mauch. Guardian 22 Oct.

5/4 When the bashful bard had committed Ins verses to
print. Mod. He always writes his speeches carefully first

and then commits them.

2. To put into some place or receptacle to be
kept safe or dealt with in some way ; to consign.

Obs. exc. in commit to the earth, to the ftames,
etc., in which there is now a notion of deliver.

1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Burial, We therefore commit his
body to the ground. 1587 Let. in Lansd. MS. 115 Art. 93
Committinge the pepper into caskes. 1611 Shaks. Wint.
T. n. iii. 95 Commit them to the fire. tri6n Chapman Iliad
xxni. 223 I'll find an urn of gold t' enclose them .. and to

rest Commit them. 163X Wekver Auc. Fun. Mon. 847
Taking off the Lead, and committing it to sale. 1678 Butler
Hud. in. ii. 562 We idly sit . . Our Hands committed to our
Pockets. 1749 Smollett Regicide v. vii, To the cold grave
commit my pale rein;iins ! 1782 Priestley Corrupt . Chr.
II. ix. 187 Great numbers, .were, .committed to the flames.

1878 Moklf.y Diderot I. 165 They committed all the ori-

ginal manuscripts . . to the flames.

3. spec. To consign officially to custody or con-

finement ; to send to prison, csp. for a short time

or for trial: a. with complement, to prison, etc.

1467 Ord. Worcester xxxviii. in Eng. Gilds 391 W'out he
;
be commytted to prison for felony. 1495 Act n Hen. I'l

I

c. 10 § 1 To take the bodies of the seid persones . . and
theym to comytte to Warde. 1549 Latimkr 2nd Serm. bcf.

Edw. VI (Arb. > 74 He wouid be punyshed and commytted
to ward. 163a High Conuuission Cases Camden) 315 She
shalbe committed close prisoner to Newgate. 1678 Cud-
worth Intell. Syst. 401 Committinga Homicide intu prison.

1793 Blackstone Comm. (ed 121 343 He may apprehend,
and commit to prison, all persons who break the peace.

1833 Ht. Martinkau Three Ages iii. 96 The magistrates
committed the prisoners to the House ot Correction for one
month each. 1876 Green Short Hist. vii. 351 Four prelates

. . were . . committed on frivolous pretexts to the Tower,

b. simply.
1568 Grai ton Chron. II. 387 The Erie of Arondell taken

and committed. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen IV, v. ii. 112 You
did commit me. 1656 Bkamhai.l Reptic. vi. 231 Power to

administer an Oath, or to commit a Malefactor. 1752
Fielding Amelia Wks. 1775 X. 17 This fallow is a gambler,
and committed for cheating at play. 1886 Law Rep. Wkly.
Notes 197/1 To commit a solicitor for breach of an order to

deliver a bill of costs.

absol. 1817 W. Selwvn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4> II. 866
The sheriff had not any authority to commit. 1855 Ma-
Caulay Hist. IV. 623 Justices were unwilling to commit.

4. Legislation. To refer or entrust bill, etc.)

to a committee.
1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (1870^ 95 To proceede

with those P>ylles which are comytted. 1640- 1 Ld. Digbv
Pari. Sp. 9 Feb. 6 This . . Petition should bee committed.
1678 Marvell Grotvth Popery 33 This Notorious Bill, .was
read a second time, and committed. 1778 H. Laurens in

Sparks Corr. Amer. Ret'. (1853' II. 235 Although your Ex-
cellency's observations are committed, I am much mistaken
if every member of Congress is not decided in his opinion
in favor of them. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India III. vi. i. 39
This bill .. when, in the language of parliament, it was
committed, in other words, considered by the House, when
the House calls itself a committee.

II. To commission. [Cf. Committee.]

T 5. To charge with a duty or office ; to com-
mission, appoint. Obs.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 85 The tresorers and chaungers that
were comytted to receyve the money. 1489 Caxton Faytes
ofA. 11. xxx. 142 And rewlers shal be there commytted for

to rewle them. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cccix. 468. 1549
Compl. Scot. (iSon 152 Tua consulis . . quha var committit

to be cheiffis and captans of the armye of the Romans.

III. To perpetrate or perform (in a bad sense).

[This sense existed in Latin from the earliest period : its

actual genesis is doubtful ; it may have been 1
to put forth',

' to put together', or 1 to engage in'.]

6. To do (something wrong or reprehensible)
;

to perpetrate, be guilty of (a crime, offence, etc.'.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxiv. 90 Thoflence that Eneas hath
commytted ayenste me. 1548 Udall, etc. tr. Erasm. Par.
Acts 89 b, I haue committed nothyng agaynst my countrey-

men. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. <Arb.i 18 Yf any man
committe murther. 1565 Jewel Reply Harding fi6xt' 363
Thou shalt not commit Vsurie to thy Brother. 1583 Gold-
ing Calvin on Dent. vi. 34 When we haue committed God
any faults let vs be afrayd. 1611 Bible Ex. xx. 14 Thou
shalt not commit adultery. 16.. Evelvn Mem. 11857' \*

166 The monstrous murder of Nero committed on his

mother Agrippina. 1789 Bentham Princ. Legist, xiii. § 1

There are some offences which all the world can commit.
1818 Cruise Digest ed. 2) II. 2 That the grantee shall not

commit felony or treason 1876 Green Short Hist. iv. 166

Responsible for crimes committed within its bounds,

b. (a folly, an error, etc.)

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. n. vi. 37 Louers cannot see The
pretty follies that themselues commit. 1625 Bacon Ess.,

Friendship (Arb.) 177 Absurdities, Many doe commit.
1667 Milton P. L. vni. 26, I oft admire, How Nature ..

could commit Such disproportions. 1826 Disraeli Viv.

Greywx. i, What radical error had he committed? 1872
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E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. iv. 70 It it a piece of folly .

.

which I cannot think of permitting her to commit.

\ 0. ahol. To commit nn offence, offend ; to

commit adultery or fornication. Oh.
1560 Bmlk (Genev.i Rom. Argt , When man . .

committed
most abominably, both against the law of Cod, ami nature.

1605 Shake. Lear Hi Iv 83 Commit not with mans sworne
Spouse. 1*1613 Ovkrburv Characters, A Very Woman
(N.t, She commits with her earn, for certain . . she ha* been
lain with in her understanding. 16*1 Hr, Mounta(.u Dia-
trib.x 434 You did not commit against it voluntarily. 1643

60 [see Committing ///. a. b ).

d. humorously. To do, perform (something

put by the s|>caker on a level with an offence).

1678 BVTLM Hud. i". ii. 96a lampoons, the only Wit,
That Men, like Hurglary, commit. 1781 Cibhon ItecI. V

F. III. 60 The Mint onc« .. imprudently committed a mi-
racle. 18*6 Disrakli Vix*.Grey \\. 1, 'Committing' puns.

1837 Dickkns Fitkw. x'xv\ 'Nly dear ma'am,' said Tom
Smart—he had always a great notion of committing the
amiable. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. viii. 147 A person
commit* thus an addition to language.

+ e. To commit marriage. (Pcrh. in 1594 «
'joined, made up '.)

1594 I.vi.v Moth. Bomb. 1. in. 81, I have t>een tampering
as long to have a marri.ige committed betwecne my wench
and Mcmphio's onely sonne. 11704 L'Estrangk (J.*, A
creeping young fellow committed matrimony with a brisk

gamesome lass.

IV. To put together, join, engage, involve,

f 7. To connect, join, unite, fasten. Oh.
54£ RavNOLD Byrth Mankynde 47 Vessels . . commit tyng

and toynyng the testicle to 1'eritoneum. 1578 Baniktkr
Hist. A/an t. 1$ Thus arc the ribltcs committed to the
Vertebres 1667 11. More Div. Dial. iti. | 28 '17131 350
A company of Rings closely committed together. 1671
CiRKW Anat. /Wants 5 The two main Rranchi*. .are not
committed into the Seminal Trunk of the Flume.

t 8. To commit battle [I,, committere pugnam ]

:

to join battle; to engage in battle. Oh. rare.

1516 PHgr, Per/. W. dc W. 15311 nab, We be con-
streyned to commyt batayle and fyght. 1630 K. Johnson
KingJ, if Commttf. 4(^6 Here was committed that memor-
able warre.

9. To engage (parties) as opponents or com-
petitors, to match ; to bring into contest, involve

in hostility (with). 1 A Latinism' (J.). ? Oh.
1611 5 Br Mali. Contempt. \\. Recollect. Treat. 106a He

that hath brought us into this field, hath promised us vic-

tory. God knew their strength, ere he offred to commit us.

l6ao — Hon. Mar. Clergy 111 % 18 To be committed with
any reasonable or schollcr-like antagonist. 1677 Gilpin
Dxmonol. '1867)240 From hence, as when tire and water
are committed together, ariseth a most troublesome con-
flict. 1804 CaiTLKRKAGH in Wetlesley's Dity\ (ed. Owen!
76a It commits us in hostility with the three greatest mili-

tary powers of the empire. 1815 Earl BATHUMT in (lurw.

Disf>. Wellington X. 5, 1 apprehend everything from his

committing the army with Buonaparte.

+ b. Jig. ' To place in a state of hostility or in-

congruity.' (J.) Oh. rare~ %
.

1645 Milton Sonn. xiii. To If. Lawes, Not to scan With
Midas' ears, committing short and long.

0. To involve in hostile or disagreeable rela-

tions ; to embroil. [Cf. F. commettre le phe avee le

Jils (Littrtf).]

1855 M 11.man Lut. Chr. (1864I IV. vn. v. 158 The revolted

son. .whom it was their interest to commit irrevocably with
his father.

10. To expose by some compromising act to

possible risk, danger, or suspicion; to involve,

compromise. Sense not in Johnson or Todd ; in

Webster 1838.)
Walker says 1 First used in Junius'* Letter* in a sense

unknown to our former Knglish writers. This sense is l»or-

rowed from the French, and has been generally adopted by
different writer*'.

C1770 Junius Lett. (WX You might have satisfied every
duty of political friendship without committing the honor
of your sovereign. 179* 1. Ji vm rson Writ 11859) III. 454
The importance of restraining individuals from committing
the peace and honor of the two nations. 1816 J. Gilchrist
Philos. Etym. 37 Vet Dugald Stewart has committed the

reputation of hi* understanding, by asserting, etc. 1863
Mrs. C Clarkk. Shahs. Char. vt. 157 Shakespeare has never
once committed his character in such a way that we should
refuse cordially to giasp bis hand.

b. To engage or pledge by some implicative

act {to a particular course).

(1786 BUM W. Hastings Wks. 184a II. 237 Warren
Hastings, by the said guarantee, did . . pledge and commit
the publick faith of the company, and the nation. 1 1839
W. E. Fohhtkk in T. W. Reid L{fe jSBS) I. iv. 124 If I be

not speedily committed to the slave trade cause, 1 shall be

committed to something else. 1879 Froudr Cmsar xv. 345
I'ompey was deeply committed to Cesar's agrarian, .law.

0. rejl. To compromise oneself, d. To pledge

oneself by implication to a course (evil or risky).

1700 Walpoliana xii. 8 They hesitate and wait for the

public opinion . . they are afraid to commit themselves by
speaking out. 1803 Nklson 29 Dec. in Nicolas Disp. (1845)

V. 336 The Queen . . would hardly commit herself in com-
mumcating secrets to a Frenchman. 1839 J. H. NtWMAN
Pmr. Sertn. IV. it. 40 This is what comes of committing
ourselves to an evil line ofconduct. 1861 Sat. Ret; 14 Sept.

069 The strength of a snub lies in the sudden apprehension

that we have committed ourselves, a 186a Buckle Civilitu

(i860 1 III. iv. 193 The preacher* had now committed them-
selves loo far to recede. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xvii.

604 When the question is putXarely before them they avoid

committing themselves.

U Of doubtful sense or position.

1513 Ld. Bkknkks Env'st, J, ccclxxxiv. 650, I commyt te

684

ueuer to lyue [jamais ie ne veulx vivre] without thou shalte

derely abyc it. i6ai W. Sclater Tythes '16731 223 Commit
not to incurrc suspicion of making so worthy parts seruice-

able to priuate respects of any.

5f I Error for ' admit or 1 conduct
1598 Famous Vict. lien. V, ix. 97, I am glad that he is

come. .Commit him to our presence. Ibid, 109 Commit my
Lord Archbishop of Bruges into our presence.

II * To consider, regard, account/ Cent. Diet.

A mistake, founded on a corrupt reading ' com-
mytted ' for ' compted ' counted.

Commitment (It/ml tmcnt). [f. Commit +
-ment. Commeltement is found in Anglo- Fr. sta-

tute* of Henry V (,(lodef.).] The action of com-
mitting, in various senses; committal.

1. The action of entrusting, giving in charge, or

commending.
1677 R. Cary Chronol. 11. II, R, iii. an To forbear the

Commitment of his Fathers Government unto him. 1815
Chalmers Let. in Life (1851) II, 12 A daily, .commitment
of ourselves to those promises which are in Christ Jesus.

1853 Tail's Mag. XX. 516 The irrevocable commitment of

the public welfare, to the numerical majority.

b. The committing of the care and custody of

idiots to a responsible person. (Cf. Committkk 3.)

1885 Law Ke/*. 14 Q. R. Div. 896 The Lords Justices.,

entrusted, .with the care and commitment of the custody of
idiots and lunatics.

2. The action of officially consigning to custody

or confinement, or the stale of being so consigned ;

imprisonment, confinement, esp. pievious to trial.

i6st Elsing Debates Ho. Lords i Camden* 95 His warrant
to thr Keet>er of Newgate for the comittment of Robcrte
Moore. 1645 Mug. Worcester in Dircks Life xiii. 118651

127 Since my commitment to (he Castle of Dublin. 1688
Col. Fee. Penn. I. 741 No Order to keepe him under Com-
mitment. 1765 0 lti.ACKsTONK Comm. iv. xxii. (R ), In this

dubious interval l>ctwcrn the commitment and trial, a
prisoner ought to be used with the utmost humanity. 18x4

9VD. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 401 This, makes every simple
commitment more terrible than a conviction. 1851 Dixon
W. Penn viii. (1873) 65 Warrants of commitment to the
Tower. 1883 19th Cent. May 004 Juvenile commitments

I

for crime have largely diminished.

b. A warrant or order of committal to prison.

1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake I. xv. 14a We . . chose New-
gate, and a Commitment was ordered to l>e drawn accord-

I

tngly. 1817 Lo. Folkestone in Pari. Deb. 1^65 The name
1 or names of the persons who signed the commitment. 1836
Makkvat .(/./:., My commitment to the county gaol

I
was made out.

3. Legislation. The action of referring or en-

trusting (a bill, etc/ to a committee.
1640 1 La I v Pari S/. q Feb. 8 When this Petition

was in i presented, there might t>ec more reason for the
Commitment of it. 16*8-9 Burton's Diary < i8j8) 111. 190

1
The proper question before you is the commitment of this

Rill. Now how shall you commit it? a 1707 II Walfole
Mem. Ceo. Ill '184$' II. vi. 138 Mr. Conway . .advised de-

ferring the motion till the day of the commitment. 1800 T«

JcpriMON Writ. (1830) III. 448 They have got their judi-

1 iary bill forwarded to commitment. 1870 Stanhope Hist.

Eng. II. 103 Upon the commitment got a sufficient party to
adtl such a Clause.

f 4. The action of committing or perpetrating

(an offence); — Commibhion u. Oh.
161 1 Si-ekd Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. xx. 1163a* 97a The commit-

I

ment of that parricide. 1690 W. Hartley Cood News toalt
People 1 1 U[>on the Commitment of sin. 1651 W. Durham
Maranatha 18 The outward acts and grosser commitments
of sin. 1738 Common Sense 117391 H* 7' To prevent the

frequent Commitment of new Crime*.

f 5. The action of engaging in or commencing
(hostilities) ; hostile engagement. Oh. rare.

1643 Milton Tetraeh. Wks. 1738 I. 334 To be made the
commitment and close fight of enmity and hate. 1793 T.

Jekeerson Writ. 11859) 75 Prohibiting the commitment
of hostilities.

6. The committing of oneself, or being com-
mitted (to a particular course of conduct, etc.).

"793 T. Jeefkkson Writ. (1859) IV. 6a Urge one (an
answer} as much as you can without commitment. 1871

Daily MtM 9 Feb., An unreserved and open commitment
to measure* of Reform. 1880 E. Mvers in Hetlenica 5

Without commitment to any especial political opinions,

b. An engagement.
1864 Disraeli in Daily Tel. aa Sept., The commitments

of the country are too great, .we have entered into engage-
ments which it U difficult to fulfil. 188a Fall Matt C.

13 July 5/3 Money is of course easy still, as there are no
fresh commitments.

Committable, -ible (kymrtabT, a. [f. Com-
mit * -able ; cf. K commettable : see -ble, and ad-

mi/table.] That may be committed.
1646 Sir F. a\ nk Pseud. E/. iv. xii. 319 Mistakes com-

mittible in the solary compute of ycarcs. 1664 II. More
Afyst. Imq. iv. 10 Most hainous sins committable against
Christ, a 1716 South Serin. (1737) VII. ais There is no
*in committable by man . . but . . is capable of t>eing made a
tin of presumption. 1804 Rentham ft'ks. X. 414 Offences
conviiittcd and committable. 1883 M iss Rrolt.mton Belinda
I. i. iv. 56 The one unforgivable sin coinmittiblc by women
ag.iiust men.

Committal (Vmi taTi, sb. [f. Commit + -al.]

The action of commuting, in various senses.

1. The action of entrusting, giving in charge,

consigning, or commending.
1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 343 A careful committal to the

memory of the. ladies alphabeted in Clayton's Court Guide.
1858 Trench Parables 197 The solemn committal, .of such
a charge to the Priests and Levites.

COMMITTEE.
attrib. 1886 Pall Mall G. 6 Oct. 9/1 The body was in-

terred in the ante-chapel, where the committal prayers were
said by the Vice-Master.

b. Committal to writing.
1841 Qk S. Faber Prol ine. Lett. (1844) II. 319 The actual

committal of Liturgies to writing.

2. The action of committing to confinement.
i8«3 Sew Monthly Mag. IX. 433/a The committals to

prison, i860 Froupb Hist. Eng. v. 61 Hi* arbitrary com-
mittal had no pretext of law for it. 1881 Daily News
13 Apr. 5/4 The committal, trial, and conviction of his wife,

b. A warrant or order for imprisonment.
1760 Life <y Adv. Cat 41 To demand the committal in

writing.

8. Legislation. The action of referring or en-

trusting a bill, etc.) to a committee.
1818 Part. Deb. 1415 Between the second reading of the

bill and its committal in the house. 18*5 Ann. Reg. 51
Lord Lansdown moved the committal of the bill.

4. The action of doing or perj etrating (an
offence, etc.) ; - Commibmion 12.

1615 I'sshkr Annv. Jetuit 349 The committal! of those
smaller faultes. 1718 Br. P. Brown Free. Understanding
11. vi. (1737) aa? An. .internal Sensation of Remorse on the
Committal of wicked Actions. 1856 Sat. Fev II. 389 a
The Bishop of London's, committaiof a flagrant . . breach
of the Church's law. 1886 R. Davf.v in Antiquary Mar.
laa/i The committal of that awful crime.

t 5. Kngagii:g in or commencing (hostilities). Oh.
1771 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 11/1 The actual com-

mittal of hostilities.

b. Committing or compromising oneself : sec

Commit 9.

1835 Tail's Mag. II. 378 ' Do not commit yourself.* And
what docs this apprehension of committal imply T

Couimi'ttal, a. colloq. [app. a back-forma-

tion on non committal sb. used attrib.] That
commits or compromises (a person, or oneself).

{1863 W. I'niLLirs Speeches vi. 140 Mr. Mann's speech has
the same non-committal tone.) 1884 Pumh 9 Feb. 6a A
candid opinion on this point is extremely committal.

t Commrttance. Oh. rare. [f. Commit v. +
-ance : cl. remittance from Fr.] A committing.
1650 E.xercit. cone. Usurped Poivers 73 The people's non*

committancc of any power to their Representee*.

Committar, obs. form of Committee.

Committed kymi w d
, ///. a. [f. Commit +

• ED 1

.] hntrusted, delegated ; put in prison
;
done,

perpetrated, etc. : sec the verb.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 97a The dire thought of his committed
evil. 1640 l.i.'! Althea in Prison, Like committed
linnets, I With shriller throat shall sing. 1660 Hist. Indep.
iv. 10 The sad remembrance of their committed crimes.

1846 Trlnch Mirac. ix. u86at an The Church binds and
looses by a committed, and not an inherent power.

Committee see below). Also 6 coramytte,
comyttie, -ittio, 6-7 committie, 7 committey,
-itie, -itty, -itte, comittee. [Subst. use of late

AKr. committe, committee pa. pple., mbstituted for

F. commis, f. commettre to Commit : cf. words like

appellee, in which the suffix repr. F. / of the pa.

pple. of 1st conj. ; also t> ustee. The pronunciation

was orig. \ .w.v..
. which is ttill retained in

branch I, and in Scotland may be heard also in II.

Hut the few verse quots. from 1606 onward have

(kfJmi ti\ and this is the recognized pronunciation

in II. Practically, the existing senses 2 and 3
have, through this distinction of accent, come to

be distinct words.]

I. Applied to an individual : nenv ikprnit;')*

|1. A |>erson to whom some charge, trust, or

function is committed ; a commissioner, commis-
sary. Oh. exc. as in d.

1495 Act it Hen. VII, c. 16 The Kinges Committees or

his patentees for the kepyng of the seid Toun. 1513 FiT<*

hkrb. Snrv. 2% The garden or his commyt te or graunte
shall tende, and offre manage to the warde. 1370 Fclkk
Con/ut. Sanders 547 The Bishop of Rome bath beene

made the Committie of diuerse Councels, to receiue the

subscription. 1398 Harritt Iheor. Warns v. iii. 133 The
Comittie, or Purucyour general!, who hath charge to pro-

uide all Hastiments, prouision, and other neccssarie things.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. xcvi. 38^ By great, by needy
Mat Contcnts, by Credulous, and Vhious, Work Romcs
Committees. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 331 Nicholas

Wotton. .thrise chosen a Committee about peace between the

English, French, and Scotish. 16*3 Cot kkram, Committee,

he to whom a matter is committed to be ordered or de-

cided.

+ b. One of a number of persons to whom a

particular business is delegated ; a mcml>er of

a committee in sense a. Oh.
1587 Harrison England 11. viii. (1877) 1. 178 The bill is

put to certeiue committees to be amended. 1618 Sir R.
Naunton in Eortesc. Papers 73 Mr. Comptroller, one of our

fellow Comiticcs. i6a8 Cokk Oh Lift. (1809) vit. 11 These
committees when they meet, they elect one of them to sit

in the chair in likenessc of the sjwaker.

+ 0. The title of each of the 24 directors elected

annually by the Kast India Company to manage
its affairs. Oh.
1681 R. Knox Hist. Ceylon Ep. Ded., To the. . Four and

Twenty Committees of the Honorable the East-India

Company. 1706 Lond. Oat. No. 4316/3 A General Court.

.

to declare the Choice of the Governour, Deputy, and 34

Committers. 1858 Bevkkihgf Hist. India I. I, x. 228 The
management was entrusted to seventeen directors, or, as

I
they were then called, committees.
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d. Court of Committees (of Guy's Hospital) : a

court of 21 members, whose duties arc the financial

management of the Hospital, and the appointment
of new Governors.
1725 Act 11 Geo. I {Guy's Hospital), The several persons

herein-alter named . . are hereby declared to be the PrexL
dent, Treasurer, and one and twenty Committees of the

said hereby erected Corporation. 1890 Printed Notice,
Guy's //os/>., Meetings of the Court of Committees will be
held upon the following dates,

2. Law. A person to whom the charge of a
lunatic or idiot is committed.
1765 BlACKITOMi Comm. 1. viii. (R.), If he be found non

compos, he [the Ivord Chancellor] usually commits the care
of Ins person . . to some friend who is then called his com*
mittee. 1858 Lt>. St. Leonards Handy Bk. Prop, Law
xvii. 118 The powers given by the Act . . may be exercised
by guardians for infants, by committees for lunatics. 1884
Times 27 Oct. 4/5 She was the committee of the lunatic.

?i6o7Cowrl Interdr. s. v., says ' This word seemeth to

be something strangely used in Kitchin, fol. 160, where the
widow of the kings tenant being dead, is called the com-
mittee of the king': but Kitchin Jurisd. (1598) has l.c.

'et sa feme est committee le Hoy', translated (1653, p. 314)
'and his Wife is committed to the King'.

II. Applied to a body : now (k/mi'ti).

3. A body of (two or more) persons appointed or

elected (by a society, corporation, public meeting,

etc.) for some special business or function. (Cf.

1 b, which shows that each member was originally
!

called a committee.)

Hence, in the usage of Parliament, or other legis-

lative assemblies :

Committee 0/ the whole House '. the whole of the mcml>ers
sitting as a committee to consider the details of a measure
which has been 'committed ', or for kindred purposes, as in

the Committee ofSupply, Committee of Ways and Means ; j

hence the phrases to resolve itself into a Committee, to go
j

into Committee, to be in Committee, etc. Select or Special 1

Committee : one consisting of a small number of members,
selected to investigate a special matter. Standing Com-

\

mittee : a permanent committee appointed to deal with all

matters within a particular sphere, during the existence of
the body appointing them. Joint Committee: one com-
posed of members nominated by two or more distinct

bodies, such as the Houses of Lords and Commons, in

order to arrange the terms of joint action, adjust differ-

ences, etc.

i6»i Ei.sing Debates Ho. Lords (1870) 30 The wholl
House a Cornittee, the same being adjourned a*i libitum.
1626 Mhade in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 327 III. 225 The Com-
mons having chosen a Committee of Eight . . to deliver some
fourteen Articles against him unto the Lords. 1640 Sir E.
Dering Sp. on Relig. 18 Dec. vi. 21 This grand Committee
. .did authorize a Sub-committee. 1643 Dectar. cone. Ire-
land 13 The examination of Colonel! Audley Mervin given

I

. .unto a select committee of the House of Commons. 1675
Ociliiy Brit. Introd. 4'Ihe East India Company .. Regu-
lated by a Governor, Deputy-Governor, and Committee of
24 Assistants. 1733 Swift Legion Club, Let them form a
grand committee, How to plague and starve the city. 1753
Scots Mag. Aug. 388/2 The house having resolved iiscff

into a committee of the whole house upon the . . bill. 1801
Med. *Jrnl. V. 3^6 The subscribers met, and named a Com-
mittee of administration to regulate the expences. 1817
Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xv. 143 In June 1689 a
special committee was appointed to inquire into the mis-
carriages of the war in Ireland. 1844 II. IL Wilson Brit.
India III. 552 The motion of the Marquis of Lansdowne
for going into Committee on the JJill. 1871 Ruskin Munera
P. Pref. (1880) 11, I had the honour of being on the com-
mittee . . for the victualling of Paris after her surrender.
1880 McCarthy Own Times IV. Iviii. 285 Many nights of
discussion were occupied in committee.

+ b. A meeting or session of such a body. Obs.
1637-50 Row Hist. KirMtiZ^z) p. xx, I was to go to Edin-

burgh to attend the committey of the Parliament. 1666
Pepys Diary 14 June, Away to White Hall to a Committee
for Tangier; where the Duke of York was, and Sir W.
Coventry, and a very full committee. 171a E. Cooke Voy.
S. Sea 124 This Day a Committee was held. 1742 II.

Walpole Lett. H. Mann 22 Jan. I. 78 The night of the
Committee, my brother had got invalids at his house.

III. attrib. and Comb., as committee chamber,
day, meeting, room; fcommittee cut (see quot.);

committee-man, a member of a committee.
1660 Trial Regie. 44, I was admitted into the *Committe-

chamber. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 743 They mostly had
short hair, which at this time was commonly called the
"Committee cut. 1640-1 Kirkcudb. IVar-Comm. Min.-bk.
(1855) 84 Johne Gordone. .undertakes to produce his sone.

.

at the next *Committie day. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 90
Truly the Carter and "Committee-man, must be fain to last
of the same kettle. 1663 Ftagcllum or O. Cromwell (1672)
31 The chief Committe-man of the Association. 1809 Ken-
dall Trav. I. v. 27 The deputies .. were anciently called
committee-men. 1883 Lloyd Ebbty Flow II. 123 My father
is gone to a "committee meeting. 177a Town A> Country
Ma%.<)-i Passing a "Committee-room, where only one member
was holding a committee.
Hence nonce-wds.) Commi ttee v. trans., to fur-

nish with a committee
; Committeeinff vbl. sb.

t

the procedure of a committee; Commi tteeism.
1845 Caklyle Cromwell (1871) V. 39 Caballings and Com-

mitteeings. 1864 Reader 23 Jan. 95 Mere encouragement
of committeeism and private blatancy. 1889 Home Mis-
sionary <N. Y.) Dec. 372 They are officered and committeed
from their own number.

Committeeship (k^mit/ Jip). [f. prec. +
-ship.] The office or function of a committee
(now in sense a).

1670 Milton Hist. Eng. in. Wks. (1851) 98 Trusted with
Committeeships and other gainfull Offices. 1812 Examiner

Vol. II.

28 Dec. 831/1 A controversy respecting the committeeship
of a lunatic.

t Committent (k^mi-tent). Obs. [ad. L. com-
millent-em, pr. pple. of commiltfre."] One who
commits something to the charge of another.

1701 Mr. G. Hooi'EH /'roc. House Convoc. Vind. 38 The
Archbishop .. is not suppos'd to make the House a Com*
inilh'i- .to CmimoVi , ;unl !<• jioit to lli-r Coiiiniitlcjil.

Committer (kjfori'Uj). [f. Commit + -eh 1
.]

One who commits (a crime, etc.).

"$35 Stewart Cron. Scot. IL 275 Tha that wes commit-
tans of the cryme. IJ45 Hhinki.ow /.anient. 10 b, As well

. .sufferers of such vices, as the committers, a 1617 Hikkon
Wks. II. 291 Committers of all manner of vngodlincsse.

175a Cahtk /list. Eng. III. 4SI Any body that should,,
discover the devisers, counsellors, or committers of the
king's murder, a 1834 Lamii Mot. A> Pers. Deformity Wks.
560 A real committer of a murder.

fb. absol. One who commits adultery or for-

nication. Obs. (Cf. Commit 6 c.)

1604 Dekkkr Honest Wh. Wks. 1H73 II. f> If all your
committers stood in ranke They'd make a lane (in which
your shame might dwell), .from hence to hell.

Committiblo, var. form of Committadle.
Committie, -y, obs. ff. Committee.
Committing (kfJmi-tirj), vbl. sb. [see -ino'.]

The action of the verb- Commit ; commission.
1559 in Strype Ann. Ref. I. A pp. viii. 21 The .. commit-

tinge of administration of the goudes of the intestate. 1586
Thynnk In Holinshed Chron. III. 1455 To be without the

committing of a fault, a 1619 DONNK Itiathan. (1644)132
Of Affirmations and Denyals, of Omissions and Commit,
tings. 1651 HOBBM Leviaih. 11. xxvii. 151 The Commit-
ting of that which the Law forbiddcth.

b. The action of referring to a committee : see

Commit 4.

1640 Ld. DtGBV Pari. Sp. 9 Feb. 6 The committing of
this Petition may give countenance to that designe.

Commi ttmg, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -in«^.]

That commits, in various senses; see the verh.

1681 FlaVEL Right Man's Ref. 778 'Hie committing act*

of Faith. 1753 IJukn Justice ofPeace%
Commitment (I «),

The committing magistrate. 1886 /'all Mall G. 24 Nov.
9/2 The committing magistrates .. were among those who
memorialized for a reprieve.

f b. That commits an offence, adultery, etc.
;

lustful. fCf. Commit 6 c.) Obs. rare- 1
.

a 1643 W. Cartwright The Siege 1. v, He survey'd each
Virgin With a most eager and committing look. 1660

GaudKM Brmvnrig 235 They had such committing ami
'.- and. ilon , look',.

Committor Ck^mi'tpu). Imw. [f. Commit v.

+ -on in its specialize*! sense as the correlative of

-kk ] A judge fusually the Lord Chancellor)

who commits a lunatic or idiot to the charge of

another (the committee: sec Committee 2).

Commix (kfWii'ks), v. Forms : 5-6 co(m)-
myx, -ix(o, 6- commix. [The pa. pple. com-
mixt, comyxt, is found in 15th c. ( along with the

sb. commixtion, commixion, ; the present stern

commix appears a good deal later. As the same
relative order is found in the case of admix/,
admix, mixt, mix (the last l*cing the latest of all

the inference is that the L. pples. commixtus,
admixt us, mixt-us were first adopted as commixt,
admixt, mixt, and that the final -/ was then

taken to be the native ppL ending, as in kis-t cust),

and commix, etc. thus assumed as the stem. See
more fully s. v. Mix.]
1. trans. To mix or mingle together ; to blend.

Now arch, or poet.

c 1420 /'allad. on Husb. 1. 567 Figges grounde Comyxt
with flour. 1471 Ripley Comp. A ten. v. iv. in Ashm. (1652)

149 Elements comyxt and wysely coe<|uat. 1570 Dll Math.
Pre/. 9 The Quantities 01 two thingea Commixt. 157a
Bossewkll Amtorie 11. 32 Cotes commixt with two of trie

honorable Ordinaries. 1607 Topskll Serpents O6531 615
Commixe the ashen of a Serpent with . . the seeds of Fenu-
greek. 16x0 Kahkougii Meth. Physick 111. v. (1639) \<f>

You may commix with the said thing* verjuyce. 1703 Art
*t Myst. Vintners ft Wine-Coopers 12 Beat them till they
be throughly commix'd. 1709 Hkarne Collect. 5 Dec.
(Oxf. Hist. Soc) IL 321 Tin and lead commixt. 1772 Jack-
son Isinglass in Phil. Trans. LXIIL 6 Commixing three
spoonful* with a gallon of malt liquor. 1855 Sinoxkton
Virgil I. 178 Gore with foam commixed,

b. of things immaterial,
1596 Edward III, iv. iii. 54 Profit must with honour be

commix'd. 1601 Coknwai.i.yes Ess. 11. xxxi. (1631) 56 This
so sweetly commixeth her defects with those thoughts of
liking. 1665 y Wkbij Stone-l/eng < 1725) 219 They commixt
net Forms . . in one and the same Tempi''. 1674 Pi.avfokij
Skill Mus. 1. 59 This Mood that is so commixt with fancy
and airy reports. 1809-10 Colkkiogk Friend (i8i3j I. 134
He wilf confound and commix all things spiritual and tem-
poral. 1859 Fonblano.uk Life ff Labours '1874! 537 The
squeaking and grunting commixed of a herd of swine.

T C. of persons. Obs.
1621 AiNswoHTii Annot. Pen/at. Deut. xxiii. 8 They.,

might enter into the congregation and bee commixed with
them. 1659 Evelyn Misc. Writ. (1805) 117 I^est. .acertain
impure . . rabble enter, and commix themselves with our
citizens, a 1688 Bunvan Confess. Faith Wks. 62 The *ons
of God commixing themselves with the daughters of men.

2. To intermix, mix up ; to intersperse.

159a No-body $ Some-b. (1878) 299 We will not have a
Clawbacks hand comixt With such heroick peeres. 1847
H. Miller First Impr. vi. (1857) 102 With these (fields)

are*commixed innumerable cottages.

8. intr. (for reft.)

1319 Four E/ements in Hazl. DodsleyX. \\ These ele-

ments, .commix together daily. 161 1 Shaks. Cymb. iv. n.

5.5 The Smile, mocking the Sigh, that it would five From 10
diuine a Temple, to commix With windes. 1665 Mani.rv
Grotins* Loiu-C. Warres 960 Such as through greediness
of booty, drew upon them mine by commixing with thi
burning Ship. 1675 Pum Eng. /'res. Interest /)iseoi/. 52
They will commix as Iron and Clay. 1776 <i. Cammikix
I'hilos. Rhetoric I. 252 So far is (his pleasure from com-
mixing with the palhos. 1845 Ci.ot;(;ii Early I'oems xjv. 9
Oh, with mine commixing I thy breath of life shall feel.

f 4. intr. To copulate. Obs.
1610 II KALEV St. Aug. Citie of God 501 The women with

whoine ihcy [DcvilK] < omixe. 1661 Rowi.i v I'hrat . Wonder
IV. i, Curses (be man she did < oinmix withal.

t Commixa'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f.

prec. vb, t -ation.] Commixtion.
1598 SVLVUI KM Dit /lart/is 11. i. Eden (1005) 294 The trim

commixation Of confui'd fancies, full of Alteration, Makes
tb' vndentandlng hull.

Commixed, commixt fk^mi kst), ppl. a.

orifj. ad. L. commixt-us, pa. pple. of commtsce re,

. com- together + misce re to Mix, minjfle. Afi< r

the formation of the vb. commix see ahovcj, this

was treated as its pa. pple., and spelt commi* it

,

commixed.] Mixed together, commingled. (In

early use chiefly participial : see the vIj.,

< 1420 Pa/lad. on //tub. 1. 404 Lynn- and gravel comyxi.
a 1591 ' Watson Poem* (Arb.) 208 TeareH commixt shall

further forth niyg>>od. 1610 W. FoI.KINUHAM A rt oj Surrey
I. ii. j Simple, as Llay, Mouldc . Or t onimixt as . . cluyie,

wndie Earth. 1610 IiAK«oucH Meth. Physick vii. xxi. < if>yj)

4'xj Commixed affects and < au^s. 1694 wi simai 011 Si ript.

//erb. 8 It is., drawn from commixed apples. i8ao W.
ScOKKSBY Antic Reg. I. 421 The two commixed masses.

Commixing (k^mi ksin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -inoLJ The action ol the vb. Commix.
1610 Harhouch Meth. Physick in. v. (1639) 106 The com-

mixing ofthoftc things.

Commixion, obs. variant of Commixtion.

Commixt, ///. a.: see Commix, ComMiXKI).

i" Commi xt, v. Obs. rare. [f. Commixt ///. a.
;

cf. Ai>mjxt. (The early pa. pple. comm 1a led may
have been directly f. L. commixt us )\ Commix.
1481 Caxion Tittle of Old Age II v. (K. Suppl ) The

natural lubataunce of the Sonic is symplr, and is not com-
po-«d nor commixted of oariyes of dyners natures. 1483
Gold. Leg. 30/4 This holy sacrament in which the breue ft

wyn I/en commyxted. IM5 Kavnolo Byrth Mankyude
lib jj, Then wold ihey commixt them sclfe with the r.ecd.

1584 K. Scot I>istov. Witchcr. XII. xxi. 229 'I here are in

milke three substances commixted.

Commixtion 'kfJim-ksti.jn, -tfon). Obs. except

in senses
f,,

6. Also (i. 5 commyxcion, -yxyon,

5 6 -yccyori, yctyon, 5-7 commixion. [ad. I,,

commi'a lion-cm I n. of action f. commixt- ppl. stem of

commi.\cire to Commix 1, or a. its Fr. rcpr. commix-
tion (15th c. in J.ittrc' . The early variant com-
mixcion (with the ordinary -cion for -lion, led 10 the

forms commie c ion ,
commiction, commixion, of which

the latter was in established use in J6-17U1 c.

Commimtion represents another variety of the L.]

fl. The action of mixing or blending together,

commingling;. Obs.

1387 Tkkvisa Dear. Brit. 'Caxton) j4 By commixtion [ed.

1527 commixion] and medlyug ..the contre IangagC is

appaired. 1460 70 /Sk. Quinfeisence 11. si Wib commixlioun
ofpc 5 essence ot gold and peerle. 1543 Tkaiikuon Vigo's

Chirurg. 1. |. 2 Commixtion of humours a 1677 Ua^i-ov/

Serm. Wks. 168^ IL xxiii. 348 United .. without any con-
fusion, or commixtion. 1760 Paksons in /'hit. I rani. LI.

675 The commixtion of mow with aquafortis.

+ b. iilending 'of wines or the like), garbling.
1608 /'ennytess /'art. in //art. Misc. (Malhj III. 72 It

shall be lawful for muscadines, in vintners cellars, to indict

their masters of commixtion.

+ c. of persons. Obs.

1636 K. Dacrks tr. Machiavers Disc. Livy II. 274 A com-
mixtion of new inhabitants. 1667 !>isc. Relig. Eng. 34 The
true Ancient Primitive Kpiscopacy. .was ballanced or man-
aged by a due commixtion of Presbyters therewith.

&• '393 Tbkvisa Barth. De P. R. 11. xx. '1495J 47 Couen-
able and temperate commyecions ofdementis. 1471 RlVUtV
Comp. Alch. v. xi. in Ashm. (1652) 150 Of kyndly Com-
myxyon. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 437/2 The preest maketh
commyxcyon of wyne and water. 1515 Lo. Hu.vn¥.h% Iroiss.

II. xl. 124 liy reason of commyctyon of this maryage.

16x7 77 Kkltham Resolves I. Ixix. 105 The height of friend-

ship, when two similary Soul* shall blend in their com-
mixions. 1669 W. Rowland tr. Schroder's Chym. Uisp.

(,-jt Ocstillatiou, Infusion, Uecociion, or Commixion. 1689

C. Packe tr. Glauber's Wks. 1. 143 A spiritual Commixion.

f 2. Sexual union, copulation. Obs.

c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1066 Marie bare vs a son with-

out mans commixtionne. 14.. Prose Legends in Anglia
VIII. 136 Fulynge. .outc of wedloke with vnleueful com-
mixtions. 1516 IHlgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531J 302 b, With-

out the commixtyon of sex. 1673 OfLUMMl Eng. Fop.

Cerem. m.ix. 199 The commixtion of Male and Female, trie

procreation of Children.

p. 153a Mokk Confut. Tindale Wks. 373/1 Cleane from
anye late commixcion and carnal knowledge of their wiues.

XM3 Hecess. Doctr. N j b, Unlawful commixion of a marryed
man with anye other woman, than with his owne wife.

j 3. Commixed condition or state, commixture.
1432 50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 3 Makinge a commixtion of

a thynge profitable with a sweetnessc mellifluous. 1536
Bellkndkn Cron. Scot. (182 if I. 20 Pepill . .alliat under ane
commixtioun of blude. 1660 Boyi.e Nevj Exp. Fhys. Mech.
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i. (1682) 4 Stopples, .of common Plaister. .which would by
reason of the exquisite commixtion of its small parts deny
all access to the external air.

3- 1606 Shaks. Tr.
<J-

Cr. iv. v. 124 Were thy commixion,
Greeke and Troian so. That thou could'st say, this hand is

Grecian all, And this is Troian.

1 4. concr. A mixture, compound. Obs.

1514 Barclay Cyt. ft Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 26 He
couthe make playsters, and newe commyxcyons. 1604 T.
Wright Passions v. 171 So many thousand sauces, and com-
mixtions of spices.

5. Rom. and Sc. Law. (See quots.)
i6j8 CokeO* Lilt. 177 a, Hotchpot, .a commixion ofdivers

things together. 1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Law (1870) 117
Though the new species could be produced from the com-
mixtion or confusion of different substances belonging to
different proprietors, the same rule holds. 1813 Crabb
Technol. Diet,, Commixtion, a method of acquiring property
in the Scotch law, by mixing or blending substances belong-
ing to different proprietors. 183a Avstin Jurispr. (1879)
II. Ivii. 932 So in the case of commixtion, specification, etc.

6. The putting of a small piece of the host into

the chalice, typifying the reunion of body and soul

at the resurrection.

1872 W. E. Scudamore Notitia Euckar. 585 The Roman
custom of putting a small piece broken off the Host into the
Chalice, .called the Commixtion, or Commixture. [Com-
mixture is the word used in the following pages of the book.]

Commixture ,k/mrkstiuj). [ad. h. commixt-
iira, f. commixt- : see prec. and -ure.]

1. The action or fact of mixing or mingling to-

gether ; union of ingredients or constituents.

a 1592 T. Watson Poems (Arb.) 201 But it so fast was
fixed to my hart, Ioind with vnseparable sweete commixture.
i6ioBp. Hall Apol. Brenunists 3 56 Your odious commixture
of all sorts of people in the body of your Church. 1643
Milton Divorce 11. xix. 18511 1 14 The souls union and com-
mixture of intellectuall delights. 1794 G. Adams Nat. <$

Exp. Philos. III. xxv. 85 Jarring interests and opposite
views.. are made to produce order by their proper com-
mixture. 1831 Eraser's Mag. IV. 354 A law enforcing the
commixture of tartar emetic in every gallon of spirit. 1869
Farrar Earn. Speech iv. (1873! 123 While all other tongues.

.

have undergone perpetual commixture and change,

b. (with a and //.)
1607-ia Bacon Ess. Nobility (ArbJ 188 By a commixture

of good and euil Actes [1612 Arts]. 1671 Maynwaring
Anc. tf Mod. Pract. Physic 81 The various results from
different commixtures. 1846 Hawthorne Mosses, Rappa-
cinis Dau., There had been such a commixture.

2. The condition or product resulting from mix-
ing things together; a mixture, a compound.
1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. vi 6 My Loue and Feare,

glew'd many Friends to thee, And now I fall. Thy tough
Commixtures melts. 1601 Cornwallyes Ess. xv, Demetrius
was a Commixt ure of vertues, and vices. 1725 Bradley Earn.
Diet. s. v. Planting, A Comixture of Street Filth, Sea-coal
Ashes, and some Horse-Dung with it. 1794 Sullivan View
Nat. I. 222 Atmospheric air may be considered . .a com-
mixture of an acid and water, and a fixed fire. 1849
Murchison Siluria xx. 491 Seeing in this commixture, .the
indications of long and slow action. 1859 I i \ m •.

i Ceylon
II. x. i. 578 The temple contains a strange commixture of
Brahmanical and Buddhist worship.

+ 3. Complexion (in its earlier sense). Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v.i. 296 Faire Ladies, .their damaske

sweet commixture showne, Are Angels vailing clouds.

f4 Commixtion 2. Obs.
1682 G. Vernon Life of Iteylyn 181 Monks and Friers,

who fancied themselves to have had unclean commixtures
with her.

+ 5. Rom. and Sc. Law. = Commixtion 5.
17. . Erskine is cited in Webster.
6. ^Commixtion 6. q. v.

1850 Neale Hist. East. Ch. I. 520 This commixture, if

not absolutely primitive, is . . of very venerable antiquity.

Commli, -ly, obs. forms of Comely.
Commocion, -cyon, obs. ff. Commotion.
t Commodate f

v. Obs. [f. L. commodat- ppl.
stem of commodd-re : see Commode v.]

1. trans. To put in order, adjust, arrange.
1594 Parsons Confer. Success. 11. viii. 158 She. .may therby
commodate many matters, and salue many breaches.

2. To adjust, suit, accommodate to.

1656 Earl Monm. Advt.fr. Pamass. 178 One who wisely
knew how to commodate his actions to his princes genius.

3. To lend.

Hence Commodating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

161 1 R. Fenton Usury 1. iv. 16 Selling, exchanging, com-
modating, or lending. 1887 Daily Tel.% June 5/2 The ac-
commodating—or, to put it in Latinity more correct than
that of the Statute, the * commodating —Librarian.

Commodate (kfrm<Wt), sb. [ad. L commo-
ddt-um loan, neut. of commoddl-us

y
pa. pple. of

commodd-re to accommodate, lend : cf. K, com-
modate] Rom. Law. A free loan of anything not
perishable, to be returned unimpaired to the lender.

17»7~S I Chambers Cycl. s. v., A commodate .. is gratis,
and does not transfer the property. .Things which consume
by use, or time, cannot be objects of a commodate. 1754
Erskine Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 286 Commodate . . In this
sort of loan, the property continues with the lender; the only
right the borrower acquires in the subject is its use, after
which he must restore the individual thing. iSiSCole-
brooke Qbltg.tf Contracts I. 75 In the case of commodate
or loan for use. 1880 Muirhead tr. Instil. Gains 111. \ 90.

Commodation (k^mi^'Jan). [ad. L. com-
moddtion-em, f. commodd-re : see Commode 9A
T 1. Accommodation

; convenience, adaptation
for use ; mutual arrangement. Obs*

1648 J. Geree Might overcoming- Right ^6491 15 The
danger of commodation on such concessions. 1677 Halb
Prim. Orig. Man. |. i. 5 Some Objects, .have . . a mediate
and preparatory usefulness to Mankind, though.. in them-
selves and immediately they have not that commodation.
2. Law. The lending of a thing, to be returned

after use unimpaired: cf. Commodate sb. ? Obs.

1592 West Symbol. 1. 1. § 15 Of Commodation or Lending
of thinges which maybe restored. Commodation, is a Con-
tract reall, whereby . . euen the verie selfe same thing in deede
may be restored and not in hew thereof an other of the same
kinde, as an horse, a booke, etc. i6xx R. Fenton Usury
1. iv. iS In commodation, or lending tovse.

1 Commo de, a. Obs. Chiefly 18th c. [a. Fr.

commode, ad. L. commod-us that has due measure,
suitable, convenient, accommodating, etc., f. com-
together + mod-us measure, due measure : see

Mode.]
1. Convenient, opportune, suitable.

i6y}HEYUxAusiu. Burton 163 This istheplace. .so pricked
and commode, as I findeit in the. .said olde booke. 1668 Mrs.
Behn Oroonoko Wks. 1871 I. 164 We were dressed, so as is

most commode for the hot countries. 1740 H. Walpole
Let. H. S. Conway § July, A vast palace, .vastly commode
especially to the cicisbeo-part of mankind.

2. Of persons : Accommodating
;
gen. in a bad

sense. Const, to.

17M Steele Consc. Lovers v. iii, One of those Commode
Ladies who lend out Beauty, for Hire. 1798 Vanbr. &
Cib. Prov. Husb. iv. i, So Sir ! am not I very commode to
you? 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1822) I. 188 The com-
mode matrons, and compliant fair.

Commode (k^m^n-d), sb. Also 7 comode.
[a. Fr. commode (in Littre* in senses 1 and 3),

subst. use of adj. commode : see prec ]
1. A tall head-dress fashionable with women in

the last third of the 17th and first third of the

1 8th centuries, consisting of a wire frame-work
variously covered with silk, or lace ; sometimes
with streaming lappets which hung over the

shoulders.
a 1688 Villiers <Pk. Buckhm.l Milit. Couple Wks. {1775^

128 At last the knight . . struck ofT her commode. 1692
D'Ubfey Marriage Hater Prol. 55 Wir'd Comode. .Cock'd
Three Stories high. 1706 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. I. x. 7
Stiff Commodes in Triumph star'd Above their Foreheads
half a Yard, a 1717 Parnell Allegory on Man 28 Nor
with long streets and longer roads Dangling behind her, like

commodes. 1730 Mrs. Delany Autobiog. 4- Corr. I. 238
They would be as awkwaid here as if I was to wear a com-
mode. 1876 Planche Cycl. Costumel. 130. 1883 Ashton
Soc. LifeQ. Anne 123 The commode .. originated in the
court of Lewis XIV and was there called afontange because
it had been introduced by Mrie. Fontange.

f2. [cf. Commode a. 2.] A procuress, bawd. Obs.
vjax Cibber Cxsar Epil., Was it not Bold. .to. .make the

Tragic Muse commode to Love. 1753 Foote Eng. in Paris
1. (1763 1 23 A pretty Lodging we havehit upon ; the Mistress
a Commode, and the Master a—

.

3. A piece of furniture with drawers and shelves
;

in the bedroom, a sort of elaborate chest of drawers
(so in Fr.) ; in the drawingroom, a large (and gen.

old-fashioned) kind of chiffonier.

1786 F. Tvtler in Lounger No. 79 r 5 A labyrinth of
chests of drawers, commodes, cabinets and boxes. 1823
Scott Let. 29 Oct in Lockhart, We did not open Mr.
Baldock's commode . . Lady Scott, the party most inter-

ested in the drawing room, thinks mirrors . . better things.
18*6 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863* 353 An inde-
scribable piece of furniture called a commode, consisting of
three drawers of dark mahogany, perched upon long legs,

and surmounted by four shelves enclosed within glass doors.
1862 H. Aide Carr ofCarrlyon II. 171 A ferw rickety chairs
and tables, beds, and commodes. 1890 Boston (Mass.) Jml.
25 Feb. 1/3 We place on sale a Bedroom Suit . . It has the
wide French bureau and the 1800 English commode.
4. A small article of furniture enclosing a chamber

utensil ; a close-stool.

1851 Times 1 Apr. 11/4 Inodorous chamber commodes
affording great comfort to invalids. 1877 Pall Mall G. 4
Mar. 1 i/a At the corner of this passage . . is a commode for

the use of the women.
6. attrib. and Comb.

f as commode box.

1693 Eond. Gat. No. 2832/4 A Commode Box with a Head-
dress.

t Commo de, v. Obs. [ad. L. commoddre to

suit, etc., f. commod-us suitable : see Commode a.]

a. To suit. b. To fit or furnish with (something
appropriate^. C. To put in order, repair (cf.

Accommodate IX
1658 R. Franck North. Mem. (1821)68 By noon, .the tide

will commode us for our northern passage. 1665 J. Webb
Stone-Heng (172$) 37 Modern Architects, .have thought fit

to commode every Order of Columns with a proportionate
Pedestal /bid. 53 Scamozzi was the first that commoded
Columnations with Pedestals. 1765 Projects in Ann. Reg.
170/2 It would help to preserve and commode the roads.

t Commodely, adv. Obs. [f. Commodb a. +
-ly -.] Conveniently.
1749 H. Walpole Lett. H. Mann{\%^\\.ifyY<iM found

the whole garden . . spread with tents which remained all

night very commodely. 1750— Lett. Montagu No, 108 It

will fall in very commodely between my parties.

t Commo dement. [f. Commode v. + -ment.]
Accommodation, conveniencing.
1654 2. Coke Logick{K. Suppl.), The commodement of the

publike in the appendages of an holy peace. 1657 Tomlin*
son Renou's Disp. Pref., The advantage and commodement
of the publick in general.

Commoder, var. of Commotheb, Obs.

+ Commo'derate, a. Obs. [ad. L. commode-
rat-us brought into the right measure, exact,

pa. pple. of *commoderdre, f. com- + moderdre to

keep within due measure : see Moderate.]
Brought into due measure, conformed to mo-

deration.

1647 Ward Simp. Colter 37 Such a commoderate way, as
shall best please him [God), and profit his Churches,

b. Duly proportioned, commensurate to.

1650 Kulwer Anthropomet. 171 We must detract some-
what, that these parts may be commoderate to the opera-
tion of Nature.

t Commoderate, v. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. as

prec: see -ate 3.] trans. To fashion according to

moderation ; to keep in a middle course between
two extremes.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 37 The Independent way . . the
Presbyterian way . . when I consider how the Parliament
will commoderate a way out of both.

t Commoderation. Obs. [f. as prec. : cf.

Moderation.]
1. The due adjustment and proportioning of

things^ to each other, or to any function or use.

1541 R. Copland Ga/yen's TeraPeutyke 2 Ejb, In Sym-
metrye, that is to say, that in competence and commodera-
cyon of smal conduites lyeth and consisteth the helth.

1578 Banister Hist. Man nr. 49 So exacte therfore is the
makyng therof, and with such commoderation is it

measured. Ibid. v. 64 The commoderation of aerye, and
fiery substaunce. 1650 Bclwer Anthropomet. xvii. 172 In
all parts there is . . a certain commoderation of the quantity
of parts to the actions of them. 1657 Tomlinson Renous
Disp. 10 That which changeth the commoderation and con-
sistency of the matter.

2. The taking of a moderate or middle course.

1607 Sehol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 1, ii. 67 A shewe of incli-

nation to poperie and of commoderation with it.

t Commo derator. Obs. rare. [f. as prec:
see Moderator.] One who takes or follows a
middle course ; an advocate of moderate courses.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 1. ii. 65 The wandring

pathes which have distracted the commoderators of all

times, some of whom will haue pictures but no images, some
images but not so many.

+ Commodiate, v. Obs. rare— 1
, [irreg. f.

Commodi-ous (or its source) + -ate3.] = Commode v.

1641 Earl Mokm. tr. Biondis Civ. IVarres Eng. iv-v.38
A plaoe whereby the enemy was much commodiated for the
annoyance of Normandy.

f Commodie. Obs. rare. [Perhaps merely an
error for commoditie, but possibly repr. an assumed
L. *commodia : see Commodious.] « Commodity.
1550 Latimer Last Serm. bef Edw. VI, 113 He was a

Carnal Gospeller, to gette somwhat by it, and to serve his

commodie. 1649 (//VU >, A Tragi-Comedy .. or a Parliament
Out-cry of State Commodies set to sale.

Commodie, -ye, obs. ff. Comedy.

f Commodio*dity. [f. med.L. commodids-us
Commodious + -ity.] Convenience.
1589 Tri. Love *t Fortune in. in HazL Dodsley VI. 18a

Unless it be for my commodiosity.

Commodious i^k^mJu-dias), a. Also 5-6
-iovise, -youa e, 6 -ius. [ad. F. commodicux,
•euse (15th c in Godef.), med.L. commodids-us
(Du Cange 1

, an irregular formation on L. com-
modum convenient, a convenience, as if there had
been a L. *commodia, like perfidia, etc. Cf. L.

perfidus, perfidiosus, K. perfide. Eng. perfidious.]

+ 1. Advantageous, beneficial, profitable, of use.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 11. 149 Lande argillose. .Ys com-
modiouse. 15*3 Act 14 # 15 Hen. VIII, c. 3 Worstedes,
saies, and stamins. .bene right acceptable and commodious
marchaundises. 1547 Boorok Introd. Knoivt 139 There
[in Shetland] is notning the whyche is commodious nor
pleasaunt, except fyshe. 1591 W. Clowes Treat. Lues
Venerea (16371 206 A very commodious plaister devised by
Master John Hall. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 155 P 3
When a position teems, .with commodious consequences,

fb. Const, to unto^,for.
€ 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. xn. 177 The pyne unto all thing

under sowe Is commodious. 1531 3 Act 34 Hen. VIII, c. 9
A good ordinance . . right commodious for the publike weale
of this realme. c 1534 tr. Pot. Vrrg. Eng. Hist. (Camden
Soc) I. 30 Drincke bothe commodius and pleasaunt to them
which are accustomed thereunto. 1577 Googe Heres-
backs Husb. 11586) 1. 33 A Pulse, .that is most commodious
for man and beast. 1610 Guillim Heraldry ui. ii. .i66o)

101 Very necessary and commodious to be inserted in this

place. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. iv. 14 No way
commodious unto us. 1748 Hartlev Observ. Man 1. iv.

% 455 Virtues which are most commodious to ourselves and
others.

2. Convenient, serviceable, handy, arch.

1549 (Mar.) Bk Com. Prayer Pref., An ordre for praier

. .more profitable and commodious, then that whiche of late

was vsed. more commodious, .for that the rules be fewe &
easy. 1570 Dee Math- Eref. 5 For spede and more com-
modious calculation. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 11. 137 His
commodious Solution of Difficulties. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. f 1 This practice is a commodious subject of raillery

to the gay. 1781 — L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 23 An edition

equally cheap and more commodious. 1824 Dibdin Libr.

Comp. p. i, A work, commodious in form,

b. Const.^r 'to, obs.\
c 1560 Ingelend Disob. Child in Hazl. Dodsley II. 271,

1

cannot invent A way more commodious to my judgment.

1684 R. Waller Nat. Exper., Quick-silver, .is much more
commodious for the Experiment. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc.
208 This Tool is most commodious to serve you. 1715
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Pope Odyss. rv« 549 That recess, commodious for surprize.

1814 Scott Wav. xlvi, By this way the. .general had chosen
to approach . . as most commodious for his cavalry.

j 3. Occurring conveniently
;
opportune. Obs.

1609 Bible (Douay) 2 Mace. xiv. 5 Having gotten a com-
modious time for his madnes. 1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr.
Stones 130 Thieves seize on goods by the commodious flight

of their owners.

f 4. 0/ persons : Accommodating. Obs.
1606 Shaks. Tr. Cr. v. ii. 197 The Parrot will not doe

more for an Almond, then he for a commodious drab.

5. Serviceable or convenient for accommodation,
shelter, or the like : a. with for, to. arch.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 9 Places which were very com-
modius for the enemies, 1611 Bible Acts xxvii. 12 The
hauen was not commodious to winter in. 167a Marvell
Reh. Transp. 1. 36 England lying so commodious for Navi-
gation. 1759 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. II. 367 The Isle of

Caldey. .safe and commodious for Men of War.

b. absol. Furnishing good and ample accom-
modation

;
conveniently roomy, spacious. Now

the usual sense.

[1494 Fabyan vh. 414 The orcharde. .whiche was passyng
commodious and pleasaunt, they defacyd. 154a Hoorde
Dyetary i. 233 To alter olde buyldyng in-to commodyous
and pleasaunt buyldynge.] 1553 Eden Treat. New* Ind.

(Arb.) 21 This Malaccha hath a goodly and commodious
hauen. 1786 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) 3 One of the
safest and most commodious ports in the world. 1797
Bewick Brit. Birds 11847) I- P- x 'x i These commodious
dwellings. 1846 M cCulloch Acc. Brit. 1854) 1. 559
A farm, .furnished with commodious buildings.

f 6. Said of life, living : Endowed with con-

veniences, comfortable. Obs.

1550 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II 1. xxvii. 222 Things need-
ful, for the commodious living of his natural subjects. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. 1. xiii. 63 Desire of such things as are
necessary to commodious living. 1663 Cowley Verses
Ess. 1669^ 84 My Hfe . . is a great deal more easie and com-
modious than thine.

Commodiously (kpmJu-diasli), adv. [f. prec.

H-'LY^.J In a commodious manner: + a. advan-

tageously, profitably (obs.) ; b. conveniently, now
esp. in respect to ready access and roominess.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. L 28 Eke se thi lande Be bering,

and commodiously stande. a 1535 More On the Passion
Wks. 1292/1 He sought oportuniti that he might commo-
diously betraye hym. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.)

70 An inscription such as a man may commodiously
write or engraue vpon a tombe. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 1083
To pass commodiously this life, sustain'd By htm with
many comforts. 167a Petty Pol. Anat. (1691I 79 Ireland
lieth Commodiously for the Trade of the new American
world. 1784 Johnson Let. Reynolds 9 Sept. Who led me
very commodiously into conversation with the Duke. 1823

J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 147 In this state it is more
commodiously transportable. 1823 Macavlay Misc. Writ.
(1860) I. 128 This name so commodiously vague. 1839
Thirlwall Greece VIII. 213 It lay very commodiously for

the prosecution of [their] designs.

Commodiousness (k^mju-diasnes). [f. as

prec. + -ness.] Commodious state or quality :

j* a. Advantageousness, suitableness, conveni-

ence. Obs.

X570 Dee Math. Pre/. 18 For commodiousnes, necessity,

and auantage. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxx. § 2 The
commodiousness of this invention caused all parts of Chris-

tendom to follow it. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wurtz' Surg, v. 342 A
Barber knoweth the commodiousness of soft fingers at the
touching of veins. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1.

in. x (1743) 259 An admirable commodiousness . . to travel

from London. 1750 tr. Leonard'us' Mirr. Stones 122 Pearls
have also physical virtues exceeding the commodiousness
of ornament. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 1. i. 4 Regions
that offered, .every commodiousness of water.

b. esp. in reference to convenience of position,

accessibility, and (usually) ampleness of room.
1576 Fleming Panopiie Ep. 196 The commodiousnesse of

the place, where hee abideth. 1647 Sprigge Anglia Rediv.
iv. vii. (1854) 259 Through the commodiousness of its situa-

tion, .as lying but eighteen miles north from Oxford. 1673
Temple Ess. Irel. Wks. 1731 I. 112 The Trade of a County
arises from .. the Commodiousness of Ports. 1796 Morse
Atner. Geog. II. 487 The commodiousness and length of
their canals are incredible. x8ia Wellington in Gurw.
Disp. IX. 323 Adverting to the size and commodiousness of
the buildings. 1850 Hawthorne Scarlet L. ix, Such com-
modiousness of situation.

t Commo'ditable, a. Obs. rare. [f. Commo-
dity + -able.] Fit for purchase or ?ale.

179a J. Richardson Fugitive iv. ii. (1793) 59 A cargo of
more commoditable merchandize.

t CommO'ditous, a. Obs. Also 6 erron.

-itious. [f. Commodity : cf. necessitous, etc., and
see -ous.] Having commodity ; convenient ; =
Commodious.
1575 Brieff Disc. Troubl. Frattekford (1846) 35 Moste

commoditious to the use and edification off the churche.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks, A multitude of pioners to
make the wayes more commoditous for his great armie.

Commodity (k^mpditi). Forms: 5-6 com-
(m^odite^e, -dyte, 5-7 com(m)oditie, -dytie,
-detie, (5 comedytee, comeditie), 7 comodity,
6- commodity, [a, F. commoditi (15th c^_in
Littre), ad. L. commoditdt-em due measure, fitness,
convenience, complaisance, f. commod-us : see
Commode a. The concrete senses appear to have
arisen in the modem languages.]
fl. As a quality or condition of things, in rela-

tion to the desires or needs of men, etc. : The

quality of being ' commodious 1

;
conveniency,

suitability, fitting utility ; commodiousness. Obs.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. v, There was al that myht do
pleasaunce To any harte and all commoditee. 1542 Lament.
# Piteous Treat, in Hart. Misc. tMalh.) I. 239 They had
the vauntage of vs. - for the commodyte of the place beyng
aboue vs. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 120 Sent
..toespie the commoditie of the havens. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbar.h's Husb. 1. (1586) 46 b, Of the commoditie of
water who doubteth, without whose use no man is able to

live. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 132 Vulcan . . the first that

found out the commoditie of fire, a 1682 Sir T. Browne
Tracts U684) 83 Of singular use and commodity.

+ b. Convenient access to or supply of. Obs.

C 1529 Wolsey in Ellis Grig. Lett, 1. 104 II. 7 Summe
..place, wher I may have comodyte of Physycyans. 1549
Compl. Scotl. xv. 131 Ve can hef na comodite of the neces-

sair thingis that ar requirit.

2. As a property of the person, etc., affected :

a. Convenience. Obs. or arch.

1488 Caxton Chast. Goddes Chyld. 21 Suchemen unreson-
ably . .encline to the rest and commodyte of the body. 1524
Ld. Dacke in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 86 I. 247 A surceace of
warre. .is only for their and the Duks commoditie. 1612
Brerewood Lang, RcHg. xiii 141 Not to be taken as a
rule ofnecessity . .but . .rather . .as a rule of commodity. 1774
Johnson Diary Tour Wales 4 Aug., Only one tower had a
chimney, so that there was [no] commodity of living. 1868
Browning Ring Bk. 1. 690 The lawyer's pleadings..

Doubled in two. . For more commodity of carriage,

f b. Expediency. Obs.

1585 Parsons C/tr. Exerc. 1. x. 117 A consideration of
commoditie, whert:unto commonly eche man is prone by
nature. 159S Shaks. 'John 11. i. 573 Since Kings breake
faith vpon commoditie, Gaine be my Lord, for I will wor-
ship thee. 1614 T. Adams DeviTs Banquet 83 They Wtl

heare vs willingly if our Text be Commodity, and our Sermon
Policie. 1788 Cow per Corr. (1824) II. 130 What Shak-
speare calls commodity, and what we call political expe-

diency.

f c. Advantage, benefit, profit, interest : often

in the sense of private or selfish interest. Obs.

1571 R. Edwards Damon P. in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 41,

I will use his friendship to mine own commodity. 1621

Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. in. xv. 11676) 85/1 Commodity is

the steer of all their actions. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist- iv.JL

§ 12 His atchievements in France, were more for the credit,

then commodity . . of England. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 11.

v. (1692) 163 Those kind of men do regard nothing but
their own Commodity. 1836 Emerson Nature, Commodity
Wks. Bohn) II. 143 Under the general name of commodity,
I rank all those advantages which our senses owe to nature,

f d. concr. Profit, gain.

1577 Hellowes Gueuara's Chron. 91 If he displaced any
person from his commoditie, he did not forget otherwise to

recompence him. 1630 R. Johnson Kingd. Commiu. 236
These Indies, .yeeld an exceeding commodity to this king.

3. (with a and //.) A convenience, advantage,

benefit, interest. Obs. or arch.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 21 Other commodytees
folowynge of the same. 1578 Abp. Grindal Let. in Fuller
Ch, Hist. ix. iv. § 3 The reading of Homilies hath his com-
modities. i6iz [title), An Old Thrift newly revived, wherein
is declared .. the commodities and discommodities of in-

closing decayed Forrests. 1670 Baxter Cure Ch. Div. 152
Hypocrites, who will do anything in compliance with their

own commodities. 1823 Lamb Etta Ser. 1. ii. (1865* 12 The
many commodities incidental to the life of a public office.

f4. Convenient juncture of events; opportunity,

occasion. Obs.

1551 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. 11. i. 254 After dinner taking
commodity to declare their letters, a 1555 Bp. Gardiner
in Abp. Parkers Corr. 22 Having commodity to send this

bearer . . to the University. 1619 V'cr Doncaster Let. in

Ens*. <y Germ. (Camden Soc.) 74 Your Lordship shall hear
from me agayne by the first commodity I can make. 1632
Lithgow Trav. ix. (1682) 403 Finding the Commodity of an
English Ship . . we hoised sayl.

6. concr. A thing of 'commodity', a thing of

use or advantage to mankind
;

esp. in useful

products, material advantages, elements of wealth.
c 1400 Maundev. (RoxlO xxii. 101 pe land of Inde es be

maste plentifous land of folk bat es owerwhare, by cause of
be grete commoditez [Fr. bontee] bat it has berin. 1432-50
tr. Higden (.Rolls) I. 289 Flandres . . is replete with mony
commodites, as with pastures, bestes, marchandise, waters,

hauenes. 1494 Fabyan i. iv. 11 Y« Ryuer of Thamys. .with

also the Commodities therunto adioynynge. 1553 Eden
Treat. Newe Ind, (Arb.) 5 Euery parte, region or commo-
ditie of y- sayd new found landes. 1594 Norden Spec.

Brit., Essex tCamden Soc.) 8 Hopps, a commoditie of
greate and continuall use. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1. xlvii.

(1739)80 They now think a Bishoprick but a naked com-
modity. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees Ep. Ded., Cattle, Corne
and all Commodities will thrive. 1820 Hazlitt Led. Dram.
Lit. 177 Command over the gross commodities of life.

6. spec, in Comm. A kind of thing produced
for use or sale, an article of commerce, an object

of trade ; in pi. goods, merchandise, wares, pro-

duce. Staple commodity : leading article of trade.

1436 Pol. Poems I1859) '6° Commodytes . . commynge
out of Spayne, And marchandy . . Bene fygues, raysyns,

wyne bastarde, and dates. 1486 Act 3 Hen. VII, c. 8 Every
Merchant . . shall imploy the Money . . upon the Com-
modities of this Land. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. nr. iii. 6
Some tender monie to me . . Some offer me Commodities to

buy. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. 1. ii. 17 There is a due
price to be set upon every saleable commodity. 1691 Locke
Money Wks. 1727 II. 73 Commodities are Moveables, valu-

able by Money. 1699 Bentley Phal. 359 Money was at

that time a scarce Commodity in Greece. 1825 M rCt'LLOCH
Pot. Econ. in. vi. 294 Money is itself a commodity, whose
value depends on the same circumstances that determine

the value of all other commodities. 1878 Jevons Prim.
Pol. Econ. 16 A commodity is any portion of wealth.

b. fig. and transf Anything that one ' trades
*

or ' deals ' in.

1608 Dekker Bel/nan Lond., The whore, who is called

the commodity, a 1623 W. Pemble Wks. 116351 53 The
maxime of Politicians, that the opinion of virtue is a com-
modity. 1659 Vulgar Errors Censured ii. § 1. 18 The first

Commodity a young Tradesman sets to sale is his own
Honesty. 1767 Junius Lett. xii. 52 The favour of princes is

a perishable Commodity. 1863 Fr. Kemble Resid. Georgia
16 The staple commodity of my letters.

t 7. A quantity of wares, parcel, ' lot'. Also fig.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. ii. 93, I wold thou and I knew,
where aCommodityof good names were to be bought. Ibid.

iv. ii. 19 Such a Commoditie of warme slaues, as had as lieue

heare the Deuill, as a Drumme. i6ox — Twel. N. in. i. 50
Now Ioue in his next commodity of hayre, send thee a
beard.

fb. spec, in 16— 1 ^th c. : A parcel of goods sold

on credit by a usurer to a needy person, who imme-
diately raised some cash by re-selling them at a
lower price, generally to the usurer himself (see

D'Israeli Cur. Lit., Usury).
An accommodation of this kind, designed to evade the

usury laws, in which the >;oods were trumpery, was known
as a commodity 0/brown paper, or the like : see Nares. To
take (clap) up a commodity \ to obtain such an accom-
modation.
1590 Greene Never too late <i6oo) 56 If coyne want,

then eyther to Limbo, or else clap vp a commodity (if

I so much credite be left). 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 47 a,

A hundred pound commodity .
. is not forty pound money.

1603 Shaks. Mcas./or M. iv. iii. 5 Here's yong Mf
. Rash,

hce 's in for a commoditie of browne paper and olde Ginger,
' nine score and seuenteene pounds, of which hee made flue

Markes readie money. 1608 48 Dekker Eng. Villanies

{title 0/ ch.). The Manner of undoing Gentlemen by taking
I up of Commodities, a 1652 Bhome Mad Couple n. Wks.

j

1873 I. 21 My husband, .lent you the last Terme a hundred

I

pound, which hee assign'd to me; and now I have it in

j

Commodity.

t Co'mmodome. Obs. [app. ad. L. comtnodtwt.']

= Commodity 2 c ;
' singular commodome 1 — in-

i dividual or private interest.

a 1528 Skelton I'o-v Populi 393 Thus is oure welthe un-
done By syngular commodome.
Commodore (kfrmado-i). Forms : 7 com-
mandore, 7-8 commadore, 7- commodore. [In

17th c. (under William III) commandore, possibly

ad. Du. kommandeur (see Commanded) ; some
have conjectured a corruption of Sp. comendador

;

but no contact with Spain appears in the early

;

instances.]

1. Naval. An officer in command, ranking above
I captain and below rear-admiral.

a. in Brit, and U. S.

In the British navy the rank is a temporary one, given to

j

senior officers in command of detached squadrons. It is of
two classes, in the first of which the commodore (with the

j

pay and allowances of a rear-admiral; has a captain under
him, while in the second he has not.

In the U. S. navy since 18621 the commodore may com-

i

mand a naval division or station, or a first-class war-ship.

1695 Loud. Gaz, No. 3124/1 The Commandore joyned
, them with above 500 Sea-men. 1703 /(W. No. 3912/2 Captain
Gibson in the Bridgwater being Commadore, 1745 Observ.
cone. Navy 36 A Captain of a Man of War distinguished

by a broad Pennant, thereby signifying him as a Comma-
!

dore, has the Degree of Brigadier-General. 1748 Anson's

I

Voy. 1. 1. 5 Whatever depended on the Commodore, was so

j

far advanced. 1757 J. Lind Lett. Navy i. 34 A commodore
is only an occasional dignity. . when the commission ceases,

i

he descends again to the rank of a private captain. 1833

j

Marryat P. Simple xvi, Our own commodore had made
j

the signal of our recall.

b. An officer of like rank (temporary or per-

i manent) in the navies of other countries
;

app.

originally applied to Dutch commanders.
1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3331/3 Vice-Admiral Nevill, Com-

!
macfore Mees, and several other English and Dutch Com-

!
manders. X702 W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant v. 14 At the

Intreaty of the Commadore I entred the Shallop. 1755
Magens Insurances II. 52 The Commador Don Antonio
Serrano. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. 216 He was made
commodore of the Russian fleet.

2. As a courtesy-title, applied to : a. 'the senior

captain, when three or more ships of war are

cruising in company ' ; b. a like officer in a fleet

of merchantmen ; c. a captain of pilots.

1832 Hull Pilotage Act 17 To their clerk, commodore of

pilots, or other officer. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word.bk.,

Commodore . .a title given by courtesy to the senior captain

. . also imported into the East India Company's vessels, the

senior being so termed, inter se.

d. The president of a yacht-club. Also, his

vessel at club-regattas.

1863 Illustr. Lond. NeivsYAAX. 617/3 The Prince ofWales
Yacht Club, .the first prize was duly presented by the Com-
modore. 1890 Glasgow Herald 30 June 6/2 Mr. J[ohn

Neill, commodore of the club, was flag officer. .The visitors

on board the Commodore included, etc. . .Course from com-
modore round Powder Buoy and Dunoon flag boat.

3. The commodore's ship. (Cf. Admiral.)
1694 Luttrell Brie/Rel. (1857) III. 374, 12 men of warr

to cruize at the Chops of the Channel, and the Hampton
Court to be commodore. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4422 7 A
Consultation of all the Captains on board the Commodore,

b. (See quots., and 2 d.)

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789^, Commodore is also

a name given to some select ship in a fleet of merchantmen,
87-2
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who leads the van in time of war, and carries a light in his
top. 1847 Hill in Gosse Birds 0/ Jamaica 435 The egg-
gathering is regulated by a custom which recognises the
first-coming vessel as commanding for the season. The
second vessel in seniority is called the Commodore ; the
first being, .the Admiral. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk. s.v.

t Co mmodous, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. com-
mod-us convenient + -ous.] = Commodious.
1677 Gale Crt. Getttiles II. iv. 179 A Sagacious prudence

. . to find out what Laws are best and most commodous.
Ibid, 180 What is most commodous or incommodous for
the preservation . . of their Societie.

t Commodula'tion. Obs. [ad. L. commo-
dulation-em symmetry (in Vitruv. in. i.) t n. of
action f. *commoduldri, f. com- + modulari to
Modulate.] Sym metrical correspondency.
1598 Haydocke tr. Lomazza I. 27 This correspondencie is

by Vitruvius called Commodulation. 16*7 Hakewill Apol.
19a 1669 A. Browne Ars Pict. 4 A correspondency and
agreement of the Measure of the parts between themselves
and with the whole . . by Vitruvius called Commodulation.

t Commody, adv. Obs, App. for L. commode
conveniently. (Perh. an error of transcription.)
14*5 Ord. Whittington's Alms-house in Entick London

(1766.) IV. 354 Whan he may best and most commody have
leisure thereto.

Commoeve, obs. form of Commove.
T Commoigne. Obs. [a. OF. commoim ( 1 5th c.

in Godef. ), f. com- + moine monk: cf. confrere.]
Fellow-monk, brother-monk.
14*5 Fusion Lett. I. 19 The Priour of Bromholme and his

commoigne apostata, Johne Wortes. x6ia Selden Notes to
Drayton's Poly-olb. xi. 192 With one Gilbert his Commoigne
and iii other Monkes. 1670 Blount Law Diet.

i Co-mmolate, v. Obs.-* [irreg. f. L. com-
mol-ere to grind thoroughly, pound, f. com- + mol-
ere to grind.] 'To Grinde corne, or the like'

(Cockeram pt. 11. 1623).

t Commoli tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. *commo-
lition-em, n. of action f. commolit- ppl. stem of
commol-Zre \ see prec] Grinding together.
1658 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxii. n686> 130 Birds

swallow hard substances to supply the use of teeth, by
commolition, grinding, and compression of their aliment.

Common (k^man ), a. Forms: 3-6 co;m)-
mun, comune, 3-7 commune, (3 4 co(m)muyn,
5 comvyne), 3-6 co(m)men, 3-4 -in, (4 -ynge),

4-5 co(m)mown;e, 4-6 -oun(e, -yn, comyne,
4-5 comone, 4-6 commone, 4-7 comon, 5- com-
mon, [liarly MK.co m)mun, a. OP", comun C = Pr.,

Sp. comun, It. commune) :—L. commun-is.\ The
derivation of the latter is doubtful ; ? f. com- to-

gether + -munis (:—moinis) bound, under obliga-
tion (cf. early Lat. mum's obliging, ready to be of
service, and immunis not under obligation, exempt,
etc.); or "if.com- together + unus, in early L.
oinos one. The former conjecture is the more
tenable, esp. if com-moinis was, as some suggest,

cognate with OTeut. ga-mainiz, OHG. gimeini,
OK. gemaene, in same sense. The ME. repr. of the

latter, imene, was superseded by the Fr. comun ; .

the accentuation comwn is found as late as the

1 6th c. in verse ; but before the date of our earliest

quots. in the 13th c , the popular form had become
co mun, whence comyn, CO'mm, co-men, and the
modern pronunciation. Chaucer and Gower have
both

; comwn[e being usual at the end of a line.]

I. Of general, public, or non-private nature.

1. * Belonging equally to more than one ' (J.) ;

possessed or shared alike by both or all (the per-

sons or things in question). + To have {anything)
common with : now, to have in common with : see
Common sb. 13 d.
a i30oC«rf(?riT/.2445(Cott.lTopasturcommunbai laght be

land. 138a Wyclif Acts ii. 44 Also alle men that bilcuyden
weren to gidere, and badden alle thingis comyn [so 1611L
*543 4 35 H**- W'II, c is The greate Turke, common
enemy of all christendome. 1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's
IIusb.mAi$$6) 144 Goates have many thinges common with
sheep. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. iv. 18 With whom from tender
dug of commune nourse Attonce I was upbrought. 1608 11

Bp. Hall Medit. A Vows 11. § 8a He hath the eye of reason
common with the best. 1659 Leak Waterivks. 14 Let the
Pipes D and F be made common by one Pipe. 1671 Milton
Samson 1416 The sight Of me, as of a common enemy, So
dreaded once. 1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. VI. 9 The
common ruin of Jting and people. 183a Ht. Martineau
Li/ein Wilds ix.m The contents being common property.
1840 Lakdner Gcom. 114 These two triangles have D K as
a common base. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. a) I. 390 [They]
have no common ground.

b. Belonging to all mankind alike
;
pertaining

to the human race as a possession or attribute.

1375 Barbour Bruce xx. 155 Of all this HfT the commoune
end, That is the ded. 1581 J. Bell Hatidon's Ansiv. Osor,
140 Not to enjoy y-' common ayre. 1697 Drvden Virg.
Georg. iv. 608 Longing the common Light again to share.

1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759) I. L SI Are you alone exempt
from this common, this universal Blindness? 1868 Nettle-
ship Bro7vning'\\. 73 The higher attributes of our common
humanity.

T C. General, indiscriminate. Obs.
1463 Bury Wills (1850) 17, I will no comown dole haue,

but . . eche pore man and eche pore wouman beyng there
haue j d. to prey for me.

2. Belonging to more than one as a result or
sign of co-operation, joint action, or agreement

;

joint, united. To make common cause {with) : to
unite one's interests with those of another, to
league together. (See Cause sb. 11.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 9709 (Cott.) Wit-vten vr al comun a-sent

Agh to be mad na jugement. c 1386 Chaucer Man 0/
Lawe's T. 57 This was the comyn voys of every man. 1538
Starkey England \. L II A pofytyke ordur . . stablyschyd
by commyn assent. 1594 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Litany,
With one accorde to make our commune supphcacions unto
thee. 168a Dryden Relig. Laid Pref., Wks. (Globei 185
The weapons.. are to be employed for the common cause
against the enemies of piety. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Conq. (1876) I. v. 349 The habit of common action was
still new.

3. Const, in previous senses : a. to.

1303 K. Brunne Handl. Synne 10 That ben commune to
me and the. 1509 Fisher Wks. 130 Lawes whiche be comyn
bothe to poore and ryche. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.)
32 Outwarde sense, which is common too vs with bruite
beasts. 1610 B. JomomAtdk. n.iii, Commune to all metal Is,

and all stones. 1714 Addison SPect. No. 556 T 12 Faults
common to both Parties. 1769 Goldsm. Rom. Hist.
(1786) II. 165 Crimes, .which were common to the emperor,
as well as to him. 1879 Lockyer Elem. Astrou. 296 The
force of gravity is common to all kinds of matter,

b. between.
183a Mafryat A\ Forster iii, They never corresponded

(for there was nothing common between themK 1855 Ma-
caulay Hist. Eng. III. 82. 1866 J. Martini :ai Ess. 1. 183
Between ' Yes ' and ' No' there is nothing common.
4. Of general application, general.
c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. 1 1 1. 1 14 f>e fyrste crede . . is more

comyn and more schortyr pan eny oper. £-1400 Lanfrancs
Cirurg.\MS. B.)5 pe firste chappyttle ofbe secundetechynge
a comyn word off wrenchynges out of joynte. 1570 Bil-
lincsley Euclid i. post, i. 7 Common sentences (axiomsJ

are generall to all things wherunto they can be applied.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ivii. % 6 Both that which is

general or common, and that also which is peculiar unto
itself, i860 Abp. Thomson Laws Tk. 15 Common notions.

5. Of or belonging to the community at large, or
to a community or corporation

;
public.

Common crier, public or town crier, t Common clerk,
town clerk, t Common hunt, ' the chief huntsman belonging
to the lord mayor and aldermen of London' (Chambers
Cycl. 1751). Common seal, the official seal used by a cor-
poration. So Common Council, Hall, Serjeant.
(Applied to such nouns as hangman, gaol, stocks, etc.,

common seems to acquire some opprobrious force
; cf.6b, cf

and 8 ; also the use of vulgar.)

, 1297 R. Glouc. ( 1724* 541 At Seinte Marie churche a clcrc
the commun belle rong. c 1350 Usages 0/ Winchester in
Eng. Gilds 359 A seal commune and an autentyk, myd
wham men seleb be chartres of ffeffement of be town, c 1374
Chaucer Troytus iil 1366 The cok, commune astrologer.
138a Wyclif Acts v. 18 And puttiden hem in comun kepyng
[1388 in the comyn warde; Vulg. in custodia publico],
1426 E. E. Wilts (1882) 75 Iohn Carpynter, comon clerk.

1467 Ord. Worcester in Eng. Gilds 39: That no citezen be
putt in comyn prisone, but in oon of the chambors of the
halle benethforth. 1535 Coverdale Acts xvii. 22 Paul
stode on the myddes of the comon place. 1603 Shaks.
Mcas./or M. IV. ii. 9 Heere is in our prison a common exe-
cutioner. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3341/2 Then the King's
Banner born by the Common Hunt. 1714, Ibid. No. 5261/3
The Common-Cryer and the City-Sword Dearer on Horse-
back. 1718 P. Ludlow in Swift s Lett. 10 Sept., I send
you the inclosed pamphlet by a private hand, not daring to
venture it by the common post. 1775 Burke Sp. Cone.
Amer. Wks. IIL 89 Did they bum it by the hands of the
common hangman I 1859 Tennyson Geraint 4 Enid 450
He sow'd a slander in the common ear.

b. In various phrases which translate or repre-

sent L. res publica, as f common good, profit, thing,

utility*, see Commonweal, Commonwealth.
c x374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. iv. 11 Commune binges or comun-

abletes weren blysful, yif pei "pat haden studied al fully to
wisdom gouerneden pilke binges, c 1386 — Clerk's T. 375
But eek, whan that the cas requyred it, The commune
profit coude she redresse, 1387 Trevisa Higdtn (Rolls) I.

245 Whan Romulus hadde ordeyned for the comoun profijt

[1450 hade institute the commune vtilitie; Higden Cum in-
stttuisset Romulus retn publicam\. 1303 Gower Con/. III.

139 As he was bcholde The comun profit for to save, c 1440
Protnp. Farv. 89 Comowne Pynge, or comown goode, Res
publica. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 68 The terme of Rss publica,
whiche is in Englisshe tong clepid a comyn profit. 1646

J. Benbricce V'sura Acc. 2 More fully would they emptte
themselves into the Maine Ocean of the Common-Good.

C. Common right', the right of every citizen.

[Cf. F. le droit commun, la loi etablie dans un
etat, Vusage general ]
c 1298 R. Glouc 500 ' Commune ri;t ', quath Pandulf, 1 we

esseth, & namore'. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. 1. iii. (1602) 9
Let . . common right be done to all, as well poore, as rich.
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 11. iii. 5 Doe me the common
right To let me see tnem.

6. Free to be used by every one, public.
136a Lancl. P. PL A. in. 127 Heo is . . As comuyn as be

Cart-wei to knaues and to alle. a 1440 Sir Deem: 143 His
ffayre perkes wer comene, And lothlych by-dyght. He
closed hys perkes ayenc. 1479 Bury Wills (1850) 53 The
comoun wey ledyng frome Euston Mille to Rosshworthe.
x6oo Shaks. A. V. L. 11. iii. 33 A theeuish liuine on the
common rode. 1662-3 Pefys Diary 12 Jan., The Privy
Garden (which is now a through-passage and common!
a 1674 Clarendon Surv. LeviathA xfyb 29 They lock their
doors that their Houses may not be Common. 1678 Bunyan
Pilgr. 1. 64 It is as common, said they, as this Hill is, to
and for all the Pilgrims. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull 108
With that John marched out of the common road cross the
country. 1859 Jephson Brittany ii. 19, [I] took my seat
on a bench at the common table.

b. Common woman : a harlot ; so common pros-
titute, with which compare c. and sense 8.

r Sj
x3°° Cursor M. 7176 Sif>en [SampsonJ went vntil a tun

Til a wijf bat was commun. 136* [see prec.]. c 1380
Wyclif Wks. »i88o) 231 pe ri3tful & witti dom bat salamon
dide bitwixen tweie comyn wymmen. c 1440 Gesta Rom,
391 There she was a Comyn woman, and toke all that
wolde come. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. iii. 17 He would
vnto the Stewes, And from the common'st creature plucke a
Glouc And weare it as a fauour. 161 x — Cymb. 1. vi
105. 1663 Pepys Diary 18 May, Mrs. Stuart is . . they say
now a common mistress to the King, as my Lady Castle-
maine is. 1793 Bp. Watson Apol. Bible 264 Your insinua-
tion that Mary Magdalene was a common woman. 1875
Jowett Plato fed l) IIL 163 The common prostitute rarely
has any offspring.

C. In various semi-legal or statutory designa-
tions, as common alehouse, common brewer, com-
mon carrier, common lodging-house, etc., the
original meaning appears to be ' existing for the use
of the public ' as opposed to * private*, recognized
by the law as bound to serve the public ; though
other senses have become associated with this.

1465 Paston Lett. No. 518 The berer of this lettir is a
comon carrier. 1583, 1642 [see Carrier 3] 1601 Dent
Fathw. to Heaven 248 You are . . a drinker, a common ale-

house-haunter. 1614 Rowlands Fooles Bolt E iij, A Com-
mon Alehouse in this age of sinne, Is now become a common
Drunkards Inne. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4293/3 Malt-Milne,
and all Conveniencies fit for a Common Brewer. 1887

J. W. Smith Man. Com. Law (ed. 10) 523 Every common
carrier is under a legal obligation to carry all things . . which
he publicly professes to carry. 1888 Times 13 Oct. 12/1
Living in common lodging-houses.

7. That is matter of public talk or knowledge,
generally known. Common bruit, fame, etc

:

popular rumour or report. + To make common :

to make public, to publish.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 304 As the common report went.
1579 Lyly Euphues Arb. 1m Doth not common experience
make this common unto vs? 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 187
Yong Arthurs death is common in their mouths. 1607 —
'Fimon v. i. 196 As common bruite doth put it. 1643 5
Years King Jos. in Select. Hart. Misc. (1793' 308 To
write the particulars of their arraignments, confessions, and
the manner of their deaths is needless, being common. 169a
Prideaux Direct. Ch.-wardens led. 4 6 They are bound to
Present not only from their own Knowledge, but also from
common Fame. 1768 Blackstoke Comm. III. 93 Whereby
a common reputation of their matrimony may ensue. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 581 How important it is that com*
mon fame, however strong and general, should not be re-

ceived as a legal proof of guilt.

8. Said of criminals, offenders, and offences ; as

common barrator, scold, swearer; common nut's-

ante, common gaming house, etc.

(It is difficult to fix the original sense: those of 'public,
apert, overt, confessed ',

' the subject of common report
',

' notorious ', and ' habitual ' appear all to enter in ; in quot.

1369 comune has been explained as 'accustomed, wont*,
which comes near that of ' habitual '.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2103 To comun lechours y
bys seye, Many wyb oute shryfte snul deye. 1340 Ayenb.
37 pe pyef commun and open byep bo bet be zuiche crefte
libbep. ^1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 812 Fortune,
That is to lyen ful comune, The false trayteresse, pervers.

*547 Art. Inauiry in Cardwell Doc. Annals (1844) I.

52 Item, Whether parsons, vicars, curates, and other priests,

be common haunters and resorters to taverns or alehouses.

1563 Homilies n. Idleness (1859 1 521 Idle vagabonds and
loitering runagates .. being common liars, drunkards,
swearers. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 644 A common homi-
cide and butcherly murderer. 1614 Rowlands Fooles Bolt
E iii, Certaine common abuses, A common Vag'rant, should
by law be stript, And by a common Beadle soundly whipt
. . A common Rogue is tennant for the Stockes. [Sec the
whole poem.] 1769 Bi.ackstone Comm. IV. 169 A common
scold, communis rixatrix . . is a public nusance to her
neighbourhood. 1771 Wesley Wks. '1872* V. 221 The bap-
tized liars and common swearers. 1853 Wharton Digest
501 The offence of being a common scold is indictable.

f9. [L. communis?} Generally accessible, affable,

familiar. Obs. but perhaps entering into the sense

in such a phrase as ' to make oneself too common \
which has, however, various associations with

senses io, 11, and esp. 14.
138a Wyclif 2 Mace. ix. 27 For to be comoun to $ou

[1388 tretable; Vulg. communem vobis). 1387 Trevisa
Higden iRolls> V. 5 His frendes blamede hym lor he was
so comyn to alle mancre men. 1609 Bible (Douay 2 Mace.
ix. 27, I trust that he wil deale modestly and gently . . and
that he wil be common unto you.

II. Of ordinary occurrence and quality ; hence
mean, cheap.

10. In general use ; of frequent occurrence
;
usual,

ordinary, prevalent, frequent.
c 1300 Cursor M. 28045 Bot bir er said bus at be leste

forbi bat bai cr comoneste. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
<Livb, These wordes are but sport and esbatcment of
lordes and of felawes in a language moche comyn 1581
Lambarde Eiren. 11. u. 1 1 588 109 The commune maner is,

to take two Suerties. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. < 1625)

7 The word is not common amongst us. t 1600 Shaks.
Sonn. cii, Sweets grown common lose their dear delight.
161 1 Bible Etcl. vi. 1 There is an euill which I haue seen
vnder the Sun, and it is common among men. 1794
Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxix. 454 The White Willow,
which is a tree so common in watery situations. 1878
Huxley Physt'ogr. 54 So common a phenomenon as the
formation of dew.

+ b. Of things: ? Familiar, well-known. Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 83 All be they nought to me
comune, The scoles of philosophy.
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11. Having ordinary qualities; undistinguished

by special or superior characteristics
;
pertaining

to or characteristic of ordinary persons, life, lan-

guage, etc. ; ordinary.

C1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 09 Yet seye I this, as to com-
BUM entente. Thus muche amounteth al bat euere he
mente. ^1475 Babees Bk. (1868) 1 This tretys the whiche
I tiienke to wryte Out of latyn in-to my comvne langage.
1490 Caxton Eneydos Prol. A j b, Comyn englysshe that is

spoken in one shyre varyeth from a nother. 159a Shaks.
Ven.

(<f
Ad. 293 So did this horse excel a common one In

shape, etc. 1667 Milton P. L. IL 371 This would surpass
Common revenge. 1704 Swift T. Tub Author's Apol.,
The commonest reader will find, etc. 171a Addison Sped.
No. 287 p 6 The common Run of Mankind. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. ifii f 13 The business of common life. 1866
G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xiv. (1878) 298 Here at
least was no common mind. 1878 R. W. Dale Led.
Preach, ii. 47 If the common language of common men will

serve our turn, we should use it.

"b. Such as is expected in ordinary cases ; of no
special quality; mere, bare, simple, ... at least.

1724 Swift Drapier's Lett, ii, Should he not first in
common sense, in common equity, and common manners
have consulted the principal party concerned ? 1736 Butler
Anal. 1. iv. 108 Absolutely necessary to our acting even a
common decent, and common prudent part. 1853 Lvtton
My Novel n, vi. 76 Ip common gratitude, you see (added
the Mayor, coaxingly\ I ought to be knighted. 1875
Jowett Plato <ed. 2) IV. 33 We do not stop to reason about
common honesty.

C. Secular
;
lay ; not sacred or holy.

(71380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 20 And yet lyven as
yvel as obir common men. 1559 in Strype Ann. Re/. I.

App. viii, 22 Monasteries . . suppressyd by kings, and other
common persons. 1608 it Bp. Hall Epist. vi. Recollect.
Treat. 561 How I would passe my dayes, whether common
or sacred. 1771 Wesley IVks. (1872J VI. J51 Vending
their wares as on common days.

12. Of persons : Undistinguished by rank or
position

;
belonging to the commonalty ; of low

degree; esp. in phr. the common people, the masses,

populace. (Sometimes contemptuous!)
c 1330 R. Brunne Citron. (18 10) uopecomon folk, c 1340

Cursor M. 235 (Trin, I For comune folk of engelonde ShuTde
be bettur hit vndirstonde. C1380 Antecrist in Todd 3
Treat. Wyclif 127 pat mynystren be sacramentis to be
comyn peple. c 1440 Promfi, Para. 89 Comowne pepylle,
valgus. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xxxix. 8 What so euer was
left of the comen sorte. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. i. 31
III beseeming any common man, Much more a Knight, a
Captaine, and a Leader. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 70 r 1

The Songs and Fables . . in Vogue among the common
People. 1875 Jowrtt Plato (ed, 2) I. 317 How little does
the common herd know of the nature of right and truth.

1889 Miss Zimmf.rn Hansa Towns 92 The middle class
sprang into full being, .as a link between the nobility and
the common people.

b. Common soldier : an ordinary member of the
army, without rank or distinction of any kind.

^
Ludlow mentions it as an example of the growing

insolence of the Parliamentary army, that the men would
no longer be called common but private soldiers. The
latter is now the official expression, ' common ' being liable
to contemptuous associations, as in various other senses.
So with common sailor \ also common carpenter, labourer,
etc., where the primary sense was prob. ' ordinary' (11).

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 506 There were taken prisoners
..two hundred Gentlemen, besides common souldiours.
1648 in Tanner MS. LVII. fol. 218 We tooke most of their
officers, .and 80 common soldiers, a 1674 Clarendon Hist.
viii. (1843) 487/2 Obtained with the loss of one inferior
officer, and two or three common men. a 1687 Petty Pol.
Arith. i. (1601) 30 A common and private Soldier .. to
venture their Lives for Six pence a day. 1756 Connoisseur
No. 84 P 3 A common sailor too is full as polite as a com-
mon soldier. 1834 Byron Juan xvi. lxxvi, As common
soldiers, or a common—shore. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
I. 416 The wages of the common agricultural labourer.
1853 Lytton My Novel iv. xiii. 193 Jane Fairfield, who
married a common carpenter.

13. Used to indicate the most familiar or most
frequently occurring kind or species of any thing,

which requires no specific name
;

esp. of plants

and animals, in which the epithet tends to become
part of the specific name, as in Common Night-
shade, Common Snake, etc. Common salt : chloride

of sodium : see Salt.
C1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 49 bou wylle make a

cornyne sew. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hasb. iv. (1586)
157 The common Poultrie, that we keepe about our houses.
1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 613 The Salt, that is called Common-
Salt. 1748 Franklin IVks. (1840) V. 221 Common fire is

in all bodies, more or less, as well as electrical fire. 1789
G. White Selbome xiii. (1853) 56 Vast flocks of the common
linnet. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxix. 455 Common
or White Misseltoe {Viscum album Lin.). 183* Veg. Subst.
Pood 215 The sub-varieties of the common pea are never-
ending. 1847 Carpenter Zool. §11 The Common Dog is a
species of the genus Cants,
14. In depreciatory use

:

a. Of merely ordinary or inferior quality, of
little value, mean ; not rare or costly.
1393 Langl. P. PI. C xxi. 409 Ich wol drynke of nodich,

ne of no deop cleregie, Bote of comune coppes, alle cristene
soules. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 61 The windowes of
painted glasse (no common ware). 1675 Traherne Chr.
Ethics xxv. 378 Every thing that is divested of all its excel-
lence, is common, if not odious, and lost to our affection.
1697 Drypen Virg. Past. Vll. 89 And while she loves that
common Wreath to wear, Nor Bays, nor Myrtle Boughs,
with Hazel shall compare. 1821 Byron Irish Avatar viii,
He is but the commonest clay. 1884 Manclu Exam. 17May 5/1 Tobacco of the commoner sort.

b. Of persons and their qualities : Low-class,
vulgar, unrefined.

1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxx. (1878) 526 Her
speech was very common. Mod. Who is she ? she has
rather a common look.

15. Not ceremonially clean or sanctified. (In
N. T. and derived use : = Hellenistic Gr. koivvs.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 19871 (Cott.) Call noght comun, it es
vn-right, pat clenged has vr lauerd dright. 1382 Wyclif
Acts x. 14, I neuere eet al comyn thing and vnclene 1536
Tindale Mark viL 2 They sawe certayne of his disciples
eate breed with commen hondes ithat is to saye, with
vnwesshen hondes\ i6ix Bible Acts x. 14. 1849 Robkrt-
son Serm. Ser. iv. xiv. 11882) 137 Sanctified by Him, there
can be no man common or unclean.

III. Technical uses : *from I.

16. Math. Said of a number or quantity which
belongs equally to two or more quantities; as in

common denominator, divisor, factor, measure,
multiple; common difference, ratio (in series).

1594 Blundevil Exerc. 1. vii. (ed. 7) 26 Multiply the
Denominators the one into the other, and the Product
therof shall bee a common Denominator to both the frac-

tions. 1827 Hutton Course Math. I. 53 The Common
Measure of two or more numbers, is that . . which will divide
them all without remainder. X875 Jevons Money (1878)
123 A geometrical series with the common ratio 3.

17. Gram. & Logic, a. Common noun, sub-

stantive, name, term : a name applicable to each
of the individuals or species which make up a class

or genus.
[1551 Turner Herbal 1. Kiva, Alga whiche is a common

name vnto a great parte of see herbes. 1596 Shaks. i Hen.
IV, 11. i. 104 Homo is a common name to all men. 1681
ryden Abs. Achit. 681 I" or \Vitness is a Common Name

to all. ^ 1846 Mill Logic (18561 I. 30 The word colour,
which is a name common to whiteness, redness, etc.]

1725 Watts Logic 1. iv. § 4 Names are either common or
proper. Common names are such as stand for universal
ideas, or a whole rank of beings. 1765 W. Ward Gram.
30 The common or appellative substantive, by which every
object of its class . . is denoted. 1866 T. Fowler Deduct.
Logic (1887) 13 A common term is equally applicable to
each individual severally of the group which it expresses,
and it is so in virtue of certain points of similarity which
all the individuals possess in common.

b. In Latin, Greek, etc. : Of either gender, option-

ally masculine or feminine, (b) In some langs.,

as Danish, applied to the single grammatical
gender into which the masculine and feminine have
coalesced, (c) In modern English Grammar

:

Applicable to individuals of either sex, as parent,
spouse, siuan.

153° Palsgr. Introd. 24 Genders they have thre, the
masculyn, femenyn, and the commyn both to the masculyn
and femenyn. Ibid. 30 Se . . beyng of the commen gendre.
1857 Danish Cram. 8 There are in Danish only two Gen-
ders for the Nouns, the Common Gender and the Neuter.
To the Common Gender belong the names of men, women,
animals, etc. 1871 Koby Lat. Gram. § 315 In Ennius and
Naevius puer, nepos, and socrus are common. 1875 R.
Morris Elem. Hist. Gram. 66 Witch was of the common
gender up to a very late period.

C. Latin and Greek Gram. Applied to verbs
that have both an active and a passive signification.

1530 Palsgr. 107 The Latins have many other sortes of
verbes personalles, besydes actives, as neuters, deponentes,
commons. 1755 Johnson s. v., Such verbs as signify both
action and passion are called common \ as aspernor, I
despise, or am despised.

d. Prosody. Of syllables (in words or in metrical

schemes) : Optionally short or long, of variable

quantity. (Marked thus : ^ or o).

1699 Bentley Phal. 132 All the Moderns before had
supposed, that the last Syllable of every Verse was common,
as well in Anap£ests, as they are known to be in Hexa-
meters and others. 1871 Rouy Lat. Gram. § 281 In Nomi-
natives of Proper names with consonant stems o is common.
Ibid. § 287 In Diana and She the first syllable is common.
18. a. Anat. Said of the trunk from which two

or more arteries, veins, or nerves are given off, as

the common carotid arteries.

b. Bot. Said of an organ which has a joint

relation to several distinct parts, as common calyx,

perianth, petiole, receptacle. Common hud : one
that contains both leaves and flowers. Common
bundle : see quot.

[1750 LiNNyEus Philos. Bot. 54 Receptaculum commune.]
1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. vi. 63 All these little flowers
are . . inclosed in a calyx, which is common to them all,

and which is that of the daisy. 1842 E. Wilson Anat.
Vade-M. 349 The common iliac veins are formed by the
union of the external and internal iliac vein on each
side of the pelvis.

_
1857 Henfrey Elem. Bot. 78 An invo-

lucre of overlapping bracts, presenting a convex, flat or
concave surface {common receptacle), upon which are
crowded a number of sessile flowers. Ibid.jg This inflor-

escence was formerly called a compoundflower, and its

involucre a common calyx. 1875 Bennett tr. Sachs' Bot.

134 In Phanerogams, .the whole [fibro-vascular] bundle is a
4 common ' one, /. e. common to both stem and leaves.

* * Technical usesfrom II.

19. Mus. Common chord', see Chord sb.2 3.

Common time {.or measure), time or rhythm con-

sisting of two or four beats in a bar
;
esp. applied

to 4-4 time (4 crotchets in a bar).

1674 Playford Skill Mus. 1. x. 34 This is called the
Dupla or Semibreve Time (but many call it the Common
Time, because most used). 1749 Numbers in Poet. Comp.

31 In Tunes of Common-Time. 1880 Groves Did. Mus.
I. 381/1 Although the term common time is generally ap-
plied to all equal rhythms, it properly belongs only to that
of four crotchets in a bar. .denoted by the sign C.

b. Common metre an iambic stanza of four
lines containing 8 and 6 syllables alternately.

1718 Watts Psalms Pref., I have formed my verse in the
three most usual metres to which our psalm tunes are
fitted, namely, the common metre, the metre of the old
twenty-fifth psalm, which I call short metre, and that of the
old hundredth psalm, which I call long metre.

20. Building. (See quots.)
1823 Crabo Technol, Did., Common centering, a center-

ing without trusses, having a tie-beam at the bottom.
Common joists, the beams in single, naked flooring, to
which the joists are fixed. Common rafters, those to
which the boarding or lathing is fixed. 1823 P. Nicholson
Prad. Build. 128 Common rafters are inclined pieces of
timber, parallel to the principal rafters, supported by the
pole-plates. 1842-76 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Common roof

-

tug, that which consists of common rafters only, which
bridge over the purlins in a strongly franud roof. 1850
Weale Did. Terms, Common pitch, an old term still ap-
plied by country workmen to a roof in which the length of
the rafters is about three-fourths of the entire span.

21. Legal and other phrases {mostlyfrom I.) ;

Common assurances : the le^al evidences of the trans-
lation of property, t Common bait : see quot. t Common
bar: a bar to an action for trespass, produced by the de-
fendant's allegation that the place on which the alleged
trespass occurred was his own. t Common bench : old name of
the Court of Common Pleas <see Bench sb. 2 b». t Common
court: court of Common Pleas. Common dialed [Gr. r)

Kou'ij 5iaAt«Tn(] : the form of the Greek language employed
by prose writers from the Macedonian conquest to the
Byzantine period. Commonfield : = Common sb. t Common

]

fine: see quot. t Common intendment : see Intendment.
!

Common jury: see Jury. Common land := Common sb.

j

t Common person : a person who acts for or represents
1 another; a number : see Pkrson. Common recovery: see
' Recovery. Common school (U.S.): a school publicly

1

maintained for elementary education. \ Common service'.

= Common PRAYER, t Common side: the side of Newgate
where common offenders were imprisoned <opp. to State

' side). Common tenancy : = tenancy in common isee Com-
mon sb. 13 e>. t Common wit : — Common sense.
1767 Blackstone Comm. 1 1. 204 The legal evidences of this

translation of property are called the common ^assurances
of the kingdom; whereby every man's estate is assured to
him. 1768 Hid. III. 2S7 The defendant, .puts in sureties for

his future attendance and obedience ; which sureties are
called common bail. 1678 Butler Hud. in. iii. 765 Where
Vouchers, Forgers, Common-bayl, And Affidavit-men, ne'r
fail T expose to Sale all sorts of Oaths. 1848 Wharton Law
Lex. s.v. Bail, Common bail, or bail below, is given to the
sheriff, after arresting a person, on a bail-bond, entered
into by two sureties, on condition that the defendant appear
at the day and in such place as the arresting process com-
mands. 1568 Graiton Chron. II. 351 Chiefe Justice of
the common *benche. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ui. 318
Kynges courte and comune "courte, consistorie and chapi-
tele, Al shal be but one courte, and one baroun be iustice.

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 428/2 Thus the Attic dialect, some-
what modified by the peculiarities of other dialects, was
called the common or Hellenic dialed . . Poetry however
was not written in this common *dialect. 1523 Fitzherb.
Surv. 2 In the commyn *feldes among other mennes landes.

1705 Stanhope Paraph. II. 171 A mixture of Tares in this

Common-field of the World. 1822 Cobbett Pur. Aides
(18851 I. 98 Those very ugly things, common-fields, which
have all the nakedness, without any of the smoothness, of
Downs. 1641 Vermes de la Ley 68 Common *Fine is a
certain summe of money which the resiants in a Leet pay
unto the Lord of the Leet, and it is called in some places
Head-silver. 1886 Morley Pop. Culture Crit. Misc. III.

10, I could not help noticing that the history classes in
their common ^schools all began their work with the year
1776. 1580 J. Fecknam in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. xxxi,
The Book of Common ^Service, now used in the Church of
England, 1708 Motteux Rabelais rv. lxvi. (1737^ 271 The
very Out-casts of the County-Goal's Common-*side. 1725
Loud. Gaz. No. 6385/3 Prisoner in the Common Side of
Newgate. 1812 Examiner 7 Sept. 574/2 note, The Com-
mon-side of the Prison. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
vi. xxv. (ToIIem. MS.), pe lyme of be comyn wit [organum
sensus communis] is bounde. The whiche lyme is centrum
and middel of all be parties. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas.
xxiv. ii, These are the v. wyttes .. Fyrst, commyn wytte,
and than ymaginacyon, Fantasy, and estymacyon truely,
And memory.

22. Comb., as in adjs. ^common-booked, -faced,

•^-hackneyed, f -kissing, -sized, etc.; in sense 14,
common-looking.
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 11. x. 48 Common-booked Poetrie.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, m. ii. 40 Had I so lauish of my
presence beene, So common hackney'd in the eyes of men.
i6n — Cymb. m. iv. 166 Exposing it. . to the greedy touch
Of common-kissing Titan. 1820 Syd. Smith \Vks. 11859' I-

302/1 Apt to dress up commun-sized thoughts in big clothes.

1838 Dickens O. Twist viii, He was a snub-nosed, flat-

browed, common-faced boy enough. 1858 Greener Gun-
nery 305 With a common-sized gun. 1860-5 A. Lincoln in

Cent. Mag. Feb. (1890) 573/2 'He is a common-looking
fellow', some one said. 1883 Lloyd Ebb # Plow II. 294
A rough common-looking woman.

f B. quasi-o^. = Commonly. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28045 (Cott.) J>ai ar funden communest.
1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 1. iii. 117 Because that I am more
then common tall. 1784 Ne7u Spectator I. 5/2 Beards . . in

this country are worn..as common as wigs and pig-tails

among us.

Common (k^-msn'), sb. For forms see Common
a. [In some senses repr. F. commune — med.L.
communa, communia (see Commune j^. 1 ) ; in

others repr. the L. word commune immediately ; in

others the Eng. adj. taken substantively.]



COMMON. 690 COMMON.
+ 1. Tlje common body of the people of any

place ; the community or commonalty ; spec, the

body of free burgesses of a free town or burgh

;

sometimes, the commonwealth or state, as a collec-

tive entity. (L. commune, Gr. to koiv6v.) Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10388 1C0U.1 f>is hundret scepe. -Til al

be comun war bai delt. c 1302 Pol. Songs 11839 J 88 The
Kyng of Fraunce made statuz newe. .That the commun of
Bruges ful sore con a-rewe. < 1350 Usages of Winchester
in Eng. Gilds 350 f>e Meyre and he foure and twenty.,
sholle che.se fowre gode men. And be commune, of pes
foure, chese be tweyne afore y-sayd. 1387'T'revisaH igden
Rolls I. 223 Whyle be comynge of Rome were in her
floures [dum respublica floruit], 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.
vi. 187 In heuene an hy was an holy comune. 1646 J.
Gregory Notes ff Observ. (1650) 44 That solemne confluence
of Heathen Saints then gathered together, e* itatrqi ttjs

'A<rt'i<, out of the whole Common of Asia. Ibid. 49 The
Celebration of these Games in this or that City of the
Common.

f 2. The common people, as distinguished from
those of rank or dignity ; the commonalty. Often
viewed politically as an estate of the realm, = the
Commons, q.v. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor Al. 236 fG5tt.i pis ilke boke es translate ..

For pe comen [v.r. commun, commune, comune folk] to
vnberstand. 1382 Wyclif Ex. xii. 38 And the comoun of
either sex vnnoumbrab'e steyden vp with hem. 1393
Gowkr Con/. I. 39 So that the comun with the lorde And
lord with the comun also He sette in love bothe two.
t 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 1280 Befor king and commoun.
1581 Mulcastek Positions xxxix. 118871 I §7- The common
is deuided into marchauntes and manuanes. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. 1. i. 154 Touching the Weale a' th' Common. 1663
Gerbier Counsel B viij a, Knowledge in the hands of the
Comon is silver, in those of a noble person it is gold.

1 3. Three Commons (Sc.), the (three) Estates

of the Realm. Obs.
c 1435 Wyntoun Cron. tx. ix. 11 Wyth be assent of be

thre comounys, Byschopis, liurgens, and Barowyns, De
Erie of Fyfe wes made Wardayne.
1 4. Communion : abslr. fellowship ; cotter, a

fellowship of persons, a community. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor At. 10492 (Cott.) Vte o kyrc and comun
Am 1 don, and for cursd teld. Ibid. 12244 Me-thinc. .pat
he wit{h] man has na commun. £-1400 Apol. Loll. 26
Wan men cursun man. .or bannun him, or puttun him out
of comyn. a 1631 Donne 6 Serm. iv. (1634) 17 Though
he walk . .in the outward common and fellowship of Gods
saints.

5. A common land or estate ; the undivided land
belonging to the members of a local community as

a whole. Hence, often, the patch of unenclosed
or 'waste* land which remains to represent that.

Formerly often commons = L. communia.
1479 Bury Wills (1850) 53 The northe hede abbuttyth

vppon the comown of Euston. 1483 CatA. Angl. 73 A
Common, communia, 1550 Crowley Way to Wealth 74
They reyse our rentes . . they enclose oure commens ! 1557
B. G00GK Ileresbach's Ilusb. nr. 11586' 163 b, They are
kept in Marshes, Fennes, Lakes, and Moonshe commons,
1593 Nashe Christ's T. 49 a, In the country the Gentle-
man takes in the Commons, racketh his Tennaunts, etc.

i6ox Shaks. Jul. C. IV. i. 27 Turne him off 'Like to the
empty Asse to shake his eares, And graze in Commons.
1641 Hindk y. Bruen xix. 61 [Some] deale no better with
their impotent and old servants than to turne them off their

hands to live on a Commons or dye in a ditch. 1759
Johnson Idler No. 67 r 7 Papers, about inclosing a com-
mon upon his estate. 1770 Goldsm. Des. I'itt. 307 If

to some common's fenceless limits stray'd . . even the bare-
worn common i* deny'd. 187a E. W. Robertson Hist.
Ess. 346 In England, we are now accustomed to give the
name of ' Common ' to a tract of uncultivated waste land
alone, but at a comparatively recent period the name, as
opposed to ' Close ', still continued to oe applied to fields,

pastures, meadows, and indeed to every description of land
held in joint-occupation and not in 'the lord's domain';
whilst the Common of modern days was knewn as ' the
Heath ', or 1 the Waste

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 11. i. 223 Boy. So you grant pasture for

me. La, Not sogentle beast. MylipsarenoCommon, though
seuerall they be. c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Afern. Col.

Hutchinson 6 God having as it were enclosed a people
here, out of the waste common of the world. 1855 Single-
ton Virgil I. Pref. 6 There is a common of language to
which both poetry and prose have the freest access.

6. Law. (Also right oj common , common right.)

The profit which a man has in the land or waters

of another; as that of pasturing cattle {common

ofpasture), of fishing (common ofpiscary), of dig-

ging turf {common of turbary), and of cutting

wood for fire or repairs {common of estovers) \
—

Commonage, Commonty.
Also distinguished as common appendant, c. appurtenant,

c. in gross, c. because of vicinage, c. of shack, etc
c 1386 Chaucer Aferch. 'P. 69 Alle othere manere yiftes

hardily, As londes, rentes, pasture, or comune. 15*3 Fitz-

herb. Sun: 2 It is at the lordes pleasure to enclose them.

.

so that no nother man haue commyn therin. Ibid. 5-6
Commen appendaunt, commen appurtenaunte, commen in

grose, commen per cause de vicynage. 1658 Cleveland
Rustick Ramp. Wks. (1687' 462 Commune of Pasture and
Fishing, expressed in the said Charters. 1711 Lond. Caz.
No 4880/3 Ford Farm . . with right of Common in a large

Common. 1711 Ibid. No. 4927/4 Well Wooded and Tim-
ber'd, with Commons for 24 Cows and a Bull. 17*4 Ibid.

No. 6246/2 One half quarter of Yard- Land, .with Common
of Pasture thereto belonging. 01845 Hood Sniffing a
Birthday iii, Not common-right for goose or ass. 1853
Lyttom My Novel 11. ii, The poor have a right of common,
I fiuppo*e.

1 7. The common fund, stock, or purse. [So Fr.

commun.'] Obs.
1540 Afem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 290 Fyve 1. of the common

of the church. 1548 Udall, etc. tr. Erasm. Par. Acts 13 b,

But the distribucion of the common was made to euery
man, according to his necessitie. 1670 Marvell Corr. Wks.
1872-5 II. 316 So he [Charles 111 is resolved once more to

have money enough in his pocket, and live on the common
for the future [Cf. F. vivre sur U commun, * vivre aux
frais d'une societe, sans rien faire ' (Littre').]

f8. ? — Commons; share of a common table;

board ; rations. Obs.

1*97 R. Glolc 1 1724) 528 Ech clerc . . hem 3ef. .As muche
as he in the wouke in is commune spende. C1650 Bkath-
wait Barnabees yrnl. (1818) 19, I drunk and took my
common In a taphouse, with my woman.

t 9. = Common woman, prostitute. Obs.

[c 1300 K. Atis. 2506 And damoselis to garsounes, Ther
was mad al comunes.] c 1330 Arth. <$ Alert. 680 And of
that wiif made a comoun To don alle his volunte.

10. Eccl. [L. commune, F. commun."] A service

common to a class of festivals. (Opposed foproper.)

IC1400 Table of Lessons, etc. in Wyclif's Bible IV. 683
First ben sett sondaies and ferials togider, and after that

the sanctorum, bothe comyn and propre togider, of al the
5eer. Ibid. IV. 696 Here endith the Propre Sanctorum,
and now bigynneth the Commoun Sanctorum.) 1874
Breviary OAices vi, But when we arrive at the Common
and Proper of Saints, Sarum shines no more. 1890 J. T.
Fowler in Castle t/d. MS. Life St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 30
note. The Common of a confessor and bishop.

T 11. A combination, mixture. Obs.
1618 Bolton Florus iv. ii. (1636 263 A certame common

of all together.

12. quasi-j^. The common, a. That which is

common or ordinary. Esp. in above, bcyottd, out

of the common.
1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. i. 32 Your Sonne Will or exceed the

Common, or be caught With cautelous baits and practice.

174a H. Walpole Lett. Atann, Beyond the common.
1763-71 — V'ertue's Anecd. Paint. IV. 161 A man above
the common. 1803 Pic Nic No. 1 (1806) I. 32 They are a
something beyond common. 1836 Emerson Nature, Pros-
pects Wks. I Bohn ill. 172 To see the miraculous in the com-
mon. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 292 Forethought which
was quite out of the common with them,

b. The vulgar tongue, rare.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. v. i. 54 This female ; which in the
common, is woman.
13. In common.
T a. In general, generally. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor At. 242 (GtittJ Of ingland be nacione . . Er
englijs men in comune. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. x. 358 Loue
bi lorde god leuest aboue alle, And after, alle crystene
creatures in comune, eche man other c 1386 Chaucer
Knt.'s 'P. 1823 For wommen, as to speken in comune, Thei
folwen all be fauour of fortune. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q.
clxvii. No necessitee Was in the hevin at his naiiuitee, Lot
31 1 the thingis happin in commune Efter purpose,

b. Ordinarily, usually, commonly.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt's T. 393 Alias, why pleynen folk so

in commune Of (Fortune. 1853 Lytton Aly Novel 11. iv,

A patent cork-screw, too good to be used in common,

f C. In public, openly. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 484 The king . . bad thame in-to

commoune say, That thai [the foe) com in-till euiil aray.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 211 Cryst to a comune woman
seyde in comune at a feste pat fides sua shulde sauen hir.

d. In joint use or possession ; to be held or en-

joyed equally by a number of persons.

1382 Wyclif Acts ii 44 Alle men that bileuyden. .hadden
alle thingis comyn [MSS. QX in comoun). .1400 Rom,
Rose 5209 Whanne witle and good is ben in comune. 15x6
Pilgr. Per/. tW. de W. 1531* 14 They . . had no property,
hut all was in commune. 1503 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 74
All the Realme shall be in Common. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) I. 50 Friends have all things in common.

e. Law. Tenants in common :

4 such as hold by
several and distinct titles, but by unity of posses-

sion '. So tenancy, estate, etc., in common.
1590 Swinburne Testaments 84 All. .persons, .seized in

fee-simple, in copercenarie, or in common in fee-simple.

1650 U. Discollim. 23 Coparceners, Joyn-tenants, or Tenants
in common. 1690 Locke Cord. it. v. | 26 The wild Indian,
who knows no Inclosure, and is still a Tenant in common.
1765 9 Blackstoke(T.), Estates may be held . .in severalty,

in joint tenancy, in coparcenary, and in common.
t f. In general, as a general conception or

1 universal \ Obs. >

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. (Arb.^ 105 Furtheremore
they were neuer yet hable to fynde out the seconde inten-

tions : insomuche that none of them all coulde euer see
man himselfe in commen, as they cal him.

g. In union, in communion, in a community.
1609 Bible (Douay Susanna i. 14 Then in commune they

appoynted a time. 1859 Jephson Brittany in. 32 The monks,
having become weary of the life in common.

h. Said of participation in attributes, charac-

terises, actions, etc. Esp. in phr. to have in

(formerly of) common {with').

1657 Earl Monm. tr. Paruta's Pol. Disc. 49 What had the

Parthians of common with the Commonwealth of Ronie?
1705 Arbuthnot Coins fjA In a work of this nature it is

impossible to avoid puerilities, it having that in common
with dictionaries, and books of antiquities. 1774 W. Mit-
ford Harmony ofLang. 225 These strange anomalies are

not in common to us with our southern neighbours. 1776
Withering Brit. Plants '1796' II. 324 Has many things in

common with the preceding species, but is larger. 1796
Burney Aiem. Metastasio I. 29 [He] was not only pleased

in common with the lovers of poetry, but, etc. 1867 Free-
man Norm, Cong. (1876* I. App. 586 The two stories have
nothing in common.

1 14. To enter common : see Commons 3 c. Obs.
1640 Bastwick Ld. Bps. iii. C iiij b, The Church of Eng-

land may enter Common with Rome in her Canons. 1674
Govt. Tongue x. viii. 11684 158 Let us. .not by our unmanly
impatiencies enter common with brutes and animals.

J.5. Sc. phr. In the common of : in the debt of,

under obligations to. t /« common with : subject

to, in the power of (quot. 1423 . f 7b quite one

a common,: to settle accounts with him, pay him
off. (Cf. Commons 3 c.)

1423 Jas. I KingisQ. cxlix, The more thou art in dangere
and commune With hir, that clerkis clepen so fortune.

c 1565 Lindf.say (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. 24-5 (Jam.) Sir

George Douglas . . not willing to be in an English-man's
commoun for an evil turn, gathered a company of chosen
men, and burnt the town of Alnwick 0157a Knox Hist.

Ref. 202 (Jam.) It micht be that he sould quite him a
comoun ather in Scotland, or ellis in France. 1637 Ruther-
ford Lett. fi88i) 220 Ye are in no man's common but
Christ's. 18.. Sc. Prov. (Jam. i, * I am as little in your
common, as you are in mine.' 1879 Jamieson s.v. Common,
A thing is said to be good one's common, when one is under
great obligations to do it ; to be ill one's common, when one,

from the peculiar obligations one lies under, ought to act a
very different part.

t Common, sb$ Obs. = Commune sb.2 , com-
muning, conference, discourse.

15*6 Skelton Atagnyf 1557 Your speche is as pleasant
as though it were pend; To here your comon, it is my high
comforte.

t Common (k^man), v. Obs. Forms: 3-4
co m)mun, 4-5 comoun(e, -one, -own'e, 4-6
comon, (5 pa. t. comaunde), 5 commoun, 5-8

common. Also, 4-5 comin, 4-6 comen, -yn(e,

commin, 5-6 commyn, -en
;
pa. t. and pple. 5

comynd, comynt, comend, commynd, etc

[ME. comune-n, comone-n, a. OF. comune r AF.
also comone-r) to make common, impart, share, f.

comun Common a. The shifting stress in OF.
comune r

t
comwne (:—L. types commundre, com-*

tnu nat), was reflected in ME. by the two forms

co mun and comu ne found side by side from the

earliest times. The former became the more
popular in ME., and was written co[m mun

t
-on,

~oun, -en, -yn, -in, and finally like the adj., com-

mon ; it survived in some senses down to the iSthc.

liut the earlier senses mosily became obs. in the

1 6th c, with the exception of that of ' hold con-

verse
1

; and here the form commune, which, though

less usual in ME., had never become obsolete, now
came to the front, being supported by the sb. com-

munion, etc. Common and commune are thus

only developments of the same word ; but as they

became very distinct in form, and their sense-his-

tory is not quite identical, common having taken

from the cognate sb. and adj. some senses in which
commune is never used, they are dealt with as

distinct words.]

I. Senses in which Common was the prevalent

form : now quite obsolete.

1. trans. To make common to others with one-

self; to communicate, impart {U), share {with\
(1380 (see Cohmoninc vbt. sb. 1]. 1398 Trevisa Barth.

De P. R. viii. xxL (1495 1 333 Sterres comynen and parte

eche wyth other theyr Tyghte. Ibid xvm. xxvii. 768 A
hounde comyneth not ne yeuyth flesshe. .that he maye not

deuour to other houndes. 1496 Dives «V Pa-up. tW, de W.l
vii. xxiv. 312/2 Not to hyde tnem but to comyne them forth

to profyte of other. 1538 Starkey England I. i (1871)9

To commyn such gyftys as be to them gyuen, ych one to

the profyt of other. Ibid. 8 He commynyth hys gudnes
to al creaturys.

2. To communicate (verbally), tell, declare,

publish, report.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 19 Such as I haue . . i-rad

in dyuerse bookes, I gadere and write . . and comoun to

obere men. 1460 70 Bi. Quintessence 1. 3 Comounnc je not

pis book of deuyne secretes to wickid men. 1548 L dall,

etc. tr. Erasm. Par. John 58 a, After these thynges were
commoncd to and fro from one to an other, etc.

b. absot. or intr.

[1494 cf. Commoning vbl. sb. 2.J 1561 J. Hevwood Prov.

9f EPigr, (1867) 181 The commons common so: tys com-
monly sayde.

3. intr. To take a part in common with others;

to participate, partake, share with, in.

1388 Wyclif i Pet. iv. 13 Comyne |e with the passiouns

of Crist, a 1440 Retig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1867)

3 Cristene folke hat commons to-gedire in be sacrementes.

160a Shaks. Ham. iv. v. 206 Laertes, I must common with

your greefe.

4. To have intercourse ; to associate with.
a 1300 Cursor M. 29331 (Cott.) To comun noght wit cursed

men. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. <i8io) 140 For foule meselrie

he comond with no man. 1483 Caxton 6". de la Tour
Prol. 2 Sly felawes comened with ladies and gentil women.
1555 Fardle Facions 11. iii. 128 That who so was diseased

with any malady, should comon with other that had bene

healed of the like.

b. Of sexual intercourse.

^1400 Lanfram's Cirurg. (MS. A) If. 135 b, per folowjb

a litil wilnyng for to comoun [desidcrium coitus] wip

wymmen. 1460 Capgrave Chron. 7 Aftir tyme Cayn had

killid Abel . . Adam mad a vow that he schuld nevir .

.

comoun with Eve; and his continens kept he a hundred

|Mtj



COMMONABLE. 691 COMMONER.
5. To have points in common ; to agree, rare.
r 1400 ApoL Loll. 73 As bey comoun to be law of be

gospel. Ibid, 74 Comonning mikil wip law cyuil.

II. Senses afterwards expressed by Commune.
6. intr. To confer, converse, talk {with, together)

;

= Commune v. 6.

1388 Wyclif Ecclus. xxvi. o Sche comyneth with all men.
C1400 Destr. Troy 12046 Pes kynges in counsell were
comynyng to-gedur. 1488 Caxton Chast. Goddes Chyld.
22 Gladly they will speke and comyn. 1490 — Eneydos vi.

(1890) 26 She comened wyth the prynces of the same con-
trey. 1535 Coverdale Ps. iv. 4 Comon with youre owne
hertes vpon youre beddes. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 477
Kepyng the barres shut, eche might see and common with
other at their pleasure. 1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. 1. xv.

(15Q1) 10 We two. .common \loqnimur\ plainly ogether.

D. Const, of upon (the matter discussed).

1461 Paston Lett. No. 400 II. 26, I spake with Maister
John Salet, and commonyd with hym of hyr. 1479 in Eng.
Gilds (1870* 425 To commen . . with the housnolders of
Brewers vpon a wise prouision to be made. 1579 Fenton
Giticciard. 1. (1599) 17 The practises, .commoned vpon. .be-

tweene the Pope and him. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ix. 4
And by the way. .of sundry things did commen.

C. with dependent clause.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 325/2 He comened with them how
. .he myght departe. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 532 Which
..began to common amongest themselves, howe they might
render the towne, to their most honour and profite.

7. trans. To talk over in common, confer about,
discuss, debate ; to converse about, talk of.

C1460 Fortescue Abs. <$ Lint. Mon. xvii. (1885) 150 pat
his entente therin be comened with his counsell. 1574
Hellowes Gueuaras Fam. Ep. (1584) 69 It were very wel,
the affayres of warres should be commoned of many, but
the resolution of them to bee used with fewe. 1607 (Nov.)

J._ King Serm. 20 To common it [this scripture] in priuate
with their owne spirits.

b. To come to a common decision, agree {that*.

c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 89 Than comyned thei al there
That Generides saued were.

8. trans. To administer the Communion to

;

refl. and pass, to receive the Communion, com-
municate. (See Commune v. 8.) [Cf. also F.
commnnier :—L. commiinicdre.']
ctZ7S Sc* Leg: Saints, Egipdane 1230 Scho..of his hand

syne commonyt was. £1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxi. 139
We schrafe vs clene and herd messe and comound vs. 14^83
Caxton Gold. Leg. 251/1 Ypolyte. .commyned them with
the Sacrament of the aulter. c 1500 in Maskell Mon. Kit.
(1847)111. 348 No man nother woman that this day pro-
posyth here to be comenyd,

III. Later senses derived from Common, (-s,)

sb. or adj. (Not found with Commune.)
9. intr. To exercise or enjoy a right of common :

see Common sb. 6.

1523 Fitzherb. Surv. 5 Where they and other commen
togyder. < 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I. 203
Howe farr the sayd Abbot and his Tenants should Comon,
and where. 164a Perkins Prof. Bk. L § 108. 48 If common
of pasture be granted unto me for my cattell I shall not
common but with cattell commonable. 1697 View Penal
Laws 252 The Commoners shall be excluded for Common-
ing therein; so also shall the Lord be debarred to common
in the residue.

10. To eat at a common table, to board together.

1598 Florio, Dozzenare, to boord or common in com-
panie. arfyjn Barrow Semi. I. xxx. 415. 1684 [see Com-
MONI KG vbl.sh. 8). 1766 Entick London IV. 30 The reason
for the name of Doctors Commons is because the civilians

in this place comnton together.

b. trans. To board (at a common table), rare.

1598 Florio, Tener dozzena, to boord or common schol-
ars at meate and drinke, to keepe an ordinarie.

11. To make common (what is sanctified).

1621 W. Sclater Tytkes (1623) 50 Nothing sanctified

may euer be commoned. — Ibid. 45.

Commonable (Jcp-manab'l), a. [f. Common v.

9 + -ABLE.]

1. Of animals: That may be pastured on com-
mon land.
1620 J. Wilkinson Of Courts Baron 147 If any tenant

doth surcharge the common, .by putting of cattel there not
commonable, as pigs, goats, and geese. 1767 Blackstone
Comm. II. 33 Commonable beasts are either beasts of the
plough, or such as manure the ground. 1876 Digbv Real
Prop. iii. 163 A right of common of pasture for all common-
able cattle levant and couchant upon the lands.

2. Of land : That is or may be held in common
;

subject to a right of common ; suitable for or per-
taining to commoning (see Common v. 9).
1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 60 The Third sort

:
.lieth deep and long drowned, .onely two or three months

in summer it is commonable. 1796 W. Marshall W. Eng-
land II. 134 It was once the prevailing practice of Devon-
shire, to cultivate its commonable lands. 1832 Austin
yurispr. (1879) II. xlix. 841 Putting his cattle on the com-
monable land. 1866 Rogers Agric. Prices I. xxviii. 670
To sustain himself and his family from the produce of his
own land, and from his commonable rights.

Commonage vkfrmsnedg). Also 7 comonage.
[f. Common sb. v or v.) 4- -age.]
1. The practice of commoning

; right ofcommon
;

usually ' common of pasture or the right of pas-
turing animals on common land.
1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey nr. iv. 70 Swannage,

Warrenage, Commonage, Piscage, etc. 164a Fuller Holy
$ Prof. St. 1. xiii. 100 If proportionable allotments be made
to the poore for their commonage. 1793 A. Young Trav.
France 446 Open fields . . shackled with the rights of com-
monage. 1884 Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. 8/2 Restrictions con-

cerning grazing and turbary on mountains over which they
claim commonage.

b. The condition of land held in common, or
subject to rights of common.
1808 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 114/1 To enclose more than

20,000 acres of land . . at this time in a state of commonage.
1828 Southey Ess. (1832) II. 250 The custom of such a
tenantry is to throw the ground into a sort of commonage.

c. concr. Estate or property held in common

;

common land, a common.
1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng.ll. 131 He [Wat Tyler] required

that . . all commonages should be open to the poor as well
as the rich. 1866 Reader 24 Feb. 199/3 The commonages
. .which never were held by feudal tenure, but were allodial
lands. 1885 W. Greswell in Macm. Mag. Feb. 281/1
Wains drawn by spans of 16 or 20 oxen are outspanned on
the village commonage.

d. A body of commoners.
1882 Western Daily Press 15 May 3/4 A Hst of the com-

monage was drawn up.

2. The estate of the commons, the commonalty.
1649 Selden Lams Eng. 11. xl. (1739) 177 The lowest ebb

that ever the Commonage of England indured. 1848 Thack-
eray Van. Fairix, The whole baronetage, peerage, com-
monage of England.

Ccmmonal, a. nonce-wd. Pertaining to the

commonalty.
1865 Pall Mall G. 15 Sept. 10/2 To fall in with the geo-

logical humour of the day, we may divide Everybody into
certain strata, from the royal to the commonal.
Commonaly, obs. f. Commonly.
Commonality (k^manae liti). Forms : 4

com. rn)unalite, -ee, 4-7 -ie, 6- commonality.
[A by-form of Commonalty, conformed (in its

earlier spelling) to the L. *commfendlitds.']

+ 1. A community, commonwealth; = Common-
alty 1. Obs.
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. iv. 13 pe gouernours of commu-

nalities. Ibid. iv. vi. 142 God.. for he hym self is good.,
chaseb oute al yuel of be boundes of hys communalite.

f b. A free or self-governing community; =
Commonalty i b. Obs.
1680 Morden Geog, Red. (1685) 393 Some . . have their

Kings, others live by Hords or Commonalities.
2. Common people ; ~ Commonalty 3.
(The form favoured by Scottish writers.)

158a Addr. Jos. VI in Sir J. MelviCs Mem. (1735) 258
Noblemen, Barons, Burgesses and Commonality. 1628
Hobbes Thucyd. (1822) 153 The commonality are now
your friends. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living (1727) 158
The tears and the curse of the commonality. 1761-2 Hume
Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. lxiv. 725 Three estates, the clergy,
the nobility, and the commonality. 1864 Burton Scot
Abr. I. i. 18 All the commonality of Scotland. 1879 Geo.
Eliot Theo. Such ii. 37 Among the mixed commonality.

+ 3. A corporation ; ^ Commonalty 2. Obs.
1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2288/1 The humble Address of the.

.

Mystery and Commonality of Barbers and Surgeons.

+ 4. Possession in common, community. Obs.
1540 Hyrde tr. Vt'ves' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) X iij, The

women could not awaye with that comminalitie of goods.

1 5. = Commonalty 5. Obs.

1715 M. Davies Ath. Brit. 1. Pref 67 Not possible to be
Read by the Commonality of Christians. Ibid. 11. 416
The common use and understanding of the Commonality
of Christians.

Commonalty (kp-manalti). Forms: 3-4
comunaute, 4-6 co(m)munalte, 5 comonaltie,
6- commonalty

v
with from 20 to 30 variants fol-

lowing all the forms of co{?n)mon
f
comen, comyn,

etc., and of the suffix, -aute, -alte, -altie, etc.) [a.

OF. eomunaltij comunaute
1

(= Pr. cominaltat, It.

comuna/ta), f. OF. and Pr. comunal, It. communale,
L. commiindl-is .belonging to the community, f.

commune the community or state = Common sbA 1.

The L. type is commundlitds (found in med.L.)

;

hence the variant Commonality.]

1 1. The people of a nation, state, city, etc., col-

lectively; a community, commonwealth. Obs.
c 1290 Lives Saints (1887) 143 Ech ping bat fallez to

harme In be communaute. c 1300 Beket 1302 To desturbi
thing that falleth to harm of communeaute. 1388 Wyclif
Prov, xxix. 2 The comynalte schal be glad in the multipli-

yng of iust men. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxxvii. 103
For to sawfe his comwnate Than wyth be wardane tretyde
he. £1460 Fortescue Abs. <$ Lim. Mon. vii. (1885) 124
Ambassatours . . fTrom grete communalties bi yonde be
see. c 153s Starkey Let. to Pole in Strype Eccl. Mem. I,

xxxiii. 238 Persons which . . have rooted a sedition in this

communalty. 1547 Homilies 1. Smearing (1&59) 75 Good
order . . kept . . in all commonalties, as boroughs, cities,

towns, and villages. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 347
The Communaltie of Kent was neuer vanquished by the
Conquerour.

fb. A self-governing commonwealth, a re-

public, a democracy. Obs.

1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vi. x. 453
Many nations of the Indies have not indured any Kings .

.

but live in comminalties, creating and appointing Captains
and Princes, for certaine occasions onely. 1660 Milton Free
Comnvw. Wks. 1738 I. 599 Which, .may be best and soonest
obtain'd, if every County . . were made a kind of subor-
dinate Commonalty or Commonwealth.
2. A body corporate ; a corporation.
1425 Ord. IVkittington's Alms-house (1776) in Entick

London IV. 354 The commonalty of the craft of mercers.

1520 Sir R. Elyot Will'va Elyot's Gov. (1883) I. App. 315
The Maireandcominaltieof the Citie of New Sarum. 1523
Act 14 <$- 15 Hen. VIII, c. 5 One body and perpetual! com-

minaltie or felowship of the facultie of Physicke. 1594
West Symbol. 11. § 20 A Maior without his comminaltie.
1828 W. Smith Univ. College 369 The University to forfeit

20/. yearly to the Mayor and Commonalty of London.
1847 C. G. Addison Contracts 1. i. § 2 (1883) 88 If a bond
be given by the commonalty in the absence of the mayor,
the body corporate is not bound. 1885 Act 48 <y 49 Vict.
c. 76 § 12 Licensed by the master, wardens, and commonalty
of watermen and lightermen of th« River Thames.

3. The general body of the community ; the
common people, as distinguished from those in

authority, from those of rank and title, or ' the
upper classes ' generally; the 'commons' collec-

tively.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter liv. 10 In be comunaute of
folke. £-1440 Generydes 254 Of hir lordes and of hir
comenaute. 1483 Caxton Gold, Leg. 431/4 Accompanyed
wyth the nobles and moche comynaltee of his royame.
1531 Elyot Gov. i. i, Plebs in englishe, is called the comu-
naTtee, whiche signifieth onelye the multitude, wherin be
conteined the base and vulgare inhabitantes, not auanced
to any honour or dignitee. 1581 Mulcastek Positions
xxxix. (1887) 197 Either gentlemen or of the commonalty.
1756-7 tr. Keyslt r's Trav. (1760) I. 179 The commonalty of
both sexes wear straw bats. 1841 Lytton Nt. Morn. 1.

ii, One of those families which yearly vanish from the
commonalty into the peerage. 1874 Miss Mulock My
Mother I 89 As well-to-do commonalty likes to patronise
poor gentility.

transf. 1667 Milton P, L. vii. 489 The Parsimonious
Emmet, .join'd in her popular Tribes Of Commonaltie.

t 4. The Commons as an estate of the realm
acting by their elected representatives

; hence, the
representative members of ihe Commons. Obs.
1580 Sidney Arcatiia (1622) 1 10 Enacted, not oncly by the

cominaltie of Passions, but agreed vnto by her most noble
Thoughts. 1581 Lamrarde Eiren. iv. xiii. (1588) 540 I!oth

Gentlemen and Knights do serve in the Parliament, as
members of the Communaltie. 1630 R. Johnson Kingd. .y

Commit'. 174 The three P-lstates, of the Cler^ie, the Nobi-

j

litie, and Comminaltie. 1648 D. Jenkins Wks, 15 The
ayds granted by the Commonalty.
5. transf. The general or universal body.
1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 111. (T.), I .. will use the secret

acknowledgement of tht; communalty bearing record of the

j
God of gods. 1659 T. White Mid. Slate Sfnls 37 Not. .by
a few wise or extraordinarily religious persons, but by the
commonalty and universality of Christians. 1710 Steele
Tatter No. 197 P2 Writings which the Commonalty of
Scholars have pushed into the World. 1830 Galt Lawrie
T. 1. i. (1849) 3 The commonalty of mankind.

f 6. In commonalty: in public. Out of common-
alty : in private, in secret. Obs.
J303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne p. 186 1. 5964 Hyt ys

coueytyse and beft pryue To bye byng out of cominalte
[7'. r. comnalte]. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. no He
wolde in coinunalte do bis. dede, and not bus oonli in desert.

Commonance, erroneous f. Commu nance.
Common council, -man: see Council.
Commone, obs. f. Common.
+ Commo nefa ction. Obs. [f. L. commone-

facere 1

to remind one forcibly of something, put
in mind, admonish f. commone-re to put in mind
+facere to make.] The action of admonishing
or reminding ; an admonition, reminder.
1619 Sclater Exp. 1 Thess. 11630* 302 Lest the commone-

faction might seeme vnnecessary. 1633 Ames Agst. Cerem.
11. 287 Significant Images, appointed for commonefaction
and institution of men in religious duties. 1679 Puller
Moder. Ch. Eng. (1843) 139 Vestments . . for ornament, dis-

tinction, and commonefaction.

Commoner, comparative of Common a.

Commoner (.k^'mansi
1

!, sb. Forms ; 4 com-
iner, coraouner, 5 comounner, 4-6 comuner.e,
communer, comyner(e, 6 comener 'e,comonar,
commonour, 5- commoner. [Partly from Com-
mon sb. 1 senses 1-2, 5 ;

partly from Common v.,

branches I, III; partly associated with both.]

+ 1. A member of the community having civic

rights; a burgess, citizen ; spec, a member of the

general body of a town-council. Obs.
c 1325 Coer de L. 5338 The comouners servyd hym at

wylle. 1450 Lay Folks Mass-bit. 69 We sail pray espe-
cially for he meer, pe xij., be schirriues and be xxiiij. and for

all gode communers of ^is cite. 1467 in Eng. Gilds 1 1870)

372 The xxiiij. and xlviij. comyners of the seid cite, chosen
for good rewle of the same. 1531 Elyot Gov. 1. i, In the

citie of London and other cities, they that be none alder-

men, or sheriffes be called communers. 1557 Order of
Hospitalls A iij b, Th' Aldermen, and the Commoners of
this City [London]. 1643 Prynne Sov. Power Pari, ill, 53
The Stoickes would have the City of the whole world to be
one, and all men to be commoners, and townesmen.

b. A member of the Court of Common Council

(of London).
ChiefCommoner*, a courtesy title of the chairman of the

City Lands Committee— the leading committee of the

Common Council.

1889 Daily Naos 9 Feb. 2/6 Mr. Judd, the Chief Com-
moner, .echoed the wish of the Lord Mayor that the friend-

liest relations should exist between the Corporation and the

County Council.

2. More generally: One of the common people;

a member of the commonalty. (Now applied to

all below the rank of a peer.)

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 325 Clerkes and knyjtes and
comuneres bat ben riche. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. 11880 1 88
pei graunten pardon.. to lordis, clerkis & comineris. 1419
Heretong Clux in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 25 I. 81 Ther is a
grete power of hem, bothe of Lordys, Knyths, and Squiers,



COMMONER. 692 COMMON LAW.
bot the grettiste power is of Communers. 1534 Ld. Ber-
neks Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) H vij b, He dyned at a
knyghtes bridale, and woulde not eate at the brulale of a
communer. 1541 Elvot Image Gov. (1556' 59b, Begin-

nyng at the base people or communers. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 483 Proud & sumptuous dames, that are but com-
moners and artizans wiues. 1701 Swift Contests Nobles

Athens, Themistocles was at first a commoner himself.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 63 The supreme tribunal.,

must consist of both commoners and nobles,

b. trans/. Applied to a horse.

1890 Standard 17 Mar. 3/7 If the prize goes to Epsom it

will be by the aid of Ilex, for the outsider, Braceborough,
is only a commoner, I fear.

3. A member of the House of Commons. Now
rare. Great Commoner : a name given to the

elder William Pitt.

1648 Prynne Pleafor Lords 34 The Petitions of the Com-
moners (containing all Petitions of the Commons house for

redresse of. injuries). 01674 Clarendon Hist. Rtb. (1704)
III. XI. 140 The Messengers . . one of the House of Peers
and two Commoners. 1793 Blackstone Comm. (ed. 121

190 The freedom of the member's person : which in a peer
is for ever sacred and inviolable ; and in a commoner (by the
privilege of parliament! for forty days after every proroga-

tion, and forty days before the next appointed meeting.
1862 Thackeray Four Georges ii. 102 'There's the great

commoner.' ' There is Mr. Pitt.' 1884 L'pool Mercury 7
Nov. 5/2 For the sake of the House of Lords a protest will

be made by the Tory commoners at every stage.

+ 4. One who shares or takes part in anything
;

a sharer, participator, [f. Common v. I.] Obs.

138a Wyclif 1 Pet. v. 1 Wi'tnesse of Cristis passioun . .and
comuner [1388 comynere] of that glorye that is to be shewid.

a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 1 Communers of bat

blyse bat euer mare lastis. 1450 1530 Myrr. our Ladyei-ji
By the we are made comuner to the fruyte of lyfe. 1639
Fuller Holy War rv. xvi. (1647) 196 Lewis .. resolved to

be a commoner with them in weal and wo. a 1661 —
Worthies I. 136 He fled into Germany, and there was
Fellow-Commoner with Mr. Sewell in all his sufferings.

t 5. One who takes or pays for his Commons
(sense 3^, i.e. who shares in a common meal, or

eats at a common table ; a boarder. Obs.

1598 Florio, Dozzenante, a commoner or boorder with
others as schollers are. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 554 The
Prodigalls fellow commoners, the Swine.

6. In some English colleges, as at Oxford and
Winchester: One who pays for his commons, i.e.

a student or undergraduate not on the foundation

(called at Cambridge a pensioner .

The colleges were originally intended only for the fellows

and scholars ' on the foundation ', the admission of other

students, as 'commoners' or Iwarders, being a^ subsequent

development, which eventuated in the recognition of many
ranks of students, as (at Oxford noblemen, gentlemen-com-
moners, fellcnv-commoners, commoners, battelcrs, servi-

tors : q. v. These grades are now practically obsolete ; and
the only existing distinction is into sclwlars, or students

on the foundation, and commoners. The latter word thus

tends to be understood as - 'common or ordinary under-

graduate', i. e. one who has not gained a scholarship, exhi-

bition, or other special distinction.

1613 Heywood Marriage Triumph

{

PercySoc ijThysys
some yowng schooleman, a fresh comonar. 1671 Glanvill
Disc. M Stubbe 31 Being not related to any Foundation in

Oxford, but living there as a Commoner. 1750 Coventry
Pompey Litt. 11. x. (17851 68/2 The rank of a fellow-com-

moner, which . . is one who sits at the same table, and en-

joys the conversation of the fellows. It differs from what
is called a gentleman-commoner at Oxford . . in the greater

privileges and licences indulged to the members of this

order, who.. are allowed to absent themselves at pleasure

from the private lectures. 1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1728

He. .went to Oxford, and was entered a commoner of Pem-
broke College. 1844 Stanley Arnold I. i. 2 Having en-

tered as a commoner, and afterwards become a scholar of

the college. 1886 Oxford Calendar
%

Corpus Christi College

207 Exhibitions have been recently instituted . . to be com-
peted for from time to time by Commoners of the College,

1887 T. A. Trollope What I remember I. Hi. 77 At Win-
chester there were . . a hundred and thirty private pupils

of the head master, or 'commoners'.
fig. x6oa Return fr. Pamass IV. it, One of the Diuels

fellow commoners, one that sizeth in the Deuils butteries.

7. One who has a joint right in common lands
;

one who enjoys a right of common.
1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 13 § 2 No commonour or com-

monours within any foreste, chase, moore . . or waaste

grounde. 1573 Tusskr Hush. (1878* 144 For commons
these commoners crie, enclosing they may not abide. 1613

Sir H. Finch Laiv (1636) 314 A commoner whom another

commoner wrongeth by putting in more beasts into the

common then he* should. 1830 Stonehouse Axholme 77
The original grant recognized this right of the Commoners,

b. trans/, and fig.
1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 261 The first Commoners of the

Earth did employ their Heads about getting the necessary

supports of Life. 1705 Rowe Fair Penit. 11. ii, The Birds,

5reat Nature's happy Commoners. 1779 81 Johnson L. P..

enton, He was driven out a commoner of Nature, .reduced

to pick up a livelihood uncertain and fortuitous,

t 8. A common harlot, prostitute. Obs.

x6oi Shaks. All's Well v. iii. 194 O behold this Ring. .He
gaue it to a Commoner a'th Campe If I be one. 1695 Con-

greve Lovefor L. 1. ii, What think you of that noble com-

moner Mrs. Drab?

f 9. A common-lawyer. Obs. rare.

1621 Dekker & Mass. Virg. Mart. m. iii, Har. The devil

. . hates a civil lawyer, as a soldier does peace. Spung . How
a commoner ? Har. Loves him from the teeth outward.

Co*mmoneress. rare. [f. prec. + -ess.] A
female commoner; the wife of a commoner.
1791 Mad. D'Arblav Diary V. 197 Peeresses, commoner-

esses and the numerous indefinites crowded every part.

CoTtunoney. [f. Common a. + -t, diminutive

suffix.] m Common one ; a marble of a common
sort ; cf. Ally sb*
1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxiv. Whether he had won any

alley tors or commoneys lately .. his 'alley tors' and his
4 commoneys ' are alike neglected.

Common good, goods, [transl. L. bonum
publicum, bona pttblica.] The public property of

a community or corporation ; esp. in Sc. use, the

property, whether in lands or funds, held by the

magistrates, and the revenues payable to them, for

the behoof of the community. (Jamieson Suppl)
C1380 [see Commoning vbl. sb. ij. 1467 Ord, Worcester

in Eng. Gilds 386 Also that the worthy men of the seid

cloth gran nt no yefte of the comyns good. . w*out the advise

of the xlviij. comyners . . and bat yf ther be no comyn goodes
in hande, etc. 1491 Sc. Acts Jos. IV, § 36 It is statute and
ordained anent the commoun gud of all our Soveraine

Lordis Burrowes within the Realme, that the said com-
moun gude be observed and keiped to the commoun profite

of the towne. 1774 in A. McKay Hist. Kilmarnock App.
(1864 1 304 The had! common-goods and custums of the said

burgh and barony. 18*8 Scorr F. M. Perth xxiii, Any
aid which you may afford from the Common Good, to the

support of the widow Magdalen and her orphans.

Common hall.
1. The hall in which a corporation meets ; the

hall of a guild or city company ; a town-hall. b.

A general meeting of the Corporation
;
e.g. of the

Common Council of London.
c 130a Pol. Songs 1839) 188 The webbes ant the fullaris .

.

makeden huere consad in huere commune halle. 1480

Caxton Chron. Eng. ecli. 322 Fallyng doune of a steyr as

they come oute of theyr comyn halle. 1640 Ord. Ho. Com.
in Rushw. Hist. Coll. ill. u6p2' I. 141 A Letter .. to the

Lord Mayor of London, to desire him to call a Common-
Hall. 17M in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. 11886) II 16 A
Common Hall orGenerall Assembly of the Mayor, Baylives

and Burgesses. >77* Ann. Reg. 145/2 Before the common-
hall was over, Mr. Sheriff Wilkes declared there should be

no poll published. 1811 Examiner 5 Oct. 636 1 On Tuesday
a Common Hall was held for the election of Lord Mayor.

2. In wider sense : see Hall. v
ByTindale used

to translate Gr. irpaurwfuov.)

1526 Tindale Matt, xxvii. 27 Then the soudeours of

the debtie toke Iesus vnto the comen hall [i6xx common
hall ; Wyclif mote halle). 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. v. 3 And
forth he comes into the commune hall. 1645 G. Daniel
Poems Wks. 1878 II. 88 But speake my knowledge, though
it should displase The common-Hall. Of Ignorance. 1695

Bp. Patrick Comm. Gen. xxxiv. 24 (T.I All the citizens,

who were met together in thecommon-hall, or place of pub-

lick assemblies.

t Common house. Obs.

1. = Common Hall i.

1467 Ord. Worcester in Eng. Gilds 372 Yf eny of the

xxiiij. or xlviii. discouer the comyn counseille that ys seid

in the comyn house.

N 2. The House of Commons.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. eclxi. 342 The comyns of the

reame were assembled in the comyn hous comonyng and
treatyng. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1956/2 The
common house was diuided vpon the question.

3. A place in a monastery where a common fire

was kept for the monks to warm themselves at.

1593 Rites of Durham iSurtees Soc.t 75 On the right

hand, as yow goe out of the Cloysters into the Infirmary

was the Commone House, .being to this end to have a fyre

keapt in yt all wynter, for the Monnckes to cume and
warme them at, being allowed no fyre but that onely.

4. A house of common resort.

1595 Locrine 11. ii, Look you be at the common-house to-

morrow.
spec. a. A privy. Cf. Commons 5.

1596 Harington Metam. Aj'ax (1814) 51 By digging pits

in the earth or placing the common houses over rivers.

b. A brothel, stews.

1603 Shaks, Meas.for M. 11. i. 43 Their abuses in common
houses.

Common-illth, nonce-word : see Common-
wealth 1.

t Commoning (kp'manirj), vbl. sb. Obs* [f.

Common v. + -lng The action of the verb

Common.
1. Sharing or participating, communion.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks.(iZZo)^$ £e comounynge of becomon

good is. .in begynnynge of Cristis Churche. 1382 — x Cor.

x. 16 The comenynge of Cristis blood.

2. Common saying. (Cf. Common v. 2 b.)

1494 Fabyan vi. cxlix. 135 He was buryed at the Abbey
of Gyruy : albe it y* comynyng is, that he restith nowe
with Saynt Cutbert of Durham.

3. Intercourse, converse, conference.

( 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 16 Comonynge and byhald-

ynge of aungells and gastely creaturs. 1488 Caxton Chast.

Goddes Chyld. 31 Uneth ony man shall ouercome hem in

commyning ne dysputacion. 1536 Beixenden Cron. Scot.

H821) I. 4 The inhabitants . . desirit Gathelus to ane com-
moning. 1547 Homilies 1. Swearing (1859k 77 In eating,

drinking, playing, commoning, and reasoning.

4. Communion, fellowship (= Communing vbl.

sb. c); coner, a community, a fellowship.

c 1340 Cursor M. 23ii5(Trin.) Fro comynynge of cristen

men po careful shul be eb to ken. 1400 Relig. Piecesfr,
Thornton MS. 3 The Sexte artycle es bat Haly Kirke .

.

es comonynge and felawrede of all cristene folke.

6. Agreement, concord, rare.

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 395 per is no comynynge ne

consent to Crist and to Belial.

6. The Communion, the Eucharist ; = Communing
vbl. sb. d.

1382 [see tX 148a Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 27 Had re-

sceyuid the holy comyning of cristen men.
7. Exercise of common rights over pasture, etc
1549 Act 3^4 Edw. VI, c 3 § 2 Foreign Tenants have

no greater Right of Commoning in the Wood.. of any
Lord, than the proper Tenants. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv.
Impr. Ded., Unlimited Commons, or Commoning without
stint, upon any Heath, Moor, Forrest, or other Common.
1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 2977/4 To be Lett a Farm . . with the

advantage of Commoning. 1764 Harmer Observ. ii. 49
Nor have they any notion of our rights of commoning.
attrib. 1704 Waterbury (Conn.) Town Rec. 12 Dec, No

man shall . . baight cattell after y* first of Aprill till com-
moning time.

b. cotter. Land subject to common-rights; com-
mon land.

1634 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 149 Of commoning
also, which yields ferron and gorse . . there is about 800
acres. '707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4354/4 The Manor of Somer-
ford. .with Two Water Corn-Mills, .very good Commoning.
8. Eating at a common table ; boarding.
1684 Charnock Attrib. God (183^) I. 186 Nothing will

separate prodigal man from commoning with swine . .but an
empty trough.

Commonish (kp-msnij), a. rare. [f. Common
a. +-1SH.] Rather common.
179a Mad. D'Arblav Diary (1842-6) V. 292 A com-

monish. .sort of a . . woman. 1878 Keary Dawn Hist. iv.

58 Commonish ideas in a somewhat grand and abstract form.

1880 Christy Carew 1. iii, Mozart, to Philomena, was com-
monish, being played at mass, .nearly every Sunday.

Commo nish, v. arch, rare (f. L. commonere
to remind forcibly or earnestly (f. com- + monere to

remind, advise, warn), with ending after Ad-
monish.] trans. To remind, put in mind {of).

1849 W. Fitzgerald tr. Whitaker's Disp. 661 We are

commonished or reminded of things which we knew before.

Comnionition (kpm^ni'Jsn). rare. [ad. L,

commonition-em earnest reminding, admonition.]

The action of reminding, instructing, or warning;

a formal admonition or warning.

1730 6 Bailey (folio), Commonition, an admonition or

warning, an advertisement. 1755 in Johnson. 1849 W. Fitz-

gerald tr. Whitakers Disp. | Parker Soc. 1 661 To be written

for our learning is something more than cemmonition. 1868

Mi lman St. Pauls ii. 32 He averred that he had been
1

condemned, without citation, without commonition, without

!
trial, etc.

t Commo nitive, a. Obs, rare. ff. L. com-

monit- ppl. stem of commonere (see Commonish)

+ -rvE.j Serving as a reminder.

1624 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660I 14 The Church of

England . . whose cross was only commemorative and com-
monitive.

+ CommO'nitory, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. late L.

commonitdri-us * suitable for reminding', neut

commonitdri-um as sb. ' a writing for reminding,

a letter of instructions \]

A. adj. Serving to remind, advise, or admonish.

1563 87 Foxk A. «i M. {1506' 194/t Letters commonitorie,
exhortatorie, and of correction. 16*5 Donne Serm. lxvi.

664 How many without any former preparatory crosse or

comminatory or commonitory crosse . . fait under some one
stone. 1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 602 The Archbishop's

apotogetical, declamatory and commonitory letters.

B. sb. A commonitory writing ; a warning.

1709 J Johnson Clergym. Vadt M. 11 225 His commoni-
tory to Ammon. 1849 W. Fitzgerald tr. Whitaker's Disp.

(Parker Soc.) 8 That the scriptures are no rule of faith at

all, but a certain commonitory.

t Commo'nity. Sc. Obs. rare. [var. of Com-
munity.] The common people, the commonalty.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 126 Mony lord .. And the

maist part of the commonitie.

Gommonize (kp mansiz), v. rare. [f. Common
+ -izk: cf. /rate) nizc.]

1. intr. {University colloq.) To combine 1 com-

mons \ so as to form a joint meal.

1865 Comh. Mag. Feb. 226 It is a very common plan for

two or more men to ' commonize '. .at breakfast ; each man
having his ' commons *, bread and butter from the buttery,

put into a common stock.

2. trans. To make common or vulgar. ( 17. S.)

Common law. [cf. L. jus commune, in

Du Cange (where the expression is used also of

France and the Empire). Also F. droit commun
in sense 1.]

+ 1. The general law of a community, as opposed

to local or personal customs, as of a caste, family,

calling, city, or district. Obs.

1377 Langl, P. PL B. xviii. 72 Two theues also tholed

deth bat tyme Vppon a crosse bisydes cryst, so was J*
comune lawe. < 1430 Syr Gener. tRoxb.' 2929 Juge him
aftir the comon law And not oonlie aftir youre ovn saw.

1551 Robinson tr. Mote's Utop. 11. {Arb.) 159 The riche men
not only by priuate fraud, but also by commen lawes do

euery day pluck, .from the poore some parte of their liuing.

•f b. Common law 0/ the church : the general

law of the Church, as opposed to provincial con-

stitutions, papal privileges, etc.

c 1380 Wvclif Set, Wks. III. 289 perfore seide Seynt Gre-

gory and be comyn lawe of be Chirche, bat honour or pre*

lacie schulde not be 3oven to hem bat seken and coveiten it.

2. The unwritten law of England, administered

by the King's courts, which purports to be derived
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from ancient and universal usage, and is embodied
in the older commentaries and the reports of
adjudged cases.

In this sense opposed to statute law\ also used for the
law administered by the King's ordinary judges as distin-

guished from the equity administered by the Chancery and
other courts of like jurisdiction, and from other systems
administered by special courts, as ecclesiastical and ad-
miralty law, and (in the Middle Ages) the laiu merchant.
In U.S. : the body of English legal doctrine which is the

foundation of the law administered in all the States settled

from England, and those formed by later settlement or
division from them.
c 1350 Usages Winchester in Eng. Gilds (1870) 361 And

bat commune law hym be y-entred, be axere and be de-
fendaunt. 1389 Ibid. 21 It shal be lefulle to hem to gone to

y comoun lawe. 1539 Act 31 Hen. VIIIt c. 1 § 2 In like

maner. .as coperceners by the common lawes. .are compelled
to do. 1632 B. Jonson Magn. Lady n. v, No exception
Lies at the common-law. 17& Blackstone Comm. iv. xxii.

295 All offences either against the common law or act of
parliament. Ibid. IV. 485 That admirable system of maxims

j

and unwritten customs, which is now known by the name of
j

the common law. .doubtless ofSaxon parentage. 1810 Ben-
j

tham Packing 1 1 82 1 1 154 The great body of the law, remain-
ing, .in the shapeless state, ofcommon, alias unwritten, law.
1826-58 Kent Comm. I. 548 Our American reports contain
an exposition of the common law, as received and modified
in reference to the genius of our institutions. 1831 A.
Stearns Real Actions 250 The greatest departure from the
rules of the common law, upon the subject of dower, will

perhaps be found in the statutory provisions of Vermont and
Georgia.
at/rib. 1875 Maine Hist, hist, ix. 263 Our oldest com-

mon-law authorities. 1848 Wharton Law Lex. 224 There
are some matters in which the equity and common law
courts have a concurrent jurisdiction.

Common lawyer. One versed in, or practis-

ing, the common law.
Opposed sometimes to civilian or other foreign lawyer,

sometimes to equity or ecclesiastical lawyers in England.
1588 Fraunce Laiviers Log. Ded., Twenty, common law-

yers. <zi66x Fuller Worthies (iQ40) I. 90 Denied indeed
by our commons-lawyers, but stickled for by some canonists.
1668 Hale Prtf. Rolle's Abridgm. 7 A Man, though other-
wise of pregnant Reason, must not be offended if he be not
born a Common- Lawyer. 1885 Laiv Times 169/1 Th^re is a
large preponderance of creations of common lawyers [as

Q. C.s].

Commonly (kp'msnli), adv. For forms see
Common a. (Also 5 -aly, -ally.) [ME. comune-,
comonlich, -ly, etc., f. Common a. : see -ly*.]

+ 1. After a fashion or in a way common to all;

in common ; generally, universally. Obs.
a 1300 Fall <$• Passion 46 in E. E. P. {1862) 14 pat com-

munelich hi ne wer for-lor. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
(1810) 120 |?an be riche & pouere & alle comonly Fro Berwik
to Douere held hir for lady. 1340 Ayenb. 145 God pet ous
made alle comunliche to his anlicnesse. c 1400 Rom. Rose
6732 Thanne oughten good folk comunly Han of his myscheef
somme pitee. 1489 Edinb. MS. Barbour's Bruce xi. 248
Commounaly. — xn. 304 Commonaly. 1502 Ord. Crysten
Men{W. de W. 15061 1. i. 9 Adam and Eue us bynde all by
lawe comonly to synne and dampnacyon. 1574 Hellowes
Gueuara's Earn. Ep. (1584' 216 Speaking commonly of all

[gentlewomen], I say, that they have more abilitie to breede
children, than to keepe secretes. 1581 Confer. 1. Ciij, This
of Saint James, for that it was written commonly to all the
tribes of the Jewes dispersed, was called Catholike or
generall. a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 371 Some take
it to be Man indefinitely, and commonly considered.

+ 2. In a common body, in one community or

company; with common action or accord; unit-

edly, together. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M, 12065 fG5tt.) pe grete lauerdinges . . ras

again iesu alle bidene, And plaint on him made comminli.
C1330 Arth. $ Mert. 6457 Our men bathe gret and lite. To
gedir gadred hem comonliche. 1382 Wvclif Gen. xiii. 6
The substaunce of hem [Abram and Lot] was myche, and
thei my5ten not dwel comounli. c 1450 Merlin 96 Yef ye
and alle the peple comynyally pray to our lorde for his grete
pite. 1563 Homilies II. Com. Prayer (1859) 357 To pray
commonly is for a multitude to ask one and the self thing
with one voice.

fb. In the way of common possession. Obs.
1591 Troub. Raigne K. Johnwbw 52 What is ours ..You

shall command as commonly, As if it were your owne.

t 3. In intimate union, closely, familiarly. Obs.
C1325 Coerde L. 1808 The Erie of Leycester, the Erie of

Hertford, Ful comanly followed they their lord. 1590
Spenser F. Q. i. x. 56 He might see The blessed angels to
and fro descend From highest heaven in gladsome com-
panee. .As commonly as frend does with his frend.

1 4. Openly, in public, publicly. Obs.
'375 Barbour Bruce xvn. 799 That' nycht thai spak al

comonly [MS. E commonaly] Of thame within. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 381/4 He suffryd them not to begge
comynly. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 611 Thys rumour
openly spoken and commenly published. 1611 Bible Matt.
xxviii. 15 And this saying is commonly reported among the
Iewes vntill this day.

5. As a usual circumstance ; as a general thing

;

in ordinary cases; usually, ordinarilv, generally.
11300 Cursor M. 23S Cott.) Frankis rimes here I redd

Comunhk in ilk[a] sted. 1340 Ayenb. 56 Zuyche zennes
a"ze

' communliche ine tauerne. 1375 Barbour Bruce xv.
160 Schir Eduard, that wes comonly Callit the kyng of

rt! ii

X
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Earl R,vers ' Caxton) Diciest, He that is

Sur t0 sel ^' 's commonely liberal to another. 1549
a I

c°'"-f™rert The firste daie of Lente commonly called
Ashe-Wedmsdaye. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. i. 109, I am
not prone to weeping ias our Sex Commonly are). 1678
Bunyan Ptlgr. 1. 218 In this Land the shining Ones com-
monly walked. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 121 r6 Tho' the
Mole be not totally blind fas it is commonly thought^. 1747

Vol. II.

Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 114 It commonly cures before
Morning. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. p. ix, All the writ-

ings commonly attributed to Plato.

8. In an ordinary manner; to a degree that is

common or ordinary. (Qualifying adjs.)

1706 Estcourt Fair Examp. iv. i. 46 Because you are a
Man of Worth, and her Husband's Friend, she can hardly
be commonly civil to you. 1776 Gibbon Dect. F. I. 348
Carinus. .was more than commonly deficient in those quali-
ties. 1853 Lytton My Novel x. xiii, Had such qualities.

.

been applied to objects commonly honest.

7. Meanly, cheaply ; without anything special.
Mod. A room very commonly furnished.

Commonness (k^m.^nes). [f. Common a. +
-NESS.]

1. The state or quality of being common to, or
shared by, more than one; community, rare.

1530 Palsgr. 207/2 Commonesse, communite". 1553 Gri-
malde Cicero's Offices 1. 1558) 26 Conuersation and com-
monnesse of table counseylynges. 1657 W. Gi thrie Chris-
tian's Gt. Interest vi. 11825) '47 Communion is a common-
ness or a common interest between God and a man. 1715
tr. Pancirollus' Rerum Mem. I. iv. xvii. 224 By the com-
monness of these two Elements [Fire and Water], was
hinted the Community 'twixt Husband and Wife. 1828
E. Irving Last Days 120 The commonness of blood is the
great occasion of affection.

b. The quality of being public or generally used.
1848 W. Barti.ett Egypt to Pal. xi. (1879) 239 The com-

monness of the thoroughfare,

2. The quality of being usual or of ordinary oc-

currence, frequency.

1597 Hookkr Eccl. Pol. v. (I6I7
1

) 352 Lest men should
waxe cold with the commonnesse of that, the strangenesse
whereof at the first inflamed them. 1639 Fuller Holy War
in. xxx. (18401 171 The commonness of those thunder-bolts
caused their contempt. 1669 H. Oldenburg in Phil. Trans.
II. 43c Emeraulds are . . of much less value than they were
formerly, by reason of their commonness. 1876 Gladstone
Syuchr. Homer 131, I would appeal.. to the simple and
homely test of commonness of use.

3. The quality of being ordinary or undis-

tinguished ; plainness of style.

1820 L. Hunt Indicator No. 51 (1822' I. 402 A writer,
who. .knows how to extract a common thing from common-
ness. 1842 Mrs. Browning Grk. Chr. Poets 200 Words-
worth, .was daring in his commonness.

b. Meanness of character or intellect ; want of
excellence or distinction. (A less condemnatory
tt rm than vulgarity, in which the meanness be-
comes offensive.)

1872 Geo. Eliot Middlem. xxxvi, That personal pride and
unreflecting egoism which I have already called common-
ness. 1885 Athenceum 23 May 666/3 The smooth dulness
of gentility . .we call commonness. 1890 Spectator 14 June,
Commonness is the mark of his literary style : commonness
stamps his oratory .. and a vein of commonness runs.,
throughout his enthusiasms.

Co mmonplace, sb. and a. [A rendering of
L. locus communis = Gt. /coitd? toVo?, in Aristotle

simply roiros, explained by Cicero (Inv. II. xiv.

§ 47 et Stq.) as a general theme or argument
applicable to many particular cases. In later

times, collections of such general topics were
called loci communes. Originally two words, in

senses 1-5; afterwards hyphened in senses 3-8;
now usually written as one word in senses 5-8,
and the closely connected adjective use.
As in similar combinations of two words each having its

own accent, the stress has shifted from co'mmon pla'ce, to
co:mmon-pia'ce, co'mmon-pla.ce, co'mmonplace. Walker and
Smart have the second ; most modern dictionaries have the
third or fourth. In composition the shift of stress has
generally not proceeded so far.]

A. sb. *As two words.

fl. With the ancient rhetoricians : A passage of
general application, such as may serve as the basis

of argument ; a leading text cited in argument.
[1531 Elvot Gov. i. xiv, Hauyng almoste all the places

whereof they shall fetche their raisons, called of Oratours
loci communes.] 1549 Latimer yrd Serm. Ediv. F/(Arb.)
IOZ. I haue a commune place to the ende. yf my memory
fayle me, Beati qui audiunt verbum dei, et custodiunt
illud. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 412 b, Alledging
out of Scripture itself (besides the common places yl have
bene usually set out by others) certein new testimonies
culled out by a certein new ingenious pollicy.

"t*b. The text of a sermon or discourse; a
theme, topic. Obs.

1549 Latimer 5/A Serm. Edw. VI (Arb.) 136 Thys com-
mune place.. was very well handeled the laste Sondaye.
1597 Bacon Ess., Discourse (Arb.) 14^ Some haue certame
Common places and Theames, wherein they are good, and
want varietie. 1605 — Adv. Leam. L in. § 2 It were good
to leave the common place in commendation of poverty to
some friar to handle. 1617 Donne Serm. exxxii. V. 370
The fear of God . . was a pregnant and a plentiful Common
place for him to preach upon.

f 2. An exercise or thesis on some set theme. Obs.
1665 Surv. Aff. Netherl. 168 After they have performed

their Sermon and Common-place. 1715 F. Brokesby Life
H. Dodivell 19 His Common Places, that is, Exercises like

Sermons, which were delivered in the College Chappel,
shew him to be a good Scholar.

3. A striking or notable passage, noted, for

reference or use, in a book of common places or

COMMONPLACE-BOOK.
[Cf. 15*5 Melanchthon Loci Communes; 1517 Eckius

Enchiridion Locorum Commnnium .] 1561 T. Norton

Calvins Inst. Transl. Pref. (1634) 3 Many great learned
men have written books of Commonplaces of our Religion,
as Melancton, Sarcerius, and other. 1581 Marbeck Bk. of
Notes A iij, I have . . employed my diligence in collecting
these common places. 1656 H. More Antid. Ath. 11. vu
a 1680 Butler AVw. (1759 I. 211 When all a Student knows
of what he reads Is not in's own, but under general Heads
Of Common-places. 1704 Swift Median. Oper. Spirit
(17m 277 Whatever in my small Reading occurs, concern-
ing this our Fellow-Creature (Ass], I do never fail to set it

down by way of Common Place. 1709 Steele Tatler No.
23 F 6 Having by me, in my Book of Common Places,
enough to enable me to finish a very sad one [tragedy] by
the Fifth of next month. 175a Johnson Rambler No. 206
F 15 The only common places of his memory are his meals ;

and if you ask him at what time an event happened, he
considers whether he heard it after a dinner of" turbot or
venison. 1834 Macau'lay^/kit. Writ. <Rtldg.)46 Petrarch.

t 4. A collection of common places, a common-
place-book. Obs.
1565 6 (title). The Sermonde in the Wall, thereunto

annexed, the Common Place of Patryk Hamylton. 1607
Topsell Four-f. Beasts Ded. (1673) 7 Gesner relateth every

J

mans opinion, like a common place or dictionary. 1666
i (title\ Torriano's Common Place of Italian Proverbs and
i Proverbial Phrases. 1728 Pope Dune. 1. 139 A folio

Common-place . . of all his works the base. 1749 Fielding
Tom fones vi, ix, The famous story of Alexander and
Clytus . . entered in my common-place under the title

Drunkenness.
** As one word ; co'mmon-place, co'mmonplace.

5. A common or ordinary topic ; an opinion or
statement generally accepted or taken for granted;
a stock theme or subject of remark, an every-day
saying. Slightingly: A platitude or truism.
1560 1 1st Bk. Discip. Ch. Scot. xn. (1836) 72 He must

bind himselfe to his text, that he enter not in digression or
in explaining common plares. 1597 Bacon Coulers Good $
EvitlNo. 10 (Arb. ) 153 The common place of extolling the
beginning of euery thing. 1642 Fuller Holy «y Pro/. St.
in. x. 176, I know that some have a Common-place against
Common-place-books. a 1745 Swift Wks. '184I' II. 120
The trite common-places of servile, injudicious flattery.

1848 Macaulav Hist. Eng. I. 497 The commonplaces
which all sects repeat so fluently when they are enduring
oppression, and forget so easily when they are able to
retaliate it. 1875 Jowett Plato III. 155 The paradoxes of
one age often become the commonplaces of the next.

t b. Applied to a person who is the common
topic or theme of remark. Obs.
1636 Healey Fpictetits' Man. xxix. 34 Prepare thy selfe

to bee., the common-place of the multitude of mockers.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 11702) I. iv. 230 The Papists
were the most Popular Common-place, and the Butt against
whom all the Arrows were directed.

6. Anything common and trite ; an ordinary
every-day object, action, or occurrence.
1802 Wordsw. To Daisy (2nd poemi 5 Thou unassuming

Common-place Of Nature, with that homely face. 1850
Maurice Mor. Met. Philos. 83 A man whose eyes are in
his head .. observes commonplaces, and thinks of them.
1879 Dixon Brit. Cyprus ix. 79 Let me recount the story of
a day ; a day of common-places.

7. colled. Commonplace matter ; triviality.

173a Berkeley Atcphr. iv. § 2 A subject upon which
there has been a world of commonplace. 1754 Imchardson
Grandison 117661 VI. Iv. 362 Common subjects afford only
commonplace. 1801 Fuseli Led. Art ii. U848) 398 Group-
ing engrossed composition, and poured a deluge of gay
common-place over the platfonds, panels, and cupolas.
1866 Motley Dutch Rep. n. iv. 211 This fine strain of
eloquent commonplace.
8. Commonplace qnality, commonplaceness.
184a T. Martin My Namesake in Eraser's Mag. Dec,

There is no getting over the commonplace of the cognomen.
1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. ii. (1875) 74 Where, .is the note
of provinciality in Addison ? I answer, in the common-
place of his ideas.

B. adj. [attributive use of A. ; originally

hyphened, and now written as one word.]
1. Of the nature of a commonplace; having

nothing out of the common ; devoid of originality

or novelty; trite, trivial, hackneyed.
a. of persons.

1609 B. Jonson Sil, Worn. 11. ii, Ther's Aristotle, a mere
common-place fellow. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 11 Pi A
Common-Place Talker. 1851 Helps Friends in C. 11. 5
Any of those whom we consider common-place people. 1885
Spectator 30 May 704/1 He is never frivolous, though not
seldom commonplace and trivial.

b. of words or things.

1699 Bentley Phal. 101 Such common-place stuff, .that one
cannot tell where nor when they were written. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 155 p 3 A light Conversation of Common-place
Jests. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Mor. T. (1816) I. xiv. 112
The most wretched, tame, common-place performance.
1886 Morley H. Martineau Crit. Misc. III. 177 The com-
monplace virtues of industry and energy.

2. The commonplace : that which is common-
place, commonplaceness.
1849 C. Bronte Shirley xv, A frontless, arrogant, decorous

slip of the common-place. 1883 Lloyd Ebb <y Flmv I. 1

The house . . was a very type and embodiment of the com-
monplace.

C. Comb., as + commonpla ceman, one who
uses common-places (senses 1-3) ; a dealer in trite

sayings ; t commonpla ce-wise adv., in the
manner of a commonplace.
1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribx 366 [He] that collected,

common-place-wise, out of S. Chrysostomes Works, those
passages, etc. 162a J. Hume Je-wes Deliv. vii. 108, I pur-
pose not to discourse of Prayer common-place-wise. 1617
W. Sclater Exp. 1 Thess. (1629) 216 Iustice . .whereto also

88
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Popish commonplace-men referre mercy, and the workes
thereof, as to tneir head. 169a Norris Re/f. Est. Hum.
Und. 41, I hate your Common-place men of all theWriters
in the World. i8a6 Svo. Smith Wks. (18591 It 84/2 The
exhausted common-placemen, and the afflicted fool.

Hence Commonplaceism commonplaceness

;

also, a commonplace ; Commonplacish a.,

somewhat commonplace, {rare.)

1876 'Tinsley's Mag. XIX. 599 An amiable, pretty, com-
monplacish girl. 1857 Chamb. Jml. VII. 18 Common-
placeism per se does not exist. Everybody is interesting to
some one or two others. 188a A. Wilson Evolution vi. 97
The application of the foregoing commonplaceisms.
Common place, obs. f. Common Pleas.

Co mmonplace, v. [f. prec. ; senses 1-3 from
the sb., sense 4 from the adj.]

1. trans. To extract ' common places
1 from ; to

arrange under or reduce to general heads ; to

enter in a commonplace-book.
a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. (1688) 352 The custom, .hitherto,

was commonplacing a thing at the first original very plain
and simple, a 1740 Felton(J.1, I do not apprehend any
difficulty in collecting and commonplacing an universal
history from the historians. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. II.

11. i. 47 To commonplace all extant Latin authors, i860
Lowndes' Bibt. Man. 1259 s. v. M. Ketttpe, In this work the
author has commonplaced succinctly, .above 1600 writers of
divinity. 1887 Illust. Lotid. News 12 Mar. 282 When.,
you come on a passage, .worthy of being commonplaced,
copy it legibly in your commonplace book.
absol. a 1734 North Lives I. 20 It was his lordship's

constant practice to commonplace as he read. 1754 Chatham
Lett. Nephrtv 59 In general my advice to you is, not to
common-place upon paper.

t 2. To furnish with commonplaces or authori-

tative quotations. Obs.

411714 Burnet Own Time (1823^ I. 60 Then a head in

divinity was to be common placed in Latin and the person
was to maintain theses upon it.

3. intr. To cite, repeat, or utter commonplaces.
Also, 7 to support a thesis : see the sb. 2.

1609 R. Barnerd Faithf. Shephtard 52 To take euery
where occasion to common place vpon anie word, a 1626
Bacon To A". Jos. Wks. VI. 251 (L.) For the good that
comes of particular and select committees and commissions,
I need not commonplace. x66a H. Mork Pkilos. Writ.
Prcf. Gen. (17121 12 It being the very Text upon which my-
self first common-placed in our College-chappel. 1735
Bvrom Rem. (1855) I. 11. 635 Mr. Topham common-placed
upon the resurrection of the same body or rather against it.

4. trans. To render commonplace or trite.

1847 8 H. Miller First Impr. ii. (1857) 23 Coldly-read
or fantastically-chanted prayers, commonplaced by the
twice-a-day repetition of centuries.

Hence Co mmonplacing vbl. sb.

1696 Gro7utk Deism 14 The profound Learning (so he
thinks much reading and common-placing to be of a certain
Eminent Divine. 1809-11 Mar. Ldgewortm Ennui vi, In
the methods of indexing and common-placing.

Co mmonpla ce-book. Formerly Book of
common places (see Common-place sb. 3): orig, A
book in which 'commonplaces' or passages im-

portant for reference were collected, usually under
general heads

; hence, a book in which one records

passages or matters to be especially remembered
or referred to, with or without arrangement.
1578 Cooper Thesaurus Introd., A studious yong man .

.

may gather to himselfe good furniture both of words and
approved phrases . . and to make to his use as it were a
common place booke. 1599 Marston Sco. Vitlanie in xi.

226 Now I haue him, that . . Hath made a common-place
booke out of playes. And speakes in print. 164a Fuller
Holy <$• Prof. St. in, x. 176 A Common-place-book contains
many notions in garrison, whence the owner may draw out
an army into the field. 1668 Hale Pre/. Rolle's Abr., I

have commended the making and using of a Common-
place-Book, as the best expedient that I know, for the
orderly and profitable study of the Law. 11794 Gibbon
AutoHog. 83, I . . filled a folio commonplace-book with my
collections and remarks on the geography of Italy. 1837 9
Hallam Hist. Lit. II. 11. L 35 note, They. . registered alibis
table-talk in commonplace-books alphabetically arranged.

Co mmonpla ceness. [f- as prec. + -ness.]

Commonplace quality, absence of striking or re-

markable characteristics, dull uninteresting uni-

formity, ordinariness.

184a Sterling Ess. <y Tales (1848) I. 456 His speculations
have the commonplaceness, vagueness, and emptiness of
dreams, a 1864 Hawthorne SeMimius Felton (1879) IOS
The commonplaceness in which she spent her life. 1871 M.
Collins Mrg. «y Merck. III. vi. 169 As I was before struck
with the fluency of style.. I was now equally so with its

commonplaceness.

Co mmonplaxer. [f. Commonplace v. + -er1
]

One who or that which commonplaces
; + a. a

commonplace-book; b. a person who keeps one.
a 1631 Donnk Serm. Iv. 557 Such ragges and fragments

of those Fathers as were patent together in their Decretals
and Decretals and other such Commonplacers. 1643
Milton Divorce Introd. (1851) 10 The narrow intellectuals
of quotationists and common placers. 1830 Eraser's Mag.
11. 184 A common-placer of his jests.

Common Fleas. In 5-7 common place.
[repr. Anglo-Fr. communs pletz, also plez, p/aiz,

p/ais. pi. of plait {plaid, plai, pie) :— L. placitiim :

see Plea, Plead. As to the sense in which
common is taken, see quots. 1236, 176^.]
Civil actions at law brought by one subject

against another. Used chit fly in connexion with,
or as a contraction of, Court of Common Pleas, the

name of a court for the trial of civil causes, for-

merly one of the three superior courts of common
law in England. This court, long seated at West-
minster, was abolished in 1875; it was represented

by the Common Picas Division of the High Court
of Justice until 1880, when that division was
merged in the King's (orQueenV Bench Division.

In earlier times the name of the court appears in the form
Common Place ; like the synonyms Common Bench, Com-
mon Bank, Court of C. B., used interchangeably with it

down to i6th c, this name may have originally had nothing
to do with the word pleas (?had it any reference to the
certo loco of the Great Charter*, but some confusion be-

tween pleas and place is evident at least in the 16th c.

[t*tS Magna Carta § 17 Communia placita non sequantur
curiam nostram sed teneantur in aliquo certo loco. "36^7
Bracton's Note-bk. (1887) II. 227 Et quamvis communia
placita . . non sequantur dominum regem, non sequitur . . quin
aliqua placita singularia sequantur ipsum dominum regem.
c 1290 Britton 1. i. § 8 Qe Justices demurgent continuel-

ment a Westmoster. .a pleder communs pletz solum ceo que
I nous !es maunderoms par nos brefs. 1300 Placit. Abbrev.
' 283 Communia placita teneantur in certo loco, hoc est in

banco ] C1430 Lvdg. Lond. Lyckpeny iv, Vnto the com-
mon place I yode thoo, Where sat one with a sylken

1
hoode. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. Lim. Mon. xv. 118851

146 pe Justices off be kynges benche, and off pe Common
place. [1503 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 9 As well before the King
in his Bench as in his Court of his Common Bench.] 1531
23 Hen. VIII, c. 6 The Chief Justice of the King's Bench

' and the Chief Justice of the Common Pleas. 1545 37 Hen.
VIII, e. 19 In the Kings Court of his Common Place at

1 Westminster . . before the Kings Justices of his Common
place. 1550 Crowley Last Trump. 961 If thou be iudge
in commune place .. or other courte. 1613 Sir H. Finch
Law (1636' 240 The Common place which dealeth properly
with common Pleas. 1628 Coke On Litt. 71 b. They erre,

that hold that before the Statute of Magna Charta there

j

was no Court of common Pleas, a 1634 — 4M Inst.

99 Common Pleas, .this court being the lock and key of the
common law. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 40 Pleas or

I

suits are regularly divided into two sorts; pleas oj the
! croivn . .and common pleas, which include all civil actions de-

pending between subject and subject. 1844 Lo. Brougham
! Brit. Const, xix. $ 6 (1862I 353 The Common Pleas cannot

try a question of corporate right.

b. U. S.
1828 Webster s. v. Common, In some of the American

states, a court ofcommon pleas is an inferior court, whose
jurisdiction is limited to a county, and it is sometimes
called a county court. It has jurisdiction of civil causes
and of minor offenses ; but its final jurisdiction is very

i limited. [In other cases, it has both civil and criminal
!

jurisdiction over the whole state.]

Common prayer. Formerly also Common
prayers. Prayer m which worshippers publicly

1 unite ; csp. the liturgy or form of public service

! prescribed by the Church of England, and set

j

forth in the Book of Common Prayer (or Common

I

Prayer Book) of Edward VI.
[25* St. Cyprian Treat. Lord's Pr. in Blunt Annot.

(18841 82 Publica est nobis et Communis Oratio. a 1475
G. Chastellain Chron. Wks. 1864 IV. vi. 1. lxv. 207

I
Londres . . oil communes pryeres furent enjointes a tout
l'universel peuple pour ce prince.] 1596 Piigr. Per/. (W.
de W. 15311 158 b, There ben two maner of prayers, a
priuate prayer and a commune prayer. 1547 Articles 0/
Inquiry in Cardwell Doc. Anmus < 1844) I. 57 In the time
of the litany, or any other common prayer. 1548 9 Act 2

<y 3 Edw. VI, c 1 Where of long time there hath beene .

.

,
diuers formes of Common prayer, commonly called the
seruice of the Church : That is to say, the vse of Sarum,
of York, of Bangor. 1549 (May) {title . The booke of the
common prayer and admmistracion of the Sacramen tes, etc.

1549 km Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., The Common Prayers in

j

the Church, commonly called Divine Service. 1554 Ridley
\ Let. 8 Apr, Wks. (Parker Soc.l 341 AH . . agreed, .that the
! common prayer of the church should be had in the common

tongue. 1581 Marbeck Bk. 0/ Notes 228 The Canons of
I the Apostles do excommunicate them which being present

at y Common Praier, do not also receive the hohe com-
munion. 1631 High Commission Cases (1886) 216 Mr.
Viccars . .proved he read common prayers once 1651
Evelyn Diary (1827) II. 35 To bring my wife's god-
daughter to Paris, to be buried by the Common Prayer.
1661 Orrery State Papers (1743) L 29 We are now gener-
ally . . all common prayer men. 1681-3 Dean Granvillr
Rem. 23, 1 had press d the Cleargy for many year> together
to study their Common Prayer-book. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 147 P 1 The well reading of the Common-prayer is of so
great importance. 1884 Bi ' m . Xnnot Prayer Bk. $2 True
Common Prayer . . is offered . . by a Bishop or Priest . . in

the presence and with the aid of three, or at least two other
Christian persons.

b. — Common prayer book.

171a Hearne Collect. lOxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 288 Bibles
and Common- Prayers are to be printed at the new House.
1715 Loud. Gas. No. 5344/3 A large Folio Common Prayer.
1796 Morse A mer. Geog. II. 145 Bibles, common-prayers,

I

and other religious books.

Co mmon-room. (Also, in earlier use, com-
mon-chamber, used both for this and for combi-
nation-room?)

1. In a college, school, or similar institution, a

room to which all the members of the staff have
common access, and where they meet each other.

Especially, at Oxford, where this use of the name
originated, the college-parlour to which the fellows

and others associated with them retire after dinner.

Hence the members of this room, as a body.
In some colleges^ etc., the undergraduates or students

i
support a similar institution, called a Junior Contmon-
room.

c 1670 Wood Atk. Oxon. (ed. Gutch) 518 Trinity Coll.,

Oxford. Much about the same time, 1665, was a Common
Chamber made up out of a lower room belonging to a Fellow
. .to the end that the Fellows might meet together. . mostly
for society sake, which before was at each chamber by
turns. And this was done in imitation of other Colleges,
that had begun before, of which Merton College was the
first, anno 1661. 1671-a Jun. Bursar, Trin. Coll. Camb.
in Willis and Clark 385 For strings and mending y violls

in y common chamber. 1674-5 ibid. 383, 24 chaires for

the Common Chamber.
1683 Contract New Coll. Ox/., 12 Apr. in Wood

Atk. Oxon. (ed. Gutch) 197 And shall erect a wall
with Battlements on the Masters Common Roome answer-
able to the wall and Battlements of the other side.

1708 Hudson in Hearne Collect. 3 Aug. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.)

II. 124 My Service to all y Common-room, mi Hearne
ibid. III. 154 The Common-room say there 'tis silly, dull

stuff. 1750 Coventry Pompey Litt. 11. x. (1785) 69/2 To
j
convene all the fellows in the common-room. 1803 Edin.
Rev. II. 252 They made him the delight of the common-
room. 1823 De Quincev Lett, to Voting Man iii. Wks.

i 1890 X. 37 Cases, .where a particular study . . was pursued
throughout a whole college simply because a man of talents

had talked of it in the junior common-room. 1886 Morley
Pattison's Mem. in Crtt. Misc. III. 150 Pattison never
stayed in the common-room later than eight in the evening.

b. attrib.y as in common-room man, a servant in

attendance on the common-room.
1853 E. Bradley iC. Bedei Verdant Green iv. (ed. 4) 39

Old John, the Common-room man.

2 (As two words., A room common to all;

1 esp. the public room of an inn, etc.

1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. xxxi, Our joy reached even to the

common room, where the prisoners themselves sympathised.

1816 Scott Tales Landl. Introd., In the common room of

the Wallace Inn.

Commons (kfj'manz), sb.pl. Forms: see Com-
: Mon a. ; also 4-5 comaynes, -aynz, 5 comminea.

[Plural of Common sb., in various senses.]

I. Common people
;
community.

1. The common people, the commonalty ; the

lower order, as distinguished from those of noble

or knightly or gentle rank ; also t applied to the

common soldiers of an army.
In former times sometimes used depreciatively with refer-

I
ence to their rudeness; often with the epithet 'poor'. As

i a rendering of L. plebs, 'a commons ' occurs as a singular.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. 11810 45 Alle pe comons of be

j

lond with letter pam bond. 138a Wyclif Josh. vi. 9 The
left comouns [Vulg. reliquum vutgus) folowid the arke.

( 1386 Chaucer Knt's T. 1651 Yemen on foote and com-
munes many oon. c 1400 Maundev. xix. 1 18391 310 Of pore
men and of rude Comouns. 1513 Douglas AKneis ix. vi

83 A multitude of commonys of byrth law. 1546 Supplic.

Poor Commons (X. E. T. S.i 79 These men cesse not to

oppresse vs. your Highnes pore commons. 1501 F. Sparry
tr. Cation's Geomancie 92 The commons of the Towne is

good, and there is much nobilitie therein. i6oxShaks. Jul.

C. in. ii. 135 Let but the Commons hcare this Testament .

.

And they would go and kisse dead Czsars wounds. 1697
M. Martin in Phil Trans. XIX. 728 In many of the Isles,

the Commons apply Spearwort for Pains of the Head. 1701

Swift Contests Nobles
«fr
Cotn.Aikens, So the great African

Scipio and his brother . . were impeached by an ungrateful

commons. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. v. 395 He was long

and affectionately remembered among the commons by the

name of the Good Regent. 1846 Arnold Hist. Rome I. ii.

28 The original Plebs, the commons of Rome. 1875 Stubbs
Const. Hist. III. 558 From the condition of the commons
of the shires we turn to a much more intricate subject, the

condition of the commons of the boroughs.

b. The burghers of a town ; the body of free

citizens, bearing common burdens, and exercising

common rights.

1439 W 'ills <y Inv. N. C. (1835) 78 If so bee yat y mair and

y comyns will relesse me. 1458 MS. Cknst's Host.,

Abingdon in Turner Dom, Arckit. III. 43 Thus acordid

the kynge and the covent And the comones of Abendon.
1467 in Eng. Gilds 11870) 386 That ther be then another
[commoner] chosen, of the moste sadde and sufficiant of the

comyns w'yn the cite. 1568 Grafton Ckron. II 142 The
Commons of the Citie of London chose unto their Maior for

that yere Thomas Fiti Thomas. 1711 Tvrrkll Hist. Eng.
II. 983 The Commons or Community also chose Twelve
Persons to represent them.

2. The third estate in the English (or other

similar^ constitution ; the body of people, not

ennobled, and represented by the Lower House of

Parliament. (In earlier use excluding the cltrgy.)

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 113 panne come pere a kyng,
knyjthod hym ladde, Mi« of pe comunes made hym to

regne. 1399 — Rick. Redeles iv. 60 Of kynge, ne conceyle

ne of be comunes noper. (-1460 Fortescue Abs. * Ltm.
Mon. iii. (18851 114 The Ffrench kynge . . toke vpon hym to

sett tayles and oper imposicions vpon the commons wiihowt
the assent of the iii estates. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. L

246 The Commons hath he pil'd with grecuous taxes And
quite lost their hearts. i66oChas. II in Clarendon Hist.Reb.
ii702> II. 375 Establish the Peace, Happiness and Honour
of King, Lords and Commons. 1765 Blackstone Comm.
I. 1. ii. 115 The commons consist of all such men of property

in the kingdom as have no se.it in the huuse of lords. 1817

Pari. Deo 308 The commons included the w .ole people,

not lords ; and neither admitted of higher or lower orders,

degraded or dignified rank*.

D. Hence, the representatives of the third estate

in Parliament; the Lower House.
c 1415 Crowned Ring 35 in Piers PI. Text C p. 525 Me

thought y herd a crowned kyng of his comunts axe A soleyn

subsidic to susteyne his werre*. c 1434 Paston Le:t. I. 36

Plesit to the righte sage and wyse Communes of this present

Parlement. 1548 Order 0/ Communion, Forsomuch as in

our High Court of Parliament lately holden at West-
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minster, .with the consent of the lords spiritual and tem-
poral and Commons there assembled. 1675 T. Turner
Case Bankers $ Cred. Exam. ted. 2) 39 The Commons of
that Age would not agree thereto [to a subsidy], .till they
had conferd with the Counties and Boroughs. 1707 Vul
Pone 24 The Danger that may arise to our Constitution
from the 45 Scotch Commons. 1833 H. Coleridge North.
Worthies 1 1852) I. 38 The Lords endeavouring to insert
a clause, .which clause the Commons of course rejected.

c. House of Commons; formerly also Commons
House of Parliament).
1621 J as. I Let. to Speaker 3 Dec, Some Fiery and

Popular Spirits in the House of Commons. 1641 Nicholas
Papers (1886 36 Too morrow y Commons House intend .

.

to adjourne also till Monday. 1643 Declar. cone. Ireland
32 It is this day ordered by the Commons House of Par-
liament 1727 Swift Gulliver 11. vi. 148 An assembly
called the house of commons . . to represent the wisdom of
the whole nation. 1820 Examiner No. 633. 348/2 Is there
not a man now in the Commons House, who was found
guilty of a public fraud? 1884 Gladstone in Standard
29 Feb. 2/6 Rather by the spontaneous action of the House
of Commons.

f d. The representatives of the people of a
municipality ; common-councilmen. Obs.
1682 Enq. Elect. Sheriffs 43 It is enacted, ordained, and

established by the Lord Mayor and Aldermen, and Com-
mons in Common Council assembled.

II. Provisions or expenses in common.
3. Provisions provided for a community or com-

pany in common ; the common expense of such
provisions ; also the share to which each member
of the company is entitled. Prob. originally in

monastic use, afterwards esp. in colleges.
136a Langl. P. PL A. v. 38 Lest he kyng and his Counseil

?or Comunes apeire, And beo stiward in oure stude til }e
be stouwet betere. 1377 I angl. P. PI. B. xix. 412 We
clerkes, whan bey come, for her comunes payeth, For her
pelure and her palfreyes mete, & piloures bat hem folweth.

1393 C. L 143 Conscience & kynde wit and kny^t-hod
to-gederes Caste hat pe comune sholde hure comunes fynde.
c 1400 Test. L<n>e 1. 11560) 278 b/2 Owen not yet some of hem
money for his commons. 1527 Whitinton Vulgarta,
Whan I was a scholer of Oxforthe I lyued competently with
vij pens commyns wekely. 1570 Orderfor Swans in Hone
Every-day Bk. II. 961 The Commons (that is to say) Dinner
and Supper, shall not exceed above twelve pence. 1576 A ct
18 Eliz. c. 6 in Ox/, Camb. Enactm. 34 To be expended
to the use of the relief of the commons and diett of the
saide colledges. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 157 He had a
Chamber, and took his commons in Hart hall. 1709 Steele
Taller No. 27 p 9 Before he returns to his Commons at the
University. 1725 Bailey Erasm. Colloq., 1 will entertain
you with scholar's commons, if not with slenderer fare.
rtI 734 North Lives (1826) I. 19 He used constantly the
commons in the hall at noons and nights. 1849 Thackeray
Pendennis xviii, Then they went to hall where Pen sat
down and ate his commons with his brother freshmen.
1869 Rogers Adam Smith's W. N. I. Ed. Pref. 7 During
this time he drew his commons from the college buttery.

b. Used as sing. ; a common table, an ordinary :

cf. Doctors' Commons, spec. Now, at Oxford, a
definite portion of victuals supplied from the
college buttery or kitchen, at a regular charge.
a 1641 Bp. Mountagu A. M. (1642I 539 The Priests

attending , . had a Colledge, Society, a Commons, Lodging
and Mansions during their service within the Temple.
1688 S. Penton Guardian's Instr. 80 He invited us the
next day to a Commons. 1692 DrydenJA Evrcmonfs Ess.
336 A Commons of Bread and Water. 1828 W. Sewell
Ox/. Prize Ess. 97 Two commons were put into his hands.
J884 C. Power in Genii. Mag. Feb. 114 Berkeley lunched
by h'mself upon a solitary commons of cold beef. Ox/.
Undergrad. * Bring me a commons of bread and butter.'

+ C To enter or come into, be in, keep, etc.,

commons: to eat at a common table, live to-

gether (said esp. of the members of a college)

;

fig. to enter into, or be in, association {with). So
to put or turn oat of commons. To quit commons
(Sc. Obs.) : to settle accounts (cf. Common sb. 15).
1510 Plumpton Corr. p. cxviii, The foresaid Sir Robert

Plompton come into comens with Oliver Dickinson his
servant the 25 July unto super againe. c 1565 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 119 Thinking that it was
then time to quit commons. 1573 ®- Harvey Letter-bk.
(Camden Soc.) 42 Our Master chargid him to be pack-
ing and willid M. Tyndall to put him out of Commins.
1598 Barret Theor. Warres Pref. 5 Yong Gentlemen, which
haue not entred commons in Mars his Campe. 1614 T.
Adams Devil's Banquet 182 If youknowe that Gods cheare
is so infinitely better; why doe you enter commons at
Satans Feast ? 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 453 To heare of
him under Sequestration, and his Family in Commons with
the Ravens. 1691 Case 0/ Exeter Colt. 32 Such absent
Scholar shall be turn'd out of Commons for fifteen days.
1705 Land. Gaz. No. 4132/3 Every Attorney and Clerk
shall duly keep Commons in such Society of which they
are admitted. 1707 Hearne Collect, a Dec. (Oxf. Hist
Soc.) II. 77 Mr. Gwinnett is put out of commons.
4. In wider sense : Rations, allowance of vic-

tuals; daily fare. Short commons', insufficient

rations, scant fare.

*SJJ * Elyot Image Gou. (1556) 16 Gevyng to poore..
Children .

. theyr Commons free. 1579 Gosson Sch. A buse
(Arb.) 32 Wee shall haue a harde pyttaunce, and come to
snorte commons. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxviii. § 5The Grecian widows [had] shorter commons than the
Hebrews. 1639 Fuller Holy War m. xxviii. (1840) 169
Though his commons perchance were shorter, yet he battled
better on them. 1651 Walton in Reliq. Wotton. (16721 70
He deserues at least to have his Commons shortned. 1697
Dampier Voy. (1698) I. x. 282 Captain Swan . . gave way to
a smalt enlargement of our commons . . [to] 10 spoonfuls of
boil'd Maiz a man. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull (1755) 45

Now and then she would seize upon John's commons, snatch
a leg of a pullet, etc 1856 Kane Arct. Ex'pl. II. ii. 37
Our sick have been on short commons for the last five days.

f 5. A privy ; = Common house 4 a. Obs.
1624 Heywood Captives iii. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Heare 's

a place Though neather of the secretest nor the best, To
unlade myself of this Iniquity [a dead body]. Hee 's where
hee is in Comons.

Common sense, -sense, [repr. Gr. h-.m)

ataOrjois, L. sensus communis, F, sens commun.]
fl. An 'internal' sense which was regarded as

the common bond or centre of the five senses, in

which the various impressions received were re-

duced to the unity of a common consciousness. Obs.
[Cf. 1398-1509 common wit s. v. Common a. 21.] 1543

1
Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. \. ii. 3 They [eyes] were or-
deyned of nature in the former part [of the head] . . that

I

they might carye visible thinges to y° commune sens. 1606
I Bryskett Civ. Life 127 Which common sense, is a power
I

or facultie of the sensitiue soule.-and is therefore called
common, because it receiueth commonly the formes or
images which the exteriour senses present vnto it, and hath
power to distinguish the one from the other. 1621 Burton
Anat. Mel. \. i. 11. vii, Inner Senses are three in number,
so called, because they be within the brain-pan, as Common
Sense, Phantasie, Memory.. This Common sense is the
Judge or Moderator of the rest, by whom we discern all

differences of objects. Ibid. in. xiii, The external senses
and the common sense considered together are like a circle

with five lines drawn from the circumference to the centre.
184a Sir W. Hamilton in Reids Wks. (1872: II. 756/2
note. Common Sense (*coieij at(70ri<m) was employed by
Aristotle to denote the faculty in which the various reports
of the several senses are reduced to the unity of a common
apperception.

Jig. c 1645 Howell Lett. v. (16501 174 Cabbage, turnips,
artichocks, potatoes, and dates, are her five senses, and
pepper the common sense.

2. The endowment of natural intelligence pos-
1 sessed by rational beings

;
ordinary, normal or

I average understanding ; the plain wisdom which is

! every man's inheritance. (This is * common sense

'

I

at its minimum, without which a man is foolish or

j

insane.) + Formerly also in pi., in phr. Besides
I his common senses : out of his senses or wits, (

be-
I side himself.

'535 Jove Apol, Tindale (Arb.) 36, I am suer T[indale] is

j

not so farre besydis his comon sencis as to saye the dead

j

bodye hereth enstis voyce. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst.
1. 13 Vnlesse he be voide of all common sense and natural
wit of man. 1602 T. Fitzherb. Apol. 20a, I referre me to
the judgement of any man that hath but common sence.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. 1. iii. § 4 He would be thought
void of common sense who asked on the one side, or on
the other side went to give a reason, why it is impossible
for the same thing to be and not to be. 1711 Addison
Sped. No

t
. 70 f 2 A Reader of plain common Sense, who

would neither relish nor comprehend an Epigram of
Martial. 1744 Harris Three Treat. Wks. (1841) 46 note,
Common sense, .a sense common to all, except lunatics and
ideots. 1799 Mackintosh Study Law Nature Wks. 1846
I. 363 Whoever thoroughly understands such a science,
must be able to teach it plainly to all men of common sense.

l87S Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 404 Common sense will not
teach us metaphysics any more than mathematics.

b. More emphatically : Good sound practical

sense ; combined tact and readiness in dealing

j

with the every-day affairs of life ; general sagacity.

17*6 Amherst Terrx FiL xx. 100 There is not 'said a
! shrewd wagt a more uncommon thing in the world than

I

common sense.. By common sense we usually and justly
understand the faculty to discern one thing from another,
and the ordinary ability to keep ourselves from being
imposed upon by gross contradictions, palpable inconsisten-
cies, and unmask'd imposture. By a man of common sense
we mean one who knows, as we say, chalk from cheese.

1775 Priestley Exam. Reidnj Common sense, .in common
acceptation . . has long been appropriated . . to that capacity
for judging of common things that persons of middling
capacities are capable of. 185a Tennyson Ode Death Wel-
lington iv, Rich in saving common-sense. 1888 Wormall
in Times 16 Jan. 8/1 The general demand was for intelligence,

sagacity, soundness of judgment, clearness of perception,
and that sanity of thinking called common sense.

+ C. Ordinary or untutored perception. Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. i. 57 To know . . Things hid and

bard from common sense, .is studies god-like recompence.
d. As a quality of things said or done (

=
' some-

thing accordant to or approved by common sense').

1803 Mackintosh De/ Peltier Wks. 1846 III. 270, I ask
you again, Gentlemen, is this common sense? 1866 G.
Macdonald Attn. Q. Neighb. iii. (1878) 34 To him it was
just common sense, and common sense only. 1884 G.
Denman in Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 467 It is only common
sense that . . you should look at the whole of the document
together.

3. The general sense, feeling, or judgement of
mankind, or of a community.
1596 Spenser F. Q. iv, x. 2 That all the cares and evill which

they meet May. .seeme gainst common sence to them most
sweet.

1
1663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 300 These are to

be received by the common sense of a Nation, as Gods
warning pieces. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth i.

(1723) 1 The common Sense of mankind. 1713 Berke-
ley Hylas 4* Phil. m. Wks. 1871 I. 329, I am content,

Hylas, to appeal to the common sense of the world for the
truth of my notion. 187a Grote Aristotle II. App. ii. 285
What Aristotle, .defines as matters of common opinion and
belief includes all that is usually meant, and properly
meant, by Common Sense—what is believed by all men or
by most men. 1874 Sidgwick Meth. Ethics til. xi. § 6. 333
The promise which the Common Sense of mankind recog-
nises as binding.

4. Philos. The faculty of primary truths ;
' the

complement of those cognitions or convictions
which we receive from nature; which all men
therefore possess in common ; and by which they
test the truth of knowledge, and the morality of
actions' (Hamilton Keid's Wks. II. 756).
Philosophy 0/ Common Sense : that philosophy which

accepts as the ultimate criterion of truth the primary cog-
nitions or beliefs of mankind

;
e.g. in the theory of percep-

tion, the universal belief in the existence of a material
world. Applied to the Scotch school which arose in the
18th c. in opposition to the views of Berkeley and Hume.
[C1705 Berkeley Commonpl. Bk. Wks. IV. 455 Mem. To be

eternally banishing Metaphisics, etc., and recalling men to
Common Sense.] 1758 Price Rev. Quest. Morals (ed. 2) 81
Common sense, the faculty of self-evident truths. 1764 Reid
'title , An Inquiry into the Human Mind on the Principles
of Common Sense. 1770 Beaitie Ess. Truth in Ann. Reg.
U772) 253 Common Sense hath, in modern times, been used
by philosophers, _ both French and British, to signify that

1
power of the mind which perceives truth, or commands

[

belief, not by progressive argumentation, but by an install-

j

taneous, instinctive, and irresistible impulse ; derived
neither from education nor from habit, bul from nature.
1776 Campbell Philos. Rket, (1801) I. 1. ii. 99 To maintain
propositions the reverse of the primary truths of common
sense, doth not imply a contradiction, it only implies
insanity. 1842 Sir W. Hamilton in Reid's Wks. II. 742
On the Philosophy of Common Sense ; or our primary
beliefs considered as the ultimate criterion of truth. 1871

j

Fraser in Berkeley's Wks. I. 183 The universal concurrent
assent of mankind may be thought by some an invincible
argument in behalf of Matter. [Note, Commonly called the
argument from Common Sense.) 1874 Sidgwick Meth.
Ethics p. xi, Dogmatic Intuitionism, in which the general
rules of Common Sense are accepted as axiomatic.

5. attrib. (the two words being always hyphened).
1854 E. Fohues Lit. Papers i. 43 Common-sense views are

the last to take hold on men's minds. 1872 Morlev Voltaire
1 (1886' 93 The air was thick with commuii sense objections

to Christianity, as it was with common-sense ideas as to the
' way in which we come to have ideas. 1874 Sidgwick
,
Meth. Ethics 1. vi. § 3. 70 Egoism and Utilitarianism may

I

fairly be regarded as extremes between which the Common-
Sense morality is a kind of media via.

Hence Common-sensed a., possessing common
sense. Common-se nsely adv., in a common
sense manner. Common-sense-o-dox a. nonce-wd.
on type of orthodox. Common-sensible, -bly,
-sensical a., possessing, or characterized by, com-

,
mon sense ; whence Common-sensically adv.

I

(All more or less nonce-words.)
1875 M. G. Pearse Dan. Quorm Ser. I. (1879)26 Pith$,

I plain, *common-sensed. 1884 J. Parker Apost. Life III. 66
Common-sensed and real-hearted men. 1878 Grosaht in

I

H. More's Poems Introd. 36/2 Thus *common-sensely does
he put the matter. 1866 Reade G. Gaunt I. 207 He did
not think it . .*common-sense-o-dox to turn his back upon
their dinner. 1851 Hawthorne Snow Image 11879' 3° This
highly benevolent and 'common-sensible individual. 1875
Helps Soc. Press, xxv. 382 Common-sensible conclusions.
1890 Univ. Rev. 15 July 455 He chattered away, .'common-

1 sensibly enough, i860 Rutledge 155 A plain *common-
\

sensical statement of affairs. 1887 R. Cleland True to
a 'Type I. 259 He was matter-of-fact and common-sensical

. to a degree. 1878 Eraser's Mag. XVII. 802 There are
!
some things fit to be stated oratorical!)*, some poetically

1 . .some humorously, some *commonsensical!y.

Common Serjeant, Sewer (Shore) : see
Serjeant, Sewer.

1 Commo nstrate, v. Obs. [f. L. common-
\

strat- ppl. stem of commonstrd-re, f. com- + mon-
strdre to show.] To point out, make clear.

1623 Cockeram, Commonstrate, to teach. 1650 Charleton
Paradoxes 12, I shall . .commonstrate it by reasons. 1657
Tomlisson Renou's Disp. 552 Gummes . . commonstrate its

' eximious faculties.

Commonty (kp-msnti). Forms : 4-5 com-
I unete, comounte ,e, -ynte(e, 4-6 -onto, 5 -ontee,
-unte, -ownte, -ente, -entie, (comnaunte,
couenaunte), 5-6 comontie, commontye,
-entye, 6 comontye, -enty, commente, -ti, -tie,

I
-ty, commonte, -tie, 6-7 Sc. commounty, -tie,

I 7 comonty, 7- commonty. [a. OF. comuneti
(comm-) :—L. commftnitdt-em common fellowship,

society, n. of state f. commun-is Common, social,

etc.; in med.L. and Romanic extended to the

notion of ' common citizenship', and a * com-
munity ' or *body of fellow-citizens'. The OF.
form has in Eng. diverged in two directions : first,

associated with the adj. Common in all its varieties,

it assumed this trisyllabic form : secondly it re-

mained of 4 syllables, and was assimilated to the

original L. type as Community, q.v.]

1 1. The body of the common people, common-
alty, commons. Obs.

138a Wyclif Acts xvii. 5 Takinge of the comune [v.r.

comynte, 1388 comyn puple] summe yuele men. 1387
Tbevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 115 £e comounte [ptebetti] of

Rome. 1474 Caxton Chesse 91 The thynges of the co-

munete. 1483 — Gold. Leg. 323/3 Grete oppressions and
Importable charges among the comonte. a 1553 Udall
Royster D. v. vi. iArb.>86 The nobilitie. . Withallthe whole
commontie. 1559 Sackville Mirr. Mag., Compl. Dk.
Buckhm. 61 Let no prince put trust in commontie. 1600
Heywood 1st Pt. Edw. IV, Wks. 1874 I. 69 The King
wants money, and would haue some of his commonty.

f 2. A community; a commonwealth. Obs.
< 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 350 Ellis be comynte

wolde not stonde. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xvi. 87 Euery
88— 2
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kingdom or comountc dyvidid in him stlf schal be destroyed,

1490 Dives $ Paup. iW. de W.) v. xxii. 226 2 Euery man is

a parte 'of the comonte. 15*3 Ld. Berners E'roiss. I. cxl.

167 To kcpc y coinmcntie of Flanders in frendshyppe.

t 3. 1 Community, common possession' ^Jam.).
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5212 With hem holdyng comunte Of alle

her goode in charite. 1606 Sc. Acts Jas. VI, c. 2 All com-
mon Kirks, perteining of auld to the saids Bishoppes, and
their chapter in commountie.

4. Commonage, common of pasture, etc (see

Common sb. 6\ Sc.

1540 Sc. Acts Jas. ^(1814) 370 (Jam. ' With, .commounty
in the saidis muri*, myris and mossis. 1818 Scott Br.

Lamm, xii, Their huts, kail-yards, and rights of commonty.
1849 Blackw. Mag. JLXVI. 660 The agricultural labourer.

.

had, moreover, rights of pasturage and commonty . . which
have lopg ago disappeared.

5. Land held in common; *a common Sc.
1600 Sc. Acts *jfas. VI, c. 5 Diverse persons, hes riven

out . . great portions of the samine commonties, without
any right. 1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Law 11809) 321 Com-
monty . . in our law language, and in charters, frequently
signifies a heath or moor. 1806 Forsyth Beauties Scot/.

III. 158 Strathaven. possessed an extensive commonty, all

of which has long since been converted into private pro-

perty. 1874 Act 37 <y 3? Vict. c. 94 § 35 A decree of division

of commonty or of common property or runrig lands. 1883
Sen 'sman 23 July 5 'j The commonty of Harray has all been
divided between the heritors.

+ 6. The liberties of a borough
;
'jurisdiction or

territory' (Jam/. Sc. Oh.
c 1575 Sir J. Balfour Practicks 54 (Jam.) Gif he wes takin

within the commountie of the burgh.

T 7. Commonty commenti) fire : app. the name
given in the 16th c. (at Cambridge) to a fire pro-

vided at the common expense of the fellows of a
college in the room of one of them, and to the

social meeting round this fire alter dinner: the

origin of the later commonfre-room, common-room,
or combination-room (see the latterV

X573 G. Harvey Lctier-bk. Camden Soc > 4 After dinner
and supper, at commenti tiers . . I continuid as lon^ as ani,

and was as fellowli as the best. Ibid. 5 At a commenti fier

in M. Jacksuns chamber this last year.

^1 Humorou ly, as a blunder for comedy.
1596 Smaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 14a

Common weal, commonweal (k^-man-

wf-1). arch. [orig. two woids Common a. +
Weal (:—OE. wela, wcola well-being, prosperity")

;

used side by side with general weal, public

weal, and esp. weal-public. Cf. F. bien commun,
bien public, L. res publico, res communis. It is

sti.l u-ed as two words in sense 1. In sense 2

(= commonwealth) it was in 16th c. more esp.

Scotch, and is now archaic or rhetorical, or used

with etymological emphasis.]

1. (Properly two words.) Common well-being;

esp. the general good, public welfare, prosperity of

the community.
a 1469 Gregorys Chron. [an. 1450] (Camden 18761 iqi

They [the Kentish insurgents] wente, as they sayde, for the

comyn wele of the realme of Ingelonde. 15x6 Pilgr. Per/.

33 The partes of mannes body hath, theyr orTyce. .for the
comnv.ine wele of the hole body. 1542 Boorde Dyetary
Pref.(i8;o)228, I do it for a common weele [1547 a common
weale). 1553 Q. Mary in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. i. 3
As shall avaunce Gods glory and the commonweal. 1609

Skkns Reg. Maj 10 The law is made for the common-
well and profile of baith the parties. 162a Bacon Hen. VII,

157 To the Commonweale and Prosperity of our Subiects.

1744 Thomson Summer 1 61 7 Ever musing on the common
weal. 1874 F. Seebohm Prot. Rev. (1887)7 Citizens for

whose common weal the nation is to be governed.

2. The whole body of the people, the body
politic; a state, community. ^Commonwealth a.

This use was adversely criticized by Elyot : see quot. 1531.

C1330 R. Bkunnk Chron. (1810) 202 f>e comen wele was
paied of ' at conseilyng pat it were not detaied, so was
R[ichardJ be kyng. 1531 Elyot Gov. 1. i, Hit semeth that

men haue ben longe abused in calling Rempublicam a com-
mune weale. .There may appere lylce diuersitie to be in

englisshe betwene a publike weale and a commune weale,

as shulde be in latin, betwene Res pubtica, & Res plebeia.

1535 Lyndhsay Satyre 4436 The common-wei! of fair Scot-

land. 1549 Latimer Plongkers Arb.i 96 Wherefore are
magistrates ordayned, but that the tranquillitie of the com-
mune weale maye be confirmed. i6xx Coryat Crudities

460 A most excellent arist^craticall fame of common-weale.
1726 Thomson Winter (1738* 43a Solon the next who built

his common-weal On Equity's wide Base. 1850 Kincsley
Alt. Locke Pref. 23 The most truly liberal minded class of

the commonweal.

+ b. The Christian commonweal-. Christendom.

1559 in Strype Ann. Re/. I. App. viii. 30 The Christian

commonweale is decayed. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks In-

trod., The.. state of the Christian Commonweale. .might.

.

mooue euen a right stony heart to ruth.

+ 3. Commonwealth 3. {poetic nonce-use.')

1733 Swift On Poetry, They plot to turn, in factious

zealTUuncenia to a common-weal.

+ 4. Comb.
1S79 J- Stpbbes Gaping 6W/Divb, These aduenturous

commonwealminglers, 1587 Colding Dc Momay xii. 175
Ridding goode Commonwealemen out of the way, that he
may mainteine himself stil in his tyranny.

Commonwealth (kpmanwelj/. Forms: see

Common a. and Wealth. [In its history, like

prec. ; wealth, ME welfhe, being a later forma ion,

in same sense as weal, OE wela. The two words
were used indiscriminately by Skelton and others,

in senses 1 and 2 ; but in the i6thc. commonzuealth
became the ordinary English term in sense a (and 5),
and it was in connexion with this that the later

senses 3, 4 (with corresp. use of 5 were developed.

Sense 1 , if used, is now pronounced as two words
co'mmon wea-lth ; this pronunciation was formerly

the usual one, and still occurs occasionally in the

other senses. Cf. note under Common-place.]

+ 1. Public welfare ; general good or advantage.

Obs. in ordinary use: see C< MMon-weal.
c 1470 Harding Chron. cxxiv. xiii, He dyd the commen

wealthe sustene. a 15*8 Skelton Vox Popu/i 318 And so
marreth. .The comonwelthe of eche sytte. 1530 Palsgr.
207/1 Common welthe, bien publique. 1553 S. Cabot
Ordinances in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 261 Tothe common
wealth and benefite of the whole companie and mysterie.
1670 Burnet Hist. Re/. 25 The common wealth of a whole
realm was chiefly to be looked at. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Charac. Wks. <Bohn II. 64 They choose that wel-
fare which is compatible with the commonwealth. 1871
Ruskin Fori Ctavig. vn. 13 Whether you are striving for

a Common-Wealth or for a Common-IUth.

2. The whole body of people constituting a

nation or state, the body politic ; a state, an inde-

pendent community, esp. viewed as a body in

which the whole people have a voice or an
interest.

1513 Douglas SEneis, Pre/, note bk. vu, It is vertew that euer
has promoued commoun wehhys. 1534 Ld. Berners Gold.
Bk. M. A urel. 1 1546J H vj b. Ofdiuers men, and one lorde. is

composed a common welth. a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw.
Eng. ii6og) 11 A common-wealth is called a society .. of a
multitude of free men, collected together, and vnited by
common accord and couenants among themselues. 1612

Brinsley Lud. Lit. i. (16271 3 The certaine good ..both
unto Church and Common-wealth. 1690 Locke Govt. 11. x.

5 133 By Commonwealth, I . . mean, not a Democracy, or
any Form of Government, but any independent Community
which the Latins signified by the word Civitas. 1750
Johnson Rambler No. 145 P3 Men . . content to fill up the
lowest class of the commonwealth. 1855 H. Reed Led.
Eng. Hist. v. 153 Not only the kingly commonwealth of
England, but the republican commonwealth of America.
fig. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. i. 137 It is not poiiticke, in

the Common-wealth of Nature, to preserue virginity.

3. A state in whLh the supreme power is vested

in the people ; a republic or democratic state.

.1618 Raleigh Maxims St. 1165118 A Common-wealth
is the swerving or depravation of a Free, or popular State,

or the Government of the whole Multitude of the base and
poorer Sort, without respect of the other Orders. 1667
Pepys Diary 11879 IV. 461 Better things were done, and
better managed . under a Commonwealth than under a
King. 11714 Burnet Own Time '1766' I. 63 This shows
how impossible it is to set up a Commonwealth in England.
i860 Motley Netherl. (1868 I. i. 7 The career of., the
Dutch Commonwealth. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser.

1. (1873) 228 The sturdy commonwealths which have sprung
from the seed of the Mayflower.

4. Eng. Hist. The republican government esta-

blished in England between the execution of
Charles I in 1649 and the Restoration in 1660.

1649 Act Parlt. 19 May, Be it Declared and Enacted
by this present Parliament, and by the authority of the
same, That the People of England and of all the Do-
minions and Territories thereunto belonging are, and shall

be, and are hereby Constituted, Made, Established, and
Confirmed to be a Commonwealth and Free State ; and shall

henceforward be Governed as a Commonwealth and Free
State by the Supreme Authority of this Nation, the Repre-
sentatives of the People in Parliament, and by such as they
shall appoint and constitute as Officers and Ministers for the
good of the People, and that without any King or House of
Lords, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb.m (1843 784/2 The
parliament, as soon as they had settled their commonwealth
. .sent ambassadors to their sister republic, the States of the

United Provinces. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 55 r 2 The
Commonwealth, when it was in its height of Power and
Riches. 1801 Strutt Sports 4- Past. Introd. I 25 In the
time of the commonwealth this spectacle was discontinued.
i86« R. Vai ghan Eng. Nonconf. 443 In the days of the
Long Parliament and of the Commonwealth.

5 transf. and Jig. Applied in various ways to a
body or a number of persons united by some
common interest

; e.g. commonwealth of learning,

the whole body of learned men, the * republic of

letters'; commonwealth of nations', see quot. 1796.
1551 Turner Herbal 1. Prol. Aijb, The hole common

welth of all Christendome. 1608-11 Bp. Hall Medit. 11.

5 82 The whole heavenly commonwealth of angels. 1664
Power Exp. PHihs. 11. 90 Toiricellius .. to whom all the
Common-wealth of Learning are exceedingly oblieg'd. ifim
W. Rogers Voy. 311 In the Government of our sailing

Common-wealth. 1796 Burkk Regie. Peace Wks. V 1 1 1.

182 The writers on publick law have often called this aggre-
gate of [European] nations a commonwealth. They had
reason. It is virtually one great state having the same
basis of general law; with some diversity of provincial

customs and local establishments. 1814 Wordsw Excurs.
iv. 348 Through all the mighty commonwealth of things Up
from the creeping plant to sovereign Man. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I 330 Any German or Italian principality, .was
a more important member of the commonwealth of nations.

b. Theatr. A company of actors who share the

receipts instead of receiving salaries.

1886 L. Outram in Dram. Rev. 27 Mar. 83/t Fourth-
class theatres, commonwealths, fit-up tours, and such ve-
nues of experience.

f 6. An appellation of the Norfolk insurgents

of 1540 (or their adherents'. Obs.

1549 Sir A- Aucher in Froude Hist. Eng. V. 204 note,

Men called Commonwealths, and their adherents . , have

been sent up and come away without punishment. And
that Commonwealth, called Latimer, hath gotten the par-
don of others. .There was never none that ever spake as
vilely as these called Commonwealths does.

7. altrib.

159* Nashe P. Penilesse Shaks. Soc.) 68 Cloaking of bad
actions with common-wealth pretences. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen.
VI, 1. iii. 157, I come to talke of Common-wealth Aflayres.

1654 E. Johnson IVonder-ivrkg. Provid. 129 Compleating
the Colonies in Church and Common-wealth-work. 1695
Eng. Anc. Const. Eng. 2 Much censured as savouring of
commonwealth principles.

t Commonwea lth's-man, -wealths-
man. Obs. exc. Hist Also commonwea lth-

man. [Cf. statesman^ townsman, tradesman, etc.]

+ 1. One devoted to the interests of the c mmon-
wealth

; good c. m good citizen, patriot. Obs.

'579 J- Stubbes Gaping Gut/X>\ b, More like Basciaes to

the great Turke, then Christian commonwealthmen. 1593
Tetl-Troth's New V. Gift 37 He.. can be but a bad com-
mon wealthes man which is an ill husband. i6aa T. Scott
Belg. Pismire 28 These . . degenerating from the nobilitie

and vertue of their Ancestors, become of Common-wealths-
men Common-woes-men. 1677 Yarranton Eng Improv.
109 You are not a good Commonwealths-man, if you do
not give me leave to Print this ; for it will be a general
good to the Clothing-Trade. 174a Richardson Pamela
III. 385 Their next Heir cannot well be a worse Com-
monwealth's-man.
2. Hist. An adherent of the English Common-

wealth in the 17th c. ; also gen., an adherent

of a republican government, a republican (obs.).

1658 9 Burton's Diary 11828) IV. 210 To build upon the

Union made by those Commonwealth-men, I cannot con-

sent. 1683 Apot. Prot. France v. 62 The greatest cry
against the French Protestants, as Commonwealthsmen and
Traytors. X779 81 Johnson L. P., Pamell, Thomas Par-

nell was the son of a commonweaithsman . who. at the Re-
storation, left .. Cheshire .. and settled in Ireland. 1824
New Mottthly Mag. X. 573 Tne characters of the repub-
licans or commonwealthsmen.
fCommonye: see List of Spurious IVords.]

Commorade, obs. f. Comrade.

t Co'mm0ranee. Obs. Also 6 -ans. [f. Com-
morant, or its source : see -ance.] Abiding

;

sojourning ; tarrying.

1594 West Symbol. U. § 220 The shier, and town .. or
place of his then or late dwelling^ or commorans. 1634 Sir

T. I! : Trav. 216 After sue dayes commorance in

Saint Hellen, wee sailed thence.

Commorancy kp-moransi). Chiefly Law.
Also 8 comorancy. [f. as preo. : see -ancy.]

Abiding, abode, re-idence. (Formerly with pi.)

1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 51 Vagarantes from their owne
dwellings, or vsuall places of commorancies. 1641 Hart.
Misc. (Malh ) V. 79 England . . wherein so many men have
their commorancy and abode. 1798 Root Amer. Law Rep.
I 263 Question was. .Whether, .a foreigner, .could gain a
settlement by comorancy. 1881 Law Rep. in Times 14 Apr.

4/3 A mere transient visit, or a temporary commorancy.

Commorant kp morant), a. and sb. Obs. exc.

as prec. Also 6-7 comorar.t o. [ad. L. com-

morantem, pr. pple. of commora-ri to tarry, abide,

f. com- + morari to delay, tarry, f. mora delay.]

A. adj. Abiding, dwelling, resident.

Formerly applied technically, at Cambridge, to members
of the Senate resident in the town \commorantes in villa)

who were no longer members of their colle ;es : this became
obsolete with the Act of 1856, which abolished the qualifi-

cation of residence.

a 1556 Cranmf.r Wks. II. 277 If Davison be dwelling or

commorant within my jurisdiction. 1606 N. B. Sidney's
Ourania M iij b. If any on the earth were commorant.
1610 Guillim Heraldry in. (1611 ' xx. 163 [Fowls] commorant
in Woods, Forests, Heaths, etc. 17*6 Ayliffe Parerg.

407 Unless they have been commorant there for ten Years.

1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 270 All freeholders within the

precinct . . and all persons commorant therein ; which com-
morancy consists in usually lying there. 1888 Daily Tel.

22 Mar. 7/2 An Irishman . . 'commorant' in Edinburgh,

fb. Of water: Standing, not running away.
1610 W. Folk iNCHAM Art of Survey 1. v. 10 Water

Appropriate is either Commorant, viz confined within the

plot, or Current, not terminated within the limits thereof.

B. sb. A dweller, sojourner, resident.

(Also as in note to A.)

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1692^ 10 Rabbi Jacob,
a Jew born, whom I remember for a lon^ time a Commorant
in the University. / ..•'

1. 32 In all my lime that I was a
Commorant in Cambridge.

t Commora tion. Obs. [ad. L. commordtion-
em,n.of action f. commora-ri : see prec. ; cf. mod.
¥. commoration.'] Dwelling, abiding, sc journing.
1611 5 Bp. Hall Contempt. O. T. xix. vi, An opportunity

of his commoration amongst them. 1651 Howell / enice 33
They invited them to fix their Commoration there, a 165a

J. Smith Set. Disc. v. 175 The commoration of the soul in

such a body as this. s8$z Mem. of Beddoes in Poems 122

The audacity ofghostly 'commoration' with flesh and blood.

+ Commoratory. Obs. [f. L. commordt-, ppl.

stem of commorari (see prec.), after analogy ot L.

nouns in -orium : see -oby.] A dwelling-place.
a 1641 Bp. Mountagu A.Sp M. (1642) 45° "l"rii* name [holy

houses] they gave as well unto their Ccls, and Commora-
tories where they H;ged, as to their Synagogues.

Commorient (k^mo-»*rit!nt), a. [ad. L. com-

morient-em, pr. pple. of commori to die with, f.

com- + mori to die.] Dying together ; in Astrol.

of or pertaining to simultaneous death. Obs.

1646 Buck Rich. Ill, 86 (R,> The same compatient and
commorient fat«> and timo*.
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b. assb.
1730-36 Bailey (folio\ Commorients, persons dying

together, at the same time. 1773 in Ash 1888 Coote
Com. Fonn Probate Pruet.(fi&. 10)222 If the commorient
. .has left a Will it must be proved.

t Commo rse. Obs. [f. commcrs- ppi stem of
commordere to bite sharply, cause a pang, after

remorse. J Compassion, pity.

1597 Daniel Civ. Wares I. xlvi, Yet doth calamitie attract

commorse. Ibid. 11. ciii, The better fewe.. Stood careful
lookers-on with sad commorse.

II Commorth {kvmpi\>). Welsh Hist. Also 7
comonh.e. [ad. Welsh eymmhorth, cym/iorth,

now commonly cymorth, 'aid, subsidy', f. cym-
together, with + porth aid, assistance, help, sup-

port ] An aid, a contribution O; collection in aid.

1403 Act 4 Hen. IV, c. 27 Qe nul Westour Rymour Minis-
trail ne vacabond soit aucunement sustenuz en la terre de
Gales pur faire Kymorthas ou coil lage sur la comune poeple
illeoqes. 1534. Act 26 Hen. VII/, c. 6 No person . . shall

. . within Wales . . gather or leuie any Commorth, Bydalle,
tenauntesale, or other collection or exactions. 1617 in

Rymer Fcedera (1710) XVH. 31 All manner of Forgeries.

.

Exactions, Comorthes and begging. 1672 Cowel Interpr.,
Coinorth, signifies a Contribution .. It seems this was a
collection made at Marriages, and when young Priests

said or sung their first Masses, and sometimes for Redemp-
tion of Murders or Felonies.

II Commos (kpm^s). Gr. Trag. [Gr. xofxftvs

striking, bea.ing of head and breast in lamentation,

f. fc-jTTT€tv to strike.] A lament in which one or

more of the chief characters and the chorus sing

alternate parts.

1879 L. Campbell Sophocles I. fed. 2) 241 The commos
which follows is arranged in two strophes and antistrophes.

II Commot (kzrmat). Welsh Hist. Forms : 5
common, 6-8 comot, 7- commot^e. [a. Welsh
cymwd, hymwl, in mod.W. ctvmmwd, neighbour-
hood, locality (cf. cymydog neighbour).] In
Wales, a territorial and administrative division;

usually subordinate to a eantref or cantred.
[izfyStatut. /F«z///ar(Spelman), Vicecomes de Kaernarvan

sub quo Cantreda de Arvan, Cantreda de Artlentayth,
Commotum de Conkyn, Cantreda de Ailen, & Commotum
de Irmemch.] 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 33 § 17 The com-
mottisofNanconwey and Dynllane. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII,
c. 26 § 3 Manours . . within the compas . . of the said .

.

parishes, commotes, & cantredes. 1584 H. Lloyd Caradoc's
Hist. Cambria 12. 16x0 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 665
Eastward, .standeth Mouthwy a Commot very well knowne.
1627 Speed England i. § 7 They [the Cantreves] were sub-
diuided into their Cymecfeu or Commots. 1725 H. Row-
lands Mona A ntiquax 1766) 114 Anglesey is. .divided, .into
three Cantrefs, and each of these into two Comots. 1836

J. Downes Mt. Decam. I. 156 On the promontory of the
Creiddyn, that commot or hundred of Carnarvonshire.

b. Sometimes identified with : A seigniory,

lordship, or manor.
1628 Coke On Litt. 5 a, A commote is a great seigniory

and may include one or divers manors. 1889 H. Lewis
Anc. Laws Wales 162-3.

f Ignorant writers have confounded the word with OE.
mdt, ^emdt, or L. commdtus, and spoken of it as a gather-
ing or assembly. In Let Tertnes de la Ley (1641) it is con-
founded with Commorth (misspelt commoith).

Commote (k(7mf7u't\ v. rare. [f. L. commot-
ppl. stem of commovere to move hither and thither,

agitate, disturb: cf. promote. The ordinary word
is commove; this is perh. directly suggested by
commotion.'] trans. To put into commotion,
disturb.

1852 Hawthorne Blltkedale Rom. II. iii. 50 The whole
society being more or less commoted and made uncomfort-
able thereby, a 1864 — Dr. Grimshawe's Secret (1883) 280
The Warden, greatly commoted for the ndnce, complied.

tCommO'ter. Obs. [ad. L. commotor \ cf.

promoter, and prec] One who stirs up or sets in

motion.
1646 J. Lilburne Game Sc. «$• Eng. 16 Those which were

the first commoters and raiser of troubles and warres. 1670
Cotton Espemon 1. in. 128 Some monuments of the Rebel-
lion, as also of the punishment, those desperate men suffer'd,
who were the Commoters of it.

t Commo'ther, co-niother. Obs. ox dial. In
5-6 commoder. [f. Com- + Mother, after med.L.
commater, F. commere in same sense : cf. Comered.]
A name for the relationship of a godmother to the
other god-parents and the actual parents of a
child ; = gossip, cummer, in their original sense.
c 1440 York Myst. ix. 143 My commodrys and my cosynes

bathe. 1523 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)V. 171 To my Commoder
Smyth my musterdevilys gowne. 1847-78 in Halliwell.
1855 Whilby G/oss., Co-mother, a godmother or co-helper
in the religious training of the child.

Commotion lk(?m»uJan
N
,. Forms: 5-6 corn-

Cm) ooion, -cyon, 6- commotion, [a. OF. com-
(m)ocion

{ 1 2th c. in Littre), ad. L. commotion-em,
n. of action f. commovere ; see Commove.]
+ 1. lit. Continuous or recurring motion ; move-
ment hither and thither, up and down, or the like.
Obs. exc. as in 2.

15*6 Pilsr. Per/. (W. de W. 1331) 291 The cause of this
great commocyon or mouynge of theyr bodyes. 1549
Compl. Scot. xiii. 11872) in Agitatione and commotione of
his army vp and doun. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673)
242 In the commotion of his horse, he [the rider] may not
touch any member or part of him, but only his back. 1650
Bclwer Anthropomet 188 Commotion of the Arms.

2. Physical disturbance, more or less violent

;

tumultuous agitation of the parts or particles of
anything; of the sea: turbulence, tossing.
159a tr. Junius On Rev vi. 15 There is no man that shall

not be astonished at that generall commotion. 1634 Peacham
Gentl. Exerc. 124 The Ocean, .by reason of his often com-
motion and raging. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 992 Nor onely
Paradise In this commotion, but the Starrie Cope . . or all

the Elements At least had gon to rack. 1741-3 Wesley
Jml. (1749) 13 In a moment the commotion ceased, the
heat was over. 1794 Solthev Botany Bay Eclog, in, I ..

was soon sick and sad with the billows' commotion. 1823

J. Baocock Dom. Amusem. 31 Drop good vinegar . . upon
flour contaminated with other admixtures, and immediate
commotion takes place,

b. (with a and//.)
1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 173 The earth has undergone

commotions abstracted from a deluge, i860 Tyndall Glac.
1. ii. 12 The upper air exhibited a commotion which we did
not experience.

3. Bustle, stir, confusion, hurly-burly ; often in

phr. in commotion. (Also with a and//.)
1616 IiuLLOKAR, Commotion, a great stir, a hurly burly.

1752 Johnson Rambler No. 202 r 4 That perpetual contest
for wealth which keeps the world in commotion. 1868 Q.
Victoria Life IHghl. 61 When I went on deck there was a
great commotion, such running and calling, and pulling of
ropes.

4. Public disturbance or disorder; tumult, sedi-

tion, insurrection. (The earliest sense recorded.)

1471 in Camden Misc. (1847) I. 17 To have [made] com-
mocion ayeinst the king. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. i.

358, I haue sedue'd a head-strong Kentishman Iohn Cade
of Ashford, To make Commotion. 1613 R. C. Table Alplt.

<ed. 3 , Commotion, rebellion, trouble, or disquietnesse.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. IV. ii. § 14 The open commotion of
your people.

b. (with a and //.) A disturbance, agitation; a

tumult, rising, insurrection.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 26 Commocions or sedicions
among themselfes. 1542 Contn. Fabyan's Citron, vil. 700 In
October folowyng beganne a folishe comocion in Lincoln-
shire. 1651 Hobbes Leinath. 11. xxx. 183 The punishment
of the Leaders, and teachers in a Commotion. 1749
Smollett Regicide 1. i, Each popular commotion he im-
prov'd By secret ministers. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk.
I. in. ii. 314 He became once more engaged in the political

commotions of the day.

t 5. Mental perturbation
;
agitation, excitement.

1581 Marheck Bk. 0/Notes 50 A certeine commotion also
which we doe ca'l anger. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <$• Cr. 11. iii. 185
Kingdom'd Achilles in commotion rages. 1711 Shaftesb.
Charact. (1737) II. 11. n. 144 What is justly stil'd Passion
or Commotion. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum. (1775) II. 105
Trusting the issue of his commotions to reason only.

6. attrib.

a I55S Latimer Serm. <$- Rem. (1845) 389 The misbe-
haviour of a certain priest in the commotion time [i. e. the
Pilgrimage of GraceJ.

I Commo tion, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. sb.]

intr. To cause commotion.
1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe I1871J 63 In the boiling or

seething it in his maw, he felt it commotion a little and
upbraid him.

Commotional (k^m^'/anal), a. rare. [f. as

prec. -t- -al l.J Of or pertaining to commotion.
1870 S. Palmer Virg. Eclog. 10 That is a diseased com-

passion which waits for cominotional stimulants.

t Commotioner. Obs. [f. as prec. 4- -ee.]

One who excites or takes part in a commotion

;

one who stirs up tumult or rebellion.

1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit. (1641) 13 Who can perswade
where treason is aboue reason, and . . commotioners are
better than commissioners, and common woe is named
commonwealth ? 1550 Crowley Epigr. 555 The Swerde
wyl not helpe in the common wealth, To purge it of
Commotionars [1. 595 has commosioners]. 1616 Bolton
Hypercr. in Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (18401 III. 231 Sir

Thomas Wiat, not the dangerous commotioner, but his
worthy father, 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 50 Lord Cobham
. . being a Commotioner in the reign of Qu. Mary.

t CommO'tive, a. Obs. [f. L. commot- (see

Commote v.) + -ive, as if ad. L. *commolTv-us.']

Tending to or subject to commotion
;
disturbing.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii. (1641) 22/1 The Seas corn-
motive and inconstant (lowing. 1607 J. Day Trav. Eng.
Bro. (1881) 75 Commotiue thoughts : enuie and hate Striue
in my breast. 1629 T. Adams Wks. (1862) III. 283 Anxious
commotive thoughts.

||
Commo-trix. [L. fern, of commotor 'one

who sets in motion \J
(A maid that makes ready

and vnready her Mistris' (Cockeram 1623).
Commoun;e, aly, obs. fT. Common, -lt.

Commove (k^mw'v), v. Also 4-5 commoeve,
-meve. Chiefly in pa. pple. [a. F. commouv-oir
(12th c. in Littre), stressed stem commeuv-.
Noted by Johnson as 4 Not in use', and by Craig 1847,

4 Obs.' ; but, atthough chiefly found in Scotch writers after

1500, it has never been obsolete, and is now not uncommon.l
1. trans, (lit.) To move violently, disturb, agitate,

stir up, set in commotion.
CX374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. iv. 12 |>e manace of be \Camb.

Univ. MS. p« see] commoeuyng or chasyng vpwarde hete
fro be botme. 1513 Douglas sEneis vu. vi. 72 And sail

commove that deipest pyt of hell. 1659 Macallo Can.
Physick 4 The pulse commoved tells the heart to be
troubled. 1744 Thomson Summer 970 The sands, Com-
moved around in gathering eddies play. 1822 Southey
Ode King's Visit Scott 6 From its depths commoved, In-

furiate ocean raves. 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 208 The
air is so commoved by your voice.

+ b. of motion onward. Obs. rare.

1552 Asp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 34 Thai salbe com-
movit fra the see to the see.

c. Jig. To put into general or universal motion.
1872 Morley Voltaire led. 21 II. 76 The general stir and

life of public activity tends to commove the whole system.

T 2. To throw into disorder, disturb. Obs.
< 1500 Melusine xx\. 123 About the spryng of the day

foure score basynets . . commevyd al thoost by manere of
batayll. a 1563 Bale Set. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 476 When
Gods judgments begin to wax known, all things are corn-
moved and troubled. 1623 Drlmm. of Hawth. Flozuers of
Sion 20 Love, .doth disturb the mind, And, like wild waves,
all our designs commove.
3. To move in mind or feeling, stir to emotion,

rouse to passion; to excite. (After 1500 almost
exclusively Sc.)

1393 Gower Con/. III. 205 Jupiter .. was commeved of
this thing. 1430 Lyug. Chron. Troy 111. xxii, With his
crye he hath them so commeued. 1485 CaXTON Chas. Gt.
n. 1. iii. 43 Al the frensshe men were commoeued and
troubled. 1535 Stewart Croit. Stot. II. 577 Rycht far he
wes commouit at that thing. 1567 in H. Campbell Love-
h it. MaryQ Scots (18241 App. 41 Albeit her Hienes was
commoved, for the present time of hir taking, at the said
Erie Boithvile. a 1640 Earl Stirling Sonn. in Campbell
Spec. Brit. Poets III. 207 Such was Dinnaonce, when being
spied By rasli Actaton, she was much commoved. 1750
Cloud 0/ Witnesses App ti8io> 317 This so commoved him
that he durst not go away. 1818 Scott Rob Roy viii, The
clerk . . was also commoved 1840 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I.

132 To feel yourself commoved by such phenomena. 1850
Mrs. Bhowning Poems I. 126 Commoving thee no less

With that forced quietness.

fb. To excite or incite to. Obs.
C1374 Chaucer Troylusx. 1795 This commeveth me To

speke. ibid. ill. Proem. 17 Comeueden. — Boeth. v. iv.

167 Voys or soune hurtlib to he eres and commoeuib hem
to herkne. 1651 Chari.eion Fphcs. Cimm. Matrons 11.

I1668) 45 To feel himself commoved to all sorts of Passions.

Hence Commoved ///. a.
}
and Commo'ving

vbL sb. and ppl. a.

1641 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 78 Dividing, striking,

wounding, commoving, are as it were forced upon him.
1647 Ward Simp. Colder^ The gayest Kingdomes shall

be but ruffling scuffling, removing and commoving hovells.

1847 Blachw. Mag. 768 The pulses of the cominoved air.

Commown e, commun, obs. ff. Common.

t Commu-lceate, v. Obs.~° [irreg. f. L. com-
mulcc-rc] 'To asswage ' (Cockeram 1623).

Commun, obs. pa. pple. of Come.

H Communa : see Commune sb. 1 i.

t Co*mmunably, adv. Obs. [Kcccntric spelling

for comenably, cf. COMENABLE.] Duly, properly.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 7237 Sithen men us loven communably.

Communal (k^mi^ nal, kfrmiwnal), a. [a. Y.

communal ad. late L. commf(ndl-is
}

i. communa
Commune.]
1. Of or belonging to a commune (senses 1 & 2).

1811 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXII. 62 Communal
nurseries were every where established. 1837 Penny Cycl.
VIII. 412/2 France.. is divided into communes, .under a
municipal officer, .who bears the same title, that of Maire,
which was borne by the head of the antient communes.
He.. is assisted by a communal council, the members of
which are chosen by the communal electors. 1861 M.
Arnold Pop. Fduc. France 98 To be full communal teacher
in France one must be 24 years old. 1864 Kirk Chas.
Bold I. ii. 73 Self-government, .was the vital principle of
the communal charters. 1873 Dixon Two Queens 1. i, In
every part of Aragon, the cities had their, .communal laws.

b. Of or pertaining to the Paris Commune and
its adherents.

1871 Graphic III. 3x0/1 When the history of the Com-
munal insurrection in Paris comes to be written. 1881
Daily News 20 Jan. 3/4 The elections, resulting in a crush-
ing Communal defeat.

2. Of or pertaining to a (or the) community.
1843 Barmby in New Age 1 Sept. 86 So also do I declare

that Baptism should become, as a religious rite, permanent,
communal, and diurnal. 1831 G. S. Faber Many Mansions
1 1862) 223 In the next world they . . will have no national or
communal existence. 1870 Lubbock Orig. Civilis. iii.

11875) 82 There is strong evidence that the lowest races
of men live, or did live, in a state of what may perhaps
be called 'Communal Marriage'. 1888 Amy Levy Reuben
Sachs x. 131 It consolidates one's position .. to stand welf
with the [Jewish] Community. . But . . you will find a good
many meetings of all sorts, which are not communal.
3. Of or pertaining to the commonalty or body

of citizens (L. commune) of a burgh.
1875STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xxi. §800 The communal or

popular faction was not however crushed.—Thus ended one
phase of the communal quarrel.

Communalism (see preceding), [f. prec. +
-ISM: cf. mod.F. communalisme.] The principle

of the communal organization of society : a theory

of government which advocates the widest exten-

sion of local autonomy for each locally definable

community. Hence Communalist, a supporter

of this system, or an adherent of the Commune of

Paris of 187 1. Communali stic a. } of or pertain-

ing to this theory.

1871 J. Leighton Parts under the Commune viii. 206
Communalism here presents a singular likeness to Com-
munism. 1871 Besant & Rice Ready Money Mort. viii,

One who battles for a hopeless cause like a Communalist of
Paris.

Communalization (kjymiz/inalsiz^'Jan^. [f.

next + -ation.] The rendering of anything com*
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munal ; esp. the making of property in which the

public are interested (as land, water-works, gas-

works} communal, or the property of the (local)

community, to be managed for the common good.
1883 St. James's Gaz. 1 Dec. 3/1 All the most useful

achievements in recent legislation and administration have
been in the direction of nationalization or communalization.
1883 Lavaleye in Pall Mall G. 21 Dec. 2/1, I wish now to
explain in a few words what I mean by communalization of
land. 1887 Pall Mall G. 8 Sept. th What is wanted is .

.

land communalization or land municipalization.

Communalize kfifmi« nalaiz), v. trans, [f.

Communal + -ize.] To render (land, etc.) com-
munal ; to make (anything; the property of a
commune or local community.
1883 St. James's Gaz. 1 Dec. 3/1 Giving corporations the

power to communalize gas and waterworks. 1883. Lavaleye
in Pall Mall G. ai Dec. 2/1, I believe that all that is now
possible is to multiply the number of small properties,
' communalizing ' a portion of land in every parish.

Henc CommunaUzer, one who communalizes,
or supports communalization.
1889 Pall Malt G. 14 Oct. 2/3 No candidate need apply

who is not a Federalist and a Land Communaliser.

Communally (see Communal , adv. [f. as

prec. + -lv ] In a communal manner.
1889 S. Olivier in Fabian Ess. 126 Literature is become

dirt-cheap ; and all the other educational arts can be com-
munally enjoyed.

Communalty, -tie, etc., obs. ff. Commonalty.
t Co mmunance. Obs. fa. F. *communance,

f. communer to Commune : see -ance. With sense

2 cf. med.L. communantia community.]
1. Communing, conversation, consultation.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. (Rolls 1

11. i. 134 Vnable to be - . re-

ceyued into eny enquiraunce or communaunce forto fynde,
leerne, and knowe treuthis.

2. A body of commoners.
1701 Coiuel's fnterpr., Communatice, The Commoners, or

Tenants, and Inhabitants, who had the right of Common,
or Commoning in open Fields or Woods, were formerly
called the Communance. 1848 Wharton Law Lex., Com-
monance. Hence in mod. Diets.

Communard ^kp mittnaid). [mod.F. f. Com-
mune + -aki> depreciatory. (' Norn donne par
les adversaires '— Littre.)] An adherent of the

Commune of Paris of 1871, or of the principles of
communali~m ; a communalist. Also attrib.

1874 T. G. Mowles Flotsam $ Jetsam 128, I remember a
Communard leader 1876 Times 6 Nov. 9/3 The prosecu-
tion and punishment of a thousand Communards. 1889
Hamerton French Eng. Introd. 12 A Communist is a
Socialist . . who wants to have goods in common . . A Com-
munard is a person who wishes for an extreme development
of local government.

t Communative, a. Obs. [Anomalous forma-
tion or error.] = Communicative I. Hence
Communatively adv.
1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xii. % 5. 150 A

signe of true and saving Grace, when it is Communative,
and diffusive. 1700 Paper to W. Penn 15 Christ . . is radi-
cally or communatively Life and Light to the World.
Communaute, obs. f. Commonalty.
Commune kfrm i /7n ), sb\ [a. F. comm tine

(It. and med L. communa, Pr. comuna, comunia)
late L. communia, neut pi. of communis com-

mon, treated as sb. f m. (cf. bible).]

(For Commun e as early form of Common, see the latterJ

1. Hist. As a rendering of med.L. communa,
communia, F. commune, It. comuna in various
historical and technical uses : a. the body of
commons, the commonalty ; b. a municipal cor-
poration ; c. a community.
1818 Hallam Mid. Ageslt&jv) III. 33 In the memorable

assertion of legislative right by the commons in the second
of Henry V. . they affirm that the commune of the land is,

and ever has been, a member of parliament. 1837 Sir F.
Palcrave Merch. <f Friar iii. 11844) 75 The lower or
lowest sort of the people, ' calling themselves the Com-
munia '. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. ted. 3* L iv. 357 The
peasantry of Normandy. .

' made a commune '. 1875 S r runs
Const. Hist. I. xi. 419 In London . . the communa did not
obtain regal recognition until 1191. 1876 Green Short
Hist. ii. 89 Nor were the citizens as yet united together
in a commune or corporation.

2. In France, a territorial division governed by a
maire and municipal council ; it is the smallest

division for general administrative purposes, and is

as a rule a section of a ennton ; towns and cities

(except Paris') however form only one.
179a Pref. Exptan Neiv Terms in Ann. Reg. p. xvi,

Communities or Communes. Sub-divisions of districts.

1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 375 In the department of la

Haute Vienne, in the canton and commune of Saint
Leonard. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII 412 1 The larger towns
of France, with the exception of Paris, form but one com-
mune. Ibid. 412/2 The average of France is nearly fifteen

communes to a canton. 1863 Kinclake Crimea 11876) I.

xiv. 303 Forty thousand communes were suddenly told that
they must make swift choice between Socialism and
anarchy, .and- a virtuous dictator.

b. Applied to similar administrative divisions

in other countries ; also to translate Ger Gemeinde ;

also, a name for a division in the socialistic organ-
ization of St. Simon.
1832 Gen. P.Thompson Exere. UZa^ II. 62 Each [St.-

Simonian] division, as commune, village, town, or nation,

is to have a ' reglement d'ordre ' for industry. 1841 W.
Spalding Italy It. 1st. III. 113 For the election of
deputies from the provinces, the council of every commune
proposes two candidates. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist.
Re/. III. 79 Gemeinde.—We have no word that expresses

I

the double sense, ecclesiastical and civil, of this. I have
therefore been obliged to resort to the French word Com-
mune. 1861 Vac. Tour no A commune in Servia is com-

' posed of two or three neighbouring villages; or a single

village, if sufficiently large, may be of itselfa commune.
C. The Commune {of Paris ) : {a) a name as-

sumed by a body which usurped the municipal

government of Paris, and in this capacity played a

leading part during the Reign of Terror, till sup-

pressed in 1794; {&) the government on com-
munalistic principles established in Paris by an
insurrection for a short time in the spring of J871

;

(f) the revolutionary principles and practices

! embodied in the latter, and advocated by its

j

adherents, the communards.
179a Helkn M. Williams Lett.fr. France I. ii. (Jod.),

I This wretch, Henriot, had been one of the executioners on
! the second of September, and was appointed by the com-
mune of Paris, on the 31st of May, to take the command of
the national guard. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 255/1 (Paris)
The Convention . . restricted the power of the terrible com-
mittees, abolished the commune of Paris, and reduced the
clubs to subordination. 1871 Graphic 310/1. x88o Daily
News 13 Dec, M. Rochefort .. inciting the Commune
to demolish her house.

Commune (k?mi;/n;, sb.- [f. Commune t>. ;

cf. converse.
-

] The action of communing (see

Commune v. 6 ; converse, communion.
1814 South ev Roderick 11. This everlasting commune with

;

myself. 1850 Tennyson /« Mem. cxvi, Days of happy com-
mune dead. 1885 Black White Heather xxiv, Hills that
stood in awful commune with the stars.

Commune : see Common sb. and a.

Commune (kf?mi/7n, k^'miun), v. Forms:

j

4-6 comune, 5 comewne, 3- commune. [ME.
comune, a. OF. comune-r. to make common, share,

f. comun Common a. As mentioned under Common
,

v., this specially represents those forms of the OF.
!

vb. in which the stress was upon the u, as 3 sing,

pres. comu ne (:—L. type commii ttat) ; the forms

j

with the stress on the termination, e. g. comune r,

j

(:—L. type communa re, etc.) gave the ME. form
co mun, common. The latter was long the preva-

lent type in Eng., though commu ne never became
obsolete ; and in the 16th c, when the senses under
I. became mostly obsolete, and those senses which

I were associated with communion survived, this

became the accepted form. But a result of the
' two types co mmon and commwne remains in the

;

two pronunciations co mmune and commu tte, of
which the former is frequent in verse (Pope,
Cowper, Wordsworth, Scott, Mrs. Browning; both
forms are used by Shakspere, Milton, Tennyson).
(In early prose quotations it is often impossible to say
how commune was stressed. Hence some of the early

j

quots. here placed, may belong to Common vb., as do all

those spelt comun, comen, comyn, comon.S\

I. Obsolete senses : in which Common was the

,
more usual form.

+ 1. trans. To make common to others with
oneself, impart (to\ share (witJk) ;

= Common v. i.

1340 Ayenb. 102 Hi nele. .his binges communy mid obren.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 160 Unto his brother, which Neptune
Was hole, it list him to comune Parte of his good. 1538
Stabkev England I. i. 7 When hyt [the mynd] communyth
and spredeth hys vertues abrode.
absol. 138s Wvclif Philipp. iv. 14 Je han don wel, co-

munynge to my tribulacioun.

t 2. To communicate verbally, tell, publish, re-

port ; " Common v. 2. Obs.

'393 Gower Conf. I. 43 A wonder hap . . The which me
liketh to commune And pleinly for to tellen it oute. 143a -

50 tr. Ht'gden (Rolls 1. 111 Men of Creta. .communede it in

to ober londes. 1540 Hyrde tr. Vives' Inxtr. Chr. Worn.
(1593) S va. To commune them abroad.

t3. intr. To take a part in common, to share,

participate ; — Common v. 3. Const with. Obs.
1381 Wyclif a John 11 He that seith to him. Heyl, co-

muneth with his yuele werkis. c 1449 Pecock Repr. (Rolls!

I. 11. vi. 177 'quoting 1 Peter iv. 131 But comune 3e with the
passiouns of Crist.

4. To have common dealings or intercourse ; to

associate with ; = Common v. 4. ? Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 29436 iCott.' J>of pou wit cursd man

commun t>ou sal be soyned wit resun. 1393 Gower Con/.
I. 64 With such hem liketh to comune. i8a6 Kent Comm.
68 The inability of the subjects of the two states to com*
mune, or carry on any correspondence or business to-

gether. i8*7 Hallam Const. Hist. (1867! III. xvii. 328 All
who had ever harboured or communed with rebels.

t5. 1 trans. To bring into agreement; cf. Com-
mon v. 5. Obs. rare.

*393 Gower Con/ III. 176 Where the lawe may comune
The lordes forth with the comune, Eche hath his propre
duete.

II. Current senses, now always commune.
8. intr. t a. To talk together, converse, f To

confer, consult (with a view to decision).
IJ97 R. Glouc (1724) 571 Come Sir Gui de Mountfort .

.

& is aunte sone. .& commune wib him. c 1340 Cursor M.
12244 (Trin.) Mani may not wib him comoun. 1 1386

Chaucer Frankl. Prot. si He hath leuere talken with a
page Than to comune with any gentil wight. 1418 Abk
Chichele in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 2. 1. 4 ?our uncle, .seyd to
me that he hadde comunyd with Sir Thomas Fyschborn.
a 1561 G. Cavendish Li/e iVolsey (1885' 248 Call for master

I

Palmes, that ye may commune with him until your meat be
1 ready. 1611 Bible Acts xxiv. 26 H.ee sent for him the

oftner, and communed with him.

+ C. Const. \of, upon, on (the matter discussed).

1393 Gower Con/. III. 21 It stant nought upon my for-

tune. But if you Uste to comune Of the seconde glotony.
CX460 Fortescue Abs. 4- Lim. Mon. (1714' 115 Thees

I

Counceillours may . . comewne and deliber upon, .maters of
Deficultie. a 1561 G. Cavendish Life Wolsey 11827J 240
Sitting thus at dinner communing of divers matters. 1611
Shaks. H int. T. 11. L 162 Why what neede we Commune
with you of this? 1765 H. Walpole Otranto v, We were
communing on important matters,

tel. with dependent clause.
i6xi Bible LukexxW. 4 He went his way, and communed

with the chiefe Priests and captaines, how he might betray
him vnto them. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. aoi Then commune
how that day they best may ply Thir growing work.

fe. trans. To talk over together, confer about,

discuss, debate ;~ Common v. 7. Obs.
1596 Shaks. Tam.Shr. 1. i. 101 For I have more to com-

mune with Bianca.

7. intr. To hold intimate (chiefly mental or

spiritual) intercourse (with \ (Now only literary,

devotional and poetic.)

[1557 N* T. (Genev.)Z»** xxiv. 15 As they communed to-

gether and reasoned [Tindale, Cranm. commened, Rhem.
talked.] 161 1 Bible/'j. iv. 4, IxxviL 6.] 1671 Milton P.R. 11.

261 It was the hour of night, when thus the Son Commun'd
in silent walk. 17*5 Pope Odyss. v. 523 As thus he com-
muned with his soul apart. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum.
(17781 II. 45 Walking backwards and forwards in the saloon,

without a soul to commune with. 1814 Wordsw. Excur-
1 sion iv. Wks. 467/2 The Man, Who, in this spirit, com-
j
muneswith the Forms Of nature. 1824 W. Irving '/'. Trav.
I. 213 Feasting with the great, communing with the literary.

184a Tennyson Txvo Voices 461 To commune with that

1
barren voice. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. 168 On these

' hill-sides . . Abraham walked and communed with God.

t 8. To administer the Holy Communion to

;

! pass, to receive the Communion. Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 357 pat men shulen . . oones

be 3eer be comuned of her propre preest. 1483 Caxtom
I

Gold. Leg. 102/4 He said the masse and howselyd and
comuned the peple. c 1500 in Maskell Mon. Rit. '1846* 330

j

Every of thyes newe professed virgyns, muste . . after masse
be communed and howseld.

b. intr. To receive the Holy Communion, to

communicate. (^Common in U.S.)
1550 O. Oclethorp Submits. $ Faith in Burnet Hist.

Re/. 17: in. 1. 189 In prohibiting that none should com-
mune alone, in making the People whole Communers, or in

suffering them to commune under both kinds. 1710 £.
Ward Brit. Hud. 3 Those who . . Turn'd all Religion into

Spite, Would frequently at Church Commune, And rail
: against her when they'd done. 1828 Webster s.v. Com-

municate, Instead of this, in America, at least in New-
[

England, commune is generally or always used. 1851 Mrs.
j
Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 784^ What ! 'commune in

both kinds'? In every kind—« ine, wafer, love, hope,
truth, unlimited, Nothing kept back. 1856 Olmsted Slave
States 123 The slaves who habitually attend and commune
in the Episcopal church.

Commu ner. ff. Commune v. + -EB 1
.]

t L Obs. form of Commoner, q. v.

1 2. A partaker with another or others ; a sharer.

1400 Thornton MS. 313 b. Communers of bat blyse-

c 1550 Cheke Matt, xxiii. 29 We wold not have been com-
muners with yem.

3. One who partakes of the Lord's Supper.
1548 Gest Pr. Masse 105 The Kynge. presenteth at his

Supper to ai us his communers, bothe bread and wyne.
1550 [sec Commune 8 b).

4. One who communes or converses with another.

rare. In mod. Diets.

5. A member or citizen of a commune (in refer-

ence to foreign countries),
f
F. communier.]

1886 Scirnc* >N . Y.> VIII. 593 The popular school is to

be maintained by the Gemeinde or commune, and the com-
muners have not in general found themselves able to forego
the income from school fees.

Co mmuneship. [see -bhip.] The position

of being a commune.
1889 Macm. Mag. Dec. 117/1 Morteau dates back .. to

days of feudal tenure from the Lords of Andelot ; to newly-
coined communeship in 1793.

||
Commuriia i see Commune sb 1 1.

f CommU'nialty. Obs. [f. med.L. commfe
nidi-is * communis, generalis* (Du Cange) + -TY.]

Community; fellowship.

1647 H More Song 0/ Soul Notes 144/1 The divine com-
mumalty of Pythagoras followers. 1604 — Myst. Iniq. ix.

38 Good men upon Earth are all of one communialty.

Communicability (k^mi/^nikabi'liti\ [f.

Communicable : see -itt. Cf. mod.F. communi-
cabi/itt1

.] = CoMMUNTCABLENESS.
a 1638 Mede Apost. Later Times 33 So must the honour

and service which is given unto him have no communi-
cability. 1775 De Lolme Eng. Const. 11. ix. The com-
municability of Dower. 1881 W. B. Carpenter in 19M
Cent. Oct. 553 The communicability of tubercle by inocu-
lation.

Communicable (kf?mi/7-nikab'l\ a. Also 5

comynycable. fprob. a. K. communicable, on L.

type *communtcdbi/-is, f. communica-re to Com-
municate 1 see -ble.J



COMMUNICABLENESS. 699 COMMUNICATION.
+ 1. Communicating, having communication with

others, having inter-communication. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xm. xx. (14951 450 Abyssus
is depnesse of water that maye neuer be stoppyd ne faued
ne emptyd and is comynycable. 1677 Yarranton Engl.
Improv. 177, I will see whether Thames River may be so
perfected as Trade by a Water Carriage may be made com-
municable and Easy. Ibid. 187 Surveying the River
Thames, and the Sharwell, to find if they might be made
Navigable, and Communicable with the Severne and Avon.

j 2. Pertaining in common. Obs. rare.
ai$z& Skelton Prayer Holy G/tost (R.\ To the Father,

and the Son, thou art communicable In vnitate whiche is

inseperable. [Cf. 1610 s. v. Communicably.]
3. That may be communicated or imparted.
1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (15461 Ddviij,

The goddis .. haue made all thynges communicable to

men mortall, excepte immortalitie. 1577 tr. Bnlliugcr's
Decades (1592 676 Properties of God, communicable to no
creature. 1671 Milton R. 1. 419 Lost bliss, to thee no
more communicable. 1794 G. Adams Nat. Exp. Philos.
IV. 1. 376 The power of" attracting iron, etc., possessed by
the loadstone, which is communicable to iron and steel.

1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 483 An animal
poison, .communicable from person to person.

b. Of information or the like ; cf. Communicate
v. 2, Communication 2.

1663 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5II.91, I should doit [i.e.

salute you] oftner, were the businesse of the House so .

.

communicable as formerly. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 124 To
none communicable in Earth or Heaven.

*t*
C. Commonly applicable. Obs. rare.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, London 11. iqi The Engine:
This general Word, communicable to all Machins or Instru-
ments, use . . hath confined to signifie that which is used to
quench Scare-fires therein.

f 4. Suitable for communication
; serving as a

means of imparting information. Obs. rare.

1589 Puttenham Poesie in. x. fArb.) 172 The vulgar in-

struction requiring also vulgar and communicable termes,
not clerkly or vncouthe. 1643 True Informer 16 In some
communicable language (either in French or Latin).

5. Communicative, ready to converse, affable.

1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Ddvj, Be
great with the greattest, and communicable with your in-

feriours. Ibid. Gvj, Communicable and conuersaunt with
many. 1557 North Gueuard's Diall Pr. 80 b/2 Man., was
a creature . . sociable, communycable, and risyble. 1631
Celestina vn. 91 This retirednesse is no cure for your
disease; you must be free and communicable. 1798 W.
Hutton Autobiog. App. 120 The favourite topics of the
communicable old man. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton xx. 285
Of a frank and communicable disposition.

Coinmunicableness. [f. prec. + -ness.]

The quality or faculty of being communicable.
1628 Donne Scrm. vi. 53 Out of an Accommodation and

Communicablenesse of himselfe to Man. C1645 Howell
Lett. (1655) n. lxi. 88 The antient Hebrew .. Greek and
Latine tongues had [the fortune] . . to lose their general
communicableness and vulgarity, and to becom only school
and book languages. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits v. 103 A
communicableness of knowledge and ideas.

Communicably yk/murnikabli), adv. [f. as

prec. + -ly In a communicable manner ; in the

way of communication.
1610 W. Folkincham Art of Survey 1. vi. 11 Waters

Transient, .which, .are communicably imparted to it and to
some other [cf. Communicable 2]. 1840 Clough Dipsyehus
II. v. 17, I am and feel myself, .communicably theirs.

Communicant (k^mhlrnikant), sb. and a. [f.

L. communicant-em, pr. pple. of communicare to

Communicate : so F. communiquant.]
A. sb.

1. One who partakes of or receives the Holy
Communion ; one who communicates (see Com-
municate v. 6).

1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, The Communicantes
kneelynge shoulde receyue the holye Communion. 1579
Fulke Heskius' Pari. 469 What the priest shall doe when
there are no communicants, 1602 T. Fitzherb. Apol. 47 a,

His body is offred, and ministred to the communicants.

173S Wesley Wks. I, I. .administered the Lords supper to
six or seven communicants. 1884 R. W. Dale Manual Cong.
Princ. in. i. 124 The sacramental act.. is completed when
the communicants receive both the bread and the cup.

b. One who habitually communicates.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. u. x. 236 There are little less

than 1500 Communicants in that Parish. 1888 Ch. Times
13 July 613 The existing state of the communicant roll in
the Anglican Churches.

+ 2. A member of a household (? or community).
1577 Harrison England 11. xiii. (1877) 1. 259 In . . most

great market townes, there are.. three hundred or foure
hundred families or mansions, and two thousand commu-
nicants.. [in country districts] we find not often aboue
fortie or fiftie households, and two hundred communicants.
3. One who, or that which, communicates (in

various senses) : e. g. a. one who imparts ; b. one
who imparts information, makes a communication

;

C. one who holds communion or converse.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxviii. § 8 Communicants of

special infused grace. 1847 Grote Greece 11. xxix. (1862)
III. 64 The voice was the only communicant. 188 1 Daily
Tel. 21 June 6/8 Investigations undertaken by the Russian
pohce at the suggestion of an anonymous communicant.
B. adj. {rare.}

1. Sharing, participating
; having a part in com-

mon ; t Numbers communicant : numbers having
a common factor.

1557 Recorde Whetst. Liijb, If the remainer, and the
roote in the quotiente, bee nombers communicante, diuide

them so. i«J93 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 16 To be . . com-
municant with him in his roiall digmtie. 1839-48 Bailey
Festus xix, 215 And nature make communicant of Heaven.
1870 Bowen Logic v. 115 Two communicant or overlapping
Genera.

2. Having or furnishing communication.
1703 W. Cowper in Phil. Tra?is. XXIII. 1391 The Com-

municant branches of the Arteries.

3. Partaking of the Communion; being a commu-
nicant

v see A. 1), in communion with the church.
1834 Fonblanque Engl, under 7 Admin. (1837) III. 9 What

will become of the poor who are now communicant with the
Church ? 1866 Ch. Times 10 Feb., Forty thousand English

:

communicant Churchmen.

Communicate (k^mi/rnik^t), v. Also 6
commynycat, communycat, -ate, 7 communi-
cat. Pa. pple. 6-7 communicate, -at. [f. L. com-
municdt- ppl.stem of commftnicd-re to make com-
mon to many, share, impart, divide, f. commun-is
common + -ic- formative of factitive verbs. The
earlier Eng. spellings partly followed the variants

of Common a.)

1. trans. To give to another as a partaker ; to

give a share of; to impart, confer, transmit ^some-
thing intangible or abstract, as light, heat, motion,
a quality, feeling, etc."). Const, to.

1538 Starkey England 1. 1. 21 God, that, .communycatyth
hys gudnes to al other. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. I

Acad. 11. 13 Hee communicateth vnto vs as much celestiall !

and heauenly light as is needefull. 1651 Hobbi£s Leviath.
iv. xlv. 353 The Grecians . . communicated their Language
. .into Asia. 1753 Johnson Rambler No. 204 P5 Eminently

J

qualified to receive or communicate pleasure. 1769 Robert-
son Chas. V, V. v. 437 The prisoners communicated to them
the pestilence. 1862 Ruskin Munera P. (1880) 5 Both 1

moral and physical qualities are communicated by descent.

1875 Jevons Money 11878) 125 It has a disagreeable odour
which it communicates to the fingers.

2. spec. To impart (information, knowledge, or

the like ; to impart or convey the knowledge of,

inform a person of, tell. Const, to, formerly
;

with (the person informed) ; or absol.

1529 Wolsev in Ellis Ori%. Lett. 1. 102 LI. 2, I wold nut
onely commynycat thyngs unto you, wherin, etc. 1555

! Kdzs Decades IV. /«</.(Arb.)34o He wolde. . haue communi-
,

cate this secreate to his owne contrey men. 1559 Morwyng :

,
Evonym. Pref., I will communicate it with the studious

j

! of Physick. 1611 Bible Gal. ii. 2, I . . communicated vnto
them that Gospel, which I preach. 1675 Burthogge Causa

I

!
Dei 335 Doctrines, .communicated down from hand to hand

j

1 by Immemorial Tradition. 1704 Swift T. Tub i, The dis-

;
covery he made and communicated with his friends. 1757 <

Foote Author 1, You may communicate; this Gentleman
i

is a Friend, i860 Tyndall Glac 11. ix. 272 The result of '

his observations was communicated to Prof. Jameson.

b. To impart by way of information to a

society, the readers of a journal, or the like ; to

make a ' communication '.

1684 [see Communicated]. 1786 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859)
I. 567, I should he glad to communicate some answer.
1880 Athenmtm 25 Dec, Mr. Scott communicated a paper
'On a collection of Hemiptera from Japan'.
3. To impart (as a share, portion, or specimen)

;

to give, bestow ^a material thing). ? Obs.
1582 N. T. iRhem.) Gal. vi. 6 Let him that is catechized.

.

communicate to him that catechizeth him. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 1. xxxv. 50 [I] did communicate one of the plants
thereof vnto Clusius. 1650 Fuller Pisgah IV. vi. 107 Some-
times, Kings did . . communicate their robes to be worn by
their Favorites. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 130 p 2 If I

would, they should tell us our Fortunes. .We rid up and com-
municated our Hands to them [the Gipsies], a 1763 Shen-
stone Ess. 2 Obliged to bid adieu to what he communicates,

t b. To bestow as a name to be shared. Obs. rare.

1563 Homilies 11. Rebellion 1. (1859) 554 So doth God him-
selfe . . vouchsafe to communicate his Name with earthly
Princes, terming them gods. 1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 103
Wisedome ; a name peculiarly applyed. .to our most blessed
Saviour. .And therefore some godly men do more than dis-

like it as irreligious, that it should be communicated to any
other.

4. To share, share in, partake of ; to use, or

enjoy, in common (with) ; to share with (either by
receiving or bestowing), arch.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 221 The sacramentes of
the chirche, and the . . receyuynge of them, whiche holy
christyans doth communycate. 1574 T. Cartwright Full
Dectar. 166 Why do we communicate the holie Sacramentes
with the Papistes? 1582 in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot.
vi. (1677) 324 That the Queen of Scots should communicate
the Crown with her Son. 1605 B. Jonson Sejanus irr. i,

Thousands, that communicate our loss. 1612 Bacon Ess.,
Goodness (Arb.) 202 Common benefits are to bee commu-
nicate with all. 1616 R. C. Times' Whis. v. 212 That which
man communicates with beast. 1640 E. Dacres tr. Machia-
veVs Prince 160 Hee writ that, being elected Emperour by
the Senate, hee would willingly communicate it with him,
and thereupon sent him the title of Caesar. 1890 W.
Wallace Schopenhauer 67 Nor was he the only acquaint-
ance with whom Schopenhauer communicated some of his
. . means.

1 5. intr. To have a common part, take part,

partake, participate, share, a. Const, with (a

person), in, rarely of ithe thing). Obs.

1579 Fenton Gnicciard. (1618 309 Caesar the Dictator, of
whom you beare the surname, and communicate in his for-

tunes. 1598 J. Dickenson Greene in Cone. (1878) 138 Sen-
suall delights wherein we wholly communicate with beasts^.

1653 Holcroft Procopius 11. 56 For him who communi-
cated of the Emperours secrets. 1658 Whole Duty Man
xv. §4. 118 We are. .to communicate with them in all holy

offices. 1709 Stanhope Paraphr. IV. 51 The absurdity of
communicating in Heathen Rites,

b. Const, with (the thing).

1579 Fenton Guicciard. (16181 182 His brethren commu-
nicated with his fortune, being betrayed by the same dis-

loyaltie of the Swissers. 1611 I -ible I'hilipp. iv. 14 Yeehane
well done, that ye did communicate with my affliction. 1634
Canne Access. SePar. (1849- 124 The worshipof the English
service book is unlawful to be communicated with.

6. To unite in the celebration or observance of

the Lord's Supper ; to partake of or receive the

Holy Communion.
1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Communimt Rubric, Though

there be none to communicate with the Priest. .To commu-
nicate once in the year at the least. 1651 C. Cartwright
Cert. Relig. 1. 283 In Cyprians time all that did communicate
at all, did communicate in both kinds. 1740 Wesley Wks.
(18721 I. 279 Every one who was baptized communicated
daily. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. {1858) II. i. 10 At-
tended but did not communicate at the mass. 1848 Macat -

lav Hist. Eng. 1 1. 83 He certainly had scruples about com-
municating with the Church of England,

t b. trans. Obs.

1641 Baker Chron. 25/2 He communicated the mysteries
of the blessed body of Christ. 1647 Souldier's March to

Salvation 19 The army of King William .. did give them-
selves to acknowledge their sins, prayer, and communicating
the Lord's body. 1709 Strvpe Ann. Re/, I. xxi. 258 When
he [Calvin] came first to Geneva, the Sacrament was com-
municated but thrice in the year.

7. To administer the Communion to.

1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 14 That al men should be com-
municate with bothe kindes. 1616 Brent tr. Sarpi's Counc.
'Trent (1676* 321 Whether children ought to be communi-
cated. 1855 Cdl. Wiseman Fabiola 73 Speaking of a
married woman communicating herstlf at home. 1872 O.
Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms 10 s. v. Administration, The
Eastern Church communicates the faithiul in both kinds.

+ b. intr. To administer the Communion [lo\

1635 Pagitt Christianogr. ill. '1636 108 We command no
Priest to communicate to the people in both kinds.

f 8. rejl. To put oneself into familiar relations;

to hold or have intercourse or converse. Obs.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 33 He came downe as a

meane betwene God and men .. His nie communicating him-
self made him to be called an Angell. 1624 Heywooh
Gttnaik. iv. 175 Her own brother with whom she commu-
nicated hersclfe as to a husband. 1639 F. Robarts God's
Holy H. 45 Prayer, whereby to communicate himselfe to
almighty God. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Garth, He com-
municated himself through a very wide extent of acquaint-
ance.

9. intr. To hold intercourse or converse
;
(now

always) to impart, transmit, or exchange thought
or information ;by speech, writing, or signs) ; to

make a communication. Const, with.
1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 159 1 R.i Euen so the marchants. of

our soueraigne lord . . may . . friendly bee vsed, and with
your marchants and subiects suffered to communicate and
to haue intercourse of traffique. 165a Nicholas Papers
(1886) 316 Sir Alexander Hume and I have very much
conversation together . . and, if you advibe him to com-
municate freely with me, etc. 1850 Prescott Pern II.

298 He .. put in at one of the Azores, where he remained
until he could communicate with home. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. lxxxv. xxi, In dear words of human speech We two
communicate no more. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. ii.

18 No means of communicating with others but by signs.

10. Of vessels, spaces, rooms, etc. : To open into

each other by a common channel or aperture

whereby the whole becomes as one space, etc. ; to

have communication or continuity of passage.

Also said of the connecting channel or passage.

1731 Arbuthnot Aliments (J.), A system of such canals,
which all communicate with one another. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. 1. 128 James's Bay lies at the bottom, .of Hud-
son's Bay, with which it communicates. 1833 Act 3 # 4
Will. IV, c- 46 § 95 One waste, .pipe, .to communicate with
any drain. 1839 G. Bird Nat. Philos. 88 When several

vessels . . communicate together, the same conditions of
equilibrium obtain as when fluids are contained in a single
vessel. Mod. Their apartments are separate, but they com-
municate by a door. A dressing-room communicating with
this bedroom.

Hence Commu nicated a., Commu 'moat-
ing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1559 Bp. Scot in Strype Ann. Re/. I. App. x. 30 The
communicatinge, that is, the eatinge and drinkinge of the.,
blessed body and blood. 1644 Milton Jdgm. Bucer Wks.
1738 I. 288 The.. main end of Marriage, is the communi-
cating of all duties, both divine and human, each to other.

1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angels Aa 4 b, The good Angels
. .are extreamly communicating to us. 1684-5 Boyle Min.
Waters Advt., Thecommunicattd writing is not pretended
to be a full . . History of Mineral Waters. 1831 R. Knox
Cloquei's Anat. 677 The communicating artery of Willis,

which comes from the internal carotid. 1884 N. York
Herald 27 Oct. 2/2 Two large, communicating front Rooms.

t Commu nicate, a. Obs. Also -at. [ad.

L. commilnicdt-us, pa. pple. of commiinicdre : see

prec. and -ate -.] = Communicated.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 11. xiv. (1634^ 226 The

property of the manhood is communicate with the other

nature. 1610 W. Folkingham A rt 0/Survey 1. vi. 11 Com-
municate Matter is that which is participatle to th : Plot
together with other Places. 1671 True Noncon/. 308 The
things of God. .being only communicat by the revelation.

Communication \k^mi/7nik^*Jan). Also 4-5
co(m mynycacion, -oun, 5 kom*),6 commyni-,
comunication. etc. [a. OF. co[m^municacion

T

ad. L. communication-em, n. of action f. communi-
care to Communicate.]



COMMUNICATION. 700 COMMUNION.
1. The action of communicating or imparting.

Now rare of things material, exc. as the vehicles of

information : e.g. of a letter, a paper to a society,

an article to a magazine, etc.

138a Wyclif 2 Cor. tx. 13 Glorifiynge God . . in symple-
nesse of comynycacioun into hem and into allc. 1533 More
Debell. Salem Wks 960/1 The lewde communicacyon of
heresies. 1613 Bingham Xenophon 69 So was there amongst
them a mutuall communication of thsir commodities. 1704
Nelson Fest. <y Fasts xxi. (1739) 254 This Communication
of the Holy Ghost to the Apostles, 1806 Med. Jml. XV.
235 An apparent but not real communication of the disease.

1862 Ruskin Muncra P. (1880) 102 The mercantile [power],

presiding over circulation and communication of things.

Mod. The communication of motion to a piece ofmechanism,
of heat to the body, etc

2. spec. The imparting, conveying, or exchange
of ideas, knowledge, information, etc. (whether

by speech, writing, or signs\
1690 Locke Hum. Und. m. ix. (1695)269 To make Words

serviceable to the end of Communication. 1806-31 A. Knox
Rem. (1844) 1. 68 Times of severe trial have been chosen for

Divine communications. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II.

80 He had been, .in close communication with the French
embassy on this subject. 187a Ruskin Eagle's N. % 33 The
reward which rapidity of communication now ensures to
discoveries that are profitable.

3. concr. That which is communicated, or in

which facts are communicated ; a piece of informa-

tion ; a written paper containing observations.

1490 Caxton Eneydos Prol. 3 Euery man . . wyP. vtter his

commynycacyon and maters in suche .. termes that fewe
men shall vnderstonde theym. 1526 Tindale Eph. iv. 29
Let no filthy communicacion procede out of youre mouthes.
x6ix Bible 2 King* ix. 11 Yee know the man, and his

communication. 1791 Boswell Johnson Advt., Those who
have been pleased to favour me with Communications. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 172 Mingled with his communi-
cations on such subjects are other communications of a very
different . . kind. Mod. The Royal Society has agreed to

print this communication. I have read your communication
to the Academy. It was pleaded that the communication
was privileged.

+ 4. Interchange of speech, conversation, con-

ference. Obs.

146a Faston Lett. No. 452 II. 102 Thomas Edmonds fell

in communicacion with old Debnam. 1491 Act 7 lien. VII,
c. 6 The king . . hath had . . many assembles and commyny-
cacions with the King ofScottes for amyte, trewes and peas
to be had. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 76 b, She .

.

had communyi acyon with the serpent. 158s N. T. iRhem.)
1 Cor. xv. 23 Euil communications corrupt good manners
[so 1611 ;

Gr.nmAtti, Vulg. colloquia, Wyclif yuel spechis,

Tindale malicious speakinges, Cranmer euel wordes, Genev.
euel speakinges ; Revised 1881 has 'evil company'; the
American Revisers prefer 'evil companionships'; see 5].

1605 Camden Rem. (1637^ 283 In communication when
mention hapned to be made of a certaine bishop.

6. Converse, personal intercourse.

1580 Baret Alv. B 628 Intercourse of marchandise .

.

communication for bying and selling. 1667 Milton /\ L.
vni. 429 Thou .. Best with thy self accompanied, seek'st

not Social communication. 17*5 De Foe voy. round W.
(1840' 152 They had little knowledge or communication one
with another.

t b. Sexual intercourse. Obs.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (1793) I. 18, I have had com.
munication with her three times. 179a Burke Sk. Negro
Code Wks. IX. 300 Any European Officer, .having unlawful
communication with any woman Slave.

6. Access or means of access between two or

more per ons or places; the action or faculty of

passing from one place to another
; passage (be-

tween two places, vessels, or spaces).

1684 ScanAerbeg Rediv. vi. 1^1 The Turks had there a
Considerable Garrison, which might Incommode the Com-
munication between his Troops, and the Imperialists.

1694 Child Disc. Tra/fe ed. 4) 96 The City of London and
Westminster, Borough of Southwark, and all other places
within the usual lines of communication. 1769 Robertson
Chas. V, V. 1. 66 Even between distant parts of the same
kingdom the communication was rare and difficult. 1871
B. Stewart Ifeat \ 116 Two vessels at different tempera-
ture in communication with each other. 1880 M Carthy
Own Times III. xxxiv. 197 They had admirable means of
communication by land and sea.

h.concr. A means of communicating ; a channel,
line of connexion, connecting passage or opening.
1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. 118 There must be a com-

munication with the passage . . whence the External Air
comes immediately in. 1796 Morse Amer. Ceog. I. 166
This lake is the communication between the Lakes Winne-
petk and Bourbon, and Lake Superior. 1864 Spectator 31
Dec. 1478 Lee's communications through South-Western
Virginia . . have been cut by General Stoneman. 1879
Lubbock Addr. Pol. 4 F.duc. 1. 5 To protect our communi-
cations with India and Australia.

f 7. Common participation. Obs.
160a T. Fitzherr. Apol. 55a, The cup, sayth he, which

wee blesse, is it not a communication of the blood of our
Lord? 1658 J. Rowland Mon/et's '/'heat. Ins. 929 Authors
describe it [hornet] to be in colour like a Wasp, and in

communication of labour like all other social winged Insects.

1765 9 Bi.ackstone Comm. in Stephen Laivs Eng. (1845 I.

84 Admitting them [the Welsh] to a thnrough communica-
tion of laws with the subjects of England. 1771 Got dsm.
Hist. Eng. IV. 128 That all the subjects of Great Britain
should enjoy a communication of privileges and advantages.

t 8. Congniity, affinity, quality in common, rare.

1654 tr. Scndery's Curia Potit. 186 The coldness of the
Climate hath some communication with their Nature.

T 9- The Holy Communion ; its observance, rare.
c 16io Women Saints 131 If the communication of our

Lords bodie was there celebrated. 167a Cave Prim. Chr.
111. v. (16731 376 We admit them in the Church to a right

of Communication to drink of the Cup of the Bloud of Christ.

10. Khct. (See quots.)

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 99 b, Communicacion is then used
when we debate with other, and aske questions as though
we loked for an answer. 1793 Beattie Moral Sc. % 865
(L.I Communication . . takes place when a speaker or writer
assumes his hearer or reader as a partner in his sentiments
and discourse, saying We, instead of I or Ye,

11. Freemasonry. The name of the quarterly

and half-yearly conferences or assemblies of the

fraternity. (Used in the first Book of Constitu-

tions, 1723.)
1883 Manch. Exam. 22 Nov. 5/4 The Prince of Wales

will be again nominated for the office of Grand Master of
English Freemasons, at the quarterly communication of
Grand Lodge on the 5th of December. 1888 Constit. Free
* Accepted Masons Rule 11. 21 Four Grand Lodges shall

be holden in London, for quarterly communication in each
year.

12. Comb. , as communication-cord, a cord

by which passengers in a railway train may com-
municate with the guard or driver ; communi-
cation-valves, the valves in a steam-pipe which
connects two boilers to an engine, for cutting

off communication between either boiler, and the

engine <

x
Weale Diet. Terms, 1850).

Communicative (kf?mi«'nik/tiv), a. Also

5 -ife, com> nycatyue. [a. F. communicalif, -we,

f. L. communicat- : see above and -ive.]

1. That has the quality or habit of communicat-
ing. In many applications.

+ a. That has the quality of communicating or

diffusing itself, diffusive. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. \\. ix- (1405) 37 The
Cherubyn haue comynycatyue cunnynge, for the lyghte of
wysdom that they receyue largly it stremyth by theim
largely, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 22 The communicatee doc-
trine of brober. 1645 E Calamy huiictm. agst. Eng. 31

A communicative mercy that perfumeth whole Kingdomes
with blessings. 1651 Jer. Taylor Serm. 1. Hi. 28 An evil so

communicative that it doth .. work like poison. 1719 De
Fok Crusoe (1840) II. vi. 155 True religion is naturally
communicative.

t b. Open to familiar intercourse ; sociable

;

not stiff or reserved. Obs.
1601 Patericke tr. Gentillet 313 A lover of the people,

humane, kind, communicative, of easie accesse. 1673 Rules
0/ Civility vi. 66 Reservtdness is. .unwelcome to all Socie-

ties, when a hearty communicative man is useful and
acceptable. 1753 M. Johnson in Bibl. Topogr. Brit. III.

435, I . . received great civilities from his communicative
courtesy, a 1791 W. Maxwkll in Boswell Johnson an.

1770 The most accessible and communicative man alive,

fc. Of things : Sociable. Obs.

1617 Moryson /tin. in. 34 (Drunkenness] is communica-
tiue, and requires the emulation of companions.

+ d. Disposed to communicate or impart gifts,

benefits, etc. ; liberal, genrrous. Obs.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (17011 218/1 As to the

necessaries of Life, he was liberal and communicative, ready
to do good. 171a Addison Sped. No. 519 F 5 Infinite

Goodness is of so communicative a Nature, that it seems to

delight in the conferring of Existence. 1737 Whiston
Josephus* Hist. 11. viii. $ 3 These men are despisers of
riches, and. .very communicative,

e. with of.

162a Peacham Compl. Gent. '1634) 187 Whose uprightnesse
..hath (like his owne starre communicative of it selfe t dis-

persed the fairer beames into all places, a 1716 Blackau.
Wks. 1723' I. 437 He is communicative of his Gifts. 1784
Cowper Task 1. 332 Communicative of the good he owns.

£ Ready to communicate information, etc. ;

free in conversation, open, talkative. (The usual

current sense.)

1654 Cromwell Sp. 12 Sept. (Carlyle\ They became com-
municative. They told me, etc. a 1661 Fuller Worthies
1. 184 That no less Communicative then judicious Anti-
quary, a 1714 Burnet Own Time (17661 I. 267 They were
in a particular manner communicative to me. 1777 Sheri-
dan .V, Scand. in. iii, I was always of a communicative
disposition, so I thought it a shame to keep so much know-
ledge to myself. 1847-8 H. Miller First Impr. v. (1861)

58 The lengthened anecdotes ofthe communicative Annette.

2. Suitable to communicate or convey informa-

tion, etc. rare.

1664 Evelyn Mem. ("18571 III. 147 It [a publication] would
certainly be most communicative and effectual in Latin.

1885 Stevenson in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 561 Choosing
apt, explicit, and communicative words.

1 3. Fitted for, or capable of, being communi-
cated : communicable. Obs.

1604 T. Wright Passions 142 Not as words communicative
to some few present auditors, but blazed to the world.

1689 Col. Rec. Peun. I. 317 The Board's Readiness to

Receive any thing ffrom him Communicative to them.
174a Richardson Pamela IV. 34 Subject to communicative
Distempers, as scrophulous, or scorbutick . . Disorders.

+ 4. Commonly or generally applicable. Obs.
1641 Milton Ahimadv. (1851* 228 If the reason of this .

.

name, An^el, be equally collective, and communicative to
the whole preaching ministry . . then must the name be
collectively, and communicatively taken.

5. Of or pertaining to communication.
1670 Clarendon Ess. Tracts (1727) 137 The communica-

tive duty which we owe to our brethren. 1710 Shaftesb.
Charac. I. 5 2 (1737) II 81 A Creature, .wholly destitute of
a communicative or social Principle. 1863 J.

G. Murphy
Comm. Gen. xi. 18-20 Introd., From the passiv* and recep-

tive to the active and communicative stage. 1887 Spectator
25 June 886/1 Establishing friendly and communicative
relations with the people.

Commu nicatively , adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.]

In a communicative way
;
by way of communica-

tion.

a 1640 Bp. Mountacu A. tr M. 131 Not originally .. of
his owne ; but communicatively. 1641 [see prec, sense 4].
1660 Bond Scut. Reg. 70 That the Government, .habitually
resideth in the people, but is communicatively derived from
them, unto the king. 1701 Led. on Proverbs 1MS. 1 6 Not
onely Essentially, but Communicatively Good. For, He
is Good, and doth good. 1868 Holme Lre B. Godfrey lii.

299 Lady Vyvian was not communicatively disposed.

Commu nicativeness, [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being communicative : see the

adjective. Now, esp. Readiness to communicate
inlormation or tell what one knows or thinks.

1659 Hammond Annot. Acts xi. 20 (T.) None of that
communicativeness and charity among you, as is required.
167a Mede's Wks., Author's Life p. xxxviii, His communi-
cativeness in ordinary Discourse. 1678 Norris Coll. Misc.
(1699) 255 This excellent Communicativeness of the Divine
Nature. X748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1> II. xlv. 337 To
come at all Mr. Lovelace's secrets, and even, from hi% care-

less communicativeness, at some of mine. 1870 Lowell
Among my Bks. Scr. 1.11873) ai 7 The communicativeness
of Hamlet, and his tendency to soliloquize.

Communicator (k^miw-mk^taj). Also 7
-our. [a. L. communicator, agent-sb. f. communis
are to Communicate : see -or.] One who or

that which communicates.
1. In general sense.
1663 H. More De/. Three/old Cabbala iv. 115 The first

communicatour of which Mystery. 185a J. Wilson in

Blachtv. Mag. LXXIL 149 The Poem represents . . God as
the willing infinite Communicator of Good. 1859 Jml. R.
Ag-ric. Soc. XX. 1. 176 The rope . . is a mere intermediate
communicator of power to the distant machine. 1875
Whitney Life Lang. xiv. 283 To impress the personality of
the communicator upon the recipient.

2. spec. An apparatus for communicating ; esf.

a. that part of a telegraph instrument used m
sending messages; b. a contrivance for communi-
cating with the guard or driver of a railway train.

c 1865 J. Wvlde in Circ. Sc. I. 274/1 The words, sent by
the communicator are spelt, letter by letter, on the indi-

cator. 187a Daily Nrtvs 30 July, Parliament imposed a
penalty on the misuse of the communicator [in a railway
train].

Communicatory (k^mi//-nik<*t.3ri), a. [ad.

L. communiedtdf i-us, f. communicator', see -obt.]

Tending to the communication or imparting of

anything, t Communicatory letters \ Eccl. Hist.) :

letters recommending to the communion of distant

churches, or by which ancient churches communi-
cated with each other.

1646 S. Bolton A rraignm. Err. 294 They writ letters to

the churches, which were called literae communicatoriae,
or Communicatory letters. 1677 Baxter Let. in Answ.
Dodwell 103 None should be received, into the Communion
of another Church, without due notice of his aptitude . by
the Certificates of the Church whence he came, called Com-
municatory Letters. 1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life 1747' III.

298 In the Primitive Churches there were, .communicatory
Letters, by which the holy Bishops gave an account to each
other of the State and Condition of their respective Churches.
1718 Hickes & Nelson J. Kettlmttl App 9 He was
neither to receive any to Communion on the communica-
tory Letters of Schismaticks nor to give communicatory
Letters to them. 1826 G. S. Faber Diffic. Rom. (1853)

231 The Patriarch elect did . . write letters communicatory
to the Patriarch of Rome.

Communing ^kf7nii/7*nin\ vbh sb. [-j.no 1
.]

The action of the vb. Communf, in various senses :

t a. Sharing, participating; b. Holding converse

or communion ; c. Communion, fellowship.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25087 Colt. 1 To haf wit santes com-
muning, a 1340 Hami'ole Psalter vi. 1 Comunynee of

sacrament of^e autere. a 1400 Credo in Ret. Ant. 1. 38,

I byleve in . . holy chirche general, the comunyng of

halewes. a 1500 Prose Legends in Anglia VIII. i3oCown-
srylles and communynges. 1509 Paternoster% Ave 4 Creed
(W. de W.) A iij, I trowe in . . holy chirche unyversall,

comunynge of sayntes, 1548 Gest Pr. Masse 108 Mutual
receipt and comunyng of them. 183X Carlyle Sari. Res.

in. ii, That Communing of Soul with Soul. 1863 Burton
Bk. Hunter 334 His communings with his own heart.

Commu ning, ppl. a. [-INO *.] That com-
munes or is in communion.
1887 Pall Mall G. 29 Oct. 2/1 The Baptist Union . . con-

sists of between t,8oo and 2,000 churches with their pastors,

and a communing membership of over 200,000.

Communion (fc/mi/Inisn, -yan\ Also 4-5
co

v
ra'munyoun, 4-6 -on^e, 6 commonion. [a.

F. communion, or ad. L. communion-em, mutual
participation, fellowship, in Augustine ' church

communion' and 'the communion of the holy

altar* ; f. communis Common. (With reference to

the possibility that the latter was derived from

com- + unus, cf. unio. onem, oneness, Union.)]

1. Sharing or holding in common with others

;

participation ; the condition of things so held,

community, combination, union.

138a Wyclif Ecclus. ix. 20 The comunyoun of deth wite

thou [Vulg. communionem mortis scito]. f 1530 Pol. Rel.

4- L. Poems (i866t 33 Yf thei be merchauntes, dyvision

of heritage is bettyr than commvnion. 1617 Moryson
Itin. in. 1. iii. 46 They attribute .. hospitalitie to the Brit-



COMMUNION. 701 COMMUNISM.
tanes, communion of all things to the Normans. 1737
Waterland Eucharist 272 By Communion, the Apostle
certainly intended a joint-Communion, or participating in

common with others. 1809-10 Coleridge britnd 118*5 150
In France there was no public credit, no communion of
interests. 1865 Grote Plato I. i. 52 Havingno communion
of nature with other things.

2. Fellowship, association in action or relations ;

mutual intercourse.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 87 b, The Communion isa felowship
or a commyng together, rather latine than englishe. 1592
West Symbol. 1. 1. § 22 Contractes of propertie are buying
or selling . . of communion, societie. 1611 Bible 2 Cor. vi.

14 What communion hath light with darknesse? 18x6
Byron Pris. Chillon xiv, My very chains and I grew
friends, So much a long communion tends To make us what
we are. 1850 Merivale Rom. Emp. 11865) I. i. 8 The
Latin franchise . . placed its possessor in a state of subordi-
nate communion with the Roman people.

b. Religious fellowship, spiritual intercourse.

c 1600 Hooker (J.), The angels, .having with us that com-
munion which the apostle to the Hebrews noteth. 1642
Rogers Naaman To Rdr., In these latter our union and
communion with God consists. 1704 Nelson Eest. <$• Fasts
( l 739* 582 It is in the Communion of the Sacrement, as it is

tn the Communion of Prayers. 1781 Cowper Retirement
747 Divine Communion . .must fill the void. 1841 Myers
Catlt. Th. tn, § 9. 34 There may have been seasons when
communion with God has become a consciousness of His
Indwelling. 1876 J. Norms Rudim. Theol. i, 15 Between
man and God we are unwilling to use the familiar term ' in-

tercourse communion is the more reverent word, but it

means the same thing.

c. Intimate personal converse, mental or ideal

;

communing, (in poetry or elevated prose.)
1800 Wordsw. Poems on naming Places Hi, She who

dwells with me, whom I have loved, With such communion,
that no place on earth Can ever be a solitude to me. 1820
W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 30 He lives with antiquity in the
sweet communion of studious retirement. 1845 Ford
Handbk. Spain 1. 51 That health of body and soul which
ever rewards a close communion with Nature.

fd. Action in partnership, common action.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World '].), Men began publickly to call

on the name of the Lord ; that is, they served and praised
God by communion, and in publick manner. 1796 Burke
Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 92 Our account of the war, as a
war of communion . . was a war of disaster and of little else,

3. The fellowship or mutual relation between
members of the same church, or of bodies which
recognize each other as branches of the Church
Catholic (said to be 'in communion with' each
other ; members are also said to be 1 in communion
with 1

the church).
The phrase communion of saints has been used both in

this and in sense 4 : cf. Communing vbl. sb.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 238 Contricion. .restoreth . . to
the compaignye and communyon of hooly chirche. 1 1394
P. PI. Crede 817 The communion of sayntes. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 218 b, The seconde [poynte] is, that
there is communyon of sayntes. 1687 Luttrell Brie/ R el.

(18571 I. 411 The inhabitants in and about London in com-
munion with the establish! church. 1725 tr. Dupin's Eccl,
Hist, tjth C. I. v. 209 By this Word, Communion, we are
to understand the mutual Love of Christians, and Con-
formity of their Manners. 1839 Yeowell Anc. Brit. Ch.
Pref. 1 1847 1 11 Churches planted by the Apostles, with whom
it was in full communion. 1853 Trench Less. Proverbs
125 The communion of saints, their communion not with
one another merely, but. .their communion with Him, who
is the friend of all good men. 1879 A. W. Haddan Apost.
Success, in Ch. 0/Eng. Hi. 60 That the . . ungodly Churchman
should be still in outward communion with the Church.

fb. Letter ofcommunion \ a certificate of church
membership. Cf. 8 and Communicatory letters.
1697 in T. W. Marsh Early Friends Surrey <$ Sns. xiii.

118 Whereas our Deare friend William Penn is Intended to
pass over into Ireland this Meeting Desires William Garton
and Josiah Garton to draw a letter of Communion and send
it unto him.

4. An organic union of persons united by com-
mon religious faith and rites ; a church or denomin-
ation ; the organized body professing one faith.

1565 Jewel Rep/. Harding 1611) 21 In this sense S.
Hierome called S. Augustine a Bishop of his Communion :

that is, of his Faith, of his Minde, of his Doctrine, of his
Religion. 1573 R. Barnes Wks. 246 Wee beleeue . . that
holy church is a communion or felowshypp of holy men.
1642-3 Earl Newcastle Declar. in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

(1751 V 134 That I have in my Army some of the Romish
Communion, I do not deny. 1700 Astry tr. Saavedra-
Faxardo II. 314 It is not allowable to kill or hate a Man
of a different Communion. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit.
India II. 570 The Scotch minister .. according to the
rules of his communion. 1875 Hamerton lute//. Life xi.

i. 398 The clergy of their respective communions.

5. Of things : Community or association of
functions, common relation.

1538 Starkev England n. ii. 778 The communyon betwyx
them [i.e body and soul] also to be of that sorte that they
dyseasys of the one redunde to the othir 163s N. Car-
penter Geog. Del. 1. iii. 47 These parts are cal.ed Homo-
geneall..in respect of their Magneticall nature, and com-
munion. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. 11. iii.

90 Ihe communion of Nerves and Vessels. 1875 Jowett
2) 437 To dissever the soul from the communion

of the body. 1878 Foster Phys. in. ii. 407 A certain
amount of functional communion between the two sides, so
that when one retina is stimulated both pupils contract.

6. Intercourse, communication.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World (T.\ The Israelites had never

any communion or affairs with the Ethiopians. 1692 Ray
Dissol. World iii. 11732) 19 No Intercourse or Communion
with the superior or external Air. 1869 Gladstone Juv.

Vol. II.

Mundi iii. 05 Words . . transported bodily out of the Greek
into the Latin tongue after literary communion had
begun.

7. Participation in the Christian sacrament of the

Lord's Supper
;
also, the sacrament itself as ad-

ministered or observed, the Eucharist ; in some
phrases, as to take, deliver, receive the communion,
it becomes more or less concrete. (Also Holy
Communion, communio sancti altaris, Augustine.)
Communion in one kind, in both kinds, halfcommunion,

etc. : terms relating to the dispute whether the laity should
receive one or both elements in the communion. Close or
strict, free or open commimion '. among Baptists, a division
on the question of admitting to the Lord's Table persons
who have not received baptism in accordance with Baptist
principles.

[1382 Wyclif 1 Cor. x. 16 The cuppe of blessynge the
which we blessen, wher it is not the comenynge [TiND, &
Cranm. partakynge, Geucv. &1611 communion

{

R evised a c ),

Rhem. communica'ion, Vulg. communicatio, Gr. koiviuvio]

of Cristes blood ? and the breed which we breken, wher it is

not the delynge or part takynge [1388 the takyng, T. & Cr.
partetakyng, Genev. & 1611 communion {Rev. at), Rhem.
participation, Vulg. participatio, Gr. kouoju'c] of the body
of the Lord?] c 1440 Pronp. Parv. 89 Communyone
sacrament, communio. 1492 in Archaeol. Jrnl. 11888/ XLV.
155 A pair of chalice of silver for the communion, c 1500
in Maskell Mou. Rit. (1846) II. 327 Oon after an other ..

shall offer an host and wyne . . for theyr communion. 1548
Order of the Communion, Proclam., To come to this holy
Sacrament and most blessed Communion .. Rubr. 1 Before
he shall minister the Communion. Rubr. 2 Disposed to be
partakers of the Communion. Rubr. 5 Those that are
minded to receive the holy Communion. Rubr. 9 The
Priest shall deliver the Communion first to the Ministers.

1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. (Arb.) 256 Whyle certeyne of
the Christians were at the communion. 1577 B. Googf.
Heresbach'sHusb. n 15864 Wegoe. .to our ParisheChurche,
where we heare our Curate, and receave the blessed Com-
munion. 1631 Rutherford Lett. xiv. 11862) I. 67 Unac-
quainted with the day of our Communion. 1660 Jer.
Taylor Duct. Dubit. (1671 1 371 The half-communion is by
the Council of Constance affirmed to be different from the
institution of Christ. 1737 Waterland Eucharist 28
Communion. The Sacrament is so called, because of the
Communion we therein hold with Christ and with each
other. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. U8761 III. 15 Com-
munion in both kinds was certainly usual at this time. 1883
Addis & Arnold Cath. Diet, s.v., At every Mass the cele-

brant is bound to communicate, because his communion is

necessary for the completion of the sacrifice. .The commu-
nion of the people is in no way essential, either to the in-

tegrity or lawfulness of the sacrifice. 1886 Blunt Diet.
Sects 65/1 Particular Baptists .. are subdivided into two
sections on the question of free or strict communion ..

the 'strict' or 'close communionists * admitting to the
Lord's Supper only those who have been baptized as adults,

t b. = Communion Service. Obs.
1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Ord. Deacons, Then shalbe song

or sayed the Communion of the day. 1555 Bale in Strype
Eccl. Mem. III. App. xxxix. 108 They mock the rehearsal
of Gods commandments, and of the epistles and gospels in

our Communion, and say, they are misplaced. 1575 in W,
Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 368 Y< .. Burgesses .. shall
yearly procure a communion or sermon to be made,

C. (See quots.)

1853 Rock Ch. of Fathers IV. 42 While the Eucharist
was being distributed to the people, the choir sang the
whole or part of a psalm, called, from that circumstance,
the 'communion'. 1883 Addis & Arnold Cath Diet.,
Communion, the antiphon which the priest says after the
ablutions, at the Epistle side of the altar. Formerly it used
to be sung, while the people communicated : hence the name.

8. attrib. and Comb, (almost exclusively referring

to 7)» as communion bread, day, office, place,

platter, service, Sunday, time, ivine, etc.; f com-
munion board, a communion table (cf. Board
sb. 6) ; communion-cloth, a cloth used at the

celebration of the Communion, esp. a cloth for the

communion table; see also quot. 1866; commu-
nion-cup, a cup used for the wine at the commu-
nion : a name preferred by the Puritans in England
to chalice ; communion letter = letter of com-
munion (see 3 b.) ; communion-rail, the rail in

front of the communion table in some churches,

the altar-rail. Also Communion table.
1588 Allen Admon. 14 The Idol] of her prophane *com-

munion borde. a 1631 Donne Serm. IV. lxxxvi. 99 The
religion of the church holds a stubborne Recusant at the
table, at the Communion-board as far from her as a Re-
cusant at the Pew. 1605 T. Sparke Brotherly Persivas.
(1607) 10 The order of Geneua touching their •com-
munion bread. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 49 An
ore-worne * Communion-cloth. 1866 Direct. Angl. led. 3)

353 Communion cloth or Houseling cloth is a white linen
cloth spread over the rails at the time of the Communion,
or is held for the Communicants by acolytes or other
ministers. 1642-3 Earl Newcastle Declar. in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. (1721) V. 137 Their Chalices or *Communion
Cups (let them [the Parliamentarians] call them what they
will). 1683 A/>ot. Prot. France ii. 14 A young Maid . . had
stole herself into the Congregation upon a Communion-
day. <! 171 1 Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 135 He
no *Communion-Letters could pretend, Which mov'd the
Angel Entrance to suspend. 1721 Strype Eccl. Mem. III.

xxxi. 243 They thought it not convenient to have the Ten
Commandments, the Epistles, and Gospels repeated in the
*Communion Office. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 572
The height of the pilasters in the *Communion-Place is 22
feet 6 inches. 1847 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life II. iii. 07
Knelt by the *Communion-rails of Westbury Church.
1827 Gentl. Mag. XCVII. 11. 487 This part of the Ante-
*Communion Service is now so commonly omitted on
Sundays. 1878 H. C. Adams Wykehamica, The next day

was *Communion Sunday. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Com-
munion, The Table hauyng at the *Communion tyme a
fayre white lynnen clothe vpon it.

Commtrnionable, a. rare, [see -able.]
Admitting of, or open to, communion.
1861 I. Taylor Spirit Hebr. Poetry (1873) 24 He [God] is

..one with us, is communionable, and is open to a cor-
respondence, .likened to that of a father with his children.

Comnvunional Mpvavl nisnal), a. rare, [see

-AL.] Of or belonging to communion ; social.

1846 Sir W. Hamilton in Reicfs Wks. 759 Communional
sympathy - general biense"ance—public spirit.

Coniniu nionist. [f. Communion + -ist.] a.

One who partakes of the Communion, a communi-
cant [rare), b. Close, open, strict, free commu-
nionist', one who adheres to close or open com-
munion: see Communion 7; c. Fellow-commu-
nionist : a member of the same communion.
1644 Durye Epist. Disc. 41 Most of the scrupulosities of

the non-communionists may be resolved thereby. 1826 J.
Gilchrist Led. 24 The glorious victory over the strict

communionists. 1851 S. Judd Margaret MI. {1871) 363
Many of the children are communionists. 1863 Loud. Ret'.

30 Dec. 711/1 The Old School Presbyterians of the North
insist that their fellow communionists of the South should
repudiate their errors. 1884 Sturgeon in Chr. Commiu.
1 May 692/3 As compared with the bulk of English Baptists
I am a strict communionist myself, as my Church fellowship
is strictly of the baptised.

Communion table. [Communion 7.] The
j

table used in celebrating the Communion of the

Lord's Supper.
In the Church of England, the application of the terms

'communion-table' and 'altar' respectively to the 'holy
j

table' of the Prayer-book, depends more or less on the

I

views held as to the nature of the Communion Office. See
I historical data under Altar 2 b.

1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 43 A carpitt

..for our communion table. 1626 Donne Serm. iv. 32
Consider then that to come to the Communion table is to

take Orders : Every man should come to that altar as holy
as the Priest for there he is a Priest. 1634 Buereton Trav.
iChcthani Soc.) 82 It was not to be accounted an altar, but
the communion-table. 1641, 1660, 1742 [see Altar 2 b].

1711 Addison Spect. No. 112 P 2 He has likewise, railed in

the Communion-Table at his own Expence. 1733 Neal
Hist. Purit. II. 61 Bishop Jewel says, that in St. Basil's

days, Ann. 380, the Communion Table was of boards, and
so placed that men might stand round it. 1854 Ecclesio-
legist XV. 341 He .. talks of the ' communion-tnble ' as if

this were a correct or authorized term. 1870 F. Wilson
Ch. Lindisf 23 There is a space left.. for a communion
table.

t Communique, V, Obs. rare. Forms : 5
coramunyque, -yke, commynyque. [a. F.

cottwiunique-r, ad. L. communicdre to Communi-
cate.] intr. = Communicate v. 9.

1475 Caxton yason 70 b, Hit behoueth for to commynyque
togeder by good policie. 1490 — Eneydos xvi. 61 Deter-
myned to communyque wyth them, c 1500 Melusiue 291
[They] communyked togidre of one thinge & of other.

Communism ^rnimiiz'm . [f. h. com-
mun-is or F. commun Common + -ISM. In mod.F.
communisme']
1. A theory which advocates a state of society

in which there should be no private ownership,
all property being vested in the community and
labour organized for the common benefit of all

members ; the professed principle being that each
should work according to his capacity, and receive

according to his wants.
' I also conversed [in 1840] with some of the most advanced

minds of the French metropolis, and there, in the company
of some disciples of Babeceuf, then called Equalitanans,
I first pronounced the name of Communism, which has
since . . acquired that world-wide reputation vGoodwyn*
Barmbv in The Apostle No. i. 1848).

1843 New Age 20 May 24 Works on Communism, Reli-
gious, Political, and Domestic. 1844 The Movement 25
Sept. 353 The journals . . teem with criticisms and reports of
Communists and Communism. 1848 Forster Diary ir

May in T. W. Reid Life m888) I. vii. 237, I learn that the

great distinction between communism and socialism is that

the latter believes in payment according to work done, and
the former does not. 1851 J M. Ludlow Chr. Socialism
II Communism starts from the thing, and is in essential

antagonism to absolute property ; Socialism starts from the

Person, and is in essential antagonism to human discord and
rivalry. 1890 G. J. Holyoake Labour it ortd N o. 1 1 col. 39
Communism means a self-supporting society distinguished

by common labour, common property, and common means
of intelligence and recreation.

2. Applied to any practice which carries out this

theory in whole or part; e.g. that mentioned in

Acts ii. 44 seq., as practised in the church of Jeru-

salem, or that prevailing in monastic communities.

Also trans

f

1857 Wood Com. Obj. Seashore 75 In these curious

creatures communism prevails to its fullest extent, one for

all and all for one. 1874 H. Reynolds John Bapt. iii. § 2.

177 The communism, the vows of silence, the ceaseless

struggle after a higher life amongst the Essenes. 1882 A.

M. Fairbairn in Contemp. Rer. XLII. 870 Communism
seems to the new-born religious society but the proper

social expression of its brotherhood,

c. Co-ownership of land.

1866 Rogers Agric. Prices I. xxvii. 652 A village

system, which.. was a kind of simple communism. 1875
Poste Gains 11. (ed. 2) 254 Communism or co-ownership
appears to be an older institution than individual owner-



COMMUNIST. 702 COMMUTABILITY.
3. Community of feeling ; the spirit of a com-

munity, rare.

1870 Daily News 18 Nov., A tribunal where the natural

bias of mercantile communism could not influence the judg-
ment of those who had to decide the question.

U Sometimes improperly used for Communalism,
and the spirit of the Commune of Paris, in 1 871.
1871 Graphic III. 563/2 The Hotel de Ville . . is now a

complete wreck . . an everlasting reproach to Communism
and its doctrines.

Communist (kp*miz*nist). [f. as prec. + -ist :

cf. F. communisle.']

1. An adherent of the theory of communism.
1841-s [see 3)- 1843 Barmbv in New Age 1 Dec. 132 The

Communist, .gives it [the Communion Table] a higher sig-

nification, by holding it as a type of that holy millenial
communitive life, a 1849 Eben. Elliott Poet. Wks. (1876)
II. 202 What is a communist?—One who hath yearnings
For equal division of unequal earnings : Idler or bungler,
or both, he is willing To fork out his penny and pocket
your shilling. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 121 The citi-

zens, if not actually communists, are in spirit communistic.
1883 F. Harrison in Pall Mall G. 28 Sept. 2/1 The logical
communists .. bitterly complain of nationalization of the
land as a device of the bourgeois to save the nationalization
of capital.

trans/, and fig. 1844 Emerson Yng. Amer. Wks. (Bohn)
II. 297 It [Destiny] may be styled . . a terrible communist,
reserving all profits to the community, without dividend to
individuals. 1878 Tait & Stf.wart Unseen Univ. iii. 126
The tendency of heat is towards equalisation ; heat is par
excellence the communist of our universe.

^ 2. erroneously. A supporter of the Commune
of Paris ; a Communard.
(So constantly in English newspapers.)

1870 Daily News 7 Oct., The Communists mistake the
times, they are not now in 1792. To-day Paris needs
France, and cannot do without her.

3. altrib. or adj. Of the communists ; commu-
nistic.

1841 Barmbv [founded] The London Communist Propa-
ganda Society. 1842 Oracle ofReason 13 Aug. 280 Procla-
mation to the inhabitants of Cheltenham . . Signed Goodwyn
Barmby, Pontifarch of the Communist Church. 1848 W, E.
Forster in T. W. Reid Li/c u888> I. vii. 246 The Com-
munist doctrine of not paying a man in proportion to his

work. 1830 Mrs. Cari.ylk Lett. II. 119 The Communist
party would then have tried conclusions with him [the Pre-
sident of the French Republic].

Communistery, -try. [f. prcc. + -by.] A
communist habitation.

1843 Barmby in Neiv Age 1 Dec. 134 Our supposed ban-
quet is in a simple Communistery, in a commune of Syria.

1880 T Frost Forty Years' Recoil. 76 A dormitory and
common rights in the most splendid communistery or
phalanstery ihat has ever been imagined.

Communistic k^miwnistik^ a. [f. Com-
munist -r -ic ; cf. Hellenistic, etc ]

1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of commun-
ism ; in accordance with communist principles.

1851 Edin. Rev, Jan. 26 Communistic association, as op-
posed to Competition, can only .. succeed .. when society

shall be Christianised. 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol. iii 120
The communistic life of bees. 1875 Jowett Plato led. 2'

III. 46 Communistic regulations respecting property and
marriage.

% 2. Used as ^Comminalistic.
1870 Daily News 7 Oct., Mr. John Lemoinne points out

in the De'bats the infinite mischief which the communistic
agitation is effecting 1873 King 0/Arms 18 Oct. 4 The
excesses, .of the Republican and Communistic factions.

Communistical, a. [f. as prec. + -al.] =
prec. Hence Gommuni stically adv., in a com-
munistic (or erron. communalistic'. way.
1871 Member for Paris II. 46 Some new communistical

era of guillotining. 1873 Contemp. Rev. XXII. 422 All

property was held communistically.

Commu nital, a. rare, [irreg. f. Community
+ -al.J Of or relating to the community.
1844 N. Brit. Rev. II. 5 Their whole system of com-

munital economy.

Communitarian ^mi/7nite>rian\ [f. Com-
munity 1- -arian : cf. unitarian, etc.] A member
of a community formed to put into practice com-
munistic or socialistic theories.

1841 Barmby [founded] The Universal Communitarian
Association. 184a Miall in Nonconf. II. 800 Your commu-
nitarians, or societarians of modern days who seem intent

on fashioning a new moral world by getting rid of all in-

dividuality of feeling, etc. 185a Hawthorne Blithedale
Rom. I. viii 143 These mendacious rogues circulated a re-

port that we communitarians were exterminated. 1880 T.
Frost Forty Years* Recoil. 46 The Ham Common com-
munitarians found raw carrots and cold water unendurable
when the sr.ow lay thick upon the ground.

t Commnni tion. 0bs.-° [ad. I,, communl-
tion-em, f. com- + munition-em fortifying.] 1 A
fortifying or making strong on all parts' (Blount

Glossogr. 1656).

Commu nitive, rare. [f. Community +
-ive.J Of or belonging to a community ^commun-
istic or socialistic^

1843 Barmby in New Age 1 Dec. 132 That holy millenial

communitive life. x88o T. Frost Forty Years' Recoil. 21

The communitive life seemed to me the perfection of poli-

tical, social and domestic economy.

Communito rium. [f. Community + -ortum.]

The home of a (socialistic) community ; a settle-

ment on communistic principles.

1843 Barmby in Nero Age 7 May, Transiiionary Dietary

j

Rules, proposed for adoption at the Communitorium, Han-
well, Middlesex. Ibid. 1 Sept. 86 Every Communitorium
and Communistery to be erected. 1880 T. Frost For y

i

Years' Recoil. 50 A communitorium on the basis of the
ethical and economic principles promulgated by Owen.

Community i,kf3fmi«-niti). Forms : 4-5
comunete, comynetee, -unite, -unyte, -un-
nete, commimte, 6 communytee, 6-7 -itie,

6- community, [a. OF.com{m)unet^, com{m)unile
:—L. communitdt-em, i.eommun-is Common. ME.
had two forms, the trisyllabic comunete, comounte
(see Commontv , and the 4-syllabic co(m)munite,
which remained in closer formal connexion with

' the original Latin type. The L. word was merely
1 a noun of quality from communis, meaning 'fel-

i
lowship, community of relations or feelings

'
; but

in med.L. it was, like universitas
f used concretely

in the sense of 1 a body of fellows or fellow-towns-

men', 'universitas incolarum urbis vel oppidi/

;
and this was its earlier use in English : see II.]

I. As a quality or state.

1. The quality of appertaining to or being held
by all in common

; joint or common ownership,
1 tenure, liability, etc.; as in community ofgoods.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. i. viii. (16341 51 By com-
munity of power, he is the author of them. 1586 A. Day
Eng. Secretary 1. 1 16251 123 The community of the mischiefe
to all. 1624 47 Bp. Hall Rem. II'ks. <i66o' 161 One allows
plurality, or community of Wives. 1645 Ussher Body
Div. (1647) 285 Anabaptists, that hold community of goods.
1673 Lady's Calling Pref. 1 To rescue the whole sex. .from
the community of the blame. 18*3 Lamq Elia Ser. 11. iii.

,
(1865) 257, I have a community of feeling with my country-
men about [Shakspere'sl Plays. 1841 D'Israeli Amen.

1 Z1V.J1867) 314 It was a community of studies. and a com-
' munity of skill. 1875 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. xxi. <ed.

I
5' 392 A state whose strength lies in the community of
interests and feelings among its members.

+ b. Right of common. 06s.
1630 R. Johnson Kingd. Commw. 79 Every Neighbour

claimeth communitie to feed his Cattelf.

2. Common character ; quality in common ;

commonness, agreement, identity, f Nothing of
1 community : nothing in common.

1587 Golding De Mornay ii. 18 Men, who ought euen
naturally to be vnited, by the communitie of their kind.
1624 Wotton Archit. in Reliq. Wotton. 11672* 21, I will
first consider their Communities and then their Proprieties.
Their Communities are Principally three. First they are
all Round, etc 1671 Grew Idea Philos. Hist. Plants % 47
The Communities and Differences of the Contents of Vege-
tables. 1843 Wordsw Pre/. Note to Excursion Wks. 409/2
The points of community in their nature. 1876 M. Arnold
Lit. <y Dogma 154 The community of character which per-

,
vades them all. 1878 Morlfy Carlyle 165 Community of

I

method, like misery', makes men acquainted with strange
bed-fellows.

3. Social intercourse ; fellowship, communion.
1570 T. Norton tr. Ncnucl's Cateck. (1853' iy6 While God

reigneth by his Spirit in us, men have a certain community
with God in this world, c 1610 Women Saints 182 There
is no reason or law, that they should have any communitie
or fellowship with vs. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. xvii. 63
Such gross Corruptions in a Church would force the most
serious Believers to forsake the Community thereof. 1818
Mrs. Shelley Frankenst. ix. (18651 130 There can be no
community between you and me ; we are enemies.

4. Life in association with others
;
society, the

social state.

1651 Shirley Brothers rv. i, Confined To cells, and un-
frequented woods, they knew not The fierce vexation of
community. 171a Steele Sped. No. 52a r 1 [Marriage] is

the foundation of community, and the chief band of society.
1880 Hyde Clarke in Nature 203 The dog, either in com-
munity icommonty called wild or in the domesticated state.

1 5. Commonness, ordinary occurrence. Obs.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 111. u. 77 Scene but with such
Eyes, As sicke and blunted with Communitie, Affoord no
extraordinarie Ga2e, Such as is bent on Sunne-like Maicstie.
1604 Drayton ihvle 155 Happie's that sight the secret'st

things can spye, By seeming purblind to Communitie. 1646
Sir I\ Browne Pseud. Ep. 340 The community of this

fruit Ithe applek

t b. Common character, vulgarity. Obs.
1605 Bloudy Bk. B iij, Under this title of honor, .to maske

his deedes of vice . . and with the very soundc of Knight to
boulster out the community of his ryots.

II. A bcxly of individuals.

+ 6. The body of those having common or equal
rights or rank, as distinguished lrom the privileged

cla-ses; the body of commons ; the commonalty.
1375 Barbour Bruce xx. 128" And all the lordis at thar

war And als of the Comminite Maid hym manrent and
fewte. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 148 A gode comynate
makes horn have gode heddis. 1571 Lament. Lady Scott.
in Sc. Poems 16th C. II. 247 Barrouns and nobilitie That
dois oppres my pure communitie. 1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng.
II. 983 The Commons or Community also chose Twelve
Persons to represent them.

7. A body of people organized into a political,

municipal, or social unity : a. A state or common-
wealth.
c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 342 J>er is oon emperour and

oon hede in a comunnete. 1474 Caxton Chesse 91 To
prynces and them that goueme the thynges of the comunete.
1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 115 Certifying likewise that
those with whome nee had foughte were of other communi-
ties. 2689 Burnet Tracts I. 68 The other Communities of
this League bought their Liberties from several Bishops.

1769 Robertson Chas. V. 1. 1. 66 Europe was broken into
many separate communities. 1815 Elfhinstone Acc.
Caubul 1:842) II. 27 It is probable the number of inde-
pendent communities is still more considerable.

b. A body of men living in the same locality.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vn. xxii. $ 7 No mortal man, or

community of men, hath right of propriety in them. 1711
Steele Sped. No. 49 P 3 Those little Communities which
we express by the word Neighbourhoods. 1774 J . Bryant
Mythol. I. 63 Number of sacred hearths; each of which
constituted a community or parish. 1873 Stubrs Const.
Hist. I. xi. 407 During the Norman period London appears
to have been a collection of small communities, manors,
parishes, church-sokens, and guilds, held and governed in
the usual way. 1884 Gladstone in Standard 29 Feb. 2/4
Many of the towns which, under the name of towns, are
represented in this House, are really rural communities.

c. Often applied to those members of a civil

community, who have certain circumstances of
nativity, religion, or pursuit, common to them,
but not shared by those among whom they live

;

as the British or Chinese community in a foreign

city, the mercantile community everywhere, the

Roman Catholic community in a Protestant city,

etc., the Jewish community in London, familiarly

known to its members as 1 The Community
1797 Godwin Enquirer 1. vi. 50 The literary world is an

immense community. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, The
1 'limes' Wks. (Bonn) if. 117 Exposing frauds which
threatened the commercial community, i860 Motley
Netheri. (18681 I. iiL 77 The Dutch community of the re-

I formed religion in London subscribed 9005 florins. 1888

j
Amy Levy Reuben Sachs i. a One born and bred in the

j

Jewish community. Ibid. \\48That section oftheCommuniiy
i which attaches importance to the observation of the Mosaic
j

and Rabbinical laws in various minute points. Ibid. vi. 69
i The Community had come back in a body from country and

seaside, in time for the impending religious festivals.

d. The community : the people of a country (or

district as a whole; the general body to which
all alike belong, the puolic.

1789 Bentham Princ. Legist, xviii. § 2 The good of the
community cannot require that any act should be made an
offence which is not liable in some way or other to be
detrimental to the community. 1814 Scott Waz>. xxxii,

Mercy to a criminal may be gross injustice to the com-
munity. 183a Ht. Martiseal1 Hill 4- Valley ii. 26 Such
men become, .a burden to the community.
8. spec. A body of persons living together, and

practising, more or less, community of goods.

a. A religious society, a monastic body.
17*7-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Communities are of two

kinds, ecclesiastic and laic : the first are either secular, as
chapters of cathedral and collegiate churches, etc. s8*o
Scott Monast. i, A more inexpiable crime in the eyes of
the Abbot and Community of Saint Mary's. 1850 Mrs.
Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. 11863 119 To introduce some
order into his community. 1879 Baring-Gould Germany
II. 152 It was impossible for the Ursulines to accept condi-
tions which would have broken up their community life.

b. A socialistic or communistic society, such as

those founded by Owen.
1844 Emerson Lect., Netv Eng. Re/. Wks. (Bohn^ 1. 264

I

Following, or advancing beyond the ideas of St. Simon, of
Fourier, and of Owen, three communities have already

! been formed in Massachusetts. 1874 K. D. Owen Thread-
ing tny Way 255 New Harmony therefore is not now a
community. 1890 Spect. 27 Sept., The Mormon community
. .is a community,—a successful attempt, that is, to organise
industry on a grand scale.

9. trans/, and fig. a. of gregarious animals.

1746 7 HbRVEY Medit. (18181 168 This frugal community
are wisely employed in . . collecting a copious stock of the

most balmy treasures. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs. nr. 446 Crea-

tures that in communities exist. .The gilded summer flies.

+ b. of things : A cluster, a combination. Obs.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terafreutykt 2 C j b, The com-
munyteesof vlceres that last longetyme that are vncurable,

[Cf. Galen Therap. iv. iv, ai jcoiMirijm at tmv \povLuv

1 10. A common prostitute. Obs.

1606 SirG. Goosecappe 1. iv. in Bullen O. PI. III. 26 One
of these painted communities, that are ravisht with Coaches
and upper hands.

Communization (k^miwnaizf'J'an). [f. Com-
MUN1ZK : see -ation.] The making of anything

the public property of the community ; commun*
ized condition.

1843 Barmby in Neiv Age 1 Sept. 86 That state of com-
munization, to the salvation of which I call all peoples.

1885 H. H. Hyndman in 19/A Cent., I am as much in

favour of nationalization and communization of land as you
[H. George] are.

Communize (kp rnir/nsiz), v. [f L. commun is

Common + -ize.] To make common; to make
(land, capital, etc/ the property of the community.
1888 Pall MallG. 10 Sept. 3/2 It is from the true Socialist

point of view every bit as important to communize parks

and pictures as railways and ploughs.

t CommU'Tiy, v. Obs. rare. [a. F. communier
L. communicdre to Communicate. Hut in enrly

ME. co^m)mun-y was southern f. commun-en to

Commune ; and the quot. in Pnbgrave is under the

heading 'I comen, je communique^
1530 Palsgr. 490/2 He hath communyed his treasure to

many, it a comntunicqiU son tresor a plusieurs*

Commutability (k^mi/7 -tabi ltd), [f. next +

•ITY ] The quality of being commutable.
1794 J. Hutton Philos. Light, etc. 123 The commuta-

bility of those two things, .light and heat. 1856 R. G.



COMMUTABLE. 703 COMMITTER.

Latham Logic Lang. (LA When both are substantives the
commulability of terms of this kind is complete.

Commutable (k^miw tab*l), a. [ad. L. com-
mutribil-is subject to change, changeable, f. com-
mutare to Commute : see -ble.] That may be

commuted or exchanged
;
changeable, exchange-

able ; convertible into a money value : see Com-
mute.
1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 111. xvii. (R,\ Some things

..are pious and religious, but dispensable, voluntary and
commutable; such are voluntary fasts. 1794 J. Hutton
Phitos. Light, etc- 37 To compare the commutable effects

of heat in bodies. 1866 Rogers Agric. <y Prices I. ii. 12

Estates .. held at fixed and commutable services. 1880
Miss Bird Japan II. 316 Offences not commutable by
fine.

t Co'mmutate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. tommutaU
ppl. stem ot commutdre : see -ate, and cf. permu-
tate.~\ intr. To change.
a 1652 Brume Love-sick Court, n. \, I still am thine and

cannot commutate, I am as certain to thee as thy fate.

Commutation (lymifftfHan). Also 6 co(m)-
mutacion. [a F. commutation (14th c. in Littre)

•ation
t
ad. L. commutation-em, n. of action f. com-

mutare to Commute : see -ation.]

1. The action or process of changing or altering

;

change, alteration, mutation. ? Obs.

1509 Hawks Past. Picas, x. v, Thys commutacion shoulde
be refused. 1528 Roy Sat., O wofull chaunce : most in-

fortunate, So sodenly makynge comutacion. a 1716 South
Serin. J.i, So great is the commutation, that the soul then
hated only that which now only it loves. 1837 Syd. Smith
Let. Arclui. Singleton Wks. 1859 II. 286/2 Such a scene of
revolution and commutation.

b. with ofand object.

1528 in Str>'Pe Eccl. Mem. I. App. xxiil 58 The commuta-
tion and alteration of those religious places. 1637 R.
Humphrey tr. St. Ambrose ii. 17 Commutation of them
[words] where there seemeth any harshnesse.

t 2. The exchanging of one thing for another

;

exchange, barter. Obs.

1496 Act T2 Hen. Vll% c. 6 To buy, sell, and make the
Commutations with the Wares, .at their Pleasure. 1553 S.

Cabot Ordinances in Hakluyt Voy. (1589/ 261 No commu-
tation or trucke to be made by any of the pettie marchants.
1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Piigr. xxxix. (.1668) 521 Friend-
ship they say is a commutation of hearts. 1727 Arbuthnot
Coins {}.), The use of money., is that of saving the commu-
tation of more bulky commodities. 1744 Harris Three
Treat, in. 1. U765) 154 A state of Commutation and Traffic.

3. The putting of one thing instead of another

;

substitution, interchange.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. (1632) 295 A kind of mutuall
commutation . . wherby those concrete names God, and Man,
when we speake of Christ doe take interchangeably one
anothers roome. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. vii. (18521

185 Regarding awards of punishment thus . . there could
plainly be no commutation of persons. 1870 Bowen Logic
viii. 255 The commutation is only from equal to equal.

4. spec. a. The substitution of one kind of pay-
ment for another ; of a money payment instead of

the performance of some obligation ; of a single

payment instead of a number of successive pay-

ments ; fig. the performance of some act or observ-

ance instead of the discharge of a moral obligation,

or by way of making up or compounding for an
offence, b. Lata. The substitution of a lesser pun-
ishment for a greater, (See Commute v.)

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxix. § 10 By way of commu-
tation, .where instead of natural commodities the price of
them might be taken. 1640-4 Lcmd. Petit, in Rushw. Hist.
Coll. m. (16921 I. 95 They have, .decreed, That the commu-
tation of Penance shall not be without the Bishop's privity.

176,1 Hume Hist. Eng. I. viii. 166 Henry, .levied upon his
vassals . . a sum of money in lieu of their service ; and this

commutation, etc. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 147 A
commutation of his own sentence from death to the galleys.

1833 Ht. Martineau Fr. Wines $ Pol. i. 7 Fines which
they had to pay in commutation of the service of keeping
the frogs quiet by night. 1837 Syd. Smith Let. Archd.
Singleton Wks. 1859 II. 255/2 The Commutation of Tithes.
1876 Green Short Hist. iv. 171 The commutation of those
uncertain dues for a fixed sum paid annually to the Crown.

c. concr. The money or other price paid by way
of commutation.
a 1707 Beveridge Serin. XI. Ixix. (R.), This is his sub-

stitute, his commutation, or in his place. 1727 A. Hamilton
New Acc. E. Ind. I. v. 52 There must be a Commutation
of Money paid by the separating Party to the other.

5. Astron. (See quot.)

1751 Chambers Cycl., Commutation, in astronomy. Angle
of commutation, is the distance between the sun's true
place seen from the earth, and the place of a plu.net reduced
to the ecliptic. 1834 Nat. Philos., Astron. x. 203/21 U.K. S.)
The angle OSE is technically called the commutation.

6. Klectr. The reversing or altering of the course
of an electric current. (See Commutator.)
1876 Ferrier Funct. Brain i2g The closing, opening,

or commutation of the current of a galvanic pile. i88z
Nature XXIII. 368 Each clock makes its commutation,
1. e. cuts off the line from the telegraph and connects it with
the electro-magnet of the clock.
7. Rhet. (See quot

)

1823 Crabb Techn. Diet., Commutation (Rhet.), a figure
of speech whereby a complete transposition of the words
takes place ; as 1

1 do not live that I may eat, but I eat that
1 may live .

8. attrib. and Comb., as commutation money,
system ; Commutation Act, an act for the com-

mutation of tithes in England, passed in 1836 ;

also, formerly, that of 1 784, imposing an additional

window-tax in lieu of a partial remission of the

duty on tea ; commutation road (Ogilvie), a
parish or county road, so called because a sum of

money is now paid in commutation of the com-
pulsory service of man and horse formerly exacted

for the repair of the road from owners of horses;

commutation-ticket {Cf. S.), a ticket issued by a

[

railway company, etc., at a reduced rate, entitling I

j

the holder to travel over a given route a certain <

number of times or during a certain period; a

season-ticket.

1650 Fuller Pisgah 436 This commutation-money .

.

made a dearth of dutifull children. 1784 Hist. 0/ Europe
\

in Ann. Keg. (1784-5) 153/1 The act since known by the

name of the Commutation-act. 1845 M CuLLOCH Tax-
j

ation II. iv. (1852) 191 The Commutation Act will have
to undergo . . import. nit modifications. 1855 Milman Lat.

1

Chr. (1864) II. 55 The commutation system of the Church.
1881 C. A. EDWARDS Organs 91 There is another action for

commanding the stops .. called the 'commutation pedal*

movement. 1888 Brvce Amer. Commw. II. App. 671 Ex-
cursion and commutation tickets issued at special rates.

Commutative V$n\\u'\.eX\v, kfrmiwU'tiv), a.

[ad. med.L. commutativ its {¥. (14th c.) commu-

j

tatif -ive), f. L. committal- ppl. stem of com-

j

mfttdre to Commute : see -ive.]

+ 1. Pertaining to exchange or mutual dealings.
1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 8 Obserutng equality both

1 in contracts and exchanges, which we call commutative.
1631 Bp. W'ebbe Quietn. 116571 177 Actions commutative
consist in mutual trafhekand dealings betwixt man and man.

j

b. Commutative justice ;~L. commutativa jus- \

titia, a term used by Aquinas and others as equiva-
|

lent to Aristotle's t6 kv rots avvaWaypact. 5iop- !

6ojtikuv hiKatov, i. e. ' the justice which is corrective
|

in transactions between man and man \ [From
commulatio, which in the old Latin version of

Aristotle's Ethics (c 1250) is put to represent the

Gr. ovvaWayna.]
1531 ELYOT Gtx\ in. I, Justice is. .described in two kyndes >

or spices. The one is named iustyce distributiue . . the
other is called commutatiue or by exchaunge, and of 1

Aristotell it is named in Greeke Diortkotice, whiche is in
1 englysshe correctiue. 1557 Recordf. Whetst. Bjb, In

J

Lawe twoe kyndes of Iusiice are the somme of the studie

:

j

lustice Distributive, and lust ice Commutative. 1605
Bacon Adv. Learn, n. v. § 3 Is there not a true coincidence

I

betweene Commutatiue and distributiue lustice, and arith-
' meticall and geometricall proportion? 1629 Symmer Spir,

\
Posie 11. v. 38 Commutative lustice is that Common Equity,

j

which should be practised in our civill Commerce. 1651

I
Hobbes Leviath. 1. xv. 75 Commutative Justice, is the

i Justice of a Contractor ; that is, a Performance of Covenant,
j

\

a 165a J. Smith Scl. Disc. vn. vi. 118211 369 We must not

]
think to deal with God in the method of commutative

i justice, and to challenge eternal life as the just reward of

our great merits. 1758 Ld. Mansfield in Burrows' Ftp.
I. 492 Upon the foot of commutative justice merely, there

is no colour why the insurers should not pay the insured

the whole, for they have received a premium for the whole
risk. 1890 J. Martineau Seat Authority Kelig. 11. i. 159
A rule which made all banking business a breach of 'com-
mutative justice '.

S3. Relating to or involving substitution or inter-

change ; as the commutative principle in arithmetic

and algebra, i.e. the principle by which the order !

I of terms or factors may be altered.

1858 B. Price Infin. Calc. (ed. 2) I. xix. 601 If the two
operations indicated by (ft and 1// are performed successively 1

on u one on the back of the other, let us assume the result

to be the same whatever is the order in which they are
j

performed : two such symbols of operation are said to be
commutative, and to satisfy the law of commutation. 1876
T. Hill True Order Studies 42 The commutative prin-

ciple of arithmetic may be shown by dividing six into three
twos, etc.

3. spec. Relating to or involving the commutation
of a payment or penalty.

1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. ii. (1852) 32 Exceptions .

.

founded on a commutative arrangement. 1855 Milman
Lat. Chr. (1864) II. III. v. 46 Where every injury or crime
had its commutative fine. 1871 T. J. Crawford Atonem.
ii. 11883) 21 'KviLwrpov . . conveys more strongly the com-
mutative sense than the simple word Avrpov.

Commutatively (see prec.), adv. [f. prec.

+ -lt 2.] In a commutative manner ; in the way
of exchange or compensation.
1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. (1756) 102 Be not .. com-

mutatively iniquous in the valuation of transgressions. 1685
R. L'Estrange Observator Defended 3 Whereby we may
commutatively encrease our fortunes and estates one by
another, or by forraigne commerce.

Commutator (kp'miwte'toj). [Agent-n. from
L. commutare.] He who or that which commutes
or exchanges, spec. A contrivance in an electric

machine or telegraph instrument for altering the

direction or course of the electric current.

1839 Grove Contrib. Sc. in Corr. Pkys. Forces 353 A
commutator might be easily arranged, .for effecting the

alternation. 1881 Q. Rev. 446 The commutator .. used in

all direct current machines, .was invented in Italy in i860.

Commu tato'rial, a. rare. Relating to ex-

change ; = Commutative i.

1853 Whewell tr. Crotius II. 65 A certain equality, .is to

be regarded even in beneficial contracts ; not a complete
equality, as in commutatorial.

Commute (k^mitt't), v. [f. L. commuta-re to

change altogether, alter wholly, to exchange, inter-

change, f. com- together, altogether + mfttdre to

change. On the analogy of words through Fr.

:

cf. transmute, Commltate.]
1. trans. To give (one thing) in exchange for

another, to change {for or into) ; to give and take

(things) reciprocally, to exchange.
1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. iv. (1821 268 May. .exchange

and commute. - Moneys currant of Englaird, into Moneys of
this new Standerd of Ireland. 1635 Austin Medit. 107
Hee commuted Estates. Hee tooke our Sinnes upon him,
and gave us his Righteousnesse. a 1661 Fuller Worthies
118401 II. 309 They shall find what is gold worth, and may
le quickly commuted into it, great plenty of good grain.

a 1711 Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 144 He and
the Beasts seem Natures to commute, They act like Reason,
and he like the Brute.

b. To put (two things) each in place of the other,

substitute for each other, interchange.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety ij.i, This will commute our tasks,

exchange these pleasant and gainful ones, .for those uneasy
and fruitless ones. 1832 Sir W. Hamilton Disc. (18531 107
To commute these terms in the translation of a Kantian
Treatise, where subject and object, .are accurately contra-

distinguished . . is to convert light into darkness. 1870
Bowen Logic viii. 250 We cannot arbitrarily commute the

Quantities.

c. To change for another, to alter.

1825 Solthlv Paraguay iv. 2S AH thoughts and occupa-
tions to commute, To change their air, their water, and
their food. 1858 J. Martinkal S.'ndies Chr. 13a The law
was.. treated as in theory perpetual ; not as ignominiously
abrogated, but as legitimately commuted.

2. 'To buy off or ransom one obligation by an-

other* (J.) ; to change an obligation, etc. into

something lighter or more agreeable ; to redeem
or get off an obligation by a money payment.

Const, for, into, rarely with.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 1 Peter \\\. 11 There is no.. com-
muting the penance. 1639 Vv llkr Holy War m. xviii.

118401 146 His holiness .. absolved many of their vows from
Palestine, and commuted them into a journey into France.
1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Ditbit. 1. iv. (R.), He., thinks it

unlawful to commute, and that he is bound to pay his vow
in kind, a 1667 Jer. Taylor Wks. 11835' 1. 853 God will not

suffer us to commute a duty, because all is his due. a 1704
L'ESTRANGE J.>, Some commute swearing for whoring ; as

if forbearance of the one were a dispensation for the other.

1723 BlackaLL Wks. I. 206 We can't commute one Duty
for another, because they are both alike required. 1782
Han. More Daniel iv. 105 The false policy . .which would
commute our safety With God's eternal honour. 1859 J. C.

Hobhouse Italy II. 247 Little sums paid . . by women who
wish to .. commute a penance with a small present. 1875
Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xvii. 542 The grant of men was
commuted for a contribution in money.

3. To change (a punishment, or a sentence) for
{to, into) another of less severity, or a fine (cf. 2).

1642 Fuller Holy iy Prof. St. 11. xvi. m The late cus-

toms in some places of commuting whipping into money.
a 1661 — Worthies 11840) I. x. 42 Others, .had their deaths
mercifully commuted by our magistrates into banishment.

1788 Gibbon Decl. A- F. xliv. § 1 (1872' V. 298 Forfeiture

was sometimes commuted to a fine. 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India III. 111. viii. 469 The [capital] sentence was
commuted to imprisonment for life. 1844 Ld. Brougham
Brit. Const, x. { 1 862 1

1 36 The . . feudal practice of commuting
all punishments whatever for fines,

b. with altered construction.

j68i Prideaux Lett. 11875! 112 The Earl of Shaftesbury
desires transportation, and would willingly commute banish-
ment for his life. 1828 D'Israeli Chas. /, II xi. 269 The
pardon was refused, but a heavy fine commuted the offence.

4. To change (one kind of payment) into or for
another; esp. to substitute a single payment for a

number of payments, a fixed payment for an
irregular or uncertain one, or a payment in money
for one in kind {e.g. a tithe ; cf. 2).

1795 Hull Advertiser 7 Mar. 3/1 The licence to wear hair

powder will be commuted for a tax on powder itself. 1845
M' Culloch Taxation 11. iv. (18521 188 The quantity of corn
payable as rent.. on account of tithe that has been com-
muted. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. I. 274 The legislature.,

might commute the average receipts of Irish landowners
into a fixed rent charge and raise the tenants into pro-

prietors. 1884 Ld. Selborne in Law Rep. Chanc. Div.

XXV. 689 She may commute into a capital sum . . the benefit

given to her. .by way of annuity.

b. absol. spec. {Cf. S.) To purchase and use a

commutation-ticket.

5. intr. To make up, compensate, compoundfor.
b. Of things : To serve as a substitute for.

1645 Evelyn Diary (1827) I. 337 Built . . by Margaret of

Verona, a courtezan . . and by this . . [she] hoped to commute
for her sins. i6« Walton Angler 156 Because I cut you
short in that, I will commute for it, by telling you. .a secret.

1663 J. Spencer Prodigies {16651 378 Perhaps the shame
and misery of this life may commute for hell. 1782 W. F.

Martyn Geog. Mag. I. 40 The Greeks enjoin confessions

and penances, .for the latter they are allowed to commute.

Hence Commu'ted///. a., Commu'ting vbl. sb.

1659 Milton Civ. Power Wks. (1851) 309 A popish com-
muting of penaltie, corporal for spiritual. 1677 Otway
Cheats ofScapin 11. i, They'll . . tell all your Fornications,

Bastardings, and Commutings in their Courts. 1866 Rogers
Agric. Prices I. xxviii. 671 Commuted payments for

customary labour.

Commuter (k^mi/7'toi). [f. prec. + -er.1] One
who commutes. In U. S. the holder of a com-
mutation-ticket ; see Commute 4 b.
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COMMUTUAL. 704 COMPACT.
1874 B. Harte Foot-hills, Guilds Signal, Old commuters

along the line. 1888 Critic (N. York) 6 Oct. 167, I myself
perform that feat five or six times a week; and so does
every commuter on the New York Central. .Railroad.

Gommutual ;
k^muMi«al), a. Also 7 comu-

tuall. [f. Co-, Com- + Mdtual.] Mutual, re-

ciprocal. (Chiefly poetic.)

1603 Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 170 Since loue our hearts, and
Hymen did our hands Vnite comutuall 1617 Herrick
Hester., Dial. Horace Lydia iv, My heart now set on
fire is By. .young Calais ; For whose commutuall flames, etc.

1725 Pope Odyss. ft. 341. Ibid. xix. 223 In leagues of long
commutual friendship. 1831 Eraser's Mag. IV.37sThewhile
a Sovereign and his Land Their troth commutual plight.

b. Anal. Applied to the contiguous parts of

two similar organs or structures.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 57/2 The external or commutual
surfaces of - the serous membranes. Ibid. I. 730/1 The
commutual edges of the orbitar processes.

Hence Commu tua lity, commutunl condition.
1812 \V. Tesnant Anster F. vl lix, In fond commutuality

of soul.

Commy- in many words, obs. f. Commi-, Comi-.

Commyn, -altie, obs. ff. Common, -alty, etc.

Commyn, obs. pa. pple. of Come v.

Commynieate, etc., obs. f. Communicate, etc.

Comnalte, obs. f. Commonalty.
Comnant, obs. f. Covenant.
1530 Palsgr. 207, 1 Comnant, appoyntment, conuenant.

Comnaunte, corrupt f. Commonty.
Comocion, -yon, obs. ff. Commotion.
Comode, -ite, obs. ff. Commode, Commodity.
Comodra'ma. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. koj^lo- com-

bining form of KWfirj or ko^os (see Comedy). Cf.

melodrama.'] A drama of comic character.

1793 Southey in Life (1849' I. 185 Monodramas, como-
drama.% tragodramas, all sorts of dramas.

Comody, Comcedy, -ie, obs. ff. Comedy.
Como graphy. no?ice-wd. [f. Gr. Ku/xrf village,

country town + -ypaipia writing, description, f.

ypatpeiv to write, describe.] See quot)
1655 Fuller Waltham Abb. 17 Condemn not this our

Como-graphie or description of a country-town as too low
and narrow a subject.

Comoid (k'Ju'moid), a. [ad. Gr. *xorio(iS-T]s, f.

/tour} hair ; see -oiD.] Resembling a tress of hair.

1818 B. O'Reilly Greenland 34 Linear, comoid, and un-
dulate cirrus. 1834 Froc. Bern*. Nat. Club I. ii. 49 Mixed
with the ' comoid variety of ' cirrus ', or mare's tails. 1883

in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Comon, -age, -alty, etc., obs. ff. Common, etc.

Comonaly, obs. f. Commonly.
ComOphorOUS {komf(6T3s\ a. [f. Gr. kohtj

the hair + -tpopos -bearing.] Having or bearing

hair. {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882.)

Comorado, obs. f. Comrabo, comrade.
Comorancy, etc., obs. ff. Commorancy, etc.

Comorows, obs. form of Cumbrous.
Co-mortgagee, -mourner, -ful: see Co-.

Comorthi,e, obs. form 01 Commorth.
Comose (k£nm£"'s), a. [ad. L. comos-us covered

with hair, f. coma: see Coma 2.] Kurni>hcd with

a Coma, q.v. ; esp. of seeds : Downy or hairy.

1793 Martyn Language Bot. s.v. Coma, A spike of flowers

term-nated by a coma is named comose. 1800 J. Hull
Elem. Bot. I. 33 Comose, terminated by leaflets. 1830

Lisdley Nat. Syst. Bot. 158 [Tamarisk tribe] shrubby
stems, comose seeds. 1870 Bentley Bot. 329 In the Willow,
the. .seed is said to be comose.

Comot, var. of Commote sb.

Comoune, -own e, -te, obs. ff. Common, -ty.

Comous (kJuMnas), a. [f. L. coma + -ous.]

Hairy, downy ; having a bunch of hair.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 350 Stalk, .comous, with
leavtrs like Ragwort. 1877 Coles & Allen N. Amer. Rod.
244 Tail, copiously comous.

Comozant, var. of Composant.

Comp. (.kpmp) An abbreviation a. of Company
(cf. Co*) : b. un Printers* phrase) of Compositor.
(In the latter, said to be originally for companion, i. e.

member ol a companionship of compositors; see Companion-
ship, sense 3.)

1677 Loud. Direct. (1878', Edw. Brown and Comp. with
Mr. Adrian, Broadstreet. 1738 Kent's Direct. Lend. 5
Adams, Naihaniel & Comp, Mercers Without, Ludgate.

1870 Sportsman 17 Dec. Farmer , I stood before the world
a journeyman comp. 1889 Fall Mall G. 14 Nov. a/a The
* comps' at the Propaganda set type in as many languages
as those who are e nployed for our Bible Society.

Compace, obs. f. Compass.
Compacience, -ent, obs. ff. Compatience, -ent.

f Compa ck, v. Obs. rare. [Variant of Com-
pact v., prob. mainly phonetic, but perh. partly

due to erroneous association with Pack v.]

1. Compact v 1

; to pftok together, combine.
1584 T. Hudson Judith 1. in Sylvester Du Barta* (:6ai)

696 Children, .mo then Northren windes. Of Cyrene sands
in numbers can coinpack. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas L vi.

(1605 -7) 1. aai TV Art of Man not onely can compack Fea-
tures and formes that life and motion lack.

2. Compact ; to enter into a compact, lengue.

" 1618 Sylvester Du Bar.'as, Decay 11621 496 Winter-
Storms with absent Stars compack, With th' angry Waters
to conspire her wrack.

Compack, corrupt form of Compact ppl. a.

Compa^ckabHity. nonce-ivd. Capability of

being packed close together.

1830 Southey Lett. (18561 IV. 198 The infinite compack-
ability of travellers and trunks.

Compact (kp'mpaekt), sbA [cf. OF. compact

It. compatto (Florio , ad. L. compact-um a com-
pact, agreement, subst. use of pa. pple. of the vb.

compacisci to covenant together, f. com- +pacisci

to covenant, contract ; see Pact. Not immediately

connected in Eng. or Latin with the following

words, though pang-2re and pae-fre, pac-isci were
related farther back. Originally accented on second

syllable (so 6 times out of 7 in Shaks), but noted

in Phillips 1696 as accented on the first.]

1. A covenant or contract made between two or

more persons or parties ; a mutual agreement or

understanding ;
* a mutual and settled appointment

between two or more, to do or to forbear some-

j

thing* (J.). It is used without a in phrases, as

t by,from, with compact ; also to strike compact.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. Vl% v. iv. 163 Therefore take this com-
pact of a Truce. 160a — Ham. 1. i. 86 By a Seal'd Com-
pact, Well ratified by Law, and Heraldrie. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. lxii. § 15 Christ's own compact solemnly made
with his church. 1598 Hakluyt I'oy I. 270 iR.) Any com-
pacts, treaties or leagues, by vs or any of our progenitours
neretofore had or made. 1651 Hobbes Govt. «y Soc. ii. § 14.

27 No man. .by his compact, obligeth himself to an impos-
sibility. 1765 Blackstose Comm. I. 45 A compact is a
promise proceeding from us, law is a command directed to

us. 1836 Thirlwall Greece III. xxii. aia To fulfil their

part of the compact. 1866 Kiscsley Hereiv. viii, He made
a compact with the foul fiend.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. x. 41 An Art, which
without compact commandeth the powers of hell. 172a

Wollaston Re tig. Nat. vi. 135 A title to many things may
be transferred by compact. 1750 Harris Hermes in. 1.

(1786* 314 The Meaning . of Language is derived, not

from Nature, but from Compact. 1850 Gladstone Glean.
V. xxxiil 193 Has such an attribute come to it by compact?

b. Family compact, social compact : see Family,
Social. General compact: general accord, com-
mon consent.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 77 P 15 Having extinguished
in themselves the distinction of right and wrong . . they de-

served to be hunted down by the general compact. 1793
Southey Nondescripts i, If we act the governor, and break

i

The social compact. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. 11. 195 Human
souls, for social compact given. 184a H. Rogers httrod.

Burke's Wks. 81 Unless there has been an actual violation

of the existing social compact, .a revolution is unjustifiable.

1848 G. Barmby in The Apostle No. i. 8 The 4th claim for

private property is the presumed formation of a social com*
pact or convention of society, authorizing private posses-

sional claim

t c. In a bad sense : Confederacy, plot, con-

spiracy. Obs.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. n. ii. 163 What is the course and
drift of your compact? 165s C. B Stapylton Herodian
xi. 87 Albinus Friends he chargeth with Compact.

t Compact, sb.- Obs. [subst. use of Compact
ppl. a. -J a. A compacted body, structure, b. A
combination, composition. C. Conformation,

build, d. Compact state, compaction.
1601 Cornwallyes Ess. xvii, This compact of the Ele-

ments must suffer a dissolution. 1644 Milton Educ. Wks.
(18471100/1 Having .. passed the principles of arithmetic,

geometry, astronomy, and geography, with a general com-
pact of Physics, they may descend in Mathematics. 1646

Buck Ri.h. Ill, 148 He was of a mean or low compact, but

without disproportion and unevenness. 1817 Keatinge
Trav. I. 161 Their remarkably sedentary habits admitted

of this close compact of society.

Compact kfJmpse'kr, ///. a. 1 [ad. L. compact-

us, pa pple. of comping-ire to put together closely,

f com- f pang-trc (root fag-) to make fast, fasten.

Littre has the corresponding F. compacte of 16th c]
I. pa. pple. Obs. or arch.

1. Compacted, knit, firmly put together.

1430 Lydc. Chron. Troy i. v, So well . . compact by measure.

1516 PUgr. Per/. W. de W. 15311 221 In whome all the

body is compact and knyt by euery ioynt. 153)0 Palsgr.

490/2 This nagge well compacte : ce courtoult est bien

trouss/. 1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 30 So excellently

compact, and wrought together with Ligamenies. 1636

Blunt Voy. Levant 108 A Jarre greater Empire, .and better

compact. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. 2 Cor. xiii. 11 Be
compact together in holy Union.

D. Packed closely together.

1655 W. F. Meteors 11. 21 When .. vapors are gathered

together . . being very neere compact, and as it were hard
tempered together. 1704 Swift T. Tub, Introd., If the

audience be well compact, every one carries home a share.

2. Made up by combination of parts ;
framed,

composed of.

1531 Elyot Gov. t. xxii, Honour to god. .is compacte of

these thre thinges, feare, loue.and reuerence. 1547 Boorde
Brev. Health ft 182 Man. is compackeand made of xvsub-
stances. 1551 T. Wilson Logiket Man himselte is compact
of bodie and minde. 1586 Cogan Haven Health exciv.

(1636) 176 Milke. .is compact or made of three severall sub-

stances. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. vii. 5 If he compact of

iarres grow Musical). 1667 Milton P. L. ix.635 A wandring
Fire Compact of unctuous vapor. 1704 Swift Operat.

Spirit Wks. 1768 I. 223 The style compact of insignificant

words, incoherences, and repetitions. 1850 Mrs. Browning
Poems II. 221 Napoleon .. that great word, Compact of

human breath in hate and dread And exultation. 1883

Stevenson Silverado So. 1 1886 5 Towns compact, in about
equal proportions, of. .wooden houses and great, .trees.

II. adj.

1. Closely packed or knit together, a. Having
the component particles closely and firmly com-
bined

; dense, solid, firm
; esp. of the texture or

composition of material substances.
Compact tissue : the dense ivory-like outer layer of a bone

(Syd. Soc. Lex.\ Compact fracture tof minerals): see
quot. 1816. Compact structure (of rocks) : see quot. 1885.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xliv. 11495' 567 Vren
is drye and colde and full harde and compacte. 1555 Fardle

I

Facions 1. ii. 20 The matter more compacte. 1567 Maplet
1 Gr. Forest 10 Amongst al Mettals there is none more solide

j

more compact then this is. 1626 Bacon Sylva % 299 Exer-
!

cise..maketh the Substance of the Body more Solid and
i Compact. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 2. 2/1 Tho* Hail be a
I more compact congealation than Snow. 1759 Robertson

Hist. Scot. I. 11. 93 A body so firm and compact as the
Scots, easily resisted the impression of the cavalry- '816 R.

I Jameson Char Min. 11817 234 The internal surfaces.,

produced by splitting it are. .continuous, when the fracture

is said to be compact. 1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 11

i The compact tissue (of bones]. 1854 Ronalds & Richard-
1 son Chem. Technol. I. 25 A very dense blacki>h-brown com-
1 pact peat. 1885 A. Oeikie Text-bk. Geol. n. ii. § 4 <ed. 2)
' 96 Cryptoclastic or compact, where the grains are too minute
I to reveal to the naked eye the truly fragmental character of

the rock.

b. Having the parts so arranged that the whole
lies within relatively small compass, without

straggling portions or members ; neatly and tightly

packed or arranged; not sprawling, scattered, or

diffuse. So compact order or arrangement.
In Entom. applied to organs or bodies in which the parts

are closely connected together, without incisions.

164a Milton Apol. Smect. < 1851 1 268 How hazardous . . it

were in skirmish to change the compact order. 1790 Burke
Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 351 Paris is compact ; she has an enormous
strength . . and this strength is collected and condensed within
a narrow compass. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho
xxviii, Conducted from them [enemies] in the compactest
order. 1824 Stcart Steam-Eng. 164 Trevithick's Kngine
is the most compact. 1845 Florist's Jml. 109 Beautifully

neat and compact plants. 1866 Rogers Agric. *t Prices E
xxvii 65 1 The estate of the manor was generally compact .

.

The lands of the small proprietors were, however, generally
very scattered. Mod. Strap these overcoats and rugs into

one compact parcel. Compact lobelias for bedding, and the

straggling sort for window-boxes.

2. trans/, and Jig.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. nr. viii. 374 The Humane
Nature . . hath a more fixed, strong, and compact memory of
things past than the Brutes have. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's
Hist. Re/. II. 397 The first formation of a compact evan-

gelical party. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Napoleon Wks.
(Bohn) I. 369 A man. .compact, instant, selfish, prudent.

1863 J. Brown Horm Subs.{ed. 3' 5, I got my fixed compact
idea of him. 1869 A. W. Haddan Apos:. Success. viiL

(1879 235 The compacter organization, and more determined
party effort. 1878 Morlev Carlyle Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 19a

Detached passages cannot counterbalance the effect of a
whole, compact body of teaching. Mod. Acompact majority.

b. Of language or style: Condensed, terse,

pithy, close ; not diffuse. Also said of the writer.

1576 Fleming Panop. Epist. 255 A methode in writing

and speaking compact in brevitie. 1711 H. Felton Dissert.

Classics (J.), Where a foreign tongue is elegant, expressive,

close and compact. 1780 Cowper Tabled. 647 Pope In

verse well-disciplined, complete, compact. 187a Morley
Voltaire (t$86) 139 The Lest of Voltaire's tragedies, abound-
ing in a just vehemence, compact, full of feeling.

t Compaxt, ///• a- L [ad. L. compact us, pa.

pple. of compacisci to covenant together, form a

compact.] Joined in compact, leagued.

1597 Daniel Ov. Wares 1. xlviii, The cheefe of those you
finde Were of his faction secretly compact. 1603 Shaks.
Meas /or M. v. i. 242 Thou pernicious woman Compact
with her that's gone.

Compact (kfJmpre kt\ v. x [f. Compact a. ; or,

through ii, f. compact- ppl stem of L. compingere,

of which it has thus become the repiesentative.

In the pres. nt stem, of later appeaiance than the

pa. pple compart, which continued a true pple. ^as

in 'I have compact' | after 1600; occas. the pa. t.

also was made compact.]

1. tram. To join or knit (things) firmly and

tightly together, or to each other; to combine
closely into a whole ; to consolidate by close con-

junction.

1530 Palsgr. 490/2, I compacte a thing shorte togyther

to make it stronge, je trousse. 1579 Fulke Heshins Pari.

478 [They] can not t>c the body of Christe, except both be

ioyned and coupled and compacted together in one bteade.

158a N. T. Rhem.t Coloss. ii. 191'he whole body by joyntes

and bandes being served and compacted «666 J. Webb
Stone-Heng 1725) 75 The Architraves were compacted to

their Supporters by Tenons and Mortises. 1674 Flatmak
Poems, Orpheus E. 19 My Layes compacted Thtbes.

1709 Stanhope Parafhr. IV. 240 The Ligaments, that

should compact end keep them (Limbs] in their Functions.

1768 Boswell Corsica Pref. 18 After he has arranged, com-
pacted and polished. 1879 Chr. Kossf.tti Seek ff F. 27

Those forces which . guide, compact, dissolve, the members
of the material universe.

b. To press or pack together (component atoms

or parts) ; to compress, condense, solidify.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Virtue iii, Sweet spring, full

of sweet dayes and roses, A box where sweets compacted

He. 171a Blackmore Creation tJ-'» Now the brigru sun

compacts the precious stone. 1887 Steuart Planter's G.

(1828' 293 To fill in mould firmly, .and to compact it with the

Rammer. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 490 Causing the atmo-

spheric pressure to operate in compacting the pulp into paper.
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.

C. trans/, and fig. of non-inaterial things and
persons.

1613 Purchas Pilgr. 11. xii. 147 For ordering and com-
pacting them in one volume. 1647 May Hist. Pari. 11.

L 4 Forty years of peace had compacted those two nations
into one body. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat. 6 Adjusting
and compacting loose sentiments. 1870 Pail Mall G. 23
Aug. 1 The military system completes and compacts what
the national education has commenced.
2. To ibrm or frame by close and tight combina-

tion or conjunction ; to make up or compose.
1570 -6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 205 He compacted

of wood, wyer, paste and paper, a Roode of. .exquisite arte.

C1580 Honrs Blessed Virg. 99 Wt'1 sinewes and w1 ' 1 bones
Thou hnst compact me. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. x. lix.

(1612) 258 So modest, wittie, affable, had Nature her com-
pact. C1630 Risdon Surv Devon{\-]i^\. 74 The Founda-
tion of the Walls .. compacted of Moor-stone and Lime.

1652 Benlowes Theoph. VUf. vii, Who out of nothing all

th ngs did compact. 1879 E. W. Gosse in Academy 25 The
light and shade that make biography amusing are compacted
of partisanship and of malice.

D. fig, ; also with up.

1533 More Answ. Poisoned Bk. Wks. 1087/2 He hath
in lesse then thre lines, compacted vp together such three

abomynable blasphemous heresies. 1612 T. Taylor Comm.
Titus i. 11 Their whole religion is compacted, and con-

triued for gaine.

f3. fig. To confirm, give consistency to. Obs.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 362 Informe her full of my par-

ticular feare, And thereto adde such reasons of your owne,
As may compact it more.

t Gompa'Ct, v.~ Obs. [app. a. OF. compact-cr

'faire un pacte', in med.L. compactdre, f. com-
pactum Compact sb.

1

]
1. intr. To make a compact.
1535 J- ap Rice in Four C. Eng. Lett. 33 They had con-

federed and compacted before our commyng that they
shulde disclose nothing. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 225 (D.)
Saturne . . hauing so compacted with his brother Titan. 165a
Gaule Magastrom. 53 Compacting with the Devill, 1690
Locke Govt. \. i. § 5 Slaves could never have a Right to com-
pact or consent.

2. trans. To plan by compact, conspire.
1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond. 47 If all the Engineers of

mischief would have compacted the. .Burning of London.

U An intermediate sense between Compact v. 1

and 1 = ' To join or associate by compact ' appears
in the following

:

1592 Greene Art Conny-catch. in. 17 Some notorious
varlets. .beeing compacted with such kind of people, as this

present treatise manifesteth. 1606 G. W[ooDCOCKe] tr. Hist.
Ivstine 101 b, These harlots .. compact themselues con-
federates with the most dissolute persons.

Compacted (kfjmparkted), a. 1 [f. Com-
pact tM 4 -ED 1

; or perh. formed, before the present

tense was actually in use, as a more distinctly

participial repr. of L. compactus : see Compact
a. ] Firmly and closely joined or pressed to-

gether ; knit together, compactly made up or com-
posed : condensed, consolidated, compact.
1598 Yong Diana 192 Reading these ill compacted lines.

1607 Toi'SELi. Four-/. Beasts (1673) 58 Well set and com-
pacted legs. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 113 The best
compacted riches or pleasures, of these Asiaticall Empires.
1660 Boyle Neiu Exp. Phys. Aleck. 344 The Pores of the
compactedst and closest Bodies. 1794 Sullivan View Nat.
I. 252 Fire.. in that condensed, compacted, fixed state has
been deemed phlogiston. 1823 W. Buckland Relig. Diluv.
33 The horn of the rhinoceros, being, .a mass of compacted
hair-like fibres. 1830 Carlyle in Froude Life{\%%i) II. 116
Resolute, compacted, girt for the fight. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. V xx'i. 576 Cowards who dared not stand before
compacted Britons.

t Compacted, a.2 [f. Compact v. 2
;
app.

influenced in use by prec] Formed or planned by
compact.
1588 Greene Pandosto (1843I 12 A compacted knavery of

the Bohemians. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 25 Conjunctions
. .with the Devill in a compacted confederacy 1

.

Compactedly, adv. rare. [f. * Compacted
ppl. a. * + -LY. ^.J In a compacted manner; com-
pactly.

1649 Lovelace Poems So To be The smallest god's epi-
tome, And so compactedly e.xpresse All Lovers pleasing
Wretchednes. 1725 N. Robinson Ik. Phys.ck 7 The Par-
ticles of Matter . compactedly adhering with one another.

Compa ctedaess. [f. as prec. + -Ntss.]
Compacted ?tate o; quality, compactness.
1622 62 Heylin Cosmogr. 1. 11682) 203 Considering the

compactedness thereof within it self. 1645 Digby Nat.
Bodies iv. 1658 33 Sucking together of parts, .or com-
pactednesse being natural to density, a 1743 Cheyne 1 J.),
Atoms .

.
extremely compacted and hard ; which compacted-

ness, etc. 1873 j. Mohley Rousseau II. 230 The.. close
compactedness of the fabric of the relations that bind man
to man.

Compacter 1
: see Compactor.

+ Compacter 2
. Obs. [f. Compact v.2] One

who is in ' compact', a confederate.
iftja Greene Art Conny-catck. in. 4 Their complices.,

confederates.
. base-natured women and close compacters.

T Co:npa-ctible. a. ( bs. rare-*. (See quot.)
1623 Cockeram, Compactible, to be ioyned.

t Compactile, a Obs rare. [ad. L. com-
pactil-is, f. compact us Compact.] Having the
character of being joined or put together.
<ii68a SirT. Browne Wks. (1852 III. 204 Garlands.,

made up after all ways of art, compactile, sutile, plectile.

Compacting (kffrnparktirj;, vbl. sb. [f. Com-
pact z/.* + -ing K] The action of the vb. Compact,
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 6 b, The body of man

doth vtter..so cunning a compacting together. 1696 Bp.
Patrick Comm. Ex. xiv. (1697) 258 The compacting of the

Waters to such a degree that they were no longer fluid.

1843 Stoddart in Encycl. Metfop. (1847) 1. 18/1 The compact-
ing and fitting together of a sentence.

Compaction 1 (k^mparkfan). [a. OF. com-

paction, ad. L. compaction-em, n. of action f. com-

pingere, compact- : see Compact zj.
1
] The action

or process of making or becoming compact, or of

compactly framing or fitting together ; the state or

condition of being so compacted, consolidation.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. n. x. (1495) 37 Compaccyon
and sadnesse of setes. 1471 Ripley Comp. Alc/t. 11. i. in

Ashm. (1652) 135 Ther hard and dry Compactyon. 1577
Harrison England 11. iii. (1877) 1. 73 For uniformitie of
building, orderlie compaction, .the towne of Cambridge ex-

ceedeth that of Oxford. 1752 Law Spir. Love 1. (1816) 20
How comes the flint to be in such a state of hard dark com-
paction? 1796 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 194 The possession of
the Cape and Ceylon .. was accounted ..a compaction of
the maritime dominion of Great Britain.

t Compa ction 2
. Obs. [a. OF. compaction

(15th c. in Godef.), n. of action from L. compacisci,

compact-^ The making of a compact or agree-

ment ; an agreement made, a compact.
.1528 Skelton Image Hypocr. Wks. II. 353 His holy

actions Be satisfactions Of false compactions. 1534 Whitin-
ton Tullyes Offices in. (1540) 155 If a phicisyon . .bynde the

pacyent by compactyon that he shall not vse that medicyne
any tyme after. 1538-9 tnstr. Hen. VIII. Visit. Mouast.
(Hist. Repr. Edin. 1886) 15 Whether the master .. doth
make any compaction whereby any lucre may ensue to him.

Compactly (.k^mparktli), adv. [f. Compacts.
+ -ly -.] In a compact manner

;
closely, densely

;

I concisely, tersely.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 203 They know bow and
!
when to speake . . soundly, pithily and compactly. 1696

j
Lond. Gaz. No. 3196 4 Several Closes of Meadow . . lying

;

compactly together. 1817 Byron Beppo xix, A Gondola .

.

' built lightly, but compactly. 1841-71 T. R.Jones Anim.
Kingd. (ed. 4) 421 The annuli, or rings . . may be detected
even in the most compactly formed Crustacea. 1864 Earl
Derby Iliad iv. 349 A cloud of infantry, Compactly mass'd.

Compactness ;kf>mparktnes\ [f. as prec. +
-ness.] Compact quality or condition ; closeness

of component elements or parts, density, solidity.

1646 SirT. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. ii. 57 By compactnesse or
gravity it may acquire the lowest place, and become the

center of the universe. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 51 The De-
gree of the compactness of Ice. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton
Metaplt. xxxviii. (1859) II. 352 Giving order and compact-
ness to the materials of our knowledge. 1839 Thirlwall
Greece WW. 413 The phalanx .. could no longer preserve

. .the compactness of its mass,

b. Of style : Terseness, pithiness.

1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 656 The compactness of

his aphoristic sentences. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. (1886)

34g Epigrammatic compactness of phrase.

Compa ctor, -ter. [agent-n. f. L. com-

pinge're, or Compact vX\ One who compacts,
frames, or puts together.

x593 Lodge W. Lon°bcard A b, The cursed brother, the
occasion and compactor of his confusion. 1598 Florid,
Struttore, a builder, a framer, a compacter. 1611 Cotgr.,
Affermisseur, a strengthner

; compactor.

t Compaxture. Obs. [ad. L. compactura a

joining together, joint, f. stem compact- ; see Com-
pact v. l and -ure.J Manner of putting closely

together ; compact structure
;
compagination.

1590 Spenser P'. Q. ii. ix. 24 A fayre Portcullis . . to the
gate directly did incline With comely compasse and com-
pacture strong. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 62 a, The excel-

lent compacture of mans bodie. 1640 Bp. Reynolds Pas-
sions xxxv. 425 Extension, Compacture, Massinesse, Visi-

bility, and other the like sensible Properties. (11641 Bp.

Mountagu Acts <$ Mon. U642) 38 The materialls, compac-
ture, parts, are admirable.

Cornpador(e, var. of Compbador'e.
+ Compage. Obs. [ad. L. compages joining to-

gether, st iitture, f. com- together + pag- root of

pange^e, pactum to fasten, 6x. App. associated

in sense with nouns in -age suffix, like Jointage.]

1. = Compages 3

1550 Veron Godly Sayings (1846) 47 The joynture and
compage of the members. 1607 Topsell Serpents (1608)
680 Lest.. the whole compage and juncture of the body
should be utterly dissolved. 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol.
Chym. 27 Fixed bodies of the Metalline compage of Steel,

b. Menns of joining, connectng matter.

1657 Tomlinson Reuou's Disp. 69 A very valid and strong
compage to the thing.

2. -Compages i.

1682 SirT. Browne Ckr. Mor. 11. § 3 (1756) 58 The compage
of all physical truths is not so closely jointed, but opposition

may find intrusion. 1694 R. Burthogge Reason 239 Where
the Body is a Compage, or System of Organs, the Soul
must be a System of Faculties.

Compages (k^mp^i-d^z). [a. L. compages in

same sense, f. com- together +pag- root of pangere
to fasten, fix : cf. Compact a.l, and derivatives.]

1. A whole formed by the compaction or juncture

of parts, a framework or system of conjoined parts,

a complex structure.

a 1638 Mede Wks. 111. 615 By Mundus conttnens I mean
the Compages and frame of the Physical heaven and earth.

1684 T. Buknet Tk. Eartk I. 209 In the body of man there

are several compages, or setts of parts . . that systeme that
serves for sence and local-motion, .is commonly call'd the
animal compages. 1740 Weslev Wks. (1830) I. 290 The
whole compages of body and spirit. 1802 Paley Nat.
Tkeol. 48 The compages of bones consists of four. 1819
Moir in Blacku*. Mag. VI. 308 A knowledge of the struc-
ture and compages of the human frame,

b. fig. and trans/.

1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 1. x. 55, I now demand, Who
This Man (Compages or Systeme of Men) is, or can be.

1681 H. Moke Exp. Dan. App. ii. 269 There are three con-
spicuous Joynts .. in the compages of the two abovesaid
Prophecies. 1724 Watfrland At/iau. Creed xi. 158 The
whole compages, or fabrick of the Christian faith. 1869-78
Mozlev Ess. II. 3S8 In every system or compages of forces.

2. The compaction or junction of parts into a
whole ; solid or firm structure, consistency (as a

quality).

1660 H. More Alyst. Godl. vr, ix. 237 That universal
coalition of particles out of which arises the Compages and
consistence of every earthly Substance. 1676 Cole Spiral
Fibres in Pkil. Trans. XI. 6u6 The compages of the parts
was so loosned, that the two otitward coats .. were easily-

separated. 1710 T. Fuller Pkarm. Extemp. 330 They
liquefy the Compages of the Blood. 1759 Phil. Trans. LI.

34 It. .thoroughly destroys the compages of the stone.

3. Anat. ' Same as Articulation and as Commis-
sura' (Syd. Soc. Lex.). 1811 in Hooper Med. Diet.

Compaginate (k^mpx-d^mA , a. rare.

[ad. L. coinpaginatits, pa. pple. of compagind-re :

see next, and -ate -.] Compaginated, composed.
1877 Blackie Wise Men 333 This universe Is of con-

tranous powers compaginate.

Compaginate (kffaipje-dgin^t), v. [f. late L.
: compdgindt- ppl. stem of compagindrc to join to-
' j^ether, f. compdgo, compdgin-em — compdg-es : see

Compages.] trans. To join, knit, or tit firmly

together ; to connect, unite, lit. Wb&fig.
1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess. xiv. 108 The side-pieces

i
which combine and compaginate the whole frame. 1685

i Baxter Paraphr. N. T. 1 Pet. v. 10 The God of all grace
. . compaginate and perfect you, and your several Churches.
1879 Farrar St* Paul II. 497 Stones compaginated into

the ever-growing walls of the one spiritual House of God.

Compagination (kfJmpse^in^-Jan). [ad. L.

compdgindtidn-em, 11. of action f. compdgind-re\

j

see prec. and -tio>\] The action of compaginating

;

j

a compaginated condition or structure.

1646 Brinsley Araxgnment 64 The word L^oTapTtc^eVoi]

1

properly signifieth Compagination, when the parts of a
thing are aptly joyncd together. 1650 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. led. a) 49 The entire or broken compagination
of the magneticall fabrick under it. 1655 Jer. Taylor Union
Necess. v. § 3 <R.) The body of sin, a compagination of
many parts and members, a 1691 Boyle Wks. II. 578 R.)
Concerning the unequal compagination of icy islands. 1843
W. Noble Swcdenborg's Hear. % Hell 11S511 85 The
nervous fibres, by compagination of which all the parts.,

are formed. 1883 Contcmp. Rev. June S24 The compagina-
tion of that miraculous structure, the human body.

Compagnie, -paigny, obs. ff. Ccmpany.
Compaignable, var. of Comparable a. Obs.

Compaine : see Compame.
Compainoun, -paignion, obs. ff. Companion.
Compair, obs. f. Compare.

f Compairand. Obs. Sc. [cf. Compare sbS,

and -and.] Compeer, rival.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 159 This ilk bischop. .In all

,

Britane of sanctitude and fame Had no compairand.

f Compame, the rending in some Chauuer MSS.,
for which the Ellesmere and HeDgwrt have com
pa me in three words

I
others com pame, compaine,

combame)
;
explained by Dr. A. J. Ellis and Prof.

Skeat as com ba me = ' come kiss me 1

: see Ha v.

c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 523 As help me god, it wol
nat oe com pa me [v.r. combame]. I loue another, and

i elles I were to blame, Wei bet than thee.

t Companatale, a- Obs. Forms : 4 compana-
bile, -pynabil, -pyn-, -peyn-, -paign-, 4-5
-payn-, 4-6 -pin-, 4-7 -pen-, 5 -paygnable,
-penabyll, -penabull, 6 cumpynable, -abul,

coumpinable, 4-7 companable. [a. OF. cum-,

compagnable, -aignable, f. compagnier to Company :

see -ble. Cf. the variant Companiable.]
Sociable, friendly, companionable.
a 1340 Hamkjle Psalter lxxvii. 56 Companabiletil mannys

kynde. c 1386 Chaucer Skipman's T. 4 Companable, and
reuerent was sche. 1386 Trevisa Higden Rolls) IV. 327
Compynable among hem self [inter se sociales]. ?ci4So
Horn 0/ K. Arthur no in Child Ballads (1861 I. 21 Ther
wyves hath ben merchandabull, And of ther ware compena-

bull. 1513 More Ediv. V, in Stow Annals 1502) 717 Hee
[Richard III] was .. outwardly coumpinable where he in-

wardly hated. 1538 Starkev England 1. i. U871) 13

Lyuyng togydder in a cumpynabul lyfe. 1607 Walkington
Opt. Glass xv. (1664) 155 His gracious, and compenable,

and vertuous mind. x6n Cotgr., Accompagnaole, com-
panable, sociable.

Hence t Compa^ableness, + Companably adv.

1580 Sidney A rcadia a 6221 169 Hiswordes [full] of hearty

companablenesse. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 333/4 To lyue

. .compaynably, contynently and humbly.

+ Co mpanage. Obs. Also 4 -penage, -per-

nage. fa. OF. companage, -penage (in med.L. com-

pandgium, Pr. companatge^ :—late L. compdnatic-

um, f. com- together with +pdn-is bread : see -age.

The corrupt form eompernage occurs also in med.L,
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compernagium : see Spelman.] Whatever is eaten
along with bread as an accompaniment or relish,

e.g. butter, cheese, meat, fish, iruit, salad ; = L.
obsdnium, Sc. 'kitchen '.

(It does not include drink, as wine, beer, milk.)
c 13*5 Pol. Sottas iCamden 18391 z4° Thah he ?eve hem

cattes-dryt To huere companage. c 1380 Wvclif Strut.
Sel. Wks. I. 19 bese fewe litil fishes hatpei hadden to com-
panage. 1387 xi evisa fligden (Rolls) I. 405 1 hey haue(>
growel to potage And a leke is skyn [MS. a a leke his kyn]
to compernage [Caxton companage]. 1679 Blount Anc.
Tenures 153 Every two workmen had three Boon-loaves
with Companage allowed them.

t Compana tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. com-

together pan-is 1 read +-ATION.J In Eucharistic
theory : The introduction or existence of Chiisi's

body along with the bread after consecration ; con-
substantiation.

1581 N. T. (Rhem.) 1 Tim. vi. 20 note, Their Compa-
nation, Impanation, Circumpanation, to auoid the true
Conuersion in the Eucharist.

t Compane, sb. Obs. rare. [a. F. compain
(now a schoolboy word) 'chum', orig. nom. of
compagnon Companion, q.v.] = Companion.
1643 Horn & Robotham Cute Lang. Unl. xliv. f 476

Some guide or compane that knoweth Weil the way.

t Compane, v. Obs. rare. In 4 5 cumpayne.
[a. OK. compaignier (3rd sing. compaigne

1 :—late L.
type compdniare, f. companium company, f. com-
together *pdnis bread : cf. Companion.] intr. To
as-ociat" with ; = Company v.

£1380 Wycuf Sel. IVks. III. 286 pei [prestis] wil not
dwelle wib hem . . to cumpayne, and seie here masse. 1599
Life Sir T. More in Wordsw. Eccl ISiog. (1853 II. 120
Companing with divers merchaunts of the still-yardc.

t Compa"niable, a. Obs. In 4 cumpanyable.
[an OK. cum-, compaignablc, -agitable, with ny for
gn mouille, which became simple « in the form
Companahle. j Sociable, friendly, companionable.
c 13a* Coer de L. 3805 Phelyp to hym was cumpanyable.

< 1440 Promp. Parv. 109/1 Companyable, or felawble, or
fcUwly, socinlis. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits x.
(1616 128 That he might be companiable and ciuile. 1630
Sanderson Serm, II. 276 A man, who whilst he was master
of his reason was quiet and companiable. 1793 J. Wil-
liams Earl 0/ Barrymm 23 His companiable points had
singular seduction. 1822 Coleridge in Blackw. Mag. XI.
12 Close behind him pla,hed and murmured the compani-
able stream.

Hence t Csmpa niableness.
1611 s Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. iv. XV.O6341 189 His re-

tirednesse was for prayer ; his companiablenesse \ed. 1796
companableness] was for preaching. 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Reb. vii. (1S43' 433/1 In all such encounters he [Falkland]
had about hiin a strange cheerlulness and compatibleness.
Companion (k/mprc-nyan), 1b. 1 Forms: 3-4
cornpainoun, 4 -aynoun, -aignyon, cum-
payngnoun, 5 companyoun, 6 com-, coora-
panyon, compaignion, Sc. -panijeon, 6- com-
panion, [a. OF. compaignon, -paction = Pr. com-
pagni, It. compagnone :-late L. companion-cm,
acc. of companio, whence It compagno, Pr. nom.
companh. OK. nom compain, -paing, -painz. The
late L. word is a deriv. of com- together + pan-is
bread (the formation as in "ET centtirto, libellio,

etc.!
; perh., as Diez thinks, after the -pattern of

Goth, gahlaiba, OllG. galeipo mess-mate, simi-
larly f. hlaib, leip, bread. The pi. conpanidnes,
and sb. of state conpdnium 'company' (of. L.

'

contubernium, convivium, etc.), ocour in the Salic
Law lxiii. j 1. in a MS. of c 800; in Romanic
conpagn (voc.) ojenrs in a gloss, of c 825 : see Diez.
(Besides these OF. had compaigne f.) company, comfiaigne,

eompaignesse {(.) female companion, compairnet, -et/e, dim.,
cotnpaignicr{m.) companion, and many derivatives.

']

1. One who associates with or accompanies
another; a mate ; a fellow.
i»97 R. Glouc (1734) 552 To be is cornpainoun, Wib him

to wende aboute. 13.. in Ret. Ant. II. 245 To Symon
cumpayngnoun ic habbe y-;yve power of disciplyne. 1474
Caxton Ckesse 107 His loyal felowe and companyoun.
1534 Ld. Berners Gold Bk. M. Aurel. 115461 E e viij, My
specyall freende and auncient compaignion. a 1535 More
On the Passion Wks. 1311/2 One companion of the com-
panye was a very false trayterous wretche. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 311 Throughout all Fraunce, sundne companies
went together robbyng and spoylyng the Countrie. and
they were called the Companions. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado 1. i. 72 Who is his companion now? He hath euery
month a new sworne brother. 1611 Cymb. v. v. 21 Arise
my Knights o' th' Battel), I create you Companions to
our person. 1653 Walton Angler 46 A companion that
feasts the company with wit and mirth. 1730 Pope Let. to
Gay Wks 1737 VI. 186 Companions I have enough, friends
few. 1863 Ruskik Afunera P. (1880) 164, I passed not
alone, but with a Companion.

b. An associate in, a sharer or partaker of
Companion-in-arms fellow-soldier.
i5»6 34 TWDALi Rett. i. 9, I Ihon youre brother and com-

panyon in tribulacion [so 1611]. 1552 Hlloet, Companion
in warres, sinstratiotes. Companion to an act, complices.
j6ix Cotgr., Compagnon d'artttes, a companion or fellow
in armes. 1635 Quarles Embl. it. ii. 17181 71 They that
were once companions in sin. 1667 Milton P. L. i. 76
There the companions of his fall . . He soon discerns. 175a
Johnson Rambler No. 205 r 4 The companions of his
retreat. 1864 Kingslev Rom. «$ Teut. iii. (1875 48 The
* thegns \ who lived and died as their companions-in-arms.

+ c. An associate at table or at the bottle
;
esp.

in boon companion (F. bon compagnon, see Boon
a.), formerly also \ good companion, good fellow,
1566-1884 [Bone, boone, boon c. : see Boon a. 4]. 1568

Grafton Chron. II. 730 At every table were., five or sixe
gentlemen, of the best companyons of the whole countrey.
Ibid. 733 The Cardinall was a good companion, and a Chap-
layne meete for suche a daliyng pastyme. 1653 [see i],

•j" 2. One of two or more associated in some
specific or legal relation : a colleague, partner, etc.

Often, like partner \ * consort
,

applied to a
wife. Obs.

153S Coverdalr Malachi ii. 14 Yet is she thyne owne
companyon and maried wife. 1552 Huloet, Companion or
felowe in office, collega. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 129 a.
Adjudged before . . sir Robert Danbye late chief justice of
the common place, and his compaignions. 259a West
Symbol. 1. g 26 The same socu-tie is in the goods and thinges
of all the companions. 1618 Wither Motto Wks. 1633-524,
I have no meaning, whensoere I wed, That my companion
shall become my head. 1642 Perkins Prof. Bk iii. \ 220
If two joynt tenants are in fee and one of them doth enfeoff
a stranger of the whole against the will of his companion.
1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 81 (.Here] by the king's com-
panion is meant his wife.

y. fig. of things. Often as a title of books of
reference; a vade-mecum.
1577 B. G00GE Heresbach's Ifusb. 1. '1586) 2 b, In Trees,

Plantes, and Beastes . . these dumbe companions. 1716 E.
Hatton [ti le , Comes Commercii, or the Trader's Com-
panion. 1859 Halliwkll& Wright Nares* Closs. Pref. 4
It is a necessary companion to the dramatic writers. 1882
Pebodv Eng. Journalism xviii. 140 With no companion but
a pocket compass.

t 4. As a term of familiarity or contempt. Cf.
* fellow \ (Cf. Ger. gcselle, F. petit companion.)
1581 Rich Fareivetl (Shaks. Soc.' 172 This companion

accused Gonsales upon his owne words unto the freendes of
Agatha. 1507 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, n. iv. 132, I scorne you,
scuruie Companion. 1x16x8 Raleigh F.ss. (J.\ It gives
boldness to every petty companion, to spread rumours to
my defamation. 1671 H M. tr. Erasm. Col oq. 130 Thou
jeering companion, how thou art still th.i same man, like thy
self! 1764 Foote Mayor 0/ C. \. 7 Insolent companion!
had I been here, I would have mittimus'd the rascal at
once.

6. A member of an order of knighthood : origin-

ally a general term now indicating the lowest
grade; as Companion of the Bath V C. BO, Com-
panion of the Star of India <Z. S. I.). (See Com-
mander 4.)

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 695 Kche beyng companion of
others order : for the king wore the golden Fleece, & the
Duke [of Burgundy! w»re the Garter. 1725 Stat. 0/ tlie

Bath 4 This order shall consist of the Sovereign, and of
Thirty five other Companions. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 24/1
[Bulletin of Jan. 2, 1815] The third class to be composed of
officers holding commissions in his Majesty's service by sea
or land, who shall be styled companions of the said order.

6. Used to translate F. compagnon or Ger.
gcselle^ journeyman. (Cf. companionships
1776 [see Companionship 2]. 1864 Kikk Chas. Bold\. 11.

i. 446 Whether as apprentices, ' companions,' or masters,
they were all members of a guild.

7. A person who lives with another in need of
society, and who, though receiving remuneration,
is treated rather as a friend and equal than as an
inferior or servant. (Now usually of women.)
1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. xxxii, He now resides in quality of

companion at a relation's house. 1883 F. M. Crawford
Dr. Claudius viii. izi The proper aspect of the lady-com-
panion 1885 Law Times Rep. LI 1 1. $h Miss F. P. . . his
late step-daughter's friend and companion.
8. A thing which matches or resembles another,

e.g. one of a pair or set of pictures. (Cf. 9 b.)

1762 71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anted. Paint. {1786' IV. 52
At Hamburgh he began a companion to it. 1875 Fortnum
Maiotiia xi. 106 A companion of a plate preserved in the
Louvre.

9. attrib. and quasi-rt^'. a. of persons. Com-
panion cavalry, the horse-guards in the Mace-
donian army (oi iratpot).
c 1590 Marlowe Eaust. vi. 92, I am Lucifer, And this is

my coinpauion-prince in hell. 1593 Shaks. Rich. It, 1. iii.

93 Most mighty Liege, and my companion Peeres. 1608 —
Per. v. i, 78 Provided That none but I and my companion
maid Be suffer'd to come near him. 1856 Grote Greece tL
xciii. XII. 221 The fierce onset of Alexander with the
compa nion-caval ry.

b. of things. (Cf. sense 8.)

1844 Disraeli Coning'sby vi. vii, The first unhappiness—
what a companion piece for the first love. 1850 Mrs.
Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863 1 342 The companion
p cture was tne 1 St. Elizabeth '. 1875 Jowett Plato ed. 2)

I. 7 The companion Dialogues of the Lysis and Laches.
1885 Law Titnes 23 May 63/2 A companion volume.

10. Comb., as companion-like.
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urattia 327 My Lord took e him, to

bee his companion-like seruant. ibid. 341.

Companion ' kfTmpce-nyan), sb.- Naut. [cf.

T)u. kompanje, now usually kampanje, * quarter-

deck * (i.e. above the cabin in the old ships of the
line), in Kilian (1598) kompanghe, Witsen (1671)
kompagne. Diet, de Marine (1702) kompanie, cor-

resp. to OF. eompagtie 'chambre du majordome
d'une galere* (LittreS), It. compagna

y more fully

chambre de la compagne, camera delta compagna,
expl. by Jal as 'chambre aux vivres journaliers,

cambuse ' (see Caboose^ from It. and mcd.L.

compagna, OCat. companya - Companage, com-
pantiticum, 'vivres, provisions de bouche' (Jal).
The (camt ra delta) Compagna was thus originally the

pantry or store-room of provisions in the mediaeval galley,
found already in 14th c. Pantero-Pantera, A rmata Navale
(Rome 1613) iv. 45, describes it as * la camera della Cam-
pagna, che serve come una dispensa, nella quale sta il vino,
il companatico, cioe carne salata, il formaggio, l'oglio,
l'aceto, i salumi, e l'altre robbe simili ' (Jal'. The name
has passed in Du. and Eng. to other structures erected on
the deck. In Eng. corrupted by sailors into conformity with
Companion 1 (to which it is indeed related in origin).]

4 The framing ai d sash-lights upon th^ quarter-deck
or round-hou.se, through which light pa>ses to the
cabins and decks below ; a sort ot wooden hood
placed over the entrance or staircase of the master's
cabin in small ships' (Simth Sailors Word-bk.).
Sometimes short for companion-ladder. -way ^see b).
1762 Falconer Shifwr. 11. 243 Companion, binnacle, in

floating wreck With compasses and glasses strew'd the
deck. 1769 — Diet. Marine 11789' Companion^ a sort of
wooden porch placed over the entrance or stair-case of the
master's cabin 111 a merchant-ship. 1849 1Lust. Lond. Xews
13 Oct. 244 A very pretty companion, or round house [of
steam yachtj. 1869 Lady Barker Station Life N. Zealand
i. 1 874

1
3, 1 have been in the cuddy when a sea found its way

down the companion. 1880 Daily Tel. 7 Sept., The time-
keeper, who sits at the head of the companion.

b. Comb j as companion- door, -hasp, -stairs;

companion-hatch, -head, a wooden covering over
the staircase to a cabin; companion-hatchway,
an opening in the deck leading to a cabin ; com-
panion-ladder, a ladder leading from the deck to
a cabin ; also, 'the ladder by which the officers

ascend to, and descend from, the quarter-deck';
companion-way, 1 the staircase, porch, or berth-
ing of the ladder-way to the cabin ' y Adm Smyth).
1823 Scoresby Jml. N. IVhale Fishery 43 We . kept

the *companion-door constantly closed. 1854 H. Miller
Sch. <y Schm. 11858' 16 He had just laid his hand on the
*companion-hasp to undo the door. Ibid. 17 The fearful
wave swept her 'companion-head, .cleanly offby the deck.
1836 Marrvat Midsh. Easy xxiv, Jack . . put the porter on
the 'companion hatch, c i860 H. Stvart Seaman s Catech.
72 The 'companion hatchway, for the convenience of the
officers. 1830 Scott Demottol. x. 363 The instant he got
up the 'companion-ladder he heard a splash in the water.
1816 ' Qliz ' Grand Master 1. 8 Mounting the 'companion
stairs 1840 R. Dana Bff. Mast xxxii, 'Sail ho !' shouted
the captain down the 'companion-way to the passengers.

Companion k^mpsenyan), v. [f. prec. sb.1

Cf. F. compagnonner ' to accompanie, associate,

consort, be familiar . . with ' (Cotgr.%]

f 1. trans. To make companion or fellow. Obs.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <\ CI. 1. ii. 30 Finde me to marrie me

with Octauius Czsar, and companion me with my Mistris.
1803 Jane Porter Thaddens xlviil (1831) 434 footnote. It

seems to belong to the brave heart of every country.. to
companion itself with his war steed.

2. To go or be with as a companion ; to accom-
pany, lit. and fig

.

1622 F. Markham Bk. War L iv. 14 The actions and
words of Souldiers must thus bee compannioned with honor.
1748 Richardson Clarissa n8tn IL 1. 5 He bowed to the
ground, and would have taken my hand . . I did not like to
be so companioned ; I withdrew my hand. x8i8 Keats
Etidyttt. iv. 137 Methinks 'twould be a guilt, a very guilt,

Not to companion thee. 1853 Rlskin Stones Ven, II. iv.

57 His statue . . still companions the winged lion on the
opposing pillar of the piazzeita.

3. intr. To associate, consort, or keep company.
1845 Mrs. S. C. Hall H'hiteboy viii. 68 Many wondered

that Air. G. permitted his daughter to companion so much
with such a girl. 1888 G. Gissing Life's Atom. III. 102 It

needs a long time before the heart can companion only with
memories.

Compa nionabi'lity. Companionableness.
1889 Srt-ctator 9 Nov. 637/2 The fidelity and companion-

ability of the dog.

Companionable tk^mpsenyanab'l), a. [t

Companion v. or sb. 4- -able. The word has taken
the place of the earlier Companable, -iable.]

1. Fitted for companionship ; sociable
; agree-

able as a companion, pleasant in society or con-
versation. Said of persons, their dispositions, etc.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xxxvi. 60 Man ..was by
Nature made a Creature companionable. Ibid. VU xlix. 256
A Companionable Life. 1640 Walton Life Donne (T.\
His very words and looks, .moulded them into a companion-
able sadness, a 167a Clarendon Hist. Reb. viii (J.), He
had a more companionable wit, and swayed more among
the good fellows. 1796 Windham Speeches Part. <i8i2> L
386 Some [dogs] were retained, .for their companionable
qualities. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxv, The insides con-
trived to be very companionable all the way.

2. Of things : Fitted to 1^0 with or match, rare.

1823 Lamb Elia (i860' 186 To have thrown in his benedic-
tion, ay, and his mite too, for a companionable symbol.
1879 G. Meredith Egoist I. xviii. 323 She had the . . art of
dressing to suit the season and the sky. To-day the art was
ravishingly companionable with her sweetly-lighted face.

Companionableness. [f- prec. + -mss.]
The quality of being companionable.
1671 Clarendon Dial. Tracts 11727) 217 That companion-

ableness in which the Alderman magnifies himself towards
his children, a 1674 — Hist. Reb. 11704^ III. xiv. 453 He
[Sir J. Wagstaff] had a great companionableness in his

nature. 1754 Richardson Grandison 11781) II. xi. 132.

1889 Unw. Rev. Sept. 35 Wanting one wifely charm, The
magic of companionableness.



COMPANIONABLY. 707 COMPANY.

Compa nionaMy, adv. [f. as prec. + -lt.2] In

a companionable manner.
1671 Clarendon Dial. Tracts {1727) 289 Live companion-

ably with my children. 1815 Jane Austen Emma it. vi,

He had been sitting with her most companionably at

home. 1853 Bailey mystic, A heaven wherein companion-
ably to dwell.

Companionage (VmpDe-nysned^). [f. Com-
panion sb. 1 + -age. Cf. F. compagnonnage.']

1. Companionship, rare.
1886 Burton A rub. Nts. labr. ed.) I. 135 We sat convers-

ing and carousing in companionage.

2. The body of (Knight) Companions ; a list or

account of these. (After peerage, etc.)

1883 Academy 17 Mar. 185/1 The last section of the work
['Debrett'], styled 'Companionage'. 1884 Bookseller 5

Apr. 356/2 ' Debrett ' is not only a Peerage, it is a Baronet-

age, a Knightage, and a Companionage.

t Companionate, «. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-ate 2

.J
Companioned, accompanied.

1657 S. W. Schism Dispach't 470 Arationally-compamon-
ate minde.

Companioned (k^mpfe-nysnd),///. a. [f. Com-

panion sb. L and v. + -ED.] Having, or accompanied

by, a companion or companions.
1820 Keats Lamia 357 Companion'd or alone. 1823 J.

Wilson Marg. Lyndsay xliv. Solitary night, and.,
companioned day. 1889 G. Meredith in Salt Life J. Thom-
son 180 A more companioned life.

f Compa'nioness. Obs. rare- 1
, [see -ess,

and cf. OF. compaignesse.] A female companion.
1691 Ed. Tavlok tr. Behmen's Theos. Philos. 332 And so

[Faith] is the Companionness or Play-fellow of Sophia, the

Wisdom of God. 1830 W. Taylor Genu. Poetry III. 134

Baron Wildenhain had seduced and abandoned the com-
panioncss of his mother.

Compa nionliood. [f. Companion sb.i +
-hood.] = Companionship ; esp. in sense 3.

186a Merivale Rom. Emp. (18651 IV. xxxvi. 260 The
literary companionhood which surrounded the board of

Maecenas. 1877 T. Sinclair Mount 196 Attitudinising.,

creatures, like too many of the companionhood.

Companionize (k^mpae'nyanaiz), v. [f. as

prec. + -ize.] trans. To act as companion to.

1883 "Jrnl. Educ. x Dec. 402 [Advt.]She would be willing

. . to converse with and companionise young people. 1888

Besant Herr Paithts III. xii. 223 To travel around with a
show, .to companionise a two-headed nightingale.

Compa nionless, a. Without a companion.
1805 Wordsw. Prelude iv. (1851' 82 Companionless, No

dog attending, by no staff sustained, He stood. 1848

C. Bronte J. Eyre xvii, There she sat and sewed, .as com-
panionless as a prisoner in his dungeon.

Companionly (k^mparny3nli\ a. rare, [see

-LY 1
: cf. friendly .] Like or befitting a companion.

1890 Daily JVezvs 18 Apr. 5/2 The last trace of the com-
panionly feeling.

Companionment (kpmpce'nyanment). rare.

[f. Companion v. +-ment.] The action of com-
panioning ; accompaniment.
1881 Spectator 12 Feb. 207 A strong Land Act, without

the companionment of a strong Coercion Act.

Compa*nionry. Chiefly Sc. ? Obs. [f. Com-
panion s6. 1 + -kT.J = Companionship.
1606 tr. Rollock's 1 Thess. 252 (Jam.) Companionry is

wondrous good, I should do as others do. 1637 Rutherford
Lett. No. 147 118621 I. 345, I beseech and obtest you .. to

make conscience of. .needless companionry. 1652 Urqu-
hart fewefWks. (1834)239 Good fellowship and Baccha-

nalian compagnionry. 1710 Palmer Proverbs 16 The love

of wine, which has the pretence of good companionry.

Companionship (Vmpse-nyanfip). [f. Com-
panion .y<M + -ship.]

1. The state or relation of being a companion

;

association of persons as companions
;
fellowship.

(Also said of things.)

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John x. (R.), As there is

an exact companionship of power betwene my father and
me ; so there is a full consent of will. 1607 Shaks. Timon
1. i. 251 'Tis Alcibiades, and some twenty Horse All of
Companionship. — Cor. m. ii. 49 That it shall hold Com*
panionship in Peace With Honour, as in Warre. 1816

Byron Ch. Har. in. xiii, The desert, forest, cavern, breaker's

foam, Were unto him companionship. 1859 Geo. Eliot
A. Bede 59 So as to bring the red brick into terms of
friendly companionship with the limestone ornaments. 1862

Lvtton Str. Story I. 116 She may miss the cheerful com-
panionship of. .young ladies of her own age.

b. with
1862 R. Vaughan Eng. Nonconf. 127 Amidst the felon

companionships of the common jails, 1870 Lightfoot Ep.
Phil. (i83j) 169 To transfer to St. Peter the companionships
and achievements of St. Paul. 1881 Bible lAmer. Revis.)

1 Cor. xv. 33 Evil companionships corrupt good morals.

2. As trans, of Ger gesellenschaft (r\ compagnon-
nage): The state of being a journeyman.
1776 Adam Smith IV. N. i. x. (18691 L 127 He must, .serve

five years more as a journeyman. During this latter term
he is called the companion of his master, and the term itself

is called his companionship.
3. A body of companions ; spec, in Printing, a
company of compositors working together under
the management of a * clicker elected by them-
selves.

1824 J. Johnson TyPogr. II. xiii. 482 In companionships
no man should be suffered to hold too large a taking ofcopy.
1865 Reader 19 Aug. iqq The sponge fishery.. is chiefly
carried on by companionships of from twenty to thirty boats,
for mutual support and protection. 1883 Fortn. Rev. Apr.

489 The manuscript is given to a number of men who are

arranged in a group, which is called a 'companionship',

and these are, or ought to be, occupied continuously on the

book till it is done.

4. The dignity of a Companion in an order of

knighthood.
1870 Daily Nczus 19 Jan., Five Companionships are also

distributed. 1879 Queen's Regul. in Navy List July (1882)

486/2 The buckle of the Companionship of the Bath.

Company timpani), sb. Forms: 3 com-
painie, 3-5 compaygni(e, -paigny(e, -ie,

-payny(e, 3-7 companyo, -ie, 4 compagnie,
-peynye, -ie, -payne, 6 compeigny, -pani, (5

compeney ,
-pony, 6 -penie, -pene), 4- company

;

I also 4 cumpaignye, -paynye, -peny, 4-5 cum-
1 pany e, 5 cumpane, 6 -painy, -pane. [a. OF.
cum-, compaignie^ -pagnic, -pegnie, in AFr. com-

paynie (^Britton\ - Pr. companhia, Cat. companyia,

Sp. compania, Pg. companhia, It. compagnia, a

Romanic formation in -la on stem com-pagn- : see

Companion. OF. had also compagne, compaigne,

compaine (:—Rom. type compa-nia, compagnd),
(

which is app. represented by compaynes in sense 8.]
\

1. Companionship, fellowship, society; f also
|

transf. of things. In company : in the society of

others, amidst other people, as opposed to alone
;

falso, altogether, in all [obs.).

c 1250 Old Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. (1872) 31 Deseu[e]rd

of bo compainie of gode and of alle his angles. 1340 Ham-
!

pole Pr. Consc. 6844 In whas company pai sal ay duelle.

' *393 GowR* Con/. III. 72 To take His compaigny. c 1440
Gesta Rom. 11. xiv. (Roxb.) 312 My sone . . be wele ware of

womans companye. 1568 Guafton Chron. II. 372 Vet

before we come there, we shall not be three hundreth in

,
companie. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. iii. 54 Most glad of your

j

Company. 1655 Glrnall Chr. in Arm. xv. § 2 (1669) 111/2

i

That we may be rid of both your companies at once. 1711

I Addison Sped. No. 90*7, I was often in Company with
I a Couple of charming Women. 1872 E. Peacock Mabel
i

Heron II. i. 2 His desire for his sister's company. 1882 J.

I

Parker Apost. Life I. 85, I thank God I can walk out in

company !

fig. a 1639 Wotton RulesofArch. C1676* 9 Dorique pillar

' ..known by his place when he is in Company, and by the

!
peculiar Ornament of his Frize . . when he is alone.

b. Phrases. To bear, -fdo, ^hold. keep i,a person)
j

i company: to give a person one's company; to
' accompany. To part {flose) company {with) : to

|

I
cease to be companions, or a companion of. For

j

company : for company's sake.

C1300 Behet 990 If eni so wod were, That Seint Thomas
j

j

consaillede and cumpaignye here, c 1330 Ii. Brunne Chron.
\

j

(18101 73 Scho bare him company, c 1374 Chancer Troylus

I

in. 347 This which thou me dost for companie. ^1385 —
L. G. IV. 1404 HipsiphUe Medea, Dide hym al honour

; & compaynye. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 415/3 Anthonye
j

j

whyche wrote hys Tyf and helde hym companye. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas. 11. vii, These greyhoundes shal kepe

j

I you company. 1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4521/1 The Anglesea
1

and Sunderland lost Company with us. 1720 De YotCapt.
j

' Singleton vii. (1840) 116 If gold .. did not. .cause us to part
'

companies. 1732 Port Ess. Man 1. 112 His faithful dog
j

shall bear him company. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 34 The
1

little wife would weep for company. 1884 W. C. Smith Kild-
j

rostan 72 It is her place to keep me company. 1886 Morley !

Patiison's Mem. in Crit. Misc. III. 171 Our instructor parts
j

company from us too soon.

C. To keep company {with) : to associate with,

frequent the society of ;
esp. {vulgar and dial.) to

associate as lovers or as a lover, to 1 court \

1568 Grafton Chron. 11. 730 To drinke and make good
cheere, and keepe company with them. 1598 Shaks. Merry
W. in. it. 73 The Gentleman is of no hauing, hee kept

companie with the wilde Prince. 1611 Bible i Cor. v. 11.

1715-25 W. Broome Odyssey (J. s. v. Keep\ She could not

approve of a young woman keeping company with men,
without the permission of father or mother. 1861 Dickens
Gt. ExPect. vii, I offered to your sister to keep company,
and to be asked in church. 1861 Sala Twice round Clock

112 The young women with whom I have (to adopt the

term current in domestic service) 'kept company'. 1873
Tristram Moab xiii. 2 ifiThe oleanders and the water always

keeping company, and preserving each other.

d. Proverbial expressions, as His room is better

than his company, Two's company, three's none.

Company in dish-ess makes trouble less.

1617 Hieron Wks. (1619-201 II. 254 We would rather haue
his roome then his companie. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. I.

113 We had rather have their Room than their Company.
173a T. Fuller Gnomol. (Hazl.), Two is company, but three

is none. 1880 Mrs. Parr Adam $ Eve ix. 124 'Two'scom-
pany and three's trumpery, my dear*.

f 2. Sexual connexion. Obs.

C1386 Chaucer Knts. T. 1453 Noght wol I knowe the

compaignye of man. 1483 Caxton G.de la Tour 3 Thamar
that had company with her husbondes fader. 1549 Latimer
2nd Serm. bef. Edw. K/lArb.) 56 He hadde no bodilye

companie wyth hyr. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farm
vii. xxxiv, The female . . ceaseth . . to admit the companie

of the male.

3. concr. A number of individuals assembled or

associated together ; an assemblage, party, or

band ; esp. one of retainers or followers : a retinue

or train ; also, of beasts or birds.

c 1290 Lives Saints (1887^ 88 pe compaygnie bat . . to hire

cam. a 1300 A'. Horn 879 Horn and his compaynye Gunne
after hem. c 1340 Cursor M. 3992 1 Fairf. ) Of folke ij com-

pany's comis with me. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 24 Well nine

and twentie in a compagnie Of sondry folk. 1393 Gower
Conf.lU. 111 The lusty compaignie Of foules by the morwe

singe. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer 2 The gloryous
company of the Apostles. x6n Bible Song Sol. i. 9 A
company of horses in Pharaohs chariots. 165a Needham
tr. Selden's Mare CI. 99 A companie of above thirtie the

most eminent among them [Lawyers]. 1864 Couch Brit.

Pishes III. 158 It [Turbot] appears to wander.. in small

companies. 1870 L'Estrangl: Miss Mil'ford I. ii. 37 The
company in the inside [of the coach], .bein^ tolerably quiet.

tb. An assemblage, collection, or multitude of

things. Obs.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1.(1586) 27 It putteth

out a great company of small rootes. 1605 T. Hutton
Reason for Refusal 41 An infinite company of the like

instances might be giuen. 1621 Burton Auat. Mel. 11. iii.

VII. (1651I 359 Cotys . . that brake a company of fine glasses

presented to him. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. vii.

203 The infinite company of Islands lying between the

Continent of China and Nova Guinea.

f c. Formerly great company, and the like, were

used in the sense of 4 a great number ' : cf. colloquial

* great lot '. Obs.

a 1275 Prov. sElfred xxxiv. 709 in O. E. Misc. 138 puru
bis lore and genteleri, he amendit huge companie. 1297

R. Glouc. 11724) 370 Gret ccmpaynye of hey men. .were po

in Scotlonde. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 160 Scho.. saw com gret

compaynye Of fair maidens.

4. collect. Persons casually or temporarily brought

into local association, travelling companiorship,

etc. More loosely, with the notion of companion-

ship obscured, ' People such as prevent solitude or

privacy'; and so applicable to a single person.

Obs. exc. as referred to 5.

c 1440 York Myst. xx. 12 Hamward I rede we hye . . Be-

cause of Company pat will wende in oure waye. ^1540
Pitgr. T. 168 in J hvune's A nimadv. 1865 82, I wasmy-selue,

& company had non. 154a Boorde Dyetary xxxii. 11870*

294 Where there is great resorte of company. .111 churche,

in sessyons, and market-places. 1596 Shaks. Tarn, Shr. iv.

v. 26 But soft, Company is comming here. \_EnterVinccntio.\

1693 Luttkell BriefRet. » 1857 III. 18 Com] any coming in,

they made off, and left the dead man behind on LJiackheaih.

1722 fount, thro' Eng. I. 76 Its [Hampstcad's] nearness

to London brings so many loose Women . . that modest

Company are asham'd to appear here. Mod. I hoped we
should be private here, but I find we have company.

b. The person or persons with whom one volun-

tarily or habitually associates; compunons or

associates collectively, esp. with reference to their

character ; in various phrases, as To know a man
by his company, to keep good or bad company, to be

addicted to low company, etc.

1601 Dent Pathiv. Heaven 312 As a man is, so is his com-

pany. 1620 Shelton Quix. III. xxiii. 162 You shall know
the Parson by his Company. 1770 Burke Pres. Discont.

Wks. 1042 I. 152 Unfortunate in the choice of his political

company.
fig. 1633G. Herbert Temple, Church-porch xxiii, Houses

are built by rule, and common-wealths. .Who lives by rule

thin, keeps good companie.

c. Good company, bad company, and the like,

are said of one or more person^ with refeience to

their companionable qualities ; also fig. oi things.

1637 Sir H. Blount Voy. Levant (ed. 2 8 Drinke. which

made them fitter company for the Divell, then t or a Christian.

1653 Walton Angler 2 Good company makes the way
seem shorter. Ibid. 46 At Trout-Hal .

.
there is usually an

Angler that proves good company. 1670 Eachabd Cent.

Clergy 36 Now, such stuff [Greek and Latin] being out of

fashion, is esteemed but very bad company. 1712 Steele

Spect. No. 462 p 1 He is very pleasant Company. 1845

Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 47 No company is better than bad

company. 1870 Emerson Soc. <$ Solit. Wks. iBohiv III. 3

Dante was very bad company, and was never invited to

dinner. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster x\. 261 He [tl.e dog]

was now my constant company.

5. A gathering of people for social intercourse or

entertainment ; a social party ; a circle. Formerly

a reunion or assembly of more public character.

[1:1325 Kindh. fesmj2-j in O. E. Leg iHorstm.1875), Win
bigantofailUTo bat ilke compaygni.] 1653 Walton Angler

46 Another of the company that shall be nameless. 1665

Boy el Occas. Refl. v. ix.<i675 328 As welcome as she is unto

the best Companies. 1727 Swift Gulliver n. i. 103 Drank to

her ladyship's health . . which made the company laugh. 1774

Chesterf. Lett. I. Advt. 14 He presumed his Son might

thereby be domesticated in the best foreign companies,

180a Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (18161 1. 219 Talked of .

.

in public companies at.. Berlin. 1851 Helps Friends in C. I,

1, 1 can add little or nothing to the pleasure of any company.

b. (without a or pi.). Guests collectively ; one

or more persons invited or entertained.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.> 45 My company stay my com-

ming. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. u. 2 Ihey had more

company than wine. 173a Bekkeley Alciphr. vii. § 34

Company came in, which put an end to our conversation.

1775 Johnson Let. Mrs. '1 hrale 10 June, Hector had com-

pany in his house. 1883 Lloyd Ebb % Flow II. 97, I see

some more company arriving.

C. Society, arch. {attrib.\ see 10.)

1576 Fleming Panop. Epist. 372 Ignoraunce is suche an im.

pediment in man . . it maketh him unfit for good companie.

a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. (1690) 73 To put on better Ap-

parel when he appears in Company. (11700 Dryden ij >,

Conversation with the best company of both sexes. 1767

Fordyce Serm. Yng. Women ied. 4' I. i. 26 To let them see

Company. 1806 7 J. Beresford MiseriesHurn. Life 1 1826)

vi. Conch, The practice of 'going into company as the

phrase is. ,

*

d. In the phrase To transgress, etc., in good

company there is association of senses 4 and 5.

1817 Edin. Mag. Aug., Though it was a disgrace for ladies

to be seen drunk, yet it was none to be a little intoxicated
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in good company. x888 M. Morris Claverlwuse L 6 In
this respect at least Claverhouse -sinned in good company.
x888 R. P. Laurie in Times 17 Aug. 8/6 If I am wrong, I

have erred in very good company.
6. A body of persons combined or incorporated

for some common object, or for the joint execution

or performance of anj thing ; esp. a mediaeval trade

guild, and hence, a corporation historically repre-

senting >uch, as in the London ' City Companies \
1389 in Eng. Gilds 1870 35 The dettes bat he owen to

Alderman & be compayne. 1497-8 Old City Acc. Bk. in

Archseot. Jmt. XI III A writing sealid by the hoole

Compeigny. 1535 Hury Witls\\Zy>^ 125, 1 gyff and bequethe
to the company of I he cotege in Bury. 1540 Act 32 1/en. VIII.

c. 42 § 4 Except hee be a Freeman of the same Corporation
and Company, a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. VL v. § 9 The
bequeathing of . . ample possessions to religious companies.

1839 Penny Cycl XIV. 118/2 In the city of London there
are 89 companies or guilds, eight of which are practically
extinct. . Most of the companies possess what is called a
livery. 1868 Bright Sp. on Ireland 14 March, I never
h--ard of much good that was done by all the money of the
London Companies. 1884 Daily NnusS3 Sept. 3/2 [Hopping]
It takes ten persons and five bins to make a 'company',
two persons working to a bin.

b. A party of players, a theatrical corps ; for-

merly also a band of musicians.

1503 in Leland Coll. (17701 III. App. 265 Amonge the saide

lordes and the qweene was in order Johannes and his com*
pan ye, the minstrills of musicke, etc. 1613 in Crt. *fTimes
fas. I 18481 I. 253 Burbage's company were acting at the

Globe the play of Henry VIII. 1716 Lady M. W. Mon*
tague Lett, xviii, The king's company of French comedians
play here every night. 11734 DcNNll ij.>, There were
seven companies of players in the town. 187a MOKLEV
Voltaire 18861 1x1 1'he rigour of the rule did not forbid

theatrical performances, when any company, even a com-
pany of marionettes, name into the neighbourhood

7. Commerce. An association formed to carry on
some commercial or industrial undertaking.
'When there are only a few individuals associated, it is

most commonly called a copartnery, the term company
being usually applied to large associations. . who conduct
their operations by means of agents acting under the orders
of a Board of directors '

<M cCulloch Did. Comm. s.v>.

Exclusive or Joint Stock Company: one having a certain

amount ofJoiNTSroCK q.v.)divided into transferable shares,

and managed for the common advantage of the shareholders
by a body of responsible directors.

Open or Regulated Company : one which does not possess

a joint stock, the members trading on their own stock and
at their own risk. Chartered Company : see Chartered.
Limited (Liability Company: one in which the liability

of the members is limited, usually to the amount of capital

subscribed by each.

John Company (the East India Company) : see John.
X553 Xote in Hakluyt r*oy. 1589' 265 The mysteree and

company of the Marchants Aduenturers of the Citie of
London. 1599 Minute-bit. E. hid. Co. in H. Stevens Dawn
Brit Trade 1886 10 That ther LI. would . geave the Com-
panie a warraunt to proceade in the viage. 1694 Child Disc.

Trade fed. 4I no Companies of Merchants are of two sorts,

viz. Companies in joint stock, such as the East- India-Com-
pany, the Morea-Company . and the Greenland-Company
..the other sorts are Companies who trade not by a joint

stock, but only are under a government and regulation, such
are the Hamborough-Company, the Turkey•Company, the

Eastland-Company, the Musco.ia-Company. 1776 Adam
Smith (f. A', v. i. 1869 II. 325 In a joint-stock company
..each member can transfer his share to another person,

and thereby introduce a new member. 1800 [see Chartered
ij, 1855 ^1ACA^;LAV Hist. Eng. III. xvi, The Mall. . is lined

by the stately houses of banking companies, railway com-
panies, and insurance companies. 1863 Burton Bk. Hunter
251 Scott used to say that the Bannatyne Club was the only
successful joint-stock company he ever invested in 1889
Times Dec, The South Metropolitan Gas Company and
the Stokers' Strike.

b. The partner or partners in a firm whose names
are not included in the style or title

;
generally

contracted to Co., Comp.
1569 DeAos John Hawkins in Arb. Gamer V. 231 The

said Sir William Garrard and Company, did also then pro-
vide, prepare, and lade in those snips much wares. 1677
Lond. Direct. 1878, Edw. Clark and Compa. Cheap side.

Ibid., Mr. Sherbrook, Company, with Mr. Clark in Cheap-
side. 1877 title , A Catalogue of Standard Works published
by Ch irles Griffin & Company. See Co.
\con emptuous 1 1757 Chesterf. Lett. IV. 92 He is re-

solved to make a push at the Duke of N . Pitt, and Co.

8. ftftl. a. A body of soldiers ; f a host, a troop.

c 1380 Wvcuf Wks. 118801 58 A prest. . is an aungel of he
lord of compaynes. c 1450 I'oc. in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 562/30
Alnris, a company of hors. X535 Coverdale Judg. vii. 20
All the thre companies blewe with y trompettes, and brake
the pitchers. X636 Blunt I'oy. Levant 6 The Venetians .

.

keepe it with strong companies both of Horse and Foot.

1651 Hobbes La'ia-'h. B, xx. 105 A very small company of
souldiers, surprised by an army. 17*7 51 Chambers Cycl.
s.v., The French. .al<o have theirfree companies who never
enter the body of any regiment, and companies of ordon-
nance who. consist of the gendarmes and light-horse. 1874
Biutell Arms 4 Arm. vii. 101 At the first each body,
uniform and complete in itself, tormed a company.

b. spec. A sub-division of an infantry regiment
commanded by a captain, and corresponding to a
troop of hors* and a battery of artillery.

Independent company : 'A Company of Foot-Soldiers.,
thit is not im'-odyM in a Regiment 1

< Kersey 1708 .

1590 Sir J. Smvth Disc. Weapons 7 Such great lands, .are

. .readie. .to ber employed in whole compan es under their

Captaines. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. If, 1 v. ii. 46 There's not a Shirt
and a halfe in all my Company. 1548 Barret Theor. Warres
it. L 15 The Campe-maister deuides his regiment into com-
panies. 164a Declar. Lords <V Com. for Raising Forces
23 Dec. 7 That the Dragooners be put into Companies, And

that one hundred and twelve be allotted to a Company.
1644 Milton h.duc. U738 137 To the convenience of a foot

company, or interchangeably two Troops of Cavalry. 1721

De Foe Col. Jack U840) 242, I . sold my company in the.

.

regiment. 1844 Regul. <fr
Ord. Army 135 Captains are to

pay their own Troops and Companies.

9. Naitt. fa. A fleet of merchant vessels. Obs.

1530 Palscr. 207/2 Company or meyny of shippes, ftotte.

1751 Chambers Cycl., Company of Ships . . a fleet of mer-
chant-vessels, who make a kind of charter-party among
themselves . . they engage not to emit one another, but to

defend each other reciprocally, during their voyage. These
associates, in the Mediterranean, are called conserves.

b. (in full ships company) 'The whole crew

of any ship, including her officers, men, and boys.'

1610 Shaks. Temp. n. ii. 178 The King, and all our com-
pany eUe being dround. 1667 Pepvs Diary {1879I IV. 444
Two of our ship's companies did desert their ship. 1694
Narborouch Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711 1 43, I doubted
not the success of my Voyage, though the Company thought
twould be dangerous. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1840 II ix. 213
The. .ship's company consisted of sixty-five men. 1836
Marrvat Midsh. Easy xxvii, The ship's company were
mustered.

10. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 5) company-
china, -face, -manners, -trim

; (sense 7) company-
account, -fumi, -promoting ; (sense 8) company-
drill, -match, -officer; company boat (secquot.);

company-keeper, one who keeps company
;

(a.)

a frequenter of company, esp. in bad sense, a re-

veller;
K b.) a 'follower,' wooer. Also company-

keeping sb. and attrib.

1660 T. Willsford Scales Commerce tr. nr. 212 What
' things soever a Merchant delivers, .whether for Proper,

Factorage, or "Company-account in money or wares . . is

Creditor. 187a H. W. TAUNT Map of Thames 31/2 My
,

boat is what is termed in Oxford phrase, a 'Company boat
..a broad gig, with side-seats from the back rail, and an
awning. 1866 Mrs Carlyle Lett. III. 336 Ten cups of

I

*company-china. 1890 Glasgow Herald 18 Aug. 10/1 The
! movements included "company drill, manual and firing

! exercises, c 1805 Mar. EoOBWOtTH Wks. (Rtldg.i I. 340
Miss Fanshaw had now resumed her "company face and
attitude. 1855 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 259, I have had to

put on my company face to-night, a 1655 A\> .1 b. Ballads
VI. 368 Rather than such a Jack as thee should'st be my
*company-keeper, I'll marry with a Beggar-man. 1668

Pbpvi Diary 30 May, One Richards, a tailor and great

company keeper. 1756 Toldf.rvy Two Orphans III. 202
Company-keepers of froward and skittish women. 1877 K.
Peacock A/. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss., Company-keeper, a
female companion to a lady. 1 Faber's wife used to be
comp'ny-keeper to Miss Alexander'. 159a A Day Eng.
Sec retarie ,16251 141 Your "company-keeping is .. without
any order . . your pastime recklesse. x6a6 W. Fenner
Hidden Manna 1 1652 A 4 b, He knowes that drunkennesse
and company-keeping is a sinne. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick.
xii, A company-keeping, love-making, pleasant sort of
manner. 1861 — Gt. Expect, xxiii, Keeping a bashful

watch upon my 'company-manners. 1844 Regul. 4- Ord.
Army 226 "Company Officers, comprehending Captains and
Subalterns. 1890 Tall Mall G. 3 July 2 2 "Company-
promoting has become a business. 1879 F. W. Robinson
Coivard Consc. n. ix, Marcus found a dress-suit for his

brother, and put him once more into 'company.trim.

Company (kirmp&ni), v. Forms : see prec. sb.

[a. OF. compaignie-r, f. as compaigno*CoMPAIHOW.]
1. trans. To go in company with, to accompany ;

i

to keep company with, have society with. arch,

c 1340 Cursor M, 12379 Trin. I Whenne bei had companyed
him so Forb in pees he bad hem go. 1444 Fabyan vi. clxxii.

167 Dayly resorted to hym men of Wylsnyre. .tyll y* he was
strongly companyed. 15*6 Tindale^c/* x. 28 A jewe to

j

company or to come unto an alient. X574 J.Jones Nat.
!

Beginning Grow. Things 19 If a contagious person shall

I

frequent and company one not infected. 161 1 Shaks. Cymb.
V. v. 408, I am Sir The Souldier that did company these

; three. x6i6 Drcmm. of Hawth. Sonn. 6 Best companied
when most I am alone. 16*3 Cockf.ram ii, Vnfit to Com*
pany any one. Insociable. X798 Southey Monodr., Ximal-
Poca, He shall .. company Down to the western palace of
nis rest The Prince of Glory. 1814 Carv Dante (Chandos
ed.) 209 The fair dame., .companied By Statius and myself,
pursued the wheel.

fig. a 16*3 Fletcher Q. Corinth in. i, Your goodness
companies your greatness. 1718 Prior Poems 477 Rage
companies our Hate.

t 2. To associate in companionship. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin xxii. 388 The xl knyghtes that with hem

were con panyed. X534 WMI1IM1UM Tullyts Offices 1

i
i 23 Reason .. doth allure and companyeth men to*

gythersbya natural! socyete. 1590 Marlowe Edw. I ',

v. 1, To company my heart with sad laments.

3. intr. To ktep company, associate, or consort.

1387 Trevisa Descr. Brit. (Caxton) 35 Bicause they com*
panye with englisshmen. X503 Hawes Examp. r'trt. ix.

i63 Praynge me to company with her noblenesse. 1548
Udall, etc. Erasm Tar. Matt. ix. 58, I cumpany with the
Publicains and sinners. 1651 Hobbes Lndath. DL xlii. 288

To have companyed with the first and prime Apostles. 184a

H E. Manning Serm. 11848 I. xxv. 378 Those with
whom we have here companied through the long years of our
earthly sojourn. 1885 Ld. Coleridge in Law Rep. 15 Q.
Bench 1 1 n a sane man to company with madmen,

t b To cohabit {with).
£-1400 Mai'ndev. xxviii. 1 1839) 288 What man. .that bathe

companyed with hire. X579 t ulke Heskins' Part. 93 They
had companyed with their wiues. X605 Sylvester D/i
Bartas 1 ii. 11641 12/2 The lu-ty Heav'n with Earth doth
company. x68o Answ. Stillingfleet's Serm. 21 Unlawful
to company with any other Woman as his own Wife.

c. absol. in prec. senses.

1611 Bible Susanna ffl Vnder what tree didst thou take
them companying together? 1643 Burrough es Exp. [tosea
xvi. (1652' 424 When men seek to company for their own

ends. X833 Chalmers Const. Man (1835^ I. vi. 265 When
men of very acute sensibilities company together.

T 4. intr. 1 To be a gay companion '

(J.). Obs.
1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 506 If thee list unto the Court

to throng . . there thou needs must learne, to laugh, to lie.

To face, to forge, to scofie, to companie.

Hence Co mpanying vbl. sb.

1550 Bale Apol. 35 A companyenge of men with their

owne wyves. X577 Test. 12 Patriarchs 29 Continual com*
panyings do not always work wickedness. 1608 11 Bp Hall
Epist. 111. ix. (16271 331 Companying with infidels may not
be simply condemned. 1648 G. Gillespie Usefull Case
(1649) 5 A conversing and companying w ith wicked persons.

Companyon. -oun, obs. ff. Companion.

f Co'inpanyship. Obs. Companionship.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John 104 b, Nowe because

I do leaue theim as touching companiship of body.

Comparability (k^mpaiabrliti). [1. L. com-

parabil-is + -ity : cf. mod.K. comparabilite.']

The quality of being comparable.
1843 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 19 The superiority in convenience

and comparability, of the method of deviations, over that of
torsion. x88s Nature XXVI. 294 The comparability of the
observations.

Comparable (kp-mparab'l), a. [a. F. com-
parable, ad. L. compardbil-is

t
f. compara-re to

Compare: see -ble]
1. Able to be compared, capable of comparison

(with).
1413 Lvdg. Pilgr. Sowle 11. lviii. (1859'* 56 Bytwene the

and me this maner of lykenes is not comparable. 1581

J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 405b, Many.. in all re*

species comparable with you. X636 Healev Thtophrastus,
To Rdr., Th-* French is. yet in no degree comparable with
the learned languages. 1870 Bowen Logic iv. 64 The Marks
.. by means of which it is comparable, .w.ih other things.

i88x Lockveb in Nature No. 614. 324 In this way we insure a
!

considerable number of absolutely comparable observations.

2. Worthy of comparison ; proper, or fit to be

t

compared ; to be compared {to).

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 388/1 None comparable to hyr in

wytie and wysdom. c 15x0 More Picus Wks. 27Tbou shalt no
pleasure comparable findeTo thinwarde gladnes of a *ertu-

ousminde. 1667 H- More Disc. Faith (17 13 584 No Tradi-
! tion can be ofany comparable Authority to this. X716 SLady

J

M.W. Montague Lett. I.xxxviiL 154 Some other mosques.

.

\
not comparable in point of magnificence to this. 1856 P. E.

' Dove Logic Chr. Faith, v. i. 301 This Holy Being has no
comparable antagonist.

Hence Co'tnparableness.
1731 in Bailkv ; whence in mod. Diets.

Comparably v
kp-mparabli , adv. [f. prec. +

-LY -.] In a comparable manner.
161a 5 Bp. Hall Contempt. O. T. iv. iii, None in all Egypt

, or Midian was comparably fit for this embassage, a 17x6
1 South Serm. V. 4^20 There is no nation . which despise .

.

their clergy or priesthood comparably to the English. 17*6

j
tr. Gregory'sAstron. I. 176 The Area, .doth not comparably

I differ from the Sector of a Circle.

t Comparage, v. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. OF. com-

! parager ^still 111 lojal use^ to compare : cf. dis-

parage.] trans To compare, liken

a 1450 A'nt. de la Tour cxix. ti868> 163 Therfore God
' comparaged a good woman unto a precious margar.te.

T Co mparate, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. com-

pardt-us compared, comparative, pa. pple. of com-

pardre to Compare.]
A. adj Of comparison, comparative.

1650 Baxter Saints R. iv. To Rdr. 11662) 831 The choice
that followeth the comparate act of the Intellect. 1656
Sanderson Serm. (16891 1 **5 A threefold reference .. either

relate . . or disparate . . or comparate. 1668 Wilkins Real

I

Char. 39 Transcendental Relations of Action Comparate
are such as do concern Divers things.

B. sb. Logic. A thing comparer! with another.

1657 Gaule Sap. Just. 103 And yet offend against no
Logicall Law or Canon of Comparates. 1680 Dalcarno
Deaf 4- Dumb Man's Tutor 69 *T.) Particles, .that owe
their origine to the topick of the comparates ; such as, than,

much, more, etc.

tCo mparate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. com-

pa/dt- fSL stem of compardre to Compahe : see

-atk, oncA.cf. separate.] trans. To compare.
143a- 50 tr. Higden (Rolls! I. 67 Story", the whiche do

comparate the places of Sodomye to Paradise afore the
subuersion of theyme.

tCompara tion. Obs. [ad. L. compardtidn-em,

n. of action f. compardre toCompare : cf. comparison,

the earlier repr. of the same word through OF.]
1. The action of comparing. Comparison.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 347/4 This excellence, .appiereth

by manyfold comparacion. .1500 Melusine 17 Riches
without comparacion. X530 Palscr. Introd. 28 Adjectyves
have thre decrees of comparation. X677 Gale Crt. Gentiles

III. iv. Proem 5 The Comparation and comprehension of
several individual things under one commun no'ion.

f2. Preparation, provision; «-L. compa' alio.

0bs ~° 1613 Cockeram, Com/aration, prouision.

Comparative (k^mpx rativ), a. {sb.). [atl. L.

compardtiv us of or pertaining to comparison, f.

compardt- ppl. stem of compa? a re : see -ivk. Cf.

F. comparatif, -ive.] A. adj.

1. Of or penaining to comparison ; that compares
or involves comparison.
1601 Ft lbeckf. 2nd Pt. Parallel Ded 1 A comparatiue

discourse of the lawes. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will 11. x. 91
An Act of Choice or Preference is a comparative Act,
wherein the Mind acts with Reference to.. Things that are

compared. 1845 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I.
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214 The comparative analyses of the blood of the hepatic
vein and of the vena porta:. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. i. 18
The Comparative method of investigation.

b. spec. Involving comparison of different

branches of a science or subject of study ; as com-
parative anatomy, philology, etc. So comparative
anatomist, one versed in comparative anatomy.
1675 Grew {titled, Comparative Anatomy of the Trunks of

Plants. 176s J. Gregory Compar. View% 1 (R.> The compa-
rative anatomy of brute animals. 1855 Owen Skei. tf Teeth
296 The species restored by Cuvier from fossil remains. .The
great comparative anatomist called it anoplotherium. 1868
Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) II. ix. 357 Belong less to the
province of the historian than to that of the comparative
mythologist. 1872 O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf.-t. vi. 175
You must have comparative theology as you have com-
parative anatomy. 1882 Times 18 Mar. 4/5 Comparative
art history was in as primitive a stage as comparative
philology.

2. Oram. Applied to that derived form of an
adjective or adverb used, in comparing two objects

of thought, to express a higher degree of the
quality or attribute denoted by the simple word, as

tru-er, often-er (or to the periphrasis used in the
same sense, as more true, more often) ; the adjective

or adverb being then said to be in the compaj-ative
degree. Cf. Comparison, Positive.
1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) i6t Envye Be twyx

them tweyn owyth no more to be Than is be twyn a posa-
tyye and a comparatyve degre. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet.
Biiij, The comparatiue exceedeth the positiue. 1669 Mil-
ton Lat. Gram., There be two degrees above the positive
word itself, The comparative, and superlative. 1824 L.
Murray Eng. Gram. led. 5) I. 397 If the members in com-
parative sentences are short. 1876 Mason Eng. Gram.
(ed. 21' 37 The Comparative Degree of an adjective is that
form of it by means of which we show that one thing, or set
of things, possesses a certain quality or attribute in a greater
degree than another thing, or set of things.

3. Estimated by comparison ; considered as com-
pared with something else.

1597 Bacon Conlers Good Evil vi. (Arb.) 147 The. .blos-
some is a positiue good, although the remoue of it to giue
place to the fruite be a comparatiue good. 1746 Joktin
Disc. Truth Chr. Relig. iv. iR.>, The Christian institution
ought to take place of the Mosaic upon account of the
comparative weakness and unprofitableness of the first

covenant. 1821 Craig Lect. Drawing ii. 109 The different
processes of painting, and their comparative advantages.
1875 Jowett Plato >ed. 2) IV. 28 The comparative claims
of pleasures and wisdom.

b. In mod. use often denoting a slighter or
imperfect degree of the quality, condition, etc.,

spoken of: That is such when compared with
something else implied or thought of ; not positive

or absolute ; relative. (Cf. Comparatively 2 b.)

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. '17761 VI. 345 This comparative
neglect of food .

.
found in all the tribes of fresh water fishes.

1838 Lytton Alice 36 It is scarcely right .. to commit
Evelyn to the care of comparative strangers. 1875 Jevons
Money (1878) 31 A matter of comparative indifference. 1877
Lady Brassey Voy. Suitbeam xiv, I sat out in the open air
in comparative comfort.

t4. 1 Quick at comparisons'(Schmidt). humorous.
Cf. Comparison 3 b.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 90 Thou, .art indeed the most
comparatiue rascallest sweet yong Prince.

T 5. ? Serving as a means of comparison. Obs.
x6n Shaks. Cymb. n. iii. 134 Thou wer't dignified enough

. . if 'twere made Comparatiue for your Vertues, to be stil'd

The vnder Hangman of his Kingdome. [But perhaps this
is 6.]

+ 6. Comparable, worthy to be compared. Obs.
1632 Le Grys Velleius 159. 1686 J. Serjeant Hist.

Monast. Convent. 54 Their Apparel being comparative to
that of the Dominicans, or Praedicants. 1773 J. Ross
Fratricide (MS.) 11. 614 Beholding all in tears, and Adam
stretch'd So on his Couch, comparative with death. 1819
Byron Juan 11. exxxvii. None Had suffer'd more *,—his
hardships were comparative To those related in my gran*
dad's Narrative.

t 7. In competition or rivalry. Obs.

1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Polit. 117, I never suffered my
profit and advantage to be competitors, or comparative with
my glory and renown.

B. sb.

1. Gram. The comparative degree (see A. 2)

;

an adjective or adverb in the comparative degree.
153° Palsgr. Introd. 28 We and the Iatines forme our

comparatives and superlatyves out of our posytives. 161a
Brinsley Pos. Paris (1669) 18. 1680 Filmer Patriarchs
II. § 15 In the comparative I maintain the mischiefs to a
State to be less universal under a tyrant king. 1765 W.
Ward Ess. Gram. 346 Some comparatives form a super-
lative by adding most to their end, as nether, i. e. lower,
nethermost, etc. 1873 Morris Hist. Out I. Eng. Accid. xoj
Older and eldest are the ordinary comparatives now in use.

f2. A thing or person to be compared; a com-
peer, rival. Obs.
c 1470 Harding Chron. Proem xiii, Lyonell . . Kyng should

haue been ..without comparatyfe. c 1611 Beaum. & Fl.
Tr

' Lm" 'v> Gerrard ever was His full compara-
tive: My uncle loves him, As he loves Ferdinand.

+ 3. One ready to make comparisons : cf. A. 4.

(o

B
2

ut the Shakspere quot. is doubtful and may well belong

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, m. ii. 67 To laugh at gybing
Koyes, and stand the push Of euery Beardlesse vaine Com-
paratiue. i8z3 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. xxiii. (1865) 180 No ras-
cally comparative insults a Beggar, or thinks of weighing
purses with him.

Vol. II.

Comparatively ^k/mparrativli), adv. [f.

prec. + -ly 2
.]

1. Gram. In a comparative sense ; so as to express
the comparative degree.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxxi. n The letter [Mem] is

ofttimes taken comparatively among the Hebrews.
2. By way of comparison, in comparison with

something else.

1597 Bac°n Conlers Good $ Evil vi. (Arb.) 146 The good
I

or euil which is remoued may be esteemed good or euil com-
!

paratiuely and not positiuely or simply. 1637 Gillespie

;

Eng. -Pop. Cerem. rv. iii. 14 Things considered absolutely

]

and by themselves, not comparatively and in relation to

I

other things. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. xi. 48 Com-
;

paratively unto those flames hee is but yet in Balneo. 1715
Desaguliers Fires Impr. 47 The Air in Cellars, feels warm
in Winter, and cold in Summer; but it is only compara-
tively so. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. 1. 1. ii. § 23 Books .

.

[were] very dear, comparatively with the present value of
money. 1847 Grote Greece n. xxx. (1862) III. 92 To con-
strue this eulogium comparatively rather than positively.
1881 Alken [title). The Beauties and Defects of the Figure
of the Horse comparatively Delineated.

b. In mod. use mostly implying a slighter or
imperfect degree of the quality, elc. spoken of:
As compared with something else implied or
thought of; not positively or absolutely; some-
what, rather. {Cf. Comparative 3 b.)

It may render the L. comparative degree, as maturior
\

' comparatively early', and may be expanded into compara-
tively speaking, from which it is perh. elliptically derived.
1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 68 Epicurus, how much so-

ever he might know of mind, knew comparatively nothing
of matter. 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg. Pref. 3 A compara-

;

tively modern phraseology. 1874 Green Short Hist. vi.

' 300 Erasmus was young and comparatively unknown. 1878
Lecky England in i$th C. I. iii. 334 At the expense of com-

' paratively slight loss to the country.

Compa'rativeness. ' - [f. as prec. + -ness ]

j

Comparative quality.
1882 Athenzum No. 2833. 186.

Compa'rativist. rare. [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

j
One who employs a comparative method.
1887 R.T. Hill in Science X. 108 The old comparativists

..regardless of the inconsistency of English spelling, al-

ways inquire, 'if Arkansas is \xVzx\satv, why is not Kansas.
Kansaiu 1

' 1890 Sat. Rev. 4 Oct. 392/2 This will not wholly
do for our comparativist.

Comparator (kfrmpar^taiV [agent-n. in L.
form f. comparare to compare: in mod.F. com-
paraleur.~\ An instrument for comparing, e.g. the
lengths of nearly equal bars.
iSS^Catal. YaleCollege 100 Apparatus, .in Thermometry,

I including comparators, cathetometers, etc.

f Co*mparature. Obs.- 1
[f. L. type *compara-

tura, f. co?npard-re : see -ure.]

? Fashioning, fashion.

c 1560 Sir T. Smith Dial. Marr. Queen iv. in Strype Life
(16981APP.99 Most, .agreeing to the Nature of her Country,
Stature, and Comparature of his Body.

+ Comparcioner. Obs. Also 5 conper-
seyner, 6 compercioner, -partioner. [a. OF.
comparconnier, comparsionier, etc., f. com- +par-
connier partner, sharer, f. parcon division, portion,
share :—L. partitidn-em : see Partition.] One
who shares a possession or inheritance with an-
other ; a copartner.
c 1400 APol. Loll. 16 Conperseyners & felows of be heigest

of Crist, & of his godly kynd. 1530 Test. Ebor. iSurtees)
V. 301 All suche bargans as George Bushell and I er com-
percioners att. 1536-7 Act 28 Hen. VIII in Stat. Irel.

I1621) 96 Thomas Haward Duke of Norfolke, and the Lord
Barkley his comparcioner claime and hold . . divers other
manors. 1537 Inst. Chr. Man N v, All christen people be
Christis owne bretherne, and the very coenheritours and
compartioners with him in the kingdome of heuen.

Compare (k^mpe>j), sb.i Also 6 Sc. compair.
[a. F. compair Compeer, q.v. ; afterwards con-
formed to Compare v. : see next.]

+ 1. An equal, rival, Compeer. Obs.
1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 138 The scule of

Pans, .has na compair in erd. c 1585 Faire Em 1. 242 The
envious man That dares avow there liveth her compare.
1608 R. Johnson Sev. Champions 61 Penelopes compare for
constancie. 1617 Fletcher Valentinian m. iii, Such a one
that no compare dwelt with her.

fb. as adj. Equal, of equal standing. Obs. rare.
*533 Bellenden Livy iv. (1822) 317 Thocht thay war nocht

compare to you in linage nor blude.

2. The phrase without compare, and its analogues,
app. originally belonged here = ' without compeer'

;

but were afterwards referred to Compare sb.2 (if

indeed they did not give rise to that word).
i6ai Lady M. Wroth Urania 15s [My love of her] was

without compare, had hers not equald it. 1679 Evelyn
Mem. (1857) II. 142 The prospect and park, which is without
compare. 1680 Ibid. II. 154 Without any compare, the
most beautiful creatures, .in the world. 1709 Strypk Ann.
R*'f> *• 43° A prince, .in every respect without compare.
Compare (kf?mpe<\i\ sb* [f. Compare v. 1 ;

not improbably arising from a false analysis of
such phrases as 'without compare' (see prec.}]

Comparison. Chiefly in beyond {past) compare.
1589 Greene Poems Wks. (1861) 290 What need compare

where sweet exceeds compare 1 a 1593 — Looking Glasse
122 Can any goddess make compare with me? f 1600 Shaks.
Sonn. xxi, Making a coopelment of proud compare With
Sunne and Moone, with earth and seas rich gems. 1604

Marlowe, etc. Faust. Wks. (ed. Rtldg.) 98/2 Such a queen,
Whose heavenly beauty passeth all compare. 1621 Lady
M. Wroth L/rania 268 Excellent discourse, wit beyond
compare. 1654 Evelyn Mcm. (1857) I. 320 Nor are its

churches anything considerable in compare to Oxford. 1667
Milton P. L. vt. 705 That all may know, .thy Power above
compare. 1692 Beverley Disc. Dr. Crisp 19 By a close and
universal Compare of Scripture. 1711 Hearne Collect.
(Oxf. Hist.Soc.) III. 176 His Piety and Sanctity was beyond
Compare. 1815 Scribbleomania 15 Hunger's a sauce, sir,

that beggars compare. 1880 Miss Broughton Sec. Th. 1.

vi, Humbled, diminished past compare.

Compare k/mpeau),^. 1 Also 4-5 ^SV. comper.
[a. Or. compcre-r (from 14th c. comparer) = Vt.,

Sp. comparar, It. comparare :—L. cotnpard-re lit.
1 to pair together, couple, match, bring together', f.

compar like, equal, f. com- +par equal.]

1. trans. To speak of or represent as similar ; to
liken. Const, to. (With negative, in such phrases
as not to be compared to, usually implying great
inferiority in some respect.)
i375,Barbolr Brnce 1.403 Ofifmanheid and meklll mycht,

Till Ector dar I nane comper. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys
(Roxb.) 9 Seynt Margrete On to that gemme [may] weel
comparyd be. 1538 Starkev England 46 The one may .

.

be comparyd to the body, and the other to the soule. 1611
Bible Prov. iii. 15 All the things thou canst desire, are not
to be compared vnto her. 1699 Dampie* / 'oy. II. 1. vii. 125 He
compares it to a Sloe, in shape and taste. 1855 Prescott
Philip If, I. 1. iv. 46 He greatly offended the Flemings by
comparing their ships to mussel-shells.

t b. To compare: (a thing) for one to compare.,

(a thing to be compared, comparable Jo, with).
1483 Caxton G. de la Tour Ev, Suche men and wymmen

be to compare to the wyf of Loth. 1711 Addison Sped.
No. 160 rg An Imitation of the best Authors is not to com-
pare with a good Original.

C. intr. To draw a comparison, rare.
i593 Shaks. Richard II, 11. i. 184 Or else he neuer would

compare betweene.

2. trans. To mark or point out the similarities

and differences of (two or more things ; to bring
or place together (actually or mentally for the
purpose of noting the similarities and differences.

Const, with \ox to) another; together.

1509 Barclay Shyf o/Folys (1874' I. 219 Wylt thou heuyn
compare with [t]his paynfuM lyfe. a 1533 Fkith Disput.
Purgatory Pref. 11829) 92 Compare the Scriptures together
which I have brought to confirm my purpose. 1621 Burton
Anat. Met. 1. ii. in. xiv. (1651 124 Whats..the world it self
..if compared to the least visible Star in the Firmament?
1667 Milton /'. L. 11. 921 To compare Great things with
small. 1710 Steele Taller No. 126 Pi, I stole looks at
each Lady, as if I was comparing their Perfections. 1847
Emerson Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks. (Bohm I. 336 In
England .. property stands for more, compared with per-
sonal ability, than in any other [country], i860 Tyndall
Glac. 11. x. 283 To compare the motion of the eastern and
western halves of the glacier. 1879 Harlan Eyesight viii.

106 This cramping tendency oftown as compared to country.

b. To compare notes ^often Jig.) : to compare
each other's observations or impressions

;
hence, to

exchange views, confer, discuss.

1708 Mrs. Centlivre Busie Body 1. (1709^ 6 Over a Bottle
we 11 compare Notes. 1712 Steele Spcct. No. 423 p 2 They
meet and compare Notes upon your Carriage. 1856 Readr
Never too late lxxxv, Everybody put questions to every-
body, and all compared notes. 1886 Miss Braddon One
Thing Needful iv, We will compare notes three years hence,
and I hope I shall convince you that you were mistaken.

3. Gram. To form the comparative and super-

lative degrees of (an adjective or adverb). Cf.

Comparison.
1612 Brinsley Pos. Parts (1669) 46 Adverbs coming of

Nouns [= Adjectives] which are compared irregularly, do
follow their manner of comparing. 1765 W. Ward Ess.
Gram. 347 Words of one syllable are usually compared by
er, and est. 1824 L. Murray Eng. Grant, (ed. 51 I. vii. 177
Some adverbs are compared, thus ;

' Soon, sooner, soonest

'

. .Those ending in ly, are compared by more, and most.

4. a. refl.

1470 85 Malory Arthurwn. xi, Whanne the kynge sawe
hym al redy armed, .the kynge said nay Tramtryst hit wille

not auaile to compare the ageynst me.

b. z'ntr. (for refl.) To be compared; to bear
comparison ; to vie with, rival.

C1450 Merlin xx. 317 Thei ben so fewe that thei may not
compare with hem. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hnsb. iv.

(15861 167 In daintinesse and goodnesse of meat, the [turkey]
Hennes may compare with either the goose, or the Pehen,
and the Cocke farre excell them. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. v.

29 Art, stryving to compayre With Nature. 1796 Macneill
Will 4- Jean Poems 11844) 65 Wha wi' Jeanie could com-
pare? 1876 Jevons Logic Prim. 8 As athletes men cannot
for a moment compare with horses or tigers or monkeys.
Mod. This compares favourably with the inertness of Eng-
land. A landscape which will compare not unfavourably
with the masterpieces of the Dutch School.

t Compare, Obs. rare. [ad. L. comparare,

f. com- together + pardre to get ready, provide,

furnish, prepare ; cf. OF. comparer, comperer,

comprer, to purchase, acquire. But the proper

place of sense 2 is doubtful.]

1. trans. To get, obtain, acquire.

1532 Thynne Chaucer's Wks. Ded., The glorie hertofore

compared and adquired by dyvers princes. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 1. iv. 28 Both from backe and belly still did spare, To
fill his bags, and richesse to compare.

2. To set forth, allege.

1536 A'arr. Pilgr. ofGrace in Eng. Hist. Rev. Apr. fi89o\
ByTyke lettre to the said erle comparing in the same the

90
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said order takin at Doncaster. Ibid. By comparing cause
of newe comocions, supposed to be maid by the said Aske,
wich was vntrew.

t Compa*reless f
a. Obs. [f. Compare sb. +•

-less ] Without compare, peerless, incomparable.
1590 T. Watson Eclog. Walsingham 307 Now Melibceus

in comparelesse place, drinkes Nectar, eates diuine Am-
brosia. 1631 Heywood 2nd Pt. Maid West IV. Wks. 1874
II. 401 In approbation Of her compareless beauty.

Comparence. Obs. [a. OF .comparence, ad.

L. type *eomparentia
}

f. compdrere to Compear.]
= Compearance.
1619 Balcanqual in Hales Gold. Rem. (1673) 108 A

seditious tumultuary concourse of people, ought not to
hinder any man from comparence before a judge. Ibid.
(1688) 492 In case of their not comparence.

Comparer (k£mpc>rw). [f. Compare vA +
-er. 1

] One who compares.
1645 Digby Nat. Bodies L (R.), Indifferent in the sight of

the comparer. J749 Bp. Lavington Enthus. Method,
Papists <T.\ It was the comparer's purpose to discover Mr.
Whitefield's enthusiasms. 1875 Whitney Life Lang, xv.

314 The comparer must be thoroughly and equally versed
in the materials of both sides of the comparison.

t Comparer, in the following, represents the

Fr. infinitive.

1140 Ayenb. 243 Me knaup his sseppere. .wyp-oute drede,
wy^-oute comparer, wyp-oute chancelier [Cotton CUop. A v,

sanz douter, sanz comparer {Royal MS. 19 c. ii, couper)
sanz chancelier en la foy].

Compareson(e, obs. form of Comparison.
Comparing (k^mpe^'rirj), vbl. sb. [f. Com-

pare v.i + -ing 1
.] The action of the verb Com-

pare ; comparison.
1375 Barbour Bruce L 261 Sen thai mak sic comperyng

Betwix the dettis off wedding, And Iordis bidding till his
threll. 1551 Cranmer Ansiv. Gardiner 409 In the compar-
ings. 1579 Fulke Refut. Rastel 728 His comparing of the
sacrament with spicebread. 1695 Locke Hum. Und. 11.

xxv. (ed. 3) 173 Relation, consists in the referring, or com-
paring two things, one to another.

Compa ring, a. That compares.
1697 J. Serjeant Solid Philos. 203 The mind lends nothing

but her Comparing Nature, to make those Common Notions.
1884 Athenaeum, 12 July 42/3 He seems to be wanting in
the comparing faculty.

Comparingly , adv. rare. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.]

In the way of comparison ;
comparatively.

1882 W. Thomson Bacon Shaks. 25 So might similar
words be dwelt upon companngly in the same report. 1885
G. Meredith Diana 111. xi. 205 Botanical and geological
books comparingly examined.

Comparison (k^mpacrUan), sb. Forms : 4-5
comparisoun, -ysoun^e, 4-6 -yson, -isone, (5
comparrison, -parsoun, -paricon ), 6 compare-
son^, comparason, 5- comparison, [a. OF.
comparaison, compareson = Pr. comparasJ

t
Sp. com-

paracion, It. comparazione :—L. compardt ion-em
,

n. of action f. compardre. For the form cf.

orison '.—ordtidnem, venison:—vendtionem, etc. See
also Comparation, a later adaptation of the L.]

1. The action, or an act, of comparing, likening,

or representing as similar: see Compare v. 1 i.

7 To make comparison of : to compare.
1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc. 8890 pebryght cete of heven. Of

whillc may na comparyson be made TilTe na cete bat on erth
may stand, c 1385 Chaucer E.G. W. i22Prol., Of swiche
swetenesse . . That for to speke of gomme or herb or tree

Comparison may noon ymaked be. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
xxiii, 108 Ne nan ober may be made comparisoun off till hem.
1509 Fisher Fun. Serm. Ctess Richmond'Wks. 290 The
comparyson of them two may be made in iiij.thynges. 1576
Fleming Panop. Epist. 255 A comparison betweene waxe.

.

and the witt of man. i7«o Butler Sertn. Wks. 1874 II. 3
There is scarce any ground for comparison between society
and the mere material body. 1814 Scott Wav. lxiv, Good
King David, or. .our valiant Sir William Wallace,—not that
I bnng myself into comparison with either. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) V. 20 The comparison of philosophy to a yelp-
ing she-dog.

2. Capacity of being likened or compared ; re-

lation between things such as admits of their being
compared ; comparable condition or character.

(Always with negative expressed or implied.)

1340 Ayenb. 9a Ofzuyche blisse and of ruyche loste no lik-

nesse ne non comparisoun ne may by yuounde ine yoyes
and ine lostes of be wordle. 1481 Caxton Myrr. in. xxi.

181 So moche a debonayer lorde . . that ther is no com.
parison to hym. 150* R. D. tr. Hypnerotomachia 56 b, To
all which, .there could no more bee deuised of equall com-
parison. 1606 Shaks. Tr. Cr. i. ii. 65 Troylus is the

better man of the two. Cre. Oh Iupiter: there s no com-
parison. 1661 Gerbier Princ. 12 A Pallace without com-
parison to any other, a 1820 Shelley (Ogilviei, The tints

are such As may not find comparison on earth. Mod.
Is there any comparison between them?

b. esp. in the phrases without comparison, out of
all c.y beyond all c.

1340 Ayenb. 8: pe ymage of his sseppere, bet is uayr'wyp-
oute comparysoun. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xv. 55 Eneas
appyered aboue all the other wythout ony comparyson the
most fayre. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 165 When
Cortez saw that beautifull thing, his joy was without com-
parison. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. ix. 712 Out of
all comparison, the stronger and more dangerous opera-
tion of thetwo. 1871 Freeman Norm Cong. (1876) IV. xvii.

95 The claims of one man stood forth beyond all comparison.

+ C. concr. One that can be compared. Obs. 7'are.

c 1500 Lancelot 3338 The knycht in to the armys Red.

.

may to this be no comparysoune.

3.
( A simile in writing or speaking ; an illustra- 1

tion by similitude 1

(J.).
138a Wvclif Ecclus. xlvii. 18 In songus, and in prouerbis

and comparisouns. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7127 And many such !

comparisoun. .Might menne in that booke find. 1665 Boyle
'

Occas. Rejl. (16751 37 Good Comparisons serve equally to
illustrate, and to persuade, a 1698 Temple Ess. Pop. Dis-

j

contents Wks. 1731 I. 270 The Comparison between a State
and a Ship. 1771 'Junius Lett. lxiv. 325 Comparisons may
sometimes illustrate, but prove nothing. 1858O.W. Holmes !

Aut. Break/.-t. vi. 37 A comparison which, .suggests itself.

+ b. A satirical or scoffing similitude. Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 854 A man repleate with mockes,

Full of comparisons, and wounding floutes. 1599 — Much
Ado VL i. 152 Hee'l but breake a comparison or two on me,
which . . not laugh'd at, strikes him into melancholly.

4. The action, or an act, of comparing, or noting
the similarities and differences of two or more
tbings : see Compare i/.l 2.

'393 Gower Con/. III. 10 In making of comparison There
Buy no difference be Betwen a drunken man and me.
i$j6 Tisdale 1 Cor. ii. 13 Makynge spretuall comparesons
of spretuall thynges. 1529 More Heresyes I. Wks. 140/1
Thei will make comparisons betwene our Lady of Ippis-

1 witch and our Ladie of Walsingham. 1640 Wilkins A'rre
1 Planet vi. (1707) 208 The Words Great and Little, are

relative Terms, and do import a Comparison to something
;

else. 1773 Ld. Monboddo Language (1774) I. 1. vi. 68 The
faculty of Comparison is that which produces ideas, i860
Abp. Thomson Laws Th. 75 Comparison is the act of putting
together two or more single objects with a view to ascertain
how far they resemble each other. 1866 Liddon Bampt.

I

Led. vi. (1875* 320 A comparison is instituted between
Christianity and Judaism.

b. To bear or stand comparison with.
1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. ji The high road to La

[

Corona . . will stand comparison with any in Europe.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxiii. j66 In point of grandeur it [the
viewj will bear comparison with any in the Alps.

5. Phraseological const, a. In comparison of
(arch.)

; f as to the c. of, f to the c. of ( obs. rare)

;

b. in comparison to ; C. in {by comparison with :

as compared with ; considered with reference to

;

also d. ellipt. in, by comparison.
a. 1381 WyclifWisd. vii. 8 Richesses I seide nothing to ben

in comparisoun of it. S480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ecliii. 325
Lo what a mariage was this as to the comparison of that
other. 1483 — Cato F v, Yf many been dampned to the
comparyson and regard of them that are saued. 1535 Cover-
dale /V. lxxii[i]. 75 There is nothingevpon earth, that I desyre
in comparison of the. 1780 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. x. (18761

9

The Sculptor's art is limited in comparison of others. 1873
Miss Hrou<;hton Nancy III. 118 A bear is an amiable and
affable beast in comparison of him.

b. c 1380 Wyclif Wicket 8 A sterre in clerenes [is] nothinge
in comparyson to the sonne. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) aV, They despysed all worldly rychesse in comparyson

j

to y* knowlege. 1715 Desaculiers Fires Impr. 28 The ,

warm Air. .is but in a small quantity, in comparison to that
j

which fills the whole Room. 1843 F. Paget Pageant 60
;

My dress costs nothing, in comparison to what the expense
j

of many people's will be.

C- *553 T. Wilson Rhet. 108 What a boie art thou in com-
parison with this fellow. 1646 H. Lawrence Comm.Angells
163 Not onely simply, but in comparison with other things.

,

1833 De Quincey Autob. Si: Wks. 1863 XIV. 149 Throwing
fal their teeth the brilliancy of my verses at eleven or twelve,

by comparison with theirs at . . nineteen. 1856 Froude
Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 243 These things were as nothing in

comparison with the powers claimed for convocation.

d. 1470 85 Malory Arthur xx. viii, There were but fewe in

comparyson that wold here ony armour. 153s Thynne
Chaucer's Wks. Ded., Whiche. .seemeth. .in comparison as

|

a pure and fyne tryed precious. Jewell. 1590 Sir J. Smyth
j

Disc. Weapons A, Before . . there were verie few theeves and
roges in England, in comparison that there are now. 1807
Southey Espriella's Lett. (1814) II. 144 Penrith .. seems
here, by comparison, like a metropolis.

6. Proverb. Comparisons are odious.

c 1430 Lydc. Hots Shepe 4- G. 204 Odyous of olde been
comparisons, And of comparisoms engendyrd is haterede.

1579 Lyly EuphuesK Arb.^68 Least [ = lest Jcomparisons should
seeme odious. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. v. 18. 1635
Sanderson Serm. 36 Though Comparisons bee ever harsh,
and most times odious. 17*5 Swift Drapier Lett. v. i8»
Hazlitt Table-t.\. xi. 247 Comparisons are odious, because
they are impertinent .. making one thing the standard of
another which has no relation to it.

f 7. ? Rivalry, contention. Obs.
153S Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858* I. 35 Malice, discord,

pryae and comparesone. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 149
Drink initiates quarrels and comparisons.

8. Gram. The action of comparing an adjective

or adverb. Degrees of comparison : the positive,

comparative, and superlative degrees of an adjec-

tive or adverb. See Comparative A. 2, Com-
pare v. 1 3.

1530 Palscr. 69 Adjectyves. .maye have with us er &nd
est added to their endes, whan we make comparyson in our
tong. 1531 More Conjut. Tindale Wks. 409/2 Nowe wvll

he. .come forth wyth his thre degrees of comparison, olde,

elder, and eldest, c 1620 A. Humf. Brit. Tongue (1865) 30
Of comparison ther be thre degrees : if the first may be
called a de^re. 1876 Mason Eng. Gram. § 116. 40 Com-
binations like more learned, most virtuous, may be called
' Degrees of Comparison 1 on the same principle as that on
which' I shall go' is called the 'Future Tense' of the
verb go.

H ?A corruption of Caparisox.
1540 Ld. Treas. Acc. Scotl. in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I.

300*, iij Comparisonis to the Kingis Grace, xx elnis blak
Armosing Tafritese. Ibid. 1 . 301 * For brodering ofane Com-
paris<«5une of his graces.

t Compa rison, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To liken ; = Compare v. 1 1.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 161 Thus comparisunez kryst he
kyndom of heuenne, To bis frelych feste. 1340 Ayenb. 81 Al
bet me may. .benche of uayr hit ne may na^t by ycompari-
soned to him. 138a Wvclif Mark iv. 30 To what parable
shulen we compansoune it? c 1400 Test. Loz>e Pro!., Rea-
sonable that woll not is comparisoned to unreasonable.

2. To place together so as to note the similarr-

ties and differences of ; = Compare z/.l 2.

c 1374 Chaucer Boctk. 11. vii. ^8 pilke self noumbre of5eres

;
.ne may nat certys be compansound to be perdurablete bat

is eendeles. 16*6 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629) 51
His art of comparisoning our present sufferings with our
future glory : how would it silence our murmunngs !

11 3. In Wyclif as rendering of L. comparare :

a. trans. To make like, fashion after the likeness

of (const, to), b. intr. To vie, contend ; = Com-
pare vA 4. c. trans. To place in rivalry with.
1381 Wyclif Wt'sd. xiii. 14 That he. .licne it to an ymage

of man, or to sum of bestes it he comparisoune. — 1 Mace,
x. 71 Come doun to vs in to the feeld ; and there compary-
soun we to gidre. — Gen. xxx. 8 The Lord hath compari-
sound me with my sister, and I have recovered.

t Compari'tion. Obs. rare. [a. OF. compa-
rison (mod.F. comparution), corresp. to L. type
*compdrition-em, f. comparere to appear : cf. Com-
pear.] An appearance, esp. before a tribunal, etc.

1611 Cotgr., Comparition, a comparition : an apparance,
appearing, or representing of himselfe to open view. 1616
Ukent Sarpfs Counc. Trent \ 1676) 109 Don Diego, after his

first comparition, had never spoken so much as one word.
a 1693 Urqi hart Rabelais nr. xxxix. 325 Summonings,
Comparitions, Appearances.

t Compa rity. Obs. [ad. med.L. comparitat-

em iDu Cange), n. of quality f. compar like or

equal to another (f. com- together + par equal).

Cf. parity
, disparity.} Parity, equality, likeness.

a 1634 Randolph Poems (1638) 46 Great ones doe love no
Equals: but must bee Aboue the Termesof all comparitie.

1679 Harby Key Script. 11.42 We shall see some Comparities
and Disparities betwixt both.

Compart (k^mpaut), v. [ad. OF. compartir
'todiuide, part, or put, into equall peeces

1

(Cotgr.),

or its source) L. compartiri to divide and share

with another, f. com- + parttri to divide, share.]

7 1. trans. To divide and share with others. Obs.

*575 Fenton Gold. Epist. '1577) 59 He coulde not comparte
wyth hym his clothes. 1605 Daniel Philotas 117171 357
And still compart The best Degrees and Honours of the
Field, In hope to win his Love.

2. To subdivide, partition, or mark off into

smaller parts ; to divide into compartments.
a 1785 Glover Athenaid iv. 'R-), The crystal surface is

comparted all, In niches verg'd with rubies. 1876 L. H.
Morgan in A^. Amer. Rev. c XXIII. 63 The interior was
comparted by willow screens. 1880 L Wallace Ben-Hur
iv. iii, Each panel was comparted like a modern office-desk,

and each compartment crowded with labelled folios.

3. Arch. To lay out in accordance with a plan,

with proper distribution and disposition of parts.

1624 [see Comparting below). 1715 Leoni Palladio's

Arehit.{\n%) I. 79 Streets, ought to be so comparted, as to

be strait. Ibid, h 90 The pilasters, .ought to be so com-
parted, as to fall into that part of the river where the stream
is least rapid. Ibid. II. 11 Thus Vitruvius comparted the

round Temples.

Hence Compa rted ///. a.; Compa rting vbl. sb.

16x4 Wotton Archit. in Reliq. Wotton. (1672) 33, I make
haste to the Casting and Comparting of the whole work.

1654 Farl Monm. tr. Benth'oglio's Warrs Flanders 299 He
begirt the Town . . with divers well comparted Quarters.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 583 Comparted ; divided

into smaller parts; or partitioned into smaller spaces.

t Compart, sb. Obs. rare. [f. Com- + Part sb ]

A part along with others, a companion part.

1645 Digbv Nat. Bodies xi. (1657) 109 Unseverahle from
one another, as being compartes of tne same substance.

a 1694 J. Scott Pract. Disc. xxii. (T.\ And yet remain un-

separable, as being comparts of the same substance. 1697

J. Serjeant Solid Philos. 91.

Comparti'cipant, a. rare. [f. Com- + Par-
ticipant, after L. comparticip-em sharing together.]

Partaking or participant together with others.

158a N. y.(RhemJ F.ph. Hi. 6TbeGentils tobecompartici-
pant of his promis (Vulg. comparticipes promissiouis).

Compartiment, obs. form of Compartment.
Compartioner : see Comparcioner.

Compartition (kpmpaitij.^n). [ad. L. type

compartition-em, n. of action f. compartTri to Com-
part.] The action of comparting.

+ 1. Division and sharing with another. Obs.

1636 Brathwait Roman Emperors 62 Crownes hardly
admit the compartition even of a brother.

2. Arch. The distribution and disposition of tbe

parts of a plan
;
laying out.

1624 Wotton Archit. in Reliq. Wotton. (1672) 39, I am
now come to the Casting and Contexture of the whole Work,
comprehended under the term of Compartition. 1656

Blount Glossogr. s. v.. By Compartition Architects under-

stand a graceful and useful distribution of the whole ground-

plot. 1726 Leoni tr. Alber ts Archit. I. 2a, The Corn-

partition is that which subdivides the whole Platform of the

House into smaller Platforms.

b. One of the parts so marked out and divided.

[So J. and others after him, but thequots. may belong to 2.)

1624 Wotton Archit. in Relio. Wotton. (1672) 14 Save
in their Temples and Amphi-Tneaters, which needed no



COMPARTMENT. 711 COMPASS.
Compartitions. 1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iii. 54 We
might examine their artifice in the contignations, the rule
and order in the compartitions.

Compartlement : see next, 1 b.

Compartment (k^rnpa\itment). Also 6-8
compartiment, 6 -pertiment, 6-7 -partement

;

see also Copartment. [a. F. compartiment, in It.

-mento, late L. -mentum, f. compartirl to divide.

The Fr. form was long retained in artistic senses.]

I. A division separated by partitions, a part
partitioned off.

L Arch, and Art. A division or separate part
of a design ;

1 an ornamental subdivisional part,

for ornament, of a larger division ' (Gwilt)
; e.g. a

sunk panel in a ceiling or soffit.

1564-78 Bullbyn Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 15 The piller was
eight foote square, .with compartementes ofcunnyng mason*
lie curiously couered with finegolde. 1598 Florio, Comfiar*
timento, a compartment, a partition. 1601 ¥. Godwin Bps. of
Eng. 223 [A] toombe. .pittifully defaced, .the compartiment
and other buildings torne downe. 1715 T. Bennet Ess. 39
Art. 5 The title of this copy is inclos'd with the same com-
partiment which that copy has. 1736 R. Neve Builders
Diet., Compartment . .in Architecture, is a particular Square
(for an Inscription or some other Device' marked out in
some ornamental Part of a Building. 1730-6 Bailey (folio\
Compartiment 0/tiles, an arrangement of white and red tiles

varnished for the decoration of a roof. 1853 H. Cotton
Editions 0/ Bible {ed. 21 274 The title, within a wood-cut
compartment, [bid, 278 Title, within an architectural com-
partment. 1873 Horner Walks Florence (1884) I. xvi. 249
The ceiling was divided into thirty-nine compartments.

T b. * Fine bindings of books are said to be in

compartiment 1
(Bailey s.v.). Obs.

tCf. Littre : Dorures a petits fers qui se mettent sur le

plat ou sur le dos des livres.]

1648 Herrick Hesper., To Closet-Gods, About the cover of
this book there went A curicus-comely clean compartlement
[? mispr.for compartlement].

1 2. Gardening. (See quots.) Obs.
1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 11. vi. 56 The Trick-

ing of Plots consists in Complements and Compartiments.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. 211 Clip Box, etc. in Parterres,
Knots, and Compartiments. 171a J. _James tr. Le Blonds
Gardening 28 A Wood-work, planted in a very handsome
Compartiment. 1731-7 Miller Gard. Diet., Compartiments
are Beds, Plats, Borders, and Walks, laid out according to
the Form of the Ground. 1814 [see Copartment].

3. Her. A division of a shield, etc.

1590 [see Copartment].
x6io Guillim Heraldry VI, VI. (161 il 271 The Motto, or

Word, .set in some Scrole or Compartment, placed vsually
at the foot of the Escocheon. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.,
Hen. V, cclxi, Noe Fret of Names Worne as a Border, or
Compartiment, To glimer ore the Tablet. 1730-6 Bailey
(folio

,
Compartments iin Heraldry) are partitions, as also

quarterings of the escutcheon, according to the number of
coats that are to be in it, or the several divisions made
in it.

+ 4. A division of troops. Obs.
1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 7 The bands being in

great compertiments and divisions, may be with a great
deale more celeritie incorporated with the other great com-
pertiments of the like weapons of other great bands. Ibid.

9 Everie sort of weapon being reduced into bands by them-
selves, without compertiments of divers sorts of weapons in

ante one band.

5. A space or chamber partitioned off. a. in

the body of an animal or plant.
1760-72 tr. Juan <$• Ulloa's Voy. fed. 3) I. rv. viii. 175 Each

seed .. inclosed in one of the compartments, formed by the
transverse membranes of the pod. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat.
1. 573/1 Tne stomach. . is divided into distinct compartments,
[bid. I. 644/1 The left compartment of the ventricle.

b. One of the divisions of a railway-carriage.
Now one of the most common of the applications.
1862 Shirley Nugx Crit. XL 48r In the engaged compart-

ment of a first-class carriage. 1885 MissBraddon Wyllard's
Weird I. 9 She was evidently travelling alone..and she
must have been in a compartment by herself.

c. In other applications : e.g. one of the water-
tight divisions of a large ship.
1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Nezgkb. \x. (1878) 144 He

pushed a compartment of books. 1881 Daily Tel. 17 Oct.,
Suddenly liberated here, it . . gives rise to an intense cold,
which it carries with it into the freezing compartments. 1881
Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 2 Water-tight bulklieads.—
The name applied to the sides of the numerous compart-
ments into which it is customary to divide iron vessels.
1884 Pall Mall G. 25 Aug. 8/2 She had watertight compart-
ments.

6. A separate division or section of anything,
whether plane or solid.

1793 Smeaton EdystoneL. § 328 The rails were made in eight
compartments, and screwed together. 1854 Darwin Monogr.
on Cirripedia, Balanidm 33 A barnacle or acorn-shell is an
irregular cone, formed generally of six compartments. 1867
Herschel Earn. Led. Sc., The Sun 71 They divide the
spectrum into compartments. 187a Nicholson Palaeont. 150
The sides of the shell are seen to be composed of from 4 to
8 separate pieces, valves, or, as they are technically called,
compartments.

II. f7. The proper disposition and distribution
of the parts of any design : = Compartition 2. Obs.
1704 J. HARRis7>.r. Techn., Compartiment [with Painters],

is a regular orderly disposition of agreeable Figures all
round any Picture, Map, Draught, etc. for its better Orna-
ment. 1715 Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 57 The Com-
partment of the Building, or the distribution of its parts.
Ibid. I. 92 Of all the Bridges, .the most worthy of consider-
ation (as well for the strength as the compartment of it).

1730-6 Bailey (folio\ Compartiment [in Joinery, etc.], A
symmetrical disposition of figures to adorn panels, etc.

h.fig.
1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 5 Tolerations in things tolerable

. .are. .the faire Compartiments of Christian fraternity.

8. Comb. , as compartment-bulkhead, one of
the partitions which divide the hold of a ship into

watertight compartments
; compartment ceiling,

one divided into panels (Gwilt); compartment
tiles, an arrangement of varnished red and white
tiles on a roof (Gwilt) : see 1730 in 4 b.

Compartmental {k^mpaitme-ntal), a. [f.

prec. + -al. Cf. departmental.'] Consisting of, or
of the nature of, compartments.
1859 Gullick 8c Timbs Paint. 163 The painted compart-

mental framework [of the Sistine Chapel].

Compartmented, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ed-.]

Fitted with, or divided into, compartments.
1851 Ld. Woodhouselee in A. Ramsay's Wks. III. App.

372 Any compartmented package became a gardevyance.
1859 All V. Pound No. 1. 17, I point to my things and the
compartme 11ted trunk.

t Compartner. Obs. Also 6-7 -partener. A
partner along with others, a Copartner.
1563-87 Fo*e ^- <r M. (1684) II. 437 Gardiner and his

compartners. 1564 Wilts <y luv. N. C. tSurteesi 216, 1 being
his compartener. 1645 Digby Nat. Bodies xi. (1657) 103 The
soul.. is the bodies compartner. 1701 Beverley Apoc.
Quest. 18 Ephraim, the Compartner. .to Dan in Idolatry.

Hence f Compa'rtnership = Copartnership.
1634 Ford P. Warbeck iv. ii, My wife's compartnership.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 239 Whether you shall become
poor by suertiship, compartnership, etc.

Compass (kompas), sb.l {a. and adv.) Forms

:

3-6 compace, 3-7 -pas^e, 4-7 -passe, (5 com-
paas, 6 coom-, coumpasse), 4- compass.; also

3-6 cumpas. 4 -pass, -pase, 4-6 -passe, 5 Sc.

cumpaiss, ,8 cumpace). [a. F. compas (12th c.

in Littre) 'measure, pair of compasses, circle';

in mod.F. also 'mariner's compass = Pr. com-
pas, Sp. compas 1 pair of compasses, measure,
rule of life, pattern ', Pg. compasso 1 pair of com-
passes It. compasso * a compasse, a round, also

a paire of compasses ' (Florio) ; med.L. com-
passus = circinus pair of compasses (Du Cange).
Cf. also Ger. compass, kompas*, mariner's compass,
formerly also gnomon, sun-dial, portable dial, Du.
kompas, Sw. compass, kompass, Da. compas, Norw.
kompas, (all) mariner's compass. (This is the

exclusive sense in the Teutonic langs., as 'pair of
compasses' is predominant in the Romanic.)
The history of this word and its associated verb in the

Romanic langs. has not yet been determined, and it pre; 1

sents many points of uncertainty. It is doubtful whether )
the sb. is Common Romanic (the Sp. being app. from Fr. or
Pr.\ and as yet uncertain whether the sb. is derived from
the vb., or the vb. from the sb. If the sb. was the origin,
it would predicate a L. type *compassus, f. com- together or
intensive + \passus step, pace; if the vb. was the earlier,

compassare would be ' to pass or step together ' or ' com-
pletely ' (see Diez passare), and *cowpassus, compasso, the
action of doing so. The early history of the senses of the
sb. is equally obscure : in OF., 'measure', primarily per-
haps 'measure kept in walking together', 'artifice, subtilty',
and ' pair of compasses appear all to be early senses ; it is

at present impossible to say whether the instrument took
its name from 'measuring* or from 'equal stepping'. It

is probable that the sense ' circumference, circle, round
'

which is slightly exemplified in OF., but has received so
great a development in Eng., is derived from the name of
the instrument; but the converse is also possible; cf. L.
circinus compasses, from circa round, etc. ; also Ger. zirkel,

(1 ) circle, (2) compasses. The later application to the Mariner's
Compass, recognized in modern French, but chiefly de-
veloped in English and the Teut. langs., is also of obscure
origin ; it may easily have arisen out of the sense ' circle ' or
' circuit as showing the circle of the winds ; but in German
this sense appears to have been preceded by those of ' gno-
mon ' and * sun-dial ', which may point in another direction.
The Greek name of the circinus or compasses was StajSjjnj?,

from 6ia/3ouVeii' to stride or walk with the legs apart, to
stride, step, or pass over : it is not impossible that compassus
and compassare may have been employed to render these
words, and as 5ia0>jnj? also meant the gnomon of a sun-dial,

it is conceivable that this indicates the way in which com-
Passus came to be used for dial, and mariner's compass.
The OF. senses all appear early in ME. In the uncer-

tainty as to the relations between these, it is impossible to
arrange them in any certain order in Eng., and that adopted
is merely provisional, andsubject to alteration when Romanic
scholars shall have ascertained the previous history of the
word in their own domain.]

I, Measure, etc.

+ 1. Measure, proper proportion, regularity: e.g.

to keep even compass (cf. OF. tenir compas to keep
step in marching) ; by compass (OF. par compas,

a compas, It. a compasso), with measure and order,

with regularity, regularly. Obs.
c 1340 Gaw. # Gr. Knt. 944 Ho watzbe fayrest in felle, of

flescne & of lyre, & of compas, & colour, & costes of alle

other, c 1400 Rom. Rose Nature hadde nevere such a
grace, To forge a werk of such compace [Fr. de tel compos}.

1475 Caxton Jason 92 b, Vignes and trees hyly con-

duyted by aompass. 1612 Brinslev Lud. Lit. iv. (1627)

32 To keepe even compasse in the height, greatnesse, and
breadth of his letters.

2. 'Moderate space, moderation, due limits' (J-);
esp. in Within or out of compass : i.e. within or be-

yond the bounds of moderation. Obs. exc. dial,

[Possibly arising out of the sense 'measure', but certainly
related also to sense 9.]

1579 Iomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 59/2 We cannot bring
our selues in compasse vnder it, vnlesse God draws vs to it.
Ibid. 133/1 Wee haue need of some order and bridle, to
hold vs within our compasse. 161a Davies Why Ireland,
etc. (J.), In two hundred years before [1 speak within com-
pass) no such commission has been executed. 1615 G.
Sandys Trav. 61, I should not speake much out of com-
passe, should I say as large as a bushell. 1632 H. Seile
Avgvstvs 166 To keepe these [malecontents] in compasse,
Avgvstvs .. constituted a Provost of the Citie. 1701 Jer.
Collier Antoninus 179 Which . . keeps those Things which
Decay from running out of Compass. 1742 Richardson
Pamelalll.tft, I mustkeep within Compass. iSBjS.C/iesh.
Gloss, s. v., To ' speak i' compass ' is to speak within limits,
to speak guardedly.

II. Artifice, skilful or crafty device.

t 3. Designing, skilful devising, ingenuity
;
pass-

ing into the bad sense of craft, subtilty, cunning.
In later use closely associated with the vb. in sense
2 : compassing, contriving. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8797 (Cott.) To fest, wit compas slei,

Vr ware to-geder. c 1320 Cast. Loue 739 A trone Of white
iuori .. Wib cumpas ibrowen and with gin al ido. ; 1384
Chaucer //. Fame 1. 462 How maugre Iuno, Eneas, For
al hir sleight and hir compas, Acheved al his aventure.
C 1400 Destr. Troy 523 With a compas of clennes to colour
hir speche. 1521 St. It 'erburge (1848' 35 Castynge in his
mynde craftely by compas How he myght optayne to the
hye empyre. 1526 Wolsey in Strype Eat. Mem. I. 1, v. 66
His refusal proceeded of no manner of compass or intent to
protract time for any sinister purpose. 1579 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.i 92 If it come to passe as it is lyke by my compasse.
IS97 Bacon Coulcrs Good <$- Evil \x. (Arb.) 152 Incident
to those things that proceede from our owne care, and com-
passe.

t b. A crafty contrivance or artifice; a stratagem.
1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 32 § 2 Hy meanes and coin-

passes to proue a procontracte. 1550 Latimer Last Serm.
b.-J. Edzy. VI, 1. 242 These fellows that have their fetches
and their far compasses to bring things to their purposes.
}5S&-9 Act 1 Eliz. c. 5 § 1 Yf any person doo compas or
imagyn to deprive the Queues ma 1 "-' and the same Com-
passes or Imaginacions. .shall or doo utter.

III. The mathematical instrument.

4. An instrument for taking measurements and
describing circles, consisting (in its simplest form
of two straight and equal legs connected at one end
by a movable joint. Now gen. in //. ; also pair
of compasses.
Modifications of this instrument are the Bow-compasses

;

beam-, calliper- hair-compasses, etc. Similar instruments
for describing figures other than circles are specified by a
corresponding adj., as elliptic, oval, triangular compasses

;

also Proportional compasses : see these adjs.

a- [c 1340 Cursor M. 9947 (Trin.) A tour faire of yuory.

.

Craftily casten wib a compas. But earlier MSS. wib
compas.] 1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls' II. 303 [Perdix) made
be lirste compas. r 1391 Chalckr Astrol. II. § 40 (.11 Cleped
pat on poynt of my compas A, & bat other poynt F. c 1450
Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 727/11 Hie circinus, a compas. 1570
Dee Math. Pre/. 40 Geometrie . . teacheth the Vse of the
Rule and the Cumpasse. a 1745 Swift (J.), To fix one foot
of their compass wherever they think fit. 1841-4 Emerson
Ess,, Love Wks. (Bohn) I. 76 Defined by compass and
measuring-wand.

(3. 1555 Eden Decades W. Ind. 11. x. (Arb.) 134 We
tooke owre compases it beganne to measure the sea coastes.

1594 Bllndevil E.xerc. v. <ed. 71 589 How to make with
your Compasses a perpendicular line to fall from any point
giuen vpon another right line. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 224
In his hand He took the golden Compasses, prepar'd . . to
circumscribe This Universe. 1831 Brewstek Optics iv. 38
Some point . .where, .one foot of the compasses is placed.

y. 1551 Recohde Castle Knowl. (1556) 37 Haue a payre
of compasse aptelye made for to draw the circles. 1790 in

Archxol. X. 133 A pair of brass compasses, one of the legs
of which is broken orT. 1840 Ibid. XXVIII. 378 A pair of
curious brass compasses or dividers.

b. Name of a small southern constellation.
x^37 Penny Cycl. VII. 185/1 Circinus, the Compasses, a

constellation, .not very far from the South Pole.

C. humorously, Coiyate's compasses : one's legs.

1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 280, 1 resolved to give up my
saddle to the boy, and try Tom Coryate's compasses.

IV. Circumference, circle, curve ; bound,

f 5. A circumference, a circle. Obs.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7586 pe erth. .Es bot als a poynt
Imyddes acompase. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 92 As the point
in a compas Stant even amiddes. c 1400 Maundev. x. 38
A 1 ytill hous made in maner of half a cumpas.

_
1413 Lydg.

Pilgr. Sozule m. iv. (1483) 52 The compas of this whele was
fitcned ful of hokes. e 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 227 All
Wallace ost in till a cumpaiss baid. 1330 Palsgr. 207/2
Compas, a cercle or rondell. 1551 Records Pathw. Knowl.
1. xxvii, Now sette I one fote of the compas in G, and extend
the other foote vnto H, and so drawe a compas. 1555 Eden
Decades W. Ind. i. ix. (Arb.) 98 Men ioymnge handes to-

gyther& standinge in coompasse. 1613 R. C. Table Alph.
(ed. 3) Semicircle, halfe a circle or compasse. x6ai Burton
Anal. Mel. 11. n. m. (1651) 245 If the world is 21,500 miles

in compass, its Diameter is 7000. 1655 E. Terry Voy. E.
India 347 They make a little Circle upon the ground, .after

which they sit down within that Compasse.

f b. Anything circular in shape, e.g. the globe,

the horizon ; also, a circlet or ring.

c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame in. 212 To telle, .of these yates
florysynges ne of compases ne of kervenges. c 1394 P. PI.
Crede 123 Crist in compas of gold In )?e wide windowe
westwarde. c 1475 Partcnay 6270 AH rounde trie compas
though man be sekyng, In all the worlde so noble king is

noght. 1583 Stanyhurst /Eneis lit. (Arb.) 73 With seed
of >Eneas shal coompasse earthlye be ruled. i6ix Coryat
Crudities 455 About the middest goeth a compasse of brasse.

x68i W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 567 The compass
of the eye, orbita,

90-2
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t c. Phrase : a compass to, in {the) compass of,

around, round.
c MjgCWMt. 7esus t66o (Matz.> Isette huy weren a com-

pas To a bord pare inne was. c 1350 Ps. Ixxviii. in Pre/,
Wycli/' s Bible p. iv. note. In the cumpas of Jerusalem.
1382 Wvclif Mark iii. 34 Biholdynge hem. .that saten in
the cumpas of hym. — Rev. iv. 3 A reynbowe was in
cumpas of the seete. 15*6 Tindale Rev. vii. 11 All the
angelles stode in the compace of the seate.

T 6. A circular arc, sweep, curve. Ohs.
1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1 Arb. 1 120 Your bowe [must] be well

trymmed- that it may come rounde in trew compass* euery
where. 1563 Shute A rchii. B j b, Constrained thebraunches
. .to draw downwardesagaine with a sertaine compasse. 1627
Capt. Smith Seaman s Gram. ii. 3 There doth begin the
compasse and bearing of the ship. 1637 Blunt Voy. Levattt
23 'I he Promontory, hath two sides encompassed by Sea.

.

with a compasse turning from West to North. 1697 Potter
Atitiq. Greece in. iv. (1715) 49 Slings, .somewhat broad in
the middle, with an oval Compass, and so by little and
little decreasing into two Thongs.

b. Archery. The curved path described by an
arrow ; the angle of elevation as determining this

path ; cf. C. 3 b.

.
I54S Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 133 The shaft in flyenge . . if

it flye far, it flyeth a round compace. Ibid. 145 In drawyng
[of the bow] some set suche a compasse, as thoughe they
woulde tourne about. 1613 Chapman Rev. Pussy D'Ambois
Plays (1873) II. 156 Tis the. .compasse giuen it by the Archer
That makes it hit or misse. 18306 trutt's Sports $ Past.' 1876)
124 A good archer, .ought also, .to be well acquainted with
what compass his arrows would require in their flight.

7. The circumference, boundary, enclosing line or
limits of any space or area.
a 1300 [see C. 1} c 1330 R. BrL'nne Chron. Wace (Rolls)

8^31 Wybynne be compas of be stones [of Stonehenge].
t 1400 Malndev. vi, 21 (>e compas of be citee. .contenes
xxv. myle aboute. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 611 Jack Cade,
emending to bring the king farther within the compasse of
his nette. 1570-6 Lambakde Peramb. Kent (18261 235 A
Palaice . . the compasse whereof may be traced out by the
mines of an olde Wall there. 1865 Ri skin Sesame 3 A
grave subject, .and a wide one. .so wide that I shall make
no cflurt to touch the compass of it.

b. Measurement round, circuit, girth. (Cf. 11.)

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 269 The largenesse and
compasse of all creatures corporal!. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 95 The Caspian Sea is in compasse neere three thou-
sand miles. 1781 J. Moore View Soc. It. \ 17901 I. ii. 21 A
fortification of between two and three miles in compass.
1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. ii. 179 Greater in his compass
of body, than any within six kingdoms al>out him. 1882
Shorthovsi 7- Inglesant xxix, Within the confines of the
Duke's chase, thirty miles in compass.

8. Circumscribed area or space ; in wider sense,

space, area, extent.
In many uses this and the prec. sense arc not separable ; cf.

the ordinary use of ' circumference ' for ' circle '.
| Here perh.

belongs Chaucer's trine compos, explained by Prof. Skeat
as ' threefold space, L e. of the earth, the sea, and the
heavens'. But other explanations have been attempted )

a 1300 Cursor M. 21640 (Cott.t In bis compas godd all

has left, c 1325 E. E. Alltt. P. B. 319 A wyndow . . In be
compas of a cubit kyndely s[q]ware. c 1386 Chaucer
Sec. Nun's T. 45 Of the tryne compas lord and gyde..
Whom erthe and see and heuene out of relees Ay neryen.
1535 Coverdale 2 Mace, i. 15 He entred with a small
company into the compasse of the temple. 1580 North
Plutarch 116761 5 A certain compass inclosed all about
within the Temple. 1685 Manch. Court Leet Rec.
(1888) VI. 231 Lambert Henton hath pailed out a cer-
taine Compas of land, c 1710CELIA Fiennes Diary (1888) 27
The Lord's prayer and ten Commandments [written] in the
Compass of a Crown piece. 1839 Thirlwall Greece II.

363 'I he. .towering hopes of Athens demanded that the new
wall should inclose a larger compass,

b. trattsf. and Jig. Of time, etc.

»573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden Soc) 53 Within the
cumpas of that worthi Emperors reign. 1669 Sturmv
Mariner's Mag. 1. 3, I shall draw out the Description in as
small a compass as it can be. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist.
(18271 III. 259 In the compass of one verse. 1818 Cruise
Digest VI. 517 Confined to the compass of a life. 1844 Lo.
Brougham Brit. Const. 1 1862 ' 94 Within the compass of the
last four chapters. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. x. 304 Who in
the compass of a day performed Such mighty deeds.

9. Jig. Bounds, limits, as in within, beyond the

compass tf/\?ight, knowledge, power, ability, etc.) ;

range or extent within limits
;
and, more generally,

range, reach, sphere, scope.
1555 in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xlvii. 143 The saide

witnessis. .have deposed of malice, .beside and without the
compasse of the same articles. 1570 Dee Math. Pref. 46
Studies : not falling within the Cumpasse of their Capa-
citie. 1604 Shaks. Oth. nr. iv. 21 To do this, is within the
compasse of mans Wit. 1639 Fuller Holy War 1. i. (1647)
1 It cometh within the compasse of our belief. 1655 W. F.
Meteors 11. 30 It never goeth down out of the compass of
sight, though it be not seen in the day-time for the bright-
ness of the Sun. Ibid. m. 57 Clouds, .without the compass
of our sight. 1736 Butler Anal. Introd. 4 The Extent,
Compass, and Force, of analogical Reasoning. i8as Haz-
lttt Tal'le-t. II. vii. 163 Many men. .have not a compass of
soul to take an interest in any thing truly great. 1823 De
Quincey Let. Ednc. i. (i860) 14 Distinguished for variety
and compass of power. 1870 Bowen Logic 6 The limited
compass of the human mind,

b. spec. Intellectual range.
1717 Swift To Vug. Lady, To discourse of arts and

sciences out of your compass. 1737 Wateri.and Eucharist
7 He will, .fall short in most Things, for want of Compass,
and larger Views.

10. Music. The full range of tones which a voice
or musical instrument is capable of producing.
1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 7 Phi. Why then was your

Scale deuUed of xx. notes? Ma. Because that compasse
was the reach of most voyces. 160a Shaks. Ham. OK ii. 383
You would sound mee from my lowest Note, to the top of
my Compasse. 1709 Addison Tatter No. 157 * 4 A Flute,
an Instrument . . without any great Compass. 1870 Emer-
son Soc. <$• Solit., Eloquence Wks. tBohnt III. 24 Of all the
musical instruments on which men play, a popular assembly
is that which has the largest compass and variety.

V. Circuit, round, circuitous course. (Cf. 7 b.)

11. Circular movement, course, or journey, circuit,

round ; a roundabout journey, a detour, arch.
138J Wyclif Rom. xv. 19 From Jerusalem by cumpas

[Per circuitum) til vnto Ilhryk I haue fulfillid the gospel
,

of Crist. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol. 199 They
wenten in compas, Daunsinge aboute this flour, c 1510
More Picus Wks. 19/: Wicked men walke about in a
circuit or coumpasse. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. IV. India 358

'

He . . shewed with stirring his feete the compasses and !

pointes of the daunce. 1608 11 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit.
( 1 85 1

1 42 The hawk . . towers up, by many gradual compasses,
to his highest pitch. 1698 Froger Voy. 100 The Portuguese

!

..save a large Compass that others are oblig'd to make.
\

c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 114 A. hill, .so sleepe.

.

j

few Coaches but gaines the top of it by a Compass round it.

b. A circuit of time, round, revolution.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. v. iii. 25 Where I did begin, there

shall I end : My life is run bis compasse. 1609 Bible
(Douay> 1 Chron. xx. 1 It came to passe after the compasse
of a yeare 'post auni circulum\

t C. A roundabout expression, a circumlocution.
1623 Lisle /El/ric on O. <fr M. T. Pref. 14 Out of this

compasse can he not goe. 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's
Gardening B6 A tedious Compass of Words and Terms.

d. phr. To cast,Jetch t go, set, take a compass:
to take a circular or circuitous course, make a
circuit or detour

; f rarely, to form a circle ; Jig. to
act or speak in a roundabout manner, digress.

< 1430 Henryson Mor. Fab. (1865* 185 He kest ane com-
pas far about. 1535 Coverdalh Eccl. \. sThewynde goeth
towarde y* South, it fetcheth his compase aboute vnto the
North, a 1555 Latimer Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 433 A man
that., hath his journey's end before him, what madness were
it for him to set further compass about. 16x1 Bible Acts
xxviii. 13 From thence wee fet a compasse, and came to
Rhegium. 1654 Evelyn Diary 31 July, Taking leave of
Cadenham wc went a compass into Leicestershire. 1735
De Foe Voy. round World. (1840) 72 To take a compass
round behind the pirates camp. 1837 De Quincey Revolt
Tartars Wks. 1863 IV. 165 Troops of deer ..fetching a
compass by way of re-entering the forest grounds.

J?£- *&77 GlLPIM Demonol. 11867) 5^ He falls not directly
upon what he intended, .but fetcheth a compass, a 1693
Tillotson lSt,rw.(i743)VII. 22^1 What a compass do many
men fetch to go to heaven, by innumerable devices, a 1847
Mrs. Sherwood Lady 0/Manor II. xiv. 240 The compass

I

commonly fetched before the pupil can be conducted to the
point intended.

VI. The Mariner's Compass.
12. An instrument for determining the magnetic

meridian, or one's direction or position with re-

I spect to it, consisting of a magnetized needle turn-

ing freely on a pivot
; notably employed in the

guidance of a ship's course at sea (the Mariners
or Seaman s compass).
The mariner's compass consists essentially of three parts,

the bowl or Box (sb. 1
, sense 15), containing the Card (sb. 1,

sense 4) on which the 32 Points 0/ the compass are marked
(see Point), and the Needle. According to its position or
use on ship-board it is distinguished as binnacle*, hanging-,
standard, steering-compass, etc.

To box the compass : see Box v.* 12; also in the same
sense To say the (or one's) compass.
c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs B. (Percy Soc.) 12 Some the anker

layde . . One kepte y* compas and watched y* our glasse.

i^ai Test. Ebor. (Surtecs) V. 140 Item that I gif William
Tyngaite my cardyd and my best compas. 1551 Ahi\
Hamilton Catech. \ 1884* 28 Ane skyppar can nocnt gyde
his schip to ane gud hevin without direction of his compas.
16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. viii. 35 The boyes. .every
Munday. .to say their compasse. 1664 Evelyn k'al. Hort.
( 1 729) 222 Remember in all Transplantings to observe the .

.

Quarter of the Compass. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11 1. v. 58
A Tornado . . causes the Winds to shift all round the Com-
pass. 18*3 W. Scoresby yrul. N. Whale Fishery 145 On
the 12, we had the wind almost all round the compass. 1875
Bedford Sailor's Poeket-bk. ii. (ed. 2) 43 When the ship
has been placed on her proper course by the Standard
Compass, the helmsman will notice the point shown by
the Binnacle Compass as being that to which he has to

attend.

b. (Varieties of this instrument are specially

constructed for particular purposes.
Such are the azimuth compass (see Azimuth 2), the dipt

surveying, variation compasses, etc.)

1703 Art's Improv. p. xv, There are now. .diverse sorts or
kinds of Compasses ; as Azimuth Compasses, Meridian
Compasses, Variation Compasses, Amplitude Compasses,
Hanging Compasses, Pocket Compasses. 183a Nat. Phitos.,
Magnetism vi. 6o{Usef. Knowl. Soc.) The land or survey-
ing'compass. .furnished with sights, and means for reading
off the degrees on the card. Ibid. vi. 61 The Variation
Compass designed to exhibit the diurnal changes of varia-

tion in the horizontal magnetic needle. x88i Raymond
Mining Gloss., Compass. An instrument like the ordinary
nautical or surveyor's compass . . having a clinometer at-

tached. Also, a dip-compass, for tracing magnetic iron

ore, having a needle hung to move in a vertical plane.

Q.Jig.
1601 Cornwallyes Ess. ii. xlviii. (1631) 307 It shall bee .

.

by chance : a compasse too uncertaine for Justice to saile

by. 2634 *• Herbert Trav. 221 margin, Gods Provi-

dence the best con.passe. 1649 Et'kon Basilike 117 Profit

is the Compasse by which Factious men steer their course.

1845 M^Culloch Taxation 1. iii. (1852) 90 From whatever
point of the political compass we may set out.

13. Concho/. A kind of shell-fish.

1776 Da Costa Elem. Conchol. 245 Sometimes the valves
are differently coloured, as the Compass, or Sole, which has
one valve of a chestnut brown.

B. aiij. Round, circular, curved. (Still in

technical use : cf. D.)
15*3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 136 It is sette in a compasse pece

of yren. 1563 B. Gooce Eglogs (Arb.) 113 Ptholome, with
Compasse Globe in hande. 1587 Mtrr. Mag., Albanact.
xxvii, The Compasse pathes of euery ayrye sphere. 1607
Topsell Four/. Beasts (1673) 212 The Dogs, .run along.

.

through rough and plain, crooked and straight, direct and
compass. 1751 Chesterf. Lett. III. 142 A compass ring
set round with little diamonds. 1766 Entick London IV.
100 The north front . . has a triangular instead of the two
compass pediments.

C. adv. [Cf. compass.]

+ 1. In compass, in circuit, 'all round*. Obs.
(Unless compass is a sb. and the construction as in ' ten

miles* distance '.)

<\ 1300 Cursor M. 2275 (Cott.) pis tour was .. ten mile
compas al aboute. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III.

1 355/2 With teeth of three quarters of a yard Compas.

f2. In a circle, round. Obs.
c 1400 Gamelyn 629 All sate at be mete compas aboute.

+ 3. In a circular arc or curve, curvedly. Obs.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 133 In drawyng, it [the bow]
must come rounde compasse. 1550 Morwyng Evonym.
245 The tyles must be cut and hewed compas. 1573 Cooper
Thesaurus, Classis lunata . . a ship bending compasse like
a Moone. 1606 B. Jonson Masque Hymen Note, Wks.
(Rtldg.) 558 They [mantles] were fastened on the right
shoulder, and fell compass down the back in gracious
folds. 1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts (1673) 222 Some again
cut it [horse's manej to stand compass like a bow. 1655 J.
Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 88 The Architraves were, .wrought
compass, exactly, according to the Circumference of their
respective Circle.

+ b. Archery. To shoot compass : to shoot at an
elevation, so as to allow for the curve of the pro-

jectile. Obs. Cf. A. 6 b.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb ) 101 Ye take so great heade,
to kepe youre standynge, to shoote compasse. /'.''.

11. 107.
161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xi. I 24 They shot their
Arrowes Compasse, with purpose to kill or gall such Scots
as came to the execution.
/z%. 1630 Shirley Grate/ul Serv. v. i, Shoot not so much
compass, be brief, and answer me.

t 4. Through a complete cycle or round; 'all

round the clock' or * compass Obs. (Cf. Circle
i7c.^
1580 Lylv Euphues iArb.) 323 Perceiued at ye last his

olde Hat againe to come into the new fashion, wherewith.,
he sayde, I haue now lyued compasse, for Adams olde apron
must make Eue a new kirtle.

D. Comb., as sense 4) compass-Joint; (sense 12)

compass-bowl, -box, -card, -face, •needle, -point ;

compass-bar (see quot.)
;
compass -bearings,

bearings taken by the compass ; compass-brick
(see quoO ; compass-callipers = calliper com-
passes (sec Calliper); f compass-dial, a port-

able sun-dial adjustable by an attached compass-
needle ; compass-flower, -plant, a N. American
composite {Silphium taciniatuni) with large much-
divided leaves, of which the lower 1 are said to

present their faces uniformly north and south'

(Asa Gray) ; also other plants whose leaves are

supposed to show a like tendency, e.g. the Prickly

Lettuce {Lactuca scariola ; compass-headed a.,

having a semicircular head ; f compass-heart
1 (see quot. : apparently a literal rendering of the

Greek w*pticaphtov y
; compass plane (-smoothing-

plane\a smoothing-planc having aconvex sole and
iron, used for planing concave surfaces ; com-
pass-roof see quots.) ; compass-saw, a saw with

a narrow blade for cutting out curves of moderate
size; compass signal, a signal denoting a point

of the compass ;
compass-stock, a curved stock ;

compass-timber, curved timber, esp. as used for

ship-building ; compass-window, a semicircular

bay-window (cf. Compassed 3 b). Also t com-
pass-wise adv.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., *C<nnPass-bar, a fixed iron

ring in the silver-from-lead-extracting furnace. 18*3 W.
Scoresby 7ml. N. Whale Fishery 323 The mast-head . . was
the only part of the ship where *compass-bearings could be
relied on. 186* Ansted Channel 1st. 11. x. (ed. a) 254 The
compass-bearing of the principal veins. 1797 Nicholson
Jrnl. Nat. Phitos. I. 426 The needle is usually supported
on a steel point which occupies the axis of. -the *compass
box. 1703 T. N. City $ C. Purch. 38 "Compass-bricks .

.

are of a Circular Form, their use is for Steeniug of Wells.

1706 PiiiLLirs, * Compass-Callipers, an Instrument us'd by
Gunners, which resembles two Semi-circles. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech., *Compass-card .. is usually attached to the

needle. 1875 Chamb. ?/*«/. 79. 163a Lithgow Trav. vili.

(16821 360 Holding our Course North-East, my *Compass-
Dyal being our guide. 1717 51 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Com-
pass-dials are small dials, fitted in boxes, for the pocket

;

to show the hour of the day by direction of the needle.

1847 Longf. Ev. 11. iv, Look at this delicate plant . . its

leaves all point to the north, as true as the magnet, It is

the *compass flower. i8jp Weale Diet. Terms, ^Compass-
headed, in ancient architecture, circular. 1594 T. B. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. u. 221 The heart hath for his next

dwelling house a membrane or skinne called. .Pericardion,

which signifieth . . a
A
compasse-heart. 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech., *Compass-joint, a form of joint usual in compasses,
iii which one leg has a circular di>kor two, clamped bctWMB
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other disks belonging to the fellow leg. 1797 Nicholson
Jrul. Nat. I3kilos. L 427 A *compass-needle supported

on a simple point. 1866 HsBSCHSL Fam. Led. Sc., Tke
Sun 79 The causes of the Compass needle pointing to the

North. 1850 Weale Diet. Terms s. v., The use of the

*compass-plane is to form a concave cylindrical surface.

1848 Gray Man. Bat. 219 * Compass-plant. 1870 Gard.
Ckron. Sept. 1213 The compass plant, a wild sunflower of

the western prairies. 1882 Alyakd in Amer. Naturalist

xvi. 626 Compass Plant. .The property is best exhibited in

the radical leaf, which presents its faces to the rising and
setting sun. 1597 J. Payne Royal E.xclt. 34 The *compass
poynt directing* to the haven. 1850 Weale Diet. Terms,
* Compass-roof, a roof in which the braces of the timbers

are inclined so as to form a sort of arch. 1678 Moxon
Meek. Exerc. vi. 100 The *Compass-Saw should not have

its Teeth Set as other Saws have. 1881 Mechanic § 380

The compass-saw is also used for circular work. 1725

W. Halfpenny Sound Building 25 With a *Compass
Smoothing-Plane. .plane the Inside thereof. 1866 Fkoude
in At'tenasum 392/3 Harquebuss with a ^compass-stock.

1686 Lond. Gas. 2122/4 AnV Woods convertible to Streight,

*Compass or Knee Tymber or Plank, fit for the Service

of His Majesties Navy. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 42

He encompassed those two courses with circular, or what
is technically called compass timbers. 1621 Lady M.
Wroth Urania 102 Her Ladies . . were a little distant

from her in a faire *compasse Window, c 1700 C. Fiennes
Diary (1888) 19 Another large dineing roome with great

Compass windows. 1545 Raynold Byrtk Mankynde 59
Which .. he made soo *compase wyse and caue or holowe

in the middes, that, etc. 1551 T. Wilson Logike 45 b, The
element goeth compasse wise because it is rounde. 1616

Surfu&Markh. Country Farm 684 The old Harts, .hauing

. .their homes set with pearles, and strait and large heads,

rather open than turned compasse-wise.

t Co'mpass, J^.2 Obs. Also 6-7 compasse,
7- poss. A corruption of Compost, prevalent in

1 6-1 7th c.

1573 Tl sser Hush. (1878) 50 Lay on more compas, and
fallow agen. 1613 Markham Eng. Husbandman 1. 1, yii.

(l635) 38 The best Manure or Compasse. .that you can give

such ground. 1616 Scrfl. & Markh. Country Farm 335
Earth, mudde, and other compas. 1669 Worlidge Syst.

Agric. (1681) 323 Compas, or Compost, a 1700 Dryden Fables,

Cock <y Fox 269 A cart he found That carry'd composs forth

to dung the ground. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio), Compos.

Compass tkzrmpas), v} Forms : see sb. 1 Pa.t.

and///**. 4- compassed ; also 4-7 compast. [a.

F. compasse-r (12th c. in Littre), to measure, de-

sign, contrive, regulate, adjust ; cf. Pr., Sp. com-

pasar to measure with a compass, to compass

about' (Minsheu), It. compassare to measure with

compasses, to weigh in the mind, 'to compasse

about ' (Florio) :—L. type *compassare. See the sb.]

I. To plan, contrive, devise.

f 1. trans. To plan, design, contrive, devise (a

work of art). Obs.

c 1330 R. Brunne Ckron. Waee (Rolls) 8807 In Aufrik were

bey [stones of Stonehenge] compassed & wrought, a 1400-

50 Alexander 3219 pe palais . . pat compast was of Cusys

(Cyrus]. Ibid. 3629 Ane instrument all of iren . -Was com-
past on carte-wise. 1430 Lydg. Ckron. Troy 1. vi, I can

not paynt nor compasse No gay processe.

t b. absol.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 235 He tau5te. .some to compas
craftily & coloures to make. Jbid. XVIL 170 The fyngres

fourmen a ful hande to purtreye or peynten Keruynge and
compassynge as crafte of be fyngres.

2. To contrive, devise, machinate (a purpose).

Usually in a bad sense : see quots. 1 292, 1491.
[1292 Britton 1. tx. [viii.] § 2 Graunt tresoun est a corn-

passer nostre mort. 1351 Act 25 Edw. Ill, Stat. v. c. 2

Q D nt homme fait compasser ou ymaginer la mort nostre

Seignr le Roi.J 1297 R. Glouc (1724! 109 To suc[h] ende
yt was y-come as he hadde y-compaced in ys bo3t. £1315
Shoreham 113 He compasyth venjaunce to hym bat a3en

clenketh. c 1330 R. Brunne Ckron. (1810) 98 He bouht

to compas ille, be same tille him did he. c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. W. 1539 Hipsipkile Medea, Al this was com-
passed on the nyghte Betwix him Jason, and this Er-

cules. 1491 Act 1 Hen. VJ1%
c. 23 Pream., Richard White

. .traitrously ymagened and compassed the dethe . . of our

seid Souvereigne Lord. 1659 W. Brough Sacr. Princ. 251

To contrive mischiefs, and to compasse designes of vanity.

1681 Trial S. Colledgc 119 To compasse or imagine the

imprisonment of the King, i860 Motley Netherl. (1S68)

II. xv. 249 England, whose desolation is thus sought and
compassed. 1888 W. D. Hamilton Cal. State Papers,
Dom. Series 1644, Pref 22 The Parliament .. compassing
the destruction of the Throne.

b. with infin. phrase or subord. clause.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1455 For to compas & kest to haf
hem clene wrojt. c 1385 Chaucer E.G. IV. 1410 Hipsipkile

$ Medea, Compassede he How Jason myghte best destroyed

be. 1513 More Pick. Ill, Wks. 42/1 His uncle hadde
coumpassed to rule the kynge. 1848^^11 Vict. {Better

Security ofCro7t>n\ If any person . . shall compass . . to de-

prive or depose our Most Gracious Lady the Queen.

•f c. absol. or intr. Obs.
1430 Lydg. Ckron. Troy 1. ii, Double as Tygre slyghtly

to compace. 14.. Epiph. in Tundale's Vis. (1843) 108
Thowgh thow with wordis honny swete Maliciously upon
her deth compasse They schall askape.

1 3. To consider, ponder, meditate, 1 go through \
C1400 Destr. Troy 10115 He. .ay compast pe cases in his

clene hert. 1513 Douglas JEneis x. iii. 96 Eneas, That
with hymself can mony thing cumpas. 1534. Whitinton
Tullyes Offices 1. (1540I 26 Whan thou hast compaced
\lustraveris\ all by reason and by thy mynde.

f b. intr., or with obj. clause. Obs.
c 1340 Gaw. § Gr. Knt. 1196 J>e lede. .Compast in his con-

cience to quat bat cace my^t Mene. c 1400 Pom. Pose
6934 Fulle fast, iwys, compassen we By what ladder he is

clomben. 1513 Douglas Aineis VU. Prol. 151 Wythin my
niynd compassing thocht I so.

II. f 4. To describe with compasses ;a circle).

C1391 Chaucer Asirot. 1. § 18 Up-on this forseide plate ben

compassed certein cerclis pat hihten Alnucanteras. 1393
Gower Con/. III. 108 Signes twelve, Which have her

cerclis by hem selve Compassed in the zodiaque.

III. To go or come round, put round, encom-

pass, literally.

In senses 5-8 often extended by round, about', in senses

5-7 also with in.

5. trans. To pass or move round; to traverse in

a circular or circuitous course, make the circuit of.

1382 Wyclif Matt, xxiii. 15 Woo to you scribis and
Pharisees, .that cumpasen [1388 goon aboute] the se and the

lond, that 3e niaken o proselyte. 1388 — Josh. vi. 3 Alle

}e fi^teris, cumpasse [138* go about] the citee. a 1498

Warkw. Ckron. an. 1472 It [the comet] compassed rounde

abowte alle the erthe. 1570 Levins Manxp. 34/45 To com-
passe, circuire. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's I rat: viii. 25

The Bisquayn Ship . . wherein Magellan compassed the

World. 1697 Damner I'oy. (1698) 1. vi. 132 Having now
compast in the whole Continent of South America, i860

Kingsley Misc. I. 123 A generation which will compass
land and sea to make one proselyte.

b. absol. or intr. To go round, make a

circuit,

1382 Wyclif Luke ix. 6 Sothli thei gon out, cumpassiden

bi castels, euangelisinge and heeling euerewhere. 1582 N. 1

T. (Rhem.) Acts xxviil. 13 Thence compassing by the shore,

we came to Rhenium. 1598 W. Phtllns Linschoten in Arb.

Garner III. 25 The San Felipe. . was compelled to compasse

about, and came to Cochin. 1605 Vkrstegan Dec. Intelt.

vi. (1628) 156 He will compasse into Germany, Dcnmarke,
Norway and Sweden.

+ C. causative. (?) To send round. Obs.

c 1485 Pigby Mist. (1882) hi. 1467, I com nott to pe [King

of Marsile] for no decepcyon, But bat good lord crist hether

me compassyd.

d. with cognate obj. To compass ^a course, cir-

cuit, voyage, period, etc.).

1583 Stanyhurst /Ends [v. (Arb.) 107 Why so may not

Troiau theire course to good Italye coompasse? 1629 J.

Cole Of Deatk 35 When his life hath compassed his

course. 1832 Ht, Martineau Ireland iii. 48 Who had com-

passed a circuit of observation in a different direction.

6. To come round, close round, as a multitude;

to form a circle about, surround, with friendly or
j

hostile intent ; to hem in ; sometimes spec. ' to I

beleaguer, besiege, block' Cf. Ejs'Compa.ss.

.1400 Destr. Troy 10292 The Mirmydons . . compast the
j

knight, closit hym within. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xxvi[i], 6 1

Myne enemies . . compassed me rounde aboute.
_ 1548

Udall, etc. Erasiiu Par. Matt. ii. 26 Compassing in all :

the yong children. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619)
\

75 Such as compassed the tribunall seate. 1604 James I

Counterbl. (Arb.) 107 Although in his siege, .he do belaie

and compasse it round about. 1611 Heywood Golden Age 1

v. Wks. (1874) III. 75 Enter Ganimed compast in with

soldiers. 1703 Rowe Fair Penit. v. i, Found him com- I

pass'd by Lothario's Faction. 1817 Byron Manfred 1. i, I

Ye Spirits of the unbounded Universe, .who do compass I

earth about. 1847 Tennyson Princ. 11. 421 [She] rapt in
|

glorious dreams. .Sat compass'd with professors.

fig 1388 Wyclif Ps. xvii[i]. 5 The sorewis of deth cum-
passiden me. 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 180 All the blessings

Of a glad father, compass thee about- 1814 Southey Car-

tuiua Aulica 1. 3 Poems III. 232 At home worse dangers

compass'd thee.

7. To encircle, environ, lie round and enclose, as

the sea, a girdle, etc. Also with round, about, in.

c 1340 Cursor M. 22705 pe see bat compasseb alle londe.

1388 Wyclif Jer. Hi. 21 A roop of twelue cubitis cumpasside

it. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxi. v, The firmament so coin-

passing the land. 1576 Fleming Panop. Epist. 190 Your
carkasse is compassed in a corruptible skin. 1664 Drydkn
Rival Ladies lit, i, I am compass'd round With Mirth.

1668 Culpepper & Cole Bartkol. Anat. 1. Introd. 1 Epi-

gastrium, which compasses the stomach. 1735 Pope Donne
Sat. ii. 84 Like the Sea they compass all the land. 1818

Mrs. Shelley Frankenst. iv. 21 We were compassed round

by a very thick fog. 1827 Hake Guesses (1859) 231 A lake

wants mountains to compass and hold it in.

8. To encircle, or surround with something.

1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. P. xvn. clxii. (M95 1 7°9 A
meete borde is . . sette vpon fete, and compassed wyth a

lyste abowte. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. xvi. 51 They .
.
com-

passed it al aboute with a gyrdle. 1601 F. Godwin Bps.

of Eng. 59 He compassed the Tower of London with a
;

strong wall. 1685 Stillingfl. Orig. Brit. i. 29 The cus-

tome of compassing Churches with Church-yards was not

O ancient. 1766 Porny Heraldry vi. § 1 (1777 1 "4 Bom-
face VIII. .Anno 1295 first compassed his Cap with a Coro- i

net. 1859 Tennyson Geraint § Enid 48 He compass'd her

with sweet observances And worship.

f b. To embrace, encircle with the arms. Obs.

C1590 1Q0. 1616) Marlowe Faust. Wks. (Rtldg.) 124/1

In mine arms I would have compass'd him. 1606 Shaks.

Tr. $ Cr. 1. iii. 276 A Lady, wiser, fairer, truer, Then euer

Greeke did compasse in his armes.

IV. fig. To get within one's compass, grasp,

or reach ; to * get round «

f 9. To catch, seize, lay hold of. Obs.

1509 Barclay Skyp of Folys (15701 241 My pleasaunt pace

Is light as flee, thus none that be can me compace. 1526

Tindale i Cor. iii. 19 It is written: He compaseth [i6ix

taketh] the wyse in their craftynes.

10. To grasp with the mind, comprehend fully.

1576 Baker Jeivell ofHealtk 176 a, This maner who that

can understand and compasse. a 1716 South 1J.\ The know-

ledge of what is good and what is evil . . is a thing too large

to be compassed . . without brains and study. 1847 Longf.

Ev. 11. ii, Strange forebodings of ill . . that cannot be com-

passed.

11. To attain to or achieve (an end or object

aimed at) ; to accomplish.
1549 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Ordering of Priests, Ye

cannot by any other meanes compasse the doyng of so
weightie a woork. 1576 Fleming Panop. Ep/st. 85 You
tooke upon you a greater charge.. then you are able to

compasse and perfourme. 1581 Rich Farewell 11846) 162,

I can not compasse to take this woman. 1601 Shaks.
Tivel. N. 1. ii. 45 That were hard to compasse, Because
she will admit no kinde of suite. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto's Trav. XXIX. 77 The better to compass his intent.

1709 Pope Ess. Crt't. 256 Since none can compass more than
they intend. 1762-71 H. Walpole Virtue's Anted. Paint.

(1786 1 II. 173 A painter may execute a head, though he can-

not compass a whole figure. 1840 Macaui.ay Ess. Clive,

Men who would unscrupulously employ corruption. , to com-
pass their ends. 1871 RosSETTl Poems, Dante at I'croua

XXVI, The task is long, The time wears short to compass it.

b. To get at, attain, obtain, win ^an object).

1591 Shaks. 'Two Gent, 11. iv. 214 If not, to compasse her
lie vse my skill. 1608 — Per. 1. ii. -'4 To compasse such a
bondlcsse happinesse. 1631 Heywood i^ I't. Maid of IVest

III. Wks. 1874 II. 300 You have trkkes to compas-e these

gay cloaths. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) II. 502 He
compassed the crown by cruelty. 1696 Evelyn Diary 11827)

IV. 358 He compassed a vast estate. 1865 Trollope Bdton
Est. xxxi. 375 She was a free woman,—to be compassed if

only a man might compass her. 1871 B. Taylor Faust
(1875) I. i. 24 How hard it is to compass the assistance

Whereby one rises to the source.

f 12. To 1 get round ' come round ', circumvent.

1563 Homilies 11. Pogat. Week iv. 11859 1 496 Let no man
subtilly compass or defraud his neighbour. 1568 Grapton
Ckron., Hen. I'l, II. 5 The newe French Kyng. .studiyng

hou e to compasse the Parisians, eyther with money, or with

promise. Ibid. 6S1 He imagined how to compnsse Thomas
Lord Stanley . . that he might be one of the confederacx-.

1642 RoOEKS Naatuau 153 Shee goes about to perform the

condition her self, hoping thereby to compasse Christ.

f b. To adulterate or sophisticate (wine, etc. .

1594 Flat Jewell-ko. 1. § 73. 64 Wine .
.
trickt, or com-

passed, or at the least mingled with other wine, hath euer

since beene retailed . . for wine. 1703 Compassing rbl.

sb. 4].

t 13. To get over, surmount. Obs.

1561 '1'. Hoiiv tr. Castigliouc's Courtyer 1 1577^ Eijb,
Ignoraunce . . suche, that he cannot compasse that dilTi-

cultie.

V. [from the sb, or adj.] To make or be 1 com-

pass ' or rounded.

14. tmus. To bend into a circle or curve; to

curve, incurve. Cf. Compassed 3.

1542 Lam. Treat, in Hart. Misc. (Malh.' I. 238 When
they (mountains] be croked, or compassed hauenlyke they

shewe much larger. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. in. v. 112 To
be compass'd like a good liilbo in the circumference of a

Pecke, hilt to point, heele to head. 1649 BLITHE Eng.

Imf>rov. Impr. U653) 210 Their ploughs are very small and
light, and little compassed. 1689 Loud. Gaz. No. 2476/4 A
dark brown Gelding . . witli a white slip down his Head
to his Nose compass'd to the farther Eye.

15. intr. To curve, bend round, be curved. (Now
only of timber.

1

Cf. Compassing ppl. a. b.

1588 K. Parkl tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 194 Si-xe table>,

placed in order, compassing rounde like a circle. 1607

ToPSELL Fourf. Beasts (16731 9** ^ ne norns - -morc crooked

and bending, compassing behmde, as a Rams do. 1627 CapT.

Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 2 At the ends they hegin to com-

passe. C1850 Pitdint. Navig. (Weale) 112 Croaky, a term

applied to plank when it curves or compasses much.

t Co mpass,^ 2 Obs. [seeCOMPASS sb.*] trans.

To Compost, to manure.

1557 Tusser 100 Points Husb. xi, One aker well compast,

is worth akers three. 1573 — Husb.tiSjS 124 Thry fallow-

ing won, get compassing don. 1607 ToPSELL Fourf,
Beasts 11673' 4S7 With the dung of Sheep they compasse

and fat the earth. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 596 As for Earth it

Compasseth itself. 1632 J. Lee Short Surv. Sweden 12.

Compassable (.kznnpasabl^tf. [f. Compass v.
1

+ -able.] Capable of being compassed, attainable.

1581 Mulcastkr Positions xliii. (1887) 271, I take the

thing also to be verie compassable. 1657 Tomlinsos AV-

noit's Disp. 734 Aqua Theriacal ..consists but of a few

things, and they easily compassable. 1780 Burke Sp.

Econom. Reform Wks. III. 343 Our objects are plain and

compassable. 1887 Sat. Rev. 3 Dec. 770 Sydney has the

Blue Mountains, .within compassable distance.

Compassed (ktrmpast), a. [f. Compass

+ 1. Contrived, cunningly or artfully devised. Obs.

C1430 Lydg. Bochas u ix. (1544) *8 a, His compassed,

sleighty, questions. Ibid. II. xxix. 66 His compassed false-

nes^and treason. 1568 Grafton Ckron. II. 161 After con-

fession made by the Sarazen of all hys compassed treason,

f b. ? Cunning, or ? provided with compasses.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 178, I contreued toles, Of car-

pentrie, of kerueres and compassed masouns.

2. Surrounded, encircled, etc. ; see the vb.

1547 J. Harrison Exhort. Scottes 208 Neighbors . . com-

passed within one sea. X786 Cowper Gratitude 40 Com-
passed about with the goods.. of leisure.. I indulge my
poetical moods. 1859 Hawthorne Marb. Faun xxxvni,

When the compassed splendour of the actual interior [of

the cathedral] glowed before her eyes.

b. fig.
Circumscribed, . compasse,}

1888 Symonds Ben Jonson vi. 163 His boisterous self-

assertion, etc. . . were sufficient to overpower the ceremonious

and compassed Scotch laird [Drummond of Hawthornden].

!89o — Ess. II. 261 There is nothing small or mean or com-

passed in that art.

+ 3. Rounded, curved, circular, arched. Obs.

1551 Recorde Patkzv. Kuowl. U Defin., Two compassed

lines and one right lyne. Ibid. L Hi, Set one foote of the

compasse in the verye point of the angle, and with the other
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fotc draw a compassed arch. 1578 Lyte Dodocns 11. cii. 288

|

Golden Saxifrage, .groweth. .with compassed leaues. 1589
Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. vi. [vii.](Arb/)92 The circumflex,

or compast accent, 1655 W. F. Meteors m. 73 The Circle

called Halon . . seen about the Sunne . . is called of the Greeks
a compassed plat. 1681 Chei ham Anglers Vade-m. xxu.

(1689) 146 A small compassed Hook.

b. Compassed roof, window ; see Compass sb. 1 D.
1538 Leland //in. (1745) L 105 Mervelus fair cumpacid

Windoes. 1606 Shaks. Tr. Cr. L ii. 120 She came to him
th'other day into the compast window. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 167 (D.) A compast roofe. 1835 Fosbrooke Encycl.
Antiq. viL 150/2 The Compassed Windows were round.

Hence f Co'mpassedly adv., in a curved line;

f Co'mpassedness, curvedness, curvature.

iSS< Recorde Castle Know/. (1556) 136 Bothe descendeth
compassedlye vnto the contrarye poynte to them againe.
1640 Blithe Eng. Im$>rov. Im/>r. (1653) 208 Fault may be
in the roughness and ill compassedness of the Share.

Co mpasser. [f. Compass v. l + -erI.] One
who compasses ; esp. + a designer, contriver.

1494 Fabyas vii. 563 The duke .. compasser of all this

mysi.hefe. a 1593 H. Smith Serin. (1622) 492 He hath his

compassers and .spies in euery country. 1641 Newrobe
Canterb. Medit. 1 My intellect, that comprehensive com*
passer.

Compassing {kvmpa.f>ir})
t
vbl.sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ingT] The action of the verb Compass.
1. A devising, planning ; a device, design, arti-

fice, contrivance.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27286 Wit quentise and wit compasing,

vt of his denn be nedder bring. C1375 Bakrolr Troy-bk.
11. 2140 Throw Dyomedis compasstnge Hire brobir was
slayne. £1384 Chaucer H. Fame UL 1188 Many subtil

coinpassinges, Babewinno and pinacles, Ymageries and
tabernacles, I saw. 1486 Act 3 I/en. VI /, c. 14 Such false

Compassings, Imaginations, and Confederacies had against
any Lord. 1681 7 rial S. Colledge 3 Treasons and trayter-

ous Imaginations, Compassings and Purposes. 1769 Black-
stone Comm. IV. 78 Compassing or imagining . . are syno-
nymous terms ; the word compass signifying the purpose or
design of the mind or will, and not, as m common speech,
the carrying such design to effect. 1848 Act n Vict.

\

{Better Security 0/ Crotuti), Compassings, imaginations,
j

inventions, devices.

2. A t^oing round or about, a circuit ; surround-
I

ing, circling, or curving.

1530 Palsgr. 207 Compassyng of tyme, reuolution. 1665
Manley Grotius' I.oiv-C. IVarrs 209 Francis Drake .. in

the compassing of the World,

t b. Circumlocution. Obs.
1580 Hollybasd Treas. Fr. Tang., Circuition de parolles,

a compassing in with wordes. 1580 Apol. Pr. Orange in

Phoenix I. 453, I had not used . . any Circuits or Compass-
ings of words.

3. Attaining, achieving, arch.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretart'e 1. (1625^ 90 The compassing
thereof. 1659 Fuller App. Inj. Innoc. ill. 57 There was
no compassing of it without compace-ing it ; no reaching
the end without going out of the way. 1769 [see ij. 1863
Kinclake Crimea (1876) I. iii. 44 The compassing of vast

distances.

f 4. Adulteration (of wine). Obs.

1703 Art of Vintners 20 The Transmutation or Sophist*-

cation of Wines, which they call Trickings or Compassings.

Compassing (kinnpasin ';,///. a. [f. as prec.

+ -ing -.] That compasses : sec the vb.

l 1440 Generydes 4163 By a subtill and false compassing
trayn, Clarionas. .is betrayed. 1576 Fleming Panop. Epist.

400 His fine compassing witte and eloquence. i6ai Burton
Anat. Mel 11. ii. lit (1651) 245 Every fixed star a Sun, with
his compassing Planets,

b. Curving, curved.
1576 Fleming Panop. Epist. p iii b, The crooked turnings,

and the compassing arbours of the same [garden]. 1588-

1607 [see Compass r. 1 15]. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1789) Hijb, A strong piece of timber incurvated nearly into
a circular arch, or, according to the technical term, com-
passing, e 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Wcale) 107 Compassing,
crooked or curved.

Hence t Co mpassingly adv. Obs., in a curve.

1578 Banister Hist. Man iv. 52 When the one [muscle]
worketh onely, then is the head compassingly turned to the
one side.

Compassion (kfTmpre-J^n), sb. Also 4-5
-ioun, -ione, 4-6 -yon. 5 compascyon. [a. F.

compassion (14th c. in Littre), ad. late L. compas-

sion-em (Tertullian, Jerome), n. of action f. compa/i

(ppl. stem compass-) to suffer together with, feel

pity, f. com- together with + pati to suffer.]

+ 1. Suffering together with another, participation

in suffering ; fellow-feeling, sympathy. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 148 Huanne on leme is zik ober y-wonded.
hou moche zorie heb be herte and grat compassion y-uelb.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. v. i. (1495) 100 The membres
ben so sette togyders that . . euery hath compassyon of other.

1^61 Eden Arte de Nauig. Pref., Such a mutuall compas.
sion of parte to parte . . hy one common sence existent in

them all. 16*5 (Jill Sacr. P/ii/os. iv. 63 That it was onely
by a vegetable or animall soule, which suffered by compas-
sion with the body.

2. The feeling or emotion, when a person is

moved by the suffering or distress of another, and
by the desire to relieve it; pity that inclines one
to spare or to succour. Const, on (of obs.).

(The compassion of sense 1 was between equals or fellow-

sufferers ; this is shown towards a person in distress by one
who is free from it, who is, in this respect, his superior.!
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 36 pou may thynke of synnes

and of wrechidnes of thyne euencristene . . with pete and of
compassione of thaym. 1535 Coverdale Joel it 12 The
I-orde. .is. .longe surTerynge & of greate compassion. 1591

Shaks. : Hen. VI, iv. i. 56 Mou'd with compassion of my
Countries wracke, 1632 Lithgow Trav. ix. (16831 386 In
Compassion whereof the worthy Gentleman doubled his
Wages. 1676 Hobbes Iliad 1. 23 You on me compassion
may show. 1770 Junius' Lett, xxxvi. 170 You have every
claim to compassion that can arise from misery and dis-

tress. 1823 Sol'thev Hist. Renins. War I. 352 In com-
passion to her grief, and in answer to her prayers. 1876
Mozley Univ. Serm. vii. 1^8 Compassion, .gives the person
who feels it pleasure even in the very act of ministering to

and succouring pain.

7 b with plural. Obs. or arch.

1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531 1 262 All the compassyons
& mercyes that thou shewed to the people. 16x1 Bible
Earn. iii. 22 His compassions faile not. 1787 Whitaker
Alary Q. Scots Vind. in H. Campbell Love-Lett. Mary
(1824) 263 All the little jealousies of the rival will surely
melt away in the compassions of the woman.
C To have compassion : to have pity, take pity.

So t To take compassion {upon, of).
138a Wyclif Heb. x. 34 For whi and to boundun men ae

hadden compassioun. 11385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 390 Prof.,

And han of pore folk compassioun. 1483 Caxton Cato Civ,
I haue grete ruthe and compassion on you. 1590 Mar-
lowe Eaw. II, Wks. (Rtldg.j 210 2 Thy heart. .Could not
but take compassion of my state ! 1611 Bible Ex. ii. 6
She had compassion on him. 1647 W. Browne Potex. 1.

164, I . . besought him not so to have compassion of a
daughter whom he had made miserable. 1714 Masoeville
Fab. Bees (1725' I. 290 Humanity bids us have compassion
with the sufferings of others. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 104
Have compassion on the mighty whom love hath abased.

t 3. Sorrowful emotion, sorrow, grief. Obs.

C 1340 Cursor M. 23945 heat/ing (Fairf. \ Compassioun of
our lauedi for be passioun of hir sone. 1488 Caxton Chast,
GoddesChyld. 7 Teres ofcompascyon, teres of compunccion,
teres of loue and of deuocyon. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. iii. 6
Her hart gan melt in great compassion ; And drizling teares

did shed for pure affection.

Compa ssion, v. [f. prec, or prob. ad. F. com-
passionncr ^ 1 5th c. in Littre J to compassionate.]
trans. To have compassion on, to pity. / A word
scarcely used ', Johnson.)
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. t. 124 Can you heare a good man

grone And not relent, or not compassion him ? 1617 F. K.
Hist. Edu: II 11680 72 Shall I . .compassion those that do
attempt my ruine? 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xxxii. 222
The people who companioned his youth, his virtue and
his noble birth. 1873 Argosy XVI. 35 Dr. Knox com-
passioned Janet's hard place.

Hence Compa ssioning* vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 226 Both wanted.. a kind, com-
passioning adviser.

Compassionable, a. Now rare or Obs. [f.

Compassion + -able.]

1 1. actively. Inclined to compassion; pitiful,

compassionate. Obs.

1548 Thomas Ital. Gram, ff Diet., Conibassiomuole, phi-
full or compassionable. 1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits
4- Divels To Rdr. 4 Our compassionable care to profit, .the
parties. 163* Lithgow Trav. v. 188 Some compassionable
Greekes . . relieued me. 1635 J. Havward Banish'd Virg.

15 With a no lesse ardent than compassionable affection.

2. Deserving or exciting compassion, pitiable.

1635 J. Hayward Bani*h'd Virg. 14 My case being but
too compassionable. 1751 Eliz. Carter in Rambler No.
100 P 1 The case of these truly compassionable objects.

1813 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. xviii. 11865 363 Half-ludicrous, but
more than half compassionable and admirable errors.

t Compa'ssionary, a. Obs. [see -abv.]
1 6 1 1 Cotcr., Compassionuaire, compassionarie, compas-

sionate, hauing compassion of.

Compassionate kfTmpx Jam^t , a. [latinized

ad. K. compassionni, pa. pplc. of compassionner to

compassionate: sec -ate- 3.]

1. Affected with, characterized by, or expressing

compassion
; pitiful, sympathetic.

1587 Mirr. Mag. (1610) 687 As if that heau'n vpon our
state below, Foreseeing our harmes, compassionate had
beene. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iv. 217 My compassionate
heart, a 1620 J. Dyke Worthy Commun. (1640) 139 Christ
was compassionate, they are mercilesse. 16*5 Donne
Serm. 3 Apr. 19 It is a fault . . to bee too compassionate of
an Heretique. 1683 Bcknet tr. A/ore's Utopia 180 Tho
they are compassionate to all that are sick. 1752 Fielding
Causes Increase Robbers, A. . compassionate disposition.

1870-4 Anderson Missions Att/er. Ed. III. iv. 69 Compas-
sionate persons interceded, and his condition was alleviated.

T b. Indicating compassion. Obs.
169a R. L'Estrange Josephus' Antiq. iv. viii. (1733) 04

Let there be a compassionate Remainder left for those that
have nothing to eat of their own.

t C. ? Displaying sorrowful emotion ; sorrow-

fully lamenting ; or ? moving pity, piteous. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iii. 174 It boots thee not to be
compassionate, After our sentence, plaining comes too
late.

+ 2. Fitted to excite compassion
;

pitiable,

piteous. Obs.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. it. 160 Compassionate
cruelty. 1654 Karl Monm. tr. Bentivoglids Warres
Flanders 418 A most compassionate spectacle; for they
were all so macerated with hunger, etc. 173a Neai. Hist.
Pur/i. I. 313 Their case was most compassionate, for they
had wives and large families ofchildren 1767 Colman Eng.
Merchant v. Your case is truly a compassionate one.

f 3. Sympathetic. (Cf. Compassion sb. 1.) Obs.
a 1631 Donne Problems xi. (L.), The nose is most com-

passionate with this part.

t 4. as sb. One who is compassionate. Obs. rare.

160a W. Watson Decacordon 190 Compassionates of our
afflictions. Ibid. 268 True compassionates of their countries
miseries.

Compassionate ^mpx'Jan^t), v. [f. prec
adj., or latinized ad. F. compassionn-ero.ix.QX analogy
of verbs in -ate: cf. affectionate, and -ate 3 6.]

trans. To regard or treat with compassion ; to
pity, commiserate (a person, or his distress, etc.).

1598 Marston Pygmal. xxiv. 129 Pitty me, Compas-
,

sionate my true loues ardencie. a 1670 Hacket Abp. Wil-

j

liattts 1. 1692) 35 The sick, of the comfortless, are most to be
compassionated. 17*9 Butler Serin. Wks. 1874 II. ^6
Men . . naturally compassionate all. .whom they see in dis-
tress. 1837 Ht. Maktineau Soc. Amer. III. 11 Countries
whose political servitude the Americansjustly compassionate.
absol. 163a Massinger MaidHon 1. i, May persuade you

Not alone to compassionate, but to lend Your royal aids.

Compassionately (k^mpxjam'tli ,adv. [f.

Compassionate a. + -ly-.] In a compassionate
manner, pitifully, pityingly ; with tender pity.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xvi. (1632) 95 He was

compassionately intreated. 11714 Sharp Serm. I. x. (R.\
How kindly and compassionately soever, we, as private
Christians, are to treat those that differ from us. 1838
Dickens A ich. Nick, xii, * Poor 'Tilda

!

' sighed Miss
Saucers compassionately.

Compassionateness (k^mpae jananes). [f.

as prec. + -kess.] The quality of being com-
passionate.
1611 R. Bolton Disc. TrueHnppiness (1631) 167 Out of a

naturall compassionateness. x68x Flavel Right. Man's
Ref. 279 The infinite tenderness and compassionateness of

j
our God. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sh.ll 11. v. 285 His

1 sympathy and compassionateness for the whole world.

Compassionating ,k(?rnparf3n*itiri \ ppl. a.

[f. Compassionate v. + -ing*.] That compas-
sionates

; pitying.

1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory (18691 137 Her tender com-
passionating Heart, a 1711 Ken Hyinns Festiv. Poet.
Wks. 1721 L 2?3 With a compassionating Zeal.

t Compa ssionative, a. Obs. rare. [f. Com-
passionate v. : see -ive.] Disposed to compas-
sionate.

1643 Digby Obs. Browne's Rel'tg. Med. (L.), Nor would he
have permitted his compassionative nature to imagine, etc.

Compassionator, -er (kfJmpx fonetei). [f.

Compassionate v. + -ok, -er : sce -EB 1 2.] One
who compassionates.
1684 Charnock/4 ttrib. God{i%$^ 1. 714 Shall thy creature

only passively glorify thee as an avenger, and not actively
as a compassionaler V 1836 AWf Monthly Mag. XLVIII.
357 Let those self compassionators keep house in America
for but one month.

t Compa ssioned,///- a. Obs. rare. [f. Com-
passion t -ed : cf. F compasstonne".] Affected

with compassion ; sympathetic; compassionate.
1575 Laseham Lett* (1871) jfl Yoo, being a Mercer.. az I

j
am : my cuntree-man born, & my good fre'end withal,

whearby 1 kno ye ar compassiond with me. 1611 Speed
Hist. Gt. Brit. tx. xxiv. (1632) 1177 By the compassioned
mercy of Queene Elizabeth.

t Compa ssionfol, a. Obs. rare. [f. Com-
passion sb. + -ful.] Full of compassion. (In

first quot. app. * full of passion, passionate '.)

1604 Ti Whicht Passions v. 8 4. 238 Criefe necessarily

ensuing compassionfull hatred counterpoyseth the vehement
intension of Love. Ibid. 288 It argueth abountifull mindc,
or a compassion- full heart.

Compassioun (Wyclif, Ecclus Prol.), erron. f.

!
Composition.

Compa ssionless, a rare- 1

, [f. as prec. +
-less.] Devoid of, wanting in, compassion.
i6»5 R. Bolton Direct, for Walking w. God 11630) 283

In those cold and compassionlesse times.

Compassive (k^mpa; siv , a. [f. L. compass-

i ppl. stem of compati to suffer with (see Compas-
!
sion) + -IVK.] Feeling or showing compassion ;

:
sympathetic, compassionate, pitiful.

i6u R. Sheldon Semt. St. Martin's 44 Any compassiue
mind and heart . . cannot but compassionate their wretched
. .leruitudes. 161s Shelton Quix. L in. v. 140 Murmuring
somewhat . . with a low and compassive voice. 1760-7* H.
Brooke Fool of Quality (1792) II. 191 But a-propos. my
Lord, these same compassive acts again.tt slander, .have
they yet passed into a law 1 a i860 [sec next].

Compassivity. [f. Com- + Passivity : cf.

,

prec] A condition of suffering, or of being affected,

together with another.
1667 H. More Div. Dial. \. § 30 (1711) 67 Not a mere

i Compassivity, but rather a Coactivity of the Spirit in which

I

it does reside, a i860 J. Gakdner Faiths of World I.

570/2 Compassivity, a term used in Romanist writers to

express the feelings of a saint on beholding in a vision the
sufferings of Christ whereby his soul is transpierced with
the sword of a compassive pain.

Compassless ,k&mpasles), a. [f. Compass
sbA + -less.] Without a compass.
a 1864 Knowles cited by Webster. 1868 Menken Infe-

licia 36 Compassless, rudderless, the poor ship pleads. 1884

Traill New Lncian 31 A mastless, compassless vessel.

+ Co'mpassly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Compass
sb. or a. + -ly^, pcrh. repr. F. d comfas, par com-

pos * regulierement, avec art, exactement, a point*

^Godef.).] Accordingly to measure or rule, exactly.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. Law 359 Th' Eternall

Trine, who made all compassly.

t Co'mpassment. Obs. Forms : as in Com-
pass, [a. OF. cum-, compassement machination,

f. compasser to Compass : see -ment.] Compass-
ing; contrivance, machination, plan.



COMPAST. 715 COMPEER.
[129s Britton l xii. § 1 Si . . il de ceo compasscment de

tide felounesse volume soit atteynt.] c 1300 A". Alts. 1345
By heore bothe compissement Kyng_ Fehp was wounded.
1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 255 pise pre ageyn Edward
mad a compassement. c 1330 Will. Palerne 198 1 Bi a coynt
compacement caste sche sone how bold zhe mt3t hire bere
hire best to excuse, c 1400 Maundev. xviL 180 Be experi-
ence and sotyle compassement of wytt. 1593 Nashe
Christ's T. 11613I 88 For all the body-wasting industry I

haue vsed in thy [knowledge's] compasment.

Compast, occas. f. compassed : see Compass v.

f Compasture. Obs. rare- 1
. [? error for

Composture ; but perh. altered by association

with pasture] See Compost, Composture.
1627 Speed England xvii, These Heaths by the Com-

pasture of the Sheepe (which we call Tathe) are made so
rich with Corne they. . match the fruitfullest grounds. [For
compastures in Bailey 1743-, see List of Spurious Words.\

+ Compatchnient. Obs. rare. [f. Com- +
Patchment.] A thing patched together.

1617 Collins Def. Bp. Ely 11. x. 411 This that here you
offer vs, the most woodden com-patchment, in such tedious-
nesse of repetitions, that euer I hit on.

Compate, obs. f. Compete.
Compaternity (k^mpataimti). [ad. med.L.

compatemitdt-em (F. compaternite), f. compater
godfather ;f. com- together, with ¥paler father):

cf. Paternity.] The relationship which exists

between godfathers (or godparents) mutually, or
between them and the actual parents of a child.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 357 By the bonde of com-

paternite and of consecrate fraternite. 1612 Davies Why
Ireland, etc. (1747) 181 Gossipred or Compaternitie .. by
the canon law it be a spiritual affinity, etc. 183a S. R.
Maitland Facts Doc. 411 They disregard compaternity.

Compatibility (k^mpn?-tibi'liti). [a. F. com-
patibiliti'. see next and -it v.] The quality of being
compatible ; mutual tolerance, consistency, con-
gruity.

x6ix Cotcr., Compatibilite, compatibilitie ; a concur-
rence, accord, agreement together, a 1677 Barrow Whs.
(1686 II. 134 The compatibility and concurrence ofsuch pro-
perties in one thing. 1737 Gcntl. Mag: VII. 336 You try
the infinite perfections by their compatibility with your
ideas !

_
1848 Carpenter AHtm. Phys. 11 Examples of the

compatibility of even the heat of boiling water with the
preservation of animal life.

Compatible (k^mprc-tib'l), a. [a. F. com.
patible, ad. med.L. compatibilis (as in beneficiuni

compatibile, i. e. one that can be held along with
another, Du Cange), f. compati to suffer with (see
Compassion).
Dr. Johnson thought this word a corruption of Com-

petible, which ' is found in good authors, and ought always
to be used ', The quotations, however, show that the mean-
ings of the two words were different from the beginning,
and that Compatible was the older word. Confusion seems
to have taken place later: see 2c]
+ 1. Participating in suffering; sympathetic. Obs.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xxii. (1890) 78 Y' remembraunce

greued hym ryght sorowfully by incytacion compatyble
whiche admonnesteth hym to socoure this dolant lady.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learning- 11. ix. § 3 The Infant in the
mothers wombe is compatible with the mother, and yet
separable.

_
1618 Mynshul Ess. Prison 33 A compatible

commiseration of those, who I know lye groaning under it.

2. Mutually tolerant
; capable of being admitted

together, or of existingtogether in the same subject

;

accordant, consistent, congruous, agreeable.
153a More Confut. Tindate Wks. 485/1 Wedlocke and

priesthod be not repugnant but compatible of their nature.
1563-87 Foxe A. Sf M. 328 (R.) But those formes which are
so distracted, that they be not contrarie but disalike : are
compatible in one subiect, as quantitie and qualitie, 1589
Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. iv. (Arb.) 160 Many other like
words borrowed out of the Latin and French, were not so
well to be allowed by vs, as these words . . compatible, for
agreeable in nature. x6u Cotgr., Compatible, compatible,
concurrable ; which can abide, or agree together ; orindure,
or beare with, one another. 1636 Healev Theophrast.,
Oligarchy 91 If any do them affront or iniurie, He and
I (say they) are not compatible in this City, a 1745 Broome
(J.), Our poets have joined together such qualities as are by
nature the most compatible. 1754 Richardson Grandison
I. xxxvi. 259 Can friendship and reserve be compatible?
1884 Contemp. Eev. Oct. 524 It develops .. all sorts of
energies and capacities . . with all compatible fulness and
efficiency.

b. Const, with.
1641 Baker Chron. Edw. Ill, an. 1347 (R.) An honour

out of his way, and scarce compatible with his state at
home. 1688 Miege Fr. Diet. s.v., Heat is compatible with
Moisture. i-jg^Ld. Aucklands Corr. (18621 III. 196 Every
reform that was compatible . . with order and good govern-
ment.

_
1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 549 He did not

think it compatible with his personal dignity.

fc. Const, to. Obs. (In this const, confused
with Competible : cf. esp. quots. 1668, 1714.)
1623 Jas. I Answ. Pari, in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I -

127 A fault in my discretion scarce compatible to the love
and trust I bear him. 1668 Howe Bless. Righteous 11825)
88 A pleasure compatible to a creature. 1690 Locke Hum.

1 i!-' i

xi"' 5 13 Neit"er of these ways of Separation, .is,

?5 ...
r

jJ

£
' compatible to pure Space, a 1714 Sharp Sertn.

II. 111. (R.i, We have not only all the proofs of genuineness
• * that can be given for any other writings . . but this over
and above, which is compatible to none but these.

3. Of benefices : Capable of being held together.
*SS9 [n Strype Ann. Ref. I. xiv. 186 Being presented to

such churches compatible, over and above his principal
cure. 1871 O. Shipley Gloss. Eccl. Terms 65.

Compatibleness, [f. prec. + -ness.] =
Compatibility.
1610 Donne Pseudo-Martyr 266 Had the Bishops of Rome

maintained that . . Compatiblenesse with Princes, which
gaue them Authority at first. 1641 in Smectymnuus Find.
Answ. § 14. 173 There is a compatiblenesse in this case of
Gods act and the kings.

Compa tibly, adv. [f. as prec. + -ly2.] In a
compatible manner

; consistently.

1730-6 in Bailey. 1755-73 in Johnson. 1829 I. Taylor
Enthus. (1867) 72 These multifarious pursuits which are to
be acquired compatibly with the discharge of public duties.

t Compa'tience. Obs. [a. OF. compacience :

see next and -ence.] Fellow-feeling, compassion.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. i. (Toltem. MS.), pe

membre lesse greuid hap compaciens [1535 compassion] of
be membre bat is more greuid. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882)
iv. 1137 Haue bou compatience ! 1513 Douglas /Eneis
viii. ix. 69 To haue compaciens and pitie Of zour awin
wofull king. 1552 Abi\ Hamilton Catech. (1884)56 Thai
use the knawlege of evil men to thair zeile and compaciens.

t Compatient, a. Obs. Also 4-6 -cient. [a.

OF. compacienly -patient, ad. L. compaticnt-em, pr.

pple. of compati 10 suffer with.] Suffering along
with, sympathetic, compassionate.
1382 Wyclw i Pet. iii. 8 In preyer be ?e compacient [1388

eche suffringe with othere]. 1513 Douglas Aineis 1. ix. 69
Art thou nocht the ilk compacient Eneas? 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. 11. 150 We haue not a Bishop that can not be
compatient of our infirmities. 1646 Buck Rich. Ill, 86 (R.)
The same compatient and commorient fates and times.

Compatriot (k^mp^trist, -part-), [a. F.
compatriote, ad. L. compatriota, f. com- with +
patriota countryman : see Patriot.]
1. One who is of the same country with another

;

a fellow-countryman.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. § 46 With the. .hloud-

shed of innumerable their Compatriots. 1683 E. Hooker
Pre/. Pordage's Myst. Div. toy Your Friend, Acquaintante,
or Compatriot. 1768 74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 318
They, .are ready to think a compatriot braver . . and more
deserving than any foreigner. 1875 Jowett Plato fed. 2)
V. 108 We.. may well say to our compatriots that not to
possess necessary knowledge is a disgrace.

2. attrib. and adj. Of the same country.

1744 Akenside Pleas. Imag. 1. 602 To my compatriot
youth I point the high example of thy sons. 1784 Cowper
Task 11. 238 That Chatham's language was his mother
tongue, And Wolfe's great name compatriot with his own.
1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. II. vii. 11. 292 note, He does not
seem a favorite with his compatriot critics.

Compatriotic (•put), a. [f. prec. + -ic, after

patriotic : cf. F. compatriotique!\ Of or pertaining
to compatriots

;
belonging to the same country.

1803 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. I. 332 Hindostan, whose
annals we now peruse with a compatriotic interest. 1884
H. Zimmern in Gentl. Mag. Feb. 131 To please my corn-
patriotic and foreign friends. 1889 Harper's Mag. Sept.
642/1 Our compatriotic sonnet.

Compa'triotism. [f. as prec. + -ism : cf. F.
compatriotisme.] The position of being com-
patriots

; compatriotic feeling or sympathy.
1794 Resid. in France (ed. J. Gifford) II. (1707) 110 Two

young Englishmen, with whom I used sometimes to con-
verse in French, without acknowledging our compatriotism.
1864 Mayhew Germ. Life <$• Mann. I. 119 We in the hospi-
tality of compatriotism, cheerfully consented to show [them]
. . the sights and curiosities of the town in which we were
resident.

Compaynable, -paygnable, obs. ff. Compak-
ABLE.

Compayne, obs. by-form of Company q.v.

Compear, obs. f. Compeer sb.

Compear (k^mpwu), v. Sc. Forms: 5-7
compere, 5-8 compeir, (6 ? compare, 7 com-
peer), 6- compear, [a. F. compar-oir (pres. t.,

now obs., compere) to appear formally before a
tribunal :—L. compare-re to be present, appear, f.

com- together,with +parere to appear. Cf. Appear.]
+ 1. To appear, make one's appearance, present

oneself, show one's face, esp. at a formal assembly.
c 1470 Harding Chron. lxxvii. i, On y* morowe Galaad &

other knightes Afore the kynge by one assent compered.
1533 Bellenden Livy iv. (1822) 320 All the princis of the
ciete comperit to this convencioun. 1536 Bellenden Cron.
Scot. xn. vi. <Jam.\ Ylk man began to feir his life, and durst
nocht compeir quhare Makbeth was. a 1605 Montgomerie
Navigatioun 136 Our Maister soon his lyttil vhissell cheird ;

His mariners incontinent compeird. c 1661 Mrq, Argyle
Will in Hart. Misc. (17461 VIII. 29/2 Requesting them .

.

to compeer suddenly in this kingdom.
2. spec. Sc. Lata. To appear in a court, as a

party to a cause, either in person or by counsel.
c 1450 Henryson Mor, Fab., Tale of Dog 13 Schir

Scheip, I charge thee straitly to compeir. 1563 Lett. Sc.
Afinisters in A bp. Parker's Corr. (1853*206 Summon, charge
and warn the foresaid Anne to compere before the said
Superintendants. 1587 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1507) § 38 Pro-
curators may compeir for all persons accused. 1637 Gil-
lespie Eng.'Pop. Cerem. iv. ii. 3 We must all compeare
before the judgment seat of Christ. 1647 H. More Song of
Soul 11. ii. n. xxviii, But what shall steer The erring senses ?

where shall they compear In controversie ? 1671 True
Nonconf. 449 The Prince of Orange, being cited and not
compearing, his Estate and Lands ar seised on. 1786 in

Lockhart Scott (1839) I. 179 Compeared Walter Scott and
presented an indenture dated 31st March last entered into

between him and Walter Scott his son. 1865 Daily Tel. 8
uly, At Glasgow the twenty-second day of March eighteen
undred and sixty-five years. In presence of Sir Archibald

Alison, Baronet, advocate, Sheriff of Lanarkshire. Com-
peared a prisoner, who. .declares and says, etc.

t3. ' To appear, lo be made manifest ' (Jam.).
»533 Bellenden Livy (1822* 90 (Jam.) The tressoun

aganis thaime comparit. .that he wes condampnit to de.
Hence Compearing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1637 Gillespie Eng.-Pop. Cerem. m. viii. 178 These cir-
cumstances might serve the more to justify Ambrose his not
compearing. Mod. Sc. Law. The compearing defender.

Compearance (k^mpio-rans\ Sc. Law. Also
5-7 compeirance, 6-7 comperance. [a. F.
comparance, -ence, f. comparoir to Compear :

subseq. assimilated to the latter ; cf. Appeaiunce.]
1. The action of compearing, or formally pre-

senting oneself in court as a party to a cause.
1427 Sc. Acts Jas. I (15971 § 101 Of them of ilk Schire,

that awe compeirance in Parliament or Coimcel. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 16 Williame, Bruther to King
Malcolme . . and of his Comperance befoir King Henrie of
Ingland tueiching Northumberland. 1663 Spalding Tronb.
Chas. 1 11829 1 30 For his not compearance, both he and the
rest who did not compear were put to the horn. 1818 Scott
Rob Roy xiv, ' The justice took the word o' the tane for the
compearance o' the tither.' 1884 Brit. <y For. Evang. Rev.
Oct. 679 Compearance before the delegates from the Synod
of Glasgow and Ayr.

t 2. Appearance (of many together), rare.
1667 II. More Div. Dial. v. xxxvUi. (1713 517 The whole

Skie was tilled with Myriads of Myriads of Shapes in this
great Compearance.

Compea'rant. Sc. Law. [f. Compear v. ; cf.

F. comparant in same sense.] One who compears
I in a court of law, etc.

1587 Sc. Acts Jas. VI, 444 (Jam.) The saidis commis-
i

sioneris will, .minister justice to the compeirantis. .and the

I
non-compeirantis to be left last in the roll.

Compeare, obs. form of Compeer,
Compea rer. [f. Compear + er.J One who

compears ; see also List of Spurious Words.
tCompectina'tion. Obs. rare- 1

. [{.L.cem-
together +pcctindre to comb, f. pectcn comb: see

-ATION.1 Union of the hands with the fingers

interlocked, like two combs.
1644 Bulwfk Chirol. 28 This Compectination or Weeping

Crosse of the Hand is elegantly described by Apuleius.

Compeer (k^mplJ-j), sb. Forms : 3 eumper,
4 coraper, 5-6 -pyre, -ire, 5-7 compere, 6-~

compeare, compier, compeere, 4-7 compeer.
[ME. compcr, a. OF. compcr, f. com- + per [peer).

since 16th c. written pair:—L. par-cm equal,

See Peek, Pair. For the vowel cf. clear = F. clair.

Perh. in sense 2 identified with F. compere, med.L. com-
Pater, fellow godfather, gossip, familiar.]

1. One of equal rank or standing ; an equal, peer.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3396 f>e kyng with-outen compere of

kyngis all otbire. 1590 Three Lords
<J- Ladies Lend. \. in

Mail. Dodsley VI. 467 Three cavaheros. .Without compeers
in compass of this world. i6ia T. Taylor Titus iii. 1 The
Clergy, .will be iudged by none but their compeares. 1644
Jessop Angel of Eph. 27 That. .Timothy or Titus were
meere Presbyters, and so compeeres or Equals to the Pres.
byters of Ephesus. 1886 Diet. Nat. Biog. VI. 309/1 Brian
Boroimhe . . has been often praised . . as an enlightened
patriot, a compeer of King Alfred and of Washington.
2. A companion, associate, comrade, fellow.

c 1275 Pains of Hell 64 in O. E. Misc. 212 Bynd .

.

cursia leuers with here cumpers, And cast ham in be fuyre.

1382 Wyclif Judg. xi. 38 Whanne she was goon with

j

felawis and hir compeers [1388 pleiferisj. c 1386 Chaucer
i Prol. 6j2 His frend and his Compcr. 1494 Fabyan v. lxxxiii,

He axed lodgynge . . for hym and his Comperys. 1529
Rastell Pastyme (1811) 203 This kynge .. sent for Piers

Gaueston his compyre and advanced hym to great honour.

!

1600 Holland LivyWW. vi. 284 They conversed together, as

!
colleagues and compeeres [compares]. 1612 Drayton Poly-

I olb. xviii. 296 His marshall compere . . and brave commili-
tant. 1735 Somerville Chase 111. 317 The fierce Arab.,
with his Troop Of bold Compeers. 1862 Marg. Goodman
Exper. SisterofMercy 219 The recruit, .is at once subjected

to discipline by his compeers.

fb. Used contemptuously. Obs.
1610 B. Jonson Alch. iv. iv, Your sooty, smoky-bearded

compeer. 1725 Pope Odyss. xx. 378 No more, ye lewd
Compeers, with lawless pow'r Invade my dome.

3. One associated with another in the view of

the speaker or writer.

1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalifis 47 Delt out among the

compeeres that stand for the election. 1633 Costlie Whore
m. iii. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Fellow compere, supporter of

the State, Let us imbrace in Steele, our cause is good. J791

Cowper Odyss. VI. 195 Wealthier than his rich compeers.
1809-10 Coleridge Friend (ed. 3) III. 320 The harangues
of Pitt, Fox, and their elder compeers. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. 405 The spirit by which Dryden and several

of his compeers were . . animated against the Whigs.

4. trans/, and fig.
1604 Drayton Cnvte 697 The Hedge-Sparrow, and her

Compeere the Wren. 171a Addison Sped. No. 412 P 5

The Nightingale (selects] her musical Compeer. 1869
Herschel Fant. Lect. Sc., The Sun £9 The sun . . among
these glorious compeers [stars]. 1884 Girl's Own Paper
200/3 As a useful garment the polonaise has no compeer.

Hence Compee'rship, position of a compeer.
1652 Peyton Catastr. Ho. Stuarts (1731} 7 Fit for any

Compeership.

tCompeeT,^. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To equal, rival, be the compeer of.

1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 69 In my rights, By me inuested,

he compeeres the best. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 129 F.lean

Ioue's proud Fane which heauen compeerd. 1839 Bailey
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Festus (1848) ai/i Sooner let the mountains bend.. Thau
nations stoop their sky-compeering heads.

Compeigny, -eny, obs. f. Company.
Compeir, obs. f. of Compear.
Compel (kffcnpe 1), v. Forms : 4-5 -elle, 4-7

-ell, 7- -el. Pa. t. and pple. compelled, pr. pple.

compelling, [a. OF. compeller and compellir

(14th c in Godef.) to compel, ad. L. compell-$re

f. com- together + fdl-Zre to drive.]

1. trans. To urge irresistibly, to constrain, oblige,

force : a. a person to do a thing (the usual const.).

£1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wycti/ 116 pe first

persecution .. Whenne cristen men weren compellid bi

exilyngis, betyngis, and debis, to make sacrifices to ydols.
138a WyclifGoI. it. 3 Nether Tyte. .was compellid for to be
circumsidid. c 1386 Chaucer Parson's T. P518 If so be
that the lawe compelle yow to swere. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 1 a, Whiche grace.. hath compelled me to
sette a parte alle ingratitude. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's
Inst. 1. 48 He is compelled to do him seruice. 1611 Bible
Luke xiv. 23 Compell them to come in. 1769 Robertson
Chas. V, III. xi. 335 As they could not persuade they tried

to compel men to believe. 1874 Green Short Hist. iii. 139
Hunger compelled him to surrender.

b. a person to {into') a course of action, etc.

1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) 328/1 Thou hast with a Lordly
violence compelled them to it (chastitie). 1651 Hobbes
Lez'iath. n. xxii. 122 To compell them to performance. 1667
Milton /-*. /,. VI. 619 Ifour proposalsonce again were heard
We should compel them to a quick result. 1767 Bahler
No. 63 I. 277 A most excellent lady, who was compelled
into a marriage with my betrayer. 1854 J' ^' ABBOTT
Napoleon 118551 II. 26 Russia should unite her arms with
ours, and compel that powtr to peace. 1869 Rcskin Q. 0/
Air § 128 Compel the idle into occupation.

C. with simple object : To constrain, force.

1526 PUgr. Per/. i\V. de W. 1531) 19 Though it [grace]
may not compell the wyll of man. 1535 Coverdale Job
xxxii. 18 For I am full of wordes, & the sprete that is

within me, compelleth me. 1667 Milton P. L. XII. 175 The
lawless Tyrant, who denies, .thir. .message to regard, Must
be compelld by Signes and Judgements dire.

2. f a. To take or get by force, to extort. Obs.
a 1500m Gairdner Three t$tkc. Citron. Camden 76 [They

J

compelled, dispoyled, rubbed, and distroyed all manner of
cattell, vetayll, and riches. 1599 Siiaks. Hen. V, 111. vi. 116
We give expresse charge, that, .there be nothing compell'd
from the Villages. 1601 — All's Well iv. iii. 356 And I

were not a verie Coward, I'de compell it of you.

Jig. 18x9 Scott Anne 0/ G. i, Men, who. compelled from
the soil a subsistence gained by severe labour.

b. To constrain (an action) ; to bring about by
force, constraint, or moral necessity; to exact by
rightful claim; to command.
1671 Flavel Fount. Life vi. 16 He compell'd the Devil's

assent. 1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 74 Our union with the
English counties was either compelled by force, etc. 1856
Froude Hist. F.ng. - 1 858) I. i. 35 The government had no
power to compel submission to injustice. 1880 M Carthy
(hun Time* III xxxvii. 141 He compelled a certain admira-
tion from all men.

3. To force to come, go, or proceed ; to drive

forcibly, to force. Also (esp. in transl.) in the

literal sense of the Latin : To drive or force to-

gether; to gather into a company by force. Cf.

cloud-compeller. (Now rare and poetic.')

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 55 To thy tabernacle
compelle not me. c 1450 Castle Hmvard Life St. Cuth-
bert iSurtees* 599 pair frendes . . Compeld paim to bair

erytage. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. 1. 5 She had this Knight
from far compeld. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Hist, tvstine
28 b, They compelled the thirty Tyrants out to Eleusis. 1628
Hobbes I'kucyd. (1822* 129 Having compelld them within
their walled towns. 1622 62 Hevlin Cosmogr. iv. (1682 133
They . . sent out 300 Horse and 200 Foot to compell them
back unto their Ships. 01700 Dryden (J.), Attended by
the chiefs who sought the field, Now friendly mix'd, and in

one troop compelld. 1704 Swift Batt. Bks., Compelling
here and there the Stragglers to the Flock. 17*0 Pote
Iliad xm. 454 The fatal tye Is stretch'd on both, and close
compell'd they die. 1715— Odyss. vn. 291 By heav'n's high
will compell'd from shore to shore. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. xvii, Such a breeze Compell'd thy canvas. 1887
Athenaeum 1 Oct. 429 He can, Zeus-like, compel the clouds,

b. To force by pressure, compress. Obs. exc.,Mfm
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 77 Wine is compelled from

the grapes into hogsheads. 1859 Trench Epist. Ch. Asia
(1861) 167 Before they can compel such scriptures as these

into the limits of their system.

f 4. To overpower, constrain. Obs. rare- l
.

1697 Dryden Virg. (1806) II. 271 Easy sleep their weary
limbs compell'd.

Compelin, obs. form of Compline.

Compellable (kffinpelab'l), a. Chiefly in

legal use. [f. Compel + -able.]

1. That may be compelled : a. to do something.
1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. XL x. (1638* 76 They were not

compellable by no law to make amends for the trespas.

1618-39 Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 687 The King is not com-
pellible to call his Parliament. 1767 Blackstone Comm. 1 1.

185 Joint-tenants . . are compellable by writ of partition to
divide their lands. 1857 Toulm. Smith Parish 436 The
Parishioners . . are compellable to put things in decent order,

b. to something {e.g. military service).

1649 Selden Laws Eng. i. lxx. (1730! 187 They are . . not
compellable to foreign service. 17*6 Ayliffe Parerg. 455
The Laity are not compellable hereunto.

C. absot.

x6»5 Bp. Mountagu App. Cmsar x. 97 He doth it accord-
ing to his Will, not compellable in the proper acts thereof.

1660 R. Coke Justice Vind., Arts $ Sc. 7 The outward
senses are patient, and therefore compellible.

f 2. Compulsory. Obs.
1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv. 25 The Register is volun-

tary, not compellable, so he that will Register may, and he
that will not may chuse.

Hence CompeTiably adv.
1818 Todd, Compellably, in a forcible manner.

Compellant, var. f. Compellent.

t Compellate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. compelldt-

ppl. stem of compelldre to address, accost : see

-ate 3.] trans. To address (by some particular

name or appellation'), call.

a 1638 Meoe Wks. 11677) 21 S. Paul, speaking to that

mixt multitude .. compellates them. 1686 Hickes Spec.

Beatx Virg. 31 The practice of Compellating Saints.

Compellatioii (k^mpeV' Jan). Now rare or

arch. [ad. L. eompelldtion-em addressing, n. of

action f compelldre : see prec]

1. Addressing or calling upon any one ; an ad-

dress ; the words addressed to anyone, arch. Obs.

1603 Holland Plutarch'sMor. 1361 Mine opinion is, that

this writing Ei..is an entier salutation of it selfe, and a
compellation of the God. 1609 R. Barnard Faith/. Sheph.

67 Compellation ; which is a calling vpon the Hearers, to a
consideration of the thing spoken. 164a Rogers Naaman
484 His compellation. Incline thine earc, hearken unto me.
164a W. Ames Marrow Div. 275 That which .. doth infer

a compellation of the Devill to receive his helpe or counsel!.

1649 Roberts Cleans BibL 478 An Apostrophe, or affection-

ate Compellation of all that passe by to be . . touch't with
her sorrows. 1711 Reflect. Wall's Hist. Inf. Bapt. 191 At

I each compellation putting him [the baptizd person] down
1

into the water. 1864 Sir r. Palgrave Norm, 4/ Eng. IV.

161 Having completed the introductory compellation he
continued.

2. a. Addressing by a particular name or title.

1645 Ussher Body Div. (1647I 353 A Preface of compella-
tion.. in the first words, Our Father which art in heaven.
1691 E. Taylor tr. Behmen, Life 425 Amazed at the

Strangers familiar rompellation of him by his Christian

Name. 1862 F. Hall Hindu Canons Dram. 118651 23 The
rules of compellation, to be observed by the persons of the

drama.

b. The name, title, or form of words by which
a person is addressed ; style of address.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. g 58 That name and
compellation of little Flocke, doth not comfort but deject

my devotion, a 165s Brome Love-sick Crt. ItL n. Mat.
My soveraign Lord. Str. I like that compellation. 1749
Fielding 7mm Jones XVL ix, He was received with many
scurvy compilations too coarse to be repeated. 1846
Trench Mirac. i. 11862 104 So far from any harshness, the

compellation [* Woman '] has something solemn in it.

C. The name, title, or style, used in speaking of

a person (or thing) ; an appellation.

1637 Bastwick Litany 11. :6The worst things are varnished

ouer with finest names and compel Iat ions. 1654 Gayton
Pleas. Notes rv. vi. 202 Abraham . . agreed with her . . to go by
the Compellation of his sister. 1677 Govt. Venice 317 Ho-
norius. .calls the Republick of Venice by the Honourable
title cf Most Christian, .under which honourable Compella-
tion, etc. 1809 Kendall Trav. III. Ix. 2 Among the more
modern compellations of the federalists, the favourite ones
are traitors, tories, etc.

+ 3. Reproach, reprimand, reproof; a calling to

account. [So in Lat.] Obs. rare.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Compellation, a blaming or re-

proving. 1658 Ussher Ann. vn. 863 Such compellations

and imprecations, as calamitous times are commonly the

witnesses of. 1660 R. Coke Poiver $ Subj. 191 A deacon

in a simple compellation may accompany himself with two
deacons.

Compellative (k^mpe'lativ), a. and sb. rare.

[f. eompelldt- (see CuMPELLate) + -IVE.]

A. adj. Denoting address. In mod. Diets.

B. sb, A word used as a name, title, or Epi-
lation ; -Compellation a b, c.

1656 Stanlev Hist. Philos. I. viu. 41 Compellative is a
thing in speaking which we call another, as : Atrides, Aga-
memnon, King of men. 1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 209 Many a
gentleman, .fully entitled to such a compellative.

+ b. «=* Vocative (case). Obs.

1849 J. W. Gibbs Philol. Stud.. (1857) 47 We have, in con-

tinuous discourse, the compellative or vocative.

+ Compe'llatory, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [irreg. f.

Compel v.] Compulsory.
mm G. Cavendish Life Wolsey (R. SuppU, That a king

and a queen should be. .constrained by process compellatory
to appear in any court as common persons.

Compelled kVmpe ldl,///.a. [f. Compel v.]

1. Constrained, forced, necessitated : see the verb.

1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) 338/1 Compelled chastitie is

against the institution of the Gospell. 1601 Shaks. All's
Wellw. iv. 44 A compell'd restraint. 1853 Robertson Serm.
Ser. 111. xxi. (18761 272 The tenant of a compelled solitude.

b. Path. Compelled movements-, involuntary

movements arising from irritation or lesion of

some part of the central nervous system ; com-
pelledposition, a position to which a patient con-

stantly returns.

1877 tr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. XII. 259 Compelled back-

ward movements have been observed in affections of the

cerebellum.

2. Driven or gathered together, collected. Obs.

1613 6 W. Browne Brit. Past. n. iii. Upon his brow Con-
t inn. ill bubbles like compelled drops.

Hence f CompeTledly, advn in a forced manner ;

by compulsion or constraint.

1590 C. S. Right Relig. 18 Feede . . the flocke of Christ,

not compelledfy but willingly, a 1603 T. Cartwright

Con/ut. Rliem. N. T. ti6i8) 458 [TheyJ acknowledge *not

compelledly but frankly) the spirituall power.

Compellent, a. also -ant. [ad. L. compellent-

em pr. pple. of compellere to Compel.] Com-
pelling, constraining.

1847 Mrs. Browning in Blackw. Mag. LXI. 555 Most
full of invocation, and to be Most instantly compellant.

1873 R. Congreve Ess. (1874) 480 The compellent con-
tagion of great examples.

Compeller (kfJmpe-Ui). [f. as prec. + -er ]
.]

1. One who compels or constrains.

a 1577 Sir T. Smith in Strype Life App. iv. (1820) 254
What pleasure shall the compelled party have of the com-
peller? 1636 Blvnt Voy. Levant 117 (!'.) That due pro-

portion, which should be maintained between the compellers
and the compelled.

2. One who drives ; Jig. one who guides or rules.

See also cloud-compeller s. v. Cloit> sb. 1 2.

1577 87 HolinsheL) Chron. III. 866/: That this man was
..cheefe compeller, and disposer of the kingdome. 182a

Scott Pirate xxviii. Stern compeller of the clouds, thou
also shalt hear the voice of the Reim-kennar. 1866 Nealk
Seq. 9r Hymns 181 'Zeus father'., compeller of tempests.

1884 Literary Era II. 147 First the creature and then the
compeller of the movement.

Compelling ^k/mpe lirj), vbl. sb. [f. Compel
+ -nroT] The action of the verb Compel.
1496 Dives tf Paup. iW. de W.I m. xvii. 152/2 Whan

seruauntes trauayll in the sondaye by compellynge of theyr
soueraynes. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. (1851) 313 These
inconveniencies and dangers follow the compelling of set

formes. 1846 Trench Mirac. Introd. (1862) 96 The ex-

pectation that . . there is any compelling to the faith one
who docs not wish to believe, is absurd.

Compe lling, a. [f. as prec. + -DTQ 2
.]

That compels : see the verb.

1606 Shaks. Ant. CI. 1. it. 141 Vnder a compelling occa-

sion. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxix, With such compelling
cause to grieve.

Hence Compe llingly adv.

1654 Jer. Taylor Real Pns. 6 2 (R.) Probably, obscurely,
pcradventure : but not evidently, compellingly, necessarily.

1887 Mary Linskill In Exch. Jor Soul III. Ixv. 253 Her
hand was laid compellingly upon the arm of Damians.

Compenable, -abull, -abyftl, vars. of Com-

a
pan able, a. Obs.

Compence, var. of Compense v. Obs.

Compend k^mpend),^. [ad.L. compend-ium:
see below. Cf. stipend.) = Compendium.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (188^) 41 Of the Sey

calfes . . the cause of this our compend, permitis vs nocht copi-
ouslie to expone. 1640 G. Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn. 327,
I would principally advise, .that Youth beware of compends
and abridgements. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 526 A com-
pend or svllabus of their lectures. 1833 Sir W. Hamilton
Discuss. (1852) 123 The Compend of Aldrich . has furnished,

for above a Century, the little all of Logic doled out . . by
the University of Bradwardin and Scutus. 1881 W. R.
Smith Old Test, in Jew. Ch. II The sort of theology of
which the Westminster Confession and the Thirty-nine
Articles are compends.

b. trans/, and Jig.
164s Declar. Lords Corn., To Gen. Assemb. Ch. Scot. 4

The compend of all calamities. 1677 Gilpin Demonot.
(1867) 416 He shewed .. vineyards, and fields that were
near, as a compend of the whole. 1882 ]. Payne 100 1 Nights
I. 182 He 's such a compend of beauties.

Compe nd r\ nonce-tod.^Xo narrate briefly.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxiii. 345 We shall the
wartikenesse compend of those fame-wronged Men.

t Compe'ndage. Obs. rare-1 , [f. L. com-

petul-ere taken in the anahtical sense of 'hang
together'

+

-age : q{. appendage.] A mass of things

hanging together.

1773 Hawkesworth Voy. III. 441 A scarlet flower, that

seemed to be a compendage of many fibres.

Compe'ndance. Obs. rare—*, [f. as prec.

+ -anck : cf. dependance.] Confederation.
1658 Ussher Ann. 463 The . . designe of working men ofl"

allyance and compendance with Prusias.

t Compendiarious, «. Obs.-° [f. L. com-
pendidri-us concise, compendious, f. compendium
{see below) + -ous.] Concise, abridged.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio).

tCompe ndiarist. Obs. rare. [f. next + -isT.]

A maker of compendiums.
1679 Prance Addt't. Narr. 20 Here, .the Ingenuity of the

Compendiarist comes to be taxed.

t Compe ndiary, sb. and a. Obs. [ad. L.

compendiari-us short, compendious, f. compendium

:

sec below. The sb. represents L. compendiiirium,

the neuter of the adj. used subst. : see -arium, -aky.]

A. sb. A compendium.
1589 Nashe Pre/. Greene's Arcadia (1616) 7 Their ouer-

fraught studies, with trifling compendiaries. 1622 Missel-
den Fret Trade 4a An Epitome or Compendiary of all the
former Statutes, a 1631 Donne Serm. xxxii. 316 A Com-
pendiary and Summary Abridgment.

B. adj. Compendious, expeditious, brief.

1609 Hp. Barlow Anstv. Nameless Catholic 20 A Com-
pendiary limitation. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. 111. 100
To circumvent some one, and by a compendiary way to

reduce him under his power. 1801-15 Fl'seli Lect. Art x.

(1848) 531 That compendiary method which . . has ruined the

arts of every country by reducing execution to a recipe.

+ Compe'ndiate, ppl. a, Obs. [ad. L. com-

pendial- ppl. stem of compendidre to contract,

f. compendi-ttm.] Contracted, diminutive.
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1593 Nashb Christ's T. (1613) 123 In the round com-

fmdiate bladder of thy braine. 1599 — Lenten SUtffe
p. Ded., Your diminutiue excelsitude and compendiate

greatnesse.

t Compe ndiate, v. Obs. [f. L. compendial- :

see prec. and -ate 9,1 trans. To sum up concisely.

1614 J. King Vitis Palatina 2 That which concludeth and
compendiateth all blessing, peace upon Israel, a 1625
Boys Wks. (1629) 720 To Compendial all these notes in a
few words. 1639 \V. Sclater Worthy Commun. 1 That
sacred Map, in which we have compendiated the summe of

those choice favours from above.

Hence Compendiator, one who compendiates.
1679 Prance Addit. Narr. 22 That other Remarque of

the Compendiator.

t Compendie. Obs. — Compendium.
1574 Newton Health Mag. 5 Sundrie sortes of exercise.

.

agreable for them, into whom I namely have penned and
written this compendie.

t Compe'ndiment. Obs. rare, [In form from
L. compend-ere + -mknt: the sense follows com-
pendium, -ous, etc.] = Compendium.
1605 Timme Quersit. 1. xv. 69 Philosophers cal man the

compendiment or abridgement of the greater world.

t Compendio'sity. Obs.—° [ad. late L.

compendidsitdt-em, f. compendids-us ; see next.] =
Compendiousness.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio).

Compendious (kfJmpe'ndias), a, [a. Anglo-
F. ^compendious = OF. compendieux, ad. L. com-
pendids-us advantageous, abridged, brief, f. com-
pendium : see below and -ous.]

1. Containing the substance within small com-
pass, concise, succinct, summary

;
comprehensive

though brief
;

esp. of literary works ; also of their

authors.

1388 Wyclif Pre/. Ep. Jerome 73 Seuen eplstlis, as wel
goostly and mystik as compendiouse. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 75
pe newe lawe, compendiosar & more complet & more profit-

ablar ban ani ober lawe. 1*1425 Metr. Pre/. Hampole's
Psalter 43 Compendyous short gode & profetebul To mannys
soule. .1460 Sta/ts Puer ad Mensam 94 in Pel. Ant. I.

158 Thof that thu be compendious of sentence, c 1510
Barclay Mirr. Gd. Mann. (1570) Aj, This litle treatise in

stile compendious. 1570 Ascham Scholem. (Arb. 1 82. 1605
Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. vi. § 1 Man . . an extract or com-
pendious image of the world. 1677 Hale Contempt. 11. 9
It is a Compendious Prayer, and contains much in little.

1774 T. Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry III. 8 A compendious
analysis of the chapters which form this .. compilation.
1842 Arnold Led. Mod. Hist. ii. (1878J 136 Any cheap or
compendious helps for the study.

+ 2. Of a way, method, or process : That saves

time or space, expeditious, not circuitous, direct

;

summary. Obs.

c 1400 Maundev. fRoxb.) viii. 28 He bat will go first to
Babilon By anober way mare compendious ban I hafe tald

off. 1602 Carew Cor*nuall (1723) 143 A way not so safe as

compendious, when the tyde is out. 1621 Burton Anat.
Mel. in. iv. 1. v. (1676) 412/1, I think the most compendious
cure for some of them at least, had been in Bedlam. 1650
Fuller Pisgah iv. iii. 58 This compendious passage betwixt
Egypt and Canaan, a 1688 Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Poems
(1775) 141 The compendious art to lye and cheat. 1669
AVoklidge Syst. Agric. <i68i) 105 A compendious way for

thickning of Copses. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. I. 504 The
most compendious passage to the shades below.

fb. .Economical. Obs. Cf. Compendium 3.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. iv. ii. 59 Thedivell avoideth
superfluitie as much as he may.. If the divell were so com-
pendious, what should he need to use such circumstances
as to make, etc.

t<3. Profitable. Obs.~°
16x3 R.C. Table Alph.(ed. 3X Compendious, short, profit-

able. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Compendious, very profitable.

Compendiously (k^mpe-ndiosli), adv. [f.

prec. + -ly In a compendious manner
;

briefly,

concisely, comprehensively, summarily.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. i. (1495) 344 Now we

wol speke shortly and compendyously of theffect. t 1400
Rom. Rose 2346 Now wole I shortly heere reherce. .Al the
sentence by and by, In wordis fewe compendiously. 1509
Paternoster iW. de W.) Aij, A ryght profytable treatyse
compendiously drawen out of many & dyuers wrytynges of
holy men. 1610 Bp. Hall Apol. Broivnists § 33 The
Articles of Religion, .as they are compendiouslie set downe
in the Crede. 1857 Whewell Hist. Indue. Sc. I. 15 No
other way of compendiously describing my subject,

Compendiousness (kympe-ndissnes). [f. as

prec. + -ness.] Compendious quality or form,
comprehensiveness, conciseness, brevity.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. xxxi. (1495) 368 All
thoffice of the day is ended vnder compendiousnes of moste
shorte Euynsonge. 1526 Tindale N. 'P. Ep. to Rdr., To
bring to compendiousness that which is now translated at
the length. 1561 Eden Arte 0/ Nauig. Aijb, I . . haue
brought the arte of Nauigation into a briefe compendious-
nesse. 1692 Bentley Boyle Lect. v. 146 The inviting easi-
ness and compendiousness of this Assertion. 187a Morley
Voltaire (1886) 122 This outward ease and swift compendi-
ousness of speech.

Compendium (k^mpe-ndiom). PI. -urns, -a.

[a. L. compendium that which is weighed together,
a sparing, saving, abbreviation, f. compend-ere to
weigh together, f. com- + pendere to weigh.]

1 1. A short cut ; ' the near way 1

(J.).
1581 Mvi.caster Positions xlii.(i887> 258 [He] may perhaps

wish for some way without Grammer, and couet a Com-
pendium.

2. An abridgement or condensation of a larger

Vol. II.

work or treatise, giving the sense and substance,

within smaller compass,
1589 Nashh Pre/ to Greene's Arcadia (1616) 7 These men

. .doe pound their capacitie in barren Compenaiums. 1668
Hale Pre/. Rolle's Abridgm. 5 There were an incredible
number of.. Volumes of their Laws; whereupon that..
Prince, .reduced them into a better Compendium. 1793 T.
Beddoes Math. Evid. 79 The writers of compendiums of
mathematics and natural philosophy. 1878 Huxley Physiogr.
Pref. 6 Many highly valuable compendia of Physical Geo-
graphy are extant.

fig. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass xv. (1664) 158 Others,
having but the compendium of excellency, he alone had it

in the greatest volumns.

b. An epitome, a summary, a brief.

1608 Middleton Fam. Love v. iii, You understand my
case now? I do. .here's the compendium. 1619 Drayton
Legends Pref., By way of Briefe or Compendium. 1713
Guardian No. 78 Indexes and dictionaries . . are the com-
pendium of all knowledge. 1853 Hebschel Pop. Lect. Sc.
iv. § 30 {1873) 167 Admiral Fitzroy's interesting compendium
of the state of the barometer, etc.

C. trans/, and Jig. A condensed representation,

an embodiment in miniature ; an abstract.
xbozReUtrn/r. Parnass. IIL iv.(Arb.)44 Old Sir Raderick,

that new printed compendum of all iniquity. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert 'Prav. 231 Great Brittaine, a Compendium of the
World for varietie of Excellencies. 1766 Sterne Serin, v.

112 A case, .which may be looked upon as the compendium
of all charity. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. vi, A com-
pendium of extravagances and incongruities.

d. An abbreviation whereby two or more letters

are expressed by a single character,

1833 G. S. Faber Recapit. Apost. 88 In the construction
of these compendia or , . contractions, the compendium r
was framed out of the two distinct cursive letters % and t.

f 3. Sparing or saving
;
economy of labour,

space, etc. Obs.

1638 Wilkins New World i. (1684) 29 Shewing a Com-
pendium of Providence, that could make the same Body a
World, and a Moon. 1651 Charlkton Ephes. Cimm.
Matrons 11. (1668) 71 Nor do we think that substraction a
loss, but a Compendium. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 372
Double Consonants, .for the Compendium of writing, are .

.

expressed by single Characters. 1734 North Lives I.

248 The judges, for compendium of travel, took the first

town . . capable of receiving them. — Exam. in. x. (1740)
660 These Methods are used for Compendium. 1793 Smea-
ton Edystone L. § 32 The manner . . is herein copied, on
account of the compendium thereby suggested. 1812 Wood-
house Astron. xviii. 199 The sole object of this . . is com-
pendium of calculation.

t Compendize, v. Obs. [f. Compend + -iz&]

trans. To epitomize, abridge,

1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 87 The Episcopalians took care to
compendise that Book. 172a Wodrow Suff, Ch. Scot. II.

11. ix. 250, I find them compendised by himself. 1722 D.
Spenci-: (title), Arithmetick Compendiz'd.

Compenetrate (kfftnpe-nftr^t^, v. [f. med.L.
compenetrdt- ppl. stem of compenetrdre : see Com-
and Penetrate.] trans. To penetrate in every

part, pervade, permeate.
1686 Bovle Free Enq. 359 A Philosophizer may justly

ask, How a Corporeal Being can so pervade, and, as it were,
com-penetrate the Universe, as to be intimately present with
all its Minute Parts. 1836 F. Mahony in Erasers Mag.
XIV. 91 Animal matter, .impregnated, or, to use the school
term, 'compenetrated,' by a spiritual essence. 1855 Cdl.
Wiseman Fabiola 73 The world . . felt itself surrounded,
filled, compenetrated by a mysterious system.

Compenetration (k^mpen/tr^jbn). [n. of

action from prec. ; cf. mod.F. compenetration.']

The action of compenetrating, mutual penetration.
1802 Playfair Illustr. Hutton. Ph. 246 The compenetra-

tion, as it may be called, of two heterogeneous substances,

1849 J. Wilson in Blackiu. Mag. LXVI. 252 This absorp-
tion and compenetration of the two ideas.

t Compensable, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. com-
pensable t,i6th c. in Littre), f. compenser to Com-
pense : see -able.] Capable of being compensated.
1661 Feltham Resolvesu. 1.(1677)260 Future danger,noway

compensable by the short delight. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.
1721 in Bailey ; thence in Johnson and mod. Diets.

t Compe'nsant, ct. Obs. rare, [a, F. com-
pensant pr. pple, : see Compense.] Compensating.
1624 F. White Reply Fisher 538 No Saint or Angell can

make compensant satisfaction to God for the guilt of any
sinne. Ibid. 549 By Satisfaction he vnderstandeth depre-
cant Satisfaction, not compensant.

Compensate (VmpeW't, k^mpens^t), v. [f.

L. compensdt- ppl. stem of compensdre to weigh
one thing against another, counterbalance, etc., f.

com- + pensdre, frequent, ofpendere to weigh. Cf.

Compense.
The first pronunciation is that now usual in England, but

appears to be quite recent ; pronouncing diets, had until

c 1850-70 only the other, which is also that of 18th c.

poets. Tennyson has both : (co'mpensatedj in the Princess

1847J
1. trans. To counterbalance, make up for, make
amends for.

1656 A rti/ Handsomeness (1662) 81 Those happy delu-

sions, whereby we. .compensate those our deformities. x66o

H. More jWyi/. Godliness 541 To compensate their neglect.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. in, \. 6 The benefit of it would not
compensate the danger. 1732 Pope Ess. Man 1. 18 1 Each
seeming want compensated of course. 176a Falconer
Shipiur. 1, 15 Still, to compensate toils and hazards past.

1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab. 152 The opposite errors may
. . compensate each other exactly. 1847 Tennyson Princ. 11.

133 For often fineness compensated size. 1864 — En. Ard.
249 Not being bred To barter, nor compensating the want

By shrewdness, a 1862 Buckle Civiliz. III. v. 378 His native
strength may compensate the defects of his equipment.

b. Const, with (an equivalent), by (an action).
1646S1RT. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xvi. 144 She compensates

the death of the father by the. .murder of the mother. 1649
Roberts Clavis Hibl. 549 That they may compensate the
barrennesse of the ground with the multitude of Cattell.
167a Wilkins Nat. Relig. 20 Compensating good with good,
and not with evil. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 134 Compensating
his loss with added hours Of social converse. Ibid. iv. 768
Compensating his loss By supplemental shifts, the best he
may. 1882 Vines Sachs Pot. 684 The loss of water . . not
being compensated by absorption from below.

C. to a person.
1778 Burke Corr. (1844) II, 248 To compensate to us in

the east what we have lost irrecoverably in the west. 1841
W. Spalding Italy <y It. 1st. III. 35 To compensate to the
Venetians, .the spoliation they had suffered.

d. absol. To make compensation or amends.
1660 R. Coke Ptnver Sub/. 176 Let us. .abstain from all

wickedness for the future, and duly compensate. 1774 T.
Twining Recr. % Stud. (1882) 25 If it. .has defects . . it has
beauties and delicacies which amply compensate.
2. intr. To be an equivalent, to make up /or.
1648 Ch.dands not to be sold 42 What proportion of carnall

things can compensate for things spirituall. a 1677 Barrow
Wks. Ii686) III. 75 There is in every condition somewhat
of good compensating for its evils. 1784 Cowper Task iv.

434 Solicitous how best He may compensate for a day of
sloth By works of darkness. #1831 A. Knox Rem. 11844^
71 Which could never be compensated for by .. attention.

1879 Froude Cxsar xxiii. 409 Skill might compensate for
defective numbers.

3. trans. To make equal return to, to recompense
or remunerate (a person, etc.) for anything.
1814 Worosw. Excursion 111. 801, I should at least secure

my own, And be in part compensated. 1818 Cruise Digest
<ed. 2) III. 459 To compensate yourself for your rent and
services. 1880 Haughton Phys. Geog. v. 228 Navigable
rivers, .seem to compensate South America for its deficiency
in coal-beds.

4. Meek. To provide with mechanical compensa-
tion ; to make up for (the variations to which a
pendulum is liable

1

, trans, and intr.

1819 [see Compensating a. b], 1850 E. B. Dknison
Rudim. Treat. Watches, etc. 84 We want therefore some
contrivance which will compensate this expansion of the
rod. Ibid. 274 If the pendulum is not compensated it must
be of wood. 1871 B. Stewart Heat ied. 2) 79 The first who
attempted to compensate for change of length ofa pendulum
was Mr. Graham, an English clockinaker.

Hence Co'mpensated
;
Compensating vhl. sb.

1884 F. J. Britten Watch $ Clockm. too A cheap, .com-
pensated pendulum may be made with a wood rod and lead
boh. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 39 Cf«//< ,«^(^/«^, recompense.

Compensating, a. [f. prec. + -inu

That compensates.
1710 Norris Chr. Prud. viii. 369 Humility, a very com-

pensating and atoning vertue. 1858 J. Martinkau Stud.
Chr. 334 The compensating sanctity of another. 1868
Browning Ring Bk. VH. 1473, I trust In the compensating
great God. 1878 J. W. Ehsworth Bag/ord Hall. 1 Ballad
Soc.) 924 To make the parents give a compensating dowry.

b. Compensating-balance, -pendulum-, see Com-
pensation 3.

1819 Rees Cycl. s.v. Pendulum, Graham's mercurial pen-
dulum., may be considered as the first compensating pen-
dulum. 1874 H, Godfray Astron. iii. 42 They are compen-
sating pendulums constructed by taking advantage of the
unequal expansions of different substances.

Hence Compensatingly adv.
1876 Tinsley's Mag. XVIII. 50 The Giver of good gifts

gives his gifts compensatingly. 1885 G. Meredith Diana
II. xii. 286 He was compensatingly heterodox in his view
of the Law's persecution of women.

Compensation (kfmpens^'Jbn). [ad. Is. com-

pensdlion-em i^or F, co?npensation, 16th c. in Littre),

n. of action f. compensdre : see Compensate.]
1. The action of compensating, or condition of

being compensated ;
counterbalance, rendering of

an equivalent, requital, recompense.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 211 His sustres bat

were his heyres hadde ober londes berfore in compensa-
cioun. 1597 Bacon Coulers viii. Ess. (Arb.) 149 If euill be

in the one and comfort in the other, it is a kind of com-
pensation. 1651 W. G. tr. Cowers Inst. 218 Obliged to the

compensation of what is lost by Roberies. 1813 Sir H.
Davy Agric. Chem. (1814) 359 Some articles capable of be-

coming manure are introduced in compensation. 1876

Mozley Univ. Serm. ix. 188 The Spartan idea of human
life was one of strict compensation . . you must fight for the

State if the State is to keep you.

b. Mech. The balance or neutralization of op-

posing forces.

1789 W. Nicholson Etectr. in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 283

Whenever a jar is charged, the greatest part of the elec-

tricity becomes latent on account of the compensation.

1831 Brewster Optics xxiii. 204 The.. axes along which

there is no double refraction or polarisation . . have been

called., axes of compensation. 1837 — Magnetism 354

A more perfect compensation in the action of two needles.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. 600/2 Adjustment of the screws.

.

rendering this compensation a tedious, .operation.

c. Med. (See quot. 1882.)

1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 334 The stage of com-
pensation., may last for years. 1882 Syd. Soc Lex., Com-
pensation . . those conditions by which the effects of con-

genital or acquired disease are warded off. It may be ob-

served in cases of cardiac or hepatic disease.

2. That which is given in recompense, an equi-

valent rendered, remuneration, amends.
1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 2 If I haue too austerely punish'd

you, Your compensation makes amends. 1776 Adam Smith
91
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W. N. I. i. vi. 55 The compensation which the borrower
pays to the lender. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. II.

505 They accepted compensation in money or in kind. 1878

Browning La Saisiaz 59 Pains with sorry compensations,

b. Amends or recompensefor loss or damage.
1804 Earl Lauderd. Pub). WealthuSio) 152 A proprietor

. .entitled to a compensation for what his capital would
have produced him. 1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. n. ii.

(1872) 27 Men think that heaven is to be a compensation

for earthly loss, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xviii. 130 Deter-

mined to make us some compensation for the loss. Mod.
He has sued the Railway Company for compensation.

They will receive compensation for disturbance.

C. Civil Law. (See quot.)

1848 Wharton Laui Lex. t Compensation, .a sort of right

by set -off, whereby a person who has been sued for a debt,

demands that the debt may be compensated with what is

owing to him by the creditor, which, in that case, is equiva-
lent to payment.

3. attrib. and Comb., as compensation act, water,

etc. ; compensation-balance, -pendulum, in a
chronometer, a balance-wheel or a pendulum hav-

ing arrangements which neutralize the effect of the

expansion or contraction of the metal under varia-

tions of temperature ;
compensation-curb, -stud,

etc., parts of such mechanism ;
compensation-

bar, -strip, a bar of two or more metals of dif-

ferent expansibilities, the expansions of which
neutralize each other's effect.

188a {title). Commonable Rights "Compensation Act.

1805 Hardy in Trans. Soc. Arts XXIII. 378 We have at

present two "compensation balances. 1848 Brande Diet.

Sc. (N. York) 117 That which is most generally adopted is

the expansion or compensation-balance. 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. 600/1 Compensation Balance . . invented by
Harrison, of Foulby, England, who devoted himself for a
long series of years— 1728-1761—to the discovery. 1884

F. J. Britten Watch <y Ctockm. 66 The 'compensation
curb was invented by Harrison, but. .it is never used now.
1888 Daity News 30 Nov. 2/1 The water passing through
the masonry in a twenty-inch pipe, and into a 'compensa-
tion house, where . . the millions of gallons that have to

escape can be measured to a nicety. 1866 Dickens Mugby
Junct. 279 iHoppe) The value of the house had been re-

ferred to what was popularly called a "compensation-jury.

1807 Ward in Trans. Soc. Arts XXV. 116, I send you a
new "compensation pendulum, c 1861 Tripplin & Rigg tr.

Saunier's Mod. Horology 687 Compensation pendulums .

.

to neutralize the effects of contraction and dilatation due to

changes of temperature. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch ft

Ctockm. 66 With the changes of temperature the "com-
pensation stud moves to and fro. 1889 Pall Mall G. 13

July 3/1 The bill does not provide for any storage or any
"compensation water to be sent down the stream.

Compensations! (kprnrxw'-Janal), a. [f.

prec. + -AI Of or pertaining to compensation.
1824 Bentham Whs. X. 5^8 For imputation of motives

there should be no responsibility, punitional or compensa-
tional. 1865 Bushnell Vicar. Saer. 111. iv. 241 Compensa-
tional contrivances for the saving of God's justice.

Compensative (kfJmpe'nsativ),o. [f. L. com-

pensate, ppl. stem of compensiire + -ive. Mrs.
Browning has the pronunciation compensative^]
-= Compensatory.
1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. T3 Pious frauds, compen-

sative sins. 1647 M. Hudson Divine Right Govt. II. ix. 131

Compensative Honour, .to remunerate integrity. 1820 Haz-
litt Led. Dram. Lit. ih.\ The compensative justice of the

old Drama. 1840 Mrs. BrowningDrama o/Exile'Wks.1889
I. 10 A compensative splendour. Ibid. 84 The heavenly

life and compensative rest. 1868 Rogers Pol. Scon. ix.

(ed. 3) 96 Whether such an increase, .in the money wages .

.

be more than compensative for the general rise in prices,

b. as sb. Compensation.
1822-30 Lamb Let. to Barton (L.), This is the sorry com-

pensative.

Hence Compe nsativeness.
1730-36 in Bailey (folio).

Compensator (kp-mpeWtaj). [agent-n. in L.

form f. compensiire to Compensate: cf. F. com-

pensates] One who or that which compensates.
1888 Pall Mall G. 19 Apr. 6/1 A compensator, a consoler,

and a refuge from the wreck and ruin.

b. spec. A contrivance or instrument for produc-

ing mechanical compensation : see quots.

1837 Brewster Magnet. 359 The compensator produces

the same effect as the iron on shipboard does, c 1861

Trippun & Rigg tr. Saunier's Mod. Horology 683 Makers
of compensators. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 462 Mag-
netic compensator, an iron plate fixed near the compass, to

neutralize the effect of local attraction upon the needle.

1874 Knight Did. Mech. 601/1 Compensator, a device to

equalize the action of the exhauster which withdraws the

gas from the retorts.

Compensatory (k/Tmpe nsatari), a. [f. as

prec. + -ory: cf. K compensaloire] Having the

function of compensating ;
affording compensation.

1601-1 Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall. 8 Gifts, .called Compen-
satorie, because they are giuen for some cause or con-

sideration. 180a Paley Nat. Theol. (1804) 397 Another

instance of the compensatory system is in the autumnal
crocus. 1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab. 142 That the effect

of successive lapses . . shall be compensatory of each other.

1875 Whitney Life Lang. iv. 51 With compensatory pro-

longation of the preceding vowel.

t Compe'nse, v. Obs. Also 7 oompenee. [a.

OF. compenser (13th c. in Godef.), Pr. and Sp.

compensar, It. compensare :—L. compensare] To
Compensate, to counterbalance, a. trans.

1303 Gower Con/. I. 365 His sinne was despensed With
golde, wherof it was compensed. 162a Bacon Hen. I'll,

208 The Ioyes and Feasts of the two Marriages, were
compensed with the Mournings and Funerals of Prince
Arthur and of Queene Elizabeth. 1626 — Sylva § 398 The
Length of the Night and the Dews thereof, do compence
the Heat of the Day. 1648 Remonstr. A rmy 4 Officers 49
The hazzard . . is abundantly compenst by those hopes. 1706

J. Frazer Sec. Sight in Ess. Witchcr. (1820) 179 God might
compense the want of many other gifts,

b. intr.

1825 Southey Paraguay in. 41 For what thou losest ..

There is one change alone that may compense.

T Compe'nser. Obs. One who makes com-
pensation.

1757 R. Hog Suppl. Decisions 77 (Jam.) To infer com-
pensation . . it is not enough that the compenser had an as-

signation in his person before the other party's cedent was
denuded by assignation.

Comper, obs. f. Compare v., and Compeer.

||
Comperage. [F. f. compare : see Compere.]

Gossiping (Blount 1656, whence in Coles, etc.).

Compereioner, var. of Comparcioner, Obs.

!l Compe're. Obs. [a. F. compire, a godfather

in relation to the godmother, and to the actual

father and mother of a child ; hence, male gossip,

fellow, familiar, intimate:—L. compater: cf. Com-
perage, Compeer a.]

1738 Common Sense (1739) II. 151 In France, there was
scarce an Old Gentleman, .without a Mistress, nor a Married
Woman who had not her Compere as well as her Galant.

Compere, obs. f. Compare, Compear, Compeer.

t Compercndinate, v. Obs.-° [f. h.com-
perendinare to put off (the hearing of a case) to

the third day following, f. comperendin-us (dies)

third day following, f. com- + perendinus, adj. f.

perendie the day after to-morrow.]

To defer, delay, put off from day to day.

1613 Cockeram. Thence in Blount, Bailey, Johnson, etc.

Hence t Comperendina tion, a putting off.

1678 in Phillips. Thence in Bailey, Johnson, etc.

+ Compere ndinoUS, a. Obs.-" [f. L. com-

perendin-us + -ous.] Prolonged, deferred.

1730-6 in Bailey (folio).

f Compernage. Obs. [erron. form of com-

panage, or companiage, a. OF. compagttage, com-

panage, f. compagn- : see Companion + -age ]

Companionship, company.
c 1475 Parlenay 1020 Som all night dysported . . Many fayr

songis songe that compernage. Ibid. 3706 A thing I shall

you declare truly, Ar I me departe fro your compernage.

Ii Also erron. form of Companage, q.v.

tCompert, sb. Obs. Also 6 comperite,

-perte. [ad. L. compert-um, pa. pple. of comperi-re

to disclose fully, ascertain, f. com- +par(i)-fre to

get. In meaning akin to late L. compertorium, a

judicial inquest in civil cases (I)u Cange).]

A thing found out by judicial inquiry.

1534 T. Bedyll in Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camd. Soc.)

50 Maister Leyghton hath wreten ccrten compertes unto

you. 1535 T. Legh ibid. 66 As ye shall knowe by the

compertes in this visitation. 1535 J. Ap Rice ibid. 85 To
advertise yow of our procedinges there, and also of the

compertes of the same. 1539 Latimer Serm. ft Rem. (1845)

417 When comperites doth shew what fedities doth grow.

f Compert, a. Obs. rare- A scribal error for

compt^h. complies adorned, dressed ;on the head).

f 1400 Apot. Loll. 59 To haue not wib hem ..)eng men
kembid or compert [St. Bernard De Consid. iv. vi. at

Comptos adolescentes sec/im non habere}.

Compertiment, obs. f. Compartment.

Compesce (kfTmpe's), v. arch. Also 5 com-
pesse. [ad. L. conipescfre to fasten together, re-

strain, curb. Since 16th c. only in Sc. writers.]

trans. To restrain, repress, curb.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xiv, By manly force rathest

there compesse The spyryte of Ire and melancolye. 1637

Gillespie Eng.-Pop. Cerem. m. viii. 176 A coactive power
to compesce trie turbulent. 1680 tr. Buchanan's De Jure
Regni (1689) 27 A Plaister to compesce the Eruptions of

Flegm. 1681 Colvil Whigs Snpplic. (1751) 102 Compesce
me, muse, these stout bravadoes. 1721 Wodrow Sup*. Ch.

Scot. (1828) I. Inlrod. 21 Tyranny which was compesced
with very much ado. i86j Carlyle Fredk. Gt. VII. xym.
Hi. 132 Oldenburg . . has coerced and compesced them into

soldierly obedience.

Compesa, -est, obs. ff. Compost.

t Compester, v. Obs. [a. OF. compeste-r =
OF. composte-r = med.L. compostare to dung land,

f. OF. compost : see Compost (which had also the

variant compesf). The -er is app. the Fr. infinitive

ending.] To dung, manure.
1628 Coke Oh Lilt. 122 a, For kine and sheep to com-

pester the land. 1696 Vintris Rep. 1. (1701) 18 Or those

[beasts) which he takes to compester his land.

Competable, obs. f. Compktible.

t Compete, v.1 Obs. rare. [a. F. compter

(14th c), ad. L. competere in its earlier neuter

sense, ' to fall together, coincide, come together, be

convenient or fitting, be due', f. com- together

+ petlre to fall upon, assail, aim at, make for, try

to reach, strive after, sue for, solicit, ask, seek.

From the later active sense of compcHrc we have Compete

v? ; the two senses are intermixed in the derivatives that

follow, but competence, *ncy, competent, competiblc, and

their derivatives, belong in the main to this sense.)

intr. To be suitable, applicable, or ' competent '.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., There ben
thre maners [of lygatures or rollyngesj. One is incarnatyue,

and it competeth to newe woundes, and fractures.

Compete (k<?mpi"t), v.2 Also 7 compate.
[repr. L. compet-trc, in its post-classical active

sense ' to strive after (something) in company or

together ', f. com- together + petere to aim at, go
toward, try to reach, seek, etc. : see prec. No
such sense is recognized by Littre for mod.F. com-

puter, but Cotgrave has ' competer, to be sufficient

for, sutable with, agreeable vnto ; also, to belong

or appertaine to'( =prec. vb.); also, 'to demaund,

or sue for the same thing that another doth' (which

corresponds to this). Florio 1598 has It. competere
' to contend or striue for any suite, office, place, or

dignitie," [161 1] ' to contend or striue with another

for maistrie' ; Minsheu has Sp. competer ' to be meet

for, to agree with' ( = prec.) ; ' to sue with another

for anything, to contend or striue for any suit,

office, or dignity'. The early related words in

Eng. are competitor, competor; cf. also Compe-
tence, Competency, sense I. Though in occa-

sional use in 17th c, this verb is not in Johnson,

nor in Todd 1818, Seager 1819, Jodrell 1820; it

is given by Richardson (without quotations) as

'now not uncommon in speech'; by critics, in 1824,

it was styled ' a Scotticism ', and ' an American

discovery'.]

1. intr. To enter into or be put in rivalry with,

to vie with another in any respect.

1620 Bp. Hall Hon. Mar. Clergy xvii. The Church of

England is blessed with a true clergy and glorious ; and
such a one as his Italian generation . . shall never presume

to compete with, in worthinesse and honour. 1659 Ham-
mond On Ps. exxxix. 15. Annot. 677 No embioidery or

carpet-work in the world can compate with it. 1755
Guthrie's Trial 121 (Jam.) Also the man here giveth up
with other lovers ; as they compete with Christ, he resolves

not to be for another. !o 1800 Milner (Webster 1828), The
sages of antiquity will not dare to compete with the inspired

authors. 1822 Heber Life Jer. Taylor (L.), There was
none who could compete with him in renown of learning

and genius. 1816 Southey in Q. Rev. XXXIV. 101 Some
of our ancient oaks and yews might . . compete with the

grandest trees of a Sumatran forest.

2. To strive with another, for the attainment of

a thing, in doing something.

1795 Southey Joan 0/Arc vh. 182 Competing with him
to protect the Maid. 1803 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. I, 274

All the country gentlemen who compete for the raising of

regiments. 1822 (M. Davenport Hill] Public Education

205 All his endeavours to compete with his elders are re-

sented by them. 1814 De Quincey (Review of prec.) in

Lond. Mag. 411 From his use of the Scotticisms 'succumb',
' compete . . he ought to be a Scotchman. 1814 Blackw.

Mag. XVI. 620 Another class of transgressions, in our

author, we shall now enumerate :

—

1 to compete '—(an Amer.
ican discovery )- »*7S Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 391 Diffe-

rent persons should compete with one another in asking

questions.

b. esp. in commercial relations : To strive with

others in the production and sale of commodities,

or command of the market.

a 1844 Campbell Poems, Revisiting Sc. River iii. Till

Toil grows cheaper than the trodden weed, And man com-

petes with man, like foe with foe. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ.

Art if Let the paper manufacturers compete with the

government. 1*76 Jevons Prim. Pot. Econ. 79 The stores

are also useful, because they compete with shopkeepers,

and induce them to lower their prices.

Competence (kfvmpftens). [a. F. competence

' competencie, conueniencie, sufficiencie, aptnesse,

fitnesse, agreeablcnesse ; also concurrencie, com-

pettitorsbip ' ^Cotgr.) : cf. It. competentia ' compe-

tencie, conueniencie, also contending for one same

thing' (Florio\ Sp. competencia 'competencie, cor-

riualitie ;
sufficiency, conneniency ' (Minsheu) ; ad.

L. competentia (post-class.) meeting together, agree-

ment, symmetry, planetary conjunction ; f. competent-

pr. pple. of competere: see Compete v. 1 and 2.]

I. In sense of Compete tv. 2

+ 1. Rivalry in dignity or relative position, vying.

IJ94 Carew Huarte s Exam. Wits XV. (1596) 266 Man .

.

seeing that the angels with whom he had competence were

immortall [cf. ' Made a little lower than the angels "L

II. In sense of Compete v. 1

f 2. An adequate supply, a sufficiency of. Obs.

i597^haks. 2 Hen. IV, v. v. 70 For competence of life I

wUTallow you, That lacke of meanes enforce you not to

euill. i6»3 Massinger Bondman iv. ii, A competence of

land freely allotted To each man's proper use. 1714 Gay
Wltat dye call it > Prelim. Sc. 3, I will have a ghost ; nay,

I will have a Competence of Ghosts. 1740 Gray Lett, in

Poems (1775)101 Such a private happiness (supposing a small

competence of fortune I is almost always in one's power.

3. A sufficiency of means for living comfortably

;

a comfortable living or estate ; = Competency 3.

163a Massinger City Madam IT. i, I shall be enabled To
make payment of my debts to all the world, And leave my.

self a competence. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Mm.
Bk. (1855) 65 To appoynt to hir ane competance out of hir

said husband's estate. 174a Young Nt. Th. vi. 509 A com-

petence is vital to content. 1815 Jane Austen Emma 1. 11,

An easy competence, enough to secure the purchase of a

little estate. 1871 Blackik four Phases 1. 6 He had been
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left some small competence by his father. 1882 Shorthouse
J. Inglesant II. 51 Earn a competence and fame.

b. The condition of having sufficient means for

living comfortably ; easy circumstances.

1738 Swift Imit. Horace IL vi. (R.\ Preserve, Almighty
Providence! Just what you gave me, competence. 175a

Johnson Rambler No. 206 r 5 They . . growled away their

latter years in discontented competence. 1814 Wordsw.
Excursion vt. Wks. 496/2 Robbed of competence, And her
obsequious shadow, peace of mind. 1864 Tennyson En.
Ard. 82 Seven happy years of health and competence.

4. Sufficiency of qualification
;
capacity to deal

adequately with a subject.

1790 Burke Fr.'Rev. 291 To make men act zealously is

not id the competence of law. 1796 — Let. Noble Ld, Wks.
1842 II. 258 Conferring upon me that sort of honour, which
it is alone within their competence .. to bestow. 1805

Foster Ess. tt. vi. 198 Even the experience of failure aug-
ments his competence. 1860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxi. 343 'lo

doubt my own competence to understand it. 1880 W. B.

Carpenter in 19th Cent. 595 Naturalists of the highest

competence in their respective departments.

b. esp. Law. The quality or position of being

legally competent
;
legal capacity or admissibility.

1708-15 Kersey, Competence, or Competency, in Law, the

Power of a Judge, for the taking Cognisance of a Matter.

1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xvii. 312 The court of

session . . possessed no competence in criminal proceedings.

1886 Sir E. Fry in Law Times Rep. LIII. 623/1 It was
within his competence to say that he would not appoint a
new trustee.

C. Adequacy of a work ;
legitimacy of a logical

conclusion
;
propriety.

1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Windows 27 By force

of his own fair work's competence, a 1852 Hamilton Logic
(i860) II. 465 It shows at a glance the competence or in-

competence of any conclusion.

f Competencer. Obs. notice-wd. [f. prec. +
-er. 1

] The possessor of a competency (of means).
16*1 R. Johnson Way to Glory 36 'A competent main-

tenance is due to ministers; but not tythes.' Proove that

position . . Then we should have, in stead of a Bishop of a
Church, a competencer of a Church, etc

Competency (kfrmpi'tensi). [ad. L. compe-
tentia •• see -ekcy. For the sense-history see Com-
petence.]

I. In sense of Compete t/.2

+ 1. Rivalry, competition. Obs.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits xiii. (1596) 233 If dif-

ferences of wits, so far distant as these, do enter into com-
petencie, the one. .getteth learning in a trice, and the other
..can small skill in the matter. 150-9 Sandys Enropg
Spec. (1632)67 The Dominicans strive in competencie with
the Franciscans in all things. 1600 E. Blount Uniting
Port, to Castile 92 This competencie seruing as a spurre.

1604 Edmonds Observ. Caesar s Comm. 20 Things of greater
condition are alwayes iniurious to lesser natures, and cannot
endure any competencie. 1638 N. Ferrers tr. Valdcs'
Consid, 194 The men of the world . . have no competency
with them.

II. In sense of Compete vJ-

T 2. A sufficient supply ; a sufficiency of. Obs.
1616 Bullokar, Competencie, sufficiency. 1619 Dalton

Country Just. xl. (1630) 91 Having competencie of wealth,
wisdome, and a good conscience. 1639 Fuller Holy War
1. ii. (1647) 3 The countrey recovered not a competencie of
inhabitants for some hundred years after. 1670 Claren-
don Contempt. Ps. t Tracts (1727) 576 A competency of dis-

cretion and foresight. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 91 Pi He
has a Competency of Fortune without Superfluity, a 1734
North Lives (1826) II. 365 Commissions to return with, of
which he had a competency.

3. A sufficiency, without superfluity, of the means
of life ; a competent estate or income.
1598 Barckley Relic. Man (1631) 67 A Competencie suffi-

cient preferred before surfeit. 1623 Burges Pers. Tithes 8.

1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (ed. 4) 163 He would have them to
have competencies. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones (1775) II.

329 There is no happiness in this world without a com-
petency. 1859 Smiles SelfHelp vSL 206 To retire upon a
competency to his native town. 187a E. Peacock Mabel
H. II. i. 7 John. . might leave his daughter a competency.

b. The condition of having a sufficient income;
easy circumstances ;

— Competence 3 b.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. ii. 9 Superfluitie comes sooner by
white haires, but competencie Hues longer. 1796 Morse
Amcr, Geog. II. 46 Their general competency is greatly
owing to contempt of tyrannic fashions. 1803 Wellesley
Disp, 365 A state of dignity, competency, and comfort.
1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 98 Competency—

a

financial horizon, which recedes as we advance.

4. Sufficiency of qualification
; capacity ; = Com-

petence 4.

1797 Burke Regie. Peace Hi. VIII. 351 The loan demon-
strates, in regard to instrumental resources, the competency
of this kingdom to the assertion of the common cause.
1836 J. Gilbert Ckr. Atonem. ix. (1852) 288 It is not within
our competency to imagine. 1848 C. Bronte J. Eyre x,
To give satisfactory references as to character and com-
petency. 1858 J. Martineau Studies Ckr. 304 To deny
the ethical competency of the mind for this office.

b. esp. Law. The quality or position of being
legally competent

; legal capacity.
1597 Daniel Civ. Wares iv. xxii, Whose competencie was

of tender touch : although his might was small, his right
was much. 1650 Exerc. cone. Usurp. Power 81 They that
teach, the competency, yea duty, of any that have force to
play the Magistrate. 176? Blackstone Comm. II. 377 The
judges were extremely strict in regard to the credibility, or
rather the competency, of the witnesses. 1856 Fkoude
Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 445 She refused .. to acknowledge
the competency of the tribunal before which she was
called.

Competent (k^'mpi'tent), a. Also 5 conpe-
tent, 5-6 competente, 6 compu-, -po-, -pytent.

[a. F. competent ' terme de droit * (15th c. in Littre),

and ad. L. competent-em suitable, fitting, proper,

lawful, pr. pple. of competere in its neuter senses :

see Compete vX\

f 1. Suitable, fit, appropriate, proper. Obs. in

general sense.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 34 Euer bi oportunite, or conpetent
acordauns, to be redi to fil it. 1 1430 Lydg. Bochas vi. i.

(1554) 146b, What maner torment . .Wer competent, couen-
able, or condigne To him. a 1450 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 445
And to kepe hir fest in competent place be the alderman
and maistres assigned. 1534 More Passion Wks. 1284/2
God in the creacion of man, gaue to hym two states: one,
competent and conuenient for hys mortal nature. 1547
Boorde Introd. Knowl. i. (1870) 127 Good vytales, good
meate, wine, and competent Ale. 1667 N. Fairfax in Phil.
Trans. II. 549 A common Sudorifick. .in competent time
relieved him. 1791 Smeaton Edystoue L. (1793* § 192
Materials, .very competent to our purpose.

2. Suitable to a person's rank or position ; suit-

able or sufficient for comfortable living, arch.

1440 Close Roll 23 Hen. VI, A competent annuite for lyff.

1463 Bury Wills (1850) 33 A competent bed with ij peyre
shetys. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878 1 18 A competent liuing,

and honestly had, makes such as are godlie both thankfull

and glad. 1651 Nicholas Papers (1886) I. 242 To have a
competent Joynter for her and estate for her children. 1667
E. Chamberlayne.SV. Gt. Brit. 1. hi. x. (1743) 244 Officers.

.

who have all competent salaries. 1865 Grote Plato I. iii.

128 Leaving a competent property. 1876 Digby Real Prop.
iii. § 1. 115 If she [a widow] depart from the castle, then
a competent house shall be provided for her.

3. Suitable, adequate, or sufficient, in amount or

extent.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixi. 257 (Harl. MS.) A semly yonge
kny}te. .he wolle fi}t for yow. .yf ye wolle yeve to him com-
petente salarye. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 14 As muche
therof. .as shuld be competent or nedefull to the seid re-

paracion. 1571 Digges Pantom, \. xxxv. Ljb, Draw a
streight line of competente length. 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 108 Harmony requireth a competent distance of Notes.
1664 Evelyn Pomona vi. 11729) 68 A competent while
before Christmas. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. (1793! § 272
A competent quantity being put down to the bottom of the

hole. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. ix. 705 Mr. Pitt's

bill . . being now supported by a competent majority, was
passed into an act.

tb. Sufficient but not going beyond this : fair,

moderate, reasonable, enough. Obs.

1535 J. Mason in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. II. 55 Vitaylls be of
a competent pryce: all other things as cloth, lether, books,
etc. be unresonable dere. 1381 Mulcaster Positions xxxiii.

(1887) 120 Such as be newly recouered from sicknes . . must
content themselues with small and competent exercise.

162s Bacon Ess., Vicissitude i Arb.) 576 They grew to rest

upon Number, rather Competent, then Vast. 1780 Harris
Philolog. Enq. Wks. (1841) 409 Greek was spoken with
competent purity in Constantinople even to the fifteenth

century.

4. Adequate or sufficient in quality or degree.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 76 You haue giuen me a com-
petent reason. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist, vn. ii. § 4 Had
brought their work to some competent perfection. 1683
Burnet tr. Mores Utopia Pref. 1 He that undertakes it,

has a competent skill of the one Tongue, and is a Master
of the other. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704) 78 Necessary to

define with competent certainty. 1798 Ld. Auckland Corr.

(1862) III. 387 Impossible to form any competent notion
of what we are doing. 1817 Keatinge Trav. I. 63 A model
of this mountain . . would supply infinitely the most com-
petent idea of it.

5. Possessing the requisite qualifications for, or

to
;
properly qualified, a. Of persons.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. {1843) 7/2 The King asked
him only of the Journey, .ofwhich he might be a competent
councellour. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led. iv. 128 A matter
..allowed by all competent Judges. 1787 T. Jefferson
Writ. (1859) II. 207 The merchant .. will be competent to

this measure whenever he finds it a necessary one. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 41 If all

the wealth in the planet should perish, .they . . know them-
selves competent to replace it. i860 Tyndall Glac. \. ii. 13
We engaged a strong and competent guide,

b. trans/.

1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 1. ii, Religion is our com-
petent guide, 1794 J. Hutton Philos. Eighty etc. 57
Our sight.. is not always competent for determining the
absolute want of light. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 127 A
river is competent to effect its own purification unless

overtaxed with pollution.

6. Law. Legally qualified or sufficient, a. Of a

judge, court, etc. : Possessing jurisdiction or au-

thority to act ; b. Of a witness, evidence, etc.

:

Capable of being brought forward, admissible

;

C. Of a case, etc : Within the jurisdiction of a
court.

1483 Caxton Cato Aviij, Make thy self redy for to
answere before thy competent juge. 1536 Act 28 Hen.
VIII, c. 14 § 6 Any competente courte, hauynge iurysdic-

tion in the place. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. in. ii. 345
Whereof the Justices of Peace bee competent Judges. 1643
5 Years Jas. /, in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793* 310 Some few
words touching the nature of the proofs, which in such a
case are competent. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit.

11. 11. vi. (1743} 389 The causes competent to the Admiralty
Court of Scotland, are these among others. 1768-78 Black-
stone Comm. III. in. xxiii. (ed. 8) 369 All witnesses, .except
such as are infamous or such as are interested in the event

of the cause .. are competent witnesses. 1883 Law Rep.
Q. Bench Div. XI. 597 It has been held . . that . . an action
for damages was not competent against a supreme judge
for a censure passed by him . . on a counsel.

7. More generally. Of things, etc. : a. Belonging
to as a rightful possession or property

; proper,
appertaining, due. b. Within one's rights, legally

or formally open or permissible, c. Admissible
by rule, legitimate.

1614 Selden Titles Hon, 118 Som abstracts are proper
notes of Soueraigntie : as Maiestie which is now competent
to none but supreme Princes. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11.

i. § 10 That, perhaps, is the Privilege of the infinite Author
and Preserver of things, .but is not competent to any finite

Being. 1765-9 Blackstone Comm., It is not competent
to the defendant to allege fraud in the plaintiff. 1794
Paley Evid. in. ii. (1817) 286, I think that it is competent
to the Christian apologist to return this answer. 1845
Stephen Laws Eng. I. 104 Though it is competent to
Parliament to legislate for the colonies. 1850 T. S. Baynes
New Anal. Logical Forms 76 Having particular con-
clusions where universal are competent. — Sir W.
Hamilton ibid. 154 Two arrangements are competent.

t 8. Compatible, congruous with. Obs. rare.
a 1670 Hacket Alp. Williams 1. (1692) 138 'Tis no more

competent with obedience than light with darkness.

f 9. ? Requiring competence. Obs.
1720 Swift Mod. Educ. Wks. 1755 II. 11. 53 How.. so

great share in the most competent parts of pubhek manage-
ment hath been, .entrusted to commoners.

flO. quaswwY'. In circumstances of competence.
J557 F. Seager Sc/i. Vertue in Babres Bk. 354 Ye that are

poore, with your state be contente, Not hauinge wherwith
to lyue competente.

+ 11. quasi-;/;. A competency. Obs.

*575 Brieff Disc, iroub. Franch/ord 156 Their are not
paste 17 or 18 whichehaue competent ynoughe to Hue vpon.
1614 Selden Titles Hon. 235 An annuall summe and com-
petent.

Co mpetent, sb. Eccl. Hist. PI. also -eutes.

[ad. L. competens in Augustine, Jerome, etc.;

' competens vocatur qui post instructionem fidei

competit gratiam Christi', Isidore Orig. vn. xiv.

§ 8), pr. pple. of competcre in its active sense, ' to

strive after something in company ', usually in pi.

competcntcs as a name of the class.] A candidate

for baptism.
a 1655 Vines Lords Supp. (1677) 413 Men and women,

compctents or candidates of this Sacrament. 1659 II.

L'Esi range Alliance Div. 0$. 260 Infants and compe-
tents. 1702 C. Mather Magn. Ckr, iv. iv. 11852' 73 Men,
who were catechumens and competentes. 1729 W. Reeves
Serm. 115 In the first, the Competent professed to this
effect, I renounce Satan, etc.

Competently ^k*rmpnentli), adv. [f. prec.

adj. + -ly 2.] In a competent manner (see the adj.)

:

+ appropriately, suitably; sufficiently, adequately;

+ moderately, fairly, ' pretty '
; + comfortably (in

circumstances) ; with legal competence.
c 1440 Promp. Pan: 89 Conably or competently, com.

Petenter. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 244, Xxx poure men be
fedde and clothed competently. 1540-1 Elyot Image Gov.
15 He dranke wyne not scarcely, nor to muche, but com-
petently. i6ii*Coryat Crudities 363 They are compe-
tently stored with hemp. 1651 Flller Abel Rediv.,
Luther (1867) I. 58 H^Jiad his health competently well,

but that sometimes^^^*ras troubled with the headache.
1660 Jer. Taylor Dubit. \. \\. iii. § 29 She is not
competently instructed. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Butler,
Wood mentions him as competently wealthy. 1837-9 Hallam
Hist. Lit. in. ii. § 27 note, 1'hat the reason itself shall be
competently enlightened. 1884 Ld. Selborne in Law
Times Rep. 15 Mar. 60/2 Whether on that subject a bye-
law might or might not have been competently made.

Conipetentness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

Competent quality, competency.
1816 J. Gilchrist Philos. Etym, 30 As to the competent-

nessof the curiologic method of significancy.

t Competibi'lity. Obs. [f. next + -rrY.] The
quality of being competible. (In the quot. = com-

patibility.)

1664 Hammond 19 Serm. Wks. 1684 IV. 604 The com-
petibility of knowledge, and incompetibility of true faith,

with carnall desires.

+ Competible, Obs. Also 7 -able. [app.

,f. L. compet-ere to be suitable or fit, to correspond

--(see Competent), or f. its F. repr. compet-er in

same sense + -ible. (Godefroy has one example of

a F. competable = ( competent ' of 1492.")]

1. Appropriate, suitable, properly applicable, be-

fitting
;
competent.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 167 The similitude is

in their spotted skins, which are not competible in Goats,

but in Roes. 1635 Brathwait A read. Pr. 11. 35 How
could they . . receive any competible share in a client's en-

forced bounty. 1640 — Boulster Led. 8 Truth is, to a com-
petible eye, nothing more intimately moving than beauty,

b. Const, to.

1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 152 The coate-armor of the

Auncestor is competible to all his children. 1665 Glanvill
Seeps. Sci. 20 These . .are properties not at all competible to

body or matter. 1687 Towerson Baptism 15 Circumcision

was not competible to those of the Female Sex.

C. Const, with. Here there is sometimes con-

fusion with Compatible.
1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <$ Mon. (1642) 404 It is a divine

. . Principality . . nor is this competible with any creature.

1650 Heylyn in Vernon Life Heylyn (1682) 249 The Com-
mission, .is thought to be neither competable nor consistent

with it [viz., a Convocation]. 1651 Hobbes Govt. <$ Soc.

xviii. § 6. 350 The miracles which were onely competible
with Christ. 1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. iil

ii. 316 Let us now examine, whether the Doctrine of In*

difference be competible with any of these Religions.

01-2
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2. Legally competent.
(-1638-58 Slingsby Diary (1836) 232, I could not hold

these persons my competible accusers.

t Competibleness. Obs. The quality of

being competible
;
propriety, fitness.

1667 H. Moke Div. Dial. 1. xxx. (1713) 68 The competi-

bleness of such Properties as they must be forced to give to

Matter who deny there is any such thing as a Spirit.

Competing (k/mprtirj),///. a. [f. Compete

d.^ + 'ING*.] That competes.
1862 Ruskin Munera P. 1 1880' 103 The gracious or loving,

instead of the strained, or competing manner of doing

things. 1868 Gladstone Juv. Mundi i. (1869) 11 The
Cyclic Poems . . never attained to an equal or competing fame.

Mod. Several of the competing poems have been published.

Competister : see Computist.

Competition (kfrnip/tijan). [ad. L. compe-

tition-em agreement, a judicial demand, rivalry, n.

of action f. competfre : see Compete.]
1. ' The action of endeavouring to gain what

another endeavours to gain at the same time' (J.) ;

the striving of two or more for the same object

;

rivalry. Now largely used in connexion with

competitive examinations.
ni6o8 Sir F. VereCowot. 26 Though there were grudging

there could be no competition. 1671 Milton Samson 476
God. .will not long defer To vindicate the glory of his name
Against all competition. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 1.

(1700) 150 Where there is so much of. . Competition, and
Uncertainty, you must expect Self-interest will govern.

1850 Mill Liberty iii. '18651 43/1 Opening all objects of

ambition, even the highest, to general competition. 1868

M. Pattison Academ. Org. 65 It is useless for real genius

to enter the lists of competition without this training. Mod.
The place will be filled by open competition . .These scholar-

ships are now thrown open to general competition.

D. Commerce. Rivalry in the market, striving

for custom between those who have the same com-

modities to dispose of.

1793 Bentham Emanc. Colonies Wks. 1843 IV. 412 From
high profits in trade comes influx of traders—from influx of

traders, competition among trader*—from competition

among traders, reduction of prices. 183a Ht. Martineau
Each «y All iii. 39 Competition is more likely than co-

operation to induce prudence and foresight. 1871 Riskin
Munera P Pref. .1880' 13 Vulgar political economy asserts

..that wages are determined by competition. 1884 Pall
Malt G. 26 Feb. 12 1 The war of commerce which, under

the name of 'competition', goes on unceasingly. Mod.
Maxim. Competition is the life of trade.

C. In Sc. Law applied chiefly to those con-

tests which arise on bankruptcy, between creditors

claiming in virtue of their respective securities or

diligences.

d. Const, for ;
formerly also flo.

1614 Williams in Fortcscue Papers 204 In the competicion

for soe unworthy and meane a remote northerne Dcanerye.

a 1616 Hacon (J.i, Competition to the crown there is none
nor can be. a 1700 Drvuen (J.i, Now . . there is no com-
petition but for the second place. Mod. The competition

for the appointment will no doubt be severe.

e. In, into competition.

1605 Hacon Adv. Learn. 1. viii. § 4 The Priest-hood, which
ever hath been in some competition with Empire, a 1631

Donne in Selections \ \isos 200 Bring the honours of this

world into the balance, into competition, into comparison
with that eternal weight of glory in heauen. 1660 R. Coke
Just. Vind. Ep. Ded. 5 No man presumes to stand in

competition with you. 17*8 Morgan Algiers I. iii. 70
They are a very small inconsiderable Tribe, in competition

with those 1 treat of. 1786 Mrs. Inchbald Til tell you
•what 11. ii, You wou'd not, even in idea, put him in com-
petition with me. 1841 Mvers Catk. TK m. 5 28. 104 The
highest claims of the older Law are not to be put into

competition with that Dispensation.

2. (with a. and //.) A contest for the acquisition

of something ; a match to determine relative excel-

lence ; a trial of ability in order to decide the

superiority or comparative fitness of a number of

candidates.
1618 Sir H. Carey in Fortcscue Papers 56 Manifould

desires and competitions to succeed him. 163a Massinger
Maid of Honour t. ii, Of such a competition, you alone

Should wear the garland. 1781 Cowpek Conversation 161

Few competitions t>ut engender spite, And those the most,

where neither has a right. Mod. For the next lot put up
[to auction] there was a keen competition. When does the

rifle competition come off?

8. attrib. and Comb., as competition price, rent,

scholarship, one decided by competition ;
compe-

tition-wallah [Urdu -wdld = L. -arias, Eng. -er\,

an Anglo lnd. colloq. term - Competitioner ;

applied to members of the Indian Civil Service

admitted on the competitive system, when first

introduced in i8j6.
1863 All YearR. X. 203 (heading! Competition Wallahs.

1864 Trevelvan (title), Letters of a Competition-wallah.

Ibid. 9 The stories against the competition-wallahs, which

are told and fondly believed by the Ilaileybury men. 1875

Maine Hist. Inst. vi. 175 Though the Irish expression

translated 'rack-rent' cannot .. denote an extreme com-
petition rent. 1878 Sat. Rev. 15 June 750 (Y.I The Com-
petition-Wallah, at home on leave or retirement, dins per-

petually into our ears the greatness of India. 1886 Pall
Mall G. 28 Oct. 6/2 In an architect's office . . competition

sets of plans. 1887 Ibid. 14 Oct. 2/1 Legislation on the

principle of the competition-curbing Acts.

t Competi'tion, v. Obs. rare. [f. the sb.]

To compete.
1649 Cardell Morbus Epidem. (1650) 25 If. .any thing of

their own . . shall providentially competition with the pub-

lique good.

Competi tioner 1
, [f. prec. sb. + -er.] One

who takes part in a competition ; a competitor

;

one who enters a service, etc, by competition.

01640 Jackson Creed x. v. Wks. IX. 564 Cornelius his

competitioner for the bishoprick of Rome, a 1641 Bp.

Mountagu Acts A Mon. (1642) 455 This Enoch hath not as

yet tasted of death, being a competitioner of eternitie. 1864

Timet 7 Nov. 6/5 A good deal of reactionary agitation has

been going on . . against the new class of competitioners.

1885 Sat. Rev. 28 Mar. 416 2 One of the first batch of the

competitioners. x886 Ibid. 28 Aug. 300.

t Competi'tioner *. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Com-

+ Petitioner.] One who joins another in peti-

tioning ; a fellow-petitioner, a Co-Petitioner.
16*8 Bp. Hall Old Relig. 132 They speake to the Saints

tanquam deprecatores, vel potius comprccatores . . mouing
them to bee competitioners with vs to the throne of grace.

Competitive fk<?mpetitiv), a. [f. L. competit-

ppl. stem of compeHre (see Compete v.-) + •!«.]

Of, pertaining to, or characterized by competition ;

organized on the basis of competition.

Competitive examination : an examination for a position

or office open to the candidate or candidates who ' pass the

best examination ' in the subjects prescribed.

18x9 in Southey's Lett. U8j6> IV. 144 Some half competi-

tive, half co-operative societies. 1834 Ht. Martineau
Moral u. 42 Whether those returns are appropriated by in-

dividuals under the competitive system, or equally dis-

tributed among the members of a co-operative community.
1857T0ULM. Smith Parish 378 The uncarefulness. .of public

companies, and the risks arising from competitive enterprise.

i860 Mill Rlpr. Govt. (1865 140/1 The choice of the candi-

dates by competitive examination. 1 86 1 DicKENStTr. Expect.

x, A competitive examination on the subject of Boots.

Hence Competitively adv.; Compe titiveness.

1858 Sat. Rev. V. 455/2 The cadets had been several

times selected competitively.

Competitor kfJinpe'titai). Also 6-7 -tour,

[a. F. compltiteur v
i6th c. in Littr£ , or its source

L. competitor, one of several who aim at the same

object, a fellow-candidate, rival, agent-sb. f. com-

pct?re in its active sense : see Compete z>.2 The
accentuation indicates adoption from F. rather

than L., which would naturally have given com-

petitor, competitor]

1. One who com]>etes, or engages in a competi-

tion ; one who seeks an object in rivalry with others

also seeking it; a rival. Const, with (tc/Oanother;

for (,t of, to an object ; in a sphere or match.

1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Hi. M. Aurel. (15461 R ijb, The
noble Amilcares of Carthage, competilours of the Scipions

of Rome. 1588 Allen Admon. 20 In suche a number of

competitors of the croune. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. i. 77
They . . cannot brooke Competitors in louc. 1597 Bacon
Canters i in Ess. (Arb.) 139 Diuers competitors to a place.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks <J.), His brother Mechemetes,
competitor of the kingdom. 1691 Luttrell BriefRel.nSsji
II. 301 Several persons are competitors for the lord lieu-

tenancy. 171a Steele Sped. No. 270 p 1 To be no Man's
Rival in Love, or Competitor in Business. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2t V. 335 To give judgment on the competitors.

1876 J. H. Newman Hist. St. I. 11. i. 246 Noblemen . . were

competitors with him in the same race of political honours,

b. One placed in competition.

1656 S. Winter Serm. 128 They exalted works above

Christ, or at least made them competitors with Christ.

1858 Gladstone Homer I. 13 [Homer has) a supremacy
among poets, without real competitors or partners, except

Dante and Shakspeare. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xi. 81 As
far as the eye could range Mont Blanc had no competitor.

f 2. One associated with another in seeking the

same common object ; an associate, a partner. Obs.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. 1.(1599) 3 The league .. was .

.

renewed in the yeare 1480 for xxv yeares, being com-

petitors and parties therein almost all the meaner Poten-

tates of Italy. 1591 Shaks. Ttvo Gent. 11. vi. 35 My selfe

in counsaile his competitor. 1594 — Rich. 111, iv. iv. 506

In Kent, my Liege, the Guilfords are in Armes, And euery

houre more Competitors Flocke to the Rebels. 1614 Hey-
wood Gunaih. v. 230 By the helpe of Theodotus, (whom
she made competitor in the Empire'. 1681 E. Murphy
State Ireland {42 He would not be competitor in their

Robberies.

t 3. = Competent sb. Obs.

1697 tr. Dufin's Hist. Eccl. Writers II. 109 They gave

the Name of Competitors to those who were in a Condition

to receive Baptism.

Compe-titorship. [f. prec. + -ship.] The
office or action of a competitor

;
competition.

161 1 Cotgr., Competence .. also, a concurrence, or com-
petitor^hip. 1631 Heywood London's Jus Hon. Ep. Ded.,

Worthily was your so free Election (without cither emula-

tion, or competitorship' conferd vpon you. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (181 1) V. 2 To wish for, and promote a competitor-

ship in his love. 1833 Blackw. Mag. XXXIV. 328 The
Nabobship of Arcot, the old prize of all competitorship.

1837 Lytton/4M«j II. 278 Death soon afterwards removed
Anstides from all competitorship with Cimon.

Competitory (kflmpe-titari), a. [f. L. type

*competilori-us, f. competitor : sec -ory.J Belong-

ing to competitors or competition ; characterized

by or subject to competition ;
competitive.

a 1734 North Lwes I. 75 In professions precarious and
competitory as the law is. 1805 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev.

III. 240 The competitory spirit of Olympic games. 1831

Eraser's Mag. III. 21 The respective competitory advan-

tages of the different dishes. 1883 Echo 30 Alar., The
competitory influence of the telephone, . . would . . absolutely

necessitate a reduction of the cost of telegraphy.

Competitress ;k^mpe-titres). [f. Competitor

+ -ESS. Fr. and L. forms of the same are seen in

the two following words.] A female competitor.

1645 J. Goodwin Innoc. Triumphing 42 It hath the pre-

heminence of its Competitresse to the value of 1500 yeers.

167a Hieragonist 136 tT.) Oxford and Cambridge ; with

whom the Grecian Athens itself was no fit competitress.

1878 Gladstone Prim. Homer 132 Penelope is scarcely a
less formidable competitress with all later attempts to de-

lineate the queenly matron.

t Compe"titrice. Obs. [a. F. compititrice,

fem. of compe'titeur."] = prec.

1631 Brathwait Eng. Gentlew. (1641) 289 This competi-

trice whom shee suspected.

T Compe'titrix. Obs. [a. L. compelitrix, fem.

of competitor : the stress following that of com-

petitor in English.] = prec
1649 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (T.I, Queen Anne, being

now without competitrix for her title. 1676 Allen Address
Nonconf. Pref., It was the true Mother who was for yielding

to her Competitrix, rather than the Child should be divided.

t Competize, v. Obs. - ° [f. L. competere + -ize.]

1656 Blount 67., Competize, to stand in competition.

f Competor, compitor, by-forms of Com-

petitor.
1565 Cotton Libr. Catal. B 10. f. 290 The lady Catharine,

whom the said queen . . accompted as a Competor unto her

in pretence of title. 1618 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. 18 (D.)

1"he putting out the eyes of Alfried her sonne his compitor.

Compeynable, var. of Companable a. Obs.

Comphet, obs. var. of Comfit.

Compidor, -e, var. of Comprador.
Compier, obs. form of Compeer.

Compilation kfropil^Jsn). [a. F. compila-

tion, au. L. compilation-cm, n. of action f. com-

pilare to Compile.]

1. The action of compiling: see Compile v. i, 2.

C1430 Lydg Bochasw. i. (1554' »44b, I vndertoke The
compilacion of this little boke. 1598 Florio, Compilatione,

a compilation, a heaping or gathering togither in one.

1 6 1 1 inCoTGR. 1837 9 Hallam//«/. Lit. 1847) I 566 The
compilation of theological systems, generally called Loci

Communes. 1846 Wright Ess. Mid. Ages II. xii. 63 The
compilation of the Gesta Romanorum.
2. concr. That which is compiled ; a literary

work or the like formed by compilation.
1426 . . Poems (18591 II. 133 Filowyng the substaunce

Of his writyng and compilacioun. 1481 Caxton Myrr. L
v. 22 Alle that they fonde and sawe, they sette in compila-

tions. 1759 Johnson Idler No. 85 That all compilations

are useless I do not assert. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II.

225 The sketch ofhistory, .was little more than a brief com-

pilation from foreign memoirs. 1844 La Brougham Brit.

Const, xix. 1 1. (1862)307 The first modem compilation which

has any pretensions to the title of a complete digest

+ 3. Heaping or piling together ; accumulation.

1598 [see \\ a 1718 Woodward Fossils (J.\
There is in

it a small vein filled with spar, probably since the time of

the compilation of the mass.

pCockeram (1623I has 'Compilation, theft, murder .

Compilator (kp-mpikitaj). Also 4 6 -atour.

[In ME. and Ar . compilatour = F. compilateur,

ad. L. compildtor-em, agent-n. f. compildre; see

note to Compile v.] - Compiler.
c 1391 Chaucer Astral. Prol., I nam but a lewd compila-

tour of the labour of olde Astrologiens. c 153a Di v.es

Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 896 The whiche . . the sayd compila-

tours have overtaken. 1683 E. Hookei Pref. Ep. Pordage's

Mystic Div. 38 The pains I have somewhat taken to be

a Compilator. 1835 Chamb. Jrnl. 10 Oct. 292 The language

of a late compilator.

Compilatory (kffmpsi latari), a. rare. [ad. L.

type *compildtori-us, f. compildtor-em : see prec.

and -orv.] Belonging to a compiler or a com-

pilation.

1818 Blachw. Mag. III. 24 Not a proof either of fecundity

or of compilatory judgment. Mod. Occupied with com-

pilatory labours.

Compile (tympai-l), v. Also 4-6 oompyle.

[a. F. compile-r (I4thc. in Godef.) to put together,

collect ;
(commonly taken as):— I., compild-re to

plunder, pillage, rob, steal, snatch together and

carry off.

The history is by no means clear. In reference to literary

' compiling ', complldtor was applied reproachfully by^rivafs

to Vergil, and this is commonly taken as = ' plunderer ' ; but

Isidore (a. 640), in reference to this very circumstance, says
' Compilator, qui aliena dicta suis permiscet, sicut solcnt

pigmentarii in pila diversa mixta contundere'j where the

etymological explanation ' to mix in a mortar', implies at

least that no sense of 'plunder ' any longer attached to the

word. In med.L. Du Cange has compilatus = ' exstructus",

said of an arch; Godef. has OF. compili=' constructed,

built ', of a palace, which seem also to point to some other

derivation. Cf. branch II. below.]

I. With reference to literary work, and the like.

1. trans. To collect and put together (materials^,

so as to form a treatise ; to collect into a volume.

ci4»5 Wyntoun Cron. 11. Prol. 24 Of hys storys ba wyll

I Compyle, bat mc-thynk mast lykly Tyl oure Matere ac-

cordande. 106 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 15311 1 b, Yf I had

them compyfed in one treatyse. 1577 tr. Bulhnger's De-

cades (1 592 1 7 Moses in his historic compileth the traditions

of the fathers. 1669 W. Simpson llydrol Chym. 215 The
most select experiments compil'd together. 1880 L. Stephen

Pope iii. 77 Compiling notes to the Iliad from Eustathius.

2. To make, compose, or construct (a written

or printed work) by arrangement of materials col-

lected from various sources.



COMPILE. 721 COMPLACENTIAL.
1375 [see Compiling]. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II.

77 Broker Ranulf monk of Chest re compiled and made J?is

present cronicle. 1447 Bokenham Seyutys (Roxb. 1 13, I

wolde compyle A clere descrypcyoun . . Of alle hyr feturys.

c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Good Mann. (1570) F vj, If thou take
vpon thee a coment to compile . . on Quid or Virgile. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav. 159 Osmun who compiled the Al-
koran out of Mahomets loose paper. 1703 Maundrell
Journ. Jerus. 1 1732' 104 The twelve Apostles . . are said to

have compil'd their Creed in this place. 1748 W. Adams in

Boswell Johnson via, The French Academy . . took forty

yea s to compile their Dictionary. 1839 Keightley Hist.
Eng. II. 81 Cranmer . . compiled a liturgy in English,

t b- Predicated of the materials. Obs. rare.

1645 Milton Tetrach. (1851) 200, I omit many instances.

.

which alone would compile a just volume.

1 3. To compose as original work (esp. a work of

definite form or structure, e.g. a sonnet). Obs.

1475 Caxton Jason 114 b, I shal compyle an epistle, a 1500
Songs Costume

\

Percy Soc.> 54 This litel schort dyte. Rudely
compyled, Iat it be noon offence. 1509 {title) A Mornynge
Remembraunce. .Compyled by the Reuerent Fader in God,
Johan Fisher Bysshop of Rochester. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.
iv. iii. 134 Longauile, Did neuer Sonnet for her sake com-
pile. 1598 Marlowe Hero <$ L. 1, Some, their violent

passions to assuage, Compile sharp satires.

f 4. To render (,into another language) ; to trans-

late. Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 178/2 His passyon bede compyled
out of greek in to latyn- 1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie
(Arb.) 55 Googe, in translating and enlarging the most pro-

fitable worke of Heresbachius, hath deserued much com-
mendation . . for hys faythfull compyling and learned
increasing the noble worke.

II. In other senses.

[In some of these, evidently associated with Pile to heap
;

but not necessarily derived therefrom : see note to the de-
rivation.]

15. To heap together, pile up; to gather or

form into a heap or mass. Obs.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 76 Nature hath boulstred
the same [vein] with many Glandules compiled together.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Anszu. Osor. 457 In this one portion
of accusation, I doe perceave two severall crimes compyled
together. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 11. (1723) 80
The Strata are compil'd . . every where after the very same
Method. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Pit fall. Light
straight Sticks . . which you must compile one over another.
1812 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 318 Dung is

collected for fuel, not compiled for manure.

f6. To construct by putting together materials;

to make up, build. Obs.
1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. iii. 10 A brazen wall in compas to

compyle About Cairmardin. 1607 Topseli. Fourf. Beasts
(16731 185 Cloth compiled of Asses and Goats hair. 1682
Wheler Journ. Greece 1. 79 Of such are compiled the pre-

sent Buildings of the Town.

*t*
b. Predicated of the materials. Obs. Cf. 2 b.

1592 Greene Melicertus' Eclog. viii, Aurora brought her
blush, the moon her white ; Both so combin'd . . Compil'd
those pretty orbs [= her cheeks]. 1594 Spenser Amoretti
Ixxx, So long a race as I haue run Through Faery land,
which those six bookes compile.

f7. To compose. Obs. rare-1 .

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. ix. 17 When the prince had per-

fectly compylde These paires of friends in peace and setled

rest.

8. Cricket slang. To make, 1 pile up or 1 score
*

(a number, esp. a large number, of runs).

1884 Times 5 Feb. 10/2 It was not until he had compiled
126 that he had the misfortune to play a ball on to his

wicket. 1884 Daily News 16 Feb. 5/2 New South Wales
' compiled ' {as the slang goes) 412.

Hence Comprled a.

x886 A thenxum 31 July 147/2 The value that would other-

wise attach to the compiled information as to Canada.

t Compi le, sb. Obs. rare~ l
. Accumulation.

I595 Markham Sir R. Grinvile xxx, Saturns compile
[rime exile] Of frantike discontentment.

t Compilement ^mpsHment). Obs. [f.

Compile v. + -ment.]

1. The compiling (of a literary work, etc.).

1656 H. More Enthus. Triumph A 6 a After the whole
compilement whereof. 1657 Howell Londinop. Advt. to
Rdr., Though the method, the style, and compilement be
his. 1676 Packet Advices to Men of Shaftesb. 32 His
Lordship was no stranger to its compilement.

b. The action of constructing or building up.
a 1639 Wotton Surv. Education Ded., How I could build

a man ; for there is a moral as well as a natural or artificial

compilement, and of better materials.

2. concr. That which is compiled, a compilation.
1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. Ep. Ded. 1 The Intimation of large

Complements. 1729 Swift Let. to Pope Wks. 1761 VIII.
91 The compilements of Graevius and Gronovius, which
make thirty-one volumes in folio. 1841 D'Israeli Amen.
Lit. 11859) 1-95 That tesselated compilement. .well known
by the title of La Morte d'Arthur.

b. A structure, c. A collection, accumulation.
1624 Wotton Archit. Pref. in Reliq. 4, I found it fitter

for my pen.. to deal with these plain Compilements and
tractable Materials. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. ii. 63
A Compilement of all Imaginable Attributes of Honour,
Courtship, and Complement, a 1687 H. More Ap£. Antid.
(1712) 225 This compilement of Aiery or Fiery particles.

Compiler kfjmpai'bi). Also 4 -oure, (5 con-
pilour , 6 -or, St, -ar. [ME. (and AF.) com'pilour
= OF. compileor, F. compileur :—L. compilator-em
(see Compilator). Assimilated to words in -EE.]

1. One who compiles: see Compile v. i, 2.

In modern use often opposed to an original author.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 26 No compiloure of him

tellis ouht. 1549 Compi. Scot. Prol.(i872) 16 Diuerse trans-

lators and compilaris, 1550 J. Coke Eng. <$- Er. Herald
§ 36 ('877)67, I, John Coke, coinpyler of this small treatyse.

1677 Hubbard Narrative Pref., The Compiler of an His-
tory can challenge little to himself but methodizing the
work. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 184 F2 The compiler
of a system of science. 1815 Scribbleomania 200 The pon-
d'rous compiler, with nought that is new. 1868 E. Ed-
wards Raleigh I. ix. 133 Udall. .was. .the compiler of the
first Hebrew grammar known to have appeared in English.
1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 379 Appian, a mere compiler.

1 2. An (original) author, composer. Obs.
c 1500 Lancelot 319 The most conptlour. . Flour of poyetis.

1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 36 Compylers of sence-
lesse sonets. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 234 This Booke .

.

being burnt, to embleme the endlesse Punishment of the
Compiler.

f3. A constructor or builder : see Compile v. 6.

1713 Pope Guardian No. 4 F 3 The Compilers of these
sort of structures.

Hence Compi lership. nonce-wil.

1867 Spectator 14 Dec. 1423 The authorship or compiler-
ship of a dictionary, .is, indeed, a question like that of the
identity of the darned and redamed stockings with the
original pair.

Compiling (k^mpsi-lirj), vhi. sb. [f. Compile v.

1--ING*.] The action of the verb Compile ; com-
pilation

; + heaping or building up [obs.) : see vb.

1375 Barbour Bruce xm. 699 In tyme of the compyling
Of this buk. 1588 J. Mellis Briefe lustr. C vj b, This dis-

creete entring and compiling [of entries in the Ledger] shall

follow cleerness of your busynes. 1624 Wotton Archit. in

Reliq. 13 iR.) By such a gentle drying [of brick] much time
will be lost, which might otherwise be employed in com-
piling. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., The first compiling
of her Publick Liturgy.

Compinable, var. of Companable a. Obs.

t Compi'Xlge, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. com-

pingere to fix together ; to confine ; f. com- +pan-
gere to fix.] trans. To compress, confine.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. nr. iv. 1. 1.(1651)640 Into what
straights hath it been compinged, a little flock !

Compire, obs. form of Compeer.

t Compi'SS, v. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. F. compisser."]

trans. To wet with urine ;
— BEPIS8.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais II. xxii, These villainous dogs did
compisse all her habiliaments.

Compital (kp*mpital), a. Rom. Antiq. [ad. L.

compital-is pertaining to cross-ways, f. cotnpitum

place where roads cross.] Of or pertaining to

the cross-ways : applied to the shrines of the do-

mestic gods placed at the corners of the streets in

ancient Rome ; also to the compitalia, an annual

festival in honour of the Lares. Also as sb.

1656 Blount Glossogr,, Compital, belonging to cross

streets, or places where many waies meet. 1678 Phillips,

Compital (Lal.\ belonging to the Compita, or Cross-ways.
Compilals, certain Feasts solemnized in those Cross-ways.
1882 R. Lanciani in Athenxum 10 June 740 A compital
shrine of the time of Augustus.

t Compitali'tious, a. Obs. [f. L. compitalT-

cius, -tins {see prec.) + -ous.] ' Of or belonging

to the Feasts of Compitalia, which were solemnized

in cross ways or streets ' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Complacence (k^mpU7i-sens). Now rare.

[ad. med.L. complacentia (see Du Cange) = F.

complaisance, f. L. complacere to please, be plea-

sant : see -ence. The original accentuation appears

to have been (correctly) co-mplace-nce, as still in

Butler, c 1675 ; but Milton has complacence .]

1. Pleasure or satisfaction in one's own condition

or doings ; self-satisfaction ; f in early use, some-

times = vanity.

c 1430 tr. T. a Kempis' Consol. in. viii, Better it is to sauour
but a litel wib mekenes & litel under stondyng, ban gret

tresoures of konnynge wib veyn complacence. Better it is

be to haue litel ban muche wherof pou mowe be proude.

1490 Caxton How to Die 7 This complacence is vayn
glorye. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531I 290 Se that we
haue no complacence or pleasure, in our owne perfeccyon.

a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1687 I. 7 The arbitrary opinion

and fickle humour of the people
;
complacence in which is

vain. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. iv. 446 A Complacence
in being low-born, on account of his present high Station.

1875 Jowett Plato fed. 2) IV. 350 The complacence of one
who thinks that he has made a noble discovery.

2. Pleasure, delight ; satisfaction. Obs.

'"1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 17a
The gretegaleesofVeneesand Fflorence Be wel ladene wyth
thynges of complacence, Alle spicerye and of grocers ware.

1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. x. 180 Full glad was I . . For to

se that flour of complacence. 1509 — Past. Pleas. Vn. iii,

Enspyred wyth the hevenly influence Of the doulcetwell of
complacence. 1673 Lady's Call. 1. § 5. 37 In the common
offices of piety . . there is an infinitly greater complacence.
Ibid. 11. § 2. 79 That they may have a complacence in her

company. 1754 Edwards Freed. Willi. § 4. 25 A Man un-
able to take Complacence in wicked Persons or Things,

b. Pleasantness of temper or mien.

1767 Franklin Lett. (1833) 105 The serenity, complacence,
and benignity that shine so eminently in . .her countenance.

f c. concr. An object or source of pleasure and
satisfaction. Obs.
1667 Milton P. L. in. 276 O Thou My sole compla-

cence !

1 3. Disposition to please, oblige, or comply
with the wishes of others

;
complaisance. Obs.

1626 T. H[awkins] Caussin's Holy Crt. 36 Many, .by the

seruile slauery of complacence, do prayse euen their vices.

a 1680 Butler Sat. Marriage 53 in Rem. (1759I I. 120 All
people were so full of complacence And civil duty of the
public sense. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. 1. (1721) 38 In
complacence to Priest-craft. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 579 With
mean complacence ne'er betray your trust, Nor be so civil

as to prove unjust. 17x4 Orig. Canto Spencer xliii, A
Nymph so full of curteous Complacence? 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones 11. ii, She consented, .for she had trulya great
complacence for her brother.

T 4. Good pleasure. Obs.
1675 Baxter Cath. Thcol. 1. 1. 8 As Gods efficient Will

causeth the thing willed, .so his final will or Complacence
supposeth the pleasing thing in being.

Complacency (k^mpl^-sensi). [f. as prec,
with the later form of the suffix, -enct .]

1. The fact or state of being pleased with a
thing or person

;
tranquil pleasure or satisfaction

in something or some one.
1643 Milton DivorcevYri. (1851) 44 This note of mutuall

complacencie forbids all offer of seducement. 1658 Baxtkr
Saving Faith vi. 46 He loveth such as have it . . with the
love of Complacencie and Acceptation. 1745 J. Mason
SelfKnowl. 1. xviii. < 1853 ) 129 Cod can take no real Com-
placency in any but those that are like him. 1873 Jow ett
Plato IV. 30 Although he regards the enemies of pleasure
with complacency.

2. spec. The fact or state of being pleased with
oneself; tranquil pleasure or satisfaction in one's

own condition or doings ; self-satisfaction.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 11. 58 The vanity, pompe,
and idle complacency of such women. 1781 CowPER Truth
419 So sings he, charmed with his own mind and form. .Com-
placency has breathed a gentle gale O'er all his thoughts.
1862 Ruskin Munera P. 11880 29 A certain complacency
may attach to the exhibition of them.

b. with //. {rare.)

1829 I. Taylor Enthus. vii. 174 The complacencies of a
selfish and vainglorious philanthropy.

f3. Pleasure, delight, enjoyment. Obs.
1652 Bknlowes Theiph. Pref., Karthly complacencies,

and exteriour gaities. a 1667 Jer. Taylor Wks. I. 114 Joys
and transportations, spiritual comforts, and complacencies.
1800 T. Cogan Passions § 3 (R.) In strict propriety of lan-

guage, complacency is alone applicable to that species of
good which originates from some mental or moral excel-

lence. 1870 Emerson Soc. Solit., Success Wks. iBohn)
III. 125 But also in complacencies . . The man of sensibility

counts it a delight only to hear a child's voice.

t4. Contented acquiescence or consent. Obs.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 178 Doth not the one act with
more reluctancy, and the other with more complacency?
1663 J. Si'encer Prodigies (1665) 407 A perfect compla-
cency and acquiescence in all the present allotments of
Divine Providence. 1709 Salheverell Serm. 15 Aug. 12

A. .Complacency in Other's Sin Appropriates it to Us.

5. Disposition or wish to please, or comply with

the wishes of, others
;
complaisance. ? Obs.

1651 Howell Venice 39 The complement which a Gentle-
man put upon a Lady, having five or six comly Daughters,
who sayed, by way of complacency, that he never saw such
a dainty Cupboard of Cristall Glasses in all his life. 1683 D.
A. Art Converse 18 'Tis civil to applaud sometimes, through
an innocent complacency to what they say. 1727 A. Hamil-
ton NezvAcc. E. Ind. I. xxi. 247 A severe Inquisition Court
[at Goa] which aws both Clergy and Laity to such a Com-
placency, that I question if there is such a Pack of. .Hypo-
crites in the World. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (18581 I. v.

462 The king was supported only by the complacency of a
few courtiers.

b. (//.) Instances or acts of complaisance. ? Obs.

1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11. iii. 269 A Variety of Ap-
plauses and Complacencies. 18x4 Wordsw. Excursion v.

372 The round Of smooth and solemnized complacencies.

Complacent '

v
k^mpU7 »

-

sent), a. [ad. L. com-

placent-em pleasing, pr. pple. of complacere : see

above.]

fl. Pleasing, pleasant, delightful. Obs. rare.

1660 Burney KfpS. Adpov <i66i) 106 In the complacent
moneth of May. 1772 Mackenzie Man of World 1. i, Her
look was of that complacent sort which gains on the be-

holder.

2. spec. Feeling or showing pleasure or satisfac-

tion, esp. in one's own condition or doings ; self-

satisfied.

1767 Jago Edge Hill, Evening iv. (R.\ With complacent

smile Thy social aspect courts the distant eye. 1791 Cowper
Iliad iv. 423 The monarch smiled Complacent. 1825 Sou-
they Paraguay 1.25 The glorious savage, .vain ofhis array

Look'd with complacent frown from side to side. 1841 L.

Hunt Seer (1864) 52 Whenever Gibbon was going to say a
good thing . . he announced it by a complacent tap on his

snuff-box. 1875 Gladstone Glean. VI. xxxviii. 129 Multi-

tudes., will accede.. to this proposition, .but with a com-

placent conviction, .that it does not touch their case.

3. Disposed, or showing a disposition, to please
;

obliging in manner, complaisant. ? Obs.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 160 They look up with a

sort of complacent awe and admiration to kings, who know
how to keep firm in their seat. 1821 Scott Reuilw. xxii,

The . . complacent flattery of Leicester. 1849 C. Bronte
Shirley vi. 62 Mr. Moore . .was . . a complacent listener to

her talk,

Complacential (k^mplase-npal), a. Now
rare or Obs. [f. med.L. complacentia + -al.]

1. Characterized by complacency, showing satis-

faction, content, or acquiescence in something.

1658 Baxter Saving Faith x. 74 A consenting or Com-
placential Approbation. 1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles III. 17

His wil of complacence, or complacential wil, whereby he

declares what is most agreable to him. 1747 Hervey
Medit. 11. 169 The highest Object of thy complacential
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delight. 1863 J. G. Murphy Comm. Gen. it. 3 Thoughts of
wonder, gratitude, and complacentiat delight.

f 2. Disposed to please or comply
;

obliging,

complaisant. Obs.

1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. 11.294 Aaron, .did not please
himself, .in the thing : but it was an act meerly complacen-
tial to the people. 1673 S. C. Art Complaisance xiii. 138
They must.. use a sweet mildness and complacential ad-
dress. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 413 That book.. was
written to terrifie the Presbyterians and make them more
complacential.

i Complace ntially, adv. Obs. [f. prec.+
-ly 2

.] In a complacential manner; with plea-

surable satisfaction or content.

1671 Baxter Holiness, Design Chr. iv. 16 To love com-
placencially an ungodly person as if he were godly. 1675— Cath. Theol. iii. 205 God might be said to love him .

.

Complacencially, according to the good that was in him

;

And benevolently as he purposed his future Sanctification
and Salvation. 1681 — Apol. Nonconf. Mm. 63 We cannot
love them complacentially.

f Complace'ntious, a. Obs.-° See quot.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Complacentious. Complaisant,

obsequious, observant, soothing, (and thereby) pleasing.

Complacently (kf7mph?i-sentli\ cuiv. [f. Com-
placent + -ly 'A] In a complacent manner ; with
pleasure or satisfaction : esp. with self-satisfaction.

1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris 49 He pointed to his treasures with
silent looks that rested complacently on them. 1862 Ruskin
Mantra P. (1880) 48 We may. .call ourselves, complacently,
a rich country. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. ix. 131 A
bishop, and unlikely to look complacently on plots for the
alienation of episcopal manors.

Complain (kfJmpl^i'n), v. Forms : 4 com-
pleign'e, 4-6 -pleyn(e, -pleine, 5 -plane, 5-6
-playn e, 6 -plene, 6-7 -plaine, 6- complain.
[ME. compleigne, f. F. complaign- stem of com-
plaindre (cf. pres. conj. complaigne) to manifest

compassion, bewail = It. compiangcre :—late L.

complang-ere to bewail, f. L. com- intensive +
plangtre to lament, bewail, orig. to strike, beat,

beat the breast or head in sign of grief.]

I. To give expression to sorrow or suffering.

f 1. trans. To bewail, lament, deplore. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus rv. 1142 He longe hadde hirecom-
pleyned. c 1386 — Clerk's T. 474 They mowe wel be bi-

waylit or compleynit. — Doctor's T. 239 5eue me leue,

fader myn . . My deb for to compleyne a litel space, c 1450
Merlin h. 24 They complayned here grete losse. 15*3 Ld.
Berners Froiss. I. ccxx. 283 To complayne the dethe of the
kyng. 1647 Crashaw Music's Duel Poems 91 Whose
trembling murmurs. .Run to and fro, complaining his sweet
cares. 1700 Dryden Fables fjA Gaufride, who couldst so
well in rnime complain, The death of Richard, with an
arrow slain.

t b. To utter in complaint ; to compose as a
complaint. Obs.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1744 Lucrece, Hire wordis that

she hath compleynyd. 1595 Spenser Col. Clout 513 She to

whom Daphnaida Vpon her necces death I did complaine.

+ 2. refl. [so OF. se complaindre.] To bewail

oneself, lament, utter one's lamentations. Obs.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1964 Ariadne, Thesyus com*

pleynede hym l>e nyghte. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour F v,

He. .dyd complayne hymself to his wyf. 1593 Shaks. Lucr.
598 To all the host of heaven I complain me. 1619 W.
Sclater Expos. I. Thess. (1630' 534 The Apostle complaines
him heauily of sinne dwelling in him.

+ 3. intr. To give expression to sorrow ; to make
moan, lament. Const, to, unto another, for an
object. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Compi. Mars. 136 Compleyneth eke ye

lovers alle in fere For her. 1430 Lvnc. Ckron. Troy 1. v, That
myghtest well complayn & make dole, a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huori cxvii. 414 When Huon saw this shyppe arryue at the
porte he greatly complaynyd for them, and sayd. 1633 P.
Fletcher Slisa 11. xxiii, Remember measure in your griefs
complaining. 1647 Cowley Mistr., Vain Love (1663) 18
What Lover can like me complain, Who first lov'd vainly,
pext in vain 1

b. with subord. clause.
ri386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 758 Oon Latumyus Com-

pleigned unto his felaw Arrius, That, etc 1509 Fisher
Fun. Serm. Ctess Richm. Wks. 292 Often she complayned
that in her youthe she had not gyuen her to the under-
stondynge of Latyn.

4. intr. {formerly also refl.) To give sign of

physical suffering or pain, to suffer, to be ailing.

(Now dial.\ Cf. Complaint 6.

1607 Topskll Four-/. Beasts (1673^ 331 The Horse immedi-
ately had the use of his leg. .and went also safe home with-
out complaining thereof ever after. 16x6 Surfl. & Markh.
Country Farme 144 When the horse complaineth himselfe,
and his flankes be swolne. .by hauing eaten some bad Hay.
Ibid. 721 If you see that she complaine her selfeofsicknesse,
put into her water-pot some sixe chyres of Saffron. 1654
Codrington tr. Hist. Ivstine 200 His body became so ex-
treamly tender, that he complained at the touches of his
friends. 1731 Swift On his Deaths Should some neighbour
feel a pain Just in the parts where I complain. 1801 Mac
Neill IVaes 0/ War 3 (Jam.) Wounded soldier! if com-
plaining, Sleep nae here and catch your death. Mod. Sc.
He's always complaining [i. e. ailing].

b. with a mixture of 2, and associated with 6

:

To complain of : to let it be known that one is

suffering from (any pain, or feeling of illness).

179a Burns Song ' What can a young Lassie' it, He's
always compleenin frae mornin to e'enin, He hosts and he
hirples the weary day lang. c 1850 A rati. Nts. ( Rtldg ) 594
He. .complained of a violent pain that had suddenly seized

his head. 1890 Wallace Schopenhauer 212 Complaining
that something was amiss with the beating of his heart.

Mod. What does the patient complain of? She complains
frequently of headaches.

II. The expression of suffering passing into that

of grievance and blame.

fo. refl. = next. Const, of. Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 245 Whereof nature her hath com-
pleigned Unto the god. c 1450 Merlin v. 80 That he sholde
a-mendealle thefautes whereof thei cowde hem complayne.
1532 Elvot Let. 8 Dec. in Gov. (1883) p. lxxxix, The infeli-

citie that I complayne me of. 1631 E. Pelham God"s Power
in Churchill Voy. (17041 IV. 817/1 Leisure, .to complain our-
selves of our. .miserable conditions.

6. intr. To give expression to feelings of ill-

usage, dissatisfaction, or discontent ; to murmur,
grumble, a. simply, and const, against (at).

1393 Gower Con/. II. 203 These olde men. .ayein the king
Among hem self compleignen ofte. 1570 G. Harvey
Letter-bk. (Camden Soc.) 1, I . . have bene alwais very loth
to complain. 1590 Spenser /'. Q. 11. vii. 14 And having not,

complaine, and having it, upbrayd. 16x1 Bible Numb. xi.

1 When the people complained, it displeased the Lord.
1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. II. 31 The people complained
at those extortions they could not resist. 1856 Froude
Hist. Eng. {18581 I. iii. 192 To complain against the justice

of the [consistory] courts being to complain against the
Church. 1876 J. EL Newman Hist. Sk. II. n. ri. 238 He
had that noble spirit which complains as little as possible.

+ b. Const, on, upon. (Also with indirect

passive.) Obs. exc. poet. In early use not very far

from sense 1 : cf. ' to cry out upon \
1430 Lydg. Hors, Shepe <$ G. 151 He cryethe affter

peasse . .compleynnythe vppon be werres sore, a 1500 Nut-
Brown Maid i, These men . . On women do complayne.
1602 Carew Cornwall 72 a, My deare friends, I come to
complaine upon you, but to your selues. 161a Shelton
Quix. 1. i, I do justly complain on your Beauty. 1659
Burton's Diary (18281 IV. 356 They took them away upon
prudentials now so much complained on. a 1850 Rossetti
Dante «y Circ. 1. (1874) 169 Ye complain on God and on
my sway.

c. Const, of (Also with indirectpassive?) Now
the leading use.

1584 Powel Lloyds Cambria 347 All men that Complaine
of any of his men. 1651 Hobbes Leviatk. 11. xviii. 90 He
that complaineth of injury from his Soveraigne. 1711
Addison Spect. No. 127 P 3 The Heat they complain of
cannot be in the Weather. 1750 Gray Elegy iii, The mope-
ing owl does to the moon complain Of such, as . . Molest her
ancient solitary reign. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. 11858) II.

viii. 255 The government could persuade themselves that
evils no longer complained of had ceased to exist.

d. with clause. (Also with impers^ passive.)

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 227 a. When it was com-
plained unto Augustus, that one Erotes, etc. a 1600 Hooker
Elect. Pol. vin. vii. % 6 Of the people S. Jerome complaineth
that their judgements .. went much awry. 1667 Milton
P. L. 11. 550 Others .. complain that Fate Free Vertue
should enthrall to Force or Chance. 1710 Swift Lett. 1 1767)
III. 43 Mr. Harley complained he could keep nothing from
me. 17*8 North Mem. Mustek (1846' 51 It is complained
that the Emperor spent his time, .with hearing of Organs.
1875 Jowett Plato ied. 2) I. 55 Ctesippus complained that
we were talking in secret

t 7. trans = Complain of 6 c. Obs.

1509 Barclay Shypo/Folys 1874)1. 302 Sucheoft complayne
the charge of pouerte. 1533 Hellenden Livy 111. (1822) 243
Thre leeatis .. com; the injuris done be the Equis.
a 1593 Marlowe Dido i. Our ships. .That do complain the
wounds of thousand waves,

8. intr. (orig. refl.) spec. To make a formal

statement of a grievance to or before a competent
authority ; to lodge a complaint, bring a charge.

Const, as in 6.

, c 1449 Pecock RePr. 395 The laypeple oujten Compleyne
hem to the Iugis of the preestes and clerkes so trespacing.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon iii. 89,1 complayne me to you
of the fouresonnesof Aymon. 1489

—

Faytes 0/A. iv. v. 242
He dide his deuoire to complayne hifore theire iustyce. 15*3
Ld. Berners Froiss. I. vii. heading, Howe the quene 01
Ingland went and complayned her to the kyng of Fraunce
..of Syr Hewe Spencer. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann.
in. vi. (1622) 73 Domitius Corbulo . . complained before the
Lords of the Senate on L. Sulla, .that, etc. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's WordJrk. s.v. Complain, One man threatening to
complain of another, is saying that he will report misconduct
to the officer in charge of the quarter-deck.

III. 0. transf. & fig. To emit a mournful sound.
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 511 Creaking Grashoppers

on Shrubs complain. 1708 Pope Ode St. Cecilia i. 6 In a
sadly-pleasing strain Let the warbling lute complain. 183a
Tennyson Lady Shalott iv. i, The broad stream in his

hanks complaining.

b. Nattt. To groan or creak from over-straining.

xyaa Lond. Gaz. No. 6. 118/7 The Storm made the. .Sloop
complain so much. 1771-84 Cook Voy. (1790) VI. 2237 Our
rudder having been for some time complaining, and.. re-

ported to be in a dangerous state. 1853 Kane Grinnell Ex£.
xxix. (1856 253 The nipping caused our timbers to complain
sadly. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Complain, the creak-
ing of masts, or timbers, when over-pressed.

Complain (kfTmphJi'n), sb. Obs. exc. poet. [f.

prec. vb.] Complaining, complaint.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 1124 It is bot in vayn Thus

remedilesse to mak compleyn. 1820 Kkats Lamia I. 288
The amorous promise of her lone complain.

Complainable (k^mpU-i nab*l
>

), a. [f. as prec.

+ -able.] To be complained of.

1627-77 Feltham Resofocs 11. xxxvi. 231 Though both be
blameable, yet, Superstition is the less complainable.

Complainant (k^mpl/l nant), a. and sb.

Forms: see Complain v. fa. F. complaignant

pr. pple. (also used subst.) of complaindre : see

Complain v. and -ant.]

+ A. adj. Law. Formally complaining, lodging
a legal complaint. Obs.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c 7 § 4 If the partie compleynant
..can not prove the mater of his seid bill to be true. 1568
Grafton Chrott. II. 643, I beyng the partie griefed, and
complaynant. 1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lowe C. 11. 35 b,
The said partie complainant to be bounde, etc
B sb.

1. Law. One who enters a legal complaint against
another ; a plaintiff or prosecutor, in Chancery or
Ecclesiastical courts.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 7 § 4 The same compleynaunt,
not provyng the mater of his seid bill to be true. 1553 T.
Wilson Rhet, 47 The complainaunt commenseth his action,
and the defendaunt thereupon aunswereth. 1660 R. Coke
Power ff Subj. 78 A divorce . . is grantable to separate the

1 complainant a mensa et thoro. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4315/3
A Cause wherein Christopher Pitt and others, were Com-
plainants against Sir Charles Bickerstaffe. 18x4 Syd. Smith
Wks. (1859) II. 186/1 A Judge, placed, .between the com-
plainant and him against whom it is complained.

2. gen. One who complains, a complainer.
1535 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xvi.33 He wolde nat departe..

tyll all the complaynantes were fully satisfyed. 1581 Mul-
caster Positions x\\. (1887) 254 It is not my complaint,
though I ioyne with the complainantes. 1611-15 Bp. Hall
Contempt. Jv. T. IT. xv, Christ is left alone ; alone in respect
of these complaynants. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) I.

111. iii. 148 No want of complaint, nor ofcomplainants,

b. spec. One who complains of ill-health.

1861 H. Spencer Ednc. iv. 175 [As] she had no energy left

for exercise, she is now that she has finished her education,
a constant complainant.

Complainee (kfTmpLfi-n/*). [f. Complain v. +
-EE, the suffix not being here etymological.] The
person complained against.

1847 Tait's Mag. XIV. 166 The complainee was amazed
at the assurance with which such claims were advanced.

Complai ner. ff. Complain v. + -n 1
.]

1. One who complains or gives audible expres-

sion to a sense of injury; a fault-finder, murmurer.
i5*6Tindale Jude 16 These are murmurers, complayners,

walkynge after their awne lustes. 1633 J. Clarke Two/old
Praxis 71 No busie complainer : nor yet no hider of truth.

176a Beattie Hermit ii, Mourn, sweetest complainer, man
calls thee to mourn. 1837 Ht. Martineac Soc. Amer. II.

96 The most emphatic complaincrs of the immigration of
foreigners. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol. Econ. 8 These com-
plainers misunderstand the purpose ofa science like political

economy.
2. Law. - Complainant. (The spec. Sc. term.)
154a Brinklow Compt. xv. 38 To forfet his whole flocke,

half to the kyng and half to the complayner. c 1565 Linde.
say (Pitscottie) Chron, Scot. {17281 35 He dealt their Land,
Goods, and Gear to their Creditors and Complaincrs. 1746-7

;
Act ao Geo. II, c. 43 ( 35 The said judge . . shall condemn
the appellant or complainer in such costs as the court shall

think proper. 1876 Sir R. Phillimore in Law Rep. 1 P.
Div. 408 The law has always required . . all reasonable
promptitude to be exhibited by the complainer in seeking
legal redress. 1888 Daily News 17 July 5/2 In Scotland a
complainant is a complainer. .and a plaintiff a pursuer.

t Complainful, a. 0^.-°-Complaintful.
1828 in Webster (as obs.) ; and in later Diets.

Complaining ^k^mpU'-nirj', vbl. sb. [f. Com-
plain v. + -ino'.] The action of the vb. Com-
plain

;
plaint, complaint.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1353 Dido, To yow make I myn
compleynynge. 1509 Fisher Inn. Serm. Ctess Richmond
Wks. 298 The complaynynge & lamentacyon, that the soule

of this noble prynces myghte make. 1611 Bible Ps. cxliv.

14 That there be no complaining in our streetes. 170a Rowk
Amb. Stef-Moth. nr. i. The piercing Accents of her loud
Complainings. 1820 Keats St. Agnes xxxv, Those looks
immortal, those complainings dear,

b. transf &n(\ fig.
l 73$ Somerville Chace n. 428 The Bird . . cheared the

list nmg Groves With sweet Complainings. 1839 Marryat
Phant.Ship ix, Hear, .the complaining of her masts. 188a

Daily Tel. 12 Sept. 2/2 The . . moaning of the wind in the

rigging, and the complaining of massive timbers.

Complai ning", ///. a. [f. as prec. + -inc. 2.]

That complains; lamenting, murmuring, querulous.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xtv. x. (J495 1 472 A com-
pleynyng voyce of doole and sorowe. c 1430 tr. /'. it Kempis'
Consol. 111. iii, Be ashamed berforc, bou sluggussh & com.
pleynyng semaunt. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. v. iv. 5 The
Nightingales complaining Notes. 1687 Dryden Ode St,
Cecilia 33 The soft complaining Flute. 1734 Grub SI.

Jml. 2 May 4/1 On the complaining part of Ovid s Epistles.

1856 Bryant Thanatopsis 41 The complaining brooks That
make the meadows green.

Hence Complai'ningly adv. ; Complai uing-
ness.
1627 Rawley Bacon's Siha Wks. 1677 A iv b, I have

heard his Lordship speak complainingly. 1816 Byron Siege
Cor. xxxiii, The jackal's troop. . Bay'd from afar complain-
ingly. 1876 Geo. Eliot Daft. Der. v. xxxix, Kate lifting

up her eyebrows with a playful complainingness.

Complaint (k^mpl^-nt). Forms: 4 com-
pleignte, 4-5 -pleynt(e, 4-6 -pleinte, 5 -plent,

5-6 -playnt(e, 6 -plant, 5- complaint. [ME. a.

F. complainte « Pr. complancha, -plainla, OCat.
complancta, -planta, It. compianta, late L. type

eowplancta, sb. fromcomplanctus pa. pple., corresp.

etymologically to those in -ata, -ada,

1. The action of complaining ; the utterance of

grief, lamentation, grieving.



COMPLAINTFTJL.
c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 11. 924 For whom was maked

mocn compleynt. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1516 With pyte and
complaint pyne for to here. 1523 Ld. Bernf.rs Froiss. I.

ccxxvi. (heading) 299 The pytefull complaynt that therle
Mountfort made for his dethe. 1535 Coverdale Esther
(Apoc.) xiii. 17 Turne oure complaynte and sorow in to ioye.
161 1 Bible Ps. cxlii. 2. 1727 Pope Thoughts Var. Subjects,
Complaint is the largest tribute heaven receives. [175a
Johnson Rambler^ No. 200 p 1 They have immediate re-

course to lamentation and complaint.]

2. An expression of grief, a lamentation, a plaint.

'593 Drayton Eclogues x. 28 For whose complaints, teares
never could suffice. 1699 Bentley Phal. Pref. 43 The Com-
plaints which My Torments express from me.

b. spec, A plaintive poem, a plaint. (Frequent
as a title, but in later times chiefly descriptive.)
c 1368 Chaucer (title). Compleynte of Pite*. c 1386 —

Frankl. T. 220 Of swich matere made he manye layes
Songes compleintes roundels virelayes. 15*9 Lyndesay
{title)

}
Heir beginnis the Complaynt of Schir Dauid Linde-

say.
_
1536— The Complaint and publict Confessioun of the

Kingis auld Hound calht Bagsche. 1599 Thynne Animadv.
(1865) 30 Blanche his wyfe . . dyed longe after that com-
pleinte. 1663 Cowley (title), The Complaint. 1779-81 John-
son L. P., Cotvley Wks. IX 18 An Ode called rthe Com-
plaint '..seems to have excited more contempt than pity.

3. Outcry against or because of injury
; represen-

tation of wrong suffered ; utterance of grievance.

1374 Chaucer Anel. <$• Arc. (title), The compleynte of
Anelida. .upon Arcyte . . for his Doublenesse. 1393 Gower
Con/. I. in Tho was murmur, tho was disdeine, Tho was
compleinte on every side. 1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. Ixxix,

§ 14 You. .make great complaint of the wonderful cruelty
we shew towards you. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 131 Whose
failing. . I should not expose to blame By my complaint.
1738-9 in Swift's Lett. (1768) IV. 223 For some little time
past, I have not had the same cause of complaint. 1789

;

Bentham Princ. Legist xix. § 15 It is a standing topic of
complaint, that a man knows too little of himself. 1856
Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 35 Complaint was loud
enough when complaint was just, under the Somerset pro-
tectorate. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola I. 1. vi.

4. (with a and //.) An utterance or statement
of grievance or injustice suffered.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 363 To here . . hir compleyntes

and peticiouns. 1477 Earl Rivers tCaxton) Dictes 99 a To
be in a certayn place, for to here the complayntes of euery
body. 1509 Fisher Fun. Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. 299
The holy faders. .make these complayntes. .agaynst almyghty
god. 1690 J. Harrington Def. Rights Univ. Oxford,
Pref., Once at least in every age the Citizens have renewed
their complaints against us. i86t Dickens Lett. (1880) II.

155 Yours is the first complaint of the kind I have ever
received.

b. spec. A statement of injury or grievance laid
before a court or judicial authority (esp. and pro-
perly a Court of Equity) for purposes of prosecu-
tion or of redress ; a formal accusation or charge.

C. U. S. The plaintiff's case in a civil action.
Billofcomplaint : the written statement of the plaintiff's

case.

1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle 1. viii. (1859) 6 In euery ryghtwys
court skyle is that the actour be admytted to maken his
compleynt. 15*9 Act 21 Hen, VIII, c. 16 § 11 Our.. Sub-
jects, .exhibited unto us a lamentable Bill of Complaint.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 161 The Marchauntes of London
. . exhibited a Byll of complaint agaynst the Countesse of
Flaundyrs, for that shee had taken from them certayne
goodes. 1599 Thynne Animadv. (1865) 13, I fyndc.that
kinge Edwarde the firste had herde the compleinte of Johne
Chaucer of London. 1611 Bible Acts xxv. 7 The Iewes.

.

stood round about, and laidemany andgrieuous complaints
against Paul. 162a Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 12-1 Who.

.

did preferre their Bills of complaint in Chauncerie. 1773
Hist. Rochester 227 To exhibit a bill of complaint or infor-
mation against the executors. 1872 O. Shipley Gloss. Feci.
Terms, A rticle 45A complaint exhibited in the ecclesiastical
courts by way of libel.

5. The matter, subject, or ground of complaint.
[a 1699 Stillingfl. Serm. I. x, What complaint hath

been more frequent among men almost in all Ages, than that
peace and prosperity hath been the portion of the wicked ?]
a 1745 Swift (J.\ The poverty ofthe clergy in England hath
been the complaint of all who wish well to the church. 1751
Butler Wks. (1874) II. 323 The general decay of religion.,
has been for some time the complaint of all serious persons.

6. spec. A bodily ailment, indisposition, disorder
{esp. of chronic nature).
1705 Arbuthnot Coins (J.), One, in a complaint of his

bowels, was let blood 'till he.. was perfectly cured. 1733
Swift's Lett. (17661 II. 187 Your complaint and mine are
not very different .. Mine is a sort of a dizziness. 1789
Buchan Dom. Med. (1700) 267 A medicine very much in
esteem for complaints of the throat. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI.
47 This . . was mistaken for a bowel complaint. 1844
Stanley Life Arnold I. i, Susannah, who, after a lingering
complaint in the spine, died at Laleham, in 1832.

t Complai ntftil, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec.+
-ful.] Full of complaint.
1552 Huloet, Complayntfull, or full of complayntes,
uerulus. Complayntfull woman whiche complayneth to
ir goshyps on hir husbande, mempsigamus.

tComplai-ntiff. Obs. rare. [Cf. plaintiff]
= Complainant.
1533 Cranmer Let. to Bp. Hereford Wks. 1846 II. 263

1 he same hath persuaded divers of this complaintiff's
parish .

.
to withdraw their tithes . . you made a final deter-

mination between this complaintiff and his parishioners.

Complaintive (k^mpl^-ntiv), a. rare. [a.
OF. complaintif, -ive : see Complaint and -ive.]
Given to complaining

; ready to complain.
1637 Heywood Dialogues iv. 164 Thou art too complain-

tive. 1806 R. Cumberland Mem. (F. Hall).
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Hence Complai'ntiveness. rare.
1888 Pall Mall G. 14 June 6/1 Miss Anderson once com-

plained to me with charmingly-simulated complaintiveness
of the photo fiend.

t Complai're, v . Obs. [a. OF. complaire : see

Complaisant.] To be complaisant to, to gratify.

147S Caxton Jason 77 He emploied himself, .to complaire
and plese a partye of the citezeyns. 1480 — Ovid's A/el.
xi. ix, He that wolde not lose the grace ne the love of two
for to complaire and plese one. 1483 — G. de la Tour C iv.

Complaisance (kp-mpkze^ns, kpKmpkzans).
Also 7 compleasance, complesence. [17th c.

a.F. complaisance (i4thc. in Littre) care or desire to

please= Pr., Sp. complaccncia, It. compiacenza, med.
L. complacentia : see Complacence.]
The action or habit of making oneself agreeable

;

desire and care to please
; compliance with, or

deference to, the wishes of others
;
obligingness,

courtesy, politeness.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. I. xv. 76 Compleasance ; that is to
say, That every man strive to accommodate himselfe to the
rest. 1678 Butler Hud. ill. i. 738 The Bride, That with
her Wedding-cloaths undresses Her Complaisance and Gen-
tilesses. 1689 Shadwell Bury /*'. It. 152 For complaisance,
and breeding sake I'll do it. 1709 Prior The Dai>e 9
Fair Venus wept the sad disaster .. In complaisance poor
Cupid mourn'd. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ., The Pulse, If
you will have the complaisance to step in. 1708 Jane
Austen Northang, Abb. iv, A lady who was sitting by
her . . addressed her with great complaisance. 1839 James
Louis XIV, I. 215 She was never treated afterwards with
any degree of complaisance.

f b. In complaisance to : in deference to ; as

an act of politeness towards. Obs.
a 1688 ViLUERS_(Dk. Buckhm.) Confer. Wks. (1775) 182

Most of the inhabitants, in complaisance, .to their landlord
are Roman Catholicks. 1741 Monro Anat. {ed. 3) 124 In
Complaisance to prevailing Custom, I shall follow the
common Terms.

C. (with //.) An act of complaisance.
^1762 Lady M. W. Montague Lett, lxxvi. 125, I have

carried my complaisances to you farther than I ought.
1841 Emerson Method Nat. Wks. 1875 II. 233 How.. the
complaisances we use, shame us now !

t Co mplaisancy. Obs. rare. [f. prec. : see
-ancy. Cf. complacence, -ency.] =prec.
1710 Steele Tatler No. 2T1 Good Humour and Com-

plaisancy of Manners. 1816 ' tjuiz ' Grand Master vn. 188
He said, that, at the Presidency, Some people boo with
complaisancy.

Complaisant (kp-mplcza-nt, kp-mpUzant), a.

Also 7 complizant, compleasant, 8 complisant.
[17th c. a. F. complaisant (16th c. in Littre), pr.

pple. of complaire to acquiesce in order to please
:—L. compilacire to be very pleasing to : cf. Com-
placent, Complease. In 17th c. it was sometimes
assimilated in form to complease, pleasant, with
stress on 2nd syllable ; but a general recognition of
its French nativity has preserved the Fr. spelling,

with the main stress varying between the 3rd and
the 1st syllable. Walker c 1800 has (kf>mph'z;e-nt).]

1. Characterized by complaisance
;
disposed to

please
;

obliging, politely agreeable, courteous.
(Of persons, their actions, manners, etc.)

1647 Cowley Mistr., Echo 11669) 4° Complaisant Nymph
[Echo], who do'est thus kindly share In griefs, whose cause
thou do'st not know 1 1651 Charleton Ephes. t, Cimm.
Matrons (1668} 22 The most affable, compleasant, and chear-
full creature in the world. 1664 Sir C. Lyttelton in
Hatton Corr. (1878) 38 Feare not you will find mee as
complizant. 1671 Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal (1714)
55 That's very complaisant. . Mr. Bayes, to be of another
Man's Opinion, before he knows what it is. a 1720 Sheffield
(Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 14 Cautious the young, and
complaisant the old. 1727 Swift Gulliver 11. iv. 131 The
girl was complaisant enough to make the bearers stop.
1871 Smiles Charac. ix. (1876) 242 The French, .of even the
humblestclasses, are. .complaisant, cordial, and well-bred.

b. Disposed to comply with another's wishes
;

yielding, accommodating, compliant, facile.

1676 Etheredge Man 0/Mode iv. i, I am sorry my face
does not please you as it is, But I shall not be complaisant
and change it. 1678 Rymer Trag. Last Age 69 Had [she]
been formerly complaisant with him beyond discretion.
1839 James Louis XIV, I. 246 Richelieu, not finding the
clergy quite so complaisant as he could have desired.

+ 2. Of things : Pleasant, agreeable. Obs. rare.
1710 T\ Fuller Pluirm. Extemp. 293 An honest benign

Medicine, yet its not very complaisant to the Palate.

Complaisantly, adv. [f. prec. +-ly2.] In
a complaisant manner

; courteously, obligingly

;

compliantly.

1709 Steele Tatler No. 77 r 1 Alexander the Great had
a wry neck, which made it the fashion in his court to carry
their heads on one side. .One. .carried his head so over
complaisantly, that this martial prince gave him. .a box on
the ear. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 290 He saluted me,
very complaisantly. 1812 G. Colman Br. Grins (1872) 206
Giving themselves most complaisantly up To Sensuality.

Complaisantness. rare.-" [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] Quality of being complaisant.
1730-6 Bailey (folio) ; hence in Johnson and mod. Diets.

t Complaisential, a. Obs. rare.- 1
[f. com-

plaisant after complacentia!.'] Complaisant.
1689T. Plunket Char. Gd. Commander 19 Complaisential

in their words.

t Co'mplanate, v. Obs. [f. L. compldndt-

COMPLECTED.
ppl. stem of compldnare to make level, f. com- +
pldndre (recorded only in late L.), f. plan-its
Plane.] trans. To make plane or level, to flatten.

1643 A. Buroes Diffic. Reform. 18 They sent some before
. . that did complanate and make levell the way. 1713
Derham Phys.-'J heol. v. ii. 326 The vertebrae of the Neck
and Back Bone [are] made short and complanated.

Complanate (kp-mplandt), a. [ad. L. com-
plandt-us pa. pple. of compldnare : see prec]
Made plane or level, lying in one plane, flattened.
1848 Dana Zooph. 442 Branches . . below complanate,

without branchlets. 1881 Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 66 Poly-
stomella impcralrix, nov.—Test spiral, symmetrically dis-
coidal, complanate. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Complanate,
flattened.

Complanation (kfmplanfijan). [ad. L. com-
pldndlion-em, n. of action f. compldnare : see
Complanate v.] Making plane or level, flatten-

ing out ; spec, in Math., the reduction of a curved
surface to an equivalent plane area.

169s Phil. Trans. XIX. 74 The Rectification and Com-
planation of Curve Lines and Surfaces. 1761 Nichoi.ls
ibid. LII. 272 Preventing the right auricle from being
stretched by the depressions (or complanations) of the
diaphragm. 1816 Edin. Rev. XVI. 96 The cubature and
complanation of solids. 1850 Dana Geol. vii. 370 It was
once a crater of elevation .. it is now a crater of complanation.

t Compla'ne, v. Obs. In 5 complayne. [a.

OF. complane-r :—L. compldnare.'] To make plain
or level.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. vn. 14 And so to drie it [the
threshing-floor] they complayne. 1755 Johnson, To com-
planate, To complane.

Complane, Complant, obs. ff. Complain,
Complaint.

t Compla'nt, v. Obs. [a. Fr. complante-r (16th
c. in Littre) :— late L. complanlJ-re to plant to-

gether.] To plant together ; to engraft. Alsoyf^.
1582 N. T. (Rhem.i Rom. vi. 5 If we be become com-

planted [Vulg. lomplan'.ati ; Wvcl. & 1611 planted to-
gether, other--.', graft, R.V. united] to tlie similitude of
his death we shal be also of his resurrection. 1653 H.
Whistler Upshot Inf. Bapt. 45 Representation of the .

.

child as a Plant to be Complained at Baptism into Christ.

Hence Compla'nted ///. a., planted together
with, congenital.
l668CuLPKrPEH &C01.E Barthol. Anat. 111. ix. 150 Which

some term the inbred, Congenit and complained Air.

t Complanta'tion. Obs. [n. of action f.

prec. : see -ation.] A planting together
;
engraft-

ing into. lit. &m\jig.
1653 II. Whistler Upshot Inf. Bapt. 33 Infants RiKht for

their complantation into Christ by Baptism. 1658 Sir
T. Browne Card. Cyrus 69 Rowes divided by Equality, and
just decorum, in the whole complantation.

Complayn(e, obs. f. Complain, Complane,
Complin.

+ Co -mple, Obs. [a. OF. comple-r to accom-
plish, var. of complir :— L. comple-re to fill up,
complete.] trans. To accomplish, complete.
c 1315 Shoreham 61 For thet completh thet spoushod

After the by-treuthynge.

t Comple, Incorrect form of Couple.
c 1440 Parlonope 556 Mutes of hounds . . Compled with

Sylk [Fr. encoples]. Ibid. This Partonope withouten more
Vncompleth his houndes [Fr. descoples],

Comple, var. of Cample dial, to contend.
Compleasant, -ce, obs. ff. Complaisant, etc.

tComplea'Se, v. Obs. [ad. F. complaire,
complais-, on type of Please.] trans. To be com-
plaisant to, to gratify ; also refl. to delight in.

1584 T. Hudson Judith in Sylvester Du Bartas (1608)

748, I your sweet embracings will complease. 1604 T.
Wright Passions L iv. 18 Compleasing themselues more in
the opinions and fancies of men, than reason required.

Complease, var. of Complice.
Compleat, obs. spelling of Complete.
Compleceion^e, -oun(e, obs. ff. Complexion.
Complect (kpmple-kt), v. [ad. L. complect-i,

in late L. complect-ere , to embrace, encircle, etc., f.

com- + plectere to plait, twine. Sense 2 follows the
analytical sense of the L.]

f 1. trans. To embrace, lit. and fig. Obs.
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. Pref. 1 As the celestyall bodyes

aboue complecte all and at euery tyme the vniuersall
worlde. Ibid. 2 Hystorie . . representyng the actes, gestes,

and dedes done, complecteth all profyte. 1575 R. B.
Appius Virg. in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 145 Then, tender
arms, complect the neck. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp.
278 Mace is a thin membrane, .which covers and complects
the nutmeg.
2. To weave or connect together ; to interweave.

1578 Banister Hist. Alan 1. 35 The Ligament, .complect-
yng together the leggeand Fibula. 1830 Carlyle History,
Alisc. 11857) II. 172 Each atom is 'chained ' and complected
with all I j88i Mod. Rev. Jan. 160 His art aims were
complected with his personal objects.

Hence Oomple"cted ppl. a. 1
,
interwoven, compli-

cated. (Affected by Carlyle. )

1828 Carlyle Werner Misc. (18SS) I. 118 A misshapen,
lumbering, complected coil. 1831 — Sart. Res. l. viii.

Infinitely complected tissues of Meditation. Ibid. II.

iii, The infinitely-complected departments of social business.

Complected (k^mple-kted), ///.a.-' U.S. dial.

or colloq. [app. f. Complexion (complect-ion) +
-ED.] = CoMPLEXIONED.
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a i860 Western Sk., That lady is mighty pale complected.
— Widow Bedott Papers (Bartlctt\ You're rather dark

complected. 1873 T. W. Higginson Oldport Days vii. 167

'Dark complected', was the reply.

Complection, obs. f. Complexion.
Compleet, obs. f. Complete.
Compleign;e,-eine,etc.,obs. ff. Complain, etc.

Compleine, obs. f. Compline.
Compleisshe, var. of Complish, Obs.

Complement (k^'mpl/ment), sb. [ad. L. com-

plementum that which fills up or completes, f.

complc-re to fill up : see Complete and -ment. Cf.

F. compliment (a single 14th c. instance in Littr6).

In the group of senses under II, the word has since

c 1655-1725 been supplanted by the parallel F.

word Compliment.]
I. Senses still written complement.

+ 1. The action of fulfilling or completing ; com-
pletion, fulfilment, accomplishment. Obs.

1419 R. Holme in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 20 I. 65 To the

complement of }oure said charge .. we have doon owre
entier peyne. 1501 Spenser M. Hubberd 338 For a full

complement of alf their ill, They stole away. i6ai Ains-

worth Annot. Pentat., Gen. xviii. 10 By the complement
of the thing promised. irax Strype Eccl. Mem. I I. r. x.78
Sums of money, .in complement of the deceased king's will.

f 2. The fact or condition of being complete

;

completeness, fullness. Obs.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. I. % 39 Not in comple-
ment and perfection. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1 The
Sensible Nature in its complement and integrity hath, .five

exterior Senses.

b. Her. Fullness (of the moon).
1610 Guillim Heraldry in. iii. 91 Diuers denominations

[of Moon) in Heraldrie; as her Increment, .her Comple-
ment, when she is at Full; her Decrement. 1766 Porny
Her. 117871 14a A Moon in her complement Or, illustrated

with all her light proper. x88a Cissans Handbk. Her. 102

The Moon, .when full-faced and shining, .is described as In

her Complement or Plenitude.

3. That which completes or makes perfect ; the

completion, perfection, consummation.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxvi. (1495) 149 The

herte . . is complement and perfeccion of l>eest. 1594 Spenser
Amoretti xxiv, That beauties wonderment .. Of Natures
skill the only complement. 1656 Trapp Comm. John
xv. 12 Love is the complement of the law and the sup-

plement of the Gospel. 171a Steele Sped. No. 268 r 3

Men rather seek for Money as the Complement of all their

Desires, i860 Adi.er Fauriel's Prov. Poetry ii. 33 The
works of Petrarch may be regarded as the complement and
consummation uf the amatory poetry of the Provencals.

1873 Smti.es Huguenots Fr. 11. ii. (1881) 362 'The grand
tour ' was considered the complement of English education.

b. Gram. One or more words joined to another

to complete the sense (see quots.).

1874 tr. Maetzner's Eng. Gram. III. 21 The infinitive with
to may also take the place of a predicative complement.
1876 Mason Eng. Gram. % 391 Many verbs do not make
complete sense by themselves, .and the words used with
them to make predication complete may be called the com-
flement ofthepredicate. Ibid. § 395 The third kind ofcom-
plement is that which follows such verbs as can, will, must,
etc . .This may be termed the infinitive complement.

4. The quantity or amount that completes or

fills
;
complete quantity, provision, or set ; full

allowance, totality.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. ii. (Arb.) 80 Matter suffi-

cient to make a full periode or complement of sence. 1776
Adam Smith W. N. I. 1. ix. 90 That full complement of

riches which is consistent with the nature of its laws. 1798
Naval Ckron. (17991 I. 82 Many. .were, .busy in completing
the complement of their sails. 1850 Baynes Neiu Analytic

70 We may . . regard any whole, considered as the comple-
ment of its parts, in either of two ways.

b. esp. with possessive :
* his complement \ etc.

1637 R. Humfrey tr. St. Ambrose Pref., That which
maketh up their complement. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I.

xL 318 'I hey will sell 10 or 15 Tuns out of 100, and yet

seemingly carry their complement [of Clovesl to Batavia

;

for they will pour water among the remaining part of their

Cargo. 1790 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Advice to Put. Laureat
Wks. 1812 II. 340 Brains that want their complement of
Wits. 1823 Scoresby Jml. N. Whale Fishery 122 The
obvious want of their proper complement of oars. 1856

Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 1.399, I learnt my complement
of classic French.

c. The full number required to complete a com-
pany, to fill a conveyance, or esp. to man a ship.

1600 Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 89 Commanding our
General, not to exceede his Complement and number ap-

pointed him. c 1710 Celia FiENNEsZ>/ary< 1888 170 An hos-

pitall . . for Seamens widdows, 30 is their Complement. 1748

Anson's Voy. 1. i. ted. 4) 7 His squadron wanted three hun-
dred seamen of their complement. 1798 in Nicolas Disp.

Nelson 11846) VII. 168 Many of the Ships had Troops on
board above the complement. 184a T. Martin in Eraser's

Mag. Dec.,* Ve've got our complement [in the omnibus] any
vay'. 1846 Prescott Eerd. «$• Is. II. xviii. 162 The com-
plement of the fleet was. .fixed at twelve hundred souls.

5. Something which, when added, completes

or makes up a whole ; each of two parts which
mutually complete each other, or supply each

other's deficiencies.

1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xvi. 198 The act of

settlement was . . the complement of the Revolution itself

and the bill of rights. 1850 M'Cosh Dm. Govt. RL I. (1874)

318 Justice and Love are each the complement of the other.

1850 Froude Short Stud., Lives Saints 11867) 377 The
animal and the spiritual are. -the complements in the perfect

character. 1870 Geo. Ehot Coll. Break/. P. 334 Crushing
me To a subordinate complement of you.

b. Math.
Complements 0/a Parallelogram '. the two lesser parallelo-

grams, not on the diagonal, made by drawing lines parallel

to the sides of a given parallelogram, through the same
point in its diagonal. Complement 0/an arc orangle : the

angular amount which, added to a given arc or angle,

makes up 90 degrees (formerly also some multiple of 90
0

:

cf. Supplement) ; abbrev. (esp. in Trig.) into Co : see Co- 4.

Arithmetical complement: the sum which, added to a
given number, makes up unity, ten, or the next higher mul-

tiple of ten ; esp. Complement of a logarithm, the number
by which a logarithm falls short often.

1570 Billincsley Euclid \. xlui. 54 The parallelogrammes
about the diameter he [Pelitarius] calleth Complementes.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. ii. (ed- 7) 106 To find out the com-
plement . . subtract the given Arch out of the whole quad-
rant. 1660 Barrow Euclid 1. xxxvi. 1696 Phillips, Com-
plement of aft Angle, is so much as the Arch wanteth of

ninety Degrees . . or . . of 180 Degrees or . . of 360 Degrees.

1737 51 Chambers Cycl., Arithmetical complement of a
logarithm, is what the logarithm wants of 10.0000000. 1796
Hutton Math. Diet., The complement to 180' is usually

called the supplement. 1807 Hutton Course Math. II. 2

The Cosine, Cotangent, and Cosecant, of an arc, are the

sine, tangent, and secant of the complement of that arc
1831 Brewster Optics xix. 169 The maximum polarising

angle . . is the complement of the angle of refraction.

C. Astron. The difference between the altitude,

latitude, declination, etc. of a heavenly body, and

90 degrees. Abbrev. Co-altitude, -latitude, etc.

1703 Moxoh Mech. Exerc. 322 The Complement of the

Poles Elevation, .(here at London where the Pole is elevated

51$ Degrees) is 38$ Degrees. 1730-36 Bailey (folio), Com-
plement, the distance of a star from the zenith, or the

arch that is comprehended between the place of a star

above the horizon and the zenith. 1816 Playfair Nat.
Phil. II. 87 If . . the sun's greatest altitude in summer, and
his least altitude in winter, be determined, half the sum of

these altitudes is the complement of the latitude,

d. Navig.
1696 Phillips, Complement ofthe Course, so many Points

as the Course wants of00 Degrees or eight Points. 17*7-51
Chambers Cycl. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v.

1 6. Complement of Life (see quot.V Obs.

1796 Hutton Diet. Math., Complement of Ltfe,z term
much used . . by De Moivre [1715 Annuities upon Lives],

and, according to him, it denotes the number of years which
a given life wants of 86. .which he considered as the utmost
probable extent of life.

f. Fortif. C. of the curtain, etc. : see quots.

1708 Kersey, Complement ofthe Courtin. .the Remainder
of the Courtin after its Flank is taken away. Comple-
ment ofthe Line of Defence, is the Remainder of the Line
of Defence, after you have taken away the Angle of the

Flank. 17*7-51 Chambers Cycl. 1853 Stocqueler Mil.
Encycl.

g. Music. The interval which, together with

any given interval, makes up a complete octave.

1873 H. C. Banister Music 40 The inversion ofan interval

being its complement—that which, added to it, would con-

stitute it an 8ve.

h. Optics. That colour which, mixed with an-

other, produces white.

1869 Tyndall in Fortn. Rev. 1 Feb., Every point occupied

by a certain colour in the first instance is occupied by the

complement of that colour in the second.

II. Senses connected with Compliment, and
now so written in 9.

1 6. Anything that goes to make up or fully

equip ; a completing accessory or adjunct. Obs.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretaries (1625* 33 Unarmed against

him that was armed, unfurnished against him that had all

manner of complements of warre. 1602 R. T. Semi., With
all the adjuncts, properties, qualities, duties and comple-
ments belonging unto them. 1607 Lingua u. ii. heading in

HazL Dodsley IX. 367 Rings, jewels, a fan, and in every
place other odd complements. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts

(1658) 360 He . . armed himself wtth a Musket, Sword and
Dagger, and other complements. 1693 Sir 1'. Blount
Nat. Hist. 130 Tobacco is by few now taken as Medicinal,

it is of late . . fain from a Physician to a Complement.

T 7. That which goes to * complete ' the gentle-

man ; a personal accomplishment or quality. Obs.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretarie 1. (1635) 146 One whose
birth, education, or other complements may sufficiently

answere. 1600 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. 1. ii, All

the rare qualities, humours and complements of a Gentle-
man. 1636 Heywood Challenge Beauty n. Wks. 1874 V.

18 What thinke you of this stranger?. .Of his carriage and
complement.

f 8. Any observance that tends to give complete-

ness to the expression of worship, nonour, rever-

ence, or the like; a ceremony, a formality. Obs.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lviii. {4 If the case, .permitteth

not baptism to have the decent complements of baptism.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxvi. vii. 396 Bound with
firm religious complements. 1610 — Camden's Brit. (1637)

167 EarTes were created in old time without any comple-
ment or ceremonie at all. 1643 Prynne Sov. Power Pari.

11. 75 The royall assent . .is in truth but a fonnall Ceremony
or complement. 1646 F. Hawkins Youths Bchav. ii. § 16

For that which concerneth Ceremonies or Complements.

+ b. Observance of ceremony in social relations
;

ceremoniousness ; formal civility, politeness, or

courtesy. To keep complement : to observe cere-

mony. Obs. Now Compliment.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. tv. ii. 147 Stay not thy complement, I

forgiue thy duetie, adue. 159a — Rom. Jul. 11. ii. 89
Fame would I dwell on forme, .but farewell Complement.
Doest thou LoueT 1601 — Twet. N. lit. i. no Twas neuer

I
merry world, Since lowly feigning was call'd complement.

1605 — Lear 1. L 306 Further complement of leaue-taking.

i6»3 Cockeram Complement . . fine behaviour. 1626 W.
Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629) 305 Kir- n Religion allowes

ciuill curtesie : nor are Apostles so precise but to keepe
complement. 1641 Brome Jov. Crewu. 388 A meer load of
outward complement. 1670 Walton Lives Introd. 9True
friendship. . Is not discharged by complement, and show.

t 9. A ceremonious or formal tribute of (mere)

courtesy paid to any one ; ceremonies of civility

or politeness. Now Compliment, q. v.

1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India 264 People, with whome
such complementes should not be used. 1596 Spenser /'.

Q. vi. x. 23 Friendly offices, .all the complements of courtesie.

1610 Fletcher Faithf.Sheph. v. i, Banish all complements,
but single truth From every tongue. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. 1. (1843) 15/1 The King, .made great Comple-
ments to the Duke [printed edd. compliments]. 1653 Hol-
croft Procopius it. 28 Courting with gifts, and invitations

to his table, and other complements. 1665 G. Havers P.
delta Valle's Trav. E. Ind. 376 Their Heads are contin-

ually covered with a Shash . . which they never pull off,

as we do our Hats in Complements. 1694 R. L'Estkange
Fables liv. (1714* 67 The Fox return'd the Complement.
1707 Farql'har Beaux' Strat. v. iii. 64 Come, come, my
Lady, this is no time for Complements.

Complement (Jcpmpl/me"nt), v. [f. prec]

I. Extant sense.

1. trans. To make complete or perfect, to supply

what is wanting ; to form the complement to.

1641 Baker Chron. (1679) 38/1 He never stayed to comple-
ment the disaster. i96$ Reader No. 143-337/* Information

. .from other documents to complement these. 1875 Stubbs
Const. Hist. I. ii. 36 The three principles, .complement and
complicate each other's action. 1879 Farrar St. Paul II.

App. 614 Truths which complement but do not contradict

each other.

II. Obsolete senses, afterwards expressed by
Compliment v,

f 2. intr. To employ ceremonies of formal cour-

tesy, to exchange formal courtesies ; to bow. Obs.

( = Compliment, sense I.)

161a Beaum. & Fu Coxcomb L ii. (1647) 24 Serv. Mistris

there are 2 Gentlemen. Mar. Where? Serv. Comple-
menting who should enter first. 164a Bp. Reynolds Israel's

Petit. 3 Complementing with God, and then forsaking him.

1644 MiLTQHAreop. (Arb. 40 Sometimes 5 Imprimaturs, .in

the Piatza of one Title-page, complementing and ducking
each toother with their snav'n reverences. 1658 Sir Aston
Cockain Trappolin BL i, Complement with me no more
than I complement with you. 1697 Mol ntfort Faustus L

end, Here they Complement who shall go first,

fb. So To complement it. Ops.

1617 Bp. Andrewes 96 Sermons fi66i> 651 As if we could

complement it with God, with face and phrases, as with

men we do. 1614 D. Cawdrey Humititie Saints Liverie 9
Thus shall you have a man . . complement it to the ground,

lay his hands under your feet, etc

1 3. trans. * To sooth with acts or expressions of

respect ; to flatter ; to praise

:

1
see Compliment,

sense 2. Obs,

1649 Fuller fust Man's Fun. 11 Rabshakeh pretended a
Commission from God. .and complements blasphemie. 1654

Jer. Taylor Real Pres. 26 He cannot escape the Inquisition

unlesse he complement the Church, and with a civility tell

her that she knows better. 1661 A. Marvell Corresp.

Lett. 21 II. 55 Monsieur Du Plessis .. is come ouer from
them to compfement his Majesty. 1700 Sir W. Calverley
Note bk, (Surtees>92 Sir John sent .. to complement them
for their kindness. 1710 Life Bp. Stillingfieet 84 Ready.

.

to strike with the Deists, to complement and cajole them.

1711 Hearne Collect. III. 205 He complements me for my
Ld. (most accurate Edition he calls it of Leland's Itin.

b. To complement away, out of : see Compliment

v. 2 b.

1640 Nabbes Bride in. u\ As if the enterteinment . .were

not chargeable enough, but you must complement away
wine and sweet meats. 1645 Fuller Good Th. in Bati T.

Hist. Appl vt. 101 Casar complemented his life away.

1655 — Ch. Hist. vi. iii. 308 King Henry his smiles com-
plemented the former out of their Houses. 1607 Collier

Ess. Mor, Subj. 1. (1700- 231 Lest Church-Men should Com-
plement away the Usefulness and Authority of their Calling;

they would do well to decline superlative Observance. 1715

M. Davies Athen. Brit. 1. 129 To shorten disputes, .and

so complement them out of their Heresies.

f4. 7
r
o complement (a person) with (something):

to present him with it as a mark of courtesy. Obs.

(Now Compliment, sense 4.)

1697 Dampihr Voy. (1698) I. xii. 328 He may be. .comple-

mented . . with Tobacco and Betel-nut. 1731 in L'poot

Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 92 That the Right Hon"" Hugh Lord
Willoughby. . be complemented with his freedom.

Hence Co'mplementing vbl. sb. and ///. a. —
Complimenting.
i6r6 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629^ 74 All Comple-

mentings with Idolaters. 1649 Milton Eikon. xx. (1851)

481 God, who stood neerer then hee for complementing
minded, writ down those words. 1658 Whole Duty Man v.

I 22. 47 It's but a kind of formal complementing. 1704 J.

Blair in W. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. L 94 They
had refused to sign a complementing address.

Complemental (k^mpl/mcntal , a. [f. Com-
plement Sb, + -AL.J

1. Of the nature of a complement ;
completing.

x6oa Fulbecke Pandectes 25 Duxisse vxorem, which
signifieth the complementall act of manage. 1649 Ambrose
Media i. (1652) 2 The pre-assurance of that complemental

and perfective Justification.

2. Forming a complement (to), complementary.

Complemental air : seequot. 1872. Complemental

angle; that which, added to another, makes a

right angle.



COMPLEMENTALLY. 725 COMPLETE.
1811 Hutton Course Math. III. 263 The AngleA=35

or the complemental angle ACE = 54°44'. 1873 Huxley
Phys. iv. 92 After an ordinary inspiration [230 cubic inches]
. .another 100 cubic inches called Complemental air may be
added. 1882-3 C. W. Shields in Schaff Eucycl. Relig.
Knowl. 1835 Revelation by its very definition is comple-
mental to reason. 1887 Mag. of Art Oct. 411 They are
co-ordinate and complemental to each other.

b. Complemental male (in Zoo/.) : a name given
by Darwin to a minute rudimentary male, comple-
mental to and parasitic on the hermaphrodite (or

female) in certain cirripeds and other species.
1851 Darwin Monogr. Cirripedia, Lepadulae (Ray Soc.)

55 The masculine power of certain hermaphrodite species of
Ibla and Scalpellum is rendered more efficient by certain

Earasitic males, which, from their not pairing, as in all

itherto known cases with females, but with hermaphro-
dites, I have designated Complemental Males. Ibid. 281.

1888 Rollf.ston & Jackson Anim. Life 609 Myzostoma
glahrum, though hermaphrodite, has small 'complemental'
males, like certain hermaphrodite Cirripedia.

f3. Additional, accessory. Obs.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.in. (The Dodo) Natures injurie,

in framing so great a body, to be guided with complementall
wings, so small and impotent, that they serve only to prove
her Bird. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 18 To adore
these complementall and circumstantial pieces of felicity,

and undervalue those perfections and essentiall points of
happinesse. 1655 D. Capel Tentations 7 Complemental
graces and ornaments of faith.

t 4. Of the nature of an accessory ceremony

;

formal
; ceremonial, ceremonious.

1637 Reliq. Wotto?i. (1672) 75 After a complemental wel-
coming him into the Lap of the Church. 1643 Prynne Sov.
Power Pari. 1. fed. 2) 50 Royall assents to Lawes, are no
wayes essentiall . . but rather a complementall Ceremony.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. i. § 20 They were not sent into a
complementall custody, but some of them thrust into the
prison of a prison. 1695 Trvon Dreams § Vis. iii. 40 They
. .only retain the Complemental outside of Religion,

f 5. Of persons : Accomplished. Obs. (Cf.

Complement 7.)
a 1634 Randolph Muses Looking-Gl.(N.\ A complementall

youth, That thinks himself a spruce and expert courtier,
Bending his supple hammes, kissing his hands. 1636 Hey-
wood Chall. Beauty li. Wks. 1874 V. 18 Hee that hath
travelled many Countries ..With .. small difficulty may..
Appeare complementall.

f 6. =C0MPLIMENTAL 2. Obs.
1603 B. Jonson yas. Vl Entert. Wks. (Rtldg.) 528/1 Thus

far the complemental part. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. IIL i. 42.

1629 J. Maxwell tr. Herodian 11635) 147 In the sayd
courtly and complementall lines he besought him to bee
Protector of the Empire. 1654 Gataker Disc.Apol. 15 How
the Gentrie. .spent much of the Lords day in Complemental
Visitations. 1669 Penn No Cross ii. § j, No Courtly Dress,
Gay Apparel, Complemental Respects. 1703 Savage Lett.
Antients 73 A Complemental Letter.

T B. sb. A person given to complimenting. Obs.
1671 H. M. tr. Erasmus' Colloq. 18 Thou hast shewn thy

self to be in no wise a feined complemental in this cause.

Complementally (k^nnpl/me-ntali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY 2.] In a complemental manner.

f 1. In a way that gives completeness. Obs.
1602 Fulbeckf. 2nd Pt. Parall. Ep. Ded., A subiect. .by

mee superficially handled, and as it were left to others to be
complementally handled.

2. By way of a complement.

f 3. Ceremoniously, formally ; with ceremony or
civility; = Complimentally.
1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 335 Zelmane not complement-

ally hunting that which shee fled. 1630 tr. Camden's Hist.
Eliz. iv. (1688) 579 To observe his Duty rather complement-
ally, than in truth and reality. 1658 Rowland Moufet's
Theat. Ins. 1076 How complementally do they salute one
the other? 1607 Drvden Virgil (1721) I. 71 Plato.. at last

Complementally Banishes him [Homer] his Common-wealth.
Coniplementalness. [See -ness.] The

quality of being complemental, or (formerly) com-
plimental.
1657 S. W. Schism DisPach't 164 Altering from pjainess

to compjementalness. Ibid. 371 Nor can we imagin that
our Saviour taught his Disciples that complementalnes as to
sit constantly in their ranks at meat, a 1660 Hammond
Wks. II. 292 (R.) Complementalness, as opposed to plain-
ness, must signifie giving titles of civility, that really do
not belong to those, to whom they are thus given.

Complementary (kf?mplrme-ntari), a. and sb.

[f. Complement sb. + -ary: cf. mod. F. comple-
mentaire.] A. adj.

1. Forming a complement, completing, perfect-

ing.

Complementary bone : an accessory bone in the lower jaw
of reptiles and birds. Complementary cells, tissue : cells or
tissue of plants not distinguished by a special term. {Syd.
Soc. Lex.)
1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 141/1 The muscular system.,

finally, provided with a complementary skeleton or frame-
work by means of which it acts to the best advantage. 1860
Westcott Introd. Study Gosp. vii. {ed. 5) 368 The ' Gospel
of St. Paul' is . . the complementary history to that of St.
Matthew. 1877 SparrowSerm. xxii. 300 The latter comple-
mentary and completing of the former. 1884 Bower &
Scott De Bary's Phaner. 561 The elements termed by
Stahl the complementary cells of the lenticel.

b. Of two (or more) things : Mutually comple-
menting or completing each other's deficiencies.
i860 Westcott Introd. Study Gosp. v. (ed. 5) 284 Histories

. . not contradictory but complementary. 1882 J. Haw-
thorne Fortune's Fool 1. xxvii, A united and mutually
complementary pair,

c. Complementary angles : angles which together
Vol. II.

make up a right angle. Complementary colours

{hues, etc.) : colours which, in combination, pro-
duce white or colourless light.

1829 Nat. Philos. I. Optics xvii. 47 (Useful Knowl. Soc.)
The accidental colours have also been called complementary
colours. 1831 Brewster Optics xii. 103 The colour trans-
mitted is always complementary to the one reflected, or
which, when mixed with it, would make white light. 1873
tr. Helmholtz' Pop. Led. 256 The after-image accordingly
appears of a bluish green, the complementary colour to red.

f2. Ceremonious: = Complemental 4. Obs.
1628 Earle Microcosm, liv. (Arb.) 76 Whose entertain-

ments to greater men are respectfull, not complementary.
1637 S. W. Schism Dispach't 372 Nothing but a dry com-
plementary precedency to walk, stand, or speak first.

B. sb. fl. A master of accomplishments. Obs.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. ii, A mo. Is he a master ?

Cri. Confirmed under the hands of the most skilful and
cunning complementaries alive,

2. Short for ' complementary colour'.
c 1865 J. Wylde in Circ. Sc. I. 83/2 Their complementaries

come in view on the analyser being moved.
Hence Complementariness, complementary

quality or state.

1881 Lb Conte Sight 61 This, .seems a probable cause of
complementariness.

t Co mplementa'ster- Obs. [See -aster.]
A petty complimenter. Cf. Complementary 15 1.

1635 Brome Sparagus Gard. iv. ix. Wks. 1873 III. 194
Play you the Complementasters before him a little for his
further instruction : Imagine then a couple of Courtiers
scarcely acquainted fall to.

Complementee, obs. f. Complimentee.
1620 [see next word].

Compleme nter. Also -or. [f. as prec. +
•er, -or.] One who, or that which, complements

;

f formerly ~ Complimenter.
1620 E. Blount Horze Subsec. 121 These, .ceremonies, be

equally tedious to the Complementer, and Complementee.
1657 Hobres Stigmai 11 You and your Complementers.
a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 271 A Complementer is one
that endeavours to make himself appear a very fine Man, in
persuading another, that He is so.

||
Complemerato. Obs. rare— 1

, [It. compti-

mento (Florio) 'compliment, ceremony, kind office,

accomplishment '.] = Compliment.
1582 Stanyhurst sEneis Ded. (Arb.) 10 Omitting al oother

ceremonial compiemcntoes beetweene youre lordship and
mee.

Complene, -plenne, -plent, obs. ff. Compline,
Complain, Complaint.
Complesence, obs. f. Complaisance.
Compless, -essh, var. of Complish v. Obs.

Completable (kj>mpl*-tab'l),<7. [f. Complete
v. + -able.] That can be made complete.
1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. X. xxi. iv. 38 Not complete, or,

in human language, completable or pronounceable at all.

Complete (kf?mplrt), a. Forms : 4-5 com-
plete, -pleet, 6-7 -pleate, 6-9 -pleat, 4- com-
plete, [ad. L. complet-us, pa. pple. of complere to

fill up, finish, fulfil, ft com- intensive prefix + *plere

to fill {d.plenus full). Cf. F. complel, complete

(in Palsgr. 1530; the earlier OF. word was compti,

complie from the Romanic form of the vb. com-
plir(e). About 1600 often accented co'mplete,

e.g. by Marlowe, Chapman, and Shakspere.]
1. Having all its parts or members

;
comprising

the full number or amount
;
embracing all the re-

quisite items, details, topics, etc.
;
entire, full.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 323 Ech compleet resoun tellip

treupe bat we shulde trowe. 1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tarn-
burl. in. iii, Their shoulders broad for complete armour fit.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. § 19 (T.) When one doth wait for

another coming, till the assembly . . be complete. 1602
Shaks. Ham. 1. iv. 52. 1611 Bible 2 Mace. iii. 25 It

seemed that hee that sate vpon the horse, had complete
harnesse of golde. 1615 Chapman Odyss. vi. 83 A coach .

.

Stately and complete. 1740 Johnson Life Barretier,
Those, who have received more complete intelligence. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, ' Times' Wks. <Bohn) II. 117 Its

information is earliest, completest, and surest. 1871 Ruskin
Munera P. (1880) Pref. 24 The preface is complete in itself.

2. Of a period or space of time : That has run
its full course, whole. Of action or events in time :

Finished, ended, concluded.
c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 649 The fourthe day compleet

fro noon to noon. — Nun's Pr. T. 369 Whan bat the
Monthe . . That highte March . .Was compleet. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. I. xvi. (R.) By the tyme or space of v. yeres com-
plete. 1606 Shaks. Tr. # Cr. iv. i. 27 Ioue, let jEneas Hue
. . A thousand compleate courses of the Sunne. 1701 Evelyn
Diary (1827) III. 393, I was this day 81 complete. 1731
Pope Ep. Burlington 78 Behold Villario's ten years toil

compleat. 1879 Lockyer Elem. Astron. 319 The Moon's
nodes perform a complete revolution in nineteen years,

3. Of an action, state, or quality : Realized in its

full extent
;
entire, thorough.

1645 Ord. Lords <$ Com., Snsp.fr. Sacram. x Sincerely to
endeavour the compleat establishment of Purity and Unity.
1663 Gerbier Counsel ip. A man of compleat stature. 1727
De Foe Syst. Magic 1. iv. (1840) 115 The greatest and best

principles are often illustrated . . by their completest con-
traries. 1853 Kane Grtnnell Exp. xxx. (1856) 258 Next
came the complete inability to obtain drink without manu-
facturing it. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem. Technol.
I. 199 One pound of peat requires for complete combustion
. .from 70 to 134 cubic feet of air. 1875 Bryce Holy Rom.
Emp. (ed. 5) 443 The triumph of the principle, .is complete.

4. Perfect in nature or quality ; without defect.
c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 362 Men shulden bi hooli Hf

of Crist trowe bat his lawe is compleet. 1590 Marlowe
2nd Pt. Tamburl. u iii, If thou exceed thy elder brothers
worth, And shine in complete virtue more than they. 1673
Ray Joum. Lcnv C, Florence 325 The church of S. Maria
Florida, which in some mens opinion is the compleatest
structure that ever was set upon the earth. 1779 81 John-
son L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 96 The praise had been compleat
had his friend's virtue been equal to his wit. 1878 Hopps
Rel. <y Moral Led. iv. 16 Everything which trains and
educates is leading on to that completer kind of life.

5. Of persons: Fully equipped or endowed;
perfect, accomplished, consummate

;
esp. in refer-

ence to a particular art or pursuit, as a complete
actor, horseman, merchant. ? Obs. or arch.
1526 Tindale Coloss. ii. 10 Ye are complete in him which

is the heed of all rule and power. 1599 Marston Sco.
Villanie 11. v. 197 A compleat villaine, perfect, absolute.
1606 Shaks. Tr. <<j- Cr. m. iii. 181 Then maruell not, thou
great and compleat man. 1622 Peacham (title) The Com-
pleat Gentleman. 1653 Walton (title) The Compleat
Angler. 1709 Kknnett Erasmus on Folly 31 The com-
pleatest actors shall be hissed off the stage. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 86 P 4 A Knave compleat. 1752 Johnson
Rambler No. 198 P 3 The sailor [thought] all that was
necessary to make a man complete might be learned on
ship-board. 1822 W. Irving Braccb. Hall (1845! 109 He was
acknowledged to be. .the completest gentleman of his time.

t 6. Const, with (cf. replete with] ; also in. Obs.
1567 Fenton Trag. Disc, A tongue compleate with spyte.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. iv. 73. 1658 Sir T. Browne
Hydriot. iii. 16 The folly of our fore-fathers, wherein ..

this Island was so compleat. a 1674 Clarendon Hist.
vm, 1184^3) 481/2 That neither of them should move upon
any action till they should be both complete in greater
numbers, than either of them had yet marched with.

7. Complete flower : f (a) one which possesses

stamens and pistils
;

(b) one which also possesses

the floral envelopes. Complete metamorphosis
(Entom.) : one in which the pupa is formed like

the imago ; so complete pupa.
1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. ix. 87 The first thing you

have to see is, whether the flowers are complete or perfect,
that is, have both stamens and pistils. 1807 J. E. Smith
Phys. Bot. 306 A flower furnished with both calyx and
corolla is called flos completus, a complete flower. 1826
Kirhy & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxi. 239 The pupa: of this sub-
division [Arachnida] were named by Linne Complete from
their near resemblance to the imago. i847Cari'knter Zool.

§ 626 As an example of complete metamorphosis, .taking the
Bombyx mori . . the silkworm. 1857 Henfrey Bot. 88 A
flower presenting all the [four] whorls is called complete.

8. quasi-,?/'. The complete : the full amount {cf).
1790 Burke Fr. Re?: Wks. V. 145 The age has not yet

the complete of benefit.

9. q\m$i-adv. = Completely.
c 1374 Chalxer Troylus v. 828 Troylus wel woxen was in

heignte, And complet formed by proporcioun. 1581 W.
Stafford Exam. Compl. i. 1 18761 23 Taughte more perfectly

and more compleate. c 1611 Chapman Iliad vi. iR.i All in

fire he burn'd him compleate arm'd. 1837-40 Hai.iburton
Clockm. 118621 137 They all know me to be an American
citizen here, by my talk, for we speak it complete in New
England.

Complete (k^mplf-t), v. Also 7-9 compleat.
[f. the adj. ; cf. mod. F. completer. Probably
having a further association with L. complet- ppl.

stem of complere : see prec]
1. trans. To bring to an end, finish (an action,

performance, work, a distance, period oftime, etc.).

1530 Palsgr. 491/2,1 complete, I fulfyll. Jaccompiis. Who
shall complete this worke nowe he is deed ? Ibid. 492/1, I

complete, I fymsshe or performe a thyng. 1646 Recorde's
Gr. Aries Pref. 9 All which. .1 have almost compleated to

be exhibited to your Highnesse. 1684 R. Wallkr Nat.
Exper. 56 We .. compleated the filling of the Cane to A,
and tyed it over fast with a Bladder. 1751 Laijelye
Westm. Br. 108 In Case I should be prevented by Death,
from compleating this Work. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii.

§ 6 (1882.I 407 After completing the circuit of the globe.

2. To make whole or entire, so as to leave

nothing wanting.
1726 Butler Serm. iii. 45 Add to these the superior faculty

..and you compleat the Idea of Humane Nature. 1795
Mason Ch. Mus. i. 14 When the sense is compleated. 1875
Jowett Plato V. 10 Plato completes his sketch of the

constitution by the appointment of officers.

b. To fill up the number of ; to make up the

full tale or amount of.

1649 Denham Death Ld. Hastings (R.\ Within these

cold embraces ravish'd lies That which compleats the age's

tyrannies. 1738 Glover Leom'das 1. 214 Three hundred

more compleat th'intrepid band. 1841 Penny Cycl. s.v.

Regiment XIX. 359, 1 The legions of Henry II were never

completed to the extent prescribed by the ordonnance.

3. To make perfect ; to accomplish ; to furnish

or equip completely.
1667M ilton P. L. xi. 618 That fair femal Troop . . Bred onely

and completed to the taste Of lustful appetence. 1745 De
Foe's Eng. Tradesman Introd. (1841) I. 3 In order to com-

plete the English tradesman in this manner. 1805 Wordsw.
Prelude xiv. (1851) 293 All that love can do . . to complete

the man, Perfect him, made imperfect in himself.

f b. To give a full title or degree to (a person)
;

to invest fully with a rank or office. Obs.

C1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 413 Every churchman com-
pleated in holy orders was called Presbyter. 1678 Walton
Life Sanderson 4 Mr. Sanderson was compleated Master of

Arts. 1727 Swift Circumcis. E. Curll, He was now com-
pleted a perfect Jew.
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4. To accomplish, fulfil (a vow, hope), rare.

Cf. Completion.
1680 Otway Orphan B. iv. 653 Honourable Vows Which

he this day appointed to compleat. 173* Pope Ep. Baihurst

213 To town he comes, compleats the nation's hope. 1814

Wordsw. Excursion ix. Wks. 525/1 Your Country must
complete Her glorious destiny.

Completed (tytoplrttd), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-ed.] Finished, made complete.

1665 Glanyill Seeps. Set. xxv, There's but little re-

semblance between the Mucous sperm, and the compleated

Animal. 1861 Mrs. Norton Lady LaG. Concl. it Completed

tasks of love. 1874 Roby Lat. Gram. % 1450 The perfect,

completed future, and pluperfect express completed action.

Hence Completedness.
1862 Lytton Str. Story I. 122 Our two hearts . . blending

. . into the completedness of a solemn union.

Completely {k^mplftli), adv. [f. Completed.
+ -LY.J In a complete manner; fully, perfectly

;

entirely, wholly, thoroughly.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531^ 67 b, Our labour and
seruyce done completly and fulfyfled. 1599 Middleton &
Rowley Old Law 1. i, And yet we two are not completely
one. 171a Hudgell Sped. No. 425 P 3 A Man completely
armed. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. ii, Miss Arabella Wilmot
was allowed by all to be completely pretty. 186a Rlskin
Mnnera P. (1880) 36 The currency does not completely re-

present the wealth of the country.

t Comple tement. Obs. [f. Complete v. +
-MEnt : cf. mod.F. comple1tement.'] The act of

completing or making complete, completion.
1653 Blithe Eng. Im/rcn'. hnpr. To Rdr., If God shall

please to assist it to the Compleatment. 1683 Penn. A rchives

I. 69 My Agent at Court for the compleatment of my affairs.

180a Ann. Reg. :8oi Chron. 277 The completement of the
peace concluded on the 9th February.

Completeness (k^mplrtnus). [f. Completed.
+ -ness.J The state or quality of being complete.
i6a8 Earle Microcosm. xL fArb.i 61 One whom two or

three Countries make up to this compleatnesse. 1648 Eikon
Bos. 47, I cannot allow their wisdom such a compleatness
and inerrability as to exclude myself. 1785 Watts Logic t,

vi. § 7 This.. goes to make up the Compleatness of any
Subject 1870 Max Muller Sc. Relig. (1873' 107 Few
critical scholars could master them in their completeness.
1886 Froudf. Oceana ii. 31 A completeness of proof which
can leave no room for doubt.

Completer (k^mplrtai). [f. Completed. +
-eh.] One who completes.
1701 Whitehead Truth Prev. 123 The Efficient Cause,

Worker, and Compleater of this Baptism. 1868 G. M ac-

tonald P. Pale. I 243 We shall have .. more modifiers
and completers, and fewer inventors.

t Completes. Obs. [ad. S\\complelas.] = Com-
plins.
1658 in Phillips. 1678 — Completes, the last or closing

Prayers of the Evening Service.

Completing k^mplftirj), vbt. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -rjro *.] The action of the verb Complete ;

completion.
1644 Milton Artop. (Arb.) 53 For God sure esteems the

growth and compleating of one vertuous person, more then
the restraint of ten vitious. 1651 G. W. tr. CcnveTs Inst. 183

The other Formes were rather Ornaments and Compleat-
ings. 1787 Dart Canterb. Cathedr. 8 Malmesbury by mis-

take ascribes the compleating of it to Emulfus. 1801 in

Picton L'pool Munic. Pec. (1886) II. 363 The entire com-
pleting of the Plan.

Completing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

That completes.
1656 Artif. Handsomeness (1662) 47 Where God hath put

to his last and compleating hand? i860 Mill Repr. Govt.
(1865)61 The only quarter in which to look for a supplement,
or completing corrective, to the instincts of a democratic
majority, is the instructed minority. 1884 Bower & Scott
De Bary's Phaner. 309 The completing bundles doubtless
belong to the secondary formations of intercalary bundles.

Completion (k^mpl/jan). [ad. L. completion-

em, n. of action f. complere to fill up, complete.]
The action of completing or making complete

;

the condition of being completed or perfected.

1657 Cromwell Sp. 21 Apr., They may tend to the com-
pletion of the business, a 1744 Pope (J.), He makes it the
utmost completion of an ill character to bear a malevolence
to the best men. 175a Johnson Rambler No. 203 p 6 It is

necessary to the completion of every good, that it be timely
obtained. 1841 -4 Emerson Ess. Manners Wks. (Bohn) L
306 A plentiful fortune is reckoned necessary, .to the com-
pletion of this man of the world. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant
Makers 0/ Flor. v. 137 The past in its. .stony completion is

always a poor substitute for the present.

b. Accomplishment, fulfilment (of a prophecy,
wish, etc.).

1659 Hammond On Ps. Pref. 16. 1678 Cudworth Intcll.

Syst. 1. iv. 283 Virgil's forementioned Eclogue; wherein
there is . . another completion of them [the Sibylline books]
expected, a 1716 South (JX All the divine predictions,
receiving their completion in Christ. 1736 Butler A nal.

11. vii. 353 The apparent completions of prophecy. 184a
Tennyson Gardener's D. 234 That my desire . . By its

own energy fulfill'd itself, Merg'd in completion.

f c. (with pi.) A perfection, an accomplishment.
166a Bp. Gauden, in Chr. Wordsworth Documentary

Suppl. (1825) 34 Your Lordship, in whom are all those com-
pletions which advance men to . . love and high esteeme.

Completive (k^mplrtiv), a. [ad. L. com-
pletiv-us ' serving for filling up f. complct- ; see

Complete v. and -ive. Cf. F. compUtif (Both
terms of grammar.)] Having the attribute of
completing

;
serving for completion (of).

Completive tense {Harris) : = completed or perfect tense.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 75 Virtue is termed by
Basil, .completive of Nature. x«o Harris Hermes Wks.
(1841) 154 The middle tenses, fwhich express time as ex-

tended and passing,! and the perfect or completive, which
express its completion or end. 186a F. Hall Hindu Dra-
matitrgy (18651 11 ne articulations are the initial.. the

speculative, and the completive. 1879 G. Macdonald Sir
Gibbie I. xxiL 314 Notes explanatory and completive. 1887

W, S. Pratt in W. Gladden Parish Problems 454 In no
sense preparatory, but rather confirmatory or completive.

Hence Completively adv., in a completive

manner, by way of completion.
1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 317 Remission U but a Relative

change, and Baptism I confess a moral instrument of con-

ferring it completively.

II Completo'rium. = Completory B. 2.

1616 T. Godwin Moses Aaron (1655) 83 At nine of the

clock at night began the second, and that is termed com-
pletorium, their completory. 1876 M. Davies Unorth.
Land. 249 The latter at once commenced the office of Com-
pletorium or Compline.

Completory (k/mplft&ri), a. and sb. In 5-7
-orie. [ad. L. completori-us (found only as neut.

sb., in Eccl. use), f. complet- ; see above, and -ory.]

A. adj. Having the function of completing or

perfecting
;
affording completion (of).

1659 Hevlin Animadv. in Fuller App. Inj. Innoc. (1840)

346 In no degree essential to, or completory of, the Sacra-

ment, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716 II. 268^ The pas-

sion of our Lord . .completory of ancient . .predictions. 1880

Fairbairn Stud. Life Christ xv. 1881) 270 His mission to

be not hostile to Judaism, but completory of it.

B. sb.

1. A completory thing
;
anything whose function

it is to afford completion.
1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance Div. Off. 390 The cere-

mony was considered . . as the completory and close of
Baptism. 1751 Wesley Wks. (1872) XIV. 175 A comple-
tory, that is, the premiss which is wanting in an enthymeme,
to complete the syllogism.

2. [Eccl. L. complctorium.] = Compline.
e 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4535 In the houre of com-

pletorie. 1536 in Burnet Hist. Re/. Records 111. DL (1715)

134 Between even songe and completorie. 1619W. Perkins
Cases Consc. 166 The seauenth and last [hour], is after the
Sunne-setting, which they call the Completorie. z8oa
Fosbroke Brit. Monaehism (1843) iv. 31 The bell was then
rung for Completory.

+ Comple'ture. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. type

*completi'/ra : see prec. and -URE.] A completing.
164a Sir E. Dering Sp. Relig. xiv. 43 It [the Lord's

Prayer] was once, and but once repeated, as the high
compleature of all devout expressions.

Complex kf7 mpleks), sb. Also 7 complexe.
[ad. L. complex-us surrounding, encompassing, en-

circling, compass, embrace, connexion in discourse,

f. ppl. stem of complecttrre : see next.

In Bailey both sb. and adj. are accented comple~x\ so
the sb. by Thomson in 1738.]

1. A whole comprehending in its compass a

number of parts, esp.
(
in later use) of interconnected

parts or involved particulars; a complex or com-
plicated whole.
a 165a J. Smith Sel. Disc. iv. 89 If our souls were nothing

else but a complex of fluid atoms. Ibid. vii. 362 Containing
almost nothing else in the whole complex and body of it.

167a Phil. Trans. VII. 5103 The Complex of the Planets,

disposed and order'd. .after the Copernican way. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 93 Names being, .necessary for

gathering our ideas, and holding them together in a com-
plex. 186a Trench Mirac. Introd. 97 The whole complex
of Christ's life and doctrine. 1880 Times 28 Dec. 10/2 To
sift out of the complex of (spectroscopic] lines given by
each chemical element those which are ' basic '. 1885
Leudesdorf Cremona's Proj. Geom. 241 Let there be given
in the plane of the auxiliary conic a figure or complex of
any kind composed of points, straight lines, and curves.

+ b. In the \ whole) complex', considered through-

out its extent ; as a whole. Obs.
1661 H. D. Disc. Liturgies 102 Is the Church of Rome

Idolatrous? . . Is her worship so in the whole complex, yea
or not? 1695 Whether Pari, dissolved by Death Pcess 0/
Orange 6 Government, taken in the whole complex of it,

cannot, .provide against all Emergencies, cino W. Gib-
son Farrier's Dispens. vi. Hi. (1734) 164 To take it in the
Complex, it makes a pretty warm comfortable composition.

T 2. An interweaving, contexture. Obs.

17*7 A. Hamilton Nrto Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxix. 83 Their
Religion is a Complex of Mahometism and Paganism.

Complex kfrmpleks), a. [a. mod. F. complexe,oi

ad. its source, L. complex-us, pa. pple. of complectfre

or complecti to encompass, embrace, comprehend,
comprise ; hence perh. originally ' embracing or

comprehending several elements*, but in course of

Eng. use tending to its analytical sense of * plaited

together, interwoven*; f. com- together + plexus
plaited ; cf. complicated, and L. complex Complice ]

1. Consisting of or comprehending various parts

united or connected together ; formed by combina-
tion of different elements

;
composite, compound.

Said of things, ideas, etc. (Opposed to simple,

both here and in sense 2.)
a 165a J. Smith Set. Disc. i. 20 That complex and multi-

farious man that is made up of soul and body. 1690 Locke
Hum. Vnd. 11. xii. (ed. 3) 79 Ideas thus made up of several
simple ones put together, I call Complex ; such as are
Beauty, Gratitude, a Man, an Army, the Universe. 1750
Harris Hermes Wks. (1841) 143 Those attributives which

have this complex power of denoting both an attribute and
an assertion . . grammarians call verbs. 1789 Bentham
Princ. Legist, xviii. § 49 The condition of a parent . . may
be considered as a complex condition compounded of that

of a guardian, and that of a master. 1875 Blake Zool. 47
The stomach is often complex. 1879 Sir G. Scott Lect.

Archit. I. 226 A complex pillar composed of four shafts

united in one.

2. esp. Consisting of parts or elements not simply

co-ordinated, but some of them involved in various

degrees of subordination
;
complicated, involved,

intricate ; not easily analysed or disentangled.

1715 Desaguliers Fires JkMTt 4 A very complex Appa-
ratus. 1795 Mason Ch. Mus. ii. 134 So complex a harmony
and so simple a melody. 1805 Southev Modoc in Azt. xxi,

As they weave The complex crossings of the mazy dance.

1855 Bain Senses 4- Int. 1. ii. § 5 The mere mechanical
arrangement of the brain is exceedingly complex. 1879
M fCarthy Own Times II. xxviii. 347 All these artificial

and complex arrangements presently fell to pieces.

b. Complexfraction in Arith. (Cf. Compound.)
1837 Hutton Course Math. I. « A Complex Fraction, is

one that has a fraction or a mixed number for its numerator,

or its denominator, or both. 1875 Hamb Smith Arith. § 74.

C. Complex sentence in Gram. : a sentence con-

taining one or more subordinate clauses, as * I

assured him that (the man [whom he sought] was
not here) \
1881 Mason Eng. Gram. % 402 A complex sentence is

produced whenever the place of a substantive, an adjective,

or an adverb is supplied by a. .clause.

Complex (k(Jmple -

ks), v. rare. [f. L. complex-

ppl. stem of complecthe, or the freq. complexdre, to

encompass, embrace ; but partly taken in the analy-

tical sense of L. com- together + plect-ere, plex- to

plait, twine : see prec. In sense 2, perh. directly

from Complex a. J

fl. trans. To join, unite, attach. Obs.

1470 Harding Chron. xci. iii, Edwyns doughter .. to

whome Men dyd complex Maydens twelue, to take the

christenhede.

2. To combine into a complex whole ; to com-
plicate, mix up.
1658 Burton's Diary {1828) III. 358 The question is com-

plexed of matter-of-fact and matter-of-right. 1868 Brown-
ing Ring \ Bk. vm. 1312 Murdered thus . . in disguise

Whereby mere murder got complexed with wile.

1 3. To embrace. Obs.

a 1657 R. Lovedav Lett. {t66V* 174 All that plenteous
variety which was complex! in the general terms of milk
and honey. Ibid. 146.

tComplexation. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. type

*complextition-em, n. of action f. complexdre to en-

compass, embrace closely, clasp round. But in

sense associated with complex adj.] Fact or con-

dition of being complex ;
complication, complexity.

1705 Berkeley Commpl.-bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 452 Com-
plexation of ideas twofold. '1 his refers to colours being
complex ideas.

Complexcyon, obs. f. Complexion.

tComplexed, complext ^kfTmplekst),///. «.

Obs. [f. Complex v. + -ed '.] Made complex;
complex, complicated, intricately involved.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. £p. vi. x. 322 More com-
plexed considerations. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv.

viii. 359 Giving almost every thing, .a complexed and com-
plicated accommodation to various other things. 1715 De-
saguliers Fires Impr. 91 When a Man understands . . this

simple manner, he may easily go on to a more complex'd
Construction. 1858 De Morgan in Graves Li/e Sir W.R.
Hamilton III. (1889) 539 Cauchy's proof., is Argand's,

much complexed, perplexed, etc

ComplexedneSS ^k^mplc ksednes). ? Obs. [f.

prec. + -ness.] Complexity, involved character.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. iii. (ed. 3)315 The Complexed-
ness of these moral Ideas. 1844 For. Q. Rev. XXXIII. 363
Working away at the machine, whose complexedness. .he

could neither unravel nor perfectly understand.

Comple'Xify, v. rare. [f. L. complex-us + -FY.]

trans. To make complex or complicated.
1830 W. Taylor Hist. Surv. Germ. Poetry III. 140 There

is an underplot, .which complexifies the incidents.

Complexion (k^mple'kjan), sb. Forms : 4-5
complexioun, 5-6 -ione, -yon, 4-6 complec-
cioun, -ion^e, -yon, complexcion, -ioun, -yon,

6 complextion, 4-9 -plection, 4- complexion,
[a. K. complexion (13th c. in Littre\ ad. L. com-

plexion-em ' combination, connexion, association

later 1 physical constitution or conformation f.

complex- ppl. stem of complectere taken analytically

from com- together + plecttre to plait, twine.]

I. From Romanic and med. Latin.

fl. In the physiology and natural philosophy of

the Middle Ages : The combination of supposed
qualities (cold or hot, and moist or dry) in a certain

proportion, determining the nature of a body,

plant, etc. ; the combination of the four 1 humours

'

of the body in a certain proportion, or the bodily

habit attributed to such combination; 'tempera-

ment \ Obs. exc. Hist.
1386 Chaucer Prol. 333 Of his complexioun he was

sangwyn. 1393 Cower Con/. III. 116 Whose [Saturn's]

complexion is colde. .1400 Lan/ranc'sCirurg. (MS. B. t 10

pe qualities .. ben foure : hot, colde, moyst and drye, and
complexiouns ben by ham, yt ys necessarie to fynden in

bodies pat ben medlyde, foure complexiouns; complexioun
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ys nobynge ellys but a manere qualitie medlyde in worch-
ynge. 1533 Elvot Cast. Helthc (1541) Qa, Complexion is

a combynation of two dyvers qualities of the foure ele-

mentes in one bodye, as hotte and drye of the Fyre : hotte

and moyste of the Ayre. 1546-77 Vicary Anat, < 1888) 18

The Grystle. .is of complexion colde and drye. Ibid, 22

The flesh.. is in complexion hote and moyst. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens in, lvi. 397 It engendreth fevers in suche as be of a
hoate complexion. Ibid. v. Ixviii. 633 Arsesmart is colde

and dry of complexion. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 3 A
Mans Complexion, of which there are commonly reckon'd

four kinds, viz. the Cholerick, the Phlegmatick, the San-
guine and the Melancholy. 171a Henley Sped. No. 396
f 2 These Portraitures . . give that melancholy Tincture to

the most sanguine Complexion, which this Gentleman calls

an Inclination to be in a Brown-study. 1829 Southey Sir
T. More 11831) I. 254 As long as practitioners proceeded
upon the gratuitous theory of elementary Complections.

t b. Also used as equivalent to ' humour or to
' collection of humours Obs.

£1374 Chaucer TreyIns v. 369 Leches seyne that of com-
plecciouns Proceden they [dreams], or fast, or glotonie.

1398 TREvisa Barth. De P. R. v. Ivii. (1495) 174 The bones
ben greuyd by gadrynge of grete complexion and humours
in the joyntes of bones. 1547 Boorde Brev. Health cexxix.

(1598) 78 b, Melancholy other wise named blacke coler .

.

is one of the four Complections or Humours, and is cold

and dry. 1689 Evelyn Mem. 11857) HI. 3M This variety
of dreams which he, as well as Hippocrates, and others.,
attribute to the crasis and constitution of the body and
complexions domineering.

t 2. Bodily habit or constitution {prig, supposed
to be constituted by the 1 humours '). Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 31 J>ou art to fiebble of coinpleccioun, bou ne
mi$t na^t do be greate penonces. 1483 Caxton Cato Bvjb,
Thou oughtest to slepe . . whan, .that nature requyreth hit

and thy complexyon. 1490 — Eneydos 85 [She] prepared
to hym [the dragon] his mete, alle after his complexion.
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. cvii. [ciii.] 310 The Countrey
was not mete for their complexions. 1545 Raynold Byrth
Mankynde 49 If the partie be weke and of feble com-
plexion. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 102 Mee thinkes it is very
soultry, and hot for my Complexion. 1686 F. Spence tr.

Varillas' Ho. Medici 292 He was of so strong and sound a
complexion. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xx. 5 The duke of
Brabant was of a sickly complexion and weak mind.

f b. Physical constitution or nature (of members
of the body). Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R, (1495) IIL xx. The tongue,
towchinge the complexion of the substaunce therof is holowe
and moyste. < 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. (MS. A.) 21 J>e

maris [matrix] of womman hap an able complexcioun to

conseiven. Ibid. 22 pese smale lymes han dyvers foormes,
complexciouns & helpingis aftir be dyversitees of be pro-
porciouns of be mater, which bat bei ben maad of. 1604
E. G. D'Acosta's Hist, Indies in. ix. 146 (Of Sea-sickness).
We see some are taken therewith passing rivers in Barkes

:

others, .going in Coches and Carosses, according to the
divers complexions of the stomacke.

f 3. Constitution or habit of mind, disposition,

temperament ; ' nature \ Obs. (exc. zsfig, of 4).

c 1386 Chaucer Parson's T. F 511 Or ellis his complexioun
is so corrageous that he may not forbere. c 1483 Digby
Myst. (1882* v. Mor. Wisd. 343, I know all compleccions of
man, wher-to he is most disposed. 1535 JoyeAPoI. Tindale
20 Here mayst thou se of what nature and complexion
Tindale is. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. in. i. 32 Shylocke ..

knew the bird was fledg'd, and then it is the complexion of
them al to leaue the dam. 1599— Mitch Ado 11. j. 305 Some-
thing of a iealous complexion. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. 120
Men that are cowards by complexion are hardly to be made
valiant by discourse. 1742 Hume Ess., Sceptic {xZi-j^ I. 176 A
very amorous complexion. 1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks.
VI. 48. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II.

115 The two complexions, or two styles of mind—the per-
ceptive class, and the practical finality class.

4. The natural colour, texture, and appearance
of the skin, esp. of the face

;
orig. as showing the

* temperament ' or bodily constitution. (Now,
without any such notion, the ordinary sense.)

[1568 Grafton Chron. II.575 The Lady Margaret, .was of
such nasty complexion and evill savored breath.] 1580 Lyly
Euphues (Arb.) 405 Rhodope beeing beautiful! (if a good
complection and fayre fauour be tearmed beautie). 1396
Shaks. Merch. V. 11. i. 1 Mislike me not for my complexion,
The shadowed liuerie of the burnisht sunne. a 1639 Wot-
ton Educ. in Reliq, Wotton (1672) 78 The child's colour or
complexion (as we vulgarity term it). 1699 Dampier Voy.
II. i- viii. 161 People of more different Complexions . . from
the cole black to a light tawney. 1753 Hogarth Anal.
Beauty xii. 96 A beautiful complexion. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 30 The English face . . with
the fair complexion, blue eyes, and open . . florid aspect.

fig- i$97 Shaks. 2 Hen. IF, 11. ii. 6 It discolours the
complexion of my Greatnesse to acknowledge it.

+ b. Rarely, the colour of hair or beard. Obs.
182a Southey in Q. Rev. XXVII. 3 Having a red beard,

a complexion very unusual in Portugal.

+ C. Countenance, face. Obs. rare~ x
.

1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. it. 62 Turne thy complexion there.

5. transf. Of other things : Colour, visible aspect,
look, appearance.
159.3 Shaks. Rich. II, in. ii. 194 Men iudge by the com-

plexion of the Skie The state and inclination of the day.
1646 SirT. Browne Pseud. Ep. n. vi. 97 Clove, .dryed in the
Sun, becommeth blacke, and in the Complexion we receive it
1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704) 113 [Metals] reduced again into
their natural Form and Complexion. 1836 Stanley Sinai
*V ^a ^\ l - (^sS) 9° The wear and tear of weather, which has
effaced .

.
the features and tanned the complexion of all the

other temples.

t 6. A colouring preparation applied (by women)
to 1 give a complexion ' to the face. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny, Exploit. Wds. Art, They are called

at this day complexions, whereas they be cleane contraries

for the complexion is naturall, and these altogether arti-

ficiall. 1608 Bp. Hall Char. Virtues <y V, 11. 117 He hath
salves for every sore, .complexion for every face. 1616 Bul-

lokar, Complexion, sometime . . painting used by women.

7. fig. (from senses 1-3). Quality, character, con-

dition ; in mod. use often with some notion of
1 tinge, colour, aspect 1 from senses 4-5.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie m. v. (Arb.) 161 Vnder these

three principall complexions (if I may with leaue so terme
them) high, meane and base stile, there be contained many
other humors or qualities of stile, a 1626 Bacon Max. <$

Uses Com. Law Pref. 2 The amendment . . of the very nature

and complection of the whole law. a 1661 Fuller Worthies
(1840)11.417 The complexion of the times being altered.

1754 Chatham Lett. Nepheiu Hi. 10 Upon [your education]

the complexion of all the rest of your days will infallibly

depend. 1843 Prescott Mexicou.vl. 118641 103 These acts.

.

were counterbalanced by others of an opposite complexion,

b. {fig. from 4 or 5.) Appearance, aspect.

1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. viii. 684 Skill, .in putting

off the evil day : and in giving a fair complexion to the

present one.

II. From old Latin senses.

t 8. Embrace. [L. complexus.'] Obs. rare.

1493 T'estivall (1515) 88 b, For flesshely complexcyon of

a man and woman . . Our lady . . conceyued not with com-
plexcyon of man.

+ 9. Complication, combination. Obs.

1628 T. Spencer Logkk 11 [In] the second Chapter of
Aristotles Categories, .wee haue these words : Those things,

which are contained in Logick, bee d> without complexion
[avev ovunXoicrjs], (2) with complexion [ncari o~utiir\oK-qv].

a 1655 Vines Lord"* Suf>/>. (C677) 80 We take the Sacrament,
and the thing of the Sacrament in complexion. 1669 Gale
Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. xi. 69 The Syriac . . sprang up . . from the

complexion or combination of the Hebrew and Chaldee.

1725 Watts Logic (1736) 165 Beside this Complexion which
belongs to the Subject or Predicate.

f 10. quasi -(-0/2(7-. A coupling, a combination.
16.. B. Jonson Eng. Grant. 1. v. (1692)678 Diphthongs

are the complexions, or couplings of vowels. 1678 Cud-
worth Intel!. Syst. 1. i. § 27. 28 The various complexions
and conjugations of those simple elements. 1832 Austin
JurisPr, (18791 II. xli. 727 Most rights and duties., are

complexions or aggregates of elementary rights and duties.

til. = Complex i. Obs. rare.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. Pref. 4 Whatsoever is con-

tained within the complexion of the universe. 1741 Watts
Improv. Mind xii. § 6 1 1801) 96 That, .the whole complexion
of the debate may not be thrown into confusion.

III. Comb.
1619 W. Sclater Expos. 1 Thess. (1630) 136 Complexion-

makers wee haue. .for withered faces.

Complexion (kfmiple'kfan), v. [f. prec. sb.

;

cf. F. complexionne ppl. a.]

f 1. trans. To constitute by combination of

various elements ; to put together, compose. Obs.

1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sonde iv. xxvi. (1483) 71 The sowle of

another body, the whiche is complexyoned and formed of

more ruder mater. 1610 Donne Pseudo Martyr ii. § 5. 12

The Elements of the Christian religion of which it was
framed and Complexioned. 1658 W. Burton /tin, Anton.
155 London is a body well complexioned.

2. To give a complexion, colour, or tinge to.

1612 W. Parkes Curtaine-Dr. (1876) Our woemen . . in

curling their tresses, in azuring their veines, in complexion-

ing their cheeks. 1861 L. Noble Icebergs 58 The headland
. . richly complexioned with red, brown and green.

Jig. 1889 Mem. H. Bonar 99 This mode of prophetic in-

terpretation dominated and complexioned all his views.

Hence Comple'xioning vbl. sb.

1656 Artif. Handsomeness 25 The use of any colouring or

complexioning of the face or skin, (attrib.) Ibid. 198 Ladies
complexioning arts.

f Comple'xionably, adv. Obs. rare. = Com-
plexionally

;
by £ complexion

' ;
constitutionally.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 8 Disposed unto
schisme and complexionably propense to innovation.

Complexional (k^mple'kjbnal), a. [ad. med.
L. complexidndl-is, f. complexion-em : see Com-
plexion and -al.]

f 1. Of or pertaining to the physical ' tempera-

ment 1
or constitution, constitutional. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxli. (1495) 697 Rewe
. .kyndlyth. .complexionall drynesse and hete [intendit sic-

citatem et calorem complexionalem]. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 336 So may the . . Negroes become coal-

black, from fuliginous efflorescences and complectionall
tinctures. 1694 R. L'Estrange Fables c. (1714^ 116 Other
Dreams are only Complexional. 1734 Watts Reliq. Jiw.

(1789) 129 This bodily virtue, .this complexional bravery.^

trans/. 1750 tr. Leonardtts' Mirr. Stones 54 The special

Virtues, as well as the complexional, in Stones.

f 2. Of or pertaining to the mental constitution,

temperament, or disposition ; constitutional. Obs.

1637 Blunt Voy. Levant 78 Mens opinions are in great

part, complexionall, and habituall. 1756 Burke Subl. <y B.
Introd. 34 A greater complexional sensibility. 1848 L.
Hunt Jar Honey ii. 9 With complexional indolence.

3. Pertaining to the complexion (of the skin).

1820 H. Matthews Diary ofInvalid 27 To complexional
beauty they have no claims.

Comple'xionally, adv. [f. prec. + -lt 2
.] By

' complexion ' or temperament
;
constitutionally.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 378 An Indian King, that

sent unto Alexander a faire woman fed with Aconites and
other poysons, with this intent, either by converse or copu-
lation complexionally to destroy him. 1715 Bentley Semi.
x. 349 Superstition . . a Weed natural to Human Soil, com-
plexionally inherent in the weaker Sex. 1833 Tail's Mag.

II. 399 Colonel Rugby Blake, though complexionally .. a
fine, hearty, good-humoured, off-hand fellow.

t Complexionary, a. Obs. [f. Complexion
+ -ary.J Pertaining to ' complexions 1

(see Com-
plexion sb. 6), or to the complexion.
1656 Artif. Handsomeness 4 All such complexionary

adornings. Ibid. 38 This complexionary art and use of
adorning .. the lookes of women. 1704 J. Elsum Art
Paint, 34 Over and above the Complexionary Colours.

t Comple'xionate, a. Obs. [ad mod. L. com-

plexidndl-us, 1 certa ratione constitutus in form

pa. pple. of a vb. *co?nplexionare : but see -ate- 2.

Cf. F. complexionne..]

1. Constituted by combination of elements.
c 1430 Lydc;. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 194 Complexionat

or sondryfold coloures.

2. Dependent on the 'humours 1

or' temperament \

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 148 These forenamed com-
plexionate dreames.

+ 3. Having a particular Complexion (sense 1).

1730 tr. Lconardus' Mirr. Stones 25 It is something divine

above the complectionate matter into which it is infused.

Ibid. 58 All complexionate Bodies are the Instruments of
their own Form; for the Form ceasing, the Complexion is

corrupted or destroyed.

f Complexionated,/// a. [f. asprec.+-ED.]

1. Having a .particular, Complexion sense 1).

1654 Ashmole Chym. Collect. 51 Every complexionated
thing is destroyed, unlesse the Fire of Nature govern it.

1660 tr. Paracelsus' A rchidoxis 1. v. 69 "l is impossible to

induce a more Complexionated state. 1683 Salmon Doron
Med. 11. 486 Without any corrosive; or any of those com-
plexionated things which are contrary.

2. Constitutionally disposed {to something).
1653 Collingks Caveat for Prof. < 1653) 136 The greater

sort of people are complexionated to Superstition. .Others
are complexionated to errour and novelties.

Complexioned '

v
k;7mple-kj9nd), ///. a. [f.

Complexion sb. and v. + -ED.]

f 1. Having a (specified) physical habit, constitu-

tion, or ' temperament Obs.

1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Soiule iv. xxvi. (1483) 71 A sowle to

whiche is yeue a wel complexyoned body. 1576 NEWTON
Lemnie's Complex. < 6 331 154 The inward notes of this com-
plexioned body . . a hot and moist quality incident to blood.

1704 D'Urfey A. Panthea i. 6 Complection'd sanguine,

and of swarthy hue.

1 2. Having a (specified) mental constitution,

disposition, or temperament ;
disposed. Obs.

1643 SlR T. Bkowne Relig. Med. n. § 4 Such [natures] as

are complexioned for humility. 1698 Nokkis Tract. Disc.

IV. 319 The best Complexion'd Soul among the Heirs of

Adam. 1795 Wakemeld Reply 2nd Ft. Paine To Rdr. vi,

One of your cold-complexioned mortals.

3. Having a (specified) complexion, or colour

and texture of skin.

1615 W. Hull Mirr. Maiestie Aj a, If he were com-
plexioned and pale-coloured like the dead. 1715 Leoni
Patladio's Archit. (1742) I. 56 The Inhabitants are healthy

.. and very well complexion'd. 1859 Lang Wand. India

314 The people of the place are all fair-complexioned.

b. transf. Having a (specified; colour or aspect.

1639 Fuller Holy War 1. xviii. (1840) 33 Those hypocrite

apples and well complexioned dust . . which touched fall to

ashes. 1861 L. Noble Icebergs 282 Salmon, .complexioned
like the marigold 'damasked by the neighboring rose'.

1890 Chamb. Jrnl. 28 June 405/1 The darkling waters, now
complexioned into lividness by the gloomy . . sky.

tComple'xioner. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Complexion

v. or sb. + -EK 1
.] That which imparts a com-

plexion or colour.

1612 W. Parkes Curtaine-Dr. (1876) 16 Lust, .the canker

of health, the azure complectioner of the eyes.

Comple*xionless, a. [f. Complexion sb.+

•less.] Devoid of complexion, i. e. of colour in

the cheeks
;
pale, colourless.

i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xxv. (D.), Four male
personages . . complexionless and eyebrowless. 1876 Black
Madcap V. xxxiii. 207 A portly and elderly person, with a
comfortable complexionless face.

Complexity (k^mple ksiti). [f. L. complex-ns

Complex + -ity : cf. mod.F. complexitJ.'} The
quality or condition of being complex.

1. Composite nature or structure.

#1721 Keill Maupertuis' Diss. (1734) 27 Bulffinger, re-

jecting this complexity of Motion, starts a third System.

1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Goethe Wks. (Bohn) I. 304 The
highest simplicity of structure is produced, not by few

elements, but by the highest complexity. 1839 Darwin in

Life $ Lett. (1887)11. 210 A tendency to advance in com-

plexity of organisation.

2. Involved nature or structure, intricacy; see

Complex a. 2.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 91 The objects of society are of the

greatest possible complexity. 1837 Thirlwall Greece IV.

xxviii. 26 Some transactions . .gave a singular complexity

to the affairs of the contending parties. 1862 Buckle Civiliz.

(1873) III. v. 301 Partly from the complexity of the sub-

ject, all attempts at a scientific investigation of morals have

failed.

b. Gram, see Complex a. 2 c.

187* Minto Eng. Lit. Introd. 5 ' Complexity ' in the gram-

matical sense, must be regarded as an accident of the

period and not part of its essence.

3. quasi-£0«rr, An instance of complexity ; a

complicated condition ; a complication.

1794 Godwin Cal. Williams 183 Not for one hour could I

withdraw myself from this complexity of horrors. 1839
Tennyson Merlin $ V. 731 The . . many-corridor'd com-
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lexities Of Arthur's palace. 1869 J. Martineau Ess.U. 144

'he complexities which were to vanish under their skill,

t Comple*xive, Obs. [a. L. complexiv-us

copulative, comprehensive, f. complex- + -ive.]

1. Consisting of or embracing many elements or

details ; comprehensive.
1654 Trapp Comm. Ps. iv. 1 He looked upon the favour of

Codas a complexive blessing, that perfectly comprehendeth

all the rest. 167a Toleration notto be Abused 24 An hideous

and complexive evil of most dangerous . . consequencies.

2. 1 That may be imbraced or conteined ' (Blount

Glossogr. 1656).

Hence Complexively adv., comprehensively.

1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVII. 195 A butler.. who under-

stoodthe whole arrangements, .of the table as complexively

as Soult or Grouchy would anticipate the movements on a
battle-field.

Complexly kfrmpleksli), adv. [f. Complex a.

+ -LY

f 1. 'In the complex \ as a whole, collectively.

1660 Trial Regie. 139 Taking them either complexly or

singly. 1711 Char. Mod. Whig 55 One that, .has a Relish

of the Leaven of all Sects complexly. 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. I. IL ii. 283 With regard to the whole annual pro-

duce taken complexly.

2. In a complex or involved manner, intricately.

1813 Edin. Rev. XXII. 13 Punishments complexly afflic-

tive. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 126 Complexly convo-

luted cells. 1889 Century Mag. Aug. 602/1 It came about
on this wise—rather complexly.

Complexness kpmpleksnes). [f. as prec. +
-ness.] Quality of bein^ complex

;
complexity.

1730 6 Bailey ifo!io\ C ample.rness, a being compounded
of divers things. 1748 Hartley Obserr 1

. Man 1. iii. 287

The Number and Complexness of our Ideas. 1759 Adam
Smith Orig. Lang. 1178 1) 457 The intricacy and complex-
ness of the declensions. 1836 Todd Cyct. Anat. I. 140-6

Systems . . of various degrees of complexness.

Complextion, obs. f. Complexion.

Ii
Complexum. Obs. [Lat.,neut. oi complexus,

pa. pplc. of comf/ccti.] = Complex sb.

1664 H. Moke Antid. Idolatry 83 He is this Divine Com-
plexum as well of the Divinity as the Humanity. 1677
Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. Pref., Arianisme, Pelagianisme, \

Mystic Theologie and . . the whole complexum of Anti-

chxistianisme. 169a G. Stradling Semi. a> Disc. 39 The
vast Complexum of the Creator.

t Comple'XTire. Obs. [f. L. complex- (see

Complex v.) +-uke.] = Complexion 2, 3, 7.

1648 W. Mountague Devout Eis. 1. xiv. § 3 <R.) When in

this reluctancy of one halfe, we reduce our love [of God] to

that degree of implicity which is compatible with this our
complexure. 1675 Art of Contentment 1. § 5. 5 Which com-
plexure of Philosophy is.. more compendiously exprest in

the single notion of contentment.

[| Complexus 1 (k(?mple*ks#s). [In form a. L.

complexus (see Complex sb.) ; but in sense treated as
.

a compound of L. com- together +plexus plaiting.]

An interwoven structure ; an involved or compli-

cated system ; a complex, 'tissue'. (C£ Plexus.)
1871 Fkaseb Life Berkeley x. 414 The web of necessary

thought—the complexus of Reason. 1876 Bartholow
Mat. Med. (1879* 63 The complexus of morbid actions,

called fever. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 345
A many-layered complexus of tissue, which is to be regarded
as the phloem.

II Comple xus J
. Anat. [L. complexus, pa. pple.

of complecti\with muscuhts understood ; cf. biceps,

etc.) ; so called from its manifold subdivisions and
points of attachment.] A large muscle attached

to the vertebrae of the neck and upper part of the

back, which serves to bend the head back.
1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 253 The Complexus is a

pretty thick elongated muscle, .situated under the splenius.

Compleyn(e, -pleynt^e, obs. ff. Complain,
Compline, Complaint.
Compleysahen, var. of Complish v. Obs.

Compilable (kfJmplai-ab'l), a. [f. Comply v.

+ -ABLE.]

1. Apt or inclined to comply ; disposed to agree

and act in accord
;
compliant. ? Obs.

a 1635 Naunton Eragm. Reg. (Arb.) 24 How compilable
soever and obsequious she found them. 1643 Milton
Divorce 11. xvi, Not the joining of another body will re-

move loneliness, but the uniting of another compliable

mind. 1657 Reeve God's Plea 42 Make him vary, or put

a plyable, compliable Tongue into his mouth. 1761 tr.

Busching's Syst. Geog. II. 113 His place supplied by one
of a more compliable disposition. 1803 Pic Nic No. 3, I. 97
In as good and compliable a state as I ever remember them.

f 2. Accordable, reconcilable, accordant. Obs.

164a Milton Apol. Smect. xi. (1847) 94/1 If this were all,

perhaps it were a compliable matter. 1667 H. More Div.
Dial. 1. 1 30 (17131 66 Any thing that is compliable with the

Dictates of the noble Des-Cartes. 1746 Jortin Chr. tfelig. i.

(R.t, The Jews, by their own interpretations, had made their

religion compliable and accommodated to their passions.

Hence Compliableness, Compliably adv.

1684 H. More An Answer 208 Its suppleness and com-
pliableness to cleave to that which ts stronger.

Compliance vk^mplarans). Also 7 -plyance.

[f. Comply v. + -ance ; cf. appliance.] The action,

practice, or fact of complying ; in various senses of

the vb.

I. Related to obs. senses of Comply.
+ 1- Practice of civility, complaisance. Obs.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. KL 195 Though the

Scepter be departed from them.. yet have they had.. all

convenient connivences, and compliances from the State.

1662 H. More Antid. Ath, Contents R iij a, His studied

Condescension and compliance with the Atheist, to win
him from his Atheism. 1681 Baxter Afol. Nonconf. Min.
4 Mutual Compliances in gentle and amicable Conference.

1731 Lediard Sethos II. x. 400 Publick duties ought to
\

take place of domestick compliances.

T 2. Accord, concord, agreement ; amicable re-

lations {between parties). Obs.

1647 in Picton Lpool Munic. Rec. (18831 1. 143 It is the

desire of Mr. Maior. .that in all things their may be a free

and faire complyance betwixt the townesmen and the

soldiers. 1656 Trapp Comm. Matt. xi. 17 He [Paul] tells

them of his tears, and they answer him with tears : O happy
compliance ! 1666-7 Marvell Corr. lxv, The happy com-
pliance renewed betwixt them. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theot.

11. xii. 280 May not . . all Sects say the same against Con-
cord and Complyance with you? 17a* De FOB Plague
(1756) 202 To move . . both Sides to a more charitable Com-
pliance one with another.

f 3. Agreement in nature, construction, etc.

;

accord, harmony. Obs.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Ep. Ded. 4 Morall, not

intellectual excellencies are of use and complyance with our
present state and conjunction. 1659 H ammond On Ps. Ixxvi.

3 The Syriack in some degree of complyance with them
render it. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 90 You must fit them
to an exact Compliance of every Bevil with its Match.
1851 S. Jldd Margaret, Of due physical proportion and
compliance.

t 4. Complaisant or deferential agreement with

a person ; complaisant or servile accession to his

wishes. Obs.

1648 Milton Tenure Rings 2 Neither do bad men hate

tyrants, but have been always readiest, with the falsified .

.

names of Loyalty and Obedience to colour over their base

compliances. 1659 Vulgar Errours Censured iii. J 1. 38
Since Adam came into compliance with the Serpent.

+ 5. A complaisant disposition; complaisance;
= Compliancy 2. Obs.

1667 Milton P. L. vtil 603 All her words and actions

mixed with love And sweet compliance. 1674 M. Scrivener
Course ofDiv. 11. vi. 393 A notable piece of modesty, con-

descension and complyance. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones

(1775 1 II. 269 Jones, who in the compliance of his disposition

. .a little resembled his lovely Sophia, was easily prevailed

on. 1754 Richardson Grandison II. ii. 21 It is not that

graceful manner of obliging, in which you generally excel.

Compliance and Reflection are not to be coupled.

II. Related to the current sense of Comply.
6. The acting in accordance with, or the yielding

to a desire, request, condition, direction, etc. ; a
consenting to act in conformity with ; an acceding

to ; practical assent. Const, with, less often to.

1647 Clarendon llist.Reb. 1.(1843' J 7/2 IHeJ told him, he
expected more compliance from htm. 1648 Elikon Bos.

(1824) 8, I am so farre from excusing . . that complyance on
My part (for plenary consent it was not) to his destruction.

1688 Col. Rec. Penn. I. 231 That his Complyance therewith

is desired by The Goverr. 1711 Karl of Oxford in Ellis

Orig. Lett. 11. IV. 267 The Queen's compliance to your
desires. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones (17751 III. 84 Nor shall

you ever have Sophia unless she can be brought freely to

compliance. 1788 Trijler No. 5. 62 An obsequious com-
pliance to the will of a superior. 1874 Creen Short Hist.

iv. g 5 (1882) 200 A direct threat of rebellion forced him
to swear compliance with its provisions.

b. Often absol. ; also in bad sense, Unworthy ac-

commodation or submission.
1665 Bovle Occas. Rejl. {1675) 356 In Matters indifferent,

there is ofttimes requir'd by Prudence, as much of Com-
pliance as is allow'd by Innocence. 170a Evelyn in Pepys*

Diary VI. 255 In the most servile Compliances and basest

offices. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 160 F 11 Few .. can
avoid disingenuous compliances. 1863 W. Phillips Speeches

xxiii. 498 All politics necessitates questionable compliances.

187a M ok ley Voltaire {1886) 198 The compliances of society

. . are not problems that he is fond of solving. 1874 —
Compromise (1886I 3 The aim of the present essay is . . to

seek one or two of the most general principles which ought
to regulate the practice of compliance.

tc. The action of conforming in matters politi-

cal or religious. Cf. Compliek 2 b. Obs.

1699 Burnet 39 Art. xx. (1700) 194 It was only a Com-
pliance, and not a Submission to their Opinions, that made
them observe days, and distinguish meats. 1706 Hearnk
Collect. 21 Apr., He was suspected of Hypocrisy and of

mean Complyance. 1716 irotvCorr. (1843) II. 143 We,
in this Presbytery, have deposed several schoolmasters for

their compliances during the Rebellion. 1856 Froudk
Hist. Eng. (1858) II. ix. 307 The government knew too well

the temper of the clergy to trust to outward compliance.

7. In compliance with (less often to) : in har-

mony, agreement, or accordance with ; in submis-

sion or active obedience to.

1685 Col. Rec. Penn. I. 55 In complyance with an Order
of Councitl Charles Ashcome appeared. 1744 Berkeley
Siris $ 155 In compliance with established language and
the use of the world. 1746 Eliza Heywood female Sped.
'1748) IV. 280 In compliance to the reouest made her by
his lord. 1833 H. Coleridge North. Worthies (1852) I. 33
In weak compliance to a popular clamour. 1834 Whately
in Ltfe(iS66) I. 231 To profess or do anything they think

wrong in compliance to me. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q.
Neighb. xxxii, In compliance with your wishes.

Compliancy (kfJmpbransi). Also 7 -ency.

[f. as prec. + -ancy.] 1. = Compliance.
1643 Prynne Sov. Power Pari. iv. 35 Surrendering two

Castles in France, onely out of fear . . without any torn-

pliency with the enemy. 1646 S. Bolton Arraignm. Err.
71 You hold Compliancie, though you give not entertain-

ment to some Corruption. 1834 Landor Exam. Shahs.

Wks. 1853 U« 298/2 Appeased by his ready compliancy and
low gentle voice.

2. The quality of being compliant.
1765 Goldsm. Ess. (LA His whole bearing betokened

compliancy, and . . readiness to oblige.

+ 0. Physical yielding
; yieldingness and adapta-

tion to conditions. Cf. Compliant 2. Obs.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. Contents p. viii, The safety of
the late Building was owing to its Compliancy. Ibid. § 290
By the time it was driven about four inches ; the com-
pliancy of the wood to the stone rendered it quite tight.

Compliant ^kfJmptorant;, a. and sb. Also 7
-plyant. [f. Comply v. + -ant ; after defiant, etc.]

A. adj.

1. Complying, disposed to comply ;
* civil, com-

plaisant
1

(J.) ;
ready to yield to the wishes or

desires of others.

164a Ld. Dicby in Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. (1843) 173/2
If after all. .he shall betake himself to the easiest and com-
pliantest ways of accommodation. 1699 Burnet Hist.

Re/. 71 The King did not doubt but the Pope would be
compliant to his desires. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth vii, The
rest will be compliant to the same resolution. 1870 Disraeli
Lothair xliL 217, I do not like to be churlish w hen all are

so amiable and compliant. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. $ 2

(1882) 172 Their representatives. . proved far more compliant

with the royal will than the barons.

t 2. Yielding to physical pressure, pliant. Obs.

1667 Milton P. L. tv. 3 Nectarine Fruits, which the

compliant boughes Yeilded them. 1788 Smeaton Quadrant
in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 6 The whole being slender and

I

compliant, except in point of length. 1793 — Edystone L.
I § 302 Wood wedges . . being more supple, elastic, and com*

pliant than wedges of metaL

+ B. sb. One who complies ; a complier. Obs.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. xi. VI. 314 It being a compliant with

the papists, in a great part of their service, doth not a little

confirm them in their superstition and idolatry, a 1661

— Worthies 1. 331 His sturdy nature would not bow to

Court-compliants. 1660 Z. Crofton Fast. St. Peter's

Fetters 37 Our Soft Covenanters, Speedy Complyanls, and
Temporizing Turn-Coats.

Compliantly (kfJmpforantIi), adv. [f. prec.
1 + -ly -0) In a compliant manner.

18x8 in Todd. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita II. VH. 253 A
pleasant disposition . -to say, compliantly, that a picture was

' good, if anybody had ever said so before.

t Co'mplicable, a. Obs. rare-*, fad. late L.

complicdbilis (Isidore) 1 that may be folded to-

gether', f. complicare to Complicate : see -ble.]

Capable of being intertwined or entangled.

1669 Phil Trans. IV. 1015 Many of these threads, .were

not single, but snarled and with complicable woolly locks.

Complicacy (kfj'mplikasi). [f. L. complicdt-us

Complicate : see -acy 3.] The quality of being

complicated or complex.
18. . Mitford is cited by Webster (1828I. 1817 Carlyle

Misc. (1857) I. 56 With such clearness and composure does

he mould the complicacy of his subject. 1855 Bain Senses

$ Int. in. ii. (1864) 499 Wherever there is much variety or

complicacy in the impressions of outward things.

2. A complicated structure, matter or condition.

1849 Eraser's Mag. XL. 677 A promising arrangement,

one of the first to suggest itself in such a complicacy 1865

Carlyle Fredk. Gt. VI. xx.iii. 47 Difficulties, complicacies,

very many. 1888 R. Dowling Miracle Gold I. vi. 112 The
interminable complicacies of the clock.

Complicate (.k^ mplikA),///. a. and sb. [ad.

L. complicdt-us, pa. pple. of complicare to fold

together (see next).]

A. adj. +1. interwoven. Obs. ox arch.

a 1626 Bacon Warwith Spain (K.),1hc particular actions

of war, though they are complicate in fact, yet are they

separate and distinct in right. 1844 Ld. Houghton Mem.
many Scenes 194 Who weaves the complicate historic woof
Out of the rough disorder of mankind.

2. Composed of parts or elements intimately

combined or mixed ;
compound, complex. Now

arch, or poet.

1638 T. Whitaker Blood of Grape 28 To grant in its

temper a complicate mixture, or comprehensive nature.

1658 Baxter Saving Faith 77 Affiance.. is a complicate

Act of the Intellect and Will. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 1.

xxxvii. 79 Diseases are various . . sometimes simple, and
sometimes complicate. a\"]\\ Ken Fsvche Poet. Wks.
1721 IV. 219 In complicate Disease, Give complicated
Ease. 1775-84 De Lolme Eng. Const. Advt. 16 The
powerful complicate sensation which each sex produces on
the other. 18*9 Southey O. AWcmak vii, A complicate

and wonderful machine.

b. with the additional notion of Intricate, in-

volved, difficult to analyse or unravel.

167a Petty Pot. Anat. Pref., I have chosen Ireland.,

where the Intrigue of State is not very complicate. 1810

Crabbe T. Hall xvn t He felt a loathing for the wretched
state Of his concerns, so sad, so complicate. 1836-7 Sir W.
Hamilton Metaph. 11877) L xiv. 256 The most difficult

and complicate demonstrations.

3. a. Bot. = Conduplicate. b. Entomol.

Folded on themselves longitudinally, as the wings

of many insects.

1866 Treas. Bot., Complicate, folded up upon itself.

B. sb.

+ 1. A complicated or complex structure ; a

combination. Obs.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 1. vii. 22 The worshipping of

an Image, or the Complicate of an Image and a Daemon
actuating it, for a Deity. 1697 Wallis in Phil. Trans.

XIX. 653 Whether in.. the Duplicate, Sub-duplicate, or

how otherwise Complicate thereof.
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+ 2. One complicated or mixed up with the

affairs of another ; an accomplice. Obs,
1662 R. L'Estbange Memento L 105 Observe likewise the

Temper, and Quality of his Complicates and Creatures.

Complicate (kjrmplik^t), v. [f. L. complicdt-

ppl. stem of complicate, f. com- together +plica-re
to fold.]

f 1. trans. To fold, wrap, or twist together ; to

intertwine ; to entangle one with another. Obs.

.71631 Donne in Selections (1840) 86 Sin enwrapped and
complicated in sin. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 10 Is not
this scroal or book here said to be complicated or rolled up
or together. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 34 There they lie

all dead, twisted and complicated all together, like a knot
of Eels. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1704) 334 Vessels curl'd,

circumgyrated and complicated together.

f 2. To intertwine, unite, or combine intimately.

i6at Burton Anat. Mel. in. i. 111. iii. (1651) 428 By this

happy union of love .. the heavens [are] annexed, and
divine souls complicated, a 1677 Barrow Semi. (1810) V.
64 With this wisdom are always complicated no less evident
marks of goodness. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New invent.
exxii, The Wisdom of our Ancestors in Complicating the
Office of the Lord Admiral with the Lord Mayors in its

Conservacy.

3. To combine or mix up with in a complex, in-

tricate, or involved way.
[a 1631 Donne in Selections {1840) 113 God hath compli-

cated almost all our bodily diseases of these times, with an
extraordinary sadness.] \f>T$Lady's Call. 11. § 3. 87 When 'tis

in a matter of trust 'tis complicated with treachery also-

173a Arbuthnot Rules of Diet (J.), When a disease is

complicated with other diseases, one must consider that
which is most dangerous. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
(1872* I. ii. 94 A point at which the history of the great
English revolution begins to be complicated with the history
of foreign politics, a 1853 Robertson Led. (1858)270 The
subject is complicated with difficulties.

t4. To form by complication ; to compound. Obs.

1624 Donne Demotions 68 (T.) Monsters compiled and
complicated of divers parents and kinds. 1690 Locke Hum.
Und. 11. xii. (ed. 3^ 79 Ideas . . such as ..a Man, an Army,
the Universe .. complicated of various simple Ideas, 1707
E. Ward Hud. Rediv. (1715I 11. ix, An execrable Deed;
So complicated of all Evils, That it outdid the very Devils.

5. To make complex or intricate (as by the in-

troduction of other matter) ; to render involved or

complex. Cf. Complicated 3.

1832 tr. Sismondis Hal. Rep. x. 228 The war of Lombardy
was complicated by its connection with another war. a 1856
Sir W. Hamilton Logic (i860) II. App. 465 These schemes
[of logical notations] thus tend rather to complicate than to
explicate, i860 Tyndall Gtac. ii. § 27. 382 Where no medial
moraines occur tocomplicate the phenomenon. 1879 Lockyer
Elem. Astron. ix. Ii. 323 The phenomena of the tides are
greatly complicated by the irregular distribution of land.

6. intr. (for refl.) To become complicated, rare.

1873 H. Spencer Study Sociol. xiii. (1877) 3 24 Effects
which as they diffuse complicate incalculably.

Complicated (kp-mplik^ted),///. a. [f. prec.

V. -f- -ED.]

+ 1. Folded together. Obs.
1660 Sharrock Vegetables 36 A plica or folding made the

long way of the leafe, not overthwart as in Sicamores and
other complicated leaves of seeds. 1719 Young Paraphr.
Job (R.), See with what strength his harden'd loins are
bound . . Nor can his complicated sinews fail.

f2. Tangled. Obs.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 267 The feares of

polling Elvelockes or complicated haires of the head. 1713
Swift Faggot Wks. IV. 1. 8 In vain : the complicated
wands Were much too strong for all their hands.

3. Consisting of an intimate combination of parts
or elements not easy to unravel or separate ; in-

volved, intricate, confused.
1656 tr. Hobbes's Elem. Philos. (1839) 314 If the question

be much complicated, there cannot . . be constituted a cer-
tain rule. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic. (1762) p. xiv, Unless
in some few complicated cases. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xv,
The complicated sensations which are felt from the pain
of a recent injury, and the pleasure of approaching ven-
geance. 1856 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. I. v. 182 In
birds the eye is a more complicated .. organ than it is in
our own species. 1859 Seeley Ecce Homo iii. ted. 8) 24
A complicated and intellectual civilization. 1884 Glad-
stone in Standard 29 Feb. 2/5 The case of Ireland is rather
more complicated.

f4. Complex, compound : the opposite ofsimple.
1667 Milton P. L. x. 523 Thick swarming now With com-

plicated monsters. 0.1711 Ken Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721
IV. 219 Among the Saints I'll concerts raise, To sing thee
complicated Praise. 1780 Harris Philolog. Enq. Wks.
(1841) 429 Thus are all fables or stories either simple or
complicated.

5. Surgery. Complicated fracture : a fracture

with an injury to adjacent viscera, a bloodvessel,
etc., which complicates the case ; formerly used in

a wider sense, including compound'and comminuted
fracture.

1745 tr
;

Van Sivietens Boerhaave III. 136 If accom-
panied with a wound, contusion, inflammation, an ulcer or
many fragments . . is then called a complicated fracture.
1840 R. Liston Elem. Surg. (ed. 2) 684 Fracture may be
complicated, with wound or displacement of a neighbouring
joint. 1876 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. II. 417 Fractures are
very often complicated with extravasation of blood.

Complicatedly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly^.] In
a complicated way.
1883 Miss Broughton Belinda III. iv. vi. 286 So com-

plicatedly contradictory are we. 1887 Sat. Rev. 11 June
821 His constant appeals, .were complicatedly mischievou*.

Complicatedness ^"mplik^itednes\ [f. as

prec. + -ness.] The quality of being complicated.
1730 Bailey (folio), Complicatedness, a being folded

together. 1817 Bentham Ch. of Englandism (1818) 410
note, Liable to spring out of the complicatedness of a mass
of arrangement.

t Complicately (kp rnplikt'tli'l, adv. Obs. [f.

Complicate a. + -ly 2
.] In a complicated way;

in combination.
1670 Sir J. Vaughan Jdgmt. BushelCs Case in 6 State

Trials 1013 Upon general issues.. the jury find.. for the
plaintiff or defendant upon the issue to be tried, wherein
they resolve both law and fact Complicately, and not the
fact by itself. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 1. Iii. 129 The
Tooth-ach, is caused, .complicately through Defiuction of
Rheum, etc.

t Complicateness (k^mplikt^tnes). Obs.

Complicated quality; complicacy.
1656 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 120 Pardon my confusion,

because of the complicateness of the question. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. 3 Every several Object so full of
subdivided multiplicity and complicateness. 1804 Med.
yrnl. XII. 199 The complicateness of the form of some of
the improvements alluded to.

Complication fk^mplik^jan). [ad. L. com-
plication-em, n. of action from complicdre to Com-
plicate : cf F. complication (16th c. in Littre).]

+ 1. The action of folding together; the condition

of being folded together. Obs.
x6ix Cotgr., Complication, a complication, or folding

together. 1646 Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 266 The com-
plication or pectination of the fingers was an Hieroglyphic!:
of impediment, 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704! 118 The Com-
plication of the Seed- Leaves of some Plants in the Seed.

+ 2. The action of combining intimately, the

condition of being so combined
;

combination,
conjunction. Obs.

1635 Fuller Ch. Hist. viii. ii. § 28 Dr. Fuller . . in com-
plication with other Commissioners, pronounced the sentence.

1656 Hobbes Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 193 Superficies,

made of the Complication of two lengths, or the measure
taken two ways, a 1685 Jordan Poems (T.>, All the parts
in complication roll And every one contributes to the
whole. 1699 Burnet 39 Articles xvi. (17001 141 There is such
a Complication of all the Precepts of the Law ofGod, both
with one another, and with the Authority of the Lawgiver,
that he who offends in one point, is guilty of all.

3. An involved condition or structure produced
by the intimate interweaving of various elements.
1666 J. Smith Old Age 112 (T.) Many admirable combina-

tions, complications, and intertextures of them all, which
are not elsewhere in the body to be found. 1708 Chamber-
layne St. Gt. Brit, l lit. x. (1743) 226 This house has been.

.

sometimes . . a Priory, or College, sometimes . . a Spittal or
Hospital .. Tis now a complication of both. 1790 Paley
Horx Paul. 1. 8 That complication ofprobabilities by which
the Christian history is attested.

f b. = Complex^, i. Obs.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 76 F 1 He takes a survey of
the whole complication of his character.

4. The action of combining, or condition of being
combined, in an entangled, involved, intricate, or
perplexing manner ; complicated condition, struc-

ture, or nature ; involved relation.

1793 T. Beddoes Math. Evid. 25 Owing partly to the
length of the demonstration, and partly to the complication
of the diagram. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. 1. ii. 78
The Turkish race, .made its way on amid tumult and com-
plication.

b. with a and becoming quasi-concr. : = A
complicated or entangled state of relations, matters,

or affairs ; a complicated mass or structure. Com-
plication of diseases \

* a collection of several dis-

tempers that seize on the body at the same time, es-

pecially if they depend one upon another ' (Bailey).

1647 May Hist. Pari. 1. vii. 73 So full of mixtures, invo-
lutions, and complications, as nothing is cleare, nothing
sincere, in any of their proceedings. 1697 T. Nevett Con*
sumptions 69 With a complication of Convulsive and Epi-
leptick Fits. 1730 Southall Bugs 5, I fell sick, had a
Complication of the Country Distempers. 1856 Froude
Hist. Eng. I. 239 The only prince on whom, at the outset
of these complications, he had a right to depend. 1877
Roberts Haudbk. Med. I. 12 Complications include such
morbid conditions as are liable to arise during the course of
a disease. 1883 Holmes Syst. Surg. (ed. 3) I. 425 The co-
existence of a dislocation with a fracture, is a serious com-
plication.

t Co mplicative, a. and sb. Obs. [f. L. type
*complicdtiv-us

)
f. complicdre : see Complicate v.

and -ive.]

A. adj. Tending or adapted to complicate.

B. sb. A complicative force, principle, etc.

1654 Fuller 2 Serin. 11 If one of them faile, yet the
Structure may still stand . . by vertue of the Complicative
which it receiveth from such Foundations which still stand
secure.

Complice (kjrmpUs). Also 5 compliss, 5-7
-plyse, 6 -plise, -please, [a. F. complice (14th

c. in Littre), ad. L. complex, complicem closely

connected, confederate, participant, f. com- to-

gether + stem plic- fold : cf. simplex, duplex, etc.]

f L gen. One associated in any affair with another,

the latter being regarded as the principal ; an
associate, confederate, comrade. Obs. (having
passed into the special sense 2, by which also most
of the later instances of this are coloured.)

1475 Bk. Noblesse 39 Be it the duke of Breteyne, the duke
ofOrliens, or any suche other his complisses. 1513 Douglas
AEneis ix. xi. 51 Bot thai wyth all thar complicis in fyght
War dung abak. 1591 Horsey Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 190 The
centinell brought me to the statholder . . he and his com-
plices strickly examined and searched me. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV, 1. i. 163. 1625 W. Pemble "Justification 11629)

42 Bellarmine and his complices dispute eagerly against
justification by faith alone. 1656 Trapp Comm. Matt. vi.

24 Such enemies as Chedorlaomer and his complices.
1730-6 Bailey ifoliot, Complice, A partner or associate in an
action, a 1734 North Exam. 1. ii. § 19. 40.

2. spec. An associate in crime, a confederate with
the principal offender. (From the frequent early

use of the word in connexion with crime, this

sense became predominant by 1600, and was the
only one recognised by Johnson in 1 755.) arch.,

the current word being Accomplice.
[1471 Arriv. Edw. IV, \. Camden\ By the traitorous

means of his great rebel, Richard, Earl of Warwick, and
his complices. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 12 Conspiracies
. . of the said Elizabeth, and other her complices.] 1581
Marbf.ck Bk. of Notes 428 Iudas [of Galilee] was hanged
together with his complises. 1594 1st Ft. Contention (1843)
68 To quell these Traitors and their compleases. 1609
Skene Reg. Ma/. 43 The complices sould not be punisscd
before the principatl malefactour. 1613 K. C. TaSlt Alp/i.

(ed. 3), Complices, fdlowes in wicked matters. 1743 TlKDAL.
Rapiu's Hist. Eng. II. xvu. 96 He was accused of being
complice in the murder. 1813 Scott Rokcby 1. xx. His pride
startled at the tone In which his complice. .Asserted guilt's

equality. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. iii. 358 The French
cabinet was unwilling to appear openly as the complice of
the insurgents.

f b. Said of things. Obs.

1543 Necess. Doctr. Chr. Man in Strype Eccl. Mem. I.

App. ix.381 That all such abuses as heretofore have been
complices concerning this matter be clearly put away.

Complicitous (k^mpli-sitos
, a. [f. next +

-ous : cf. Calamitous.] Having complicity.
i860 Russell Diary India I. 183 A remarkably com-

plicitous witness.

Complicity ,kf?mplrsiti). [f. L. type *com-
plicitds, -dtem, n. of state f. complex, -plicem : cf.

simplicitds, duplicitds ; in mod. ¥. cowp/ia'lc.']

1. The being an accomplice; partnership in an

evil action.

1656 lU.ovxr Gtossogr., Complicity, a consenting or partner-
ship in evil. [Not in Johnson.] 1818 HalLAM Mid. Ages
viii. iL.), The charge.. of complicity in the designs of nis

patron, was never openly repelled. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.
(1858) II. vi. 73 The eagerness of the political reformers to
clear themselves from complicity with heterodoxy. 1878
Black Green Past, xxiii. 187 If you can clear yourself of all

complicity in the matter.

2. State of being complex or involved ; = Com-
plexity.
1847 Craig, Complicity, complexity ; state of being in-

volved. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohnl
II. 36 In all the complicity and delay incident to the
several series of means they employ. 1888 Jrnl. Education
Jan. 31 Carrying it on . . with increasing complicity and
energy according to the increasing age of his pupils.

Compliency, obs. form of Compliancy.

Compiler k^mplarai). Also 7-8 -plyer. [f.

Comply v. +-EH 1
.]

+ 1. One who agrees with another ; an accom-
plice. Obs.
1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 9 (1619) 200 Speaking in

effect the language of Corah, and his compilers. 1649
Bounds Publ. Obed. fed. 2) 33 He supposes the usurper and
the complyers to be brought to account,

b. One who complaisantly connives.
1670 Baxter Cure Ch. Div. Pref. in. § 4 And that being

lukewarm myselfe and a complyer with sin. 1680 — Cath.
Commuu. % 1 (1684) 1 Censuring Us as mistaking compliers
with Sin.

2. One who complies with, or accommodates his

conduct to (any humour, fashion, etc.); one who
acts in conformity with the wishes of another.
1660 Gt. $ Bloody Plot 5 One Sir Thomas Martin, Knight

of Cambridgeshire, a great compiler with the times. 1667
T. Tomkins Inconven. Toleration 26 Formalists, Time,
servers, compliers with that which is uppermost. 1669
Clarendon Tracts (1727) 123 Great men ..whose counsel-
lors are commonly compliers with their humours. 1685 H.
More An Illustration 198 These compliers with the Mass.
411720 Sheffield <Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) *79 One
whom tame fools miscal a mod'raf e man ; That is, a mean
complyer with the times. 1727 Swift Gulliver IE. vi. 150.

t b. spec. One who conforms to the political

or religious fashion of the time ; a conformist.

Often used opprobriously. Obs.

1644 Bp. Maxwell Prerog. Chr. Kings iii. 38 That he
might not be judged a time-server, a temporizer, a compiler.

1698 Strype Life Sir T. Smith xvui. (1820) 176 In the

changes of religion he was a complier. 1705 Hearne Collect.

21 Apr. I. 231 Another smooth-booted Complyer. 17x1

Ibid. III. 250 The Complyers are all angry that the excel-

lencies of these Men [the Nonjurors] should be so much as

mention'd. 1758 Jortin Erasmus I. 393 Mr. Strype says

he was a complier in the reign of King Edward, but was
not well affected to the Reformation.

Compliment (kjrmpliment), sb. Also 7 com-
ply-ment. [Adopted in end of 1 7th c. from ¥.

compliment, 16th c. ad. It. complimento, 'expression

of respect and civility to another by words or by
acts'. The L. eomptementum, Romanic compli-

mento, became in OF. complement {compliement),

in It. compimento, with the original sense of * filling
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up, fulfilment, accomplishment 1

; in OCat. com-
plimento, Sp. cumplimiento, there was a special

development of use, as in the verb (see Comply),
giving the sense ' observance or fulfilment of the

requirements and forms of courtesy', which was
adopted in It. in the form complimento, and thence
passed into Fr. and Eng. Compliment is thus a
doublet of Complement (the form directly from
Latin). The latter was in use in this sense about
a century before the introduction of the French
word, which slowly took its place between 1655
and 1715: see Complement sb. 9, where the

earlier history of this sense may be seen ; cf. also

Comply.
H. L'Estrange's compiy-ment, compli-ment (in sense 1,

1 b), appear to have been formed for the nonce on Comply,
before compliment was in Eng. use. Cf. Skinner, 1668-71
' complement a Fr. compliment. It, complimento, hacc a
verbo to Comply

, q.d. Comply-ments*

.

(From c 1700 to the present day nearly all editions of
i6-i7th c. works, whether re-issues of printed books or
original editions from MS. (e.g. Clarendon's History,
Pepys Diary, Letters ofDorothy Osborne; etc.), systemati-
cally alterthe original spcWing complement into compliment,
as do also modern dictionaries in their alleged quotations ;

only contemporary documents supply evidence as to the
introduction of the French form.)]

I. A ceremonial act or expression as a tribute of
courtesy, ' usually understood to mean less than it

declares' (J.); now, esp. a neatly-turned remark
addressed to any one, implying or involving praise

;

but, also applied to a polite expression of praise

or commendation in speaking of a person, or to

any act taken as equivalent thereto : see the

modern examples. In phrases, as To pass, pay,
make, etc. a compliment. To return the compli-

ment: to pay back compliment with compliment

;

to retaliate. Chinese compliment \ see Chinese.
[1578 1707 see Complement sb. 9.] 1654 H. L'Kstrange

Chas.l 1655 2 His[Charles's] reception at the Spanish Court
..was with all possible ceremonies of honour, and specious
comply-ments. 1673 Sir W. Tempi e in Essex Papers
(1890) 1 19, 1 tooke occasion to make a short compliment from
your Ex'* to my Lord Chancellor. My Lord Chancellor re-

turned the compliment with much civility. 1704 Li/ttrell
Brief Ret. (1857) V. 455 The elector of Bavaria . . ordered
his troops to give no quarter to the English . .which being
known.. they returned the compliment upon them. 1709
Steele Tatter No. 16 r 4 These Ministers .. made him
Compliments in the Name of the States General. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones (1836* I. 11. vi. 79, I make a just com-
pliment to the great wisdom, .of our law. i8a6 Disraeli
Viv. Grey vn. iii. 395 Compliments are doubly agreeable
from a crowned head. 1817 Hake (Guesses (18 59) 153 A com-
pliment is usually accompanied with a bow, as if to beg
pardon for paying it. 1836 Hon. Smith Tin Trump. (18761

98 Compliment—a thing often paid by people who pay
nothing else. 1868 Q. V ic i oria Tours in Eng. % Ir. 189, I

intend to create Bertie 1 Earl of Dublin ', as a compliment
to the town and country ; he has no Irish title. Mod. They
have paid him the compliment of electing him an honorary
member. How could he have paid you a higher compliment
than to adopt your conclusions?

b. without a or //. Complimentary language
;

polite expression of praise or flattery.

1654 H. L'Estrange A'. Charles 4 I,cwis, who disdained
to be wanting in any dues of compli-ment. i68j Sir C.
Sedley in Lett. . >: : Earl Chesterfield (1829' 232 Being,
without compliment or any regard to the common close of
a letter, your very Obedient Servant. 1705 Pope Let.
Wycherley 23 June (Wks. 17371, You treat me so much in
a style of compliment. 1814 Scott Waz<. xxvii, To say
something within the verge of ordinary compliment and
conversation.

2. usually in Formal respects, remembrances,
greetings; esp, in phrases, as To make, pay, pre-
sent, send tone's) compliments, and the like. Com-
pliments of the season : greetings appropriate to

the (Christmas) season.

1733 Swift Lett. (17661 II. 181 The whole family of my
ladies send their compliments. 1739 Ibid. II. 259, I made
his royal highness your compliments, which he accepted
with much satisfaction. 1766 (24 Dec.* T. Wroughton in
Ellis Orig. Lett. u. IV. 507, I heartily wish you the Com-
pliments of the Season. 1774 Chesterf. Lett. I. ix. 29
Slake my compliments to your mamma. 1814 Scott Wav.
xxx'ix. His compliments were, .delivered by a servant. 1818
in Sir J. Sinclair's Corr. (1831) II 56 Mr. Rush presents
his compliments to Sir John Sinclair, and begs to acknow-
ledge the receipt of nis obliging note. 1838 Lytton
Alice 125 Kind compliments to Mr. Mcrton.

t b. with specifying words. Obs.

[1677 Coztt. Venice 105 [Sentl with Complements of Con-
dolence for the death of his Father, and Complements of
Congratulation for his Access to the Crown. 1 1736 Col. Rec.
Penn. IV. 55 An Opportunity of paying their Compliments
of Condolance. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 11815) ! 79 Lady
Griskin had come to make her formal compliments of con-
dolence to Mrs, Tabitha. a 1773 Chesterf. (O.), Compli-
ments of congratulation are always kindly taken.

3. A complimentary gift, a present, gratuity.

To make one a compliment of (a thing), arch, or
dial. Bristol compliment (see quot. 1854).
17M Lend. Gaz. No. 6101/2 The Prince, .made a Compli-

ment of his Horse and Furniture to the Collonel. 1758
Hinnell Descr. Thames 36 It was.. the Residence of the
Princess Anne, .the Duke of Sommerset having made her a
Compliment of it. 1789 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1886)
II. 266 The compliment he expects for the plans already

furnished. 1812 Examiner 21 Sept 606/1 The Verger.,
said ' he expected a compliment '. 1854 N. tf Q. Ser. 1. IX.
541/1 A present made of an article that you do not care
about keeping yourself is called 'a Bristol Compliment'.
i860 Rartlett Diet. Atner., Compliment, a present. South-
western.
fig. 170a W. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I. 70
Englishmen . .will never more become very apt to make a
Compliment to their Princes Prerogative of their English
Libertys. 1743 Fielding Jon. Wild 1. i, Nothing is more
usual with writers, who find many instances of greatness in

their favorite hero, than to make him a compliment of good-
ness into the bargain.

% 4. Occas. in sense ofComplement 4 c. Obs.
1708 Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 11. xiv. (1743) 133 The

Men, full Compliment, 1250.

5. attrib. and Comb., as compliment-monger.
1716 Amherst Terrx Pit. xliv. (1741) 232, I shall give

you . . instances of these ecclesiastical compliment-mongers.

Compliment .k^mplime nt), v. [a. F. com-
plimcnte-r, f. compliment : see prec Pronounced
by some with stress on first syllable ; but the final

syllable is always clear.]

1. intr. To employ ceremony or formal courtesy
in act or expression ; now only as absoL use of
sense 2 ; 'to use ceremonious or adulatory lan-

guage '

(J.).
[1612-1697 see Complement v. 2.] 1663 Cowley Cutter

Colman-St. iv. viii. 52 My Father sent me in to Comple-
ment [edd. 1710 etc., compliment], And keep a Prating here,

1697 Vanbrlgh Relapse 1. ii, Ha, ha ! Your honour's
pleased to compliment. 1815 Jane Austen Emma m, ii.

274 Believe me, I never compliment. 1873 Browning Red
Cott. Nt. C. 658 A park—Yes, but a t'Anglaise, as they
compliment !

2. trans. To address or greet with formal ex-

pressions of civility, respect, or regard ; to pay
a compliment to ;

1

to soothe with acts or expres-

sions of respect* (J.); to flatter with polite and
delicate praise.

(1649-1711 see Complement v. 3. x668 Pepys Diary 6
Mar., Being complimented (MS. complemented] by every-
body with admiration, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759' I. 212
As Roman Noblemen were wont to greet, And compliment
the Rabble in the Street.] 1735 Berkeley Ereethink. in
Math. 19 Wks. III. 310 You are pleased to compliment me
with depth of thought. i8a8 D'Israeli Chas. /, III. ix. 207
The English themselves had been feasted and complimented.
1838 Emerson Addr. Wks. iBohn) II. 203 You would com-
pliment a coxcomb doing a good act, but you would not
praise an angel.

b. To compliment away : to do away with, by
compliments. To compliment (a person) into (a

state), out of (a thing): to bring into, or 'do*
out of, by compliments.
[1640 1715 see Complement v. 3 b.] 1705 Pope Let.

Wycherley 23 June, Complimenting me into a Better opinion
ofmy self than I deserve. 18*6 Southey Vind. Eccl. Angl.
360 Prelates, .complimenting away the possessions of their
sees to the crown.

C.fg.
rti704T. Brown Eng. Sat. Wks. ^1730) I. 25 Lycambes

complimented the iambicks of Archilochus. 1710 T. Fuller
Pharm. Extemp. 287 Lozengis are.. fit for delicate nice
persons, that must have their Palates complimented. 1731
Law Serious C. xxiii. (ed. a' 469 Everything that compli-
ments or flatters your abilities. 1850 Lynch Theo. Trim. v.

84 To think we compliment God's heaven by despising his
earth.

3. To congratulate formally (up)on; to felicitate.

1717 Lady NL W. Montague Lett. II. xliv. 20 She is im-
mediately complimented upon it by the others. 1863 Geo.
Eliot Romola 11. xxvi. (1880 1 I. 324 He was complimented
on his opportune service. 1884 F. M. Crawford Rom.
Singer I. 22, I complimented the boy on the great progress
he had made.

fb. Formerly also: To offer formal condo-
lence : cf. compliments of condolence, in the sb. 2 b.

?755 Johnson, Condoler, one that compliments another upon
his misfortunes [altered by Todd to * that condoles with'].

4. spec. To present (a person) with (a thing N as
a mark of courtesy ; to bestow (a degree, title,

etc.) in compliment ; to manifest courtesy by a
gift or other favour.

1 1681 Prideaux Lett. (1875) 125 Ld. Herbert [was] at the
same time, made M f

. of Arts, .the University have compli-
mented him with this degree. 1697-1732 see Complement
v. 4J. 1717 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. II. xliv. 20, I

was complimented with perfumes. 174s Fielding Jos.
Andreivs R. iv. 50 Bellarmine had complimented her with
a brilliant from his finger. 177a Johnson Lett. I. lvi. 69
They complimented me with playing the fountain, and
opening the cascade. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 600
Prince George, .fully expected to be complimented with a
seat in the royal coach.

Hence Complimenting vhL sb. and ///. a.
}

Complime ntingly adv.
[1654 Cromwell Sp. 12 Sept. (Carlyle\ Not compliment -

ingly—God knows !] 1681 Nkvile Plato Rediv. 48, I

thought you had said, Sir, that we should have done Compli-
menting. 1817 Keatinge Trav. I. 225 After due. .compli-
menting among the principal personages on each part, we
proceeded.

Complimentable, a. ff. Compliment v. +
-able.] Capable of being complimented.
1820 Examiner No. 612. 1/2 Something laudable, or at

least complimcntable. .must have been looked for.

Complimental kfmiplimcntal), a. [f. Com-
fliment sb. + -al

;
practically an altered spelling

of Complemental, after compliment.]

f 1. Of the nature of a form or ceremony
;
formal,

ceremonial. Obs.
[1637-1695 see Complemental 4.] 1686 F. Spence tr.

Vanllas' Ho. Medici 370 The seven Cardinals, .being there
under a complimental confinement. 1703 in Four C. Eng.
Lett. 142 At the distance, I see, by this complimental way
of treatment, I still am, I shall not have time enough in this
world to get to you.

2. Of the nature of a compliment or formal ex-

pression of courtesy
; expressive of or implying

compliments, arch, and dial.

[1603 1703 see Complemental 6-T « 1745 Swift Wks.
(1841) II. 237 The highest encomiums are to be looked upon
as purely complimental. 1779 J. Moore View Soc. Fr.
11789) L x. 63 Their language abounds in complimental
phrases. 1787 Burns Cotter's Sat. At. xi, The dame brings
forth in complimental mood, To grace the lad, her weel-
hain'd kebbuck. 1819 T. Hope A /tastasius II. 216
The complimental epistle.

+ b. Of persons: Given to paying compliments.
[1653 Dorothy Osborne Z.<r//.(i888) 113 We are certainly

the most Complemental! Couple in England.] a 17*0 Shef-
riELD(Dk. Buckhm.) Whs. ( 17531 II. 213 Being complimental
and cringing . . passes with many for good breeding. 1766
Fordyce Serm. Yng. Wont. (1767) II. ix. 76 It is your
smooth, cool, complimental libertines.

Hence Complimenta lity nonce-wd.
a 1797 H. Walpole Lett. H. Mann.
t Complimentally k^mplimentali), adv.

Obs. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In a complimental man-

ner ; as a matter of form
; by way of compliment.

( 1580-1697 see Complementally 3.] 1679 Everard Popish
Plot 14 Which I complimentally was .. wont to promise
them I would do. 1680 Hon. Hodge $ Ralph 22 To which
the Pope complimentally answers, a 1691 Boyle Wks.
(1744) IV, Publickly, and but too complimentally, taken
notice of. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. xviiL 117.

Complimentarily (kfmplimentarili), adv.

[f. as next + -LY.2 ] In a complimentary manner.
1847 M edwin Shelley I. 236 ' La belle France' as it has been

complimentarily styled. 1867 P. Fitzgerald 75 Brooke St.

I. 104 You must think not very complimentarily of me.

Complimentariness (k^mpHmentarines^.
rare. [?. next + -ness.] Complimentary quality.
1880 Christy Carew I. u. 73 Efforts at jocularity and

complimentariness.

Complimentary (k^mplime*ntari\tf. [f. Com-
pliment + -aby.] Expressive of, or conveying,

compliment ; of the nature of a compliment,
[1628 1657 see Complementary A. 2.) 1716 M. Davies

Ath. Brit., Hist. Oxf <y Camb. 52 Their pretended Friends
..accidental or complimentary Expressions. 1759 Hurd
Dial. i, I made complimentary verses on the great lords and
ladies of the court. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (1867)

457 That formal complimentary style, borrowed from the

Italians. 1880 L. Stephen Pope iv. 85 Pope's references

to his Sovereign were not complimentary. Mod. They have
received complimentary tickets for the entertainment,

b. Of [>ersons : Using compliment.
1880 Ouida Moths I. 179, I cannot say that she is com*

plimentary.

Complimenta*tion. rare, [see + -ATiois*.]

Making of compliments, complimenting.
1834 Beckkord Italy II. 173 After a deal of adulatory

complimentation. a 1870 Dickens Mudfog Papers (1880)

96 Professors and Members have had balls and soirees and
suppers and great mutual complimentations.

Complimentative(k^mplimentativ'),a. rare.

[f. Compliment v. + -ative.J = Complimentary.
1778 Boswell in Burke's Corr. (1844) II. 208 A singular

method of beginning a correspondence ; and in one sense,

may not be very complimentative.

Coniplinientee*. [f- as prec. + -ee.] The
person complimented.

! 1620 see Complementee 1 1876 F. Hall Eng. Adj. in

-able 1 1877) 12 The complimentce . . could not possibly hear
of his complimenter's having found out anything.

Complimenter (kpmplimenta-O. [f. as prec.

+ -er 1
; cf. Fr. complimcntcur.l One who com-

pliments ; a payer of compliments.
i
1620 1680 see Complementer. 1666 Orrery State Lett.

(i743> II. 63, I am the worst complimenter in the world.]

1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 11 III. lxl 338 My compli-
mcnters have told me so. 1754 — Grandison I iii. 13, I

both despise and fear a very high complimenter. 1876 [see

prec.]. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 30 Being to compli-

ment the Duke designed And bring the complimenter credit.

Complin, compline {kfrmplin). Forms :

o. 3 cumplie, cumpelie, 4 compli, -pleie ; &.

3 compelin, 5 comepelyn, compelyn ; 4-6
complyn, 4- complin, 7- compline (also 4-6
complene, 5 -plenne, 6 -pleyn, -playn, -pleine,

-pling)
; 7. 6-9 complines. [MIC. cumplie, a. OF*

conplie, compile, cumplie L. compteta (sc. hora)
t

in mod.K. always pi. complies. The form com-

pelin, found already in 13th c, later complin, has

not been satisfactorily explained : the suggestion

that it was an adjective form corresponding to a

L. *completinus ^cf. vespertinus), is phonetically

and analogically satisfactory, but still lacks evi-

dence. In recent times, the plural complins, after

the Kr. and L. and analogous to matins, has come
in. The final e is modern and unhistorica!.]

In Catholic ritual : The last service of the day,

completing the services of the canonical hours

;

also, the hour of that service.



COMPLISH. 731 COMPLY.
a- a izx$ Ancr. R. 22 Biuore Cumplie, o5er efter Uht-

song, siggeS Dirige. Ibid. 22 Siggeo Credo mit te Pater
Noster. .efter Cumpelie. a 1300 Cursor M. 25609 (Cott.)
At time o compli [Gcitt. complete, Fairf. complin], c 1300
Beket 2078 The Monekes songe Compli for hit was ne? Eve.

p. rti225 Ancr. R. 22 note (MS. C), Bifore Vchtsong
& et Compelin ; from ouber Compelin o3er Preciosa beo
iseid holdecS silence, a 1300 Cursor M. 16861 (Cott.), Fra
be middai to complin [?'. r. the complene]. c 1315 Shore-
ham 88 At complyn hyt was y-bore To the beryynge, That
noble corps of Jhesu Cryst. c 1386 Chaucer Parson's T.

P 312 General confession of Confiteor at masse.. and at
Complyn [v. r. Complyne, Compelyn]. c 1420 Lay-Folks
Mass-bk. 86 York Hours, At our of comepelyn, thei leiden
hymin graue. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 164 b, In
matyns, pryme, tierce, sext, none, euensonge and complyn.
1530 Palsgr. 182, Les complies . . complayn, the hour of
service that foloweth evynsong. 1782 Priestley Corrupt.
Chr. II. ix. SSI [They] only spake, .between vespers and
compline. 1832 SirW. Palmer Orig. Liturg. (1845) 1. i.

204 Compline or completorium, was the last service of the
day. .first appointed by the celebrated abbot Benedict.

Y- 1599 Minsheu Sp. Diet., Completes, complynes, a piece
of popish seruice. 1625-6 — Ductor, Completes or Com-
plines, a peece of seruice said in the euening, Euensong.
1805 South ey Modoc in W. xv, Between the complines and
the matin-bell. 1873-4 Dixon Two Queens II. XII. iii. 302
He was never missed from chapel during matins, mass, and
complines,

b. attrib.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 14 At complyn tyme, our lorde
ihesu cryst.. at euen prayed. 1513 Douglas Acneis xiiL
Prol. 35 The lark discendis from the skyis hycht Singand
hyr compling sang. 1612 Dekker If it he not good Wks.
1873 HI- 285 Sing at prime, At euen-song, and at compline
time. 1647 Crashaw Poems 178 The complin hour comes
last, to call Us to our own life's funeral. 1866 Blunt Annot.
Com. Prayer 506 This ancient Compline Psalm.

Complisant, obs. f. Complaisant.
Complise, -iss, obs. forms of Complice.
tCo*mplish, v. Obs. Forms : 4 complyssen, 5

-pl(e)yssh(en, -pleisshe, -pless^h, 5-6 -plish(e,

6 complissh. [ME. complyss-en, a. compliss- ex-

tended stem of OF. complir to fill up, fulfil,

accomplish = Pr. complir, Sp. cumplir, It. compiere,
compire, repr. (with change of conjugation) L.

complete to fill up : see Complete. In later

times perh. sometimes aphetic for Accomplish.]
1. tram. To fill up, fill.

c 1450 Merlin iv. 61 Who shall fulfille the place that is

voyde. .he that shall a-complysshe that sete must also com-
plysshe the voyde place at the table that Ioseph made.

2. To accomplish, fulfil.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 124 Yif they myhte nat complyssen
pat they coueyten. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2132 To compleys-
shen and fulfille My comaundementis, c 1450 Paper Roll
in 3rd Rep, Comm. Hist. MSS. (1872) 279/1 The deliv-

raunce of the seid Duke.. which he complessed withoute
other payements. 1526 Pilgr. Per/, (W. de W. 1531) 27 b,

Whan this mariage. .shall be complisshed and performed.
1587 Turberv. Trag. 7\(i837> 117 Tocomplishe his request.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. xi. 41 Ye. .kept [me] from complish-
ing the faith which I did owe.

Hence Co'mplishing vbl. sb.

1449 Will in Churchw. Acc. St. George's, Stamford
(Nichols 1797) 132 Mony..to be bestowed upon the com-
plishyng and endyng of the said Chirch of Stamford.

T Complishment. Obs. [a. OF. eomplisse-

ment : see prec. and -ment.] = Accomplishment,
fulfilment.

1454 'Pest. Ebor. II. 228 Mevable godes . . to be solde for
the complishment of this will. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul
1. in. xlvi, The complishment Of his behests.

t Co*mpliture. Obs. rare. [perh. ad. It. com-
plitura, C complire : see Comply.] Compliance,
conformity.
a 1624 Bp. M. Smith Serm. (1632) 133 A word is sufficient

to warne men to keepe their estate by outward compliture.

Complizant, obs. form of Complaisant.

t Comploration. Obs. rare. [a. OF. complo-
ration, ad. L. complordtion-em, f. compldrd-re : see

next.] United weeping or lamentation.
1536 Bellenden Crotu Scot. (1821) II. 417 Seing the

miserable slauchter. .thay fell in gret comploratioun.

t Complo re, v. Obs.~° [ad. L. compldrd-re,

f. com- together + plordre to bewail.] To bewail
or weep together.

1623 in Cockeram. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. Hence in
Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets.

t ComplO'Se, ppl. a. Obs. rare~ x
. [ad. L.

complos-us, pa. pple. of complod-ere to strike (the
hands) together, f. com- together + plaudhe to
beat, clap.] Clapped together, put together.
c 1420 Pallad. onHusb. ix. 117 And springes feel into oon

may be complose [L. connexe].

t ComplO'Sion. Obs. [f. L. type ^complosion-
em, n. of action f. complod-ere : see prec. and -ion.]
Concussion, clapping.
}6m Bulwer Chirol. 176 To compresse the middle-finger

with the Thumbe by their complosion producing a sound.
1715 tr. Panctrollus* Rerum Mem, II. ix. 328 Ringing of
Bells, asoftas it Thunders, for their Complosion and Beating
of the Air. 1729 Shelvocke Artillery 11. 108 Thunder is
caused by the Complosion of the Air.

Complot (Vmplpt),^. Now rare. In6-plotte.
[a. F. complot, 1 2th c. in Littre, in senses 1 crowd,
concourse, struggle*, in 16th c. 'combined plan or
design*. Of uncertain origin : see Diez and Littre\

On the surface it looks like a compound of com-

and plot ; but the latter does not occur in F. in

a suitable sense (its ordinary meaning being ' block

of wood', 14th c. in Godef.). Eng. plot in sense

of complot is of about the same age, and perh. an
abbreviation of this word.

In i6-i7th c. poetry, complo't and co'mplot are used in-

differently : Shaks. and Daniell have both. If plot was
shortened from the word, it must have been from compio't.
This is the form recognized by Johnson ; but 19th c. orthoe-
pists in general have co'mplot.]

A design of a covert nature planned in concert

;

a conspiracy, a Plot.
1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 573 The disloiall enterprises

and complots of malefactors, 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. ii. 147
To lay a complot to betray thy Foes. 1594 — Rich. Ill,
in. i. 194 Lord Hastings will not yeeld to our Complots.
1599 Harsnet Agst. Darell 12 The Devill and his agents
conspire in one Complotte against this Mighty work of
the Lord. 1600 Hevwood 2nd Pt. Ediv. IV, Wks. 1874 I.

167, I cannot brooke their vile complots. a 1734 North
Exam. in. vi. § 49 (1740) 459 Demonstrating to open View
these cursed Stratagems and Complots against the King
and his Government. 1814 Solthey Roderick xxii, Just
Heaven .. hath marr'd Their complots. 1879 Dowden
Sonthey 146 In ' dern privacie

1

a bold complot was laid.

Complot (k^mpl^rt), v. Now rare. Also 6
complote. [a. F, complot-er, f. complot : see prec]
1. intr. To combine in a plot ; to plot together.
1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tun. 531/2 They, .are com-

panions to the wicked & haue comploted with them. 1598
Rowlands Betray. Christ 19 When she [Jezebel] corn-
plotted for good Naboths ground. 1601 Holland Pliny
xxix. i, They haue complotted and sworne one to another,
for to murder all Barbarians. 1605 CamdbM Rem. (1637! 52
He assured himselfe of. .the Empire which he then com-
plotted for. 1681 H. More in Glanvill Sadducismus 10
Complotting with Sharp to murder her. 1704 E. Ward
Dissenting Hyp. 74 The Gang Complotted more than once.
a 1834 Coleridge Sonn., Stanlwpe, The train That sit com-
plottingwith rebellious pride.

2. trans. To combine in planning or plotting

(some act, usually criminal) ; to concert covertly.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. L 96 All the Treasons. .Complotted,
|

and contriued in this Land. Ibid. 1. iii. 1S9T0 plot, con-
j

triue, or complot any ill. 1607 R. Coke Charge Norwich ,

Assizes 21 There was complotted another Spanish innasion.
1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. in. 1. App. 1 1852) 344 The
Narragansett Indians had complotted the mine of the Eng-
lish. 1868 Browning Ring <$• Bk. x. 733 Craft, greed and
violence complot revenge.

Hence Complotted ppl. a., conceited.

1594 J. Dickenson Arisbns (1878)78 Complotted practises
of bloud and reuenge. 1683 E. Hooker Pre/ Pordage's
Myst, Div. 63 By their so complotted commixture.

t ComplO'tment. Obs, [f. prec. vb. + -ment.]
A plotting together

;
conspiracy, plot.

1594 Nash e Vn/ort. Trau. 8 The King .. bolted out the
whole complotment. 1608 J. King Serm. St. Marys 5 Nov.
33 Their multiplied, variated complotments against hir.
a 1624 Bp. M. Smith Serm. (16321 40 A bulwarke against
their seditious complotments. 1651 Lennard tr. Charron's
Wisd. in. iv. Vill. { 1 Faction or confederacy is a com-
plotment and association, of one against another, between
the subjects. 1700 R. Pearson Naaman Vind. 54 The
Complotment other lustful Master and the wicked Judge,

b. Secret design, plan.
1660 H. More Myst. Godl. 1. v. 13 The Divine complot-

ment was. . That the Eternal Son ofGod should be made Flesh.

Complotter (kf?mplf?-t9i). [f. prec. + -ER 1 : cf.

Fr. comploteur (16th c.).] One who joins in a
plot ; a fellow-plotter, conspirator.
1592 Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxv. (1612) 168 He By his

Complottors was pretens'te Duke Clarence sonne to be. 1630
Wadsworth Sp. Pilgr. iii. 26 Father Gerat, a complotter of
the Gunpowder Treason, a 17x8 Rowe Jane Shore iv. i.

44 Thou art. -The Patron and Complotter of her Mischiefs.
1890 Harpers Mag. June 48/1 There is . . recognized dishonor
among small complotters.

Complotting (k^mplfrtin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ing!.] The action of the verb Complot.
1607 St. Trials, Robert Dreturie (R.), The treacherous

complotting and practises of priestes. 1677 Gilpin Demonol.
(1867) 26 The. .complottings, and preparations of men in
reference to certain undertakings. 1877 Blackie Wise
Men 143 Our complotting shall not be in vain.

Complo tting, a. [see -ing2] That
complots. Hence Complottingly adv.
1682 2nd Plea Noncon/ 44 Lurking Jesuits, and com-

plotting Papists. 1847 Craig, Complottingty.

f Complusment. Obs. ? = Complishment.
a 1628 Preston Mt. Ebal (1638) 6 Ther 's a love of com-
lusment, when one lusts . . after a thing with the whole
eart.

t Complutense, a. 0^.=next.
1621 T. Bedford Sinne unto Death 2 The Complutense

Edition putteth this downe.

Complntensian (k^mpl«te-nsian), a. [f. L.
Complutensi'S pertaining to Complutum a town
in Spain, now Alcald de Henares.'] Of or be-
longing to Complutum. Complutensian Poly-
glot', the earliest complete Polyglot Bible, pub-
lished at Alcala in the early part of the 1 6th c,
at the expense of Cardinal Ximenes.
x66o Stillingfl. Iren. 11. ii. § 8 11662) 168 Following the

Complutensian copy. 1722 R. Smalbroke {title), Enquiry
into the Authority of the Primitive Complutensian Edition
of the New Testament. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 355/2
s. v. Polyglott, Of the Complutensian Polyglott 600 copies
only were printed.

II Compluvium (k^mphrvivm). Rom. Antiq.

[L. compluvium, f. complucre to flow together ^of
rain).] A square opening in the roof of the
atrium, through which fell the rain-water collected
from the roof; also the inner square court into
which the water so collected fell.

1832 Gell Potupeiana 11. xi. 2 The compluvium of the
atrium is furnished with the mouths for cisterns. 1859 F«
Mahoney Ret. Father Prout 467 Your traveller proceeded
towards the compluvium, or open, quadrangular courtyard.

Comply (
k(Tmpbi-), v. 1 Also 7 -ie. [Appears

first about 1600. In sense 1, it answers to L. com-
plere to fill up, fulfil, accomplish, Complete.
This verb became in Romanic complire, whence
It. compire, compiere, Pr. and OF. complir (see

Compush), all in the original sense. But in OCat.
complir or Sp. cumplir, the sense underwent the
development 'to fill up, make up what is want-
ing, satisfy, satisfy the requirements or forms of
courtesy ' = comply with, in sense 2 below. In this

latter sense, complire appears to have been adopted
in 16th c. Italian, by the side of the native com/ire
in the original sense ; and the It. was evidently

the immediate source of our sense 2. t^In the
same way ihe OCat. or Sp. form and sense of the
derivative sb. complimcnto, complimiento, was the

source of It. complimento, and so of the 16th c.

F. compliment, and 17th c. Eng. Compliment.)
As to ihe form of comply cf. Supply (L. sup-
pl?-re, It. suppli-re, OF. souplcy-cr (15th c. sup-

plcyer, supplier), late ME. souplJ, 15th c. supple,

sup/lie, supply. On ihe model of this, and with
the same relation of form to L. compiere, It. com-
plire, that supply bore to supplere, supplire, but
without the same antecedent history, comply ap-
pears to have come into use in the end of the
1 6th c. (OF. complir was by that time obsolete.)

In the sense-development in English there has
been a tendency to association with Ply, Fr. plicr,

L. plicare to bend, so as to make 4 bending to

the will of another' a more prominent part of the

notion : cf. csp. Compliant.]
I. fl. trans. To fulfil, accomplish. Obs. rare.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 264, I.. beg it nut To please the

pallate ofmy Appetite : Nor to comply with heat the yong
affects In my defunct and proper satisfaction. a 1634
? CHAPMAN Rev, Honour u. i, Gentle Abrahen, 1 am grieved
my power cannot comply my promise.

II. To be complaisant, accommodating, com-
pliant.

Mostly intr., const, with', to comply with is equivalent
to a transitive verb, and has the indirect passive, to be
complied with, Iiut the absolute use is also frequent,

f2. intr. 4 To use compliments, or ceremonies,
or kind offices * (Florio) ; to observe the formalities

of courtesy and politeness ; to 'do the civil or

polite' \with any one
1

' [= It. complire con alcuno,

Sp. cumplir con alguno\. Obs.
1602 Shaks. Ham. n. ii. 390 Gentlemen, you are welcom

to Elsonower : your hands, come : The appurtenance of
Welcome, is Fashion and Ceremony. Let me comply with
you in the Garbe, lest my extent to the Players . . should more
appeare like entertainment then yours. Ibid. v. ii. 195 He
did Compile with his Dugge before hee suck't it. 1628
Dicby I'oy. Medit. 69 Who related to me how nobly
Signior IJego had complyed with him. 1639 Fuller Holy
War n. xxviii. (1647) 80 Some weeks were spent in comply-
ing, entertainments, and visiting holy places.

f 3. To be complaisant with, make oneself

agreeable to (persons), in conduct or action ; to

accommodate oneself to the desires or wishes of

:

the notion of politeness often passing into that of

obsequiousness or servility. Obs.
a 1631 Donne Lett. {1651) 151 If at any time I should

chance, to fail in complying with you as duly as I ought.
1648 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 20 They will forthwith
comply in all respects to their masters the army. 1676
Etheredge Man 0/Mode in, iii, Willing to flatter and com-
ply with the Rich. 1683 R. Sheldon in Wood Li/e (1848)
252 If such a ciuility. .may bee, at any time, seruiceable to
you, I shall bee glad to comply with you.
absol. a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 49 Then we

are not to doubt how such a man would comply, and learn
the way of progression.

T b. trans. To comply away : to lose or forfeit

by complaisance. Obs.

1643 Burroughes Exp. Hosea \. (1652) 15 Many have
. .sought to comply with people so long till they have com-
plyed away all their faithfulness and conscience.

T 4. intr. To comply with : to accommodate,
suit, adapt, or conform oneself to (circumstances,

occasion, etc.). Obs.

1642 R. Carpenter Experience in. vii. 106, I doe most
humbly yeeld up my selfe, to comply with the ranke and
quality in which I am by Thy royall appointment. 1649
Cromwell Lett, lxvii. 19 July, Let me know wherein I may
comply with your occasions and mind, c 1660 Waller
Poems, To King, The rising sun complies with our weak
sight. .As tho* He knew what harm his hasty beams would
do. 1692 Locke Educ. § 120 Happy are they who meet
with civil People, who will comply with their Ignorance,
and help them to get out of it.

f b. To countenance ; to conform to (opinions
customs, etc.). Obs. (exc. as blended with 5, as

if=To fulfil the requirements of custom, etc.)
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1655 60 Stanley Hist. Pkilos. (1701) 38 'a, I pronounce
you the best of Tyrants; but to return to Athens I think

not fitting, lest I incur blame, .by returning, I shall comply
with thy actions. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704' 67 To comply
with the common and receiv'd Opinion. 1716-18 Lady M.
W. Montague Lett. I. x. 33 Even the . . Empress herself

is obliged to comply .. with these absurd fashions. 1794
Sullivan View Nat. II. 435 He., complied with all the

customs peculiar to the priesthood.

fc. absol. To conform religiously or politically.

(Cf. Complier 2 b.) Obs.

1651 Serm. Coron. Chas. If in Pkenix I. 351 Such as are

compilers, who cannot act because they have a purpose to

comply. 1654 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 157 By such things

have men lost their consciences and honours, by complying
upon such notions as these are.

6. To act in accordance with, and fulfilment of,

wishes, desires, requests, demands, conditions, or

regulations ; to fulfil the wishes or requirements

of ; to yield, accede, or consent to.

+ a. Formerly : To comply with a person.

(The construction being as in 3.) Obs.

1674 Owen Holy Spirit (1693) 82 The Reason why he
should be complied withal andoelieved in. 1764 Goldsm.
Lett. Hist. Eng. (1772) I. 85 Becket declared his repent-
ance for having complied with the king.

b. Now: To comply with a person's desires,

requests, requirements, conditions, etc. Also pre-

dicated of actions, arrangements, and the like.

(This and c are the only surviving uses.)

1650 Sir E. Nicholas in ,V. Papers (1886' I. aio How
reddy we are to comply with his desire. 17*6 Gay Fables
I, L 8 A Hare, who in a civil way, Comply d with ev'ry

thing. 1799 Med. Jml. I [. 387 It is with pleasure I comply
with your request. 1841-4 Emerson Ess, Prudence Wks.
(Bohn) I. 93 To seek health of body by complying with
physical conditions. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 171/3
Contracts . . which do not comply with the requirements of
Leeman's Act.

C. absol.

1671 Milton Samson 1408 Yet this be sure, in nothing to

comply Scandalous or forbidden in our law. 1678 Butler
Hud. III. iii. 547 He that complies against his will Is of his

own opinion still ! 1698 Tate & Brady Ps. xciii. 3 God
above can still their Noise, And make the angry- Sea com-
ply. 1856 Fkouob Hist. Eng. (18581 I. iv. 359 The clergy
with a l>ad grace complied. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv.

§ 5 (18821 202 It was only aftera long and obstinate struggle

that Edward was forced to comply.

fct To comply to : To accede, consent, or

agree to. Obs.

1670 Plot Staffordsh. Ci686i 407 To which request of the

young Princes . . the holy St. Ceadda readily complyed.
1671 Marvel Reh. Fransp. 1. 223 Many a fair declaration

..to which nevertheless the Conscience of our Church hath
not complyed. 1707 Luttrei.l Brief Ret. 11857) VI. 165
The king of Sweden . . entertained him at dinner, and com-
plied to his requests.

+ e. with infinitive. Obs.

1709 Stryie Ann, Re/. I. vii. 105 They resolved . . not to

comply to take the oath of supremacy to the Queen, nor to

renounce all foreign jurisdiction. 1710 E. Ward Brit.

Hudib. 130 Because he can't Comply 1 o pin his Faith upon
a ly. 1715 M. Davies Ath. Brit. 1. 166 Oglethorp. .the

only one of Queen Mary's Bishops that would comply to

Crown Queen Elizabeth. 17*5 Pope Odyss. x. 30 Then first

my eyes, by watchful toil opprest Comply'd to take the
balmy gifts of rest.

t 6. To agree, accord with or together. Obs.

1645 Pacitt Heresiogr. (1662) 69 The separatists do
comply in many things with the anabaptists. 1655 11.

VaUCHAM Silex Scint. in. 245 And on our hills, where health
with height complied. 1656 Cowley Davideis in 718 So
complyed Saul's Envy with her Hate. 1655 H. More
Ant id. Ath. IL iv, Such a train of Causes so fitly and con-
gruously complying together.

t b. To comply with : To ' agree with suit.

i6j6 Aii.ksbury Passion-sertn. 20 How could it comply
with Gods Sonne to be subjected to that vengeance which
was prepared for devills ! 1650 Fi ller Pisgah 11. 76 Such
movable habitations [tents] comply l>est with military men.
1662 — Worthies (18401 II. 312 The soil . well complied
with the nature of this plant. 1682 H. More Annot.
Gtanz'ills Lux O. 48 If the Preexistence of souls comply
with the Wisdom, Justice and Holiness of God.

t 7. trans. To bring into accord or accordance

;

to conform to. Obs.

1642 Fuller Holy ff Prof. St. in xix. (R. Supp.\ He is

a good time-server, that complyes his manners to the several

ages of this life, a 1649 Drumm. ok Hawth. Poems Wks.
(1711) 50/3 To my sad tears comply these notes of yours.

1683 Pettus Fleta Min. i. Ded., Whereas the Original of
Erckern's 5 Books hath no Coma's. . I have comply'd them
to our way of Orthography.

t 8. intr. To enter into agreement with
t

ally

oneself, confederate. Obs.

1646 Bock Rich. Ill, t. 9 The famous Pyrate, Thomas
Nevill, alias Faulkonbridge, Earle of Kent, with whom
complyed Sir Richard de Nevill, Earle of Warwicke. a 1655
Bp. Goodman Crt. jfas. I, 346 He went to several Catholic
ambassadors . . and began to comply with them. 1651 Ta-
tham Distr. State v. 1. Wks. (1879) 108 Agathocles . . com-
plied With th' soldiery, .to put the magistrates to death.

t 9. Of a thing : To adapt itself to, so as to

coincide in size or shape with f
to) ; to fit,

1676 Worlidce Cyder (i6pi) 141 If the Corks are steep'd

in scalding Water, .they will comply better with the Mouth
of the Bottle. 1703 Moxon Mecn. Exerc. 40 You must file

away your Work, .till the whole side be wrought to comply
with the adjoining side of the Square. Ibid. 181 A thick

String, .will not comply closely to a piece of Work of small
Diameter. 1704 Swift Batt, Bks., His crooked Leg, and

hump Shoulder, which his Boot and Armour . . were forced
to comply with, and expose. 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist.
(17 141 I. 13 This oblig'd the Jews to make their Year comply
with the Solar Year, by Intercalations as above-said.

T 10. To comply with : see quot. Obs. rare.

r X730 W. Gibson Farriers Dispens. 1. i. (1734) 35 Tistoo
costly a Medicine for Horses of small value, but to those of
a high Price, it may be complied with to extraordinary good
purpose in the Manege.

t Comply, v. 2 Obs. rare. [app. f. L. eomplieare

;

cf. apply, repr. L. applicdre, etc.]

1. trans. To compose by intertcxture.

<rx6n Chapman Iliad xxiv. 44 All his nerves being
naturally complied Of eminent strength.

2. To enfold, embrace.
1648 Herrick Hesper.,Appar.ofMistr. 40 Ovid, by Whom

faire Corinna sits, and doth comply With yvorie wrists his

laureat head. Ibid., Oberon's Pal. 98 A rug of carded wooll
..seem'd to Comply, Cloud-like, the daintie Dei tie.

Complyance, -ant, -er : see Compli-.

Complying (k£mpbi'in\ vbl. sb. [f. Comply
v.i + -IMG The action of the vb. Comply.
1639 [see Comply 1 2]. Mod. His complying did him no

credit.

Complying, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
]

That complies.

+ 1. Accordant, agreeing, consistent. Obs.
1646 Sir T. Rrownf. Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 187 We cannot dis-

cover a distinct and complying account, for we finde not that
Horses, Buls, or Mules, are generally stronger on this side.

2. Yieldingor disposed to yield to the wishes of an-

other, to influence, etc.
;
compliant

;
complaisant.

1667 Flavel Saint Indeed (1754) 6 His complying will

[becomes] full of rebellion and stubbornness. 1670 Baxter
Cure Ch. Div. Pref. n. § 6 He is a lukewarm temporizing
complying man-pleaser. 1709 Swift Adv. Relig., A pru-
dent, complying, affectionate wife. 1798 W. Tooke Life
Cath. II, III. 425 An eloquent, complying, and ambitious
man. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 19 The Commons
were in a less complying mood.

+ 3. Physically yielding
;
pliant. Obs.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. iv. 16 Considerable
effects, .upon so complying a substance.

Hence Complyingly adv., compliantly.
1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (16551 77 Tha Parliament

seemed, .as complyingly disposed as could be wished.

Comply-ment, obs. f. Compliment, sb.

Complyn, obs. f. CoMPLnr.
Complyss^en, -yssh^e n, var. ff. Complish.
CompO (kpmpo), a shortened form of the words

composition, composite, in technical or vulgar use.

1. = Composition 20, stucco, cement. Carvers'
1

compo: a mixture of whiting, resin, and glue, used
instead of plaster of Paris for wall and cornice

ornamentation. Also attrib.

1813 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 390 Compo, or Compos
..implies the materials with which Roman or any otner
similar cement is composed. 1841 Lytton A7. ff Morn. XL.

v, Beneath a compo portico, .which adorned the physician's
door, i860 All Y. Round No. 53. 60 A vulgar compo para-
pet and cast-iron railing. 1881 Mechanic §1375 The coat-
ing of compo or stucco with which a wall is covered.

2. A metallic composition for ornaments, etc.

1879 C. Hibbs yeivellery in CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV.
308 1 Honest brass, dignified sometimes with more high
sounding names, and technically known as 'compo'.

3. The composition used for making printers*

inking-rollers.

4. a. A composition paid by a debtor, b. * The
monthly portion of wages paid to a ship's com-
pany* (Adm. Smyth Sailor j IVord-bk.).

5. attrib. = Composite 6 b.

1878 F. Williams Midi. Raihv. 666 The compo bogie
carriages of Mr. Clayton.

Hence Compo v. trans. , to cover with ' compo *

(sense 1).

1809 Europ. Mag. LV. ai Persons may have the front of
their houses compo'd.
Compodor\e, var. of Comprador.
t Compo'litize, v. Obs. nonee-wd. trans. To

combine in citizenship.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler aa To compolitize such a multi-
motwirous maufrey of heteroclytes.

1 Compo nderate, v. Obs. [f. rare L. compon-
derdre.] intr. To weigh or be weighed together.
1609 T. Hiogons in T. Morton Answ. Higgons 4 The one

may componderate with the other. 16*3 inCocKERAM.

T Compone, v. Obs. [ad. L. compdntre to

put together, compose, settle, etc., f. com- to-

gether + pdn?re {:—posnere) to place, put. In
early use, perh. sometimes to be referred to OF.
eompondre, pr. pple. componant

t whence compoune,
Compound. It continued to be used, esp. in

Scotland, in senses regularly taken up by Com-
pound and Compohe ; cf. the analogous Sc. depone,

propone, repone, etc., also the literary postpone.]

1. trans. To make up (of parts) ; to compose.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. in. i. (Tollern. MS.\ His

parties of be whiche he is made and componed [compositus
est]. 1562 Leigh Armorie (1597) 11 Of so bright a hewe,
being componed : for it is made of two bright colours, which
is Redde and Yellowe. 1839-48 Bailey Festus xix. 61/2
Whose soul's componed Of diverse powers and passions,

2. To make up or compose rhetorically.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 138 How Tultius his rhetorique
Componeth.

3. To put together, assemble.
1613 M. Ridley Magn. Bodies 2 This stone will attract,

hold, disperse, and compone like a little earth other lesse
Magnets.

4. To compose or settle (differences, troubles,

etc.) ; to put in order, adjust.
s5»3 Wolsey in Fiddes Life ii. ^726^ 69 Thereby to com-

pone and order their great Causes and Affairs, 1541 St.
Papers Hen. VIII, I. 669 Some difference . . whiche he
trusted shulde be nowe well pacified, and shortelie com-
poned. a 1555 Bp. Gardiner in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 146 II.
200 The Kynges Majestic hath, by the inspyracyon of the
holy Ghost, componed all maters of Religion. 1596 Dal-
rymple tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. 11. (1887) 13a Quhen al things
in yrland war weil componed.

b. To compose oneself, one's gesture, etc.

1591 Bruce ii Serm. S ij a (Jam.), To compone thy ges-
ture, and refraine thy tongue.

5. intr. To make an arrangement, settlement, or
bargain ; to compound with debtors or offenders.
1478 Paston Lett. III. 317 If ye myght compone with hym

or he wyst what the valew wer, it wer the better. 1538
Leland Itin. V. 93 The Menne of the Wichis compontd
with the Abbay that ther should be no Salt made. 1582 8
Hist. Jas. VI (1804) 239 He hade his interpreters, quha
componit with all pairties according to his awin directioun.

8. To make composition (for a debt, offence, or
privilege) ; to compound.
c 1460 Henryson Mot. Fables, Tale ofDog ta6 Slave sail

he be, or with the Juge compone. c 1565 Lindesay (Pit-

scottie) Chron. Scot. (1814' I. ao He [the Governor] com-
pelled thame to compone for thamselfis. a 1639 Spottiswood
Hist. Ch. Scot. v. (1677) 373 People of all sorts being forced
to compone and redeem themselves. 1645 Bam. i if Lett.
1 1 841) II. 320 Ifwe be not willing to compone in what tearms,
both for religion and state, they please.

Compone, compony, a. Her. [a. OF. com-
pontic, also couponne, coponni, copenS in same
sense. Variously referred to L. compdntre, and
OF. copon, coupon piece, portion, splinter.] Com-
posed of a row of squares of two alternate tinc-

tures ; called also gobonated.
157a Bossewell Armorie 11. 35 With a Batune componie

d'Argent and Gules. 1661 NIorgan Sph. Gentry 1. i. 7
Those fields that are bordered about .. having only two
tracks of checkeres, are called Compone. 1766 Porny Her.
Gloss., Company, a Word applied to a Bordure, Pale, Bend,
or other ordinary, made up of squares of alternate metals
and Colors. 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. $ Pop. xv. 5 ai
(ed. 31 ais A bordure compone'e or and az.

+ CompO'ned, ///• a. Obs. In Sc. compo nit.

[f. Compone v. + -ED 1
.] a. Compounded, com-

pound; b. Composed, settled, orderly; C. Col-
located, associated ; d. I/er. = Compon&
15*1 J. Vavs Rudim. Grant. Dd liij 6 (Jam.), Ane sympil,

and ane componit, and ane decomponit 15*8 Paynel
Saleme's Regim. Fijb, There is a diuersite in an egge
touchynge his componde partis, .yolke. .white. 1536 Bkl-
lenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 129 Al pepill that is componit
and honest. 16x0 Gi'ii.lim Her. (1679' 19/1 He beareth
Azure, a Bordure counter-componed, Or and Gules; which
is. .compounded of these two colours counterly placed. [1706
in Phillips; and in later Diets.]

Compo'nency. rare. [f. Component : see

-ency.J Component quality ; composition.
1750 Warburton Julian 11. iii. Wks. 1811 VIII. 135 The

componencyof that lightning which produces such an effect.

1856 Rvskis Mod. Paint. III. iv. x.
fi
21 Kidding us of the

old fallacies and componencies.

Component ,k^mpju-nent\ a. and sb. [ad. L.

component-em, pr. pple. of companere to compose.]
A. adj. Composing, constituting, making up,

constituent.

1664 Power Exfl. Philos. 1. 57 Camphire . . spends itself by
continually efHuvtating its own Component Particles. 1775
T. Sheridan Art Rea/iing 103 Words, as distinguished from
their component letters or syllables. 1814 Southey Roderick
xxiii, Thy component dust. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 4 The se-

paration of government into its two component parts, Legis-
lature and the Executive. 1871 Lockyrr Etem. Astron.
xlviii, The brilliancy of the component stars is nearly equal.

B. sb. fL I One who makes composition ; a
compounder. Obs.

1563 Bi\ Grindal in Abp. Parker's Corresp. (1853) 196 If,

because the Queen's Majesty . . pardoned the components,
that sum be now cast into the arrearages,

2. A constituent element or part.

Logically applicable only in plural to the whole of the
elements or parts of a compound body ; but in practice each
element is called a component.
1645 Digby O/ Man's Soul x. $ 10 Single apprehen-

sions [beingj *he components of judgments. 1755 Johnson
Pre/. Eng. Diet., Compounded or double words [which]
obtain a signification different from that which the com-
ponents have in their simple state. 1836 Lytton Athens
(1837) ' 461 Revenge made a great component of his

..character, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. v. 38 The red com-
ponent of this light is, as it were, abstracted from it.

Compone'ntal, a. [f, prec. + -al.] Of or

pertaining to components.
1874 Lewes Probl. Life ff M. I. 08 All quantitative rela-

tions are componental ; all qualitative relations elemental.

Compong: see Compound sb.*

T Componist. Obs. [ad. med.L. compdnista, f.

componere to compose : see -ist. So G. componist.l

A musical composer.
1609 Dowland Omith. Microl. ai Not to be vsed in any

plaine Song, yet worthy to be knowne by componists.

Componit, Sc. f. Componed, Obs.
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+ Componrtion. Sc. Obs. = Composition-.

1491 Acta Audit* 152 (Jam.) The said George lord Setoun
had . . maid componitioune for the gudis spuilyeit.

t Componitour. Sir, Obs. [f. Compone 7'.]

— Composer (of quarrels' ; Compounder.
1493 A eta A udit. 1 76 (

Jam.) Jugis, arbitouris, arbitratouris,

& amiable componitouris, equally chosin betuix the saidis

partiis. 1535 Sc. A cts fas. V (1814) 345 It sail nocht be
lesum to the thesaurare and componitouris. .to compone or

fyne . . with the brekaris of the saidis actis for lesse than, etc.

Compony : see Compone.

f Compo-pe. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Com- + Pope.]

A fellow-pope, a colleague in the papal office.

1659 Baxter Key Cath. xviii. 77 One [pope]. . being midis
literarum was fain to get another compope to say his offices.

Comport (k^mpoo-Jt), v. [ad. L. comportd-re

to carry together, and F. comport-er to endure,

bear, suffer, conduct (oneself), behave : the L. f.

com- 4-portdre to carry.]

f L trans. To bear, endure ; to tolerate. Obs.

1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 175 We that ar stark

(sayes the apostle) man comport the imbecillitie ofthe waiker.

1597 Daniel Civ. IVares 1. lxx, The malecontented sort,

That, .never can the present state comport, a 1619 — Coll.

Hist, Eng. (1626) 129 A Queene Dowager of England.,
could not comport a superior so neare her doore. 1667 G,
Digbv Elvira II. in Hazl. Dodsley XV. 25 How does that

noble beauty. .Comport her servile metamorphosis? 1716
M. Davif.s A then. Brit. ill. Pallas Angl 31 Whose Neces-
sities they are oftentimes as far from. .Hearing or Comport-
ing. 1818 Colebrooke Oblig. Contracts I. 70 Words
taken in a sense which they comport.

f b. To bear, suffer, allow, permit that. Obs.
1616 Brent Xx.Sarpi's Hist. Council Trent (1676) 662 The

time did not comport that the course of divine matters ..

should be hindred by humane contentions. 1646 F. Haw-
kins Youth's Behav. iii. § 2(1663) *4 Amongst them the cus-

tome doth comport in certain places that they Thou one
another more freely.

f 2. intr. To comport with : to bear with, put up
with, tolerate, endure, suffer. Obs.

1565 Sir W. Cecil in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 172 II. 296 She
..prayeth hir Ma'f here to comport with hir untill she will

send on of hirs hyther. a 1661 Fuller Worthies n. 9 Being
unable to comport with his Oppression. 1679 in Gutch
Coll. Cur. I. 274 If the University of Oxford, .were to com-
port with the privileges granted before to the King's Printers.

1697 R. Peirce Bath Mem. r. xi. 242 She needed Doth drink-
ing, bathing, and pumping, but had not Strength to comport
with either. 1851 Carlyle Sterling in. v. 118721 214 The
family, .could at any rate comport with no long absence.

+ b. refi. in same sense. Obs. rare.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. nr. i. § 2 Many. . Bishops . . unable
to Comport themselves with his harshness . . quitted their

preferments.

3. refl. To conduct or behave oneself ; to act in

a particular manner, to behave. Also trans/,

1616 Lane Sor.'s TaleXL 53 How thwhole court of knightes
gann them comport in glorious wellcoms. 1669 Woodhead
St. Teresa 11. iii. 20 He comported himself with extra-

ordinary courage. 1830 Herschel Stud. Not. Phil. 314
The heat which accompanies the sun's rays comports itself,

in all respects, like light. 1858 .[as. Martineau Stud.
Christianity 221 It would be curious to know how the

Christians comported themselves when the priest of the
Sun became monarch of the world.

f4. intr. (for refl.) To behave. Obs.
1616 Lane Sqr.'s Tale XL 233 Wheare they with goodliest

complementes comported. 1663 R. Hawkins Youths Behav.
100 Comport, to compose the gesture. 1673 Rules 0/Civility
hi. 86 How we are to Comport in our Congratulations and
Condolements with great Persons. (11734 North Liv€S{i%v6)
III. 371, 1 cannot say how he would have comported under it.

f b. To comport with : to deal with, treat. Obs.

1675 tr. MachiavellCs Prince xv.Wks. 219 In what manner
a prince ought to comport with his subjects. 1689 Dial,
betiv. Timothy $ Titus 11 Now how do you Comport with
it in your Practice ?

5. intr. Ty comport with : to agree with, accord

with ; to suit, befit.

1589 R. Bruce Exhort. 2 Tim. ii. (Wodrowl 375 Sik a
meaning as the words may bear, and as their signification

may comport with. 1603 Daniel Dcf Rhime (1717) 31 A
Tragedy would indeed best comport with a Blank Verse.
1685 Evelyn Mrs. Godolphin, How her detachment from
Royall servitude would comport with her. 1734 Watts
Reliq. fuv. (1789) 214 They do all that nature and art can do
to comport with his will. 1884 Speedy Sport xvi. 288 Such
wholesale slaughter does not comport with our opinion as
to what really constitutes sport.

f 6. trans. ? To befit, or ?to bear upon. Obs. rare.

1604 Drayton Moses 1, What respects he the negociating
Matters comporting emperie and state?

1 7. lit. To carry or bring together, collect.

Obs. rare.
<i 1641 Bp. Mqvktagv Acts $ Mon. 40 The materialls were

comported from the Gentiles, a 1660 [see Comportation].

T 8- To comport the pike : to carry it grasped
near the middle and pressed to the right side of the
body, with the point raised. Obs.
See description and figure in Pistofilo, Oplomachia (16211,

where this ' modo ' is said to be new, and practised by some
French captains, particularly those of the King's Guard;
also in Alfieri LaPicca (1641) 16 'Come porti la picca il

capitano.' (In neither of these is any particular name ap-
plied to this 'modo'.) The mode of coming to the 'com-
port ' is fully described in The Perfection ofMilitary Dis-
cipline after Newest Methods (1690) p. 24.
1635-43 Barriffe Mil. Discip. cxiii. (16611 150 Comporting

your Half-pikes martching, is to be understood, when you
martch under Trees, or some such place where they cannot
be ordered or advanced. 1634 Peacham Compl. Gent. (t66i)

Vol. II.

299 Postures for the Pike. 1151 Shoulder. fi6i Port your Pikes.

117) Comport your Pikes. (18) Order your Pikes. 1650 R.
Elton Art Milit. viii. (1668) 6 The comporting of the Pike
is only useful to the souldier marching up a hill ; for if then

he should be shouldered, the butt-end of the Pike would
always be touching of the ground. 1688

J.
S.Art of War 7

Captains and Lieutenants are to carry their pikes comported.

t Comport (kf7mpo«\it), sbA Obs. [a. obs. F.

comport, 1. comporter to Comport. But in sense 1

taken immediately from the Eng. verb.]

1. The action or position of comporting a pike :

see Comport v. 8.

1635 Barriffe Mil. Discip. ii. 11643* 9 From Comport,
Cheeke, or Traile. 1650 R. Elton Art Milit. i. iii, From
the Comport charge to the Front, Right, Left, Reer. 1690
Perfection Milit. Discip. 24.

2. Behaviour, comportment.
1660 Jfh. Taylor Worthy Commitn. Introd. n Our com-

port and conversation in and after it [the Holy Commu-
nion], a 1700 Dryden Fables, Ceyx <y Alcyone 41, I know
them well, and mark'd their rude comport.

CO'mport, sb.2 [app. a corrupt spelling of com-

pote, short for compote-dish, or for compolier.'] A
dessert dish raised upon a stem or support.
1881 Porcelain Whs., Worcester 7 Comports for dessert

services. 1883 Daily A'eics 18 Dec. 3/7 The dessert service

of Crown Derby china which is to be presented to Mr.
Gladstone consists of 26 pieces— 18 plates and eight com-
ports.

t CompO'rtable, Obs. [f. Comport v. +
-ABLE.]

1. Capable of being borne or endured
;
tolerable,

bearable.

1599 Minshf.u Sp. Diet., Comportable, tolerable, comport-
able, to be borne withal!. 1636 Featly Clavis Myst. xxxiii.

464 To prove that. .Religions differing in substantial! points

are comportable in the same kingdome. 1665 J. Mall Offer
F. Help iii, Expected evils are the more comportable. a 1693
Urouhart Rabelais ill. xxxviii. 319 Comportable fool.

2. ? Accordant, consistent.

1624 Wotton Elcm. Archit. (J.), Casting the rules and
cautions of this art into some comportable method.

Hence CompoTtableness, endurableness.
1642 Cousid. Duties Prince A> People 18 In every one of

them the comportablenes.se and stability depended onely on
the well regulating of the Soveraigne power.

f Comportance. Obs. [f. Comports. + -ance.]

1. Carriage, bearing, behaviour, manner of con-

ducting oneself; (esp. in a favourable sense).

1590 Spenser /''. Q. 11. i. 29 Goodly comportaunce each to

other beare, And entertaine themselves with court'sies meet.

1630 Lane Sqr.'s Tale p. 144 note, Now Orbell . . him bore
with such substancial comportance. 1644 J. Goodwin Inuoc.
Triumph. To Rdr. 1 A man of no benevolous or friendly

comportance with those, to whom he. .speaketh.

2. Agreement, accordance
;
compliance.

1648 J. Goodwin Right ty Might 41 Calvin's apprehensions
are of best comportance with the words, a 1665 — Filled
w. Spirit (1867) 265 The word signifieth, let your yielding-

ness,or comportance and compliance, be known unto all men.

I Comporta tion. Obs. [ad. L. comportation -

em, n. of action f. comporldre: see Comport and
-ation.] The action of bringing together or col-

lecting ; concr. a collection.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter iii. 2 The evangelical hand
of comportation. 1655 Bp. Richardson O. T. 303 (T.) A
collection and comportation of Agur's wise sayings, a 1660
Wharton Fasts Fest. Wks. (1683) 11 The Feast of Com-
port[at]ion of Wood . . in memory of the wood comported, or
brought for perpetual Nourishment of the Holy Fire.

Comporter (k^mpoeutai). [f. Com- + Porter.]
(See quot., and Fellowship.)
1885 Morn. Post 22 Dec. 3/1 The plaintiff . . was a fellow-

ship porter, and. .applied to be . . a comporter, which was a
superior rank in that body.

f Compor'tioner. Obs. [f. Com- + Portioner.]

One of a number who share together ; — Com-
parcioner.
1609 Skene Reg. MaJ. 28 Gif ane heretage . . perteines to

divers and sundrie heires, as comportioners thereof. 1706
tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. 16th c. II. iv. xx. 359 In all Cathe-
dral Churches, every Canon or Comportioner shall be obliged
to be in a certain order, either Priest, Deacon, or Sub-
deacon.

Comportment (k^mpoautment). Now rare.

[a. F. comportement bearing, behaviour, f. com-
porter : see -ment.]

1. Personal bearing, carriage, demeanour, deport-

ment ; behaviour, outward conduct, course ofaction,

f Formerly also inp/., Proceedings, conduct.

1599 Sandys Europae Spec. 152 Urban VIII . . very mag-
nificall and ceremoniall in his outward comportment. 1605
Camden Rem. 213 Whosoever will . . consider the comport-
ment of the English Nation. 1631 Weever Anc. Fit*. Mon.
157 The better to maintaine their high state and comporte-
ment. 1647 Clarendon Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727) 468 He
will, .make his comportment fuller of decency and majesty.
1650 Howell Masaniellox. 126 The causes of his tyrannicall

comportments. 1756 W. Toldervy Tivo Orphans I. 96 His
Christian and religious comportment in his sickness,

t b. So C. of oneself, of one's body. Obs.

1657 Divine Loz'er 16 Exacter obseruance of our Regular
Discipline, and other good externe comportment of our*
selues. 1663 Cowley The College, A graceful comportment
of their bodies.

T e. Dealing with a person. Obs.

1697 J. Serjeant Solid Philos. 272 A Summary of our
Comportment with all others of our own kind, a 1734
North Lives (1826) II. v. 152 A due account of his nearer
comportment with his Majesty upon the subject of the new

I methods. 1736 Carte Ormonde II. 25 As to his comport-
: ment with Clanricarde Taaffe and the Irish.

d. Of a thing : ' Behaviour*, manner of com-
porting itself (under specified conditions).

1845 Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II. xiii. 137 Its comportment
I

before the blowpipe.

f 2. ? Something officially carried or borne. Obs.
1631 Weever Amc. Fun. Mon. 487 The Pastorall Staffe..

[

being their onely comportment.

fo. Accordance, consistent action. Obs. rare.

1675 Howe Living Temple Wks. (1834) 99a, The whole
course of Divine dispensation . . imports a steady Comport-
ment with this necessity.

t CompO'Sable, a. Obs. rare— K [f. Compos?:
v. + -able.] Adapted for composition.
1623 Lisle /Elfric on O. N. T. To Rdr. 35 Our Saxon

Ancestors, .had a very significant and coinposable tongue.

t Compo'Sal. Obs. [f. Compose + -a i, : cf. dis-

posal, proposal.] The action of composing.
c 1630 Jackson Creed iv. vi. Wks. III. 68 Practise or right

composal of affections being the end . .of all moral discipline.

1672-5 Comber Comp. Temple Pref. 1 1702 1 8 Charity. . which
guided his hand in the composal of these lines. 1700 W.
King Transactioneer Pref. 2 What time can there be re-

quired for the Composal of such?

CompO'Sant a. and sb. Math. ? Obs. [a. F.

composant in same sense.] Entering into composi-
tion with other forces ; a component, constituent.
1828 Hi tton Course Math. II. 142 The name resultant is

given to a force which is equivalent to two or more forces

acting at once upon a point, or upon a body ; the-^e separate
forces being named constituents or composants.

Co mposant 2
, COmOZant. Also 8 comazant.

A corruption of Corposant [l'g. corpo santo * holy

body', from its resemblance to an aureole or

I

nimbus], the electrical phenomenon known also

as St. Elmo's Fire.

1749 Waddell in Phil. Trans. XLVI. tii A very hard
Storm of Wind, attended with Thunder and Lightning ..

and sundry very large Comazants tas we call them) over-

head, .some of which settled on the spin ties at the Topmast
heads, which burnt like very large Torches. 1751 Franklin

Wks, 1840 V. 224. 1753 Phil. Trans. XLVHI. 213
We have heard all our lives of St. Helmo's fire, .and of the
comazants of our mariners. 1881 W. C. Russell Ocean
F'ree Lance I. v. 208 There's the first composant I have
seen this cruise. 1889 Daily News 30 Nov. 5 2 St. Elmo's
fire, a form of electrical discharge which is more familiar to

sailors under the name of comozants.

Compose vkjjmpJ'i'z),^. [a. F. composc-r
[
1 2th c.

I

in Eittre), f. com- together +poser to place, put

down :—Romanic posare = \zite L. pausare to cease,

I liedown, laydown, etc. : see Pose, Repossk. Through
I form-association with inflexions of E. pdncrc, postii,

pa. pple. position, postum, It. posto, OF. post, pos,

I and contact of sense, this -poser came to be treated

: as a synonym of OF. -pondre, and finally took its

place in the compounds, so that composer to com-

pose is now used instead of compondre to compone,

\

compound, and naturally associated with compositor,

composition, compost, etc., witli which it has no

;

connexion in origin.]

I. To put together, make up.

+ 1. trans. To make by putting together parts or

elements : to make up, form, frame, fashion, con-

struct, produce. Obs. exc. in the special senses

below.
1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. xiii. 39 He [God] is the very Astro-

nomyer . . as he hym self that composed astronomye. 1485
— Chas. Gi. 12 He dyd compose & do edyfye a cyte. 1599
Thynne Ani?nadv. U865I 35 England had .. the arte to

compose suche kynde of delicate Cloothe of golde, as Eu-
rope had not the lyke. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. v. ii. 170

His I Vlme : Were it a Caske compos'd by Vulcan's skill,

My Sword should bite it. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Neiv Invent.

127 The Art of. .composing a Ship, not out of one but several

thousand pieces of Wood and Iron. 1788 Reid Aristotle's

Log. i. § 1. 2 He [Aristotle] was the first we know, says

Strabo, who composed a library.

f b. To fashion, frame
v
the human body, etc.)

;

esp. in comp. as well-composed, well put together,

well-built. Obs.

1490 Caxton Eneydos ii. 15 His sone yolus. .was soo fayr

and so welle composed. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. ii. 21

Franke Nature rather curious then in hast Hath well com-
pos'd thee. 1633 Hp. Hall Hard Texts, Cant. vii. 4 Thy
nose .. is perfectly composed, and featured. 1646 Sir T.

Browne Pseud. Ep. IV, vi. 195 Callipygse and women largely

composed behinde. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. in. 1676

D'Urfey Mad. Fickle III. iii, So handsome, so well com-
pos'd a man.

f 2. To compound or mix (with). Obs.

1475 Caxton Jason 52 Beuurages and drynkes sumptuous
composed with spices.

3. Predicated of the elements ; To constitute,

make up ; to be the constituents or material of.

This construction seems to have come in as 1 became
obsolete.

1665 R. Boyle Occas. Refl. IV. xii. (1675) 240 Now that

the sun has. .elevated this Water in the form of Vapours .

.

we see it Composes a Cloud. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 483 Nor
did Israel scape Th infection wnen their borrow'd Gold
compos'd The Calf in Oreb. 1692 Dryden St. Evremont's
Ess. 126 Insinuations, complaisance, and all those curious

measures which compose the Art of winning hearts. 1732
Pope Ess. Man 1. u 24 See worlds on worlds compose one
universe. *743 Fielding J. Wild 1. v, The same endow-
ments have often composed the statesman and the Prig.

1799 Scot I. Described (ed. 2) 15 Granite, schistus, sand-

93



COMPOSE. 734 COMPOSED.
stone, .usually compose the strata of its rocks. 1875 Bfyce
Holy Rom. Km/, viii. (ed. 5) 122 The five or six great tribes

or tribe-leagues which composed the German nation.

4. pass. To be made up, formed, compounded

of (a material, or constituent elements) ; to be

constituted ; to consist of
Originally, and still in form, the passive of 1, the agent

being left unexpressed. But now, practically, the passive of

3 : the persons ivho compose a crowd are those of-whom the
crowd is composed.
1541 K. Copland Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg., The bladder

. .is composed of pannycles. 1509 Shaks. Much Ado v. i.

257 He is compos'd and fram'd of treacherie. 164a R. Car-
penter Experiefice 11. xi, 208 Every man is composed of a
man and a beast, a 1713 Sprat fJ.t, Zeal ought to be com-
posed of the highest degrees of all pious affections, a 1774
Goldsm. Exper. Philos. (17761 I. 18 Every part of nature is

composed from similar materials. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev.
Wks. V. 91 If an assembly is viciously or feebly composed in

a very great part of it. 1856 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inc. I.

iv. in The spinal chord is composed of the same materials
as the brain. 1857 Buckle CiviUz. I. xii. 657 A government
composed of princes and bishops. 1875 Jevons Money (1878)

44 The first British currency was composed of tin.

5. spec. To construct (in words) ; to make or

produce in literary form, to write as author.
Formerly often = compile \ now chiefly restricted to poetry,

essays, or the like, in which original literary workmanship is

the predominant feature. Write is commonly used of any
treatise of which narrative, description, or discussion is the
main purpose ; but it is a lighter substitute for compose,
even in reference to finished works of literary art.

1483 Caxton Cato 3 A short and prouffitable doctryne .

.

the which is taken and composed upon the said book of
Cathon. 1489 — Faytes ofA. 1. i. 3 Whiche he had com-
posed and made in a boke. 1599 THYMUS Animadv. (1865)
69 The Letter of Cupide, and the ballade, .whiche Chaucer
never composed. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. in. xxxvi. 225
Poets . . that composed Hymnes and other sorts of Poems.
1667 Primatt {title), The City and County Purchaser and
Builder. Composed by S. P. Gent. 17M Sewell Hist.
Quakers ^ 1 795 > I- P-iv > I was induced to compose an history.

1814 Wordsw. Pre/. Excursion, A determination to com-
pose a philosophical poem. 1831 Southev Penins. War
III. 556 The printed authorities from which the present
history has been composed. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist.Sk.
I. 262 In the last year of his life he (Cicero] composed at

least eight of his philosophical works,

b. absol.

1601 B. Jonson Poetaster in. i, Yonder's Horace. .1 think
he l>e composing as he goes in the street. 1766 Johnson in

fiosiucll Feb., When composing, I have generally had them
[verses] in my mind, perhaps fiftyat a time, walking up and
down in my room : and then I have written them down.
18 . . Ckabbe (O.J, Follow your calling, think the Muses foes

Nor lean upon the pestle and compose. 1818 Parr H 'ks. (1828*

VIII. 646 It ts always easier to criticize than to compose.

1869 J. E. T. Rogers Pre/. A. Smith's W. N, 25 It is said

that he composed with difficulty, and always with the ser-

vices of an amanuensis.

6. Music. To invent and put into proper form.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 182 Being inioyned to make a
song, [hej wil do it so simplie as one would thinke a scholler

of one yeares practise might easily compose a better. 1706
Farquhar Recr. Officer Epil. This piece of music .. was
composed by a famous Italian master. 1795 Mason Ch.
Mus. ii. 93 note, King Henry composed a Motett beginning
Quam Pulchra es. 188* Shorthouse J. Inglesan* xxii,

He composed pieces for a single voice with accompaniment
for Violins.

b. To set to music ; to write music to.

[1661 z Pepvs Diary 11 Feb., At night begun to compose
songs, and begin with ' Gaze not on swans 'j. 1691 Drvden
Albion ff Alb. Pref., The English . . are not . . so musical as
the French, yet they have been pleas'd already with the
Tempest [an opera], and some Pieces that follow'd, which
were neither much better written, nor so well compos'd as
this. 1841 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Lt/e(iBjg) II. i. 22 In the
wish to find something Italian to compose. 1878 A. Rofee
Handbk. Shaks. Mus. 27 These four lines of Hamlet have
been composed by Mr. M. P. King in the form of the un-
accompanied glee for three voices.

C. absol.

1694 W. Holder Harmony (1731) 60 Not intending to
treat of Composing. 1849 Marryat Valerie xi, He is very
talented, very musical, composes well. 1863 Ouseley in

Guardian 18 Nov. 1082/2 Now it became for the first time
possible to compose in the true sense of that term. No
longer was music simply an enhancing adjunct to words.

7. Print. To put together (types') so as to form
words and blocks of words ; to set up (type) ; to

set up (an article, a page) in type ; also absol.

1637 Decree 0/Star Chamb. § 24 If any person . . that is

not allowed Printer .. shall worke at any such Pressc, or

Set, or Compose any Letters to bee wrought by any such
Presse. 1708 Hearne Collect. 11 Apr. II. 102 They had
15 shillings per sheet for composing Pliny's Epistles. 1711
R. Proct. 11 June in Lond. Gaz. No. 5963/1 An Assistant

to. .Nathaniel Mist in composing for the Press. 1791 Bos-
well Johnson an. 1784, The compositor was Mr. Manning.

.

who had composed about one half of his ' Dictionary '. 1882

Blades Caxton 108 The author procured, .a fount of their

Caxton types in pure lead, and composed a page of Caxton's
' Chess Book '.

8. To put together (parts or elements) so as to

make up a whole ; spec, in artistic use, To arrange

artistically the elements of a landscape or painting.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) Where matter was

put into those Figures by God . . at last he reduced it to order,

each being conjoined to one another and composed in due
Proportion. 1659 T. Willsford Archit. 37 Panes of glass
(composed in Diamond cut). 178s Gilpin Wye (1789) 59
Shrubs artfully composed may have their elegance and
beauty. 1828 Steuart Planters G. 298 With . . taste and
judgment, Bushes and stools of Copse-wood may be thus
composed .. naturally and beautifully. 1849 Kuskin Sev.

1 Lamps iy. § 26. 115 Symmetry without proportion is not
composition. To compose is to arrange unequal things.

b. intr. (for reft.) To enter into composition
;

to admit of artistic grouping.
1828 Elmes Metr. Improv. 45 The house, .composes well

with the adjoining mansions and small plantations.

c. trans. To construct artistically. (Cf. 5, 6.)
1663 [see Composing vbl. sb.\ 1845 Stocqlei er Handbk.

Brit, India 11854* 149 The plan was not copied from any
other edifice, but was composed expressly for the purpose
mentioned.

II. To arrange a dispute, conflict of claims, etc.

9. trans. To settle, adjust, arrange.

a. discord or dissension, a dispute, difference,

quarrel, war, disturbance, disorder, etc.

1563-87 Foxe A. <5- M. (1596) 242 The controversie ceased
and composed betweene these two, Otho the Cardinall .

.

beginneth his sermon, a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vm. vii. § 6
To compose the strife between him and his competitor.
1728 Newton Chronol. Amended ii. 234 This war was at
length composed by the intervention of Mercury. 1762
Hume Hist. Eng. I. ix. 198 The king, with some difficulty,

composed this difference. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858)
III. xiv. 206 For the present the tumult was composed.

b. contending or rebellious persons, a disturbed

district.

'594 [see Composing vbl. sb.]. 1612 T. Taylor Comm.
Titus i. 6 What a stirre had Abraham to compose Sarah
and Hagar to peace. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. iv. § 39 It

is hard so to compose two Swarms of Bees in one Hive, but
that they will fall out and fight. 1879 Froude Caesar x\x.

316 t-abienus, with four legions, was sent to compose the
country between Sens and Paris.

10. To arrange any matter properly or success-

fully ; to settle.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 70 That matter was sone com-
posed by the king of England, a 1619 Daniel Coll. Hist.
Eng. (1626)96 [He] then goes, .and composes this businesse
with the King of France. 1878 Tennyson Q. Mary 1. v.

37 It then remains, .to compose the event [Mary's marriage]
In some such form as least may harm your Grace.

b. absol. To come to a composition or settlement.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <y C. 11. ii. 15 If we compose well heere,

to Parthia.

f 11. intr. ? To make composition, to com-
pound {for anything). Obs.

1605 Verstecan Dec. Intell. vi. (1628) 170 Such as had
the good fortune to keep or compose for their owne liuely-

hoods.

III. To adjust the body or mind to any attitude,

csp. that of repose ; to calm or quiet disturbance.
[The later development has here app. been influenced by

association with the cognate Retose, which retains much
more of the original sense ofpausdre ; in senses 15-17, esp.,

to compose is to adjust to a state of repose.]

12. trans. To give some arrangement, attitude,

or adjustment to; to 'make up' in a specified or

understood way, or artificially. To compose one-

self : to adopt an attitude, to dispose one's body, or

features, in an appropriate manner.
1606 Holland Sueton. 146 Composing and dressing it

[his face] at a looking-glasse. .all manner of waies to seem
more terrible. 1644 Hulwer Chirol. 1 80 The stroake inflicted

with the Hand thus composed, hath from antiquity., the
name of Condyl. 1673 Rules 0/ Civility vii. 77 Composing
ourselves with as mucn modesty as we may. 1673 S. C. Art
Complaisance i. 7 They appear more affected then yourself,

and never fail to compose their countenances according to

I

yours. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704) 90 How doth it (Water]
exactly compose itself to a level or eaual Superficies. 1859
Thackeray Virgin, xvii, She . . would have taken care to

study and compose a face so as to be ready to .suit the plea.

13. To address or dispose {esp. the mind, one-

self) calmly and collectedly to or for an action

or state, or to do something ;
* to adjust the mind

to any business by freeing it from disturbance' (J.).
16 1 4 Hp. Hall Contempt. O. T. vm. 1108 That he may the

more easily compose himselfe to resist [Satan's onsets]. 1650
Howell Masaniello 1. 107 To sound the Shop Keepers,
and compose them to see their slavery. 1667 Milton P. L.
xii. 596 Her also I . . have calm'd . . and all ner spirits com-
pos'd To meek submission. 1716-8 Lady M. W. Mon-
tague Lett. I. xvi. 53 Tired with fear and fatigue, it was not
possible for me to compose myself to write. 1794 Solthey
Wat 'Tyterui. i, I would faincompose my thoughts for action.

+ b. intr. (for reflf) Obs.

1663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 331 They tend to detain
people always in a gazing and expecting posture, so that

they compose not to the work and duty of the day.

c. In compose oneself to sleep there is a blending
with following; senses.

1709 Steele & Addison Tatter No. 160 F 2 It was im-
possible for me to compose my self to sleep after two such
unexpected Alarms. 1877 Lady Brassey Voy. Sunbeam
xxi, The children, .composed themselves in the deck-house
to sleep for the remainder of the night.

1 14. To put in the proper state [(ot any pur-

pose) ; to dispose, to order. Obs.
1614 Speed T/u-atre Gt. Brit. Pref., How the Lord com-

posed my minde for the worke. .1 1674 Clarendon Hist.
vm. (}.\ The whole army seemed well composed to obtain
that by their swords, which they could not by their pen.

15. To set in proper order, or in a position of

rest ; to arrange, adjust
;
e.g. to set (the body) in

the posture of sleep or repose. To compose one's

countenance : to adjust the features so that they

express no emotion. (Cf. Composed a.)

1700 Dryden Pal. A> Arcite ttt. 434 At length in sleepthetr
bodies they compose. 1756 IU'rke Subl. <y B. iv. xix, The
whole body is composed, and the hands fall idly to the sides.

1784 Cowper Task 11. 446 First we stroke An eyebrow, next
compose a straggling lock. 1813 Scott Rokeby 1. it, Ere
sleep [his) senses tied. Oft had he changed his weary side.

;

Composed his limbs. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, ix. He tried
to compose his countenance as well as he could : it was impos-

! sible that he should explain to his hostess . .why he was angry,

b. To lay out a dead body).
a 1677 Barrow 2ndSerm. Rom. xii. 18. 1697 Dryden AEn.

vi. 498 And in a peaceful grave my corps compose. 1717
Pope Elegy Un/ort. Lady 52 By foreign hands thy decent
limbs compos'd, 18x4 Solthey Roderick 11, No Christian
hands Were here who should compose his decent corpse.

T c - fig- To make seemly and orderly (in man-
ners, behaviour, etc.). Obs.
i6a6 Donne Sertn. on Ps. lxv. 5 By Composing our man-

ners and rectifying our Life and Conversation. 1655 60
Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 186 One. .who took more care
to frame an Oration, than to compose his Life.

16. To make calm or quiet (a physical disturb-

ance, noise, etc.).

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 207 The windes fauourable, and
the seas composed, a 1721 Prior The Dove 93 To compose
this midnight noise, a 1738 Woodward (J.), Had power
to still and compose it [the water], as well as to disturb it.

17. To calm, pacify, tranquillize (the thoughts,

spirits, emotions). Freq. reft, and passive.
1607 Dekker Whore Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 265 Contract

thy spirits togither, be compos'd. 1688 Shadwell Sar.
Alsatia v, If you are not quiet, you shall never see her
more . . I'll strive to compose myself. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
1. xviii, He said.. kind things to me, to compose and bring
me to myself. 1784 Cowper 'Task DO. 305 Reflections
such as. .Compose the passions, and exalt the mind. 1837
Dickens Pukiu. xxxiv^ I heard him ask her to compose her-

self, for what a situation it was if anybody should come.
1873 Mrs. Oliphant Innocent II. L 20 For Heaven's sake,

Amanda, compose yourself—Do you want to make a scene ?

b. To tranquillize through the senses or nerves.

1744 Berkeley Sin's § 86, I have known tar-water pro-

cure sleep and compose the spirits in cruel vigils, i860 1

Flo. Nightingale Nursing 34 A good nurse can apply hot
bottles to the feet . . hour by hour, without disturbing, but
rather composing the patient.

t Co mpose, sb. Obs. = Composition, Com-
post. CC Compass sb*
1581 Andreson Serm.Paules Crosse 103 Remoue the hin-

dering matter from the roote of the Fig tree, and lay

compose to moisten, supple, and comforte the life therof .

.

Lay to the roote . . that dung or compose. 1603 Harsnet
Pop. Impost. 45 And this.. is the mysterie of your sweet
Compose, to fume a Devill out at a mans nose like the
smoake of Tobacco.

Composed y>$ra-pdvz(\), ppl.a. [f. Compose v.

+ -EI) l
?\

+ 1. Made up of parts; compound; composite.
1570 Billisgsley Euclid vn. xiv. 186 A number composed,

is tint which some one number measureth. 1605 Verste-
GAM Dec. In/ell. viii. (1628) 942 Proper names beeing made
of composed words. 163a Lithgow Trav. ix. 392 It con-

|

gealeth in huge . . stones . . like to the composed Cinders of
a Smithes Forge. 166a I. Chandler Van Ilelmont's Oriat.

97 This is the simple body of an Element ; but, that is

a composed body. 17*8 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archit. 54
The compos'd Order. 1801 tr. Klaproth's Ess. I. i, If a
composed one, to know the parts of which it is composed,

jb. Complicated, compounded. Obs.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Formul. \\. S ivb, Woundes
composed after the intencion of Galyen aforesayde. Ibid.

I T i, Hie woundes are sometyme composed with vnnatural

mater, .and fraudelent venymous fylthynes.

f2. Elaborately or well put together. Obs.

1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent. lit. ii. 69 Walefull Sonnets, whose
1 composed Rimes Should be full fraught with seruiceable

. vowes. 1711 J. James tr. Le Blond"s Gardening 22 A com-
posed ana elaborate Design will answer . . better than one
that is altogether plain and ordinary. Ibid. 63 A Bowling-
green still more composed, and 6ner.

f3. Constituted, settled, established, confirmed.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 360/4 This holy vyrgyne. .was so

composed in alle good maners.

4. Of the face, bearing, etc. : Made calm or

tranquil
;
properly adjusted, undisturbed by emo-

tion ;
expressive of gravity or self-possession.

1607 Dekker Knts. Conj'ur. (1842) 67 A personage of so

composed a presence, that nature and fortune had done
him wrong if they had not made him a souldier. 1628

Earle Microcosm, liv. (Arb.) 76 A man . . Of a composed
and setled countenance. 1705 Addison Italy 46 In Spain
. . there is something still more serious and compos'd in the

manner of the Inhabitants. 411859 Macau lay Hist. Eng.
(:86i) V. 117 That stern and composed face.

+ b. Artificially * made up ' or adjusted. Obs.

1617 Lisander a> Cat. v. 80 His countenance was not com-

rosed but naturall and without art. 1781 Gibbon Decl. \ F.
I xviii, 97 Officers . .with bended knees and a composed

countenance, offered their respectful homage.

6. Having one's feelings or passions under con-

trol ; calm and self-possessed, tranquil. The op-

posite of excited, distracted.

i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. 11. n.v, He that will intend to take

his rest must go to bed. .with a secure and composed mind.
a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc. iv. 104 Such calm and serene

ideas of truth, that shine only in composed souls. 1724

Pope Epit. Mrs. Corbet 7 So unaffected, so composed a
mind. 17*7 — Epil. R. Digby 3 Compos'd in sufferings

and in joy sedate. 18*9 Scott Tales Grand/. (1841) Ser.

in. lxxxv. 453/1 Lord Kilmarnock was composed, though
penitent, and prepared himself, .for the terrible exit. 1862

j
Trollope Orley F. xiii. 103 When you are at home you
will be more composed.

6. Her. a. = Componis. fb. Arms composed:

the addition by a gentleman to his own armorial

bearings of a portion of those borne by his wife.
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' 1727-51 Chambkrs Cycl., Componed or Composed, is also
used in the general for a bordure, a pale, or a less, composed
of two different colours, or metals, disposed alternately.

1847 Gloss. Heraldry.

Composedly (k^mpJu-zdli, -edli), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY 2.] In a composed manner
;

calmly,

tranquilly, without agitation.

1647 Clarendon Hist. \. (1843^ 12/1 In this hurry, .a man
was seen walking before the door very composedly without
a hat. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxn. 447 The Heroe check'd her,

and compos'dly said. 1836 Marryat Olla Podr. xxvii, He
took his loss, .very composedly. 1881 J. Hawthorne Fort.
Fool 1. xviii, He lay back, and folded his hands compos-
edly.

CompoSedneSS (k/mp£?u*zdnes, -ednes). [f.

as prec. + -NESS.] The state or quality of being

composed.
a. in outward bearing, appearance, or demeanour.

161X Speed Hist, Gt. Brit. vi. xxxiii. (1632) 130 A man of
so ohseruable composedness, as that he had bin neuer seene
to laugh. 1745 Wesley Wks. (1872) VIII. 182 Gravity and
composedness of behaviour. 1820 Southey in Q. Rev.
XXIII. 9 That this composedness was the demeanour of
one who submitted to the stroke as a judicial visitation.

b. in mind, spirits, etc.

1627 Bp. Hall Heaven %pon E. § 2. 74 This due com-
posednesse of minde we require unto our tranquillity. 1796
Lamb Let. Coleridge 28 Oct., Rejoice with me in my sister's

continued reason and composedness of mind. 1883 Mrs.
Oliphant Mem. Sheridan 208 Details which move the heart
out of the composedness of criticism.

C. of a people, etc. : Settled order, tranquillity.

a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. (1861) V. 168 The anarchy
lasted, with some short intervals of composedness, till the
general election of 1705.

Composer (k(ftnp0**zaj). [f. Compose v. + -er *.

Cf. F. composcu>\\

1. One who puts together or combines into a
whole ; one who fashions or constructs, rare.

1644 Bp. Williams Rights ofKings (1662) 43 (T.) To be
the composers, contrivers, or assistants, in concluding of any
ecclesiastical law. 1657 May Satir. Puppy 40 Farewell
Poetry ; thou trim Composer of disjuncted Sense, a 1693
Urquhart Rabelais in. xxxiii. 278 Composers of green Ar-
bours. 1699 Evelyn Acetaria (1729) 146 A wise man is the i

proper composer of an excellent Sallet.

f b. A mixer or mingler. Obs.
1561 Daus tr. B itHinger on Apoc. (1573) 58 a, These com-

posers or mongerels with their temperature and mixture,

f C. A component, a constituent part. Obs.
1610 Markham Masierp. 1. iv. 11 Humours, .are the third

composers of a horses body.

2. One who composes a literary work ; an author
or writer.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 101 Like unto composers
of Tragedies. 1644 Milton Educ, Abie writers and com-
posers in every excellent matter. 1818 Parr Wks. (1828)
VIII. 646 Instances in which great critics have shewn
themselves not very correct composers. 1863 J. G. Murphy
Comm. Gen. iii. 21 Moses being not the mere collector, but
the composer of the documents contained in Genesis.

3. One who composes music. (The usual sense,

when used without denning additions.)

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 181 Some wil be good des-
canters. .and yet wil be but bad composers. 1644 Milton
Educ.y The well studied chords of some choice composer.
1691 Dryden A Ibion Alb. Pref., The Composer Monsieur
Grabut . . has so exactly express'd my sense . .that he seems
..to have been the Poet as well as the Composer. 1880
Grove Diet. Mus. X, 413/1 Mr. Cowen is also the composer
of many popular songs. 1883 Rockstro Life Handel xxviii,

The greatest Composer in the world.

4. One who arranges or groups according to the

laws of artistic composition
; f a designer.

1723 Lond. Gas. No. 6171/7 Henry Shallcross late of
Morden . .Composer to the Callicoe Factory there. 1836
Emerson Nature, Beauty Wks. (Bohn) II. 145 As the eye
is the best composer, so light is the first of painters.

T 5. One who sets up type, a compositor. Obs.
. 1634 Harington Salernes Regiment Pref. 4 The faults of
the Composer and Correcter shall neyther be excused nor
accused by mee. 1637 Laud Let. in Hist. Chancellorsh.
Oxf, The procuring of a sufficient composer, and corrector,

for the Eastern languages. 1708-15 Kersey Compositor, a
Printer's Composer, that sets the Matter.

6. A person or thing that adjusts, settles, tran-

quillizes, etc.

1649 Hammond Semi. Matt. xi. 30 Wks. 1684 IV. 479
Seeking out those great composers of the soul. 1711 Gay
Rural Sports 11, Ye murm'ring streams . . The sweet com-
posers of the pensive soul. 1735 R. James Canine Mad'
ness (1760) 156 [Musk] is a great composer, and excellent in

convulsions. 18*7 Earl Shaftesbury in Life (1886) I. ii.

72 Yesterday read 'Watson's Apology'., an everlasting
composer for busy Deists and wounded faith.

+ Composier. Obs. app. = Composure ' com-
position*.

1648 Royalist's Def. 50 The composier of that Body.
Ibid. 77 The Composier of the Members is such. Ibid. 86
A composier far more preposterous, and absurd.

Composing vkf?mp^u-zirj), vbl. sb. [f. COMPOSE
v. + -ing 1

.] The action of the verb Compose (in
its various senses).

1574 Whitgift Def. Aunsw. 364 (R.) The appeasing and
composing of controversies and heresies. 1594 Bi*. J. King
Jonas (1618) 203 For the composing and attoneing of
Christened kingdoms. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 23 The com-
posing of a fit and easy Staires being a Masterpiece.
1688 Venn. Archives I. 103 For the composing of several
disputes and differences. 1708 Hearne Collect. 4 Sept. II.

129 The Printers demand per sheet 145. for composing.
178a Priestley Corrupt. Chr. II. vni. 121 They sung ..

hymns of their own composing. 1873 Lowell Among my
Bks. Ser. 11. 315 To Wordsworth, composing was a healthy
exercise.

2. Comb, (in sense 7 of the verb) : composing-
frame, the frame or stand at which a compositor
stands

;
composing-machine, a machine for

setting up type ;
composing-room, the room in

which compositors work
;

(in quot. 1859) the room
in which an author composes; composing-rule,
a brass or steel rule against which the type is set

in a composing stick, a setting-rule
;
composing-

stand = composing-frame ; composing-stick, an
instrument ^now of metal) of adjustable width, in

which the type is set before being put on a galley.

1824 J. Johnson Typogr. II. 222 The press-room should,
if possible, be separated from the * composing-room. 1x859
De Quincey Wks. (1863) II. 137 The poet's study and com-
posing room. 1889 Pall Mall G. 14 Nov. 2/3 Mr. Boyle
began in the composing-room and ended in the editorial

chair. 1679 Plot Staffordsh. (i586) 358 It makes the half
of an oblong right-angled parallelepiped cut diagonally,
being somewhat like the 'composing stick of a Printer.
i88z Blades Caxtou 123 The composing-sticks were origin-
ally of hard wood, without any sliding adjustment.

Composing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing2.]

That composes
;

esp. tranquillizing, soothing, seda-

tive, as a composing draught.
1644 Sir E. Dering Prop. Sacr. B iij, A composing third

i

way was my wish. 1646 Ckashaw Steps to Temple 60 The
!

sweet peace of all-composing night. 1796 Lamis Let. to
Coleridge 3 Oct., I may dismiss immediately both doctor
and apothecary, retaining, .a composing draught or so for a
while, i860 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 37 To take three
composing draughts a day.

t Compo'sit, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. composit-

ppl. stem of compdncre : see Composite. Cf. de-

posit.] trans. To place or put together.
1640 G. Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn. 133 A. . Rhapsody,

and confused mass of knowledge, .composited and compiled.

f Compo'sital, a. (?sb.) Obs.- 1
? Composite.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. i. iv. ix, Lives centrall Can
frame themselves a right composkall.

Composite (kf»*mp#tit, formerly k^mp^zit), a.

and sb. Also 7 -it. [ad. L. composit-us, pa. pple.

of compdnere to put together. Cf. F. composite (in

Archit.). Introduced first in the architectural sense

(2), the only one recognized by Johnson, 1755-73.

J

1. Made up of various parts or elements ; com-
pound ; not simple in structure.

1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles III. 27 It is impossible, in a com-
posite sense, that the creature should not act and do that
unto which it is premoved by the first cause. 1836-7 Sir
W. Hamilton Metaph. xxxvi. (1870) II. 328 We cannot de-
compose what is not already composite. 1851 Herschel
Stud. Nat. Phil. 11. ii. 96 To analyse a composite pheno-
menon into simpler ones. 1883 A. Roberts O. T. Revis. ii.

28 The Book of Genesis is composite . . a congeries of frag-

ments collected from many different sources.

b. with of: = Compounded, composed, rare.

1842 Mrs. Browning Grk. Chr. Poets 17 A dithyrambic
ode. .composite of fantastic epithets.

2. Arch. The name of the fifth of the classical

orders, being * composed of the Ionic grafted upon
the Corinthian'. At first Composita (sc. coiumna).
1563 Shute Archit. B ij a, This piller was firste buylded

to his perfection in the time of Titus, Vespasianus, who .

.

called it Composita, or as some doo name her Italica. Ibid.

E iv b, Tuscana, Dorica, Ionica, Corinthia, & Composita,
increase their heightes by Diameters. 1663 Gerbier Counsel
(1664) 40 The Composite Order must be made of the same
proportions of the Corinthian. 1706 Lond.Gaz. No. 4280/5
The Three Greek Orders, Dorick, Ionick, and Corinthian.

.

and the Two Latin, Tuscan and Composita. 1766 Entick
London IV. 95 Above there is placed a series of composite
columns. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874) I. App. 359 An-
other order, the Composite, which is Ionic and Corinthian
mixed, .may be described as a spoiled Corinthian.

b. Composite arch : ' the pointed or lancet arch

'

(Gwilt).

3. Math. Composite number : a number which is

the product of two or more factors, greater than

unity. [L. Humerus compositus (Isidore in. v. 7).]
1730-6 in Bailey (folio). 177a Horsley Prime Numb, in

Phil. Trans. LXII. 327 Two or more numbers, which have
any common integral divisor besides unity, are said to be
Composite with respect to one another. 1827 Hutton
Course Math. I. 4 A Composite Number is one which is the
product of two or more numbers. 1859 Barn. Smith A rith.

<$ A Igebra (ed. 6) 20.

f b. See quot. : cf. Compound a. 2 b.

a 1500 in Halliwell's Brief Ace. S. Morland (1838) 20
Composittys be alle nombrys that ben componyd of a digyt
and of an articule, as fourtene.

4. Nat. Hist. Consisting of an organic aggrega-

tion of individuals, or of distinct parts.

a. Bot. (a) Belonging to the N. O. Composite, in

which what is popularly called the flower consists

really of a close head of many small flowers

(' florets ') sessile on a common receptacle, and
surrounded by a common involucre of bracts

;

examples are the daisy, dandelion, tansy, marigold,

aster, chrysanthemum, dahlia, sunflower. Also sb.

A plant of this order.

In many Composites the florets of the rayor circumference
differ in shape from those of the disc, being developed so as

to look like petals ; by cultivation, the florets of the disc

may assume the same form, as in the daisy, dahlia, and

common marigold; these two states are popularly called
single and double.

1832 Pinnock Guide to Kncnvl. No. n 88/2 The whole
autumnal season is remarkable for the reign of the Com-
posita;, or composite flowers. 1854 Balfour Outlines
Bot. 449 Hie properties of Composite plants are various.
1861 S.

_
Thomson Wild Ft. 11. (ed. 41 120 The head of a

composite is made up of a number of. .florets. iSSzGarden
jo June 405/1 Graceful single flowered Composites have
become so popular.

T {b) Compound. Obs.

I7S3 Chambers Cycl. Sufp. s.v. Stalk, If the stalk divari-
cate, or, instead of sending out branches, it divide into
them, it is called a composite stalk,

b. Zool. Compound.
1861 J. R. Greene Man. Anitu. Kiugd., Client. 205 The

corallum of the Tabulata is mostly, if not always, composite.
1872 Carpenter Anim. Phys. xv. 554 The arborescent
structures of the Composite Zoophytes.

C. Crystallogr. Compound.
1831 Bkewstkr Optics xxvi. 220 These strata are not

united together like the parts of certain composite crystals.

5. Logic. Belonging to the terms collectively,

but not to each separately ; collective. (Cf. Com-
position' 4 b.)

1864 BowEN Logic ix. (1870} 278 Another ambiguity., is

passing from the Composite to the Divisive, or from the
Divisive to the Composite, meaning of a proposition.

6. In various technical uses : a. Of ships : Built
of both wood and iron; constructed of an iron

framework covered with wood.
1878 Lady Beassey Voy. Sunbeam 1 notc> The ' Sunbeam '

..may be technically defined as a screw composite three-
masted topsail-yard Schooner. 1888 Daily New 10 Sept.
3/1 She is a composite vessel—that is, constructed of iron
frames with a wood bottom, protected by copper sheathing.

b. Composite carriage : a railway-carriage with
compartments of different classes. So a composite.
1868 Daily News 24 Aug., A composite ifir>t and second

class) carriage. 1883 — 3 Jan. 2/4 Captain Price and Dr.
Davies scrambled out of the capsized composite. 1887
Times 19 Sept. 10/2 He was in the bogie composite carriage.

C. Composite candle : one made of a mixture of
stearic acid and the stearin of coco-nut oil.

1845 Mech. Mag. 60 A very cheap composite candle.
1857 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 334 There isn't a candle
allowed . .wax, dip, moulded, or composite. 1865 Look
Before You Leap I. 176 A pair of hastily lit composites.

d. Composite photograph or portrait : a single

photographic portrait, produced by combining
those of two or more persons. Also a composite.

7. Composite sailing in Naut. : a combination of
great-circle and parallel sailing.

c 1850 Rudhn. Navig. (Wealed 56 Another variety of the
system is Composite Great Circle Sailing. 1868 Daily
JvtWS 10 Sept., Connected with these tables was a sailing
which Mr. Towson had designated 'composite sailing', by
which he had enabled the mariner to take the nearest
practical route when great circle sailing is not available.

B. sb. (See also prec. senses 3 b, 4 a, 6.)

1 1. A component part. Obs. rare~ x
.

1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes 12 If time and tune be the
Cumposits of Musicke.

2. A composite thing
;

anything made up of

different parts or elements, a compound.
1656 J. Serjeant tr. White's Pert'pat. Inst. 204 The Com-

posit or compound must needs be, in some measure, dense.
1721 Bailey, Composites, (in Pharmacy) Medicines made
up of many simple ones ; as certain Waters, Syrups.
Electuaries, etc. 1750 Harris Hermes m. v. Wks. 241
Each man's understanding, .is a composite of natural capa-
city and of super-induced habit. 1794 T. Taylor tr.

Pausauias' Descr. Greece I. Pref. 15 Beauty in every
composite consists in the apt connexion of its parts with
each other. 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873)
151 That wonderful composite called English.

3. Gram. A compound word or term. rare.
1708-15 Kersey, Composite, a Term in Grammar; as A

Composite, or Compounded Word. 1887 Earle Philol.
Eng. Tongue § 397 These [adjectives] are Composites

;
they

have been formed by the combination of two words.

Compositely .kfrmp^zitli), adv. [f. Compo-
site + -ly^.] In a composite manner.
1854 De Quincey in Page Life (1877) II. xviii. 86 Not

simply but compositely. 1864 Bowen Logic (1870) 278 Two
and three (taken compositely) are five.

Compositeness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] Com-
posite state or quality.
1881 Westcott & Hort Grk. N. T. II. 195 Apparent

compositeness of attestation may really be due to mixture,
and therefore delusive.

Composition (k^mpfcrjsn). Also 4-5 -icioun.

[a. F. composition, ad. L. composition-em, n. of

action f. compdnerc; see Comfone and Compose.]

I. As an action. *generally.

1. The action of putting together or combining
;

the fact of being put together or combined; com-
bination (of things as parts or elements of a

whole).
c 1386 Chaucer Sqr's T. 221 By composiciouns Of Anglis.

1612 Bacon Ess., Vain-Gl. (Arb.) 464 Such composition of
glorious natures doth put life intobusines. 1662 Stilungpl.
Orig. Sacr. m. i. § 14 Wee must consider . .when the com-
position of things together in the understanding, doth de-

pend upon the meer operation of the mind. 1674 Grew
Anat. Plants, Lect. i. (1682) 226 The Composition of
Atonies in Bodies is like that of Letters, in Words. 1841
Myers Catlu TIi. m. § 31. 114^ The instances of abridge-
ment and composition of quotations.
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2. The forming [tfanything) by combination of
j

various elements, parts, or ingredients ;
formation,

constitution, construction, making up.

'555 Eden Decades IV. Ind. (Arb.) 338 One of the mar-
ueylous thynges that god vseth in the composition of man.
J656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (1839) 10 Every body, .which

is capable of composition and resolution. 1707 Curios, in

Huso, tf Card. 165 The Ingredients, .imploy'd in the Com*
position of the Prepar'd Water. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. xvi.

In the composition of a pudding, it was her judgement that

mixed the ingredients. 1821 J. Q Adams in C. Davies

Metr. Syst. 111.(1871) 112 The substitution of the troy pound
. .for the composition of the bushel and gallon.

t 3. The putting (of things' into proper position,

order, or relation to other things; orderly arrange-

ment ;
ordering. Obs. or arch.

1598 Bacon Rett*. Medit. t Earthly Hope (Arb.) 113 A
state of minde which, .is setled. .out of a good gouernment
and composition of the affections. 1644 Bulwer Chiron.
21 In the gesture and composition of the body. 1704SWIFT
Mech. Operat. Spirit, By what kind of Practices the Voice
is best govern'd towards the Composition and Improve-
ment ofthe Spirit. 1854 Faber Growth in Holiness xxii.

(1872) 453 Reverence and composition of body and outward
demeanour.

^specifically.

4. --^Synthesis, f Philos. 1 Synthetic' reason-

ing or demonstration ; reasoning from the universal

to the particular. Obs.

1570 Billingslev Euclid \. \. 9 Composition passeth from
the cause to the effect. Ibid., A demonstration a priori, or

composition is, when in reasoning, from the principles and
first groundes, we passe, .till after many reasons made, we •

come at the length to conclude that, which we first chiefly

entend. And this kinde of demonstration vseth Euclide .

.

for the most part. 1704 Newton Optics III. Concl., As in

Mathematicks, so in Natural Philosophy, the investigation .

.

by the method of analysis, ought ever to precede the method
of composition. 1751 Chambers CycL, Composition . . is a
method of reasoning wherein we proceed from some general

self-evident truth to other particular and singular ones,

b. Logic. Fallacy of composition : see quots.

17x4 Watts Logic III. iii. § 7 The sophism of composition
is when we infer any thing concerning ideas in a com-
pounded sense, which is only true in a divided sense . . If

1

any one should argue thus, Two and three are even and
odd; five are two and three; therefore five are even and

j

odd. 1864 Bowen Logic ix. (1870) 278 The sophism of

Composition . . An instance . . is what may be called the

Spendthrift's Fallacy : All of these contemplated expendi-

tures (taken separately) are of trifling amount; Therefore

all of them may be incurred (together) without ruining me.
j

5. Combination of arithmetical factors, ratios,

forces, or elements, so as to produce a compound
resultant : f Math. The multiplication of fac-

tors to produce a ' compound ' or composite

number. Obs. b. The multiplication or com-

pounding of ratios ; see Compound v. 2, a. 2. +c.
In a proportion, the substitution of the sum of

the first and second terms for the first (or second),

and of the sum of the third and fourth for the third

or fourth) Obs. ; now expressed by componcndo.

1557 Recorde Wlietst. Bj, Here must you vnderstande

by composition, the multiplicacion of the partes of nombers

together. 1660 Barrow Euclid v. xxx, < and
AC DF

therefore by composition < 1695. Alingham

Geom. Epit. 19 If A:B::C:D then by composition of

Reason it will be as A + B : B : : C + D : t>. 18*7 Hutton
Course Math. I. 325. 1875 ToDKUKTEl Algebra xxvi. 234.

d. Dynamics. Composition offorces : see quots.

So c. of velocities, etc.

1807 Hvnos Course Math. II. 137 Composition of Forces,

is the uniting of two or more forces into one, which shall

have the same effect ; or the finding of one force that shall

be equal to several others taken together, in any different

directions. 1830 Katek & Lardn. Mcck. v. 52 In the

examples of the composition of forces.. here given, the

effects of the forces are the production of pressures, or to

speak more correctly, .the 'composition of pressures '. 1863

Kinglake Crimea (1876) I. iv. 73 The law which deter-

mines the composition of mechanic forces.

fe. Chem. Chemical combination. Attraction 1

ofcomposition : a name for chemical affinity. Obs.
'

1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 5 The following ten laws .

.

comprehend all the phenomena of the attraction of com-
position. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. Art II. 304 The i

species of attraction called chemical attraction, is also

Icalled], .the attraction of composition, or chemical affinity.

6. Gram. a. The combination, according to cer-

tain rules or principles, of two (or more) words to

form one compound word.
1530 Palsgr. 9 Whan soever, .this worde ex commeth in

the composicion of any worde in the frenche tong. 1580

( folding Pre/. Verses Baret's Atv.Ava, To giue iu*t rules

of Deriuation, And Composition. 1699 Bentley Phal. 263

Stfiwfo, which is one member in the Composition of it, re-

lates to the Phcenissa:. 1871 Robv Lat. Cram. § 979 New
words may be formed.. by the junction of two or more
separately intelligible words into one. This is called com-
position. The distinctive features of two words being com-
pounded are the loss of their separate accents, and the

possession of but one set of inflexions.

b. The due arrangement of words into sentences,

and of sentences into periods ; the art of construct-

ing sentences and of writing prose or verse.

[ 1388 Wvclif Ecclus. Prot., And lackide compassioun of

wordis [Vulg. deflcere in verborum cotnpositione].) 1553
T. Wilson Rhet. 88b, Composicion. .is an apte joynyng
together of wordes in suche order, that neither the eare

shal espie any jerre, nor yet any man shalbe dulled with

overlong drawing out of a sentance. 1666 Dryden Pre/.

Ann. Mirab. (Globe) 38 The last line of the stanza is to be

considered in the composition of the first. ,1874 Blackie
SelfCult. 36 Composition, properly so called, is the culmina-

tion of the exercises of speaking and reading, translation

and re-translation. Mod. All candidates must pass in Latin

prose composition. Greek Verse composition is no longer

obligatory.

7. The composing of anything for oral deliver)',

or to be read ; the practice or art of literary pro-

duction.

1577 Harrison England Pref., My rash and retchlesse be-

hauiour vsed in the composition of this volume. 175°

Johnson Rambler No. 31 f 7 Dryden, whose warmth of

fancy, and haste of composition, very frequently hurried

him into inaccuracies. 1794 Si llivan View Nat. II, The
composition of such a series of history. 1809-10 Coleridge
Friend 1 1865) 75 Books of recent composition. 18*9 Scott
IVav. Gen. Pref., I did not abandon the idea of fictitious

composition in prose.

8. The action or art of disposing or arranging in

due order the parts of a work of art, esp. of a draw-

ing or painting, so as to form a harmonious whole.

1695 Dryden tr. Du Fresuoy's Art Painting Pref., In the

composition of a picture the painter is to take care that

nothing enter into it which is not proper . . to the subject.

17*6 Leoni tr. Albertts Archit. III. 14b, Composition is

that Rule or Method in painting, whereby the several Parts

in a Picture are joyned together in order to form a Whole.

1848 Sir W. Stirling Ann. Artists Spain I. 126 Their

colouring is Flemish, but in drawing and composition they

display a knowledge of the Italian models. 1859 Glllick
& Tim bs Paint. 68 A successful attempt at composition, or

the regular disposal of the subject in the space allotted.

1876 Humphrey Coin Coll. Man. xxvi. 399 Certain coins of

Trajan exhibit the same style of composition as the decussis.

9. The action or art of composing music.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 182 You lacke nothing of

perfect musicians, but only vse to make you prompt and
quicke in your compositions. 1795 Mason Cm. Mus. i. 58

To invent within the rules of legitimate composition. 1882

Shorthouse y. Inglesant xxii, 1 hough devoted to secular .

.

music, [he] brought to the performance and composition of

it so much taste and correct feeling, that, etc.

10. Printing. The setting up of type ; the com-
posing of pages of matter for printing.

183a Babbage Econ. Manttf. xxi. Ced. v 206 The printer

usually charges for composition by the sheet.

1 11- The composing or settling [of differences,

etc.). Obs.
a 1654 Selden Eng. Epin. ii. § 19 Quiet composition of

seditious tumults.

12. The settling of a debt, liability, or claim, by

some mutual arrangement
;
compounding. Com-

position offelony : see Compound v. 9. Cf. 22-25.

1557 Order Hospitalls Fvijb, All debts owing to the

Howse by composition. 168a Lottd. Gaz. No. 1686^4 That
the said Debts may be satisfied without Composition or

Abatement. 1707 Reflect, upon Ridicule 267 To come to

Composition, ana lose one half of the Debt to save the rest.

a 1734 North Life Sir D. Xorth 1 18261 II. 371 If he could

not get in all that was due from the debtor, he got by com-
position, barter, or other means, as much as he could. 1780

Bl wke Sp. Econ. Re/. Wks. III. 300 All sorts of accounts

should be closed some time or other—by payment ; by
composition; or by oblivion. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr.

1 18641 V. ix. viii. 397 The composition for a life of wicked-

ness by a gift to a priest. 1856 Frolde Hist. Eng. II. 248

A happy contrivance for the composition of felonies.

II. The mode, with the resulting condition or

state.

13. The manner in which a thing is composed,

compounded, or made up ; condition or state as

resulting from, or constituted by, combination ; con-

stitution, make, with reference to ingredients.

138s Wyclif Ex. xxx. 32 Beside [1611 after] the com-
posicioun of it ^e shulen not make another. 1398 Trevisa
Barth.De P. R. XVI. vii. <M95> 555 In composicion of syluer

is quycke syluer and whyte brymstone. Desaguliers
Fires Itnpr. 152 Lapis Calammaris which enters into the

Composition ofthe Brass. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 51

F 11 The composition of this pudding she has however
promised Clarinda, that . . she *hall be told. 1831 Brewster
Optics vii. 69 Having thus clearly established the composi-

tion of white light. 1881 J. Russell Haigs \. 27 The
elements of heroism and romance enter largely into the

composition ofthe narrative. 1883 Eng. Illnst. Mag. Nov.

88/1 Confusion .. between the composition of brass and
bronze.

t b. Structure, consistency. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades IV. Ind. <Arb.> 358 Matters of hard

compositions, as quarreys and stones. 16*4 Cai*t. Smith
Virginia 11. 22 The rockes are of a composition like Milt

stones.

fl4. Position in relation to other parts
;
disposi-

tion, arrangement, posture. Obs.

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. {MS. B.) 30 pe brawne is made
. .as a bowe pat ys y-bent ; & for bat kynde wolde kepe bys

composttioun, he clothyde be brawne wyb a pannycle. 14.

.

Prose Legends in AngtiaWU. 148 Hir berynge and com-
postcyone of chere. 1644 Bulwer Chiron. 70 The Thumbe
erect, the other Fingers gently bent in, is a convenient

composition of the Hand for an exordium.

16. The state or quality of being composrte.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Formul. u. Tj, The dys-

posycyons that make composycyons in woundes be sondry.

1570 BiLLiNCSt.HY Euclid i. Def. iii. 2 Pointes, for their

simplicitie and lacke of composition, are . . only the termes

and endes of quantitie. 1609 Bible (Douay) Num. iv. 16

The incense of composition. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. it.

xv. j 9 None of the distinct Ideas we have of either is

without all manner of Compo>ition. 187a H. Splncek

Princ. Psychol. II. vi. ii. 6 Even in Compound Quantitative

Reasoning there are degrees of composition.

16. Of persons : t a- Constitution of body. Obs.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 143 A good composition of the

body iayeth a good foundation of olde age. 1607 Topsell
Four/. Beasts 1 1673) 266 Mala constitutio, that is to *ay,

an evill state or composition.

b. Mental constitution, or constitution of mind
and body combined ; the combination of personal

qualities that make any one what he is. (Now
usually regarded as transf from 1 3.)

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. i. 73 Oh how that name befits my
composition : Old Gaunt indeed, and gaunt in being old.

1625 Bacon Ess. %
Simulation (Arb.) 510 The best Com-

position, and Temperature is, to have Opennesse in Fame
and Opinion ; Secrecy in Habit. *<97-8 Watts Reliq. Jm\
(1789' 148 Some higher worlds, furnished w ith inhabitants of

a better composition. 1701 Swirr Contests Nobles 4- Com.
Athens, A sort of instinct or secret composition of their

nature. 18*3 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. xvii. Mod. Gallantry^

Whatever there is of the man of business in my composition.

1875J0WETT Plato (ed. 2' I. 241 Persons., who have a touch

of madness in their composition.

17. Artistic manner, style.

a. The mode or style in which words and sen-

tences are put together.

153a W. Thynne Chancers Whs. Ded., In whose [Chau-

cer's] workes is . . suche perfectyon in metre, the compo-
sycion so adapted. 1597 F. Thynne Animadv. (1865)

Introd. 99 The tedious lengthe and the disordered com-
positione. 1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. xx. (1627) 241 To come
to the stile and composition. 1870 Stanhope Hist. Eng.
II. xiii. 144 So superior was this speech in composition.

1873 Morley Rousseau II. 238 The author, .might have

been expected to look beyond composition.

b. The arrangement of the parts of a literary

work. rare. (Cf. sense 8.)

1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. IT. v. $ 26 The ordonnance or

composition of the Paradise Lost is admirable. . .Every part

succeeds in an order noble, clear, and natural.

C. The (due) arrangement of the parts of a

picture or other work of art (or of a natural

scene).

1706 Art 0/ Painting (1744) 18 Composition, design, and
colouring . . are the essence of Painting. 1766 Goldsmith
Vic. IV. xvi, They were drawn with seven oranges—a thing

quite out of taste, no variety, no composition in the world.

a 1849 Poe Landse. Card. Wks. 1864 IV. 341 What is tech-

nically termed the composition of a natural landscape. 1858

Hawthorne Fr. *r It. Jrnls. I. 187 As regards the com-
position of the picture, I am not convinced of the pro-

priety of its being in two so distinctly separate parts, i860

Kiskin Mod. Paint. V. VUL i. 159 Composition may be

best defined as the help of everything in the picture by
everything else.

d. Music.
1666-7 PWW Oiary 12 Feb., He .. played .. most ad-

mirably, and the composition most excellent a 1789 Bcrney
Hist. Mus. I. Defin. p. xviii, To Excellence of Style and
Composition.

fl8. Consistency, congruity. Obs. rare. Cf. 22.

1604 Shaks. Oth, 1. iii. 1 There's no composition in this

Newes, That giues them Credite.

III. The product.

19. quasi-concr. A condition consisting in the

combination or union (material, practical, or ideal)

of several things; a combination, aggregate,

mixture.

1551 Recorde Cast. Kncnvl. < 15561 3 Orontius defineth the

worfde to be the perfect and entiere composition of all

thinges. a 1680 T. Brooks in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.

xxx. 5 All honey would harm us, alt wormwood would undo
us; a composition of both is the best way. 1744 Berkeley
Sin's I 58 Common soaps are compositions of hxivial salt

and oil. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. 360 Every soil is

a composition of different earths. i77»-*4 Cook Voy. 1 1790)

V. 1779 It is difficult to represent this sound by any com-

l>osition of our letters, xtei Craig Lect. Drawing iv. 233

A composition of ultra-marine and vermillion. 1875 Jowett
Plato ted. 21 III. 35 Narrative is of three kinds, the simple,

imitative, and a composition of the two.

b. used of persons. (Cf. 16 b.)

1790 Pennant Lond. (1813^133 Queen Elizabeth, as singular

a composition as her father. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men %

Sivedenborg Wks. (Bohn) I. 313 He seemed, by the variety

. . of his powers, to be a composition of several persons.

20. cotter. A substance or preparation formed

by combination or mixture of various ingredients.

Applied in various trades to particular mixed substances

used in the operations of the trade ; e.g. stucco, plaster or

cement made to serve the purposes of marble or stone;

mixed metal made for a particular purpose ; the mixture of

which candles are made ; the composite material of which

printers' inking-rollers are made, etc. In these technical

uses, frequently shortened to Compo.

1555 Eden Decades IV. lud. (Arb.t 229 Mengle togyther.

.

a blacke masse or composition . . lyke vnto very blacke

pytche. 156a Turner Herbal tt. 130 b, We put it fsquillal

..into drinkes or spicye coniposiciones. 1576 Fleminc;

Panop. Epist. 272 Medicinable compositions. 1664 Power
Exp. Philos. 1. 43 That diaphanous Composition, Glass.

1707 Curios, in Hnsb. <y G-ird. 164 An Ingredient of the

Composition, with which the Egypda" 1* embalm'd the

Bodies, a 1719 Addison <J.\ Vast pillars of stone, cased

over with a composition, that looks the most like marble of

any thing one can imagine. 1791 Hamilton tr. Berthollet 's

Dyeing II. 11. UL iv. 187 The sofution of tin called by dyers

Composition. 1831 Brewster Nat. Magic iv. 69 Some
compositions, .which diffused noisome odours,

t b. A structure. Obs.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 94 The much greater tonnage

j
of the stone, .than was necessary in the compositions of my

j

predecessors.



COMPOSITION. 737 COMPOST.

21. An intellectual production.

f a. A sentence formed by due arrangement of

words. Obs. rare.

1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. xiii. (1627) 180 Marking carefully

both parts of the Composition or Sentence, both antecedent
and consequent.

b. A train of ideas put into words ; a literary

production. In school and college language, one

written as an exercise in the putting of ideas into

prose or verse.

1601 R. Chester Loves Martyr, To these are added
some new compositions. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor.

95 Some compositions of his owne penning. 1734 Waits
Reliq. Jnv. (1789) 159 Considerable benefit.. to be derived

from devotional compositions. 177^ Wakton Hist. Eng.
Poetry Diss. ii. I. 27 Aldhelm's Latin compositions .. were
deemed extraordinary performances. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts.
I. 75 Compositions of a similar nature to the tales of a
Thousand and One Nights. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) L 47,

I deny that I make verses or address compositions to him.

c. A work of art (esp. a drawing or painting),

consisting of several elements artistically combined.

1774 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. vi. Wks. 1798 I. 177 The
capricious compositions of Tintoret. 1875 Hamerton /Htell.
Life 11. i. 49 A study in colour of every separate thing that

was to form part of the composition.

d. transf. to natural scenery.

1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty 12 Compositions in nature

and art. 1879 Rood Chromatics v. 61 The presence of
clouds breaks up the symmetry of these natural chromatic
compositions.

e. A musical production, a piece of music.
1666-7 Pi-fvs Diary 12 Feb., The whole composition is

most excellent. (11789 Blkney Hist. Mas. IV. 282 One of
Handel's compositions. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. vi,

Herr Klesmer played a composition of his own, a Fantasia.

22. A mutual agreement or arrangement between
two parties, a contract, arch, or Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 848 And telle he moste his tale as

was resoun, ISy forward and by composicioun. 1490 Caxton
Eneydos xxv. 92 Laomedon made a composicion with phebus
and neptunus. .by the whiche he promysed theym. .a toune
full of golde. 1599 Parismus 11. (1661) 261 As he was
making Composition with Parismenos for their Transporta-
tion. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull (1755} 13 My curse on
.. all my posterity, if ever they come to any composition
with the Lord Strutt. 1839 Stonehocse Axholme 403 In

the reign of Edward the Second . . a composition was made
between Sir John de Mowbray, and the Abbot of Selby.

23. An agreement for the settlement of political

differences ; a treaty, etc. arch.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 57 Pope Gregorye .

.

sent to be kynges of Engelond and of Scotlond . . bat pe
composicioun schulde be stedfastliche i-holde. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 497 That the realmes of England and of Fraunce
. . were of late . . joyned together in an etemall league and
composition. 1649 Atutu, Petit. City Oxf. in J. Harrington
De/. Rights Univ. Oxf. (1690) 16 By. .several charters con-

firmed by Act of Parliament and special compositions with
the city, i860 Motley Netlierl. (1868) I. vi. 290 To send
a mission of mediation to Spain, for the purpose of. . bringing
about some honourable composition.

b. A mutual agreement for cessation of hostilities,

a truce ; an agreement for submission or surrender on
particular terms

;
capitulation; terms of surrender.

1533 Ld. Berners Frozss. I. cviii. 130, I desyre you that

we may abyde in composicyon, that ye make vs no warr,

nor we to you, the space of a moneth. 1627 Lisander <f Cal.

m 44 Reyne Berk having held out three moneths against
the attempts of the besiegers . . yeelded upon composition.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2075/3 General Schultz has taken
Caschaw by Composition. 1761-2 Hume Hist. Eng. xl.

(1806) III. 368 Henry .. entered into a composition with
them ; and. .granted them peace on the most advantageous
conditions.

24. An agreement or arrangement involving sur-

render or sacrifice of some kind on one side or on
both ; a compromise.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. § 7 Content to deliver up

the bookes of God by compocition to the end their own
lives might be spared. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. in. i. § 16
The French speech, .was fain at last to come to a composi-
tion with the English tongue. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) I. xii. 77 It will probably end in a composition, never
to have either. 1826 Q. Rev. XXXIII. 296 This singular

composition between taste and principle. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. IV. 265 With the Elector of Saxony a com-
position was made. . Instead of the four hundred thousand
rixdollars which he had demanded, he consented to accept
one hundred thousamd and the Garter.

25. An agreement for the payment (or the pay-

ment by agreement) of a sum of money, in lieu of

the discharge of some other obligation, or in a
different way from that required by the original

contract ; a compounding
;

spec, an agreement by
which a creditor accepts a certain proportion of a
debt, in satisfaction, from an insolvent debtor.
The fines paid by Royalists under the Commonwealth were

called Compositions ofDelinquents.
1570 Act 13 Eliz, c. 18 Comynaltie and cityzens shall

have the said Ground . . for such Composition as they shall
make with the Lorde, Owners and Occupiers. 1622 Malynes
Anc. Laiv-MercJu 344 Towardes the composition which
they shall make with their creditors. 1633 T. Stafford
Pac. Hid. 1. (1821) 22 Such Summes of mony, as shall grow
or come, by reason of any such compositions or Fines.
1646 in WhitelocFs Mem. Oct. 12 (1732) 224 Order
touching Compositions of Delinquents. 1667 Peivs Diary
10 Sept., There is no such thing likely to be as a composi-
tion with myLady Castlemaine [8 Sept., Lady Castlemaine
is compounding for a pension]. 1761-2 Hume Hist. Eng.
Hi. (1806) IV. 92 Compositions vere openly made with

recusants, and the popish religion became a regular part of

the revenue. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xviii.

345 The Irish admitted the composition or fine for murder.
Mod. He is not a bankrupt ; he was insolvent, but suc-

ceeded in making a composition with his creditors.

b. A sum of money paid in settlement of, or by
way of compounding for, some claim or liability

;

e. g. the proportion of a debt paid, according to

j

agreement, by an insolvent debtor.

1581 Lambarde Eircn. iv. xvi. (i588> 57S Then is the

partie to redeeme his libertie with some portion of money.

.

which composition is properly called his Fine or his Raun-
some. 1661 Bramhall Just. I'ind. iv. 84 [He] made them

I pay at once an hundred and eighteen thousand pounds as

a composition for their Estates. 1769 Robertson Chas. V,

V. 506 note, Fixing by law the fine or composition to be
' paid for each different crime. 1864 Reader 11 June 749
Members, paying £1 annually, with an entrance fee of
or a life composition of .£10. 1888 Times 13 Oct. 12/1

An offer was submitted of a composition of $s. 6d. in the

pound.

26. attrib. and Comb, as (in sense 20" composition-

candle, -nail, -tube, -iuall\ (in sense 25) composition-

I
fish (see quot.), -money, -rent ;

composition-
action (see composition-pedal}

;
composition-

cloth, a waterproof material made from long flax,

used for trunk-covers, etc.
;
composition-deed, a

deed effecting a composition (see 25) between a

debtor and creditors; composition-face {Crys-

tallogr^^c.-plane
;
composition-metal, a kind of

brass composed of copper, zinc, etc., used for the

sheathing of ships; composition-pedal, a pedal

in an organ which acts on a number of stops at

once, a combination-pedal ; composition-plane
(Cryslallogr.), the common plane or base between
the two parts of a twin crystal.

i88x C. A. Edwards Organs 116 In large two-manual
instruments it is. .necessary to have well arranged Compo-
sition actions, c 1865 Letheby in Circ. Sc. I. 95/2 Fats .

.

employed in the manufacture of ^composition-candles. 1614

j

Eng. Way to Wealth in Harl. Misc. iMalh.i III. 241 His

I

Majesty's serjeant-cater hath yearly gratis, out of every

I

ship and bark, one hundred of the choicest and fairest lings

..and they call them ^composition-fish. 1596 Spenser
State Irel. 91 Counting their *composition-money there-

withall. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., *Composition-nails,
those which are made of mixed metal, .largely used for

nailing on copper sheathing, are erroneously called copper
nails. 1880 Hopkins in Grove Diet, Mus. I. 383 A 'double-

I action ' ^composition pedal will not only draw out a given
number of stops . . suppose the first four—but will draw in

j

all but the same four. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hit. iii.

(1821) 257 The great charge . . for her Majestie out of euery
Plough land within the Province, called the ^composition
rent. 1795 Hull Advertiser 25 July 1/1 The Estate is dis-

|

charged of Tithes in kind, and subject only to a moderate
! composition Rent in lieu thereof. 1823 J. Kadcock Dom.
\
Amusem. 78 Some, .of the pipe usually employed, or of that

i more pliable ^composition tube, employed by the makers of
I beer engines. 1816 Keatinge Trai'. 1. 242 He rammed the

j

victims of his malignant and drunken caprices., into his

;

*composition-walls : for he too was an architect.

Composi tional, a. rare. [f. prec. +-al.] Of
! or pertaining to composition.

1815 Knox & Jebb Corr, II. 222 To use verbal alterations,

;
and compositional modification.

t Compositi'tioiis, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L.

composttici-us + -ous : see -itious.] Of a composed
or made-up sort.

1657 Tomlinson Renous Disfi. 527 These may be added
!
when use calls, and no other composititious Oxymel kept.

Compositive (k^mpp-zitiv;, a. [ad. L. com-

posittv-uSy f. composit- : see Composite and -ive.]

fl. Of composite nature or character ; in Archil.
' = Composite a. 2. Obs.

1601 Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall. 102 Either a theefe simply,

or a theefe compositiue, as a robber by the high way, or a
I

burglarer. 1687 Taubman London's Tri. 9 The Temple of

Janus of the Compositive Order, .being a composition of all

j

the five Orders.

2. Involving or using composition or combina-
tion

;
synthetic.

1652 Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 291 By a compositive
method thaorematically to infer consequences. 1857 T. E.
Webb Intellect. Locke v. 88 Those Ideas, .are. .[not] pro-

ducts of the mere compositive Energy of Thought, i860

Abp. Thomson Laws Th. 28 A picture or statue would be
called by some a synthetic, or compositive, sign.

Hence Compo'sitively adv., synthetically.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter iii. 18 Compositively, as it

respects all times and all occasions.

Compositor (k^mp^zitaj). Also 4 -ur, 6- our,

7 -er (-poster), [a. AF. compositour = F. composi-

teur, ad. L. compositor-em, agent-n. from compdnifre,

composit- : see Compone, Compose.]

f I. One who composes or settles a dispute, etc.

;

an umpire, arbiter, peace-maker. Sc. Obs.

1375 Iiarbour Bruce 1. 88 Thai trowyt that he, as gud
nychtbur, And as freyndsome compositur, Wald hawe Iugyt

i
in lawte. 1527 Ld. Treas. Acc. Sc. in Pitcairn Crim.
Trials I. 272^ pc Bischop of Galloway, ane of the Com-
positouris at be said Airis.

_ 1533 Bellenden Livy 1. (1822)

4 Thir princes war compositouris of pece.

t 2. One who composes or compiles a literary

work. Obs. rare.

ci$2* Dewes Introd. Er. in Palsgr. (1852)895 Many.,
have composed, .rules, .before that they have ben conynge

, . -The sayd composytours . .ben by nature checked, reproued

I and corrected.

3. Printing. One whose business is to set up
; type to print from ; a type-setter.

1569 Pre/. Verse J. Hart's Orthogr,, The compositor to
the reader. 1594 T. R. La Pr/'maud. Er. Acad. 11. 337 If

the Compositor faile in the setting of his letters, the Printer
that putteth ynke vpon the fourmes, doeth not correct the
faultes of the Compositor. 163Z Quables Div. Fancies iv.

iii. -1660) 142 The world's a Printing House . . Each Soul is

a Composter, of whose faults The Levires are Correctors:
Heav'n revises; Death is the common Press. 1824 J.

j

Johnson Tjpogr. II. vi. 127 By the laws of printing, in-

deed, a compositor should abide by his copy. 1878 Morlky
Diderot I. 156 Fifty compositors were, .setting up a book.

Compositonal (k£>mp^zit6^*rial), a. rare. [f.

L. type *compositori-us
i

f. compositor, taken in sense
* composer ' + -al.] Of or pertaining to composers
or compositors.
1821 New Monthly Mag. I. 471 His [Handel's] conipo>i-

I
torial supremacy. 1823 Ibid. IX. 202/1 Rossini, .seems to be
the idol of the rising compositorial generation in Italy.

1844 Ti pper Twins Post.scr. 222 These compositorial diffi-

culties are among the minor tribulations of. .authorship.

Compositous (k^mp^'zitas), a. Bot. rare. [f.

Bot L. Composit-ie + -ors.] = Composite a. 4 a.

1859 DAKWIN Orig. Spec. v. 11878) 116. 1878 — in Life \
Lett. (1887) III. 224 A daisy is a compositous plant.

Compositress (kpmpp'zitres). A female com-
positor (in a printing office).

1885 Pall Mall C. 28 July, The mother . . stated that her
daughter was a compositress.

II CompO'situm. Obs. [J,. comfositum, neut.

pa.pple. oicompdncre; cf. Compost.] A compound,
composition.
1652 French Yorksh.Spa vi. 55 A saline principle, giving

1 consistency to the compositum. X677 Penn Trav. 172
Iohann Soprony Cozaek, an odd Compositum of a Man.
1696 Brookhouse Temple Open, 35 The first Fruits of all

the Compositums, as well as of the Simple and Natural
Things. 1698 W. CfJILCOT Evil Thoughts vi. (1851 1 73 The

! soul and body . . make up one compositum. 1712 Clarke
Defence Arg. (ed. 3) 9 To reside in any Compositum or

System of Matter.

t Composi'tuously, adv. Obs. [Incorrect

I form for * compositionsly.'] With good composition.
1633 Ford Love's Sacr. ir, i, ['An old Antike* says] I will

have my picture drawn most composituously.

t Compositure. Obs. ff. L. type *composi-

tura. f. composit- : see above and -URE.]

1. Make, mode of constitution Composition 13,

1625 Jackson Orig. I nbclic/c xii. 93 I he fabricke or com-
positure of the vnderstanding. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
I. 50 In the ordinaries of this kind, there are diverse Com-
possitures. (11718 Penn Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 821 If we
consider his [man's] Make, and lovely Compositure.

2. concr. A collection, mass.
1632 LlTHCOW Trav. IX. (1682) 374 Not being able to con-

tain such a Compositure of Combustible matter.

II Compos mentis (lymphs mentis}, adj.phr.

[L. f. com- + fotis powerful, master.] Having con-

trol of one's mind, in one's right mind. Also
simply compos : more frequent in non compos.

1679 Trials of Wakeitiau , etc, 55, I was scarce Compos
mentis. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 11 June, The Templar
affirmed that the poor fellow was tton compos. 1842 Order-
son Creol. xix. 232 He was. .compos mentis. 1859 Lever
D. Dunn 48 ' Ye see I wasn't compos when I did it.'

Composs, var. of Compass sl>.-

t Composse'ssioner. Obs. rare. [f. Com- +
Possessionem] = next.

1617 Collins Dep. Bp. Ely 11. viii. 343 He ingests in other

partners and compossessioners, he cares not whome.

Composse'ssor. Obs. rare. [a. Fr. com-

posscssettr ^Cotgr.), a. L, compossessor (Tertull.), f.

com- +possessor, Possessok.] A joint possessor.

1611 Cotgr., Compossesseur, a compossessor; a ioynt

J

possessor; one that, .hath part in a thing with another.

Compossibility (k(7mpesibHiti). rare. [f. L.

type * compossibilitcit-em : see next and -ITY.]

Co-existent possibility
;
compatibility.

C1630 Jackson Creedw. ill. viii. Wks. III. 462 The mutual
compossibility of actual particular cogitations with virtual

I continuance of some main purpose, a 1688 Cudworth Im-
mitt. Mor. 11731) 32 The Compossibility of Contradictions

destroys all knowledge, c 1850 Sir W. Hamilton Logic
(i860) 1 1 . 282 App., The differences in Compossibility of the

two schemes of Indefinite and Definite particularity.

Compossible (kpmp^slb'l), a. [OF. corn-

possible (Oresme) ad. med.L. compossibil-is, f.

com- +possibilis, Possible.] Possible along with

or in coexistence with something else.

1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. vi. Wks. (1742) 327 They
should make the Faith, wherewith they believe, an intel-

ligible, compossible, consistent Thing, and not define it by
Repugnances, a 1640 Jackson Wks. (1673) III. 78 What
portion of Freedom of Will is, or can be compossible with

Absolute Servitude. 1827 Coleridge Lett. Confers., etc.

xxxiii. II. 150 Would to God I could have made the one
compossible with the other and done both, c 1850 Sir W.
Hamilton Logic (i860) II. 283 App., [This] prepositional

form is compossible with every other form in universals.

b. as sb. with //.

1727-51 Chambers Cyci., Compossiblcs, such things as are

. .capable of subsisting together. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio 1
.

Compost (kfmp(Jst), sbJ- Also (sense 3) 6
compest. [a. OF. compost, cumpost:—L. com-

positum (later composturn) neuter of pa. pple. : see

i
Compost pa. pple.']
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1. A composition, combination, compound.
a 1640 Jackson Creed xi. viii. Wks. X. 134 To know what

malice is . . what villainy or treachery is, for Satan is but a
compost of these. 1656 Earl Monm. Adv.fr. Parnass 7
The skilful do . . clearly discern in this Front, .all the rules

of Dorick, Ionick, Corinthian Architecture, and of Com-
posts which are, and yet appear not. 1835 Coleridge Aids
Re/I. 1 1 848 1 I. 236 This is no compost, collectorium or in-

ventory of single duties. 1863 (Jladstone Financ. Statem.

159 Some new composts are brought forward and delivered
to a discerning public.

b. A literary composition, compendium.
1837 Whittock Bk. Trades 1184a) 359 A sort ofjack-daw

compi/atenr who has inflated his compost to a forty shilling

volume.

f2. Cookery. Compote. Obs. a. A stew of

various ingredients.

c 1410 Liber Cocorum (1862* 18 For to make a compost
[with chickens, herbs, spices, etc.].

b. spec. A preparation of fruit or spice preserved

in wine, sugar, vinegar, or the like.

c 1430 Ttvo Cookery-hks. (1888) 59 Le ij cours, Compost,
Brode canelle, Potage. c 1450 Ibid. 87 Peris in compost,
take pere Wardones . . pare hem, and seth hem . . and cast hem
to the Syryppe . . And then pare clene rasinges of ginger .

.

and caste hem to the peres in composte. 1513 Bk. K'eruynge
in Babees Bk. (1868) 268 Loke your composte be fayre and
clene. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 159 White oliues . . before
they be put vp in their compost or pickle.

3. A mixture of various ingredients for fertilizing

or enriching land, a prepared manure or mould.
Also + composs, Compass, sb. 2.

Ji»58 Charter St. Albans Abbey in M. Paris (Rolls' V. 668
Cum composto . . ad praedictum manerium meliorandum. J

1587 Harrison England in, viii. (18781 n. 54 That ground
will serve well, and without compest for l>arleie. 1589 Put-
tenham Eng. Poesie in. xxv. (Arb.i 309 The good gardiner
seasons his soyle by sundrie sorts of compost : as mucke or
marie, clay or sande. .bloud, or lees of oyle or wine. 1601
Shaks. Ham. 111. iv. 151 Do not spred the Compost o[e]r
the Weedes, To make them ranke. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 597.
1693 Kvelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard. Gloss., Compost, is

rich made Mold, compounded with choice Mold, rotten
Dung, and other enriching ingredients. 1784 Cowi-er Task
HI. 637 Turn the clod, and wheel the compost home. 1813
Uingley Anim. Biog. <ed. 4* III. 70 The neighbouring
farmers made them [herringsj up into composts, and
manured their ground with them. 1861 Delamer Gard.
30 The soil for hyacinths is a compost . . consisting of light
loam, leaf-mould, river-sand, and well-rotted dung.

fifr >*39 Fuller Holy War III. xix. 11840) 148 Martyrs
a*hes are the best compost to manure the church. 1831
Carlvle Sart. Res. 11. iii, Mind, which grows, not.. by
having its roots littered with etymological compost. 1858
Froude Hist. Eng. III. 24/2 note. Stories like those .. in
Sanders grow like mushrooms in the compost of hatred.

4. attrib. Compost-heap (sense 3).
1780 ISurke Sp. Econ. Re/. Wks. I. 249 A new accession to

the loaded compost heap of corrupt influence. 1884 Mrs.
F.wing Mary's Meadow 1,18861 43 Well have a compost heap
of our own this autumn.

T Ccmpost, sb.- Obs. [a. OF. compost, corrupt
form of compot (nom. compoz, compos :— late L.
comput-us calculation, f. compittii-re to compute,
reckon up. The OF. compost ,= Compost sbX)
was reduced in pronunciation and sometimes in

spelling to compot, by association with which this

word was also spelt compost, and latinized as com-
postum, as if a 'collection ' ofsome kind.] — Com-
PUTUS ; csp. a calendar or computation of astro-

nomical and ecclesiastical data.
1535 Berthelet's ed. of Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. ix. iii,

has compost, for compot of 1398 : see Compot. 1560 [title-, A
Compound manuell, or Compost of the hand, wherby you
may easilie finde out by the arte of the hand, all thingsjper-
tayning to the vse of common Almanacks. .Printed byTho.
Marsh. 8vo. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais I. xiv, The compost,
for knowing the age of the Moon, the seasons of the year,
and tides of the sea. 1656 Sheph. Kalender i, This present
book is named the Compost, for it comprehendeth fully all

the compost and more, for the days, hours, and moments,
and the new moons, and the eclipse of the Sun and Moon.
1844 S. R. Maitland Dark Ages ai.

t CompO'st, pa. pple. and ///. a, Obs. [a. OF.
compost (= It. composto) L. compost- us, com-
posit-us: see Composite.] Composed,compounded;
composite, compound.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirnrg., The compost

menibres. .be they that maye be deuyded in other kyndes.
1561 I'haer ,-Eneid. viii. Y j, Wynes they skinke with cakes
compost. 1649 Hammond Senn. Wks. 1684 IV. 534 A sad
yKvKVJTiKpovy compost of more bitter than sweet.

Compost (k^mp^st), v. Also 6 compest,
-pesse. [a. OF. composter to manure, to dung,
f. compost sb. In med.L. compostare. Cf. Com-
pass v.- and Compester.]
1. To treat with compost, to manure or dung.
[1388 Charter Priory 0/ W'ewenJiam in Dugdale Monast.

Angt. (1661) II. 243 Dictas terras excolendas et compo-
standas sive per carectam sive per ovile.] 1499 Promp.
Parv. 89 Compostyn or dungyn, stercoro. 155s Huloet
Dungen, compesse, or mucke, stercoro. 1577 Harrison
England in. x. (1878) 11. 69 The inhabitors doo compest
their soile. 1641 Bp. Hali. Rem. Wks. 11660)53 Fields.,
drencht with blood, and composted with carcasses.
fig. 1630 Fuller Holy Wars: xxx. (1647) 285 The plouw.
man. .will be soon out of heart, if not maintained and las I

may say) composted with hopes to receive benefit by his
labours.

2. To make into compost.
1829 I. L. Knaip jfrnl. Nat. 6 Our farmers.. use con-

siderable quantities, composted with earth, for their different

I crops. 1864 Reader No. 101. 711/2 The rotten leaves are
composted by the pressure of the atmosphere.

Hence Composting vbl. sb., manuring.
1481 Caxton Tulle of Old Age, By which dongyng and

\
compostyng the feldes gladeth. 1576 Newton Lemnie's
Complex. (1633) 216. 1587 Harrison Descr. Brit. 1. xviii.

in lloliushed, It shall not need of anie further compesting.

Composter : see Compositor.

t Compostare (kffaipfjstiiu). Obs. or dial. [a.

F. composture, ad. L. compos\pjura, f. composit-

ppL stem of componert : see Composition. Cf.

posture, imposture'^ imposition). Ned.L.compos-
turn, and OF. composture were chiefly in sense 2.]

1. Composition, composure (of action or state).

1614 Sklden Titles Hon. Ded. A iii, I call you not my
Patron. Truth in my References, Likelyhood in my Coniec-
tures, and the whole Composture shall be in steed of One.
Ibid. 1. vii. 150 Archt Crowns .. as truly Imperial! as the
Emperors, but differing in composture. 1671 Grew Anat.

\
Plants 1. v. s 6 The first apparent Fould or Composture
of the Leaves. 1888 Elworthv in W. Somerset Word-bk.

b. toner. A composition.
2. Compost, manure.
1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 444 The Earth's a Theefe, That

1 feeds and breeds by a composture stolne From gen'rall
excrement.

t CompO'Sture, v. Obs. [f. prec] To manure.
a 1618 Raleigh in Gutch Colt. Cur. I. 80 He shall have.

.

the dung of the cattle, to muckle or composture his land.

t Compo suist. Obs. rare- 0
. [erroneously

f. Compose, after casuist, etc.] A composer.
18x6 in Pickering, whence in some later Diets.

Composure vkffaipjiryu.i . [This word, with
disposurc, exposure, appeared about 1600; appar.
of English formation, from compose, dispose, ex-
pose, by form-association with enclose, enclosure,

or other words in which the formation was etymo-
logical, repr. L. -sura : see 'till] Formerly used
in nearly all the senses of Composition : now only
as in sense 10.

I. As an action : composition, compounding.
+ 1. The action or process of composing, con-

structing, arranging, forming
; composition. Obs.

1609 Heywood Brit. Troy xil. xlii, His orbicular Targe
j

. . Which Vulcan by deuine Composure made. 1657 Tom-
linson Renoit's Disp. 3 He hath free power in the com-
posure of his Physick. 1699 Evelyn Acetaria 117291 145
The Composure of a Sallet. 1699 J. Woodward in Phil.
Trans. XXI. 193 Matter whereof those Bodies consist.,
received . . for the Composure of others.

t 2. Intellectual production
;

literary, musical,

or artistic composition.
1599 B, Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 1. iv, Demosthenes .. In

the composure of all his exquisite, and mellifluous orations.
1624 Bolton Nero 201 Hee . . addicted himselfe to the
composure of verses. 1694 W. Holder Harmony Introd.,
The Masters of Harmonick Composure, and the skilful

Artists in Performance. 1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. Col.
Mass. iii. 381 One of the ministers, .had a remarkable talent
for very quick and sudden composures.

+ 3. Compounding, mixing, combination. Obs.
1715 M. Dames Ath. Brit. 1. 292 The present English

Tongue .made up of the Mixture and Composure of the
Ancient-Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, and Occasional Terms of all

1
other Languages.

f4. A composing or adjusting, esp. of differences

or disputes ; agreement, settlement. Obs.
1640-4 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 111. 11692) I. 309 A good

. Issue . . expected by the amicable way of Treaty and Com-
posure. 1645 Pagiii Ileresiogr. (1661) 209, 140 Members
of the House of Commons, known.. to nave voted for a
Composure with the King. 1694 Luttrell Brie/Ret. (1857)
III. 392 Matters are not yet ripe for composure. 1709
Stanhope Taraphr. IV. 192 The composure of those
Troubles, by the appearance of an Angel.

t 5. A composition (with creditors). Obs.
1670 Lond. Gaz. No. 1408/4 The Proposals lately made by

him for a Composure with his Creditors.

II. As a resulting state or condition.

t 6. Composition, constitution, or construction,
csp. as to its mode. a. generally. Obs.
161a Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. 1 16531 Ep. Salut. 2 The

composure and order of the first methodical Surgeons Chest.
1660 Siiarrock Vegetables Ep. Ded., As to the form and
composure of matter. 1670 98 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 115
The whole composure of this altar and tabernacle being the
height of wjt and riches . . you [cannot] admire sufficiently.

c ljao W. Gibson Farrier's Guide it. ii. (1738) 7 Inequality
in the Blood's Composure. 1868 Browning Ring <y Bk.
111. 131 A whole, .in whose composure just The acquiescent
and recipient side Was Pietro's, and the stirring striving
one Violante's.

t b. of the human frame and its parts. Obs.
1628 Fkltham Resolves 11. xxxvii, No man had euer

power to order Nature in his owne composure, a 163s
,
Naunton Fragm. Reg. 1 Arb.» 57 Of a most neat composure,

j

and tall in his person, a 1716 Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 275

I

Such is the Composure of the Eye.

t C. Personal constitution, temperament. Obs.
1606 Shaks. Ant. tr CI. 1. iv. 22 His composure must be

rare indeed, Whom these things cannot blemish, c 1665
Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson 24 In all his
natural and ordinary inclinations and composure, there was
something extraordinary. 1705 Vanbrugh Confed. 1. ii, Of
so happy a composure to care a fig for no body. 17x5 Mrs.
J. Barker Exilius 1 1. 136 She is of a Composure, both of
Mind and Person, above any Thing below a Scipio.

t 7. Mode of disposing or arranging ; posture,

pose. Obs.

1628 Earle Microcosm., Discout. Man (Arb.) 27 His
composure of himself is a studied carelessnesse with his
armes^ a crosse, and a neglected hanging of his head. 1658
Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus ii, The. .Tomb, .was in the
form of a Lozenge ; readily made out by the composure of
the body.

t 8. Form or style: a. literary; b. musical. Obs.
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. cfr Comnrw. 1 1603) A b, The harsh

composure and conveyance of the stile, a 1638 Mede Wks.
1. xvi. 59 In a Poetical strain and composure. 1641 V'ind.
Smectymnuus § 2. 40 Neither for matter nor for composure
subject to just exception. 1659 Evelyn Diary 5 Nlay, A
new opera . . in recitative music and sceanes, much inferior
to the Italian composure and magnificence. 1734 Watts
Relit/. Jm<. xxvi, ft is .. by a warm composure, that some
of the French preachers reign over their assemblies.

t 9. Composed or settled condition of affairs
;

public quietness or tranquillity. Obs.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. l (1843) 27/2 There, followed

so excellent a composure throughout the whole kingdom,
that the like peace and Plenty . . was never enjoyed. 1767
Gen. Conway in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 519 IV. 508 Every-
thing is in a profound tranquillity, .except in Poland, where
I hope, .that affairs will soon come to a composure.

10. Composed condition of mind, feelings, or

demeanour
;

tranquillity, calmness, collectedness.

(The extant sense.)

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 272 To whom the Virgin Majestie
of Eve.. With sweet austeer composure thus reply'd. X715
Pope Odyss. xix. 448 With cool composure feign'd, the
Chief replies. 175a Johnson Rambler No. 193 r 10 We
sit down with great composure and write a letter to ourselves.
1838 Lytton Leila 1. ii, An eye and lip of rigid composure.
1871 Morley Voltaire (1886)34 Greek serenity and com-
posure of spirit.

III. As a concrete product.

t U. A composed fabric or structure material or
immaterial ; a made up whole, a combination,

j

structure, Composition. Obs.
1609 Shaks. Tr. f, Cr. 11. iii. 109 (Qo.) It was a strong

composure [Folios counsel!] . . a foole could disunite.
16136 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iii, Nor will the needle
nor the loome . . such composures make of silke and gold.
1619 Judgmt. Synode Dort 54 A patched composure of
Stoicisme, Manicheisme, Libertinisme, and Turcisme. 1733
Cheyne Rng. Malady 11. v. { 5 (1734) 159 Food . . fitted for

j

Use, without the artful Composures of Cookery. 1768 74
, Tucker Lt. Nat. ( 1 852) I. 387 Gross composures of flesh and
]

blood like ourselves.

1 12. A literary, musical, or artistic composition.
a. 1603 Drayton Odes ii. 37 In my choise Composures The

soft and easie Closures, .amorously shall meet. X7« R. Keith
j

tr. T. A Kempis' Vail. Lilies Pref. 1 Two of the genuine
Composures of . . Thomas a Kempis. 1771 Orton Disc, to
Aged Pref. 4 The composures of my honoured fathers.
b 1660 Watehhouse A rms ^ A rm. To Rdr. , The notes

of a good composure melodious to musical cares. 173a
Historia Litt. IV. 97 Metastasio, known by his Opera's and
other Composures.
0. 1668 Evelyn tr. Freari's Idea Painting 8 The Project

of a more finished Composure. 1704 J. Elsum Art Paint,
ys The Colours .. are ill managed in working, .which is

enough to spoil the whole Composure.

t Compot. Obs. Also 5 -pote. [a. OF. compot
ad. late L. computus, compotus calculation : cf.

!
Compost^, Computus.] Computation, reckoning,
esp. of the Calendar.
1387 Trkvisa Higden (Rolls) V. 323 pat ?ere )>e abbot

Dionisius Exiguus bygan to make his compote at Rome.
He was be firste .bat took hede of be defautcs of bat com-
pot. Ibid. VI. 187 pe compot 1 1431 50 compte] of Ester
[Easter]. 139B — Barth. De P. R. ix. iii. iTollem. MS. I,

These hourcs put to gedir in be fourbe 3ere makeb a day
bat is clepid bisextilis, as Bcda sayep : but hereof in be
compot [Lat. in compute, 1535 compost J. Ibid. xix. cxvi.

(1495) 919 Doo away compot and acountes.

Compot, var. of Compote.
Compotant, nonce wd. Tad. L. compdldnl-ciii,

pr. pple. : see Computation.
J
= Compotatob.

1 16x4 Br. M. Smith Serm. Eph. v. 18 His majesty hath
. . set forth his proclamation against Combatants : it may
please God also to moue his Royal heart to proclaime against
Compotants, against such as drinke healths.

t Co mpotate, v. Obs. [f. L type *compot,il-

:

see next.] To carouse. Hence Co mpotating,
vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. 85 An excellent Junket in
their compotating humours. Ibid. 16 Compotating ends.

Compotation ^mpo^ jan). [ad. L. compo-
tatidn-cm drinking together (in Cic, transl. (jr.

ovfiwuatov , n. of action from *compotdre, compdtdt-,
f. com- +potare to drink : cf. Fr. compotation and
Potation.] A drinking or tippling together,
drinking-bout, carouse, symposium.
»S93 Bacchus Bountie 'm Hart. Misc. (1809 II. 272 His hot

compotations in the day. 1636 Healey Epictctus's Man.
xlv. 66 Avoid the vulgar banquets, revels and compotations.
170J Statesmen Abingdon 4 Their Spirits were a little

elevated in a chearful Compotation. 186s S. Lucas Seen-
laria 101 A stately compotation with the Abbot.
Hence Compota tionship b,id .

i8ij J- Wilson in Blacku: Mag. XVII. 109 Affection,
friendship, and compotationship with Hogg.
Compotation, obs. f. Computation.
Compotator (kp mpokitsj). [OK. compotateur

(15th c. in Godef.), ad. late L. compotalor-em,
agent-n. f. compoldt-.'] A fellow-drinker.
1731 Pope Lett, to Knight 23 Aug., Half our com-

panions and compotators of syllabub. X767 A. Campbell
Lexiph. (1774) 31 The . . flowing hilarity of our fellow com-
potators. 1846 Hawthorne Mosses 11. vii. 115 Ben Jonson's
compotators at the Mermaid.
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Compotatory (k^mpva'tatari), a. [ad. L. type
*compdtatori-us, f. compotalor : sec -oky.] Per-

taining or addicted to compotation.
1817 T. L. Peacock Melinconrt II. 188 The whole pre- 1

Hminary of the compotatory ceremonial. 1831 Eraser's
Mag. III. 651 Jolly, convivial, compotatory clubs.

Compote kfmp0"t\ Also 9 compot. [a. F.

compote:— OF'. compostc :— L. composta, composita,

from composittts pa. pple. : see Composite, Com-
post. Analogous to sbs. in -ata, -ade, -ee.]

1. Fruit preserved in syrup.
1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Card. I. 91 viarg.,

Compote^ fruit stew'd in Sugar, after a manner peculiar to the

French. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. I. 3 L ij/'i Cherries .

.

put into Compotes, half Sugar and Conserves. 1883 Miss
Braddon Gold. Calf xi. 139 He eats too many compots.

|| 2. A manner of preparing pigeons. [Fr.]

1769 Mrs. Raitald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 129 Pigeons
compote. Take six young Pigeons and skewer them . . put
forcemeat into the craws, .fry them brown, etc.

Compote : see also Compot.
Compotent, obs. f. Competent.

f Compotent. Obs. rare. Used by Chaucer in

the following passage to represent L. sui compos,
' master of itself, in possession of itself

1391 Chaucer Boeth. v. vi., 172 And it byhoueb by neces-
site bat bilke binge [eternity] be alwey present to hym self

and compotent [idque nccessc est et sui compospraesens sibi

semper adsistere],

||
Compotier. [Fr. f. compote.'] A dish used at

dessert for holding fruit : see Comport 2
.

1885 Harpers Mag. Apr. 740/2 Over the edge of a white
compotier hung, .grapes.

Compotist, obs. f. Computist.
t Compoti'ster. Obs. In 5 (?) compet-. [f.

F. compotiste, compotist, Computist + -eh : cf.
I

a ichemister, barrister; etc.] = Computist.
1413 Lydg. Pylgr. Soivle v. i. (1859) 73 The competister

\

[? compotister] in the Craft of the Kalendar.

II
Compo*tor. Obs. [L.] A compotator.

1791 Walker s. v. Compotator, Compotor. I have not
found either of these words in any of our Dictionaries, and
have ventured to place them here only as conversation

I

words : the former as the more usual, the latter as more
correct.

Compounctyon, obs. f. Compunction.
Compound ;,kf?mpaund), v - Forms : a. 4-6
compownfe, 4-7 compounve, (5 compone) ; £.

6 compownd(e, compounde, 6- compound.
Pa. t. and pple. 5-6 compowned, compouned,
5-7 compound : see also Compound a.

[ME. compoune-ii) -powne-n (in 15th c. also

-pone), ad. OF. compon-re, -pondre, -pundre
(pr. pple. componant (-pondant), 3 pi. pr. com-

\

ponent) = Pr. componre, -pondre, It. componere,
comporre :—L. compdn-cre to place or put together

:

see Compone. (OF. on gave ME. oun, as in

dragoun, lesoun, noun, soun.) The form com'
poun{e survived to c 1575, and compound as pa. t.

occurs even after 1600 (though it may then have
been referred no longer to a vb. compoun, but looked
upon merely as short for compounded ) ; on the other

hand, to compound e is known at least as early as

1520. P'or the history of the final -d in compound,
expound, propound, see Expound, which in all its

forms occurred earlier in English, and was the type
followed by co?npound. In this word the current

use of the original pa. pple, compouned, compoundy

as an adj., would of itself tend to establish a vb.

to compound, as in to content, to direct, and the

verbs referred to under -ate 3
; cf. also Astound

ppl. a. and v.]

I. To put together, combine, construct, compose.

f 1. trans. To put together, to join ; to apply.
1393 Gower Con/. II. 90 How that the Latin shall be

compouned And in what wise it shall be souned. 1660
Barrow Euclid VI. xxxii, If two triangles having two sides
proportional to two be so compounded or set together at
one angle.

2. To put together, unite, combine, mix (ele-

ments). Now chiefly used of the mixing of various
ingredients so as to form a composite product.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 83 Take jus of wormod. .honey

. .barli mele. .& compoune [MS. B compone] hem togidere &
fille be wounde. Ibid. 43 Echof hem bi him-silf or ellis com-
pound. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 116 Onely compound
me with forgotten dust, c 1600 — Sonn. lxxi, When I (per-
haps) compounded am with clay. 1650 Bulwer Anthro-
Pomet. 237 Other sorts of odoriferous wood, which they com-
pound with waters still'd with flowers. 1750 tr. Leonardus*
Mirr. Stones 38 This terrene is compounded with the
igneous, airy, and aqueous. 1817 Keatinge Trav. I. 101
I he artist, .having compounded trees, rocks, and water, in
such a manner as completely to spoil them all. 1841 Myers
Lath. Th. in. § 14. 52 The very staff" of life needs to be sepa-
rated from its chaff", and variously compounded, before it can
be used for. .food.

b. of the mixing up of non-material elements.
r 1384 Chaucer //. Fame iil 1018 Thus saugh I fals and

sothe compouned. 1651 Hobres Leviath. {1839) 6 When a
man compoundeth the image of his own person with the
Image of the actions ofanother man. ai66i Fuller Worthies
126 William Shakespeare. .in whom three eminent Poets
may seem in some sort to be compounded. 1734 tr. Rollin's

Anc. Hist. (1827) VII. xvii. 273 His nature compounded
j

different and contrary qualities together. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) II. App. 528 The. .version is made up

\

by compounding the story of William of Poitiers with that
I

which we find in Henry of Huntingdon.

C. Math. To combine (individual forces, velo- !

cities, and the like), so as to obtain a resultant
j

equivalent to the whole acting together ; also to
I

combine (ratios) : see quot. 1S75.

1571 DlGGES Pantom. 1. xx. G b. If magnitudes disioyn-

edly or seperatly be proportionall, conioynedly or com-
j

pounded, they shall also bee proportionall. 1875 Todhunter
Algebra xxvi. 224 If the antecedents of any ratios be
multiplied together and also the consequents, a new ratio is

obtained, which is said to be compounded of the former
j

ratios. Thus the ratio ac : bd is said to be compounded of
j

the two ratios a : b and c : d, 1882 Minchin ihiipl.

Kinemat, 33 Reversing P"s velocity on itself and on Q, 1

and compounding this reversed velocity with Q's absolute
velocity. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 261 Complicated mechanical

j

problems cannot always be solved by directly compounding .

all the forces in operation.

d. To combine (verbal elements} so as to make
j

a compound word.
1530 Palsgr. 138 Somtyme prepositions be compounde i

with substantyves, as sursavlt. 1830 Herschkl Study
\

Nat. Phil. 137 Whose names may become attached to, or
;

compounded with, the former.

f e. iutr. (for reJI. ) To unite, become compound. ,

1727 Thomson Summer 1792 Th' obedient Phantoms 1

vanish or appear ; Compound, divide, and into Order shift.

3. trans. To make up (a composite product) by the

mixture or combination of various ingredients or

elements,
c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame it. 521 Tydynges Bothe of feire

speche and chidynges And of fals and soth compovned
\s.v. compownedj. 14.. F.piph.'xn Tundale's Vis. (1843) 117
Ephyphanye Whych is a word . . compowned . .of Fpi fyrst

and phanos sothe to seyn. c 1570 Pride Lowl. {1841) 81

It was compounded with great diligence Of symplis by
\

an Apothecary. 157a Bosskwell A rmorie 11. 52 b, A
beaste compouned of a swyne and of an Ape. 1611 BlBLE
Exod. xxx. 25 An oyntment compound [1569 compounde] 1

after the arte of the Apothecarie. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v.
\

254, I . . did compound for her A certaine stuffe. 1662 H.
Stubbe fud. Nectar Pref. 6 Essays in compounding Choco-
lata. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1763) p. xv, Method of 1

compounding and decompounding Medecmes. 1789 Mrs.
Piozzi France Italy I. 80 Its construction was com-
pounded of comic and distressful scenes. 182a Q. Rev.
XXVI. 205 Another solitary adept . . who expected to com-
pound the alcahest.

4. To compose ; to construct, form. (Now used
only in senses akin to 3.)
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. m, ix. 87 Neuer to compoune

werke of floterynge mater. <' 1391 — Astrol. Prol. 1 A
suffisaunt astralabie as . . compowned after the Latitude of
Oxenford. 1571 DlGGES Pantom. Pref. A ij, Superficies .

.

whether they be compounde with straighte or [with] circu-

lare lines, or mixte of bothe. 1577 Hellowes Gneuara's
\

Chron. 31 Traiane . . persuaded the Oratours to compounde
many meetres to his praise. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 221

j

Shall not thou and I.. compound a Boy, halfe French halfe
1

English, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts Jl/ou. (1642) 459
One Nepos .. compounded many Hymnes and Psalms.
1814 Southev Roderick xxin, The Spirit who compounded
thee. 1875 Jowett Ptato{ed. 2) I. 340 Meletus . . has been
compounding a riddle.

T b. To make up or form (an army). Obs.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World rv. i. § 8 He compounded an i

army of great strength. Ibid, v. ii. § 8 Who with the Boij
and Insubriens, compound an army of fifty thousand foot. I

1622-62 Heylvn Cosmogr. ill. (1673) 206/1 These Foot are
compounded most of Gentry. 1644 Sir W. Waller in Cat.

St. Papers {18881 301 An army compounded of these men.

+ C. To devise, form (a scheme). Obs. rare.

1530 ed. ofCaxton's Chron. Eng. vn. 95/1 KyngeEdwarde
..compounded in his mynde how he myght recover his

treasour.

f 5. To make up, constitute, or compose, as in-

gredients or elements do. Obs.
1607 Shaks. Timon iv. ii. 35 His pompe, and all what state

compounds. 1663-4 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 140
[The reasons] altogether will not compound one solid argu- i

ment. 1691 Ray Creation (1714) 28 The Muscles com-
pounding the Sides of that ventricle. Ibid. 1. (1704) 68
Corpuscles of such Figures as they compounded before.

II. To compose differences, settle claims.
* trans.

f 6. To settle or compose (disturbance, strife, 1

litigation, a difference). Obs.

1546 Si. Papers Hen. Fill, XI. 224 All thinges being
compownded and at a good poynte in the reste of the
worlde. 156a Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 § 28 Yf . . the said Justice.

.

cannot compounde and agre the Matter between [them].

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. 11". 28 Rise Gremio, rise, we will

compound this quarrel!. 1597-8 Bacon Ess. Hon. <j- Reput,
j

(Arb.) 70 Such as compound the long Miseries of ciuill

Warres. 164a Fuller Holy § Pro/. St. 11. xxiv. 151 He
compounds many petty differences betwix this neighbours.

!

1712 Arbuthnot John Bull (1755) 16 They took great

pleasure in compounding law-suits among their neighbours.

1757 Mrs. R. Griffith Lett. Henry Fr. (1767) I. 62 To
|

compound this dispute upon revenge,

fb. absol. Obs.

1596 Spenser State Irel. 4 Theyr judge will compound
betweene the murderer and the friends of the murdered.

7. Of the parties : To settle (a matter) by mutual
concession ; to compromise.
1659 Gentl. Call. (1696) 134 Neither of the combatants

were so implacable but that they could willingly have com-
pounded the matter. 1699 Bentley Phal. 154 We may
compound the difference thus. 1777 W. Dalrymple Trav.

j

Sp. Sf Port, xi, I disputed the point, threatened to . . com- 1

plain, when we compounded the affair. 1818 Cruise Digest
led. 2) V. 65 In case the suit had not been compounded.

8. a. To settle (a debt) by agreement for partial

payment ; to discharge (a recurring charge or sub-

scription) by paying a lump sum.
1665 Manley Grotius Lo7v*C Warres 562 Horatio Pala-

vine's Debt . . was afterwards privately compounded. 1687
Dryden Hind P. 1. 144. 33 Both knave and fool the

Merchant we may call To pay great summs, and to com-
pound the small. 1705 Luttrell Brie/R el. (18571V'. 581
Pitkin, the linneu draper . . has compounded his debts for

Zs. 6d. in the pound. 1827 Scott Diary 25 Dec, I might
have employed the money . . in compounding my debts.

b. To settle (any matter) by a money payment,

in lieu of other liability.

1709 Steele Tatter No. 26 p 2, I have compounded Two
or Three Rapes. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum., Montriul,
There is always a matter to compound at the door, before

you can get into your chaise, and that is with the sons and
daughters of poverty who surround you. 1871 B. Taylor
Faust (1875) I. xix. 172 With the police 'twere easy to

compound it.

9. Said of the creditor or claimant : To accept a

composition for ; to condone (a liability or offence)

for money or the like ; to settle privately with one.

To compound afelony (or the like) : to forbear prosecution
for some consideration, which is an offence at law. To com'
pound an information : to reveal a crime, and commence a
prosecution, with the object of being paid or ' squared ' in

order to desist.

1683 in I'icary's Auat. (18881 App. xv. 284 Orderd, thai

none of the said company, .presume to take or compound for

the future, any fines. 1717 Lady M. W. Montague Lett.

II. xlvii. 42 It is the business of the next relations to

revenge the dead person ; and if they like better to com-
pound the matter for money there is no more said of it.

1752 Johnson Rambler No. 201 r 10 His companions.,
laughed at his uneasiness, compounded the offence for a

bottle. 1775 Burke Sp. Cone. Amer. Wks. III. 122, I for

one, protest again-*t compounding our demands: I declare

against compounding for a poor limited sum, the immense,
evergrowing, eternal debt, .due to generous government.

* * intrans.

f 10. To agree, make terms, bargain, contract

{with, for ". Also with indirect passive. Obs.

1419 in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 28 I. 88 For the which guerdon
. . oure said Lord of Powys hase compownyd with us and
fynaly accorded. 1557 Tusser 100 Points Husb. xi, With
thy seruauntes compound, to carry thy muckhilles, on thy
barley ground. 1602 Segar Hon. Mil. Ciz: in. xiii. 129

Seuen gentlemen doe compound with seuen other, to run
certaine courses at the Tilt. 1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. iv.

ii. 25 Compound with him by the yeere, and let him abide

here with you. c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem.^ Col,

Hutchinson (1846^ 397 It is believed that Richard himself

was compounded with, to have resigned the place.

11. To come to terms or settle a dispute, by
compromise or mutual concession.

a 1528 Skelton Vox Poputi 325, I wysche they myght
have grateis Lysens to compounde. 1602 Warner Alb.
Eng. ix. xlv. (1612) 213 Richard Plantagenet, the Duke of

Yorke. .Sought to depose sixt Henrie. .But they compound.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World ill. xi. § 5 Agesilaus having
thus compounded with Tithraustes, entred Phrygia. 1635
Quarles Embl. 1. x. (1718) 43 Take my advice : compound,
and share the prize. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 533 ? 2 They
gladly compounded to throw their cards in the fire if he
would his paper, i860 Motley Netherl._<i868) I. vi. 333
Aldegonde had promised the enemy to bring them to com-
pound. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876' I. xii. 194.

12. To come to terms as to the amount of a

payment ; to make a pecuniary arrangement (zvit/i

a person, for forgoing a claim, conferring a benefit,

etc.).

1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII> c. 4 The saide recompence. .to be
paied . .onlesse that the maire. .can otherwise compound or

agree with the lordes. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons

7 b, These Coronells. .will accept of no Captaines, but of

such as will compound with them and buy their Captainship.

1652 Needham Selden's Mare CI. 492 Enforced them to

compound for great summes that they might fish quietly

for one year. 1667 E. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. in. j.

(1743) 142 The Bishop compounds for the First Fruits of his

Bishoprick. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 175 Compounders for

malt shall not be liable to compound, or pay duties, for

cyder or perry, to be . . consumed in their own families. 1865

Meriyale Rom. Emp. VIII. lxiii. 21 These new occupants

gladly compounded for the protection, .by a tribute.

fig. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. vi. 33 For hearing this, I

must perforce compound With mixtfull eyes, or they will

issue to. 1796 Burke Lett. Noble Ld. Wks. 1842 II. 270

But they have a means of compounding with their nature.

1887 Lowell Democr. 94 [Memory] is forced to compound
as best she may with her inexorable creditor—Oblivion.

13. To come to terms and payfor an offence or

injury ; to substitute a money payment in lieu of

any other liability or obligation ; to pay.

1555 Fardle Facions II. xi. 257 Thei neuer lette them go
vntill they haue compounded by the purse. 1632 Star

Chamb. Cases (Camd. Soc.) 126 He alsoe brought his

severall actions of rescusse against every one of them ; some
compound with him. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 11.

§ 1 Their purses compound for their follies. 1654 Ordin-

ances c. 55. Sept. 2 The persons so compounding. 1691 T.

H[ale] Acc. Neiu Invent, p. cxiv, Encroachments that

shall be compounded for. 1774 Pennant Tour Scott, in

1772) 75 The governor would have compounded for his life

by ransome. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. 199 The country

gentlemen were compelled to take up knighthood, or to

compound for exemption.

b. To discharge any liability or satisfy any claim

by a compromise whereby something lighter or

easier is substituted.
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1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 215 Compound for Sins they arc

inclin'd to, By damning those they have no mind to. 1735
Somerville Chase in. 2ii The captive Fox ..with a Limb
Compounded for his Life. 1765 Blackstone Comm. II. 74
The personal attendance in knight-service growing trouble-

some . . the tenants found means of compounding for it ; by
first sending others in their stead, and in process of time

making a pecuniary satisfaction to the lords in lieu of it.

1781 Cowpkr Truth 291 No Papist more desirous to com-
pound, Than some grave sinners upon English ground.

C. To pay one sum as a final discharge for an

annual or recurring charge or subscription.

1867 Oxford Unix'. Calendar 100 But, in lieu of this annual
charge, every one. .may. .compound for all such Dues.

14. Of an insolvent debtor : To settle with

creditors and pay a fixed proportion in discharge

of their full claims.

1654 Warren Unbelievers 64 Christ did not compound
with the Father, as broken debtors with the creditour,

making him to take lesse then was due. 1691 Wood Ath.
Oxon. II. 736 Dr. Cox put himself in prison purposely to

compound for his debts. 1771 Franklin Autobiog.Wks.
1840 I. 64 He failed . . compounded, and went to America.
1809 R. Langford Introd. Trade 121 A tradesman . . com-
pounds with his creditors for 8s, j\d, per pound.

15. To accept a composition in lieu of one's full

claims, or of things relinquished.
i6m Heywood Cold. Age t. Wks. 1874 III. 8 Tytati. If

my owne land proue thus vnnaturall I Te purchase forraine

aid. 1 Lord. Rather compound. 1665 Manlfy Grotius'
Lotv C, Warres 133 The rest of his men . . compounded for

the other Towns they had. 1750 Chesterf. Lett. III. 21,

1 am very willing to compound for your coining nearer to

perfection than the generality of your contemporaries. 1819
Crabbe T. 0/Hall VIL Wks. 1834 VI. 137 So Fancy willed,

nor would Compound for less. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr.
(18641 V, ix. vii. 365 If the Emperor should, compound for

any territory, and receive tribute instead of possession.

b. To accept terms of settlement in lieu of

prosecution : hence the Committee for Compound-
ing with Delinquents (i. e. Royalists) under the

Commonwealth.
1576 Act 18 Eliz, c. 5 § 4 No suche Informer . . may com-

pounde or agree with any Person, .that shall ofTende against
any Penall statute, a x6a6 Bacon Max. $ Uses Com. Laiu
2 If they will not sue, or if they be compounded withall.

1646 Ordinances c. 69. Feb. 6 For establishing Commis-
sioners . . to compound with Delinquents. 18*9 Scott Rob
Roy Introd. 9 To prevent those who have lost . . money by
robbery, from compounding with the felons for restoration

of a part of their booty. 1889-90 {.title) Calendar of the
Proceedings of the Committee for Compounding, 1643-1660.

Compound (k^mpaimd.1

, a. Forms : 5 i-com-
pouned, y-componed, -yd, componed e, -yd e,

-pouned, 6 -pounde, 5 -pound. [Originally

pa. pple. of compound, compone (see Compound v.) t

and so of 3 syllables, com-poun-ed, but already

c 1400 reduced to two; its participial character,

which was thus obscured, was lost entirely after the

vb. became compound with pa. pple. compounded.
-

]

1. gen. Made up by the combination of several

elements or ingredients, a. artificially.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. git Medicyns bobe be symple &
be compound [v.r. componed]. 1566 Drant Horace Sat.

11. iv. (R.\ Some kinde of compounde wyne. 1601 Holland
Pliny 116341 I. 547 Certain compound medicines for trees.

1765 A. Dickson Treat. Aerie, nt. (ed. a) 452 The farmer.

.

may make his compound dunghill of the earth of the field

which he intends to manure. 1859 Donaldson Ck. Gram.
p 364 A compound word is an union of two or more words,
represented at least by their roots, and conveying their

separate and combined signification. 1868 Helps Realmah
ii. (18761 19 Some compound sleep-stuff . . I say compound,
because I am sure it was mixed with some drug.

b. Consisting in its nature of a combination of

various parts ; composite, complex.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 1 1 JHlke . iiij. complexiouns .

.

sumtyme ben y-componed [v. r, y-componyd], bat is to seie,

medlid. 1598 Barckley belie. Man 1 1631 1 366 Elements and
compound things. 1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne, Varieties of
Man 199 The Gryphons, those compound animals. 1813 Sir

H. DAW Agric. Chem. iv.i 1814*42 A body is Considered as
Compound when two or more distinct substances are capable
of being produced from it ; thus Marble is a Compound
body.

C. Involving the combination of various actions,

processes, notions, etc. ; combined, collective.

171X F. Fuller Med. Gymn. 99 A Compound Method of
Cure. 1793 Smeaton Edystotte L. § 174 Through the wall,

and through an opposite buttress, whose compound thick-

ness amounted to eight feet. 18*3 F. Cooper Pioneers iii.

This offspring of compound genius. 1855 Bain Senses «V

Int. 1. ii. (1864) 51 In the propulsion of food there is a com-
pound or double action.

f d. ' Made up ', fictitiously composed. Obs.

1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Earn. Ep. 128 No man shall

thinke it is a compound fable, but that of a trueth it did
passe.

2. Specific uses.

a. Surg, and Med., in compound cyst, rupture,

dislocation, etc.
;

compound fracture variously

used : see esp. quots. 1783, 1847, 1885.
e 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 90 pe festre bat is now vlcus

I-compouned [v. r. componed). 1543 Traheron Vigo's
Chirurg. 83 Every* wounde is compounde, that hath any-
thyng joyned unto it, without remotion. .as woundescaused
by brusynge. Ibid. (1586) 273 A fracture compound is that
which is accompanied with a wound. 1685 I . Cooke Marrow
Chirurg. (ed. 41 1. 1. i. 5 Fractures, .are either simple or com-
pound. 1745 tr. Van Sivieteri's Boerhaave III. 136 When
the ulna and radius are both fractured together, .they then

! call the fracture complicated, or even compound, though it

would also seem that a fracture may be termed compound,
when only a single bone is broken tn several places. 1783
Pott Chirurg. TVks. L 449, I use the term Compound frac-

ture in the sense in which the English have always used it,

that is, to imply a broken bone complicated with a wound.

]

Ibid. II. 14 If both intestine and omentum contribute mu-
tually to the formation of the tumour, it is called entero-

' epiplocele, or compound rupture. 1831 Sir A. Cooper Dis-
locations \&d. 7> 13 In compound dislocation not only the

articulator}* surfaces of the bone are displaced, but the cavity

of the joint is laid open by a division of the skin and the
1 capsular ligament. 1847 South tr. Chelins' Surg. I. 509
, A fracture is only compound when a wound, however small,

: communicates with it so as to expose the broken bone to

the air. 1885 Syd. Soc. Lex., Fracture, compound, fracture

1 with a coexisting skin wound, with which it communicates,

b. Arith. and Atg.
(a) Made up by combination of several elements, as

icompound decimal, one consisting of a whole number and
a decimal fraction (obs.)', c.fraction (see quot.); c. number,
a number formed by multiplication of factors, a composite
number; also, ta number represented by two or more
figures (obs.) ; c. quantity tin A Ig. ; a quantity consisting of

j

more than one term; iin Arith.) a quantity expressed in

terms of various denominations, as pounds, shillings, and
pence ; c. ratio, see quot. for obs. use ; now, the ratio formed
by multiplying together the antecedents, and also the con-

sequents, of two or more ratios.

ib) Dealing with other than simple numbers, dealing with
numbers of various denominations of quantity, measure,
weight, etc., as in compound addition, division, multiplica-

I tion, subtraction.

(c) Proceeding by other than the simple process, as com-
Pound 1 formerly compounded* interest, proportion.

1557 Recorde IVhetst. A iij, Compounde nombers are

made by multiplicacion of 2 nombres together. 1579 Digges
Stratiot., There be three sorts of numbers . . the last a mixt
or a compound. 1594 Hia ndevii. Exerc. t. i. led. 7) 2 Com-
pound is that which is compounded of Article and Digit, as

13, 14, 17, 24. Ibid. L xxvii. (ed. 7) 73 Consider whether
your Divisor be compound, or simple, I call that compound
which contayneth Fractions. 1660 T. Willsford Scales of
Commerce L It 48 Use or Interest hath .. two Species, viz.

Simple or Compounded. Ibid, 49 Compound interest .. is

called interest upon interest. Ibid. 59, I will . . proceed to

Decimal! Tables of compounded Interest. 1806 Huttom
Course Math. I. 32 Compound Addition shows how to add
or collect several numbers of different denominations into

one sum. Ibid. I. 127 Compound Interest, called also

Interest upon Interest, is that which arises from the prin-

cipal and interest, taken together, as it becomes due. Ibid.

(1827; I. 52 A Compound Fraction, is the fraction of a frac-

tion . . as, \ of \, or i of | of 3. 1859 Barn. Smith Arith.

<J Alg. <ed. 6) 194 A quantity consisting of more than one
term, as a+b, a + b + c, is called a Compound quantity.

1875 Todhunter Algebra xxvi. 224 Let there be three
ratios, .a : b, b;c,c.d; then the compound ratio is axbxc:
bxexd.

C. Archil. Compound order : Composite order.

Compound arch, archway : in mediaeval architecture, a
series of arches of different sires inclosed in an archway of
larger dimensions. Compound pier: *a term sometimes
given to a clustered column* iGwilt Encyct. Archit. Gloss.).

a 1639 Wotton Ground Rules Archit. (1676' 8 The Com*
pound Order, or as some call it, the Roman, others more
generally the Italian. 1703 T. N. City fr C. Purchaser 27
Composite, Compound, or Roman. 17*6 R. Neve Builder 5

Diet. (ed. 2>, Architects reckon five Orders.. viz. Tuscan,
Dorick, Ionick, Corinthian, and Roman, Composite, or Com-
pound Order.

d. Zool. and Bot. Consisting of a combination
of individual organisms, as compound animal,
zoophyte, coral, etc., or of simple parts, as com-

'. pound eye. stomach, fl07ver.fruit, leaf, umbel, etc.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 108 Compound ; bearing a
flower like Jessamine. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants
(17961 I. 321 The Dandelion and the Thistle arc compound
flowers ; that is each of these flowers are composed or
compounded of a number of small flowers, called Florets.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 770/2 Certain Crustacea, .exhibit

. .Compound eyes . . having distinct facets. 1841-71 T. R.
Iones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 41 \ 2311 The compound stomach
is that possessed by the Ruminantia. .and consists of four
distinct cavities. 1880 Grav Struct. Bot. iii. $ 4. 100 Com-
pound Leaves are those which have from two to many
distinct blades, on a common leaf-stalk.

e. A/ech. and Physics, as in compound axle,

engine, electro-magnet, lever, locomotive , microscope,

motion, pendulum, screw, steam-engine.
1710 J. Clarke Rohautts Xat. Phil. (1729) I 84 As there

arc Compound Motions, so also are there compound Deter-
minations. 18*9 Art/. Philos., Mechanics 11. iv. £ 26. 10
(Useful Knowl. Soc. ) The power may act upon the weight
through . . a series of levers, in which case the apparatus is

called a composition of levers, or a compound lever. 1829
Carlyle Misc. 11857! I. 272 A compound-pendulum, vibrat-

ing in the character of scarecrow. 1838 Comstock Xat.
Pnitos.(ed. Leest 46 Compound motion is that motion which
is produced by two or more forcts, acting in different

directions, on the same body, at the same time. 1867 J,
Hogg Microse. 1. ii. 31 In the compound microscope, not
less than two lenses must be employed. 1879 G. Frescott
Sp. Telephone p. ii, In 1830, Professor Henry deduced from
the hypothesis of Ampere.. the compound electromagnet.
1886 M. Reynolds Engineman's Pocket Comp. Hi. 35 A com-
pound engine is a condensing engine in which the mechanical
action of the steam is begun in one cylinder and ended in a
larger cylinder,

f. Music.
Compound interval \\concord\ one exceeding an octave.

Compound stop: an organ-stop having more than one rank
of pipes. Compound time : time or rhythm in which each
bar is made up of two, three, or four bars of simple time.

1694 W. Holder Harmony (17311 39 Notwithstanding
! this Distinction of Original and Compound Concords. 1848
i Rimbault 1st Bit. Piano 29^ Compound Common Time
I

occurs when two bars of Triple Time are joined in one

. . Compound Triple Time is when the measure of com-
mon Triple Time is divided into nine parts. 1880 Grove
Diet. Atus. s.v., 4-4 time, which is made up of two bars of
2-4 time, in Germany is always classed with the compound
limes. In England however .. those rhythms only [are]

considered as compound, in which each beat is divisible into

three parts. 1881 C. A. Edwards Organs 148 Compound
stops do not give any one sound to a note, but a combina-
tion of two or more.

g. Compound householder : a householder whose
rates are included in his rent, and paid by the land-

lord.

1851 14 A> 15 Vict, c 14 {title) An Act to amend the Law
for the Registration of certain Persons commonly known as

'Compound Householders'. 1880 M cCartiiy Own Times
IV. 110 The compound householder, .was the occupier of

one of the small houses the tenants ofwhich were not them-
selves rated to the relief of the poor.

Compound larceny, radical, etc.: see Larceny, etc.

Compound kfmpaund), sb.^ [subst. use of

the adj. : cf. the parallel history of Compost sb.

Originally stressed on second syllable; so in H.
More, and still dialectally ; Shaks. has both, but

co mpound more frequently.]

1. quasi-concr. A union, combination, or mixture

ofelements.
162 1 Burton Anat. Mel. lit. iv. 1. iii. (1676) 404^2 Ma-

hometans are a compound of Gentiles, Jews, an4 Christians.

1710 Addison Tatter No. 220 p 3 A Compound of Two very
different Liquors. 1760 72 tr. Juan \ Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3)

II. viti. v. 237 Their customs.. are a kind of compound of

those of Lima and Quita. 1814 Scott IVav. xlvii, It was
not fear, it was not ardour,— it was a compound of both.

2. concr. a. A compound substance ; spec, a

compounded drug, as opposed to * simples'.
161 1 Shaks. Cymb. 1. v. 9 These most poysonous Com-

pounds. 1641 lip. Hall Serm. in Rem. Wks. (1660) 52

As we say in our philosophy . . only compounds nourish.

1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc\ «y Art 1. 42 Compounds formed
by the mixture of two or more different metals, are called

alloys. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 80 Compounds which con-

tain a larger proportion of oxygen,

b. transf. of what is immaterial.

1855 Bain Senses ft Int. n. iv. § 26 <iB6^ 301 Volition is a
compound, made up of this and something else.

C. A compound word, a verbal compound.
1530 Palsgr. 395 Je prens is a symple whiche hath for his

compoundes je reprens, etc. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Lxxvi,

To new-found methods and to compounds strange. 1605
Camden Rem. (1637) 126 Wee retaine it in the compound
Husband. 187a Morley Voltaire (1886) 127 Classified, in

that jargon which makes an uncouth compound pass muster
for a new critical nicety, as a tendency-poet,

t d. A composite number. Obs.

1594 Bllndevil Exerc. 1. vii. (ed. 7) 25 Such numbers as

may be evenly divided by another number without leaving

any remainder, are called Compounds,
e. A compound locomotive.
1890 Raihvay Herald^ Oct. €ti The driver ofone of the

latest compounds on L. & N.W. (railway}. Ibid. The com-
pounds make up in oil what they save in coal.

f 3. A composition, a thing made up. Obs.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass vi. (1664) 79 Strugling to-

gether. .will soon dissever the parts, and rend in sunder the
whole Compound. 1613-6 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. iii,

Man's compounds have o'erthrown his simplenesse. 1773 J.
Ross Eratricide (MS.) 11. 922 What am 1 but a compound
frail of dust, Wak'd into life by thy enlivening breath?

4. Compounding, composition.
1671 J. Webster Metatlogr. iii. 41 Imperfect . . in regard

of the Compound. 1694 W. Holder Harmony (1731) 39
Whereas beyond an Octave, all is but Repetition of these

[concords] in Compound with the Eighth, as a Tenth is an
Eighth and a Third. 1741 Betterton in Oldys Eng. Stage
it 19 Roxana is haughty, malicious, insinuating, with this

Compound, She is made desperately in Love with Alex-

ander. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. I. Surrey 139
The Name of this . . District is of Saxon Compound. 1841

Catlin N. Anter. tnd. (1844) I. xxv. 205 A different com-
pound of character.

Compound k^ mpaund), sb.'1 Anglo-Ind. [Of
disputed origin, but referred by Yule and Kurnell,

on weighty evidence, to Malay kampong, kampung
(in Du. orthog. kampceng) 1 enclosure, space fenced

in * ; also 1 village, quarter of a town occupied by
a particular nationality as the 1 Chinese kam-
pong* at Batavia. In this latter sense, campon
occurs in a Pg. writer of 1613.
Earlier conjectures were that it was a corruption of Pg.

campanha or K. campagne country, or of Pg. campo field,

camp. See Yule Angto-Ind. Gloss, s.v.]

The enclosure within which a residence or factory

(of Europeans stands, in India, China, and the

East generally.
Supposed by Yule and Burnell to have been first used by

Englishmen in the early factories in the Malay Archipelago,

and to have been thence carried by them to peninsular India

on the one hand and China on the other. In later times, it

has been taken to Madagascar, East and West Africa, Poly-
nesia, and other regions where Englishmen have penetrated,

and has been applied by travellers to the similar enclosures

round native houses.

1679 Fort St. Geo. Consns. 14 Apr. (Yule\ There the Dutch
have a Factory of a large Compounde. 1696 Bowyear
Jml. Cochin China 30 Apr. (Y.), Their custom-houses of

which there are three, in a square Compound of about
100 Paces over each way. 1763 Verelst Transl.fr. Persian
in Phil. Trans. LI II. 267 Ah Chowdry's compound opened
[from an Earthquake], and the water, .filled a deep ditch,

that surrounded his house. 1781 India Gaz. 3 Mar. (Y.),

Godoivn usurps the ware-house place, Compound denotes

each walled space. 1816 ' Quiz 1 Grand Master vm. 232 He
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chang'd his course, and soon he found The way Into his own
compound, a 1847 Mrs, Sherwood Lady of Manor I. iv,

79 Pretty thatched cottages standing in little compounds,
or yards, hedged round with a kind of prickly fence. 1857
Livingstone Trav. xvii. 314 He had made the walls of his
compound, or courtyard. 1884 C. T. Buckland Soc. Life
India iii. 51 All the factory-buildings usually stand in one
compound, .and this is in size almost equal to a small park.

Conipoundable, a. [f. Compound v. + -able.]

1 1. Accordable, agreeable. Obs.
161 1 Cotgh

. , A ccordable, compoundable, accordable,
agreeable.

2. Capable of being compounded or combined.
1674 Grew Anat. Plants^ Led. i. (1682) 227 Bodies ..

many, and compoundable infinite ways. 1803 W. Taylor
in Monthly Mag. XIII. 113 Gothic words . . are . . far more
flexible and compoundable than those of southern origin.

1870 Abbott Shaks. Grammar §432 Hence 'blame '..was
considered compoundable with another adjective.

3. Capable of being commuted for money.
i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xii, A penalty of . . five

pounds, compoundable for a term of imprisonment. 1883
Sir L. Griffin in Fortn. Rev. 1 Oct. 489 Every offence is

ordinarily compoundable for money.

Compou nded, PJ>1. a. [f. Compound v. + -edI.]

1. Formed by the combination of various elements
or the mixture of various ingredients.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. /K, 1. ii. 8 The braine of this foolish
compounded Clay-man, is not able to inuent any thing, etc.

1613 — Hen. VIII, L i. 13 What foure Thron'd ones
could haue weigh'd Such a compounded one ? 1660 Barrow
Euclid v. Def. 14 Compounded ratio is when the antecedent
and consequent taken both as one are compared to the con-
sequent itself. i6gi Tryon IVisd. Dictates 10 Sweet com-
pounded Foods. 1789 Saunders in Phil. Trans. LXXIX.
104 A compounded medicine made up of above thirty differ-
ent ingredients. 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol. vi. 241 Latin
and Greek, .possess but few compounded roots in common.

f 2. Combined, taken in combination ; collective.
1658 Bramhall Consecr. Bps. xi. 223 If these words be

considered coniointly in a compounded sense. 1725 Watts
Logic in. iii. | 1 The Sophism of Division is when we infer
the same Thing concerning Ideas in a divided Sense, which
ts only true in a compounded Sense.

f 3. Compound, composite, complex. Mostly
Obs. Cf. Compounded Interest ; see Compound a.

2 b. quot. 1660.

1570 Billingsley Euclid i. i. g Composition passeth. .from
thinges simple to thinges more compounded. 1594 Blunde-
vil Exerc. 1. xxix. (ed. 7) 78 If the number be compounded,

j

that is to say, consisting of Integrums and Fractions. 1694
W. Holder Harmony (1731) 40 These Compounded Con- I

cords are found . . by their Habitude to the Original Concords. I

1703 Maundrell Journ. Jems. (1721) 102 There it was that
!

Judas . . met with his compounded death. 1711 J. Green-
j

wood Eng. Gram. 213 A Sentence or Saying is either single
\

or compounded, 1768 Holland in Phil. Trans. LVIII. 46
A monthly astronomical clock . .with a compounded pendu-
lum. 1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. fed. 5) I. 320 Almost all

compounded sentences, are more or less elliptical.

fb. Arckit.— Composite . Obs.
a 1639 WoTTON Ground Rules Archil. (1676) ir Eight

Columns of the Compounded Order.

Compoxrndedly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] in
a compounded manner or order

;
compositely.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 38 A set of short balks were
laid, .upon the next step compoundedly. 1816 G. S, Faber
Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 305 The Nile was called both com-
poundedly. .Ogeon and simply Geon.

Compoundedness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

Compounded or composite quality.

1697 J. Serjeant Solid Philos. 373 Reflecting well on the
Simplicity or Compoundedness of those Notions.

Compou'nder. [f. Compounds. + -ER 1
.] One

who compounds, in the various senses of the vb.

1. One who makes a compound of ingredients.
1622 G. G. Creat. Praysing God 8 Their composition ..

j

must necessarily presuppose first a compounder. 1837
Dickens Pickw. xix, To propose another [health] in honour
of the punch-compounder. 1855 Brewster Newton II, XXV,
373 The most ignorant compounder of simples. 1883 Dr. E.
Downs* in Rep. Calcutta Missionary Con/. 414 In a large
Hospital, .a native Doctor, two Compounders, and a Steward

j

. .would be required. Ibid. 416 The compounders . . give out
|

the medicines.

t 2. One who settles or composes strife or quar-
rels

; reproachfully, a compromiser. Obs.
1539 Tonstall Serm. Palm Sund. (1823) 73 Lyttell warre

hath ben in . . Christendome, but the bysshop of Rome . . hath
ben a styrrer of it . . seldome any compounder of it. 1581
Lambarde Eiren. 1. ii. (1602) 10, I wish him to be, as well .

.

a Compounder, as a Commissioner of the peace. 1612 20
Shelton Quiz. iv. xix. (1652) 124 They held it to bee the
best course to. .bee compounders of peace and amity between
Sancho Panca and the Barber. 1724 Swift Drapier's Lett.
vii,Softners,sweetners,compounders

t
and expedient-mongers.

b. Hist. A name given (c 1692) to those
who wished for a restoration of James II under
guarantees for the constitution and with a general
amnesty.
I77S J- Macpherson Orig. Papers I. 445 His friends in

Britain, who wanted to restore him on conditions, and
were known by the name of compounders. 1827 Hallam
y"s

J-
™* (l876) III. xv. 127 The Jacobite faction was

divided between compounders and non-compounders. 1855
Macaulav Hist. Eng. IV. 385.
3. One who compounds for a liability, debt, or

charge
; one who compounds a felony or offence ;

one who pays a lump sum in discharge of recurrent
payments to which he is liable.
1542 in W. H. Turner Select Rec. Oxford 167 Thomas

Malynson shall have. .the. .place of a Chamberleyn . . as a
Vol. II.

compownder. 1578 Ibid. 395 Eyerye Chamberlen, or com-
pounder for Chamberlenshippe ijd. 1660 Milton Free
Commw. r 7. a z68o Butler Rem. (1759) I. 58 Our holiest
actions have been Th' effects of wickedness and sin : Re-
ligious Houses made Compounders For th' horrid Actions
of the Founders. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 175 Compounders
neglecting , . to pay their composition-money. 183a Act
2-3 Will. IV, c. 100 § 5 Any person compounding for tithes
. .or. .any tenant of any such . . lessee or compounder. 1888
Pall Mall G. 20 July 14/1 A compounder of felony . . and a i

suborner of false testimony.

b. Grand and Petty Compounders : in the Uni- '

versity of Oxford, proceeders or inceptors who
paid higher fees for their degrees in consideration
of being possessed of an independent income.
(Abolished in 1853. Burke's use is erroneous.)
1682 Wood Life (1848) 245 Bishop Brideoake's son of

Trinity to be M.A., five terms given to him, and to go out .

grand compounder. 1691 — Fasti Qxon, an. 1522 I. 665 i

Richard Parker a compounder, or one that payed double or \

treble fees for his Degree, as having a temporal estate. 1714
Ayliffe Univ. Oxford in. i. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks.
V. 384 Grand compounders in politicks, who shorten the i

road to their degrees in the state. 1870 G. V. Cox Recoil.
Oxford xii, ' Have you £300 a year of your own ?* if'yes'

j

. .' then you are a Grand Compounder and your fees are so
and so.' If under^oo a year and above ,£5, the Proceeder
was entered as Petty Compounder, and paid 10s. Bd. more.

Compotrnding, vb/. sb. In 4-6 compown-,
compouning. The action of the vb. Compound
in its various senses. Committee for compounding
(17th a): see Compound v. 15 b.

;
compounding

offelony : see ibid. 9.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vur. xvi. (1495) 323 Com-
pownynge of contrary thynges is welle of corrupcion. c 1529
Wolsey in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 103 II. 5 In the makyng
and compownyng whereof. 1542 Boorde Dyetary xiii.

(1870) 266 What they dyd gomble togyther without trewe
compoundynge. 1601 Deacon & Walker (title), Dialogicall
Discourses of Spirits and Divels . . for the peacable com-
pounding of the late strong Controversies. 1709 Swift
Adv. Relig. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 99 Like a sort of compounding
between virtue and vice. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. x.

134 Compounding of felony., formerly was held to make
a man an accessory: but is now punished only with fine and
imprisonment, a 1845 Hood Tale Trumpet ix, Deaf to
verbs, and all their compoundings.

Compounding, ppl- a. That compounds;
t constituent, component (obs.).

1571 Digges Pantont. iv. x. Yij, The side of dodecaedron
. .hauing the squares of his names or compounding lynes in
proportion. 1672 Grew Anat, Plants, Idea Philos. Hist.
§ 9 Of their Compounding Parts. 1748 Hartley Observ.
Man 1. i. 17 The extreme Smallness of the compounding
Vessels.

t
1757 Mrs. E. Griffith Lett. Henry <$- Fr. (17671

1. 41 Like a compounding creditor, you must accept of
quantity for quality.

Co'mpoundness. [f. Compound a. + -ness.]
Quality of being compound.
1768-74 Tl'cker Lt. Nat. {18521 I. 314 Issue being joined

upon its simplicity or compoundness. t8oi W. Taylor in
Monthly Mag. XII. 581 Water is not like acid .. its very
compoundness is still desirable.

Compou'ndress. [f. Compounder : see -ess.]

A female compounder : + a. that settles quarrels
(obs.) \ b. that compounds mixtures.
1640 Howell Focal Forrest 9 Arbitratrix and compound-

ress of any quarrell that may intervene. 1844 Btack\v.
Mag. LVI. 768 We .. tasted it out of courtesy to the fair

compoundress.

Comprador (kf?mpradoa*i). Also compa-,
compi-, compo-, compendor{e. [a. Pg. com-
prador buyer :—late L. compardtor-em, agent-n.

f. comparare to provide, purchase (in Pg. comprar
to purchase, buy), f. com- together + pardre to

furnish. One of the Portuguese words adopted in

the East.]

f 1. Formerly, the name of a native servant em-
ployed by Europeans, in India and the East, to

purchase necessaries and keep the household ac-

counts : a house-steward. Obs. in India.
1615 R. Cocks Diary, Japan (1883) I. 19 (Y.) The Hol-

landers . . thrust their comprador (or cats buyer) out of dores
for a lecherous knave. 1711 C. Lockyer Trade in India
108 Every Factory had formerly a Compradore, whose
Business it was to buy in Provisions and other Necessarys.
1773 E. Ives Voy. 50 (Y.) Compidore, the office of this
servant is to go to market and bring home small things,
such as fruit, etc. 1789 I. Munro Narrative 27 (Y.) A
Cook at 3, a Compradore at 2, and Kitchen-boy at 1 pagoda.
x8io Williamson E. India Vade-m, I. 270 (Y.) The Com-
padore. .acts as purveyor.

2. Now, in China, the name of the principal native

servant, employed in European establishments, and
especially in houses of business, both as head of

the staff of native employes, and as intermediary

between the house and its native customers. (The
Chinese name is m&i-pan ' purveyor '.)

1840 Mountain Mem. {1857) 164 (Y.) About to days ago.

.

the Chinese . . kidnapped our Coinpendor. 1865 Daily
Tel. 14 Nov. 3/6 The water-thieves have friends among the
compradors of Hong Kong and Shanghai. 1880 Miss Bird
Japan I. 46 Each firm has its Chinese compradore, a
factotum, middleman, and occasionally a tyrant.

t CO'mprecant, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [ad.

L. comprecdnt-em, pr. pple. of comprecdrt: see

next.] A joint suppliant.
1624 F. White Repl. Fisher 288 To be Comprecants,

and to make intercession to God on our behalfe.

Comprecation (k^miprrtc* 1jan). [ad. L. com-
precdtion-em

y
n. of action f. comprecdrt to pray in

common, f. com- + precari to pray. In OF. com-
precation] A praying together, joint supplication.

1635 Jackson Creed VHI. xviii. Wks. VIII. 36 The com-
precations of the cxviiith psalm. 1658 Bramhall Schism
guarded agst. x, And for the Intercession .. of the Saints.
A comprecation both the Grecians and we do allow

:

an ultimate Invocation both the Grecians and we detest.
1680 Wilkins Gift ofPrayer xvii. (h.\ Next to deprecation
against evil may succeed comprecation for that which is

good. 1864 L H. Newman Apol. 181, I claimed, in behalf
of who would, that he might hold in the Anglican Church
a comprecation with the Saints with Bramhall.
Comprehence, -cion, obs. ff. Compkehen.sk,

-SIOX.

Comprehend 'kfrnprihend), v. [ad. L. com-
prehend-ere to grasp, seize, comprise, f. com- +
prehendere to seize. The Fr. repr. of the L. is

comprendre (cf. Comprend) ; but OF. had also
comprehender as a learned adaptation of the L.,
which may have been partly the source of this.

(The order of appearance of the senses in Eng. was not
that of the original development in Latin: some senses, as
2, appeared early through literalism of translation : others,
as 4, because a word was wanted for such at the time,
while there was no such want in sense 1.)]

I. To seize, grasp, lay hold of, catch,

f 1. trans. To lay hold of, to seize, to grasp

;

to ' catch entrap. Obs.
[Of late and rare occurrence.]
1584 Ckcil in Neal Hist. Purit. (1732) I. 426 The Inqui-

sition of Spain used not so many questions to comprehend
and trap their priests. 1649 Jer. Taylor GV. Exetup. 11. ix.

Repentance § 7 Though thou art almost in the embraces of
death, yet thou shalt be comprehended of immortality.
1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 216 They .. comprehend the
Veins about the throat.

t b. As an illiterate blunder for Apprehend,
1599 Shaks. Much Ado ill. iii. 25 You shall comprehend

all vagrom men. Ibid. hi. v. 50 Our watch sir haue indeede
comprehended two aspitious persons.

1 2. To overtake, come up with and seize. Obs.
1 [A literalism of translation.]

1382 Wyclif Philipp. iii, 12, I sue if on ony maner I

schal comprehende [Vulg, comprehendam, Gr. KaraAa/3u>]
and in what thing I am comprehended of Crist Jhesu. 1557
N. T. (Genev.) ibid., I folowe, if that I may comprehende
that for whose sake I am comprehended of Christ Iesus.
1607 Topsfll Four-f. Beasts {167$) 561 If any man do begin
to follow after either of them . , he is not able to comprehend
or attain them with a Horse.

f b. To overtake or attain to (something aimed
at) ; to compass, accomplish. Obs.
In 1485 perh. ' aim.attempt ', or ' undertake, take in hand '.

c 1450 Loselich Grail xxxvi. '638 Neuere myht Compre-
hende no [MS. In] Mannes Miht Swich Anothir tombe to
Make, c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) Mary Magd. 446 Your
servant to be, I wold comprehende. 1576 Fleming Panop.
Epist. 81 For that whiche I was not able to comprehend
and performe, I thought good, first not to touche. Ibid. 273

:

Such.. are not sufficient to compasse that, which is in our
power to comprehend.

+ 3. absol. To catch hold and grow, as a graft.

I

Obs. [SoinL.]
1 £-1420 Pallad. on Hush. iv. 37 Graffyng nygh the grounde

I

Is best, ther easily thai comprehende. Ibid. v. 46 But first

j

this craffes [grafts] wel must comprehende.

II. To lay hold of with the mind or senses.

4. trans. To grasp with the mind, conceive fully

I or adequately, understand, 1 take in '. (App. the
! earliest sense in English.)

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7463 J>arfor swa many payns
tylle bam salle falle pat na win may comprehende bam alle.

c 1374_ Chaucer Boeth. v. iv, 165 [Resoun] comprehendeb by
!
an vniuersel lokynge be commune spece [speciem] bat ts in

' be singuler peces. 1401 Pol. Poems (1859J II. 104 Goddis
I privy domes man may not comprehende. 1553 Abp. Hamil-
|
ton Catech. (1884) 13 The artikillis of the crede can nocht
be comprehendit be natural reasone. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn. I. To King, Able to compass and comprehend the
greatest matters, and nevertheless to touch and apprehend
the least. i6a8 Donne Serm. 1 Cor. xiii. 12 To comprehend
is to know a thing as well as that thing can be known.
17S5 Young Centaur i. Wks. 1757 IV. 115 Those things

;
which our hands can grasp, our understandings cannot

j

comprehend. 1848 Macaulav Hist. Eng. I. 152 Those, .do

j

not comprehend the real nature of the crisis. 1886 J. K.
(
Jerome Idle Thoughts vii, Voices are calling us to some
great effort. .But we do not comprehend their meaning yet.

b. with obj. clause.

1547 Hooper Declar. Christ viii, Mari . . could not com-
prehend how Christ was made man in here bely. 1771
Junius Lett. xlvi. 246, I cannot comprehend how it can
honestly be disputed. 1850 Pkescott Peru II. 63 He per-

fectly comprehended that the drift of the discourse was to
persuade him to resign his sceptre. 1859 Mill Liberty iii.

(1865) 33/1 The majority . . cannot comprehend why those

ways should not be good enough for everybody.

C. To understand (a person).
i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. xxiv. 171, I expressed a hope that

he did comprehend me. 1886 Sheldon tr. Flaubert's
Salammbd 16 Without comprehending her, the soldiers

crowded around her.

5. To grasp, take in, or apprehend with the

senses, esp. sight. [L. comprehendere visit.']

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. iv. 164 f>e touchinge chuib and
conioignep to be rounde body and . . comprehendip by parties
be roundenesse. Ibid. J>e wit comprehendip. .be figure of
pe body of be man pat is establissed in be matere subiect.
173a Pope Ess. Man 1. 195 Say what the use, were finer
optics giv'n, To inspect a mite, not comprehend the heav'n.

94



COMPREHENDER. 742 COMPREHENSIVE.

1867 Howf.lls Itai. fonm. Hi. 14 The vision ofTasso could

. . comprehend the lady at her casement in the castle.

III. To take in, comprise, include, contain.

f 6. To lay hold of all the points of (any thing)

and include them within the compass of a descrip-

tion or expression ; to embrace or describe sum-
marily ; summarize ; sum up. Obs.

c 1369 Chaucer Detke Blaunche 903, 1 haue no wytte that

kan suffyse To comprehcnde hir beaut ic. c 1374 — And.
ft Arc. 83 And shortly if she shal be comprehended, In

her ne mighte no-thing been amended. 138a Wycuf Dan.
vii. 1 The visioun..he wrytynge comprehendide in short

word. x6u Bible Rom. zfi 9. 161a Bacon Ess., Empire
(Arb. I 309 All preceptes concernyng kinges, are in effect

comprehended, in those two Remembrances.

7. To include or comprise in a treatise or dis-

course ; now more usually said of the book, etc.

138a Wvclif 2 Mace. ii. 24 To abregge in to 00 boke,
thingus comprehendid of Jason of Cyrenen in fyue bokis.

1443 Test. Ebor. (Surtees Soc.) 132 A some of mone that is

comprehend in my wyll. c 1530 Egyngecourte 366 in

Hazl. E. P. P. II. 107 In this boke I cannot comprehende.

.

y* sege of Rone. 1599 Hakluyt I'oy. II. Title-p., The second
Volume comprehendeth the principall Navigations, .to the
South. 1709 Hearne Collect. (On. Hist, Soc.) II. 252 'Ti$

a most pernicious Book, comprehending several strange
Doctrines. 1808 Med. Jml. XIX. 267 The fourth chapter
comprehends

;
1st, The chief affections, etc.

b. To include in scope, application, or meaning.
c 1386 Chaucer Parson's T. F 447 In be name of bi

neighboure is comprehended his enemye. 1516 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 170 Comprehendyng. .in our prayer
all the chirche of christianite. 1597 Morley Introd. lints.

3 These two . . though they be both comprehended vnder one
name. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvii. 154 Poore, obscure,
and simple men, comprehended under the name of the
Vulgar. 1717 Col. Rec. Penn. III. 38 Their .. Circum-
stances are not Comprehended within the terms of his

Majesties Proclamacon. 1863 LtsiX Antiq. Man 6 A
single term to comprehend both divisions of the . . period

.

C. To include in the same category.

1798 Jane Austen Nerthang. Ah. <i8i3> II. xv. 203
Far from comprehending him or his sister in their father's

misconduct.

8. Of a space, period, or amount : To take in,

contain, comprise, include.

1393 Cower Con/. III. 117 The stgnes . . Eche after other
..The zodiaque comprehendeth Within his cercle. 1535
Coverdale 2 Chron. ii. 6 The heauens of all heauens maye
not comprehende him. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. 1. v. (ed. 7)

14, 5 is comprehended in 48, 9 times. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn. 1. vii. § 4 The age which passed, .comprehending a
succession of six princes. 1675 Hosbes Odyssey iv, As
much as both his hands could comprehend. 1734 tr. Rollins
Anc. /Hit. (1827)1. 1. 179 Kgypt comprehended anciently

..a prodigious number of cities. 1878 Tait & Stewart
Unseen Univ. ii. § 86. 06 The visible universe cannot com-
prehend the whole works of God.

b. trans/, and fig.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus m. 1638 As muche ioye as herte

may comprehende. 164s Perkins Pro/ Bk. iv. 9 261

Every exchange comprehends in it a condition. 1667
Milton P. L. v. 505 Enjoy Your fill what happiness this

happie state Can comprehend. 1713 Guardian No. 1 F 5
All sorrows . . are comprehended in the sense of guilt and
pain. 1857 H. Reeo Led. Eng. Poets ii. 77 The higher
works of art comprehend a fund of intellectual interest in-

exhaustible.

9. To enclose or include in or within limits.

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. (MS. A.) 123 pc.drie pelewe
. .schal comprehende be tweie wete & bynde hem faste.

c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 55 Seynt Elene comprehendide
bis hille of Caluarie and pe sepulcre of Crist and ober holy
plaas in one faire chirche. 1535 Coverdale Prov. xxx. 4
Who hath comprehended y waters in a garment? 1596
Drayton Legends 111. 452 Some swelling source (Whose
plentie none can comprehend in bounds). 166* Brooks
Wks. II. 178 As able to comprehend the sea in a cockle-
shell. 1781 J.

Moore I'ieiv Soc. It. (1790) I. vii. 73 To
comprehend it within their dominions.

b. fig. To include in a measurement or estimate
;

to take into account.

1643 Evelyn Diary 12 Nov., The church was. .80 [foote]

in height, without comprehending the cover. 1791 Burke
App. Whigs Wks. VI. 96 We mean to comprehend in our
calculation both the value of the thing parted with, and the

value of the thing received in exchange.

10. To contain as a line or surface ; to encompass

;

esp. in Geom.
1535 Coverdale 2 Ckrotu'w. 3 A mctelyne of thirtie

cubites mighte comprehende it aboute. 1570 Billincsley
Euclid 1. def. xxi. 4 \ nder lesse then three lines, can no figure

be comprehended. 1571 Dicc.es Pantom. iv. xxiji. Eeij,
Icosaedrons comprehendyng cubes side is double in power
to his comprehended Octaedrons side. 1717 Berkeley
Tour Italy 21 Jan., There was some external wall that

comprehended both rows of pillars. 1764 Reid Inquiry \\.

9 9 Wks. I. 147/a The visible angle comprehended under
two visible right lines, c 1850 Rudt'm. Navig. (Weale) 153

The upright pieces, .which comprehend the panels.

b. To enclose or have within it ; to contain ; to

lie around. ? Obs.

1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 10 A flat grauestone, com-
prehending the name of the defunct. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 183 Full of golden coloured Cloves .. each of which
comprehends a white bone. x66o Sturmy Mariner's Mag.
1. 2 The Air, comprehending the Earth. 1807 O. Chalmers
Caledonia I. 1. ii. 80 A stone coffin, comprehending a human
skeleton.

IV. fll- ?To take (together). Obs. rare.

< 1485 Digby Myst., Mary Magd. 412 We are ryth glad
we haue yow here Ower covnsell togethyr to comprehend.

Comprehe*nder. rare. [f. prec. + -B
One who comprehends.

I

x6x6 Chapman Musseus To Rdr., Great comprehenders .

.

I

of the Greek elocution. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. v.

639 Truth is bigger than our minds, and we.. are rather
apprehenders than comprehenders thereof.

Comprehendible (kfnripr/'hendir/l), a. rare.

[f. as prec. + -ible.] Comprehensible.
1817 Bentham Plan Pari. Re/orm Pref. 209 The cluster

of arguments comprehendible under the common appella-

tion of the argumentum a super/icie ad super/iciem.

Comprehe nding, vbl. sb. [f. as prec +
-DTO IT* The action of the vb. Compbehend.
1668 Wilkins Real Char, el i. § 5. 39. 1730 A. Gordon

Maffeis Amphith. 1 The well comprehending the Nature
of such Structures, is no less entertaining than useful.

Comprehending, a. [f. as prec. +
-ing

^.J
That comprehends.

1667 Primatt City <f C. Builder 161 A Right Angle
Triangle A BC t whose comprehending sides are BA , BC.
1833 G. S. Faber Recapit. Apost. 82 The name of blas-

phemy itself, like the whole comprehending book of the

Apocalypse, was expressed in the Greek language.

Hence Comprehendingly adv., in a compre-
hending manner, intelligently, knowingly.
1866 Contemp. Rev. II. 398 We have seen an old . . horse

..look tenderly and half comprchendingly on its master.

1884 Miss Eddy in Chicago Advance 18 Dec. 834 Miss
Marigold nodded comprehendingly, with a little laugh.

f Comprehe'ndless, a. Obs. rare. Incompre-
hensible.

1653 W. Basse Pastorals (ed. Collier), How great and
comprehendles is the minde !

t Comprehe*nse. Obs. In 5, 7 -hence, 6
{Sc.) -henss. [a. OF. compre'hense, ad. L. type

*comprehensa, from pa. pple. of comprekendth-e to

Comprehend.]
a. Meaning comprehended ; signification, b.

Thing comprehended, c. Grasp, comprehension.
r 1470 Harding Chron. lxxix. ii. Letters. .Of whiche this

the wordes and comprehence As foloweth nowe. 1543 Sc.

Acts Mary (1814) 435-6 (Jam.) Quhatsumeuir the kingis
maiestie or the parliament of Scotland sail comprehend
generalte or special te, it salbe addit that gif the samin com-
prehend deteyne or withhald ony land.. from the kingis
maistie..the samin comprehenss sail nocht enjoye the
henefite of that comprehensioune. 1604 Pricket Honors
Fame (1881) 24 His quicke conceit and Wisdomes com-
prehence.

Comprehensibility k^mpr;hensibill\i). [f.

next: cf. mod.F. comprthensibilite.] Quality of

being comprehensible.
1765 I,Awtr. Behmen's Myst. Magnum xxiv. (1772) 144 An

external Comprehensiveness ; in which Comprehensibility

\
the beginning of the Corporeal Being is risen. 1793 W.
Roberts Looker-on No. 69 The deeper interest we have in

I their comprehensibility. 1887 Spectator 26 Mar. 421/2 A
!

combination of brevity and comprehensibility is by no means

I

an easy thing to achieve.

Comprehensible 'lepmpr/*he*nsiVr, a. [ad.

L. comprehensibii-em
t

f. comprehens- ppl. stem of

comprehends : see Comi*rehknd and -blk. Cf.

,
mod.F. comprehensible (earlier comprthensable).]

Capable of being comprehended.
1. That may be comprised or contained.

1529 More Hertsyes 1. Wks. 121/2 He is not comprehen-
sible nor circumscribed no where. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn. 11. ii. 11 An argument comprehensible within the
notice and instructions of the writer. 1799 T. Beddoes

1

Contrib. Phys. <V Med. 217 The phenomena in which light

l and oxygen are conccrned
t

especially as the actions of life

1

promise to be comprehensible under them.

2. That may be grasped : j &• sensibly: Falpable.

1579 North Plutarch 261 Things not comprehensible,

and without body.

b. mentally : Conceivable, intelligible.

1598 Klorio Comprehensibile, comprehensible, that may be
comprehended, a 1631 Donne Selections (1840) 181 It is

apprehensible by sense, and not comprehensible by reason.

1815 Scribbleomania 248 To render the subject compre-
hensible to the meanest capacity. 1844 H. H . Wilson Brit.
India 1. vi. I. 325 For reasons not easily comprehensible.

Comprehe nsibleness, comprehensible quality.

1669 EL More Exp. 7 Epist. Pref. (T.>, Which facility

and comprehensiblencss must needs improve the usefulness

of these expositions very considerably.

Comprehensibly (kfunpr/hcnsibli), adv.

[f. prec. + -ly 2
.] In a comprehensible manner.

1755 in Johnson [with quot. from Tillotson, where it

occurs in ed. 1671 for comprehensively of Wks. 1714]. 1887
I Sat. K, . . 5 Mar. 337 He undertakes nothing that he cannot

I

carry out clearly and comprehensibly.

Comprehension (k^mprfheiijan). In 5 -cion.

!

[ad. L. comprehension-em a seizing, comprising, n.

of action f. comprehendere to Comprkhknd. Cf.

F. comprehension (15th c. in Littre), which may be

the origin of some Eng. uses ]

I. Inclusion, comprising.

1. The action of comprehending, comprising, or

including ; the fact or condition of being so com-
prehended or comprised in a treatise, classification,

description, proposition, etc.

1541 Wvatt De/ence Wks. (1861) p. xxxviii, I should wish
. . that the king should be left out of the comprehension.

1543 I see Comi'Kkhense]. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 1 Ques-
tions are called infinite, whiche. .are propounded, without
comprehension of time, place, and persone. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. xx. 6 IntheOldTestamentthereisaclosecom-

: prehension of the New, in the New an open discovery of the
1

Old. 1644 Milton Educ . Wks. 11847) 98/1 A better education,

1 in extent and comprehension far more large. 1751 Johnson

Rambler No. 175 p 3 The excellence of aphorisms consists
. .in the comprehension of some obvious and useful truth in
a few words. 1858 J. Martineau Studies Chr. 173 If in
the one we see humanity at head-quarters in time, in the
other we see it at head-quarters in comprehension.

b. Rhet. (See quots.)

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 107 b, Comprehension is when
bothe the above rehersed figures [/. e. Repetition and Con-
version] are. .used, so that bothe one first worde must ofte

be rehersed, and likewise al one last worde. What winneth
the hartes of men? Liberalitie. What continueth the
estate of a king ? Liberalitie, etc. 17*7-51 Chambers Cycl. t

Comprehension, a trope, or figure, whereby the name of a
whole is put for a part ; or that of a part for a whole. 1755
Johnson cites Harris.

c. Eng. hist. Ecclesiastical inclusion
;
esp. the

inclusion of Nonconformists within the Established

Church by enlarging the terms of ecclesiastical

communion.
1667-8 Pepys Diary 5 Feb., An Act of Comprehension is

likely to pass this Parliament for admitting ofall persuasions
in religion to the public observation of their particular

worship. 1680 Baxter Cath. Commun. (1684) 13 The
restoring of Nonconformists, by. . a Comprehension. 1738
Neal Hist. Purit. IV. 277 The conference between the

Episcopal and Presbyterian Divines about a Comprehen-
sion. i8*8 Lamb Let. to B. Barton 5 Dec, I am for a
comprehension, as divines call it ; but so as that the Church
shall go a good deal more than half way over to the silent

Meeting-house. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 495
The pertinacity with which the High Church party .. re-

fused even to deliberate on any plan of Comprehension.

2. The faculty or quality of comprehending

;

inclusive force ; comprehensiveness.
1614 Selden Titles Hon. 75 Those names . . are of much

narrower comprehension. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. III. 515

The Love of God . . is of vast Comprehension. 1779 81

Johnson L. P., Dryden Wks. II. 387 The affluence and
comprehension of our language is. .displayed in our poetical

translations of Ancient Writers. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. a)

II. 73 Words . . of the widest comprehension, or rather ex-

tending to the whole duty of a good and honourable man.

+ 3. A comprehensive arrangement, summation,

summary of any matter. Obs.

c 1600 RoCERS(J.), We must, .fix on thiswise and religious
' aphorism in my text, as the sum and comprehension of all.

1659 Pearson Creed To Rdr., The Creed . . is a brief com*

f
renension of the objects of our Christian faith. 1684 T.

Iurnet Th. Earth II. 208 That grand idea, .is the treasury

and comprehension of all knowledge.

4. Logic. The sum of the attributes comprehended
in a notion or concept ; intension.

1715 Watts Logic 1. in. } 3 In universal Ideas it is proper

to consider their Comprehension and their Extension. 1836

Sir W. Hamilton Logic viii, The Internal Quantity of a
notion,—its Intension or Comprehension, is made up of - -

the various characters connected by the concept itself into

a single whole in thought. 1885 Veitch Instil. Logic 1 338
In Comprehension, the individual .. contains a sum of

attributes.

II. Mental grasping, understanding.

6. The action or fact of comprehending with the

mind
;
understanding.

T 15.. Chester PI. iShaks. Soc) 10 For crafte nor for

cuninge, [Casjte never comprehencion. 1677 Gale Crt.

Gentiles II. BL 9a Noii«f, Intelligence, which they make
to be a comprehension of the first principes of Science. 17*9
1 . , k Serm. Pref. Wks. 1874 II. 8 The title of Sermons
gives some right to expect what is plain and of easy com-
prehension. 1769 Burke Late State Nation Wks. 184a L
109 Deficiency of temper and judgment, and manly compre-

hension of the publick interest. 188a Besant All Sorts

110 No men are so solemn . . as the dull of comprehension.

6. The mental state or condition of comprehend-

ing (often viewed as a property which one may
have) ; an adequate notion.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxiii. { 1 The comprehension
which she hath of (k>d. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.

U x. 39 Mechanicke and vulgar heads ascend not unto such
! comprehensions. i8ot Med. Jml. V. 429 A subject of

I which he has not the most distant comprehension. 1875

H. Sfencer First Princ. 1. iv. f 93. 70 what has changed
your state from one of perplexity to one of comprehension !

Mod. To attain to a full comprehension of the subject.

7. The faculty of grasping with the mind, power
of receiving and containing ideas, mental grasp.

a 1661 Hevlin Laud 1. 211 A work ..not to be enter-

tained by a man of such narrow comprehensions, as were
ascribed unto him .. by one of the Peers. 1736 Butler
Anal. 1. vii, A scheme, or constitution, beyond our com-
prehension. 1795 Roscoe Lorenxode' Medici a, Exhibiting
. .depth of penetration, .and comprehension of mind. 1889

H. B. Wheatlev How to Catalogue 3 To think that every
thing is to be brought down to the comprehension of the fool.

+ III. 8. Physical grasping, compression. Obs.

1656 More Antid. Alh. n. ii. Phitos. Writ. (1712) $5
Such a comprehension of the Partkle [of air] as there is in

the hairs of a lock of Wool. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum.
(1778) I. 54, I must have made some slight efforts toward a

closer comprehension of her hand.

+ Comprehe nsional, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec.

+ -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or tending to compre-

hension ; comprehensive.
1673 H- Stubbe Further I'ind. Dutch War 63 Any

General and Comprehensional course. 1687 R. I,'Estrange
Anno. Diss. 37 00 Comprehensional a Charity, that All

Christians . . may go to Heaven, Hand in Hand. Ibid. 46

A Resolution . . betwixt the Comprehensional Church-of-

England-Men, and the Dissenters.

Comprehensive (k^mpr/he nsiv^, a. [ad. L.

comprehensiv-us, f. comprehens- ppl. stem of com-

prehends : see Comprehknd and -tve. Cf. mod.

F. comprfhensif, -?Vv.]



COMPBEHENSIVELY. 743 COMPRESSED.
1. gen. Characterized by comprehension ;

having
the attribute of comprising or including much ; of

large content or scope.
1614 Selden Titles Hon. Pref., Then is the Ciuilians defi-

nition of U enough comprehensiue. 1628 T. Spencer Logick
213 The comprehensiue whole, is parted betweene the things
comprehended therein. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Pkilos.(\yoi)

3 His Aim is more Comprehensive. 1709 Berkeley Th.
Vision Ded., The most noble, pleasant, and comprehensive
of all the senses. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 21

Happiness (or, to use a . . more comprehensive term, solid

well-being). 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps 1 The reply was as

concise as it was comprehensive— ' know what you have to

do, and do it'. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 124 A com-
prehensive survey of the philosophy of Plato,

b. Inclusive of ;
embracing.

«x6S7 R. Loveday Lett. (1663) 244 [A] Tongue, .compre-
hensive of such rich and rational expressions. i6o< Ray
Creation 1. (1704) 190 Plant thee Orchards .. in such order

as may be . . most comprehensive of Plants. 17*0 Gordon
& Trenchard Inetep. Whig No. 22 (1728) 206 Charity it

self, which is comprehensive of all the Vertues. 1839 Bailey
Festus (1854) 132 O Heaven, .comprehensive of all life.

C. Sometimes with the enlarged sense : Contain-

ing much in small compass, compendious.
x66z Pepys Diary 17 Aug., The Lord s Prayer. .In Whose

comprehensive words we sum up all our imperfect desires.

1684 Karl Roscomm. En. Traml. Verse 52 But who did
ever in French Authors see The comprehensive English
Energy ?

2. Characterized by mental comprehension : a.

that grasps or understands (a thing) fully.

1628 Donne Serin. 1 Cor. xiii. 12 A comprehensive know-
ledge of God it [our knowledge] cannot be. a 1641 Bp.
Mountagu Acts <y Mon. (1642) 27 Comprehensive know-
ledge, .is no part of our Indowments. 1677 Gale Crt. Gen-
tiles II. iv. 294 Comprehensive knowledge is that whereby
the whole of an object, so far as it is intelligible, is knowen.
1784 Cowper Task v. 251 A comprehensive faculty that
grasps Great purposes with ease.

b. Embracing many things, broad in mental
grasp, sympathies, or the like.

i70oDryden/V^ to Fables Wks. (Globe) 501 He [Chaucer]
must have been a man of a most wonderful comprehensive
nature. 1721 Lett.fr. Mist's Jnil. (1722) II. 126 These
very philosophical comprehensive Men. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit,
India Pref, 17 note, The superiority of the comprehensive
student over the partial observer, a 1843 Southey Inscript.
xxxii, One comprehensive mind All overseeing and per-
vading all.

3. Logic. Intensive.

1725 Watts Logic \. vi. § 9 (heading) Of a comprehensive
Conception of Things, and of Abstraction. 1785 Reid
Intell. Paivers v. i. Wks. 390/2 It is an axiom in logic—that
the more extensive any general term is, it is the less compre-
hensive. 1850 Baynes New Analytic 72 note, [The reason-
ing] is compreliensive or intensive, for it proceeds from the
concrete to the abstract, from a greater totality of attribute
to a less.

Comprehensively (kpmpwhe'nsivli), adv.

[f. prec. + -LY ^.] In a comprehensive manner.
1628 Donne Serin. 1 Cor. xiii. 12 Our knowledge cannot

be so dilated, nor God condensed and contracted so, as that
we can know him. .comprehensively. 1820 Foster in Life
•5* Corr. (1846) II. 11 To state the fact and the truth com-
prehensively. 1885 L'pool Daily Post 7 May 4/8 A measure
dealing comprehensively with the subject of local govern-
ment in Ireland.

Comprehensiveness (kpmprihe-nsivnes). [f.

as prec. + -ness.] Comprehensive quality or state,

the quality of comprising or including much.
1635 Shelford Five Treat. 188 The universalitie and com-

prehensivenesse of God's will. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. rv.

vi. (1695) 333 General Truths . . by their comprehensiveness
..enlarge our view, and shorten our way to Knowledge.
1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. VI. 222 In learning, sense,

energy, and comprehensiveness it is fully equal to all the
modern dissertations. 1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 473/1 The
comprehensiveness of the volume is surprising.

b. spec. Breadth of intellectual range, mental
capaciousness.
1683 Cave Ecelesiastici, Basil 218 The quickness and

comprehensiveness of his Parts. 1759 Johnson Rasselas
xxviii. 81 Those,, whose accuracy of remark, and compre-
hensiveness of knowledge, made their suffrages worthy of
regard. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets ii. 37 Nothing is more
remarkable about Empedocles than his versatility and
comprehensiveness.

t Comprehe'nsor. Obs. [Agent-n. in L. form
from comprehende*re : see above.] One who has
attained to full comprehension. (In 17th c.

Divinity, with reference to Philipp, iii, 12-13 : cf.

the Vulgate.)
1653 W. Sclater Fun. Seme. (1654) 16 Not Comprehen-

sors, till actually instated Members of the Church Triumph-
ant above in glory, a 1656 Bp. Hall Sours Farewell § 7
Thou art yet a traveller, they [Saints] comprehensors. 1657
Reeve God's Plea 280 Christ, .was Comprehensor from the
beginning . . yet his experimental knowledge came by
degrees, a 1710 Bp. Bull Sernt. v. Wks. 1827 1. 117 Though
St. Paul were an excellent apostle, yet he was still but a
man . . a viator, not a comprehensor% a proficient, not yet
fully perfect.

ComprehensB, Sc. var. of Compbehence. Obs.

t Compre'nd, v. Obs, [a. OF. comprend-re,
or its original, L. compretid-ere, contr. f. eompre-
hendere: see Comprehend.] = Comprehend.
c 1374 Chaucer Batik, v. iv. 165 Resoun . . comprendib be

binges ymaginable and sensible, c 1400 Rom. Rase 6635, I
wole not determine Of prynces power . . Ne by my word
comprende, iwys, If it so ferre may strecche in this, c 1420
Pallad. on Husb. m. 394 Doutlesse every graffyng wol com-
prende, Untempered lyme yf with the graffes be Put in the

lages. 1594R.CAREW 7ajjo(i88i)89He..wellcomprenda;
Ian findes no faith where God recetues a nay.

t Compre'Sbyter. Obs. [a. L. compresbyter
(in Augustine, etc.): see Com-.] A fellow pres-

byter: cf. Co-presbvter (in Co- pref.).
[1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 426/1 Saynt Hierome

was rather contente to ioyn the latine coniunccion with the
Greke woorde, and call it compresbyter.] a x6oo Hooker
Feci. Pol. vii. vii. § 1 Donatus, and Fortunatus, and No-
vatus, and Gordius, our com-presbyters. 1606 Whetenhall
Disc. Abuses in Ck. 86 Peter Martyr his combresbyter or
fellow Elder. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 255 Mr.
George Grame a compresbyter, minister at Scoone.
Hence Compresbyterial a., of or pertaining to

a session or body of presbyters.
1641 Milton Ch. Discipl. 1. (1851) 11 Coequall and com-

presbyteriall Power to ordaine Ministers and Deacons.

t Compre'sence. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Com- +

Presence.] Presence together
; co-presence.

a 1640 Jackson Creed x. Iv. Wks. IX. 595 Not directly
and immediately by the elements of bread and wine nor by
any other kind of local presence or compresence with these
elements than is in baptism. 1657 S. W. Schism Dispach't
639 Luther . . found the middle tenet of compresence of both
Body& Bread.

f Compresentia*lity. Obs. nonce-xvd. [f. Com-
+ Presentialitv.] The quality of being present

together. So Compresentiation.
1686 H. More Real Presence 49 According to this Notion

there may be a Consubstantiation rightly interpreted, that
is a Compresentiation, or rather Compresentiality of both
the Real Bread and Wine, and the Real Body and Blood of
Christ at once.

Compress (kfJmpre's), v. [a. OK. compresse-r,

ad. L. compressd-re to press together, oppress, freq.

of comprimere to press together, restrain, check,
etc., f. com- together +premcre to press. As com-
press also coincides with the ppl. stem compress-

of comprimere (from which stem the Kng. repr. of

a L. verb is most frequently formed), it is treated

as the Eng. repr. of comprimere and mod.F. com-

1

primer^ of which the direct adaptation Compkime
has not endured in the language.]

1. To press together, to squeeze: a. separate

things.

_
c 1400 Lanfrone's Cintrg. (MS. A.) 125 A binne clout wet

in be white of an ey, & sumwhat be white compressed out.

1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 23 They sawe. .hys lyppys a
lytyl to moue with his chekys compressyd as he had re-

sceyued or swelowde sum swete thing fallyn in to hys mowth.
1704 Newton Optics 11. i, Compressing two prisms hard
together. 1768 Sterne Sent. fourn., ' Temptation,' Paris,
She gave me both her hands, closed together, into mine : it

was impossible not to compress them in that situation. 1781
Cowper Retirement 495 In a parlour snug and small. .The
man of business and his friends compressed.

b. a hollow thing, so as to make it of smaller

capacity.

1398 Trevisa Barl/t. De P. R. v. xxiv. (1495) 133 The free

passage of the ayre . . is forbode and lette by wryngynge
and compressynge of the Ysophagus. 16x5 Crooke
Body cf Man. 287 The muscles called Cremesteres which
compresse the leading Vessels. 1660 Boyle New Exp.
Phys. Meek. xx. 146 The Vessel . . was . . struck . . with a
Wooden Mallet, and thereby was manifestly compress'd,
whereby the inclosed Water was crouded into less room.
1797 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) Lp. x, Tin tubes were found
to be broken, compressed, and distorted. 1833 Brewster
Nat. Magic ii. 19 The retina at the protruded part will be
compressed by the outward pressure of the contained fluid.

c. Surg. To close by compression.
1804 Med. fml. XII. 545 The instrument seems to be

well adapted for compressing the humeral artery, or any
other that can be easily pressed against a bone. 1836
Marrvat Japliet liii, My professional knowledge saved
his life. I compressed the artery.

2. To press (a substance) together closely; to

squeeze together, so as to make more firm and solid.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 128 In be firste caas dura mater
is compressed. 1645 Digby Nat. Bodies xxxv. § 4 Stiff

bodies, that by violence are compress'd and drawn into a
less capacious figure. 1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth I. 147 If
the rain fell upon even and level ground, it would only
sadden and compress it. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790)

605 A pretty large piece of sponge may be compressed or
squeezed into a small size. 1835 Ure Philos. Maiiuf, 182
The slivers again assume the form of bands of slubbing, and
are then passed between a pair of rollers to compress them,

b. Physics, To condense a gaseous or other
1

elastic body by pressure so that it decreases in bulk

without loss of mass.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. xi. 240 Air compressed.

.

breaks the Vessel wherein it is compressed. 1794 Sullivan
View Nat. II. 127 large quantity of air, whose spring
being compressed in little room. 1858 Lardner Hand-bk.
Nat. Phil. 152 The water, .compresses the air and produces
a reaction which opens the valves. 1863 Tyndall Heat iv.

140 By. . powerful means we can compress water, but the
force necessary to accomplish this is very great.

3. Jig. To reduce into smaller volume (as if by
pressure) : a. things material.

1833 Brewster Nat. Magic vi. 142 Some ships were ele-

vated to twice their proper height, while others were com-
pressed almost to a line. 1830-40 W. Irving IVolfert's R.
( J 855) 33 How I longed to be able to compress my form into

utter littleness.

b. Language, thoughts, etc. ; to condense.
1746 Melmoth Pliny 1. xyi. (R-), The same strength of

expression, though more compressed, runs through his his-

torical harangues. 1793 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 149 To en-

able me properly to compress and digest my thoughts. 1837

Carlyle Fr.Rev. III. 1. v. 27 These, greatly compressing
themselves, shall speak, each an instant. 1856 Sir B.
Brodie Psychol. lug. I. ii. 44 What I have to say . . cannot
be compressed into a very few words.

4. Jig. To condense, concentrate.
1800 Med. fritl. IV. 551, I compressed them into one dose

three times a day. 1851 Nichol Arc/tit. Heav. 59 The size

;
of the mirror is only the measure of its power to collect and
compress feeble rays of light. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1.

xvii, The eager theorising of ages is compressed . . in the

;

momentary want of a single mind. 1877 Tyndall in Daily
News 2 Oct. 2/4 We have, .terror, hope, sensation, calcula-
tion, possible ruin, and victory compressed into a moment,
t 5. Jig. To repress, keep under restraint. Obs.
1526 Pilgr. Perf (W, de W. 1531) 115 b, Compresse thy

passyon by scylence & kepe it in the that it passe not thy
mouth. 1579 Lyly Euphucs (Arb.) 145 The greatest wise-
dome in Socrates in compressing his anger, is worthy great
commendation. 1658 Ussher Ann. vi. 483 Hierax com-
ressed the mutiny, by paying the souldiers arreares out of
is own purse. 1847 Gkote Hist. Greece 11. xxvi. (1862) III.

17 Who .
.
compressed under his sceptre a large proportion

of these ferocious, .plunderers.

f6. To embrace sexually. Obs.
c i6xx Chai>man Iliad Pref.i 1857) 69 A virgin of that isle com-

pressed by that Genius. 1652 Gaule Magastront. 351 Rhea
Sylvia . . a vestall, being compressed and found with child.
1700 Dryijen Fables, Ceyx <y Alcyone 494 They bill, they
tread : Alcyone compress'd Sev'n days sits brooding on her
floating nest. 1725 Poi'E Odyss. 1. 95 Neptune, .in his cave
the yielding nymph compress'd.

T Compre'SS, ///. a. Obs. rare, [ad. L. com-
press- us, pa. pple. : see prec] — Compressed.
1647 H. More Song of So til 1. 1. xxviii, Nor penetrate the

crusty fence Of constipated matter close compresse.

Compress (k^mpres), sb. [a. F. compresse
(16th c. in Pare), ad. L. compressa, from compressus,
pa. pple. of comprimere : see prec]
1. Surg, A soft mass of linen, lint or other ma-

terial formed into a pad, which, by the aid of a

bandage, can be made to press upon any part

;

used for compressing an artery, for keeping a dress-

ing, plaister, etc, in its place, applying medicinal
agents, and the like. In hydropathic use, applied

to a piece of cloth, wetted with water, and tightly

covered with a waterproof or thick impervious

bandage, applied to the surface of the body for the

relief of inflammation or irritation.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Fhysicke 48 Take fine

Hempen toa and make therof little compresses, as bigge as
the palme of a childe's hande, & madefye them heerin, and
apply them on the Eyes. 1676 R. Wiseman Chirurg Treat.
iv. iv. 277, I dressed it again with Lenients, Compresse, and
good Bandage. 1725 Bradley Fam.Dict. s.v. Nerves

t
Put

a Compress to it that has been dipt in the same Wine. 1807
Med. Jml. XVII. 301 The leg was dressed and .. a thick
compress was applied under the calf, with a view to prevent
more sinuses. 1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5)

115 The pad . . to be placed immediately over a graduated
compress, which is to be put directly over the wound in the

artery. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxxvii, The former had
a wet compresse around her body. 1865 Tall Mall G. 4 Aug.
3/1 Any one who has ever applied a cold compress to a sore

throat. 1870 Smedley/Vjh;?. Hydrop. (ed. 12), Body band-
age or wet compress.

2. A machine for pressing cotton-bales and other

articles into a compact form for transport, etc.

1874. in Knight Diet. Meek.

Compressed (k^mpre*st), ///. a. [f. Com-
press v. + -ED.]

1. Pressed together closely, so as to occupy small

space ; pressed into a smaller volume and denser

composition than the ordinary ; condensed.
Compressed air has, from its elasticity, been applied as a

motive force or substitute for steam, and is also used in

Med. ; hence such phrasal comb, as compressed air engine,

compressed air bath (sometimes hyphened).
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11, vii. 57 Sest bou nat ban how

streit and how compressed [ante so streyt ybrongen] is bilke

glorie bat 3e trauailen aboute to shew and to multiplie.

1669 Boyle Coutn. New Exp. n. (1682) 128 The compressed
air suddenly finding out a way of eruption. 1731-59 Miller
Gard. Diet. s. v. Wind, Compress'd Air is denser than Air
less compress'd. 1857 Engineer IV. 144/1 Making com-
pressed yeast. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 30/2 Ware's
Compressed Air-bath is for subjecting a patient to an en-

veloping atmosphere of air under pressure. Ibid. 602/2 The
compressed-air engine at Ardsley Colliery, .travels on wheels
and is pushed to its work by hand. Ibid. 604/1 A machine
for making compressed bullets. 1879 Daily News 16 Dec.

5/8 The compressed gas being driven into a strong boiler.

1885 Pall Mall G. 13 May 2/2.

b. Compressed score : a musical score in which
more than one voice-part is written on a single

staff : esp. four-part harmony written on two staves.

1877 {title), The Congregational Psalmist : a companion
to all the new Hymn-books. .Compressed Score edition.

C. Jig. Concentrated ; condensed.
1822 T. Taylor Apuleins v. 105 Furnished with more

compressed thoughts. 1851-5 Brimley Tennyson 96
' Love thou thy Land ' is only to be compared with an essay

of Lord Bacon's for its compressed energy. 1871 Farrar
Witn. Hist. 130 The compressed and haughty page of

Tacitus.

2. Having a flattened form, like the result of

pressure ;
having the two opposite sides nearly

plane or flat
;

spec, in Z00L and Bot. flattened

laterally, or along its length.

1668 Wilkins Real-Char. 112 A small compressed seed-.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Compressed leaf
one with the mark of an impression on both .sides. . 1797
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COMPRESSEDLY. 744 COMPRINT.
Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) I. 203 The bill is two indies

long, vertically compressed on the sides. 1816 Playfaik
A'd/. Phil. II. 179 Mars, .is compressed at the poles, so that

his equatorial diameter is to his polar axis as 16 to 15 nearl y.

1849 Sk. Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. 301 The hand ..is

furnished with five powerful but compressed nails. 1881

Vines Sacks' Bot. 620 The stem then becomes cylindrical,

or, if it is compressed . . still with a uniform breadth.

b. Printing. Compressed type \ = condensed

type, or a variety thereof.

1875 Ure Diet. Manuf. III. 641 Types, .have undergone
every change in form that fancy or taste could suggest .

.

clarendon,* modification of antique. .compressed, or tall

thin letters.

3. Of separate things : Pressed together.

1847 Lvtton Lucretia 1. Prol., His compressed lips told

that he felt the anguish of the laugh that circled round him.

Compressedly (k^mpre sedli, -pre'stli), adv.

[f. prec. + -LY-.]ln a compressed manner; with

compression.
1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 411 To describe German painting,

statuary, and music, not so much compressedly as com-
pressingly. 1830 Blackiv. Mag. XXVII. 281 True passion

is often sparing of words ; compressedly eloquent.

Compresser fk/mprcsai). [f. as prec. + -eb.]

One who or that which compresses ; a compressor.
1819 P. O. Lond. Directory 145 Grove, John, Patent Hay-

compresser, Blackwall.

Compressibility (k/mpresibi'Hti;. [f. next

+ -ity ; cf. F. compressAt lite.'] The quality of

being compressible
;
capability of compression.

1789 \V. Bl'Chan Dom. Med. (1790) 605 The compress-
ibility of sponge. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 502 The extra-

j

ordinary compressibility of the other viscera.

b. esp. in Physics. The quality in virtue of

which the volume of a gas, etc., may be diminished 1

without decrease of its mass.
a 1691 Boyle Wks. (1772) III. 507 The great compress-

ibility, if I may so speak, of the air. 1830 Herschel Stud.
Nat. Phil. 237 The compressibility. . of ice is very nearly

j

the same with that of water, i860 Mac by Phys. Geog. Sea
viii, J 404 The Compressibility of water in the depths of the 1

sea, is one per cent for every 1000 fathoms.

Compressible Ck^mp^e's^b'l
,

;, a. [f. CoMmEss
;

v. + -ible ; the form of the suffix is owing to the
|

vb. being referred to L. compress-us ; derivation I

from L. compressare, F« compresser, would give com-

pressable : cf. Pressable. So mod. F. compressible.']

That may be compressed ; capable of compression.
(11691 Boyle Wks. (1772) III. 508 Not .. to conclude

that the air is so much more rarefiable than compressible,
j

1794 G. Adams Mat. «r Exp. Philos. I. xi. 442 Perma- !

nently-elastic fluids are all compressible. 1855 J. S. C.
Abbott Napoleon II. xxvi. 481 You will have to restrain

and combat the two least compressible forces in the political

world. 188a Vines Sacks' Bot. 794 Both layers were, .in a
state of tension. .the one [layer]. .was but slightly extensible

or compressible.

b. Of the pulse : see quot.
1865 Pall Mall G. 12 May 1 The physicians have an ex-

pression which they apply to a feverish pulse which appears
to vanish under the pressure of the finger

;
they call it a

compressible pulse. 1875 H. Wood Therap. (1879) 159 The
slow pulse is sometimes moderately full, but is always very
soft and compressible.

Hence Compressibleness.
1730-6 Bailey, Compressibility, compressibleness, capable*

ness to be pressed close. Hence in Johnson, etc.

Compre ssing, vbl. sb. [f. Compress v. +
-ing l.j The action of the vb. ; compression.
1398 [see Compress v. 1 b]. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 546 The

compressing of the principal artery or arteries that supply
the part or parts with blood, .will stop the bleeding.

Compressing (kffaaprtrsirj", ppl. a. [f. as

prec. + -ing 2.] That compresses.
1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Meek, xui. 85 The Vessel

. . made . . less full of compressing matter. 1713 Derham
Phys.-Tkeol. $foot.n.,OncofMr. Hawkesbee's Compressing
Engines, i860 Tyndall Gtac. \\. App. 432 A compressing
force acting at right angles to the planes of cleavage. 1874
Knight Diet. Meek. I. 31/2 The air-compressing engine of
Sommeilleur. .worked the rock-drills.

Compre ssingly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly-.] In

a compressing way ; with compression.
Eraser's Mag. I, 411 [see Compressedly]. 1854

XL1X. 164 The ant-eater embraces and hugs him so com-
pressingly, as very soon to squeeze him to death.

Compression (k^mprcjan). Also 5-6 com-
prysion, -prission. [a. I*, compression, ad. L.

compression-cm, n. of action, f. comprimcre (ppl.

stem compress-) : see Compress v.]

L The action of compressing; pressing together,

squeezing ; forcing into a smaller compass ; con-

densation by pressure.

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. (MS. A) 23 A gristil . . hap sixe

helpingis [uses], .bo .ij. bat pe harde schulde not hirte be
neische, nameli in be tyme of compressioun [v. r. compas-
sion], & in be tyme of smytinge. 1597 Lowe Ckirurg. (1634)

58 Cast forth by the great dilation of the heart or else by
the great comprysion thereof. 1599 Soliman <y P. 1. in Hazl.

Dodsley V. 289 Why, what is jewels, or what is gold, but
earth; An humour knit together by compression. 1659
Leak Water-whs. Pref. 3 Water cannot be forced by com-
pression to be contained in less space then its Natural ex-

tension. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 50 The infant

itself has milk in its own breasts, which may be squeezed
out by compression. 1863 Tyndall Heat i. § 7 (1870) 6 To
consider the development of heat by compression.

,
b. Constraint, coercion.

j88o Ck, Times 40 Noy. 779 Dwelling chiefly upon the

causes of modern infidelity in France, [he] does not hesitate
to ascribe it in a great measure to the compression exercised
by Louis XIV.

c. Jig. The condensation of thought or language.
i8ao Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870) II. v. 92

Great as our merits might be in some points, we none of us
excelled in compression. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast.
Ord. Pref. (1863) 15 The difficulty of compression has been
the greatest of all my difficulties.

2. A state or condition of being compressed.
1603 Florio Montaigne U xx. (1632) 43 Those instruments

. . have their proper compressions and dilatations, etc.

1771 Mackenzie Man 0/ Feel. (i886> 37 His fingers lost

their compression. 1849 Mckchison Stluria ix. 204 Every
variety of distortion and compression. 1871 Tyndall Fragm.
Sc. fed. 6) I. ix. 300 The moraine is in a state of longitudinal

compression.

b. of thought, language, or writing.

1759 Johnson Idler No. 70 F 4 Best pleased with involu-

tion of argument, and compression of thought. 1833 J.

Badcock Dom. Amusem. p. vi, The state of compression
in which it [the treatise] now appears.

C. fig. Straitened or repressed condition, under
the operation of trouble, tyranny, or the like.

176a Miller tr. Duhamel's Husb. 11. ii. (ed. •) 190 The
state of compression which those in the common way were
in after harvest. 1816 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 280
That nation is too high-minded, .to remain quiet under its

present compression. 1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883* 523
That previous letter, .had been written in much tribulation

and compression of heart.

3. Compression ofthe poles : the flattening of a
planet at the poles, making it an oblate spheroid.
1816 Playfair Nat. Pkil. II. 179 The compression of

Jupiter amounts to a fourteenth part of his longer diameter.

1849 Mrs. Somerville Connect. Phys. Sc. iv. 34 Of ascer-

taining the compression of Jupiter's spheroid.

t 4. Surg. A compress. Obs. rare.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelkouer's Bk. PkysUke 110/1 We must
also have for the same intente, Compressions, or little pil-

lowes of inveterate linnen.

b. Short for ' compression of the brain \

1847 South tr. Ckelius Surg. I. 410 It is often very diffi-

cult to distinguish between drunkenness and either concus-
sion or compression. X870 T. Holmes Surg, (ed 21 II. 257
In well-marked compression, however, the patient is gener-
ally perfectly insensible.

5. attrib. and Comb., as compression bellows,

chamber, machine, treatment ; compression -

casting, a method of casting bronzes, etc, in

which the metal is forced by compression into the

finer tracery of the mould
;
compression-cock, a

tap having a collapsible india-rubber tube.
185a Seidel Organ 26 Kaufmann, of Dresden . . invented

the so-called compression-bellows. 1874 Knight Diet.
Meek. I. 603/1 The compression-chamber receives its suc-

cessive charges of air from the atmosphere by valves open-
ing inward. Ibid. The power of such a compression machine.

Compressional, a. [f. prec. + -al.] Of or

pertaining to compression.
1887 G. H. Darwin Eartkq. in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 266 The

compressional waves may have passed . . before the arrival

of the distortional waves.

Compressive (k^mpre-siv), a. [f. L. type

*compressiv-us, f. compress- ppl. stem of com-

primere : see -ive. So mod.F. compressifi -if*.]

1. Having the attribute or function of compress-

ing ; tending to compress.
1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 67 The compressiue motion

of the Ventricle and intrels. 1620 Vennlr Via Recta vii.

in By reason of their compressiue faculty, being eaten
after meate, they [apples] make the belly soluble, and helpe
the subduction of excrements. 1761 Sterne Tr. Skandy
v. xxxiU, His three fingers supported [the book] without the

least compressive violence. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Praet.
Agric. (ea. 4) II. 171 The bark . . has also a strong com-
pressive energy, expelling moisture from the layers that suc-

cessively assume the character of heart-wood. 1896 Grote
Greece 11. xcL XII. 21 A neighbour sure to be domineering
and compressive, and likely enough to be tyrannical.

T 2. Consisting in or caused by compression. Obs.

*S7* J- Jones Batkes ofBalk 1. 7 a, Ytching payne com-
meth of a tarte or salt humor . . Compressiue, commeth of
matter, or wyudines, that maketh narrowe.or constrayneth,
the mcmbre or part. x66a H. More Immort. Soul m. i.

148 A more then ordinary Motion or compressive Rest may
very well prove painful to the Soul.

Hence Compre'ssively adv., with compression.
1830 Carlyle Sartor Res. XL ii, [My upbringingj was

rigorous, too frugal, compressively secluded.

Compressor tk£mpre*sai\ [a. L. compressor,

agent-noun from comprimere to Compress.] One
who or that which compresses : in technical uses.

a. Anat. A muscle which compresses a part.

(Frequent in the L. names of individual muscles.)

[1753Chambers Cycl. Supp,, Compressor nan's, in anatomy,
a name given ,. to one of the muscles of the face.] 1839
Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 223/1 Its action [i. e. that of the

muscle], .when convex, makes it a compressor.

b. Surg. An instrument for compressing a part

of the body, as a nerve, artery, duct, etc. ; also a
tourniquet.
1870 T. Holmes Surg. (ed. 2) 1 1 1. 480 The instruments re*

quired for the compression-treatment [of Aneurism) are one
or two compressors and a weight encased in leather.

C. A (surgical or hydropathic) compress.
1851 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 153, I resolutely abstain

from pills—continuing to wear my compressor.

d. An instrument for compressing objects in

microscopical investigations ; a compressorium,

1881 Carpenter Microscope (ed. 6) 150 In all these Com-
pressors, it is easy to vary the thickness of the glass within
convenient limits.

e. Naut. An iron lever by means of which the

chain-cable as it runs out can be jammed to the

chain-pipe and checked or stopped.
( i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Cateck. 55 In letting go the

anchor, when it is necessary to check the cables, .the com-
pressors .. will control their descent. 1878 Scribn. Mag.
XV. 666/2 An effort was made to man the starboard com-
pressor so as to check the other anchor when let go.

f. Gun. A mechanism for pressing a gun-

carriage to its slide or platform during the recoil.

1859 F. Griffiths Artit. Man. (18621 119 When the com-
pressors are used, the running-up is by jerks. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Compressor, a mechanism generally
adopted afloat for facilitating the working of the large guns
recently introduced ; the gun-carriage is thus compressed
to its slide or platform during the recoil, and set free again
by the turn of a handle for running up.

g. A machine for compressing air, esp. for use as

a motive power. More fully air-compressor.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek. I. 602/2 The Mount Cenis
Tunnel air-compressors ..The compressors operate by ap-
plying the living force of a large column of water descend*
ing in an inclined tube, to drive a body of confined air intoc
receiver. 1879 Daily News 16 Dec sA A compressor pump,
such as is used for compressing air for torpedoes. 1882 Stand'
ardz-j Dec. 7/1 The compressed airisconveyedfromthecom.
pressors down the. .shaft to the boring machine by. .pipes,

Compressorium (kpmpreso**ri£m\ [f. as

prec. + -ORIUM : cf. L. scriptorium, etc.] A com-
pressor ; spec, an instrument used in microscopical

research by which a graduated pressure may be

brought to bear on the object under examination.

1845 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 168 To steep it in

weak acetic acid, and then to thin it out, under the com-
pressorium. 1867 J. Hogg Microse. 1. iii. 195.

Compressure (kpmpre'J'ui, -w). [f. compress-

Epl.
stem of L. comprimere + -ube : cf. pressure,

. pressura.] The action or process of compress-

ing ; pressure together ;
frepresston.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xxix. (1658' 313 The superficies.

.

is better, or worse disposed to reflection of light, t>y polish-

ing, or by compressure together. 1655-60 Stanley Hist.

Pkilos. (1701) 180 The compressure of Seditions. X713

Derhau Pkys.-Theol. 1. i. 5, I .. Compressed the Air, but

the Engine leaking, I frequently renewed the Compressure.

1833 Eraser's Mag. VII. 588 Curious . . is this same corn-

pressure of History. 1841 Mrs. Tonna Pers. Recollect, u.

32 Compressure of the feet was. .forbidden.

t Comprie'st. Obs. twnce-wd. [f. Com- +
Priest.] A fellow-priest ; a compresbyter.
164a Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. 173B I. 122 Deferring to

chastise his lewd and insolent Compnests.

t Co*mprimatei ppi- a - Obs. rare. [prob. f.

F. comprimS, pa. pple. of comprimcr : cf. affectionate,

and -ate *.] Compressed.
1541 R. Co i lan i> Guydons Q. Chirurg. D iij b, The forme

therof is rounde comprymate lyghtly fro one parte to another.

t Compri'me, V. Obs. rare. [ad. L. comprim-

2rc or ¥ .comprimcr: see Compress iJ Tocomprcss.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Q. Chirurg. E ij b, Kor feare.

.

that it compryme the brayne. 1597 1-owe Chirurg. 11634)

58 Perturbations . . either dilate, or comprime the heart.

So f Co'mprimerit [ad. L. compriment-em pr.

pple.], a compressing agent.

1684 tr. Bontt s Mere. Commit, vm. 370 Astringents and
Compriments or Bloud-stone [to stop bleeding].

t Comprint, v. Obs. rare. [f. Com- + Prim
v.] To share in printing.

(Used in 17th a of the Universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, as being entitled to share with the King's Printer,

and Stationers' Company, in printing privileged books.)

a. trans.

1634 Tannrr MS. in Gutch Coll Cur.itjSi) I. 284 Cam-
bridge hath liberty of comprinting, with the King's Printers,

and Company of Stationers, these privileged books follow,

ing: 1. The Bible., and the singing Psalms. 7. Grammars.
3. All other School books. 4. Almanacks. x68| J. Wallis
ibid. 280 After the wars [r 1650-60] the University Printers

did, for some time, continue to comprint privileged books

at Oxford, as well as those at London, /bid. I. 281 The
Universities Right to print or comprint Bibles.

b. absol. or intr.

1678-9 in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 276 The King's Printers

refusing to pay the usual rent to them [the University of

Oxford] for their forbearance of comprinting [of Bibles).

% The following misuse of the word inserted by
Kersey in his ed. of Phillips, 1706, has been copied

from Dictionary to Dictionary ever since ; in some
it is even given to the exclusion of the correct

meaning. From Kersey it was adopted also by

Giles Jacob in his New Law Did., 1729, and has

been handed on by Tomlins, \Vharton, etc.

[1676 PiiiLLire (App. 11, 'A Collection of such Affected

Words from the L. or Gr. as are either to be used warily,

and upon occasion only, or totally to be rejected as bar.

barous Comprint, to print another's Copy.] 1706 — (ed.

Kersey), To Comprint {Lajv-Term), this Word properly
signifies to print together ; but is commonly taken for the

Deceitful Printing of another's Copy, or Book, by Stealth,

to the prejudice of the rightful Proprietor. [Hence (with

modifications) in Kersey 1707-n, Bailey 17x1-, Johnson
1755-, and recent Dictionaries.] 1729 G. Jacob Mew Law
Dict.t Comprint intends a surreptitious printing of another

Bookseller's Copy, to make Gain thereby, which is contrary

to the Stat. 14 Car. II. c. 33, and other Statutes. [But the

subject is not mentioned in the Statute cited.] Thence in

Tomuns, Wharton, etc
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[Hence Comprint, sb. A modern dictionary

figment, founded on the loose wording of the

explanation of the verb in the law diets, above.]

Comprisable (k^mprai-zab'l), a. Also 7-9
-izable. [f. Comprise v. + -able.] Capable of

being comprised.
1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey iv. Conclus. 85

More ample Presidents, than may seeme . . to be comprizable
in the decurted Passages . . of this supplement. 1777 //ist.

Europe in Ann. Reg. 39/1 Comprizable in a small compass.
1833 Herschel Astron. iii. 153 The whole map.. not being
comprizable within any finite limits.

Comprisal (kpmprai-zal). ? Obs. Also 7 -izall.

[f. Comprise v. + -al.] The action of comprising

;

that in which this is embodied ; a compendium.
1643 Horn & Robotham Gate Lang. Unl. c. § 993 Here

hast thou briefly and closely trussed up a short com-
prizall. 1649 J. E. tr. Bekmen's E/ist, 22 Which I shall

impart unto you . . in a briefe and short comprisall. 1686
Boyle Enq. Notion Nat. 73 Cosmical Mechanism; that
is, a Comprisal of all the mechanical affections, .that be-
long to the matter of the great System of the Universe.

Comprise (kfJmp»i*z), v. Also 5-7 compryse,
5 Sc. compris, 7-9 comprize, [f. F. comprendre
(pa. pple. and pret. Ind. compris) :—L. comprendere,

contr. from comprehendere to Comprehend. Prob-
ably formed by association with emprise, and
possibly with enterprise, both of which verbs were
derivatives from Eng. sbs. of the same form (repr.

F. emprise, entreprise, fern. sbs. from pa. pple.), but
being used as the Eng. reprs. of emprendre, entre-

prendre, formed a precedent for the analogous
representation of other compounds of -prendre by
verbs, in -prise : cf. apprise, surprise.

-

]
(Many ofthe early passages in which this word occurs are so
vague that it is difficult to gather the exact sense.)

fl. To lay hold on, take, catch, seize. Obs.

1423 JAft. I. Kingis Q. xxviii, Quhat was the cause that
he [me] more comprisit Than othir folk to lyve in suich
ruyne? (1440 Hylton Seal* Per/. (W. de W. 1494) m.
xxviii, The sercher . . shal be ouerlayd & comprysed of
hymselfe. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. cexxvii. 710 And
the frenche kynge to comprise to his agreement his sonne
in lawe [et prendroit le roy de francesur luy son filz]. 159a
Greene Poems (1856) 129 He could with counsels common-
wealths comprise.

f b. Sc. To seize under legal authority, 4 attach \
c i575 [see Comprised]. 1609 Skene Keg. Maj. 87 The

Kings officiars, in the end of the market, sail cause the said
cattell to be comprised . . be leill men . .vntill the summe of
the debt. 1621 Sc. Acts Jus. VI, c. 6 P 1 That summe of
money for the which the sayde Landes are comprised. 1637
Rutherford Lett. No. 133 (1862) I. 322, I will think it no
bondage to be rouped, comprised, and possessed by Christ
as His bondman.

f 2. To ' take in * (mentally}, perceive, compre-
hend, conceive. Obs.

1475 Caxton Jason 41 b, By alle that I see and comprise
in you, hit semeth not. .that ye be seke. 1485 — Chas. Gt.
27 For to compryse thentencyon of the spekar. 1548
Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John 3 a, What is he that canne
by very imaginacion comprise how that God the father .

.

doeth continually beget God the sonne? 1563 Man Mies-
cuius' Commonpl. 372 a, It is very hard to comprise, and
much harder to expresse the nature of Godde. 1680 H.
More ApocaL Apoc. 198 A name . . that no man knew but
himself , . he alone that is it, being able to comprize it.

f b. ? To hold or bear in mind. Obs.— 1

a 1528 Skelton Dk. Albany, Lenttoy, In his mynde to
comprise Those wordes his grace dyd saye Of an ammas
gray.

t C. intr. with of. Obs.
1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. v. 20 Witte & raison for to serche

and compryse ofthinges of therthe.

3. To bring together and comprehend or include,

esp. in a treatise.

4:1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. xx. 44 Of bis matere .. I hard
said on sa mony wys, That al I couth noucht weil compris.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidatte's Comm. 150 They condescended to
compryse the whole matter in wryting. 1586 Thynne in
Holinshed III. 1592 That some fauourer of learned mens
fame, would comprise their names and works in a particular
volume. 1610 Holland Camden*s Brit. 1. 290 Whose .

.

vertues, if in verse I now should take in hand For to com-
prize.

b. esp. To comprehend compendiously; tosumup.
x534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aureltns (1546) Xij, In

a monethe a man might recken all the stones.. but in a
M. yeres he myght not comprise the malices of hi[r] vl]

customes. 1548 Cranmer Catech. 147 b, The prayer of the
Lorde. .conteyneth . . great and weyghty matters, suche as
neither aungell nor man. .was able so rjitheli to comprise in
so few wordes. .1794 Paley Evid. 11. u. (1817) 51 The neces-
sity of comprising what he delivered within a small com-
pass. 1858 Bright Sp. India 24 June, There is far more in
it. .than any man. .can comprise. .within the compass of a
speech of ordinary length.

c. To comprehend or include under or in a class
or denomination.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lviii. § 2 We use . . under the

name of their substance not only to comprise that whereof
they outwardly consist, but also the secret grace. 175a
J OH[*soN Rambler No. 194 p 4 This knowledge [of the
world] she comprises in the rules of visiting, the history of
the present hour, an early intelligence of the change of
fashions, etc. i $853 C. Bronte Villette viii. (1876) 68 In
her own single person she could have comprised the duties of
a first minister and a superintendent of police.

4. Of things material : + a. To take in within its

space ; to enclose, to hold, Qbs%

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 221/4 Al the world myght not
haue comprysed hym. 1516 Fabyan 111. ccxl. 281, viii

fote of grounde nowe hath my body comprysed. i6ai

Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (1870) 105 The amendements
cannot be comprised in the parchement. They have newe
wrytten yt. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. v. 1647
H. More Song 0/ Soul 1. in. xxxviii, But smoreing filth so
close it doth comprize That it cannot flame out.

b. To contain, as parts making up the whole,
to consist of (the parts specified).

1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. iv. 16 The fourme of the world and
the facyon after that it conteyneth and compriseth. 1662
Stillingfl. Oris. Sacr. 11. iv. § 4 The three walls of the
City in which the three chief parts of it were comprized.
1868 Peard PVater-Farm. x'lii. 130 The works .. comprise
four ponds for fish. Mod. Advt. The house comprises box-
room, nine bed-rooms, bath-room, etc.

c. To extend so as to contain, to extend to ; to

cover a space or time.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. C iv, A corde
that, .compriseth all the elbow and moeueth the lytell arme.
1856 Stanley Sinai # Pal. v. (1858) 255 The first division

;
of this plain, which comprised the territory of the ancient
Philistines. 1870 Max Muller Sc. Relt'g. (1873) 49 The

\

registers . . which comprised a period of 200,000 years.

5. Of things immaterial : a. To take in or in*

1 elude; as opposed to leaving out.

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 67 The term [seed of God] doth
; comprize Infants. 1823 Thacher Mil. Jml. 79 [To] Com-

prize all the cases.

b. To embrace as its contents, matter, or subject.

1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 354 Such subsequent parts of

j

these commentaries, as will . . comprize almost every object
of the justices' jurisdiction. 1788 Priestley Led. Hist.

I
in. xiii. 102 The third division of our subject .. comprizes
what is necessary ..to be known previous to the study of
history. 1837 Dickens Picfcw, xv, 'The word politics ..

comprises, in itself, a difficult study of no inconsiderable
magnitude '.

6. passive. To be included, embraced, compre-
hended : a. in (or wit/tin) a document or its scope,

in a class, or group.
t 1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. ix. 60 Thre yheris trwys..

Qwhare-in be Scottis men and be kyng ware comprysyd.
1483 Caxton Cato 5 b, Ouer and aboue these [command-

!
ments] that be comprysed in this sayd table. 1525 Bp.

j

Clerk in Ellis Grig. Lett. 11. 88 I. 320 Theys maters war
.. nott comprisyd 111 the articles expressly. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, v. ii. 96 She is our capitall Demand, compris'd
Within the fore-ranke of our Articles. 1656 Bramhall
Replic. 22 The new Articles since comprised in that Creed.
1823 H. J. Brooke Introd. Crystallogr. 271 Decrements
on the acute solid angles, are all comprised within class b.

b. in, within a space or time, between limits.

1587 Golding De Mornay vi. 81 The Might or Power is

!

couertly comprised betweene them both. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621) 7 The writing, .wherein her oath for

1 never marrying againe was comprised. 1784 Cook's Voy.

;
(1790) VI. 1963 That memorable day, in which are com-
prized the affecting incidents, and melancholy particulars.

\

1787 J. Barlow Oration 4 July 10 When an hundred
millions of people are comprised within your territory.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 31 The hours, when the
electric fluid appears feeblest, are those comprised within
the time [between evening and sunrise].

C. under a heading, title, common term, division.

1578 Lyte Dodoens [V. Ixxi. 533 Whiche are all comprised
under the name of wilde Thistelles. 1655 Gouge Comm.
Heb. i. 2 All. .Christians, .comprised under this particle Us.
1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 238 Materials . . are comprised

! under six Heads, viz. 1. Bricks, 2. Tiles, 3. Morter, 4. Laths,
etc. 1870 Rolleston AHtm. Life Introd. 61 The sub-
division Loricata, under which are comprised the two orders
of Crocodilina and Chelonia.

d. To be comprehended summarily.
1502 Ord. Crysteti Men (W. de W. 1506) 11. ii. 87 In these

two poyntes is comprysed all the holy scrypture. 1576
Fleming Pauop. Epist. 415 In this clause the sum of their

request is comprised. 1601 Bp. Barlow Serm. Pautes
Crosse 20 The whole dutie of a Christian is comprised in

one word. 1698 Dryden AEneid 11. 86 Behold a Nation in

a Man comprised. 1732 Berkeley Alcipkr. 1. § 11

Academical study may be comprised in two points, reading
and meditation. 1834-43 Southey Doctor (1862)40 Whether

!
the secret of the Freemasons be comprised in the mystic
word above.

e. Said especially of the things that collectively

make up the whole of the thing or class spoken of.

X580 North Plutarch (1676) 107 There were but one and
thirty Cities comprised onely in the League. 1675 Baxter
Catk. Theol. 1. 11. 4 It is various degrees of punishment

I

which are comprised in the word Death. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 158 r 10 What should be comprised in the

i proposition. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 430 All the
vanous titles that we find in the heathen mythology, we at

j

last find comprized in Apollo, or the Sun.

+ 7. To put together, draw up, compose (a

I

treatise). Obs.

1485 Caxton CJuts. Gt. 21 Pepyn, and in especial charle-

mayn upon whome this werke is comprysed. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas, xiv. viii, A ryght greate boke he did truly
compryse. i6a8 M. Lok (title) The Famovs Historic of
the Indies : Declaring the Aduentures of the Spaniards .

.

with Varietie of Relations of the Religions, Lawes, Gouern-
ments . . of that People. Comprised into sundry Decads.

+ 8. Of things : a. To take up, fully occupy
(a space). Obs. rare.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. n. xxxiv. 144 Olde vesselles

charged with stones . . shal be drowned so that they shal

compryse and fylle all the hauene.

b. To constitute, make up, compose, rare.

1794 G. Adams Nat. Exp. Phitos. 11. xvi. 238 The
wheels and pinions comprizing the wheel-work. 1794 Paley
Evid. 1. ix. (1817) 169 The propositions which comprise the

several heads of our testimony.

9. The participles are used absolutely : = In-
cluding, included (cf. Y.y compris) ; so the gerund.
1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. vii. 21 He had lost

above three thousand and five hundred men, not comprising
the wounded. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 37 One quarter of the
Ionick Column, the Base and Capital comprised. Ibid. 56
Brick-layers will work, .the inside for thirty three shillings,

arches comprised. 1887 W. G. Palgrave Ulysses, Phra
!

Bat, The edifice, .is square, about thirty feet in dimension
each way, without comprising the outer colonnade.

Hence Comprised ppl. a., Comprrsing vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

c 1575 Sir J. Bali our Practicks (1754) 147 Redemptioun
of comprysit landis. Marg. Difference betwix comprysit
landis and wodset landis. 1603 Florio Montaigne 1 16341 295
If he be in himselfe, they are also two, the comprizing anil

the comprized. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. no Comprisings of
lands. 1691 E. Taylor tr. Bekmen 316 Which breaketh
the comprized Life again. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archil.
I. 229 The subdivisions . . three or four under one compris-
ing arch.

Compri'sement. Obs. rare' 1

, [f. Com-
1 prise v. + -ment.J Comprehension

;
compass.

1640 Yorke Union Hon. To Rdr., To see a Booke of this

Comprisement, subscribed by James Yorke, Black Smith.

t Compri'SOr, -er. Obs. rare. [f. Cojii'klse

v. + -eh 1
: the form -or, -our, in the suffix is by

association with words from Fr. or Latin.]

1. Sc. Law. One who 1 comprises ' or attaches the

;

land or goods of another. (See Comprise i.)

c 1575 Sir J. Bali our Practicks (1754) 40 Gif the Officiar

I

, . apprehend the said gudis and geir . . and be certane

comprysouris sworn to that effect, lauchfullie poindis and
comprysis the samin, 1621 Sc. Acts Jas VL c. 6P1 The
compnser hath right to the mailes, duties, and profites of

the Landes. 1673 Court Bk. in Archxol. Coll. Ayr ry Wig*

I

toun (18841 IV. 109 (Jam. Supp.) Arthure Bryce, one of the

compriseris thereof, being personalhe present, declares the

j

said skaith to his judgements wes . . tuentie two shilling.

2. One who composes (a treatise) ; an author.

i^See Comprise 7.)

1627 FBLTHAM Resolves I. i. If I bee corrupted by them
[idle Books], the Comprisor of them is mediately a cause of

my ill.

t Compri'sure. Obs. rare. [f. Comprise +

-ure.] Comprehension, compass ; a summary.
a 1641 Bp. Moumtacu Acts Mon. (1642) 39 Those books

' be of wondrous Art and Comprisure. Ibid. 149 The 24.

verse is a generall summe, or comprisure, of things intended
to be performed.

t Co*mpro"bate, v. Obs. [f. L. comprobdt-

1 ppl. stem of comprobdre : see next.] trans. To
prove, confirm ; to approve, sanction.

1531 Elyot Gov. hi. xxiii, For as well that sentence, as all

other before rehersed, do comprobate with holy scripture

that god is the fountayne of Sapience. 1660 Gauden
Analysis 13 There is neither Law of God or man requiring,

imposing or comprobating any such Covenant,

t Co'mprobate, pa. pple. Obs. [ad. L. com-
1

probdl-us, pa. pple. ofcomprobdre to approve, prove,

f. com- intensive prefix + probdre to prove or

approve.] Proved, approved, confirmed : used as
' pa. pple. of prec. = comprobatcd.

1523 in Burnet Hist. Ref. II. 101 The Kings Highness,

j

who hath always showed, and largely comprobate himself a
most devoute Son unto the See Apostohck. 1529 More
Heresyes 11. vii. Wks. 187/1 Good & substancial aucthorite,

comprobate and corroborate by y° whole body of Chris-

tendom. 1671 True Nonconf. 40 Their singular importance
. . hath been so signally comprobat by after events.

1 Comproba'tioil. Obs. fad. L. comprobdtion*

I

em, n. ofaction f. comprobdre : see prec]
1. The action of proving true (by testimony or

!
demonstration) ; proof, confirmation, attestation.

1390 W. Swinderby in Foxe A. M. H583) 467 Some of

these [accusations] they [Friers and Priests] clepiuden de-

:
nounciations, and some weren cleped comprobations, that

j

weren there falsely forsworne. 1524 Wolsey m Fiddes

Life ii. (1726) 72 In signe, token and comprobation of the

I

singuler comforte which wee take in the same. X557
Recorde IVhetst. Yiij, The comprobation of the same by
resolution. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. vii, That is

only esteemed . . a legall testimony, which receives com-
probation from the mouths of at least two witnesses.

2. The action of approving, or declaring to be

good ; approbation, sanction.

1529 More Heresyes 1. Wks. 123/1 The comprobacion of

pilgrimages. 1551 Records Cast. Kncnvl. (1556) 244 The
fyrst form . . hathe comprobation of manye men. 166a H.
Stubbe Ind. Nectar vii. 157 That is the voice of Experience

in Comprobation of the use of it.

t Comproxh. 'e, v. Obs. rare, [answers to a

F. type *comproc/ie~r : perh. formed by change of

prefix from approc/ie.'] intr. To approach.

C1500 Lancelot 2472 The lycht Of phebus comprochit
with his mycht. Ibid. 2507 A certan day, that now com-
prochit nere.

t Comprodu'ce, v. Obs. rare. [f. Com- +
Produce* trans. To produce together {with).

c 1630 Jackson Creed vt. iv. Wks. V. 227 Nor was it corn-

produced or concreated with them but created in them after

they were made. 1674 Hickman Quinquart. Hist. fed. 2)

118 He is as truly the cause of what is comproduced and
concreated, as of what is produced and created.

So f Comproduxtion, production in combina-

tion, joint product; t Comproductive a., pro-

ductive in combination with another ; also as sb.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iii. 46 In what diminu-
tives the Plastick principle lodgeth, is exemplified in Seeds,
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wherein the greater mass affords so little Comproduction. I

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. iv. 212 Comets, .being the Coin-
Productions of those Superiour Causes which are the
Authors of the aforesaid Evils. Ibid. 1. xii. 46 They also
have a certain dependance on Warmth, as a Comproductivc
at least.

t Compromisal. Obs. rare, [f. next + -al.] 1

— Compromise sb. 2 b.

170a W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant ii. 7 An Election by Com-
|

promisal is when the Cardinals give a full Power to some of
:

their College to elect a Pope.

Compromise (kfmpr<*m3iz , sb. Forms: 5-7
comprimise, 6-7 -ize, 6 -prymise

; 6-7 -pre-

mise, 6 -yse, -ize, -isse
; 5 -promesse, 6 -isse,

,

7 -ize, (6 compramia), 5- compromise, [a. F.

compromise ad. L. compromiss-urn, pa. pple. of
compromittere (also OF. compromisce, L. type
*compromiss-a) : see Compromit.]

f 1. Promise or mutual promise, rare. Obs.

1448 Craft ofLovers (R. suppl.), Me semeth by feiture of
womanly property Ye should be trusty and trew of com-
prim is.

f 2. A joint promise or agreement made by con-
tending parties to abide by the decision of an

j

arbiter or referee. Also, the document in which
such an agreement is drawn up. Obs.
1426 in Arnolde Chron. (1520) 116 To this present com-

promise, my sayd Lorde of Glouceter hath subscribed his
;

name . . and in semblable forme my lorde of Winchester in
a nother compromise subscribid w* his hande . . to stond at
the aduyse ordinaunce and arbitrement of y parsons aboue-
sayd. 1464 Plnmpton Corr. 10 Horbury sais that ye & the

'

minister stand in comprimise to abide the award of Sir John
Malivera & others, a 1559 Tonstal Let. in Burnet Records
No. 9 (R.)The compromise of them all made unto the said
King Edward the First to stand to his judgment. 1594
West Symbol. IL Compromise § 1 A Compromise is the
faculty or power of pronouncing sentence between persons
at variance, given to Arbitrators by the parties mutuall pri- I

vate consent. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Compromize.

b. Election by compromise : see quots.
1716 Ayliffe Parerg. 242 The third Form of an Election

was that of a Compromissum, viz. when some certain Clergy-
men qualified by Law had a power granted to them of
electing by a Compromise. 1737-51 Chambers Cycl., Com*
Promise, .in beneficiary matters . . signifies an act, whereby
those who have the right of election, transfer it to one or
more persons, to elect a person capable of the office. 1885
Cath. Diet. 204/1 Compromise is, when all the cardinals
agree to entrust the election to a small committee of two or I

three members of the body.

3. The settlement or arrangement made by an
arbiter between contending parties ; arbitration.

1479 in Eng. Gilds 426 The Maire and Shiref of Bristowe
to kepe theire due residence at the Counter, .to sett parties
in rest and ease by theire advertysemen t, compromesse, or
otherwise; ynless then it so requyre that they must remit
theym to the lawe. 1580 E. Knight Tryalt of Truth 30
iT.) Either the parties are persuaded by friends, or by their
lawyers, to put the matter in comprymise. 1591 Horsey

|

Trav. ( Hakluyt Soc) 256 The Company and I made even I

of all things euer past betwen us, by compramis of fower
woorthy personages. 1598 Shaks. Merry W, 1. i. 33, I .

.

will be glad to do my beneuolence, to make attonements
and compremises betweene you. 1644 Bvlwer Chirol. 93
Those who., refer their controversies to an arbiter, put to

j

comprimise, or chuse an umpier.

4. A coming to terms, or arrangement of a dis- ,

pute, by concessions on both sides
;
partial surren-

der of one's position, for the sake of coming to terms

;

the concession or terms offered by either side.

In U.S. history, the name of various arrangements between
contending sections on the questions of the tariff, (e. g. Com-
promise Act of 1833) and or slavery {Missouri Compromise
of 1820, Compromise of 1850, Crittenden C. of i860).

1516 Fabvan vii. 663 The sayd Cristofer suyd the sheryfTes
. .and fynally [they] were fayne, by wave of compremyse,
to gyue vnto hym an hondreth marke. 1593 Shaks.
Rich. II, 11. i. 253 War'd he hath not, But basely yeelded
vpon comprimize, That which his Ancestors atchieu'd with

j

blowes. 1595 — John v. i. 67 Shall we. .make comprimise,
Insinuation, parley, and base truce To Armes Inuasiue ? 1

1716 Berkeley Let. T. Prior 12 Nov. Wks. 1871 IV. 137
If the affair with Partinton were adjusted this winter, by

[

reference or compromise. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist.
Ref. II. 509 It was. .necessary to come to a compromise

j

with the papal commissioners. 1878 Gen. R. Taylor in N.
\

Amer. Aev. CXXVL 77 The Missouri Compromise of
1820. 1879 Froude Cmsar xv. 225 Invidious laws had
been softened by compromise.

b. A settlement of debts by composition.
1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 388 Munir-al-Mulk

had consented to a compromise of his debts.

6. fig. Adjustment for practical purposes of rival

courses of action, systems, or theories, conflicting

opinions or principles, by the sacrifice or surrender

of a part of each.
a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. no, I in my

Breast would lodge a double Mind, One to the World, and
one to Heav'n inclin'd ; And by this Corn-promise strove to

adjust The Rights of Conscience, and the Claims of Lust.

1775 Burke Sp. Cone. Amer. Wks. III. in All government,
indeed every human benefit and enjoyment, every virtue,

and every prudent act, is founded on compromise and barter
..we give and take; we remit some rights, that we may
enjoy others. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x. II. 620 Logic
admits of no compromise. The essence of politics is com-
promise. i860 Kings ley Misc. II. 65 Our governors now.

.

make a fair compromise between discipline and freedom.

b. qx\a.si-concr. Applied to anything that results

from or embodies such an arrangement.

1797 Godwin Enquirer 1. i. 2 All virtue is a compromise
between opposite motives and inducements. 1821 J. Q.
Adams in C. Davies Metr. Syst. WL (1871) 175 This last

decree is a compromise between philosophical theory and
inveterate popular habits. 1858 J. Martinbau Studies Ckr.
270 You deny the self-consistency of the Church of England
and call it a compromise.

6. A putting in peril or hazard, endangering,
exposure to risk or suspicion : see Compromise v. 8.

t To put to compromise [F. mettre en compromis\ :

to risk, hazard, imperil (obs.).

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 172 It is absurd, .to hazzard
and put to comprimise las it were) our owne reputation and
vertue for another man. 1844 Lever T. Burke lv, Where
each could come without compromise of dignity.

Compromise (kp-mpr^maiz), v. Also 7 com-
primise, -ize, -premyze, 7-8 -premise, -ize, 7
-promize. [f. the sb., in various distinct uses

;

in some of these replacing the earlier Compromit.]
{Comprimize attributed to Wolsey 1524 in Fiddes' Wolsey

(1724) II. 88, is an evident error for comprise.)

I. f 1. trans. Of arbiters : To adjust or settle

(differences, conflicting claims, etcv between par-

ties. Also fig. Obs.

1598 Florio, Compromettere, to compromise, or arbitrate.

Compromessario, an arbitrer or vmpier to compromise a
thing. 1606 Heywood 2nd J't. Ifyouknoiu Wks. 1874 I. 262
The Lady Ramsey hath . . Procur'd the reuerend preacher,
Doctor Nowell, To comprimise and end our difference. 1647
Ward Simp. Cobler (18431 22 If the whole conclave of Hell
can so compromise exadverse and diamctricall contradic-
tions, a 1661 Fi ller Worthies, Lane, Hugh of Man-
chester, In that Age such mortified men were presumed the
most proper Persons, peaceably to compremise differences
between the greatest Princes. 1718 Freethinker No. 9 P 2
To compremise this Affair equitably. 1708 W. Taylor in

Monthly Rev. XXV. 571 Frequent comparison is necessary
to select their coincidences, to compromise their deviations,
and to reconcile their seeming contradictions.

1 2. To be compromised : to be agreed as the

result of compromise or mutual concession, to

have come to terms. Obs.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. iii. 79 When Laban and himselfe

were compremyz'd That all the eanelings which were streakt
and pied Should fall as Iacobs hier. 1799 Coleridge tr.

Schiller's Piccolom. iv. vi, Are you compromised? [Ger.
Seid ihr einig ?]

3. Of contending parties: To settle (differences^

by mutual concession ; to come to terms about.
1679 Puller Moder. Ch. Eng. iv. (1843) 35 When time

serves, they that make the difference can compromise iL

1755 Johnson Diet. s. v., 1. To compound; to adjust a com-
pact by mutual concessions : as, they compromised the affair

at a middle rate. 1770 Placid Man I. 96 Prudence might
suggest to me to compromise the matter with my father.

1803 Wellington in Owen Disp. 221 The knowledge of our
arrangements . . may induce. .Scindiah and Holkar to com-
promise their differences. 1853 C. Bronte VUlette xxiii.

11876) 243 To speak truth, 1 compromised matters ; 1 served
two masters. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii, With much
difficulty, the dispute was compromised.

4. intr. To come to terms by mutual concession
;

to come to an agreement by the partial surrender

of position or principles.

1656 H. More Antid. Ath. 11. iii. (1662) 48 Those that are
most dumb will at least compromise with the rest that all

things are by the guidance . . of a Knowing Principle.
x66a — Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. {1712) 26 He may witn a
safe conscience compromise with his Superiours,and use their

language . . concerning such things. 1679 Puller Moder.
Ch. Eng. xvii. 458 No [reformed church in the Christian
world is more truly protectant than is the church of Eng-
land ; nor any which (all things compared) less compromisctn
with Kome. 1754 Richardson Grandison I. xxxviii. 277
To induce him to compromise on those terms. 1798 w.
Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXV. 577 It would be more con-
venient to compromise with custom. 1874 Morley Com-
promise (1886) 56 The disciples of the relative may afford to
compromise. The disciples of the absolute, never. 1880
McCarthy Own Times 1 1 1 . xliii. 293 Two extreme parties
there were who would not compromise.

t 5. trans. To compound for, make composition
for. rare. (Cf. the sb. sense 4 b.)

1757 Herald (1758) II. 9 No. 16 The landed gentlemen
should suffer . . with them, and compromise the sufferings
with the alienation of a part . . of their estates.

6. intr. To make a practical compromise. (See

the sb. sense 5.)
1836 South ey Lett. (1856) IV. 461, I never thought of

compromising between a present and a posthumous edition.

I.I. t 7. trans. To entrust (a matter) to a per-

son for his decision or award. Obs.
164a T. Goodwin Heart of Christ in H. 58, I could put

my soule into such a mans hands, and can comprimise my
salvation to him.

8. 1 To put to the hazard of being censured 1

(Phillips) ; to expose (oneself, one's own or an-

other's reputation, credit, or interests) to risk or

danger, to imperil ; to involve in a hazardous
course, to commit (oneself).

1696 Phillips s. v. , It bchov'd him not to Compromise his

Honour and his Reputation. 1727 31 in Bailey vol. II.

1785 T. Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 436, I think .. you
by no means compromised yourself or your country. 1795
Roscoe L. de Medici vii. (1836) 232 An open attack [by
Politiano upon Merula] might therefore have compromised
the name of Lorenzo. 18x0 T. Green Diary 29 Sept. 1796
Compromise . . he [RoscoeJ employs, by what authority I

know not, to express the putting to hazard by implication.

1841 Myers Cath. Tk. 111. $ 35 No essential of Jewish
faith would be compromised by doubting the Divine dic-

tation of the Proverbs of Agur. 1856 Froude //«/. Eng.

I. 171 The characters of a king of England, and of the
three estates of the realm, are compromised in the treat-
ment which she received from them. 1883 — Short Stud.
IV. 1. vii. 76 Alexander, .had no intention of compromising

,
himself by an authoritative decision.

Compromised (kp-mptfmaizd', ppl. a. [f.

prec. + -ed!.] f&- Agreed by compromise, b.
Subjected to, arranged or modified by, compromise.
C. Exposed to risk, danger, or discredit

; damaged
in reputation, d. That has been in contact with
infectious disease.

1596 See Compromise v. 2.

1844 Kinglake ESthen i, We walked down to the pre-
cincts of the Quarantine Establishment, and here awaited
us the 'compromised' officer of the Austrian Government.
Ibid, xviii. Telling him. .how deeply I was 'compromised'
. .by my contact with a person .. since dead of the Plague.
1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. xv. 269 The Emperor .. dis-
owned his compromised minister in London. 1864 Lowell
Fireside Trav. 189 A kind of compromised explosion, like
that of damp fireworks.

Co mpromiser, [f. as prec. + -eb 1.]

1 1. One who acts as arbiter in a dispute. Obs.
1598 Florio, Mezzanaro, a mediatour, an vmpier, an

arbitrator, a compromiser, a 1654 Webster & Rowley
Curt for Cuckold iv. i, My brother, and the other compro-
miser, come to take up the business.

2. One who enters into a compromise ; an advo-
I cate of compromise or partial concession.

1818 Todd, Compromiser, he who makes concession. 1835
1

Tail's Mag. II. 769 All others are temporizers, waiters upon
j

occasion and opportunity, compromisers, oscillators. 1874
Morley Compromise <i886) 216 Perhaps the compromiser

(

shrinks, .because he thinks the time has not yet come. 1880
M*"Carthv Chtm Times IV. 75 The Minister who had seemed
a daring Reformer to one generation might seem but a
chilly compromiser to another.

Compromising k^ mpr^maizirj), vbl. sb. The
! action of the verb Compbomise.

1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke K iij, Towards the Compro-
mising of those differences.

Compromising, ppl. a. That compromises.
a 1850 Calhoun Wks. (1874) IL 6 A compromising spirit,

always ready to yield a part to save the residue. 1883
Athenaeum 22 Dec. 817/3 The offending sheet was cancelled

,
and another substituted, omitting the compromising words.
Hence Co mpromisingly adv.
1888 A'. Amer. Rev. Feb. 200 He touched it coarsely, .but

not compromisingly—with unmistakable condemnation.

Compromissary, a. ?Obs. [ad. L. com-
prdmissdri-us pertaining to arbitration, f. compro-
missum Compbomise : see -aby Cf. F. compro-

I

missaire sb.] Of or pertaining to compromise.
»795 Wythe Decis. Virginia 109 The object of these

compromissary disceptations is to prevent expense, delay, etc-

t Compromi'ssion. Obs. [ad. med.L. com-
promissidn-em action of compromising : cf. Y.

compromission .]

1. The submission by contending parties of the
matters in dispute to the decision of an arbitrator.
c 1435 Wyntoun Cron. vm. ii. (heading\ Of be Compro-

missyowne Made of be successyowne. Ibid. vm. iii. 3 |>e

states of Scotland. .Had made pare compromyssyown Hale
in be Dyscretyown Of Edward 1514 Wolsey in Strype
Eccl. Mem. I. App. xii. 24 A compromyssion to bee made
of such partys as either themperour or the Krenche king
have in the Duchie of Mylain, into the poopes hands per
viam de/ositi.

2. = Compbomise 2 b.

< 14*5 Wyntoun Cron. ix. xxiii. 50 De Chanownys to call

to Chaptere Upon a day, and bare bam ger Mak a new
Electioune. In way of Compromyssioune All bis behovyt to
be done, a 1528 Skelton Image HyPocr. Wks. II. 336 His
(the Pope's] indictions And his interdictions With croked
commyssions Colde compromyssions. 1885 Athenjrum 28
Mar. 403/3 Election . . by compromission, wherein certain
delegates or proctors, being chosen by the chapter, retired to
nominate, the remainder of the chapter continuing in prayer
and pledged to accept the nomination of the delegates.

3. A compromising or arranging (of anything
disputed).

1624 Darcie Heresies viiL 31 A Comprimission of dayes,
when this holy Sacrament [Easter] was to be celebrated

Compromisso rial, a. rare-*, [f. L. type
*compromissdri-us (cf.F\compromissoire : see-ORY)

+ -AL.J m COMPBOMISSABY.
1681 Blount Glossogr. (ed. s\ Compromissorial, pertain-

ing to the Authority granted the Arbiter by consent of the
Parties. 1711 in Bailey. 1755 in Johnson; and in mod.
Dicts.

Compromit .k^mpnJnvit), v. Also 6-7 com-
promit, -primit. [ad. L. comprdmitt-bt (in

sense 1 below), f. com' together + promitlere to

Pbomise. The ppl. stem compromiss- gave Com-
pbomise. In F. comprometlre, pa. pple. and sb.

compromise
+ 1. refi. (and pass.). To bind themselves mutually,

to enter into a Compbomise (sense 2). Obs.

144 1 in Plumpton Corr. p. Ii, The Earl of Westmerland .

.

and William Plompton . . nave compromitted them either

party, to stand to the award and arbitrament of, etc. 1531
Elyot Gov. 111. iv, Either of them . . compromittinge them
selfes . . to abyde and perfourme all suche sentence and
awarde. c 1565 Linpesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 14
Both the said parties were compromit, by their oaths to

stand at the deliverance of the arbitrators.

t2. tratis. To refer (a matter in dispute), by
joint agreement, to an arbiter for settlement. Obs.

1460 Capgravk Chron. 159 Th« grctc debate betwix the



COMPROMIT. 747 COMPULSION.
Kyng and his barnes was compromitted to the dom of the
Kyng of Frauns. 1477 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 304 marg,, The
controversie is compromytted to the kynge. 1594 West
Symbol, n. § 7 The parties striving be they.. which com-
promit the same. 1606 Earl Northampton in Trite

Per/. Relation Pp j a, In compromitting causes of vnkinde-
nesse or dissention to such a Bishop.

f b. intr. or absol. To submit to arbitration. Obs.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. {1618) 160 The Florentines refusing

to compromit. 1609 Skene Reg, Maj, 21 It is permitted to

compromit.

t c - fig- {trans.) To commit to, leave to the

decision of
;

(intr.) to submit advisedly to. Obs.

1590 T. Fenne Frutes 80 b, Wherefore they were forced

to compromit the matter to Ladie Fortune. 1603 Florio
Montaigne m. xii. (1632) 591 Expecting death.. with coun.
tenance and voice so little daunted, that they seemed to

have compromitted to this necessitie.

+ 3. To settle (a dispute) by arbitration ; to settle

by mutual agreement or compromise. Obs.

1537 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 141 To com-
promyt a mater in varyaunce. 1665 S. Clarke Descr.
Germany 7 The second CounselL.is of a few Civilians,

where all matters extrajudiciall are handeled and compre-
mitted. 1693 Luttrell Brief Ret. (1857) T 8o Tis
beleived the matter will be compremitted.

fb. To settle, allay, appease. Obs. [perhaps

associated with L. co?nprimere to repress.]

1575 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden Soc.) 157 Full mutch
adooe had I . . to dissemble mie suddain fansies, and com-
primitt mie jnward passions. 1620 Ford Linea V. (1843) 66
A physitian to other men's affections as to his own . . by
comprimitting such passions as runne into an insurrection.

f 4. To delegate to some other person or persons

one's right of voting in an election. Obs.
1528 Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden Soc.) 5 The said

President and convente . . have proceded to their election,

and fully compromytted in your grace to name and ap-
poynt one of the brether and convente there. 1529 Articles
agst. IVolsey in Fiddes Life n. (1726) 176 The same Lord
Cardinal ..when any Houses of Religion hath been void,
hath . . induc'd them to compromit their Election in him.
1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden SocJ 43 Heforcid mens
voices as. .when I was chosen to the Greek lecture, he said
unto sum, You shall comprimit,

5. U.S. (Obsolescent.) = Compromise v. 8.

1787 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) H< 155 The public repu-
tation is, every moment, in danger of being compromitted
with him. 1794 Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life <$• Writ.
(1832) II. 399 Liable to the danger of compromitting him-
self. 1807 Pike Sources Mississ. 1. App. 31 It has compro-
mitted the faith of our government with those savage war-
riors. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 521 Mucus may
so accumulate in the lungs . . as seriously to embarrass, or
even fatally compromit, respiration.

•j"b. To embroil ; = Commit v. 8 b. Obs.

1793 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 20 None but an enemy
. .would avail himself of the indiscretions of an individual
to compromit two nations esteeming each other ardently.

Hence Compromitting vbl. sb. and a.

1617 Collins Def. Bp. Ely 167 There should be no com-
promitting at all in so serious a canvase.

t Compromit, sb. Sc. Obs. [? f. the verb.]

Reference of a dispute to an arbiter ; arbitration
;

the decision of an arbiter.

1525 Sc. Act yas. ^(1814) 293 (Jam.) Thar was compro-
mittis maid for concord to be hade betuix the erlis of Anguss
& Arane. 1559 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 391 Upon
compromitt made betwixt them and the lords sent from the
queens grace regent, c 1575 Sir J. Balfour Practices

(1754) 180 Ane minor . . cannot consent to ane compromit.
16139 Skene Reg. Maj. 20 In how many arbiters ane com-
promit sould be made. [bid. 21 Ane compromit receaves
na execution, nor obedience : Except ane pane be adjoined
and conteined in it.

t Compromittee*. Obs. [f. prec. + -ee.] One
to whom a matter is compromitted, an arbiter.

1602 Fulbecke 2nd Pt. Parall. 4 Such tythes as be not
spiritual, but. .feudall, may be ordered and disposed by lay
compromittees.

t Compromi*tter. Obs. [f. as prec. + -erV]
One who compromits ; the arbiter in a compromise.
(Cf. Compromit v. 3.)

1579 Fenton Guicciard. xx. (1599) 936 He had done the
office of a friendlie Arbitratour and Compromittour.

t CompropO'rtion, v. Obs, rare. [f. Com- +
Proportions, (perh. in med.L.).] trans. To pro-

portion together.

1447 Bokenham Seytitys (Roxb.) 12 Shap and colour and
eche feture Were comproporcyond in swych equalyte That
she myht be merour of al bewte.

t CompropO'rtion, sb. Obs. rare. Common
or joint proportion.
1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot, 32 Other parts make out

their comproportions, and inferences upon whole, or parts.

t Comprote'Ctor. Obs. [see Com-.] A joint

protector.
1662 J. Bargrave Pope Alex. VII(\Z6j) 47 The King of

France made him comprotector of that nation.

Comprovi'ncial, a. and sb. [mod. ad. med.L.
comprdvincidlis : see Com-.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to the same province.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. iii. 32 The six islands, compro-
uinciall In ancient times vnto great Britannee. 165a Need-
ham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 251 King Arthur . . recover'd six
Comprovincial Isles of the Sea (which are the very words
of GeofTerie of Monmouth).

b. Of the same archiepiscopal province.
1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 369 The comprovincial

bishops. 1709 J. Johnson Clergym. Vade-m. 11. 270 They
are not to be reckoned Bishops, who are not . . consecrated

by the comprovincial bishops. 1850 Bp. Phillpotts Let.
Abp. Canterb.go Call together your comprovincial Bishops.
1889 Guardian 15 May 1 That a bishop should be tried by
his metropolitan, sitting with his comprovincial bishops,

B. sb. A fellow-provincial ; a bishop of the

same province.

1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. xxv, If any of the Compro-
vincialls be wanting he must be certifi'd by the Primate.
1701 Jura Populi Angl. Pref. 13 Synodal Rights enjoy'd
and exercis'd by Metropolitans and their Comprovincials.
1880 T, W. Allies Life's Decision 102 The jurisdiction of
. .a Primate over his com-provincials. 1887 Hatch Grcnvth
Ch. Instit. vii. 127 The other bishops came to be less

frequently spoken of as his 'comprovincials', and to be
more commonly designated by the new word ' suffragans'.

f Comprynable, a. probably error for compyn-
able, cum-) or other variant of Companable.
1529 More Hercsyes in. xi. Vf they [Priests] be cum-

1

prynable [Wks. 1557, 225/2, comprynable], we call theym
vycyouse, yf they bee holy we call them ypocrytys.

|| Compsognathus (k^mps^gnaj^s). PalR'ont.

[mod. L., f. Gr. ko^os elegant, dainty + ^va$os

jaw.] A genus of extinct reptiles, remarkable for

!

their bird-like affinities. Hence Compsogrnathous
a. ; Conipso-grnathid a. and sb., (a memberl of the

j

j

extinct family Compsognathidx (order Deinosauria)
to which these creatures belonged.
1878 Darwin Orig. Spec. xi. fed. 6) 302 The wide interval

between birds and reptiles has been shown, .to be partially
bridged over.. by the Compsognathus. 1884 G. Allen in

Long/n. Mag. Jan. 288 Compsognathus may be regarded
as

_
filling among its own class the place filled amongst

existing mammals by the kangaroo. 1885 Geikie Text-bk.
Geol. vi. in. ii. § 1 Compsognathus, from the Solenhofen
Limestone . . possessed a long neck, small head, and long
hind limbs on which it must have hopped or walked.

t Compt, a. Obs. [ad. L. compl-us, pa. pple.

of com-cre to bring together, comb (the hair),
'

adorn.] Dressed, as to the hair; more gen., trim,

spruce, polished.
c 1400 [see Compf.rt a.]. 1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. Jonah

592 Who is not much more careful of the grace of his head
j

then of his health, who maketh not more account to be I

j

compt then to be honest? 1632 Vicars JEneid (N.», A 1

I compt, accomplished prince, a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais

j

in. xiv. 118 My Wife will be jocund, feat, compt.

b. Of discourse or style : Klegant. [So in L.]
1617 J. Fosbroke Eng. Warning (1633) 2 A compt stile

,
and filed phrase of speech. 1652 Pref Verses Benloives'
Theopli., Our ravisht souls to recreate with delight .. of
compt discourse. 1670 Baxter Cure Ch, Div. 53 The ex-
pressions ready, orderly or compt.

e. trans/, of things.

1675 Evelyn Terra (1729) 39 Leaving the Surface rough,
rather than too compt and exquisitely trimm'd, if only you
dig your Ground.

Hence fCo'mptly adv., in a compt manner;
t Comptness, compt quality or state, trimness.
1611 Cotgr., Cointement, quaintly, comptly, finely,

sprucely. — Cointise, quaintnes, comptnes, neatnes, trim-
nes. 1634 Pref. Verses to W. Wood's New Eng. Prosp.,
Much Knowledge in so small roome comptly plac't. 1640
G. Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Leant. 27 Many affected ..

Comptnesse of stile.

Compt, Comptable, etc. : see Count, etc.

Compter (katvntsi). Old spelling of Counteti

j
sb. (q.v. for etymology and history), formerly used
in all senses, and from the 17th c. the official

spelling of the word as

:

The name of certain city prisons for debtors, etc.

in London, Southwark, Exeter, etc.

The two London Compters or Counters are mentioned in

the 15th c. : they were the Poultry C, taken down in 1817,
and the Bread Street C, succeeded in 1555 by the Wood
Street C, and this in 1791 by the GiltspurStreet C, closed
in 1854.

1428-1700 [see Counter]. 1617 Fennor (title) The Comp-
tor's Commonwealth, or a Voiage made to an Infernall
Hand, c 1630 Risdon Surv. of Devon § 107 (1810) 111 In
the south gate are two common prisons, also a coumpter,
for such as be arrested upon actions at any man's suit.

a 1632 Brome Damoiselle I. i. Wks. 1873 I. 387 How got
you hither? Could not the Compter hold you ? 1683 Secret
Serv. Moneys Clias. II % Jas. II (1851) 83 To Richard
Normansell, secondary of Wood Street Compter. 1777
Howard Prisons Eng. (1780) 36 The two Compters are
near enough to be taken care of by the same gentlemen.
1829 London in rgth c. II. 117 (a print of 1 Giltspur Street
Compter ' as then existing.] 1879 Morley Burke 43 If the
House of Commons could send their citizens to Newgate,
they could send its messenger to the Compter.

Comptian : see Comtian.

[|
Comptoir (kJntwar). [Fr., a counter, count-

ing-house, office :—L. type *co/nputdtorium
f
in med.

L. a counting table, f. compuldtor reckoner.] A
commercial agency or factory (in a foreign country).
1722 Joum. thro' Eng. 1. 231 At Amsterdam, .and Venice,

every particular Country have their several Comptoirs for

Letters. 1808 A. Parsons Trav. xi. 227 Tellicherry, the
only settlement belonging to the English East India Com-
pany on this coast . . the other places being only comptoirs
by permission of Hyder Ally. Ibid. 237 This is the only
French settlement on this [side of] India, that at Surat ..

being only a comptoir.

II Comptonia (kf?mptJ"'nia). Bot. [mod. L.,

named by Sir J. Banks after Compton (1632-1713'),

Bishop of London.] A genus of plants (N.O.
Myricacew) consisting of a single N. American
species, C. asplenifolia, the Sweet Fern of the

\

United States; it is closely allied to MyriebTcx\
Gale, and is now often included in that genus.
1823 Crabb Technol. Diet. s. v., Fern-leaved Comptonia,

a shrub, native of New England. 1866 7 rcas. Bot.
, Comp.

tonia. .was introduced in 1714 by the Duchess of Beaufort.

Comptonite (Vmptsnait). Min. [named 1821
by Brewster after Earl Compton who brought it

from Vesuvius : see -ite.] A mineral of the zeolite

family, occurring in cavities of trap-rock and old
lavas ; the same as Thomsonite.
1822 Ci.eaveland Min. 386. 1865 Pace Handbk. Geol.

Terms, Comptonite . . occurring with calc-spar and other
zeolitic minerals. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. xi. 305 Comptonite
and analcime are found with many other minerals.

Comptrol, etc. : see Control, etc.

Comptroller (k^ntrJu-bj). An erroneous
spelling of Controller, introduced c 1500, and
formerly frequent in all senses ; still retained in

certain official designations, while in others it has
been changed to the ordinary spelling. Hence
Comptrollership.
Whitaker's Almanac, 1890, gives (p. 84) Her Majesty's

Household—ComptrollerofHousehold ; Clerk Comptroller,
Kitchen. Lord Chamberlain's Department

—

Comptroller
ofAccounts. Chapel Royal

—

Comptroller ofRoyal Closet.

Household of Prince olWales—Comptrollcraud Treasurer.
Household of Duchess of Albany—Comptroller. So in

Households of Prince Christian, Duke of Edinburgh, Duke
of Connaught. Also, in Government Offices (p. 1481: Ex-
chequer and Audit Department

—

ComptrollerandA uditor-
General; Assistant Comptroller and Auditor. ISoard of
Trade— Comptroller of Corn Returns. Patent Office—
Comptroller General. National Debt Office

—

Comptroller
General; Assistant Comptroller,
Hut on the other hand : fp. 147) Controller of the Navy ;

Controller of H. M. Stationery Office; and so in the
vanoTTs departments of the Inland Revenue, Post Office,

Telegraphs, etc.

Compulsary, obs. f. Compulsory.

Compulsative (kfmipzHsativ), a. rare.- 1

[f.

L. compalsiit- ppl. stem of lompuhiire, freq. of

compcllere : see Compel and -ive.] Of the nature
ofrtompuUion, compulsory.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. i. 103 (Ff.) To recouer of vs by strong

hand And termes Compulsatiue [Q</. compuKttory], those
foresaid Lands.

Hence Compu-lsatively adv.
1844 Alb. Smith /. Ledbury xxx, Deeming it compuKi-

tively incumbent upon every one who, etc. 1879 Haluwell
Hamlet Memoranda 70 To revive a repulsive action com-
pulsatively adopted by the old players.

t Compulsatory (kfTmpzrlsatari), a. Obs. Also
7-8 compulsitory. [f. as prec. + -out.] Of the

nature of, characterized by, or subject to compul-
sion

;
compulsory.

1603 [see Compulsative]. 1610 Guillim Heraldry nr.

xxvi. 11611) 185 They are sooner wene by perswasion then
forced by compulsatorie meanes. 1694 Child Disc. Trade
Pref. 'ed. 4) 12 Without compulsitor^' laws. 1748 Richahm-
son Clarissa (i8ii)VL 247 The step.. was truly, .compul-
satory. 1827 J. Anderson Soc. ^ Kno-.vt. Htgkl. 83 The
practice, partly voluntary, partly compulsatory.

Hence CompuTsatorily adv.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (i8ii> VI. xxxviii. 141 He had

compulsatorily . .tricked me into the act of going with him.
1782 Miss Hurney Cecilia viil, v, Labouring wilfully in tin-

field, with those who labour compulsatorily.

t Compirlse, sb. Obs.~° [ad. L. compulsu-s,

f. compellth-e to Compel.] = Compulsion.
1616 liuLLOKAR, Compulse, constraint, enforcement.

Compulse ,k^mp»*ls\ v. ? Obs. rare. [ad. L.

compulsd-?'e, freq. of compcllere to Compel, for

which it was later often used in med.L. ; so F. com-
pulse-r.]

f 1. tracts. To compel, force, oblige. Obs.
1432-50 tr. Hlgdeu <Rolls\V. 179 Compulsede by grete

necessite. 1549 Latimer 4th Serm. bef Ediv. VI (Arb.)
128 Manye parentes constrayne theyre sonnes and daughters
to marrye where they loue not, and some are beaten and
compulsed. 1632 Lithgow Trav. iv. f 16821 153 Adjudged to

a most cruel death, or compulsed to renounce his Christian
Religion.

2. To force to move, {nonce-use, after repulse.)

1865 Carlyle Fredk, Gt. VIII. xvttt. xiv. 73 Not to be
compulsed by the raging tide of Austrian grenadiers.

Hence Compulsed ppl. a., compelled, forced.

1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) 325/2 Compulsed chastity. 1853
C. Bronte Villette xxiii. (£>.), She rends her woes, shivers

them in compulsed abhorrence.

t Compu'lsible, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. com-

puis- ppl. stem of compell-ere to Compel : see -ble.]

Subject to compulsion ; that mav be compelled.
1660 R. Coke Justice Vind., Arts | Sc. 7 If Appetitns

sensualis be the Will, then is the Will compulsible.

Compulsion (k^mpo'ljsn). Also 5-6 -cion,

6 -syon, -sioun. [a. F. compulsion (14th c. in

Littre), ad. L. compulsion-em, n. of action from

compell-ere, compuls- to Compel.] The action, or

an act, of compelling, or the condition of being
compelled

;
constraint, obligation, coercion.

1462 Edw. IV in Ellis Orig. Lett. u. 41 I. 130 We desyre
nothinge of them by way of ymposition, compulcion . . but
all onely of theyr humanitie and good wills. 1495 Act 11

Hen. VII, c. 38 Pream., Made by compulcion, cohercion
and emprisonement. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 43
Content to do it willingly without ony compulsioun. 1649
Milton Eikon. Wks. (1738) I. 244 Wherfore was there
such compulsion us'd .. about conforming to a Liturgy'?
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1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr. Wks. X. 123 What .. is the
difference between him that is taxed by compulsion without
representation, and him that is represented by compulsion
in order to be taxed? 1869 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876)
III. xii. 247 Such an oath could have been taken only under
compulsion. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 141 If he likes

he pays my price, but there is no compulsion,

b. phr. On compulsion.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 261 Poin. Come, your reason
lack, your reason. Falsi. What, vpon compulsion ? No :

were fat the Strappado, or all the Racks in the World, I

would not tell you on compulsion. — Merck. V, IV. i. 183
Por. Then must the lew be merciful]. lew. On what com-
pulsion must I ? 1859 Liwn Invas. Brit. 119 The tribute
. .would not be forthcoming except on compulsion,

f c rarely with Obs.
1660 H. More Myst. Godl. To Rdr. 15 Forcing one an-

other to. .profession of what they do not believe, by harsh
Antichristian compulsions.

Comptrlsionist. nonce-wd. [f. prec. + -1ST :

cf. coercionist, etc.] An advocate of compulsion.
1886 Sat. Ret'. 13 \far. 370 The compulsionists are actu-

ated by malice and ignorance.

Compulsitor ,k^mp»-lsit3i\ Sc. Law. [app.

a corruption of an earlier compulsator, Sc. for corn-

pulsatory : see -or, -oky. The i is etymologically

indefensible.] That which compels ; a compulsa-
tory instrument, act, or proceeding.
1816 Scott Antiq. xxxix, As a compulsitor . . of payment

. . we had first the letters of four forms. 1826 Blackw.
Mag. XX. 85 The King . . reproached the Principal with
pusillanimity in yielding to so slight a compulsitor. 1880
Mcjrhead tr. Instit. Gaius rv. § 171 To restrain rash .

.

litigation .. by the religious compulsitor of an oath. 1888
Sc. Law Rev. in Law Times LXXXV. 328/1 For the debtor
. .there is nothing left as a compulsitor except to curtail

his liberty.

Compulsitory : see Compulsatory.
Compulsive (k^mpz»'lsiv), a. {sb.) [ad. L.

type *compulsiv-us
y

f. ppl. stem of compellcre to

Compel: see-ivE. Cf. mod.F. compulsif -we

A

1. Having the property of compelling
;
exercising

compulsion; coercive; = COMPULSORY 0. 2.

1602 Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 86 When the compulsiue Ardure
giues the charge. 1637 R. Hl'Mfrfv tr. St. Ambrose Pref,
Rather rhetoncall and perswasive, then logicall and com-
pulsive. 1646 S. Bolton Arraignm. F.rr. 345 To make a
man to put off his judgement by meer compulsive wayes.

1770 LamCHORHC Plutarch (18791 II. 827/2 The violent and
compulsive measures. 1873 W. Balfour EstabL Princ. iv,

59 'I he power of the magistrate is compulsive.

f b. In physical sense: Having the quality of

driving or forcing onward. Obs, rare~ x
.

1604 Shaks. Otk. in. in. 454 The Ponticke Sea, Whose Icie

Current, and compulsiue course, Neu'r keepes retyring
ebbe. 1655 Culpepper, etc. Riverius ix. vii. 265 The natural
Motion of the Stomach is Compulsive towards the Guts.

t 2. Caused by compulsion
;

compelled, forced,

enforced ; = Compulsory a. 1. Obs.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxi. § 105 D. Frederick?

his compulsiue brother in Law. 1659 Milton Hirelings

33 Freed.. from all compulsive tributes and taxes. X771
Junius Lett. lut. 307, I acknowledge an involuntary, com-
pulsive assent to one very unpopular opinion. 1836 M.J.
Chai mas Prometh. Bound in Blackiv. Mag. XL. 723, 1 thus

am yoked to this compulsive doom.

fi. as sb. Something that compels or tends to

compel. (Cf. dissuasive, etc.) Obs. rare~ y
.

1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. 1. ii. 6154- 113 Judge.,
whether these Motives or inducements to your Church be
not. .opposed with Compulsives, and enforcements from it.

Compulsively (kf?mpirlsivli\ adv. [f. prec]
In a compulsive manner

; by compulsion.

1. By means of, or in the way of, compulsion.
1605 Play Stucley 43 in Sch. Shaks. (iBjA^ I. 159 If you give
me her hand and not her heart. The one, I know you may,
compulsively : The other, never but unwillingly. 1716 M.
Davies Athen. Brit. in. 14 Frenzy in the Tones, to hope to
be ever able to . . compulsively extinguish the Schism . . of
our Dissenters. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (1859) II. 386
The government compulsively contracted the press by their

twenty stationery printers.

f 2. Under compulsion, on compulsion. Obs.
1628 Ffltham Resolves n. lxvi. If wee doe ill compul-

siuely, wee are cleered by the violence. 18*7 Southey
Hist. Renins. War II. 489 To have suffered even com*
pulsively its yoke and its contempt.

Compulsorily ^mpptsarili), adv. [f. Com-
pulsory + -ly^J In a compulsory manner; by
compulsion.
1633 T. Adams Exf>. a Peter hi. 10 Some are compulsorily

driven to it. 1871 Ruskin Fort Ctav. viii. 16 Children
educated compulsorily. 1883 Law Times Rep. XLIX.
j 55/1 Power to take lands compulsorily.

Compulsoriness (k^mp^-lsarinc'sV [f. as

prec. + -Ness.J Quality of being compulsory.
1861 M. Arnold Pop. Educ. 182, I was anxious to ascer-

tain exactly in what this compulsoriness of instruction con-
sisted. 1880 Times 39 Sept. 3/3 The main features of the
system, .consist in its universality and its compulsoriness.

Compulsory (kfJmpo-lssri), a. ancf sb. Also
6-8 -ary. [f. L. type *compulsori-us, f. compulsor
a compeller, agent-n. f. compellPre : see -ory.]

A. adj.

1. Depending on or produced by compulsion

;

compelled, forced, enforced, obligatory.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 482 b, Of compulsary
single life, a 1626 Bacon Max. <y Uses Com. Law 1. 2 The
not giving counsell was compulsary. 1764 BvftM Poor Laws
187 This author argues against the compulsory- method of

relief. 1861 C. Stretton Chequered Life II. 5 It was com- I

pulsory on me to pass his house. 1874 Green Short Hist.
viii. 549 The bondage of compulsory worship.

b. Of an agent: Acting under compulsion ; com- :

pelled
;
involuntary.

1806-7 J* Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (18361 iv. xxxii,
Being a compulsory spectator and auditor of a brawling .

.

match. 1830 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. 11876) 255 The spon-
taneous evidence of a compulsory principal.

2. Involving or exercising compulsion
; compel-

ling, coercive.

t Compulsory letters fmed.L. litterx compulsatorix,Y

.

lettres de compulsoire) : letters issued to compel the pro-
duction of documents or appearance of witnesses.

1631 StarChamb. Cases (Camden Soc.) 8 To send for him.

.

in a compulsory way when he was neere, and might be
sent for in a friendly, was somewhat hard. 1685 Conset
Pract. Spirit. Courts 109 The manner of bringing m letters
Compulsaries, against the Witnesses. 1699 Burnet 39
Art. xiv, (1700) 135 He was as much bound, as if there
had been an outward compulsory Law lying upon him.
1789 Constit. U. S. Amendm. 6 The right . . to have com-
pulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor. 1839
W. Irving Wolfert's R. 11855* 131 These compulsory
measures for a short time gave a false credit to the bank.

B. sb. A compulsory agency or means ; a legal

mandate compelling obedience.
1516 Fabvan vii. cexxxvii. 375 Whan he sawe y* he myght

not reconsyle them by fayre meanys, he than vsed com-
pulsares. 1591 Lambarde Arch. 116351 158 Witnesses;
against whom the manner was to award compulsaries for
their appearance.^ 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. v, A gam-

|

mon of bacon : it is the compulsory of drinkers. 1694 Falle
Jersey v. 154 They shall be convened into Court by Man-
date, paying double Charges for the Compulsory. 1764
Burn Poor Laws 140 There was a compulsary laid upon
men, for the relief of the poor . . to wit, the statute of the

43 Eliz. c. 2, being the first compulsary law. .of that kind.

t Compunct, ppl. a. Obs. Also 6 compunt.
[ad. L. compunct-us, pa. pple. of compttng-h-e to

prick severely, to sting, f. com- intensive +pungbe
to prick.] * Pricked' in heart or conscience by
consciousness of wrong-doing ; affected with com-
punction. (Usually construed as a pple.)
1381 Wvclif Acts ii. 37 These thingis herd, thei weren

compunct in herte. .1400 Maundrv. tRoxbJ xxxii. 146
He . . was gretely compuncte and went fra bam and did bam

I
na disese. 15JO Pilgr. Per/. tW. de W. 1531) 59 With herte
contryte, compuncte, and sorowfull. 1538 Prymer K viij b,

David compunt and stryken with herty repentaunce. 158a
N. T. 'Rhem.l Acts ii. 37 Hearing these things they were
compuncte in harte. 1659 W\ Brough Sacr. Princ. 473 To
be compunct and not confess is to bleed inwardly.

U In the Wyclifite version, to be compunct ren- ,

ders the Lat. passive compungi, Gr. KaravvaotoOcu,

in certain passages, where the Heb. has forms of

D?0T damam to be dumb or silent. So in Ham-
]X)le's Comm. on Psalms.
1388 Wvclif Ps. iv. 5 For the thingis whiche ;e seien in

joure hertis, and in ;oure beddis, be je compunct
KaravvyrfTt, compungimini

; 138a haue $ee compunccioun
;

1 Hampole, pat ije say in }oure hertis and in joure dennes
ere stungen; Coverdale, remembre youre semes; Douay
be sorie for ; Geneva and 161 1 be still], — Ps. xxix (xxx).

13 : xxxiv(xxxv). 16. 1430 : 1 T. d Kempis' Imit. t. xx,
As it is writen, ' Be ye compuncte in your pryue couches

\

t Compuncted, pa. pple. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-ED 1

.] prec.

138* Wvclif Acts ii. 37 Thei weren compuncted. 1563-87
Foxe A. ff M. (1 5961 141 1 Compuncted with inwarcf re-

pentance. 1656 J. Trapp Comm. Matt, xxvii. 54 He . .was
so compuncted with repentance.

Compunction (kfJmpirnkJan'. Also 4 com-
pungcion, -puncion, -punccoun, -punctioun,
4-5 compunccioun, 4-6 compunccion(e,
-ccyon(e, 5 compunxione, -pounctyon, 6 com-
puncyon, -punctyon. [a. OF. compunctiun, -on

(1 2th c. in Littre, mod.F. copnponctioti), ad. L.

compunction-em (in Christian writers) sting of
conscience, remorse, n. of action f. compungere.]
1. Pricking or stinging of the conscience or heart

;

regret or uneasiness of mind consequent on sin or

wrong-doing; remorse, contrition.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxi. 4 Compunccioun for my '

synn is festid in my hert. .1440 Gesta Rom. xcv. (1879) 425
Thou haste not compuncion for thy synnes. 1490 Caxton
How to Die 17 Better it is that .. he haue compunction
and be saued. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 132b, I

Tcares of compunccion. x6ao Donne Serm. Gen. i. a A
remorse, and compunction for former sins. 1794 Godwin Col.
Williams 49 Blasted with the compunctions of guilt. 1830
Mackintosh Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 L 67 There is no sense
of duty, no compunction for our own offences. 1855 H.
Reed Led. Eng. Hist. x. 324 He has no compunctions of
conscience, no remorseful remembrances.

b. In mod. use, often in weakened sense, de-

noting a slight or passing regret for wrong-doing,
or a feeling of regret for some slight offence (some-
times including pity for the person wronged

;

c£ d) ; esp. in such phrases as without compunction.
171a Steele Sped. No. 448 f 3, I am left under the Com.

punction that I deserve, in so many different Places to be
called a Trifler. 17*0 Swift Mod. Educ. Wks. 1755 II. 11.

;

38 It is ever with reluctance and compunction of mind.
1828 Scott F. M. Perth xii, With a degree of angry im-
patience, which soon turned into compunction, when he
saw that she was almost, .exhausted. 1857 Bixklf. Ctvitiz. 1

viii. 502 They quitted it [the Reformed Communion] without
compunction. 1876 Black Madcap I', xix. 178 'Well, I

don't exactly wish that', she said, with some compunction.

+ C. In active sense: The faculty of pricking
the conscience, or producing conviction of sin.

*43*-5o tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 143 A man Cedmon by
name tau?hte by God to make dites of compunccion \car-
mina compundiva], 1605 Camden Rem. 11636)312 With
his sweete verses full of compunction, he [Ceadmon] with-
drew many from vice to vertue.

fd. A feeling of sorrow for the suffering of

another; pity, compassion. Obs. exc. as in b.

1430 Lvdg. Chron. Troy 1. v, Whan heauen and erth with
hye compunction Haue sygnes shewed of lamentation.
1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 6 He is the spirit of
grace, compunction, and compassion. 1773 Mrs. Chapone
im/rov. Mind (1774) I. 70 The emotions of tenderness and
compunction which, .every one feels in reading, .the simple
narrative of the evangelists. [1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1.

vii, To walk off. .with the precious stones and watch cases,
[without] any compunction for the people who would lose
the same.]

t2. In physical sense: The action of pricking,

or of producing a pricking sensation. Obs. rare.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Compunction, pricking.
1617 *AIarkham Caval. 11. 93 A sharpe naile . . with which
they pricke the horse . . Such compunctions and tortures
will euen cause the best . . horse to . . plunge. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. VL xii. 33s That acide and piercing
spirit which with such activity and compunction invadeth
the braines and nostrills. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Com.
Punction, a pricking or stitch ; remorse of conscience.

Compunctionary, a. rare- 1
, [f. prec. +

-ary : cf. functionary, stationary, etc.] Charac-
terized by or expressing compunction.
1857 Mas. Mathews Tea-t. Talk II. 81 Eyes brimful of

compunctionary tears.

t Compu'nctionate, a. Obs- 1
[f. as prec. +

-ate -
: cf. affectionate.] Affected with compunc-

tion, contrite.

1681 Manton Serm. Ps. cxix. 108. Wks. 1872 VIII. 109
With a compunctionate spirit, with brokenness of heart.

Compu nctionless, a. rare. Devoid of com-
punction ; remorseless.
1830 Galt Laivrie T. 1. x. (1849) 37 Compunctionless

men . . whom nothing . . could daunt from their orgies.

Compunctions tk^mp»rjkjss), a. {erron.

-uous . [f. stem of compunction + -ous : cf. fac-
tious-. App. taken up in modern use from Shaks.]

1. Of the nature of, characterized by, or express-

ing compunction ; remorseful.
1605 Shaks, Macb. 1. v. 46 Stop vp th'accesse, and passage

to Remorse, That no compunctious visitings of Nature
Shake my fell purpose. 1781 J. Moore View Soc. //.(1790!
I. xiv. 157 Every compunctious feeling of the heart is sacri-

ficed. 1815 Southey Roderick XL 178 Nor wrung his heart
With such compunctious visitings. 1816 F. H. Navlor
Hist. Germ. 1. 1. vii. 344 Unrestrained by the compunctuous
feelings of pity. 1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. X. xxi. iv. 34
Kriedrich has none of these compunctious visitings. 1886
Hall Cms*. Son 0/ffagar \. iii, Such compunctious qualm%
2. Having or feeling compunction.
1816 Keatince Trav. 1.346 If .. he be compunctious as

to life, the like cannot be . . said . . in regard to property.

1880 Mrs.Oliphant He that will not III. 180 Spears had
been deeply compunctious for the part he had taken.

Hence Compn nctiously adv.
1863 AM an Angel II. 242 Compunctiously remarking

that the dear child did look very pale. 1887 Old Man's
Favour II. lit. viii. 282 Stung compunctiously at the pathos
ofuhe baby's position.

t Compu nctive, a. rare. [f. L. type *compunc-
ttv-uSj f. compunct- ppl. stem : see Compcnct and
-ive.] Producing or tending to compunction.
1649 Jer. Tavlor Gt. Exemp. 1. 95 Remembrances.,

highly compunctive.

t Compunctually, adv. Obs.~ 1 Erroneous
form for compunclively.
16*5 tr. Boccaccio's Decant. II. 171 Some God of greater

power hath . . so compunctually solicited me, as I cannot
chuse but make open confession of my sinne.

Compunctuous, erron. f. Compunctious.

t Compnngent, a. Obs.— 1 [ad. L. compung-
ent-em, pr. pple. of compung-eVe ; see Compunct.]
Producing compunction; 'pricking* the conscience.

1635 R. Bolton Com/. Affl. Consc. ii. 1^0 His contrition

must be compungent and vehement, .renting the heart.

Compunt, var. of Compi nct, Obs.

1 Compu pil. Obs. rare. [f. Com- + Pupil ]

A fellow-pupil.

1640 Walton Life Donnt (1670) 19 Dr. Donne and his

sometime compupil in Cambridge. 1665 — Hooker i. 4
Dr. Spencer, a bosom friend, and sometime com-pupil with
Mr. Hooker in Corpus Christi college in Oxford.

Compurgation (kfmpwg/i'Jan). [ad. L. com-

purgattdn-em, n. of action f. compurgare to purify

completely ; but cf. Compurgator. In 15th c. ¥.

compurgacion .]

1. The action of clearing a man from a charge

or accusation by the oaths of a number of others

(called from its use in the Canon Law, Purgatio

catwnicd) ; also, more generally, Clearing or pur-

gation from a charge, vindication ; evidence or

testimony to this effect.

[1658 Phillips, Compurgation, a Term in Law, a justifying

by Oath the report or Oath of another. 1755 in Johnson.J
a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams u. (1692) 35 [He] was
priviledged. .from suspicion of Incontinency and needed no
compurgation. 1681 Blrnet Hist. Re/, it. 1. 165 He put

in a compurgation, by which he endeavoured to show there

was malice borne to him, and conspiracies against him.
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1818 Scott Rob Roy be, I understand my evidence is ne-
cessary to the compurgation of ane honest gentleman here.
1873 H. Rogers Orig. Bible viii. 321 note, This fact is a
sufficient compurgation from the charge.

2. esp. Applied by modern historians to the Old
English mode of trial and purgation by means of
the kivdan or consao-amentales, then called dd-

fultiim, * oath-help' or 'oath-support' (in mod.
Ger. Eideshiilfe) : see Compurgator i b.

This mode of trial, so prevalent among the old Teutonic
peoples, began to lose its importance as trial by Jury and
other processes came up in the 12th c, esp. after the Assize
of Clarendon in 1166; but in privileged burghs, and in

certain civil actions, e.g. for debt, it came down to modern
times, being finally abolished only in 1833 by 2& 3 Will. IV.
c. 42 § 13. Hut the term compurgation was not known to
the Common Law, where the technical name was Wager of
Law : the accused who claimed so to purge himselfwas said
to wage his law {vadiare legem suam).
[i658-i755seein 1}. 1839 Keightley Hist. Eng. I. 78 The

oath of a King's thane in compurgation was equivalent to
those of six Ceorls. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I.

vi. 514 Compurgation .. was looked on as the surest proof
of innocence. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. ii. 48 Such tests of
truth as Ordeal and Compurgation.

Compurgator (kp-mppig^tai, k^topd-jg&tax).
Also 6 -our. [a. med.L. compurgator, or F. com-
purgateur (14th c. in Godef.l, n. of action f. L.
compurgdre to purge completely ; in mediaeval -or

modern times, app. taken as if from com- together
with + purgdtor purger, clearer. (The second
pronunciation is found in verse of i7-i8th c.)]

L A witness to character who swore along with
the person accused, in order to the acquittal of
the latter.

Originally a term of the Canon Law, appearing first, ac-
cording to Du Cange, in the writings of Pope Innocent III
(1198-1216), xvr. Ep. 158, and c. ix. and xiii. de Purga-
tione Canonica ; it occurs in the Corpus Juris Canonici,
in Decret. Greg. IX (1227-41) v. Tit xxiv. c. v, vii. Earlier
Latin names, referring to the laws of the Northern nations,
were Sacramentales (Laws of Alemanns, Frisians, Longo-
bards, etc.); Consacramentales (Capitula of Charlemagne,
Laws of Cnut, and of Hen. I, c. 64, 66, 87) ; Sacravientarii
(PopeJohn VIII, 872, 882

1 ; Juratores, Conjuratores \ Salic&
Alem. Laws, etc., etc.). In England the term compurgator
appears to have been used only in ecclesiastical law until
the 17th and 18th c, when legal antiquaries and historians
began to apply it retrospectively in sense 1 b.

a. In Canon Lata, Applied to witnesses who
either swore to the credibility of the accused when
he purged himself by oath, or otherwise swore to
his innocence or orthodoxy, so as to clear him
from a charge.
[c <34° Abp. Stratford in Lyndewode Const. Frov.w, Tit. 14

Pro graviori siquidem ut pro Adulterio vel majori ultra
duodecimal manusCompurgatorumnumerumnon imponant.]
1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 980/2 That thordinary
shoulde not put some man to that kinde of purgacion which
if hee did, were hee neuer so noughty, he should be sure of
compurgatours. a 1556 Cranmer Wks. (Parker Soc. » I. 241
Where you take upon you. .to purge yourself of papistry by
me and Zuinglius, if you have no better compurgators than
us two, you be like to fail in your purgation. 1641
Termcs de la Ley 195 When one shall wage his Law, He
shall bring with him vj. viij. or xij. of his neighbours . . to
swearewith him, much like unto the oath which they make
which are used in the civill Law, to purge others of any
crime laid against them, which are called compurgators.
1731 Chandler tr. Limborch's Hist. Inquis. II. 208. 1760
Burn Eccl. Lata (1707) III. 276 By his own oath affirming
his innocency, and the oaths of twelve compurgators as to
the belief of it.

b. In reference to OE. times (and more gene-
rally to ancient Teutonic law), the usual term,
with modern historians, for the ' oath-helpers 1

whom a person on trial was allowed to call in to
swear that, to their belief, as neighbours of the
accused and acquainted with his character, he was
speaking truth in making oath of his innocence.
Also, sometimes applied by modern legal writers

to the same persons in Wager of Law.
_
A native name for the consacramentales (Ger. eides-helfcr)

is found only in the oldest Kentish Laws, viz. divda, pi.

;hvdan (L. of Hlo&hgere and Eadric 2, 4 ; L. of IVihtrmd
23) evidently aderiv. of mve ' law '. Elsewhere they appear
merely as 1

his seferan ' his fellows, ' pa be him midstandaS'.
In OHG. gieido (Hildeb. in Grimm) f. eid oath: cf. the
latinized 1 cum aidis suis ' in Laws of the Longobards c. 364.
The oath of the abwdan was ' On bone Drihten, se do is

ckbne and unmabne be N. swdr ' (Scbmid, Gesetze 406).

1747 Carte Hist. Eng. 1. 367 Compurgators, who swore to
their belief of the truth of what the criminal deposed him-
self. 176a Hume Hist. Eng. I. App. ioi Compurgators, who
. .expressed upon oath that they believed the person spoke
true. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. xxii. 343 The manner
of making and waging law.. And thereupon his eleven
neighbours or compurgators shall avow upon their oaths
that they believe in their consciences that he saith the truth

;

so that himself must be sworn defidelitate, and the eleven
de credulitate. 1809 Tomlins Law Diet. s. v. IVa^er.
i860 C. Ixnes Scotl. Mid. Ages 183. 1876 Freeman Norm.
Conq. V. xxiv. 452 The compurgators of our oldest law were
not a jury in the modern sense, but they were one of the
elements out of which the jury rose. 1881 19M Cent. 386
The compurgators were simply witnesses to character .

.

but the effect of their unanimous declaration of belief in
his innocence was precisely that of a verdict of ' not guilty

'

by a jury.

2. In more general application : One who testifies

to or vindicates another's innocence, veracity, or
Vol. II.

accuracy ; one who vouches for, or clears from any
charge. AlsoJig.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Compurgator, one that

comes to_ purge or free another. 1632 Chapman, etc. The
Ball in. iv, And yet, because you shall not trouble friends
To be compurgators, I'll be satisfied If you will take your
own oath that you are. 1641 Argt. ofLaw in Harl, Misc.
(Malh.i V. 75 By a statute there [Ireland] made in the fifth
year of Edward IV, there is provision made, .that the party
committed, if he can procure twenty-four compurgators,
shall be bailed, and let out of prison. 1656 Sanderson
Serm. (1689) 419 He callefh God to be his compurgator.
1681 Relig. Clerici 202 Urging necessity and impossibility,
as Compurgators for their habitual wicked practices, a 1714
Bl-rnet Own Time (1766) II. 213 Lord Russell defended
himself by many Compurgators, who spoke very fully of his
great worth. 1854 H. Rogers Ess. {i860) II. 52 We can
claim as his Compurgators Dugald Stewart, Brown, Reid,
and Sir W. Hamilton.

t 3. {Glasgow.) An official whose duty it was to
clear the streets of strollers during church-time on
Sunday. (Abolished after the middle of the iSth c.)
18. . D. Bannatyne's Scrap-bh. in New Statist. Acc. Scot/.

(1845) VI. 229 {Glasgow) Influenced by this regard for the
Sabbath, the magistrates employed persons termed 'com-
purgators', to perambulate the city on the Saturday nights
. . Another office of these compurgators was to perambulate
the streets, .during the time of divine service on Sunday,
and to order every person they met . . to go home. 1854 1 1.

MacDonald Rambles round Glasgo7i> No. 1 (1856) 20. 1868
Reprint /ones s Glasgow Directory 1787 Pref. 9.

Compurgatorial'.k^mpwgatoo-rial), a. [f. as
next + -AL.] Of or pertaining to compurgators.
;8ss Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) V. ix. viii. 425 The Consuls

of Nismes, Avignon, and St. Gilles, took their compurgatorial
oath to his fulfilment of all these stipulations.

Compurgatory (k^mpzrjgatori), a. [f. L. type
*compurgdtori-us, f. co?npurgdtor : see -ORY.]

1. Pertaining to compurgators. Compurgator)/
oath : the oath taken by compurgators.
1604 Bp, Barlow Confer. Hampton Crt. 92 Here was ne-

cessary the Oath Compurgatorie. 1829 K. DiGBY Broadst.
Hon. I. Godefridus 273 The clergy of Spain, .instead of
compurgatory oaths and judiciary combats, ordained the
proofs by witnesses. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. iv. 63
The value of the compurgatory oath among the Welsh.
2. Of a compurgator in sense 3.
1868 Reprint Jones's Glasgcno Directory i7S7Pref. 10 The

' Compurgatory' system of Sabbath-keeping.

Comptrrgatress. rare~ v
. [see -ess.] A

female compurgator.
1881 Sat. Re7>. 16 Apr., Unless he or she is as far gone as

Mrs. Fletcher's compurga tress.

t CompUTgatrix. Oh. [L. fern, agent-n. f.

Compurgator,] = prec.

1663 J. Wilson A. Comnenius in. in, If not, you, madam,
can Be my compurgatrix.

Compu-rsion. [humorously f. Coir-, Pcrse z-.]

A pursing together.

1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy (1802) IV. xxvii. 126 With the
help of some wry faces and compursions of the mouth.

Computable (kfjmpi/7'tab'l, k^mpi«tab'l), a.

[ad. L. computdlnl-is, f. computdre to compute :

see -ble.] Capable of being computed; calculable.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. xii. 218 Our forefathers

. . who attaining unto 8. or 900. yeares, had not their Cli-
macters computable by digits. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig.
Man. 11. iv. 158 Not easily computable by Arithmetick.
1880 Sir R. Temple India 93 If the wealth of India be .

.

not so easily measurable or computable.

Co'mputant. [f. L. comput-dre + -aht.] A
calculator, reckoner.
1827 Carlyle Germ. Romance I. 169 Any man endowed

with the arithmetical faculty of a tapster, might have solved
this problem without difficulty, yet, for an untaught com-
putant, the gift of divination was essentia!.

t Computate, v. Obs. [f. L. computdt- ppl.

stem of computdre : see -ate 3.] trans. = Compute.
1602 Warner Alb. Eng., Epit.{\ti2) 398 [There] perished

. . as is computated, aboue two hundreth thousand. 1610
W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 11. vii. 59 Their other lands
are computated by the Pole of 20. 194 or 18. foot Poles.
a 1619 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. {1626) 4 Foureteene Garri-
sons . . computated . . to bee 52 thousand foote, and 300 horse.

Computation (k^mpiwti7
' jan). [ad. L. com-

putation-em^ n. of action" f. computdre. Cf. F.
computation (16th c. in Littre),]

1. The action or process of computing, reckon-
ing, or counting; a method or system of reckoning

;

arithmetical or mathematical calculation.
6-1425 Wyntoun Cron. vni. xxii. 4 A thowsand thre hundyr

and twenty yhere .. Be ewynlyk computatyown. 1509-10
Act 1 Hen. VJ II, c. 13 The yere of oure Lorde God MDix
after the computacion of Englonde. 1555 Eden Decades
180 (A^. H. IV. Ind.) By the computation of Venice .iiii.

graines make a carette. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies to, xxiii. 193 Having made the compasse of
the_ worlde, they must finde the want of a whole day in
their computation. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. ii. (1821)

37 Tuesday the sixt of March, according to the new Com-
putation. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. (1675) 50 The whole
Earth .. by the probablest computation, contains above ten
thousand millions of Cubick German Leagues. 1709 Steele
Taller No. 39 f 2 The Gregorian Computation . . being
eleven days before the Julian. 1873 Herschel Pop. Led.
Sc. ii. 54 It is easy to find, by computation, the angles in-

cluded between . . the two lines of direction.

b. A computed number or amount, a reckoning.
1713 Addison in Guardian No. 109 How many additional

years are always to be thrown into femalecomputations of this
nature. 1776 Gibbon Dect. <$ F. I. xvii. 468 The revenue

fell short of the computation. 1816 Keatinoe Trav. I.
183 Others may give their hundred dishes, for . . any com-
putation below round numbers is scorned.

+ 2. In wider sense : Kstimation, reckoning. Obs.
1581 Marbeck Bk. of Notes 1099 Least she should abase

him in computation, more then ther was cause. 1656 tr
Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (1839) 5 We must not .. think that
computation, that is ratiocination, has place only in numbers.
Computa tional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -al

]
Of or pertaining to computation.
1881 Observatory Feb. 39 The mathematical and compu-

tational part of the investigation of Lunar libration.

f Computatist. Obs.-»= Compl-tist 3, q.v.

Computative kfmpi/7-tativ, k^*mp-), a. [f.

L. computdt- ppl. stem of computdre + -ive.]
Given to computation. Hence Compu-tativeness.
1859 Ri-skin Two Paths 114 What will please reckless,

computative and vulgar persons. Ibid. The materials are
addressed, .to computativeness, in a series of figures.

t Co'mputator. Obs. [a. L. computdtor, agent-
n. f. compnitare to Compute : see -011.] A com-
puter, calculator.
1610 Hbalky St. Aug. Citie of God in. jcxxL 153 Saith

Eutropius (who is indeede no good computator). 1635 Swan
Spec. M. vii. § 3. (1643) 355 As the computatours fail in skill.

1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy (1770) I. 153 (I).) The i n tense
heat is proved by computators . . to be more than equal to
that of red hot iron.

Compute (kf3mpi«*t), sb. No\V7-(7;v. [In sense
a. F. compul Computus ; in others f. the verb.]

fl. {co-mpute) - COMPUTl s 2. Obs.
1413 Lydg. J'ilgr. Sowle v. i. (1^59) 7^ He that made this

compute, and the kalendre. 1533 More Answ. Poysoued
Bk. iv. viii. The common verse of the compute manuell.

2. Reckoning, calculation, computation. Now
chiefly in phr. beyond compute.
1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probleme 19 According to the

historical Computes euen of sundry these fauorites. 1656
H. More Antid. AtA. 11. ii. 11712145 Any new pressure
. . cannot come into compute in this case. 1705 111-. Wilson
in Keble Life iv. (1863) 146 The expenses I have been at,
which . . by a modest compute comes to 100/. ready moneys.
1776 Johnson Lett. 117881 I. 3 r 4 With encrease of delight
past compute, to use the phrase of Cumberland 1857 K.
G. Latham Prichard's East. Orig. Celtic N. 372 My obli-
gations to his learning, .are beyond compute.

t 3. Kstimation, judgement, reckoning. Ol's.

1661 C. L. Origen's Opin. in Phcnix (1721) I. 48 In the
Compute and Judgment of that all-righteous Mind. 1682
Glanv'ILL Saddnciswus (ed. 2) Ded., If we make our com-
pute like men, and do not suffer ourselves to be abused by
the flatteries of sense.

Compute (kffmpiK-t), v. [a. F. compnte-r (1 6th
c. in Littre\ ad. L. computd-re to reckon, sum
up, f. com- together + putdre to clear up, settle,

reckon.]

1. trans. To estimate or determine by arithme-
tical or mathematical reckoning ; to calculate,

reckon, count.
1631 GouCK God's Arrenvs in. § 71. 315 They compute

their numbers, as the Grecians do, by letters. 1667 Milton
P. L. vi. 685 Two dayes, as we compute the dayes of
Heav'n. 1671 P. Henry Diary A> Lett. (1882) 254 His
loss is generally computed to near 4001b. 1776 Gibbon
Decline ^ F. I. xvii. 434 Its most ordinary breadth may be
computed at about one mile and a half. 1831 Brewster
Optics vi. 58 The radii of curvature for these lenses, as
computed by Mr. Herschel. 1833 H. Coleridge North.
Worthies Introd. Ess. (1852) 17 To compute the compara-
live duration of life in different periods.

+ b. Of numbers: To make up, count. Obs.— 1

1667 Milton P. L. nr. 580 As they move Thir starry
dance in numbers that compute Days, months, and years,

-fc. To include in reckoning, count in. Obs.— 1

1817 C. Grant in Pari. Deb. 1S07 The right hon. gentle-
man's mistake arose in this manner :— he had computed the
same sum twice.

d. In wider sense: To estimate, ( reckon', take
account of, take into consideration.
1647 Crashaw Poems 139 Ripe as those rich composures,

time computes Blossoms, but our blest taste confesses fruits.

1654 Earl Orrery Parthenissa (1676) 558 As he computed
the business, he apprehended . . either Syllaces recovery, or
Zenophon's increasing Army, would, etc. 1786 Burns
Addr. Unco Guid viii, What's done we partly may compute,
But know not what's resisted.

2. With dependent clause or injin. complement.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. xii, Every man is

many moneths elder then he computeth. 1666 Pei ys Diary
15 Sept., He hath computed that the rents of the houses .

.

comes to 600,000/. per annum. 1700 Dryden Fables, Ceyx
Alcyone 233 Mean time Alcyone . . Computes how many

nights he had been gone. 1705 Addison Italy, Rome 11767)
176 Some have computed it about fourteen or fifteen feet.

1724 Swift Drapiers Lett, ii, The souls in this kingdom
are computed to be 1,500,000. 1880 Gf.ikie Phys. Geog. iv.

xix. 166 The total area of dryland ..has been computed
to amount to fifty-two millions of square miles.

3. intr. To make computation ; to reckon.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 161 As we compute from our
Saviours Nativitie. 1727 Swift Gulliver u. iv. 129 And com-
puting by the scale, measured it pretty exactly. 1872
Yeats Growth Comm. 368 In silver payments . . it was
common to compute by weight.

t b. To count upon, reckon on, or to do. Obs.
1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Snbj. 11. (1709) 61 There must be

. . no computing upon Favours. 1701 — tr. Gataker^s
Prelim. Disc. 16 If Men would think a little before-hand,
and compute upon the Consequences of a Debauch. 1772
Birmingham Counterfeit I. 253 Travelling all night, we
computed to arrive there by sun -rise.
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4. To compute (any one) out oj"(a thing) : to do
cut of by computation.
1796 Blrke Regie. Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 219 The calcu-

lators compute them out of their senses.

Hence Compu ted ppl. a., Compu ting vbl. sb.

1646 Sir T. Browse Pseud. Ep. iv. xii, Beside that com-
puting by the medicall month. 1741-3 Wesley JmL 80

At Horseley upon Tyne, eight (computed) miles from New-
castle. 1849 Mrs. Somervii.le Connex. Phys. Sc. xxxvii.

418 How far the computed ellipse agrees with the curve.

Computent, obs. form of Competent.

Computer (k^mpi/7"t3i). Also -or. [f. Com-
pute v. + -IbV] One who computes; a calcu-

lator, reckoner
;

spec, a person employed to make
calculations in an observatory, in surveying, etc.

1646 Sir T. Browse Pseud. Ep. vi. vi. 289 The Calenders
of these computers. 1704 Swift T. Tub vii, A very skilful

computer. 1744 Walpole Lett. I!. Mann 18 June, Told by
some nice computors of national glory. 1855 Brewster
Newton II. xviiL 162 To pay the expenses of a computer
for reducing his observations.

Computist (kfrmpurtist). Forms: 4 com-
potyste, (5 competister

, 6-7 compotist(e, 6-

computist. [a. F. compotiste, computisle, med.L.

compel-, computista, *artis computatorire magister*, 1

f. L. computus, F. comput : see next and -ist.]

1. One skilled in the computus or calendar, or

(blending with 3, in chronological reckoning.

1398 TheVISA Barth. De P. R. ix. iv.(Toliem. MS. \ Com-
potystes . . departeb bo twelue mones, in sixe euen and I

sixe odde. 1637-50 Row /list. Kirk (1842) 281 Golden, (as

numeral in the almanack and calendars, by compotists).

1656 Blount Glossogr., Computist, the same with Com-
potist. 1670, Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 426 The Embolismal
years . . which according to most of the ancient Computists
. . were expressly declared to be thus inserted. 1699 Phil.

Trans. XXI. 356 Rules, of which only are capable the

ftkflful Computisti or Astronomers. 1794 Mrs. Piozzi Synon.
I. 341 Chronology must descend to the computist for

proofs. 1877 Bp. S. Butcher F.cct. Calendar 117 This
,

anticipation of the Calendar Moon by the actual mean Moon
was called by the Computists the irpo<ixnTu><Tt$ of the Moon.

f 2. A keeper of accounts, an accountant. Obs.

1583 StubbeS Anat. Abus. Ep. Ded. (1877) 5 As a straight

computist, demaundeth interest and game of euery one of vs.

1651 Reliq. Wotton. 24 The Earl of Dorset, Lord Treasurer,
who was a wise man and a strict Computist. 1670 G. H.
Hist. Cardinals \. 11L 75 '1 he Secretary, Clerk, and Com-
putist of the Sacred Colledge.

3. One who performs the computations entering

into astronomical and other problems.
1611 Cotgr., Computist*, a computist, a computatist ; a

j

reckoner, calculator, or counter. 1734 BekkelEY A natyst

§ 33 You may pass for an artist, computist, or analyst, yet

you may not be justly esteemed a man of science. 1867
Hkrschell Pant, Led. Sc. (1871) 138 Donati's comet, if

the computists are right, will return in 2100 years.

Computor, bad spelling of Computer.

II Computus (kf?-mpi«tt»s\ Hist. Also com- I

pot us. [late L. computus calculation, etc., f. com-
\

putdre to Compute. In F. comput, OF. compot,

compost : see COMPOST sb.'1
, COMPOT.]

1. A computation, a reckoning ; an account.
1848 Bliss ed. If 'oettt Lift 07 note. In a computus made in

1576 of the contents of the university chest. 1866 E. Pea-
cock Eng. Ch. Furniture Introd. 10 The Compot us of the

churchwardens of Saint Mary's, Stamford. 1887 North.
Notes «x Q. Dec. 140 In the public Record Office are the
Compotuses of the Embassy.

2. The mediaeval name for a set of tables for

practically calculating astronomical occurrences
j

and the movable dates of the calendar ; a calendar,
j

183a De Quincey Charlemagne Wks. 1863 XII. 174
Charlemagne, .was familiar with the intricate mathematics
and the elaborate computus of Practical Astronomy. 1841
Wright Pop. Treat. Sc. 21 itr. Ph. de Taun) The Computus
to calculate, .the termini and the ctaves and the annual
festivals. 1862 Sat. Ret: 15 Mar. 310 The martyrology
and computus of Herrand of Landsperg.

Compy. Written abbreviation of Company.
Also a spoken form in the workman's expression

,

Compy-shop m truck-shop.

1870 Globe 24 Sep. (Farmer*, No workman is told that he
must buy at the compy-shop, but . . if they did not resort

thither they would soon be dismissed.

Compyle, obs. form of Compile.
Compynabil, -able, var. of Companable, Obs.

Compyre, -pytent, obs. ff. Compeer, -petent.

Comrade ^kfrmrAF. Forms: a. 6-7 cam-
erade, (6 -erard), 7 camrade, 7-8 camarade

;

£. 6 commorade, 6-8 comerade
; 7. 6-7 cum-

rade, 7- comrade. [The 16-1 7th c. form cam-
eraile, camarade was a. K. camaraile, camerade
(Cotgr.), 1 6th c. ad. Sp. camarada, originally
' chamberful ', thence 1 chamber-mate '

: see Com-
raix), the representative of the Sp. form. The
series commorade, comerade t comrade, represent a

mixture of the types taken from Fr. and Sp.

respectively. Camcra'de, camra de were originally

stressed on -ode ; the dissyllabic comra de, with
same stress, occurs in Shaks. and Milton ; but

Shaks. has also co'/tirade. Walker and other early

19th c. orthoepists have Qamtjd), corresponding
to the 16 -1 7th c. spelling cumrade; and some re-

cent Dictionaries give it beside the current form.]

orig. One who shares the same room, a chamber-
fellow, * chum *

;
esp. among soldiers, a tent-

fellow, fellow-soldier (also Comrade-in-arms) ;

hence gen., an associate in friendship, occupation,

fortunes, etc., a close companion, mate, fellow.

a. 1591 Garrard Art ll'arre 13 A Souldier in Campe
must make choise of two or three or more Camerades.
159a GlBMI Uf>st. Courtier in //art. Misc. (Malh.) II. 247
His camerard that l>are him companie was a iollie light

timberd iacke a napes. 1636 James iter Lane. (Chetham
Soc.> 76 tnarg.. With such camarades .. all our auncient
wars were fought. 1x645 Howell Lett. 19 Mar. (1621), I

have now made choice to go over Camerade to a very worthy
Gentleman, Baron Althams son. 1656 Bloi/nt Glossogr.,

Camerade, a tent, chamber, or cabin-fellow. 1673 O.Walker
Educ. 1 1677) 37 Young men . . when amongst their camerades.
1682 N. O. Boileaus Lutrin 111. 24 Night curst her Fyes
to see the Camrades march. 1708-11 Kersev, Camarade
or Comrade. 1715 Bailey Erasm. Co/loa. 230 To see my
old Camarades.

P 1593 Tell-Troth's N. V. Gift 17 Touching their com-
morades. 1599 Harington Nugse Ant. 33, I was comerade
to the Earl of Kildare, and slept both on one pillow. 1599
Minsheu, Camartida, a comerade or cabbin-mate souldier.

170a \V. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant iii. 9 This daunted my
Comerades. 1719 J)k Foe CV/sxor (1840) I. iii. 53 Reflecting

upon all my comerades that were drown'd.

y. 1596 Shaks. i //en. /V, iv. L 96 The .. Mad-Cap,
Prince of Wales, and his Cumrades, that daft the World
aside. 1605 — Lear 11. iv. 213 To be a Comrade with the
Wolfe, and Owle. 1601 Wkf.ver Mirr. Mar. A vj, No
meane Cumrades, no base associates. i6»7 Capt. Smith
Seaman's Gram. ix. 38 Care would bee had that there be
not two Comrades [1626 Accid. comorados] vpon one watch
because they may haue the more roome in their Cabbins to

rest. 1671 Milton Samson 1162 The slaves and asses, thy
comrades. 1676-96 Phillips, Comrade, the same as Came-
rade [omitted from 1706 and Kersey). 1697 Dampier Voy.

(16981 I. xii. 328 A Comrade is a familiar male-friend. 1791
Cowper /Had iv. 133 His comrades hold Screening him
close with shields. 18x4 Scott Ld. of /sles v. xiv, His com-
rade's face each warrior saw. 1848 Kelly tr. L. Blanc's

Hist. Ten V. II. 293 The place of his old comrade in arms,

b. Less commonly said of women.
1863 Mary Howitt F. Bremer's Greece II. xiii. 72 The

merry vintage-women received their foreign comrade kindly.

1884 Miss Braddon /shmael xxxix, She had clung to her
comrade in misfortune.

C. transf. and fig.
( 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 120 Extravagant desires.,

which are but od Comerades. 1885 Clodd Myths Dr. 1.

iii. 48 In many myths the lightning is no comrade of the

thunder, but its foe.

d. Applied to a ship : A consort.

1710 De Foe Capt. Singleton xiii. 1 1840) 225 As for our .

.

comrade, her complement of men was a hundred and eighty.

X748 Anson's I'oy. 11. xii. 265 The other two squadrons .

.

were calm spectators of the rout of their comrades.

e. aitrib.

176a Falconer Shipivr. 11. 199 The yards again ascend
each comrade mast. 1856 Kane An t. Expl. II. xviii. 187

Engaged in preparing the Red Eric as a comrade boat.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Comrade-battery, one of a pair

of joint batteries.

Hence Co mrade v., a. twnce-use (see quot. 1602)

;

b. intr. to associate "with, as a comrade.
160a IHkker Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 230 T. I cannot my

mad cumrade. .Sir V. Cumrade ? By Sesu, call me cumrade
againe and ile cumrade ye about the sinnes and shoulders.

1865 M. Pattison Ess. 11889) 34° Comrading with him,
Wolf. . fell into bad habits. 1877 N. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss.

s.v.t She's nivver within doors, alust comrading about
somewhere.

Comradely (k^mrMli\ a. [f. prec. + -lyL]
Like or befitting a comrade.
1880 Mrs. Whitney Odd or Even vi. 118 With a question

or a comradely word for him. 1885 A. M. F. Robinson in

Mag. A rt Mar. 208 He who had been frank and comradely
when poor was hard and cynical, .in his days of success.

Comradery {k^mr^dri). rare. [f. as prec.

+ -ry, on type of Fr. camaraderie] Camaraderie,

comradeship.
[1858 J. Grant A. Blane (1B60) 39 The warmth of heart

and ' Comeraderie' with which Scotsmen always meet in a
foreign land.] 1879 Howells L. Aroostook (1883* I. 71
With the comradery of the smoker. 1890 Harper's A/ag.
Mar. 512, '1 Already on terms of comradery with me.

Comradeship tk^mr(vHip). [f. Comrade +
-ship.] The position of being a comrade, as-

sociation as comrades, good-fellowship.
i8ai Scott Kenihv. iv, Our newly-revived comradeship.

1863 ("»eo. E liot Romola 1. vi, Like tne dawn ofanew sense

to her—the sense of comradeship. 1880 Daily Tel. 1 Dec.,
That spirit of good-comradeship which General Roberts has
displayed in so marked a degree.

t Comra'do. Obs. Also 6 camarada, 6-7
camerado, 7 como-, cam-, comrado. [a. Sp.

camarada also camarado, Minsheu 1599), ' com-
erade, bedfellow, chamber-fellow orig. 'camerado
sonldiour', 'cabbin-mate souldier', from camarada
( = It. and L. type camerata, F. chambre'e) a cham-
bered or cabined (company), ' a chamberfull, a

company that belongs to one chamber, tent, or

cabin
' ; f. Sp. camara chamber, room :— I camera :

see Camera and -ado. The Sp. word was a collec-

tive feminine, of the same type as ambuscatie,

cavalcade, which, like Company, sense 4, was at

length applied to a single person who is one's
1 company ' or chamber-mate ; in which sense also

it was sometimes altered into the masc form

I camarado. (In the original collective sense Ca-
1 marada was also used in Kng.) The Sp. word
was adapted in Fr. as camarade, -erade fern, in the

,
collective sense (Cotgr.), whence camarade masc.

1 the individual ; hence Eng. camerade and, in part,

!
Comrade. The o in the Kng. comorado, comrado^

I comrade, was prob. intended for the Sp. a, which
was o]>ener than the Eng.] = Comrade.
1598 IEaret Theor. U'arres i. ii. 9 With his Camaradas,

hee is to demeane himself sober, quiet, and friendly. 1599
Minsheu Span. Diet., Camarado, a comerade. .a camerado
souldier. 1624 Cait. Smith Virginia 160 Argent and his
Comrado found a Canow. 1626 — Accid. Vng. Seamen 7

\
Comorados [see Comrade y. quot. 1627]. 1633 S. Mabmvon

1 Fine Comp. 1. vii, Oh uncle, that you shouldthus. .traduce
my camradoes. 1636 Healev Throphrast., Obscenity 47
He beggeth more [victual)] of his Camerado's.

Comrogue (k^mrJug). arch. [f. Com- + Rogue.
In 17th c. often jocularly confused with comrade]
A fellow-rogue.
1621 H. Josson Masque ofAugurs, You and the rest of

your comrogues shall sit disguised in the stocks. 1634
Hevwood Lane. Witches v. Wks. 1874 IV. 244 Nay rest

by me Good Morglay, my Com rague and Bedfellow. 1673
R. Head Canting Acad. 74 Her Comrogue lies begging
in the fields. 1713 Swift Cook-maid's Let., You and your
come-rogues keep him out so late. 1764 T. Brvdges
Homer Travest. (1797) II. 266 Pointing to his comrogue,
cries, See there, my boy, a tempting prize ! 1866 Standard
2 Oct. 4/3 The proceedings of the prisoners and their

corn-rogues contemplated a wide range of operations.

tComse, Obs. Also 3-4 cumse, 4 komse.
[A shortened by-form of Commence, starting from
a form accented commence : cf. commandment]
a 1225 yuliana init. (Royal MS.\ Her cumse8 be uie of

1 seinte luliane. c 1350 Will. Paleme 424 {>e kouherde for

I
kare cumsed to sorwe. Ibid. 1430 Vpon here knes fc>ei

1 komsed him grete. 136s Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 128 Bi what
craft in my corps hit [1>uth] cumseth. /bid. v. 23 How
Conscience with a Cross Comsede to preche. 1399 — Rich.
Redetes IV. 35 Comliche a clerk than comsid the wordis.

(Comse in R. Copland Guydon's Chimrg., 1541, E ij b, is

an error for compose. )

Herjce f Co msing- vbl. sb., commencing.
c 13*5 Orfeo 57 In the comessing of May. 1377 Langl.

P. PI. B. xviii. 213 Deyinge . . vnknitteth al kare & com-
synge is of reste. 1393 ibid. C. xn. 95 All kyne konnynges
and comsynges of Dowel.

+ Co'msement. Obs. rare. Commencement.
a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 1726 Here now [is] made a comse-

mente That bethe not fynysshyd many a yere.

II Comte (k(?ht). [Kr.] A French title of rank,

of which the English form is Count.
161 1 Cotgr. Comte, Their kings appointed some of their

principal! followers, iby the name of Comtest to be the

Gouernours. 1890 Daily Tel. 15 Oct. 5 8 To-day the Comte
appealed against this punishment.

Comtian (k^mtian, Ivfttfibl), a. and sb. Also
Comtean. [f. name of Auguste Comte (d. 1857),

a French philosopher who founded the system

known as Positivism.]

A. adj. Of or originating with Comte. B. sb.

A Comtist.
X855 Brim ley Ess., Tennyson 279, No. 35 Iof In Memonam]

is the answer to Comptian materialism . . Had men been
Comptians from the beginning there would have been no

,
science. 1863 A fhrn.rum 16 July 85/x Distinction* between
the Comtean synthesis and the synthetic philosophy of Mr.
Herbert Spencer. 1875 N. Amer. Rn'. CXX. 261 Details

referring to the ritual of Comtian worship.

So Co mtlsm, the philosophical system of Comte,
positivism. Co mtist, a follower or disciple of

Comte, a positivist ; also attrib. or as adj.

1871 Spectator 7 Sept. 1142 From Locke has flowed the

main stream of that philosophy, .to which Comtism is only

a tributary. 1875 N. Amer. Ret: CXX. 262 Without being

a professed Comtist. 1876 Mozlev Univ. Sertn. iii. 65 The
Comtist argument against Christianity is simply a tacit

ignoring of probable evidence.

Comu- : see Commix
Comun(e, -uyn, -vyne, obs. ff. Common,
Commune ;

Comunabil, -ble, var. of Comen-
abi.e, corrupt f. Covenabi.e, Convenable ; Comu-
nalitee, -alte(e, obs. ff. Commonality, -alty.

Comunablete, obs. var. of Commonality, q. v.

c 1374 Chancer Boeth. 1. iv. 13 |>at is to seyne bat commune
hinges or comunableles [v.r. comunalitees] weren blysful

yif \m\ bat haden studied al fully to wisdom gouerneden
pilke binges.

Co-murmurer : see Co- 3 b.

II
Conms (k£u-mi5s\ [L., a. Gr. kwuos a revtl,

etc.] A revel, merry-making; a personification

of revelry as a deity.

1634 Milton Camus 93 Stage direction, Comus enters,

with a charming-rod in one hand, his gjass in the other,

1873 Symonds Grk. Poets iii. 94 After having eaten, the cups
were filled and libations were made, .then came the Comus
or drinking-bout. 1876 Gardiner Puritan Rev. x. 3

(1878) 193 In Charles II Comus seemed to have seated him-

self upon the throne of England.

Comwyse, obs. f. comb-wise adv. : see Comb sb\

Comyn, obs. pa. t. of Come v.

Comyn e, alte, -tie, obs. ff. Common, -alty.

Comynd, -ynt, pa. t. and pple. of Common v.

Comy8 : see Come v., sb. 2

Comyse, comyssion, comyt, comyx, etc.

:

see Commi-.



CON. 751 CON.

Con (kpn\ v. 1 Forms: i cunnan, 2-5 cun-
nen, (cune), 3-6 cunne, 4-9 cun ; also kunne n,

kun; also 4-6 connen, (cone), 4-7 conne, 6-

con. See more fully under Can v. 1 [In the

verb Can the original vowel of the infinitive,

and of all parts of the present stem except 1st

and 3rd sing. pres. indie, was u : thus Inf. cunnan,
ME. cunne

K
n, cun\ Ind. pres. 2nd sing, cunne, later

cunnest, pi. cunnan, ME. cunne(n, cun
;
Conj. pres.

cunne, pL cunnen ; pr. pple. cunnand, ME. -end,

-ing\ vbl. sb. cunning. These u forms survived

more or less all through the ME. period : see

Can v. 1 A. ; but in accordance with the scribal

practice of writing 0 for u, in contact with n,

u (v), %v, they were often spelt connen, conne, con ;

the pronunciation is however proved by numerous
rimes with sone, sonne, son (= son), sonne, son

{ — sun), yronne (= y-run), wonne, won (OE.
wunian), etc. The form of the 1st and 3rd sing.

/ can, he can, also varied from OE. times with con

(con), the regular Old WS. type (see Sievers Ags.

Gra/n/u. § 65). I con (in Cast. Loue 1071, riming

with for-poti) is found for / can in some texts even

after 1400 ; but long before this can prevailed

as the midland and northern form, at least in

senses 1 and 2. The vowel-type of the 1st and
3rd sing. pres. ind. was gradually extended to the

2nd sing, (cgnst, canst), the plural (wecgn, can), the

conj. pres., and the innn. legn, can)—the last in

Standard Eng. only from end of 15th c. The u
forms thus remained intact only in the pple. and
vbl. sb. Cunning, q.v. About the same time a
differentiation of forms and senses became mani-
fest : can became established in sense 2 1 to be
able', and predominant in sense 1

1

to know'; but
cun, con, were retained and extended to all parts

in sense 3
1 to learn', and the phrase to cun or con

thanks, sense 4. This cun, con, was mainly the

representative of ME. cunn- or conn- from OE.
cunn- (= kun) ; but in part it represented ME.
con, from OE. cgn, for can (= k^n) ; hence it sur-

vived in two forms, cun, which is still common
dialectally in 1 to cun thanks', and con, which was
the form in literary favour, both in the obs. 'to

con thanks', and the still existing sense 'to con
or learn a lesson'. This con is not a mere spelling

variant of cun, as ME. conne was of cunne ;
but,

from Spenser onward, con rimes with on, conned
with fond, which is still the received pronunciation.

The original pa. t. was aide, couthe, coud, could

(see Canz/.1
) ; but already in 14th c. in the phrase

to cun thanks, sense 4, we find a pa. t. cunde,

conned, with corresp. pa. pple. ; at the differentia-

tion of forms this was associated with cun, con,

leaving coud, could to Can v., so that Con is now
a regular weak verb con, corniest, conneth, cons,

conned. Thus there remains no consciousness of

connexion between can to be able, and con to

learn. The earlier quotations however overlap

the ground covered by Can v.\ and are given

as supplementary to those under that word, and
introductory to the later use of con, cun.']

f I. Where Can became the normal form,

fl. To know. Obs, «= Can v. 1-2. (Pa. t. and
pple. rarely cunde, conde.)

a. cunne, cun, kun (originally proper to all

parts of pres. stem exc. 1st and 3rd pers. sing. Ind.).

c 1000 Sax. Lecchd. II. 212 J>y jemete J>e latcas cunnon.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 124 Alle cunneS wel beos asaumple. a 1300
Fioriz <$ Bl. 521 He moste kunne muchel of art. 1340
Hampole Pr. Come. 187 To kun and knaw. 138a WVcLIF
1 Cor. xiv. 7 How schal it be kowd [v.r. cunde, knowen]
that is songun. 1388 — Baruth iii. 9 That thou kunne
[1382 wite] prudence, a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton
MS. (1867) 9 If we cune mare ban bay. < 1449 Pecock
Repr. 131 In which a man mai leerne and kunne eny thing.

1483 Cath. Angl. 86 To Cunne, scire, etc. 1613 R. C. Tabic
Alph., Cuntie, to disceme, also to giue [thanks],

conne, con, kon.

[ a 1000 Bemvulf 2759 Eard ^it ne const. C1175 Lamb.
Horn. 35 For nis nan sunne bet he ne con. c 1320 Cast. Love
1071 He scholde konen al bt God con [rime for-bon]. ^1340
Gaw. Gr. Knt. 1267 Hit is be worchyp of yourself pat
no^t bot wel connez.J 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. vi. (1513)

106/4 Konne Pres. conj. [rime ronne pa. Pple.]. c 1460
Tmvneley Myst., Creatio 3 My myght may no thing kon
[rimes son, won]. 1481 Caxton Myrr. u v. 27 The first

may not be perfightly conned wtthoute the laste. 1579 Spen-
ser Sheph. Cat. June 65 Of Muses, Hobbino!, I conne no
skill. 1595 — Cot. Ciout 294 Much more there is unkend
then thou dost kon [rime a foal 1596 — F. Q. v. vi. 35
They were all fled for feare, but whether, nether kond.
1607 Sylvester Du Bartas n. iv. ii. 1,1641) 209/1 Tunes,
Measures . . als" hee kons. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $
Selv. 156 That [this] should be.. I no more conne, than
that, etc.

b. Const, of, on ; = Can 2.

c 1275 Lay. 7302 Wise men bat wel conne of speche [1203
cunnen a speche], 1486 Bk, St. Albans Evjb, Thus may
ye konne of game.

1 2. As verb of incomplete predication, with inf.

:

To know how ; hence, to have the capacity or

power, to be able ; — Can v.^ 3-8. (Pa. t. and pple.

always as in Can.)
a. cunne, cun, kun.

a 1250 Owlfy Night. 47 We[n]st bu bat ich ne cunne singe ?

^1300 K.Horn 568 per nis non betere anonder sunne pat
eni man of telle cunne, a 1300 Cursor AT. 2345 (Cott.)

Folk sua selcut mani brede, pat naman suld cun surae ne
neuen. Ibid. 9290 Wel sal he cun knau quilk esquilk. c 1400
Rom, Rose 5892 Yit kunne we Sendeaftir hir. c 1440 Hvlton
Scata Per/. (W. de W. 1494) 1. Ixviii, It is a grete maistry
a man to cun [1533 can] loue his euen crysten in chary te.

0. conn\e, con, kon(ne.
a 1225 Juliana 67 Grei5e al bat bu const grimliche biben-

chen. C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2040 Ariadne, No man
elles shal me konne espie. c 1420 Paltad. on Husb. 1. 327
The cornel ryse upon the wynter sonne, And gire it front

the cold West yf thou conne. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon iv. 127, I sholde not conne telle the harme. .that he
hath doon. [1884 Chesh. Gloss, s.v., Ay, that aw con.]

II. Senses in which Con remained the normal
form, with the regular weak inflexions.

3. To get to know ; to study or learn, csp. by
repetition ^mental or vocal)

; hence, in wider sense,

to pore over, peruse, commit to memory; to in-

spect, scan, examine ; =^Can v. 1
9.

fa. cunne, cun, kun. Obs. {The first quot.

perh. belongs to 1.)

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. v. xii, 290 Of lber, Frere Martyne,
and Vincens Storyis to cwn dyd diligens. 1367 Drant
Horace Fpist. 11. i. Oij, Those Rome doth cun \ediscit\.

1578 Whetstone Promos Cass. IV. iv, It behoves me to

be secret, or else my necke-verse cun. 1580 Baret Alv. C.

1743 To cunne. .or learn perfectly, edisccre.

&. conne, con, kon. (The first two cjuots. perh.

belong to 1.)

1362 Lamgl. P. PI. A. xii. 7 pe were lef to lerne but lob

for to studie ; f>ou woldest konne bat I can and carpen hit

after, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Ay/non xi. 282 Conne ye
well your lesson, c 1500 Yng. Children's Bk. 149 in Babees
Bk. 25 This boke is made for chylder 3onge. .Sone it may
be conyd &: had. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb. 92 A tale

of truth, Which I cond ofTityrus in my youth. 1580 North
Plutarch 1 16761 517 An Oration which .. Lysander should
have conned without book. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. v. 186

My speech .. is excellently well pend, I haue taken great

paines to con it. 1620 Ford Linea V. 11843) 49 A lesson
worthie to be cond. rti68o Butler Rem. (1759) I. 123
Wear Rosaries about their Necks to con Their Exercise of
Devotion on. 1689 Prior Pp. to FleeUvood Sluphard 155
The books of which I'm chiefly fond, Are such, as you have
whilom conn'd. 1720 Swift To Stella, A poet starving in

a garret, Conning old topics like a parrot. 1832 Lytton
Eng. Aram 1. x. (Stratm. 1

, When the flower had been duly
conned. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xii, Patiently conning
the page again and again. 1865 Miss Cary Ball. <y Lyrics
111 Intent . . to con the stranger's face. 1870 E. Peacock
RalfSkirl. I. 154 Persons who con pedigrees.

f b. To con or cun by heart or by rote. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 90, I can konne more by herte in a

day than he can in a weke. 1587 Golding De Mornay
xxx. 475 Not to cun by heart, nor to write out. 1590 Green-
wood Ansiv. De/. Read Prayers 15 Conning phrases and
formes of prayer by roate. a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams
11. (1692) 56 To conn by heart these prayers, a 1680 Butler
Rem. (1759) 211 T° con Authors Names by rote.

C. To con over.

1644 Milton Educ. Wks. (1847) 98/2 By orderly conning
over the visible and inferior creature. 1670 Eachard Cant.
Clergy 107 Skil enough to reade the lessons with twice

conning over. 1734 Watts Reliq. Juv. (1789) 127 Ritillo.

.

cons over his prayer-book. 1835 Whewell in Todhunter
Acc. W.'s \¥ks.{i%7§) II. 213, I have hardly had time to con
over your examination papers. 1835 Marryat Jac. Faith-
ful xxviii, I was conning over in my mind whom I should
select. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xlix. 215 The
Baronet conned the. .matter over in his mind. 1876 Black
Madcap V. xlii. 367 He had conned over a few little bits of
rhetoric.

4. To cun or con thankis (OE. pane cunnan) :

to acknowledge or avow one's gratitude"; to ex-

press or offer thanks, to thank : see CAN z/. 1 10.

a. cun thankis : now dialectal.

a 1000 Crist 1092 iGr.) pam be bone gode . . ne cuSon.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 124 Nolde he cunnen god bone, c 1280
E. E. P. (1862) 21 pou cunnest me no bonk, a 1300 Cursor
M. 6398 (Cott.) pai cund [Fairf. conned] him ai ful Htell

thanck. Ibid. 14065 (.Gott.), I cun [Trin. con] hir mekil
thank, c 1460 To^oneley Myst., Mactacio Abel 12 Thank
or thew to kun me. 1519 Horman Vulg. in Promp. Pari'.

90 Thou shalt kun me thanke. 1573 G._ Harvey Letter-bk.

(Camd. Soc.) 25, I could have cunmd him greater thank if

he had takin les paines. a 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk
(1678) 248 (Jam.) These he would cunne thanks. 1781 Hut-
ton Tour Caves Gloss. (E.D.S.), Cun thanks, to give

thanks. 1824 in Jamieson. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Cun
thanks, to give or render thanks. 1883 Huddersf. Gloss.,
' I cum ye no thank '. [Come v. 31.]

@. con lhank{s: arch, and dial.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 45 Eilred sent tille Ing-

lond Sir Edward his sonne With his letter sealed, & bankie

wild he bam conne. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour B vj, He
shal conne her thanke. 1530 Palsgr. 475/1, I have conned
hym good thanke : Je lay ay sceu bon gn(

. 1627 Wren
Serm. bef. King 30, I will kon them small thanks. 1672

Marvel Reh. Transp. 1. 31 Which none called him to, and
. .none conn'd him thanks for. 1691 Ray A'orth-C. Words
Pref., Of common and general use in most counties of
England . . To cun, or eon thanks ; to give thanks. 1721-

1800 Bailey, Conn . . to give, as I conn thanks, a 1734
North Lives III. 140 We conned our thanks and came
away. 1824 in Jamieson. [' I am sure, I con you thanks '

was said to me by an old man in London in 1S80. J. A. H. M.]

fb. So To Cun) con gree or malgre : to express

one's satisfaction or displeasure [K. savoir gre]
;

also, to cun [frame ( = indignation), con laud. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17659 (C. & G i All we cund [v.r.

coude, cowde] be mekil grame For bu grof iesu licame.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 959 No maugrc bou
beym cone paw bey wolde in fredom wone. c 1400 Yivainc
<y Gaiv. 990 And ye kun nie na inawgre'. c 1450 Merlin
xxvii. 505 Vef I wiste the kynge Looth wolde conne me
no magre. Ibid, xxvii. 529 That thei may conne you gree.

c 1500 Mclnsine 108 In such wise that ye shall conne me
good gree A thanke therfore. 1602 Q. Kliz. in Moryson
7tin. 11. 111. i. (1617) 228 We con you many laudes for hauing
so neerely approched the villainous Rebell.

t 5. To cause to learn ; to teach. Obs. rare.
1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xii. 206 In many secret skills shee

had been cond her lere.

Con, conne, enn (kon, Vgn), tt.2 [app. a
weakened form of Cond used in same sense. (Some
think it has been associated with Con, vA As
a possible connexion, the following has been cited :

1393 GOWER Co/if. I. 59 They conne nought here shippes
stere, i.e. They know not how to steer their ships.']

trans. To direct the steering of a ship) from
some commanding position on shipboard.
1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Seamen 28 Cun the ship

spoune before the winde. 1627 — Seaman's Gram. ix. 41
He that doth cun the ship cannot haue too much iudge-
ment. 1657 Ligon Barbadocs (1673) 120 The Quarter
Master that Conns the Ship above. 1671 Loud. Glut, No.
580/2 'the Officer that cund the ship. 1721-1800 Bailey
s.v., To Cun a Ship, is to direct the Person at Helm how
to steer her. 1829 BtacktV. Mag. XXVI. 730 Shoals, through
which the 'Mudian pilot cunned the ship with great skill.

1853 Kane Griuuell Exp. xxiu. 185 Our captain, who was
conning the ship from the fore-top-sail yard. 1867 Smyth
.Sailor's Word-bk., Conn, Con, or Cun, as pronounced by
seamen. 1883 Stevenson Treasure 1st. 111, xiii. {1886) 104
Long John stood by the steersman and conned the ship.

b. absol. To give sailing directions to the steers-

man.
1699 Dampier Voy. II. 64 The ship by the mistake of him

that con'd, broched too. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. Wks.
17U7 III. 11 You did not steer; but howsomever, you
cunned [ed. 1779 canned] all the way.

c. fig.
1648 Earl W estmorkland Otta Sacra 1 1879 163 He onely

happy is, and wise, Can Cun his Barque when Tempests rise.

1870 Lowli.l Among my Bks. Ser. I. '18731 I29 D° we not
sometimes con our voyage by. . the firm headlands of truth.

Hence Co'iming, Cirnning vbl. sb.

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 1 The Maister is

to see to the cunning [of] the Ship. 1853 Kane Grinnell
E.ip. xi. (1856) 78 Now commences the process of 'conning '.

Con, conn, v$ dial. ? Obs. [cf. F. cogner to

knock on a nail or the like in order to drive it in
;

to strike one with anything, to knock
;
pop. to

beat, thrash, cf. Con sb.-].

1721-1800 IIailey, Conn .. to strike with the Fist. 1825
Brockett Gloss. N. C. Wds., Con, to fillip.

Con, vA (pa. tense), var. of Can v.'1 — gan,

began to, did : q. v.

Con, conn [kvn, k^n),^. 1 [f. Cox ^.2] The
action or post of conning a ship, steerage.

1825 H. Ii. Gascoigne Not: Fatfie 95'Tisours to give direc-

tions by the Con. 1833 Marryat P. Simple xxix, He was
at his station at the conn. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.
s. v. Conn, The quarter-master, .stands beside the wheel at

the conn.

Con (k^n\ sb. 2 [Cf. Con and F. cogner —
/rapper.'] A rap with the knuckles, a knock, a fillip.

1620 Shelton Quix. III. xxvi. 182 He rates him, as if he
meant to give him half a dozen Cons [media docma dc
coscorroues] with his Sceptre. 184s Disraeli Sybil 285 A
fellow in a blue coat fetches you the Devil's own con on
your head. 1878 H. C. Adams Wykehamica 420 Con, a
smart tap on the head administered generally with the
knuckles.

Con (kf>n), sb.% north, dial. A squirrel.

a 1600 Burel Pilgrciuer in Watson Coll. Poems 11. 2o(Jam.)
There wes the pikit Porcapie. The cunning and the Con
[Lat. vers. 11631) sciurus] all thrie. 16.. Montgomerie
Cherrie <y Stae (Hart's ed. 1615) in, I saw.. The Con [not

in ed. 1597] the Cuning and the Cat, Quhais dainty Downs
with Dew were wat. 1781 Hctton Tour Caves Gloss.

(E. D. S.), Con, a squirrel. 1821 Lonsdale Mag. II. 124
{Lane. Gloss.) Our young friend dissipated our fears by
telling us that con was only the provincial name for a
squirrel. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss. 1878 in Cumbrld. Gloss.

Con. A familiar or slang abbreviation of cer-

tain words, as confidant, conundrum, conformist,

contract.

1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 30 We were soon

the most inseparable cons. 1841 Erasers Mag. XXIII. 59
Puns, riddles, cons, etc. are low. 1882 iJVzwz/t'r (newspr.)

To what denomination the family belongs, whether they are

Cons or Noncons. 1889 Pall Mall G. 24 Aug. 2/1 About
the 'contract system '. .The men get some 'con', as they

call it, or 1 plus ' pay, but for every penn'orth of ' con ' the

contractor gets two penn'orth of work out of them.

Con (kpn\ adv. (sb.) An abbreviation of the

L. prep, contra 'against', in the phrase Pro and
Con (q. v.) * for and against rarely con andpro.
A. as adv.

e 1470 [see Contra]. 1572 R. H. tr. Lavaterus' Ghostes
To Rdr. (1596) A ij, The matter throughly handled Pro
and Con. 1667 Denham Direct, to Painter 1. xix, May
Historians argue con and pro. 1819 Byron Let. to Murray
25 Jan., The rest, .has never yet affected any human pro-

duction ' pro or con
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B. The adv. used as a name for itself;

hence, a reason, argument, or arguer against, esp.

in pros and cons.

1589 R. Harvey PI. Pcrc. 20 Such a quoile about f>ro and
con, such vrging of Ergoes. a 1625 Fletcher Nice Valour
in. ii, Now for the Con. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 231
Whole Tomes of Pro's and Con s. 1871 Minto Eng. Lit.
11. ix. 572 He then proceeds to state the pros and cons.

II Con, prep- Italian L. cum with, appearing in

certain phrases, as Con Amore, q.v.
; esp. in musical

directions,

e.g. conaffetto with feeling, con brio with spirit and force,

con delicatezza with delicacy, con delirio with frenzy, con
esfressione with expression, confuoco with fire, con moto
with spirited movement, con s/irito with spirit, etc

Con- prefix, of Latin origin. The form assumed
by the Latin preposition com (in classical L., as

a separate word, cum) before all consonants except
the labials, h, r, and (in later times) /, as con-

cutfre, conddndre, confiture, congrufre, conjf.rdre,

conquir?re, consistcre, conspirdre, constdre, contra*

h?re, convinctVe. In earlier times it was also used
before as conloquium • but here it was in later

times always assimilated, as colloquium, and so in

the modern langs. On the other hand it was not

used in classical L. before n (e. g. conatus, conn-

Hum, etc.), but has been introduced subsequently,

as conndtus, connubium, and this spelling is fol-

lowed in English. For meaning, see Com-.
Con- occurs in compounds formed in Latin, and

that have come into English through French, or

(in later times) directly. Also, in words formed
on the analogy of these, and sometimes in casual

combinations, as conspecies, where, however, Co-
is the usual prefix : hybrids, frequent in co-, are

rare with con- : cf. con-brethren, con-truth.

In OF. con- before v was often reduced to co-,

cu-, cou-, as in covenable, covenant, covent, coveiter,

coveitus, etc., in which form these words were
taken into English. Following later French, some
of these were afterwards altered back to con-, as

convenalde, convent (but Covent Garden, F. cou-

vent) ; others retain co-, as covenant, covet, covetous,

against mod.F. convenant, convoiter, convoiteux.

Con, obs. f. Cone.

t Co'ttable, a. Obs. Also 4-5 conabil(l, cuna-
bil, 5 conabull, connabulle, cunnable. A pho-
netic reduction of Covenable; proper, due, con-
venient, suitable, competent.
a 1340 Hampolk Psalter cL 5 He loukr, his boke in a

cunabil \v. r. couenable] end. 1375 Barbocr Bruce v. 266
Cum to full conabill endyng. c 1400 MAUNOtviRoxb.txiv.
64 Fruyt conable to man for to HflTe with. 1408 Indenture
(Jam. 1, In to Resonnable place & cunnable. c 1440 Prom/.
Part 1

. 8q Conable, accordynge, competens. 14.. E. E.
Misc. (Warton Clubi 67 Moste connabulle tyme for sedys.

t Co'na'bly, adv. Obs. Phonetic reduction of
CoVXNAfiLT cf. prcc.

;
suitably, competently.

1411 E, E. Wills (1883) 19 Yf she be conably a-vaunsyd
with les somme. c 1440 Prom/. Pan'. 89/2 Conably or
competently, com/etenter.

Conacle, var. of Canacle, Obs., a cup.

Conacre (k^'n^kai), sb. Also corn-acre. [See

quots. 1824-27.] In Irish land-system : The let-

ting by a tenant, for the season, of small portions

of land ready ploughed and prepared for a crop.
(Originally the plot was given manured, but a later state

of matters appears in quot. 1882.)

1824 Major Warburton Evid. be/. Commons Comm.
20 May 131 What do you mean by mockground?. .Do you
not refer to muckground? It may be; they call it corn-
acre. 18*5 O'Connell ibid. 25 Feb. 51 What is the con-
acre system ? . . It is a right to plant a crop, paying some-
times 6, 8 or 10 pounds an acre for that right by the single
year, and the crop is detained till that rent is made up.
x8»7 Westm. Rev. Jan., These tenancies are usually termed
. . corn-acres, or, by corruption of that word, con-acres.

1835 Inglis Trav. Ire/. I. 57 What con-acre means., a
farmer manures, ploughs, and in every way prepares a
large field to receive a crop. A poorer description of per-

sons rent off portions . . a half, a quarter, or an eighth of an
acre, for one season, and all that these have to provide is

the seed. 188a P. H. Uagenal in 19M Cent. Dec. 926 This
privilege of conacre having been given, the labourer has to

bring manure at his own expense.
attrib. 1838 A thenarum 773 Conacre rents, i860 Trol-

lope Castle Richmond (Tauchn.) II, 176 (.Hoppci The fields

had been let out under the con-acre system . . for the
potato-season. 1881 19/A Cent. Mar. 536 The willing but
wageless conacre man.

Co'nacre, v. [f. the sb.] trans. To sublet in

conacre.

1839 Blackxv. Mag. XI,V. 764 The under-tenants con-
acred it out to tenants still more desperate than themselves.

1869 Echo 28 Sept. 3/3 ' Conacreing . . is the subletting, at

enormous rents, of their ground by small tenants to their

still smaller brethren.

So Conacreism, the system of conacre. Co n-

acrer, one who uses a piece of land on this system.

1847 Barmby in Tait's Mag. XIV. 267 An approximation
to the Conacreism, and Middlemen, of starving Ireland.

1869 Eclio 28 Sept. 3/3 The conacrers, being too poor to

buy manure, frequently burn the surface of the ground and
so impoverish it for years.

Co:n-a*ctor. nonce-wJ. A joint agent.

1834 T. Eden in Eraser's Mag. XI. (1835)645 The two
things, the contact of which is a cause, I call 'conactors '.

Observe, that every cause is of two conactors.

Conally, adv. ; see Conely.
Conama'rin. [f. L. conTum hemlock + amdr-us

bitter + -in.] A bitter principle said to exist in

Conium maculatum. 188a in Syd. Soc. Lex.

\\ Cona'men. Obs. [L. conamen effort, f. condrl
to attempt] = Conatus.
1665 Glanvill Sce/s. Sci. 34 The conamen of the Ethereal

matter, receding from the centre of its motion. Ibid, xi. 61
Carryed without any conamen and endeavour of ours.

i Con amore (k^amoa-ri). [It. ck<mam<hv); =
' with love \] With love, zeal, or delight.
1836 Lamb Let. B. Barton 7 Feb., You wrote them [poems]

with love—to avoid the coxcombical phrase, con amore.
1833 Hr. Martineau Er. Wines % Pol. iv. 55 He begged
to go first, .expatiating con amore on his commodity. 1859
M. Nacier Lt/e Vet. Dundee 1. 1. 145 The murderous work,
which he performed con amore.

b. quasi-adf. Friendly, hearty.
1828 The Harrmnan 155 He has frequently spoken of his

poetical labours in no very con-atnore terms.

Conand, -ly, etc., obs. north, f. Cunning, -ly.

Conand e, conant, earlynorth. var. Covenant.
Conapye, obs. form of Canopy.
155a Hi loet, Conapye or canapyefor a bedde,cono/a'ut'r.

t Co'n-a rgner. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Con adv.]

An arguer against.
a 1734 North Exam. 234 (D.) This method put the con*

arguers and objectors straight into the midst of the plot.

Conarial vk^ne^rial), a. [f. Conari-um + -al,]

Of or j>ertaining to the pineal gland.
In mod. Diets.

Conario- (kon^rio). Combining form of
Conarium, -al, as in conario-hypophysial canal,

a passage connecting the infundibulum with the
pineal gland ; so c.-h. tract.

1881 Owes in Nature XXIV. 408 The conario-hypo-
physial tract . . divided the ' fore-brain ' from the ' hind
brain'. Ibid. XXV. 167 The conario-hypophysial tract, or
the so-called pineal and pituitary glands.

Conarite kfrnarait). Afin. [f. Gr. tcovap-us

vigorous, 1 evergreen * + -ite.] A green hydrous
silicate of nickel, occurring in small grains and
crystals. i860 in Dana Min.

I! Conarium ^k0ne>rii>m). In 7 also conarion.
[mod.L. a. Gr. nojvdpiov, dim. of kwvos pine-

cone.] The pineal gland of the brain (held by
Descartes to be the seat of the soul).

1656 H. Mork Antid. Atk. 1. xi. 1 17121 33 Is it [the Spirits]

themselves, or the Brain, or that particular piece of the
Brain they call the Conarion or Pine-kernelt 1667 G. C
in //. More's Div. Dial. Pref. 11713) 12 This little sprunt
Champion, called the Conarion, (or Nux pineal within
which the Soul is entirely cooped up. 17*7 51 Chambers
Cycl., Conarion or cotwiaes . . Des Cartes takes occasion to
suppose it the immediate place or seat of the soul. 1840 ( >.

Ellis Anat. 45 The pineal body or conarium, of a greyish
colour, is conical in form. 1880 Mahaffy Descartes 177
The soul . . must be brought into contact with the body . . in

the conarium, or pineal gland.

t Collate, COnatit. Obs. Her. [ad. med.L.
cotuitus, f. L. cdnus, cone, apex] = Conei>.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. E iiij b, For if thes armys as it

is sayd afore war contrari conatit (L. contraconata\

Conate, var. of Connate.
Conation (k^n^ijan). [ad. L. conation-cm,

n. of action f. condri to endeavour.]

f 1. Attempt, endeavour. Obs.

1615 Cokf. Re/, xi. 98 b, The matter, .ought to be an act
or deed, and not a conation or an endeavour.

2. Philos. The faculty of volition and desire

;

also (with a. and //.) the product of this faculty.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Meta/h. (1859) H xl. 189 Pha>
nomena of, Desiring or Willing, or the powers of Conation.
Ibid. (1877) II. 42^ We find .. the Feelings intermediate
between the Cognitions and the Conations. 1882 Ward
Lester in Internat. Rev. May, A term is needed to express
this general conception of voluntary action or the action
of the conative faculty. For this the somewhat mediaeval
term conation, perhaps not used since Sir William Hamil-
ton, is. .strikingly appropriate.

Conative (k^nativ), a. (and sb.). [ad. L. type
*cdtuitfv-us, f- ppl. stem of condrl to endeavour.]

A. adj. a. Philos. Pertaining to, or of the na-

ture of, conation ; exertive.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Meta/h. (1859) II. xl. 186 This
division of the phainomena of mind into the three great
classes of the Cognitive Faculties—the Feelings, or capa*
cities of Pleasure and Pain—and the Exertive or Conative
Powers. Ibid. (1877) I. vii. 122 The phenomena of our
Conative powers.—in other words, .of Will and Desire,

b. Gram. Expressive of endeavour.
'875 Whitney Life Lang, xii.250 Representing the radical

idea in a causative, a reflexive, an intensive, a conative
form, and so on.

f B. sb. Endeavour, striving. Obs. rare.
« 1688 Cudworth Treat. Eree Will (1838) 31 Notwith-

standing which, the hegemonic of the soul may, by cona-
tives and endeavours, acquire, etc.

Conatural, obs. var. of Connatural.
HConatnS (k^n^ t^sV [L.; = effort, endeavour,

impulse, f. condrl to endeavour.]

1. An effort, endeavour, striving.

171a Wollaston Relig. Nat. vi. 143 Coua/us's toward
the destruction or ruin of the person. 1836 Chalmers Mor.

Philos. Wks. V. 274 A conatus that can find no distinct ob-
ject to rest upon.

2. trans/. A force, impulse, or tendency simu-
lating a human effort ; a nisus.

1665 Glanvill Sce/sisSc. xxiii, The conatus of the circling
matter. 167a Wallis in Phil Trans. VII. 5164 This force
may be either that of Percussion .. Or some Conatus or En-
devour of its own. 1674 Grw Anat. Plants m. n.LgnThe
Pith and other Parenchymous Parts of a Plant, upon the
reception of Liquor, have always a Conatus to dilate them-
selves. 1730-6 Bailey (folio>, Conatus lin a Body of Mo-
tion) is that Disposition or Aptitude to go on in a Right-
line, if not prevented by other Causes. z8oa Paley Nat.
Theol. xiii. Wks.1830 IV. 169 What blind conatus of nature
should produce it in birds. 1885 Martineau Ty/es Eth.
Th. I. 1. ii. 343 The self-conserving conatus.

Conaund, obs. north, var. of CdnrOM.
Conaxial v

kpnarksiai), a. = Coaxial.
1886 Jrnl. Iron * Steel Inst. 995 The density of the

elementary conaxial cylindrical shells.

t Conbre'thren, sb. pi. Obs. [see Con , and
cf. confrere.] Brethren of the same order.
1561 Act in Bolton Stat, tret. 11621)289 Sir John Rawson.

.

w ith full assent and consent of his conbretherne or chapter.

II
Con brio : see Con- prep.

f Conbu rges. Obs. Sc. var. of Comburgess.
1585 Rec. in Hist. Dumfries (1873) 208 Tua of the bailies,

James Rig their conburges.

Conca {Arch.), obs. f. Concha ; also f. Kunkub.
t Concalefa'ctory, a. Obs.- 0 [ad. L. eon-

calefaetdri-us.] i Heating much* (Bailey 1730-6).

Concamerate tk^mkeemer^t), v. [ad. L.
concamerdt', ppl. stem of concamerdrt to vault, f.

con- + camerdre, f. camera : see Camera and -ate :*.]

I. trans. To vault or arch. ? Obs.
x6n Coryat Crudities toi The roofe. .is very loftily con-

camerated. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1734 Builder's Diet.,
Concamerate, to make an arched Roof, as in Vaults, etc.

To arch over. 1876 in Gwilt Encycl. Archit. Gloss,

t b. To set in a vault or sphere. Obs.

1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. \. iv. 78 All these orbs thus
ranged and concamerated in order.

2 To divide into chambers : see next, 2.

Conca merated, //- . a. [f. prec. + -ed*.]

I I. gm* Vaulted, arched. Ops.
1666 J. Smith Old Age (1676) 139 Of the same concame-

rated form. 1681 Grew Museum (J. \ Of the upper beak,
an inch and a half consisteth of one concamerated bone.

1755 Hodgson in Phil. Trans. 359 A concamerated room.

27 ZooL Divided into chambers, as a chambered
shell.

1746 Da Costa in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 398 A Shell . . re-

lated to the Nautilus kind : It is concamerated. 1754
XLVIII. 803 The nautilus, .is a concamerated shell. 1854
Woodward Mollusca 11. 176 Pomatias . . shell slender.,
operculum cartilaginous, concamerated within.

Concameration (kYnkicmdr/'Jan). [ad. L.
concamerdtidn-em vaulting, vault, n. of action f,

concamerdre : see above. Mod.F. concame'ration.]

1. Vaulting, vaulted roof or ceiling.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies iv. (16581 37 The concameration
of an oven. 1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (184c II. 99
note. The ceiling, .or concameration called ccclum, being of
wood beautifully painted.

2. The vault or sphere of the heavens ; one of

the celestial 1 spheres p of older astronomy.
1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. t. iv. 78 How many dis-

tinct and strange concamerations of Orocs and circles are
placed, .betwixt the Moone and the first Moueable? 1653
K. Mason Let. to Author in Bntwer's Anthro/omet., In
the Heavens or Celestial! concamerations. 1665 Glanvill
Sce/s. Sci.xx. 128 Those impossible Concamerations, Inter-

sections, Involutions, and feigned Rotations of solid Orbs.

1794 Mrs. Piozzi Synon. II. 387 The grand concameration
or firmament forming a visible arch.

3. Physics. The curve of a sound-wave, which
as it widens out, circumscribes the wave that suc-

ceeds it. 188a in Syd. Soc. Lex.

4. Sure. =Camebation b.

188a Syd. Soc. Lex., Concameration . . also a synonym of
Camarosis.

5. Division into chambers or cells ; a chambered
formation, a connected series of chambers, c. g. the

system of ventricles of the brain ^cavitas con-

camerata).
1668 Culpe tper ft Cole tr. Barthol. Anat. 111. vi. 140

The Plexus Choroides. .making the Concameration of the
Ventricles. 1668 M. Casalbon Treat. S/irils (177a* 381

Such a rock as Wooky rock in Summersetshire is, consist*

ing of many concamerations. 1695 Phil. Trans. XIX. 35
Within the Concameration of the Brain.

b. Pot. 1 A term for the division of fruits into

segments
1

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).

6. One of the chambers or cells of a series : esp.

said of chambered shells.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 164 tT.) The insides of

these hot-houses are divided into many cells and con*

camerations. 1658 Rowland Mou/et's Theat. Ins. 922
Within (the wasps nest) are six square cells, .but the middle
concamerations the multitude of Wasps had filled. 1835
Kirbv Hob. »V Inst. Anim. I. x. 31 1 The whole body [of the

Nautilus] appears to reside in the last and largest con-

cameration 01 the shell.

+ Conca'ptive, sb. Obs. [ad. L. concapttvus

(Vulgate): see Con-.] A fellow-captive.

ai$$s Ridley in Foxe A. $ M. (1684J III. 373 Other
my Reverend Fathers and Concaptives. 1555 Grindal
Let. Ridley Wks. 11843) 238 He hath so strengthened you,
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and others your concaptives. 1589 J. Yates Let. in Foley
Rec. Eng. Soc. Jesus I. i. 288 Thomas Hunt . . my condisciple
. .and concaptivc for the Catholic Religion in London..
Concar, form of Kunktjk.

t Concamation (kpnkajnfi-Jan). Oh. rare.

[ad. L. concarnatidn-em
y
n. of action f. concarndre

to unite or clothe with flesh, f. cam-em flesh.]

Vital union of flesh with flesh ; cf. also quot.

1S82.
1638 A. Read Chirurg. vii. 47 Agglutination . . is more

speedily performed than concarnation. 1685 J.
Cooke

Marrow Chirurg. 1. iv. (ed. 4) 105 Joyning the hps of the
wound, .either by Agglutination or Concarnation. [1882
Syd. Soc. Lex., Concaruatio, the connection of a bone
with another bone by means of muscles ; as of the hyoid
bone with the lower jaw.]

Concassation (kfwk&tfi'Jan). [f. Con- +
Cassation ; cf. F. concassation.']

1 The reduction

of roots or woods into small fragments in order

that their active principles may be more easily

obtained' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882).

Coneate'nary, a. rare. [f. Con- + L. catena^

after Catenary.] Of or pertaining to a Catena,
or concatenated series.

1836 G. S. Faber Reply Husenbctk 7 The associated con-
catenary testimony of an earlier age. Ibid. 17 Concatenary
evidence.

Concatenate (k^nkart/h^t),///. a. fad. L.

concatendt-us, pa. pplc. of concatendre : see next,

and -ate 2
.] Chained together (pits.) ; linked

together; concatenated. In Entom., etc. said of

rows of processes connected by ridges, or the like.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. II. v. in Ashm. (1652) 136 The
Elements be so concatenat. 1678 Cudworth lutell. Syst.
652 Thus are all the genuine attributes of the Deity . . in-

separably concatenate. 1871 M. Cooke Fungi (1874") 131
Sporidia . . attached together in fours in a concatenate or
beaded manner.

Hence Conca'tenateness, ' the being linked to-

gether' (Bailey 1730-6).

Concatenate (kpnkaetiiwit), v. Also 6-8
-catinate (7 -cathenate). [f. L. concatenat-, ppl.

stem of concatendre lo link together, f. con- +
catendre to chain, f. catena Chain : see -ate 3,]

trans. To chain together (o/>s.) ; to connect like

the links of a chain, to link together. Jig.
1598 BarcRLEY Felic. JfoM (1631) 366 marg., Three bodily

worlds concatenated. x6zz Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 356
The said Modells to containe on the one side, the world
concatenated together vnder a Crowne Imperial!. 1631
Heywood Land. Jus Hon. Wks. 1874 IV. 277 A Chaine
wherein all cheife Vertues and Graces are concatinated and
link't together. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 151 1*7 Proposi-
tions are. .concatenated into arguments. 1811 Pinkerton
Pctrat. II. 5 A theory is useful to concatenate facts. 1873
MlNTO Eng. Lit. 248 Closely concatenating his thoughts.

Concatenated (k^nkarUh£ited\ a. [f.

prec. + -ED 1
.] Connected like the links of a chain,

linked together. MostlyJig.
1611 Cotgr., Concathene, concathenated, chained, or

linked together, a 1631 Donne in Select. (,1840)86 Habitual,
and customary, and concatenated sins. 1639 Heywood
Lond. Peaceable Estate Wks. 1874 V. 373 Increase Of
all concatinated blessings, a 1701 Sedley Happy Pair
Wks. 1766 I. 19 Tho' wealth their griping senses feasts ..

[who marry for money], they're but concatenated beasts.

1779-81 Johnson L. P., Young Wks. IV. 274 His style is

sometimes concatenated, and sometimes abrupt. 1816
Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1843) II. 297 In a certain light they
appeared a concatenated series of insects moving in a spiral

direction upwards. 1836 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852)
282 A long concatenated deduction.

Concatenation (k^nkset/n^'Jsn). [ad. L.
concatenation-cm, n. of action f. concatcna-re : see

prec. and -ation ; cf. F. concatenation^ The
action of concatenating, or the condition or relation

of being concatenated.

1. Union by chaining or linking together ; con-

catenated condition.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 162 The concatenation

and coherence of these matters handled by Plutarch. 1605
Bacon Adz>. Learn. 1. iv. 22 That correspondence or con-
catenation, which is betweene the superiour globe and the
inferiour. a 1688 Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) MUit. Couple
Wks. (1775) I29 ^M most affectionate couple .. since the
concatenation of Adam and Eve in Paradise. 1730 A.
Gordon Maffei's Amphith. 213 The demolishing the Coli-
seum, by reason of the Concatenation of the Stones and
Iron Bracers, became a tough piece of Work.

b. An instance of chaining or linking together.
1637 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 1. i. 2 So many, .joints,

connexions, and concatenations . . in so small a fabrick.

2. csp. Union in a series or chain, of which the
things united form as it were links.

1614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 296 Hee. .hath power to
adde plagues with an euerlasting concatenation. 1678
Norris Misc. (1699) 372 Those Dispensations, which sepa-
rately taken, appear harsh, . . in concatenation . . conspire to
the Beauty and Interest of the whole. 1761 Brit. Mag. II.

131 To imagine him so careless about the concatination of
events. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Arum. Kingd. (ed. 4) 532
Their separation from the chain is always to be ascribed
to accidental violence . . concatenation is so essential to the
existence of the animals that they soon perish if separated
from the rest. 1867 Lewes Hist. Philos. II. 218 The neces-
sary concatenation of ideas which should reproduce the
concatenation of objects is destroyed.

3. quasi-contr. A concatenated series or system,

an interdependent or unbroken sequence, a 1 chain 1
:

a. material.

1726 Dart Canterb. Cathedr. 8 A Wall or Concatination
of marble Slabs .. surrounding the Choir. 1849 Ruskin
Sev. Lamps iv. § 4. 98 This vile concatenation of straight
lines. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 72 [Organ-
pipes] mere concatenations of zinc chimney-cans,

b. non-material.
1622-62 Hevlin Cosmogr. in. (1682) 30 A long concatena-

tion of felicity. 1656 Hohbes Liberty, Necess., Ch. (1841)

105 Nor doth the concourse of all causes make one simple
chain or concatenation. 1753 Johnson in Adventurer No.
107 P3 Taking in the whole concatenation of causes and
effects. 1880 Vern. Lee Stud. Italy VI. ii. 262 A concatena-
tion of bungles and contradictions.

Concatenator (kfnkart/ntf'taj). [agent-n. in

L. form, from concatendre to Cokcatjsnate : see

-011.] One who concatenates.
1820 Examiner No. 656. 705/2 The Solicitor-General,

knight apostate, and concatenator of nothings.

Concate'rvate, ppl. a. [ad. L. concatervdt-us,

pa. pple. of concatewd-re to crowd together, f.

calerva a crowd.] 'Heaped up together' {Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1882).

ConcauleSCence (k^nk^le'sens). Hot. rare. [f.

Con- + Caulescent : see -enck.] The coalescence

of separate axes, e. g. of the leaf-stalk and stem.
1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Con-Causal (k^nkgY.al),(Z. [f. med.L. concausa

(see next)+-AL: cf. Causal.] Pertaining to, or

of the nature of, a concause
;

operating in com-
bination as causes. Also as sb.

1655 60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (170.1) 51 2/1 Of these
Causes, they hold some to be Continent ior Solitary ;i

others, Con-causal. .Con-causal is that which joineth with
another Con-causal, towards production of the same Kffect.

Ibid. III. 11. 129 God is principle; the consequent and
concausalls are reduced to necessity.

Concause (kfrnkpz). [ad. med.L. concausa:

see Con- and Cau.se.] A co-operating cause.
a 1619 Fothebby Atheom. 11. iii. 5 4(1622)223 Making it .

.

the onely true cause : and all the rest, to be rather as in-

struments vnto it, then Concauses with it. a 1630 Jackson
Creed v. xxi. Wks. IV. 201 A concause or coadjutor to base
flattery. 1793 T. Taylor Plato, Timxus Introd. 371 The
concauses. .of natural productions. 1836-7S1K W. Hamilton
Metaph. xl, (1870) II. 408 Heat and water together are the
causes.. Nay, there is a third concause . .the atmosphere.

t Concava'tion. Oh. [n. of action f. L.

concavdre to make hollow, f. concav-us Concave.]
1623 Cockeram 11, A making Hollow, Excaualiou, Con-

cauation. 1721-1800 in Bailey; whence in Johnson, etc.

Concave v^'n^ t7iv )> fa - OF* concave, f.

concave adj. : cf. L. concava hollows. Appears to

be earlier in Eng. than the adj. ; but in later uses

it is only an absolute use of the adj. Not tin-

frequently stressed conca've by poets.]

f 1. A hollow ; a cavity. Oh.
1541 R. Copland Guydou's Quest. Chirurg., In the fyrste

concaue is receyued the roundnes of Cohas aforesayd. c 1590
Marlowe Faust, (ed. Rtldg.) 95/2 Bred in the concave of
some monstrous rock. 1602 Marston Ant. Mel. in. Wks.
1856 I. 35, I will warble to the delicious concave of my
mistresse eare. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Wj, [Miners] in

the Bowels and Concaves of the Earth. 1814 Cary Dante's
Inf. ix. 16 Doth ever any Into this rueful concave's extreme
depth Descend?

+ b. A cylindrical or spherical cavity ; the bore

of a gun, etc. Oh.
1597 Daniel Civ. Wares vi. xlix, They minerals com-

bustible do find, Which, in stopped concaves placed cun-
ningly, They fire. 1627 Caht. Smith SeaJuan's Gram.
xiv. 65 The Sillinder or Concaue. .is the bore of the Peece.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 54 Then put into the two Con-
caves a round Bullet, that will just fill them both.

C. A concave part of a machine, as of a thresher.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 604/2 The example shows a
concave in which each slat rests upon a spring, and the
grain escapes through the intervening spaces.

2. A concave surface, or the structure presenting

it ; a vault, arch, hemisphere, etc., as viewed from
the centre; often applied to the vault of the sky.

1552 Lyndesay Monarche 6247 All dede thyngis corporall,

Onder the Concaue of the Heuin Impyre. 16.. Evelyn
Mem. (1857) 1. 127 The inside, or concave, is covered with
most exquisite Mosaic. 1651 H. More in Enl/tns. Triumph.
(1656) 191 All to the very concave [i.e. ' sphere ']of the Moon.
1660 Barrow Euclid in. viii, Those lines that fall on the
concave of the circumference. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab 232
The chariot's way Lay through the midst of an immense
concave. 1870 Proctor Other Worlds ii. 45 Every single

star that shines upon us from the celestial concave,

b. spec. The vault of heaven.

1635 Swan Spec. M. iv. §2(1643)70 On high within the
concave, as are the. .starres. 1770 E. Nicklin in Monthly
Rev. 406 Loud clamour rising rends the vast concave. 1808

J. Barlow Columb. x. 504 Let .. all the concave flame in

one clear sun. 1864 Skeat tr. Uhland's Poems 21 Around
me spreads the blue concave.

fS. A concave lens, speculum, etc. Oh.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. D. ii. iv. (1651) 284 To represent

solid bodies, by Cylinders and Concaves, to walk in the air.

1685 Boyle Effects ofMotion viii. 96 An expert Artificer,

that made metalline Concaves. 1797 Brougham in Phil.

Trans. 377 Glass concaves were freer from these hairs.

4. A card prepared for cheating by being cut

slightly concave on two edges : cf. quot. 1873.
1825 C. M. Westmacott English Spy I. 271 Every leg

and Greek who play the concave suit. 1873 Slang Diet. ,

Concaves and couvexes, a pack of cards contrived for cheat-
ing, by cutting all the cards from the two to the seven con-
cave, and all from the eight to the king convex. Then by
cutting the pack breadthwise a convex card is cut, and by
cutting it lengthwise a concave is secured.

Concave (k^nk^'v), a. [a. F, concave (14th c.

Oresme), ad. L. concavtts, f. con- + cavi/s hollow:

see Cave.]

f 1. Having an internal hole or cavity; hollow.
1571 Digges Pantom. 1. xxx. The concaue Cylinders. 1600

Shaks. A. V. L. 111. iv. 26, I doe thinke him as concaue as
a couered goblet, or a Wornie-eaten nut. 1659 Willsfoho
Archil, 24 A concave vessel containing a cubical yard.

2. Having the outline or surface curved like the

interior of a circle or sphere
;
having a curvature

that presents a hollow to the point of observation
;

the reverse of convex ; incui vated.

1594 1!luni>evil Exerc. in. 1. led. 7) 271 The upper part

of such a Vault is sayd to be Convex and the inward part

Concave. 1656 Hobbes' Etcm. Philos. (1830) 273 If two
strait converging lines .. fall upon the concave circumfer-

ence of a circle. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xii. 101

It will, .appear concave like a bason. 1816 J. Smith Pauo-
rama Sc. Art I. 39 The screw cut by a tap is called an
inside or concave screw. 1822 ItiiSOM Sc. <J Art I. 72 The
grinding surface of the under [mill-] stone is a little convex
..and that of the upper stone a little concave. 1880
Gunther Fishes 51 The vertebra, .with a concave anterior

and posterior surface.

b. csp. used of glasses, lenses, mirrors, etc.,

made in this form for optical purposes.

1571 Digges Pantom. 1. vi, PJayne, conuex, or concaue
glasses. 1662 Hohbls 7 Philos. Prodi, Wks. 1845 VII. 30
How comes the light of the sun to burn almost any com-
bustible matter by refraction through a convex glass, and
by reflection from a concave ? 1833 Brewster Nat, Magic
iv. 61 The concave mirror is the staple instrument of the ma-
gician's cabinet. 1869TyNDALL Notes on Light § 156 Double
concave, with both surfaces concave. Plano-concave, with

otie surface plane and the other concave. 1878 T. BRYANT
Praet. Surg. I. 301 Until we have found the weakest con-

cave lens with which distant letters can be most plainly seen.

3. Comb., as concave-planned adj.

1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archil. J. 84 A rudimental relic

of the concave-planned abacus.

Concave (kp'nk^v), v. [f. Concave a. : cf.

L. concavdre in same sense.] trans. To make con-

cave
; f to vault, arch over or round.

1652 Benlowks Theoph. x. !xvi, Pride concav'd Satans

hall. 1795 Anna Seward Lett. 16 Nov. IV. 118 That
western bay [Cardigan] concaved by vast mountains, 1818

J. Brown Psyche 15 A smile itho' none for sundry years

Concav'd her cheeki for once appears.

Concaved (kp'tik^vd , a. [f. prec. + -ei> :

cf. OF. concave and L. concavdlus in same sense.]

Made concave ; hollowed out.

154.1 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. CJiirurg., A synew con-

caued on eche syde. 1578 Hantstkh Hist. Man 1. 13 Ex-
cept these concaued places, the other partes are Solid. 1759
Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 385/2 It was concaved, or made
hollow on one side of the grain. 1858 Greener Gunnery
Advt. 15 Concaved Felt, and chemically prepared Cloth
Gun Waddings, to prevent the leading of guns.

Concavely ^k^-nkt^vli', adv. [f. Concavk a.

+ -LY-.] With a concave outline or surface.

1880 Watson in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. Zool. XV. 91 Spire

high and sharp-pointed, its concavely conical slope being
slightly broken at the sutures. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 833
They curve concavely towards the source of light.

Co ncaveness. - next.

1730-6 Bailey (folio 1

,
Concavity, Concaveness, 1813 J-

Gilchrist Labyrinth Demol. 44 Convexness and concave-

ness usually meet in the same object.

Concavity (kfmkarviti). [a. F. concavite (14th

a), ad. L. concavitds : see Concave and -ity.]

1. The quality or condition of being concave ;

hollowness.
1578 Lyte Dodocns 1. xxv. 37 The leafe . . is rounde and

thicke .. With some hollownes or concauitie above. 1605

Camden Rem. (1657) 351 A glass of parabolical concavitie,

or burning glass, as some call it. 1794 G. Adams Nat, <y

Exp. Philos. II. xv. 187 If the radius of concavity be less

than the radius of convexity. 1840 Carlyle Heroes (1858)

263 No twisted, poor convex-concave mirror, reflecting all

objects with its own convexities and concavities. 1865

Geikie Seen. <y Geol. Scot. vi. 121 The profound concavity

of these valleys.

2. A concave surface or side, n. hollow vault

;

each of the hollow i spheres ' of ancient astronomy.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 24/2 (R. Supp.) Fro the centre

of therthe vnto the concavite of the heuen of Saturne.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. (1872) 47 The regione celest vitht in

the concauite of the quhilk is closit the regione elementar.

1561 Eden Arte Nauig. 1. v. 7 The water and earth .
.
are

conteyned vnder the concauitie of the ayre. 1603 Drayton
Bar. Wars vi. xxxi, An Hemisphere ; In whose Con-

cavitie, she did compose The Constellations. 1703 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. 220 An Hollow-Mandrel, made fit stifly to

receive the convexity of the Globe in its concavity. 1868

Lockyer Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 277 An orbit the

concavity of which is always turned towards the Sun.

3. A hollow ; a cavity.

1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 2810 Of the sayd oke tree

is a famous opynyon That no man may entre the sayd con-

cauyte In deedly synne bounden. 1578 Banister Hist.

Man 1. 3 These concauities are also encreased by the

Gristles in some of them growing. 1634 R. H. Salernes
Regim. 155 In the concavities of the Teeth, a 1652 Brome
Queene's Exch. v. Wks. 1873 53^ Concavities, .for Rich
men to hide their treasure in. 1848 ). A. Carlyle tr. Dante's
Inferno vti, We descended into the fourth concavity.
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+ b. The bore of a gun. Obs, Cf. Concave sb. I b.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. 79 How a Shot which
sticketh fast within the Concavity of a Piece may be
Shot out.

t 4. Jig A recondite matter ; a profundity.

1650 Ashmole Ckym. Coiled. 27 Bringing confusion and
discouragement to the young learner, troubling his mind
with so many obseruations and seuerall concauities. 1658
Ussher Ann. 191 The more inquisitive and diligent m
searching out and describing the concavities of them.

Concavo- [\^fak3*rtf), in combination = Con-
cavely, concave and —, as in Concavo-co ncave,
concave on both sides ; Concavo-co nvex, concave
on one side and convex on the other, and thinnest

in the centre.

1676 Boyle Sim E.xp. n. in Phil. Trans. XI. 80c The
two surfaces of it gave it some resemblance in point of
shape.. to a Concavo-Convex Glass. 17*7 51 Chambers
Cyci. s.v., Concave

%
Lenses, .concave on one side, and

convex on the other, called concavo-convex, or convexo-
concave, as the one or the other surface is a portion of a less

sphere. 1831 Brewster Optics iv. 27 A concavo-convex
lens.. is a lens one of whose surfaces is concave and the
other convex, and in which the two surfaces will not meet
though continued. 1858 Geikie Hist. Boulder vi. 98
Both the valves are concavo-convex, or arched in the same
direction like two saucers, .within each other.

t Concavous, a. Obs. [f. L. concav-us Cox-
cavk + -00s : cf. Cavous.] = Concave.
1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 11 Collumbus . . will haue

them [ossicles] Concauous and hollow. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 74/1 Applye that on the Con-
cavouse tooth, and the wormes will fall out. 1631 Weever
Anc. Fun. Mon. 30 All the concavous parts of his body .

.

were filled vp with solid lead. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece
IL xiv. 1 17151 316 The concavous part of the Liver.

Hence + Co ncavously adv., concavely.
1646 Sir T. Browse Pseud. Ep. v. ii. 11686' 192 The

Dolphin . . is Concavously inverted, and hath its spine de-
pressed.

Concayve, obs. form of Conceive.

Conceal (k^tsTl),fr. Forms: 4-7 concele, 4
Sc. -ceil, 5 -sele, -seale, -silo

, 6-7 conceale,
6- conceal, [a. OK. concele-r:— L. conccld-re

t
f.

ton- together, completely + ccldre to hide.]

1. hans. To keep from the knowledge or obser-

vation of others, refrain from disclosing or divulging,

keep close or secret.

In earliest use referring to the duty of a vassal to conceal
his lord's counsel or secrets, and not to conceal matters to
his lord's injury.

[1x9a Button l iii.f 4 Kt puisjure le viscoante, qe U. .les

priveteez et les counseils de lour heyre ben concelera. Ibid.

I. xxii. §2 Rien conceler <ie a profit de nous dust estre. ]

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 577 [He] couth Secretis rycht Weill
conceit. 1491 Act 7 Hen. k//, c. 22 Pream., The seid John
..caste the seid writing in the fire and conseled all the
matter. 1597 Shaks 2 Hen. IT, v. in. 115 If sir, you come
with news from the Court . . there is but two wayes, either
to vtter them, or to conceale them. 1667 Milton /'. L. ix. 751
Thy praise hee. .Conceales not from us. 1787 Junius Lett.
xxxv. 163 Has your favourite concealed from you that part
of our history? 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxvi, Concealing
from him all knowledge who or what he was. 1883 Lloyd
Ebb <y Flaw II. 175 The latter would not conceal her
pleasure at the bequest.

t b. To keep secret the identity of, to disguise
;

to dissemble. Obs.
1598-9 K. Fords Parismus l (1661) 10 Ladies.. whom the

Queene had entertained not knowing what they were, be-
cause they concealed themselues. a 1674 Clarendon Surv.
Leviath. 11676' 305 To dissemble or concete that Fidelity
and Allegiance they ow'd. 1718 Freethinker No. 13. 84
Calista is the Name under which I shall conceal the Lady,

f C. ? intr. {\ox rt/t.) To hide. Obs. rare.
? a 1400 Chester PI. 1. 11843' «4* Lorde Cod . . That dyed

for mankindes heale, Thou come to us and not conseale
But be our counsceler.

2. /rafts. To put, remove, or keep out of sight

or notice ; to hide. (Predicated of a person ; also

of a thing that obstructs the view.)

"595 [«• Concealed]. 1603 Shaks. Meat, for M. 111. i.

53 Bring me to heare them speak, where I may be conceal'd.
1671 Villiers (Ok. Buckhm.) Rehearsal 111. ii. (Arb.) 83
The Army, that lies conceal'd for htm in Knights-bridge.
1700 Drvden Sigism. Guise. 612 A goblet rich with gems
. . the hollow part Enclosed, the lid concealed the lover's

heart. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 1 181 1) VI. 347 He could
not see us, for there was a blind that concealed us from the
view. 1875 Jevoss Money (1878) 159 Small holes can be .

.

concealed by hammering. 1883 r roude .Short Stud. IV. L
x. 124 [He] could have concealed himself in any one of a
hundred hiding-places.
absol. i860 Emerson Comi. L(fir, Wealth Wks. (Bohn)

II. 349 They who hoard and conceal.

b. transf. To hide from other senses.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Charac. Wks. tBohn) II. 63
As the musician plays the air which he proceeds to conceal in

a tempest of variations. 1884 Stevenson New Arab. Nts.
211 The noises of the storm effectually concealed all others.

Hence Concealing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Recellement, a con-
cealing. 1590 Si'lnsi k F. Q. I. ii. 34 Double griefs afflict

concealing narts. i6y6 A rtif. Hamzsomcness 163 Ingenuous
concealings,or amendingsof what is. .amisse. 1870 Proctor
Other Worlds iv. 98 If we held the concealing medium to
be of a cloudy nature.

Conceal (e, var. of Concile v. Obs. to reconcile.

Coucealable (kf>nsrlab*l), a, rare. [f. Con-
ceal + -able.] That may be concealed.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. P.p. 1. ii. 6 The omnisciuncy of

God, whereunto there is nothing concealable. 18*3 New
Monthly Mag. VIII. 381 Laying bare to public gaze a
concealable deformity.

Concealed (kpnsf\d\ ppl. a. [f. Conceal +
-ED '.] Hidden, disguised, put out of sight, kept

secret, etc. : see the verb.
1588 Allen Admon. 20 Her vnlawfull longe concealded or

fained yssue. 1592 Shaks. Rom. a> Jul. in. iii. 98 What
sayes My conceal d Lady to our conceal'd Loue? 1595
John v. u. 139 To diue like Buckets in concealed Welles.

1753 W. Melmoth Cicero VI. i. (R. 1
, The most concealed and

unfrequented paths of philosophy. 1848 Macallay Hist.
Eng. I. 210 She had been, during some years, a concealed
Roman Catholic. 1858 Mks. Olithant Laird ofXorlaw
I. 272 A little room boasting 'a concealed bed', that is to

say, a recess shut in by folding-doors, and just large enough
to contain a bedstead.

+ b. Concealed land : land privily held from the

king by a person having no title thereto : used

csp. of lands that had been monastic property be-

fore the Reformation. Obs.

1593 Nashe Four Lett. Conf. 43 Still he retaineth Hike
conceald land) some part of his proud mind in a beggers
purse. 16*4-33 'Title to Act 21 Jas. /, c. 2 (Pulton 1

, Con-
cealed I-ands shall not be recouered vnlesse it may be
proued that the King had title vnto them within 60 yeares.

1630 A' Johnson's Kingd. <y Commomv. 1 58 That . . belongeih
to the [French) Crownc.for want of heires males.. or.,
for want of such as can make just claime, much tike our
concealed I-ands in England. 1654 Fuller Two Serin. 23
Concealed Lands belonged anciently to the King.

Hence Concealedly adv., Concea ledness.
1623 Wither Philarete (1633) 713 She that Faire-one is

whom I Here have prai>ed concealedly. 1653 (Iaudkn
Hierasp. 379 Worldly lusts and interests slily creep in, and
concealedly work in their hearts. 1670 Cotton Espernon
II. vi. 281 [It] began . . to appear out of the conceal dness,

and obscurity, where it had.. lain hid.

Concealer kfmsrhi}. Also 6 concelour,
concealor. [a. Anglo-F. concelour, f. conceler:

see -EK* and - : cf. Conceal.]
1. One who conceals.

1514 Fitzhkrb. Just. Pens 1538 1 142 Every suche person
sooffendinge, theyrayders. .concelours, etc. 1581 Lam bahde
Eiren. 11. vii. 115881 203 If he do wilfully conceale that
hunting .. then the same concealement shal be Felonie in

such concealor. 1590 Greene Never too late 1 1600' 45 As
I will be a friendly coun-eller, so I will be a faithful con-
cealer. 1658 Ussher Annals an. 3961 iR.> Rewards to

them that would tell him of them, and punishments to the
concealers. 1820 (>. Rev. XXIII. 82 Abettors, Concealers,

and Receivers of their Spoils.

t b. Law. In 17th c, applied to persons who
surreptitiously procured a grant of fictitious or

obsolete Crown rights, in order to disturb posses-

sors who had long held lands in good faith. Obs.

App. resting entirely upon the u»e of the word in 39 Eliz.

c. 22, where it does not appear to be a technical term, but
to be simply applied to persons who concealed the truth or

material facts to the injury or prejudice of others; but by
writers in the 17th c. apparently associated with Conceal-
ment 1 b : see note p below.

1597 8 Act 39 Eliz. c 22 They the said Concealors have
conveyed the said premysscs or some parte thereof unto
others not ignorant of the said fraud and y II practize, whoe
have by collor of the said pretended title attempted to
trouble the possession of divers the Tennants and Farmors
of the said liysshopprick. Ibid., Neither yet her Maiestie
tooke any knowledge of any suche pretended title, neither

meant to passe any such to the said Concealors. 1633 Sir
T. Crew Sp. in Kushw. Hist. Coll. 11659) I- ll % '*h* good
Hills against Monopolies, Informers and Concealers may
now pass [Act 21 Jas. /, c. 2 : see Concealment), c 1630
Coke yd Inst. 188 {Commenting oh 21 Jas. I. c 2), Against
Concealours (titrbidutn Hominum fenus) and all Pretences
of Concealements whatsoever. .Certain indigne and indigent
persons, prying into many ancient titles of the crown, .have
passed surreptitiously in letters patents, -the mannors lands

tenements and hereditaments of long time enjoyed by the
subjects of this realm, c 1670 Hobbes Dial. Com. Laws s6.

P The following absurd account of the word was copied
verbatim by Blount from Minsheu, and thence passed down
in the I-aw Diets, to Wharton, and so into modern Diets.

1617 Minsheu Ductor, Concealors in the Common Law,
bee such as find out Concealed I^ands, that is, such I.ainU

as privily are kept from the King by common persons,
having nothing to show for them, Anno 39 Eliz. c. 22. They
be so called . . by an Antiphrasis, or contrarie speaking,
because indeed they do not conceale suche lands, but reueale
them. Ut mons a mouemio.

Hence f Concea leress, a female concealer.
161 1 Cotgr., Receleresse, a concealeresse ; also a woman

that priuily receiueth stolne goods.

Concealment (kfJns/'Iment). Also 4 concele-
ment, 5 councelement\ 6 conceylement. fa.

OF. concelement, f. concHcr to hide : see -MENtJ
1. The concealing or keeping secret (of any in-

formation). In 7.(77/', The intentional suppression

of truth or fact known, to the injury or prejudice

of another; Concealment of birth : see quot. 1874.
[1292 Breton i. ii. § 5 Et si le Corouner. .eyt suspecioun

de concelement de la verite.] C1330K. Brinne Chron. (i8io>

297 t>orgh fals concelement William did his wille. 1479 in

Eng. Gilds (1870) 416, I shall . . do no councelement of the
kynges rightes. c 1511 Ci>l. Wolsev in Ellis Orig. Lett.

1. 64 L 179 Committed to the Towre . . for a smale conceyle-
ment proccding of negligence. 1553 Grimaldf. Cicero's

Offices m. (1558) 142 Such maner of concealmentes cannot
all be comprehended in the ciuil lawe. 1818 Cruise Digest
fed. 2) IV. 479 Where any fraud or concealment is practised

by the vendor, by which the estate is evicted.. a bill in

Chancery. . will lead to a better discovery of the conceal-
|

ment, and the circumstances attending it. 1648 Aknocld

Mar. Insur. (i866> I. 11. ii. 520 Concealment, in the law of
insurance, is the suppression of a material fact within the
knowledge of the assured, which the Underwriter has not
the means of knowing. 1874 A. S. Taylor Man. Med.
Juris, xliv. (ed. 9) 486 The concealment of pregnancy is no
offence in the English Law, but the concealment of delivery
or of the birth of a child is a misdemeanour . . Any person
tried for the murder of any child, and acquitted thereof,

may be found guilty of concealment of birth.

D. esp. The holding of land against the king's

rights, without a proper title. Patentees or grantees

ofcoticeatments; i.e. persons to whom patents or

grants of concealed lands were given.

1613 Act 21 Jas. I, c. 2 An act for the general quiet of the
subjects against all pretences of concealment whatsoever.
Ibid., t Persons] .. Claiming or pretending to have any.,
claime . . to the same [lands) by force or colour ofany letters
Patents, Grants, vpon suggestion of Concealement or wrong-
full detaining or not being in Charge, or defectiue Titles.

Ibid., All Patentee*., or Grantees of Concealements or de-
fectiue Titles. Ibid., Ily reason of any Commission, or
other authoritie to find out Concealements, defectiue
Titles, or Lands, Tenements, or Hereditaments, out of
charge. 1691 T. H[ale]Acc. Xetu Invent, p. lxxiv, Raking
for old Debts, the number of Informations, Projects upon
concealments, I could not find . . ever to advantage the
Crown.

fig. or allusively. 1613 Fletcher, etc. Honest Man's
Fort. v. iii, Their penance, sir, I'll undertake, so please you
To grant me one concealment. ai6*$ — Hum. Lieut. 11.

i, They say she keeps an office of concealements.

2. gen. The action of concealing or keeping

secret.

a 1600 Hooker Ecct. Pol. vi. iv. § 4 Confes>ion doth.,
abate the weight of men's offences, concealment doth make
them heavier. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 11. iv. 115 She neuer
told her loue, But let concealment like a worme i'th budde
Feede on her damaske cheeke. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refi. v.

iv. (1675) 309 A modest Concealment of [ones Excellencies).

179a Anecd. W. Pitt III. xxxix. 39, I know that all con*
cealments are vain and useless. 1861 Tulloch Eng. Purit.
ii. 193 He made no concealment of his opinions.

t 3. Secret knowledge ; a secret, a mystery. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, m. L 167 A worthy Gentleman,
Exceeding well read, and profited in strange concealments.
1622 T. Scorr Bclg. Pismire 47 What skils it, whether my
soule departs with many concealments which might have
bettered others.

4. The action of hiding anything from view.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. ix. 21, Twere a concealement worse

then a Theft. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl, Anson's Voy. 64 He
..commanded ..that every Man's Chest and Hammock
should be search'd to prevent Concealments. — Ibid. 306
A general Search was made on board both Ships, .for Con-
cealments of Money, Plate, or Jewels.

b. The condition of being hidden from sight, or

from recognition by disguise. Esp. in the phr. in

concealment hidden, in hiding, in a hiding-place.

1605 Shaks. Lear nr. iii. 54 iGlobej Some dear cause
Will in concealment wrap me up a while. 1794 S. Williams
Vermont 143 A superiority in situation, numbers, conceal-

ment or some other circumstance. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth
Moral T. (1816) I. 202 She has a lover . . in concealment »•

you won't betray him. Mod. He has absconded, and is

still in concealment.

C. The capacity of concealing ; in //. quasi-

concr.j conditions or surroundings that conceal.

1728 Thomson Spring 590 (1738' The defied tree Offers

its kind concealment to a few [birds]. 1848 H. Miller
First Impr. v. 1 1857) 79 A gang of coiners were suspected

. . of harbouring among its concealments. 1857-8 Sears
A than. 88 The concealments and envelopments of this

material body.

Concearn, obs. f. Concern.
Conceat, -ceave, obs. ff. Conceit, Conceive.

Concede (kflnsrd , v. [a. F. conce'de-r (16th c.

in Littre\ or ad. L comca-fre to withdraw, give

way, yield, grant, etc., f. con- altogether + cedtre

to go away, give way, yield : see Cede.]

1. trans. To admit, allow, grant (a proposition),

to acknowledge the truth, justice, or propriety of

(a statement, claim, etc); sometimes in weaker

sense, To allow formally for the sake of argument.
1646 Sir T. i Pseud. Ep. v. tx. 247 If (as Macrobiu*

and very good Authors concede) Bacchus .. be the same
Deity with the Sunne. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones XV. i, If

by virtue these writers mean the exercise, etc . . I shall very
readily concede the point. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atoncm.
vii. 1 1852) 195 The law itself was not conceded to have been
unjust. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. viii, Conceding, for a
moment, that there is any analogy between a bee and a
man. 1883 Manch. Guardian 17 Oct. 5/4 The claim of

the negro to be exactly a brother, .seems not yet to be

finally conceded.

2. To grant, yield, or surrender (anything asked

or claimed, e.g. a right, a privilege).

163a Havwaku tr. Biondi's Eromina 81 Concede me I

pray you this small digression. Ibid. 101 Vouchsafe to

concede me onely the first attribute in your esteeme, and
that shall content me. 1805 Southev Madoc in W. vim.

What wouldesl thou That to the>e Hoamen I should now
concede ? 1841 Miss Mitkoro in L'Estrange Li/eWX. viii.

1 23 The money . . was conceded. 1858 Buckle Civiliz. (1 873)
II. viii. 558 Free trade was conceded to the West Indian
Klands. 1883 Month. Exam. 24 Oct. 4/6 Any advance of

wages at present is not warranted . , and cannot be conceded.

3. intr. or absol. To make a concession.

1780 Uurke Sp. Bristol Wks. III. 371 When .. I wished

you to concede to America, at a time when she prayed con-

cession at our feet. 1799 Bkddoes Contrib. Phys. Knoivl.

Introd. 25 By conceding equally to opinions, of which none
can have any solid title to preference.
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Hence Conce ded ppl. a., Concededly adv., ad-
mittedly, Conceding- vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. joe. 263 From conceded
mistakes they authentically promoted errors. 1684 Willard
Mercy magn. 10 The father's conceding act. 1757 Herald
No. 16 A conceding of more than his subject . . required of
him. 1854 RonALUS & Richardson Chem, Techuol. (ed. 2)

I. 41 Conceded lands. 1882 A*. York Tribune 22 Mar., The
present Executive Mansion., is concededly not what it

ought to be.

t Concedence. Obs.- 1
[f. L. type +conce-

dentia, f. concedere : see Concede and -ence.] The
action of conceding • concession.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) III. 116 (D.) [Terms] ac-

cepted upon a mutual concedence
;
they to give up Solmes,

she to give up me.

Conceder. One who concedes.
In mod. Diets.

Conceill, var. of Concile v. Obs.

Conceit (k/nsrt), sb. Forms : a. 4-8 con-
ceipt^ ; £. 4-7 conceyt(e, 5-7 -ceite, 6-7
-ceat(e, (7 -ciet), 5- conceit; 7. 4-6 conseyt(e,
-seit(e, (5 -sceyt(e), 5-6 -sayte, 6 consate,
Sc. -sait(e, (-saight, -sette), 7 Sc. -seate. [To
this there appears to be no corresp. OF. word, so

that it would seem that conceit was formed in Eng.
from conceive, on the analogy supplied by deceive,

deceit (OF. deceite, -cyte, -cite, Anglo-F. descent (in

Langtoft) :—L. type decepta), receive, receipt (OF.
receite, recoite, F. ^recepte, recette :—L. recepta).

It. concetto (:—L. concept-us a conceiving) was evi-

dently the source of some of the later senses.]

I. Conception
; conceiving and its product.

I I. That which is conceived in the mind, a con-
ception, notion, idea, thought ; device. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylns 1. 692 For-bi wolde I fayn remeue
Thy wrong conceyte. Ibid. HL 755 Alias conseytes wronge
What harm bey don. 1388 Wyclif Ecclus. xxxii. 16 Do
thi conseitis (That is, parforme thi goodpurpos conseyued
there\ 1393 Gower Con/. III. 137 Whan the word to the
conceipt Descordeth. c 1440 Promp. Pan-. 89 Conceyte,
conceptus. 1519 Interl. Four Elements in Hazl. Dodslcy
I. 7 Every man after his fantasy Will write his conceit.
I549 Compl. Scot. Ded. Ep. 6 Ane temerare consait. 1596
Spenser State Irel. 1 But a vaine conceipt of simple men.
1639 Fuller Holy War 1. vi. (1840) 8 Fluent in language to
express their conceits. 1703 Dampier Voy. III. 88 Being
thus possess'd with a Conceit that we could not Sail from
hence till September,

t b. Const, of. Obs.

1432 Paston Lett. No. 18 I. 33 The king is growen . . in
conceite and knowleche of his hiegh . .estat. 1631 Gouge
God's Arrows 11. § 6. 141 Soothing of people with conceipt
of plenty. 1664 Power Exp. Phiios. 1. 37 Dr. Brown hath
ranked this conceit of the Eyes of a Snail amongst the
Vulgar errours of the multitude. 1823 Lamb Etta Ser. 11.

viii. (18651 288 A glimmering conceit of some such thing,

t c. Used in the logical senses of Concept. Obs.
1588 Fraunce Lazvyer's Logike 92 Every conceipt of the

mind is determinatly eyther generall or speciall, and speciall
eyther particular or singular. Ibid. 87. 1654 Z. Coke
Logike, As the word man is [used] to express primarily the
conceit which we form of human nature. Ibid. 11. 1665
Glanvill Scepsis Sci. xxvi, 'Tis more then any man can
determine, whether his conceit of what he calls white, be
the same with anothers. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 20 That
conceit which men have in their minds concerning a Horse
. . is the Notion or mental Image of that Beast,

fd. Conception, signification, meaning. Obs.
1659 Instruct. Oratory yi Eastern-tongues use . .reduplica-

tion onely for the more, .gravity, without varying at all the
conceit. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. 1. xi. 40 Understanding
of the Conceit and the humour of the words.

1 2. The faculty of conceiving
;

conception,
apprehension, understanding. Obs.
c 1450 Why I can't be a Nun 336 in E. E. P. (1862) 147
Sum man wolde say, And to hys conceyte so hyt schulde
seme, That I forsoke sone a perfyte way. a 1580 Sidney
(J.), I not looking for such a matter, had not my conceit
open to understand them. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 117
You hauea good master and a quicke conceit. 1600 Shaks.
A. Y. L. v. ii. 48, I know you are a Gentleman of good con-
ceit. 1658 Whole Duty Man i. § 11 (1684) 2 Excellent, be-
yond all that our wit or conceit can imagine. 1805 Wordsw,
Waggoner 1. 91 His own conceit the figure planned,

t b. Capacity (mental). Obs.
1560 Rolland Crt. Venus IV. 652 Thame to rehers it ex-

cedis my consait. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. (.ed. 3', Capa-
cities largenesse of a place, conceit or receit.

fc. ? Frame of mind, disposition. Obs.
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, ir. ii., Theyr lye in wayte

Gyauntes great, .that all devoureth by theyr yll conceyte.

f 3. The process or action of conceiving ; con-
ception. Obs.

1594 Drayton Idea 860 Wise in Conceit, in Act a very
sot. 1709 Strype Ann. Kef. I. xlvii. 510 The Earl of
Murray had departed lately from the Scotch Court, upon
conceit of that Queen's love to the Lord Darnley.

II. Personal or private opinion.

t4. Personal opinion, judgement or estimation,
usually ' fa ft neutral sense ' (J.), as in my conceit,
in my opinion or conception of the case. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Pro! T. 661 Ye schul have

no mysbileeve Ne wrong conceyt of me in youre absence.
c 1440 Generydes 4739 A litill dogge . . In here conseite a
grete Iewell it was. 1448 R. Fox Chron. (Camden Soc.)
114 The seyde duke stoode in gode conseyte of the peple.
1549 Compl. Scot. Prol. u Ve sal fynd amang ane thou-
sand men, ane thousand consaitls. 1551 Robinson tr.

More's Uiop. n. (Arb.) 127 Comelinesse of bewtye doethe

..auaunce the wiues in the conceite of their husbandes.
1633 Hp. Hall Hard Texts N. T. 61 Herod had an awfull

and reverent conceit of John. 1658 Whole Duty Man xiii,

§ 11 (1684) 100 Willing to lay down ill conceits of their

neighbours. 1759 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 369 A re-

monstrance .. containing a submissive conceit, that one
hundred thousand pounds, .would answer.

+ b. of oneself, onis own opinions, etc., with
qualifying adjs. bad, good, etc. Obs, See also Self-
conceit, orig. ' self-conceived opinion \ (Cf. 5 b.)

1581 J. Bell Hoddens Ahstu, Osor. 136 Vayne conceipte
of his own opinion. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 84 To
confirme that good selfe-conceit and opinion of his owne.
a 1677 Harrow Serm. 1 168^ 1 1. i. 11 Every man is unwilling
to entertain a bad conceit of himself, a 1716 Hi.ackall
Wks. 11723) I. 9 Such as have a mean and low Conceit of
themselves. 1788 Burns Let, to Clarinda 7 Mar., Lord,
send us a gude conceit o' oursel'

!

C. In one's own conceit', in one's own private

opinion, estimation, or judgement : now coloured
by sense 6.

1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 63 Thys clerke . . was wise
and wyttye in hys owne conceyte. 1535 Coverdale Rom.
xii. 16 lie not proude in youre awne consaytes [CflANM. &
Geneva opinions; Rheims conceite; 1611, 1881 conceits].

1 '535 J[
OYK

.
Apol. Tindale 5 Standing to miche in our own

consaightis. 1568 Graeton Chron. II. 734 He imagined in

his awne conceipt, that this request would be made, a 1670
Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1692) 176* By falling down in

your own conceipt, you are mounted higher in the opinion
of all others, a 1704 T. Brown Praise Drunk. Wks. 1730
I. 36 A drunkard does .. fancy himself a king in his own
conceit.

5. Favourable opinion, esteem ; = good conceit

in 4. Now dial. exc. in out of conceit with, dis-

satisfied with, no longer pleased with.
1462 Paston Lett. No. 445 II. 96 John Fermour, .stondyth

out of the conceyte of much peple. 1480 Robt. Devyll in

Thorns Prose Rom. 1 1858) I. 50 Ve be in grace and conceyte
with Almyghty God. 1514 Hakclay Cyt. Uplondyshm.
(Percy Soct p. xliii, Thou mayst suspect .. Him more in
favour and in conceipt then thou, c 1590 Greene .Fr. Bacon
Wks. (1861) 173 Europes conceit of Bacon hath an end.
1651 Life lather Sarpi 11676) 89 With all the Grandees.

.

he was in the greatest conceipt that any private person
could obtain. 1687 Congreve Old Bach. 1. iv, What fine
lady hast thou been putting out of conceit with herself.

1788 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 192 Enough to put
us out of conceit of such defenders. 1838 J. H. Newman
Par. Serm. IV. x. 184 To be out of conceit with our lot in
life. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., I hanna much
consait of 'er [i. e. I don't think much of her],

b. of oneself or one's qualities. Cf. Self-conceit.
1581 J. Bell Haddou's Answ. Osor. 499 b, Blynded with

selfe love, .swallowed upp with his owne conceipt. 1597
Morley Introd. Mus. 87 Conceit of their own sufficiencie
hath ouerthrowne many. 1598 Barnfield Covipl. Poetrie
xix, The flattring Giasse of Bride, and Self-conceit. 1621
Burton Anai. Mel. I. ii. iv. iv, They., possessed the poor
man with a conceipt of his excellent Poetry. 1674 tr.

Sclteffers Lapland xv. 77 That man that is skilled in
these tongues hath not little conceit of himself. 1776 Adam
Smith W. N. 118691 H- ii- 422 lne landlord's conceit of his
own superior knowledge. 1830 Cunningham Brit. Paint.
II. 227 With.. a large conceit of himself.

6. An overweening opinion of oneself ; over-

estimation of one's own qualities, personal vanity or
pride; conceitedness. App. short for prec. or for

Self-conceit.
1605 Bp. Hall Mcdt't. 6° Vo7vs 1. § 96 The proude man,

though hee be empty of good substance, yet he is full of
conceite. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. 11876) 100 Con-
ceit—taking ourselves at our own valuation generally about
fifty per cent, above the fair worth. 1845 Ford Handbk.
Spain 1. 50 It takes the conceit out of a man. 1858 O. W.
Holmes ^fttr

1

. Breakf.-t. i. 4 Conceit .. is to human character
what salt is to the ocean ; it keeps it sweet, and renders it

endurable.

III. Fancy ; fanciful opinion, action, or pro-
duction.

7. A fanciful notion ; a fancy, a whim.
1530 Palsgr. 207/2 Conceyte, fantaisie. [1549 Compl.

Scot. i. 22 Fortune is . . ane vane consait ymaginet in the
hartis of onfaythtful men.] 1611 Dekker Roaring Glrle
Wks. 1873 III. 195 Some haue a conceit their drink lasts
better In an outlandish cup then in our owne. 1681 W.
Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 1 1693' 365 A conceit or fancy,
imaginatio. 1/1714 Burnet Own Tune (18231 I. 425 As
the conceit took her, she made him fall out with all his
friends, one after another. 1848-76 Mill Pol. Ecou. Prelim.
Rem. 2 The conceit seems too preposterous to be thought
of as a serious opinion.

b. (without pi.) Fancy, imagination, as an at-

tribute or faculty.

1578 Banister Hist. Man vm. 102 When reason should
giue iudgement, conceyt standeth in the light. 1581 Sidney
Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 23 That high flying liberty of conceit
proper to the Poet. 1590 Greene Orl. Eur. Wks. (1861) 94
In conceit build castles in the sky. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy.
S. Sea (1847) 57 The cause of this sicknes some attribute to
sloath ; some to conceite. 1740 Somerville Hobbinol m.
244 In Conceit Already grasp the warm-contested Prize.

1874 Dixon Two Queens xvn. viii, The name of Anna
tickled his conceit.

8. A fanciful, ingenious, or witty notion or
expression ; now applied disparagingly to a
strained or far-fetched turn of thought, figure, etc.,

an affectation of thought or style; = Concetto.
1513 Douglas sEueis 1. Prol. 344 Als oft as ^e him reid.

.

5e fynd ilk tyme sum merye new consait. 1581 J. Bell
Haddou's Answ. Osor. 264 How. .our toung may be framed
to pretie conceiptes. 1633 Treas. Hid. Secrets Pref., Some
rare conceits not before published. 1653 Walton Angler
46 Most of his conceits were either Scripture-jests, or

lascivious jests ; for which I count no man witty. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 141 p 10 Sometimes I drew the con-
versation up.. to a proper point, and produced a conceit
which I had treasured up. 1785 Reid Int. Poivers 11. x. 287
His style is disagreeable being full of Conceits. 1838-9
Hallam Hist. Lit. III. v. in. § 5. 229 Extravagant meta-
phors . . and conceits on equivocal words are very frequent
in the Adone.

_
1873 SymoNDS Grk. Poets x. 324 The Greeks

had no conceits: they did not call the waves 'nodding
hearse-plumes '.. or laburnums 'dropping wells of fire'.

1888 Spectator 30 June 907/2 The Seventeenth Century,
when the sweetness of song, is for the most part lost in its

conceits.

b. A fanciful action, practice, etc. ; a trick,
r 1520 I'crgilius in Thorns Prose Rom. '1858* II. 59 The

lyfe of Vergilius with many dyuers consaytes that he dyd.

^

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 719 A pretie conceyt that hap-
pened in this gathering. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb. ) 67

' Practise some pleasant conceipt vj>on thy poore patient.

1644 Bllwer Chirol. 1 Declarative conceits of Gesture.
1728 Young Lave Fame i. 186 Men, overloaded with a large
estate, May spill their treasure in a nice conceit. 1874
Green Short Hist. v. 214 Religions enthusiasm had de-
generated into the pretty conceits of Mariolatry.

C. (without //.) The use of conceits as a quality
of literary taste or style ;

' sentiment, as distin-

guished from imagery ' (J.),
1589 Nashe in Greene's Menaph. Ded. (Arb.i 8 Oft haue

I obserued. .a secular wit. .to bee more iudiciall in matters
of conceit, then our quadrant crepundios. 1709 Pope Ess.
Crit. 291 Some to conceit alone their taste confine, a 1763
Siienstonf. Ess. 227 Conceit is false taste, and very widely
different from no taste at all. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit.

\
IV. v. iv. § 53 A tendency to conceit is perceived in Rapiti.

d. ' Gaiety of imagination '

(J.), wit.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. II', 11. iv. 263 His Wit is as thicke as
,

Tewksburie Mustard : there is no more conceit in him, than
is in a Mallet. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 141 p 7 Sudden
scintillations of conceit,

t 9. concr. A fancy article. Obs.

1463 Bury II 'ills 1 18501 25 Steyned clothes wl ymages, and
!

othir consceytes longyng to the seid place. 1538 StarKEY
!

England 1. iii. 80 Marchantys wych cary out thyngys
j

necessary, .and bryng in ngayn vayn tryfullys and con-
ceytes. 1577 87 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 33 1 Ouches, or ear-
rings, and other conceits made of amber. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. 1. i. 33. 1640-4 Lond. Petit, in Rushw. Hist.
Coll. (1692) in. I. 95 The turning of the Communion Table
Altar-wise, setting Images, Crucifixes, and Conceits over
them, and Tapers and Books upon them. 1711 Addison
Spect. No. 59 P 5 To blemish his excellent Plan with so poor

i

a Conceit. 1823 F. Cooper Pioneer vii, A small basket of

j

the ash-wood slips, coloured in divers fantastical conceits,

f b. A fancy trifle for the table ; kickshaws.
1525 Ld. Berners Eroiss. II. xxvi. 72 He wolde gladlye

' se conseytes and fantesies at his table, a 1554 Rhodes Bk.
\ Nurture in Babees Bk. 68 If your Mayster will haue any

conceites after dinner, as appels, Nuts, or creame. 1582
M l

tnday in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 182 The. .last is some-
1 time cheese, sometime preserued conceites. 1608 Armin
j

Nest Ninn. 11842' 21 Mingling a conceit with butter.

C. Of a person: An oddity. Sc.
1878 W. Miller Wonderfn' Wean in Whistle-Binkie II.

317 (Supp.), He was sic a conceit—sic an ancient-like wean.

IV. tlO. Conception of offspring. Obs,

1589 Pasquil's Ret. Duj, The myncing Dame[s] conceipt
was so quick, that shee caught a childe whilst her husbande
was from her. [Perhaps only a pun.]

f 11. A (morbid) affection or seizure of the

body or mind : see Conceive v. 5 ;
esp. in phrase

To take a conceipt : to become affected, to sicken,

etc.

1568 R. Grafton Chron. Hen. IV, II. 433 When newes of
; this ..was shewed to his father, he tooke such an inward

I

conceipt, that it cost him his lyfe. 1603 Florio Montaigne
\

in. iv. 1 1632) 469 The Conceipt of the stone .. hath .. so
stopped my urine. 1622 Peacham Compl. Gent. xi. (1634)
101 He found the affection of the Pope so estranged from
him, that hereupon hee tooke a conceipt and dyed.

V. 12. attrib. and Comb., as conceit-net {Sc.),

a kind of fishing net fixed by poles and including

a portion of a tidal river or bay.

1805 Stale, Leslie of Pffiuis, etc. 78 i'Jam.1 Whether the
feith-nets, and conceit-net, and yare-net, are stent-nets?
— Ibid. 109 The conceit-net is thirty fathoms in length,
and two and one-half fathoms in depth.

Conceit (k(?nsi"
-

t;, v. Forms : see prec. [f.

Conceit sb.]

+ 1. trans. To take into the mind, apprehend,

form a conception or notion of (some objective

fact). Obs. Cf. Conceive 8, 9.

1557 Earl Shrewsbury in Lodge Illuslr. Brit. Hist.

(1791) I. 285 The Scotts begyne allredye to conceyte a brute
of an armye. 1589 Greene Menaph. (Arb.) 24 Thou .

.

conceiptist the Astronomicall motions of the heavens.

1593— Vision Wks. (1882) XII. 197 Yet I could not but

conceit it hardly, and so in a discontented humor I sat me
down vpon my bed-side. 1597 Daniel Civ. Wares 1. lx,

And to the king the whole discourse relate : who not con-

ceipting it as it was told, eta 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. iii. 162

Him, and his worth, and our great need of him, You haue
right well conceited. 1602 Marston Ant. $ Mel. Induct.,

A part .. which I have neither able apprehension to con-

ceipt, nor what I conceipt gratious abihtie to utter.

2. To imagine, fancy, think. Cf. Conceive ii.

1600 Heywood 2nd Pt. Edw. IV, Wks. 1874 I. 151 How
can ye once conceit so base a thing? 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Eait/i \'\, I did conceit a most delicious feast.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Phiios. (1701) 556/1 Body is under-
stood by conceiting a certain vast heap of Magnitude.
1847 De Quincey Conversation Wks. XIV. 167 Whatever
France may conceit of herself. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh.
Word-bk., ' Mother .. think I shall 'ave 'em [measles]?
Dunna yo' go to consait 'em ; think nuthin' about it '.
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b. with obj. and infiit. complement. Now only

in to conceit oneself (to be) something.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 111. i. 192 One of two bad wayes you

must conceit me, Either a coward, or a Flatterer. 1626

R. Bernard Itie of Man 116271 '4' He having conceited

himselfe to be free. 1658 W. Burton ltin. Anton. 188

Antiquity conceited this Sea most dangerous. 1695 Tryon
Dreams s, Vis. vi. 85 Things which they conceit to be

|

Innocent and Indiferent. 1718 Pope Dune. BL 184 note.

Let not this name, .be conceited to mean the learned Olaus

Wormius. 1816 Southey in Q. Rev. 337 Alfieri began to

conceit himself already a poet, 1878 Seeley Stein III. 565
Conceiting himself to be made of better clay than other men.

C. with obj. clause. Now chiefly dial.

1606 G. W[oodcockeJ tr. Hist. Ivstine 4b._ 161 1 Bible
Transl. Pre/. 1 If any man conceit that this is the lot and
portion of the meane sort onely. 1642 Perkins Prof. Bk. i.

I 37. 17, I conceit such grant is good. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr.

11. 141, I conceited he should not kill me. 1772 Priestley
Inst. Relig. 11782) I. 322 Arts of sorcery which they conceit

that he learned in Egypt. 1813 De Qltncey King 0/
Hayti Wks. XII. 68 Never conceit that I shall lend any
the more countenance, .to your connection. [1876 Whitby
Gloss., ' I consate you'll !>e frae Lunnun '. 1877 in Holder-
ness Gloss. 1878 Cumbrld. Gloss., ' I consate you're a
stranger here-away '. 1881 Lekestersh. Word-bit., 1 Ah
consate it war', i. e. 1 think it was.]

f3. intr. To form a conception, think, conceive.

Const, of 011
s
-, subonl. clause, t Obs.

1599 Warn, /'aire Worn. 1. 581 You shall do me wrong If

otherwise you do conceit of me. 1601 K. Johnson Kingd.

<y Commw. 166 The Italians conceiting marueilous highly

of themselues. 1604 Shaks. Oth. [11. iii. 149 One, that so

imperfectly conceits [Qq. conjects]. 1614 T. Auams Devils

Banquet 308 So Hierome conceiteth on tnose words. 1667

E. Chamberlayne St. Gl. Brit. 1. 111. x. ' 17431 2j6 The sword

of St. Paul, not the dagger of William Walworth, as some
have conceited. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. n. viit. 126 The
Laurel was . . that with which, they conceited, he crowned
his head. 1828 Scott M. Perth xvi, Another strain of

minstrelsy, and, as the Bonnet-maker conceited, one which
approached much nearer.

4. trans. To till or inspire with a conceit or fancy.

1587 Greene Enphues Wks. (1882) VI. 233 Whose dreames
were but sweete slumbers conceipted by imagination of the

l>eauty of his Polixena. 1590 — Ort. Pur. Wks. I18611 p6
To plague the Palatine with jealousy, And to conceit him
with some deep extreme. 1876 Blackie Songs Relig. ifr L.

227 Pert witlings fling crude fancies round As wanton whim
conceits them.

b. rtfl. (cf. self-conceit).

1809 J. Black tr. SchlegeVt l.ect. Dram. Art ff Lit. iii.

(1876' 50 Conceiting themselves that they have far surpassed

the ancients. 1829 Sir W. H amilton Discuss. 11853) 21 We
. .conceit ourselves that we contemplate absolute existence.

1873 F. Hall Mod. English 18 To conceit ourselves that

our progeny will be satisfied with our English.

5. To have a good conceit of, to take a fancy to,

1 fancy '. Now dial.

1589 Greene Tullies Lev* Wks. 1882 VII. 154 [Lentulus]

lioth conceited the methode, and allowed of the manner.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xliv. (1612) 209 Yea that con-

ceit such Poemes as more learned not conceauc, Keade not

the rest. 1706 De Foe Jure Di:'. Introd. 2 The strong un-

bounded Lust of Sov'reign Rule, Makes him conceit the

Prince, forget the Fool. 1786 M rs. Bennett Juv. Indiscr.

iii. 107, 1 should never conceit a dress that had not afforded

the poor devils a few yards for themselves. 1830 Lamb
Pawnbroker's D. in Blackly. XXVII. 97 That gentle-

woman might conceit a favourite chemise that had descended

to her. 1832 Miss Mitforu Village Ser. v. (1863) 365, I

shall never conceit the sight of a perch again. 1876 Mid-
I

Vorksh. Gloss., ' I can't consate that man's face, somehow'. I

f 6. To conceive as a purpose or design ; = Con-

ceive 7. Obs.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 139 Othoman .. began

now. .to conceit greater matters, for the further increase of

his honor. 1614 Cornwallis in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 166

What I had conceited to speak in Parliament. 1638 Hey.
wool. Wise Worn. 11. i. Wks. 1874 V. 297, 1 have conceited,

to have Luce married to this blunt Gentleman.

f7. To conceive (hope, a liking, etc.); = Con-

ceive 6. Obs.

a 1641 Seer. Mem. Earl of Leicester (1706) 175, I con-

ceited hope that he might . . become in time an honorable .

.

neighbour.

1 lencc Concei ting vbl. sb.

1641 Milton Ch. Discipl. 1 From her perverse conceiting

of God and holy things, she had fallen to believe no God at

all. 1644 Dicby Nat. Boities i. (1658) 3 Our unwary con-

ceiting that things are in their own natures after the same

fashion as we consider them in our understanding.

Conceited k^nsrted),///. a. [f. Conceit sb.

and v. + -ID.] I. Chiefly from the sb.

fl. Of a person: a. Having a conceit, concep-

tion, intelligence, wit, a mind (of such a kind). Obs.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. p. xxvi, Merie conceipted.

1594 Marlowe & Nasiie Dido 111, O dull conceited Dido 1

1598 Barret Theor. Warres 1. i. 6 Your thirde quicke con-

ceipted man. 1647 Lilly dr. /tj/ro/. clxxix. 752 Humane,
rational!, and pleasantly conceited.

t b. Having a good ' conceit ' : intelligent, in-

genious, clever : said of persons and their works.

1593 Shaks. Liter. 1371 Cloud-kissing Illion ..Which the

conceipted Painter drew so prowd. 1594 Plat frwell-ho,.

Sorts of Soyie 33 Obseruations . . such as I haue partely

drawne from conceipted wits.

+ 0. Clever, witty, amusing : said of persons

and their words or writings. Obs.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. ill. ii, You are con-

ceiled, Sir. 1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 403 A few conceited

merry and laughing Epitaphes. 1621 Burton Anal. Mel.

11. ii. 111. (1651) 259 The Egyptians . . are commended to be

. .a conceited merry Nation. 1649 Ld. Herbert Hen. I'llI,

an. 1534 The pleasure he had in his conceited and merry
language. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 365
Conceited or witty, lepidus.

2. Having an opinion, opinioncd, of opinion;

csp. having an opinion of such a kind : -minded,

-affected, -disposed. (Cf. Conceit v. 4." Now dial.

1587 Fleming. Contn. Holinslied III. 1552, 2 Wherewith he
could not but be pleasantlie conceipted. 1605 Verstegan
Dee. Inlell. i. (1628) 6 The first language . whereof diuers

haue bin diuersely conceited. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1.

Ixiii. (1739) 128 The people (were} well-conceited of the

King's aims. 1662 H. Stubbe Ind. Nectar. ii._io Very un-

pleasant to taste, if they be not very well conceited thereof.

1664 Evelyn Pomona (1729) 96 They are strongjy conceited,

that this addition . . doth . . meliorate their cider, a strpj

Barrow Serm. (1683) II. ii. 27 To be well conceited, and
well affected toward his Maker. 1877 Peacock N. W.
Lincolnsh. Gloss., ' I'm consated he'll kill his sen' wi'drink '.

f b. Possessed with a good opinion of ; = well-

conceited in prec. Obs.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia 11. 34 Of our Chirurgians they

were so conceited that they beleeued any Plaister would
heale any hurt. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 38 So

much conceited of a Novelty. 1683 tr. EWasmus' Moriac
,

Enc. 45 Be yourself thoroughly conceited of your deserts.
|

1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I. ill. 245 This proud

nation fondly conceited of its antiquity.

t C. Well disposed, favourably minded, to. Obs.

1618 Latham 2*rf Bk. Ealconry (1633) 14 Many men. .will

hardly lie perswaded to be thereto conceited.

3. Having an overweening opinion of oneself, or

one's own qualities, etc. ; vain. Orig. self conceited.

(_The principal existing sense.)

1 1597 Thynne in Animadv. (1865) Introd. 99 The selfe

conceyted Mr. Savile, provoste of Eatone. 1751 Smollett
Per. Pit. (1779) II. lxix. 240 Assuming the air of a self-con-

ceited dupe ] 1608 11 Bp. Hall Medit.
<J-
Vows Wks. 1837

VIII. 27 A conceited man must be a foole, for that over-

weening opinion he hath of himselfe, excludes all oppor-

tunity of purchasing knowledge. 1707 Hearne^ Collect. 5

May II. 11 He is one of the conceitedest men living. 1710

Lady M. W. Montague Lett, lxvii. m A talking, im-

pertinent, vain, and conceited creature. 1870 Emerson
Soc. «, Solit., Clubs Wks. (ISohn) III. 95 One of those con-

ceited prigs who value nature only as it feeds, .them. 1872

Darwin Emotions xiii. 331 The conceited are rarely shy;

for they value themselves much too highly to expect depre-

ciation.

b. Const, of (t in) oneself, one's gum qualities.

1618 E. Elton Expos. Romans vii. (1622) 190 They are

highly conceited of themselues. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc.
Hist. (1827) III. 81 Conceited of his own talents. 1736

Butler Anal. 1. vi. 157 Highly conceited in his superior

knowledge. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. L i. iv. 203 The
less a man knows, the more conceited he is of his proficiency.

4. Fanciful, fantastical, whimsical. Now only

dial. —Full of notions, fastidious.

1609 Shaks. (title), Troylus and Crcsseid . . with the con.

ceited wooing of Pandarus Prince of Licia. 1640 Milton
Eikon. Pref.(i85i) 332 The conceited portraiture before his

Book . . sett there to catch fools. 1681 W. Robertson

Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 365 Conceited or fantastical, ineptus.

1699 Bentley Phal. 263 "l is a conceited word of the Poet's

making. 185$ Whitby Gloss., A consated body, a person

given to fooksh or nervous notions. 1864 Vorksh. dial.,

Kirkby (from correspt.), She was always very conceited

over her food. The cows are that conceited they will not

drink after the others.

t b. Fancifully dressed or attired. Obs.

c IS7S G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden Soc.) 98 Delicate in

speecne, qweynte in araye, conceitid in all poyntes. 1595

S. Edwardes in Shaks. Cent. Praise 17 Stately troupes rich

conceited.

II. From the vb.

5. Conceived, devised, arch.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. i. (1641)3/1 Some fantastick

fore-conceited Plot. 1884 Symonds Shaks. Predecets. xiii.

523 Some of the pictures in this play are daintily conceited,

fb. Imagined, fancied ;
imaginary. Obs.

1610 Guillim Heraldry 11. iv. (1660) 56 A portion thereof,

distinguished, only by a conceited line of partition, never

heretofore heard of. 1663 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725)

220 His conceited Building of Stone-Heng by the Danes.

1667 Flavel Saint Indeed (1754) 58 A guilty conscience is

more terrified with conceited dangers, than a pure conscience

is with real ones. 1703 Quick Dec. Wife's Sister 27 Ima-

ginary and conceited Expedients.

•( 6. Ingeniously devised ;
ingenious. Obs.

1504 Plat Jmvl-ho. Title, Diuerse new and conceited

Experiments. Ibid. Div. New Exper. 5 In my conceyted

booke of gardening.

7. Fancifully made ;
' fancy '. Obs.

1615 Markiiam Eng. Housew 11. ii. (1668) 8 Banqueting

fruit and conceited dishes. 1644 Evelyn Diary 1 1827) I. 170

A conceyted chayre to sleep in with the legs stretcht out.

1682 Wheelek Joum. Greece 1. 74 A conceited Chariot,

or, to tell the truth, a Cart.

Concei tedly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.J

In a

conceited manner.

fl. Cleverly, wittily, ingeniously. Obs.

1606 Holland Sueton. 21 Cicero most pleasantly and

conceitedly [said]. 1607 Topsell Serpents 11608) 653 A
witty check, .conceitedly to rebuke and hit in the teeth

those shrewd women.
2. Fancifully, whimsically ; in the manner of a

conceit, arch.

1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probleme 129 Conceitedly and

phantastically devised. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. iii. Notes

53 Sir Philip Sidney, to fit his Sonnet . .conceitedly addes

a froward, but chast, I-ady for the seuenth. 1635 Wither
EmblemsTo Rdr. Bookes conceitedly composed. 1827 a
Rev. XXXV. 411 Home Tooke's . . work, so happily

denominated Eir«o Witootino, and so conceitedly ' Diver-

sions of Purley

3. In a conceited or self-satisfied manner.
160a Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xlvi. (1612) 216 Martialists in

Discipline . . the auncient vse, conceitedly, doe bar. 1670 in

Phenix (1721) I. 364 The conceitedly-learned Mayor. 1795
Phantoms of Cloisters I. 170, 'I mean', said he, con-
ceitedly,

4 when you'll have the honour of being Lady
Aberton'. 1867 Carlyle Remin. (1881) II. 8 Thoroughly
insignificant, conceitedly harmless.

Concei'tedness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

f L Cleverness, intelligence ; wit. Obs.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xii. 11632* 271 This conceited-

nesse which we call reason. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II.

537 The forwardness, .and conceitedness of the Youth.

1 2. Fancifulness
;
imagination. Obs.

1669 Woodhead St. Teresa 11. i. 4 All proceeded from

conceitedness and fancy. 1708T. Smith in Hearties Collect.

24 July II. 121, I. .pityed his weaknes and conceitednes.

3. Self-conceit.

1601 Dent Path™. Heaven 311 Wee see, what a wide

gate into Hell, concaitednesse is. 1665 Pepys Diary
23 Oct., I am troubled with the much talk and conceited-

ness of Mrs. Williams. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 157

Were Conceitedness, Vanity, and Pride, to take hold of

my frail Heart I 1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris 160 This prag-

matical conceitedness, which converts courtesy into insult.

t Concerter. Obs. [f. Conceit v. + -er L]

1. One who conceits or is fond of ; a fancier.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 23 The Dolphines (the

sweete conceipters of Musicke) fetcht their carreers on the

waves. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres 1. i. 5 Thus much.,

to our tnueterate conceiters of bowes and blacke billes.

2. One who conceives or imagines; an inventor.

1718 Bp. Hutchinson Witchcraft Ded. 11 Chimerical

Conceiters, and Coiners of Fables.

T Concei'tfnl, a. Obs. [f. Conceit sb. + -fui..]

Full of ' conceit
' ; clever, witty ;

imaginative.

1504 (title), Diana ; or, the excellent conceitful Sonnets of

H. nonstable), c IJ9S J. Dickenson Sheph. Compl. (1878)

14 Whose golden lines are mongst conceitfull men, Esteem'd

as doth his labours best behooue. 1607 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11. iv. 1. (1641) 201 O richest Arras, artificiall

wrought With liveliest colours of conceipt-full Thought.

Concei tist. [f- Conceit sb. + -1ST.] A framer

of conceits ; an inventor.

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. 160 As a conceitest, it hath

laid on so many colours, that the counterfeit is more various

than the patterne.

t Concei'tive, a. Obs. rare- 1
. Given to utter-

ing conceits ;
witty, arch.

1580 North Plutarch 189 One of the Ptolomees was
called Lamyros : to say, conceitive.

Concei'tless, a. [f. Conceit sb. + -less.]

Void of conceit ; t thoughtless ; + without concep-

tion or apprehension.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. IT. ii. 96 Think'st thou I am so

shallow, so conceitlesse, To be seduced by thy flattery.

1613 W. Browne Sheph. PipeV/ks. 1772 III. 29 He con-

ceitlesse was, he nat knew to what place he was bent.

Conceity (IcffasTti), a. Chiefly Sc. [see -T.]

Full of conceit : t ingenious, witty, fantastic {obs.)
;

abounding in conceits, or in self-conceit.

1606 Birnie Kirkburiall vi. (Jam.\ The concealy resolu-

tion of Theodore in answer to the tyrant Lysimachus.

1675 J. Durham Ten Commandm. To Rdr. Dija ijam.),

Overcostly, curious, vain, and conceaty dressing and deck,

ing of the body. 1822 Gait Steamboat 339 (Jam.) ' He's. .
a

wee conceity of himsel'. 1868 I. H. Stirling in N. Brit.

Rev. XLIX. 366 [Browning's) ' In a Gondola', .is soft and

boneless somehow, .and, so to speak, conceity. 1873 W.
Carleton Over the Hills, She was quite conceity.

Conceivability (UbtMH-litl). [f. next +

-1TY.] Quality or condition of being conceivable.

1825 Coleridge Aids Reft. 97 The idea of the former is

necessary to the conceivability of the latter. 1859 E. I )arwin

in D.'s Life t, Lett. (1887) II. 334 Beyond all probability

or conceivability.

Conceivable (k/nsrvab'l), a. Also 6-7 con-

ceiveable. [f. Conceive v. + -able.]

1 1. That can be received or taken in. Obs. (Cf.

Conceive 5, quot. IflSVO
1586 I, B. La Primaud. Er. Acad. (1589) 1. 71 That, .we

might findc therein apt and concciveable foode.

2. That can be conceived, imagined, or thought

of ;
imaginable, supposable.

Often dike imaginable) an emphatic equivalent for 'just

credible', 'at all credible 'I of statements, etc. 1 ; also used

to strengthen all, any, etc. in the sense ' all or any that can

be even imagined or thought of ; cf. 'any mortal thing '.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ef. 111. xxi. 157 That he re-

mained ignorant of this account it is not easily conceivable.

1656 tr. llobbes' Elem. Philos. (18 19) 81 Such things as have

some conceivable cause. 1802 Paley Nat. Theol. xxvn.

(1819) 481 A particle . . minuter than all assignable, all con-

ceivable dimension. 1858 Manshl Bampton Led. ii. (ed. 4)

32 Consciousness . . is only conceivable as a relation. 1867

Freeman Norm. Com/. (1876) I. vi. 450 It is just conceivable

that Duncan refused homage to Cnut. 1879 M'Carthv
Ovm Times II. xxviii. 327 He never seemed to have a

moment's doubt on any conceivable question,

b. as sb. A conceivable thing.

1659 H. More Immort. Soul (1662) 61 These are the first

conceivables in Matter. 186s MILL Exam. Hamilton 64

Inconceivables are incessantly becoming Conceivables as

our experience becomes enlarged.

Concei-vableness. [f. prec. + -ness.] Quality

of being conceivable.

1731 Bailey, Concewal'leness, the being capable to be

conceived or understood. [Hence in Johnson.1 1877 L.

R. Conder Bas. Eaith iv. 146 Are we, then, to deny not

I only the conceivableness but the existence of the Absolute 7



CONCEIVABLY. 757 CONCEIVE.
Conceivably (k

f
7nsrvabli), adv. [f. as prec. +

-LY ^.J In a conceivable manner : as may be
imagined or supposed

; imaginably, possibly.
1625 Hp. MountAGO App. Cottar 61 The first thing he.

.

possibly and conceiveably could doe. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud, Ep. 1. i. 4 Being truth it selfe [he cannot] con-
ceiveably admit the impossible society of error. 1841 Myers
Cath. Th. UL § 9. 33 The testimony of the best men . . may
conceivably not be trustworthy.

Conceive (k^ittfv), v. Forms: 3-4 conseiue,
-saiue, (3 ?-ciue ,3-6 -ceue, 3-7 -ceiue, -ceyue, 4
-sayfe, -saywe, (Sc.) -saf, 4-5 -seyue, -sayue, 4-6
-saue, 5 -cayue, -sawe, 6-7 -ceaue, 7 -ceave, 7-
conceive, [a. OF. concev-eir, -oir, (stressed stem
conccvv-) :— L. concipe're, f. con- altogether + capgrc

to take. The F. form of the word is assimilated

to verbs in -ere, while other Romanic langs. have
•ere, -ire : cf. Pr. concebre, Sp. conccbir, It. concepere

and -ccpere. Nearly all the senses found in Fr.

and Eng. were already developed in L., where the
primary notion was app. ' to take effectively, take
to oneself, take in and hold \ The development is

thus partly parallel to that of Catch (esp. in

branches VII, VIII), which word may be substi-

tuted for conceive in some uses.]

I. To conceive seed or offspring : with exten-
sions of this sense.

1. trans. Of a female : To receive (seed) in the
womb ; to become pregnant with (young\
(Cf. Catch v. 29-32, and quot. under Conceit sb. 10.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 20822 (Cott.) pis leuedi . . Conceiued
thoru be hali gast pat blisful child. 1:1400 Malndev.
(Roxb.) xv. 66 Scho was chosen .. for to consayfe Ihesu
Criste and for to here him. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531^ 36 b, Suche a woman shall conceyue a man chylde
at suche a tyme. 1545 Raynold Byrth Maukynde 14
When the seede is conceauyd in at this gate or porte. 1599
Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 240 That a woman conceiued me,
I thanke her : that she brought mee vp, I likewise giue her
most humble thankes. i6u Bible Heb. xi. 11 Through
faith also Sara her selfe receiued strength to conceiue
seede. 1667 MiLTOM /*. L. II. 766 My womb conceiv'd A
rowing burden. 1709 Steele & Add. Toiler No. 90 F 2
he conceived a Child by him. 1880 Muirhead tr. Gaius

1. § 64 Those [children] whom a woman has conceived in
promiscuous intercourse.

b. pass. To be created or formed in the womb

;

to be engendered. (Sometimes not regarded as the
action of the mother, esp. in expressions originat-

ing in the Eng. version of the Creed.)
a 1300 Cursor M, 24976 (Giitt.), I trou..in lesu crist..

conseiued of pe hali gast, born of be uirgine man. 1340
Hampole Pr. Cousc. 446 He was consayved synfully With-
in his awen moder body, c 1400 Destr. Troy 12758
Agamynon . . hade a gay sone, Consayuit of Clunestra.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1759 pe chyld..wyche was
conseyvyd on me be ryht ! 1509 Paternoster, etc. Aiij,
Ihesu cryste his oonly sone.. the whiche is conceyued of
the holy goost, borne of Mary the mayde. 1607 Topsell
Serpents (1653) 740 The female bringeth forth Egges, which
she committeth to the earth. .The youngones are conceived
of themselves by the help of the Sun. i860 Hook Lives
A bps. L ii. 57 He preached the Lord Jesus Christ, who ..

was conceived by the Holy Ghost.

t c. loosely. To cause to be conceived, to beget.
1642 Rogers Naaman 439 Whom God hath by his Spirit

conceived in the wombe of the Church.

2. intr. To become pregnant.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10878 (Cott.) Womman bat neuer

neghed man, Conceiue hu sal sco 1 Ibid. 10897 (Giitt.)

Scho has conceyuyd of hir husband, c 1325 Meir. Horn. 72
Ar scho had talde thurght whatkyne chaunce Scho con-
saywed, and thurgh whame. 1382Wycuf Luke L 31 Thou
schalt conseyue in the wombe, and schalt bere a sone.
<r 1460 Emare 479 The lady . .Conceyved and wente with
chylde. 1611 Bible Gen. xxx. 38 And the flockes con-
ceiued before the rods. 1654 R. Codrington tr. Nisi. Ivs-
tine 241 Laodice . . did seem in her sleep to have conceived
with child by Apollo. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Con-
ceive, to be with Child, or to breed. 1785 Anat. Dial.
(ed. 2) 354 The embryo is a name given to what a woman
has conceived with. 1834 Good Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 551
If she conceive again.

+ 3. pass. To be made pregnant ; to become or

be pregnant, or with child. Obs.
I475 Caxton y<ison 64 b, Many of them were conceyued

with their seed. 1563-87 Foxe A. $ M. (1596) 1341/1 The
Queene was conceived and quicke with child. 1584 R.
Scot Discov. Witchcr. x. ii. 143 With Marie his wife, after
she was conceived by the Holie-ghost. 1594 Marlowe,
etc. Dido 1. 106 Till that a princess-priest, Conceiv'd by
Mars, Shall yield to dignity a double birth. 1646 E. Fisher
Mod. Divinity (ed. 2) 152 A woman that is conceived with
childe must not suffer death because of the childe that is

within her.

fig. ^594 Marlowe, etc. Dido 1. 125 Had not the heauens,
conceived with hell-born clouds, Veiled his. .glory.

4. fig. In the following there is perh. conscious
reference to senses 2 and 1 b * to be engendered,
bred \ respectively.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 87 This minerall [philosopher's
stone] Transformeth all the firste kinde, And maketh hem
able to conceive Through his vertue, and receive . . Of
golde and silver the nature. Ibid. III. 106 The state of
realmes and of kinges In time of pees, in time of werre, It
is conceived of the sterre.

t 5. transfi To take on (any state or condition:
e. g.fire, moisture, disease,putrefactioti,ox the like).

Sometimes the notion appears to have been 1 catch \
Vol. II.

from without, sometimes 'breed' within; but
frequently both may have been present. Obs. Cf.

Catch v. 33, 34, 44.
1393 Gower Con/ I. 250 Wherof his lord ..A siknesse

. . Conceived hath of dedly sorwe. 1587 Golding De
Mornay v. 51 The Plant conceiueth moisture in itself,

which springeth foorth into bud, from bud into flower, and
from flower into fruit. 1621 G. Hakewill David's Vmu
119 They are . . composed of flax or tinder, apt to conceiue
fire, a 1636 Hales Gold. Rem. fi688) 362 Having made a
mixture of nitre and sulphur, by chance it conceived fire

and went oft" with incredible celerity and noise. 1684
tr. Benefx Merc. Compit. vi. 235 Meats of herbs and fruits
quickly conceive putrefaction. 1695 tr. Colbatch's New Lt.
Chintrg. put out 63 Dipping your Finger in it [Spirit], and
touching it with the Flame of a Candle . . it immediately
conceives Flame. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 84 The
lightest waters most readily conceive igneous motion.

II. To take into, or form in, the mind.
6. To take or admit into the mind ; to become

affected or possessed with. Still used with perma-
nent states, e.g. prejudice, liking, dislike ; with tem-
porary states, as sorrow, joy, obs. or arch. (Cf.

Catch v. 32.)
Sometimes the notion of breed appears to be present.
a 1340 Hamtole Psalter vii. 15 He hais consayued sorow.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dates 19 Lyf in this worlde is

so shorte that ther ought none conceyue hate nor wil harme
toother. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 307 liy the reports that
I heere of you, I conceive good hope of your doings. 1596
T. Danktt tr. Coim'nes 357 The naturall griefe that women
vse to conceiue in such cases. 1660 Bp. Halts Rein. Wks.,
Li/e 3 Whereat she began to conceive an unspeakable joy.

1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759) I. in. 129 The Prejudices which
Men are apt to conceive against the Gospel. 1802 Mar.
Edgeworth Moral T. (18161 I. i, 5 He had conceived a
dislike .. for this lady. 1871 Smiles Charac. iii. (1876) 68
One of the bigger boys, .conceiving a friendship for Martyn,
iSgoDlct. Nat. Bio?, XXIV. 149 Romney. .almost at once
conceived for her a passion of the best and purest kind,

fb. To form and entertain (an opinion). Obs.
C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 358 We wolen seie opinli be

sentence pat we conseyven. 1577 Hanmkr Anc. Eccl. Hist.
(1619) 383 The. .singular opinion of godlines they conceived
of him. 1586 Thynne in Holinshed II. 457/2 The opinion
which I conceiue of some of the Scotish writers. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. 1. xii. 54 Of whom they have once con-
ceived a good opinion.

7. To form (a purpose, design, etc.) in the mind

;

to plan, devise, formulate in idea.

1340 Ayenb. 58 pet hi my^ten his [ = them]. .uram be guode
bet hi habep y-conceyued wybdra^e. 1375 Harbour Bruce
xx. 186 The hert. .Quhar-in consauit wes that entent. 1382
Wyclif Isa. lix. 13 Wee conceyueden, and speeken of herte
wrdysof lesing. 1534 Tindale Acts v. 4 How is it that thou
hast conceaved this thinge in thyne herte? 1628 Hobbes
Thucyd. (1822) 79 Neither side conceived small matters but
put their whole strength to the war. 1781 Cowper Expost.

fr8
He first conceives, then perfects his design. 1883

'roude Short Stud. IV. 1. x. 11 1 Orders were certainly
conceived which were to be sent to the archbishop.

b. To form or evolve the idea of (any creation

of skill or genius'. Cf. Conception.
1596 Harington Metam. Ajax Pref. (1814) 6 Draught or

plot thereof to be well conceived. 1712 Addison Sped. No.
339 P9 The Thought of the Golden Compasses [Milton P. L.
vir. 225] is conceived altogether in Homer's Spirit. 1794
Sullivan View Nat. I, His system, though ill conceived
and worse arranged. 1875 Jowf.tt Plato (ed. 2) V. 4 The
mind which conceived the Republic.

8. To form a mental representation or idea of

;

to form or have a conception or notion of; to
think of, imagine, a. with simple obj.

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 3 Nane swa swete joye may be
consayuede. < 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 156 Many
men trowez no^t bot bat at bai see.. or bat bai may con-
sayue with baire awen kyndely wittes. 1529 More Neresyes
1. Wks. 117/2 Wordes . . be but ymages representing the
things that the writer or speaker conceiueth in his minde.
1592 Davif.s Immort. Soul xxx, So when we God and
Angels do conceive, And think of Truth. 1665 Glanvill
Seeps. Sci. xiii. ji When we would conceive a material
object, our phancies present us with it's Idzea. 1667 Milton
P. L. n. 627 All monstrous, all prodigious things . . worse
Then Fables yet have feign'd, or fear conceiv'd. 1766
Goldsm. Vic. IV. xv, It is easier to conceive than describe
the complicated sensations, etc. 1865 Tylor Early Hist.
Man. iv. 66 The deaf-mute seems to conceive general ideas.
1888 Jewish Q. Rev. I. 55 The Rabbis could not conceive
such a monstrosity as atheistic orthodoxy,

b. with obj. clause, or inf. complement.
1340 Hampole Pr. Cousc. 6857 Ifhe myght right consayve

in mynde, How grysely a devel es. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 129 He can not pryse nor conceyue what
good thou doost to hyin. 1578 Thynne Let. in Animadv.
(1865) Introd. 58, I cold not conceve wherefore the same
was spooken. 1660 Barrow Euclid 1. xxxv. Schol., If the
side AB. .be conceived to be carried along perpendicularly
thro' the whole line BC. 1710 Addison Whig Exam. 1,

(Seager), As for the Nile, how Icarus and Phaeton came to
be joined with it, I cannot conceive. 1875 H. Spencer
First Prtne. 1. iii. § 19. 62 It may be said,

1 though we
cannot directly know consciousness to be finite in duration
. . yet we can very well conceive it to be so '.

C. absol. or intr.

1725 Watts Logic in. iv. (1736) 327 This Habit of con-
ceiving clearly, of judging justly, and of reasoning well.

1785 Reid Int. Pcnvers 1. i, Conceiving, imagining and
apprehending are commonly used as synonymous.

d. intr. To conceive of: To form or have a con-
ception of, think of, imagine.
1606 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. (1614) 73 Friends.. we con-

ceive of them as others from our selves : But children we
think of . . as . . peeces of our own bodies. 1623 Bingham

Xcnopfwu 49 Ifany other man .. conceiue of a better course,
let him speake. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 7 I can better con-
ceive of them with my Mind, then speak of them with my
Tongue. 1834 Ht. M artinkau Moral it. 72 It is scarcely
possible to conceive of an arrangement more apt. 1871
Ruskin Munera P. Pref. {1880) 10 He cannot conceive
of any quality of essential badness or goodness existing in
pictures. 1881 Mallock Romance 19th Cent. 1. ii, She
cannot patiently conceive of you as in relation to anything
excepting herself.

9. To grasp with the mind, 'take in'; to appre-
hend, understand, comprehend. Cf. Catch v. 35.

a, a thing, arch.
1362 Langl, P. PL A. ix. 48, I haue no kyndc knowyng,

quod I, to conceyue hi wordes. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.)
7046, I conceyve youre entent. 1509 Fishkr Fun. Serm.
C'tess Richmond Wks. 292 A redy wytte she had also to
conceyue all thynges, etc. 1597 Moklky Introd. Mus. 3
You haue .. well conceiued my meaning. 1660 Bp. Hall's
Rem. Wis., Li/e 40 The drift whereof, being not well con-
ceived by some spirits. 1755 B. Martin Mag. Arts § Sc.
1. 11. 121 All this I conceive perfectly well.

fb. with obj. clause. Obs.
£1330 R. Brunne Chron. (x8to) 145 Whan Richard had

conceyued bat Philip berto stode. 1460 Capgrave Chron.
202 The kyng, conseyvyng weel that the Scottis were evir
ontrewe. 1669 Stlrmy Mariners Mag. v. 65 Therefore
you easily conceive, that 3 pounds have but three quarters of
the Metal. 1808 J. Webster Nat. Phil. 134 It is conceived
that bodies differently electrified will readily approach.

C. To understand, take the meaning of (a person).
1596 Spenser State Ircl. Wks. 1 Globe 1 666/2. I doe now

conceive you. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. i. 250 Nay con-
ceiue me, conceiue mee, fsweet Coz>. 1633 G. HERBERT
Temple, Ch. Bonk IxxiL Judge not the preacher . . If thou
mislike him, thou conceivst him not. 1744^ Harris Three
Treat, 1 1 1. 1. (1765! 159 Explain your Question, fur I do not
well Conceive you. 1875 Jowett P/ato[<:d. 2) III. 399 You
have quite conceived me.

td. absol. Obs.

*5?7 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. 11. 124. 1605 Bp. Hall Mcdit.
Vo7t-s 11. § 15 In the Schoole of nature, we must conceive,

and then belet-ve: In the Schoole of God, wee must first

beleeve, and then wee shall conceive. 1610 Shaks. Temp.
iv. i. 50 Doe not approach Till thou do'st heare me call.

Ar. Well : I conceiue.

1 10. To perceive (by the senses), observe. Obs.

rare. Cf. Catch v. 35.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1742 Lucrece, Tarquinius. .Con-

seyvede hath hire beute & hyre cheere. ^1400 Dcstr. Troy
1230 pe king consayuit his come, e 1450 Castle Hd. Li/e
St. Cnthbert iSurtees.t 1981 Cuthbcrt consayued his counte-
nance.

11. To take into one's head, form an opinion,

be of opinion ; to fancy, imagine, think : also used
as a modest way of expressing one's opinion, or a
depreciative way of characterizing the opinion of
another, a. with subord. clause (stating what is

thought).
C1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 29 pei conseyveden pat

hi bis shulde Crist fully hele hym. 1455 Duchess Norfolk
in Paston Lett. I. 337 Wherein we conceyve your good will

and diligence shal be right expedient. 1587 Let. in Lansd.
MS. 115, Art. 93 Wee conceave here wilbe travayle. 1659
Hammond On Ps. Pref., Those that conctive that it was a
newhymne of Christ's effusion. 1793 Smkaton Fdystone
L. § 190, I conceived it might probably be of some use.

1859 Mill Liberty v. (1865) 57/1 He ought, I conceive, to
be . . warned of the danger.

b. with obj. and infin. (or equivalent) comple-

ment: To imagine, think (a thing to be so and so).

1641 Hinde y. Bruen iv. 14 A speciall cause hereof I con-
ceive to be this, 1647 Si'RIgge Anglia Rediv. 1. iv. (1854)
23 The army.. did not conceive themselves secure. 1751
Johnson Rambl. No. 141 F 7 He that hopes to be conceived
as a wit in female assemblies. 1779 Sheridan Critic 1. ii,

I dare say, now, you conceive half the very civil paragraphs
..yousee to be written by the parties concerned. 1785 Reid
lutell. Po7vers 1. i, When we would express our opinion
modestly, instead of saying ' This is my opinion ' or * This is

my judgment '. .we say ' 1 conceive it to be thus '. 1807 Pike
Sources Mississ. 1. App. 57 Under whose special protection
they conceive themselves to be. Ibid. ill. App. 54, I con-
ceived it most proper to comply with the demand. 1871
Freeman Norm. Co?iq. (18761 IV. 4fiii. 187 The great war-
rior, who is thus conceived as being absent from England,

t c. with infin. alone, by ellipsis of refl. pron.
ai66x Fuller Worthies (18401 III. 327 He conceived by

such helps to have added to his vigorous vivacity. 1708
Swift Sacram. Test Wks. 1755 II. 1. 137 The dangers he
conceives to foresee.

d. with simple obj. (Usually by abbreviation.)

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxv. § 15 What the greatest
part of men is commonly prone to conceive. 1647 H. More
Song 0/Soul i. in. xxxii, To shaken off the bonds of pre-

judice, Nor dote too much of that we have first conceiven.

1660 T. Willsford Scales Commerce 182 Having fortified

those best where he conceived most danger of being
stormed.

f e. intr. To conceive well, ill, etc. ofl to form

a good, bad, or other opinion of. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panop. Epist. 44 In whome. . I reposed such
hope, .and beganne also to conceive of him as well as heart

could thinke. 158a T. Watson Pass. Cent. Love Ep. Ded.
(Arb.) 26 Of whome long since they had conceiued well.

1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 174 Neither let any conceive

offensively if they are not here remembred. 1649 Selden
Laws Eng. 1. xl. (1739) 61, I am the rather induced to con-

ceive charitably of those times. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 11.

iv. (1692) 123 Those conceive welf of those Moral good
things.

III. In various senses, mostly after Latin.

+ 12. To take in, comprise, comprehend. Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 442 pis preyere . , conceves
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CONCEIVED. 758 CONCENTRATE.
alle be gode bat a man shulde aske of God. tr 1400 50
Alexander 1837 A lettre clenly enclosyt bat consaued bees
wordes. 148 1 Caxton Afyrr. 1. i. 7 God.. may alle and
conceyueth alle. 1530 Palsgb. 299 Note that the masculyn
gender conceyveth the femynine in this tonge lyke as it

dothe in the latyn, as . . //paia en maniere de tribut cent
thoreaux et cent vaches blancz. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII,
c. 39 Hereditamentes, which . . shalbe concerned and speci-

fied in any . . bailiffes accompte. 1571 Digges Pantcm. iv.

xxv. Hh j, This solide. .conceiueth two internal! spheres.

f 13. To institute (an action at law). Obs. [L.

cotuipere actionem.] Obs.

1467 Ord. Worcester in Eng. Gilds 382 An accion of dette
..to m conceyved after the custom of the seid cite. 1485
Act 1 Hen. VII, c. 1 (Ruffhead), If the same action had
been conceived against them. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures
40 a, This shall bee tryed in the shire wheare the playntyefe
hathe conceyved hys action.

14. To formulate, express in words or other form
;

to couch. [Cf. L. cotuipere aliquid verbis.]
1560 in Lodge Illust. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 334 Receaving

from them the articles wch they said they wolde conceave.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (16211 7 Her oath was for the
more assurance conceived into writing. 16x4 Selden Titles
Honor 11 Out of diuers inscriptions concerned Deae
Syria* and Dis Syris. 1709 Strype Annals ii. 56 They
exhibited their articles conceived in the former session.

1781 Gibbon DecL <V F. III. Ivii. 403 His answer was con-
ceived in the tone of insult and defiance. 1844 Ld. Brougham
Brit. Const, xix. § 1 (1862) 303 The laws . . shall be con-
ceived in terms plain, intelligible, and consistent.

f b. [with mixture of 7.) To form and utter

spontaneously a prayer}. Obs. (See Conceived 2 b.)

1593 Abp. Bancroft Dating. Posit. 111. v. 81 The moderator
. .conceiueth another praier. 16 14 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat.

771 Why is it more Idolatry, .to worship God. .by a prayer
read or got by heart than by a praier conceived?

f 15. To take (an oath). [L.jusjurandum con-

cipere.] Obs.— 1

1581 I.ambarde Eiren. 1. x. (16021 49 To appoint meet
formes of religious attestations (or Oathesj for such Officers

to take and conceiue.

f 16. refl. ? To comport oneself. Obs.

rijoo A". Alls. 2204 How hent the gentil knyghtis, How
they conceyved heom in fyghtis.

Conceived .k^fasrvd./^/. -ed),///. a. ff. Con-
ceive + -ED 1

.]

1. Of offspring : Brought into embryonic exist-

ence in the womb ; see Conceive i.

f b. Of a female : Pregnant ; see Conceive 3.

2. Admitted into, or originated in, the mind
;

imagined, thought of, etc. : see the verb.

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt, Tamburl. 1. i. 27 The cause of my
conceived grief. 1635 N. R. tr. Camden s Hist. Eliz. 1. 54
This his conceived anger he manifestly discovered. 1643
Milton Divorce viii. (1851) 44 The conceived hope of gain-

ing a soul. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 603 This [dress] fits not
nicely, that is ill conceived. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 1. iii.

127 The conceived or conceivable reason.

f b. Of prayer: Spontaneous, ' free
1

. Obs.

1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 772 In a conceived prayer.

1641 SmBCTVHMUUI * Anstv. ii. (1653) 11 Conceived prayer
was in use in the Church of God before Liturgies. 1641
Vind. Smectymnuus xiiL 168 The freedom of conceived
prayer. 1733 Neal Hist. Pnrit. II. 388 Ministers had
been excommunicated . .for. .using conceived prayers before

the afternoon Sermon.

f 3. actively. Cf. well-read, plain-spoken. Obs.

1594 R. Carew tr. Huarte's Exam. Men's li'its (1616) 82
Tin- pleasant concerned man laugheth not at the ieastcs

which himselfe vttereth.

Concei'vement. rare. [f. Conceive + -ment.]

= Conception.
1611 Hevwood Cold. Age XXL Wks. 1874 III. 40 Robbe

me of the true ability Of my direct conceiuements. 1798
R. Morris Ess. And. Archit. 89 To give you an intelli-

gible Conceivement of the Value of Antuiuity. 1849 Tail's
Mag. XVI. 99 His mind's conceivement lives.

Conceiver (kf7nsrv3i). [f. as prec. + -er 1
.]

One who conceives : +a. One who understands or

grasps with the mind (obs.) ; b. One who designs

or originates in the mind.
1581 M l'lcaster pSttions iv. (1887) 20 The meane con-

ceiuer, in some strength of bodie, is the best continuer.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 340 Hereof. . pious Alle-

gories be made by wiser conceivers. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis

Sc. xxvii, Meer sensible conceivers. 1861 Craik Eng.
Lit. I. 564 The conceiver, and creator of the character.

Conceiving (kf7nsrvin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-INO 1

.] The action of Conceive v. ;
conception.

1. = Conception 1 ; see Conceive i, 3.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter 523 Our lady seynt Mary, aftur

. . be conceyuyng of goddis sun. 1381 Wyclif Gen. iii. 16,

I shal multiply thi myseres & thi conceyvyngis. 1480

Caxton Chron. Eng. m, (1520) 2jh/i The 6 moneth from
the conceyvynge of John Baptyste. 1545 Raynold Byrth
Mankynde 1 1 The lytell bolke or quantite of the sayd seede,

at his fyrst conceyuyng into the womans mother. 1645
Ussher Body Div. 11647) ^3 The Father conceiveth of
himself, and in himself; and his conceiving is a begetting.

2. ^Conception 5 ; see Conceive 6-1 i.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 5 Ted vpward, by degrees, .toward
the conceiuyng of Numbers. 1617 Hieron Wks. II. 270
To avile vs in our owne conceyuing. 1653 Baxter Meth.
Peace Consc. Pref., Mans understanding is shallow and all

his Conceivings ofGod are exceeding low. 1675 R. Barclay
Apol. Quakers xiii. § 4. 453 Monstrous and wild opinions

and conceivings.

Conceiving, ///. a. [f. as prec + -ing 2
.]

That conceives : see the verb.

138* Wyclif Isa. xlix. 1 The conceyuende wombe. 1592
R. D. tr. Hyfnerotontachia 63 Concerning capacitie.

Concele, obs. f. Conceal.
Concelebrate (k^nse l/br^t), v. Also 6 -sele-

brate. [ad. L. comelebrdt-
,
ppl. stem of concele-

brdre to celebrate in great numbers, etc., f. Con-

|

+ celebrdre Celebrate. Cf. F. conccle'brer.]

t 1. trans. To celebrate together, or in great

numbers ; to publish the fame of, extol loudly. Obs.

1571 Gascoignf. Flmvers Wks. (1587) 53 And so in frendly
wise for to conselebrate This happy match. 1599 Nashe
Lenten Stuffe 6 In shrill trumpetung and concelebrating
the royall magnificence of her. .gouernment. 16x0 Hol-
land Camden's Brit. 11. 231 Wherein the wives of Amnites
solemnly, Concelebrate their high feasts Bacchanall.

2. R. C. Ch. Said of newly ordained priests : To
celebrate mass along with the ordaining bishop.

1879 A. W. Hutton Angl. Ministry 246 From this point
the newly ordained 'concelebrates' with the Bishop, that
is, says aloud with him all the Canon of the Mass.

Concelebration (k^seirbr^ Jsn). [f. prec,
after celebration.] Celebration together ; celebra-

: tion by a newly ordained priest together with the

;

ordaining bishop.
1847 Maskfll Mon. Rit. III. 216 note. Both in the

Eastern and Western Churches, the practice of 'concele-
bration'. .was on certain occasions allowed. 1888 C. Gore
Ministry Chr. Ch. 185 The 'concelebration' of the newly
ordained priest.

Concelement, obs. f. Concealment.
t Concelise, v. Sc. Obs. [? f. Fr. conceler :

app. on some false analogy.] ? To conceal.

1491 Sc. Act in T. Thomson Inventories (1815I 17 That
ar arte or parte of the said concelisyng of the said tressour.

Concelle, obs. f. Council, Counsel.

t Conceme nt, v. Obs. To cement together.
1627 77 Feltham Resolves 1. lxv. 100 All the stones are

gradually concemented.

t Concend, v. Obs. [? f. L. con- together, al-

together + -cendcre to kindle : sec AOCBVD.] trans. ?

i
To kindle, inflame.

1515 Barclay Fgtoges [V. (1570) Cv 3 Pleasure is thing
whereto they moste intende, That they moste cherishe,
they would haue men concend.

Concensus, obs. var. of Consensus.

Concent (k^nsent), sb. Also 6-7 consent.

I

[ad. I-. concent-us a singing together, harmony

j

{lit. and jig.}, f. con-cinh-e to sing or sound to-

gether, harmonize, f. con- + cantre cant-us) to

sing. Cf. It., Sp. concento (Florio and Minsheu).
From the first adoption of this word, on to 1700, it was

very frequently confused in spelling with the identically-

! sounded consent, and there are passages in which the
identity of the word is disputed, esp. in sense 2. About
1620 A. Hump, Orthogr. Briton Tongue 118651 19, gave the
caution 'This difference of c and s is the more attentivelie

to be marked, for that wordes of one sound and diverse
signification are many tymes distinguished be these sym-
boles ; as. .concent in musik, and consent of myndes.']

1. Harmony of sounds); accord or concord of

several voices or parts
;
playing or singing together

in harmony. Also (with a and //.), A concord,

a harmony. ? Obs.

1589 Plttenham Eng. Poesie 11. i. (ArbJ 79 The harmonj-
call concents of the artificial Musicke. 1609 Douland
Omitk. Microt. iii. 1 Accent hath great affinity with Con-
cent, for they be brothers. 1631 R. Byfield Doctr. Sabb.

163 Singing in Concents. 1697 Potteb Autiq. Greece 111. ix.

11715) 33 lhe Lacedaemonians . . remarkable for beginning
their Engagements with a Concent of Flutes,

p. (erroneously) spelt consent.

1585 Foxe Serm. 2 Cor. v. 20 The consent of Musick may
teach us, what an amiable thing to nature it is, to tune in

one agreement of concord. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 76
Resounding again with the melodious consent of the birds.

1694 W. Holder Harmony Introd., This is proper in

Symphony, i.e. Consent of more Voices in different Tones.

2. trans/, and fig. Concord, harmony ; accord.
1588 H. Broughton (title), A Concent of Scripture. 1593

Drayton Eclog. vu. 177 That concent we cleerely find,

Which doth things together draw. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, x.

ii. 181 For Gouernment, though high, and low, and lower,

Put into parts, doth keepe in one consent, Congreeing in a
full and natural close. Like Musicke. 1603 Drayton Bar.
Wars 111. lix. So their affections, set in keys alike. In true

concent meet, as their humours strike. 1641 J. Jackson
True Evang. T. HL 222 That sweet harmony and concent
which passeth all understanding. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia
483 Herein you may heare the concent of a Consort of
Authors. 1830 Btackiv. Mag. XXVIII. 527 All Falsehood
is dissonant—and verity is concent. 1878 S. Cox Satv.
Mundi vii. (ed. 3) 158 Science and Scripture are one, and
join in pure concent,

t Conce'nt, v. Obs. rare. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To harmonize or make to accord.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. ii. 2 Such musicke is wise words,
with time concented, To moderate stiffc mindes,

2. intr. To meet harmoniously.
1647 Sprigce Anglia Rediv. m. ii. (1854) 141, I have

rarely seen such heights and depths concent in one man.
Concent, obs. f. Consent.
Concenter : see Concentre, Concentred.

+ Conce ntful, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Concent

sb. + -FUi..] Full of harmony.
a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 11. ix. § 1 (1622) 295 He vsed ..

Musick, in ioyning them, in so concent-full an harmonic

Conce ntion. Obs.— ° [ad. L. concerttion-em,

n. of action f. concinefrc to sing together.]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Concention, a consort of many

voyces or instruments in one, an agreement or concord,
singing in tune.

Concentour, obs. f. Concentre v.

Concentraliza tioii. rare. [f. Con- + Cen-

I

tralization.] See quot.
a 1849 Pof. Eureka Wks. 1875 TIT. 124 Employing the word
'concentralisation ' to express the degree of the drawing
together as we come back towards the centre from an out-

ward position, we may say that concentralisation proceeds
inversely as the squares of the distances.

t Conce*ntrally f
adv. Obs. [f. con- together

+ Centrally.] Concentrically.
1656 J. Serjeant tr. 7*. White's Peripatet. Inst. 270 It

self substantially and concentrally within it self.

t Conce ntrant, a. Obs. [Cf. medical L. con-

centrantia (pi. of pres. pple. of • concentrare : see

next) a name formerly given to absorbent and
antacid substances.] (See quot.)

1711 Bailey, Concentrant Medicines are such whose
Acids are so moderated by Alkali, that neither of them
predominates.

Concentrate v^rn^ntr^t, k(?nse"ntr^it), v. [f.

L. type *concentrat- ppl. stem of *concentrdre : see

Concentre. The hrst-mentioned pronunciation,

now prevalent, is recent : cf. Compensate v.]

1. trans. To bring to or towards a common
centre ; to collect or gather as at a centre ; to cause

to converge or meet at one point or place. In

Mil. u^e : To bring troops or forces close together.

1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angells 12^ Love will concen-
trate all in God, make all lines meet in him. 1813 Welling-
ton in Gurw. Dis/. X. 595 We attacked the enemy on the
30th, the right and centre having been tolerably concen-
trated. 1831 Brewster Optics x. 91 The different rays
concentrated by the lens. 1836 Maccillivray tr. Hum-
boldt's Trav. xxv/. 367 The population is Concentrated on
this table-land. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 80 Here
Hannibal . .concentrated the forces which had been gathered
from such distant countries.

2. fig. and of non-physical objects.

17521 Johnson Rambler No. 199 r 14 Magnets armed with
a particular Metallick composition, which concentrates
their virtue. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. V. 395 The linea-

ments thus become collected, or rather concentrated in our
imaginations, and acquire force from concentration, i860

Kincslev Misc. I. 22, I must concentrate my powers on
one subject, 1879 Calderwood Mind <J-

Br. ii. 10 To con-

centrate attention on the nerve system.

3. Chem. To increase the strength of (a solution

or liquid) by contraction of its volume (e. g. by
evaporation).
1689 Packe tr. Glauber s Wks. 1. 431 The concentrated

Spirits of Salt may bring most great advantage by concen-
trating the poor sort of Wine. 1731 Abbuthnot Aliments

\ (J.), Spirit of vinegar, concentrated and reduced to its

greatest strength, will coagulate the serum. 1838 T. Thom-
son Chem. Org. Bodies 170 This salt is easily obtained, by
. . concentrating the solution. 1845 Darwin I 'oy. Nat. xit.

I (1879) 256 The sap is concentrated by boiling, and is then
called treacle.

t b. To purify gold or silver by chemical agency,

e.g. by the operation of chlorine. Obs.

1689 Packe tr. Glauber's Wks. I. 330 By what means
even Gold and Silver may be concentrated.

c. Mining. To separate metal or ore from the

gangue or associated rock. Cf. Concentrator.
187a [see Concentrating vbl. sb.]. 1873 J. S. Phillips

Metallurgist's Comp. (ed. a) 472 The base minerals and
the precious metals may be concentrated in numerous
ways.

4. To bring the parts of (anything) into closer

union ; to condense or reduce in compass or volume

;

often connoting the resultant effect of increased

intensity or power.
1758 Johnson Idler No. 11 F 9 Accounts . . of one mind

expanded in the summer, and of another concentrated in

the winter. 180a Playfair Itlustr. Hutton. Th. 301 It has

been expelled from some parts of a mass, only to be con-

densed and concentrated in others. 1853 C Bronte VilletU

xxx. (1876) 344 The obstinacy of my whole sex, it seems,

was concentrated in me.

5. intr. and absol. usually for refill

1640 G. Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn. Pref. 16 That the

Images and beams of things (as in sense* may meet and
concentrate. 1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot. vL 278 The
progress of Church Power, .as concentrating around the See
of Rome. 1841 Alford in Lift 118731 133 Would that . .my
powers and attention as I advance may concentrate,

b. Mil. of troops : To collect in one quarter.

1813 Sir R Wilson Diary, Li/e II. 258 The news of this

..obliged him to concentrate on the Elbe. 1841 Elphin-
stone Hist. India II. 277 Compelling the king's troops to

concentrate and wait for assistance from Bchar.

Concentrate (k^nse'ntr^t), a. and sb. [ad.

L. *concentrdt-us pa. pple. : see prec]

A. fa. pple. and adj. = Concentrated.
1643 R. Harris Serm. 25 May 21 Here all his Perfections

. .are Concentrate.
1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 217 Upon the affusion of a little

concentrate sulphuric acid. 180* Chknevix ibid. XCIL
133 When the alkaline solution is very concentrate. 1834

Ld. Houchton Mem. Many Scenes, Spartans at Thermop.

(1844) 50 One last unshackled blow, Strong with concen-

trate vengeance. 1839-48 Bailey Festus xxiii. 289 With
all concentrate and superfluent woe.

B. sb. The product of concentration (in Mining).
1883 Daily News 6 Sept. 2/5 Blanket concentrates, 14 tons

assay 1 oz. i9dwts. 15 grs. per ton [of gold] . . Arrangements
for treating the concentrate* were complete.
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Concentrated (see the vb.), a. [f. Con-
centrate v, + -ed i.]

L Brought to or towards a common centre or

focus ; collected or massed as round a centre
;

brought together into smaller space or volume.
a 1691 Boyle Wis. III. 572 iR.) The concentrated beams

of the sun made the aurumfulminans go off. 1840 Napier
Renins. War XIV, viii, 'Die parcelling of an army before a
concentrated enemy. 1866 G. Macdonai.d Ann. Q. Neighb.
xxiv. (18781 425 After the concentrated duties of the Sunday.
fig. 1788 Gibbon Decl. a> F. Hi. (Seagert, The flame of

enthusiasm, .burnt with concentrated heat in [their] breasts.

1886 Morley lit. Martineau Crit. M. III. 200 She was. .full

of vivid and concentrated interest in men and their doings.

b. Having the faculties collected and directed to

one object.

1821 Uyhon Juan nr. xl viii, Then calm, concentrated, and
still, and slow, He lay coil'd like the boa in the wood.

2. C/iew. Of liquids and solutions : Condensed
by contraction of volume, with proportional in-

crease of strength.

1689 [see Concentrate z>. 3]. 1823 J. Badcock Dom.
Amnsem. 152 French leys were always used in a more con-
centrated form than our own. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men,
Goethe Wks. (Bohn i I. 386 Hundreds of post-captains, with
Iran sit-telescope . . and concentrated soup and pemmican.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Concentrated Milk, solidified

milk prepared to keep without spoiling.

fig- *&S$ Brimley Ess., Tennyson 22 To call it the con-
centrated essence of Byron's Gulnares, Zuleikas, et id gains
ovine. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xx. § 34. 379 This
kind of concentrated writing needs so much solution before
the reader can fairly get the good of it.

3. Pathol. Concentrated pulse [F. pouls con-

centre] : a small pulse. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882.)

Hence Concentratedness, concentrated quality.

1887 A. C. Benson Abp. Laud 200 He rather owed his
strength to his concentratedness.

Concentrating, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ing i.]

The action of the verb Concentrate. Also attrib.

1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amnsem. 19 The idea .. of con-
centrating the acid whose presence in wood he had so de-

tected. 1872 Raymond Statist. Mines Mining 47 A new
concentrating machine. Ibid. Sand which has gone through
several concentrating processes. 1886 Laughton in Diet.
Nat. Biog. VI. 387/1 Concentrating marks were made on the
decks, and at Brake's own cost sights were fitted to the guns.

Concentrating, a. [f. as prec. + -ing

That concentrates.

1847 Mrs. A. Kerr Hist. Servia m. 39 The concentrating
power of the Priesthood.

Concentration (k^nsentr^'-Jan). [n. of action

f. Concentrate : see -ation. Cf. F. concentration.]

1. The action of bringing to or towards a common
centre or focus ; the state of being so brought or

massed together.

1634 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. I. xi. 38 The concurse and
concentration of the broken beames. a 1691 Boyle Wks.
II. 630 (R.), I could not perceive by any concentration of
the lunar beams . . that her light did produce any sensible

degree, either of cold or heat. 1804 Wellington in Gurw.
Disp, III. 393 The concentration of your force in one posi.

tion. 1881 Hooker in Nature No. 619. 446 The concen-
tration of related species in the same area, attrib. 1841
Catlin N. Atner. hut. (1844m. xxxii. 1 Itisthe concentra-
tion point of a number of hostile tribes.

Jig. 1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angells 92 There is a
concentration of thoughts. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 80
T8 Gloom and silence produce composure of mind, and
concentration of ideas. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. 340
This concentration of all power in the hands of a single man.

b. The keeping of the mental faculties fixed on
one object or set of objects.

a 1846 B. R. Haydon(0.), The evidence of superior genius
is the power of intellectual concentration. 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits, Manners Wks. (Bohn) II. 49 Nothing so
much marks their manners as the concentration on their

household ties. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. i. 13 It is a
question, whether the student . . might not lose more in

largeness of view than he gained by concentration.

c. concr. A concentrated collection or mass.
1783 Phil. Trans. LXXIII. v, A great quantity of water

coming, .from the subterraneous concentrations.

f2. (Seequots.) Obs.

1674 Grew Anat. Plants, Lect. Mixture i. (1682) 233
Take good Oyl of Vitriol, and drop it upon Oyl of Anise-
seeds ; and they will forthwith incorporate together; and
. .harden into a perfect Rosin. .The Concentration of these
two Liquors is likewise so universal, that the Rosin is not
made by Precipitation, but almost a total Combination of
the said Liquors. 1706 PniLLiPs(ed. Kersey), Concentration
(according to Dr. Grew), is the highest Degree of Mixture,
as when two or more Atoms or Particles of the Mixture,
do touch by the receiving or thrusting of one into the other.

3. Chem. The strengthening of a solution by
contraction of its volume, as by evaporation of part
of its water ; the condition thus produced.
1790 Blagden Spjr. Liquors in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 338

To shew when a given weight, or volume, of a certain spirit
and water are mixed together, how much their bulk would
be diminished

; or, what is called by the distillers the con-
centration. 1799 Hatchett in Phil. Trans LXXXIX.
316 The phosphoric acid . . was proved, after concentration.
1882 Vines Saclis'Bot. 758 Solutions ofmedium concentration.

+ b. The separation of gold, etc., from an alloy
by a chemical process: cf. Cementation.
1689 Packe tr. Glauber's Wks. 1. 325 Where more such

like concentration of Metals shall be mentioned. Ibid. n.
100 The Concentration of Gold and Silver into Tinctures.
1799 G. Smith Laborat. I. 75 Parting of gold from silver
by cementation, .is also called parting by concentration.

C. Mining. ' The removal by mechanical means

of the lighter and less valuable portions of ore
*

(Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881).

1873 J. S. Phillips Metallurgist's Comp. fed. 2) 472 Dry
concentration by Hand.. should always be resorted to.

4. The bringing of parts or elements closer to-

gether; condensation.
1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. i. 19 But epochs of concentra-

tion cannot well endure for ever; epochs of expansion, in

the due course of things, follow them, 1869 Huxley in Sci.

Opinion 28 Apr. 486/3 As the result of this concentration, he
argues for the development of an amount of heat which will

dissipate the mass once more into a molecular chaos such
as that in which it began. 1871 Ruskin M/iuera P. Pref.

118S0) 26 My affected concentration of language.

5. Pathol. ( A term for the character of a pulse

which is small and thready ' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1S82).

Concentrative (k^nse'ntrativ), a. [f. Con-
centrate v. + -IVE.] Having the attribute of con-

centrating ; characterized by concentration.
1822 Blackzv. Mag. XII. 218 The noblest examples of

pure and concentrative imagination to be found in any
author. 1829 C. Welch West. Polity 197 The accumula-
tion is the unfailing product of the concentrative tendency.
1881 Miss I5kapdon/Jj//i. 1. 72 Your nature is concentrative
rather than diffuse.

Concentrativeness. [f. prec. + -ness.]

Concentrative quality
;
esp. the faculty of concen-

trating the attention and other mental powers.

(App. introduced as a Phrenological term.)

1824 G. Com he Elem. Phrenol. 28 Spurzheim termed it

the organ of Inhabitiveness. It now seems probable that

its function is to maintain two or more powers in simul-

taneous and combined activity, so that they may be directed

towards one object ; and it is in consequence named Con-
centrativeness. 1852 Hawthorne Blitkedalc Rom. xv,

His tremendous concentrativeness and indomitable will.

1882
J.

Sully in Mind No. 27. 368 Versatility is often, by a
certain looseness of thought, directly opposed to concen-
trativeness.

Concentrator (k^nsentr^toj). [Agent-n. £

Concentrate One who or that which concen-

trates.

1. An apparatus for concentrating solutions or

other products of manufacture.
1853 Pharmac. Jrttl. XIII. 115 This the patentee calls a

concentrator. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 60/1 Apparatus
for manufacturing. . Manchester concentrated manure, com-
prising Concentrator, Condenser, Exhauster, and Agitator.

2. Fire-arms. A ring of hard paper or wire fitted

inside the cartridge-case, serving to keep the shot

together for some distance after discharge. Also a

device for narrowing the muzzle with this object.

1875 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Sports 1. 1. xi. 54 Prepared to

supply the concentrators in any numbers.

3. An apparatus by which mechanical concentra-

tion of ores is performed.
J873 J- S. Phillips Metallurgist's Comp. ed. 2 468 The

most exacting and perfect concentrators yet devised.

Concentre, -center (k^nse-ntai), v. [a. F.

concentre-r ' to ioyne in one center ' Cotgr.
;

(It.

concentrare, Sp. eoncentrar) ; L. type *concentrare,

f. con- together + centrum Centke.]
I. trans. 1. To bring or draw to a common

centre ; to direct towards a centre ; to bring to-

gether as at a centre.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter iii. to All dignities, all titles,

shall be concentred in him [Christ]. 1663 Bp. Patrick
Parab. Pilgr. 412 The love of God . . concenters and unites

all our thoughts and affections in one good. 1764 Foote
Patron 11. i, In you, Madam, are concenter'd all the beauties

of the heathen mythology. 186a Lytton Str. Story I. 103
When ideas of perfection and purity, .start forth and con-
centre themselves round one virgin shape.

b. To attract to itself as a centre ; to form a

centre or meeting-point for. rare.

1795 Southey Joan of Arc IV. 439 His eager eye Con-
centring all the anguish of the soul. 1796 Wokdsw.
Borderers tt, Wks. (1889) 48/1 My breast . . Concentres all

the terrors of the Universe. 1825 Neiv Monthly Mag.
XIV. 333 Lord of a thousand victories, he Concentred his

empire's majesty.

C. Jig. To collect (the mental faculties, thoughts,

etc.) and give them a single direction or purpose.
177a Burke Corr. (1844) I. 377 Whenever we concentre

the mind on one sole object. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. vt.

i, The wretch, concentred all in self. 1817 Coleridge
Biog. Lit. I. x. 220 The neglect of concentering my powers.
185a Conybeare & Howson St. Paul {1862) I. x. 353 How
the attention of the whole audience is concentered at the
last upon Jesus Christ.

2. To bring close together as by drawing to a

centre ; to pack closely as round a centre ; to

bring into small space or volume ; hence, often, to

increase the vigour or intensity of.

1598 Florio, Concentrare, to . . incorporate, or concentre
hard together. 1635 J. Russell Bait. Lutzen in Hart. Misc.
(Malh.) IV. 199 His death did but concenter and redouble
their vigour. 1707 Curios, in Husb. Gard. 36 The Spirit

of Life that is concenter'd in the Seed. 1840 Carlylk
Heroes iii. (18581 254 His greatness has. .concentered itself

into fiery emphasis and depth. 1853 Herschel Pop. Lect.

Sc. v. § 34 (1873) 209 It would require four hundred such
suns concentred into one to send us the light which that

superb star actually does.

f3. Chem. = Concentrate v. 3. Also Jig. Obs.

j
1669 W. Simpson Hrdrol. Chyru. 73 Doth so collect and

1 concentre those malignant steams. 1673 Phil. Trans. VIII.

6024 Thereby more and more to concenter the acid parts.

1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 19 The acid property
required to be drawn and concentered for use.

f4. ?To mix by 'concentration* (sense 2); to

combine, compound. Obs.

1674 Grew Anat. Plants, Lect. ii. Luctation {1682) 242

Stones, and Metals; into which the said Bolus's are trans-

muted, by being concentred with divers kinds of Salts and
Sulphurs, which successively flow in upon them.

II. intr. (for re/.)

5. To converge to, or meet in, a common centre

(as radii) ; to move towards a centre ; to come to-

gether into one place, lit. and Jig.

1630 A*. Johnson's Kingd. <y Comm-w. 47 That, .his inmost
thoughts (like lines in a Circle) shall alwayes concenter in

this immoveable point. 1660 Boyle Seraph. Lin-e x. 11700)

56 He is that glorious Sun, from whom (as Beams! all cre-

ated Perfections flow, and in whom they all concentre.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 19 p 9 There was no way of
life in which all his views could so completely concenter as

in that of a soldier. 1816 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag.
XLII. 12 The instruction resident in the different classes

will otherwise not concenter in the seat of Government.
1853 Rank Grinnelt Exp. xlix, The sea . . is studded with

bergs, apparently concentering about our anchorage. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. ii. 347 This jealousy of control

from without concentred in the subject of taxation,

b. Of circles : To be concentric.

1660 Evelyn Mem. 118571 HI- I29 [ T'hey ) might be made
to have their circles as orderly as those which we find in

Brasile, Ebene, &c, which, within a very little, concentre
by reason of the uniform course of the Sun about them.

f 6. To agree, coincide ; to come into, or be in,

harmony or accord. Obs.

a 1591 Greknham in Cousid. Peace Goodw. Prot. 31

The Godly wise on both sides, bear with each other, and
concenter in the Main. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler \ 18431 41

If the Assembly of all Divines, do not consent, and con-

center the sooner. 170a Howe Living Temple Wks 118341

107 That the glorious Subsistents in the eternal Godhead
should so concentre in kind design .. towards a despicable

I impure worm ! 1755 Amoky Mem. (1769 s II. 95 By associ-

j

Rting and concentring with the divinity.

Hence ConceTitring, -tering vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1641 Ld. J. Dighy Sp. in Ho. Com. 19 Jan. 14 A King
. .by a Concentring of all the Royall lynes in his Person.

Concentred, -tered (kffose-ntwd), ppl. a.

[f. prec. + -ED.]

f 1. Placed or seated in the centre. Obs. rare.

163a Hayward tr. Biondi's E^omena 82 The concentred
point of his heart.

2. Brought to a common centre; concentrated.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 84 Yet, more fit and
concenter [1 read concenter'd], is that aculeate speech of
Chrys[ostom] when Kudoxia the Empresse raged against

j
him, like a Lyonesse. 1670 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 62

I

A mineral . . may have its parts so concentred. 1707
Curios, in Husb. <y Gard, 33 Each Grain .. contains in

itself, .the little concenter'd Plant. 1796 Bp. Watson Apol.
Bible 347 The concentered essence of all ethics. 1855

1 Milman Lat. Chr. 11864) V. ix. viii. 427 The concentred

hatred and bigotry which was the soul of the enterprise.

3. Jig. Of the mental faculties: Directed to a

single point or object. Said also of persons.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. II. xxii. 136 The excitement

I

arising from concentered attention. i8ao Byron Mar. Eat.
\ 11. ii. 65 There exists Oft in concentred spirits not less

daring Than in more loud avengers. 1868 Milman St.

Paul s x. 246 Christian resolution in its concentered majesty.

4. Pathol. = Concentrated 3.

1758 J- S. Le Draft's Obseti: Surg. (1771) 313 An uni-

versal Cold ; which subsisted three Days, with a concen-

tered Pulse.

Concentric (k^nscntrhV, a. (and sb.). Also 4

j

-sentrik, -sentryk, 7 -centrique. [ad. F. con-

centrique, or med.L. concentric-us (14th c. in Du
Cange), f. con- together + centr-um circle : cf.

centric, eccentric, the ultimate type being Gr. kw-
TpiKos, of the centre, central.]

A. adj.

1. Having a common centre, described about the

same centre. (Said of circles and spheres, etc.)

c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 1. § 16 Degresof this Bordure ben
answering & consentrik to the degrees of the Equynoxial.
Ibid. 1. 17 The heued of capricorne turnyth euermo consen-

trykvp-on the same cercle. i6ai Burton Anat. Mel.iun.ilt.

(1676) 159/2 Real Orbes, eccentrick, concentrick, etc. 169a

Bentley Boyle Lect. viii. 266 The concentric Revolutions

of the Planets about the Sun. 1706 Sibbald Hist. Picts in

Misc. Scot. I. 105 An inner wall, concentric with, and
distant about two feet from the other. 1726 tr. Gregory's

Astron. I. 3 Not perfect Circles, concentric to the Sun.

1808 AStat. Res. VIII. 289 The Baudd'hists of Tibet re-

present these zones as so many concentric squares. 1880

G. Allen in MindV. 451 A gradual regression or concentric

widening of aesthetic feeling around this fixed point.

fig- 1603 Daniel Epist. Wks. (1717) 350 It hath a Course

Concentrick, with the Universal Frame Of Men combin'd.

a 1711 Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 75 Till my
will mov'd concentrick with thy own. 1871 Tyndall Eragm.
Sc. (ed. 6) II. ii. 29 Not until this . . is the law of reason

rendered concentric with the law of nature.

2. Specific uses.

a. Bot.. as in Concentric bundle : a fibro-vascular

bundle in which the bast tissue surrounds the wood
tissue, or vice versa. (Opposed to collateral^)

1878 M' Nab Bot. fed. 4) 45 In the ferns and lycopods, and
in some monocotyledons, where the phloem completely
surrounds the xylem the bundles may be called concentric.

1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner 467 The number
I of the concentric cambium-like layers varies.

96-2
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b. Conch. (See quot.)
1854 Woodward Mollnsca (1856) 102 The operculum is

. . Concentric, when it increases equally all round. 1866 Tate
Brit. Mollusks iii. 46 Its mode of growth is concentric.

c. Biol. etc.

Concentric cells '.
* cells which contain another cell \

Concentric contraction :
' a muscular contraction which

results in the approximation of the two ends, and the con-
sequent shortening, of the muscle*. Concentric differen-

tiation :
' that process by which, when any organic or

inorganic substance exerts a play of forces with the sur-

rounding medium, the superficial differ from the deeper
parts ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.\

d. GeoL and A/in. Concentric structure : a
structure in which parallel layers, differing in colour

or composition, lie round a common centre.

1 8 1 1 Pinkebton Petral. I. 223 If the kernels .. retain
their uniform concentric tints. 184a H. Miller O. R.
Sandst. xiii. fed. i> 281 Their concentric condition shows
the chemical influences of the decaying animal matter.

e. Mil. Concentric fire : firing concentrated on
one point.

1850 Alison Hist. Europe VIII. li. §62. 524 The severity

of the concentric discharges was so great that this gallant
regiment wavered and broke. 185a Blockiv. Mae, LXXII.
355 Subject every day to the concentric fire of the Radical
press. 1875 tr. Comte de Paris' Civil War Amer. II. 348
[The brigade] soon found itself exposed to a concentric fire.

f. Pathol. Concentric hypertrophy : A term ap-

plied to hypertrophy of the heart when the cavities

are smaller than natural.

1871 Sir T. Watson Princ. Pract. Phys. II. 27a 1876
tr. /-iemssen s CycL VI. 211.

f3. catachr. «= Concentrated 2. Obs. rare- 1
.

1771 Phil. Trans. LXI. 340 Acids never are given in so
concentric a state.

B. sb. A concentric circle or other figure.

1551 Recorde Pathw. Knmvt. 1. Concentrikes, that is to

saie, circles drawenon one centre. 1603 Flokio Montaigne
II. xii. 1 1632) 301 These Epicycles, Excentriques, and Con-
centriuues, which Astrology useth. a 1656 Hales Gold.
Kent. (1688) 358 Such Concentricks or Epicycles of Sympa-
thies and Antipathies.

Concentrical (kffasentrikal), a. ff. prec. +
-AL.] = Concentric. Const, with, to.

1570 BlLLMGSLEY Euclid App. 461 When the angles com*
pased in of the Pentagon bases, are concentricall with the
triangles. 169a Ray Dissol. World iii. '1732' 39 Two
cylindrical Walls concentrical one to another. 1749 Phil.
Trans. XLVI. 244 You find the Sun precisely concentrical
with the Field of the Telescope. 1868 LoCKYEK Guillemins
/leavens ied. 31 397 The gradation is replaced by concen-
trical strata.

Jig. a 165a J. Smith Set. Disc. ix. ii. (1821) 4:7 The
motions of a good man are methodical, regular, and con-
centrical to reason.

Concentrically (k^osentrikali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY.] In a concentric manner; ' in a
manner directing to, or exhibiting, one common
centre ' (T.).

171a Clakke yd 4/4 Defence 13 Pieces of Surfaces
Spherically and concentrically convex. 1766 Pennant
Zool., Spoon-hinge Shell (R-), Shell oblong .. obsoletely
striated concentrically. 187a Huxley Phys. vii. 161 Arranged
in circles, concentrically with the aperture. 1876 tr. Ziems-
sen's Cycl. Med. VI. 211 We find the left ventricle concen-
trically hypertrophied.

Conce ntricate, v. Obs. [f. Concentric
+ -ate] = Concentrate.
1641 Relat. Answ. Earl Stafford 100 Here you.. must of

necessity concentricate your selfe and your best resolution.

165a N. Culverwell Lt. Nature 138 Could angels and
men have united and concentricated all their reason. 1767
Mirror 143 Thou focus, wherein is concentricated every
vulgar, .ray. *

Concentricity (ty.-sentrrsTti). [f. as prec. +
-itv.] The quality or state of being concentric.
1803 Edin. Rev. I. 429 The grand circumstance of con-

centricity is evidently sufficient to authorise a classification
of the new bodies [the asteroids) under the head of planets.

1869 PmLUH Vesitv. vii. 191 We observe the general con-
centricity of all the layers.

Conce ntricly, adv. rare~ y\ [f. as prec. +
-ly.] «= Concentrically.
1818 Todd, Concentrically; or Concentrickly.

t Conccntricness. Obs. rare. [f. as prec
+ -ness.] Concentric quality.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 3070 The Concentrickness of Rain-
bows.

Concentual (k(Tnse nti«ial), a. rare. [f. L.

f<w<v«/«-.rCoNCENT+-AL.] Harmonious, accordant.

1785 Warton Notes MUtott's Min. Poems iT.), This con-
summate or concentual song of the ninth sphere.

Concentuous (k^nse-nti«,3s), a. rare. [f. as

prec. + -ous.] « prec.

1850 Black ie Aeschylus I. 17 What time to Troy con-
centuous marched The embattled Greek array. 1877 —
Wise Men 297 Where now . . the rich concentuous strain ?

II Conce'ntus. [L. ; = singing together, sym-
phony, harmony : in med.L. applied to that part of

the choral service of the Church in which the whole
choir joined, as distinguished from accentus the

part sung or recited by the priest and his assistants

at the altar.] A singing or sounding together in

accord : harmony.
1609 DoVLAMD Orinth. Microl. 111. i, The King allowed.,

that Concentus might be chiefe ruler over all things that are
to be sung .. and Accent over all things which are read.

1864 Kncel Mus. Anc. Nat. 119 A most charming con-

centus of sweet sounds is heard, with the harmonic divisions
of the octave and twelfth.

Concept Ckfrniept), sb. [Chiefly ad. L. con-

ceptum (a thing) conceived, from pa. pple. of I>.

concip-ere to Conceive ; the pple. had also the

sense ' formal, in set form
1

; in late med.L. the Kb.

had the sense 'draft or abstract', whence 16th c.

F. concept, Ger. concept: see sense 3. In some
early uses it was a refashioning of Conceit (eon-

ceipt) after L.]

1 1. = Conceit, in various senses : a. A thought,

idea; = Conceit j^. 1. b. Disposition, frame of

mind ; ibid. 2 c. c. Imagination, fancy ; ibid. 7.

d. Opinion ; ibid. 4. Obs.

1556 Abp. Parker Psalter cxix. 355 Thy precepts . . I

mel with them in my concepts. 1566-7 Painter Pat.
Pleas. I. 33 Being in this louing concept, hee extolled the
prayse of his wife to one of his guarde. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. Ixxiii. 20 We forge fantastical! toyes in our
own concepts. 1575 in Lodge Illiist. Brit. Hist. (17011 II.

131 To confirm in hir Ma 1? a former concept which had
been labored to put into hir head. 1591 in Camd. Soc.
Misc. I. 37 Bigger in my concepte) than all Westminster.

2. Logic and Philos. The product of the faculty

of conception ; an idea of a class of objects, a
general notion or idea.

1663 G. Harvey New Philos. 1. 22 The Quiddity of a
Being in general goeth more by the name of the Concept of
a Being. Ibid. 1. 66 Oviedo makes it a great difficulty to
distinguish the concept of Peter and a horse. 1837-8 Sir
W. Hamilton Logic viii. 11859* '34 The concept horse .

.

cannot, ifit remain a concept, that is a universal attribu-

tion, be represented in imagination. Ibid. xv. 11866) I. 275
Concepts are merely the results, rendered permanent by
language, of a previous process of comparison. 1864
Bowen Logic 11 A Percept or Intuition is a single represen-
tation .. a Concept is a collective (general or universal)

representation of a whole class of things. 1884 tr. Lotze's
Logic 36 Concepts like 'triangle', 'animal ', or ' motion '.

3. nonce-use. [Ger. concept.] An original draft

or rough copy (of a letter, etc.).

1869 Mrs. Heaton A. Diirer 1. iii. (i88n 60 This letter

the original concept for it is still preserved.

^1 The following is app. founded on explanations

of L. conceplus, conceplio, in Cooper's Thesaurus.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kerseyi, Concept, a set Form ; a term

used in Publick Acts. 1711-1800 Bailey, Concept, a set

Form or Term used in Publick Acts.

t Conce pt, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. concepta-rc to

conceive in the womb, freq. of L. concipHre to Con-
ceive.] trans. To conceive (in the womb).
1643 R. O. Mans Mori. vi. 41 It [the Soul] is concepted

by the woman through the concurrance of the seed of both
sexes. — Ibid. 46. See also Concepted.

Conceptacle (k^nse-ptakV. [a. Y . conceptacle

or (its source) L. conceptacul-um receptacle, f.

concept- ppl. stem of concipcre. In scientific use

(sense 2) the L. form is sometimes retained.]

+ 1. 'That in which anything is contained; a
vessel' (J.) ; a receptacle. Obs.
161 1 Cotcr.

;
Conceptacle, a conceptacle; any hollow

thing, which is apt to receiue, hold, or containe. 1695
Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth Pref., There is . . in that

huge conceptacle, water enough to effect such a deluge.

1855 Bailey Mystic 35 The prime Conceptacle of motion.

2. fa. Anal. The uterus
;
any vessel or cavity of

the body.
1615 C ROOKE Body ofMan 837 The Veines which Aristotle

cals the vesselles or conceptacles of bloud. 1668 Culpepper
& Cole Bartkol. Anat. 1. xviiL 49 The Conceptacle for the
right Kidney was to be larger.

t b. Bot. = Follicle. Obs.
Conceptaculnm ' was originally applied by l.innxus to

what is now called follicle ; and subsequently applied to the

pair of follicles of Asclepiadaceae and Apocynacez '.

i8«3 Crabb Technol. Diet., Conceptacle or Follicle, a
pericarp of one valve opening longitudinally on one side,

and having the seeds loose in it,

c. Biol. A cavity-like organ containing the re-

productive cells in some plants and animals of low
organization.

1835 Lindley In/rod. Bot. 11848' II. 95 These granules,
commonly called sporangia, thece, capsules, or concep-
tacles. 1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 216 The male concep-
tacles present., an arrangement of branched filaments.

1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 905 The same conceptacle of Eucus
ptatycarpus produces both oogonia and antheridia.

Concepta cular, a. [f. L. conceptacul-um +
-ar IJ Of or pertaining to conceptacles (csp. in

Biol.).

\\
Concepta*culum (//. -a) : see Conceptacle.

1881 in Syd, Soc. Lex.

t Conce'pted, ///. a. Obs. [f. Concept v.]

1. Conceived, formed, produced.
1665 G. Harvey Advice aest. Plague 6 Great showers of

Rain, .would, .extinguish those late concepted venoms.

2. = Conceited 6.

1594 Plat Jcwell-ho. 1. (title\ Diuerse new sorts of Soyle
. . for manuring both of pasture and arable ground, with
sundrie concepted practices belonging therunto.

t Conceptibility. Oh* [f. next.] The quality

of being conceivable ; tonceivablcness.
1678 Cldworth Intell. Syst. 1. v. 629 Where there is

more of Entity . . there is there more of Conceptibility and
Cognoscibility.

t Conceptible, a. Obs. [mod. f. L. concept-

ppl. stem of concip?re: cf. mod.K. conceptible,

(prob.) med. or mod. L. conceptibilis : see -ble.]
— Conceivable.
1650 Hobbes Hum. Nat. xi. \R.), Spirits we suppose to

be those substances which work not upon the sense ; and
therefore not conceptible. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. L
13 Easily conceptible by us. 1695 Howe Let. to EriendVlks.
118341 155 Not by parts, other than conceptible.

D. as sb. Anything conceivable.
1677 Hale Print. Orig. Man. 1. vi. 118 Ifany Conceptible

ts more nothing than another, Duration without a thing
that dureth. .is. .the absolutest Nothing.

Conception kpnse pjan). Also 3-4 concep-
cioun(e, -ciun, 3-6 -cion, 5 -tyown, 5-6 -cyon ;

3 consepcioun, 5 -cion e. [a. F . conception (14th

c. in Littr6\ ad. h. conception-em, n. of action f.

concip-ere, cotuept- to Conceive.]
1. The action of conceiving, or fact of being con-

ceived, in the womb.
Occurs early in ecclesiastical use. Immaculate Concep-

tion', see Immaculate.
a 1300 Cursor M. 220 tCotO pe last resun of alle bis ron

Sal be of hir concepcion. a 1300 Ibid. 11013 Fra sant iohn
be concepcion . . til be annunciaciun. 136s Langl. P. PI.
A. x. 178 Careful Concepcion comeb of >uch weddyng. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. i. (1495* 186 Aege is spase of
the fyfe of a beest and begynnyth from the concepcyon.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xlviu 205 (Harl. MS.) He enterid. .in to
the wornbe of oure seint marie the virgine ; & bere he lay
fro tyme of his consepcion vnto the tyme of his nativite.

1450 1530 Myrr. our Ladye 5 So meruelous clene con-
cepcion and holy byrthe. 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde
11 In tyme of conception of the scede. 1615 Crooke Body
0/ Man 232 Conception is nothing els but the wombs
receiuing and imbracing of the seede. 1830 R. Knox Bi-
clanfs Anat. 287 At the second month after conception.,
(the headj forms half the height of the body.

fig. 1607 Shaks. Tinton 1. ii. 115 Ioy had the like concep-
tion in our cies, And at that instant, like a babe sprung up.

b. attrib., as in Conception-day, the festival of the

conception of the Blessed Virgin.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24934 iG5tt.l Seruise . . proper of bat

concepcion day. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 390 pe
Gospel on Nativyte and Consepcioun daies of Oure Ladi.

C. Order of the t/mmaculate) Conception: name
of a R. C. order of nuns.

1727 Chambers Cycl. s-v. Religious of the order of Con-
ception ; see Theatins. 180a Archsrot. XIII. 270. 1840
Ibid. XXVIII. 193 The late English Convent at Paris of

, the Order of the Conception, commonly called the l!lue

Nuns. Ibid. 194 The English Convent of nuns of the third
1 order of Sl Francis, called the Conception,

f 2. trans/. The generation or production of

plants and minerals. Obs.

1664 Evelyn Sylva (1670J 7 Stumps . . sowre the ground,
and poyson the Conception. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 517

i Th' originals of Nature in thir crude Conception.

3. concr. That which is conceived : a. The em-
bryo, foetus, t b. Offspring, child {ol>s.).

a 1400-50 Alexander 388 pis concepcion with kyngis sal

: be callid here-efter A verra victor a-vansid. 1516 (see 7].

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 136 Whether the Concep-
;

tion be male or female. 1555 Eden Decades 132. 1601

Holland Pliny II. 304 False conceptions or Moone-calues.
1646 Sib T* Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. ii. 4. 1640 Seldf.n

I

Laws Eng. 11. xxvi. (17391 1,0 Henry the Eighth was a
Conception in whom the two Bloods both of York and

I

I^ancaster did meet. sSai Sot they Vision Judgem. iii,

\
Some accursed conception. .Ripe for its monstrous birth.

+ 4. Gram. The use of a masculine adjective with

two or more substantives of different genders, or of

j
a verb in the first or second person with two or

1 more pronouns of different persons, on the principle

that 4 the masculine conceives (i. c. comprises the

' feminine ', etc. ; see Conceive i 2. Obs.

1530 Palsgh. Introd. 38 So moche attayne they towardes
the parfection of the latine tonge . . that they use also con-

1 ceptyon, bothe in gendre and parsone. Ibid. 137 With their

passyve participles, they use conception of gendres. Ibid.

200. 33*. 39>» 7?>- , , _ . . , .

5. L he action or faculty of conceiving in the
1 mind, or of forming an idea or notion of anything

;

apprehension, imagination.

1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) II. 201 Swiftnes of bouses
and chaungynge of witte in be concepcioun. 1592 I>avies

Immort. Sonl xxx. (1714) 106 As if Beasts conceiv'd what
Reason were, And that Conception should distinctly show.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. viii. 315 The one being
too weake for our conception, our conception too weake for

1

the other. 1665 Glanvill Seeps. St i. vn. 37 Of as difficult

I conception, as the former, i860 Tvndall Clac. I. xxv.

187 Its bounding heights were lovely beyond conception.

b. In my conception : to my apprehension, as I

conceive of the matter.

1787 Bentham De/. Usury ix. 85 In my conception, the

reasoning . . is just as applicable to the one sort of bargain

as to the other. 1804 Castlereach in Owrn Wetlesley's

Dt'sp. 257 The benefit, .of a Mahratta connection has. .been

in my conception always over-rated.

6. Philos. a. In a general sense ^ prec. ; + b.

applied by Stewart to reproductive imagination.

1640 Hobbes Hum. Nat. xi. iR.\ All evidence is concep-

tion, and all conception is imagination, and proceedeth

from sense. 17*5 Watts Logic 1. i. (1822) 10 If I were to

distinguish them, I would say, perception is the conscious-

ness of an object when present; conception is the forming

an idea of the object whether present or absent. Ibid. 11.

(17361 143. 1739 Hume Treatise m. vii. When after the

simple conception of any thing we wou'd conceive it as

existent, we in reality make no addition to or alteration on
our first idea 1785 Rkid Int. Pozvers lv. i. Wks. 368/1

Conception U often employed about objects that neither do*
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nor did, nor will exist. Ibid. iv. Hi. 375/2, I take imagina-
tion in its most proper sense to signify a lively conception
of objects of sight. 179a Stewart Elements iii. Wks. II.

144 By Conception, I mean that power of the mind which
enables it to form a notion of an absent object of perception,
or of a sensation which it has formerly felt. 1874 Wallace
Hegel's Logic i. 4 The specific phenomena of feeling, per-
ception, desire and will, as far as they are known, may be
in general described under the name of Conception.

c. The forming of a Concept or general notion ;

the faculty of forming such.
[Cf. Borrows In Prxdicam. Wks. (1546) 129 Genera et

species non ex uno singulo intellecta sunt, sed ex omnibus
singulis mentis ratione collecta vel concepta.]
1830 Coleridge Ch. St. 12 A conception consists in a

conscious act of the understanding, bringing any given
object or impression into the same class with any number of
other objects or impressions by means of some character .

.

common to them all. 1837 Sir W. Hamilton Logic vii.

(1866) I. 120 Conception, .expresses the act of comprehend-
ing or grasping up into unity the various qualities by
which an object is characterised, i860 Abp. Thomson
Laws Th. § 40 Conception, or the power of forming general
notions.

7. That which is conceived in the mind ; an
idea, notion.

In the first two quotations with an allusion to sense 3.

1526 PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 294 Whiche sayd spirit-

ual! chyldre ben the spirytuall concepcyons of the mynde.
1651 Hobbes Leviatlu 1. i. 3 There is no conception in a
mans mind, which hath not. .been begotten upon the organs
of Sense.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 26 The true and safe con-
ceptions which we ought to have as touching the Gods.
166a Stii.lingfl. Orig. Sacr. 1. 1. § 3 Words being for no
other end but to express our conceptions of things. 1692
Dryden tr. Evremont's Ess. Pref. 5 There is. .a justness in
his conceptions which is the foundation of good writing.

1736 Butler Anal. t. ii, As impossible, .as for a blind man
to have a conception of colours. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 73 F 6, I had not enlarged my conceptions either by
books or conversation. 1842 Dickens Lett. (1880) I. 59, I

can give you no conception of my welcome here.

+ b. What is merely conceived, a mere fancy.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 111. iv, 156 Pray heauen it bee.. no Con-

ception, Nor no Iealious Toy, concerning you.

+ C. An opinion, notion, view. Obs.
1678 Marvkll Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 607 Your further

conceptions intimated in yours of the 8th.

8. Philos. a. In a general sense = 7.

1640 Hobbes Hum. Nat. i. § 7 There [are] in our minds
continually certain images or conceptions of the things
without us. 1739 Hume Treatise 11. i. Wks. I. 334 'Tis
universally allow'd, that the capacity of the mind is limited,
and can never attain a full and adequate conception of
infinity. 1762 Kames Elem. Crit. (1833' 476 When I describe
a picture . . to another, the idea he forms of it is termed a
conception. 1*1863 Whately Co»tmpl.-bk. (1864) 92 It is a
conception, not perception, that we have of anything not in

actual present existence.

b. A general notion, a Coxcept ; sometimes
called a general conception,

^
' The Conception (Begriffi is opposed to the Intuition, for

it is anuniversal representation, or a representation of that
which is common to a plurality of objects ' ^tr. Kant's Logic
in Reid's IVks. 987*.

1785 Reid Int. PcKvers v. ii. Wks. 393 General terms . . do
not signify any individual, but what is common to many in-

dividuals ; therefore we have distinct conception of things
common to many individuals—that is, we have distinct

general conceptions, a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. III. 34
A conception of the understanding, corresponding to some
fact or facts, quorum notse communes coucaftiitntur, the
common characters of which are taken together under one
distinct exponent, hence named a conception, and concep-
tions are internal subjective words. 1856 Mill Logic II.

102 We get the conception of an animal.. by comparing
different animals. 1856 Meiklejohn tr. Kant s Crit. Pure
R. 24 Space is no discursive, or as we say, general concep-
tion \Begriff\ of the relations of things, but a pure intuition
[Anschauung]. iSSc^Caihd Philos. Kant I. 289 The object
of a conception is universal, of a perception, individual.

9. Origination in the mind
;
designing, planning.

_
1822 Imison Sc. <$• Art II. 396 In the conception of this

ideal picture, all the little circumstances should be contrived,
etc. 1857 Heavysege Saul (1869* 382 Prompt my deeds
Shall be henceforth, and close on the conception.

t>. Something originated in the mind ; a design,

plan ; an original idea (as of a work of art, etc.)

;

a mental product of the inventive faculty.

{1587 Golding De Mornayy. 51 The reasonable life hath
his conceptions and breedings ..We commonly terme the
doings or actions thereof by the name of Conceptions or
Conceits, after which maner the learned sort do cal their
bookes their Children.) 1606 Shaks. Tr. <$ Cr. 1. iii. 312,
I haue a young conception in my braine. 1843 Prescott
Mexico v. vi. (1864) 314 It was a bold conception, that of
constructing a fleet to be transported across forest and
mountain before it was launched. 1883 F. Wedmore in
igth Cent. XIII. 223 The element of satire that underlies
Shakespeare's conception of the. part of Benedick.

, fc. The spontaneous framing and utterance of
prayer: cf. Conceived 2 b. Obs.
1661 Grand Debate 57 Conceptions of Prayer by a publick

person . . are not to be rejected as private Conceptions.
flO- A fanciful expression, a conceit. Obs.
1693 Dryden Juvenal Ded. ij), He.. is full of conceptions

. . and witticisms . . b«low the dignity of heroic verse.

Conceptional ik^nse-p/tnal), a. [f. prec. +
-AL. Cf. mod.F. conceptionnel^\ Pertaining to,

or of the nature of, a conception or idea.
1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (i864UX. xtv. iii. 129 Intelligences

..peopled with the same ideas, representatives of things,
conceptional entities, even words. 187s Whitney Life
Lang. v. 90 More abstract and conceptional.

Hence rConceptionalist Obs. rare— 1
, erroneous

form of Conceptualist.
18. . Richardson (Wore), They have yet to satisfy them-

selves whether Aristotle was a realist, nominalist, or con-
ceptionalist.

Conceptionist. [f. Conception + -1st.]

1. One who deals with or limits himself to con-
ceptions.

a 1834 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1836) III. 32 An ample
and most ordonnant conceptionist, to the tranquil empyrean
of ideas he had not ascended.

2. A member of the K. C. order of the Concep-
tion : also aitrib.

1800 Arch.vol. XIII. 270 Conceptionist Nuns in Paris.

1857 E. Oliver in Coll. lath. Rct/g. 282 This new order of
the Conceplionists, founded by Monseigneur Eugene
Mazenod.

t Conce ptions, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Concep-
tion : see-ous.] Apt to conceive, prolific.

1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 187 [Earth] Enseare thy Fertile
and Conceptious Womb.
Conceptism. rare. [f. Sp. concepto = concept,

conceit, concetto + -ism. Cf. Sp. conceptista one
who employs conccptos or concetti.] In Spanish
Literature, The employment of conccptos, a cha-

racteristic Spanish form of conceits or concetti, in

literary composition
;
Spanish Concettism.

1887 A. Morel-Fatio in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 360/1 Con-
ceptism is the name that has been given to this [Quevedo's]
refinement of thought, which was doomed in time to fall

into the ambiguous and equivocal. lialtasar Gracian in

1642 published his Agudeza y Arte de Ingcuio, in which
all the subtleties of conceptism are very exactly reduced to
a code.

Conceptive (Vnscptiv), a. [ad. L. concep-

tiv-ns, f. concept- : see above and -ive. Cf. mod.
F. conccptif, -ive.] Having the faculty or attri-

bute of conceiving.

1. Conceiving (in the womb), apt to conceive

;

also trans/, (rare.)

1643 R. O. Man's Mort. iii. 14 By her powers Formative
or conceptive. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.su. vii. 352
Where the uterine parts exceed in heat, by the coldnesse
hereof they may bee reduced into a conceptive constitution.

1868 Bailey Fcstits, The .. sun hath sown The soil con-
ceptive with the seed of gold.

2. Conceiving (in the mind) ; of or pertaining to

(mental; conception.
1640 Hobbes Hum. Nat. i. § 7 Of the powers of the mind

there be two sorts, cognitive, imaginative or conceptive and
motive. 1678 Norris Coll. Misc. (1699- 164 That celebrated
distinction of the Platonic School of the Divine Mind into

. .conceptive and Exhibitive. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v.

xxii. (1737) 100 Their conceptive, cogitative Faculties. 1870
Lowell Study Wind. 126 With a conceptive imagination
vigorous beyond any in his generation.

f 3. As a rendering of L. concepttvus, applied

to certain festivals celebrated annually, not on
fixed days, but on days appointed by the priests or

magistrates. Obs. rare.

1631 R. Byfield Doctr. Sabb. 81 Macrobius saith, there

are foure kindes of publike holy-dayes. . Stative, Conceptive,
Imperative, and nundinative.

Hence Conceptiveness, conceptive faculty.

1819 P. Morris in Blackw. Mag. VI. 312 Wit. .belongs to
a different class from conceptiveness, and is an intellectual

power.

t Conce*ptory, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type

*concepto?-i-us, f. conceptor Conceiveu : see -oky.]

Of or pertaining to conception or breeding.
1586 Ferne Bias. Centric Ded., Idlenesse the verie

matrix and conceptorie place of infinite mischiefes. 1643
R.O. Mans Mort. iii. 11 He pitch upon those which affords

most conceptory division.

tConce'ptory, sb. Obs. rare — 1
, [f. as prec.

on type of L. sbs. in -drium : see -ory.] A vessel

or cavity ; Conceptacle 2 a.

1576 Newton tr. Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 82 The. .pores
opened, and the conceptories of the Veines enlarged.

COI&CeptlL&l (kf?nse
- pti«al), a. [ad. med.L. con-

ceptnal-is (used e.g. by Walter Burley C1360), f.

conceptu-s a conceiving + -al : in mod. F. con-

ceptuel.']

+ 1. ? That is conceived or taken into the mind.
1662 J. Chandler Van Helmont's Oriat. 280 Seeing all

madnesse doth arise from a budding or flourishing, con-
ceptual, foreign Idea implanted into anothers ground. Ibid.

341 A certain conceptual, irrational and bestial disturbance.

2. Of, pertaining to, or relating to mental concep-
tions or concepts.

i
a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. III. 260 This pregnant idea

is not within the sphere of conceptual logic, that is, of the
understanding. 1880 M. Pattison Milton xiii. 181 The
conceptual incongruities in Paradise Lost.

Conceptnalism (k^nse*pti«ali:z'm). [mod. f.

prec. + - ism : in F. conceplualisme.]

1. The scholastic doctrine that universals (genera

and species) exist as mental concepts (only) : a
compromise between Realism which attributed to

them real existence, and Nominalism which made
them mere names. (Usually considered to be a

modified or differently stated form of Nominalism.)
1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Reiifs Wks. 406 note, Abelard.

.

held a doctrine intermediate between absolute Nominalism
and Realism, corresponding to the opinion since called

I Conceptualism. 1867 I,, wis His*. Philos. II. 29 This

reality of conceptions, which is the point advanced in Con-
ceptualism. 187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 132 Neither
realism is the truth, nor nominalism is the truth, but con-
ceptualism.

2. The psychological doctrine that the mind is

capable of forming an idea {i. e. mental image)
corresponding to the abstract and general term :

held by, or attributed to, Locke and other English
philosophers.
c 1837 Hamilton Metaph. (1859^ II. xxv. 296 The doctrine

of Nominalism has been embraced by Hobbes, Berkeley,
Hume, Principal Campbell, and Mr. Stewart; while Con-
ceptualism has found favour with Locke, Reid, and Brown.

Conceptualist k(Tnse-pti«alist). [mod. f. as

prec. + -1st :
(

v
perh. a. 17-iSth c. F'. conceptualistc).]

One who holds the doctrine of Coisxettuausm
(in sense 1 or 2): esp. in History of Philosophy,

applied to those who held opinions intermediate

between those of the Realists and the Nominalists.
(In med.L. called Conceptistre : c 1475 Petkus NiCRi

CUpeus Thornhtarum (1504) 56 a (Prantli Una opinio est

eorum qui dicunt quod universale est conceptus mentis, et

isti nominantur conceptista;.)

Also, applied by Mill to one who holds that Logic
is exclusively concerned with concepts.
1785 Reid Int. Powers v. vi. Wks. 406/1 That universality

which the Realists held to be in things themselves, Nominal-
ists in names alone, they [a third party] held to be. .in our
conceptions. On this account they were called Concep-
tualists. c 1837 Hamilton Led, Metaph. 11859* II. xxxvt.
3i6The older Conceptualises [e.g. Locke, etc.] assert that it

is possible to conceive a triangle neither equilateral nor
rectangular,—but both at once. 1846 Mill Logic 1. vi. § 1

The opinion of the Conceptualists, that a proposition is the
expression of a relation between two ideas. Ibid. 1. vi. § 3
note, Where a Conceptualist says that a name or a propor-
tion expresses our Idea of a thing, I should generally say
(instead of our Idea) our Knowledge, or Belief, concerning
the thing itself. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. ;i872^ IV. 365
John of Salisbury, in his Polycraticus, is a manifest, if not
avowed Conceptualist.
attrib. 1858 J. MartiNEAU Studies Chr. 173 The media-

torial theology of Christendom,— a theology which never
could have sprung up if our present conceptualist and
nominalist notions had always prevailed. 1884 Athenaeum
14 June 752/3 The conceptualist school which once ruled

English loyic under the influence of Hamilton and Mansel.

Hence Conce ptuali stic a., pertaining to, or of

the nature of, conceptualism.
In mod. Diets.

Conceptua'lity. rare [f. Conceptual +

-ITY.] The faculty of forming conceptions.
1838 I. Taylor Home Educ. 319 Conceptually is passive,

or chiefly so.

Concern kfTaso'Jn', v. Also 5 conserne, 6-7
-cerne, 7 -cearn. [ad. med.L. concemcrc and K.

concenter (15th c. in Littre}, ad. L. concemcrc, f.

con- + cemcre to sift, separate, distinguish, discern,

perceive, see, look at, regard, have respect to.

The L. lexicons quote concemcrc only from Au-
gustine in the sense ' to mix, mingle together in

order to sift
'

; but in med.L. it was evidently an

intensive of ccmere in various senses (cf. sense I

below), esp. in that of ( regard, have respect or

reference to' ( — L. spectdre
s

-, in which it is quoted

by Du Cange from the Laws of Majorca, c 1 300,

and from au Eng. charter of 1406. It is found in

the modern Romanic langs. in the same sense from
early times : cf. It. conccmere, Sp. concenter in

Florio and Minsheu.]

+ 1. 1. To distinguish, discern, perceive. Obs.
c 1450 Lvdg. Lyf of ftr Ladye E iij/2 (R. suppl.), God

that is eterne The trouthe of thynges clerely can conserne.

1589 Nashe Almond for Parrot t8 a, The true children

of God can not tell how to concernethem Lthe wicked].

II. 2. trans. To have relation or reference to ;

to refer to, relate to ; to be about.
1526 Tin dale Acts xxviii. 31 Teachynge those thinges

which concerned the lorde Jesus. 1586 Cogan Haven
Healthi. (1636) 7 The place where exercise is to bee used
doth chiefly concernethe aire. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv.

i. 30 Say on (my Lord of Westmorland I in peace, What doth
concern your coming. 1631 Gouge God s A rrcnus 111. Ep.
Ded. 5/2 The principal points herein handled . . conceme
Prayer. 1632 Haywahd tr. Biondis Eromeua 67, I will, that

shee bee yours for as much as concernes me. 1841-4 Emer-
son Ess. Wks. I. 99 Prudence concerns the present time,

persons, property, and existing forms.

+ b. To belong ; to appertain. Obs. rare.

1658 S. Richardson Form. Hell'm PhenixW. 450, 1 appeal

to the learned in the languages, for to them concerneth the

decision of the signification of words.

C. As concerns ( = as it concerns) : with regard

to ; in reference to ; as respects.

187a Morley Voltaire (1886) 21 As concerns their demands.

1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng. 50 As concerns a substantive, its

subjective genitive, universally, .may be expressed preposi-

tively.

3. To affect (things, or persons passively) ; to

have a bearing or influence on ; to involve.

[1526 Pilgr. Pcrf.QN. de W. 1531) 237 b, Some lawes per-

teyneth ojiely to London, whiche onely byndeth the same
Cite, and concerneth nothynge Yorke or Iirystowe]. 1586
Thynne in Holinshed II. 405 Such things as . . concerne the

honour of the Scotish nation. 1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. < 1769)

24 His [Adam's] unhappy fall did so much concern his rare

and infused habits. [1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome vL 87
This war equally concerns us all.]
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4. To be of importance to ; to be the concern

or business of. (Often with quasi-impers. const.,

the subject being a phrase or clause.)

1603 Shaks. Afeas. for M. L i. 78 It concernes me To
looke into the bottome of my place. 1604 — Oth. 1. iii. 22
Th' importancie of Cyprus to the Turke. .it more concernes
<he Turke then Rhodes. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 82 Things
above Earthly thought, which yet concernd Our knowing.
171a Steele Sped. No. 290 p \ Domestick Virtues concern
all the World. 173a Pope //or. Sat. 11. ii. 165 If the use be
mine, can it concern one, Whether the name belong to Pope
or Vernon ? 1818 JAS. Mill Brit. India III. vi. i 17 Here
is a picture ! It concerns my countrymen to contemplate
well the features of it. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. 1 1876)
III. xii. 249 A quarrel which concerned neither himself nor
his country.

fb. absol. or intr. To be of importance, to

matter. Also with unto. Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L, iv. ii. 147 Trip and goe my sweete,

deliuer this Paper into the hand of the King, it may con-
cerne much. 1591 — Two Gent. n. ii. 77 Madam, it will

not lye where it concerns, Vnlesse it haue a false Interpreter.
— 1 Hen. VI, v. iii. 116 Why what concernes his freedome
vnto mee? 1679 Sir T. Hrowne Wks.(\%%*\ III. 463 Ifplaces
bee sould or given by favor only, such virtues will concerne
butt contingently.

+ 5. trans. To engage the attention of ; to affect

with consideration, care, or solicitude ; to trouble.

Obs. in active.

c 1592 Marlowe Jew Malta 1. ii, Now, then, here know
that it concerneth us. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. III. ii. 87
Which to deny, concernes more than auailes. 1641 Br.
Hall Via Media Rem. Wks. u66o) 374 These opinions,
which have no reason to concern us. 1749 R. Goadby /»'.

M. Carew 174 This greatly surpriz'd and concerned Mr.
Carew.

T 6. To bring into relation, cause to have a part

or share in ; to engage, implicate, mix up. Obs. in

active.

1676 Marvell Mr. Smirk* 18 To concern the Author in
the Non-Conformists, that may have reflected any where.
1678 Cldwortii Intel/, Syst. i. iii. 150 Those mechanick
Theists. .Affect to concern the Deity as little as possible in
mundane affairs. 1679 EvERARD Prpt. Princes Europe 11

France made its Treaty., with the House of Austria, with-
out concerning the Grisoni therein.

b. rcfl. To concern oneself', to interest oneself

with, in. about, to do a thing ; to engage, take up,

or trouble oneself; to take or have any concern.
1634 tr. Bn/zac's Lett. 365 One concerning itselfe in this

sort. 1676 C. Hatton in Hattan Corr. 11878' 129 Hee doth
of late more publickly concerne himself in state affairs. 1682
Dkvi>en Bel. Laici Pref., 1 ought not to have concerned
myself with fsuch] speculations. 1711 Hearne Collect. lOx£
H. Hoc.' III. 485 I will not concern myself in this Affair.

a 1716S0CTH Strut. <J.\ Providence, .concerns itself toown
and assert the interests of religion. 1791 CowpEI Comm.
Milton Wks. 1837 XV. 336 There is nothing at>out which
the heart of man concerns itself so little. 1883 Frouoe
Short Stud. IV. in. 270 Celsus . . was a man . . unlikely to
concern himself with vice and folly.

7. In the imperative = ' Confound !

' cf. Con-
cekxhi) 3. dial.

1877 A' W. Lincolnsh. Gloss., Consarn you, an objurga-
tion equivalent to 1 confound you '. Also in Miss Jackson
Shropsh. IVord-l'k., Gloss, of Leicester, Cheshire, etc.

III. Passive, To be concerned.
This occurs in some senses which are non-existent or

obsolete in the active ; in other senses it is much more used
than the active.

t 8. To be under the responsibility or obligation
;

to have it as one's business. Obs. (Cf. 4.)
165a Needham Selden's Mare CI. 125 Princes are con-

cerned to bee warie and careful, that they admit no such
strangers . . where . . the Common-weal may receiv any
damage thereby. 1659 Burton's Diary (18281 IV. 457 That
gentleman will be concerned to name them in a fitter season.

'735 J- Price Stone Br. Thames 16, I shall think myself
concern'd to pursue my Thoughts upon this Subject.

9. To feel interested, to be solicitous, to care.

(Cf. 50
1664-5 Ld. Windsor in Hatton Corr. (1878^ 46 Without

letting Sir Charles Lytleton know I am att all concearned for

it. 1671 Sir C. Lvttelton Ibid. 63, I had r letter, .from one
a Utile concerned to have it so. a 1687 Petty Pol. A nth.
iv. (1691) 77 The said Ten being not concerned to increase
their Territory. 172* De Foe Plague (1756) 151 We are
concern'd to tell you of it. 1734 Berkeley Analyst % 20, I

am not concerned about the truth of your theorems. 1876
Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. I. 268, I am not concerned to tell of
the food that was eaten in that green refectory.

10. To be troubled or distressed either with

anxiety, or sorrow for misfortune. (Cf. 5.)
a 1674 Clarendon Surv. Leriath. (1676) 349 He is not

concern'd, if the King forbids him to believe in Christ. 1693
Col. Bee. Penn. I. 414, I . .am Concerned to see the time goe
away and nothing done. HM Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist.

Soc.) III. 479 I am concern'd at this Proceeding, and indeed
take it very unkindly. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones Wks.
(17751 III. 106 I never was more concerned at any thing in

my life. 1805 Wellington in Owen Disp. 518 The Governor-
General is concerned to state that neither of the other
attacks succeeded. 1858 J. Martineau Studies Chr. 73
We are concerned that any Christian divine can so torture

and desecrate the names of virtue.

fb. Used of physical distress. Obs.

1715 Derham Phys.' Theol. 5 foot-note. In one. .Compress-
ing Engine I closely shut up a sparrow, without forcing

any Air in ; and in less than an Hour the Bird began to

pant, and be concerned.

11. To be in a relation of practical connexion

with ; to have to do with ; to have a part or share

in ; to be engaged in, with {\ against). (Cf. 6.)

a 1680 Butler Bcm.dy$g) II. 311 Those, that are con-
cerned in one another's Love, .are never quiet, but always
catterwalling. 1699 Bentley Phal. Pref. 15 Any Body,
that has ever been concern'd in a Patent. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 1 F 9 Those Gentlemen who are concerned with
me in this Work. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xii. x. An
attorney may feel all the miseries and distresses of his
fellow creatures, provided he happens not to be concerned
against them. 1836 Priciiard Phys. Hist. Man. ed. 3 I.

275 The inquiry with which I am now concerned. 1875
JowETTPlato ied. ) V. 224 Music is concerned with harmony
and rhythm. 1884 Gladstone in Standard 29 Feb. 2/4
Persons prominently concerned in conducting the affairs of
the country.

b. esp. To be implicated, or involved in, to have
to do with (anything culpable).
1686 Col. Bee. Penn. I. 176 Under suspition of being

Carnally Concerned with a Woman Servt. 17x1 Steele
Sped. No. 260 r 1 Intrigues which no one will believe 1

ever was concerned in. 1717 Col. Bee. Penn. III. 21 Some
of their men were concern'd in the killing of the sd.

Catamba Indians. 180a Mar. Edgeworth Mora/ T. {1816)
I. xv. 122 Accused of being concerned in a riot. 1848
Macaulav Hist. Eng. I. 663 Among the persons concerned
in the Rye House plot.

12. Of things : To be involved or engaged in any
action.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. % 125 All delays were danger-
ous, in a case where winds and tides were concerned. 1831
Brewster Optics iv. 34 The small part of any curved surface
. .which is concerned in refracting it, may be regarded as a
plane. 1846 Mill Logic Introd. § 7 There are other more
elementary processes, concerned in all thinking,

b. To be involved in a risk ; to be at stake.

1700 Drydkn Pre/. Babies Wks. (Globef 501 The honour
of their order is concerned in every member of it. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones xvm. vii, A secret in which her
honour, and consequently her life, was concerned. 1862
W, Collins Hp Same iv. 5 My honour is concerned in bowl-
ing out Mrs. Lecount.

13. To be under relations of any kind ; to be
affected, or liable to be affected. (Cf. 2, 3.)
X794 Burke Rep. Lords' Jrnls. Wks. 1842 II. 627 In such

a cause the state itself is highly concerned in the event.
1810 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. V. 542 What has pa>sed
in Parliament respecting me, has not given me one moment's
concern as far as I am personally concerned. 186s R
Munera P. > 1880) 32 As far as ne is himself concerned the
capitalist takes.. a more interesting aspect. 1882 I. H.
Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. II. 253 A matter in which religious
duty and public policy were concerned.

Concern (kfJnsoun), sb. [f. prec vb. : the rela-

tion of sense between the vb. and sb. corresponded
originally to that between vb. and sb. in regard,

respect. There is no corresponding sb. in Fr.

The use of concern instead of concernment in R. Boyle's
Parthenissa was thus censured in 1655 by Dorothy Osborne,
Lett. Ii. < 18881238, ' Another fault I fincf, too, in the style—
'tis affected. .My concern or 0/great concern is, it seems
[I.e. to Boyle], properer than concernment '.]

I. A relation objective or subjective.

f 1. Regard, respect, reference ; concernment.
//; that concern : in regard or respect to that. Obs.

1589 Jas. VI in Ellis On'g. Lett. 1. 228. III. 29 We.,
desyring you to interpone your gud will.. to thair expedi-
tcoun and furtherance in that concerne. 1667 H. More Div.
DiaL v. iv. (17131 409^ I would not exclude the Persian from
the Concern of this sixth Vial 1694 Act, Ser. Late Voy. I.

(1711) 96 Men of good observation to inspect into matters of
this Concern.

b. Relation ; concernment.
1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. 118771 * 'v - 73 tt is connected with

every stage of the Sacred History ; but its special concern is

with the period preceding the Exodus.

2. Of concent: of relation to some one; esp. of

important relation, of importance, of interest.

1655 [see note in Etymol.J. 1666 Sir J.Talbot in S/iugsby's
Diary 11836) 369 He hath some affaires of Concerne to you
to acquaint you of. 1674 Allen Danger Enthus, 27 Those
things which in their nature were of common concern unto
all. 1682 Bunyan //o/y War 203 So he has writ himself in

all papers of concern, wherein he has had to do. 1697
Collier Ess. Mor, Subj. 11. To Rdr. (1709) 4 A Cause of
Concern ought to be pleaded to Advantage. 171a Arbuth-
not John Buttiijij) 78 Truly this is a matter of some con-
cern. 1869 Haddan Apost. Success, iii. (1879) 57 A truth of
deep concern to men's souls.

3. A relation of practical intercourse with (any-

one), pi. Transactions, business relations.

1699 Bentley Phal. 98 He had concerns with the Mamer-
tines of Messana. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones Wks. < 1775)

III. 129, I know Mr. Nightingale . .and have formerly had
concerns with him. 1790 Cowper Odyss. in. 90 Come ye to

transact concerns Commercial? 1807 Crahbe Par. Reg. 11.

224 In all concerns was Stephen just and true.

D. To have no concern
,
formerly concerns} with :

to have nothing to do with.

1726 Shelvocke Voy. round IVor/d Pref. 26 He often

declared that he would have no concerns with me when we
came to sea. 1846 Mill Logic 1. iii. i 7 We have no concern
here with this controversy, a 186a Buckle Ch'itis. 11873)

III. v. 464 The process, being ideal, has no concern either

with observations or experiments. 1876 Freeman Norm.
Conq. I. 359 With these rulers of Bernicia I have no concern.

4. A relation of connexion or active interest in

an act or affair
;

interest, share, position of being

concerned in ; as, to have a concern in.

1720 Waterland Eight Serm. toa The Son's concern in

the Work of Creation. x8o« Wellington in Owen Disp.

511 The Acting Resident did not suspect that. .Scindiah

had any concern in this outrage. 1814 Scott Wav. xjiii,

How many gentlemen, .took a concern in the. .undertaking

of 1745. 1835 Urf. Philos. Afanuf. 302 Motives of hu-

manity had not the smallest concern in the business.

+ b. A financial or commercial interest or share.
X748 Richardson Clarissa (18x1] VII. 284 He has a con-

cern in a ship, which will sail in a month. i76»-7x H.
Walpole Vertue's A need. Paint. 117861 V. 170 He appears
too to have had some concern in a manufacture of tapestry.

6. Interest, solicitous regard, solicitude, anxiety;
anxious, uneasy, or troubled state of mind, arising
from regard to or interest in any person or thing.

(Viewed as a condition that one is in or under,
a sentiment that one has, shows, etc.)

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 709 Without concern he
hears. .Of. -distant war. 1704 Swift Bait. Bis. (1711) 243
Jove, in great Concern, convokes a Council in the Milky-
Way. 1707 J. Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 214 During
their absence, I was under the greatest concern of mind that
ever I knew in my life. 1768 Sterne Sent. Jourti., The
Postillion, The concern whicluhe poor fellow's story threw
me into, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. iii. 28 I noticed an expres-
sion of concern upon his countenance. 1877M0ZLEY Univ.
Serm. iv. 83 Deep concern for human souls,

b. (with a and //.) ? Obs.
1692 Dryden St. Evremont's Ess. 101 If so be what is said

of us be false, so soon as we shew a concern at it, we make
it suspected for Truth. 1713 Addison Cato 1. v, O Marcia,
let me hope thy kind concerns And gentle wishes follow me
to battel f 1769 Junius' Lett. i. 2 Every man who pretends
to a concern for the public welfare.

II. A matter that concerns.

6. A matter or subject that relates or appertains
to some person or thing, an affair, f General or
public concern : the commonwealth, res publica.

1707 Freind Peterbormvs Com/. Sp. 174 To lay down my
Life . . if my preservation were not of greater use to the
General concern. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (18791 L 200
He saw what an important concern the administration was.

1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 219 Zealous as she was for the
public concern. x8o6 7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life
(1826) 111. Conclus., I have .. neglected almost every other
concern in trying to find it out.

b. //. Affairs.

1675 Ogilhy Brit. 46 The Hall in which are Heard all

Concerns in I-aw. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 84 He often
inspected the Accompts of his sister . . and had a great care
of her concerns. 17x8 Freethinker No 87. 226 The least

Judgment or Discretion in the Common Concerns of Life.

1729 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 50 That strong inclina-

tion most have to be talking of the concerns.. of their
neighbour. 1813 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. XI. 107, I

can interfere in no manner whatever in the internal concerns
of the country. 18*9 Southey O. Newman vi, Of needful
things and every-day concerns. 187s Mokley Voltaire
(1886) 28 The application of individual energy and thought
to public concerns.

7. A matter or subject that affects or touches

one, and that ought to engage one's active in-

terest and attention, esp. with possessive. My con-

cern: my business, a matter affecting me, or in which
I have ground of interference.

a 1700 Dryden (J.), *Tis all mankind's concern that he
should live. 1731 Law Serious C. xx'w. (ed. 2> 489 Which
are the common and greatest concern of all Christians. 1790
Burke Fr. Rer: 17 Trial is their concern. 1850 Herschel
Stud. Nat. Phil. 11. vii. (18^1) 215 Their performance, in

many cases, becomes a national concern. 1833 11 1 Mar-
tineau Mooch. Strike i. 9 What concern is it of yours?
1883 G. Lloyd Ebb Flow II. 287 Itis no concern of mine.

b. Hence, A subject that does excite one's in-

terest, attention, and care; a subject about which
one concerns himself. (Cf. 5.)

a 1831 A. Knox Bern. 1 1844) I. 71 To keep his own vine-

yard was his first and great concern. 1888 M. Morris
Claverhouse vi. 89 But it was the work he had been set to

do ; and his concern was only to execute it as completely as

possible.

8. //. Things that belong to one ;
belongings.

Obs. b. Things appertaining to any work, ap-

purtenances, rare. C. Persons belonging to one

;

* relations', relatives. St* dial.

1693 Luttrell Brie/Bet. (18571 III. 321 That afternoon

he removed his concerns out of the office. 18x8 B. O'Reilly
Greenland 7 16 Nor were the concerns for scientific observa-

tion overlooked. 1818 Edin. Mag. 330 (Jam.) They ap-

peared to their nearest relations (in the Scottish language
concerns) and declared to them their state.

+ 9. A property, an estate. Now dial.

1787 Grose Provt'nc. Gloss., Concern, a little estate. 1877
Holexerness Gloss., Consahn, an estate, a property. ' Ah've
bowt a nice consahn at Hedon.'

10. A business organization ; a business, a firm
;

a commercial or manufacturing establishment.
So long as a partnership firm consists of the original

partners, it is calledfirst concern ; on a change in the firm,

occurring by the retirement or accession of any partner,

or by change of position among the partners, it is called

second concern ', so third,/ourth concern, etc.

1681 Yarranton Eng. /mproi>. 11. 159 If Things in the

Iron Concern are as you say, the whole Country suffers much
by it. 1800 Wellington in Owen Disp. 722 [They] can no
longer be considered as the agents of a commercial concern.

1857 C. Bronte Professor I. ii. 22 A dense, permanent
vapour brooded over this locality—there lay Edward's
' Concern '. 1866 Crump Banking 1. 32 The bank received

back its own with interest, ana subsequently became a
flourishing concern. 1885 Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 463 The
directors did not. .know that the concern was going to fail.

11. familiarly. A material contrivance or ob-

ject ; esp. one that is complicated or cumbrous:

usually with some amount of depreciation {esp. it

applied to a person) ; cf. affair, article, thing.

1834 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 12 A steel-pen, which is a
very unpliable concern. 1842 S. Lover Handy Andy xvi,
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A tin concern, something like a chimney-cowl. 1856 K.\xt
A ret. Expl. I. xxvii. 359 A moment's check would plunge
the whole concern into the rapid tide-way. 1856 Mrs.
Stowe Dred I. i. 16 No, I'm not, Harry ; I am a selfish

little concern.

12. An 1 affair ' not more definitely characterized ;

e.g. an intrigue, disturbance, etc. Now chiefly dial.

1690 J. Wilson Belphegor (Dram. Restoration 296) It is

not long since I had a concern with a signiora. 1877
N. W. Lincolnsh, Gloss.

,
Consarn, an intrigue. 'They'd

a consarn together for years, an' he'd two bairns by her.'

1877 Hotdemess Gloss., ' It's a queer consahn that of awd
Smith and his men/ 1888 W. Somerset Word-bk., Concern,
row, quarrel, disturbance. ' There was a pretty consarn
sure 'nough, last night.'

Conce*rnable, a. nonce-wd. [f. Concern v. +
-able. J Solicitous, desirous.

1887 Bt.ACKMORE Springhaven (ed. 4) II. vii. 84 I was not
concernable to let her see me.

t Concernance, Obs. rare~ x
, [Cf. obs. F.

concernence : see -ence.] = Concernment.
1644 Hammond Catech. Wks. 1684 IV. in. ii. 74 Importu-

nity, i. e. frequent coming to God in prayer, .and with the
concernance of those things which we may ask and obtain.

t Conee'rnancy. Obs.— 1

. ?= Concernment.
1603 Shaks. Haiti, v. ii. 128 iQq.), Osr. Your lordship

speaks most tnfalliblyof him. Hani. The concernancy, sir?

why do we wrap the gentleman in our more rawer breath?

Concerned < kf>ns3\ind\ a. [f. Concern v.]

1. Affected, interested, involved
;
troubled, vexed,

anxious ; showing concern.
1656 Cowley Davideis III. 766 With concern 'd haste her

thoughtful Looks she rais'd. 1672 Sir T. Browne Lett.
Friend xxii. (1881) 142 To see the heirs and concerned rela-
tions gratulating themselves. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 504
r 4 Taking him aside with a grave concerned countenance.
1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. xv. 128 He was
greatly concerned. 1832 Solthey Hist. Peuins. (Far III.

877 The more concerned spectators were not without fear,

b. Used absol., and hence formerly with//.
1755 Magens Insurances I. 60 An Instance, .wherein the

Concerned agreed that the Goods, .should be rated at first

Cost. Ibid. I. 236 Arbitrators were fixed upon. .Mr. N. M.
for the Concerneds in the Prize.

2. Concerned with (in) drink or liquor: having
had too much to do with it ; the worse for liquor;

also simply concerned. Now vulgar ax dial. (Cf.
Concern v. ii b.)

1687 Magd. Coll. ff Jos. II (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) 71 Mr. An-
thony Turner came to ' the Lobster ' about eleven at night .

.

much concerned in drink. 1723 Swift Cook-maid's Let.,
Drunk or sober . . Not that . . his reverence was ever con-
cern'd to my knowledge. 1731 Wentworth Papers 3 Aug.
(1883) 472, I had made a full resolution never to be concern'd
in Hquor again. 1752 E. Murray in Scots Mag: Aug. 1 1753)
392/2 He thought the pannel was a little concerned with
drink. 1834 Sir H. Taylor Artevelde 11. iii. 3 (D.)
She's a light-skirts ! yea, and at this present A little, as you
see, concerned with liquor. 1875 PARisn Sussex Dial. 30
Concerned in Liquor, .one of the many expressions used in

Sussex to avoid the word ' drunk '.

3. U. S. slang. Confounded, deuced. Also adv.
1848-60 in Bartlett.

Concernedly ik^nsavmedli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY^.] In a concerned manner ; with concern.
1654 Earl Orrery Parihenissa (1676) 335 Udozia.. con-

cernedly consider'd the generous Ventidius's Picture, a 1674
Clarendon (J.\ They had more positively and concernedly
wedded his cause. 1698 Froger Voy. 104 Which made, .the
Portuguese to murmur, and concernedly to say, That it

was not to be endured.

ConcemedneSS (Vnsaunednes). [f. as prec.

+ -Ness.] The quality of being concerned ; con-
cern.

1675 Howe Living- Temple Wks. (1834) 8 Out of a hearty
concernedness and jealousy for the honour of religion. 1686
Horneck Crucif. Jesus ix. 169 How shall I testifie my
concernedness at the sufferings of the Lord ? 1699 I Barry
Cordial for Sin-desp. Soul

(J1802) 32 The concernedness of
each party appeared in striving to get and keep the start.

tConce*rner. Obs. [f. Concern v. + -er 1
.]

One who is concerned, or has to do with another.
1639 Mayne City Match 1. i, He. .was enter'd Among the

philosophical Madams ; was as great with them as their
concerners. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 117 Bad Wives,
Elder Brothers, tough Predecessors . . all which are con-
demned in the wishes of their concerners.

t Concerning, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. as prec +
-ING 1

.] a. The taking of concern, b. Concern-
ment

;
relation, reference, c. A matter that con-

cerns one ; a concern.

1594 O. B. {titled, Questions of profitable and pleasant con-
cernings, on the Display of vaine life. 160* Shaks. Ham.
in. iv. 191 'Tweregood you let him know, For who. . Would
from a Paddocke. .Such deere concernings hide. 1603 —
Meas.forM. 1. i. 57 We shall write to you.. and our con-
cernings shall importune. 1642 Fuller Holy Prof. St.
11. iv. 60. Ibid. iv. viii. 274 One memorable act . . which
though single in it self, was plurall in the concernings
thereof.

Concerning ^nsaunirj),///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ING 2

.]

1. That is of concern, that gives cause for con-
sideration

; important, weighty, arch.

.
l649 JeR. Taylor Gt. Exemp. n. jtfL 157 When fasting is

in order to greater and more concerning purposes, it puts
on more religion. 1654 L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 80
The Lords had a more concerning interest in the Preroga-
tive. x66z More Phitos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 8, I could
not conceal so concerning a Truth. 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1781) III. xvii, 137 Lady L. speaking..on this

concerning subject, a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. IV. 6 To
utter all my meditations on this most concerning point,

b. That gives cause for anxiety or distress.

1741 Richardson Pamela II. 159, I cannot bear anything
that is the least concerning to you.

2. As a pres. pple., concerning may be joined to

its verbal object, and the whole combination used
adjectively, as in all-concerning, soul-concerning,

etc.

'795 South ey Joan of Arc ix. 425 But oh! remember
ye, And in their generation let your sons Transmit to theirs
the all-concerning truth. 1869 Haddan Apost. Succ. i.

(1879) 7 Those, .soul-concerning doctrines.

Concerning (kfTnsd.Jnin.), prep. [The pres.

pple. of Conckkn v. in sense 2, used at length
without reference to any subject, and retaining its

verbal object : cf. the series, ' a matter intimately
concerning your friend ' he made to me a com-
munication concerning your friend ',

' I will com-
municate with you concerning your friend where
concerning is, in the first the participle, in the
third a preposition, in the second transitional,
1 your friend * being its object in all.

Cf. the similar use of regarding, touching: so mod.F.
concernant, touchant. See also according to, during, not-
withstanding, pending, in which prepositions, or preposi-
tional phrases have indifferent ways arisen outofparticiples.]

1. {introductory. ) Where concerning agrees with
a preceding sb. expressed, and may be rendered
that concern(s), that relates to. (Hut since 1600,

at least, treated as in 2.)

a\\z$ Rymbr Feedera IX. 918/1 In all manere of thynges
conccrnyng th' Exercice of Governance. 1503-4 Act 19
Hen. VII, c. 35 § 2 All the evydences chartres and muny-
mentes concernyng the premysses. i$z6 I'ilgr, Perf. tW.
de W. 1531) 1 b, The sentences of illumyned doctours con-
cemynge perfeccyon. 1368 Grahton Chron. II. 74 To en-
quire out the matter concernyng them that were consentyng
to Beckets death. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. i. 6 Some things
of weight that taske our thoughts, concerning vs and France.
i6ox — Tivel. N. iv. ii, 54 What is the opinion of Pytha-
goras concerning Wilde-fowle ? 1625 Macon Ess., Unity in
Relig. (Arb. ) 423 We shall therefore speake a few words,
concerning the Unity of the Church. 11654 Selden
Table-T, tArb.) 18 A law concerning Leather, or any other
Commodity. 1765 Wilkes Corr. 118051 II. 204 As to all

my proceedings here concerning the press,

f b. So concerning unto. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. Ep. 2 Some thyng. .in writyng. .concernyng
unto this mater.

2. Where concerning does not agree with a pre-

ceding sb. expressed, and becomes entirely pre-

positional = Regarding, touching, in reference or
relation to; about ; of ^as in quot. 1865'. (Now
rather formal and literary : perh. never colloquial.)

1535 Coverdale i Cor. xvi. i Concernynge [Tindale of]

the gadderynge that is made for the sayntes. 1541 — Old
Faith ix. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I, 63 Concerning the coming
of John the Baptist. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. \. i. 228 But
that is not the question ; the question is concerning your
marriage. 1611 Bible Matt, xvi, 11, I spake it not to you
concerning bread. 1715 De Foe Voy. round World (18401

251, I asked him concerning the natives. 1752 Johnson
Rambler No. 195 P 11 Every servant, .was examined con-
cerning his departure. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T.
(1816) I. ix. 71 He will make no inquiries concerning you.
1822 Southey in Q. Rev. XXVII. 2 A point concerning
which . . biographers have not been able to satisfy them-
selves. 1865 R. W. Dale Jew. Temple i. (18771 *5 What
has been said concerning the greatness and glory of Christ.

3. The sense 1 as it concerns, as it relates to, as to
*

(L. quo-ad, quantum ad, F. quant ii), was formerly
expressed by concerning alone, but usually by as
concerni?ig. (Now, more usually as it concerns,

as concerns, as regards.}

1555 in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xliii. 120 That Christ
was ordained, concerning his humanity and not concerning
the Godhead. 1611 Bible Philipp. iii. 6 As touching the law,
a Pharise ; concerning zeale, persecuting the Church ; touch-
ing the righteousnesse which is in the Law, blameless [Greek
Kara, Rhem. according to, Revised as touching]. 1656
Cowley Misc., Reason (1669) 27 When we trust Men con-
cerning God, we then Trust not God concerning Men.
b. 1526-34 Tindale Philipp. iii. 5 As concemynge the

lawe, a pharisaye, and as concemynge ferventnes, I perse-
cuted the congregation. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. i. 203 The
matter is to me, sir, as concerning Iaquenetta. 1611 Bible
Rom. ix. 5 Of whom as concerning the flesh Christ came.
1792 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) H*« 442 Their government,
or policy, as concerning themselves or other nations. 1818
Colebrooke Import, Col. Com, Its effect is perhaps, .over-
rated, as concerning the direct cost of wrought goods.

T 4. Concerning might formerly be followed by
an infin., or by a subord. clause; concerningfor
was used = 1 as to '. Obs.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John 28 a, Iohns disciples

did enuye Iesu, forasmuche as concernyng he hymself was
lately baptyzed of Iohn, and had behaued hymselfas though
he had been his disciple . . he would now sodainly make him-
self equal to him. 1560 P. Whitehorne Arte ofWarre
(1573) 27 b, Concerning to learne how to handle the weapons.
Ibid. 86 a. Concerning for other consideracions, they had
twoo principall. 1611 Bible Acts xiii. 34 As concerning that
he raised him vp from the dead.

tConce'raingly, adv. Obs. [f. the adj. +
-LY 2

.] In a manner that concerns or involves

concern.

164^3 Plain English 27 It will now be found most con-
cermngly necessary to looke at the present Army . . as the
best ground-work of safety. 1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 21,

I am . . more concerningly persuaded of them, than of any
thing I see or know.

Concerningness. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ness.] The quality of concerning or affecting ; im-
portance, import

;
bearing, application.

( 1814 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (18361 III, 70 A truth, the
power and special concerningness of which, .depends on our
knowledge of the whole.

Concernless, a. rare. [f. Concern sb. +
-less.J Without concern

;
absolutely unconcerned.

1721 Cibber Parolla V, In ev'ry Thing the Course of Na-
ture still Keeps duly on, concernless in its Road.

Concernment ik^nsa-jnment). [f. Concern v.

+ -MENT.]

+ 1. A matter concerning, or having relation to,

any person or thing ; a matter appertaining. Obs.
1610 Gvtllim Heraldry vi. vi. (1660)417 Of whose crea-

tion, privileges, and other concernments you may be more
fully satisfied in a Supplement to this Book. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. in. 1.107Other concernments there are of
the Elephant,which might admit of discourse. 1658 — Card.
Cyrus Wks. II. 541 The delights, commodities, mysteries,
with other concernments of this order. 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia A vi, In Concernments of Physick and their own
Health.

1 2. A matter in which any one has or takes an
interest ; an interest. Obs. or arch.
1627 77 Feltham Resolves 11. Ixvii. 292 He that minds his

own . and but seldom intrudes upon the concernments of
others, a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840I III. 388,1 presume
the concernments of the poor are well cared for. 1741
Watts /mfrw. Mind xiv. Wks. < 1 8

1
3

1 96 Those that have
influence upon our everlasting concernments. 1867 Bush-
NELt..A/or. Use Dark Th. 194 Thevery highest concernments
of his nature.

3. An affair, business, concern.
1621 Jas. I Let. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) * 59 To pro-

mote, .our concernments with his Majesty. 1662 Drvdkn
Wild Gallant Pref,, I do not think it my Concernment to
defend it. 1725 Watts Logic II. iii. Introd., In our civil con-
cernments; as well as in matters of learning. 1816 SCOTT
Tales of Landl. Ser. 1. Introd., Men . . travelling on their
concernments of business. 1859 Tkollope Ih'rtrams II. xi.

163 He was now a man of many concernments. 1879 M iss

Jackson Shn>psh. Wont-bh.
t Consarnmcnt, concern; busi-

ness. ' I toud 'im it wuz no consarnment o' mine '.

4. The fact of concerning or having reference
;

relation, bearing, application, connexion. Com-
monly after of, as 'a matter of public concernment
i.e. that concerns the public.

1622 62 Hevlin Cosmogr. II. (1682) 31 In any matters of
particular concernment. 1659 J. Arrows.mith Chain
Princ. 3S6 A message of very sad concernment. J692 Bi».

Rochester Wicked Coutriv. in Select. Hart. Misc. (1793)

497 Mr. Dyve. .found nothing in them [letters] but matters
of private concernment. 1694 Bcrthogge Reason 111 Mind
..free from all concretion or concernment with matter.

1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xix. § 5 (1862) 342 Crimes
were thus regarded as matters of private concernment, with
which the injured parties alone had to do. 1875 Whitnky
Life Lang. x. 206 The dative is the case of general relation
or concernment.

5. The quality of concerning or being important
to persons, etc. ; importance, weight, moment.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 270 The number and concern-

ment are lesse than what are injured by corrupted His-
torians. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 11. § 3 (1692) 90 No
Person of common Understanding will conclude an FCqual
Weight or Concernment in these things. 1691 Nokkis
Pract. Disc. 184 Their own concernment and importance
will be enough to recommend them. 1704 Nelson Fest.
Fasts iv, Upon the account of both the certainty and the
concernment of them [objects of faith].

b. csp. in the attrib. phrases, of concernment, of
great, special, vital (etc.) concernment.
1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647) 202 The question here that

is only of concernment is. .by whom it was reserved. 1666
Lond. Gaz. No. 25/3 To take some Hand of concernment in

those Parts. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 111.(1757)

206 Posts of too much concernment for their capacities.

1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. Col. Mass. ii. 230 Of great con-
cernment, that the . . charter should be kept safe. 1841 4
Emerson Ess. Ser. II. ii. 56 Secrets of highest concernment.
1872 Morlev Voltaire v. Matter of vital concernment.

t6. A relation of being objectively interested in

any matter ; interest. To have (a) concernment :

to be concerned or interested {in). Obs.
1640 Bp. Hall Episc.i. § 1. 1 The act was yours ; the con-

cernment the whole Churches. 1656 Jeanes Mixl. Schol.

Div. 109 Our concernment in the incarnation was farre

greater then the Angels, and yet how doe their thanks sur-

mount ours? 1670 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 300, I

shall not neglect to give you notice of what is done among us,

where you have so much concernment. 1691 T. H[ale]
Acc. New Invent. 129 The King of England . . having .

.

most Concernment to be more considerable at Sea than

any other Prince or State.

7. A concerning oneself with or being concerned

in anything; interference. To have concernment

with : to have to do with.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. (1843) 25/2 And married a
beautiful young Lady . . without any other approbation of

her Father, or concernment in it, than suffering him and
her to come into his presence after they were married. 1676
Collins in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 454, I offered

your tract to divers booksellers, who refused a concernment
n it. 1687 Towerson Baptism 98 The works of men can
have no concernment in it. x8s6Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV.
v. iv. § 2 The greatest men . . whom modern Europe has
produced in concernment with the arts. 1861 Tulloch Eng.
Purit. I. i. 58 The brew-house was managed, .without any
concernment of his father therein.
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8. A feeling of interest, solicitude, anxiety, etc.

1652 Sir C. Cotterell tr. Cassandra 1. 7 Observing with
more attention since with more concernment. 1654 Earl
Orrery Parthenissa (1676) 713 Your Concernments for
her Misfortunes will put a Period to them. 1693 Mem.
Cnt. Teckely n. 164 The King of Poland testified to them a
sensible concernment at what had passed. 1773 J. Ross
Fratricide (MS.) 111. 368 The suppos'd concernment of the
Fiend For his revenge alone. 1855 Singleton Virgil II.

186 If some concernment for a mother's right Deep preys
upon you.

Concert (kfrnsaiO, sb. [a. F. concert (16th a), ad.

It. concerto concert, harmony, f. concertare to Con-
cert. At its first adoption this word was con-
founded with the earlier word Consort, which was
constantly written for it down to the Restoration,
and often later; e.g.
i6n Cotcr., Concert de Musique, a consort of Musicke.]
1. Agreement of two or more persons or parties

in a plan, design, or enterprise ; union formed by
such mutual agreement

; accordance, harmony.
I1590-1793 see Consort 2.]

1665 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 161 We have hardly any
words that do so fully express the French naivete, ennui,
bizarre, concert , .let us therefore . . make as many of these
do homage as are like to prove good citizens. 1668 Temple
Let. Wks. 11731)11.86 He. .press'd us to a Concert for the
Defence of Flanders. 1717 JJe Foe Syst. Magic \\. vi, 376
By concert and agreement. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer.
I. lv. 342 They act togetherfrom instinct, .rather than from
any formal concert. 1814 Chalmers Kvid. Chr. Revel. i.

13 The total want of., concert or collusion. 1884 Times
10 Oct. 3/2 Is there a perfect European Concert?

b. esp. in phrase in concert {with).

[1634-1793 see Consort 2 b.]

17U Addison Sped. No. 487. f 10 When she [the Soul)
operates more 111 concert with the Body. 1771 Priestlev
Inst. Relig. (1782* I. 390 They did not write in concert.

1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII. lxv. 360 The envoys did not
act in concert with one another, i860 Tyndall Olac. I. viL

47 We worked in concert for a few days.

C. fig. Agreement, harmony, orderly union or

combination (of things . Influenced by 2, 2 b.)

1796 H. Hunter tr. St.. Pierre's Stud. Sat. (1709' II. 28
Concert is an order formed of several harmonies of various
kinds. . Every particular Work of Nature presents, .harmo-
nies, consonances, contrasts ; and forms a real concert.

1 2. Accordance of voices or instruments ; har-

monious combination of sounds produced by a
number of performers singing or playing together.
[1586 1 710 see Consort 3, 3 b.J 1674 Lond. Gaz. No.

961 Feb. 4 A rare concert of four Trumpets Marine, never
heard of before in England . . Every concert shall continue
one hour. 173a Lediard Sethos II. VIII. 184 The prayers.

.

are then sung in a concert of voices and instruments. 1770
Gentl. Mag. XL. 449 Whether their concerts were composed
ofone and the same tone, but sung by different voices.

b. trans/, and fig. Any combination of voices

or sounds. (Now often viewed as fig. from 4.)

1758 Johnson /<//<tNo.8p 12 A sudden concert of terrific

vociferation. 1805 Southey Madoc in Azt. xi, The wood-
man's measured stroke, the regular saw. The wain slow,
creaking, and the voice of man Answering his fellow..
Strange concert made to those fierce Aztecas. 1862 Sala
Seven Sons I. vi. i3oThey sobbed in concert till the vehicle

stopped. 1874 Bryant Among the Trees 61 The linden in

the fervors of July, Hums with a louder concert.

f c. A piece of music for several instruments

;

= Concerto ^in the earlier sense"). Obs.

1730 (5 Bailey ifolio*. Consort, better Concert, (in Mustek)
a Piece that consists of 3 or more parts.

+ 3. A company or set of musicians ; a choir. Obs.

[ 1606 1704 see Consort 4.) 17*7 De Foe Hist. Apfar. xiv.

353 A concert of angels made most excellent music at his
grave. 1743 Tindal Raping Hist. Eng. II. 669 The Queen
. .wanting a Bass to her concert.

4. A musical performance (usually of a series of

separate pieces', in which a number of singers or

players, or both, take part; a public musical
entertainment ; = Consort 5.

[1671-1774 see Consort 5, and 1674 in 2 above.)

1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2496/4 The Concerts of Musick that
were held in Bow-street and in York-Buildings, are now
joyn'd together. 1740 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. III.

ix. 17, I am invited, .to dinner, which is to be followed by
a concert and a ball. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum,, Th*
Translation, I was going . . to Martini's concert at Milan.

1855 De Qcincey in Page Life (1877) II. xviii. 97 On two
separate days of next week Jutien gives concerts.

Cats' concert, the noise of a number of cats wauling ; any
hideous combination of voices ; Dutch concert, 1 where each
performer plays a different tune Slang Did. 1 1864) 128.

5. Comb, as concert-bill (cf. play-bill^t -giver,

-music, -piece ; concert-grand (colloq?, a grand
piano of powerful and brilliant tone suitable for

concerts ; concert-pitch, 1 a pitch slightly higher

than the ordinary pitch, used at concerts for bril-

liancy and effect ' (Grove Diet. A/us.) ; alsofig. ;

concert-room, a large room used for concerts.

c 1815 Jane Austen Persuas. (1813) II. v"i' 379 They all had
a "concert bill between them. 1836-7 Dickens Sk. /><?z(i8so)

248/2 Whenever a juggler, or waxwork man, or "concert
£iver, takes Great Winglebury in his circuit. 1775 Phil.
Trans. LXV. 71 These tones are adapted to English *con-
sort pitch. 1819 Pantologta, Concert pitch implies that . . tone
to which instruments are adjusted, before they can be used
in concert. 1866 Mrs. Stowe Lit. Foxes 115 If a piano is

tuned to exact concert pitch, the majority of voices must
fall below it. 1888 Burgon 12 Good Men II. v. 47 Screw-
ing up to * concert pitch', .men whose traditions were lax

and unsatisfactory. 1799 Southey Ballads, St. Guatberto

23 Then had not Westminster, the house of God, Served
for a *concert-room. 1886 Pall Mall G. 9 June 4/2 Con-
cert-room music must bow to concert-room traditions.

Concert (k^ns3Ut),z>. [&<\.y.concerte-r{l()th. a),

ad. It. concertare to proportion or accord together, to

agree or tune together, to sing or play in concert.
The Italian is identified by Die* with I,, concertare intr.,

to contend zealously, dispute, debate. Such a change of
sense might conceivably come about through an intermediate
' argue out, settle by debate,' whence ' come to terms, ar-

range terms'; but evidence is wanting. Florio has, in i6thc.
It., conserto, consertare, as parallel forms of concerto,

concertare; these iif real words) point to h. *consertare
freq. of conserire * to join or fit together, connect '

; the same
origin has been claimed by Spanish etymologists for Sp.
concertar which has among other senses ' to mend a thing
broken*. But here the phonetic change is unexplained^
Already in 16th c It concerto was associated in the musical
sense with concento (Concent 1

; Florio, 1598, gives concerto
merely with a cross-reference to concento. Hence a con-

! jecture that concerto, concertare were perversions of con-

1

serto, consertare, under the influence of concento : but what
1 then of Sp. concertarl

In Eng. used by Barret, from It., in 1598; app. not other-
wise in use till taken from Fr. nearly a century later.]

f 1. trans. To bring to agreement or unity ; to

unite. Obs.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres n. L 22 When as he cannot
concert and agree them [:;oldiersJ, he is toreferre them ouer
vnto his Captaine. 1696 Brookholse Temple Open. 2

Being now concerted into a New Body.
2. To arrange or contrive (measures, an enter-

prise, etc.) by mutual agreement.
1694 Molesworth Acc. Denmark (ed. 3) 47 A Design

before concerted . . between him and the Bishops. 17x0
Swift Lett. 11767) III. 35, I have been walking, and.,
concerting where to see Mr. Harley. 17*5 De Foe Voy.
round World (18401 207 We began lo concert measures for

his coming on board with secrecy. 1836 Thirlwall Greece
II. 21 The insurrection seems not to have been judiciously
concerted.

b. Ofa single person : To plan, devise, arrange.
171a Hearne tWA-f/. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 498, I must

now concert matters about y fc Affair. 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 433 He could, .concert his measures against any
state.

c. intr. To arrange a matter by agreement with
seme one ; to form plans. ? Obs.

1707 Freind Peterbormvs Contt. 174 You may concert in

every thing, .with Prince Henry. 1786 T, Jefferson Writ.
(1859' I. 567 The gentlemen with whom we had before con-
certed. 1791 Boswell yohnson 2 June an. 1781, I therefore

< concerted with Mr. Dilly, that I should steal away. 1796
Nelson 10 July in Nicolas Disp. '1845 1 1 - 208 We concerted
on the most proper methods for speedily executing the
Vice-Roy's instructions,

3. intr. To sing or play in concert, rare.

1817 Pollok Course T. VII, The thrush Concerting with
the lark that hymned on high. 1879 [see Concerting],

4. A/us. (trans.) To arrange in parts, {nonce-use

from Concerted 2, q.v.)
1884 G. Moore Mummer's Wifed&fy) 160 [I do not know]

whether I ought to concert that first number . . or have it

sung in unison.

t II. 5. [L. concertare.'] To dispute (a state-

ment, etc.). Obs. rare.

1689 Apol. Failures Walker's Acc. n Though Mr.
Walker might modestly concert the Truth of those Pas-
sages, .yet might he at no hand dispute inserting 'em,

II Concertante (k<?ntJerta-nU),,r/>. and a. A/us.

[It. ppl. a. from concertare to accord or tune to-

gether.] (See quot. 1880.)
1730-6 Bailey ffolio\ Concertante (in Mustek Books' sig-

nifies those Parts of a Piece of Musick that play throughout
the whole, to distinguish them from those that play only in

some parts. 1791 Gentl. Mag. LXI. 11. 669 The third act
commenced with a concertante of Pleyel. 1880 Prout in
Grove Did. Mus. I. 386 Concertante (Ital. 1

. In the last

century this name was given to a piece of music for orchestra
in which there were parts for solo instruments, and also to
compositions for several solo instruments without orchestra.
..In the present day the word is chiefly used as an adjec-
tive, prominent solo instrumental parts being spoken of as
'concertante parts', and a work being said to l>e 'in the
concertante style ' when it affords opportunities for the
brilliant display of the powers of the performers. 1881 Sir

J. Benedict IV eber 72 Bouchet. .played Weber's concertant
variations on a Norwegian theme with the composer.

t Concertation. Obs. [ad. I* concertdtion-

em t n. of action f. concertare to strive, contend, or

dispute together, f. con- + certdre to contend.]

Contention
;
disputation.

ijoj Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1570) 230 A concertation or
striuing betweene vertue and voluptuositie. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. xxix. ii. 361 note, The fabulous concertation

at the bane of the gods. 16*8 Br Hall Old Relig. 28 A
great concertation amongst Diuines, what should bee the

formall cause of our Iustification. 1664 H. More Apol.
Pref., An amicable Concertation. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles

II. in. 19 A curiose, jejune concertation.

t ConceTtative, a. Obs.~° [ad. L. concertd-

tiv-us : see prec and -ive.]

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Concertative, contentious. [Hence
in Johnson and mod. Diets.]

Concerted .kfftisauted), ///. a. [f. Concert v.]

1. Arranged by mutual agreement ;
agreed upon,

pre-arranged; planned, contrived ; done in concert.

1716 Addison Freeholder No. 6 (Seager) By concerted
falsehoods. 1717 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. vi. 149 These
people have certain concerted terms, .upon repeating which
he [the Devil] is to appear. 1814 Scott Wav. xxv, The
whole was a concerted scheme to depress and degrade

every member of the Waverley family, i860 Tynpall GLic.

it. x. 276 A concerted signal was then made.
2. A/us. Arranged in parts for a number of voices

or instruments.

1834 Earl Mount Edgectmbe Mus. Remin. (ed. 4 p. 124
The inferior singers never joined in any concerted piece.

1864 H. Spencer Illustr. Univ. Progr. 433 Concerted
pieces need interspersing with solos.

t ConcerteeT. Obs. Also consortier. [f.

Concebt sb. + -eek.] One who plays in a 1 concert

'

(see Concert sb. 2) ; a performer of concerted music.
17*8 North Mem. Musick (1846) 77 The consortiers,

wherever they went .. were called Minstrels. 11734 —
Lives II. 205 His lordship had not been long master of
the viol and a sure concerteer, but he turned composer.

Concerter (kfJhsa'itai). One who concerts.

1743 Fielding yon. Wild 1. ii, Though he was seldom
concerned in the execution of the design, yet was he alw ays
concerter of it.

Concertina k^nsaitf na). [f. Concebt, with

fern, ending -ina, as in seraphina, etc.] A port-

able musical instrument invented by Sir Charles

Wheatstone in 1829, consisting of a pair of bellows,

usually polygonal in form, with a set of keys at

each end, which on being pressed admit wind to

free metallic reeds.

(Often improperly applied to inferior instruments of similar

nature, as the accordion, which has a single keyboard,
sounds notes in one key only, and produces different notes

on expanding and compressing the bellows.)

1837 Musual World 12 May V. 135 Master Regondi's
performance on the Concertina at several concerts lately

has mad* a sensation. 1844 Wheatstone Specif. Patent

j

No. 10,041, p. 2 This musical instrument has since [date of

patent in 1829] been termed the concertina. 1854 lllnst.

Lond. AVtm 29 July 99/3 Concertinas of a new description.

.

1 the same as those supplied to Signor Giulio Regondi, Mr.
Richard Blagrove, and other eminent Professors of this

fashionable instrument. 1889 Pall Mall G. 2 Feb. 3/1
What most people imagine to be a concertina is nothing of
the kind, but simply a double accordion . . capable only of
reproducing a very limited number of sounds.

Hence Concert! nist, a player on the concertina.

1880 Daily Tel. 7 SepL, The concertinist is .. the best

masthead man of the fleet.

Concerting k^nsautirj), vbl. sb. [f. Con-
cebt v. + -ing 1.] The action of the verb Con-
cert, q.v. ; in quot., Singing or playing in concert.

1879 Howells L. Aroostook 146 The sound of their con-

certing often filled the ship.

II Concertino (kOTitfertrno). A/us. [Ital., dimi-

nutive of concerto."] A composition resembling

a concerto, but shorter.

1880 Prolt in Grove Did. Mus. I. 387 The concertino is

less restricted in form than the concerto ; it may be in three

short movements . . but it more often consists of one rather

long movement.

t Conce-rtion. Obs. rare~ l
.

174a Young Nt. Tk. ix. 1422 What order, beauty, motion,
distance, size ! Concertion of design, how exquisite 1

(So the first and most edd., including that of 1787 with Glos-

sary', where the word is explained as = * contrivance '. If

so, it is irregularly formed from concert vb. ; but some edd.,

e. g. one of 1751, have constrtion [cf. L. consertio joining

together), and some, according to Richardson, conception^

Concertize ^k^ns3JtDiz\ v. twnce-wd. intr.

To sing or play in concert, make a concert. (co//o</.)

1883 G. H. Boughton in Harper's Mag. Apr. 695/1

Loads of pigs and geese ..' concertizing ' horribly. 18S8

Pall Mali G. 31 Feb. 4/2, 'I cannot concertize any more.

I am tired.' So says little Hofmann. 1889 /.';'./. 5 Nov. 2/1

Rubinstein, after some years of concertizing.

Conce'rtment. rare, [see -ment.J The action

of concerting.

1846 Worcester cites Pollok.

II Concerto ikontje'rto, kf*ns5ut<7). A/us. [Ital.;

the original word whence Fr. and Eng. Concert.]

A composition for one, or sometimes more, solo

instruments accompanied by orchestra ; now al-

most always in three movements. (Formerly ap-

plied more widely to various compositions for a

number of instruments.)

1730 A. Malcolm Treat. Musick 416 A Concerto, Sonata,

or Cantata. 1766 Entick London IV. 447 Several, .songs are

performed, with sonatas or concertos between each. 1845
E. Holmes Mozart 253 He kept closely within the. limit

and signification of the term concerto, as a piece of com-
bination for instruments, with a principal part for one. 1880

Prout in Grove Did. Mus. s. v., The example of Beethoven
in his Et> concerto led. .to the disuse of the. cadenza.

tConce'SS. Obs* [ad. L. cottcessus concession,

f. coneess-, ppl. stem of concedcre.] = Concession.
.1575 FuLKE Confut. Docf. Purgatory (1577) 64 Now ..

will I dispute of your concesscs and graunts.

t Conce ssary. Obs. rare~K [ad. L. type

*concessdri-us
t

f. coneess- : see prec. and -ary V]

One to whom a concession is made.
1660 [see Concessor].

t Concessa'tion. Obs.- 1 [ad. L. concessd-

tidn-em
t
n. of action f. concessdre to delay, desist.]

1623 Cockeram, Conccssation, loytering.

Concessible (k^nse-snVl), a. [ad. L. type
' *concessibiI-is

f
f. coneess- : sec Concession and

-IBLE.1 That can be conceded.

1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy ix. xxiii. It was built upon one

of the most concessible postulatums in Nature. 1845 Car-

LYLECn?m?(v//(i87i» II. 142 Their claim, .was just, .though

full of intricacy ; difficult to render clear and concessible.

-
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Concession (kfJhse-JarT. [a. F. concession

(16th a), or ad. L. concession-em, n. of action f.

concess-, ppl. stem of concederc to Concede.]
1. The action of conceding, yielding, or granting

(anything asked or required).

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1843)6/1 By his concession
of the violent passion his highness was transported with.
1651 Hobbes Govt. $ Soc. xvi. 282 The Right whereby the
Kings did rule, was founded in the very concession of the
People, a 1676 Hale Comm. Law Eng. (J.), The conces-
sion of these charters was in a parliamentary way. 1780
Burke Sp. BristolWks. III. 371 When .. I wished you to
concede to America, at a time when she prayed concession
at our feet. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serin, v. 114 In this

country . . civil war has been forestalled by opportune con-
cession. 1887 Daily News 22 Nov. 2/8 At Mark-lane there
was a lack of demand, and . . to have forced business some
concession would have been necessary.

b. (with //.) An act of conceding; a grant.
i6ix Cotgr., Concession, a concession, grant, or granting.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1843) 5/2 New Concessions,
which would create new Difficulties. 1759 Robertson
Hist. Scot. I. 11. 145 Liberal concessions in behalf of their
religion. 1863 Bright Sp. America 20 Mar., But these
concessions failed, as I believe concessions to evil always
do fail.

2. Admission of a point claimed in argument

;

acknowledgement of the validity or justice of a

proposition or idea.

In Rhet., the surrender by a disputant of a controvertible
point or position, in order to ground a fresh argument
thereon, or to clear the way for one of greater importance.
1628 T. Spencer Logick-zyz TheApostle Paul. .is content

to yeeld his accusers, that, he was rude in speech..The
first is true by concession onely ; not in the thing : for his
speech was excellent. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 42
He [Satan] endeavours to propagate the unbeliefof witches,
whose concession infers his coexistency. 1777 Priestley
Matt.ty Spir. (1782) !. xvii. 204 The atheists of the age have
been described as triumphing in my concessions. 1874 Roby
Lat. Gram. § 1625 The indicatives, licet, licebit, often
introduce a concession. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 6t, I

double my concession : grant, along with new life sure,
This same law.

3. A grant of land or other property made by a
government or ruling power.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Concession, sufferance, leave, or

pardon ; a Grant. 1660 R. Coke Power <y Subj. 73 And
so. .their estates, which are nothing but concessions origin-
ally from the Crown. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. (i783>
II. 218 In this service he . . received an ample concession of
lands and of Indians. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. vi. 95
To all those, .large concessions of land were made,

b. A piece of land or territory so allotted.

1846 J. Taylor Upper Canada 98 Property, in Canada,
is divided by what is called concessions. . Between the con-
cessions there are roads, called concession roads. 1883
Pall Mall G. 14 Sept. 7/1 [In Canton] a furious mob
surrounded the concession, howling and threatening the
destruction of all within it.

4. A right or privilege granted by government
to an individual or company. [F. concession^
1856 Edin. Rev. Jan. 264 (L.) The execution of the [Suez]

canal..A Frenchman has obtained the concession; and it

may be executed by French engineers and French workmen.

II Concessionaire, -onnaire (k^nsesi^ng-r).

[F. concessionaire
t f. concession + -aire repr. L.

-drius, Eng. -ary,] A person who has obtained
a concession, grant, or privilege.

186a Sat. Rev. XIV. 2/2 Yesterday it was the Southern
railways that were pounced upon by French concessionaires.
1884 Contemp.^ Rev. Mar. 405 The concessionaire was to
receive a certain amount for every Kilometre completed.

Concessionary (k^nse-jbnari), a. and sd. [f.
'

Concession + -ary. Cf. prec] A. adj. Pertain-
j

ing to, or of the nature of, concession.
1730-6 Bailey (folio), Concessionary, by way of Grant or

\

Allowance. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby in. v, Those are
1

Concessionary, not Conservative principles. 1885 Pall
jMall G. 10 Oct. 6/2 The concessionary company.

B. sd. = Concessionaire.
1888 Catal. Jaeger's Woollen System Title-p., Sole Con-

cessionaries for Great Britain and the British Possessions.

Concessioner. (tT.S.) = prec. sb.

Concessionist (kffose-Janist). [f. as prec. +
-ist.] One who advocates concession.
1828 Southey Ess. A/or. Polit. (1832) II. 354 How,

then, may this be effected? By conciliation, exclaims the
whole host of confederated concessionists.

Concessive (kffase-siv), a. and sb. [ad. L.
concessiv-us, f. concess- : see Concession and -tve.]

A. adj. 1. Of the nature of or tending to con-
cession.

1876 A. M. Fairbairn in Contemp. Rev. June 132 The
Leben Jesu came out in a fourth edition, purged from
everything concessive and irenical.

2. Gram. Expressive of concession.
1711 J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. 162 Conjunctions. .Con-

cessive, Declarative, etc. 1765 W. Ward Ess. Gram. 227
Adversative, or concessive, conjunctions. 1874 Roby Lat.
Gram.^ § 1584^ Often called concessive sentences, in which
an action is directed to be taken for granted, in order that
discussion may be concentrated on the consequences.

B. sb. Gram. A concessive particle, clause, etc.
1765 Ward Gram. 436 Adversatives or Concessives.
Hence Conce ssively adv., Conce ssiveness.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. x. 357 Receiving i

that affirmatively which was but concessively delivered.
1887 J. K. Illingworth in Contemp. Rev. Dec. 897 A con-
cessiveness of temper and a thoroughness of treatment,
Virion leave little to be desired.

Vol. II.

Concessor (kjfascsai). rare, [agent-n. f. L.
stem concess- : see Concession and -or. Cf. mod.
F. concesseur.'] One who concedes.
1660 R. Sheringham King's Suprem. Asserted vii. (1682)

64 [However] authority be granted by the Concessor to the
Concessary. 1888 Blacktv. Mag. 886 An eager recipient of
favour from both sides, and a grudging concessor to either.

t Conce -SSOry, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ORT.j = Concessive i.

1656 Trapp Comm. Luke xxii. 68-9 Christ's answer is

partly reprehensory, partly concessory. 1660 Jer. Taylor
I

Duct. Dubit. nr. tii, rule iv. § 8 These laws are not pro*
! hibitive but concessory.

Concessus, bad form of Consessus.
Concettism (kdntfe-ttiz'm). [f. next + -ism.]

Use of or fondness for concetti in literature.

1854 Frascr's Mag . XLIX. 140 Some artificial and Byzan-
tine despotism, in which thought becomes pedantry, and
poetry stereotyped concettism. 1859 KingsLEV Plays <y

Puritans (1873) 64 If mere concettism be a part of poetry,
Quarles is as great a poet as Cowley or George Herbert.

II Concetto (ktfntjVtto). PI. -tti. [It. :-L.
cenceptum : see Conceit.] = Conceit sb. S : a term
originally proper to Italian literature.

1737 Common Sense (1738) I. 25 Prohibit all Concetti, and
Luxuriancies of Fancy, a 1773 CHF.STERF.(T.t,The shepherds
have their concetti, and their antitheses. 1853 Kingsley^/.
Smith $ A. Pope Misc. I. 276 Let .. the concetti [be) as
fanciful and far-fetched as possible. 1873 SvMONDS Grk,
Poets x. 324 In the later Greek literature of the Sophists
we find many very exquisite concetti.

Conceve, -ceyve, Conceyt e, obs. ff. Con-
ceive, Conceit.

t Conceytate. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. concej>t=L.

concept-us conceived, pregnant + -ate.] Pregnancy.
c 1460 Ttnimetey Myst. 75 And this is, who wylle late, The

sext monethe of hyr conceytate, That geld is cald.

Conch. (kf>rjk\ [ad. L. concha bivalve shell, a.

Or. K6-ixt mussel or cockle, shell-like cavity, etc.

Cf. It. conca, Pr. conca, concha, Sp. and Pg. concha,
F. conque (16th c), formerly also conche. The
earlier Eng. form was perh. conche, pi. conches,

from Fr. : some still pronounce kfnj, kfnjez. In L,
the name was extended to other shells, as a whelk,
a snail-shell, the shell-shaped Triton's trumpet, etc.,

and these senses passed into the modern langs.]

1. A shell-fish : originally a bivalve such as the
mussel or oyster ; in later times more frequently a
large gastropod, esp. Strombus &gas.
[1398 Tkevisa Earth. De P. R. XIH. xxvi. (1495) 464 Al

that fysshe wyth the shelles ben callyd Conche and Con-
chillia.] c 1520 Andrew Noble Lyfe in Babees Bk. 232 As
the mone growth or waneth, so be the couches or muscles
fulle or nat full, but smale, & there be many sortes of conches
or musclys, but the best be they that haue the perles in.

1707 Sloane Jamaica I. p. xvii. Turtle feed on conches or
shell fish. 1750 G. Hughes Barbadocs 275 The conchs are
often seen to feed upon them. 1782 P. H. Bruce Mem.
xii. 424 Their shell-fish are conques, perriwinkles, etc. 1835
Kirby Hob. $ Inst. Anim. I. ix. 296 Helmets, Rock-shells,
Strombs, and other conchs.

2. The shell of a mollusc
;

csp. the spiral shell

of any of the larger gastropods.

1774 J. Bryant Mythol. I. 405 The conchs of the sea, which
every strand afforded. 1775 White in Phil. Trans. LXV.
263 The owner .. furnished the bringer with a large shell
or conch, a 1844 Campbell Poems, Viewfr. St. Leonard's
94 The coral-groves—the shores of conch and pearl. 1863
Wynter Subtle Brains, The domicile he [the hermit crab]
generally prefers is the spiral conch of some defunct whelk.

3. Such a shell used as an instrument of call,

as in Hindu temples and West Indian plantations.

esp. That with which Roman Mythology provided
the Tritons as a trumpet.
1764 J. Grainger Sugar Cane iv. 163 What time the conch

or bell resounds. 1784 Cook's V'oy. (1790) VI. 1991 We heard
conchs blowing in various parts of the coast. 1791 E. Dar-
win Bot. Gard. 1. 83 Emerging Tritons . . Sound their loud
conchs. 1828 W. Irving Columbus (1849) III. 72 They
brandished their weapons, sounded their conchs, and pre-
pared to make battle. 1870 Dasent Annals I. 63 It was
a mingling of tom-toms and conches, huge shells, etc. 1873
Symonds Grk. Poets x. 336 Tritons . . sounding a marriage
song on their long-winding conchs.

4. An ancient Roman vessel [L. concha], used
for oil, salt, etc. Alsojig.
1839 LANDORC/fTT'awwrtWks. 1846 II. 348T0 fill the conch

Of song up to the brim, i860 T. Martin Horace 75 Let
rich ointments flow From amplest conchs.

5. Archil. The domed roof of a semicircular

apse ; also, the apse as a whole.
1849 Freeman Arc/u't. 176 There are no smaller cupolas

or conchs. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) IX. XIV. viii. 278
The space between the end of the Nave and the conch or
apse. 1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. iglh C. v. 154
The^ conch of the apse displayed the gigantic, .effigy of the
Saviour in judgment. 1864 in Webster.
6. Afiat. The external car

; =C0NCHA4a.
1836T0DD Cycl. Anai. I. 598/2 In most of the insectivorous

Bats the conch of the ear is enormously large. 1847 Youatt
Horse vi. 122 This cartilage, the conch or shell, is attached
to the head by ligaments.

7. A local nickname for the lower class of inhabi-

tants of the Bahamas, the Florida Keys, etc., from
their extensive use of conchs as food. (Also written

con/:.)

8. Comb, conch-shell = sense 1, 3 ; also conch-

trumpet ; conch-like adj., etc.

1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I. vii. 168 They [hogs] feed in
the woods in the day time, and at night come in at the
sounding of a Conch-shell. 1707 Sloane Jamaica I. p. xvii,
The swine come home every evening, .on the third sound of
a conch shell. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Grateful Nee;ro
Wks. (i832)24oThe conch-shell sounded to call the negroes
to work. 1878 J. Buller 40 Years in Ne~>v Zeal. 1. viii. 61
The large conch shell, which was their -war trumpet. 1885
Lady Brassey The Tratles 303 They gave me some fine
'king', 'queen', and 'common conch shells.

_
1864 Engel Miis. Anc. Nat. 78 The conch-trumpet, called

in Hindoostan sankh—an instrument .. of high antiquity.

1865 Ecclcsiologist Feb. 9 The apse with its conch-like roof.

!. Concha (k/rrjka). Also (in sense 2) conca.
[L. concha, It. conca : see prec]

+ 1. Zool. A shell ; a bivalve mollusc; = Conch
1. 2. Obs.
1755 Amory Mem. (1769) II. 216 A display of all the most

beautiful concha;, various marcasites, corals, and fossil

gems. 1776 Da Costa Elan. Conchol. 94 Eight principal
classes or families, viz. . . 4. Limpets. 5. Concha?, or Bi-
valves.

2. Archil. » Conch 5; also, a coved ceiling.

1613-39 Jones in Leoni Palladio's Archil. (1742) I. 39
The manner of Arches are.. Rotonda, a Lunette, and a
Conca. 1832 Gell Pompeiana I. vi. 103 The walls of the

I

alcoves were blue and the concas or coves red. 1853 Ruskin
Stones I 'en. II. in. § 14 The apse is roofed by a concha or
semi- dome. 1875 Parker Gloss. Archil., Concha, name
applied to the apse from the shell-like shape of the vault.

3. An ancient Roman vessel shaped like a shell

;

«= Conch 4.

16.. Evelyn Mem. (1857) T°9 ^e admirable figure of
Marforius, casting water into a most ample concha.

4. Anat. and Zool. a. The central concavity of the

external car, which communicates with the auditory

meatus ; sometimes used for the whole external ear.

1683 Phil. Trans. XIII. 259 That part of the Ear which
we call the Concha from its resemblance to the entrance of
a snail-shell. 1706 Phillips led. Kersey, Concha . . in

,

Anatomy, the winding of the Cavity or Hollow of the Inner
part of the Ear. 1842 E. Wilson Anat. Vade Mec. 461 The
large central space to which all the channels converge is

the concha. 1866 Huxley Phys. viii. 11869) 2 33 The outer
extremity of the external meatus is surrounded by the
concha or external ear. .The concha can be moved in various
directions by muscles.

b. Another term for the vulva. [So in I,.]

1855 Ramsbotham Obstetr. Med. 33 The . . concha or fossa
naviculars, .contains within its precincts the clitoris, etc.

c. Any one of the three turbinated bones of the

nose (r. inferior, media, superior).

d. A depression enclosed by a circle of feathers.
! surrounding the eye in some birds.

1834 R. Mudif. Brit. Birds (1841) I. 100 [The eyes of the
harrier] are provided with a concha, or circle of feathers,

radiating from the orbit. 1874 VVoon Nat. Hist. 278.

Concha, obs. f. Kunkur.
Conchate k^rjk^t), ct. [f. L. concha + -ate-.]

j

—next; also = Conchiform.

Conched (kp*rjked, kpj)Ut), ppl. a . [f. Conch +
-ED -.] Having or furnished with a conch (in

I

various senses : see the sb.).

1834 Ainsworth Rooktvood 1. iv, Its conched water god.

j
1842 Prichard Nat. Hist. Man 32 Very long ears, conched
upon the back. 1845 Petrie Eccl. Archil, /ret. n. § 3. 162

j

The conched semicircular absis at the east end.

Conchifer (k^nkif3i\ Zool. [mod. f. L. concha
(bivalve) shell + -jer bearing : in F. conchifhr.']

A bivalve mollusc of the class Conchifcra.
1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 695/2 The family of monomyary

Conchifers. 1847 Ansted Anc. World iv. 55 The brachio-

!
pods . . were . . superseded . . by the higher conchifers.

|| Conchifera (k^rjki'fCra), sb. ph Zool. [mod.
L., neuter plural of prec] A division of Molluscs

:

the Lamellibranchiata or ordinary bivalves, as the

Oyster, etc. As originally constituted by Lamarck,
it included also the Brachiopoda.
By Gegenbaur used to include also the Gastropoda with

I the exception of the Placophora or Chitons.
1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 72 The Conchifera never

crawl on a ventral disk or foot like many of the Mollusca.
1851 Richardson Geol. viii. 233 The Conchifera are all en-
closed in bivalved shells articulated together in a hinge-like

manner . . the one valve covers the right, and the other the

j

left side of the body ; a position the reverse of that of the
' brachiopods, where one valve is dorsal and the other ventral,

i 1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 47 The dextral valve of
the conchifera.

ConchiferouS (kprjkrferas), a. [f. as prec. +
-OU8.]

1. Producing a shell, shell-bearing ; sometimes

I

spec, belonging to the Conchifera ; bivalve.

1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III. 230 [Cypris] moults its in-

teguments annually, which the conchiferous molluscs do
not. 1839 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 380/2 In all the conchi-

ferous Gasteropods. 1853 Lytton My Novel u. ii, Peri-

winkles, Blackamoor's teeth.. and other specimens of the

conchiferous ingenuity of Nature.

2. Geol. Characterized by the presence of shells.

1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 130 When our oldest conchi-

ferous rocks were produced. 1853 Phillips Rivers^ Yorksh.

iv. 136 This is also a shelly series, and is 20 feet thick . . The
strata of these richly conchiferous beds.

Conchiform (k^-rjkif^im), a. rare~ a
. Shell-

shaped. In mod. Diets.

Co'nchinine. Chem. [transp, of cinchonine.']

A synonym of Quinidine. So Conchi namin© m
Ql'INIDAMINE.

»7
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1871 in Watts Diet. Chem. \st Snppt. 1882 Syd. Sac.

Lex. s.v.. The conchinin of Henry and Delondre is pro-

bably chiefly cinchonidin.

Conchiolin (k^rjkai-^lin). Chem. [f. L. concha

shell + -ol- diminutive + -in.] The organic con-

stituent of the shells of molluscs, closely allied to

Keratin.
1870 Rolleston Auim. Life Introd. 89 A rigid support

of conchiolin. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 126

The nacre consists of alternating lamellx of conchiolin, and
of conchiolin containing calcareous deposits.

t Conchite k^Tjkoit). Obs. [ad. Gr. KoyxiTT
} s

(\t$os) shelly stone, a shelly marble : see -ite.]

A stone resembling a shell, a fossil shell.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 100 The Conchites or Cockle stones

found in this County. 1693 Bp. Nicolson Let. to Mr. Lhivyd
(T-), We have a hard gray limestone or marble, which is

full of conchites. 1758 Borlase Nat. Hist. Cormv. 279
Fossil shells such as pectunculi, conchites.

Conchitic tkfrjki tik\ a. Geo/, [f. prec. + -ic.]

Abounding in (fossil) shells, conchiferous.
i8ix Pinkerton Petral. I. 441 A conchitic limestone. 1865

in Page Ilandbk. Geo!. Terms.

COnch.0-grass k^ntj^-gras). A local name
for the j^rass Panicum Texanum^ Texas Millet,

cultivated for forage in Texas and adjoining states.

1884 Vasev Agric. Grasses of U.S.jfi It. .has been called

Concho grass in some parts ; in others Colorado bottom grass.

Conchoid (kpnkoid), sb. and a. [ad. Gr.

KoyxoftSr)? mussel-like, f. Kuyxi mussel-shell +
-fi5r/s -form : see -OJD : in mod.K. concho'ide.']

A. sb. Geom. A plane curve of the fourth order

invented by Nicomedes.
If from a fixed point ^the pole) straight lines be drawn

intersecting a fixed straight line (the asymptote', and on
these lines points be taken at a constant distance from their

intersections with the asymptote, this succession of points

will form a conchoid ofNicomedes consisting of two branches,
one on each side of the asymptote.

1798 Frere & Canning Loves of Triangles 12 in Anti-
Jacobin 16 Apr. (1852* 106 Ye Conchoids extend. 1807
Hi TTON Course Math. II. 320 To find the point of inflexion

in the Conchoid of Nicomedes. i8az Coleridge in Blaclcw.

Mag. X. 255, I never take a turn round the garden without
thinking of his billow-Iines and shell-lines, under the well-

sounding names of Cumaids and Conchoids. 1879 G. Sal-
mon Higher Pl,ine Curves ii. 44 A curve, called the conchoid
of Nicomedes, invented by that geometer for the solution of

the problem of finding two mean proportionals.

b. Spherical conchoid: Herschers name for a

similar curve, traced on the surface of a sphere.

1797 Pncyel. Brit. II. 483/1.

B. adj. =CoNCH0II)AL.
180a Howard in Phil. Tram. XCII. 207 Its fracture is

tiMially conchoid.

Conchoidal (kfrjkoi'dal), a. [f. as prec. + -AL.1

1. Geom. Pertaining to, or resembling, a conchoid.
1666 Collins in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 469 Lei

there be points made in a curve, which will be conchoidal

or asymptotic. 1879 G. Salmon Higher Plane Curves v.

172 The serpentine is exchanged for the conchoidal form.

2. Min., etc. Applied to a fracture presenting

smooth shell-like convexities and concavities.

180a Playfair Ilhtstr. Hutton. Th. 287 Their fracture

was conchoidal and but slightly uneven. 1865 Lubbock
Preh. Times iv. (1869) 78 A splintery conchoidal fracture

almost as sharp as that of flint.

Conchological (k^nk^lfd^ikal), a. [f. Con-
UHOLOGY + -ic + -al.] Of or relating to conchology.
1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xvii. 1 18521 391 The space of open

sea . . separates two quite distinct conchological provinces.

1862 Dana Man. Geol. 484 A conchological cabinet.

Hence ConchologicaUy adv.
1881 in Jrul. Linn. Soc. XV. 205 The very different and

conchological I y extreme form of their shells.

Conchologist (k^nk^'lod^ist). [f. as prec. +
-1st.] One versed in, or a student of, conchology;
a scientific collector of shells.

1784 F. Martyn (title), The Universal Conchologist, ex-
hibiting the figure of every known Shell. 1830 Herscmel
Stud. Nat. Phil. 344 The researches of the comparative
anatomist and conchologist. 1857 Wood Com. Objects Sea
Shore 13 The conchologist, as he was termed, might have
..a large collection of valuable shells, without the least

idea of the form . . habits, or development of the creature

that secreted them.

b. A name given to the carrier-shell molluscs

(see Carrier 7), from their habit of attaching

other shells, stones, etc., to their own shells.

Concho'logize, v. colloq. [f. Conchology +
-ize : cf. botanize."] intr. To study or prosecute

conchology ; to collect shells.

1855 Kingsley Glaucus, If you are conchologizing in

earnest.

Conchology (k^kylod.^i). [moil. f. Gr. Koyxo-
comb. form of *«7XT? shell : see -logy.] The
science or study of shells and shell-fish.

This term, which came into use when the mollusca were
studied almost exclusively in reference to their shells, is now
left chiefly to collectors of the latter.

1776 Da Costa Conehol. 2 This peculiar branch of the

History of Nature I shall call Conchology. 1851 Richard-
son Geol. iv. 66 An extensive and well-founded acquaint-

ance with conchology. 186a Athcn.rum 30 Aug. 280 Fami-
liar with, .fossil conchology. 1878 Smiles Robt. Dick v. 41

His walks . . awakened in him a taste for conchology.

Conchometer (Vprftpmfoi). [f. as prec. +
-meter.] An instrument for measuring shells

and the angles of their spires. Hence Con-
cho metry.
1828 Webster cites Barnes. 1847 in Craig.

Conchons, obs. f. Conscience.

Conchoscope [f« Concha 4 c + -scope.]

An instrument for examining the interior of the nose.

1876 tr. Ziemssens Cycl. Med. IV. 58 Watheim's * Con-
; choscope ' with which I can see scarcely anything.

Conchospiral. [f- Gr. #07x0- (see Con-
chology) + -spiral.] A kind of spiral curve

exemplified in shells.

1864 Webster cites Agassiz.

+ Conchyla'ceouS, a. Obs. [f. Gr. teoyx^V
(see below) + -aceous.] Of the nature of shells,

i
shelly.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 210 No petrefactions or conchyla-
ceous impressions are found in it.

t Conchyle. Obs. [ad. L. conchyliitm : see

;
next ; and cf. It. conchiglia, cocchiglia, F. coquille,

\

Eng. Cockle.] A shell-fish, a conch.
1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey iv. iii. 83 Oysters,

;

Conchyles, Winkles . . Cockles, Muskles. 1706 Phillips
1

(ed. Kersey', Conchyle or Conchylium, all sorts of Shell-fish.

||
Conchylia, sb. pi. [L. pi. of conchylium

shell-fish, oyster, a. Gr. Koyxv*\iov, dim. of Koyxv\rj

I

= *6yxV : see Conch.] Shell-fish, Conchifera.

;
Hence Conchylia ceous a. t of the nature of mol-

,

luscous shells, shelly (Worcester, 1846). Con-
chy liated a., embodied in or derived from shells.

Conchyli'ferona a., conchiferous. Conchylio -

logist, -ologry [F. conchyliologiste
y
-ologie] = Con-

chologist, -OLOGY. Conchylio meter, -o metry
1 = Conchometer, -ometry. Conchyliomo rphite,

the fossil cast or impression of a shell. Con-
chy lio us a., of or belonging to the Conchylia
(Smart, 1849).
a 1619 Fotherhv Aiheom. 11. i. § 4 (1622) 177 Oysters, and

Muscles, and such other like conchylia. 1867 M. S. Lovell
Edible Molluscs 132 Violet being the most vivid of all

the conchyliated tints. 18x1 J. Pakkinson Organic Rem.
III. 49 All other cephalous conchyliferus mollusca:. 1834
Griffith, etc. tr. Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. XII. 291 The
octopi also feed on conchyliferous mollusca. 1771 Phil.

Trans. LXI. 230 One has hitherto escaped the researches of

conchiliologists. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Admiral,
in conchyliolofry, the name given.. to a very beautiful.,

shell. 1781 Mrs. Delasy Corr. Ser. 11. III. 4 On being
initiated into the science of conchyliology. 1877 Blackie's

Pop. Encyel. II. 485/2 Conchology, or more correctly Con-
chyliology, no longer holds the place it formerly occupied

' in science. 1843 yemr-M. Facts 133 On Conchyliometry.

t Conciator. Obs. [ad. It. conciatore mender,

dresser, etc., f. conciare to repair, mend, dress,

trim, adjust.] See quots. (all founded on that of

1662, the word never having been in Eng. use).

166a Merkett tr. Neris Art oj Glass ii. g Experienced
Conciators alwaies make tryal of the first Fntt. Ibid. i. 2.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Sttpp., Conciator, in the glass art, is

for the crystal glass what the founder is at the green glass

houses. He is the person that weighs and proportions the

salt on ashes and sand, and works them with a strong fire,

till they run into lumps, and become white.—AVrr, Art of

Glass 240. i858Simmonds/}|W. Trade
t
Comiator,&v/orV-

man who assorts and allots the proportion of salt required

in glass-making. Hence in recent Diets.

t Coincidence. Obs.-" [f. L. concidlrc to fall

together + -ence.]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Concidence, a like falling in the

ends of words.

t Co'ncidency. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ENCY.l A falling down completely

;
prostration.

1681 H. More Exp. Dan. v. 142 Before his humiliation

and concidency of Spirit.

II Concierge ,k<7nsifrj). [F. concierge, in OF.
cumcerges, conccrge, -ciarge, -sirge, -sierge, -chergc,

, whence med.L. conscrgius (in text of 1106): de-

!
rivation unknown.]
1. The custodian of a house, castle, prison, etc.

;

a warden ; formerly, in France and other countries,

the title of a high official who Jiad the custody

of a royal palace, fortress, etc. Obs. exc. Hist.

1646 Buck Rich. Ill, 99 (T.) He is known and re-known
by the concierges, by the judges, by the greater part of the

senate, etc. 1660 Hexham Dutch Diet., Den Ofiper-meister,

the Concierge, or the Chiefe-master. 1856 Motley Dutch
Rep. (1 861) II. 264 He directed Don Eugenio de Paralta,

concierge of the fortress of Simancas, to repair to Segovia.

2. Now, in France and other foreign countries,

The person who has charge of the entrance of a

building ; a janitor, porter.

,(1697 Aubrey Acc. I'eritlatn Anecd. II. 230 (T.) The
concierge that shewed the house would shut the door, to

put this fallacy on him with the looking-glasse. 1840 Cos-

TELLO Summer amongst Hocages II. 31 The concierge and
her family contrive to make for themsefves a shelter amongst
the crumbling galleries. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood St. Martin's
Eve xxi. The concierge at Signor de Castella's is sure to

know her address.

f 3. ? = Conciergerie. Obs.

a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Consid. to Pari. Wks. 186 That
all bishops houses, concierges, abbays, & nunries, be made
places to entertain souldiers-

II Concie rgerie, -ery. In 7 oonsergerie,

-ery. [F. conciergerie, f. prec. : see -ery.]

1. Applied in French to the office of a concierge

(in sense 1 ), the residence or lodge of a concierge,

and used as name of a prison belonging to the

Palace of Justice in Paris ; in some of which senses

! it is occasional in Fjig. as an alien word.
1610 Harl. Misc. iMalh.) III. 110 He (Ravaillac] was

brought out of the consergery, being the prison for the

palace. x6a8 tr. Mathieu's Power/vll Fav. 138 The Con-
ciergery [transl. 1632 gaole], the Court where they pleaded,

the Treasury, .were built neere together. 1852 Todd Cycl.

Anat. IV. 1465/2 Amblyopia in connection with presbyopia

so common in the Conciergeries of Paris.

1 2. Name of the Scotch Merchants' House at

Campvere in Zeeland. Obs.

1613 Injunctions Comm. ofBurghs in Northern N. 4 Q.
1 I. 73 Neill Kae, Maister of the Consergerie hous of Cam-
i

pheir. Ibid. 74 The said Master of the Consergerie sail

! intertinne the merchants of the best sort of the nation.

t Conci'le, v. Obs. Also 4 consile, 6 conceill,
' -ciele, 7 conceaie. [ad. ¥. concilier or L. con-

ciliart : see Conciliate.]

1. trans. To make to agree ; to reconcile.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. VOL xxxiii. (Tollem. MS.\
Also by vertu of hem [stars] dementis bat ben contrary

eche to obir ben consiled (1535 concyled, Lat. conciliantur]

and acordid. 1540 Hyrde tr. V'ives' lnstr. Chr. Worn.

(1592)M j, Whom she hath conciled unto thee. 1570 Levins
Manip. 131/14 To concile, conciiiare. a 1661 Fuller Wor.
/hies 11. 339 He . . in some sort was conciled to the Church
of Rome, a 1687 H. More True Crucifixe 18 Thus man
to God, earth to conceaie to heaven. 1744 Eliza Heywooo
Fern. Spect. (1748* I. Ded., To. .concile the sparkling Ideas

of the one with the correcting Judgment of the other.

2. To conciliate.

154S Ravnold Byrth Mankytidc B8, The difficultie to

conciele the good wyll of peroert people. IJSS Eden De-
cattes 18 To concyle vnto hym the frendeshyppe of the Ad-
mirall. i6za Bp. Hall Serm. 15 Sept. (1627) 494 The matron

cares onely to concile loue by a graue & gracefull modesty.

Concile, obs. form of Counsel.

t Conci'liable, «• Obs. [f. L. conciiiare (see

Concile) + -ble. So in mod.F.] Capable of

being conciliated ; reconcilable.

1645 Milton Trtrach. Wks. 11847)205/1 Utter disconform-

ity, not conciliable, because not to be amended without

a miracle. 1678 R. L'Estrance Seneca's Mar. (17021 286

There's a Conciliable Anger, and there is an Implacable.

+ Conci'liable, sb. Obs. [ad. L. concuiakul-ttm

place of assembly, f. concilium an assembly, on

j

type of words in -ble through F. from L. -bulum,

e. g. stable. In med.L. used depreciatively, in

comparison with concilium.'] A small or secret

assembly ; a conventicle ;
applied esp. to an eccle-

siastical council considered to be illegally as-

sembled or schismatic.

1521 Fisher Serm. agst. Luther Wks. 343 This onely

chyrche is the spouse of chryst, all other seir.bles. be. ,con-

cylyables of the deuyll. 1589 Bacon Cotttrov. Ch. Eng.
(T.), The conventicles and conciliables of hereticks and
sectaries. 1609 Bp. W. Barlow Ansiu. Nameless Catholic

143 The stolne Conciliable and conuenticle of Trent. 164a

Hales Schism 8 Until the second Council of Nice, in which
concileable [1677 conciliable] Superstition and Ignorance

did conspire.

Conciliabule (k^hsi-HibW). [mod. ad. L.

j

concilidlmlum (cf. vestibule, etc.), representing the

original L. more closely than the earlier conciliable

:

see prec. Also in mod.F'.] A small private or

secret assembly ; a conventicle.

1817 H. Hunt in Cobbett's Ivks. XXXI 1. 192, 1 belong to

. .no Clubs, no Conciliabules, no secret Associations, of all

which I disapprove. 1840 J. W. Bowden Li/t Gregory VII,

I. 87 This council . .was a pretended one—in ecclesiastical

language a conciliabule. 1885 M. Pattison Mem. vi. 185

Haunting conciliabules, and reading fiery articles in the

English Churchman.

Conciliant (k
(
'nsi liant), a. rare. [a. F'. con-

ciliant, pr. pple. of concilier to conciliate : see

!
-ant.] — Conciliatory.
188a Pall Mall G. 29 Nov. 4 Then rose the old chef in

conciliant mood.

Conciliar ;k
(
Tnsi liaj), a. [f. L. concilium +

-ar : on L. type *conciiidr-is. (There was a late

L. consiliaris of or pertaining to counsel : cf. the

confusion between Council and Counsel.)] Of
or pertaining to a council or its proceedings ; used

esp. of ecclesiastical councils.

a \(rn Barrow Pope's Suprcm. (1687) 199 The Emperor was
President, .as an Orderer of the Conciliar transactions. 1700

T. Baker Refl. Learn. (T.\ Conciliar debates. 1826 \V.

Keary (title). Historical Review of Papal and Conciliar

Infallibility. 1880 Hatch Hampton Led. I 5 The internal

evidence for the history of the organization of Christianity

ranges itself into two classes—patristic literature and con*

ciliar literature.

Hence Concl'liarly adv., in a conciliar manner,

by a council.

1656 Bramhall Replic. viii. 336 This Decree was not con-

ciltarly made, a 1677 Barrow Pope's Suprcm. Wks. 1859
VIII. 59 Those things that were conciliarly determined .

.

by the present Council. 1846 G. S. Faber Lett. Tradar.
Secess. 182 The conciliarly determined Romish Rule.

t Conciliary, a. Obs. [f. L. concilium + -aby :

on L. type *comilidri-us : in mod. F". conciliaire. (L.

had consilidrius : see Constliary.)] = Conciliar.
1616 Brent tr. Sarpts Council Trent (1676) 628 His

Majesty had caused his Divines to consult upon . . other con-

ciliary affairs. 1654 Hammond Ansiv. Animadv. Ignat.

vii. 5 6. 205 They send their expresse decree . . a Soyna, a



CONCILIATE. 767 CONCINNITY.
conciliarie, dogmatical definition. 170a Pari. Orig. Lower
Ho. Convoc. 25 Adjournments were there Voted as solemnly
as any other Conciliary Decree or Resolution whatever.

Conciliate (k^nsHi^t), v. [f. L. conciliat-,

ppl. stem of cone iliare to combine, unite physically
or in thought or feeling, to make friendly or agree-

able, to recommend, to cause to meet, to procure,

acquire, produce ; f. concilium convocation, Coun-
cil. (The senses having been already developed in

L. appear somewhat disjointedly in Eng.)]

T 1- trans. To procure, acquire, gain, get, as an
accession or addition. Obs.
1548 Ld. Somerset Epist.Scots A ij b, To still conciliate and

heape to your self mooste extreme mischiefes. 1709 Blair
in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 132 An admirable contrivance for

adding Strength and conciliating length to this Muscle.

1794 G. Adams Nat. Exp. Philos. III. xxiv. 21 Atoms.,
can neither conciliate motion to themselves, nor continue in

motion longer than they are impelled.

2. To gain (goodwill, esteem, etc.) by acts which
soothe, pacify, or induce friendly feeling, (cf. 6.)

s545 Jove Exp. Dan. xi. (R.I, Some kinges gaue their

daughters to forein kinges in maryage to conciliate amitie.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842I 47 Noblemen and Barons.

.

frequent the Assemblie to conciliat the more reuerence and
autoritie. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 180 p 7 The art of
. . conciliating or retaining the_ favour of mankind. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 445 His neglect of the arts which
conciliate popularity. 1876 Grote Etlu Fragm. 71 The
necessity of conciliating a certain measure of esteem.

b. of things.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 352 A philtre, or plant
that conciliates affection. 1656 H. More Enthus. Trt.
(1712) 8 Using. .Vnguentum populeiim to anoint his Temples
to conciliate sleep. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 166 f 3
Reasons why poverty does not easily conciliate affection.

C. Const, to, for.
1662 More Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (17 12) 4 Which can-

not but conciliate much honour and reverence to the Priest-
hood. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 127 r 1 To conciliate
indulgence to .. his performances. 1886 Morley Mill
Crit. Misc. III. 42 The difficult art of conciliating as much
support as was possible, for. .unpopular opinions.

t 3. To make acceptable, recommend. (In quot.

reft.) Obs.
1615 Chapman Odyss. vm. 541 Euryalus shall here con-

ciliate Himself with words and gifts.

4. To reconcile, make accordant or compatible.
1573 Abp. Parker Corr. (1853) 439, I and Dr. May did

conciliate the old statutes and reformed them in King
Edward's day. 1624 Gee Foot out of Snare 85 How this

ingenuous Iesuite did conciliate such contrary sayings.
a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. m. (1673) 46 To conciliate you
the more to God and your reason. 1776-88 Gibbon Bed.
F. xxii. {Seager\ Conciliating the qualities of a soldier
with those of a philosopher. 1816 W. Taylor in Monthly
Mag. XLI. 502 One method of conciliating the proofs of
the execution, with the proofs of the appearance afterwards.
1869 Phipson tr. Guillemin's The Sun (1870) 233 The at-
tempts which have been made to conciliate the two theories.

+ 5. intr. To come to a position of friendliness;

to make friends with. Obs.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. 26, I owed him no
compliments for trying to conciliate with him. 1769 Junius
Lett. i. 6 He was called upon to conciliate and unite. 1775
Burke Corr. (1844) II. 69 There will then appear a remnant
left in Great Britain, with whom America may conciliate.

6. trans. To gain over in feeling ; to overcome
the distrust or hostility of, by soothing and pacify-

ing means ; to induce friendly and kindly feelings

in ; to soothe, placate, pacify. Also absol.
1782 Priestley Corrupt. Chr. 1. 1. 47 Willing to conciliate

the one, and yet not to offend the other. 1794 S. Williams
Vermont 184 Nature reconciles and conciliates the mind.
1828 DTsraeli Chas. I, I. iv. 83 The. .Catholic party.,
would be conciliated by an English Catholic Queen. 1850
Prescott Peru II. 295 Attempts to conciliate some of the
opposite faction by acts of liberality. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola 1. vi, He would never stoop to conciliate : he could
never forget an injury.

b. To make (things) amicable and agreeable

;

to disarm (objections).

1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. xx. 187 We
must make allowances, and conciliate matters. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 11 June 4/7 They have done all they can to con-
ciliate objections.

7. [Mixture of 2 c and 6.] To win over from a
position of distrust or hostility to (one's side).

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 382 Thus conciliating the
army to their side. 1803 Edmonstone in Owen Wellesley's
Disp. 320 Every endeavour should be made to conciliate
that chief to the interests of the British Government,

Conciliating (k^nsi-li^itirj),///. a. [f. prec.

+ -IN6 12
.] That conciliates ; that induces friendly

feeling or overcomes objection
;
reconciling.

1661 Origen's Opin. in Phenix (1721) I. 54 The concili-
ating Principle of Souls and Matter. 1759 R. Hurd Dial.
\. (R.), The more pliant and conciliating method of Cicero.
1799 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) IV. 7 A man of more
conciliating manners does not exist. 171859 Macaulay
Hist. Eng.V. 119 An excellent minister, .dignified yet con-
ciliating in manner.
Hence Conci'liatingly adv.
1880 A. Dunsmuir Vida II. 141 Come now, Vida, said

Mary conciliatingly.

Conciliation (k^nsHi^-Jan). [ad. L. concilia-
tion-em,n. of action from conciliare to Conciliate.
So F. conciliation (in Cotgr.).]
1. The action of bringing into harmony ; har-

monizing, reconcilement.

1543 Bale Yet a Course, etc. 52 b (T.) The concylyacion I

of the holye scriptures and most auncient fathers. 1558
[ Proclam. Q. Eliz. in Strype Ann. Re/. I. App. iii. 3 Until I

i consultation may be had for the better conciliation and :

J

accord of such causes as are moved in matters and cere-

!

monies of religion. 1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles III, 210 The
conciliation of human libertie with Divine preditermination
of the wil. 1877 H. Spencer Princ. Sociol. I. 626 This
conciliation of the interests of the species, the parents, and
the young.

b. Court (tribunal) of conciliation : a court for

composing disputes by offering to the parties a
voluntary settlement, the case proceeding to a
judicial court if this is not accepted.
1803 Syd. Smith Whs. (1859) I. S5/2 The Tribunal of Con-

ciliation, established since 179^, is composed of the most in-

telligent and respectable men in the vicinage.

2. The gaining or winning by quiet means.
^553 Lady Jane Grey in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. Introd.

6 To.. proceed in the former commission, for the concilia-
tion of some good peace between our said good brother and
the French King, a 1646 J. Gregory Posthuvia (1650) 65
(T.) To the conciliation of rest and sleep, it is required that
there be a moderate repletion. 1750 Johnson Rambler No.

j

81 p 8 Beneficence needful to the conciliation of the divine
favour.

f 3. Peaceable or friendly union. Obs.
1655-50 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 628/1 Considering

the conciliation of men among themselves. 1678 Cudworth
Intell. Syst. 1. v. 896 Were there not a Natural Conciliation
of all Rational Creatures . . men could [not] have made any
firm Cities or Polities.

4. Conversion from a state of hostility or dis- !

trust ; the promotion of good will by kind and
j

considerate measures ; the exhibition of a spirit of

amity, practice of conciliatory measures.

.
1775 Burke Sp. Concit. Colonies Wks. III. 26 If, Sir, we

j

incline to the side of conciliation, we are not at all em-
barrassed, .by any incongruous mixture of coercion and re-

straint. 1792 Anccd. W. Pitt III. xliii. 158 Let conciliation
follow chastisement. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. 11S58) I. iv.

]

I

290 A policy of studied conciliation. 1880 McCarthy Olun 1

Times IV. lvi. 224 The effect of conciliation was . . tried.
|

b. attrib.

1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser. I. III. 18 Government.,
defrays the whole expenses under the head of Conciliation
Money._ 1886 Pall Mall G. 19 Aug. i/i Last year, when

j

the Tories were on the conciliation line.

5. Rhet.
[1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey^ Couciliatio, a Figure in

j

Rhetorick. See Synaxeosis.] 1828 Whately Rltet. in
I

Encycl. Metrop. 267/1 In no point more than in . .the Conci-
|

liation (to adopt the term of the Latin writers) of the hearers,
I is it requisite to consider who and what the hearers are.

Hence Concilia tionist, an advocate of a policy
of conciliation.

1826 Blackiv. Mag. XX. 228 Shall we fear to tell those
Conciliationists that we can do very well without their
good opinion ?

Conciliative (k^nsi'liiativ), a. [f. L. conciliat-

j

ppl. stem of conciliare to Conciliate + -ive.]
!

I Tending to conciliate
;
conciliatory.

1817 Southey Lett. (1856) III. 62 A conciliative and
'. persuasive tone. 182$ Coleridge Aids Rejl. (1848) I. 270 I

[

With a conciliative show of coincidence. 1865 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. V. xiv. ii. 176, I answered—mildly reprobatory,
yet conciliative. [See also Consiliative.]

Conciliator (k^nsi'lii^tsi). [a. L. conciliator,

agent-n. from conciliare to Conciliate : see -or.

Cf. F. conciliateur (16th c. in Littre .] One who
or that which conciliates

;
esp. one who leads op-

posed parties to be friendly to each other ; a
peacemaker, arbitrator.

C1575 Fulke Confut. Doct. Purgatory (157 7) 419 Some
mediatores and^ conciliatores of Origens error, with the

j

erroneous practise of the church. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia
I

233 It would lessen the number of conciliatours : which
> cannot themselves now write, but as engagedly biassed to
one side or the other. 1766 Smollett Trav. xxxix. II.

227 (Jod.) Tipping the searcher with half-a-crown, which
is a wonderful conciliator at all the bureaus in this country.
1878 Dowden Stud. Lit. 437 He remained . . a conciliator
among conflicting parties. 1885 Pall Mall G. 22 Sept. 9/1
Mr. Joseph Cowen, M.P., has consented to act as conciliator
on behalf of the men.

Conci'liatoriness. [f. next + -ness.] The
I

state or quality of being conciliatory.
1866 Pall Mall G. No. 500. 838/2 The lesser virtue of tact

and conciliatoriness. 1879 Farrar St. Paul II. 247 He
always unites a perfect conciliatoriness of tone with an
absolute rigidity of statement.

Conciliatory (kpnsi-Iiiatori), a. (and sb.) [ad.

L. type *concilidtdri-us, f. conciliator: see Con-
ciliator and -ory. In mod.F. conciliatoire.']

Tending or calculated to conciliate; showing a
spirit of conciliation.

1576 Fleming Pauopl. Epist. 366 An Epistle called Con-
' ciliatorie, wherein he craveth acquaintaunce with one whome
I he never knewe, but by report. 1777 Burke Let. Sheriffs
BristolWks. III. 203 The amiable and conciliatory virtues
of lenity, moderation, and tenderness. 1855 Prescott
Philip llt I. *• v. 61 He had not the conciliatory manners
which win the favor of. . mankind.

b. as sb. A measure calculated to conciliate.

1778 Learning at a Loss II. 145 Penitentials, Media-
torial, and Conciliatories will be dispatched to my queer
Father-in-law.

t Conci'liatrice. Obs. [a. K. conciliatrice,

fem. of conciliateur Conciliator : see -trice.]

=next : also used of things personified as feminine.

1542 Becon Pathw. Prayer Early Wks. (1843) 144 Prayer
is the head of all goodness, and the conciliatrice and pur-
chaser of health and everlasting life.

Conci'liatrix. rare. [a. L. conciliairix, fem.

of conciliator : cf. prec] A female conciliator or

reconciler.

1611 Cotgr.
j
Conciliatrice, a conciliat rix, reconciliatrix

;

a woman that reconciles those that were enemies.

||
Concilium. The Latin equivalent of Council,

occasionally used in technical language.
1834 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. 11852) 369 It is inex-

pedient to allow the choice of academical teachers to the
professors themselves, be it either to the whole Concilium, or
to the several faculties. 1846 Grote Greece 11. iii. (1849)
II. 397 Lastly there was the general concilium and religious

festival held periodically at Koroneia. 1858 Bushnell
Nat. Supernal, iv. (1864)97 But here we have a grand
concilium, or republic of wills, acting each for himself.

Concinera'tion. [f. Cox- altogether + Ciner-
ation.] ' Thorough reduction to ashes \
1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Concinnate ^k^nsi'mV1

, a. rare. [ad. L.

concinndt-us, pa. pple, of concinndre : sec next.]

fl. As pa. pple. Made fit; fitted (unto). Obs.
a 1600 Hooker Serm. iii. §4. Wks. 1SS8 III. 636 If God

do suffer with unweariable toleration vessels concinnate
unto death. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 31, Concinnate,
made fit, finely apparrelled.

2. adj. Of language : Skilfully put together,

appropriately arranged ; of studied elegance or

beauty.
154.8 Hall Chron. Hen. VII, an. 5 <R.) He was a manne

of ripe iudgement in electinge and chosynge concinnate
termes, and apte and eloquente woordes. 1849 Eraser s
Mag. XL. 317 Because of the ode's concinnate excellence,

it is especially difficult to translate it.

Concinnate (k^nshu-U), v. Now rare. [f. L.

concinndt-, ppl. stem of concinndre to join fitly

together, etc., f. concinn-us : see Concinne r7.]

trans. To put together fitly ; to set right, arrange

duly or neatly ; to trim, adjust, prepare fitly.

1601 Holland Pliny xiv. xx. I. 425 Cato sets downe a re-

ceit to trim and concinnate wine ifor that is the very tearme
which he vses) in this manner. 1608 J. King Serm. Nov. 9
Subtiltie .. accommodateth, concinnateth circumstances.
1657 G. Starkey Helmont's I't'ud. 52 Some do concinnate
the Theory, others the practick of the Art. 1831 Whkwlll
in Todhunter^fc/. W.'s Writings (1S76) II. 110, I am glad
you are trying to concinnate your nomenclature.

Hence Concinnated a. = Concinnate ppl. a.

1657 Phys. Diet., Concinnated, made fit for the purpose,
trimmed, apparelled. 1868 Arber Scldens Table-t. Introd.

9 In order that concinnated speech may not beguile us from
truth, or aphorisms charm us into injustice and error.

t Concinna'tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. con-

cinnation-cm, n. of action f. concinndre. see prec]
Skilfully putting together or properly adjusting.

1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions ix. 77 That knitting qualitie

of Love to which he elsewhere properly ascribeth the
building, concinnation, and perfecting of the Saints.

"t" Conci'nne, Obs. [ad. L. concinn-ns skil-

fully put together, well-adjusted.] Well fitted

together, skilfully arranged ; harmonious.
1569 Newton Cicero's Olde Age 7b, Which, when we

read, we are rauished with the elegancie and condnne
vehemencie thereof. 11625 Boys Wks. (1630) 137 Beauty
consists in variety of colours, and in a concinne disposition

of sundry different parts. 1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance
Div. Off. 353 The analogy. . is concinne and proper.

Hence f Conci nneness.
1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 32 The. .concinnesse of

his metaphors. 1671 True Nonconf. 247 The greater exact-
ness of phrase, attainable in a Set-form, .the propriety, con-
cinneness and gravity, that may be in [it].

t Conci'line, v. Obs. [ad. L. concinna-re^\ =
Concinnate v.

11619 Fotherby A theom. 1. vii. § 3 (16221 53 Polishing and
concinning their History, so smoothly, that there should
not haue bene found the least note of diuersity.

Concinnity (k^nsi-mti). [ad. L. concinnilds,

-tdt-em, {. concinn-us : see Concinne a. and -ity.]

1. Skilful and harmonious adaptation or fitting

together of parts ; harmony, congruity, consist-

ency.

1531 Elyot Gov. i. xx, In euery of the said daunsis, there
was a concinnitie of meuing the foote and body. 1621
Donne Serm. cxvii. V. 56 This world a frame of so much
harmony, so much concinnity and conveniency. 1668 Howe
Bless. Righteous Wks. (1834) 252 Mere confusion, without
the least concinnity or order. 1675 Sir E. Sherburne
Transl. Manilius Preface 7 Reasons, .grounded upon the
Concinnity of Time and Conformity of Study. 1835 Kirby
Hob. Inst. Anim. (1852) II. 303 For the sake of concinnity

of nomenclature.

b. (with//.) A harmony, a congruity. f Mus.
An imperfect concord : cf. concinnous discord.

1640 G. Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn. 317 What man
despiseth not those that hunt after these deformities and
concinnities. 1663 Petty in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841)

I. 103, I desire you to ask Lord Iirounker . . whether there

be any thing in it but conjectures and concinnities. 1761
Twining Recr. # Stodies (1882) 17 Concords, and discords,

and concinnities or imperfect concords.

2. Beauty of style produced by a skilful con-

nexion of words and clauses ; hence, more gene-

rally, studied beauty, elegance, neatness of literary

or artistic style, etc.

'577 Peacham Gard. Eloquence \. (T.), Cicero, who sup-
posed figures to be named of the Grecians schemates, called

97-2
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them coneinnitie. .comprising all ornaments of speech under
one name. 1607 J. Serjeant Solid Philos. 299 Art is to

l>olish our Notions, and bring them to Exactness and Con-
cinnity. 1769 Swinton in Phil. Trans. LX. Z^tiote, The
Sicilians . . excelled . . in the elaborate concinnity of their

money. 1865 Stopf. Brooke Life Robertson I. 187 The
clearness and concinnity of the thought and its illustra-

tion. 1878 Dowden Stud. Lit. 183 As great a master as

Addison of concinnity in the playful. 1881 Blackie Lay
Serm. vi. 198 The graceful concinnity of Livy. 1886 <1.

Allen Maimie's Sake xxiii, There was a neatness and con-

cinnity about the way it worked that charmed her.

b. with pi. A studied beauty or elegance.

1866 Motley Dutch Rep. 11. iii. 183 A discourse .. not

likely, with all its concinnities . . to exert a soothing in-

fluence upon the people.

Concinnous (kfJhsrnas), a. [f. L. concinn-us

(see prec.) + -ous.j

1. Fitly put together or arranged, harmonious
;

agreeable, elegant, graceful, rare.

i66j Glanvii.l Lux. Orient, i. (1682' 3 Till something else

appear more concinnous and rational,

t 2. A/us. Harmonious. Obs.
Concinnous discord (or interval) : a discord or dissonant

interval which can be used in harmony.
1654 Charleton Physiologia 227 The Concinnous, or

Harmonical Sound . . called . . in our language the Twang.
1694 W. Holder Harmony ix. (1731! 147 Those [discords!

only here consider'd, which are {as the Greeks term'd them)
itHltAq, Concinnous, apt and useful in Harmony. 17*7 5 1

Chambers Cycl. s.v.. Discords are distinguished into con-

cinnous and inconcinnous intervals. 1746 Phil. Trans.
XLIV. 269 A Scale adapted only to the concinnous Con-
stitution of one Key. 1760 Sulks Anc. Grk. Music, ibid.

I.I. 721 The mutations by concinnous intervals. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VII. 434/1 Concinnous intervals, in Music, are the

various concords.

3. Characterized by concinnity or studied ele-

gance of style.

1831 Db QuiNCBY Wkifgism VI. 123 That most con-
tinuous and rotund of professors, Mr. Heyne.
Hence Concinnously adv.
107-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Concinnous, A system is said

to be concinnous, or concinnously divided, when the parts

thereof, considered as simple intervals, are concinnous.

t Co'ncion. Obs. [ad. L. eontion-em (in later

spelling concion-), contracted from co K
n ventidn-,

Convention, public assembly, speech or oration

before an assembly. Cf. OF. concion, -lion as-

sembly, public harangue ]

L An assembly.

1533 Bellknden Livy(i%22^ 164'JanO Als sone as he had
KOttin thaim about him in maner of concioun, he apperit

full of hateretit, and . . said in this maner. — ibid. 50 He
commandit baith the pepill to compere to his concioun.

1563 87 Foxi A. 4- M. (1684) I. 338/1 Paschalis . . both in

publick concion, and in writing, .restored again to the Em-
perors, .the Prerogative of Election.

2. An oration before an assembly; a public

speech or harangue.
1541 Li.vot Image Gov. 6 Unto whom often tymes he

made a solemne concion or pro"position, callyng them his

companions. 1563-87 Foxe A. iy M. 115961 96/1 Onlie a
funerall concion was used. 1644 BuLWXI Chiron. 144 In

a Concion to a Congregation of the people.

+ Concional, a. Obs. fad. L. cotUidnal-is

belonging to an assembly : see prec. and -al.] Of
or belonging to a public assembly or a public dis-

course
;
belonging to public preaching.

1637 Rutherford Lett. 11862) I. 429 It is not a formal
thanksgiving, but an annunciation or predication of Christ's

death—concional not adorative. 1646 S. Bolton Arratgntn.
Err. 288 There is a three-fold rebuke, Fraternall, Con-
cionall, Judicial . .the second may be done by one single

Pastour. 1656 BlOUMT Glossogr., Concional, pertaining to

a Sermon or Oration, or to the Assembly or Pulpit. 171

1

G. Cary Phys. Phylactick 141 Either in Doctrine called

Concional, or in Discipline termed Judicial.

t CO'ncionary, a. Obs. [ad. L. contidtufri-us

belonging to an assembly : see -AN *.] = prec.

a 1654 Selden Table- T. (Arb.l 73 There be four things a
Minister should be at, the Conscionary part, Ecclesiastical

story, School Divinity, and the Casuists. In the Con-
scionary part he must read all the Chief Fathers, both
I atiue and Greeke wholly. 1681 Nevile Plato Rediv. 12

There were two sorts of preaching ; the one Concionary,
which was used by the Apostles and other Missionaries.

171 1 G. Cary Phys. Phylactick 178 As to the Concionary or

Doctrinal Part, and Judicial or Discipline.

t Concionate, Obs. [f. L. contidndt- ppl.

stem o(contiondri to deliver an oration, to harangue,

f. contidn-em : see above. Cf. OF. concionert

•onncr.] intr. To deliver an oration ; to preach.
a 1654 Webster Appins

<fr
Virg. v. iii, The same hands

that yesterday, to hear me concionate And oratorue, rung
shrill plaudits forth.

t Co ncionative, a. Obs.~° [f. as prec. + -ive.]

— CoNCIONATOUY. 1864 in Webster.

Concionator. rare or Obs. [a. L. agent-n. f.

eontidnal' : see above. Cf. OF . concionatenr.] One
who makes speeches or harangues ; a preacher.

1633 Cockeram, Concionator, a Preacher. 1654 Gayton
Pleas. Notes iv. xi. 246 Like some simple Concionator, who
naming his Text in a Country Auditory, shut the book, and
took leave of it, for the whole howre. 1830 Carlyle in

Froude Life (1882' II. 129 No priest, but a concionator.

2 (See quot.)
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey\ Concionator . . In our ancient

Writers, a Common Council-man, a Mot-worthy, a Freeman
call'd to the Hall or Assembly.

t Co ncionato ry , a. Obs. [ad. L. type *con-

tiondtori-us : sec prec. and -oky.] Of or belonging

I
to a concionator ; pertaining to public speaking.

1634 E. Knott (M. Wilson) Cliarity Maint. 1. v. ft ao A
Concionatory declamation. 1651 Smith in Puller's Abel
Rediv., IVillet 575 He .. gave them some concionatory
exhortations. 1692 Beverley Disc. Dr. Crisp 10.

1 Conciona trix. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. L. fem. of

Concionatok: see -trix.] A woman who harangues
the people.
c 1430 Capgkave Life St. Kath. v. xvi. 960 Brynge foorth

this woman, brynge pis concyonatrix.

Conci'piency. nonce-wd. [f. next: see-ENCY.]

The (.juality or state of being concipient or con-

ceptive
; //. concipient states, conceptive acts.

18*5 Coleridge Aids Refl. (1B48) I. 178 In strict and
severe propriety of language I should nave said . . con-
cipiencies or conceptive acts rather than conceptions.

Concipient .kfJnsrpient), a. rare. [ad. L.

concipient-em, pr. pple. of concipere to Conckive.]
That conceives, conceiving.
1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr. xv, By puffs concipient

some in ether flit. 18*5 Coleridge Z.ay Serm., Statesm.
Man. App. B, The man himself considered as a concipient
as well as percipient being. 1851 Eraser's Mag. XLVI. 90
That wondrous hermaphrodite, who Self-concipient, breeds
from no embrace.

Concise (kjfaiars), a. [ad. L. concis-us cut up,

concise, pa. pple. of concidfre to cut up, cut to

pieces, f. con- + c&dere to cut. Cf. F. concis in

same sense (16th c. in Littre).]

1. Of speech or writing : Expressed in few words

;

brief and comprehensive in statement ; not diffuse.

< 1590 Marlowe Faust, i. 110, I that have with concise

syllogisms Gravell'd the Pastors of the German Church.
1636 B. Jonsos Discov. Wks. (Rtldg.) 758/2 The concise
style, which expresseth not enough, but leaves somewhat to

be understood. 1715 Leoni Pallaiio's A rchit. (1742) II. 58
To compile this . . Treatise, in the concisest manner pos-
sible. 174s De Poe's Eng. Tradesman ii. (1841) I. 13 A
tradesman s letters should be plain, concise, and to the pur-
pose. 1828 Whately Rhet. in Encycl. Metrop. 242/1 Other
arguments may occur to him. .more clear or more concise,

b. applied to persons.

1604 Drayton Moses 11. (K.), Lest too concise injuriously

we wrong Things that such state and fearfulness impart.

1693 Shadwf.ll Volunteers in. i, Pr'ythee why? be concise.

1814 Jane Austen Mansf. Park (1851) 177 If he wrote to

his father, no wonder he was concise.

C. trans/. Occupying little time ;
brief, direct.

1785 Paley Mor. Philos. (1818) II. 401 He who has the

benefit of a conciser operation, will soon outvie and under-
sell a competitor who continues to use a more^ circuitous

labour. 17.. Cowper Moralizer Corrected t His hours of
study clos d at last, And finish'd his concise repast.

t 2. ? Containing much in little space, small and
compact. Obs. nonce-use.

1614 J. Cooke Tu Quooue in Hazl. Dodsley XI. 234 A
pretty concise room ; Sir Lionel, where are your daughters?

t3. (See quot.) Obs. [L. concidtrc to cut down,
kill ; to beat severely.]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Concise, brief, beaten, cut, mangled,
or killed.

t Concise (kfJnsai'z), v. Obs. rare. [f. L.

concis- ppl. stem of concidhe to cut up, cut away

:

see prec] trans. To cut off, mutilate. Hence
Conci sed ///. a., Concising vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1659 Milton Civ. Power Wks. (1847) 416/2 This concising

punishment of circumcisers became a penal law therupon
among the Visigothes. 1660 S. Fisher Rusticks Alarm
Wks. (1670) 400 The concised Letter-lauding Jew.

Concisely .kynsarsli), adv. [f. Concise a. +
-ly 2.] In a concise manner.
1684 J. Goodman IVint. Ev. Conf. p. iii. (T.), You will not

be too prolix in your arguments ; but deal concisely and de-

cretorily. 1715 •$ IIkuome Odyssey (J.), Ulysses here speaks
very concisely. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. a) I. 375, I define
figure . . more concisely, the limit of solid.

Conciseness (kfJnsarsnes). [f. as prec. +
-NK88.1 Concise quality ; brevity, terseness.

1659 O. Walker Oratory 35 Such a conciseness, not onely
avoiding . . Tautology, but savouring of . . acuteness, force,

and clearness. 1695 Dryden Pref. 2n*i Misc. (R.), The
conciseness of Demosthenes. 1751 Johnson Rambler No.
157 F7 An old clergyman, who rightly conjectured the
reason of my conciseness. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,

Manners Wks. (Bohn) II. 50 'I hey value themselves . . on
conciseness and going to the point, in private affairs. 1871
Black Adv. Phaeton vii. 89 What is slang but an effort

at conciseness?

Concision (k^nsi^on . [ad. L, concision-em

cutting up, n. of action f. concidtfre to cut up.

With sense 3 cf. precision.']

1. The action of cutting to pieces or cutting

away ; mutilation.

1381 Wyclik JoelWx. 14 Peplis in the valley of concisioun,

or sleaynge to gydre. 1609 Hiule (Douay) ibid., The day
of our Lord is nigh in the valley of concision. 1611 Bible
ibid., marg. 1668 Elborowe Ep. Polycarp if Ign. 78
The violence of beasts, scattering of bones, concision or

chewing of members. 1805 G. S. Faber Dissert. Proph.

(1806) I. 51 Then will the wine-press of God's wrath begin
to be trodden in the valley of concision.

2. In Phil. iii. a (from the Geneva version of 1 557
onward) it translates Gr. Kararofirj 'cutting off,

cutting up', used there instead of irtptrofirj 'cir-

cumcision ', and applied contemptuously to the

Judaizing Christians.

lSS7 H« T. (Genev.) Phil. iii. 2 Beware uf the concision
[>o Rhew., 161 x and 188 x ; Gr. fiAtirtrt lije «aTaTo^t»jr,

Vulg. videte concisionem, Wvcu dyuysioun", Tindale,
I
Cranmer dissencion]. 1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. \.\.

45 Peter preached against the abuse of the Iewish cere-
monies, to which the Concision turned them. 1612 T.

;
Taylor Comm. Titus L 10(1619) 2I 9 So of such Christians
as turn Iewes againe ; beware of the concision, and be-
take vs to the circumcision. 1879 Karkar St. Paul II. 433
note, Concision means circumcision regarded as a mere
mutilation.

+ b. Hence, a rending or division (of the church)

;

a schism. Obs.

'557 N.T. (Genev.) Phil. iii. 2 note. The false apostles
\

gloried in their Circumcision, wher vnto S. Paul here al-

ludeth, calling them concision, which is cutting of and tear-

ing asunder of the Churche. 164a Answ, Observ. agst.
King 16 Whether this observer hath decided anything who
hath promoted the concision, a 1716 South Serm. III. Ep.
Ded. < K.), Those of the concision who made it [the division]

would do well to consider . . the likeliest way to settle and
support a church.

3. — Conciseness, [so ¥. concision.'}

[Not in Johnson or Todd 1755-1818.] 1774 W. Hooper
Rational Recreat. (1794) I. Advt. 2 The whole . . will . . be
delivered with more perspicuity and concision. 18*4 Byron
yuan xv. xxii. 1865 Lewes in Eortn. Rev. II. 602 Con-
cision gives energy, but it also adds restraint. i88zMorley
Cobden II. vi. 161 Lord John Russell described the state of
things with characteristic concision.

Concistory, obs. f. Consistoby.

t Conci sure. Obs.-° [ad. L. coiulsur-a a
cutting, f. cottcidcre to cut up.] = Concision.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Concision, Concisure, a cutting or

dividing ; a rent or schism.

t Co'ncitate, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. concitdl-

ppl. stem of concildre to move violently, excite, f.

con- + citare to move ; see Cite.] trans. To stir

up, rouse, excite. Hence f Co'ncitated ppl. a.

1574 Rich Mercury Soldier E iiij, Cyrus King of Persia

mynding to concitate the myndes of his people. 165a J.
Hall Height Eloquence p. Ivii, Concitated passions. 1656

I in Blount Glossogr.

t Concita tion. Obs. [ad. L. cotuitdtidn-em,

n. of action f. cotuitdre : see prec Cf. obs. F.

concitation Cotgr.).] Stirring up, rousing, or ex-

citing ; agitation, excitement ; esp. of the mind.

1533 tr. Erasmus' Com. Crede 93 Certayn men haue sayde
that the holy ghoste . .is noughte els but the concitation or
styrrynge of a godly mynde. 1603 Florio Montaigne 11.

xxxi. 400 So long as our pulse panted, and we feele any
Concitation. 1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. I. VOL 74 When
this fervour and concitation of the minde is inveterate.

t Concita trix. Obs. [a. L. fem. o( concitdtor,

agent-n. f. concitdre : see above and -tkix.]
161 1 Cotgr., CoKcitatrice, a concitatrix, incitresse, pro-

uokeresse.

t C<mci*te, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. concite-r, ad.

L. cotu itdre : see above.] trans. To stir up, excite.

1554 Philpot Exam. 4- Writ. (Parker Soc.) 429 For this

fierce beast conciteth nothing than war, than manslaughter,
than plagues. 164s Lend. APPrent. Dectar. in Hart.
Misc. iMalh.) V. 303 Vour former gracious acceptation of
petitions, .hath concited us. .to address ourselves also . . to

this honourable assembly.

t Conci'tizen. Obs. [cf. F. concitoyen.]

Fellow-citizen, co-citizen.

14*8 Proc. at York, in Misc. (Surtees, No. 85 4 Noght..
also a concitczin, bot als a straunger. a 157a Knox Hist.

Re/.Pn(.{R.\ Whether it be by a neighbour, or a stranger,

or a foreigner, or a con-citizen. 1603 Florio Montaigne
III. v. (1632* 508 To gratifie their concitizens and fellowes.

1604 Karl Stirling Aurora ii. K . Lest that the torments
which I feele Might likewise my con-citizens annoy.

Conck, obs. var. Conch (sense 7 .

Concla mailt, a. [ad. L. concldmant-, pr. pple.

stem of conctdmdreA Calling out together.

1890 Daily Xervs 12 Aug. 2/2 Reason and conscience ..

he must . .obey their conclamant voice.

tCo"nclamate,///.fl- Obs. rare. [?ad. L. con

eldmat us lamented, lamentable, pa. pple. of con~

clJmdre: see next.J ? Lamented, lamentable.

1651 Biggs Krw Dtsp. 149 The conclamate cold of the

ambient.

t Co nclamate, v. Obs. rare. [(.L.conclamat-,

ppl. stem of concldmtire to call out together or

loudly, to lament the dead), f. con- + eldmare to

call out.] trans. To call out against.

Hence f Co nclamated ///. a.

1658 Bp. Reynolds Van. Creature Wks. (1677) 6 The so

much conclamated and scorned peevishness of a few silly,

unpolitick, unregarded Hypocrites.

Conclamation (kfrnklanvi-Jan . [ad. L. con-

ctdmdtion-em, n. of action f. conclamdre : see prec]

1. A loud calling out of many together ;
esp. of

loud lamentation for the dead.
1617 May Lucan 11. 23 Such a silent woe .. Before his

funerall conclamation. 1705 T. Greknhill Art Embalm.
57 (T.) The Romans used conclamation, or a general outcry,

set up at equal intervals before the corps, by persons who
waited there on purpose. 1836 Lane Mod. Egypt. (1849)
II. xv. 286 Many of the females of the neighbourhood,
hearing the conclamation, come to unite with them in this

melancholy task [bewailing the dead].

T 2. A shout of approval or disapproval. Obs.

1651 Howell Venice 115 This .. was answer'd with ap-

plauses and wondcrfull conclamations. 1680 Allen Peace

<y Unity 94 The fore-mentioned repetitions, abruptions, re-

sponses, and conclamations. 17*6 Amherst Terrm Fit.

xxii. 116 They were continually insulted with loud peaNof
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hisses and conclamations of dowtt with the Roundheads.
Ibid, xxxviii. 206 Amidst the insults and conclamations of
a rascally mob.

Conclave (kjrnklilv). Also 8 -cleave, [a. F.
conclave :— L. conclave, pi. conclavia, a place that

may be locked up, f. con- together + clavis key.]

+ 1. A private room, inner chamber, closet. Obs.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. 15 Pylat sendyth iiii knytes . . To keep

the blody body in his dede conclave. 1560 Rolland Crt.
Venus n. 591 In ane conclaue all maid of Christall cleir:

Inclusit thay war. 1623 Cockeram, Conclaue, an inner
parlour [ed. 1626 adds a priuie roome, a closet], a 1646 J.
Gregory Posthuma (1650) 12 That they [the Septuagint
translators] were placed everie one in a several Conclave.

1753 Mrs. Delany Corr. 20 Nov. (1861) HI. 241 The
Duchess has fitted up the little room out of her conclave that
opens into the garden in the Gothic taste.

b- fig-
a 1626 Bacon New Att. 11 The situation .. in the secret

Conclave of such a vast Sea. 1664 Evelyn Sylz>a(ijj6) 147
At the first peeping out of the Winter Concleave.

2. spec. The place in which the Cardinals meet
in private for the election of a Pope.
1393 Gower Con/. I. 254 The cardinals, that wolden save

The forme of lawe in the conclave, Gon for to chese a new
pope. 1494 Fabyan vii. 525 Ya cardynallys beyng in y
conclaue or counceyll chaumbre, where y* pope is accus-
tomyd to be chosen. 1691 W. B. Hist. Rom. Conclave i. 1

'Tis he too that takes care to have the Conclave built with
Timber. 1883 Addis & Arnold Cath. Diet. s.v., The large
halls of the palace are so divided by wooden partitions as
to furnish a number of sets of small apartments . . all open-
ing upon a corridor.. On the tenth day a solemn Mass of
the Holy Ghost is said in the Vatican church, and after
it the Cardinals form a procession and proceed to the con-
clave, taking up their respective apartments as the lot has
distributed them.

3. The assembly of cardinals met for the election

of a Pope.
1625 Heylin Microcosmos 181 Allotting it to the Conclaue

of Cardinals. 1651 Rcliq. Wotton. 360 He had been long
a Cardinall and at two or three Conclaves or Elections of
Popes. 1656 Bramhall Replk. v. 205 Whom does the
Conclave chuse? An uniuersall Pastor? No, but expressely
a Bishop of Rome. 1841 W. Spalding Italy It. Isl. III.

53 A conclave, which opened at Venice in March 1800, had
raised to the papal chair Cardinal Chiaramonti.

b. loosely. The body of cardinals.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, il ii. 100, I .. thanke the holy
|

Conclaue for their loues. 1839 Keightley Hist. Eng. II. !

23 When the news . . reached Rome, the conclave was furious.

C. aitrib.

1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 39 So conclave fathers
do conclude. Ibid, 157 A conclave brother. 1686 J. Ser-
jeant Hist.Monast. Conv. Aiva, In the Conclave Election
of a Pope.

4. trans/. Any private or close assembly, esp. of
an ecclesiastical character.

1568 Graeton Chron. II. 60 As the Archbishop was
sitting beneth in a conclave with his felow Bishops about
him, consulting togither. 1635 Austin Medit. 68 The
Tenet and Conclusion of the Sanhedrim (the great Coun-
cell or Conclave of the Rabbins'. 1808 Scott Mann. 11.

xviii, A cresset . . dimly served to show The awful conclave
met below. 1856 Miss Mulock J. Halifax 329 The
respectable conclave above-stairs. 1866 Motley Dutch

jRep. \. iii. 108 The three . .who composed the secret conclave
or cabinet.

5. Phrase. In conclave ;in senses 3 and 4).
1524 Wolsey in Fiddes Life ii. (1726) 72 The Cardinals i

then being in conclave. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 795 The I

great Seraphic Lords and Cherubim In close recess and i

secret conclave sat. 1845 Disraeli Sybil 259 You yourself
are ever brooding, and ever in conclave too, with persons 1

who . . are the preachers of violence. 1862 C. Stretton
Clieq. Life I. 20 The head-master . . happened to be sitting
in conclave with some of the assistant teachers.

T Concla'vical, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. conclave
(see prec.) + -10 + -al : after clerical, etc.] Of or
pertaining to a conclave.
1660 S. Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 345 The New

Testament . . lay lockt up from all the Laity, within the
lines of her Conclavical, Clerical Communication.
Conclavist (kf7-nkkivist). [a. F. conclaviste,

It. conclavista, f. conclave: see above and -ist.]

f 1. One of the cardinals in conclave. Obs.
[1598 Florio, Conclauista, a fellow chooser of a Pope, or

one that is admitted in the Conclaue.] 1616 Brent tr.

Sarpi's Hist. Counc. Trent (1676) 518 The Pope, consider-
I

ing that the Conclavists of account remain at Rome. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Conclavist, one of those Cardinals that
meet in the conclave for the election of the Pope.
2. One who attends on a cardinal in conclave.
1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1670 Loud. Gaz. No. 437/2 The

Conclavist or Chamber-keeper to Cardinal Albici was lately
put out of the Conclave. 1691 W. B. Hist. Rom. Conclave
iii. 9 Every Cardinal brings into the Conclave along with
him a Conclavist and two Servants. 1776-88 Gibbon Decl.
<r F. lxvi. 129 note (Seagert, The Cardinals knocked at his
door ; but his Conclavist refused to interrupt the studies of
Bessarion. 1883

>

Addis & Arnold Cath. Dict.s. v. Conclave,
Each Cardinal is allowed to have two members of his house-
hold in personal attendance upon him [in the conclave]

;

these are called conclavists.

Conclrmate, v. rare. [f. con- together with
|

+ Climate : app. suggested by acclimate] trans.
To inure to a climate, acclimatize.
1864 in Webster. 18. . Ogilvie cites Q. Rev.
t Conclose, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. conclos -.-late

L. conclaasus closed in, f. con- + clausus closed.]
Closed in, shut in, enclosed.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4961 Thow art the gardyn

conclose of swettest Aromatyze alle.

t Conclou'tment. Obs. nonce- wd. [f. Cok- +
Clout v. + -mknt : cf. compatchmeut.'] A clouting

together, a patchwork.
1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 132 Wee .. count him a

Heathen Deuine, that alledgeth any illustration out of
humaine Authors, and makes not all his sermons eonclout-
ments of scripture.

Conclucion, -cyon, obs. ff. Conclusion.
Conclu'dable, -ible, a. rare. [f. Conclude :

see -ble.] That may be concluded or inferred.

1617 Hieron Wks. II. 179 That nothing, among the rites

..was to bee slighted ouer..is thought to be iustly con-
cludeable out of that Deut. vi. 1. 1655 H. More Ath.
Antid. (1662) 160 The Existence of the Manichean God is

not concludible.

Conclude (k^nkl/7-d), v. [ad. L. conclud-cre

to shut up closely, close, end, f. con- + claiutcre to

close, shut.]

I. To shut up, enclose, include.

f 1. (in physical sense). Obs. or arch.
I432_5° l r. Higden (Rolls) I. 423 [There] be ij waters, oon

of whom concludethe an yle moved to and fro with the
wynde. 1607 ToPSBLL Four-/. Beasts (1673! 92 It is usual
to conclude them in Parks. 1794 G. Adams Nat, Exp.
Philos. I. xi. 449 When an animal is concluded in a limited
quantity of. .air, it dies as soon as the air is vitiated. 1859
Tennyson Merlin <y Viz: 510, 1 dreamt Of some vast charm
concluded in that star.

b./ig. 1388 Wvci.it Gal. iii. 22 But scripture hath con-
cludid [1382 enclosyde) alle thingis vndir synne. 1611
Bible Rom. xi. 32 God hath concluded [Gr. owenketcre,
Revised shut up] them all in vnbeliefe, that he might haue
mercy vpon all. 1865 Bushnell Vicar. Sacr. itu v. 358
Whom he has first arrested and concluded in sin.

+ 2. To include, comprehend, comprise, sum up.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 500 And schortly to concluden al

his wo, So mochescrwe had never creature. 1523 Fitzhekb.
Husb. § 160 There be. . .x. commaundementes . .but they be
all concluded and comprehended in two. 1647 N. Bacon
Hist. Disc. lvi. (1651) 162 That .. the written Laws were
wholly concluded into the Norman tongue. 1674 Playkokd
Skill Mus. in. 11 In the simple Concord I conclude all his
compounds. 1709 Stanhoi-e Paraphr. IV. 53 Each Member
of the City or Borough is concluded as a Citizen. 1828 C.
Wordsworth King Chas. I, 154 It appears . . in a nutshell,
contained and concluded almost wholly under that single
word 'however*.

f b. To shut up or comprehend within definite

limits ; to restrict, confine. (Also with up.) Obs.
1548 Gest Pr. Masse 1 iS Whereas Christ saieth God is in

heaven, he doth not by yt his so saieng conclud and hemeu
him ther. 1642 Declar. Lords $ Com. 6 June 6 Much lesse
can the Power of Parliament be concluded by his Majesties
command. 1646 J. Gregory Notes Observ. (1650) 72 The
Faithful Church of that time, concluded up in the family of
Seth. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. n. ii. (1692) 68 Those that chuse
to be concluded by the Letter and Text of Christ's Testament,

c. To confine, or shut up to.

1646 H. Laurence Comm. a> Warreiuith Angels Aa 3 b,

The saints not so concluded to one Angell, as not to injoy
oftentimes the service of many.

1 3. a. To shut upfrom a course of action, etc.

;

to preclude, debar, restrain, ' estop \ Obs.
1382 Wyclie 2 Sam. xviii. 28 Blessid be the Lord thi God,

that hath concludid the men, that rereden her hoondis
ayens my lord the kyng. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 6 § 1

The said . . Defendants be not concluded thereby, but . . may
answer and plead to the Action. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho.
Lords 118701 85 The protestacion to be entred ther .. but
not to conclude us from judginge of Flood. 1705 Stanhope
Paraphr, III. 176 Suffer Lazarus to go and warn my
Relations who are not yet thus finally concluded by Death.

b. To shut up to a course of action, etc. ; to

bind, oblige. Still in legal use.

1393 Gower Couf. I. 185 This open thing .. Concludeth
him by suche a way, That he the feith mo nede obey. 1540
Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 36 § 1 Fynes with proclamacions ..

shuld be a fynal ende and conclud aswel pryuies as strangers
to the same. 1671 H. Stubbe Reply 24 The Theologicians
did not hold themselves concluded by the Sentiments of
the Canonists. 1690 Locke Govt. 11. viii. (Rtldg.) 98 The
consent of the majority shall . . conclude every individual.
1883 Laiv Rep, 11 Q. Bench 575 In settling the value of a
copyhold fine the tenant is not concluded by the amount of
rent, .reserved on the premises.

f 4. To overcome in argument ; to confute, 'shut

up * ; to convince. Obs.
« 1300 Cursor M. 14713 (Cott.) Wit wordes suilk war bai

Wit scil concluded and ouercummin. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints, Catharina 256 A madyne . . pat throw gret wit &
sutelte Concludis all my mene & me. 1401 Pol. Poems
(1859) A1 ' 86 By verre contradiccion thou concludist thi silf.

1407 Exam. W. Thorpe in Arb. GamerVl. 53 In all those
temptations, Christ concluded the Fiend. 1532 More
Confut. Tindale Wks. 459/2 When they be confuted and
concluded openly therin. 1704 HEARNS Duct. Hist. (1714*
I. 283 Though the Scythians had better Arguments to offer

. .they would not be concluded by them. [1858 Bushnell
Serm. AVre Life 92 The mere seeing of any wonder never
concludes the mind of the spectator.]

+ b. To refute (a statement). Obs. rare.

1388 Wyclif Prot, 36 Job argueth a^ens hise enemyes .

.

and concludith many errouris that suen of hire false bileeue.

II. To close any transaction ; to end.

5. trans. To bring to a close or end ; to wind up,
finish, close. (Said ofa person, or ofa final act, etc.)

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. vi, For my beheste with deathe
I shall conclude. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 417 In euery
triangle . . three lines, the first beginneth, the seconde
augmenteth, the third concludeth it a figure. 1592 Shaks.
Rom, Jul. 11 1. i. 190 His fault concludes, but what the
law should end, The life of Tybalt. 1592 Earl Essex in

Ellis Qrig. Lett. 11. 237 III. 164 My Lady Walsingham ..

doth now conclude all sutes with one request. 1660 T.
Willsiord Scales Comm. 113 Saturday concluding both
moneth and year, and Sunday beginning the year 1660.

1797 Mrs. Ra dc lifee Italian (1824) 697 She would have
concluded her days within the walls of ban Stefano. Mod.
This concluded the proceedings of the meeting, absol.

1847 Tennyson Princ. 11. 429 A solemn grace Concluded,

f b. To put an end to, ' do for ' (a person). (Now
1 humorous?)

1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Ivstine 118 a, The stratigem
that concluded the Father. 1612 Shelton Quix. 1. 1. iv.

24 Pay him instantly or else .. I will conclude thee, and
annihilate thee. 1862 E. Lear Nonsense Bk.. He jumped
over the cliff, Which concluded that person of Cromer,

t C. Const, inf. with to. Obs.

1533 Elyot Cast, Helthe (1541) H v a, And here I con-
clude to speake of exercise. 1541 — G&V. 11. vii, And here
I conclude to write any more at this tyme of mercy.

6. absol. To make an end of an action, e. g.

speech or writing ; to end, finish, close [ with or by .

1514 Barclay Cyt. A> Uplondyshm. p. xlix, Concluding
with this clause. 1526 Pilgr. Per/, (W. de W. 15311 303
The bysshops concludynge answered and sayd, We haue
no kynge but Cesar. 1541 Barnes Wks. '1573' 222 '2 After
much communication, bee concluded wyth mee, & sayd,
how that I was but a foole. 1605 Shaks. Mack 1. ii. 57
And to conclude, The Victorie fell on vs. 1716-8 Lauy M.
W. Montague Lett. I. x. 37 By this time, you are ready to
fear I shall never conclude at all. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. \\.

Ixiii, In bloodier acts conclude those who with blood
began. 1840 Hood Up Rhine 55 My paper being filled .

.

I must conclude with kind regards to Emily.

7. intr. Of things : To come to a close or end ;

to close, end, finish, terminate.
1592 Shaks. Veu. <y Ad. 839 Her heavy anthem still con-

cludes in woe. 1616 Brent tr. Sarpi's Hist. Count. Trent
(16761 392 To avoid all negotiation, because it would con-
clude with the dishonour of the Pope. 1752 Johnson

j

Rambler No. 207 P 12 Nothing is ended with honour,
which does not conclude better than it began. 1885 Laio

1 Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 457 The report, .concluded as follow*.

+ b. To end, issue, or result in ; =Eni> v. 5 b.
a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677' 465 It inu>t

..at last conclude either in Popery or Atheism. 1663 [.

Spencer Prodigies (1665) 336 All pious frauds have ever
concluded at last in Superstition or Atheism, or the mine

1 of that. .Party that used them.
III. To come to a conclusion, infer, prove.

8. To arrive by reasoning at a judgement or

opinion ; to come to a conclusion, draw an infer-

ence, infer, deduce, a. with subord. cl.

£1386 Chaucer Frankl, T. 694, I wol conclude that it is

bet for me To sleen myself. 1460 Cai'Gkave Chron. 172
,

The Pope concluded that he regned nevyr but be strength
!

and violens. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 163 b,

I Rose!], Angelas, and other doctours detennyneth and con-
I cludeth that, etc. 1611 Bihle Rom. iii. 28 Therefore wee
j

conclude, that a man is justified by faith. 1668 Hale Pre/.
Rolle's Abridgm. 7 It were a vain thing to conclude it is

irrational, because not to be demonstrated . .by Syllogismcs.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. xvi, By his way of speaking, I con-
cluded there were six. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv.

iv. 129 Concluding that his life was in danger.

b. with obj. and inf. compl. (to be often omitted .

c 1532 Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1071 Ye have con-
cluded you a phisycion. 1538 Starkev England 1. iv. 138
Reson concludyth bothe necessary and expedyent to be, to
have al lawys in the vulgare tong. 1628 Fokd Lover's

j

Mel. 1. iii, Then you conclude me proud ? 1664 Power Exp.
I

Philos. Pref. 17 We cannot but conclude such Prognostics
!

to be within the circle of possibilities. 1749 Fielding Tom
' Jones vn. xiv, Some concluded him dead. 1756 Burke

Vittd. Nat. Soc. Wks. 1S42 I. 12 The greatest part of the
governments, .must be concluded tyrannies. 1793 Smeaton
Edysloue L. «j 262 We concluded it unsafe to anchor.

c. with simple obj. : To infer.

t-1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. iv. 125 Yif I haue concluded
sope of be vnselynesse of shrewednesse. c 1400 Rom. Rose
7470 Shallow never of apparence Seene conclude good con-
sequence. 1583 Babington Commandm. i. 11637) 4 That
we might conclude liberty thereon to sinne at our pleasure?
..No, no. 1639 Fuller Holy Warm, To conclude the
finenesse of the cloth from the largenesse of the measure.
1671 Milton P. R. 11. 317 What conclud'st thou hence?
1729 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1S40 II. 36 All this is inferred
and concluded from, etc. 1864 Bowen Logic vii. 201 From
EA in the Second, we may conclude not only E, but O.

d. absol. or with preps. (Chiefly as to manner.)
1509 Hawes Past. Picas, x. vii, To conclude truely. 1611

Bible Transl. Pre/. 11 Not to conclude or dogmatize vpon
this or that peremptorily. 1701 Jer. Collier tr. M.
Aurelius 82-3 Don't you conclude upon any real damage ;

for there's no such thing. 1759 Johnson Rasselas xxviii,

You . . conclude too hastily from the infelicity of marriage
against its institution. 1834 Fonblano.ue Eng. -under 7
Admin. (1837) III. 19 Our own experience certainly con-
cludes unfavourably to the use of the wig. 1869 J. Mar-
tineau* Ess. 11. 164 From the omnipresence of geometry,
Oersted thus concludes to a universal beauty of form.

f 9. trans. To lead to the conclusion ; to demon-
strate, prove. (Said of a person, an argument,

etc.) Const, obj. and compl., or subord, cl. Obs.

1549 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Ordering of Priests,

Nothyng. - but that, .may be concluded, and proued by the
scripture. 1623 Massinger Dk. Milan 1. i, The success
Concludes the victor innocent. 1687 H. MoreW//. Antid.
x. § 7. 207 That our arguments are sophistical because they
. .conclude that there is an incorporeal substance in beasts.

1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. xii. 257, I. .concluded to
the commanders that they had done what they . . should
have been ashamed of. a 1797 Burke Tracts Popery Laivs
Wks. 1842 II. 434 This mode of conviction .. concludes the
party has failed in his expurgatory proof.

f 10. intr. To lead to a conclusion, be conclu-
sive. Obs.
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iS«6 Pilgr, Per/. (W. de W. 1531J 98 Thy reason in this

case concludeth not. a 1619 Kotherby Atheom. 1. viii. § 3
(1622) 58 No part of his Obiection concludeth for pure
Atheists. 1653 Ashwell Fide* APost. 155 This is but a
negative argument, and concludeth not. 1713 Berkeley
Hylas «y Phil, iii, This objection concludes equally against
a creation in any sense. 1714 Fortescue-Aland Pre/, to

Fortescue's Abs. <y Lim. Mon. 7 The Argument will equally
conclude to both.

IV. To bring or come to a decision, settle, de-

cide, determine.

11. trans. To bring (a matter) to a decision or

settlement ; to decide, determine (a point, a case

at law), b. To settle, arrange finally (a treaty,

peace, etc.).

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. L cxl. 169 They wolde bring
thyder their lorde the Erie of Flanders, and there to con-
clude vp the maryage. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 736 The
French king .. determined to conclude a truce. 1586 J.
Hooker Girald. IreL in HolinshedW. 127/2 Such orders
as are concluded, and established in parlement. 1591
Shaks. 1 Hen. VI% v. iv. 107 Shall we at last conclude
effeminate peace? 165J Needham tr. Seldens Mare CI.

3 Five Commissaries . . who should treat of the differences
and should have power to conclude them. 179a Anted.
W. Pitt I. viii. 187 He had concluded a treaty with Spain.
1885 Sir J. C. Mathew Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 465
The case is concluded practically by the decision in Read
v. Anderson.

12. To come to the conclusion or decision (to do
a thing), to decide (on a course of action), deter-

mine, resolve. Const, inf. or subord. cl.

c 1430 Lydg. liochas 1. viii. (1558) nb/i This stepmother
. . concluded hath in her entencion Him to destroy, c 1400
Caxton Btanchardyn 205 They concluded with in them
selfe, that they sholde lye al nyghte in their harneys. c 153a
Lo. Berners Huon xlix. 165 He . . concludyd to send for

all his men of warre. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1850 They did
conclude to bt-are dead Lucrece thence. 1611 Bible Acts
xxi. 25. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xxix. (1647/ 81 The
Kmperour and the King of France concluded to besiejje

Damascus. 1707 Funnkll /W (1720* 153 Finding a loss in

boiling our meat we concluded to eat it raw. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 262 We concluded to drop an anchor as soon
as we got into clean ground. 18*7 HALLAH Const. Hist.
(1842) I. 623 It was concluded to bring him to trial. 183a
Df Quincey Caesars Wks. 1862 IX. 85. 1853 Miss Yonce
Heir RedeL vii, She. .concluded that she would wait. 1858
Hawthorne Fr. <y //. Jmls. I. 79 My wife concluded 10

hire a balcony. 186. CoNINCTOM Misc. Writ. 1872) I. 126.

1876 L. Stephen Hist. Eng. Thought I. 422 He. .concludes
to express his sentiments.

t b. pass. \C(. to be determined, resolved?) Obs.

1451 Dk. York in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. L I. 13, I . . am
fully concluded to proceed in all haste against him. 1470-
85 Malory Arthur 1. xi, At the last they were concluded
that Merlyn shold goo with a token of kyng Ban. 1563
Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Ccrlus, I am concluded to do it.

1643 [Angikr] Lane. Valt. Achor 3 We are all unani-
mously concluded to be ayding and assisting.

t lo. intr. To come to a decision, make an ar-

rangement or agreement, resolve, determine, a. of,

on, upon (a question, a thing to be done, etc.).

1475 Caxton Jason 48 b, Jason .. hering the fayr Myrro
so ordeyne and conclude of their sodayn departing. 1490— Eneydosx1 .(1890) 131 Whan . . they had concluded togyder
of ther besines, 15*3 Lo. Berners Froiss. I. cliv. 185
To conclude on another maner of peace. 1599 Hakluyt Voy.
II. 11.41 The Negros and we soone concluded of price. 1666
Pbpyi Diary 1 1870) IV. 97 We judged a third man is neces-
sary, and concluded on Sir W. Warren. 17*5 De Foe I'oy.

round W. (1840] 30 They might, .conclude upon the measures
they intended to pursue. 1717 Philip Quarll (1816134 This
being concluded on by all parties. 1796 Mrs. E. Parsons
Myst. Warning in. 183 Peace has been concluded upon.

fb. with (a person, etc' : To agree, come to

an arrangement, make terms. Obs.
146a Emv. IV. in Ellis Ort'g. Lett. it. 41 I. 127 [They)

have conspired, accorded, concluded, and determined with
owr outward enemyes as well of Fraunce and of Scotland.
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 1. vi. <i6ia) 20 Concluding with his
compame how to conuay her thence. 1591 Eambakde yfrvA.

(16351 213 Howsoever they should conclude amongst them-
selves. x68o C'tess Manchester in Hatton Corr. (1878)

217 My Lord hath concluded wth him to travel! w,h my son.

+ C. To close with (an opinion). Obs.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Aead. (1589) 259 Concluding
with their opinion who persuaded to fight.

f 14. trans. To decide or determine upon. Obs.
e 1531 Ld. Berners Huon lxv. 223 These .li. traytours

deuysyd and concludyd the deth of Huon. 1601 K molli

Hist. Turks (1621) 1372 His death was concluded one even-
ing, and. .should have been put in execution the next day.

15. intr. Sc. Law. In a summons (now, only in the

Court of Session) : To state formally, in a clause

called the 1 conclusion *, the object or objects sought
for. See Conclusion 14.
i8j6 in P. Shaw Cases IV. 310, I am now satisfied that it

is not necessary to conclude for expenses. 1868 Act 31-2
Vict. c. 101 5 59 It shall be lawful to libel and conclude
and decern for general adjudication.

t Conclude, sb. Obs.~ l
. [f. prec] Conclusion.

1643 I. Sherley in W. Bradford Plymouth Plant. (Mass.
Hist. Soc.) 406, I shall write this general 1 leter . . hoping it

will be a good conclude of a. .costly and tedious bussines.

Concluded (k£nklw-ded), a. [f. Con-
clude v. + -edL] Finished, determined, settled,

closed, etc. ; see the verb.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 666 [They! neyther would, nor
once durst impugne his concluded purpose. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (16381 292 Hearing of the former concluded
peace. 1665 Manlev Grotius' Low~C. Warres 164 The
concluded Articles of the Peace.

Conclu dence. Obs, rare. [f. L. comiudere

!
to Conclude + -ence.] = next.
1650 Vind. Hammond's Addr. 37 $ 78 Against the con-

cludence of a Negative Argument. 1677 Hale Prim.
Orig. Man. 11. iv. 159 The third Allay to the concludence
of this Argument,

t Conclu'dency. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ency.]

1

Quality of being ' con / dent
' ; conclusiveness.

1647 Power 0/ Keys iv. 77 Against the concludency of

,
that which is inferr'd. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. iii.

96 The edge and concludency of those Physical Arguments.

t Conclu dent, a. Obs. [ad. L. concludent-cm,

pr. pple. of conclude,< e, as prec. : see -ent.] That
'concludes* a question or an opponent (see Con-
clude v. 10, 4) ;

conclusive, decisive, convincing.
1571 Gkindal Let. to AbP. Parker Wks. (1843) 327, I

j
thought, when I read it, that his arguments were never
concludent. 1622-62 Hlylin Cosmogr. ml (1682) 168 A
matter of strong presumption, if not demonstrably con-

I

cludent. 1726 Ayliffe Parerg. 447 Nor is a Proof said to

be concludent, unless the Quality, .annex 'd be also prov'd.

t Concludently, adv. Obs. [f.prec. + -LT*.]
Conclusively, decisively, convincingly.

f'SSS Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 48 How
fitlyTnow aptly, and how concludently the adversaries
impugn the same. 16. . Swinburne Spousals (16&6) 43 [He]
more confidently than concludently affirmed the same,

b. By way of conclusion or inference.

1674 Hickman Quinquart. Hist. (ed. 2! 119 To attribute

such acts, .unto God. .and yet withal to deny, that we con*
cludenily make him the Author of Sin.

Concluder (k^nkhrdaj). [f. Conclude v. +
-ER One who or that which concludes, in

various senses of the verb.
1601 Cornwallves Ess. 11. xlv. C 163 1

' 249 Death . .that con-
cluder of mortalitie. J738 Wahbl'rton Div. Legal. App.
45 Such a Concluder would have made Aristotle himself
forswear syllogism.

Concludible : see Concludable.
Concluding (k^nkhrdirj), vhl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -lira '.] The action of the verb Conclude.
1530 Palsgr. 207/2 Concludyng, discussion. 1543-4 Act

35 lien. VIII, c. 12 Concludinges of peace, amitie, and
concorde. x6ai Laoy M. Wroth Urania 298 Such a dull

concluding of her dayes. 1659 0« Walker Oratory 9 A
,

short recapitulation and concluding, called Peroratio.

Conclu'ding, ppl. a. That concludes.

1 1. Conclusive, decisive, convincing. Obs.
1616 Brent tr. SarpVs Hist. Counc. Trent (1676) 246

1 The most concluding argument was, etc. 1725 tr. Dupin's
Eccl. Hist. 17th C. I. vi. v. 2^8 He maintains there that all

the Passages are not concluding.

2. Finishing, closing, final.

1824 L, Murray Eng. Gram. (cd. 5' I. 460 When our
sentence consists of two members, the longer should, gene-
rally, be the concluding one. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
III. 532 As the concluding words .. were uttered. 1863

(

Lyell Antiq. Man 3 In the concluding chapters.

t Conclu dingly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -ly -.]

Conclusively, decisively.

1639 Laud in Prynne Canterb. Doom (1646) 274 King
James . . made this answer ; that he writ that not conclud-

|

ingly, but by way ofargument only. 1638 in Baxter Saving
Faith ii. 9 Sly discourse doth not concludingty evince the

: contrary, a 1662 Heylin Li/e Land (1668.1 106 They do
I concludingly demonstrate, That, etc.

t Concluse, V. Obs. [ME. cone/used pa. pple.,

j

f. L. conclus-us, F. conclus pa. pple. + -ED. Perh.

j

only found in pa. pple. Cf. Conclude v. 4.]

trans. To overcome in argument, confute.

11300 Cursor M. 14713 (Gott. 1 Wid wordis suilk war bat

. .wid skill conclused and ouercomen.

t Conclusible, a. Obs. [f. L. type *con-

clusibilis, f. ppi stem of conclude*™ to Conclude :

see -ble. ] That may be concluded or inferred.

1654 Hammond Annv. Animadv. Ignat. iv. \ 1.86 Not
.. conclusible from the words of Clement, a 1660 — (J.),

'Tis. .conclusible from God's prescience, that, etc. 1755 in

Johnson : and in mod. Diets.

Conclusion (k^nkl/f^an). Also 4 -sioun,

-cioun, 4-7 -syon, 5 -syouri. -cyon, 5-6 -cion,

6 Sc. sione. [a. K. conclusion^ ad. L. conclusion-

em, n. of action from concludtW to Conclude.]
1. The end, close, finish, termination, 'wind up*

(e.g. of a speech or writing). (See also 4.)

1382 Wyclif Eze':. vii. 23 Male thou conclusioun, or ende.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxh.) Introd. 7 To drawc to a
conclusyoun Of thys long tale. 1535 Coverdalk Eccles. x.

\ 14 Who wyl then warne him to make a conclucion? 1665

Bovlk Occas. Eejf. (16751 70, I ..begin to be weary of
writing.. I think it high time to hasten to a conclusion.

1752 Johnson Rambler No. 207 P 10 The conclusion falls

below the vigour and spirit of the first books. 1832 Gen.
P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) II. 56 When the excess of

mouths above employment shall bring the felicity to a con*

elusion. 1881 J. Russell Haigs 13 The conclusion is

written on the back of the title-page.

2. An issue, final result, outcome, upshot.
M384 Chaucer //. Fame 1. 103 With swich conclusioun

As had of his avisioun Cresus..That high upon a gcl>et

dyde ! 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 37 Whan thou
shalt begynne eny werke, pray god of helpe to bringe yt to

a good conclusion. 1568 Grafton Chron, II. 679 All their

long studies and forecastes were brought to none effect or

conclusion. 1635 R. Bolton Com/. AM. Consc. ix. 45 What
will be the conclusion of all this? 1643 Burrouches Exp.
Hosea xviL(i652) 442, I am afraid he will cast me off in the

conclusion. 1777 Burke Corr. (1844) II. 202 The intelli-

gence . . received, is not of the conclusion of this unhappy
affair, though that conclusion is no ways doubted.

3. Phrases, a. In conclusion : f (a in the end,
at last ; {b) to conclude or sum up, finally ; also
(formerly; in short. Also i al c,for c, upon c. {obs. .

c 1386 Chaucer Pard. Prol. 126 Herkneth, lordynges, in
conclusioun, Youre likyng is that I schal telle a tale. . 1450
A'ni. de la Tour (1868) 65 For conclusyon her. .euelle dedes
passed the good. 1494 Fabyan Chron. n. xxxvii. 27 Incon-
clucyon he was deuouryd . . of the sayd monstre. 1514
Barclay Cyt. Uplondyshm. p. 1 viii, Suche loue ofte
proueth faynte at conclusion. 1550 Nicolls Thucyd. 82
K. And for conclusyon it is a thynge impossyble. c 1550
Wife in Moreltes Skin 591 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 204 At
shorte conclusyon, they went their way. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. n. i. 90 In conclusion, I stand affected to her. 01714
Burnet Own Time (1823) 1. 465 He changed sides so often,
that in conclusion no side trusted him. 1845 Bright Sp.
Game Laws 26 Mar., I will say, in conclusion, that I am
delighted with this meeting.

4. The last part or section of a speech or writing,

in which the main points are summed up.
c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 161 This is my conclusion, To

clerkes lete I al this disputison. 1553 T. Wilson Rhtt. 4 b.

The conclusion is a clarkely gatherynge of the matter
spoken before, and a lappyne up of it altogether. x6n
Bible Eccl. xit 13 Let vs heare the conclusion of the
whole matter : Feare God, and keepe his commandements.
a 1713 Sharp Wks. I. ix. (R.), A text . . that I . . leave with
you. .as the sum and conclusion of my preaching.

fb. A compendious or inclusive statement or

description. Obs. rare.

1450- 1530 Myrr. ourLadye 60 All that god asketh of man,
ys conteyned vnder one conclusyon of Charite. 1493 Petro-
nilla 12 She was .. for short conclusion Called the clere

myrroure of all perfection.

C. Gram. The concluding or consequent clause

of a conditional sentence ; the apodosis.

5. A judgement or statement arrived at by any rea-

soning process ; an inference, deduction, induction.
c 1340 Cursor M. 23705 Title (FairO, A predicacioun wib

be conclusioun ber-a-pon. 1399 1 ..\v .1.. K i.
>':. A'. ( /< .',

j iv. 68
Kr they come to be clos a-combrid pey were, pat bei be
conclucioun ban constrewe ne coupe. 1570 Billingsley
Euclid 1. i. 9 Last of all is put the conclusion, which is in-

ferred and proued by the demonstration. 1665 Glanvill
Seeps. Sci. xiii. 72 The third Act [of Intellection] is that
which connects propositions and deduceth conclusions from
them. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. vi. Wks. 1874 I. 118 People
fancy they can draw contradictory conclusions from the
idea of infinity. 1760 Goldsm. Ctt. W. ix, Forming con-
clusions which the next minute's experience may probably
destroy, i860 Tyndall Glac- 11. i. 239 More like a fairy

tale than the sober conclusions of science. 1865 Bright Sp.
Canada 23 Mar., We must then come to this inevitable

conclusion. 1887 Times 9 Dec 10/2 He jumped to a con-

clusion that was utterly baseless.

b. Logic. A proposition deduced by reasoning

from previous propositions
; spec, the last of the

three propositions forming a syllogism, deduced

from the two former or premisses.

1474 Caxton Chesse 111. v. {i860) Gvj, The conclucions

and the sophysms of logique. 1589 Pappe it: Hatchet (1844)

14 Drawing all the lines of Martin into sillogismes, euerie

conclusion beeing this ' Ergo Martin is to bee hangd '.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 26 Where / thinke is all the

Premises, A Foole sayd it, must needs be the Conclusion.

1716 Addison Freeholder (J.), He granted him both the

major and the minor ; but denied him the conclusion. 1887

Fowler Deduct. Logic iii. 96 If either of the premisses be

negative, the conclusion must be negative.

O. The action of concluding or inferring, rare.

1531 Thynne Chaucer's Wks. L>ed., In whose IChaucer's]

workes is . . suche sharpness* or quycknesse in conclusyon.

1606 Shaks. Ant. Cl. iv. xv. 28 \ our Wife Octauia, with

her modest eyes, And still Conclusion, shall acquire no
Honour Demuring vpon me. 1635 Barriffe Mil. Discipl.

U. (1661) 4 The censure of some . . that they will find more
Postures of the Pike here then formerly they knew of, and
so by their conclusion more then there is any need of.

f 6. With the notion of 1 inference ' obscured or

, lost : A proposition, dictum, dogma, tenet. Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 205 Unto this conclusion, That
liranny is to despise, I finde ensample in sondry wise. 1395
Oath 0/ Recant, in Academy 17 Nov. (1883) 331/1 |>at I .

.

ne defende fnoj conclusions ne tcchynges of the lollardcs.

1477 Caxton Dictes EpU. 146 In the dyctcs and sayengys of

Socrates, .my saide lord hath left out certayn. .conclusions

towchyng women. 1554 Latimer in Strype Eccl. Mem.
III. App. xxxiv. 91 Thus, lo ! I have written an answer to

your conclusions. 41687 Petty Pol. Arith. (1690) 116

Having handled these ten Principal Conclusions.

t 7. Something propounded for solution or mathe-

matical demonstration ; a proposition, problem.
c 1391 Chaucer Astrol, Prol. 1, I purpose to teche the a

certem nombre of conclusions apertenyng to the same in-

strument. Ibid* 11. 8 1 Her bygynnen the conclusions of

the Astrelabie. 1. To fynde the degree in which the sonne

is day by day, after hir cours a-bowte. ijpx Recordf
Pathw. Knoivl. 1. xxvii, So that the circle is iustely made
in the triangle, as the conclusion did purporte. 1663 J.

Rollock in Mrq. Worcester's Cent. Inv.. Exact De/. 8

Several . . rare, useful, and never formerly heard of Mathe-
matical Conclusions.

f b. A problem, riddle, enigma. Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. I. 146 To sete some conclusion, Which
shukfe be confusion Unto this knight. 1608 Shaks. Per. 1.

i. 56 Read the conclusion, then. -He reads the riddle.

•f 8. An experiment. Obs. exc as in b.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. ii, This conclusyon He may
not scape for fauour ne for mede. 1519 Interl. Four Ele-

ments in Hazl. Dodsley I. 39 This proveth. .That the earth

must needs round be ; This conclusion doth it try. «594

Plat Jewell-ko. n. (title), Diuerse chimicall conclusions

concerning. .Distillation. 1606 Shaks. Ant. 4- Cl. v. ii. 358

She hath pursu'de Conclusions infinite Of easle waves to
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dye. 1624 Bacon Nciu Atlantis (Bohn) 299 We practise
likewise all conclusions of grafting, .as well of wild trees as
fruit-trees. 1670 Walton Lives IX. 127 Some part of most
days was usually spent in Philosophical Conclusions.

b. To try conclusions (also, formerly f to prove
c.s, to try (a) conclusion) : to try experiments, to
experiment

;
trans/, to engage in a trial of skill,

strength, etc. (Now associated with sense 2, as if
=

' to try the issue, see what will come of it '.)

1601 Chester Love's Mart, cxvi, If their eyes trie not
conclusion They will not trust a strangers true reporting.
1602 Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 195. 1602 Rowlands Greene's
Ghost 35 Either he would haue restitution for his purse, .or
they would trie a conclusion at Tyborne. 1619 W. Sclater
Expos, i Tkess. (1630)311 As if. .to giue our Saviour the lye,
and to proue conclusions with the Almighty. 1669 Worlidge
Syst. Agric. (1681) 37 His poor and beggerly Farm hath
wasted what he hath, and he has no more to try new Con-
clusions withal. 1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) III. 314 But try
no mad Conclusions. 1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago v, Put
his tissues under the microscope and try conclusions on
him. 1884 L'pool Daily Post 23 June 5 To day Australian
cricketers will try conclusions with a Liverpool team.

t 9. Purpose, aim, end. Obs.
e 1374 Chaucer Troylus I. 480 Only, lo, for this conclu-

sioun, To likyn her the betre for his renoun. c 1386 —
Wife's Prol. 115 Tel me also, to what conclusioun Were
membres maad. 1393 Gower Con/. I. 340 To what finall
conclusion They wolde regne kinges there.

10. The result of a discussion, or examination of
a question ; final determination, decision, resolu-
tion ; final arrangement or agreement. (See Con-
clude v. 12, 13.)
1 138s Chaucer L. G. W. 2643 Hypermestre, Thou ne-

scapest noght. .But thou consente. .Tak this to thee for ful
conclusioun. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxii. 85 After her con-
elusion taken, a 1533 Ld. Bf.rners Huon clviii. 608 [He]
had harde all the conclusyon that the abbot had taken with
these prynces. 1602 Carew Surv. Comm. (1811) 11 The
conclusion ensued, that his charges must be borne. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World m. 128 Their standing out, hindred
not the rest from proceeding to conclusion. 1724 De Foe
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 40 At Lcipsic, February 8th., 1630 .

.

the protestants agreed on several heads for their mutual de-
fence, .these were the famous conclusions of Leipsic. 1747
Col. Rec. Pcnn. V. 155 There shou'd be reason to think
they were come to some Conclusion on the several matters
before them. Mod. He has come to the conclusion not to
prosecute the inquiry.

11. The concluding, settling, or final arranging
(0/ a peace, treaty, etc.). (See Conclude v. ii.)
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 730 Now let us . . return to the

conclusion of the peace. 1632 Hayward tr. Biondi's Ero-
mena 14 Hee had condescended to the conclusion of the
marriage (so long . . suspended >. 1685 Conset Pract. Spirit.
Courts 156 The Conclusion of the Cause. 1850 Alison Hist.
Europe VIII. liv. § 75. 536 The. .object of his mission., was
the conclusion of an armistice. 1878 Seeley Stein III. 354By the conclusion of treaties or the disbanding of armies.

1 12. The action of shutting up, enclosing, or con-
fining. Obs. rare.

1676 Hale Contempt. 1. 169 The conclusion of them under
chains of darkness., in Hell fire.

13. Law. An act by which a man debars himself
from doing anything inconsistent with it ;

' a binding
act ' (Wharton Law Diet.) ; a bar or impediment
so arising, an estoppel. (See Conclude 3.)
1531 Dial. Laws Eng. n. xliv. (1638) 141 Without it be by

such a matter that it worke by way of conclusion or estop-
pell. 1641 Termes de la Ley 71 Conclusion is when a man
by his own act upon Record hath charged himselfe with a
dutie or other thing : as if a freeman confesse himselfe to
bee the villeine of A. upon record . . hee shall be concluded
to say in any action or plea afterwards, that hee is free, by
reason of his own confession. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)
1 1. 438 It was determined, that though the fine operated at
first by conclusion, and passed no interest, yet the estoppel
should bind the heir.

14. Sc. Law. The concluding clause (or para-
graph) of a Summons, which sets forth the pur-
pose of the action or suit ; the purpose or object
itself, as stated in the Summons. Cf. Conclude
v. 15.
Now (since 1876) only used in actions in the Court of

Session, in which the Summons still proceeds, in antiquated
form, in the name of the Sovereign, thus :

' Victoria, etc.
Whereas it is humbly meant and shown to us by our lovite,
etc' ; and after setting forth the names of the parties, etc.,
' concludes ' in such terms as 1 Therefore, it ought and should
be found and declared, that ' or ' Therefore the defender .

.

ought and should be decerned and ordained, .to, etc' The
clause usually further ' concludes ' for the expenses of the
action.

1826-7 Stair iv. S- § 5- There uses a conclusion to be added
for payment. 1850 Act 13 tj- 14 Vict. c. 36 § 1 [The Sum-
mons shall set forth the names ofparties] and the conclusions
of the Action. 187s Dove Wilson Sheriff Court Pract.
joo § 6 The conclusion for expenses is very briefly stated.
It is always well to insert it.

15. Foregone conclusion : see Foregone.
(As used by Shaks., variously referred to senses 2, 8, 10.)

t Conclu'sional, a. Obs. rare. [f. Conclu-
sion + -al : perh. repr. a med.L. *cotulusionalis.]
Of or pertaining to the conclusion ; final.
1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) 188 Thys one

becrett conclusyonal know thou. 169s G. Hooper Disc.
Lent 27a (1.) Lonclusional separations.

t Conclusionally, adv. Obs. rare. [f. prec.
+ -ly 2

.] By way of conclusion or inference.
1574 Dee Diary (Camden Soc) 37 Conclusionally than .

.

one part of my present sute. .is, etc.

Conclusive (kffakltt-siv), a. [ad. late L. con-

clusiv-us, f. concliis- ppl. stem of concludere : see

Conclude, and -ive. Cf. F. conclusif, -ive.]

1 1. Summing up, summary. Obs.

1590 Greene Ncuer too late (1600) 9
1 So women are vni-

uersally mala necessaria, wheresoeuer they be eyther bred
or brought vp.' With this conclusiue period hee breathed
him.

2. Concluding, closing
;
occurring at or forming

the end. (Now rare.)
1612 Woodall Surg. Male Wks. (1653) 367 The Epilogue,

or Conclusive part of this Treatise. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (181 r) V. 177 The following short billet ; inscriptive
and conclusive parts of it in her own words. 1815 Scriobleo-
mania. 77 The judgment, .delivered in the conclusive line,

b. Final, definitive.

1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iv. 357 A conclusive
revolt from Rome.
3. Of an argument, statement, etc. : That closes

or decides the question ; decisive, convincing.
1649 Bp. Hall Cases Cousc. 11. v. 151 If a man will, .cleare

himselfe by an Oath..he may be.. heard, but this may
neither be pressed to be done, nor yet conclusive, when it is

done. 1690 Locke Toleration ii. Wks. 1727 II. 281 Whether
these Arguments be conclusive or no. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) V. 33 As to the purchaser of the estate . . the act w as
final and conclusive, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. ix. 273 These
observations were perfectly conclusive as to the quicker
motion of the centre [of the glacier].

t 4. Law. That ' concludes ' or debars
;
binding :

see Conclude 3. Obs.
1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1. lxvL (1739) 146 The Grand

Charter, .was conclusive to the King.

Conclirsively, adv. [f. prec. + -ly2 ]
1. fa. In conclusion, to conclude, finally, in

short. Obs. b. In the end, at last, ultimately.
Now rare or Obs.

1552 Huloet, Conclusively, or in conclusion, summate,
summatnu, vix tandem. 1638 Heywooo Rape Lucrece
Wks. (1874) V. 179 Conclusively hee's from a toward hope-
full gentleman Transeshapt to a meere Ballater. 1648 A.
Burrell Cord. Calenture 8 What can be expected but con-
fusion, and conclusively desolation.

t 2. By way of conclusion, inferentially. Obs.
1657 S. W. Schism Disp. 378 The contrary was either

expresly or conclusively there.

3. In a conclusive manner ; so as to conclude or
decide the question or matter

; decisively, finally.
1748 Hartley Obscrv. Man II. iv. 382 A Problem . . too

deep, .to be determined Conclusively. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 462 The judges do not consider them [English court
reports] as conclusively binding. 1816 Singer Hist. Cards
46 The costume of the figures . . seems conclusively to esta-
blish the fact. 1862 Ruskin Miinera PA1SZ0) 121 Meristic
law. .puts this out ofhis reach conclusively.

Conclu-siveness. [f. as prec. + -ness]
The quality of being conclusive ; decisiveness.
1677 Half. Prim. Orig. Man. 1. ii. 57 Consideration of

things to be known . . and of their several weights, conclu-
siveness, or evidence. 1845 Whatf.ly Logic in Encycl.
Metrop. 198/1 To analyze some clear and valid arguments,
and to observe in what their conclusiveness consists.

Conclusory (k(ftikl«-s3ri), a. rare. [f. L. con-
cliis- ppl. stem + -oky : on L. type *concliisbri-us.]
Relating or tending to a conclusion ; conclusive.
1846 Worcester cites Clarkson. 1868 J. H. Stirling in

N. Brit. Rev. Dec. 357 The peculiar tediousness, prolusory,
interlusory, and conclusory [of Browning]. 1876 Contemp.
Rev. XXVIII. 128 This conciliatoryand conclusory chapter.

II Conclusum (kphkb7-s25m). Diplomacy. [Lat.,
neut. pa. pple. of concludere to Conclude.] (See
second quot.)

1798 W.Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXVII. 542 Ultimatums
and Conclusums were crawling like wood-worms through
the rotten desks of office. 18. . Blackw. Mag. (Ogilvie), A
conclusum is a rttumi of the demands presented by a
government. It may be discussed, and therein lies its
difference from an ultimatum, which must be accepted or
rejected as it stands.

t Conclu sure. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. conclu-

siira, f. concliis- ppl. stem of concludere : see -ure.]
Closing, final settlement.
1578 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 399 Thordering

and conclusure of such interest and estate.

Conclusyon, -syoun, obs. ff. Conclusion.
t Concoagulate, v. Obs. [f. Con- + Coagu-
late z>.] To coagulate together into one mass.
1665-6 Phil. Trans. 1. 196 Aqua fortis concoagulated with

differing Bodies produced very differing Concretes. 1673
Ibid. VIII. 5187 Those two Volatil Salts, thus open'd by
the Fire.. are con-coagulated with them. (11691 Boyle
Wks. I. 442 (R.) For some solutions require more, others
less spirit of wine to concoagulate adequately with them.
Hence Concoagulation.
(11691 Boyle Wks. III. 58 (R.) A concoagulation of the

corpuscles, .with those of the menstruum.
t ConcO'Ct, pa. pple. and a. Obs. [ad. L.

concoct-us, pa. pple. of concoqulre to boil together,
digest, ripen, f. con- + coquere to cook, boil, digest.]

Digested
; subjected to heat ; refined or matured

by heat : alsofig. (See next.)

1S34 Elyot Ltt. to Cromwell in Gov. (1883) p. cx, Being
radd diligently and well concoct.. it will not seeme very
tediouse. 1341 — Image Gov. 55 Meates . . whiche all to-
gether can not bee . . duly concocte and digested. 1565-78
Cooper Thesaurus, Crudum, raw, not concoct. 1577 Eden
& Willes Trav. 274 Lesse concocte then the matter of
gummes and spyces. 1616-61 Holyday Pcrsius 306 A heart
not stained by Foul lust, concoct in noble honesty.

Concoct (k(Tnk^ kt), v. [f. L. concoct-, ppl. stem
of concoqulre : see prec.
The literal sense in Lat. was ' to boil together, prepare

(a mixture) by boiling or heat ', whence transf. ' to digest
in the stomach,' and fig. ' to digest or revolve in the mind ',

and 'to stomach or brook with the feelings' ; also ' to make
ready with heat, ripen, mature'. Most of the Lat. senses
have been from time to time taken into F.ng., where they
have been increased by other fig., transf, allusive, and
intermediate uses. The earliest Eng. sense appears to be
' digest ', but the only existing ones are 9 and n.]

1 1. To make ready, or mature, by heat. Obs.

fl. gen. (transf. To prepare by the action of
heat, to boil, cook, bake, etc. lit. and/ig. Obs.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antiehr. 1. iv. 176 There wanteth

. . the heate of the Nurse that doth digest and concockt the
milke to make it sweet. 1643 tr. G. II. Fairicius' Exper.
Chyrurg. xiii. 49 The Patient [must] never eate, except
the meat be first well concocted. 1673 (). Walker Educ.
(1677^ 57 Difficulties . . bake and concoct the mind— lazines
effeminates and loosneth it.

f b. intr. for refi. To boil, simmer, bake, etc.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 417 So that they [grapes] be let to

concoct before in the Sun, vntil they be white and drie.
1635 SimiKS Soul's Cmjl. ii. (ed. 4' 16 Such enemies, as did
not suffer their malice only to boile and concoct in their
own breasts. 1830 Bp. Monk Life lientley (18331 I. 321
He resolved to discharge his bile, which had been so long
concocting.

1 2. In obs. Physical science : To bring (metals,
minerals, etc.) to their perfect or mature state

by heat ; to ' maturate'. Obs.

!555 Eden Decades 266 The mountaynes . . are fruteful of
metals, in the which, syluer and copper are concocte and
molten into veynes, which can scarsely bee doonne in for-
naces. 1611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. xlii. (1614I 83/1 A
clammie kinde of clay hardned with heat abounding in

the earth, and so becoming concocted, is nothing else but
bitumen, a 1661 Fuller Worttics (1&40) III. 114 Were this
rock of raw diamonds removed into the East Indies, and
placed where the beams of the sun might sufficiently concoct
them. 1667 Milton L. VI. 514 Sulphurous and Nitrous
Foame. .with suttle Art Concocted andadusted they redue'd
To blackest grain. 1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. iii. 42
And after concocted and maturated into several forms of
Metals. 1837 Hawthorne 'Twice-told T. .18511 I. xi. 185
This most precious gem that ever was concocted in the
laboratory of Nature.

f b. intr. for refl. Obs.
1677 Hale Print. Orig. Man. 1. iii. 89 Rocks.. which

from a sandy kind of Earth gradually concoct into Free-
stone.

f c. Formerly applied to the formation of dew
or rain. Obs.

1653 H. More Conjcet. Calbal. (1713) 17 There went up
a moist Vapour from the Earth, which being matured and
concocted, .became a precious balmy liquor, and fit vehicle
of Life. 1684 Charnock AtMb. Corf (1834) I. 45 Vapours
ascend from the earth and the heavens concoct them and
return them back in welcome showers.

f3. To ripen or mature: a. fruits, vegetable
juices, gums, etc. ; b. morbific humours, boils, tu-

mours, etc. ; to maturate. Obs.
a- 1577 [see Concoct///, a.].

1603 Holland Plutarch's A/or. 1323 The oile . . being
better concocted, and riper in the fruit, a 1626 Bacon (J.),
Fruits and grains are half a year in concocting. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Refl. (1675) 68 Green Fruit . . is but sowre, and un-
wholesome, being neither sweetned nor concocted by Ma-
turity. 1764 Grainger Sugar Cane 1. (R.), For him the
cane with little labour grows . . Concocts rich juice. 1781-
1818 [see Concocted.]
b. 1586C0GAN Haven Health xx.xvii.d636) 54 Basill. .out-

wardly applied it doth digest and concoct. 1612 Woodall
Surg. Mate Wks. (16531 48 Oyl of Dill . . concocteth crude
tumors. 1748 tr. Vegetius' Distemp. Horses 58 All the dis-
tempered Matter is concocted and maturated.
fig. 1667 Flavel Saint Indeed 11754) 92 It is the fault
of many good men, to be of hasty and quick spirits when
provoked, tho' they dare not concoct anger into malice.

II. To digest.

1 4. trans. To digest (food). See Concoction.
Obs. or arch. (Associated with boiling in 1533.)
.'533 Elyot Cast. Hellhe 11. (R.), For cold maketh appe-

tite, but naturall heate concocteth or boyleth. 1541 [see
Concoct///, a.]. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. 68 To see
how the . . meate receiued into the stomacke, will be digested,
and concocted. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 79 The
Struthio-cainell or Ostridge . . will concoct iron. 1742
Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 86 That quantity that is

sufficient, the stomach can perfectly concoct and digest.
1825 Lamb Etta (i860) 421 We cannot concoct our food
with interruptions.

fb. fig. Obs.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage v. xvii. 457 The multitude of
Lakes and Rivers, whereout the Sunne drinketh more then
hee can well concoct. 1641 Milton Ck. Govt. 1. vii. (1851)

135 Things, .crude and hard to digest, which only time and
deliberation can supple, and concoct. 1741 Watts Improz>.
Mind 1. ii. § 5 It does as it were concoct our intellectual

food, and turns it into a part of ourselves,

f c. intr. for refl. Obs.
1620 Venner Via Recta viii. 173 A competent time .. for

the meats . . to concoct, and descend from the stomacke.

f 5. To digest in the mind, ruminate on, revolve,

think over. Obs.

1534 [see Concoct ppl. a.]. 1654 Triana in Fuller's
Cause <r Cure, etc. (1867) 230 They for a time sat still to
concoct with themselves the reason of so strange an accident.

f 6. To put up with, endure, bear ; to brook,
' digest,' ' stomach '. Obs.
a 1627 Hayward (J.v, Assuredly he was a man of a feeble

stomach, unable to concoct any great fortune, prosperous
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or adverse. 1679 J. Goodman Penitent Pard. at i. (1713)

271 Provocation, .too great for us to be able to concoct.

t 7. To digest, or properly dispose and assimi-

late (a matter). Obs.

1650 O. Walker Oratory 15 Alter and concoct the matter
received from others into your own style.

III. To compose or produce, compound, make
up by a process.

t 8. To compose or produce by a natural pro-

cess ; to secrete. Obs. Cf. Concoction i b.

1626 Bacon Sylva % 496 Honey Dewes are found . . upon
Oak Leaves . . But whether any cause be from the Leaf
it self to concoct the Dew. 1741 Monro Anat. Nerves
(ed. 31 25 The Mucus of the alimentary Canal is concocted
in Lacunae.

9. To make tip or prepare (artificially) by
mixing a variety of ingredients ; now esp. of a

soup, a drink, or the like.

1675 Evelyn Terra (1729) 38 Composts should be
thoroughly concocted, air'd, of a scent agreeable. 1816
SofTHEY Ess. (1832) 1. 266 A book of solid materials heavily
concocted, but collected with industry. 1830 Scott De-
mount, v. 148 The most potent ale, concocted with spices

and a little white sugar. 1844 Lever T. Burke ii. As he
employed himself in concocting a smoking tumbler of
punch. 1854 Badham Halieut. 487 For Spartan friends. .1

must concoct the filthy dark broth for which they are famous.

f 10. To compose, settle by concert. Obs.

1616 Brent tr. Sarpi's Hist. Counc. Trent (1676) 23 b, The
point of Residency, which was as hard to be concocted, for

that it was popular. 1659 H. More hninort. Soul (1662)

135 That difficulty is concocted pretty well already.

11. To make up, devise, or plan by concert, or

by artificial combination ; to put together, make
up, or fabricate a story, project, fraud, etc.).

179a Mary WoLLSTONECR. Rights Worn. v. 253 They
maintain them [opinions) with a degree of obstinacy that

would surprise even the person who concocted them. 1838
Thirlwall Greece V. xl. 126 The whole project, concocted
with such elaborate preparations. 1866 Rogers Agric. a>

Prices I. iv. 84 The fact of simultaneous action in Kent and
Norfolk makes it certain that the uprising was concocted,

and could not have been due to an accident. 1878 Black
Green Vast. xxiv. 190 A fraud which he had either con-

cocted or condoned.

Concocted kjTnkfkted),ppl.a. [f. prec. + -En'.

The earlier ppl. form was Concoct.] Prepared or

brought to perfection by heat
;
digested

;
ripened,

matured ; planned, contrived ; fabricated.

1622 fj2 Hfvlin Cosmogr. III. (1673) 50/2 Fellows of such a
perfect and concocted malice, r 1645 Howell Lett. (1650)
I. 364 The flesh that is daily dished upon our tables is but

concocted grass. 1663 Gerbier Counsel B iij a, The most
concocted and most pure [gold] from el Dorado. 1781

Couter Truth 496 Maturer years shall happier stores pro-

duce, And meliorate the well concocted juice. 1818 )as.

Mill Brit. India I. 11. vi. 219 An heterogeneous stream
of the concocted juices of various trees and plants. 1840

G. S. Farer Regen, 174 No concocted fable or mere eccle-

siastical romance.

Concocter (tynkfrkta^. [f. as prec. + -En 1
.]

One who concocts. Cf. Concoctor.
164a Milton Apot. Smect. (1851) 296 This private con-

cocter of malecontent. 1854 H. Miller Sek. ft Schm. (1858)

451 As a concocter of paragraphs, or an ahridger of Parlia-

mentary debates. 1863 Cups \ their Customs 50 As a rule,

the man who carries the largest [flask] ..will be generally

esteemed the best concocter (of a drink].

ConCOCtible, rare. [f. as prec. + -IBLB.]

Capable of being concocted ; fdigestible (obs.).

1574 Newton Health Mag. 37 Salt . .maketh them (meats]

more concoctible and pleasant in taste.

Concocting (k^nkp-ktirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -inc. '.] The action of the verb Concoct
;

f digesting, etc.

1540 Elyot linage Gov. (1556) 72 b, The concoctynge and
digistyng of that, whiche the bodie receiveth. 1033 I*.

Fletcher Purple /si. 11. 27 marg. note, The thinne entrails

serve for the carrying, and through-concocting of the chyle.

Conco cting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing *.]

That concocts ; t that digests, or helps digestion.

1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 116 The dry barreliFigs are

of a stronger clensing . . resoluing, and concocting faculty.

1685 Boyle Satubr. Air 44 The Concocting Faculty of the

Plant.

Concoction (k^nkrrkfsn). [ad. L. concoction-

em digestion, n. ofaction f. concoqu?rc to Concoct.]

T 1. Digestion (of food). Obs.

1531 Elyot Gov. hi. xxii, A man hauing due concoction

and digestion as is expedient. 1533 — Cast. Helthe (154O

74 b, Concoction is an alteration in the stomacke of meates

and drynkes . . wherby they are made lyke to the substance

of the body. 1697 Potter Antic. Greece iv. xx. (1715) 405

The Heroes did not rest after Meals for the better Concoc-

tion of their Meat. 1757 A. Cooper Distiller 11. viii. (1700)

135 Cinnamon, .strengthens the Viscera, assists Concoction.

1788 Lond. Mag. 32 Perfect concoction of the food.

+ b. The old physiology recognized three pro-

cesses : First concoction, digestion in the stomach

and intestines: Second concoction, the process where-

by the chyme so formed is changed into blood
;

Third concoction, secretion.

1594 T. B. La Priinaud. Fr. Acad II. 385 This (second]

concoction is perfected in the small veines, that are dis-

persed throughout the body of the liuer. 1615 Crooke
Body ofMan 173 In this Triple faigned Concoction, there

is a three-folde errour. «6n Burton Anat. Mel. 1. i. 11. ii.

(1651) 15 Humors of the third Concoction, Sweat and
Teares. 1644 Milton Edue. Wks. 11847) ' OI/3 The like

also would not lie unexpedient after meat to assist and
cherish Nature in her first concoction. 1664 Power Exp.

Philos. I. 71 We have proved these Animal Spirits to be the

ultimate result of all the concoctions of the Body. 17*7
Bradley Fain. Diet, s.v., The first Concoction is made in

the Stomach by a Kind of Ferment. 1730-6 Bailey (folio)

s.v.. What alterations are made in the blood-vessels, which
may be called the second Concoction, and that in the nerves,

fibres and minutest vessels, the third and last Concoction.

180a Paley Nat. Theol. vii. 75 From what part and by
1
what concoction, in the human body, these principles are

: generated and derived.

t c. Jig. and in allusive phrases : e.g. A fault

or error in thefirst concoction, i.e. in the initial

stage, in the very beginning. Obs.

a 1636 Bp. Andrewes Serin, xv. (1661) 505 This fault in

the first concoction, is never after amended in the second.

1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance Div. Off. x, By former sub-

scriptions they had allowed what was since of so hard con-
1 coction to them. 1693 Locke Educ. Ep. Ded., These

[errors in education], like faults in the first Concoction, that

are never mended in the second or third. 1733 P. Lindsay
Interest Scott. 148 Every Fault, every Failure in the Flax,

is an Error in the first Concoction, not to be cured after-

wards by any Skill or Labour. 1808 Bentham Sc. Reform
104 A chaos . . such as the laws of this one country are

doomed to be,—more particularly in their first concoction.

t 2. Ripening, maturing, or bringing to a state

of perfection
;
also, the state of perfection so pro-

duced : maturation of what is coarse, impure, or

crnde ;
' alteration of matter by moist heat '. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades 336 Puritie of substaunce and perfecte

concoction which is in golde aboue all other metals. 1605

Timme Quersit. 1. i. 3 Quintessences much laboured, circu-

lated and wrought by digestions, concoctions, and fermen-

tations. i6a6 Bacon Sylva $ 838 The Degrees of Alteration,

of one Body into another, from Crudity to perfect Con-
coction, which is the Ultimity of that Action or Processe,

a 1631 Donne Select. 11840) 192 When, .they [precious stones]

haue exhaled . . all their gross matter, and receiued another
1 concoction from the sun, then they Income precious. 1655
W. F. Meteors v. 145 Silver.. hath indifferent good concoc-

tion in the Earth, but it wanteth sufficient heat in the mix-

ture, that maketh it pale. 1736 Leoni tr. Albertis Archil.

1. 94 b. The air . . being not kept in motion either by Sun
or Winds, wants its due concoction.

fig. a 1630 Donne Lett. (1651) 317, I shall need no long

concoction in the grave, but hasten to the resurrection.

+ b. The ' ripening ' of morbific matter, fitting it

I

for elimination from the living body. (According

to Hippocrates, the second stage of disease.) See

Coction 4.

1685 J.
Cooke Marroiv Chirurg. fed. 4) 449 (Hippocrates'

' Aphorisms) The first [Summer Quartan Fever] is shorter

. . from . . clemency of the Air, which helps Concoction. 1834

Good Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 560 [Hippocrates] ascribed the

Commotion (in fevers] to a fermentation, concoction, or

ebullition, by which the noxious matter was separated from

the sound humours.

t3. Baking or cooking. Obs.

1680 Morden Geog. Red. (1685) 80 Raw Flesh . . without

I

the Concoction of Fire to prepare it for their Stomacks.

4. The preparation of a medical potion, a soup,

drink, or the like, from a variety of ingredients,

b. concr. A broth, drink, etc., so concocted ; any

mixture that suggests such preparation.

a i8ji Hawthorne Twice-told T. Ser. 11. Nt. Sketches,

1 A concoction of mud and liquid filth, ancle-deep, leg-deep,

,

neck-deep. Mod. Engaged in the concoction of whisky
punch.

6. The elaborate or ingenious composition, or

making up ,of a story, plot, scheme) to suit a

purpose.
(Cf. Boswell's "Johnson (1887) III. 259, which implies that

1 concoction of a play ' had no meaning to J.)

1813 DTsraf.i.1 Cur. Lit. (1858) HI. 6 Jonson's inventive

talent was never more conspicuous than in the concoction

of court Masques. 1831 Fonblanquk Eng. under 7 Ad-
min. (1837) II. 127 The principles which would guide his

party in the concoction of a Reform. Mod. They are ab-

sorbed in the concoction of a new plan for swindling their

creditors.

b. A statement or narrative fictitiously made up.

1885 Manch. Exam. 13 Feb. 5/1 His affidavit was a con-

coction from beginning to end. 1885 L'pool Daily Post 1

June 5/2 [He] admitted that his story was a concoction.

Concoctive (kfTnkfktiv), a. [ad. L. *concoc-

iiv-us, f. concoqticre : see Concoct and -ive.]

+ 1. Pertaining to digestion (of food) ;
digestive.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 71 The Ventricle .. is com-
passed with heatyng organs, well ayding his concoctiue

force. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (073 ) 5*4 The con-

coctive quality of this flesh. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 437 With

keen dispatch Of real hunger, and concoctive heate To
transubstantiate. 173S Somerville Chase 1. 211 Cull each

salubrious Plant, with bitter Juice Concoctive stor'd. fig.

1811 J. Jebb Corr. (1834) II. 58 My mind is not originative,

but concoctive.

f 2. Tending to ripen or mature by heat. Obs.

1730 Thomson Autumn 408 The fallow Ground laid open

to the Sun, Concoctive.

3. Pertaining to the concoction of a mixture, a

story, etc.

1854 Ruskin Led. Archil. Addenda 235 Men who have no

imagination, but have learned merely to produce a spurious

resemblance of its results by the recipes of composition, are

apt to value themselves mightily on their concoctive science.

ConCOCtor tkfTnkfktaA [agent-n. (on Latin

analogies') f. Concoct v. Cf. F. concoctenr and

Concocter.] One who, or that which, concocts.

f 1. A digester ; a promoter of digestion. Obs.

1764 Charac. in Ann. Reg. 68/2 Taking care to add a

good deal of pepper and spices by way of concoctors.

2. One who compounds, or prepares from various

ingredients.
a 1845 Hood To Dr. Hahnemann i, Well, Doctor, Great

concoctor Of medicines to help in man's distress.

3. One who devises, or makes up (a scheme, etc.).

1843 P. Parley's Ann. IV. 361 The three concoctors sat

down to arrange the order of the proceedings. 187a Spur,
geon Treas. Dav. Ps. lxiv. 6 Inventors and concoctors of

evil.

t Conco'cture. Obs. rare~ 1
. [see above, and

-ube.] The process or result of concoction.
1611 Sturtevant Metallica (1854* 37 Other compounds of

i the fore-named concoctures.

Conco'lorate, a. [f. L. con- + colordt-us : see

! Colorate and Concolotjr.] = next.

1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Concolourate, same as Concolourous.

Concolorous ;kfJnk»'16ras), a. [f. as next +
-oos.] Nat. Hist. Of uniform colour.

1840 E. Newman Brit. Ferns (1844) 234 The stem .. is

' clothed with narrow . . brown, concolorous scales. 1843

S

Humphreys Brit. Moths II. 161 The apical half of the wing
concolorous with the base. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex., Con-
colourous.

t CoTlColonr, a. Obs. [ad. L. concolor of the

!
same colour, f. con- + color Coloi r. Cf. F. con-

' colore.'] =prec.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xi. 332 In concolour

animals and such as are confined unto one colour. 1664

Power Exp. Philos. 1. 60 Both the Liquor and its Vessels

were concolour to the white of the Eggs. 1755 in Johnson ;

and in mod. Diets.

t Conco lumn, r. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Con- +

Coixmn.] trans. To place in parallel columns.
a 1734 North Lives II. 425 For the convenience of such

as.. may be less acquainted with Italian.. I have con-

, columned a translation of it into English.

Concomitance (kfinkfmitans). Also6-comi-
taunce, -comytaunoe, 7 -oommitance. [ad.

med.L. concomitdntia (whence also in 16th c. F.),

f. concomitant-em : see Concomitant and -ance.]

1. The fact of being concomitant, or of accom-

panying each other ; subsistence together ; co-

existence.

"*S3S More On the Passion Wks. 1335/2 By concomy-
taunce are there also both the father and the holye Goste.

1676 Hale Contempt. 1. 55 By accident, and by way of con-

comitance. 1834 Eraser's Mag. IX. 696 The concomitance
of voice and music. 1846 Mill Logic III. viii. 5 6 In inferring

causation from concomitance of variations, the concomit-

ance itself must be proved by the Method of Difference.

b. quasi-roncr. An instance of this, t C. concr.

An accompaniment obs.}.

165a W. Hartley Inf. Baptism 3 Not ushered in with its

proper ingredients and due concommitances. a 1677 Bar-

row Sernt. (1683! II. xx. 289 Some advantageous circum-

stances and concomitances. 1861 Q. Rev. CX. 381 Thecon-
comitances, or sequences, or causes and effects of nature, are

not connected together by our experience in any such way.

2. Theol. The coexistence of the body and blood

! of Christ in each of the cucharistic elements

I (esp. in the bread).
a 1535 More On the rassion Wks. 1 335/1 The bodye vnder

the forme of bread immediately, .and the bloude by con-

comitaunce. a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. T.

(16181 127 They doe shamefull wrong vnto the Church, to

father this new fangled word of Concomitance of it. 1660

I Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 11. iii. ix. § 27 Why the priest

should be obliged to drink the chalice, and cannot be ex-

|
cused by concomitance . . cannot easily be imagined. 1857

P. Freeman Princ. Div. Service II. 79 That doctrine of
' Concomitance ' . . on which the withdrawal from the Chris,

tian West of the Eucharistic Cup was professedly based or

justified. 1880 LlTTLEDAl.K Plain Reasons xxviii. 77.

3. Math. Kxact correspondence of functional

transformation between two sets of variables : see

Concomitant B. 3.

Concomitancy (kiTnkfmitansi). [ad. med.I..

concomitdntia : see prec. and -ancy.]

1. The fact, condition, or quality of being con-

comitant, or of accompanying each other.

a «6«7 Bayne On Eph. (1658) 42 A concomitancie of faith

in the person chosen. 1691-8 Norris Pract. Disc. (1711)

III. 16 Can we argue from the Concomitancy of one thing
' with another to the Causal Dependant? of one thing upon

another? a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. Rom. viii. 17 Three
things are implied. . tst Conformity : we shall be like him in

glory : 2nd Concomitancy : we shall accompany him, and

be present with him in glory. 1888 E. V. Neale in Co-

operative Nnos 26 May 487 The concomitancy here of

grinding poverty with enormous wealth,

t b. concr. An accompaniment. Obs.

1631 R. Byfield Doetr. Salt. 88 Every adjunct that is a

visible concomitancy is a signe of the subject present. 1656

Trapp Comm. 1 Cor. xv. 37 Sin is only rotted with its con-

comitancies. i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. cxvii.

54 All the concomitancies which are apt to grow up.

2. Theol. = Concomitance 2.

1563-87 Foxe A. * M. (1684) III. 905 By concomitancy

the flesh is never without Blood, nor blood without flesh.

1654 Jer. Taylor Real Pres. 31 Their new whimsie of con-

comitancy. 1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 378 The denying of

the cup in the eucharist to the laiety, in consequence of the

doctrine of concomitancy, a scholastic, .novelty.

t Concomita neous, a. Obs. [f. stem of L.

concomitd-ri ¥ the suffix -aneotts as in I., consent

t dnetts, succeddneus, collcctdnetts ] Of concomitant

nature, concurrent, associate.

1617-77 Feltham Resolves 11. Ivi. 274 Concomitaneous

with most of other vices.
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Concomitant (k^nkfrmitant), a. and sb. [ad.

L. concomitant-em, pr. pple. of concomitdri to ac-

company, go with : see Concomitate.]
A. adj. Going together, accompanying, con-

current, attendant. Const, with (f of, f to).

1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 6« From the natural con-
comitant quality of heat, with exspiration, respiration, and
inspiration. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. n, iv, Either
concomitant, assisting, or sole causes, .of melancholy. 1651
Cartwright Cert. Relig. I. 166 That which was secret, yet
was concomitant of that which was publike. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 104 p i So certainly is Decency concomitant to
Virtue. 1799 Kirwan Geo/. Ess. 373 The concomitant lime-
stone also contains marine petrifactions. 1856 Mill Loqic
I. 449 The law. .admits of corroboration by the Method of
Concomitant Variations. 1864 Bowen Logic x. (1870) 333
Every event has. .a crowd of concomitant circumstances.

B. sb, 1. An attendant state, quality, circum-
stance, or thing ; an accompaniment.
[1605 Bacon Adv. Leant. 1. v\n. 42 Virgill did excellently

..couple the knowledge of causes, and the conquest of all

fears, together as Concomitantia.~\ 1621 Burton Anat.
Mel. 11, iii. v, Death is not so terrible in it selfe, as the con-
comitants of it. 1682 Norris Hierocles 14 This reverence
of an Oath is., the constant attendant and concomitant of
Piety. 1709 Prior Paulo Purganti, And for Tobacco (who
could bear it?) Filthy Concomitant of Claret. 1750 John-
son Rambl. No. 79 F 7 Suspicion is justly appointed the
concomitant of guilt. 1846 Prescott Ferd. $ Is. I. i. 96
Wealth with its usual concomitants, elegance and comfort.

T 2. A person that accompanies ; a companion,
c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. 1, xx, Vou are thus my concomitant

through new places. 1651 Relig. Wotton. 81 [He] made
him the chief concomitant of his heir apparant. 1698 Phil.
Trans. XX. 242 His Concomitants and Assistants in the
Operations.

_
1794 Sullivan View Nat. II, I find this

person often introduced as a concomitant of Psuche.
3. Math. (See quot.)
1853 Sylvester in Phil. Trans. CXLIII. r. 543 Con-

comitant Nomen generalissimum for a form invariant!vely
connected with a given form or system of forms. 1859
Salmon Higher Algebra (1866) 104 Dr. Sylvester uses the
name concomitant as a general word to include all functions
whose relations to the quantic are unaltered by linear trans-
formation, and he calls the functions now under consideration
mixed concomitants.

Concomitantly;, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] in
a concomitant way ; in association

; concurrently.
1696 Lorimer Goodwin's Disc. vii. 61 A Condition neces-

sary with Faith concomitantly in the same subject. 1762-71
H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1782) V. 270 A few
curious particulars, .which concomitantly illustrate the his-
tory of arts. 1870 Max Muller Sci. Relig. (1873) 155
Three independent settlements of religion . . concomitantly
with the three great settlements of language.

t ConcO'mitate, v. Obs. [f. L. concomitdt-
ppl. stem of concomitdri to accompany, f. con- to-

gether + comitdri to go with as a companion, f.

comes, comit-em companion : cf. Comitate.]
trans. To go with, accompany.
1604 T. Wright Passions 1. vi. 24 Payne, which concomi-

tateth such disagreeing obiects. 1626 Ailesbury Passion-
Serm. 2 Paine concomitated with shame, etc. 1666 G.
Harvey Morb. Angl. (].), This simple bloody sputation of
the lungs, is differenced from that which concomitates a
pleurisy.

t Concomitation. Obs. [n. of action, f.

prec. : see -ation.] Concurrence, co-operation.
In Theol. = Concomitance 2.

1563-87 Foxe A. <$• M. (1684) III. 141, I denied transub-
stantiation and concomitation, two jugling words of the
Papists. 1616 J. Lane Sfr.'s Tale x. 296 Holpe by some
numens highe concomitation.

t ConcO'quent, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. conco-
gttent-em, pr. pple. of concoqnere to boil together,
digest.] Digestive.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. ix. 332 Syrups, that are

moderately extergent and concoquent.

Concord (kfmk/ud, k^'rjkfTjd), sb. In 3-6 Con-
corde, [a. F. co^corde L. concordia, n. of quality
f. concors, concord- adj. 1 of one mind*, f, con- to-

gether + corf cord- heart. (The L. suffix -iat

passing through OF. -et is mute or lost in Eng.

;

cf. beast.)]

1. Agreement between persons ; concurrence in

feeling and opinion
; harmony, accord.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23519 (Cott.) Mikel it es bar bair con-
cord, For all ar euer at an acord. c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's
T. 1073 Ful many a yer . . Lyven these tuo in concord and in
rest, a 1400 Cov. Myst. 84 Brothyrly Concorde . . That
norchyth love of creatures echon. 1549 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer 4 b, O God, which art author of peace, and louer of
Concorde. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 98 The sweet Milke of
Concord. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 497 Devil with Devil
damn'd Firm concord holds, men onely disagree. 1769
Burke Pres. St. Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 117 No project of theirs
could endanger the concord of the empire. 1865 Reader
4 Feb. 129/1 There is no . . concord in a community not
justly governed with a view to the happiness and prosperity
of all its members.

^
2. A state of peace and amity between contend-

ing parties or nations ; concr. a treaty establishing
such relations.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vit. vi. 259 Scho be hyr trette mad
concord Betwene hyr erne Dawy and hyr Lord. 2490 Cax-
ton Eneydos xl. 132 Turnus wolde neuer haue concorde nor
peas wyth this kyng euander. 1513 Douglas Mneis xn. v.
1 68 The King.. Left the concord ondone, nocht brocht till

end. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 431 They sent Ambassadors
..recmyring him of peece and finall concord. Ibid. II. 647
For infringing any point of this concorde. 1721 Strype

Vol. II.

Eccl. Mem. I. v. 61 A treaty, .commonly called the Concord
of Madril. 1846 Prescott Ferd. Is. III. xvii. 212 Abid-
ing by the concord of Salamanca.

b. Hence concord-coin, a coin struck by Greek
towns of Asia Minor, under the Roman Empire, to
commemorate a treaty conferring privileges on
each other's citizens ; usually called alliance-coin.
1850 Leitch tr. Miitler's Anc. Art 441 On a concord-coin

of Cyzicus with Smyrna. .Cora, crowned with ivy, holding a
torch.

3. Law. An agreement made in court respecting

the conveyance of a fine of lands ; also, an agree-
ment made between two or more upon a trespass

committed.
1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. ir. xxiv. (1638) 102 A concord is

properly upon an agreement between the parties. 1594
West Symbol. 11. § 58 Instructions how to draw the Con-
cords of fines. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 351. 1818
Cruise Digest fed. 2) V. 83 The third part of a fine is the
concord or agreement entered into openly in the Court of
Common Pleas, or before the Chief Justice of that Court, or
commissioners duly authorized for that purpose. 1848
Wharton s.v., Concord . . upon a trespass committed . . is

divided into concord executory, and concord executed.

4. Agreement or harmony between things
; esp.

said in reference to sounds and rhythmical move-
ments, and in uses thence derived.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cl. 4 In pesful felagheship & con-

cord of voicys. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvl xiv, The vii.

scyences in one monacorde, Eche upon other do full well
depende, Musyke hath them so set in concorde. 1579
Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 26 The concorde of the Elementes
and their qualyties. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. v. i. 84 The
man that hath no rnusicke in himselfe, Nor is not moued
with concord of sweet sounds. 1667 Milton P. L. vi.

311 If Natures concord broke, Among the Constellations
warr were sprung. 1744 J. Paterson Comm. Milton's P. L.
171 If two stringed instruments be exactly tuned alike,
the one that is not play'd on, will answer to that which is

playd on, in perfect concord. 1849 Mrs. Somerville Con-
nex. Phys. Sc. xvii. 158 When their vibrations are so related
as to have a common period, after a few oscillations they
produce concord.

+ b. = Rime. Obs.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. v. (Arb.) 91 We. .do giue

the name of ryme onely to our Concordes, or tunable con-
sentes in the latter end of our verses. Ibid. u. vii. 93 The
fal of a verse, .with a certaine tunable sound which being
matched with another of like sound, do make a (concord).

5. Mus, A combination of notes which is in itself

satisfactory to the ear, requiring no ' resolution ' or
following chord : opposed to discord.

1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 21 All diuisions framde with
such long discords, and not so much as a concord to end
withall. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 70, Phi. What is a
Concord 1 Ma. It is a mixt sound compact of diuers voyces,
entring with delight in the eare. 1674 Playford Skill
Mus. in. 1 There are Nine Concords of Musick, as fol-

loweth; a Unison, Third, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth, Tenth,
Twelfth, Thirteenth, and Fifteenth, whereof five are called
perfect, and four imperfect. 1788 Cavallo^I/wj. Instr. in

Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 244 When the combinations of the
two sounds are agreeable, they are called concords. 1881
Macfarren Counter^, i. 2 A concord is a chord that is

satisfactory in itself and has no need to be followed by
any others.

6. Gram. Formal agreement between words as

parts of speech, expressing the relation of fact

between things and their attributes or predicates.
This formal agreement consists in the words concerned

being put in the same case, number, gender, and person, as
far as the inflexional structure of the language provides for

this, or as other considerations (in respect to gender and
number) do not forbid it.

x53° Palsgr. Introd. 38 The latines have the Concordes of
grammar. 16x2 Brinsley Pos. Parts (1669) 52 What mean
you by Concords? The agreement of words together, in
some special Accidents or qualities; as in one Number,
Person, Case, or Gender. 1750 Harris Hermes (1841) 193
From this natural concord of subject and accident, arises
the grammatical concord of substantive and adjective.

7. Form or Formula of Concord [Ger. Kon-
cordienformel, Eintrachtsformel, L. Formula Con-
cordite] : a symbolical document drawn up in

1576—1577, and containing an exposition and de-
termination of points of Lutheran doctrine concern-
ing which differences had arisen among Lutheran
divines. (This and eight other formularies, oecu-

menical and Lutheran, were published in 1580, in

Latin and German, under the collective title of
Liber Coneordite, IConcordienbuch 1 Book of con-
cord \)
1764 tr. Moslieim's Eccl. Hist. Cent. 16. 11. i. § 39 The re-

suit of all was the famous Form 0/ Concord, which has
made so much noise in the world. Ibid. §41 Nor were the
followers of Zwingle and Calvin the only opposers of the
Form of Concord. 1887 Fisher Hist. Chr. Ck. 424 Me-
lancthon's departure from Luther on the question of the
Lord's Supper, and on the part taken by the human will in
conversion, awakened intense hostility on the side of the
strict Lutherans. These . . embodied their dissent from the
peculiarities of Melancthon in the creed called the * Form
of Concord '.

Concord (k^nk-pud), v. Obsolescent. Also 5-6
-corde(n. [ME., a. F. concorde-r :—L. concordd-re
to be of one mind, f. concors, concord- : see prec]
1. intr. To come into agreement, agree, concur.
1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 71 At the last thai all concordyt,

That all thar spek suld be recordyt Till Schyr Eduuard.
1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858* I. 112 Thus culd thai nocht
concord into ane will. 1552 Huloet, Concorden or agree.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 14, I do not concord with the
Poet in that trivial verse. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv.
10 This Hypothesis both Plato and Aristotle concord in.

fb. To agree (a thing) to be (something).
1606 Bp. Barlow Serm. (1607) E 1 b, Who all concord

the Succession and Superioritie of Bishops to bee Aposto-
licall.

2. Of things : To agree, be in harmony, har-
monize.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus III. 1703 The world . . Dyuerseth

so his stoundes concordynge. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)
Dictes 34 Wyt goth by ordre and may concord in one sen-
tence. 1564 Becon New Catech. (1844) 409 This doctrine.

.

concordeth and agreeth therewith in all points. 01646 J.
Gregorv Postkuma (1650) 9 Their writings all concorded.
1776 Ld. Stirling in Sparks Corr. Amer. ^^.(1853) I. 173
The aid I called in. .exactly concords with your sentiments.
1884 tr. TnrgeniejL's Diary SuperJl. Man (N. York ed.)
129 It concords with my character though.

+ 3. trans. To arrange by concord or agreement.
1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 151 The finall Conclusion taken,

concorded and agreed betweene . . Kyng Henry the fifth &
Kyng^ Charles the V. a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. 212
(D.) To concord conditions for the royal marriage.

f4. To bring into concord ; to harmonize. Obs.
1548 W.Thomas in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. App. R. 60 Man

cannot so directly concord them, as to make them always
agree. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 4 Be taught to add
St. lames worcks wth St. Pauls faythe, concording theme to
gethers..as vnseperable companions. 1621 W. Sclater
Tythcs (1623) 162 [To] concord Canons, a 1670 Hacket Abp.
Williams \. 102 (D.) He lived and died, .with windmills of
union to concord Rome and England, England and Rome.

t ConcO'rdable, a. Obs. [a. F. concordable,

ad. L. concorddbil-is harmonious, f. concordd-re :

see Concord v. and -ble : cf. agreeable] In
full accord or agreement, accordant, unanimous.

J393 Gower Con/, I. 253 In cronique of time ago I finde a
tale concordable. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 434/2 By the
comune and concordable assente of alle the chappytre. 1579
Knewstub Cou/ut. 72 b, Altogither concordable in the lone
and peace of Iesu Christ. 1585 T. Rogehs 39 Art. 11607) 88
The good land of the upright, and concordable life.

tConco'rdably, adv. ff. prec. + -LY 2,] With
full concord or agreement

;
unanimously.

1579 Knewstub Confnt. 54 a, Wayting concordably . . for
the promises of the father, a 1616 T. Rogers 39 Art.
title-p. ed. 1633, Thirty nine Articles concordably agreed
upon by the reverend Bishops and Clergie of this Kingdome.

Conco'rdal, a. [f. Concord sb. (or its L.

source) + -AL.1 Of or relating to concord (in Gram. ).

1880 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue § 493 Whether . . was in
Saxon an adjectival pronoun, declined in the three genders

;

whereas now it has. .lost its concordal faculty.

Concordance (kfTnk^'jdans), sb. [ME. con-

cordance, a. F. co?zcordance (12th c.) :—late L.
concorddntia, f. concordant-em : see Cokcokdant
and -ance.]

1. The fact of agreeing or being concordant

;

agreement, harmony.
c 1450 Castle Hd. Life St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3686 Aythir

to othir haue concordans. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. v. 27 They
fonde the science of musyque for to sette alle thinges in
concordaunce. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. Aijb, By a
concordance or agreement of circumstaunces. 1602 Warner
Alb. Eng. Epit.( 1612) 365 Hardly find I heerein a concordance
in any two Authors. 1855 E. Forbes Lit. Papers vi. 166
There should, .be a concordance in the arrangements of the
recent and fossil collections. 1865 Cornh. Mag. XI. 512
Such a concordance of opinion in the representatives,

b. (with //.) An instance of agreement or accord.
1605 Bacon Adv. Leam. 11. 1. 10 The nature of this great

Citie of the world . . must bee first sought in meane con-
cordances, and small portions. 1851 Carlyle Sterling \\.

i. (1872) 89 Contrasts, and yet concordances. 1885 R. L.
Stevenson in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 557 The art of rightly
using these concordances is the final art in literature.

f2. spec. A treaty, agreement, or compact. Obs.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon ix. 220 Telle me where

the concordauns shall be made.

+ 3. Gram. — Concord sb. 6. Obs.

1570 Ascham Scholem. (Arb.) 26 The three Concordances
learned . . let the master read vnto hym the Epistles of
Cicero.

f 4. An agreeable or satisfactory blending of

musical sounds or notes
;
harmony ; = Concokd 4.

1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge I. 1692 Dyuers other myn-
strelles. . Made swete concordaunce. 1579 E. K. in Spenser's
Sheph. Cat. Ep. Ded., Oftentimes a dischorde in Musick
maketh a comely concordaunce. 1674 Playford Skill Mus.
Pref. 1 A true Concordance of sounds or Harmony.

+ 5. A composition combining and harmonizing

various accounts ; a harmony. Obs.

1494 Fabyan 5 For this boke Includyth Storyes fele .

.

Therfore this name it shall nowe purchace, ' Concordaunce
of Storyes'. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) II, 573 His
'Concordance on the Evangelists' was. .a worthy work, to

shew the harmony betwixt those four writers.

f6. A citation of parallel passages in a book,

esp. in the Bible. Obs.

1538 Coverdale N. T. title-p., With a true Concordaunce
in the margent. a 1714 Burnet Own Time (1766) I. 267
A long opening of a text with the concordance of every
word in it.

b. An alphabetical arrangement of the principal

words contained in a book, with citations of the

passages in which they occur. These were first

made for the Bible; hence Johnson's explana-
tion ' A book which shows in how many texts of
scripture any word occurs'- Orig. in //. (med.L.
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concordant7a), each group of parallel passages being

properly a concordantia.

This is sometimes denominated a verbal concordance

as distinguished from a real concordance which is an index

of subjects or topics.

1387 Trevisa Higdtn (Rolls! VIII. 335 Frere Hewe (ob.

1362] . . bat expownede al be bible, and made a greet con-

cordance \Harl. MS. concordances] uppon be bible. 1460

Capgrave Chron. 154 Hewe [of S. Victor], .was eke the first

begynner of the Concordauns, whech is a tabil onto the

Bibil. 1550 Marbeck (/iVtV) A Concordance, that is to saie,

a Worke wherein by the Ordre of the Letters of the A. B. C.

ye maie redely finde any Worde conteigned in the whole

Bible. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. Pref. to Contents,

They followed the Concordances of the Bible, called the

great Concordances, which is collected according to the

common translation, a 1631 Donne in Select. (1840) 10.2

To search the Scriptures, not as though thou woulust

make a concordance, but an application. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Fejf. Pref. (1675) 27, I had not a Bible or Concord-

ance at hand. 1737 Crudes {title) Complete Concordance

to the Old and New Testament. 18x8 E. Irving Last
Days 37 A simple reference to the concordance . . will

serve to clear up these prophetic matters. 1837 Penny Cycl.

VII. 434/' The compiler of the first concordance in any
language was Hugo de St. Caro, or Cardinal Hugo, who
died in 1262. 1845 Mrs. C. Clarke (title) Concordance to

Shakespeare. 1869 D. B. Brightwell A Concordance
to the entire Works of Alfred Tennyson.

fig. 1741 Watts Improt*. Mind L L | j Memorino has

learnt half the Bible by heart, and is become a living con-

cordance.

atlrib. and comb.
1856 S. R. Maitland False Worship 163 All that the con-

cordance-maker can tell us about it. Ibid. 196 Finding so

much discordance in the concordance part of his work.

Conco rdance, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
make a concordance to.

1888 Athenxum 6 Oct. 450/1 The difficult 'Astrolabe',

which they concordanced some years ago.

Conco rdancer. [f. prec. + -ER 1
.] One who

writes or makes a concordance.
1888 R. F. Gardiner in N. <* 0- 5 May 357/2 Even Walt

Whitman has found a concordancer.

t Conco'rdancy. Obs. [f. Concordance, or

L. concordantia) with the later Eng. form of the

suffix -ancy, q. v.] The quality or condition of

being concordant ; complete agreement.
1586 Fhrne Blaz. Gentrie 50 Consisting vpon a Concor-

dancie of times and numbers. 1639 Hkvwood Land. Ftac.

F.state Wks. 1874 V. 367 There's a more Devine ConcoT-

dancy .. That's of unanimous hearts, a 1793 R. Tickell I

Fraise Hom-bk. Wks. (1807) 76 Thou perfect centre of

concordancy.

2. — Concordance ; a* harmony \

1615 A. Hopton (title), Concordancy of Yeares, containing

a new easie and exact Computation of time.

Concordant (k^nk/?\idant), a. and sb. [a. F.

concordant :—L. concordant'-em
,

pr. pple. of con-

cordat : see Concord v. and -ant.]

1. Agreeing in sentiment or opinion ; of one

heart or mind
;
harmonious, unanimous.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton> Dictes 11 Be concordaunt and
loue togyders. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. XVI. xii, You be

ever ryght concordant With perfyte reason, whiche is not

variaunt. 1614 J. Cooke 7m Quoque in Hazl. Dodsley XI.

197 Nay, sweet Mistress Tickleman, be concordant ; rever-

ence antiquity. 1691 T. H[aleJ Acc. Netv Invent, p. xiii,

By the concordant Voice of all the curious Judges. 1875

Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xiv. 152 The common concordant

and unanimous consent of all and singular.

2. Of things: Agreeing, consistent, correspondent.
Concordant verses :

* such as have in them several words

in common, but by the addition of other words have a quite

different meaning' (Bailey (folio) 1736).

151a Act 4 Hen. VIIIt c 19 i 10 The hole some . . evenly
agreable and concordaunte with the hoole some comprised
in the seid endenture. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud, A/. 239
Adam assigned unto every one a name concordant unto its

nature. 179X E. Darwin Bot. Card. li. 60 On four con-

cordant lines. 1805 Foster Ess. iv. vii. 221 If not concor-
dant with the dictates of the New Testament. 1863

Tyndall Heat v. 142 These different methods have given
concordant results.

3. In musical concord, harmonious ;
consisting,

or having the effect, of a concord.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. n. (Arb.) 116 The con-

cordaunte and discordant distaunces of soundes, and tunes.

1596 Ediv. Ill, n. i. 14 The touch of sweet concordant

strings. 1788 Reid Act. Poivers ill. iii. vi, Two or more
synchronous sounds I perceive to be concordant.

B. fsb. ~ Concordance.
1615 Bp. Mountacu App. Csesar ix. 84, 1 gave my reasons

by speciall reciting many concordants inter partes.

Concordantia! (kfmk^idarnfal), a. [f. late

L. concordantia Concordance + -al.] Of or per-

taining to a concordance (to the Bible).

1660 S. Fisher Rnsticks Alarm Wks. (1679I 505 It may
evidently seem from his more Concordantial than Cordial

consultations .. that, .well-nigh by all places in his Con-
cordance where he finds these Terms, etc. a 1802 A.

Geddes Crit. Rem. Heb. Scrip. (1803) 46 note (R. Suppl.)

We are referred in the Concordantial margin to not less

than eighteen or nineteen passages of the Old and New
Testament, for an explanation.

Conco'rdantly, adv. [f. Concobdant a.+
-ly 'Al In concord or agreement.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 330 If concordantly unto

Berosus . . wee shall conceive of the travailes of Camese or

Cham. 1680 Baxter Anszv. Stillingfl. ix. 28 Which they

should have concordantly practised. 1865 Pusev Truth
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Eng. Ch. 97 Enunciated . . separately, but concordantly.

1890 Lippincott's Mag. June 902 That sweet hymn the

cherubim Concordantly have sung so long.

Concordat (k^bkfJiUfct). Also 7-8 -date. [a.

F. concordat (16th c. in Littre), ad. L. concordatum :

see below, and -ate 1 1 .]

An agreement, a compact ; now, an agreement

between church and state, esp. between the Roman
See and a secular government relative to matters

that concern both ;
but, formerly, also applied ^a.)

in canon law to a compact between ecclesiastical

personages, and (b.) sometimes to agreements

between secular persons.

1616 Brent tr. Sarpis Hist. Counc. Trent (1676I 657

He condemned the Concordate ; said that the distri-

bution of the Benefices of the Kingdom . . was divided

between Pope Leo and King Francis, etc. 1688 Loud.

Gaz. No. 2315/7 Contrary to the Agreement settled be-

tween Pope Leo X. and Francis I. by an Instrument called

the Concordat. 180a Chron. in Ann. Reg. 389/1 The
terms upon which Bonaparte has agreed with Pope Pius

VII. that the Roman Catholic religion shall be that pro-

tected and acknowledged by the State in France is just

published and known by the name of the Concordat. 1863

. Rev. CXIV. 579 That concordat between the Church
atholic and this realm, which we commonly designate

as the Established Church, trans/. 1885 Manck. Exam.
12 Oct. 5/2 A possibly successful concordat between a Tory
Democrat Government and the party of Irish Nationalists.

a. 1657 J. CosiH Canon Script, vii. 120 Having undertaken

to make a Concordate between the Decrees of Councils and
Popes together. 1662 Jesuits' Reasons (1675) 123 The
Canons and Concordates with the Pope have been out of

use a hundred years. 1696 Phillips, Concordat, an Agree-

ment made in all manner of Ecclesiastical Matters, more
especially upon Resignation or Exchange of Benefices.

b. 1683 Apot. Prot. France vi. 84 There was at the same
time a Concordat passed between the Duke of Guise, the

Duke of Montmorency, and the Marshal de St. Andrew,
which was called the Triumvirate. 1781 tr. fnstamond's

Priv. Life Lewis XV, IV. 2 Clandestine arrangements

between officers, known by the name of Concordat, by
which . . the promotions in the army were often put up to

auction.

fig. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind 1 18 Let them
all repent, And make concordats 'twixt their soul and mouth.

t ConcOTdate, v. Obs. [f. L. concorddt-

ppl. stem of concorddre to Concord/] To agree.

1681 in Blol'nt Glossogr. ; and in later Diets.

II
Concorda"fram. [L. pa. pple. of concorddre

to Concord, used in medL. as sb. ' a thing agreed

upon ' : cf. the formulary ' transactum, composi-

tum, et concordatum est . In this particular use

< a matter agreed upon by the Lord Deputy and

his Council (.all the members of which were ori-

ginally required to sign the order) '.] In Irish

Hist., An order in Council relative to the disposal

of money set apart for particular purposes of state

;

a special payment under such an order
;

loosely,

the concordatttni-fund, whence such payments

were made.
The special fund for extraordinary expenses in addition to

the regular establishment of the kingdom, known in time

as the ' concordatum-fund ', appears early in the reign of

Elizabeth; from it rewards were paid for public services,

e. g. for the killing or apprehension of Tories, etc
See Calendar of Irish State Papers II. 31, etc.

1625 Darcie Ann. App. (end), The .. charges . .amounted

to. .£ 1, 198,7 17 9s. id., besides great Concordatum* . .
and

otherextraordinaries. l66lEARLORRERY.S7afr Lett. (1743)1.

84 The president of Munster. .had still allowed him, by con-

cordatum, too marks a year, for his house-rent 17*9 Alir.

Boulter Lett. I. 333 The privy council was attacked on

Saturday last about the withdrawing of the concordatum

for the two last yeats. 1736 T. Sheridan in Swift's Wks.

(1814) XIX. 16 Poor old Mr. Price cannot hold out a fort-

night ; and his son claims your promise of getting him
something from the Concordatum. 1862 J. B. Bukkk
Viciss. Earn. III. 12, I do not know a fitter case than poor

Sir F. E.'s, for either the Concordatum fund or. .admission

into some hospital.

Coucordial (kfTnkf?jdial), a. rare. [ad. L.

concordidl-is, i. concordia Concord : see -AL.]

Characterized by concord, harmonious.
1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall (1845) 151 Parts, .united

into one with a concordial mixture.

Concording, a. [f. Concord v. + -inq 2.]

Agreeing, assenting, concordant.
1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629) 152 Concording

are the Hues of their deluded sectaries. 1655-60 Stanley

Hist Philos. (1701) 279/1 The cohabitation of concording

Brethren is firmer than any Wall. 1858 Sears Athan. iC
140 Concording elements.

t Conco rdious, a. Obs. rare* 1
, [ad. OF.

concordieux, -euse, ad. med.L. concordios-us, f.

concordia : see Concord sb. and -ous.] Harmoni-

ous. Hence Conco'rdionsly adv.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1692) 100 To study the

calling of a comfortable and concordious Parliament, /bid.

1. 32 The business was concordiously dispatch't.

+ Concordist (k(?nk/ Jdist). Obs. [f. Concord

+ -I8T.]

1. The maker of a concordance.
181 1 Ch. Observer Mar. (cited by Webster 1828).

2. A member of the communistic body formed

at the Concordium.
1843 New Age 10 June 46 Safe return of the Concordist

missionaries. 1844 Ibid, ti Feb. 176 The Pater's address to

the Concordists.

CONCORRTJPTION.

t ConCOTdity. Obs.~° [f. L. concord- adj. +
-ITY.1 = Concord. 1730-6 'n Eailey (folio).

t ConcOTdium. Obs. [f. L. concordia Con-
cord : see -ium.] The name given to the home of a

socialistic community founded at Ham in Surrey

in 1843. Hence Concordian a.

1841-3 New Age 6 May (1843) 7 In 1841, the idea of

founding an industrial Harmonic Educational College for

the benefit of such parties as were ready to leave the

ignorant strife of the antagonistic world, was expressed in

a tract, entitled ' A Prospectus for establishing a Concor-

dium*. .Its members, .are . . denominated Concordists, and

the place of their residence a Concordium. 1880 T. Frost

Forty Years Recoil. 50 After my visit to the Concordium I

indulged the idea that . . I might associate with myselfsome

twelve or fifteen persons of both sexes, who might aid me
in establishing a communitorium on the basis of the

ethical and economic principles promulgated by Owen.

1844 New Age May, A new society has been^ formed

which is named 'The Universal Concordian Society ', whose

central office is at the Concordium.

t Concordly, adv. Obs. [f. Concord + -lt - :

the former does not appear as an adj., but cf. L.

concord-em, It. Concorde adj., and L.concorditer,lt.

concordemente, OF. concordement = ' concordly '.]

In harmony, concordantly.

1563-87 Foxe A. t, M. (1596) 106/2 What they deliberat

wiselie, let them accomplish concordlie. 1564 BriefExam.
*iiij, The aduersaries shall have the whole state of the

Cleargie . . concordely ioyned to be wholly agaynst them.

t ConcOTPOral, a. Obs. [ad. L. concorpordlis

(Vulgate) of the same body, f. con- together

+

corpus, corpor- body : c£ corporal^ Of or belong-

ing to the same body.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 16 Concorporel & conperseyners &

felows of fe hei3est of Crist, & of his godly kynd. 1565

Jewel Repl. Harding(i6n) 257 The Heathens are become

Coinheritours, Concorporall, and partakers of the promise

in Christ Iesus. 1731^6 in Bailey (folio! ; and in mod. Diets.

Concorporate (kpnk^jporA), a. [ad. L.

concorpordt-us, pa. pple. of concorporare : see next ]

United into one body or mass.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 329 Irlonde was somme tyme

to Briteyne concorporate by ryihte of dominacion. 1563 87

Foxe A. If M. (1596) 1172/1 We . .will not be subiect nor

concorporate unto . . the principall and chiefest enemie of

Christ. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Epk. iii. 6 The Gentils to be

coheires and concorporat and comparticipant of his promise

in Christ Jesus by the Gospel. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. 11. iii,

Both which, concorporate, Doe make the elementarie matter

of gold. 1656 Trapp Comm. Eph. iii. 6 Co-heirs, Con-

corporate, and consorts. 1865 Pusey Eiren. 50 If we are all

concorporate with one another in Christ . . how are we not

all clearly one both with each other and with Christ !

Concorporate (k(ynk/ jponrit\ v. [f. L. con-

corporat- ppl. stem of concorporare to unite in one

body, f. con- together + corpus, corpor- body, corpo-

rare to embody.]
1. trans. To unite into one body or mass.

1551 Huloet, Concorporate or make one thynge of diuers.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 446 Stamp riuer crabs or crei-

fishes, concorporat them with oile and water. 1611 Speed

Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. (16321 815 To vnite and concorporate

these two Kingdomes of Fraunce and England into one.

1664 Atkyns Orig. Printing 6 They were by Charter con-

corporated with Book-Binders, Book-Sellers, and Founders

of Letters. 1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2096 From the shoulders

down to the bottom of the Loins they were not distinct, but

cemented and concorporated. 1813 Lamb Elia, Pop. Pal-

lories. We love to have our friend in the country sitting

thus at our table by proxy. . to concorporate him in a slice

of Canterbury brawn.

b. To assimilate by digestion.

a 1655 Vines Lord's Supp. (1677)m The meat and drink

is concorporated into us.

f 2. intr. To coalesce into one body. Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny xvii. xiv, The want of vitall moisture

in the other, will not suffer it to unite and concorporat.

1605 H. Dodwell Def. of rind. Deprived Bps. 100 It can-

not be agreeable to the mind of GorTthat it (the church]

should so concorporate with the Slate, as wholly to depend

on the Authority of the Civil Magistrates. 1700 S. Parker

Six Philos. Ess. 14 It is the property of Oily Particles to

concorporate, when they encounter.

Hence Concorporating' vbl. sb.

1648 T. Hill Troth t, Love 11 Not onely a concorpor-

ating with Jews, as the Gentile Churches did.

t Concbrpora
-tion. Obs. [ad. L. concorpord-

tion em (Tertullian), n. of action f. concorporare :

see prec] Union in one body or mass.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 675 These trees . .
will

admit no concorporation with others. 1647 H. More Song

ofSoul 11. iii. 1. xxvi. a 1655 Vines Lord s Supp. (1677) 83

To express . . their combination and concorporation among
themselves.

Concorpo'real, a. [f. Con + Corporeal : cf.

concorporat.] = Concorporal. Having, or be-

longing to, the same body.
1871 Loyson tr. Hyacinthe s Cath. Reform 205 The na.

tions are more than consolidated, they are_ concorporeal

because they are partakers of ' one promise ' and of 1 one

divine life '.

t Concorru'pt, v. Obs. rare-1 , [see Con-.]

trans. To corrupt together or at the same time.

1616 Sylvester Tobacco Battered 4 His foule Contagion

con-corrupted All His fellow-Creatures. 1656 Jean es Mixt.

Schol. Dm, 31 Neither can it be concorrupted upon cor-

ruption of it's compound, as all other formes are.

t Concorrn ption. Obs. [see prec] Cor-

ruption in company (with some other).
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1656 Jeanes Mixt. Schol. Div. 31 [They] cannot cease to

be in a way either of corruption or concorruption. Ibid. 44
All proper corruption, and concorruption is wrought by
contraries : & therefore heavenly bodies are incorruptible.

Concourse (kp*nkoejs,kp-q-). Also 4-5 -cours,
-curs, 6 7 -curse. [ME. concours, a. OF. con-

cours, concoers (=It. concorso) :—L. concurs-um
(4th decl.) running together, f. ppl. stem of L.

concurrcre : see Concur. The forms concurs in

Wyclif and concurse in 1 6-1 7th c. were prob.

formed directly from the L., or assimilated thereto.

Formerly accented concowrse; still so in Milton;
cf. discourse, recourse.']

1. The running or flocking together of people
;

the condition or state of being so gathered together,

f To have concourse : to resort in crowds to, unto.
1382 Wyclif Acts xxiv. 12 Makinge concurs I1388 con-

cours], or rennyng to gidere, of the cumpany of peple. 1480
Caxton Chron. Eng. vn. (1520) 81 b/2 There was so myghty
concours of people. 1555 Eden Decades 1. ix. 45 They haue
religious concourse to these caues, as wee are accustomed
to goo on Pylgramage to Rome. 1558 Abp. Parker Corr.
51 That I be not entangled now of new with the con-
curse of the world. 1596 Bell Surv. Popery 1. iv. v. 131
Learned men of all nations had concourse unto him,
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <$ Commiu. (1603) 133 Riga, a
citty of great concourse. i6ix Bible Prov. i. 21 Shee
crieth in the chiefe place of concourse. 1643 Jer. Taylor
Episc. (1647) 380 Then was a concurse of all Nations to the
Christian Synaxes. 1748 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 307
Neglected, in the hurry and concourse around thein. 1781
Gibbon Decl. F. III. 201 The main body is. .increased by
the accidental concourse of idle or dependent plebeians,

t b. Hostile encounter or onset. Obs.

1557 Paynel Barclay's Jugurth 77 The other Numidyens
at the first brunt, concourse or assaut wer put to flyght.
1600 Holland Livy vn. xxvi. 267 Between the formost,
whose concurse had raised others, there was a sharpe con-
flict. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 641 Concours in Arms, fierce
Faces threatning Warr.
2. An assemblage of people ; a crowd, throng.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxix. 157 (Harl. MS.) per was in the

same cite a concurs of peple, by cause of a gret feyr. 1494
Fabyan I. cxxxii. (R.), For this myracle great concourse of
people yerely. . commith with great deuocion. 1616 Bul-
lokar, Concourse, a great assembly. 1636 Healey Cedes
106 A gate, about the which was a great concourse of people
drawne. 1791 Cowper Odyss. 11. 16 The whole admiring
concourse gazed on him. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. if.

in. Ixxiii. 598 Conventions .. are not casual concourses, but
consist of persons duly elected.

3. The running, flowing together, or meeting of
things (material or immaterial) ; confluence.
Fortuitous concourse of atoms : a phrase applied after

Cicero (cf. N. D. 1. xxiv. 66 ' concursus fortuitus ') to the
action whereby according to the atomic theory of Leucippus
and Democritus the universe came into being.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. X3L v. (1495) 413 Some
bynolde concourse and metynge of dewes. 1570 Dee Math.
Pre/. 23 Of the . . concurse, diuerse collation, and Applica-
tion of these Harmonies. 1604 T. Wright Passions 1. ix. 34
The Passions principally reside in the hearte, as wee per-
ceyve by the concourse of humours thereunto. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. 26 The coalition of the good frame
of the Universe was not the product of chance, or fortuitous
concourse of particles of matter. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led.
ii. 42 The fortuitous concourse of Atoms. 1864 Bowen
Logic xii. (1870) 384 The mere fortuitous concourse of atoms,
in the lapse of a past eternity.

f b. Conjunction : esp. in Astrol.

1578 Ckr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 534 Pestilent
concourses of the heavenly lights. 1585 Greene Apot.
Astron. Wks. 1882 V. 23 Of the concurse of Venus and
Mars. 1633 Gellibrand in T. James Voy. sign. R, We
haue the Concurse of qmcke pac d inferiour Planets, with
superiour slow ones.

t c. Conjunction of times or circumstances. Obs.
164a Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647) 21 By the concurse of

story, place, and time, Diotrephes was the Man S. Iohn
cheifly pointed at. 1667 Boyle Orig. Formes Qual.,
By a lucky concourse of other circumstances. ^1797 H.
Walpole Mem. Geo. Ill (1845) II. i. 32 It once more fell

into our hands by a concourse of ridiculous circumstances.

4. An assemblage of things brought together.
a 1628 Preston Breastpl. Faith (1630) 113 In Christ,

there is . . a concourse, a heape of all spirituall joy and
comfort. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. 1. v. 9
Made up of a Concourse of Fibres, Ligaments and very
smal Nerves. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 404 Under some
concourse of shades Whose branching arms thick intertwind,
etc. 1855 H. Reed Led. Eng. Lit. i. (1878) 29 It is a
bewildering thing to stand in the midst of a vast concourse
of books.

f5. The meeting or junction of lines, surfaces,

or bodies. ? Obs.

1570 Billingsley Euclid ii. Def. xxv. 320 The concurse
of the said triangles will be in twelue pointes. 1571 Digges
Pantom. 1. v. C lj, The concourse or meeting of those two
right lines that contayne the angle. 1605 Timme Quersit.
111. 185 When the vessells by concourse are so joyned
together that one taketh in the mouth of the other. 1668
Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. 1. vi. 11 The Concourse
or Anastomosis of the Veins. 1691 Ray Creation 11. (1704)
292 The point of concourse of the Rays. 1738 Med. Ess.
Observ. (ed. 2) IV. 259 The Candle A is the small luminous
object, B C d e the Eye and a the point of Concourse.

t b. ellipt. Point or place of meeting
;
junction.

1571 Digges Pantom. (1591) 9 Fixe one foote of your
compasse vpon the concourse or meeting of those two right
lines._ x6ai Burton Anat. Mel. 1. i. n. iv, The Middle
ventricle, is a common concourse, and cavity of them both.
a 1727 Newton <J.\ The drop will begin to move towards
the concourse of the glasses. x8n J. Wood Optics vii. 148
A screen placed at the concourse of the refracted rays.

f 6. Concurrence in action or causation, co-

operation ; combined action. Obs.

1635 Swan Spec. M. iv. § 2 (1643) 61 When there is a
naturall concourse of causes to eifect it. 1682 Scarlett
Exchanges 316 Then the Possessor [of a Bill] must enter
with him who paid him in part, into a concourse between
themselves, and both demand [the sum] of the others. 1685
Boyle Eng. Notion Nat. 79 An Individual Body, .needs the
Assistance, or Concourse, of other Bodies, to perform divers
of its Operations. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 108 That
this heat may burst into actual flame, the concourse of open
air is absolutely requisite. 1836^-7 Sir W. Hamilton Me-
taph, II. xxi. 42 That their [mind's and body's] mutual
intercourse can, therefore, only be supernaturally main-
tained by the concourse of the Deity.

t b. esp. in Theol. used of the divine concur-
rence in human action. Obs.
a 16x7 Bayne On Eph. (16581 145 Gods concourse working

this or that, a 1680 J. Corbet Free Actions 1. vi. (1683) 5
There is a concurse of God, as the Universal Cause, to
every Act. Ibid., How the Divine concurse is yielded to
sinful actions, shall be explained in its proper place. 18..
Lee Thesaurus Theol. III. 315 The general Concourse of
His Providence.

C. Sc. Law. Legal concurrence, esp. of an officer

whose consent is necessary to a legal process.
1626 in Sir J. Balfour Ann. Scot. (1824-5) II. 151 That

you acquant the Lordes of Sessione and our aduocatts, as
you shall haue occasione, and desyre ther concursse
neirwnto. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Mitt. Bk. (1855)

92 To tak the advyse and requyer the concurs and assist-

ance of the Committie of War. 1752 J. Louthtan Form oj
Process (ed. 2) 33, C. D. you are indicted and accused, at
the Instance of A. B. with Concourse of D. F. his Majesty's
Advocate, .of the Crimes after mentioned.

\ 7. Course, process (of time). Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4360 She [Fortune] can writhe hir heed

awey, This is the concours of hir pley. 1654 Earl Monm.
tr. Bentivoglio's IVarrs Flanders 13 In concourse of time
it was discovered that, etc. 1657— tr. Paruta's Pol. Disc. 119
After the concourse of many years it was carried by Cyrus.

t ConcO'venanter. A fellow-covenanter.
1662 Hobbes Consid. (1680) 7 That all nations which

should hear what you and your Concovenanters were doing
in England, might detest you.

1 Concrea se, v. Obs. [ad. L. concresc-ere to

grow together, after increase and other early com-
pounds immediately from OF.] intr. To grow
together, coagulate ;

= Concrete v.

1578 Banister Hist. Man ix. 112 [It] doth white, and
concrease, till it [marrow] become a substaunce. 1666 G.
Harvey Morb. Angl. xiv. 158 The crumbs of blood, that
usually concrease out of the extravasated humours.

+ Concreate, a. Obs. [ad. L. concredt-us

(Vulg.), f. con- together+credtus created.] Created
together ; coeval in creation. (Cf. Connate.)
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 51 This Divine Law.. was

concreate and connatural as to Adam. 1668 Howe Bless.
Righteous (1825) 41 Man was made at first with a concreate
Similitude to God.

Concreate (kp:nkni?'t), v. Now rare or Obs.

[f. L. concrcdt-, ppl. stem of concredre : see prec
and -ate 3. (F. has concrcer 'to engender'.)]

trans. To create together. (Mostly in pa. pple.)

1625 Gil Sacr. Philos. 1. 96 When water, the first matier
of all things, was created, .with that water, .was concreated
all manner of formes, 1682 H. More Aunot. GlanvilVs
Lux0.2o To create a Soul, is to concreate the qualities

or properties of it. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 629 That the
vital essential Stamina of every Plant and Animal were
really concreated with the Universe. 1858 Bushnell Nat.
[Supemat. iv. (1864* 112 We get all the furniture of our

mind, .save what we have as it were concreated in us.

Hence Concrea'ted ppl. a.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11. iii. 163 This, as the con-
created Rule with Man.. the Apostle calls the Royal Law.
aiyn Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 201 On their
con-created Harps to play. 1876 J.G. Pilkington Confess.
St. August. 391 Concreated matter.

t Concrea'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f.

Concreate v. : see -ion.] Creation together (with

something else).

X656 J. Serjeant tr. T. White's Pcripatet. Inst. 316 The
notion of Creation, or rather ofcon-creation. Ibid. 383 The
concreation of a Soul, which belong'd to God alone.

t Concrea'tive, a. Obs. rare. [f. Concreate
v. +-IVE: cf. creative.

-

] Of concreate character.

1657 Jeanes in Taylor's Wks. (1839) I. 37 Those desires
which are purely natural and concreative.

t Concreia'tor. Obs. rare. A joint creator.
a 1631 Donne Serm, xl. 395 He is Lord with the Father,

as he was Concreator, his Collegue in the Creation.

T Concrea*ture. Obs. rare. Fellow creature.

1651 Reliq. Wotton. (1685) 689 The Pope greatly favour'd
him as his Concreature.

t Concre'de, ^- Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. concred-

<fre: see next.] trans. To entrust; = Concredit v.

1643 Sir Hugh Cholmley's Revolt 4 (D.). To defraud
the trust concreded to him by the Parliament.

t Concre'dit, ppl. a. Sc. Obs. [ad. L. con-

credit-us, pa. pple. : see next.] Entrusted.
1584 J. Melvill Lett, in Diary (1842) 214 Preatching the

Word of God, the dispensation wharof is concredit unto
yow. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk{iZi,2) 194 Not guiltie of the
blood of the soulls of their people concredit to them.

t Concre'dit, v. Obs. Also 7 Sc. conerydit.
[f. L. concredit-, ppl. stem of concrcdere to entrust,

f. con- together + credere to trust : cf. Credit v.]

1. trans. To entrust, confide, commit (to a person,

into his hands, etc.) ; to give into his charge.

1593 Bowes Let. to Burghley 6 Sept. in Tytler Hist.
Scot. (1864) IV. 204 note, Whatsoever shall be concredited to
his trust and secrecy. 1641 ' Smectymnuus' Vind. Answ.
ii. 46 Into whose hands hee hath concredited the worke.
1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. x. (1848) 183 He told
them that he would concreditt himself to them. 1689 tr.

Buchanan's De Jure Regui 13 It was better that their
liberty should be concredited to Laws than to Kings,

b. Const, (a thing) with (a person), rare.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler (1843) 60 Dare you not concredit
the Militia, with those to whom you may betrust your
heart? 177^ Let. to Bp. Rochester 2 (T.) Ecclesia com-
mendata. .is that church, which is. .concredited with some
ecclesiastical person, in the nature of a trustee.

C, (a person, etc.) with (a thing), rare.

1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm 11. 50 They were concredited
with that heavenly treasure.

2. To accredit, authenticate, prove trustworthy.
1659 RuSHW. Hist. Coll. I. Pref., Where I make mention of

any Letters or Passages . . I first well weighed the same.

.

and found many of them concredited before I inserted them.
Hence Concre'dited ppl. a. entrusted.
1802 Paley Nat. Theol. xxvi. (1819) 470 An inequality of

concredited talents.

Concrematiotl (k^nkr/nvijan). rare. [ad. L.
concremdtidn-em, n. of action f. concremarc to burn
up, consume, f. con- altogether + cremdre to burn.

In sense 1, con- is taken in the sense ' together '.]

1. Burning together ; spec, the burning alive of a
widow on the funeral pyre with her dead husband.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio). 1755 Johnson, Concremation,

the act of burning many things together. 1841 Klphinstonk
Hist. hid. I. 359 The mode of concremation is various : in

Bengal, the living and dead bodies are stretched on a pile.

1867 F. Hall in Jrnl. Asiatic Soc. New Ser. in, 184 He
intended, no less than the self-cremation of males, the con-
cremation of females.

2. Burning to ashes, consumption by fire.

i860 Gen. P. Thomson Audi Alt. III. exxxiv. 103 Not.,
that it is equal to burning the Anti-Paxlobaptist ; but. - the
same in kind, only, .to the pains of concremation. 1888 H. C.
Lea Hist, hiquisit. I. 308 Publicly scourged and banished
by the abbot in spite of a popular demand for concremation.

Co'HCrement. [ad. L. concrcmcnt-um a grow-
ing together, f. coucrc- root of concresc-ere to grow
together, Concrease : see -ment.] A growing
together ; growth by assimilation ; a concretion.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Concrement, an increase or grow-

ing together. 1677 Half, Prim. Orig. Man. 1. iii. 77 A
creation or concrement of those very Bodies which I suppose
to be mixed. 1885 Dolley Bacteria 172 The stony concre-
mcnts which are found, .in the apices of the lungs of old
people.

Concre'SCe (kf?nkre*s), v. [ad. L. concresc-ere

to grow together: cf. Coxckease.] To grow to-

gether, coalesce: cf. next, sense 2.

Concrescence (k^hkre*sens\ [ad. L. con-

crcscentia, n. of quality f. concrcsceut-em, f. con~

together + cresevre to grow: see -ence.]

•f 1. Growth by assimilation. Obs.

1614 Raleigh Hist. Worldi. 11 How any other substance
should thence take concrescence, it hath not been taught.

b. Biol. Coalescence or growing together of

cells, organs, etc. ; the coalescence of two indi-

vidual organisms of low type in generation.

1878 Bell Gegenhauer's Com/. Anat. 17 The Concrescence
of a number of separate cells. Ibid. 87 In the Gregarina;
. . multiplication commences by the concrescence of two
individuals. 1888 Athengemn 18 Aug. 228/2 Congenital
cohesion—concrescence as Van Tieghem calls it.

2. concr. A concretion. ? Obs.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod 152 It rained, .stones

(not concrescences that might be called haile, but direct

stones). X793 Smeaton Edystoue L. § 197 The stony con-
crescences, .called Stalactites.

Concrescible (kpnkre-sib'l), a. [mod. f. L.

concresccre : see above and. -ble : also in mod.F.]
a. Capable of solidifying or congealing, "b.

Capable of growing together.

1700 Cole in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 31 Of a viscid and
concrescible Nature. 1804 tr. Fourcroy's Chem. Kuozvl.
(Webster 1828), A genuine, fixed, concrescible oil.

Concre'SCive, a. rare— 0
, [non-etymological

f. L. concrescfre (see above) + -ive : suggested by
aggress-ive, etc.] * Growing together, or into

union
;
uniting' (Webster 1864).

t Concre'SSion. Obs. A non-etymological

formation from L. concresccre, for Concretion.
\6i^Sco. Venus (1876) 21 As in the aire concessions we

perceiue. X658 R. Franck North. Mem. (1821) 263 [They]
would coagulate into a concression.

Concre'table, a. rare. 1 Obs. [f. Concrete
v. + -able.] That may be concreted, coagulable.

1755 Fleming in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 256 The liquor

amnit is concretable by heat, like the white of an egg.

Concrete (kpvSartt)^. and sb. Also 6 -creete.

[ad. L. concret-us, pa. pple. of concresccre to grow
together : see Concrescence. Cf. F. concret, -ete,

1 6th c. -ette. The stress has long been variable
;

concre'te, the original mode, was given by Walker,

and is used in verse by Lowell ; co'ncrete was used

by Chapman in 1611, and recognized by Johnson :

the latter appears to be now the more frequent in

the adj., and is universal in the sb. B. 3.

The frequent antithesis of concrete and discrete, appears
to be influenced by a notion that the word represents L.
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concretus, pa. pplc. of concern/re, in the same way as

discrete is derived from L. discernire, discretus.]

A. adj. (The earliest instances appear to be
participial.)

1 1. United or connected by growth
;
grown

together. Obs.
1471 Ripley Camp. Alck. in Ashm. (1652) 112 For all the

parts . . be Coessentiall and concrete. 1650 Bulwer A nthro-

pomet. x. (1653) 170 Men, that have monstrous Mouths,
and some with concreate lips.

+ b. Continuous. In Acoustics applied to a sound
or movement of the voice sliding continuously up
or down

;
distinguished from discrete movement.

1651 W. G. tr. Cowel's Inst. 60 The second manner of
gaining, which, .is a discreet or distinct increase, or secretly

a Concrete or continued. Whatsoever is born or comes from
any sort of animalls under our Subiection or power are ab-
solutely gained unto us.

2. Made up or compounded of various elements
or ingredients

;
composite, compound. ? Obs.

1536 Latimer vnd Serm. be/. Convoc. L 40 A thing con-
crete, heaped up and made of all kinds of mischief. 1850
W. Irving Goldsmith v. 81 This concrete young gentleman,
compounded of the pawn-broker, the pettifogger, and the
West Indian heir.

3. Formed by union or cohesion of particles into

a mass; congealed, coagulated, solidified; solid

(as opposed to fluid}, j a. as pple. ; b. as adj.

a. 1533 Elvot Cast. Helthew. (R.\ Those same vapours.

.

be concrete or gathered into humour superfluous. 1567
Maplet Gr. Forest Pref., Of the seconde sort is the
Pumelse, concrete of froth. 1691 Ray Creation U714) 323
Before iKwas concrete into a stone.

b. 1605 Timme Quersit. 1. xiii. 58 In all metalls and con-
crete bodies. £"i6n Chapman Iliad XI. (R.\ Even to the
concrete bloud That makes the liver. 171a tr. Pomet'

s

Hist. Drugs I. 216 Scammony is a concrete resinous Juice.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem, I. 74 One portion appears fluid

and the other concrete. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 51/2
Formed of blood scarcely concrete. 1854 Hooker Himal.
Jrnls. I. i. 16 The seeds too, yield a concrete oil.

4. Applied by the early logicians and gram-
marians to a quality viewed (as it is actually found)
concreted or adherent to a substance, and so to

the word expressing a quality so considered, viz.

the adjective, in contradistinction to the quality as

mentally abstracted or withdrawn from substance

and expressed by an abstract noun : thus white
(paper, hat, horse) is the concrete quality or quality

in the concrete, whiteness, the abstract quality or

quality in the abstract ; seven (men, days, etc.) is

a concrete number, as opposed to the number 7 in

the abstract.

Afterwards concrete was extended also to substantives
involving attributes, as fool, sage, hero, and has finally

been applied by some grammarians to all substantives not
abstract, i.e. all those denoting ' things* as distinguished
from qualities, states, and actions. The logical and gram-
matical uses have thus tended to fall asunder and even to
become contradictory ; some writers on Logic therefore dis-
use the term concrete entirely: see quot. 1887. In this

Dictionary, concr. is prefixed to those senses in which sub-
stantives originally abstract come to be used as names of
* things '

; e.g. crossing vbl. sb., i.e. abstract n. of action,
concr. a crossing in a street, on a railway, etc
From an early period used as a quasw£., a concrete (sc.

term 1

.

[1581 J. Bell //addon's Ansiv. Osor. 118b, Turnyng
awry, that is to say : From the Concreto to the Abstractum
(to use here the termes of Sophistry).]

M 15*8 Skelton Bouge 0/ Courte (R.1, A false abstracte
cometh from a false concrete. 1594 Blundevil Exert. L
xvi. fed. 71 41 Understand, that of numbers some are said
to be abstract, and some concrete. 1614 Sf.lden Titles
Hon. 117 To expresse them by Abstracts from the Concret of
their qualitie. .As Maiestie, Highnes, Grace. 1657 J. Smith
Mp/st. Rhet. A viij b, The concrete signifies the same form
with those qualities which adhere to the subject : The
concrete is the Adjective. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 111. viii.

ft 1 Our Simple ideas have all Abstract, as well as Concrete
Names : the one whereof is (to speak the language of
grammarians* a ' substantive ', the other an ' adjective ' ; as
whiteness, white. 17*5 Watts Logic 1. iv.

f 5 Concrete
terms, while they express the quality, do also either express,
or imply, or refer to some subject to which it belongs . . But
these are not always noun adjectives, .a fool, a knave, a
philosopher, and many other concretes are substantives.
1846 Mill Logic t. ii. f 4 A concrete name is a name which
stands for a thing ; an abstract name is a name which
stands for an attribute of a thing. 1851 Mansel Proleg.
Log. y. (i860) 144. 1864 Bowen Logic iv. (1870) 88 The
peculiar or proper appellation of a lower Concept or indi-
vidual is called its concrete name. 1876 Mason Eng.
Gram, ft 35 Abstract nouns are sometimes used in the con-
crete sense . . Thus nobility frequently means the whole
body of persons of noble birth. 1876 Jbvons Elem. Logic
(18801 31 The reader should carefully observe that adjec-
tives are^ concrete, not abstract 1887 Fowler Deduct.
Logic 1. i. (ed. 9) 15 Nothing has been said above of the
common distinction between abstract and concrete terms .

.

I have availed myself of the expression 'abstract term',
but avoided, as too wide to be of practical service, the con-
trasted expression ' concrete term . Concrete terms include
what I have called attributives, as well as singular, collec-
tive, and common terms.

5. Hence, generally, Combined with, or embodied
in matter, actual practice, or a particular example ;

existing in a material form or as an actual reality,

or pertaining to that which so exists. Opposed to
abstract. (The ordinary current sense.)
Absolutely, the concrete, that which is concrete ; in the

concrete, in the sphere of concrete reality, concretely.

[1648 Milton Tenure Kings Wks. 1738 I. 314 These
Apostles, whenever they give this Precept, express it in
terms not concrete, but abstract, as Logicians are wont to
speak.] 1656 Hobbes Liberty, Necess., $ Ch. (1841) 135
This, .is a metaphysical entity abstracted from the matter,
which is better than non-entity . . But in the concrete it is

far otherwise. 1710 Berkeley Princ. //um. A'noivt. § 97
Time, place, and motion, taken in particular or concrete.

1789 Burke Corr. (1844) III. 114 It is with man in the
concrete ;—it is with common . . human actions, you are to
be concerned. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. III. m. i, But,
quitting these somewhat abstract considerations, let His-
tory note the concrete reality which the streets of Paris
exhibit. 1848 Lowell Fable for Critics, * At slavery in

the abstract my whole soul rebels, I am as strongly opposed
to 't as any one else.* 'Ay, no doubt, but whenever I've

happened to meet With a wrong or a crime, it is always
concrete.* 1876 M. Arnold Lit. $ Dogma 234 note, The
most concrete and unmetaphysical of languages. 1880 W.
Wallace Epicureanism 172 Their idea of this original

matter was concrete and sensuous.

6. Made of concrete, [attrib. of B. 3.]

B. sb.

1. quasw£. A concrete, the concrete*, see A. 4, 5.

1528-1725 [see A. 4]. 1697 J. Serjeant Solid Philos. 91
Entity is often us'd as a Concrete for the Thing it self. 1830
Macaulay Ess., Bunyan, Bunyan is almost the only writer

who ever gave to the abstract the interest of the concrete.

2. gen. A concrete or concreted mass, a concre-

tion, compound ; a concrete substance. Also fig.
{Obs. in lit. sense, exc. as in next.)

1656 J. Serjeant tr. T. White's Peripatet. /nst.jti The
sun is a concrete of combustible matter. 1657 G. Starkey
Helmont's t-'ind. Ep. to Rdr., The specifick excellency that
is in any concrete of the whole vegetable family. 1706
Phillips ted. Kersey s. v., Antimony is a Natural Concrete,
or a Mix'd Body compounded in the Bowels of the Earth ;

and Soap is a Factitious Concrete, or a Body mix'd together
by Art. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obscrv. 9 Thus an un-
organized concrete becomes a living tumour, a 1831 A.
Knox Rem, (1844) I. 63 That .. concrete of truth and
error, of greatness and meanness . . the Roman Catholic
Church.

3. spec. A composition of stone chippings, sand,

gravel, pebbles, etc., formed into a mass with
cement ; used for building under water, for founda-
tions, pavements, walls, etc. Often attrib. Also
in comb, as concrete-press, a machine for com-
pressing concrete into blocks.

1834 Lond. Archit. Mag. I. 35 Making an artificial

foundation of concrete (which has lately been done in many
places). 1836 G. Godwin in Trans. Inst. Brit. Archit. 12

The generic term concrete .. perhaps, can only date from
that period when its use became general and frequent,

probably not longer than 15 or 20 years ago. 1858 Glenny
Gard. Everyday Bk. 25/1 Paving with brick, tile, stone,

or concrete, attr. i88x Darwin Form. Veg. Mould 181

The junction of the concrete floor with the walls.

Concrete (k^nkr/t', v. Also 7 concreate.
[f. Concrete a., and L. concret- ppl stem of con-

crdscere to grow together; see Concrescence.
With the spelling concreate cf. F. concrier (ad. L.

concredre) used in a kindred sense.]

1. trans. To form by cohesion or coalescence of

particles, to form into a mass ; to render solid,

congeal, coagulate, clot. (Mostly in passive.)

1635 Swan Spec. M. vL (1643) 296 The Hard (Bitumen] is

more strongly concreted then the other. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. 1 1650) 37 The common opinion hath
been . . that Crystall is nothing else, but Ice or Snow con-
created. 1759 Xx.DuhatneCs //usb. I. xv. (1762) 77 The juices

of the plants are concreted upon the surface. 1784 Twamlky
Dairying 33 Runnet . . must have sufficient 1 ime to work,
concrete, or congeal the Curd into a solid Mass. 1875
Lyell Princ. Geol. II. in. xlvii. 556 Ochreous sand, con-
creted and hardened into a kind of stone.

+ b. To unite, combine (attributes, sensations,

etc.).

1710 Berkelky Princ. Hum. Knmvl. ( 99 Those sensa-
tions combined, blended, or ufone may so speaks concreted
together. 1751 Harris Hermes 111. iv. 366 note. To con-
template colour concreted with figure, two attributes which
the eye can never view, but associated. 18*9 Jas. Mill
Anal. Hum. Mind (1869) I. viii. 263 In which the ideas of
synchronous sensations are so concreted by constant con-
junction as to appear . . only one. /bid. I. 266 The odour,
and colour, and soon, of the rose, concreted into one idea.

2. intr. To run into a mass, form a concretion

;

to become solid, harden, congeal, * set \ clot.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. m. vii. 286 The Story of
the Lgyptian Mice which concrete after the recess of Nilus.
1718 Nicholls in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 406 The arsenical
Sulphur concretes into yellow Cubes. 1820 Faraday Exp.
Res. xiii. 38 When condensed again.. it concretes in the
upper part of the tube.

D. To grow together, combine with.
.*853 J- W. Gibbs Philol. Studies (1857* 56 Primary adjec-

tives, .concreting, as it were, with the substantive.

3. trans. To render concrete, rare.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 389 When by incorrigiblenesse
Sins be concreted into Sinners, and they become even all

one. 1846 Hawthorne Mosses, /ntelL Office 11. v. 86 Without
being concreted into an earthly deed. 1888 F. H . Stoddard
in Andover Rev. Oct., Concreting God into actual form of
man.

4. co ncrete, [f. the sb. 3.] a. trans. To treat with

concrete, b. intr. To use or apply concrete in

building.

1875 Building Neios 2 Apr. 390/2 (article) Concreting,
1882 Daily Neivs 15 Sept. 6 5 To concrete the foundations.
1885 Du Cane Pnnishm. <v Prevent. Crime 180 Pile-

driving and concreting for the foundations.

Concreted (Vnkrrted),///. a. [f. Concrete
V. + -ED l

.]

L Solidified, congealed, coagulated, etc. : see vb.
1634 Holland Pliny II. 271 marg. note, The concreted

iuice. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 0.1 In many
concreted plants some parts remaine unpetnfied. 173a
Arbuthnot Rules of Diet <2o A small drop of concreted
Blood may grow to be a stone. 1876 Page Adv. Text-bk.
Geol. xx. 422 Concreted nitrate of soda.

2. m Concrete a. 5. rare.

1875 Whitney Life Lang. xiv. 208 We apprehend only
the concreted qualities and acts of objects.

3. (kfrnkr/ted) [f. Concbete sb. 3 + -ED 2
.]

Covered or treated with concrete.

1883 Harper's Mag. Oct. 712/2 The lake will become a
concreted basin.

Concretely (see the adj.), adv. [f. Concrete
a. + -ly In a concrete form, manner, or sense

;

as presented in actual facts or cases.

1654 Warren Unbelievers 155, 1. Abstractly. .And 2. Con-
cretely. 1864 J. H. Newman Afwl. 380, 1 am not speaking of
right reason, but of reason as it acts in fact and concretely
in fallen man. 1880 Muirhead Ulpian v. \ 3 note. The
word might be employed either abstractly, concretely, or
relatively. i88oW.WALLACE£/*tc«r<ra«iJm96The popular
conception of matter takes things too concretely, and with
too little analysis.

Concreteness (see the adj.). [f. as prec. +
-Ness.] The quality or state of being concrete.
1730-6 Bailey (folio 1

, Concreteness, a being grown to-

gether, etc 1755 in Johnson, i860 Farrar Orig. Lang.
131 This concreteness of style. 188a Expositor Aug. 142
The intense concreteness of the image.

Concreter, -or k^nkrrtaj). [f. Concrete v.

+ -ek \ -or.] One who or that which concretes :

spec. a. in Sugar-boilings an apparatus for concen-
trating syrup by heat ; b. a builder or worker with
concrete.

1869 Sugar Cane I. 124 With a large size Concretor. .their

production was 15,000 lbs. of sugar per 12 hours. 1874 in

Knight Diet. Mech., Concreter.

Co ncreting, vb/. sb. Building with, or appli-

cation of, concrete.

1875-85. [See Concrete v. 4J.

Concreting (k^nkrrtirj),///. a. [f. Concrete
v. + -ing That concretes or causes concretion.
1862 Dana Man. Geol. 550 Carbonate of lime is usually

the concreting element.

Concretion (k^nkr/jan). [a. F. concretion

(16th c in Littre). or ad. (its prototype) L. con-

cretion-em, n. of action f. concrescere to grow to-

gether : see Concrete.]
1. The action or process of growing together or

of uniting in one mass ; concrescence, coalescence.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 672 An egge hath the
generation and concretion within the bodie onely of a living

creature. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. m. 11. f 14 The
concretion of bodyes by the concourse of these Atoms. 1677
Hale Prim. Orig. Man. in. vii. 288 Upon great Mutations
of the World perfect Creatures were first ingendred of Con-
cretion. 180a PLAYFAtR lllustr. Hutton. Th. 246 These
two substances were perfectly soft . . at the moment of their

concretion. 18*9 Jas. Mill Anal. Hum. Mind (i860) I.

264 Have we not the idea of a wood, or a forest? . .These
are instances of the concretion of synchronous ideas. 1830
Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 130 A cohesion, of the styles, by
which their tendency to concretion may be recognised.

+ b. Formation of morbid concretions ^see sense

6) in an animal body. Obs.
1541 R. Copland Galyen's 7Vw/.[They)do crud & make

concrecyon in y* partyes of the bulke or oeeophage. 1761
Brit. Mag. 1 1 . 537 Such obstinate concretion and obstruction
. .as bring on gout.

2. Congelation or coagulation of a liquid.

1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 269 Concretion is

divaporation of humidity in fluid things, by gentle decoction
on fire. 1656 Blount Ulossogr., Concretion, a congealmenL
1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 27s Fluids capable of concre-
tion. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 419/1 The blood's speedy
concretion in debility.

1 3. Union or connexion with something ma-
terial or actual. Obs.
1605 Timme Quersit. 1. xvii. 93 It is. .freed from all mortal

concretion. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. xv. § 18 If we
consider good life in union and concretion with particular

. .actions of piety, a 165a I. Smith Set. Disc. vi. viii. (1821)

261 The soul, .because of ner concretion with this mortal
body. 1741 Middleton Cicero II. xi. 613 Clear from all

mortal concretion.

•\ 4. State or degree of concrescence. Obs.
1606 Bp. J. King Serm. [Sept.) 14CX a strange composition

and concretion. 1635 Swan Spec. M. v. | 2 > 1643) 123 Other
starres might also attain to the like luminous concretion.
M 794 J* Hutton Philos. Light, etc. 31 Diminished in its

hardness and concretion.

6. qu&si-com r. A concrete mass of [anything).
1626 Bacon Sytva (1631)? 568 Some plants, .being supposed

to grow of some Concretion of Slime from the Water. 1697
Potter Antic. Greece n. xx. (1715) 373 Salt is a Concretion
of Sea Water. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 651 A concre-

tion of marine shells. 1886 H. B. Wheatley in Antiquary
Feb. 58/2 The pearl is a mere concretion of the carbonate of

lime forming the shell.

fig. 1634 Jackson Creed vn. Wks. VI. 223 That concre-

tion of ceremonial matters. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man.
n. x. 235 The whole concretion of the City of Gloucester

consists partly of. . the ancient Borough, partly of accessions.

6. concr. A solid mass formed by aggregation

and cohesion of particles ; a lump, nodule, clot

:

esp. a. Path, a hard morbid formation in the
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body, a calculus, stone ; b. Ceol. a mass formed
by aggregation of solid particles, usually around a
nucleus ; characteristic of certain rocks (cf. Con-
cretionary).
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 137 Conceiving the

stones . . to be a Minerall concretion. 1668 Wilkins Real
Char. 11. iii. 61 Stones, .to which earthy concretions may be
annexed by way of affinity. 1702 J. Purcell Cholick (1714)

33 He cut a stony Concretion out of the Liver. 1823 Lamb
EUa Ser. 1. xi. (1865) 86 Such poor concretions as mankind.
1833 Brewster Nat. Magic xxxiv. 285 Tabasheer . . is a
siheious concretion found in the joints of the bamboo. 1865
Page Handbk. Geo/. Terms s. v.. Nodules like those of
chert and ironstone . . and the grape-like clusters of the
magnesian limestone, are termed 'concretions', as formed
by a molecular aggregation distinct from crystallisation.

7. The action of making, or condition of being,

concrete (see Concrete a. 5). ? Obs. f In con-

cretion : in the concrete (see Concrete a. 5).
1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647) l 52 * n Rucb distinction and

subordination & in concretion a Presbyter is sometimes
called Sacerdos. 1751 Harris Hermes III. i. (1786} 306 But
the Mind surmounts all power of Concretion.

b. The result of such action ; embodiment in a
concrete form ; a concrete thing.
1841 Miall Noticonf. I. 401 If our national institutions

are but so many concretions of the national will. 1856
Ferrier Inst. Aletaph. 195 All knowledge and all thought
are concrete, and deal only with concretions—the concre-
tion of the particular and the universal.

Concretional (k^takrrjsnal), a. [I. prec. +
-At,.] Of or pertaining to concretions.
1847 in Craig.

Concretionary (kffakrfJinan), a. [f. prec.

+ -ARY: in mod.K. concretionnaire.] Geo/. Of the
nature of or constituting a concretion

;
consisting

of, containing, or characterized by, concretions.
1830 Lyell Princ. Geo/. I. 205 The concretionary forms of

..magnesian limestone. 1833 Ibid. III. 206 Concretionary
nodules. 1842 H. Miller O. R. Sandst. ix. (ed. 2) 206 A
concretionary structure. 1854 Hooker Himat. Jrn/s. I. i.

12 A nodular concretionary deposit.

Concretism Qtfnkritiz'm). rare. [f. Con-
crete a. + -ism.] The practice of regarding or
representing what is abstract as concrete.
1865 Tylor Ear/y Hist. Man. ii. 28 The concretism of

thought which belongs to the deaf-mute. 1871 — Prim.
Cu/t. 1. 374 It is a surprising instance of this tendency to con-
cretism.that among . .the Buddhists.the most obviously moral
beast-fables have become literal incidents of sacred history.

Concretive (k^nkrrtiv), a. rare. [f. L. con-
cret- (see Concrete v.) + -ive, repr. L. type *con-
cretiv-us.']

1 1. Apt to congeal or produce concretions. Obs.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 50 Wee. .ascribe their

induration to. .concretive juyces. Ibid. 11. v. 91 Fresh water,
which is the lesse concretive portion of that element.

t 2. = Concrete a. 5. Obs.
1656 Jeanes F11/U. Christ 119 Two natures, formes, or

beings, which cannot be predicated of one another abstract-
ively, cannot be also affirmed of one another in a concretive
way, unlesse it be by reason of an hypostaticall conjunction
between them in one subsistence.

3. Mentally constructive.

Concretively (kfmkrf tivli), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly 2

.] In a concretive manner; concretely, in

the concrete.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. in. iv. 65 The phrase of
the Lutherans, who say not only concretively, that the man
Christ is omnipresent, but the humanity also. 1656 Hardy
Serm. John xiv. (1865' 84/2 Guilt abstractively considered,
is not taken away, .concretively considered, it is taken away.
Concretize (kfj-nkrtoiz), v. nonce-wd. [f.

Concrete a. + -ize.] trans. To render concrete.

Hence Co ncretizing ppl. a.

1884 At/urnxum 16 Feb. 209/1 Details of interest are used
to concretize . . the general laws of development. Ibid.
23 Feb. 241/2 This passage . . lacks the concretizing touch.
Conoretor : see Concreter.

t Concre'ture. Obs.-" [f. L. concret- (see

above) + -URE, corresp. to L. type *concre/ilra.'\ ' A
mass formed by coagulation ' (J.).

tConcrew, V, Obs. rare- 1
, [f. F. concroi/re

(pa. pple. concrti, in OF. concreii) to grow to-

gether:—L. concrescere : cf. Accrue.] intr. To
grow together or into a mass.
1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. vii. 40 And his faire lockes. .He let

to grow and ^riesly to concrew.

t Concrrminary. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. con-

together + crimen, crimin- charge + -ary. (Cf. L.
concrhnindrl to complain bitterly.^] One who is

implicated in the same charge with another.
1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 118 Mr. Broadway and

Fitz Patrick, servants to, and concriminaries with the Lord
Audley, were produced to trial.

t Concrimina'tion. Obs.-" [n. of action f.

L. coturimindri to accuse bitterly (f. con- intensive
+ crimindrl to Criminate 1

), with the prefix taken
in the sense ' together '.] Joint accusation.
1656 Blount Gtossogr., Concrimination, a joint accusing.

Concmxify, v. rare. [f. Con- + Crucify ; cf.

L. concrucifigere.~\ trans. To crucify together.
1872 Bp. Forbes Ka/eudars Sc. Saints 367 He returned to

his episcopal duties on Maundy Thursday, was concrucified
with Christ on Good Friday, watched before the tomb, and
spent the day of days in hilarity and joy.

Concrydit, Sc. var. of Concredit v. Obs.

t Concn'binacy. Obs. [f. Concubine + -acy

3.] =next.
1609 Bp. Barlow Answ. Name/ess Cath. 305 All murthers

and oppressions ; all concubinacies, namelesse, innumerable
. .shall not impeach or Subuert a Kings Right. 1721 Strype
Ecc/. Mem. II, 1. xxviii. 229 Also, this country [Wales] was
very infamous for concubinacy, adultery, and incest.

Concubinage (k^bkitlbinedj). [a. F. con-
cubinage (1 5th c. in Littre), f. concubin : see -age.]

The cohabiting of a man and a woman who are
not legally married ; the practice of having a
concubine ; the state of being a concubine.
1388 Wyclif Levit. xviii. 18 Thou schalt not take the

sister of thi wiif, in to concubynage of hir. 1602 Fulbecke
Pandectes 25 This is not concubinage, but mariage. 1692
Sir T. P. Blount Ess. 31 Indulging Concubinage to the
Professors of Chastity. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth ii, Many
women . . had risen to greatness from a state of concubinage.
1845 S. Austin RauA-e's Hist. Re/. I. 277 Priests living in
a state of concubinage and burthened with illegitimate
children. 1883 Froude Short Stud. IV. I, iii. 31 Clerical
concubinage was still the rule in England,

b. In Roman Law : (see quot.).

1855 Milman^ Eat. Chr. (1864) II. 111. v. 24 Concubinage,
a kind of inferior marriage of which the issue were natural
children, not bastards.

Concubinal, a. rare-", [ad. L. coruublnalis:
see below and -al.] = Concumnary.
1656 Hi.oi/NT Glossogr., Concubinal, pertaining to a Concu-

bine. 1775 in Ash ; and in mod. Diets.

Concubinarian, a. [f. med.L. concubindri-us
+ -AN.J =next
1838 G. S. Faber Inq. Hist. Vallenscs 475 The women

..who shocked the concubinarian purity of the Romish
Priesthood. 1855 Milhan Lat. Chr. (18641 IX. xiv. i. 37
The number is sufficiently appalling

;
probably it compre-

hends, without much distinction, the married and concubi-
narian, as well as looser clergy.

Concubinary (k^nki«-binari), a. and sb. [ad.

med.L. coucubindri-us, f. concitbina : see below
and -ary. Cf. F. concubinaire (16th c. in Littre).]

A. adj. Relating to concubinage; (of persons)
living in, or sprung from, concubinage.
1563-87 Foxe A. <f M. 1074 (R.) The first crime of these

concubinarie priests. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry \. iv. 43 His
concubinary lying with Venus in Ovid. 1737 L. Clarke Hist.
Bible (1740) I. 1. 39 Sarai . . prevailed with her husband to
take her handmaid Hagar to be his concubinary wife. 1861
Sir F. Palgrave Norm, Eng. III. 17 According to the
Civil law . . a subsequent marriage legitimates all the previous
concubinary issue. 1888 H. C. Lea Hist. Inquis. I. 63 The
married or concubinary priesthood.

fig. a 1659 Osborn Observ. Turks (1673) 330 Italy. . need
not be concubinary to so many wanton desires of Strangers,
would all her small and new-hatched Governments shelter
themselves under her Wings.
B. sb. One who lives in concubinage.

15.. Alleg. agst. 6 Articles in Foxe A. <y M. 1064 <R.)
Take from the church honourable marriage and the bed vn-
defiled, shalt thou not replenishe it with concubinaries, with
incestuous persons, etc. a 1667 Jer. Taylor Sertu. I. vi.

(R.), The Holy Ghost will not descend upon the simonical
unchaste concubinaries, schismaticks and scandalous priests.

1875 Gladstone Vaticanism 124 It is the duty of each con-
cubinary (or party to concubinage*, with or without the
consent of the other party, to quit that guilty state.

Concubinate (k<?nki/?bin£it). [ad. L. con-
eubindt-us concubinage ; in mod.F. concubinat :

see Concubine and -ate V] ~ Concubinage.
1539 »" Strype Eccl. Mem. I. xiv. 342 Then the marriage

of the Priests should be in the Pope's hands, who might
admit the same ; and the concubinate of many should be
forbidden. 1651 Life Father Sarpi {1676} 47 Their Matri-
monies were Concubinates, their Children illegitimate. 1660
Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. in. v. (R,\ Such marriages were
esteem'd illegitimate, and no better than a mere concu-
binate. a 16^9 Hobbes Elem. Law Wks. (1840) IV. 156.

Concu binator. rare- 1
, [formed as an agent-n.

on L. verb *concubTnare to Concubine.] A man
that keeps a concubine.
1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 528 All notorious

concubmators, usurers, and adulterers.

Concubine Ckp-rjkiwbain), Also4-bin,-byn,
5-6 -byne. [a. F. concubin, concubine :—L. con-

cubtnus, concubina, f. con- together + cubdre to lie.]

1. A woman who cohabits with a man without
being his wife ; a kept mistress.
In reference to polygamous peoples, as the ancient Hebrews

and the Mohammedans : A ' secondary wife ' whose position
is recognized by law, but is inferior to that of a wife.

1297 R. Glouc. 11724^ 27 Astrilde hire bedsuster (hire lordes
concubine), a 1300 Cursor M. 8887 (Cott.) O quens had
[salamon] hundrets seuen ; Thre hundret concubins, he sais,

Efter be laghes war in baa dais, c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 650
He wolde suffre for a quart of wyn A good felawe to han his
concubyn A twelve moneth. 1388 Wyclif Gen. xxv. 6
Sotheli he 3af 31ft is to the sones of concubyns [1382 secound-
arye wyues]. 1481 Caxton Reynard xxviii. (Arb.) 71 He
[the cardinal] hath a concubyne whom he moche loueth.
1515 More in Grafton Citron. II. 787 As she wist her selfe
to simple to be hys wyfe, so thought she her selfe to good to
be hys Concubine. [Cf. Shaks. 3 Hen. F/, m. ii. 98.] 1330
Palsgr. 155 Prestre, a preeste ; presteresse, a preestes concu-
byne. 1563 Homilies IL (1859} 373 After the phrase of the
Scripture a concubine is an honest name ; for every concu-
bine is a lawful wife, but every wife is not a concubine.
1611 Bible Dan. v. 3. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I. xiii. 365
Women-servants, whom they hired of their Masters for Con-
cubines. 1807 Robinson Arch&ol. Grseca v. xt. 452 The
most essential difference between yvi-y\ and iraKKan'r}, wife

and concubine, consisted in the former having a dowry,
and the latter none. 1815 Elphinstone Acc. Caubul (1842)
I. 241 Two wives, with as many concubines, are reckoned
a liberal establishment for the middle classes.

fig> J843 Faber Lett. (1869) zo7 If we are not now in the
One Church, but in a Concubine (so long as it be a doubti.
a/lrib. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 19 A man may have 4

wives at the same time, and, according to common opinion,
as many concubine slaves as he pleases.

+ 2. A male paramour. Obs. [ = L. concublnus,
F. concubin.']

(-1430 Lydg. Bochas lit. xxiv. 95 a, Because she had had
another concubyne. c 1536 IndictmentAnneBoleynCY rench 1

,

Her adulterers and concubines. 1540 Hykde tr. Vives'
Instr.Chr. Worn. (1592* Q vj.

Co ncubine, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

f 1. trans. To take as a concubine. Obs.
1596 H. Clapham Briefe Bible 1. 77 Not onely marrying

Pharaohs daughter, .but also concubining many.
2. To furnish with a concubine or concubines.

_
1800 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. VIII. 728 The proud,

inflated Lord, With father concubin'd, and mother whor'd.
1890 H. M. Stanley Darkest Africa II. xxvii. 226 These
must be wived, concubined, and fed by the natives.

f Concu'binize, v. trans. Obs. =prec, sense 1.

a 1808 W. Owen tr. Mabinogiou (in Southey Cid 29 iD.),
If thou beholdest a beautiful woman concubinize her,
though she seem coy. [A mistransl. of Welsh gord[d \ertha,
meaning 'court', 'woo'.]

tCo'ncuby. Obs. rare- 1
. - Concubine.

1560 Burgh Acc. Peebles 20 Dec. 269 The baillies and
counsall decernis Thomas Thomsoneane adulterare, and to
remoif his concuby Jonet Foulare fra him.

+ ConcU'lcate, pa. fple. Obs. [ad. L. concul-

cat-us : see next.] Trodden under foot.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 183 Gods woord contemned .

.

his sacraments conculcate, his ordinances neglected.

t Concu lcate, v. Obs. [f. L. concutcdl-, ppl.

stem of concukdre to tread tinder foot, trample
down, f. con- + calcdre to tread ; f. calx, calc- heel.]

trans. To tread under foot, trample upon.
£*555 Harpsheld Dkwrce Hen.. VIII (1878) 283 Villan-

ously and wretchedly conculcated and trodden under foot.

1609 Bible iDouay) 1 Mace. iii. 51 Thy holies are concul-
cated, and they are contaminated. 1708 Motteux Rabelais
(1737) V. 231 We the Burgade Lands have conculcated.

fig. 1563 87 Foxe A. <y M. (1684) I. 245/2 Oppressing and
conculcatmg the Church, .of God. 1600 HookkrAVc/. Pol.
vii. i. § 3 To see that heavenly estate and dignity thus con-
culcated. 1625 Bp. Mountagu App. Cssar 153.

b. intr. To tread, rare— 1
.

1657T0MLINSON Renou's Disp. 490 All things on which man
!

conculcates.

t Conculca'tion. Obs. [ad. L. conculcdtion-

em, n. of action f. concukdre : see prec. Cf. F.
conculcation (£etgr.).] A treading under foot.

1547 Bp. Hooper Christ % his Office viii. Wks. (Parker
Soc.) 61 The conculcation of his precious blood. 1661
Feltham Disc. Eccl. ii. 11 Above the Conculcalions of the
World. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 403. 1827G. S. Faber
Sacr. Cat. Prophecy (1844) III. 12 The Holy City during
its conculcation by the Gentiles.

t Concn mbence. Ods~° [f. L. concumb-ere
to lie together + -ence.] =next.
1656 Blount Glossogr.

% Concumbeucc, a lying together.
HcniAelll

+ Concxrmbency. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

+ -ency.] A lying together.
1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. rv. i. rule 6 § 22 When
acob married Rachel, and lay with Leah, that concum-
ency made no marriage between them.

Concupiscence tkf?nki«-pisens). Also 4-5
-pyscens, -ence, 6 -pysence, -piscens. [ad. L.

concupiscentia (in Vulgate, Tertullian), f. concu-

pisc-ere, inceptive of concup-e*re to be very desirous

of, long much for, f. con- intensive + cupcre to long
for, desire: see -ence. Also in F. from 14th c]
1. Eager or vehement desire ; in Theol. use (transl.

imOvfiia of N.T.) the coveting of 'carnal things

desire for the * things of the world \

C1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 14 A saule bat haues . . ouer-
comene and dystroyede concupyscens and passiouns. c 1440
Gesta Rom. xvi. 58 (Add. MS.) Auctor of concupiscence of
eyen is the world ; and auctor of concupiscence of the flessh

art thou thi self, that livest delicatly, and norisshest thi

flessh. 1526 Tindale James \. 14 But euery man is tempted,
drawne awaye, and entysed of his awne concupiscence.
a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 315 A Litigious Man goes to

Law. .to spend his Money, and satisfy his Concupiscence of
Wrangling, a 1711 Ken Divine Love Wks. (1838) 217 Con-
cupiscence, or the love of one creature or other, in com-
petition with, or opposition to, the love of God. i860 Pusey
Min. Proph. 304 Such is the fire of concupiscence, raging
within, that, .no houses or fields content these,

b. with pi.

1382 Wyclif Gal. v. 24 Vices and concupiscencis, or

coueitisis. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 149b, It shall

. . subdue all inordynate concupiscences, a 1791 W. Mason
Spir. Treas. in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xix. 13 Evil

concupiscences which dwell in their sinful natures.

2. esp. Libidinous desire, sexual appetite, lust.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. P 278 The fuyr of fleisschly con-

cupiscence. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 267 The king..In-
combred of his lustes blinde . . Deceived of concupiscence.

1485 Caxton St. IP
r
ene/r. 9 The concupyscence of hym that

persecuted her. 1631 T. May tr. Barclay's Mirr. Mindesi,
Mahomet, .forbids not such concupiscences. 1667 Milton
P. L. ix. 1078 And in our Faces evident the signes Of foul

concupiscence. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) II. liv. 136
This scene . . did not at all contribute to the cooling of his
concupiscence, a 1781 Bp. Challoner Cath. Instruct.
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Sacram. (1837) 21 Q. What arc the ends for which matri-

mony is instituted.' A. For a remedy against concupis-

cence.

t Concu'piscency. Obs. rare. [f. as prec.

with the later suffix •MOT, q.v.] = prec.

1608 Middleton A Trick, etc. iv. v, The mullipood of
villainy, the spinner of concupiscency. x6z6 Donne Serm.
xxi. 205 b, Our own affections and concupiscencies.

Concupiscent (k^nki/J'pisent), a. and sb. [ad.

L. coneuptscent-em, pr. pple. of concupiscere : see

prec. and -ent. (So in mod.F.)]

A. adj. Eagerly desirous ; lustful.

c 1450 [see Concuwscently], 1755 in Johnson*, with citation

of Shaks. Meas.for M. v. i. 08, where the original reading,

now accepted, is concupiscibU. a 1834 Lamb Let. to

Coleridge (L.», The concupiscent clown is overdone. 1875
Jowett Plato led. 2) III. 57 The division of the soul into

the rational, irascible, and concupiscent elements.

t B. sb. v in //.) [Perh. by confusion with con-

cupiscence ; cf. accidence.] Desires, lusts. Obs.

1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angells 147 When your con-
cupiscents are cooled by the Holy Ghost.

t Concupisce'ntial, a. Obs. [ad. L. con-

cupiscentidl-is (Augustine), f. concupiscenlia : see

•AL.l Relating to, or of the nature of, con-

cupiscence ; lustful.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades ^1592^ 513 The concupis-
cenciall disobedience, which dwelleth yet in our mortall
members. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 40 Venus, who rules

over concupiscent iall motions, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo
Wks. 1721 III. 22 Satan . .instils Concupiscential Gust.

Hence fConcupisce ntially adv., concupiscently;

t Concupiscentia lity, concupiscence.
1612 Dekker If it be not Good Wks. 1873 III. 309 Thou

diest for this treason against my members concupiscen-
tiallitie. 1626 W. Sclater Expos. 11. Thess. (1629) 244 To
loue him [God] a little more then concupiscentialfy.

t Concupisce ntious, a. Obs. [f. L. con-

cupiscentia Concuhscence + -ous : cf. /icenlious,

etc.] Eagerly desirous, full of concupiscence.
a 1555 Bradford Wks. I Parker Soc.* 457 We were carnal,

concupiscentious, idle, etc. 1583 Stubbes Anal. Abus. 1.

156 A concupiscencious, baudie, & beastiall looue. 1607
Dkkker Westw. Hoe v. iv. The Concupiscentious Male-
factors make 'em ready & take London napping.

Concu piscently, adv. [f. Concupiscent +
-ly 2

.] With concupiscence.
c 1450 tr. T, a K&mpis Iviii. 135 It bihoueb nedys. .bat he

cleue to no creature concupiscently wip no pryuate loue.

Concupiscible (k^nkiw-pisib*!), a. In 5
-pyssible. [a. F. concupiscible (14th c), ad. L.

concupiscibil-is (Jerome;, f. concupisc-c*re : see -ble.]

f 1. Vehemently to be desired ; worthy to be
longed for or lusted after. Obs.

1490 Caxton Eneydos ii. 16 All thynges concupyssible to

thappetyte of theyr desire. 1491 — Vitas Fatr. (W. de W.
14951 v. iv. 338 a/2 The vertue of contynence consysteth .

.

also in absteynyng hym selfe to see & beholde worldly
thynges & concupyscyble. 1683 E. Hooker Pre/. Pordage s

Mystic Div. 93 note, A state of pleaceur is..eligibl and
concupiscibl. 1761 Sterne Tr. Sh. V. 47 (D.) Never did thy
eyes behold, .anything in this world more concupiscible.

2. Vehemently desirous ; characterized by desire

or longing ; of the nature of concupiscence.
Concupiscible appetite, faculty , etc. : one of the two parts

of our irrational ' nature, the other being the irascible.

[= Plato's to ciri0v|u.r)Ti*e6e, in his tripartite division of the
soul.]

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. in. vi. (1495I 53 Joye and
Hope come of the vertue concupiscibl. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 112b, Sensualite is called of doctours, the
appetyte concupyscible. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. i. 98
By gift of my chaste body To his concupiscibfe intemperate
lust. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 110 The Irascible

passions doe follow the temper of the heart, but the con-
cupiscible distractions the crasis of the liver. 17ml Wollas-
ton Relig. Nat. ix. 171 All his affections, concupiscible and
irascible. 1850 Newman Diflc. Anglic. 259 The irascible or
the concupiscible principle is ever insurgent against reason.

t b. quasi-j^. The concupiscible faculty or prin-

ciple. Obs.

1594 Carew Iluarte's Exatn. Wits xiy. (1596) 250 Our
first parents . . lost this qualitie, and the irascible and con-
cupiscible remained. 1653 H.More Conject. Cabbal. (1713*
21 The Concupiscible began to be so immoderate as to

resolve to do any thing that may promote pleasure.

Hence Concupiscibleness. rare~°.
1730-6 Bailey, Concupiscibleness, fitness or readiness to de-

sire or be desired earnestly. 1775 in Ash ; and in mod. Diets.

i Concu pitive, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. L. con-

cuptt- ppl. stem of comup-tre, concupisc-ere (see

above) +-IVE.] Concupiscible 2.

1631 J. FIreake] Agrip/a's Occ. Philos. 140 The con-
cupitive power of the soul,

t Ccncupy. Obs. rare~ x
. App. an abbrevia-

tion or perversion of concubine (cf. CoNCUBY).
Some have interpreted it concupiscence.

1606 Shaks. Tr.
<J>

Cr. v. ii. 177 Heele tickle it for his

concupie.

Concupyssible, obs. f. Concupiscible.

Concur (kf7nkf>\i), v. Also 6-7 -curr;e. [ad.

L. concurr-ere to run together, assemble, meet,

rush together in hostility, etc., f. con- together +
eurrtre to run. The hostile sense was app. that

in which it was first used in Eng. : cf. F. concourir

(i6thc. in Littre).]

fl. intr. To run together violently or with a

shock ; to come into collision ; to collide. Obs,

a 1470 TiPTOFT Caesar xii. (1530) 15 The shyppys . . were
sore brosyd by reason of concurring. 15x3 Douglas ALtieis

vim. xii. 43 Huge hie hilUs, concurrand all at anis, Togidder
rusch and meyt wyth vther montanis. 1692 Bentley
Boyle Lect. vii. 236 Is it not now utterly incredible that our
two Vessels placed there, Antipodes to each other, should
ever happen to concur?

fb. To run together in hostility; to rush at

each other. Obs.

1513 Douglas Aineis x. i. 20 My will was nocht at the
Italianys In batale suld concur contrar Troianis. 1587 T.
Hughes Arthur nr. ii, Anon, they fierce encountring both
concur'd, With griesly looks and faces like their fates. 1660

S. Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679)430 They can never
accord, but are ever snarling and concurring, as Dogs, to-

gether by the ears among themselves.

2. To run or come together peacefully ; to meet,

f a. Of persons : To have concourse. Obs.

1577 Hellowes Gueuara's Ckron. 53 He built a market
place for the merchants of both people, to trade and con-
curre. 1609 BiBLE(Douay) 2 Sam. xix. 41 Al the men of Is-

rael concurring to the king. 163a Lithgow Trav. vii. (1682)

295 By their concurring hither, it is wonderfully peopled.

+ b. To flow together, as streams ^material or

immaterial). Obs.

1548 Ld. Somerset EPist. Scots 239 Twoo successions
cannot concurre and fal into one, by no maner of other
meanes, then by manage. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent
{1826) 198 The one ioincth with the first head of Medway
at Twiford, and the other closeth with the third brooke of
Medwey a little from Stylebridge, and they all concurre at

Yealding. 1625 Ussher Anstv. Jesuit 366 The one [mo-
tion] whereby the soule concurreth to the bodie (which we
call generation), etc. 1643 tr. Fabriciui Exper. Chyrurg.
iv. 9 The. .humours do concurre together unto the offended
part. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704) 69 Why may not Atoms
of different Species concur to the composition of Bodies?

•f c. Of lines, etc. : To converge and meet. Obs.

1570 Billings ley Euclidi. Def. xxxv. 6 Parallel, .lines.

.

produced infinitely on both sydes, do neuer in any part

concurre. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 556 In a round figure

they concurre and meete together into a poynt. 1703 T. N.
City C. Purch. 8 They always concur in an acute Angle
at the Top. x8a8 Hutton Course Math. II. 147 To find

the resultant of several forces concurring in one point, and
acting in one plane.

d. Of times, events, and circumstances : To fall,

happen, or occur together ; to coincide.

1596 Danett tr. Comities 291 Many matters concur heere.

1606 Shaks. Tr. * Cr. rv, v. 274 As Hectors leysure, and
your bounties shall Concurre together. 1614 Raleigh ///*/.

World 111. ix. >heading\ Matters concurring with the Pelo-

ponnesian Warre. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1. xxxvii. 1 1739)

56 Right and Victory always do not concur. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 160 f 11 It were happy if. .virtue could con-

, cur with pleasure. 1868 Bain Merit. <$• Mor. Sc. iv. v. | 1

When two pleasures concur, the result is a greater pleasure.

1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 390 The chance that different and
mutually independent events will concur is measured by the

product of their respective chances.

e. Eccl. Of two feasts : To fall on two con-

secutive days, so that the second vespers of the

one coincide with the first vespers of the other.

1863 Neale Ess. Lt'turg. 113 Suppose that the Second
Vespers of an ordinary Sunday were to concur with the
First Vespers of a Festival of the First or Second Class.

T f. Of qualities, attributes, etc. : To come to-

gether or be combined in the same person or thing;

to meet in. Obs.

1574 Whitgift Def. Aunsw. 253 None can be founde
in whom all these qualities do concurre. 1596 Drayton
Legends iv. 202 Youth, Wit, and Courage, all in me con-

curre. 1671 Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 301 If Government,
and the preaching of the Gospel, may well concur in the

same person.

3. To combine in action, to co-operate

:

a. of j>ersons, etc.

1549 Compl. Scot. Prol. (1872) 12 AI sort is of craftts suld

concur to gyddir, ande ilkane til help vthirs. 1588 Allen
Admon* 47 They should not acknowledge her. .but accord-

ing to euery ones power and habillite, to concurr to her

deposition and condigne punishment. 16*6 W. Sclater
Exp. 2 Thess. (1620) 166 God concurres to euill » Ml Posi-

Hue, but priuatiue. 1642 J. Ball Anno, to Can ii. 42 The
whole Church should concurre in that action, i860 Geo.
Eliot F. Holt (i868> 36, I concurred with our incumbent in

getting up a petition against the Reform Bill.

b. of things, causes, circumstances, conditions.

1550 Mp/rr. Mag., Hen. VI, xii. 83 Thus wrath and
wreake divine, mans sinnes and humours yll, Concur in one.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 921 There be many
causes concurring, which mooue men to praier. 1633 G.
Herbert Temple, Praise \\, All things concurre to give it

a perfection. 1677 Grew Anat. Plants, Lect. v. Colours
Plants i. } 11 How doth the Air concur to the Greenness
of Plants? 1817 R.Jameson Char. Min. 150 One of the plane

angles which concur to the formation of the solid angle.

1861 Stanley East. Ch. iii. (18691 83 Two opposite forces

concurred in bringing about the Council of NicKa.

4. To agree in opinion {with).

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons Aiijb, They doo al-

leadge . . that their wars are now growen to greater perfec-

tion.. in the which I do concurre with them. 1631 Star
Chamb. Cases (Camd. Soc.) 22 For the censure I doe con-

curre with M r Chancellor. 1666 Pepys Diary (1879) IV. 16

Whom my wife concurs with me to be a pretty woman.
1749 Fielding Tom Jones Wks. 1775 U 1

'
8 3 Mr" Alworthy

by no means concurred with the opinion of those parents.

181 8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 404 From what was said , he

concurred that the intention of the testator was lawful. 1876

Groti Elh. Fragm. ii. 37 If the public dissent from our
views we say that they ought to concur with us.

t 5. Of things : To agree, accord in quality,

character, etc. Obs,

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 207 Your doinges therefore
shall concurre and agree with reason and conscience. 1597
Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. t. 87 To establish here a Peace in-

deede, Concurring both in Name and Qualitie. 1610
Guillim Heraldry iv.vii. (i6ii) 205 The hanging downe of

the bag from the Handwrist, doth concurre with that forme
of Sleeue which the women of Galway . . at this day doe
vse. 1765 H. Walpole Otranto i. (1798) 18 It was now
twilight, concurring with the disorder of his mind. 1788
Tripcr 399 As the opinions of mankind concur to his incli-

nations and suit his taste.

6. Law . Of rights, titles, etc. : To cover or claim

the same ground
;
hence, to conflict, clash.

16x3 Sir H. Finch Law (16361 61 When two titles con-
curre, the best is preferred. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II.

259 Where the king's title and a subject's concur, the king's

shall be always preferred.

Concurbit, obs. f. Cucurbit.
1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. T. 241.

Concurrence (k^nkitrrens). Also 7 -anoe.

[ad. med.L. cotteurrenlia, f. concurrcre (see Con-
cur) ; or perh. immed. from concurrent : see -ence.

In Fr. concurrent occurs from the 15th c. onward.]

+ 1. Running together, confluence
;
meeting. Obs.

1634-5 Brereton Trav. (1844* 125 There is a concurrence
and confluence of three strong tides, a x68a Sir T. Browne
Tracts 165 Where to place that concurrence of waters.

+ b. Confluence of people ; concourse, meeting.

1632 Lithgow Trot: v. 201 It is both large and populous
. . wnich draweth a concurrence of all nations to it.

a 1639 Wotton in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 221 He drew a
great concurrence, from that Kingdom. 1675 Ocilbv Brit.

Introd. 8 Through which Passage a numerous Concurrence
doth pass.

c. The meeting of lines, surfaces, etc. ; in mod.
Geom. the point of meeting of three or more lines.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (1839)184 Two strait lines,

which are applied to one another . . may be separated . . in

such manner, that their concurrence in one point will still

remain. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wurtx'Surg. 111. xiv. 260This Symp-
tome befals..all other joint wounds, .where there is a con-
currence of sinews and muscles. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision

% 5 The concurrence of the optic axes. 1881 J. Casey Sequel
to Euclid 10 The point of concurrence of perpendiculars
from the angles on the opposite sides.

2. Occurrence together in time, of events or cir-

cumstances ; coincidence ; a juncture.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. ii. | 2 So in states, arms and
learning, .have a concurrence or near sequence in times.

1647 May Hist. Pari. 11. i. 1 In such a concurrence of high
affairs . . nothing was so irksome to the people as delay.

1711 Addison Sf>ect. No. 257 f8 Our Behaviour in every
Concurrence of Affairs. 1756 Johnson Let. to J. Warton
15 Apr. in Bos-well, Except there be a lucky concurrence of
a postday with a holiday. 1805 Foster Ess. in. ii. 27 The
most opportune concurrence of circumstances, i860 Tyn-
dall Giac. 11. App. 434 We have established the concur-

rence of the phenomena of cleavage and pressure,

b. Eccl. (See quot. 1879.)
1863 Neale Ess. Ltturg. 112. 1879 Mrq. Bute tr. Roman

Breviary I. p. xix, By Concurrence (as opposed to Occur-
rence, which is two Offices falling on trie same day), is

meant the case of the Second Vespers of one Office falling

on the same evening as the First Vespers of another. 1889
Saritm Dioc. Kalendar, Tables of rules for Occurrences
and Concurrences.

3. Combination in effecting any purpose or end,

or in doing any work
;
co-operation of agents or

causes.

15*5 Bp. of Bath in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 87. I. 309 The
Pope of Rome was never lyke a Pope tyll he had the con-

currence off other Princes, a 1631 Donne in Select. (1840)

83 Concurrence, and co-operation to our own salvation.

1635 Swan Spec. M. v. ( 2 (1643) 143 When there is a more
unusuall concurrence of causes. 171 1 Addison Sped. No.
112 P7 Their mutual Concurrence in doing good. 1855 Bain

Senses 4 Int. it. i. (1864) 85 The organization of the nervous

centres, for the performance of actions requiring the concur-

rence of several of them.

4. Accordance, agreement ; assent, consent.

1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. Introd. 1, I found a general

concurrence of the I •
. 1794 Paley Evid. 1. ix. |4

Their [Christians'] concurrence in the Canon of Scripture is

remarkable. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. m, vii, He signified

his concurrence in the views advanced.

|| 5. Pursuit of the same object
;
rivalry, compe-

tition. (Now a Gallicism : cf. Conctrkent B a.)

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 434 Appius Claudius was
in election and concurrence against him for the office of

Censourship. 183a Gen. P.Thompson Extrc. {1842) I. 57
The arguments against competition {concurrence) . . all

finally come aground on this rock. 1866 Lecky Ration.

II. 380 To reduce, by increased concurrence, the wages of

the remainder. 1873 Browning Red Cott. A'/.-r. 264 What
say you . . To trying a concurrence with La Roche, And
laying down a rival oyster-bed t

6. «= Concurrency 4.

1809 Tomlins Law Diet. s.v. Court, The Archdeacon's
Court, .jurisdiction is sometimes in concurrence with, some-

times in exclusion of, the Bishop's Court of the diocese.

Concurrency. Also 7 -ancy. [f. as prec.

with the later suffix -ENCY.]

L A running together in place or time ;
meeting,

combination.
1507 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Wks. II. 121 Is it probable that

God should .. command concurrency of rest with extra-

ordinary occasions of doleful events? 1605 Timme Quersit.

11. iv. 116 The eaual concurrencie of sulphur and quick-

silver. 1x635 Nal-nton Fragm, Reg. lArb.t 63 Where
there was a concurrencie of old bloud with fidelity, a mix-

ture which ever sorted with the Queens nature. 1660 tr.

Paracelsus'A rchidoxis 1 . iv. 4 1 There's made a concurrency,

or meeting 01 two likes. x88o Ki skin in igth Cent. June
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942 The fields on each side of it are . . cut through . . by the
wild crossings and concurrencies of three railroads.

2. Accordance in operation or opinion ; co-
operation

;
consent; = Concurrence 3, 4.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xlix. (1612) 226 But much
more Concurrancie from one to all to stop that common
Sore. 1618 Sir H. Carev in Fortesc. Papers 56 Soe gene-
rail a concurrency. . in that opinion. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost
227 Books, .written by the concurrency and direction of the
Holy Ghost.

b. Something that concurs with other things;

a concurring circumstance, etc.

1636 Blunt Voy. Levant (1637) 40 This large compasse
helps other concurrencies to justifie the Turkish reports,

+ 3. Pursuit of the same object with another;
competition, rivalry. Obs.
f597 Daniel Civ. Wares VOL lxxxviii, To .. shut out all

other concurrency. 163a Le Grys Veil. Paterc. 188 In their
concurrency for the place of the Soveraign Bishop.

f 4. The quality or fact of being concurrent in

jurisdiction ; joint right or authority. Obs.
1691 T. H[aleJ Acc. New Invent, p. lviii, The Admiral ..

hath, .a concurrency with the Lord Mayor of London in the
Conservatorship of the River of Thames, a 1750 Ayliffe
(J.>, A bishop might have officers, if there was a concur-
rency ofjurisdiction between him and the archdeacon.

Concurrent (k^nkzrrent), a. and sb. Also 5-7
-ant, 6 -aunt(e. [ad. L. concurrent-em, pr. pple.

of concurrHrex see Concur and -ent. Concurrens
was common as an adj. in med.L., and concurrent
was used in Fr. from 13th c. French influence is

perh. accountable for the early spelling -<*(«)«/.]

A. adj.

1. Running together in space, as parallel lines ;

going on side by side, as proceedings
;
occurring

together, as events or circumstances
;

existing or
arising together

;
conjoint, associated.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 32 § 1 Every other thing con-
currant that in that partie were requisite. 1534 Ld. Ber-
ners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Biij, Nor all the philo-
sophers . . were concurrant in one time, but after the death
of one good, an nother came better. 1547 Boorde Brev.
Health Pref. 4 Yf. .it have any other infirmytie concurrant
with it. 1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 29 A broad, and
deepe cauitie . . through the which are concurrent, not a
small number of tendons. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 3 There
were, .concurrent in his Person, three severall Titles to the
Imperiall Crowne. 1667 Boyle Orig. Formes § Qual.,
Forms which, .may be as fitly styl'd Coordinate or concur-
rent. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 6 The concurrent
voices of both sexes. 1844 Williams Real Prop. Law
(1877) 175 The concurrent existence of two distinct systems
of jurisprudence was a peculiar feature of English Law.
1878 Glen Public Health Act 1875 vi. (ed. 9) 254 Concur-
rent rates for repairs of Highways are invalid if made for
the same period of time.

b. Meeting in or tending to the same point
;

esp.

in modern Geom. of three or more lines.

a 1721 Prior Conversation 32 Like lines concurrent to their
center. 1879 Ruskin Lett, to Clergy 44 The pressure of the
concurrent crowd. 1881 J. Casey Sequel to Euclid 3 When
three or more lines pass through the same point they are said
to be concurrent. 1885 Leudesdorf Cremona's Proj. Geom.
155 If then four concurrent straight lines, -are given.

2. Acting in conjunction
;

co-operating ; con-
tributing to the same effect.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 583/2 Manne can not
tourne vnto him without . . concurraunte helpe of goddes
especial^ grace. 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 137
Thre principal partes concurrent to the same. 1651 Baxter
Inf. Bapt. 34^2 It is reall Baptism that is here mentioned,
the Spirit being spoken of as a concurrent cause. 1706 De
Foe jure Div. xi. 246 Concurrent Parliament supports his
Throne. 1875 H. E. Manning Mission H. Ghost ii. 36 He.

.

gives them the concurrent assistance of His own power.

3. Accordant, agreeing, consistent, harmonious
;

expressing concurrence.
1542 Boorde Dyetary x. (1870) 252 The contrarye vsage,

whiche is not concurraunt with nature. 1556 J. Heywood
Spider # F. xxiv. 76 This case to lordes and tenauntes is

concurrant. 1660 R. Coke Power $ Subj. 145 Aconcurrent
consent of all Histories. 1762 J. Brown Poetry Mus. iv.

(1763) 42 By Shouts of Sympathy or concurrent Approba-
tion. 1772 Sir W. Jones Ess. i. (1777) 164 The beauties of
Yemen are proved by the concurrent testimony of all

travellers. 1866 J. Martineau Ess. I. 136 The results are
remarkable and concurrent.

4. Law. Covering the same ground (hence, in

the case of titles = conflicting)
;

having authority
or jurisdiction on the same matters ; co-ordinate.
1531 Dial. Laws Eng. 1. ix. (16381 20 If two titles be

concurrent together . . the eldest title shall be preferred.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. (1618) 172 They had made the
Count Rainuce concurrant with him in authorise. 1767
Blackstone Comm. II. 513 The chancery has a concurrent
jurisdiction with thein. 1768 Ibid. III. 40 In some of them
the king's bench has also a concurrent authority. 1861
May Const. Hist. (1863) I. vii. 462 Differences between
concurrent jurisdictions, which no other power was compe-
tent to reconcile.

b. Concurrent lease : a lease made before another
is expired, and so existing for part of the time side
by side with the other.
1622 Jas. I. Instruct, cone. Bps. (T.), Every bishop, that

shall be nominated by us to another bishoprick, shall . . not
presume to make any. .concurrent lease. 1767 Blackstone
Comm. II. 321 Where there is an old lease in being, no con-
current lease shall be made, unless where the old one will
expire within three years. 1848 Wharton Law Lex. 365/1
If a lease be made for life or years, to one, and afterwards
the lessor make a lease for years, to another, the second

lease is a concurrent lease . . if the first lease be for twenty
years, and the second lease be for thirty years, and both
begin at one time, the second lease is good for the last ten
years.

c. Fire Insurance. Used to signify that all the
Companies insuring a particular risk have accepted
equal or proportionate amounts of the total sum
insured, and have adopted precisely similar policy

wordings, clauses, and warranties, so that in the
event of fire, all shall be assessed on one identical

basis in the determination of their various con-
tributory proportions of the loss.

1873 Walford Insur. Cycl., Concurrent Policies., are
such as are concurrent as regards property covered without
reference to average or other conditions. 1890 Lett, from
Western Assurance Co. of Toronto has the phrases ' $80,000
total concurrent insurance allowed

'
;

' other insurances
(concurrent in formi permitted without notice', etc.

B. sb.

1. A concurrent circumstance, a contributory

cause.

[1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi. 259 Whan
all these condycyons shall be togyder and concurentes.]

1667 Decay Chr. Piety vi. § 19. 256 Consider how few steps
he has to the end of hisunhappy journey, though no extrinsic
concurrent should hasten his pace. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamil-
ton Led. Metaph. (1877) I. iii. 59 Each of these three con-
currents must be considered as a partial cause, for, abstract
any one, and the effect is not produced.

2. A rival claimant, a competitor. Now rare
(exc. as a Gallicism).
1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. m. xxxviii. 137 Your maiesty

. .nourisheth a concurrent [xmutum], 1602 Carew Com-
wall (1723) 154 a, S. Michaels Mount, looketh so aloft, as
it brooketh no concurrent, for the highest place, a 1670
Hacket Cent. Serm. (1675) 313 A Rebel, that had set up
a concurrent against his lawful King. 1747 Carte Hist.
Eng. I. 553 He could scarce keep his ground against his

concurrent for the throne. 1841 D'Israei.i Amen. Lit. I.

239 Like . . his unknown concurrents in Germany. 1865
Morning Star 12 Dec, The Opposition favourite must, in

the long run, beat all concurrents.

f 3- A person or thing coexistent or contemporary
with another. Obs.
1622 Bacon Hen. VII Wks. (i860) 478 If a man should

compare him with the kings his concurrents in France and
Spain. 1668 Howe Bless. A* igkteous (1825 1 126 But besides
what it carries in itself, there are other (more extrinsical)

concurrents that do further signalize this season.

4. Sc. Law. One who accompanies a sheriff's-

officer as witness or assistant.

1815 Scott Guy M. xxxiii, ' Mac Guffog, the thief-taker,

and twa or three concurrents, had a man in hands in the
kitchen '. 1816 — A ntiq. xli, ' I ken it frae ane o' his con-
currents, as they ca' them, that's warned to meet him.'

5. In the Calendar : f a. = Epact i b. Obs. rare.

1561 Eden Arte Nauig. 11. vi. 30b, The concurrent of
euery yeare, is the number of the dayes passed of the con-
junction of the Moone at the begynnyng of Marche. Ibid.

31 This nomber of Epact or concurrent is founde.

b. * One of the supernumerary days of the year
over fifty-two complete weeks; —so called because

they concur with the solar cycle, the course of

which they follow' (Webster).

+ 6. Used to render med.L. Concorezzenses, a

subdivision of the Albigenses in 1 2-1 3th c, named
from Concorezzo or Concoreggio in Italy : see

Mosheim, 12th Cent., I. v. § 5. Obs.
1580 Fulke Stapleton Confut. {Parker Sod 77 The

Protestants are at great variance among themselves ; not
for learnings sake, as the Concurrents in Italy.

^1 A false singular from concurrents, erroneous
form of Concurrence : cf. Accidence.
1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 266 Whoeuer will, .consider the

comportment of the English nation, the concurrent of
martial men. a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (1st ed.

1641) in Select. HarLMisc. (1795) 174 The concurrent [ed.

1653 current] of her fame carries it to this day. 1635 Swan
Spec. M. (1670) 40 By their help and concurrant.

Concurrently, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] Tn a
concurrent or concurring manner ; in concurrence.
1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess. 301 (T.) They did not

vote these special and precise means concurrently with the
voice of God. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1841) I. iii. 235
The appointment of magistrates to administer justice con-
currently with the consuls. 1882 Pebodv Eng. Journalism
xxi. 160 When newspapers began.. they appeared concur-
rently in all the chief centres of population and trade.

Concurrentness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] rare.

The quality or fact of being concurrent.
18. . Scott cited by Worcester (1846).

Concu'rrer. rare. [f. Concur v. +-ER 1
.] One

who concurs.
1617 Collins Def. Bp. Ely t. ii. 112 The concurrers with

Anatolius. .were led. .with farre diuerse respects.

t ConcUTrible, a. Obs. In 7 -able. [f.

Concur or L. concurrere, on L. type *concurribilis;

see -ble.] Able to concur.
1611 Cotgr., Compatible, concurrable, which can abide or

agree together ; or indure, or beare with, one another.

Concu rring, vbl. sb. [f. Concur v. + -ing 2
.]

= Concurrence.
1594 T. B. La Prhnaud. Fr. Acad. B. 517 God . . by the

concurring of his generall action, whereby he sustaineth
and preserueth the natures of all things. 1680 Filmer
Patriarcha ii. § 7 Their concurring in the election.

Concurring ik^nkimn), a. [f. Concur v.

+ -ING 2
.] That concurs ; concurrent.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 17 Cursed is that religion,
that makes him but a chief Saviour, and requires other
concurring helps. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xv, Many
concurring circumstances. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 15
The general concurring opinion of the world. 1848 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. I. 299 The independent and concurring evi-
dence of witnesses whose authority is beyond exception.

Concu'rringly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly With
concurrence, concurrently.
1650 A. B. Mutatus Polemo 35 They are to meet at

Breda, where now a Babel of them are concurringly tumbled
together. 1840 Arnold Let. in Stanley Life (1844) H. ix.

195 Those great truths . . which the highest authorities ..

seem to me concurringly to teach.

Concurs(e, obs. ff. Concourse.
ConCU'rsion. 7 Obs. [ad. L. concursidn-em,

n. of action f. concurrere to run together, Concur.]
Running or rushing together; concourse.

1533 Bellenden Livy 1. (1822)43 Thair bricht armoure,
be feirs concursioun, resoundit in the aire. 1621 G. Sandys
Ovid's Met. xiv. 545 Th' Astrasan sons in swift concursions
joyne. 1692 Benti.ey Serm. vi. Wks. 1836-8 III. 131 Atoms
.. by their omnifarious concursions and combinations and
coalitions, produce successively . . an infinite number of
worlds. 1717 J. Keill Amm. (Eco?i. (1738) in They will

recede with a greater Velocity than they did at their first

Concursion. 1830 T. Taylor Argum. Cetsus 23 Recursions
and concursions of the stars.

Concuss (kf?nk27-s\ v. [f. L. concuss-, ppl.

stem of concutcre to dash together, shake violently

;

in the jurists 1 to terrify by threats in order to extort

money *
; f. con- + quatcre to shake, strike, dash,

etc. Cf. It. concussare (of freq. form) to shake.]

1. trans. To shake violently ; to agitate, disturb.

Chiefly Jig.
1597 [see Concussed i]. 1603 Daniel Epist. Wks. (17 17) 342

Concussed with uncertainty. 1796 Campaigns 1793-4,
II. ix. 64 The clouds overloaded concus'd by the sound.
1863 Wynter Subtle Brains 290 Being twice bumped or
concussed across the South Downs.
2. To injure (the brain, etc.) by concussion.
1689 Moyi.e Sea Chyrurg. 11. vii. 50 'Tis a sign that the

brain is concussed. 1865 }. Payn Married beneath him I.

34 Mr. Merrick, by getting his [brain] concussed, silenced
the voice of detraction.

3. To force by threats [into, or to do, something).
From Roman Law, and used chiefly by Sc. writers.

1839 Alison Hist. Europe (1849) I. iii. § 53. 306 Louis .

.

had been literally concussed, .into this. . ruinous step. 1843
Eraser's Mag, XXYII. 519 She concussed Donald to move
his heels. 1880 Knight Scotch Serin. 102 Every party ..

ought to tolerate a dissentient minority, and not concuss it

into acquiescence.

b. To overawe or influence by threats; to subject

to undue coercive influence.

1849 Taifs Mag. XVI. 267/1 The Times has endeavoured
to concuss country gentlemen. 1864 Mrs. Oliphant Per-
petual Curate II. 43 Frank, .was no longer to be coerced
and concussed. 1885 Manch. Exam. 23 June 57 Without
supposing that he is absolutely concussed by the Crown.

t ConCUSSa*tion. Obs. [n. of action from L.

^concussare, freq. of concutcre (not recorded, butcf.

It. concussare : see Concuss z>.).] Violent shaking

or agitation.

1641 Bp. Hall Serm. Rem. Wks. (1660) 68 When he feels

any vehement concussations of government. 1645— Peace-
maker % 8 (R.) A subterraneous fire., which after some
astonishing concussation breaks furiously out.

Concussed .kpnkvst), />/>/. a. [f. Concuss v.

+ -ed 2
.] 1. Violently shaken or agitated.

1597 Daniel Civ. Wares lit. Ixxxix, The poore concussed
State. 1605 — Philotas Wks. (1717) 336 In his dangerous
and concussed State.

2. Affected with concussion (of the brain, etc.).

1878 T. Bryant Praet. Surg. I. 201 A concussed brain

should be regarded as a bruised one. 1881 Daily News 13

Jan. 5/2 No one is supposed to have a vested interest in

the broken legs and concussed spines of the community.

Concussion (kpnkvjdn). [ad. L. co?icussion-

em, n. of action f. concutcre : see Concuss. Cf.

F. concussion, 16th c in Littre.]

1. The action of violently shaking or agitating ;

particularly, the shock of impact.
1490 Caxton Eneydos x. 39 Juno prayd the goddys of

wyndes that eueryche . . sholde make concussyon and tor-

mente in the ayer. 1541 R. Copland Guydofis Formul.
U iv, Woundes or sores made with concussyons or strypes.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. III. xlii. 303 A concussion of" the

Heavens. 1760 tr. Juan <$- Ulloa's Voy. (i77 z) VI - i-
t
3°6

This terrible concussion was general all over the province

of Quito. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mech. 647 Less

liable to be broken by shocks or concussions. 1858 Greener
Gunnery 89 The proper shape and form of cannon to resist

concussions. 1879 Harlan Eyesight ii. 19 When the retina

is irritated by the concussion of a violent blow . . flashes of

light, .result.

b. transf. andfig.
1641 Bp, Hall Serm. Rem. Wks. {1660)65 The concussion

or unsettlement of the state of Israel, and the division of it.

1846 Prescott Ferd. $ Is. I. Introd. 85 The brisk concus-

sion given to the minds of the Catalans.

2. Surg. Injury caused to the brain, spine, or

other part, by the shock of a heavy blow, fall, etc.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terapeutyke 2 A ij b, The
solution of contynuyte called ecchymosis in greke commeth
most often with concussyon and ruption. 1656 Ridgley
Pract. Physick 68 Concussion of the Brain is made from an
external cause. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 177 The term con-

cussion conveys not a precise idea of that derangement
which is produced in the organization of the brain by
external violence, on which account . . I have been induced to
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substitute that of contusion. 1847 South tr. Chelius' Surg.

L 411 In concussion there is always gorging of the brain

with blood. 1879 Carpenter Ment. Phys. 1. ii. i 68 (1879)

72 The Spinal Cord must have been in a state of concussion.

8. Extortion by threats or violence, esp. on the

part of the ruling power. Orig. in Rom. Law.
1597 Daniel Ciz: Wares iv. lxxv, Concussion, rapine,

pillories, Their catalogue of accusations fill. 1602 Fulbecke
Pandectes 74 This Suetonius reckoneth as one of the con-

cussions of Tiberius, who tooke from cities and priuate men
the Mettals in which they were lawfullie interested. 1630

R. Johnson's Kingd. <y Comnrtv. 86 Many concussions are

put in practice from the kings prerogative, to furnish the

offices with reasonable allowance. 1640-4 Petit, in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 81 These great and high Concussions
in the Prosecution of this Cause. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio).

4. Comb., as concussion-bellows, a self-acting

reservoir for regulating the wind-supply in an
organ ; concussion-fuse, a fuse (in a shell) ignited

by concussion or impact.
i88x C. A. Edwards Organs 44 The concussion bellows

[is] a triangular reservoir placed over a valve in the wind
trunk. 1864 Daily Tel. 18 May, The segment shells could
not derive much assistance from their concussion fuses, on
account of the soft state in which the ground was.

t ConcU'SSionary, sb. and a. [ad. F. concus-

sionnaire (16th c), f. concussion: see -aby.]

A. sb. One who practises 'concussion' (sense

3) ; a public extortioner.

161 1 Cotgr., Concussionaire, a Concussionarie, or publicke
extortioner; one that (counterfaiting an authoritie) extorts
gifts from men. 16. . Time's Storehouse 931 iL.' A wicked
magistrate, and publicke concussionary or extortioner .

.

may thus salve his thefts. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1692-
173a in Coles.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to concussion or the

shock of impact.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio).

Concussive vk^nkzrsiv), a. U- concuss-

ppl. stem (see above") + -ive.] Of the nature of

or pertaining to concussion.
lS7* )• Jones Bathes 0/Bath 1. 7 a, Concussiue, or shak-

ing paine, procedeth of matter, that is resolued betwene the
muscles and panycles. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 426 It

is a concussiue motion. 1794 Gisborsf. Walks Forest \.

(1706' 15 With concussive roar Echoed the cliffs. 1866
Ansted in Intell. Observ. No. 52. 275 Concussive move-
ments or earthquakes.

t C0HCU*te, V . Obs. rare. [ad. L. concutZ-re :

see Concuss. Cf. obs. F. concutir in same sense

and use in 16th c] trans. To shake.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 55/1 Take ther-

out the pot, and shake it. .till in concutinge or shaking of
the same he rattle like poulder.

Concutient vkf?nki?7 J'Snr, a. nonce-wd. [ad.

L. concutient-em, pr. pple. of eoncute're : see Con-
cuss and -ent.] Meeting with concussion.

1859 Thackeray Virgin, xl, The negroes on the maternal
estate, .would meet in combat like two concutient cannon-
balls, each harder than the other.

Concyclic (k^nsrklik), a. Geom. [f. Con- to-

gether + Cyclic (f. Gr. kvk\os circle).] a. Lying
(as a series of points) on the circumference of one
circle, b. Of two or more conicoids : Giving
circular sections when cut by the same system of

parallel planes. Also absol. as sb.

1871 H. M. Jeffery in Q. Jml. Math.ll. 225. 1874 Salmon
Analyt. Geom. 3 Dimens. Contents g 104 Forms of Equa-
tions of Concyclic surfaces. [Text] % 104 Surfaces whose
coefficients of x*, y1

, t\ differ only by a constant, have the
same planes of circular section. 1884 C. Smith Solid Geom.
(1886) S 173 A system of confocal conicoids reciprocates into

a system of concyclic conicoids. Ibid. § 174 The points of
contact of the plane with the concyclics which touch it.

Concyence, -ens, obs. ff. Consciknce.

Cond, cund (k»nd, k^md), v. ? Obs. [app.

from the earlier condie, Condue : pcrh. the final

vowel was sunk in that of the inflexion, e.g. in past

tense, condyde, condude. See also Con i>.
2
]

1 1. trans. To conduct. Obs.

c 1400 Beryn 3980 He woll have . . a saff* condit enselid.

Ibid. 3995 He chargit Baronstwelff. .To cond himUW.S'. his]

saff & his meyne.
2. To conduct (a ship) : to direct the helmsman
how to steer ; = Con v.*

161 j Trav. Four Englishm. Pref. 11 The Mariners were.

.

not accustomed to saile by compasse or cunding of the ship,

but by the eye and view. 169s in Smith's Seaman's Gram.
1. xvi. 76 To Condor Cun, is to direct or guide, and tocun a
Ship istodirect the Person at Helm how to steer her. 1711-

1790 Bailey TocondJoconn. 1823 Ckabb Technol. Diet.,Cond.

3. To direct fishing-boats after a shoal of her-

ring or pilchard, as seen from heights overlooking

the sea; to balk.
160a Carew Cornwall 32 b, The boates are directed in

their course by a Balker or Huer, who standeth on the
Cliffe side, and from thence best dtscerncth the quantitie

and course of the Pilcherd.according whereunto hee cundeth
(as they call it) the Master of each boate (who hath his eye
still fixed upon him) by crying with a lowd voice, whistling
through his fingers, and wheazing certing diuersified and
significant signes, with a bush, which hee holdeth in his

hand. 1603 Act 1 Jas. /, c. 23 To Balke, Hue, Conde, Di-
rect, and Guide the Fishermen. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-
Bk., Cund, to give notice which way a shoal of fish is gone.

Condamn, -dampn, obs. ff. Condemn v.

II Conde, COndee (k^-ndtf). [Sp. conde count

:—L. comit-em : see Count.] A (Spanish) count.

1633 T. Stafford Foe. IIib. xxiii. (i82i> 435 My master
sent me to assist the Condees Oneale and Odonnell. 164a
Life Dk. Buckhm. in Select. Hart. Misc. {1793) 287 The
marquis, .replied with some heat, that the condee's as-
severation would force him to do that which he had not
done before. 1653 A. Wilson Jos. /, 250 The Duke sent
the Conde word again.

t Condecence. Obs. [f. L. condecent-em : see

Condecent and -ence. Cf. OF. condecence, 14th c.

in Godef. (The L. and F. analogies would give

the stress condecetice, which occurs in condecent

quot. 1560; but Bp. Ken has conde ceney.)] Fit-

ness, suitableness.

1678 Gale Crt Gentiles III. 7 In things morally good,
there is a natural condecence or congruitie to human nature.

t Condecency. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ency.]

Fitness, becomingness, meetness.
1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. x. § 2 (i6oo> 269/2 This the

Apostle urgeth from the condecencie of the thing. 1675
Baxter Cath. Theol. it. xn. 276 The Condecency of his

Goodness. 1754 Edwards Freed. Will iv. i. 196 The
Amiableness and Condecency of such a Disposition. 1774
J. Fletcher Sah: by Grace Wks. 1795 IV . 44 foot-n., I use
the. .expression of Dr. Owen, rewardable condecency.

b. (with //.) An instance of such propriety.
a 1711 Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 77 Thy Jus-

tice. .Creates Condecencies as strict.

Condecend, -cent, obs. ff. Condescend v.

t Condecent, a. Obs. [ad. L. condecent-em
becoming, seemly, fitting, pres. pple. of impers.

vb. condecet, f. con- together, altogether + decet it

is becoming ; or perh. immediately a. F. condecent,

14th c. in Godef.] Becoming, appropriate, meet.
1560 Rot.land Crt. Venus 1. 807 Scho. .Saluted him with

gretingis condecent. 1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1 1 1. 7 Original
Righteousness was natural to Adam, i.e. most condecent
to his nature. 1701 Beverley Glory of Grace 14 It was
every way condecent to the infinitely Holy. .Creator.

Condecent, obs. form of Condi-scent.

t Condecently, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.]

Becomingly, fitly.

a 1655 Vines Lord's Supp. (1677)293 Fitly, condecently,
answerably, becomingly.

t Conde corate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.

condecordre to adorn excessively or carefully, f.

con- + decordre to Decorate.] To decorate greatly

;

(?) to combine to decorate.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 21 Gorgeous architectures that

condecorate and adome it. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Traz\ 206
They have among them many young youthes, condecorated
with propheticke gestures. Ibid. iN.», Many choice and
fragrant gardens also condecorate her.

Condeld, obs. form of Candle.

t Con-delegate. Obs. rare. [f. Con- + Dele-
gate.] A fellow-delegate.

17*6 Ayliffe Parerg. 313 HisCollegue or Con*delegate.

II
Con delicatezza, delirio : see Con prep.

Condemn (kfTndem\ v. Forms : 3-4 con-
demp, 4-6 -dempn(e, 7 condem, -demne, 6-
condemn. Also 4-6 condampn, 6 -damn,
[a. OF. condemne-r, -dempm-r, also from 13th c.

eopuiamner, ad. L. com/em(p)ndre to condemn,
convict, sentence, etc., f. con- together, or intensive

4- dam(p)nd-re to damage, hurt, condemn. In Fr.

the verb settled down into the form condamner
(cf. It. condannare), which was also frequent in

Eng. from 14th to 16th c ; but here the influence

of the Lat. caused the final prevalence of condemn.]

1. trans. To pronounce an adverse judgement on
;

to express strong disapproval of, censure, blame.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18176 (Gott.), Quat ert bu .. bat. .Con-

dempnid bu bus all vr poustef c 1449 Pecock Repr. 4 The
clergie which summe of the comoun peple .. Iugen and
Condempnen to be yuele. 1559 Bp. Scot in Strype Ann.
Ref I. App. x. 20 We do not unadvisedly condempne our
forefathers and their doings. 160 1 Shaks. Twel. N. 111. iv.

141, I could condemne it as an improbable fiction. i66t
Brauhall Just Vind. ii. 7 So long as they forbear to cen-
sure and condemn one another. 1788 Rkid Aristotle's Log.
iv. 8 1. 68 This is a fault in reasoning which Aristotle con-
demns. 1871 R. W. Dals Commandm. ii. 41 The second
Commandment condemns a very different sin from that
which is condemned in the first.

b. Said of witnesses and acts : To procure the

condemnation of, to bring about the conviction of.

138a Wyclif Wisd. iv. 16 Forsothe the ri;twis dead con-
dempneth the unpitous men on ltue. — Matt. xii. 41 Men
of Nynyue shal ryse in dome with this generacioun, and
shulen condempne it. 1509 Kisher Wks. 242 If I wolde
iustyfy myn owne selfe, my wordes shall condempne me.
16x1 Bible Matt. xii. 42. 163a Hayward tr. Biondts
Eromena 22 Concealing such things as might condemne
her selfe for a mediatrix. Mod. Their looks condemn them.
His subsequent conduct condemns him.

C. absol.

1535 Coverdale Luke vi. 37 Condempne not and ye shal
notbe condempned.
2. To give judicial sentence against ; to find

guilty, convict. Opposed to acquit, absolve.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cviii. 6 When he is demyd (ja he

out condempnyd. 1388 Wyclif Mark xiv. 64 And thei alle

condempneden hym to be gilti of deeth. 1559 Mirr. Mag.,
Dk. Clarence Ii, I giltles was condemned. 1611 Bible Deut.
xxv. 1 The Iudges . . shall iustihe the righteous, and con-
demne the wicked. 1680 G. Hickes Spir. Popery 35 She
was since Arraigned and Condemn[ed] for the horrid Murder.
1735 Pope Sat. vu. 15 The thief condemn'd, in law already

dead. 1795 Gent. Mag. LXV. 1. 519 The execution of two
men condemned by a general court martial for riotous and
disorderly conduct. 1879 W. Smith Smaller Hist. Eng.
156 Cranmer had been tried and condemned with Latimer
and Ridley,

b. absol.

1647 Saltmarsh Sparkl. Glory {1%^) 177, I dare not judge,
nor condemn, nor conclude.

3. esp. with the penalty expressed, as condemn to

death, to be beheaded : formerly also in a fine or
forfeiture.

138a Wyclip 2 Chron. xxxvi. 3 The kyng of Egipt . . con-
dempnede the lond in an hundrith talentis of syluer. c 1400
Maundev. x. (1839) 114 The obere schall he condempne to
perpetuell peynes. 1435 Paston Lett. No. 5. I. 21 Sir John
Paston . . hath optyned me condempnyd to hym in CCC
tvij] marcz. 1514 Barclay Cyt. a> uplondyshm. (Percy
Soc.t 44 Condemned to suffer suche payne. 1536-34 Tin-
dale Luke xxiv. 20 To be condempned to deeth. 1551
Robinson tr. More's Iftop. 11. (Arb. 1 145 Condempned him
into exile. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. i. 419 We doe con-
demne thee to the very Blocke. 164a Rogers Naaman 19
Condemned in as much as they are worth. 1713 Mem.
Sign. Rozelli (ed. 2) I. 212 They condemn'd me to perpetual
Imprisonment. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. (1858) II. 229
A woman, .was condemned to be whipped through all the
market towns, .in Dorset. 1874 Green Short Hist. vi. 268
Condemned to do penance in the streets of London.
4. To pronounce guilty of ;a crime or fault).

*535 Wriothesley Chron. (1875) I. 28 And there con-
dempned of highe treason against the Kinge. 1600 Hol-
land Livy vit. xiii. 257 Supposing themselves by you con-
demned of cowardise. 16x4 Heywood Gunaik. 11. 07 She
was condemned of incest and buried alive. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Refl> v. i. 295 Condemn him of a mis-expence of his

Time or Talents. 1718 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 353 The
Synod, .condemned him of heterodoxy. x88a I. C. Mori-
son Macaulay 76 It is vastly more comforting to hear
Dr. Lingard condemn James II of injustice, infatuation,

arbitrary and impotent policy.

6. To doom to punishment in the world to

come, to damn.
1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 26 In hell condampnyt mot he be.

^S"^ Nowel in Liturg. Serr>. Q. Etiz. (18471 496 God doth
punishe us in this worlde, that we should not be con-
dempned with the wicked in the worlde to come. 1540-78
Gude ^ Godlie Ballates (1868) 21 We had eternallie in hell

condampnit bene.

t b. absol. To damn. Obs.
C1460 Sir R. Ros tr. La Belle Dame 374 in Pol. Rel $

L. Poems 1866' 64 Ye and othir that swere suche othis
faste, and soo condempne & cursen too & froo.

6. fig. To doom or devote to some (unkind) fate

or condition ; in pass, to be doomed by fate to some
condition or to do something.
1653 Walton Angler i. 5 Men that are condemn'd to be

rich. 1674 XX. Scheffer's Lapland xxviii. 131 They [Rein-
deer] are tamed ; one sort being condemned to the Sledge.

.

others to carry burdens. 1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 263 Con-
demn'd in bus'ness or in arts to drudge. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 58 A tract of sea. .condemned to perpetual calms,

7. To adjudge or pronounce forfeited, as a prize

of war, smuggled goods, etc.

1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4143/4, 8 Casks of Brandy, sei/ed

and condemned according to Law. 1783 Gent. Mag. LML
1. 175 If it [i. e. a Dutch ship) is condemned as a prize it is

said the whole will belong to Lord North. 1873 Act 36 ty

37 Vict. c. 88 f 2 The court . .having jurisdiction to try and
condemn a vessel engaged in the slave trade.

8. To pronounce judicially or officially to be un-

fit for use or for consumption.
1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 106 We condemned

twenty-one Fathom of our best Bower-Cable as unfit for

Use. 1776 Voy. under Byron 139 We found the Falmouth
man of war condemned and lying ashore. 1867 J.

Timbs
Wonderf. Invent. (1882) 358 Several rifles on this model
were . . condemned . . from the escape of gas round the needle.

1878 Glen Public Health Act 1875 HL (ed. 9) 114 If [it].

.

is diseased or unsound.. he shall condemn the same and
order it to be destroyed.

9. To pronounce incurable, to give up.
a 1831 A. Knox Rem. (1844) I. 38 The sick man's feeling

Is gloomy, because it condemns him. 186a Ri'skin Munera
P. (1880) 46 No man considers himself richer because he is

condemned by his physician.

10. Of a door or window : To close or block

np. (Cf. Fr. condamner une porte, une fettt'tre.)

t 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. 488 (Jam.i The
Frenchmen, .condemned all the close and wall heidis that

war within the castle. 1880 H. James Portr. Lady iii.The

door that had been condemned, and that was fastened by
bolts. 1884 C. Reade in Harper's Mag. Mar. 637/2

1
1 con-

demned it ten years ago.' Full that,' said Pierre *,
* 'twas I

nailed it up.'

Condemilable (k^hde'mnab'l), a. [ad. L.

condemndbil-is, f. condemna- re : see -ble. Cf. F.

condamnable (16th c. in Littr£).] Worthy of con-

demnation or censure, culpable, blameable.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 29 If in neyther of these

Anatomies hee be condemnable. 1591 R. Turnbull Expos.
St. James 155 b, To launch and lauish out wordes lewdly,

is condemnable folly. 1675 Penn Eng. Pres. Interest Dis-

cov. 43 They are thus far condemnable upon the Foot of

Prudence. « 1707 H. Walpole Geo. II (1847) II. xL 370.

1861 Mill Utilit. ii. 3^ Hardly any kind of action can

safely be laid down as either always obligatory or always
condemnable.

Hence Conde mnably adv.

Conde ninant, a. rare, [ad, L. condemndnt-

(or F. condamnant) pr. pple. of comiemndre to

Condemn.] = Condemning.
1846 G. S. Faber Lett. Tractar. Secess. 234 The spurious

self-condemnant reading snhafur.



CONDEMNATE.
Condemiiate, v. rare, [f. L, COMiiffundi ppl.

stem of condemnd-re to Condemn: see -ate 3.]
To utter words of condemnation, denunciate.
Hence Condemnating a.

1866 Lond. Rev. 13 Oct. 405/2 One might be stimulated
• Joy the vigorous language of the condemnating minister.

Condemnation ^kfmdemnfi-Jan). Forms : 4
condempnaeioun, 5-6 -acione, 6 -dempnation,
-demnaeion, -aeyon, 6- -ation. [ad. L. con-
i/emndtiori-em, n. of action f. condemnare to con-
demn. Cf. F. condamnation (16th c. in Littre).]
1. The action of condemning or of pronouncing

adverse judgement on ; judicial conviction ; ex-
pression of disapprobation or strong censure ; the
fact of being condemned : as in ' your condemna-
tion of me ' my condemnation by you '.

1382 Wyclif Rom. v. 18 As by the gilt of oon in to alle
men in to condempnaeioun. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
I53D 3°3 After his iniust condemnacyon to deth. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 596 He thought neyther of death, nor
ofcondempnation to die : such affiaunce had he in his strong
truth. 1631 Hobbes Le-.'iath. II. xxvi. 144 A manifest con-
demnation of the Innocent. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 27 His
illiberal condemnation of a medicine. 1858 Ld. Mahon
Hist. Eng. (ed. 5) L 199 Yet no one has even ventured to
assert that any of the condemnations were legally unjust.
1874 Green Short Hist. v. 228 The Parliament proceeded
to the impeachment and condemnation of two ministers.
atlrii. 1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1754, The chaplain.

.

preached the condemnation sermon on repentance, before
the convicts.

2. The state or condition of being condemned.
1.557 N - T. (Geneva) Luke xxiii. 40 Fearest thou not God,

seing thou art in the same condemnation? 1671 Milton
P. R.m. 136 To whom belongs But condemnation, ignominy
and shame.

3. The ground or reason for condemning.
'534 Tindale Johnni. 19 This is the condempnacion, that

light is come into the worlde, and the men loued darcknes
more then light. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. in. v. 98 Speake, or thy
silence on the instant, is Thy condemnation, and thy death.
4. A sentence of forfeiture. Cf. Condemn 7.
1885 Rigby in Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 286 A con-

demnation on the express ground that the ship is enemy's
property.

t Condemnator, a. Sc. Obs. [a. F. condam-
naloire.] = Condemnatory.
1752 J. Louthian Form 0/Process (ed. 2) 55 A Sentence

condemnator in capital Crimes.

Condemnatorily (kffade-mnatsrfli), adv. [f.

next + -ly 2.] In a condemnatory manner.
1876 Mrs. Whitney Sights $ Ins. II. iv. 381 ' It was a

shame,' she said, not condemnatorily, but pitifully.

Condemnatory (kpnde-mnatsri), a. [f. L.
condemndt- ppl. stem of condemnare to Condemn
+ -ory : cf. F. condamnatoire, in Cotgr. condemna-
toire.] Having the character of condemning ; ex-
pressing condemnation.
1363-87 Foxe A. >, M. 1170 (R.) They proceeded against

me with this their bull condemnatorie. 1611 Speed Hist.
Gt. Brit. ix. xiv. 17 After the condemnatory sentence. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. xiv. 95 Every argument
he uses, condemnatory of his own actions. 1859 Bright
Sp. India 1 Aug., I speak in condemnatory language.

Condemned (kpnde-md), ppl. a. Also 6 eon-
damned, -dampnit. [f. Condemn + -edI.]
1. Pronounced to be at fault or guilty; lying

under condemnation. (Also absol. with the.)
'

1543 in Sc. Pasquils (ed. Maidment) 420 Bukis or warkis of
condampnit heretikis. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech.
68 The auld condamned Anabaptists. 1598 Grenewey
Tacitus1 Ann. m. x. (1622) 79 So long the condemneds life
should be prolonged. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 504 p 5 The
bodies of condemn'd malefactors. 1791 Gent. Mag. LXI.
11. 750 [The Inhabitants of gaols] are divided into different
classes of male and female felons, king's evidences, the
condemned to die. 1873 Morley Rousseau II. 65 Her own
share. .111 the production of the condemned book.
2. Adjudged or officially pronounced unfit for use.
1798 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. (1845) III. 200 To throw all

the condemned provisions, .overboard into the Sea.
3. Appropriated to condemned persons, or things

rejected, as in condemned cell, pew, etc.
c 1678 P. Cook in R. VEstranges Brief Hist. Times

hi. (1688) 78 In the Place call'd the Condemn'd Hole.
1717 Hist. Press- Yard 7, I was conducted to the door
leading out of the lodge into the Condemn'd Hold. 1722De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 145 The poor fellow . . is in your
condemned hole. 1818 Baldw. Brown Mem. J. Howard
v. 135 ' I'he pit' and within it, the condemned cell, both
dirty and offensive. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Visit to New-
gate, I he condemned pew ; a huge black pew in which the
wretched people who are singled out for death are placed,
on the Sunday preceding their execution. 1838 — O. Twist
hi, I hey led him to one of the condemned cells. 1884 A
Griffiths Chron. Newgate 434 Excluded from the Newgate
Chapel on the day the condemned sermon was preached
4. Fastened or closed up (as a door).

liSS °' R
,

EAnE i?//arP<:r's Mag. Apr. 680/1, I let him inby the condemned door.

t Conde'mnedly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -lyZ.]
In a way that is condemned.
1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11. xlviii. 255 He that hathwisdom to be truly Religious, cannot be condemnedly a

Condemner(k^idem3r). [f.CoNDEMN + -erI.]
One that condemns : see the vb.
1540 Coymtnu* Confut. StandishVJYs. II. 355 A con-

demnor of them whom Christ dare avow to be saved 164s
Vol. II.

^a

781

Milton Tetrach. (1851) 207 A contradicter of Moses, and
a condemnerof Herod, a 1797 H. Walpolf. Geo. II (1847)
III. ii. 40 Admiral Holbourn, one of the sternest con-
demners of Byng. 1875 Jovvett Plato (ed. 2) I. 374, I am
not angry with my condemners, or with my accusers.

Condemning1

(k,?nde-mir|), vbl. sb. [f. as
prec. + -ingI.] The action of the verb Condemn.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Condenacion, condemning.

1651 Jer. Taylor Serin. 1. ii. 25 Condemnings of our sin.

Condemning, ppl. a. That condemns.
1642 J. Eaton Honcy-c. Free Justif. 225 A condemning

knowledge. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. II. 456 The Tortures
. .of a condemning Conscience.

Condemningly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly2.] in
a condemnatory manner, with condemnation.
«>86s Mary B. M. Duncan in Spurgeon Treas. Dav.

Ps. lxi. 1 Hypocrites . . are spoken of condemningly. 1879
G. Meredith Egoist III. i. 23 To think .. condemninglv
of her.

3

Condemp, -dempn, etc. : see Condemn, etc.

t Conden, v. Obs. rare-1
. A perversion of

some word : ? pa. pple. of Cond, Conduct.
1609 I). Jonson Case Altered 1. ii, I . . could wish for mine

own part that things were conden't otherwise than they are.
Condenee, var. of Condense a. Obs.

Condensability (tyndensabrliti). Also
-ibility. [f. next + -ITY : so mod. F. condensabilitc.]
The quality of being condensable.
_
1806 Hutton Course Math. II. 227 It will condense the

inclosed air into less space, thereby showing its condensi-
bihty. 1881 W. Pole in Academy 28 May 396/2 The con-
densibihty of steam. [In mod. Diets. Condensability

]

Condensable '.kffnde-nsab'l), a. Also -ible.
[mod. f. L. condensd-re to Condense : see -RLE.
Also in mod.F. (The erroneous spelling conden-
sible is app. after expansible, extensible, etc., from
L. pa. pple.)] That may be condensed.

_
1. That may be increased in density, or reduced

in volume
; compressible.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies ix. (R.), Not being in the utmost
extremity of density, but condensable yet further. 1768
Franklin IVks. (1840) V. 424 Vapor, .condensable again by
the least coolness. 1828 Hutton Course Math. II. 255 Air
is. .condensible and expansible.

2. That may be reduced from the state of gas or
vapour to the liquid or solid condition.
1788 Priestley in Phil. Trans. LXXVII 1. 152 The slowly

condensable vapour. 1794 G. Adams Nat. $ Exp. Philos.
I. xi. 461 [Carbonic acidj is not condensible in the common
temperature and pressure of our atmosphere. 1802 Henry
in Phil. Trans. XCIII. 29 The proportion of carbonic acid
gas condensible in water. 1871 Ii. Stewart Heat § 135 If
the gas be condensable, liquid will begin to make its ap-
pearance. 1878 Newcomb Pop. Astron. ill. ii. 274 Metallic
vapors condensable at a certain temperature.

Condensate (k(Jnde-ns,'t), ///. a. Obs. or arch.
Also 6 Sc. -at. [ad. L. condensdt-us condensed,
pa. pple. of condensare to Condense.]
1. Condensed, thickened, increased in density.

|

(Formerly construed as a pple.)
I5SS Eden Decades 334 The which .. is condensate and

made thicke. 1370 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden Soc.)
84 A compacte and condensate bodye. 1689 Packe tr
Glauber's iVks. I. 301 The Wine Cask which is to be filled
with the condensate juice. 1830 W. Phillips Mt. Sinai
II. 72 The clouds . . weigh down On Sinai's desert the con-
densate air.

f2. Densely covered, 'thick' {with). Obs.-'1
1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 11. 398 The mont with snaw was i

all sa condensat.

f3.Jig.
IS.. Phylogamus in Skelton's Wks. (1862) I. p. exxxiii, 1

O poet rare and recent. . Insolent and insensate, Contendyng
1

and condensate.

Condensate, sb. [f. prec. : see -ate' i c]
A product of condensation.
1889 W. Smith in Jrnl. Chem. Industry 31 Dec. 949/2

'

That naphtha laden with napthalene does condense in the !

mains is proved by an examination of the street-siphon con-
j

densates.

Condensate (k^nde-ns^t), v. Now rare or
Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. condensare to Condense.]
1. trans. To make dense (in consistency), thicken,

condense.

*5SS Eden Decades 211 Condensatynge or thyckenynge
the sayde moyste nuryshemente. 1634 T. Johnson Parey's
Chtrurg. 1 xv. (1678) 21 Friction . . condensates, binds and
hardens the flesh. 1689 Packe tr. Glauber's Wks. I. 300
Wines may be condensated to the thickness of Honey.
Jig. 1664 Hammond Serm. Wks. 1684 IV. 611 A little

critical learning makes one proud ; if there were more it
would condensate and compact itself into less room,

b. To make dense (in aggregation), to crowd.
1830 M. T. Sadler Law of Population, The different

degrees in which the population is condensated.

2. intr. To become dense, thicken, condense

;

to become solid, harden.
1607 Topsell Four-f.Bcasts(i&j3\ 384 Some such like humor

mayissue out ofthem [poplars], .and condensate intoastone.
1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 536 Nitric acid, .extends itself in-
considerably and soon condensates again,

t b. fig. To become intensified. Obs.
1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xxii. 229 It being the pro-

perty of griefe to condensate and as it were on all sides
besiege the Minde.
Hence Conde nsated ///. a.
1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 1. ii. 21 The thicker and

condensated parts. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. ix. 316
Condensated juice of Cichory.

CONDENSE.
Condensation (k(flidens?ijsn). [ad. L. con-

densation-em, n. of action f. condensare to Con-
dense; also in 14th c. F. (Oresme\]
1. The action ofmaking or becoming more dense

;

increase of density ; reduction of volume.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1337 Condensation and

constipation depresseth and driveth it [matter] downward
to the middle. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mcch. i. 32By condensation, he redue'd the Air into a space., eight
times narrower. 1831 Lardner Pneumat. v. 308 'I'he con-
densation of air in the receiver. 1878 C. H. H. Parry in
Grove Diet. Mns. I. 159 These waves [of sound] consist of
alternate condensation and rarefaction.

b. Optics. Concentration (of light) : cf. Con-
dense v. 1 b, Condenser 7.
1832 A. Pritchard Microsc. Cabinet 189 A condensation

by means of a lens.

2. spec. The conversion of a substance from the
state of gas or vapour to the liquid, or (rarely)
to the solid, condition.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. 90 Condensation is a con-

version of Ayre into Water. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric.
Chem. ii. (1814) 37 Cold is produced during evaporation
and heat during the condensation of steam. 1858 Lardnfr
Iland-bk. Nat. Phil.,H,at. 333 Names ofGasescondensed.
Pressure under which Condensation took place. 1878 Glen
Public Health Act 187s 111. (ed. 9)90 An act . . for the more
effectual condensation of such gas. Mod. The condensation
of milk into a viscous mass.

3. Condensed condition.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 77 A notable instance of Condensation

and Induration by Burial under K.irth. 1833 Brewster
Nat. Magic VUL 186 In a state of condensation or rarefac-
tion. 1858 Greener Gunnery 264 The amazing degree
of condensation of the elastic air in the nitre and gun-
powder.

b. ([uasi-concr. A condensed mass of anything.
i66sManley Grotius' Low-C.Warres 413 When, .a remis-

sion of cold loosens these conjoyned condensations, the
several fragments, .are violently carried into the Sea. 1725
N. Robinson Th. Physick 61 Hail is a Condensation of the
same Nitrous Particles. 1863 Grote Plato I. i. 10 Con-
densations of vapours exhaled from the Earth.

4. The action of crowding or condition of being
crowded closely together ; dense aggregation.
1828 W. SewellO.!/ Prize Ess. 45 The condensation of

a manufacturing populace.

.
5- fig. The compression of thought or meaning

into few words; reduction (of a literary work,
etc.) within small or moderate compass by due
arrangement, and omission of unessential details.
1794 .Mathias Purs. Lit. 11798) 36 The. .condensation of

thought and expression, which distinguish this poet. 1875
Lyell Priuc. Geol. I. i. iii. 58 A want of arrangement and
condensation in his memoirs. 1879 M. Arnold Guide Eng.
Lit. Mixed Ess. 199 A little condensation . . would abridge
it by another page.

b. (\Wsi-concr.
1867 Morning Star 5 Aug. 5 Its first leader .. is a condensa-

tion of sensible thought into clever writing. 1886 Morley
lit. Martinean Crit. Misc. III. 20f The condensation of
Comte's Positive Philosophy, .is said .. to be hardly free
from some too hasty renderings.

c. Concentration (in Jig. sense). rare~ x
.

1833 Mii.man Lat. Chr.(ed. 3I I. 11. i. 106 The gradual
condensation of the supreme Ecclesiastical power in the
Supreme Bishop.

Conde'nsative, a. rare. [f. L. condensat-
ppl. stem + -ive.] Tending to condensation.
i8i8inToDD. Hence in mod. Diets.

Condensator (k^ihde-nsatai). rare, [agent-n.
in L. form, f. L. condensare to condense : cf. mod.
F. condensateur in same sense. (As with other
sbs. in -ator, some would say condensa'tor, or
co-ndensator.)'] A condenser.
1804 Winsor Specif. 0/Patent No. 2764. 2 [The gas is]

conducted through cold air or water into a condensator.
1874 Hartwig Aerial IV. x. 150 Plants with a hairy foliage
are. .good condensators of dew.

t Condense, a. Obs. [ad. L. condensus, i. coti-

+ densus thick, Dense.] Dense, condensed.
1610W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey \. viii. 16 Distinguish-

ing between open and rare soyles, and such as are condense
and close. 1632 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio's Hist. Relat.
2 Tenacious and condenee Materials. 1667 Milton P. L.
VI. 353- 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 69. 2/1 Your Breath is

rendred . . condense by the frigidity of the . . Air. 1794
Mathias Purs. Lit. (1798) 325 As from a diamond globe,
with rays condense.

Condense (kpndems), v. [prob. ad. F. con-
dense-r, ad. L. condensd-re, f. condens-us Con-
dense a.]

1. trans. To make dense, increase the density of

;

to bring the particles of (a substance) into closer

aggregation, so that they occupy a smaller space

;

to reduce in volume ; to compress, thicken, con-
centrate. Chiefly in Physics. (Mostly in passive.)
1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 77 Ayre con-

densed is turned into Raine, and water rarified becomes
Ayre againe. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. pt (1520) 25I3/2
Vyrgyll by connynge condescended [? condensed] or thycked
the ayre. 1660 Boyle New Expr. Phys. Mech. xviii. 130
Air . . expanded or condens'd by the heat or cold. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. IV. 239 Sweet Honey some condense.
1822 Imison Sc.SfArt I. 146 A square phial may be broken
by condensing the air around it. 1875 Jevons Money \\%-ji)
13 At times a person needs to condense his property into
the smallest compass. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 243 The
Borden process for condensing milk.
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b. Optics. To bring (rays of lightl to a focus

or into a smaller space, so that the brightness is

increased ; to concentrate.

1787 G. Adams Ess. Microscope 100 A lens.. to collect and
condense Jthe light] on the object. 1831 Brewster Optics
i. 9 The rays . . (all upon the mirror MN, and by reflexion

are condensed upon a small space at F.

C. Electr. To increase the amount or intensity

of (a charge of electricity).

178* Volta in Phil. Trans. LXXII. 245 The metal plate

. .does actually condense or acquire a greater quantity of
electricity. 1870 R. M. Ferguson Electr, 9^ In this manner,
electricity of too low a tension to affect immediately the
gold leaves can be condensed, so as to possess the power.

2. To reduce 'a substance) from the form of

gas or vapour to the liquid or (rarely) the solid

condition, or from the state of invisible gas to

that of visible vapour or cloud.
1662 Stillincfl. Orig. Sncr. m, iv. § 5 The air was con-

densed into clouds. 1713 Df.uham Phys.*Theot.'m. note 1 (R.)
The cold, .by condensing, drives the vapours into clouds or
drops. 1800 tr. Lagrange s Chem. I. 89 Carbonic acid gas
. .is not condensed at that degree of pressure and of tem-
perature of the atmosphere in which we live. It remains in

the state of gas. 18x6 ]. Smith Panorama Sc. «V Ari 11,

311 All the vapours which water will condense. 1865 Lub-
bock Preh. Titties xii. (1869) 391 To produce snow requires
both heat and cold ; the first to evaporate, the second to
condense.

b. To contain in a condensed state.

1801 Southey Thalaba D. 25 A crystal ring Abdaldar wore

;

The powerful gem condensed Primeval dews, that upon
Caucasus Felt the first winter's frost,

3. trans/, and^/f^. a. To bring together closely :

or in small compass.
1803 P.din. Per. II. 87 To condense and agglomerate

every species of absurdity. 1810 Scott Lady 0/L. 11. xvii,

Condensed, the battle yelled amain. 185s Ld. Cockbirn
Jeffrey I. 142 By the young [Tories] they were viewed with
genuine horror. This condensed them the more.

b. csp. To compress (thought or meaning) into

few words ; to reduce a speech or writing within

smaller compass by conciseness of expression. Also
j

absol.

1805 N. Nicholls Orntr. Gray (iBw) 37 He. .approved an
j

observation of Shenstone, t hat ' Pope had the art ofcondens-
ing a thought'. 1854 Kingslev Lett. 11878) I. 419 People
seem surprised at my power of condensing. 1868 J. H.

j

Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. L 49 To have condensed them [his

opinions] into the following plan.

C. To concentrate, intensify.

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 125 The sen lie spirit of
Scottish Parliaments, .in the highest perfection, extracted
and condensed. a 1853 Robertson .Verm. Ser. in. ii. Power
concentrated and condensed into the government of Rome. ,

4. intr. (for reft.) To become dense; to shrink

into a smaller space, become reduced in volume.
1704 Newton Opticks (J.), Vapours, when they l>egin to

condense. 1869 Roscof Elern. Chem. 17, 3 volumes of
oxygen condense to form 2 volumes of o/one.

5. intr. of 2.

1655 Culpepper, etc. Rivcrius 1. L 3 A hot and moist
Liver, .sends many vapours to the Brain, which there con*
dense or grow thick. 1700 Drvhen Pables, Pythag. Philos.

384 Dew condensing does her form forego And sinks a heavy
lump of earth below. 1878 Huxlev Physiogr. 57 Some of
the moisture . . in the room has condensed upon the glass.

Jig. 1674 Govt. Tongue ix. § 14 (1684) 154 When therefore
the recollection of. .fancied worth begins to make us aery,

let us condense again by the remembrance ofour sins. 1889
Spectator \ \ Apr., If those fancies, instead of ' condensing,*
as they ought to condense, into healthy and robust imagina-
tion, persist in their puerile forms.

Condensed (kj*nde -nst\///.a. [f. prec. + -ed*.]

L Made dense or more dense ; compressed, highly

concentrated. Condensed milk : milk reduced to

a thick viscid consistence by evaporation.
1606 B. Jonson Hymenset Wks. (Rtldg.) 559 Dark and

condensed clouds. 1665 Glaxvu.l Sce/s. Set. 117 A School-
man is the Ghost of the Stagirite, in a body of condensed
air. 1836 Examiner 17 Apr. 255 \Advt,\ Condensed Pre-
paration of Sarsaparilla. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 17
O/one is oxygen in a condensed state. 1871 Food Jml.
655 Plain condensed milk, without the addition of the
sugar. 1871 Evening Stand. 25 Nov. 1/3 [A history of
Condensed Milk].

b. Jo inting. Condensed type : a form of type,

narrow in proportion to its height.
Mod. 'Type List. Eight line Grotesque Condensed Old

Style. Long Primer Latin condensed.

2. spec. Reduced from the gaseous or vaporous
to the liquid or solid state, or from the state of
invisible gas to that of visible vapour.
1833 Ht. Martineau Manch. Strike vi. 66 The windows,

thickened with the condensed breath of the workpeople.
1853 Herschel Pop. Led. Sc. \. (1873) 13 Steam and con-
densed gases. 1879 Casseirs Tech. Etiuc. 11. 82.

3. Jig. Tut into small compass, highly com-
pressed, compact ; esp. of literary work or style.

1823 J. Baocock Dotn. Amusem. p. vi, Results presented
in a condensed and lucid form. 1830 Jeffrey in Trevelyan
Macaulay (1876) I. iv. 103 Macaulay made the best speech,
themost condensed. i88oMoRLEY///.^/arrY«AX«Crit. Misc.
III. 208 A pithy brevity, a condensed argumentativeness,

b. Music. Condensed score = compressed score.

Hence Conde nsedness, condensed quality.

Condensedly (k^nde-ns**dli, -de"nstli), adv.

In a condensed manner, with condensation.
1880 Scribn. Mag: July 472 It covers condensedly, a large

1

and somewhat various field. 1887 Krswortm Roxb. Ballads

VI. 382 Elsewhere we read, condensedly. .that the Spanish I

ships, 130 in number, were of different classes.

t Conde'nseness. Obs. [f. Condense a. +
-NESS.] m CONDENSITY.
1730-6 in Bailey. 1775 in Ash.

Condenser (k^nde-nsoi). Also 9 -or. [f. Con-
dense v. + -ER 1

. Cf. mod.F. eondenseur."]

I. General : One who or that which condenses.

1. That which makes dense, collects into smaller

space, intensifies, etc. : see Condense v. i.

1686 Goad Cetest. Bodies 1. ii. 6 Infinite variety of Rare-
fiers and Condensers. 1804 R. Proxy in Jml. Nat. Philos.

IX. 275 A condenser of Forces.

2. That which reduces vapour to the liquid

condition {esp. by cooling) : see Condense v. 2.

1860 Tyndall Glac. r. xx. 137 The cold crags, .acted like
1

condensers upon the ascending vapour. 1880 Halghton
Phys. Geog. iii. 128 Mountain ranges, .serve as condensers
for the aqueous vapour.

3. One who condenses or abridges in literature.

1868 Morning Star 16 June, In the . . summary of corre-

spondence . . the condenser omits to mention, etc. 1870
Lowell Study Wind. ( 1886) 363 He was. .the condenser.

.

Of Bolingbroke. 1888 Daily Neius 30 Apr. 7/4 Advt. t Situa-
tion wanted As Editor, Sub-Editor. .Concise critical writer,

condenser.

II. Specific and technical senses.

4. A vessel or apparatus in which vapour is re-
I

duced (e.g. by cooling^ to the liquid (or solid
1

form.

a. in Distillation. That part of the apparatus
j

in which the vapour is condensed.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 607 The still-condenser is

generally of the worm-tub form.
attrib. 1890 Pali Mall G. 28 July 6/1 Hurricane, .at

Sualcin. .demolition of the condenser chimneys.

b. Steam-Engine. A chamber in a steam-en-
\

gine in which the steam is condensed into water 1

on leaving the cylinder, either by injection of cold

water, or by exposure to a chilled surface surface

condenser). Also in comb, as condenser-gauge.
1769 Watt Specif, of Patent No. 913. 2 These vessels I call

condensers. 1833 N. Arsott Physics ted. 5) II. 93 Watt. . t

contrived the separate condenser for his steam-engine, by
which heat once saved three-fourths of the fuel formerly used.

1874 K sight Diet. Mech. I. 607 The surface-condenser has
a series of flat chambers or tubes.. in which the steam is

cooled by a body of water surrounding the tubes. Ibid. I.

609 Condenser-gage, a tube of glass, thirty-two inches long,

. .the upper end. .fixed to the condenser, the lower end dip-

ping into mercury, .to ascertain the degree of exhaustion in

the steam-condenser.

c. Gas-works. An apparatus in which the tar, 1

ammonia, and other substances mixed with the
I

heated gas are condensed and separated by cooling.

1809 A. Wissor Specif, of Patent No. 3200. 4 The con-
densor. .serves to cool and decompose the hot smoke and 1

gas. c 1865 Lethebv in Circ. Sc. I. 117/1 From the con*
|

denser the gas passes to the purifiers. 1875 Ure Diet. •

Arts II. 579 The condenser, the office ofwhich, .is to effect
j

the condensation of all those vapours which could not be
retained by the gas at the ordinary atmospheric temperature.

d. Metallurgy. (See quots.)

1874 in Knight Diet. Mech. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss..,

Cotuienser, a vessel or chamber in which volatile products
of roasting or smelting (e.g. mercury or zinc vapors) are
reduced to solid form by cooling.

5. Pneumatics. An apparatus for condensing or

compressing air, a pneumatic force-pump.
17*7-51 Chambers Cycl., Condenser, a pneumatic engine,

[

whereby an unusual quantity of air may be crouded into a 1

given space. 18*9 Nat. Philos., Pneumatics v. ao(U. K. S.i
j

The condenser, .is the opposite of the air-pump.

6- Electr. An apparatus for accumulating or in-

creasing the intensity of an electric charge. (Cf.

Condense v. i c.)

178a Volta in Phil. Trans. LXXII. App. 8, I had rather

call it a condenser of electricity . . using a word which
expresses at once the reason and cause of the phenomenon.
1790 W. Nicholson Nat. Philos. (ed. 3) II. 356 The con-
denser is of excellent use to ascertain the presence.. of
atmospherical electricity when the conductor is.. slightly

electrified. 1881 Spottiswoodf. in Nature No. 623. 546 We
have l^eyden jars or condensers for accumulating large
charges. 1881 Maxwell Electr. A> Magn. I. 50 Accumu-
lators are sometimes called Condensers, but I prefer to
restrict the term 'condenser* to an instrument which is used
not to hold electricity but to increase its superficial density.

7. Optics. A lens or system of lenses by which
light is concentrated on one point or object.

1798 G. Adams Ess. Microscope 107 Fig. 4 represents, .a

condenser. There are three in number, .they serve to con-
dense the sun's rays strongly on the object. 183a A. Prit-
chard Microsc. Cabinet 243 A large condenser placed be-

fore the reflector.

8. Wool Afanuf. A machine which receives the

narrow slivers from the carding machine and rolls

them into 1 slubbings '.

1861 Reports of Juries, Exhibition Class xxi. 4The ' con-
denser' is now very generally used. .It also entirely super-
sedes the ' stubbing' machine. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.
.f.T'.,The narrow circumferential cards of the doffing-cylinder

deliver narrow slivers which pass to the condenser.

9. Sugar Manuf. An apparatus for the partial

concentration of the clarified juice.

1874 in Knight Diet. Mech.
Condensible : see Condensable.
Condensing i.kfTnde'nsil)), vbl. sb. : see next.

Condensing, ///. a. That condenses.

1. Chiefly in names of machines, mechanical

apparatus, etc., forming virtual compounds (some-

times hyphened), in which it blends with the

vbl. sb. used attrib. ( = 'for condensing
1

), as con-

densing coil, glass
y
lens, pan, syringe, valve.

1787 G. Adams Ess. Microscope 84 There is also a con-
densing glass to the stage. Ibid. The tube with the con-
densing lense. 1790 Imisom Sch. Arts I. 189 The valve
that admits the steam from the . . cylinder into the con-
denser, called the condensing valve. 1816 J. Smith Pano-
rama Sc. ff Art II. 25 The condensing syringe. 1835 Urf
Philos. Manuf. 349 A little tributary stream of the Mersey
. .supplies the condensing power to his steam-engines. 1865
Wansbrough Specif, ofPatent No. 1545 Condensing pans
employed in the condensation of milk. 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech., Condetising-lens, a plano-convex . . or double convex
lens, to concentrate rays upon an opaque microscopic object.

b. Condensing engine : + an apparatus for

condensing air, or compressing it into smaller space

(obs.) ; (//) a steam-engine in which the steam is

condensed in a Condenser sense 4 b), or (for-

merly, as in Newcomen's engine by injection of

water into the cylinder.

175a Smeaton Air-pump in Phil. Trans. XLVIL 422
Making this air-pump act as a condensing engine at pleasure.

1807 H utton Coarse Math. II. 239 The Condensing Engine,
by which air may be condensed to any degree, instead of
rarefied as in the air-pump.
18x4 R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine, The power of the

condensing Engine is. .known by ascertaining the tempera-
ture of the steam, which moves the piston, the area of the
piston, and the temperature of the vapour which remains.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Condensing-engine, one in which
the steam below or in advance of the piston is condensed.

2. intr. Growing dense, thickening (like a

dense cloud, etc.). rare~ l
.

1749 Johnson Irene 11. iv. Like the dread stilness of con-

densing storms.

Condensity (k^hde-nsiti\ [ad. F. condensite,

f. L. condetis-us Condense : cf. density, ad. L.

densitds, -atem.]

fl. Density. Obs.
161 1 Cotcr., Condensite', condensitie, thicknesse, hard-

nesse, closenesse. 1638 Wilkins New World xiv. (1707)
121 Heaviness is an absolute quality of itself, and really

distinct from Condensity. 1755 in Johnson. 18x4 W.
Taylor in Robberds Mem. II. 445 Observations on tne .

.

dispersion and condensity of human multitudes.

2. Condensed quality
;
pithiness.

1885 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 168/2 Her prose had the conden-
sity, the felicity of fine Verse.

Condepe-ndent, a. nonce-vjd. [f. Con- + De-
pendent.] Mutually dependent.

1808 J. Barlow Colutnb. x. 623 One confederate, con-
dependent sway.

t CO'nder. Obs. Also 7 condor, [f. Cond v .]

1. One who conds or cons a ship.

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais BL li, Ships, .set agoing at the

Pleasure and arbitriment of their Rulers, Conders, and
Steersmen. 1708 Kersey, Conder, one that (jives Direc-

tions to the Stears-man, for the Guiding ofa Ship. 1717-51
Chambers Cycl. s. v. Cond, The word is either starboard
orport the helm, according as the conder would have the

helm put to the right or left side of the ship.

2. A man stationed on an eminence by the shore

who signals to fishing-boats the direction taken

by the shoals of herring or pilchards ; a balker.

1603 Act Jos. I, c. 23 Diuers persons .. called Balcors,

Huors, Condors, Directors, or Ouidors. 1607 Cowel
Interpr. t Conders . . stand upon high place* near the sea

coast, at the time of herring fishing, to make signs with
bowghes, etc. unto the fishers. 1717-51 Chambers Cycl.,

Conders. 1867 in Smvth Sailor's Wordd>k.

3. The raised place on which the conder stands.

[Perhaps a local abbreviation or error.]

1754 T. Gardnkr Hist. Dnnivich 163 A Conder was erected,

whereon the Rallcers stood to notify, .to Fishermen at Sea,

the Direction of the Herring Sholes.

Conderin, obs. f. Candareen.
1653 EL Cogan tr. Pinto's Trai: xl'ix. 242 They have no

money either of gold or silver, but all their commerce is

made with the weight of cates, cacis, maazes, and con-

derins.

t Condescence. Obs. rare. [a. OF. condescence

(15th c), ad. late L. type *eondescensa sb. fem. f.

pa. pple. at condescendere : see below. Med.L. has

comiescentia (?from Fr.).l =* Condescendence.
a 1674 Classy in Puller Moder. Ch. Eng. 440(1843)274 See

the condescence of this great King.

Condescence, obs. form of Condecence.

Condescend k^ndisend), v. Forms: 4 con-

decendre, 5 -desend, 5-6 -dyssend, -dissend, 6

-descent, (6 -ducend), 6-7 -decend, -discend(e,

7 -dicend, 4-6 -descende, 6- condescend. Pa.

pple. -ed ; in 6 also condiscent. [ad. F. conde-

scend-re, ad. J,. condescend-e*rc (in Cassiodorosl to

stoop, condescend, f. con- together + descendcre to

Descend : in med.L. to be complaisant or com-

pliant, to accede to any one*s opinion, etc. ; in Fr.

also to come down from one's rights or claims,

to yield consent, acquiesce. In the Ayenbite the

Fr. infinitive was taken as a whole: cf. render,

tender vb.]

I. To come down voluntarily.

+ 1. lit. To come down, go down, descend. Obs.

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882! n. 172 Ffor to breke down the

chyrchys thus I condescende. 1513 Douglas JEneis BL ii.

44 Condiscend in our myndis [animis illabere nostris) and
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schaw this plane. 1657 Tomlinson* Kenan's Disp. 1x2 They
scarce condescend to the places about the Liver. 1686 W. de
Britaine Hum. Prnd. xv. 65 The Kite, which flyeth high
in the Air, yet vouchsafes to condescend to Carrion upon
the ground.

2. fig. To come or bend down, so far as a par-
ticular action is concerned, from one's position of
dignity or pride ; to stoop voluntarily and gra-
ciously ; to deign : a. to do something.
4:1430 Lydg. Mm. Poems, To Dk. 0/ Clone, Right myghty

prince . . Condescende leyser for to take To se th' entent of
this litel bille. 1509 Hawks Past. Picas. IL xii, To nouryshe
slouthe he may not condiscende. 1696 Tate & Brady Ps.
Ix.xvi. 2 In Sion condescends to dwell. 1734-5 in Swift's
Lett. (1766) II. 211 I desire you will condescend to make
my compliments to Dr. Delaney. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. IV. 315 The Cavaliers condescended to take a lesson
in the art of taxation from the Roundheads, i860 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. III. 19 The dressmakers, .won't condescend
to make anything but with their own materials,

b. to a course or action. Cf. to stoop to.

1549 Latimer Ploughers (Arb.) 31, L.haue obeyed him
[the Devil] a little to much in condesce[n]tinge to some
follies. 1661 Bramhall Just Vina*, v. 89 Saint Peter out of
modesty might condescend and submit to that to which he
was not obliged in duty. 1867 Smiles Hngnenots Eng. x.

{1880) 165 [They] condescended to the meanest employments,
for the purpose ofdisarming suspicion. 1883 Froude S/iort
Stud. IV. iii. 272 Origen was too high a man to condescend
to wilful misrepresentation.

+ C. (In bad sense) To lower oneself, stoop.
1640 Sir H. Grimstone Laud in Neal Hist. Purit. II,

He had condescended so low as to deal in Tobacco.

3. 1 To depart from the privileges of superiority

by a voluntary submission ; to sink willingly to
equal terms with inferiours* (J.); to be conde-
scending in one's relations with others.
(The meaning of the translators in quot. 161 1 is not clear.)

1611 Bible Rom. xii. 16 Minde not high things, but con-
descend to men of low estate. 1824 Byron Juan xvi. xcv,
Adeline was .

. watching, witching, condescending To the
consumers offish, fowl, and game, And dignity with courtesy
so blending. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shake. Char. xiv. 359
Like a true lout, he does not see that they have conde-
scended to him, but he instantly rushes on to their level.

1863 P. S. Worsley Poems 10 The god, condescending to
his child.

II. To make concessions ; to comply, consent,
concur, agree. [Earlier than I. in mod. langs.]

T 4. To yield or deferentially give way ; to show
oneself deferential, compliant, or complaisant ; to

accommodate oneself to. a. reft. (The earliest

instance.) Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 157 Ich me ssel. .a-yens ham paye and conde-
cendre ine dede and ine speche ham uor to wynne to god.

t b. intr. Obs. (blending finally with 2 b.)

1429 Kalis ofPari. IV. 343 Olesse . . the resones of that
other partie cause hem to condescende forthwith unto hem,
the matter shal dwelle in deliberation. 1516 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de \V. 1531) 58 b, To gyue reuerence to euery per-
sone, and to condescende to theyr wylles in thynges lawfull
and honest. 1563-87 FoxkA.Q M. (1684) 1. 198/2 He [Pope
Hildebrand] bound [them] by their oaths, that at no time,
nor for any cause they should condescend unto the king.
1609 Holland A mm. Marcell. xxix. v. 373 Theodosius gave
eare and condiscended to [paruit] his words. 1671 Milton
Samson 1337 Can they think . . that my mind ever Will
condescend to such absurd commands? 1677 in T. W.
Marsh Early Friends Surrey Sus. 104 Wee . . doe so far

condescend as to grant him till the next monthly meeting
then to be present. 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 73 He
was resolved to condescend no further to the whims of a
person.

f 5. To give one's consent, to accede or agree to

(a proposal, request, measure, etc.) ; to acquiesce.

+ a. reft. [Cf. OF. se condescendre] Obs.
1489CAXTON Faytcs 0/A. 1. xix.' 61 Thou oughtist the

sooner to condescende thy self to a trayctee.

f b. intr. Const, to a thing. Obs.
1475 Caxton Jason 66 The lady condescended, .to his

departing. 1579 Fenton Guicciard.{\6iZ)2^ Which request
being condescended vnto by Gonsaluo. 1580 Sidney A rcadia
(1622) 33 limiting them to the hunting of a goodly Stagge.

.

They condiscended. 1649 Milton Eikon. iv. (1851) 359 The
king., having both call'd this Parlament unwillingly, and
as unwillingly, .condescended to their several acts. 1737
Whiston Josephus' Antiq. 1. xxi, To which desire he con-
descended. 1745 Eliza Heywood Female Spect. (1748) III.
229 They have . . pleasure in condescending to whatever they
perceive to be the inclination of each other.

f C. Const, to do a thing. Obs.
1579 Fenton Guicciard. (1618) 244 Valentinois conde-

scended to giue to the Pope the assignement of the Castle
of Cesena. 1595 T. Maynarde Drake's Voy. (Hakluyt Soc.)
23 Which made me condescend to leave the Indies, with all
her treasure. 1676 W. Hubbard Happiness ofPeople Pref,
For their sakes. .1 have condescended to make it Legible.

+ d. with that and obj. -clause. Obs.

. 1557 North tr. Gneuara's Diall Pr. 97 a/i It shold not be
iust..that Rome shuld condescende, that any woman .. re-
ceyue shame. 1563-87 Foxe A . M. (1684* I. 195/1 With
these reasons of Lanfranke, Thomas gave over, condescend-
ing that the first of his Province should begin at Humber.
163a Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena 05 When the Chirur-
gians condescend that you may (without danger) get up.
1717 Col. Rec. Penn. III. 36 The Governour at last Con-
descended, that the said Commissions be Issued.

t 6. trans. To concede, vouchsafe (a thing) ; to
deign to give or grant. Obs.
1599 Sandys Europe Spec. (1632) 196 Some of the later

Popes condescend to them of Bavaria the Cup in the Sacra-
ment. 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist. U714) I. 185 That Nation

which the Almighty was pleased to Honour .so far as to con-
I descend his Presence and Revelation to. 1774 T. Jefferson

,

Autobiog. Wks, 1859 I. 130 No answers having yet been
condescended to any of these [applications].

f 7. intr. To assent to (a statement, opinion, etc.).

1548 Gest Pr. Masse 122 To this the Catho[li]ques
condiscende as most certayn. 1617 Markham Caval. 1. 60 !

To that opinion I must needs condiscend.

+ 8. To come to an agreement ; to agree or de-
termine with, or together. +a. to do (a thing). Obs. ;

1494 Fabyan 11. xxx. 23 Both brethrene . . condescended
j

and agreed to lede their both hostsinto Gallia. 1549 Campl.
\

Scot xiL 102 Thai condiscendit to cheis the leyst of tua !

euillis. 1568 Grafton Chrou. II. 793 The nobles and com-
jmons. .have fully condiscended and utterly determined to
'

make humble petition. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxix, g 9
1

They easily condescended to think it. .fit that God, etc.

+ b. that and obj.-clause. Obs.
j

a 1552 Leland Brit, Coll. (1774) II. 469 This Edwarde
Baillol condescendid with Edwarde King of England, .that,
etc._ z6io in J. J. Raven Ch. Bells Camb. (iS8i> 69 The
parishioners, .did. .condicend and agree that the bell-frame
should be repayred. 1623 Whitbourne Newfoundland 5%
They did all condescend and order . . that no subject to
your Majesty should commit any more such abuses.

*t*c. upon, on, or to (an action, measure, etc.); !

often with indirect pass. Mostly Sc. or north.
1509 Barclay S/iyp ofFolys (1570) 140 Then must they to

I

some agreement condiscende. 1549 CoverDALE Erasm. Par.
Rom. Argt., Whiche pointes were for a tyme onely conde-
scended vpon. 1365 Allen in Fulke's Two Treatises (1577)
425 ThePatriarche. .fully condescendinge with the Romane

1 Church vpon the trueth of purgatory. 1619 Dalton
'

Country Just. CXXlil (1630) 375 Justices of Peace did con-
\

1
discend upon certain articles, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth.

j

I

Jos. V Wks. 90 The governour assembled the three estates
|

1

at Edinburgh, which together condescended to the raising

J

of an army. 1652 A* Riding Rcc.V . 107 That the Clarke
of the Peace enter this ensueing agreement, .it being fully
condiscended unto att this Sessions. 1678 A. Lovkll tr.

La Fontaine's Mil. Duties Caval. 138 The Ingineers having
. . with him condescended on the way by which the line
of Circumvallation is to be carried.

f d. absol. To enter into an agreement ; to con-
spire. Obs.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 685 To condiscende or take !

parte against the house of Vorke.

t 9. To be condescended : to be agreed. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 361 And whan that he on Mr

was condescendid, Him thought his chois mighte nought
;

be amendid. c 1430 Lydg. Bochas ix. xx. 1 1554) 204 b, The
sayd brethren wer fully condiscended Upon this point.
t'1470 Harding Chron. ccxvn. iv, They were by appoynt-
ment Accorded well, and clerely condiscent. 1522 Skelton
Why nat to Courte 1020 Thrift les and gracelesse, Together
are bended, And so condescended, That, etc. 1592 West
Symbol. 1. § 103 The said parties to these present Inden-
tures bin condiscended and agreed in manner, .folowing.

f 10. trans. To agree upon, consent to. Chiefly
in pass, (with it). Obs.

1477 Paston Lett. No. 786 III. 174 Som deme that ther
shall be condyssendyd, that iff E. P. come to London that
hys costs shall be payed ffor. 1532 in W. H. Turner Select.
Rec. Oxford 109 It is condiscended by the hole Counsayll,
that the fyshemongers shall have all the stondyngs. 1587
Fleming Contn. Holinshtd III. 1421/1 All the contributions
which are agreed and condescended. 1594 West Symbol.
11. Chaucerie§ 119 Which said order and arbiterment, he
the said R. together with your said Orator did willinglie
agree and condiscend. 1663 Spalding Troub. Chas. I
(1829) 77 It was condescended among his friends, that
twenty-four gentlemen, .should weekly attend.

T 11. intr. To agree, harmonize, or concur.
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. t, xlv, Thay [singers] condiscend

sa weill in ane accord. 1^49 Compi. Scot. xi. 98 Thai al

beand ane be ane examinit condiscendit in ane ansuer.
Ibid. xx. 186. 1560 RoLLANO Crt. Venus 1. 729 Aganis !

quhome . . We condiscend all heir in vnioun. 1571 Sempill
Ballates 130 Thochton ane course we can nocht condescend.

Ill, To settle or fix upon a particular point.

f 12. intr. To settle down to, come definitely to

(a point in narration, etc.;. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 399, I sholde to the knotte [of :

my tale] condescende. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi. 66 He
abode longe. . wythoute to sette his purpose to condescende
to ony parte of that he wald do. 1528 Gardiner in Strype .

Eccl. Mem. I. App. xxiv. 62 His hoo[liness] .. doth desire
;

them with spede to condescend to oon opinion or other.

1 13. To come to particulars. Obs.
C1386 Chaucer Melib. p 268 }e han wel and couenably

taught me as in general, etc. . . But now wold I fayn ?e
wolde condescende as in especial & telleb me, etc.

b. esp. To condescend upon : to pitch or fix

upon, specify, particularize, mention particularly

or by name. Sc. ; but condescend upon particulars
\

has recently appeared in Eng. newspapers.
1549 Compl. Scot. xx. (1872) 178, I can nocht condiscend I

in special on na man that hes committit ony trason. 163A
Canne Necess. Separ. (1849) 95 The prophet . . condescended
upon no time, lest he should have been convinced of a lie.

1706 Sibbald Hist. Picts in Misc. Scot. I. 00 Spottiswood
condescendeth on the year of Christ 370, when Hergustus
was king of the Picts, 1717 Wodroxu Corr. (1843) II. 300, !

I know not well how to condescend on particulars. 1807 :

Headrick Arran 134^ No one could condescend on any
I

specific harm these animals had done. 1887 Times 18 Mar.,
When he condescends upon particulars, he certainly has
some damaging facts to produce. 1888 Pall Mall G. 4 Aug.
i/i We are not going to condescend upon particulars.

C. with clause (with or without upon).
1696 in_Aubrey Misc. (1721) 199 Thus his Sight could not

inform him whether the Arrow should be shot in him alive

or dead, neither could he condescend whether near or afar

off. 1754 Ekskine Priuc. Sr. Law (1809) 294 When the
witnesses were not specially designed in a deed, or perhaps
not so much as named, the party founding on it was.,
allowed to condescend who the witnesses were.

fd. (?) trans. To specify particularly. Obs.
1510 Will of WalllSomerset Ho. \ I condescende, ordayn,

and make [A and B] myn executors.

t Condescended, ppl. a. Agreed : see prec. 9.

Condescendence (k^ndisendens ) . Also
-ance. [a. F. condescendance (^It. condescend-
enza, Sp. condescendencid), f. L. type *condescend-
entia, f. pr. pple. of condescendere ; see above and
-ANCE, -ENCE.]

1. Condescension
; complaisance

;
compliance,

concession.

1638 Chjllingw. Relig. Prot. Pref. § 29 With more rigor,
and lesse indulgence and condescendence to the desires of
flesh and blood. 1675 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers vii. § 8.

223 We must, in condescendence to some, use this word.
1700 Phil. Trans. XXII. 461 This resolution does not
proceed from any condescendence to the Roman Catholics
1791 T.Jefferson Writ. 118591 HI- 277 The offer .. was
an unusual condescendence. 1868 E. S. Ffoulkes Ch.
Creed or Crtnvu's Cr. 41 The Alexandrine fathers, A.u. 362,
under S. Athana*ius, probably went greater lengths in
condescendence than any Council before or since.

2. Sc. A specification of particulars.
In Scots law, an articulate statement, on the part of the

pursuer, of the grounds of action, which, with the answers
of the defender admitting or denying these, and a note of
pleas in law for both parties, is annexed to a summons, and
forms a part of it.

1663 Si-aluing Troub. Chas. 1 11792) I. 84 (Jam.) As by
the particular condescendence contained in their imprinted
protestations at large does appear. 1754 Ekskine Priuc.
Sc. Law (1809! 294 The party.. was ..allowed to conde-
scend who the witnesses were ; which condescendence, etc.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, v, I'll take a day to see and answer
every article of your condescendence. 1 Open Record' -in
an Action in the Court of Session), 1888. Contents: i. Sum-
mons; ii. Condescendence for Pursuer, and Answers
thereto for Defender; iii. Pleas in Law for Pursuer; iv.

Pleas in Law for Defender ; v. Interlocutors.

Condesce'ndency. ? Obs. [f. as prec, with
the later form of the suffix, -k.ncy.] Condescen-
sion

;
condescending quality or nature.

1657 W. Gltiirif. Chr. (it. Interest 11825' ^3° God's con-
descendency and offer in that great and primary promise.
c 1670 Avery Let. in Boyle's Wks. VI. 610 1 R. > The respect
and condescendency which you have already shown me.
1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. 11. iv. (1852) 126 The governour
. . with his usual condescendency, made a speech. X805
Edin. Rev. 41 A striking instance, .of his condescendency.

Condesce'ndent. [ad. L. condaceudcnl-em,
pr. pple. : see above.] One who condescends.
1824-9 Lasdor Imag. Com:, Milton, etc. 118461 II. 235/1

The riotous supporters of the condescendent falling half
asleep, he. .flings the door behind him, and escapes.

Condesce'nder. rare, [f. Condescend v. +
-Eit.] One who condescends.
1859 Qctncey Wks. XI, Pref. 20 A condescender to

human infirmities.

Condescending v^d^endin), vbl. sb. [f.

as prec. + -ing The action of the verb Con-
descend; an act of condescension.
1640 Sanderson' Serm. II. 174 Our yielding and conde-

scending..^ the desires, .of private and particular men.
1875 Browning Aristoph. Apol. 184 Theoria's beautiful
belongings match Opora's lavish condescendings.

Condescending,///, a. [f. as prec. + ing-.]
1. That condescends; characterized by, or show-

ing, condescension. Now, usually, Making a
show, or assuming the air, of condescension

;
pa-

tronizing.

1707 Watts Hymn, How condescending, and how kind,
Was God's eternal Son ! a 1748 — (J.), A very humble and
condescending air. 1780C0WPER Table Talk 138 Standing
as if struck to stone While condescending Majesty looks on.
1881 Goldw. Smith Led. <$ Ess. 199 The condescending
manner of a German prince. 1883 Froude Short Stud. IV.
11. iii. 199 He was never condescending with us, never
didactic or authoritative.

T 2. Consenting, agreeing. Obs.
1654 Earl Orrery Parthenissa (1676) 376, I was often

condescending to the death of what you loved.

3. Sc. Particularizing, going into details.

175S Guthrie's Trial 97 (Jam.) That universal conviction
is not general . . but it is particular and condescending.

Condescendingly (k^nd/se-ndinli), adv. [f.

prec. +-ly^.] In a condescending manner; with

condescension, or a show of it.

1653 H. More Conjcct. Cabbal. (16621 50 But familiarly

and condescendingly setting out the Creation. a 1699
Bonnell in W. Hamilton Life n. (17031 66 So condescend-
ingly gracious art Thou. 1845 Ld. Campbell Chancellors

(1857) III. Iv. 85 He condescendingly asked them to 'think

he was one of them '. 1863 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. Georgia
63 These simple remedies . . are . . sometimes condescend-
ingly adopted by science.

Condesce'ndingness. rare, [f. as prec. +

-ness.] Condescending quality or character.

1680 Howe Let. cone. Stiltingfleet's Serm. Wks. (1834)

179/1 Christian condescendingness and goodness of temper.

t Condesce*ndment. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F.

condesceudetnent (14th c. in Godef.) ; see Conde-
scend and -ment.] Consent, agreement.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais 111. xtx. 155 Their respective

Condescendments to what should be noted, .by them. Ibid.
in. xii. 341 A Condescendment to a. .friendly Treaty.
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Condescension (kyndJseiiran). Also 7 -dis-

cension, 7-8, -descention. [ad. late L. condc-

scensiott-em
f n. of action from condescende^re to

Condescend: see -ion. Also in i 6th c. F.] The
action, habit, or quality of condescending.

L Voluntary abnegation for the nonce of the

privileges of a superior; affability to one's in-

feriors, with courteous disregard of difference of

rank or position
;
condescendingness.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. I. (1843) 18/1 The duke,
according to his usual openness and condescension, told

him, etc. 1677 Hale Contempt. Lord's Prayer h. 104
Give us a sense of thy Great Condescention to thy weak
and sinful Creatures, 1710 Steele Tatler No. 225 F 3
Familiarity in Inferiors is Sauciness ; in Superiors, Con-
descension. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 200 P 6 My old
friend receiving me with all the insolence of condescension.
1856 Kmekson Eng. Traits, The * Times' Wks. iBohn) II.

1 19 With the most provoking air of condescension.

b. with pi.

1654 Whitlock Zootoutia 332 He [Christ] was to expiate
mans Pride in the lowest Condescentions possible. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 172 F 6 He concludes himself
insulted by condescensions. 1843 LytTOM Last Bar. 11.

ii, You have spoiled them by your condescensions.

1 2. The action of descending or stooping to

things unworthy. Obs.

164a Jer. Taylor F.pisc. (1647) 313 Of all Bishops, he
[S. Cyprian] did acts of the greatest condescension, and
seeming declination of episcopal authority. a 1797 H.
Wali'OLE Mem. Geo. Ill (1845) I. ii. 17 Every vice, every
condescension was imputed to the Duke that the Prince
might be stimulated to avoid them.

3. Gracious, considerate, or submissive deference

shown to another
;
complaisance. ? Obs.

1650 T. B. B[avley] Worcester's APoph. 38 To answer
his humour with a condescention at the first word. 169a

Bentley Boyle Led. ii. 43 In compliance and condescension
to the custom of their Country. 169s Ray Dissol. World
Pref. (1732* 13 He did it only in condescension to their

Weakness. 1749 FlKLDlMG Tom Jones I. vi, Their extreme
servility and condescension to their superiors. 1799 W.
Gilpin Sertn. I. ix. (R.i, If we are displeased with an
opposition to our humours, we ought to shew a condescen-
sion to the humours of others. 1871 Freeman Hist. Ess.

Ser. 1. x. 291 A man who thus showed no condescension
to the feelings of his age.

t 4. The action or fact of acceding or consent-

ing ; concession. Obs.

1648 Manton Spir. Languish. 2 In obedience to your
Order, and condescension to the requests of some Friends,
I have now made it [this Sermon) publick. 1664 Dk.
Albemarle in Marvell's Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 99 That
some condescentions and abatements be made for peace
sake. C1720 Lett. fr. Mist's Jml. 11722) I. 238, I almost
doubt your Condescension to my Request.

+ Condescensional, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -al.]

Of or pertaining to condescension.
x657 J Smith Myst. Rhet. 206 These and such like are

the condescensional characters of comfort.

t Condesce'nsive, a- Obs. [ad. med.L.
condcscensiv-uS) f. condescens- ppl. stem of con-

descend?™ : see -ive.] Characterized by or given

to condescension.
a 1677 Barrow Serm. <i8io> II. 240 It. .rendereth him

civil, condescensive, kind and helpful to those who are in

a meaner state. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 63. 1/1 A condescen-
sive accommodation to Humane Capacity. 1747 E. Poston
Trailer 1. 137 Most of them are. .so condescensive to leave
it to me to chuse.

Hence + Condesce'naively adv., -ness.
165a Si'Arke Prim. Devot. (1663) 501 Let us exercise ..

conJescensiveness of spirit, in all our transactions with our
meanest brethren. 18*7 G. S. Faber Orig. Expiat. Sacr.
268 The rite was condescensively adopted . . from the Pagan-
ism of Egypt.

t Condesce'nt. Obs. Also 6-7 -discent.

[f. Condescend, after Descent (F. descente).]

1. Consent, agreement ; assent, compliance.
c 1460 Play Sacram. 123 Me dare they nat dysplese by

no condescent. 1540 Act 32 Hen. Vlll, a 14 Luery such
conclusion, couenant, bargain, condiscent and agreement
shal stand. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts N. T. 352 In a
gracious condescent and approbation. 1689 Treat. Afonarchy
1. ii. 7 This is an after condescent and act of grace.

2. Condescension ; act of condescending.
a 1638 Mede Wks. 1. xl. 221 The third Circumstance is

God's condescent unto man, in that . . he comes himself in

person. 1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 235 It is a
condescent and debasement for the present. 1675 M. Barne
Serm. 17 Oct. 11685) 5 By a wonderful Condescent, He ac-

commodated his Doctrines to the Reason . .of his Auditors.

Condescent, -send, obs. ff. Condescend.

t Condescentions, a. Obs. [f. Condescen-
sion ; see -ous : after words like pretentious^ etc.]

= Condescensive.
1651 Mr. Love's Case 49 Had the State judg'd it meet to

be. .condescentious to hts humors and desires.

t Condesrre, v. Obs. [f. Con* + Desihe v.]

trans. To desire greatly.

1615 T. Adams Lycanthropy, Neyther is this our Inno-
cency onely to be con-desired in respect . .of man.

Condet, -deth^e, -deyt, obs. ff. Conduct,
Conduit.
Condicend, obs. f. Condescend.
Condicion, obs. f. Condition.

+ Condict. Obs. [ad. L. condict-us, pa. pple.

oicondicSrc to talk over, agree upon.]

1656- Blount Glossogr., Cortdt'ct, an accord or agreement.
1658- Phillips, Condict, an appointment or composition.

Condict: see Condite a. 1

, Conduct, Conduit.

Condicti'tions, a. Mom. Law. [f. L. con-

dietlci-us, f. condict-tts : see prec. and -itious.]

Of or pertaining to a demand of restitution ; con-

dietitions action = L. actio condicticia.

1774 Bp. Halifax Anal. Rom. Lawiijw 87 Condictitious
Actions, granted to Rei, or Defendants . . against Actors,
or Plaintiffs, who had inserted in their Libels a greater sum
than was due.

Condiction ^k^ndi-kjan). Rom. Law. [ad. L.

condiction-e?n formal claim of restitution, n. of

action f. cotuiicere to give formal notice, spec, to

give notice of a formal claim of restitution, f. con-

together + dicitre to say, tell.] A formal claim of

restitution ; reclaim of undue payment.
1818 Colebrooke Treat. Oblig. rj- Contracts I. 201 It

cannot be recovered . . by an action of condiction of undue
payment. 1880 Muirhead tr. Instit. Gaius iv. § 18 This
procedure therefore was quite properly called condtctio', for

the pursuer gave notice to his opponent to appear on the
thirtieth day for the appointment of a judge. In now giving
the name of condiction to the personal action in which we
maintain that something ought to be given to us, our lan-

guage is not so appropriate ; for at the present day there

is no notice given.

Condicylle, obs. f. Codicil.

Condiddle (k^ndi-d'l), v. dial. [Colloquial

formation from Con- and Diddle.] trans. To
make away with (either by waste or pilfering).

1746 Exmoor Scolding 11. (Dial. Soc.) 56 Ha wud zoon
ha be* condidled. 1824 Scott St. Ronan's iv, 'Twig the
old connoisseur ', said the Squire to the Knight, ' he is con-
diddling the drawing '. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss., Condidled,
stolen

;
conveyed away by trickery. 1880 E. Cornw, Gloss.,

Condiddle, to take away clandestinely : to filch.

Hence Condi'ddlement.
1857 Cliamb. Jml. VII. 354 Don't put everything of

value out of sight, as though you were afraid of some con.
didlement.

Condie, var. of Condue v. Obs. to conduct.

Condign k^ndorn;, a. Forms : 5 condyngne,

j

5-6 condygne, 5-7 condigne, 6 condynge (Sc.

conding', 6- condign, [a. F. condigne
)
ad. L.

condign-us (med.L. also -aingnus wholly worthy,

f. con- together, altogether + dignus worthy.]

t L Equal in worth or dignity (to). Obs.

c 1470 Harding Chron. lxxxiv. vii, This Kyng Arthure, to

whom none was condigne Through all the world. 1490

I

Caxton //o7u to Die 6 And yet be not the passyons of this

I
world condygne ne worthy to the glorye to come. 158a

j
N. T. (Rhem.) Rom. viii. 18 The passions of this time are

not condigne [Vulg. condign*, Wvclif & xttk C. w.
worthy] to the glone to come. 1854 Svd. Dobell Balder
xxiii. 116 Rank after mingling rank.. but each Condign,

j
and in a personality Confest.

1 2. Worthy, deserving. Const, of\ to do a thing.

1 a. Of persons. Obs. for arch.)

1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 11. 1744 She hath great

honour. .As most condigne to beare the principalite. 1531
Elyot Gov. i. xxiv, There shall nat lacke here after con*

I

digne writers to registre his actes. 1585 James I. Ess.
. Poesie (Arh.) 37 He of Laurell is conding, Who wysely can

with profiit, pleasure ming. 1596 Si-enskr F. Cf. vii. vi. 11

Her selfe of all that rule she deemed most condigne. (1833
I. Taylor Fanat. vi. 147 The persuasion that [our fellow-

men] are condign objects of such treatment.]

b. Of things. Obs.

1500 Barclay Shyp 0/ Folys (1570) 20a This noble Chic.

.

Condigne to be gouerned by an emperour. 1534 Whitinton
Tullyes Offices 1. (1540) 20 That we shall gyue after the

condigne merites of the man. 163a LiTHOOW irav. v. {1682)

I

207 My own weak judgment .. could never mount to the

true acquittance of his condign merit.

I + 3. Worthily deserved, merited, fitting, appro-

;

priatc
;
adequate. Obs. (or arch.\ exc. as in 6.

In i6-i7th c. exceedingly common in condign laud,

praise, thanks.

1413 LVBO> Pytgr. Sojvle 11. xlii. (1859) 48 Take him vp in

lo thy blysse on hye in what degree that to hym is con-
dygne. 1530 Fntyte 0/Rcdemf. (W. de W.) A iij, A frayle

man. .fayleth in thy condygne laude. a 1535 More On the
Passion Introd. Wks. 1271/1 To tourne vnto God .. &
geue him condigne thankes for the same. 1555 Eden
Decades 17 Euery man shall receaue condigne rewarde or

punyshement. 1588 Siiaks. L. L. L. i. ii. 26 In thy con-

digne praise. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. xiv. (1821) 159
To whom wee render condigne thanks. 1683 tr. Erasmus'
Morim Enc. 104 Heaven can never be a condign reward
for their meritorious life. [1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng. 10 The
eulogy bestowed on Chaucer oy Spenser's well-worn meta-
phor has not been quite unanimously recognized as condign.]

b. Since the end of 17th c. commonly used only

of appropriate punishment : a use originating in

the phraseology of Tudor Acts of Parliament.
Johnson 1^55 says, ' It is always used of something de-

served by crimes'. DeQuincey Templars' Dial. Wks. IV.

188 note, ' Capriciously . . the word condign is used only in

connection with the word punishment . .These and other

words, if unlocked from their absurd imprisonment, would
become extensively useful. We should say, for instance,

"condign honours", "condign reward", "condign treat-

ment" (treatment appropriate to the merits [Cf. 1873 in 3.]

15x3 Douglas AEneis xm. vii. 64 The godly power. .Onto
tha wikkyt Sawlis. . Hes send conding punytioun, and just

panys. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VI11, c 4 Former statutes .

.

for lacke of condigne punishment .. be littell feared or

regarded, a 159a Greene Selimus Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 273
To punish treason with condigne reward. 1593 Shaks.
a Hen. VI, in. i. 130 Condigne punishment. 1614 Bp. Hall

Recoil. Treat. 1124 And plague thee with a condigne death.
1642 Declar. Ho. Comm. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 11721) V.
25 That the Authors . . shall be . . brought to this House to
receive condign Punishment 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) III. xx. 127 So shall [I] not fail of condign punish-
ment. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 575 He had been
brought to condign punishment as a traitor. 1878 Bosw.
Smith Carthage 195 To wreak condign vengeance on the

common oppressor of them alL

Condignity (k^hdi-gniti). [ad. med.L. con-

dignitas, i. condign-us Condign : F. condignite.]

+ 1. Worthiness, merit. Obs.

1605 Sylvester Du BartasDed., To sing to our posterity

This Noblest Work after it selfs Condigmtie. 1668 Howe
Bless. Righteous (1825) 92 While the soul tastes its own act

. .apprehends the condignity and fitness of it.

b. spec, in Scholastic Theol. That worthiness of

eternal life which a man may possess through good
works performed while in a state of grace.

1554 1. Sami-son in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xviii. 48
They so enwrap themselves with their terms, .with merit of

congruence and merit of condignity. a x6« W. Pemble
Jnstif. 31. 1654 Trapp Comm. Job xxxv. 7 The Papists.

.

talk of works of super-erogation, and of., merit of con-

dignity. 1715 tr. Dupins Eccl. Hist. 17th C. I. v. 72 Able
to deserve Grace, neither with the Merit of Condignity,

nor with that of Congruity. 1842 Hook Clu Diet. s. v.,

The Scotists maintain that it is possible for man in his

natural state so to live as to deserve the Grace of God, by
which he may be enabled to obtain salvation ; this natural

fitness (congruitas) for grace, being such as to oulige the

Deity to grant it. Such is the merit of congruity. The
Thomists, on the other hand, contend that man, by the

divine assistance, is capable of so living as to merit eternal

life, to be worthy (condignus) of it in the sight of God. In

this hypothesis the question of previous preparation for the

grace which enables him to be worthy, is not introduced.

This is the merit of condignity.

t 2. Desert ; what one deserves. Obs.

1653 Baxter Wore. Petit. De/. 17 If God should bring to

condignity their Town-Clerks. 1654 H. L'Estrange
Chas. I (1655) 8 Theirs was also the greater condignity of

the Block.

Condignly k^hdai-nli), adv. [f. Condign +
-LY -.] In a condign or worthy way; worthily,

agreeably to deserts, deservedly; suitably, ade-

quately.

c 1450 Mirour Saluacwun 42 Ffor our lady . . The forsaid

}ate and temple condignely should be. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 12 Man may not in suche case condignely

or worthily merite grace. 1548 Act 2-3 Edw. VI, c. 24 ( 1

Condignly to punish such Persons. 1578 Chr. Prayers in

Priv. Prayers (1851) 465 Our merciful Queen . . for whom
we most condignly give thee thanks. 107a Sir C. Wyvill
Triple Croivn 28 The good works of just persons do merit

Eternal Life Condignly. 1788 Priestley Led. Hist. v.

xlviiL 360 To see nis enemy condignly punished. 1858

Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) II. vn. viii. 337 The treasonous

mystery of this Crown-Prince must . . be condignly punished.

i860 Plsey Min. Propfu 187 As though ye honoured God
condignly.

CondignneSS (k^ndai-n.nes). Also 6-8 con-

dignes s. [f. as prec. + -ness.] t Suitableness ;

agreeableness to deserts ' (J.) ;
condignity.

1581 Marbeck Bk. Notes fit He shall haue euerlasting

lyfe, at that time when he hath descrued it of a condignes,

by his good works, 1730 6 in Bailey (folio>. 1755 in

Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

Ccmdil, obs. f. Candle.
Condiment kf ndiment), sb. Also 5 condy-
ment. [a. Y. condiment, ad. L. condiment-urn, f.

cofu/i-re to preserve, pickle: see Condite a. 1
]

Anything of pronounced flavour used to season or

give relish to food, or to stimulate the appetite.

(Some medical writers class tea, coffee, alcoholic drinks, as

condiments ; but they are not ordinarily so called.)

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 503 Thts condyment is esy

and jocounde. Ibid, xtu 351 This moone is made olyve in

condyment. i6a6 Bacon Sylva { 630 As for Kaddisn, and

Tarragon, .they are for Condiments. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Bp. 111. xxii, Many things are swallowed by animals

..for condiment, gust or medicament. x8a8 Scott F. M.
Perth ti, He proceeded to spread the board . . with salt,

spices, and other condiments, i860 Rogers in Adam
Smith's W. N. I. Editor's Pref. 29 The intense desire to

obtain those Eastern condiments.

c 1430 ir. T. A Ktmpis 109 Make it sauory wt)> )k condiment
of ft wisdom. <i»6f7 Harrow SfTM. 116861 III. xix 218

Hope . . is the incentive, the support, the condiment of all

honest labour. 1850 Carlyle Latttr d. Pampk. viii. 362

The virtues of Jesuitism, seasoned with that fatal condiment.

t Condiment, v. ran. [f. prec] traits. To
season or flavour with a condiment ; to spice.

c 14*0 Pallad. oh Husb. XL 525 Use this ferment For

musty brede, whom this wol condyment. 18*3 D'Israeli

Cur. Lit. (18591 II. 251 Sinon, one of the great masters of

the condimenting art. 1854 Hadham Halieut. xxi. 487

Unless it be most carefully condimented and seasoned.

Condime°ntal, «. [f- as prec. + -al ] Of or

belonging to a condiment or relish ;
spicy.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 29 Sept., There could be but

little condimental in an incessant harping on a dreary

theme. 1882 N. Y. Tribune 9 Aug., There may be need of

occasional condimental relishes.

Conding, obs. Sc. f. Condign.
Condiscend e, etc., obs. ff. Condescend, etc.

Condisciple (kfmdissi-p'l). [ad. L. coiulis-

cipul-us fellow-scholar, f. con- together with +
Jiscipulus : see Disciple ] A fellow disciple or

scholar ; a schoolfellow or fellow-student.
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1554 T. Martin Marriage of Priests {R.) t To the right

dearly beloved brethren and condisciples dwelling together.
1582 N. T. (Rhem.) John xi. 16 Thomas . . said to his con-
disciples, Let us also goe, to die with him. 1677 Gale
Crt. Gentiles II. in. 112 Melissus, who was condisciple
with Zeno, under Xenophanes. 1795 T. Jefferson Writ.
(1850,) IV. 118 If you visit me.. it must be as a con-
disciple : for I am but a learner. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes
II. 332 We adjourn to a great dinner where old condisciples
meet.

Condiscyon, -elision, obs. ff. Condition.
Condise, obs. pi. of Conduit.

t Condispo'se, v. Obs. rare. [f. Con- +
Dispose.] trans. To dispose or arrange together.
1617 Lane Sqrs. Tale p. 59 A manlie sight, of lustie

bodies nimblie condisposed.

Condissend, obs. f. Condescend.
t Condisti nguish, v. Obs. rare. [f. Con-
+ Distinguish.] trans. To contradistinguish.
1644 Digby Nat. Bodies iii. (1658) 27 That thing if it be

condistinguished from its Quantity or Divisibility, must of
it self be indivisible.

Condit, obs. f. Conduct, Conduit.

+ Condita neous, a. Obs. [ad. L. conditane-us,

{. condlt-us pickled : see Condite.] That may
be seasoned, pickled, or preserved.
1656 in Blount Glossogr. 17*1- in Bailey, etc.

t Condite, sb. Obs. [ad. F. condit in same
sense, or its source L. condit-um, neuter of conditus

preserved, pickled, spiced, used subst. : see next.]

A preserve or pickle ; a conserve, electuary.
[1586 Cogan Haven Health cvii. (1636) 107 Quinces may

be. .preserved in syrrup condite.] 1610 Barrough MetA.
Physick vii. xiv. (1639) 403 Condites or Electuaries to
strengthen all kind of vertues. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's
Disp. 106 Called by apothecaries liquid condites,

t Condrte,^. 1 Obs. Also 6 condyte, (-duit,

-diet), [ad. L. condTt-us, pa. pple. of condi-re to

season, pickle, preserve, an accessory form of
condcre to put or lay together, lay or store up,
preserve, pickle, etc. : see next.] Preserved,
pickled ; seasoned. (Often construed as a pple.)
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. VT. 222 Other condite hem [i.e.

roses] kepe in pottes clene. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe 11.

vii. (1541) 23 Olyves condite in salte lykoure, taken at the
begynnynge of a meale doth corroborate the Stomake.
1544 Phaer Regim. (1560) B viijb, Take once in a wieke, a
mirobolane conduit, mo Venner Via Recta v\. 106 Greene
condite Ginger. 1633 Treas. Hid. Secrets x, Plummes
condict in sirrop. 1639 Anchoran Gate of Tongues 120 Most
of the messes, .are wont to be sprinkled with the powder of
spices, or to bee condite with aromaticke confections.

Co'ndite, a. 2 rare, [ad L. condit-us, pa. pple.

of condere to put or lay together, put or lay away,
hide, etc., f. con- together + dare, -dere to put.]

1 1. Abstruse, recondite. Obs.
1695 Tryon Dreams § Vis. i. 5 That I may . .comprehend

and explain those condite Misteries.

2. Put together, nonce-wd.
1871 Carlyle in Mrs. C.'s Lett. III. 17 Masses of incon-

dite or semi-condite rubbish,

t Condi*te, V."
1 Obs. Also 6 condyte. [f. L.

condit- ppl, stem of condlre : see Condite aX\
1» trans. To preserve with salt, sugar, spices, or

the like : to pickle.

C1420 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 4^9 Nowe thai condite her
must egestion That wol with gipse her wynes medicyne.
1551 Turner Herbal 1. Ljb, Sum vse to condyte this
herbe with dittany to eate it. J578 Lyte Dodoens 1. x. 18
The roote condited or preserved with hony. Ibid. vi. Ixiii.

738 Olives condited in salt or brine. 1606 Warner Alb.
Eng. xv. xcix. 391 And with that sweet Compound condites
such Gallimawfries. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden lxxix,
Eating some of the root of Enula condited. 1725 Bradley
Earn. Diet. s.v. Sal/et, Eaten raw or condited.

2. To embalm. Alsofig.
1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. m. 173 The Disciples having

devoutly composed his body to burial! . .washed it and con-
dited it with spices and perfumes. 1651 — Holy Dying v.

§ 8 (1727) 253 With great art did condite the bodies, and
laid them in charnel-houses. 1659 R. H. Paradox. Asser-
tions 44 (T.) A good name is a precious ointment which will
condite our bodies best, and preserve our memories.
3. To season, flavour.

1657 Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 11 Strong meat, and very
well Condited. 1679 Evelyn Mem. (1857) II. 146, I dined
. . at the Portugal Ambassador's . . the dishes were trifling,
hashed and condited after their way.

b- fig-
c 1630 Jackson Creed v. xxiii. Wks. IV. 207 That point of

truth, wherewith the Romanist seeks to condite or sweeten
the poisonous fruit of his idolatrous . . speculations. 1670
Sanderson Pref. UssAer's Pmver Princes, Writings .

.

condited to the gust and palate of the Publisher.
Hence t Condited ppl. a. preserved, pickled

;

t Condi-ting vbl. sb., preserving, pickling.
1626 H. Mason Epicure's East ii. 9 Electuaries and con-

dited things. Ibid. ii. 13 Preserued stuffe, and condited
juncates. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living ii. § 3 (1727} 81
Condited or pickled mushromes. 1678 — Serm. xo6 Enjoy
. .the condited Bellies of the Scams. i68x Grew Museum
(R.), Much after the same manner as the sugar doth in the
conditing of pears, quinces, and the like.

t Condite, Obs. rare. [f. L. condit- ppl.
stem of condcre to put together, etc. : see Condite
a. 2] trans. To put together, compose.
1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 8 Some haue sayd, the scull

to be condited, and made of two Wallea which they call
1 ables, '

t Condite, pa. pple. Obs. rare. [var. of conduit

^Conduct pa. pple.
-

] Conducted.
c 1430 Lydg. Vita Beatx Marise [MS. Soc.Aul. 134 f. 23 b),

But condite only of be sterre shene.

Condite, obs. f. Conduct, Conduit.

t Condi'tenient. Obs. [f. Conditet/. 1 + -ment.]

1. = Condiment, seasoning, spice. Alsofig.
a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams II. (1692) 10 A scholar can

have no taste of natural philosophy without some condite-
ment of the mathematics.

f 2. 1 A composition of conserves, powders, and
spice, made up in the form of an electuary, with a

convenient quantity of syrup * (Phillips 1696). Obs.
Hence in Bailey, Johnson, and mod. Diets.

Condition [k^Xndi'Jbn), sb. Forms: 4-6 con-
dicion, with usual interchange of i and y, c and
sc, 0 and on, (5 condi(s)coun, -ducion)

; 5- con-
dition. [ME. condicion, a. OF. condicion {con-

dition)^ (cf. Pr. condicio, Sp. condicion, It. condi-

zione), ad. L. condicidn-em (in later times, through
the running together of palatalized c and /, com-
monly spelt condition-) a compact, stipulation,

agreement upon terms
;
app. immediately related to

comliche to talk a thing over together, agree upon,

f. con- together + dlcere to declare, tell, say, etc.,

weak stem die- in -dicus, dicax, etc. (see Dict)
;

cf. esp. dicion- command, rule, sway, authority.

It had already in Lat. the senses 'situation, posi-

tion, rank, circumstances, nature, manner,' as in

II. The spelling with t is rare in Eng. before 1550.
Kindred Lat. formations are capio, legio, rcgio, religio,

obsidio, etc. The spelling conditio led to the notion that the

word was a deriv. of L. condere, condit- : see Condite r'.
2
.]

I. A convention, stipulation, proviso, etc.

1. Something demanded or required as a pre-

requisite to the granting or performance of some-
thing else ; a provision, a stipulation.

c mijJ Shokeha.m 64 Hit is wykked condicioun . . ?ef he
seytn ich wille the have . . ^ef thou deist suche a dede Of
queade. 1382 Wyclip Gen. xlvii, 26 The preestis loond, that

free was fro this condicioun. 14. . Purific. Marie 128 Thys
law . . Ne was not put but by condycyon Only to hem
that corupt weron by kynd. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. <W. de W.
1531) 1 The condicyons requyred to a piigrym. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, 1. iii. 108, I had rather be a Countrie seruant
maide Then a great Queene, with this condition. 1611
Bible Luke xiv. 32. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. 213
He then, while he feared his owne life, stood upon no con-
dition. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 759 Wilt thou enjoy the good,
Then cavil the conditions? 1758 Wesley Wks. (1872) X.
308 The word condition means neither more nor less than
something sine qua non, without which something else is

not done. 1834 Medwin Angler in W. II. 153 The condi-
tions were that at a given signal the parties were to advance
. . and to fire when they pleased. 1871 B'ness Bunsen in

Hare Life II. vii. 416 In no case could France have ob-
tained more favorable conditions.

b. On, upon under, up, in, by, of, with) the

{this, that, such, fa) condition that ; now, usually,

on condition that.

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 750, I telle hyt the up a
condicioun That thou shalt hoolly, etc. c 1381 — Pari.
Foules 407 But natheles, in this condicioun . . That she
a-gre to his eleccioun. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 474 In
condicioun . . bat bow konne defende, And rule bi rewme in
resoun. c 1400 Soiudone Bah. 607 Vppon a condicion I

graunte the My doghter. c 1450 Merlin xiv. 203 We be come
to serue yow, with this condicion, that ye desire not to knowe
oure names, c 1532 Ld. Berners Huon xlv. 149 He wolde
pardon hym on the condycyon that he shulde neuer after
trespas hym. 1535 Coverdale i Sam. xi. 2, I wil make a
couenaunt with you, of [1611 on] this condicion, that I maye
thrust out all youre right eyes. 1538 Starkey England 1.

iv. 115 Certayn landys were gyven. .under such condycyon
that, etc. 1557 North tr. Gueuara's Diall Pr. 102 a/2 To
forbeare all the pleasures . .with condicion that they might
be free from the annoyaunce. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, v. iii.

*53 Vpon condition I may quietly Enioy mine owne . . My
daughter shall be Henries. ^1592 Marlowe Jeiv ofMalta
iv. v, Of that condition I will drink it up. a 1618 Raleigh
Prerog. Pari, in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 309 [He] had the
fifteenth penny of all goods given him, upon condition to
confirm the great charter. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral
T, (1816) I. xii. 100 Upon express condition, that he should
say nothing. 1855 Prescott Philip II, 1. vii. (1857) 124 On
the condition that they should not bear arms for six months
against the Spaniards.

+ C. Condition was used for on condition that.

[cf. Cause conj. — because that.]

1600 Heywood 1st Pt, Ediv. IV, Wks. 1874 I. 51, I would
I had not, condition she had all. 1602 Life T. Cromwell v.

iv. 124 It is too true Sir. Would 'twere otherwise, Condition
I spent half the wealth I have. 1606 Shaks. Tr. Cr. 1. ii.

80 Condition I had gone bare-foote to India.

2. Law. In a legal instrument, e.g. a will, or
contract, a provision on which its legal force or
effect is made to depend.
Condition inherent,one attaching to the tenureof property,

and descending therewith to the inheritor ; c. precedent,
one that must be fulfilled before the title, advantage, etc.,

affected by it can take effect ; c. subsequent, one that re-

mains to be performed after the title, etc., has come into
operation, and the non-fulfilment of which may invalidate
or extinguish the title or right. Conditions of sale, the
provisions under which sale by auction takes place.
1588 Fraunce Laiviers Log. 1. xii. 53 b, Hee shall . .observe

such conditions as were annexed to the first donation. 1641
Ter/nes de la Ley 72 Condition is a restraint or bridle

I

annexed and joyned to a thing, so that by the not perform-
l ance or not doing thereof, the partie to the condition shall

receive prejudice and losse, and by the performance and
doing of the same, commoditie and advantage. 18x8 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) VI. 448 Even in a deed there were no precise
technical words required to make a condition precedent or
subsequent. 1827 J. Powell Devises (ed. 3) II. 251 Con-
ditions, whether precedent or subsequent . . consequences
flowing from the distinction, considered.

b. Estate upon or in condition : one held sub-

ject to certain legal conditions.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 68 a, It is called estate uppon
condicion, for thys that the estate of the feoffee isdefensable
if the condicyon bee not performed. 1628 Coke On Litt.

201 a, Littleton hauing before spoken of Estates absolute,
now beginneth to intreate of estates vpon Condition.

1 3. Agreement by settlement of terms
;
covenant,

contract, treaty. Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 336/4 Thenne the condycion made
all thynges were made redy. 1535 Covlkdale Isa. xxviii.

15 Tush, .as for hell we haue made a condicion with it . . it

shal not come vpon vs. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 504 They
within were glad to render the towne upon condition. 1596
Shaks. Merck, V. 1. iii. 149 If you repaie me not on such a
day, In such a place, such sum or sums as are Exprest in

the condition. 1632 Lithgow Trav. iv. U6821 133 He
entred into a reasonable condition with ine. a 1718 Penn
Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 674 There is no Government in the
World, but it must either stand upon Will and Power, or

Condition and Contract.

4. Something that must exist or be present if

something else is to be or take place ; that on
which anything else is contingent ; a prerequisite.

1340 Aycnb. 193 Vour condicions . . ssolle by ine clmesse,

be uerste is pet me hise yeue gledliche and mid guod herte.

1 \qoQ Apol. Loll. 15 pre condicouns inak marlirdom faire,

bat is to sai, ri^twisnes of he cause, charitalile pacience of be

martir, an vnri^twisnes of be persewar. 1675 Baxter Cat/t.

Theol. 11. 1. 17 You deny not that God knoweth from eternity

whether the condition of each Event will it self be or not.

1770 Fletcher Checks Wks. 1795 II. 6 Salvation . . not by
the Merit of works, but by works, as a Condition. 1868

M. Pattison Acadcm. Org. iv. 113 The condition of a
successful school is the concentration of authority and re-

sponsibility on one head. 1875 HamerTON luteIt, Life 11. i.

46 Drudgery must be done. This is the condition of all

work whatever, and it is the condition of all success.

b. (As contrasted with cause.) Each of the

concurring antecedent circumstances viewed as

contributory causes of a phenomenon.
1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. I. vii. 123 The air I breathe, is

the condition of my life, not its cause. 1846 Mill Logic 111.

v. § 3 It is very common to single out one only of the ante-

cedents under the denomination of Cause, calling the others
merely Conditions. Ibid. The statement of the cause is in-

complete, unless in some shape or other we introduce all the

conditions. 1889 T. Fowlek Induct. Logic 14 In assigning
the cause of a phenomenon, it is seldom that the negative
conditions are mentioned, [bid. 15 What, when employing
popular language, we dignify with the name of Cause is

that condition which happens to be most prominent in our
minds at the time.

c. The whole affecting circumstances under

which a being exists.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Voy. to Eug.Wks. (Bohn) II.

14 Hut under the best conditions, a voyage is one of the
severest tests to try a man. 1871 Tyndall Erngm. Sc.

I. xii. 371 Geologists now aim to imitate, .the conditions of
nature. 1881 Romanes in Eortn. Rev. Dec. 740 Environ-
ment, .or the sum total of the external conditions of life.

d. A single affecting element or influence.

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola n. viii, His arresting voice had
brought a new condition into her life.

+ 5. A restriction, qualification, or limitation.

c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 80 Sum ping men seien,

witinge bat it is sob, affermynge be sentence wibouten ony
condicioun. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 1 1S6S 1 56 She ansuered
. . yef we ete of this fruite peraventure we shulle deye, and
thus she putte condicion in her ansuere. 1661 Bramhall
fust Vind. iii. 44 We are sorry for his sins under a condi-
tion, that is, in case they were true. . But we are absolutely
without condition glad of our own liberty. 1841 J. R Young
Math. Dissert, ii. 36 To impose upon those values, be they
innumerable or not, a new condition or restriction.

6. Logic and Grammar. A clause expressing a

condition in sense 4 ; in Logic called also the ante-

cedent, in Grammar the protasis, of a conditional

proposition or sentence.

1864 Bowen Logic v. 128 All Hypothetical Judgments
obviously consist of two parts, the first of which is called

the Condition or Antecedent, and the second, the Conse-
quent ; and the assertion or Judgment is, that if the Con-
dition exists, the Consequent follows. 1874 Robv Lat.
Gram. II. 240 A condition qualifying an infinitive.

7. Math.y etc. The provisions or obligations

which an expression or solution is required to

fulfil. Equation of conditions ; see quot.

1823 Crabb TecAnol. Dict. s.v., Equation of Conditions :

certain equations in the Integral Calculus, of this form

A B— =— , useful in ascertaining whether a proposed fluxion

will admit of finite integration or a finite fluent. 1885

Leudesdorf Cremona's Proj. Geom. 183 There are four

conies which satisfy the given conditions.

8. In U. S. Colleges, a technical term of the

class system (see Class 3 b). Candidates for ad-

mission to any class, are examined on a fixed

schedule of 'studies ' or subjects, but may be ad-

mitted without passing in some of the subjects, on
the condition that the requisite standard in these is

attained within a given time. These studies or

subjects in arrear are then called conditions.

1890 Catalog. Lafayette College 20, Cotiditious.—Students
entering with conditions are required to make them up
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before the end of the term following that of their admission.
Mod. Phelps was admitted with conditions; he has now
made up or worked off his conditions. The Faculty assign
him Conic Sections as a condition.

II. Mode of being, state, position, nature.

9. A particular mode of being of a person or
thing; state of being. (Formerly sometimes in

pi. : cf. circumstances.)
1340 Hampole Pr. Come. 769 Alstyte als a man waxes

aloe pan chaunges his complexcion And his maners and his
condicion. /bid. 805 pus may men se. .What be condicions
er of an aid man. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 274 Schortly to
say, is nane can tell The halle condicioun off A threll. 1539
Wolsky in Four C. Eng. Lett. 10 The miserable con-
dycion, that I am presently yn. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. I. ii.

15. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intetl. viiL (1628) 261 The heyres
vnto some good estates or conditions of Huing. a 1656 Up.
Hall Rem. IVks. (1660) 208 The Bell is tolled to give notice
of his dying condition. 1667 Milton P.L. hi. 181 That he
may know how frail His fall'n Condition is. 1731 Berkeley
Alciphr. u. § 10 Having both soul and body sound and in
good condition. 1789 Bentham Pritic. Legist, xviii. 26 note,
We speak of the condition of a trustee as we speak of the
condition of a husband or a father. 1833 Hr. Martineau
Brooke Farm ii. 10 Enquiring into the condition of his
clothes. 1856 Sir Ii. Brodie Psychol. Inq, L in. 75 No one
. . can doubt the vast influence which the condition of the
body has on the temper. 1878 Huxley Pkysiogr. 104 The
three conditions of a solid, a liquid, and a gas . . are physical
states dependent mainly on Temperature. 1887 J. H.
Gilbert Lect. Grmvth Root Crops 17 What is termed the
condition of land, that is the readily available fertility due
to recent accumulations.

t b. ellipt. State of matters, circumstance. In
any condition: in any case, in any circumstances.

t 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. F 243 He moste confessen hym
of alle the condiciouns that bilongen to his synne. 1393
Gower Con/. III. 69 For she founde her avision Right
after the condition, Which he her hadde told to-fore. 1557
North tr. G/ieuara's Diall Pr. (16x9] 632/1 That..hee doe
in any condition return with him.

C. In condition to do a thing} ; in a state, suffi-

ciently equipped, prepared. Also out of condition.
1693 Mem. Cut. Tcckeley jv. 63 The Christian Army, .was

in a condition not to be taken of a .sudden. 17x9 Mem.
/.etuis XIV, x. 241 And put them out of Condition to keep
the Field. 186a Carlyle Frtdk. Gt. (1865) III. vm. ii. 5
The unhappy prodigal is in no condition to resist farther.

d. To change {alter, ones condition : to get
married, arch, or dial.

171a Steele Sped. No. 522 p 1 The chief motives to a
prudent young woman of fortune for changing her condi-
tion. 1768 in Wesley's Jml. 25 May (1827) III. 321 You
have aUo thoughts of altering your condition ; but if you
marry him .. it will draw you from God. 1818 Scott lit.
Midi, xxvi, She expected him to say 'Jenny, I am gaun to
change my condition '.

10. State in regard to wealth, circumstances

;

hence, position with reference to the grades of
society ; social position, estate, rank.
C 1384 Chaucer //. Fame in. 440 A ryghte grete companye

. .Of alle. .condiciouns. .Poore and riche. c 1386— Prol. 38.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. VU xi. (1495) 195 A seruyng
woman.. of bonde condycion. 1509 Fisher Fun. Serm.
Ofess Ruhmond Wks. 290 Suche as were of lesse condycyon
maye encrease in hyer degre of nobtenes. 1605 Bp. Hall
Medtt. Votvs 11. § 42, I will cast downe my eyes to my
inferiours, and there see better men in worse condition.
1610 Shaks. Temp. 111. i. 59, I am, in my condition A Prince.
x66* Bk. Com. Prayer (Pickering 1844) 56 All sorts and con-
ditions of men. 1731 Pope Ep. Burlington 183 Honour and
.shame from no Condition rise ; Act well your part, there
all the Honour lies. 1855 Pkescott Philip It, 11. i. (1857)
195 In the middle classes; and even in those of humbler
condition.

t b. Formerly in//. -Circumstances. Obs.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) *°<5 The conditions of

their families. 1640 F. Hawkins Youths Behav. iL (1663)
12 Artificers, and other persons of low conditions. 1691 tr.

Sallust 266 It will not be amiss, briefly to say something of
his Conditions and Education.

c. Person of condition : i.e. of position, rank, or
' quality '. arch.

1673 Rules of Civility (ed. 2) 84 If we meet any person of
condition in the street, .we must always give him the Wall.
17*3 Steele Couse. Lovers 1. i, Dress'd like a Woman of
Condition. 1^80 Burke Sp. Econ. Re/. Wks. 1842 I. 248
Men of condition naturally love to be about a court ; and
women of condition love it much more. 1813 Scorr Pcveri/
ix, Such satisfaction as is due from one gentleman of condi-
tion to another. 1859 Beaton Creoles <$ Coolies iii. 108 There
were about . .one hundred women of condition in the colony.

f 11. Mental disposition, cast of mind ; charac-
ter, moral nature; disposition, temper. Obs.

( 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1433 He was so gentil of his con-
dicioun, That thorughout al the court was his renoun.
1470-85 Malouy Arthur x. x, How be hit I loue not his
condycyon, and fayne I wold l>e from hym. 1534 Ld.
Berners Gold. Bk. M. An ret. (1546) X viij, Womenbe of a
ryght tendre condicion. 1611 Bible 2 Mtuc. xv. 12 A ver-
tuous, and a good man, reuerend in conuersation, gentle in
condition, well spoken also. I1700 Dryuen Fablest Pat. <$•

Arc. 593 So gentle of condition was he known.)

t D. //. Personal qualities
;

manners, morals,
ways

; behaviour, temper. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 117 For truly I hold it grete

deynte, Akvngis sone yn armes wel to do, And ben of good
coudicions per to. 1388 Wyclif r Kings xiv. 24 Men of
wynimens condiciouns weren in the lond. 1483 Vulgaria
obs Terentio 18 b, I vnderstondc that thow haste amendid
thy condicyonns. c 1515 Skelton A est. Gamescke 12 Ye
have knavy^che condycyouns. 1530 Palscr. 208/1 Condy-
cions, maners, meurs. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretarie (1625)
133 The very True and worthy conditions- and behaviours,

I that rightly doe produce and make a Gentleman. 16x4
I Raleigh Hist. World iv. iii. ji 20 II. 204 Her peruerse

conditions made her husband seeke other wiues and Con-
I cubines. 1636 Featly Claris Myst. xx. 258 To breake

their scholars of ill conditions. 1684 Bunyan Piter. 11. 84
He said that Mercy was a pretty lass, but troubled with ill

Conditions. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 71 P 14 By the words
ill conditions, James means, in a woman coquetry, in a
man inconstancy. 1830 Scott Diary 24 Dec., This morning

j

died. .Miss Bell Fergusson, a woman of the most excellent
I conditions.

f 12. Nature, character, quality. Obs.
Chaucer Astrol. 25 In soth, thou shalt fynde but

j

2 degrees in al the zodiak of that condicioun. 1393 Gower
\

Con/. III. 90 Which [gamut] techeth the prolacion Of note
ancf the condition, c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xviii. 81 For
men of Inde er of bat condicioun [Fr. de tiele nature] bat
bai passe no^t comounly oute of baire awen land. 1484
Caxton Curiatl 2 Thynges whyche of theyr owne condicion
ben more to be mesprised than they that ben shewde by the
lyf of another. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretarie 1. (1625) 109
A man shaped as you see, and as bold in condition as he
appeareth in shew.

1 13* A characteristic, property, attribute, quality
(of men or things . Obs.
C1460 J. Russell Bk. Xurture 85 Hard chese hathe bis

condicioun in his operacioun.
(
1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)

Dtctes 4 1 He hadde som condicions of a dogge. 1509 Fisher
P un. Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. 291 These & many other
suche noble condycyons lefte vnto her by her Auncetres she

,
kepte. 1530 Palscr. 208/1 Condicyon a propertie, propriety.
1591 Shaks. Two Gent. in. i. 273 Heerc is the Cate-log of
her Conditions. 161 1 Cotgr. s. v. Loup, The wolfe went to
Rome, and left some of his coat, but none of his conditions,
behind him. 163a Haywaro tr. Biondi's Eromena 177
Excellency of judgement. . more, - than any other condition

i whatsoever. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 77 The Condi-
tions, or Qualities we ought to observe in the Bark are, etc.

14. techn. ^from 9^ a. = Proper or good condi-

|

tion for work, market, etc.

1846 Vol att Horse 465 If the nourishing property of the
hay has been impaired . . the animal will . . lose condition.
185J Smedley L. Arundel xxiii. 172 Xi he. .gets out of con-
dition . . it always brings him right again, i860A It Y. Round
No. 66. 384 Philip tugged like a Trojan, but his want of
condition told terribly. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. xxii.(ed. 3)

j
293 Great merits for bringing stock into condition. 1890

;

DailyNcms 28 Jan. 6/3 At Mark-lane to-day English wheat
out of condition was unsaleable.

b. Ilop-graving. The fine yellow powder which
contains the bitter aromatic principle that gives
hops their value for brewing ; the lupulin.

1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. 1. 163 Dealers . .value the
hops in proportion to the quantity of this powder which
they call condition. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 302 No hop
should be gathered till the seed is matured; not for the
sake of the seed itself, but the nectarium, or farina, techni-
cally known as 1 the condition ', will be in larger particles,

and its essential aromatic and bitter qualities more perfectly
developed when ripe.

Condi tion, v. [a. OK. conditionnc-r, corresp.

to Sp. comiicioftar, It. condizionare, med.L. con-

ditidndre (for cotidic-) to impose a condition on, to

limit with conditions ; f. condition- Condition sb.]

1. intr. To treat about conditions ; to make con-
ditions, make terms ; to stipulate, bargain with.
Also with indirect passive, arch.

1494 Fabyan vii. 643 For y* great stomake of the father,

y* he wolde not be condycioned with of f* sone, this vary,
aunce contynued atwene them, imo Bale Apol. 59 (R.)
Here he tymeth and condycyonetn with God whiche ap-
proueth nothyng. 1596 Spenser State /ret. 75 Dishonour-
able . . to condition or make any tearmes with such Rascalls.

1658 9 Burton's Diary (18281 IV. 59 Will any_ of you bring
in a tenant into your house before you condition with him?
iyai Strype Eccl. Mem. II. xv. 122 They were conditioned
with to teach the religion . . that should be established. 1815
Jane Austen Emma in. iii. 286 She trembling and con-
ditioning, they loud and insolent,

b. Const, for (fof) a thing.

i£53 W. Cholmeley in Catnd. Misc. (1853) '1- 4» 1 con *

ditioued with my sayde workeman for the terme of x yeres,

a 1603 T. Cartwrk.hi Con/ut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 51 Con-
ditioning with him of some painfull penance and satisfaction.

1639 Fuller Holy War 1. ii. (1840) 3 If they exceeded the
time they conditioned for. 1791 Paine Rights M. (ed. 4)
140 When the people of England sent for George the First,

they ought at least to have conditioned for the abandon-
ment of Hanover. 1871 Spectator 7 Sept. 11 27 The labour-
ers., might condition for any proportion of the product of
their labour, .which would still leave the capitalist, etc.

2. trans. To stipulate or bargain for ; to make
the condition, make it a condition.

a. with inf. ox subord. cl.

1549 Latimer 1st SertH. be/. Edw. VI (Arb. 1 27 God con-
dycioned wyth the lewes, that theyr king should be suche
a one as he hym self wold chose them. 1570 Dee Math.
Pre/. 16, I vse here to condition, the thing measured

t
to be

on Land. 1578 Timme Calvin on Gen. 362 He conditioneth
to haue of us the consent of faith and obedience. 1618 Bame-
velt's Apol. E iv, It is conditioned betwixt us, that I should
not name him. 1634-5 Bhereton Trav. 1

; * 9 Except
the wife and husband condition and conclude formally in

writing .. that the longest liver take all. 179s CURIAM
Amer. Law Rep.dfyi) 11 Bond conditioned that J. should
not depart the liberties. 1849 Jane Austen Mans/ Park
(1870* I. iv. 34 He only conditioned that the marriage should
not take place before his return.

f b. with simple object. Obst

1571 Campion Hist. fret. xi. (1633* 34 Conditioning with-
all their assistance to chase the Romanes out of Brittaine.

1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 111. i. 199 Who being not rich by
patrimony, take these iourneys onely for experience, and to
be inabled to that expence, doe condition this reasonable

j

game. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (zflll) I. xxxvi. 276 He
1
recommended himself to my favour at parting, .not offering

j
to condition anything with me.

c. To agree by stipulation to do something.
1624 Capt. Smith Virginia <:629» 185 Captaine Powell not

I having performed his service in the West Indies he condi<
!

tionedwith the Company. 16*9 R. Hill Pathiv. Piety L
151 We condition with him to obey him. tnm De Foe
Col. Jack (1840) 309 The full sum in gold which I had con-
ditioned to pay. 1889 Temple Bar Nov. 342 He conditioned
in his marriage settlement to give her half his goods.

3. To subject to something as a condition ; to
make dependent on a condition to be fulfilled

;

to make conditional on, upon.
J53° [^e Conditioning vbl. sb.]. 1644 J. Goodwin Dang.

Fighting agst. God 25 This liberty of choosing Pastors . . is

so conditioned, that it smiles only upon the rich. 1786
Burke W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 188 He has gone so far
as even to condition the existence of the revenue itself with
the exclusion of the company, his masters, from all inter-
ference whatsoever. 1884 Child Eng. <y Sc. PoP. Ballads
11. xxix. 260/2 A sea-fairy sends a maid to Artnur with a
magnificent gift, which is, however, conditioned upon his
granting a boon. 1889 Boston iMass.) 7m/. 13 Feb. 2/1 Any
action which the Canadian representatives might take would

!

have to be conditioned on the British Government's ap-
!

proval.

4. To govern, qualify, limit, restrict, as a con-
dition.

a 1619 Donne linMrt;^- (1644) 185 The intent and end
conditions every action. 16*9 Gaule Pract. Theories 106
Man hath his free motions neither is he conditioned.,
from the Ground he treads vpon. 1841-4 Emerson Ess.,
Prudence Wks. (Bohn 1 1. 94 The laws of the world, whereby
man's being is conditioned. 1851 M. Arnold Poems, Em-
Pedocles 1. ii, Limits we did not set Condition all we do.

1877 Morley Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 167 He knew how this
law limited and conditioned progress. x88a Nature XXVII.
107 The size of the wire . . must be conditioned . . by the
purposes to which the instrument is to be applied.

b. To be the (precedent condition of, to deter-

mine as a condition the existence of. pass. To
depend upon as its condition, to be conditional on.
1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. v. fed. 3^ 49 Economically con-

sidered, the existence of mankind is conditioned by some
sort of saving. 1877 Caird Phitos. Kant 11. xvii. 609 The
idea of the existence of two separate worlds which condition
each other.

5. a. Metaph. To subject to the qualifying con-

ditions of finite existence or cognition. Also transf
18*9 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 14 To think is to

condition : and conditional limitation is the fundamental
law of the possibility of thought. 1864 Kincsley Rom. 4-

I

Tent. 76 The natural human tendency to condition God by
time.

b. To constitute or frame with conditions of

being.
1857-8 Sears Athan. \\. 72 The years for which the time-

piece is conditioned and wound up. 1856 Masson Ess., Th.
Poetry 421 Who conditions the universe anew according to

his whim and pleasure.

6. To charge (a bond with clauses or conditions.

[Cf. F. cotuiitionner tot acte.]

1675 Lond. Gas. No. 1059/2 Enter into Recognizances .

.

to be Conditioned in the Form hereunder expressed, /bid.

They and every of them respectively entring into a Recog-
nizance of the Penalty of Five hundred pounds to His
Majesty . . Conditioned in the Form hereunder written.

1794 Christian in Blackstone's Comm. (1809) II. 340 If the

bond be simply conditioned for the payment of money.
1845 Stephen Laivs Eng. II. 198 Every person to whom
administration is granted must give bond to the judge of

the Court of Probate . . conditioned for duly collecting and
administering the estate.

7. Comm. To test the condition or state and
quality of goods, esp. of a textile material ; spec.

j

to assay the amount of moisture contained in a

l sample of silk. \¥. conditiontur une soie.~\

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Conditioning silk, a trade

term for the assaying of silk, in order to test the proportions
of moisture it contains. 1887 Vorksh. Post 8 Jan. 8 A
manufacturer or wool merchant, for instance, wishing to

have his goods conditioned, sends them to the conditioning
house . the officials . . will estimate the moisture in goods,
dry a sample, and declare the weight before and after that

I
process, as well as number the counts, measure the tissues

and the effect of scouring, and say what quantity of chemi-
cals, or other admixtures fabrics contain.

8. U* S. Colleges. To subject to, or admit under,

Conditions (sense 8}; to admit (a student) to a
' class with the condition that he shall by a given

time pass a satisfactory examination in a subject
1

or subjects, in which, on his entrance examination,

he showed insufficient proficiency.

Mod. He is conditioned in Demosthenes ii.e. permitted to

go on with a class, but must make up for present deficiency,

by passing a supplementary examination in that subject by
a given date).

Conditional .k^ndi janal), a. and sb. [ME.
condicionel\ a. OK. condiciottel (now cottditionnel),

j

ad. L. c0tuliciona~l-em
t

f. condicion- : see Con-
dition sb. and -al.]

A. adj. I. generally.

1. Subject to, depending on, or limited by, one

!
or more conditions ; not absolute ; made or

granted on certain terms or stipulations.

Conditional immortality : the theologicaj doctrine that

human immortality is conditional upon faith in Christ. Con*
ditional sate ', a sale of which the completion or binding
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effect depends upon the performance of certain conditions;
a sale with the provision that the vendor may resume pro-
prietorship on certain conditions.
( 1380 Wvclif Set. Whs, III. 344 Bileve, pat stondib in

general wordis and in condicionel wordis. c 1386 Chaucer
Nun's Pr. T. 430 If his [God's] wityng streyneth neuer a
deel But by necessitee condicioned [v.r. -el]. 1577 tr. Bui-
lingers Decades (1592) 511 Of inforced sinne they make two
sorts : whereof they call one absolute, the other condi-
tional!. 1611 Spf.f.d Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 4 Onely to
sweare a Conditionall Fealtie. 1682 Scarlett Exchanges
75 A Possessor of a Bill may protest against a limitted and
conditional Acceptance. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman
I. xix. 183 The promises are really not absolute but con-
ditional. 1873 J. Richards \V00d~1v0rking Factories 172
A kind of conditional sale system; machines are bought,
and what is stranger, furnished, on trial. 1875 E. White
Life in Christ IV. xxvi. (1878) 425 The belief in Conditional
Immortality lingered in the churches, .for several centuries
after the time of Athanasius.

b. Const, on.

1865 Dickens Mut. FY. 1. ii, The son's inheritance is

made conditional on marrying a girl., who is now a mar-
riageable young woman. 1883 Froude Short Stud, IV. 1.

ix. 93 The king had made the return of his favour con-
ditional on Becket's behaviour.

2. Of or pertaining to condition, expressing a

condition ; see 5-8 below.

f 3. Of or pertaining to one's condition or social

status. Obs.

1632 Lithgow Trav. x. (1682) 425 Their conditional ver-

tues [are] semblable to their last and longest Conquerors.

4. Existing under conditions and limitations

;

subject to circumstances.
1837 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 79 In this very conditional

world.. he that thinks least will live the longest. 1844
Emerson Led., Yng. Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II. 297 The
population of the world is a conditional population . . not the
best, but the best that could live in the existing state.

II. specifically. 5. Logic.
Conditional judgement or proposition : one consisting of

two categorical clauses, the former of which, expressing a
condition introduced by if or equivalent word, is called
the antecedent Grammar protasis), the latter, stating the
conclusion, is called the consequent {apodosis\ Conditional
syllogism : a syllogism having a conditional proposition for
its major premiss.

1532 More Confut. Tindalc Wks. 418/1 Yf he tourne it

from a condicional proposicion in to an affyrmatyue ante-
cedent and consequent. 1628 T. Spencer Logick 229
These compound axiomes are called Conditional! in the
common phrase of the Schooles ; because, the first part
is put Conditionally, not absolutely. 1725 Watts Logic 11.

ii. § 6 Conditional or hypothetical propositions are those
whose parts are united by the conditional particle if. 1864
Bowen Logic vii. 207 A Conditional Syllogism is one of
which the Major Premise, and only the Major Premise,
is a Conditional Judgment.

0. Gram. Of or pertaining to the expression of a
condition.
Conditional Mood or Mode : applied by Palsgrave to that

form of the French verb which expresses the protasis of a
conditional proposition (the Conditional of modern French
being called by him ' Potential ') ; in Spanish and Portu-
guese, applied to forms expressing both the protasis and the
apodosis (' first ' and 4 second conditional ') ; in modern
French and Italian to that which usually expresses the
apodosis only. Conditional Conjunctions : such as are used
in expressing a condition, e.g. if, -unless, though. Con-
ditional Phrase '. a phrase equivalent to a conditional con-
junction, e. g. provided that, supposing that, etc.

1530 Palsgr. 84 Modes they have VH, the indicative, .the
subjunctive, .thepotenciall. .theimperatyve. .theoptative.

.

the condicional, the infinitive. Ibid. The condicional mode
whiche they use whan they expresse condicion if a dede be
to be done, as sy je Parle. 1786 H. Tooke Purley$6 Those
words which are called conditional conjunctions, are to be
accounted for in all languages, .as I have accounted for If
and An. 1861 Du Chaillu Equal. Afr. (ed. 3) App. 476
The conditional mood has a form of its own, but the con-
junctive particles are used as auxiliaries. 1877 Bain Comp.
Higher Gram. 148 The conditional clause is introduced by
*if . 1879 Roby Lat. Gram. II. 209 Conditional sentences
. .sometimes the conditional particle is not expressed.

7. Law.
Conditional estate : an estate held upon conditions prece-

dent or subsequent, by the non-performance whereof it is

defeated. Conditionalfee ' a fee restrained to some par-
ticular heirs, exclusive of others ' (Blackstone). Conditional
limitation : a condition in a grant or device, the non-fulfil-

ment of which will cause the property to pass to a third
party. Also (in sense 1) conditional obligation, pardon,
surrender, etc.

155a Huloet, Condicionall possession, or state, Possessio
fiduciaria. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 161 Another
similar conditional estate, created by operation of law, for

security and satisfaction of debts, is called an estate by
elegit. Ibid. II. 369 If the surrender be conditional, and
the presentment be absolute, both the surrender, present-
ment, and admittance thereupon are wholly void. 1769
Ibid. IV. 394 A pardon may also be conditional . . the king
. . may annex to his bounty a condition either precedent
or subsequent. 1827 J. J. Powell Dez'ises -{ed. 3) II. 285
The clause ceased to be merely a condition of forfeiture,
and became a conditional limitation. 1864 Serjt. Man-
ning in Atfumxum 27 Feb. 302/2 For more than two cen-
turies after the Norman Conquest, if land were given to A.
and the heirs of his body, A. was said to acquire a conditional
fee. A child being born, the condition was fulfilled, and
A, the donee, became absolute owner, and could dispose
of the estate as freely as if it had originally been conveyed
to him in fee simple.

8. Malh. Applied to equations that state the
conditions.

1841 J. R. Young Math. Dissert, ii. 61 The conditional
equations themselves are equally undeterminate.

B. sb. (elliptical uses of the adj.)

1. A word or clause expressing a condition.
rti533 Frith Wks. 71 (R.) The text hath not that con-

ditional, although I was contented to take it at yourhandes
to see what you could prove. 1873 R. Black tr. Guizot's
France II. xxv. 479 A peace, which, in spite of some con-
ditionals favourable to France, left the principal and fatal
consequences . . to take full efTect

.

2. Gram. A conditional conjunction ; the condi-
tional mood of the verb.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet. F, Conditionals as si, Aduersa-

tiues, asAunque. . will haue asubiunctiue. 1609 W. Sclater
Threef. Preservative (1610' Biva, Copulatives somtimes
haue force of conditionals. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasmus Colloq. 85
Now we will vary them by Subjunctives or conditionals.
Mod. The Conditional is the imperfect of the Future.

3. Logic. A conditional proposition or syllogism.
1828 Whately Rhet. in Encycl. Metrop. 258/1 Adopting

the form of a Destructive Conditional. 1867 Atwater
Logic 104 As has been shown before also, Disjunctives may
be turned into Conditionals.

Conditionalist ikfXndijonalist). [f. prec. +
-1ST.] One who holds or advocates some condi-
tional principle ; in 17th c. one who held that the
grace of God is dependent on conditions.
1678 T. J[onesJ Brit. Ch. 584 Nor are the defenders of

free grace, .to reproach him straight for an Arminian, Pela-
gian, or our Conditionalists, or Moralists, for a Puritan.

Conditiona'lity. [f. as prec. + -itv : cf. F.
condilionnalite.'] The quality of being conditional.
1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 92 Let others plead for its caus-

ality; I plead but for its conditionahty. 1664 H. More
Myst. Iniq. 90 [The] conditionahty of the promise. 1726
Ayliffe Parerg. 346 A Libel ought . . to be free from ..

Generality, Obscurity, Duplicity, Conditionahty, and Dis-
unity. 1881 A. B. Bruce ChiefEnd Rev. v. 227 The theory
of conditionahty explains all the facts.

Condi tionalize, z . rare. [f. as prec. + -ize.]

trans. To make conditional upon something else
;

to qualify ; f absol. to make conditions.
1776 piaboliad (1777) 14 He will carry on the spirit of

conditionalizing.

Conditionally, ^/t-. [f. Conditional + -ly2.]
In a conditional manner; under conditions.
1483 Cath. Angl, 74 Condicionaly, condicionatiter. a 1535

More On tlie Passion Wks. 1286/1 Other gyftes gyuen hym
condicionally. 1644 Quarles Barrabas A> B. 276 Though
life be not absolutely granted, yet death is but conditionally
threatened. 1795 Jay {title). Treaty of Amity, Commerce,
and Navigation . .conditionally Ratified by the Senate of the
United States. 1883 Law Rep. 24 Chanc. Div. 30 Liberty
to disclaim was given conditionally on the payment of £20.

fb. On condition (that). Obs.
1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xx. 2 Conditionally that

wee forget not to pluck up good harts to us in tribulation.

1714 Earl Oxford in Swift's Wks, 11778) XV. 108, I may
prevail to renew your licence of absence, conditionally you
will be present with me. 1818 Scott Rob Roy iv, I give
my vote and interest to Jonathan Brown . . conditionally
that he fetches us another bottle.

t Condi'tionary, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. med.L.
conditiondri-us (for condic-) = condicidnalis con-
ditional : see -ary.]

A. adj. = Conditional, hypothetical.
1665 Flecknoe Enigm. Char, no She troubles her self

besides with conditionary thoughts of things that ne'er were,
nor are, nor are like to be.

B. sb. Something of the nature of a condition
;

a stipulation.

1678 Norris Coll. Misc. (1699) 191 Would God in mercy
dispense with it as a conditionary, yet we could not be
happy without it.

Conditionate (k^ndrjbn/t), a. and sb. [ad.

med.L. conditional-us, pa. pple. of conditiondre : cf.

F. conditionne.'] Conditioned
;
subject to or limited

by conditions
; formerly said of limited monarchs.

1533 [see Conditionate v. i],

1596 Bell Surv. Popery in. iii. 202 The will absolute, and
will conditionate. c 1643 Maximes Unfolded 40 Sometimes
they are for an absolute Emperour, and then, .for one con-
ditionate. 1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles III. 12 The Dominion
. .is not absolute but limited and conditionate. 1609 Bur-
net 39 Art. Pref. 8 The Doctrine of Conditionate Decrees.

B. sb. A thing conditioned ; a thing depending
upon a condition ; a contingency.
X678 Gale Crt. Gentiles III. 156 Future conditionates

cannot be the object of Divine Science. 1846 Sir W.
Hamilton in Relets IVks. 880 Every sensation has not a
Perception proper as its conditionate. 1875 Veitch Lucre-
tius 51 Similar conditionates or consequents.

Conditionate .kfTndi'Jan^t), v. [ad. med.L.
condition-are to impose a condition, to limit, f. L.
condicidn-em : cf. F. conditienner.']

T 1. To make conditions, agree upon conditions,

stipulate, trans, and intr. Obs.

1S33 Bellenden Livy 1. {1822) 5s The faith and band of
trewis, as it was condicionate afore be Romulus, was in-

violately observit be the Veanis. 1642 W. Ball Caveatfor
Subjects 4 They have power to conditionate with their
Kings or Princes.

2. trans. To affect, regulate, or limit, as a con-
dition ; to be, or act as, a condition of.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 129 We cannot, .conceive
any science therein which suspends and conditionates its

eruption. 1852-9 Todd Cyct. Anat. IV. 1424/1 The different
degree of this . . metamorphosis . . conditionates the differ-

ence of its anatomical development. 1874 H. R. Reynolds
John Bapt. v. § 2. 319 This impression of John's may have
been further conditionated by his knowledge of the sanctity
and mystery of Christ's birth.

1 3. To determine the condition of ; to qualify.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. iv. 289 So is it usuall

. .
to qualifie and conditionate the twelve moneths of the

year, answerably unto the temper of the twelve daies in
Christmas.

4. = Condition v. 3. rare.

1848 J. W. Gibbs Philol. Studies (1857) 153 A complete
denial of what is represented in the condition, and . . in the
clause conditionated.

Hence Condrtionating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1611-5 Bp. Hall Contempt. O. T. xvm. i, That this con-

j

ditionating of subjects was no other than an affront to their
] new master. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 114 Were [these
' arts] any whit the better, or safer, for those cautionings and
I

conditionatings, so prerequired? 1888 A. M. Fairbairn in
Cot/temp. Rev. Nov. 717 The high necessities belonging to

!
his_ [Augustine's] theistic thought were qualified .. by his
artificial and conditionating sacerdotalism.

Condi tionated, a. [f. Conditionate v.

+ -ED*.] ss CONDITIONATE a.

1581 Andreson Serm. Panics Crosse 88 Consider likewise
of Christes conditionated prayer for the Figge tree. 1650
Exerc. cone. Usurped Potvers 3 Their consent .. may be
absolute, or conditionated. 1658 J. R. Chr. Subject vii. 101
In the performance of his conditionated dutie. 1856 J. W.

j

Gibbs Philol. Studies (1857) I2 7 The conditionated clause
or consequent.

Condi'tionately, adv. [f. Conditionate a.

+ -ly^.] In a conditionate manner; byway of
hypothesis or conditional proposition.
1626 Ailesburv Passion Serm. 13, So he knew condition-

ally what the Jewes would have done upon better know-
ledge.

Conditioned (k/ndi-Jand), ppl. a. [f. Condi-
tion sb. and v. : prob. originally after med.L. con-

ditionatus or OF. condicionnc.']

I. From the sb.

1. Of persons : Having a (specified) disposition

or temperament
;
-disposed, -tempered, -natured.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (18681 16 Daughtres .. welle

j

manered and condicioned. 1526 Tindale Rom. i. 29
I EvUI condicioned [1611 full of malignitie]. 1596 Shaks.

Merch. V. in. ii. 295 The deerest friend to me, the kindest
man. The best condition'd. 1613 Wither Abuses Stript
i. viii, A Crook-back't Dwarfe . . condition'd like an Ape.
1663 F. Hawkins Youths Behav. 87 A good conditioned
wife [uxor bene morata] is the best portion, a 1749 Chalk-
ley H 'ks. (1766) 204 They were silent and better conditioned
to one another afterwards, i860 Sea Board <j the Down II.

19 An ill-conditioned woman.
b. Having a (specified) social condition

; + of

(good) condition.
1632 Hayward tr. Biondfs Fromena 13 Her. .courtesie..

[to] others.. how meane conditioned soever, a 1641 Bp.
Moi'N'TAGU Acts A> Mon. (1642^ 390 The^e conditioned men
bee the fittest instruments of such flattery.

2. Of things : In a (specified; condition or state
;

: having a certain condition or nature.

1548 Gest Pr. Masse 86 Acknowledging . . the common
j

bread and wyne to be nothing les* then lyke condicioned.
1590 Spenser F. Q. 111. vi. 38 Every substaunce is con-

i
chtioned To chaunge her hew. 1616 Surfl. & Markii.

! Country Farvie 569 Sow in a well conditioned ground that

j

which was growne in an ill conditioned ground. 1681
Yarranton Eng. Improv. 11. 137 We ought to sell our Fish

j
as well conditioned as they. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot/.
II. 34 The highest and best conditioned cattle. 1868 Helps
Realmah \. (1876) 1 What.. an ill-conditioned planet !

3. Placed or set in certain conditions, circum-
stances, or relations

; circumstanced, situated.

1831 Coleridge Table-t. 14 Aug., In countries well
governed and happily conditioned, 1868 Browning Ring
<$- Bk. 11. 564 The creature thus conditioned found by chance
Motherhood like a jewel in the muck. 1881 B. Sanderson
in Nature No. 619. 442 A frog so conditioned [with the
brain removed] exhibits, as regards its bodily movements,
as perfect adaptiveness as a normal frog.

II. From the vb.

4. Settled on conditions
;
stipulated, bargained.

1632 Brome Novella it. i, He bargain'd with her . . But in

the night In the conditioned bed was laid a Moore.

f5. Dependent upon conditions, conditional. Obs.
a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 374 A conditioned, and

uncertain expectation of what man would or would not do.

6. Subjected to conditions or limitations.

1841 Emerson Led., Conservative Wks. (Bohnl II. 267
Wisdom does not seek a literal rectitude, but an useful,

that is, a conditioned one. 1849 W. Smith Diet. Grk. <$-

Rom. Biog. III. 402 The ultimate purpose of all conditioned
existence. 1878 T. Sinclair The Mount 70 The drama
being to him only a more conditioned epic.

7. Dependent upon, or determined by, an ante-

cedent condition.
i860 Mansel Prolegom. Log. 229 Whenever a condition,

whether material cause of a fact or formal reason of a con-

clusion, exists, the conditioned fact or conclusion exists also.

8. absol. The conditioned : a. Applied to the

consequent in a conditional proposition.

1864 Bowen Logic iii. 53 This axiom is properly called

that of Reason and Consequent or the Condition and the

Conditioned. Ibid. vii. 210 To affirm the Reason or the

Condition is also to affirm the Consequent or the Conditioned.

b. Metaph. That which is subject to the con-

ditions of finite existence and cognition
; opposed

to the unconditioned, absolute, or infinite.

iSzgSiR W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 14 The conditionally
limited (which we may briefly call the conditioned) is thus
the only possible object ofknowledge and ofpositive thought.
1836-7 — Metaph. xxxviii. (1870) II. 373 The Conditioned
is that which is alone conceivable or cogitable. 1846 — in
Reid's IVks. 91 1/2 The Law of the conditioned :—That all
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positive thought lies between two extremes, neither of

which we can conceive as possible, and yet, as mutual con-

tradictories, the one or the other we must recognise as neces-

sary. 186a Spencer First. Prim: (1880) 81 The Uncon-
ditioned therefore, as classable neither with any form of

the conditioned nor with any other Unconditioned, cannot

be classed at all.

+ 9. Used absol. = Provided, on the condition.

1622-62 Heylin Cosmogr. 1. (1682) 228 Such of them as .

.

had a desire to stay in Spain . . were suffered to do so . . con-

ditioned, that they would be Christened. 1641 — Help to

Hist. 11671) 341 Tne [manor] . . was held of old by Grand
Sergiantyof the Kings of Eng., conditioned that the Grantees
should for ever be the Knight Marshals.

Condi tionedness. [f. prec. + -ness.] The
state of being conditioned.

1844 N. Brit. Rev. II. 22 Wei I-conditionedness of their

future lives. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph. 267 That there is .

.

a relation of unchanging conditionedness between the ele-

ments of the world.

Condi tioner, [f. Condition v. + -er.]

f 1. One that makes conditions, a bargainer. Obs.

1598 Florio, Patteggiatore, a bargainer, a covenanter,

a conditioner, a promiser.

2. An agent that brings into good condition.

1888 Advt. in Amer. Farmer iChicagol Dec, Charcoal
Powders. .A splendid conditioner and medicine.

Conditioning (k^ndi'Janin', vbt. sb. [f. Con-
dition V. -H-INOl.]

1. The making of conditions, stipulations, etc. ;

subjecting to conditions.

1530 Palsgr. 149 Some [conjunctions] betoken condision-

yng if a dede be done, as si if. 1699 Ukown Erasm. Colloq.

5/1, I don't like your way of conditioning and contracting

with the Saints. 1875 Vkitch Lucretius 56 The series of
conditionings of the Visible Universe.

2. Comm. The testing of the condition of silk and
other goods: see Condition v. 7. Conditioning

house : an establishment where this is done.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Conditioning Houses, trade

establishments in London and Manchester, where silk is

assayed. 1884 Manch. Exam. 21 Mar. 4/5 A report from
the Milan silk market states that the conditioning returns

remain very high. 1887 Yorksh. Post 8 Jan. 8 {heading),

A Conditioning House for Bradford. .Its principal object is

to estimate with as perfect accuracy as possible the weight,

measure, or purity which may form the basis of a contract

concerning textile materials . . Goods which go forth with
the warranty of a certificate from the conditioning house
manager . . Larger premises, specially adapted to the business

of conditioning, will be necessary.

Conditioning, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing2.]

1. That conditions
;
limiting, qualifying, etc.

i860 Ki.licott Life Our Lord i. 35 Who submitted for

our sakes to all the conditioning circumstances of earthly

life. 1886 Gurnky Phantasms II. 523 The conditioning

event or state on the agent's side.

2. Hringing into good condition or state.

1889 Advt. in Land Water 16 Mar. 7/1 Patent con-

ditioning dog biscuit (containing bone\

f3. Used absol. = Provided, on the condition.

1820 Scott Ivanhoe xl, That good grey gelding, whom I

heartily wish upon his legs again, conditioning his master

lay there houghed in his place.

t Condi tionly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Condition
sb. + -ly 2

.] = Conditionally.
c 1380 Wvclif Strut* Sel. Wks. I E. 13 fee witt bat tellib bis

condiciounly. 1581 Sidney Astr. Stella lxix, And though
she giue but thus conditionly This realme of blisse.

t Co'nditor. Obs. Also -our. [a. L. conditor,

agent-n. from condfrc : see Condite «.2] A
founder ; an institutor (of laws).

1534 Ld. Herners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Ffvj, Yf
men lyued lyke men, and chaunged not the rule of con-

dttours. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Conditor, a builder.

t Co'nditory. Obs. [ad. L. conditori-um re-

pository, spec, for the dead or their ashes, f. condHre.

A repository ;
spec, a place for depositing the dead.

1705 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2108 The Egyptians . . provided
Conditories that might be lasting as the Body.

Conditour, obs. form ofConductor.

t Co'nditure. Obs* [ad. L. conditura pre-

serving, etc., f. condire : see Conditk a.i]

1. Preserving or pickling ;
seasoning.

1610 Babrolgh Afeth. Physick vim. (1639) 418 These three

. . differ onely in the manner of conditure. 1637 Tomlin-
son Renou's Disp. 77 Confections which after their conditure

must be preserved in sugar.

2. A pickle, a condiment.
a 168a Sir T. Browne Tracts (1684) 104 A Conditure and

Sawce much affected by Antiquity.

\ Condivi de, v. Obs. [f. Con- + Divide.]

trans. To divide co-ordinately.

1656 [J. Serjeant] tr. T. White's Perifatet. Inst, iai

The differences of. .Vegetables and Animals, both from one
another and among themselves, are condivided by the op-

position of contradiction. Ibid. 194 The Substance against

which 'tis condivided.

So Condivident, a. rare.

1776 Bkntham Wks. 11838-43) I. 228 That branch .. he, to

distinguish it from those others its condivident branches
{membra condividentid) terms law municipal.

Condivi'sion. [f. Con- + Division.] One of

two or more co-existing logical divisions.

1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xxv. {1866) II. 33 One and
the same object may. .be differently divided from different

points of view, whereby condivisions (condivisiones) arise,

which, taken together, are all reciprocally co-ordinated.

Condle, -er, obs. (T. Candle, Chandler.

t Condo g, v. Obs. Also 6 condogge. [Con-
jectured to be a whimsical imitation of concur

{cur =* dog) ; but no evidence has been found of

its actual origin.] intr. To concur, agree.

1592 Lyly Galathea m. iii. 247 Often doth it happen, that

the just proportion of the fire and all things concurre. R.
Concurre, condogge, I will away. 16*3 Cockeram ii, To
Agree, Concurre, Cohere, Condog, Condiscend. 1637 Hey-
wood Royall King in. Wks. 1874 VI. 47 Clown [to Bawd]
Speake, shall you and I condogge together? 1649 AVwj-
Lett. 11 Jan. in Clarendon St. Papers II. App. 4 So both
juntos are agreed to condog together. 1678 Littleton Lat.
Eng. Diet., Concurro, to concur, to condog.
(A circumstantial statement purporting to relate how this

word originated at the preparation of Littleton's Lat, Eng.
Dictionary is a notable instance of the fictions put in cir-

culation before the history of words was investigated.)

Condoke, obs. illiterate form of Conduct.
Condolance, obs. form of Condolence.

t Condola tion. Obs. [f. Condole v. + -atiox :

not on I* analogies.] The action of condoling

;

condolence.
18*5 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 217 To receive the

condolations of the grandees.

Condolatory (k^ndJu-latari), a. [f. Condole,
after console, consolatory, and the like : not on
L. analogies.] Expressive of or intending con-

dolence.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio*. 1737 G. Smith Cur. Relat. I. L

87 He receives their condolatory compliments. 18x4 Byron
Let. to Moore 3 Aug., The condolatory address to Lady-

Jersey. 1866 I-itzpatrick Sham Sqr. 288 He received

Cockaigne's condolatory visit in prison.

Condolaunt : see Condolent.
Condole (k^ndju-l)

( v. [ad. L. condolere (Ter-

tnllian, Jerome) to suffer greatly, suffer with, feel

another's pain. (Cf. F. condou/oir. ]

I. intr.

+ 1. To sorrow greatly, grieve, lament. Obs.

[1460-90 Cf. Condolent.J 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. ii. 3Q

That will aske some teares in tne true performing of it..

I

will condole in some measure. 1598 Tokte Alba (1880) 119

For my Sinnes fore Heauen I do condole. 1650 Fuller
Pisgah 11. iii. 94 We cannot but condole, that the same
persons were afterwards poisoned with heretical) opinions.

2. To grieve with ; to express sympathy with

another in his affliction. (The only extant use.)

a 1603 O. Eliz. Let. in Heame's Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc)
II. 189 We . . have dispatched this Gentleman . . to condole

with you in the sense of your Love. i66x Bramhall fust
Vind. ii. 15 To condole with them in their sufferings. 1710
Steele Tatler No. 114 Pi, I contented myself to sit by I

him, and condole with him in Silence. 1784 Cowpkr Lett. <

Nov., To condole with you on the death of a mother aged
eighty-seven would be absurd. 1871 Morlky Voltaire ( 1 886)

168 A man who writes a touching and pathetic letter con-

doling with a friend on the loss of his wife.

b. absol. To express condolence or sympathy.
1651 Hobbes Lez'iath. 11. xxiii. 126 An Ambassador sent

. .to congratulate, condole, etc. 1777 Burke Corr. (1844)

II. 135 The tories are very eager to congratulate. It was
not handsome of them not to condole on the ill-successes of

last year. 1833 Ht. Martineau Loom Lugger 11. vi. 109

Three quarters of her acquaintance came to condole.

II. trans. Obs.

f 3. To grieve over, bewail, lament
x
misfortune\

1607 Hieron Whs. I. 179 How tender-hearted the Lord is,

and how he doth, .condole our miseries. 1635 T. Cranley
|

Amanda (1639) 33 A grieved soule, That with repentance

doth his sinnes condole. 1654 R. Codrington tr. Hist.

Ivstine 496 He . . somtimes would lamentably condole him,

being slain. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VII. 335

A person, .whose sufferings I condole. 1788 New Lond.
Mag. 9 His death was no less pleasing to one party than it

was condoled by the other.

t4. To express formally) one's sympathetic re-

gret at (a misfortune). Obs.

1596 Danett tr. Comines 346 The Venetians Generall,

sent the steward of his house thither to condole the late de-

ceased Marchionesse death. 1685 Ll-ttrell Brief Rel.

(1857) 33a They are sending hither ambassadors to con-

dole the death of the late king. 1716 Wodrow Corr. (1843)

III. 339 He was sent .. to congratulate King George the

Second, and condole with him the death of his father. 1837

Sir H. Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. it. III. 143 note, Elizabeth

had sent to condole the death of Frederick the Second.

1 5. To grieve with (a sufferer) ; to express one's

commiseration of or sympathy with. Obs. (Now
supplied by 2.)

1588 D. Rogers in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. III. 151 Others
which have condoled and congratulated the yonge Kinge.

1599 Shaks, Hen. V, 11. i. 113 Let vs condole the Knight.

1661 Petit, for Peace 4 Tney . . must either incur these

sufferings, or condole them that undergo them. 1710 Addi-
son Whig Exam. No. 3 P 4 They are comforted and con-

doled . . oy their fellow-citizens. 1779 Sylph I. 6 They
condoled me on my misfortune.

+ 6. refl. To bewail oneself ; to mourn. Obs.

1593 Daniel Comfl. Rosamond 17 Condole thee here, clad

all in black Despair. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 323 Pj It

would be impossible, .to condole himself long in that Situa-

tion, without really dying for his Mistress. 1767 Babler I.

4 Should I fail in the attempt, I must condole myself with

a line of my friend Horace.

t Condoleance. See Condolence, sense 2.

Condo'lement. [f. Condole + -ment.]

t L Sorrowing, bewailing, lamentation. Obs.

1601 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. vi, All hearts will relent,

In sad condolement at that heavie sound. 160a Shaks.
Ham. 1. ii. 93 To perseuer In obstinate Condolement, is a

course Of impious stubbornnesse. 1641 Milton Animadx'.
Wks. 1738 I. 89 Centurion Afranius .. falls into a pitiful

Condolement.

2. The expressing of sympathy with another on
account of loss, bereavement, or otheT grief.

1656 Finett For. Ambass. 312 This Ambassador . . came
hither for condolement of the Duke his master. 1673 Wood
Life (1772J 390 An Address of Condolement for the Loss of
the Queen. 184a J. H. Newman Ch. of Fathers 98 She
thus speaks of him. .in a letter of condolement.

b. (with a and //.) An expression of sympathy
with any one in his suffering or loss ; in quot.

1608, a tangible expression of this, a solatium.
1608 Shaks. Per. 11. i. 156 There are certain condolements,

certain vails. 1670 Temple Let. Wks. 1731 II. 223 Your
Excellency will have received, .my Condolements upon my
Ix»rd Northumberland's Death. 1793 Mrs. E. Parsons
Woman as she should be III. 43 Poor Harley entreats his

respectful condolements for every sorrow you feel. 1879

J. Todhunter Alcestisqo, I thank you all For your con-

dolements.

Condolence (kpnd(?>»*lens\ Also 7-8 con-

dolean.ee, -dolance. [f. L. condolere to Condole;
on L. type *comtolentia (cf. dolentid) : see -ence.

But in 1 7th c. the Fr. condoliance ( 1 gtt c. in Littre,

an irreg. form) was introduced in sense 2, and
this and the accessory form condolance long pre-

vailed. The stress appears to follow Condole,
unless it originated in F. condoleance ; L. analogy

would give co'ndolence, like indolence, insolence,

etc.! The action or fact of condoling.

+ 1. Sympathetic grief
;
sorrowing with and for

others. Obs.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 150 That condolence and
fellow.feelingwith our neighbours. 1633 T. Adams Exp. a

Peter iii. 15 There is a condolence, or gneving for the pains

of others. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Condolence, a sympathy.

17*1 Kailey, Condolence, a Sympathy in Grief, a Fellow-

feeling ofanother's Sorrows, etc.

2. Outward expression of sympathy with the

grief of others; esp. formal expression, as in the

obs. Compliments of cotutolence. In this sense the

French or frenchified condoleance, condolance, were

at first used.
«. 1619 Vct. Doncasteb Let. in Eng. ft Germ. iCamden)

132 He made me . . discharge the office of condoleance for

the late Emperor. 1663 V. A. Art Converse 45 A comple-
ment of condoleance to your friend upon the death of his

wife. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2438/1 The King . . received .

.

the Compliments of Condoleance of the Ambassadors, .upon

the Death of the Queen. 17*6 Butler Serm. v. 84 Con-
gratulation indeed answers Condoleance ; but both these

words are intended to signify certain forms of civility, rather

than any inward sensation or feeling.

P. 1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2631/2 Compliments of Condo-
lance upon the Death of the Late Elector. 1711 /bid. No.

4849/1 Compliments of Condolance on the Emperors Death.

"777 Robertson Hist. Amer. I. 11. 99 They lamented their

misfortune with tears of sincere condolance.

y. 1174a H. Walpole Lett. H. Mann (1834I I. xl. 163 Will

you make my Compliments of Condolence.] 1747 Gray
Lett. Poems U775> 188 One ought to be particularly careful

to avoid blunders in a compliment of condolence. 1755

Johnson, Condolence, the civilities and messages of friends

upon any loss or misfortune. 1857 H. Miller Test. Rocks

ix. 378 Rather a subject of condolence than of congratu-

lation. 1871 Macduff Mem. Patmos xxii. 308 Oh, the

bitter mockery of commonplace condolence !

b. (with//.) A (formal) declaration or expres-

sion of sympathy.
a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. m (1843) 864/1 Foreign

Princes addressed their Condoleances to him. X817 Jeffrey
in Ld. Cockburn Life II. lxxvi. The condolences of his

numerous friends. 1838 I Mi-kens Nn h. Nick, xii, To which

condolences Miss Squeers added others equally calculated

to raise her friend's spirits.

t Condolency. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ency
]

1. -= Condolence i, 2.

1622 Donne Serm. xvi. 153 The first were shed in a con-

dolency ofa humane and naturall calamity fallen upon one

family : Lazarus was dead. 1668 Lond. Gaz. No. 236/2 He
turned his intended Congratulation into Condolency for the

Death of the Young Arch Duke. i8ai Bentham Wks. X.

530 Condolencies, as well as mournings, are bad things.

2. The quality or slate of being condolent ; com-
passion ; commiseration.
1645 Rutherford Tryal $ Tri. Faith (1845) 273 When

Godneareth Ephraim bemoaning himself, .it putteth God to

a sort of pinch and condolency. a 1703 Burkitt On N. T.

Mark vi. 34 What condolency and sympathizing pity.

Condolent (kfJndJu'lent), a. [ad. L. condolent-

em, pr. pple. of condolere \ see Condole and -ent.

But in Caxton perh. repr. F. condoulant, -dolant,

from condouloir."]

+ 1. Sorrowing greatly. Obs.

c 1460 Play Sacratn. 746 Wl Condolent harte & grete

sorowyng. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxii. {1800) 78 Swete

charite condolaunt ouer them that ben affliged.

f b. Expressing sorrow. Obs.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. (R.), His vein for ditty and amor-

ous ode was esteemed most lofty, condolent and passionate.

2. Sorrowing for another, compassionate ; ex-

pressing sympathetic grief.

1508 Yong Diana 380 To make thy selfe compassionate and

condolent for my tender yeeres. 1763 Johnson Let. to Miss

Porter 12 Apr. in Bosivell, The newspaper has informed me
of the death of Captain Porter. I know not what to say to

you condolent or consolatory. 1787 Winter Syst. Husb.

323 lts dam near it, in a seeming condolent manner, bewail-

ing the situation of its offspring.
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Condoler (fetfbdJ«-l3i). [f. Condole + -er

One that condoles.

1727 Philip Quarl (1805) 95 These words .. turned the

officious condoler into a revengeful rival. 1755 Johnson,
Condoler^ one that compliments another upon his misfor-

tunes. 1796 Stroma n Surinam I. v. 103 These .. crowd
their apartments with innumerable condolers. 1813 Mar.
Edgeworth Patron. I. xiv. 211 The band of reproaching
condolers.

Condoling (kjbd£**]h))| vhL sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING 1

.] The expressing of sympathetic grief.

1612-5 Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. iv. xxxii. That all .

;
bear their part in these publique condolings. 1634 Sir T.

Herbert Trav. 73 All which moved him to such condolings

that . . he beseeches them to leave off wounding him.

Condoling, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing :':

.] That
condoles

;
expressing sympathy in sorrow.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. L ii. 43 A louer is more condoling.

1654 Ld. Orrery Parthenissa (1676) 177 He sent it .. with

a condoling Letter. 1700 Blackmore Job 82 And by con-

doling words her love express, a 1720 Sheffield (Dk.
Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 195 You, like officious and con-

doling friends, But more afflict that mind you would
compose.

Condolingly (k^bdJ**Uqli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.] In a condoling manner, with condolence.

a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 198 Hecould
not but condolingly resent Judaick Rage. 1824 Galt
Rothelan 1. vii, 'Ah ! these wars '. .said the Jew condolingly
— 1 men will fight '.

tCondo'ma. Zool. A name applied, after

Buffon, to the Koodoo (Antilope strepsiceros), to

which word it is apparently related.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 80 The second anomal-
ous animal of the goat-kind, Mr. Buffon calls the Condoma.
It is supposed to be equal in size to the largest stag, but
with hollow horns, .with varied flexures. 1777 G. Forster
Voy. round W. I. 89 The Coodoo. .from whence the name
of Hi de Buffon's Condoma is probably derived. 1812

Smellie & Wood tr. Buffon's Nat. Hist. VIII. 255 Our
condoma was very gentle.

Con-dome sticate, v. rare. [f. Con- + Do-
mesticate v.] trans. To domesticate along with

oneself; to make a member of one's household.
1841 Fraser's Mag. XXIII. 222 Not only did I thus con-

domesticate him.

Condo'minatei a. [f. L. con- together +
dominat- ppl. stem of domindri to lord it, have
dominion : cf. condominium] Pertaining to joint

rule or condominium.
1885 C. Lowe Biog. Bismarck I. 357 The King of Prussia

had acquired the complete proprietorship of Lauenburg by
buying up Austria's condominate rights over that Duchy.

II Condominium (kpndfmi-niz'm). [mod.L., f.

Con- + dominium lordship : cf. convivium, con-

tubemium, etc.] Joint rule or sovereignty.

Cottdominium is the subject of various Latin treatises of

i7-i8th c, chiefly by Germans, e.g. Frommanus A' Cot^-
minio Territoriati, Tubingen, 1682. Hence Burnet s use.

a 17x4 Burnet Own Time (1823) IV. VL 412 The duke of

Holstein began to build some new forts, .this, the Danes said,

was contrary.. to the condominium, which that king and
the duke have in that duchy. 1882 Sat. Rev. 16 Sept. 361

The establishment of a new condominium with all Europe.

Condonance (k(?nd^»"nans). [f. L. conddna-re

:

see -ance.] = Condonation.
1865 A thenaeum No. 1969. 118/2 Nor ask condonance for

his errors. 1882 T. Mozley Remtn. II. exxvi, For every-

thing short of fanatical and intolerant atheism, there was
not only condonance, but a certain degree of admiration.

f Condonate, v. Obs. [f. L. condondt- ppl. stem

of condonare : see Condone and -ate.] = Condone.
1656-81 in Blount Glossogr. 1693 in Coles.

Condonation (kpndone^pn). [ad. L. condona-

tion-em, n. of action f. condonare to Condone.
The English use was taken from the Latin casuists

of the 16-1 7th c. : cf. the later verb Condone.]
The pardoning or remission of an offence or

fault ; the voluntary overlooking of an offence,

and treatment of the offender as if it had not been

committed; now (under influence of the legal use

in b.) most frequently used of action towards the

offender which tacitly implies that his offence is

passed over.

1625 Bp. Mountagu App. Czesar\\. 169 The blot, .of sin.

.

remaining in the soule of man, in like manner as it did before

condonation, c 1630 Jackson Creed iv. 11. vii. Wks. III.

342 To hold that . . God's favour or condonation (to use

their Latin word with addition of one English letter) is. .re-

quisite for our acceptance or approbation with Him. 1871

Morley Voltaire (1886) 99 There ought to be little condo-
nation of the foibles, and none at all of the moral obliquities,

of the dead. 1885 E. Garrett At Any Cost xvii. 296 Mrs.
Brander's easy condonation of the sins of one who was 1 so

pleasant in society '.

b. Law. The action of a husband or wife in the

forgiving, or acting so as to imply forgiveness, of

matrimonial infidelity.

1788-91 Sm W. Scott iLd. Stowell) in Consistory Rep.
I. 130 Condonation is a conditional forgiveness which does
not take away the right of complaint in case of a continu-
ation of adultery. 1799— in Haggard Rep. I. 793 Condona-
tion is forgiveness legally releasing the injury : it may be
express, or implied .. It would be hard if condonation by
implication was held a strict bar against the wife. 1858 Sir
C. Cresswell in Times 15 Dec. 8/6 Condonation meant a
blotting-out of the offence imputed, so as to restore the
offending party to the position which she occupied before

the offence was committed. The English word 'forgiveness'

Vol. II.

as commonly used, did not fully express the meaning of

'condonation'. 1859 Phillimore in Swabey Rep. I. 348
The word and doctrine of condonation was introduced into

the law of England from the Canon Law.
_
The expression

* Condonatio' does not even occur in the Civil Law.

U In classical Lat. sense : only in Diets.

1623 Cockeram n, A giuing, condonation.

Condo*native, a. rare. [f. L. condondt- +
-1VE.] Of the nature of, or expressing, condonation.

1840 Ne-zv Month, Mag. LVIII. 460 The expiatory and
condonative operation of the lips being interchanged.

Condone (k^ndJ" -

n), v. [ad. I., condonare to

present, give up, remit, forgive, pardon, f. con- alto-

gether + dondre to give : see Donation, Pardon.]
[Early dictionary entries appar. merely reproduce the

Lat. vb. : 1623 Cockeram, Condone, to giue.
_
1656 Blount

Glossogr.y Condone or Condonate, to give willingly, to for-

give, or pardon. 1731 Bailey vol. 1 1 ,
Condone, to pardon, to

forgive. Not in Johnson, Ash, Todd, Richardson, Web-
ster 1828, or Craig 1847.]

1. trans. To forgive or overlook (an offence), so

as to treat it as non-existent
;
esp. to forgive tacitly

by not allowing the offence to make any difference

in one's relations with the offender

:

a. in technical use, in reference to a violation

of the marriage vow.
[In its Latin form, a term of the Canon Law and of the

casuists : cf. Sanchez De Sancti Matrimonii Sacramento
Disputt. (Antwerp 1607) citing Barbosa, ' Reconciliationem
conjugis esse duplicem. .expressam, tacitam . .tacita autem
est quando facto ipso animus condonandi indicatur.' Hence
it came into the Divorce Act of 1857, and thus into ordinary

use. The sb. Condonation had been in earlier use, having
been orig. taken from the casuists as a theological term.]

1857 Act 20 & 21 Vict. c. 85 § 31 (The Divorce Act),

And shall not find that the petitioner has . . condoned the

adultery complained of. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy-hk.
Prop. Law xii. 75 The petition will be dismissed if the peti-

tioner has been accessory or conniving . . or has condoned (or

forgiven) the adultery.

b. in ordinary use.

1857 R. Congreve Ess.
1
1874I 84, I conceive we did wrong

in seizing India. No subsequent experience warrants our
considering that wrong as condoned. 1858 Froude Hist.

Eng. III. 273 Charles in his consent would condone before

the world the affront of the divorce of Catherine. 1859
De Quincey Ld. Carlisle on Pope Wks. XIII. 30 note. We
'condone' his cowardice, to use language of Doctors' Com-
mons. 1868 Milman St. Paul's i. 9 The Pope condoned the

irregularity.

2. Of actions, facts : To cause the condonation of.

1871 Daily News 21 Sept., That fact alone would condone
many shortcomings. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John Bafit. in.

§ 1. 150 The willingness of the people to relinquish irksome
duty, .has almost condoned the assumptions and devices of
priestcraft.

Condoner ^kpnd(?u-nai). [f. prec. + -er '.] One
that condones.
1869 Pall Mall G. 22 July 11 He must get rid . . of all

those too ready condoners of the coup detat.

Condor t^nd^i). Also 7-S condore, 7-9
cuntur, (8 candore, contor, contur, 9 condur).
[a. Sp. condor, ad. Peruvian cuntur the native

name. (See Skcat in Trans. Philol. Soc. 1885, 93.)

In Eng. the stress is shifted to the first syllable.]

1. A very large South American bird of the vulture

kind {Sarcorhamphus g>yphtis) t inhabiting chiefly

the high regions of the Andes, having blackish

plumage, mixed with white in the wings, and re-

markable for the caruncle that falls over the bill,

b. California Cotuior : the great vulture of Cali-

fornia {Cathartes californianus), resembling the

South American Condor in size and other charac-

teristics.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxxvii,

Those [birdes] which they call Condores, be of an exceed-
ing greatnes. 1694 H. Sloane The Cuntur-in Phil. Trans.
XVI 1 1. 62 Other Fowls . . of a large size, called Cuntur, and
by the Spaniards corruptedly Condor. 1745 P. Thomas
Jml. Anson's Voy. 95 As for Birds, there are some .. so
small .. they are taken for Bees or Butter-flies: And others

again call'd Condores, so vastly big, that they'll kill a Calf,

and devour a great Part of it. 1773 in Wesley's Jml. 24
Feb. (1827) III. 473 They have brought, .a prodigious bird,

called a contor, or contose, above six feet in height, of the

eagle kind, whose wings, expanded, measure twenty-two
feet four inches. 1830 Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 84 He .

.

perceived, at an immeasurable height,a flight oPcondors soar-
ing in circles. 1849 Mrs. Sabine tr. Humboldt's Vie-zvs of
Nat. II. 40 Of the Condors, the largest individuals found
round Quito measured with extended wings 14 (nearly 15

English) feet, and the smallest 8 feet. 1859 Darwin Orig.

Spec. iii. (1873) 52 1 ne condor lays a couple of eggs.

attrib. 1873 Dixon Two Queens 11. vi, His condor nose
and golden locks.

Jig. a 1837 Campbell Porver ofRussia i, Poland by the
Northern Condor's beak And talons torn, lies prostrated.

2. A South American gold coin.

[1849 Mrs. Sabine tr. Humboldt's Vieivs ofNat. II. 44 On
the first declaration ofthe political independence ofChili, the

Condor appeared on the coinage as the symbol of strength ]

Condor, obs. form of Conder.
Condoret (k^ nd^ret). nonce-zvd. [f. Condor +

-ET ; cf. eaglet.] A young condor.
1873 M. Collins Sqr. Silch. I. xii. 168 He had. .brought

two young condorets down the precipices to the city.

f CondO'rm, v. Obs." 0 [ad. L. condormi-re to

sleep together.] ' To sleepe with one' (Cockeram

|
1623). So t Condormition (Blount Glossogr. 1674V

II Condottiere (kon&pttyfre). Also (erron.)

condottiero. PI. condottieri (-n). fit. con-

dottier

e

%
f. condotto conduct + -iere, a later variant

of -iero, repr. late L. -erius for -drius!\ A pro-

fessional military leader or captain, who raised a

troop, and sold his service to states or princes at

war; the leader of a troop of mercenaries. The
name arose in Italy, but the system prevailed

largely over Europe from the 14th to the 16th c.

1794 Mrs. Radclii-fe Myst. UdolpJio xxviii, From this

latter practice arose their name Condottieri. 1852 Grotk
Greece II. Ixxi. (1862) VI. 325 He had now become a sort of

professional Condottiero or general. 1874 Motley Barne-
veld II. xl 30 The already notorious condottiere Ernest
Mansfeld.
attrib. 1822 Byron Werner u. i, A kind of general con-

dottiero system Of bandit warfare. 1887 Sat. Rev. 21 May
741/2 Hawkwood..A highly respectable specimen of the

condottiere species.

Hence Condottie rlsm.
1887 Sat. Rev. 8 Jan. 35/1 Mere follow-my-leader-and-

keep-my-place condottierism.

Condrin, obs. form of Candareen.
Condrodite, var. spelling of Chondrodite.
1826 Emmons Mm. 214. 1868 Dana Mitt. 363.

Conduce (k^n(H/?s), v. [ad. L. condfic-cre

to lead together, collect, unite, connect
;

also, to
' hire, contract for ; also of things, to contribute,

be serviceable, conduce ; f. con- together 4- duct-re

to lead, draw. This L. verb, which became in

F. conduire (with lengthened stem conduis-), has

given many representatives in English, viz. 1. con-

, due, condye (through Fr.), with 2. the shortened

I

cond
; 3. conduce, 4. conduyte through Fr.)

; 5.

;
conduct : the last two from the ppl. stem con-

\ duct-. Of these cond, conduce, conduct, survive in

! differentiated senses.]

f 1. trans. To lead, conduct, bring lit. and Jig.).
1 Const, to. Obs.

c 1475 Partenay Prol. 206 Here I hym require To thys nede

I

meayde ; and hys moder swet Mi mater conduce to the ende.

1514 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. toi By cause that I shuld
1 conduce home my said Lords companye. 1527 Wolsky to

j

Hen. VHI in St. Papers (R.), Ther was sent unto my
' lodging the cardinall of Bourbon, &c. to conduce me to my
,

ladies presence. 1634 Sm T. Herbert Trav. 160 To con-

j

duce things to some order out cf this chaos of confusion.

1651 Reliq. IVotton. 95 To conduce hither the most lovely

j

and vertuous princesse. 1658 T. Meriton Love <y War iv.

i, I am condue'd by willingnesse to dye.

fb. To bring together, contribute. Obs.

ijiy Bentley Semi. xi. 377 They conduce every one it's

j share to the. .Beauty of the whole.

+ 2. {Sc.) To engage for money or other con-

I sideration ; to hire. Const, inf. with to, or simply.

1502 Will ofBromfeld (Somerset Ho.), That my executors

conduce and wage an honest preest . . to syng, etc. 1536
Bellenden Crou. Scot. (1821) I. 256 He conducit ane gret

! nowmer of schippis and weirmen, part with the riches he
1 wan in the weris of Italy, .to cum in Albioun. 1609 Skene

!

Reg. Maj., Stat. Robt. I, 35 He quha is conduced be
' prayer, or be price, a 1639 Stottiswood Hist. Ck. Scot.

I
vi. (1677) 330 Gowry . . conducing a ship gave out that he

\
would forthwith depart. 1689 tr. Buchanans De Jure

1 Regui 37 Who for greater gain may be conduced to fight,

f 3. To bring about, bring to effect. Obs.

1518 Wolsey in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. i. 21 Your provident

!
dexterity in the wise conducing of these his weighty

!
matters. 1527 — to Hen. VIII in St. Papers (R.), For the

conducing and setting forthe of good amitie and peace be-

twene your highnes and her son. 1529 in Buknet Hist.

Ref. II. 96 For conducing the Kings purpose,

f 4. intr. To lead. Const, to. Obs. rare.

1624 [Scott] Votivx Anglise Ded. 1 As so many Lynes
conducing to their Centre.

5. To conduce to : to lead or tend towards (a re-

sult) ; to aid in bringing about, contribute to, make
for, further, promote, subserve. (The current sense.)

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretarie 1. (1625} 133 Much may the

evill example of some lewdly given, conduce hereunto.

1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 11. ii. 168 The Reasons you alledge,

do more conduce To the hot passion of distemp'red blood.

Then to make vp a free determination. 1636 tr. Hobbes'

Elem. Philos. (1839) 79 How circumstances conduce sever-

ally to the production of effects. 1703 Moxon Meek.
E.verc. 257 The well-working and bonding of Brick-walls

conduces very much to their strength. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. 65 In all the virtues which conduce to success

in life, the Scots have never been surpassed.

b. with person as subj. rare.

1879 Green Read. Eng. Hist. xix. 09 He was resolved

not to conduce to what he considered idolatry.

c. Const, inf. with to.

1606 [see above], a 1626 Bacon Sylva § 152 The Boaring

of Holes in that kinde of Wood . . seemeth to conduce to

make it Shine. 1736 Butler Anal. I. vii. 126 Means very un-

desireable, often conduce to bring about Ends, .desireable.

t d. Const, with. Obs. rare- 1
.

1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1. xxxiii. (1739! 51 As might best

conduce with the benefit of the Inhabitants.

f 6. a. To be profitable or advantageous (to). Oh.
i62i-i7»8 [see Conducing ///. a. 2]. 1655-60 Stanley

Hist. Philos. (1701) 124/2 These conduce much to the wise.

fb. trans. To be advantageous to, to profit.

Obs. rare.

1577 Nobthbrooke Dicing (1843) 6 Any thing that may
conduce and benefite the mystical bodie.

100
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% Of uncertain meaning : ? intr. (for reft.)
t con-

ducts itself, carries itself on, goes on
1606 Shaks. Tr. 4- Cr. v. ii. 147 Within my soule, there

doth conduce a fight Of this strange nature, that a thing
inseperate, Diuides more wider then the skie and earth.

Conduceable : see Conducible.

t Conduceful, a. Obs. [f. Conduce + -ful.]

Conducive; helpful, profitable, subservient.

1635 Hevwood Ilierarch. vn. 482 Plato . . proueth Astro*

logie to be. .conducefull to Agriculture and to Nauigation.
1646 S. Bolton Arraignm. Err. 328 Very Conducefull,
and apprimely requisite to the well-being, .of the Churches.

t Conducement kf?ndi/7*sment). Obs. [f. Con-
duce v. + -ment ; cf. inducement.]

1. The action of 1 conducing ' or bringing about.
1553 Enw. VI in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. 11. xiv. 360 To do

their best for conducement of it to effect. 1650 Hubbert
Pill Formality Pref. 3 If thou wilt but read . . it may be to

the conducement of thy good.

2. The quality of conducing to, or promoting;
conduciveness.
1641 ' Smectymmuus' Ansiv. (1653) 57 It may be of some

conducement to his cause. 1645 Milton Tetrack. Wks.
1738 I. 236 Their breeding, which is of main conducement
to their being holy.

b. qu&si-concr. A thing conducive.
1631 Lithgow Trav. rv. (16821 158 Their riches .. their

Forces of Wars, and the manner of their conducements.
1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 PeterW. 14 Dressing her. .and fitting

her with all conducements. 1646 T. Horton Sinne's Discov.

yi A means, and conducement to somewhat else.

3. Tendency.
1646 J. Gregory Notes 4/ Observ. (16501 68 The Conduce-

ment of all this is but Cabalisticall.

T Condu'Cence. Obs. rare, [f. L. condiictre +
-ence.] The fact of conducing or tending (to) ;

tendency, subservience.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. nr. 439 This Tendence and
Conducence of althings to one first Being.

t Condu'Cency. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ENCY.l = Conduciveness.
1671 \ lavel Fount. Life xxi. 63 What Aptitude or Con-

ducency is there in this ordinance.

Condueend, obs. form of Condescend.

t Condu'cent, a. Obs. [ad. L. conducent-em,

pr. pple. of condftc^re to Conduce : see -ent.]

1. That conduces ; that tends to, promotes, or

contributes to bringing about, some end or pur-

pose
;
subservient, conducive to, \for).

1560 Abp. Parker Corr. (1853) 127 Considerations con-
ducent to the general reformation of the clergy. 1634
Jackson Creed vn. i. Wks. VII. 8 All things . . needful or
conducent to our salvation. 1645 Martins Echo in Prynne
Discor. Blazing-Stars 44 That would be more conducent
for the Kingdoms good. 1687 P. Henry in M. Henry Life
viii, To put him in circumstances conducent thereunto.

2. Advantageous, serviceable ; = Conducible 2.

1578 Banister Hist. Man tL 40 In great cryinges, and
swallowyng of the meate. .those (Cartilages] are much con-
ducent. 1640 G. Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn. To Rdr.
2 Acts, .which respecting the end whereto they were insti-

tuted, .are very conducent.

tCondircer. Obs. Sc. [f. Conduce 2 +-er1.]

One who 'conduces' or hires.

c 1575 Balfour Practicks 617 Jam.) Gif .. ony..keip not
his conditioun .. he that is hyrit sail render agane to the
conducer the haill hyre that he was conducit for.

t Condncibiiity. Obs. [f. next : see -nr.]

The quality of being 'conducible' or conducive

{to something") ; = Conduciveness.
1671 Wilkins Nat. Relig. xiv. 214 Deriving their obliga-

tion from their conducibifity to the promoting of our chief

end. 1683 J. Corbet Free Actions \. % 9. 7 The conduci-
bility of that Effect to some Good.

t Conduxible, (sb.) Obs. Also 7 conduce-
able. [ad. Y,.conducibil-is,i.conduc?re\ see -ble.]

A. adj.

1. Capable of conducing
;

tending or fitted to

promote (a specified end or purpose) ; « Con-
ducive. Const, to (rarely for).
1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. 11550* 81 A thyng very con-

ducyble to the vnderstandyng of the scriptures. 1607
Walkington Opt. Glass i. (1664) 12 More conducible unto
their healths. 1667 Nafhtali (1761 » 143 A most conducible
expedient for the securing the ends thereof. 17*0 Welton
Suffer. Son 0/God II. xv. 401 Nothing that could be any
wayes conducible to the Accomplishment of this Mighty
Work. J756 Amorv Buncle (1770J I. 23 Conducible means
to social happiness.

b. Const, inf. with to.

1579 Kenton Guicciard. xv. (1599^ 707 So conducible his

example to caric the mindes of his souldiers to contemne all

perill. 1684 Manton Exp. Lord's Pr. Wks. 1870 I. 214
Outward afflictions . . are not so conducible to humble a
gracious heart as temptations.

2. Conducive to the desired end
;
advantageous,

expedient, serviceable, beneficial.

c 1611 Chapman Wait. 1. 113 She shall go, if more con-

ducible That course be than her holding here. 1657 W.
Coles Adam in Eden clviii, Caraway seeds, .are very con-

ducible to all the cold griefs of the Head. 1683 J. Corbet
Free Actions 1. 1 9. 7 Sin . . cannot be willed of God as a
thing convenient or conducible.

% 3. Factitious archaism : = 1 That may be led
1846 Landor Exam. Shaks. Wks. II. 287 It is a tractable

and conducible youth- Ibid. II. 299.

B. sb. A conducible or conducive thing.

1677 Hale Prim.Orig. Man. it. ix. 211 These Motions of
Generations and Corruptions, and of the conducibles there-

unto. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. lit. 17 Aristotle and
Plato cal such things as conduce to the Wel-being of the
Bodie and Life, 'Goods': the Stoic will not have them
called so, but irporiyntva, 'conducibles'.

t Condu'cibleness. Obs. [f. prec. + -ness.]
« CONDUCIBILITY.
1647 H. More Song ofSoul To Rdr. 7/ 1 Pleasantnesse in

themselves, or conduciblenesse for the finding out of the
right frame of Nature. 1668 Howe Bless. Righteous Wks.
(1834I 215 Conducihleness to a pleasant, .life.

t Conduxibly, adv. Obs.~° [f. as prec. +
-lyA] In a * conducible

1

or conducive manner;
1 in a manner promoting an end 1

^T.).

1818 in Todd ; hence in mod. Diets.

Condu cing, ppl. a. [f. Conduce + -ing 2
.]

1. That conduces or tends to an end or purpose,

t a. Const, to. Obs. (Now expressed byCoNDUCiVE).
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretarie l (1625*31 For whatsoever

is.. affined with vertue, or derived from vertue, or conduc-
ing to vertue. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees Ep. Ded., Cider
being, .exceedingly conducing to health. 1728 R. Morris
Ess. Anc. Archit. 25 It is not a little conducing to the
Justice due to so great . . a Soul,

f b. Const, inf. with to. Obs.

1697 Dam pier Voy. <i6o8) I. iii. 38 What they thought
most conducing to obtain their ends, a 17x6 Blackall
Wks. '17231 I. 62 Such Means as are conducing to obtain
what he desires. J7»8 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archit. 50 The
most conducing Cause to attain a just Character. 1736
Butler Anal. 1. v. 116 Far from necessary or certainly con-
ducing to form a habit.

C. without to. (rare.)

163a Lithgow Trav. viii. 342 To make short this pre-
amble, or conducing complement. 17x8 R. Morris Ess.
Anc. Archit. 102 A conducing Cause of Decay.

f 2. That conduces to the end in view
; profit-

able, serviceable, beneficial ; = Conducible 2. (See
Conduce 6.) Obs.
i6ax Burton Anat. Mel. n. ii. vl iii. f 1651) 301 Acceptable

and conducing to most, . .especially to a melancholy man.
1656 Culpepper Eng. Physic. 57 The seed is conducing to

al the cold griefs of the Head and Stomach. 1738 R.
Morris Ess. Anc. Archit. p. xx. Passages which may be
conducing to myself, in relation to the Subject.

Hence t Conducingly adv., in a manner con-
ducing to an end.
1656 S. H. Gold. Latv 45 Any who. .hath power, and will

conducingly and savingly improve it. 17*8 R. Morris Ess.

Anc. Archit. 103 Badness of the Materials, and the Employ-
ment of illiterate Wojkmen, all conducingly unite to the
general Cause of the Decay of the whole Fabrick.

Conducive ^nditt'siv , a. (sb.) [An analogical

formation from Conduce v., after conduct, con-

ductive, and such words as abtts-ive, posscss-ive,

invent-ive, formed on L. ppl. stem. See -ive.]

A. adj.

1. Having the quality of conducing or tending to

(a specified end, purpose, or result, ; fitted to pro-

mote or subserve. Const, to (ffor, towards).
1646 R. Overton in A. Seller's Hist. Passive Obed. {1689)

59 No more . . than is conducive to a better being, more
safety, and freedom. 17*6 Shelvocke Voy. round IV. 223
To frame such Articles as would be most Conducive to

their own interest. 1803 Med. Jml. IX. 33 Early rising

is conducive to health. Ibid. IX. 408 Most conducive for

the preservation of both mother and fetus. 1865 Living-
stone Zambesi L 35 A dull place, and very conducive to

sleep. 1884 Manch. Exam. 22 May 5/2 A treaty . .highly
conducive to French interest*.

1 2. Advantageous, serviceable, beneficial; «
Conducible 2. Obs. rare.

1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 96 A Cephalic Draught
. .is highly conducive in Idiopathic Convulsive Ilnescs.

B. sb. That which conduces to an end or pur-

pose. Const, to (t of).

1793 Sir S. Smith in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III. 152

The sight of our convoy, gave us new spirits, which are an
essential conducive of health. 1844 Mary Howitt My
Uncle iii, One of the. .greatest conducives to health.

Conduciveness (k^ndi/i sivnes). [f. prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being conducive to, or

tending to promote (an end or purpose).

1678 Norris Coll. Misc. (1699) 191 Its Conduciveness and
Natural Tendency to the interest of Human Life, a 1714
Sharp Serm. I. U. (R.), The conduciveness of those things,

to promote our temporal interests. 1879 H. Spencer Data
of Ethics UL \ 12. 34 It follows that conduciveness to

happiness is the ultimate test of perfection in a man's nature.

Conduct kpndiJkt), sb. 1 Forms: o. 3-6 con-

duytte, 3 condut, 4 cunduyt, 4-5 condute, 5
conduytte, condwyte, 5-7 conduit(e, 6 con-
duict(e, -uycte, counduit. (3. 3-5 condyt, 4-6
-dit(e, (4 coundyte, cundeth, 5 condythe, Sc.

condet, -eyt, 6 cunndy3t, Sc. conditt, -diet. y.

5-7 conducte, (Sc. conduke, -doke), 6- con-
duct. (Some of the variants are found only in

Safe-conduct, q.v.) [Two original types of the

word have existed in Eng., viz. conduit, conduite

from OF., and the current conduct immed. from
L. conduct-us (4th decl.), f. ppl. stem of cotuitlctre

to Conduct, Conduce. The former was partly

a. OF. conduit (= Pr. conduch, Sp. conducto, It.

condotto) :—L. conduct-us, as above
;
partly a. OF.

conduite Sp. conducta, It. condotto) :—late L. type

*conducta, sb. fern. f. pa. pple. (corresp. to nouns

in -dta^. These two sbs. remain distinct in F.,

but through the obsolescence of final -e, they fell

together in ME. conduyt{e. This was often pho-
netically weakened to cottdule, condyt(e ; in 15th c.

it was frequently, like the Fr., spelt conduict, con-

duycte (the c being inserted from L.), and finally

in 1 6th c. was entirely refashioned after L., as

conducte, conduct. The earlier form remains with

a differentiation of sense : see Conduit.]
I. 1. The action of conducting or leading;

guidance, leading, a. of the person or thing that

leads, lit. and fig. (Now somewhat rare.)

a. c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 108 Thei
crimen home under the conduite of their lodesmanne Fer-
gusius. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidaue's Comm. 312 b, Through
Gods conduite. .we wyll prosecute our right.

y. 1555 Eden Decades 88 Sent by the conduct of certeyne
of Careta his men. 1594 Spenser Amoretti xxxiv, As a snip,

that through the Ocean wyde, By conduct of some star,

doth make ner way. 163a Lithgow Trav. l (1682) 21 The
Trojanes, under conduct of j^neus. 1656 R. Robinson
Christ all 157 It doth not become a sheep to refuse the
Shepherd's conduct. 1759 Johnson Rasselas xxviii, Travel-
ling together under the conduct of chance. 178a W. Gilpin
Wye (1789) 55 Under his conduct we climbed the steep.

b. ofthat which is led. s^In quot. with mixture

of sense 5.)

1885 Manch. Guard. 20 July 57 His conduct of the Redis-
tribution Bill through the House of Commons.
+ 2. Provision for guidance or conveyance ; a

company of attendants appointed to conduct a

person safely on a journey ; an escort, a convoy

;

a document granted to ensure safe passage. Obs.

exc. in Safe-conduct, q.v.

a. c 1*90 Lives Saints (1887) 145 pe king..sende with
him guod conduyt [s.v. condut] to bnnge him pare, c 1330 R

.

Brunne Chron. 11810) 260 f>e messengers went, condute he
did bam haue. . 1400 Macndev. (18391 xviL 182 Men may
envirowne all the erthe..that hadde companye and schip-

pynge and conduyt. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 27 Preamb.,
Sufficient conduyt to be hade for sure conveyaunce of the

! Marchaundises. a 1661 Fuller Worthies 18401 III. 387
When conduits did both French and Spanish speak.

6. i»97 R. Glouc. (1724! 40 He sende hem by god condyt in

to Yrlond. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 475 Quod the kynge,
thy coundyte es knawene ffro Carlelele to the coste. c 1400
Destr. Troy 11437 By cundeth to come, c 1470 Henry
Wallace vn. 1500 The consaill sone a condeyt gairT him till.

Ibid. xi. 912 The Iyoun in wax that suld his condet be. 1533
Bellenden Livy iil (182a) 235 Nocbt to departe but his

licence and conditt.

7. 1560 Holland Crt. Venus 11. 917, 1 haif. . Ane fre Con-
duct to suffice him and me. 16x1 Shaks. Cymb. in. v. 8, I

desire of you A Conduct ouer Land, to Milford-Hauen.
i6ix Bible i Esdras viii. 51. 1684 Bunvan Pilgr. il 204
The thoughts of what I am going to, and of the Conduct that

waits for me on the other side. 1693 Mem. Cnt. Teckely

in. 6 A Detachment of five hundred of his Men, whom he
had appointed as a Conduct of PetrozzL

T 3. A person or thing that conducts or escorts

;

a guide, leader, conductor {Ht, and Obs.

14*3 Jas. I A'ingis Q. cxiii, 1 will that Gud-hope servand

to the be . . thy condyt and gyde till thou returne. 1513
Ld. Berners Froiss. I. lxxvii. 99 Noble prince, quoth
the lady, God y* father glorious be your conduct ! 159a

Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. v. in. 116 Come bitter conduct, come
vnsauoury guide. 1599 Greene Orpharion Wks. 1882 XII.
46 Three seuerall Battalions, whereof the Kings in person

were Conducts. 1684 Binyan Pilgr. 11. 102, I have also

been a Conduct to several Pilgrims.

transf. 1794 Adams Nat. <t Exp. Philos. II. xiit. 10 It

[water] is the easy and speedy medium, the ready conduct

and conveyance, whereby all redundancies are carried off.

1 4. Short for Conduct-money. Obs.

1644-1731 [see Coat sb. 12].

II. 5. The leading or commanding of an army,

a vessel, etc.
;
leadership, command ; management.

a. of the army, etc., led. (Now somewhat rare.)

a. a 1470 Tiptoft Caesar iv. (1530) 5 To espye and con-

syder the condute of hys enemyes. 1568 Grafton Chron. 1 1.

504 To view and espie both the number and conduit of the

English men. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. iv, (Arb.)

159 Conduict of whole armies.

y. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 194 The conduct of the arrere-

guard. 1665 Manlev Grofius Low-C. Warres 103 The
Duke of Parma took the Conduct of the Army. 1769
Robertson Chas. V, V. 11. 284 The conduct of these troops

was committed to Andrew de Foix. 181a Examiner 9 Nov.
720/1 Palm then took the Conduct of the vessel.

+ b. of the person commanding. Obs.

a. 15*9 Rasif.li. Pastyme, Hist. France (18 11)74 Frenche-
men, with the conduit of certeyn dukis, went, etc. 1575
Brieff Disc. Troub. Franckford 186 Beinge in the conduite

off the lion off the tribe off Juda.

y. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iv. 65 They hither march
amaine, vnder conduct of Lucius. 1649 Milton Eikon. 122

The Parlament durst not leave an Army to his conduct.

17*6 Cavallier Mem. n. 153 My Men. .reposed great Con-
fidence in my Conduct. 1774 J. Brvant Mythol. I. 380 The
emigrants from most parts went under their conduct.

6. The action or manner of conducting, directing,

managing, or carrying on (any business, perform-

ance, process, course, etc.); direction, manage-

ment, t Formerly said of the management of a

fan, cane, or other article carried.

a. of the business, or thing ; or absol.

a . 1454 Paston Lett. No. 222 I. 3ioThat by your wysdom
and gode conduyt that ye wolde help beere owte thys mater.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xiv. 52 Iuno takynge in hande the

conduytte of this werke. 1530 Palsgr. 208/1 Conduycte of

a mater. 1548-50 H ma. Chron. Hen. V, 50 The conduyt

and ordre of thys dolorous dole [Hen. V.'s funeral].
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y. a i6a6 Bacon (J.), In the conduct and manage of actions.

1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 30 More trouble then
you should find in governing the whole world, if God had
left it to your conduct. 1712-4 Pope Rape Lock iv. 124 Of
amber snuff-box justly vain. And the nice conduct of a
clouded cane. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 139
May serve us for models in the conduct of our lives. 1844
Arnold in Stanley Life Corr. I. vii. 332 Those engaged
in the conduct of the school. i860 Emerson {title)The Con-
duct of Life. 186a Mebivale Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xli. 95
Directions were given for the conduct of the handkerchief.
1888 Bryce Amcr. Commw. II. L 269 Nothing to do with
the conduct of city affairs.

+ b. of the person conducting. Obs. rare.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 1 1 860) 7 It most be done, .by the conduyt
and counceile of the most sage approuved men of a reaume.
1685 Baxter Paraphr. N, T. t Acts i. 23 Chosen by all the
Company, but by the Conduct of the Apostles.

f c. Gardening. Management of plants in cul-

tivation ; culture. Obs.
1719 London & Wise Compl. Gard. xxxii. {headings Of

the Conduct or Culture of Fig-trees. 1772 Ann. Reg. 117
It is true, such a conduct cannot, like the culture of corn
and grass, be general.

d. Painting, Management of the parts of a
work of art ; mode of treatment, execution. Also
transf. of literary work. (Cf. Conduct v. 7.)
1758 H. Walpole Catal. Royal Authors (1759) I. 23 All the

subjects were religious; all the conduct farcical. 1786 Sib

J. Reynolds Disc. xiii. (1876) 77 He perfectly understood '

.. the conduct of the back-ground. 1790 Cath. Graham
Lett. Educ. 147 The conduct of her story is well conceived.

I

1825 Macaulay Ess. Milton (1854) I. 7 The book of Job. .

j

in conduct and diction, bears a considerable resemblance
to some of his [/Eschylus

1

] dramas. 1859 Gullick & Timbs
Paint. 146 Respecting the conduct of works in fresco.

f 7. Aptitude for leadership or management

;

good generalship ; skill in managing affairs; prac-

tical tact and address ; discretion. Obs.
This was the main sense in the 17th c, when the apposi-

tion or contrast of courage and cotuiuct was one of the com-
\

monplaces of biography.

a. a X533 L°- Bernebs Huok i. 1 God had gyuen hym the
. . wyt and conduyt so to do. 1565-73 Cooper Thesaiirus
s.v. Auspicium, By his manhode and conduite.

7. 1601 Holland Pliny 1. 169 A generall of command & 1

conduct. 1648 Evelyn Corr. (1857) III. 13 Some person
of conduct and quality. 1670 Cotton Espernon 1. iv. 165
No ways inferiour to his Adversary either in Courage, or
Conduct. 1700 Dryden Fables, Ajax % 67. 591 Thus con- •

duct won the prize when courage fail'd. 1722 De Foe
Plague (1756) 252 Owing to the Prudence and Conduct of the

;

Lord Mayor. 1776 Gibbon Decl. $ E. I. i. 19 The various
j

tribes of Britons possessed valour without conduct. 1815 1

Wellington in Gurw. Disp. XII. 483 His Royal Highness
\

. . distinguished himself by his gallantry and conduct.

8. Manner of conducting oneself or one's life ;

'

behaviour
; usually with more or less reference to

its moral quality (good or bad). (Now the lead-
[

ing sense.) [So F. conduite in Corneille, 165 1.]

1673 S. C. Art ofComplaisance 132 A father speaking of
the conduct of his son, says that till then, he had had no
cause to complain. ^1709 Lady M. W. Montague Lett.
(1803) I. 128 Such conduct is full as base as beating a poor
wretch who has his hands tied. 1710 — Lett. 25 Apr. 1721— Lett, to C'tess Mar iBohn) II. 331 His conduct towards
me is . . infamous. 1729 Butler Serm. Pref. Wks. 1874 II.

16 That we bring our whole conduct before this superior
faculty. 1755 Johnson, Behaviour . . 5 Conduct ; general
practice. 1774 Goldsm. Retal. 46 His conduct still right,
with his argument wrong. 1777 Burke Lei. Sheriffs of
Bristol Wks. 1842 I. 221, I trusted to profession, when I

ought to have attended to conduct. 1856 Froude Hist.
Eng. (1858) I. iii. 242 The clergy . .claimed the privileges
of saints, while their conduct fell below the standard of
that of ordinary men.

b. (with a) A piece of behaviour, a proceeding
(obs.) ; a course of conduct {rare).

1706 J. Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. t6i Making
sharp observations upon a conduct he saw, which he never
expected. 1774 Burke Corr. (1844) 486 A conduct which
is not, perhaps, exactly justifiable to prudence. 1818 Jas.
Mill Brit. India II. v. v. 497 A conduct which demanded
the most serious consideration. 1859 Bright Sp. India
1 Aug., An improved conduct on the part of the English ..

towards the Natives of India.

III. 9. Conveyance, carriage (obs.); convey-
ance of liquid through a channel ; = Conduit 6.

a 1618 Raleigh Observ. Magnif. Cities in Rem. (1651) 38
A place of Safetie. .commodiousness for Navigation and
Conduct, for the attainment of plentie of all good things.
1847 South tr. Cltelius' Surg. I. 711 The restoration of the
natural ducts, and the conduct of the fluids from the fistulas.

1 10. An artificial channel for the conveyance of
water or other liquid, an aqueduct ; an artificial

reservoir or structure whence water is made to
issue, a fountain. Obs. Now Conduit 1-2, q.v.

\VL A channel, passage, means of communica-
tion. Obs. Now Conduit 3-5, q.v.

IV. 12. Comb. Conduct-book, a book in which
a record of the conduct of scholars, of men in public
service, etc. is kept

;
spec, in U. S. navy ; conduct-

mark, a mark given for good, or forfeited for bad,
conduct in schools, etc.

; f conduct -pipe, see
Conduit-pipe. Also Conduct-money.
Conduct, sb .2 : see next.

Conduct, pa. ppie., a., and sb.2 Also 5 con-
dite, 5-6 conduit, (6 condoke, -duke), [ad. L.
conduct-us hired, pa. pple. of conduce"™ to lead to-
gether, etc., also to hire : see Conduce. In early
use a. F. conduit pa. pple.]

f A. pa. pple. and a. Obs.

1. Hired : see Conduct v. 10, Conduce 2.

a. as pa. ppie.

1476 Proclam. in York Myst. Introd. 37 pat no plaier .

.

be conducte and reteyned to plaie but twise on be day. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 154 '2 A man beyng conducte & hyred
of Justyn. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. i\V. de W. 1531) 53 [He] hath
conducte or hyred vs as his workmen for the peny of glory.

b. as adj. in Conduct priest : cf. B. 2.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 52 But for be synne of symonye may
vnnese or neuer be fled in swilk bings, berfor conduct
prestis are reprouid of be lawe. 1474 Will of Marchall
(Somerset Ho.', Euery conducte preeste.

2. pa. pple. Conducted.
C 1430 [see Condite pa. PPle.]. c 1489 Caxton Souues of

Aymon xxiv. 508 Blessed be the good lorde that hathe
conduytte you hether. 1620 Shelton Quix. iv. xv. II. 190
Conduct by this lovely Damsel.

B. sb. A hired person, a hireling.

fl. A hired workman or employe; esp, (as it

appears) in a bakehouse. Obs.
a 1483 Lib. Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 60 Thys clerke

takyth none othe at the countyng bourd as an offycer, but
as a conduyte. 1525-6 Churchw. Acc. in Brit. Mag.
XXXIV. 180 Payd vnto the iij Condokes ffor heruest. 1526
Househ. Ord. (1790) 209 That there should be encreased
one conduite in the office of the bakehouse. 1610 Ibid. 330
Bakehouse.—William Tyckenor, conducte

;
wages 4^ nr. 3^.

1647 Hawaru Crown Rev. 29 (Royal Bakehouse), Foure
Conducts : Fee a peice per diem, +.d.

f 2. A conduct priest ; a hired or salaried chap-
lain

;
esp. one engaged to read prayers in the

chapel of a college, of which he is not on the
foundation. Obs. : but see b.

[In Camb. Univ. Calendar the ' Conduct ' still appears at
King's Coll. in 1852; in the Calendar of 1853 he is the
' Chaplain '

; at Trinity Coll. the name last appears in 1819.]

1499 Will ofPovcy [Somerset HoJ, Euery prest being a
conducte w l in the said churche. 1574 T. Caktwright lull
Declar. 149 One or more cbaplaines and conductes are
hired to reade the seruice at the houres appointed. 1576
Grindal Wks. (1843) 181 Item, You shall inquire of the
doctrine and judgment of all. .vicars, petty canons, deacons,
conducts, singing-men, choristers. 1830 Br. Monk Life
Bentley (1833) I. 218 Dr. Bentley chose a layman as one of
the four Sacetlani or Conducts, whose duty it is to read
prayers daily in the College chapel [Tim Coll. Camb.].

b. Still used as the name of the chaplains at

Eton College.
1563-87 Foxe A. $ M. {1684I III. 583 Who first being

brought up in the School of Eaton, was afterward Scholar,
and then Conduct in the Kings Colledge at Cambridge.
1737 H. Walpole in Etouiaua v. 80 Standing over against
a Conduct to be catechised. 1865 W. L. C. ibid. 1. 21 One
of the chaplains or conducts of the college.

Conduct (k^ndo'kt), v. Korms a. 5-6 con-
duyt(e, -dute, 6 -duit(e. p. 4-5 -dyte, 5 -dite,

6 -dyth. 7. 5-6 -ducte, 6- conduct. Pa. pple.

-ed ;
formerly Conduct : see prec.

[Of this, as of Conduct sb., two (or, at length,

three) types have been in use : viz. conduyt-en,

f. F. conduit, -ite(:—h. conduct-its, -a), pa. pple.

of condui-re :— L. conducere (see Conduce) ; often

phonetically reduced to condute, and to con"

dite, condyte, condyth, condeth ; but finally, in 15—
16th c, assimilated to the L. ppl. stem as

conduct. The ultimate forms of these were so

different, that they might be considered distinct

words ; for the sake of the history they are here
treated together. There are several other repre-

sentatives of L. conducere, immediately, or through
French, for which see Conduce

I. To lead, guide.

1. trans. To go with, or before, and show the
way to (any one) ; to lead, escort, guide.
a. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 34 The kyng and hys companye

..folowed the byrde whyche conduyted them, a 1533 Ld.
Berners Huok xx. 58, I shall go with hym to ayde and to
condute hym. 1579 Fenton Guicciard. m, They were at
last conduited to Baia.

j3. c 1400 Maundev. (Cott.) viii. (1839) 82 To condyte me
fro cytee to cytee. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 8631 He you
condite, my swete fere. 1521 Fisher Wks. 315 Moyses
and Aaron to condyth that people thurgh the deserte.

y. 1490 Caxton Eneydos vi. 29 To brynge and conducte
you in to some other place of surete, 1526 Pilgr. Perf:
(W. de W. 1531) 134 The sterre . . conductynge and leadyng
them to the sauyour. 1611 Bible Acts xvh. 15 They that
conducted Paul, brought him vnto Athens. 1727 Swift
Gulliver 111. ii. 184 As they conducted me up the stairs.

1816 J.Wilson City of Plague 111. i. 357 Let us conduct
him home. 186a Stanley Jew. CM, (1877) I. xiii. 263, I

know not where we shall find a better guide to conduct us.

b. transf. Of a road : To be the way, to ' lead *.

_
1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I. 263 Traces of paws ..

in four different directions .. conducted to the lairs of as
many Hons. Ibid. II. 178 A narrow corridor, .conducted to
another anti-cavern. 1838 Lyttqn Alice 1. ix, The narrow
sweep that conducted from the lodge to the house,

2. fig. To guide or direct in a certain course of
action ; to bring to a place, a particular condition

or situation, a conclusion, etc. ; to lead, bring.

a. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. xiv. 47 Yf he wille iustely and
rightfully conduyte hym selfe, he may well brynge his herte
to that. 1483 — Gold. Leg. 366/3 That yu may conduyte
us to the lyf permanable. c 1550 Croke Ps. cxliii. {Percy
Soc) 27 Let thyne ears perceyue my sute.-And yn thy
iustice me Condute. 1557 Sarum Primer Giv, Thy good
spirite shall conduite me into the lande of rightfulness.

7. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretarie 1. (1625^ 24, I have under
taken to conduct the learner by example, how to behave
himselfe. 1638 Rouse Heav. Univ. ^1702) 166 A Soul taught
by Christ and highly conducted by the light of his spirit.
1734.tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827' I. 72 Such as curiosity
or idleness conducted to look on. 1770 Junius Lett.xxxvu
173 Consider the situations to which you have conducted.,
your royal master. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. Pref.
12 Such a work . . may seem without meaning, unless it con-
ducts the reader to some definite conclusions,

b. absol.

1835 Browning Paracelsus in. Wks. I. 132 A few Prime
principles which may conduct to much. 1850 M'Cosh
Dir. Govt. 11. i. (18741 86 The skill and benevolence shown
. .conduct to the belief in a skilful and benevolent cause,

t 3. To train, guide (plants). Obs. rare.
1475 Caxton Jason 92 All the facons of vigncs and

trees hyly conduyted by compas. 1764 IIarmer Observ.
xi. iii. 103 Neither he nor any other traveller, .speaks of the
conducting vines along the sides of their houses.

II. To lead, command, direct, manage.
4. To lead, command, act as commander of (an

army, etc.).

(i. c 1450 Merlin 576 The kynge Clarion . . hem did condite
w ith a baner as white as snowe, ther-in a reade cross.

..7- J53» Uee Conducting vbl. sb.]. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv.

11. 16 Hasten his Musters, and conduct his powres. a 1714
• Burnet Own Time (1823) I. 574 The town of Amsterdam
was for many years conducted by him as by a dictator.

1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. (T. \ Cortes himself con-
I

ducted the third and smallest division. 1830 D'Ishaeli
!

Chas. I, III. viii. 163 When Lord-High-Admirat he con-
ducted the navy of England without glory.

5. a. Mus. To direct (an orchestra, or a musical
performance) ; see Conductor 5. Also absol.

1791 Gent I. Mag. LXI. 11. 669 Haydn's new overture, con-
!

ducted by himself. 1834 Earl Mount Edgkcumhe Mus.
j

Rendu, led. 4) 6 At Bath, .for many years he conducted the
concerts. Mod. There was a performance of Dr. Parry's
Oratorio Judith ; the composer conducted.

b. To lead, take the leading part in, preside

j

over and direct (a meeting, divine service, etc.).

1839 in Life Jas. Hamilton iii. (1870* 130 He conducted
family worship. 1886 Car. Hazard Mem. J. L. Diman vi.

no, I have, .preached twice, conducted a third service this
evening.

c. To act as conductor of (an omnibus, etc.).

6. To direct, manage, carry on (a transaction,

process, business, institution, legal case, etc.).

The notion of direction or leadership is often obscured or
lost; e.g. an investigation is conducted by all those who

1 take part in it.

1633 Havward tr. Biondis Eromena 28 The Admiral!

I

(who had fore-thought of the manner of conducting this

j

enterprise) had . . furnished his companions with Iavelings.

1751 Lakelve Westm. Br. 108 The promoting, forwarding,
1 and well conducting the Building of Westminster Bridge.

1758 S. Hayward Serm. xvii. 528 To conduct every cir-

cumstance so as to prevent the designs of Satan from taking
effect. 1801 Med. Jrul. V. 433 Conducting the Vaccine
Inoculation with spirit and perseverance throughout the
navy. 1806 Ibid. XV. 245 The plan on which the generality
of county hospitals, .are conducted. 1833 Ht. Martineait
Manch. Strike vii. 80 Conducting the correspondence and
accounts. 1875 Jevons Money ^8781 168 The difficulties of
conducting the bullion traffic. 1883 M. D. Osbaldeston
in Law Times 20 Oct. 410/2 To deprive the suitor of the
right of conducting his case as he thinks [best].

+ b. absol. Obs.

1677 Govt. Venice 144 This Office, .being a step to greater
Preferment, if they know how to Conduct.

f 7. To manage, treat, deal with (the features or

various details of a work of art' ; to carry on,

carry out (the work as a whole), esp. with reference

to the skill or success with which this is done. Obs.
1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. (1769) 46 His Armed Cavalier.. in

which the brightness and lustre of the armour and horse is

I
rarely conducted. 1730 A. Gordon Maffets Amphith. 232
The upper ornamented Part so elegant, and well conducted.
1776 Sir J. Hawkins Hist. Mus. V. 177 A point, or subject
of a fugue, which the performer was to conduct at his

[

pleasure. 1796 Pegge Anonym. (1809* 159 Mr. Dryden
[

used to say, he received more light from him [De la Rue]
in conducting his translation than any other. 1823 De
Quincey Lett. Educ. ii. (i860) 24 The tools with which the
workmanship is to be conducted.

8. refl. To direct one's actions, comport oneself,

1 behave oneself (in a specified way).
[Cf. F. se conduire used by Corneille, Cinna, 1639. This

I
use is not recorded by Johnson, Todd, or Richardson.]
1706-10 M. Henry Exp. Gen. xiii. 38 It is bad with a

!
family, when children conduct themselves so ill, that their

!

parents know not how to trust them. 1742 W. Melmoth
j

in Eitzosborne's Lett. (18201 I. 13 With what a generous
i tenderness did the British hero' conduct himself. 1755

j

Johnson Diet., Behave v. «., To act, to conduct one-

: self. [Not s.v. Conducts 1815 Wellington 19 June in

!
Gurw. Disp. XII. 483 The army never . . conducted itself

I

better. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 154 The em-
peror .. had hitherto conducted himself with the greatest

address. 1880 Ouida Mollis I. 124 No Spanish or Italian

heroine . . could conduct herself more audaciously,

b. intr. (for refl.) Cf. to behave. (U. S.)

[Called by Bartlett ' an offensive barbarism, happily con-

fined to New England'.]

1754 Edwards Freed. Will v. 27 foot-n., I say not only
doing but conducting ; because a voluntary forbearing to

do, sitting still, keeping silence, &c. are Instances of Per-

sons' Conduct. 1809 Kendall Trav. I. v. 40 It has an effect

to render permanent the seats of those who conduct well.

1838 Sparks Biog. IX. xt. 316 Mr. Farquhar conducted
with manly firmness. 1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855)
I. xxv. 401 The First Consul, on this occasion, conducted
with perfect good faith,

100-2
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III. To convey ; to be a channel for.

9. t a. To convey from one place to another ; to

carry, transport. Obs. b. To convey water, or

other moving body by a channel ; also predicated

of the channel.
a. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. ix. 175 Make. pipes it [the

water) to conduyt.
3. < 1450 Merlin xiil 194 Theire squyers were gon be-

fore with the cariage . . and lete it be condited by men of

the same contrey.

7- '535 2 7 HtH> VIII, c. 3 Fisher men . . vse com-
monly to conducte and conuey their hearing sprottes and
other fyshe to. . Kyngstone. 1808 J. Webster Nat. Phil.

115 They conducted water across hills and vallies. 1833
Ht. Martineau Brooke Farm v. 58 Air would be conducted
into the recesses of the groves.

c. Physics. Of a body : To convey through its

particles (some form of energy, as heat or elec-

tricity) ; to transmit, act as a conductor of, serve

as a channel or vehicle for.

1740 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans. XLI. 640 In order to
conduct Electricity along any non-electric Body. 1770

J. L. Winn ibid. LX. 188 A chain so disposed may conduct
the lightening. 1830 Brande Chem. I. 68 Glass is a non-
conductor when cold, but conducts when red hot. 1830
Herschf.l Stud. Nat. Phil. 11. vi.(i8si) 161 Those polished

substances are found to be most strongly dewed which con-

duct heat worst, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. ii. 240 When these

motions are communicated from particle to particle of the

body the heat is said to be conducted.

IV. Obs. senses = Conduce.
flO. To hire, engage for reward; = Conduce 2.

Obs. [L. conducere.]
1476-1526 [see Conduct ///. a. 1]. 1548 Hall Chron.

(1809) 8 The Duke, .conducted and waged certeyne menne
of warre and shippes and.. sailed into England. 1555 in

Strype EccL Mem. III. App. xlvii. 143 They are . . in some
part of their depositions, .conducted, subornate, instructed.

f 11. = Conih'ce 5. Obs. rare.

1685 P. Henry in Diaries ff Lett. (1882) 337 Make a busi-

ness of fixing somewhere, so as may best conduct to your
great end in going.

Conducted (kf?ndo-kted), a. [f. Conduct
v. + -ED '.] Led, managed, behaved, etc. : see vb.

1646 Crashaw Steps to Temple 34 My joy-conducted
feet. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 23 Conducted caloric.

1856 Sir B. Brodii Psychol. Inq. I. iv. 129 One of the best

conducted sailors in the ship. 1875 Jevons Money (1878)
91 Well-conducted foreign mints.

Conductibility (k^ndrktibi Uti). [f. next +
-ity : cf. mod.F. conductibilitc.]

1. Capacity for conducting (heat, etc.) ; conduct-
ivity.

1842 Grove Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 6) 42 A direction of
greater conductibility [of heatj. 1869 Mrs. Somerville
Molec. Sci. 1. ii. 77 The magnetic phenomena of crystals

depends on unequal conductibility in different directions.

2. Capacity of being conducted, rare.

1847 Worcester cites Wheatstone. i860 Faraday
Forces Nat. v. 1 43 For the purpose of shewing the conduct-
ibility of this power through some bodies.

Conductible .k^ndo ktib'l , a. [mod. f. L.

conduct- ppl. stem + -ble : so in mod.K.]
1. Capable of conducting (heat, electricity, etc.).

(1865 G. Gore in Circ. Sc. I. 229/1 Gutta-percha, wax,
elastic moulds, .made conductible by the battery process.

2. Capable of being conducted.
1847 Worcester cites Wheatstone.
Conductility (k^ndrktrUti). rare. [f. Con-

duct v., after ductility.'] —Conductivity.
1883 Romanes in Times 4 Dec. 10/6 By conductility I

mean the power of transmitting a stimulus in the form of a
molecular or invisible wave of disturbance from one point
of an excitable mass of living tissue to another. 1883 A.
Barratt Phys. Metempiric 63 Malleability, fusibility,

volatility, conductility for heat and electricity.

Conducting ,k{*ndrktir)), vb/. sb. [-ING 1
.]

The action of the verb Conduct
;
leading, guid-

ance, etc. ; see the verb.

1517 in Lodge fllustr. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 20 For her
conduitinge, and honorabill conveyaunce. 1531 Elvot^ot'.
1. xi, For the conductynge and well ordring of hostes or
armyes. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L.%60 Such a plan for

the future conducting of this structure, as might .. have
preserved it for a number of years. 1881 Athenaeum 26
Mar. 437/3 With regard to the conducting of M. Lamoureux
. . He is a chefd"orchestre of rare merit.

Conduxting, ///. a. [-ing 2
.] That conducts

:

see the verb.

163a Lithgow Trav. v. (1682) 198 Our conducting Turks.
1710 Norris Chr. Prud. L 7 There is a conducting Rule,
and a Regulating Rule. 1796-7 Instr. * Keg. Cavalry
(1813) 87 The conducting officers having placed themselves
on that flank. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 274 A good
earthen retort, having adapted to it a conducting tube.

b. Physics. Having the power of conducting

heat, etc. ; of or pertaining to conduction : esp.

used of conductors of electricity.

1737 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans. XLI. 194 A Conduct-
ing String of Cat-gut receiv'd the Electricity. 1833 N.
Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. no Its little capacity for neat,

and ready conducting power. 1885 Watson & Bo HBl'RY

Math. Th. Electr. tf Magn. I. 93 A. charge of electricity

upon a hollow conducting shell causes no electrification on
its inner surface.

Condnction (kf?ndzrk[bn\ [ad. L. conduction-

em, n. of action from condilcere to conduct: see

-ion. So mod.F. conduction from 13th c.

(Littre).]

I. + 1. Leading, guidance, conveyance {of that

which leads, or is led) ; = Conduct sb. 1.

1541 Act 33 Hen. Vlil
x
c. 15 The saufe conduction, lead-

ynge, and bringing of all saintuary menne. .to the foresaide

citie of Westchester. 160a Cabew Cornwall (1723) 154 b,

Which leaves you to the conduction of a winding and craggy
path. 165a Bp. Hall Serm. Rem. Wks. (1660) 153 This lead-

ing of God's Spirit must [not J be a. .momentary, transient

conduction. 1653 Cloria <y Narcissus I. 239 Yesterday,
by the conduction of your Dwarfe, we entred.

+ 2. Leadership, command, esp. military or naval

{of the person commanding, or of the army, etc.,

commanded); = Conduct sb. 5. Obs.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. n. (Arb.) 138 The
reule, governaunce, and conduction of the whole armye.
1577-87 Holinshed Sc. Chron. (1806) II. 221 English horse-

men under the conduction of the lord William Evers.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World v. ii. 588 Had they not sub-

mitted themselves to the conduction of Miltiades. a 164a

Sib W. Monson Naval Tracts 111.(1704) 374/2 Chosen.,
as the Master is for the Conduction of his Ship.

f 3. The carrying on, management or direction

of an affair, etc.) ; = Conduct sb. 6. Obs.

1565 Act 8 Eliz. c. 13. § 1 The Master, Wardens and As-
sistants of the Trinity-house, .charged with the Conduction
of the Queen's Majesty's Navy Royal. 1609 Tolrneur
Fun. Poem 314 The right conduction Of his affaires. 1644
Fifth of Nov. Pref. 3 Under the conduction and direction

of their tyrannic 1841 Catlin N. Amtr. /:.:.;.; I. xii.

88 In the conduction of those annual religious rites.

T 4. Aptitude for leading, or for managing affairs
;

generalship, management, skill ; — Conduct sb. 7.

a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw. Eng. (1633) Either for wit,

conduction, or power. 1580 North Plutarch 493 (R.) The
noblest captain, and of best conduction of any man in his

time. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. 100 So greate a worke
. .could not be affected without order and conduction.

II. 5. The conducting of (liquid through a

channel or pipe). Now chiefly applied to natural

processes, e. g. the movement of sap in plants.

1611 Brerewood Lang, Relig. xiii. 140 Vitruvius and
Patladius, in their conduction of waters, require .. that, in

proceeding of 200 foot forward, there should be allowed one
foot of descending. x88a Vines Sachs' Bot. 684 The cause
of withering is the interruption in the conduction of water
from below.

6. Physics. The transmission of heat, electricity,

or nerve-force from particle to particle of a sub-

stance. The chief current sense.)

1814W. C.Wells Am. Deiu (1866)87 Losing more quickly
its heat by conduction. 1855 Bain Senses \ Int. 1. ii. § 12

(1864) 40 We know of no other mode of employing a nerve
thread than in Conduction. 1881 Maxwell Electr. <y

Magn. I. 33 The wire is said to be a conductor of electricity,

and the second body, .to be electrified by conduction.

III. \ 7. Hiring. Obs. exc. in Rom. Law.
1538 Aberd. Reg. V. 16 (Jam.) Tuechyng the conductioun

and feyng of the menstrallis. 1540 Sc. Acts Jas. ^'(1507)

§ in (Jieoiting) Anentis conduction of craftes-men. a 10x8
Raleigh in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 75 The making of such a
bargain [locatio] is called Conduction. 1645 Ussher Body
Div. (1647) 300 Conduction, which is the alienation of the
hire for the use of the thing. 1880 Muirhead tr. Instit.

Gains mi. § 144 It is also doubtful if there be location and
conduction when I have given you the use of a thing, re-

ceiving from you the use of something else in return.

Conductitious (kf'ndrktrjos), a. [f. L. con-

ducticius, f. conduct-, ppl. stem of comfucere, in

sense to 'hire': see -itious.1 Hired, employed
for wages or reward

; open to nire, kept for hire.

1607 Schot. Disc. agst. Antichr. i. iii. 150 Auncicn,t times

. .allowed not a Conductitious Presbyter to be an out-teate

for the lazines of others. 1666 J. Smith Old Age To Rdr.
(ed. 2) 2 Rubs and petulant endeavours of all Conductitious
detractors. 17*6 Aylikfe Parerg. 190 Neither Titularies,

nor perpetual Curates; but Persons entirely conductitious,

and removeable at Pleasure. 1818 Svn. Smith Wks. (1867)

I. 241 Any of the conductitious penmen of government.
1880 Bp. Carlisle in Macm. Mag. No. 246. 478 Horses ..

proprietary and conductitious. .in Cambridge.

Conductive (k^nd»-ktiv),a. [f. L. type *con-

ductivus, f. conduct-, ppl. stem : conductif -ive

occurs in F. of 15th c. : see -ive.]

T 1. Having the property of conducting or leading

(lit. and fig.). Obs. exc as in 3.

1518 Paynel Saleme's Eegim. O ivb, Wyne that is gyuen
in way of drinke conductive, a 1643 W, Cahtwricht
Ordin. ill. v, I feel a film come o'r mine eyes. . I must look

out an animal conductive, I mean a doe. 1654 Chari.eton
Physiologta 30 The existence of the Final ever attesting

the existence of the Conductive, or Mediatory Cause.

+ 2. *= Conducive. Obs.

1666 J. Smith Old Age (ed. 2^ 2^6 They are greatly con-
ductive to the growth and promotion of each other.

3. Physics. Having the property of conducting,

or pertaining to the conduction of, some form of

energy (as heat, electricity, etc.).

1840 Whewell Pkitos. Induct. Sc. I. p. cxni, Bodies are

conductive ; and their property is conductivity. 1869 Mrs.
Somerville Molec. Sc. 1. i. 5 Copper U always employed.

.

on account of its superior conductive power. 1881 Arm-
strong in Nature No. 619. 451 The conductive system of
the nerves.

Conductively adv., by means of conduction.
1870 R. M. Ferguson Electr. 56 Charging by contact or

conductively as it is termed.

Conductivity (kfmdyktrviti). Physics, [f.

Conductive + -ity : cf. activity, nativity, etc.]

Conductive quality
;

power of conducting heat,

electricity, etj. ; esp. with reference to its degree.

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 382 Modified
by the conductivity or conducting power. 1863 Tyndall
Heat'ix. 237 The melting distance furnished a measure of
the conductivity of the bar. 1881 Nature No. 620. 465
Crystalline media possessing different conductivities in

different directions.

Co nduct-money. [See Conduct sbA I.]

1. Hist. Moneyto pay for the expense of conduct-

ing to the rendezvous at the coast each man fur-

nished by a hundred to serve in the King's army
;

also, an impost exacted under this head by Charles L
when governing without a Parliament. See also

COAT-MONEY.
151a Indent, in Arckatol. XI. 162 Also the said soldiers,

mariners, and gunners shall have of our sovereign Lord
conduct-money. 15*3 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
43 Paid for xx sowdiars cunndyjt monay to dover. 1^81
Lambarde Eiren. iv. iv. (15881 481 If any person hautng
charge of men . . haue not paied to his souldiours their

whole wages, conduit, and cote mony. 1640 Jrnl. Ho.
Comm. II. 50 To consider of the Assessing, Levying, Col-
lecting and Taking of Coat and Conduct Money. 1649
Milton Eikon. L (1851) 338 Such illegal actions . . as Com-
pulsive Knighthoods, Cote, Conduct and Ship - mony.
i860 Forster Gr. Rcmonstr. 225.

2. Money paid for the necessarytravelling expenses

of seamen for the navy from their place of entry to

their place of embarkation.
170a Royal Proclam. 8 Jan. in Lond. Gaz. No. 3775A

Conduct-Money, according to the Practice of the Navy,
shall likewise be allowed to such Seamen. 1793 Nelson tn

Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 303 To write to the Admiralty for

an order to Captain Patrick Lynn, to receive my volun-
teers, and to pay their conduct money from the places they
respectively enter with me.

3. Money paid to a witness for his travelling

expenses to and from the place of trial.

1864 in Wharton Law Lex. (ed. 3
1

; and in ordinary use.

Conductor (kfJhdzrktw). Forms : a. 5 con-
duyt^t)our, -ditour, 6 -duyter, -duiter. &. 5-8

-ducter, 6 7 -ductour, 6- -ductor. [Two types :

a. ME. conduitour, a. OF. conduitor, -our, -eur:—L.

conductor-em, agent-n. from eonductre to Conduct.
Under the influence of L. the F. was sometimes

spelt conduicteur in 14-151I1 C, and was finally

superseded by the mod.F. form conducteur (14th c.

in Littre; after L. Hence, in Eng. also, 0. con-

ductor, in conformity with the Latin.]

I. A person, etc. that conducts, leads, guides, etc.

1. One who leads, guides, or escorts ; a leader,

guide {lit. and fig.).

1481 Caxton Godfrey (E. E. T. S.) Ii. (heading^ Faynyng
to be a trewe conduytour and guyde. 1516 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 71b, The sterre of grace as our chefe

conductour and gouernour. a 1530 Everyman in Hazl.

Dodsl. I. 126 O ransomer and redeemer ! Of all the world
hope and conduyter. 163s Havward tr. Biondi's Eromena
37 The conductors-backe of the she-slave. 1684 Bunvam
Pilgr. 11. 144 Pray do you go along with us, I will be ^our
Conductor. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (17761 IV. 275 The
elephant's conductor is usually mounted upon its neck.

1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Visit to Newgate, Following our
Conductor, .we arrived at a small door.

t b. One who brings or procures, a bringer.

Obs. rare. C. One who introduces.

1681 Crowne Hen. VI, 111. 37 Thou hast been conductor
of my shame. 1802 Ann. Reg. 176 The persons intrusted

to swear others, or, in the phrase of society, to initiate

them, were termed conductors.

+ 2. One who conveys or carries goods, a carrier.

(-1530 Ld. Berneks Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814* 63 They toke

al the stufTe, and dyd bette and iltrete theym that were
conductours therof. 1622 Malynes^w<'. Latv-Merch. 148

Goods and merchandises sent by land., by the Conductors
or Carriers to Venice, Frankford, or any other places.

3. Mil. 1 An assistant to a commissary of military

stores, to conduct depots or magazines from one

place to another* ^Crabb) ;
originally, a driver of

artillery or ammunition wagons; see also quot.

1650 R. Elton Mt'tit. ^W(i668> 234 The Commissioner
that hath the charge, .hath for his assistence 24 Conductors
or more, according to the number of Waggons, each
mounted and armed. 1661 J. B. Brief Instr. Exert.
Cavalry 19 A Principal Conductor for the Artillery for

draught Horses and Ammunition. 1745 Gentt. Mag. 240

Artillery. .Wounded. 1 Conductor, 2 Serjeants, 1 Corporal.

1778 Mitit. Diet., Conductors are assistants given to the

commissary of the stores, to receive or deliver out stores to

the army, to attend at the magazines by turns, when in

Garrison, and to look after the ammunition waggons when
in the field. 1808 Wellington 8 Aug. in Gurw. Disp.

IV. 71 One clerk of stores who is also Paymaster, and five

conductors of Aores.

b. By Royal Warrant of nth Jan., 1879, Con-

ductors of Supplies and Cotutuctors of Stores were

raised to the rank of * Warrant Officers *
; they are

now employed in the general duties of the Detach-

ment to which they belong, much in the same way
as a Subaltern Officer is.

1879 Queen's Regulations, Duties of Conductors F 4 f 7
Conductors of the Army Service corps and Ordnance Store

corps will supply the place of subaltern officers when re-

quired, but they will not sit as members of Courts of Inquiry

or on Regimental boards.

II. A commander, director, manager.

f 4. A commander, leader (esp. military or naval).

Obs. See Conduct v. 4.
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c 2450 Merlin 392 A goode conditour that sette light by
theise enmyes. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 201/1 Due and
conduytour of thoste. ^2490 — Blanchardyn 158 Men
of armes..Of the whiche ben conducters & chieff rulers,

the kyng of fryse, etc. 1555 Eden Decades 59 Lupus
Olanus the conductor of one of the shippes of Nicuesa.
1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 46 Archers on horseback
under their Giptaines or conductours. 1624 Darcie Birth
of Heresies iii. 12 Iephta Iudge, and Conductor of the
Israelites. 1649 Selden Laws Eng. I. lxv. (1739) 138 They
came in a warlike manner, under one conducter, whom
they called a King. 1864 Kirk Chas. Bold II. iv. iii. 420
The 'conductors' or commanders of companies, received
their commissions from the duke.

5. One who conducts or manages (a business,

undertaking, journal, etc.) ; see Conduct v. 6.

1634 W. Tihwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 28 You precede in the
affaires of Europe, by being conductor of the Fortune of
France. 1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom (1813) II. no One
would have imagined he had been conductor to Madam
Catherina from his cradle. 1790 Beatson Nav. Mil.
Mem. I. 181 This glorious enterprize, does the conductors
of it the greatest honour. 1799 Med. Jml. I. 423 [Letter]
To the Conductors of the Medical and Physical Journal.
1843 Miall Nonconf. Ill, 1 No effort on the part of its

conductors, will be wanting to render it an interesting
journal. 1854 Tomlinson Arago's Astron. 91 He sent a
communication to the conductors of the Berlin Observatory.

6. Mus. The director of an orchestra or chorus,

who indicates to the performers the rhythm, ex-

pression, etc., of the music by motions of a baton
or of the hands.
Now always distinguished from the leader or player of

the principal instrument (usually the first violin) in an
orchestra; the two functions were formerly not clearly
differentiated. A historical account is given in Grove Diet.
Mus. s.v.

1784-5 Ann. Register 334 Conductor, Joah Bates, Esq.
i8ao in Grove Diet. Mus. s.v., The programmes of the
Philharmonic Society (founded 1813) for the first seven
years always end with .

.

1 Leader Mr. , Pianoforte Mr.
'..With the second concert of 1820 (March 20) the

announcement changes to ' Leader, Mr. Spagnoletti ; Con-
ductor, Mr. Cramer . 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1.

(1863) 173 Our conductor (to borrow a musical term) is but a
little farmer's second son. 1846 Philharm. Soc. Programme
(Grove), Conductor, Signor Costa.

7. The official who has charge of the passengers,
collects fares, and generally directs the proceedings,
on an omnibus, tram-car, or (in U. SO railroad train

( = F. conducteur). (Theguard on an English rail-

way has similar but less comprehensive functions.)

1837 Penny Mag. 31 Mar. 117 He who hangs behind—
who opens the door and receives the money . . is conductor
or, in the vulgar tongue, cad. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour
(1861) III. 355 (Hoppe) ' I'm a conductor now, but wouldn't
be long behind a 'bus, if it wasn't from necessity.' 1856 E.
With Railroad Accidents 90 Want of communication be-
tween the conductor and the engine driver. 1873 S. Smith
Romance 0/ the Rail (N. Y.) 9 Nor will a prudent Con-
ductor leave the depot without the final ' all aboard '. 1882
Freeman in Longm, Mag. I. 90 'Conductor' for 'guard'.
1889 Lond. Gaz. 30 Apr. 2381A (Tramway Bye-laws) The
conductor of each carriage shall enforce these Bye-laws
and Regulations.

III. 8. One who hires ; a lessee, farmer, tenant.
[Only as Latin.]

1652 Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 87 To becom a hirer
or Conductor of the Sea. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Con.
ductor (L.), a Tenant that Rents a House, or Land; an
Undertaker of Work for Hire. 1875 Postf. Gains in. (ed. 2)

423 It is the locator who pays the price and the conductor
who performs the service. 1880 Muibhead Gains 538.
IV. A thing that conducts, forms a channel, etc.

9. Anything that conducts, leads, or guides ; a
channel by which water, etc. is conducted.
1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 166 This lake . . is supposed

to be the source or conductor of one branch of the river
Bourbon. 1840 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. I. III. 347 The main
conductors and large drains. 185a Seidel Organ 55 Some-
times . . the upper-board contains a number of holes, from
which tubes project, into which the pipes are placed, .called
conductors. 1870 T. Holmes Syst. Surg. (ed. 2) IV. 1045
A statf. .to act as a guide or conductor for the knife to
enter the bladder. 1882 Pall Mall G. 6 July 6/2 That the
Congo will be the chief conductor of trade into the centre
of Africa.

b. A medium which transmits or conveys any
disease or other condition.
1807 Med. Jml. XVII. 109 This impurity of the air did

not serve as a conductor of contagion. 1878 tr. Ziemssen's
Cycl. Med. XVII. 26 The non-bleeder women in bleeder
families are in fact the most frequent and most efficient
' conductors' (Vieli, Grandidieri of haemophilia.

1 10. Surg. An instrument formerly used in litho-
tomy as a guide for the introduction of the forceps
into the bladder, a gorget. Obs. «

1706 in Phillips fed. Kersey). 1847 South tr. Ckelius
Surg. II. 572 The gorget, conductor or dilator was then
entered on the groove of the staff, the staff drawn back,
and the neck of the bladder enlarged with the gorget. Ibid.
II. 579 The left hand grasped the male conductor and the
right carried the female, guided by the male, into the
bladder.

11. Physics. A substance having the property of
conducting or permitting the passage of heat,
electricity, or other form ofenergy : see Conduct v.

9 c. Hence good c.t
bad c, non-conductor.

1745 W. Watson in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 482 note, I call
non-electncs or Conductors of Electricity those bodies.,
such as wood, animals living or dead, Metals, etc. 1751
Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 260 The terms electricper se
and non-electric should be laid aside as improper . . the

terms conductor and non-conductor may supply their place.

1800-8 Henry Epit. Chem. (ed. 5) 36 Water is a con-

ductor, though a slow and imperfect one, of caloric. 1812

Sir H. Davy Client. Philos.yZ Gasses are worse conductors
[of heat] than fluids, and fluids than solids. 1873 B. Stew-
art Conserv. Korce iii. 61 Metal is a conductor, while glass

is an insulator, or non-conductor, of electricity.

12. A device or arrangement (e. g. a wire, rod, or

the like) for conducting electricity ; that part of a

cable, etc., by which the electricity is conducted.

1737 Desaguliebs in Phil. Trans. XLI. 193, I call Con-
ductors those strings, to one end of which the rubb'd Tube
is applied. Ibid. 206 If a long Non-electrical String be
fasten'd to an Electricalper se, and extended to a great

distance . . all Bodies fasten'd at the End of it will become
electrical. .This String we have called the Conductor 0/
Electricity. 1863 Wynter Subtle Brains 332 The gutta-

percha covering, which formed the water-tight envelope to

the wire, became so soft that it allowed the conductor to

get out of the centre. 1879 Pkescott Sp. Telephone p. iii,

In 1837, Steinheil discovered, .that theearth would serve as

a conductor, thereby saving one wire in forming a circuit.

b. The name of certain parts of a factional

electric machine; particularly, of a massive pecu-

liar-shaped piece of brass, insulated and fixed to

the stand, for collecting the electricity ; often

termed the prime conductor.

1751 Franklin Exper. Electr. 59, I have a large prime
conductor made of several thin sheets of Fuller's paste-

board. 1880 Gordon Electr. $ Magn. (18831 I. 9 On turn-

ing the handle (of the friction machine], the conductor
becomes highly charged with positive electricity. 1882
Watts Diet. Client. II. 379 On turning the cylinder, the
glass acquires positive electricity, the cushion and the brass
conductor attached to it negative electricity, and the posi-

tive charge of the glass is transferred to the prime con-
ductor.

C. Short for lightning-conductor', a pointed

metallic rod fixed to the summit of a building

(or the mast of a ship) as a defence against light-

ning, to conduct the atmospheric electricity away
into the earth (or sea) ; a lightning-rod.

1770 J. L. Winn in Phil. T?-aus. LX. 1S8 An account of
the appearance of Lightning on a Conductor. 1822 Bykon
Let. to Moore 23 Nov., The conductor (Franklin's) of my
house was struck by a thunderbolt. 1884 W. L. Carpenter
Energy in Nat. 95 Care should be taken . . that their lower
ends lead into damp ground ; the neglect of this .. will

make the best-laid conductor practically useless.

Conductorial (k(?nd»kto->-rial), a. nonce-ivd.

[f. prec. + -[i]al : cf. editorial. (Med.L. has con-

ductdrius.']] Of or pertaining to a conductor.
1853 Dickens Lett. (ed. 2) I. 334 Keep ' Household

Words ' imaginative is the solemn and continual Conduc-
torial Injunction.

Conductorship (kfTndzrktsiJip). [f. Con-
ductor + -ship.] The office or function of a con-

ductor
;
direction, directorship.

2828 Blacfciu, Mag. III. 250 Never was easier Conductor-
ship. 1865 Atheticeum No. 1953. 447/3 A theatrical con-
ductorship. 1868 Mom. Star 4 June The band of the
1st Life Guards, .under the conductorship of Mr. Waterson.

Conductory (k^nd^ ktori), a. [f. L. conduc-
tori-us (used in med.L.), f. conductor-em : see -ORY]
Having the property of conducting.
1864 in Webster.

Conductress (k^nd^-ktres). [fern, of Con-
ductor : cf. F. conducteresse (15th c.) : see -ess.]

1. A female conductor, leader, or guide.
1624 Ford Sun's Darling iv. i, Be my conductress: I'll

fly this place in secret. 1827 Moore F.picur. x. (1839) 90, I

felt the pace_ of my conductress quicken. 2862 Dickens
Gt. Expect, viii, My young conductress locked the gate.

Jig. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 1. iv, Theology is the
best conductress. 1809 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag.
XXVII. 456 Can't advance further than his conductress
Providence permits.

f b. A female carrier. Obs.
177a Town «$• Country Mag. 123 The conductress of the

parcel.

2. A female manager or director. + Formerly,
also, a woman who conducted the education and
* breeding ' of any one, a governess.
1760 Foote Minor m. i, The mistress . . professed the

same principles with my infamous conductress. 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. II. 10 June, Let. iii, Your aunt is

not the sole conductress of this machine. 1802 Mar. Edge-
worth Mile. Panache (1832) 273 The baleful influence of
lady Augusta's attendant and conductress. 1861 tr.

boldt \rCSat. Rev. 18 May 513, I receive letters, from aspir-
ing poets, .conductresses of benevolent institutions.

t Conductrice. Obs. [a. F. conductrice, or ad.

L, conductricem {-trix), fern, of conductor.'] =prec.
1494 Fabyan vi. cexviii. 238 Thanks vnto . . Saynt Mary,

as fartherer and conductrice of this werke.

tCondue*, COudye*,^- Obs. AIS04-5 condie,
-duye, coundye, -due. [ad. OF. condui-re (condi-re

:—L. conducere to Conduct.] To conduct, guide.
C1330 R. Brunne 182 God vs all condie ! 1340 Ayenb. 122

Huiche be holy gost let and condueb. c 1340 Gaw § Gr.
Knt. ig?2 A seruaunt, to sett hym in be waye, & coundue
hym by be downez. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xxii.

(1869) 188 pe grace, which ledde me and condyed me. Ibid.

23 She wolde leede me and conduye me to grace dieu.

Conduict e, obs. f. Conduct, Conduit.
t Conduiresse. Obs. Also -duyeresse,

-dyeresse. [a. OF. conduiresse, -duyresse (from
cendaitresse or ^conduiseressc.)] = Conductress.

£1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. civ. (1869) 113, I am
ladi and condyeresse \v. r. conduiresse], cheuentayn and
constablesse of alle stoures. Ibid. iv. xxix. 192 Con-
duye resse.

Conduit (k/rndit, kf7'ndit), sb. Forms: 4
condut, cundid, -it, kundute, -dit(e, (//.

condwys, condise), 4-5 condyt, condethe, 4-6
condit, -dite, -dyte, cundite, -dytfe, 5 coundite,
-duyte, cundyth(e, 5-6 conduyt(e, condet^te,

5-7 conduict, 6 condute, condyd, cunditt,

cunduite, coundight, -dyte, 6-7 conduite, 8

cunduit, 6- conduit. [A particular application

of the word Conduct (OF. conduit, med.L. con-

ductus in same sense), formerly having all the three

type-forms conduit, condit (cundil), conduct ; but,

while in the other senses the Latin form conduct

has prevailed, in this the French form conduit is

retained, and the pronunciation descends from the

ME. form condit or cundit.']

1. An artificial channel or pipe for the convey-
ance of water or other liquids ; an aqueduct, a
canal. (In Sc. in the form cundie commonly ap-

plied to a covered drain, not a tile drain.")

a. 1340 Ayenb. 91 pise uif wytes byeb ase uif condwys.
1382 WYCLIF Ecctus. x.\iv. 41 As water kundute [1388 cun-
dit]. 6-2385 Chaucer/,. G. W. 852 Tisbe, As water, whanne
the conduyte broken ys. 2570 H. Googe Pop. Kingd. 11.

21 b, The Conduites runne, within continually. 2621
Cokyat Crudities 27 Conduits of lead, wherein the water
shal be conueighed. 2704 Auinsos Italy (1733) 215 Con-
duits Pipes and Canals that were made to distribute the
Waters. 2822 Act 52 Geo. Ill, c. 141 § 43 in Ox/.
Camb. Enactm. 125 A certain Conduit called Hobsen's
Conduit. 2833 Act 3-4 Will. IV, c. 46 § 116 The pipes or
other conduits .. used for the conveyance of gas. 1864 A.
M cKay Hist. Kilmarnock (ed. 3) 274 Roads having side-

drains and cross conduits. 2883 Parkes Pract. Hygiene
(ed. 6) 25 Open conduits are liable to be contaminated by
surface washings.

2382 Wyclip 2 Sam. ii. 24 Thei camen to the hil of

the water kundit. 2382 — 1 Kings xviiL 32 He becldide
vp an auter . . and he made a water cundid. 2387 Treyisa
Higden {Rolls) I. 22i A greet condyt \aqumdnctmn\ c 2400
Maundev. v. (1839) 47 pere is no water to drynke, but jif it

come be condyt from Nyle [Roxb. vii. 24 in cundites fra

the riuer]. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1414 Stremis smale, that by
devise Myrthe had done come through condise. 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 181 Floode Danubius flowethe . . in

condettes vnder theerthe. c 1450 Nominate in Wr.-Wiilcker

733/40 Hie aquednctus, a cundyth undyr the erthe. 2542
Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 35 (heading* An acte concerning the
condites at Gloucester. 2587 Bristol Wills I 18861 240 To
the yerely Repayringe of the Cundyte of the said parishe.

y. 1491 Wkiothesley Chron. (1875) I. 2 A conduict begun
at Christ Churche. 1607 Noruen Surveyors Dial. 85,
1 see the Conducts are made of earthen pipes, which I

like farre better then them of Leade. 2642 Pekkins Prof.
Bk. i. 49 A Pipe in the land to convey the water to my
manour in a Conduct.

f 2. A structure from which water is distributed

or made to issue ; a fountain. Obs. or arch.

a. c 2430 Lydg. Bochas 1. xiv. (1554) 30 a, Like a conduit
gushed out the bloude. 2480 Caxton Chron. Eng. clxi.

144 Oute of the conduyt of chepe ran whyte wyn and rede.

2568 Graeton Chron. II. 426 They newe buylded in the
same place a fayre Conduyt, which at this day is called the
Conduyt in Cornehyll. 2622 Cokyat Crudities 334 In the
middle of the Court there is an exceeding pleasant Con-
duite that spowteth out water in three degrees one aboue
another. 2774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry III. xxvi. 154
On the conduit without Ludgate, where the arms and
angels had been refreshed. 2872 Rossetti Poems, Dante
at Verona xxviii, The conduits round the garden sing.

Jig. a 2645 Heywood Port, by Land Sea L i, See you
not these purple conduits run, Know you these wounds?

(i. ta 2400 Morte Arth. 201 Clarett and Creette, clergy-
ally rennene, With condethes fulle curious alle of clene

siluyre. c 2400 Maundev. xx. (1839) 217 pei that ben of
houshold, drynken at the condyt. c 2530 Ld. Berners
Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 139 At the foure corners of this

bedde there were foure condyles . . out of the whiche there

yssued so sweet an odour and so delectable. 1556 Chron.
Gr. Friars (Camden) 27 At the condyd in Graschestret, the
condet in Cornelle. .at the lyttyll condyd. .ronnynge wyne,
rede claret and wythe.

y. 2533 Anne Boleyns Coronation in Furniv. Ballads
fr. MSS, I. 393 At the conducte in Cornehill was ex-

hibited a Pageaunte of the three Graces. 2538 Leland
Itin. II, 70 There is a Conduct in the Market Place,

f b, ? A laver or large basin. Obs.
1500 Will 0/ J. Ward iSomerset Ho.), My grete lavatory

of laton called a Condyte. 2592 R. D. tr. Hypnerotomachia
6 Great lauers, condites, and other infinite fragments of
notable woorkmanship.

3. trans/. Any natural channel, canal, or passage

;

ta. in the animal body {obs.)] b. (19th c.) in

geological or geographical formations; = Canal 2,

Channel 6.

a. 2340 Ayenb. 202 Zuo bet o stream of tyeares yerne be
be condut of be e3en. 2483 Caxton De la Tour L iij b,

Wyn taken ouer mesure. .stoppetb the conduytes of the

nose. 1562 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 38 a, For thys

drincke mollifieth it [the bladderj openeth the condute.

1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. lxxx. 544 It doth also stoppe the

pores and conduites of the skinne. 1607 Walkington Opt.

Glass viii. (1664) ioo The Conduits of the Spirits, and the
Arteries and Veins. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. 1. i.

269 The conduit that goes to the third stomach. 2830 R.
Knox BeclaroTs Anat. 88 The secretion of the fat . . is not
performed in glands or in particular conduits. 2839 Mlr-
chison Silur. Syst. 1. ix. 126 A subterranean conduit or
eruptive channel by which the volcanic matter was pro-
truded to the surface. 1862 Dana Man. Geol. 693.



CONDUIT. 794 CONE.

B. I5«3 Douglas sEncis xu. ix. 17 The stif swerd ..

Persit his cost and breistis cundyt in hy. 1587 Mascall
Govt. Cattle, Sheep (1627) 249 In the condite of the teat.

«y. 1536 Bellenuen Cron. Scot. (1821 1 1, p. xlv, [The Sea-]

hurcheon . . havand hot ane conduct to purge thair warnbe
and rcssave thair meit. 1578 Lyte Dodoens L xxxvii. 56
The juyce . . openeth the conductes of the nose. 1649

Lovelace Poems 56 The sacred conduicts of her Wombe.
4. Jig. The channel or medium by which any-

thing e. g. knowledge, influence, wealth, etc.) is

conveyed ; = Canal 7, Channel 8.

a. 1540 Coverdale Fruit/. Lesson i, Here are opened the
conduits and well-pipes of life, the way of our health.

a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. iv. \ 15 Conduits of irremedi-

able death to impenitent receivers. 1690 Locke Hunt.
Und. in. xi. 1695) 290 Language being the great Conduit,
whereby Men convey .. Knowledge, from one to another.

1737 Waterland Eucharist 290 Sacraments are .. his ap-
pointed Means or Conduits, in and by which He confers
his Graces. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1841) I. iii. 303
These republics . . became the conduits through which the
produce of the East flowed in. 1878 Morlev J. De Maistre
Crit. Misc. 09 Reaching people through those usual conduits
of press and pulpits.

y. 1651 Jer. Taylor Cterus Dom. 53 The spirit.. run-
ning still in the first channels by ordinary conducts. 1670
Moral State Eng. iS The addresses of the people to their

Sovereign, .being convey'd through him as a conduct.

6. Arch, f a. gen. A passage {obs.). b. spec, see

quot. 1S75.
1624 Wotton Archit. in Reliq. Wotton (167a) 33 Doors,

Windows, Stair-cases, Chimnies, or other Conducts. 1703
T. N. City % C. Purch 7. 1875 GwlLT Archit. Gloss.,

Conduit (Fr.), a long narrow walled passage underground,
for secret communication between different apartments.

f 6. The leading (of water) by a channel. Obs.

1555 Fardle Facions Pref. 10 Thei deriued into cities ..

the pure freshe waters, .by conduicte of pipes and troughes.

7. Mus. A short connecting passage, a codetta.
1871 H. C. Banister Music § 404 By a short passage—

Conduit . . it [the Motivo] is again returned to. 1880 Olse-
ley in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 568/1. (See Copula.)

8. Comb., as cotuluit-cock, -like, -water, adj. or

adv.; conduit-head, a reservoir ;
= Conduit 2.

also Jig. ; f conduit-water, spring water; con-
duit-wise adv. Also Conduit-pipe.
1600 Hbywooo tst Pt. Edw. IV

X Witt. 1874 I. 10 We'le
take the tankards from the 'conduit-cocks To fill with

Xocras. 1509 HaWES Past. Picas, iv. iii, A fountayne ..

noble sprynge, a ryall "conduyte hede. 1607 Dekker
It'h. Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 244 Conduit-heads of treason.

1580 Sidney Arcadia 11622) 141 Those saphir-coloured
brookes Which Vonduh-like with curious crookes, Sweet
Hands make. 1545 RaynolO Byrth Mankyude '15641 68
Holyoke sodden in *cunduite water. 1594 Plat Jeivcll-ho.

11. 28 A glasse of conduit water. 1611 Coryat Crudities

9 A little chappell made 'conduit wise.

t Co'ndxut, v. Obs. rare. [f. Conduit sb.]

trans, a. To pourJorth like a conduit or fountain

;

b. to transmit or convey as through a conduit.

1591 Tronbl. Raigne K. John 11. 11611173 Myeies should
conduit forth a sea of teares. 1617-77 Feltham Resolves
1. ix. 13 His corruption . . is still Conduited to his undone
Posterity.

Conduit, -uite, earlier form of Conduct ; bad
spelling of Condite, Obs., pickled.

Conduiter, obs. f. Conductor.
Conduit-pipe. Also 5-6 condite-, cuudite-,

5-7 conduct-pipe. [f. Conduit sb. + Pipe.]

1. A pipe for the conveyance of water or other

liquid ; a conduit of tubular form.
c 1430 Lyi>g. in Turner Dom. Archit. III. 39 By arehis

stronge, his cours for to rcflecte Thorugh condyte pypis
large & wyde. 1581 Marbeck Bk. ojNotes 107 The water
was brought to this place by conduct pipes. 1599 SirJ. Davies
in Farr. P. EHz. (1845) I. 88 Water in conduit-pipes can
rise no higher Than the well-head. 17*6 Dksaguliers in

Phil. Trans. XXXIV. 79 To let out the Air from the
Conduct Pipes, which obstructs the Running of the Water.
1812 6 Playfair Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 199 Or conduit pipes
and open canals. 1847 L. Hunt Jar Honey ix. 120 Grounds
whose veins were conduit-pipes to many a crystal spring.

2. Jig. A channel or medium of conveyance.
1581 J. Bell //addon's Ansiv. Osor. 481 The old foun-

taines, and conduyt pypes of the Gospell of grace stoppt up
by the popish Philistines, a 1628 Preston Serm. be/. I/is

Majesty (1630) 25 The instruments and conduit-pipes of so
great blessings. 1875 Poste Gains !. (ed. 2)67 In respect

of debts which he incurred, the son did not act as conduit-
pipe, but was liable in his own person.

Conduke, obs. Sc. f. Conduct sb.

t Condu'lcate, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. ppl. stem

of L. cotu/ulcdre \\n Vulgate) to sweeten, f. con- +
dufc-is sweet.] trans. To sweeten, {fig.)
1569 Newton Cicero's Olde Age 6b, Such helpes to

alternate and condulcate the aspentie and unpleasauntenes
of their decrepite age.

So f Condu lcate pa. pple., sweetened.
1569 Newton Cicero's Old Age 48 b, Al which faultes .

.

through good maners and discipline are condulcate, quale-
fied and made swete.

t Condtrnghill, v. Obs. nonee-wd. trans. To
make like a dunghill.
1650 B. Discolli/ninium 46 These dreery, direfull dayes

condunghill'd and uglified me into a darke dense lumpe.

Condorplicant, o.. Bot. [ad. L. condupli-

cant-em, pr. pple. of conduplicare : see next.]
* Doubling up ; as when the leaflets of a compound
leaf rise up and apply themselves to each other's

faces'. {Treas. Bot. 1866.)

Conduplicate (k^bdwfrpHWl), a Bot. [ad.

L. conduplicat-us, pa. pple. of conduplicare, f. con-

together + duplicdre to double.] Mod. Diets, also

have CondTrpiicated.
Doubled or folded together : said of leaves when

they are folded down lengthwise along the middle.

1777 S. Robson Brit. -Flora 16. 1845 Lindley Sch. Bot.
v. (18581 62 Vernation conduplicate. 1861 S. Thomson
Wild FL 1. 35 Leaves doubled side by side, conduplicate.

t Condu plicate, 9- Obs- • [f. ppl. stem of

L. conduplicare : see prec]
i6»3 Cockeram, Conduplicate, to double.

Conduplication (kpndi«:plikvi j3n\ [ad. L.

cotuiuplicatim-em, n. of action from conduplicare*.

see above.] A doubling ; a repetition.

[1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 111. xix. (Arb.) 209 That
which the Greekes call symploche, the Latines complexto,
or condup/icatio.\ 1619 Donne Serm. cxlvi. V. 619 As God
expresses the bitterness of death in an Ingemination hnorte
morietur in a Conduplication of deaths—he shall die and
die twice over. 1644 Bulwer Chiron. 50 When the voyce
is reiterate by conduplication. 1864 J. Brown Let. in W.
Knight Princ. Shat'rp u888) 233 If the public were a vast

conduplication of me there could be no fear.

t Condu*plicive, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [improp.

f. L. conduplicare: perh. conduplicative was meant.]
1576 Baker Jcit'elt 0/ Health 93 b, The eyght water is

named the conduplicive or doubled.

Condurango : see Ccndurango.

t Condu'rdon. Obs.-° [L. condurdum.'] A
plant : according to Lewis and Short, Saponan'a
Vaccaria of Linnceus.

1623 Cockeram hi, Condurdon, an hearbe which in
August beareth a flower which cures the Kings euill.

Condurrite (kf7ndzrroit\ A/it*, [f. Condurrow
+ -ITE.] A soft black arsenical ore of copper,

found in the Condurrow mine, Cornwall.
i8»7 W. Phillips in Phil. Mag. Ser. 11. II. 287 The

black mineral I propose to distinguish by the name of Con-
durrite. 1854 J. A. Phillips Man. Metallurgy ted. 21 333
Condurrite is an arseniosulphide of copper of a greenish
black or blue colour.

t Co'ndut, Obs. Also 3 cundut, 4 coundute.
[a. OK. condut, cotutuit, nom. cotuittis :—med.L.
conductus a sort of motet, sung while the priest

was proceeding to the altar : see Godefroy. It is

etymologically the same word as F. conduit, Con-
duct.] A kind of song or carol.

a 1250 Owl ff Night. 483 And hure and hure to Cristes

masse. Wane riche and poore, more and lasse, Singeth
condut ni^t and dai. c 1340 Gaiv. <y Gr. A'nt. 1655 Mony
abel songez, As coundutes of kryst-masse, & carofez newe.
( 1880 Grove's Did. M-us. 1 1. 372/1 The Conductus, a species

of Saccular Song, in which the subject in the Tenor was
original, and suggested the other parts, after the manner
of the Guida of a Canon.]

Condut(e, -duycte, -yt(te( -wy, -wyte,
obs. ff. Conduit, Conduct.
Conduye : see Condue v. Obs.

Conduyter, -tour, obs. ff. Conductob.
Condy-, obs. spelling of Condi-.

Condyd, -dyt e, -dyth^e, obs. ff. Conduit,
Conduct ; erron. var. of Coned.
Condyeresse, var. of Conduiresse, Obs.

Condygne, -dynge, obs. ff. Condign a.

Condyl : sec Condyle.
Condylar (k(T'ndilai),'a. Anat. [f. L. condyl- us

knuckle + -ab.] Pertaining to a condyle.

1876 (Juain Anat. (ed. 8 I. no These are the condylar
surfaces [of the Tibial- 1878 Bell Ge^enbauer's Comp.
Anat. 454 The condylar portion of the cartilage.

Condyle (kf?*ndil>. Anat. Also condyl. [prob.

a. F. condyle (in Tare* 16th a), ad. L. coru/yl-us,

a. Gr. KvvtivXos a knuckle. (The superfluous final

e appears to be from French.)]

1 1. A blow given with the clenched fist. Obs.

1644 Bulwer Chirol. 180 The stroake inflicted with the

Hand thus composed, hath from antiquity retained the

name of Condyl.

2. A rounded process at the end of a bone serving

to form an articulation with another bone; esp*

applied to the two protuberances of the occipital

bone which articulate with the atlas {occipital con-

dyles).

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. Wks. 337 The roote of
the inner condyle of the thigh. 1758 J. S. /.e Dran's Observ.
Surg. (1771) 36 The Neck of the Condyll of the Jaw-bone.
1802 Paley Nat. Theol. 127 Between the condyls. 1834
Sir C. Bell Hand 85 The radius . . has a depression with

a polished surface for revolving on the condyle of the

humerus. 187a Huxley Physiol, vii. 170 The two convex
occipital condyles of the skull.

3. Applied to the rounded ends of the tibia, and
similar parts in the jointed members of arthropoda.

Condyloid k^ ndiloid), a. [ad. Gr. *kov-

&vko(i$-T}s (kov&v\w$t]s in Hippocr.) knuckle-like.

Cf. F. condyloide.] Resembling or formed like a

condyle ; pertaining to a condyle.
Condyloidforamina : the foramina of the occipital bone.

Condyloid process: 'the articulating process of the lower
jaw, consisting of the condyle and its neck * (Syd. Soc. Le.r.\

1741 Monro Anat. (ed. 3) 165 The Condyloid Processes of

the Occiput. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 732/2 The anterior

condyloid foramen. 1854 Owen She/. <$• Teeth (1855) 64
The inner condyloid cavity of the tibia.

II Condyloma (kfmdilJu-ma). In 7 -ome, 8
-om. PI. -omata. Pathol, [a. L. condyloma, a.

Gr. KovSvAajpa callous knob or lump, f. tcovbvKos

:

see Condyle. (F. condylome, occ in earlier Eng.
use.)] A conical or discoidal prominence of the

skin, due to overgrowth of the papillae of the

affected part, and of the epidermis covering them
;

occurring near the external openings of the mucous
passages, in the larynx, and occasionally elsewhere.
Condylomata called also ' syphilitic warts ' and 'mucous

patches ' are known as 1 secondary symptoms ' of syphilis.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Condilome, a swelling or excres-

cent flesh in or about the fundament. 1684 tr. Bond's
Merc. Compit. I. 16 Condylomata, so called from their like-

ness to the Knuckles of a Man's fingers. 1708 Motteux
Rabelais (1737) V. 218 Wens or Condyloms. 1783 F.

Michaelis in Med. Commun. I. 326 The ulcers and condylo-
mata in the fauces. 187a Cohen Dis. Throat 114 These
hypertrophied tonsils are sometimes the seat of condylo-

mata. 1878 T. Bryant Prod. Surg. I. 82 When about the

orifice of a mucous passage as a condyloma.

Condylomatons kpndilp mat3s\ a. [f. L.

stem of prec. + ous.] Of the nature of a condyloma.
1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 7:4/2 Profuse condylomatous

growths. 1878 T. Bryant Prod. Surg. I. 523.

Condylope (kf7-ndibnp\ Zoo/, [a. F. condylope

(Latreille , ad. mod.L. condylopus.} =next.
1835 Kirby //ab. ff /nst. Anim. II. xiv. 17 This great

group named by him [Latreille] .. Condylopes. 184 1 J.
Duncan Moths 32 The articulated animals are here desig-

nated by the common name of Condylopes.

Condylopod (kfndi'l^ppdj. Z00L [f. mod.L.
comiylopod-a, pi. of condylopus ( = Gr. KovhvKuirovs,

-6Vo5a knob-footed}.] A member of the class

Condylopoda, an earlier name for the Abthropoda.
Also as adj. ~ Condylo podous a.

1855 Owen /nvertebr. An. (ed. 2) Gloss., Condylopods, the

articulate animals with jointed legs, as insects, crabs, and
spiders.

II
Condylura (kf7ndil lu* ra). Zool. [mod.L.

(Illiger\ E Gr. *oV5vXo? (see Condyle) + ovpd tail,

a name given from the knotty appearance of the

tail in dried specimens.] Generic name of the

Star-nosed Mole of North America.
[18*9 Sir J. Richardson Fauna Borea/t-Amer. I. 284.]

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 443/1 Condylura^ Illiger's name for a
genus of insectivorous mammifers. i860 W. S. Dallas
Anim. Kingd. 762 In the genus Condylura .. the nose is

surrounded by a number of small moveable cartilaginous

filaments, which radiate somewhat in the form of a star, and
are doubtless employed as organs of touch.

Condylure. rare. Anglicized form of prec.

Condyssend, obs. f. Condescend.
Condyle, -dyth, obs. ff. Conduct, Condl'it.

Cone ;kJ<in\ sb. 1 Also 5 coone, 6-7 con, 7
coane. [a. F. cone or ad. L. con-us cone, conical

apex, a. Gr. kuiv-os pine-cone, geometrical cone,

conical apex, spinning-top, etc.]

I. The geometrical figure.

1. A solid figure or body, of which the base is a
circle, and the summit a point, and every point in

the intervening surface is in a straight line between

the vertex and the circumference of the base.

Called a right circular cone when the vertex is on the

perpendicular to the centre of the base ; an oblique cone,

when it lies without it.

1570 Billingsley Euclid xi. xvi. 317 A cone is a solide or

boaely figure which is made, when one of the sides of a
rectangle triangle, .which contayne the right angle, abiding

fixed, the triangle is moued about. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. v. ix. 247 His face was radiant, and dispersing

beamcs like many homes and cones at>out his head. 1681

Colvil Whigs Supplic. 11751! 19 The shape and fashion of

his head, Was like a con, or pyramid. X781 Cowper Table-

T. 53 Such reasoning falls like an inverted cone Wanting
its proper base to stand upon. 18*7 Hutton Course Math.
I. 358 Any cone is the third part of a cylinder, or of a
prism, of equal base and altitude.

b. In mod. Ceom.,& solid generated by a straight

line which always passes tnrough a fixed point

called the vertex, and describes any fixed curve

(not necessarily a circle).

1865 W. S. Aldis Solid Geom. % 34. 1877 B. Williamson
/ntegr. Catc. 295 The equation . . represents a cone such
that the moment of inertia is the same for each of its edges.

Such a cone is called an equimomenta/ cone of the body.

C. A conical mass oj any substance.

1577 Dee Relat. Spirits 1. (1659' 355 The next stream .

.

moveth from the 4 sides ward, and make 4 Triangles, or

rather Cones, of water. 1674 Betty Disc. Dupt. Proportion

113 Bullets commonly beat out a Cone of Wall, whose
Vertex is in the Bullets Entry. 17*7 Swift Gulliver ill it.

186 The servants cut our bread into cones, cylinders, etc.

1813 Colekidge Remorse v, The life within one, It sinks

and wavers like this cone of flame. 1874 Dawktns Cave
//unt. ii. 64 The shaft stands on a cone of dripstone.

Jig. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. vi. 128 Their hierarchies

acuminating still higher and higher in a cone of Prelaty.

2. Optics, a. Cone of rays : a pencil of rays of

light diverging from an illuminating point and fall-'

ing upon a surface. [ = F. c6ne de lumiere."]

1706 in Phillips. 1831 Brewster Optics ii. 17 The mirror

receives only. . a cone of rays . .whose base is the circular

mirror. 1833 N. Arnott Physics II. (ed. p 200 The innu-

merable rays of light, issuing from any point at r, towards

any surface in the situation ab, are said to form a cone or
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pencil of diverging light. 1875 Fortnum Majolica iii. 27
The sun pouring down a cone of yellow rays.

b. Cone of shade (in Asir.) : the conical shadow
projected into space by a planet on the side turned

from the sun. [cf. L. coni umbra* (Lucr.)].

[1667 Milton P. L. iv. 776 Now had night measur'd with
her shaddowie Cone Half way up Hill this vast Sublunar
Vault. 176a FALcoNKR6"A/)^(/r. 1. 141 Night's shadowy cone
reluctant melts away.) 1854 Tomlinson A rage's Astron. 147
The moon's cone of shade. 1879 Lockyer Elem. Astron. 101

The shape of the shadow [of the moon] is in fact, that of

a cone—hence the tonn 'cone of shadow.'

II. Applied to various cone-shaped objects.

Sense 3 is the original in Greek, whence the geometrical
sense was taken ; it is, in its Eng. history, quite independ-
ent of sense 1, and perh. the source of 4 ; the later senses

of this group are popular or technical applications of 1.

3. The more or less conical fruit of pines and firs
;

a dry scaly multiple fruit, formed by hard per-

sistent imbricated scales covering naked seeds ; a

strobile.

1562 Turner Herbal n. 87 a, ITitu? . . hathe a lesse con or
nut or appell [than n-euicrjj. 1578 Lyte Dodoens VL lxxxvii.

770 The fruite of the Pine is called in Greke ko>v(k '. in

Latine, Conus, and Nux Pinca : in Englishe, a Cone, or

Pine Apple. 1640 Parkinson Theai. Bot. 1532 It [cedar]

beareth cones that grow upright, like as the Firre doth.

1664 Evelyn Sylva xxi, The Kernels, and Nuts, which may
1

be gotten out of their Cones and Clogs. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) V. 200 The larger feeds upon the cones of the
pine-tree. 1821 Shelley Adonais xxxiii, A light spear
topped with a cypress cone. 1863 C. A. Johns Home Walks
63 The season when the cones of the Scotch fir split and
discharge their seed. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs Bot.

453 In order not to introduce confusion into the definition

of a flower, the whole of what is found on the axis, in
other words, the whole cone, must be considered a single
flower.

4. A cocoon. ? Obs.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 51 The cone on
which it [the silkworm] spins, is formed for covering it .. in

the aurelia state. 1813 Bingley Anim. Biog. (ed. 4) I. 44
Some of them spin wehs or cones, in which they enclose
themselves. 1873 Browning Red Colt. Nt.-Cap 280 Though
she have, .spun a cradle-cone through which she pricks Her
passage, and proves peacock-butterfly.

5. Conchol. A marine shell of the genus Conns,
or family Conidai, of Gastropods ; also called

cone-shell. [F. cdne.]

1770 Lister Conc/iol. (ed. Huddesford) Index 31 Cone
Shell. 1 Black Tiger Cone. .7 The Girdle or Bastard Cone
Shell. 1854 Woodward Mollusca HI. (1856^ 353 Since the
period of the English chalk-formation, there have been
living . . Cones and Olives in the London Basin, i860 L.
Reeve Elem. Conchol. I. 7 The inner spiral partitions of a
Cone in an early stage of growth, are thick and solid.

6. A cone-shaped building enclosing a glass-

furnace, tile-kiln, or the like. b. a conical archi-

tectural structure.

1791 Gentl. Mag. LXL ir. 1054 A newly-finished glass-

house .. the cone being 120 feet in height, suddenly fell.

1873 Rossetti Burden of Nineveh, Since those thy temples,
court and cone, Rose far in desert history. 1875 Ure Did.
Arts II. 655 The crown-glass furnace, .is an oblong square,
built in the centre of a brick cone.

7. A cone-shaped mountain-top or peak ; esp.

a volcanic peak, formed by the accumulation of
ejected material round the crater.

Applied as a proper name to peaks of the Rocky Moun-
tains; e. g. Clayton Cone (Colorado), Lone Cone (Idaho).

1830 Lyeli. Princ. Geol. I. 327 The. .cones of single erup-
tion near Clermont in Auvergne. 1852 Conybeare & H.
St. Paul (1862) II. xxiii. 370 They would see on the left the
volcanic cone and smoke of Stromboli. i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. ii. 21 At a distance, was the grand cone of the
Weisshorn.

8. Mech. Applied to various cone-shaped parts

of apparatus.
a* A cone-shaped drum, used for communicating different

speeds to a lathe, etc. b. In Spinning, one of the taper
drums in the head-stock of a mule, called the backing-off
and draiving-up cones, respectively, c. The vent-plug
which is screwed into the barrel of a fire-arm.

1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain Gl. 49 When the strap
takes its position on the largest part of [the driving cone], it

will apply to the smallest part of the driven cone, and the
speed of the lathe will be at its maximum. The position of
the strap upon the cone is regulated at pleasure by a winch.
1835 Ure Philos. Mann/. 161 When the wool has arrived
by a spiral circulation near the base of the cone, it is

deposited upon an endless apron. 1875 — Diet. Arts III.

607 s.v. Pottery, The apex of the one cone corresponds to
the base of the other, which allows the strap to retain the
same degree of tension, while it is made to traverse horizon-
tally, in order to vary the speed of the lathe at pleasure.

0. Meteorol. A cone-shaped vessel, hoisted as a
foul-weather-signal.
1875 Chamb. Jml. exxxm. 8 A cone hoisted with the

point upwards denotes an approaching wind veering round
from the north-west by north to the south-east. 1882 Daily
Neivs 30 Dec. 3/6 {The weather) The south cone is still up
jn the west, south, and east, and the north cone was hoisted
in the north this afternoon.

10. Phys. One of the minute cone-shaped bodies
which form, with the * rods the bacillary layer of
the retina.

1867 J. Marshall Phys. I. 540 The external layer . . con-
sists of a stratum of evenly-disposed, transparent, colourless,
rods, .intermixed with other larger bodies, named cones.
1870 Macm. Mag. 131/1 That the layer of rods and cones
|s the part of the eye in which waves of ether are converted
into sensations of light and colour has long been known.

11. Short for Cone-wheat.
1826 W. Cobbett Rural Rides (1885) II. 191 It is the

white cone that Mr. Budd sows.

III. A conical apex or point.

12. The conical top of a helmet or other head-

piece. [So. Gr. KWV05, L. cdnus.~\

1603 B. Jonson jfas. I's Entert. Wks. ed. Rtldg.) 532/1
A hat of delicate wool, whose top ended in a cone, and was
thence called apex, according to that of Lucan. 1623
Bingham Xenophon 88 Leather head-peeces. .in the middest
whereof ariseth a Cone resembling the forme of a Tyara.

1738 Glover Leonidas in. 304 A pointed casque O'er each
grim visage rear'd its iron cone. 1870 Bryant Homer I. IV.

128 He smote him on the helmet's cone.

*t* 13. The apex of the heart. Obs.
1615 Chooke Body ofMan 363 Through the outward sur-

face of the heart euen to the Cone or point thereof. 1684
Boyle Porousn. Anim. Solid Bod. v. 48 The motions of
the Cone, as they call it, or Mucro of the Heart. 01711
Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 91 Down to the
Cone of the Youth's open Heart.

fl4:. transf. An apex or vertex, as of a cone or

pyramid ; a point at which lines converge. Obs.
1611 Cotgr. , Angle, an angle, cone, or corner. 1633

Austin Medit. 57 It is the Top of this Triangle, the very
Cone of this Pyramis. a 1641 Sfklman Anc. Govt. Eng.
(R.), As . . each side of an arch descendeth alike from the

coane or top point. 1711 F, Fuller Med. Gymn. 12 The
Blood-Vessels, .all terminate in a Cone.

t b. Her. Each of the angular divisions of a

shield formed by a number of lines {e.g. 12) radiat-

ing from the centre; the central point in which
these meet; any point [e.g. at the centre of the

base, where similar angular divisions meet). Obs.

(App. the earliest use in English.)
i486 Bk. St. A /bans, Her. E iv b, The lawist corner or the

coone of tharmys that is to say the lawyst poynt of the
shelde . . In all armys contrari conyt all the conys . . mete
to gedyr conally in the middis of the shelde. ibid. Eva,
All the colouris of theys armys meete to gedir at oon coone,
that is to say at the myddyst poyntt of the shelde. Ibid.

Evb, Now folowyth of certan armys in the wich iij. pilis

mete to gedyr in oon coone.

IV. 15. attrib. and Comb., as cone-bearing,

•billed, -like, -shaped adjs.
;
cone-bit, a conical

boring-bit
; cone-compasses, a pair of compasses

with a cone or bullet on one leg, to set in a hole
;

cone-flower, a name for the genus Rudbeckia
\

purple cone-Jlower, the genus Echinacea ; cone-
gamba, an organ-stop with conical pipes ; cone-
gear, a method of transmitting motion, by means
of two cones rolling together

;
cone-granule, a

corpuscle connected with a cone of the retina
;

cone-head, a garden name for Strobzlanthes

;

cone-in-cone, a peculiar geological structure, pre-

senting the appearance of a number of cones one
packed inside another ; cone-joint, a strong pipe-

joint, tapering from the centre to the two ends each
ofwhich is inserted into the end of one of the pipes

;

cone-nose, a name for the hemipterous Insect

genus Conorhinus
; + cone-nut = Cone 3 ; hence

\ cone-nul-bearing adj. ; cone-plate (see quot.)

;

cone-pulley, a pulley shaped like a truncated

cone, or one consisting of sheaves of different

diameters, for imparting different speeds to a lathe,

etc. ; cone-seat, a piece of iron forming a seat for

the 1 cone ' in fire-arms ; cone-shell = Cone 5 ;

cone tree, a coniferous tree, a conifer ; cone-
valve, a hollow valve with a conical face ; cone-
wheel, a wheel shaped like a truncated cone, for

transmitting a variable or adjustable motion to

another wheel. Also Cone-wheat, Cones.
1859 W. S. Coleman Woodlands 37 There are several

other *cone-bearing trees. 1883 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club
IX. 549 The cone-bearing Araucaria. 1857 Gray Boi.
North. U. S. 214 Echinacea, *Purple Cone-flower. 1879
C. Pickering Chron. Hist. Plants 941 Rudbeckia laciniata
of North-east America, A *cone flower. 1881 C. A. Ed-
wards Organs 133 Messrs. Hill and Son have a stop.,

named the ' *Cone Gamba ', which they frequently use in

their organs. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725' 206 A *Cone-
Hke Heap of Pibble Stones. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 28 a,

The bunghes [of the larch] are lesse then any other kynde
*conenutberyng tre hath. 18^0 Weale Diet. Terms, *Cone-
plate, a strong plate of cast iron fixed vertically to the bed
of a lathe, with a conical hole in it, to form a support for the
end of a shaft which it is required to bore. 1851 Mayne
Reid Scalp Hunt. i, Here a *cone-shaped peak soars up.
1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt 2 Its . . cone-shaped yew-tree
arbour. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden v, Of all the *cone
trees this only [larch] is found without leaves in the winter.

+ Cone, sb. >l Obs. Also , 6 coane. [see Cone
v.2-] A fissure, cleft, chink.

1584 [see Coane]. 1639 T. De Gray Compi. Horsem. 352
This also is very soveraigne for Cones, Cracks, and Chops
in the heeles of the horse.

Cone vkJ«n) (
z>. 1 [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To shape like a cone or segment of a

cone. See Coned ppl. a. 2.

2. intr. To bear cones, as a fir-tree.

1888 Scottish Leader 9 Nov. 7 The spruce firs had coned
freely.

t Cone, z>-2 Obs. or dial. [Goes with Cone sb.-

:

both being derivs., of some kind, of OE. ctnan, can,

cinen to crack, burst open : see Chine, Chawn.]

a. intr. To gape or split open, to crack or chink.

b. trans. To fissure.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xu. vii. 183 With charmes
she makes the earth to cone [L. hacc cantu fmditque
solum], 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 11. (1626) 26 Invading
fire the upper Earth assayl'd ; All chap't and con'd ; her
pregnant myce exhal'd. 1735 Pecge Kenticisms <E. D. S.),

Cone, to crack or split with the sun, as timber does. 1887
in Kentish Gloss.

[Cone and Key, misreading of Cove and Key :

see Cove.]

Coned k<7und),///. a. [f. Cone v.^ and j/j. 1
]

f 1. Her. ? Having an apex or point ; pointed.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. E iv b, He berith paly barri

contrari conyt of asure & golde [tr. L. contraconata]. Ibid.

Eva, And theys armys be calde contrari conyt for this

cause, for all the colouris of theys armys meete to gedir at

oon coone . . For euery body triangulit is moore of lengthe
then of brede and naanily conyt, 1586 Fekne Bias. Geutrie
212 Our old Heralds did cal it contrary condyd bicause
that all the cullors of the amies do meet together at the

middle point of the shield only which they called the Cone.

2. Shaped like a cone or segment of a cone.
1878 Thlrston Growth Steam Eng. 173 The coned 'tread*

of the wheel [of cars].

3. Furnished with or having cones.

1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1272/1 Hicycle . . non slipping tyres,

i and coned pedals. Mod. Bicycle Price List, Plain or coned
bearing.

Conees, obs. pi. of Coney.
Coneine, coneism : see Coniine, -ism.

Conelet (kJnilet). [f. Cone sb. + dim. suffix

•LET.] A little or tiny cone.

1846 Dana Zooph. 11848 269 Corallum with the conelets
crowded.

t Conely, adv. Obs. In 5 conally, coonly.

[? f. Cone sb. 1 + -LT.] Cone-wise; apically
;

^meeting) in one apical point.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. E iv b, In all armys contrari

conyt all the conys.. mete to gedyr conally in the middis of
1 the shelde. Ibid. E v b, Armys in the wich the colowris
, mete to gedyr in the myddist poynt coonly.

Conenchyma (k^uiie-nkirna). Bot. [f. Gr.

j

tewv-os cone + tfxv^a an infusion.] The tissue of

: the hairs of plants consisting of conical cells.

1866 in Treas. Bot.

II Conepatl (k<?u'n/put
,

l). Also conepate.
[Native Mexican name : lit. ' little fox ' ; f. conctl,

in comp. cone- 'child ', prefixed to names of animals
= 'young, little' + epatl fox. (Simeon.'] An

1 American skunk genus Conepatus, J. K. Gray,

'837).
[1651 Hernandez Hist. Plant Anim. <y Min. Mexico 332

Alterum [genus] ysquiepatl etiam vocatum . . alterum vero
conepatl seu vulpecula puerilis.] 1774 Goldsm, Nat. Hist.
(1862) I. iv. iii. 421 Two varieties more of this animal [the

skunkj, which Mr. IJufTon calls the conepate and the zorille.

1812 SmKLLIE & Wood tr. Buffon's Nat. Hist. IX. 212 The

i

third Hernandez calls conepatl which name we shall preserve.

Cones (k(Junz\ Name given by bakers to a fine

I white Hour, used by them for ' dusting ' their loaves

and troughs.
1862 Lond. Rev. x6 Aug. 141 A species of flour called

'cones', used for *dusting' the dough. 1876 A. H. Has-
j

sall Pood 323 Cones flour is rarely to be obtained genuine.
,

1882 A. W. Blyth Poods 168 Many bakers use for the latter

j

[the crumb] a flour technically called 'cones', which is

strongly alumed, and prepared from a tine species of wheat
grown in the south of Europe, mixed with rice.

Cones, obs. pi. of Coney.
Conessine (kone-ssin). [f. Conessi+ -ineJ] A

bitter base from the bark of Wrightia antidysen-

terica {Conessi cortex). Also called Wrightine.
Conestable, obs. f. Constable.

Cone-wheat, [f. Cone sb.'] A bearded variety

of wheat (so called, according to Lowe {Bract.

Agric. 324) from the conical form of the spike).

Also cone simply, and cones.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 152 The long Cone Wheat, which
yet is the best of any, to be sown in rank clay Land. 1787
Winter Syst. Husb. 137 Sowed with cone or hard wheat. 1807
Compi. Partner (ed. 5) I, Cone-wheat, a species of wheat,
some of the ears of which have awns, and others none. 1884
Upton-on-Severn Gloss., Cones, or Cone-wheat, Bearded
wheat. 1887 Kentish Gloss., CottC'ivheat.

Conex, variant of Connex, Obs.

Coney, variant spelling of Cony, q. v.

Confab (k^nfe'b), sb. Colloquial shortening of

Confabulation ; a talk together ; familiar talk.

1701 Dial. Marphorio Pasquin 8 I'll . . enter into a
Confab with you. 1763 T. Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859 I.

189 The whole confab I will tell you, word for word. 1789
Wolcott Subj. for Painters Wks. 1812 II. 158 In close

Confab the gentleman is seen. 1836 Dickens Lett. 1 1 1. 4 We
must have a confab about this. 1888 J. Payn Myst. Mir-
bridge II. iv, I saw Lady Joddrell in close confab with you.

Confa b, v. colloq. Shortening of Confabu-
late.
1741 Richardson Pamela I. xxxiii, [He] said, I have been

confabbing, that was his word, with Mrs. Jervis, about you.

1778 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Nov., Mrs. Thrale and I were
dressing, and as usual confabbing.

_
1705 Ibid. 18 June, You

and Mr. Erskine confabbing so lovingly.

t Confa'ble, v. Obs. rare. [ad. F. confabuler

or L. confdbuldri^] = Confabulate.
t 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3901 Thay wille be chaste,

and neure the lesse of filthes fflesshely confable.
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Confabular, a. [ad. med.L. con/dbuldr-is

conversant (with any one), f. the elements of con-

/dbuld-ri : see Confabulate and -ah 1
.] Of or

pertaining to confabulation ; conversational.
a 1846 Q. Rev. cited by Worcester ; in mod. Diets.

Confabulate (lr/tafie*bM9rt)i v. [f. ppl. stem

of L. con/dbuldrt, f. con- together +/dbuldri to

talk, chat, {./fibula a tale : see Fable.] intr. To
talk familiarly together, converse, chat.

1613 R. C. Table Alpk, (ed. 3*, Confabulate, to talke to-

gether. 1656 H. More Enthus. Tri. (17121 32 This body
and the Stars confabulating together, the Mind is informed
of things to come. "73* Hist. Litteraria III. 72 Moses
and EUas were at the Transfiguration, and did confabulate
with Jesus. 1785 Cowper Pairing Time 2, I shall not ask
Jean Jacques Rousseau If birds confabulate or no. 1859
R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 419
The women, .often awake to confabulate even at midnight.

1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 248 They did not cluster

on the tree tops, .caw and confabulate For nothing.

Confabulation (k^nfaebi/fl^-Jan). Also 5-6
-acion. [ad. L. confdbuldlidn-em, n. of action

from con/a'bitlari : see prec. So in Fr.] Talking
together ; a familiar talk or conversation ; chat.

t 1450 tr. T, d Kempis 133 Jtf consolacions are not as
mannes talkinges or confabulacions. 1534 More Godly
Medit. Wks. 1417/1 To abstaine from vaine confabulacions.
i6ji Burton Altai. Met. it ii. vi. i. 11651) 293 Friends con-
fabulations are comfortable at all times. 1635 Pagitt
Christiatiogr. 21. 1727 A. Hamilton AVto Ace. E. Ind.
II. xxxiii. 16 Sheldon espied us, out of a Window, holdinga
long Confabulation. 1801 Mar. Edgeworth Mdlle. Panache
(1832) 223 His lordship was engaged in confabulation with
his groom. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton xvi. When they went
off for a private confabulation at night,

b. humorously. A conference.

1845 Whitehall Ivi, Said Cromwell, rising, an example
which was followed by the whole confabulation.

Coufa bulator. [a. late L. con/dbuldtor, n.

of action from cou/dbuldri: see Confabulate,
and -OR. So mod.F. con/abufateur.] One who
takes part in familiar talk or conversation.
1651 Charleton Fphes. $ Cimm. Matrons 11. (1668) 34

Those Divine Confabulators . . divine each others wishes.

1659 H. More hnmort. Soul (1662I 221 To animate their

Confabulators to a more secure converse. 18 Lvtton is

quoted by OgUvie.

Confabulatory k/nfoe bi/flaU ri), a. [on L.

type *con/dbuldlori~us, f. confdbulatdr-em : see

prec. and -OBT.] Pertaining to or marked by con-

fabulation or familiar talk
;
colloquial.

1631 Wkever Anc. Fun. Mon. 228, I nude this confabula-
torie Epitaph. 18*9 Blacktv. Mag. XXVI. 148 This led to

a confabulatory discourse between the men. 1848 Ibid.

LXIV. 499 To indulge in a confabulatory critique.

1 Confami'liar, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. med.L.

con/amil
1

'fir-is: see Cox- and Familiar.] Of the

same family
;
having a family likeness.

1662 Glanvill Lux Orient, x. {1682* 80 Some of them
were more confamiliar and analogous to some of our trans-

actions than others.

Confanon, obs. f. Gonfaxon, -falox.

f Confaria'tion. Obs. rare. [f. L. con- +
/dridri to speak : see -atiox.] Speaking together,

conversation, intercourse. [Cf. Confakkeation 2.]

1651 GAULS Magastrom. 90 Shall we attend to the prae-

fation of irrationals and inanimate, and not rest our selves

satisfied with the confariation of reasonable men? Ibid 25
What? he that hath, .confariation with a petty Maisterell?

Confarreate (kfJnfarn'i^t), a. [ad. L. con-

/arredt-us, pa. pple. of con/arredre : see below.]

Solemnized by confarreation.
1880 Muirhead tr. Instit. Gains 500 Ftamines majores

required to be issue of a confarreate marriage.

t Confa rreated, a. Obs.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Confarreated, married with that

ceremony. Hence in some later Diets.

Confarreation (k/fafe*r*|£-Jaa). Rom. AnHq.
Also 7 confarration, 7 8 -ferreation, 8 -farria-

tion. [ad. L. confarredtidn-em, n. of action from
con/arred-re to unite in marriage by the offering of

bread, f. con- +/arre-us of spelt, corn, or grain,

/arreum a spelt-cake, f. /ar,/arr-is grain, spelt,

whence/arred/us, /arredtio.]
1. The highest and most solemn form of marriage

among the ancient Romans, made in the presence

of the Pontifex Maximus or the Flamen Dialis and
ten witnesses, and marked by the offering of a

cake made of spelt.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. iv. v. (1622) 94 The vse of

confarreation, or marriage with a cake of Wheate, either

not vsed, or only of a few. i6oz Holland Pliny (16341 L
550 There was nothing reputed more religious than the

bond of Confarration, in knitting vp of manages. 1658 J.

Robinson Eudo.ta v. 35 The confarreation . .was, because of
its incongruity, but short-lived. 1861 Merivale Rom. Emf.
(1865) VII. Ixii. 362 Vulcan had not taken his celestial

spouse with the holy rites of confarreation.

+ b. A wedding, marriage. Obs.
1 1645 Howell Lett. iv. 11650) 110 Wishing you all con-

jugall joy and a happy confarreation, I rest your aflectionat

Cousin, J. H. Ibid. v. 161 Wishing you .. if you have her,

a happy conferreat'ion.

2. ? Alliance, affinity. [?for Confariation.]
16*5 Bp. Moontacu App. Caesar 1. 12, I embrace his

opinions; let his person or private ends.. alone: I nor
have nor will have confarreation therewith. Ibid. tv. 134

With whom if you have any commerce, intercourse, or con-
farreation, look unto it.

t Confascia'tion. Obs. rare. [f. L. con- to-

gether +/ascia band, bandage : see -ation.] A
binding or bundling together ; a bundle.
1788 tr. Sivedenborg's IVisd. Angels ML § 207 They are

successive Compositions, or Confasciations and Congloba-
tions from simple Things.

t Confasci cula tion. Obs. rare. [f. L. con-

together +/ascicul-us small bundle.] =prec.
1788 tr. Swedenborg's Wisd. Angels 111. § 195 The Forma-

tion of them, .by Confasciculations or Conglobations.

Confatal, a. rare. [ad. L. con/dtdl-is (Cicero\
f. con- +/dtum fate : see Fatal.] Subject to or

sharing in the same fate.

1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. {1701) 335 It is no less deter-

mined by fate that you shall have a Physician, than that
you shall recover. They are confatal. 1858 Oxford Ess.

99 The portent and the thing to be signified were ' confatal '.

Confa t ed, ///. a. [f. Con- together + Fated :

cf. prec] Fated together with (something else).

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) L xxyi. § 51. 586 Chry-
sippus insists, in Tully De Fato cap. jeni, that when a sick

man is fated to recover, it is confated that he shall send
for a physician.

Conieather, var. of Confeder, Obs.

T Confect, a. Obs. Also 6 -Act. [ad. L.

con/ect-us, pa. pple. of con/cere : see Confect v.]

1. Performed. (Said of the sacrifice of the mass :

cf. Confection sb. 2, Conficient.)
1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 108 Thei seie breed is turned

into fleish, and wyne into blood ..It wole not be confect but
oonli of a preest, that lawfulli is ordeyned.

2. Made up by combination of ingredients

;

compounded ; mixed.
1398 TitsVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. lx. (1495) 897 Oximell

is callyd soure hony, for the matere therof is confecteofhony
and of vyneygrc. c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. 1. 797 Kepe this

confect meddissyng Until the time of . . spryngyng. c 1430
Lydg. Bochas in. ix. (1554) 82 Confect with spices. 1548
Udall, etc. Erasm. Par., Pre/, to Luke 10 It is confect of
no mo than one simple. 1567 Maplet Gr>. Forest Ep. Ded.,
Ambrosia, a sugred and confect kinde of wine. i66j R.

Mathkw Unl. Alch. I 89. 156 Take a long neckt Jugg. .put

in thy Amber confect therein.

3. Made into a confection ;
preserved.

1558 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer. (1568) 42a, The seede o(

citrons confict in sugre.

4. * Made up counterfeit.

c 1690 H. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Confect, Counterfeit.

Confect kf nfekt\ Also 7 comfect. [ad.

med.L. confectum f
confecta, subst. uses of the pa.

pple. : see prec. and Comfit. Cf. It. con/etto

sweetmeat ; also Gcr. confect.] A sweetmeat made
of fruit, seed, etc., preserved in sugar; a comfit.

1587 Fleming Contn. Hoiinshed III. 1355/1 It hailed small

confects, rained rosewater, and snew an artificial! kind of
snow. 16x4 Overbl'ry Char. ix. Amorist, Muske com-
fects. x66s H. Stl bbe Ind. Nectar iti. 54 Cacao, .roasted,

and made into Confects. 171a tr. Pomet s Hist. Drugs 1. 2

Use it like Caraway-seeds for Confects and Sugar-plums.

1717 51 Chambers Cycl. s.v, Confects are reduced to eight

kinds, viz. liquid confects, marmalades, jellies, pasts, dry
confects, conserves, candies, and dragees, or sugar-plums.

1889 A. C. Doyle Mt'cah Clarke i. 9 She made salves and
eyewaters, powders and confects, cordials and persico.

Confect (Vnfekt), v. Also 6 -net. [f. L.

con/ect- ppl. stem of confic e"re to put together,

make up, prepare, complete, etc., f. con- +•/aefre to

do, make, put.] trans.

+1. To put together, mix, compound (ingrcdients\

1545 Ravnold Byrth Mankynde 69 Confict them together
with wine and make pilles of them. 1U7 Boordk Brev.
Health C iv b, Confecte or compounde al together. 1601

Holland Pliny (1634) II. 152 Vnwholsome it is to mix,
season, and confect therewith some other wine. 1610 Bah-
Rour.H Meth. Physick 1. xxxi. (1639) 5a I-et all these be
beaten into powder and searced, and confect that powder
with clarified honie.

+ 2. To prepare or make up by the combination
of various ingredients ; to compound. Obs.

1575 Turberv. Falconrie 357 Confect the unguent of
Capons grease, oyle of roses, oyle of violets, etc. 1580
Babington Exp. Lord's Prayer (1596)90 The I'hisitions

prescription confected by the Apothecary. i6ao Vknner / 'ia

Recta viii. 165 To confect a sauce, a 1641 Bp. Mocntagu
Acts <y Mon. ( 164a! 299 That poison, .was confected . .by his

brother. 1651 Biggs Neiu Disp. 34 Confect many medicines.

f 3. To prepare for use as a relish or delicacy
;

to make into a comfit or confection ; to preserve,

pickle. ?Obs.
1558 Warde tr. A lexis' Seer. (1568) 39 a, When the nuttes

be in season toconficte. 1601 Holland Pliny xv. iii, Olives
. . confected and seasoned with salt. 16x4 Ford, etc. Sun's
Darling iv, Mistery there . . Confects the substance of the

choicest fruits In a rich candy. 1681 Rvcaut Critick 166
Those [words] which may embitter, and dress, and com-
fect them for the stomach of the receiver. 1808 (see Con*
fected]. 1886 Bksant Childr. Gibeon K xxv, Fashioning
match-boxes, sorting paper, confecting jam.

f4. To prepare (food) for digestion or assimila-

tion ; to digest. Obs.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 70 We first confect, and make
ready in the mouth the rough and hard meates. 1605 Timme
Quersit. 1. xv. 75 A certain internal and vitriolated fier ..

doth readily and quickly confect and destroy the meates.

5. To make (oat of the materials). [In mod. use

an affectation after F. con/ectionner ; cf. Confec-
tion sb. 6 and v. 3.]

1677 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 4^ 309 Of this also were
confected the famous Everlasting Lamps and Tapers. The
stone is called Asbeston. 1880 Miss Brolghton Sec, Th,
111. ii, Prodigies in the way of patchwork quilts, confected
by fingers 01 three or four years.

Confected k^nfe-kted),///. a. [f. prec. + -ed1
.]

Compounded of a number of ingredients, made
into a confection, etc. ; constructed, made ud.

*549 Compl. Scot. xvii. 145 The pepil drank nothir vyne
nor beir, nor na vthir confekkit drynkis. 1594 J. King On
"Jonas 100 Such confected religions. 1808 Forsyth Beauties
Scott. V. 215 The size and colour of confected caraways.
1887 F. Anstev in Macm. Mag. No. 328. 254 Ladies with
marvellously confected bonnets.

Confecting (k^nfe ktin\ vbl, sb. [f. as prec.

+ -1N0 l.j The action of the vb. Confect.
i6«6 Bacon Sylva § 998 The Confecting of the Ointment.

a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts \ Mon. 233 He found out a
confecting of wafers or cracknels, for Augustus. 1863
Sala Capt. Dang. I. i. 21 She had an exquisitely .. quick
hand for . . confecting of diaplasms, pomanders, and other
sweet essences.

Confection ;k^nfe*kj3n), sb. Forms : 4 con-
feccioun, 5-6 -ion, 5-7 -fexion, 5 -fectyone, 6
-tione, -feccyon, ( feccon), 5- confection, [a.

F. con/cction, OF. con/eccion, ad. L. confection-em,

n. of action from con/cere : see Confect z/.]

1. Making or preparation by mixture of in-

gredients
;

mixing, compounding ; composition,

preparation, making up, manufacture. Sometimes
esp. the making of preserves or confectionery.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) 89 Confection of
the Red medicine. 1584 R. Scot Disc. W itchcr. xn. xvii.

212 There be artificial glasses, which will shew unto you .

.

many images. . Looke in John Bap. Neap, for the confection
of such glasses. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 128 For a
confection of some kinde of bloud. 1654 Charleton Phy*
siologia 379 Commixt with so many Alexiteriat Simples as

concur to the Confection of Triacle. 1855 Thackerav
Nrtvcomes xv, Pots of jam of her confection. 1884 T.
Hancock in Academy 23 Feb. 133^3 He said that poetry
had other business than the ingenious confection of new
tropes and metaphors.

f 2. The performance of the sacrifice of the

mass. Obs.

1564 BaCDM Compar. Lord's Supp. <$• Mass Epil., Blasphe*
mies against Christ, .invocation of dead saints, confection,

consecration, application, and oblation of the body and
blood of Christ.

t3. Putting together; arrangement
; compilation.

165a Gaule Magastrom. xxiv. 223 For without a con-
stellated fabrication or confection all these presaging
mirables (and the like> signifie nothing in effect. x8ai W.
Taylor in Monthly Mag. LII. 140 To Ezra principally was
confided the confection of*the Scriptures.

+ 4. Prepared or composed state or condition
;

composition, constitution. Obs.
c 1490 Palfad. on Husb. n. 406 This fisshe, and lardde, and

flitches salt to kepe In just confection now taketh kepe.

1609 Bible iDouay Ecclus. xlix. 1 The memorie of Josias
is according to the confection of perfume made by . . an
apothecarie. 1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. v. xix, Why
blam'st thou then my stonie hard confection, Which nothing
loves? 1675 L. Aodison Pres. State Jeios xiii, The Ink
. .must not be black, nor of the ordinary confection.

T 5. A preparation made by mixing ; a composi-

tion, mixture, compound. Obs. in general sense.

1387 Trpvisa Higden (Rolls 1 1. 221 |\it man closede a con-
feccioun of brymston and of blak salt in a vessel of bras, and
sette hit on be fire. t6si Blrton Anat. Mel. it. iv. 1. iv.

Potable Gold, Mercury, and many other chymicall con-

fections.

b. A medicinal preparation compounded of

various drugs ; in later use, spec, one compounded
with a sweetening and preserving agent.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. xi. (1495* 609 Laye
the same confexion to the sore wythout. e 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 94 (MS. A) I-eie on pis confeccioun maad of flour

of wheete & honey & jus of smalache. 1549 Compl. Scot.

ix. 80 Th.it confcctione vas callit to name eftiruart, anti-

dotum mitridates. 1585 Lloyd Treas. Health B v, Make
a confeccon of the floure of Fenell Seede in a Glasse with
wyne and annoynt the head therwyth. 16x1 Bible Ecclus.

xxxviii. 8 Of such doeth the Apothecarie make a confection

[Wyclip pymentis of swotenesse). lEza Paris Pharmacol.
(1829) II. 177 Confectiones .. under this title the London
College comprehends the conserves and electuaries of its

former Pharmacopoeias.
_
187S H. C. Wood Therap. 11879)

18 Confections are medicinal substances beaten up with
sugar into a pasty mass.

fo. spec. A prepared poison, a deadly potion.

1477 Earl Rivers iCaxton) Dictes 49 Here is the confec-

tion yt thou must drinke. 1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos.

I. Ii, After he [Socrates] had commended his soule to God,
hee dranke the confection. 1586 A. Day Engl. Secretarie

II. (16251 98 A venemous confection. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v.

v. 246. 1658 Ussher Ann. xi. 572 Well skilled in Confections

of the poyson of Serpents.

d. A prepared dish or delicacy
;
now, a pre-

paration of fruit, spices, sugar, or the like, used as

a relish or dainty ; a preserve, sweetmeat, comfit.

1393 Gower Conf. III. 23 Confection of cokes. < 1440
Promp. Parv. 00 Confectyon of spyces. a 1536 Tindale
Expos. Matt. (Parker Soc.t 97 To banquet . . of all manner
of fruits and confections. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abns. I.

(1877) 102 Sweet condyments and delicat confections of
spiceries. 1626 Bacon Sylva §705 They have in Turkey.,
certaine Confections, which they call Serbets, which are

like Candied Conserves. 17*5 Bradley Fam. Diet, s.v.

Preserve, To make a thick Confection of Grapes. 1779
Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 242 Many salvers were covered
with confections and sweet cakes. 1888 Pall Mall G. 25



CONFECTION. 797 CONFEDERACY.
Sept. 5/1 ' Drop a penny into the slot ' and you can. .obtain
. .a pennyworth of confections.

1649 Selden Laws Eng. n. vi. (1739) 28 A Confection
made for the Arch-bishop's appetite, to cure a distemper
between him and the King.

1 6. A literary or musical composition. ? Obs.
1605 Sylvester Du Bartas Ded., No Selfe-presuming of

my Witts perfection (In what is mine of this Divine Con-
fection). 1844 H. F. Chorley Music <$ M. III. 269 A
young lady in a sacquc sate singing some ancient confection
by Mondonville.

||
7. Dress-making. The French word for any

ready-made article of attire, used particularly, in

reference to fashionable female apparel, ofmantles,

cloaks, wraps, etc., put on over the ordinary in-

door dress.

1885 Globe 31 Jan. 7/4 The confections that are intended
to be retained over toilettes of this class are very elaborately
trimmed. 1886 Besant Childr. Gideon 16 A dainty con-
fection of pale blue silk, called, I think, surat.

8. Comb.) as confection-closet
;
confection-pan,

a pan for drying sweets, bonbons, etc., in which
they are kept in constant rolling motion.
1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) Post.

Groans No. 19 Continually losing the choicest articles of
the larder, cellar, and confection-closet.

Confection (kfjnfe'kjan), v. [f. prec. sb. : cf.

mod.F. eonfectionner in sense 3.]

L trans. To prepare for use with sugar, syrup,

or the like ; to make into a confection ; to mix,

make up as a condiment or seasoned delicacy.

Also fig.
1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 30 b, Gynger .. grene, or

well confectioned in syrope. Ibid. 44 b, Hole wynes and
swete, or confectioned with spices. 156a Leigh Annorie
(1597) 124 Sweet fruits and daintie delicates, confectioned
with curious Cookerie. 16*3 Favine Thcat. Hon. 11. xii.

165 Neuerthelesse it was confexioned with bitternesse and
crosses. x66a H. Stubbe hid. Nectar v. gi A cup of Choco-
latte well confectioned comforts and strengthens the
Stomach. 1830 Fraser's Mag. I. 527 Pelham's recipe for
confectioning the condiment hight A Man of Fashion.

1879 F. S. Bridges Round the World 81 [He] confectioned
a sort ofpunch out of saki, claret, sliced oranges, and . . sugar.

2. To treat with confections or sweetmeats, rare.
1882 J. Parker. Apost. Life (1884) III. 137 We do not

come to the throne of God to be hugged and comforted and
confectioned.

|| 3. To makeup (an article of attire). [Gallicism,

after F. eonfectionner .]

1876 Miss Braddon J. Haggard's Dan. I. viii. 258
Naomi made her own dresses . . and occasionally confectioned
some decorative article for Judith. 1880 Mrs. Forrester
Roy V. II. 153 Confectioning a piece of fine point lace.

Hence Confectioned ppl. a. ; Confectioning
vbl. sb. and a.

1576 Newton Letnnie's Complex. (1633) 148 Some con-
fectioned oyntments.

t
1650 H. Brooke Conserz'. Health 148

Confectioning, simpling, or an acquisition of the knowledge
of Herbs or Drugs.

Confectionary (kpnfe'kfanari), a. and sb. [f.

Confection + -ary : with B. cf. med.L. confection-

ari-us maker of confections, apothecary.]

A. adj. Of the nature of a confection, comfit, or

sweetmeat ; of or pertaining to confections or con-

fectioners' work.
1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 104 The Galenical Shop-

Cordials, and their other Confectionary Medicaments. 1790
Cowper On Receipt Mother's Pict. 6r Thy moming bounties
ere I left my home, The biscuit, or confectionary plum.
1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1.(1863) 221 The. .unname-
able confectionary doings over which she presided. 1861
Sat. Rev. XLI. 489/2 The peculiarly vulgar stone reredos—
ill copied, in a confectionary spirit.

B. sb.

+ 1. A maker of confections ; a confectioner. Obs.
1605 Bacon A dv. Learn. 11. xxii. 80 We make a few poesies

to hould in our hands, but no man bringeth them to the con-
fectionary that Receits mought be made of them for vse of
life. [But this is taken by some as a place] 16x1 Bible
1 Sam. viii. 13 And he will take your daughters to be
confectionaries, and to be cookes, and to be bakers, a 1641
Bp. Mountagu Acts Mon. 233 He was a Cook, or Con-
fectionary. Ibid. 298 The woman . . was an excellent Con-
fectionary, very cunning in poisons.

2. A place where confections are kept or prepared.
(But some take quot. 1607 in sense 1.)

[1607 Shaks. Timon iv. Hi. 260 My selfe, Who had the
world as my Confectionarie.] 1616 Surfl. & Markh.
Country Farme 585 The Confectionarie or Closet of sweet
meats. 1754 Richardson Grandison (1812) II. 226 (D.)
Here, ladies, are the keys of the stores, of the confectionary,
of the wine-vaults. 1839 Mrs. Gore in Tait's Mag. VI.
650 The confectionary of the convent of Sancta Benedicta.

3. A confectionary preparation ; a sweetmeat.
1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (187 1) 36 Aboue all junquetries

or confectionaries whatsoeuer. 1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 102
Sugar, .to be made use of in Confectionaries, Physick, and
the like. 1844 Disraeli Contngsby 1. iv, Ever and anon she
..insisted upon his taking some particular confectionary,
because it was a favourite of her own.
4. Improperly used for Confectionery, mean-

ing the confectioner's art.

1743 Lond. <$• Country Brew. 11. (ed. 2^ Advt., Five Hun-
dred new Receipts in Cookery, Confectionary, Pastry, Pre-
serving, Conserving, and Pickling. 1774 Warton Hist.
Eng. Poetry (1840) III. xUv. 139 Immediately two hundred
dishes of the most costly cookery and confectionary were
served up. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 180 The great
uses of sugar, .especially in confectionary. 1875 Jowett

Vol. II.

Plato (ed. 2) III. 281 The delights, as they are esteemed,
of Athenian confectionary.

tConfe'ctionate, Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

Confection sb. or v. + -ate - : cf. affectionate, and
F. confectionne.] m Confectioned.
IS33 Klyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 44a, Fruites confectionate

. .with hony.

t Confextiouate. v. Obs. [f. Confection
sb. + -ate 3

; cf. compassionate, affectionate vb., and
F. eonfectionner.'] trans. = Confection v.

1589 Nashe Almondfor P. 4 The filth of the stewes, dis-

tild into ribauldry termes, cannot confectionate a more in-

temperate stile then his Pamphlets. 1656 Eari, Monm.
Advt.fr. Parnass. 360 We hear that a great King, .that he
might confectionate a base minion of his, etc. [Cf. next,
sense 2 fig.\

Confectioner (kjTnfe'kJansi). [f. Confection
v. + -eh A maker of confections.

f 1. A compounder of medicines, poisons, etc.

1606 Holland Sueton. 195 One Locusta . . appeached and
brought to light divers confectioners of poysons. 1651 R.
Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. Iv. xxxvi. 356 Pedling
Quacksalvers, Mountibanks, Confectioners.

2. One who makes confections, sweetmeats,
candies, cakes, light pastry, etc.

;
now, csp. one

who makes such articles for public sale.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Confacionador, a confectioner.
163a Massinger City Madam 11. i, Most of the shops Of the
best confectioners in London ransacked. 17*7 Bradley
Fam. Diet. s.v. Confectioner, The confectioners and other
officers in Quality's houses ought to be diligent in keeping
their sweetmeats in good order. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. \.

iii. § 1 The confectioner who makes bonbons for the mo-
mentary pleasure of a sense of taste. 1871 H. Ainsworth
Tower Hill in. vii, A host of purveyors, cooks, confec-
tioners, .and grooms of the stable, with led horses, were sent
on. 1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar 1. iii, Two sisters who
lived by keeping a small confectioner's shop in Whitehaven.
fig. 1652 Benlowe Theoph. 1. lxvii, Natures prime Con-
fectioner, the Bee. 1656 Earl Monm. Advt.fr. Parnass.
360 These unfortunate Confectioners cover over this scum of
people., with the sugar of honourable imployments.

Confectionery 'J^nfe-kfonori;. [f. prec. + -Y :

see -ery. Tn all the senses often wrongly spelt

-ary, by confusion with Confectionary a. and sb.~]

1. Things made or sold by a confectioner ; a col-

lective name for sweetmeats and confections.

[1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 72 Ambre, muske, frank -

encense, gallia muscata, and confection nere {sic).]

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Honsekpr. (1778' p. ii, The re-

ceipts for the confectionary are such as I daily sell in my
own shop. 1791 Mrs. Radclifie Rom. Forest xi, He
pressed her to partake of a variety of confectioneries. Mod.
Stalls on which all sorts of cheap confectionery were dis-

played.

t>. A course of sweetmeats at dinner.

1847 Disraeli 'Pancred v. ii, After confectionary .. the
chieftains praised God.
2. The art and business of a confectioner.

1872 Yeats Hist. Comm. 219 Gingerbread making and
confectionery are now separate departments of the baker's
art. [See Confectionary B. 4.]

3. A confectioner's shop.
In mod. Diets.

4. attrib., as confectionery shop, etc.

1801 Mar. Edceworth Angelina x. (1832) 61 Mrs. Ber-
trand kept a large confectionary and fruit shop. 1825 J.
Neal Brother Jon. II. 342 Such, .as were to be had of the
confectionary shops.

f Confe*ctioness. Obs. nonce-wd. [impro-

perly formed for confectionress : see -ess.] A
female confectioner.

1640 Brathwait Boulster L. 160 Art had showne her selfe

such a Confectionesse, as nothing was there wanting which
might enliven Nature.

Confe*ctive, a. noncc-vod. [f. L. confect- ppl.

stem of conficere (see Confect) + -ive.] Pertaining

to the making of confections.

1828 Blackw.Mag. XXIII. 796 The entremets. .Bedeck'd
with all the pride of paste, Confective prowess shows.

t Co'nfectory, a. Obs. [ad. L. confeetori-ns

(in sb. -urn), f. confeetor, agent-n. from conficere :

see -0BT.1 = prec.

1648 J. Beaumont Psyche IV. cxlvii. (R.>, In which the
wanton might Of confectory art endeavour'd how To charm
all tastes to their sweet overthrow.

Confe'ctory, sb, Anglicized form of L. confee-

torium * slaughtering-place of beasts
1

: given by
Ogilvie as = Confectionery 3.

t Confe'Ctnre. Obs. Also 6 -our(e. [ad.

med.L. confectura a confection, L. eonfeetfn-a pre-

paration, f. ppl. stem of L. conficere to Confect :

see -ure.J A preparation of drugs, of preserved

fruit, sweets, etc. ; = Confection, Comfiture.
c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 534 per nys no creature pat eten

or drunken hab of bis confecture [v.r. confiture]. . pat he ne
schal his lyf anon forlete. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de
W. 1506) iv. xxv. 310 To ete spyces or confectures . . is noo
brekynge of faste. 1581 Sc. Acts fas. VI (1597) § 114 The
inordinat consumption, .of Drogges, Confectoures and Spice-
ries, brocht from the pairtes beyond Sea. 1693 N. Stap-
horst tr. Ranwolf'in Ray's 7Va7'. (1738) II. 123 A great
dish fill'd up with Cibebs, and several sorts of confectures.

T Confe'der, v. Obs. Forms : 4-7 confeder,
5-6 -fedre, 4-6 -fether, -feter, 6 -fetter, -feather,

Sc. -fidder, -fidir. [a. F. confeder-er (14th c. in

Littre), ad. L. confetderdre to league together.]

The earlier equivalent of Confederate v.

1. trans. To unite in alliance; to ally, league,
confederate. Const, to, unto, with, together.
c 1368 Chaucer Compt. Pite 42 Confetered both by bonde

and assurance. 1485 Caxton St. IVenefr. 18 To appease
these inimytees and to confedere the myndes and courages
of these men unto them. 1529 Rastell Pastywe, Hist.
Brit. (181 1) 280 The Erie of Warwyke . . confeteryd unto
hym the duke of Clarence. 1533 in Strype Feci. Mem. I.

xxi. 152 Whether they will confedre themselves with any
other outward princes. 1548 Udai.l, etc. Erastn. Par.
Matt, xxviii. 126 The holy gost.. shall glue and confeder

J

them together with mutuall charitie.

b. pass. To be or be made confederate.
1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 421 To be confedrid with

horn. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 45 [Ptolemy and
Antiochus] were confethered to gidres. 1555 Eden Decades
1. v. 27 Such other as were confethered with hym. 1600
Holland Livy 111. xxxvi. 1T2 They . . were confedered be-
tweene themselves privily, .to call no assembly.

2. intr. (for refi.) To enter into an alliance or

league ; to ally oneself.

i 1460 Fortescle Abs. <y Lim. Mon. xii. 139 For drede
I that . . thai wolde confedre with the commons. 1529 Ras-
tell Pastyme, Hist. Brit. fi8n) 128 Whych both con-
fetheryd against the Kyng. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

j

(1858) I. 32 [That will] confidder with ws. 1577-87 Houn-
i shed Chron. III. 1229, 2 To confeder with the rebels. 1596
I Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scotl. (1885 1 S8 Feiring lykwyse

that thay. .had confiderid wt the Britanis.

3. trans. To make a league of (peace or amity).
c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. IIist. (Camd. Soc.) I. 271 They,

I

confederinge peace and amitie for ever, devided the king-
I dom betweene them.

Hence Confe dered ppl. a., Confe dering vbl. sb.

£•1525 Skelton RePlyc, 54 Lyke heretykes confettred, Ye
!

count yourselfe well lettred. 1530 Palsgr. 208/1 Con-
federyng, confederation. 1609 Heywood Brit. Troy xi.

1 xix, Confedered Kings.

Confederacy .kf'nfe'derasi). Also 4-6 con-
feper-, -fether-, 4-7 eonfederacie, 6 confeder-
atie. [AF. and ME. eonfederacie, f. stem of L.

. confa'der-dtio, med.L. confa'der-atus : see -ACT.]

1. A union by league or contract between persons,

bodies of men, or states, for mutual support or

joint action ; a league, alliance, compact.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 271 After be sevenbe 3ere

of pe confc\>eracyc\iuitif(rd,ris]hv fau^t a^enst be Angles oft

in smal bataylles. 1550 Nicolls Thncyd. viii. xviii. 201 They
..caused the towne to tourne to their confederate. 1555
F.den Decatles 28 Threescore and tenne men whicbe were of

!

his confetheracie. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 461 The league
and eonfederacie that was concluded betwene them. 1611

Bible Obad. 7. 1684 R. Waller Nat. Exper. 157 The Con-
federacy of Two Companies of Men to expose Two Lights
to each others view, so that the discovery of the one, may
answer immediately to that of the other. 1769 Robfrt-
son Chas. I *, III. vil 2 A general confederacy against the
Ottoman power. 1861 May Const. Hist. 11863) i- 10

To. .break down the confederacy of the great Whig families.

b. Laiv (and thence gen.^, in bad sense: A
league for an unlawful or evil purpose ; a con-

spiracy.

U353 Act 27 Edw. Ill, Stat. 11. c. 3 Facent entre eux .

.

compaignie ne eonfederacie en fraude ou deceite.] 1389
in Eng. Gilds (1870) 39 l>ei shullen makyn no meyntenaunce
ne eonfederacie ageyn pe kyngis right. 1413 Lvdg. Pilgr.
Sowle in. iv. (14831 53 Thus haue ye.. by your fals con-

!

federacy destroubled my Royamme. 1533 More Apol. xUv.
Wks. 914/2 He calleth those assemblinges . . by y« name of

I confederacies, .for ought that I see hegeueth a good thyng

I

and an holesome, an odious heynous name. 1614 B. Jonson

J

Barth. Fain. 1, Why this is a confederacy : a meere piece

!
of practice upon her by these impostors, a 1704 T. Brown

j

Pleas. Ep. Wks. 1730 I. 109. 1763 J. Wesley in Spurgeon
I Treas. Dav. Ps. xciv. 16 Confederacies, to carry on the

works of darkness. 1829 Southey O. Neivman vii, Philip

is the head Of the confederacy: his crnfty brain, .plans the

mischief.

2. (without a or pi.) Condition or fact of being

! confederate : union for joint action, alliance. In a

J

bad sense : Conspiracy, collusion.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits xii. fi6i6) 189 Moses
..commanded .. Aaron to fill a vessell, and place the same

1

in the Arke of eonfederacie. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, u iv.

§ 11 The sciences . . which have had better intelligence and
eonfederacie with the imagination, .than with reason. 1641
Termes de la Ley 73 Two were indicted of Confederacie.

1677 C. Hatton Corr. (1878) 146 They were guilty of con-

federacy. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. 1. 44 In close

confederacy with the duke of Albany. 1828 D'Israei.i

Chas. I, II. ii. 39 In a perpetual state of confederacy and
: rebellion. 1878 Simpson Sch. Shaks. I. 134 Philip was in

j

confederacy with Muley Moluck, and therefore could not

1
send troops against him.

t b. Carnal confederacy. Obs. rare.

1610 Healey St. Aug., Citie of God x\i. xxiii. 562 Before

1 that the sonnes of God . . had any carnall confederacy with

the daughters of men.

3. qvuLsi-concr. A collective body of persons or

parties united by league ; a body of confederates

;

now esp. a union of states, a confederation.

Southern Confederacy : the Confederate States of America.

Confederacy now usually implies a looser or more temporary

association than confederation, which is applied to a union

of states organized on an intentionally permanent basis.

[1577 Holinshed Chron. III. 1093 In east Kent there were
other, .of the same confederacie. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N.
in. ii. 192.] 1681 Nevile Plato Rediv. 74 The Grecians

. . were forced to League themselves (yet in several Con-
federacies, as that of the Etolians, that of the Achaians, etc.)

for their mutual defence. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour, Netherl.

I. 17 The United Provinces are a confederacy of many in-

dependent states. 1777 U.S. Senate Manual (1886) 14



CONFEDERAL.

(A rticles ofConfederation) The stile of this confederacy shall

be 'The United States of America". 18x4 W. Irving T.

Trav. I. 179 The literary world is made up of little con-

federacies. 1839 Thirlwall Greece III. 47 A proposal. .to

transfer the treasury of the confederacy from Delos to

Athens. 1861 Const. Confed. States Amer., The citizens

of each State, .shall have the right of transit and sojourn in

any State of this Confederacy. 1861 Motlf.v in Times 23

May, The body politic known for 70 years as the United

States of America is not a Confederacy, not a compact of

Sovereign States, not a co-partnership; it is a Common-
wealth.

Confederal (k?nfe-deral), a. [f. L. con- to-

gether +feeder- league, after federal, and the deri-

vatives of confaderdre.] Pertaining or relating to

a confederation ;
spec, in U. S. Hist, pertaining to

the early organization of the United States under

the Articles of Confederation adopted in 1781.

1866 H. Phillips Amer. Paper Curr. II. 94 Portions ..

related to a confederal fund. 1866 Athenxum No. 2032.

425/3 The struggle for confederal fusion.

Confe'deralist. [f. prec. + -1ST : d. federalist.]

A member of a confederation.

1848 lllust. Loud. News 15 Apr. 241/2 (Chartist Demon-
stration in London), The Irish confederalists displayed a

very splendid green standard.

t Confederance. 0is. [f. Confeder v. or

F. confederer + -ance; cf. furtherance, hinderance,

utterance, etc.] Confederacy, alliance.

1513 Douglas ACneis XL iii. 29 3our kyng hes our con-

fiderans [ed. 1710 confederance] vpgeve. ibid, XII, iv. 107

Sail nevyr tyme. .betyde, To breke this pece. . Ne this con-

fiderans anis part in tuo.

Confederate (kfinfe-der<vt;, a. and sb. Also 6

confetherate, 6-7 confederat. [ad. L. eonfade-

rdlus, pa. pple. of (post-cl.) confaderd-re (trans.)

to join or unite in a league, f. con- together +
fadcra-rc to league together, establish by league

or treaty, f. fader- (nom. fadus league, treaty,

compact : see Federate. Already in L. used

substantively : so F. confe'dM.]

A. adj. United in a league, alliance, or con-

federacy ;
leagued, allied, confederated.

L as pa. pple. = Confederated.
1387 TREVTSA lligden (Rolls) II. 157 pe Scottes bat were

somtyme confederat and wonede wip be Pictes. ( 1460

Hf.nryson Tale of Dog 33 Quhilk wer confederate straitlie

in ane band. 15SS Eden Decades 53 He came, .with eyght

other confetherate with hym. 1611 Bible lsa. viL 2 Syria

is confederate with Ephraim. 1714 Gav Trh'ia 111. 81

These Sirens stand. .Confederate in the cheat. 1884 A. R.

Pennington Wyclif ix. 299 Victories over the foes con-

federate against them.

filt- '593 Shaks. Rich. 11, v. iii. 53 My heart is not con-

federate with my hand. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aw. Leigh

1. (188817 Strong words of counselling souls confederate With

vocal pines and waters.

2. as adj.

>S55 Edf.n Decades 69 The confetherate kynges lieseaged

the vyllage. 1651 Hobres Lcviath. 1. xii. 56 Juggling and
confederate Knavery. 1757-8 Smollett Hist. Eng. 118121

I. 165 The confederate army amounted to five and fifty

thousand men. 1791 Cowpfr Iliad xx. 192 Neptune.. and
his confederate gods. 1889 Rawlinson Anc. Egypt (ed. 4'

258 Marmain . . led against him a confederate army, con-

sisting of three principal tribes of the Tahennu.

b. transf. ax\&fig.
1691 8 NoUH Pract. Disc. 52 The Confederate Proba-

bilities. 1714 Shaftesb. Misc. Re/I. IV. ii, Of these thorowly.

associating and confederate-ammals . . none . . in bulk or

strength exceed the beaver. 1751 Johnson Rambler No.

167 P 3 Confederate intellects and auxiliar virtues.

3. In Confederate States {ofAmerica ,
abbreviated

C. S. A. : the name assumed by the eleven southern

states which seceded from the American Union in

1 860—6 1 , and formed a confederacy of their own,

which was finally overthrown in 1865, after which

they were reunited to the United States.

1861 (9 Feb.) Const. Confed. States Amer., In all such

[new] territory the institution of negro slavery as it now
exists in the Confederate States, shall be recognized. 1861

lllustr. Lond. News 9 Mar. 209/1 Mr. Jefferson Davis,

President of the Southern Confederacy, entitled the Con-
federate States of America, was formally inaugurated at

Montgomery, .on the 18th ult.

b. Hence, Of or belonging to the Confederate

States, their government, army, etc.

1861 lllustr. Loud. Nnos it May 432/3 The Confederate

flag has been hoisted on the fort. Ibid. 25 May 481/1 Thirty

days to be allowed to United States' vessels in Confederate

ports to quit. 1863 Dicey Federal St. II. 241 When once

the Confederate army was defeated. 1863 J. R. Balme
Amer. States (1864) 185 Jefferson Davis, the Confederate

President. 1878 .V. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 103 Some
Southern Confederate leader, civil or military.

B. s/>.

1. A person orstate in leaguewith another or others

for mutual support or joint action ; an ally.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV 20 Their cosyn, frende, &
confederate, Edmonde Earle of Marche. 1553 Brf.nde

Q. Curtius C vi, Such as were hys confetherates. 164a

Milton Apot. Smect. (1851) 304, I see who is their assistant,

who their confederat, who hath engaged his omnipotent

arm to. .crown with success their faith. 1781 Gibbon Decl.

4 F. xxx. III. 170 The victorious confederates pursued

their march. 1791 ' G. Gambado' Ann. Horsem. xi. (1809)

112 A letter from the Duke of Wharton to Sir William

More.. who was his confederate on the turf. 1848 Mac-
ahlay Hist. Eng. I. 37 Venice, not yet humbled by the

confederates of Cambray.

798

f b. Theol. One united in covenant with God,

or allied with others in the same covenant. Obs.

1655 Gouge Comm. Heb. viii. 8 11. 251 As a confederate :

as one of those that are in covenant with God. Ibid. II.

261 The continual abode and operation of the Spirit in

Gods confederates. 1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) HI-

238 To be a member of that [the Jewish] Church, and a

Confederate in this Covenant, a 1708 Beveridge Priv. Th.

1. (1730) 62 Believers Children being .. Confederates with

their Parents, in the Covenant of Grace.

2. Law (and thence gen.), in bad sense : One
leagued with another or others for an unlawful or

evil purpose ; an accomplice.

1495 Act 1 1 Hen. VII, c. 64 Pream., The same persones.

.

were adherentis, assistencis, confederatis .. socourers and
comforteris. 1531 Elyot Gov. i. ii, Dathan and Abiron .

.

with all their holle familie, and confederates. 1680 Establ.

Test 33 The very Criminals themselves, or their Acces-

sories and Confederates. 1714 Swift Drapier's Lett. ii.

Betrayers of their country, confederates with Wood. 1839

Keiohtley Hist. Eng. I L 25 Dr. Bocking . . a confederate

of Masters. Mod. The thief escaped, but his confederate

was apprehended.

3. U. .S'. Hist. One belonging to or on the side

of the Confederate States in the War of Secession,

1861-65 : see A. 3.

1861 Russell Let. 1 May in Times 28 May 9 Between
700 and 800 guns have fallen into the hands of the Con-
federates. 1863 J. R. Balme Amer. States (1864) 179 A
battle which ..would probably have cleared Missouri of

the Confederates. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 230

The Confederates were the first to use the torpedo boat.

Confederate (k<fafe"de'rrit) )t>.
[f. L. confa-derdt-

ppl. stem of confaderdre, or possibly from the

much earlier ppl. adj. Confederate: see prec.

(The pa. t. was sometimes also confederated) An
earlier form was Confeder through French.]

1. trans. To unite (persons or states) in a league,

bring into alliance, ally ; to form into a confedera-

tion. Const -with, together, \ttnto.

153a Hervet Xeuophons Househ. iv. (1768) 18 To bringe

him presentes fro the cites of Grece, confederated vnto

him. 1577 Hellowes Gueuara's Chron. 331 To confederate

and set them at agreement. 1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat.

Relie. lit. i. 304 It confederates men with God and between

themselves. 1757 Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. 1842

1 1. 587 To confederate others in their design. 1758 Johnson
Idler No. 7 P 9 The writers of news, if they could be con-

federated, might give more pleasure to the public. 1884

Macrn. Mag. Nov. 27/1 To endeavour to confederate the

Windward Islands.

fig. 1700 S. Parker Six Philos. Ess. 54 Cold Vapours.

.

intimately confederated and congeal'd.

b. For an evil or unlawful purpose. Cf. Con-

federacy 1 b.

1555 in Strype /?<r/. Mem. III. App. xlvi. 140 An utter

enemie unto the saide liisshope, confederated with the

principal adversaris aforesaide. i6jj Hexham Tongue-

Combat 26 Gone astray, and wickedly confederated with

Heretickes. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. xiv. 93
To confederate all the family against me. 1849 Cobden
Speeches 37 Neither in England nor Ireland have there been

too men confederated together with arms to war against

the Crown and Government.

2. reft. To ally oneself ; to enter into a league,

or conspiracy.

1531 Elyot Gen: II, xii, Their willes and appetites daily

more and more so confederated them selfes. 1543-4 Act

35 Hen. VIII, c. 12 The. .frenche kyng. hath confederated

hym selfe with the greate Turk*. 1649 Seldfn Lams Eng.

1. xvi. (1730) 31 All the people in the Folkmote shall con-

federate themselves as swom Brethren, to defend the

Kingdom. 1818 E. Irving Last Days 43 In what way any

man can . . confederate himself with so many great prin-

ciples of falsehood.

t b. To ally oneself sexually. Obs.

1 1555 Harpsfifi.d Divorce Hen. VIIIuSjBtiu One that

had iii her most abominable . . desires confederated herself

. .with her own natural brother.

3. inlr. ("for reft.) Of persons or states : To
enter into a league, ally or league oneself (n'ith.)

1557 North tr. Gueuara's Diail Pr. 211 a/2 There one

frend confederate with another, so that their hartes were

maryed. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Altar, to confederate, to

allie himselfe. 1634 Herbert Trav. 120 His valiant sister.

.

confederating with foure Sultans, .entred his Bed chamber,

and .. strangled him. I7»8 Newton Chronol. Amended
i. 122 The Pisarans confederated with several other Greek

nations, and made war upon the Eleans. i8»5 T. Jefferson

Antobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 30 The larger colonies had threat-

ened they would not confederate at all, if their weight in

Congress should not lie equal to the numbers of people

they added to the confederacy. 1863 Morning Star 17

Dec. 5/5 When this contest commenced in 1861, but six

States confederated,

b. In bad sense : To conspire. Cf. i b.

1612 Malynes Anc. Law-Mcrch. 222 A Merchant .. to-

gether with his sonne and a Broker had confederated to

buy great store of merchandises vpon their credit, of pur-

pose to breake and to inrich themselues. 1701 Lond. Gaz.

No. 3760/3 [Unpaid troops] who threaten to Confederate if

speedy Care be not taken to satisfie them. 1760 Black-

stone Comm. IV. 100 If any sworn servant of the king]s

houshold conspires or confederates to kill any lord of this

realm. 1770 81 Johnson L. P., Ulackmore, The wits

easily confederated against him.

Confederated (Vnfe-derfted), a. [f.

prec. + -ed 1.] Ueagued, allied
;
joined in con-

federacy ;
forming a confederation ; see the verb.

1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. v. (16281 115 Their bordering

enimies the confederated Scotishmen and Pictes. 1736

Disc. IVitchcr. 6 A Familiar, that is, a confederated Person

CONFEDERATIVE.
privy to the Plot, a 1850 Calhoun Wks. (1874I III. 365
Belonging to the states of the Union in their confederated,

and not in their individual character.

Confe'derately, adv. [f. Confederate a. +

-LY a
.] Like confederates.

183a Eraser's Mag. IV. 719 [They] were much more con-

federate^ treated by the ministry.

Confe'derateship. rare. [f. Confederate
sb. + -ship.] = Confederacy.
1715 M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. Pref. 29 The Romish Con-

federateship. 1837 Tail's Mag. IV. 726 Scribe imagines

this view of confederateship to Be exclusively the besetting

sin of the French.

Confederatie, obs. f. Confederacy.

Confederating, vbl. sb. [f. Confederate v.

+ -ing 1.] The action of the verb Confederate.
a 173* Atterbury (JX It is a confederating with him to

whom the sacrifice is offered.

Confe derating, a. [f. as prec. + -nra 2.]

That confederates : see the verb.

1697 Vanbruch Prov. Wife in. i. Get you gone . . you
confederating strumpet you. 176a Sterne 'Pr. Shandy
11802) VI. xxxiii. 360 Betwixt the Queen and the rest of

j

the confederating powers.

Confederation (kftofeder^i-Jsn). In 5-6-acion,

-acyon. [a. F. confe'deratum, in OF. -acion (14th

c. in Littre), ad. L. confa-dcraticm-em Jerome), n.

of action i. confaderare : see Confederate .]

1. The action of confederating, or condition of

being confederated ; a league, an alliance (between

persons or states ; in mod. use only the latter).

Formerly also in a bad sense, Conspiracy.

Articles of confederation', provisions (embodied in

clauses) in accordance with which parties confederate ; in

U. S. Hist. esp. those adopted by the Continental Congress

of 1777, in accordance with which the thirteen American
colonies that had separated from Great Britain formed

themselves into the confederation, which was superseded

by the closer union established in 1789.

1 1415 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xv. 1 16 pe Confederatyown Dat

w es be-twene pe Rewmys twa. 146a Capgrave Chron. 289

Thomas Mounbray [and] Richard Scrop . . mad confedera.

cion that thei schuld help to amende the insolens in the

reme. 1515 Barclay Egloges ill. (1575) C ij/3 They have

no frendship but conspiration, And to do mischiefe con-

federation. 1535 Coverdalf. 2 Kings ix. 14 Iehu. .made a

confederacion agaynst Ioram. 1603 K*lles Hist. Turks

1 1638) 197 [They] met accordingly, and there fully concluded

all the Articles of their confederation. 1654 H. L'Estrangf.

Chas. I (1655) 60 Confederations and alliances between

Princes are rarely long-lived. 1777 1 title) Articles of Con-

federation and perpetual union between the States of New
Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode Island, etc 1801

Adolphus Hist. Eng. (18171 II. 364 They voted articles

of confederation and union, in which they assumed the

appellation of ' the United States of America '. 1815 T.

Jefferson Antobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 52 A majority of the

States, necessary by the Confederation to constitute a

House. 1885 .Ifanch. Exam. 14 Oct. 5/3 [A] scheme for

the confederation of the colonies.

2. A number of states 'or formerly of persons)

united by a league ; a body of states united for

certain common purposes.

In modem political use, 'confederation
-

is usually limited

to a permanent union of sovereign states for common action

in relation to externals. Such were the following: Ger-

manic Confederation, the union of the German States under

the presidency of the Emperor of Austria from 1815 to

1866. Confederation of the Rhine, the union of certain

German States under the protection of Napoleon Bonaparte

from 1806 to 1813. Nnv England Confederation, the

union of four New England colonies for common defence

against the Dutch and the Indians, 1643-84. The United

States of America are commonly described as a Confedera-

tion(m confederacy) from 1777 to 1789 ; but from 1789, their

closer union has been considered a ' federation ' or federal

republic. — . .

161J Hfvlin Microcosmus (1625) 281 An offensive and

defensive league; into which first entered the Uranians,

Swits and Vndervaldens, Ao. 1316; neither were they all

united into one confederation till the ycare 1513. 1838

Penny Cyct. XI. 191 The present Germanic Confederation,

established by .. the Congress of Vienna on the 8th June

1815, consists of 38 Independent States. The central point

and the organ of the Confederation is the Federative diet,

which sits at Frankfort on the Main. 1839-41 Alison

Hist. Europe xlii, The title of Protector of the Confedera-

tion of the Rhine. 1841 W. Spalding Italy t, It. 1st. I. 45

Their confederation is said to have always consisted of

twelve towns. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. 1187611V. xyiii.

208 Doubtless the foremost member of the Danish Civic

Confederation.

Hence Confederationlst, an adherent or sup-

porter of a confederation.

1861 Louisville Jml., The confederationists may be of

one bone with their new President. 1K5 Pall Mall G.

No. 307. 6/2 ' Confederationist ' or young lrelander.

Confe-deratism. rare. The system or practice

of confederates, e.g. of the Confederate party in the

United States.

1870 E. Mui.ford The Nation xvii. 340 Confederatism,

in its attack upon the nation, is in league with hell.

Confederative (k<5nfe-der,niv), a. [f. L. con-

fa-derdt-, ppl. stem (see Confederate) + -tve : cf.

mod.F. confederatif, -ive (Rousseau, St. Simon,

etc.).] Of or relating to confederates or confeder-

ating.
ci8i9 Bentham Wks. II. 447 The two confederative

powers, to-wit, the monarch and the House of Lords.

1831 Eraser's Mag. IV. 319 The report, is a confederative

misrepresentation. It is the wilful act of the fraternity.
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Confederator (kjJhfe'der^tw). ? Obs. [agent-n.

in L. form, f. L. confcederdre to Confederate :

corresp. to F, confiderateur.] One who con-
federates with others {csp. for an evil purpose)

;

a confederate, conspirator,

1536 Act 28 Hen. V/II, c. 15 § 1 Robbers, rnurtherers,
and confederatours vpon the sea. 1568 Grafton Chron.
Hen. VIII, II. 1227 One hundred thousand Crownes,
whereof the one halfe the Confederatours shall and maye
employ when neede shall require. 1641 Termes de la Ley
73 Enquirie shall bee made of conspirators and confedera-
tors. 1864 Webster has Confuterater.

t Confederey, confedre. Obs. [repr. OF.
*confederee fcm. :—Rom. type *confederata (see

-aue) : for form cf. valley, F. vallce.] = Con-
federacy.
1494 Fabvan v. cxxiii. 101 With the other of his confederey.

Ibid. vi. clviii. 140 They drewe westwarde, and made a
confederey with the West Brytons. 1534 Whittinton Tul-
lyes Offices 1. (1540) 25 The confedre of uretherne.

t Confeoffee*. Obs. = Co-feoffee.
1480 Bury Wills (1850) 60, I desire and require myne

confeoffes that they deliuere astate, etc.

Confer (kffafiu), v. [ad. L. confer-re to bring
together, collect, gather, contribute, connect, join,

consult together, bring together for joint examina-
tion, compare; also to confer, or bestow; f. con-

together, and intensive +fer-re to bear, bring. F.

conferer (14th c. in Littre) does not appear to have
been taken into Eng. : hence the difference of
stress between confer, defe r, infer, and di'ffer,

o-ffer, pro-ffer, swffer. Cf. Collate, formed on
the ppl. stem of L. conferred

f 1. trans. To bring together, gather, collect ; to

add together. Obs.

1571 Homilies 11. Rebellion vi. (1574) 613 To conferre
theyr common forces, to the defence of theyr felowe Chris-
tians. 1590 Recorde, etc. Gr. Aries 386, I did conferre
their debts together, and found the debt of the first and the
second to amount to 47 pound. 1615 Chapman Odyss.
xxn. 619 That all the handmaids she should first confer.
1618 — Hcsiod 11. 29 All tooles . . And . . tacklings, to thy
House confer.

fb. To include together, comprise, comprehend.
c 1540 Pilgr. T. 727 in Thynne's Animadv. App. i. 98

Under the coler of the wolfe Is conferyd al the stinking
fuet—So the hunters call it whan they mak ther suet. 1610
Guilum Heraldry m. xxiv. (1660) 245 The skull is inwardly
hollow, to the end that the braine . . might be the more
commodiously conferred therein. 61611 Chapman Iliad
Pref. 70 The works of all being conferred and preserved
there.

T c. fig. To bring (e.g. to mind, under one's

notice, etc.). Obs.

1586 A. Day Engl. Secretarie 1.
(1625J 13, I conferre the

regard thereof to my present imaginations. Ibid. 61 But
what doe I conferre unto your view the notes of such and
so many doubts and hazards.

+ 2. To collect, give, or furnish as a contribu-

tion ; to contribute. Const, to. Obs.
1538 Starkey England 11. i. (1871) 176 To conferre euery

yere a certayn summe. .to the byldyng and reformyng of al

such . . placys. 1628 Hobbes Thucyd. 1. ix. (1822) 6 He
himself hath conferred most ships to that action, a 1677
Barrow Serm. (1810) I. 4 It confers somewhat to the need,
convenience, or comfort of those, .creatures.

+ b. absol. To contribute {unto, to). Obs.
1528 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xxiii. 46 Such things

. . as might conferre unto the same. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 11. ii. 64 The Compasse, declaring rather the
ship is turned, then conferring unto its conversion. 1655-60
Stanley Hist. Pkilos. (1701) 262 Those things which confer
hereunto are to be esteemed Goods, a i&jy Barrow Serm.
Ps. exxxii. 16 The Priests do confer to the good of the
State. 1703 T. N. City <$ C. Purch. 11 Addition of Distent
will confer much to their Beauty.

3. trans. To give, grant, bestow, as a grace, or

as the act of a qualified superior.

1570 Act 13 Eliz. c. 12 § 8 No Title to conferr or present
by Lapse, shall accrue upon any Depryvation ipso facto.

1633^ P. Fletcher Purple 1st. 1. v, Such honour thus con-
ferr d. 1717 Pope in Lady M. W. Montague's Lett, xxvi,
The very favour you are then conferring. 1725 Berkeley
Proposal Wks. III. 231 They have also the power of con-
ferring Degrees in all Faculties. 1765-9 Blackstone
Comm. (1793) 505 The stile and title .. which the king is

pleased to confer. 1878 G. Macdonald Phantasies II. xviii.

69 Benefits conferred awaken love in some minds. Mod.
The ordinary degrees were then conferred.

fb. Const, to, unto, or dative
;
rarely into. Obs.

1542 Udall tr. Erasm. Apopk. 254 The garlande murall,
(whiche the. .Capitain conferred to suche persone as . . had
firste scaled the walles). 1548 Gest Pr. Masse 84 It is y°
sacramental mean wherwyth they be applied and conferred
vnto us. 1598 Chapman Iliad 11. 307 Jove bow'd his head .

.

for sign we should confer These Trojans their due fate. 1654
R. Codrington tr. Hist. Ivstine 20 The Kingdom of the
Persians . . was conferred into the power of one. 1665
Manley Grotius' Low-C. Warres 593 To confer his right
of Claym in that Kingdom to Philip. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.
Nat. U852) I. 262 Virtue, .confers us very little benefit,

c. Const, on, upon. (Cf. Bestow v. 6 b.)
1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 126 And confer faire Millaine

With all the Honors, on my brother. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 11 . xxx. 178 Those that have the Soveraign Power
conferred on them. 1841 Lank Arab. Nts. I. 12 For the
favour he had conferred upon him. 1861 Hughes Tom
Broiyn at Oxf. i. (1889) 3 Why should we not make the
public pay for the great benefits we confer on them 1

d. with the subject a thing.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl, Pol. vi. vi. § 11 That sacraments

contain and confer grace. 1809 J. Marshall Const. Opin.

(1839) 113 The incorporating act confers this jurisdiction.

i86oTyndall Glac. 1. xv. 102 That joy ofheart which perfect
health confers.

f 4. To bring into comparison, compare, collate.

Const, usually with ; also to, unto. Also absol. Obs.
(Exceedingly common from 1530 to 1650. The Latin ab-

breviation ' cf.' of confer= compare, is still in use.)
rtI533 Frith Disput. Pnrgat. Pref. (1829) 85 Let us

ever confer them unto the pure word of God. 1544 Phaer
Regim, Ly/e U560) S ij b, Conferrynge the boke and the
herbe duly together. 1557 {title\ The Newe Testament .

.

Conferred diligently with the Greke, and best approued
translations. 1586 A. Day Engl. Secretarie 11. (1625) 94
If they be conferred . . to the life and joyes to come. 1621
Burton Anat. Mel. 11. iii. in. (165 O 326 Confer future and
times past with present. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos.
(1701) 479 Most of our party confer Irrational Creatures in
general simply with Men. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) II.

1. vii. 35 To confer occasionally, in order to see that his
accounts agree.

fb. To confer notes : see Compare^.1 2 b. Obs.
1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. xiv. 300 Here Gentile and Jew

confer their notes, and compare their intelligence together
concerning Christ's birth. 1654 H. L'Estkange Ckas. I
(1655) 177 All their informers assemble, and confer their
notes together. 1 1704 Swiet The Problem, The Ladies
vanish in the smother To confer notes with one another,

f c. To put the sense together, construe. Obs.

1554 Philpot Exam. <y Writ. (Parker Soc.) 334 Where
we say that the holy Church.. may err, that is thus to be
conferred, that it is possible some part of the Church for a
time to be deceived.

t 5. intr. To agree, accord, conform \iuith, to).

1560 Frampton in Strype Ann. Rcf. I. xx. 244 They
asked me, whether I would confer with their religion. .And
I did confer with them in their religion. 1641 Vind.
Smectymnuus Pref., Churches that doe not conferre to
Episcopall Government,

f b. trans. Obs.

1535 Goodly Primer D iij, They that conferre theyr lyfc

and workes to the signes of heuen.

6. intr. To converse, talk together ; now always
on an important subject, or on some stated ques-

tion : to hold conference, take counsel, consult.

1545 in Lodge Illust. Brit. Hist. (1791) I. 114 The
Wardens, wt. whom I have conferred in that behalf, do say.
1586 Cogan" Haven Health ccxli. {1636)272 To conferre and
talke with our friends of merry matters. 1596 Shaks. Taut.
Skr. v. ii. 102 They sit conferring by the Parler fire. 1666
Pepys Diary (1879) VI. 26 Desirous that I would come .

.

and confer with him about the Navy. 1726 Chetwood
Adv. Capt. Boyle 226, I observ'd the Maid . . conferring
with a Country Fellow. 1769 Robertson Ckas. V, III.
vii. 51 A certain number . . should meet, in order to confer
upon the points in dispute. X879 E. Garrett House by
Works II. 38 The two girls conferred together, and Lydia
accepted the offer.

\>.fig.

1576 I* leming Panopl. Epist, 87, I would have you con*
ferre w l your owne conscience. 1610 Bp. Hall Apol.
Brcnvnists Wks. (1614)731 Consider, and conferre seriously.

f 7. trans. To discuss, talk over, consult about.
155a T. Barnabe in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 145 II. 205 To

com to hym and conferre certayne matters with hym. 1582
N. T. (Rhem.) Luke xxiv. 17 What are these communica-
tions that you conferre one with an other [scrmones quos
conferiis\\ 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 774 They . . confer Thir
State affairs. 1689 tr. Buchanan's De Jure R. 2 Freedom
of speaking and conferring the thoughts of the Heart.

t Confere. Obs. [f. Con- + Fere companion.]
A companion, fellow, colleague.
c 1450 Castle Hd. Life St. Cuthb. (Surtees) 4736 pe

bischope and his confers.

Conferee ikfrnferr). [f. Confer + -EE.]

1. One who is conferred with, a member of a
conference. ( U. S.)

1846 in Worcester. 1888 Chamberlain Commun. fr.
Wasktngtou 16 Feb.,The strong sense entertained by all

the conferees of the importance of removing all cause of
irritation. 1888 Troy (N. Y.) Daily Times 15 Sept. 4/5
An agreement has been reached by the conferees on the
sundry civil bill.

2. One on whom something is conferred.

Conference (kp-nferens;, sb. Also 6 ^and in 9
in sense 8) conferren.ee, 7 conferrance. [a. F.

conference (16th c. in Littre), or ad. med.L. con-

ferentia, f. confer-re to Confer : see -ence. {Col-

lation (from the ppl. stem) was in earlier use in

most of the senses.)]

1 1. The action of bringing together ; collection

;

addition, adding up. Obs. {Cf. Confer i.)

1610 A. Cooke Pope Joan in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 87
It is plain, by conference of years, that he meant to note
out the 855th . . put these odd sums, 4, 3, and 8, to 840 and
they will make 855. 1651 Walton Life Wotton (1670) 137
The Bible, which by many years labour, and conference,
and study, he [Bp. Bedel] had translated into the Irish
tongue.

f 2. Contribution, furnishing, supplying. Obs.

1545 Ravnold Byrtk Mankynde 1 The conference of
most matter in begettyng.

+ 3. Comparison, esp. of texts ; collation. Obs.
1538 Elyot Diet. Pref. to King, The conference ofphrases

or fourmesof speakynge latin and englyshe. 156a Q. Ken-
nedy in Crosraguell <$ Knox (1563) 19 b (Jam.), Knox does
not meit the heid of my partickle quhair I do mark the
conferrence betuix the phrase of the scriptures alledged be
vs baith. 1602 Fulbecke (title). The second part of the
Parallele, or Conference of the Ciuill Law, the Canon Law,
and the Common Law. 1645 Ussher Body Div. (1647) 24

j

By . , conference of other places, the true reading may be

[

discerned. 1663 Chahleton Ckorea Gigant. 30 As may be
. .collected from a Conference of Times, Actions, etc.

4. The action of conferring or taking counsel,

now always on an important or serious subject or
affair ;

* the act of conversing on serious subjects,

formal discourse* (J.); but formerly in the more
general sense of: Conversation, discourse, talk.

I55S Eden Decades 1. ii. 10 You may . . knowe by confer-

ence had with the apothecaries. 1597 Bacon Ess., Of
Studies (Arb. ) 10 Reading maketh a full man, conference a
readye man, and writing an exacte man. 1601 Shaks.
Jul. C. iv. ii. 17 Nor with such free and friendly Conference
As he hath vs'd of old. 1641 Evelyn Diary 4 Oct., To
St. Mary's Chapell, where I had some conference with two
English Jesuites. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. (1775) I. 19,
I saw the monk in close conference with a lady. 1814 Jane
Austen Mausf, Park (1851) 16 Their hours of happy mirth
and moments of serious conference. 1828 D'Israeli Ckas. I,

I. viii. 268 He demanded to be admitted to a last conference
with the King, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxiv. 171 Our con-
ference ended with the arrangement that I was tu write
him an official letter.

f b. Meeting for conversation, rendezvous. Obs.
I 575 Churchyard Ckippes (1817) 134 Diuers enimies had

alwayes there a common resorte and conference,

t c. Subject of conversation, * talk \ Obs.
1625 Massinger .Wry Way iv. i, Wherefore have you .

.

given yourself To visits and entertainments? Think you,
madam, 'Tis not grown public conference?

1 5. Communication, converse, intercourse. Obs.
1565 Jewel Repl. Harding (i6ix) 196 The foure Pa-

triarkes. .vsed to write letters of conference betweene them-
selues, thereby to professe their Religion one to an other.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. xii. 56 Witches, that pretended
conference with the dead.

Jig"- «58a Hester Seer. Pktorav. 11, xiv. 93 Impostumes
in the eyes, .because thei haue a conference with the head,
thei are evill to heale.

6. A formal meeting for consultation or discus-

sion ; e.g. between the representatives of different

sovereign states, the two Houses of Parliament

or of Congress, the representatives of societies,

parties, etc.

Hampton Court Conference^ that held by James I and
the High Church party with some of the Puritans in the
Church of England, in January 1604; Savoy Conference,
that held at the Savoy Palace in London between the
Episcopalians and Presbyterians after the Restoration in

I

1661.

1586 A. Day Engl. Secretarie 11. (1625) 20 Whom your
selfe knew an houre before our conference, to have bin dis-

charged our company. 1665-6 Marvell Corr. 5 Jan., A
I

message came, .from the Lords for present Conference upon
I four bills sent up to them. 1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 953 The

Conferences held at Paris in the Academy Royal for the
improvement of the Arts of Painting and Sculpture. 1769
Robertson Ckas. V, VI. vi. 91 They demanded a con-
ference with the representatives of the cities concerning
the state of the nation. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 1. ix. 151

Conferences most usually take place where either House
disagrees to amendments in bills made by the other. 1875
Jevons Money (18781 49 The International Monetary Con.
ference held at Paris, in 1867.

7. The annual assembly of ministers and other

representatives of the Wesleyan Methodist Con-
nexion, constituting its central governing body
(first held in 1744); also the name of similar

assemblies or bodies in other Methodist societies,

and some other religious bodies in Great Britain

and America. (Written with capital C.)

1744 Wesley Monday 25 [June] and the five

following days, we spent in conference with many of our
brethren. 1745 Ibid., Thursday, August 1, and the follow-

ing days, we had our second Conference, with as many of
our brethren . .as could be present. — Jain. Conversations

(1749) Conv. ii, Aug. 1, 1745, It was proposed to review the
Minutes of the last Conference with regard to justification.

1784 — Wks. (1872) IV. 512 The Rev. John Wesley's
Declaration and Appointment of the Conference of the
people called Methodists. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. BedeEpW.,
' Conference has forbid the women preaching ' . .

* Ah said

Seth..'and a sore pity it was o' Conference'. 1886 Pall
Mall G. 21 July 10/1 The 'Legal Hundred '..is a very
important part of the Methodist organization. The one
hundred ministers of which it is composed become ex-

officio members of the conference for life.

8. The action of conferring ; bestowal.

1869 Daily Nezus 30 Oct., The conference of the degree
upon Mr. Absolom was loudly cheered. 1881 Standard
25 Nov., The conferrence of the degree was loudly cheered
by the undergraduates.

9. attrib.

1867 A. Barry Sir C. Barry vii. 260 A central conference

room. 1886 Pall Matt G. 21 July 10/1 Elected as con-

ference secretary.

Co'nference, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] ' intr. To
hold conference ; to confer.

1846 Worcester cites Chr. Observer. 1865 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. IV. XIL xi. 265 There was of course long con.

ferencing, long consulting.

Conferencier (k^nferensie-1) . nonce-wd. An
organizer or leading member of a conference.

1885 Ck. Times XXIII. 367/4 The long-expected con-

ferencier appeared. .011 the platform.

Ccvnferencize, v. notU6-wd, [see -ize.] intr.

To hold a conference.

1833 New Monthly Mag. 12 Three years of friendly

conferencizing and conversationing in Downing Street.

t Co*nferent t
a. Obs. [a. obs.F. conferent use-

ful, profitable, ad. L. conferent-em, pr. pple. of con*

fer-re to conduce, be useful.] Pertinent, applicable.
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1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirnrg., They be
conferent to the dyseases of asma, palsye, and spettynge of

blode. 1545 Raynold Byrtk Mankynde 6 Theyr operation

is bumtymes conferent and appartaynyng to the matters
that we entende of.

Conferential (k^nfere'nfal), a. ff. mcd.L.

conferentia Conference + -al.] Of or relating to

conference, or to a conference : see the sb.

1862 Worcester cites Eclect. Rev. 1882-3 Schafe En-
cycl. Relig. Kno%ul. III. 2586 i Victoria, New Zealand, and
Queensland are nut as yet invested with conferential powers.

1887 Pall Mail Budget 14 Apr. 8 All our conferential

meetings only serve to part us more.

Conferme, obs. f. Confirm, Conform v.

Conferment (k^nfcument), sb. [f. Confer v.

+ -ment.] The action of conferring or bestowing

;

f cotter, something conferred {obs.).

1658 Slincsuy Diary (1836) 200 A competent conferment
upon your younger brother. 1877 Daily News 30 Nov. 3/5
Oxford, Conferment of Degrees. 1885 Manch. Evening
Neivs 15 May 2/2 The Lancet . . advocates the conferment
of medical peerages.

t Conferme nt, v. Obs. [ad. L. confermenld-re,

f. con- +fermentdre to Ferment.] trans. To fer-

ment together, mix in fermentation.
1651 Biggs Nevv Dt'sp. 162 The life is confermented to the

bloud of the veins.

t Conferme'ntate, a. Obs. [ad. L. con-

fermentdt-us pa. pple. : see prec] Mixed or

combined in fermentation.
1650 Charleton Paradoxes Prol. 21 These, .being joyned

in commission and confermentate with the Balsamicall
Emanations.

t Confermenta'tion. Obs. [n. of action f.

L. confermentdre : see Conferment v. and-ATiON.]
Fermentation together ; combination in a process

of fermentation.
1650 Charleton Paradoxes Prol. 21 The third Quality

resulting from their Commixture ofConfermentation. 1684
tr. lionet's Merc. Compit. 1. 29 The mutual confermentation
of all the Simples increases their virtue.

Conferrable (kpnfirab'l;, a. [f. Confer +
-able.] That may be conferred.
1660 E. Waterhouse Arms <y Ann. 94 It qualifies a

gentleman for any conferrable honour. 1864 in Webster.
Mod. Degrees conferrable by the university.

Conferral (kfJnfa-ral). rare~°. [f. as prec. +
-AL : cf. bestowal, etc.] The action of conferring

or bestowing ;
= Conferment sb.

1880 in Webster Supp.

Conferred (k^nfsud , a. [f. as prec. +
-ED.] Granted, bestowed, etc.

x 794 J- William Crying Epistle 38 An assumed or con-
ferred potency.

Conferrer 'k£)hf5T3j). [f. Confer v. + -ek '.]

One who confers : see the verb.

1565 Abp. Parker Corr. (1853) 234 Our book which is

subscribed to by the bishops conferrers. 16*5 Ussher
Atom. Jesuit 134 Appointed to be witnesses rather than
conferrers of that grace. 1741 Richardson PameUi (1824)
I. xxxii. 327 Several persons, as conferrers or receivers.

1871 Alabaster Wheel ofLaw 208 Conferrers of a name.
1887 Baring-Gould Gaverocks I. xix. 263 The recipient,

not the conferrer, of favours.

Conferring (kpnfa rin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec +
-ing 1.] The action of the verb Confer, a. v.

1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. Pref. (1573) *9 Hm con-
ferring of tongs. 1649 Roberts Clavis Biol. Introd, iu. 35
The conferring of ancient translations with the Originals.

1891 Standard x \ Feb. 3 Mr. Balfour attended the conferring
of degrees at Trinity College, Dublin.

Conferruminate (k^nfer/?mintrt), a. Bot.

[ad. L. conferrtlmindt'-us soldered together, pa.

pple. of conferrumindre, f. con- together + ferru-
tnindre to solder : see Eerrlminate.] (See quot.)
1855 Loudon Encycl. Plants 409 Seeds angular. Embryo

conferruminate. 1880 t \v w Stru .'. Bot. viii. 314 Cotyledons
. .consolidated into one body by the coalescence of the con-
tiguous faces, .are said to be conferruminate.

Conferruminate (-*'t), v. [f. L. conferrd-

miud-re see prec.*) + -ate 3.] trans. To solder to-

gether ; to unite closely into a solid mass.
1826 Denham, etc. Traz'. u. 249 The cement . . is so com-

pletely conferruminated with the grains.

t Couferru mina tion. Obs. [n. of action f.

L. confemltnindre : see prec] Soldering together

;

fig. intimate union or combination.
1656 Trait Comm. Rom. feL 6 Whatsoever conferrumina-

tion of grace and works Papists dream of.

t Confe'rt, a. Obs. [ad. 1>. confert-us, pa. pple.

of confercire, f. con-
-i
farcire to stuff.] Dense,

compact.
1661 On'gcns Opin. in Phcntx (172O I. 54 [Clouds] when

become more crouded and confert . . fall . . in . . Showers.

I Confe'rtion. Obs.-* [n. of action f. L.
confert- (see prec.).]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Confertion, a stuffing or filling.

Confertispa rsison. Welsh Pros. [f. L.

confertus crowded + sparsus sparse + sonus
sound.] (See (mot.)
1856 J. Williams Gram. Edeym § 200 A syllable that

terminates with four consonants, having the obscure pro-
nunciation of the mute^cent y between each, .is called con-
fertisparsison.

II Conferva k£nf5\iva\ Bot. PI. confervas
(-v/). [L. conferva, some kind of water plant

I

with healing virtues mentioned by Pliny, perh.

comfrey.]

A genus of plants originally constituted by Dil-

lenius, and then made to contain many hetero-

geneous species of filamentous cryptogams ; now
j

restricted to certain fresh-water Green Alga:

{ChtorophyUse), composed of simple {i.e. un-

branched) many-celled filaments, and reproduced

by zoospores. One of the most familiar species is

popularly known as Crozv-silk.

[1640 J. Parkinson Tlieatr. Bot. 1261 Pliny hath recorded
that he knew of one cured incredible quickly, with his Con-
ferva.] 1757 Ellis in Phil. Trans. L. 285 It appears to be a
geniculated red conferva. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. 1. 207 The
banks.. are every where covered with reeds, lichen, confer-

vas, and various kinds of aquatic vegetables. 1854 Hooker
Hiatal. Jmls. I. xvi. 371 The rocks . .were covered with a
red conferva. 188* Vines Sachs' Bot. 355 Air-cavities, from
the bottom of which the cells containing chlorophyll spring

in a conferva-like manner.

ConfervaceOUS (kfiifajv^i-Jas ,a. Bot. [f. prec.

+ -ACEous.l Of the nature of or allied to the

genus Conferva
;
belonging to the Nat. Ord. Con-

fervaeese, which some algologists have constituted

for that genus and its allies.

1853 Phillips Rfrers iWksh. iv. 125 Siliceous parts of
confervaceous plants. i86x H. Macmillan Eootn. Page
Nat. 164 The most singular of the confervaceous alga?.

Conferral (k{Tnf5\ival , a. and sb. Bot. [f. as
! prec. + -al.] = Confervoid a. and sb.

1850 Pkreika Mat. Med. 901 Conferrals are particularly

abundant in both hot and cold sulphureous springs.

Confervite (k^nfa-jvoit). [f. as prec. + -ite.]

1 A fossil plant, allied to Conferva, found chiefly in

the Chalk.
[1844 Mantell Medals Creation I. 104 Confctvites.—

These cellular and aquatic plants are found sometimes in

I transparent quartz pebbles, and in chalk.] 1859-65 in

Pace Handbk. Geol, Terms.

Confervoid ,k(?nf5Mvoid), a. and sb. Bot. [f.

as prec. + -oiu.]

A. adj. Of the nature of or resembling a Con-

ferva ;
composed of articulated filaments ;

1 also,

applied to diseases caused by parasitic vegetations
*

{Syd. Soc. Lex.").

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 311 A body resembling a
bundle of confervoid threads. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract.
Hygiene led. 3' 51 Alga; and confervoid growths.

B. sb. An alga of the genus Conferva or of any
allied genus ;

1 any low vegetable growth in stag-

nant water
1

{Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1854 Griffith & Henfrf.y Microgr. Diet. (ed. 2) 175/2
Larger . . than those of any other Confervoids. 1867 J.

Hogg Microsc. 11. i. 266 The simplest forms of vegetable

life are met with in the Confervoids. 1882 A. W. Blyth
Foods 542 The moving reproductive spores of confervoids.

Conxery, obs. f. Comfkkv.

Confess k^nfe-s), v. torms: 4 confessen,

4-7 -fesse, (7 -fese), 5- confess ;
pa. t. and pa.

pple. -ed ; also 6-9 oonfest. [a. OK. cottfesse-r

(1 2th c. in Littr£), (= Pr. confessar, Sp. confesar,

It. confessare, med.L. confessare

)

:—late L. confes-

sdre *confessdrt t
ircq. oiconjiteri, ppl. stemconfess-,

to acknowlcdge,own, avow, confess, i.eon- intensive

+faieri, fass- to utter, declare, disclose, manifest,

avow, acknowledge, prob. from the same root as

fart to speak, utter ; c£ Gr. <P&t6s, L.fdtus spoken,

fdtum utterance, fdtdri Jreq.) to speak much.]

I. getierally.

1. trans. To declare or disclose something which

I
one has kept or allowed to remain secret as being

prejudicial or inconvenient to oneself) ; to ac-

knowledge, own, or admit (a crime, charge, fault,

weakness, or the like). Also absol.

1 1386 Chaucer Sor.'s P. 486 Myn harm I wol confessen
er 1 pace. 15*6 Tisdaue John i. 20 And he confessed and
denyed not, and suyde playnly: I am not Christ. 1596
SHAKS.il/rrrA. /

". in. ii-34 Bass. Promise me life, and lie

confesse the truth. Por. Well then, confessc and Hue. 1667
Milton P. L. x. 1 100 And both confess'd . . thir faults, and
pardon beg'd. 1684 Blnyan Pilgr. 11. 34 Shall we go back
again to my Lord, and confess our folly? 1706 I'riok Ode
to Queen 92 Human faults with human griefs confess ; *Tis

thou art chang'd. 1871 R. Elms Catullus vi. 16 What-
ever is yours to tell or ill or Good, confess it. 1877 Mozley
Univ. Sertn. x. 205 Some will confess this of themselves,

and confess it with a kind of pride.

+ b. reft. To make oneself known, disclose one's

identity. Obs.

1393 Gower Conf. \. 184 She her wolde nought confessc,

Whan they her axen what she was.

C. with sttbord. clause stating the thing confessed.

(14*5 Wyntoun Cron. VL xiv. 44 De Byschapc ban con-

f< "yd, how he .. gat entre. 1509 Nashk Lenten Stuffe
Wks. 1883-4 V. 297 The poore fellow would rather . . con-
fesse hee crucified Iesus Christ, then abide it [the torture]

any longer. 160a Shaks. Ham. in. i. 5 He does confesse he
feeles himselfe distracted, a 1699 Lady Halkett Auto-
biog. (18751 3, I confese I was guilty of disobedience. 1814

Southey Roderick x. Confessing how the love Which thus

began in innocence, betray'd My unsuspecting heart. 1866

G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neieho. xiii. (1878) 283, 1 have to

confess that 1 loved Miss Oldcastle.

d. with object and inf. cotnpl.

(The object may be suppressed when a rejl.pron., and
the infinitive when to be.)

1571 in H. Campbell Love-Lett. Mary Q. Scots {1824) 10
James Erie of Mortoun . . grantit and coniessit him to have
ressavit from the said Lord Regent an silver box. 1608
Shaks. Per. v. iii. 2, 1 here confess myself the king of Tyre.
1628 Discov. Jesuit's Coll. in Camd. Misc. (1852) 22 They
confessed themselves to be recusants. 1647 W. Urowxe tr.

Polexander \\. 103, I confesse to measure things by the
rules of common wisdome. 1655 Theophania 88, I confess
myselfas ignorant . . as unable, etc. 173a Berkeley A Iciphr.

11. $ 4, I confess myself to be rather . . confounded than
convinced.

e. Often introducing a statement made in the

,
form of a disclosure of private feeling or opinion

;

[

e.g. *I confess that I have my doubts about it *,

t. e. I must say that I have, etc.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 72 If the Pope, sayde he..
;

wrought this revenge for me, I confesse it offendeth me
nothing. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Efist. 254 This exercise,

1 must confesse, is laborious and painefull. 163a Haywaro
tr. Biondi's Eromena 18 The hazard I confesse is great.

'653 Walton Angler Ep. Ued. 5, I do here freely confess,

that I should rather excuse my self, then censure others.

1711 Addison Spect. No. 124 r 3, I must confess I am
amazed that the Press should be only made use of in this

Way. 1875 J°WETT Pl&to (ed. 2) 1. 10, I confess that I was
quite astonished at his beauty.

2. To acknowledge, concede, grant, admit for

1 oneself (an assertion or claim, that might be chal-

;

lenged). Const, as in 1 c, d.

c 1450 Castle Hd. Life St. Cuthberi (Surtees) 4864 He
! cryed orrybelly and confest dene saint cuthbert halynes.

1535 Coverdale Ecct. ii. ij, 1 confessed within my harte,

that this also was but vanite. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

Ixx. § 9 That very law of nature itself which all men confess
1 to be Gods law. 1653 Walton Angler To Rdr., I did not
undertake to write, or to publish this . . to please myself .

.

; for, I have confest there are many defects in it. 1771
Junius Lett, xlviii. 252 You confess that parliaments are

\
fallible. 187a E. Peacock Mabel Heron C vii. 118 A dis-

torted knowledge, it must be confessed, of religious duty.

1875 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. xii. (ed. 5) 189 The Kings of

I

Cyprus and Armenia sent to Henry VI to confess them-
selves his vassals and ask his help.

3. To acknowledge one s belief t/iat, to avow
formally, esp. as an article of faith.

1509 Fisher Pun. Serm. Ctess RichmondAVks. 309 [She]

confessed assuredly, that in the sacrament was conteyned
cryst Ihesu. 15*6 Tindale John ix. 22 That yf eny man
dyd confesse that he was Christ, he shuld be excominunicat.

1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, AthaM. Creed, The ryght fayth is

that we beleue and confesse : that our Lorde Jesus Christe

the sonne of God, is God and man.
4. To acknowledge or formally recognize (a

]>crson or thing) as having a certain character or

certain claims ; to own, avow, declare belief in or

adhesion to.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 15311 259 b, Herken to y
gospell, and with all your herte confesse the same. 1549
Bk. Com. Prayer* Communion, Al they that do confesse

thy holy name. 1557 N. XL (Genev.) Matt. x. 32 Whosoeuer
therfore shal confesse me before men, him will I confesse

[earlier w. knowledge] also before my father which is in

heauen. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living (1727) 224 We
Srofess it in our Creed, we confess it in our lives. 1848

Irs. Jameson Sacr. Leg. Art (1850? 361 He whom I

!
confess and adore. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art 30 We

1 have long confessed it with our hps, though we refuse to

confess it in our lives.

6. fig. To make known or reveal by circum-

stances ; to be evidence of ; to manifest, prove,

j

attest, {poet.)

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. ii, Whose wayes .

.

confess no circumscription. 1652 Nledham tr. Selden's

Mare CI. Title-p., Thy great endeavors . . do confess thou

act'st som great design. 168a Dryden Medal Bt And shews
the Fiend confess'd without a veil. 1700 Blackmore Job

53 Mighty sufferings mighty guilt confess. 1715 Pope
Iliad 11. 219 The voice divine confess'd the warlike maid.

1816 Southey Lay ofLaureate, Dreatn ^8 In re-appearing

light confess'd, There stood another Minister of bliss. i8aa

Scott Pirate xvi. Even the. .strong-headed Magnus him-

self had confessed the influence of the sleepy god.

6. intr. Confess to (a thing : To plead guilty to

(a charge), own to (a fault or weakness) ; to admit,

acknowledge. With indirect pass.

1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. III. 26 These charges he . . de-

nied; but he confessed to one of as heinous a nature. 1776
Johnson in Bosivell 23 Mar., He confesses to one bottle of

port every day, and he probably drinks more. 1840 Levek
//. Lorreqner vi, I have already ' confessed ' to my crying

sin.. to follow the humour of the moment. 1873 Black
Pr. Thule xii. 191 He had to confess to a certain sense of

failure. 1888 F. Hl me Mad. Midas 1. x, A . . damsel, who
was thirty-five years of age, and confessed to twenty-two.

b. The use of the verbal sb. in this construction appears

to arise out of that of the infinitive as in 1 d, etc. : cf. the

series to confess himself to ha,:; (1 7 1 , in 1 d), confess to have*

confess to having, of which the last is now most frequent.

In some cases also confess to appears to be short for confess

to have (or having), as in to confess to [having] a dread

:

cf. the following.

1839 Socthey Sir T. More I. 244, I confess to having

made free with his tail and his hoofs and his horns. 1845

E. Warburton Cresc. $ Cross (1846) I. Pref. ix, I confess

I
to have borrowed freely. 1856 F. E. Paget Owlet 71 Mrs.

Brunt confessed to having a natural antipathy to the .

.

Curate. 1865 Thirlwall Lett. (1881) II. 47, I confess to

a personal dread of frost. 1879 Scribner*s Mag. XIX. 1/1,

I confess to finding no little pleasure in [such] explorations.

[Cf. ' I confess to measure ', 111 1 d, 1647.]

II. specifically.

7. Law. a. intr. To admit the truth of what is

charged ; to make a confession. To confess and
avoid : to admit a charge, but show it to be invalid
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in law. b. trans. To admit (a thing) as proved,

or legally valid.

1586 Thvnne in Holinshed III. 1272/1, I determine .. to

confesse and avoid . . whatsoever imperfections have now
distilled out of my pen. 1589 Puttknham Eng. Poesle 111.

xix. (Arb.) 235 The good orator . .will first admit it and in

th'end auoid all for his better aduantage, and this figure is

much vsed by our English pleaders in the Starchamber and
Chancery, which they call to confesse and auoid. 1658-9
Burton's Diary (1828) III. 37 He may confess and avoid,

confess and justify, or confess and mitigate. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) V. 271 Lord Bolingbroke, by a bond dated
24th July 1770, with warrant of attorney to confess judg-

ment . . became bound to the lessee. Ibid. V. 289 Though
the defendant should appear to it, and confess lease, entry,

and ouster. 1839 Keightley Hist. Eng. II. 40 Certain
just and legal impediments then confessed on her part.

8. EccL To acknowledge sins orally as a religious

duty, with repentance and desire of absolution.

a. trans. (Not orig. distinct from the general

sense in 1.)

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. T 038 It is reson bat he bat tres-

passeth by his free wyl that by his free wyl he confesse his

trespas. 1S3S Coverdale Lev. xvi. 21 Then shal Aaron
laie both hisnandes vpon y° heade of him [the goate], and
confesse ouer him all the myszdedes of yJ children of Israel.

1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, That you confesse with
an uufained hearte to almightie God, youre synnes and un-
kyndnes towardes his Maiestie committed, ibid.. Let him
come to me, or to some other dyscrete and learned priest .

:

and confesse and open his synne and griefe secretly. 1611

Bible Jos. v. 16 Confesse your faults one to another, and
pray one for another, that yee may bee healed. 1687 Am\
Wake Prep.for Death If our sin be only against God,
yet to confess it to his minister may be of good use.

b. rejl. To make formal confession of sins, esp.

to a priest, in order to penance and absolution.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xi. 53 Go confesse be to sum frere

and shewe hym bi synnes. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7697 If ye
woll you now confesse, And leve your sinnes more and
lesse. c 1511 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. Introd. (Arb.) 30/2 They
confesse them to God alone and none prestes. 15.. Knt.
of'Curtesy 451 in Ritson Metr. Rom. III. 215 She confessed
her devoutly tho, And shortely receyved the Sacrament.
1553 Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, Bewail your own sinful

lives, confess yourselves to Almighty God with full purpose
of amendment of life. 1704 Addison Italy 6 Our Captain
thought his Ship in so great Danger, that he fell upon his

Knees and confess'd himself to a Capuchin ..on Board.
1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 265 The
young count . . confessed himself, set his house in order.

c. with of. Also in transf. sense.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. F 245 He moste confessen hym
of aile the condiciouns that bilongen to his synne. 1393
Gower Con/, I. 89 In this wise I me confesse Of that ye
clepe unbuxomnesse. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. it 53 Confesse
thee freely of thy sinne. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 1. (1646)

75 They confesse themselves of all their sinnes to the Priest.

d. intr. in same sense as the rejl.

159a Shaks. Rom. Jul. iv. i. 23 Par. Come you to

make confession to this Father? Jul. To answere that, I

should confesse to you. 1812 J. Brady Clavis Cat. (1815)

I. 210 Prior to the Reformation every communicant, .was
obliged individually to confess to his parish priest. 1880
Ouida Mollis II. 314 For she does go to confess.

9. trans. Of the priest : To hear the confession

of, to act as a confessor to, to shrive. Also absol.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xi. 76 Ich haue moche merueille .

.

Why 5owre couent coueyteth to confesse and to burye,
Rather ban to baptise barnes. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
A vj, The preest cam and confessid him. a 1533 Ld. Ber-
ners Huon Ixii. 217 He confessyd Huon and assoylled hym
of all his synnes. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. 533, I haue
confes'd her, and I know her vertue. 1771 Franklin Auto-
biog. Wks. 1840 I. 63 A priest visited her, to confess her
every day. 1889 Tablet 28 Dec. 1053, I went to see and
confess an old man.
absol. 1840 Macaulay Rankc Ess. (1851) II. 141 The

faithful servant of the Church was preaching, catechising,

confessing, beyond the Niemen.
b. passive. Of the penitent : To be shriven :

often = 8 b. To he confessed of: to be assoiled of

by confession.

^1340 Gaiv. Gr. Knt. 2391 pou art confessed so clene,

be-knowen of by mysses. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xcv. 425
(Add. MS.) A grete man. .that was not confessid of a longe
tyme. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xi. iv, I counceyle yow
said the kynge to be confessid clene. As for that said sire Bors
I wille be shryuen with a good wylle. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon lxxxiii. 260, I know one [synne]. .the whicheas yet ye
were neuer confessyd of. 163a Lithgow Trav. viii. 346 A
Peasant, .was confessed, and receiued the Sacrament.

10. Confess and be hanged : a proverbial phrase,

found with variations and frequent allusive appli-

cation in 16— 17th c.

It is uncertain whether the 1 confess ' referred originally to
shriving or to confession of crime. From the Pepys quot.,

the use of the expression appears to have been a degree
ruder than saying ' You lie*.

e 1592 Marlowe Jew 0/Malta iv. ii, Blame not us, but
the proverb,—Confess and be hanged. 1604 Shaks. Oth.
iv. i. 38 To confesse and be hang'd for his labour. First to
be hang'd, and then to confesse. 166a Pepys Diary 8 Sept.,
The young Queen [ Katherine] answered, 1 You lye ' ; which
was the first English word that I ever heard her say: which
made the King^ good sport ; and he would have taught her
to say in English, 'Confess and be hanged'. 1662 Fuller
Worthies (1811) II. 407 The simple Earl was perswaded
. .to confess the fact, .and so. .soon after found the Proverb
true, ' Confess, and be beheaded '.

t Confe'ssal. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Confess + -al.]

The action of confessing ; confession.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie Bt. xix. (Arb.) 235 When the

matter is so plaine that it cannot be denied or trauersed, it

is good that it be iustified by confessall and auoidance.

CoufeSSant (k^nfe-sant). [f. C0NFK8S + -ANT 1,

corresp. to F. confessant, med.L. confessdnt-em

pr. pplc.] One who confesses or makes a confes-

sion, esp. as a religious duty.
a 1603 T. Cartwright Coufut. Rliem. N. T. (16181 24S
Why is it not enough in the Confessant, for his confession

to say onely, I confesse all my sins 't 1625 Bacon Apoph. 477
The confessant kneels down before the priest. 1843 Borrow
Bible in Spain iii. 11872) 18 All these charms were fabrica-

tions of the monks, who had sold them to their infatuated

confessants. 1880 19th Cent. VII. 120 The confessant's sig-

nature was awanting.

I] Confessa*rius . [med.L. confessarius, f.

confess-, ppl. stem of conjiterl to Confess.] =next.
1661 Cressy Rejl. Oaths Suprem. $ Alleg. 50 As for that

purely spiritual Jurisdiction that a Bishop exercises in cen-
sures, or a Confessarius over his penitent in the internal

Court of conscience. 1743 A. Butler Lives of Saints,
Camillas (1847) VII. 208 Making use of St. Philip Neri for

his confessarius. 1845 G. Oliver Colt. Biog. Soc. of Jesus
74 He. .was confessarius to the English college at Rome.

tCoilfe'SSary. Obs. [ad. med.L. eonfessdri-us;

see prcc]
1. A casuist who deals with confession.

a 1619 Donne Bia9avaro^ (1644) 98 The Confessaries of
these times. 1649 Br. Hall Cases Cense. II. viii. 187 The
strange determination of learned Azpilcueta, the oracle of

I Confessaries . . teaches, that the prisoner . . is not bound at

his death to confesse the crime to the world.

2. A father confessor.

a 1656 Bi*. Hall Strut. Wks. II. 289 (T.) To resist it, as

!
partial magistrates ; to reveal it, as treacherous confessaries.

3. One who makes a confession ; a confessant.
I 1608 T. Morton Pream. Incounter 10 Euery penitent

Confessarie must receiue absolution.

tConfeSSa'trix. Obs. rare- 1
. [med. or

I

mod.L. fern, agent-n. from cenfessdre to confess :

j

see -TBix.] A female confessor of the faith.

1604 Parsons 3rd Pt. Three Confers. Eng. 269 Vet
setteth he downe the one for a principall rubricated Martyr
. .& the other for a Confessatrix.

Confessed (kj&ife'st),^/. a. Also 7-9 confest.

[f. Confess v. + -ed 1.]

1. Acknowledged as true
;
avowed, owned, ad-

mitted
;
evident, made manifest.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's lust. i. 23 The Prophet, .taketh
it for confessed truth. 1643 Milton Divorce Wks. 1738 I.

170 To. .do a confest good work. 1790 Paley Hone Paul.
1.2 The design and composition of the letters are in general
so confessed. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. III. 761 The prince
confest to every warrior's sight. 1844 Stanley Arnold
(1858) I. iv. 165 A confessed and unconquerable difficulty.

l>. To stand (+ appear) confessed : i. c. made
known, revealed, open to recognition.

1708 Rowe Royal Convert (T.), The perfidious author
stands confest. a 1763 Shenstone Elegies vn. 17 Instant a

1 grateful form appear'd confest. 1866 Motley Dutch Rip.
i v. i. 655 Throwing off his disguise . . the youthful paladin

j

stood confessed.

2. That has confessed his sins, shriven.

c 1450 Merlin i. 10 Yef he were confessed and repentant,

and. .he wolde resceyve penance . . he sholde [haue] anoon
forgevenesse. 1812 J. Brady Clavis Cat. (1815J I. 210 One
who looked like a confessed or shrived culprit.

Confessedly (.kfmfcsiidli), adv. Also 7 con-
festly. [f. prcc. + -ly 2.]

1. By general admission or acknowledgement

;

admittedly.
1640 Br. Hall Episc. 11. § 11. 146 [Ignatius] in all those

confessedly-genuine Epistles, which he wrote. 1667 Decay
\

Chr. Piety (T.), That principle which is confestly predomi-
nant in our nature. 1772 Junius Lett, lxviii. 337 The star

j

chamber a court confessedly arbitrary. 1861 Mill UtUit.
I v. 83 Rules ofjustice confessedly true. 1867 Freeman Norm.

Conq. (1876) I. vi. 492 The letter is confessedly a forgery,

2. By personal confession, avowedly.

1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. 1. i, The latter attached to

Maria, and confessedly beloved by her. 1878 H. H. Gibbs
Ombre 20 His antagonists having confessedly bad hands
there is more likelihood of there being a good set of cards

in the stock.

Confessee (k^nfes/")- rare. [f. Confess v. +
-EE.] a. One who is confessed (by a priest), b-

One to whom confession is made.
(Ambiguous and to be avoided.)

1601 F. Godwin Bps. Eng. yjj Either the Confessor, or

the Confessee, or the reporter, lied I doubt not. 1839 J.
Rogers Autipopopr. xiv. § 1. 305 Confessor and confitent, or

rather confessee and confesser commonly in private.

Confesser (k^nfe-sai). [f. Confess v. + -EB 1
.]

One who confesses or makes confession.

1836-46 in Smart Walker's Diet. 1839 [see prec.].

Confessing (k£>nfe*sin\ vbl. sb. [f. Confess v.

+ -ING 1 .] The action of the vb. Confess; acknow-
ledging, avowing; hearing confessions.

i6ix Bible i Esdras ix. 8 Now by confessing giue glory

vnto the Lord. 1642 O. Sedgwicke England1

s Preserv. 3
By Fastings, by confessings, by prayings. rti6«;6 Bi*. Hall
Occas. Medit. (1851) 37 O God, if the confessing of thine

own gifts may glorify thee.

Confessing, //A a. [f. as prec. + -ing-.]

That confesses. Hence Confessingly adv.
a 1658 Cleveland Model New Rel. 25 That they may see

confessingly and swear, They have not seen at all this

Fourteen Year.

Confession (k^nfejan). Also 4-7 with usual

interchange of i and y, 0 and on, (5 -fescione).

[a. F. confession (12th c. in Littre), early ad. L.

confession-em, n. of action f. confiten to Confess.]

I. The action of confessing.

1. The disclosing of something the knowledge of
which by others is considered humiliating or pre-

judicial to the person confessing ; a making known
or acknowledging of one's fault, wrong, crime,

:

weakness, etc.

160a Shaks. Ham. 111. i. 9 When we would bring him on
1 to some Confession Of his true state. 161 1 Dekkek Roar-
ingGirl Wks. 1873 III. 173 Confession is but poore amenxls
for wrong, Vnlesse a rope would follow. 1781 Gibbon Decl.

V F. III. 240 Tortures, to force from their prisoners the

confession of hidden treasure. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.Dcr.
vi, Isabel, .did not forsee her own impulse to confession.

b. Law. Acknowledgement before the proper

authority of the truth of a statement or charge

;

! acknowledgement by a culprit of the offence

I charged against him, when he is asked to plead to

the indictment. Confession and avoidance: ad-

mission of the truth of an adverse allegation, with

the allegation of some new matter tending to avoid
: its legal effect.
1 *574 tr- Littleton's Tenures 37 b, Eyther he is villaine by

\

prescripcion . . or he is villain by his own confession in

court of recorde. 1641 Termes de la Ley 74 Which confes-

sion of the prisoner himselfc is the most certaine answer

I

and best satisfaction that may bee given to the Jud^e to

: condemne the offendor. Mod. The prisoner has made a

i full confession.

2. As a religious act : The acknowledging of sin

\
or sinfulness

;
esp. such acknowledgement made

in set form in public worship.
< 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 27 He smote upon his

breest, to figure true confessioun. c 1440 Gesta Rom. i. 4

(Harl. MS.) Butte downe, .thyne old lif of synne, and entre

yn to the bathe of confessione. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Communion, Make your humble confession to almightie

God, and to his holy church here gathered together in hys
name, mekely knelyng upon your knees, a 1600 HooKtii
EccL Pol. 11. iv. § 6 Public confession they thought neces-

sary by way of discipline, not private confession, as in the

nature of a sacrament, necessary. 1720 Wheatli y Illust.

Bk. Com. Prayer (1839) 113 Such as would pray effectually

have always begun with confession, 1884 hhvwv Anuot.
Bk. Com. Prayer 181 To place a public Confession and
Absolution within the reach of all, day by day.

b. spec. The confessing of sins to a priest, as

a religious duty ; more fully, sacramental or auri-

cular confession.

1377 Langl. Pt. B. xn. 176 How coiitricioun with-oute

confessioun conforteth be soule. c 1394/'. PI. Crede 468 pei

coueten confessions to kachen some hire, And sepultures

also some wayten to cacchen. c 1500 Lancelot 20S3 If that

thow at confessioune hath ben, And makith the of al thi

synnis clen. 1549 isl Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, Rc-
quiryng suche as shalbe satisfied with a generall confession,

. not to be offended with them that doe use . . the auriculer

and secret confession to the Priest. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.
' v. ii. 41 Besides she did intend Confession At Patrick's Cell
' this euen. 1713 Steele Englishm. No. 49. 314, I . .

have

not for some months been at Confession. 1824 Scott Red-
- gauntlet eh. xv, A lovely lass to a friar came, To confession
1

a-morning early. 1865 Union Rev. III. 614 Confession,

again, as it is ordinarily administered among us, is another

stumbling-block.

3. Acknowledgement of a statement, claim, etc.

;

j

admission, concession.
CX380 Wyclif Wycket (1828) p. xiii, By youre owne con-

: fession muste it nedes be that we worshyppen a false god in
1 the chajyce. 1605 Bp. Hall Medit. $ Voivs 11. § 49 There
I are three grounds of friendship . . and by all confessions,

! that is the surest which is upon vertue. i6z8 Hobbes

j

Thucyd. (1822) 99 This year, by confession of all men, was

I

of all other . . most free and healthful. 1838-9 Hallam
I Hist. Lit. I. iv. 1. § 19 There were two, who had by common

I

confession reached a consummate elegance of style.

4. The recognizing or acknowledging ^of a per-
1 son or thing) as having a certain character or

i certain claims ; declaration of belief in or adhesion

to ;
acknowledgement, profession, avowal when

j

asked
;

spec, the testimony rendered by a Confessor

(sense 2).

138a Wyclif 2 Mace. x. 38 Thei blessiden the Lord In

j

ympnys and confessiouns. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect

Trin. Sunday, By the confession of a true fayth to ac-

I knowlege the glorye of the eternall trinitie. 1602 Shaks.
: Ham. iv. vii. 96 Hee mad confession of you, And gaue you

J

such a Masterly report, for Art. 168* O. Heywood Diary

23 Aug. 21, Then Mr. Jo. Heyw'd made his Confession, etc.

I Then they proceeded to Imposition of Hands. 1795 J.

Macknight Epistles, Rom. x. 10 There is a difference be-

tween the profession, and the confession of our faith. 1833

Cruse Eusebius v. i. 172 But this blessed saint .. in the

midst of her confession itself renewed her strength.

II. That which is confessed, its matter or form.

5. That which is made known in confessing ; the

matter confessed,

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 167 Seynte Austyn seythe in

I his booke of confessiones. a 1536 Tindale Wks. 180 (R.)
' The bishop knoweth the confession of whom he lusteth

throughout all his dioces. 1601 Shaks. All's Wellw. 111.

130 His confession is taken, and it shall bee read to his

face. 1603 B. Jonson Panegyre Entr. James, And this

confession flew from every voice, Never had land more

reason to rejoice. 163a Lithgow Trav. (1682) x. 432 The
Governer commanded me to subscribe my Confession,

which I voluntarily obeyed. Ibid. 437 And now after long

and new Examinations . . they finding my first and second

Confession so run in one, that the Governer swore, I had
learned the Art of Memery. 1833 G. Waddington Hist.

Ch. 126 To proclaim . . the nature of the confessions which

i
they had received. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. of Eleet
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[, 155 Kitty should enter these confessions in a book, said

Esther.

6. A formulary containing a general acknowledge-

ment of sinfulness, such as frequently forms part of

public Christian worship.
1535 Marshall's Primer m 3 Primers Hen, VIII (1848)

45^V General Confession for every sinner. 1551 Bk. Com.
Prayer, Morning, A general Confession, to be said of the

whole Congregation. Ibid., Communion Service, Then
shall this general confession be made. 1711 Steele Sped.
No. 147 Fa The Confession was read with i>uch a resigned

Humility. 1815 Horsley Bk. of Psalms 11821) I. 292
Psalm h, The Penitential Confession of the converted

Jews. 1884 Blunt Annot. Bk. Com. Prayer 182 The
general Confession appears to be an original composition of
some of the revisers of 1552.

7. (More fully Confession of Faith.) A formulary

in which a church or body of Christians sets forth

the religious doctrines which it considers essential

;

an authoritative declaration of the articles of belief

;

a creed.

Sometimes applied to the ancient cccumenical creeds : but
more usually to the formulated statements of doctrine
put forth by the various Reformed churches in the 16th and
17th c, of which that of Augsburg (1530) was the earliest,

and the first 11560) and second (1 580-1 1 Confession of Faith
of the Church of Scotland, and the Westminster Confession

(1643-7), are most noted in the history of Great Britain.

1536 Tavehnkk ititle) The Confession of the Faith of the

Germans, exhibited at Augusta; to which is added The
Apology of Melancthon defending the said Confession.

1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Rubric to Athanasian Creed,

Upon Trinitie Sonday, shalbe song orsayd-.this confession

of our christian fayth. 1561 {title) The Confessione of
the fayth and doctrin beleved and professed by the Pro-
testantes of the Realme of Scotland exhibited to the estates

of the sam in Parliament. 1571 Northbkooke {title) A
Breefe and Pithie Summe of the Christian Faith, made in

Kourme of a Confession. 1580 (title) The Confession of

Faith of the Kirk of Scotland or the National Covenant.
1612 Bklrewood Lang. <$• Relig. Pref. 22 The Confessions
themselves are these, the Angelicane, the Scotiane, French,
Helvetian former and later, the Belgick, Polonick, Argen-
tine, Augustane, Saxonick, Wirtenbergick, Palatine, Bo-
hemick or Waldensian Confession. 163a J. Lee Slwrt
Stt>-i'cy Sweden 76 To professe the reformed religion, ac-

cording to the confession of Ausbourg or Augustane con-
fession. 1643 Acts Gen. Assembly Edinb. 19 Aug., Sess.

14 The union of this Island in one Form of Kirk-govern-
ment, one Confession of Faith, one Catechism. 1827
Whately Logic '1837* 371 The correctness of a formal ana
deliberate confession 01 Faith, is not always of itself, a

sufficient safeguard against error. 1861 Stanley East. Ch.
iv. (1865c 149 The Nicene Creed remained the one public
confession. 1874 Mori.ey Compromise « 18861 170 We see

the same men . . uttering assents to confessions of which
they really reject every syllable — and who do not know
they are acting a part, and making a mock both of their

own reason and their own probity.

b. The religious body or church united by one
Confession of Faith ; a communion.
a 1641 Br. Mountagu Acts $ Mon. (1642) Those right

learned . . Clerks of his owne Confession.

III. 8. A tomb in which a martyr or confessor

is buried, and, by extension, the whole structure

erected over it
;

also, the crypt or shrine under

the high-altar, or the part of the altar, in which
the relics are placed. Called also Confessionaky
and \ Confessional.
1670 98 Lassels Voy. Italy II. 24 This place* as it con-

serves the body of St. Peter, is called the Confession of
Peter. Ibid. II. 26 Near the Confession of S. Peter is an
old brazen statue of S. Peter. 1844 Lingard Anglo Sax.
Ch. (18581 II. i. 36 A chest of oak or stone, sometimes called

the confession, sometimes the sepulchre, had been prepared

;

in it he deposited three portions of the eucharist, together

with the relics; the slab was then placed over it, and the

masonry of the altar, if it were built of stone, hastily com-
pleted. 1847 Ld. Lindsay Chr. Art I. 66 (S. Mark's' The
confession, or ciborium, within the sanctuary, is also highly
curious. 1885 Arnold Cath. Diet. 207/1 s.v., If an altar was
erected over the grave, then the name ' confession

1 was given
to the tomb, the altar, and the cubiculum.

9. attrib., as confession-chair, -money, -seat.

1674 Blount Glossot>r., Con/essionary . .also, a Confession-
seat. 1691 tr. Emillianne s Obs. Joum. Naples 310 Walk-
ing in their Churches about their Confession-chairs from
Morning to Night. 1709 De Foe Life Rozelti 11713) I.

29, I had sat myself down in a Confession-Chair. 1844 Syd.

Smith Wks. U867) II. 338 Twice a year theholy man
collects confession money, under the denomination of

Christinas and Easter offerings. 1865 Union Rev. III. 614

The confession -bell at the I.ondon oratory.

II Confessionaire (ktmf^umrr). [F.=med.L.
eonfessioudri-us : see Confkssionaby.J One who
has been confessed by the priest.

1748 Richardson Clarissa II. xxiii. 142 Like an absolved
confessionaire.

Confessional (kf?nfe-j3nal), sb. [In sense 2

a. K. confessional — It. confessionale, med.L. con-

fessiond/e (neuter of confessional-is adj.), quoted

by Du Cange in the sense 1 sacrum penitential

tribunal* in 1563. Sense 1 is app. a distinct

subst. use of the adj.]

T 1. A due for hearing or giving permission to

hear confession. Obs.

1596 in Foxe A. -y M. Hen. VII. Cases Papal 728
What should I speake here of my dailie reuenues, of my
first fruites. annates, paltes, indulgences, buls, confessionals,
and such like, which come to no small masse of money.
2. A desk, stall, cabinet, or box, hi which the

priest sits to hear confessions in a Roman Catholic

church.

17*7 Chambers CycL, Confessional is also used in the

Romish church for a little box or desk in the church, where
the confessor takes the confessions of the penitents. 1740
Warburton Div. Legal. iv.iv.Wks. 181 1 IV. 118, I [Acosta]

have seen an Indian bring to the confessional a confession

of all his sins written . . by picture and characters. 1858

Hawthorne Fr. <y It. Jmls. (1872) I. 7 A confessional . . a
little oaken structure about as big as a sentry-box with a
closed part for the priest to sit in, and an open one for the

penitent to kneel at.

b. Taken typically for the practice of confession,

with its concomitants.
1816 Byron Siege Cor. iii, More constant at confessional,

More rare at masque and festival. 1862 Goulburn Pers.

Relig. i. (1873) 7 Before the Reformation, the Confessional

existed as a living power in the Church. 1871 Morley
Voltaire (1886) 126 1 he clergy had the pulpit and the con-

fessional, and their enemies had the press.

C. allrib., as confessional-box, -chair.

179a Archseologia 261 Confessional chairs, .probably al-

ways were of wood. 1840 Cloigh Amours ae Voy. 1. 109 I

Pseudo-learning and lies, confessional-boxes and postures.

fS. = Confession 8, Confessionary 2. Obs.

1704 Addison Italy (J.), In one of the churches I saw a

pulpit and confessional, very finely inlaid with lapis-lazuli.

1717-51 Chambers CycL, Confessional, or Confessiottary, in

church-history» a place in churches, usually under the main
altar, wherein were deposited the bodies of deceas'd saints,

martyr^, and confessors.

Confessional (k^nfe janal), a. [f. Confession
+ -al : corresp. to med.L. confessiond/-is and mod.

F. confessione/.]

1. Of the nature of or i>ertaining to confession.

1817 N. Drake Shaks. II. 72 If we dismiss these confes-

sional sonnets. 18*3 Galt Entail II. xxiv. 231 In the con-
1 fessional moments of contrition. 18*7 G. S. Kaber Orig.

!

Expiatory Sacr. 216 Not an expiatory sin-offering, but an
I offering merely confessional of sin.

2. Of or pertaining to Confessions of Faith, or

! systems of formulated Theology.
1882 3 Schafe Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 1072 Confes-

sional differences concern the condition of the dead during

the period between death and the resurrection. X889 A. B.

Bruce Sp. at Mansf. Coll. Oxf. 16 Oct., In theology our
position might be described as Biblical, as distinct from con-

fessional. We want to know what the Bible really teaches.

Confessiona'lian, sb. and a. rare. [f. prec.

(sense 2 + -an.] a. sb. One who advocates the

principle that a church should have a formal Con-
fession of Faith, b. Oiij. Of or pertaining to the

discussion of this auestion.

1771 Cent. Mag. XL I. 405, I am, Yours, A Confessionalian.

,
lbid. A summary view of the Confessionalian controversy.

Confe'ssionalism. [f- as prec. + -ism.] The
' principle of formulating a Confession of Faith;

adherence to a formulated theological system.

1876 A. M. Faikbairn Strauss 11. in Contemp. Rev. June
132 Pietism in Wiirtemberg, Confessionalism in Prussia,

were growing narrower. 1883-3 Schafk Encycl. Relig.

Knowl. I. 482 The age of scholastic and polemic cor.fes-

sionalism [from the middle of the 17th to the middle of the

18th century].

Confe'ssionalist. [f. as prec. + -ist.]

1. One who makes confession.

1817 Bentham Rationale Evt'd. Wks. 1843 VII. 30 Phy-
sical and involuntary symptoms of fear, betrayed by the

confessional ist upon an occasion specified.

2. ' A confessor, one who sits in the confessional '.

1846 Worcester cites Boucher.

3. = Confessionalian sb.

Confe'ssionalize, v. nonce-xud. [f. as prec. +
-IZE.] intr. To introduce or use the confessional.

i860 Sat. Rev. IX. 137/2 A confessionalizing curate.

Confessionary (k^nfe-J^nan , a. [ad. med.

or mod.I>. confessiondri-us, f. confession-: see -ahy.]

Of or pertaining to confession.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antechr. 11. vi. Conformitie
doth require of vs a confessionarie approbation of the cere-

monies by subscription. 1611 Cotur., Confess ionnaire,
confessionarie ; tielonging to, or treating of, auricular con-

fession. 1753 Bp. R. Clayton in E. H. Palmer Desert of
Exodus vi. (1871) 106 Confessionary priests used formerly

to sit to hear the confessions of the pilgrims. 1864 I. Tay-
lor in Gd. Words 230 A confessionary prayer.

Confessionary, sb. [ad. med.L. confessionai i-

um (cited by Du Cange in sense 1 from Council of

Seville, 151 a\ neuter of confessiondrius adj.]

1 1. = Confessional sb. 2. Obs.

1669 Woodhead .V/. Teresa IL iii. 16 He came and spake
with me in a Confessionary. 1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill)

III. 76/1 The Confessionary is s»o turn'd, as the. .Confessor

cannot see the Woman that enters to Confess. 1791
Archaeol. X. 209 (D.) These stalls have been improperly
termed confessionarie s or confessionals.

2. - Confession 8.

17*7-51 [see Confessional sb. 3]. 1848 B. Webb font.
Ecclesiol. 430 The crypt or confessionary retains an original

altar. 1879 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. II. 29. 1881 — Eng.
Ch. Archit. i. 9 In front of the altar and the confessionary

was the choir of the inferior clergy and singers.

t Confessioner. Obs. [f. Confession + -ER 1
.]

An advocate of auricular confession ; a confessor.

1561 T. N[orton] Calvin's Inst. IB. iv. (1634} 307 The
Concessioners [L. confessionarii] alleadge for this purpose
the power of the Keies. 1581 J. Bell ffaddon's Anew,
Osor. 268 Your couled confessioners, who be privie & par-

|

takers of your hidden abhominatious.

Confessionist k^nfe'Janist). [a. F. con-

fessioniste, and 16th c. L. confessionisla.]

1. An adherent of a particular religious confes-

:

sion, spec, of the Augsburg Confession, a Lutheran.
c 1568 in Fulke Two Treat. (1577) I. 61, I aske of them

whether the Lutherans, Zuinglians, Illirians, Caluenistes,

!
Confessionistes, etc. . . be all ofone Church ! x6« Bp. Moun-
tagu App. Caesar Ded. 1, The controversies . .between the

Protestant and Romish confessionists. 183a S. R. Maitland
Pacts and Doc. 124 The reformers were taunted with the

name ofConfessionists. 1849 W. Fitzgerald tr. Whitakers
Dt'sput. 380 There is the utmost unanimity amongst the

Confessionists (as they call them) in all things necessary;

that is, in the articles of faith.

2. ^CoNFESSIONALIST I.

1858 Sal. Rev. V. 269/1 The thorough confessionist always
overstates his guilt.

Confessionless, a. [f. as prec. + -less.]

Having no Confession of Faith, or formal creed.

1883 Missionary Herald (Boston) Sept. 339 (Austria) They
characterize the ' Free Reformed Church ' not, as heretofore,

'Confessionless*. 1888 Pall Mall G. 7 Feb. 3/1 His
wretched Parliament . . though often avowedly confession-

less, deem it wise policy to persecute the Greek Orthodox.

Confessive, a. rare. [f. L. confess- (see Con-
fess; + -ive.] Having the effect of confessing.

1821 Xew Monthly Mag. II. 351 An exclamation too con-

fessive of the ardour of the address.

Confessor kfrnfesoi). Forms: 1-2, 5-9 con-

fessor, 3-4 -ur, 4-7 -our, 5-6 -oure, 6 -ore. [a.

L. confessor, and its F. repr. confessor, -ur, AF.
-our (mod.F. -cur

,
agent-n. f. L. confitcri to Con-

fess. (In sense 2, OF. had also am/esx—L. con-

fessus one who has confessed.) The historical

pronunciation, from AF. and ME. confessour, is

co nfessor, which is found in all the poets, and is

recognized by the dictionaries generally, down to

Smart, 1836-49, who has co nfessor in senses 2 and

3, confesser in sense 1 b; for these, Craig 1847
has co'nfessor and confe'ssor ; but confessor is now
generally said for both.]

L gen. One who makes confession or public

acknowledgement or avowal of anything.

a. of religious belief, of Christ, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20867 (Cott.) Petre was . of godd sun
first coufessur. c 1540 Pitgr. T. 372 Of Iesu Christ many a
confessore. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. (1851} 291 They
scourg'd the confessors of the GospelL 1659 GentI. Calling

(1696) 89, I can scarce think the Devil has any such stout

Confessors, but will then betray his cause. 1711 Shafiesb.
Charac. iu i. *i737) 33 Its greatest Confessors and
Assertors. Stkype Ecct. Mem. II. xxviii. 235 A good
man, and ancient professor and confessor of religion. 1866

Neale Seq. ff Hymns, And the Saints, through toil and
shame Brave Confessors of Thy Name.

b. of a crime, sin, or offence charged. ,In this

sense written by Smart and others Confesser.)
1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. Wks. 1883-4 V. 35 They vowed

either to make him a confessor or a martir in a trice. 1693
C. Mather IVond. Invis. World 15 A thousand preter-

natural Things . . wherein the Confessors do acknowledge
their Concernment. 1737 Ozell Rabelais Author's Prol.

I. exxxi. note, I have translated Confesseur, Confessartus,

for so our English Roman Catholics call their Father Con-
fessor. .A Confessor seems to mean the Person confessing

not the Person confess d to. 1755 Johnson, Confessor . . he
who confesses his crimes. Diet. 1791 Walker Pron. Diet.,

Confessor . . this word can now have the accent on the

second syllable, only when it means One who confesses his

crimes ; a sense in which it is scarcely ever used. 1847

Craig, Confe'ssor, one who confesses his crimes.

2. techn. One who avows his religion in the face

of danger, and adheres to it under persecution and

torture, but does not suffer martyrdom ; spec, one

who has been recognized by the church in this

character. (The earliest sense in English.)

[c 1000 Past. A>. in Thorpe Laws II. 370 pa mxran
andettcras pe we hatao confessores.J aiip&Cott. Horn.

239 Mid martircn, mid hali confessoren, micf halie meideu.

< isoo Trin. Coll. Honi. 185 Apostles and martirs and con-

fessors, a IS40 Saivles Warde in Cott. Horn. 261 pe tun-

fessurs hird he liueden igod lif, ant haliche deiden. ( 1305

Edmund Conf in E. E. P. U862) 71 Scint Edmund be

confessour bat lib at Ponteneye. 1432 50 tr. Higden (Rolls)

L 379 Alle theseyntes of that cuntre [Ireland] be confessores,

and noo martir. 1526 Pitgr. Pgr/. (W. de W. 1531 1 181 b.

Martyrs, confessours and virgyns. 1642 Fi ller Holy $
Prof St. iv. ii. 296 (Ridley & H00pen Their upper parts

were but Confessours, when their lower parts were Martyrs,

and burnt to ashes. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theot. 3j Gods

Siwer to keep the fire from burning the three Confessors,

an. 3. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. xxiii. 238 Miles Coverdale

. .a confessor and an exile. 1736 Chandler Hist. Persee.

84 He is no more a Confessor in my esteem, than Laud is a
Martyr. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Relig. Wks. (Bonn)

II. 07 The English church has .. the seal of martyrs and
confessors. x88o Hatch Bampt. Led. ii. 42 In times of

persecution the confessors in prison had to be fed. 1885

Arnold Cath. Did. s.v., St. Alartin was the first . of the

Confessors whom the Church honoured with an office.

b. The Confessor: =King Edward the Con-

fessor, canonized in 1161.

[c 1x43 Will. Malmesb. Gest. Reg. Angl. IL § ig6(/teadin^)

De Sancto Eadwardo Tertio, Rege et Confessore. c i*45

Estoire de St. Aedw. le Rei 4486 (Rolls* 151 Li seint Cum-
fessur, Aedward li rois.J i6xa Drayton Poly-olb. xxiv. 1066

(R.) Good Edward, from the rest Of that renowned name

by Confessor expressed. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. n. vi. $ 27,

I confesse I understand not how the name Confessour is

proper to King Edw.ird. i8ai Wordsw. Ecct. Son>i. 1.
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xxxi. Norm. Conquest, The woman-hearted Confessor pre-

pares The evanescence of the Saxon line. 1878 Edith
Thompson Hist. Eng. vii. § 3. 1889 W. Hunt in Diet.
Nat. Biog. XVII. 13/2 At the coronation of Henry III, in

1236, the Confessor's sword was carried before the king by
the Earl of Chester.

3. One who hears confessions : a priest who
hears confession of sin, prescribes penance, and
grants absolution ; the private spiritual director of

a king or other great personage.
[In med.L. better confessarius', but confessor in this sense

is quoted by Du Cange from Walafrid Strabo fob. 849).]

1340 Ayenb. 172 He ssel zeche zuych ane confessour bet

conne bynde and onbynde. .1400 Rom. Rose 6860 Have
me unto his confessour. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI.

457 Seynte Dunstan his confessour [Trevisa schriftfader].

1530 Palsgr. 208/1 Confessour a goostly father, confesseur.

159a Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. in. iii. 49 Being a Diuine, a
Ghostly Confessor, A Sin-Absoluer, and my Friend profest,

a 1704 T. Brown Sat. on Fr. King Wks. 1730 I. 59 Were
I thy confessor, who am thy martyr, Dost think that I'd

allow thee any quarter? 1737 Hist. Register 58 Mr. Hig-
get, appointed Confessor to his Majesty, in the Room of the

bite Dr. Sharp. 1795 Southey Joan of Arc x. 191 With
pious haste hurried the confessors To shrive them. 1871
Morlev Voltaire (1886) 181 From the confessor's closet they
pulled the wires which moved courts.

Confe'ssoress. [see -ess.] A female who
hears or receives confessions.

1830 Carlyle Misc. (1872) III. 52 The daughters may sit

as confessoresses. 1863 B. Taylor //. Thurston II. 69
Come, be my mother-confessoress. I am in great doubt
and perplexity.

ConfeSSOrial (k^nfesoo'riar, a. [f. L. confes-

sori-us + -AL.j Of or pertaining to a confessor.

1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) IX. xiv. vii. 249 Holding
up the confessorial office of the priesthood.

Confe'ssorship. [see -ship.] The function

or office of a confessor.

1655 Fuller Hist. Univ. Cambr. 130 Mr. Fox . . appoints
the 23. of December for Bucer his Confesscurship. 1683
Cave Ecclesiastici 55 His . . eminent Confessorship in

the times of Persecution. 1876 Stubbs Early Plantag. iv.

65 A morbid craving after the honours of martyrdom, or
confessorship at the least.

Confe'SSOry, a. Law. [ad. L. confessori-us,

f. confessor-em : see -ory.] Pertaining to confes-

sion or acknowledgement. (Cf.L. actio confessorial)

1651 W. G. tr. CmveVs Inst. 221 Now of Actions civill .

.

some are confessory, and some negative, confessory, as
where one affirms a corporall or incorporall thing to be his.

Confest, -ly : see Confessed, -ly.

Confet, obs. f. Comfit.
Confeter, -fether, -fetter, var. of Confeder.
tConfiance. Obs. rare. In 5 -fyance, 6 I

-fiauuee. [a. F. confiance, n. of state f. conji-cr to

confide: see -ance.] == Confidence.
c 1490 Caxton Blanchardyn xxiv. 91 My confyance &

|

trust is in you. 1491 — Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) H. I

243 b/2 Gyuyng to all synners . . confyance and trust of that
self mercy. C1510 Barclay Mirr. Go*. Manners (1570)

;

D ij, A great man of confiaunce.

t Confi'Cient, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L.
j

confieient-em, pr. pple. of conficcre to accomplish.]

A. adj. That accomplishes, or performs ; offici-

ating.

1629 Sir H. Lynde Via Tnta 174 (Quoting Council of
Trent) The lay people and the non-conficient Priest. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Confident, which finisheth, procureth, !

or worketh. 1755 Johnson, Confident, that causes or pro-
j

cures ; effective.

B. sb. An officiating priest.

1614 Jackson Creed m. v. Wks. II. 224 They might, .have
altogether denied the use of it so much as to the sacrificer

or confident 1638 D. Featley Strict, in Lyndomast. 1.

135 Priests. .In the institution of this Sacrament, .were non
confidents.

Confict, var. of Confect v. Obs.

Confidant (k^nfidcrnt), sb. (a.). [This appears,

with its fern, confidante
f
after 1 700, when confident

(with stress on the first syllable) had already been
in use for nearly a century in a kindred sense.

Cotgr. has F. confidanty
-ante, with confident as a

by-form ; on the other hand, Littre quotes confident
from the 16th c. onward, and knows nothing of

confidant. The latter may however have been taken
in English as the correct Fr. form ; or possibly the
Eng. was only an attempt to represent the pro-

nunciation of the French -cnt, -ente. The verb

in It. (and Pr.) is confidar, which would give a
pple. confidante ; but this is not found in the re-

quired sense.]

A. sb.
1 A person trusted with private affairs,

commonly with affairs of love* (J.). Now used
somewhat more widely, so as to take the place of
Confident sb. 2.

[In Pepys' Diary i May 1666 where editors print con-
fidant, Pepys wrote confident.]

1714 Arbuthnot & Pope Martin Scribt. (J.), Martin
composed his billet-doux, and intrusted it to his confidant.
1751 Smollett Per. Pic. xxvii, He proffered his service, .as
agent, mediator, orconfidant. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian
xxi, I repeat, that I am not her confidant. 1836-49 Smart,
Confidant, Confidante, a person entrusted with matters
pertaining to the lighter commerce of life, as those of love,
gallantry, and fashion. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Rcf.

J

III. v. l 19 Cardinal Wolsey, the king's confidant. 1876

J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. L iv. i. 366 He was accustomed to

make her his confidant in his ecclesiastical proceedings.

b. with of: cf. Confident sb. 2 b.

1874 H. R. Reynolds John Bapt. vi. § 1. 368 The ex-

planation . . seems to me to lie in the possibility that Jesus
had made John the confidant of His fierce and awful trial.

B. as adj. Entrusted with secrets
;
privy to (a

secret matter), rare. [Cf. F. confident in Littre.]

1816 Scott Antiq. xxxii, I well know you are confidant to

one dreadful secret.

Confidante (k^:nfida*nt). [Cf. prec. It may
be that this was first formed to represent the sound

!
of the F. confidente, and that the masc. confidant

\

was formed from it. The feminine is the more
i common in use.] A female confidant.

1709 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. Miss A . Worthy 5 Sept.,

You are the only creature that I have made my confidante.

1752 Fielding Amelia 11. i, I concluded witli begging her
to be the confidante of my amour. 1839-40 W. Irving Wol-
fert's R. 11855) 42 What is a lover without a confidante?
I thought at once of my sister Sophy. 1883 Century
XXVII. 150 She was the confidante of all our love affairs.

Confidder, -fidir, Sc. var. of Confeder Obs.

Confide (kgfhfsi'd), v. [ad. L. conftdere to have
full trust or reliance, f. con- intensive prefix -f

fidere to trust.]

1. intr. To trust or have faith ; to put or place

trust, repose confidence in (formerly on, to).

a 1455 11onlate lviii, In the we confide. 1634 W. Tir-
whyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 104 In a time when the most
credulous have enough to doe to confide on publique faith.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. IV. (1843) 150/1 They desired
that there might be such a person made Lieutenant of
the Tower, ' as they could confide in', (an expression that
grew from that time to be much used'. Ibid. 155/2 The
expression they used, when they had a mind to remove
any man from a place..' that they could not confide in

him'. 1648 H. (1. ir. Balzac's Prince 256 [They] confide
more in this .. then to the number of their Armies. 1657
Hobbes Govt. <y Soc. vi. § 12. 82 Some other whom they con-

fide in for protection. 1700 S. Parker .SY.r Philos. Ess. 64
It were not safe with Epicurus to confide wholly on the

Senses. 1748 Anson's I'oy. lit. ii. 315 The stoutest cables

are not to be confided in. 1832 Ht. Martimeau Life in
Wilds viii. 101 He confided in the captains' parting promise.

1858 J. Martinkau Studies Chr. 184 He who most confides

in the instructor will learn the sacred lesson best.

2. absol. To have faith or trust ; to have confi-

dence ; to be assured or confident.

1654 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio s Warrs Flanders 114
Nor could the Flemish ever confide, till they saw their

Country free of Foreigners. 1725 Pope Odyss. XVI, 453 O
prudent Princess ! bid thy soul confide. 1742 Young Nt.
Th. ii. 570 Judge before Friendship, then confide till Death.

3. with obj.-clausc : To trust, believe, have con-

fidence, or feel assured {that). ? Obs.

1632 Sir T. Hawkins tr. Matthieu's Vnhappy Prosper. 27
Confiding the Iudge would be his Protector. 1743 Shen-
STOSE Whs. III. 100, I sincerely confide, that . .no time shall

extenuate our mutual friendship. 1788 V. Knox Winter
Even. II. vi. xi. 290 The sum which I have left, will, I con-

fide .. supply a decent competency. 1800 T. Jefferson
Writ. (1859) IV. 324 They confide that the next election

gives a decided majority in the two Houses. 1816 Scott
Old Mart, xxx, Confiding that it would have the support
of Langcale.

4. trans. To impart as a secret, to communicate
in confidence {to a person).

1735 Ln. G. Lyttelton Pert. Lett, lxxix. (1744!* 322 Thou
art the only one to whom I dare confide my Folly. 1847
Emerson Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks. (Bohn) I. 341 Men
do not confide themseves to boys, or coxcombs, or pedants,
but to their peers. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton xvii. 238 An
opportunity of confiding all her perplexities to her friend.

0. To entrust (an object of care, a task, etc.) to a

person, with reliance on his fidelity or competence.
1861 Buckle Civiliz. (1873) II. viii. 546 The execution of

the plan was confided to Aranda. 1862 Ruskin Munera
P. (1880) 37 Its amount may be known by examination of
the persons to whom it is confided.

Confided (k^nfarded), ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

Given in trust ; entrusted.
1841-4 Emerson Ess., Politics Wks. (Bohn) I. 244 Hence,

the less government we have the better—the fewer laws, and
the less confided power. 1855 Cdl. Wiseman Fabiola 266
Their watchful custody of the confided gift.

Confidee (kpnfaid?). [f. as prec. + -EE.] One
to whom anything is confided, or in whom one
confides.
1812 Examiner 24 Aug. 543/2 Not that of an ex parte

confidee, but of a chosen umpire.

Confidence (kfrnfidens). Also 5 -ens. [ad. L.

confidentia, n. of quality or state f. confident-em :

see Confident and -ence. Cf. F. confidence (14th

c. in Oresme), but some of the senses are not found
in F. (where they are expressed by confiance).']

1. The mental attitude of trusting in or relying

on a person or thing ; firm trust, reliance, faith.

Const, iff (f to, on, upon).
c 1430 Lydg. in Pol. Rel. <5> L. Poems 47 Alle verteu .

.

Made stable in god by gostly confidence. 1490 Caxton
Eneydos xxv. 03 The whiche goddes, hauynge confydence
in trustynge his sayd promysse. 1535 Coverdale Ps. cxvii.

g It is better to trust in the Lorde, then to put eny confi-

dence in man. 1557 North tr. Gueuara's Diall Pr. 133 b/i

The sonne. .will not haue to his father any great confidence.

1593 Shaks, Rich. II, 11. iv. 6 The King reposeth all his

confidence in thee. 1649 Br. Reynolds Hosea iv. 48 Con-
fidence, .in foraigne ayde. 1774 Goi.dsm. Grecian Hist. I.

310 The king would place more confidence in the engage-

ments of the nobility than upon those of the. .capricious
multitude. 1837 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life I. x. 448 He
. .never abused the most implicit confidence.

2. The feeling sure or certain of a fact or issue
;

assurance, certitude ; assured expectation.

1555 Eden Decades it 1. !JI. 104 They . . with no lesse con-
fydence licke their lippes secreately in hope of their praye.
1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 414 He thinkes, nay with all

confidence he sweares, As he had seen't. a 1698 Temple
Ess. Heroic VirtueW'ks. 1731 I. 230 The very Confidence of
Victory, .makes Armies victorious. 1790 Beatson Nav.
Mil. Mem. I. 209 Wrapped up in a vain confidence of his

own abilities. 1872 1'keeman Hist. Ess. led. 3) 12 This
story. . I affirm with less confidence,

t b. Const, to do. Obs.
1667 Milton P. /.. vi. 343 HumM'd by such rebuke, so

farr beneath His confidence to equal God in power.

fc. In, on, upon confidence {of that, to do).

a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. v. § 6(1841) Not in confidence
to redeem sin but as tokens of meek submission. 1651
Hobbes Ln'iath. II. xvii. S3 Men agree to submit to some
Man on confidence to be protected by him. 1654 H.
L'Kstrange Ckas. I U655) 51 In confidence thereof, the

Duke left him.

3. Assurance, boldness, fearlessness, arising from
reliance (on oneself, on circumstances, on divine

support, etc.).

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 17 b, By the holy loue

of charite we may haue great confydence and meke bold-

nesse. 1526 Tindale Acts xxviii. 31 Preachyng the kyng-
dome of God . .with all confidence [so 1611 ; 1881 Rev. bold-

ness]. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. ii. 49 Alas my Lord, Your
wisedome is consum'd in confidence : Do not go forth to

day: Call it my feare. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. 194
P 3 He. .was able to address those whom he never saw be-

fore with ease and confidence. 1832 W. Irving Alhambra
367 At first she touched her lute with a faltering hand, but

gathering confidence and animation as she proceeded, drew
forth, .soft aerial harmony.

b. Const. To have c. to do anything' .

1535 Coverdale 1 Chron. x viii. [xvii], 25 Therfore haih
thy seruaunt founde iconfydcnce* to make his prayer before

the. 1705 Stanhoi'K Paraphr. III. 436 Who can have the

confidence to think himself excused, toward those of a dif-

fering Judgement. i8i8Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv.y. 167

Confians had no longer confidence to meet the English in

the field.

4. In a bad sense : Assurance based on insufficient

or improper grounds ;
excess of assurance, ovcr-

boldness, hardihood, presumption, impudence.
1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. Ded.

1

J.t, Their confidence, for the
most part, riseth from too much credit given to their own
wits. 1656 Jer. Taylor in Evelyn's Mem. (1857) HI. 72
The confidence of men, who of themselves are apt enough
to hide their vices in irreligion. 1667 Pepys Diary (1877)

V. 56 My wife begun to complain to me of Willetts confi-

dence in sitting cheek by jowl by us. 1694 K. Moi.esworth
Acc. Denmark (ed. 31 C iijb, The French Ambassador had
the Confidence to tear out of the Book of Mottos in the

Kings Library, tins Verse, which Mr. Sydney, .had written

in it. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 502 »2 The intolerable Folly

j

and Confidence of Players putting in Words of their

own

.

b. As an appellation : = Confident one.

1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. xxii. 272 Do I want
you, confidence ! Yes, I do. Where have you been these

two hours, that you never came near me?
5. An object or ground of trust; 'that which

gives confidence, boldness, or security ' (J.).

1535 Coverdale Jobxxx'u 24 Or, haue I sayde to the fynest

golde of all: thou art my confidence? i6ix Birlf Pror:
iii. 26 For the Lord shalbe thy confidence.

6. The confiding of private or secret matters to

another ; the relation of intimacy or trust between

persons so confiding ; confidential intimacy.
(In the first three quots. some take confidence as a hu-

morous blunder for conference.)

1592 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 11. iv. 133, 1 desire some confidence

with you. 1598 — Merry W. 1. iv. 172, I will tell your
Worship more ofthe Wart, the next time we haue confidence.

1599 — Much Ado in. v. 3. 1613 — Hen. VIII, 1. ii.

167 With demure Confidence This pausingly ensu'de
;

1632

Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena 172 He telling [it] in con-

fidence to a friend of his. 1709 Steele Tailer No. 52 P i

No one was in Confidence with her in carrying on this

Treaty but the matchless Virgulta. 1725 De Foe Voy.

round World (1840) 66 To see if he could pitch upon one

man more likely than the rest, to enter into some con-

fidence with. 1741 Middle-ton Cicero I. iv. 244 A citizen

who lived afterwards in great confidence with Caesar. 1828

Scott F. M. Perth xv, I have possessed two or three tat-

tling fools, in deep confidence, that, etc. 1875 Jowett Plato

(ed. 2) III. 489 Speaking in confidence, for I should not like

to have my words repeated.

7. A confidential communication.
1748 Chesterf. Lett. II. clxiv. 100 He will-.be well in-

formed of all that passes . . by the confidences made him.

1860 Sala Lady Chesterf Pref. 3, I intended these Letters

to be the confidences and counsels of a garrulous old woman
of the world. 1870 Helps Ess., Secrecy 54 Before you make
any confidence, you should consider whether the thing you

wish to confide is of weight enough to be a secret.

f 8. Trustworthiness, as a personal quality. A
person of confidence : one entrusted with matters

of importance or secrecy, a confidential agent.

Cf. Confident a. 6.

1642 Jer. Taylor Efisc. (1647) 3°^ Bishops and Priests

were men of great ability and surest confidence for de-

terminations ofjustice. 1777 Robertson Hist.Amer. (1783)

II. 223 He sent a person of confidence to the Havana, with
..farther orders. 1791 Gentl. Mag. LXI. 11. 864 If your
Lordship pleases, I will nominate a person of confidence.

1800 tr. Cervantes' Force ofBlood 161 She sent a man of

confidence to the priest.



CONFIDENCY. 804 CONFIDINGNESS.

f9. Law. = Trust. Obs.

1536 Act 27 Hen. VIII., c. 10 Feoffments, fines, recoveries,

and other like assurances to uses, confidences, and trusts.

—Seised, .of. .lands, - to the use, confidence, or trust of any
other person or persons, or of any body politick. 1574 tr.

Littleton's Tenures 07 a, Feoffments made uppon confidence
to perfourme the will of the feoffour. 1618 Coke On Litt.

271 If a man enfeoffe other men of his land vpon confidence,

and to the intent to performe his last will. 1767 Black-
stone Comm. II. 332. 1848 Wharton Law Lex. 669/2 All

matters of trust and confidence are exclusively cognizable
in equity.

b. Eccl. (See quot.)
187a W. H. Jervis Gallican Ch. I. v. 212 note, A 'confi-

dence ' is a contract by which an ecclesiastic receives a
benefice on condition of paying the emoluments, or a part
of them, to a third person ; or covenants to resign the
preferment at a specified time.

10. Confidence trick {game, etc.): a method of
professional swindling, in which the victim is in-

duced to hand over money or other valuables as

a token of 1 confidence * in the sharper. Confidence
man : one who practises this trick ; a professional

swindler of respectable appearance and address.
1884 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 22 Nov. 6/5 For some weeks the

newspapers here have waged a war of extermination against
gamblers, confidence men, thieves and others of like ilk.

Confidency k^nfidensr. rare. [f. as prec.

and -KXCT.] + a. Confidence, trust, reliance
; f b.

Assurance, boldness ; c. Confidential intimacy.
1600 Holland Livy xxvt. xxiv. 602 Dorimachus . . with

lesse modestie and greater asseveration and confidencie
[majorefide], extolled . . the greatnesse . . of the people of
Rome. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 11621) 251 Who with
great boldnesse and confidencie, published Bedredin his

doctrine and authority. 1606 Karl Northampton in True
<r Pert, Relation CJgij b, Which . .implies weake confidencie.

1660 Jml Taylor Duct. Dubit. it. vi. § 41 To produce con-
fidencies in dead substances cloth'd with accidents of art.

1868 BlOWNMG Riugty Bk. iv. 1014 Had such a confidency
sprung to birth With no more fanning from acquaintance-
ship Than here avowed.

Confident Jk(rnfident), a. and sh. [In senses

1-4 app. ad. L. confident-em * firmly trusting,

reliant ; self-confident
;

bold, daring
;
audacious,

impudent'; pr. pple. of confidtrre to Confide.
( These senses are not found in Kr. which for them
uses confiant.) In senses 6-8 and 15. 1-2 answer-

ing to r , confident, -ente, app. 16th c. ad. It. confi-

dente 1 confident, trusty \ ' a trusty friend \
This sense prob. originated in the application of the word

to two friends who mutually confide in or trust each
other, and hence are trusted by each other ; the latter or
inferred part of the notion becoming at length the only one
thought of, as in Litt re's explanation 'he or she to whom
one confides one's secrets, one's intimate thoughts.' The
historical instances given by I.ittre show that the F. word
had in i6-i7thc. the wider sense of 1 trusty adherent, par-

tisan,' like our sense H 1.]

A. adj. I. Trusting ; assured.

1 1. Trustful, confiding. Obs.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. I, i. 61 Rome, be as iust and gracious

vnto me, As I am confident and kinde to thee. 1613 —
Hen. VIII, ii. i. 146. 1651 Ld. DiGBV.etc. Lett. cone. Relig.

ii. 19 You see, my Lord, how confident I am with you, to

tell you what ..occurreth to me upon this subject. 1666
Pftvs Diary 11879) IV. 195 As great an act of confident
friendship as this latter age. .can show.

2. Having strong belief, firm trust, or sure ex-

pectation
;

feeling certain, fully assured, sure.

1601 Shaks. Alfs Well 11. i. 162 Art thou so confident?
Within what space Hop'st thou my cure? 1653 Walton
Angler 49 I'l sit down and hope well, because you seem to

be so confident (of catching the fish}. 1810 Scott Lady
of L. 1. xxxiii, At;ain returned the scenes of youth, Of con-

ndent undoubting truth. 1884 Gladstone Sp. in Pari.
28 Feb., Confident and sanguine . . as our opponents were
before we introduced the Redistribution Hill.

b. Const, that and clause.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii. 150, I do think 1 saw't this morn-
ing : Confident I am I^ast night 'twas on mine Arme. x6n
Bible Rom. ii. 19. 1848 Macai-lay Hist. Eng. II. 125 He
was confident that in Scotland his dispensing power would
not he questioned. 187a E. Peacock Mabel Heron I n 29
Thoroughly confident that she would consent.

C. Const, of (formerly with infiu.).

x6u Bible Phil. i. 6 Being confident of this very thing.

163a Lithgow Trav, x. 458, I was confident to dye a feare-

fufl and vnacquainted death. 1654 Hammond Fundamentals

(J.), He is so sure and confident of his particular election.

x8oa Paley Nat. Theol. xxvi. (1819) 458 Were death never
sudden, they who are in health would be too confident of
life. 1839 Thirlwall Greece VI. 179 Reasons they had to

be confident of victory*.

d. Const, in. (This has affinities with 3.)

1609 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. (1614) 628 Mixt wine .. to

bereave him both of reason and painc ; I durst be confident

in this latter. 1611 Bible Ps. xxvii. 3 Though warre
should rise against me, in this will I be confident. 1738
Wesley Psalms 111. ii, Now I glory in thine Aid, Con-
fident in thy Defence. 18*7 Southey Hist. Renins. War
II. 779 But the French commander 'was not now so con-

fident in hisown troops. 1871 Ainswokth 'Tower Hilt 1. i,

Confident in the security 01 his position, he derided their

threats and machinations.

3. Full of assurance, self-reliant, bold ; sure of

oneself, one's cause, etc.
;
having no fear of failure.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. F iij b, Whereuppon I waxed
venturous, and like a confident fellowe amended my pase.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. Ded. (].), Confident and bold-
spinted men. 1505 Shaks. John 11. i. 61 His forces strong,
his Souldiers confident. 1611 Bible Phil. i. 14 Many ofthe

brethren, .waxing confident, by my bonds, are much more
bold to speake the word without feare. 175a Johnson
Rambler No. 190 F3 His accusers were confident and loud.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Cockayne Wks. (Bohn) II. 66
The prestige of the English name warrants a certain confi-

dent bearing, which a Frenchman, .could not carry.

4. In bad sense : Over-bold, unduly self-reliant

;

forward, presumptuous, impudent. Obsolescent.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. i. 121 It is not a confident brow,
nor the throng of wordes, that come with such more then
impudent sawcines from you, can thrust me from a leuell

consideration. 1664 Pei'YS Diary (1879) III. 4 Mrs. Clerke's

: kinswoman sings very prettily, but is very confident in it.

1688 Shadwell Sgr. ofAlsatia VOL 65 Oh, she's a confident
: Thing. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones iv. xii, A confident slut.

1754 Richardson Grandison I. xxxvii. 267 If he should take

so confident a liberty.

5. 4 Positive ; affirmative
;

dogmatical : as, a

confident talker' (J.).
161 1 Bible 2 Cor. ix. 4 Lest . . wee . . should bee ashamed

in this same confident boasting. 1648 Bp. Hall Breathings
Devout Soul Med it. (18511 171 How many have, .given very
confident directions for the finding out of that precious stone

of the philosophers. 1735 Berkeley Free-think. in Math.
§48 Vour confident and positive way of talking. 1878
Jevons Primer Pol. Econ. 9 They who have never studied
political economy at all, are usually the most confident.

II. Trusty, trusted.

f 6. Trustworthy, trusty, to be depended on. Obs.

1605 Gunf. Plot in IIart. Misc. (Malh.) III. 24 Bring over
some confident gentleman, such as you shall understand

1 best able for this business. 1619 Eng. «V Germ. (Camd.)
206 The next day we had confident newes that they of the
religion . . had . . seased themselves on the citty. a 1714
Bi'rnet (him Time 11823* I. 290 Putting the fleet into more
confident hands.

7. Confidential, to whom one confides secrets.

1608 W. Becher in Camdeni Epist. (1691 1 101 He was .

.

much favoured by the Queen, having married her most con-

fident servant. 16*3 Mabbe tr. Ateman's Guzman d'At/.

1. 178 A companion of mine, a confident servant of my mas-
ters. 1651 Relig. Wotton. , The Duke had a care to intro-

duce into neer place at the court divers of his confident

servants. 1655 Theophania 154 Her confident nurse.

b. Confident person, in Scots law : a confiden-

tial person, e.g. an intimate friend, a partner in

trade, a confidential man of business ; one who
acts in collusion with a debtor, for the purpose of

depriving the creditors of estate which they are

legally entitled to.

i6»x Sc. Acts Jos. IT, c. 18 All alienations, dispositions,

assignations, and translations whatsoever, .to any conjunct

or confident person, without true, just, and necessarie causes

. . after the contracting of lawful! debts from true creditors

(the Court of Session will decreet] to haue beene. .null and
of none availe, force, nor effect.

t 8. Confident of ( = F. confident de) : in the

private confidence of, privy to. Obs.

1659 Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 77 To the end that his High-
ness might be confident of their Proceedings, and privy to

all their Passages.

B. sb.

1. A trusty friend or adherent ; one in whom one

confides ; a confidential friend.

1619 Nai nton in Fortesc. Papers 105 From Rome and
other partes, where he is yet accepted as a confident. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1702) I. 41 When by some Con-
fidents .. he was inform 'd of some bitter expressions fall'n

from her Majesty. 1660 J er. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 11. ii. {R>,

When, .this sect gets firm confidents and zealous defenders.

a 1662 Hevlin Laud 1. 184 Archbishop Abbot, a great Con-
fident of the Popular Party in the House of Commons.
a 1714 Bi rnet Hist Re/. 111.(1715) 191 Hobby being a Con-
fident of the Protector's, he may be supposed to have written

as he was directed by him. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong.

(1876) I. App. 715 Eadric, the confident and foster-brother

of Eadmund.
2. spec. A person entrusted with secrets or private

matters; a Confidant.
1647 W. Browne tr. Polexander 1. 159 An old Ethiopian

Eunuque . . the most favoured of all his Confidents, and
the depositary of all his secrets. 1695 Congreve Love
for L. iv. xvi, Nay, Mr. Tattle, if you make Love to me,
you spoil my Design, for I intend to make you my Confi-

dent. 1754 Richardson' Grandison (1781) II. xxxv. 237
Make me your confident, Charlotte. 1815 Scott Guy M.
it, As he had neither friend nor confident, hardly even an
acquaintance. 1828 Black-,v. Mag. XXIII. 365 They have
..made the whole world the confident of the darkest
secrets of their spirits,

b. Const, of fa secret, etc.).

1663 Cow lev CutlerColeman St. 11. iii. (i7io),This Coxcomb
has so little Brains too, As to make me the Confident of his

Amours. 1668 R. L'Estrange Vis. Quev. (1708) 5, I may
speak to you as my Confessor, and the Confident of all the

secrets of my Soul. 1715 Mrs. I. Barker Exilius I. 17

My intimate Friend, and the confident of my Love. 1826

C. Butler Life Grotius App. ii. 235 Father Joseph, a capu-
i chin friar, the Confident of all the cardinal's schemes.

t 3. A kind of curl (of the hair), worn by women
about 1700. Obs.

|
Perh. rather, according to the

rime, confida'ttf.)

1690 Evelyn Mundus Muliebris 5 Nor cruches she, nor
confidents, Nor passagers, nor bergers wants.

Confidential k^nfide-njal), a. [f. L. confi-

dentia Confidence + -al. Cf. F. confidenceI.
~]

1 1. Confident, bold. Obs. rare.

1651 Mr. Love's Case 38 With such confidential raptures

and gloryings as these. 1680 Isee Confidentially].

2. Of the nature of confidence ;
spoken or written

in confidence ; characterized by the communication

of secrets or private matters.

Confidential communication : a communication made be-

tween parties who stand in a confidential relation to each
other, and therefore privileged in law. Confidential rela-

tion : the relation existing between a lawyer and his client,

between guardian and ward.
[1755-73 not in J.] 11773 Chesterf. (T.), I am desirous

to begin a confidential correspondence with you. 1797
Burke Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 279 Not being ad-
mitted to the closest and most confidential connexions with
the metropolis of that fraternity. Ibid. VIII. 333 We made
two confidential communications to [them]. 1883 Manch.
Guard. 12 Oct, 5/6 The report, .was to be made, .without
any confidential mention of the names of persons.

3. Betokening private intimacy, or the confiding

of private secrets.

1759 Pitt in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 474 IV. 408 The growing
harmony and confidential friendship which daily manifest
themselves between their Majesties. 1795 Burke Corr.

(1844) IV. 308 Talking the confidential language offriendship

in the public theatre. 1813 Scott Rokeby vi. vii, With low
and confidential tone. 1884 F. M. Crawford Rom. Singer
I. 29 Nino became very confidential.

4. Enjoying the confidence of another person
;

entrusted with secrets ; charged with secret service.

1805 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. {1846) VII. 79 The very
great good derived to His Majesty's service from Captains
being allowed confidential Officers as their First Lieuten-
ants. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 133 Confidential

persons were despatched into Italy to obtain an interview

. .with the pope.

Confidentiality :k^fidenfi|3e*liti). [f. prec.

+ -ity.J Confidential quality; state of being

confidential.

1834 W. Tavi.or in Robberds Mem. II. 566 The employ-
ment ofan amanuensis would abolish all real confidentiality

in our correspondence. 1881 W. C. Russell Ocean Free
I Lance II. 110 [Her] soft eyes and winning confidentiality

j
of manner.

b. = Confidential relation : see prec. 2.

Confidentially kfmnde-nfali), adv. [f. as

prec. + -LT 2
.]

fl. = Confidently. Obs. rare- 1
.

1680 Savile Corr. tCamd.) 151 That it can be of no use I

dare confidentially affirm.

2. In a confidential manner, tone, etc.

1834 Lamb Let. to Coleridge (L.\ He wilt give the au-

thorship ofsundry anonymous compositions ; confidentially

and with full faith on his own part. 1843 Dickens Lett.

1. 86, I write to you, confidentially, in answer to your note.

Confide'ntialneSS. Confidential quality.

Mod. Theconfidentialnessofhismannerdisarmed hostility.

Confidently (kfvnfidentli), adv. [f. Confii if.nt

a. + -ly-.J In a confident manner; with confidence

;

with firm trust, belief, or assurance ;
boldly, un-

hesitatingly ; without doubt or diffidence.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxviii. § 4 Confidently from

thence to conclude the necessity. 1611 Bible Luke xxii. 59
Another confidently affirmed, saying, Of a trueth this fellow

also was with him. 1664 Evelyn AW. Hart. (1729* 198

Trust not.. the Nights too confidently, unless the Weather
be thoroughly settled, a 1800 Cow per Reft, on Hor.,
Where duty bids he confidently steers, i860 Geo. Eliot

F. Holt xxxvi. He had counted confidently on Hartjd's

ready seizure of his offer.

Co'nfidentness. rare~°. [f. as prec. +w]
The state or quality of being confident, confidence.

My # in Bailey <folio\ Hence in Johkson, etc.

Confider (k^nfai-dai). [f. Confide v. + -er 1
.]

One who confides.

1648 W. Moi'ntagi e Devout Ess. xvi. ( 5. 304 (T.>, Remem-
bring the reproach God malceth to tottering confiders. 1658
Cleveland Rustic Rojnp. Wks. (1687) 421 The Confiders,

and well-affected to Tyler. 1858 Miss Melock Th. ab.

Women 185 We can keep a secret .. while the confider

remains our friend.

Confider, -ance, var. of Confeder, -anck.

Confiding k^nfoi dii]\///. a. [f. Confide v.

+ -lN(i -.]

1. That confides or reposes confidence ; trustful.

18*9 Southey O. Newman ix, The modest, meek, confid-

ing gentleness. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair(\..\ He had a

confiding wife, and he treated her as confiding wives only

are treated. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 209 Amidst the

acclamations and joyful tears of a too confiding people.

f2. Trusty, trustworthy ; ^Confident 6. Obs,

1645 King's Cabinet Opened in Select. Hart. Misc. (1793^

36iThat power military and civil might beput into con-

fiding hands. 1664 Drydes Rival Ladies v. i, Rod. These,

Pedro, Are your confiding Men. 2 Serv. I think 'cm still

so. 169a Wacstaffe Vind. Carol, iv. 48 That the Tower
may be put into confiding hands.

Confi dingly, adv. [f. prec. + -IT*.] In a

confiding manner
;
trustfully.

1885 Law Times LXXIX. 252/2 Several ..have talked

confidingly of the protection afforded by the Public Health

Act of 1875.

Confi'dingness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
state or quality of being confiding ; f confidence ;

trustfulness.

168a Norris Hierocles 71 The very courage & confi'ding-

ness of knowledge, conduces much to mildness. 1851 D.

Coleridge in //. Coleridge's Poems I. 184 His simple and
affectionate confidingness. 1882 Hesant All Sorts 227 Such

as would abuse your confidingness.

f Co'nfidous. A malapropism for Confident.
174a Fielding J. Andreivsx. iii, I am confidous she would

as soon think of parting with a pair of her grey mares.

t Configulate, v. 0bs.-° [f. L. con- together

+figttlare to fashion as a potter.] ' To play the

potter, to work in clay* (Blount Glossogr. 1656'.
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Configurate (k^afi'giur^t), v. Now rare, [f.

ppl. stem of L. configurd-re : see Configure.]

L trans. To frame by construction, to fashion,

shape; to give a configuration to. Also Jig.
1566 Painter Pal. Picas. I. 79 The condicion of the

noursse, and nature of the milke . . doth nowe. .configurate
and frame a newe disposition in him. 1599 Nashe Lenten
Stuffe (1871) 29 Divers have tried their cunning to configu-
rate a twin-like image of it. 1755 R Martin Mag. Arts $
Sc. in. v. 288 The Particles so combined and configurated
are called- the Crystals of such and such Salts, or Metals.
1802 Paley Nat. Theol. xi, The cavities of the body are so
configurated, as externally to exhibit the most exact corre-
spondency of the opposite sides. 1837 Sir F. Palgravk
Merck. Friar v. (1844) 195 The varieties of light and
shade which our vulgar configurate into the churl with
the bunch of thorns on his back.

f 2. To fashion according to something else as a

model, to conform. Obs.

158a N. T. (Rhem.) 1 Pet. i. 14 Not configurated to the
former desires of your ignorance.

1 3. Astrol. To associate in a configuration (q. v.

sense 2). Obs.
1671 Dryden Evening's Love n. i, Jupiter configurated

with malevolent planets.

*t*
4. [?) intr.

1 To show like the aspects of the

planets towards each other* (T.) ; or (?) to show
conformity or congruity of structure. Obs.
a 1650 Jordan Poems, Where pyramids to pyramids relate,

And the whole fabrick doth configurate.

Hence Configurated, Configurating ppl. adjs.

1752 Parsons Phil. Trans. XLVII. 513 A little configu-
rated jelly. 1808 Herschel ibid. XCIX. 274 Modified
. .by the configurating power of surfaces.

t Confi'gurate, ppl a. Obs. [ad. L. configu-
rdt-us pa. pple. : see prec]
1. Astrol. Associated in configuration (q. v. sense 2 )

.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11, viii. 258 Fog seems to be a
perpetual Effect, or attendent of 6 » lot rather an
attendant in Ordinary to ct. with whomsoever configu-
rate.

2. Shaped, fashioned, constructed.

1715 in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 327 The Valvule called
tricuspides were configurate after the usual manner.

Configuration k('nngiur^-Jon;. [ad. L. con-

figuration-e?n^ n. of action from configurdre : see

Configure. Cf. ¥.configuration (14th c. in Littre).]

1. Arrangement of parts or elements in a parti-

cular form or figure ; the form, shape, figure, re-

sulting from such arrangement ; conformation

;

outline, contour (of geographical features, etc.).

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 169 Many [fishes] that
beare the name of animals at Land . . hold no resemblance
in corporall configuration. 1720 Waterland Eight Serin.

,

The Configuration of the Muscles, and Disposition of the
Nerves. 1855 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea xvii. (i860) § 726
Study the configuration of the Southern American Con-
tinent. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. xvi. 263 The remarkable
configuration of the Atlantic sea-bed.

fb. ? Arrangement of elements
;
physical com-

position or constitution. Obs. rare.

1707 Curios, in Husb. # Card. 264 Salts . . supplying the
Plants with what is requisite .. especially such, as these
Salts have any Analogy with, by their Configuration.

2. Astron. Relative position, apparent or actual,

of planets or other celestial bodies
; esp. in earlier

use, the relative positions or Aspects' of the sun,

moon, and planets, recognized in Judicial Astro-
logy- (The latter is the earliest English use.)

1559 W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glass 26, I perceiue also
other configurations, .as well out of the zodiacke, as also in

it. 1588 Greene Perimedes 45 Fortune that was so fickle,

and the starres that had so badlye dealt in the configuration
of their natiuitie. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. 1. xxviii. 56 The
Disease is found out . . from the Configurations of the Planets.

1833 Herschel Astron. xi. 341 The planets going through
the succession of configurations with each other. 1834 Mrs.
Somerville Connect. Phys. Sc. iii. (1849) 3° Phis inequality
. .depends upon the configuration of the two planets.

t 3. State of being conformed in figure or fashion

(see Configurate v. 2). Obs. rare.
1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy Commun. i. § 3. 56 Our configu-

ration with the death of Christ in baptisme.

f 4. A representation by a figure, an image. Obs.
1677 Hale Print. Grig. Man. 47 Sounds, .are remembred,

and yet no real configurations are possible to be made
thereof in the Brain; for what Image can there be of a
Sound ?

Configurative (kfTnn^giiirativ), a. [f. ppl.

stem of L. configui-dre + -ive.] Of or pertaining

to configuration.
In first quot. perh. f. Con-+ Figurative.
1787 Gent. Mag. Supp. 1164/1 Substitute for taste the

configurative words approbation or pleasure (which change
every metaphorical question ought to bear>. 1817 Cole-
ridge Biog. Lit. (18821 52 The ideas are themselves, .nothing
more than their appropriate configurative vibrations. Ibid.

57 Those diminished copies of configurative motion.

t Configurator. Obs. [n. of action in L,
form from configurdre : see Configure v. and -or.]

Astrologer, magician.
165a Gaule Magastrom. 306 Scaliger makes himselfe

merry with a fly-driving configurator, who, having made a
talismanicall plate, etc

Configurature (k^nfi-gixiratiui). [f. ppl. stem
of L. configurdre + -URE.] ? Shape of countenance,
aspect.

1813 Mar. Edgeworth Patron. 'iSiv HI. xxxvii. 31 He
Vol. II.

began, .in a tone which changed Mr. Falconer's whole con- I

figurature.

Configure (k^nfrgitu), v. Now rare. [ad. L.

configurdre, to fashion after some pattern, f. con~
together + figdrdre to shape : see Figure v. Cf.

Y.configure-r (16th c. in Littre).]

1. trans. To fashion according to something else

as a model ; to conform in figure or fashion {to).

138a Wyclif Phil. iii. 10 Configurid, or made lyk, to his
deeth [158a Rhem. configured to his death], i$a6 Pilgr.

j

Per/. (1531) 104 b, Configured & conformed specyally to
the ymage of ye son of god. 1858 BUSHNELL Semi. New
Life 33 Man is spirit, a nature configured to God.

t 2. To represent by a figure or image, to figure.

1630 Lane Sor.'s Tale 45 Thideal formes, configuringe
1 All our sweet flowers, trees, fmites.

3. To fashion by combination and arrangement

;

to give an astrological configuration to ; to put
together in a certnin form or figure.

1654 Gaule Magastrom. 178 A witch works by a living
dog, cat, mouse, rat, &c. Iiut he |a magician] by a dead one, 1

configured, constellated, . .painted. 1677 Hale Prim. Origt
Man. in. viL 287 Divulsa membra come together, and con-
figured into an humane Shape. 1693 Bentley Atheism

,

iv. 8 Coming together, .and so configuring themselves into
jHumane shape. 1795 tr. Mercier's Fragm. II. 174, I could

perceive that the globe was so configured as that, etc.

b. fig. To give a figure to ; to shape.
1857-8 Sears Athan. xii. 108 The resurrection .. brings

forth the inmost life, and configures it cleared of all decep-
tive appearances. 1881 Morley Coluien I. 8 A. .conception

I

. . by which the desire to learn was gradually directed and
configured.

Confinable k^nfoi-nab'n, a. [f. Confined,
j

+ -able.] To be confined, capable of confinement.
1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSumey 111. v. 74 Regall Chi-

ualrie is solely confineable to the King. 1641 Iii*. Hall
Rem. Wks. (1660) 90 There is infinite vertue in the Almighty
not confinable to any limits. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. 1. v. 18 It were some extenuation of the curse, if in su- i

dore vultns tui, were confineable unto corporall exercita-
tions. 1854 J. Scoffern in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 181 Gases

j

that are confinable by water.

t Confinage. Obs, [a. OF. confinage in same
sense, f. confin : see Confine sb.2 and -age.] Situ-

ation in reference to boundaries or adjoining lands.

1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSnwey 11. iii. 51 In Neigh-
1

j
bourage it is not impertinent to particularize, .the Confinage

j

with Champion, Wood-land, other Lords and Mannors.
j

Ibid, in. v. 72 The Confinage shewes to what Lord, Honour,
Castell, Manour, &c. the Seruiceand Suitage . . is due.

t Confind, v. Obs. rare~°. fad. L. confind-h-et
\

f. con- altogether 4- findere to cleave, split.]

1623 Cockeram il, To Cut in pieces, Persecate, Confinde.

+ Confine, a. Obs. [a. F. confin, -fine border-

ing, neighbouring ( = It. confino, -fine):—!^. con-
\

fin-is bordering, adjoining, having mutual bounds,
f. con- together + finis end, limit, boundary.]

Neighbouring, adjacent.

1579 J. Stubres Gaping Gulf D viij, Great with another
[

confine gouernment. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. iii. nt. 1

(1651) 209 To discover the Streights of Magellan, and Con- \

fine places. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. i, The Armorick I

islands, and confine regions of Britanie.

+ Confine, *M Obs. Always pi. confines ;

also 6 -fins, -flnies. [ad. L. confin-is, -finem,

neighbour, sb. use of confinis adj. : see prec] //.

The inhabitants of adjacent regions, neighbours.
1531 Elvot Gov. i. xx, I haue diuers confins and neigh-

bours. riS34 tr. Pol. I'erg. Eng. /list. (Camden^ I. 191

,
They became terrible to there confines. 1553 Eden Decades

j
in. i. 89 Exchangynge golde for housholde stuffe with theyr
confines whtche sumewhat esteeme the same. 1598 Sylvks- I

tfr Dn Bartas 11. ii. Babylon 11605) 420 If we talke but
with our neere confines.

Confine (lqrnfoin), J*.2 Mostly in con- !

\

fines. Also 4 confynye, 6 confyne,//. confins.

j

[a. F. pi. confins (in 14th c. also confines) — It.

confini, -e, Sp. confines, med.L. confines bounds, in

L. confinia bounds, pi. of confinium, and of con-

fine neuter of confinis, Confine a. In Shaks. the

plural is co'nfincs in senses 1-2
; the sing, is always !

confi'ne, but this usually in the sense 4 confinement
1

or 'place of confinement ' (a sense also possible

in the few instances of pi. confi-nes) ; in this sense

the sb. may be viewed as a direct derivative of the

verb.]

I. \. pi. Boundaries, bounds, frontiers, borders

;

the bordering or bounding regions, border-lands.
1548 Halle Chron. II. 171 b, Which, .animated ye Scottes

to make Rodes and Incursions, into the confines and marches
of the Reelme. 1555 Eden Decades Pref. (Arb.) 51
Thextreme confines of Egypt. 159a Shaks. Rom. # Jul.
in. i. 6 When he enters the confines of a Tauerne. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 399 The confines of the River Niger . . are
well watered. 1694 R. Molksworth Acc. Denmark in 1692
(ed. 3) 34 The Elbe which is rather to be esteemed one I

of the Confines and Boundaries of his Territories. 1748
Anson's I'oy. 1. x. 100 We had . . arrived in the confines of
the southern Ocean. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III.

160 As far as the western confines of China. transf.

1787 1 Gambado 1 Acad. Horsem. (1809) 31 The flap of your
saddle . . chafing you between the confines of the boot and
breeches.

fb. Formerly in sing. Bounding line or surface.

155a Huloet, Confyne or bordoure, Confinium. 1599
Hakluyt I'oy. II. i. 206 Which is the beginning and con-
fine of the state and realme of Serifo the king of Mecca.

|

1609 Bible iDouay) Ezck. xlvii. 20 The great sea from the
confine directly, til thou come to Emath. 167s Newton in
Brewster Life (1831) I. vL 133, I thought light was re-
flected, .by the same confine or superficies of the ethereal
medium which refracts it. 1715 Chevne Philos. Prhtc.
Nat Relig. 1. 81 In the confine of Air and Sal-Gem [reflex-
ion] is stronger than in the confine of Air and Water.

t 2. Region, territory. Rarely in sing. Obs.
c 1400 Maundkv. xvii. (1839) 183 Fro Jerusalem unto other

confynyes of the superficialtee of the erthe be^onde. 1594
Shaks. Rich. Ill, rv. iv. 3 Heere in these Confines slily

haue I lurkt. i6ox — Jul. C. lit. i. 272. 1646 G. Daniel
Poems Wks. 1878 I. 24 Free, as Musams, & y« clearest
Heads Of that blest confine. 1667 Milton /'. L. 11. 395
Neerer our ancient Seat ; perhaps in view Of those bright
confines. 1670 Cotton Espernon \. 11. 55.

3. fig. a. The limits or bounds within which
any subject, notion, or action, is confined.
1548 in Strvpk Eccl. Mem. II. App. R. 62 Princes have

less confines to their wills. 1611 Tocrneur Ath. Trag. in.

iii, Within the confines of humanitie. 1677 Gale Crt.
Gentiles II. iv. 244 Doth not the very nature of a Definition
exclude the Deitie from its confines? 1865 Dickens Mut,
fir. in. vi, Beyond the confines of geography.

b. pi. The borders or 'border-land' between
two regions of thought, classes of notions, portions

of time, etc.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1328 Natures neuter and
meane . . situate in the confints betweene gods and men.
1692 BENTLEY Boyle Led. ix. 318 The narrow dubious con-
fines between Virtue and Vice. 1698 Dryden Vtrg. SEneid
vii. 579 Betwixt the Confines of the Night and Day. 1810
Sovthev Kehama xx. 7 Just en the confines of the day.

1854 Brewster More Worlds ix. 146 Our author finds him-
self on the confines of a mystery. sing. 1722 Wollaston
Relig. Nat. 11. 37 It is no more a happiness, than it is an
unhappiness ; upon the confine of both, but neither.

II. (kf'nfbrn 4. Confinement ; limitation, poet.

1597 Shaks. Lor'rr's Compl. 265 Vow, bond, nor space, In
thee llove] hath neither sting, knot, nor confine. 1604 —
Oth. 1. ii. 27, I would not my vnhoused free condition Put
into Circumscription, and Confine. ("1785 Burns Winter
Nt., Think on the dungeon's grim confine. 1794 Mathias
Purs. Lit. (1798.) 300 Such is the Poet: bold, without con-
fine, Imagination's ' charter'd libertine!' 1875 Browning
Inn Album 1 Each stanza seems to gather skirts around,
And primly, trimly, keep the foot's confine.

f5. A place of confinement, confining or en-

closing place ; enclosure. Obs.
1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ixxxiv, In whose confine immured is

the store Which should example where your equall grew.
1602 — Ham. 1. i. 155 At his [the cock's] warning, .. Th*
extrauagnnt, and erring Spirit, hyes To his confine. Ibid.

11. ii. 252 A goodly one, in which there are many Confines,
Wards, and Dungeons. 1610 — Temp. iv. i. 121. 1633
P. Fletcher Purple 1st. 11. xix, Sends back again to what
Confine it listeth. 1650 T. Bayly Herba Parietis 124 Vir-

tues .. temple as it is a thorow-fare to honours, I like full-

well ; but as it is a confine, I like the seat no more than if

he had sate me upon the stoole of sad repentance.

Confine kynforn^, v. [a. F. confiner in same
senses (15th c. in Littre), ad. It. confinare to border

upon, bound, limit, set limits to, banish, limit and
confine to a place ; f. confino, confine bordering,

bounding:— L. confin-is bordering: see Confine
sb. (Cf. Pr. and Sp. confina}; med.L. confinare.)"]

1. intr. To have a common boundary or frontier

%vith \ to border on, be adjacent to.
s
Said of regions

or countries, and of their inhabitants.) Now rare.

1523 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 119 His Countie of Fer-

rato, whicbe dothe confyne in some partes with the Swices.

1577 Eden & Willes Hist. Trav. 264 b, The princes which
confine uppon that sea. 1580 North Plutarch \ 16761 10 The
countries which confine there together. 1659 T. Philipott
Villare Cant. 136 The Woods, .confining to Shooter's Hill.

1694 R. Moleswortii Acc. Denmark (ed. 3) 182 The Duke
of Holstein . . mentioned last of those Princes that confine

with Denmark. 1700 Dryden Fables, 07 ,ia"s Met. xii. 58

Betwixt Heav'n, Earth, and Skies, there stands a place Con-
fining on all three. 1840 Blackiv. Mag. XLVIII. 392 The
frontier line of the Persian empire 'marched' or confined

with the Grecian.

fig. 1647 Fi ller Good Th. in IV, T. (1841) 151 This active

plant, with visible motion, doth border and confine on sen-

sible creatures. 1784 Dangerous Connections I. vii, Abuse
or evil always unhappily confining too nearly on good.

1880 Seeley in Macm. Mag. Nov. 43 The periods in which
the domain of history confines with that of politics.

f2. trans. To border on, bound. Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 119 [Cappadocia] passeth by. .All

those nations in Asia before-named, confining many others.

1607 Norden Surveyors Dial. 19 Kent . . and other Shires

confining the Sea. 1694 R. Moleswortii Acc. Denmark
fed. 3) 6 A State which is confined by many Principalities

is weak, exposed to many dangers.

f b. To separate as a boundary. Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 54 The mountaines Pyrena;i do

confine Spaine and France one from the other.

f 3. To relegate to certain limits ; to banish.

1577-87 Holinshed Scot. Chron. a8o6) II. 27^ Confining

them for ever out of all the parts of his dominions. 161

1

Shaks. Winter's T. U. i, 194 So haue we thought it good

From our free person, she should be confinde. 1624 Hey*
wood Gunaik. Vi, 207 Alcippus intended to abrogate, .their

lawes, for which he was confind from Sparta. 1637 — Royal
Nine Kij, Life, .which as your gift I'le Keepe, till Heaven
and^Nature Confine it hence. 1653 Holcroft Procopius

1. 5 Shee . . confined them single, and far asunder, to the

remotest parts of Italy.

4. To shut up, imprison, immure, put or keep in

detention. Const, in (formerly, transitional from 3,

t into).

160a Shaks. Ham. \. v. n Doom'd for a certaine terme to
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walke ihe night ; And for the day confin'd to fast in Fiers.

1610 — Temp. i. ii. 274 She did confine thee. .Into a clouen
Pyne. Ibid. 361 Therefore wast thou Deseruedly confin'd

into this Rocke. ' 1620 h'orse Subseciuae 203 Hee confined
his onely Grand-sonne Agrippa Posthumus into the
Hand Planasia. 1697 Drydf.n virg. Georg. iv. 164 Confine
the Tyrant. 1795 irentt. Mag. LXI. L 247 Boats were
plying in the principal streets to relieve families that were
confined in their upper apartments. 1836 Marryat 3 Cutters
iv, The three English Seamen were .. confined below.

1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz, Visit to Newgate, In one of which
. .prisoners of the more respectable class are confined.

b. To enclose or retain within limits ; to fasten,

secure, keep in place.

1595 Shaks. John v. vii. 47 Within me is a hell, and there

the poyson Is, as a fiend, confin'd to tyrannize. 1597 -

2 lien. IV, 1. i. 154 Now let not Natures hand Keepe the
wilde Flood confin'd. 1616 Chapman Homer's Hymns,
To Venus, All the belluine, That or the earth feeds or

the seas confine. 1748 Smollett Rod. Random xx, His
body was so sore & swelled, that he could not bear to

be confined in his wearing apparel. 1793 Smeaton Edystone
L. §51 Iron stanchions, .let into the rock by way of confining

the kant in its place. 1853 Reade C/ir. Johnstone 27 They
had cotton jackets .. confined at the waist by the apron-
strings. 187a E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. x. 174 To con-

fine its waters within high banks.

5. To keep or restrain (a person) within his

dwelling, etc. ; to oblige to stay indoors, or in

one's room or bed. Said of ill health, stress of

weather, etc. ; usually in passive. Const to.

1634 W. Tirwhvt Balzac's Lett. 396 Were I not confined
to my bed. 1688 S. Penton Guardian's Instruct. 2, I am
confin'd by a great uneasiness contracted by a Cold. 1708
Swift Death Partridge, He grew ill, was confined first to
his chamber, and in a few hours after to his bed. 171a Dk
Foe Plague 79 Though I confined my family I could not
stay within entirely myself. 1734 BERKELEY Let. 19 Feb.
Wks. IV. 214, I have been confined three weeks by gout.

1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl. II. 137 A rainy day confined

him to the house.

6. To be confined : to be in childbed ; to be
brought to bed ; to be delivered of ;a child). Cf.

Confinement 4.

177a Mrs. Delanv Corr. Ser. II. I. 467, I believe Lady
Weymouth will lie confined in the month of Dec*. »86o J.
Wolff Trav. *f Adv. I. xii. 396 Here was Lady Georgiana
Wolff confined of her first child.

7>-J&< To keep within bounds, limit, restrict.

1597 Hooker Keel Pol. v. xlii, Those extraordinary gifts

. .made it the harder to hold them confined within private
bounds. 1605 SHAKE. Macb. til. iv. 24 Now I am cabin'd,

crib'd, confin'd, bound in, To sawcy doubts, and fearer.

1662 Stilungfl. Orig, Sacr. II. vii. § 12 Was God's Wor-
ship to be confined to his Temple at Jerusalem. 1754-62
HUMK /list. Rug. I. xv. 385 On any condition which should
confine him in the punishment of these offenders. 176a J.
Brown Poetry <$• Mus. v. 11763)67 When the Melody was
.most confined in its Compass. 1771 GoLDML Hist. Eng. I.

C2 All the learning of the times was confined among the
clergy. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 62 [We] pursued
our sport, principally confined to the taking of samlets.

1885 Clodd Myths -y Dr. 1. v. 91 Traditions . . not confined

to the Old world.

b. To confine oneself to : to restrict one's action,

attention, etc., to ; to keep to.

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. ill, iv. 257 As a man. .apt to

l)e mis-carried by his appetite, confines himself by his vow
to one dish, a 1698 Temfle tj.\ If the gout continue, I

confine myself wholly to the milk diet. 1747 Wesley
Prim. Physic (1762) p. v. If they do not confine themselves
altogether to eat either ' Bread or the Herb of the Field.'

1754 Sherlock Disc. (17591 v'i»- 229< * shall confine

myself to St. Paul. 1848 Macai lav Hist. Eng. I. 4*2
Churchill was .. directed to confine himself to thanks for

what was past.

t c. intr. for refl. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. IV. v. 187 Children. .]>cr-

mitted the freedome of both [hands], do oft times confine
unto the left. 167a — Lett. Eriend xxiv. (1881) 143 To
separate from, .received and customary felicities, and to

confine unto the rigor of realities.

t 8. To bind to, restrain from (an action). Obs.
165A Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 12 Having first con-

fin'd him to an inviolable secresie. 1689 Shadwell Bury
E. v. 2ii, I have confined you from flying. 174a I.ond.

Country Brewer 1. (ed. 4) 8 The Maker, .is hereby confined

not to change his Malt.

9. To restrain
x
the bowels) from acting, con-

stipate ; Hind v. 4.

1870 T. Holmes Syst. Surg. (ed. a.) IV. 831 The patient

. . should have a dose . . in order that the bowels may be
confined.

Confined (kfTnfoi-nd), ///. a. [(. prec. + -En I.]

Bounded, limited, restricted, restrained, shut Dp,

enclosed, imprisoned, etc. : see the verb.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas (1641^ Assigning each a fit

confined Sitting. 1644 H. Parker Jus Pop. 37 A lord may-

have a more confined power over his slave, than he has over
himself. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11840) I. xiv. 233 Had. .Pro-

vidence, .blessed me with confined desires. 1771 Contem-
plative Man I. 2, 1 shall therefore be very short and confin'd

in what I am going to say. 1796 C. Marshall Garden.
iii. (1813* 30 Trees., planted in a confined space. 1878

Huxley Physiogr. 89 The elastic force of the confined air.

absol. 1790 Pennant Lond. (1813)302 The Spinhuis .

.

where the confined sit under the eye of a matron spinning or

sewing. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz (1866) 23 In visiting the

confined.

b. Of the bowels : constipated.

1834 Goon Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 195 When the bowels
are loose in youth, they commonly become confined in

advanced life. 1871 Sir T. Watson Princ. <y Pract. Physic

(ed. 5HI. 866 His bowels are irregular, often confined.

C. Confined man, labourer (Lincolnsh.) : one
hired by the year, and so confined to work for the

master who has hired him.
1868 Gainshtrgk Nenvs 27 June, A confined labourer, a

married man who can clip sheep and work on a farm. 1886
Cole S. W. Line. Gloss., Confined man,— 1 He was con-
fined man at Aubur, and would like to get a confined place
again '. 1888 Daily A'nvs 20 July 3/7 There are in Lincoln-
shire a numerous body of ' confined labourers '.

Hence Confinedly adv.
;
Confinedness, state

or quality of being confined.

1639 W. Sclater Worthy Commun. 36 The confinednesse
of his finite humane Nature to one place. 1644 Digby Nat.
Bodies ix. (1658) 70 The limitation and confinedness of every
magnitude unto just what it is. 1685 H. More Paralip.
Prophet. 405 [Applied] confinedly to these Elders, a 1761
Hoadly Lett. litt. (R.1 c 180a Lamb Lift * Lett. (1837) L
214 The beauties of Nature, as they have been confinedly
called. Mod. The confinedness of the site.

Confi'neless, a. rare. [f. Confine sb.2- + -less.]

Boundless, unlimited.
1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 55 Blacke Macbeth Will seeme

as pure as Snow . . being compar'd With my confinelesse
harmes.

Confinement (k^nfai-nment^. [a. F. confine-

ment (16th c. in littrif), f. confiner: see -ment.]
1. The action of confining, or (more usually) the

fact or condition of being confined, shut up, or

kept in one place
;
imprisonment.

(Usually with objective genitive.)

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 152 That darkenesse of
earth, which was their naturall confinement. 1697 Potter
Antif. Greece iv. vi. (17151208 And so loose their Souls
from their Confinements. 1717 Swift Gulliver DL ii. 187
During my confinement for want of cloathes. 177a Junius
Lett. Txviii. 337 The confinement of his body within four
walls. 1816 South ey Poet's Pilgr. 1. 26 As the fierce tiger
in confinement lies. 1834 Goon Study Med. (ed. 4) E. 190
It is rather the confinement and the want of usual exercise.

2. Restriction, limitation (to certain conditions'.

1678 Littleton Lett. <y Eng. Diet., A confinement, limi-
tatio, restrictio. 1691 Ray Creation Pref. (1704) 9 After a
short Confinement to one sort of Dish. i7»8 R. Morris Ess.

Anc. Archit. 33 To prescribe Rules of Confinement, as to

the minuter Proportions. 1789 Rentham Princ. Legist.
xvii. $ 16 Confinement to spare diet. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. 97 Confinement to the same stock, a
breeding from animals of the same blood.

+ b. A restriction or limit. Obs. rare.

1649 Jul Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. vii. 30 The- .question.

.

which were the places of the right and the schismaticall

temple, the confinements of the whole religion.

+ 3. An obligation, a personal tie. Obs.

1654 Karl Orrery Earthen. (1676) 660, I had nobler con-
finements than profit to keep me in her Father's Court.
Ibid. 693 A Prince, who by many confinements merited
my Service.

4. spec. The being in child-bed
;

child-birth,

delivery, accouchement. (The ordinary term for

this in colloq. use : see Confine v. 6. The ME.
equivalent was Our /.cuty's bands, bonds, or bends

:

see Hand 1
i c, Benu 1 i d, Bom>l 1 c.)

1774 Mrs. Delany Corr. Ser. 11.(1862) II. 15, I feel un-
comfortable not to be able to come to her when she is under
her confinement. 18x1 Park in Medico-Chirurg. Trans.
II. 298 Mrs. S. whom I was engaged to attend in her first

confinement. 1861 Flo. Nightingale Nursing 41 Women
who had difficult confinements. 1870 K. Peacock Ralf
Skirl. III. 211 Just recovered from her confinement.

t Co'nfiner Obs. [f. Confine sb. or v. (i, a)

+ -ER 1
. (Daniel accents confiner.^] 1. One who

dwells on the confines ; a borderer, neighbour.
1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (18711 11 The .. Franchises,

and privileges she (Yarmouth] is endowed with, beyond
all her confiners. 1656 Karl Monm. Advt. fr. Parnass. 225
We are. .become no longer confiners, but inland inhabiters.

a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts xii. 187 [He] maybe a lerrour

unto the confiners on that sea.

b. trans/, and fig.
1624 Wotton Archit. in Reliq. Wotton. (1672) 19 Lime

and Wood are insociable, and . .unfit Confiners. i6ao Bacon
Syha I 609 The Participles or Confiners between Plants
and Living Creatures, are such chiefly, as are Fixed . . as
are Oysters, Cockles, and such like.

2. One living within the confines, nn inhabitant.

1597 Daniel Ctv. Wares 1. lxix, Happie confiners you of
other lande*. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 337 The Senate
hath stirr'd vp the Confiners, And Gentlemen of Italy.

Confiner - fk^nfoinai). rare. [f. Confine v. +
-IftM One who or that which confines.

1654 Whiti ock Zootomia 344 Such worth . . is so its own
Confiner by pious and virtuous Resolves, that it needs no
Superviser.

Confining k^nfai nin), vld. sb. [f. Confine v.

+ -ing U '1 he action of the vb. Confine.

t a. Bordering; b. Restricting within bounds.

1599 Sandys Europe Spec. (16321 156 By reason of their

neere and dangerous confining with the (treat Turke. 1608

Hieron Wks. I. 685 Set formes of prayer . . are aiudged to

be a kinde of confining and limiting of Cods Spirit.

Confi'ning, ///. a. [f. as prcc. + -ing 2.]

1 1. Bordering, neighbouring, adjoining, adjacent

:

cf. Confine v. i. (Often placed after its noun, as

a participle; cf. adjacent, adjoining.) Obs.

1597 Daniel Civ. Wares iv. iii, To dallie with confining
Potentates. 1605 Camden Rem. 95 In Normandy and the

countries confining. 1654 Cokaine Dianea 1. 57 To raise

a great Army would .. beget suspicion in his confining

Princes.

2. That confines ; bounding, limiting, restricting,

etc. : see the verb.

1595 Shaks. John n.i. 338 Euen thyconfining shores, 171691
Boyle (J.), Make one man's fancies or failings, confining
laws to others. 1887 A. Austin Pr. Lucifer in A thenaeum
3 Dec. 742/3 By whose fermenting may his fancy rise Be-
yond the level of confining fact.

Confinity (k^nfrniti). Now rare or Obs. [a.

F. confiniti (14th c. in Littre), f. confin or L.

con/inis: see -ity ; cf. affinity.'] The position of

bordering on something else
;
neighbourhood, con-

tiguity, adjacency, {lit. andfig.)
1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1560) Q iij b, For confinitie of

the matter, I entend to wryte somewhat of the nource, and
of y* mylke. 1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 153, I shall

not neede to prooue the confinitie between [them]. 1730-6
Bailey (folio*, Confinity, Nearness of Place. 1742 Miss
Carter tr. A lgarotti on Newton II. 57 Systems wnich sup-
posed Colour might be changed by Refraction, Reflection,

the Confinity to Shadow. 1848 Blackw. Mag. LXIV. 379
The confinity with agitated France, and consequently a
more active affinity with its ideas.

II Confi'ninm. Obs. rare. [L. confJnittm, f.

con/inis : see Confine sb.] Confine, limit, bounds.
i68j Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 100 To approach the

apogeum of their natures, and to be in the confinium of
spirits.

Confirm ^^nfa'Jm),^. Forms: 3-6 conferme,

4-7 -firme, 6 -fyrme, 6- -firm. [ME. con/erme-n,

a. OF. conferme-r :—\-» confirmare to make firm,
' strengthen, establish, etc., f. con- together, alto-

gether +firmare to strengthen, make fast, f.fimt-us

I Firm, fast. In 15th c. assimilated both in F. and

I

Eng. to the L. spelling.

From 14th to 16th c. confirm and conform were often con-
fused : see note to Conform v. and cf. Conformable, Con-
formation, Conformity. The following are examples of
conform for confirm (conferm).

1377 Langl. P. El. B. na 213 And conformen [v.r. con-
fermen, -firmen] fauntekynes. c 1386 Chaucer Doctor's T.

136 (Harl.) Eek sche Conformed \6-text confermed] was in

such soverayn bounte.)

1. trans. To make firm or more firm, to add
strength to, to settle, establish firmly.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25390 (Cott.) pis word amen . . conferms
al [is J forwit said. < 1300 Beket 430 Lawes ther beoth and
custumes, that, .bi theKyng Henries dai. .i-confermed were
. .that no man ther a$e nas. 1393 Cower Conf III. 191 Pite

. . His regne in good estate confermeth. 1591 Shaks. i Hen.
VI, v. v. 42 His alliance will confirme our peace. 1611 Bible
2 Rings xv. 19 That his hand might be with him, to con-
firm the kingdome in his hand. 11703 Bukkitt On N. T.

Mark v. 34 To preserve it [health], to recover it, and to

confirm it. 1822 Procter (B. Cornwall) Misc. Poems, Dis-

tance doth but confirm .. a love sublime. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. 207 To confirm his dominion
by fortresses and garrisons.

b. To establish by long continuance, render in-

veterate (a disease, etc.). See Confirmed i b.

2. To make valid by formal authoritative assent

(a thing already instituted or ordained) ; to ratify,

sanction.
A charter was confirmed by being inspected, ratified, and

sanctioned anew, by a successor of the original grantor.
< 1290 Eng. Leg. I. 59/179 Seint Fraunceys .. To con-

fermi is ordre a*ruht toward Rome he wende. iao7 R.
Glocc. (1724) 324 [He] confermede al so pe ^eftes, bat obcr
kynges hadde er y3yue berto. (1311 12 Charter (dated 23
Apr. 939' Cod. Dipl.\. 235 Ich ^K&lstan. .grantye and con-

firmye by ftisse minre cftartre.J C1400 Macndev. (Roxb.)
xxxiv. 156 Oure haly fader be Pape hase ratified and con-

fermed my buke. 1551 Bk. Com. Prayer, Confirmation
Pref., They may then themselves, .openly, .ratify and con-

firm [1549 confessj the same [baptismal vows]. 1658 Bramhall
Consecr.Bps.vn. 154 Paul 4. and Cardinall Poole, .confirmed
all Ordinations in Edward the sixths time indifferently.

1765 Blackstonf. Comm. t. i. 127 The great charter .. ob-

tained .. from king John, and afterwards .. confirmed in

parliament by king Henry the third. 1781 Gibbon Decl.

4- E. III. 52 This moderate sentence was confirmed by the

emperor. But it was not confirmed by the archbishop.

1818 Cri'isk Digest (ed. 2) VI. 147 Where a codicil ratifies

and confirms a will. 185 . Curtis Hist. Engl. 114 Accord-
ing to Sir Edward Coke it [Magna Charta] has been thirty-

two times solemnly confirmed by acts of parliament. 1875
Stubbs Const. Hist. Eng. (1877) II. 141 The charters were
confirmed by inspeximus on the 12th [Oct. 1297] ; the king
on the sth of November at Ghent confirmed l>oth the char-

ters and the new articles. 1875 Public Health Act % 184

Bye-laws made by a Local Authority, .shall not take effect

unless, .confirmed by the Local Government Board.

fig. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb. ) 42 Dauid had so

far forsaken God, as to confirme adulterie with murther.

1648 N. Estwick Treatise 8 Their passing through the Sea
. . did seal up, and . . confirm that Moses was by the Lord
deputed to bee. .a Leader of his people.

D. Const, a person to or in a dignity, position,

etc. : to ratify the election or appointment of.

1297 R. Glouc,(i724> 473 Wan he were ichose in is chapele

. . Homage he solde him do, ar he confermed were. 1480

Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxxvi. 258 Tho that were chose to

bisshoppes sees . . my^t be confermed to the same of hir

metropolitanes. 1535 Coverdale i Mace. xi. 27 Thekynge
. .confirmed him inthe hye presthode. 1577 87 Holinshed
Chron. III. 1241/1 He was confirmed bishop of Couentrie.

1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. iii. 217 Hee's not confirm'd, we may
deny him yet. 171a Hearne Collect. III. 387 Yesterday Mr.

John Keil was confirm'd in Congregation Professor of

Geometry. 1803 Nelson 5 Nov. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) V.

1803, I congratulate you on being confirmed and .. I shall

be glad to put you into a gootf Frigate. 1886 Yule St

Burnell Anglo-lnd. Wds., Confirmed, applied to an officer

whose hold of an appointment is made permanent.
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C. Const, (a possession, title, etc.) to a person

:

to ratify the presentation or bestowal of.

c 1325 Coerde L. 3664 Make hym Sawdoun. .and rycheste
kyng: Confirme it hym and hysofspring. c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. (18x0) ii2 pe kyng for his seruise confermed hisgyft.
x574 tr- Littletons Tenures 106 a, If I by my dede confirme
y" estate of y J tenant for terme of yeres. 1593 Shaks.
3 Hen. VI, 1. i. 172 Confirme the Crowne tome and to mine
Heires. 1794 Paley Evid. IL vi. (1817) 134 Claudius, .con-
firmed to Agrippa the dominion which Caligula had given
him. 1851 Turner Dom. Archit. IL ii. 48 The Church of
St. Olave, Southwark, was confirmed to the prior and con-
vent of St. Pancras, of Lewes.

3. To make firm, strengthen, establish (any one
in a habit, practice, disposition, etc.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 500 (Cott.) pai [angelsj ware confermed
bar als tite, pai mai neuermar held til il. c 1386 Chaucer
Doctor's T. 136 She Confermed was in swich souerayn
bountee That, etc. 14x3 Lydg. Pilgr. Sotvlc 11. lii. (1859)

54 He was confermyd 111 malyce. 1549 Latimer Ploughers
(Arb.) 20 To confirme them in the same fayeth. 1718 Free-
thinker No, 61. 38 [He] has employed his Time . . only to
confirm Himself in Absurdities. 1824 Byron yuan xvi. li,

Perhaps. .To laugh him out of his supposed dismay . . Per-
haps, .to confirm him in it.

4. To strengthen spiritually.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter 1. [li] 13 Conferme me wyb byn holy
gost. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Confirmation, Confirm and
strength them with the inward unction of thy Holy Ghost.
187a Ruskin Eagle's N. § 121 Men whose passions were
tempered, and whose hearts confirmed, in the calm of these

[

holy places.

5. Eccl. To administer the religious rite of
j

Confirmation to
;
formerly * to bishop

c 1315 Shoreham 15 The bisschop these wordes seth .

.

' Ich signi the with signe of croys, And with the creme of
hele Confermi'. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xv. 449 Til it be
crystened in crystes name and confermed of be bisshop, It
is hethene as to heueneward. 1480 Caxton C/iron. Eng.
iv. (1520) 32/1 He ordeyned that a chylde sholde be con-
fyrmed as soone as it myght, namely after it was crystened.
1494 Fabyan v. cxxxi. 1 14 This chylde. .was brought to the
holy bissop Amandus to be confermed, beyng than of the
age of xl. dayes. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Confirmation
Pref., It is thought good, that none hereafter shall be
confirmed, but such as can say .. the Articles of the Faith,
the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Commandments ; and can
also answer to [the] questions of this short Catechism, 1733
Neal Hist, Purit. I. 238 They disliked the Custom of

|

confirming Children, as soon as they could repeat the Lord's
Prayer and their Catechism. 1863 Miss Sewell Glimpse
0/ World vi. 45 'She has been treated quite like a grown-up
girl,' continued Mrs. Cameron ..' You know we had her
confirmed last year.' 1885 Arnold Cat/t. Diet. s.v. Con-
firmation,^ The Greeks and Orientals give it immediately
after baptism, and in the West down to the thirteenth
century a child was confirmed as soon after baptism as
possible. .But the Roman Catechism advises that confirma-
tion should not be given till the age of reason.
absol. 1750 in Picton L'pool Muuie. Rec. (1886) II. 169

The Lord Bishop of Chester is to. .confirm in this town.

6. To make firm, fortify, encourage, strengthen
(in an opinion, action, or purpose).
1485 Caxton St. Wcnefr. 17 Go ye confermed by the

lycence of myn auctorite. 1648 Milton Tenure Kin%s
(1650) 15 These words [Deut. xvii. 14] confirm us that the
right of choosing, yea of changing their own Government,
is . . in the People. 1715 Pope Iliad 11. 228 Warriours like
you . . By brave examples should confirm the rest. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 168 F 5 When Mackbeth is confirm-

j

ing himself in the horrid purpose. 1802 Mar. Euceworth !

Moral T. (18 16) I. v. 29 He was confirmed in this opinion,
j

+ b. reft, and pass. To be firmly resolved. Obs.
\

138a Wyclif Ezek. xxiv. 1 The king of Babiloyne is con-
jfermyd a5ens Jerusalem to day. c 1386 Chaucer Melib.

P- 8xi, I assente and conferme me to have pees, a 1658
Ford, etc. Witch Ediu. 1. i, I am confirm'd, and will re- !

solve to do What you think most behoveful.

7. To corroborate, or add support to (a statement, !

etc.) ; to make certain, verify, put beyond doubt.
c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame n. 253 To confirme my reasoun

Thou wost wel this, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 53 To i

conferme this..oure Lorde hathe shewed his myracles in
these two chirches. 15^1 R. Copland Gnydon's Quest.
Chirurg., This reason is confyrmed by an example y*
Henry de Maundeuille putteth. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. i. 21
Hauing no witnesse to confirme my speech. 171a Addison I

Sped. No. 305 r 4 The News . . has not been yet confirmed.
1837 Disraeli Venetia iv. ni, Her altered habits confirmed I

the suspicion. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2> IV. 29 The testi-
mony of Xenophon is thus confirmed by that of Plato,

t b. with obj. and inf. complement. Obs. rare.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1625) 32 These and such

like, .are confirmed to be unhonest.

+ 8. To affirm, assert, maintain that. Obs,
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. fi88o) 258 5if be chirche of bes pre-

latis confermen bat bis is be gospel of crist. c 1540 Pilgr. !

T. 276 With an othe confirmid and said, that I had re- !

hersid nothing but popry. 1579 Lyly Euphnes (Arb.) 42 i

Doth not Aristotle alledge and confirme, that Nature :

frameth . . nothing . . vnperfect. 1668 Culpepper & Cole
j

Barthol. Anat. in. lii. 135, I am not of their opinion who I

confirme that this Spirit is Generated in. .the Brain.

t 9- To make quite sure in an opinion or as to a
matter

; to assure, make certain, convince. Obs.
1607 B. Jonson Volpone 11. i. 39 Pray you, sir, confirm me,

!

VVere there three porpoises seen above the bridge, As they i

give out? 1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush 1. i, We are all !

confirm d twas a sought quarrel. 1638 Ford Fancies v. i,
I am confirm'd the lady, By this time, proves his scorn as
well as laughter. 1707 E. Ward Hudibras Rediv. (1715)
11. ix, 1 he Battel they had won Confirm'd them all was now
their own. 1722 Eliza Haywood Brit. Recluse 125 If be-
fore.

.
I thought these Ladies were mistaken, I was now

confirm d they were so. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. IV. 309

The ministry was no sooner confirmed in the account of his

arrival, .than, etc.

+ 10. To strengthen, invigorate; to make firm,

support (physically). Obs.

1542 Boorde Dyetary xi. (1870) 261 Good breade doth
comforte, confyrme and doth stablysshe a mannes herte.

1578 Banister Hist. Man in. 42 [Ligaments] issue out ..

from the hinder part of the Spondilles. .to confirme the
Vertebres. 1611 Bible Iso. xxxv. 3 Confirme the feeble
knees. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 74 This way of
confirming great Stones in Buildings. 1682 N. O. tr.

Boileau's Lntrin m. 114 A Truncheon strong Confirms his
staggering steps. 1715-20 Pope Iliad v. 155 His nerves
confirm'd, his languid spirits chear'd.

f 11. To make firm in consistence ; to solidify.

Obs. rare.

1663 J. Spencer Prodigies Pref. , That the Ghosts assum'd
an aiery . . body to appear in, which was confirm'd by the
cold of the night.

Conformable (k^Vaumab'l), a. [f. Confirm
v. + -able (on L. type *confirmdbi/is) : cf. rare OF.
confermable in Godef.] That may be confirmed,
capable of confirmation.
1646 SirT. Browne Pseud. Eg. 11. 11.5S It is evidently true

and confirmable by every experiment. 1689 Col. Rec. Penn.
I. 316 Lett ye Laws you pass, be Confirmable by me.

If Formerly often confused with Confokmablk :

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. xx. 38 Fraunces Atreman
dyde acquyte hymselfe valyantly and confyrmable to the
peace. 1533 More Let. to Cromwell Wks. 1426/1 A mind
as toward & as confirmable, as reson could, .require.

Coiifrrmaiice. Obs. [f. Confirm v. or L.
confirmd-rc + -ance : OF. had confer/nance, -firm-
ance (13th a), which however appears to have
been obs. long before the Eng. word is found.]
Confirmation.

1S88 R. Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 36S For the
confirmance thereof. 1602 Warner^//-. Eng. ix. li. (1612)

231 Ignatius then conceited had his sect, And crau'd con-
firmance of the Pope. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
143 Whereof they afford us a remarkable confirmance.

Confirniand !

,
k^nformarnd). [ad. L. con-

firmand-ns fit to be confirmed, from confirmdre
to Confirm.] A candidate for confirmation.
1884 Ch. Times XXII. 285 It would be desirable for the

Diocesan . . to examine the confirmands . . before lie admin-
istered the holy rite. 1887 Ch. Rev. 15 July, Although it

is appointed to be learnt by all confirmands, it says nothing
about confirmation.

Confirmation (k-^nfaim^'jan). Also 4 con-
ferm-, 4-6 confyrm-. [a. OF. confirmation (13th
c. in Godef.), ad. L. confirmation-cm, n. of action
from confirmdre to Confirm. (The inherited
form of the L. word in OF. was confermaison.y]
1. The action of making firm or sure ; strengthen-

ing, settling, establishing i^of institutions, opinions,
etc.).

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. iv. (1520) 28/1 For the con-
fyrmacyon of his kyngdome. i549(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer
100 For the more confyrmacion of the fayth. 1585 Abp.
Sandys Serm. (1841) 87 For the confirmation of our weak
faith. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 343 Confirmation
of your . . belief. 1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. V. xxii. 24
For the better confirmation of their title,

t b. Physical strengthening, Obs. rare.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseitd. Ep. 11. iii. 73 [The loadstone]

may. .afford a confirmation unto parts relaxed.

2. The action of confirming or ratifying by some
additional legal form.
Confirmation ofa charter: see Confirm v. 2. Confirm-

ation of the Charters (Confirmatio Chartarum) applied in
Eng. Hist. spec, to the confirmation of Magna Charta and
the Charter of the Forests by Edward I in 1297.
1382 Wyclif Heb. vi. 16 The ende of al her controucrsye,

or debate, is an ooth to confermacioun. 1473-4 in Acc. Ld.
Treas. Scotl. I. 2 (Jam. Supp.) Ane confirmacione of ane
charter to Johne Lord Semple of the landis of Mont-
grenane. 1601 Shaks. All's Well 11. iii. 56. 1647 Sfrigue
Anglia Rediv. iv. ix. (1854) 313 That confirmation of all the
precedent articles shall be procured from the parliament.
1792 A. Young Trav. France 119 They then immediately
passed a confirmation of their preceding arrets. 1875 Stl bbs
Const. Hist. Eng. (1877) II. 147 The supplementary acts
by which the Confirmation of the Charters was affirmed
and recognised, .especially as the close of the long dispute
about the limits and jurisdictions of the Forests. 1876 Free-
man Norm. Cotiq. V. xxiv. 365.

b. The confirming of a person in a dignity, etc.,

or of a possession, etc., to a person.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 143 Richard his pallion hi

messengere did com, & his confirmac'ion fro be courte of
Rome. 1557 Order ofHospitalls B vj, After the confirma-
tion of the said election by the Lord Maior. 1632 Hayward
tr. Biotidi's Eromena 89 Obtained of the king the office
of Admirall. -and got the confirmation thereof. 1886 York
Herald 7 Aug. 5/5 Confirmation of the Speaker.

e. spec, in Eccl. The formal ratification of the
election or other appointment of a bishop.
^1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 209 pe pape ber of was

paied,
t
mad be Confirmacion. Maister Steuen of Langtone

Ersebisshop salle be. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. VTJ. v. 132
De Byschope Robert . . Of be archebyschape of Yhork had
Confirmatyowne. 1826 Chitty Blackstone I. 378 Without
which confirmation and investiture the elected bishop
could neither be consecrated nor receive any secular profits.
1882 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. II. 37 Confirmation is

performed under the authority of the Metropolitan, acting
for the whole Province or Church.
3. The action of confirming, corroborating, or

verifying ; verification, proof : see Confirm 7.
1419 in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. I. 72 To haffe on off ther

captaynes into Engelond, ffor to make confirmation of thys
matier. 1587 Thynni-: in Holinshed III. 1272 For the con-
firmation whereof.. thou shalt find an ample discourse in
my booke. 1747 Col, Rec. Penn. V. 150 In confirmation of
what we say we give you this string of Wampum. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 170, I should think, to use the
newspaper phrase, the thing merited confirmation. 1769
Junius Lett. xxix. 131 It hardly wants the Confirmation
of Experience. 1831 Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Administr.
(1837) II. 99 The achievements of St. George want con-
firmation in the particular of the Dragon.

b. A confirmatory statement or circumstance

;

in Khct. the confirmatory part of an argument.
1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 4 b, The confirmacion is a decla-

racion of our awne reasons, with assured and constaunt
1

profes. 1604 Shaks. Oth. in. iii. 323 Trifles light as air
Are to the jealous confirmation strong As proofs of holy
writ. 1648 H. G. tr. Balzac's Prince 102 [To observe] the
parts of Eloquence, and to separate the Exordium from the
Narration, and the Confirmation from the Epilogue. 1709
Steele & Addison Tatler No. 136 T 8 This Day came
in a Mail from Holland, with a Confirmation of our late
Advices. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. 11. xi. 293 He.

.

adroitly converts apparent objections into confirmations of
his argument.

4. J.aw. Sec quots. Also as in 2.

1495 Act 11 //(«. VII, c. 44 § 2 Allpatcntes, contirmacions
and grauntes made to any persone . . of the same Castelles.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 106 a, A dede of confirmacion
!

is good and vailable, where in the same case a dede of
I

release is not good nor vailable. 1628 Coke On Lilt. 295 b,

A Confirmation is a conueyance of an estate or right in

esse, whereby a voidable er>tate is made sure and vnauoid-
able, or whereby a particular estate is encreased. 1767
Blackstone Comm. II. 325. 1818 CsuiSE Digest (ed.
IV. 87 All leases made by tenants for life become absolutely
void by their death; so that no., act, by the persons
entitled to the remainder or reversion, will operate as ;i

confirmation of them. Ibid. V. 251 A fine may also operate
as a confirmation of a former estate, which was before
defeasible.

5. EccL A rite administered to baptized persons
in various Christian Churches

;
formerly called

I

' bishoping '.

In the Roman and Greek Churches, always reckoned one
of the seven sacraments, and in these and in the Church

j

of England held to convey or be the vehicle of .special

grace^ which ' confirms ' or strengthens the recipient for the
I practice of the Christian faith.

Down to the 13th c. confirmation was administered imme-
diately or soon after bapti>m (as still in the Greek Church >

;

:

since that time, it has been usually deferred in the Western
Churches till the 'years of discretion'. In the Church of

[

England and some other Reformed Churches, candidates are
required publicly and personally to renew, ratify, and 'con-

I

firm' their baptismal vows (see Coneikm v. 2, quot. 155c),

and are then admitted to the full privileges of the Church.
1303 R. Brunne 11andl. Synne 9790 pe secunde sacra-

ment.. Ys grauntede of be bysshop honde, Men kalle hyt
confyrniacyoun. 1387 Tkeyisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 159 fio

his propre name was l-chaunged, as it hnppeb in confirma-
cioun of children, a 1400 Relig. Piecesfir. 'Thornton MS.
(1867* 27 Confirmacione . . confermys be Haly Gaste one
man bat es cristenede. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. iv. '1520)
IV - 33/ 1 Ordeyned that a chylde sholde have a godfather

I and a godmother at the tyme of baptysynge, and also one
at the confyrmacyon. 1549 Bk, Com. Prayer, Confirma-

i tiou Pref., To the end that Confirmation may be ministered
to the more edifying of such as shall receive it, etc. 1555
Fardle Facions 11. xiL 278 Bishopping, whiche the Latines

I
calle Confirmacion, a confirming, .or aUowyng of that went

j

before : is the seconde Sacramente. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt.
120 The old order of Confirmation by Bishops, which was

i to be done upon Profession of the Faith. 1803 W. Godwin

I

L^ife Chaucer I. 54 The rite of confirmation, according to
the Roman Catholic discipline, is always subsequent .. to

]

the first communion. 1836 J. H. Stewart Mem. W. C.

I

Stewart iv. (ed. 3)72 The Bishop, .had directed them not to

I

present themselves for Confirmation till they were fifteen,

b. Name oj confirmation : see quots.
1628 Coke On Litt. 3 a, If a man be baptized by the name

of Thomas, and after at his confirmation by the bishop he

j

is named John, he may purchase by the name of his con-

j

firmation. Ibid. Whose name of baptism was Thomas, and
I

his name of confirmation Francis. 1885 Arnold Cath. Diet.
s
;
v., It is usual to take another Christian name at confirma-

tion, which however is not used afterwards in signing the
name.

% Formerly confused with Conformation, q.v.

Confirmative (k^nf5umativ), a. and sb. [ad.

j

L. confirmdtiv-ns, f. ppl. stem of L. confirmdre

:

see -ive. Cf. F. confirmatif -ive, 1 6th c. in Littre.]

A. adj. Having the property of confirming,

I

establishing, or making sure or certain.
<! 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (ed. 1) in Select. Hart.

Misc. 1 1793) 172 With the celestial bond (confirmative
religion) which made them one. 1654 Earl Orrery Par-
then. (1676) 235 A confirmative argument. 1755 Magens

j

Insurances I. 468 The Peace of Breslau of 1742, and that

of Dresden 1745, confirmative of the precedent one. 1881

Morgan Coutrib. N. Amer. Ethuol. IV. 13 They had a
negative as well as a confirmative vote.

fB. sb. Something that confirms or expresses

confirmation. Obs.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 236 These
words, for, because, and such other confirmatiues. 1595 in

Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 413 Confirmative or
! ratifications of any former gifts.

Hence Confi rmatively adv.

1844 S. R- Maitland Dark Ages 24 If. .it were to be
delivered confirmatively.

1 Confirmator. Obs. Also 5 -our. [a. AKr.
confirmatour = F. conftrmateur, ad. L. confirmator-
em, agent-n. from confirmdre to Confirm.] One
who or that which confirms.
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CONFIRMATORY. 808 CONFITEOR.

1485 Cam os Chas. Gt. 15 Confirmatour and Illumynatour
of al good werkes. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 131

The definitive confirmator and test of things uncertaine.

Confirmatory (k^nfaumatari), a. [f. L. type
*confirmdtori-us : see prec. and -obt.]

1. That confirms
;
having the property of confirm-

ing ; corroborative. Const, of.

1636 Heylin Sabbath IL 53 In a Decretall. .confirmatorie

of the former custome. x8n J. Parkinson Org. Rem. III.

452 The result .. strongly confirmatory of the Mosaic
account. 1830 KllflW. Stud. Nat. Phil. IL vii. (1851)

207 Strong confirmatory facts.

1 2. Relating to, or of the nature of, the rite of

confirmation. Obs.
1686 Bp. Compton Episcopalia 35 (T.) It is not improb-

able, that they [the Apostles] had m their eye the confirma-

tory usage in the synagogues, to which none were ad-
mitted, before they were of age to undertake for themselves.

Confirmed (k^nfaumd), a. [f. Confirm.]
1. Made firm, strengthened, settled, firmly esta-

blished, etc. : see the verb.

1594 Kyd Cornelia v. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 238 Is this th*

undaunted heart That is required in extremities? Be more
confirmed. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado \\. i. 394. 1607 Dekkek
IVh. Babylon Wks. 1873 II. 258 Who buildes on heartes
confirmd, buildes on a rocke. 1756 Bikke Subl. <V B. Wks.
1842 I. 65 In a confirmed state of health and vigour. 1871

Bi.ackie Four Phases 1. 116 The State where the habit of

obedience is most confirmed.

b. spec. Of a disease : Firmly established in the

system ; inveterate, chronic.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vii. Ixiv. (1495' 281 How
soo euer Lepra is gendred vnneth it is curable yf it be con-
fermyd. c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg.iMH. A) 100 pis crampe
may be heeled or bat he be confermed, & aftir bat he is

confermed seelden or nevere. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic
(17621 41 A confirmed Cancer.

2. Of persons : Firmly established in the habit,

condition, or practice expressed by the appellative.

See Confirm v. 3.

1836 Disraeli / 'iv. Grey vii. v, I am a confirmed wanderer.
i860 Mrs. H. Wood Danesbury Ho. xviii, The Iwys have
become confirmed drunkards. Mod. A confirmed invalid.

3. That has received the rite of confirmation

4. (See Confirm v. 2 c.)

1787 Nelson 26 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845' I. 249, I ..

recommend him. .as worthy of having a confirmed Warrant.

Hence Confirmedly adv. , Confl rmedness ( -t'-d- .

, 1449 Pecock Rtpr. 11. xvii. 249 More sureli and con-
ferniedli. 1889 Pall Mall G. 13 Sept. 7/1 Every person .

.

who has become confirmedly unfit for work. 1667 Decay
Ckr. Piety v. § 20. 244 If the difficulty arise, .from the con-
firm 'dness of the habit.

Confirmee (k^nfajmr). [f. Confirm + -ee :

corresp. to F. confirmL]
1. Law. One to whom a confirmation is made.
c 1600 [?Doderidge] Touchstone 312 In every good con-

formation tending to confirm an estate . . There must be a
good confirmor and a good confirmee. 1642 Perkins Pro/.
Bk. x. § 631. 273 More properly the word of the Confirmer
than of the Confirmee.

2. Eccl. One who is confirmed.
1885 Bp. Thorold Charge 22 A comparison of our con-

firmees during the two years. 1886 Ch. Times 19 Feb.

}3i-3 The wretched proportion of male confirmees to female
in London.

Confirmer kjfafa'imu). [f. Confirm + -ek ]
.]

One who or that which confirms.

1595 Shaks. John 111. i. 24 Be these sad signes con-
firmers of thy words? i6a6 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess.

(1620) 204 The giuer of grace . . the perfecter, confirmer,
stablisher of it. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (181

1

1 III. 358,
I, and you.. must be only hearsay confirmers. 1878 Tre-
LAWKY .Shelley, Byron, etc. (1887J 130 The bearer, or rather
confirmer, of news.

Confirming (k£nfa\imin\ vbl. sb. [f. Confirm
+ -ing 1.]

1. The action of the verb Confirm ; confirmation.
\vyj R. Glol'c. '17241 277 And myd gode chartre . . made

confermyng. c 1380 Wyclik Sel. Wks. III. 364 Confermyng
of men is nought but $if God conferm bifore. a 1649
Drlmm. of Hawth. Jos. V. Wks. 108 The confirming of a
peace between the emperor and the French king.

f 2. The religious rite of confirmation. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19552 (Cott.) Mai naman . . Conferming

giue, bot biscop hand, a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton
MS. (1867) 7 The secunde sacrament es confennynge. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvi, { 6 The manner, .was in con-
firming to use anointing.

Confi rming, ppl. n. [-UTG *.] That confirms
;

confirmatory.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <y Min. 97 By reason of its .

.

confirming faculty. 1864 Kinglake in Leisure Ho. 80/t

The supply of fresh confirming proof.

Hence ConfirmingTy adv.
1603 B. Jonson Jos. f's Entertainm., To which, the vow

that they used, .somewhat confirmingly alludes.

t Conformity. Obs.

1. tumorous/}', as a blunder for infirmity.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 63 You cannot one beare

with anothers Confirmities.

2. Corrupt form of Conformity, q. v.

t Confi rmment. Obs. Forms: 3-4 conferme-,
confer-, confirma-, 4 confirmement(e. [ME.,
a. OF. confermement, -firme-, -ferma- t

in med.L.
confirmdment-um : see Confirm and -mknt.] Con-
firmation, e. g. of a charter, or as a religious rite.

i«97 R. Gi.orc. 'Rolls 7169 He made ac confermement to
Weatmynstre of cche bynge, pat J>oru hyin hem ysyuc was,

ober bom eny o^er kynge. a 1300 Cursor M. 19559 1
Kdinb. 1

O biscop be confermement [Fair/, confer-, Gdtt. confirma-].

O strenght it es be sacrement. c 1315 Shoreham i 5 That me
wasche men over the fant After confirmement.

Co nfirmO'r. Laiv. [Technical variant of

Confirmer as correlative with Confirmkk: see

-or.] A party who confirms a voidable estate,

etc.: see Confirmation 4.
c 1600 [see Confirmee]. i6»8 Coke Littleton's Tenures

$ 536 The rent charge remayneth to the confirmor. 1787
Butler On Co. Lit. 205 b, A confirmation is an approbation

of . . an estate already created ; by which the confirmor

strengthens and gives validity to it.

Confiscable k^nfrskabT), a. [f. L. confiscd-re

to confiscate + -ble : also in mod.F.] Liable to

confiscation.

1730-6 in Bailey ifolio'. 1755 in Johnson. 1828 Websi eh

refers to 'Browne'. 1880 \V. K. Hall Intemai. Law 10

In 1785 the United States agreed with Prussia that contra-

band of war should not be confiscable.

Confiscatable kfofiak^'ttbl), a. [f. Con-
fiscate + -able.] = prec.

1863 Life in t/tc South II. 374 Articles, many of which
might have been pronounced confiscatable. 1883 J.

Rolt-
|

ledge in Kendal Mercury 14 Dec, Everything is confis-

catable by the glorious law of Italy.

Confiscate see the vb.), ///. a. [ad. L. con-

fiscdl-us, pa. pple. of confiscare : see Confisk.]
1. Of property : Appropriated to the use of the

sovereign or the public, adjudged forfeited. (Chiefly

as pa. ppte.^

a 1533 Ld. Bkkneks Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.m. CR.\ I knowe
, . .how thou art banished from Kome and all thy goods con-

;

faatte. 1555 Eden Decades 36 Both the brethren are cast in

prison with their goodes confiscate. 1596 Shaks. Merch.
V. iv. i. 332 Thy lands and goods Are by the Lawes of

,

Venice confiscate V'nto the state of Venice. 1611 — Cymb, v.
1

v. 323 And let it be confiscate all. 1694 Child Disc. Trade
(ecf. 4) 259 All their money should be confiscate to the

publick. 1820 Byron Mar. Fat. v. i. 485 Thy goods are I

confiscate unto the state.

2. Deprived of property as forfeited.

a 1618 Raleigh Prcrog. Pari. 31 Lancaster, Latimer, and
Slurry were confiscate and banished. 1858CARI.YLE Fredk.
Gt. 118651 I. 1. i. 8 That Century is quite confiscate, fallen

bankrupt.

Confiscate (kfaifiskt'it, -frsk^f, V. [f. L.

confiscat- ppl. stem of confiscate: see the earlier
j

Confi.sk, through French. Confiscate, as the direct ,

representative of L. confiscattts, was used as a ppl.

adj. before the verb was introduced, and after-

,
wards still continued to be a form of the pa. pple.

^confiscated : see prec.

As in other words of the same form, compensate, concen-

trate, contemplate, etc., the stress is now usually on the

first syllable, but till t 1864 the dictionaries had only con-

fi'scate, Knowles (18351 alone giving co'nfiscate as an
alternative. This was also the ordinary usage of the poets,

though both forms occur in Shakspere and in Byron.]

1. trans. To appropriate (private property 1 to the

sovereign or the public treasury by way of j>enalty.

1533 96 [-.ee prec.]. 155a Hli.oet, Confiscate or forfaite a
mans goodes, Publico. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638178
The Emperor Kmanuel. .did in one day confiscat al the

goods of the Venetian merchants within his empire. 168a

Burnet Rights Princes i. 21 Which were upon that seized

on and confiscated. 1790 Bi kke Fr. Rev. 125 We shall

never confiscate a shilling of that honourable and pious

fund. 1861 Kent Comm. Attier. Law (18731 L iiL 63 The
right to confiscate debts was admitted as a doctrine of

national law.

f b. To take away by exeicise of authorityfrom
the individual what belongs to him). Obs.

1641 Milton Reform. XL (18^1) 51 By proscribing, and
confiscating from us all the right we nave to our ownc
bodies, goods and liberties.

1 2. To deprive (a j>erson) of his property as

forfeited to the State. Obs.

a 1618 Kaleiuh Prerog. Pari. 116281 36 The forenamed
I I < >nU . . were condemned and confiscate. 1618 Bolton

Florus in. \x. 196 The motion, to confiscate that Prince,

though., in league with them, a x66s Heylin Hist.

Presbyt. ix. (1670' 331 He .. breaking Prison, was con-

fiscated .proclaimed I raytor.

t 3. T o forfeit to the sovereign or state. Also

fig. Obs.
i$93 Nashe Christ's T. (1613^ 102 By your swearing and

forswearing in bargayning, you haue confiscated your soules
' long agoc. 1641 Chekes Hurt Scdit. Life C ij b, This

he Had not confiscate to the Queene.

4. loosely. To seize as if by authority ; to take

forcible possession of, to appropriate summarily.
1819 Uvkon Juan 11. exxvi, The cargoes he confiscated.

1865 Livingstone Zambesi vi. 148 He was declared a
prisoner, and his cargo and ship confiscated. 1867 Smiles
Huguenots Eng. iii. 11 880) 39 The King confiscated to

himself the property of those who took refuge abroad. Mod.
j

colloq. The college authorities have confiscated every copy
Of the paper.

Hence Confiscating vbl. sb., and ///. a.

1591 Pehcivall Sp. Diet., Confiscacion, forfeiture, confis.

eating. 1796 Bcrke Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 39 The bad
1 times of confiscating princes, .or confiscating demagogues.

Confiscated (kf/nfisk^tt'd), ppl. a. [f. prec]

Forfeited and adjudged to the public treasury.

1551 Hcloet, Confiscated or forfayted goodes, Bona
\

caduca. 1794 Bloomfield Amer. Law Rep. 11 Sold with
, other confiscated Property. 1839 Thirlwall Greece II. 192
With his confiscated treasures. 1875 Jevons Money (1878

»

228 Portions of the confiscated estates of the Church.

Confiscation 'kpnfisk^Jan). [ad. L. confiscd-

tidn-em, n. of action f. confiscdre to Confiscate.
Cf. F. confiscation, -acion (14th c. in Littre^.]

The action of confiscating ; the appropriation of

private property to the sovereign or public treasury

;

seizure under public authority, as forfeited : a. of
(goods, or some particular property).

1543 Act anent Defamatouris m Reg. Acts Decreets
I. 360 Under the pane of deid and confescatioun of thir

gudis movable, a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vii. xxrv. 5 23
Confiscation of bishops' livings. x6n Bible Ezra vii. 26.

1683 Brit. Spec. 98 Claudius, .remitted the Confiscations of

their Goods. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 224 Before the

confiscation of the Company's charter. 1863 Froude Hist.

Eng. VII. 5 The Confiscation of the Abbey lands,

b. without of
1548 Hall Chron. Hen. VIII, an. 34 (R.) Owner of the

realme, as . . by confiscation acquired & . . by free will sur-

rendered vnto him. 1603 Shaks. Meas. /or M. v. i. 428
His Possessions, Although by confiscation they are ours.

1741 Warblrton Div. Legat. II. 457 Attaint of blood and
confiscation. 1776 Gibbon DecI. «V F. I. xxv. 726 The
wealthiest families were ruined by fines and confiscations.

1848 Aknoilu Mar. lusur. 11866' II. 111. iii. 766 Confisca-

tion . . imports an act done in some way on the part of the

government and beneficial to that government, though the

proceeds need not strictly speaking be brought into its

treasury. 1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. V. xxii. 7.

C. of w person : i. e. his goods.

1754 62 Hlme Hist. Eng. I. iv. 1:1 The early confiscation

of Harolds followers might seem iniquitous. 1841 W.
Spalding Italy f It. 1st. II. 195 In 1302, the poet was
sentenced to banishment and confiscation.

2. Often used with implication of an unjust use

of power ; hence, colloq. Legal robbery by or with

the sanction of the ruling power.
a 183a Mackintosh F'rance in 1815 Wks. 1846 III. 186

All confiscation is unjust. The French confiscation, .is the

most abominable example of that species of legal robbery.

1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. xxi. (1876) 278 It is confiscation to

levy a tax on that which a man cannot save. 1869 Sir R.
Palmer in Daily News 23 Mar., I do not deny that there

are occasions which would justify acts which might be

properly called confiscations.

3. Confiscated property.
a 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scarrons Comic Romance II. 107

He would, .even endeavour to restore him his confiscations.

Confiscator (k^nfisk^itaj). [a. L. confiscator,

agent-n. from confiscdre to Confiscate : see -ok.]

One who confiscates.

"757 Burke Abridgtn. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 232 Overrun
by publicans, farmers of the taxes, agents, confiscators.

1790 — Fr. Rez: Wks. V. 276, I see the confiscators begin

with bishops, and chapter*, and monasteries ; but I do not

see them end there. 1845 Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857)

I. ii. 47 The confiscator of other men's inheritances.

Confiscatory (kpnfVskatari), a. [f. L. type
*confiscator- ius, T. confiscator- : see prec. and -okv.]

1. Of the nature of, or tending to, confiscation.

a 1797 Burke Lett, to R. Burke (T.\ Those terrible, con-

fiscatory, and exterminatory periods. 1864 Realm 30 Mar.
2 The heavy and almost confiscatory tax. 1881 Times
21 Apr. 9/3 The indirect, but not less real, confiscatory

effect of the provisions for fixing rent.

2. colloq. Robbing under legal authority.

1886 Pall Mall G. 30 Sept. 10/1 To the unreasonable,
plundering, confiscatory landlords.

t Confi sk, v. Obs. Forms : 5 oonflsque, 5-6

coniyakte, 6-7 confiak. [a. OF. confisque-r

Pr. and Sp. confiscat; It. confiscare) :—L. confiscdre

to put away in a chest, consign to the public

treasury, f. con- together + fisc-us basket, chest,

treasury.] trans. To confiscate.

1474 Caxton Chesse DL vi, Al the goodes that longed to

the pylgrym were delyverd to the hoste as confisoued. 1485
— Chas. Gt. 34 Theyr goodes [shall be confysked. 1570

Fenton Guicciard. 1. (1590! 14 Ferdinand hauing . . sacked

and confisked. .many of the Barons. 16x4 T. Scott Vox
Ca'ti 35 The Duke of Alua . . embarg'd and confisk 'd a

world of Goods and Ships.

Hence Conflsking- vbl. sb.

1583 T. Stocker Trag. Hist. Ciuite li 'arres L<nv* Coun-
tries I. 73 b, In. .hanging, burning, confisking of goods, etc.

Coniit, -fite, obs. f. Comfit sb. and v.

tConfite, -yte,///. a. Obs. rare- 1
. =Com-

fitki) ; preserved.

1483 Caxton 67. de la Tour cxl. 197 His hcrte, the whiche
I made to be confyte in sugre.

Confitent (k^-nfitent). [ad. L. confitcnt-em,

pr. pple. of confiteri to Confess.] One who con-

fesses ; a penitent.

1606 Proc. asst. Traitors 366 For who could hope to draw
that from a Confitent or a Confessor. 1667 Decay Cht.
Piety vii. % 4. 260 How wide a difference there is between a
mere confitent and a true penitent. 1858 Sat. Rev. 24 July

73/1 Suggested by the prurient fancy of the eager confitent.

II Confiteor (k^nfrt/'ifj-i). [L. confiteor I confess,

initial word of the formula.] A form of prayer,

or confession of sins {Confiteor Deo Omnipotent}

,

I confess to Almighty God, etc.) used in the Latin

Church at the beginning of the mass, in the sacra-

ment of penance, and on other occasions.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 16 Biuore be confiteor hwon je schulen

bcon ihuseled. a 1300 Cursor M. 28582 (Cott.* Thoru J>e

confiteor bat es wont to be said at be messe. <i 1467 Gregory
Chron. an. 1429 (CamdJ 167 Thenne he. .layde hym downe
prostrate, sayng there hys Confyteor, and alle the prejatvs

sayde Misereator. 1590 Armin in C. S. Rt'^ht Relig. A iii j b,

The papist may well knocke himselfe on the brest, saying a
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Confiteor. 1820 Scott Mouasl. xviii, Conditionally that

you, brethren, say the Confiteor at curfew time. 1885
Arnold Cath. Diet. 210 The present form of the Confiteor

came into general use during the thirteenth century.

Confitte, obs. f. Comfit.

H Confiture. Obs. form of Comfiture ; aiso

the mod.F. form (kohfitu'r), and as such occasion-

ally used in sense * Confection '.

1824 \V. Irving Tales Trav. II. 117 Choice wines, and
liqueurs, and delicate confitures. 1826 Disraeli V. Grey It,

xv. 77 Gates and confitures.

Confix (kpnfrks), v. [f. L. confix- ppl. stem
of config-ere to fasten together ; or perh. immed.
f. Con- +• Fix.] trans. To fix firmly, fasten.

1603 Shaks. Meas.forM. v i. 232 Let me in safety raise me
from my knees, Or else for euerbe confixed here A Marble
Monument. 1859 I. Taylor Logic in Theol. 206 The Poly-
theism of India, .has confixed itself upon the Hindoo soul.

t Confixa'tion. Obs. In 5 confyxacyon. [f.

Confix p. or assumed L. *conflxdre (see next) +
-ATION.] .The action of fixing (a volatile principle).

1471 Ripley Co/up. Alch. vi. in Ashm. (1652) 161 Confyx-
acyon of Spyrits whych fleyng are.

Confrxative, a. rare. [f. ppl. stem of assumed
L. *conflxdre, freq. of configirt + -ive : see prec]
Characterized by fixing (elements) together : see

quot.

1874 H. Bendall tr. SchleicJier's Compar. Gram. 1. 3
Languages which can link to these invariable sounds of rela-

tion, either before, or after, or in the middle, or in more
than one place at once, .are Confixative Languages.

tConfi'xnre. Obs. [f. L. type *conflxi?ra, f.

confix- ppl. stem + -UBS.] Firm fixing or attach-

ment.
1654 W. Mountague Devout Ess. 11. iv. § 55 How subject

are we to embrace this earth, ev'n while it wounds by this
confixure of ourselves to it ?

+ Conna'gitate, v. Obs. [f. assumed L. *con-

fldgildre, f. con- intensive +fldgitdre to demand.]
1623 Cockeram, Conflagitate, earnestly to desire. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Conflagitate, to request or desire a thing
importunately.

So f Conflagitation. [Cf. L. fldgitdtion-em.']
1623 Cockeram 11, An earnest Request, Conflagitation.

Conflagrant (k^nfltfi'grant), a. [ad. L. con-

flagrant-em, pr. pple. of conflagrdre : see next.]

In conflagration, on fire, blazing. Alsofig.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Conflagrant, most earnestly desir-

ing or burning in love. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 548 Then
raise From the conflagrant mass, purg'd and refin'd, New
Heav'ns, new Earth. 1814CARY Z>fZ«^'(Chandosed.) 192 So
intense Rag'd the conflagrant mass. 1830 Eraser's Mag.
II. 275 I'll ..kindle a conflagrant fire in Babylon. 1841
Fraser's Mag. XXIV. 688 How. .can an extension of the
crime fail to be proportionately flagrant and conflagrant in

the impartial eyes of Justice?

Conflagrate .k^nflagreit),^. [f. L. conflagrdt-,

ppl. stem of conflagrd-re to burn, burn up ; f. con-

+ flagrdre to blaze : see Flagrant, Flame.]
1. intr. To catch fire, burst into flame. Alsofig.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 572 Reeds . . by the agita-

tion of the wind, .sometimes conflagrate. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. n. II. vi, Civil war, conflagrating universally over
France. 1834 Tail's Mag. XXI. 560 If he should conflagrate
into song.

2. trans. To set a-blaze ; to burn up, consume
with fire. Alsofig.
1835 Croker Ess. U856) 313 The most sudden and violent

excitement which ever conflagrated a nation. 1838 Caklyle
Ess. (1888) VI. 32 Popularity is as a blaze, .kindled round a
man. .conflagrating the poor man himself into ashes and
caput mortuum.
Hence Conflagra ted///, a.

1866 Carlyle Remin. (1881) II. 175 [His health] was in a
strangely painful, and as if conflagrated condition.

Co'nflagrating, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ing

Burning, blazing.

1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond. 51 Anticipations of these
conflagrating progresses. 1758 Herald No. 30 As.. con-
suming, as a conflagrating fire, a 1845 Hood Incendiary
Song 1, Come, all conflagrating fellows, Let us have a
glorious rig.

Conflagration (k^nflagrJi-Jan). [ad. L. con-

flagration-en^ n. of action f. conflagrdre : see prec.

Cf. F. conflagration (16th c. in Littre).]

1 1. The burning up of (anything) in a destructive

fire
;
consumption by a blazing fire. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades 246 The tyme of theyr conflagra-
tion or consumyng by fyer. 1651 Hobiies Leviath. iv. xliv.

348 The day of Judgment, and Conflagration of the present
world. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) IV. 320 The con-
flagration of the city of Magdeburg in the year 1631. 1825
J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 136 America, .famous for the
conflagration of towns.
Jig. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 362 The . . peril to Europe
of the existence of such a centre of conflagration.

2. A great and destructive fire ; the burning or
blazing of a large extent or mass of combustible
matter, e.g. of a town, a forest, etc. (With a
and //.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Conflagration, a general burning

or consuming with fire. 1680 in Somers Tracts II. 86 The
Burning of London . . that dreadful Conflagration. 1727
Swift What passed in Lond. Wks. III. 1. 189 Judging, that
in the general conflagration to be upon the water would be
the safest place. 1836 Macgillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav.
vii. 87 Conflagrations are often caused by the negligence of
the wandering Indians. 1877 Dowden Shaks. Prhntr ii. 28
In that year a great conflagration took place at Stratford.

h.jig.
1647 Clarendon Hist. RcS. 1. 27/2 The universal Con-

flagration, that, from the inundation of the Swedes, covered
the whole empire of Germany. 1724 Br. Nicolson in Ellis

Orig. Lett. 11. 448 IV. 335 We are now come into a general
Conflagration.

+ 3. transf. Severe inflammation, high fever. Obs.
1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Conflagration,

a. .being in a flame, as in great feavers. 1684 tr. Sonet's
Merc. Compit. VI. 233 That the Aliment be thin, .for so the
Conflagration of the bloud is lessened. 1823 Byron Let. to

I

Moore 2 Apr., I . . caught a cold and inflammation, which
\

menaced a conflagration.

Conflagrative (kpnflagwitiv), a. [f. ppl.

stem of L. conflagrdre ^see prec.) + -ive.] Pro-
ductive of conflagration.
1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs \\\, The. .room at the 'Con-

flagrative Club'. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. VIII. XIX. iv.
\

143 The conflagrative Russians at their gates.

Conflagrator (kfrnfl&gw*tai). [n. of action in

L. form from conflagrd-re : see Conflagrate,]
One who sets on lire ; an incendiary. Also fig.
1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 111. 204 Publique In-

cendiaries, and Conflagrators of the world. 182* New
Monthly Mag. IV. 398 The conflagrator of female bosoms 1

was not wont to be so rebuffed.

Conflagrator^ (kffaflse'gratwi), a. [See prec.

and -oitv.J Pertaining or tending to conflagration ;
1

inflammatory.
1831 Southey in Q. Fez: XLIV. 304 A receipt for a con-

flagratory mixture, .unknown to the best English chemists.

Conflate (kp'nQ&t\ ppl. a. [ad. L. confldt-us,

pa. pple. of confldre : see next.]

f 1. pa. pple. Blown together
; brought together

from various sources, composed ofvarious elements.
1541 Paynel Catiline I vii. 81 They [Catiline's army) be

connate or gathered togyther of three kyndes of men. 1633
T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. io To walk after the flesh, is an
addiction to sm, conflate of many lusts. 1638 T. Whitaker

j

Blood 0/Grape 14 Wine hath a double heat, or one conflate
|

or moved out of two.

2. adj.

1587 Mirr. Mag. (1610) 24 Methought no Iadie else so
high renownd That might haue causde me change iny con-
flate minde [ed. 1575 ever change my mind].

3. spec. Formed by combination or fusion of two
readings. (See quot. 1S81 and Conflation 3.1

1881 Westcott & Hori Grk. A'. T. Introd. 49 Readings
I

which are . . mixed or, as they are sometimes called, ' con- i

flate', that is, not simple substitutions of the reading of one
document for that of another, but combinations of the read-
ings of both documents into a composite whole, sometimes
by mere addition with or without a conjunction, sometimes
with more or less of fusion. 1883 Westcott Ep. St. John
Introd. 22 The variants offer good examples of conflate
readings. 1885 J. R. Harris in Ainer. Jrnl. Philol. VI. 36
How did one element of a conflate text arise out of the other?
transf. 1887 Jessopp in 19th Cent. Mar. 362 He has a

sort of conflate expression upon his countenance ; his face
is as a hybrid flower where two beauties blend.

Conflate (k^nrU'-t), V. [f. L. confldt-, ppl.

stem of confldre to blow together, stir up, raise,

accomplish ; also to melt together, melt down
(metals) ; f. con- +fld-re to blow : see Flate.]
1. trans. To blow or fuse together; to bring to-

gether and make up from various sources or various

elements ; to compose, put together
;

produce,
bring about. Now rare.
1610 Barrough Meth. Physick v. XXV, (1639) 346 Galen .

.

calleth it a tumour conflated of a nielancholious humour.
1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 1 Thy pestilent and stink-
ing sins have conflated the plague wherewith I strike thee.

1654 Vilvain Epit. Ess. 1. 38 Our Mother Eve was of his
Rib conflated. 1822 Blackiu. Mag. XII. 16 Commentaries
conflated for the benefit of mankind. 1837 Carlyle Fr,
Rev. 1. v. i, The States-General, created and conflated by
the passionate effort of the whole Nation.

f 2. To fuse, melt down (metal). Obs.

1664 Floddan F\ ii. 12 The tillmen tough their Teams
could take And to hard harness them conflate.

3. To combine or fuse two variant readings of a
text into a composite reading ; to form a composite
reading or text by such fusion. (In passive.}
1885 J. R. Harris in Amer. Jrnl. Philol. VI. 31 The two

readings [cieeteos and aurd?] are undoubtedly early, since
they are conflated in Cod. D into 6kcZcoj huto?.

Conflated (k^nrl^-ted), a. [f. prec. + -ED.

J

— Conflate ppl. a.

1652 Urouhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 254 Wherewith by such
a conflated transanimation he is informed. 1885 J. R.
Harris Amer. Jml. Philol. VI. 35 Whence did the sepa-
rate members of the conflated text arise? 1890 E. Johnson
Rise Christendom 346 In place of history he offers nothing
but the most audacious conflated myths.

Confla'tile, a. Obs.- 0 [ad. L. confldtil-is

cast, molten, f. ppl. stem of confldre : see prec]
( Cast or molten* (Bailey 1730-6;.

Conflation (kpnfl^'Jsn). [ad. L. conflation-em
,

n. of action from confldre'. see Conflate.]
1. The action of blowing or fusing together

;

composition or blending of different things into a
whole. Also concr., the result of such composi-
tion.

1616 Bacon Sylva § 225 The sweetest and best Harmony
Is, when every Part or Instrument, is not heard by it selfe,

but a Conflation of them all. 1832 Austin Jurispr. (1879)
II. 1057 Codification, .is resolvable into two parts : 1. a re-

expression and arrangement of statute law ; 2. an extraction
from cases of raliones decidendi . . 3. A conflation of both.

1838 Raine Misc. Biogr. (Surtees) p. ix.The Life of Cuthbert
in Capgrave, which is a conflation from various sources.

f 2. ' A casting or melting of metal Obs.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio,1

. 1755 in Johnson.
0. The combination or fusion of two variant

readings of a text into a composite reading. Also
concr., a reading which results from such mixture
of variants. Cf. Conflate a. 3.

1881 Westcott & Hort Grk. N. T. Introd. 95 Bold con-
flations, of various types, are peculiarly frequent in the
Kthiopic version. 1890 Makgoliouth Ecclesiasticus ^ttote,

The Latin either agrees with the Syriac against the Greek,
or else exhibits a conflation of the two renderings.

t Confla'tory. Obs. rare~ x
. [ad. L. confld-

tdri-um melting furnace, f. *confidtor- metal-caster,

f. confldre: see Conflate v. and -ORY.]
1650 Fuller Pisgah n. v. 133 The Hebrew name of Zare-

phah signifieth a conflatory or melting-place, where metals
were made fusil by the fire in their furnaces.

tConfla'ture. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. confldtura

a melting of metals by fire, f. ppl. stem of confldre :

see -l're.] = Conflation 2.

1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. 11. vi. 67 Tubalcain, who first

invented the conflature of Metals.

tConfle'XUre. Obs~° [ad. L. type *con-

jlexura : ct.flexdra a bending.]
1730-6 Bailey, A bending together. 1755 Juiinson, A

bending or turning.

Conflewence, obs. f. Confluence.

Conflict (kfrnflikt), sb. [ad. L. conflict-us u-

stem) striking together, shock, fight, conflict, f.

ppl. stem of confl'ig- ere : see next. The OF. repr.

of the L. was conflit ( — It. confliito), often written

in I5~i6th c. conflict, after L. ; this may possibly

have been the immediate source of our word.]
1. An encounter with arms ; a fight, battle.

( 1440 Promp, Parv. 90 Conflycte of werre, confl'ictus.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 403 Fishtenge with shorte
speres in conflictes. 1590 Splnsek /". Q. 1. vii. 26 The luck-
lesse conflict with the Gyaunt stout. 1611 Biule 2 Mace.
v. 14 Kourty thousand were slaine in the conflict. 1848 W.
H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten }'. II. 612 The bloody
conflicts of the Druses and the Maronites.
attrib. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles vi. xviii, Then loudly rose

the conflict-cry.

b. esp. A prolonged struggle.
1835-41 Thirlwall Greece V. 320 If his antb terminated

ttie conflict [between Thebes and Phocis]. 1884 Standard
28 Feb. 5/1 They forced on the Boers, under menace of an
all but exterminating conflict, offensive and superfluous
conditions.

C. .without article or //.) Fighting, contending
with arras, martial strife.

1611 Bible 2 Mace. xv. 17 They determined - .manfully to

trie the matter by conflict. 1841 Lane Arab. JS'ts. I. 104
In the hour of conflict. 1847 Tennyson Princ. v. 48oUntil
they closed In conflict with the crash of shivering points.

2. transf. and fig.
1531 Elyot Gov. i. i, Also where there is any lacke of

ordre nedes must be perpetuall conrlicte. 1592 Suaks. Ven.
cf- Ad. 345 To note the fighting conflict of her hue, How
white and red each other did destroy! 1684-5 Boyle Min.
Waters 88, I found it to be evidently Alcalisate ; insomuch
that it would make a conflict witli Acids. 1883 Fkoude
Short Stud. IV. l i. 2 The recurring conflicts between
Church and State.

b. A mental or spiritual struggle within a man.
! 1430 tr. T. d Kempis' Consot. III. xxii, For, one tempta-

cyon or tribulacion goinge awey, anober comeb, yea, som
tyme be first conflicte yit duryng. c 1440 Gesta Ron/. 1 1879*
.?74 A man • may abide the conflicte of all vices, but [ lechery!
he moste flee. 1557 Paynel Barclay's Jugurth 1 18 b, After
longe conflyct had within himselfe. 1697 Dampier Voy.
116981 I. xviii. 496, I must confess that I was in great con-
flicts of Mind at this time. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 668 Pale
With conflict of contending hopes and fears. 1833 H i .

Martineau Loom <y Lugger it. i. 13 Amidst the conflict of
feelings under which he now listened.

C. The clashing or variance of opposed principles,

statements, arguments, etc.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 38 Whether in some cases
there may not be a conflict of principles. 1883 T. H. Green
Proleg. Ethics § 324 There is no such thing really as a con-
flict of duties. Ibid. % 327 Authorities whose injunctions
come into conflict with each other.

3. Dashing together, collision, or violent mutual
impact of physical bodies.

1555 Eden Decades 92 As soone as they were nowe entered
into the maine sea, such sourges and conflictes of water arose
ageynst them. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led. vii. 232 The
common Motion of Matter proceding from external Impulse
and Conflict. 1832 Nat. Philos., Electro-Magnet, xii. § 253
(Useful Knowl. Soc) He conceived that a continued series

of electric shocks took place . . a condition which he ex-

pressed by the term Electric Conflict. 1853 Kane Grinnctl
Exp. xxix. (1856) 253 The less perilous [must be] the con-

flicts of the ice-masses in their rotation.

Conflict (k/nfli-kt), v. [f. L. conflict-, ppl.

stem of confligere to strike together, clash, conflict,

contend, fight (whence the freq. conflictdre), f.

con- together +fligere to strike. No corresp. vb.

is recorded in F. diets. ; It. has confliggere, conflissi,

confliito.']

I. intr. To fight, contend, do battle.

1432-50 tr. Higden {Rolls' I. i39Vsenge not to conflicte as
with theire enmyes. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur. xxvi. Ixxiv,

First when to jret Marfisa he had thought, He had conflicted
more then twise or thrise. 1791 Couter Iliad xrtr. 870
These Two with Hector and his host Conflicted. 1823
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Shelley Hellas 30 The army encainp'd upon the Cydaris.

.

saw two hosts conflicting in the air.

b. trans/, of the strife of natural forces.

i6a6 Bacon Sylva (J.), You shall hear under the earth
horrible thundering of fire and water conflicting together.
i68x H. More Exp. Dan. \\. 26 They (the winds] all con-
flicted one with another at the same time.

2. fig. To contend, strive, struggle with.
1628 D'Ewes y»n£ (1783141 Fearing it might be a tempta-

tion of the devil's, he had conflicted with it. 1670 Devout
Commun. (1688 f 113 Seest thou him not fastned to the
Cross, conflicting with his Father's wrath ? 1715 F. Brokes-
by Life Dodivell 16 Understanding the Difficulties, with
which this . . Nephew conflicted. 1711 Strype Eccl. Mem.
II. 1. xxiv. 197 He had both publickly and privatly conflicted
with the adversaries, .with admirable strength of learning.

3. Jig. Of interests, opiniuns, statements, feelings,

etc. : To come into collision, to clash ; to be at

variance, be incompatible. (Now the chief sense.)

1647 Sprigge AngUa Rediv. 1. L (1854) 2 Wherein both
interests conflicting, a x86a Buckle Civiliz. (1873) III. v.

395 One error conflicts with another ; each destroys its op-
ponent and truth is evolved. 1883 T. H.Green Proleg. Ethics

§ 324 The perplexities of conscience, .in which duties appear
to conflict with each other.

f 4. trans. To engage in battle, to assault, rare.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (1871) 18 In a sea-battle, her
ships and men conflicted the Cinque Ports.

T 6. Jig. To buffet with adversity. Obs.

1609 J. Dayies Christ's Cross in Farr S. P. Eliz. C 1845) I.

252 Sith thy soule for me is so conflicted, a 1656 Bp. Hall
Inyis. World 11. § 7 Those miseries and temptations where-
with we are continually conflicted here below.

t Confli ctant, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. L. con-

flictant-em, pr. pple. of confltctdre : see prec]
Contending, conflicting.

t 1630 Jackson Creed vi. xxviii. Wks. V. 466 The different
dispositions of the parties conflictant.

t Conflicta tion. Obs. rare* 1
, [n. of action

f. L. confltctdre, freq. of confligere : see prec.]

Striving in conflict, struggling together.

1647 H. More Song 0/Soul 11. iii. 11. xvii, Sturdy conflict-

ation Of struggling winds, when they have fiercely strove.

Confiixter. rare. [f. Conflict v. + -eb.] One
who conflicts or contends, a combatant.
1658 I). Capel Rem. To Rdr. §6 Many a young beginner,

and tryed conflicter fetcht all their best weapons out of this

mans armory.

Confli cting 'k^nfli-ktin\ vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ing 1.1 The action of the vb. Conflict.
1640 O. Sedgwicke Christs Counsell 49 Conflictings with

and conquests over sinne and temptations.

Confli cting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That conflicts or fights
;
warring together, con-

tending
;
clashing, contradictory, at variance.

1607 Shaks. Timon rv. iii. 230 Bare vnhoused Trunkes
To the conflicting Elements expos'd. 1867 Milton /'. L.
VI. 245 All Air seemd then Conflicting Fire. 1749 Hlku
Notes Art of Poetry (K.\ Electra torne with sundry con-
flicting passions. 1795 Solthly Joan of Arc Vt 317 Like
two conflicting clouds Pregnant with thunder, moved the
hostile hosts. 1844 Disraeli Coningshy v. viii. 220 This
Prince . . of whom we receive accounts so conflicting. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 474 The first question on which
the conflicting parties tried their strength was the choice of
a chairman. Mo<t. A prey to conflicting emotions.

Confliction (kfTnflrkf-in). [ad. L. confllction-

cm
>
n. of action from confligfre to Conflict : cf.

OF. confliction (14th c. in Godef.).] The action

of conflicting
;
conflicting condition.

'(1694 TiLLorsoN Sertn. exxx. Wks. 1728 III. 180 Such
contrary Principles and Qualities ashy their perpetual Con-
fliction do conspire the Ruin and Dissolution of it. 1831
Beudoes Poems p. xciii, The confliction of passions. 1855
Plasche tr. Cless d'Aulnoys Fairy T. (18581 27oThere
had been a confliction of interests between the two Queens.
1868 Rip. Council Astron. Soc., The confliction of an
ascending current and one at right angles to it.

Connective, a. rare. [f. L. con/lid- ppl.

stem (see above) + -ive.] = next.

1846 Worcester cites Massinger. 1847 m Craic. a 1856
Sir W. Hamilton (O. 1

, Connective systems of theology.

Conflictory (kfTnflrktari), a. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -obv.] Of conflicting nature or tendency.

1859 W. H. Gregory Egypt I. 314 Holding conflictory
opinioni; as to her temper.

I Conflo w, v. Obs. [f. Con- + Flow, after L.

confltifre, F. confltur, and their various English

derivatives.] To flow together, a. of rivers.

1609 Holland Amvt. Marcelt.221 (R.) Where the streame
was oig by occasion of other brookes conflowing thither.

187a H. M. Stanley Hoiv I found L. I. 79 After follow-

ing a course north-easterly, it conflows with the Kingani.

b. of ]>eopie, crowds.
1606 Holland Sueton. 106 margin, Strangers that con-

flowed thither to see the showes. 1610 — Camden's Brit,

x. 596 Hither, almost all the Commodities of Wales, doe
conflow as it were to a common Mart. 1617 Speed Eng-
land, etc. Abr., Ireland & f \\ In what Troopes and As-
semblies people doe conflow thither vpon deuotion.

Confluction, var. form of Confluxion.
1 Conflu ctuate, v. Obs.-° [ad. ppl. stem

of L. confluctudrc * to wave on all sides *, f. con- +
fluetudre to Fluctuate.]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Confluctuate, to flow together, to

be uncertain what to do. 1775 in Ash ; and in mod. Diets.

Confluence (kpnflwens), sb. Also 5-6 con-
fluens, 6 -flewence. [ad. (late) L. conflucntia
flowing together, conflux, f. conflttire to flow to-

I gether : see Confluent and -ence. Cf. F. con-

fluence (15th c. in Godef.).]

1. A flowing together ; the junction and union of

two or more streams or moving fluids.

1538 Leland Itin. II. 41 A litle a this side the Bridge
over the Ise at Abbingdon is a Confluence of 2 Armes. .And

' at this Confluence self in the very Mouth is a very fair

Bridge of 7 Arches. 169a Bestley Boyle Lect. 112 In the
I . .veins, .innumerable little rivulets have their confluence

into the great vein. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 366 The
larger . . rivers proceed . . from a confluence of brooks and
rivulets. i8z8 Steuart Planter's Guide 30 The residence

was upon an island, formed by the confluence of two rivers,

b. fig. and transj.

a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 13 There was disim-
bogued into her veines by a confluence of Bloud, the very
abstract of all the greatest houses in Christendome. 1818
Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) I. 113 The Roman fraud and
perfidy mingled, in baleful confluence, with the ferocity and
violence of the Frank.

C. Applied to the running or flowing together
; of word-forms originally distinct.

1887 Skeat Princ. Eng. Etymol. Ser. 1. § 385 Confluence
offorms. I use the word coitftuence advisedly, for it would

I seem that there is a real tendency . . for different words to

flow as it were together.

2. The place where two or more rivers, etc., unite.

1538 [sec 1]- 1614 Stf.nEN Titles Hon. 93 The old Seleucia
seated neer the confluence of Euphrates and Tygris. 1828

Miss Mitford Village Ser. III. 11863) 1 The Green was ..

situate at a confluence of shady lanes. 1859 Jei-hson Brit-
tany viii. 112 Built upon the confluence of the rivers.

+ b. Hence, formerly, the proper name of many
towns; esp. in English, of the city at the junction

of the Moselle with the Rhine, Koblentz, L. Con-

fluentes.
1560 Daus tr. SleidaJie's Comm. 134 a, The residue of the

states imperial assembled at Eslinge, do mislyke the doinges
of them that were at confluence. 156a Turner Baths 3
Allthough Confluence be a good citye.

3. A body of waters produced by the union of

several streams ; a large body of water, or other

fluid, flowing together ; a combined flood.

1615 Crooke Body of Man 257 The further he wadeth in

this Riuer, the greater confluence of waters wil ouertake
him. 1637 R. Hlmekey tr. St. Ambrose Introd., It lunnes
in a contrary course, and is the confluence of other waters.

1641 Milton /'ret. Episc. (1851) 89 To drinke from the mixt
confluence of so many corrupt and poysonous waters. 174a

Young Nt. Th. ix. 749 () what a Confluence of ethereal

Fires, From Urns un-number'd, down the Steep of Heaven,
Streams to a Point, and centres in my Sight.

4. The running or flocking together of persons

;

,
'the act of crowding to a place' (J.) J

concourse.

143s 50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 65 Then the Serpentes take
theire confluence to hyt on euery syde. Ibid. I. 191 To
whiche cite grete multitude of peple made confluence for

cause of erudicion. 1533 More Apol. xxxv. Wks. 900/1
Sythe vnto this diocisetnere is so great resorte and con-

fluence. 1673 S. C Art ofComplaisance 68 The places to

which there is the most general confluence of young gentle-

j

men. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 14^7 P 5, I was long with-

held by the perpetual confluence of visitants. 1847 Ld. Cock-
burn Jrnl.ll. 177 The approach and confluence ofabout 420
Dissenting clergymen.

5. A numerous concourse or assemblage (oj

people) ;
* a multitude crowded into one place ' (J.).

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 186 Gret confluence of
peple cam ther to. 1596 Drayton Leg. iv. 283 Amongst
that mightie confluence of Men. 1607 Shaks, Timon U i.

42 You see this confluence, this great flood of visitors. i7«9

Wodkow Corr. (1843} III. 452, I lie in the neighbourhood of

the city.. and we have confluences and multitudes. 18*8

DTsraeli Chcis. /, II. ix. 239 The vast confluence of people

. .forced their way to witness the magnificence.

6. Of things : a. The action of flowing or com-
ing together, of meeting or collecting in one place,

b. A numerous collection or assemblage, a large

quantity gathered from various quarters.

1606 Holland Sueton. 92 In this confluence of M many
prosperous successes. 1654, Trait Comm. Ezra L 3 He is

sure of a confluence of all comforts, a 1711 Ken Serm.
Wks. (1838) 12^ Grace is a confluence of all attractives.

1856 Stanley Sinai <V Pal. ii. (1858) 117 There is no other
country in the world which could exhibit the same con-

fluence of associations. 1 865 Grote Plato I. i. 55 The
Homocomeric body was one in which a confluence of like

particles had taken place.

1 Co'lifluence, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. the sb.

:

cf. influence.] trans. To crowd, to furnish with a

confluence of(people).
1656 S. H. Gold. Law 66 Publike Pulpits . . conflucne'd

with people, as is Cheapside Cross, or the P^xchange.

Confluent (kpuflttSnt),*. [ad. L. confluent -em

,

pr. pple. of conflu-he to flow together vas two
rivers), f. con- +flu?re to flow : cf. Fi.i knt.]

1. Of streams or moving fluids : Flowing together

so as to form one stream
;
uniting so as to form

one body of fluid. See esp. quot. 1851.
i6iz Drayton Poty^lb. xx. (R.), These confluent floods.

1651 Biggs AVw Disp. F 232 The confluent blood. 1830

Lyell Princ. Geot. \. 252 Tne Ganges and Burrampooter
have probably become confluent within the historical era.

1851 9 Manual Sc. Eng. 200 Rivers are said to be con-

fluent when l>oth branches are nearly equally deflected

from their former direction. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb Floxv

II. 250 Rushing together like confluent streams.

b. Also said of roads, valleys, mountain-chains,

etc., and fig. of trains of circumstances.
1816 Southev in Q. Rez; XVI. 551 All the other confluent

causes of discontent are trifling. 1849 De Quixcey Eng.
Mail Coach Wks. 1862 IV. 329 The separate roads from
Liverpool and from Manchester to the north become con-
fluent. 1865 Geikie Seen. $ Geol. Scot. ix. 236 Numerous
confluent valleys, whose united waters, .enter the sea.

2. Flowing together in a body
;

forming one
continuous moving mass. Also Jig.
1718 Prior Solomon \. 561 The whole ocean's confluent

waters swell. 1842 Blactnv. Mag. LI I. 411 This vast con-
fluent tumult.

3 Of a number of things originally separate

:

Meeting or 1 running* into each other at the mar-
gins, so as to form a continuous mass or surface.

a. Pathol. Applied to the eruption in smallpox
and other diseases, when the vesicles run together.
172a [see Coherent a. 1 c.J. 1741 Compl. Fam. Piece 1.

1

44 If the Pox was confluent or run together on the Face.
1801 Med. Jml. V. 536 The next morning, .many [pimples]

had appeared, which gradually thickened and became con-
fluent. Ibid. IX. 365 Two children .. confined with the

confluent Small-pox. 188a Carpenter in 19M Cent. App.
531 The confluent variety of Small-pox,

b. Applied to spots, markings, surfaces, etc. :

Blending together or passing into each other,

without marked lines of division.

1814 Southey in Q. Rev. II. 61 That confluent pronoun-
ciation which all persons perceive in a language with which
they are imperfectly acquainted. 1869 Farrar^ow. Speech
iii. (1873) 90 The galaxy white with the glory of confluent
suns. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man II. xiv. 134 Wherever the
white spots are large and stand near each other the surround-
ing dark zones become confluent. 1874C0UES Birds N. W.
61 The markings becoming confluent, or nearly so, at or

around the larger end. 1877 F. Heath Fern W. 220 The
son set face to face, then become confluent. 1888 Scrt'bner's

Mag. III. 427 Many old vases have what we may call con-
fluent necks, some amphorae for instance, where the passage
to the body is quite unmarked in the shape.

4. Of organic members, structures, processes,

etc. : Running together ; becoming at length

united, connected, or blended into one.

18*3 Crabb, Confluent . . is an epithet for leaves or lobes.

1854 Owen in Circ. Sc. (1865) II. 45/1 Groups of more or
less confluent bones called ' vertebrae '. Ibid. 51/2 By 1 con-
fluent ' is meant the cohesion or blending together of two
bones which were originally separate. 1862 Darwin Fertil.

Orchids Introd. 5 [The stamen] is confluent with the Pistil

forming the Column. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 34 The
anterior hypapophysis of the vertebra and its centrum which
is more or less confluent with that of the ' axis '. 1880 Gray
Struct. Bot. iii. f 4. 100 Some of these blades are apt to be
confluent; that is, a divided leaf is often in part merely
parted.

t 5. Affluent or abounding in. Obs. rare— l
.

c 1611 Chapman Iliad ix. 157 XV inhabitants in flocks and
herds are wondrous confluent.

Confluent kp nfl«ent), sb. [In sense 1 ad. L.

confluent-em t
pi. confluent-es y

the pr. pple. used as

a masc. sb.; cf. F. confluent in same sense. In

sense 2, sb. use of prec]

+ 1. A confluence of rivers ; the place where

streams or rivers unite. Rarely in //. [ = L. con-

Jluentcs, or perh. for confluence.} Obs.

1600 Holland Livy iv. xvii. 151 The Roman Dictator .

.

abode upon the banckes of the Confluent (where both rivers

runne into one). 1601 — Pliny 1. 140 Where Euphrates the

riuer . . ioineth with Tigris in one confluent. 16x0 — Cam-
den's Brit. I. 401 Ouse..is augmented with a namelesse

brooke, at whose confluents is . . Temesford. x6xi Coryat
Crudites 59 A little beyond the townes end the River Arar
and the Rhodanus doe make a confluent,

2. A stream which unites and flows with another :

properly applied to streams of nearly equal size ;

but sometimes loosely used for affluent, i. e. a
smaller stream flowing into a larger.

1850 Layard Nineveh viu 160 The Supna, one of its con-

fluents. i860 Sat. Rev. X. 563/1 The principles on which
one confluent is selected rather than another for the honour

of being called the main stream, are not very easy to deter-

mine. x86x W. H. Russell in Times 10 July, Commanding
the Mississippi, here about 700 yards broad, and a small

confluent which runs into it.

t Conflue'ntial, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. conflu-

cntia Confluence + -au Cf. influential] Of or

belonging to confluence or mingling together,

ni7ii Ken Anodynes Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 431 A con-

fluenttal Pain was just, To dispossess a confluential Lust.

/1171X — Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 305 A confluential

Shape, Of Wolf, Goat, Swine, and Ape Ibid. IV. 254.

Confluently (kpnflwentli), adv. [f. Con-
fluent a. + -ly.] In a confluent manner; esp. in

sense of Confluent 3 b. In mod. Diets.
(

fConflu'ity. Obs.-° [f. L conflu tts confluent

+ -ity.] = Confluence i.

i6« Cockeram 11, Certaine Streames meeting, Confluity.

II Gonflu*viTlin. Obs. rare. PI. -a. [L. con-

fluvium flowing together, f. confltuVe ; cf. efflu-

vium.'] A flowing together, conflux.

1670 Phil. Trans. V. 1084 Comets, which he supposeth to

be made up of the Ethereal Effluvia of the Luminaries, or

the Confluvia of the Ethereal matter.

Conflux (Vnfbks). [f. L. type *conflux-us

(u- stem}, f. conflux, ppl. stem of conflttt
xre to flow

together
;
prob. used in mcd. or mod.L. : cf. late

L. influxus. (No Fr. correspondent.)] »

1. Flowing together; flowing into a common
body; = Confluence 1.

1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 1. iii. 7 As knots by the conflux of
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meeting sap, Infect the sound Pine. 16x2 Drayton Poly-
olb. xxix. (1748) 380 Thus from the full conflux of these
three several springs Thy greatness is begot. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. 178 There is not onely a consent between the

Veins of the Womb and Breast, but a conflux also. 1781
Gibbon Decl. $ F. II. 6 The river Lycus, formed by the
conflux of two little streams,

b. quasi-concr.

1658 A. Fox Wurtz' Surg: i. vi. 24 A conflux of ill humours
comes to it. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard. 56
Both being so stopt, there is a great Conflux of Water
made in a certain Tract of Land.
2. Meeting- place of streams ; = Confluence 2.

171a W. Rogers Voy. 71 A Spanish town built at the Con-
flux of the Rivers. 1841 W. Spalding Italy <y It. hi. I. 279
At the conflux of the Anio with the Tiber, we reach the
extreme point of the Sabine territory.

fig. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. (1858) 40 Stands he not
. .in the centre of Immensities, in the conflux of Eternities?

b. Meeting place of lines or tracts.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxiv. 499 Others.. have
this diverging space above their conflux. 1847 Todd Cycl.
Anat. III. 640/1 The posterior conflux, is situated below
and behind the cerebellum.

3. = Confluence 4.

1614 Selden Titles Hon. 105 Vpon the new doctrine great
conflux was to the new Doctor. 1699 Bentley Phal. 402
Consider the great conflux of Strangers to that City. 1836
Macgillivray tr. Humboldt's Trav. xxiv. 361 The great
conflux of sick persons to the hospitals.

4. = Confluence 5.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. {1702) I. in. 160 Attended by
a marvellous conflux of Company. 1710 Hearne Collect.

4 Mar. II. 351 He was convey'd .. to Westminster Hall by
a . . prodigious Conflux of y" Mob. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) V. 280 The conflux of several populations might be
more disposed to listen to new laws.

5. = Confluence 6.

1654 Hobbes Liberty <$• Necess. (1841) 230 A conflux of
second causes. 1694 Child Disc. Trade (ed. 4) 95 The
conflux of riches to that city or Nation. 1779 Johnson
Let. Airs. Thrale 16 Nov., Such a conflux of misery. 1877
Mozley Univ.Serm. v. 107 In war there is just that con-
flux of splendid action upon the very edge of life, which
rouses curiosity and emotion.

f Conflu 'x, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. conflux-,

ppl. stem of conflufre to flow together.] To flow

or run together, combine.
1662 J. Chandler Van Helmont's Oriat. 238 That Diseasie

Bodies do materially conflux unto the Generation of heredi-
tary defects.

t Confluxibrlity. Obs. rare. [f. next + -ity.]

Tendency to run or now together.

1654 Charleton Physiologia 348 The natural confluxibility

of Fluid Bodies. 1683 Boyle Free Enq. 296 The Confluxi-
bility of Liquors^ and other Fluids.

t Conflu*xible, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. conflux-,

ppl. stem of conflucre : see -BLE.] Liable to flow

or run together.

1643 T. Johnson Parey's Ckimrg. XVTL xliv. (1678) 405 As
our whole body is perspirable, so it is also (if I may so term
it) confluxible.

Hence f ConfUvxibleness.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio). Hence in later Diets.

t Confhrxion. Obs. Also 6 confluction. [f. L.

type *confluxion-em (cf. defluxio, dijfluxio, in-

fluxid), n. of action from L. conflucre to flow to-

gether. The primitive flne*re had fluction-em, f.

fluct- archaic variant offlux- : thence the spelling

confluction] The action of flowing together.

1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum., Induct., It doth
draw all his affects . . In their conductions, all to runne one
way. 1610 Barrough Metk. Physick v. xvii, That the
confluxion of the humour unto the affected part be stopped.

ConfOCal tkpnfJ"-kal), a. Geom. [f. Con- +
Focal.] Having the same focus or foci.

1867 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. § 494 Any two confocal
homogeneous solid ellipsoids of equal masses produce equal
attraction through all space external to both. 1881 Max-
well Electr. Sf Magn. I. 215 The general equation of a
confocal system. 1882 Vines Sacks' Bot. 951 If the outline
of the growing-point is an ellipse, the periclinals will be
confocal ellipses; the anticlinals will be confocal hyper-
bolas.

t ConfO'de, Obs. rare. [ad. L. confodtfre to
pierce through, transfix, f. con- intensive +fod^re to

dig, pierce, stab.] trans. To pierce through, trans-

fix. Hence Confoding ppl. a.

1657 Reeve God's Plea 134 Shrinking up at the stabbes of
oonfoding doctrine.

tConfo ,diate,///.a. Obs. [irreg. f. L. confodio,

-he (see prec.) + -ate 2
: prob. assuming a vb. of

same form.] Transfixed, impaled.
1560 Rolland Crt. Venus n. 370 He seruit [deserved toj

be quik confodiat.

Confole'nsite. [Named 1856, from Confolens,
Departm. of Charente, France, where found + -ite.]

A variety of Montmorillonite ; a pale rose-red
clay.

1861 Bristow Gloss. Min. 63.

Confonde, obs. f. Confound.
Confoorte, conford, obs. ff. Comfobt.
t Conforaneous, a. Obs. [f. L. confordne-us

using the same market, {.forum market-place.]
1656 Blount Glossogr., Cmforaneons, of the same Court

or Market place.

Conform (k^nf^jm>, a. ? Obs. [a. F. conforme
(16th c. in Littre), ad. L. conform-is, f. con- to-

gether with +forma Form, shape.]

1. Having the same form or character ; similar,

! like; = Conformable 1. Const, to.

1447 [see Conformi.y], 1513 Douglas ALneisw, Prol. 40
Mony clausis he fond, Qubilk bene conforme, or than col-

laterall. 1581 Marbeck Bk. ofNotes 861 Made conforme
to the Image of the same God. 1660 Waterhouse Anns
Arm. 27 Conform to the protoplast in the direct line of

regularity. 1678 Trans. Crt. Spain 36 A letter . . whereof
a great many Copies, all Conform, have been dispersed.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2031/1 All very fine with their Foot-
Mantles and traping conform. 1738 Hist. Crt. Exclteq.
vii. 1*9 In a conform measure and of one Size. 1816
Colebrooke in Asiatic Res. XII. 539 Seed solitary, con-
form to the cavity of the capsule. 1861 W. Bell Diet. Sc.

, Law s.v. Decreet Conform, The dearee issued by the Court
of Session in aid of the inferior court decree was called a

I

decree conform, i.e. *i decree in the precise terms of the
1 former decree, with the additional sanction of the Court of

Session.

2. Exhibiting harmony or agreement ; consistent,

accordant; = Conformable 2.

I55° Bale Apol. 55 In y scriptures is no confuse ordre,
but a conforme and consonant ordre. a 1587 Mary Q\ of
Scots in Froude Hist. Eng. (1881) VII. xlih. 189 Is that
conform to her promise to use me as a sister or daughter?
1663 J. Webb Stone-IIcng (1725) 35 The most exact Rule,
and of all others . . the most conform unto Vitruvius. 1733
Fielding Miser tit. xi, Your consent will appear not alto-

gether conform to those nice rules of decorum. 1805 W.
Taylor in Monthly Mag. XX. 112 The following expres-
sions, although conform to usage, thwart the definitions.

f3. Conforming religiously, conformist. Obs.
1663 Blair Autobiog. vi. (1848) 82 Some of the conform

clergy provoked me to a dispute. 1711 C, M. Lett, to
Curat 16 Here was a Bishop, who Himself was not con-
form, who. .was Indulged in his non-conformity.

4. IJy Scotch writers used advb. : In conformity
to, conformably or agreeably to, according to.

153S Sc. Acts Jas. V(i$gj) § 14 To find the said souertie,

conforme to the said acte. 1676 Gregory in Rigaud Corr.
Sci. Men (1841) I. 224 To make proffer ofmy best endeavours
. . conform to the way of my weak ability, a 1714 Burnet
Own Time (1823' I. 205 [To] settle their government, con-
form to the scriptures. 1738 D. Baynr Gout 126 Conform
to the vulgar opinion that there is no cure for the gout.

Conform (k^nftrim), v. Forms : 4-5 con-
forme(n, -fourme(n, -foorme, 4-7 -forme, 6-
conform. (Also 4-6 conform, 6 -firm, fyrm.)
[a, F. conformer (1 3th c. in Littre), ad. L. con-

fermare, f. con- +formare to shape, fashion, form.
In 14-16 c. there was considerable confusion between con-

form and confirm ' confirm, -firm, -fyrm being often
written for conform, and conform sometimes for confirm.
This prob. points to a (? dial.) pronunciation with f ora;
cf. the mod. pronunciation of word, world, and the mod.
spelling ofwork, worm, formerly wcrk, werm ', also mod. Sc.

furm (from earlierfiwr/u)—form a school-seat.

1340 Ayeub. 121 Uor to confermi oure loue to his.

c\qaoApol. Loll. 21 J>e keyes of be kirk only byndun &
lousun, wan bei are conferniid to be keyes o( Crist. 1502
Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 11. vii. 101 Yf the lyfe

be confermed unto the commaundementes of god. 1544
Bale Citron. Sir J. Oldcastell in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) I.

257 These, .confyrmed alwayes their lyues to the most holye
lawes. .of Chryste. 1583 Babington Commandm. iv. (1637)

35 The Lord Jesus Christ, .confirme their practise of be-

haviour to his will.]

1. trans. To form, shape, or fashion according to

some pattern, model, or instruction ; to make of the

same form or character, to make like.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter Prol., To confourme men bat ere

filyd in adam til crist in newnes of [yf, 1382 Wyclif Rom.
xii. 2 And nyle }e be confoormed, or maad lyk, to this

world. 1526 Pilgr. Perfi (W. de W. 1531) 301 In all thynge
to conforme my wyll to thy blessed wyll. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. lxvii. § 12 It truly conformeth us unto the
image of Jesus Christ. 1647 Ward Simp. Colder 42 States
are so reformed, that they conforme such as are profligate,

into good civility. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 461 r 1 Persons
of every Party, .are fond ofconforming their Taste to yours.

1875 Manning Mission H. Ghost iv. 100. 1887 Skeat
Princ. Eng. Etymol. Ser. 1. § 385 The word crouth, a fiddle

. .has been conformed to the familiar E. crowd.

+ b. To fashion in accordance with right, to set

right, to order, regulate. Obs.

1599 Massinger, etc. Old Law 11. i, His very household-
laws. .Are able to conform seven Christian Kingdoms, They
are so wise and virtuous. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. Epit.

(1612) 350 Yours in aught erred to be conformed, W. Warner.

-|*C. To fashion by disposition of parts {for a

purpose): cf Conformation 3. Obs.

1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704) 168 Whose Bodies are admir-
ably fitted and conformed for diving under Water.

2. To bring into harmony or conformity, to

harmonize; to make accordant to, adapt.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xm. 208 Confourmen Kynges to
pees. 1598 Barckley Fclic. Man IV. (1603) 354^ He should
. . conforme all the harmonie of His gifts to His goodnesse
and glory. 1667 Milton P. L. n. 217 Chang'd at length,
and to the place conform'd In temper and in nature. 1799
Wellington in Owen's/?«^. 86Conforming thegeneral tenor
of all such proclamations to the principles and spirit of the
declaration. 1876 Lowell Among my Bks, Ser. 11. 271
[That] the life of a nation, .should be conformed to certain

principles of belief and conduct.

3. refl. To make oneself like or in harmony with

(a pattern or example) ; to bring oneself into con-

formity, adapt oneself to (wz'l/i)
; =4.

C1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1067 Confourme be to kryst, &
be clene make, a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1345
To the plesaunce of God thou the confourme. 1576 Fleming
Panop. Ep. 28, I beganne to conforme and frame mee to

provoked patience. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in. iii. 11

Where I must take like Seat vnto my fortune, And to my
humble Seat conforme my selfe. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel.
11. iii. in, Conforme thyselfe to thy present fortune, and Cut
thy coat according to thy cloath. 1652 J. Wadsworth
tr. Sandovals Civ. Wars Spain 55 To conform themselvs
in everie thing with the Commissioners of Toledo. 1745
Fielding True Patriot Wks. 1775 IX. 284, 1 have determined
to conform myself to the reigning taste. 1862 Maurice
Mor. <y Met. Philos. IV. vii. § 92. 428 The true freeman
is he who conforms himself to his reason.

4. intr. (for refl.) To act in accordance with an
example or pattern ; to act conformably or in con-

formity to ; to yield or show compliance.

1393 LANGL. /'. PI. C. iv. 401 Bote bat alle manere men,
wommen, and children, Sholde conformye [?'. r. conforme
hem] to on kynde on holy kirke to by-leyue. 1623 Cockeram,
Conforme, to frame ones selfe to what is required of one.

1649 Selden Laws Eng. 1. ii. (1739) 3 Yet the Church of
Britain conformed not to that course. 1732 Law Serious
C. vi, fed. 2) 91 You must therefore no more conform to

these ways of the world than you must conform to the vices

of the world. 1846 M rCuLLOCH Acc. Brit. Empire ' 1854)
II. 163 Every subordinate tribunal must conform to its

determinations, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. xxiv. 170, I must.

.

conform to the rules made for ordinary tourists.

b. spec, in Eng. Hist. To comply with the

usages of the Church of England, as prescribed by
the Acts of Uniformity, esp. that of 1662.

[1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 1 § 5 Until such Time as the Persons
. . do conform themselves and come to the Church.] i6ig
Sanderson Serm, 1. 11 Let not him that conformeth,
despise him that conformeth not ; and let not him that con-
formeth not, judge him that conformeth. 1629 Petit. Clergy
in MSS. St. Paper Office, Don. Sen: Chas. I, oli. 45 May
yt therefore please your good lordship to take the state of
this your diocese into your ffatherly consideration . . to en-

force these irregulars to conforme with us. 1664 Pepys
Diary Aug. 6. 1682 S. Pokhagk Medal Re:: 121 For bare
Opinion do their Brothers harm, Plague, and Imprison,
'cause they can't Conform. 1690 Locke 2nd Let. Toleration
(R.), When any dissenter conforms and enters into the
Church-communion. 1885C1KOSART in Diet. Nat. Biog. II.

408/1 Ormond made offer first of a deanery, and then of the

first bishopric that fell vacant, if Mr. Bailey would conform.

fc. To show obedience or complaisance to.

1482 Monk of Er-esham iArb.> 90 The pepul of god . . that

they haue turnyd fro ryhhtwysnes they fleyn spirytually

and lesyn for her conformyng to hem. 1688 Shadwell Sqr.
Alsatia 11. i, I am resolved to conform to her for ever.

5. Of things : To become the same in form ; to

follow in form or nature ; to be conformable to.

1699 Burnet 39 Art. xxv. (1700) 276 The Declarations of
the Pardon are made to conform to the Conditions of the

Gospel. T763 Dodslev The Leaso-.i'cs r 5 The path . . con-
forms to the water . . accompanying this semicircular lake

into another winding valley. 1869 F. A. March A. S.

Grantnt, 28 The words of all languages show a disposition

to conform in inflection to the majority. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) V. 127 The law courts of Plato do not equally
conform to the pattern of the Athenian dicasteries.

1 6. trans. To bring into accord or mutual agree-

ment. Obs.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 128 If two [kingfisher>] be-

suspended in the same roome, they will not regularly con-
forme their breasts, but oft-times respect the opposite points

of heaven. 1703 De Foe Danger Prot. Rclig. Misc. 246
If the House of Bourbon and Austria Unite, and conform
the Interests of their Dominions.

1 7. To bring into form or shape ; to bring about.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xm. 174 Al f>e witt of bis worlde
and wl^te mennes strengthe Can nou^t confourmen [C. XVI.

173 performen] a pees bytwene pe pope and his enemys.

Confbrinability (k^nf^imabi'liti). [f. next

+ -ITY.] The quality or condition of being con-

formable
;
spec, in GeoL, the relation of strata, one

of which rests on the other and lies parallel to it.

1864 in Webster. 1872 Contemp. Rev. XX. 351 They
are all based upon . . some conformability to fact, to nature,

and to law. 1882 Gf.ikie Text-hk. Geok rv, x. 599 Sheets of
conglomerate and clays and shales, have succeeded each
other in regular order, and exhibit a perfect conformability.

Conformable (k^nf^-jmabl), a. [f. Conform
v. + -able : perh. after agree-able, the suffix having

here a like force : cf. also comfortable, amicable,

etc. It. has conformabile and conformcvole in Florio.

Formerly also written conflrznable, by confusion

with that word q.v. Cf. Confirm, Conform.]
1. According in form or character to (a standard

or pattern) ; similar, resembling, like. Const, to.

1511 Colet Serm. Conf. $ Refi in Phenix (1708) II. 6 The
four Evils.. by which we are conformable to this World, by
which the face of the Church is made ill-favour'd. 1526-34

Tindale Phil. iii. 10 That I myght be conformable [Vulg.

confignratus] vnto his (deeth). 1547 Act 1 Edw. VI, c. 1.

§ 7 It is . . conformable to the common Use and Practise

both of the Apostles and of the Primitive Church. 1646 P.

Bulkeley Gospel Govt. v. 379 True holinesse is conformable

to the first pattern of holinesse. 1713 Derham Rhys. TIteol.

iv. ii. 104 As Birds and Fishes are in divers things con-

formable, so in some Sort they are in their Eye. 1744

Berkeley Siris § 34 The supposed circulation of the sap .

.

is in no sort conformable or analogous to the circulation of

the blood. 1885 Law Rep. 30 Chanc. Div. 241 The Court

of Appeal altered its own order as not being conformable to

the order pronounced.

2. Corresponding so as to fit or suit
;
agreeable,

consistent, harmonious ; fitting, adapted, fitly ad-

justed. Const, usually to.

1555 Eden Decades 324 The partes must needes bee con-

formable to the hole. 1631 Hobbes Leviath. 1. xv, 79 What
is conformable, or disagreeable to Reason, in the actions of

common life. 1790 Paley Horse Paul. ii. 17 A representation



CONFORMABLENESS. 812 CONFORMITY.
so conformable to the circumstances there recorded. 1869
E. A. Parkf.s Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3» 115 A conclusion con-
formable to our present doctrine.

b. Const, rarely with.
171 1 Addison Sped. No. 223 f 2 A Taste of her [Sappho's]
Way of Writing, which is perfectly conformable with that

extraordinary Character we find of her. 1734 tr. Rollin's

A tie. Hist. (1827* !. 69 This law was very contormable with
the manners of the Greeks.

C. Accordant with one's condition, etc. ; con-

venient, suitable, rare.

1826 Scott Woodst. iii, 'Why,', .answered the keeper, ' I

should be at my hut to make matters somewhat conform-
able for the old knight and Mistress Alice *.

3. Of persons : Disposed or wont to conform
;

compliant to.

1515 Abp. Warmam in Hallam Const. Hist. (1842) I. 20
Men .. conformable to reason. 15*9 Act 21 Hen. VIII,
c. 16. $ 20 So that the said Scrangers . . be conformable to
such Direction and Order. 1687 Reason, of Toleration 1

Men that were not conformable to their Humours and
Ceremonies. 171a Prideaix Direct. Ch. -wardens (ed. 41 9
Protestants, who are conformable to the Church of England.
1871 H. Ainsworth Tomer Hill 11. vi, I rejoice to find you
so conformable to the King's wishes.

b. Of compliant disposition or practice ; tract-

able, submissive, disposed to follow directions.

1547 Act 2-3 Edw, I'I, c. 1. § 1 They give Occasion to
every honest and conformable Man most willingly to em-
brace them. 1506 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 280 And bring
you from a wilde Kate to a Kate Conformable as other
houshold Kates. 1681 Otway Soldier's Fort. in. i, In the
mean time be humble and conformable. 1741 Richardson
Pamela II. 109, I doubt not, you'll be made as conformable
as I. 1877 Owen Wellesley's Disp. p. xxxviii. This did
not prevent his employing that useful officer in important
charges, when he became more conformable.

C. spec, in Eng. Hist. Conforming to the usages
of the Church of England, csp. as prescribed by
the Acts of Uniformity.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.lxviii. § 8 They may satisfy law
in pretending themselves conformable. 167a Baxter Bag'
sJkmo's Stand, iii. 30 To disable the Ministers of Christ,
both conformable and non-conformable. 1679 J. Smith
Narrat, Pop. Plot 9 The Bishops and the conformable
Clergy, c 1710 J. Edwards in Cambr. Antio. Soc. Commuu.
I II. 133 So in St. Mary's Church . .Jests and Merriment are
permitted, and the most Conformable Clergy clap on their
caps or hats in this place. 1861 TuLLOCH ling. Purit. ii.

290 Godly conformable ministers.

4. Geo/. Having the same direction or plane of

stratification : said of strata deposited one upon
another in parallel planes.

1813 Bakbwell Introd. Geo/. ^1815) 50 Stratified secondary
rocks are generally conformable or parallel to each other.

1830 LYEEX Prhic. Geo/. I. 133 The strata of. .the succeed-
ing epoch were deposited upon them in conformable position.

1882 Cieikie Text-bk. Ceo/. IV. x. 599 Where one series of
rocks . . has been laid down continuously and without dis-

turbance upon another series, they are said to be con-
formable.

B. quasi-at/?'. In conformity with ; conformably
to.

1588 R. Parkk tr. Mendoza's Hist. China to There they
are prouided of all things r.ecessarie for them, conformable
vnto their degrees. 163a Hayward tr. Biondi's Kromena
44 The Princesse, whose hands he conformable to thedutie
ofa knight 1 was desirous to kisse. 1690 I^ocke Gor't. 11, xiv.

$ 165 They acted conformable to the Foundation and End
of all Laws. 1784 AVw SpectatorXV. r/i Now, if a person
acts conformable to that, etc.

Conformableness, [£ prec. + -ness.] The
quality of being conformable to ;t witk) any thing

;

docility.

a 1536'Hfw VIII /,*/. to A. Boleyn in Select. Hart. Misc.

(1793) 147 What joye it is to me to understand of your con-
formableness with reasone. 1617 Coi.i.ins Def. Bp. Ely 11.

x. 421 The meekenesse and the conformablenesse of the
quietest lambe in the flocke. 1681 Trial S. Colledge 128
Witnesses of his going to Church, and of his conformable-
ness to the Church.

Conformably (tyh^Fxm&bli), adv. [f. as prec.

+ -LY

1. In a conformable manner ; in conformity with
;

agreeably
; compliantly.

1546 Lanclev Pol. Verg. De Invent, iv. viii. 93 b, If either

a priuate man or officer wer not conformably ordered after
their Ceremonies. 1695 LoilULL Brief Ret. (1857) III.

550 Passes to return home, promising to leave conformably
and peaceably under the same. 1775 r letcher Equal Check
contd. Wks. 1795 V. 214 He thinks it reasonable conformably
to wait for the day of God's power.

b. Const, to \ttnto . (Cf. according to?)

I5a8 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xxiii. 60 That the sen-

tence be geven conformably therunto. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 1. x. 38 Conformably unto some opinions. 1653
H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xvi. 54 To be all put to death^
conformably to the Law. .of the Country. 1796 H. Hunter
tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799* II. 119 Varying the fur of
animals conformably to the degree of heat and cold. 1883
Ld. Selborne in Laiu Rep. 9 App. Cases 12 Payment ..

made conformably to such rules and usage.

C. Const, tvith ; =in accordance with.

1797 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) I. 106 Conformably with
what seemed to be the most natural arrangement. 1845 S.
Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. II. iv. v. 501 To order the new
establishments conformably with these views.

2. Geo/. In conformable order : see Conformable
4. Also trans/.

1830 Lyell Princ, Geol. (1875! 1. 11. xxiv. 617 Composed .

.

of indurated tufa . . stratified conformably to its conical
surface. 1859 KiNc.st.KViV/fr.fi86o) II. 375 The beds do
not rest conformably on each other. 187a W. S. Svmonds

I Rec. Rocks yi. 20? The Anchenaspis grits .. pass upwards
conformably into a series of red marls.

t ConfOTmal, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. con-

formdt-is conformable, f. con- together + forma
form,forma/is formal.] = Conformable.
1647 W. Browne tr. Polexandcr 11. 194 Intending not to

crosse a thought so conformall with their owne.

t Confo'rmalist. nonce-ivd. Obs. [f. prec.

+ -ist: after Formalist.] = Conformist.
1631 Brathwait Eng. Gcnt/eiv. (1641) 348 If your con-

,
science be no conformalist, hee must pay for you.

Conformance (k^nfpvimans . [f. Conform +
-ance. Cf. performance^ The action of conform-
ing ; the shaping of action in conformity to or with.
1606 Chapman Gentt. Usher in. i, So, and in such con-

formance, with rare grace Were all things orderd. 17a!
' Perry Daggenh. Breach 80 In Conformance to the general

Desire of my Friends. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home,
I

Haunts of Burns (1879^ 224 By way of further conformance
to the customs of the country, we ordered a sheep's head.
1885 Laiv Times 28 Feb. 31 1/2 To perform their duty in
conformance with the statute.

1 Conformant, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [ad. L.

;

conformant-em or r . conformant, pr. pple. : see

-ant.] Conforming, conformable, accordant.
1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. (1682) 81 Herein is

Divinity conformant unto Philosophy.

Confo rmate, a. rare. [ad. L. conformdl-us,

pa. pple. of conforma re to conform.] Conformed,
having the same form.

,1 1846 Jameson is cited by Worcester.

Conformation (k^nf^invi-Jan). [ad. L. con-

formdtion-em, n. of action from conformdre to con-

form : so in F. since 16th c. in Littre).]

1. The action of conforming or bringing into

conformity [to,
;
adjustment in form or character

1
to some pattern or example ; adaptation.
1511 Colet Serm. Conf Ref in I henix (1708^ II. 3, I

shall speak.. Of Conformation .. Be not conform'd to this

World, a 1637 Jonson Discov. Poesis iv. Wks. (Rtldg.)

763/1 If to an excellent nature, there happen an accession,
or conformation of learning and discipline. 1660 R. Coke
Justice I 'ind. 6 Obedience . . is the conformation of ones
will to the rules & precepts of his superior. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. i. 1. 9 'I hey distort, stretch and reduce
the Orders of things in a conformation to those pre-con-
ceived Suppositions, a 1748 Watts (J.\ The conformation
of our hearts and lives to the duties of true religion and
morality.

b. Hist, of Lang. Form-assimilation tinder the

influence of analog)-.

1869 March A. S. Gramm. 83 Plural first person -///

changes to -5 (conformation with 2d and 3d persons'.

2. The symmetrical formation or fashioning of a

thing in all its parts
;
putting into form.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 268 Male children . .bane their

conformation the thirtieth day. 1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med.
Wks. Voc., Conformation, the framing, fashioning, or dis-

position of a thing. 1857-8 Sears A than, xi. 93 Ever and
everywhere Ixxly is the creation of life, and is the conform-
ation of its instincts and affections.

3. The manner in which a thing is formed with
respect to the disposition of its parts; form de-

pending upon arrangement of parts ; structure,

organization.

'In Anatomy it is taken for the Figure or Disposition of
the Parts of a Humane Body ; and by some Writers in the

Art of Physick, for an Essential Property of Health or

Sicknesse ' 1 Phillips 17061.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xvii. 151 Many wayes of
Coition, according to divers shapes and different conforma-
tions. 1690 IjOcke Hum. Una. 11. xxvii. S 29 A rational

Spirit, .united to a Body of a certain Conformation of Parts.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth {).\ Where there hap-
pens to I* such a structure and conformation of the earth.

173J Arbcthnot Rules of Diet 332 A bad Conformation of
the Lungs and Thorax commonly attended with an asthma.
1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. VI. 55 Government wants
amendment in its conformation. 1871 Morlf.y Voltaire
11886) 1 The mind and spiritual conformation of France.

1874 Boitell Arms % Arm. ix. 179 This conformation of

the blade has the advantage of placing the centre of gravity
in the hilt.

Conformator (kp-nfoime^t^. [a. L. con-

,

formator
1
agent-n. from conformdre to Conform

;

— F. conformateur{'which is also used; .] An appa-

ratus for taking the conformation of that to which
anything is to be fitted ; e.g. the si/e and shape of

the head in order to fit it with a hat ; the pattern

of the bust for an article of dress.

1874 in Knight Diet. Mech. 1888 I. Ellis New Chris-
tianity ii. 53 While at a hat store not long since, the writer

j

noticed that the measures of two heads by the conformateur
were almost exactly alike, both as to shape and size.

Conformed (k^nf/urnd),///. a. [f. Conform
v. + -Ei>-] Made conformable : see also quot. 1859.
1859 A. Gray Lessons Bot. Gloss., Conformed, similar to

another thing it is associated with or compared to ; or
closely fitted to it. as the skin to a kernel of a seed. 188*

in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Conformer kfTnfp jmoj\ [f. Conform v. +
-ER ]

.] One who conforms ; a conformist.
1609 W. Sclater Threef Preserv. 11610* E iij a, If the

present store of Conformers serue not, etc. 1619 San-
derson 12 Serm. (1632^ 42 Thus haue I . . laboured to free,

not onely the Conformer from all vnjust Censures; but
even the Non-conformer also. i6a$ Bp. Mountaou App.
Caesar vii. 187 The pubtick authorized doctrine of the Church
of England, and of conformers unto the said doctrine of

;

that Church. 1859 Mill Liberty ii. 60 Conformers tocom-
monplace. 1874 Morley Compromise (i886> 87 Conformity
. -and its degrading consequences to the character of a con-
former.

Conforming ;kpnfp imin% vb/. sb. [f. as prec.

,

+ -ing M The action of the vb. Conform, q.v.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvi 1 pai ere ane thurgh grace &

confourmynge of will. 1641 Milton Animadv . (1851I 206
Their scandalous and base conforming to heathenisme.
1660 R. Coke Poiver * Subj. 266 The upright conforming
of subjects actions to the laws of their rightful Superiours.

Confo rming, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -inc. 2.]

That conforms.

fl. Shaping, fashioning according to a pattern.
1677 Half. Prim. Orig. Man. 111. vi. 277 Its [the seed's]

specincal conforming Principle.

2. Complying with any usage or form ; esp. in

!
Eng. Hist, with the usages of the Church of

' England.
I1674 Hickman Hist. Quinauart. (ed. a) 204 Not only

Non-conforming Divines, but also the most zealous Con-
formists.] 1681 Roxb. Ballads (1883) IV. 655 To conform-
ing Protestants, and those that dissent. 1731 Neal Hist.
Puritans I. 343 The body of the conforming clergy were
so ignorant and illiterate. 1890 Athenaeum 8 Feb. 171/2
There were malcontents among the conforming clergy.

Conformist 'k^nf/umist). [f. as prec. + -tst.]

1. One who conforms to any nsage or practice.

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 122 A Conformist to the old
Superstitious Ceremonies. 1697 C* Leslie Snake in Grass
(ed. 2) 255 Thoroughly a Conformist to every the least .

.

Custom or Fashion among the Quakers. 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1781) VI. xxix. 183 In my own dress, I am

I

generally a conformist to the fashion. 18*7 Hallam Const.
\ Hist. (18761 I. iii. 110 Several pliant conformists with all

changes. 1834 Medwin Angler- in Wales I. 124 He was a
' conformist ofthe Church of England, but rather lax in his

devotions.

2. One who conforms in matters religious or

ecclesiastical
;

spec, in Eng. Hist, one who con-

forms to the usages of the Chnrch of England as

required by the successive Acts of Uniformity, esp.

that of 1662 ; the negative Nonconformist is now
in more common use.

Occasional conformist : one who practised ' occasional

conformity ' ; see Conformity 3.

1634 Canne Necess. Separ. (1849) 43, I must confess that

the Conformists keep much better to their grounds than
the other do. 01640 J. Ball Anstv. to Can i. 11642) 101

The Conformists (I use that Word because you are pleased

so to speake'. 1703 De Foe Shortest Way to Peace Misc.

444 When I speak of the Church of England, I mean the

General Body of Orthodox Conformists. 1709 Sacheverell
Serm. 5 Nov. 22 The Whiggs . . are Conformists in Profes-

sion, Half-Conformists in Practice, and Non-Conformists
in Judgment. 1710 Let. to Nrzv Mcinb. Pari, in Select.

Hart. Misc. (1793)568 Our occasional conformists, if not

well looked after, will swallow up our government by this

cunning hypocrisy. 1805 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. III. 286

The coronation oath binds the sovereign to be a conformist.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 60 In that year began the

long struggle between two great parties of conformists.

.

the High Church party and the Low Church party. 1880

Mrs. A. R. Ellis Sylvestra II. 56 The rector kept a sharp

eye on occasional conformists.

3. Collector's name for ft moth (Xy/ina eon-

formis).

1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 427 The Conformist Moth.

4. at/rib.

1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 90 The Church of England
hath three maine Divisions, the Conformist, the Non-Con.
formist and the Separatist, 1885 Manch. Exam. 8 May
5/3 Either in Conformist or Nonconformist pulpits.

t Confo'nnitan. Obs. [f. Conformity + -an :

cf. puritan.] One who advocates or practises

conformity, a Conformist.
1601 Bp. Barlow Conf at Hampton Crt. in PJunix

(1721) I. 170 Conformitans hang down their heads, and the

Bishop's Men curse the Puritans. 1608 T. James Apot.

Wyctif 72 A Conformitan vnto the doctrine, and discipline

of the Church of England. i6aa & Ward Christ All in

A//(i6i7) 24 With God, I dare boldly say, there is neither

..Protestant nor Puritane, Conformitane or Non-conformi-

tane.

t ConfO'rmitant, a. and sb. Obs. [app. f.

Conformitan, with suffix as in protestant. etc.]

A. adj. Yielding compliance
;
conforming.

163a D. Lupton Lond. 4 C. carbonadoed, etc. in Halliw.

i Charac. Bks. (1857) 268 Shee is no Puritaine, for her build-

ings are now Conformitant ; nor shee is no Separatist, foi

they are united together. 1641 Bernard Short I 'irtv Pretat.

Ch. Eng. 29 The conformitant Priests (so they now are

called) which properly belong to this Prelaticall Church.

B. sb. = Conformist.
1631 Bp. Mountagu Diatribe 85 At home we haue the

Factionistorthe Conformitant. 16*8 W. Scot Apot. Narr.

(1846) 314 A faction of Conformitants in Edinburgh en-

grossed the Government. i66j S. Fisher Anrtv. Bp. Gauden

(1679) 4 The Bishop in the self-same Work wherein he

labours earnestly to bring all men to be Conformitants to

him, is found a most egregious Nonconformitant to himself.

Conformity (k^hfrjaim). [In 15th c. con-

formyte, -ite, a. F. conformite (14th c. Oresme) =
Pr. conformitat, Sp. conformidad, It. cottforrnitd,

all f. L. type *conformitdt-em t f. confomiis: see

Conform and -nr. Formerly by confusion some-

times made into confirmity

:

c 1531 Dewes Introd. Er. in Palsgr. 1046 To haue con-

firmite & agreyng. 1556 Abp. Parker Psalter cxi. 327 His

workes of hands be seene all truth and equytye, And his

precepts all faythfult be in iust confirmytye. 1557 in
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Lodge Illust. Brit, Hist. (17911 I. 253 Whose good con-

firmytie and forwardnes in service.]

1. Correspondence in form or manner ;
agreement

in character
;

likeness, resemblance
;

congiuity,

harmony, accordance ; exact correspondence to or

with a pattern in some respect or matter.

c 1430 tr. T. d E'en/pis' Come!. 11. xii, For loue of con-

formyte of be crosse of crist. 1581 Mui.cASTER/Wr'/cw.rxliv.

(1887) 287 So., as there might be a conformitie betwene

schoole and home. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 72 The Confor-

mity of these Moons with our Moon. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 152 r 9 With strict conformity to nature.

1790 Palev Ilorx Pant. i. 2 The letter, without being

genuine, may exhibit marks of conformity with the history.

1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India III. vi. ii. 66 To know the

conformity between the testimony and the facts. 1856

Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 443 The courts of the clergy

were to fall into conformity with the secular tribunals,

fb. (with a and //.) A point of resemblance.

11639 Wotton in Retig. Wotton. (1672) 182 To take a

summary view of their Conformities. 165$ Fuller Cli.

Hist. in. iii. § 25 To meet in many conformities.

2. Action in accordance with some standard, e.g.

with law, order, wishes, fashion
;

compliance,

acquiescence.

1494 Fabvan vii. 537 That his grace myght see the con-

formyte of all his other subiectis. 1548 Order of Com-
munion 2 With suche obedience and conformitie, to receiue

this our ordinaunce. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hid. i. (1821)

510 The Province, .was in so good conformity, as the civill

Iustice..had as currant passage as in any of the former

years of Peace. 1754 Richardson Grandisou VI. liii. 339
We see what you can do : Your conformity is enough for me.

1851 Helps Friends in C. I. 32, I think your taking dress

as an illustration of extreme conformity is not bad.

b. (with a and //.)

1566 Cecil in Strype Ann. Rcf. I. xlviii. 520 Their dili-

gence and conformities herein. 1879 Geo. Eliot Tkco.

Such v. 105 Her well-bred conformities.

c. to (f unto) a specified standard.

1642 Declar. Lords Com. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in.

(1721) V. 45 The Priviledges of Parliament, which the

Contrivers, .profess all Conformity unto. 1658 liRAMHAi.i.

Consecr. Bps. vii. 154 Their Conformity to the Roman
Religion. 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. ill. xii. 141 It is not

conformity to a creed that is here required, but aspiration

after a state. 1868 Stanley Westm. A hb. ii. 86 Elizabeth's

conformity to the ancient Ritual.

3. spec. Conformity in worship, adherence to the

form of religion legally established or publicly

recognized ; in Eng. Hist, compliance with the rites,

discipline, and doctrine of the Church of England,

as prescribed by the various Acts of Uniformity,

particularly that of 1662.
Occasional conformity : a phrase applied after 1700 to

the practice of persons who, in order to qualify themselves for

office, in accordance with the Corporation and Test Acts,

received the Sacrament according to the rites of the Church
of England, and afterwards during their office were present

at any dissenting meeting for worship. Against this a bill,

introduced in 1703, was passed in 1711.

1622 (title\ Course of Conformitie. 1629 Petit. Conformist
Clergy (MSS. St. Paper Office, Dom. Serv. Chas. /, cli.

45), I desire not to be released from conformitie. 1661

Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 76 The Act for universal

Conformity will, within this day or two, be brought in.

1661 2 Pefys Diary 21 Mar., A proviso that my Lord
Chancellor would have brought into the Bill for Conformity,

that it shall be in the power of the King, when he sees fit,

to dispense with the Act of Conformity. 1684 OtwaY
Atheist 1. i, I love Conformity, which is going to Church
once a month, well enough. 1703 Sir H. Mackworth
(title), Peace at Home; or a Vindication of the Proceed-

ings of the House of Commons, on a Bill for preventing
Danger from occasional Conformity. 1841 DTsraeli Amen.
Lit. (1867) 423 During the short reign of Edward, con-

formity was not pressed.
atirib. 1711 Swift Lett. (1767) III. 269 A letter from a

great presbyterian parson . . complaining how their friends

had betrayed them by passing this Conformity Bill. 1878
Lecky Eng. in iSth C. I. i. 37 Its attitude towards the

Occasional Conformity Bill.

T b. Conformists as a body. Obs.

1672 P. Henry Diaries $ Lett. (1882* 247 All or most of

the Conformity have said, etc.

f 4. Symmetry of formation, congruity of parts.

Obs. rare.

1607 Wai.kington Opt. Glass iii. (1664) 41 Seeing in his

Body so great Deformity, he. .would have averred, that in

his Soul there was no great Conformity.

5. Phrases, a. In conformity with : in agreement,

accordance, or harmony with ; in compliance with.
^1568 Coverdale Let. to C. Hubert Wks. II. 508 In

conformity with the mutual friendship which exists between
us. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 289 These [tides]., in

such exact conformity with the motions of the moon. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 113 The House ought, in con-
formity with ancient usage, to adjourn over the Easter
holidays. 1883 Law Rep. 23 Chauc. Div. 730 In conformity
with the above notice Rumney caused an appearance to be
entered within eight days of service.

b. In conformity to : according to (a standard,
rule, or pattern), in obedience to, as required by,

in compliance with. (Now less usual.)
1628 Bp. W. Bedell in Abp. Usshers Lett. (1686) 402 A

form [drawn].. in conformity to two instruments. 1651
Nicholas Papers (18861 I. 271 In conformity to the
practise and example of my predecessors. 1660 R. Coke
Pcnver 3- SubJ. 84 The doing it in conformity to Gods com-
mand, as he hath supernaturally revealed himself. 1796
Morse Avier. Grog. I. 133 The wells and springs, .rise and
fall, in exact conformity to the waxing and waning of the
moon. 1848 C. Bronte % Byre iv. Trained in conformity

Vol. II.

to her position and prospects. 1873 Hamerton Intelt. Life

11. iv. (1876) 69 In strict conformity to their own theories.

6. Bill of Conformity {law).
A bill which an executor or administrator, who finds the

affairs of his testator or intestate so much involved that he

cannot safely administer the estate, except under the direc-

tion of the Court of Chancery, files against the creditors

generally, for the purpose of having all their claims adjusted

and obtaining a final decree settling the order and payment
of the assets. (Wharton Law Diet.)

+ Confo'rmly, adv. Obs. [f. Conform a. +
-ly 2 ; cf. earlier F. conformcmcnt] In a conform-

ing manner
;
conformably.

1447 Bokenham Scyniys (Roxb.) 48 They wolde lyven

conformely To goddes plesaunce. 1644 Milton Judgui.
Bucer (1851) 342 Sutably and conformly to their so large

and clear understanding, a 1734 North Exam. III. vi. t) 14

(1740) 433 He lived conformly to the Religion and haws of

his Kingdom.

t Conformness. Obs.~ n [f. as prec. + -nkss.]

Conformability. 1730-6 in Bailey ifolio).

Confort, earlier form of Comfort v. and sb.

[ = L. confort-dre, F. conforter, confort
-

], found also

in all the derivatives of ME. age, Confortable,

Confortation, Confortative, Conforter, Con-
fortive, Confortress, and in the following obso-

lete words ;

t Confortant, a. Obs. rare-*, [a. OF. con-

fortant {a. and sb.) auxiliary, pr. pplc. of conforter

to Comfort.] Abetting, supporting.

1450 Impeachm. Dk. Suffolk in Paston Lett. I. 102

! Falsly and trayterously adherent, aidant, and confortant to

your grete enemeys and adversaries.

+ Confortate, v. Obs. [f. L. confortdt- ppl.

stem of confortdre to Comfort, q. v.] trans. To
strengthen; = Comfort v. 3.

1641 French Distill, vi. (1651) 195 Which.. is confortated

in its vertue.

t Confb'rtatory, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [ad.

med.L. confortdtdri-us, f. confortdtor strengthener,

Comforter : see -ory.] A. adj. Strengthening.

B. sb. A strengthening message, application, etc.

a 1679 T. Goodwin Wks. II. iv. 239 (R.) His . . aim is, in

this close of his epistle, to leave behind him a strengthening

confortatory unto the whole Church.

t Confortatrice. Obs. [ad. med.L. *con-

i
fortdtrix, -Teem, fern, of confortdtor Comforter,
with F. type of the suffix.] ^Comfortress.
1516 Pynson Life St. Birgettc in Myrr. our Ladyc p. liv,

She was the maystres of thappostellys the confortairyce

ofmartyrs.

t Confbrture. Obs. rare, [see -tire.] Strength-

ening, support.
c 1475 Partenay 4149 Our Lord Gaffray gyf aid and con-

forture.

Confound ^kfTnfuu'nd ,
7'. Forms : 3-7 con-

fund(e, 4 -fonde, (eoimfound;, 4-7 confounde,

i 5 -fownd(e, 4- confound. Pa. pple. con-

founded ; also 6 confounden, 6-7 confound.
[ME. a. OF. confond-re, confund-re, AF. con-

found-re ( = Pr. eonfondre, It. confondere) :—L.

confund-cre to pour or mingle together, mix up,

confuse, confound, f. con- +fundere to pour. Con-

fuse, confused, were in early use passive participles

> of confound: for the historical relation, see note

to Confuse v.

(OF. nn, on, regularly gave early ME. nn, late ME. and
' mod. oun, own : cf. abound, rounds astound, compound,

redound, sound, noun, crown, renenvn, etc.)]

1. trans. To defeat utterly, discomfit, bring to

ruin, destroy, overthrow, rout, bring to nought (an

adversary;. Obs. or arch.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7982 (Cott.) [David] Thoght on his fas

philistiens . . Gladli walde he bam confund [later MSS.
confounde]. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 170 Wilde
fire bei kast, be kyng to confound. ?a 1400 Morte Arth.

I
1153 Alias! we are lorne, my lorde es confundede, Over

j

fallene with a fende ! c 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 875 Thow art

ane Sarazine.. For to confound our Christin men, that

counteris sa kene. 1570 Dek Math. Pref. 35 Archimedes
..vtterly confounded the Romaine Nauye. 1631 J. Tay-
lor (Water P.) Turn Fort. Wheel Wks. (1848) 22 Sloops,

punts, and lighters seventy-eight confounded, Six thou-

sand men ta'en prisoners, many wounded. 1650 Fuller
Pisgah in. vi. 331 [Sennacherib] having all his Army soon
after confounded from heaven. 1795 Solthey Joan ofArc
1. 73 Lest He in wrath confound me.

b. To overthrow, defeat, or bring to nought (a

scheme, plan, hope, etc.).

c 1315 Shoreham 112 Wanne love hys here preye, Al for

to confundy. 1393 Gower Conf. I. 13 Every werke as it is

founded Shall stonde, or elles be confounded. 155a Bk.
Com. Prayer, Litany, Confound theyr deuyses. 4:1740

Carey God save the King ii, Confound their politicks, Frus-

trate their knavish tricks, On him our hopes are fiVd, O
save us all ! 1850 Maurice Mo?: Met. Philos. I. i. § 1.

6 God confounded the rebellious scheme. 1890 Gaesett
Life ofMilton ii. 42 The Civil War confounded his [Mil-

ton's] anticipations of leisurely composition.

f C. To destroy the purity, beauty, or usefulness
1

of; to spoil, corrupt. Obs.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. ttU 815 Of peres wyne is made .

.

Yit somer wol it soure and so confounde. 1548 Hall
Chron. 124 By this mariage, the quenes bloud was con-

founded. 1681 Trial S. Colledge 71 You have confounded
the Gospel. <i 1734 North Lives (1826) III. 135 Their
smoke and dust, .confounded all his good furniture.

! fd. To demolish, smash. Obs. rare.

1523 Ld. Bersers Froiss. I. cccxcvii. 687 Bearynge great

malettes of yron and stele, to confounde helmes.

T e. To waste, consume, spend. Obs.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. iii. 100 He did confound the

best part of an houre In changing hardiment with great

Glendower. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome 399 His very
Prodigality alone would have confounded more Money in a
few Years than the whole Roman Empire could hav e .

.

supply'd.

2. In curses or imprecations, used in the im-

perative 3rd pcrs. sing, as an equivalent or substi-

tute for 'bring to perdition'. Since 1700 con-

sidered a milder form of imprecation, and vaguely

associated with other senses.

c 1330 R, Brunne Ch?-on. fiSio) 265 Wales wo be be ! be

fende be confound ! c 1489 Caxton Souues of Ayi/iou ix.

223 God confounde me, yf I sawe ever ony evyll doon by
hym. a 1533 Ld. Bernehs Huon liii. 180 A, false faynted

hert, Mahounde confounde the! 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI,

iv. i. 123 Confounded be your strife, And_ perish ye with

your audacious prate. 1607 — Tin/on 1. i. 247 Traffickes

thy God, and thy God confound thee ! 1649 Cromwell
Lett. 17 Sept. (Carlyle), One of them was heard to say .

.

'God damn me, God confound me; I burn, I bum.' 1773
Golijsm. Stoops to Conq. 11, Confound your made dishes ..

I'm for plain eating. Ibid, iv, Whether the next be an
izzard, or an R, confound me, I cannot tell. 1836 Markyat
Midsh. Easy xviii, Why, confound the fellow . . so you
were a pickpocket, were you? 1888 J. Pavn Myst. Mir-
bridge I. x, 'Confound her impudence', muttered Sir

Richard. 1890 BESANT Demoniac vi, Humph ! You are

looking in very good health, at any rate. Confound you !

3. To discomfit, abash, put to shame, ashame,

(Almost always in passive.) Chiefly Scriptural.

( 1290 S. Eng. Legendary I. 249/307 Ich habbe i-hoped

bat ich i-confundet ne bco. a 1340 HAMpole Psalter xv. 1

Here is be vile pride of men confoundid. 1382 WvctiF
2 Sam. xix. 5 Thou hast confoundid to day the cheeris of

alle thi servauntis. -- Ps. xxx[i]. 1 In thee, Lord, I hopide ;

I
1 shal not be confoundid in to withouten ende [i6ix let me
neuer be ashamed], a 1535 Fisher Wks. 402 O my god I

\
am confounden and ashamed to lyft vp my face vnto thee.

1579 Spenser Sluph. Cat. June 63 They drewe abacke, as

halfe with shame confound. 1609 Bible (Douayl 2 Sam. x.

5 The men were confounded very fowly, and David com-

inandedthem: Tary in Jericho, til your beard be growen.

1667 Milton L. ix. 1064 Silent, and in face Confounded
' long they sate, as struck'n mute. 1874 Kjngsley Westm.
I Serm. vii. 71 What is this which the Psalmist and prophets

j

call being confounded; being put to <hame and confusion

of face ?

fb. To discomfit in argument, silence, confute

\
a person, or a statement, opinion, etc.\ Obs.

1382 Wvclif Acts ix. 22 Forsothe Saul . . confoundid« the

:
Jewis that dwelliden at Damask, and aflFermyde that thi-;

is Crist. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 276/2 Seynt Augustyn was

..ryght appert in confundyng heretykes. a 1555 Ripi.ev
1 Wks. 16 The plain words of St. Paul, which doth mani-

festly confound this fantastical invention. 1726 Cavai.lier

Mem. 1. 10 She would dispute, .with the Missionaries..

! and would often confound them.

4. To throw into confusion of mind or feelings
;

so to surprise and confute ,a person, that he loses

: for the moment his presence of mind, and dis-

I ccrnment what to do. (Expressed colloquially by

dumfound,flabbergast\ etc.)

c 1374 Chai'cer Boeth. v. iii. 154 Now am I confounded

\

by a more harde doute ban I was. 1393 Gowek Conf. I.

146 What straungc mater he might use The knightes wittes

to confounde. a 1555 Ridley Wks. 5 Many things con-

: found the weak memory. 1611 Bible Acts \\. 6 The mul-

i
titude .. were confounded, because that euery man heard

; them speake in his owne language. 1682 N. O. Boilean's

I
Lutrin iv. 95 Pale and dumb he stood, like one con-

founded. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. 195 F 3 He was ..

I so confounded by incessant noise, and crowds, and hurry.

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. 1 1. 503 The tidings of the flight

j

reached London. The king's adherents were confounded.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. vi. (1873) 135 This difficulty for a

! long time quite confounded me.

fb. To confuse in the brain with liquor. Obs.

1704 F. Fuller Med. Gyvtn. f 1711)55 Some strong People

i shall be confounded with a very few filasses of Wine.

5. To throw ^things) into confusion or disorder
;

I

=CONFUHE V. 3.

1553 Eden Treat. Newe Did. (Arb.) 36 He found all

thinges confounded & out of ordre. 1611 Bible Gen. xi. 7

Let vs go downe, and there confound their language. 1667

Milton P. A. 11. 996 With ruin upon ruin, rout on rout,

Confusion worse confounded. 1712 Hearne Collect. III.

363 Wanley quite confounded the Library, and put all

things into Disorder. 1883 Froude Short Stud. IV. 11. v.

230 He believed that Newman's methods of reasoning con-

founded his perceptions of truth.

6. To mix up or mingle so that the elements

become difficult to distinguish or impossible to

separate ;
= Confuse v. 4.

1538 Starkey England 111 You schal .. confounde the

: nobyllys and the commynys togeddur . . that ther schal be

' no dyfferens betwyx the one and the other. 1593 Shaks.

i Rich. II, iv. i. 141 Tumultuous Warres Shall Kmne with

Kinne, and Kinde with Kinde confound. 1658 Rowland
Monfefs Theat. Ins. 917 The fourth, .is gathered and con-

,
founded from all these trees, so that it hath a mixt color .

.

and consistence. 1779 Johnson Let. M?\ Thrale 23 June,

I

I came by it [the money] in a very uncommon manner, and

would not confound it with the rest. 1863 \.\v\.\. A7itiq.

\ Man 2 The remains, .may have subsequently been mingled

. .and confounded together in one and the same deposit.

7. To mix up in idea, erroneously regard or treat

1 as identical, fail to distinguish : = Confuse v. 5.

1581 Lambarde Eireu. 11. iii. U588) 139 At an Affray,

103
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Assault, or Batterie ifor now I will with other men confound
those names i. 1610 A. Cooke Pope Joan in Mar/. Misc.
(Malik) IV. 46 This man seemeth to confound him with
Benedict the Third. 1683 Robinson in Ray's Corr. (1848*

133 Saying that you confounded the two species together.

1807 (7. Chalmers Caledonia I. L i. 7 To confound the
Celts with the Scythians. 1874 Green Short Hist. viii. § 2

(1882) 467 He [James] chose to confound Puritanism with
Presbyter!anism.

Confoundable, <*• rare. [f. prec. + -able.]

Liable to be confounded.
1813 W. Taylor Eng. Synonyms {1856) 44 Tractate.,

abridged into tract, .becomes confoundable with another
tract, from tractus, region. 1849 Mrs. Carlylk Lett. II.

57 Carpet-bags being so confoundable.

Confounded k^tafaondAd
>, ///. a. [f. prec. vb.

+ -En Its use as an adj., and even as a passive

pple. in early times was rare, confuse, confused
being used instead.]

1. Discomfited, abashed, put to shame or mental
confusion; confused, disordered, etc. : seetheverb.
1361 Lamgl. /*. /'/. A. xi. 93 He bi-com so confoundet

[r-. r. confus, confuse] he couthe not mele. 01375 Joseph
A rim. 494 [>e gref is oure childre; What wol bi-fane ber-of
and [ = if] we ben confoundet. 157a KlUJOBEir£rf. inTytler
Hist. Scot. 1 1864) III. 421 My confounded manner of writ-

ing. 1665 Pepys Diary 5 Oct., (^ur confounded business of
prisoners, and sick and wounded seamen, wherein he and
we are so much put out of order. 1678 CuifWOBTH Intel!.

Syst. 378 Heraclitus was no Clear but a Confounded Philo-
sopher. i7»7 Db Foe Syst. Magic 1. iv. (1840) 106 They
were confounded in their accounts.

2. Applied by way of execration to any person
or thing strongly objected to : see CoNForxn 2.

1652 K. Bell tr. Luther's Table-t. 324 Such confounded
and wicked pranks have the Popes plaid. 171a Addison
Spec/. No. 51 r f t Those dear confounded Creatures, Women.
1731 Swift kit Death, He was a most confounded tory.

1819 Byron Juan 1. c, Some confounded escapade. 1835
Makryat Jac. Faithf. xlv, There will l>e no muskets to
clean, no drill, and none of your confounded pipe-clay.

1837 Dickens Piclnv. xix, That's his impudence—that's his

confounded impudence. 1854 F. E. Smrdlev //. Cover-
t/ale's C. lvi, Those confounded new-ipan^rs are sure to get

hold of the affair.

b. as adv. =Coxkoi N'Dkim.y. v Cf. damned.]
1709 Of. Fob Life Rozelli 117131 I. 45, I was confounded

mad to see a Rival enjoy [it]. 17*9 SWIFT Jrnl. Mod. Lady,
Was it not- confounded hard? a 1806 Rirke White Rem.

• 1 8 1

1

' II. 240, I am a confounded proud fellow at bottom.

Confoundedly (kjfafairn<1edH\ adv. [f. prec.

+-JT»J
f 1. In a j>erplexe<l or confused manner. Obs.
1672 II. Mork Brief Reply ^2 So perplextly and con-

foundedly does he speak.

2. In a 'confounded' manner; cursedly, denc-
edly, detestably : see prec. 2.

1694 ECHARD Plantus 109 Your own Servant has buhl'd
ye confoundedly. 171a BUOGRLL Spec/. No. 506 F 14 You
talk most confoundedly silly. 1836 Marrvat Mt'dsh. Easy
I 18631 158 Ned, you are so confoundedly fond of argument.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. iii, This is a confoundedly out-of-

the-way place.

Confoundedness. rare. [f. as prec. + -nfss.]

The state or quality of being confounded.
1641 Bp. Hall Def. Humble Remons/r., Of the same

strain is their witty descant of my confoundedness. 1641
— Ansic. /o Vind, Smectymntius 00 The self-confounded*
Tiesse you impute to me. 1659 Morf. humor/. Soul
(1662* 23 Confoundedness and stupidity.

Confounder (k^hfiurndaO. [f. Confound h

-fr : proh. going bnck to an AF. confon<four= OF.
confondcur.] One who confounds: a. One who
ruins, destroys, overthrows, spoils, discomfits, etc.

1401 Pol. Poems {18591 II- 45 Thou seist we ben confound-
ers of prelates and of lordes. 1515 Barclay Egloges i. (1570 1

Avj/a Of Saint Peters, or Chnstes patrimony, Nowe fewe
be founders, but confounders many. 163a NIassinof.r &
Field Fatal Dmvry iv. i, .V*. Tell you? Why, sir, are you
my confessor! R. I will be your confounder, if you do
not. [Draws a dagger.] 1670 Kachard font. Clergy 18
What a confounder of herestes. 1847 Df. Quimcey Seer.
Societies Wks. VI. 247 To strive after a conquest over Time
the conqueror, to confound the grim confounder.

b. One who causes confusion or disorder, who
confuses distinctions, etc.

1739 R. Bull tr. Dedekindus' Crohianus 125 Not Founder,
yet Confounder of the Feast. 1791-18*3 D'Israeli Cur.
Li/. (1858* III. 73 This confounder of words was himself
confounded by twelve answers by non-jurors.

t Confou nderess. Obs.- 1
[f. prec. + BS8

;

in OK. confonderesse, -funderesse fern, of ron-

fondeur.'] A female confounder.
1509 Barclay Ship of Fools (f8*#) II. to4 Pouerte .

.

Mother vnto vertue, confonderes of vyce [ed. 1570 con-
founderess].

Confounding fkf7nfuundin\ vhl. sb. [f. Cox-
fouvd 4* -ing '.] The action of the verb Confound.
r 1450 Lonflich Grail xxxviii. 88 Vppon be wete Se to

maken my weye with-owten Confowndyng. 1370 Ascham
Scholem. (Arb.1 57 The confounding of companies breedeth
confusion of good maners. 1661 }. Stephens Procurations,
But thats confounding, and not extinguishment. 1847
Emerson Repres. Men, Sioedenborg Wks. (Bonn) I. 332 A
confounding of planes. 1889 T. Rersi.ake in A/hen.rum
77 Apr. 530/2 This mischievous confounding of. .terms.

Confou nding . ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That confounds
;
destroying, confusing, perplexing,

amazing, etc. : see the verb.

1597 Daniel Civ. Wares v. lv i, The touch of a confound-
ing flame, a tG6i Fi ller Worthies (18401 III. 310 In this

I confounding age, wherein so much was demolished and
!

aliened, a 1711 Ken Hyvniariuvi Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 107
A confounding shame. 1861 Dickens Lett. 11880) II. 156
The noise was so utterly confounding.

Confou-ndingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LT '-.] In
1 a confounding manner ; perplexingly, amazingly.

1667 H. More Div. Dial. K. xix. ( 17 t 3* 220 No Pheno-
menon . . has more confoundingly astonished and amazed me.
1675 Howe Living 7Vw//*Wks. (1834; 36 A reason of mighty
force, and confoundingly demonstrative. 1865 Dickens
Mitt. Fr. ii. i, Confoundingly perplexing jumble.

Confourme, obs. form of Conform.

t Confra Ct, v. Obs. [f. L. eonfract-, ppl. stem
of eonfringfre to break in pieces, i. eon- +frange're
to break.] To break to pieces, crush.

1609 I. Davies Christ's Cross in Farr S, P. EHz. (1845) L
251 His vaines and nerues, that channelize his blood, By
violent conuulsions all confracted.

t Confra'Ct, a. Obs. [ad. L. confracl-us, pa.

pple. : see prec. It might be short for confracted. ]
Completely broken, crushed. (Used as a pa. pple.)

1647 H. More Song ofSoul in. 1. ix, The body being into
dust eonfract.

Confraxtion. Obs. [ad. L. conffaction-em,
n. of action f. confringtVe : see prec] Breaking
into small fragments; smashing, smash ; crushing.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. (1579* 43 The

confraction that than after ensue in the membres. 1609
Bible iDouayi Hos. xiii. 13 He shal not stand the confrac-
tion of the children. 1646 J. Whitakek Uzziah 26 Such a
confraction . . as shivers it all in pieces. 1650 Exerc. cone.

Usurped Pmvers 46 To fall with the greater confraction.

1871 Scunamore Notitia Each. 585 The first supposed allu-

sion to [the Commixture] occurs in the Expositio tfrevis

ascribed to S. Germanus of Paris i'a.d. 555) . .'The Confrac-
tion and Commixture of the Body of the Lord'.

t Confrag'O'Se, a. Obs. [ad. L. confragds-us

broken, rough, uneven, f. L. confringfre ^seeprec.^

and fragos-us, from stem frag* of frangfn to

break : see -okk.] Rough with breaks or shattered

parts ; broken.
1654 EvBLVN Diary 1827* I. 72 In y most confragose

cataracts of the Alpes.

H Confrairy (k^hfre»Ti). Obs. Forms: 6-8

-frary, 7 frery, 8 -frairy. [a. OK. cenfrairic,

confrarie (13th c. in Littre) = Pr. confrairia y Cat.

confraria, med.L. confratria, a Romanic deriv. of

confrater, ¥. confrere, see Confrere.] A com-
pany of brethren of a guild, religious society, etc.

;

a brotherhood, fraternity.

15*5 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clxxii. [clxviii.] 514 No man
myght entre into that confrary or company. 1596 Daxrtt
tr. Comines 305 The Companies of occupations, commonly
called Confrairies. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intelt. (1634) 224
The gilds or confreries. Ibid. viii. 116281258 There were of
old time . . certaine companies or confraries of men called

(iikles. 1766 SMOLLETT Prav. 242 The confrairies are

fraternities of devotees who enlist them selves under the
tanners of some particular Saints.

Confra'ter. Obs. [a. med.L. confrater : see

Confrere.] A member of a brotherhood.
1583 Stibhes Anat. A bus. ||. 24 [They] will not stlcke to

wear*, and take on (as the other their confraters before'.

a 1661 Ft 1 ler Worthies XL 348 The old Bead-house in thai

Town, for a Warden, Confrater, twelve poor old men.
1691 tr, Emilianue's Obs. 7onrn. .YapttS 233, I told th'l*

French Father, That the Monks his Confraters had done
very well, etc /

Confrate*rnal, a. [f. Con- + Fratkbxal :

cf. confrere.] Of or like a confrere; having the

spirit of confraternity.

1889 Pall MallG. 6 Mar. 3/1 A man so simple, gentle, and
unaMei-ted . . an author so unegotistical and confraternal.

Confraternity ik^nfrataaniti). [ad. K. con-

fraternity \ 14th c. in Littre) or med.L. con/nitrr-

nitds : see Confrater and Fraternity.]

1. A brotherhood; an association of men united

for some purpose or in some common profession ;

a guild ; esf>. a brotherhood devoted to some par-

ticular service religions or charitable.

M7S Partenay Prol. 39 He was of hys confraternite.

1601 nfltfiAffff Pliny II. 55 \ Numa ordained at Rome a
scuenth confraternitie of potters. 1654 H< tlWAWI
Chas. I (1655' 110 The Lord Maiorwith his confraternity of
Aldermen. 1688 M. Wharton Enthus. Ch. Rome 87 We
may hope to see erected an holy Confraternity of Catholick
Chimney-sweepers. 1854 Cni- Wiseman Fabiola U, i. 132

Diogenes was the head and director of that confraternity.

1 88a B. D. W. Ramsay Recoil. Mil. Serr: II. xix. 196 First

came military; then various confraternities of monks and
friars, with lighted tapers, chanting,

b. loosely, itody, fraternity, clan.

1871 SvtnKMQH Treas. Dav. Ps. lix. 5 He prays . . against

t

the entire confraternity of traitors. 1885 Miss Braddon
Wyllard's It'cird II. 17 Unappeasable hatred . . against .

.

the whole confraternity of men-milliners.

2. Brotherly union or communion.
1680 Morden Geog. Reel., Germany does'* i27

#

By vertue

of a Conferternity made between those princes in the year
I 554« '7^9 Robertson Chas l't III. ML 331 The ancient

treaty of confraternity which had long united their families.

1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 415 [They) admitted the other

J

sect to confraternity.

Confraternization ;k(Tnfn?:t3jnoiz<Tt-Jon). [n.

of action f. assumed vb. ^confraternize : cf. con-

fraternity, etc., and fraternize.] Fraternization

together, recognition of each other as brethren.

1840 Eraser's Mag. XXI. 159 This is a very striking con-

I
fraternisation. 1863 Confess. Ticket-ofLeave Man 55 Too

I

late to secure his confraternisation.

t Confray, v. Oh. [f. Con- + Fray ; after L.

confricare to rub together.] trans. To rub together.
c 1420 Pattad. on Husb. iv. 196 With oil Sabyne enoynte

her seede and bray Culex an herb and hem therin confray.

Confrere (ki?hfrgr, k^nfre>j). Also 6 confreer,

7 -frier. [ME. confrere (cf. frere. Friar), a. F.

confrere '13th c. in Littre) = Pr. confraire t Cat.

confrare, Sp. co'n]frade, It. confrate, med.L. con-

frater, {. con- together with +frater brother. As a

naturalized Eng. word ^of which the pronunciation
would now be k^nfrwu or -frerej) it appears to

have become obs. in 1 7th c. ; but it has been taken
back into frequent use as a borrowing from mod.
French, and is usually written confrere^]

+ 1. A fellow-member of a fraternity, religious

order, college, guild, etc., a colleague in office.

c 1425 Wvntovn Cron. viii. xvi. 227 That come in Scotland
wyth confrere, The kyng of Inglandis tresorere. c 1464
Pattort Lett. No. 496 II. 170 Your confrerys of this holy
Ordre. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 24 Any of his bretherne

i

or confreres of the hospitall . . of saint John of Jerusalem.
1600 Holland Livy 111. xxxii. 109 C. Horatius Pulvitlus

in whose roome the Augurs (his confreers: chose C. Vet urns,
1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 113 None of the Brethren
or Confriers of the said Religion, .should be called Knights
of the Rhodes. 1688 R. Holme Armoury M, 53/2 A..
Companion, or Co-Brother, and confrere Knight.

||
2. A fellow-member of a learned profession,

scientific body, or the like. [From mod.F.]
1753 Torriano Sore Throats in The Dissertation of M,

Chomel, our Confrere or Brother, upon the gangrenous sore

Throats. 1764 Bevis in Phil. Trans. LV. 130 Father Bos-

!

chowick . . sent me a very high character of his confrere'*
'

. . assiduity, and abilities for astronomical observations.

1876 Holland Sev. Oaks xxiv. 332 Mr. Belcher .. turned
the cold shoulder to his confreres. 1881 Dr. Gheist 18^

Without handicapping our confreres in this way.

Confrey, obs. var. of Comfrey, the plant.

Confriar, in mod. Diets. = confrier, Confrerk.

+ Co nfricate, v. Obs. [ad. L. confricdt-, ppl.

stem of confricare to rub together, f. con- +fricdre
to rub.] trans. To rub mutually

\

1638 Rawlev tr. Bacon's Life \ Death (1650^45 Exercise
(by which the Parts confricate and chafe themselves".

t Confiscation (kpnfrik£i*Jba). Oh, [ad. L.

1 confricatidn-em, n. of action from confricare : see

prec. iSoin mod.F. >] Rubbing together, friction.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirur%. 23 (MS. B.i J>at be ende of \*t

bonys . . scholde han a softere confricatioun in here junttes.

1594 Mt'rr, Policy 1 15991 *99 Which by confrication mouetli

the appetite and desire. 1*77 Galk Crt. Genfites II. 111. 19

Confrications : for those vain Sophists mutually nibbed each
! other, like scabbed sheep. I1795-8 in T. Mai-rick Hindostan

O820) I. 1. xiii. 514 From the violent confrication of all

which a raging fire was produced.]

t Confriction. Oh. [f. Cox- + Friction : L
hadfrictio andfriedtio, but confriedtio only.] - prec,

1611 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. 1 16531 269 Confriction .

.

by which pulverable things, with the rubbing of the finger*

. .are quickly levigated 1690 Charleton Paradoxes 86 A
I needle . . invigorated by the confriction of a loadstone.

Confrier, obs. var. of Confrere (religious).

t Confri gerate, r. Oh. rare- 1

, [ad. ppl.

stem of assumed I » *confrigerdre, f. con- +frtgerdrt

to cool.] To make very cold.

1609 J. Davies Christ's Cross 16 iP.) He shaking in a

feauer-fit, While the cold aire His wounds confrigerate*.

Confront ;k
(
?nfrt>-nt\ v. [a. F. confronte-r in

same senses, » IV. and Sp. confrontar, It. con-

frontare, med.L. confrontdri (12th c.\ f. L. con-

together +front-em forehead, face. Cf. Affront.]

1 1. intr. To adjoin with a mutual frontier ; t»i

Iwrder upon (also against . Oh. [med.L. con-

frontdri cum, F. cottfronter <).]

j6oi Holland Pliny I. 113 Phrygia . . confronleth on the

North side vpon part of (lalatia. 1611 Speed Theat.Gt,
Frit. xiii. 116141 25/1 The North (of Sussex] confronts upon
Surrey and Kent . .Wiltshire, .upon the West is confronted

against partly by Glocester, and the rest by Somersetshire,

1614 (see Confronting ppl. a.].

2. trans. To stand or come in front of fany one N

;

I

to stand or meet facing, to face. (Often with a

shade of sense jL] Also fig. of things.

c 1568 Regent Murray in H. Camplwll Love-le/t. Mary
Q. Scots 11824) App. 46 February.. 9, she confronted the

King and my Lord of Halyruidhouse. 1588 Shaks. L,L.L,
v. li. 367 We foure indeed confronted were with foure In

Russia habit : Heere they stayed an houre And talk'd apace.

1863 Holland Lett. Joneses xi. 159 Many a man on reach-

ing wealth has found himself confronted by the great problem
of his life. 1883 0, Lloyd Ebb * Ftir.v II. 08 She was con-

fronted by Frank's original crayon sketch of her.

b. To front or face in situation.

16x0 Heai.ey St Aug. Citie ofGod 209 Magna Grecia .

.

1
confronteth the Hadriatique sea. 1611 Coryat Crudities

11776) I. 220 There are two very goodly and sumptuous
!

rowes of building, .which doe confront each other.

3. est*. To face in hostility or defiance ; to pre-

; sent anold front to, stand against, oppose.///. andfig.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iv, 3 Was euer seene An Emperour

in Rome thus ouerborne. Troubled, Confronted thus. 1697

;

Dryden sEneid v, 637 He spoke, and then confronts the

;

bull. 1790 Bmn Fr. Rev. 245 This [i.e. Difficulty] it has
1 l>een the glory of the great masters in all the arts to con-

j

front, and to overcome. 1840 Macai lay Clive 48 The little



CONFRONT.
bind of Frenchmen! who alone ventured to confront the

English. 1848 — Hist. Eng. I. 91 John Hampden . . had
the courage to step forward, to confront the whole power of
the government.

b. To face as accuser or as a witness in a trial.

1580 Sidney i J. , He seeing himself confronted by so many,
went not to denial. 1681 Trial S. Colledgc 103 Ld. Chief
Justice. Is this man sworn? Mr. Ait. Gen. Yes. L.C.J.
Now call Bolron to confront him. 1737 Hist, ofClorana
156, I challenge you to confront me, to prove our Innocence.

1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. I. 461 An Irish officer .

.

would have confronted me at last, that I had never been
there at all. 1818 J as. Mill Brit. India II. v. ii. 377 Mr.
Hastings, instead of choosing to confront his accuser.. re*

sisted enquiry.

c. fig. Said of things.

a 1600 Hooker (J.), The East and West churches did both
confront the Jews and concur with them. 1605 Camden
Rem. (1637) 3 2 His devise . . that Tyranne Custome hath so
confronted that it will never be admitted. 1713 Dekham
Phys.-Theol. m. iv. (R.), It is fitter . . to be . . jealous of our
own judgment, when it thus confronteth infinite wisdom.
1736 Butler Anal. IU vii. Wks. 1874 I. 253 This evidence
may be confronted by historical evidence on the other side.

fd. iutr. (Const, against.*) rare.
i6iz R. Sheldon Sertn. St. Martin's 58 Let Leo an

Ancient Pope confront against these latter Pontificians.

1643 R. O. Man's Mort. v. 40 Now. .to resolve all occurrent
Objections thereon, as shall confront.

4. trans. To bring together face to face ; to bring

(a person) face to face with (a person or thing) ;

csp. an accused and his accusers, or the different

witnesses in a trial, for examination.
1627 Lisatuier <y Cal. vii. 112 Berontus being come . .was

. .confronted with Clarinda. 1678 tr. Gaya's Art ofWar \ \.

41 [The Provost Marshal] brings in Inditements, interro-

gates and confronts the witnesses. 1709 Steele 8c Addison
Tatlcr No. 103 p 10 Confronting him with several Witnesses.
1783 Burke Rep. Affairs India Wks. XL 130 When and
where the parties might be examined and confronted. 1843
Prescott Me.vico vi, ii. (1864} 342 When his forces were one
day confronted with those of the enemy. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. III. 527 To send a man to the gallows as a
traitor, without confronting him with his accusers.

b. To set (a thing) face to face or side by side

with another for purposes of comparison, etc.

1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Confront, oppose, compare
one to another. 1641 Milton Tret. Episc. (1851) 92 Con-
fronting, and parallelling the sacred verity of Saint Paul
with the offals and sweepings of antiquity. 1790 Paley
Hone Paul. i. 5 To enable us . . to confront them [different

accounts] one with another. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III.

174 The old order of things makes so poor a figure when
confronted with the new.

5. To cause to front, to place [a thing fronting

or facing to.

1848 J. H. Newman Loss and Gain 36S He still con-
fronted it [a crucifix] to Dr. Kitchens, while he kept it out
of Dr. Kitchens's reach.

t b. To set in contrast or opposition to. Obs.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gl. E.xcmp. be. f 36 1 A casting off the
works of darkness'., to it he confronts 'making provision
for the flesh'. 1673 Lady's Call. I. § 2. 12 After the men-
tion of all the exquisit and costly deckings of art, this one
ornament of a meek and quiet spirit is confronted to them.

tConfro*nt f
sb. Obs, [In 17th c. f. Confront

v. (cf. It. confronto) ; the 1 5th c. instance suggests

an OF. or med.L. form.]

1. Frontier, boundary, confine, rare.
c 1430 Lydg. Bochas iv. xi. (1554) no a, In the confronte

of the loud of Phenice.

2. The act of facing or confronting ; a face-to-

face encounter ; an affront.

\ £ 1605 Rowley Birth Merl. iv. i. 338 With a full vengeance
They mean to meet us ; so we are ready To their confront.
c 1616 Fletcher Q. ofCorinth nr. i, To countenance us in

the confronts and affronts, which we mean on all occasions
to put upon the lord Euphanes. a 1670 Hacket Abp.
Williams ii. (1692) 187 A confront no less outragkms than if

they had given him battle. 1681 Trial S. Colledge 74, I

have had great confronts about you since you went away.
3. The position of facing.

1646 Sir T. Browne Psend. Ep. iv. v. 190 That should bee
the right in one, which upon confront or facing stands
athwart or diagonially unto the other.

t ConfrO'ntage. Surveying. Obs. rare ~K [f.

Confront v. + -age ; after frontage.'] A species

of ' boundage ' ; the having a common frontage.
1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey 11. ii. 49 Simple

Boundage is Confrontage and Collaterage . . Confrontage
Actiue may enter the Plot with these or the like Epithetons,
Abutting, Heading, facing, fronting, steighing, etc. Or
Passiue, headed, faced, etc.

Confrontal (k^farntal). rare. [f. Confront
v. + -al.] The action of confronting.
1884 ManeA. Ex-am. 22 Mar. 5/1 Our sudden confrontal

with the sober features of the actual Franchise Bill.

Confrontation (kfmfrrat^'Jan). [n. of action
f. Confront, corresp. to med.L. confrontdtio (12th
c. in Du Cange), F. confrontation (14th c. in

Godef.).] The action of confronting.
1. The bringing of persons face to face

; esp. for

examination and eliciting of the truth.
163a Star-Chamb. Cases (Camden) 296 Dr. Duck, .moved

againe for the confrontation of the two women. 1685 F.
Spence tr. Varillas' Ho. Medici 25 Perruzzi out-faced the
examination, but not his confrontation with Malavolti.
1820 E.vamincr No. 627. 255/2 They were recognized by
the young woman upon confrontation. 1863 J. F. Stephen
in Reader 1 Aug. 110 Many interrogations and private
confrontations with witnesses.

815 CONFUSE.

2. The action of bringing face to face, or to-

gether, for comparison.
1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. (1675) 373 Some so like, that an

actual Confrontation of the Artist's works, and Nature's,

would scarce distinguish them. 17^79 Swinburne Spain.

xliv. (T.), The argument would require a great number of
comparisons, confrontations, and combinations, to find out
the connection between the two manners. 1858 Lewis
Sea-side Stud. 221, I was not a little anxious to bring my
operatic erudition into direct confrontation with fact.

|| Confronts k^rvnte), a. Her. [Y . couj'ronte

pa. pple., confronted.] 'Facing one another, or

full-faced ' (Crabb, 1823).

Confronter (k^nfrzrntaj) Also 6 com-, [f.

Confront v. + -eh.] One who confronts. (In

quot. 1599 said of a country : see Confront v. i.)

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 31 Lippitudo Attiae (as it was
saide of -i-Egina her neere comfroi.ter). 1611 Speed Hist.

I Gt.Brit. vi. xxv. 116 [Bassianus] could not endure an equall
1 (much lesse a confronter) in authority. 16x6 ed. Marlowe's

roust. Wks. (Rtldg.) 119/1 This Pope, This proud con-
fronter of the Emperor.

Confronting (k^fafrw'iitiij), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ing !.] The action of the verb Confront.
164a Jek. Taylor Episc. § 46 A direct overthrow to

Christianity, and a confronting of a Divine institution.

1887 Spectator 29 Oct. 1447 These honest, confronting* of
modern difficulties with ancient doctrine.

Confro nting, a. [f. as prec. + -iNt; -.]

That confronts: *fa. liordering, adjoining {obs.).

t>. Standing face to face, meeting in opposition.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World 1. x. § 3 The confronting and

next people of all other vnto it. 1710 K. Ward Brit.
IIudibras 115 Large Confronting Bumpers pass. 1798
Hucks Poems 1 78 Ev'n now confronting armies meet.

f Confrcvntion. Obs. rare~K [Erroneous form
for Confrontation (perh. after sbs. in -vention

from verbs in -vent;.] A facing as a witness).
1618 MYN8HUL Ess. Prison 31 The basest report and

palpablest lye of thtfn shall bee sooner credited then any
oath or contestation of the worthiest Gentleman, making
confrontion against them,

Confrontment ^k^hfarntment). [f. Confront
V. + -MENT.]

1. A coming or standing front to front, or facing ;

opposition.

1604 Edmonds Observ. Cxsar's Comm. 14 Disdaining the
confrontment of the enemie. i6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit.
ix. xvi, The Duke, .being not vsed to meete with any rubs
or confrontmeuts. 1887 \V. C. Russell Frozen Pirate I.

xv. 247 This sudden confrontment threw me into such con-
fusion that I could not iipeak.

+ b. Affront. Obs. Cf. Confront sb. 2.

1635 [Glapthorne] Lady Mother 1. ii. in Bullen O. PI. II.

115 The confrontment you have ofTred me in being dilatory,

f C. Face, aspect, of any figure. Obs.
1604 Edmonds Obscn<. Cesar's Comm. 5 When it shall be

found either circular, or of many confrontmeuts.

2. The action of bringing face to face.

1618 Deilar. Demeanour Raleigh 6j Their tudgenient
must be founded vpou examinations, reexamination^, and
confrontments.

Confucian (k^nfi/7-Jian , a. and sb. [f. name
Confuci-m + -AX,

t jj?! i: X
Confucius is Latinized from the Chinese "j Li SV J

K'ung E't't tsze, meaning ' K'ung the (our, your) Master (or

Philosopher)', K'ung being the surname of the great Chinese
sage. A translation of three of the Chinese Classics, by four
of the Roman Catholic missionaries, was published at Paris
in 1687, under the title, Confucius Sinarmu Philosophus,
sive Scientia Sinensis Latine exposita. ( Prof. J. Legge.;]

A. adj. Of or relating to the Chinese philoso-

pher Confucius, or his teaching, or followers.

B. sb. A follower of Confucius.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 447/1 Nor have the true Confucians
ever represented the Great E'irst Cause under any image or
personification whatever. 1847 Medhurst Theol. Chinese

4 The Confucian Age . . was tolerably free from idolatry.

1877 J. E. Carpenter Tide's Hist. Relig. 35 The canonical
books of the Confucians. 1878 J. H. Gray China I. iv. 94
Confucian temples are occasionally used as colleges.

Hence Confu cianism, the doctrines or system

of Confucius and his followers; Confu'cianist,

an adherent of Confucianism ; also attrib. or adj.

1846 Worcester cites Q. Rev. for Confucianist. 1862 R.
H. Patterson Ess. Hist. $ Art 406 Confucianism, the
State and national creed, ignores idol worship altogether.

1878 J. H. Cray China I. iv. 97 Kven Confucianists yielded
to the fashionable mania. 1880 Lbcge Rslig. China 4 I use
the term Confucianism as covering, first of all the ancient
religion of China, and then the views of the great philosopher
himselfin illustration or modification of it. iS&^Atheuxum
23 Feb. 244/1 The Confucianist philosophy.

Confucion, obs. form of Confusion.
Confund(e, obs. form of Confound.
[1 Con fuoco, Mus. : see Con prep.

Confusabi lity. rare. [f. next + -ity.] Cap-
ability or liability of being confused.

1844-71 N. Brit. Rev. tin Ogilvie). 1864 in Webster.

Confutable, rart, [f. Confuse v. + -able.]

Capable of being, or liable to be, confused.

1864 in Webster ; and in subseq. Diets.

t Confuse, sb. Obs. rare. [app. a. OF. confus

confusion :—L. type *confusus, f. confundere ; cf.

F« refus.] Confusion.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 114/3 Contynuel drede in hys

confuse, a 156s G. Cavknuish Life Wolscy 11827* 75 The
king being in a great confuse and wonder of his hasty t>peed.

t Confuse, a. Obs. Also 4-5 confus. [ME.
confus, a. OF. confus, -use (=^Pr. confus, Sp. and

I

It. confuso) :—L. confils-us, pa. pplc. of confund-erc

I

to Confound.]
1. Of persons: Confounded, disconcerted, abashed,

I
perplexed. Used both as passive pple., and adj.

! » Confused 2.

1362 Langl. /*. PI. A. xi. 93 He bi-com so confoundet
\v. r. confus, confusej he coupe not mele And as doumbe as
a dore. 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1372, I am so confus,

I

that I may not seye. c 1430 Lydg. Bochas \. viii. ( 1544 < 15 a,

Ashamed and confuse of this dede. 1483 Caxion Gold.
Leg. 162/2 His uncle departed al confu>. 1600 F. Walked
Sp. MandevilU 135 a, It maketh me confuse and wauering.

2. Confusedly mixed, promiscuous
;

disorderly,

marked by confusion ; —Confuskd 3.

< 1384 CftAUCEfl //. Panic 111. 427 A ful confute matere.

1531 ElvoT Gov. I. i, Chaos: whiche of ^ome is expounde a
confuse mixture. 1590 H. IJakkow in Greenwood Collect.

I

Stand. Art. Uinj, It consisteth of a coiifu.se multitude of

all sorts of people. 171a E, Cooke Voy, S. Sea 407 The
Circumstances, .are very confuse and improbable.

b. Blended so that the distinction of elements

is lost ; = Confused 4.

1655 W, V. Meteors in. 82 The niilke way.. was nothing
else but innumerable little .Starres, which with their confuse
light, caused that whitnesse.

c. — Confused 5.

c 1368 FiLKE Tivo Treat. 1. 11577) 34 The 11. article IS so
confuse that it is harde to bring it into anycerteine tiunibre

of demandes. 1589 Pciienham Eng. Poesie 11. (Arb.> 87
The most laudable languages are alwaies most plaine .

.

and the barbarous must confuse and indistinct. 1633 Ames
. igst. Cercm. 11. ly His confuse aequivocall terine of Cere-
inonie. 1698 Nukris 'Treat, on Sev. Subj. J14 If we hail

not . . a confuse Perception of them. 1737 Watlklani>
Eucharist 127 To say, in a confuse general way.

Confuse 'U^ndfrz), v. [A passive pple. con-

fused is found from 14th c. ; but the present stem

and active voice are only of modern use, having

been formerly expressed by Confound : cf. F.

1
confondre, conj'us, L. conj'undirc, confusus. The
vb. is entered by Bailey ^folio 1730-6, and thence

by Johnson, but there are no examples, exc. of the

I

pa. pple., in J., Todd, or Richardson. The pple.

was thus evidently an English adaptation of F.

(

confus or L. confus-us. with the native ppl. ending

-ed, and the present stem a much later inference

I from it.

Hence, it maybe said that confound bad formerly 3 pa.

pples., confuse, confused1 confounded', the fust two only
passive, the last used also in forming the perfect active ; of

these confuse became at last solely an adjective ; confused
has given origin to a separate verb, confuse, of which it i^

now the pa. pple.; confounded remains the sole pa. pple. of

confound.)

[f 1. trans. To discomfit, to rout, to bring to

ruin; = Confound i. Only in passive. Obs.

c 1330 K. Brunhe Chron. uSioi 304 Confused |)ei went
away bat fals companie. 1400 Maindey. iRoxb.) xxiv.

112 Alssoile }e schall be confused and schenL and deslruyd.
|

2. To discomfit in mind or feelings ; to abash,

disconcert, put to shame; to distract, perplex,

bewilder; = Confound 3, 4. Till 19th c. only

. passive.
[C1350 St Brice 3-> in Horstmam O. E. Leg. 11. 156 And

he was all confused for schame. t 1400 Maundev. \Koxb.
xxiv. no He went fra bam schamed and confused. 1485

I

Caxton Paris # V. (1868) 37, I am half confused. 1523 ho.
Bekneks Froiss. I. xxxviii. 52 Wherof Loys. .was so con-

fused, that he wold no more returne agayne into lirabant.

1712-4 Pope Rape Lock in. 145 Amaz'd, confus'd, he found
his pow'r expir'd. 1728 Ciietwood Adz-. Capt. R. Boyle

72, I was so very much confus'd and frighten'd.]

active. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 547 Those various com-
binations . . are sufficient to confuse a weaker mind. 1850

Tennyson In Mem. xvi, Or has the shock . . Confused me
like the unhappy bark.

3. To throw into disorder or confusion ; to dis-

order ;
= Confound 5. Till 19th c. only passive.

I1635 N. R. Camden's Hist. Eliz. 1. viii. 65 Sidney, .found

Munster the. .most confused. 1728 Chetwood Adv. Capt.

R. Boyle 34 They were all confus'd like a Skein of Silk

pull'd the wrong way. 1732 Pope Ess. Man 11. 13 Chaos
of Thought and Passion, all confus'd.]

active. i86z WEIGHT Ess. Archxol. I. vi. 86 Hehas done
more to confuse and mystify the subject than to clear it up,

1861 Dickens Lett. (1880) 1 1. 146, I fear I might confuse

your arrangements by interfering.

[4. To mix up or mingle so that it becomes im-

possible or difficult to distinguish the elements ;
=

Confound 6. Only passive.]

1550 Ckanmer Defence 48 b, In euery parte of the bread

& wyne is altogither, whole head, whole feete . . confused

and mixte withoute distinction or diuersitie. 1552 Hlloet,
Confused or myxt together, promiscuus. 1586 Bright
Melanch. xiii. 69 Diverse qualities . . not confused together

in one, against nature. 1612 Woodall Surgeon's Mate
Wks. (1653) 269 Liquid things {as wax, rosin, pitch, etc.j

may likewise be confused, but by Eliquation. 1819 W.
Lawrence Led. Physiol. (1822) 282 A thick nose, confused

on either side with the projecting cheeks. 1834 Medwin
Angler in Wales II. 256 Their arms, legs, and bodies were

confused together [in a struggle!.

5. To mix up in the mind, to fail to distinguish,

erroneously regard as identical, mistake one for

another; = Confound 7.

1862 ResKiN Munera P. (1880) 29 We in reality confuse
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CONFUSED. 816 CONFUSION
wealth with money. 1882 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. II.

441 Catena seems here to confuse the dates of events.

6. intr. {rare.) a. for reft.) To become confused
or indistinct, b. To fail to distinguish {between).
1816 Byron Let. to Moore in Elze Life v. 139, I find them

fading, or confusing (if such a word may be> in my me-
mory. 1885 Pall Mall G. ij July 5/2 He confuses between
the Flossgraben and the ditches of the Leipsic road.

Confused (k^tafuB*zd)J ppl. a. [f. Confuse v.

+ -ED J.]

I. 1. As pa. pple. this dates back to 14th c :

see the examples under the verb.

II. as adj.

2. Of persons, or the mind : Amazed, perplexed,

bewildered, disconcerted, etc. : see Confuse v. 2.

[138a Wyclif Dan. ii. 3 Yconfusid, or astonyed, in mynde.J
1833 Lamb Elia Ser. n. an. (1865) 321 He was already so
confused with age. 1847 Emerson Reftr. Men, Napoleon
Wks. 1 Bohn> L 370 A realist, terrific to all talkers, and con-
fused truth-obscuring persons. 1887 Pall Mall G. 24 Mar.,
In the presence of the confused husband.

3. Characterized by disorderly combination or

intermixture
;
disordered, disorderly.

1576 Fleming Panop. Epist. 219 It is such a confused and
disordered heape. 1611 Bible Isa. ix. 5 Confused noise.
1640 Order Ho. Com. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) 111. I. 44
Whosoever shall go forth of the House in a Confused man-
ner, before Mr. Speaker, shall forfeit ioj. a 1678 Marvell
Fleeno, Confuseder than the atoms in the sun. 1714. J.
Macky Journ. thro' Eng. '17321 1. 81 Gravesend is a little

confused Town . . always full of Seamen. 1874 Green Short
Hist. viii. 531 The battle . . was little more than a confused
combat of horse.

b. Nat. Hist. Not arranged in order.
1776 Withering Brit. Plants 11796) IV. 2s Bristles straight

. .unequal, confused, very simple. 1869 K. Newman Brit.
Moths 300 The Confused Moth iMantestrafurva).

T 4. Made up of several ingredients mingled
together; blended, mixed. Cf. Confuse 4. rare.

1594 Carew Tasso (1881
1 96 And blush of scorne fellowd

with that of shame, Forth both at once, mixt and confused
came. x6ao Venner Via Recta MX. 102, I aduise all such as
are respectiue of their health, to refraine the vse of all con-
fused sauces. 1677 Littleton Lat. Diet, s.v., Confused or
mixt together, confusns.

6. Said of perceptions or notions in which the
elements or parts are mixed up and not clearly dis-

tinguished ; also of utterance, language, the thinker
or speaker, etc.

161 1 Br. Hali. Epist. iv. vti, This awefull and confused
apprehension of the Deitie. 1690 Locke Hum. Una*. II.

xxix. § 4 A confused idea is such an one as is not sufficiently
distinguishable from another, from which it ought to be
different 1733 Berkeley Th. Vision Vind. § 23 The con*
fused use of the word 'object*. 1862 H. Stencer first
Princ. 11. iv. § 52 In their confused thoughts, the one was
equivalent to the other. 1878 tr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Med.
XIV, 819 The hesitating speech may become confused, al-

thjugh the confused speech sometimes gushes out in a
rapid stream.

Confusedly 'k^iifi«zt*dli, -fi/?zdli), adv. [f.

pree. + -ly -.] In a confused manner.
1. AVith confusion of mind or feelings ; in a dis-

concerted manner ; with discomfiture, perplexity,

or bewilderment.
150a Ord. Crysten Men iW, de W. 1506) a. v. 93 Without

the whichc, man shall be confusedly put out and departed
from the companye of. .those yi be chosen. 163a Havward
tr. Biondis F.romcna 89 Yet remain'd shee . . confusedly
disquieted. 1857 W. Collins Dead Secret (18611 112 Rosa-
mond, looking confusedly and self-distrustfully from Mr.
Orridge to her husband.

2. In confusion, in disorder ; in a disorderly
mass, crowd, etc.

1566 J Partridge Plasidas 39 At length he came where
bucks great store did stand confusedly. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. lxvi. 7 Although many thtnges bee mingled
confusedly in the woorld. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's
Argenis v. xvui, 395 As is usual! in great and sudden
chances, they all talked confusedly, all without order, all

together. 17x3 Angestein in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 224
Composed of many ruinous angular Columns lying con-
fusedly. 1875 Lyei.l Princ. Geot. I. 1. iii. 56 A mass com-
posed of corals, shells .. confusedly blended with earth,
sand and gravel.

tb. Without order or rule, irregularly, promis-
cuously, here and there, now and then. Obs.

1553 T. Wilson Rhrt. 47 The use hereof appcreth full ofte

in al partes of our life, and confusedly is used emong al

other matters. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. i. 118 Sharpe
Stakes pluckt out of Hedges They pitched in the ground
confusedly, To keepe the Horsemen off. i6ao Venner Via
Recta {1650) 21$ [Some] do confusedly use. .beside the juyce
of Tansie, the juyce of other hearbs. 1631 Gouge God's
Arroivs 11. § 25. 168 Others, .confusedly feeding on certaine
venomous herbes.

t 3. In a blended manner, with fusion of com-
ponent parts. Obs.

*S3P Balsgr. 141 They use to compounde these preposi-
tions and les confusedly togyder, and tourne a les into avx,
de les into des.

4. With confusion of perception, thought, or ex-

pression, and consequent obscurity or indistinctness.

A iS33 Frith Disput. Purgatory 164 M. More taketh this

wordaeath so confusedly, that no man can tell what he
meaneth. 1609 Bible (Douay> Gen. xi. Comm., He that
s|>eaketh so confusedly . . is said to bable. 1670 Barrow in

Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 75 Written so ill, and so
confusedly, that I fear you will hardly be able to make
anything of them. 1740 J. Clarke Educ. Youth fed. 3* 126
They, contract a Habit of. .talking loosely and confusedly.

1794 G. Adams Nat. <y Exp. Philos. II. xvii. 203 The short-
sighted see distant objects confusedly. 1866 Geo. Eliot
/**. Holt II, xxix. 212 Which expressed rather confusedly
the mingled character of the dislike he excited.

Confusedness. [f. as prcc. + -ness.] The
state or quality of being confused.
1587 Golding De Mortmy vii. (1617* 98 Of a Chaos, that

is to say, of confusednesse. 1647 M. Hudson Div. Right
Govt. 1. vi. 52 The darkness and confusedness of mans
understanding. 17*5 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Rose Tree,
The old Branches, which by their too great confusedness,
hinder the new ones from performing their Functions. 1817
Bentham Plan Pari. Reform Introd. 260 The confused-
ness of the ideas attached to them in the minds of those,
etc. 1884 Proc. Psychical Soc. I. vi. 191 A confusedness of
impression.

t Confu'sely, adv. Obs. [f. Confuse a. +
-LY * : cf. F. confuse'ntent.] In a 4 confuse 1 manner.
1. Confusedly, indistinctly, obscurely.
15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 185 In thb. lyfe we se

and knowe god but confusely or derkly, as it were by a
glasse. 1530 Palsgr. 2 They be sounded either distinctly

I or. .confusely. 1693 South Serm. (1697) I. 361 The Re-

[

trieving of a thing at present forgot, or but confusely re-

1 membered. 1737 Waterland Eucharist 53 He taught more
confusely, what others after Him improved, and cleared.

2. In an intermixed way, without distinction of
elements, promiscuously. Cf. Confusedly 2 b.
t 1534 tr. Pot. J'erg. Eng. Hist. (Camd. Soc.) I. 4 The

entercourse. .which they (common people] have with the
nobilitie, confuselie dwellinge emonge tnem. 1558 Warde
tr. Alexis' Seer. 11568) 46b, Take freshe floures of Rose-

,
inary two pound, Amber a scruple . . all confusely together.

1578 Cooper Thesaurus Introd., This diversity. .1 have not
onely noted togyther confusely in the first exposition of the
worde, but afterwarde dystinctlye each by itself.

3. Confusedly, in a disorderly manner.
1545 T. Raynold Byrth Mankynde no [To] bynd euery

part ryght . . and not crokedly and confusely. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens lit I viii. 398 Doder .. confusely winding it selfe

about hedges and bushes. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann.
: 1. viii. (16221 15 [Germanicus] perceiuing them confusely

shuffled together.

+ Confuseness. Obs. [f. Confuse a. + -ness.]

1 State or quality of being 1 confuse *
; confusedness.

1710 Norkis Chr. Prud. vii. 295 The confuseness and
obscurity of its perceptions,

t Confu'sible, a. Obs. [a. L. type conftlsibil-is

I

(cf. It. confusibiic), f. confiis-, ppl. stem : see -ble.]

1

Involving confusion, discomfiture, or i>erdition.

150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) v. iii. 380 The
tenth payne of the soule dampned isconfusyble retrybucyon
for foure thynges.

Confusing, vbl.sb. [f. Confuse v. + -1NG 1
.]

The action of the verb Confuse; throwing into

disorder.

Confusing k^nfi/rzin), ///. a. [f. Confuse v.

+ -ing 2
.] That confuses, perplexes, etc. : see vb.

1846 Hamilton in Rcitfs IVks. 863 At once complex and
confusing. 1856 Rlskin Mod. Paint. III. rv. xiv. g 13. 205
It was necessary . that all confusing shadows, all dim and
doubtful lines should be rejected.

Confusingly (k^nfi/7-zinli), adv. [f. prcc. +
-Ly2.] In a confusing manner.
1863 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 199 He feels the school to lie

confusingly large for him. 1879 Jefferies Wild Life in S.
Co. 326 The querulous cry of one (young robin] for food is

confusingly like that of another.

Confusion ikfTnfiii^n^. Also 4 -syun, -syoun,
-zion, 4-6 -sioun'e, 5 -ayone, Sc. -syown, 5-6
-syon, 6 -cion. [ME. a. OF. confusion (nth c.)

:— L. confusion-em, n. of action from confunJtW to

Confound. Used in Eng. as n. of action and con-

dition for both Confound and Confuse.]
1. Discomfiture, overthrow, ruin, destruction,

perdition. ? Obs.
c MM -V. Eng. Leg. I. 195 Do bov bin owene confusion.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 1747 Sebbe, wonede bere a
dragun, bat dede many man confusyun. 1373 Harbour
Bruce v. 656 Had thai nocht bcyn full of trcsoune Hot that
maid thair confusioune. 1494 Fahyan v. cxvi. 90 Frede-
gunde . . soughte many vnlefull meanes howe she myght
brynge toconfusyon the thyrde sone of hir husbonde. 1548
Hall Chrou. 14 b, Kynge Richarde percevyng them armed,
knewe well that they came to his confusion. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. iii. v. 29 As by the strength of their illusion, Shall
draw him on to bis Confusion. 16x1 Bible Isa. xxxk. u
He shall stretch out vpon it the line of confusion, and the
stones of emptinesse. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 996 With ruin
upon ruin, rout on rout, Confusion worse confounded.

1757 Gray Bard 1. i, Ruin seize thee, ruthless King 1 Con-
fusion on thy banners wait. 1788 Priestley Led. Hist. 1.

iii. 30 The slavery of Greece, and. .the confusion and slavery
of Athens too.

b. A cause of overthrow or ruin. (Cf. ruin!)

t (385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1365 Hips, Medea, Thow sly

deuourere & confusioun Of tendere wemen. 1586 A. Day
Ah, Secretary 11. (1625) 108 How he being the sonne of a
Christian . .should so wickedly become the confusion of his

brethren.

c. as an imprecation or exclamation. (Cf. Con-
found a.)

1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 97 Vengeance, Plague, Death,
Confusion ! 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man v, Death ! what's
here?. .What can all this mean?. .Confusion ! 1820 11yki>x

Mar. Fal. iv* ii. 329 Confusion ! Stand to your arms. 1843
S. Lover //. Andy iii, Drinking confusion to Handy Andy.
2. Mental discomfiture, putting to shame.
1340 H AMrot.K Pr. Consc. 5299 He sal shew, to bair confu-

sioun, Alle be uignes of his passioun. c 1350 E. E. Psalter

(E. E.T.S.)xliii[i]. 17 Confusion ofmy face hab couered me.
1393 Gower Conf. I. 146 To sete some conclusion, Which
shulde be confusion Unto this knight, c 1440 Promp. Parv.
90 Confusyone or schame, confusio. 1535 Covkrdale Ps.
xxx[i], 1, fn the, O Ix>rde, is my trust : let me neuer be put
to confucion [1611 ashamed]. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's
Trav. lxi. 248 There will be nothing left you but a dreadfutl
confusion to humble you. ax8ii A. Knox Rem. 11844) L
65 They would find, to their confusion, that Gregory, .was,
what they, .would call a Methodist.

t b. Overthrow or discomfiture in argument

;

confutation. Obs.
1450-1530 Myrr. OurLadye 312 To strength of oure faythe,

I

and to confusyon of heretykes. a 1555 Latimer Serm. %
Rem. (1845) 247 Is this a sufficient confusion of purgatory.
3. Mental perturbation or agitation such as pre-

vents the full command of the faculties ; embar-
rassment, perplexity, fluttered condition.
1596 Shaks. Mercfu V. in. ii. 179 Maddam, you haue be-

reft me of all words.. And there is such confusion in my
powers. 1602 — Ham. 111. i. 2 And can you by no drift of
circumstance Get from him why he puts on this confusion.
161 1 Heywood Gold. Age HL Wks. 1874 III. 42 What
Monarch wrapt in my confusions Can tell what patience
meanes? 17*8 Chetwood Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 226 The
Sight of me, I observ'd, gave the Woman some Confusion.
1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man in, You amaze me. How shall
I conceal my confusion? 1874 Lisle Carr Jud. Gzvynne I.

ii. 62 Suffering under a revulsion of outraged modesty, and
sweet confusions.

4. The action of confounding, confusing, or
throwing into disorder : spec, in reference to the
' confusion of tongues ' at the tower of Babel.

1 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vi. 21 pc grete Babilon, whare
be confusion of tunges was made. 1460 Caporave Chron.
20 In this tyme was the Toure of Confusion mad. 1555
Eden Decades Pref. (Arb.) 53 Attemptynge lyke an other
Nemroth to buylde a newe towre of confusion. 1605 Bacon
Adv. Learn. 1. vi. § 8 The first peat judgement of God
upon the ambition of man was the confusion of tongues.
1667 Milton /\ L. xu. 62 Thus was the building left

Ridiculous, and the work Confusion nam'd. 1668 Wilkins
Real Char. A ij b, The Curse of the Confusion, with all the
unhappy consequences of it.

5. A confused or disordered condition ; disorder.
c 1540 Pilgrim's Tale 224 in Thynne Animadv. App. 83

For there ruell is but confucion. 1576 Fleming Panop.
Epist. 91 In beholding desolate disorder and confusion. 1634
Documents agst. Prynne (1877) 18 Forme or order in his
booke there is not any, it is all full of confusion. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 830 The diff'ring Species in Con*
fusion lye. 177a Sheridan in Sheridamana (1826) 39 The
house was in such confusion it was impossible for him to go
in. 1815 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. XII. 482 The enemy
..fled in the utmost confusion. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.
(1858) I. iii. 269 The meeting broke up in confusion,

b. In reference to ideas, notions, etc.

1530 Palsgr. 354 That rule holdeth nat, for it shouldc en-
gendre to moche confusyon. 1538 Starkey England 1. iv.

135 Thes Lutheranys, wych are fallen into many errorys
and gret confusyon. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 1. i. 87
Both of w-hich are equally productive of confusion. 1845
Polson in Encyel. Metrop. 732/1 The whole question Ls in-

volved in much confusion. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. $ Dogma
J

ii, As we shall hereafter see, the confusion becomes worse
' confounded.

j
c. Confused condition of anything.

I i6ix Brinsley Lud. Lit xv. (1627) 199 A SynchesU, or
a disordered confusion of their words. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
(1840) I. xi. 190 This confusion of my thoughts kept me
waking. 1875 Jowett Plato V. 171 Out of intercourse with
strangers there arises great confusion of manners.

d. with //.
1635 Shirley Coronal. 11. 303, I am circled with confusions,

I'll do somewhat. 1711 De Foe Plague (1756) 148 Among
such Confusions as 1 saw them in. 1847 Emerson Repr.
Men, Uses ofGt. Men Wks. (Bohn) I. 276 The geometer;
the engineer; the musician, .make an easy way for all,

through unknown and impossible confusions.

e. uu&si-concr. A confused assemblage of. (rare.)

1791 Mrs. Inchiialo Simp. Story IV. x. 132 A confusion
of persons assembling towards the apartment. 1835 Sir J.
Ross .v. IV. Pass, xxxix. 526 A confusion of piled blocks.

6. Tumult, excited and disorderly commotion,
b. Civil commotion or disorder.

1555 Eden Decades 70 Leste shee shuld bee slayne in the
contusion of the bataile. x«sy3 Hooker Eect. Pol. Pref. iii.

i 2 God is not a God of sedition and confusion. 16x1 Bible
Acts xix. 29 And the whole citie was filled with confusion.

1791 Burke App. IVhigs Wks. VI. 21 The King. . interfered

to save Holland from confusion. 1883 G. Lloyd F.bb ff

Floiv II. 5 A crowd had already gathered round him, and
the confusion was beyond words.

C. //. Disorders, commotions.
1592 Shaks. Rom. Jul. rv. v. 66 Peace ho for shame,

confusions Cure liues not In these confusions. 1661 Bk.
Com. Prayer (1844) Pref., The late unhappy confusions.

1704 Addison Italy 8 Amidst all the Confusions of Europe.
1841 Ei.phinstone Hist. hid. II. 273 Those confusions
continued to rage without intermission til! the year 1572.

7. Mixture in which the distinction of the ele-

ments is lost by fusion, blending, or intimate intei-

mingling.
c 1350 E. F. Psalter 195 He is on in alle, nou^t pun con-

fusion of substaunce, bot bur} onhede of persone. 1549
iMar.)i?£. Com. Prayer, Ath. Creed, One altogether, not

by confusion of substaunce : but by vnitie of person. 1767
Blackstone Comm. II. 405 In the case of confusion of

goods, where those of two persons are so intermixed, that

the several portions can be no longer distinguished. 178a

Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I. 1. 114 Without any change,
confusion, or mixture of the two natures.

+ b. Fusion together. Obs. rare.

i6u Woodall Surg, Mate Wks, (1653) 369 Confusion is
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properly a mixture of such liquid things as are fluid, and of
one and the same nature. 1651 Lennard tr. Charrons
IVisd. Hi, vii. (1670) 410 Perfect friendship, which is a very
free, plain, and universal confusion of two souls . . A con-
fusion, not only a Conjunction, and joyning together.

8. The quality of being confused, indistinct, or

obscure : said of objects of sensuous or mental

attention.

1729 Butler Semi. Pref. Wks. 1874 II. 7 Confusion and
perplexity in writing is indeed without excuse. 1753 Ho-
garth Anal. Beauty viii. 42 Confusion will be hereby
avoided when the object is seen near.

9. The confounding or mistaking of one for

another; failure to distinguish. Const, ^/"(things),

of one with another, between (things).

1771 Bukke Corr. (1844) I. 281 To prevent that confusion
of distinct matters into which. .1 saw you inclined to run.

1862 Ruskin Munera P. 29 The third error in the popular
view is the confusion of Guardianship with Possession.

1883 Clodd Myths <y Dr. 1. vi. 105 That confusion between
names and things which marks all primitive thinking.

Confusional (k^nfi/^snal), a. [f. prec. + -al.]

Characterized by (mental) confusion : in confu-

sional insanity (see quot.).

1887 Syd. Sac. Lex., Insanity, primary confusional, the
form in which there is a rapidly developed not excessive

fever, with confusion of thoughts, incoherence, slight de-
lirium, and hallucinations, but no melancholia or dementia.

t Confirsive, a. Obs. [f. L. confiis- ppl.

stem of confunde're to Confound + -ive: L. type

*conftlsTvus.'] That tends to confuse ; of a con-

fusing or confused character.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. § 7 After their so mortall
and confusive massacres. 1669 Addr. Gentry of Eng. 6
Confusive and unaccountable to all other spectators, a 1700
Warton Eel. 4(R.)The sound of dashing floods, and dash-
ing arms, And neighing steeds, confusive struck mine ear.

Hence f Conftrsively adv., in a way that con-

fuses ; in disorder.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. U. 89 These multitudes are not
pel-mel and confusiuely dispersed ouer the land. 1628
Gaule Pract. Th. 47 Our grosse Sense is confusiuely appre-
hensiue of that nature and being of our owne.
Confusyon^e, -oun, obs. ff. Confusion.
Confutable (k^nfi/rtabT), a. [f. Confute v.

+ -able : L. type *confutdbilis.'] Capable of being
confuted or disproved.
1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. Pref. § 30 What one Con-

clusion.. is there in your Book, which is not by this one
cleerly confutable? 1776 Campbell Philos. Rhct. (1801) I.

1. ii. 60 A thing hardly confutable by mere argument.

+ Confu*tant. Obs. [ad. L. confutdnt-em, pr.

pple. of confutdre to Confute : see -ant.] One
who confutes ; a confuter.

1642 Milton Apol. Smect. i, That the confutant may also

know. Ibid, vi, Which hath brought this confutant into
his pedantic kingdom of Cornucopia.

Confutation (k^nfi«t^-j9n\ [ad. L. confutd-

tidn-em, n. of action from confutdre to Confute.
(Also inmod.F. ; not in Cotgr., 1611.)]

1. The action of confuting
;
disproving, disproof,

overthrow in argument.
1526 PUgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 216 This poynt is put

to the confutacyon. .of all suche heretykes. 1532 More
{title), The Confutacyon of Tindales Answere. 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI, iv. i. 98. 1671 J.

Webster Mctallogr. iii. 40 It is

needless to waste time m the confutation thereof. 1758
Johnson in Boswell, Sir, I have never read Bolingbroke's
impiety, and therefore am not interested about its confuta-
tion. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. (1859) II. xxxv.
304 The first point, .is his Confutation of the Nominalists.

2. (with a and //.) The complete argument,
statement, or treatise, in which anything is confuted.
a IS35 More Wks. 845 (R.) Suche thynges as I write ..

are clear confutacions of false blasphemous heresies. 1776
Gibbon Decl. F. I. xvi. 414 Councils were held, con-
futations were published. 1874 J. Stoughton Church of
Rev. xix. 425 Errors are separated from truths, and confu-
tations supplied.

Confutative (k^nfi/rtativ), a. [f. L. confiitdt-

ppl. stem of confutdre to Confute + -ive.] Adapted
to confute ; tending to confutation.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 53 Right Application
of Scripture, .to a fivefold Use . . Secondly, Elenchicall, or
Confutative against error. 1742 Warburton Wks. (1811)
XI. 207 Albinus . . divides Plato's Dialogues into classes .

.

natural, moral, dialectic, confutative, etc.

Confutator (kfnnMtditai). [a. L. confutator,

agent-n. from confutdre to Confute.] = Confuter.
1854 H. Miller Footpr. Creat. viii. (1874) 153 His pains-

taking confutator. 1858 — Rambl. Geol. 137 Their confu-
tators. .able to render them back but mere return glances.

Conftrtatory, a. rare, [see prec. and -oby.]
That confutes or tends to confutation.
1685 H. More Paralip. Propliet. 302 In the answering the

Confutatory part of his Papers.

Confute (kf?nfi«-t), v. [16th c. ad. L. confutd-re
(or its F. ad. confuter, 16th c. in Littre) to check,
repress, restrain, silence, refute, answer conclu-
sively, f. con- intens. + a vb. stem -futa-, occurring
also in refutdre, and prob. from same root as
fundere {fud-) to pour out, overthrow, fiitio pour-
ing out, futdtim copiously, futtilis futile, etc.]

1. trans. To prove (a person) to be wrong; to
overcome or silence in argument ; to convict of error
by argument or proof.

1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 1027/2 In al these thinges

haue I so confuted thys good man alredy. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. 1. 13 Such babblers are well confuted euen
with one word of the Apostle. 1671 Milton P. R. 111,3

Satan stood A while as mute confounded what to say.,
confuted and convinc't. 1772 Ann. Reg. 255, *I am con-

futed, but not convinced', is an apology sometimes offered.

1826 Disraeli l-'iv. Grey n. xiv, If you want to win a man's
heart, allow him to confute you. 1840 Macaulay Ranke,
Ess. (1851) II. 140 Protestant doctors were confuting.,
sectaries who were just as good Protestants as themselves,

fb. To confound
;
pass, to be at a loss. Obs. rare.

1672 Pepys Diary VI. 116, I am .. confuted in my selfe

how I may ever strive to deserue the least of those many-
fould gracious expressions.

c. transf. To put to silence (by physical means;.
1614 T. Adams in Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. lxxx. 20

Goliath, .shall be confuted with a pebble. 1616 B. Jonson
I
Devil an Ass v. vi, Least the coldyron should chance to

confute thee. 1660 R. Coke Justice I'iud. 15 He.. ought
..to be confuted with clubs and hissing. 1884 Browning
Ferishtah 33 Thou didst curse, cuff, and kick—in short,

Confute the announcer.

2. To prove (an argument or opinion) to be false,

invalid, or defective ; to disprove, refute.

1529 More Heresyes 1. Wks. 141/1 In reprouing & con-

j

futing that thei [miracles] should be done by yc detiill.

153a — Coufut. Tindale 678/2 His heresies be by the verye
;

scripture confuted & reproued. 1615 G. Sandys Trav.

j
176. 1658 Bramhall Consecr. Bps. Title-p., That infamous
Fable of the ordination at the Nagge's head clearly con-

' futed. 1728 Newton Chronol. Amended i. 49 The Con-
:' gress of Solon with Croesus, some think thuy can confute
by chronology. 1879 M. Arnold Milton Mixed Kss. 243
Macaulay himself, .presently confutes his own thesis.

absol. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 70 On either [side] he would
,

dispute, Confute, change hands, and still confute.

3. To confound, render futile, bring to nought.
1589 R. Robinson in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 365 Quit

me from Sathan's nets and snares, His traps, good Lord,
confute. 1685 Crowne Sir C. Nice u. 10 He confuted
their skill, and they cou'd no more light upon him than on
a jest. 1861 Mrs. Browning Garibaldi, All loss confute
From ampler heavens above my head.

t Confute, sb. Obs. [f. Confute v. : cf. com-

pute.] Confutation.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. n. vi, 95 Ridiculous, and
false below confute. 1657 S. W. Schism Dispaclit 182 To
vouchsafe it a confute. 1697 J. Sergeant Solid Philos. 36
To set it above all possible Confute.

+ Confutement. Obs. [f. as prec. + -MENT.]
The action or fact of confuting; confutation.

1645 Milton Colast. Wks. 1738 I. 297 A harmless and
: respectful Confutement. 1645— Tetrach. Ded. (1851)135
' An opinion held by some. . without scandal or confutement.

Confuter [lqfafiK'tM). [f. Confuted. + -eh 1
.]

I One that confutes.

i$8^Hayauy Work A iiij, I wil proue. .his confuter to be
. .stark mad. 1645 Milton Colast. Wks. 1738 I. 297 To be

j
the confuter of so dangerous an Opinion. 1702 Howe Living

I

Temple Wks. (1834) 59/2 That will oblige us afterwards, .to

confute his French confuter. 1870 Emerson Soc. <y Solit.

vi. 123 Confuters of Malthas and Ricardo.

Confu'ting, vbl. sb. The action of the vb.

Confute ; confutation.

1617 Hieron Wks. II. 147, I forbeare to spend ouer-much
time in these kinds of confutings. 1728 R. Morris Ess.
Anc. Archil, p. xx, They are unworthy the confuting.

[Confy, error for Consy.]
Confyance, Confydence, Confyne, Con-

J

fyrm, Confysk, etc. : see Confi-.
Confyrie, Confyt, obs. ff. Comfrey, Comfit.

t Confyte, pa. pple. Obs. [a. F. confit, pa. pple.

I
of confirc.J Steeped.
1490 Caxton Eueydos xxii. (1890) 78 Persuasions & harde

lamentacions confyte in pietous teeres.

T Conga'ther, a. Obs. rare. [See Cox-]. To
gather together, collect.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. (MS. A.) 137 Whanne alle bese
bingis ben congaderid & leid aboue duram matrem.

t Congau'dence* Obs. rare. [f. L. congaudere

to rejoice together : see -ence.] Rejoicing to-

j

gether, mutual rejoicing.

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nitrt. 1190 in Balees Bk., That his

I
souereyn broughe his seruice may make grete congaudence.

t Conge. Obs. [a. F. conge, ad. L. congius: as

I

the Eng. word has been cited only in pi. congys,

\ the sing, might be congy.~\ = Congius.
C1420 Pallad. on Husb. x. 117 A tonne of two hundred

I congys suffise.

[| Conge : see Congee.

I! Cong6. Arch. [a. F. conge, same word as Con-
gee, leave, etc., used as a rendering of Gr. dwo-

(pvyrj escape, Apophyge.] See quots.

1703 T. N. City # C. Purch. 117 Conges, in Architecture,
are the Rings, or Ferrils . . in the Extremities of Wooden-
pillars, to keep 'em from splitting, afterwards imitated in

Stone-work. 1842-76 Gwilt Encycl. Arch., Conge, an
apophyge.

t Congeable, a. Obs. [a. F. congeable, f. OF.
conge-er + -able.] Permissible, allowable.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 87 b, Mine entreis congeable,
and laweful. 1628 Coke Oh Litt. 181a. 1654 H. L'Es-
trange CJtas. I (1655) 16S He would not deny that con-
geable accesse to an hole kingdome.

Congeal (k^nd^rl), v. Forms : 4-7 congele,

5 -gell-yn, 5-7 -ieale, 6 -geel, -iele, -ieyle,

6— congeal. [ME. congele{n, a. OF. congeler

\
04th c. in Littre) 3rd sing. pres. congele, ad. L.

congeldre, f. con- together -f geldre to freeze, f.

gelufit, gelu frost]

I. trans.

1. To convert, by freezing, from a fluid or soft to

a solid and rigid state, as water into ice ; to freeze.

1393 Goweh Conf. III. 96 So as the fire it hath aneled,
Lien unto slime, which is congeled. 1398 Tkevisa Barlh.
De P. R. xi. i. U495) 381 Whan ayre is congelyd it makyth
snowe and hayle. c 1490 Promp. Pan: 90 (MS. K.jCon-
gellyn, cougelo. 1555 Eden Decades 325 Wine also and
other moist thynges are so comeled that they may bee cutte
with knyues. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. 1810) III. 47 Enforced
there to ende his life for colde, congealed and frozen to

death. 1762 Falconer Shipjvr. Proem 41 Where arctic

storms congeal eternal snow. 1845 Dauwin Voy. Nat. v.

(1879) 88 The ground at the depth of a few feet remains
perpetually congealed. 1853 Evell Princ. Geol. vi. (ed. 9)

80 The carcass of a rhinoceros .. taken from the sand in

which it must have remained congealed for ages,

b. To solidify by cooling (not frost .

1674 Gkew Anat. Plants, Led. 1. 233 The Oyl - . al last

is congealed, or hardned into a white Fat or Butter. 1686

W. Harris tr. Lemery's Chem. (ed. 21 41 Congele is to let

some matter that is melted fix, or grow into a consistence.

f 2. To solidify as by freezing, to make crystal-

line or solid from a fluid state. Obs.

1384 [see CoNGSALKD 2]. c 1400 I'cst. Lovew. 11560) 201/1
This precious Margarile. .discended. .from his heauenhche
dewe, nourished and congeled in meekne->se. 1555 Eden
Decades 39 The water is congeled into moste pure & whyte
salte. 1655 W. F. Meteors \\ 156 The cause why Stones
melt not, as Metalls do . . because they are congealed pa.-t

that degree. 1678 R. Russell] tr. Giber 1. iii. 6 Filter the

Solution, which congeal by gentle Fire. 1727 Philip Quarlt
(1816* 40 Salt, congealed by the sun.

t b. To concrete or cement (grains' together.

1655 W. F. Meteors v. 138 Sand, .consisting of many small

bodies which arc congealed into stones.

f c. To condense (vapour) into liquid. Obs.

1661 [see Congealed 2].

3. To make (a liquid) viscid or jelly-like ; to

stiffen, curdle, clot, cuagulatc {esp. the blood

;

often in fig. sense : cf. curdle).

1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. (MS. A.' 06 panne by grate
sum greet drope of blood may be congelid togidere. 1577
li. Googe Hercsbach's Husb. (1586* 89b, A precious con-
serve, and marmelade, being congealed with long seething.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 134 Seeing too much
sadnesse bath congeal'd your blood. 1732 Abbcthnot
Rules of Diet 310 Cordials made of Spirituous Eiquors,

add Strength to the Mill, but conceal the Stream. 1847
Longf. Ev. 11. iii, Here no hungry winter congeals our blood
like the rivers.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. (1578)97 Men can be

congeled together into no name of religion either true or

false, vnlesse, etc. a 1600 Hooker Feci. Pol. vi. vi. § 17 A
heart congealed and hardened in sin. 1751 Johnson" Rambler
No. 118 P 10 Curiosity .. may be dissipated in trilles or
congealed by indolence. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. IV. Ixix, When
the people have sufficiently shuddered at that, the)' are next
congealed with a frightful account, etc. 1865 Lecky Ration.
I. iv. 390 It was not till about the third century that the

moral sentiments .. were congealed into an elaborate
theology.

II. intr.

5. To become solid and rigid by freezing ; to

freeze ; to become solid by cooling.

1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xvii. 79 For be grete calde and
continuele frost be water congelez in to cristall. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny xiv. ,\.\i, Wine of it owne nature will not con-
geale and freeze. (11626 Bacon (J.

1

, In the midst of molten
lead, when it beginneth to congeal, make a little dent. 181

1

A. T. Thomson Land. Disp. (iSiSj 667 When cooled down
to —46 , ether congeals in brilliant transparent plates. 1830
Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 11. vi. 157 [The temperature]

at which quicksilver congeals.

6. gen. To become solid by a process resembling

freezing
; f to crystallize, petrify, etc.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) v. 15 pe water of be whilk [laake]

ilk a 3ere . . congelez in to gude salt. 1568 IJible Bishops')

Ex. xv. 8 The lluddes stoode still as an heapc, and the

deepe water congealed togeather. 1635 N. Cahpenter
Geog. Del. II. vi. 93 The Water of it's owne accord con-

geales into salt. 17.. Berkeley Cave of Duumore Wks.
IV. 504 From each of 'em there distils a drop of clear

water, which, congealing at the bottom, forms a round,

hard, and white stone.

f b. To coalesce in a concrete mass. Obs.

1586 Cogan Haven Health (1636) 165 Their sliminesse

will cause the gravell to congeale, and gather to a stone.

7. To stiffen into a viscid jelly-like consistency ;

to coagulate, clot, or curdle, as milk or blood.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xiv. 152 It [Manna] cometh of the

dew of heuene, bat falleth vpon the herbes..And it con-

geleth [Ro.tb. coagules] & becometh all white & swete.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., 'l'he blode that

can not congele. 1578 Lyte Dodoens \. xxii. 34 The juyce

. .causeth the same milke to congeale and crudde. c 1590

Marlowe Faust, v. Wks. (Rtldg.) 86/1 My blood congeals

and I can write no more.

8. jig.

1595 Shaks. John n. i. 479 Least zeale now melted. .Coole

and congeale againe to what it was. a 1839 Praed Poems
(1864) I. 210 Now all is over ! passion is congealing, i860

Ruskin Mod. Paint. Vtll. iii. § 5 Their trees always had a
tendency to congeal into little acicular thorn-hedges, and
never tossed free.

Congealable (k^nclsrlab'l;, a. [f. prec. +
-able : so in mod.F. congelabU : see Congelablk.]
That can be congealed.
1626 Bacon Sylva % 839 The Consistences of Bodies are
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very diuers; Dense, Rare. .Congealeuble, not Congealeablc.
1663 IJoYLt Xew Observ. 11. Wks. 1772 II. 493 More easily
congealable . . by cold, i8» Xew Monthly Mag. VI. 220
Having the consistence of white olive oil, and not easily

congealable.

Hence Congealableness.
168a Boyle Xew Observ. 11. Wks. 1772 II. 497 The easy

congealablene^s of oil of aniseeds.

Congealation : see Congelation.

Congealed (kfmd^rld), a. [f. Congeal v.

+ -ed. In 16-1 7th c. also stressed co'tigeafd.]

1. Made solid and hard by freezing ; frozen.

143a 50 Higden (Rolls,) I. 323 Islandia is an yle, hauengc
. .on the north the see congelede. 1549 Com//. Scot. vi. 59
The snau is ane congeUt rane. 1634 Milton Comus 449
That snaky headed Gorgon Shield. .Wherewith she freezd
her foes to congeal'd stone. 1854 \V. Kelly tr. Arago's
Astron. (ed. 5) 139 Found, .on the shores of the Icy Sea, a
great elephant enclosed in a mass of congealed mud.
2. Solidified as if by freezing ; + crystallized,

petrified; + (of vapour condensed.
t 1384 Chaucer //. Fame in. 36 This roche . . was lyk a

thing of glas.-But of what congeled matere Hit was, I

niste redely. 1661 I.ovell Hist. A turn. <y Min. Introd.,
Least the congealed vapour drup thence. 1669 WottJDGl
Syst. Agric. xii. § 6 (1681) 246 The congealed drops [of
lead] or shot. 17. . Bkrkeley Cave 0/ Dtounore Wks. IV.
505 A quantity of this congealed water that . . resembles a
heap of snow, 1878 Huxlby Physiogr. 59 Many crystallized
minerals are vulgarly called 'congealed water*.

3. Made into a jelly or viscid substance
;
curdled,

clotted, coagulated.

1533 Klvot Cast. He/the (1541) 25 a, Oppilllions, or hard
congeled matter in the inner partes of the body. 1548
Com//. Scot. vi. 67 To purge congelit [printed congeli]
fleume of the lychtis. 1594 Shaks. Kick, iff, 1. ii. 56 Dead
Henries wounds Open their congeal'd mouthes, and bleed
afresh. 1658 A. Fox tr. U'urtz Surg. in. ix. 242 Congealed
bloud settleth to the side.

Hence Congea ledness.
1664 H. More Myst. fnig. II. t. vii, Especially if they

come from the North, the congelednessofthis Meteor (hail'

bearing upon it the character of that Quarter.

Congealer. [f. as prec. + -er ».] One who
or that which congeals.
1873 W. R. GREG Enigmas 0/ Life I'ref. 10 The primitive

parents or congealers of that creed.

Congealing (k^ndgHin', vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ing ".]

1. The action of the verb Congeal : freezing, etc.

1471 Ripley Com/. Alck. vi. in Ashm. (1652 161 Of such
Congelyng folys do clatter. 1734 tr. Rollins Aui. Hut.
(18271 ^ ! xv - f !5- 237 The congealing of the blood. 1761
Watson in Phil. Trans. LI I. 163 He observed the same
facts in relation to the congealing of mercury.

f2. com r. A thing that congeals, or is congealed;
coagulum, rennet. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. D* P. A', xviII. si. 11495)767 The
congelynge of a lambe [L. coagulum agni, i.e. 'rennet')
wyth wyne heelyth bytynge of spynners. 1591 Percivall
S/. Diet., Cuajo, the crudde or congealing, also a runnel
for cheese, coagulum.

Congea ling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

That congeals.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 342/2 Applye
theron knitting and congealinge Playsters. a 1652 J. Smith
Se/. Disc. i. 7 A benumbing spirit, a congealing vapour.
1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 23 This Aristotle calls the
drying and congealing virtue of the earth.

Congealment (k^ndgrlment). Also ME.
congele-. [f. Congeal v. +-MKOT. Congeletnen/
was perh. in OF. or AF.]
1. The act of congealing and of being congealed.
c 1400 'Pest. Love 11. xi, After congelement a margarite

with endles vertue ..was ..given to every creture. 1763
Brit. Mag. IV. 64 The corrosive oil which is to be poured
off after its congealment. 18x4 Cary Dante (Chandos) 99
A shade More worthy in congealment to be fix'd.

2. cotter. Anything congealed ; a congealed mass.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <y C/. iv. viii. 10 Whil'st they with ioy- ,

full teares Wash the congealement from your wounds. 1641
Milton Reform, 1. (1851' 11 Those Gifts .. settling in a
skinny congealment of ease and sloth at the top.

Congean, var. of Congeon.

t Congedie. Obs. [After F. congedie in ambas-
\

sadeur congedie, ambassador who has received an
audience of conge", It. congedo m congee.] ~ncxt.
1700 Rycalt Cont. Kuolles' flist. Turks III. 512 Ambas-

sadors, unless it be their first Audience, and at that of
Congedie, have no Access to the grand Seigniors.

Congee, | Conge (kpnd&i, kdh&e), sb. Forms:

4 congeye, 5-6 coungy, 5-7 congye, -ie, 6-7
congy, -ey, conge, conjur-e;, 7 conje, coniaye,
6-9 congee, 8-9 conge\
[ME. congye, congie, -eye, a. I2-I4thc. OY.cungied,

-el, cougtt, nom. congiez, congee, 1 5th c. congiS, mod.
F. conge

1

, Pr. eotnjat, conjat, Cat. comiaty
(It. from

OF., congedo) :—L. commedt-us * passage, leave to 1

pass hence ' leave of absence, furlough \ f. com-
\

meare to go and come, pass, f. com- together

+

meare to go, pass. From the 1 5th to 1 7th c. the

word was completely naturalized, and bade fair to
|

descend into modern Eng. as congy; but since the i

Restoration, old senses have become obsolete, and
there has been a growing tendency to treat the
word as French, either in the naturalized form

\

congee (cf. grandee

\

t
or, more recently, in the alieii

form conge (now alone used in senses 4 and 6] .]

I. f 1. Authoritative or formal leave or licence to

I

depart, granted by one in authority ;
passport.

1475 Bk. Xob/csse 30 And takethe theire congie and licence
of theire prince, if they can have licence, or ellis they de-
partethe bethout licence. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 99 We
praye the that thou gyue vs lycence and congie for to de-

parte. 1533 Bellenden Livy 111. (182a) 240 Ceso wes with
thame..but ony congey or pasport to departe at the day
assignit. 1584 W. Hakeborne in Hakluyt I'oy. II. 1. 178
I n case of their denial . . we are to demand our Congie. 1622

Malynes Ane. Law-Merch. 445 Congees, safe-conducts,

fasports, sea-briefes. 170a Vanbrlgh False Friend 1. i,

immediately got my conge and embark'd at Dunkirk.
1789 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859* HI* *7i I have not yet
received my conge, though I hope to receive it soon.

Jig . 1631 Massingek BeUei-c as you /t'st Kpil., The end
of epilogues is to inquire The conjure of the play, or to
desire Pardon for what's amisse.

f 2. Ceremonious dismissal and leave-taking.

1637 H«YW0OD Royal Xing nr. Wks. 1874 VI. 60 No
congie then, your Lordship must be gon. 1684 Scanderbeg
Rt ah', v. 130 On the 13th of November had his Audience
of Congee of their Majesties, in Order to his Return home.
1797 Mrs. A, M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) III. 157
When the dear man made his congee, he took with him the
better half of the widow's soul. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. IV.

i. (18491 145 Having made my congls to him for the night.

+ D. To lake congee : to take leave (to go), take

leave of. Also to give congee : to bid farewell. Obs.

1377 LAMGL. P. PI. B. Xtlt, 202 Clergye to conscience no
congeye wolde take. 1494 Kabyan vi. clx. (They) toke
coungy of father & mother, and retornyd agayne into Italy.

1599 Marston AV0. i'illanie 111. xi. 234, I take a solemne
congee of this fustie world. 1639 G. Daniel FclIus. xxxii.

41 Rise, and take Civill Congee, not the last. 1647 W.
Browne Polex. n. 113 Zabaim and Almanzaira . . presently
withdrew, giving congey to I'olexander. 1831 Sir J. Sin-

clair Corr. II. 359 When you leave any town, send cards,

/. /. Conge", to every body, as a proper mark of attention to

those you have Inren obliged to.

f C. fig. A dismissal, or farewell to an affair. Obs.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse 1 Arb.) 45 A Conge to all kinde of
Playes. a 173^4 North Exam. 111. vii. % 85 ^1740) 570 Here
we take our Congee, as to all AtTairs in Parliament.

+ d. Sc. Applied to a benefaction asked at de-

parture, by mendicants
;
something given * to get

quit of them. Obs.

1609 in Burt Lett. X. Scot. u8i8) II. App. 243 Whatsoever
person . . be fuund . . craving meat drink or other geir from
the tenants, .by way of Congie as they term it.

3. A bow ; originally at taking one's leave

;

afterwards also in salutation, at meeting, etc.

arch.

1586 J. Hooker Girald. fret, in ffolinshed II. 100, 2 There
with a solemn congee she would bid her lord V the old Earle
of Kildare 'J good night. 1590 Marlowe Edw. fft v. iv,

With a lowly conge to the ground, The prowdest lords

salute me as I passe. 1591 Horsey Trav. (Hakluyt Soc)
241 He made a slight conjur, and so turnd awaie. 1621

Birion Anat. Me/, in. ii. iv. i. (1651) 524 Kiss it, and with
a low congy deliver it unto me. a 1631 Drayton Triuw/h
David, With coniayes all salute him. 1679 Blnyan Pifgr.

1. (ed. 3 ; Hanserd-Kn. 120', As they came up with him, lie

[Mr. By-ends] made them a very low Conje led. 9, 1684
Congee], and they also gave him a Com/lement. > 17 13
Ellwoou Autobiog. 34 When they saw me. .not moving my
Cap, nor bowing my Knee in way of Congee to them ; they
were amazed. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. 11779' II. lxxi. 258
Saluting him with divers fashionable congees. 184a Barham
Ingol. Leg. t

Auto-da-Fe', Here the noble Grandee made
that surt of cuii^"- 1

- 185a Thai keray Esmond I. xiv, ' It is

an honour for me', says my lord, with a profound congee.
1880 H\ Cortnv. G/oss., 'Make your congees' [con-gee's;

/. e. at parting).

fig- a x593 H. Smith Strut, Acts xxvi. 27 First, with a
reverent title .. Secondly, with a profitable question ..

Thirdly, with a favourable prevention . . With these three

congees he closes so with King Agrippa.

4. Dismissal without ceremony. [From mod.
F., and often humorous.']
1847 Ld. G. Bkntinck in Croker Pa/ers (1884) III. 157, I

get my conge" from the whipper-in. 1848 Thackeray / an.
Fair (1867) II. xiii. 145 Should she pay off old Briggs, and
give her her cougtfl 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy 4- V. I. 51
This is my conge', I suppose.

II. 6. Leave or permission 'for any act).

1475 Caxton Jason 1 b, 1 iutende by hys licence and
congye . . to presente thys sayde boke unto . . my . . yong
lorde. i«o J. Cokk Eng. $ Fr. Herald, iv. (1877) 58 Vet
muse I why you requyred no conge. 168a Warulrton
l/ist. Guernsey (i8j2i jo6 Obtain a conge or leave to do so
from the lord of the tief.

6. Congt(d y

e
rlire[KY. conge de eslirc]: royal per-

mission to a monastic body or cathedral chapter,

to fill up a vacant see or abbacy by election.

Henry V 1 1 1 . assumed by statute the right of adding
thereto 'Letters Missive*, nominating the person to be
elected. In ordinary parlance the Congi d*e"/ire has been
taken, but incorrectly, to include the nomination.

[1351 Act 25 Edw. ffl, 4 A demander du Roi conge de
eslir, & puis apres la elcccion daver son assent roia). 1534
Act 25 lien. Vtll, c. 20 The kynge our soveran Lorde .

.

may graunt unto, .the Deane and Cnapytour. .a lycence. .to

procede to eleccion of an Archibishop or Bishop of the See
soo beyng voyde, with a letter myssyve conteynyng the

name of the persone whiche they shall electe and chose. J

1614 Selden Titles ffon. 201. 1641 R. Brooke Eng.
E/isc. 11. 1x695 Wood Life (1848) 200 Conge des Lire

went to Canterbury to elect Dr. Sancroft archbishop. 1768-

74 Tucker Lt. Xat. (1852) I. 64 Making an election, like

the king by a conge tCe/irc, in virtue of its royal prerogative.

1848 Chr. Remembrancer XV. 233 To put the Conge

d'clirc, who^e very essence is freedom of Election, and the
Letters Missive, the only notion of which U direct imme-
diate nomination) into the same official envelope.
trans/. 17ja Addison S/ect. No. 475 r 1 When she has

made her own Choice [of a husband], for Form's sake she
sends a Conge d'Llire to her Friends.

Congee, sb. and v. Anglo-Jtul. : see Conjel,
Congee, Conge, arch. Forms: 4-7 conge,

-ey, -ie, 4-5 congey-en, congei-e, 5 cungyn, 6

congye, 7 congy, 7-9 congee, cong6. [a. OF.
congecr

i cougier, f. congie sb. : cf. IV. conjiar. (In

I

15th c. altered to congedier after It. congedare, f.

, OF. : see prec.) But some of the Eng. senses are

directly taken from the sb., of which the vb. has
been treated as an immediate derivative. (Formerly
stressed congey, congee'.^

fl. trans. To give leave to go, dismiss. Obs.
c 1330 R. Brlnne Chron. u8ioj 323 |>e brid day com grete

frape, & conged him away, c 1374 Chaicer Troylus v.

479 That we shal here bleue. Til Sarpedoun wol forth con-
geyen [v.r. cunge] vs? 1393 Gower Cottf. II. 238 Whan
they to rest a while him preide, Out of his lond he them
congeide. c 1410 Lovt Bottavent. Mirr. xlviii. iGibbs MS.)
101 After pat he hadde congede be other wymmen. 1557
Pavnel Barclay's Jugurthn Hi b, To congye and lycence

, such socours as were sente vnto nim from other kynges.

t 2. To give authoritative leave to ; to license.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 259 By a statute of the

universite of Oxenford whan eny man is i-congyed pere to

commence in eny faculte. 153a St. Pa/ers Hen. I'flf, II.

I

1 56 Beseching the Kinges Highnes of redres, or els to congye
[/rinted congue], and licence my silf to selce my remedy.

3. intr. To take ceremonious leave, pay one's
1 respects at leaving ; in mod. dial., to make one's

retiring bow.
1 601 Shaks. All's well IV. iii. 103. 1 haue congied with the

Duke, done my adieu with his neerest. 1880 //
'. Comw.

\

Gloss., 4 We congeed [con-gee*d] and parted '.

4. To make a congee ; to bow in courtesy or

obeisance. Alsofig.
1606 Chcice

x
C/iatue $ C. < 1 88 1 > 27 An other would congey

so low that his points had much adoe to holde. 1657 Reeve
God's Plea 74 When he doth congee to the humours of the
age, and make low leggs to the fancies of the timea 1660

Fuller Mixt Contempt. 1. xxii, The other came cringing
and congying. 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. xi, I do not like to

see the Church and Synagogue kissing and congeeing in

awkward postures of an affected civility.

Hence Congeeing vbl. sb.

i6m Mabbe tr. Alemans Guzman cTA/f. 11. 359 Apish
toyes, as conging and kissing his hand. 1668 Wilkins Real
Char. 327 Congeeing, Curcheeing, Genuflexion.

Congeel, obs. f. Congeal.

t Congelable, <*. Obs. [a. F*. congelab/e, or on

!
L. type *iongeldbil-is, f. congelare: see Congeal
and -ble.] — Congealable.
1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. xii. 45 Is it not by nature a

Fluid congelable. 1787 Keir in Phil. Trans. LXXVIL
278 A phial, containing some congelable vitriolic acid.

Co ngelate, a. and sb. 'I Obs. [ad. L. congelat-us

congealed : see -ate -.]

A. adj. Congealed
;
crystallized (like ice}.

1574 Newion flealth Mag. 35 The Gilthead, called

aurata . . because it hath in his forehead a thinge congelate
whiche in the water shineth like golde.

B. sb. [see ate - 3.] A congealed product.
1678 R. R[ussell] tr. Geber 1. iii. 7 Calcine the Congelate

. . in Moderate Fire.

(Congelate, v. Obs. [f. h. eongeldt- ppL

1
stem of congelare : sec -ate^ 5.] = Congeal v.

1641 French Distil/, v. (1651) 135 It will presently be

congelated into a friable substance.

Congelation (kfJndg/l^Jan). Also 5 6 con-

geli-, 7-8 congeal-, [a. F. congelation { 1 4th c.

in Littre), or ad. its ori^- L. congelation-em , n. of

action f. congelare to Congeal.]
1. The action of congealing or freezing ; the pro-

cess or state of being congealed.
1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821^ I. xxviii, The half of

this loch fresis be naturall congelatioun, as utheris lochU

dois. 1635 Person Varieties 11. 71 More cold is required,

for the congelation of vapors, than of waters. 1686 Goad
Celest. Bodies 11. xii. 322 The mixture of Salt with the

Cold Water helps to Congelation. 1755 II- Martin Mag.
Arts $ Sc. in. v. 289 Freezing or Conjjealation. 1794 S-

Williams Vermont 382 When he called for wine in a severe

season, it was presented to him in a slate of congelation.

1878 Huxlev Physiogr. 56 The solid obtained by the con-

gelation of water is termed ice.

b. Freezing ; in line, point, zone of congelation.

1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 187 These reptiles

continue eating the whole year, except when the cold ap-

proaches to congelation. 1777 Robertson flist. Anter.

(17831 II. 309 The line of congelation on Chimborazzo, or

that part of the mountain which is covered perpetually with

snow. 1845 Darwin Voy. Xat. xi. 249 This zone of per-

petual congelation. 1849 Mrs. Somerville Connex. {'hys.

Se. xxvi. 291 In the ethereal regions the temperature is 90

below the point of congelation.

c. The freezing of an animal body or member,

so as to make it numb or dead ; hence, ' formerly

applied to the stupor and numbness attendant on

certain diseases, as catalepsy, paralysis ' (Mayne).

1577 Googe fferesbaeh's Husb. (1586) 903 The diseases

proceeding of cold are congelation, nummednesse, stifnesse.

163a tr. Bruel's Praxis Med. 96 A method seruing for the

knowledge of Catalepsis or Congealation. 1882 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Congelation.. also, the death of any part from colu,

I

being the same as Frost-bite. 1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton
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Chr. Kirkland II. i. 35, I felt only the congelation, the
paralysis, the death of life.

d. Frozen condition ; a product of freezing

;

concr. a frozen mass.
:686 Goad Celest. Bod. 1, ii. 4 Hail, .being the congelation

of Rain. 1709 Addison Tatler No. 148 T 11 A Multitude
of Congelations in Tellies of various Colours. 1818 B.

O'Reilly Greenlanii 91 Those stupendous masses of con-
gelation [ice-bergs]. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1.

(1863) 15 Every tree and branch incrusted with the bright
and delicate congelation of hoar-frost.

2. gen. Action analogous or compared to freez-

ing; conversion from a fluid to a solid state.

Formerly the name of one of the processes in Alchemy.
1393 Gower Con/. II. 86 First of the distillation, Forth

with the congelation, Solucion, discention. 1471 Ripley
Comp. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) 1:4 With heate and moisture
by craft occasionate, With congelation of the Spyrite. 1633
P. Fletcher Purple /si. ir, v, A sure foundation Compact
and hard, whose matter (cold and drie) To marble turns in
strongest congelation. 1674 Grew Auat. Plants, Lect. i.

(1682) 233 The making of Fat is but the Durable Congela-
tion of Oyl : which may be done without frost. 1830 Lyell
Princ. Geol. I. 465 Steam .. given out from the rents of
lava-currents during congelation.

b. Crystallization ; formation of stalactites.

1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. {1653) 269 Congelation.

.

is seen in the making of Copperas, Salt-peter, or the like.

1802 Plavfair Illustr. Hniton. Th. 65 They would crystal-
lize, as in othercases ofcongelation, from the sides toward the
interior. 1854 H. Miller Sch. <y Schm. iv. (1857) 79 There
were little pools at the side of the cave, where we could
see the work of congelation going on.

c. concr. A concretion, crystallization, petrifac-

tion.

1605 Timme Qucrsit. in. 161 Of the congelations of these
salts comes goutes, stones, etc. 1682 Wheleb Journ.
Greece in. 257 It is incrusted above with Congelations, that
make it a most pretty Grotto. 1752 Watson in Phil. Trans.
XLVTL 454 To examine, whether or no coral is a plant,
according to the general opinion, or a petrifaction or con-
gelation. 1796 Morse Atiter. Geog. II. 270 Salt hanging i

. .in the form of icicles, .the walks are covered with various
congelations of the same kind.

3. Formation of a jelly
;
coagulation, clotting.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health lxxiw 32 b, [Choler] whytyshe I

viscus and clammy . . ingendred of congellacion of fleume.

1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v.
t The sudden congelation which

!

they induce on the blood, which stops its circulation,

b. concr, A clot, a coagulation.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 332/1 He had on his arme a con-

gellation of blood in manere of a postomme.
4. trans/, and fig.
1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. in. vi. 37 Admit that the

constitution of a divels bodie. .consisteth in Spirituall con-
gelations, asoffierandaire. <zi66o HammondSemt. iv.Wks. 1

IV. 492 That all our thoughts of kindness to death are the
congelation of such black melancholick vapours. 1876 E.
Mellor Priesth. App. 411 The mischievous process of con-
gelation . .applied to their fervid, .utterances, turning their
loving rapture into stem and inflexible propositions.

t Congelative (Vna^/hHtiv), a. Obs. [a. F.

conqe/attf, -ive (16th c. in Littre), f. L. conge/dt- \

ppl. stem + -ive.] Having the quality of congeal-
ing

;
tending to congeal

; tending to crystallize, or

to produce calcareous deposits, stalactites, etc.

1594 Plat Jcwell-ho. \. 24 This generatiue, and congela-
tiue water, which I call the fift element. i62oVen-ner Via
Recta Introd. 3 Aire too cold is of a congelatuie power.
1684 tr. Botiet's Merc. Commit, xix. 794 This [powder] being
deprived of its Congelative Salts, resumes the former species
of Quick-silver. 1707 Curios, in Hnsb. Gard. 230 Among
the common Water there is another which I call germina-
tive, for Plants; congelative, for Minerals,

b. sb. (See quot.)
1823 Crabb Techu. Diet., Congelatfoes, medicines which

refrigerate and inspissate.

Congele, congellyn, obs. ff. Congeal.
Congellacion, obs. f. Congelation.
Congeniina'tion. ?-are-°. [a. F. congimina*

lion, ad. L. congemindtidn-em, from congemindre,
f. con- + gemt'ndre to double.] Doubling.
161 x Cotgr., Congeminaiion, a congemination, doubling,

often repeating ; (whence) also, as Eftzeuxe. 1818 in Todd
[from Cotgr.]. Hence in mod. Diets.

t Conge"mined, a. Obs. [f. Con- together +
Gem: cf L. gemmdre to glitter, sparkle.] ? Con-
densed into gems.
1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 184 The Rtarres are but the

congemmed twincklings of those his cleare eyes.

tConge*nder,c. Obs, rare. [f.CoN- + Gender
after L. congenerare.] trans. To beget together.

I558 Phaf.r sEneid vi. R iv, Much things congendrid long
[L. mnlta din concreta]. 1766 Griffiths Lett.betw. Henry
Frances III. 154 Your Expression, and Ideas, seem con-

gendered, and connate.

Congeneous : see Congenious a, Obs.

Congener (kpudgihai), sb. and a. [As sb. app.
ad. F. conghiere (16th c. Par£), ad. L. congener
of the same race or kind, f. con- together with +
gener-(genus) kind; as adj., perh. directly from L.
{Cogencr is a rare and needless variant.)]
A. sb. A member of the same kind or class with

another, or nearly allied to another in character.
Const, of or possessive.

a. said of animals and plants which are related
according to scientific classification. (Rarely in
the strict literal sense f of the same genus '.)

173^ Bailey (folio>, Congeners [L, Congeneres] of the
|

same Generation or Kind. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v.

Cerasus, This sort of fruit hath been by many people grafted
upon the Lawrel, to which it is a congener. 1767 G. White
Setborne Let. xii. 4 Nov., Might not canary birds be natu-
ralized . . provided their eggs were put . . into the nests ofsome
of their congeners, as goldfinches, greenfinches, etc.? 1859
DARWIN Orig. Spec. iii. 11878)59 In Russia the small Asiatic
cockroach has everywhere driven before it its great congener.
1883 Longnt. Mag. July 308 Some Alpine buttercups are
snowy-white, while most of their lowland congeners are
simply yellow.

b. gen. of persons or things.

1837 Howitt Rur. Life vi. xiii. (1862) ^44 A congener of
these, and yet of a somewhat more civilised grade, is the
bird-catcher and trainer. 1866 Rogers Agric. A> Prices I.

xviii. 398 Lard was also used, though its less costly con-
gener, butter, was more frequently employed. 1888 Bryck
Amer. Comrtnv, III. Ixxxi. 68 The American shopkeeper . . t

has not the obsequiousness of bis European congener.

B. adj. Of the same kind or nature; akin.
1867 Bt'SHNELL Mor. Uses Dark Th. 305 We are made

everlastingly congener to each other. 1889 F. Harrison in

Port'/. Rev. Jan. 155 That belief, .must further be human,
in the sense of sympathetic and congener to man.

t Conge'neracy. Obs. rare. [f. Congenerate
a. : see -act and cf. degeneracy.] Community or

affinity of origin, kind, or nature.

1664 H. More Exp. Ep. 7 Churches x. 173 Churches .

.

ranged neither according to merit nor congeneracy of their
Conditions. 1681 GLANVILL Saddncismus 11. (1726) 374
There being that congeneracy betwixt .. 's Story and this,

they mutually corroborate one another.

Congenerate [k#idgen&eit\ 7-. rare. [f. ppl.

stem of 1,. congenerare to beget or produce together,

f. con- rgencrdre to Generate.]
1. trans. To beget or generate together.
i6ii Cotgr., Congenere, congenerated ; begotten or in-

gendred together, a 1688 CuDWORTH tmmttt. Mor. \\. iii.

52 That which did congenerate the colour.

2. To class or associate as a congener.
1843 Humphreys Brit. Moths II. 47 The insect is scarcely

strictly congenerated with the true high-flyers.

Congenerate k^ndgrnSrVt), a. rare, [ad.
j

L. congenerdt- us, pa. pple. of congenerare : see

prec] Of the same origin, kind, or nature.

1657 T0MLIN8ON Rcnon's Disp. 261 There are seven sorts
j

of Tithymals . .whereunto Esulse are congenerate. 1855
Bailey Mystic 98 Flutter-flies, all hued, like winged flowers,
On violets pasturing, their congenerate food.

Congenera'tion. rare. [n. of action f. prec]
Production in union ; connation.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. ix. 94 note, Syngenesia
I

signifies congeneration, or union of the anthers.

Congeneric fcpndgJhcrik), a. [f. L. con- to-

gether +gcner- [genus) race, after L. congener and
generic.'] Of the same genus, kind, or race; allied

in nature or origin.

(71834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. III. 333 The congeneric
question of the freedom of the will. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat,

I

I. 288/1 The Stork and congeneric birds. 1853 Phillips
Rivers Yorksh. ii. 22 Widdale Fell Group.— Less deeply
divided from its congeneric hills. 1880 A. R. Wallace 1st.

Life 402 A black parrot con-generic with two species that
inhabit Madagascar.

So Congenerical a. 1846 in Worckster.

Congenerous (k^fad^cneras , a. [f. L. con-
j

gener (see Conojener) +-0U8.]
1. Of the same kind as another"), akin in nature

or character. Const, tvith, also to (f unto).
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in, xxi. 162 Unto its con-

servation there is required . . a food congenerous unto thi
principles of its nature. 1671 Grew Anat. PI. 1. i. § 30 Some
moisture, partly dissimilar, and partly congenerous. 1733 1

Arbuthnot Est. AirtJ.\ Apoplexies, and other congener-
ous diseases. 1853 O. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 209
Another historian, of congenerous taste and learning. 1875
Sears Serin. <y Songs 251 She will demand nothing, .which
is not congenerous with her nature. 1885 R. L. Stevenson
in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 557 You. .find it pass into congener-
ous sounds, one liquid or labial melting away into another.

b. Of the same genus or (more loosely) family;
congeneric.

1768 Pennant Zool. I. 61 In this place [s.v. Fox] we
should introduce the wolf, a congenerous animal. 1769 G.
White Selborne xxvi. (1789) 73 Fieldfares, which are so
congenerous to thrushes and blackbirds. 1833 Lyell Princ.
Geol. II. 114^ [In] Europe, Asia, and Africa [are], .bees con-
generous with our common hive-bee; while in America,
this genus is nowhere indigenous. 1842 Proc. Berw. Nat.
Club II. 28 Analogous structures in congenerous species.

c. Of peoples : Allied in race or origin.

1790 Pennant Loud. (18131 3 Willing to receive any in-

structions offered by a congenerous people. 1807 G.
Chalmers Caledonia I. m. x. 458 He conjectured, that the
Caledonians, and Germans, must have been congenerous
people. 1814 Jamieson Hermes Scyth. 44 The Carians
were accounted congenerous with the Mysi.

+ 2. Homogeneous. Obs. rare~~\
1683 Salmon Doron Med. n. 392 United in one similar, or

simple and congenerous substance or body.

+ 3. Cognate in character
;
congenial. Obs.

1677 Howe Wks. 1724 II. 531 God doth, .so far excite and 1

actuate those Powers, as that they are apt and habile for

any congenerous action to which they have a natural Desig-
j

nation. 1687 J. Reynolds Death's Vis. v, That Shou'd..
move Tow'rds th'Unconfin'd, Congenerous Realms above.

4. Innate, congenital. rare~ l
.

1813 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXII. 425 She ought
to have considered Gothic architecture, like romantic poetry
and the Christian religion, as native or congenerous tastes

nf the modern European.

5. Phys. Congenerous muscles : muscles which
concur in the same action.

1721 in Bailey. 1830 R. Knox Biclard*s Anat. 302 By
the law of the association of congenerous muscles.

Hence Conge-nerousness, the quality of being
of the same nature, affinity of nature, kinship.

1677 H. HALLYWBLL Meth. Saving Souls 84 Perswasive
arguments, whose force and strength must lye in their con-
generousness and suitableness with the ancient Idea's and
Inscriptions of truth upon our souls.

Congenial (k^idgrni&l), a. [mod. f. L. con-

together -rgemdl-j's, {.genius: see Genial, Genius.
Cf. F. conghtialx prob. a mod.L. congenialis pre-

ceded both.]

1. Of persons and their attributes: Partaking of
the same genius, disposition, or temperament

;

kindred, sympathetic. Const, with (sometimes to\.

c 1625 Wottoh(J.\ A kind of congenial composure, as we
may term it, to the likeness of our late sovereign and
master. 1647 Berkenhead On Fletcher's Whs., Fletcher's
keen trebble, and deep Beaumont's base, Two, full, con-
genial souls. 1700 Dkvden Fables Pref. (Globe* 503. I found
I bad a soul congenial to his [Chaucer's]. 1791 Bosweli,
Johnson an. 1753 His religious and political notions [were]
so congenial with those in which Langton had been edu-
cated. 1797 Godwin Enquirer r. xv. 137 With a soul con-
genial to the noblest. 1830 D'ISRAELI Chas. /, III. vi.08
This great Painter [ Rubens] found . . in Charles. . a congenial
spirit. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (18761 1. vi. 456 A prince
whose tastes were in many respects congenial with his own.

b. of things.

1692 Drvdem Ess. on Satire You look with pleasure
on those things which are somewhat congenial, and of a
remote kindred to your own conceptions. 1774 Wartos
/int. Eng. Poetry xxi. III. 59 Poetry and music are con-
genial. 1823 D*ISRAELI Cur. £//. (1859) II. 399 The con-
genial histories of literature and of art are accompanied by
the same periodical revolutions.

2. Suited or agreeable to one's temperament or

disposition ; to one's taste or liking. Const, to.

1770 Got.dsm. Des. I 'ill. 254 To me more dear, congenial
to my heart. 1781 GlBBON Peel. \ E. xlvii. II. 764 The
controversies of the times were congenial to his temper and
understanding. 1835 Thirlwall Greece L viii. 334 The sea
was an element never congenial to the spirit of Spartan
warfare. 1878 BoSW. Smith Carthage 339 The congenial
task of following up bis rival Syphax,

b. trans/. Suited to the nature of anything.

[1711 Shaftesb. Charac. («737) HI. 403 Nothing is .. so
natural, so con-genial to the liberal Arts, as that reigning
Liberty and high Spirit of a People.] 1738 Med. Ess. <y

Obterv.($d* 21 IV. 397 These Things. . relaxing the Solids
by their kindly Heat (which some, fond of Words, would
call congenial 1

. 1813 Gent. Mag. LXXXIII. II. 296 When
transplanted to the classic and congenial soil of Italy. 1830
Lvki.l Princ. Geol. (1875) 1 i I. 111. xxxv. 280 The food mo-t
congenial to this species, .is abundantly distributed.

t 3. Belonging to any being from birlh, or by

nature; innate, natural, Congenital, Obs,

1664 H. Powkr Exp. Philos. in. 158 The Magnetical
Effluviums are not Innate and Congenial to the Stone, but
proceed ah extrinseco. 1690 Locke Hutu. L'nd. 11. i. § 17
Those more natural and congenial [Ideas] which it [the

Soul] had in itself, underived from the body. ^1711 Ken
Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 102 liless'd are all they,

who .. purge themselves from their congenial slain. 1775
Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 309 The congenial hernia. — Irks.

(1783) II. 23 To distinguish the common rupture from the

congenial in infants.

f b. Connected with one's birth, natal, ( native \

1697 Drvden / iygil, Life (1721) I. 65 Virgil suppos'd Souls

to ascend-again to their proper and congeneal Stars. Ibid.

Georg. iv. 332 They mount the Sky, And to their own con-
genial Planets fly. 1774 Goldsm, Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 213
In animals, the climate maybe considered as congenial, and
a kind of second nature.

f4. Of the same kind or genus ;
congenerous.

1669 W. Simpson Hydrol, Chym. 87 These Diseases being
congenial in their causes, are the same in their Cures. 175X

Harris Hermes (18411 172 In natural species, which are con-

genial and of kin. 1780 —Philol, Inq. (1841) 40 All languages
are in some degree congenial, and . .founded upon the same
principles. 1804 W. Mitford Ess, Harmony Lang. 357
The Hebrew, and the congenial dialects of Chaldea, Syria,

and Arabia.

Congeniality (k^hdjihijse'liti). [f. prec. +

-ity. Cf. L. genidlitds joviality, festivity.] The
quality of being congenial

;
affinity of genius or

disposition ;
agreeableness to one's nature or

tastes.

1620 Wottom in Reliq. Wotton. (1672) 299 The pride that

I take in a certain Congeniality (as I may term it) with your
Lordships studies. 1624 — Archit. (TA Painters and poets

have alwayes had a kind of congeniality. 1791 Boswf.ll

Johnson 26 Mar. an. 1776, I could not perceive in his

character much congeniality of any sort with that of John-
son. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey vi. iii, There is no con-

geniality in our tastes or in our tempers. 1880 L. Stephen
Pope vtii. 185 There is so much congeniality between

Horace and Pope.

Conge'nialize, v. rare. [f. as prec. + -izE.]

In nonce-uses : a. trans. To moke congenial, b.

intr. To be or become congenial with ; also fig.
1814BP. jEBBCVrr. iv. A. ^f«0.r(i834) 11. 195 One can feel

infinitely more disposed to congenialize with an honest,

orthodox, pious dissenter, than, etc. 18x7 — Zdfe fy Lett.

Ixii. 575 Inward religion .. congenializes and cordializes

human life. 1863 Dublin Univ. Mag. Oct. 440 The sunset,

whose light congenialized with a small jewel on her brow.

Conge nially, adv. [f. as prec. + -ly -.] In

a congenial manner.
1749 Bo r lace in Phil. Trans. XLVI. 272 The true Dia-
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mond seems to have more lapideous Juice included, and
more intimately and congenially united under an equal
Surface, than any other Body in the World. 1884 Mauc/i.

Exam. 1
t July 5/3 A few very dirty boys congenially

employed in vilifying and insulting their betters.

Conge'niatness. rare-0 * [f. as prec. +
-ness.J =* Congeniality.
1731 Bailey II, Congenialness, the likeness of one kind to

or with another. 175s in Johnson ; also in mod. Diets.

t Conge'nious, * Obs. Also 7 -geneous. [f. I

L. con- together + geni-ns + -ova (cf. Congenial).

The spelling in -cons was prob. suggested by
homogeneons, etc. Cf. It. congeneo 'of the same
kind' (Florio).] = Congenerous; homogeneous.
1630 Hales Gold. Rem. (t688 364 In the blood thus

(

drop'd there remains a spirit of life congenius to that in the

body. 1658 J. Robinson Stone to Altar 87 Congeneous
unto the former, is this mistake. 1677 Hale Contempt. XL.

232 This Retribution, as it is most admirably Con-genious
and Con-natural to the right constitution of the Humane
Nature. 1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Commit, xviu. 644 For what
sooner fills the vacuities of the Flesh, than a congeneous 1

substance.

Congenital (kjfadge'nitil), a. [mod. f. L.
j

congtmt-Ms (seeCohgkhttk) + -ax*. So F'.congenital

\

admitted into the 6th ed. of the Academy's Die-
i

tionaryin 1835. The sense was formerly expressed

by congenial, Fr. congenial."]

Existing or dating from one's birth, belonging to

one from birth, born with one. a. techn. in Pathol.

;as a congenital disease or defect).

1796 A. DuMCAN Annals Med. I. 20 Bronchocele. .is not
nften congenital. 1807 S. Cooper First Lines Surf- 387
Congenital hernia. 1856 Sir 15. Brodie Psychol. Inq.

!

I. v. 181 The mind of an individual who labours under con-

genital blindness . . cannot fail to be imperfect. 1878 T.

Bryant Pract. Surg: I. 365 Ordinary congenital cataract.

b. in Bot.
186a Darwin Fcrtil. Orchids vii. 315 The so-called con-

j

genital attachment of the pollinta by their caudicles.

c. in general use. Const, with,
1848 KtNGSLEY Saint's Trag. iv. i, The mind of God, re-

j

veaied In laws, congenital with every kind And character

of man. 1851 H. Rogers F.ss. I. vii. 771 Notions, coeval

with the mind in date, congenital with its very faculties.

185a BtACKll Stud. Lang. 2 The living process of nature

acting by congenital, divinely-implanted instinct. 1866

Kingsley Lett. '18781 II. 242 The congenital differences of 1

i haracter in individuals. 1879 M. Arnold Mixed Fss. 69
j

The French people, with its congenital sense for the power
j

i>f social intercourse and manners.

Congenitally (k^odgcnitali , adv. [f. prec.
|

+ -ly In a congenital way ; from birth.

1862 Darwin Ferfil. Orchids i. 9 I'oMinia furnished . . with
a caudicle, congenitally attached to a viscid disc 1884 A.

J. Ellis in Athenaeum 12 Jan. 55/* If. .the parents are not

congenitally deaf the offspring is in no danger.

f Conge'nite, a. Obs. Also 7-8 -it. [ad. L.

congenit-us born together with, connate, coeval, f.

con- together +genitus born, produced.]

Horn or produced along with, connate, congenital

;

belonging by nature, natural. Of ideas, prin-

ciples, etc. : Innate. Const, to, with.
1610 Donne Pseudo-Martyr xii. 173 This.. is our first,

originary, natural), and congenite oliedience, to obey the
Prince. 16*1 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. u. 1. v, (Causes) con- i

genit or horn with us, are either natural, as old age, or i

fvxter naturam. 1667 Boyle Ong. Formes <Y Qual. 3 The
antient Corpuscularian Philosophers .. were .. reduced to
make Motion congenite to Matter, ma Black more Crea-
tion Pref. (17861 2 These original independent ideas, that
owe not their being to the operation of the understanding,
but are . . congenite and co-existent with it. a 1716 South
Serm. VIII. xiii. (R.), Sinful habits .. congenit with our
natures,

t Conge'nited, ///. a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ed.]

Horn or produced together, united in birth or origin.

1630 T. Wrstcotf. Dez'on. (1845' 95 They [Kxe and Barle]
were at their first springs congennited, being sprung not 500
paces distant one from the other.

t Congeniture. Obs. [f. L. type *congenitura,

f. ppl. stem congenit- (see Congemtk) : see -i;re.]

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Congenitnrct the Birth of Things at

the same Time.

tCtvngeon, conjon. Obs. Forms: 3 ?can-
gun, 4 kongon, conjoun, -ioun, -gioun, 5
conion(e, coonyone, counjon, congyn, 5- con-
geon. [The phonology and final stress in verse

show this word to be of French origin. In all

probability cangun in the earliest quot. is the same
word, and stands for cangiun or canjnn (g forj
being not infrequent in ME., cf. the form kongon),

repr. an ONF. *eangiun, cangeon :—late L. can/bio,

cambionem (cited in Grimm Deut. Mythol., tr.

Stallybrass 1888, vol. IV, 1 754, and thence in

Henschell's Da Cange), a Changeling (Ger.

wechselbalg a child of an incubus, demon, or

hag, substituted for a human child; f. cambire to

change.
The ME. forms have suffered at the hands of bad copyists

and editors, who have turned conj'on into coujou, conionn {—
j

conjoun) into coinouu, with other blundered spellings. A
I

derivation from cambio fits the sense, for changelings were
popularly held to grow up dwarfs or deformed in body (cf.

,

sense 1), and deficient in intellect <sense 2), and to be called 1

one was a grievous insult (senses 3, 4). The difficulties are i

(ii the apparent rarity of the word in Fr., where the only I

instance yet cited is one of 1427 in Du Cange. repeated
by Godefroy, under the form changon ' terme injurieux ',

which is app. the central F. form, standing for changeon,
ehanjon ; (2) the AFr. or early M E. change of can- to con-

;

this took place before the retraction of the stress from the

final syllable, and may have been owing to association with
the prefix con-.]

1. A dwarf, or congenitally deformed man.
1230 Halt Meid. 33 Beo he cangun o5er crupel . . bu

most to him halden. a 1400 Sat. Blacksmiths in Net. Ant.
I. 240 The cammede kongons cryen after col I col ! c 1440
Fromp. Parv. 90 Coonyone \'\ r. conione or dwerne,
dwerwe, Pynson 1409 congeon or dwerfel, sessillus. c 147s
Pz'ct. I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 806/6 Hit tantellns, a congyn.

[1617 Miksheu Duetor, *Congcon, An old English word
signifying the same that Dwarfe in our common speech.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), t Congeon, a Dwarf, a Person of
low stature (obs.). Hence in Kersey, Bailey, etc., and 1768
Chattf.rton Passingofold Bridge Wks. II. 280 A Congeon
Squier bare in his Hande his Helmet.]

2. A half-wit ; an imbecile ; = Changeling 4.

c 1285 S. Eng. Leg. I. 412 321 ' Loke' he seide * this olde

conjoun [St. John], in his olde Hue, hou he plei^ez with bis

a,ongue brid !
' c 1330 A rlh. Merl. 206 Sir, our king is bot

a conjoun : Tho he seighe swerdes drawe To fle sone he
was wel fawe. 1340 Ayenb. 76 pet byeb be small stones of
gles ssynynde, and be conioun [r. musard ] his bayb[ = buys
them] uor rubys, uor safyrs, o]ier uor emeroydes. bet byeb
as iueles to childeren.

3. A derisive or contemptuous term applied to a
child.

(Cf. Ger. wechselbalg ; Sc. croot, emit, a puny, pigmy, de-

crepit child, applied in contempt or anger to any little

child.)

c 1330 Arth. Merl. 1071 That child was bot of yeres two
. .The Iustice seyd, Thougabbest, conioun. 'la 1400 Chester
Ft. x. Slaughter of lnnoc. (1843) 1. 177 Herod. That vile

counjon [the babe Christ], that thus would reave me of my
crowne. Ibid. I. 178 Soldier. But for to kill such a congeon
Me shames sore by Mahounde. Ibid. I. 179 With this speare
I thinke to assaie To kille manye a smalle congion : These
congeones in the cloutes I will kill.

4. An offensive term of abuse or dislike.

c 1300 A". Alis. 1718 Darie, the kyngofalle kynges. .Sente
gretyng. withouten honour To the yonge robbour Alisaun-

dre f thou conioun [ printed coinoun J wade. 1 362 Langl. P.
J'/. A. xl 86 And nou cometh a conioun and wolde cacchen of

my wittes. 1309 — Rich. Redeles DL 46 Thanne cometh ther

a congioun with a grey cote, as not of his nolle as he the nest

made. '.'(11400 Chester PI. x\. Death of Abel (1843) 4°
Saye, thou caittiffe, thou congeon, W'eneste thou to passe

one of renowne?

Conger 1 (kp*ngM)- Forms: 4 kunger, 5-7
cunger, congre, (5 cungur, -gyre, -gger, con-

gurfe, -ggyre, 6 congar, coonger), 6- conger,
[a. OF. congre :—L. congr-nm (conger), ad. Gr.

7077pos, all in same sense.]

1. A large species of tel living in salt water and
attaining a length of from six to ten feet; it is

caught for food, being common on the coasts of

Jiritain and other European countries, but rare

along the American coast of the Atlantic ; the

sea -eel.

[izi$ Rot. Chart, i Rolls t 194 Habeant totam emptionem
niutvellorum et congruorum. per totam Corn(ubiam].| c 1300
Sat. Peo/te Kildare ii. in K. E. P. (l86t) 153 Mani grete

kunger swimmeb abute bi fete. < 1315 Coer de L. 35:5
fr'ysch, flesch, salmoun and cungyrOflTus non schal dye for

hungyr. 1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. JCtU. xxvi.(i495>462
The Congre hath many wyles and is wytte and wyly of
getynge of meete. c 14*5 Fug. I 'oe. in Wr.-Wflicker 641/38
/lie eongruns, a conggyre. 14. . Black Bk. ofAdmiralty
II. 103 Also of purpais, samoun, cungger, and turbut. 1516

in Ix>dge Illust. Brit. Hist. (17911 L 13, I have sent by mil
berer. .x pasties of congars. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv.

266 Kates Conger and Kennell. 160a Marston Antonio's
Fei'. it. i, If . . a mermaid be half a fish and halfe cunger.

1676 Walton Angler 1. xiii. '1791' 185 The mighty Conger,
taken often in Severn about Gloucester, 1791 Wolcott
(P. Pindar) Fights cf Kings Wks. 1812 II. 420 And snatch
a wriggling Conger from the flood. 1881 r. Day Fishes

Gt. Brit. II. 251 The conger is very sensible to atmospheric
changes.

2. Applied in abuse to a man.
1507 Shaks. 2 Hen. l\r, 11. iv. 58 Hang yourself, you

muddy conger, hang yourself

!

3. Comb. Conger-doust, -douce, dial, [donst

dust, powder], conger dried and powdered for

making fish soup; conger-head, a term of abuse.

1630 Dekkfr 2nd Ft. Honest H'h. Wks. 1873 II. 140 She
nibbled but wud not swallow the hooke, because the Cunger-
head her husband was by. 1808 Polwiiele Cornish I oc,

Conger-dousts. 1865 Couch Brit. Fishes IV. 345. 1880

E. Cornwall Gloss. s.v., Conger-doust^ Up to the beginning

of the present century, a large trade existed between Corn-
wall and Catholic countries in Conger-douce.

t Conger 2 (kfggfti). Obs. [Of doubtful origin

and form.] See quots.

To Kersey is due the statement for suggestion) that the

word was originally congress or F. congrts, subsequently-

treated as a plural, with singular conger. But it is to

be noted that in most of the quots. conger is applied to

the association, not to a member of it. Hailey refers it

tentatively to conger the fish, which may indicate a con-

temporary joke.

a 1700 li. K. Diet. Cant. Creii>
t
Conger, a Set or Knot of

lopping Hook-sellers of London, who agree, .that whoever
of them Buys a good Copy, the rest are to take off such a
particular number, .in Quires, on easy Terms. 1706 Phil-

lips (ed. Kersey\ Congress or Congers, a particular Society

of Booksellers, who put in Joynt Stocks for the Buying and
Printing of Copies, and Trading for their common Advan-
tage. 1711 Baii.lv, Congre, a Society of Booksellers, who
have a Joint Stock in Trade, or agree to Print Books in

j

Co-partnership. — (1731 1 vol. I L Conger, Congre, a society
of booksellers . . of 10 or more . . so called, because as a large
conger eel is said to devour the small fry, so this united
body overpowers young and single traders. 1754 Connois-
seur 31 Jan. No. 1.3 That book in the phrase of the Conger
is best, which sells most. Ibid. , We must not however think
the members of the Conger strangers to the deeper parts of
literature. x886 F. H. Rivincton in A thenztum 9 Jan. 67
If the statement, .were in the book of a member of one of
the I-ondon Congers, or societies of booksellers, it would
be a copy of the usual statement sent to each shareholder
by the managing partner.

Conger ;

, cunger (kp rjgoj). A dialectal name
ofthecucumber in tneMidland counties ofEngland.
1854 Miss Baker Northamptonsh. Gloss. 1. 140 So general

is this word that an eminent seedsman informs me that

cottagers and market gardeners .. usually ask for conger
seed. [1891 It is now less common, though still in use from
S. Lincolnshire to Warwickshire.]

Conger-eel (kf^prifl). [f- Conger K + Eel.]

1. = Conger 1
.

160a Carew Cornwall
(1811J97

Called a conger-eel.

1620 Venser Via Recta iv. 76 The Conger is a long round
fish, in shape like vnto a great Eele, and is therefore called

the Conger-Eele. 1813 Bingley Anim. Biog. ted. 4) III. 5

When at its full size the Conger Eel has sometimes been
known to measure more than ten feet in length. 1843 Penny
Cycl, XXV. 490/2 The conger-eel. .is readily distinguished

..by the upper jaw being the longest.

2. In U.S. applied to other species of eel, es/>. on

the Atlantic Coast to Zoarces angnillaris of the

family Lycodidte : see also Lamper-Eel.

t Conge'riate, v. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L. congen'a

or congeries (see next) + -ATE :*.] trans. To pile up,

heap together.

1627-47 Feltham Resolves L xliv. 139 How ayery must
they [fancies] needs be, that are congenated wholly, on the

fumes, perhaps, of distempered braines.

Congeries (Wnd3i«Ti
t
»z). [a. L. congeries

heap, pile, collected mass, f. congerere to carry to-

gether: see Congest.] A collection of things

merely massed or heaped together ; a mass, heap.
a 1619 FoihzrbyA theom. 11. x. I 3 (1622) 303 Yet is hee a

congeries.. a masse of many vnlike and repugnant affec-

tions. 1678 Cvdworth Intetl.Syst. L iv. 423 A meer Heap
and Congeries of Dead and Stupid Matter. 17*5 Bradlev
Earn. Diet., Clouds, a Congeries chiefly of watry Par-

ticles, 1793 Smeaton Fdystone L. % 11 The congeries of

rocks called the Edystone. 1849 Mrs. Somervillk Con-
nect. Phys. Sc. asm. 414 It (the Milky Way) is a vast and
somewhat flattened stratum, or congeries of stars. 1875

Sir bbs Const. Hist. III. xx. 383 A curious congeries of

towers, halls, churches, and chambers.

Congerminate, v. rare~ l
. [f. ppl. stem of

L. eongerminare to shoot forth at the same time :

see Con- and Germinate.] intr. To germinate

or develop together.

182a T. Taylor A/uteius 29 Now she, congermin.it ing

[congerminascenti] with me into an equality ofTovc.

Congeroid, bad form of Concroid.

t Congest, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. congest-us

accumulation, heap, f. ppl. stem of congere're : see

next.] A collected mass, a collection ; a concretion.

e 1630 Jackson Creed v. xv. Wks. IV. 106 Sense is of con-

cretes or congests, not of abstracts or essences. Ibid. xi. v.

Wks. X. 92 Any heap or congest may become greater by
addition of matter. 1657 G. Starkey Helmont's Vimi. 36,

I wrote a Congest of methodical Arguments.

Congest (k^nd^e-st), v. [f. L. congest-, ppl.

stem of congerere to carry together, collect, heap

up, etc. (whence also the frcq. congest'tire) .]

f 1. trans. To bring 01 gather together, to collect

;

to heap up, to mass. Obs.

1538 Leland Itin. I. p. xxi, The Writers, whose Lyves

I have congestid ynto foure Bokes. a 1619 Kotherby
Atheom. 11. 11. f 5 (1622* 205 He had congested and amassed

together such infinite monies. 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1679) 28

The leaves of oak abundantly congested on snow, preserves

it. 1667 H. More Drv. Dial. iv. xxxiL (1713) 382 If all were

congested together out of History touching that Church.

1758 R. Brookes Pract. Fhfsic(ed. 31 II. 270 These diseases

generally arise from a viscid Serum or Chyle congested in

the Mesentery, and which obstructs its Glands.

2. refl. and intr. To gather together ; to accumu-

late to excess, to become congested.

1859 I. Taylor Logic in Theol. 247 The secularism of the

present time . . congests itself . . into a proposal of this sort.

1883 Pall Matt G. 30 Mar. 2/1 If capital is frightened away
from Parisian house speculations for a time, tt will congest

somewhere else.

3. trans. To affect with congestion ; to produce

congestion in. Chiefly in passive : see next 2.

Congested kfrnd.^c-sted),///. a. [f. prec]

1 1. Heaped together; accumulated.

1578 Banister Hist. Man Ep. Ded. 1 To lye waste, and

voyde, as a rude congested heape. 1651 Ocilby A*ZsoP

(1665) 164 On watry Mountains and congested Floods.

2. Med. Overcharged with an unnatural accumu-

lation of blood ; affected with congestion.

Cf. quot. 1758 in Congest v. i.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xx. 260 Their eyes being so

congested by the glare of the sun that they are.. nearly

blind. 1865 R. Hi nter in Morn. Star 23 Feb., We phy-

sicians say, the lung is congested: by which we mean that the

vessels are full almost to bursting. 1877 Rom rts Handbk.
Med. I. 26 The functions of a congested organ are often

materially and seriously interfered with.

b. trans/. Filled up by an obstructive accumu-

lation ; overcrowded.
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1862 n. Taylor Home $ Abr. Ser. n. v. 347 While the I

atmosphere is heavy, portentous, congested ito borrow a
medical word, which expresses the feeling better than any
other 1

. 1891 Newspaper, The effects of the congested
state of the goods traffic are now being felt in almost every
industry.—A scheme for relieving the congested districts in

Ireland by means of emigration.

3. Bot. 'Crowded very closely' ( Trcas. Bot.

1866).

Conge'Stible, a. [f- L- congest- ppl. stem +

-BLE.]
1730-6 Bailey (folio), Congestible, that may be heaped

up or gotten together. Hence in Johnson, and other

Diets.

Congestion 'k^nd^e-stysn). [a. F. congestion

(16th c. in Pare), ad. L. congestion-em, n. of action

from congerere : see Congest

f 1. The action of gathering or heaping together

in a mass ; a crowding together; accumulation.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 17 The Earth, a congestion

or heaping up of grosse matter together. 1633 T. Adams
Exp. 2 Peter ii. 2 The attraction or congestion of this tu-

mult. 1671 Evelyn Diary 17 Oct., Most of the church-

yards, .were filled up with, .the congestion of dead bodies

one upon another, for want of earth, even to the very top

of the walls.

f b. concr. A heap, pile. Obs.

1664 Evelyn tr. Frearfs Archil. i2oThose irregular con-
gestions, rude and brutish inventions. 1834 Sir H. Taylor
Artenelde 11. v. iii, A huge congestion of unmethodised

[

matter.

f 2. Med. The accumulation of blood or morbid ,

matter in any part of the body ;

1 a collection of

matter, as in abscesses and tumours ' (J.). Obs.

1634 T. Johnson Farcy's Chirurg. 250 There are two
I

general causes of Impostumes, fluxion, and Congestion.
1802 Med. Jrtil. VIII. 211 Some symptoms of beginning

j

congestion of blood in the head began to show themselves.

1811 Hooper Med. Diet, 799 ^ Crying unloads the head of 1

congestions.

Hence b. Congestion ofan organ : an abnormal
accumulation of blood in its vessels, by which its

functions are disordered.

1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 325 The second or local Sthenic
Congestion is. .one of the most frequent causes of Apoplexy.

|

1845 G. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 265 Blood was
again taken, in consequence of further symptoms of con-

gestion. 1875 B. Richardson Dis. Mod. Life 65 The
j

diseases included under the names of catarrh, bronchitis,

congestive bronchitis, congestion of the lungs, pneumonia.

3. transf. and fig. A crowding together or ac-

cumulation which disorganizes regular and healthy

activity ; congested or overcrowded condition, as of

population, traffic, etc.

1868 I 'right Sp. Irel. 1 Apr., The whole system [of Par-
liamentary representation] was in such a state of congestion
that it could not be tolerated any longer. 1883 P. S. Robin-
son Saints <$• Sinners 12 Congestion of traffic. 1887 limes :

(Wkly. ed.) 25 Feb. 9/3 Emigration was gradually relieving

that local congestion of the population.

Congestiparous, a. Med. [f. L. congest-us 1

Conoest sb. + -parus producing + -ous.] 1 Applied

to remedies which produce congestion or the differ-
|

ent forms of Contrafluxion.' 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Congestive (kphdge-stiv), a. [f. L. congest-,

ppl. stem (see Congest v.) + -ive.] Relating to, of

the nature of, or produced by, congestion.

1846 Worcester cites Mott. 1864 Daily Tel. 6 Sept.,
i

The immediate cause of deceased's death was congestive
apoplexy. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 235 Many of
these dropsies are of congestive origin.

Congette, -ing, var. of Conject, -ing. Obs.

Congey, -eye, obs. f. Congee.

Congiary kfrnd^iari). Horn. Antiq. [ad. L.

congidri-um lit. a vessel that holds a congius, f.

congiits : sec below and -art.] A gift divided

among the people or the soldiers, orig. something

measured in a congius, such as corn or wine.
(Some dictionaries give congiary also as a coin : this is an

1

error founded on quots. 1697, 1727.)
1601 Holland Pliny II. 417 It is said that Ancus Martius

]

..gaue vnto the people a congiary or largesse of 6000
Modij of salt. 1697 Evelyn Disc. Medals 187 The Gift of
Largesses and Congiaries in Provisions of Corn, &c, ap-

\

pearing in the Reverses. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome vi.

85 Marcus gave a Congiary to the People. 1727-51 Cham-
bers Cycl., Congiarium, congiary, among medalists, a gift,

or donative, represented on a medal . . Nero, whose con-
giaries are the first that we find represented on medals,
gave four hundred sesterces. 1832 Blackiv. Mat;. XXXII.
607 To the citizens of Rome . .he presented, in one congiary, 1

about two guineas and a half a-head.

Congie, obs. f. Congee.
Conging : see Congee v.

Congioun, var. of Congeon. Obs.

ii Congius (kptodgSJfe), PI. -ii. [L.] 1. Pom.
j

Antiq. A measure for liquids, containing the eighth I

part of a Roman amphora, or about 7 pints.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. P. XIX, exxviii. fi495> 392
jCongius conteyneth sixe Sextarius. c 1420 Pallad. on
\

Hnsb. iv. 108 Ffor greatest treen . . vi Congeus or iv of it !

ymmote. 1600 Holland Livy XXV. ii. 546 For every street
throughout the citie, was allowed a Congius of oyle. 1821

J. Q. Adams in Davies Metr. Syst. til. (1871) 82 There is a
standard congius of the age of Vespasian still extant at

j

Rome.
2. Pharm. The pharmaceutical name for a gallon,

'

represented in prescriptions by the letter C.
Vol. II.

t Congla*ciate, W Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.

conglacia-re to freeze up, f. con- together -r glacidre

to make or turn to ice, f. glacies ice.]

1. trans. To convert into ice, to freeze.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies ix. 284 Our Colledge Ale .

.

being conglaciated, . . upon a Thaw never returned to its

self. Ibid. 11. xii. 322 The Salt invigorating the Cold of the

Water, and so conglaciating the snow,

b. To make solid like ice (by other means than

cold) ; to congeal, petrify.

1660 H. More Myst. Godl. vt. ix. 234 Thunder, .conglaci-

ates or makes rigid, fluid or soft bodies.

C. To make smooth like ice or glass, to polish.

1656 H. More Antid. Ath. m. xvi. (1712) 140 To con-
glaciate and polish the surfaces of the clouds to such an ex-

traordinary accuracy of figure.

2. intr. To become ice, to freeze, congeal.
1646 Sir T. Brownk Pseud, pp. 11. i. 50 Neither doth ..

any thing properly conglaciate but water. 1670 Phil.
Trans. V. 2023 The Water, .did by the operation of the in-

troduced cold, .totally conglaciate. 1808J. Barlow Columb.
vi. 169 The waves conglaciate instant.

Hence Congla*ciated, Congla'ciating ///. adjs.

1656 H. More Enthus. Tri. 43 The Moon is of a con-
glaciated substance. 1660 — Myst. Godl. vi. viii. 233 Of
conglaciating Thunders, and the transmutation of Lot's
wife into a pillar of Salt. 1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 56,
I went down into several of these Caves. . [to find] the petri-

fied conglaciated substances.

t Conglacia'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. ns

prec. : see -ation. So in mod.K.]
1. The action or process of turning into, or be-

coming, ice
;
freezing, congelation.

1640 G. Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn. 153 Predictions
may be made of.. Deluges, Draughts, Heates, Conglacia-
tions. 1651 Biggs New Disp. tiS Congelation or congla-
tiation. 1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 341 As to their Rarifaction
and Conglaciation.

2. concr. Any frozen or crystallized formation.

1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 11. 55 [The caves'] petrified

Icicles (if I may so call them> and other Conglaciations.

Conglobate O^-ngbb^t
>
v

- U- PP*- stcm °f

L. conglobd-re to gather into a globe or ball : see

next.] To gather or form into a ball or globe, or

a rounded compact mass. Alsoy^.
1. trans. = Conglobe a. Chiefly in pa. pplc.

1635 Swan Spec. M. v. § 2 (1643) 123 Not conglobated into

one bodie as the stars are. 1671 Willoughby in Phil.
Trans. VI. 2279 The similitude of those Theca's, conglo-
bated together, to the Eggs of Spiders. 1775 Johnson
Western 1st. Wks. x. 500 Many particular features and dis-

criminations will be compressed and conglobated into one
gross and general idea, 1857 Berkeley Cryptog. Bot. 176
Spores conglobated without any definite order.

2. intr. (for refl.) = Conglobe b.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud, Ep. m. vii. 120 Some semi-
nail matter, which may after conglobate into the forme of
an egge. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. Ep. Ded., To sum-
mon Democntical Atomes to conglobate into an intellectual

Form. 1803 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XIV. 490 To
suppose, that out of a chaotic mass, .such mute balls should
have conglobated, by a gravitation inherent in the matter.

Conglobate (k^-ngbbtf't),^. [ad.L. conglobdt-us,

pa. pple. of cong/obd-rc to gather into a globe or

ball, f. con- together +globdre to make into a ball,

f. glob-us ball, Globe.]
1. Formed or gathered into a ball, rounded,

globular.

1649 Dryden Death Ld. Hastings 35 All, as in their
sphere, Were fix'd, conglobate in his soul. 1801 Home in

Phil. Trans. XCII. 77 The kidnies are conglobate. 1845
G. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Client. I. 193 Arterial blood, on
being whipt, allows the fibrin to separate in short con-
globate masses. 1866 Treas. Bot. 320 Conglobate, collected

into a ball, as the florets of Echinops.

2. Phys. Applied distinctively to glands of

simple structure, esp. those of the lymphatics
;
op-

posed to Conglomerate, q.v.
1665-6/'/;//. Trans. I. 177 Conglobate Glanduls. .contra-

distinguished to those that bear the name of Conglomerate
Glanduls. 1674 Ibid. IX. 115 He asserts the Lympha to
be a particular subtile liquor, separated into the conglobate
glanduls from the Serum of the blood. 1784 Gent. Mag.
LI V. 11. 609 Equal to the touch in every part, except where
the conglobate glands are situated. 1836 Todd Cycl. A nai.

I. 23/2 The lymphatic or conglobate glands compose a very
important part of the absorbent system. 1876 Quain Anat.
II. 191 Lymphatic glands, named also conglobate glands.

Hence Conglobately adv., in a rounded form or

manner.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio). Hence in J. and mod. Diets.

Conglobated Ckfrngtob^ted),///. a. [f. prec.

vb. + -ed.] Gathered into a ball, rounded.
1668 Howe Bless. Righteous Wks. (18341 z 12/1 An impure

mass of conglobated darkness. 1784 Twamley Dairying
147 The conglobated, or round Leaf. 1814 Wordsw. Ex~
cursion HI. 981 Conglobated bubbles undissolved.

tb. Phys. — Conglobate a. 2. Obs.
1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 772 The Lymphaticks . . he will

have to arise from conglobated glandules. 16.. Grew
( ).), The testicle, . .is one large conglobated gland.

Conglobation (kpnghbe^j^. [ad. L. con-

g/obdlion-e/n, n. of action from conglobdre to Con-
globate. Also in mod.F.]
1. The action of gathering or forming into a

globe or rounded mass. Ahofig.
1604 T.Wright Passions v. § 4. 270 If hee hath committed

various offences, the Conglobation and annumeration of
them . . cannot but stirre vp . . the auditors to abhorre him.

1681 Glanvill Sadducismus 152 A piece of Wax . . rolled
into the form of a Globe loses something of its former ex-
tension, by this conglobation. 1882 Stallo Concepts Th.
Mod. Physics 279 The rotatory velocity [of the planets], .at

the moment of their detachment and conglobation.

2. A rounded formation, a conglomeration.
1646 Sir T, Browne Pseud. Ep. m. xiii. 138 In this spawne

. -are to be discerned many gray specks, or little congloba-
tions. (71697 Aubrey Nat. Hist. Surrey (17191 III. 185 A
huge Stone la Conglobation of Gravel and Sand*. 1788 tr.

Swedenborg 's Wisd. Angels in. § 207 Successive Composi-
tions, or Confasciations and Conglobations from simple
Things. 1854 'Bait's Mag. XXL 454 That heterogeneous
conglobation, that, .multi-mosaic monarchy.

Conglobe ',kf?ngl^u-b), v. [a. F. conglobe-r

(16th c. in Pare', ad. L. conglobdre to Conglobate.]
To gather or form into a ball or globe, or a

rounded compact mass. Alsofig. a. trans.
IS35 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 329 His ennimeis . . Con-

globit war togidder in ane glen. 1593 Nashe Christ's T.

(1613) 123 Vnsatiable Art-searching Aristotle, that in the
round compendiate bladder of thy braine, conglobedst these
three great bodies, iHeauen, Earth, and . . Waters*. 1667

j
Mii.ton P. L. vn. 239 Then founded, then conglob'd Like

j

things to like. 174a Pope Dune. iv. 79 Orb in orb, con-
glob'd are seen The buzzing Bees about their dusky Queen.
1839 Bailey Festus xx. 11848) 254 All elements Conglobe
themselves from chaos, purified. 1882 Seelev Nat. Relig.

I
236 The influence which draws together and conglobes cer-

I tain individuals into a living society,

b. intr. (for refl.)

1600 W. Watson Quodlibets Rclig. q-St. (1602' 1 Hereupon
the fire . . conglobed together in the highest cloud. 1667

I Milton P. L. vn. 292 As drops on dust conglobing from

j

the drie. 1715-20 PofE Iliad xvti. 498 The big round drop*
1

.. Conglobing on the dust. 1880 Browning Pan Luna
50 The downy swathes [of cloud] combine, Conglobe.

Hence Conglo'bed ppl. a.

1822 T. Taylor tr. Apuleiits iv. 86 In a condensed and
i

conglobed band.

t Conglo'bular, a. Obs. [f. Cox- + Globular,
1 after the prec. derivatives of L. cottglobdre.'] Ga-
thered into a rounded form, globular.

1741 T. Francklin tr. Cicero's Nat. Gods 11. 142 Let us

examine the Earth . . Solid, round, and conglobular.

t ConglO'bulate, a- Obs. Phys. [f. L. con-

together + globul-us little ball, globule dim. of

j

globus ball) + -ate-, on the analogy of conglobate

I
(as = r0«- +glob-7ts + -ate.,] = Conglobate a. 2.

1702 FlOYKR Cold Baths I. iv. (1709^ 118 Glands, whether
! conglobulate, or conglomerate. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Ob-
I serv. Su7g. (1771) 270 The Lymph in Conglobulate Glands.

ConglO'bulate, v- rare. [f. as prec. + -ate^.]

intr. Vo collect into a rounded or compact mass.
1768 Johnson in Boswell, A number of them [swallows]

conglobulate together, by flying round and round, and then

all in a heap throw themselves under water.

Conglomerate (k^nglfrmerz-t), a. and sb. [ad.

L. conglomerdt-us, pa. pple. of couglomcrdre : see

:
next.] A. adj.

1. Gathered together into a more or less rounded

j

mass, or consisting of parts ?o gathered ; clus-

;
tered. Alsofg. fa. as pa. pple. Obs.

1572 IJossewell Arnwrie 11. 118b, Certain trees .. bring

! forth fruit conglomerate with leaues. 1626 Bacon Sylva
\ §267 The Beams of Light, when they are multiplied and con-

glomerate.

b. as adj. (In mod. use often fg. from 4.)

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 246/1 [Insects] have conglomerate
or compound eyes. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 113 This
close conglomerate English speech. 1872 Lidpon Elcm.
Relig. ii. 42 All the positive religions in the world, .are alike

conglomerate formations.

2. Phys. Applied to glands of a compound or

complex structure
;
formerly, as distinguished from

the simple Conglobate glands of the lymphatics
1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 177. 1668 Ibid. III. 889 Concern-

ing the Liver, .finding it to have Lobes and to be a Glandul
of that kind, which by Anatomists are called Conglomerate.

1785 Anat. Dial. (ed. 2) 43 A conglomerate gland is that

which is composed of several little conglobate glands, all

tied up together, in one common tunicle or membrane.
1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 695 In the

cartilaginous fishes . . the pancreas exhibits a more perfect

development, and already presents the appearance of a con-

glomerate gland. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Conglomerate
glands, a synonym of Acinous glands.

3. Path. a. Applied to cartilaginous tumours

in the neighbourhood of the parotid gland, b. Ap-
plied to certain compound Tubercles.

1870 Sir J. Paget Lect. Surg. Pathol, (ed. 3^ 520 note,

Mr. Caesar Hawkins described them . . as conglomerate

tumours. 1876 tr. Ziemssen's Cycl. Med.W. 641 The tubercles

are often aggregated in groups i.Virchow's conglomerate

tubercles).

4. Geo/. Composed of the fragments of pre-exist-

ing rocks cemented together ; of the nature of or

forming a conglomerate : see B. 1.

1813 Bakewell lutrod. Geol. (1815) 22s The debris of

pre-existing rocks broken down and cemented together, as

j

m various conglomerate rocks. 1872 Baker Nile Tribut.

xiii. 217 A perpendicular cliff of conglomerate rock formed

of rounded pebbles cemented together. Ibid. xv. 253 A
cliff of conglomerate pebbles.

B. sb. The adj. used abso/. [Cf. mod.F. con-

g/onterat.~\

1. Geol. { = conglomerate rock.) A composite rock

: consisting of rounded and waterworn fragments of
!

previously existing rocks, united into a compact
104
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mass by some kind of cement ; often called pud-

ding-stone. (Cf. Breccia.)
1818 W. Phillips Ok//. Min. t, Ceo/. (1818) 145 When a

sandstone contains rounded masses of considerable dimen-

sions, it is termed a conglomerate. 183a De la Beche
Geol. Man. 219 Conglomerates alternating with greenish

sandstone and variously coloured marls. 1880 Haughton
Phys. Geog. v. 242 This shell conglomerate is largely burnt

for lime.

attrib. 1846 M'Culloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 255
The conglomerate hills extend through Ross-shire,

b. iransf.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxx. (1856) 250 Thus, dried

apples became, .a conglomerate of sliced chalcedony. 1856
— Arct. Expl. I. xi. 116 A conglomerate of gravel and
ice.

2. fig. A mixture of various materials or ele-

ments, clustered together without assimilation.

1837 Whewei.i. Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) III. 399 The Eng-
lish language is a conglomerate of Latin words, bound
together with a Saxon cement. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I.

i. 57 In that immense conglomerate of useful and useless

knowledge.

Conglomerate (kfJnglp-mereU), v. [f. L. eon-

glomerdt- ppl. stem of conglomerd-re to roll, heap,

or press together, f. eon + glomerd-re to form into

a ball, f. glomcr- glomus) ball.]

tl. trans. To roll or wind (thread) into a

ball.

1623 Cocker a m, Conglomerate. 10 winde vp onbottomes.
1659II. More /mmort. Soul 111. xiii. (16621 203 This suggests

. .the fancy. . to the Silk-worm of conglomerating her both
funeral and natal Clue.

f 2. To form into a ball or (more or less" rounded

mass ; to heap up. heap together. 1 Obs.

1596 R. LfmcHK] Diella (18771 74 My sighes doe so con-

glomerate the cloudes. 1635 Swan Spec. M. v. ii. § It.

1650 J. Bl'LWER Anthropomet. ii. 11653' 71 Choakt up with

. .dust, conglomerated into dirt. 1674 Grew Ana/. Plants
111. n. IT, § 2 The Viscera of an Animal, are but vessels con-

glomerated.

Jig. 1767 A. Campbell Lcxiph. '1774* 6 Consider^ well

how I have conglomerated this atchievement of erudition.

3. To collect (separate particles or elements)

into a coherent mass. lit. and fig.
a 1691, 1881 [see Conglomerated). 1796 H. Huvter tr.

St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. 1 1799* III. 502 Because the Nobility

and Clergy are conglomerated into one mass with the

People. 1865 F. Oakeley Tractar. Movement 77 To con-

glomerate and cement the various forms of Tractarianism

into something like a consistent whole.

4. intr. To come together or collect into a (more

or less" rounded mass, or (trans/.) into a compact
body ; to cluster together.

1642 Ord. \ Declar. both Houses, Lords Pay 7 They
conglomerated and gathered together to the number of 20

or 25. 1656 S. Holland /.ara (1719) 48 Such noise as

Bees commonly make when they conglomerate. 1795 St.

Papers in Ann. Peg. 189 Their armies have conglomerated.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 554 When put into

trailing water it conglomerates into a resinous mass.

Hence Conglo merated ///. a., clustered, etc.

;

spec, in Phys. and Geol.« CoiCG i.omeratE a. 2, 4.

1656 S. Holland Zara (1719) 79 My conglomerated Curses

go with thee, a 1691 Bovle M 'is. 1 17721 II. 81 1R.1 Con-
glomerated shells. 1701 Grew Cosiu. Sacra I. v. $ 21 The
liver is one great conglomerated gland, composed of in-

numerable small glands. 1715 Bradley Fam. Diet., Kidney,

a Conglomerated fHand. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf vi, Watch-
ing the clouds as they lowered alx>ve each other in masses
of conglomerated vapour. 1881 Geikie Pfxt.bk. Geol. 11.

i. I 3 Conglomerated (conglomeratic, made up of well-

rounded pebbles or rocks.

Conglomeratic (kfJiiglp mernc tik), a. Geol. [f.

I., conglomerdt-um Conglomerate a. and sb. +
-IC : in mod.F. conglome'rat Of the nature

or character of Conglomerate jb. 1).

1849 Ml-rchison Siluria xi. 281 Grey in colour, conglo-

meratic and slaty. 1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. x. 188

Beds ofan unmistakably conglomeratic character.

Conglomeration '>^nglp:mer(
T i Jan), [ad. L.

conglomeration-cm, n. of action f. conolomerd-re to

Conglomerate. Also in mod.F.]

1. The action of conglomerating, or condition of

licing conglomerated.
i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 267 The Multiplication and Conglo-

meration of Sounds. 1842 Barham Ingot. Peg., Auto-da-

fi' Introd., The conglomeration of Christian names usual

in the families of the haute noblesse of Spain.

2. quasi-roncr. fa. A coil or ball (of thread or

the like), b. A collection of things joined in a
compact body ; a cluster, coherent mass.

1659 H. More Immort. Soul (1662) 111. xiii. 201 These
Conglomerations of the threads of the Silk worm. 1697 Sir

T. P. Blount F.ss. 114 Nothing but a Conglomeration of

Vessels. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anal. I. 105/2, I have .. taken

from the water a large conglomeration of male frogs. 1858

Hawthorne Fr. 4- //. Jmls. II. 258 A confused ...con-

glomeration of buildings. 1866 I.iddon Pampt. Led. ii. 73
That conglomeration of men we call a nation.

Conglo'meratory, rare. ff. I,, conglo-

merat- ppl. stem : see Conglomerate and -oky.]

Tending to conglomeration.
'B55 J- Strang Glasgmo 4- its Clubs (1856) 493 The con-

glomeratory atmosphere of the Waterloo [Club].

Conglomeri-tic, a. Geo/. = Conglomeratic.
1833 G. A. Mantell Geo/. S. P. Eng. 182 The lower beds

frequently conglomerilic. 186a Dana Man. Geo/. 666 Aren-
aceous, argillaceous nr conglomeritic.

Conglutin (kfJngVt/tin). Chem. [f. Coy- +
Glutin : associated with the following words.]

A name applied by Ritthansen to the legumin of

almonds and lupins.

1879 in Watts Diet. Chem. 2nd Supp. VII. 380. i884

A. H. Church Food Grains Ind.sig Conglutin is said to

be chiefly characteristic of the lupine.

t Conglu*tinant, a. and sb. Obs. [corresp. to

F. conglutinant, L. congliitindnt-em, pr. pple. of

conglutinare : see next and -ant.]

A. adj. ' Gluing, uniting ; healing '.

1828 in Webster (who cites Bacon).

B. sb. ' A medicine that heals wounds '.

1828 in Webster ; and in subseq. Diets.

Conglu'tinate, ppl- a. [ad. L. congliitinat-

us, pa. pple. of eongliitindre : see next.]

ft as pa. pple. = Conglutinated : see next.

1531 Elyot Gov. hi. i, All these to gether conglutinate

and effectually executed tnaketh a perfecte definicion of

iustyce. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod xv. xyi. (1620I

522 Should be conglutinate in honest coniugall society.

2. Hot. Cohering as if glued together.

1866 in Treas. Bot. 1881 Jrnl. Bot. X. 113 Paraphyses

slender, filiform, conglutinate.

Conglutinate (kjingliff-tuv't', v. Now rare.

[f. L. congliitinat- ppl. stem of conglutinare to

glue together, f. con- + gliitindre to glue, f. gluten,

glutin- glue. Cf. F. eonglutiner ( 1 4th c. in Littre).]

1. trans. To glue, cement, or fasten firmly to-

gether ; to cause to cohere.

1546 I.angley Pol. I'erg. De Invent. 1. iii. 6a, To haue
been compacted and conglutinated by heatc and moysture
into the perfect figure, of a man. 15158 Warde tr. Alexis'

Seer. 1. vi. '1580! 113 a, It will conglutinate and glewe to-

gether the two peeces. 1667 Petty in Sprat Hist. R. See.

291 (T.) Starch.. will conglutinate some things. 179a '1

.

Beddoes in Phil. Trans. LXXXI I. 258 The lumps of iron

. .had been softened, and conglutinated together.

fb. Med. To unite (wounded or ruptured parts,

or broken bones) ; to heal. Also absol. Obs.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. II. 56 It. .doth conglutinate greene

and bloudy woundes. 1601 Holland Pliny xxv. xix. II.

206 They use the decoction of the common grasse, for to

conglutinat wounds. 1797 J. Downing Disord. Horned
Cattle 66 This medicine, .conglutinates ruptured vessels.

1666 Spurstowe Spir. Ckym. Pref. (166816 Love to God.

.

strongly conglutinates all the musings of the soul. 1825

Carlylf. Life Schiller 111. 165 A medley of texts, congluli-

nated by a stupid judgment.

2. intr. To stick together, cohere, (lit. and fig.^
a 1625 Fletcher Women Pleased v. ii, I would congluti-

nate. 1643 J. Steer tr. Fabricius' F.xp. Chirurg. xv. 64
Lest that trie Fingers should . .conglutinate, I put between
them leaden plates. 1647 Pol. Ballads Comnnv. (Percy

S0C.I33 My fellow knaves and I conglutinated. 1750 tr.

I.eonardus Mirr. Stones 19 The prevalent driness in it

permits it not to conglutinate.

Conglu tinated, Conglutinating ///. adjs.

1552 Huloet, Conglutinated, concretus, conglutinatns.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 223 Trie Conglutinated lips

of the neck of the wombe. 161a Woodali. Surg. Mate Wks.

11653)238 Lyme or some other conglutinating body. 1854

Erasers Mag. L. 329 Birdlime or some unguent equally

conglutinating.

Conglutination kpngl'u tin^i Jan), [ad. L.

conglutination-em, n. of action f. conglutinare:

tee above. So in F. (16th c. in Littre).]

1. The action of gluing together, or causing to

cohere firmly by, or as by, some tenacious sub-

stance ; the condition of being so glued together.

1605 B. Jonson r'otpone II. ii, There goes to it sixe hundred
seuerall simples, besides some quantity ofhumane fat, for the

conglutination. 1643 I. Steer tr. Fabricius' Exp. Chirurg.

viii. 38 Thin leaden Plates . . are to be put betweene the

parts where conglutination is feared. 17*9 Shei.vockf A r-

tillery v. 314 The Fastening or Conglutination of the two
Boards. 1830 tr. Aristoph. Acharnians, etc.. Knights 71

Do you exert the forge against his conglutinations.

t b. Med. Union or junction of wounded parts

or broken bones. Obs.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terapentyke 2Ciij_b, To tel

all the causes that let the coition and conglutination. 1684

tr. Bouet's Men: Compit. xmi. 500 A bleeding Wound re-

quires Conglutination. 17*9 T. Dale tr. Freind"s Emmen-
ologia xiii. (1752) 159 If while we are endeavouring to

govern the Blood, we should neglect the conglutination of

the Vessels. 1731 Arbithnot Aliments fJA The union or

conglutination of parts separated by a wound.

O. fig. and trans/.

1608 J. King Serm. St. Mary's 13 The composition and
conglutination of the two principall verbes in my Text, Keg.
nauit et mortuus est. 1646 Sir I. Temple Irish Rebel/. 14

A firm conglutination of their affections and Nationall obli-

gations. 1867 A. J. Ellis E. E. Pronunc. 1. iii. 186 Cooper
. .defines a diphthong as the ' conglutinatio duarum voca-

lium in eadem syllabfi '. This theory of ' conglutination ',

effected by the 1 glide ', is that which I have adopted.

2. quasi-nwrr. A conglutinated mass.
c tJ3a Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1053 But a conglu-

tination and combination of the foure elemcntes. 1767

Montagu in Phil. Irani. LVIL 440A petrification or rather

conglutination of many different stones, but all vitrescent.

Conglutinative, a. ?Obs. [a. F. conglu-

tinatij, -ive, ad. L. type *congliitindtiv-us , f. con-

gli'i/indt- ppl. stem : see -ive.] Having the quality

of conglutinating; spec, in Med. having the property

of uniting wounded parts.

1541 R. Copland Gnydon's Quest. Chirurg., Anoynte

them with oyntementes myscatyues and conglutynatyues.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. 1. 7 Medicines conglutinatiue. 1671

J. Webster MetaUogr. xx. 268 To stop small Haemorhages

. -by its conglutinative quality. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Con-

giutinative, of a gluing or sticking Quality. In Johnson ;

and in mod. Diets.

Conglu'tinator. rare. [Agent-n. in L. form

from congliilind-re.] An agent that conglutinates.

a 1718 Woodward Fossi/s (J.i, The osteocolla is recom-

mended as a conglutinator of broken bones.

t Conglu"tine, v Obs. rare. [a. F. conght-

tine-r (14th c. in Littre), ad. L. conglutinare.']

= Conglutinate v. i b.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 Di t I can nat se

howe thou mayst conglutyne it and make close.
_
165a Cul-

pepper Eng. Physic. 191 Being outwardly applied it con-

glutineth wounds notably.

t Conghrtinous, a. Obs.-° [f. Con- + Glu-

tinous ; after conglutinate, etc.]

Hence t Conglu tinously adv. Obs. rare-'.

By conglutination ; with cohesion.

163s Swan Spec. M. v. 5 2 (1643) 87 Whose matter is

thick, and . . not so hard as conglutinously conjoyned.

Congo kp qgfl). The name of a country on

the west coast of Africa, south of the Equator,

whence many negro slaves have been carried to

America. Hence, the name has been given in

N. America to negroes from Congo, and to things

belonging to or used by them ; also (apparently),

to various animals of black colour : cf. negro.

1. A negro from Congo. Congo dance : a kind of

African dance practised by negroes. Congo pea :

a variety of Cajan, eaten by negroes in Jamaica.

1866 Preas. Bot. 189/2 The Congo pea is harder and

coarser, and is only used bynegroes. 1877 F. A. March

I

Anglo-Sax. Gram. 11883' 3* There may be as many genders

as there are sets of terminations . . the Congoes and Caffirs

have many. 1886 G. W. Cable in Century Mag. XXXI.
522/2 They from whom the dance arid the place are named,

'< the most numerous sort of negro in the colonies, the Con-

goes and Franc-Congoes. Ibid. 527/2 There were other

dances . . the Voudou, and the Congo . . The latter, called

|

Congo also in Cayenne, Chica in San Domingo.

2. Congo monkey, a black South American

;

monkey, a species of the Howler, Mycetes palli-

titus ; Congo snake, a name given to one or two

blue -black amphibians, species of Amphiuma,
found in the southern parts of the United States.

186s S. Tenney Zool. 315 The Congo Snake, Amphiuma
means, L. , of the Southern States, is about twenty-eight

inches long, bluish black. 1874 T. Belt Nat. in Nicara-

gua 35 High up in one tree . . were seated some of the black

Congo monkeys (Mycetespalliatus\

Congo, obs. form of Cangue.
Congor, = Conger 3, dial, name of Cucumber.

CongOU kfrjg//, kpt)g$\ Also congo, kongo.

[ad. Chinese kung-/u work, and workman, kung

/u-cli'a app. tea on which work or labour is

' expended. The omission of the/ is the foreigner's

corruption (Prof. Legge).] A kind of black tea

imported from China.
1725 1.ond. Gaz. No. 6376/3 Next Week will be sold, a large

Parcel of Bohee, with some Congou and Green Tea. 1777

Sheridan .SYA. Scand. v. i, Congou tea, avadavats, and

Indian crackers. 1845 Disraeli Sybil vi. viii, A-swclling

,
the receipt of customs by the consumption of Congo ! 187s

I

Pavy Food H Dietetics (ed. 2) 349 The chief varieties of

black tea, arranged in (an upward order of excellence) are

Bohea, Oolong, Congou, Campoi, etc.

+ Congraffet, pa. pple. Obs.-' [An erroneous

rcpr. of OF. cyrogra/ez, cirograffe, pa. pple. of

cirogra/er to engross, register, med.L. chirogra-

i
pliare,cyrograffdre\DrxCax\gt) : see Chirograph.]

Registered, engrossed.

, 1310 Cast, t.ove 1056 pat foreward i Codes court is

I

congraffet (OF. La covenant En la curt Deu cirograff(\.

Congratulable (k,Ingr?e ti;?labT), a. [f. L.

i

eongrdtuld-rt, F. congratule-r : see -BLE.] Calling

! for'congratulation ; worthy of congratulation.

1833 Lamb Lett, to Tal/ourd in Final Mem. 273 Variously

. has the congratulable news affected the members.

Congratulant k(fngrn2 li/;laiit\ a. and sb.

[a. F. congratulant, or ad. L. congratulant-em,

pr. pple. of congrdtuldri : see next and -ANT.]

A. adj. That congratulates ;
expressing con-

gratulation. B. sb. A congratulator.

1667 Milton /'. /.. x. 158 Forth rush'd in haste the great

consulting Peers . . and with like joy Congratulant approach'd

him. 1840 W<jca-7«'..1 XLVIL 31 The new-year s gifts.

.

were divided byus children among the inferior congratulants.

i87aCARl.YLR.S'M)7/«-Suppl. 227 Rustic congratulants with

their foolish rhymes would present themselves.

Congratulate [ktfbgwrtWl**), t>. [f. L. con-

grdtulat- ppl. stem of congrdtuld-ri in same sense,

f. eon- together + grdluldn to manifest or express

i
one's joy: cf. F. congratuler (14th c. in Littre:

,

now somewhat archaic]

1 1. intr. To rejoice along with another ; to ex-

i

press to a person one's pleasure or gratification at

his good fortune, success, or happiness. Const.

with the person, /or, on the thing. In later use

I
congratulate with = congratulate trans. ,sense 4. Obs.

>577-*7 Hoi.in-shed Scot. Chron. (1806) II. 252 The gover.

nor therefore, to congratulate with the earl for his return.
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restored unto him the chancellorship. 1598 Flohio, Con- I

gratulare, to congratulate, to reioice togither. 1609 Bible
iDouay) Luke i. 58 And they congratulated with her. 1619
Doncaster Let. in Eng. <y Germ. iCamd. Soc.) 201 If his

Mal.v shall command me to returns to Francfurt to con-
gratulate with King Ferdinand when he shall be elected

King of the Romans. 1647 Cromwell Let. 14 Sept. (Car-
lyle', Occasion as to congratulate so abundantly to rejoice

in God's gracious dispensation unto you and by you. 173a
Swift IM. to Gay Wks, 1761 VIII. 133, I congratulate with
you, for losing your great acquaintance. 1777 Watson
Philip II (1793) II. XVIIt. 415 An ambassador had been sent

to congratulate with the Duke on this desirable event. 1820 .

J. Talbot in Parr's Wks. (1828) VII. 26 Many who will

congratulate with you upon the addition of another year to

[your] venerable age. 1824 Lamb Let. to Barton 24 Mar.,
I therefore most sincerely congratulate with you.

f 2. traits. To express sympathetic joy on the

occasion of; to express joy, pleasure, or satisfaction

at (an event or circumstance). Obs.

1577-87 Holinshed Scot. C/tro/i. (1806) II. 272 Wherefore
ambassadors were sent from the queen regent to Philip

and Marie to congratulate their marriage. 1597 Daniel
I

Civ. Wares a. 64 (R.) To see So many hands and hearts !

congratulate Th* advancement of his long-desir'd degree.

1664 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 161, I congratulate
the happiness of your kingdom. 1688 Bp. Thomas in

Gutch Coll. Cur. L 332, I thank you for your congratulating
my recovery. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 168 P 2, 1 send you this

to congratulate your late Choice of a Subject. 1766 Gibbon
Decl. F. I. v. 93 The obsequious assembly congratulated

j

their own and the public felicity. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Jouru. I

France II. 226 Verses and sonnets .. congratulated our
wedding-day. 1805 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev, III. 512 The
friends of liberty came to congratulate his arrival. 1819
Hazlitt Polit. Ess, 88 Mr. Southey . . congratulates the
successes of the son.

fb. To express such joy by some significant act

;

to celebrate with. Obs.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. 2 You are most hartily wel-
come, and I . . to congratulate your comming, will impart
vnto you the substance and effect therof in as few words as
I can. 1614 Bp. Hall Recollect. Treat. 289, I desired to
congratulate your happy Retunie with some worthy present.

1636 Winthrop Hist. Nem Eng. (1825) I. 187 The ships
congratulated his election with a volley of great shot.
a 1 661 Fuller Worthies (1840) II. 415 The university of
Oxford congratulated his birth with printed poems.

fc. Const. to, unto, the person, also with in-

direct obj. (dative). Obs.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. I. iii. 143 They may con-

gratulate to themselues the warme side they walke in.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. in. 228 These are blessings
which . . all our friends have congratulated unto us. 1676
Dryden Aurengz. Ded., The Subjects of England may
justly congratulate to themselves that both .. our Govern- '

ment, and. .our King secure us from any such Complaint. !

1709 Strypk Ann. Re/. I. vii. 106 Should I not. .congratu-
I

late you this so great happiness, .befallen you. Ibid., Con-
gratulate England her felicity and her Queen. 1710 R. 1

Ward Life a. More 59 To whom he heartily congratulated
such Dignities.

+ d. Const, with the person. Obs.
1618 Mrq. Buckingham in Fortescue Papers 49 To con-

fratulate with him the rendring of that town. 1654 H.
-estrange Chas. I (1655) 136 An Ambassador, .sent to

congratulate with their Majesties, the happy birth of their

second Daughter. 1705 Bp. Patrick Comm. 2 Kings x. 15
Who . . came . . to congratulate with him his happiness in

fulfilling God's commands.

1 3. To rejoice at (a thing) ; to hail. Obs.
1622 Donne Serm. Lam. iv, 20 Whosoever, .hath lamented

a danger and then congratulated a deliverance, he will

provide against a relapse. 1741 Richardson Pamela II.

386 See what Marriage and Repentance may bring a Man
to ! I heartily congratulate this Change.

4. To address (a person) with expressions of joy
or satisfaction on an occasion considered fortu-

nate ;
' to compliment upon any happy event ' (J.)

;

to felicitate. Const, on, upon (formerly /or), or

with clause.

1548 Hall Chron. 164b, The enhabitauntes. .sent to him
messengers . . thankingand congratulating him forhis thither

comming. 1611 Bible i Chrou. xviii. 10 Hee sent Hadoram
his sonne to King Dauid . . to congratulate [Neb. blesse] him,
beCMIM hee had fought against Hadarezer. 1665 Boyle I

Occas. Refl. iv. xviii. (1675) 276 Eusebius. .congratulated my I

Friend for bis escape. 1667-8 Pepys Diary 5 Mar., All the
world, .did congratulate me, and cry up my speech as the
best thing they ever heard. 1700 Dryden Fables, Pal.
Arc. in. 730 The king in person. .Comforts the sick, con*
gratulates the sound. 1769 Bp. Warburton Lett. (1809) 445
To congratulate him in having got well rid of [them]. 1790
Burke Fr. Rev. 8 Am I to congratulate an highwayman.,
who has broke prison, upon the recovery of his natural
right! ? 1840 Macaulay Clive 49 Clive . . congratulated them
00 the good fortune which had freed them from a tyrant.

'

1883 G. Lloyd Ebb <y Flow I. 27 Congratulating him about
his success in the School of Art.

b. refl. To call or account oneself happy or
fortunate in relation to some matter. (Same Const.)
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. i. 2 To congratulate our selves

that we are neither Turks nor Papists. 1752 Johnson
Rambler No. 206 p 9 He often congratulated himself that he
had none of that disgusting excellence, etc. 1796 Burney
Mem. Metastasio III. 45 Congratulating myself for the
good fortune which has procured me such valuable friends.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xi. 79 We congratulated ourselves
upon this.

c. absol. To offer congratulations.
1630 J. Rous Diary tCamd.) 56 The Spanish embassador,

coming to the King to congratulate, fell all along, a 1800
Cowper Ep. Protest. Lady, A stranger's purpose in these
lays Is 10 congratulate and not to praise. 1837 Carlyle

j

Fr. Rev. III. vi. iii, Mayor Pachc, not prompt enough in de-

nouncing these Pitt Plots, may congratulate about them now.

t 5. To salute. Obs.

1578 THYMUS Per/. Ambass. Ep. Ded., But also desirous

. . to congratulate your Lordship with the tokens of my old

vowed fidelitie. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 93 It is the

Kings most sweet pleasure and affection, to congratulate
the Princesse at her Pauilion. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesic
in. xxiv. <Arb.) 292 To congratulat and salute by giuing a
becke with the head, or a bende of the bodie. 1611 Touu-
NI.UR Ath. Trag. 11. i, Hee is a Souldier . . Let the Instru-

ments Of warre congratulate his memorie.

f 6. To offer or present by way of congratulation.
1632 Lithgow Trav. vii. 304 To whose memory and prayse

I am not able to Congratulate the least Commendations
their Heroicke dispositions deserued at my hands. Ibid. x.

427 After_ Congratulating Complements, he being returned
ashoar, dismissed the Burgers and their Arms.

Congratulating, a. [f. prec. + -.]

That congratulates, Hence CongratulatiugTy.
1651 Howell Venice 1 30 The congratulating Ambassadors

flock to S. Mark. 1769 Goldsm. Ron/an Hist. (1786) IL
262 Surrounded by congratulating multitudes. 1855D0HAN
Queens Eng. I. viii. 377 The Duke of Newcastle congratu-
latingly hugged Hulse, on his having saved the Queen's life.

Congratulation (kfmgra^tun^jan). [a. F.

congratulation, or ad. L. congrdtuldtion-ent, n. of

action f. congrdtuld-rl : see above.]

1. The action of congratulating
; the expressing

to anybody in a complimentary way gratification

at his success, fortune, or happiness ; felicitation.

1591 Harington Orl. Fur. xxx. Ixviii, Vet Giadasso's
faint congratulation Makes men surmise he thinks not as
he saith. 1651 Hobbes Govt, Soc. xv. § 10. 244 But we
then praise, and celebrate in words . . by Congratulation,
which supposeth happinesse. 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams
19 His superiority . . excited congratulation instead of envy
1856 Vrovdk Hist. Eng. I. 5 Not of itself regarded, .as any
matter for congratulation. 1887 T. Fowler Print. Morals
if. ii. 94 To the act of ' rejoicing with others' there is no
single term appropriated . . The outward expression of the
feeling is, however, known as congratulation.

2. (with //.) An expression of such pleasure.

1632 Haywakd tr. Biondi's Eromena 195 Congratulations
she received not as a woman in child-bed, but as a Captaine
vanquissant of a battel. 1749 Johnson Irene iv. vi, That
fawning villain's forced congratulations. 1781 Fletcher
Lett. Wks. 1795 VII. 238, I thank you for your kind con-
gratulations on my marriage.

f 3. Grateful and glad acknowledgement on one's

own behalf, rejoicing. Obs.

1597 J. T. Serm. Faults C. 73 And then in congratula-
tion of all three, wee yeeld thee thankesgiving. 1622

Donne Serm. Lam. iv. 20. 1623 Sir R. Naunton in

Fortescue Papers 193 Yet my penne. .can not hold from an
intire congratulation of this happie and holy day.

Hence Congratula tional a.

1827 Bentham Wks. X. 61 Half lamentational, half con-
gratulational, rhythmical commonplaces.

Congratulative (k^gree-tiril/tiv), a. [f. L.

congratulate ppl, stem + -ive.] Expressing con-

gratulation.

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 117 [They] exchanged a glance,
which was mutually congratulative.

Congratulator (k^ngne-tirfkitaj). [n. of ac-

tion in L. form, from congratularl to CONGRATU-
LATE : see -ok.] One who congratulates, or offers

congratulations.
1658 Milton Lett. State Wks. (1851) 421 Nothing more

fortunately auspicious could happen to us, at our first en-
trance upon the Government, than such a Congratulator.

1772 Nugent Friar Gerund II. 53 There were consumed,
in entertaining these congratulators, twelve gallons of
wine. 1889 Temple Bar June 104 Surrounded by a coterie

of congratulators.

Congratulatory k^hgrae-titflatari), a. [f. as

prec. + -oky : cf. L. grdtuldtdri-us, and F. con-

gratulatoire.]

1. Conveying congratulations.

1524 WOLSBY in Fiddes Li/e 11. (1726) 72 Letters con-
gratulatory directed unto the Popes holyness. 1649 Br.
Guthrie Mem. (1702) 92 The Earl of Loudon . . made Con-
gratulatory Speeches to his Majesty. 1713 Guardian No.
66 (1756) I. 295 In many congratulatory words they ap-
plauded one another's wit and power. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Couq. (1876) II. vii. 17 Congratulatory embassies.

2. Ready or inclined to congratulate.
1885 Munch. Exam. 21 Jan. 5/2 The Manchester Academy

of Fine Arts was in a congratulatory and cheerful mood at

its annual meeting last night.

f 3. as sb. A congratulatory address. Obs.
1680 M. Livingston (titled Albion's Congratulatory, or, a

Poem upon the high and mighty Prince James his return into
Scotland.

t Congra'tule, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. V. con-

gratule-r to congratulate.] ~ Blkss v. 4 or 5.

1657 Divine Lover 131, I congratule thee, O my God,
and am glad that thou art God ; and for the Blissednesse,
and all the Perfections that are in thee.

t Congre*dient, a. and sb, Obs. [ad. L. congre-

dzeut-em, pr. pple. of congredi to come together,

meet.] A. adj. i Meeting or going together*

(R. C. Table Alph. 1613). B. sb. A component
part, ingredient.

1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy (1802) IX. xxxiii. 281 All the
parts thereof,—the congredients,—the preparations,—the
instruments.

f Congree, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [A word of doubt-

ful existence, the Quarto having Congrue, q. v. If

;

genuine, congree may be f. Con- + Gitti;, aphetic

1 form of agree not uncommon in iGth c. (His-
torical contact with the rare OF. congreer to please

f. gre liking), med.L. cougredre, is improbable.)]

inlr. To agree together, accord.

1623 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 182 (Fo.) For Gouernmeut,
though high, and low, and lower, Put into parts, doth keepe
in one consent, Congreeing in a full and natural close, Like
Musicke [Qo. 1600 Congrueth with a mutuall consent].

t Congree't,?'. Obs. rare— 1
, [i".Con- + Greet.]

intr. To greet mutually.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V
y
v. ii. 31 Since then my Office hath

so farre preuayl'd, That Face to Face, and Royall Eye to

Eye, You haue congreeted.

Congregable (k^ggtfgabT), a. [ad. l..congre-

gdbil-is, f. cougngdre to Congregate : see -ble.]

Able to be assembled in a congregation.
c 164a Contra-Replicant's Compl. 16 Nations, .are not con-

gregable, nor consultable. .(pardon the hardnesse uf words .

Congreganist feggre'ganist), a. [a. F. con-

gregamste, as sb. a member of a congregation ot

laymen directed by ecclesiastics ; as adj.. in e'eole c.

opposed to hole laitjue.] Of French schools

:

Conducted by the Urethien of the Christian Schools,

or by Sisters of various religious orders.
1861 M. Abnold Pop. Ediu . France 110 In all the French

schools. .lay as well as congreganist. 1879

—

Mixed Ess.

157 Both the episcopal schools and the congreganist schools,

as they are called, have increased in number.

Congregant ^rngr/gant). [ad. I., congregant-

em, pr. pple. of congregdrc to Congregate : see

-ant.] One of those who congregate anywhere
;

a member of a congregation.
1886 Pall Mail G. 24 Mar. 4 The Bevis Marks Synagogue

..the majority of its congregants. 1887 Spectator 1 Oct.

1307 The congregants, .repeat a portion of the ritual.

Co ngregate, (t. and sb. [ad. L. congre-

gdt-us, pa. pple. of congregdre, f. con- together +

gregd-re to collect into a Hock or company, f.

grcg-c/n (grcx) flock, herd : see Gregarious.]
A. adj. 1. Assembled, congregated,

t a. as pa. pple. Obs.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls' I, These men ^oinme tynie con-

gregate schalle goe furthe. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (1531) iui

All waters were congregate or gathered togyder in one
place. 1596 Spknsek /•'. Q. vii. vi. 19 With all the Gods
about him congregate. 1603 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. ix. § 1.

b. as adj.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 72 Where the Matter is most Congre-
gate, the Cold is the greater. 1864 Nlale SeatOH. Poem*
169 Congregate masses of blackness.

t 2. = Congregated 3. Obs.
1680 Ausn: Stillingjleet's Serm. 31 So would the Con-

gregate Churches, .own the King for Head over them.

3. Carried on in a congregation ; collective.

1890 Harper's Mag. Nov. 969/1 A congregate education
by clubs.

f B. //. Assembled persons. Obs.

1587 Hakkison England 11. viii. (1877 1. 175 That the con-
gregates may frankelie shew their minds upon such matter-
as are to come before them.

Congregate (k^ngr/g^t , v. Also 6 -at. [i.

ppl. stem of L. congregd-re : see prec]
1. trans. To collect or gather Things) together

into a mass or crowd.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. (MS. B.i 4 Of enpo^teme of the

hed & watire congregated in children hedys. 1547 Bookdi.

,

lulrod. Knmvl. xxxii. 205 Al the appostels bodies or bones
1 to be congregated and brought together into one place.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. 1. vii, These waters were
afterwards congregated and called the sea. 1820 Shelley
Summer Winter, The north wind congregates in crowds
The floating mountains of the silver clouds. 1877 W.
Thomson Voy. Challenger II. ii. 66 The spines are specially

congregated on the central, .portion of the disc.

2. To assemble
v
people), esp. to a meeting.

1513 Bkadshaw St. Werburge 11. 1437 The constable con-
gregate in all goodly hast A myghty stronge host in theyr

' best arraye. 1563-87 Foxe A. M. (1596) 8/1 Congregat-

j

ing the cleargie when need is of anie Councell or election.

1697 Evelyn Nitmism. viii. 280 Bells . . to Congregate the

I

People. 01763 Shenstone Progr. Taste 1. 32 Alas ! that

I

wisdom ever shuns To congregate her scatter'd sons. 1771
Mrs. Harris in Priv. Lett, isl Ld. Malmesbury I. 223

I They were congregated by handbills. 1875 Jowett Plato

I
(ed. 2) I. 115 The house of. .Callias, in which are congre-

gated the noblest and wisest of the Athenians.

f b. pass. To be gathered or collected from.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke v. 66 The church is

congregated of two peoples, the Jews, and the Gentiles.

3. refl. and intr. To flock or assemble together

;

to meet in a large body.
re/l, 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1321/2 He as

! principal!, and others as accessaries . . congregated them-
selues, and. .prouoked the people in maner of a rebellion.

intr. 1538 J. Lambert in Foxe A.tyM.i 1596) 1021/1 Then
coulde all the other there congregate. 1596 Shaks. Merch.
V. 1. iii. 50 Euen there where Merchants most doe congre-

gate. 1659 Gauden Slight Healers (1660) 105 Members of

the Church with which they actually congregate and com-
municate. 1797 Bewick Brit. Birds (18471 1. 300 Swallows
..after they begin to congregate. 1848 M acaulay Hist.

Eng. I. 549 The place where the British exiles had congre-
gated. 1875 Lyell Princ. Geol. II. in. xlvi. 542 Herds of
herbivorous animals congregate together.

+ b. To meet, mingle with. Obs.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 328 The Spirits of Bodies, which ever

arc unquiet to Get forth, and Congregate with the Air.

104 - 3
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Hence Co ngregating vbl. sb, and ///. a.

1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 364 The Congregating of men.
1775 Harris Philos. Arrange/*. (1841) 291 We can trace
the same congregating quality in the bee, in the beaver.
1805 Wordsw. Prelude 111. (1850) 71 The congregating
temper that pervades Our unripe years.

Co ngregated, a. [f. prec. + -ed.]

1. Assembled or collected in a body or mass.
1601 Shaks. All's Well u. i. 120 The congregated Colledge

haue concluded, That labouring Art can neuer ransome
nature From her inaydible estate. 1667 Milton P. L. vn.
308 The great receptacle Of congregated Waters. 1718
Prior Solomon 11. 852 The congregated snow, and swelling
rain. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 17 The city's congregated
peace of homes and pomp of spires.

2. Bot. Clustered in a dense mass ; aggregated.
1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1706' II. 151 Bunch con-

gregated, pointing one way. Ibid. II. 273 Flowers con-
gregated, axillary.

1 3. Organized on a Congregational basis. Obs.
1653 Bibl. Pari, (a satire) in Somers Tracts (1812) VII. 95

That publike thankes be given to Ood in all the congre-
gated churches in and about London. 1660 Milton Free
Comttnu. Wks. 1738 I. 583 The well-affected Party of the
City, and the congregated Churches, may be induced to
mediate. 1660 T. M. Walker's Hist, Indep. IV. 55 The
congregated Churches of Schismaticks and Sectaries in and
al>out London, raise three Regiments. 1799 C. Winter in
W. Jay Mem. 85 A congregated church of Africans.

Congregation k^ngr/gt-i-Jan . Also 4-6
-acio u)n. [a. F. congregation (OF. -atiun, -acton,

I2thc. in Littre), ad. L. congregation-cm , n. of
action f. eongregdre : see Congregate. The con-
crete sense ' assembly of people ' is not recorded in

classical Latin, but occurs in the Vulgate.]
1. The action of congregating or collecting in

one body or mass.
< 1374 Chalckr Boeth. 111. ii. 65 By pe congregacioun of alle

goodes. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 312 The Maturation of Drinks
wrought by the Congregation of the Spirits together.

1635 Person Varieties 11. 71 The stirring winds would
hinder . . their congregation or gathering together. 1669
(Irkgorv in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 187 The con-
gelation of the rays by refraction. 1869 Rlskin Q. ofAir
$ 121 As if the first purpose of congregation were not to
devise laws and repress crimes.

b. As a condition or state.

1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, ii. 47 The pries,, has to do
with men in congregation.

2. The result of congregating ; a gathering, as-

semblage, or company : a. of men.
i 1340 Cursor M. i337o(Trin.) pe brydgomedid hem bider

calle. .be congregacioun [earlier MSS. gadering, gedering]
was fulgrete. c 1384 Chalcek //- Fame 111. 944 A congrega-
cioun Of folke as I saugh rome a-bout. a 1400 Cm: Myst.
1 Shaks. Soc. 70 Cryst conserve this congregacion Fro perellys
past, present, and future. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres ix.

1. 93 A squadron of men is . . a congregation of souldiers
orderly ranged and set. 1611 Bible Ezra x. 1. 1694 K.
Molesworth Acc. Denmark (ed. 31 B V, Small Territories,
or Congregations of People, chose valiant and wise Men to
be their Captains. 1809 Camkbell Gertr. Iv'yom. 1. i, Some
congregation of the elves, To sport by summer moons,

b. of animals or things.

15*6 Pilgr. Perf.(\V. de W. 15311 121 Whiche congrega-
cyons of waters he called the sea. 160a Shaks. Ham. II. ii.

315 A foule and pestilent congregation of vapours. 1691
Kay Creation U7141 78 The great Concepticula and Con-
gregations of water. 1717 Berkeley Jrnl. Tour Italy

29 May, A congregation of oyster and scollop shells. 1865

J. G. Bkktram Harvest ofSea v. (1873) 98 A congregation
of fish brought together by means ofa scatter of food. 1878
H. Ikvjng The Stage 2 To efficiency in ..acting there
should come a congregation of fine qualities. 1883 Frolde
Short Stud IV. m. 255 A congregation of gaseous atoms,

f C. tcchn. of plovers. Obs.
( 1430 Lydg. Hors, Shepe <* G. 1 Roxb. ) 30 A congregacon

of plouers. i486 At. St. A Ibans F vj b.

3. A regular meeting or assembly of a society or
body.
1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 31 Somouned to don semble, er

to congregacioun be-forn ye alderman and ye brethcryn [of
the gild], c 1430 Freemasonry 108 That every mayster,
that ys a mason, Most ben at the cenerale congregacyon.
1526 Tindale Ads xix. 39 Itt may be determined in a law-
full congregacion.

#
1533 4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c 21 I 20 To

or for any visitacion, congregation, or assemble for re-

ligion.

b. Acad. A general assembly of the members of
a University, or of such of them as possess certain

specified cjualifications.

At Cambridge an assembly or meeting of the Senate. At
Oxford a meeting of the Vice -Chancellor, Proctors, and
•Regent Masters' {Ancient House of Congregation^, to
grant or confer degrees etc ; also, since 1854, the name of
the whole body of resident Masters, Doctors, and Profes-
sors ^Congregation of the University^, and of a regular
meeting of this body, constituting the chief deliberative
assembly of the University. (The intention of the Act of
1854 was to enlarge the constitution and powers of the
* Ancient House of Congregation ' : it was held however by
the legists that, instead of doing so, it had created a new
body^ *the Congregation of the University', leaving the
' Ancient House ' intact. There are therefore now two
Congregations in the University.)
[1511 Colet Serm. Conform. <y Kef. in Phenix (1708' II.

12 SufTer not. .this your great convocation to depart in vain;
suffer not this your congregation to be for no end.] 153a
More Confut. Tindale Wks. 419 This woorde congrega-
cyon . . in some vniuersityes it signifyeth their assembles.

«573 G- Harvey Letter-bk. iCamd. Soc.) 2 The tel began
to ring to the congregation before M. Nuce began to rise.

1712 Heahne Collect, III. 387 Yesterday Mr. John Keil

was confirm'd in Congregation Professor of Geometry.
1714 Aylhfe Univ. Oxford II. in. i. 139 Degrees are pro-
jKj^ed and granted in the Congregation of Regent Masters.
1863 Sat. Rev. 300 (Oxford) Lvery measure, before it

reaches Convocation, must go through Congregation ; and
Congregation, as the Act finally passed, means the whole
body of residents and next to nobody else. 1870 Stat. \

Unty. Oxon. x. iii. 1 For the purpose of giving increased
efficiency to the proceedings of the Congregation . . and to 1

give i>ower of amending statutes in Congregation. 1885
Ibid, x. iii. 8 The Members of Congregation shall upon '

every occasion, on which any question whatever is sub-
(

mitted to Congregation, have the right to speak thereon in
the English tongue. 1883 Manch. Exam. 1 Dec. 4/7 At a
congregation held in the Senate House, Cambridge, the re-

|

port, .was offered for confirmation. 1886 < Univ. Calen-
\

dar 51 Full Term begins on the Sunday after the first Con-
j

gregation, that is on the Sunday after the first day of Term.
I

1891 Oxf Univ. Gas. 3 Mar. 333 In a Congregation holden
on Tuesday, March 3, the following business was submitted
to the House. Ibid. In a meeting of Convocation, to be
followed by a meeting of the Congregation of the Univer-
sity, to be holden on Tuesday, March 10. Ibid. 336 Ancient
House of Congregation.—Congregations will be holden for

the purpose of granting Graces and conferring Degrees in

Hilary and Easter Terms, on the following days.

t4. A collective body of colleagues, a company.
(Cf. College i, 2.) Obs.
14. . Prose Leg. in Auglia VIII. 157 De congregacyon of

holy maydenes. 15*6 Pilgr. Pcrf (W. de W. 1531) 27 What
may all this represent or signifye, but the congregacyon of

'

1 the holy apostles. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. in. (17021 1.

177 Least the anger of that terrible Congregation [the Long
l

Parliament] should be kindled against them.

5. In English versions of the Bible, applied in

the O.T. to the collective body of the Israelites in the

wilderness, and to a public solemn assembly of the

people or nation : so congregation of the Lord', etc.

Here it is put for two distinct Heb. words I"TT£ *cddhand

'Off qdluil, the original difference between which wasapp.

that m? meant the collective body or community, and
j

?n p an actual assembly that had met and would disperse j

again ; but in application the two were necessarily often
identical ; the assembly consisted of or represented the com-
munity. By the LXX is, with rare exceptions, ren-

dered uvvayuty-q ; ^7I~ is rendered 70 times ckkAijvui, 37
1

times awaytyy, 10 times by o^Ao* or other word. The
Vulgate has for both words a great variety of renderings,

I

e.g. multitude*, ca-tns, pi>pulus, lurba, eongregatio for both ;

also ptebs, vulgus, globus, caterva, synagoga for HI 3? J

coneio, eeelesia, exereitus for bnp. Wyclif has congrega-
\

cioun only in the few places in which eongregatio appears
in the Vulgate; but in the 16th c. versions, congregation
became the predominant rendering of both words ; in the

1611 version it occurs 124 times for nj, 86 times for Srtp.
' (In a relatively small number of cases, both words are

rendered company, and assembly.) The Revised Version

of 1885 has distinguished flU and ^Hp in the Heptateuch
j

as congregation^ and assembly, but elsewhere has usually
|

continued the indiscriminate use of 'congregation* found 1

1
in the earlier version.

138J Wyclii- Alum. i. 2 Take je the sowme of all the con-
j

gregacioun of the sone* of Yrael. 1535 Coyerdale MicaJt
' 11. 5 No man to deuyde the thy porcion, in the congregacion
OS the I-^rde. 1611 Bihle Lev. iv. 21 It is a sinne offering
for the Congregation [1885 Rev. f

* assembly]. — Ex. xii.

j

6 The whole assembly of the congregation of Israel. —
Dent, xxiii. 1 Shall not enter into the congregation of the

'

\

Lord [1885 assembly]. — 1 Chron. xxviii. 8 In the sight of i

'. al Israel, the congregation of the Lord [So 1885].

b. Hence, in O. T. language, in certain phrases,

e.g. the congregation of saints, of the ivicked, of
evildoers, ofhypocrites, etc. = whole body, company.
138a Wyclif Ps. exfij. 1 In counseil of ri-jtwis men and

congregacioun [1388 in the counsel and congregacioun of
iust men]. 1535 Coverdalk /'*. xxvfi]. 5, I hate the con-
gregacion of the wicked (Wyclif chirche of wariende men].
Ibid, cxix. 61 The congrcgacions of the vngodly haue robbed
me. Ibid, cxlix. 1 Let the congregacion of sayntes prayse
hym IWyclif chirche ofhalewis]. 1539 Bible 'Great 1 Ps.
lxxxii. 1 God standcth in the congregacion of princes [lxx,
owavwyrj, Vulg. synagoga, WvCUf synagoge of godis}.
161 1 Bible yob xv. 31 The congregation of hypocrites shall
be desolate.

f 6. Used by Tindale to translate iKxkrjcia in the

N. T.j and much used by the Eng. Reformers of
the 1 6 th c. instead of Chukch (on account of the

current restriction of the latter term to the clergy

or clerical order
,

l

:

[Cf. 15*9 Moke Dyaloge 111. viii.(i53o)q7 b. 1530 Tindale
Anstv. to More % 2 In as much as the clergy . ."had appro*
priat vnto themsclues the terme [Church] that of right is

common vnto all the whole congregation of them that bcleue
in Christ .. therefore in the translation of the new Testa*
ment where I found this word Ecctesia, 1 enterpreted it by
thys word congregation. (1532 More Coiifut. Tindale].

a. in sense of the VMM body 01 the faithful,

the Church of Christ.

Cf. Luther's use of Gemeinde instead of A'ireheAo express
the Church as the congregation or community of the saints

or saved people. Also Article xix. of Ch. of Engl. * The
Visible Church of Christ is a Congregation of faithful

Men.*
15*6 Tindale Matt. xvi. 18 Apon this roocke I wyll bylde

my congregacion. 15*9 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 120 '2 The
hole church, that is to wit, not the clargie only, but the
hole congregacion of all christen people. 1540 1 Mar.) Bk.
Com. Prayer, Collect Symon <fr JWr, Almightie God,
whiche hast builded the congregacion upon the foundacion
of the Apostles and prophetes. 1555 Eden Decades Pref.

(Arb.) 50 Added to the flocke oichrystes congregation.
1558 Q- Kennedy Compend. Tract, in Wodr. Soc. Misc.

(1844) 100 The congregatioun swa deirlie bochtbe the blude
and deth of Jesu Chnste. 1568 Bible (Bishops') Heb. xii.

23 The congregation of the firste borne whiche are written
in Heauen [Wyclif, Rlieims, 161 x church]. 1583 Fulke
Defence v. 228.

b. in sense of a particular local assembly or
society of believers, a 'church' (in the Congrega-
tional sense).

1526-34 Tindale i Cor. xvi. 10 The congregacions of Asia
salute you. Aquila and Priscilla salute you. .and so doeth
the congregacion that is in their house [Wyclif, Rhem.,
i6xt church]. i6ai Baynes Diocesans* Trial 13 Allchurches
were singular congregations, equal, independent of each
other. 1625 J. Robinson Just A> Necess. Apot. i, The
Apostle Pauldoth entitle the particular Congregation, w hich
was at Corinth, 'the body of Christ'. 1641 I . Edwards
(title) Reasons against the Independent Government of
Particular Congregations. x66x Crt. ofMass. in Holmes
Ann. oj Amer. (18291 1* 322 This matter hath been under
the Consideration of a synod, orderly called, the result

whereof our last general court commended to the several
congregations. 1670 Penn Addr. Prot. 11. v. (i6o2» 148
What is this Church or Congregation rather (as Tindal
everywhere translates it). 1708 [see CongbecationalistJ.

C. A body of Christians, a denomination.
i8a6 Scott Prov. Antiq. (18341 274 The modem Calvinists

no longer mingle with their own religious zeal, any ani-
mosity against those of other Congregations.

7. A body of persons assembled for religious

worship or to hear a preacher. (The most com-
mon modern use.)

1526-34 Tindale Ac/xxiii. 43 When the congregacion was
broken uppe, many . . followed Paul and Barnabas [so 1611

;

Genev. churche, Rhem. synagogue]. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado in. iii. 173 Hee would meete her .. next morning at

the Temple, and there, before the whole congregation
shame her. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxvn. iii. 308
In the great Hall of Sicininus where there is holden a
congregation and meeting of Christians. 1688 Act 1 Will,

ff M. c 18 ( 16 If any Person or Persons . . do maliciously
or contemptuouslycome into any Cathedral or Parish Church,
Chapel, or other Congregation, .and disquiet or disturb the
same. 1701 De Foe True-born Eng. 1. 4 Wherever God erects

a house of prayer, The devil always builds a chapel there ;

And 'twill be found, upon examination, The latter has the

largest congregation. 1754 Richakdson Grandison Let.
16 Nov.. The whole congregation were hushed and silent,

as if nobody were in the church. 1829 Southey Ode Bp.
Heber, Whose eloquence Held congregations open-ear d.

1844 Kinglake Edthen xvii, The church-going bells, .calling

the prim congregation, .to morning prayer.

b. The body of persons who habitually attend

or belong to a particular place of worship.
In the Episcopal and Presbyterian systems, a focal organ-

ized body of worshippers, in contrast to the collective body
or 'Church ', composed of these congregatioas

.

In the Congregational system, the whole local body of
worshippers, as distinguished from the 'church 'or company
of communicants.
1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. lxxx. § 2 Till at the length we

descend unto several congregations termed parishes. Ibid.

§ 3 Divided into their special congregations and flockes.

1609 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. Bt x. 347 As Pastors of Con-
gregations. 1641 Hinde y. Bruen xxviii. 87 Having pro-
vided for the publike congregation a worthy Preacher.
1688 Act 1 Mil. % M. c. 18 {Toleration Ait § 8) Any
Preacher or Teacher of any Congregation of Dissenting
Protestants. 1854 H. Miller Sch. 4- Schm. xviii, The
minister of an attached provincial congregation. 1855
Thackeray Netvcomes xi, The rich silk cassock presented
to him by his congregation at Leathcrhcad. 1867 Smiles
Huguenots Eng. vii.(x88o) 1 16 They formed themselves into

congregations for the purpose of worshipping together.

C. In the New fcngland colonies in winch Con-
gregationalism was established : The community
of a settlement, town, or * parish ', having its parti-

cular place of worship, as distinguished from the
* church ', or body of communicants, within the

same. Now called the 1 society'.

185a Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV. 149 There [in Connecticut
and Massachusetts Bay in 1754] each township was also

substantially a territorial parish ; the town was the religious

congregation. 1887 G. P. Kisher Hist. Chr. Ch. x in. xii.

465 At Salem, the ministers. . were first elected by the con-

gregation, answering to the parish, as its ministers, and
then chosen by the church to be its overseers in spiritual

things. Ibid. 476 In New England.. the congregation of
the town (or of the parish, when the town was so large that

there was more than one place of worship; acted con-
currently with the church in the choice and dismissal of
ministers.

8. Scottish /fist. The designation given to the

party of Protestant Reformers during the reign of

Mary. (Also C. of Christ, of the Lord.) The
term appears to have originated in the language

of the National Covenant, subscribed 3 Dec. 1557,
in which the word occurs 8 times (in the sense

'church', as in 6 a\ Also, b. A local section or

body of the Reforming party. C. Lords of the

Congregation : the nobles and other chief men
who subscribed the National Covenant.
•557 National Covt, in Knox Hist. Ref. 1. 117 We., shall

with all diligence continually apply our whole power .. to

maintaine, set forward, and establish the most blessed word
of God and his congregation . . Vnto the which holie word
and congregation we do ioyne vs . . and also dois renunce
and foirsaik the congregatioun of Sathan. 1559 Ibid. 11.

313 Item the sayd Lords of the congregation and all the

meml>ers therof shall remainc obedient subiects to our
soueraigne Lord and Ladies authoritie. Item the said

congregation nor none of them shall not trouble or molest a
Church-man. a 1571 Ibid. 138 (an. 1559) The Congregation
uf the West Country, with the Congregatioun of Kyfe,
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Perthc, Dundee, Angus . . being convenit in the toun of
Perthe. 1659 B. Harris ParivaCs Iron Age 31 Elizabeth.

.

strengthned so well the party of the Congregation, that the
Queen of Scotland . . was fain at length to betake her self to
flight. 1717 De Foe Hist. Ch. Scot. 1. 10 The Protestant
Nobility, .had ever since the Association . .been called The
Lords of the Congregation : And the Protestants in general,
as then united, were called The Congregation. 1759
Robertson Hist. Scot. (1817) I. it, 394.

9. A\ C. Ch. A community or order bound together

by a common rule, either without vows (as the Orato-

rians), or without solemn vows (as the Passionists,

Redemptorists, etc.). Extended, esp. in France, to

lay associations of men or women, having a re-

ligious end in view, and devoting themselves to

some work of instruction or charity (as the Brothers

of the Christian Schools). Cf. Cokgbeganist.
1488 Caxton Cheat* Goddes Chyld. xvi. 42 In that olde

tyme . . whan there was but lityll ony congregacion of
monkes. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 115 Eche congre-
gacion oughte to lyue vnder one gouernoure. 1706 tr.

D n^in's Eccl. Hist. 16th c. 1 1, iv. xi. 450 This Age was very
fruitful in Congregations of Regular Clerks.

b. A group of monasteries belonging to some
great order, which agree to unite themselves to-

gether by closer ties of doctrine and discipline (as

the great congregation of Cluny, that of St. Maur, I

and that of La Trappe). 1885 Catholic Diet.

10. The name given to several permanent com- !

mittees of the Roman College of Cardinals ofwhich
eleven are of primary importance, each having

;

charge of a certain department of the business of
|

the Church. Sometimes specifically applied to the
!

Congregation de propaganda fide. Also a tern-
j

porary committee of cardinals and ecclesiastics,
\

constituted a special congregation, to clear np or
decide a matter that has arisen.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. ui. 87 Out of this Colledge
j

of Cardinals, there are several Congregations formed, that
are call'd . . the Congregations of Cardinals. 1709 Steele
Tatter No. 5 F 4 By a solemn Act of the Congregation of
Cardinals. 1723 R. Millar ProJ>agat. Chr. II. viii. 368
The Congregation has sent Missions thither. 1839 C. H.
Timi'erlev Diet. Printers # Print. 216 The compilers of
the catalogues or indexes of prohibited books, are still con-
tinued, and called the congregation of the index. 1845 S.

Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. III. 313 Clement VII. laid the
demand before a congregation which he had appointed to
settle matters of faith. 1877 Blackic's Pop. Encycl. II.

497/2 To these belong the Inquisition (congregation of the
holy office), .the congregation dePropagandafete.

b. At a General Council, a committee of bishops
appointed for drawing up rules for the dispatch of
business, and preparation of questions for debate,
etc. 1885 Catholic Diet.

11. Comb. Congregation-house, house of as-

sembly, spec, of a University, as e. g. the Senate-
House at Cambridge.
1631 Weever Attc. Fun, Mon. 230 The congregation-

house at Cambridge. 1655 Fuller Hist. Camb. (1840) 95
The archbishop personally visited the collective body of
the University in the Congregation or Regent-house. 1656
Trapp Comm. Matt, xxviii. 7 That panegyris or congrega-
tion-house of the first-born enrolled in heaven.

Congregational (kfngr/g^-Jonal), a. [f. prec.
+ -AL.J

1. Of or pertaining to a congregation, f a. Con-
sisting of, of the nature of a congregation. Obs.
1639 &^ Mather] Ch. Govt. (1643) 10 They that are within

the visible Church, .must needs be members of some parti-
cular Congregation, because all visible churches are Con-
gregationall. 1642 J. Ball Ausvj. to Canne ii. 67 Whether
of the true Catholique Church, whereof every member is a
living stone, elect and precious, or of the visible congrega-
tionall assembly, consisting of good and bad, sincere and
hypocriticall professors.

b. Performed by a congregation of worshippers
collectively.

i860 L. L. Noble After Icebergs 27 June, We heard
practical sermons and fine congregational singing. 1881
Monier-Williams in igt/t Cent. 512 Visiting the temples;
not, however, for common prayer and congregational wor-
ship, which are. .unknown among the Parsis.

C. Connected with a particular congregation of
worshippers as distinguished from the parish church.
1882 Sat. Re?: n Mar. 295/2 The parochial system does

. . continue to exist . . yet the personal worship of individual
Churchmen has for many years been largely congregational.

2. Of or belonging to the congregation as the
lowest organized unit in the Presbyterian system.
1644 Resolut. Ho. Comm. 23 Jan., That the church be

governed by Congregational, Classical, and Synodical as-
semblies. 1644 Baillie Lett, Jrnls. (1841) II. 205 In the
presence and with the consent, .of the presbyterie congre-
gationall. 1647 {titleX An Ordinance of the Lords and Com-
mons for dividing and settling the severall Counties of this \

kingdome into Classicall Presbyteries and Congregational
Elderships. 1649-50 Sir C. Sadler Last Will <$• Test, of
Earl Pembroke in Somers Tracts (1812) VII. 91 Item. I

'

give back to the Assembly of Divines their classical, pro- 1

vincial, congregational, national ; which words I have kept
at my own charge above seven years, but plainly "find they
will never come to good.

3. (with capital C.) [cf. Congregation 6 b.] Of
or pertaining to the form of ecclesiastical polity
called Congregationalism

; adhering to this

polity ; Independent.

After the 17th c, Independent was chiefly used in England,
while Congregational was decidedly preferred in New
England, where the 'consociation 1

ofchurches formed a more
important feature of the system (see that word) ; in the 19th
c. the latter name has also prevailed in Great Britain.

[1639 : see 1.] 1643 T. Lechford PI. Dealing or Newsfr.
Neic Eng. 79 The Congregational 1 independent govern-
ment, whereof I have had some experience. 1643 W. L.
Bramble Berry title-p., Whether the Congregational 1 As-
semblies in England be true Churches of Jesus Christ, yea
or no? a 1647 T. Hooker Ch. Discipi. Pref., A Church

|

Congregationall is the first subject of the Keys. 1647 W*
Bartlet ititle), 'IXXOrP.VHA; or a modell of the Primi-
tive Congregational way. 1648 J. Cotton Way of Congreg.
Ch. 1. iii. 1 Nor is Independency a fit name of the way of 1

our Churches. . If there must needs be some note of differ- !

ence . . to distinguish our way from a Nationall Church-way,
j

I know none fitter, then to denominate theirs Classicall,
and ours Congregational!. 1672 O. Heywood Event-bk.
iSJune, Our brethren of the congregational persuasion. Ibid.
16 July, The congregational men amongst us have desired to !

sit down with us at the Lord's supper. 1691 Wood Ath.
Oxou, I I. 358 Samuel Mather . . a congregational man . . yet

j

he was civil to those of the Episcopal persuasion. 1755
Johnson, Congregatiomil is a word used of such Christians
as hold every congregation to be a separate and indepen- I

dent church. 1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. Cot. Mass. iv. 432
jA congregational church, .consisted of a company of saints. I

1836 H. Rogers J. Hozve iv. (18631 90 note, The congrega-
tional brethren met at the Savoy iSept. 29, 165S), and drew
up a confession of faith. 1878 Congregational Year Book '

(Appendix) Declaration of the Faith, Church Order, and !

Discipline of the Congregational or Independent Dissenters, I

adopted at the Annual Meeting of the Congregational
Union [of England and Wales], May 1833. (The Union

jwas formed 13 May 1831.)

4. Of or pertaining to a congregation of cardinals.
1

1662 J. Bargrave Pope Alex. VII (1867) 25 At a congre-
'

gational meeting he was for the reception of the Portugall
embassador.

f B. sb. A Congregationalism Obs.
1653 R. Bailie Disszuasive Vitid. (1655) 11 Independents

are unfitly styled Congregationals.

Congregationalism (k^grfg^janaliz'm).
[f. prec. + -ism.]

1. A system of ecclesiastical polity which regards
j

all legislative, disciplinary, and judicial functions
!

as vested in the individual Church or local Congre-
gation of believers. [See CONGREGATION 6 b.]
Also called Independency from the fact that the legislative

and judicial sufficiency of the Congregation does not allow i

interference with the affairs of the body by any externa!
j

authority, episcopal or presbyterial. The Congregational '

churches, however, hold and practise the duties of fellow-
|

ship and cooperation by means of councils, conferences, and
associations.

1716 I. Mather Disq. cone. Eccl. Councils 6 Mr. [WmJ
j

liradshaw, an eminent Nonconformist Minister .. was 1

the Author of that Judicious Script [English Puritan- I

ism, 1605]. It is perfect Congregationalism. 1767CHAUNCY :

Lett, {1768) 26 Zealous endeavours to make converts from
Presbyterianism and Congregationalism to Episcopacy. 1835
I. Taylor Spir. Despot, iv. 173 Congregationalism, .sprung,
as a reaction, from arrogant prelacy, and the despotism of
national churches. 1801 Bancroft Hist. U. S. I. ix. 359 j

Thus was constituted the body which, crossing the Charles
River, became known as the First church of Boston. It em-
bodied the three great principles of Congregationalism.

2.- The congregational practice within the pale of
j

a church territorially organized ; attachment to a
particular congregation, as distinct from the church
of one's own parish or district.

1882 Sat. Rev. 11 Mar. 295/2 The elbow-room which
|

Congregationalism gives to healthy diversity of worship is

not to be over-rated.

Congregationalist. [f. as prec. + -ist.] An
adherent of the Congregational church polity ; a i

member or adherent of a Congregational church ; !

an Independent.
1692 C. Mather {title) Blessed Unions, .between those..

!

in England which have changed the names of Presbyterians
and Congregationalists for that of United Brethren. 1708
Kersey, Congregationalists, a Sect of Independents, who i

had particular Congregations in a middle way, between i

Presbytery and Brownism [So 1721 in Bailey : not in J.J.
'

1712 L Mather in Pref. to R. Mather s Anstver 6 The
renowned Dr. Owen was as famous a Congregationalist.
1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 451/2 s.v., In the six New England
States, .which were colonized by the English Puritans, the
Congregationalists are very numerous. 1839 B. Hanbury
{title), Historical Memorials relating to the Independents 1

or Congregationalists. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. I. x. 363.
[attrw. 1864 Bowen Logic xiii. 448 The Episcopal, Pres-

byterian, or Congregationalist church. 1876 Bancroft
|

IHst. U. S. VI. jcIvl 307 William Gordon, the Congre-
j

gationalist minister of Roxbury.

Congrega'tionalize, ». [f. as prec. +-ize.] 1

trans. To make congregational in sense i or 3.
1866 J. B. Dykes in P. Freeman Rites

<J-
Ritual 102 The

j

great work^ of remodelling, translating, simplifying, con-
gregationalising (to use a barbarous word) the old Sarum
Offices. 1882 Advanee (Chicago) 11 May 301 If no worse !

thing happens to the Presbyterian Church than a little

more Congregationalizing of its system here and there.

Congregationally, adv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2
.]

j

In a congregational manner, as a congregation ; in

accordance with the Congregational polity ; on the
congregational (instead of parochial ^ method.
1870 Athenaeum 3 Sept. 315 The audience joining in, i

congregationally. 1885 R. H. Cotton in Manch. Exam.
28 Jan. 5/6 Most of your successful clergy will . . tell you
that their churches are worked congregationally. 1887 A.
Abbott in W. Gladden Parish Problems 70 Independent
churches, and churches congregationally organized.

t Congrega'tioner. Obs. [f. Congregation
+ -EE1.]
1. Sc. Hist. A member of the association of Re-

formers formed in 1557. See Congregation' 8.

1734 R. Keith Hist. Scot. 292 (Jam.) The place where our
Congregationers first assembled to form themselves into a
society. 1752 Carte Hist. Eng. III. 379 The Queen's
army was advanced to Ochterader . . and the congregationers
drew theirs a mile out of [Perth].

t 2. —Congregationalist. Obs.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 209 In Pulpit-custome, what
other is the first Question (almost 1

, of every Congrega-
tioner, but, Who preacheth? a 1670 H\cki:t Abp, Williams
11. 197 (D.) Our good King, since he would neither be for
the Consistorians nor Congregationers.

Congrega'tionism. noncc-wd. See quot.
1884 Nonconf. Indep. 22 May Suppl. i/j If the church

was swamped by subscribers, that was Congregationism,
and not Congregationalism.

Congregationist. [f. as prec. + -ist.]

1 1. = Congregationalist. Obs.

*6S9 Gai;den Slight Healers (1660) 105 Independents, or
Congregationists, which seemed to stickle for the Interests
of people in religious transactions. 1730-6 Bailey ifolio',

Congregationists, Dissenters from the Church of England.
2. A member of a Roman Catholic congregation

or lay brotherhood under ecclesiastical direction
;

also attrib. — CoNGREGANIST.
1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. I. 435

Imbued with that Jesuitism which had crept into all the
courts of Europe. .Skrzynecki was a constant frequenter of
the churches . . a congregationist in epaulettes. 1882 Contemp,
RtV. Jan. 93 He . . introduced various religious orders and
Congregationist Schools.

Congrega'tionless, a. [see -less.] With-
out a congregation.
1880 A. SoMERVILLE Autobiog. 2ij Inasmuch as the con-

gregation is the unit of the [Presbyterian] system( a man
congregationless is necessarily voteless.

Congregative k^ rjgr/g^tiv' , a. [ad. L.

congregdtiv-us, f. ppl. stem of congregd-re r -ive.]

Tending to congregate, characterized by congre-

gating.
1588 Fkaunck Latviers Log. 11. v, 92 b, The compound

axtome ..is either congregative or .segregative. 1797 J.
LAWRENCE in Monthly Mag. XLVI. 112 The duties of
congregative or social order, i860 I. Taylor Spirit Hebr.
Poetry (1873) 106 The piety of the Patriarchal era was
individual, not congregative.

Hence Co ngreg-ativeness.
1841 Blackw. Mag. L. 209 The congregativeness of men

for mutual interest, profit, and protection.

Congregator (k^rjgr/gt-ito.i . [a. L, congre-

gator assembler, n. of action f. congregarc to Con-
gregate.] One who congregates or assembles.
1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 364 The Congregator, or

Gatherer-together, as the Hebrew imports. 1794 T. Taylor
Pausanias' Descr, Greece II. 236 Jupiter is called the Con-
gregator. 1872 Symonds Study oj Dante 232 He was the
congregator of those great spirits who presided over the
resurrection of learning.

Hence Conffrega trix. [see -trix.]

1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 365 This word [Koheleth] is.

.

in the Feminine Gender ; and so may be translated exactly,
The Congregatrix, or the Preacheresse.

f Congregeed, pa. pple. Obs. [f. F. congrege,

'ie congregated + -ED.] Congregated, assembled
in masses.
1512 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858) III. 149 By his

good enhortement should be unyed and congregeed the
princes of Christendom.

Congress (kfrrjgres), sb. [ad. L. congress-its

going or coming together, meeting, f. congress-,

ppl. stem of congred-l to go together : see Con-
gredusnt : cf. F. congrls {congrez in Cotgr. 161 1).]

1. The action of coming together (of persons^ ; a
meeting, interview.

1528 Foxe in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xxvi. 81 After
iij or iiij congresses ye see no likelihode. .to relent and cesse
your suit. 1621 Burton Aunt. Mel. m. ii. iv. i. 11651) 505
They [lovers] commonly blush at their first congress. 1728
Newton Chronol. Amended Introd. 4 The Congress of
Solon with Croesus some think they can confute by Chrono-
logy. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby vii. ii. 254 There never was
a congress of friendship wherein more was said and felt,

t b. The assembling of a society, etc. Obs.

1673 Ogilsy Brit. Introd. 6 It is now the Place of Congress
for the Royal Society.

+ 2. A coming together, meeting 'of things). Obs.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 4 A mutuall Congresse, or
Coarticulation of the bones. 1675 Evelyn Terra U729J 28
Medicinal Nitre in congress witn a certain Sulphur. 1695
Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth l i 17231 62 A fortuitous Con-
gress of Atoms. 1759 Phil. Trans. LI. 355 Their elec-

tricity suffers no diminution from the shock of their

congress.

to. An encounter in opposition or combat. Obs.

1646 Buck Rich, III, U 9 In divers hazardous congresses

and battels. 1689 T. Plunket Char. Gd. Commander 4
Fairfax his Regiment ..was near surpriz'd ..Which con-

gress they would needs an Horse-race call. 1727 Lardner
Whs. (1838} I. 98 The congress of Vitellius and Artabanus.

4. Sexual union, copulation, coition.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie n. (Arb.) 119 It is two strange
serpents entertangled in their amorous congresse. 1737 L.

Clarke Hist. Bible (1740) h t. 46 [They] had each of them
a Son from that incestuous congress. 1765 Parsons in

Phil. Trans. LV. 47 People . . expect the issue of such a
marriage would be tawny ; which indeed is the usual effect

prodfOrd by the congress of black and white persons. 1^70



CONGRESS. 826 CONGRUENCE.
Rollesion Anim. Life Iutrod.38 In all higher Vertebrata,
the ova are impregnated by sexual congress.

5. Social intercourse, converse, f b. Bird of c. :

a social or gregarious bird. Obs,
1628 T. Spencer Logick 1 Dialectick is profitable vnto

Congresse. 1651 Hobbes Govt. <$• Soc. i. § 2. 6 All desirous

of congresse, and mutuall correspondence. 1766 Phil.

Trans. LVI. 209 The crane . . is also a bird of congress.

1875 Grindon Life xxvii. 355 Genuine and lively virtues

are developed only by social congress.

6. A formal meeting or assembly of delegates or

representatives for the discussion or settlement of

some question; spec, (in politics) of envoys, depu-

ties, or plenipotentiaries representing sovereign

states, or of sovereigns themselves, for the settle-

ment of international affairs. Also an annual or

periodical meeting or series of meetings of some
association or society, or of persons engaged in

special studies, as Chunk Congress, the name of

annual meetings of the Church of England for

discussion ; Social Science Congress, Congress of
Orientalists, etc.

1678 Phillips, Congress* now generally taken for the
Assembly or Meeting together of the Deputies, or Plenipo-
tentiaries of several Princes, to treat about a Peace, or any
other grand Affair. 1680 in Somers Tracts I. 105 «. The
congress in Henry the Second's Time at Clarendon. 1741
M iddleton Cicero II. x. 359 When he was just arrived to
the congress. 1777 Watson Philip II (i83Q> 529 It was
agreed by the two kings, that a congress should be held at
Vervins. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr Hist. Servia 323 Deputies.

.

had been sent to Vienna during the Congress. 1861 Bekesf.
Hope Eng. Cathedr. 19M C 4 A lecture delivered at an
architectural congress. 1879 M. Arnold Pre/, to Words-
worth 21 The haunters of Social Science Congresses. 1883
Harper's Mag, Oct. ^09/2 A congress of Americanists re-

cently assembled in Copenhagen.

t b. Assembly, congregation. Obs. rare.

1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xvi. 13 In the Congresse Of Sin-
ners, fire shall flame and never cease.

C. A society or organization that meets from time

to time for the settlement of common concerns.
1870 L BuNTANO in E. E. Gilds Introd. 178 From 1772

an extremely vigorous Trade-Society existed among them
[hatters]. .The society was called the Congress, was regu-
lated by statutes, and framed bye-laws. All workmen of the
trade belonged to it.

7. The national legislative body of the United
States of America as a continuous institution, and
as a body existing for two years, after which a new
' congress * is elected ; also the session of this body

1

.

The Congress 0/ the United States (commonly referred to

simply as 'Congress'', which met for the first time on
4 ^Iarch 1789, was preceded by the Congress of the Con-
federation, representing the several states under the Articles
of Confederation, from 1781 to 1789, and this again by the
three so-called Continental Congresses of the revolting
colonies, which met in 1774, 1775 and 1776 respectively.
But the last were properly congresses in sense 6.

[1765 Massachusetts Assembly 6 June in Holmes Ann. 0/
Amir. (18291 II. 134 It is highly expedient there should be
a meeting . . to consider of a general Congress. 1773 S.

ADAMS Lett. 9 Apr. in Wells Life (1865) II. 84 Should the
correspondence from Virginia produce a Congress and then
an assembly of States. 1773 Anttu. MasM. Ho. 0/ Reprs.
in A. Bradford Sp. Governors Mass. 1 18181 364 We should
be unwilling to propose it, without their [the other colonies'!

consent in Congress.] 1775 ?>'«/. Continental Congress 13
Sept., Information, being given to Congress. 1775 Col. E.
Allen in Holmes Ann. ofAnicr. (1829) I. 208, I demand it

I surrender of Fort Ticonderoga] in the name of the great
Jehovah and of the Continental Congress. tjj6Ann. Keg.
p. 261 •Decl. ff/ndep.) A Declaration by the Representa-
tives of the United States of America, in General Congress
assembled 'July 4). 1783 Gentl. Mag. HI I. 1. 166 It is

agreed, That the Congress shall earnestly recommend it

to the Legislatures of the respective States, to provide,
etc. 1785 T. Jefferson Corr. (1859) I. 349 Congress, by
the Confederation, have no original ana inherent power
over the commerce of the States. 1789 Constt't. U. S. L f |

All legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in a
Congress of the United States. Ibid. § 4 The Congress shall

assemble at least once in every year. Ibid. f 5 During the
session of Congress. 1850 I.vn.i. itui Visit U.S. II. 128
The meml>er of congress for Georgia. 1874 Bancroft
Eootpr. Time vii. 229 Congress legislates, or enacts laws.
1886 U. S. Senate Manual 72 On the 5th of March 1794, at
the first session of the Third Congress.

b. The corresponding body in the republics of

South and Central America.
1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 65/1 Chili,The congress is composed

of a senate, .and of a house of representatives, to which a
deputy is sent for every 15,000 souls. 1891 Daily Netvs 27
Apr. 5/8 (War in Chili 1

, The Congress party are now in pos-
session of Caldera and Carrizal.

8. See Conger 'A

9. attrib. and Comb., as Congress dollar, service;

Congress boot, a high boot with elastic sides

;

Congress water, a mineral water from Congress
Spring, Saratoga, N. Y. Also Congressman.
1779 Gentl. Mag. XLIX. 484 The Pallas, a French Frigate

. . tne Vengeance, an armed brig.. all in Congress service.

1 781 Cowpkr Lett. 27 Feb.,That sort of paper currency must
serve, like the Congress dollars, etc. 1865 Reader No. 117.

337/1 A dozen of Congre>s-water. 1888 Pall Mall G. 6 Sept.

13/2 The only internal treatment she prescribes is congress
water and a grain or two of roasted coffee.

Congress, v. rare. [f. L. congress-, ppl. stein

of congredi: cf. digress ; or f. Congress sb.]

1. k^ngrc-sV intr. To come together, assemble,
congregate.

(i 1850 Mrs. Gore [Hoppe , The valetudinarians who con-
gress every winter at Nice.

2. ^k^rjgres). To meet in congress, attend a con-

gress. Hence Co ngresser (newsp. word , Co n-
grossing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. ( 1 865 II. vi. v. 174 The s>Aid

Earth . . reaped no effect from those Twenty Years of Con-
fessing. 188a Daily News 22 Aug. 4/7 As iron sharpeneth
iron, so does the countenance of congressing man the

countenance of his friend who congresses with hiin. 1889
Pall Mall G. 2 Oct. 6/1 Mr. Edward Terry . . appeared be-

fore the Church Congressers.

Congression k{?ngre'Jan\ Now rare. [ad.

L. congression-em, n. of action f. congred-i to go or
I come together : so F. congression in sense 1 (16th

j
c. in Littre).]

1. The action of coming together or meeting

;

^Congress sb. i, 2.

1611 Cotgr., Congression, companie, congression with
others. i6$oCharleton Paradoxes 18 In the first moment
of congression. 1813 T. I.M. Forster Atmosph. Phxnom.

\
(1815; 60 The spectator . . seldom sees it in actual congres*

sion.

f 2. Copulation, coition ;= Congress sb. 4. Obs.

1546 Langley Pol. Verg. De Invent. 1. iv. 8 a, That by the

congression and compaignye of these two sexes . . there issue

might be enlarged. 1660 Ier. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 11. ii.

Rule 3 If the danger, .can legitimate the congression.

+ 3. Hostile encounter; ^Congress sb. 3. Obs.

c 161 1 Chapman Iliad 1. Comm. {V>.\ I must conscionably
make congression with such as have diminished, mangled,
and maimed my., author. 1657 S. Plrchas Pol. Flying-
Ins. 20 Their War. .by a violent or accidental congression
of two swarmes.

t4. Comparison. Obs.~ x

1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 1. iv. Rule 1 The truth of

Christianity, approved by a direct and close congression
with other religions.

Congressional kfJhgre-Janai;, a. [f. L. con-

gression-cm Congression + -al. It takes the place

of a derivative of congressus Congress.]
1. Of or pertaining to a congress.
(11691 Bp. r. Barlow (Webster, 1828', The congressional

institution of Amphictyons in Greece.

2. spec. Of or pertaining to a legislative Congress,

as of the United States, and other American
republics.

1796 Morse Amcr. Geog. I. 320 The congressional acts in

favour of the officers. 1808 Ann. Reg. 365 One of the best

fought battles recorded in the annals of congressional

pugilism. 1864 Century Mag. Sept. 11889' 7°3> 1 1*h* citi-

zens of my congressional district. 1884 Harper's Mag.
June 128/2 The Presidential candidates were . . nominated
by Congressional caucus. 1891 Daily Neivs 28 Apr. 5/6
Particulars ofthe blowing upofthe BlancoEncalada received

through Chilian Congressional sources.

Congressionalist. [f. prec. + -ist.] A
supporter of a congress ; a member of a congres-

sional party.

1891 Pall MallG. 4 Mar. 2/ 2 (Chili) The Congressional is ts

are represented as having no trooDS. 1891 'limes 26 Feb.

5/3 President Balmaceda. .has initiated a guerre a tuort

against the Congressionalists [in Chili).

Congressionist. [f. Congression + -ist.

Cf. prec.] A member or supporter of a congress.

1889 Pall Mall G. 24 Jan. 6/2 You speak of agitators.

Do you refer to congressionists ? 1889 N. Digby ibid.

27 Feb. 2/3 To favour me with the names of the Congres-
sionists who received Russian gold.

Co'ngressist. rare. [f. Congress sb. + -ist.]

The member of a congress (annual or periodic).
1888 Spectator 28 Apr. 563/2 To $ive the Congressists an

opportunity of learning the directions of Catholic thought
in different countries. 1890 Tablet 17 May 777 A complete
programme for the Congressists has been drawn up.

T Congre'Ssive, a. Obs. [f. L. congress-, ppl.

stem + -ive : cf. aggressive, etc.] Characterized by

or involving congression.
1646 Sir T. Brownf. Pteud. i /. 11. vi. 04 If it be under-

stood . . of disjoined and congressive generation, there is no
male or female in them (plants] at all.

Congressman. A member of Congress (in

U. S.).

a 1834 Dow Serm. III. i37(Bartl.), Our congressmen, my
' dear hearers, what are they? Nothing but oloodsuckers
upon the cheek of the United States. 1888 Bkyck Amer.
Comtuw. I. xiv. 197 note, The term 'Congressman' is

commonly used to describe a member of the House of Repre-
sentatives, though of course it ought to include senators

also.

Congreve (krogrtV). [An English surname.]

1. More fully Congreve rocket : A kind of rocket

for use in war, invented in 1 808 by Col. Sir W illiam

Congreve (1772-1828).
1809 Naval Chron. XXI. 349 Shrapnell's shells and Con-

greve's rockets. Ibid. XXII. 371 A 32-pounder Congreve.
i8j7 Praed Poems, Red Fisherman, Sunk in their deep and
hollow sockets That blazing couple of Congreve Rockets.
1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. v, Your Congreve needs a new
case or wrappage for every new rocket.

2. More fully Congreve match : A particular kind

of friction match, invented by Sir W« Congreve.
1839 Boston Herald 17 Dec. 4/1 In the drawer of the table

!
..were a quantity of Congreve matches. 1851 Mayhew
Lond. Labour I. 431, I believe I was the first who hawked
' Congreves or ' instantaneous lights ' ; they weren't called
' luciiers ' for a good while after. 1854 Knight Once upon a

1 Time II. 274 The penny box of Lucifers, or Congreves . . is

a. .triumph of science.

Congrew -ence, var. Congrue, -ence.

Congrid (kfjrjgrid ). Zool. [f. mod.L. Congridx,

f. congrus Conger : see -DO.] A fish belonging to

I the family Congridte, or allied to the Conger.
CongToid (kfrrjgroid), a. and sb. Zool. [f. L.

congrus Conger + -oil).] A. adj. Allied to the
1

conger and its family. B. sb. A fish allied to the

|

conger.

t Congroable, a. Obs. [f. Congrue v. or F.

congruer + -able.] — Congruous, Congruent.
1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (1878) 104 The most

profitable . . speech is that that is most congruable and fitly

applied to the intendment and vnderstandingof the hearers.

t Co'ngrual, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. congru-us

(see Congrue) + -al.] Congruous, coincident.

1635 Gellibrand Variation Magn. Needle 3 The Terres-
trialand Magncticall Meridians being congruall.

t Congrue*, a. Obs. Also 5-6 congru,-grew(e.
[a. F. congm, -grtte (15th c in Littre;, ad. L. con-

gru-us agreeing, suitable, harmonious, f. stem of

congru-tVe : see next.]

1. Agreeable to the character or nature of any-

i

thing ;
fitting, suitable, becoming, due, proper.

< 1400 Apol. Loll. 30 It semib hem to preche, it is profit to

bles, it is congrew to sacre. 1485 Caxton St* fVenefr. 3
She had not tyme congrue to fulfylle it. a 150a Arnolds
Chron. (1811) 28 The Mayre, Aldirmen. .may sette congrew
remedy. 154a Becon Pathw. Prayer Wks. (1843) M3 The

1 congrue, decent, and seemly worshipping of God. 1563 87
i Foxe A. $ M. '1596) 8/1 Setting all things in a congrue

order.

2. = Congruous 4.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. D. ii. (1495) 27 Noo reaM>n
is congrue in the whiche the nominatyf caas & the verbe

dyscorde in nombre & in persone. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vn.
1 ccxlvi. 290 Congrewe Englysshe, or of parfyte sentence.

1531 Elvot Got'. 1. xv, Rules, wherby a cnilde shall . . lerne

to speake congrue latine. 1569 Crow ley Soph. Dr. Watson
L 57, I know not by what rule of Grammer, this can be
iustuied to be congrue latine.

t Congrne, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. cottgru-er or

L. congru-fre to meet together, coincide, agree, cor-

respond, accord ; f. con- together + *gruerre, not

found exc. in this composition ] intr. To agree,

I
accord. (The Quarto reading in the two following

passages of Shakspere. The stress differs in the

two quots.)

1600 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 182 (Qo.) Goucrnment .. being put

into parts, Congrueth with a mutuall consent like musicke
[ist Fo. congreeing, but context differtnty 1603 — Ham.
tv. iii. 66 (Qq.) Our soueraigne processe, which imports at

full, By letters congruing [Ff. conjuring] to that effect, The
present death of Hamlet.

tCongrne'ly.-gru'ly,^. Obs. [i. Congrue
i a. + -ly '-.] Congruously, fittingly ; with congruity.

< 1400 Lanfrane's Cirnrg. (MS. A.) 8 He muste studie. 111

gramer bat he speke congruliche. c 1440 Gesta Row. \ix.

244 II MS.) And that crist may congruU be call id a

serpent, is a goode Resoun. 1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 87
The Kyng to hym . . shal satisfie and of other houses and
edifices or places congruely shal recompence.

Congruence ;k^ngr«|C*ns). Also 6 -gruens,

grewence. [ad. L. congruentia agreement, har-

mony, congruity, f. congruent- pr. pple. : sec Con-
gruent and -e>*ck. (Also in mod.rO]
1. The fact or condition of according or agreeing ;

accordance, correspondence, harmony. Const, with.

1533 Tindale Lords Supp. Wks. (1573) 468 That analogic

anoproper congruence of the figures with their verities.

1606 Holland Sueton. 223 K. > Such was the congruence of

their humours and dispositions. 1641 H. Ainswohth Orthod.
Found. Retig. 59 As sinne is a difference from Gods Law,

,
so justice is a congruence with the Law. 1805 W. Hkkschei.
in PkiL Trans. XCV. 243 Our idea of the congruence or

harmony of the celestial motions. 188s Farrax Early Chr.

I I. 337 Lven in minor matters we trace the same congruence
between Apollos and the writer of this Epistle [Hebrews].

2. Accordance with what is right, fitting, or

reasonable; m Congruity 3.

< 1430 tr. 7*. d Kempis' hnit. 1. xix, Also for congruence
{of tyme] diuersite of exercises plesib. 1571 liosstwtLL
Armorie HL 11 b, This fishe maye with more congruence be
borne in amies, then many others. 1656 Jeanks Mixt.
Sckol. Div. 73 This is farre short of a demonstration. .It i>,

at the best, but a philosophical congruence.

fb. esp. in Of congruence, of good congruena

\of dtie or very c, by gooti c, in goott c.
t
etc.) : by

right or propriety ; as is fitting or reasonable.

1447 Hokknham Seyntys (Roxb.l 117 Agna is a lamb, a
1 best ful meke And sympyl also . .Wych tuo to Auneys by
good congruence Longyn. 1x485 Digby ^Jyst. (1882} iv.

1088 Who then aught of verrey congruence To be mor glad

than I? xS3» Mokk Confut. Tindale Wks. 352/1 Not in

reason oncly and good congrewence, but also by plaine

ordinaunce and statute. 1533 Tindale Lord's Supp. Wks.

I

( ! 573* 4°° It was expedient and of good congruence that he

j
should dye. 1619 Dalton Countr. Just. lxx. (1630) 170

'. This Recognisance . . is rather of congruence than by any
i expresse authority.

3. Gram. Agreement or concord : grammatical

I correctness. See Congruity 4.

f4. Theol. =Congrutty 5.
a 1541 Barnes 7

,
rtwr/viii./;Vi'rit;///Wks

:
{i573)273M. Duns

;
saythT that man may performe his attrition, of his naturall

power, yea, and this attrition of congruence, is a disposition

i to take away mortall sinne, without any special! grace.

if($4 T. Sampson in Strype EccL Mem. IIL App. xviii. 48

Herein they so enwrap themselvtj, with their terms of the
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first grace . . with merit of congruence and merit of con-
dignity. 1635 Pagitt Christiafiogr. 1, in. {1636) 179 They
admit not of the merit of Congruence, condignity, nor works
of Supererogation.

5. Geom. = Congruency 2.

1879 Henrici Geometry in Encycl. Brit. X. 407/1 A double
infinite number of lines, that is, all lines which satisfy two
conditions, or which are common to two complexes, are said

to form a congruence of tines, e. g. all lines in a plane, or

all lines cutting two curves, or all lines cutting a given curve
twice.. It follows that all lines in which corresponding
planes in two projective pencils meet form a congruence.

6. Theory of Numbers. The relation between two
numbers which being divided by a third number,
called the modulus, give the same remainder

;

also an expression exhibiting two congruous quanti-

ties in the form of an equation
;

thus, A~B (mod.
/*)• See Congruent 5.

A congruence may be of any order, linear, quadratic, or
other. The general type ofa linear congruence is ax+ £=0
(mod. P\ where a, b, and /'are given numbers, and x a
number to be determined.
[1801 C. F. Gauss Disq, A rithmet. (Lipsiae) § 25 Expressio-
nem duas quantitates congruas exhibentem ad instar aequa-
tionum, congruentiam vocamus.] 1889CHRYSTAL Algebra,
Gauss.. made the notion of Congruence the fundamental
idea in his famous Disquisitiones Arithmetics.

Congruency .k^ngr^ensi). [f. as prec. : see

-ENCY.]

1. The quality or state of being congruent ; con-

graity. Ofa congruency \ seeprec^zb.
1494 Fabvan Chron. YIL 370 They agreed to reste there

stylf, and that of a congruency, for they myght dwell in no
lande where they shulde more suerly be defended. 1577
Kenton Gold. Epist. (1582) 81 It appertaines to reason and
congruencie, to exhibite a few remedies. 1686 Goad Celest.
Bodies in. iii. 470 The presence of the Planets aforesaid
with the Sun, or their Conjunction, or if you will, Con-
gruency.

b. with//.
1615 Bp. Andrewes Serm. Nativity x, Though there want

not divers other good congruences why Christ should come
from Bethlehem. 1681 H. More Exp. Dan. iv. 129 note,
Many congruences with historical passages . . do notably
confirm this Hypothesis.

2. Geom. A system of lines in which the para-
meters have a two-fold relation, such as a system
of lines each of which twice touches a given surface.

1864 PlUcker New Geom. ofSpace in Phil. Trans. (1865)

727 A ' congruency ' contains all congruent rays oftwo com-
plexes ; it may be regarded as their mutual intersection.

Ibid. 748 Such rays as belong to both linear complexes, .con-
stitute a linear congruency of rays represented by the
system of the two equations. 1874 G. Salmon Analytic
Geom. fed. 3) §468 Every congruency of lines may be regarded
as the system of the bitangents of a certain surface, viz. each
line of the congruency is in general met by two consecutive
lines, and the locus of the points of intersection is the surface
in question.

Congruent (k^rngr^ent), a. [ad. L. con-

gruent-em agreeing, consistent, congruous, pr.

pple. of congruPre : see Congrue v. (Also in

mod.F.)]
1. Accordant, suitable, proper ; = Congruous 1.

,43a-S° tr- Higden (Rolls) I. 293 A welle nye to the
castelle Pascence, congruente to the vse of men, but not of
women. i^o Elvot Image Gov. (1556) 17 His temperate
and sobre buying beyng thought of som men not agreable
nor congruent to his majestee. a i6yj B. Jonson Discov.
(1641) 119 The congruent and harmonious fitting of parties
in a sentence. 1864 Bowen Logic iv. 65 Considered in

relation to each other, Marks are either Congruent or
Repugnant. 1878 Lewes Study Psychol. (1879) 166 Each
new conclusion has to be . . dove-tailed into the rest, made
congruent with the system of thought.

tb. Correspondent in physical shape or form.
1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 35 The outer side of Talus is

largely sinuated . . to the apt constitutyng of a seate con-
gruent to the inner side of the lower Appendance of Fibula.

1715 Cheyne Philos. Priuc. Relig. 1. 11. § 42 Very smooth
and plain, or at least congruent Superficies.

e. Of persons : Agreeing in action with, rare.
1878 Tennyson Q. Mary nr. iv, But you, my Lord . . In

clear and open day were congruent With that vile Cranmer
in the accursed lie Of good Queen Catherine's divorce.

f2. = Congruous 2. 06s.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 9 After the supputacion of

euery yere congruent. 1531 Elyot Gov. 1. i, It is therfore
congruent and accordynge, that, etc. 1576 Baker Jewell
ofHealth 46 b, The congruent tyme of the dystillation of
Yarrowe is.. about the ende of May. 1656 Jeanes Mixt.
Schol. Dtp. 86 It was more congruent for the word, the
second person to be incarnate, .then the first person, .or the
third. aiyiS Penn Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 638 It is not
congruent for a Philosopher to stutter and babble.

to. Gram. = Congruous 4. 06s.

1596 Sir J. Davies Orchestra xcil, For humble grammar
first doth set the parts Of congruent and well according
speech.

4. Geom. a. = Congruous 6.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Concurring or Congruent
Figures (in Geom.), are such as being laid one upon another,
will exactly meet and cover one another. 1715 Cheyne
Philos. Princ. Relig. (}.\ These planes were so separated
as to move upon a common side of the congruent squares, as
an axis. 1885 Leudesdorf Cremona's Proj. Geom. § 76
Two figures are said to be congruent when the one may be
superposed upon the other so as exactly to coincide with it.

b. Cf. Congruence, Congruency.
1864 PlUcker New Geom. ofSpace in Phil. Trans. (1865*

727 A configuration may be regarded as the mutual intersec-
tion of three complexes, 1. e. as the geometrical locus of
congruent rays belonging to all three complexes.

I 5. Theory ofNumbers. Said of two numbers which
!
being divided by a third number, called the modu-

I

lus, give the same remainder.
Thus 15 and 29 are congruent with respect to the modulus 7 ;

!
whence e.g. it follows that the 15th and 29th of any month

i

fall on the same day of the week.
1889 Chrystal Algebra, If m be any positive integer

whatever, which we call the modulus, two integers, M and
N, which leave the same remainder when divided by m, are

I said to be congruent with respect to the modulus m.

Co ngruently, adv. [f. prec. + -ly In a

J

congruent manner
;
congruously.

a 15*8 Skelton Philip Sparoive (R.\ Right conueniently
And full congruentlye. 1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits <y

Divels 36 You cannot congruently conclude from thence
any essentiall inherencie. 1631 Raleigtis Ghost 122 Opera-
tions .. most congruently and orderly directed to their
designed ends. aiyiS Penn Treat. Oaths Wks. 1782 II.

472 Which things Philo . . pursues to the same scale, very
congruently in the gospel.

Congruism .Vrjgrwiz'm). Theol. [= F. con-

gruisme, L. type *congruismus, f. congru-us : see

-ism.] The doctrine of the Congruists, which
: derives the efficacy of grace from its suitability or

! adaptation to the character, nature, disposition, or

other circumstances of the person called: it denies

i a gratia a se efficax, and affirms a grace relative to
1 character, and more or less conditioned on will.

1885 Arnold CatA. Diet. 384/1 Congruism has the ad-

I

vantage of admitting the full force of scriptural texts which
attribute the whole difference between sinner and saint to
the grace ofGod, while at the same time there is no diffi-

1

culty in reconciling it with belief in the freedom of the
win.

CO'ngruist. Theol. [corresp. to F. congruistc

I Littrel : see prec. and -1ST.] One who holds the

1
doctrine of Congruism

;
applied to one of the

parties in the great controversy, which began c.

I 1580 in the R. C. Ch., about the source and con-

dition of the efficacy of grace. Also attrib.

1737-51 Ch ambers Cycl. s. v. Congruity, The will, in the
language of the congruists, does always infallibly, though
voluntarily, choose what appears best. 1885 Arnold Cat/i.
Diet. 384/iThe three first of the Thomist propositions are ad-
mitted by that large number of Jesuit theologians known as
Congruists, but they make the efficacity of grace depend,
not on anything in the grace itself, but on the fact that it

is given under circumstances which, as God foresees, are
suitable to the dispositions of the recipient. Ibid. 385/2
In 1613, Aquaviva, general of the Jesuits, required the
members of his order to teach the doctrine on grace known
as congruism. Ibid. The Molinist and Congruist theories
are held by many theologians who are not Jesuits.

Congrni'stic^. [f- prec. +-tc] Of the nature

]

of, or pertaining to, congruism.
1867 W. G. Ward Ess. (1884) II. 194 These great thinkers

.. embrace what is commonly called the Molinistic or the
Congruistic system.

Congruity (k/ngn/lti). [ad. L. congruitat-em
(perh. immed. through F. congruite, 15th c. in

Littre), f. congru-us : see Congrue a. and -rrT.j

1. The quality of being congruous
;
agreement or

correspondence in character or qualities ; con-
formity, accordance, harmony. Const, withy less

usually to.

1447 Bokenham Seyulys {H.oxh.) ioThissexefold propyrte
Of the margaryte, wych deuly longe To Seynt Margarete

;
be congruyte Of simylytude. 1608 Norden Sur?'. Dial.

' 241 Where there is a mutuall congruitie, there is seldome a
voluntary seperation. 1665 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. x\v. 89
Congruity of Opinions . . to our natural constitution, is one
great incentive to their reception. 1690 Locke Hum. Und.

: 11. xi. 63 Wit . . putting those [Ideas] together with Quick-
I ness and Variety, wherein can be found any Resemblance

I

or Congruity. 176a Kamrs Elem. Crit. x. 11833) l65 il >s

I

clear from the very conception of the terms congruity and
j

propriety that they are not applicable to any single object.
1 1785 Paley Mor. Philos. m. vii, The congruity of such a

right [divorce] with the law of nature. 1869 J. Martinfau
]

Ess. II. 173 Accusations .. which have no congruity with
one another. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. {ed. 6) II. ii. 16
There is, at least^ moral congruity between the outward

I

goodness and the inner life.

tb. Of physical substances : Correspondence of

:

structure or molecular constitution (promoting
union or mixture). 06s.
1626 Bacon Sytva § 298 The reason is the Congruity of

!

P>odies, which if it be more, maketh a perfecter imbibition
and incorporation. 1674 Grew Anat. Plants, Lect. 1. 229
Congruity, or aptitude and respondence betwixt the Sizes

I

and Figures of Parts to be mixed. Ibid., They [two Oils]
here mix and coagulate together . . by the Congruity of their

j

receiving and intruding parts. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey)
I s.7'. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Congruity, in a lax sense, is

I

used to express an aptitude, in some bodies, to unite or in*

I

corporate; by reason of some similitude or fitness of their
I figures.

+ C. Fitness, aptness, aptitude. 06s.
1659 H. More Immort. Soul m. i. Axiom xxviii, There is

j

a Triple Vital Congruity in the Soul, namely ^Ethereal,
Aereal, and Terrestrial, Ibid. m. i. xxix, The Soul awakes
orderly into these vital Congruities, not passing from one
extreme to another without any stay in the middle. 1684
Charnock Attrib. God\x. (1834) I. 718 The second Person
had the greatest congruity to this work. 1690 Norris

j

Beatitudes (1694) I. 117 This Hunger and Thirst after

I

Righteousness is the very same to the Life of the Soul, as
;

that Organical Aptness is to the Life of the Body : It is

the Congruity of the Soul, in order to Spiritual Life. 1882
Short-house J. Inglesant I. ii. 36 His master's Rosicrucian

;
theories, .of the vita! congruity.

d. (with //.) An instance or point of agreement,
correspondence, etc.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. iv. § 2 By these insinuations
and congruities [of poesy] with man's nature and pleasure.
1790 Paley Horse Paul. ii. ii, The author of a forgery, who
sought to gain credit to a spurious letter by congruities,
depending upon the time and place in which the letter was
supposed to be written. 1864 H. Spencer Princ. Biol.

§ 262 There must exist between all organisms and their
environments certain congruities.

2. Self-accordance, harmony of the parts of a

whole, coherence.
1827 Carlvle Richter Misc. (1857) I. 17 The congruity of

!

Richter's belief. 1868 Stanley Westm. Abb. iv. 350 When
we contrast the irregularities of Westminster Abbey with
the uniform congruity of Salisbury. 1874 Blackie Self
Cult. 13 The historian, indeed, cannot invent his facts, but
he must, .dispose them with a graceful congruity.

j

3. Accordance a. with what is right, fitting, or

! reasonable ; b. with the circumstances, facts or

surroundings ; suitableness to the requirements of

,
the case; fitness, propriety, f Phr. Of, in (good)

1 congruity.

1530 Tindale Practice of Prelates Wks. (1573) 374 He
! could not of good congruitie but reward his old chaplaine.

a 1535 More On the Passion Wks. 1335/2 By a certayne
concomytaunce folowyngeof conuenient congruitye. a 1600

! Hooker (J. \ With what congruity doth the church of Rome
deny, that her enemies do at all appertain to the church of
Christ? 1670 Walton Life of Wot ton, As himself said of

J

Sir Philip Sidney's wit, that it was the very measure of
congruity. 1756 Burke Suit. a> B. iii. § 11 The affixing the

1
name of beauty to proportion, congruity, and perfection.
1850 CaRLVLH Latter-d. Pamph. vi. (1872 1 199 The Laws of
this Universe . . are fixed by the everlasting congruity of

;

things. 1871 Morley Voltaire I 1886) 127 Voltaire's ever-

j

present sense of congruity. . upon the tragic stage.

f4. Gram. Agreement or concord
;
hence, gram-

i

matical correctness or propriety of speech. ()bs.

1393 Gower Conf. III. ij6 Gramaire first hath for to teche
To speke upon congruite. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, iv.

xxi, We were let in, by hygh auctoryte Of the ryght noble
dame Congruyte. 1530 Pai sgr. Introd. 29 And for the same
cause [euphony] breke they somtyme the congruite betwene

I the substantyve and the adjectyve. 1570 Ascham Scholevt.
lArb.) 94 All the hard congruities of Grammtr. a 1656 Br.
Hall Rem. Wks., Life<.\66o\ 21 The congruity of my Latin

j

{in respect of their perfect liarbarismc). 1706 Phillips,
Congruence or Congruity. .'tis properly said of a Theme, or
Discourse, in which there is no Fault committed contrary
to Grammar-Rules. So Bailey 1730-6.

5. Theol. a. {Doctrine of Merit. With the

,

Schoolmen, the condition of its being * congruous'
: that Ciod should confer the 'first grace

1

in re-

sponse, and in 'a certain equality of proportion',

to the performance of good works by man. Op-
posed to Conwgnity.
Representing L. cougruitas, used by Aquinas in stating

that while 'condignity' can he attributed to meritorious
works only as they proceed from the grace of the Holy
Spirit, it yet 'seems congruous that a man, working ac-

cording to his own virtue or power, should be recompensed
by God according to the excellency of His virtue,' Summa

,

Theol. Prim. Sec. Q. cxiv, Art. iii. Hence the expressions
1 meritnm ex cougruo, meritum congrui ' merit (arising) out

1
of congruity ', 'merit ofcongruity

' ; mereri (gratiawt etc.)

j
de congruo 'to merit (grace, etc.) from or of congruity'.

' (Some late writers have apparently confused the last with
! the ' congruity of efficient jjrace ' in b.)

1553 Articles ofRelig. xii, Workes done before the grace

i
of Christe. .are not pleasaunt to God. . neither do thei make
menne mete to receiue Grace, or ias the Schole aucthoures

, saie) deserue Grace of congruitie [L. neque gratiam, ut
I multi vocant, de congruo merentur]. 1570 FoxeA. M.
I

25 So that those works maie be meritorious, and of con-
gruitie obteine grace. 16*5 Ussher Aiisvk Jesuit 491 From
what fountaine the Schoole-men did deriue their doctrine

I

of workes preparatorie, meriting grace by way of Congruetie,
I though not of Condignitie. 1623 W. Pemble Justification

(1629) 31 What then are merits of congruity? Such workes
whereto wages is not due by any iustice. 1675 Baxter

I

Cath. Theol. 11. 39 But some of them say, that the Gospel it

j

self, yea and the first special Grace, is given to men upon
merit of congruity, though not of condignity. a 1707
Beveridge On 39 Art. art. xiii, As we cannot do anything

1
which it is just God should reward, and so deserve Grace
of condignity : so neither can we do anything which it is fit

1
and meet God should reward, and so deserve grace of Con-

1 gruity. 1841 J. H. Newman Tract xc. ij 3 To deserve de

\

congruo or of congruity, is to move the divine regard, not

from any claim upon it, but from a certain fitness or suit-

ableness : as for instance it might be said that dry wood
1 had a certain disposition of fitness towards heat which green

I

wood had not. 1856 Bp. H. Browne On 39 Articles Art.

x, It being agreeable to His nature and goodness to bestow
grace on those who make such [unassisted] efforts.

_
En-

deavours then on the part of man to attain to godliness

were by the schoolmen said to deserve grace de congruo,

ofcongruity.

b. {Doctrine of Grace.) The suitability or

adaptation of divine grace to the character, nature,

disposition, or other circumstances of the person

called, to which some theologians attribute its

\
efficacy (see Coxgruism) ; 'the efficacy of grace

which acts while at the same time preserving the

action of the free will ' (Littre^. A term belong-

ing to the great controversy on Grace between the

j
Dominicans and the Jesuits, which began c. 1580.
Cf. St. Aug. Ad Simflic. \, g 13 Uli enim electi qui con-

;

gruenter vocati : illi autem qui non congruebant neque

I

contemperabantur vocation!, non electi, quia non secuti,
i quamvis vocati . . Cujus [Deus] miseretur, sic eum vocat,
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quqmodo scit ei congruere ut vocantem non respuat.

Fenelon (E/tvres (1820) III. 253 La grace qu'on appelle
congrue trouve dans sa congruite une veritable efficace.

c 1650 T.Goodwin Exp. Ephes.%trm. 23 But the Jesuits as-

cribe it (efficacious grace] all unto a congruity ; that is, that

God doth take a man at an advantage, spieth out a time
wherein, a man being under such and such circumstances
and considerations, he may certainly convert him. a 1680

J. Corbet Free Actions Wt. xxii. (1683) 43 Receptivity and
congruity for Grace doth not always lye in mens fair car-

riage. 17*7-51 Chambers Cycl., The system of congruity
in matters of grace. 1855 Ess. Intuitive Morals 104 note,

Molina . . affirmed that Predestination was founded upon
God's foreknowledge of the merits of the elect, to whom
He accords grace of congruity; His scieniia media en-

abling Him to foresee the future contingents arising from
the nature and circumstances of His creatures.

f 6. Geom. Coincidence ; exact agreement in

superposition ; capability of being exactly super-

posed. Obs. [med.L. congruere = to coincide.]
1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. 118391 183 There can be no

congruity between a strait line and a line that is continually
crooked. 1755 Johnson s.v., (In geometry.) Figures or lines

which exactly correspond, when laid over one another, are
in congruity.

Congruly -li, -liche\ var. Congrlely. Obs.

t Congrumate, v. Obs. rare. [? f. L. con-

together + grum-us little heap, hillock.] ?To
gather into a heap or heaps.
1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 153 A red solution of it in

the same acid was only congrumated.

[Congrument. An error in J. founded on a
misprint for congruent in an ed. of Ben Jonson (sec

COKOBUKHT I, quot. 1637). Corrected by Todd,
but repeated anew in some recent Dictionaries.]

Congruous k^'rjgr/*|3s), a. [f. L. congru-ns

(see Conghue a.) + -ouh.]

1. Agreeing or corresponding in character or

qualities
;
accordant, conformable, agreeable, suit-

able, in harmony. Const, to (f unto, \for), now
usually with.

1595 Lift Sir T. More in C. Wordsworth Feci. Biog. '1853)

II. 183 All the parts of his bodie were in good proportion,

and congruous as a man could wish. i6u Sparrow Bk.
Com. Prayer < 1661) 225 How congruous the Lord's day is

for such a work. 1656 Jkanes Mt'xt. Schol. Div. 89 It is

congruous unto Divine Justice, that satisfaction should be
given to God, etc. 1659 B. H arris ParivaCs Iron Age 30
The doctrine was. .no wise congruous with that of the foure

Primitive ages. 176a Kamks Elem, Crit. x. (1833) 164

No discipline is more suitable to man, nor more congruous
to (he dignity of his nature. 179a Resid. in France < 1 797*
I. 152 This is all congruous with the system of the day.

1834 Goou Study of Med. (ed. 4) IV. 168 In Congruous
Tivinning, or ordinary twin cases, in which there is no
disparity of size between the two. 111878 Lewes Study
Psychol. (1879) 146 What is congruous with well-lieing, what
in the ancient phrase is 'according to nature'. 1883 A.

Roberts O. T. Peris, ii. 33 It contains narratives .. so
congruous to the circumstances of the history.

t b. Corresponding in physical structure or

molecular constitution. Cf. Congriity i b.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 111. 157 Certain extrinsecal

particles, which approching to the stone, and finding con-
gruous pores, and inlets therein, are channel'd through it.

1674 (Ikew Anat. Plants Lect. i. 232 And may serve to mix
such Bodies, as through the small numl>er of their con-
gruous parts, are hardly mingleable any other way. Ibid.,

To mix them by mediation of some third . . Body, which may
be congruous in part to them l>oth.

2. Corresponding or agreeable a. to what is

right, reasonable, or becoming ; b. to the facts or

existing circumstances ; suited to the requirements

of the case : fitting, suitable, appropriate, in place.

1631 (Iol'ge God's A rroivs 111. $ 78. 330 This is a congruous
sense, and true in the substance of it. 1659 Pari. Speech
Other Ho. 1 It is but congruous it should consist of Mem-
bers without family. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. n, Pref.,

The Stoics cal that which is done according to the obe-
dience of Reason and Virtue itpo<rr\Kav *<u Kafhfxov, con-
gruous and convenient. 1750 tr. Leouardus' Mirr. Stones

33 That it be in a congruous and fitting place. 1768 Pen-
nant Zoot. I. 159 As the names, .do by no means suit their

colors, we have taken the liberty of changing them toothers
more congruous. 1804 Abi*. Laurence liampt. Lect. iv, A
grant, which it is congruous in Him to give. 1861 Wright
Ess. Archmol. II. xviii. 123 The side ornaments are not
very congruous grotesques.

3. Self-accordant, coherent, having internal agree-

ment or harmony of parts.

1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom lix, Had not her tale been
congruous, consistent, and distinct. 1861 K. Garbett Boyle
Lect. 45 The subject of the revelation is single and con-
gruous throughout. 1862 Thornburv Turner I. 296 Of
course, the city is no more African than it is Esquimaux

;

still it is a congruous dream.

f4. Oflanguage: Observing the rules of concord,

grammatically correct. Cf. Congri ity 4.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk 1 1842* 50 That, .none be admitted
to that function of the holie Ministrie but they who under-
stand Latin, and can speake congruous Latin. c 1645
Howell Lett. '1650) II. 85, I am of opinion that the pure
congruous grammatical! I^atine was never spoken in either

of them [France or Spain] as a vulgar vernacular Language.

6. Theol. Congruous grace [med.L. gratia con-

grua, F. grSce congrue] :
' grace proportioned to

the effect which it is to produce, or to the dis-

position of him who receives it' i.Littre') ; efficient

grace; congruous vocation, effectual calling. Cf.

Congruity 5 b.

1683 J. CoRnET Frt e Actions m. xx. 41 Congruous Grace.
By congruous is meant that which is so thoroughly adapted
to the e(Tect that it will follow infallibly though freely : but
Grace meerly sufficient, may be ordinarily not so throughly
adapted to the effect. Ibid., Congruous Vocation, in which
there is a Divine gracious Influx upon the Faculty.. by
which the Will is infallibly carried to the saving effect.

f 6. Geom. Coincident
;
capable of being exactly

superposed. Obs.

1656 tr. Hobbes" Elem. Philos. 11. xiv. § 6 If it incline any
way, it will do more than touch it ; that is, it will either be
congruous to it, or it will cut it. 1660 Boyle New Exp.
Phys. Mech. xxxi. 229 If the exquisitly polish'd surfaces of
two flat peeces of marble be so congruous to each other that

from their mutuall application there will result an immedi-
ate contact.

7. Theory of numbers. Characterized by congru-

ence : Congruent 5.
[1801 C. F. Gauss Disq. Ariihmet. § 1 Si numenis a

numerorum b, c difierentiam metitur, b et c secundum a
congrui dicuntur.] 1859 H.J. S. Smith Theory ofNumbers,
Brit. Assoc. Pep., If the difference between A and B be
divisible by a number P, A is said to be congruous to B for

the modulus P.

Congruously (kfrjgr//|3sli , adv. [f. prec. +
-i.y -.] In a congruous manner, in congruity.

1. In a manner that agrees or corresponds ; ac- I

cordantly, conformably. Const, to, with.
1656 Hardy .V/. fohn Iviii. (1865* 375/1 More congruously

to this present scripture. 1697 South Serm. Job xxii. 2
[Merit] such, that God would not act sutably, and con-
gruously, to the Equity and Goodness of his Nature, if He
should not reward it. 1861 F. Hall in *)ourn. As.Soc. Bengal
4 Congruously with such avoidance of an invidious term.

2. In a manner that fits the circumstances ; suit-

ably, fitly, appropriately.
a 1619 Fothkrby Atheom. 1. x. § 4 (1622) 103 Neither of

which points can congruously l>e held by him that holdeth
There is no God. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theol. 1. m. 84 Or
most we not more congruously say, that, etc. 1865 Pall

'

Mall G.21 Oct. 5 Whether four millions of their race, .could
mingle harmoniously and congruously in the social system
of the country.

f3. With grammatical correctness, correctly.

1642 Howell For. Traz: (Arb.) 20 To speake French in-

telligibly, roundly, and congruously. 160 Evelyn State of
Fr. Misc. Writ. (18051 45 The tongue of the country, .ought

to be understood perfectly, written congruously, and spoken
intelligently.

Congruousness. [f. as prec. + -KISS.] The
state or quality of being congruous; congruity,

harmonious relation.

1730-6 in Bailey (folio). 1888 Sat. Per. 10 Nov. 565/2 I

Miss Cobbe will not allow any congruousness between
science and morality.

tCongustable, «• Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Con- +

< I rsTABLE
]

Having a like taste or flavour.

< 1645 Howell Lett. (1655) II. lv. 69 In the Countrey of
Province toward the Pyrenies in Languedoc ther are wines
congustable with those of Spain.

|| Con gusto. Mus. [It.] With taste: cf. Con
prep,

Congy, ohs. f. Congee.
Congyra'tion. rare- 1

, [cf. L. congyrare to

make a circle (about .] Manifold gyration^
1825 New Monthly Mag: XIII. 104 His cravat ..for the

amplitude of its folds, and the variety of its congyrations.

Conh.yd.rine kfJhhardrain*. Chem. [f.CoN(lNE^ i

+ Hydr(ate) + -ine : see quot. 1863-72.] An !

alkaloid existing, together with conine, in the

flowers and ripe seeds of Conium maculatum, and
crystallizing m iridescent lamina: ; also named
Conhydria.
1863-71 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 1 Conhydrine C* HpHO.

.

this alkaloid has the composition of a hydrate of conine 1

C| HisN . HjO. 1876 Hakley Mat. Med. 587 Conhydria is

strongly alkaline, and may be sublimed in colourless prisms.

Conia (kJunia). Chem. [f. L. conium, hemlock
+ -ia (ending of ammonia).} —Conine.
184a E. Turner Chem. (ed. 7) 1155 Conicine, Syn. Conia,

Cicutine; Discovered by Gieseke, but first obtained pure
by Geiger. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 585 The leaf rubbed
with solution of potash gives out strongly the odour of conia.

t Co'niating, vbl. sb. Obs. nonce-ivd. [With
reference to L. ciconia stork.] Used to express the

noise made by storks.

a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais 111. xiii. 107 The. .drintling of

Turkies, coniating of Storks.

Conic (kp nik), a. and sb. Also 6 -ike, -yke,

7- -ique, 7-8 ick. [mod. ad. Gr. Ktm* h cone-

shaped, f. kSjvos cone : see -ic. Cf. F. conique (not

in Cotgr. 161 1).]

A. adj. 1. Having the form of a cone; cone-

shaped, Conical.
1614 Selden Titles Hon. 150 (Heraclius' Crownl being of !

cold, and raisd with variety of conique plates. 1647
More Song ofSoul 1. 111. vL 1 R-), An anvile form'd in conick

wise. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4292/3 Letters Patents for En-
lightening the Suburbs of London . . by new invented Lights

or Lamps, called Conic-Lamps. 1771-84 Cook I 'oy. (1790)

IV. 1226 A succession of conic hills. 1854 Woodward Alol-

lusca B, 318 Shell oblong; right valve with a curved, conic

tooth in front of the .. cartilage-pit. 1870 Hooker Stud.
Flora 387 Styles 3, conic, persistent.

2. Of or pertaining to a cone. Conic section : a

figure formed by the section of a right circular

cone by a plane ; a plane curve of the second

degree.

If the inclination of the cutting plane to the axis of the
cone be greater than that of the edge of the cone, the sec-

tion is an Ellipse (with the circle as a particular case when
the plane is perpendicular to the axisi; if less, a Hyper-
bola; if the plane be parallel to the edge, a Parabola.
(The pair of intersecting straight lines formed by a section
through the vertex—strictly a particular case of the hyper-
bola—is not usually reckoned as a conic section.)

1570 Dee Math, Pref. 31 Our fourth Pyramidall, or Conike
line. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. m* 187 The Forming of
Conick Sections in Dioptricks .. accounted as insuperable
difficulties. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Conical, .as Conick
Sections, i. e. the three Sections or Divisions of a Cone,
call'd Ellipsis, Hyperbola and Parabola. 1714 Barrow's
Euclid 517 This method don't suppose the conic surface, .to

consist of as many parallel circumferences perpetually in-

creasing from the vertex, or decreasing from the base. 1807
HuTTON Course Alatfu II. 93 There arise five different

figures or sections, namely, a triangle, a circle, an ellipsis,

an hyperbola, and a parabola : the three last of which only
are peculiarly called Conic Sections. 1866 Proctor Hand-
bk. Stars 18 The projection is a closed curve, which (being
a conic section) must be either a circle or an ellipse.

3. Comb., as conic-billed.

1846 M rCuLLOCH Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 125 Tribe
Conirostres. Conic-billed Birds.

B. sb.

1. pi. Conies: that branch of Geometry which
treats of the cone and the figures formed by plane

sections of it. (Now regarded as the //. of 2, as

\{= conic sections.)

1571 Digges Pantom. Pref.Aij, A number of rules and pre-

ceptes, gathered out ofEuclide, Archimedes and Appolonius
Pergeus his Conykes. .1850 Rudim. Nai'ig. (Weale) 109
The science of Conies is of the highest utility. Afod.
Analytical and Geometrical Conies.

2. A conic section : see A. 2.

1879 Salmon Conic Sections xiiii. (ed. 6) 226 Two conies
cannot have more than four points common. 1885 Leudes-
dorf Cremona's Proj. Geom. 15 The curve which is homo-
logical with a circle is a conic.

Conical ^kp-nikal , a. [f. as prec. + -AL.1

1. Having the form of a cone
;
cone-shaped.

1570 Billincsley Euclid xi. Def. xvii. 318 A Conical I

superficies. 1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal. (1662) 59
That determinate Conical shadow of the Earth, which is

Night. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 323 Burial under Conical
hillocks, .was sure very ancient. 1799 J. Robertson Agric.
Perth 569 The conical summit is covered with grass. 1828

Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 448 Jaws armed with a row of
conical teeth. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 189. 1880 Gray
Struct. Bot. iii. § 1. 31 note, Taproots are said . . to be .

.

Conical, when tapering regularly, .as in carrots.

2. Of, pertaining, or relating to a cone.

Conical point : a singular point on a surface at which the

tangent lines form a cone, t Conical section (also c. line) : =
Conic section {obs.). Conical Projection : a method of pro-

jection (in maps, etc.) in which a part of a spherical surface

is projected upon the surface of a tangent or secant cone
which is then ' developed * or unrolled into a plane. Conical
refraction : refraction in which a ray is converted into a
hollow cone of light.

1570 Dee Math. Pref 34 By Wheles . . Conicall Section-

lines .. at pleasure, may be tfrawen. 163s N. Carpenter
Geog. DeL 11. v. 70 By a Conicall line wee vnderstand a
crooked line which diners from a circle, in as much as it

keeps not alwayes an equal distance from the center. 1664
Power Exp. Philos. Pref. 16 What the Theorists in

Conical Sections demonstrate. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 105

This motion is Conical and.. by the Conick path all the

Phaenomena of Comet-, can be readily solved. 181a Wood-
holsk Astron. xxxv. 336 At the extremity, or conical point

of the Earth's shadow. 1866 Proctor Handbk. Stars 32

To form separate maps of small parts of the heavens . . no
method combines simplicity of construction with correctness

so satisfactorily as trie conical projection. 1871 Tyndall
Fragyt. Sc. (ed. 6) I L via. 107 As in the case of Conical Re-
fraction . . it actually forces upon our attention phenomena
which noothereye had previously seen. 1874 Salmon Geom.

of3 Dim. (ed. 3)215 Through a conical point on a surface

can be drawn an infinity of Tines which will meet the surface

in 3 coincident points, and these will all be on a cone of the

second degree, 1884 C. Smith Solid Geom. J 207 When the

tangent lines at any point of a surface form a cone, the point

is called a conical point.

3. Comb., as conicaf-shaped, adj.

1868 Q. Victoria Life High/. 145 A curious conical-

shaped hill.

Conicalit'y. rare. [f. prec. + -ITT.] Coni-

CALNESS. In some mod. Diets.

Conically (kfnfldli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.]

In a conical form or manner; like a cone.

1661 Boyle Spring of Air (J.\ A watering pot, shaped
conically, or like a sugar loaf, a 1691 — Wks. (1772) III.

641 (R.) An almost conically shaped weight of lead. 1786

Cavallo in Phi/. Trans. LXXVII. 9 A piece of., paper

rolled up conically, and having at its apex an aperture.

1866 Tatk Brit. Alollusks iii. 54 The shell .. is conically

oval. 1871 Proctor Ess. Astron. xiii.193 A telescope ..

having a motion carrying the tube conically round a mean
position.

Co'nicalness. The quality of being conical.

1755 in Johnson. 1869 Mozlev Fss. (1878) II. 366 There
is nothing l>eyond their squareness and conicalness.

Conichalcite (kpnikcelssit). A/in. [Named
by Breithanpt, 1849, konichalcit ; f. Gr. Kov'ia

'dust', etc., here in sense 'powdered lime* +
XaAKuy copper + -ITE.] A green hydrous phosphate

and arseniate of lime and copper.

1850 in Dana Min. 527. 1868 Ibid. 565 Conichalcite'.

reniform and marine, resembling malachite. Colour, pis-

tachio-green, inclining to emerald green.

Conicine. Obs. synonym of Conine.
[1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 276 Conicina..is



CONICITY.

next to hydrocyanic acid, the most virulent poison at
present known.] 1842 K. Turner C/icm. (ed. 7) 1155 Coni-
cine is more soluble in cold than in hot water.

Conicity (koni'siti). rare~°. [f. Conic a. +
-ity ; cf. ellipticity.'] The quality of being conical,

conicalness.

1874 G. Layvson Dis. Eye fed. -2\ 49 The conicity is gener-
ally much greater in one eye than the other. 1883 T.
Holmes Surg. (ed. 3} II. 30 Excision of a large segment of
the iris.. has been tried in conical cornea, with the hope
that the conicity might lessen after it.

Conico- ^rniktf), before a vowel sometimes
conic- [Gr. koviko-], combining form of Conic a.,

joined adverbially with adjectives denoting shape

:

— Conically-, with a tendency to being conical;

as Conico - cylindrical, conically - cylindrical,

nearly cylindrical, but slightly tapered like a cone
;

Conico-hemispherical, nearly hemispherical, but

with a tendency toward the conical ; so conico-

elongate, conico-ovate {conic-ovate')., conico-subulate.
1852-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV, 1227/2 The largest [tuber-

cles] are conico-cylindrical flat. 1826 Kiriiy& Sp. Entomol.
III. 220 This [cocoon] is ovate or conico-ovate. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 420 Carex vesicaria . . perigynia large spread-
ing contc-ovoid inflated. 1848 Dana Zooph. 139 Conico-
subhemispherical. .sides concentrically wrinkled.

Conicoid (kfrnikoid). Geom. ff. Conic4--oid,

after ellipsoid, etc.] In Solid Geometry : A surface

of which every plane section is a conic (see Conic
B. 2) ; a surface of the second degree, a quadric

surface or quadric: e.g. a sphere, ellipsoid, cone,

paraboloid, or hyperboloid.
1863 Frost & Wolstenholme Solid Geom. § 204 A sur-

face of the second degree shall in future be denominated a
Conicoid. Ibid. § 205 Properties of conicoids, etc. 1863 Alois
Solid Geom. v. § 52 Surfaces whose equations are of the
second degree in (x, y, z) are called Quadrics, or, follow-

ing the analogy of the terms ellipsoid, etc., Conicoids. 1880
G. S. Carr Synopsis I. § 5599 A conicoid is a surface every
plane section of which is a conic.

,! Conicopoly (kpnikp-p^M). Anglo- Indian.

[Corruption of Tamil Canakka-pi'llai account-

man {pillai child, person \] A native clerk or

writer in the Madras Presidency. (Yule.)
1680 Govt. Rec. Fort St. George 21 Sept. III. 34 (Y, SuPf.)

The Governour. .went the circuit of Madras ground, which
was described by the Cancoply of the grounds, and lyes so
intermixed with others, .that 'tis impossible to be knowne to

any others. 1718 tr. Ziegenbalg's Lett. 11. 55 (Y.) We main-
tain seven Kanakappel, or Malabarick writers. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. II. 549 The conicopoly, to keep the accounts
of the village. 1872 H. J. Coleridge Xavzers Life II. 24
(Y.) You must appoint in each village or station fitting

teachers and Canacopoly, as we have already arranged.

Conidium tk^ni'dlvm). Bot. PI. conidia.

[mod.L., f. Gr. kovis dust, as if representing a dim.

*Kovl8iov.'] A unicellular asexual reproductive

body occurring in certain fungi.

1870 Bentley Bot. 378 These conidia may be regarded as

a fourth kind of reproductive organ. 1882 Vines Sachs'
Hot. 233 All other unicellular and non-sexual organs of re-

production we shall not term spores, but gonidia or conidia.

Hence Coni dial a., of, or pertaining to, of the

nature of or relating to a conidium or conidia.

Conidii'ferous a. [L. fer bearing + -OUS], Coni-
diophorovts a. [Gr. -<popos bearing + -ous], bear-

ing conidia. Coni'dioid a., of the form or cha-

racter of a conidium. Coni'diophore, a stalk or

branch of the mycelium bearing conidia.

1874 Cooke Fungi 73 Only conidial forms of higher fungi.

Ibid. 74 Which is really the conidiiferous form of Erysiphe.
Ibid. 73 The species found on dead insects, .are merely the
conidiophores of species of Torrubia. 1882 Vines Sachs'
Bot. 264 The mass..which fills up the space between the
conidia in the conidiophore of the Muconni.
Conie, obs. f. Cony.
Conieger, Conie-grey, var. ff. Conyger, Obs.,

rabbit-warren.

Conifer (kJii-nifar). Bot. [mod. ad. L. conifer

cone-bearing, f. con-us cone + -fir bearing. So F.

conifere. Instead of the popular plural conifers,

the scientific Conifers is often used.] A plant be-

longing to the Conifers, a large and important
order of gymnospermous exogens, comprising trees

(mostly evergreen) bearing cones.

[1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. XWL xxiv. (1495) 617
Cypresse are namyd and callid Conefore.] 1851 G. A.
Mantell Petrifactions 53 The conifers are all arborescent.
1867 Emerson May-Day, etc. Wks. (Bohn) III. 420 Three
conifers, white, pitch, and Norway pine. 1872 Dasent
Three to One I. 20 Smooth lawns on which rare shrubs and
conifers flourished.

Coniferin (j^ni-ferin). Chem. [f. as prec. +
-in.] ' A glucoside occurring in the cambium of
coniferous woods 1

(Watts).
1867 Pharmaceut. Jrnl. Ser. u. VIII. 465 Pure Coniferin

forms slender needles of a silky lustre. 1879 Watts Diet.
Chem. 3rd Suppl., The crystals of coniferin contain
Ci 6 H 22 0«+ aH 2O.

Coniferous (k^ni-feras', a. Bot. [f. h. conifer
(see above) + -ous.] Bearing cones ; belonging to
the botanical order Conifer*, (see Conifer)

;
per-

taining to or consisting of conifers.

1664 Evelyn Sylva xxi. (R. \ Resinacious and coniferous
trees, a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 64 The Cedar of
Libanus is a coniferous tree, bearing cones or cloggs. 1834

Vol. II.

829

R. Mud (E Brit. Birds (1841) II. 71 To nestle high in the
coniferous trees. 1884B0WKH & Scott De Bary's Phaner.
515 These relations, .appear most clearly and simply in the
Coniferous woods.

Coniform (kju'ni§um), a. [On L. type coni-

formis, f. con-us Cone : see -form.] Having the

form of a cone
; cone-shaped.

c 1790 Kirwan cited by Webster 1828. 1811 J. Pinkerton
Petrat. I. 63 Grand coniform elevations, whose slopes and
sides are loaded with little conical summits,

Conig, obs. f. Cony.
Conigare, -gree, -grie, var. ff. Conyger, Obs.,

' rabbit-warren.

Conimbrum, erron. form of Conundrum.
|| Con impeto. A/us. [It.] With impetus : cf.

Con prep.

Conine, COniine (k^nain, k(?u-ni|3in). Chem.

j

Also coneine. [f. L. coni-um, Gr. kwvciov hem-
lock + -in.] An alkaloid (Cg H,5 N) which forms
the poisonous principle of hemlock {Conium macu-

!
latum) ; it is an oily liquid, with a peculiar suffo-

j

eating odour, and violently poisonous, producing
paralysis of the terminations of the motor nerves,

I and consequent asphyxia. Also conia, conicine.

1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 316 Coniin possesses
1 the following properties. 1882 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 2

I
Conine exists in combination with acids in all parts of the
hemlock-plant, but most abundantly in the fruit a little before
maturity, attrib. 1878 tr. Ziemsseu's Cyct. Med. XVII. 8t8
As a general rule, cardiac pulsation is retarded in coniine-
poisoning.

Coning, obs. f. Cony.
Coni'nquinate, bad form for Coinquinate.
1609 Davies Christ's Cross (1876) 28 (D.) Though sinnes

sores it oft coninquinate.

tCo niocyst, Bot. Obs. [mod. f. as next + Gr.
Kvcris bladder, Cyst.] ' A closed spore-case re-

sembling a tubercle, and containing a mass of

spores' Treas. Bot. 1866.

II Coniomycetes (k^ni^msis/'t/z), sb.pl. Bot.

[mod.L., f. Gr. tcov'ta, /coVi-s, dust + piviCT]? (pi.

(xv/crjTfs) mushroom ; introd. by Nees von Esen-

beck, 181 7.] A group of fungi, so named from
their dusty spores. The division is no longer re-

tained, its members being distributed among other

groups. Hence Conioniyce'tous a.

1866 Treas. Bot. 321 The dark soot-like patches so com-
mon on old rails and dead wood are formed mostly by these
dingy coniomycetes. 1872 W. Aitkin Sc. Pract. Med.
(ed. 6) I. 210 Reproductive cells or fruits may be of at least

three different forms in coniomycetous fungi. 1874 Cookk
Fungi 70 Two families, in one of which the dusty spores
are the prominent feature, and hence termed Coniomycetes.
Ibid. 36 The Coniomycetous parasites on living plants.

Coniospermous (kf>:nu7sp5\im3s\ a. Bot. [f.

as prec. + Or. -a-nfppi-os, from aitippa seed 4- -ous.]

Of fungi : Having spores resembling dust.

1874 Cooke Fungi 67 The dusty mass of spores tends
! more towards the Coniomycetes, this being characterized

as the coniospermous sub-family.

Coniroster (k^unirp-steA Zool. [ad. F. coni-

rostre, ad. mod.L. conirostris, f. conus cone + Ros-
trum beak, bill.] A member of the Conirostres, a

group of insessorial birds having a conical bill.

1842 Brande Diet. Set., Com'rosters, Conirostres . .includ-

ing those which have a thick robust conical beak, as the
crows and finches. 1847 in Craig.

So Conirostral a., conical-billed.

c 1840 Swainson is cited by Webster 1864.

Conisance, -sante, -see, -sor, obs. ff. Cogni-
zance, etc.

T Conistery. Obs. rare. [ad. L. conisterium,

a. Gr. fcovKTTTjptov place covered with dust, f. kuvis

dust, ashes.] (See quot.)

1657 Tomlinson Renous Disp. 486 The inferiour [part of
furnace] receives the ashes, and is thence called the cinerist

. .or conistery.

Conite ^kJu'nait). Min. [? f. Gr. tcovis, novta

dust, ashes + -1TE.] A variety of Dolomite con-

taining a large proportion of carbonate of mag-
nesia ; in colour ash-gray or greenish gray.

1808 in T. Allan Names Min. 23. 1818 Blackw. Mag,
III. 473 He [Macculloch] has given to it, from its leading
character, the name of conite.

II Conium (kiJunai-^nO. [ad. L. conium, a. Gr.

kwvciov hemlock.] a. Bot. The Umbelliferous

genus to which the common Hemlock, C. macu-
latum, belongs, b. Med. The hemlock or its ex-

tract as a drug. C. attrib.

i86z N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. of Med. 142 The extract of
conium seeds is twenty times as strong as that of the leaves.

1866 Treas. Bot. I. 322 Medicinally conium has been used
for promoting the absorption of tumours. 1872 J. H. Ben-
net Text'bk. Phys. 371 Conium paralyses the motor and
sensitive spinal nerves. 1887 T. L. Brunton Text-bk.
Pharmacol, (ed. 31 932 The symptoms of conium-poisoning.

Coniver, obs. f. Conniver.
Conjaceney (k^nd^^ sensi). rare. [f. L. con-

j

jacent-cm, pr. pple. of conjacere to lie together :

see -ency.] The quality of lying close together.

1820 Blackw. Mag. VI. 652 Proportional, .to the compact-
ness of the brain, or to its conjaceney, if we may be allowed

to contrive a useful word.

Conjeale, -iele, -ieyle, obs. ff. Congeal.

CONJECTTJRABLE.

t Conject k^nd^e'kt), v. Obs. Also 5 congette,
coniette ; pa. t. eonieete. [ad. L. conjectd-re to

,
cast together, conjecture, guess, conclude, infer,

I freq. of conjiccre (ppl. stem conject-) to throw to-

gether, etc., f. con- together +jacere to throw. In
sense 3, congette, from the Fr. form congete-r, was
used by Caxton and his contemporaries.]
1. = Conjectures. 3. &.trans. {orwiihobj. clause.)
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. vi. 27, I coniecte pat fere lakkej>

I not what. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 1. (1495) 3 What
so euer ony man wyll coniecte, feyne, ymagyne, suppose or
saye.

_
1523 Surrey in St. Papers Hen. VII/, IV. 38 What

I conject the seid Duke woll doo. 1531 Elyot Gov. m. xxv,
If they wyl coniecte histories to be lyes. 1611 Speed Hist.
Gt. Brit. ix. viii. § 29 Some Writers haue laboured to con-
ject the true cause. 1613 T. GODWIN Rom. Antiq. (1674)

I

235 We may conject the reason of these ballances. a 1734
!
North Exam. 1. iii. § 71 (1740) 175 How far he was dis-

1 posed to join with the Party. .we may conject.

b. intr.

1388 Wyclif Ezck. xxi. 19 He shal coniecte [138* gesse]
! in the heed of the weie of the citee. 1565-73 Cooper

Thesaurus s.v. Couiectura, Aberrare coniectura, to coniect
wrong. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 111. iii. 149 (Qq.) One that so im-
perfectly conjects [Ff conceitsj.

c. To form the hypothesis, suppose, rare.

1588 Mellis Briefe Instr. F v, Coniect in your owne
I

imagination, that this, .shoppe were a person Debitor.

2. trans. To forecast by signs, augur, divine,

prognosticate. Also absol.

1496 Dives # Paup. (W. de W.) 1. xxv. 60/2 By faynynge
& falshode coniecte & tell to the people tliynges that ben
to come. 1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Auguro. .to tell by
tliuination what shall happen : to djuine : to coniect. 1582
N. T. (Rhem.) 2 Thess. u. 2 note, Some [haue] presumed to

1 calculate and coniect by the starres. 1609 Holland A mm.
Marcel. XXI. 165 Connecting his death by sundrie presaging
tokens.

3. To contrive, devise, plan, plot.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks, III. 298 Alle be newe lawis bat
clerkis han maad ben sutilly conjectid by ypocrisie. c 1465
Eng. Chron. {Camd. 18561 78 Coniectyng and ymaginyng
howe he myghte dystroy theyme. 1480 Caxton Chron.

I
Eng. clxiv. 148 Traytours that congetted [ed. 1520, p. 92,
conjected] falsenesse ageynst hym. 1509 Hawes Past.
Pleas, xxxvi. v, With mortal! Envie they did then conjecte

i

To make a finde. 1541 Paynel Catiline xix. 38 Thy mo-
j

lions coniected . . ageynst me. 155a Huloet, Aduise or

:
coniect how a thyng shall be done, prmneditor.

4. lit. To throw, cast, fare.)
I

1625 Bp. Mountagu App. C&sar 298 Nor [do] these men
! cast on mee particular calumnies, but per satymm congested
and conjected at a masse upon the Church of England. 1657
Tomlinson Renous Disp. 325 Conjected into wine, it con-

ciliates a certain suavity in drinking.

t Conject, pa. pple. Obs. rare. [ad. L. conject-

1

us, pa. pple. of conjicSre, couicere to throw to-
' aether : used instead of conjected.] Thrown, cast.

C1543 IJecon Nosegay Wks. (1843) 196 That so many
should be conject and cast into everlasting damnation.

tCO'nject, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. conjecl-its

(u- stem
;
casting, cast, f. ppl. stem o{ conjiccre : see

prec.] Device, contrivance.

14.. Epiph. in Tundale's Vis. 108 They schall askape ..

For all the conjecte of thy prynces wyse.

t Conjecta'tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. conjectd-

1 lion-em, n. of action f. conjectare to conjecture,

etc. : see Conject v.] Forecast, prognostication.

165a Gaule Magastrom. n A prudent and politick con-

jectation. Ibid. 135 The way of genethliacall conjectation.

t Conje'Cting, vol. sb. Obs. [f. Conjfxt v.

+ -ing !.] The action of the verb Conject.
1. Divining, guessing, conjecture.

138a Wyclif Ezck. xxi. 19 In hoond he shal take coniect-

ynge, or suspicioun. c 1386 Chaucer Melib. T 442 By cer-

teyn presumpciouns and conjectinges.

2. Devising, plotting, conspiracy. [In this sense

conceiting was used by Caxton, etc.]

r 1450 Lonelich Grail xxxvii. 9 Be the fals coniettyng of

his wyf that so falsly reved hym his lyf. Ibid, xlvii. 56
! Thanne. .bethowhte hym this fals kyng of a fals tresown.

.

i
be coniectyng. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cciv. 186 They

\ were put oute thurgh the false congettynges ofspencers.

•i- Conje'ctment. Obs. rare 1
, [f. Conject v.

j

+ -MENT.] Device, plotting.

c 1400 Test. Love 11. (1560) 283/2 The false disceivable con-

jectments of mans beguilings.

t Conje'Ctor. Obs. Also -ere, -our. [a. AF.
conjectour, OF, -eur, ad. L. conjector, agent-n. from

I conjicere : see above.] One who conjectures ; a

soothsayer, diviner, guesser ; cf. Conject v. i, 2.

1388 Wyclif Prov. xxiii. 7 Of a fals dyuynour and of a

coniectere [1382 a fals castere]. 155a Lyndesay Monarch
iv. 5268 Be diuers coniectouris, And principall Expositouris.

164a Milton Apol. Smect. 77 He pretends to be a great con-

jector at [v.r. of] other men by their writings. 165a Gaule
Magastrom. 308 When he saw the Vaticinators, Conjectors,

Aruspects. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. m. 137 Worthy of

a conjector of Dreams.

Conje'Ctory, a. rare. [f. L. ppl. stem conject-

(see prec.) +-011Y.] = Conjectueal.
1884 Manch. Exam. 20 Feb. 4/5 The explanation must

necessarily be a conjectory explanation.

Conjecturable (k^ndse-ktiuraVl), a. [f. Con-

i jecture + -able.] That may be conjectured.

1656 [J. Sargeant] tr. T. White's Peripatet. Jnstit. 428.

1 1659 Army's Plea for present Practice 13 In all con-

! jecturable probabilities. 1675 Howe Living Tempie^V.%.

(1834) 73/2 And how far he is swerved from what he was, is

X05
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easily conjee titrable. 1887 T. Hardy Woodlanders III. i.

:o. How this fall had come about was readily conjecturable.

Conje'ctnrably, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.] In

a conjecturable manner ; as may be conjectured.

a 1850 Rossf.tti Dante <$ Ct'rc. 1. (1874) 16 Dante . . may
'conjecturably) have chosen to imply a change of preference

in order to gratify Cino da Pistoia.

Conjectural (k^nd3e*ktiural\ a. (sb.) Also

6-7 -all. [ad. I,, conjecturdl-is, f. conjectura Con-
jecture sb. So in F. from ifith c]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, conjecture;

depending on, implying, or involving conjecture.

1553 T. Wilson Rhct. 40 b, The oration conjectural is

when matters be examined and tryed out by suspicions

gathered, and some likelihode of thinge appearinge. 1597
Hooker Sect. Pol. v. II. 220 Which haue but coniecturall

knowledge of their meaning. i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 675, I

doubt it is too Conjecturall to venture upon. 1677 Hale
Prim, Orig. Man. 7 Our knowledge concerning them is

meerly conjectural. 1768 Johnson Pre/, to Shaks. Wks.
IX. 298 Conjectural criticism has been of great use in

the learned world. 1794 Palky Evid. L ix. \ 7 Bold
hypotheses and conjectural solutions. 1845 Stoddart in

Encyct. Metrop. (18^7! I. m/i Conjectural etymology is

like conjectural criticism only to be indulged in very
sparingly, and under the control of a most sound and expe-
rienced judgment. 1883 A. Roberts O. T. Revision vii.

138 Conjectural emendations which have been introduced
by transcribers,

2. Given to making conjectures.

164a Fuller Holy Prof. St. n. vi. 71 He is not per-

emptory but conjecturall in doubt full matters. 1768 Johnson
Pre/, to Shaks. Wks. IX. 297 A conjectural critic. 1780
Harris Philolog. Enq. Wks. 1841) 398 Were this bold con-
jectural spirit confined to works of second rate. 18^6 Mrs.
Browning Aur. Leigh iv. 1000 Her touching, foolish lines

We mused on with conjectural fantasy.

+ 3. That can be guessed, conjecturable. rare.

1659 Vulg' Errors Censured 2 It is scarce conjecturall

from whence this opprobrium should take its rise ; there

being no rationall foundation for such a superstructure.

t B. sb. a. Something that is conjectural, b.

A conjecture ; a supposition. Oh.
'579 J- Stubbes Casing Gulf E ij, Yet will I not rest

vpon coniectu rails. 1611 Speed /list. Gt. Brit. v. iii. § 12

Depending onely vpon coniecturals. 1631 Hevwood Eng.
Eliz. (1641 > 14 The conjecturall of the administration of this

oath, .was to strengthen the match. 1654 Whitlock Zooto*
mia 536 Look through Faiths Prospective, and they will

confesse Mathematical! Demonstrations but Conjecturals,

in comparison.

t Conje'cturalist. Oh. rare. [f. prec. +

1ST.] One who deals in conjectures or guesses.

1664 Power Ext. Philos. Pref. 18 [They] will but prove
empty Conjecturalists.

t Conjectura lity. Oh. rare. [f. L. con-

jectural-is see CONJECTURAL) + -TTY.] The quality

of being conjectural ; //. conjectural matters or

statements.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F.p. 274 They have. ,l>etaken

themselves unto probabilities, and the conjecturalities of
Philosophy. Ibid. 364 Who in matters . . not without ab-

strusities, conceived it sufficient to deliver conjecturalities.

Conj ecturally k(Jhdge'ktiurili),<wto. [f. Con-
jectural +-ly-.] In a conjectural manner; by
way of conjecture ; by guess.

*594 Hooker EccL Pol. L 1 1632) 85 Whatsoever may be .

.

but probably and conjecturally surmised. 1691 8 Norris
Pract. Disc. (1701) IV. 151 As some . . [talk] of a World in

the Moon, Problematically and Conjecturally. 1807 < 1.

Chalmers Caledonia I. 1. iv. 122 Stukeley conjecturally

places Coria, at Corsford, below Lanark. 1877 Dowukn
Shaks. Primer iii. 30 The 'Second Folio' 1632 is a reprint

of the first conjecturally emended.

t Conjectura'tion. Oh. [a. F. conj'edurat'ton

(14th c. Oresme), f. conjecturer to Conjecture :

see -ATION.] Conjectural inference: in quot. 1533
perh. = devices, contrivances.

1533 Bellenden Livy 1. (1822) 94 Sixtus Tarquinius knaw-
ing weill, be thir hid conjecturaciouns [Lat. tacitis aniba-
gibus}, quhat his fader desirit him to do. 1541 K. Copland
Guydon s Quest. Chirurg., Aroolde of de villa noua.. after

the doctryne of Ypocras measureth it be coniecturacyon.

t Conje cturative, a. Oh. [a. F. conjectur-

atif, -ive (16th c. Pare), f. stem of conjectural-ion :

see -ive. It occurs with -s plural.] Conjectural.

1541 R. Copland Guydons Quest. Chirurg., It is nat pos-

syble to measure the blode lettynges by certayne rule, for all

medycynall euacuacyons ben coniecturatyues.

Hence t Conje cturatively adv., conjecturally.

1608 T. James Apol. Wyclt/69 To conuince. .there asser-

tions to be more then coniecturatiuely false.

Conjecture (kf)hdge*ktiiij, -tjai), sl>. Also 5 -6

-our(e. [a. F. conjecture, or its original L. con-

jectura, a throwing or casting together, a conclu-

sion derived from comparison of facts, an inference,

conclusion, guess, etc., f. conject- ppl. stem of

conjictre, conic?re to throw together : see -ure.]

f 1. The interpretation of signs or omens ; inter-

pretation of dreams
;
divining; a conclusion as to

coming events drawn from signs or omens ; a fore-

cast, a prognostication. Oh.
138a Wvclif Dan. it. 6 }if }e shuln telle the sweuen and

the coniecture therof [Vutg. coniecturam ejus), e 1$46
Langlev Pol. Verg. De Invent. 1. xix. 34 b, A certaine

prophet commaunded euery man to stande stil til he had
taken a coniecture of the birde that flowe by. 1576 Flem-
ing Panopl. Epist. 230 To" give conjectures of mens con-
ditions and fortune by their countenaunces. 1586 HVU

i
Garden. Title-p., The yerely coniectures meete for Hus-

;
bandmen. 1651 Gaule Magastrom. 333 Out they went to-

[

gether, to make conjecture of the thiefe by augury. 1667

I

Milton P. L. B. 133 To cast Ominous conjecture on the
whole success. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 11. xiii. '1715)
31a The Signs by which they made Conjectures.

1 2. Conclusion as to facts drawn from appear-

ances or indications. Oh.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 349 By conjecture Hem thought

sche was another creature, a 14x0 Hoccleve De Reg.
Princ. 346 It is sothe, thoughe men by conjecture Of resoun
..it ne lean determyne. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge \.

1874 More lyke an angell by all coniecture Than a fragyll

,

mayde.

t 3. The supposing or putting of an imaginary

case ;
supposition. (Cf. Conject v. i c.) Oh. rare.

1460 Fortescue A 6s. Lint. Mon. ix. 11885) '^8 We
nede in this case to vse coniecture and ymaginacion, as to

thynk that ber is no lordis livelod in Englond sufficient, etc.

1599 Shaks. /fen, V, iv. Prol. 1 Now entertaine coniecture
of atime, When creeping Murmure. . Fills, .the Vniuerse.

4. The formation or offering of an opinion on
grounds insufficient to furnish proof; the action or

habit of guessing or surmising ; conclusion as to

what is likely or probable. In textual criticism,

the proposal of a reading not actually found in the

traditional text, t Formerly sometimes in a bad
sense : Suspicion, evil surmise.

1535 Jove Apol. Timlale 25 Tindale accuseth. .me of con-
iecture and temerariouse iugement. 1570-6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent 1 18261 10 Out of these things thus alledged,

I might as me thinketh) draw probable conjecture. 1599
Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 107 And on my eie-lids shall Con*
lecture hang, To turne all beauty into thoughts of harme.
1608 Norden Surv. Dial. 1 Speake you this by conjecture
. .or by due experience of your owne? 1665 Bovle Occas.

Re/7. (1675) 30 But this is only conjecture; and whether it

be true or no, etc. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. 1. 4 The
region of pure fable and conjecture. 1768 Johnson Pre/,
to Shaks. Wks. IX. 292 Of these (passages] the restoration

is only to be attempted by collation of copies, or sagacity of
conjecture. 1841 Borrow Zincali II. 105 Always ready to

have recourse to conjecture and guess-work. 1865 Coning-
ton Virgil I. Pref. to ed. 2, The more imDortant MSS. .

.

supply each other's defects. .The need of critical conjecture
is almost wholly removed. 1878 Leckv Eng. in 18M C. 1 1.

I

vii. 277 It is probable that this report . . rests largely on
conjecture.

b. Absorption of mind in conjecturing ;
puzzle-

!
ment.
1815 Mrs. Pilkington Celebrity I. 199 Her inquietude be-

1 came less violent, though her conjecture was increased.

Ibid. II. 233 He was so completely lost in conjecture.

5. with a and //.) An opinion offered on in-

sufficient presumptive evidence ; an unverified sup-

position put forth to account for something. In

textual criticism, a proposed emendation of a text.

i$»7 R. Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 256 By all con-

iectures of reason. 1599 Thvnnf. Animadv. (1865) 17 This
ys a mere conjecture, and of no valydytye. 1671 Milton

A*, iv. 292 Dreams, Conjectures, fancies, built on nothing
. firm. 1768 Johnson Pre/ toShaks. Wks. IX. 284 Perverse

interpretations, and . . improbable conjectures. 1798 Ferriar
Hlustr. Sterne, Varieties 0/ Man 196 Men have so long
mistaken their conjectures concerning facts, for facts them-

I selves. 1863 Conington Virgil II. Pref., In several places

he [Ribbeckl has introduced emendations into the text,

generally conjectures of his own. 1874 Green Short /list.

I

v. 213 In spite of a thousand conjectures, we know little of

the life of our first great poet.

f b. An evil surmise or suspicion. Oh.
1513 Bradshaw St. IVerburge 1. 1599 Ioseph. .There was

inprysoned by a false coniectour. 1586 A. Dav Eng. Secre-

tarie n. (1625) 15 To satisfie you, and . . to expel] those

causelesse conjectures of him. 160a Shaks. //am. tv. y. 14

She may strew dangerous coniectures In ill breeding minds.

169a Drvden St. Evremonfs Ess. 1 10 You would be ruined

by the Malice of his Conjectures.

+ 6. A ground or reason for conclusion (not

amounting to demonstration). Oh.
i$a6 Pilgr. Per/AVt. de W. 153O 287 [They] may haue a

great coniecture of grace. 1533 More Debet/. Sa/tm Wks.
1012/1, I.. had and yet haue very good coniectures to put

lyttle doubte therin. 1555 Eden DecoiUs 33 Whiche
thynge they suspected by a thousand coniectures. 1658 Sir

T. Browne Hydriot. Introd. (1736)4 Whether the ancient

Germans, .held any such Fear, .we have no authentic Con-
jecture.

+ 7. A device, contrivance; esp. for an evil pur-

pose ; a plot, conspiracy. Oh. ^Cf. Conject v. 3.)

1460 Capgravk Chron. 246 The Kyng taried .. in Walis,

tyl, as he supposed, the lordes conjecture was sesed. . 1475
Partenay Prol. 100 Which. . Ful wel lernid were in knightly

1
coniectures. 1494 Fabvan Chron. v. cxii. 86 Fredegunde

I

entendyn^ to make a douorce atwene Chilperich and his

wyfe by his subtile and false coniectour.

Conjecture k^d^ektiiii', v. [f. F. conjee-

,
/«r*-r (13th c. in Littre , f. conjecture. Cognate
forms appear in the other Romanic langs., It. conget-

j

titrate, Sp. conjeturar, med.L. conjectura re."]

f 1. trans, and inir. To infer or gather from

signs or omens ; to divine, prognosticate. Oh.
138a [see CoNjECTURiNt;!. ,1400 Maundev. (Roxb. ) viii.

29 By be chaun^eyng of )>e colouresmen. .knawes and con-

I iectures wheder it schall be derthe of corne. 1584 R. Scot
j Discov. Witchcr. vn. xi. 117 Conjecture unto me by thy

familiar spirit. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 311 Melampus, the

augur, conjectured at the slaughter of the Greeks, by the

!
flight of little birds.

f 2. trans. To conclude, infer, or judge, from
: appearances or probabilities. (With^/. ox clause.)

1494 Fabvan Chron. vi. clxxxvi. 187 Whiche thynge thus

by the kynge desyred, the lordes anone coniectured in their
myndes that he desyred the kepynge of theyr yonge lorde,
to y^» ende that he myght, etc. 1555 E den Decades 30 They
coniectured that these thynges portended sum great matter.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 346 Occupying his pen (as by
the course of his wordes, is to be conjectured) so unneces-
sarily. 1618 Bolton Florus 11. xv. 135 The fury of the
rebels may be conjectured by this, that they pluckt down
house-tops,

3. To form an opinion or supposition as to facts

on grounds admittedly insufficient ; to guess, sur-

mise ; to propose as a conjecture in textual or
historical criticism, etc. a. with obj. clause.

1530 Palscr. 494/1 As I conjecture, it wyll be founde. 1573
G. Harvev Letter-bk. (Camden) 40 Being not able to con-
iecture what purpose he should have in his hed. 1634 W.
Tirwhvt tr. Balzac's Lett. 57, I can lesse conjecture, that
you are hindred by want of Health . . I will therefore imagine

!
whatsoever you will have me to thinke. 1789 Mrs.
Piozzi youm. France I. 117 We conjectured he meant Dr.
Burney. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxvL (1878)

451, I found it difficult even to conjecture from his coun-
tenance what thoughts were passing through his mind.

b. with simple obj.

1538 Bale Thre Lawes Gjb, The rest of the partes
are easye ynough to coniecture. 1636 Healey Cebes 106
A table . . the meaning whereof we could not possibly con-
jecture. 1856 Frocdk Hist. Eug.{iS$&) I. ii. 169 The num-
ber of Protestants at this time it is difficult to conjecture.

1879 L. Campbell Sophocles I. Pref. 8 AiVaAAouai for <jc»co-

Aouai in O. T. 597 was conjectured independently by Mus-
grave and L. Dindorf. 1885 F. Temple Retat. Relig. 4- Sc.

v. 128 We can conjecture the direction in which further
advances will be made.

c. with obj. and compl. ittfin.

1584 Fenner De/. Ministers (1587) 74, I coniecture their

meaning to be this. 1655 Fuller Hist. Camb. (1840) 150
Let me conjecture him of Buckingham College. 1718 Ladv
M. W. Montague Lett. II. xhx. 57, I conjecture them to

be the remains of that city. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I.

302 That I should conjecture to be the truth.

4. z'ntr. To form a conjecture, make a guess,

I guess. Const, of (arch.), fat (obs.).

1587 Turberv. Trag. T.dhw) 135 Conjecture of her cares,

imagine her distresse. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 304
, If we may conjecture of these by what we finde related of
' others. 1646 k Baillie Atiabaptisme 11647) 93, I cannot
1 conjecture at the reason why. 1704 Swift Bait. Bits. 1 Seager

\
The issue or events of this war are not so easy to conjecture

at. 183a Tennyson CEnone 248 As a mother Conjectures of
the features of her child Ere it is born,

t 5. trans. To devise, contrive, invent; =Cox-
ject v, 3.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. it. (Arb.) 120 They furth-

with very wittely coniectured the thinge [paper-makingj.

Hence Conje'ctured ppl. a., Conje cturing vbt.

sb. and ppl. a.

138a Wvclif Dan. ii. 5 Bot $e shuln shewe to me the

sweuen, and the comecturyng, ormenyng therof. 1580 Hol-
1

lvband Treas. Fr. 'Pong., Devinrtnent, conjecturing, sooth*

,
saying. 1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrte 1 Arb.) 37 A coniectured

likelihood. 1643 Milton Divorce 11. xvi. (1851I 102 When
!

all conjecturing is don. 1794 J. Hutton Philos. Light, etc.

t 307 An opportunity of trying our conjectured theory-.

Conjecturer ;k(Jnd^e*ktiCiroj). [f. prec. + -er !
.

In mod.F. conjeetureur.]

1 1. An interpreter of omens or dreams ; an augur,

diviner, prognosticator, fortune-teller. Oh.
161* R. Sheldon Serm. St. Martins 48 Who is so simple

a coniecturer as cannot presage vpon whose head the beane
would be bruised. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 309 A certain

courser, .dreamt . . that he was earned thither in a chariot,

and, consulting a conjecturer upon it, etc. 1684 tr. Agrippa's
Van. Aries xxxix. 105 Dreams .. whose Interpreters are

properly call'd Conjecturers. 1718 Bp. Hutchinson Witch,

craft xii. 184 Observers of the flying of Birds, Conjecturers.

1736 Disc. Witchcr. 6 Conjurers, or Conjecturers. .so called

from their guessing at the future Event of Things.

2 One who makes conjectures.

1605 Verstecan Dec. /ntetl. (1634) 18 These witty con-

jecturers seeme to forget that the Saxons when first they

had this name, were unacquainted with the Latine tongue.

i6ai Molle Camerar. Ltv. Libr. iv. xii. 272. 171a Ad-
dison Spec/. No. 271 F3, I shall leave these wise Conjectur-

ers to their own Imaginations. 1768 Johnson Pre/ to

Shaks. Wks. IX. 292 The collator's province is safe and
easy, the conjecturer's perilous and difficult. 1880 Dow-
den in Academy 16 Oct. 270 A student, .who possesses the

first folio . . may defy the race of Commentators and Con-
jecturers.

Conje'cturist. nonce-wd. One who deals in

conjectures.
1828 Bentham Wks. I. 244/1 To which, by the conjectur-

ists. .the work was. .ascribed.

Conjee* congfee (kp nd^z). Angh-Ind. Also

conji. [ad. Tamil kaflji ; in Telugu and Canarese

gaflji, Malayalam kanni, Urdu ganji : of doubtful

origin ;
* not Dravidian ' (G. U. Pope). The Eng.

I

form may have been taken through the Portuguese

;

I Garcia 1563 has canje; candgie, canji, cangia are

early representations in other European langs.]

The water in which rice has been boiled : used as

an article of diet for invalids, and as starch.

1698 Fryer Acc. E. India iv. vi. 200 They have . . a great

Stone, on which they beat their Cloaths till clean : and if

for family-use, starch them with Congee. 1789 Saunders

I
Boutan Thibet in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 101 The patient

! is nourished with congee and other liquids. x8oo J. R.

I Forster tr. Paolino's Voy. 70 (Y.t Cagni, boiled rice water,

! which the Europeans call Cangi. 1831 Capt. Trelawnv

I

Adv. Younger Son I. 290 You must not eat ! I have ordered

. the boy to make you some congee. 1833 A. T. Christie
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Epid. Cholera 35 note, This [i. c. the resemblance of cholera-
stools to rice-water] has given rise to the vulgar term for
the secretion in India, viz. 'Conjee-evacuations'. 1869 E.
A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 31 227 The rice (or conjee )

w ater contains some albuminous matter.

b. Conjcc-housc : a military ' lock-up * ; 'so
called from the traditionary regimen of the in-

mates
1

(Yule}.

1835 Sir C. Napier in Mawson Records (1851) 101 note
(V.) All men confined for drunkenness should, if possible, be
confined by themselves in the Congee-House, till sober.

1859 Dickens Haunted Ho. W. 18 They sent me to . . a
'congee house', where I was fed principally on rice-water.

Co njee, congee, v. Alsocongie. [f. prec
sb.] trans. To starch with rice-water.
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India iv. vi. 201 They lay them [their

Cloaths] a whitening, and after Congee or stiffen them.
1829 The Bengalee 134 His stiff, full cravat of former days
. .surmounted with a well congied modern shirt collar.

Conjeon, obs. var. of Congeon.

Conjobble (Mhd&rb'l), v. [A vulgar formation,
from Con- and perh. Job sb. and v., with the
frequentative ending -LE ; but some suggest con-
nexion with jabber .]

1 To concert, to settle, to
discuss : a low cant word '

(J.).
1694 R. L'Kstrange Fables Ixxiii. (1714) 90 What would a

Body think now of a Prime Minister that should Conjobble
Matters of State with Tumblers and Buffoons? 1731
Bailey vol. II, Conjobble, to chat together. 1766 Amory
J. Buncle (1770) III. 75 By conjobbling matters of faith in
this manner^ they saw, we had three distinct selfs. .equal in
power. [Still in colloquial use.]

Conj oin (k^tdgoin), v. Forms : 4-5 con-
joigne(n, 4-7 -joyne, (6 Sc. -jone, -jonne,
-june), 6-7 -joine, 7-8 -joyn, 6- conjoin ; also
pa. pple. 4-7 conjoint. [ME. conjoign-en, -joyn-e,

a. F. conjoign-, stem of conjoindrt (pr. pple. con-
joign-ant, pres. conj. conjoigtu) It. congiungere,
-giugnere :—L. conjung-ere to join together, f. con-
vjungere to Join. Cf. Conjoint, Conjunct.]

I. trans.

1. To join together ; to connect, unite.

a. in physical connexion.
c x374 Chaucer Boeth. in. xii. 102 pe samediuersite. .moste

departen and unioignen be binges bat ben conioigned.
>432_5° tr« Higden (Rolls) I. 299 Speyne . . whom the hilles
Pirene conioynethe of the northe parte to Fraunce Nar-
bonense. 1571 Digges Pantom. iv. jcxy. Ggij b, Streight
lines conioyning all the trigonall bases centers. ai66i
Fuller Worthies {1840) III. 460 York is an ancient city,
built on both sides of the river Ouse, conjoined with a
bridge. 1725 Pom Odyss. II. 173 Swift they descend, with
wing to wing conjoin'd. 1869 Eng. Mechanic 3 Dec. 271/2
It conjoins or connects the ball and other parts.

b. in non-physical connexion.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. nr. iv. 73 Uertue transporteb dig-

nite anon to bilke man to whiche she hir self is conioignea.
1548 Hall Chron. 241 To conjoyne the whole countrey of
Flanders . . to the croune of Fraunce. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. i. (1634) 1 The knowledge of God and of our-
selves, are things conjoyned. 164s Fuller Good Th. in
Bad T. (1841) 56 The same particle may conjoin the words
and yet disjoin the sense. 1731 Johnson Rambler No. 143
P 10 Where the same ideas are conjoined without any.,
necessary coherence. 1864 Bowen Logic i. 10 In Reasoning,
it compares, disjoins or conjoins Judgments.

•f c. in marriage. Obs.

1447 BoKENHAM^Vj'«<j'j(Roxb.)48 Conjoyned be maryage.
1314 Barclay Cyt. <$• Uplondyshm. 10 Our Lorde con-
joyned them both as man and wyfe. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado iv. 1. 13 Any inward impediment why you should not be
conioyned. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. iv. viii. (1654) 362
This act of conjoyning the married persons in wedlock.

2. To join in action, relation, purpose, feeling,

etc. ; to combine, unite, ally.

c 1386 Chaucer Moder 0/ God 131 God . . of his noblesse
Conjoyned hath you..As modir and sone. 1513 Douglas
dgWirai xi. iii. 67 We sail do fully all that evyr we may,
The to conione with King Latyn in hy. 1588 Babington
Exp. Lord's Prayer vi. (1596) 270 Whome a like punish-
ment conioyned, a farre vnlike cause disioyned. 1795
Southhy Joan ofArc vm. 616 Those valiant troops, .with
us Conjoin'd might press upon the vanquish'd foe. 1833
Lytton Rienzi 1. iv, [As] one among^ the Roman deputies
to Avignon, he had been conjoined with Petrarch.

t 3. To combine, unite into one substance. Obs.
1552 Lyndesay Monarche iv. 5593 All Reasonabyll Crea-

ture Sail suddantlye start vp attonis, Coniunit with Saull,
Flesche, Blude, & Bonis. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech.
Hij, I thocht it necessar to conionne y* awld kallendar
with y* reformeit. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. iv. (1628) 98
Sometime it was conioyned together in one same substance.
1671 J. Webster Metallogr. iv. 75 Both being conjoyned,
doth draw forth a certain unctuous spirit.

II. intr.

4. To become joined together ; to unite.
1578 Banister Hist. Man vm. 109 A hurt . . vnto the

Nerue before it enter into the Muscle.. can not by any
meanes conioyne, or knitte together agayne. i6ix Speed
T/wat. Gt. Brit. x. (1614) 19/1 Many fresh springs .. meet
and conjoine in the values. 01711 Ken Edmund Poet.
Wks. 1721 II. 259 As Male and Female Palms, whose Roots
conjoin. 1843 Caklyle Past <y Pr. (1858) 167 [They) do
conjoin there, or nowhere else ! 1885 Manch. Exam. 14
Oct. 3/1 He may trace the course of these many causes un-
til they conjoin in the great revolt of to-day.

+ b. Of heavenly bodies : cf. Conjunction 3. Obs.
1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 14 To conjoyne and

obscure each other. 1647 Cowley Mistress, Impossibilities,
As Stars. .when they conjoin, Change, .the World's Estate,

t C. To unite sexually. Obs.

1594 Shaks. Rich. HI, v. iv. 31. 1610 Hlaley St. Aug.
j

Citic ofGod 524 They were put forth of Paradise, and then
they did first conjoyne, and beget them,

f 5. To combine in action ; to co-operate. Obs.
i53*-3,A <;t 24 Hen. VIII, c. 11 (§ 1) Bothe theyr auctoritees

I

and iurisdictions do conioyn together in the due admini-
!

stracion of Justice. 1597 Sha ks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 63 This
part of his conioynes With my disease, and helpes to end

I

me. ai66i Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 408 He conjoined
with the earl of Northumberland, .and others against king
Henry the Fourth.

1l Erroneously for Enjoin.
1568 Tancred 4- Gism. ill. ii. in Ha*l. Dodsley VII. 53

She .. then conjoin'd me to conceal the same. 1608 11 Bp.
Hall Epist. m. ii. Wks. (1627) 318 Hercrowne; which if she
were conioyned to fetch thorow the flames of hell, her faith
would not sticke at the condition.

[ Conjoin, a. : see List of Spurious Words.]
Conjoined ^ndrornd), a. [f. prec. +

-ED.] Joined together, united, combined ; allied.

Conjoined manipulation (Med.) : bi-manual ex-
amination.

1570 T. Norton Noiuel's Catech. (1853) 187 With con-
joined hearts and prayers we do . . call upon our common
Father. 1617 Wither Fidelia Juvenilia (1633) 470 To dis-
unite hearts so conjoyn'd as our. 1656 Bramhall Repiic.
iv. 189 Nor have we separated our selves, from the con-
joyned communion of the Christian World in any thing.
1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 6/1 The conjoined tendons. 1872
Huxley Phys. vii 167 The conjoined levers .. present no
smooth surfaces. 1875 tr. Zicmssen's Cycl. Med. X. 10 The
peculiarity of conjoined manipulation is, that the organs to
be examined, are pressed between both hands.

b. Occurring together in space or time.
1586 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. II. 149/1 By meanes of

which their conjoined aduancement, there entred a verie
feruent affection, .betweene them. 1794 G. Adams Nat.
<y Exp. Philos. II. xvii. 248 That because two things are

j

always conjoined, one must be the cause of the other.

c. Her. Said of two or more charges of the same
kind connected together.
1610 Guillim Heraldry 111. xx. (i6n) 159 The Field is

Ruby, two Wings, Inuerted and conioined Topaz. 1823
Rutter Fonthill p. xxii, Gules, Seven Mascles conjoined,
three, three, and one, Or. 1882 Clssans Her. 128 When
hollow Charges, such as Annulets, are linked together, so

I

as^ to form a chain, they are sometimes blazoned us Con-
joined

;
they would be better described as Braced.

d. Of heavenly bodies : In conjunction.
1815 Scott Guy M. iii, Signs and planets, in aspects sex-

tile, quartile, trine, conjoined or opposite.

Conjornedly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly -.] In a

j

conjoined manner
;
conjointly.

1571 Digges Pantom. 1. xx. Gjb, If magnitudes dis-

;

ioynedly or seperatly be proport ionall, conioynedly or
I
compounded they shall also bee proportionall. 1673 H.
Stlbbk Further Vind. Dutch War App. 73 They were
obliged to treat conjoynedly, and with mutual consent.

Conjoiner {k^nd^oi-naA [f. Conjoin v. +
-ER J.] One who or that which conjoins.
a 1638 Mkde Wks. ). xxxv. 177 That sacred Office whereby

all the sons of Levi became Conjoyners . . makers of Union
..between God and Man. 18x9 Cobbett Eng. Gram. xiv.

j

§ 150 The hyphen or conjoiner. .as in sea-fish. 1830 Eraser's
Mag. II. 436 This humble conjoiner of leather.

Conjoining (k^ndsoi-nin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. I

I + -ING The action of joining together.
!

m
C1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. 95 Or elles Cecile .. Is

ioyned by a manere conioynynge Of heuene and lia. t 1555
Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 240 Matrimony, then,
is a coupling and conjoining of the man and the woman.
1653 Baxter Chr. Concord 99 Building is conjoyning, and
demolishing and destroying is dividing.

Conjoi ning, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -inu -.]

That conjoins ; t adjoining.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. 1. (1599) 19 With many other
countries conioyning. c 1624 R. Skynner in Abp. Uss/ier's
Lett, (1.686) 351 Repentance is of a conjoyning and uniting
nature, making the Sinner, .nigh unto God.
Conjoint (k^ndjoi-nt), a. [a. F. conjoint (pa.

'

i
pple. of conjoituire to Conjoin) — It. congiunto :— *

j

L. conjunct-US Conjunct.]

T I. 1. Orig. used as pa. pple. of Conjoin v.

1393 Gowf.k Couf. 111. 127 Libra they ben and Sagittaire
With Scorpio, which is conjoint With hem to stonde upon
that point. 1536 Primer Hen. VIII, 148 In my faith to
Christ conjoint. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 99 None will deny
but that Greatnesse and Conveniency t>eing conjoint fits

best. 1694 Child Disc. Trade (ed. 4)60 The abatement of
interest conjoint with excises upon our home consumption.

II. as adj.

2. United, combined, conjoined.
1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. II. s.v. Rose-Tree, These two

conjoint Causes. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 115 The con-
joint operation of fire and water is tremendous. 1851 Nichol
Archit, Heav. 172 Conjoint stars are divided into orders.

1874 Carpenter Ment. Phys. 1. (1879) 199 The conjoint use
of both eyes.

b. Music. See Conjunct.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Conjoint, or Conjunct, is applied i

in the antient music, in the same sense as consonant, to two
or more sounds at the same time. Conjoint degrees^ two
notes which immediately follow each other in the order of
the scale.

3. Associated as a colleague.
1864 A. M cKay Hist. Kilmarnock (ed. 3) 131 A conjoint

or colleague minister.

4. Belonging to
5
or constituted by, two or more

in combination.
1871 Macduff Mem. Patmos xxi. 285 It is the conjoint

throne of Father and Son. 1879 Q. Rev. Apr. 420 Their
conjoint guilt was proved. x88o Haughton Phys. Gcog. iv.

I

193 Their conjoint delta plain varies from 500 miles to 150
miles in width.

Conjointly ([k^adgorntli), adv. [f. prec. +
-i.v -.] In a conjoint manner ; in conjunction.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. iii. 29 When these Prodigies Doe so

conioyntly meet, let not men say. . they are Naturall. 1615
G. Sandys Trav. 55, I haue seene them conioyntly pray in
the corners of the streets, a 1720 Sheffield <Dk. Buckhm.i

j

Wks. (1753) I. 264 We'll haste conjointly to the battle. 1758
!
Monthly Rev. 151 Objects of Surgery, Physic, or of both

' conjointly. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 146 A
brigade of the 13th and 38th Regiments, conjointly less
than five hundred strong. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IX.

t

39 1 He was . . appointed Secretary of State conjointly with
Melfort. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conr/. (1876) I. v. 368 As-

.
semblies . . which dealt with ecclesiastical and temporal

1
affairs conjointly.

Conjointment (k^nd^oi-ntmcnt). rare. [f. as
prec. + -MENT.] Conjunction.
1814 Cary Dante's Purg. vi. 26 <R. Suppl.) BelUarius,

with whom Heaven's right hand Was link'd in such cun-
jointment.

Conjoi'ntneSS. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
state of being conjoint or united.
In mod. Diets.

Conjoun, var. of Congeon, changeling, Obs.
Coujour, obs. var. of Conjuke v.

Conjoynctive, obs. var. of Conjunctive.
Conjubilant ik^nd5«*bilant), a. rare~ l

. [ad.

med.L. conjubildnt-em, f. con- + jubildre to shout
with joy.] Jubilant or rejoicing together.
1851 Neale Hymn ' Jerusalem the golden* (tr. Bernard

of Clugnyi, They stand, those halls of Zion, Conjubilani
with song [L. atria conjubilantia\.

Conjugable (k^-nd^/^gab'l , a. nonce-wd. [ad.

L. type *coujugdbi/-is, f. conjugdre to Conjugate.
Cf. F. conjugable.'] That can be conjugated.
1890 H. F. Wood Eugtishm. Rue Cain vi. 82 Modern anil

conjugable Greek.

Conjugacy (kfmd^gasi). [f. Conjugated. :

see -ac v.J

fl. Conjugal or married state. Obs. rarcK
1659 Gauden Tears of Church 355 (D.) Church-men in

England . . not onely in their Papal Celibacy, but in their
Primitive and later Conjugacy.
2. Conjugate relation.

1881 Maxwell EUetr. a- Magn. I. 192 If one of the har-
monics is zonal, the condition of conjugacy is that the value
of the other harmonic at the pole of the zonal harmonic
must be zero.

Conjugal k^'nd.^gal), a. [ad. L. conjugal- is,

f. conjug-cm ;'nom. conju n\\ consort, spouse, f.

con- together +jug- root of jung-gre to join, yoke
;

cf. conjungcre to join together, join in marriage,
etc. Cf. F. conjugal (in Cotgr. 1611).]
Of or relating to marriage, matrimonial.
Conjugal rights', 'the privilege which husband and wife

have of each other's society, comfort, and affection

'

(Wharton).

^545 J°yfc Exp* Dan. xii. (R-), He shall set naught by y
God of lus fathers, neither shall he regarde the coniugalu
sone in wedlock, a 1626 lip. Asdrewes Serm. (1631) I. 9
Whereby He and we become. .' one flesh' as man and wife
do by conjugal union. 1644 Milton Judgm, Bucer (1851)
321 Matrimony and Divorce arc civil things, which the
Christian Emperors knowing, gave conjugal Laws. 1682
D'Ukfey Butler's Ghoat 12 Upon bare Hopes I would be
frugal, And enter into Bonds Conjugal. 1709 Strype Ann.
Ref. I. iii. 80 To countenance the conjugal state of her
clergy. 1875 Hamerton Intell. Life vii. iii. 240 Essential
to the conjugal life.

b. Of or pertaining to husband or wife in their

relation to each other.

1550 Bale Apol. 64 (R.) That some men voweth coniugall
chastyte, or faythfull clennesse in marryage. 1653 Walton
Angler \. 25 The hearing of such conjugal faithfulness will be
Musick to all chaste ears. 1781 Gibbon Dec/. <<f E\ 111. 259
If he had not been restrained by conjugal tenderness. 1834
Macaulay Ess., Pitt ( \&$x) 292 Conjugal fidelity.

CoTjugalism. nonce-wd.
1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 409 {title) Conjugali^in,

or the Art of making a good Marriage.

Conjugality (kpnd^^^gK-liti). [f, h.coujugal-h
Conjugal + -ity.] Conjugal state or condition.
1645 Milton Tetrach. (1851) 159 Which should, .difference

it from a brute conjugality. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T.
Matt. xix. 4 God. .by the Lawof Conjugality, united them.

.

as into One. 1850 L. Hunt A utobiog. II. xii. 99 To say no-
thing of the conjugality which they found at my fire side.

1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.^cap 159 Distaste for con-
jugaUty.

b. quasi-coJicr.

1737 Hervey Mem. II. 408 The Prince kept this gilded
piece of royal conjugality in such profound ignorance.

Co*njugalize, v. nonce-wd. [f. Conjugal +
-ize.] intr. To become conjugal, to marry.

1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 413 In your anxiety . . to

conjugalize, I beseech you . . not to imitate those husband-
hunting Nina Vernons.

Conjugally ^kfrnds^gali), adv. [f. as prec. +

-LI -.J Iii a conjugal manner.
1620 Bp. Hall Hon. Marr. Clergy 186 (T.) To name but

one bishop or priest . . which after holy orders conversed
conjugally with his wife, a 17*0 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.

)

Wks. (1753) II. 220 Most of my time is conjugally spent at

home. 18*5 New Monthly Mag. XIV. 498 He becomes
more conjugally inclined.

Conjugate (Vndstfg^t), v. [f. L. conjugdl-

ppl. stem of conjugdre to yoke together, f. con- to-
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gether *-jugdre to join, yoke, marry, f. jug-um
Yoke. Cf. F. conjuguer.]

L trans. To yoke together, to couple ; to join

together, unite, rare,

1570 Levins ManjJ>. 40/24 To coniugate, coniuugarc.
a 1639 Wotton in Gutch loll. Cur. I. 216 Power and
occasion to conjugate at pleasure the Norman and the

Saxon Houses. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 111. 173
Lyons, and Oxen, Asps, and young Children, (for thus the

Text conjugates them) dwell together. 1674 Grew Anal.
Plants 111. L iL § 8 (The vessels of the bark] Conjugated
or Braced together in the form of Net-Work.

2. Gram. To inflect a verb) in its various forms

of voice, mood, tense, number, and person.

1530 Palsgb. Introd. 33 In the seconde boke, where I con-

jugate je parte and je conuertiszX. the length, c i6zo Hume
Brit. Tongue 32 These [verbs] our idiom conjugates onelie

in two tymes, the tyme present and tym past. 1783 Gent/.
Mag. LIII. 1 432 Can any of you all impart A rule to con-
jugate the heart; To shew its present, perfect, future, Its

active, passive and its neuter. 1824 L. Murray Eng.
Gram. 1. 15^ These languages, like our own . .sometimes
conjugate with an auxiliary, and sometimes without it.

1871 Earle Philol. § 276 Whatever verb is invented or bor-

rowed is naturally conjugated after the prevalent pattern.

3. intr. a. = Conjoin 4 c. b. Biol. To unite in

Conjugation (sense 5).

1790 J. Williams Shrove 'Tuesday (1794) 12 When first I

wood and won Your will to conjugate in Ceres' cot.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. iv. (1878) 81 Organic beings ex-
tremely low in the scale, which do not propagate sexually,

nor conjugate. 1875 Contcmp. Rev. XxYII. 83 Any two
cells may conjugate and combine their contents within a
single cell.

Conjugate ^p'nA^iigh), a. and sb. [ad. L.

conjugdt-us, pa. pple. of conjugare : see prec]
A. ailj. I. Joined together, conjoined.

1. Joined together, esp. in a pair, coupled ; con-

nected, related. In quot. 1552 — united in marriage.
1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. iv. in Ashm.(i652) 144 Soe be they

together surely conjugate. 155a Hlloet, Bastard begotten
betwene base and gentle, or betwene coniugate and single,

sp.trius. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. ix. } 1 Human
philosophy .. hath two parts; the one cunsidereth man
segregate or distributive!}-; the other congregate, or in

society. So as human philosophy is either simple and par-
ticular, or conjugate and civil. 1879 Ini.leby Shaks. Cent.
Praise 177 The conjugate use of 'whiUt' and 'then' in

these verses i>, to say the least, very unusual. 1881 West-
cott & Hoht Grk. Test. Introd. § 287 Three pairs of con-
jugate leaves.

2. Gram. Applied to words which are directly

derived from the same root or stem, and therefore

usually of kindred meaning ; as wise, wisely,

wisdom. [L. conjugata verba]
186a Marsh Eng. Lang. i. 18 Our word language has no

conjugate adjective. Ibid. xxvi. 421 Cost and costly . . are
strictly conjugate. 1864 Bowen Logic ix. 277 Another
source of ambiguity is the supposition that paronymous or
conjugate words—as the substantive, verb, adjective, and
adverb formed from the same root—necessarily agree in

meaning.

3. t hem. In conjugate compound, acid, radical :

see quots.
i88j Waits Diet. Client. II. 8 [quoting Laurent and Ger-

hardt) We designate as conjugate compounds all such as are
formed by the direct union of two bodies, with elimination
of water, and are capable of reproducing the original bodies
by again taking up the elements of water. Ibid. 10 Another
class of acids to which the term conjugate is still sometimes
applied, includes those which result from a peculiar action
of sulphuric acid, .on certain organic bodies.

4. a. Hot. Said of leaves or (formerly) flowers

which grow in pairs; spec, applied to a pinnate

leaf having only one pair of leaflets.

1704 Martvn Rousseau's Rot. xvi. 199 The leaves are
double or conjugate, that is, come out in pairs. 1835
Lindlev Introd. Pot. (1848) I. 261 The conjugate leaf of
Zygophyllum. 1866 Treas. Bot., Conjugate, paired ; when
the petiole of a leaf bears one pair only of leaflets,

b. Attat. Conjugateforamen : a foramen or aper-

ture at the junction of two bones, esp. vertebrcc,

formed by the apposition of opposite notches.
1870 Rollestos Anitu. Li/eS For the blood to pass out .

.

by a conjugate foramen. Ibid. 141 Two alternately placed
series of conjugate foramina.

c. Biol. Said of the cells or filaments that have
united in Conjugation (sense 5).

1843 tr. Mutter's Phys. II. 1505 In each of the conjugate
filaments, some cells are the recipients, while others yield
their contents to the opposite cell of the contiguous fila-

ment.
5. Path. Conjugate deviation : the forced and

persistent turning of both eyes to one side while

their relation to each other remains unaltered.
188a Med. Temp. "Journal 78 There is no conjugate

deviation of the eyes as often occurs in apoplexy. x886 W.
Stirling Text-bk. Phys. (ed. 2) 849 In hemiplegia the
muscles on one side are paralysed, so that the head and
often the eyes are turned away from the paralysed side.

This is called
1 conjugate deviation' of the eyes, with rota-

tion of the head and neck.

II. Joined in a reciprocal relation.

6. Physics. Applied to two points, lines, quanti-

ties, or things, which arc so reciprocally related

that any or every property of the first with respect

to the second is also true of the second with re-

spect to the first.

The corresponding Greek av£vy*\% was first applied by
Apollonius (Lonica 1. 56) to conjugate hyperbolas.

a. Math. (Here also applied in a secondary

sense to that which is conjugate to the main ele-

ment, e.g. in conjugate axis, diameter, point. )

Conjugate axes or diameters (of a conic) : two axes, etc.,

such that each is parallel to the tangent at the extremity of
the other; in a conicoid, there are three conjugate diame-

|
ters. Conjugate axis (or diameter) of an ellipse or hy-

perbola : that which is conjugate to the transverse axis, the

minor axis. Conjugate hyperbolas : hyperbolas which have
the same axes and asymptotes, but the principal axis of each

i is the second axis of the other. Conjugate lines : two lines

the pole of each of which, with respect to a conic, lies on
the other. Conjugate point (of a curve) : an isolated point

whose coordinates satisfy the equation of the curve, an
acnode (so also conjugate oval). Conjugate planes : see

quot. 1862. Conjugate points : points the polar of each of

which, with respect to a conic, passes through the other.

1680 Sir J. Moore Doctrine 0/ Sphere 67 This shall be

the Conjugate Semidiameter of the Ellipsis. 17*6 tr.

Gregory's Astron. I. 438 To find the conjugate Diameters
of an Ellipse which passes thro* five given Points. 1806

j

Hutton Course Math. II. 112 All the Parallelograms in-
1 scribed between the four Conjugate Hyperbolas are equal

to one another. x86a Salmon Geom. 3 Dim. (1874) 5 7*

Three diametral planes are said to be conjugate when each
I is conjugate to the intersection of the other two, and three

diameters are said to be conjugate when each is conjugate
to the plane of the other two. 1876 Letshman Midwifery
ii. (ed. 2) 34 The conjugate diameter [of the pelvis] is. .in-

creased from above downwards. 1880 Taylor Geom .Conies

76 The conjugate axis of any central conic is occasionally

called its minor axis. 1885 Leudesdorf Cremona's Pf<>j
Geo/tt.47 Let A, B,Cbe the given points (lying on a straight

line) and let A and Z> be conjugate to each other.

b. Optics.

Conjugatefoci(of a mirror or lens) : two points so situated

that if a luminous point be placed at either, its rays are

reflected or refracted to the other ; so conjugatefocal dis-

tance. Conjugate mirrors : two parabolic mirrors
^
so

placed face to face that rays of heat or light emanating
from the focus of either are reflected in parallel lines to the

second and thence to its focus.

1831 Brewstkr Optics i. u The points A and F have been
called conjugate foci, because if either of them be the
radiant point the other will be the focal point. 1831 —
Nat. Magic iv. (1833) 85 The two conjugate focal distances
of the lens. 1881 Tyndall in Nature XXIII. 375 The
silvered mirrors, .acting sometimes singly, and sometimes
as conjugate mirrors.

e. Electr. as in Conjugate branch (of a divided

circuit
,
current, etc. : see quots. (Formerly used

in a more general sense/
1781 Phil. Trans. LXXII. App. p. xxi. (transl. Volta 1

,

When an insulated conductor is opposed or presented to

another conductor whatever, I call it a conjugate conductor.
1881 J. C. Maxwell Electr. ^ Magn. I. 367 If there be
more possible electrodes than two, the conductor may
have more than one independent current through it,

and these may not be conjugate to each other. 1882

Everett DescltaneVs Nat. Phitos. £ 758 When this con-
dition is fulfilled, the remaining pair of opposite branches
are conjugate, that is to say, a battery in one produces no
current in the other. Ibid. % 759 When there is equality

between the two products of opposite resistances, .the cur-

; rent in either of the two remaining branches will be inde-

I
pendent of the electro-motive force of the battery in the

' other ; and these two branches are still said to be con-

;

jugate.

B. sb,

1. One of a group of words directly derived from

the same root or stem, and usually of kindred

meaning.
a 1586 Aunv. to Carttoright 4s These be conjugates, an

vnlawfull minister, and his vnlawfull ministerie. 1588
Kraunce Lawiers Log. 1. xii. 50 b, Conjugates .. as jus-

tice, just, justly. 1655 Hramhall in Hobbes Liberty,
1 Necess. 4 Chance (1841)83 We have learned in the rudi-

ments of logic, that conjugates are sometimes in name only,

and not m deed. 1836 Whewell Pref Mackintosh's Eth.
Phitos. :8 The word utility, and its conjugates, do not
express our judgments in cases of moral conduct. 186a

Marsh Eng. Lang. xxvi. 431 Eew languages are richer

than English in approximate synonyms and conjugates.

t 2. Anything connected or related in idea with

another. Obs.

1605 Bacon Adv. Leant. 11. xiv. $ o The cogitations of
man do feign unto them relatives, parallels, and conjugates,
whereas no such thing is. 1663 I Spencer Prodigies (1665)

46 A mighty imagination, which delights in easie conjugates,
parallels, and symbolizing instances.

3. Chem. Short for conjugate compound, acid, or

rcutical: see A. 3.

4. Math. Short for conjugate axis, diameter, point,

etc. : see A. 6 a.

17*6 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 79 Draw a tangent PZ, and
a Diameter PM, and a Conjugate to it ICR parallel to

PZ. 1807 Hltton Course Math. II, The Conjugate to

any diameter, is the line drawn through the centre, and
parallel to the tangent of the curve at the vertex of the
diameter. 18*3 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 302 A semi-
ellipse, described on a conjugate equal to the width of the
pier. 1885 I Cremona's Proj. Geom. 101 In an
involution .. the elements are conjugate to one another in

pairs ; i.e. each element has its conjugate.

Conjugated (kp*nd,^//gt*'tt'd),///. a. [f. Con-
jugate v. + -ei>.]=« Conjugate a. in various senses.

1690 Norris Beatitudes 228 The Virgin may be said to

be more pure than the conjugated Person. 1717 Bradley
Earn. Dtct. s v. Eicoidcs, Conjugated Leaves, that is Leaves
set out in Pairs at the Joints. 1798 Anti-Jacobin Apr. 23
Loves of Triangles 117 Quick as her conjugated axes
move. 1871 tr. Lommets Light 45 These two points are so
conjugated that the one is the image of the other.

b. Chem. —Conjugate A. 3.
1882 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 7 Dumas and Piria .. de-

signated [such acids] as 'conjugated acid*'. Ibid. II. 8

Thus acetyl, CaH.30, may be regarded as a conjugated
radicle composed of carbonyl, CO, and methyl, CH3,
becaiw acetic acid and its derivatives are capable of
splitting up into compounds containing carbonyl, and others
containing methyl.

Co njugateness. The quality of being ton-

jugate: see esp. Conjugate a. 6 c.

1882 Everett DeschaneTs Nat. Phil, fi 760 Investigation
I of Condition of Conjugateness [in a divided electric cir-

j

cuit].

Conjugating ^kf>*nd;5»g£'tii}),zj/>/. sb. [f. Con-
jugate v. + -ing ».] The action of the vb. Con-
jugate.
1530 Pai.scr. Introd. 34 These mean verbes in theyr con-

jugatyng differ from verbes actyves. 1612 Brinsley Lud.
Lit. 60 But in the Verbes aboue all. .making them [scholars]

perfect. . in coniugating. 1844 Emerson Led., New Eng.
i Ref. Wks. (Bohn) I. 262 Is that Greek and Latin some

spell to conjure with? . . I will omit this conjugating, and
go straight to affairs,

b. Comb, conjugating-tube, a short projecting
1 tube by which conjugation is effected in some of

the Algse called Conjugate.

Conjugating, a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2,]

That conjugates
;

spec, in Biol.
(Often scarcely distinguishable from attrib. use ofvbl. sb.)

1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 468 There is here no
definite distinction of the sexes, the conjugating cells being
apparently alike in their endowments. 1888 Rollestos &
Jackson Animal Life 256 When the conjugating indi-

viduals separate, 'rejuvenescence* sets in. Multiplication

by fission then re-commences as before. Ibid. 822 When
the conjugating individuals are invariably different, there is

no reason why the terms male and female should not be
applied to them.

Conjugation (kfrnd^g^-Jan). [ad. L. con-

jugatidn-em yoking together, connexion, mingling,

coupling of sexes, etymological relationship between

I

words, n. of action from conjugare to Conjugate.

j
Cf. F. conjugaison (in 16th c. also conjugation).]

1. The action of joining together or uniting
;

I
the condition of being joined together; conjtmc-

|

tion, union, combination.
1605 Bacon Adz>. Learn. 11. xxi. § 6 The doctrine of Con-

jugation of men in Socyety. i6s6 — Syh>a §103 In the

Conjugation of Letters, whence Articulate Sound.-, proceed.

1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy Commun. 1. iv. 74 The worthy
receiving of the holy communion, is but one conjugation of
holy actions and parts of repentance. 1676 Cudworth
Intell. Syst. 47 They are neither contained in those things

before mentioned, nor can result from any av^vyiat or Con-
jugations ofthem. 1814 C.Wordsworth Whoxvrote Eucwv
Ba<r. 151 A conjugation of labours, a joint authorship.

+ b. A conjunction, combination, assemblage,

united series. Obs.
1626 Bacon Sytva $ 635 The Elements, and their Conju-

gations. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 1. ii, It supposes
daily heaps ana conjugations of miracles. 1674 Gkkv. Anat.
Plants in. L L |f Some Parcels or Conjugations, in the
figure of little Specks. 1692 Bentley Boyle Leet. ii. 50 All

the various mixtures and conjugations of atoms. 1718
Hickks & Nelson J. Kettlnvell UL $ 69 These were a
Conjugation of probabilities.

C. LTnion in wedlock, {humorous?)
i 1783 Cowper Pairing-time 41 Dick heard : and tweed-

linjjt ogling, bridling . . Attested, glad, his approbation Of
an immediate conjugation.

f2. Connexion, relation, relationship. Obs.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. i. I s The simple Conjugations
of man and wife, parent and child, master and servant,

which are in every cottage. Ibid. 11. xv. t 1 For the art of

characters, .it hath nearest conjugation with grammar.

t b. The relation of words directly derived from

the same root : see Conjugate a. 2. Obs. [L. con-

jugation
i6»8 T. Spencer Logick 141 All those that are of the same

roote, Case, Coniugation, or ranke : as Iustice, lust, lustly.

Strength, Strong, Strongly. 1656 Blolnt Glossogr., Con-
jugatton, ajoyning together, a derivation of words of one
kind.

3. Grammar, a. A connected scheme of all the

inflexional forms belonging to a verb ; a division

of the verbs of any language according to the

general differences of inflexion.

A table of the series of 'conjugate' forms of a verb was
called by the Greeks av^vyia, and this was in Commianus
and Charisius, I^atin grammarians of the 4th c, rendered by
the corresponding L. term conjugatio. The former says
' conjugationes quas Grarci ovCvyia? appellant, sunt apud
nos tres '

; the latter reckons 4, as in subsequent I^at. gram-

mars. ( Charisius Inst. Gramm., ed. Keil, 168, 175.)

a 1518 Skelton Sp. Parrot iR. \ din skantly the tensis of

his conjugations. 1570 Levins Manif. Pref. 5.'^° know the

coniugations : we haue set ouer ie) tne infinitiue moode of

the seconde coniugations, this circumflex \t) as docfre, etc.

1580 Hollyrand Treas. Er. Tong. Introd., The examples
of all the Coniugations declyned at length through all

moods and tenses. x6ia Brinslky Lud. Lit. vi. 61 They
will by thismeanes goe through all the coniugations. 1871

R. Morris Hist. Outlines (1879) 168 The verbs of the strong

conjugation . . form the past tense by a change of the root-

vowel.

b. The setting forth (in speech or writing' of the

various inflected forms of a verb, or of one of its

moods, tenses, etc. ; verbal inflexion.

1530 Palsgr. Introd. 31 Conjugation is the dyvers aller-

yng of the last ende of a theme, by reason of these thre

accidentes, mode, tens and declination personall. I59 1

Percivall Sp. Diet. Cjb, A Coniugation is the course of

declining a verbe, by mood and tense. 18*4 L. Murray



CONJUGATIONAL. 833 CONJUNCTION.
Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 131 The Conjugation of a verb, is the
regular combination and arrangement of its several numbers,
persons, moods, and tenses. 1883 J. PARKKB Tyne Ch. 290
Faith .. is not a transient mood in the conjugation of life's

throbbing verb.

c. In the Semitic langs., the name given to

the simple form, and to each of the derivative

forms which express a modification of mean-
ing such as is expressed in Aryan languages by
derivative verbs and by the distinction of voice.

Each of these has its full inflexion for tense and
person.
In Hebrew, the conjugations normally belonging to a verb

are seven, expressing r. Simple Active, 2. Passive, 3. an Em-
phatic derivative, 4. its Passive, 5. Causal derivative, 6. its

Passive, 7. a Reflexive voice.

[c 1500 Zamorra In/rod. art. gram, hebr, (in Bibl. Com-
piuteus fol. vi. a. 1 Conjugationes verborum quatuor sunt.]

*593 J- VJdall Key Holy Tongue I. x. 45 Everie of these
several verbs are declined thorow divers conjugations. The
conjugation of a verb is either Levis or gravis. 1854
Arabic Reading Lessons (Hagster) p. xv, There are thirteen
forms or species of conjugation imost of them having their

passives', and every verb may be inflected according to one
or more of them. 1859 Nicholls Samaritan Gram.
(liagster) 31 A Paradigm of a regular verb through its

different conjugations.

t 4. Phys. Each pair of the cerebral nerves. Obs.
1615 Crooke Body of Man 701 The Auditory nerue, or

the Nerue of the fifte Conjugation and that of the seauenth
which mooueth the Tongue. 1696 J. Edwards Demonstr.
Exist. God 11. 76 There are seven pairs or conjugations of
them [nerves]

t
for that use. 1713 Derham Phys. Theol.

v. viii. 345 This Fifth Conjugation of Nerves is branched
to the Ball, the Muscles and Glands of the Eye.

b. A group of conjoined parts. Obs.
1578 Banister Hist. Man vm. m The coniugations pro-

duced from Os sacrum . . may be called, .the sinewes o f the
feete. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 87 Dividing the whole body as
it were into certain conjugations, of two, three, or more
joynts.

5. Biol, The union or fusion of two (apparently)

similar cells for reproduction, occurring in certain

plants and animals of lowly organization.
1843 tr- Muller's Phys. II. 1505 The process of Conjuga-

tion was first observed by O.Fr. Midler in the Coufervx.
1857 Berkeley Cryptog. Bot. 126 The process of conjuga-
tion . . The two frustules being brought near to each other
by their concave surfaces, two little swellings arise in each,
meeting two similar ones in the opposite frustule. 1859
Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 9/1 The combination of the contents
of two cells . .as in the process of conjugation. 1876 Darwin
Cross $ SelfFertil. 409 The conjugation of the Alga; and
some of the simplest animals is the first step towards sexual
reproduction.

b. attrib., as in conjugation-body, -cell, -nucleus.

Conjugational (kpnd^gt7' jonal), a. [f. prec.

+ -al.] Of or pertaining to conjugation.

1. Phys. Belonging to or situated at the junction

of two bones. (Cf. Conjugate a. 4 b.)

1854 Owen in Circ. Sc. (c 1865) II. 59/2 The optic fora-

mina are conjugational, between the anterior border of the
lateral plate of the parietal, and the posterior border of the
corresponding plate of the frontal.

2. Belonging to verb-conjugation.
1841 H. H. Wilson Sanskr. Gram. (1847) 109 The con-

jugational inflexion of Sanskrit verbs. 1875 Whitney Life
Lang. x. 200 Conjugational and declensional inflections.

Hence Conjuga'tionally adv.
Mod. Verbs cognate, but conjugationally distinct.

Conjugative (k^-nd^g^tiv), a. [f. L. con-

jugal- ppl. stem (see above) + -ive : cf. mod.F.
conjugatif •ive.'] Pertaining or tending to conju-

gation.

Conjuga'to-, combining form ofL. conjugdt-us

Conjugate, in sense * conjugately, conjugate and—
' : see quot.

1866 Treas, Bot., Conjugato-palmate, when a leaf divides
into two arms, each of which is palmate. Coujugato-pin-
natc, divided into two arms, each of which is pinnate.

Conjugial (kpnd3i/?dgial), a. [ad. rare L.
conjugidl-is belonging to marriage, connubial, f.

conjugt-um connexion, wedlock, marriage, f. con-
jntg-em, nom. conju{n)x, consort, spouse : see Con-
jugal.] Used by Swedenborg and his followers
instead of Conjugal, to distinguish their special

notion of the marriage relation.

1790 {title), Swedenborg 's Delights of Wisdom, concerning
Conjugial Love. Ibid. (1811) 378 Love truly conjugial,
considered in itself, is an union of souls, a conjunction of
minds. Ibid. 441 This conjugial principle [of good and
truth] . . is changed . . sometimes into the opposite principle
which is called the conjugal or connubial principle of what
is evil and false. 1828 Liturgy ofNew Church, Order of
Nuptials Pref. 29 The word Conjugial is used in the Order
of Nuptials, instead of Conjugal, as having become familiar
to the receivers of the Heavenly Doctrines of the New
Jerusalem. 1867 KiMGSLBV in Lett. $ Mem. II. 259 Con-
jugial for conjugal, .is a pedantry on Swedenborg's part.

t Congu'mble, v. Obs. rare. [See Con-.]
trans. To jumble together.
1660 S. Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679^ 497 He will

. .conjumble all that together again into one Chaos.

Conjunct (kffadgtrrjkt), a. {sb). [ad. L. con-
junct-us, pa. pple. of'conjungere: it is thus a doublet
of Conjoint, and virtually of Conjoined.]
A. as pa. pple. Joined together, conjoined,

united, combined in conjunction.
1433-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) I. 313 Scicille was coniuncte

somme tyme to Ytaly. 1605 Shaks, Lear v. i. 12, I am
doubtful that you have been conjunct And bosom'd with
her. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Hist. Ivsttnc 74 b, Vnder
these Captaines was warre coniunct in Sardinia, and a
fielde fought against the Affricans. i6zz~6z Heylin Cos-
mogr. 11. (1682) 85 The Isle of Ruden, then conjunct hereto.

1695 Bp. Patrick Comm. Gen. 302 The Lord himself [was]
. .conjunct with the Angels whom he imployed in this Em-
bassie. 1877 Mas. Oliphakt Makers Flor. i. 26 The number
nine, .the perfect number, conjunct of threes.

B. as adj.

1. Joined together, conjoined, combined.
1650 Baxter Saint's R. iv. iii. § 5 They are conjunct

I

causes. 1765 Lond. Chrou. 28 Apr. 416 The conjunct fleets

I of France and Spain. 1829 T. L. Peacock Misfort. Elphin
174 The conjunct, .influences of fire and strong drink,

b. Joined or associated with another
;

esp. in a
more or less subordinate capacity

; 'joint'.

i$Bz~SHist. fames VI (18041 171 To send ane ambassador
conjunct to Scotland. 1597 Skene De Verb. Signif. s. v.

I

Feodum, In this case the husband is proprietar, and the

j

wife is conjunct fear, or liferentar. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt.

;

Exemp. in. 162 He became a conjunct person relative to
the guilt, by undertaking the charges of our nature. 1695

I
Luttrell BriefR el. (18 57' III. 468 The earl of Scarborough

I . .is to be conjunct general of the forces, .with duke Schon-

j

berg. 1753 Scots Mag. Aug. 421/1 Mr. John Flockhart,
his conjunct agent. 1885 Life Sir R. Chrislisou I. 76 The
appointment of Dr. Allison in 1821 as conjunct professor and
successor.

2. Constituted by conjunction of several elements,
: or persons

;
joint, united.

1529 in Burnet Hist. Ref. II. 96, I have received your
Conjunct and several Letters. 1647 Jek. Taylok Lib.
Proph. v. 100 Whose Testimony though conjunct, yet in
value is but single. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. 1. 27
Jealousy and discord were the effects of their conjunct
authority. 1840 Mill Diss. $ Disc. (18591 II. 223 It must
be ascertained by a conjunct analysis., of the whole of
history and the whole of human nature. 1885 Life Sir R.
Christison I. 137 Our conjunct experimental enquiry on
poisoning with oxalic acid.

b. Conjunct consonant or letter (also, absol.,

;

conjunct) : in the Devanagari Alphabet, a written

character in which two, three, or more consonants

:

(without intervening vowels) are combined, a

I consonant combination : as ?U stu, ^?*7 smy,
1 tstny.

1857 Monier Williams Sauscr. Gramm. 1 The compound
!

or conjunct consonants may be multiplied to the extent of
four or five hundred. x86a F. Hall in Jml. Asiat.Soc.

I

Bcng. 14 The conjunct in hastya could not but at once

I

suggest itself.

f3. Conjunct cause-, the immediate or direct

!
cause. Obs.

e 1400 Lanfranc 's Cirurg. (MS. A.) 64 per ben ij. inaner

j

of causis pat makib blood to blede out of a inannys body ;

be 0011 cause is clepid—cause conjuncte ; & be tober- cause
antecedent, < 1643 Maximes Unfolded 24 The procreant
cause which is immediate and conjunct, is the consent of

(

the people. 1683 Salmon Doro/t Med. 1. 200 The Spirit
while Living is the near or Conjunct cause of their Motion.
4. Sc. Law. a. Joint.
(See 1597, 1753 in ib.)

b. Belonging to several persons jointly, as con-

1 /unci rights,fee y
etc.

1494 Acc. Ld. Treas. Scot. (1877) !• 2,1 (Jam. Supp.) Ane
charter of coniunct feftment to Alexander Reid and his wiff.

1535 S& Acts Jas. V (1597) § 14 Conjunct-fee, and life-

rentes. 1773 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. III. viii. § 35 (Jam.)
j

Where an entail is made, or any right conceived, in favour
; of two strangers, in conjunct fee and liferent.

c. Conjunct person : an associate in an offence

or charge
;

esp. one so nearly related to another
as to be liable to the presumption of collusion, or

connivence in acts done in view of insolvency.
1621 [see Confident 7 b]. Cf. 1649 in 1 b-

d. Conjunct proof, probation : evidence (or lead-

ing of evidence) restricted to the rebuttal of the
averments of the opposing party in an action, but
not introducing new points.

1760 in Scotsman 20 Aug. (1885) 5/3 Allows the city a
conjunct probation thereanent. 1864 Daily Tel. 14 June,
She was only called for the conjunct proof. 1868 Act 31-2
Vict. c. 101 _§ 35 Allowing each of the parties . . a conjunct
probation with reference to the claims of such other parties.

T 5. Math. Conjunct proportion : continued pro-

portion. Obs.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. 1. xviii. (ed. 7) 42 Coniunct [Pro-
portion] differeth not from Geometricall Progression, before
taught. 1597 Morlry Introd. Mus. Annot., Coniunct pro-
portion, is when the middle tearme is twice taken thus, as
16 to 8, so are 8 to 4, and 4 to 2, and 2 to 1.

6. Mus. Conjunct degrees : see Conjoint. Con-
junct motion, c. tetrachords : see quots.

1694 W. Holder Harmony (1731) 97 The Ancients as-
cended from the Unison to an Octave by two Systemes of
Tetrachords or Fourths. These were either Conjunct,
when they began the Second Tetrachord at the Fourth
Chord, viz. with the last Note of the first Tetrachord . . Or
else the two Tetrachords were disjunct, the Second taking
its beginning at the Fifth Chord. 1731 A. Malcolm Treat.
Mus. (1730) 522 A third Tetrachord was added to the septi-

chord Lyre, which was either conjunct with it, making ten
Chords, or disjunct, making Eleven. x88o Grove Diet.
Mus. II. 377 The motions of a single part are classified

according as the successive steps do or do not exceed the
limits of a degree of the scale at a time, the former being
called ' disjunct ' and the latter 1 conjunct ' motion.

C. sb, + 1. A conjoined whole. Obs.
1581 W. Stai-i-ohd Fxam. Compl. i. (1876) 23 Profitable or

necessary for the coniunct of mans life heare in earth.

2. A person or thing conjoined or associated
with another.
1667 Boyle Grig. Formes % Qual. 7 The Conjuncts of the

smallest parts of Matter. 1671 True Nonconf. 182 Absolute
Supremacie. .incapable eitherof superior or conjunct. i68z
Creech Pref. to Lucretius (Jod.), Lucretius, enumerating
all the conjuncts and events, or properties and accidents of
the Epicurean atoms. 1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 336 As some
of your conjuncts and condisciples would fain persuade us.

a 1871 Grote Eth. Fragm. ii. (1876) 38 With all their asso-
ciated conjuncts and appendages.

T 3. Mus. The singing of a note foreign to the
key ; an accidental raising or lowering of a note
(see Accidental A. 5, B. b.). Obs.
1609 Dowi.and Oritith. Microl. 24 A Coniunct is this, to

sing a Voyce in a Key which is not in it. Or it is the
sodaine changing of a Tone into a Semitone, or a semitone
into a Tone.
4. = Conjuncture.
1854 Svd. Dobell Balder xxviii. 18S, 1 >wear that what

conjuncts, for bliss or bale, This sovereign hour determines,
I

1 accept As doom.

Conjunction ^pndzvififen]. [ME., a. OF.

{

conjunction, -juncion, -joncion, -jonction, ad. L.

coniunetion-em i joining together, marriage union,

connexion of ideas, a conjunction in grammar)',
n. of action from conjungere to Conjoin.]
1. The action of conjoining ; the fact or condition

of being conjoined
;
union, connexion, combination.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. iii. 159 pe coniunccioun of god
and of man. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 13831 The coniunctoun
vniust is Ioynit vs betwene. 1538 Stakkey England 1. ii. 41

The vnyon and coniunctyon of the body and soute togyddur.
1578 Banister Hist. Man i. 19 The conjunction of the
Yertebres with the head. 1594 Shaks. Rich. I II, v. v. 20
We will vnite the White Ro^e, and the Ked. Smile Heauen
vpon this faire Coniunction. 1643 Baillie Lett. § Jrnls.
11841) II. 55 In the meeting I moved the Conjunction of
ciders. 1656 J. Skrgkast tr. T. White's Peripat. Inst. 233
Through its conjunction to the body. 1685 Lond. Gaz.
20-4 Aug. 2/2 The Canal for the Conjunction of the two

I

Seas. 1699 Sir T. Morgan's Progr. Fr. -y Flanders in

;

Somers Tracts iv. (1751) III. 159 Major-general Morgan
was to make Conjunction with the French Army. 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. 6 May, KtTorts she has made towards
a nearer conjunction with our sex. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit.
India I- 11. iv. 133 This rude conjunction of d^similar sub-
jects. 1890 H. C. fl. Moule Secret Prayer vii. 115 That

1

immediate conjunction with the Head through which he

j

has union with the members.
b. Phr. In conjunction ivith, in conjunction.

174S Col. Rec. Penn. V. 5 In conjunction with y" neighbor-
ing Governments. 1764 Reid Inouiry vi. vii, Visible figure
is never presented to the eye but in conjunction with
colour. 1853 Bright Sp. India 3 June, The President ..

has to act in conjunction with the Court of Directors.

2. spec, f a. Union in marriage. Obs.

1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) 365/1 Those Priestes that. .hath
not forsaken the coniunction of maryage. 1587 Fleming
Contn. Holinshed III. 1980/1 Wishing by the coniunction
of those two yoong princes, the vniting of the two kingdoms
in perpetuall amitie. a 1652 Bhome City Wit ill. ii, My
Legitimate Spouse, when is our day of conjunction? 1762
Hume Hist. Eng. III. xli.x. 53. 1819 A. Rees Cycl. s. v.

Contuberuium, When this conjunction between slaves came
to be considered as a lawful marriage.

T b. Sexual union, copulation. Obs.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 88. 1607 TofseLl Four-f. Beasts

j

(1673) 57 When the Cow. .conceiveth at the first conjunction.
1650 Bclwer Anthropomet. 214. 1794 G. Adams Nat. <r

Exp. Philos. I. x. 429 Neither vegetation, nor animality,
nor appetite, nor conjunction.

T C. Joining in fight, hostile encounter, rare.

1648 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 23 As for acts of hostility

committed, there hath as yet been little, beside the con-
junction of some scouts and forlorn hopes.

f d. Mixture or union of ' elements ' or sub-

stances ; one of the processes in alchemy. Obs.
1 1400 Lanfranc 's Cirurg. (MS. A.) 9 If a surgian ne knewe

nou^t be science of elemeutis. .he mai not knowe science of
I conjounciouns, bat is to seie, medlyngis. 1471 Ripley
1 Comp. Atcli. iv. in Ashm. (1652) 146 In our Conjunccion

four Elements must be aggregat. 1609 Rowlands Knave
of Clubs 42 Earth and Water, Aire and Fire, Do a con-
iunction make.

3. Astrol. and Astron. An apparent proximity of

two planets or other heavenly bodies ; the position

of these when they are in the same, or nearly the

same, direction as viewed from the earth.

Formerly, two planets were said to be iu conjunction when
they were in the same sign of the zodiac, or even in adja-

cent signs ; in modern astronomy, the term is definitely

restricted to their position at the moment when they are in

the same longitude or right ascension. Conjunction is often

used simply for conjunction with the sun of a primary
planet (formerly also of the moon, in which case it is equiva-

lent to ' new moon '). An inferior planet may be in inferior

conjunction, i.e. between the earth and the sun, or in

superior conjunction, i. e. on the farther side of the sun.

1375 Barbour Bruce rv. 695 Astrology, Quhar-throu clerkis

that ar witty, May knaw coniunctione off planetis. 1398

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. iv. (i-jgs) 348 The mone
meuyth rounde abowte fro Coniunccion to Coniunccion,

that is fro chaunge to chaunge. 1587 Fleming Contn.
Holinshed III. 1356/2 In this yeare 1583 .. the great and
notable conjunction of the two superior planets, Satume
and Jupiter. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. i. 26 When two Planets
are in one and tne same degree and minute of any Signe,
we say they are in Conjunction. 1754-8 Bp. Newton Pro-
phecies, Daniel xi. 160 The month began . . not at the true

conjunction, but at the first appearance of tl>e new moon.
1858 Herschel Outlines Astron. vii. (ed. 5* 268 A Solar
eclipse can only happen when the sun and moon are in

i conjunction. 1889 C. Pritchard Occas. Th. Astron. x. 229
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The technical phrase 'conjunction' does not necessarily

j

imply any very close proximity.

4. The occurrence of events in combination ; a
combination of events or circumstances.
1684 Contempt. State ofMan L x. (16991 *M How dreadful

the conjunction ofso many and so great Calamities, a 1862
Buckle Ckitiz. (1869) III. v. 316 [This] required a peculiar
conjunction of events. x866 Rogers Agric. «$• Prices I.

xxiu.601 This was a rare conjunction of circumstances.

5. A concrete example of conjunction ; a number
of persons, things, or elements, conjoined or asso-

ciated together ; a combination, association, union.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirnrg., Howe many

coniunctions of bone be in the hande, and howe many bones
in euery coniunction. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 419 The
Lord will not suffer these wicked conjunctions to prosper.

1644 Chillincw. Fast Serm. at Oxf. 15 It exceedes the
conjunction of all the good things of the world. i7aa De
Foe Plag«<rti7s6i 197 A populous Conjunction or Collection
of Alleys, Courts, and Passages. 1863 Kinglake Crimea
(1876) I. xvii. 376 A strong man and a good cause make a
formidable conjunction.

fb. A joining; a joint. Obs.
.1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. no (MS. A.) pe schap of be

coniunccioun of be .v. boonys of be heed. 1578 Banister
Hist. Man 1. 4 Sutura..is a coniunction of the bones. 1686
W. Harris tr. Lemery's Chym. 1. xiii. (ed. 3) 339 Fit to it a
large capacious Receiver, lute well the conjunctions.

fc. A thing that conjoins or unites; a bond
or tie. Obs. rare.

1^70 Q. Euz. in Strype Ann. Ref. I. Ivi 615 So near a
neighbour by situation, blood, natural language, and other
conjunctions.

6. Gram. One of the Parts of Speech ; an un-

infected word used to connect clauses or sentences,

or to co-ordinate words in the same clause.

1388 Wvclif Pro/. 57 A participle, .mai be resoluid into a
verbe. .and a coniunccion copulatif, as thus, dicens, that is,

seiynge, mai be resoluid thus, and seith. 1530 Palsgr.
Introd. 44 The table of conjunctyons. 1615 J7 Stephens
Ess. $ Charac., Tay/ors man (18571 249 A Taylors man

—

Is a Conjunction copulative : He makes things hang to-

gether, a 1637 B. Jonson Eng. Gram, xxii, A conjunction
is a word without number, knitting divers speeches together.
1876 Mason Eng. Gram. (ed. 21 > § 287 Prepositions show
the relation of one notion to another. Conjunctions show
the relation of one thought to another. Hence conjunctions
for the most part join one sentence to another.

t b. = Conjugation. Obs. rare.

1578 Cooper Thesaurus Introd., In a verbe they have to !

note, .of what conjunction it is.

Conju'nctional, a. [f. prec. + -at, : cf. mod. 1

F. coujouc/ioncl.] Pertaining or relating to con-
j

junction or to a conjunction.

1. Astrol. and Astron. see Conjunction *).

1665 J. Gadbury London s Delev, i. 4 Assistance from the
!

Conjunctional, Opposite, or (^uadrantal Rays of Jupiter. 1

1686 Goad i'e/est. Bodies 1. xii. 49 The moon in her con-
junctional Aspects.

2. Gram. (Sec Conjunction 6.)
1871 Eablb PhiloL iv. 188 It becomes qualified to enter

j

into conjunctional phrases, though it does not constitute a
conjunction all by itself.

3. (See (mot.'

1888 Linn. Soc.Jrnl. XX. 235 Conjunctional Segregation ,

is Segregation arising from the instincts by which organisms
seek each other.

Hence Conju'notionally adv., in a conjunctional
manner ; as a conjunction.
1845 Stoddart in Encyc/. Afetroft. '18471 1- 166/1 This

adverb . . came next to be employed prepositionally and
conjunctionally, with the same reference to time past.

II Conjunctiva k^nd^rrjktoi va . Ana/, [mod.
L. ; short for membrana conjunctiva 1 conjunctive
membrane': see Conjunctive.] The mucous
membrane which lines the inner surface of the eye-

lids and is reflected over the front of the eye-ball,

thus conjoining this with the lids.

'543 Thahehon / 'ieo's Chirurg. (15861 435 Conjunctiva the
seaventh skinne of the eie. i6aa R. Hamster Dis. Eves iv,

Opthalmia is an inflammation of the membrane in the eye
named conjunctiva. 177a Priestley Hist. Vision, etc. II.

795 The sclerotes, conjunctiva and eyelids retain their
sensibility. 1880 Gunther Pishes 113 It is crossed by a
dark horizontal stripe of the conjunctiva.

Conjunctival (k^ndajpnktai-val), a. Ana/, [f.

prec. + -al.] Of or pertaining to the conjunctiva

;

forming, or formed by, the conjunctiva.
1830 S. Cooper Diet. Surg. (ed. 6) 937 Dr. Veitch. .prefers

j

the general term, conjunctival inflammation. 1866 Hi xlky
J

Phys. ix. 11872! 235 The conjunctival mucous membrane is
.

continuous with that of the nose.

Conjunctive kfTnd.z^nktiv), a. and sb. [ad.

L. conjunctiv-us, f. conjunct- ppl. stem : see Con-
i

junct and -ive. In F. conjonc/if -ive (16th c.).]

1. Having the property or effect of conjoining
;

serving to conjoin or unite ; connective. Conjunc-
|

/ive /issue : connective tissue.

1581 Lambardk Eireti. m. i. (1588) 315 The power giuen
by the Statute . .was delivered with such conjunctive and
generall words, viz. To the Shirife and other the Kings
Ministers. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v.v. 240 All the
Navell therefore and conjunctive part we can suppose in

j

Adam, was his dependency on his >Iaker. 18*3 J.
Badcock

|Dom. Amusem. 126 A wire united the extremities of the
pile, .and the wire from its application receives the name of
•conjunctive wire*. 1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's

;

Zoo/. I. 10 Conjunctive Tissue, ordinarily Cellular Mem-
brane or Areolar Tissue. 1879 Sala in Dai/y Te/. 12 June.
In 1812 the conjunctive waterway called the Regent's Canal
MM commenced. 1

2. Conjunct, conjoined, united ; — Conjunct i.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 374 Let vs be coniunctiue in our
reuenge, against him. 1694 Child Disc. Trade (ed. 4) 103
All must be conjunctive, but one body politick, or the work
will never be done. 1717 Thomson Summer (1738) 1178
To live like Brothers, and conjunctive all Embellish Life.

1884 Kenda/ Merc, Times 3 Oct. 5/6 His conjunctive
admission that he was not prepared to propose any substi-

tute was received with considerable laughter.

fb. Having a relation of conjunction or union.
i6oj Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 14 She's so coniunctiue to my

life and soule ; That as the Starre moues not but in his
Sphere, I could not but by her.

c. Of or pertaining to united action ; done in

conjunction
; joint; = Conjunct 2.

1694 Falle Jersey iv. 106 Make conjunctive Records of
their Proceedings with them, a 17*0 Sheffield (Dk.
Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) II. 87 Content with a conjunctive
Sovereignty. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Sheffieid Wks. III.

123 He voted for the conjunctive sovereignty, upon this
principle, that he thought the title of the prince and his
consort equal.

3. Gram. a. Having the function of connecting
words or clauses, connective ; of the nature of a
conjunction, b. Having the function of uniting

the sense as well as the construction, copulative,

as in conjunc/ive conjunc/ion.
a 1667 Jhr. Taylor Wks. I. xxiii. (R.), I am indue'd fully

to this understanding of St. Paul's words by the conjunctive
particle 1^] which he uses. 1751 Harris I/cri/tesWks. U841)
187 Though all conjunctions conjoin sentences, yet, with
respect to the sense, some are conjunctive, and some dis-

junctive. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) VI. 186 It could not
be carried into effect, without construing the word or in a
conjunctive sense. 1879 Bain Higher Eng. Gram. 101
There/ore serves the office of. .a conjunctive adverb.

C. Applied to that form or 'mood' of the verb
which can be used only in conjunction with another
verb, indicative, imi>erative, or also conjunctive ^as

in a hypothetical sentence).
Both modus conjuncttvus and Mr, subjunctivns were used

by the Latin Grammarians of the 4th c. Isidore Orig. 1.

viii.
4^ (^640) has only conjuncttvus, 'quia ei conjungitur

aliquid, ut locutio plena sit'. Littre cites subjoncttf on
conjonctif from Meigret 155a In English use Subjunctive
was the usual name until comparatively recent times. It

is now used by some in a narrower sense than Conjunctive :

see quot. 1871.

1730 6 Bailey (folio 1

, The Conjunctive (or Subjunctive)
Mood of a Verb. 1735 Johnson, Conjunctive, adj. ..(In
grammar.) The mood of a verb, used subsequently to a con-
junction. 1814 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 51 I. 152 Some
grammarians apply, what is called the conjunctive termina-
tion, to the persons of the principal verb, and to its auxil-
iaries, through all the tenses of the subjunctive mood. 1871
Pub/. Sch. Lat. Gram. 96 The Conjunctive Mood is for

conceptive statement : as gaudeam si absit. When this
Mood appears in principal construction, we call it the pure
ionjnnctt've, as gaudeam : when it depends on another
Verb, it is called Subjunctive, as absit. Ibid. 167 Examples
of the Conjunctive Mood used Subjunctively.

4. Logic. Applied to a complex (Hypothetical,

proposition in which the clauses are related as

antecedent and consequent ; also to a syllogism

which has such a proposition for its major premise

;

conditional.
< 1848 Sir W. Hamilton Logic II. App. 369 The Conjunc-

tive and Disjunctive forms of Hypothetical reasoning are
reducible to immediate inferences. 1849 — ibid. 378 Hyi">
thelicals (Conjunctive and Disjunctive Syllogism). 1866 87
Kowlkr Deduct. Logic 112. Ibid. 115 The most common
form, .of a conjunctive syllogism is that in which the major
is a conjunctive, and the minor a simple proposition. 1888
Hatch Hibbert Lect. (1891) 131 (tran si. Greek author) If

one advances any express statement of the divine Scripture,
they try to find out whether it can form a conjunctive or a
disjunctive hypothetical

f5. Conjunctive membraiw, funic : —Con-
junctiva.
1658 Rowland Moufet's Tkeat. Ins. 1095 In the conjunc-

tive membrane, or white of the eye as they commonly call it.

1834 Good Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 207 A free abstraction of
blood by Leeches applied to the conjunctive tunic itself.

B. sb.

1. Gram. a. A conjunctive or connective word,
a conjunction ; a 4 conjunctive

1

or copulative con-
junction (see A. 3). b. The conjunctive mood.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie iii. xvi. (Arb.) 186 Kuery

clause is knit and coupled together with a coniunctiue.
1590 Swinburne Testaments 353 This disiunctiue or,

standeth properly, and is not changed into a coniunctiue.
1756 Connoisseur No. 138 The significant conjunctive and.
18x4 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 51 I. 313 A double con-
junctive, in two correspondent clauses, .is sometimes made
use of : as, ' Had he done this, he had escaped

2. Logic. A conjunctive projx>sition or syllogism :

see A 4.

1848 Sir W. Hamilton Logic II. App. 372 The Conjunc-
tives are conditional inasmuch as . . the quality of one pro-
position is made dependent on another.

+ 3. Ana/. = Conjunctiva. Obs.
1633 P. Fletcher Purp/e Is/, v. 54 note, There are six

tunicles belonging to the eye : The first called the conjunc-
tive. 1751 Spry in Phi/. Trans. XLIX. 19 The conjunctive
became greatly inflamed.

4. Math. 'A syzygetic function of a given set of

functions.*

1853 Sylvester in Phi/. Trans. CXLIII. 1.410, I demon-
strate that the most general form of a conjunctive of any
degree in Jt will be a linear function of the Rezoutics. Ibid.

543 Any function which universally, and subject to no
cases of exception^ vanishes when a certain number of

other functions all vanish together, must be aconjuncthe

^

(i.e. a syzygetic function), or a root of a conjunctive of such
functions.

Conjunctively
|

k^ndgo rjktivli), adv. [f. prec.

I
+ -ly -.] In a conjunctive manner ; in conjunc-

|

tion, in combination, jointly, collectively.

1641 Bridge Wounded Consc. Curedlntrod. 1 The Subject
is considered two wayes, either conjunctively, or divisively.

1731 Medley Ko/bens Cape G. Hope I. 86 By them con-
junctively each nation is governed. 1805 Ann. Reg. for
1803* 319 Proposed at Ratisbon, by the French and Russian
ministers conjunctively. 1819 G. S. Faber Dispensations
(1823) I. 272 In worshipping the heavenly bodies conjunc-
tively with God. 1884 Laiv Times Rep. L. 413/1 'Sell,

indorse, and assign ' might be read either distributively

or conjunctively.

Conjtrnctiveness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]
1 The quality of joining or uniting ' (J.).

Conjunctivitis (k^d^rjktivartis). Path. [f.

Conjunctiva + -ma.] Inflammation of the con-

junctiva.

1835 Trans. ProvincialMed. Assoc. III. 372 Simple acute
conjunctivitis. .Chronic Conjunctivitis. 1884 Standard 10

June, The King of the Maoris is suffering from an attack of
conjunctivitis.

Conjunctly (k^nd^yrjktli , adv. [f. Conjunct
a. + -ly ^.j

1 In conjunction, in combination, con-

jointly, unitedly, together. In Sc. Law, jointly in

equal shares
;
conjunctly and severally, jointly and

severally : see Jointly.
1514 Cdu Bainbridce in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 68 I. 229

Using hym conjunctlie with me in your Graces causes.

1597 Skene De Verb. St'gntf. s. v. Eeodum, Gif twa or maa
I>ersones bappenis to be infeft conjunctlie in ony Landes.
1686 Goad Cetest. Bodies ul n. 440 Parts whicn Singly,
or Conjunctly argue their Influence. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. I. 768 It was settled by the French and English con-
junctly. 1836-7 Sih W. Hamilton Metaph. (1877) I. xxl
367 The mental state which they conjunctly constitute. 1861
W. Bell Diet. Sc. Law 219/1 When two or more persons
are bound conjunctly and severally to perform an obligation

..it is in the option of a creditor to exact performance
either from each of them proportionally, or to enforce the
obligation to the full extent against any one of them.

Conjuncture kfTndjyrjktiuJ). [app. a. F.

conjonc/ure {conjunc/ure in Cotgr. 101 1, in early

F. conjointure) — It. congiun/ura (Florio
, Sp. con-

jun/ura (Minsheu), prob. repr. a med. or mod.L.
*conjunc/ura : see Conjunct and -uhk.]

1 1. The action of joining together ; the fact or

state of being joined together; a joining, conjunc*

tion, combination. Obs.
1665 Walton Life Hooker \. 7 This meekness, and con-

juncture of knowledge with modesty. 167* Mede's If'ks.,

Life 2 What words ne most stuck at, eitner single or in

conjuncture. 1679 Hobbes Behemoth 11. K. . By the con.

juncture of philosophy and divinity. 1736 Butler Ana/.
1. iii. 83 A conjuncture of accidents,

fb. Meeting (of persons'. Obs.

1644 Slingsby Diary (1836) 105 To prevent y* conjuncture
of Sir Thomas Fairfax and hts father, t 1645 Howell
Lett. (1650) I. 35 God prosper you at home, aS me abroad,
and send us in good time a joyful conjuncture,

f c. Marriage union. Obs.

1679-1714 Burnet Hist. Ref. u8i6)I. 1. 11. 191 If a horror
were not struck in men at conjunctures in these degrees,

t d. Place of joining or meeting, junction. Obs.

1747 Burton in Phi/. Trans. XLIV. 542 Weighton now
stands at the Conjuncture of several Roads, which here

meet. 1798 Hinderwell Hist. Scarborough \. L 13.

2. spec. A meeting of circumstances or events

;

a particular state of affairs, esp. of a critical nature;

a juncture, crisis. (The only current sense.

)

a. simply.
1619 V'ct Doncaster in Eng. tfGcrm. (Camden^ 141 The

Spamshe succors comming in so fatal a conjuncture maye.

.

dismaye the Bohemians. 1736 Butler Ana/. 1. iii. Wks.
1874 1. 64 In certain conjunctures, ignorance and folly, .may
have their advantages. 1759 Franklin Ess.^ Wks. 1840

III. 34^ Measures that might promote the public service at

this critical conjuncture. 1870 Disraeli Lothair vii. 25

\
Such a conjuncture had never occurred.

b. of time, affairs, etc.

1614 Ld. Kensington in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. III. 173 \ cry

unseasonably in this conjuncture of tyme. 1768 Si erne
Sent. Joum. (1778* II. 93 The Address, What is worse
in the present conjuncture of affairs. x8xa Bp. Jebb in

Corr. w. Knox II. 108 In the life of every man, there are

providential conjunctures of time, place, and person, which
are of infinite importance. 1853 Herschel Pop. Lect. Sc.

i- f 57 (1873*45 Certain conjunctures of atmospheric or other

circumstances.

c. An astrological or astronomical conjunction.
1605 Verstegan Dec. Intel/, iv. (1636) 100 This conjunc-

ture to haue remained for some space after the great and
generall deluge. 1668 Clarendon 'Tracts '1727) 558 Two
several men born in the same conjuncture. i8i> Wood-
house Astron. xxiii. 241 There are conjunctures, when Venus
eclipses part of the Sun's disk.

3. quasi-concr. + a. A conjoined or connected

assemblage of things. Alsofig. Obs.

1647 Jer. Tavlor Lib. Proph. xL 177 The Apostles were

forca to unloose the whole conjuncture of parts and prin-

ciples. 1655 — Serm. (1678) 213 His purposes untwist as

easily as the rude conjuncture of uncombinmg Cables in the

violence of a Northern Tempest.

+ b. Something conjoined ; an accessory. Obs,

176a tr. Brtseking's Syst. Geog. III. 673 The arms, are ..

supposed to be the fenl of a pilgrim's staff. . to which are

added a number ofother conjunctures.

Conjune. obs. Sc. f. Conjoin v.
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fConju'nge, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. coujung-?re

to Conjoin.] trans. ~ Conjoin.
XS47 Hooper Answ. Bp. Winchester Wks. (Parker Soc.)

198 Sacraments . . to conjunge and bind together all the
members of Christ in one body.

tCO'Mjurate, v. Obs. [f. L. conjiirat- ppl.
stem of conjurare to swear together, band them-
selves together by oath : see Conjure.] trans, a.
To band together by oath. b. To conspire.
Hence Conjurated a.

iS45 Sir W. Paget in Froude Hist. Eng. IV. xxii. 107
note, That being a thing I>efore contrived and conjurated
between them.

_
1825 Blackiv. Mag. XVII. 730 The audi-

ence, who are his conjurated partizans, are in the secret.

! Co*nj urate, sb, Obs. [ad. L. conjuratus
* that has conspired sb. pi. * conspirators pa.

pple. of conjurare to swear together, combine by
oath. So F. conjure*.] A conspirator.
1571 T. Fortescue Forest Hist. 44 Who being in the

field with the other conjurates were discomfited by Octavian
and Marcus Antonius.

Conjuration (k^nd^im-i-Jan). Forms: 4-6
•cion, 4-5 -cioun(e, 5-6 -cyon, 6- conjuration,
[a. late OF. conjuration, -aa'on, ad. L. conjura-
tion-em : see Conjurison, the earlier type.]

I. Banding together by oath, conspiracy.

+ 1. A swearing together ; a making of a league
by a common oath ; a banding together against a
superior power; conspiracy. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. iv. 18 Canius , . was accused by

Gayus Cesar . . bat he was knowyng and consentyng of a
coniuracioun maked a;eins hym. 138a Wyclif 2 Kings xi.

14 And sche [Athaliah] kytt hyre clothis, and cryede, Con-
juracioun ! conjuracioun ! a 1533 Ld - Berners Gold. Bk. M.
Aurel. (1546) D, The coniuracion, that Catilina inuented
agaynste his countreye. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent
(1826) 298 He was first one of that coniuration which was
called the Barons warre. 1657 Hawke Killing is M. 46
Some nocturnal conjurations, and meetings of some male-
volent persons. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. Lett. I. 156 A
conjuration against the king's life.

II. Constraining by oath, invoking of spirits,

conjnring.

2. A solemn charging or calling upon by ap-
peal to something sacred or binding ; solemn ap-
peal or entreaty, adjuration, arch, or Obs.
c 1450 Castle Hd. Life St. Cuthb. (Surtees) 2636 Cuthbert
retely was astonyd Of hir coniuracioun bat tyde. 1599
haks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 29 We charge you in the Name of

God take heed..Vnder this Coniuration, speake my Lord.
1660 Shirley Andromana m. iii, Andr. By that love, by
all those vows have pass'd Betwixt us, hear me. Plangus.
0 Heaven ! is that a conjuration ! 1796 Burke Regie.
Peace \. Wks. VIII. 122 That season, however, invoked by
so many vows, conjurations and prayers, did not come.
3. The effecting of something supernatural by the

invocation of a sacred name or by the use of some
spell

;
orig. the compelling of spirits or demons, by

such means, to appear and do one's bidding.
1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 233 Quhen fendis distren}it ar

For till apper and mak ansuar, Throu force off coniuracioun e.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 529 Thilke horrible sweryng of
Adiuracion and coniuracion as doon thise false Enchaun-
tours or Nigromanciens. ci^BsDigby Myst.(i&$2) 11. 603,

1

trow he ys bewytchyd by sum coniuracion. 1541 Act 33
Hen. VJI/, c. 8 Sondrie persons practised inuocations
and coniuracions of spirites. 1641 Termes de la Ley 76
Conjuration .. seemeth by prayers and invocation upon
the powerfull name of God, to compell the Devill to say or
doe what hee commandeth. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in.

447/2 Simple people think that what. . Juglers. .do is through
Conjuration and Witchcraft. 1793 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ep.
to Pope Wks. 1812 III. 209 Full of negro-faith in conjura-
tion. 1837 Macdougall tr. Graah's Exp. Greenland 123,
1 have frequently been present on such occasions of conju-
ration. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 635 The word king
was a word of conjuration. It was associated in the minds
of many Englishmen with the idea ofa mysterious character
derived from above.

b. Applied opprobriously.
1563 Foxe in Latimer s Serm. $ Rem. (i845)p. xviii, How

the institution of holy water and holy bread not only had
no ground in scripture, but also how full of profane exor-
cisms and conjurations they were. 1563 Homilies 11. Whit-
sunday 11. (1859) 463 They . . think it [baptism] is not well
nor orderly done, unless they use conjuration ; unless they
hallow the water. i6$i Hobbes Leviath. nr. xliv. 337 A.,
generall abuse of Scripture is the turning of Consecration
into Conjuration.

4. A magical form of words used in conjuring;
a magic spell, incantation, charm.
1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R. xvm. xcv. (1495) 842 The

serpent stoppyth his eere for he woll not here the enchaun-
tours coniuracions. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv.
xix. 155 Oyle .. saluted in thys maner; thrise Haile holy
oyle : thrise Hayle holy chresme : thrise Hayle holy balme.
Oute of whom haue they sucked such coniurations? 1594Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits vii. (1596) 93 Wordes and
coniurations, which make the diuell to tremble. 1831
Landor Inez de Castro Wks. 1846 II. 603 Those spells,
Those conjurations, and those incantations.

5. trans/. Performance of magical art or sleight
of hand

; conjuring. Also attrib.
a 1734 North Exam. 111. vii. §52(1740) 541 Others, by the

same Conjuration, were set out and launched for Pro-
testants. 1826 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. ioi Are
t
Jl
ese schemes to go before this conjuration Committee?

1846 Mill Logic 11. ii. § 2 The notion that the investigation
of truth consisted entirely or partly in some kind of con-
juration or juggle with those names. 1884 Str J. Bacon in I

Law Ti'iues' Rep. LI. 355/2 No conjuration can make any
difference between them.

6. A conjuring-trick.
1820 Coleridge Lett., Convers., etc. I. 88 A man ignorant

of the law whence these conjurations [scientific experiments]
proceeded. 1825 AWo Monthly Mag. XV. 12 The Christmas
public may meet with a multiplicity of incomprehensible
conjurations.

Conjurator (k^ndgure'taj). In 6 -out. [a.

AF. conjuratottr ~ F. conjurateur
y
learned ad. L.

conjurdtor-em, agent-n. from conjurare : see Con-
jure. (The inherited F. form is conjureur, OF.
conjureor : see CoNJUREit.)] One joined with
others by an oath ; a fellow-conspirator.
x549 CompL Scot. xv. 132 Sum tyme coniuration is reuelit

throucht facilnes of the coniuratours that schauis there
secret til ane yoman._ 1577-87 Holinshed Scot. Chron.
(1806) II. 332 The factions of the conjurators and seditious
persons. 182 1 Blackiv. Mag. X. 406 The villainy of the
designs of these conjurators.

Conjure (kwnd&zi and k^ndguau), v. Forms:
3-7 coniure, 4 conjoure, -jeoure, -geoure,
-gere, counjour, 5 conjuere , -jowre , -jore

,

(-gure), cunjure, 6 counger, -geir, 4- conjure.
[ME,, a. OF. conjure-r [cunjurer) = Pr. and Sp.
conjurar, It. congiurare :—L. conjurare to swear
together, to band, combine, or make a compact
by oath, to conspire, etc., f. con- together +jfirdre
to swear, make oath. The stress-mutation in OF.
conjure'?-, conju'rt, gave two corresponding forms
co-njure, conjwre in ME., of which the former was
by far the more usual, and has come down in

senses 5-9 ; the latter occurs in Gower and prob.
in Wyclif; it was commonly used in senses 1-3 I

before they became obs., and is now used in 4 : cf.

adjure. (The pronunciation kvm]£di now gener-
|

ally suggests association with the art of the modern \

Conjurer' or professor of legerdemain, and is 1

naturally avoided in referring to actions treated as
religious or solemn.' Virtually therefore the verb
has now split into two ; but both of these are still i

spelt conjure, and in all senses co'njure (cownjour, ;

counger) occurs in earlier times.]

I. To swear together ; to conspire.

fl. intr. To swear together; to make a privy
compact by an oath ; to form a conspiracy ; to
conspire. Obs.

1382 Wycuf 2 Kings ix. 14 Thanne Hieu . . coniured
a^eynst Ioram. Ibid. xii. 20 Forsothe his seruauntis rysen
and coniureden bytwene hemseltien [1388 and sworen to-
gidere bitwixe hem silfj. 1549 Comfl. Scot. xv. 133 Grit
men.. that coniuris. 1585 James I. Ess. Poesie fArb.) 52

1

Though subiects do coniure For to rebell against their
Plince and King. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. x. 26 When those
gainst states and kingdomes do conjure, Who then can
thinke their hedlong mine to recureV a 1649 Drumm. of
Hawth. Jas

:
/, Wks. 5 People believe not that any conjure

against a prince, till they find the treason to have taken
effect. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Conjure, to swear or con-
spire together.

f b. To be conjured : to be sworn together in a
confederacy or conspiracy. Obs.
1583 T. Stocker Hist. Ciu. Warns Lonve C. 1. 66 b, The

Prince of Orange and the rest of the Estates, who were
coniured in the lowe Countreys. 1667 Milton P. L. II.

693 Art thou hee Who . . Drew after him the third part of
Heav'ns Sons Conjur'd against the highest. 1709 Strype
Ann. Re/. I. liii. 576 The Guisian faction that, .were con-
jured together to invade her kingdom.

f 2. trans. To plan by conspiracy ; to conspire.
1475 Caxton Jason 77 b, And [he] promised so moche

good that they conjured the deth of the king appollo.

II. To constrain by oath, to charge or appeal to
solemnly. {Conju're ; in 3 formerly co-njure.)

+ 3. trans. To constrain (a person to some action)

by putting him upon his oath, or by appealing to
something sacred ; to charge or call upon in the
name of some divine or sacred being ; to adjure.

5 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 172/2291 And is Abbod cam to him
bi-fore is ende-dai And coniurede him bat he scholde after
is debe bere to him comen. a 1300 Cursor M. 17828 (CotO
Bab boru be lagh of moysi And thoru bair godd adonai . . j>ai

coniurd bamna soth to hel. 138a Wyclif Matt. xxvi. 63, I

couniour [1388 coniure] thee by quycke God, that thou seie
to us, }if thou be Crist, c 1386 Chaucer Prioress' T. 102.
l a 1400 Chester PI. II. 64 Alas ! death I counger thee The
life soune thou take from me. c 1450 Merlin 22, I coniure
the in the name of the fader, sone and holy goste that thow
haue no power me to be-gyle. 1638 Penit. Con/, xi. (1657)
302 The Priest is then conjur'd to secrecy. 1649 Bp - Hall
Cases Consc. in. i. 224, I conjure thee o thou creature of
Galbanum . . by the © living God . . that thou be for our
defence. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian i, He called loudly
and repeatedly, conjuring the unknown person to appear.

4. To entreat (a person) by something for which
he has a strong regard ; to appeal solemnly or
earnestly to ; to beseech, implore.
c 1450 Merlin 301, I hym coniured for that he loved beste

in the worlde that he wolde gon his weye. 1604 Case is

Altered in Thyune's Animadv. (1865) Introd. 139 Shewing
..all her wealth, which she conjured him to keepe secret.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. IV. (1702) I. 290 He concluded
with conjuring all his good Subjects . . to joyn with him
for the recovery' of the Peace of That Kingdom. 1799 S.
Turner Anglo-Sax. I. iv. x. 338 He conjured them to act
[ike men. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xx, The prisoner . . con-
jured Jeanie to tell her the particulars of the conference.

I 1861 Carlyi.e Fredk. Gt. (1865^ III. ix. x. 179 A Letter
I from the Queen, conjuring him to return without delay,

b. To earnestly entreat or beseech .something).
a 1704 T. Brown Dk. Ormond's Recov. Wks. 1730 I. 49

,

She . . Conjures his aid and valour. 1823 Scott Peverzl
xvii, I asked this interview, to conjure that you will break

i off all intercourse with our family.

III. To invoke by supernatural power, to effect

by magic or jugglery. {Co'njure; in 5 conjwre
is possible.)

5. To call upon, constrain (a devil or spirit) to

appear or do one's bidding, by the invocation of

some sacred name or the use of some 'spell
1

.

(Orig. not distinct from 3, but in later times pass-
ing into 8.)

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 35/45 Manie deuelene he coniurede
hat huy to him wende. ^13*5 Coer de L. 5491 A maytyr
Negromancien That conjuryd, as I you telle, Thorwgh the
feendes craft off helle, Twoo stronge feendes off the eyr.
- 1450 Lonf.lich Grail xvi. 308 Iosephc.An ymage..con-
iowred there. And the devel there anon forth ryht Owt
of the ymage isswed. ciju i^^ Eng. Bk. Amer. Introd.
(Arb.) 34/1 He may coniure the deuyll of hell and do hym
saye what so euer he wyl axe of hym. 1552 Abp. Hamilton
Catech. (18841 63 Thai that abuses the name of God to coun-
geir the devil be inchantmentes. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
iv. iv. 60. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 203 Wise men of Persia
called Magi, vsed this herb when they were minded to
coniure and raise vp spirits. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's
Vict. 1. xxiii, The fiend himself they conjure from his den.
a 1627 Middleton Mayor Queenb. v. i, O devil ! I conjure
thee by Amsterdam ! 1837 Macdougall tr. Graah's Exp.
Greenland 123 Kach angekkok has. .his own guardian spirit,

or "amiliar, whom he conjures, and consults as his oracle,

b. Const, up, down, out, away. (Cf. 8.)

a 1625 Fletcher Elder Pro. v. i, I'll conjure down the
spirit That I have raised in him. 1649 Selden Laws Eng.
11. xiii. (1739I 70 When all "these Spirits are conjured down.
1650 T. Ii. Worcester's Apoph. 99 As if. .all the devils had
bin conjur'd up.

6. intr. or absol. in same sense.

Passing from the mediaeval sense sanctioned by religion,

through that belonging to the belief in magic and witch-
craft, to the practice of the modern professional ' conjurer'
or juggler.

1393 (tower Coup. Ill, 67 And therupon he gan conjure,
So that. .This lady, .sigh her thought a dragon tho. c 1420
Anturs ofArth. xi, Thenne coniurt the knj^t, and on Cryst
callus. 1526 Piler. Per/, (W. de W. 1531) 38 Who so euer
. . coniureth by his blessed passyon. c 1590 Greene Ft.
Bacon ii. 151 If Master Burden could conjure as well as you
he would have his book every night from Henley to study
on at Oxford. 1601 Shaks. Jut. C. \. ii. 146 Cuniure with
'em [the names], Brutus will start a Spirit as soone as
Cxsar. 1681 Drydkn Sp. Fryar 11. iii. No sooner conjure
but the Devil's in the Circle. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Discov.
N. W. Passage I. 199 The Men colour their Faces with
lilack Lead. . when they go to conjure.

+ 7. trans. To affect by invocation or incanta-

tion ; to charm, bewitch. By the Protestant Re-
formers applied opprobriously to consecration.)
(With the same transition of sense as 6.)

a 1535 TinDALE Wks. 156 (R.) In coniuring of holy water
they pray, that whosoeuer be sprinckled therewith may re-

ceave health as well of body as of soule. 1575 G. Harvey
Letter-bk. (Camden) 93, I began wonderfuU straungelye to
quiver and tremble and faynte ..as ifverilye I had bene
coniurid or inchauntid therewith all. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1.

iii. 105, I therefore vouch againe, That with . . some Dram,
iconiur'd to this effect) He wrought vp on her. 1834 W.
Godwin Lives ofNecromancers 346 The doctor (Faustusj
at once conjured him, so that he could neither speak nor
move.

8. To affect, effect, produce, bring out, convey
away, by the arts of the conjurer or juggler.
a 153s Tindale Wks. 15 (R.) Thou canst proue nothing :

thou canst neuer coniure out confession thence, a 1583
Grindal Rem. (1843^ 57 Christ took bread and left it bread :

the priest taketh bread and conjureth it away. 1701 J. Law
Counc. Trade (1751) 120 By the inchantment of monopolies
and exclusions, .to conjure away the greatest and best part
of the trade. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Discov. N. W. Passage
I. 236 One . . telling the Governour of the Factory that he
could conjure as good Brasil Tobacco as the Governour sold.

1784 Cowper Task 1. 571 Great skill have they. .To conjure
clean away the gold they touch. 1832 Ht. Martineau
Ireland iv. 67 Persuading the foreigners . . that their vessel

had been conjured away bodily to a distant point.

9. fig. (Forms of speech originating in earlier

notions of conjuring.)

a. To influence as by magic or occult power to

do something ; to bring about as by magic or

supernatural influence.
1601 Cornwallves Ess. n. xxx. (1631) 47 Nor deserves it

marvell, though it conjure hearts to bee the meanes of their

owne overthrow, a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.)

53 My Lords friendship with Mountjoy, which the Queen
her self did then conjure. 1672 Marvell Reh. Transp.
I. 5 Could the Press be conjured to obey only an Impri-
matur.

b. To bring, get, move, convey, as by magic.
1591 Spenser M. Hubberd sro So maist thou chaunce

mock out a Benefice, Vnlesse thou canst one coniure by
deuice. 1728 Young Love Fame ii. (1757) 99 Florello, thou
my monitor shall be ; I'll conjure thus some profit out of
thee. 1775 Sheridan Rivals 1. ii, What has conjured you
to Bath? 1820 Procter (B. Cornwall) Marcian Colonna
II. iv, Art thou indeed no phantom which my brain Has
conjured out of grief and desperate pain? 1862 Sir B.
Brodie Psychol. Inq. II. iii. 97 These phantoms could be
made to disappear by an act of the will, and might be con-
jured into existence in the same manner.

c. To conjure up : to raise or bring into exist-
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ence as by magic, occult influence, the art or tricks

of the conjuror ; to cause to appear to the fancy.

1590 Siiaks. Mids. N. ill. ii. 158 A manly enterprize, To
coniure teares vp in a poore maids eyes. 1759 Franklin

Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 369 A remonstrance was conjured up,

from sundry inhabitants. 1784 Cowper Task I. 151 My
raptures are not conjur'd up To serve occasions of poetic

pomp. i8ao W. Irving Sketch-bk. L 12 My imagination

would conjure up all I had heard or read of the watery

world. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers Flor. L 12 The very

sight of the narrow old streets conjures up the scene,

d. To exorcise, allay, quiet.

1862 Mekivale Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xlii. 162 The mutin-

ous spirit of the army had been conjured by the intrigues of

a woman.

tConjtrre, sb. Obs. [ME., a. OF. conjure :-

L. type *conjuria : cf. injure -.—injuria.]

1. Conjuration, conjuring.

'393 Gower Con/. II. 247 Him thought an hevenly figure,

Which all by charme and by conjure Was wrought.

2. Conspiracy; = Conjuration i.

C1540 Surrey Ecclesiastcs iv. 41 And by conjures the seed

of kings is thrust from state.

Conjure, corrupt form of Congee.

Co njured, a. [f. Conjure v. + -ed.]

1 1. Sworn as a member of a traitorous associa-

tion or conspiracy. Obs.

a 1547 Surrey sKncid 11. (R.l, They hind themselves with

the conjured bands. 11 157a Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I.

15 Bischope James Beatoun .. ane conjured ennemye to

Christ Jesus. 1644 Prvnne Rome's Master-p. led. 2) 21

Yet they are Jesuites, and conjured members of the Society.

1688 R. L Kstrance Brief Hist. Times II. 72 Instruments

of the conjur'd Society.

f2. Influenced or affected by conjuring or the use

of magic ; exorcised. Obs.

1599 Harsnet Agst. Darell 18 Their fustie reliques, their

conjured holy water. 1634 Canne Necess. Separ. 1 1849' 1

1

5

The conjured font, (as they name it.) was brought in by

Pius the First, in the year 147.

tConjurement. Obs. [a. OF. conjuremenl

;—L. type conjuramcnt-ttm found in med.L. and

parallel to jiirdmentum, adjurdmentum), f. con-

jura-re : see Conjuke v. and -mknt.]

1. The exorcising of spirits by invocation ; the

office of an exorcist.

c 1315 Shoreham 45 Ther beth ordres folle sevene . .The
thrydde hys i-cleped conjuremenl Ajcnys the foule thynge

Ibid. 48 The thrydde ordre conjurement . . Go dryve out

develyn out of men, Kram God that were dra^e Alyve.

2. A conjuration, adjuration, solemn appeal.

1643 T. Goodwin Ap.'l. S'arrat. 26 Seconded by the in-

stant and continuall advices and conjurements of
_

many
Honourable, wise, and godly Personages. 165a Sir A.

Cockayne tr. Cassandra 1. 93 Conjurements, able to have

mollified a heart more hardned than the Princesse's.

3. The exercise of magical or occult influence.

1645 J. Goodwin Innoc. Triumph. 77 Will laugh all the

conjurements and charniings of men. .to scorne.

Conjurer, conjuror see senses). Forms

:

4-5 conjurere, 5 -jeroure, 6 -juroure, (6 cown-
gerar, cunngerer), 4- conjurer, 6- conjuror.

[L. conjurator, -orem, regularly l>ecame in OF.
conjurere, eenjureo'r (later -cur, Anglo-Fr. -our).

The earliest forms of the word in Eng. are conjurer

in Wyclif, conjurour in Gesta Rom. The latter

represents AK. conjurour, and has come down as

conjuror : the former may possibly represent the

OF. nom. conjurcre, but is more prob. a native

formation in -IB ' ; it has come down as conjurer.']

I. Pronounced kpndzarsj.

1. One who practises conjuration ; one who con-

jures spirits and pretends to perforin miracles by

their aid ; a magician, wizard.

138a Wyclif Acts xix. 13 Summe of the lewis exorcistis,

or coniureris. 1388 — Isa. viiu 19 Axe }e of coniureris

(138a deuel cleperes]. r 1440 Gesta Rom. lxix. 375 (Add.

MS.) The clerke wente to a conieroure of deuyls. 1570 Dee
Math. Pre/. 45 As a . . Caller, and Coniurer of wicked .

.

Spirites. 1589 in Stationer's Reg., Ric. Iones. Allowed
vnto him for his Copie, A ballad of the life and dcathe of

Doctor Faustus the great Cunngerer, vj</°. 1590 Shaks.

Com. Err. v. i. 242. 1614 Capt. Smith Virginia 11. 30 They
seldome stcale one from another, least their coniurers

should reveale it. i6j» Hobbks Leviath. (18301 611 The
Egyptian conjurers that are said to have turned their rods

to serpents. 17*7 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. i. (1840) 5 Con-

jurers and dealers with the Devil. 1836 W. Irving Astoria

1. 278 Which set the skill and experience of their conjurers

and medicine men at defiance.

2. One who practises legerdemain ; a juggler.

1717 Pope, etc. Art 0/Sinking 78 When an audience be-

hold a coach turned into a wheelbarrow, a conjurer into an

old woman, etc. 1755 Genti. Mag. XXV. 65 Bottle-con-

jurors, and persons who will jump down their own throats.

184a Dickens Amer. Notes (1850) 60/1 Dancing-dogs, Jug-
glers, Conjurors, .or even Barrel-Organs. 1876 J. Parker
Faroe/. 1. i. 3 The skilled conjuror will make a fool of any
man who insists that seeing is telieving.

b. Jig. One who performs tricks with words.

1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Swedenborg Wks. (Bohn) I.

328 Literary men are conjurors and charlatans. 1871 Mor-
ley Voltaire (1886) 190 In the sight of Lutheran or Wolfian

conjurors with words, this was egregious shallowness.

8. trans/. Said ironically of a person of superior

cleverness. Aro conjurer: one who is far from clever.

1667 Dryden Sir M. Mar-all 111. 40 Sir M. But how could

I know this? I am no Witch. IV. No, l'le be sworn for you.

you are no conjurer. 1678 LVdworth Itttell. Syst. 177

Atheists are no such Conjurers, as they would be thought to !

be. 1695 Congreve Love /or L. 11. ix, By the account I

have heard of his education [he] can be no conjurer. 1709

Steele Tatler No. 17 r 2. Ibid., Some would be apt to

say, he is a Conjurer ; for he has found. That a Republick

. . is composed of Men only, and not of Horses. 173a

Berkeley Alciphr. 111. j 16 A man, without being a con-

juror, might guess.

4. Applied to an apparatus or machine that per-

forms surprising feats.

1812 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 262 He. .cooked his victuals in

a conjuror in the stable-yard.

II. Pronounced (kjindju'raj).

5. One who is bound with others by a common
oath. 1836 in Smart ; and in mod. Diets.

6 . One who solemnly charges or entreats.

1836 in Smart ; and in mod. Diets.

Hence Co njurership, the dignity or personality

of a conjurer.

a 1679 Earl Orrery Guzman 111, By your Conjurership's

leave. 1741-70 Eliz. Carter Lett. (1808) 3 If your con- '

jurorship s worship is not engaged tomorrow.

Conjuress. [From conjureress, conjurress,

f. Conjurek : see -ess.] A female conjurer, a

sorceress.

1583 Stanyhurst /Eneis IV. (Arb.) 112 Theese rit's thee

Cooniures asketh. 1613 Heywood Brazen Age 11. Wks.

1874 III. 217 Medea. .in the strange habite of aConiuresse.

1809 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 324 '2 A female fortune teller ..

This conjuress however denied the charge.

Conjuring, vbl. sb. [f. Conjure v. + -ino '.

In senses 1, 2 (k*)hd,z,ua-rin;, in 3 (ku ndjorirj).]

The action of the vb. Conjure.

+ 1. Conspiring. Obs.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. VL xxix. 143 Nor other than con-

fusion to their still coniuring fell.

2. Solemn appeal
;
adjuration.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17807 iCott.)We bam sal thoru coniuring,

Do tell us of his uprising. 1659 Galden Tears Ch. 132

These pious and pathetick conjurings, these divine pray-

ings, and charitable beseechings.

3. Magical invocation
;
working of magic, per-

formance of conjurer's tricks. AlsoJig.
c 1300 A'. Alis. 345 Whiles he made conjuryne, Scheo saw

.. a dragon adoun lyght. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (1852)

63 There stode be-fore hym one that dwellyd in Charterus

lane wyth a screpture on hys brest for coungerynge. 1577

tr. Bnllinger's Decades 1592) 128 In coniuring, iugling, or

sorcerie. 17^7 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. ii. (1840) 55 What
manour of conjurings or enchantments they were that they

made use of. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 6 The boldest

feats of verbal conjuring. 1886 Oarenne {title) Art of

Modern Conjuring, Mugic, and Illusions,

b. attrib.

155a Hi/lost, Coniurynge stycke whych coniurers and
sorcerers do vse in raysynge spirites. 1567 Roper in Grin-

dafs Rem. (1843' 211 10 minister in those conjuring gar-

ments of popery. 1655 Fi'ller Hist. Camb. (18401 153 Saw
his conjuring books burned before his face. 1713 Swift
On Himself, Clowns on scholars as on wizards look, And
take a folio for a conj'ring book.

Conjuring, a. [f. as prec. + -nro *.]

1. That conjures or appeals in a sacred name.

1597 Hooker Bert Pol. v. Ixxxi. f 2 Those conjuring

exhortations which Apostles . . have uttered. 1813 Scott

Rokeby VL xv, He restores The infant. .With many a deep

conjuring word, To Mortham.
2. That conjures, enchants, works magic.

1575 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden 193 Sutch a coniuringe

and charminge creature. 1843 Darwin Voy. Nat. x. (1870)

2:4 Each family or tribe has a wizard or conjuring doctor.

t Conju'rison. Obs. Forms: 4-6 conjuri-

-son, -un, 4- 5 -yson, -isoun, -esoun, -jourison,

-juroyson. [MK., a. OF. conjureison, -ison, (later

Central Ft.) -oison : — conjuration-cm swearing to-

gether, conspiracy, etc., n. of action from eonjiir-

are : see Conjure. With the ordinary Fng. type

cf. orison, comparison, venison, jettison, etc. ; con-

juroyson in Caxton was from Parisian Fr. Both

in Fr. and Eng. this popular form was at length

superseded by conjuration, of learned origin.]

1. A swearing together ; conspiracy ; = Conju-
ration 1.

138a Wyclif 2 Sam. xv. 12 Whanne he hadde offrid slayn

sacrifice, there is maad a strong coniuryson. 1475 Caxton
Jason 77 b, After this conjuroyson . . these miserable and
peruers trayters were withdrawen into their howses.

2. Magical invocation or practice ; » Conjura-
tion 3, 4.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28521 iCott.) With charm and coniuri-

sun, wende i womman to bewile. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel.

Wks. I. 302 Macometis lawe and conjourisons. 1475 Caxton
Jason 94 b, She wente to the bedde of Jason, and there

made certayn coniurisouns and carectes. 1483 Cath. A ngl.

75 A coniurysoun, adiuracio.

Conjuror, another form of Conjurer, q.v.

tCo'njury 1
. Obs. rare, [for earlier *conjure,

a. OF. conjure", pa. pple. of conjurer : see Con-
jure. For the form cf. city, puny, attorney, etc.]

A sworn member ; one sworn of the livery.

1483 Caxton Cato 2 Unto the noble auncyent and renom-

med Cyte.of London . I William Caxton Cytezeyn and
conjurye of the same, etc.

Conjury- (.ktfndsari). [A modern formation

from Conjure v. + -Y, imitating augury, injury,

and similar forms, which go back to I., -ium, -r'a.]

The art of a conjurer; magic
;
legerdemain.

1855 Motley Dutch Rep. I. 30 Priesthood works out its

task, age after age. .exercising the same conjury over igno-

rant baron and cowardly hind. 1881 New York Independent
No. 1716. 6 The pretended belief in conjury which most
Negroes affect.

Conk (kfrjk). slang. [Possibly a fig. application

of Conch, Fr. conque shell ] The nose.

181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Conk, the nose. 1817 De
Qcincey Murder Wks. 1862 IV. 33 His conk was covered

with carbuncles. 1837 T. Hook Jack Brag i, Pitching an

out-and-outer on the top of his conk. 1859 Punch XXXVII.
54 (Farmer) Lord Lyndhurst let fly and caught him. .an ex-

tremely neat one on the conk.

Hence Co nker [see -er'], a blow on the nose;

Conky [see -y*], a nickname given to a person

with a prominent nose, {slang.)

z8ai Real Life in London I. 616 Randall got a konker

which tapped the claret. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxxi,

Conkey means Nosey, ma'am. 1873 Slang Diet. 5. v., The
first Duke of Wellington was frequently termed 'Old Conky'

in satirical papers and caricatures.

Conk : see Conch 7.

Conk, dial. var. Cank v. and sb
,
chatter, gabble.

Conkabell, dial., icicle : see Cock-bell 3.

Conker, variant of Kunkur.

t Conla-trate, v. Obs. [f. L. collatrare con/ )

to bark together, bark at ( Af.jJ
16*3 Cockeram, Conlatrate, to barke, or carpe.

Conmit, obs. form of Commit.

|| Con moto, Mus., with (spirited; motion : see

Con prep.

Conn, var. of Con v."1

1810 Socthey Ess. (1832) I. 42 The old seaman .. removed

from the conn, when eye-sight and hearing begin to fail.

Connable, -bulle, var. Conable, Covenable.

Connand, -ant, obs. ff. Covenant.
Connand, -ly, obs. forms of Cunning, -ly.

Connandscipe : see Cunnanijship.

Connascence (k(foarsens). Obs.-" [f. I..

contuiscenl-em: see Connascent and -ence.] = next.

755 in Johnson (who quotes Wiseman : but see next'.

t Conna'SCency. Obs. [f. as prec. : see -ENCY.]

a. A being born together; a monstrous birth in

which two individuals are united, b. A growing

together.
1646S1RT. Browne Pseud. Ep.m. xv. 141 Christians, have

baptized these geminous births, and double connascencies

with severall names. 1676 R. Wiseman Chirurg. Treat.

vn. ii. 478 Symphysis in iLs original! signification denotes a

connascency or growing together.

Connascent k^nsesent), a. rare. [ad. I..

connascent-em, pr. pple. of connasci to be born

together : see next and -ent.] ' Horn together ;

produced at the same time' ( Craig, 1847).

1805 I. Taylor Misc. (1820) 32 Such things . . being con-

nascent with it.

Connate 'Jv'nf't^a. Also 9 conate. [ad. !..«>«-

nat-us bom together, tw in, pa. pple. of connasci to

be bom together, f. con- together + nasci to be born.

(Walker, Smart, and other orthoepists have the

stress conna'te ; co nnate is in Craig 1847. ]

1. Bom with a person ;
existing in a person or

thing from birth or origin, or as a part of his

1 nature
;

inborn, innate, congenital. (Usually of

ideas, principles, etc.1

,1160 J.Smith Sel. Disc. iv. 117 He disputes against
' Plato's connate species. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 82 Lpide-

micall and connate, or at least customary to all nations.

169s South Serm. (1607) I. 60 Who deny all Connate No-

tions in the Speculative Intellect. 1704 Newton Opticks

(J.), Their dispositions to be reflected . .are connate with the

rays, and immutable. 1771 Richaroson in I'hil. Tram.
! LXI. 187 These various coverings are not connate with the

I insect. 1879 Lewes Study Psychol. 32 To a great extent

the Mechanism is connate, Experience is acquired.

2. Of two or more qualities, etc. : Horn together ;

coeval in origin ;
existing together as parts of the

nature of their possessor.

1819 Southey in Q. Rev. XXII. 63 l'hese men partook

more of roguery than fanaticism—qualities which are fre-

quently connate. 1849 Fraser's Mag. XXXIX. 718 On her

. forehead, .thought and feeling seemed conate. 187a H.

Spencer Prine. Psychol. I. ill. viii. 356 The ability to per-

ceive direction, and the ability to take advantage of the per-

ception, are necessarily connate.

8. Akin or agreeing in nature
;
cognate, allied,

related, congenerous
;
congenial.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. B. 170 They play and

sport together. A thing so true a symbole of deerenesse,

and alwaies so connate thereunto. 1686 Goad CeUst. Bodies

1. ix. 33 Light, if there be any Connate Spirit in the Lucid

Body, is apt to convey the Radiation. 1836 Emerson Na-

ture Wks. (Bohn) II. 143 In the wilderness, I find something

more dear and connate than in streets and villages.

4. Bot. and Zool. Congenitally united, so as to

have the form of one compound organ or body ;

used, e.g. of leaves united at the base ; of elytra

(in insects), bones (in vertebrates), etc., typically

distinct but in certain species coalescent.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 204 Upper pairs of

leaves connate, or so joined as to form but one. i8a6 Kirby

& Sr. Entomol. 11828) III. xxxv. 596 In apterous beetles

the elytra are often connate or have both sutures as it were

soldered together. 1835 Kirby Hab. A> Inst. Anim. 1 1, xvi.

64 Under-lip connate with the maxilla;. 1854 Owen Skel.

a> Teeth (1855! 16 In the skeletons of most animals the cen-

trums of two or more segments become, in certain parts.

.
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confluent, or they may be connate. 1870 Hooker Stud.
Flora 175 Honeysuckle . . Bracts leafy, very large, connate.

b. Connate-perfoliate ;in Bot.) ; used of oppo-
site leaves united at the base so as apparently to

form a single broad leaf through which the stem
passes, as in Chlora perfoliata.
1880 Gray Struct. Hot. iii. § 4. 108.

Hence Co nnately adv., in a connate way

;

f Co nnateness, quality of being connate.
a 165a J. Smith Set. Disc. VI* xi. (1821) 287 By its own

connateness and sympathy with all saving truth.

t Conna'ted, ppl. a. Obs. = prec. 4.

1578 Banister Hist. Man i. 32 A Sceleton. .whose Ilium
. .is so connated & growne to Sacrum, as that it may not.

.

be disseuered.

Connation (k^n^-Jan). [f. L. conndt-us Con-
nate : see -ation ; cf. separate, separation, etc.]

f 1. 1 Connection by birth ; natural union ' (Web-
ster 1864). Obs.~°
1846 in Worcester (who cites More\
2. Connate condition

;
congenital union of parts

normally distinct : see Connate 4.

1854 Owen in Circ. Sc. (c. 1865) II. 58/2 The connation
of the pre-frontals and lachrymals. 1877 Huxley Atiat.
Inv. Anim. vi. 307 By the connation, the coalescence, the
abortion, or. .modification of their primitive elements.

t Conna'tional, a. Obs. rare. [f. Con- + Na-
tional.] Of the same nation.

1614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 59 Citizens, connatural,
collateral, connational with ourselves.

t Conna'tive, a. Obs. [f. L. connat-us Con-
nate + -ive, associated with native."] = Connate i.

(In first quot. a pp. subst.
1 fellow-native '.)

1616 Sylvester Tobacco Battered Wks. {1621) 1130 Yet th'

Heathen have with th'Ill som Good withall ; Sith Their
connative 'tiscon-naturall. 1649 Bvlwer Pathomyot. 1. vi. 27
The force . . serves the Soule for the commodity of the Body,
and hath a connative Species of its conservation. 1651
Fuller Abel Rediv., Chytrseus (1867) II. 134 Who from a
lad An even connative disposition had To learning.

Connatural (k^iwtiurftl), a. Also 6-9 co-
natural, [ad. med.L. eonttdturdl-is, f. con- to-

gether + natural-is natural ; cf. F. connaturel.]

1. Belonging to as a natural accompaniment, or

as a property inherent by nature or from birth
;

congenital, innate, natural (to living beings).
159a Davies hnmort. Soul xxx. (1714) 92 In Man's Mind

we find an Appetite To learn.. Which is co-natural [mod,
edd. conn-], and bom with it. 1605 Timme Quersit. in. 167
Natural or connatural heate. 1616 [see Connative]. 1647
H. More Song 0/Soul Notes 143/1 Vice is congenit or con-
naturall to beasts. 1655 Culpepper Riverius 11. iii. 67 If it

be connatural, it is incurable, a 171 1 Ken Hymnotheo Poet.
Wks. 1721 III. no Virtue his connat'ral Temper grew, i860
Pusey Min. Proph. 296 It is proper and co-natural to Him
[God], to be propitious. 1862 Bp. Ellicott Dest. Creature
i. (18651 16 Deep-seated aversions and connatural hostilities,

b. to [•[with) things.

n64S Howell Lett. (1650) II. 78 Welsh, .is. .the prime
maternall tongue of this island, andconnaturall with it. 1670
Wittie in Phil. Trans. V. 1082, I rather think, the Saft-

ness of the Sea to be connatural to it. 1775 Adair Amer.
hut. 66 The small-pox, a foreign disease, no way connatural
to their healthy climate. 1821 Nav Monthly Mag. II. 157
If, indeed, ascetic virtue could ever be divested of its con-
natural evil tendency.

2. Of the same or like nature, agreeing in nature,

allied, cognate, congenerous.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 449 The sauour and smell, which

is connaturall vnto the tast, and hath a great affinitie with
it. 1751 Harris Hermes 336 Between the Medium and
themselves there is nothing connatural. 1862 H. Spencer
First Princ. I. iii. § 18 Equality is conceivable only between
things that are connatural.

t o. Agreeable or suited to the nature of a thing

or person
; congenial. Obs.

1604 T. Wright Passions v. § 4. 228 Iniuries were violent,

benefits connaturall. a 1628 Preston Serm. be/. His Ma-
j'eslie (1630) 45 Plants, .in a soile that is not connaturall and
sutable to them. 1687 Towerson Baptism 94 All good is

opposite to such an estate, and all evil connatural to it.

B.
fl. A thing connatural, a native characteristic.

1654 Cokaine Dianea 11. 137 Although Ambition and a
desire to be beloved be connaturals to women.
2. A person or thing of the same or like nature.
1640 G. Watts tr. Bacons Adv. Learn, vn. i. (R.)f Iron

. .moves to the earth, which is the region and country of its

connaturalls. i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 584 My Fellow, i.e.

one united by community of nature, .might perhaps be most
nearly represented by 1 connatural '.

Connaturality (k^me:tiursediti). [f. prec. +
-ity : cf. OF. connaturality ~ete,] The quality of
being connatural ; likeness or agreement of nature.
1621 Bp. Andrewes Serm. xiv. Holy Ghost (1661) 495

Such is the nearness of affinity, such (I may say) the con-
naturality between light and good. 1650 Elderfield Tythes,
A kinde of sympathy, and connaturality of them with us.
1688 Nomris Theory I^ove 1. 19 A certain Congruity or Con-
naturality of a Body to a certain Term.
Conna'turalize, v. [f. as prec. + -IZE : cf. na-

turalize.] trans. To make connatural, or of like
or agreeable nature : see Connatural 2, 3.
1668 Howe Bless. Righteous Wks. (1834) 198/2* This will

connaturalize them to a region of glory. 1681 J. Scorr Chr.
Life (ed. 3) 23 So attempered and connaturaliz'd to the Ob-
jects of Heaven. 1888 Harpers Mag. Apr. 740 Whether
affiliated by blood, connaturalized by caste, or simply inter-
associated by traditional sympathies.

Vol. II.

Connaturally (k^nre'tiurali), adv. [f. as prec.

+ -LY^.] In a connatural manner; agreeably to

the nature of a thing; by nature, naturally.

1657 S. W. Schism Dtspacnt 399 What . . most connatur-
ally and probably follow'd out of these Texts. 1677 Hale
Prim. Grig. Alan. 1. ii. 61 Connaturally engraven in the

Soul. #1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 242
A Flame not more connaturally ascends, Than an unbounded
Soul to God propends. 1874 W. H. Hu.mfrey in H. E. Man-
ning Ess. Relig. Lit. III. 327 They never connaturally
exist apart.

Conna'turalness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
state or quality of being connatural.
a 1628 Preston New Covl. (1630) 119 Able, .to carry It on

with such facilitie and con n at urainesse to the ways of his

Commandements. 1651 Walton Life Wotton (1670) 18

There was in Sir Henry such a propensity and connatural-
ness to the Italian language. 1665 D. \,\,o\nState Worthies
( 1
766

» II. 357 Going yearly to Bocton for the connaturalness
of that air. a 1683 Whichcote Disc, ^o-^ III. 194 There
is a connaturalness between Divine Truth and the mind and
soul of man.

Connature (k^h^i'tiiu). [f. Con- + Nature,
associated with connate, connatural. Introduced

by H. Spencer: see Princ. Psychol. § 2897/0/^.]

Likeness or sameness of kind or nature ; connatu-

ralness, connaturality.
1872 H. Si'ENCER Princ. Psychol. II. v. § 289 Quantitative

Reasoning involves the three ideas—coextension, coexist-

ence, and connature ; or to speak less accurately but more
comprehensibly, .sameness in kind.

t Conne, v. Obs. rare" 1
.

In the following passage the word has been variously re-

ferred to Con v. 1 or Con 7'.3 : context suggests the sense :

To impart, communicate.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk Selv. 137 Iron may be so clapt

in with the knack of a Craftsman, as both to stir it self, and
conne its heavy neighbour a share too. And I can't find in

my heart to deny that skill to a World-maker, that I must
needs give to a Watch-maker.

Conne, obs. form of Con v.

Connect (kf?ne*kt), v. [ad. L. connect-ere (in

classical period, conectere) to tie, fasten, join to-

gether, f. con- together + nectcre to bind, tie, fasten.

Cf. mod.K. connecter (not in Cotgr. 161 1). The
earlier equivalent was F. conncxer, Eng. Connex.]
1. trans. To join, fasten, or link together: said

either of the personal agent or of the connecting

medium or instrumentality. Const, to, with.
(71691 Boyle fJ.), The corpuscles that constitute the quick-

silver will be so connected to one another. 1726 tr. Gregory's
Astrou. 1. 189 A Right Line connecting the Sun and Kartb.
1732 Pope Fss. Man 1. 272 He fills, he bounds, connects,
and equals all. 1839 G. Bird Nat. Phil. 4 From e draw
lines connecting this point to abede. 1883 Kutnuledge 13 July
24/2 The free ends of the coils are all connected to the com-
mutator. Mod. The ancient paved way which connected the
two camps can still be traced. The island is connected by
telegraph with the mainland.

fig- *537 lnst;Chr. Man E, [The Church] inwardly shall

be connected . . togither in one godly consent in charitie.

1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. (1775) I. 33, I would fasten [my
affections] upon some sweet myrtle, or seek some melancholy
cypress to connect myself to. 1798 Malthus Popul. (1817)

I. 170 The pastoral tribes of Asia, by living in tents and
moveable huts, .are still less connected with their territory.

2. To join together in sequence, order, or co-

herence (ideas, words, the steps of an argument,

the parts of a composition).
1678 Hobbes Dec. Phys. 1. 14 They [the Hebrews] thought

the Names of things sufficiently connected, when they are
placed in their natural consequence. 1690 Locke Hum.
UntL iv. xvii, The connexion of each intermediate idea with
those that it connects. 1755 Johnson, Connect. .3. To join

in a just series of thought, or regular construction of lan-

guage : as, the authour connects his reasons well. 1829

J as. Mill Anal. Hum. Mind (1878) I. iv. § 8. 212 The Con-
junctions are distinguished from the Prepositions by con-
necting Predications; while the Prepositions connect Words.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 134 This hint is the thread
by which Plato connects the two parts of the dialogue.

3. To associate in occurrence or action. Chiefly

pass., To be in necessary or natural association

;

to have practical relations, have to do with.
1709 Berkeley Ess. Vision § 58 [To] judge a faint or con-

fused appearance to be . . connected with great or little dis-

tance. 1753 Melmoth Cicero's Lett. XII. xi. (R.), I call him
ours; for . . I cannot separate myself from any thing with
which you are connected. 1788 Bentham Wks. X. 182 A
very busy amateur in everything that is in any way con-
nected with mechanics. 1846 J. Baxter IAbr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) I. 102 On the Advantages and the Pleasures connected
with the Study of Botany.

t>. To associate in idea ; to view or think of

as connected.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 168 f 6 Who does not. .from
the long habit of connecting a knife with sordid offices, feel

aversion rather than terror ? 1840 De Quincey Style ii. Wks.
1890 X. 173 In the earliest states of society, all truth that has
any interest or importance for man will connect itself with
heaven. 1850 M rCosH Div. Govt. iv. ii. (1874) 497 The
believer in Christ connects his very temporal mercies with
the work and sufferings of his Saviour. 1878 Morley
Diderot I. 33 To connect them [such irregularities] by way
of effect with the new opinions in religion would be im-
pertinent.

4. To unite (a person) with others (by ties of

intimacy, common aims, or family relationship
1

.

Chiefly pass, and refl.

1750 Chesterf. Lett. III. cexxii. 9 Connect yourself, while
you are in France, entirely with the French. 1828 DTsraeli

I Chas. I, II. xi. 276 Bishop Williams, .was long and secretly

I

connected with the patriotic party. 1835 Macaulay Mack-
I

intosh Ess. (1854) I. 335/1 They saw their sovereign, .con-
I necting himself by the strongest ties with the most faithless

and merciless persecutor. 1863 Mrs. Cahlyle Lett. III.

159 People connected with the Court.

b. To state or establish relationship with.
1881 J. Russell Haigs \. 11 The pedigree which professes

j

to connect the De Hagas of the twelfth century with the

j

Pictish sovereigns of the ninth.

5. intr. (for refl.) To become joined or united

;

1 to join on.

1744 H. Walpole Lett, to Matin 24 Dec, [They] are all

of the Granville and Bath squadron except Lord Cholmon-
deley (who too, had connected with the former). 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 535 One all-comprehensive plan ;

wherein nothing stands alone, but all the parts connect
\ with one another. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. 195 That

part which passes through, and connects with the bail. 1863
Hawthorne Old Home, Haunts of Burns < 1 870 » 217 Con-
necting with it, there is a very small room.. which Burns
used as a study.

b. Of a railway train, steamer, etc. : To run in

! connexion. {U.S.)
1856 Olmsted Slave Stales 134 The train was advertised

to connect here with a steamboat for Norfolk.

C. Jig. To fit together or cohere (in logical

sequence or agreement) ; to be practically related

or associated. ? Obs.

1753 Stcivart's Trial 267 From the depositions of these
two witnesses, which connect exactly together, it is dis-

tinctly proved, etc. 1755 Johnson', Connect, v.n. To cohere

;

to have just relation to things precedent and subsequent.
Seldom used but in conversation. 1776 Adam Smith W. N.

\
1. xi. (1869) I. 238 The produce of the dairy, of which the
price naturally connects with that of butcher's-meat.

t Conne*ct, pa. pple. Obs. rare. [Either short

for connected, or formed after ppl. forms in -ct

1 from Latin, such as erect, collect. The etymo-
,
logical form from L. is Connex, q.v.] Connected.
1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 73 Not part of the ventricle,

but some other part connect and knit thereto.

Connectable : see Connectiblk.
Conneetant (k/ne-ktant), a. Math. [f. Cok-

I

nect v. + -ant : the etymological form would be
i connectent.] Joining, connecting.

1863 R. Townsend Mod. Geom. I. 181 When three points

. .are. .concurrently conneetant with the opposite vertices.

Connected kfniektt'-d ,ppl. a. [f. Connect z'.]

1. Conjoined; fastened or linked together.

171a Bi-Ackmore Creation 1. (R.\ The waves which roll

connected in their flight. 1764 Golosm. Trav. 2S8 Onward
I

. .The firm connected bulwark seems to grow.

2. Joined together in order or sequence (as words

j

or ideas}
;

hence, exhibiting proper sequence and

I

coherence of thought.
1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 193 When a dis-

j
course is not well connected, the sentiments, however just,

are easily forgotten. 1846 Mill {title) A System of Logic.

.

being a connected View of the Principles of Evidence.
1 Mod. He was too much excited for connected thought.

3. Related, associated (in nature or idea).

1789 Bentham Princ. Legist. Pref., Two parallel and con-
nected systems running on together. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr.

j

Atonem. iii. (1852) 74 It includes important associations,
I and suggests connected thoughts.

4. Of persons : Related by ties of family, in-

timacy, common aims, etc. Well connected : re-

lated to persons of good position.

1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. iv. 459 A closely con-

nected friend of his own. 1840 Clough Amours de I'oy. 1.

128 Yet they are fairly descended, they give you to know,
well connected.

Connectedly (kf5ne'ktedli\ adv. [f. prec. +
-ly -.] In a connected manner.

I
1819 G. S. Faber Dispensations (1823) I. 418 These re-

markable stories, .viewed connectedly with the declaration

1
of Josephus. 1861 Recreat. Country Parson 3, I have not
been able to think very connectedly.

Connectedness (kf?ne*ktednes). [f. as prec.

+ -ness.] The state or quality of being con-

nected
;

esp. connected sequence or coherence.

1697 J. Sergeant Solid Philos. 362 Some kind of Agree-
ment or Connectedness of the one with the others. 1848

Carrenter Anim. Phys. 31 The continuity or connec-

tedness of this tissue over the whole surface of the body.

1886 Laiu Times LXXX. 395/2 His reasoning loses in con-

nectedness by being cast into the form of letters.

Connecter, -or (k^ne ktsi). [f. Connect v.

+ -er 1, The form connector is not on a L, type

(the L. is connexor) ; but is favoured in the special

senses under 2, on the analogy of specific terms in

-or: see -OR.]

1. One who, or that which, connects.

1813 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 500 Com-
merce, that connecter of nations, c 1817 Hogg Tales Sk.

V. 1 10 Religion is .. the connector of humanity with the

Divine nature.

2. spec. a. A small tube of india-rubber or other

material for connecting glass or other tubes,

b. Electr. A device for holding two parts of a con-

ductor in intimate contact, c. A railway-coupling.

1795 Wells in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 249, 1 accidentally

applied the metal I had used as the connector, .to the coat-

ing of the muscle only. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xv.

360 Connecters are short perforated pieces of metal. .Their

use is to connect together stop-cocks or other parts of

apparatus. 1839-47 Todd Cycl. Anat. 794/1 A connector of
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caoutchouc 188a Syd. Soc. Lex,,, Connector . . of india-

rubber for connecting. -the ends of glass tubes.

Connectible (k^ne-ktib'l^a. [f. L. type *con-

nectibil-is, f. connective : see Connect and -blk.]

Capable of being connected.

1768-74 Tucker LI. Nat. (1852- L 498 Compatible and
connectible with any of them. 1879 Swinburne in Gentt.

Mag. Aug. 178 On all things connected or connectible with

Shakespeare. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. vii. 111 A host of

discordant and hardly connectable meanings. 1887 G. R.

Bishop {title) Exact Phonography, a System with Con-
|

nectible Stroke Vowel Signs.

Connecticle Ck/nc ktik
T

l). Bot. [ad. mod.L.

connect'iculum, F. connecticule, f. connecthet with

dim. suffix.] The elastic ring of the spore-case of
j

ferns. 188a in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Conne cting, ppl. a. [f. Cosn*or v. + -inc. 2.]
;

That connects, joining.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. nr. xvii, The natural order of the ,

connecting ideas. 18*4 L. Murray Eng. Grant, fed. 5) I.

192 Conjunctions, and other connecting words. 1875 Jowett
Plato ied. a) V. 15 The connecting particles are omitted.

b. Connecting link : fig. that which connects or I

links one thing or member of a series with an-

other ; techn. a link with a movable section, used

to connect two links of a broken chain.

1797 Bewick Brit. Birds 11847) I- 98 It evidently forms a
connecting link between them. 1801 Coxe Tour Mon-

mouthsh.i. 1 Monmouthshire .. may be justly considered

the connecting link between England and Wales. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 164 The record of animal life

, .is fragmentary— the connecting links are wanting.

Connecting rod. gen. A rod serving to connect

a crank with any other part of a machine. In

steam and gas engines, the rod used for trans-
\

mitting the motion of the piston to the crank. In

direct-acting engines the connecting rod is attached
j

to the cross-head of the piston-rod, whilst in

beam engines it serves to connect one end of the

working beam to the crank on the fly-wheel shaft,
j

In the latter sense, especially, the name pitman is

frequently used in U. S. for connecting rod. + b-

The outside coupling rod which connects together

the wheels of some locomotive engines. (Weale
Diet. Techn. Terms.) Obs.

1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 63 The space in

which the connecting rod and cross tail work. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XIX. 260/1 For luggage engines. -four, or even six

wheels are coupled together by external cranks and con-

necting rods. 1856 Engineer I. 28/1 Another connecting
rod. .connects another bell-crank with the upper hammer.
1857 Ibid. II. 660 '2The front and back wheels are coupled by
means of connecting rods. 1857 Chambers' Information L
392 The other end of the beam is connected to the upper end
of the connecting-rod, which at its lower end is attached to

the crank. 1860 Scientific American III. 329/3 In a pro-

perly constructed beam engine the weight of the front links,

cross-head, and piston, with its rod, should just balance the
connecting rod and its crank.

Connection : see Connexion*.

Connectival (k^nektorv&l), a. Bot. [f. next +
-al.] Of or belonging to the connective.
1866 in Treas. Bot. x888G. Hfnslow Eloral Struct. 60

The anther-cells closedabove by theconncctival appendages.

Connective (k(fce*ktiv), a. and sb. [f. Con-
nect v. +-IVE : cf. mod.F. connectif, -ive. Not on
Latin analogies : see the etymological Connexive.]

A. adj.

1. Having the character or function of connecting ;

serving or tending to connect.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 21 1/2 Connex [axiom]

..is that which consists of the connective conjunction, if.

1751 Harris Hermes u. iii. Wks. (1841) 106 When preposi-

tions totally lose their connective nature, being converted into

adverbs. 1816 Singer //«/. Cards 100 There is no connective
chain of evidence which might unite this solitary example
with theendofthe fourteenth, .century. 1884 Bower&Scott
De Bary's Phaner. Ferns 504 The cells which usually
border on the xylem-plates consist of the inner layer of those
connective cells whicn were originally present in this posi-

tion.

2. Phys. Connective tissue : one of the tissues of

the animal body, derived from the mesoblast,

which serves to connect and support the various

organs, and to form the framework in which their

proper cells are sustained ; it consists of fibres and
protoplasmic cells or * corpuscles ' imbedded in

a structureless substance. Also called areolar or

cellular tissue (by Hackel, connectivuni).
(By some physiologists extended to include cartilaginous

and osseous tissues.)

1839 Baly tr. Matter's Physiol. I. 416 The connective
matter or interstitial cellular tissue of the gland. 1846 Car-
penter Hum. Phys. \ 623 (L.) The liver of man.. has less

of connective tissue between its different parts than is found
in that of many other mammalia. 1883 E. A. PAKKYttSyllaous
Led. Anim. «y Plant Life iv. Cartilage . . is allied to con-
nective tissue and to bone. Indeed, they are both sometimes
classed under connective tissue.

B. sb. [the adj. used elliptically.]

1. Gram. A connective word or particle.

1751 Harris Hermes 11. ii. (1786) 237 Connectives . . which
according as they connect either Sentences or Words, are
called. .Conjunctions, or Prepositions. 1875 Whitney Life
Lang. 05 The relative pronouns are by far the most impor-
tant of the connectives by which we bind together separate
assertions.

2. Bot. The portion of the filament which con-

nects the two lobes of the anther. Also in L. form.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 71 Anthers 2-celled . .usually

with membranous valves lying on the face of a thick fleshy

conneclivuin. 1835 — Introd. Bot. U848) I. 342 The anther

Is a body, .composed of two parallel lobes or cells, .united

by the connective, 1888 (>. Henslow Eloral Stnut. 61 The
style-arms have spread after protrusion through the sepa-

rated connectives.

3. Phys. a. m Contiective tissue, b. See quot. 188S.

1883 M. Foster Physiol. (Science Primers) 9 This stringy

packing material . . is called connective because it connects

all the parts together. In the leg we have skin, fat, muscle,

tendons, blood-vessels, nerves and bone all packed together

with connective and covered with skin. 1888 Rollkston &
Jackson Eorms Anim. Life 120 The bands of nerve fibres

uniting the various ganglia [in the edible snail] are termed
* commissures ' when they unite the ganglia of the same
pair ..'connectives' when they unite ganglia of different

pairs.

Connectively, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] in a
connective manner.
a 1745 Swift (J.\ The people's power is great and indis-

putable, whenever they can unite connectively, or by depu-
tation, to exert it. 1778 Learning at a Loss II. 91 Which
[oration] I have here endeavoured to give you connectively.

|J
Connecti'vum. [mod.L.] Used for Con-

nective sb. 2, and Connective tissue.

Connector : see Connecter.

Conned (kpnd},ppl. a. [f. Con vA] Studied,

learned, repeated ; as in oft-conned, well-conned.

1821 Joanna Baillie Met. Leg., Lady G. Baillie Introd.

42 Your oft-conn'd lesson, daily said.

Connellite (kp-neUit). Min. [f. surname of

the discoverer Connell + -ite.] 'A green mineral

occurring in acicular crystals and composed of

sulphate and chloride of copper' (,Dana 1850).
185a W. Phillips Introd. Min. 620 Connellite. .consists,

according to Connell, of chloride of copper, sulphate of

oxide of copper, and a little water. 188$ Athenaeum 7 Nov.
608/3 Thfl rare mineral 4 connellite,' a sulphato-chloride of

copper. .Connell observed this mineral in 1847.

Conner 1 (kzj-naj, kp nsi). arch. In I cunnere,

4 konner, 6-7 cunner, 7- Conner. [OE. cun-

nere, agent-n. from cunniant ME. Cun to prove,

try, examine. Here, as elsewhere {son, ivon,

-wonder, etc , 0 was written for u before « in ME.]
One who tries, tests, or examines ; an examiner,

inspector
;
esp. in Ale-conner, q. v.

< 950 Limlisf Gos/. Matt. iv. 3 De costere rv/8e cunnere
cuoeohim. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 382 Ij ale conners..

to se that the ale be good. 1588 in Bevendge Culross «V

Tnllyallan (1885* I. iv. 127 The saidis beillies & counsall

hes chosin cunneris for trying of the samyn. x6ii Cotgr.
Taste-vin, A Broker for Wine marchants, a wine-cunner.

1840 Hood Kilmansegg clxxiii, Each.. Ate and drank of

the very best, According to critical conners. 1876 Whitby
Gloss, i Conner; an overlooker ; an exciseman.

Conner 2 (kfnai). [f. Con z^-h-er".] One
who cons or diligently studies.

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. iv. iii. (1820) 252 A great Conner

of indexes.

Conner 3 (kp-noi, kmiaA =Conder (sense a\
1885 St. James's Gaz. 9 Jan. 4 1 The Conner from the cliff

will signal to his companions on the shore [the advent of a
shoal of mackerel or herring 1.

Conner 4
, var. of Cunner, name of a fish.

t Conner, v. Obs. Sc. [ad. OK. conreer, con-

royer ^mod. corroyer) : see Curry.] To curry.

1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 153 They worke the lether before

it is well connered, in great, .skaith of the Kinges lieges.

Connestable, obs. ^and Fr.) f. Constable.

Connex, sb. Also 5-7 connexe. [a. K. connexe

! (:—L. type *co{n)nexa), and ad. L. co(ti)nexus

j

joining, connexion, f. ppl. stem of co{n)nectcre.]

+ 1. A bond or tie. Obs. rare.

1490CAXT0N Eneydos x'm. (1800*47 Juno, .lady, mastresse,

I and wardeyne, of the connexes or bondes aminicules.

f 2. A connected incident or property. Obs.

1540 .SV. Acts fas. K 1 1 597)$ 84 Advocationes and dona-
I tiones of Kirkes, their annexes and connexes, and all their

!
pertinents. 1548 Hall Chron. 98 With all incident/, cir-

i

cumstances, dependentes, or connexes. 1587 Sc. Acts Jos.
1 VI (1597) f 29Togidder with all.. partes, pendickles, an-

nexes, connexes, out-set tes, etc. a 1676 Hale Anal. Com,
I Laiv (1739' 52 Under every of these Distinctions, the follow-

ing Connexes fait in. 1814 [see Annex sb. 2].

+ 3. A connex proposition. See Connex a. 2.

i6»8 T. Spencer Logtck 209 This kinde of Connexe hath
but three termes in it, viz, 1. Inheritance. 2. Promise. 3. Law.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 148/1 Dialecticks teach

in their Elements whether a connex (a proposition which
hath the conjunction if) be true or false.

4. Afath. [ - Ger. connex, Clebsch Geometric

(1876) I. 924] A term applied to the aggregate

of an infinite number of points and an infinite

number of lines represented by an equation which
is simultaneously homogeneous in point- and line-

coordinates.
1874 Hirst in Proc Loud. Math. Soc. V. 63 According to

the terminology employed by Clebsch. .each point of one of

our two planes, and its polar in any correlation of a system
constitute an element ofa contwx of the class ft. and order v.

t Connex, a. Obs. Also 6 oonex, 7 connexe.
[ad. L« connex us in classical period conexus),

pa. pple. of co{n)nectere : see Connect.]
1. Connected.

1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 185 It is also very

I

closely connex with Piety and Religion. 1677 Gale Crt.

i Gentiles II. iv. 473 A connexe series of things, c 1680 in

i H. More Paralip. Prophet. (1685) 337 The Rind and Pulp
must, .be connex.

2. Logic. Of propositions (or ' axioms *) and
reasoning: Conditional; = Connexive i.

1589 Marfirel. Epit. B iij b, M. Deane-.verye stoutly

j
prooueth his no.. by a connex axiome to beginne withall.

! 1641 Svmonds Serin, befi Ho. Com. B ij b, A connex propo-
sition whereof the denial of one part is the denial of the

[

whole, a 1699 Stillingfl. Serm. HI. xii(R. », Theconnex
! way of reasoning is, saith Simplicius, when two things are
' joined together as antecedent and consequent.

tConne'X, v. Obs. Also 6 connix. [a. F.

connexe-r ~ It. connessare :—L. type *connexdre t

freq. of co(n)ttectere, ppl. stem cottnex- {conex-) : see

Connect, which took the place of this in the

I7thc. So French connexer {XgSk to 17th c), is

now superseded by connecter. Cf. Annex v.~\

1. To join or fasten together ; to Connect.
1547 Boorde Brev. Health xxii. 14 b, The soule also is a

creature made with man and connexed to man. 1578 Ban-
ister Hist. Man v. 83 Some [vessels] . . are conmxed to-

gether. 1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. li'arres 705 To
connex and joyn together Works and Ways far distant each
from other. 1699 J. Dickenson Jml. of Trav. 68 This
Stone is only sand and small shells connexed together.

2. To connect logically, or practically. Chiefly

pass.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terafeutyke Pref. 2 A j b. The
parties of the art of Medycyne . . ben such wyse cowpled &
connexed togyther. 166a J. Chandler Van Hetmont's
Oriat. 119 Their effects shall of necessity be connexed to

their causes. 1691 Beverley Thous. Years Kingd. Christ

34 The seven Trumpets, .being so Connext with the Seals.

1857 Sat. Rev. III. 388/2 Which, .is only connexed with the

general purport of the book by the binder,

b. intr. ~ Connect 5.

1579 J. Field tr. Calvin's Serm. Ded., Joyningand connix-

ing so neere with Anabaptists.

t Conne^xed, ppl- a. Obs. [f. prec. vb. + -ed.]

L Connected.
16x4 Selden Titles Hon. 100 Diuers relations, but most

absurdly connext. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature

xiii. 5 2. 202 All kindesofcorporall Diseases, whether Acute,

Chronicke .. simple, compound, connexed or consequent.

1693 Wood Fasti Oxon. ( R. ), The putting ofour old authors

neatly together in a connex'd story. >7°5 ) Philips Bleu-

hrim(\X.U Large globous irons fly. .By chains connext.

2. Ltgic. - Connex a. 2.

t6a8 T. Spencer Logtck 236 The other Connext proposi-

tion, viz. If righteousnes be by the &c. is yet more difficult.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. £p. 1. v. 16 The fallacie of the

consequent., is usually committed, when in connexed pro-

positions the termes adhere contingently.

t Conne'xer. Obs. In 7 connexare. [f. as

prec. + ii: 1 : cf. -ar :*.]

i6a8 Le Grys tr. Barclay's Argent's 149 Teare in sunder

those solid connexares of the earth.

t Conne'xing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Connex v. +
-inqI.] The action of the verb Connex.
1604 Hi F.Ron U'ks. I. 515 The perpetuall connexing of

those scruices. 1677 Halk Print. Orig. Mam. 1. ii. 62 A
long advertent and deliberate connexing of Consequents.

Connexion, connection tk^nekjan). [ad.

L. connexioft-em in cL L. conexion-) binding

together, close union, n. of action f. co^nect-fre

(ppl. stem co{n)nex-) to Connect : cf. K. connex-

ion (14th c. Oresme), Pr. connexio, Sp. conexion,

Pg. conncx&o, It. connessione. The etymological

spelling connexion is the original in Eng. ; in

1 7th c it was supported by the verb Connex ;

after the latter was displaced by Connect, the

sb. began c 1725-50 to be often spelt connection,

a spelling which, under the influence of etymo-

logically-formed words, such as affectum, collec-

tion, direction, inspection (all f. L. ppl. stems in

-ect-), is now very frequent, esp. in U- S.

The earlier Eng. lexicographers, including Bailey, John-

son, Walker, Todd, Crabb, recognize connexion only. Con-

nection appears in Webster (18281 who says ' For the sake of

regular analogy, I have inserted Connection as the deriva-

tive of the English connect, and would discard connexion '.

This preference has been followed by other dictionaries in

U.S., and by some in Great Britain. Latham would differ-

entiate the two spellings and use connexum only in senses

5-8. Connexion is the official and invariable spelling in

sense 8, and is now used in all senses by the majority of

writers (or printers) in England.]

1. The action of connecting or joining together;

the condition of being connected or joined together.

[Not in Shaks., nor in Bible of 1611 ; not in Florio i6xj

(who has * Connessione, a connexing or ioyning ')
: in Cotgr.

1 6 1 1 (* Connexion, a connexion, ioyning').]

1600 Bible (Douay) Ex. xxvi. 3 The other five [curtains]

shal hang together with the connexion. 1615 Cbooke Body

ofMan 255 Slaking a sumphysis or connexion between the

mother and the Infant. 1747 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 18

Separate filaments, .without strength, because without con-

nexion. 1797 M. Baillie Morb. Anat. 11807) 272 Their

close connection with the peritonaeum. 1866 A. Murray
Geog. Distrib. Mammals 64 The probability of the con-

nexion of Papua and Australia .. being thus established.

1885 Watson & Burbury Math. Th, Electr. * Magn. I 220

The potentials at every point.. are the same as if there

were no metallic connexion between /*and Q.

b. of immaterial union or joining together.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. n. xxii. 122 A league being a con-

nexion of men by Covenants. 1787 A. Young in Glasgoiv



CONNEXION. 839 CONNING.
Wkly. Herald (1883) 7 July 2/7 A correspondence might be
carried on .

.
between two lovers prohibited or prevented

from any better connection. 185s Hain Senses Int. 1. ii.

§ 8 (1864) 32 A complete and perfectly independent con-
nexion [by telegraph] could be kept up between any two
stations along the line. 1875 Bhyce Holy Rom. Emp. v.

(ed. 5) 66 The connection of Church and State.

2. a. The linking together of words or ideas in

speech or thought ; b. Consecutiveness, continuity
or coherence of ideas.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. L iv, Speech, consisting ofnames and
appellations, and their connexion. 1680 Rosco.M. Horace's
Art of'/MR.), So much good method and connection may Im-
prove the common and the plainest things. 1754 Richard-
son Grandison^ II. xxix. 271 Matrimony and Liberty

—

Girlish connexion as I have since thought. 1766 Anstev
Bath Guide ii. 93 And I hope, as I write without any con-
nection, I shall make a great figure in Dodsley's Collection.

c. Contextual relation of thought, speech, or
writing; context.

1724 A. Collins Gr. Chr. Relig. 71 The Jewish Doctors
are used to detach passages from their connection. 1790
Porson Lett. Archd. Travis 310 Martin took the sentence
out of its connection. 1837 C. Bridges Exp. Ps. cxix. (1830)
3 It is interesting to notice the connexion in which the
word is used. 1875 ToWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 3 The word
has been rendered m different places either Temperance or
Wisdom, as the connection seemed to require.

d. Hence, in this {the same, another, etc.) con-

.

nexion.
1780 M. Madan Thelyph. I. 48 This word, in certain con-

nexions, denotes, etc. 1807 Hazlitt Pol. Ess. (1819) 413
The same argument . . stated in the same connexion. 1833
J. H. Newman Ch. of'Fathers (1842) 412 Sulpicius. .happens
to mention [it] in another connexion. 1837 Hi. Martineau
Sac. in Amer. (1839) I. 277 One fact, in this connection, is,

etc. 1844 Bp. Wilberforce Hist. Episc. Ch. Amer. (1846)
13 In this connexion, it is full of interest to trace back.
i860 Jowett in Ess. q Rev. 371 In different connexions.
1875 M. Arnold Godq Bible 173 Certain fundamental
themes . . appearing repeatedly and in several connexions.
Ibid. 174 These three sayings, .come in different connexions.
[See F. Hall in The Nation (N. Y.) 5 Jan. 1888, p. 12.]

3. The condition of being related to something
else by a bond ofinterdependence, causality, logical
sequence, coherence, or the like ; relation between
things one of which is bound up with, or involved
in, another.
1613 Salkeld Treat. Angels 98 Unsignificant wordes,

which have no connexion or proportion with the effect .

.

produced. 1651 Hobbes Govt, t, Sac. Pref., Derived from
true Principles by evident connexion. 1690 Locke Hum.
Und. n. xxxi. § 6 This property has no necessary connexion
with that complex idea. 1736 Butler Anal. 1, i, The reason
of the thing shows us no connection between death, and the
destruction of living agents. 1784 Cowper Task VI. 89 Know-
ledge and Wisdom, far from being one, Have ofttimes no
connexion. 1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 1. 129 The
connexion of temperature with the rise of fevers and other
pestilences. 1865 Tvlor Early Hist. Man. ii. 16 We have
quite lost sight of the connection between the word and
the idea. 1873 E. W. Robertson Hist. Ess. 256 There was
a close connexion during the early feudal period between
rank and wealth.

4. Anything that connects ; a connecting part.
1742 Young N. Th. i. 74 [Man] . . Connexion exquisite of

distant Worlds ! Distinguish'd Link in Being's endless
Chain ! 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) II. lxx. 247 The
robust connections of his limbs. 1882 Worcester Exhib.
Catal. iii. 5 Hot water connections.

b. A connecting passage, word, or particle.
1712 Addison Sped. No. 416 r 2 Because it is impossible

to draw the little Connexions of Speech, or to give the
Pictureof a Conjunction or an Adverb. 1754 Richardson
Graudison (ed. 7) IV. 4, I will only at present transcribe for
you with some short connexions two letters.

5. A personal relation of intercourse, intimacy,
common interest, or action ; a having to do with.
Often with pi.

1768 Sterne^ Sent, Jaurn. (1775) I. 34 [He] made the
whole tour, .without one generous connection or pleasurable
anecdote to tell of. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cong. 1. ii, Well,
if he supplies us with these, we shall want no further con-
nexion. 1784 Cowper Task II. 634 There [we] form con-
nexions, but acquire no friend, a 1831 Knox Rent. (1844) I.

96 Far from advising any man to break connexions once
fairly formed. 1874 Green Short Hist. v. 213 We find
Chaucer in close connexion with the Court. 1886 Morley
Comte Crit. Misc. III. 341 To write of Saint Simon as a de-
praved Quack, and to deplore his connection with him.

b. Sexual relation or intercourse ; a liaison.
(The legal phrase criminal connexion is often abbre-

viated crim. con.)

1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1744, The Earl Rivers, on ac-
count of a criminal connexion with whom, Lady Macclesfield
is said to have been divorced from her husband. 1804
Abernethy Surg. Obs. 168 He had had no connexion with
any other woman.

c. Practical relation with a thing or affair.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. i. 7 Such are the circumstances .

.

under which my connexion with glaciers originated. 1888
N.^ Brit. Daily Mail 24 Aug. 4/8 The failure of the
[Fisheries] treaty was chiefly attributable to Mr. Chamber-
lain's connection with it.

6. Relationship by family ties, as marriage or
distant consanguinity. Often with a and pi.
1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Com;, v, The girl could not have

made a more prudent choice. Hard. Then . . I'm proud of
the connexion. 1809 Malkin Gil Bl. 1. xvii. (Bohn) 53 He
is a youth of good connections. 1848 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. 246 He was, by hereditary connection, a Cavalier.
1870 L'Estrange Miss Mitfard I. v. 147 Mr. Turner is cer-
tainly a man of high connections.

b. A person who is connected with others by

ties of any kind
; esp. a relative by marriage or

distant consanguinity. (Orig. only in pi.)

1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. in. iii, But pray, sir, are you
acquainted with any of my connections ? 1805 Foster Ess.
ii. (1819) 127 A decisive man . . may be encountered by the

!

strongest disapprobation of many of his connexions. 1822
Byron Werner 1. i. 689 The baron is my intimate connec-
tion. 1869 Parkman Disc. Gt. West i. (1875) 1, Some of
their connections held high diplomatic posts.

7. A body, or circle of persons connected to-
gether, or with whom one is connected, by poli-
tical or religious ties, or by commercial relations

;

a body of fellow-worshippers, of political sym-
pathizers, a circle of clients, customers, etc.
1767 Chesterf. Lett. 6 Apr.(1774) IV. 259 What is called the

Rockingham Connection stands the fairest for the Ministry.
1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv, He had long been at the
head ofa strong parliamentary connection. 1855 Thackeray
Newcomes I. 46 Doing a most respectable business especi-
ally in the Dissenting connection. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv.
120 The Republicans are essentially the same political con-
nexion which was headed by Washington. Mod. An old
established business with a first-rate connexion.

8. Used by Wesley of those associated or con-
nected with him in religious work and aims ; thence
it gradually became with the Wesleyans equivalent
to ' religious society' or 'denomination', and is

used also by other Methodist associations and
bodies which have sprung from them.
(The development of this sense from the simple phrase 'in

connexion with ' is shown in the following examples :

".753-7 J- Wesley Large Minutes Q.51 He may be re-
ceived into full connexion with us [ed. 1780 He may be
received into full connexion]. 1768 — Jrul. III. 127, I and
all the Preachers in connexion with me. 1791 Minutes
West. Con/. Q. 9 The Preachers of his District who are in
full connexion.)

"757 J
;
Wesley Jrul. 1 Aug. II. 421, I did not dare to

remain in their connexion. 1765 — 5 Oct. III. 237 The
oldest preacher in our connexion. 1769 — Addr. Trav.
Preaclters 4 Aug. Wks. 1872 XIII. 242 The Travelling
Preachers in our Connexion. Ibid., Those who aim at
anything but the glory of God . . will not, cannot remain in
the Connexion. 1789— Will, Lastly, I give to each of those
travelling Preachers who shall remain in the Connexion six
months after my decease . . the eight volumes of sermons.

I

x793 Ann. Reg. 82 The Sacrament shall not be administered
by the preachers, in any part of the connexion, except
when the whole society is unanimous for it. c 1801 J.
Bunting in T. P. Bunting Life 118591 I. ix. 139 The
Preachers and Circuits in our Connexion. 1847 H. Miller
First Impress, i. (1861) 5 A prodigiously clever preacher of
the New Connexion. 1859 T. P. Bunting Life J. Bunting
I. vi. 84 A tribunal . . pronounced that he had separated
himself from the Methodist Connexion.

9. The meeting of one means of communication I

(as a railway train or steam-boat) by another at
an appointed time and place in order \o take on
the passengers. Phr. To run in connexion, to

make connexions, etc.

i86z Trollope N. Amer. II. 99 ' I have got a furlough
for ten days ', one soldier said to me. 'And I have missed
every connection all through from Washington here. I

j

shall have just time to turn round and go back when I get
j

home'. Mod. The steamers on the lake run in connexion
with the trains ; and coaches start from Waterhead in con-
nexion with the steamers.

10. The phr. in connexion with occurs in most
of the senses.

1768 [see 8]. 1841 De Quincey Plato's Rcpub. Wks. 1890
VIII. 43 The war itself, taken in connexion with the bloody
feuds that succeeded it. .gave a shock to the civilisation of
Greece. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 27 Except in
rare instances, the agricultural labourer held land in con-
nexion with his house. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 328We may say of Voltaire in connection with history what he
said of Corneille in connection with tragedy. 1876 T.
Fowler Induct. Logic Pref. to Ed. 3 The student is re-
quested to read this Preface in connexion with Chapter III.
Mod. In connexion with this subject, it may be remarked,
etc.

11. attrib., as connexion rod.

1836 Hull Sf Selby Railw. Act 45 It shall be lawful for
any proprietor, .to fix all such ropes, chains, connexion rods
and other matters.

Connexional (k^ne-kjanal), a. Also oonneo-
tional. [f. prec. + -al.]

1. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, connexion.
18. . Worcester cites Ed. Rev.
2. Of or pertaining to the Methodist Connexion.
1838 Min. West. Conf. Q. 23 The Connexional Fund to be

raised on the occasion of the centenary. 1870 Tyerman Life
7. Wesley II. in, 613 This was a great connexional effort to
collect £12,000 to defray all the connexional chapel debts.
1885 Manch. Exam. 18 June 4/6 The Primitive Methodist
. .body . . has now . . connexional property to the value of
nearly £3,000,000 sterling.

Hence Connexionalism, the system of the
Methodist Connexion in theory and practice.
\SS3Daily News 28 Apr., They [Congregationalists] needed

more connexionalism and must get out of their extreme
independence and isolation. 1884 Congregationalist Feb.
139 The necessity of something like local connexionalism.

Connexity (kf?ne'ksiti). [a. F. connexite, med.
L. connexitas = connexio (Du Cange), f. F. connexe,
L. co{n)nexus, Connex a. : see -ity.]

1. The quality of being connected; connectedness.
1603 Flomo Montaigne II. xi. (1632) 237 The Peripatetikes

doe also disavow this connexitie and indissoluble knitting
together(of the virtues). 1708 Motteux Rabelais (1737) V.
235 The superficial connexity of our Heels. 1886 Athenxum

31 July 140/1 The universal connexity of existence is as
clear to him as to Dionysius Areopagitus.

f2. concr. A thing or matter connected. Obs.
1645 Treaty iv. Spain in C. King Brit. Merck. III. 150, I

grant you the most full and complete Power and most ample
Commission, as by Law is required and necessary, with their
Incidencies, Dependencies, Annexities and Connexities.

t Connexive, a. Obs. [ad. L. co{n)nexiv-us
serving to connect ; f. co(ti)nex- ppl. stem (see Con-
nex V.) + -IVE.]

1. Conditional, hypothetical (i. e. said of a pro-
position whose parts or clauses are connected to-
gether as antecedent and consequent).
1584 Fenner/?c/ Ministers (1587) 56 Concluded in a con-

nexiue or condicionall sillogisme. 1605 A. Wotton Answ.
Pop. A rticles 6 A compound Syllogisme is either Connexiue,
or Disiunctiue. c 1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 33The conjunction., copulative, as and; connexive, asif; dis-
junctive, as or; or discretive, as hawbeit. 1725 Watts
Logic III. 11. § 5 A connexive Syllogism. This some have
called copulative; but it does by no means require the
major to be a copulative nor a compound Proposition.
2. Conjunctive.
1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 229 Brought in by

this connexive particle Therfore. 1668 Wilkins Real
Char. 312 Those two kinds of Connexive Particles which
serve for the contexture of sentence with sentence, are
called Adverbs and Conjunctions. 1776 G. Campbell Philas.
Rhet. (1801) II. 363 The general name of Connexive I shall
apply indiscriminately to them all.

3. Tending to connect ; connective.
1776 G. Campbell Philas. Rhet. (1801) I. 188 Of all the

connexive circumstances the most powerful is interest,

b. Connexive tissue : = connective tissue.
1854 Kushnan in Circ. Sc. (c. 18651 II. 12/1 The.. name

' connexive tissue ' has been proposed for it [areolar tissue].

t Conne'xively, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -ly^.]
In a connexive manner : a. = Connectedly, in com-
bination ; b. Conditionally, hypothetically.
1635 Heywood Hierarch. vi. 338 In this Microcosme are

stor'd and layd, connexiuely, as things made up and bound,
Corporeall things with Incorporeall. 1684 Willard Mercy
Magu. 24 Connexively or hypothetically.

II Connexi'vum. Entom. [L. : see Con-
nexive.] The expanded border of the sides of the
abdominal segments in hemipterous insects (bugs\
1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Connexture, erroneous form of next,

t Connexure. Obs. [f. L. co{n)nex- ppl. stem
(see Connex) + -URE.] = Connexion.
1615 Ace. Lady_ Jane Grey in Phenix (1708) II. 35 Her

sweet Elocution in scholarlike Connexture and Marriage of
the best Words and Phrases together. 1635 Heywood
Hierarch. 11. 70 In such a firm Connexure linkt. 1669 W.
Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 229 According to the syntax and
connexure of our language.

II Conne-xus. [mod.L., f. ppl. stem of «?(«)-
nectere : see Connex sb., and cf. nexus.] Binding
together; a connected whole.
1867 Lewes Hist. Philas. I. p. lxxx, Life is the connexus

of the organic activities.

Conney, obs. form of Cony.
Conniacke, obs. form of Cognac.
t Connictation. Obs.~» [f. L. cm- together +

nictation-em winking, n. of action from nictdre to
wink: cf. Connive.] 'A twinkling or winking
with the eye' (Bailey 1 731).
1674 in Blount Glossogr. 1735 in Johnson. In mod. Diets.
Connie, obs. form of Cony.
Conniegrea, connigree, etc., var. ofConygeb.
Co'nning, vbl. sb.i [f. Con v.i + -ing1.]
1. Obsolete form of Cunning, q.v. (Cf. Con z»J)

2. Studying or learning, esp. by repetition

;

poring over, scanning, scrutinizing. See Con v.1 3.
[14. . Legeuda Aurea If. 53 in Promp. Parv. 9oConnynge

is of that thou haste lerned the memory or mynde and re-
teyneth that thou sholdest forgete. ] 1670 Milton Hist. Eng.
Wks. 1738 II. 86 By his conning of Saxon Poems day and
night. 1814 Wordsw. Excursion vm. 419 From infant-
conning of the Christ-cross-row. 1840 Dickens Old C.
Shop xxv, The hum of conning over lessons. 1885 Illust.
I^ond. News 21 Mar. 307/1 Anxious conning of household
bills.

Conning, vbl. sb.2, directing the helm.
See after Con v.*

Hence Conning-tower, the pilot-house of a
war-ship, esp. the shot-proof pilot-house of an iron-
clad ; so conning-shield.
1870 Daily Neivs 31 Aug. 2 A ' conning ' tower is likewise

being constructed of thick armour-plating, from which the
officer in charge of the vessel will issue his orders during the
time the ship is under fire. 1881 Specif. J. H. Johnson's
Patent No. 655 The ship . . has in addition to the turrets,
what I term a conning shield or observation turret. 1884
Sir E. J. Reed in Contemp. Rev. Nov. 623 [Other shells]

pierced the conning tower and blew to pieces the admiral
commanding.
Conning, -ly, -ness, obs. ff. Cunning, etc.

Conning, -e, obs. ff. Cony, rabbit.

Conniption (k^ni-pjan). U. S. vulgar. Hys-
teria, hysterical excitement

; pi. hysterics.

i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s. v., 'George, if you keep com-
ing home so late to dinner, I shall have a conniption.' 1888
Daily Times (Troy, N. Y.) 25 Aug., Here the bard is sup-
posed to have gone into ' conniptions ' and collapsed. 18&9
New York Tribune 31 Mar. 19/6 The first [ovation] was
the silly conniption over Alvary.

Connivance, -ancy : see Connivence, -ency.
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Connive Qc/u&y), v. [ad. L. connivc-re (in cL

period conlvere) to shut the eyes, blink, wink,

be dull or drowsy, shut the eyes to crime or

wrong, f. con- together + a primitive *nivere not

found, but a[>p. related to nidre to make a sign,

nictare to wink, twinkle the eyelids ; cf. F. eon-

niver in same sense, 16th c. in Littre\]

1. intr. To shut one's eyes to a thing that one

dislikes but cannot help, to pretend ignorance, to

take no notice. Const, at. arch.

1602 Carew Cornioally\%\\} 412 By means of those villains

. . the opinion was so rivetted . . that his Lordship must at

least connive at it. 1647 Ward Simp. CobUr (18431 oThey
must connive in some cases, but may not concede in any.

1718 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. II. xlix. 64 The grand-

signeir connives at the loss of these dominions, for fear of

losing even the titles of them. 173a Fielding Mod. Husb.

Epil., Husbands most faults, not publick made, connive at

;

The trip's a trifle—when the frailty's private. 1848 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. I. 389 While the Whig party was still for-

midable, the government thought it expedient occasionally

to connive at the violation of this rule.

fb. To shut one's eyes to the faults of, look

indulgently at or on. Obs.

1639 Massinghr Picture 111. ii, Pray you, connive On my
weak tenderness. 1646 F. Hawkins Youth's Behav. (1663)

To Rdr., Gentle Youth, think it not amiss to peruse this

Piece, yet connive at the style ; for it hath need thereof.

2. To shut one's eyes to an action that one ought

to oppose, but which one covertly sympathizes

with ; to wink at, be secretly privy or accessory.

^The ordinary sense.)

1631 Brome Novella v. Wks. 1873 I. 162 If you receive the

Duccats . . pray bring our shares, Wee all connive you know.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety (J.), The licentiousness of inferiours,

and the remissness of superiours.the one violates and the other

connives, a 1710 Sheffield I
Ok. Buckhm.WK£j. (1753' II.

151 He judges, as all Rome did, that I conniv'd athisdealh.

1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. Cot. Mass. i. 4 He promised to

connive. 1840 Macaulav Clive 70 To connive at abuses

while pretending 10 remove them. 1867 Smiles Huguenots
Eng. xv. (1880) 262 The maritime population . .actively con*

j

nived at their escape.

t 3. To wink at (offenders ; to look at a person)

with secret sympathy or indulgence. Obs.

161 1 Shaks. H'iut. T. iv. iii. 091 Sure the Gods doe this

yeere conniue at vs, and we may doe any thing extempore.

1640 Order Ho. Com. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) 111. I. 53
Accused for Releasing and Conniving at Popish Priests.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. III. v. S 53 Malefactours protected

by the Citizens of Oxford, who. .connived at offenders who
had done mischiefs to the Scholars. 1749 Chesterf. Lett.

2 1 Aug. (1774) II. 200 You must renounce courts, if you will

not connive at knaves and tolerate fools.

b. To have a covert understanding with 'a per-

son) ; to take part or co-operate with privily.

1797 E. M. Lomax in Philanthrope No. 28. 222 He will be 1

so vain and conceited as to connive with you. 1831 Scott
|

Cast. Dang, ii, Dost thou connive with the wolves in

robbing thine own fold? 1850 Mrs. Browning Poems I. 6

Who acts, connives With God's relations set in time and
space.

f 4. To shut one's eyes from neglect, to neglect

to look at, disregard, leave unnoticed. Obs.

a 1635 Naunton Fracm. Reg. iArb.> 24 An ancient Law
..lay long covered in the embers of division betweenthe 1

Houses of York and I.ancaster, and forgotten or connived

at by the succeeding Princes.

f 5. To remain dormant or inactive. Obs. rare.

(So in I..) Cf. Connivent 2.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 624, I suffer them to enter . . and
conniving seem To gratifie my scornful Enemies. 1671 —
Samson 465 He, be sure, Will not connive, or linger, thus

provoked, But will arise and his great name assert.

1 6. To dispense covertly with. Obs. rare.

x6»3 Abp. Williams in Hacket Life 1. 178 Those Statutes

. .are all.. in full force, and in Free Execution. Nor were
j

they ever intended to be connived with in the least Syllable.

+7. trans. To wink at, overlook, tacitly permit,

pass over a fault or offence\ Obs.

c 1608 Hieron Discov. Hypocr. Ep. Ded., If your Lordship
shall please . . to conniue my presuming. 1617 — Wks.
II. 154 So God conniucth many weakenesses in His deare

children. 1643 Milton Divorce Ded.0851 I 7 Divorces were

not conniv'd only, but with open eye allow'd of old for hard-

nesse of heart.

t 8. intr. To wink (lit. but with allusion to

sense 1). Obs. nonce-use.

171a Addison Sped. No. 305 P 10 This Artist is to teach

them how to nod judiciously, to shrug up their shoulders in

a dubious case, to connive with either Eye.

9. Nat. Hist. To be Connivent (q. v.). rare.

1830 I.iNDi.EY Mat. Syst. Bot. 120 Petals the same number,
conniving at the base, or even cohering.

Connivence, -ance kjJnsi vens). [a. F. con-

nivenee, or ad. L. co(n jiiivcntia, !. co{>i)niventcm,

pr. pple. of co(n)nivere : see Connive and -ence.

Originally always written -ence (though often

altered in re-editions and dictionary quotations) ;

the spelling connivance is rare before 1689, but

has prevailed since c 1720. Phillips and Kersey

(up to 1721) have connivence, Kailey (1721-), fol-

lowed by Johnson, connivance ; but this is not

justified either by Latin or French derivation.]

1. The action of conniving ; the action of wink-

ing at, overlooking or ignoring (an offence, fault,

etc.) ; often implying secret sympathy or approval

:

tacit permission or sanction ;
encouragement by

fortiearing to condemn.
1611 Cotgr., Connivence, a conniuence, or winking at.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vm. iii. 384 They dare not .
. to

1 giue way or conniuence to any the lest injustice. 1643

Milton Divorce 11. xiii. (1851) 94 Not leading into error, as

the Jewes were led by this connivence of Moses, if it were a

connivence. 1700 Astkv tr. Saavedra-Fajcardo I. 78 The
Multitude knows not what Connivance, Mercy, or Danger
are. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. xliii. 472 [It] procured him a

toleration, or at least a connivence. 1748 Richardson Cla-

r/wa(i8ii)III.vii. 60 Hethought it must have been known
to be done by his connivance. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.

(1858) II. x. 410 They were accused of sharing dividends by
mutual connivance. 1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 297 The
husband's connivance in her guilt .. is a good defence to the

wife against an action of divorce,

b. with //.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 111. 195 They had . . all

convenient connivences, and compliances from the State.

1780 Sir H. Croft Abbey 0/ A7/tfA<7/w//0« (1786) 42 'lhe

connivances they were said to have assisted in.

C. Const, at, in, with t to).

1614 Br. Hall Recollect. Treat. 1095 Connivence at the

outrages of the mighty. 16*7 Lisander <y Cat. IV. 63 By
having any connivence with your crime. 1631 Massingkr
Believe as you list 1. ii, What defence Can you alleage for

your connivence to The Carthaginian gallies. 171a Steele
Sped. No. 298 p 1 The same connivance at the Vices, i860

W. Collins Worn. White 376 Mrs. Rubelle's connivance.

.

in the conspiracy. x886 Morlev Ht.Martineau Crit. Misc.

III. 192 Connivance at the peculiar institution of the Slave

States.

f2. lit. Winking with allusion to sense I). Obs.

1596 Nashe Saffron Waliien 17 O thou that hast made so

manie men winke . . and yet knowest not what conniuence

means. 1614 T. Adams in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xxvi.

10 Their eyes will water and twinkle, and fall at last to

blind connivence.

3. Nat. Hist. The fact of being Connivent, q. v.

1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 225 The connivence of the

anthers in a cone.

Connivency k^naivensi). arch, or Obs. Also

7 -ancey, -aney. [ad. L. co(n)nivcntia : see prec.

and -ency.] 1. = Connivence i.

1600 Holland Livy 1. xlvi. 33 They were married, with

Servius his leave and connivencie, rather than his good
liking. x6ax Commons' Petit, in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659)

I. 41 If it once get but a connivancey, it will press for a
Toleration. 1689 Def. Liberty agst. Tyrants 30_ Chastised

for their negligence, connivency, and stupidity. 1876

Browning Cenctaia 158 Such connivency With crime as

should procure a decent death.

t b. Const, at, to. Obs.

1611 G. Sandys Ovids Met. (1640) 14 And what was this

but his connivency at wicked and licentious people. 1634

W. Tirwhvt Baizac's Lett. 185 It hath rather beene a con-

nivency to the necessity of time. 1689 Myst. of luiq. 14

Obtaining his connivancy at their violation of the Laws,

t 2. Tendency to converge. Obs.

1691 Ray Creation (1714) 191 The rCarth being such a one

and all its Parts having a Propension or Connivency to the

Center.

Connivent V|ir, ' vint i L- co nm-
vent-em, pr. pple. of co'nnivere to Connivk.]

f 1. Conniving ;
disposed to connive at or over-

look (offences, etc.). Obs.

1641 Rogers Xaaman 1S8 What causes Magistrates to be

so partial! and connivent at offenders 1 1648 Symmons V'ind.

Chas. I, 300 Using a connivent lenity,

t 2. Dozing, dormant. Obs. rare. Cf. Connive 5.

1643 Milton Divorce 11. iii. (1851) 68 So fickle and so

variable, sometimes like a devouring fire, and by and by
connivent in the embers.

3. a. Phys. Connivent valves valvulne conui-

ventes) : circular folds in the mucous membrane of

the small intestine, increasing the secretory and

absorbent surface.

1684 tr. Bontt's Merc. Compit. vm. 284 Wind.. pent up.,

makes its way by force through the blind, connivent ducts.

1778 A nat. Dial. (1785) 210 The connivent valves are larger

in this than in any other of the guts. 1 1866 Huxley Phys.

vi. | 32 (1869) 171 Structures peculiar to the small intestine

are the vatvulx conntventes.)

b. Nat. Hist. Gradually convergent ;
approach-

ing at the extremity : of the anthers, petals, or

sepals in flowers, and the wings in certain insects.

1757 Pultnky in Phil. Trans. L. 66 At the base they are

connivent, and at the top bent outwardly. 1794 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 203 The anthers being connivent or

converging. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. App. 309 lateral

petals ovate, obtuse, connivent.

Conniver ^(Insi-vaj). [f. Connive + -ek '.]

One who connives.

1639 R. Junius Sinne Stigm. 825 (T.) Abettors ; counsel-

lors ; consenters ; commenders ; connivers ; concealers. 1651

Baxter Inf. Bapt. 151 Abetters of, or Connivers at the

vilest Heresies. 1814 Miss Ferkier Inher. xxxvi, / to be-

come . . the conniver at low and improper . . connections !

1890 Q. Rev. Oct. 543 That . . comes near to an admission

that he had been a conniver.

Conniving (kjJnai-vin), vbl. sb. [f. Connivk +
-ing '.] The action of the verb Connive.
1648 Gillespie Use/till Case (1649124 That cannot excuse

the conniving at gross and scandalous sinners. 1669 II

.

Stubbe Censure (1671) 19 There is no conniving or comply-
ing with such a person.

Conni'ving, a. [-ing '-.] That connives ;

in Nat. Hist. — Connivent 3 b.

1783 Burke Sp. E. India Bill Wks. IV. 112 In many of

them, the directors were heartily concurring . . in all, they

were conniving. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 291 Dead-nettle

. .Anthers conniving in pairs ; cells diverging.

Connix : see Connex.
Connixation. A humorous formation on I..

nix snow, after conflagration.
176a H. Walpole Corr. (1837) II. clxvii. 136, I thought

last night was the general connixation.

t Co'nnogh, -och. Sc. Obs. [perh. Gael.

concuh murrain in cattle.] Some kind of disease.

a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting 300 The cogh and the con-

nogh, the collicke and the cald, The cords and the cout-

eunl, the claisps and the cleiks.

II
Connoissance. Obs. [F. connoissance, now

connaiss-, knowledge, acquaintance.] At the time

connoisseur was adopted in its art sense, there was

an attempt also to introduce this word for the cor-

responding quality of special knowledge.
1730-6 Bailey ifolio>, Connoissance, a solid and critical

Judgment in any Art or Science ; particularly in Painting,

Sculpture, etc. 1756 Amory Buncle 117701 II. 170 A great

master on the fiddle, and very knowing in connoissance.

1761-71 H. Walpole Serine's Anted. Paint. (17861 IV. 33
Being in search of a proper term for this science, Mr. Prior

proposed to name it connoissance ; but that word lias not

obtained possession as connoisseur has. i860 G. A. Sala
in Cornh. Mag. I. 565 Pope [? Prior] even proposed to found

a science of picture-tasting, and to call it ' connoissance '.

|| Connoisseur (^-twsor, k<>nisiu<>'.i). [F. con-

noisseur, former spelling of connoisseur :—OF'.

coiwiseor :—L. cognoscitor-eni, agent-n. from cognd-

sc?re : see Cognosce.]
I I. One who knows, one versed in a subject. Obs.

173a Berkeley Alciphr. v. i 27 Commendation of Honour
and Good-nature : but the former of these, by Connoisseurs,

is always understood to mean nothing but Fashion, a 1734
North Lives (18261, By his Perpetual ipquisitiveness. .he

became no ordinary connoisseur in the sciences.

2. spec. A person well acquainted with one of

the fine arts, and competent to pass a judgement in

relation thereto ; a critical judge of art or of mat-

]
ters of taste.

1714 M andemlle Fable o/Beesi 1723' 374 There are Parties

among Connoisseurs, and few of them agree in their esteem.

1719 J. Richardson {title} Two Discourses on the Art of

Criticism, as it relates to Painting and the Sciences of a
' Connoisseur. 1753 Hogarth A nat. Beauty 3 Painters and

connoisseurs are the only competent judges, a 1764 Lloyd

j
fit's C. Box Poet. Wks. 1 774 I. 44 Blest age I when all men

' may procure, The title of a Connoisseur, a 1839 Praed
Poems I1864) II. 13 Now impudent, and now demure. Now
blockhead and now connoisseur. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

III. 9 In the connoisseurs of music, or in the lovers of

theatricals.

b. trans/. A critic or judge in other matters of

taste {e.g. of wines, delicacies, etc.).

1796 Morse Arner. Ceog. I. 192 The cyder made from

[the crab apple] is admired by connoisseurs. 1838 Lvtton
I Alice 59 Merton was a connoisseur in ladies' dress. 1883

G. Lloyd Ebb «t Flcnv I. 46 Looked, as a connoisseur does

at a bottle of rare wine.

Hence Connoisseu r v. {noncc-wJ.)

a i8a8 Blake in Gilchrist Life 1 1880) L 259 Every man .

.

who has not been connoisseured out of his senses.

Connoisseurship. [f. prec. + -ship.]

1. The role or part of a connoisseur ; critical ac-

quaintance with works of art or matters of taste
;

the sphere or realm of connoisseurs.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xiii. v, Connoisseurship, paint-

ing, music, statuary. 1780 Mrs. Thrale Let. to Johnson

28 Apr. in Bosivell, This morning it was all connoisseur-

ship ; we went to see some pictures. 1845 Bladnv. Mag.
I.VIII. 152 Commending In Connoisseurship's jargon quaint

and cold. 1865 Reader 29 Apr. 478/2 At that time con-

noisseurship ignored the earlier schools of Italy.

2. The quality of being a connoisseur ;
pro-

ficiency as a connoisseur.

1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) IV. xxxiii. 234 To see

my Lord, .showing his connoisseurship to his motionless

admiring Wife. 1876 Black Green Past, xxxii. 257 We
began to pride ourselves on our connoisseurship.

attrib. 1791 Wolcott iP. Pindar) Remonstr. Wks. 1794

III. 103 Squinting with connoisseurship glances.

D. humorously as a personal title.

1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy (lien) IV. vii. 61 Which [picture]

your connoisseurship knows is so exquisitely imagined.

1818 IIvron Ch. liar. XV. liii, How well his connoisseurship

understands The graceful bend.

Connor, var. of Cunner, name of a fish.

+ Con-nO"tar. Sc. Obs. [a. obs. F. connotaire,

16th c] He who is notary together with another.

i6ao W. Scot Apol. Narr. (18461 128 Documents and in.

slrumentsinthehandsof the con-notars. 1 1817 Hogg Tales

a, St. III. 98. I would rather trust myself to the mercy

of God than to that of these d d connoters at any lime.

t Connotate, v. Obs. [f. connotat-, ppl. stem

of med.L. connotate : sec Connote.]

1. trans. = Connote 1.

1596 Bell Surv. Popery 1. ill. iv. toi They connotate 490

yeares. 1609 — Theoph. A> Reiuig. 124 The inward man
doth connotate the soule. and the outward man the body.

a 1679 T. Goodwin Wit. III. I. 256 1 R.I His repentance was

withall significantly connotated thereby. 1697 J. Sergeant
Solid Pkilos. 51 Tis impassible to conceive Humanity, for

Example, without connotating Homo its Suppositum.

2. Of things or facts ; =Connotb 2.

1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xl. 519 Law and Punishment

being Relatives, and mutually connotating each the other.

a 1660 Hammond (JJl God's foreseeing doth not include or

connotate predetermining, any more than I decree with my
intellect.
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t Connotate, sb. Oh. [ad. med.L. connotdt-us

pa. pple. : see above.] A meaning or thing con-

notated.

1697 J. Sergeant Solid Philos. 74 Repeating still the same
former Notion with the Connotate of Foreknown. Ibid.

143 A Power to Revive Perceptions, with a Connotate
annext.

Connotation (kfiwtft'Jan). [ad. med.L. con-

notation-em, n. of action f. connotdre : so in Kr.]

L The signifying in addition; inclusion of some-
thing in the meaning of a word besides what it

primarily denotes
;
implication.

1532 HoRB Confut. Tindate Wks. 417/1 This woorde con-
gregacyon didde neuer signifie the noumber of christen

people, as christen people, with a connotacyon or con-
sideracion of theyr fayth or chrystendome. a 1617 Baynb
On Eph. (1643) 314 When the words of knowledge do to-

gether by connotation imply affection, much more do the
words of beleefe. 1676 Norris Coll. Misc. (1693) 298 That
which formal sin adds over and above to material . . is the
Connotation of that special Dependence of it upon the Will.

1685 H. More Paralip. Propliet. 404 The Lamb, which
signifies the Person of Christ, though it maybe with a Con-
notation of his Church, his Body. 1829 Jas. Mill Hum.
Mind (1878) L ix. 313 If we could suppose qualis to have
been used without any connotation of talis*

b. That which is implied in a word in addition

to its essential or primary meaning.
1867 Lewes Hist. Philos. II. 6 The very word heresy, which

simply means private judgment, has in all times borne an
opprobrious connotation. 1877 Athenaeum 21 July, That
adjective [un-english] possesses a somewhat uncompli-
mentary connotation.

2. Logic, f a. With the earlier logicians : The
subject ' connoted ' by a term which signifies (or
1 notes

'
) an attribute or group of attributes Obs.

b. With J. S. Mill and later logicians: The attribute

or aggregate of attributes connoted by a term.

(See Connote v. 4.) Hence, c. In non-technical

use : The sum of what a word implies or means

;

meaning.
1662 Siillingfl. Power Excommun. 14 But this Christian

society doth not respect men under the connotation of men
but as Christians. 1829 Jas. Mill Hum. Mind vi86q) I. ix.

299, I shall find much convenience in using the term nota-
tion to point out the sensation or sensations which are
peculiarly marked by such words, the term connotation to
point out the clusters which they mark along with this their

Srincipal meaning. 1846 J. S. Mill Logic 1. v. §2 Hobbes.

.

estowed little or no attention upon the connotation of
words ; and sought for their meaning exclusively in what
they denote. 186$ Sat. Rev. 2 Sept. 295 Phrases to which no
definite meaning, or, more technically speaking, no fixed con-
notation, is attached. 1875 Poste Gains tv. (ed. 2) 644 An
epithet sometimes detracts from, instead of adding to, the
connotation of a word. 1876 Jevons Elem. Logic v. (1880)

39 The intension of a term is synonymous with its compre-
hension, or connotation, or depth. 1887 Fowler Deductwe
Logic v. 37 A definition is an exposition of the connotation
of a term. Ibid. ii. 19.

+3. (?) A mutual relation. Obs. Cf. Connotate 2.

1677 Hale Prim. Grig. Man. I. vi. 123 By reason of the
coexistence of one thing with another there ariseth a various
relation or connotation between them.

f4. Signification in combination, Consignifica-
tion. Cf. Connote 3. Obs.
1786 H. Tooke Parley (1798) I. 321 Concerning the word

with, he would tell me. .that it had no meaning of its own,
but only a connotation or consignification.

Connotative (k^nJu-tativ), a. [ad. med.L.
connotatJv-us, f. connotat-, ppl. stem of connotdre
to Connote.
Nomenconuotativum,terminus connotat'tvus were used by
Occam a 1347 : * Nomen autem connotativum est illud quod
significat aliquid primario et aliquid secundario' (Prantl
III. 364M.
1. Having the quality of connoting

;
pertaining

to connotation, or to an additional or implied
signification.

1614 Selden Titles Hon. 126 Album
, although in a formall

signification of the thing designd it expresse a certain Ens
per se, yet. .the formall and materiall or connotatiue signifi-

cation, of it, is, it's Ens per accidens. c 1630 Jackson Creed
v. xiii. Wks. IV. 95 Which definition, .is not essential, but
causal or connotative. 1638 Ibid. ix. xiii. Wks. VIII. 263
Collateral or connotative imprecations of divine power.
1846 Grote Greece 1. xvi. I. 479 The word mythe. .signified
simply a statement or current narrative, without any con-
notative implication either of truth or falsehood. 1866 J.
H. Newman Let.Puscy 14 Secondary, symbolical, connota-
tive senses of Scripture.

2. Logic. Connotative term : according to J. S.

Mill, a term or word which, while it denotes
(or is predicated of) a subject, also connotes or
indicates its attributes.

In the scholastic and later logic a connotative, as distin-
guished from an absolute, term was one which primarily
signified an attribute and secondarily a subject. In the
logic of J. S. Mill this usage is inverted; the subject is

'denoted ', the attribute 'connoted '. Later still, the terms
'denotation ' and ' connotation ' have been used in a sense
synonymous with logical 'extension' and 'intension' (cf.

quot. 1876 in Connotation 2, and Fowler Deduct. Logic ii.

(1887) 19A
1829 Jas. Mill Hum. Mitui (18781 I. ix. 306 Friend is a

concrete, connotative term . . Its connotation is dropped by
another mark, the syllable •skip ; thusfriendship. 1846 J. S.
Mill Logic 1. ii. § 5 A connotative term is one which denotes
a subject and implies an attribute. 1872 H. Spencer Princ.
Psychol. II. vi. vi. 60 The subject and predicate of the major
premiss are connotative terms. 1887 Fowler Deduct. Log.
li. 19 In the scholastic logic, what I have called attributives

[i.e. adjectives and participles used adjectively] are alone
recognised as connotative terms.

Connotatively (k^nJu-tativli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LV -.] In a connotative manner.
1864 Bowkn Logic v. no In Attributive Judgments the

Predicate is actually thought only Connotatively.

Connote (kfJhJii't), v. [ad. med.L. connotd-rc

to mark along with, to mark (a thing with or in

addition to (another), f. L. con- together with +
notdre to mark, to Note.
The Latin word was in common use in medieval logic

:

app. first, according to Prantl, in Duns Scotus, and fre-

quently in Occam, and so onwards in the terminology of
the schools ; thence it passed into English literary use

;

i
but its use as an English technical term of logic is recent,

\

and due to Jas. and J. S. Mill.
a 1300 Duns Scotcs (in Prantl III. 134. note 598) Tarn

secundum significatum quam secundum connotatum. a 1347
Occam (ibid. 364 u. 829 1

, Quaedam sunt synonyma, quia
;

simpliciter idem significant et connotant. 1657 Heekebord
' V.pn.T)v*La. Logica (1680) 151 Ideoque [vox concreta] illud

consignificat seu connotat ; ut Justus significat justitiam,

I

sed quae concernit et connotat hominem in quo est.]

1. trans. To signify secondarily or in addition
;

j

to include or imply along with the primary or
essential meaning.
1664 H. More Myst, Iniq. 271 'O o<£i« 6 apyeuo? connoting

the Roman Empire as well as the Devil. 1603 South Serm.
(1717) III. 434 Good . . over and above the bare Being of a
Thing, Connotes also a certain sutableness or agreeableness
of it to some other thing. 187a M. Pattison Ess. (1889)
II. 389 Deism .. connotes along with natural religion a
negation of the truth or reality of the Christian revelation.

2. Of things or facts : To imply or involve as a
consequence, condition, or accompaniment.
a 1655 Vines Lora"s Supp. (1677) 160 A practical remem-

brance which connotes affections fruitful effect, a i6yy
Barrow Serm. (18101 I. 128 This faith doth not only denote

;

precisely .. such opinions and persuasions .. but doth aKo
connote and imply such acts of will, as . . are naturally con-
sequent upon them. 1757 Wesley Wks. (1872) IX. 243 But
'punishment always connotes guilt'. It always connotes
sin and suffering ; and here are both. 1867 Sat. Rev.
7 Dec. 719/1 A luxury which connotes a high condition of
intellect and character, but still a luxury. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. xxi. 376 The descent of snow in one place con-

I notes the evaporation of water in another locality.

f3. To combine in signifying (something); to

; mean in combination. Obs.

1786 H. Tooke Purley (1798) I. 305 The cypher, which
has no value of itself, and only serves (if I may use the lan-

guage of Grammarians) to connote and consignify, and to
I change the value of figures. 1805 Ibid. {1815) II. 437 Some
i
Grammarians have said that an Adjective only connotes,

I and means nothing by itself.

4. Logic. (Of a term.) f a. With the earlier
1 logicians : To imply or indicate the subject in

\
which an attribute inheres, while primarily signi-

i

fying or * noting' the attribute itself. Obs. b. With

J. S. Mill : To imply or indicate the attributes in-

volved, while denoting (or being predicated of)

the subject.

As to the change of use, see note to Connotative term,
and cf. quot. 1829 with Heerebord above.
1829 Jas. Mill Hum. Mindi 1878) I. i. § 5. 34 White, in

the phrase white horse, denotes two things, the colour and
the horse; but it denotes the colour primarily, the horse
secondarily. We shall find it very convenient to say. .that

it notes the primary, connotes the secondary signification.

1846 J. S. Mill Logic 1. ii. § 5 The word white, denotes all

white things, as snow, paper, the foam of the sea, etc., and
implies, or as it was termed by the schoolmen, connotes, the
attribute of whiteness. Ibid., The name, .is said to signify

the subjects directly, the attributes indirectly ; it denotes
the subjects, and implies, or involves, or indicates, or as we
shall say henceforth, connotes, the attributes. It is a con-
notative name. Ibid., Whenever the names given to objects
convey any information, that is, whenever they have pro-
perly any meaning, the meaning resides not in w hat they
denote, but in what they connote. 1887 Fowler De-
duct. Logic ii. 19 A term may be said to denote or desig-

nate individuals, to connote or mean attributes or groups of
attributes.

b. Hence, in general, non-technical use : To
imply, include in its signification, convey to the

mind or mean in actual use and application.

(Often loosely used.)

1865 Kingsley Lett. (1878) II. 216 A man may believe the
facts which the doctrine connotes without believing the
doctrine. 1867 Lewes Hist. Philos. I. Introd. 64 The
terms ' three and three ' and ' six ' denote the same relations,

connote different ideas. 1871 Fakrar Witn. Hist. iv. 148
It is Christianity alone which breathed into it all that it

connotes. 1875 Poste Gains, 1. (ed. 2) 45 Characters
which the name is not intended to connote. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul I. 431 The word [Council] connotes a totally dif-

ferent order of conceptions to those that were prevalent at
that early time.

Hence Connoted///, a.

1829 Jas. Mill Hum. Mind (1878) I. ix. 300 It is often
highly convenient to drop the connotation ; that is, to leave
out the connoted cluster.

Connotive (k£5hJ"'tiv), a. rare. = Connotative.
In mod. Diets.

Connownt, obs. f. Covenant.
Connubial (kf7ni;?bial), a. [ad. L. co{ii)nu-

bidl-is, f. co{n)nubium marriage, wedlock, f. con-

together + nub-ere to marry : see Nuptial.]
1. Of or pertaining to marriage, or the married

state
; nuptial, matrimonial.

1636 in LJlount Glossogr. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 743 The

Rites Mysterious ofconnubial Love. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 18 P4 Of my friends who have been least successful in
connubial contracts. 1770 Goldsm. Dee. I 'ill. 404 Kind
connubial tenderness. 1839 W. Chambkks 'Pour Holland
38/1 The ladies must also have reached a discreet age, be-
fore they enter the connubial state.

2. trans/, a. Married, wedded; td^o Jig. b. Per-
taining to a husband orwife, conjugal, humorous.)
1808 J. Harlow Columb. 1. 789 Connubial vines o'ertop the

larch they climb, a 1845 BARHAM Ingot. Leg., Ld. Then-
louse, Provoking from connubial toes a hint. 1876 M.
DavieS {.'north. Lond. 69 Originally, no schism at all seems
to have been contemplated by the connubial Evangelist.

Hence Connvrbialism {nonce-wd.), the married

state. Conrm bialize v. intr. {humorous), to enter

the married state, to marry. Connubially adv.
1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 310 The glittering temple of con-

nubialism. 1868 Coutemp. Rev. VII. 224 In the (lurry of
incipient connubialism. 1870 H. Rowlkv (title) Gamosa-
gammon, or Hints on Hymen for the use of parties about to
Connubiali/e. 1884 W. S. Gilbert Mikado, Unless con-
nubially linked.

Connubiality (kfTni/zbhc-liti). [f. as prec. -f-

-ITY.J Connubial state or condition ; the practice

or right of marrying ; with pi.) any action charac-

teristic of the married state.

1837 Dickens Pkkw. xx,
1 Think, sir*, replied Mr. Wellcr

;

'why, I think he's the wictim o' connubiality '. 1838 -

Nick. Nick, xlii, Some slight connubialities which had
begun to pass between Mr. and Mrs. Urowdie. 1884 /'all

Mall G. 2 (Jet. 2/2 The connubiality of the Anglican clergy.

Connubiate (kjfaiwbitfit), v. nonce-wd. [f.

L. co
(
71 jn iibi-tim + -ate To get married.

1814 HvKON Let. to Moore 9 Apr., I will connubiate and
join you.

t Connudate, 7'. Obs.~ ,}
[f. ppl. stem of L.

connuddre to bare, uncover.]
1623 Cockkkam, Connudate, to strip naked. 1721 Bailey.

Conmrmerate, v. ran. [f. ppl. stem of L.

connumerdre to reckon together, f. con- + numerdrc
to count.] trans. To reckon or count together.

1678 CYinvoKTH fntell. Syst. (1S37) I. 24 Not to be con-
numerated or reckoned together with those. 1805 T. Taylor
Misc. (1820) 13 The actions are frauds and stratagem*,
which he connumerates with casualties.

Connumera'tion. rare. [n. of action f. prec.

:

see -ation.] Reckoning or numbering together.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. P.p. in. ix. 126 The Induction

or connunieration of other annimalls conjoyned herewith.
1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. xvi. 1S8 We must instance
these latter in the connunieration of the former. 1790
Pokson Lett, to Travis 225 Insisting upon the connuniera-
tion of the three persons.

Ccrnnusable, -ance, -ant, -or, obs. ff. Cog-
nizable, etc.

1694 R. Cokk Crt. -V State Eng. I. 391 Causes Connu^uble
at Common Law.
fConnutritious, a. Obs.- 0 App. only a dic-

tionary word, originating in an erroneous adapt-

ation (after nutritions') of med.L. connutritus,

rendering (rwrtOpayLfitvos having been nourished
together, used by Hippocrates in conjunction with
(fiTTfcpvKojs having been inborn, congenitus, con-

genital. (The regular meaning of connutritious,

if in use, would be ' conjointly nutritious '
: cf. the

amended explanations of Craig and Smart.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Counutritious (counutritus\ that

hath the same nourishment, or bringing up. 1730-6 Bailev
(folio), Counutritious is that which becomes habitual to a
Person from his particular Nourishment, or.. had its first

Aliments from sucking a distempered Nurse, etc. 1846
Smart Supp., Connntriti&us, nutritious by the force of
habit. 1847 Craig, Connutrkioits, nourishing together.

Conny, north. Eng. dial. f. Canny.
Conny, connyg, connynge, obs. ff. Cony.
Connygree, connyngere, var. of Conyger

Obs., rabbit-warren.

Connynghede : see Cunmnghede Obs., skill,

knowingness.

Conocarp (k^'n^kajp). [ = mod.L. cono-

carpium, f. Gr. kwvos cone + /tapwos fruit.] ' A
fruit consisting of a collection of carpels arranged

upon a conical centre, as the strawberry' {Treas.

Bot. 1866). So Conoca-rpous a., ' having conical

fruit' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882).

Conocuneus 'Md^no\Y\frm\o&). Geom. [f. L.

cdn-us Cone + cuneus wedge.] A surface generated

by a straight line which constantly intersects a

fixed straight line at right angles, and also con-

stantly passes through the circumference of a

fixed circle ; i. e. a figure with a circular base like

a cone, but having instead of an apex a ridge or

edge like a wedge.
First treated of by Prof. J. Wallis of Oxford in 1662. In

his definition the name is applied to one quarter of the whole
solid, formed by two sections, parallel and at right angles,

respectively, to the edge, and having thus one fourth of the

curved surface, and three plane surfaces, one a quadrant of

the circular base.

1663 Wallis Lett, to Sir R. Murray Apr. 7 Soh'dum sic

terminatum vocamus Conocuneum. 1684— trausl., I thought
1 fit to give it the name of Cono-Cuneus, as having the base

i of a Cone, and the vertex of a Cuneus. 1862 Salmon Geom.
of 3 Dim. § 384 Ex. 1 The equation of the right conoid

1 passing through the axis of z and through a plane curve .

.

j
Wallis's cono-cuneus is when the fixed curve is a circle.

1869 li. Price Injin. Calc. I. 538 Ex. 2.



CONODONT.

Conodont ko^nodpnV. Palseont. [mod. f. Gr.
kwvos cone + b&ovr- tooth.] A small conical tooth-

like glistening body, found in Silurian and other

ancient strata, and at first supposed to be a tooth of

a cyclostomous fish ; now more generally considered
to be the remains of some invertebrate animal.
1859 Owen in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 116/1 The writer finds

no form of spine, denticle, or hooklet in any Echinoderm to

match the Conodonts ; and concludes that they have most <

analogy with the spines . . of naked Molluscs or Annelides.
1872 Nicholson Pal&ont. (1879) II. 122 Much difficulty was

'

felt by scientific men in accepting Pander's view that the ,

Conodonts were the teeth of fishes.

Conoid (kJj-noid), a. and sb. [mod. ad. Gr. koj-
\

voaSrjs cone-shaped, K<wottd*s a conoid : see -OID.]

A. adj. Approaching a cone in shape ; more or

less conical in shape.
Conoid body, the pineal gland (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Conoid '

ligament : the posterior fasciculus of the coraco-clavicular
ligament, attached above to the conoid tubercle, at the
scapular end of the lower surface of the clavicle. Conoid

\

teeth', canine teeth.

1668 Phil. Trans. III. 666 Stretching the surface of it

from a Plain to a Conoid figure, within the same Circum-
ference. 1774 Pennant Tour ScotI. in 1772, 293 Two large
OODOld cairns. 18x8 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 42 Shell I

turreted or conoid. 1836 9 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 155/1
j

The insertion of the . . conoid . . ligaments.

B. sb.

1. Geom. a. A solid generated by the revolution

of a conic section about its axis ; a conicoid of
1

revolution {esp. a paraboloid or hyperboloid, the
j

ellipsoids or spheroids being often excluded). This 1

is the Ktuvouhts of Archimedes.
[1656 Hobbes 6 Lessons v. Wks. 1845 VII. 305 Your com-

j

parison of the sphere and conoeides, so far holds good.]
a 1664 Uakrow in Kigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 34
Concerning the parabolical conoids. 1796 HVTTON Math.
Diet. I. 327 In the hyperbolic conoid, the section is an
ellipse, when its axis makes with the axis of the solid an
angle greater than that made by [this] and the asymptote
of the generating hyperbola. 1807 — Course Math. II.

^74 A diving bell, of the form of a parabolic conoid.
1871 Proctor Ess. Astron. xii. 164 The [zodiacal] light
exhibits usually the figure of an oblique conoid,

t b. See quot. Obs.
1730-6 ISailey 1 folio), Conoid (with Geomet.), a solid Body

resembling a Cone, excepting that instead of a perfect
Circle, it has for its Base an Ellipsis or some other Curve

,

approaching thereto.

c. A surface generated by a straight line which
1

continues parallel to a fixed plane, and passes I

through a fixed straight line and a fixed curve.

C£ CONOCUNEIS.

(

This sense occurs in Fr. conolde in 1774, and peril . earlier ;

it is that now usual in Solid Geometry.
186* Salmon Geom. of 3 Dim. (1874 $ 448 Surfaces gene-

rated by lines parallel to a fixed plane. This is a family of !

surfaces which includes conoids as a particular case. $ 450
Surfaces generated by lines which meet a fixed axis. This
class also includes the family of conoids. 186s Aldis Solid
Geom. § 144 If the fixed line be perpendicular to the fixed
plane, .the surface is called a right conoid.

2. in gen. use. Any body of a shape more or
less approaching a cone, esp. one having the form
of half a spindle, in which the slant sides from the

j

base to the vertex are curved instead of straight.

1793 Sir G. Shuckburgh in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 76 !

A steel point or cone, resting in a hollow conoid of bell

metal. 1835 Ure Pkilos. Matin/. 367 To back off" the
spiral-coil from the tip of the spindle, and then wind the
thread upon it in a shapely conoid. 1868 Proctor in Daily \

Sews 25 Nov., The conoid used in ordinary rifle practice.

.

passes much more freely through the air, point first, than
an ordinary spherical bullet. x88s Sladen in yrnl. Linn,

j

Soc. XVI. 236 Dorsally the centre of the disk is elevated
into a sharp conoid.

3. A nat. The pineal gland ; — Conoidbody : sec A.
1828 in Webster.
Conoidal (keloi dal), a. [f. prec. + -al.]

1. Geom. Pertaining to, or of the form of, a
conoid (in its various senses).
Coftoidal cusps (in Coptics), the name given by Sir W. R.

j

Hamilton to the singular points or conical points of the
wave*surface.
1571 Digges Pantom.w. Pref.Tj, Notonely. .Theorems of !

spherall solides, but alsoof Conoydall, Parabollical, Hyper- i

l>ollical, and Kllepseycal circumscribed and inscribed bodies.

1837 Babbage Bridgw. Treat, viii. 103 The curve surface
. .had four conoidal cusps at each of which there were, con-
sequently, an infinite number of tangent planes. 1865 Ai ms
Solid Geom. % 144 A conoidal surface is a surface generated
by a straight line which always meets a fixed straight line,

is parallel to a fixed plane, and meets a fixed curve.

2. in gen. use. Approaching in shape to a cone ;

nearly but not exactly conical.

1741 Monro Anat. (ed. 3) 25 The Figure.. is somewhat
conoidal. 184a H. Miller O. R. Sandst. xi. (ed. 2) 233

j

Conoidal hills, bare of soil. 1865 Pall Mall G. 29 Aug. I

10/2 The new musket, adapted to conoidal shot.

Hence Conoi dally adv.

Conoi dic, a. rare~°. [f. as prec. + -ic] = prec.
1828 in Webster ; and in mod. Diets.

Conoi die al, a. rare~°. = prec.

'755 in Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

Hence Conoi dically adv., conoidally.
1886 Blackiu. Mag. Apr. 448 A conoidically ended, long,

cylindrical navigable [balloon].

Conoido- (IwnordV, combining form of Conoid,
prefixed to adjectives denoting shape, and express-

842

ing modification towards the conical form, as in

conoido-hemispherical, -rotundate. (Cf. Comco-. )

1848 Dana Zooph. 415 Calicles . . conoido-hemispherical.
Ibid. 290 Small, orbicular, high conoido-rotundate.

Conoissaunce, obs. (. Cognizance.
Co-nominee : see Co- prefix 3.

Conormal konpimal , a. Math. [f. Co- +
Normal.] Having common normals.

II Conoscente (ktmaje'nte). Also 8 conn-.
PI. -ti (-ti). [Ital.] = Cognoscente, q.v.

1766 R. Griffith Lett. betw. Henry A> Fr. III. 10 Attend
to her with this connocente view. 1783 Cowpf.r Lett. 29
June, Such a phenomenon . . has occasioned much specula-
tion among the connoscenti at this place. 1837 Athenxum
No. 504. 469 The common print-shop lounger as well as the
conoscente. 184* Lytton Zauoni 21 He had been deposed
. - for having shocked the conoscenti.

Co-nourish fk^nmrij), v. [f. Co- + Nourish :

cf. co-nutrition.] trans. To nourish or feed to-

gether under the same conditions.
1885 F. Warner Physical Expression xvi. 286 If two or

more living subjects be co-nourished during the period of
development, they will tend to ' similar proportional develop-
ment ', and ' similar series of kinetic actions '.

Conpace = compace, obs. f. Compass v.

Conperseyner : see Comparcioner.
Conpetent, obs. f. Competent.
Conplane (kfnipl^n), a. Math. [f. Con- +

Plane?) In a common plane.
1876 Kennedy tr. Eeuleaux's A'ine/n. 0/Much. 64 The

relative motions of plane figures in a common plane, or as
we shall in future call them shortly, conplane figures.

Ibid. All relative motions of conplane figures.

Conproportion, obs. var. of Comproportion v.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 127 And conproporcyond
so convenycntly.

t Conprove, »• Obs. rare-'1
. (Better corn-

prove.) [a. OF. conprotivcr, com-, -prover:—L.
comprobdre to approve of] To approve.
a 150a Arnolde Chron. (1811) 287 In conprouing of y"

sayde refuse [my sayd Lord of Winchester] resettyd y«

sayd Wodeuile.

Conpunot, obs. var. of Compunct ///. a.

1450 Castle Hd. Life St. Cuthb. (Surteesi I2ig He was
conpuncte enticrly.

Conquace, var. of Conques, Conquese. Obs.

t Conquadrate, v. Obs.-" [f. ppl. stem of

L. conquadrdre, f. con- together + quadrdre to

square.] ' To bring into a square, square with
another' f.\sh 1775).
irai- in Uailey, etc. Hence in mod. Diets.

Conqua'ssant, a. [f. L. conquassdnt-cm, pres.

pple. ot conquassare : see next.] Shaking severely

:

see quot.
1881 Syd Soc. Lex., Conquassaitt pains, the pains of

labour, at the time of their greatest intensity.

t Conquassate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem
of L. conquassare, f. con- intensive + quassdre,

freq. of quate're to shake.] To shake violently.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Conquassate, to shake, dash, or
break in peeces. 1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. xx. 247
Vomits do violently conquassate the Lungs.

t Conquassation. Obs. [ad. I., conquassd-

tidn-em, n. of action from conquassare : sec prec]
Severe shaking

;
agitation, concussion.

a 1626 Middleton Quiet Life m. xxi, I have had a con-
quassation in my cerebrum ever since the disaster. 1710
T. Fuller Pharm. Extentp. 324 Wind is generated by the
Conquassation of Phlegm. 1767 A. Campbell Lexiph.
(1774) 22 A violent conquassation of the foliage above. 1781
A. Monro Compar. Anat. (ed. 3) 49 All its blood is Kent
into the vena portamnt, and has a perpetual conquassation.

Conque, obs. f. Conch.
t Conque dle. Obs. A name of the North
American liobolink or Rice-bird.
1783 Latham Synop. Birds II. 1. 180 This species is known

in the country by the names of Bob- Lincoln and Conquedle.
1796 Morse Aruer. Geog. I. mo note, Called in New Eng-
land, Boblincoln, Conquedle.

Conquer (k(i-nkai), v. Forms : 3 cunoweari,
3-4 conquery, 4-; -queren, -queryn, 4-6 -quero.
-qwere, -queere,, conquyr, 5-6 conquire, (6
quonquer), 4- conquer. [ME. cunnuear-i,
conqucr-e(n, a. OF. cunquer-re, conquer-re^Yx.
conquerrc, It. conquidere :—L. conqwrrcre, con-

quir-Hre to seek for, search for, procure, whence
the later sense ' to procure by effort, gain, win,

conquer f. con- expressing completion + qusrfrc
to seek. The OF. form represented a late L. con-

qwen're, conformed (as usual in popular I,.) to the

simple qtwrHre ; variation of conjugation in Ro-
manic produced Pr. conquerer, 16th c. F. conquerer,

and OF., Pr., Sp. conquerir, mod.F. conquirir.]
For the sense-development cf. note to Conquest.
I. To acquire (by effort).

+ 1. trans. To acquire, succeed in gaining, get

possession of (by effort) ; to win, gain, attain to.

(1292 Britton vt. ii. $ 12 Le einznec.le conqucra par
bref de dreit. transl. The eldest shall obtain it by a writ

of right.] c 1230 Ilali Meid. 33 |>at luueo hire were wel &
habbes his ladoe, o6er cuncweari his luue o-bulliche wise,

t I3»< E. E. ABU, P. B. 1632, I [Belshazzar] fayn wolde
Wyt pe wytte of be wryt, bat on be wowe clyues .. If bou
with quayntyse conquere nit, I quyte be by mcde. t 1380

CONQUER.
Wyclif Wks. Ci8So) 183 Bi bis falsnesseafewe pore wrecchis
myjten conqueren in-to here owene hondis . . almost al J>e

lordischipe J?at may be sold, c 1475 Partenay 1450 Helth
neuer shal I not conquere. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
xxiii. 21 Brenne had . . in fraunce . . conquerd a grete lord-

ship thurgh maryage, 155a Hlxoet, Conquyre or get,
adojiiro, conquiro.

II. To acquire by force of arms.
2. To acquire by fighting, win in war ; to make

j

a warlike conquest of; to subjugate. [So in OF.
j

nth c, Chanson de A'o/and.]

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 82 Constance .. conquerede of
Spayne pe truage. c 1330 R. Brlnne Chron. (1810) 25 He
..ferde ouer pe see, & conquerd Normandie ; Duke pan
was he cald, borh conquest of hond. 1340 Hampolk
Pr. Consc. 8969 Alexander the gret kyng Pat conquerd
Affryk, Europe and Asy. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 585
Cleo/atra, To conqueryn [v.r. conqueren] regnys & honour
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. xxxix. 27 Claudius come in to this

land for to conquere the truage thurgh strength, a 1533 Ld.
Berners Ilnon lxxxiii. 258 My cuppe, & home, & names,
y* whiche Huon conqueryd of y* Gyaunt Angolaffer. 1570
in Lodge lllust. Brit. Hist. (17911 II. 47 I-and to be quon-
quered by the Scottes. i667>iilton L. IV. 391 By con-
quering this new world. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/.
II. 295 But they firsl determined jointly to conquer Lorn-
bardy.

b. Const, from (formerly upon, on) the loser.

[OF. conquerre utu chose sur quelqititn^\

147S Bk. Soblesse (i86b l

7 Toconquere straungecountrees
. .as king Alexandre conquerid uppon the Romayne. 1480
Caxton Chron. Eng. xxi, Helpe and socour for to conquer
al the Ionde upon Belyn. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II.

cexviii. [ccxiv.] 673 They were conquered vpon the turkes,
and tourned perforce to the crysten faythe. 17*6-31 Tindal
Rabin's Hist. Eng. xvii. 11743) H« 54 Calais and the other
places in Picardy conquered upon the English.

t c. Const, to, into the hands of (a person\ Obs.
1 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 55 pe arke or couere of god was

conquerid in-to enemyes hondis. Ibid. 63 pus alle men ben
conquerid to be fend almost.

d. To gain honour, a name, peace, etc., in

war.

1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 397 The gudc.held the stour To
conquyr thaim endles honour. 1475 Caxton Jason 33 For
to conquere a name in armes. 15*5 Ld. Berners Froiss.
1 1 . clxix. [clxv.] 477 Yonge and lusty, and lykely to conquere
honour. 184s Alison Hist. Europe (ed. 8) X. lxx. f 42. 540
At all hazards we must conquer a maritime peace,

t 3. To gain, or win (a battle, a victory). Obs.

[So OF. conquerre une fnitai/fe.]

1475 Partenay 4319 Er the victory be conquete[d] and
' gette. 1557 North tr. Gucuara's Diall Pr. 123 a/! The
> greate battayles they haue conquered.

4. fig. To gain or win by a struggle in which
opposition or obstruction is overcome. [In OF.
12th c.l

1676 Hale Contempt. 1. 75 Here was Ixive and Goodness
. . sufficient to conquer our hearts into admiration and Aston-
ishment. 1706 Phillips ted. Kersey 1

, Conquer, .to gain or
win Peoples Hearts or Affections. 1844 Kinglakk Eothcn
xxxv. 1 1878) 319 Conquer his daily bread by the threats of
his dragoman. 1881 Pall Mall G. 25 Feb. 3/2 Nationalities

striving to conquer their independence. 1884 19M Cent.

Dec 1030 He was left to conquer for himself tne education
he was determined to have.

III. To overcome by force.

5. To overcome (an adversary)
, gain the victory

over, vanquish, subdue. [So in OF. 12th c]
a 1300 Cursor M. 2233 (Cott.) Godd we sal conquer wit

fijjht. £1374 Chaucer Atul. * Arc. 37 The hardy quene
Of Cithea that he conquerd had. c 1380 Wyclif Wks.
ti88o) 330 Hou ly3tly my^t antecrist conqwere be churche.
a 1400 50 Alexander 3096 Quatt suld a knynht more Couett
ben conquer hys foes. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 332 If

we be conquered, let men conquer vs. And not these bastard
Britaines. 1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett, to People 19s
A northern nation possessing iron, has ever conquered
southern ones that roll on gold. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 24 The German*., whom
the Romans found hard to conquer in two hundred and ten

years.

6. transfi and fig. To get the better of; to

master, overcome.
1654 Eahi. Orrery Parthen. (1676) 583 We had already so

far conquer'd our voyage, that we were come to the top of
.. Taurus. 166s Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 1. L ( 17 Their
necessities kept them in continual! employment : and after

that they conquered them, they, etc. 1731 Pope Fp. Bathurst
154 The ruling Passion, be it what it will, The ruling Passion
conquers Reason still. 1755-73 Johnson, To surmount ; to

overcome: as, he conquered ms reluctance. 1760 Cowper
Table T. 523 Like a proud swan, conquering the stream by
force. 183a Ht. Martineau Hill Vail. \\\. 44 To conquer
the shyness she felt coming on. 187* Ruskin Eagle's S. \. 3
If they had completely conquered the old habit.

IV. 7. absol. and intr. To be the conqueror, make
conquests, gain the victory, be victorious. For-

merly construed with upon, of ( — from), on. [In

OF. nth c]
c 1300 A'. A lis. 4875 And evermore hy beth werrende And

upon other conquerrende. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 251
A kyng bat conquereb of hys enemyes. 105 Ld. Berners
Froiss. II. xciii. [lxxxix.] 280 We thought we conquered
greatly on them whan we had of their money. 1526 34
Tindale Rev. vi. 2 He went forth conqueringe and forto

overcome [1611 hee went foorth conquering, and to con-
quere]. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 150 Arme, fight, and
conquer, for faire Englands sake. x6xx Beaum. & Fl. King
tf no K. 1. i, Trust me Tigranes, she can do as much In
peace, as I in war ; she'll conquer too. 1773 Goldsm. {title),

She Stoops to Conquer. 1843 ¥wz.scqtt Mexico vn. v. (1864)

457 Cortez . . did not conquer from the mere ambition of
conquest.

:



CONQUERABLE.
Conquerable (Vnksrib'l), a. [f. Conquer v.

+ -able : perh. a. earlier F. conquerable (Godef.
and Cotgr.).] Capable of being conquered, over-
come, or subdued.
'599 Sandys Enropse Spec. (1632) 61 It maketh all toyles

supportable, all difficulties conquerable. <n64l Br. Moun-
tagu Acts $ Mon. (1642) 181 The Parthians were not con-
querable but by a king. 1734 Richardson Grandisou
(1781) I. xvi. 102 While his esteem for me is young and
conquerable, i860 Mill Repr. Govt. i. (1865) 3 The habits
may be ultimately conquerable by better government.
Hence Conquerableness.
1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xxiv. 242 The Conquerable-

nesse of the Object by our owne means.

t Conquerant (kpTjksrint), a. and sb. Obs.
[a. F. conquerant, pr. pple. of conque'rir.]

A. adj. Conquering, victorious. (Cf. militant.)
1638 J. Floyd (title). The Church Conquerant over Hu-

mane Wit.

B. sb. A conqueror.
1655 tr. Fraucion 55, I made a flat retreat into a Closet I

found open. .Thither the wanton Conquerants pursued me.
Conquered (kp-nkaid), a. [f. Conquer
+ -ED 1.] Acquired or won by conquest, overcome,
vanquished, subdued.
1552 Huloet, Conquered, populatus, subingatus. 1579

J. Stubbes Gaping Gulf Cvb, [Henry VI] lost both the
new conquired title and ancient hereditarye dominions.
1752 Johnson Rambler No. 204 r 2 The tribute of con-
quered kingdoms. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III.
153 The protection of the. .conquered provinces.
absol. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 797 The conquered also, and

enslav'd by Warr, Shall with thir freedom lost all virtu
loose. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Pkilos. 7 The conquerors
became the pupils of the conquered.
Conquerer, obs. f. Conqueror.
Conqueress (k^vrjkares). Also 5 conquires,

6 -queres, 6-7 -esse. [Corresponds to an OF.
conquereresse, fern, of conquerere, -eor : see -ESS.]
A female conqueror.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5105, I, Candace be conquires. 1503
Hawks Examp. Virt. iv. 44 A conqueres so puyssaunt.
1596 Spenser F. Q. v. vii. 36 The noble conqueresse Herselfe
came in. 1651 Biggs Neiu Disp. 78 After Nature hath
return'd Conqueresse. 1858 Masson Milton I. 160 His
conqueress being some beauty who had been seen by chance.

Conquering (Vrjkarirj), vbl. sb. The action
of the vb. Conquer. (Now chiefly gerwuiial.)
a 1340 Hampole Psalter 522 Takyn prisoneres in con-

queryng. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 91 Conqueste or conquer,
ynge, conqncstus. 1390 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons Sign.

1 All which .. daungers of conquering.. have proceeded
chiefly through the negligence of their Princes. 1813
Southey March to Moscow 5 For as for his conquering
Russia, .do it he would.

_
Conquering, ppl. a.

ff. Conquer v + -ing 2
.]

That conquers ; victorious.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, n. i. 26 God is our Fortresse, in
whose conquering name Let vs resolue to scale their flinty
bulwarkes. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. in. xlii. 314 Submission
to a conquering Enemy. 1747 Morell Joshua (Chorus\
See, the conquering hero comes. 1847 Emerson Repr.
Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I. 304 The bounds of whose con-
quering intelligence no man had ever reached. 1871 Morley
Voltaire (1886) 54 A descendant of the conquering Franks,

b. That decides a contest.
Mod. They are now playing the conquering game {e.g. in

a chess tournament].

Conqueringly (k^-nkarinin, adv. [f. prec. +
-ly '*.] In a conquering manner, victoriously.
1600 F. Walker Sp. Mandeville 14 a, They made war

and inuaded conqueringly vpon other Countries. 1865
Neale Hymns Glor. Parad. 30 Grant me conqueringly to
wrestle.

Co'nquerless, a. poetic, rare. [f. Conquer v.

+ -less.
J Not to be conquered, invincible.

159S Markham Sir R. Grinvile lv. (Arb.) 57 Which
seeming conquerlesse, did conquests lend. 1868 Augusta
Webster tr. Medea 13 Her passionate conquerless soul.

t Conquerment. Obs. [f. Conquers. +
-ment. It corresponds in form to OF. conquere-
ment, med.L. oonquirimentum, conquerementum,
and may have been formed thereon.] Conquest.
1597 Bp. Hall Sat. in, vii. 28 The Nuns of new-woon

Cales his bonnet lent, In lieu of their so kind a conquer-
ment.

Conqueror (kfi-nksraj). Forms: 4Conquerur,
4-5 -roure, -querrour, 4-7 -querour, 5 -quirour,
6 -querer, (Sc. eonereour), 6- conqueror, [a.
AF. conquerour, OF. conquereor (later conquereur,
Cotgr.), oblique case of conquerere :—L. types
*conquseretorem, *conquderetor, agent-n. f. *con-
queerere: see Conquer.
Parallel forms in Pr. were onereire, enquereire, obi. case

queredor. The corresponding nominative form in OF.
would have -eire, -oire; but at an early date, this ending
was conformed to -ere, the phonetic representative of the L
nominative -dtor. The various oblique forms -atorem,
etorem, -itorem had fallen together phonetically as -edor,
whence:-eor, -ear; and the nominatives were analogically
levelled under the most frequent form -ere.\

1. One who gains possession of a country, etc., by
force of arms

; one who subdues or subjugates a
nation

; one who conquers or vanquishes an adver-
sary, a victor. (Cf. the synonymous Conquestor,
Conquesor.)
01300 Cursor M. 3 (CotU Alisaunder be conquerour.

1307 Elegy Edvi. I, in Pol. Songs (Camden) 250 Thou art

843

cleped conquerour In uch bataille thou hadest pris. c 1325
E. E. Alht. P. B. 1322 As conquerour of vche a cost he
cayser watz hatte. 1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xtl. xi.

(1495) 421 He that is- ouercome is obedyente to the con-
querour. ?<i 1400 Morte Arth. 65 This ilke kyde con-
querour. c\<pa Lancelot 343 The worthi conqueroure
Arthure. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, n. v. 12 Both tugging to
be Victors, brest to brest : Yet neither Conqueror, nor Con.
quered. 1641 J. Jackson True Evans: T. m. 209 In
Warre, even the Conqueror is commonly a loser. 1769
Robertson Chas. V, VI. vi. 114 The conquerors of that un-
fortunate quarter of the globe. 1839 Thirlwall Greece
VII. 367 After the battle, it remained for the conquerors to
divide the spoil. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. 13
William was a foreign Conqueror, King in very truth only
by the edge of the sword.

t>. Used as a distinctive surname or title of
victorious princes

;
esp. in Eng. Hist, of William I,

often referred to familiarly as ' the Conqueror '.

So far as English or Anglo Fr. evidence goes, there appears
no reason to think that as applied to William I, this term
or its corresponding med. L. couquxstor, conquestor, con-
quisitor (see Conquestor) meant anything else than ' con-
queror' in sense i,=domitor or cxpugnator Anglorum,
trinmphator A ngtix of the contemporary chroniclers. The
notion that conquestor^had here only the sense of 1 acquirer

'

or ' purchaser ' as distinguished from ' inheritor ' (see sense
2, and Conquest 5, in Scotch Law), appears to have been
first started by Spelman (or his posthumous editors', whence
it was taken by Blackstone and later writers. The historical
evidence as to the use of the word shows that the appella-
tion Conqueror, Conqnxstor was applied to William the
Great, just as to Alexander the Great, to Charles the
Great, to Jayme I of Arragon (el Conquistador), etc.

[cf- " 13°°> c "500, above.] a 1300 Cursor M. 24791 (Cott.)
Willam basterd . . He bat conquerur was gode, and for to
warrai vnderstode ; Sua stalworth man he was of hand, bat
with his forse he wan the land, [c 1300 Langtoft Chron.
(Rolls) I. 436 William le Conquerour. . Engleterre conquist
pargraunt vasselage, Sur le ray Harald.] c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. Langtoft (1810) 86 William be Conquerour . . Alle
England he wan borgh his vassalage & Harold kyng ouer
ran. Ibid. 85 The conquerour is laid at Kame dede in
graue. 1536 Bellenden Cron.Scot. (1821) I. Ixiv, William,
the Bastard and Concreour of Ingland, tuk the crown efter
the slauchter of king Herald. 1598 Bp. Hall Sat. IV. ii.

136 And tels how first his famous ancestor Did come in
long since with the Conquerour. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Conq. I. Pref., Down to the actual accession of William the
Conqueror. 1869 /Mrf.(i8?6) III. xvi. 561 The work of the
Conquest was now formally completed ; the Conqueror sat
in the royal seat of England.

c. trans/, and fig.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus V. 794 But who-so myghte wynnen

swych a flour.. He myghte seyn he were a conquerour.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 56 b, A conquerour of his
owne wyll. 1357 N. T. (Genev.) Rom. viii. 37 Neuerthe-
Iesse, in all these thynges we are more then conquerers,
through him that loued vs. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. IV.
xiv. 62, I am conqueror of my selfe. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.
Nat. (1852) II. 399 The Saviour of mankind, .must be a
conqueror by a conquest greater than that of the world, the
conquest of himself.

d. The victor in a contest of skill or strength, in
a game, etc.

1656 Cowley Pind. Odes (1687) 20 The Conquerours in
the Olympique Games were, .crowned with a Garland of
Wild-Olive. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland xxiv. 108 And he
that at one leap compasses the greatest space of ground,
is reckon'd the Conqueror.
attrib. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 221 He made an end of

the conquerour champion.
e. colloq. = Conquering game.
Mod. We have not time to play the conqueror [at whist].

1 2. Sc. Law. One who acquires property other-
wise than by inheritance : see Conquest 5.' Obs.
1597 Skene De Verb. Sign!/, s. v. Conquestus, Gif con-

quests lands, after the decease of the Conquerour, dois anis
ascende to ony person.

+ CO'nquerous, a. Obs. [f. Conquer v. + -ous :

after words like venturous.'] Conquering ; victori-
ous.

1571 Fortescue Forest 0/ Hist. 82 b, His conquirous
exploytes. 1579 Twyne Phisickc agst. Fortune 1. Ixiv.
88 b, Augustus, .gaue great summes ofmoney for them that
saluted hym conquerous and triumphant Caesar. 1593 G.
Harvey Pierce's Sup. 53 When Alexander in his conquerous
expeditions visited the ruins of Troy.

tCo-nques, -queis, v. Sc. Obs. Also 6 -ys,
-eas, 6-7 -ess, 7 -ise, -ish. [Exact formation
doubtful : possibly f. Conquese sb.

; or, like it,

from the F. pa. pple. conquis, -ise (cf. comprise,
compromise) ; but it may have been from the
earlier pa. pple. Conquest, by treating the t as
the native suffix and taking conques as the stem.
Conquest was subseq. treated as its pa. pple. and
pa. t. (as if

=

conques + t), and conformed to its

variant spellings, as conqueist, -queast, -quist.]

1. trans. To get possession of, acquire as pro-
perty, to gain, win.
f 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. (1571) 29 To conques worldly

good. 1556 Lauder Dewties of Kingis 254 Rather than
Conqueis gold in cartis. c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron
Scot. (1728) 18 Greedy to conquess greater rents to his
posterity. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 26 Albeit the husband
hes litill heritage, and hes conquessed thereafter many
lands. 1633 W. Struther True Happines 9 In end they
conquish vanitie of vanities. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862)
I. 443 Our leel-come and lawfully conquessed joy. a 1653
Z. Boyd in Zion's Flowers (1855) Introd. 42 Man may
conquise Lands to his Children.

2. To gain in war, conquer ; to win (a battle) ; to
vanquish.

CONQUEST.
c 1470 Henry Wallace it. 358 Bot Wallace thriss thit

kynnk conquest haile. 1513 Douglas sEucis ix. v. 102 4.s
vtctouris. .To conquys Itale. 1549 Compl. Scot. x. 85 Thai
haue intendit veyris contrar Scotland, in hope to conques it

« 1572 Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 78 So shall England
be conqueast within a year, a 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk
(1843) II. 521 When Hannibal went to conqueisse Italle.

Hence Conquessed ///. a., Conquessing vbl. sb.

1549 Compl. Scot. Prol. 14 The conquessingis of realmis.

t Conquese, -eis, sb. Sc. Obs. Also 5 -quaoe.
[app. a. OF. conquise, -isse, sb. fern. f. conquis,
conquise, pa. pple. of conquerre to Conquer.] =
Conquest sb. in senses 4-6.
CI37S Quoniam Attach, xcvii. (Jam.), The conquese of

any frie man, deceissand vest and saised therein, without
heires lawfullie gottin of his awin bodie, ascends to him,
quha is before gottin, and heritage descends be degrie.
c 1470 Henry Wallace I. 60 Edwarde Langschanks . . herd
tell weyle Scotland stude in sic cace, He thocht till hym to
mak it playn conquace \v. r. haill conqueis]. 1535 Stewart
Cron.Scot. I. 653 Of thame.. haill conqueis for to mak.
1641 R. Baillie Lett, f, Jrnls. (1841) I. 3I2 Bernard of
Weymar s conquieses in Alsatia.

t Conquesor. Sc. Obs. rare. In 7 eon-
queisor. [f. Conques v. + -or.] = Conqueror.
1641 R. Baillie Lett. $ Jrnls. (1841) I. 323 Power to the

first Conqueisors to impose lawes was not doubtful.

Conquest ,kp-nkwest),^. Also 3-5 conqueste.
[Represents two OF. words: (1) conquest (now
conquel) m. :—L. type *conquxstum (cf. Pr. con-
quist, It. couquisto), med.L. conquestum, -quistum,
for L. conquTsitum, neuter of pa. pple. of conqui-
rere (see Conquer)

; (2) OF. conqueste (now
conquttc) fern. = Pr. conquesla, Sp., It., med.L.
conquesta, -quista, fem. sb. from the pa. pple.
(parallel to sbs. in -ata, -ade, -e'e). The latter of
these expressed the action, the former the proceeds
of acquiring or conquering. Cf. acquest, OF.
aquest, but inquest, request, OF. enqueste, requcste.
Conquel, conquete are still distinct in F., but in
Eng., through loss of final -e and of grammatical
gentler, the two forms ran together at an early date.
The original sense in med.L. and F. was ' acquisition,

esp. as the result of effort
' ; including getting by force of

arms as well as by other means. Hence two lines of de.
velopment : first, with the feudal jurists ' personal acquisi-
tion of estate, as opposed to inheritance ', without specific
reference to the mode, whether by force of arms, by grant,
or (in later times) by money, called Purchase in English
Law; secondly, 'acquisition by force of arms, military
conquest '. The latter of these is by far the earlier in Eng-
lish, and has always been (with its transferred uses) the
only popular sense. The general sense of acquisition and
esp. the legal sense as opposed to inheritance, is chiefly
Scotch and prominent in Scotch law.]

I. Conquest by war or combat.
1. The action of gaining by force of arms

;
acqui-

sition by war
; subjugation of a country, etc.

[OF. conqueste.']

c 1325 Coerde L. 6 It is ful god to here in jeste Off his
prowesse and hys conqueste. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
(1810) 25 [see Conquer 2]. Ibid. 51 Seuentene 3ere was he
[Knoute] kyng borgh conquest & desceit. ? a 1400 Morte
Arth. 26 Qwene that the kynge Arthur by conqueste hade
wonnyne Castelles and kyngdoms, and contreez many.
£•1400 Maundf.v. (Roxb.) vt. 18 pe sowdan es lord of fiue
kyngdomes, whilk he has geten by conquest, c 1456 Lydg.
Verses on Kings ofEng. x. 4 in Hist. Collect. Camd. Soc.
(1876) 49 This myghty Wylliam Duke of Normandye..
Made kynge by conqueste of Brutys Albyon. 1555 Eden
(title), Decades of the newe worlde or west India, Conteyn-
yng the nauigations and conquestes of the Spanyardes.
l65i_ Hobbes Leviath. Concl. 301 Conquest . . is the Ac-
quiring of the Right of Soveraignty by Victory. 1752
Hume Ess. Treat. (1777) I. 225 Most conquests have
gone from north to south. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's
Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 674 Ihey accompanied our soldiers
in their conquests, and acquired lands in America.

b. with of and object.

1384 Chaucer L. G. W. 1298 (Dido) To the conqueste of
ytayle My destany is soone for to sayle. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 85 Kinges been worshipped, .for conquestes
oflandes& regions. C1477 Caxton Jason Prol. , The historic
of Iason, towchyng the conqueste of the golden flese. 1695
Enq. Anc. Const. Engtand 6 Does not .. conquest of a na-
tion by arms give the conqueror a power from God to rule
over that people? 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 33
The easy conquest of Arakan, and the subjugation of
Manipur.

c. transf. andfig. ; esp. the gaining or captivating
of the favour, affections, or hand of another.
1595 Shaks. John in. i. 290 Better conquest neuer canst

thou make, Then arme thy constant and thy nobler parts
Against these giddy loose suggestions. 1611 Beaum. &
Fl. King no K. 1. i, Nature did her wrong, To print con-
tinual conquest on her cheeks, And make no man worthy
for her to take. 1831 Lytton Godolphin 38 Constance,
dressed for conquest, sat alone in her dressing-room. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 76 When
mean gain has arrived at the conquest of letters and arts.

1887 J. Knight in Diet. Nat. Biog. IX. 355/2 The con-
quest of the marquis was. .soon effected, and the pair were
married in Paris in 1645.

2. The action of overcoming or vanquishing
;

gaining of victory. Alsofig.
c 1315 Shoreham 148 Nys gryt stryf wythoute queade,
And ther conqueste ys, stryf ys neade, And som y-schent.
c 1340 Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 311 Where is now your sourquy.
drye & your conquestes. 1485 Caxton Pref. Malory's
Morte Arthur 2 b, The fyfthe book treateth of the con-
queste of Lucius themperour [by Arthur]. 1526 Pilgr.
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Per/. tW. de W. 1 531 ) 208 b, H is victory wherin he ouercame
the deuyl was moost perfyte triumph and conquest. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. Vt% v. ii. 10, I must yeeld my body to the
Earth, And by my fall, the conquest to my foe. 1613 K.
C. Table Alph. fed. 3

1

, Conquest, victory. 1789 Bklsham
Ess. I. xii. 223 The conquest of difficulties is never a source
of pleasure. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles iv. xx, Amid the

pealing conquest-cry.

b. Attributed to the conquered : The condition

of being conquered.
1677 Gilpin Dxmonol. (18671 471 But though they may be

more troubled, yet they may be furthest from conquest.

1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. nr. 640 Having shifted ev'ry

Form to scape, Convinc'd of Conquest, he resum'd his

Shape [victus in sese redit\.

3. The Conquest or A7orman Conquest : the ac-

quisition of the crown of England by William,
Duke of Normandy, in 1066.
[13*7 Murimuth Chron., Anno Domini mcccxxvii. .et regis

Edward i tertii a conqua?stu prtmo.) 1389 in Eng. Gilds
(1870) 14 Kyng Edward pe thndde after be conquest. 1428
in Surlees Misc. (1890* 3 In be yer of pe regne of Kyng
Henre Sext after pe Conqueste fyft. 1589 Nashe Wks.
(ed. Grosart) I. 50 Some men spring from the coffer, not from
the Conquest. 1631 Wefver Anc. Fun. Afon. 655 Swaine
was Ix>rd in the Conquest time. 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Reb. 1. (1843) 4/1 A family of an ancient extraction, even
from the time of the conquest. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq.
(18761 I. 3 As a conquest, compared with earlier and with
later conquests, the Norman Conquest of England holds a
middle place between the two classes.

4. That which is acquired by force of arms ; a
possession or acquisition made in war ; a conquered
country, etc. : now restricted to territorial acquisi-

tions, formerly also including booty. [OK. conquest]
a 1300 Cursor M. 25401C0U.) O hair conquest he tok be

tend. 1393 Gower Con/. I. 27 Alisaundre . .To knightes .

.

after that they have deserved Vaf the conquestes, that he
wanne. a 1500 Chancers Drente 034 The lord . said he
would within that yle He lord and sue. .And called it there
his new conquest. 1601 Shaks. Jul, C- 1. i. 37 Wherefore
reioyce? What Conquest brings he home? What Tribu-
taries follow him to Rome? 1679 Pens Addr.Prot. 1. viii.

(16921 36 They soon became the Conquest of the Greeks.
1693 Luttrell Brief AV/. (1857) II. 633 Orders are issued
for all young men in the new conquests capable of bearing
arms, to list themstlves in the French service. 18x9 Sou they
Sir T. More I. 342 No person in Portugal or its conquests
should make use of the instrument. 1874 Green .Short

Hist. v. 224 His new conquest of Calais remained a part
of the possessions of the English crown.

b. transf. and fig., said csp. of a ]x?rson whose
favour or affections have been won by art.

a 1631 !>onnl Poems (16501 57 Hut thou wilt lose the stile

of conquerour, If I, thy conquest, perish by thy hate. 171a
Steele Sped. No. 306 r 2 To resign Conquests is a Task as
difficult in a Beauty as an Hero. 1771 Junius Lett. lix. 307
Perhaps he found her at first too easy a conquest.

5. Phr. To make {win) a conquest. Also To
make a conquest of\ to reduce to a conquered
]X)sition, to conquer.

1477 Earl Rivers iCaxton> Dictes 93 Afterthis Alexander
made grett conquestis. 1570 R. Ei>wards Damon \ /'. in

Hazl. Dodsley IV. 102, I joy as much as he that hath a
conquest won. 1593 Shaks. Lncr. 1767 Shall rotten death
make conquest of the stronger And leave the faltering

feeble souls alive. 1608 — Per. 1. iv. 69 And make a
conquest of unhappy me 171a Swift Let. Eng. Tongue
Wks. 1755 II. 1. 186 Till we are invaded and made a con-
quest by some other states. 1838 Lytton Alice 21 Which
at once made a conquest of Evelyn's heart. 1874 Bancroft
Footpr. Time i. 61 They never made permanent conquests
in that direction.

II. Conquest of property, etc. Sc.

6. Sc. Law. a. The personal acquisition of real

property otherwise than by inheritance, b. Real
estate so acquired, as opposed to heritage (the

distinction as it affected the Law of Succession

was abolished in 1874) ; hencefee, heir, succession

of conquest.

(1198-9 Pipe Roll 10 Rich. I (Entry of fine made 30
Hen. II, 11841 in Madox Form. Angl. 217 Et de primo
conquestu vel de escaeta de hereditate ipsarum praedic-

tarum H. et M. a quocunque illud accipient pntrdicti G. et

B. uxor ejus, .dabunt, etc.]

1c 1150 Leges 4 liurg. xlii. {Sc. Acts I. 340) Terram quam
habet de conquestu suo [? 15th c. transl. The landis that he
has of conquest]. J a 1300 Reg. Maj. iv. xlii {ibid. I. 369)
Quia conquestus terrarum . . debet gradatim ascendere et

hereditas gradatim descendere. l1375seeC0NQLF.SE]. 1415
Wyntoun Chron. vm ii. 181 For he hys sowne wes mydlest
He gawe [hym] tharefor hys conqwest. c 1583 Sir J. Bal-
four Practicks 162 (Jam.t Gif ony man hes sum landis

pertening to him as heritage, and some uther landis as

conqueist. a 1608 Craig Jus Feudale 11. xv. § 10 Nos
conqumstum dicimus, Angli et Normanni Pourches. 1681

Stair Inst. lit. iv. 33 The immediate elder brother succeed-

ing in conquest and the immediate younger in heritage.

1 86 1 W. Bull Diet. Law Scot. 219 Where the deceased
has died without lawful issue. . heritage descends to the

immediate younger brother of deceased, but conquest as-

cends to the immediate elder brother. 1874 Act 37 ^ 38
Vict. c. 94 \ 37 The distinction l>etween fees of conquest
and fees of heritage is hereby abolished.

C. Conquest of marriage : property acquired

during wedlock, and provided for in the marriage

contract. (Cf. Littre ' Conquet, acquet fait durant

la communaute des epoux '.)

1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 219 A subject purchased
with money acquired by industry or economy is conquest in

this sense ; but land or any other subject purchased with
borrowed money is not conquest of the marriage, except in

so far as. .of greater value than the price paid for it.

+ 7. gen. Acquisition, gain, possession gained.

I Chiefly Sc. (exc. where fig. from 1 ). Ohs.
1500 20 Dunbar 'Schir, \it remembir' vii, Quhen seruit

is all vdir man .. Na thing I get, na conquest than. 1556
Lauder Deivties 0/ Kyngis 264 Wrang Conquest maks
myscheuous end. 1570 Levins Manif. 92/13 A Conquest,
acquisitio. 1603 Jas. I in S. R. Gardiner Hist. Eng. (1884)
I. 91 How happy I think myself by the conquest of so
faithful and so wise a counsellor.

HI. Comb.
18x4 [see 2]. i3i8 Shelley Enganean Hills 122 With

thy conquest-branded brow Stooping to the slave of slaves

From thy throne.

t Conquest 'stress var.)
f v. Ops. [a. OF.

conqueste-r (still in Cotgr.) late L. type *cou-

qu&stare, from eonquxsitare ; also OF. conquister,

-quiter, cf. It. conquistare, Sp. and Pg. conquistar,

med.L. conquest-, conquistare :—L. type *conquist-

tdre, freq. of conquirere : see Conquer, and cf.

i Acquist v.]

1. trans. To get possession of, acquire, gain.

[1192 Britton iv. viii. $ 1 Cist pletntif neqedent ne i purra
rien conquestre (3 MSS. conquester, 2 conquere, 1 recon-
quere ; transl. Yet the plaintiff cannot recover anything
tnerein.J 1597 Jas. I Darmonol. 11. i, That spirit whereby
she [the ' Pythonisse '] conquested such gain to her masters.

2. To gain in war, conquer ; to gain (a battle)

;

to vanquish, beat
1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 315 To conquest \v.r. conquer,

ed. 1616 conquesse] the land all halely. 1485 Caxton Chas.
{//.(1880) lOoThey. .shal come into spayne, for to conqueste
the londes. c 1489 — Sounes 0/ Aymon ix. 206 He con-
quested many bataylles. 1570 T. Preston Cambyses in

Hazl. Dodsley IV. 177 To conquest these fellows the man I

will play. 1644 A. Trf.vor Let. in Carte Ormonde (1735) III.

320 Who will give him occasion to conquest him too shortly,

t Conquest ^stress var.),/a. pple. Ohs. Also

j

7 -iat. [Form-history doubtful : it may have
directly represented mcd.L. conqutestus, -quistus,

pa. pple. of eonquxr,xre, -quirere [see CONQUER) ;

but more prob. it was a shortening of conquested,

pa. pple. of Conquest v. (cf. lighted, lit. com-
mitted, commit, etc.) ; this is corroborated by the

occurrence of the same form as pa. t.

In Sc. conquest was analysed as conques+ t, and treated
as pa. pple. and pa. t. of Conques v., beside conquess-ed,

I -it. In this capacity it was also spelt conqueist, ~queast,

1
-quist, by conformation to the vb., under which these forms

i

will be found.]

1. Acquired, gained, received in possession. Sc.
c 1330 R. Brinne Chron. (iSro 1 325 To haf in heritage .

.

als a propire ping bat were conquest lille him. 1567 Arp.
Beatoun in H. Campbell Love-lett. Mary Q. Scots (1824)
222 That reputation in all godliness $e have conquist of
lang. a 1670 Sir J. Scot Staggering State 124 in Maidment
Sc. Pasqmts (1868) 79 Sir John Hay . . has. .never conquest
any land but a poor piece in Galloway.

2. Conquered in war
;
vanquished, overcome.

ti3*5 F. E. AlUt. P. B. 1305 Nov he be kyng hatz con*
quest & be kyth wunrten. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. c, ?e have
^our man with his gude will conquest [rime rest]. ,1440
Botte Flor. 1201 Tyll y have thys londe conqueste [rime
best], a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 1661 They were lightly

conquest And prayed to a poore feast. 1549 Compl. Scot. 1.

19 The diuyne sapiens, .causis conqueriours to be conquest.

Conquesting, vbl. sh. [f. prec. vb. + -INQ

1 1. Acquisition by force of arms; conquering.
1555 Eden Decades Pref. (ArbJ 52 He euen then . . sente

furtTTshyppes for the conquestynge of the Indies. Ibid. 373
The conquestynge of fortie or fyftie myles here and there.

2. Acquisition otherwise than by inheritance. Sc.
18*3 Galt Entail I. xviii. 147 The property is my own

conquesting. .1 may make a kirk and a mill o't an I like.

t Conque'Stion. Ohs.-° [ad. L. conquestio in

same sense.]

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Conqnestion, a complaining.

t Conquestor. Ohs. Also 5-6 our. [ME. and
AF. conquestour ~ OF. conquesteur, ad, med.L. con-

questor, conquestor, in same sense, for conquisitor

1 like quxstor from qutesitor) *= conquisitor Jtself

also in same sense in Trivet).] = Concjl'EBOB.
As a surname, often used as equivalent toAfagnus, ' Great '

:

e.g. Alexander, Charles, William the Great, or Conquestor.
[<zi49i J. Kossi Hist. Reg. Angl. (1716) 118 Per Alexan-

drum Magnum et alios Conquestores. ] 1494 Fabvan
Chron. vi. clxxix. 176 Takyng example of Charlys the con-
questour. 1549 Compl. Scot. ix. 80 Vrangus conquestours .

.

hes !< thair tyrany inuadit vthir cuntrays. >5SS F.dkn
Decades 319 In the which the conquestours had nytherto
neuer good successe. 1609 Skene Reg. Mag. 57 King
Robert Bruise, the great conquestor.

b. Applied to William I of England, the Con-
queror. [Chiefly in Latin.]

[1100-40 Oruericus Vital. 603 A, Guillelmus Magnus id

est Conquestor rex Anglorum. c 13*5 Trivet Ann. 11845)

4 Henricus primus ..Willelmi, qui Conquisitor erat. filius.

c 1450 Lvdg. Verses on Kings in Hist. Collect. (Camd. Soc.

1876) 40 heading, Wyllelmus Conquestor. a 1491 J. Rossi
Hist. Reg. Angl. (1716) 106 Rex Willielmus conquestor post

conquestum cum obsidibus de AngHcis in Normanniam
transmeavit.] a 1670 Kackft ^^/. Williams \\. (1692) 108

I In the reign of our William Conquestor. [1843 Carlyle
I Past A Present 111. xiii. 11887) 184, I have a certain inde-

structible regard for Willelmus Conquestor.]

Conquinate, bad form of Coinquixate.

t Conquisi'tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. con-

quXsitidn-em, n. of action from eonquTr-erc to seek

!

after, search for earnestly : see Conquer.] A
1

seeking for, getting together, procuring with care.

1612-5 Bp. Hall Contempt. O. T. xix. ix, The acquisi-
tion of some costly marbles. Ibid. N. T. iv. v, What con*
quisition is here of all sorts of curious dishes from the
furthest seas and lands, to make up one hours meal?

II Conquistador (jk^ki-stad$*r). [Sp. con-

quistador, n. of action from conquistar : see

Coxquest v.] = Coxqueror : used of the Spanish
conquerors of Mexico and Peru, in the 16th century.

1830 Scott Demonol. \. 13 The honest conquestador owns,
that he himself did not see this animating vision. 187s

Bates Illust. Tra%>. IV. 230/2 The Conquistador . . sailed

in them across Tezcoco to the final assault on Tenochtitlan.

Conre ctor. [see Con-.] An associate Rector

;

a Second Master of a German Gymnasium.
1647 T- Hill 4- Worst 0/ Paul(\6^Z) A j a, Gentle-

men ! How shal I salute you ? Whether as my Con-
Rectors ; for so you are by the Statues of the Colledg
(Trin. Coll. Camb.] ; or as Friends? 1830 Carlyle Richter
(1872) III. 17 The zealous Conrector . . desirous to render
his Gymnasium as like a University as possible.

CO'nred. rare. [ad. med.L. conredium : see

COX RE Y.] ^CORRODY.
1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scotl. 1. i. 4 Pope Innocent IV.

subsequently confirmed to Kelso the churches and schools

of Roxburgh, free from all synodal rent and conreds.

t Conre gent, a. Obs. [f. Cox- + Regent.]
Ruling or reigning together.
c 1485 Digby Myst.(\ZZ2)Mor. U 'isd. 754 Thre as matrones,

with wonderfulle vysers, conregent.

Conreligionist, var. of Co-religioxist.

tConrey. Ohs. Also 3-4 conrai, 4 curreye,
korray. [a. OF. cottrei (also conreid, -roi, -roy,

corroi, courroy) orderly preparation, outfit, equip-

age, company of troops, esp. of horse, ordinance,

provision, supplies, food = Vi.conre, conrei equipage,

provision, food, Sp. correo, Pg. correia, provision

for letters, courier, post, It. corredo equipage, outfit,

furniture, med.L. conredum equipage, outfit, con-

redium provision for maintenance, etc. ; all going
back to an early Rom. *conredo, f. con- + *redo

(OK. ret, rai, roij preparation, making ready,

order : see Arkay and Corrody. The primary

sense was 1 making ready, equipment, equipage '

:

of the great variety of senses which thence arose

in OF., only fragments have survived in mod.F.,

Eng., and the other langs.]

1. Equipment, outfit.

a 1300 Cursor At. 11513 (Cott.) Fair bai did bair conrai

dight. c 1330 R. Brinne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3345 Wei
armed in ilfce a conreye [v. r. armed were in all conreyj.

2. A company equipped for fight ; a detachment,

armament, battalion.

< 1300 A'. Alt's. 51 18 No man necouthe areden The nombre
..Ne of the kynges curreye, That lasteth twenty mylen
weye. £'1330 R. Krunne Chron. (1810) 304 per formast

conrey, ber baklcis togidere sette. . 1330 — Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 4693 Alle bat were of his conreyHyed pern faste, &
wente ber wey. Ibid. 13375 tyghte batailles of code array
. . Sire Agusef hadde be first bataille . . A-child of Denmark
be brydde conreye I?/, r. correiej.

1 Consacrame ntary. Ohs. rare K [f.Cow-

+ Sacramkntary.] A fellow- Sacramentary".
1565 Harping in Jewel Reply (i6ii> 61 Heere M. Iewell

and his Consacramentaries do stagger, I doubt not.

1 Cousacre, v. Obs. [a. F. consacrc-r = It.

eonsacrare Romanic consacrare, forL. consecrare

to Conhecratf.] trans. To consecrate, dedicate.

1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) 1. xxxvi. 40 a/!

He was relygyous and professyd & consacred to god. 15*3

Ld. Berners Froiss. L ccclxix. 606 He was sacred and
anoynted . . with the holy ampell wherwt saynt Remy con-

sacred Clouts. 159J Sylvester Tri. Faith i ii. 5 Stoutly

consacring Their lives and soules to God, in surTering.

a 1618 — Afaiden's Blush Wks. 816 There was a
Peach-Tree growing there amid God Camosh Temple, to

him consacred.

Consaf, -saive, consaight, -Bait, consail,

consale, obs. fT. Conceive, Conceit, Counsel.

Consa'lutant, a. rare— 1
, [ad. L. consalu-

tant-em, pr. p\*\e.o{ consalutare to greet (unitedly).]

Saluting together.
a 1886 N West in Homilet. Rev. May (1886) 407 The

whole crowd [will] bow, consalutant, to the incarnate One.

tConsanate, v. Ohs.~° [f. ppl. stem of L.

lonsdndre.'] ' To heal Cockeram 1623.

t Consa'ngTTiinate, v- Ohs.— 1 [f. as next

+ -ate ;1
.] intr. To have affinity or kinship with.

i6ai Ladv M. Wroth Urania 417 My friends .. being

vnfit to consanguinate with miserie.

Consanguine (k^nsx-ngwin), a. (sh.) [a. F.

consanguin, -ine, ad. L. consanguineus : see below.]

=a Consanguineous. Consanguine Family : a

name for a supposed early form of family constitu-

tion : see quots. 1877-79.
i6to Gcillim Heraldry 11. v. (1660^ 64 My brother and I

are consanguine in the first degree. 1613 Heywood Brazen
Age 11. Wks. 1874 III. jqq Pitty away, hence thou con-

sanguine loue. 1876 J. Ellis C.rsar in Egypt 48 Con-
sanguine with the Macedonian hero. 1877 L. H. Morgan
Anc. Society 384 The Consanguine Famdy . . was founded
upon the intermarriage of brothers and sisters, own and
collateral, in a group. 1879 A. Lang in Encycl. Brit. IX.

23/1 Mr. Morgan makes the systems of nomenclature proofs

of the existence of the Consanguine and Punaluan families

. . Looking at facts we find the consanguine family nowhere.

1883 Tall Afall G. 11 July 4/2 There is no social ban what-
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ever upon any consanguine marriage . . not prohibited by
the Code.

b. as sb. A blood-relation.

1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. v. it (1852)252 An husband
is forbidden to marry with the consanguines of his wife.

Consanguineal (kpntterjgwi'nial), a. rare.

[f. L. consanguine-us (see below) + -al.] = Con-
sanguine, Consanguineous.
1795 Halhed Test. Proph. R. Brothers 20 Consanguineal

and political alliances co-operate to point out the King.

Consanguinean (tynsscrjgwrn/an), a. and sb.

[f. as prec. + -an.]

1. = Consanguineous ; as sb. a blood-relation.

1827 Scott Napoleon viii. note, The consanguinean Saint

Bonaventura. 1840 Tat't's Mag. VII. 409 An eagle, a legi-

timate consanguinean of the other imperial birds.

2. Roman Law. Related as children of the same
father: opposed to uterine (of the same mother)

;

pertaining to those so related, b. as sb. A brother

or sister by the same father.

1880 Muirhead tr. Instit. Gains m. § 23 Female agnates
beyond the consanguinean degree of relationship. Ibid.

516 Consanguineans were just agnates of the first class.

t Consa'nguined, p/l. a. Obs. rare. Related
by blood; = Consanguine.
1846 Worcester cites Browne.

Consanguineous ( k^ns^rjgwi-n&s) , a. [f.

L. consanguine-us of the same blood (f. con- +
sanguis

j
sanguin- blood) + -ous.]

1. Of the same blood, related by blood, akin ; of

or pertaining to those so related.

1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. 11, iii. 82 Am not I consanguineous?
Am I not of her blood : tilly vally. 1656 S. Holland Zara
(1719) 89 Not like Aliens, but as having consanguineous
Alliance. 1781 Mrs. Thrale in Mad. D'Arblay's Diary
# Lett. II. 109 Of this consanguineous fondness I have
had little experience myself. 1871 Darwin Desc. Man II.

xxi. 403 A plan for ascertaining . . whether or not con-
sanguineous marriages are injurious to man.

fig.
1827 Bentham Ration. Evidence Wks. 1843 VI. 351

Consanguineous vices—vices that act in partnership.

2. Roman Law. — Consanguinean 2.

1861 Maine Anc Law v. (1870) 152 In the Customs of
Normandy, the rule applies to uterine brothers only . . (In]

England,the judges . . extended it to consanguineous brothers,
that is to sons of the same father by different wives.

Consang-ui neously adv., by common blood.
1886 H. Hall Soc. Eliz. Age 95 Half of the illustrious

courtiers of the day. .were related to Elizabeth consanguine-
ous!y.

Consanguinity (k^nsserjgwi'niti). [a. F. con-

sanguinity, ad. L. consanguinitdt-em blood-rela-

tionship, f. consanguine-us (cf. prec.) or its ele-

ments : see -ty.]

1. The condition of being of the same blood
;

relationship by descent from a common ancestor
;

blood-relationship. (Opposed to affinity i. e. re-

lationship by marriage.)
c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 95 Whanne a man hap weddid

a womman sibbe to him in degree of consanguinyte or kyn
.. forboden in holy writt. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. VII, vii.

197 For of consangwinyte The thryd and thryd bat ware in

gre. 1589 Warner Alb. Eng. (1612) 341 Ignorant are we
not. .of thy Consanguinitie with the Troians. 1606 Shaks.
Tr. § Cr. iv. ii. 103, I haue forgot my Father: I know no
touch of consanguinitie. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779I I.

xxxiii. 294 Duties of affection and consanguinity. 1855
Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) VI. xi. v. 443 He inhibited the
marriage as within the fourth degree of consanguinity.
1882 A. Macfarlane Consanguinity x A notation capable
of denoting any relationship of consanguinity or affinity,

b. transf. Ofplants : Generic or specific affinity.

a 1682 Sir T. Brownf. Tracts (1684) 46 The nearer con-
sanguinity there is between the cyons and the stock the
readier comprehension is made, and the nobler fructifica-

tion.

+ 2. collect. Blood-relations, kin. Obs. rare.

[1576 Fleming Panopi. Epist. II iij b, In writing to any
of your affinitie or consanguinitie.] 1705 Rowe Biter 11. 1,

What if I did marry, .the Pastry-Cook's Daughter, I didn't
marry all her Scoundrel Consanguinity, I hope.

3. Jig. Oneness of nature
;
relationship, affinity.

1651 (J. Cartwright Cert. Relig. 1. 112 The consanguinity
of doctrine. 1777 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 27 Oct.,
Such is the consanguinity of our intellects. 1862 H.
Spencer First Princ. 11. xv. § 124 Between the painted
window, the prayer-book on which its light falls, and the
adjacent monument, there is consanguinity.

t Consa'rcinate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.
consarcindre, f. con- together + sarcindre to patch,

botch.] trans. To patch together.
1610 J. DoveA dvt. Seminaries 53 Which hooke is nothing

else but an vndigested Chaos, or Miscellanea of halfe sen-
tences rudely consarcinated together. 1628 Prynne Cens.
Cozens 26 He hath inserted this Prayer, consarcinated and
patched out of sundry other prayers. 1633— Histriom. 106
Stage playes .. consarcinated of sundry merry, ludicrous
officious artificiall lies. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

Consarcina'tion. ? Obs. [n. of action f. prec.

:

see -ATION.] Patching together ; concr. anything
patched up, a heterogeneous combination.
1640 G. Watts tr. Bacon's Ad?'. Learn. 452 Performed .

.

more truly, by a new Text, than by such a Consarcination.
1829 Hogg in Blackw. Mag. XXV. 741 If the consarcina-
tion of their conjugality is taken into account. 1853 F.
Saunders Salad for Solitary Pref. 1 Our Salad—a con-
sarcination of many good things for the literary palate.

Consate, -sayt(e, -sceyt e, obs. ff. Conceit.
Coneaud, obs. f. Consound, comfrey.

Vol. II.

Consave, -sawe, -sayfe, -sayve, etc., obs.

ff. Conceive.

t Consce*nd, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. consccnd-Fre

to ascend, mount, f. con- together + scanderc to

climb, mount.] trans. To ascend.

1538 Lkland /tin. II. 54 Conscending a Hillet even ther
by . . I cam to a Village about a Mile of caullid Fosse.

So f Consce'nsion [L. conscensid] Obs.~°
1656 Blount Glossogr., Conscension, a mounting, or climb-

ing up, a leaping on horse-back. 1658 in Phillips.

Conscience (kfrnjens). Forms : 3- con-
science, 3-6 concience, 4-6 conciens, -cyens,
-sienee, -syence, -syens, -sciens, -scyence, (5
consions, 6 concyence, conchons, consyenes,
sconscyence, 7 contience). [a. F. conscience

(cunscicnce) 1 2th c. ( = Pr. conciencia, cossiencia^

Sp. conciencia, It. coscienza), ad. L. conscientia

privity of knowledge (with another), knowledge
within oneself, consciousness, conscience, f. con-

scicnt- pr. pplc. of conscire, f. con- together + scire

to know ; thus conscire alii to know along witli

another, to be privy with another to a matter,

thence, conscire sibi to know with oneself only, to

know within one's own mind.
In ME. conscience took the place of the earlier term Inwit

in all its senses; cf. O HG. giivixxa, Ger. gewissen, con-
science. The word is etymologically, as its form shows, a
noun of condition or function, like science, prescience, intelli-

gence, prudence, etc., and as such originally had no plural

:

a man or a people had more or less conscience. But in

sense 4 it came gradually to be thought of as an individual
entity, a member or organ of the mental system, of which
each man possessed one, and thus it took a and plural. So
my conscience, your conscience, was understood to mean no
longer our respective shares or amounts of the common
quality conscience, but to be two distinct individual con-

sciences, mine and yours. Where the word has continued
to be used without the article, as in 'the dictates of con-
science ', orig. parallel to ' the dictates of prudence ' or * of
common sense the prevalent tendency is to personify
Conscience as 'this Deity in my bosom*. In the i5-i6thc,
the word appears to have been often, by reason of its final

s sound, associated with plurals like wits, brains, bcnvels, as
Patience is still in dialects. Cf. the illiterate spellings

consions, conchons, etc. : hence apparently conscion- in Con-
SCIONAULE, CONSCIONF.D, CoNSCIONLESS.]

I. Inward knowledge, consciousness ; inmost
thought, mind.

fl. Inward knowledge or consciousness ; internal

conviction. Obs.

^1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1088 For I dar say, with con-
ciens sure .. His lyf wer loste an-vnder mone. 1382
Wvclif Heb. x. 2 The worschipers clensid oonys, hadden
no conscience of synne ferthermore. 1533 More Let. to

T. Cromwell Wks. 1424/2 For the conscience of mine
own true faithful hart and deuocion toward him. 1561
T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 11. 78 Discouraged and throwen
down with conscience of his own miserie. 1633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts 227 A good man shall . ..enjoy the conscience
of his own integrity. 1651 Hobbes Govt. <$ Soc. xvi. § 1. 262
Mankind, from conscience of its own weaknesse. 1667
Milton P. L. vm. 502 Hervertue and the conscience of her
worth. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 153 P 2 The Conscience of
a good Fame. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. 104 Without
sense of good, or conscience of evil. 1744 Harris Three
Treat. 111. xi. (1765) 200 A Conscience of having done no-
thing, but what is consonant to our Duty, a 1745 Swift
Serm. Test. Cousc. Wks. 1745 VIII. 233 The word Con-
science properly signifies, that knowledge which a man
hath within himself of his own thoughts and actions. [1869
Swinburne Ess. <$- Stud. (1875) 221 The conscience of this

sharpens and exasperates the temper of his will.)

t b. Internal or mental recognition or acknow-
ledgement of something. Obs.

1382 Wvclif i Cor. viii. 7 Sothli summe with conscience
of ydol til now eten as thing offrid to ydols [Cranm., Genev.
some hauing conscience because of the idol ; 1611 with
conscience of the idole ; Rev. V. 1881, some, being used
until now to the idol]. 1528 Tindale Wicked Mammon
Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 92 Without conscience of God, and
without knowledge of the true intent of fasting.

f c. Knowledge, feeling, sense. Obs. [So in Lat.]

1563-87 Foxe A. $ M. (1684) III. 50 His judgement in

religion, .was grounded upon no firm conscience ofdoctrine,

+ 2. Inmost thought
;
mind, 'heart*. Obs.

c 1340 Gaw. Gr. Knt. 1196 pe lede lay. .Compast in his

concience to quat bat cace inyjt Mene ober amount, c 1500
Lancelot 1462 If yow has maad Thi confessione. .And in thi

conciens thinkith perseuere. 1529 Wolsey in Four C. Eng.
Lett. 10 Ye knowe in your lernyng and consyens. c 1540
Pilgr. T. 197 in Thynne Animadv. App. i, Dessyring him
to show me what he thought, in his consciens whan he
had sought. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. vi. 116 'Tis your Graces
That from my mutest Conscience, to my tongue, Charmes
this report out.

f b. To speak or tell one's conscience : to speak

one's mind, express one's own conviction. Obs.

1563-87 Foxe A. M. (1684) III. 467, I am not bound to

tell you my Conscience of your demands. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, iv. i. 123 By my troth, I will speake my conscience

of the King.

+ 3. Reasonableness, understanding, 1 sense \

Obs. rare. (Cf. in all conscience, 10.)

1607 Shaks. Timon 11. ii. 184 Why dost thou weepe, canst

thou the conscience lacke, To thinke I shall lacke friends.

II. Consciousness of right and wrong ; moral
sense.

4. The internal acknowledgement or recognition

of the moral quality of one's motives and actions

;

the sense of right and wrong as regards things for

which one is responsible ; the faculty or principle

which pronounces upon the moral quality of one's

actions or motives, approving the right and con-

demning the wrong.
Opinions as to the nature, function, and authority of

conscience are widely divergent, varying from the con-
ception of the mere exercise of the ordinary judgement on
moral questions, to that of an infallible guide of conduct,
a sort of deity within us. Popularly, the word is often
used for the whole moral nature ; for its gradual individual-
izing and personification in this sense, see note in etymo-
logy.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 306 Wioinnen us suluen, ure owune con-

science, bet is, ure inwit, uorktiliinde hire suluen mid be
fure of sunne. a 1300 Cursor M. 26747 (Cott.) [pail will

noght ..wit scrift bair conscience ma clene. c 1325 Mctr.
Horn. 32 And my consciens gan me meld, It schawed thar
ful openlye That I led mi lif wrangwislie. 1340 Hampole
P?\ Cousc. 6574 pe tende payne es gnawyng with-in (if

conscience bat bites als vermyn. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6452
That prest may never, .knowe the conscience aright Of hym
that is undir his cure. 1477 Karl Rivers {Caxton} Dictcs 1

Whiche grace . . droof me by reson and conscience. 1513
More Rich. III. Wks. 58/1 Such as had wit . . & had no
scrupilouse consience. 1555 Kden Decades 96 His gilt'ie

conscience put him in feare. 1581 M arkeck Bk. 0/Notes 24S
The conscience verilie is the knowledge, judgement, &
reason of a man, whereby euci ie man in himselfe, and in his

owne minde, being made priuie to euerie thing, y* he either

hath committed or not committed, doe either condemne or

acquite himself. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 11. ii. I. 1602 —
Ham. in. i. 83 Thus Conscience does make Cowards of vs
all, a 1602 W. Perkins Disc. Conscience Wks. (1603 ' 619,
I say that conscience is a part of the mind or understand-
ing, to show that conscience is not a bare knowledge or
judgement of the understanding (as men commonly write),

but a natural power, faculty, or created quality, from which
knowledge and judgement proceed as effects. 1651 Howies
Leviath. XXix, A man's conscience and his judgment is the

same thing, and, as the judgment, so also the conscience
may be erroneous. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 195 And I will

place within them as a guide My Umpire Conscience. 1690
Locke Hum. Und. 1. iii. § 8 Conscience .. is nothing else

but our own Opinion or Judgment of the moral Rectitude
or Pravity of our own Actions. 1725 BuTLER Serm. ii,

This faculty of conscience . . was placed within to be our
proper governor; to direct and regulate all under prin-

ciples, passions, and motives of action. This is its right

and office : thus sacred its authority. 1735-8 Bolingbroke
On Parties 8 Conscience alone determines their Conduct.
1823 Byron Island I. vi, Man's conscience is the oracle of

God. 1858 FltOUDE Hist. Eng. III. xvi. 360 Liberty of

conscience has become a law of modern thought. 1872 K.
Peacock Mabel Heron ii. 17 With several twinges of con-

science. 1882 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. u. 30 The
conscience of the country turned against him. 1884 T.
Fowler Progr. Morality 29 In any tenable sense of the

term, conscience stands simply for the aggregate of our
moral opinion re-inforced by the moral sanction of self-

approbation and self-disapprobation. 1885 Martini-:ah
Types Eth. Theory II. 50. Mod. The conscience of the

country is now awake to the wrong.

b. (with a and plural.}
1382 Wyci.if 2 Cor. v. 11 Sothli I hope and in joure con-

sciencis vs for to be knowun I1388 that we ben opyn also in

5oure consciences]. 1483 Cath. Anet. 75 A Consciens, con-

sciencia. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Offices 34 They
whose consciences by synne are accused. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. 11, i, 278, I feele not This Deity in my bosome

:

Twentie consciences That stand 'twixt me and Millaine,

candied be they, And melt, ere they mollest ! 1669 70
Marveli, Corr. Wks. 1875 II. 307 Under pretence of tender
consciences, a 1853 Robertson Serm, Ser. 111. xvi. 200 We
come into this world with a moral sense ; or to speak
more Christianly, with a conscience. 1863 Sat. Rev. 199
Paley once said, as an excuse for signing a document in the

teeth of his expressed convictions, that he was not rich

enough to keep a conscience.

c. For conscience sake [modern grammarians
have introduced the apostrophe, conscience

1

, to in-

dicate the possessive relation : see Sake] ; for the

sake of, out of regard to, conscience.

1526 Tindale i Cor. x. 25 What soever is solde in the
market, that eate, and axe no questions for conscience sake
[so 1611, 1881]. 1607 Shaks, Cor. n. iii. 36 The fourth

would returne for Conscience sake. 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Reb. (1702) I. n. 87 All men would have submitted to it for

Conscience sake. 1715 De Foe Earn. Instruct. 1. iv. (1841)

I. 92 You will suffer for conscience-sake. 1748 Hartley
Observ. Man il iv. 372 Good Men ought to submit to the

Ecclesiastical Powers that be, for Conscience-sake. 1876
Mason Eng. Gram. (ed. 21) 28 Sometimes the possessive

case in . . nouns that end in s, x, or ce, is merely marked
by placing an apostrophe after the word . . But this practice

is now nearly obsolete, except in a few common instances,

as, ' for conscience' sake ' for goodness' sake *.

d. Good conscience : an approving conscience ;

a consciousness that one's acts, or one's moral

state, are right ; + also formerly, a well-regulated

or sound conscience, one which judges correctly

(obs.). Bad, evil conscience : an accusing or con-

demning conscience ; a consciousness of having

done wrong, or of being in a wrong moral state.

<zi34o Hampole Psalter lxxxviii[i]. 13 Thabor-.and her-

mon..in bi name ihesu sail glade thorgh goed consyence.

1382 Wvclif i Tim. i. 19 Hauynge feith and good con-

science. 1513 Will of Bnnvell (Somerset HoJ, Persones

of right or of good conscience. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-

Bk. 9, I wil do as men of best consciences do. x6n Bible
Traftsl. Pre/. 6 This seemeth to argue a bad cause, or a

bad conscience, or both. 1625 Burges Personal Tithes 24

A good conscience . . will sooner suspect his owne heart of

couetousnesse, then his Pastors. 1631 T. Powell Tom of
all Trades 161 There is no coward to an ill conscience.

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Cense. L ii. 24 A good conscience

therefore will tell you that if . . you have made a prey of

107
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him . . you are bound to make restitution. 1744 Harris
Three Treat. Wks. (1841) 80 What is that comfort of a

good conscience ? 18*7 J. Wilson Noctes in Black™. Afar.

Apr. 476 That sweet sound sleep that is the lot o* a gude
conscience.

IH. Conscientious observance or practice ; ten-

derness of conscience.

+ 5. Conscientious observance or reverence of, or

regard to. Obs.

1382 Wvclif 1 Pet ii. 19 Forsothe this is grace, if for con-

science of God ony man sufTrith sorewes. 1483 Plumpton
Corr. p. xcv, Any article . . which by reason of consions of

right oweth or should be reformed. 1606 G. W[oodcockeJ
tr. Hist. Ivsttne 113 b, Preferring the concience of their

oath made to his father, before their latter promise. 1607

Topsell Four-/. Beasts 1:67 3' 585 If they nave any con-

science of pubhque good. 1654 Whitlock Zoatomia Av,
They ..tin meer Conscience to publike Benefit) have de-

priv d themselves of so great a Propriety. 1671 H. M. tr.

Krasm. Colloq. 102 It's a wicked thing, for the conscience

of the day, to suffer our brother to perish.

f 6. Practice of, or conformity to, what is right,

equity ;
regard to the dictates of conscience ; con-

scientiousness. Obs. or arch.

1393 Gown Con/. I. 62 An ypocrite is this, A man which
feigneth conscience. 1538 Starkey England iv. 121 By-
cause hyt leynyth to equyte and consyence . . I wyl . . graunt
thys to you. 1591 Lambarde Arch. (1635) 16 Not onely
according to meere Right, and Law, but also after Equitje

and good Conscience. 1604 Shaks. Oth. in. iii. 203 Their
best Conscience, Is not to leaue 't vndone, but kept vn-

knowne. 1611 — IVint. T. iv. iv. 660, I cannot with con-

science take it. 1638 Hamilton Papers i Camden) 53, I

ame sure in them itt proceeds not out of conseince, bot

meirlie . . {they] durst not for feare irritat the Couenanters.

1767 Blackstonf. Comm. II. 328 A. .had the legal .. posses-

sion of the land, but B . . was in conscience and equity to

have the profits and disposal of it. 177a Mackenzie Man
0/ World 1. xv, Some folks, to be sure, would take more,

but I Jove conscience in these matters. 1869 Swinburne
Ess. Stud. (1875) 283 They both impress us with a belief

. . in the care and conscience with which their scenes were
wrought out.

t b. To do ones conscience : to act according to

one's sense of right. Obs.

1691 T. H[alk] A c c. New Invent, p. xcviii, Magistrates

are great Blessings . . if they dare do their Conscience.

t 7. Tenderness of feeling, tender-heartedness.

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 1253 Dido, O sily wemen . . fful

of pite, of trouthe, of concience. c 1386 — Prol. 150 Al was
conscience and tendre herte. 1303 Gower Con/. III. 200

Pompeie sigh his pacience And toke pite with conscience.

+ 8. Tenderness of conscience with regard to an

act, scruple ; also compunction, remorse. Obs.

( 1400 Maundev. ( 1839) xxiii. 249 pel han gret conscience

and nolden it for a gret synne to casten a knyf in the fuyr.

1467 Paslou Lett. No. 573 II. 303 Master Brakley owt for

to be in gret consyens for syche thyngs as he had doone
and seyd . . in proving of Sir John Fastolfys wyll. 1475
Bk. Noblesse 34 King Lowe* haveng grete conscience

that he heelde bethout title of right the duchie of Nor-
mandle. 1533 Li>. Berners Froiss. I. ccclxxxi. 641 But the

bysshop had conscience to let hym dye. 1608 Hikron A
De/ence 111. 102 You haue so misused these things .. that

we can no longer continue them, without great conscience.

+ b. A matter of conscience ; something about

which scruples are or should be felt : cf. 11. Obs.

1557 North tr. Giteuara's Diall Pr. 83 b/2 To kepe two
wiues among the christians, is a great conscience. Ibid.

1743/1 To a prince there can be no greater
_
shame, nor

conscience, then to beginne warres . . to mainteine his owne
pleasure.

IV. Phrases (from II and III).

9. Upon, in (one's) conscience : by one's sense

of right, upon one's word, truly. So in assevera-

tions ly, in, on, 0" my conscience. Also, as a mere

exclamation of surprise, etc., my conscience ! or

simply conscience! {Sc.).

-1290 5*« Eng. Leg, I. 120/469 Ich hadde lothz bi mi con-

cience don holi churche wova.
t
1393 Gower Con/. II. 108

But upon youre conscience, Mm noly fader, demeth ye.

*593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in. iii. 113 Now Warwicke, tell mc
euen vpon thy conscience Is Edward your true King ? i6ox
— Ttvel. N. in. i. 33 In my conscience sir, I do not care for

you. 1613 — Hen. VIII, v. iv. 42 O' my conscience twenty
of the Dog-dayes now reigne in 's Nose. 1655 W. F. Meteors
11. 17 Some merrie fellow which of his conscience thinketh

them not to be above three yards about. 1818 Scott Rob
Roy xxiii, * Ah !—Eh !—Oh !

' exclaimed the Bailie. * My
conscience !— it's impossible—and yet —no ! Conscience, it

canna be 1

'

10. In (all) conscience, f 0/ conscience : in

reason or fairness, by all that is right or reason-

able (colloq.).

1568 Aw. Parker Corr.(i8s$) 326, I cannot of conscience

favour them therein. 1591 Day Eng. Secretarie 1. (1625) 109

What in conscience the poore man is then able to pay, in re-

spect of the other charges. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. ii. 23 They
are too unwholesome, a conscience. 1613 Mabbe tr. Ale-
man's Guzman dAt/ 240 It is time inough, of conscience,

r 1645 Howell Lett. I. 295 This is enough in conscience.

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. 1. iii. 20 The seller is bound
in conscience . . to intimate unto the buyer these faulty

qualities. 1650 B. Discotliminium 2 He seems to bc a
Gentleman of too much understanding, of all Conscience.

1701 Swift Contests Nobles <$ Com. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 15 It

is too soon in all conscience to repeat this error again. 1768

Sterne Sent. Joum., Hotel at Paris, I have enough in

conscience, Eugenius, said I. 1797 Ei.iz. Bonhote Rambles
Mr. Frankly F. 52 ' And enough too, of all consciencei',

exclaimed I. 1886 Besant Children 0/ Gibeon 11. xxvii,

The matter, which was bad enough in all conscience.

II. A matter of conscience : a matter in which

conscience is concerned ; hence to make (a thing)

a matter of conscience : to treat or deal with it

conscientiously or according to the dictates of con-

science. To make (a) conscience (obs. or arch. ) : to

make it a matter of conscience, to have scruples

about, to scruple. So fto think it no conscience ;

j

also f to have (a) conscience : see 8.

1526 Tindale Rom. xiv. 23 He that maketh conscience

[i6u doubteth] is dampned if he eate. 1579 Lvly Eupltius

(Arb.) 92 Thou hast thought it no conscience to betray me.

1586 Let. Earle Leicester 25 Therefore have we Htle

reason to trust her in that, wherof shee maketh so small

a conscience. x6a$ Pcrchas Pitgrimes 11. 1276 They will

. . make more conscience to breake a Fast, than to commit
, a Murther. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 69, I make
I conscience to say thou lyest. 1685 H. More Cursory Rejl.
1 21 For my part, I should make a conscience in abusing the

! World with such Trash. 1685 Baxter Para/hr. N. T.

\ Matt, xxvii. 6 Arch-hypocrites make conscience ofCeremony,

j

and make no conscience of Perjury. 17M De Foe Plague

I
(1754) 12 If he be one that makes Conscience of his Duty.

1788 Priestley Lect. Hist. 1. ii. 24 A man who made no
conscience of any villany. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits ix.

146 [He] makes a conscience of persisting in it.

12. To have the conscience : to consider or hold

it right (to do something) ; hence ironically, to

have the assurance or effrontery (to . .).

1690 Dryden Amphitryon (T. s. v. Cool v.), I . . saw him
knocking at the gate ; and I had the conscience to let him
cool his heels there. 1856 R. A. Vai ghan Mystics (i860) I.

vi. iii. 170 He had the conscience to expect that we magis-

trates would meddle in his dispute and take his part. Mod.
He actually had the conscience to ask the question in my
own house.

13. Case of conscience : see Case 7. Court

of conscience : see Court.
V. Transferred applications.

fl4. =Bellarmine. Obs.

(11643 W. Cartwricht Ordinary, Like a larger jug that

some men call A bellarmine, but we a conscience.

15. Meek. - Breastplate 3 b.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Conscience, a plate resting

against the drill-head and enabling the pressure of the breast

or hand to be brought upon the drill. A palette.

VI. 16. Comb. a. objective, as conscience-

pacifying, f -wasting, ppl. adjs. ; b. instrumental

and locative, as conscience - harried, -haunted,
' -pricked, -smitten, -stricken, -struck, ppl. adjs. ; C.

attrib., as conscience-qualm, -scruple ; conscience
clause, a clause in an act or law to ensure respect

j

for the consciences of those affected, spec, one pro-
' viding for the withdrawal of children in public

schools from religious teaching disapproved by
their parents ; conscience money, money sent to

relieve the conscience, e.g. in payment of a tax

previously evaded, esp. in connexion with the in-

come-tax ; conscience-wise adv., in relation to

conscience.

1870 W. E. Forster Sp. Ho. Com. 17 Feb., After a

limited period we attach what is called a "conscience clause.

1888 Spectator 30 June 875 So long as the conscience

clause is strictly enforced, and all parents are allowed to

withdraw their children from the moral and religious

education given if they disapprove it. 166a Earl Orrery
State Lett. (1743)11. 379 If they be not faithful to the

"conscience-engagement. 17*6 De Foe Hist. Devil 11.

vii. (1840) 262 A timorous, 'conscience-harried, .wretch.

1885 H. Conway Family Affair i, Those tender-minded

persons who send "conscience money to the Chancellor of

the Exchequer. 1671 Flavel Fount. Life ii. 32 'Con-
science-pacifying and soul-quieting Blood.

^
i860 Plsey

Mitt. Proph. 447 Just to satisfy their *conscience-qualms.

1880 Browning Dram. Idylls, Pt'etro, Pricks which
passed for conscience-scruples. 1849 Miss M clock Ogil-

vi*s(i%7$) 37 "Conscience-smitten for the little notice she

had taken of her cousin. 1819 Shelley Cenci nr. ii. 39 Ye
"conscience-stricken cravens. 1830 Scott Jmt. 24 June,
A kind of necessity which seems to haunt 'conscience-

struck men. 1646 Fuller Wounded Consc. (1841) 278 The
committing of a "conscience-wasting sin. 170a Vanbruch
False Friend 11, He never goes without a dram of "con-

science-water about him, to set matters right again. 1845

T. W. Coit Puritanism 205 Their ancestors, 'conscience-

wise considered, were better men than they are.

Conscienced (k^njunst),///. a. [f. prec. +
-ED-.] Having a conscience (of such a kind) ; as

in tender-eonsctenced, etc.

1530 Palsgr. 323/1 Scrupulouse, nyce conscyensed. 1534
Whitinton Tullyes Offices 1.(1540)19 Theysemed to be

well conscyenced men. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 106 Any
tender conscienced Christian. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke
Shaks. Char. x. 357 He is light-moraled, loose-conscienced.

Conscienceless (kfrnjensles), a. [f. as prec.

+ -less.] Devoid of conscience, conscientious

j

scruples, or moral sense ;
characterized by habitual

disregard of conscience or of moral law.

a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 23 Whan I was yonge, I

; was tulle recheles. . And amonge other conscienceles. 1583
Babington Commandm. vi. (1637) 54 As did the Judges of

Susanna, and as many consciencelesse men in these dayes
doe. a 1600 Hooker Eecl. Pol. vii. xxiv. $ 7 Conscienceless

and wicked patrons. 1606 Br. Hall Medit. w. § 77 Riches

come seldom easily, to a good man ; seldom hardly, to the

conscienceless. 1881 A, M. Fairbairn Stud. Li/c Christ

xiii. 222 A seared and conscienceless ruffian,

b. trans/, of actions, etc.

1588 Allen Adman, 24 By which Machivelian, godlesse,

and consciencelesse course. 1623 R. Bernard Look beyond
Lut/ter Ep. Ded. 3 A iust punishment, .for their conscience-

lesse liuing. 1883 American VII. 187 The stigma of con-
scienceless policy.

Hence Consciencelessly adv., Co nscience-
lessness.
u 1603 T. Cartwricht Con/ut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 694 So

securely and consciencelesly to passe by the least of Gods
commandeinents. x88a Spectator 22 Apr. 522 [It] shows
the. .consciencelessness of the Secret Committee.

t Co*nsciencely, adv. Obs.- 1
. [^Conscience

+ -ly 2
.] = Conscientiously.

1476 Paston Lett. No. 780 III. 167 As wele and as ryght-

fully and as consciensly as I can for both the partyes.

Conscient (kfrnf'ent), a. {sb.) Now rare or

Obs. [ad. L. eonscient-em, pr. pple. of conscire to

be conscious. Also in F. (19th c.).] Conscious.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xxiii. S 12 As if he were con-

sciente to himselfe that he had played his parte wel. 1881

J. Darrell in Argosy XXXII. 200 With a morbid cun-
ning only half-conscient of its own motives,

b. as sb. A conscious being.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 459, I may believe

myself a conscient, not a consciousness, .nor a perceptivity,

but a perceptive spirit.

1 lence + Co nsciently adv. Obs.

1616 Lane Sqr.'s Tale 208 And that the trailer conscient-

lie shall feele,

t Conscie ntial, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. con-

scientia conscience + -AL.] Of or pertaining to

conscience.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter ii. 19 Now liberty is fourfold,

corporal, consciential, spiritual, and sensual.

t Conecie'ntional, a. Obs. rare. ?

165a Gaule Magastrom. 103 Let it rest (from their own
confession) a conscientionall, accidental! event.

Conscientious ^k^mJiie*njDs), a. [ad. F. con-

scientieux (16th c. in Littre), med.L. conscientio-

us, f. conscitntia : see -ous.]

1. Of persons : Obedient or loyal to conscience ;

habitually governed by a sense of duty ; scrupu-

lous.

16x1 Cotcr., Conscienttenx, conscientious, .of a good con-

science, full of conscience. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. v. i. § 15

[ He] had found . . many Lay-men as consciencious as Clergy-

men in discharging this Trust. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Trades-
man 1 1 84

1

) I. vii. 55 A conscientious tradesman. 188a Miss
Braddon Mnt. Royal I. in. 78 He is a conscientious person,

and knows his duty.

2. Of conduct, etc. : Of or pertaining to con-

science ; done according to conscience, scrupulous.

a 1631 Donne Serm. x. 101 D, Of those that goe with out

those Conscientiouse Deliberations. 1736 Butler Anal.
1. viL Wks. 1874 I. 140 To live in the conscientious practice

of all that is good. 1850 Kincsley Alt. Locke i, She be-

came a Baptist from conscientious scruples. 1878 R. Simp-

son Sch. Shaks. I. 74 The Archbishop returned his easy

insolence with a. .conscientious purpose of revenge,

tb. Constituting a matter of conscience, bind-

ing on the conscience. Obs. rare.

1636 Blunt Voy. Levant (ed. 2) 101 The Authors of Super-

stition when they finde Customes very usefull . . plant them
amongst their other Ceremonies, and make them conscien-

tious.

+ 3. Conscious [of). Obs.

1648 Kaireax Remonstrance 36 Either not bound, or not

conscientious of his bonds. 1654 Whitlock Zoototnia 141

The Heretick (guilty and consciencious to himselfe of Refu-

tability). a 1656 Bp. Hall Tracts (1677) 181 He that is

conscientious of his sin.

Conscientiously (k^njijen/ssli), adv. (f.

prec. + -LY*.] In a conscientious manner; m
accordance with one's sense of duty ; scrupulously.

a 1660 Hammond Wks. II. 181 iR.) Conscientiously obliged

not to take it into his own hands, a 1716 South (J-).Sin

does not therefore cease to be sin, because a man com-
mitted it conscientiously. 1874 Parker Goth. Archit. 1.

ui. 98 The east end., was carefully and conscientiously

restored., by G. G. Scott. 188a Howells in Longm.
Mag. I. 45 'I he village is conscientiously clean.

Conscientiousness k^Ji,e nj3snes\ [f. as

prec. + -NERH.l

1. The quality of being conscientious; loyalty

to conscience.
One of the faculties to which phrenologists have allotted a

special organ or region of the brain, held to produce the

sentiment of obligation, duty, justice, and injustice.

a 1631 Donne in Selections (1840) 204 Is fraud, and cir-

cumvention so sure a way, of attaining God's blessings, as

industry and conscientiousness is ? 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt.

159 Any other Protestant that hath any profession of Con-
scientiousness. 18*8 Coombe Constit. Man ii. 5 4 Conscien-

tiousness stands in the midway between self and other

individuals. 1868 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art Add. 206 A
steady conscientiousness which seeks to do its duty wher-

ever it may be placed,

t b. Const, of. Obs.

i6s4 Whitlock Zootomia 179 Constancy of Faith, and
conscienciousnesse of Duty. i«&7 H. More Div. Dial. in.

xxvii. (1713) 246 What an early Conscienciousness [I had] of

approving my self to [God],

f2. = Consciousness 2. Obs. rare.

1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 9 Who hazards the loss of being

reputed a good man, that he might not loose the realitie,

and conscientiousness of it.

Consciona*ble (k^-nfanab'l), a. Now app.

Obs., but cf. Unconscionable. [Found with its

compounds, and Conscioned, in first half of 16th c.

These, with Conscionless, appear to be popular

formations from conscion, taken as a singular of

conscien-ce (see note to the latter) + -abls: cf.
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fashion-able. (See F. Hall Engl. Adjectives in

-able, 1877, 65.)]

f 1. Having a conscience
(
= Conscioned), as in

tender-conscionable
; having a good conscience

;

governed by conscience.; conscientious, scrupulous.

1549 Latimer 5th Serin, be/. Ediv. VI. (Arb.) 145 There
were.. in both houses, a greate manye learned men, con-
scionable men, wyse men. 1552 Huloet, Conscionable or

hauynge a good conscience, religiosus. 1583 Stubbes Anat.
Abus. u. 52 Conscionable in their dealings as well toward
the poore as toward the rich. 1604 Shaks. Oth. IL i. 242.

1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 240 True hearted to God, and
conscionable in their ways. 1670 Baxter Cure Ch. Div.
313 Tender conscionable christians. 1708 Mrs. Centlivre
Susie Body in. iv, You and my most conscionable Guardian
here, .plotted and agreed, to chouse a . . Gentleman, out of
a Hundred Pound.

+ b. Having conscience of, conscientiously re-

gardful or observant of. Obs.

1641 Hinde J. Bruen xvi. 52 Conscionable of that one
thing which is needfull, with Mary. 1655 Gouge's Comm.
Heb. Life, He was in speciall manner conscionable of the
Lords day.

t c. In bad sense ; Over-scrupulous. Obs,
1628 Bp. Hall Contempt. O, T. iv. t. The same Devil .

.

speaks still in our scoffers, and calls Religion Hypocrisie,
conscionable care, singularity.

2. Of actions, etc. : Showing regard for, or con-
formable to, conscience

;
conscientious, scrupulous.

1582 Bentley Mon. Mettrones nr. 268 Conscionable obe-
dience towards me. 1642 Rogers Naamati 384 Conscion-
able discharge of the taske imposed upon us. 1672 Marvei.l
Reh. Transp. 1. 115 Truly a very fair and conscionable
Reckoning! 1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. v. xvii. (1852)
235 Yielding more hearty and conscionable obedience to
civil magistrates.

+ 3. Ofor belonging to conscience or equity. Obs.— 1

1672 CawelVs Interpr., Court ofRequests . . is a Court of
Equity, of the same nature with the Chancery, but inferior
to it, being principally instituted for the help of such Peti-
tioners as in conscionable cases deal by Supplication with
his Majesty,

fb. Equitable, just. Obs.— 1

1661 Bramhall Just Vind. iv. 60 To justifie their pre-
tended title, or to render them . . lawful and conscionable
possessours.

Conscionableness. ? Obs. [f. prec. +
-ness.] Conscientiousness, scrupulousness; equity,

reasonableness.
1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. (1617) 477 Of faith..joy,

conscionablenesse. 1641 'Smectymnuus' Answ. § 16(1653)
67 Witnesse their conscionablenesse in managing their
Charges. 1730-6 Bailey (folioi, Conscionableness, knowing
within foneself. 1755 Johnson, Conscionableness, equity,
reasonableness.

Conscionably (k^njanabli), adv. ? Obs. [f.

as prec. + -ly

1 1. Conscientiously, according to conscience
;

with conscientious or scrupulous care. Obs.
1552 Huloet, Conscionably, or with a good conscience,

reiigiose. 1580 North Plutarch (1676) 993 Who could more
eloquently or conscionably note the disparities and differ-

ences 1 1615 W. Lawson Orch. <y Card. ill. i. (1668) 2 Such
a Gardener as will conscionably . . travel in your Orchard.
1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Matt. xiv. 9 How conscion-
ably should bad Oaths be avoided, and good ones kept

!

2. Reasonably, fairly, moderately. ? Obs,
1604 Dekker Honest Wh. i.Wks. 1873 II. 19 Cast. Well,

how doe you rate it ? Cand. Very conscionably, 18. s. a yard.
<ti6ii Chapman Iliadi. Comm. (1857) 24, 1 must conscionably
make congression with such as have diminished, mangled,
and maimed, my. .author. 1677 Littleton Lat. Diet., Con-
scionably, or reasonably, seque, jtisti, ex aequo $ bono.

Conscionary, erron. form of Concionary.
t Ccrnscioned, a. Obs. [See Conscion-

able and -ed.] — Conscienced.
1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 16. § 1 Couetous and euill con-

scioned persons. 1594 West Symbol, it. Chancerie § 142
Corrupt conscioned persons. 1627 R. Perrot Tithes 56
More daintie eared than tender conscioned.

t Co'nscionless, a. Obs. [See prec. and
-less.] = Conscienceless, unconscientious.
1607 [S. Hieron] Defence 1. 154 More bold, because.,

more conscionles. 16x7 — Wks. II. 257 Their conscionlesse
vseof the things which God hath measured to them.

Conscious (kfrnjas), a. [f. L. consci-tts know-
ing something with others, knowing in oneself,

privy to, conscious + -ous. L. consci-us f. con-
together + sci- knowing, as in scire to know : cf.

nescius unknowing, pr&scius foreknowing. There
is no such word in F., which uses conscient in

some of the senses (as did also Bacon) ; but It.

has conscio privy, accessary, guilty, from 16th c]
T I* Knowing, or sharing the knowledge of any-

thing, together with another; privy to anything with
another. Obs. [With quot. 1651, cf. L. alicui
alicujus rei conscitts.~]

1651 Hodbes Leviath. 1. vii. 31 Where two, or more men,
know of one and the same fact, they are said to be Con-
scious of it one to another. 1664 South Serm. (1823) I. 394
Nothing is to be concealed from the other self. To be a
friend and to be conscious are terms equivalent.

2. fig. Attributed to inanimate things as privy
to, sharing in, or witnesses of human actions or
secrets. Chiefly poet.
{The earliest recorded use—the word being one of those

ridiculed by Ben Jonson. Frequent in the Latin poets:
with 1667, cf. Ovid 'quorum non conscia 6ola est'.)

j6oi B. Jonson Poetaster v. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 130/1 With
oath Magnificates his merit ; and bespawls The conscious
time with humourous foam. 1643 Denham Cooper's H. 277
Thence to the Coverts, and the conscious Groves, The
scenes of his past Triumphs and his Loves. 1667 Milton
P. L. vi. 521 So all ere day-spring, under conscious Night,
Secret they finish'd. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat. ix. 202
Examin the prisons of the inquisitions, the groans of which
those walls are conscious. 1815 Southey Roderick xv. 138
If the conscious air had caught the sound. 1856 Kmerson
Eng. Traits, StonehengeWks. (Bohn)II. 124 To thesecon-
scious stones we two pilgrims were alike known and near.

3. Conscious to oneself (of anything, that, etc.)

:

having the witness of one's own judgement or
feelings, having the witness within oneself, know-
ing within oneself, inwardly sensible or aware. [L.

conscius sibi alicujus rei, de aliqua re, id esse.']

1620 Abp. Ussher Serm. (1621) 1 Being so conscious vnto
my selfe of my great weakenesse. 1625 Bacon Ess., Praise
(Arb.) 353 Wherin a Man is Conscious [MS, and ed. 1612
conscient] to himselfe, that he is most Defectiue. 1690 Locke
//um. Und. n. i, If they say, That a Man is always conscious
to himself of thinking. 1722 De YoY.Plague{\Ts^A^ Their
own Medicines, which they must needs be conscious to
themselves, were good for nothing. 1779 Burke Corr. {1844)
II. 303 If I were not conscious to myself of having done
every thing in my power, to warn the nation.

4. Hence, in same sense, without to oneself.
1632 Massinger Maid of Hon. iv. v, A pardon, Sir!

Till I am conscious of an offence, I will not wrong my
innocence to beg one. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 429 Satan.,
with Monarchal pride Conscious of highest worth, tinmov'd
thus spake.

_
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. ii. 69, I am

j

easily conscious that I have omitted many things. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 155 r 3 We are secretly conscious
of defecis and vices which we hope to conceal from the

j

publick eye. 1862 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const. App. Hi. 448
I
A proofhow conscious they were of their own unfitness. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 63 He must have been conscious
that, though he thought adultery sinful, he was an adulterer.

fb. Having guilty knowledge (of anything'
;

absol. inwardly sensible of wrong-doing, guilty.
1652 Gaule Magastrom. 374 Pergamius accuses many

I

thousands as conscious of the same arts. 1656 H. More
Antid. AtA. 111. iv. (1712) 97 She being conscious, did of her
own accord . . make confession of her wickedness. 1658
Phillips, Conscious, inwardly guilty, privy to ones self of
any fault or errour. 1738 Wesley Psalms civ. pt. 3. vi,

The conscious Ravagers return. 1827 Keble Chr. Y. 4
Lent xi. 4 What time, with sweet forgiving cheer, He called
his conscious brethren near.

T 5. Conscious to a thing) : sharing in the
knowledge of, having cognizance of, being a wit-

ness to
;
mentally alive or awake to ; in a bad

sense, privy to. [L. conscius alicui rei.] Obs.
1631 T. May tr. Barclay's Mirr. Mindes 11. 33 Many, con-

scious to their owne weaknesse, doe endeavour, etc. a 1649
Drumm. oe Hawth. Earn. Ep. Wks. (1711) 145, I who am

! conscious to your patience and wisdom. 1658 Ussher Ann.
452 Their King was in no wise conscious to the murder.
1691 Ray Creation 11. (1704) 434 The Mother . . is not con-
scious to any thing that is done there. 1710 Berkeley

I
Princ. Hum. Knowl. 1. § 155 That He is present and
conscious to our innermost thoughts. 1791 Duchess of

I
York I. v, Truly conscious to the demerits of this work.
1828 C. Wordsworth Chas. /, 231 His Wife * being con-
scious ' to the transaction.

6. Having internal perception or consciousness

:

a. of a fact.

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 215 So much you seem to be con-
scious of in saying it was your meaning. 1692 Bentley
Serm. (J.), Matter hath no life nor perception, and is not
conscious of its own existence, a 1700 Dryden Sigism. §
Guise. 720 Tancred . .Who, conscious of the occasion, feared
the event. 1841 DTsraeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 654 Lord
Bacon was conscious of the slow progress of truth. 1875
Jevons Money (1878) 172 An importance .. of which even
Americans are barely conscious.

b. (in Philos) of one's sensations, feelings,

thoughts, etc.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. Lg 11 To be happy or miserable
without being conscious of it, seems to me utterly incon-
sistent and impossible. 1762 Kames Elem, Cr'tt. i. (1833) 19
A man, while awake, is conscious of a continued train of
perception and ideas passing through the mind. 1863 E.
V. Neale Anal. Th. § Nat. 205 We must conclude con-
sciousness to belong to thought as thought. In other words
thought is conscious of itself. 1864 Bowen Logic x. 317, I

am conscious, either at once or in succession, of joy or pain,
of a thought, reminiscence, or volition, of a sensation of
hunger, coldness, &c.

e. ofexternal objects, poet.
1712-14 Pope Rape Lock in. 116 Some o'er her lap their

careful plumes display'd Trembling, and conscious of the
rich brocade. 1821 Shelley Ginevra 18 And of the gold
and jewels glittering there She scarce felt conscious. 1864
Tennyson Aylmer's Field 336 Slowly and conscious of the
rageful eye That watch'd him.,Went Leolin.

d. with subord. el.

1694 Burthogge Ess. Reason 4 If a person had never seen
but one thing, .he could not be sensible or conscious he did
see it. 1737 Whiston Joseph?^' Hist. U. xix. § 7 Cestius was
not conscious . . how the besieged despaired. 1742 Pope
Dune. iv. ooi Nobly conscious, Princes are but things Born
for First Ministers, as Slaves for Kings. 1784 Cowper Task
1. 156 How oft . . we have borne The ruffling wind, scarce
conscious that it blew. 1878 Morley Diderot 1. 140 He was
profoundly conscious that the mere accumulation of know*
ledge, .would take men a very short way.

e. absol. Knowing, witting, well aware, poet.
1704 Pope Windsor For. 90 The forests wonder'd at th"

unusual grain, And secret transport touch 'd the conscious
swain. 1819 Shelley Cenci \. i. 73, I may speak Alike to
you and my own conscious heart.

7. Endowed with the faculty of consciousness

;

characterized by the presence of consciousness.
Said of persons and their attributes.
1725 Watts Logic 1. ii. § 2 Among substances some are

thinking or conscious beings, or have a power of thought,
such as the mind of man, Cod, angels. 1775 Harris t'hilos.

Arrangem. (1841) 318 With a power which appears almost
a conscious one. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. xvi. 264
Man. .as a conscious being, conscious of himself, and con-
scious of others around him. 1885 W. L. Davidson Logic
ofDcfm. 138 Feeling and Volition are conscious elements
no less than Intellect.

b. Having one's mental faculties actually in an
active and waking state. See Consciousness 6.
1841 Lytton Nt. Morn. v. xxi, And when at last he was

conscious. 1880 T. Holmes Syst. Surg. (1883) I. 505 The
sister reported that he had become conscious, having recog-
nized her and called her by name.
8. Aware of what one is doing or intending to

do
;
having a purpose and intention in one's ac-

tions. Said of agents and their actions, etc.
i860 Westcott Introd. Study Gosfi. vi. (ed. 5) 323 A. .se-

quence, .which few will attribute to an apt coincidence or to
a conscious design. 1880 L. Stephen Pope ii. 25 Pope was
from the first a conscious and deliberate artist. 1882 Farrar
Early Chr. I. 130 That St. Peter has here been the con-
scious or unconscious borrower may be regarded as certain.

9. Having one's thoughts and attention unduly
centred in one's own personality; and hence, apt
to imagine that one is the object of observation by
others ; Self-conscious. Of personal bearing,
actions, etc. : Displaying such preoccupation.
[1712-14 Pope Rape Lock 1. 79 Some nymphs there are,

too conscious of their face.] 1728 — Dune. n. 6 The proud
Parnassian sneer, The conscious simper, and the jealous
leer, Mix on his look. 1827 CARLYLE Richter Misc. 1 18691
ir He moves about with a conscious air. 1868 Bain Ment.
Mor. Sc. App. 93 When a person is said to be morbidly

or excessively conscious, there is indicated an excessive at-
tention to the feelings and the thoughts, and a slender
amount of occupation with outward things.

10. transf. Of things : a. Objective or present
to consciousness ; known to oneself, felt, sensible,

b. Aware of itself, aware of its own existence.
1667 Milton /'. L. u. 801 They .. howle and gnaw My

Bowels, their repast; then bursting forth Afresh with con-
scious terrours vex me round. 1711 Steele Spect. No. 4 r 6
She knows she is handsom, but she knows she is good.
Conscious Beauty adorned with conscious Virtue ! 1766
Goldsm. Vicar W. xxxi, His face became pale with con-
scious guilt. 1818 Hazlitt Eng. Poets i. (1S70' 11 Know-
ledge is conscious power. 1833 I. Taylor Eanat. vi. 178
The conscious indistinctness of the grounds on which it

demands submission. 1877 Mozley Univ. Serm. iv. S3
Truth . . gives conscious rank to its possessors.

1 11- Having a conscience; conscientious, rare.

1654^ Cokaine Dianea 90 One of the most worthy and
consciousest Princes that belonged to the service of the
Crown.

Consciously (kfrnfasli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

In a conscious manner.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxvii. (R.J The same thinking

thing would be always consciously present. 1709 Steele
Tatter No. 49 P 5 [ t hey] often consciously and knowingly
embrace where they are mutually indifferent. 1816 Shelley
Alastor 14 If rio bright bird, insect, or gentle beast I con-
sciously have injured. 1881 Seeley in Macm. Mag. XLV.
51 Directly or indirectly, consciously or unconsciously, we
base our political opinions upon history.

Consciousness (k^-njosnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.]

f 1. Joint or mutual knowledge. Obs. rare.
1681 Whole Duty Nations 49 Consciousness, or mutual

knowledg of persons and their worship.

2. (Also in early use, consciousness to oneself'

Internal knowledge or conviction
; knowledge as

to which one has the testimony within oneself;

esp. of one's own innocence, guilt, deficiencies, etc.

Cf. Conscious 3.

1632 Massinger Maid ofHon. i. ii, The consciousness of
mine own wants. 16. . Locke (].), Had not their conscious-
ness to themselves of their ignorance . . kept them from so
idle an attempt. 01744 Pope (L), An honest mind is not
in the power of a dishonest : to break its peace, there must
be some guilt or consciousness. 1770 Junius Lett, xxxix.
198 There is. .a palpable consciousness of guilt, i860 Mac-
aulay Biog. (1867) 11 Bentley .. was supported by the con-
sciousness of an immeasurable superiority. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) III. 7 Happy in the consciousness of a well-
spent Hfe.

3. The state or fact of being mentally conscious

or aware of anything. Cf. Conscious 6.

1746-7 Hervey Medit. (18 18) 215 Let it. .become one with
the very consciousness of my existence ! 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. 1. xi. (1869) I. 164 The anxiety of the proprietors .

,

seems, .to indicate a consciousness, .that this species of cul-
tivation is . . more profitable than any other. 1863 Fr. A.
Kemble Resid. in Georgia g It is only to the consciousness
of these evils that knowledge and reflection awaken him.
1864 Lewes Hist. Philos, II. 142 The consciousness of my
existence is to me the assurance of my existence. 1883 G.
Lloyd Ebb <$• Floiv II. 18 For a few moments he lost the
consciousness of why he was miserable.

4. Philos. The state or faculty ofbeing conscious,

as a condition and concomitant of all thought,
feeling, and volition ;

* the recognition by the think-
ing subject of its own acts or affections

1 (Ham-
ilton\
1678 Cudworth tntell. Syst. (1837) I. 93 Neither can life

and cogitation, sense and consciousness . . ever result from
107-3
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magnitude*, figures, sites, and motions. 1690 Locke Hum.
Und. 11. L § 19 Consciousness is the perception of what
passes in a Man's own mind. 1707 & Clarke %mi Defense
(1715) 5 Consciousness, in the most strict and exact Sense of
the Word, signifies . . the Keflex Act by which I know that

I think, and that my Thoughts and Actions are my own
and not Anothers. 1785 Reid Int. Powers 1. i, Conscious-
ness is a word used by Philosophers, to signify that im-
mediate knowledge which we have of our present thoughts
and purposes, and, in general, of all the present opera-
tions of our minds. 184s Sir W. Hamilton in Reids
Wks. Note B (1872) 810/1 Consciousness is a knowledge
solely of what is now and here present to the mind. It is

therefore only intuitive, and its objects exclusively pre-

sentative. Ibid. 929. 1866 Hi/xley Phys. viiL 210 We class

sensations along with emotions, and volitions, and thoughts,
under the common head of stales of consciousness. But
what consciousness is, we know not ; and how it is that
anything so remarkable as a state of consciousness comes
about as the result of irritating nervous tissue, is just as un-
accountable as the appearance of the Djin when Aladdin
rubbed his lamp, or as any other ultimate fact of nature.

1875 Bain Emotions
<fr
Will ted. 3) 539.

b. (with a and //.) State of consciousness.
1805 WOBOCW. Prelude m. 126 From strict analogies by

thought supplied Or consciousnesses not to be subdued. x8ia

J. C. Hobhouse Journey 11813) 627 A female, .quite dumb,
nearly deaf, and possessed of no one consciousness belong-
ing to humanity, a 1853 Robertson Sertn. Ser. ill. iv. 53
His [man's] will is not his affections, neither are his affec-

tions his thoughts . . They are separate consciousnesses,
living consciousnesses. 1870 Huxley LaySerm. (18711 327
Whatever our marble may be in itself, all that we can know
of it is under the shape of a bundle of our own conscious-
nesses.

6. The totality of the impressions, thoughts, and
feelings, which make up a person's conscious

being. In //. — Conscious personalities.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxvii. (1695) 183 If the same
consciousness can be transferr'd from one thinking Sub*
stance to another, it will be possible that two thinking Sub-
stances may make but one Person. 1708 Brit. Apollo No.
20. 2/1 Those many Consciousnesses must be as the Con-
stituent Parts of that one Individual Consciousness. 1805
Worosw. Prelude IL 32 Musing on them, often do I seem
Two consciousnesses, conscious of myself, And of some
other Being. 1877 E. R. Conder Bas. Faith ii. 01 From
our innermost consciousness, a voice is heard, clothed with
native authority. I feel. I think. I will. I am.'

b. Limited by a qualifying epithet to a special

field, asthcwtf/a/ or religious consciousness.

1863 Mary Howitt F. Hremer's Greece II. xvi. 157 The
commencement of a moral consciousness. 1884 H. Spencer
in igth Cent. XV. 1 Unlike the ordinary consciousness, the
religious consciousness is concerned with that which lies

beyond the sphere of sense.

C. Attributed as a collective faculty to an aggre-

gate of men, a people, etc., so far as they think or

feel in common.
1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Atner. III. 198 While few can

be found to agree even upon matters of so-called universal

consciousness, a 1871 Grotk Plato Pref. (1875) 7 Such intel-

lects broke loose from the common consciousness of the
world around them. 1876 E, White Life in Christ 1. viii.

88 The religious consciousness of the age.

6. The state of being conscious, regarded as the

normal condition of healthy waking life.

1837 Dickens Piclnv. xxi, When the fever left him, and
consciousness returned, he awoke to find himself rich and
free. 1868 Bain Ment. <y Mcr. Sc. App. 93 In one class of
[popular] applications, consciousness is mental life, as op-

posed to torpor or insensibility ; the loss of consciousness is

mental extinction for the time. 1885 W. L. Davidson Logic
of Defin. 136 The mind's wakeful activity is consciousness
—consciousness as opposed to dormancy, dreamless sleep,

swoon, insensibility.

7. DonhU consciousness : sec quot.
1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Double consciousness , a condition

which has been described as a double personality, showing
in some measure two separate and independent trains of
thought and two independent mental capabilities in the
same individual.

t Consci'Ssion. Obs."° [ad. L. conscissidn-

em, n. of action f. conscituiHre to tear in pieces.]

'A cutting or paring' (Lilount Glossogr. 1656).

t Consci'SSUre. Obs.~° [ad. L. *conscissura

a cut or cleft, f. conscitulcre : sec prec. (but for

this concisura is now read in Pliny'.] 'A gash

or cut, a renting in a place* (Mount Glossogr.

1656).

+ Consciuncle. nonce-wd. [humorous dim. of

conscience , after L. diminutives in -uncu/us, -uncuta.]

A minute or hair-splitting conscience.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. 66 Rubrics, .filled with
punctilios not for consciences, but for consciuncles.

+ Consci'Ve. Obs. [Erron. spelling for concivc,

It. concive, L. conovis.} Fellow-citizen.

1579 Lvi.Y Euphues (Arb.) 198 We shal ther . . see . . more
gallant courtiers, more godly consciues.

Conscribe (kfTnskroi'b), v. [ad. L. conscrib-

ere to enter in a list, enroll, draw up, prescribe,

f. con- together + scribe*re to write ; in sense 4
corresponding to Conscription 4.]

+ 1. trans. To enroll, levy (an army) ; to enlist

(a soldier). Obs.

1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 281 When this armie . . was con-
scribed and come together to Harfletc. Ibid. 314 To con-
scribe and set furthe a new armie. 1660 G. Fleming
Stemma Sacrum 28 People, .of the meanest condition, and
mercinary only and conscribed by others.

t2. To enroll as a Roman senator. Obs. rare.

1656 J. Harrington Oceana (1700) 136 If a Plebeian

happen d to be conscrib'd he and his Posterity became
Patricians.

f 3. To circumscribe, to limit. Obs.

1613 Heywood Sitoer Age v. Wks. 1874 III. 162 The
1

Fates, by whom your powers are all conscribed, Pronounce
this doom. 1622 Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 105 A Mart,

I

Fair or Market, .although they be conscribed to place and
circuit. 1704 Harris Lex. Techn. t Conscribed, the same
with Circumscribed.

4. To enlist for the army by Conscription, q.v.;

I to enlist compulsorily. Also trans/.

1820 Edin. Rer. XXXIV. 418 Government . . cannot con-

scribe readers, i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III.

cviii. 24 ' We will not be conscribed, to be shot like dogs'

—

was what I heard from French youth. 1887 Spectator
18 June 818/2 Ghilzaies forcibly conscribed by the Ameer.

Hence Conscri bed ///. a.

1654 R. Courington tr. Hist. Ivstine 89 With this con-

scribed Army composed of the outcasts of man.

Conscript ,kp*nskript
>

, a. and sb. [ad. L. con-

script-us, pa. pple. of conscribcre : see prec]

A. adj. 1. Enrolled or elected a senator. In

pi. Conscriptfathers, tfathers conscript [L. patres
conscripti, properly patres, conscripti, i.e. patres

et conscripti fathers and elect] : a collective title

by which the Roman senators were addressed

;

used also as a title by the Venetian senate.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xi. (R.\ He
sayed these wordes. O fathers conscripte, 0 happie Deople.

1605 I!. Jonson Sejanus 111. i. Wks. (Ktldg.) iyyi Fathers
conscript, may this our present meeting Turn fair and fortu-

nate to the common-wealth. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch
(1879) I. 27/1 At first . . they were called Fathers only; but
afterwards, when more were enroled in their body, Con-
script Fathers. i8ao Byron Mar. Eat. v. i. 306 Say, con-

script fathers, shall she be admitted? [See Aote.]

b. Applied allusively to senators, legislators, or

the administrative council of a nation, munici-

pality, etc. ; rarely in sing.

1717 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Indies II. xxxiii. 12 The
conscript Fathers of the Colony disagree in many Points.,

yet they all agree in oppressing Strangers. 1840 Carlyle
Heroes (18581 341 Ehot, Hampden, Pym, nay Ludlow,
Hutchinson, Vane, .political Conscript Fathers. 1880 Dis-

raeli Endym. xxx, Hainault House had been raised by a
British peer, .the locality was no longer sufficiently refined

for a conscript father.

f 2. Inscribed in common or identically, rare-1 .

1679 Hakby Key Script. 11. 44 That 144000 in chap. 7.

sealed, were not this 144000 in chap. 14. conscript, or having
the Name of God written in their Fore-heads.

3. Enrolled or formed by conscription, as a

soldier, or an army.
1813 SOUTHBY Hist. Penins. War I. 499 Three conscript

lads., of the sixty-sixth regiment. 1881 Times Apr. 11/4

An enlisting army must always be more difficult to keep
up than a conscript army. 1882 Gd. Words 318 With the

assistance of conscript negroes brought down the Nile.

B. sb. [F. conscrit.] A military recruit obtained

by conscription ; one compulsorily enlisted for

military or naval service.

1800 Ann. Keg. 23 The general levy of 200,000 Conscripts

[in 1709I. 1814 Wellington in Gurw. Disfl. XI. 580 The
conscripts desert in all directions. 1868 Freeman Norm.
Cong. M876) II. ix. 323 Were these captives dealt with as

conscripts or galley-slaves?

Conscript (kf?nskript\ v. [f. Conscript a.

or ppl. stem of L. conscribere. It appears to have

originated during the U. S. Civil \Yar of 1860-65.]

trans. To compel to military service by conscrip-

tion ; to enlist compulsorily ; ^ Conscribe 4.

Hence Conscri pted ///. a.

1865 W. Whitman Specimen Days (1888) 62 He was first

conscripted for two years. 1880 Atlantic Monthly July ar,

I had been conscripted and forced into the army. 1887

Spectator 18 June 824/2 The conscripted soldiers are always
ready for a mutiny. 1889 Pall Mall G. 23 Apr. 2/3 If we
must conscript and train our youth, .in great camps.

Conscription k^nskri-pjhn). [ad. L. con-

scription-em drawing up in writing, composing,

a composition, a levying of troops, n. of action

from conscribere to Conscrihk.]

f 1. Writing down together, putting in writing.

138a Wyclie Tobit vii. 16 And the chartre taken, thei

maden the conscripcioun [1388 writyng togidere] of the

wedloc. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 332/4 Thus Luke had.,
prouffyte by conscrypcion & wrytyng of his doctryne.

t 2. Conjoint signature. Ops. rare— x
.

1615 T. Adams Black Devil 4 They signe not . . in their

owne particular and singular names, but require the con-

scription and evident consent of their Counsel!.

1 3. Enrolment or enlistment (of soldiers). Obs.

1529 Wolsey in Hurnet Hist. Kef. I. App. 11. xxiii. 65
Not having. .none order, provision of victual, towardness
in conscription of men of war, or appearance of such thing.

1656 Hlount Glossogr., Conscription, an enrolling.

4. spec. The compulsory enlistment of men for

military (or naval) service ;
esp. where the liability

to serve is legally established; an application of

this method of obtaining recruits.

The word was introduced in connexion with a law of the

French Republic, 5 Sept, 1798, which provided that the

recruits required for service should be compulsorily obtained

from the young men between the ages of twenty and twenty-

five, whom it declared to be legally liable to serve in the

army. Hence it has become a general term for methods of
compulsory enlistment ; but, technically, as distinguished

from universal military service, it implies the enrolment by

lot of a fixed number of those liable to service, with the
option given of procuring a substitute.

1800 Weems Washington xvi. (1877) 236 Our persons
have been free from the impressments and conscriptions.

1813 Exatniner 18 Jan. 38/2 The Conscription of 1813 has
furnished 160,000 men. 1838 Arnold Hist. Rome I. 480
The Africans . . were subject to taxes and to a conscription

of their youth to serve as soldiers. i86at Ia Brougham
Brit. Const, xx. 391 Conscription is to one man personal

service, to another the payment of a tax. 1878 Morley
Diderot I. 208 Peasants turned lackeys to escape the con-

scription, just as in our own days they turn priests.

attrib. 1863 Illust. Land. News X I.I I. 551/1 The Federal
Government intends to commence the enforcement of the

Conscription Act at once.

fig. 18x4 Q. Rev. XI. 96 The conscription of ancient and
vulgar terms to the service of poetry.

b. The body of conscripts collectively.

1823 Southey Hist. Penins. War I. 115 General Clarke

. . advised that the conscription for the year 1809 should be
called out.

Conscri'ptional, a. [f. prec. + -AX*] Of or

belonging to conscription.

1809 .V/. Paper in Ann. Keg. 783/2 The following., is

the precise state of the conscriptional force of France.

Conseale, obs. form of Conceal.

Consecrate (k^ ns/kr^t\ ppl. a. Also 4-5
cousecrat. [ad. L. cousecrdt-us, pa. pple. of L.

consccrdre : see next.]

1. = Consecuated. a. as pa. pple.

c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 27 Loo Sampson, which, .was

to god almyghty consecrat. 1430 Lvnc. Chron. Troy 1. vi,

A ryche image .. That ..To myghty Ioue. . Yhalowed was,

and also consecrat. 1551 Robinson tr. Mere's Utop. 11.

(Arb.) 151 Which., was dedicate and consecrate to god.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety xx. § 3. 372 He is a Nazarite, a
person consecrate to God. 1791 Cowper Iliad iv. 484 Led
to the city consecrate to Mars. 1877 Sparrow Serm. xi.

145 What should be consecrate only to the holiest purposes,

b. as adj.

14x3 Jas. I h'ingis Q. xxxiii, The ynipnis consecrat Of
luvis use. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 228/1 Nazarien . . that

is as moche to say as consecrate or clene. 1583 Stanyhurst
JEneis BL (Arb.) 72 Of gould thow consecrat hungar. 1663

J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 247 Other consecrate places.

1866 Kingsley Herew. I. i. 28 The fountain was. .perhaps

in heathen times divine and consecrate.

2. In reference to the Eucharist: see Conse-

ckate v. 2. a. as pa. pple.

1509 IUrclay Shyp of Eolys (1570) 85 When our Lorde is

consecrate in fourme of bread. 1709 Strype Ann. Kef I.

xxii. 263 That the catholic church . . taught them to receive

Christ's body consecrate at mass with prayers,

b. as adj.

1588 A. King tr. Castisius' Calech. 85 Vnder y" least part

of euerie consecrat hostie, Christ is all hail! giuen and
receauit. 1640 Canterb. StlfConznc. 110 The consecrat

elements are injoined to bee eaten in the holy place.

3. Made sacred by associations ; hallowed.

1669 Addr. Hopeful Yng. Gentry Eng. 69 Under so con-

secrate custody and regard. 1875 L. Morris Ode to Free
Rome 266 Error consecrate by lime.

Consecrate kf-nsfkr^n, v. [f. Consechatk

///. a.y or ad. L. consecrat- ppl. stem of consccrd-re

to dedicate, devote as sacred, deify, etc., f. con- +
sacra-re to make sacred, dedicate, f. stem of saccr,

sacrum, Sacred. Cf. F. consacrer, in 14th c. also

consecrer, IV. conscgrar, Sp. consagrar, It. con-

sacrare, the latter from a late L *con-sacrdre.']

1. trans. To set apart ffi ]>crson or thing) as

sacred to the Deity ; to dedicate solemnly to some

sacred or religious purpose, and so give the object

itself a character of holiness ; to make sacred or

holy and so fit for a religious use. Const, to, unto.

b. Particularly applied to the episcopal dedication or hal-

lowing of a church and a churchyard, whereby these acquire

the legal status of a ' consecrated building ' and ' conse-

crated ground ', with the special character and incidents

legally attached thereto, in England and some of the

colonies. Cf. Consecrated, Consecration.
1460 Capgrave Chrmi. 71 Eabian. .ordeyned, that every

^ere, on Schere or Maunde Thursday, the I'ope schuld

consecrate crisme. 1535 Covehdale Ex. xxxii. 39 Then
sayde Moses : Consecrate youre handes this daie vnto the

1-orde. 15M Eden Decaties 162 Suche men as he had con-

secrated to be offered to the goddes. a x6oo Hooker Eccl.

Pol. vii. vi. 9 2 The custom of the primitive church in con.

secrating holy virgins and widows unto the service of God
and his Church. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. vii. 28

What you have consecrated I have hallowed. x68oDryden
Epitaph Sir P. Fairborne 24 To his lamented loss for times

to come His pious widow consecrates this tomb. 1845 S. Aus-

tin Range's Hist. Ref. II. 265 Not. .inconsistent with their

saying masses for the dead and consecrating salt and water.

b. 1568 Grakton Chron. II. 768 From that time hether-

ward, was there never . . so holy a Hy*hop that durst pre-

sume the Churche of the same to consecrate, a 1634 Coke
yd Inst. (1644) 203 Albeit churches or chappels may be

built by any of the kings subjects, .without licence, yet be-

fore the law take knowledge of them to be churches or

chappels, the bishop is to consecrate or dedicate the same.

1671 Bp. Cosin's Wilt in C.'s Corr. (Surteest II. 294 The
Chappell att Auckland Castle, .by mee latly built and con-

secrated. 1716 Ayliffe Parerg. 195 A Bishop ought not to

consecrate a Church, which the Patron has built for filthy

Gain and Lucre to himself. 1866 J. M. Dale Clergyman s

Legal Handbk. (ed. 4) viii. 95 All churchyards must be con-

secrated. Ancient churchyards are presumed to have been

consecrated.

2. spec. Used as the proper word for the action

whereby the bread and wine receive their sacra-

menial character in the Eucharist.



CONSECRATED. 849 CONSECTANEOUS.

(Here the notion varies according to the doctrine held as

to the nature of the sacrament.)

1553 Tindale Supper of Lorde 39 It is manifest that

Christ consecrated no bread. 1548 Order of Communion 8

To prepare, blisse and consecrate so muche as will serue the

people. 1579 Fulke Heskins' Parl.6y To consecrate, is to

halow, or to separat to an holy vse, so we grant y 3 bread
and wine to be consecrated. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer, Com-
munion, If the consecrated bread or wine be all spent before

all have communicated, the Priest is to consecrate more.

1678 Wanley Wond. Lit. World v. Hi. § 16. 474/1 Zephyrinus
. .ordained that Wine in the Sacrament should be conse-

crated in a Vessel of Glass. 1854 Hook Ch. Diet. (ed. 7)

247 Before we eat and drink this bread and wine which
Christ designed to set forth the mystery of his death, to

consecrate it and set it apart by a solemn prayer. 1885

Catholic Diet. 31 1/2 The bread and the wine are consecrated

by the words 'This is my body,' ' This is my blood'.

+ b. used proleptically of the result.

c 1500 Doctr.Gd. Servaunts in $Poet. Tracts (Percy Soc.) 3
Syth they consecrate our God omnipotent. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 231b, How often so euer you consecrate

my body and my blode, do it in the remembraunce of me.

155a Abp> Hamilton Catech. 205 He consecratis the trew
body & blud of Jesus Christ, nocht be the vertew of ony
mannis word, but be the vertew and powar of Gods word.

C. absoL

1534 Moke On the Passion Wits. 1308/1 Therfore was it

(the Paschall lambej eaten with vnleauened breade. And
so consequentlye Christe dydde consecrate in vnleauened
breade. 1885 Catholic Diet. 31 7/1 The First General
Council takes for granted that priests alone can consecrate.

3. spec. Used as the proper word for the ordina-

tion and hallowing of persons to certain offices,

as that of bishop, king, queen, etc.

1387 Thevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 115 He sawe seynt Peter
apostel holde in his hond Edward be sone of Egelrede. .and
consecrat hym kyng. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. IV. (1520)

32/2 He decreed that . . a bysshop sholde be consecrated of
thre. 155a Bk. Com. Prayer, The form of Consecrating of
an Archbishop or Bishop. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. iv. 45
Another Hill where the Counts of Holland were wont to be
consecrated. 1768 Blackstone Comm. IV. viii. 115 That
if the dean and chapter refuse to elect the person named by
the king, or any archbishop or bishop to confirm or conse-
crate him, they shall fall within the penalties of the statutes

of praemunire. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 44/1 Coronation,
the act of crowning or consecrating a king. 1885 Catholic
Diet. 87/1 The elect is consecrated bishop by imposition of

hands, the tradition of staff and ring, the unction with the

chrism, the imposition of the book of the Gospels on his

shoulders, and other rites.

4. fig. ; also refi.

1600 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, rv. i. 93 (Qo.) That you should
seal this lawless bloody book. .And consecrate commotions
bitter edge. 173a Law Serious C. vi. (ed. 2) 79 The holi-

ness of Christianity consecrates all states and employments
of life unto God. 17.. C. Wesley Hymn, 'Lord, in the

strength ofgrace' i, Myself, my residue of days, I conse-

crate to Thee. 1878 F. R. Havergal Hymn, Take my life,

and let it be Consecrated, Lord, to Thee.

5. transf. To devote or dedicate to some pur-

pose : often associated with 1 , as implying devo-
tion to some cherished principle or pursuit.

1555 Eden Decades 53 They had desperatly consecrated
them seines to death. 1599 Thynne Animadv. Ded. (1875)

3, I will hereafter consecrate to your lykinge soome better

labor of moore momente. 1674 S. Vincent Gallants Acad.
A vj, You will . . not censure me for consecrating so idle a
Pamphlet to you. Ibid. 38 When your Noblest Gallants
consecrate their Hours to their Mistresses. 1805 Foster
Ess. 1. iv. 56 A dusty room consecrated with religious

solemnity to old coins. 1846 Prescott Ferd. <$• Is. I. 1. 105
His whole life was consecrated to letters.

b. To appropriate (tithes) to a particular church.

1844 [see Consecration 6].

6. To render sacred ; to make an object of venera-

tion or cherished regard ; to hallow, sanctify ; to

sanction [ = mod.F. consacrer],

1693 Shadwell Volunteers in. U So glorious a cause as

consecrates each sword that's drawn for it. 1761 Hume
Hist. Eng. I. ix. 199 That country which had been conse-

crated by the footsteps of their Redeemer. 1828 W. Sewell
Oxf. Prize Ess. 45 We have consecrated this prejudice in

our institutions and our hearts. 1858 Lingard Anglo-Sax.
Ch. I. Pref. 7 Writers, whose reputation consecrates their

opinions. 1887 Lowell Dcmocr. 192 Whose memories
seem to consecrate the soul from all ignobler companion-
ship.

f7. To devote or doom {to destruction, etc.). Obs.

[A Latinism.]
1589 Cooper Admon. 163 Saint Paule doth consecrate

these to bee Doctrines of Deuilles. 1645 Milton Colast.

Wks. (1851) 360 Must hee bee left like a thing consecrated
to calamity, and despair without redemption ? 165a Gaule
Magastrom. 240* The sacrilegious theurgist will consecrate
any head to the crows, or perhaps to the jakes.

1 8. To place among the gods ; to deify ; to

apotheosize. Obs. [A Latinism.]
1605 Bacon Adit. Learn. 1. vii. § 1 Inventors and authors

of new arts, .were ever consecrated amongst the gods them-
selves. 1730-6 Bailey (folio) s. v. Consecration, The em-
perors, .are consecrated after this manner.

Consecrated (kfrnsiWted), ppl. a. [f. prec.

+ -ED.]

1. Dedicated to a sacred purpose ; made sacred
;

hallowed, sanctified.

iSp Bk. Com. Prayer, Cottsecr. Bps. Rubric, Then the
Archbishop shall proceed to the communion, with whom
the new consecrated Bishop with others shall also com-
municate. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, If the con-
secrated bread or wine be all spent. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav. 11 760) IV. 117 An altar-piece representing our Saviour,
distributing consecrated wafers to the disciples.

absol. 1659 Bramhall Ch. Eng. Defended 75 Such an
ordination subjected both the consecrators and the conse-

crated to deprivation.

b. spec. Of a church, churchyard, or burial-

ground : Set apart with religious forms by a

bishop, for public worship, or the burial of the

dead, and having such ecclesiastical and legal status

as this gives in England and some of the colonies.

i6ot Shaks. Tivel. N. iv. iii. 25 Vnderneath that con-
secrated roofe. 163a High Commission Cases (Camden)
277 Whereas the Parish Church of Hurly is a consecrated
place. 1876 Blunt & Phillimore qfCh. Law v. i. 303
The law . . forbids a clergyman to officiate publicly in any
building which is not either consecrated or licensed for

Divine Service by the bishop. Ibid. 315 The Status of
Consecrated land and buildings.—The estate in a con-
secrated church and church-yard is one of freehold of which
the fee-simple is in abeyance. Mod. A walk divides the
consecrated from the unconsecrated part of the cemetery.
The body was not buried in consecrated ground.

2. Dedicated, 1 sacred 1
to a tutelary divinity.

1599 Thynne Animadv. (1865* 1 The monthe of Januarye
(consecrated to the dooble faced godd Janus). 1872 Yeats
Grmvth Comm. 51 OHves .. the fruit was consecrated to

Minerva. 1884 Gustafson Found. Death i. (ed. 3) 15 The
serpent was consecrated to Bacchus.

3. fig. Sanctioned by general observance or usage

[F. consacre].

1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. v. 211 These services,

to use the consecrated phrase, get on well enough. 1872
Bagehot Physics <y Pol. (1876) 162 The only sufficient and
effectual agent in so doing was consecrated custom.

Hence Consecratedness.
1846 in Worcester. 1847 in Craig ; and in subseq. Diets.

Conseeratee (k^ns/knM*'). [Correlative to

consecrator: see -EE.] One to whom something

is consecrated.
1883 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knoivl. III. 2170 The consec-

rators hold the property in usufruct; the conseeratee is God.

Consecrating ;k^ns/kn:itui), vbl. sb. [f.

Consecrate v. -i- -ing 1
.] Consecration*.

1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 67 Y" Papistes call consecrat-

ing, to change y substances, or to transubstantiat. 1591
Percivall Sp. Diet., Consagratio, consecrating. 1641 Root
<y Branch Petition xvii, 8 The Christening and Consecrat-
ing of Churches and Chappels, the Consecrating Fonts,

j

Pulpits, Tables, Chalices, Churchwards, and many other
j

tilings, and putting holinesse in them.

Consecrating, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

That consecrates.

1642 Milton Apol. Smect. (1851) 307 Any consecrating
hand of a Prelat. 1742 Young Nt. 'Ph. ix. 1347 Night's
consecrating Shades, Which to a temple turn an universe.

|

1814 Southev Roderick v, In that name hath Urban laid
|

His consecrating hands upon my head.

Consecration (k^ns/krt
7!,
Jon). 1114-6-acion. 1

[ad. L. consecration-em, n. of action f. consecrare

to Consecrate. Cf. F. consecration (13th c.).]

1. The action of consecrating; a setting apart
1

as dedicated to the Deity ; dedication with reli-
]

gious rites to a sacred purpose.
1382 Wyclif Ex. xxix. 22 It is the wether [1388 ram] of

consecracioun. 1460 Capgkave Chron. 84 Innocent. ,or-

deyned eke the consecration of oyle, with whech men be
anoynted at here ende. 1690 Nokris Beatitudes (1694) I.

165 The Divine Presence is the greatest and most solemn
Consecration of any place that can be. 1726 Ayliffe
Parerg. 194 Consecration, according to a Definition of the
Canonists, is a Rite or Ceremony of dedicating and devoting
Things to the Service of God with an Application of certain
proper Solemnities. i860 Pusey Min. Profit. 31 The
unhappy women were consecrated to their vile gods and
goddesses and to prostitution. This dreadful consecration,

yea desecration. 1870 Emerson Soc. Solit. Wks. (Bohn)
III. 55 Does the consecration of Sunday confess the dese-
cration of the entire week ?

attrib. 1535 Coverdale Lev. viii. 31 Eate it and the bred
in y- maunde of the consecracion offeringes.

b. esp. The formal dedication and setting

apart, by a bishop, of a church, churchyard, or

burial-ground.
By Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xii, called dedication*, but in i

recent times dedication has been employed to denote a less
j

formal kind of consecration of a burial-ground, not having
the legal consequences attaching to consecration.
1570-6 Lambarde Peravtb. Kent (1826) 335 The Bishops

assembled for the consecration (as they call it) of the great
church of Sainct Andrewes. a 1626 Bp. L. Andrewes {title),

The form of Consecration of a Church or Chapel (1659).
1727-51 Chambers Cycl., The consecration or dedication of
a church is an episcopal ceremony. 1866 J. M. Dale Clergy-
man's Legal Hatuibk. v. 57 Private chapels . . are main-
tained by the persons to whom they belong. They need no
consecration. 1873 Phillimore Eccl. Law II. i;6i The
consecration of churches may be performed indifferently on
any day. 1876 Blunt & Phillimore Bk. ofCh. Law v. i.

312 The Sentence of Consecration [of a church] is pro-

nounced after the Offertory including the offering repre-

sented by the deeds upon the altar, has been made. 1883
tr. Pellicia's Polity of Chr. Ch. 147 The dedication of a
church was called its consecration. 1891 MS. Enrolments
ofConsecrations, Durham, This Sentence of Consecration
was read by me the undersigned John Booth.

C. with a and pi. (Sometimes more or less

concr. — Consecrated things.)

1538 Bale Thre Lawes 831 Ceremonyall rytes are also

commendable, In holy dayes, garmentes, temples, and con-
secracyons. 1560 Bible Lev. viii. 28 These were consecra-
tions for a sweete sauour which were made by fire vnto the
Lord.

_
Ibid. viii. 31 The bread that is in the basket of con-

secrations [so 16x1]. Ibid. viii. 33 Vntill the dayes of your
consecrations [1611 consecration] bee at an ende.

2. The giving of the sacramental character to

the eucharistic elements of bread and wine.
(Variously taken according to the opinion held of the na-

ture of the Eucharist.)

1395 Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 41 Where consecracioun or

halewinge hath neighid, of the breed is niaad Cristis flesh.

a 1400 Apol. Loll. 8 Als oft as a nobil man seib it hi twex
be consecracioun & Agnus Dei. 1480 Caxton Chron.
Eng. iv. (1520) 37/1 In olde tyme the consecracyon of the

gloryous blood was made in tree vcssells. 1564 Becon
Compar. Lord's Supp. <y Mass Epil., Blasphemies against

Christ, .invocation of dead saints, confection, consecration,

application, and oblation of the body and blood of Christ.

1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 232 The bread and wine even
after consecration leave not their own nature, but remain in

their former substance, shape, and form. 1662 Bk, Com.
Prayer, Communion, Rubric, He shall say the Prayer of

Consecration, as followeth. a 1699 Stillingfl. Serm. II.

ii. (R.\ The people, .are told, that they [priests] can make
their God at any time by pronouncing the five words of

consecration. 1854 Hook Ch. Diet. 247 If it be demanded
to what words the consecration of the elements ought to be
ascribed, I answer, to the prayer of the faithful offered by
the priest, and to the words of institution repeated by him.

1885 Catholic Diet. 216/1 The form for the consecration ofthe

bread in the Roman Missal is
1 Hoc est enim corpus meuni.'

3. Ordination to a sacred office : spec, the action

or religious ceremony of ordaining a bishop.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI, 115 Theodorus be arche-

bisshop com into Kent.. in be secounde 5ere of his con-

secracioun, 1513 More Rich. Ill, Wks. 66/2, The con-

secracion of a bishop. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Order Cou-
secr. Bps. Ruhr., Then shall the Archbishop demand the

kings mandate for the consecration. 1704 Nelson Fest. <y

Fasts (1739) 479 To confirm the Elections and Consecrations

of all Bishops in their Provinces. 1882 J. H. Blunt Ref.
Ch. Eng. II.37 Spiritual jurisdiction was understood to

flow generally from Consecration.

4. Rom. Antiq. Apotheosis, deification ; also

transf.

1490 Caxton Encydos xxvii. (1S90) 98 The obsequyes X:

consecracyon of anchyses, his olde fader. 1658 Sin T.
Browne Hydriot, ii. 9 The magnificent burning, and con-

secration of Severus. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VII. 465/1 Consecration is a name given to the apo-

theosis of the Roman emperors, and coins and medals com-
memorating these events have the inscription Cousecratio.

j b. Loosely applied to canonization. Obs.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11, v. 167 We see how the

Roman Calendar swells with new Consecrations of Saints.

+ 5. Dedication to destruction ; anathematiza-

tion. Obs. Cf. Consecrate v. 7.

1700 Tykkell Hist. Eng. II. 925 He confirmed th<j Con-
secration denounced by his Predecessor against Frederic

the Emperor.

6. transf. and
fig.

Dedication or devotion to

some cherished purpose or pursuit ;
also, appro-

priation to a special purpose.

1781 Cow i'ER Retirement 223 'Tis consecration of his heart,

sold, time. And every thought that wanders is a crime.

1844 Lin(-akd Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1S5S) I. App. i. 368 Conse-
crations of tithes, as they were called, had already taken
place among the Anglo-Saxons ; since the tithes of Thory's
lands, in Ropeslai hundred, had been consecrated to a dis-

tant church, the abbey of Peterborough.

7. transf. and Jig. The action of rendering

sacred ;
hallowing.

1805 Wordsw. On Peele Castle, The light that never was,
on sea or land, The consecration and the Poet's dream,

b. Sanction bylaw, custom, or usage, [mod.!*.]
1861 Maine Anc. Law ii. (1876) 39 Each group of circum-

stances which is adjudicated upon receives, to employ a
Gallicism, a sort of consecration. 1877 F. Hall Eng. Adj.
in -able 7 Apparently, 'common usage' has obtained, with
him, such a decree of consecration, that he looks upon any
symptom of discontent with it as a going beyond just
' liberty '.

Ctvnsecrative, a. rare~ l
. [ad. L. type *con-

secrdtiv-us (prob. in med.L.), f. L. consecrat- ppl.

stem: see -ive. (Godef. has obs. F. consecratif

-ive.)1 Of consecrating character or tendency.
ft 16x7 Bayne Diocesan's Trial (1621) 58 The Bishops im-

position was properly consecrative and sacramentall.

Conseerator (k^nsi'kr^t^j). [a. L. conse-

crator, agent-n. from consecrare to Conseckate :

see -or. (Johnson has consecrate)', with a quot.

from Atterbury, which Todd gives with -or.)]

One who or that which consecrates.

1552 Huloet, Consecratour, sacrator, sacrificus. 1638

CniLLiNGW. Relig. Prot. xx. § 69. 79 Your making the Reall

presence of Christ in the Eucharist depend upon the casual-

ties of the consecrators true Priesthood and Intention. 1747
Carte Hist. Eng. I. 240 Two British bishops, .had assisted

Wini who was the principal Consecrator. 1883 Ch. Times 9
Nov. 807/1 That there cannot be more than one celebrant or

one chief consecrator, is a rudimentary principle of ritual.

Consecratory (kfrnsfkr^tari), a. [f. L. type
*consecratori-us, X. consecrator'. see -oky.] That

has the attribute of consecrating.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 1. vi. (1614)33 Againe, they

[sacrifices] were propitiatone, consecratorie, Eucharisticall,

and so forth. 1699 Burnet 39 Art. xxv. (1700) 293 The
Consecratory Words being delivered as the Reason of the

Command, take, eat, and drink. 1866 Pall Mall G. 18

Dec. 3 The only translation of the consecratory letters.

t Consecta'neous, a. Obs~° [f. L. consec-

tdne-us following closely, consequent (f. consectdri

to follow closely) + -ous.] * Succeeding, following

as by consequence* (Ash 1775).
1656 Blount Gtossogr., Conscctaneous, which follows

others. [Thence 1846 in Worcester ; and in later Diets.]



CONSECTARY.

Consectary v kf?nse
-

ktari), a. and sb. [ad.

L. consectdri-us logically following, consequent

(whence consectdrium sb.), f. consectd-ri to follow

close, freq. of consequi : see Consecute.]

t A. adj. Following logically
;
consequent.

1609 Bkll Theoph, 4- Remig. 82 To which two maine
points.. the third (as a golden corollary) is consectary.

1624 F. White Kepi. Fislier 236 The honour consectarie

and dependant vpon his office. 1650 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 1. x. fed. 2) 32 From the inconsistent and contrary

determinations thereof, consectary impieties, .may arise*

B. sb. A consequence, deduction, conclusion,

corollary. (Very common in 17th c.)

1^88 Fraunce Lawiert Log. 1. ii. 7 b, Consectaries, corol-

laries, or howsoever you tearme them, may easily be de-

duced. 1636 Hardy if/ Ep. John xiv. (i860 86/1 A con-

sectary which ungodly wretches draw from these premises.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. (1723)47 Consectaries
drawn from the Observations. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. 11.

§ 19 If some certain persons minded piety more than politics

..fundamentals than consectaries. 1827 Hutton Course
Math. I. 2 A Corollary, or Consectary, is a consequence
drawn immediately from some proposition or other premises.
i860 Abp. Thomson Laivs Th. 274 A judgment, .sometimes
called a Corollary or Consectary.

+ b. That which follows in the course of events

;

a consequence, an effect. Obs. rare.

1659 H. L'Estrance Alliance Div. Off. 407 This signing

was a constant consectary of unction. 1660 Waterhouse
Arms A> Ann. 112 Peace being the consectary of Gods
blessing on that laudable resolution.

+ Consecta'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f.

L. conscctdri': see prec] (See quot.)
1655-60 .Stanley Hist. Philos. (17011 245/1 Consectation,

(a,Ko\ov8r)<Tis) or ./Equipollens, is the Consideration of those
Affections of a Proposition, in respect whereof, two Pro-
positions signifie together the same thing, and are together

true or false.

t Consecta'tor. Obs~° [agent-n. from L.

consectart \ see prec]
1623 Cockeram, Consectator, imitator. 1656 Blount

Clossogr., Consectator, he that follows, or pursues. 1775 in

Ash 'as not used).

t Co'nsecute, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. consecul* 1

ppl. stem of consequi to follow closely, pursue,

overtake, f. con- together + seqm to follow.] trans.

To follow with success, overtake, attain, gain.

1536 Gray Let. to Cro/well in St. racers II. 389 Few men
. .inanyauctoritie,hath finally consecutedfavorsandthankes,
but rather the contrarie. 1589 in Burnet Hist. Re/. II. 97
I f ye . . had consecuted all your pursuits and desires.

Consecution kfnsfki«Jon\ Also 6 -cusion,

6-7 -quution, -qution. [ad. L. consecution-em,

n. of action from consequi'. sec prec. Also in F.

from 16th c. (Littr£).]

1. Proceeding in argument from one proposition

to another which follows from it ; logical se-

quence ; inference; a train of reasoning.
Reciprocal consecution : the relation of two facts either of

which follows from the other.

153a More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 454/1 As this argument
or consecusion is trew. 1565 CALFHIM. Ansiv. Treat. Cross
(1846) 100 What a consecution is this.. 'The Crucifix is

prefigured in Moses, in the Prophets, and in the time of

Christ : therefore no remedy but a Crucifix must be had in

the church.' 1651 GaULJE Magastrom. 189 Not necessary,

nor of any rational consecution. 1709 Berkeley Th.Vision

§ 108, I do not, by any necessary consecution, .judge of the
number of things tangible from the number of things visible.

+ b. The conclusion of an argument. Obs.

1588 Fral nce Latuiers Log. 1. iii. 19 b, For the confirma-

tion of the said proposition, and not as proofes of the con-

seqution. 1689 Treat. Monarchy 11. 1. 34 Suppose the

Antecedent true, the Consequution is not always true.

t C. The fact of following as an effect, necessary

consequence. Obs.
1615 Crooke Body ofMan 352 If. .the first muscle of the

chest..do draw vp the first ribbe, then by conseqution the
other distances vnder shall also in some sort be dilated. 1649
Bulwer Pathomyot. 11. i. 91 While they draw the Arme by
a certaine kind of Consequution they lead the Scapula, .to-

gether with it.

2. Succession, sequence (of events or phenomena^.
1651 Biggs Ntiu Disp. Pref. 7 Where is there an examina-

tion and a consecution of Experiments? 179a G. Wake-
meld Enquiry 59 Preferring chronological consecution.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xxxix. (1859) 393 The
observation of a certain number of uniform consecutions
among phenomena. Ibut. xli. (1870) II. 425 Psychology
proposes to exhibit the mental phamomena in their natural

consecution. 1837 G. S. Fabkr Justification 127 His next
step, in regular consecution, was to speak of the Righteous-
ness which is through faith. 1863 Mrs. C Clarke Shaks.
Char. iii. 77 In all this subtle consecution of action.

b. Gram. Sequence of words in a sentence, of

tenses in a compound sentence.
1871 Public School Lat. Gram. § 195, Consecution of

Tenses.—The General Rule is: Primary Tenses in the

Principal Sentence are followed by Primary Tenses in the
Clause: Historic by Historic. Ibid. § 196 The Perfect

Subjunctive is used in Primary or Historic Consecution,
whenever the sense requires that Tense and Mood. 1883
A. Palmer Satires ofHorace Pref. 28 The solecistic n/sve
peregre ant (solecistic, if we consider the very rare conse-
cution of ve—aut).

c. Mus. Succession of similar intervals in har-

mony. Cf. Consecutive 5.

1667 C. Simpson Compend. Mus. 125, I .. allow the Con-
secution of two sths, one of them being Imperfect. 1674
Playford Skill Mus. BL 33. 1744 J. Green Psalmody
(ed. 10) 140 Consecution, two, three, or more Chords of the

850

same kind following one another. 1875 Ouseley Harmony
xviiL 197 Such octaves are not. . faulty consecutions.

t d. Month of consecution in Astr. : a 1 lunar
1
or

synodic month, a lunation. Obs.

1561 Eden Arte Nauig. n. xi. 38 The moneth of consecu-

tion., is more then the moneth of peragration by .2. dayes

.4. houres .44. minutes. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
212 The month of Consecution . . is the space betweene one

I conjunction of the Moon with the Sun untoanother. a 1697

j
W. Holder iJj, The moon makes four quarterly seasons

within her little year, or month of consecution,

f 3. Overtaking, attainment. Obs. rare.

1601 Deacon &W. Spirits t\ Divels 192 The diuell can now
no more hinder the saints from the consequution of glorie.

Consecutive (k^nse kiwtiv), a. [a. F. con-

secutift -ive
f
on L. type *eonseculiv-us

t
f. consecut-

ppl. stem : see Consecute and -ive.]

1. Following continuously; following each its

predecessor in uninterrupted succession.

161 1 Cotgr., Consecutif, consecutiue, or consequent ; next

or immediatly succeeding. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxi.

g 56 The actions of a Man consecutive to Volition. 1685

Boyle Saiubr. Air 57 The Summers of differing, and yet

perhaps immediately consecutive, years. 1779-81 Johnson
L.P.,Blackmore Wks.1816 X.197 In the structure and order

of the poem . . the greater parts are properly consecutive 1857

Buckle Civiliz. I. vi. 296 It rained blood for three con-

secutive days. 1882 Vines Sachs' Hot. 549 Occasioned ..

by the superposition of consecutive whorls.

2. Consisting of elements following in order
;

characterized by consecution or logical sequence.

1755 Johnson Diet. Pref. f 50 When the radical idea

branches out into parallel ramifications, how can a consecu-

tive series be formed of senses in their own nature col-

lateral? 1838 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xxvi. d866) II. 38

The ground of a consecutive reasoning. 1875 Jowett Plato

(ed. 2) I. 424 Cebes is the . . more consecutive thinker.

+ 3. Following as a consequence or effect ; con-

sequent to). Obs.

1647 Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph. xx. 261 Accused of acci-

dentall and consequutive Blasphemy and Idolatry. t 1705

Berkeley Commonpl. Bk. Wks. IV. 477 The freedom of

doing as they please, wch freedom is consecutive to the will.

b. Path. Occurring after or during the decline

of a disease, without forming part of it ; as con-

secutive symptoms or phenomena.
1869 Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 31 490 It is probable that

a certain number are consecutive to dysentery.

4. Gram. Expressing consequence or result.

1871 Public Sch. Lat. Cram. % 74 Subordinate Conjunc-

tions are ;—(1) Consecutive ; (2) Final; (3) Causal, etc. Ibid.

§ 168 Consecutive Clauses are so called because they ex-

press consequence or result : ita miser est utfleat, he is so

wretched that he weeps. Ibid. % 170 The Consecutive use

of the Relative and its Particles with a Subjunctive Verb.

1874 Koby Lat. Gram. ? 1678.

5. Mus. Applied to the immediate succession of

intervals of the same kind {esp. fifths or octaves)

occurring between two voices or parts in harmony.

Also as sb. in //.^Consecutive fifths or octaves.)

1819 Kees CycL, Consecutive Chords, The same applies to

all consecutive intervals whatever. 187S Olseley Harmony
i. 12 By the laws of strict counterpoint, every consecutive

fifth or octave.. is altogether forbidden. 1880 Parry in

Grove Diet. Mus. I. 391 The forbidden consecutive* are

most objectionable in vocal music, or music for solo instru-

ments in combination.

6. Math. Consecutive points : see quot.

1884 Williamson Diff. Calculus (ed. 5> 257 note, Two
points which are infinitely close to each other on the same
branch of a curve are said to be consecutive points on the

curve. •

7. Magnetism. Consecutive points or poles : suc-

cessive points in the length of a magnetized bar, at

which the direction of the magnetization is re-

versed, the effect being as if the whole consisted of

a number of magnetized bars connected by their

similar poles at these points. Also called conse-

quent points.

183* Sat. Philos. II. Magnetisiu i. § 43. 11 (Usef. Knowl.
Soc.) The points where the polarities thus change from the

one kind to the other have been called consecutive points.

1870 R. M. Ferguson Electricity 9 This method [Double
Touch], .communicates a powerful, but sometimes irregular

magnetism, giving rise.. to consecutive poles (Ger. Eotge-

puncte)—that is, to more poles than two in a magnet. 1890

S. R. Bottone Dynamo (ed. 6) 90 Coiling the wire so as to

secure * consecutive ' poles at the pole pieces.

Consecutively (Vnsc'ki/7tivli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY

f 1. In the way of something that follows as a

consequence ; by consequence. Obs.

1644 Br. Maxwell Prerog. Chr. Kings i. 16 This is done
by the Pope, .not effectively but consecutively. Ibid. xvi.

158 The good and benefit of the servant is but secondary
and consecutively intended. 17*7-51 Chambers Cyct., Con-
secutiirly, in the school-philosophy, is sometimes used in

opposition to antecedently, and sometimes to effectively, or

causally. Thus, .the corruption of one thing is the genera-

tion of another, not effectively t
but consecutively.

t 2. As a result, in consequence. Obs.
a 1691 Boyle Wks. (1772) IV. 751 (R.) Having . . exposed

some scrum of human blood to cold air, consecutively, the
serum was not found to congeal.

3. In continuous succession, continuously.

1847 Craig, Consecutively, in succession ; following regu-

larly. 1853 Dickens Lett. (1880* I. 320 We had thirty-one

hours consecutively on the road. 1878 Bosw. Smith Car*
thage 12 That part of her history, which alone we can trace

consecutively.

CONSENSUS.

Consecutiveness. [f. as prec. + -m]
The state or quality of being consecutive.

1833 Coleridge Table-t. 15 June, I recognize a cogent con-
secutiveness in the argument. 1886 Mohley W. R. Greg
Crit. Misc. III. 250 A certain smooth and sure-paced consecu-
tiveness made his written style . . most telling and effective.

Conseder, obs. f. Consldeb.
Conseil, obs. f. Counsel.
Conseit, -seiue, obs. ff. Conceit, Conceive.
Conselebrate, obs. f. Con-celebrate.

+ Conse'mblable, a. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F.

consemblabk ^Cotgr." entirely similar, fellow, com-
panion, repr. L. type *consimilabil-is, i. late L.

consimilare to liken, compare.] = Consimile.
1541 R. Copland Guydori* Quest. Chirur*., Howe many

maners of membres are foundc?. .Two, That is to wyt,
symple membres called consemblables, and membres com-
post.

+ Conse minate, v. Obs.~<> [f. L. con- to-

gether + seminare to sow seed.] To sow together.

1656 in Bloi'nt Ghssogr. Hence in Bailey (folio), John-
son, and mod. Diets.

Consenescence (kpnsi"ne sens). [f. L. con-

sencsc-lre to grow old together : see -ence.] The
growing old together ; general decay.
169a Ray Dissol. World 40 The old Argument for the

World's Dissolution, and that is, its daily Consenescence
and Decay. i86«.Vu/. Rev. XIV. 419 We. are not conscious

of this symptom of the consenescence of all things. 188a

Syd. Soc. Lex., Consenescence, the gradual approach of old

age, the different organs failing in the same proportion.

t Consene scency. Obs. [see -ency.] = prec.

169a Ray Dissol. World 111. viii. (1732) 394 There b no
Consenescency or Declension in Nature.

t Conse'nse, J*- 1 Obs. Also 3 kunsence,
-scence, 4 consence, conoense. [a. OF. cun-

sence, consence, -sense, consent, willing complicity

:—Rom. type *consentia, i. L. consenttre to Con-
sent. [L. had consensus, masc. «- stem, whence

It. consenso, F. consens.)'] Consent.
a i«5 Ancr. R. 228 pet we ne beon nout atlunge ibrouht

berin, mid kunscence of heorte and mid skiles aettunge.

Ibid. 288 (>reo degrez beo3 berinne [carnal desire], .pe uorme
is cogitaciun : be ooer is affectiun : be bridde is kunsence.

( 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 59 Ful concense to synne.

Ibui. III. 141 Consence to a synne foules mon.

t Con-sense, sb." Obs. nonce-ivd. [f. Con- +
Sense.] Joint-sense (equivalent to consciousness).

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 159 No Express avvaiaOijtrit,

Con-sense or Consciousness of what tt doth.

Consension kjfnse njan . rare. Also 6 -tion.

[ad. 1.. consensidn-em, n. of action from consentire

(consens-) to Consent : see -ion. So OF. con-

sension, -cion obs.] Agreement in thought, feel-

ing, or opinion.

1563-87 Foxe A. + M. (1506) 16/2 fiy the consention of

the most part, .the bishops of Rome had not this regal state

. . which they do now usurpc. 1656 Jeanes Fuln. Christ

155 There is no longer any opposition betwixt them, but

a consension in regard of predication. 1692 Bentley Hoyle

Led. ii. 53 With . . a vital consension of the whole Body.

1878 A*. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 161 Have come to an agree-

ment or consension.

Consensual (kfinsensiual, -J«al), a. [f. L
consensus (see next) +-AL. In mod.F. conscusuc/.]

1. Relating to or involving consent. Consensual

contract [yn Kom. Law) : a contract which requires

only consent of the parties to render it obligatory:

so consensual obligation.

1754 Erskine Print. Sc. Law (1809) 308 Contracts con-

sensual, i. e. which might, by the Roman law, be perfected

by sole consent. 1818 Colebrooke Oblig. * Contracts I.

14. 1880 Mi irhead tr. Gains 111. i 89 note. The verbal and

literal contracts arc often spoken of by the civilians as formal

contracts, in contradistinction to the real and consensual

ones, which they call material. Ibid. 478 Consensual ob-

ligations were so called because a common understanding

was sufficient to create them without any formality. 1881

Hatch Hamft. Led. vi.
14J

The consensual jurisdiction to

which the members of Christian societies submitted them-

selves.

2. Phys. Happening as if by consent, caused by

sympathetic action : said of movements which take

place through the action of the nervous system in-

dependently of the will, and spec, of movements

caused by reflex action of the sensory nerve-centres

on being stimulated through the organs of sense.

1800 Med. jfrnl. IV. 275 An increased action or local irri-

tation, either idiopathic or consensual. 1839 Balv tr. Mai-

ler's Physiol. II. 930 (It] has a tendency to consensual

action with its fellow nerve of the opposite side. 1864 11.

Spencer lllustr. Univ. Progr. 319 Doubtless we may pass

gradually from the purely reflex, through the consensual, to

the voluntary. 1874 Carpenter Ment. Phys. 1. ii. (1879) 57

The Scnsori-motor or consensual actions in Man.

Hence Conse'nsually adv., in a consensual

manner, by consent.

i88< Eng. Mech. 19 June 345 That the Budget .
.
may be

criticised, attacked, and even consensually or compulsorily

amended. 1886 Sat. Rev. 9 Jan. 36 There are no means .

.

whereby the powers of an Irish Parliament could be con-

sensually so limited.

Consensus (tynse-nsrV. [a. L. consensus

agreement, accord^ sympathy, common feeling,

f. consens- ppl. stem of consentire : see Consent.

Used in the physiological sense by Bausner, Dt-



CONSENT. 851 CONSENTABLE.
consensu partium Ziumani corporis, 1556, whence
sense I in mod.F. and English.]

1. Phys. General agreement or concord of different

parts or organs of the body in effecting a given
purpose; sympathy. Hence trans/, of the mem-
bers or parts of any system of things.

1854 Brimley Ess., Comte 320 In the universe, .he resolves
to see only a vast consensus of forces. 1861 Goldw. Smith
Lcct, Mod. Hist. 24 There is a general connexion between
the different parts of a nation's civilization ; call it, if you
will, a consensus, provided that the notion of a set of
physical organs does not slip in with that term. 1870 H.
Spenxer Princ. Psychol. I. II. ix. 278 A mutually-dependent
set of organs having a consensus of functions.

2. Agreement in opinion ; the collective unanim-
ous opinion of a number of persons.
1861 Sat. Rev. 2i Dec. 637 Bishop Colenso is decidedly

against what seems to be the consensus of the Protestant
missionaries. 1880 Athenaeum 10 Apr. 474/3 A consensus
had actually been arrived at on the main features involved.
trans/. 1884 H. A. Holden Plutarch's Themist. 190 The

coTisensus of [the MSS.J ABC leaves no room for doubt
about a reading.

b. Also Consensus of opinion, authority, testi-

mony, etc.

1858 Sat. Rez>. V. 287/1 Supported by a great consensus
of very weighty evidence. 1874 H. R. Reynolds yohn Bapt.
v. i. 289 Sustained by a great consensus of opinion.

Consent (k^oaent), v. Also 3 kunsenten,
3-5 concent(e, 4-6 consente. [a. OF. cun-,

consentir (3rd sing. pres. cunsent, consent) = Pr.,

Sp. consentir, It. consentire :—L. consentlre to feel

together, agree, accord, harmonize, f. con- together

+ seul7re to feel, think, judge, etc. The sense,
( consent to a thing being done 1 was a subsequent
development, but occurs in 12th c. in Fr., and is

app. the earliest recorded in Eng. : see 6. As to

the spelling concent, see Consent sb.]

I. To agree together.

1. intr. To agree together, or with another, in

opinion or statement ; to be of the same mind.
Obs. or arch. (The statement agreed upon may be
introduced by that.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 9713 (Gtitt.) Til an bihouys vs all con-
sent, And sipen schape be iugement. 1535 Jove Apol. Tin-
dale \\ Henrichus Bullyngerus. .consenteth with me in the
signification of this worde. 1555 Eden Decades 84 If wee
shal consent that vapours are lyfted vp. 1600 Shaks. A. Y.
L. v. i. 48 All your Writers do consent, that ipse is hee.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. \\. iv. (1686) 61 With Plu-
tarch consent many Authors. 171a Steele Spect. No. 490
f 1 AH the wiser Part of Mankind.. has consented in an
Error. 1865 Bushnell Vicar. Sacr. v. (1868) 121 It may be
seen how freely they consent in the testimony.

fh. To agree to a doctrine or statement, also

to the author of it ; to assent. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Rom. vii. 16, I consente to the lawe, for \v.r.

that] it is good, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 47, I Beringary concent
to be holi kirk of Rome. 1541 Elyot Image Gov. (1549)
145 Whereunto my frendes also consenten. 1562 Turner
Herbal 11. 160 b, For these and other reasons I consente not
unto Matthiolus. 1691 Ray Creation Ded. (1704) 3, I was
sometimes compelled to consent to Cornelius Celsus. 1788
Lond. Mag. 32 This is what all must consent to who have
been obliged to ride on horseback, .after a hearty dinner.

f2. To agree in sentiment, be in accord, be at

one. So pa. pple. consented, agreed. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Ecclus. xxv. 1 The looue of ne^hebores, and

man and womman wel to themself consentende. 1611 Bible
Ps. !. 18 When thou sawest a thiefe, then thou consentedst
with him. 1633 Ford Broken Hrt. 11. ii. 56 'Thad been
pity To sunder hearts so equally consented. 1651 Hobbes
Lcviath. 1. vi, Much less can all men consent in the desire
of almost any one and the same object.

1 3. To come to agreement upon a matter or as

to a course of action. Also pass. To be agreed.

1375 Barbour Bruce x. 820 b^an schir philip, be douchty
man, Tretit, quhill bai consentit weir, {>at, etc. 1546 Lang-
ley Pol. Verg. Dc Invent. 11. x. 53 a, The Barceans con-
sented on their leages thus. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. L L
§ 2. 2 They began by degrees, .to consent in certain Articu-
late Sounds, whereby to communicate their thoughts.

f 4. Of things : To agree, be in harmony. Obs.
1540 Morysine Fives' Introd. Wysd. K iv, Truthe ever

consenteth to truth, falsehode neyther with truthe, nor yet
with falsehode. 1597 Bacon Coulers Good § Evill vii.

(Arb.) 147 Thinges like and consenting in qualitie. 1670
Baxter Cure Ch. Diz: 349 Nor is there any man whose
thoughts and affections do perfectly consent with themselves
in matter and order, any two hours in all his life, a 1679
Ld. Orrery Hen. V, 1, If Truth consents to what you now
relate. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot.fed.^) 292 Fifty species
all consent in a quinquefid calyx.

f 5. To act or be affected in sympathy. Obs.
1732 Berkeley Alciphr. tn. § 3 By means of the sensitive

soul, our several distinct parts and members do consent to-
wards the animal functions. 1744 Akenside Picas, ofIma%.
1. 110 Old Memnon's image .. to the quivering touch Of
Titan's ray, with each repulsive string Consenting, sounded
. .Unbidden strains. 1756 Burke.S"« a/. # B. iv. xi, It always
made me start a little; the ear-drum suffered a convulsion,
and the whole body consented with it.

II. To agree to a proposal, request, etc.

6. Voluntarily to accede to or acquiesce in what
another proposes or desires ; to agree, comply,
yield. Const, to, to do a thing, or that with clause ;

also with indirect passive to be consented to.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 272 So sone so me biginne5 kunsenten to
sunne, c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I, 25/59 Ake ich ne concenti

nou$t ber-to. 1340 Ayenb. 10 pou ne sselt na^t consent! to

do zenne mid bine bodye. 1382 Wyclif Luke xxiii. 51 He
consentide not to the counceil and dedis of hem. c 1450
Merlin xiii. 195 The satsnes ne concerned not to lete hym
passe, a 1533 Ld. Berners //uon Ixxxiii. 254 He wold haue
consentyd to the deth of Huon. 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Reb, 111. (1843) 77/2 This was no sooner proposed, .than con-
sented to. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 355 It is consented to
admit him again. 1655 Fuller Hist. Univ. Cambr. 122
His Holiness would never consent such Honour should lie

done to. .a Schismatick. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Neiu Invent.
p. Ixxi, The Conservators of the River consented, that.. it

should be gain'd in, 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 553
Argyle, after long resistance, consented . . to divide his
little army. 1875 Jeyons Money (1878) 238 When I induce
my creditor to consent to my paying a month hence.

b. without const
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 236 Hir frendes alle con-

sent, c 1449 Pecock Rcpr. in. xvm. 398 V bihete or proteste
or consente. 1527 R. Thornk in Hakluyt I'oy. (1589) 257
The little space would not consent. 1635 Quarles Embl. 1.

i. (1718) 7 It is the devil's part to suggest: ours, not to
consent. 1819 Byron Juan 1. cxvii, A little still she strove,
and much repented, And whispering ' I will ne'er consent

'

— consented.

+ C. rejl. in same sense. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 249 J>o he him consentede to be uondinge.
£1500 Melusine (1889) 182, I me consent to your requeste.

f cL Const, to a person, i. e. to his request. Obs.

1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. x. 16 Whan all Israel sawe that
the kynge wolde not consente vnto them. 1611 Bible Gen.
xxxiv. 15 In this will we consent vnto you.

f 7. To be consented', to be agreed ; to be an ac-

cessary or consenting party (to something). Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Doctor's 'P. 276 That were consented to

this cursednesse. 1440 J. Shirley Dethe K. Jamcs{\%\Z)
14 And he knewe well . . and was consentid therto. c 1485
Digby Myst. (1882) iii. 1713 }e ar consentyd to bat dede.

•f 8. trans. To allow, agree to, consent to. Obs.
C1386 Chaucer Clerk's 'P. 481 Grisild moot al suffer and

al consent. 1481 Caxton Myrr. ui.vui. 145 This consenteth
and permyseth he that is almyghty. 1534 More On the
Passion Wks. 1285/2 That can I ful hardly consent. 1588
R. Parke tr. Mettdoza's Hist. China, In the end. .they con-
sented a conclusion amongest themselues.

f b. with inf. compl.
121674 Milton, Interpreters, .will not consent it to be a

true story.

f 9. To consent to give ; to concede. Obs. rare.

1393 Langl. />. PL C. in. 90 The countee of couetise he
consenteb to bobe.

Consent (kf>nsc
-

nt), sb. Also 4-6 concent(e,
5-6 consente. [ME. consente, a. OF. consente,

f. consentir to Consent : cf. Assent sb.

Owing to the frequent ME. confusion of s and c (whence
our mice, Pence, defence, etc.), it was often spelt concent
down to 16th c, and was thus liable to confusion with
musical Concent, when the latter word was introduced.
From the approximation of sense, it is in some passages
difficult to say which of the two was meant.]

1. Voluntary agreement to or acquiescence in

what another proposes or desires
;

compliance,
concurrence, permission.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4955 (Cott.) Yee said him ban gain mi

consent. Ibid. 29136 (Cott.) par es steps thrin bat man
mai fall wit-all in sin, egging, Hging, and consent. 1:1380
Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 349 Oo maner of consent is, whanne
a man is stille & tellib not. c 1440 York Myst. xliii. 215, I

saie for me with full concente, pi likyng all will I fulfille.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 9 a, Provinge his assent and
consente of such endowemente. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i.

25 This man hath my consent to marrie her. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. \\. xxi. 112 The Consent of a Subject to Soveraign
Power. 174a Pope Dune. iv. 395 The Goddess smiling
seem'd to give consent. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 709 His
long wooing her, Her slow consent, and marriage. 1874
Green Short Hist. vii. § 6, 409 The unanimous demand of
her people wrested at last a sullen consent from the Queen.
1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. xiv, 143 The deliberate assent
and consent of a parliament.
plural. 1547 Homilies 1. Adultery 1. (1859) Jl 9 Our hearts

pure and free from all evil thoughts, carnal desires, and
fleshly consents. 1601 Shaks. A ITs Well v. iii. 69 The main
consents are had. 1719 W. Wood Surv. Trade 259 They
are not deprived without their own Consents, a 1766 Mrs.
F. Sheridan S. Bidulph (1767) V. 57 Parents .. withhold
their consents to marriages.

f b. To be of consent : to be accessary. Obs.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 74 The Pope cursed the deede

doers with such as were of their consent, eyther that ayded
or harboured them. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. ii. 3 Some
villaines of my Court Are of consent and sufferance in this.

c. prov. Silencegives consent. [Cf.quot. 1380m 1.]

[1611 Cotgr. s.v. Consentir, Assez consent qui ne dit mot.

.

(Many, who know not much more Latine, can say, Qui
tacet consentire videtur.)] 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvi.

138 Silence is sometimes an argument of Consent. 1672 Ray
Proverbs, Silence gives consent. 1883 Froude Short Stud.
IV. 1. vii. 77 The archbishop [Becket] answered that there
was a proverb in England that silence gave consent [c 1200 in

Materials Hist. Becket (Rolls) I. 68 Respondit Archiepisco-
pus quod nostra; gentis proverbium est quod taciturnus
speciem praetendit confitentis]. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb Flozi
II. 2 Well then, I take silence for consent.

d. Age of consent ; the age fixed by law at which
a person's consent to certain acts (e. g. marriage,

sexual intercourse) is valid in law.
[Cf. 1628 Coke On Litt. 79.] 1809 Tomlins Law Diet.

s. v. Marriage, If a boy under 14 or girl under 12 years of
age marries, this Marriage is only incohate and imperfect

;

and when either of them comes to that age, which is for

this purpose termed their age of consent, they may disagree
and declare the Marriage void. 1885 Times (Weekly ed.)

17 July 12/3 {Criminal Laiu Amendment Bill), Further
provision for the protection of women and children is

urgently needed . . The present age of consent, which is

thirteen, is altogether too low. 1891 — 29 May 8/4 Effects
of the Age of Consent Bill . . The Raikwals, a most learned
community of Brahmins, .have, .decided not to marry their
daughters below the age of 12.

2. Agreement by a number of persons as to a
course of action ; concert. Obsolescent exc. as in b.
1382 Wyclif i Cor. vii. 5 Nyle 3c defraude to gidere no

but perauenture of consent to a tyme. {1526-34 Tindale
ibid., Withdrawe not youre selves one from another, excepte
it be with consent for a tyme.] 1494 in Eng. Gilds 187
Confermed, by the assente and consente and agrement
off all the Bredern off the same giklc. 1529 More Dyabge
1. Wks. 117/1 Only made by consent and agrement of men.
1588 Shaks. /.. L. L. v. ii. 460, I see the tricke on't : Heere
was a consent, Knowing aforehand of our merriment, To
dash it like a Christmas Comedie. 1650 Hobbes Human
Nature xii. (R.), When the wills of many concur to one and
the same action and effect ; this concourse of their wills is

called consent. 1780 Cowper Nightingale $ Glow-worm,
But sing and shine by sweet consent,

b. phr. With one consent, by conunon consent.
1580 Baret Ah>. C. 1069 All they, with one accord, or

consent [omues vno ore], gaue him counsell to tumble hir
downe headlong. 1606 Shaks. Tr. Cr. in. iii. 176 All
with one consent praise new borne gaudes. 1611 Bible
Luke xiv. 18 And they all with one consent began to make
excuse. 1641 Baker Chron. 111 It is by common Consent
of all agreed [in Parliament] that the King should not go
in person. 1781 Cowper Retirement 524 And all.. agree
With one consent to rush into the sea. 1874 Sidgwick
Meth. Ethics 1. viii. § 3. 87 Their reception by common
consent is still an argument for their validity.

3. Agreement or unity of opinion, consensus,

unanimity. Obs. or arch.

1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 148/1, I think that god with
his holy spirite ledeth his church into the consent of his

trouth. 1597 Hooker EccL Pol. v. Iviii. § 3 To hide the
general consent of Antiquity agreeing in the literal inter-

pretation. 1628 T. Spencer Logick 150, I haue shewed
the consent of both Authors in the place aleadged. 1785
Pai.ey Mor. Philos. <i8i8) I. 13 We are far from a perfect
consent in our opinions or feelings. 1879 M. Arnold
Equality Mixed Ess. 49 As to the duty of pursuing equality,
there is no such consent among us.

pl. 1581 J. Bell //addon's Ausw. Osor. 387 The con-
sentes of voyces, must be weyed and measured, not num-
bred. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles t. 1. xi. 60, L.adde the
Symbols, or consents of other Learned men.

4. Agreement in feeling, sympathy
;

also, more
generally, harmony, accord, agreement, arch.
1382 Wyclif 2 Cor. vi. 16 But what consent to the temple

of God with ydols? 1579 Lyly Euphucs (Arb.) 191 It is

not y
e descent of birth but y6 consent of conditions that

maketh Gentlemen. 1607-12 Bacon Ess.Deformity {.\rh.)-2$o

Certainely there is a consent betweene the body, and the
minde. 1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692J nr. I. 306 Affinity
and Consent with the Rules of Nature. 1733 Pope Ess, Alan
in. 296 Such is the World's great harmony, that springs
From Order, Union, full Consent of things. 1794 Paley
Evid. in. v. (1817) 330 The consent . . between Saint Paul's
speeches and letters is in this respect sufficiently exact.

1870 M. Conway Earthw. /'ilgr. xxvii. 324 Showing the
consent of solar systems to the motion of a finger.

+ b. Agreement in faith and doctrine, ecclesi-

astical communion. Obs.

1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 1. ii. (1656) 66 Let them send
letters of consent ;that is, of communion) to the Patriarch.

1659 J. Arrowsmith Chain Princ. 91 Consent in Religion is

wont to tie the fastest knots of mutual accord. 1709 Strypk
Ann. Ref. I. xxv. 286 Wherein is taught our consent with
the German, .and other reformed churches.

f 5. Phys. and Pathol. A relation of sympathy
between one organ or part of the body and another,

whereby when the one is affected the other is af-

fected correspondingly. Obs. Cf. Consensus i.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 253 Aboue all other Consents
is that simpathy betweene the womb and the brests which
exceedetheuen admiration it self. 1655 Culpepper Riverius
vi. vii. 140 He supposeth that the Larynx did not suffer

principally, but by consent. 1727-51 Chamhers Cycl.,

Consent ofparts, in the animal ceconomy, a certain agree-
ment, or sympathy, by means whereof, when one part is

immediately affected, another, at adistance, becomes affected

in like manner. 1797 M. Baillik Morb. Anat. (1807) 114
Being explained upon the principle of a consent or sym-
pathy existing between the absorbents of [different parts].

f 0. Feeling, opinion, or its expression. Obs.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI% 1. ii. 44 By my consent, wee'te
euen let them alone. 1599 G. a Greene Greene's Wks. (1861)

254 Let me hear, townsmen, what is your consents.

f 7. A party united by common agreement, fel-

lowship, or adherence to an opinion. Obs. rare.

X57S R. B. Appius $ V. in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 147 So
shall you see the end of him and all his whole concent.

1580 Baret Alv. C. 1070 A diuers consent in sundrie wilful

opinions, a sect, a schole or maner of teaching. 1603 Florio
Montaigne I. lvi, (1632) 175 Even those which are not of our

consent, doe flatly inhibite. .the use of the sacred name.

8. attrib.

1848 Wharton Law Lex., Consent-rule, an instrument in

writing, which a defendant in an action of ejectment enters

into at the time he enters an appearance. .The consent-rule

is signed by the defendant's attorney. 1888 Pall Mall G.

16 July 6/2 Counsel had an absolute right to consent to a
compromise . . but if a party sought to be relieved from a
consent order, the application should be made promptly.

Consexitable (k^nse-ntab'l), a. [a. OF. con-

sentable in agreement, f. consentir to Consent :

see -able.] In the law of Pennsylvania : Agreed
upon by the consent of parties concerned, as a

conseniable line of boundary.
1853 T. I. Wharton Pennsylv. Digest 272 Consentable

lines must be made by assent of both parties.



CONSENTANEITY. 852 CONSEQUENCE.

Consentaneity (kfmsentanHti). [f. L. con-

scntane-us : see next and -ity.] The quality of

being consentaneous.

1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. 521 The intuitive con.

sentaneity of superior minds. 187* Dowden Stud. Lit. 127

There is an entire consentaneity of thought and feeling.

Consentaneous (kfracntA'Bw), a. [f. L.

consentdne-us agreeing, accordant (f. consent-in to

agree, accord) + -ous.J

L Agreeing, accordant; agreeable, suited.

1651 French Vorksh. Spavi. 61 [A) Principle, of a con-

sentaneous, suitahle, and saline nature. 1681 Chetham
Angler's rmdf mr ri S 31 No element that is pure and
without mixture, is consentaneous for nourishing,

b. Const, to (unto), with.

1625 Heylin Microcosmos 466 Which report is not con-

sentaneous to truth. 1669 Boyle Cont. Nciv Exp. u. (1682*

135 'Tis consentaneous to reason to judge, that, etc 1714

Ijerham Astro-Theol.m. viL (1760) 187 Consentaneous to

what I have taken notice of in Jupiter. x8oa Edin. Rett. I.

36 Consentaneous with the opinion of Sir William Jones.

1859 Mill Liberty iii. 105 Inducements . . consentaneous to

his own feelings. 1873 H. Rogers prig. Bible iv. ted. 3)

173 Statements ofscripture with which it is so consentaneous.

2. Done by common consent, unanimous, con-

current, simultaneous.

1774 Fletcher Fictitious Creed x. Wks. 1705 III. 348

Let Reason and Revelation hold out to thee their consen-

taneous light. 1808-17 Foster in Life < Corr. (1846' I.

Ixxiii. 407 A linked and consentaneous action. 1845

M'Culloch Taxation 11. x. 1 18521 352 Increase in the con-

sumption of coffee . . with a very material consentaneous

increase in the consumption of tea. 1874 Carpenter Merit.

Phys. 1. ii. i 67 (1879) 69 The two pairs will not exhibit any
consentaneous motions.

Consenta neonsly, adv. [f. prec. + vt 2.]

1. Agreeably, accordantly to
;
harmoniously with

;

consistently, fittingly.

1660 tr. Amyraldus' 'Treat. Relig. in. v. 389 It was very

consentaneously done. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 63

That we may first speak agreeably to his own mind .
. and

then consentaneously with our Selves. 1681 H. More Exp.
Dan. vi. 208 Consentaneously to what follows. 1685 —
Paralip. Prophet. 90 Consentaneously to this he cites, etc.

2. With mutual consent and accord ; with one

consent ; concurrently, simultaneously.

'575 Churchyard Chippes (1817) 88 A treaty, which stipu-

lated, that both the French, and English, should consen-

taneously retire from Scotland. 1871 M. Collins Mrg. <r

Merck, II. ii. 43 The young ladies, .were unanimously and
consentaneously shocked by seeing him talk familiarly to a

..governess. 1874 Carpenter Ment. Phys. 1. ii. i 4 (18791

iiS The different Ganglionic centres.. so much more fre-

quently act consentaneously than separately,

b. Concurrently, simultaneously with.

1836 Eraser's Mag. XIV. 707 The best words are those

which rise consentaneously with the idea. 1875 H. C. Wood
Thcrap. (1879) 382 Iron and other tonics .. may be given

consentaneously with the arsenic.

Consenta'neonsness. [f- as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being consentaneous
;
agreement,

accord ; concurrence.
1660 tr. Amyraldns' Treat. Relig. II. U. 288 The consen-

taneousness between the principles and their sequels. 1748

Richardson Clarissa (1801) I. 301 Could this consentan-

eousness of corporal and animal faculties be pointed by
discretion. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. 1 1876) 354 Why
should we believe that God . . should delight in consen-

taneousness as to the mode of worship ? 188a Daily Tel.

16 Feb., Want of consentaneousness in music for two
pianofortes is necessarily fatal.

Consentant <

,

k(Jnse-ntant) , a. [a. F. conscntant,

pr. pple. of conscntir to Consent.] Consenting.

1-1386 Chaucer Doctor's T. 276 (Ellesm. & Heng.)The
remenant were anhanged moore and lesse '1"hat were con-

sentant of this [Hart.
<J- 4 MSS. consented to thi« (v.r.

his)] cursednesse. 1866 J. II. Rose tr. Ovid's Fasti I. 91 The
unyoked steers. .Proffer their necks consentant to be slain.

+ Consentany, a. Obs. = Consentaneous.
1648 N. Estwick Treat. Holy Ghost 29 As many con-

sentanie Arguments as there bee of the first kinde. 1651 H.
More in Enthus. Triumph. (1656) 221 May not heat, and
siccity, and Aqua vitx be consentany arguments ?

t Consentation. Obs. [meg. f. Consent
after assent, assentation.']

a 15*9 Skelton Col. CI. 1039 Without your consentatyon.

T Conse-ntative, a. Obs. [f. Consent +
-ative : cf. prec]
iS83Sti bbes/1«u/. Aha. 11. 107 To haue a consultatiue,

exhortatiue, or consentatiue voice onely.

Consenter (kfJnse-ntai). [ME. consentour, a.

AF. consentour— OF. consenteo(u,r :—late L. type

*conscntitor-em, f. consentire to Consent : see -er.]

One who consents, or is a party to anything.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7620 Nobeles be con-

sentour Shal be holde for a lechour. CI380 Antecrist in

Todd 3 Treat. IVyclif 15} pei ben consentours to antecrist,

(4 God is a?ens hem. 1562 3 Act 5 Eliz. c. 11 I 2 The
Offendours thcrin, their Councellours, Consentours and
Aydours. 1594 J. King Jonah (1618) 165 Committers of

sinne and consenters vnto it. 1666 Bunyan Grace Ab.T 150,

I would rather have been torn in pieces, than found a con-

senter thereto. 1796 Bentham Whs. IX. 115 One unwill.

ing consenter.

Conse'ntful, a. Consenting fully. Hence

Conse ntfnlly adv., with full or ready consent.

1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xi. | 6. 132 To set them-

selves consentfully and deliberately to the task.

Consentian, a. [f. L. consent-es in phrase

dii consentes, of doubtful etymology.] Of or be-

longing to the dii consentes, or twelve superior

deities of the Etrusco-Koman religion.

1831 Keightley Mytltal. Anc. Greece «t It. (ed. 3) 451

There stood in the Forum, twelve gilded statues of Con-

sentian deities, which were probably those enumerated in

the following lines of Ennius.

.

uno, Vesta, Minerva, Ceres, Diana, Venus, Mars,

lercurius, Jovis, Neptunus, Volcanus, Apollo,

t Conse'ntible, a. Obs. [f. L. consentire : see

-ble.] ? That may be consented to ; or ? of agree-

ment of mind.
1633 W. Strutiier True Happiness 7 Not that our union

withhim is equall to his union with the Father : the one is

consubstantiall ; but ours is consenlible.

Consentience (kflnsenj'ens). [f. next: see

-ence.]

1. The quality or condition of being consentient

;

agreement of opinion.

1879 H. S. Wilson in 19M Cent. No. 32. 679 There is a

full consentience of contemporary historical witnesses.
_

2. A term applied to denote the sensuous equiva-

lent, in unconscious, involuntary, or reflex action,

I
of consciousness in conscious action ; the consensus

or synthesis of impressions which takes place in

1 the sentient organism apart from consciousness,

and by which responsive acts are induced.

1877 Lewes Phys. Basis of Mind 357 Thus the grada-

tions of sensitive reaction are Sentience, Consentience, and

Consciousness, .we may say that a man sometimesacts un-

consciously, or thinks unconsciously, although his action

and thought are ruled by Consentience. Ibid. 361 Has a

bee consciousness?. .The bee feels and reacts on feelings;

but its feelings cannot closely resemble our own .
.
We

should therefore say the bee has Consentience, but not

Consciousness. 1889 Mivart Truth 183 As . . these sen-

sations may . . be felt without consciousness, wc require a

term to express the faculty we have of receiving them all,

in one unity of our being tone sensorium) apart from con-

sciousness. The best term to denote this faculty, seems to
,

be ' consentience '
. . It is by this faculty of ' consentience

'

that the unconscious sleep-walker receives and accurately
' responds to the varied impressions which surrounding
' objects make upon his organs.

Consentient (kjJnse'npent), a. [ad. L. con-

sentient-em, pr. pple. of consentire to Consest :

see -ENT.]

1. Agreeing with each other, or united in opinion ;

unanimous as to a matter.

i6aa Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer (\(Ax) 37 The consentient

Testimony, .of the Church. 1659 Pearson Creed (18391 30

The consentient acknowledgment of mankind. 1773 J.

Allen Serm. at St. Mary's Oxf. 18 The earliest councils

. . were consentient in this article. 1878 Lecky Eng. in 1 Stk

C. I. iii. 372 The consentient opinion of contemporaries.

b. Acting together to the same end ;
concurrent.

•737 Common Sense (1738I I. 237 It .. recovers the con-

sentient Nerves to their due Tension and Elasticity. 1830

Herschel Stnd. Nat. Phil. 233 The pressure on all the

similar parts . . will be united into one consentient force.

1881 Ramsay in Nature No. 618. 420 With great and con-

sentient labour.

c. Having or exhibiting consentience (sense a).

1877 Lewes Phys. Basis of Mind 360 Psychological

observation assures us that the conscious and unconscious

i states were both consentient, and were both operative in

the same degree. Mott. Not conscious but consentient

agents. Consentient processes.

2. a. Accordant in opinion to. b. Consenting,

giving full consent to.

1661 Grand Debate 1 1 1 What is here consentient to Anti-

quity. 1687 Towerson Baptism 155 A consentient text in

the Epistle to the Hebrews. 1876 Black Madcap V. xxv.

23s All their friends were consentient. 1883 Miss Braddon
Gold. Calf 1 1. 174 Her husband being consentient to this

life-long separation.

Conse-ntiently, adv. [f. prec. + -ly2.]

With full consent.

1650 Gai den Tears of Ch. 26 Cordially and consentiently

he still adhered to the Catholick Conformity and Unity.

Consenting ikfftise-ntin"), vbl. sb. [f. Consent

v. + -IN0 1
.] The action of the verb Consent;

the giving of consent.

C1380 Wyclie Sel. Wks. III. 351 F.xcusid here of con-

senting to Ik synne. 148a Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 51 For

mync obedyens and consentyng in that vyce to hym. 1600

Shaks. A. Y. L. v. ii. 8 Neither . . my sodaine woing, nor

sodaine consenting. 170a Rowe Tamerl. iv. L 1930 There

is a kind Consenting in his Eyes.

Conse nting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -INO 2.]

1. Agreeing or giving consent (to a proposal or

course of action ; formerly, also, to an opinion 1
.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28401 (CotU, 1 was consentand to pair

dede. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. iv. 18 He was knowyng
and consentyng of a coniuracioun maked a}eins hym. 138a

Wyclif Acts vii. 60 Forsoth Saul was consentynee [so

Rhem. & 1611] to his deeth. 1578 Banister Hist. Man 1.

14 The wise are alwayes consenting vnto truth. 1601

Shaks. All's Well 111. ii. 80 'Tis but the boldnesse of his

hand haply, which his heart was not consenting too. 17*1

Frances Sheridan.?. Bidulph I. 144 She must not know
that I was consenting to this marriage. 1869 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) III. xi. 57 A step to which Northum-
berland had practically not been a consenting party.

fig. 1803 Wordsw. To Highland Girl 3 Twice seven con-

senting years have shed Their utmost bounty 011 thy head.

2. Agreeing together (in opinion or purport) ; of

one mind, unanimous.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie til. xix. (Arb.) 223 Sino-

nimia, as who would say, like or consenting names. 1651

Hobbes Leviath. 11. xviii. 90 [They have) by consenting

voices declared a Soveraigne. 1741 Middleton Cicero II.

xii. 518 The consenting praise of all honest men. 1865 M.
Arnold Ess. Crit. i. {iSjsi 416 The clear consenting voice

of all his contemporaries.

b. Agreeing, conformable.
1878 G. Macdonald Phantasies II. xx. 121 Hammering

one part of it to a consenting shape with the rest.

Conse'ntingly, adv. [f. prec + -ly '-.] With
consent or willing acquiescence

; fby common or

general consent (obs.).

1551 Huloet Consentyngelye. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct.

Dubit. 111. iv. Rule xiii. § 10 It is conscntingly affirmed

that, etc. 1841 G. S. Faber Provinc. Lett. (1844) I. 66

History . . conscntingly assures us that, etc. 1883 Miss
Brouchton Belinda III. ill. xi. 141 She, but now so con-

sentingly embraced, has wrenched herself out of his arms.

Consentingness. [f- as prec. + -ness.]

Consenting state ; consent.

1868 Bushnell Serm. Living Subj. 41 There is no want

of it, or consenlingness of mind towards it.

Consention, obs. form of Consension.

Consentive (kf?nse-ntiv), a. rare. [f. Consent

v. + -JVK.l = Consentient.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, cccxxv, Soe stands

the vineyard of Humanitye An orderly Consentive Policye.

1857 Heavysege A"aW(i869) 158 Working consentive to his

heavy tread.

Hence Consentively adv., with one consent.

1578 Banister Hist. Man iv. 54 Altogether consentiuely

forcing one an other downward.

tConse'ntment. Obs. [a. OF. consentement=
med.L. consentimentum, f. consentire to Consent :

see -ment.] The action of consenting, consent.

[119s Britton i. ii. § 5 Ou del comaundement, ou del

consentment. 1 1140 Ayenb. 11 pe consentemcnt and be

bogles ber-to. Ibid. 19 pe pontes, be consentemens, and be

willes of the zaules. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W.
14951 11. 250 a '1 Of one accorde and consentement. 1525

Ld. Berners Froiss. 1 1, ccx. [ccvi.l 657 Without the gcnerall

consentment of the people of Englande. 1660 tr. Amy-
raldns' Treat. Relig. 1. vi. 90 Against the consentment of

all other Nations.

Consentrik, -ryk, obs. ff. Concentric.

Consequence (kp nsilcwens), sb. [a. F. con-

slquence (13th c. in Littre, = Pr. consequencia. It.

consequenza), ad. L. conscquentia, n. of state f.

consequent-em : see Consequent and -enck.]

1. A thing or circumstance which follows as an

effect or result from something preceding.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6450 The consequence of such shryvyng.

1540 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 85 The consequence is then,

thy iealous fits Hath scar'd thy husband from the yse

of wits. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 111. 208 The
direfull effects, and sad consequences of War. 1699

Burnet 39 Articles ix. (17001 108 Death is the conse-

quence of Adam's Sin. 179a Gouvr. Morris in Sparks

Life If Writ. 1183a) II. 205 As to consequences they are

in the hand of God. 1S1S Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 484 That

the legal consequences of an actual seisin shall ensue. 1880

L. Stephen Pope iv. 91 His [Pope's) unsocial habits . . were

a natural consequence of ill-health.

fb. To draw in Jo) consequence : to carry into

effect. Obs.
fiaao Hocclevf. Balade Crt. de bone Comp. 67 En-

saumpleth us . . As that it seemeth good to your prudence .

Dootn, as yow list be drawe in consequence. 1641 W.
Hakewill Libertie ofSubj. 63 That such impositions . . be

not drawn into consequence, but taken away.

2. The action or condition of following as a result

upon something antecedent ; the relation of a result

or effect to its cause or antecedent.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. 11839) 14 We seldom see

clouds without the consequence of rain. 1667 Milton P. L.

X. 364 Such fatal consequence unites us three. 1830

Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 11. vi. (1851) 151 Invariable

antecedence of the cause and consequence of the effect.

1864 H0WENZ.04-iVx.336 The fixed Relations ofantecedence

and consequence which subsist between the changes.

+ b. The action or fact of following in succes-

sion or order
;
sequence, succession ; course. Obs.

1597 Mori.ky Introd. Mus. 79 If you will auoide the con.

sequence of perfect cordes of one kinde, you must put

betwixt them other concords. 1678 Hobhes Decam. i. 14

They thought the Names of things sufficiently connected,

when they are placed in their natural consequence. 1728

North Mem. Musick 11846) 17 The people varyed their

modes more or less in the consequence of time.

8. That which follows logically, or can be de-

duced or inferred ; a logical result or inference.

+ Formerly, the conclusion of a syllogism as op-

posed to the premisses (obs.).

c 1400 Rom. Rose 7468 Shaltow never of apparence Seene

conclude good consequence In none argument. < 1400

Test. Love 11. (1560) 284 b/i The consequence is false,

needes the antecedent mote beene of the same condition.

c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. iii. 68 Grantis, he sayd, be

antecedens ; Hot I deny be consequens. 1535 Joye Apol.

Tindale 5 'l'hat he see not howe his antecedence may be

true and consequence false. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos.

(1701) 481/1 We may infer this Consequence. 1771 Junius

Lett. Iv. 291 If I admitted the premises, I should readily

agree in all the consequences drawn from them. 1883

Froudk Short Stud. IV. 1. vi. 63 The succeeding prelates.

.

were too wise to press theories to their logical consequences.

b. The following of a conclusion from premisses

;

logical sequence.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. v. 7 It is a very good

consequence to say, Iniquitie is hateful} untoo God :

ergo, he will take just vengeance of all wicked persones.

1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. 1. i. I 10 The Conclusion is



CONSEQUENCE.
true, though the Consequence of it from your former
Premisses either is none at all, or so obscure, that I can
hardly discern it. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 158 r 7 To
proceed from one truth to another, and connect distant
propositions by regular consequences. 1864 Bowen Logic
vii. 176 The essence of the Syllogism . . is this necessary
consequence of the Conclusion from the Premises.

4. I'hr. In, by, of, consequence: as a result or
inference, consequently.

a. By consequence. Now arch,
[c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. |L § 38 Par consequence, than

the nader of the sowth lyne is the north lyne.] 1581 Mar-
beck Bk. 0/ Notes 230, I saie, that foolishlie & by conse-
quence that falselie he alledgeth S. Augustin to his pur-
pose, c 1680 Beveridge Semi. (1729) I. 41 The catholick
and by consequence one church. 1747 Wesley Charac.
Metlwdist 10 By Consequence, whatsoever he doth, it is all

to the Glory of God. 1885 Sir J. W. Chitty in Lavj
Times Rep. I. III. 712/2 The marriage was a Mahommedan
and by consequence a polygamous marriage.

b. Ofconsequence. Obs. or vulgar.
1561 Daus tr. Bullingcr on Apoc. (1573) 22/b, Before I

euery of these Epistles, and therfore of consequence before
the Epistle to the Ephesians. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1.

vi. § 6 Man's employment must of consequence have been
j

matter of delight in the experiment. 1754 Richardson
I

Grandison II. xxxiii. 321. 1780 Johnson Let. 8 Apr. in
|

Boswell, Your countenance may be of great credit, and of i

consequence of great advantage to her. 1818 Jas. Mill '

Brit. India II. v. iv. 431 He was rather more intemperate !

than his_ predecessor ; and of consequence created rather
more animosity in his opponents. 1848 Fraser's Mag.
XXXVIII. 228 Whatever part Jenny Lind takes, is of
consequence the first.

c. In consequence. (The phrase now current.)
In consequence «/: asa result of.

1683 Drydfn Wks. (1808) XVII. 100 In consequence of
this, to make an exact description of the principal actions.
177S Tender Father II. 151 And, in consequence, it fre-
quently happened, that, etc. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist.
(1842) II. 392 What took place in consequence I am not
apprised. 1879 Lockyer Elem. Astron. 1. 26 Our Sun at
setting, .seems sometimes blood red, in consequence of the
absorption of our atmosphere. 1880 Geikif. Phys. Ceog.
iv. xxiv. 241 Iron is the principal substance contained in the
water, which has in consequence a strong inky taste,

t d. In the consequence : in the sequel or result.
1659 Burtons Diary (1828) IV. 459, I fear, in the conse-

quence, it will prove an allowance of such meetings for the
future. 1725 Dp. Foe Voy. round \V. (1840) 45 Doing
justice upon the offenders . . had this disadvantage in the
consequence

; viz. that it would ruin the voyage.

t Of,good, bad, etc., consequence : fraught with
such and such results. Obs.
ax66o Hammond (J.>, Asserted without any colour of

scripture.proof, it is of very ill consequence to the super,
structing of good life. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., We
have rejected all such [alterations] as were either ofdangerous
consequence . . or else of no consequence at all, but utterly
frivolous and vain. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. I. 109 He
speaks of it as a circumstance of very bad consequence.
1829 I. Taylor F.nthus. ix. 216 note, Ignatius. .set an ex-
ample of unhappy consequence to the Church.

6. Importance, moment, weight. Originating in
the attributive phr. of consequence : i. e. having
issues or results, and therefore important. Cf.
prec. and Fr. une matiere de consequence ' a matter
of importance, moment, or weight' (Cotgr. 161 1).
a. [1489 Caxton Faytcs of A. I. xx. 64 By cause that

thys thynge bereth grete weyght of consequense, he shall
take thaduys of them of hys counseyll.] 1593 Shaks. Rich.
II, v. ii.6o It is a matter of small consequence. 1611 Bible
Trans/. Pref. 1 As often as we do any thing of note or
consequence, we subiect our selues to euery ones censure
1662 [see 5]. 1699 Bentley P/ial. 242 These little differ-
ences are of no consequence. 1741 Richardson Pamela I.

52 You are of more Consequence to him, than you think for.

1757 A Review of the Military Operations in.North
America .

. To which are added . . several Letters and other
Papers of Consequence. 1832 Lander Adv. Niger II. ix.

54 Nothing of consequence has occurred to-day.
b. 1778 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. viii. (18761 449 Both these

qualities of the mind are to have their proper consequence,
as far as they do not counteract each other. 1796 Morse
Amer. Ceog. II. 409 [He] found it impracticable to raise a
glass manufacture into consequence. 1845 Ford Handbk.
Spain 1. 84 Personal respect, to which Spaniards always
attached infinite consequence. 187s Whitney Life Lang.
xiv. 283 It possesses the highest consequence.

7. In reference to persons : Importance in rank
and position, social distinction. Cf. ' quality '.

1602 CarewCot-w?iW/ (181 1) 412 Such and such had made
use of his Lordships name . . to make themselves men of
consequence. 1714 Swift Pres. State Affairs Wks. 1755
II. I. 214 A person of some consequence. 1770 Langhornk
Plutarch (1879) II. 1034/1 Brutus now felt his consequence
lie heavy upon him. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. vii.
188 Our guard .

.
told him that we were persons of great

consequence. 1879 Froude Cxsar iii. 22 No form of
property gives to its owners so much consequence as land.

tb. Importance manifested by appearance or
demeanour

;
dignity. Also transf. of things. Obs.

1793 W. Hodges Trav. India 87 Adjacent to which are
many hills, rising almost to the consequence of mountains.
1798 Jane Austen Northang. Ab. i, Her figure gained
more consequence.

c. Assumed importance, consequentially.
1791 Huddesford Sahuag. 19 Shield me.. From Pedantry

of formal port, And Consequence in Cassoc short. 1832
Mrs. F. Trollopf. Dom. Manners Amer. xvii. (1839) 140We quitted Cincinnati the beginning of March . .We . . had
amused ourselves with its consequence, its taste, and its ton.

8. Ash: Motion from an earlier to a later sifrn
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of the Zodiac, or from west to east ; direct motion
;

also a position more to the east.

1683 Phil. Trans. XIII. 407 Jupiter being in consequence
of the Sun, add the difference. 1771 Pemrerton ibid. LXI.
442 If the point s is taken in consequence of the moon, it
will be above the horizon, when the nonagesime degree is
also in consequence of the moon. 1797 Encycl. Brit. II.
506/2 This motion, from west to east, is said to be in the
order of the signs, or in consequence.
9. Consequences : a round game, in which a

narrative of the meeting of a lady and a gentleman,
their conversation, and the ensuing ' consequences ',

is concocted by the contribution of a name or fact
by each of the players, in ignorance of what has
been contributed by the others.
1796 Jane Austfn Sense fi, Sens, xxiii. (1833) 121 They

met for.. playing at cards or consequences, or any other
game that was sufficiently noisy. 1869 in Boy's Own Book.

t Consequence, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. sb.]

intr. To draw inferences or conclusions.
1645 Milton Tetrach. (1851) 175 Such a methodical and

School-like way of defining, and consequencing.
Ccvnsequenceless, a. nonce-wd. [f. as prec.
+ -less.] Without consequences.
1849 Ruskin Se-.: Lamps vi. S 4. 166 This is no slight or

consequenceless evil.

t Consequency. Obs. Also -cie, -tie. [ad.
L. consequent/a : see Consequence and -ency.]
1. = Consequence 2, 2 b, 3 b, Consequentness.
1548 R. Huttf.n Sum of Diuinitie C ij a, Necessitye of

consequentie, as lerusalem must be destroied. 1353 Bali;
Gardiner's Serm. Obed. Fiij, For what is the consequency V
.

.
Christ wolde haue Petre to be aboue Princes . . Ergo he

wolde haue the bishop of Rome to be so to. 1559 Morwyng
Evonym. 179 As both the consequency of the text and
also the maner of the medians do requyre. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. iv. 16 A fallacious illation in refer-
ence unto antecedencie or consequencie.
2. = Consequence i, 3.

1651 Biggs New Disp. Pref. 13 Consequencies from your
laudable endeavours, a 1718 Penn Life Wks. 1726 I. 167
Our Enemies have charged their oblique Consequencies
from our Principles back upon us for our very Principles.

Consequent (k^-ns/kwent), sb. [a. F. conse-
quent, ad. L. consequens, -en/-, a consequence,
subst. use of pr. pple. : see next.]

f 1. = Consequence i. Obs. exc. as in b.
C1386 Chaucer Metib. r 421 (Harl. MS.) Let vs now

examyne be bridde poynt bat Tullius clepeb consequente.
pou schalt vnderstonde bat be vengeance pat bou purposid-
dest for to take is consequent [Elles/u. the consequent].
1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. clxxxix, That haue convoyit hale .

.

My lufe and to [so] glade a consequent. 1577 Vautbouil-
lier Luther on Ep. Gal. 189 By certeine effects and con-

[

sequent^ we are fully assured. 1662 J. Chandler Van
Helmont's Oriat. 236 So great was the consequent of this
prosperous and easie invention. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica

j

226 The neglect of which has frequently been the cause of
very dismal consequents in those warm climates.

b. (Contrasted with antecedent^ A phenomenon
or event which follows another (without implica-
tion of causal connexion).
a 1627 W. Sclater Expos. Rom. iv. (1650), Faith is an

antecedent, no cause properly of justification ; justification
[is] a consequent of believing, no effect issuing out of the
virtue and merit of faith. 1650 Hobbes Hum. Nature iv.
(R. i, When a man hath so often observed like antecedents
to be followed by like consequents. 1829 Jas. Mill Anal.
Hum. Mind (1878) I. xi. 350 The word cause means the
antecedent of a consequent where the connection is

constant. 1872 H. Spencer Psychol. 1. 11. iii. 194 Aconstant
ratio between the physical antecedent and the psychical
consequent. 1878 Morley Carlyle Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 199
The effect is the inevitable consequent of the cause.

f2. Logic. = Consequence 3. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Booth, m. ix. 84 pan folweb it quod she

bat we adden clemesse of renoun to be pre forseide binges .

.

and bis is a consequente quod I. 1529 More Supplic. Soulys
Wks. 315/1 A very child almoste may see the consequent.
1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 12 Happily may no neces-
sarie consequent be drawen. 1647 Jf.r. Taylor Dissuas.
Popery \. (1686) 87 The consequent of this is, that by the law
of Christ, one Bishop is not superior to another. 1675
Baxter Cath. Theol. 11. 1. 214 Do they so say expressly;
or is it only a consequent of their Doctrine ? 1768 Black-
stone Comm. III. 267 Who . .will conceive it ever feasible
to alter any fundamental point of the common law, with
all it's appendages and consequents. 1837-8 Sir W. Hamil-
ton Logic xv. I. 282 The Syllogism is divided into two
parts, the Antecedent and the Consequent—the antecedent
comprehending the two propositions [premisses] . . and the
consequent comprising the one proposition [the conclusion].

b. The second part of a conditional proposition,
dependent upon the antecedent.
1628 T. Spencer^ Logick 231 There is required vnto the

truth of a Conditionall proposition, that the Consequent
follow vpon the Antecedent. 1746 Wesley Prime. Method-
ist 35 The Antecedent is false. Therefore the Consequent
falls of course. 1876 Jevons Elem. Logic (1880) 162 The
only rule. . requisite for testing the validity of [hypothetical]
syllogisms, .viz. that either the antecedent must be affirmed,
or the consequent denied.

3. (Contrasted with antecedent.) Anything which
follows something else in order, e.g. in the context
of a writing.
1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus, To Rdr., By the helpe of.

.

comparing of Scriptures with themselues, antecedents with
consequents, obscure places with plainer. 1659 Bp. Walton
Consid. Considered 70 The consideration of antecedents and
consequents, .the testimonies, expositions, and translations
of the ancients, etc. help to rectify a corruption crept in.

CONSEQUENT.
i«6o Bp. Parry David Restored l.xxiii, And this, the con-
sequents do sufficiently evidence.

b. Math. The second of two numbers or magni-
tudes in a ratio ; the second and fourth in a series
of four proportionals.
1570 Billingsley Euclid v. 127 The second Terme,

namely, that wherunto the comparison is made, is called the
consequent. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. 1. xx. (ed. 7) 46 When
the Antecedent contayneth the Consequent more then once,
and nothing remayneth, as 4 to 2. 1827 Hutton Course
Math. I. 120 The sum of the antecedents is to their differ-
ence, as the sum of the consequents is to their difference.

c. Mus. (See quot.)
1869 Ouseley Counterp. xv. 95 The leading part [in a

Canon] is called the antecedent, the following part the con-
sequent.

t4. A person who follows or comes after; a
follower

;
also, one who pursues. Obs.

I5SO NlCOLLS Thucyd. 49 1 R.) These were the allyes and
consequentes, and also the preparations of the one partye,
and of the other. 1609 Man in Moone in Halliw. Character-
Bis. (1857) 95 He is the ante-atnbulo of a gentlewoman, the
consequent of a gentleman, the antecedent of a port-mantua,
or a cloke-bagge; a serving man. 1654 Evelyn Mem.
(18571 III. 65 The consequent of Truth hath ever been in
danger of his teeth.

t 5. I'hr. By consequent : = by consequence. Obs.
[F. far consequent (14th c. in Littre).]
1489 Caxton Faytes o/A.\. vii. 18 Thyse sayd condycions

bylongen to a good conestable and by consequent to the
marchallis. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. x. § 2 The subject
being so variable, hath made the art by consequent more
conjectural. 1615 ]. Stephens Satyr. Ess. 401 A Friend.

.

more to be admired; and by the consequent more precious.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. m. 137 Philosophic and Curiosie
corrupted this noble schole of Alexandria, and by con-
sequent the Church. 1683 A. Loveli. tr. Simon's Crit.
Hist. Relig. 33.

tb. In the consequent : in the result. Obs. (Cf.
Consequence 4 d.)

1649 JRR- Taylor Gt. Exemp. Ep. Ded.2 In the consequent
there would be no vertue, and no felicity.

t6. = Consequence 5, 6. Obs.
599 Porter Angry Worn. Abiiigd. (Percy Soc.) 48 What

though that honest Hodge haue cut his finger heere? . .'tis

no consequent to me. 1640 Cantcrb. Self-Convict. 41 A
matter of very dangerous consequent.

Consequent vVnsnavent), a. [a. F. conse-
quent (14th c. in Littrel, ad. L. consequent-em, pr.

pple. of conscqul to follow closely, attend upon :

see Consecute.]
1. Following as an effect or result

;
resulting.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 35 But loke therof what
foloweth consequent.

_ 1616 Bullokar, Consequent, following
or necessarily comming after another thing. 1712 Sped.
No. 551 r 1 That Praise should be returned them, as one
proper consequent Reward of their Performances. 1800
Colquhoun Comm. Thames Introd., The very rapid increase
of Trade, and the consequent influx of Wealth. 1840 Hood
Up Rhine 2 Causing sudden derangements of the circula-
tion, .and consequent physical depressions,

b. Const, on, upon, to.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. xiii, Whatsoever . . is consequent
,

to a time of war. 1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy Commun. 1.

iv. 86 Consequent to a worthy communion, a 1716 South
(J.), This^ satisfaction or dissatisfaction, consequent upon a
man's acting suitably or unsuitably to conscience. 1809 W.
Irving Knickerb. 1. iii, How events, .to the common observer
unconnected, are inevitably consequent the one to the other.
1849 Ruskin cTff, Lamps ii. cj 9, 36 The necessities consequent
on the employment of those materials.

2. Following as an inference or logical conclusion.
1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. I. i. § io In this sence it [the

conclusion] is neither consequent nor true. 1647 Jer.
i Taylor Lib. Proph. i. 14 A new proposition though con-

sequent from an Article of Faith, becomes not therefore a
part of the Faith, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 10.

1 3. Following in time or order, succeeding,
subsequent. Obs.

'475 [see Consequently 1]. 1581 W. Charke in Confer.
iv. (1584) Dd iiijb, In workes consequent or following he
might glorie. 1398 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. 111. iii. (1622)
69 Not onely among such as then liued, but in times con-
sequent. <ii6i6 Beaum. & Fl. KM. Malta v. ii, Thy
memory . . Shall monumentally be registered To ages con-
sequent. 1637 R. Humphrey tr. St. Ambrose Introd., As
the consequent words make evident. 1742 H. Walpolf
Lett. H. Mann I. xxv. 162, I hope you have received mine
regularly since, that you may know all the consequent steps.

4. Observing or characterized by logical sequence
of thought or reasoning

;
logically consistent.

1849 Lewes Robesp. 124 As property had been defined by
Rousseau to be in itself a spoliation. . Robespierre was only
consequent in his demand. 1879 — Study Psychol. 122 To
be consequent, they should have shewn that, etc. 1856 R.
A. Vaughan Mystics (1860) II. 19 The idealism of Emerson

;
is more subjective, his pantheism more complete and con-

I

sequent.

f5. Of consequence, important (to). Obs. rare.
1638-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 123 That the distribution

is not equal, is not consequent to any member in this House,
unless he speak for a county or borough of that nation.

6. Consequent points (in Magnetism) = Consecu-
tive poles : see quots.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xx. 144 It is quite easy to develope

in the same piece of steel several pairs of poles ; and if the
magnetization be irregular, this is sometimes done when we
wish to avoid it. These irregular poles are called consequent
points. 1882 tr. Deschanel's Nat. Phil. § 689 In this ase
the magnet will have not only a pole at each end, but also
a pole at each point where the reversal occurs. These
intermediate poles are called consequent points.
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7. quasi-fli/z>.

1691 Locke Educ. § 136 And consequent to this, instil into

MM a Love and Reverence of this Supreme Being. 1696

Stanhope Chr. Pattern (i7ii> 304 And consequent to that,

fill my soul with pure and holy affections.

Consequential (kfms/lcwe'njal), a. [f. L.

MWfWMM Consequence + -al.J

1. Of the nature of a consequence or sequel ; fol-

lowing, esp. as an effect or result ;
consequent.

1654 H. L' Estrange Chas. I (1655) 6 Moneys were mis-

imployed . . in the two dishonourable treaties of Spain and
Germany, and the consequential entertainments. 1704

Prior Let. to Boilean 193 A consequential 111 which Free,

dom draws ; A bad Effect, but from a noble Cause. 1829

S. Turner Hist. Eng. IV. It. xxviii. 241 Wars and their

consequential burthens. 1842 W. Grove Corr. Phys. Forces

109 Each is connected with anterior changes, and . . pro-

ductive of consequential changes,

b. Const, on, upon, t to.

1652 I. Hall Height FJoq. p. xxi, Accidents that are

either inherent or consequentiall to love and melancholy.

1674 Owen Holy Spirit (1693) 94 The stipulation of obedi-

ence on our part is consequential thereupon. 1^65 Black-
stone Comm. I. 422 [The relation] of parent and child . .

is

consequential to that of marriage. 1873 A ct 36-7 Vict. c 88

§ 26 All matters preliminary and incidental to and conse-

quential on such trial and punishment.

2. Of the nature of a consequence merely, not

direct or immediate ; eventual.

Consequential damages :
' losses or injuries^which follow

an act, but are not direct and immediate upon it ' (Wharton).

1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Tluss. (1629) 201, I finde

direct, or consequentiall repugnancie, and contradiction,

twixt their pretended traditions, and writings. 1655

Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. viii. § 3 It was harsh to inflict im-

mediate and direct death for a consequential and deductory

felony. 1657 Burtons Diary 11828' II, 128 They have

not an immediate, but only a consequential right to be

heard in this. 179a Burke Let. Sir H. Langrishe Wks.
1842 I. 546 To be utterly excluded from all its direct and all

its consequential advantages. 1876 Gladstone Sytichr.

Homer 226 There is a difference between direct contradic-

tion, and merely consequential or casual inconsistency.
_

3. Following as an inference or conclusion.

Const, on, upon {\to, of, from).
164a Fuller Holy A> Pro/. St. ill. xx. 208 Their deduc-

tions, and consequentiall inferences. 1695 Ld. Preston
Boetk. iv. 180 These are consequential to our former Con-

clusions. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 156 r 3 The genuine

shoots of consequential reasoning, which grow out of some
radical postulate. 1773 J. Allen Serm. St. Mary's Ox/.

11 To assert what is clearly consequential of our belief.

17 1849 Poe Marginalia Wks. 1864 III. 533 The incidents

are consequential from the premises. 188a Gladstone in

Manch. Guard. 8 Feb., A motion, .consequential upon the

resolution which the House has adopted.

4. Characterized by logical sequence or con-

sistency; = Consequent a. 4.

1659 ' "tgar Errors Censured 70 'Tis not consequentiall

arguing from a not-declaring to a not-knowing. 1691-8

Norris Pratt. Disc. (1711) III. 223 The substance of this

author's reasoning . . is so solid and consequential. 1748

Chf.sterf. Lett. II. clx. 73 Every man is more the man of

the day, than a regular and consequential character. 1825

Coleridge Aids Rrji. (1848) 1. 104 A consistent and strictly

consequential Materialism.

+ b. Having continuous sequence in time. Obs.

1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. '175;) 138 It is no popish

superstition, By consequential tradition To prove an article

of faith.

t 5. Pregnant with consequences, of consequence,

important. Obs.

1718 Fielding Love in Sev. Masques 1. v. 16 An Affair.

.

of a consequential Essence. 1757 W. Thompson K. N.
Advoc. 13 note. To preside, .over that consequential Branch

of the King's Business. 1798 W. Hutton Autobiog. 29 No
event in a man's life is more consequential than marnage.
1807G. Chalmers Caledonia I. Pref.9The true site of that

consequential conflict. 1811 T. Campbell in New Monthly
Mag. I. 6 He must withhold no consequential fact

6. Of persons : a. Having social consequence.

1833 Marryat P. Simple xxxi, A dignity ball is a ball

given by the most consequential of their coloured people.

1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley 1. i. 8 Mr. C. bustled about .

.

feeling himself the most consequential man in the town.

b. Having or displaying a high opinion of one's

own importance
;
self-important.

1758 Herald No. 25. II. 168 Our women .. to make him
both too consequential and saucy. 1791 Bosweli. Johnson

7 May an. 1773 Goldsmith was sometimes content to be

treated with an easy familiarity, but upon occasions, would
be consequential and important. 1816 'Quiz' Grand
Master vm. 225 He here consider'd it essential To shew he

could be consequential. 1875 Farrar Seekers 1. iii. 42

Pampered and consequential freedmen.

t B. sb. pi. Consequential matters or inferences.

a 1734 North Exam. 1. i. (1740) 29 Our Author's precious

Observations out of the Lord Clarendon's History and

some Consequentials.

Consequentiality (kfms/kwemfiiieliti). [f.

prec. + -ity.]

1. Logical sequence and consistency of thought.

1885 J. Martineau Types Eth. Theory (1886) I. 1. ii. 373

In crediting Spinoza with rigorous consequentiality.

2. The quality of being consequential or im-

portant ; air or assumption of importance.
1820 Blackiv. Mag. VIII. 268 Said Mrs. Glibbans with the

most ineffable consequentiality. 1831 Eraser's Mag. IV.

281 [They] assume to themselves an insufferable consequen-

tiality on the strength of their masters' rank.

Consequentially, adv. [f. as prec. + -ly 2
.]

1 1. In the sequel, subsequently ; ~ Conse-

quently 1. Obs.

1607 S. Collins Serm. (1608) 4 Not onely that which is

originally good, but euen that which is consequentially

sound. 167a Owen Evang. Love 58 Neither antecedently

nor consequentially unto such their Conjunction, do they

consider what is their duty.

1 2. As a consequence or result ; = Consequently
2. Obs.

1656 [J. Sergeant] tr. T. White's Peripatet. Inst. 45
Consequentially to these positions, Every movable that is

redue'd from rest to motion . . increases in velocity. 1664

Power Exp. Philos. n. 104 It consequentially follows, that,

etc <j 1716 South 12 Serm. (1744) XL 119 He that is

above a prince is consequentially above all his subjects.

1778 Burke Corr. (1844) II. 248 Phis must be, consequen-

tially, of the greatest service to him.

3. Merely as a consequence, in a secondary way,

indirectly.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 215 There may be some reall

effect upon the patient indirectly and consequentially .

.

although there be none such primarily and directly.

1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 258 Of some Rods you cannot

make a fixt South primarily, yet you may consequentially.

1791 Burke Pres.State A/fairs Wks. VII. 107 The king of

Prussia has no direct and immediate concern with France ;

Consequentially, to be sure, a great deal. 1884 Law Pep.

13 Q. Bench Div. 67a The property must be. .directly, and
not merely consequentially, affected by the decision.

f 4. With logical sequence or consistency ; with

consecution of thought ; = Consequently 3. 1 Obs.

1710 Addison Whig Exam. No. 4 Tg He means something,

but has not the faculty of writing consequentially. 1748

Chesterf. Lett. II. clxi. 81, I never knew in my life one

[woman] . .who reasoned or acted consequentially for four-

and-twenty hours together. 1812 Q. Rev. VIII. 61 If the

author reasons consequentially.

5. In a consequential or self-important manner

;

with an air or assumption of importance.

1788 J. O'Keeffe Prisoner at Large 11. iv. With great

haste and very consequentially he moves the furniture.

1826 Scott Woodst. x, I, Nehemiah Holdenough (he added
consequentially) was forcibly expelled from my own pulpit.

1847 Mrs. A. Kerr Hist. Servia 159 He was handsomely at-

tired and armed, and paced the street somewhat consequen-

tially ; the Turkish populace resented his insolent bearing.

Consequentialness kcns/lcwe'njalnts). rare.

\

[f. as prec. + -ness.]

+ 1. The state or quality of being consequential

(in senses 1-4). Obs.

1681 Blrthogi;e An Argument (1684) 18 Which Duty and
Incumbence, and the Consequentialness of it from the Cove-

nant is, etc. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Consequentialness, the

following by way of consequence, or the being of conse-

quence. 1755 Johnson, Consequentialness, regular consecu-

tion of discourse. [Similarly in later Diets ]

2. Important or self-important quality or person-

ality; = Consequentiality a.

1828 Southey F.p. to A. Cunningham, Let Her pamper'd

l.-i|>-dog . . snap and growl, With petulant consequentialness

elate. 1883 B. Gould J. Herring I. 183 What does your

consequentialness desire ?

t Conseque'ntious, a. Obs. rare. [ad. obs.

F. eonsequentieux (Cotgr.\ f. L. consequentia : see

-ous.] Full of consequence, important.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav . 80 If his words seemed of no

moment, the matter was not consequentious. Ibid. 137

Wonderful! reports of that Kingdome, as most consequen-

tious for knowledge and instruction. 1656 in Blount Gl.

U Suggested as substitute for Consequential 6 b.

1803 S. Pegge A need. Eng. Lang. (TA Consequential in

no shape conveys the meaning intended by those, who use

it to express a pompous, conceited, lordly^man . . If a word

is wanted, .it should naturally have a termination denotative

of the circumstance, formed analogous to other words ; and

I will agree to adopt the term consequentious, which will

rank with such as contemptuous, litigious, contumacious.

Consequently ,kp-ns/1<wentli), adv. [f. Con-

sequent a. + -LY 2J
+ 1. In following time or order; consecutively,

subsequently. Obs.

147S Caxton Jason 51 Whan he hadde made his orisons

by grete deuocion, and consequently his demande. 1513

Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 1508 The quene hym folowed as

is the custome, Werburge succeded them consequently.

1506 Ix>dge Marg. Amer. 114 This other, .he wrote, which

for that cause I place here consequentlie. 16c* Fulbecke
11/ /'/. Parall. 84 Wee will, .now pass to the title conse-

quently ensuing. 1600 Skene Reg. Mai. 22 Consequentlie

it followes, to treate of the question of the estate of men.

t b. In sequence ; on in succession. Obs.

1558 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer. 1. vl. (1580) 114b, Vpon this

salte you shall laie likewise a ranke of the saied peeces of

siluer, and then an other of salte, and an other of siluer,

and so consequently as long as your siluer lasteth. Ibid.

103 a. 1591 F. Sparry tr. Cotton s Geomancie 190 Giueone

to the first, one to the second, one to the third, and so con-

sequently vnto all the others.

2. As a consequence or result ;
by way of con-

sequence ; in consequence of something previous
;

often a quasi-ro*/'., like therefore, accordingly.

[1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 8 Pream., Whereupon, .of werry

likelyhode consequently shall ensue the Destruction of

Drapery of all this your seid Realm.] a 1533 Frith Dtsput.

Purgatory (1820) 130 Then must it needs follow that he

hath power to do against his truth, and, consequently, he

hath power to be false. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit.

L i. Rule ii. f 2 Whatsoever comes into their conscience

primarily or consequently. 1664 Evelyn A'al. Hort. (1729)

206 The Moisture ascending, will be suck'd through the

very Bark, and consequently nourish . . the Tree, i^ia

Steele Sped. No. 443 T 5 Fortunatus is stocked with

Ignorance, and consequently with Self-Opinion. 1880

Geikie Phys. Geog. iv. 301 Most substances suffer contrac-

tion from cold, and consequently increase in density.

+ 3. With proper sequence or connexion (of

thought, reasoning, etc.)
;
consistently. Obs.

1538 Starkey England 1. i. 16 Ther [is] a certayn vertue

and honesty consequently annexyd to the same law. 1642

Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647) 203 This makes him speak con-

formably to his first assertions, and consequently to his

arguments. 1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXV. 161

He is one of those who reason, as the French say, conse-

quently from assumed and unproved principles.

+ Co'nsequentness. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

1 + -Ness.] Consequent quality, consecutiveness.

1645 Digby Nat. Bodies Ded. (1658) 14 Let them examine
the consequentness of the whole body of the doctrine.

Conseqution, -quution, -quutive, obs. ff.

i Consecution, -tive.

f Conserate, v. Obs.-" [erron. f. L. conserve

to sow ; along with'.]

1623 Cockeram Diet. 11, To Solve, Seminarize, Conserate.

t Conse'rt, «• [ad. L. consertus set, joined, or

connected together.] Bot. Of leaves, etc. : seequot.

1777 S. Robson Brit. Flora 7 Consert, crowded so as to

leave hardly any space between.

The following may be a sb. from same source
=

' connex ' ; or for concert or consort, as to which,

however, there are difficulties of date.

1578 Banister Hist. Man mi. 00 It [the pleura) is per-

forated, .with an orderly consert of Veynes, and Arteries.

Consertion : see Concertion.

t Conse'rva. Obs. [a. IL or med.L. eonserva.']

I
=Conserve sb. 4.

1501 Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 30 For bringing

of eonserva cherys from London to Windesore. 2586 Cogan
Haven Health Lxxxvi. (1612* 77 Of them [violets] is made
Conserua. Ibid. (16361 90 After the same manner you may
make eonserva ofany hearbe.

Conservable (k<5ns5 xvab'l), a. [ad. L. con-

servabil-is, from conscrvarc to Conserve : see

-ble.] Capable of being conserved
;
preservable.

i6»3 Cockeram ii, Which may be kept, conseruaile. 1660

R. Coke Pmoer Suij. 123 Mankinde being onely con-

servable in Society,

t Conse'rvacy. Obs. [a. AF. conservacie, in

med.L. conservatta = conservatio Conservation :

see -acy.] Official conservation : now Conservancy.

[ 1394 Let. Rich. 11 in Rymer Fcrdera VII. 765/2 (Du Cange
Conservatores dictarum treugarum pro parte sua deputet,

et eos onus conservatia: hujusmodi in se assumere .
.
com-

pellat. 1430-1 Act 9 Hen. VI, c. 9 Pur la conservacie de

lez ditz graundes rivieres.) 1558-9 Act 1 Eliz. c. 17 I C

Offences committed within . . suche Jurisdiccion, Conser

vacye [ed. 1763 Conservancy], Rule and Governement. 164c

in Rushw. Hist. Colt. (1692) 111. 1, m All Patents and Com
missions whatsoever concerning the pretended Conservac>

of Waters. 1691 T. Hale (title), An account of severa

new inventions and improvemenLs . .relating to., the Con
servacy of all our Royal Rivers, in particular that of th<

Thames. 1755 L'pool Munic. Rec. (MS.) X 695 To obtain

the Conservacy of this Port of Liverpoole vested in th<

Mayor. 1758 Binnell Descr. Tliames 101 The Jurisdic

1 tion, and Conservacy of the Thames.

Conservancy (k(5ns5uvansi). [f. L. conser

vtint-, pr. pplc. of conscrvarc to Conserve : se<

i -ancy. Pu Cange refers to one instance of conser

vanlia = conservatio ; but our modern use seems tr

be by inadvertency for the earlier Conservacy, q.v/

I

Official conservation ; the office of conservators, s

' board of official conservators. Cf. Conservation 2

a. A commission or court having jurisdiction ovei

a port or river, to regulate the fisheries, navigation

etc. ; as the Thames, the Mersey Conservancy.

755 Johnson s. v., Courts held by the Lord Mayor o

London for the preservation of the fishery on the Rive

Thames, are called Courts of Conservancy. 2763 [See Con
servacy, quot. 1558, as reprinted in Statutes at large ] 177:

Remonstrance in Ann. Reg. (1772) i93jhe >' have .
.
super

i seded the conservancy of the river Thames. 1865 Pal

MallG. 25 Oct. 3 The Lower Thames (reaching from thi

I
City stone at Staines to the City stone at Gantlet Creek

near the mouth) being under the rhames Conservancy, ant

the Upper Thames under the Thames Commissioners. Thi

Thames Conservancy is a board composed of some of thi

civic authorities of London, and others interested in th<

navigation. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 19 Dec. 15/2 In ful

view of the conservancy men on the steamboat pier.

b. The official preservation of trees, forests.

1859 Tfnnrnt Ceylon II. x. ii. 613 The age of the Bo-tre.

is matter of record, its conservancy has been an object o

solicitude to successive dynasties. 1881 Horn* Fiji 20;

A preliminary step to be taken for the conservancy of th>

sandalwood. 1884 Nature 26 June 195/6 India was thi

first to organise a complete system of forest conservancy,

e. generally.

1884 Q. Rev. 141 A conservancy of hard won privileges,

t Conse'rvant, sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Con +

Servant ; cf. L conservus.] Fellow-servant.

1447 Bokeniiam Seyntys (Roxb.) 55 Conservaunth no

servaunth I wyl thou me cal.

t Conse'rvant, a. Obs. [ad. L. conservJnt-cm

pr. pple. of conservdre to Conserve : see -ant/

That conserves, preserving, as in conservant caus,

(med.L. causa conservans).

1588 Fraunce Laivicrs Log. 1. iii. 18 b, The procrean

andconservant cause. 1615 Curry-C. /or Coxe£. iv. 201

Amongst Efficients, some permanent, some transient, .sorai

conseruant. 01641 Bp. R. Mountagu Acts «t Mon. (1642

117 The King . . originant to them, conservant of them

1679 Puller Moder. Ch. Eng. xvii. (18431 303 The Papac;

was cither the procreant or conservant cause, or botl
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procreant and conservant of all the greater ecclesiastical

controversies in the Christian world,

Conservate (kpiisanrt), v. rare. [f. ppl.

stem of L. eonservare : see -ATE.] trans. To Con-
serve, preserve. Hence Co'nservating ///. a.

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 829 Ideas conservated by tradition,

by time, by custom. 1875 Wonders ofPhys. World 1. ii. 49
The conservating will of the Creator.

Conservation ^nsaivJi-Jan). In 4-6 -cion.

[ad. L. conservation-em, n. of action f. eonservare

to Conserve. So OF. conservation, -(ion (14th c.).]

1. The action of conserving
;
preservation from

destructive influences, natural decay, or waste

;

preservation in being, life, health, perfection, etc.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. nr. xi. 98 In conseruacioun of hyr
beynge and endurynge. 1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. K.
xix. xlviL (1495)890 Bytter thynges . . haue those thre that
nedyth to conseruacion and sauynge. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W, 1531) 196 b, Of whome all creatures hath theyr
beynge & conseruacion. 1542 Boorde Dyetary xxxviii.

(1870) 299 For the conseruacion of helth. 1659 Pearson
Creed (iZ^) 37 Unto this act of creation is annexed that of
conservation. 1710 Berkeley Princ. Hum. Knowl. § 46
Matter . . cannot subsist without the divine conservation.
183a Lyell Princ. Geot. II. in. xlvii. 256 There are circum-
stances accompanying a wreck which favour the conserva-
lion of skeletons. 1862 Lytton Sir. Story II. 253 Capa-
cities, .designed by Providence for the distinct use and
conservation of the species to which they are given.

b. Preservation of existing conditions, institu-

tions, rights, peace, order, etc.

1460 Paston Lett. No. 353. 1. 519 For the tendre love that
we have to the concervacion of the Kyngs peas, c 1485
Digby Myst. (1882) i. 109 In conseruacion of my tytell of
right. 1533 More Debell. Salem iv. Wks. 938/2 Zeale. .to

the conseruacion of the catholik faythe. 1538 Starkey
England 1. iv. 107 For the conseruatyon of polytyke ordur
and just pollycy. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. 1. iii. (1588) 15 The
Conestable Marshall of the Queenes house, may see to the
Conseruation of the Peace within the same house. 1731
Johnson Rambler No. 99 F i Ordained by providence for

the conservation of order. 1864 Kirk C/tas. Bold II. iv. iv.

449 For the conservation of existing territorial limits,

tc. Keepingofcommandments, observance. Obs.

1544 Exhort, in Pn'v. Prayers (1851) 566 The true con- I

servation of our heavenly Father's, .commandments,

fd. * Keeping' of domestic animals, bees, etc.

1658 Rowland Moufet's Tkeai. Ins. 898 To the conser-
vation or keeping of Bees. 1663 Cowley Ess. Agric. (1687) ;

101 Rural Oeconomy .. would contain the Government of
Bees, Swine, Poultry . . and the Domestical Conservation !

and Uses of all that is brought in by Industry abroad.

2. Official charge and care of rivers, sewers,

forests, etc. ; conservancy.
1490A ct 4 //en. VII, c. 1 5 The Maior of the Citie of London

. . hauing the conseruation of the water and river of Thames.
1691 T. H[ale1 Acc. New Invent. 66 The conservation of
all the Royal Rivers of England. 1768 Blackstone Comm.
III. 74 The safe-guard and conservation of the sewers
within their commission. 1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames

\

x. 289 Successive Sovereigns . . granted the Conservation of
the River Thames.. to the Mayor and Commonalty of
London. 1888 Pall Mall G. 4 Apr. 5/1 (French forests)

There are thirty-five conservations. Over each there is a
conservateur, who has generally an assistant

3. Psychol. Faculty of conservation : memory
proper, or the power of retaining knowledge, as

distinguished from reproduction or reminiscence,

the power of recalling it.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Melaph. (1877) II. xx. 13 Some
have a strong faculty of conservation, and a feeble faculty
of reproduction. Ibid. II. xxx. 206 Aristotle distinguishes
Memory {\Lvr\\Lr\\ as the faculty of Conservation, from
Reminiscence (avdnvrims), the faculty of Reproduction.

4. Arat. Philos. Conservation of energy or force :

the doctrine that 'the total energy of any body
or system of bodies is a quantity which can neither

be increased nor diminished by any mutual action

of those bodies, though it may be transformed into

any one of the forms of which energy is suscepti-

ble '
; and that the universe is such a system, of

which the total energy remains the same in amount,
amid all the changing forms in which it may ex-

hibit itself. So conservation of mass y etc.

App. the phrase originated with Leibnitz : see quot. Con-
servatio virium vivarum, in Fr. conservation des forces
vives, was in common use in the 18th c. : cf.Vis viva. In
1807 Young introduced the term Energy. In 1847, Helm-
holtz published a treatise i)ber die Erhaltitng der Kraft ;

in 1853, Rankine defined 'conservation of energy' as a
technical phrase. See Correlation offorces.
[(:169a Leibnitz Werke (ed. Pertz) Mathemat. VI. 217

Ce que je dis de la conservation de la Force absolue.]

1796 Hutton Math. Diet. I. 495/2 Mr. Dan. Bernoulli .

.

has assumed the preservation of the Vis Ascendens of
Huygens, or, as others express it, the Conservatio Virium
Vivarum^ 1842-3 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 381 The preceding
equation is sometimes used to express the principle of the
conservation ofvis viva, which is to be understood thus

:

the system never acquires nor loses any quantity of vis viva
from the action of its parts upon each other, but only from
the action of external forces. 1853 W. Rankine Transform.
Energy m Sci. Papers (1881) Conservation of Energy [de-

fined]. rti86a Buckle Civiliz. III. v. 363 The modern
doctrine of conservation of force. 1864 P. G. Tait Philos.
Mag. Oct., On Hist. Thermo-Dynamics, The old term
'conservation of vis viva* of which the conservation of
Energy is only an extension. 1873 B. Stewart Conserv.
Force Introd. 5 The modern doctrine of the Conservation
ofEnergy or Correlation of Forces. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph.
363 One of the simplest of these truths appears to be the

invariability and the conservation of mass.. 1885 P. G. Tait

Rec. Advances Phys. Sc. fed. 3) 56 The true modern origin-

ators and experimental demonstrators of the conservation of
energy in its generality were undoubtedly Colding of Copen-
hagen and Joule of Manchester, ibid. 361 The only man
who ever tried to discover experimentally what might be
correctly called Conservation of Force was Faraday.

5. Astron. Conservation of areas : the describ-

ing of equal areas in equal times by the radius

vector of a planet moving in its orbit.

1865 A. S. Herschel in Intell. Obscrv. No. 47. 338 The
law of 'conservation of areas'. 1867 Denison Astron.

1

•without Math, 203 This is called the law of conservation of
areas ; and it is only the same thing in other words as
saying that the angular velocity in any given orbit varies
inversely as the square of the distance.

6. The * preserving 9
of fruit or the like ; the

making of conserves.

1873 Hale In His Name iii. 12 Watching the conserva-
tion of some peaches.

Conservational, a. [f, prec. + -al.] Of or

pertaining to conservation.
1846 in Worcester, and in later Diets.

Conservatism (k^nsouvatiz'm). [f. stem of

Con'SERVat-ive + -ISM ; cf. separatist, speculatist,

but also positivism.'] The doctrine and practice of

Conservatives : primarily as a term of English poli-

tics ; = Toryism.
1835 Arnold Let. to Justice Coleridge 16 Dec. (R. Suppl.\

Any one, who has not satisfied himself, as I have, that
Conservatism [in politics] is wrong. 1840 — Let. in Stanley
Life (1844) II. ix. 188 The principle of Conservatism has
always appeared to me to be not only foolish, but to be
actuallyfelo de se : it destroys what it loves, because it will

not mend it. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby 11. v, Conservatism
discards Prescription, shrinks from Principle, disavows
Progress. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. I. 148 Like all great
English statesmen, he was constitutionally conservative,
but he had the tact to perceive the conditions under which '

in critical times, conservatism is possible. 1862 Standard
24 Mar., Let no one presume to identify Conservatism with
reaction.

b. Hence, generally, conservative principles in

politics, theology, criticism, etc.

1850 Whipple Ess. <r Rev. (ed. 3) I. 184 That shrinking
timidity of conservatism, which fears every thing new, for

the reason that it is new. 1879 Farrar St. Paul I. 366 ,

The stiff conservatism of a few Rabbis.

Conse'rvatist, sb. and a. rare. [f. as prcc. :

see -1ST.] sb. One who would preserve (insti-

tutions, etc.) unchanged, adj. = Conservative.
1867 Parkman Jesuits N. Amer. (1881) p. Ixvi, Imprac-

j

ticable conservatists of barbarism. 1872 F. Hall Recent
'

Exempt. False Philol. 92 Here .. [he] figures in the un-
favourable character of a conservatist just for the sake of !

conservatism. 1877 Mrs. KingsleyZ//1' C. Kingsley 1. 162
}

Surprised at the loyal, conservatist, serious tone of its I

contents.

Conservative (kpnsa'ivativ', a. and sb. [a.

F. conservatif, -ive (=*Fr. conservative, It. con-

servativo (Florio), prob. med.L. conserv5tivits), i.

L. conservdt-, ppl. stem of eonservare to Con-
serve : see -ive.] A. adj.

1. Characterized by a tendency to preserve or

keep intact or unchanged ;
preservative.

1384 Chaucer H. Fame 11. 339 This place .. Ther as
jFame list to dwelle Is set amiddes of these three, Heven,
j

erthe, and eek the see, As most conservatif the soun. 1541

R, Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., Called the seamc
conseruatyfe . . for it is nat made but for to mayntayne the

lyppes tyll the wounde be closed. 1559 Morwyng Evonym.,
The hole of the conservative vessel ought to be covered

j

with a little cover. 1828 Stewart Planter's G. 121 The
Stem or Trunk of woody plants is classed, .among the Con-
servative Organs. 1833 Lyell Princ. Geol.^ III. 27 The i

effects of vegetation have.. only a conservative tendency,
j

1839^40 W. Irving Wolfert's R. (1855) 265 A still higher ,

opinion of the conservative virtues of lock and key.

h. Const, of
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) I. vii. 78 The

very medycyne . . conseruatyf of strength and of helthe.

1570 Marr. Wit Sc. 1. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 326 Nurse of

the world, conservative of kind. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles

II. iv. 14 The Divine Bonitie. .is conservative of althings.

1868 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art \. 79 Jealously conservative of
old things, but conservative of them as pillars, not as pin-

nacles—as aids, but not as idols.

C. Psychol. Conservativefaculty : the faculty of

Conservation (sense 3}. d. Physics. ;Seequots.)
1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. II. xxx. 206 Thus in the

term Memory, the Conservative Faculty,—the phenomenon
of Retention, is the central notion, with which, however,
those of Reproduction and Representation are associated.

1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. 1. 1. § 271 A limited sys-

tem of bodies is said to be dynamically conservative (or

simply conservative^, if the mutual forces between its parts
|

always perform, or always consume, the same amount of
work during any motion whatever, by which it can pass 1

from one particular configuration to another. Ibid. I. 1.

§ 346 A ' conservative disturbance of motion * is a disturbance

in the motion or configuration of a conservative system, not

altering the sum of the potential and kinetic energies.

2. The most common current designation of one

of the two great English political parties, the

characteristic principle of which is the mainten-

ance of existing institutions political and ecclesias-

tical. ( With capital C.)

The word was first used in this sense by J. Wilson Croker
j

in an article published on 1 Jan. 1830; and almost imme-
diately largely took the place of the term Tory (originally

reproachful), which had been in use for nearly 150 years.
|

Measures tending to preserve cherished political conditions !

had before this been sometimes spoken of as conservatory^
Preference for 'Conservative' sometimes implied disavowal
of the reactionary tendencies which had sometimes beer,
associated with earlier Toryism, and espousal of the new
phase introduced by Sir R. Peel ; and the name was not at
first received with favour by all Tories, any more than it was
admitted to be properly descriptive by their political op-
ponents. Hence many early references ridicule the word.
1830 J. W. Croker in Q. Rev. Jan. 2^6 Attached to what is

called the Tory, and which might with more propriety be
called the Conservative, party. 1832 Blackzv. Mag. Jan.
1 15/2 The fortresses of the Conservative Party in the nom-
ination boroughs are to be entirely destroyed ! 1835 Gre-
ville Mem. Geo. IV, 14 June, Peel clearly does not intend
that there shall be a Tory party, though of course there
must be a Conservative party, the great force of which is

the old Tory interest. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby ir. vi,

* A sound Conservative Government,' said Taper, musingly.
'I understand: Tory men and Whig measures.' 1845 —
Speech 17 Mar., For me there remains this at least— the
opportunity of expressing thus publicly my belief that a
Conservative Government is an Organized Hypocrisy. 1872— Sp. at Manchester 3 Apr., Gentlemen, the programme
of the Conservative party is to maintain the Constitution
of the country. 1874 Green Short Ilist. Epil. 816 The Con-
servative Government encountered unexpected difficulties at

home. 1884 Pall Mall G. 2 Aug. 1/1 Conservative and
Liberal, as we ordinarily use the terms, are distinctions

having reference to a particular practical struggle, the

gradual substitution of government by the whole body of
the people for government by privileged classes.

"b. [from the sb.'] Of, belonging to, characteristic

of Conservatives, or the Conservative party.

1831 Sir R. Peel in Croker Papers 11884) II. xvi. 117
There is another party, .which . .thinks the imposition of a
Property Tax on Ireland and the aristocracy a Conservative
measure. 1832 O'Connell Sp. 25 May, The learned Solicitor

General for Ireland, .admits that the details of the Bill are

Conservative— that is the fashionable term, the newfangled
phrase now used in polite Society to designate the Tory
ascendancy. 1881 Lady Herbert Edith 190 A great Con-
servative reaction had set in.

3. Extended to characterize a similar spirit in the

political movements of other countries or times, in

religious inquiry, criticism, business enterprise, etc.

;

the connotation being generally favourable.

1845 S. Alstin Raukc's Hist. Kef. III. 417 The one
[party], .inclined to the absolute rejection of the traditional

..the other, conservative even in matters of doctrine. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 21 V. 181 Plato becomes more conserva-

tive as he grows older. 1876 Freeman Norm. Cono.W, xxvi.

384 By the conservative side of the Conqueror's policy, by
his systematic retention of the old laws and constitution of

England. 1882 Jeuu Bentlcy 213 No school of textual criti-

cism, however conservative, has denied that conjecture is

sometimes our sole resource. 1888 Boston (Mass.j Jrnl. 17

Oct. i/7iAdvt.)We offer these bonds and recommend them
as a safe and conservative investment.

B. sb. [The adj. used absolutely.]

1. A preserving agent or principle ; a preservative.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. liv. (14951 895 Hony..
clensyth and tempryth bytteniesses and is therfore put in

Conseruatiues. 1432-50 tr. Higden 1 Rolls) I. 5 A story is

the testimony of tymes . . beynge as in a maner a conserua-

tiue perpetualle to thynges mortalle. 1656 A rtif. Handsom.
39 They use these customable adornings. .as an attractive

or conservative of their affections. 1829 SoutheY Sir T.

More (18311 I. 379 The rapid increase of the labouring

classes renders education, as a corrective and conservative

. .absolutely needful.

2. Eng. Politics. A member of the Conservative

party, a Tory ; esp. in early use, a supporter of Sir

Robert Peel.

1831 Sir R. Peel in Croker Papers 11884) II. xvi. 116, I

apprehend there are two parties among those who call

themselves Conservatives. 1832 Macaulav Mirabcau Misc.
Writ 11860) II. 79 He would have died, to use the new
cant word, a decided 'Conservative'. 1834 Mrq. London-
derry in Dk. Buckhm.il/fw. Will. IV % Vict. 1 1861) II. 141

This section of the Reformers coalescing with the Duke's
former Government and the ultra Tories, uniting all under
the name of Conservatives. 1843 Disraeli To Constituents

[Set. Speeches 1882 I. 49), Those ancient institutions which
we Conservatives are bound to uphold—which you sent us

to Parliament to uphold, i860 Mill AV/r. Govt. (1865)

56/1 The Conservatives . . being by the law of their existence

the stupidest party. 1868 Geo. Eliot F. Holt 33 There are

two Whigs and one Conservative likely to be in the field,

b. In general politics, religion, criticism, etc.

1843 Carlyle Past <$• Pr. (1858) 197 Bull is a born con-

servative. 1865 Reader -zo May 561 We find girls naturally

timid, prone todependence, born conservatives. 1885 Tenny-
son Hands all round 7 That man's the best [1887 true]

Conservative Who lops the mouldered branch away.

Conservatively (kf>ns3\ivativli), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY In a conservative way or manner.
1834 Greville Mem. Geo. IV, 24 Dec, When a standard

was set up . . on Conservatively Liberal principles. 1839
Eraser's Mag. XIX. 149 He talked democratically with

Lord Stanhope, conservatively with Mr. Pitt.

Conse'rvatize, v. rare. [f. as Conservatism
+ -ize.] a., trans. To render conservative, b.

inir. To become conservative. Hence Conser-

vatizing ///. a.

1849 Clough Lett, and Rem. (1865) 215 The natural con-

servatising character of our years after thirty. ite+ChurcJi

<y St. Rev. V. 65 Now, toconservatize is to preserve our old

institutions unimpaired. 1883 Contemp. Rev. June 881 If

there was anything specially Conservative and Conserva-
tizing about it, why did he not realize it?

|| Conservatoire (kfmsgrvatwa*r) Also -orio,

-orium. [F. = It. conservatorio, L. (and Ger.)

conservatorium : see Conservatory sb. (sense 7)]
A public establishment [in France, Germany or

108 -a



CONSERVATOB. 856 CONSERVE.
Italy, for special instruction in music and declam-
ation. (The French form of the word is commonly
used in England in speaking not only of the Con-
servatoire of Paris, but also, with less propriety, of

the Conseruatorium of Leipzig, and the Conserva-

tories of Italy, and is even sometimes assumed as

the name of musical schools in England. In the

U.S. the anglicized form conservatory is used.)

For the origin of the name see Conservatory sb. 7. The
first Conservalorio was established at Naples in 1537. The
Conservatoire de Musique, or free school of Music, in Paris,

was established by the National Convention in 1705 ; the

( onservatorium of Leipzig was founded through the exer-

tions of Mendelssohn in 1843.

1771 i • . State 0/ Music Pr. Italy (17731 M5
(Venice) The city is famous for its conservatorios or musical
schools.

^
Ibid. 303 (Naples) There are three Conservatorios

in this city for the education of boys who are intended for

the profession of music, of the same kind with those of
Venice for girls. 1819 Patttologia, Conservatorios. 1845
. / then&um 22 Feb. 204 A Symphony . . was performed . . at a
recent concert of the Conservatoire. z88o Grove Diet. Mus.
I. ^94/2 The Venetian Conservatorios have ceased to exist
. . I'he Conservatoire of Paris . . The Conservatoryurns of
Leipzig,Vienna, and other German towns. 1883 Daily Netvs
29 Sept. 1/6 Pianofortes, manufactured by — Sole Maker
to the Leipsic Conservatorium. 1885 Mauch. Evening
Sews 23 June 2/1 The Royal College will soon become a
rival of some of the famous continental conservatoires.

Conservator (k^*ns3j\vitDj). Also 5-7 -our,

^-itor). [a. AF. conservatour=Y. -atettr ,14th c. in

Littrej, ad. L. conservator-em keeper, n. of action

f. conservdre to Conserve. Johnson, Walker,
Smart (1849) an<l others accent cottservd'tor; the
earlier form after F. was conse'rvdtor.

1. One who preserves from injury ; a preserver,

guardian, keeper, custodian.
1417 Hex. V. in Rymer Pondera (1710) IX. 630 We wol

have Conservatours for his party. 1678 Lively Oracles v.

§ 32 (1684' 299 The Christian Church, .is the guardian and
conservator of holy writ. 1700 Tyrkell Hist. Ettg. II. 927
To be the Conservators of the Publick Liberties. 17x3
Dlrham Phys. Theol. v. xvi. 259 The infinite Conservator
of the World. 1774 J. Uryant Mvthot. I. 446 The real
conservators of the wealth were the priests. 1859 Hol-
land Gold F. ix. 108 Connubial love, as a conservator of
the youthful feeling of the soul. 1871 Browning Pr.
flohenst. 303 A conservator, call me, if you please, Not a
creator nor destroyer : one Who keeps the world safe.

+ b. A thing that preserves
; pi. glasses for pre-

serving the sight. Obs. exc. as fig. of prec.
l 1400 Destr. Troy 8779 Ober maters. .Conseruatour^ by

craft, bat cointly were made. ,1420 Pallad. on Hush. 11.

143 Of cold and moist conservatour flyntstone is. 1547-64
Balxdwin Mor. Philos. iPalfr.) ix. iv, Faith is both the
originall and principall constitutor and conservator of the
weale publike. 1597 Lowk Chirurg. (16341 172 He must.,
use conservatours of greene glasse.

C. The official custodian or keeper of a building,

museum, etc.

17561 tr. Keyslcr's Trav. (1760.) II. 364 Under the Corps
de Logis is the capital prison. In the conservator's apart-
ments, are two celebrated statues. 1835 Kirbv Nab. *
Inst. Anim. I. Introd. 104 The conservator and assistant-
conservator of the museum.

2. In various titles official or descriptive.

1425 Ord. Whittingtons Alms-house in Entick London
(1766) IV. 354 The keepers of the commonalty of the craft
of mercers to be called conservators of the. .house. 1467 in
Eng.Gilds 1870)380 To be called conservitorsor kepersofthc
articles of this seid yelde. 150a Arnolds Chron. {i8iif 159
Bishop of the cite of Rome, and Conseruator of the cry*te»
feith. 1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. 56 He ordeyned. .accord-
ing to the Counsayle of Plato, certaine persons, whiche
were named Conservators of the weale publike, a i6j6
Bacon New Atl. (1650* 3 He was warned by the Conserva-
tour of Health, of the City, that he should keepc a distance.
1669 Woodhead St. Teresa n. xxxv. 235 The conservators
of the citj . . told us, they were not a whit sorry for the
licence granted. 1853 Fllton Punt. Lett. xx\i. u86s'237
The conservator of antiquities has given me free admission
to the Acropolis for a year. 1889 W. Lockhart Ch. Scot,
in 13th Cent. 118 He was known in the assembly, .as Con-
servator of the Council.

b. Conservators of the peace {Custotles pacis):
applied in a general sense, to the Sovereign, Lord
Chancellor, Lord Treasurer, Lord High Constable,
the Justices of the King's Bench, Master of the
Rolls, etc. spec. The Wardens of the Peace ap-
pointed in 1327 ; the precursors of the Justices of
the Peace, created with extended powers in 1360.
11330 Act 4 Edw. ///, c. 5 Devant les gardeins de la pees.]

1494 Fabvan Chron. vn. 488 A mercyfull kynge, of peas
conseruatour, The thirde Edwarde. 1581 Lambarde Etren.
1. iii. (1588) 13 Wardeins or Conseruators of the Peace.
1641 Termes de la^ Ley 77. a 17x6 Blackall IVks. (1723)
I. 364 Magistrates in their publick and politick Capacity .

.

by the Ordinance of Gou Conservators of the Publick
Peace. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 350. 18x5 Scott Guy
M. vii, Since our friend's advancement to be a conservator
of the peace he had caused the gate . . to be newly hung
and handsomely painted. 1848 Wharton Law Lex. s.v.,

The coroner is also a conservator of the peace within his
own county, as is also the sheriff ; so are the constables,
tything-men, and the like. 1863 H. Cox Instit. in. il 592
The sovereign is. .the principal conservator of the peace of
the kingdom. 1875 J. Curtis Hist. Eng. 146 At the com-
mencement of the reign of Edward III. .It was ordained
by parliament that conservators of the peace should be ap-
pointed.

C. Conservators ofa river : persons having charge

: of a river, its embankments, weirs, creeks, etc, and
supervision of the fisheries, navigation, watermills,

etc., thereon. Cf. Conservacy.
In 13 & 17 Rich. II., they are called Conservatours des

Estatnz, Conservators 0/the Statutes (touching the taking
!

of Salmon, etc.). But the (later* title of the latter Act is

)
De ConseriHitoribus Aqux Thamisiie.
1490 Act 4 Neu. Vlly c. 15 The Major of the Cirie of

London.. is conseruatour, hauing the conseruation of the
water and riuer of Thames. 1494 Fabvan Chron. VH. 573V mayre and his bretherne the aldermen, as conseruatours
of that ryuer. .opteyned commyssion to pull vp all the werys
that stode atwene Ixmdon and .vii. myles beyonde Kyng-
ston, and..atwene London and Grauysende. 1570-6 Lam-
ASM Peramb. Kent » 1826) 234 Conservatour of the
Thamyse. 1697 Llttrkll Brief Pel. '1857) IV. 241 A long
tryall between the town of Newcastle (as conservators of
the river Tynei and the dean and chapter of Durrham.
1710 Lotid. Gaz. No. 4714/4 The Conservators of the River
'lone. 185a Number Conservoiuy Act 2028 It shall be
lawful for the Lords of the Admiralty to appoint a Con-
servator. x88i 't imes 7 Apr. 0/5 How far the duties of the
Conservators are to extend beyond providing the mere
mechanical precautions against floods.

fd. Conservator of Truce and Safe Conducts:
an officer appointed in a sea-port * to enquire

of all offences done against the King's Truce and
Safe Conducts, upon the main sea, out of the

liberties of the Cinque Ports' fCowell). Obs.

I1394 Let. Rich, ft in Rymer Poetiera VII. 765/2 Con-
servators dictarum treugarum pro parte sua deputet, et eos
onus conservatia? hujusmodi in se assumere . . compellat.
1

4

1 4 Act 2 Hen. V
% c. 6 Et que en chacun port de nieere

soit fait et assigne desore enavant par le Roy par sez lettres

patentz un loial hoinme appelle Conservatour des trieues et
saufconduitz de Roy. Ktransl. In euery Port of the Sea
shall be made and assigned from henceforth by the King by
his Letten patents, one lawfull man called a Conseruator
of the Truce and the King's Safe Conducts.)] 1641 Termes
de la Ley 76 Conservator of the Truce. 1649 ^tLDEN Eaws
Png.n. xxii.(i739> 105 The Statute, .concerning Free Trade,
which had been prejudiced by the rigour of the Conserva-
tours of the Truce. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio).

"t* 6. An officer appointed to protect the rights

and settle the disputes of Scottish merchants in

foreign i>orts or places of trade ; a consul. Some-
times called C. of the Staple. Also an officer

charged with the protection of English merchants
in foreign countries in the 1 7th c. Obs.

1503 St '. Acts fas, IV (1597) § 81 That the Conseruatour
of this Realme haue jurisdiction to do justice, .betuix mer-
chand and merchande in thay partes beyond sea. 1638 K.
Baillie Lett. * Jrnls. (1841) I. 71 Vour Conservatour has
written to the king that some munition is coming to us from
Campheir. x688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2371/3 Sir James Kennedy,
Conservator of the Scotish Priviledges in the Netherlands.
1694 tr. Milton's Lett. 0/State 316 (Cromwell to K. of Por-
tugal, Aug. 1658), Being a stranger . . he . . demanded the
Judgment of the Conservator, appointed to determine the
Causes of the English ; but was sent back to the Cognizance
of that Court, from which he had appeal'd. 1761 Brit.
Mag. 1 1. 672 Charles Stewart, Esq ; lord conservator of the
Scotch privileges at CamDvere.

Conserva torship, [f. prec. + -ship.] The
office of conservator {e.g. in senses 2 c, e).

1645 Treaty w. Spain in C. King Brit. Merch. (1721) III.

140 Who for Matters and Law-Suits . . in the said Cities of
Cadiz, Malaga and San Lucar, may substitute his Con-
servatorship in the Person that shall be proposed by the
said Nation. 1650 H. More in Enthus. Triutnph. ( 1656)
Competitors with our Moon for the Conservatour-ship of
the Universe, 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent, p. Iviii,

The Conservatorship of the River of Thames. 1829 Liver*
pool Mnnic. Pec. 1 Apr. XVI. 115 The necessity of the
Conservatorship of the River being vested in some fixed
Body or Persons.

Conservatory kjTns^'ivaUri), sb. [Answers
to a L. type *conservatdri-um, neut. sb. from
conservatdrius adj. ^in med.L.), and to mod.F.
conservatoire : see -obyJ
+ 1. That which preserves, a preservative. Obs.
X563 Homilies 11. Smrament 1. (1859* 443 The ancient

catholic fathers . . were not afraid to call this (the Lord's]
Supper, .the food of immortality, .and the conservatory to
everlasting life. x6s5 JOh Tavlor Repentance vi. f 1 (R.)
A tree appointed to be the cure of diseases and a conserva-
tory of life. 1660 — Dnct. Dubit. 11. iii. Rule vii. $ 1 Non
concupisces is the apex juris : it is the conservatory and the
last duty of every commandment.

T 2. A place where things are preserved or kept
securely ; a storehouse, a repository. Also fig.
164s Declar. Lords «t Comm. 26 May 11 The fountaine

and Conservatory of the law. 1656 Stanley Nist. Philos.
I. v. 12 Memory is a conservatory or repository of the
s<-nses. 1673 Lady s Call. 1. { 5. 43 That know no other use of
closets then as a conservatory of cauds and baubles. 17*6
R. Neve Builders Diet. s. v. Building* A Place .. for a
Conservatory of the Meats that are taken from Tables.
1790 Burke Pr. Rev. 50 The great conservatories and ma-
gazines of our rights and privileges, X796 C. Marshall
Garden, xx. (ed. 5) 441 A conservatory for Fish.

f 3. A place for preserving snow or ice un-
melted ; an ice-house. Obs.
i6»6 Bacon Sylva § 70 A Conservatory of Snow and Ice

;

such as they use for delicacy, to cool Wine in Summer.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 50 Any Minerall solution
. .placed in cold conservatories, will Crystallise. X693 Sir
T. P. Blount Nat. Hist. 167 In a Deep Well, or in a Con-
servatory of Snow.. the Cold may be more Constringent.
1703 Maundrf.ll JoMm.Jerus. 140 By its exceeding height,
it [LibanusJ proves a conservatory* f°r abundance of Snow.

t 4. A reservoir of water. Obs.
1673 Ray Journ. Low C. 68 The Water running down .

.

into the Bottom of the Basins or Conservatories. 1675
Phil. Trans. X. 448 If a conservatory should hold 3378
niuids of water. 17x1 J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening
26 Heads of Water, which are Conservatories for the foun-
tains. Ibid. 28 A Reservoir or Conservatory-

5. A greenhouse for tender flowers or plants
;

now, usually, an ornamental house into which
plants in bloom are brought from the hot-house
or green-house.
1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776)413 Setting it in case* in our

Conservatories of Hyemation. 1664 — Nat. Hort. (17391
198 With the Windows and Doors of the Green-houses and
Conservatories open. 1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2674/4 A new
Conservatory, or Green-House. 178a Europ. Mag. II. 87
The idea of a Conservatory opening by a folding door into

his saloon, is too fine to be left unfinished. 18*4 Scott
Redgauntlet let, vii, The present proprietor had rendered
it {the parlour] more cheerful by opening one end into a
small conservatory . . I have never before seen this. 1859
W. Collins Q. of Hearts 1 18751 24, 1, .found her in the con-
servatory, fumigating the plants.

t 6. A hospital for the protection and nurture of

orphans and foundlings. Obs.
x6x6 Brent tr. Sarpts Counc. Trent U676) 332 The Con-

servatories of these, should, by no means, be touched.
1650 J. Howell Giraffis Rev. Naples 100 An intention he
had to make it [a palace] A Conservatory for poor Maidens.
1693 PIW- Trans. XVII. 837 The Nfonasteries. .with a
Conservatory of Orphans, are all shook down.

7. As a rendering of It. conservatorw
}
V. con-

servatoire. Ger. conservatorium : A public insti-

tution for special instruction in music and decla-

mation ; a school or academy of music. Frequent
in U. S. ; in England, the French form of the word
is commonly used : see Conservatoire.
The Italian conservatorios were the earliest, and originated

in hospitals for the rearing of foundlings and orphans (see
prec. sense), in which a musical education was given.

184a Hook Ch. Diet., Conservatorii [ed. 1846 Conserva-
tories], public schools of music in Italy. 1879 Howells

' L. Aroostook (1883) I. 157 You are going to study at the
conservatory in Mi..::, ? x88o Grove Diet. Mus. I. 10 The
chief public institution in New York for teaching music ts

the New York Conservatory of Music

Conservatory (k^sauvatari), a. [Answers
to med.L. conservdtori-us {bulla, epistola conser-

vatory , f. L, conservator ; see above and -oby.]

1. Adapted to conserve ; preservative.

1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 73 Galen calleth
them causes conservatory- 106o Howell Parly of Beasts
143 \V>.) Souvrain and conservatory influence. 18*4 Lanuor
Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 L 37 Compliance . . with such con-
servatory statutes. 1833 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. .w iii. 361 The
Vessel that was to be conservatory v( tne wrecks of the
species of drowned mankind.

2. = Conservative.
i8»» Ann. Reg. 11.795 For the advantage of conservatory

and truly liberal ideas. 18*9 Hist. Europe, ibid. 140/2 A
conservatory principle always maintained by France.

3. F. conservatoire.] In French law applied

to an act of procedure having as its object to pre-

vent prejudice to a right and to a body having this

function.

1801 Ann. Reg. 56 A conservatory jury . . which was to
name, from popular lists, the legislative bodies. x8xo Ibid.,

Chron, 6 By another decree of the conservatory senate, .the
towns of Kehl, Wesel, Casscl, and Flushing, are to be
united to the French empire.

4. Of or pertaining to the conservators ofa river.

1881 Daily News 13 Sept. 6/5 The conservatory steam
launch came upon a number of fishermen with illegal nets.

t Conse'rvatrice. Obs. [a. F. conservatrice,

fern, of conservaleur : see -trice.] *= next.
c 1430 Lyug. Thebes 11. (K. SuppJ, Truth . . conscrvatrice

From all mischief, and sothfast mediatricc To God above.

1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) 111. xxxiu. 327 a/a
Dyscrecyon moder and conseruatryce of other \ertues.

1581 Marbeck Bk. of Notes 334 Concord .. whose parent
and conceruatricc similitude, .bringcth all things to umtie.

Conservatrix vkfnsaivv'-triks). [a. L. conser*

l vdtrix, fern, of conservator : sec -trix.] A female

conservator or preserver ; also used with names of

things feminine in Latin or by personification.

1581 Hester Seer. Phiorav. 111. lxx. 104 Aqua vita:, the
whiche is conseruatrix of all medicines. X677 Gale Crt.
Gentiles II. tv. 292 As the creatrix essence was immediately

1 present in making althings, so the Conservatrix Essence is

,

immediately present in the supporting althings.

Conserve (k^nsauv), sb. [a. F. conserve — It.,

I Sp., med.L. conserva, f. conservdre, F. conserver
tu preserve : sec next.]

+ 1. A preserving agent, a preservative. Obs.

1393 CIower Conf. III. 86 The firste [science] which is the
I conserve And keper of the remenaunt. 1503 Hawks
I P.xamp. Vitt. vii. 145, I nature, .am- .The fonteyne of his

i

vaynes inferyall To him conserue moost dere and specyall.

1553 * • Watson in Crowley Soph. Dr. Watson i. (15691 95
A conserue or a thing that preserueth our bodyes to the im-
mortalitie of eternall life. 1590 Greene A ever too late

(1600) 76 A conserue against such lawlesse concupiscence.

T 2. A conservatory for plants. Obs.
1664 Evelyn Nat. Hort. (1729) 21 Set the Pots, into your

Conserve. 1664 — Sylva (1776) 368 Trees .. that were
carried into the Conserve,

f 3. A preserve, a store, a hoard. Obs.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Pr. Acad. (1589) 65 Within us.

.

we shall finde there a heap* and conserve of many, divers

I

and different evils. 1651 Cleveland Poems 3 Next to those
sweets her Hps dispence, As Twin-conserves of Eloquence.

4. A medicinal or confectionary preparation of
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some part of a plant (as the flowers, leaves, roots,

I

fruit) preserved with sugar. (Formerly Conserva.)
1530 Palsgr. 208/1 Conserve made of floures or frute,

conserue. 156a Turner Herbal 11. 35 b, The conserue . . of
j

Rosmari is good for them that swoun, and are week harted.
j

1620 Vennek Via Recta viL 149 The Conserue of Red
Roses comforteth the heart and liuer. 1789 W. Buchan
Dom. Med. (1790) 185 The bark .. may be made into an
electuary, with the conserve of roses. 1854 S. Thomson
Wild Ft. in. led. 4) 303 The heps [of the Dog-roseJ are used
for a conserve.

b. Confections, ' preserves'.
I55S Eden Decades 238 They make muche Ginger in con-

semes with sugar. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 3
Wilt please your Honor taste of these Conserues V 1648
Gage West lud. 11655) 25 A table ready furnished with
boxes of Conserves. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., /'('/t- Wks.
IV. 92 Amused himself with biscuits and dry Conserves.
1883 A. Dobson Old World Idylls 16 She was renowned,
traditions say, For June conserves, for curds and whey.

Conserve (kfJhsauv), v. [a. F. conserve-r:—L,.

conservare to preserve, f. con- + servdre to keep,
preserve. In some senses our word may be directly

taken from the Latin.
In ME. and early mod. Eng. a more common word than

preserve, by which it was, however, almost superseded early
|

in the 18th c. ", it has again become prevalent in the 19th c,
app. under the influence of the cognate conservative

x
con-

servation, etc., by which its sense is often coloured.]

1. To keep in safety, or from harm, decay, or loss;
,

to preserve with care ; now usually, to preserve

in its existing state from destruction or change.
(.1384 Chaucer H. Fame II. 224 Euery kyndely thynge

that is Hath a kyndely stede, ther he May best in hyt
conserved be. 1485 Caxton CItas. Gt. 68 The frensshe
men . . made . . their prayers deuoutly that he wolde conserue
that day Olyuer. 1566 Av. Parker in Gutch Coll. Cur.
II. 275 The said Plate .. safely to be conserv'd in your
Treasury. 1614 W. Barclay Nepenthes in Spalding Club
Misc. I. 257 A boxe to conserue my Tobacco, and a pipe to
vse it. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 195 You must draw
them out of the ground before the frost, and conserve
them in a warm place. 1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy II.

38, I saw many cupboards where the manuscripts are con-
served. 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist. ted. 3) I. 400 Colleges
of Priests who . . conserved knowledge among them with such
Secrecy and Care, that, etc. 1861 Ecclesiologist XXIII. 303
One ancient lancet window has been carefully conserved.

b. of conditions, institutions, privileges, etc.
<- 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1471 My maydenhode thou

kepe and wel conserve, e 1386 — Melib. r 671 That youre
j

good name be alway kept and conserved. 1548 Udall, I

etc. Erasm. Far. Matt. v. 37 Peace cannot be conserved
I

on both sides. 1640 Bp, Hall Episc. 1. iii. 12 They greatly
j

desired to conserve the government of Bishops. 1657 Crom-
well Sp. 21 Apr. (Carlyle), That which will conserve the

'

liberties of every man. 172a J. Macky Journ. thro* Eng.
j

I. 143 Their Mayor. . takes an Oath to observe and conserve
the Privileges of the University. 1850 Kingsley A It. Locke i

Pref. 11874) i5 If this Conservative Reaction is at hand, what
;

things is it likely to conserve ; and still more, what ought it

to conserve? 1865 Sat. Rev. 11 Mar. 279/2 Measures
which, while removing its undeniable blots, should conserve
the good of the old system.

c. of properties : To preserve unimpaired.
1577 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 11 The vessel will con- I

serue the last Of lycour very long. 1704 Newton Optics
I

(J.), They will be able to conserve their properties un-
changed in passing through several mediums, 1794 Sulli- <

van View Nat. II. 411 Whose heat is conserved by the 1

greatness of their bodies. 1874 Grove Corr. Phys. Forces
led. 6) 68 Thus force, or energy is not ' conserved * but is in
gradual progress of neutralisation. 1875 E. White Life in
Christ 1. iii. (1878) 23 Death is followed by the speedy dis-

j

sipation of the combined elements which formed the organ-
ism. The forces are conserved in other forms.

d. Const, to a person, in a state (or with
compl.),from injury, etc.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1665 And whil bat god my
wit wol me conserue, I shal so don. c 1450 Henryson Mar.
Fab. 45 Mee to conserue then from the Sunnes heat, c 1475
RaufCoil^ear 953 Thay swoir on thair swordis swyftlie all

thre, And conseruit thame freindis to thair lyfis end. 1485
Caxton St. Wene/r. 1 To conserue and kepe my virgynyte
vndefowled. 1538 Starkey England 11. ii. 179 Kept and
conservyd contynually in helth. 1567 Jewel Def. Apol.
(161 1) 572 To conserue the rest of the body whole from your
pestiferous contagion. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons
19 b, Rubbing their Bowes with a verie little thereof, .it did
conserve them in all perfection against all weather. 1642
Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647) 3 Catholic religion was conserved
in Vnity, and integrity. 1694 tr. Milton's Lett. State <io
Aug. 1649), That you will, .conserve inviolable to the Mer-

'

chants of our Nation their Privileges.

1 2. To preserve or maintain in being or continu-
ous existence ; to keep alive or flourishing. Obs.
1413LYDG. Pilgr.Soiule iv. xxvii.(i483)72 Thesowle hath

power vegetatif and generatif for to conseruen his kynde
and multyplyen. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Epist., We are all
susteined and conserued by his vertue that dwelleth in vs.
1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 53 The House of Savoy.

.

came, .in the year of Christ 636, and hath conserved itself
ever since.

1 3. To keep (a commandment, counsel), observe
(a custom or rite). Obs.
*4*3 Jas. I Kingis Q. cxii, Se that thou hir hestis well

conserve. 1558 T. Watson Seven Sacraments viii. 45 The
holy Sacrament it self is kept and Conserued in his due
honour. 1641 Brome Joviall Cretu 11. Wks. 1873 III. 380My Master.. conserv'd my Counsel.

f4. To make a substance into a conserve; to
preserve in sugar or by similar means. Obs.
155a Huloet, Conseruise, or any thynge whyche is con-

dite, or conserued, as grapes, barberies, fygges, etc. 1600
Surflet Countrie Farme 11, H, 349 By the word conserue

or conserued, is to be vnderstood that manner of ordring
things, whereby they are stamped, and beaten very small.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 111. iv. 75 That Handkerchiefe . . was
dyde in Mummey, which the Skilfull Consent "d of Maiden's
hearts [Q'/. with the skilful conserves or conserve]. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 133 (T.) Dates, pears, and
peaches, curiously conserved. 1755-73 Johnson, Conserve,
to candy or pickle fruit.

Conserved (kfTnsauvd),///. a. [f. Coxsl:kve
v. + -kd.J Kept in safety, in existence, etc. (see

the vb."1

; preserved.
1684 Ray Corr. (1848) 13S The leaf you sent [is] a perfect

one and well conserved. 183a Caklyle in Eraser's Mag,
V. 254 The concentrated or conserved essence of what men
can speak and shew. 1880 T. Hardy Trumpet-Major 271
With the conserved hope of more than half a year.

b. Well conserved (= F. bien conserve : said

of persons of advancing years who still retain

much of the freshness and vigour of youth.
[1849 Thackeray Pendennis xiv. U885) 125 I'm three years

younger than you, and twice as well conserve.) 1852 -

Esmond 11. iii. (1876) 176 She is pretty and well conserved.

Conserver (k^nsauvaj). [f. as prec. + -eii 1
.]

1. One who conserves (see the vb.
)

; a preserver.
1562 Bulleyn Bk. Simples (1579) 75 Y'' conseruers and

kepers of health, should study that, etc. 1588 Thanksgiving
in Liiurg. Sen'. Q. Eliz. (1847) 622 Most omnipotent Crea-
tor, Redeemer, and Conserver. a 1698 TeM I'LE Ess. Learn,
Wks. 1731 I. 153 The Priests, .having been, .the perpetual
Conservers of Knowledge. 1841 Emerson Lect., Conser-
Cfcs/rCvWks. (Bohnj II. 265 We are. .reformers in the morn-
ing, conservers at night. 1869 Coutemp. Re?: XII. 271
Obstructive Conservatives, or the Conservers of Death,

b. Said of a thing.

1605 TiHHE Quersit. 11. ii. no This vital heate .. i> the
repairer and conserver of life. 1647 May Hist. Pari. 11.

iv. 61 Liberty . . violated by that Court which is the onely
defence and conserver of it. 1657 S. W. Schism DisPack't
131 A Church, .is to be a conserver of Faith.

+ 2. ~ Conservatory 4. Obs. rare— 1
.

I59° J- Melvill Ser/n. in Diary (1842) 282 All thair Con-
servars and cisterns of water.

3. 'A preparer of conserves' (J.).

tConse'rvice. Obs. [app. an erroneous form-
ation from conserve, after serve, service.] a.

— CONSERYACY. b. -= CONSERVATIVE sb. I.

1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 18 That the said Lord Mayor Cornyn-
altie and Cytizens, shall have the whole Jurisdiction, Con-
servyce, R.ule and Government. 1607 Walkington Opt.
Class, xii. 131 A restorative conservice of the memory.

t Conse*rvient, a. nonce-wd. Obs. [f. L. Al-
together + servient-em, pr. pple. of servire to
serve, after subservient.'] Serving conjointly.

1649 Selden Laws Eng. n. xv. (1739) 80 In all places
where the King is subservient to the Kingdom or the Com-
monwealth, the Lord Warden in his absence is conservient
unto him, being in his stead, and not under him.

Conserving1

(k^ns5\ivir^, vbL sb. [f. Con-
serve v. + -ingJ.] Preserving, preservation.

1530 Palsgr. 208/1 Conservyng, conservation. 1610
Guillim Heraldry (1660' 132 A diverse manner of conserv-
ing of the severall kinds of Herbs and Trees by propa-
gation.

t
1671 {title), A Queens Delight ; or, the Art of

Preserving, Conserving, and Candying.

Conserving, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -jng -.]

That conserves
;
preserving from injury, decay, etc.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 83 A conserving pit of Snow. 1665
T. Mall Offer of Fr. Help 65 Not onely the procreant, but
also the conserving cause of faith. 1875 Stubbs Const.
Hist. III. xxi. 521 A conserving and uniting element.

Conservise. ? for conserves : see Conserve v.±

+ Conse'SSion. Obs.~° [a. L. consession-e/n,

n. of action from considered ' A sitting together,

or with others' (Blount Glossogr. 1656.)
Hence in Bailey, Johnson and mod. Diets.

Conse'ssive, a. rare. [f. L. consess- ppl. stem
of considere to sit together, after adjs. in -ive.]

Acting as a consessor or consessors.

1837 G. S. Faber Justification 262 A college of Saviours,
if not avowedly supersessive of Christ, yet, to say the least,

consessive with him. 1842 — Provinc. Lett. (1844)11. 126.

tConsessor. 0bs~9 [a. L. consessbr-emt

agent-n. f. considered One who sits with others.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio). Hence in Johnson, etc.

Consety, obs. form of Conceity.

tConsewe. Obs. Cookery. [Etymol. uncer-

tain.] An ancient mode of cooking capons : cf,

Consy (which seems however to have been a dif-

ferent dish\
c 1430 Cookery Bks. 18 Capoun in Cottsewe, Take a Capoun

. .setne hym in Water . . quarter hym . . strawe bar-uppe-on
Sucre, & send it yn with almaundys.
Conseyl, obs. form of Counsel.
Conseyt(e, -seyve, obs. ff. Conceit, Conceive.

Consider (k^nsrdai', v. Also 4 -sidere, 4-6
-syder, -sydre, 5 -sydyr, -sydure, -ceder,

-cidre, 5-6 -seder, -sidre, 6 (Sc.) -sydder. [a.

F. considirer (14th c. in Littre), ad. L. considerdre

to look at closely, examine, contemplate, f. con- +
a radical (found also in de-siderdre to miss, desire),

according to Festus, derived from sidus, sider-

star, constellation. The vb. might thus be origin-

ally a term of astrology or augury, but such a use

is not known in the Lat. writers.]

1. To view or contemplate attentively, to survey,

examine, inspect, scrutinize, arch.

,

cx4a5WYNT0L-NCn7w.vm.xxvii.121 Thai consydrydnoucht
I

the Plas. 1535 Covlkuale Nehem. ii. 15 Then wente I on
1

in the nighte. .& considered [1611 viewed] y« wall. — Prov.
xxxi. 16 She considreth londe [1611 a field] and byeth it.

1667 Milton /'. L. ix. 84 And with inspection deep Con-
sider'd every Creature. 1717 Lady M. W. Montague in
Four C. Eng. Lett. 204, I was sorry that decency did not
permit me to consider them nearer. 180a Mar. Edge-

I
worth Moral T. (1816) I. xvi. 139 The girl ..considered

I

Forester with anxious attention. 184a Tennyson Two
Voices 241 Consider well .. His face, that two hours since
hath died.

2. intr. To look attentively.
c 1400 Laufrauc's Cirurg. 131, Iconsidere if bat be pacicnt

be ful of blood . . & if he be }ong &. Iit.il blood bled at his

j

wounde. Ibid. 133 panne I considere if bat ilke slendynge
puree al be brayn panne. 1611 IJible Lev. xiii. 13 Then
the Priest shall consider : and behold, if the lcprosie haue
couered al his flesh, he shal pronounce him cleane.

3. trans. To contemplate mentally, fix the mind
upon ; to think over, meditate or rellcct on, bestow
attentive thought upon, give heed to, take note of.

1375 Baruuuk Bruce 1. 114 Had 5c .consideiyt his vsage,

I

That gryppyt ay, but gayne-gc-vyng. c 1460 Towneley
! Myst. 93 'I his is a good lesaon Us to consydure. 1533
More Debetl. Salem iii. Wks. 936/1 Rede and consyder
it who so list, for I can see nothynge in it to be considered by
mee. 1605 Shaks. Lear 111. iv. 107 Is man no more then

I this? Consider him well. 1711 Hkakne Collect. III. 103,

j
I doubt it, and must consider it at leisure. 1808 J. Web-
ster Nat. Phil. 13 Natural Philosophy is that science
which considers the powers of nature. 1875 JowETT Plato
(ed. 2) IV. 129 This was a problem which the Lleatic philo-
sophers had never considered.

b. To consider away ; to drive away by con-

sideration or reflection, rare.
a 1677 Ba*roW Scrm. in Beauties of B. (1S46) 177 Who

from vain opinions is proud, cannot, without considering
away those opinions, prove humble.
4. with obj. clause : To think, reflect, take note.
C1391 Chaucer Astro/. Prol., Considere wel that I ne vsurpc
nat to haue fuwnde this werk of. .myn engin. 1483 Caxton
Cato Giv, Thou must consyder thy seruantes be men as
thou arte, c 1575 FuLKE Coufut. Doctr. Purgatory 370 He
did not consider, that [it), .was a sacrifice of thankes gluing
and not ofprayers for them. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. 1.

68. 1634 Fokd P. Warbcck \. ii, Consider whose thou art,

and who. 1726 ChbTWOOO Adz-en. dpt. R. Boyle 54 Only
consider my time is very short. 1771 Junius Lett. xlix.

254 Consider how much of it would nave been lost to the
world. 1875 Jowett Plato ied. I. 437 Consider, further,
my friend, whether you and I are agreed.

o. intr. To think deliberately, bethink oneself,

reflect.

1460 FoRTESCUE Abs. <y Lim. Man. \\, Hereinue it

nedith not to considre or to purvey, but only ffor the kynges
house. 1535 CovEKDALK 1 Chron. xxii. [xxi.] 15 And euen
in the destruction the Lorde considered, and he repented of
the euel. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. i. 227 'Twere to consider to
curiously to consider so. 1611 — Cymb. 11. iii. 20. 1726
CHETWOOD Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 3, I . .found the door shut.
Standing a Moment to consider, I beard a Mail'sVoice speak-
ing to my Mistress. 1738 PofE Epil. Sat. 11. 43 The mat-

: ter's weighty, pray consider twice. 1890 HesanT Demoniac
i. 16 Mr. Athehng, sir, consider : you'll kill yourself !

fig. 1700 Dkvuen Fables, Meleager <y A. 252 The tears
that stood consid'ring in her eyes.

+ b. To take heeil, be careful to do a thing. Obi.
1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Augells 60 Let them consider

to get loose ; or they will find a worse state behinde. 1677*8
Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 598 The said Committee
do consider to make a distinction of Popish Recusants from
other Dissenters from the Church of England.

f6. trans. To estimate, reckon, judge of. Obs.
i 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 1. § 17 P»y this cercle equinoxial

ben considered the 24 howres of the Clokke. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. v. vi. (1495) 112 The werkyng of the eye is

demyd and considered by sharpe and dymme. 1539 Taver-
i NER Erasm. Prov. (1552) 12 By one consider all, that is to

j

say, of the profe of one thynge, coniecture the reste.

7. To take into practical consideration or regard ;

to show consideration or regard for; to regard,

,
make allowance for.

^1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. Prol. 408 Than oght a God ..

Consydre his owen honour, and hys trespas. c 1460 For-
tescue Abs. A> Lint. Mon. xii, Theise ffolke consideren
litill the good off the reaume off Englond. 1535 Cover-
dale Ps. xl. 1 Blessed is be yl considreth y* poore. 1646

I Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. ii. 6 We now doe hope the
mercies of God will consider our degenerated integrities

unto some minoration of our offences. 1771 Antiq. Sarisb.,
' Lives of Bps. 165 Until the Restoration, when his sufferings

and merits were considered, and he promoted to Winchester.

1873 Black Pr. Thule xxiv. 393, I think you should con-
sider yourself a little bit now.

f 8. To recognize or take account of the services

!
of (a person) in a practical way ; to requite, recom-

pense, remunerate : see Co.nsidebatiox 5, 6. Obs.

1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841) Consider the holy
father for his parchment and lead, a 1601 J. Hooker Life

1 Sir P. Carew (1857) 67 Nevertheless the queen considered

,
him very liberally and gave him very good things. 1603

i Shaks. Meas. for M. \. ii. 114 You that haue worne your
I eyes almost out in the seruice, you will be considered,

i
1611 — Wint. T. iv. ii. 19. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib.
viii. (1821) no So that your Honour consider us with a

: peece of money. 1698 H. Wanley in Lett, Lit. Men
j

(Camden) 264 If. . the University will consider me for it, I

)

will bring it along with me.

9. To hold in or treat with consideration or re-

1 gard; to think much or highly of; to esteem, respect.

169a J. M. Zingis 176 Almandzar was consider'd accord-
I ing to his Desert, a 1714 Burnet Own Time II. 3 The
' King considered him. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Milton
Wks. II. xiS A pamphlet . . which was. .enough considered
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to be both seriously and ludicrously answered. 1848 Macau,
lay Hist. Eng. I. 5:3 A man who unites eloquence, know-
ledge, and habits of business, to opulence and illustrious

descent must be highly considered.

10. To regard in a certain light or aspect ; to

look upon far), think (to be), take for.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxxxi. 250 Consyderyng his
I

dedes and saynges to be true. 1659 Vulg. Errors Censured

66 They split presently against the Rock of Ages, considered

as Man, who might support them considered as God. 1784

I. Potter I'irt. Villagers II. 69 He considers wealth of

little importance. 1797-1804 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) I.

I r6 This species is not considered with us as migratory. 184:

Marryat P. Kerne xxi, He is considered a rich man. 1875

Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. iii. ied. 5' 23 [This] was considered

the most solemn of all oaths. 1889 A. Lang Prince Prigio
j

vi 40 Sir ! you have insulted your prince . . Consider your-

self under arrest

!

b. with obj. and compl. or obj. clause : To think,

be of opinion, suppose.
1830 DTsraeli Cttas. I, in. v. 73 He was often considered

to speak in anger, when nothing was so intended. 1875

Jevons Money (1878) 92 He considers that the principal cur-

rency should consist of decagrams of gold. Mod. I consider

him to have acted disgracefully.

11. To consider of : to think attentively or care-

fully of ; = sense 3. Now somewhat archaic.)

t Formerly also in senses I, 7, and 0.

1568 Grafton Citron. II. 306 In taking tneir leave . . they

shewed him their necessitie, desiringhym to consyder of

them, a 1571 Jewel Serin. 1 These, ii. 14-6 Wks. (Parker

Soc. 1 839 We must also carefully consider of other churches

abroad. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 21 The office ..will

be better considered offon your behalfe. 161 1 Bible Transl.

Pre/. 8 (Theyl set them forth openly to be considered of and
perused by all. 1650 Cromwell Lett, ff Sp. (1871 1

III. 81,

I have considered of the letter. 1775 Sheridan Rivals 11. i,

I give you six hours and a half to consider of this. 1837

Hawthorne Twice-told T„ P. Gotdthwaite's Treas., And
si), Peter, you won't even consider of the business ? i860

Klskin Mod. Paint. V. ix. v. 8 8. 307 Let us consider of ,

the Hesperides themselves. '

1891 Bank of Engl. Notice in

Times 4 Mar., A General Court will be held at The Bank
on Thursday, - to consider of a Dividend.

t b. So consider on, upon : to ' think upon '.

1606 Holland Sutton. 98 Whether, .there fall out any oc-
|

current to be considered upon w ith more care and diligence. 1

1655 60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 26/2 Consider on I

serious things. 1681-2 Pennsytv. Archives I. 39 If your

Lordshipp will consider on it. 1785 Candid Rem. Stage
Hill 8 It is the duty of every. . Irishman to consider upon it.

12. Considered, the pa. pple. ^formerly placed

before its sb.\ is used in an absolute clause, =
' being taken into account'. [OF. considJri que.]

Cf. Considering prep.
C1385 Chaucer /.. G. IV Prol. 225 Considered eke hir

fret of golde above. ? 1416 Lett . Marg. ofA njon (Camden
1863) 33 Considered this that here is reherced. c 1433 Ibid.

51 Considered that the said Christopher may not goodly be

oute of our service. 1485 Caxton Paris *t V' 46 Con-
sydered the grete loue that he hath alway had toward nie.

154a Bookde Dyetary viii. 1 1870) 246 The stronge man doth

hym selfe lytel pleasure, all thynges consydered. 1749 F,

Smith Voy. Disc. N. IV. Pass. II. 275 All the officers were

unanimous that it was impracticable, the Peoples indisposi-

tion considered. 1784 J. Potter I 'irt. Villagers I. 163 All

things considered, I think it will be most adviseable for you

to stifle your passion. 1788 Ccntt. Mag. LVTII. 1153 It is

enough, considered how easy it is to copy out words from

other Dictionaries.

Considerability k
(
>nsi darabiiiti). rare. [f.

Considerable + -n v.] The quality of being 'con-

siderable '

;
capability of being considered, cotu r.

Thing to be considered.

165a Sparke Prim. Devot. 1 1663) 310 The gifts . . were of

a double considerability. 1697 J. Sergeant Solid Philos.

47 Each Considerability in it taken by Detail. Ibid. 276
'1 00 many Considerabihties are blended together.

Considerable (k^nsi-dorab'l), a. (and sb.) [ad.

med.L. considerabil-is worthy to be considered, f.

constderd-re : see -ble. Cf. mod.F. considerable

in Cotgr., It. considerable (Florio 1508).]

+ 1. That may be considered ;
capable of being

considered or viewed. Obs. rare.

1 1449 Pecock Ripr. 11. i. 134 A treuthe considerable, or

spcculable, or biholdable oonli. 1652 J. Audley Eng.
Commw. 1 Man is considerable in a threefold capacity ; of

nature, of nation, and of religion. 1668 Howe Bless. I

Righteous (1825) 25 God was considerable in relation to .

man, both in his innocency and apostasy.

t 2. That should be considered ; that calls for

consideration
;
projier to be considered, taken into 1

account, or noted ; notable. Obs.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. (Arb.) n 1 (The sphere)

hath three principall partes in his nature and vse much con-

siderable, a 1610 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1621) 3 More-

over it is considerable how it made that transmigration,

whether by sea or land 7 169s Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth

L (1723) 34 And, which is very considerable, they are most

exactly of the same specific* Gravity. 1707 Curios, in
,

Husb. >t Card. 160 What is yet more considerable ; no ill
j

Weather can hurt them.

8. Worthy of consideration or regard; important,

of consequence. In later use passing into 5.

a 1619 Donne BiaGaparos (1644) 87 Neither was it much
obligatory, or considerable, what it had decreed. 1674 Ray
Collect. Words To Rdr. 8 They may . give them occasion of

making many considerable remarks. 170a Eng. Theophrast.

117 Difficult as it is to get a considerable place at Court.

17x6 Cibber Love makes Man i, I have some considerable

questions to ask you. 1796 Pegge Anonym. (1809) 469 The !

invention of the most considerable methods of cure and

medicine. 1865 Pall Mall G. 11 May, This is tha most

' considerable work tliat he haa executed. 1871 Yeats Growth
' Comm. 214 The town is still a very considerable place.

4. Of persons : Worthy of consideration or re-

gard, important ; of consequence or distinction ;

highly regarded or esteemed.
1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 196 Numbers of sober, and

considerable men. 1741 H. Waliole Corr. (ed. 3) I. xxix.

125 Many considerable people, particularly the Dukes of

Montague and Richmond 1700 Beatson Nov. tfr Mil. Mem.
I. 46 In Parliament, where Mr. Vernon had rendered him-

self very considerable, by loudly attacking the conduct of the

Minister. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1841 1 I. iii. 362 Some of

the most considerable citizens were banished. i8a8 W. Field

Mem. Dr. Parr I. 373 The daughter ofa considerable potter

in that neighbourhood. 1875 Bkyce Holy Rom. Emp. (ed. 5)

405 Frederick II, certainly the most considerable man who
has succeeded to a throne since Charles V.

5. Worthy of consideration by reason of magni-

tude ; somewhat, rather, or pretty large in amount,

extent, duration, etc. ; a good deal of (any thing

immaterial, as labour, pains, care, time). (The

usual current sense.)

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxix. 172 A very considerable

part of the people. 1659 B. Harris Parivals Iron Age 50

That considerable passage, called the streights ofGibraltar.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 102 T6 Heard at a considerable

distance. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic 117621 p. xxiv, I have

omitted a considerable number. 179a A need. IV. Pitt I. v.

1 18 His share, .was not to be so considerable as he had ex-

pected. 1802 Mar. Edceworth Moral T. (i8i6> I. IT. 22

A considerable sum of money, a 1839 Praed Poems 1 1 864)

1. 212 And gave his friends considerable trouble. 1873 Black

Pr. Thule 1 3 There was a considerable sea on.

6. U.S.colloq. Used of things material : A large

quantity of, as ' considerable liquor
' ; also absol.

much, a good deal.

1816 J. Pickering Voc. II 'ords U. S., ' He is considerable

of a surveyor.' ' Considerable of it may be found in the

country.' 1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. II. 225, I

intend to write considerable. 1847 I. M. Mackie Life

Leibnitz 123 Leibnitz .. did considerable towards diffusing

an interest in these subjecls. 1889 Science XIV. 82/2

During the last two years considerable has been written.

1890 Daily Times (Troy, N. V.) 15 Feb. 3/3 The .. specu-

lators are purchasing considerable lumber at Rutland, to

use in erecting buildings.

7. as adv. = Considerably. Obs. or dial.

1657-83 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (i85o> I. 410 The Creeds .

.

considerable differ, 1775 tr. Scarron's Comic Rom. II. 130,

I acknowledged myself considerable his debtor. 1799 N.

Drake in Beddoes Coutrib. Pliys. * Med. R nmuledge 489

Blood taken from his arm, which, on cooling, proved con

siderable sizy. 1843 Haliburtos Sam Sliti- in Eng.,\ wet

day is considerable tiresome.

K The compar. considerable!-, and esp. the superb

considerablest, were common in 17th c. ;
they are

now unusual.

1667 Boyle Orig. Formes If Qual., In much considerabler

heats then That needs, lie expos'd to. 1693 W. Freke Set.

Ess. xxvi. 155 Secrecy is one of the considerablest Branches

of Wisdom, a 1695 Wood Life (1848) 199 The consider-

ablest family in England. 1864 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. IV.

608 Considerablest of all.

t B. sb. A thing to be considered ; a point, etc.

worth considering. Chiefly pi. ; cf. valuables, etc.

164a Fulls* Holy fr Prof. St. 11. x. 7 (D.I An exact ac-

count of all considerables therein. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 12 Statistes and Politicians unto whom Ragionc

di Stato is the first considerable. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles

II. iv. 26 In fruition there arc four considerables 1. Love.

2. Possession . . 3. Communion. 4. Delectation.

Considerableness (kfmsi-dorab'liu-s\ Now
rare. [f. prec. + -ness.] The quality of being

considerable
;
importance.

1647 Sprigge Anglia Redh: IV. viL (18541 283 The city

now appearing in this reputation of considerableness. 1685

Boyle Effects of Mot. i. 5 The considerableness of the

effects produced. 17*8 Morgan Algiers I. Ded. 4 A People

concerning whose considerableness^ I find our Nation have

hitherto conceived very wrong Notions.

Considerably ^(jnsi daribli , culv. [-LY-.]

1 1. In a way or to a degree that ought to be

considered or taken note of; notably, particularly.

1646 Sir T. Brow ne Pseud. Ep. 37 What most considerably

concerneth his . . practised wayes ofdelusion. 1683 Luttrell

Brief Rel. (18571 I. 250 The Duke of Monmouths horse

wonn the race considerably. 1711 Steele Spat. No. 258

T 2, I am considerably obliged to you for your speedy

Publication of my last. 1716 J. Trapp Popery 1. 67 That
period in which Po(>cry may oe said to have been con-

siderably established.

2. To a considerable degree or extent ; much,

a good deal.

1673 Essex Papers (1890) 114 The providing whereof .,

would render his salary lesse considerably. 1709 Berkeley

Th. Vision t 3 Objects considerably remote. 1774 Pen-

nant Tour Scott, in 1772. 369 The pillars above it are con-

siderably less. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth i, The period .
.
ts,

however, considerably earlier. 1875 Jevons Money 17 Even

if the medium of exchange varied considerably in value.

t Consi'derance. Obs. Also ,5-6 -aunoe, 7

-enoe. [a. OF. considerancc , ad. L. considerantia,

f. constaerdre to Consider : see -ance.] The
action of considering ; consideration, reflection.

c 14x0 Pallati. on Husb. l. i Consideraunce is taken attc

prudence What mon me moost enfourme. 1535 Stewart

Cron. Scoll. II. 440 Full hardines. .Cumis alwayof ill con-

sidder.mce. 1548 Patten E xp. Sco.'l. (Pref.i, Being shortly

by you had in considerancc IS97 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV,
v. 11.

98 After this cold considerance, sentence inc.

Considerate (k(msi'd3r<i
't), a. [ad. L. con-

tiderat-us
v
pa. pple. of constdcriire to Consider)

considered, advised, deliberate, circumspect, cau-

tious ; first of actions, speech, etc., thence of the

actor or speaker. So Sp. considerado ' considered,

advised, wary, considerate' (Minsheu 1599) ]

1. Ofthings: Marked by consideration or thought;

well-considered, careful, deliberate. In later use,

of personal qualities, as if transferred from 2.)

157a Q. Eliz. in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 301 II. 363 Ther
rascne determination w-as countcrmauned by_ your con-

siderat admonition. 1600 Holland Lizy VIL ii. 251 _'i The
thing arising from a considerate entrance [ab sano initio],

1687 Penal Laws 14 No Decree of the I.aw, although

weighed with never so considerate Councel. 1821 Scorr

h'enilw. iii, Foster .. paced the room twice w ith the same
steady and considerate pace. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,

' ' Times' Wks. U.hu II. 119 The national courage, not

rash and petulant, but considerate and determined.

2. Of persons, etc. : Having or showing consider-

ation
;
thoughtful, deliberate, prudent. Obsolescent.

1581 Mllcaster Positions iv. (18871 16 Considerate and

careful parentes. 1597 T. Beard Theatre God's Judgments
(1612)527 As touching the willing and considerate mur-

derer. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. 11. xi. (16751 132 The ap-

proach of Death will . . make Men serious and considerate.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. ill. vi. t 27 None of the Definitions

of the word Man. .are so perfect, .as to satisfy a considerate

inquisitive Person. 1700 Burke Fr. Rev. 9 Considerate

people, before they declare themselves, will observe the use

w hich is made of power. 1825 Scorr Talism. iii, ' Thou art

but a cold and considerate friend,' said the Saracen.

1 3. Having regard or esteem, regardful of. Obs.

1591 A. Day Eng. Secretarie (1625) 84 This considerate

opinion of theirs, hath . . egged me forw ard. 1667 Decay
Chr. Piety (J.), Though they will do nothing for virtue, yet

they may be . . more considerate of praise.

4. Showing consideration for the circumstances,

feelings, well being, etc. of others; thoughtful for

others. Now the chief sense.

1 1607 Norden Surv. Dial. 81 Happie..is that Tenant,

that meeteth with a considerate Landlord.) 1700 Dryden
Fables Pref. (172H 9 Patient, considerate, careful of his

people, and merciful to his enemies. 1755 Johnson, Con-

siderate 3 Moderate ; not rigorous. This sense is much used

in conversation. 1796 Jane Austen Sense Sens. (1849)

259 Was I more considerate of you and your comfort?

1850 Prescott Peru II. 27 The uniformly considerate con-

duct of the Spaniards towards his subjects. 1885 Sir J.

Hannen in Law Rep. 10 P. Div. 91 She had always been

most kind and considerate to her.

1 5. Considered ; held in consideration, rare.

159a A. Day Eng. Secretarie 11. (1625) no Things high,

and worthy beseeming, above others desse considerate).

Considerately k^nsi dsr/tli), adv. [f. Con-

sidebate + -ly 2
.] In a considerate manner.

1. With consideration, thoughtfully, carefully,

attentively, discreetly, deliberately. Obsolescent.

1556 J. Heywood Spider * F. lxxiii, I besech you con-

sider, consideratlie. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 65, I may
considerately say, I never heard but one Oath_ swome.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxxi. 191 To speak Considerately

ofGod. 1665 J. WneBStone-HengUjisi 81 If then it were

certain that such an Inscription were found . . the Disqui-

sition . . might be considerately made, otherwise not. 1704

! Steele Lying Lover 1. (17471 13 What do you stare at so

considerately? 18*5 Southey Paraguay iv. 63 Consider-

ately the Jesuit heard, and bade The youth be called.

2. With consideration or regard for others.

1871 H. Ainsworth Tower Hill 11. ix. 5J s ' nc<: v°u con-

siderately allow me to choose the hour. 1879 M Carthy
thou Times I. 425 The measures of the ministers were .

.

treated considerately.

Considerateness WhWoriWi). [
f-

j
prec. + -ness.] The quality of being considerate.

1. Thoughtfulness, discretion, prudence. Obsolesc.

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 373, I never judged them to be

of the highest form for considerateness or godliness. 1670

J. Goodman Pcnit. Pardon. 11. i. (1713) M3 A serious and

pensive considerateness.

2. Thoughtfulness for others.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. 303, 1 have just now
another instance of his considerateness. 1876 Miss_ Vongk
Womankind v. 37 Their considerateness in bringing her

flowers, books, music. 1888 Burgon Lives 13 Ga. Men I.

11. 133 His considerateness for the feelings of others.

Consideration (.kftosi dsr^ fon . Also 4 aooun,

5 -aeioun, j-6 -acion, etc. [a. F. couside'ration

(1 2th c), ad! L. considertitidn-em, from considerate

to Consider.] The action of considering.

+ 1. The action of looking at or surveying with

the bodily or mental eyes ;
beholding, contempla-

tion. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 664 Remedies against Accidie

. . in consideracioun of the peynes of helle and of the ioyes

of heuene. 1460 Capgravk C/iwi. 30 [Atlas] w as mech used

to dwell in that hil, for most sikir consideracion of stems.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 122 If he hath this in

consideracion, he shulde not longe be wroth. IS78 2 IMMF
;

Caluine on Gen. 29 'l"he consideration which God had of

his worke with delectation. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. \. xi.

51 Curiosity, .draws a man from consideration of the effect,

to seek the cause.

f b. Manner of viewing (a thing) ; aspect. Obs.

C1400 Laufranc'sCirurg.w pilke.xvj. aftir sum consider-

acioun moun be naturel to sum man, &. [to] sum man un-

naturel.

f c. An observation. Obs.

1477 Eari. Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 104 Tholome . .
made hys

consuieracions in the tyme of kyng Adryan, and made hys

dictions vpon the consideracions at Roodes.

2. The keeping of a subject before the mind

;

attentive thought, reflection, meditation.



CONSIDERATION. 859 CONSIDERING.

1388 Wyclif Pro I. 44 Turned in mynde bi diligent con-
cideracoun. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 178 With wise con-
sideration. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons Sig. *iv,

Men.. that have read diverse notable Histories, with con-

sideration and judgement. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. i. 28 At
that very moment, Consideration like an Angell came, And
whipt th' offending Adam out of him. 1676 Ray Coir.

{1848) 123 Upon serious consideration . . I resolved not to

add them. 1729 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 95 Cases, .in

which there is no time for consideration. 1826 Disraeli
Viv. Grey vi. v. 334 That request will receive his most
attentive consideration. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth ii, After

a moment's consideration.

b. (with pi.) A thought, a reflection.

1489 Caxton Faytcs ofA, in. viii. 184 For to determyne
hys questyon grete consyderacyons must be had. 1665

Boyle Occas. Refl. IV. vi.(i675> 208 The same Subject, .did.

.

suggest very differing considerations to you and me. 1712

Swift Let. Eng. Tongue ^Ik?.. 1755 II. 1. 186, I return to

those considerations upon our own language, which I would
humbly offer.

C. Phr. To take into consideration, under con-

sideration.

1652 Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 16 It remains that [the

Law] . . of Dominion or Ownership bee taken into consider-

ation. 1657 Earl Monm. tr. Paruta's Pol. Disc. 104 In

the behalf thereof, these things may be had into considera-

tion. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. Introd. Pref. (1675) 22 Par-

ticulars that happen to fall under consideration. 1711

Addison Sped. No. 72 P 5 The Club had it under con-

sideration whether they should . . continue their Session.

1817 Pari. Debates 17 The Chancellor of the Exchequer
then moved, that their lordships' message should be taken
into consideration.

3. The action of taking into account, or fact of

being taken into account
;
regard, account.

1548 Latimer Ploregiters (Arb.) 36 There be so manie put
offes . . so many respectes and considerations of worldly
wisedome. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xx'u. 78 He
would be carried to it [a resolution] by the consideration of

his own gain and interest. 1714 Lady M. W. Montague
Lett, lxxxix. 145, I . .speak, .without any consideration, but
that of your figure and reputation. 1831 Brewster Optics
iv. 35 In spherical surfaces the consideration of the tangent
MN is unnecessary.

b. In consideration of : in view of, upon taking

into account, in respect of, in return for. Cf. 4.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 42 Wherefore, in consideration
of the premisses, be it enacted, etc. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto's Trav. Ixxvi. 310 Who in consideration of ten

duckets that we gave them, fell to diving into the sea. 1818

Jap. Mill Brit. India II. iv. ix. 286 In consideration of
this benefit they should pay into the exchequer 400,000/.
every year. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 119.

4. The taking into account of anything as a

motive or reason ; a fact or circumstance taken, or

to be taken, into account ; a reason considered.

This sense ranges indefinitely between the process of con-
sidering and the fact or matter considered, without being
quite identified with either : cf. Reason. Thus ' these con-
siderations lead me'=the consideration of these facts, or
these facts being considered, lead me; 'I put before you
these considerations '= facts to be considered.

c 1460 Fortescue Abs. Lim. Mon. xv, By wich con-
sideracion the spirituell juges. .taken but cc ffrankes by be
yere. Ibid, xvii, Be consideracion wher off ber olde maistirs

shall be bettir serued be thaym. 1480 Bury Wills (1850) 58,

I . . John Smyth, for diuerse causez and consyderacyonys
shewyd vnto me, will, ordeyne and declare, etc. 1526 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 4 b, Onely for yt consideracyon they
were gyuen. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, il ii. 14, I do now
remember the poore Creature, Small Beere. But indeede
these humble considerations make me out of loue with my
Greatnesse. 1662 Bk. Com. Pr. Pref., It is but reasonable,

that upon weighty and important considerations . . such
changes and alterations should be made. 1788 Priestley
Lect. Hist. 11. xit. 95 [It] is pretty evident from a variety

of considerations, i860 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 40 To
have a doctor for one's host was a consideration of some
weight with me. 1867 Smiles Huguenots viii. 134^ Induced
to adopt this course by considerations of state policy.

5. Something given in payment ; a reward, re-

muneration ; a compensation, equivalent.

1607 Norden Surv. Dial. 57 The heyre payeth this reliefe,

as a consideration and recompence. .unto the Lord. 1611
Coryat Crudities 69 They hoped that I would giue them
some consideration to be carryed in a chaire to the toppe.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia (1629) 73 We. -gave them copper
. .in consideration. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 88 p 12 It was
his Profession to teach it, and [he] could not communicate
his Knowledge without a Consideration. 1827 O. W.
Roberts Voy. Centr. Amer. 36 Hogs, fowls .. and fruits,

were . . sold to us at a very trifling consideration. 1868
M. Pattison Academ. Org. § 4. 93 The income of this

fellowship forms no part of the consideration paid for

tuitional services. 1884 Graphic 23 Aug. 187/2 To take
third-class tickets and induce the guard (of course, for a
consideration) to place them in a superior class carriage.

6. Law. Anything regarded as recompense or

equivalent for what one does or undertakes for

another's benefit
;
especially, in the law of con-

tracts, * the thing given or done by the promisee in

exchange for the promise' (Langdell 1880 § 45),
It may itself be a promise. No promise is enforce-

able without consideration, unless made by deed.
At its first appearance (see quot. 1530) it is hardly a tech-

nical term, or distinguishable from motive
', it gradually

acquired its precise technical meaning in the course of the
T7-i8thc. Natural affection was formerly called good
consideration, as contrasted with valuable c, or that which
is deemed to have value in a pecuniary sense : the distinc-

tion is now only of historical interest.

153° Doctor <y Student a. xxiv, If his promise be so naked
that there is no manner of consideration why it should be
made, then I think him not bound to perform it. 1592 A.

Day Eng. Secretarie u (1625) 108 Extorted from him his bond
..(upon some conclusion, though no good consideration at

all) of the summe of an hundred pound. 1641 'Vermes de
la Ley 77 Consideration is the materiall cause of a contract,

without the which no contract can binde the partie : this

consideration is either expressed .. or is implyed. 1677
Yarranton Eng. Imprw. 1. 36 He comes and ejects him
that bought for valuable Consideration. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. III. 162 When one has had and received money
of another's, without any valuable consideration given on

I the receiver's part : the law construes this to be money had
and received for the use of the owner only. 1849 Freese
Comm. Class-bk. 29 If the consideration given be money, it

must be expressed thus: 'Value received of the same.'. .If

the order or payee have not to pay for it, but only to pass its

' amount to the credit of the drawer in account, then the con-
sideration must be expressed thus :

* Value in account '. 1826
Kent's Comm. II. xxxix. 465 A valuable consideration is one
that is either a benefit to the party promising or some trouble

or prejudice to the party to whom the promise is made.

7. Regard for the circumstances, feelings, com-
fort, etc. of another

;
thoughtfulness for another

;

thoughtful kindness.
14x5 Earl Cambridge in Ellis Orig. Lett. II. 17. 1. 48 My

fulle trust is yat }ee wylle have consyderacyoun . . yat
gow lyke to accept }ys myn symple reqwest. 1491 Act
7 Hen. I'll, c. 19 To have specyall tendirness and con-
sideracion therunto. 1529 WOLSKY in Four C. Eng. Lett.
11 But his highnes wold have consyderacyon and com-
passyon. 1700 DiYDBN Fables T)ed. (Globe) 492 One action,

which preferred the relief of others to the consideration of
your self. 1814 Jane Austen Mans/. Park 1 851 ) 61 Your
attentiveness and consideration make me more sensible of
my own neglect. 1815 Scrihhleomania 201 She has claims
on the consideration of the country.

8. Estimation
; regard among men, esteem ; im-

portance, consequence.
1598 Barret Thcor. Warres 11. i. 25 Men of bad con-

sideration and worse conscience. 1614 R aleigh Hist. World
in. 55 The Peloponnessians hearing thus much, began to

enter into better consideration of the Athenians. 1709
Steele & Arm. Tatter No. 136 r 1 Mr. Ballance is a Mer-
chant of good Consideration. 1710 I.ond. Gaz. No. 4716/r
A Man of Consideration . . with the Character of Nuncio.
1839 Keightley Hist. Eng. I. S3 The clergy enjoyed a high
degree of public consideration. 1852 Miss Vonge ( 'ameos
(1877) I. viii. 30 Persons of consideration in their own
neighbourhood. (7x859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiii. (1889)
II. 670 A man of the first consideration.

b. Of things : Importance, consequence.
1634 \V. Tirwhvt Balzac's Lett. 381, I could spie nothing

of slender consideration, either in his words, or aspect.
1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 62 The artifice., is admir-
able, and of grand consideration. 1689-92 Locke Tolera-

|

lion i.Wks. 1727 II. 249 There is nothing in this World that

I
is of any Consideration in comparison with Eternity. 1868
Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. vii. 49 A place even then
of far less consideration than Coventry,

t Consi'derative, a. ? Obs. [a. F. consider-

atif -ive, f. L. type *constderdtfv-us, f. ppl. stem
of conslderare ; see -IVE.]

1. Given to, or marked by, consideration ; rcHec-
1

tive, thoughtful; careful ; = Considerate i, 2.

c 1449 Pecock Rcpr. v. ix. 532 Consideratyf and contem-
1 platyf. 1605 II. Jonson Volpone iv. i, I loue to be con-
I sideratiue. .and .. I haue at my free hours thought vpon,

etc. 1620 Venner Via Recta vii. 108 Some consideratiue
examination is needfull. 1679 J. Goodman Penit. Pardoned
11. i. (1713) 151 Awakening the sense of the mind, and making
men considerative. a 1734 North Lives II. 104 The King,
having had some aguish attacks at Windsor, appeared to be

j

more considerative. 1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I.

412 Considerative hints for the improvement of his play,

f b. Theoretical 'opposed to practical). Obs.

1677 Earl Orrery A rt 0/ War 147 The successful active

!
part of the Art ofWar has . . dependency on the considera-

j

tive part of it.

f 2. To be considered or taken into account. Obs.
1560 Rolland Crt. Venus in. 364 And that for caus diuers

consideratiue.

3. Thoughtful or regardful of others' well-being,

etc. ; = Considerate 4. (Const, of.)
1641 in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 528 Considerative of

those that deserved and needed, a 1652 Brome Queen
ix, See that you considerative be Of Sforza.

Consi'deratively adv., Considerativeness.
1684 De/ence Case 0/ Consc. cone. Symbolizing w. Ch.

Rome 11 All that have consideratively read his Answerer.
17x0 Norris Chr. Prud. ii. 81 A man by frequent Thought
and Reflexion may arrive to a Habit of Considerativeness.

t Consi'derator. Obs. [a. L. considerdtor

one who considers, agent-n. f. considerdre. Cf.

1 6th c. F. conside'rateur.'] One who considers.

1658 SirT. Browne Hydriot. 24 Unsatisfied Considera-
tors would quarrel at the justice of their constitutions.
Ibid. 38. 1695 Howe View Late Consid. Wks. (1834) 158/2,
I would ask the considerator, whether he will therefore
confess a trinity a possible thing?

Considered (k/nsi-daid), ppl. a. [f. Consider
+ -ED*.]

f 1. Of or characterized by deliberate thought.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 81 And at our more consider'd

time wee'I read, Answer, and thinke vpon this Businesse.

2. Attentively looked at, maturely reflected on,

etc.: see Consider I, 2.
' 1627-77 Feltham Resolves i. xix. 35 Vice carries horrour
in her considered look. 1865 J. Bright in Daily Tel. 13
July, They will not object to what they call ' a well-con-
sidered measure ' . . which means a measure you would con-
sider so long that you would never come to a conclusion
upon it. 1889 Daily News 15 Apr. 5/2 Mr. Justice Stephen
delivered the considered judgment of himself and Baron

1 Huddleston against the claim.

3. Held in consideration or regard, respected :

see Consider 9.

1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. ry. (1675) 269 Their Quality or
I

Station in the World makes it usually the most conspicuous,

J

and the most consider'd. 1676 H. More Remarks 176, I

dare appeal to any considered philosopher. 1826 Disraeli
I Viv. Grey iv. iv. 157 We know too well the frail tenure on
which we are. .great and considered personages.

4. Absolute use : see Consider v. 12.

Considerer (k^nsiYhrai). [f. Consider +
-er 1

; cf. OF. considereur (15th c.).] One who
considers: a. with the eyes; b. with the mind.
a. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 478 Open ynow} to ech considerer.

1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 659 All the beholders and

I

considerers of this seldom seen combate. 1665 Boyle
I

Occas. Refl. (16751 66 If., our considerer chance to take

I

notice how thick 'tis set with Leaves. 1702 C. Mather
Magn. Chr. 111. IV, i. (1852) 585 More of the smaller stars

I
may be seen by our considerers than in many other places.

b. 1570 AsCHAH Scholem. 11, (Arb. 1 154 Salust. .requireth

1

a learned Reader, and a right considerer of him. 167a New-
: ton in Phil. Trans. VII. 5084 At the perusal of the con-

siderations .. I find the Considerer somewhat more con-

]

cern'd for an Hypothesis, than I expected. « 1713 Ell-
wood Autobiog. (1765) 412 A superficial Considerer of what

I

he reads. 1870 M. Conway Earthw. Pilgr. xxi. 249 They
1
have found that the ' considerer' of their faith rarely ends
in accepting it.

Considering k^nsi'd3rirj\ Vbl. sb. [-ING1.]

1. The action of Consider v. ; consideration.
1483 Caih. Angl. 75 A Consederynge, consideracio. 1613

Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. iv. 185 Many maz'd considerings, did
throng And prest in. 1722 Dr. Foe Col. Jack 1 1S401 267, 1

took up a world of time in considering of this matter.

2. attrib. f ( onsidering-glass = looking-glass.
1660 Wither (title*, Speculum Speculativum, or a con-

sidering-glass, being an inspection into the present and late

sad condition of these Nations. 1686 Horneck Crucif.
Jesus xix. 555 Times of affliction are considering times.

b. esp. in consideringcap.
1605 Armin Foole upon /'. 1880 40 The Cobler puts off

his considering cap, why sir, sayes he, I sent them home
but now. 1608 Day Laiv Trickes v. (1881)81 Haue you put
on your Considering Cap and bethought you '! 1654 Wnn-

' lock Zootomia 116 Would men put on their considering
,

: caps (they might sooner put off their sick caps\ 1766 Goody
I Two-Shoes v. (1882) 115 The whole History of the Con-

sidering Cap. 1861 I)jckens Gt. E.rpect. xxxvii, I'll put on
i
my considering cap, and I think ail you want to do may
be done by degrees.

Consi dering, -ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

i
That considers; thinking, reflecting; thoughtful,

reflective. (Common from c 1650 to c 1750; now
rare : so F. conside'rant. )

1483 Cath. Angl. 75 Consyderynge, consideraus. 1638
I Chillingw. Relig. Prot. 1. ii. § 68. 78 A most comfortable

doctrine for a considering man lying upon death bed. 1663
Pepvs Diary 19 Dec, I find him in talk a sober, con-
sidering man. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. viii. 178, I

j

shewed myself less considering for them. 1797 Mrs. Kap-
CLfPFS Italia}! xxiv. (1824) 664 You have judged erroneously
..resumed the Marchesa with the same considering aii.

1884 E. White in Chr. World" 17 July 538/5 Any consider*

;

ing man must feel a pang in so declining.

Consi dering, prep. etc. [An absolute use of

I

the pres. pple. or vbl. sb. ; cf. concerning, regard-

ing, notwithstanding, etc. The pple. would be
expected originally to be in concord with the

subject of a sentence, as in ' considering his youth,
we were surprised at his attainments'; but clear

examples of this are not numerous, and as the

I

construction with the pa. pple. considered (see

Consider 12} was prob. earlier, it is possible that

this arose from it by simple substitution of the active

for the passive, without reference to any particular

subject. Cf. F. considere, a considerer.']

1. Construed as a preposition, with simple obj. :

When one considers
;
taking into account, having

regard to, in view of.

c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. Prol. 3 And gentilly I preise

wel thy wit, Quod the ffrankeleyn, considerynge thy yowthe,
So feefyngly thou spekest, sire, I allowthe. c 1440 Generydes
1617, I shall neuer assent to this mater, Consideryng what
he hath proferyd her[e]. 1481 Caxton Oral. G. Flaminius
Epil., Me thynketh . . ouer grete a losse of suche a man,
consyderyng his estate and connyng. 1580 Baret Ah: C
1097 Considering the time of day. 1632 J. Lee Short Surv.
Sweden 89 Considering then his young yeares . . we may
most justly wonder. 1793 Smeaton Edysionc L. § 324
[They] suffered very little, considering their exposure. 1824
L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 289 It is scarcely possible

to act otherwise, considering the frailty of human nature,

f b. with of Obs. rare.

a 1593 Marlowe Massacr. Paris 1. iii. Wks. (Rtldg.) 229/

1

Vour grace was ill-advis'd to take them, then, Considering
of these dangerous times.

2. with obj. clause. Taking into account the fact

that, seeing that {how, etc.;. That may be omitted,

leaving considering in conjunctional construction.

1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle 1. xxi. (1859) 22 Conciderynge al

be hit soo that I haue mysdone, I haue att al tymes borne
sad feyth and hope. 1454 Paston Lett. No. 223. I. 311
Cosetheryng that youre doutyr is desendyd of hym be the
modyr syde. c 1500 Lancelot 2165 Considering the diuerss
knychtis fere Ar of wncouth and Strang landis here. 1592
Shaks. Rom. Jul. 11. ii. 64 The place [is] death, consider-

ing who thou art, If any of my kinsmen find thee here. 1749
F. Smith Voy. Discov. N.-IV. Pass. III. 237 The Evening
was pleasant, and also warm, considering we were amongst
Ice. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb $ Flow I. 22, I should think you
would be, considering how she always spoils you.



CONSIDERINGLY. 860 CONSIGNER.
3. ellipt. Considering the circumstances ; taking I

everything into account : used advb. {co/Ioa.)

1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 104 No, said I, pretty
well, sir, considering.—None of ^'our considerings, said he,

pretty face. 1784 Mrs. Piozzi m Piozziana 27 June, My
daughters parted with me at last prettily enough consider-

ing (as the phrase is). 18x4 Miss Mitford Village Ser. i.

(1863) 32 We went on very prosperously, considering ; as
people say of a young lady's drawing, or a Frenchman's
English, or a woman's tragedy. 1884 Pall Mall G. 24 Sept.
4/3 It was agreed on all hands that they had 'done very
well, considering*.

Consideringly (kffasrdarirjir, adv. [f. Con-
sidering ///. a. + -ly

1. With consideration, thoughtfully, carefully,

deliberately. Obs. or arch.

1646 J. Maine Serm. agst. False Prophets 34 Any who
shall consideringly marke the beginning and progresse of
the chapter. 1659 Genii. Calling ii6q6i 140 Men that can
thus knowingly and consideringly rush themselves upon such
unspeakable mischiefs. 184a Tail's Mag. IX. 207 To de-
termine more consideringly what portion . . had been lavished
in vain.

2. In a considering manner, tone, or attitude.

1870 Lettice Lisle 134, 1 wonder ought one to be comforted 1

by other folk's griefs ! said Lettice, consideringly. 1886
K. A. King Shadotved Life II. iv. 58 Looking at tt . . with
head consideringly on one side.

Consience, obs. f. Conscience.

Consign (k^fasorn), v. [Corresponds to F. !

consigne r (14th c.) = Pr. and Sp. consegnar. It.

consegnare, ad. L. consigndre, to furnish, mark, or
attest with a seal, f. con- + signdre to mark, sign,

seal, f. rignum mark, Sign.]

I. To seal, sign.

T 1. trans. To mark with the sign of the cross,

as in baptism or tsp, confirmation
;
spec, to confirm ;

alsofig. [So med.L. consignare, obs. K. consigner.]

"537 in Strype EccL Mem. I. App. Ixxxviii. 245 That
!

they [the Bishops] laying their hands upon them and con-
signing them with holy chrism, should pray for them, that
they might be confirmed in the H. Ghost. 164a Jfr.
Taylor Episc. (1647) 33 The Bishop first bnptiz'd him, then
consign'd him. 1649 Exemp. X. vi. (R.\ In baptism
we are admitted to the kingdom of Christ, .consigned with
his sacrament. 1683 Hickfs Case Inf. Bapt. 52 It may be
thou art afraid to nave him Consigned, because of the
weakness of his Nature.

b. Const, to, unto : To commit or dedicate thus.
|

1 533 Tin-dale Lor,?s Supp. 44 So that by baptism we be
i

initiated and consigned unto the worship of one God in one
faith. 1649 Jfr. Taylor Gt. Exemp. \. vi iR. >. ^1713
Sharp Wks. V. iii. iR.», Having taken upon ourselves the
covenant of baptism, and thereby consecrated and con-
signed ourselves unto God.

t 2. To attest, confirm, ratify (as with a sign or

sealV Obs.
iThe sense of the fir^t quot., which is a century earlier

than any other known, is uncertain.)
c 1430 ? Lydg. Ballad ofour Latiy R.\ Cristallen well, of I

clerenesse clere consigned. 01536 Tin-dale Wks. 457 tR.) i

For my father hath consigned and confirmed me with his

assured testimonie, to bee that assured sauyng health. 1638
Chii.lingw. Rrlig. Prot. iii. § 44 Now your main business
is to prove the present Church infallible, not so much In
consigning ancient Traditions, as in defining emergent con-
troversies. 1647 Jfr. Taylor Lib. Proph. xxiii. 223 When
God made a covenant with Abraham he did for the present
consigne that covenant with the Sacrament of circumcision.
1849 W. Fitzgerald tr. Whitaker's DisAut. 292 The old 1

and new Testaments do, by their mutual testimony, esta-
blish and consign each other.

f3. To mark with a seal or sign. Obs. rare.

1623 Cockeram, Consigne, to seale or print. 1649 Jer.
Taylor Gt. Exemp. 1. vi. % 16 The Primitive Christians .

.

consigned all their affairs and goods and writings with
some marks of their Lord, usually writing 'lrj<rovs Xpiari*
©«o0 vlbf Scorij/J.

+ 4. To put one's seal to ; to seal, sign, subscribe.
a 1714 Burnet Own Time (1823) II. lit. 132 Primerose ..

said it was the greatest glory of his life, that the four
greatest enemies he had should come and consign the dam-
nation of their souls in his hands.

+ 5. intr. To set one's seal, subscribe, agree to

anything. Obs.

1597 Shaks. a Hen. IV, v. ii. 143 Heauen consigning to
my good intents. 1599 — Hen. V, v. ii. 326 It were ;my
Lord) a hard Condition for a Maid to consigne to.

f b. 1 To submit to the same terms with another*

(J.) ;
1 to seal the same contract with 1 Steevena).

1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. it. 275 Thou hast finish 'd loy and
Mone I All Louers young, all Louers must Consigne to
thee, and come to dust.

II. To hand over formally.

f 8. trans. ?To deliver under one's seal or sig-

nature. Obs.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Ad. Sect. 1. I 7 [The Virgin
Mary] hath consigned an excellent document to all women.
1683 Hickes Case Inf. Bapt. 33 It is instituted for a Sign
from God, .to consign unto us the benefits of the Covenant.

7. To make over as a possession, to deliver

formally or commit, to a state, fate, etc.

163a J. Havward tr. Biondis Eromena 175 It (the City]
was soone given up, and the Rebels consigned him alive.

1636 Massinger Bashf. Lover 1. ii, If .. I should consign
her, as a bondwoman, To be disposed of at another's
pleasure. 17x8 Prior Solomon in. 545 When this vital breath
Ceasing, consigns me o'er to rest and death. 1791 Paine
Rights M. (ed. 4) 12 When kings . . consigned the people,
like beasts of the field, to whatever successor they appointed.
1846 Prescott Ferd. 4- Is. II. xviii. 148 Their desponding

imaginations had already consigned him to a watery grave.
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xix. 240 The chapter from Job
which has consigned so many to their last resting-place.

\ b. To give over or devote to a purpose or use.
1700 Dryden Fables Ded. Wks. (Globei 492 The French

commander, .accordingly consigned it [a sum of moneyj to
the use for which it was intended by the donor. 17C4
Goldsm. Trav. 60 Some spot to real happiness consign 'd.

1767 Hlackstone Comm. II. 337 The only service .. to
which this statute is now consigned.

fc. To deliver or commit (to writing). Obs.
a iyjg Addison (J.\ The four evangelists consigned to

writing that history.

8. To hand over to another for custody; to

entrust or commit to another's charge or care.

15*8 Wriothfsli-y in Pocock Pee. Ref. I. xli. 80 He is

contented that some Englishmen . . shall nave all the prizes
..consigned into their hands. 1598 Harret Theor. Warres
iv. ii. 108 To accompany htm vnto the double Sentinels,
and consigne him vnto them. 161a W. Shlte Fougasses's
Venice II. 499 The French Ambassador did presently con-
signe them [prisoners! into the hands of the Cardinal 1.

171a 4 Pope Rape Lock 11. 113 The drops to thee, Brillante,
we consign ; And, Momentilla, let the watch !>e thine. 1829
Lytton Devereux 11. vi, Consigning our horses to the care
of our grooms.

9. To deposit (moneyj ; in Sc. Law, to deposit

money with a third party, in a bank, etc., pending
a trial or arbitration

; formerly, also, as a pledge
that an accusation would be substantiated : see
Consignation 5. [Cf. F. consigner, in same sense.]

1633 Galston Sess. Rec. in Edgar OldCh. Lift Scot. (1885)
205 She is appointed to consign 2/. oj. od. 1640 1 Kirk-
cudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 58 The Committie .

.

ordaines the said David Macbrair to present the boy that
delyverit the horss, or else to consygne for the horssj' merks.
a 1698 Temple Let. to Sir J. Trevor \WJS, We would not
do any thing towards it till he had powers to consign the
money immediately. 1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 221
In practice, it is usual to consign money in a public bank,
so that the party entitled to it receives it with bank interest

for the time it has remained consigned. 1868 Act 31-2
Vict. c. 101 S 122 Tne creditor, .shall, .consign the surplus
. .in one or other of the said banks.

10. Comm. To deliver or transmit (goods^ for

sale or custody : usually implying their transit by
ship, railway, or other public carrier.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto s Trav. xul 40 Factor for the
Captain of Malacca, into whose hands I consigned all

the Merchandise that I brought along with me. 1706
Phillips led. Kerseyt s.v., In the way of Trade, Goods
are said To be consigned to a Factor, when they are
sent him by his Employer to be sold, etc. 1711 Steelf.
Sped. No, Bo P 3 A Ship put into the Island consigned
to a Friend of Phillis. i7»a De Foe Col. Jack (1840J 329
The merchants of Mexico, to whom these cargoes were
separately consigned, made the return.. all in silver or in
gold. 1866 H. Phillips Amer. Paper Curr. II. 124 A ship
had arrived laden with goods and consigned to Robert
Morris. 1883 Law Rep. 24 Chanc. Div. 54 head-note,
K. had consigned cargoes to M. by several different ships.

fVL To commission (a person) to do anything.
1704 Addison Italy (1733) 211, 1 have consign'd Walter

Welsh to write.

12. To inflict confinement on : see Consign-
ment 5.

Consignable (kfThsainab'l), a. [f. prec +
-able.] That can be consigned.
1808 Bi-ntham Sc. Reform 18 Consignable to ruin, for

non-compliance with a demand.

Consignatory (k,fnsignatari). 1 0bs. [f. L.
consigndt- ppl. stem of consigndre + -ary : in mod.
Y. consignataire.] One to whom anything is con-
signed or entrusted ; a consignee: fa. in mercan-
tile usage robs.) ; b. in Sc. Law : cf. Consign v. 9.
a 1685 Sir L. Jenkins in Wynne Life II. 701 iL.) Several

of the consignataries have made oath, that the goods con-
signed unto them in these ships do belong to free persons.

1754 Erskinr Prim. Sc. LawdBog) an (see Consignation
S). Ibid. 200 It is the office of a consignatary, to keep the
money in safe custody till it be called for.

Consignation k^nsign^i /an). [ad. I., consig-

ndttonem, n. of action f. consigndre to Consign :

so in F. (16th c. in Littre\]

+ 1. The action of marking or blessing with the
sign of the cross, esp. in the rite of confirmation.
iS37 in Stryp* Eccl. Mem. I. App. Ixxxviii. 234 The words

Signo te signo sanctm cruris, et confrmo te, etc. with the
consignation, with the cream, imposition of hands of the
PrelatSj be the signes. 1605 L. Hutten An Answere
100 This consignation of the childs forehead in Baptism?.
1617 Hp. Hall Quo Vadis % 14 The daily and frequent
consignation with the crosse is not to no purpose. 164a
Jer. Taylor Episc. { if>A"p 34 The holy Ghost was .. given
to faithful! people after Baptisme. .only by Apostolicall, or
Episcopall consignation and imposition of hands. 1868 j

.

Blunt Ref Ck. Eng. I. 459 Consignation with holy chrism.

•tb. Jig. Obs. Cf. to seal.

1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 439 His eternal! consignation
of his elect, and his careful marking them out for their pre-
servation. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 1. iv. This
blessed person made, .glorious by miraculous consignations.
181a Heber in Jer. Taylor's Wks. (1839) I. p. cclviii, Ex-
traordinary effects and miraculous consignations.

f2. Sealing, signing; confirmation or ratification

under seal ; attestation. Obs.
1605 M. Sctci.ifff. Brieft Fxam. Petit. Lay Cath. 18

The scriptures being consigned by god. .need no new con-
signation . . of the pope. 1647 Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph. v.

08 If a general 1 and indefinite Consignation or Tradition
be sufficient to warrant euery particular that peetends to be
Tradition. 1654 1 Pal^mon ' Friendship a6 After so solemn

a Consignation of Secrecy 'twixt the Conspiratours. 1849
W. Fitzgerald tr. Whitaker's Disput. 311 The apostles*
consignation of the canon of scripture.

t 3. A consigning to a state or condition. Obs.
1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living (1727) 900 As the hope of

salvation is a good disposition towards it, so is despair a
certain consignation to eternal ruin. 1684 T. Hockin God's
Decrees 312 The doing of our duty is the truest consigna-
tion to happiness.

f4. The action of formally delivering or making
over into another's hands. Obs.
x6ia W. Shlte Fougasses's Venice II. 409 The forme of

the consignation [of prisoners! inregestred by a publike
Notary. 1678 tr. Gaya's Art of War 1. 67 The Consigna-
tion being made, and the Sentinels relieved.

5. The action of formally paying over money, as

into a bank, or to a person legally appointed to

receive it ; also a sum of money thus deposited.
In Sc. Law :

1 The depositation in the hands of a
third party of a sum ofmoncy, which is the subject

either of a dispute or of a competition 1 (W. Bell)

;

formerly also as a pledge, as in quots. 1670, 1885.
1588 J. Melus Brief Jnstr. B vij b, By consignation of

debtes. 1670 Manchline Sess. Rec. in Edgar Old Ch.

J

Life Scot. '1885) 206 The Session declared her consignation
forfait it. 17*1 Lond. Gaz. No. 5969/3 Paper-Effects
brought into the Offices of the Receivers of Consignations
[in Paris). 1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. 211 An
instrument of consignation, .being but the assertion of a
notary, cannot fix the receipt of consigned money upon the

I

consignatary, without an acknowledgment subscribed by
himself. 1869 Act 32-3 Vict. c. 116 |7 Payment, by con-
signation thereof in the bank specified in the security.
1885 Edgar Old Ch. Life Scot. 205 Every accuser had to
table so much money as a pledge that the accusation would
be proved, and the money so pledged was forfeited to the

I

Session for pious uses in the event of its being found that
the charge was either false or not proven. This pledge was
called a Consignation, and the common amount of it was
40/ Scots.

6. The action of consigning goods for sale or

custody ; = Consignment 4. 'Jo the consignation

of : = addressed or directed to as consignee.

1755 Magess Insurances I. 340 Invoice ofSugars, .shipped
. . to the Consignation of Mr. J. L. U. and Mr. J. B. 1758
Ld. Mansfield in Burrow Rep. I. 494 There might have
been a former consignation, and some former insurance
made upon the goods. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades 11842!
220 If goods consigned be generally sold on credit at the
place of consignation, the Factor will be vindicated, etc.

1884 Sala Journ. due South 1, v. 118871 67 After unloading
j

what cargo he had to the consignation of Nice.

t 7. Astro!. ;See quot.) Obs.
1656 Dl card Gate Lat. Unl. 165 By calculating the mo

j

tions of the stars, they make Ephemerides, that is, consign-
I ations at the noon-hour of every day, where every planet

will bee, and of what aspect towards one another. 1688 K.

]

Holme Armoury 11. 27/2 Ephemerides is the consignation
! of the Planets, where they be every Noon.

Consignatory, var. of Cosignatory.

t Consi'gnature. Obs.-° [f. Con- + Siona-
TL'BE : cf. consign.] Joint signature.

.

1611 Cotgr., Consignature, a consignature ; a full stamp-
ing, or absolute signature of. 1730 6 Bailey ifolio), Con*
signature, a sealing together* Hence in mod. Diets.

II
Consigne (k^hsi' n r

). [Fr. ; f. consigner to give

instructions to a sentinel.] Order given to a
, sentinel ; watchword, countersign. ^

1864 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

||
Consigne [mM . [Kr. ; pa. pple. of con-

I

signer to consign, etc.] A person commanded to

!
keep his quarters, or to stay within certain bounds.
In mod. Diets, n. q.

Consigned (k^ns^i-nd),///. a. [f. Consign v.

+ -EP.l Committed, delivered, given in tmst.
1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. ft. iv. 47 As many farwels as be

stars in heauen, With distinct breath, and consign'd kisses

to them. 1754 [see Consignation 6J. 1766 T. Mortimer
Comm. Diet. I

, Consigned goods are supposed in general
to be the property of him by whom they are consigned.

Consignee W^nsainr). [f. Consign v. + »n*l
A person to whom goods are consigned.

1789 Bui.ler Term Rep. III. 469 There is the strongest

evidence of the consignee's taking actual possession of
the goods. 1866 Crump Banking vii. 142 A corn merchant
at New York ships a cargo to London, and . . draws a bill

upon the consignee. 1886 Sir C. Russell in Daily Hews
10 Dec. 3/2 He asserted the right of the company to send
consignee letters; that was, letters sent in reference to the
consignment of goods.

Hence Consignee ship.
1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. VI. 503 [A] town-meeting ..

invites the Hutchinsons to resign their consigneeship.

Consigner .k^nsai nai). [f. Consigns. +-D*.]
1. One who consigns, delivers over, or commits.
1655 H. Vacghan Silex Scint. 194 My first consigner unto

those Fountains of life. 18*3 Lamb Elia, Valentine's Day
(i860) 105 The consigner of undipt infants to eternal tor-

ments, Austin, whom all mothers hate.

2. .Sir, Lmw. lie who makes consignation of

money in dispute.

1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 290 Though he should
draw interest for it, he is liable in none to the consigner.

1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. s.v. 1869 Act 32-3 Vict.

c. 116 §7 Payment, .by consignation thereof in the bank.,
to be made forthcoming at the peril of the consigner.

3. = Consignor.
1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 221 The bankruptcy of

either the consigner or the consignee may give occasion to

questions of considerable difficulty . . in regard to reputed
' ownership.
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Consignificant (kpnsigni-fikant), a. rare.

[See Consignify and Significant.]

1. Signifying in addition or secondarily.

1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. viii. 148 So the [Hebrew] words
with their consignificant numbers are taken.

2. Having the same signification.

a 1641 Spelman Fends Tenures VU 7 (R.) But I find not

one of those words or any consignificant or equivalent to

them, in all our Saxon laws.

3. Conjointly significant
;
having a meaning in

combination.
1612 J. Cotta Shortpiscov. 3a

Somt significant bythem-
selues, some consignificant with others. 1751 Harris
Hermes I. iii. Wks. (1841) 125 note, These parts of speech

are always consignificant, that is, are only significant when
associated to something else.

Consigni'ficate. [ad. med.L. consignificatum,

neuter of pa. pple. of consignificare to Consignify.]

That which is consignified.

Consignification (kffnsignifik^ Jan). rare.

[ad. medX. consignificdtion-em (Petrtis Hispanus

c 1 250), n. of action from consignificare to Con-
signify.] Joint signification; secondary meaning, 1

connotation ; conjoint signification.

170X Beverley Glory 0/ Grace 12 Commonness hath al-

ways a consignification of Impurity. 1780 Harris Philol.

Inq. in. x. Wks. (1841) 511 He calls the additional denoting
|

of time by a truly philosophic word, a consignification.
\

1786 H. Tooke Purley (1798) I. 321 He would tell me that

with was a Preposition, .and that it had no meaning of its ;

own, but only a connotation or consignification.

Consignificative (k^nsignrfik^tiv), a. rare.
\

Also 7 CO-, [f. med.L. consignificdt- (see above)
|

+ -1VE.] = Consignificant 2 and 3.

1663 Bullokar, Consignificative, of the same signification
;

with another thing. [16*3 Cockeram Cosignificative. So
also 1656 Blount Glossogr.] 1773 Vallancey Gram, Irish

Lang. 37 Certain consignificative particles are. .prefixed to

words in such manner as to coalesce with them. 1852 S.

Bailey Disc. Var. Subj. 57 The circumstantial or consigni-

ficative words were at first merely added or prefixed.

t Consi'gnifica:tor. Astrol. Obs. Also co-.

[n. of agent in L. form from Consignify.] A
|

conjoint significator : see quots.

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. vi. 49 Cosignificator is when you
|

find another Planet in aspect or conjunction with that

Planet who is the principall significator. 1652 Gaule
]

Magastrom. 87 In every house, the order, nomenclature,

signification, joy, consi^nificator, etc. 18x9 Jas. Wilson
Diet. Astrol. s.v., Aries is a cosignificator of all ascendants,

j

Consignify (kfTnsi'gnifai), v. rare. [f. med.L.

consignificare (Duns Scotus), f. con- + significdre

to signify, denote.] To signify conjointly ; to

mean or signify when combined with something.

1646 J. Gregory Notes $ Obs. (1650) 151 And such a one
as might very well be in company and consignify with that

worke of God, that strange worke. 1662 Petty Taxes 67
The tythes in this place, do together with the said propor-

tion, consignify the use of it, viz. the maintenance of the

clergy. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. IL i. § 6. 46 Words, .such 1

as consignifie and serve to circumstantiate other words with

which they are joyned. 1786 H. Tooke Purley (1798) I.
;

305 The cypher, which has no value of itself, and only serves

tif I may use the language of Grammarians) to connote and
consignify, and to change the value of the figures.

Consigning' (k^nsarnig), vbl. sb. [f. Consign
v. + -ingT] The action of the verb Consign.

1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647) 28 For S. Philip could, and
did doe miracles enough, but this Grace he could not give, !

the Grace of consigning or confirmation.

Consignment (k^nsai'nment). [f. as prec. +
-MENT.]

1. Sealing or dedicating with a sign.

1563 Man Musculus Commonpl. 282 a, We shall define

baptisme. .to bee the Sacrament of regeneration, .sanctifica-

tion, consignment and incorporation into Christ our Saviour.

1 2. Law. Hypothecation. Obs.

1622 Malynes w4«<-. Latv-Merch. 457 In acts of Pawnes
and Consignements by one onely fault duely proued.

3. Delivering over; delivery, committal, allot-

ment.
a 1668 Davenamt Philos. Disq. Wks. (1671) 332 And seemes

to come, Not by consignement to us, but by chance. 1878

Lecky in iSth C. I. i. 1271'he kidnapping, .of negroes,

and their consignment to the most miserable slavery.

4. The consigning of goods or a cargo, esp. to

an agent for sale or disposal ; m Consignation 6.

1709 Steele Taller No. 31 F 7 Ask all the Merchants who
act upon Consignments. 1755 Magens Insurances I. 373
Hemp laden on board the Matthew, to the Consignment of

Messrs. Gampert and Whatley. 1800 Hull Pilotage Act
14 The charge, agency, or consignment of any ship. 1885

Law Times LXXIX. 194/1 The goods by the fact of con-

signment became the property of the consignee.

t>. ' The writing by which any thing is con-

signed.' 1755 in Johnson : whence in later Diets.

5. concr. A quantity of goods consigned to an

agent or factor.

1722 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 328 To see what prodigious

consignments they had from their correspondents in Old
Spain. 1877 Lady Brassey Voy. Sunbeam xiv. (1878) 245
A large consignment of pearls entrusted to the captain.

||
6. Confinement within bounds by way of dis-

cipline or punishment
j

'gating'. [F. consigne;

cf. Consignk.]
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. v. iii, Behold them, long files

of them, their consignment broken, arrive, headed by their

Sergeants . . at the Palais Royal !

Vol. II.

Consignor (k^nsaimrj). [f. Consign v. + -or.]

One who consigns or dispatches goods to another.

A more technical form than Consigner, as cor-

relative to Consignek.
1789 Durnford &East Rep. III. 467 The assignee putting

his mark on them could not divest the consignor's right.

1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1176 In order
to stop goods in transitu, there must be an actual possession
of them obtained by the consignor, before they come to the
hands of the consignee. 1878 F. S. Williams Midi. Raihv.
633 The yawning vacuity which the consignees discovered
in the hamper . . might also have been discovered by the
consignor before it left his premises.

Consile, obs, f. Conceal : var. of Concile, Obs.

U Consiliadory, for It. consiglialori counsellors.

1624 R. Davenport City N/.-cap in. in Hazl. Dodsley
XIII. 145, I appeal To the whole consiliadory.

t Consi'liary, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. con-

silidri-us suitable for counsel, counselling ; sb. a

counsellor ; f. consilium Counsel : see -ary.]

A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

counsel. Of persons : Giving counsel.

1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647) 47 The Presbyters did
exercise acts of order .. in conjunction consiliary. 1644
Hunton Vind. Treat, Monarchy v. 30 Is that Consent
causall and Authoritative; or meerly Consiliarie and un-
authoritative ? 1662 Stanley Hist. Chaldaick Philos. (1701J

24/2 Thirty Stars, which they call Consiliary Gods.

B. sb. A counsellor.

1652 Galxe Magastrom. 179 Consiliaries and auxiliaries.

Consiliate, obs. f. Conciliate.

t Consi'liative, a. Obs. rare. Erron. concili-

ative, [a. F. consiliatif, -ive (14th c. Oresme),

ad. med.L. consilidtiv-us, f. ppl. stem of L. con-

silidrX to Counsel.] Counselling, advisory.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. '1701) 201/1 So Avicen calls

the first Cause conciliative, the Mind not having Ideas from
it self but from God, by whose Counsel she receiveth Know-
ledge and Art to frame this visible World.

Consilience ^nsHiens). [f. next : see -ence.]

The fact of 'jumping together
1
or agreeing ; coin-

cidence, concurrence ; said of the accordance of two
or more inductions drawn from different groups of

phenomena.
1840 Whewell Philos. Induct. Sc. II. 230 Accordingly

the cases in which inductions from classes of facts alto-

gether different have thus jumped together, belong only to

the best established theories which the history of science

contains. And, as I shall have occasion to refer to this par-

ticular feature in their evidence, I will take the liberty of

describing it by a particular phrase; and will term it the

Consilience of Inductions. 1847 — Hist. Induct. Sc. 11.

582 Such coincidences, or consiliences . . are the test of

truth. 1861 Mill Utilit. 94 The consilience of the results

of both these processes, each corroborating and verifying

the other.

Consilient (k(JnsHient), a. [ad. L. type con-

silient-, pr. pple. of *consilire> f. con- together +
salire to leap.] ' Jumping together \ concurrent,

accordant.
1867 Garbett Bampt. Led. viii. 300 The consilient testi-

mony in their favour. 1880 Pritcharu in Churchman No. 5.

327 These evidences . .are consilient . . consilient on one spot.

Consimilar (k^nsi-milai), a. Now rare. [f.

L. consimil-is (see Conbimile) after Similar.]

fl. — Consimile. Obs.

1548-77 Vicary Aftat. ii, (1888) 19 The Sinew is a con-

similer member, simple and spermatike. Ibid. ii. 23 Pin-
guedo. .is a consimilar member, not spermatike. 1651 Biggs
New Disp. 114 Homogeneous and consimilar.

2. Entirely similar, like.

1645 W. Greenhill Expos. Ezekiel i. 28. 203 Jesus Christ

. .is not consimilar but consubstantiall with them. 1660 tr.

Paracelsus' Archidoxis 1. vi. 88 In the Consimilar or like

Metals. 1745 tr. Columella's Husb. v. ii, Only those grafts

could coalesce, which in their bark and rind and fruit were
consimilar to those trees upon which they are ingrafted.

1863 J. R. Wallran Mem. Fountains Abbey (Surtees) 142

By consimilar letters, the Archbishop of York was requested

to lend three hundred marks.

Consimila'rity. rare. [f. prec. + ity : cf.

similarity] Mutual likeness.

1658 in Phillips. 1759 Charac. in Ann. Reg. 364/1 Both
possessed this consimilarity long ago. 1836 Hor. Smith
Tin Trump. (1876) 354 Consimilarity of face, form, and
stature.

t Consi'milary, a. Obs. rare. [f. as Con-
similar: ci. similary (obs.).] = Consimilar.
1736 H. Brooke Univ. Beauty ai. 236 The flood consimi-

lary ducts receive. And glands refine the separated wave.

t Consi*milatef
v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem

of L. consimildre to make like, liken, f. consituilis:

see next.] trans. To make like. intr. To be-

come like ; to assimilate with.

1731 E. Baynard Health (1740) 28 Its office is to mesh and
beat, and make the chyle consimulate [ed. 1749 assimulate]

With balmy Blood and nitrous Air. 1756 Amory Buncle

(1770) II. i^o We. .are consimilated with the Deity.^

T Consrmile, a. Obs. [ad. L. consimil-is

similar in all respects, alike, f. con- together +

similis like, similar ] Like or similar throughout,

homogeneous. Applied in old Physiology to the

animal tissues, etc.

£-1400 Lanfrauc's Cirurg. 22 J>e boon is be first of be con-

simile membris—bat is oon of be smale lymes. Ibid. 25
Brawnes bou; bat bei be maad of mater medlid, ne;jeles bei

ben rekened among membris consimiles. 1548-77 Vicary
Anat, ii. (1888) 21 This Artere is a member consimyle, sim-

ple and spermatike. Ibid. 19, 20 [ed. 1548 consemile; ed.

1577 erron. cousimple].

fConsimilitude (k^nsimi Utmd). Obs. [f. L.
consimili-s : cf. sitJiilittidc . So F. consimilitude.']

Resemblance, mutual likeness, similarity.

1610 Br. Hall Apol. Brovmists 95 marg., With a sacra-
ment it hath the greatest consimilitude. 1635 Hiiywood
IHerarch. v. 293 The Consimilitudes and Concordances
betweene the seuerall degrees of Angels and the Heauens
and Planets. 1642 O. oEDGWICKH England's Preserv. 5
That consimilitude which the one hath with the other.

t Consimi'lity. Obs. [f. L. consimili-s : see

-ty.] =prec.
1680 Audrey in Bliss Lett. Emin. Persons (1813I II. 511

Their consiniility of disposition. 1691 V/ovu Ath. Oxou.
II. 627 The consimility of their dispositions.

Consimple, erron. form of CoNsimile, Obs.

Consrmulate, var. ofConsimilate v. Obs. intr.

Consions, obs. form of Conscience.

Consist ;kfMsi*st), v. [ad. L. consist-ere to place

I

oneself, stand still, stop, remain firm, exist, etc.,

i f. con- altogether -vsist-cre to cause to stand, place,

I

stand, stand firm, stand still, stop, etc, Cf. F. con-

j

sisle-r (14th c. in Littre).]

1. intr. To have a settled existence, subsist, hold

together, exist, be. Obs. (or arc/i.
t
after Col. i. 17).

1551 K. Rouinson tr. More's Utop. 1. (Arb.) 45 Ketwene
the whych two. .110 similitude or equalitie consisteth. 1579
Fkston Guicciard. vni. (1618' 318 Hauing Mich affinitie

and coniunction together, that the one cannot consist with-

out the other. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.)CW. i. 17 And he is before

al, and al consist in him [WvcUF ben, TlMDALE, Getniui
' have their being]. 1611 ibid. And by him all things con-

I

sist [1881 Rev. K in him all things consist, marg. That is,

I

hold together]. 1610 GuiLLIM Heraldry HI. x.xiv. (1660) 245

1

Vital] Spirits, without which the interior senses could nut

. consist. 1691 Bkvkrley Thons. Years Kingd. Christ 24

They so Begin, They so Consist, They so End, as to

demonstrate, etc. 1710 Bkkkklky Princ. Hum. Ktimvl. 1.

§ 146 By whom all things consist. 1858 Bushnkll Nat. $
Supernal, i. (1864) 31 They all consist, come together into

system, in Christ.

t b. To stand firm, abide, remain, stay, keep

its place ; to have its place, lie. Obs.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apof>hth. 243 b, Woordesof jeste con-

sistyng within y° boundes of honestee. 1556 Auk 1*ahkkk

Ps. cxix. 17 Consist that 1 in lyfe may still, so iust thy

wordes to kepe. 1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 4S3 This narrow
Sea .. consisteth betweene Cap di Sprat, and the Promon-
tore of Sewty. 1643 Sir T. Bkownk Relig. Med- 1. § 3

Unstable judgments that cannot consist in the narrow point

and centre of vertue without a reele or stagger to the cir-

cumference.

f c. To hold together as a material body ; to

have a firm consistence. Obs.

1576 Baker Jewell ofHealth 21a, A man cannot worke
anye thynge without that it consisteth thycke. 1612 Brkre-
wood Lang. <y Relig. xiii. 136 It is.. against the nature of

water, being a flexible and ponderous body, so to consist

and stay itself, and not fall to the lower parts about it.

t d. To come to a stand, stop short. Obs. rare.

1611 Donne Ignat. Concl. (1635) 61 That things must not

be extended infinitly; that wee must consist and arrest

somewhere. 1625— Serm. 3 Apr. 26 We shall neuer knowe
where to stop, where to consist.

T 2. To exist together or alongside of each other

as compatible facts, to co-exist. Obs. (exc. as

passing into 3).

1548 R. Hltten Sum of Diuin. Fsb, Fayeth can not

consiste wyth an euell conscience. 1553 Bale Gardiner's

De Vera Obed. Dvb, They [sondry iunsdicciones] marre
not one another : but they consist, & concurre by y» mu-
tual help of one to an other. 1656 Bkamhall Replic. 24

Truth in fundamentals and errour in superstructures may
consist together. 1675 Baxter CatA. Theol. 11. 1. 119 lit

is] a logical impossibility that these two should con-

!
sist, 'He believeth' and 'he believeth not*. 1814 Southev
Roderick xvi. 217 If tears and trembling limbs With such

j

celestial natures might consist.

f b. To be capable of existing along with, to

be possible and so compatible with. arch, or Obs.

1734 Pope Ess. Man rv. 79 Health consists with tem-

perance alone. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762' p. x.vii,

Costiveness cannot long consist with Health. 1846 Ruskin
Mod. Paint. I. 111. 1. xv. §8 The Spirit of Prophecy con-

sisted with the avarice of Balaam and the disobedience of

Saul.

3. To be consistent in form, tenor, or character ;

to be congruous ; to agree, harmonize {with). See

Consistent.
1638 Chjllingw. Relig. Prot. ii. § 104 Which whether it

can consist with his goodnes..I leave it to honest men to

judge. 165a Gataker Autiuom. 11 [This] doth wel concur
1 and consist with what he said in the former. 1699 Bent-

ley Phal. 478 The New Piece is clap'd into [the Old Text]

. .as if they both consisted very well, and suited together.

1741 Berkeley Let. 7 June in Fraser Life, The ordinances

..which we take to consist all and hang together. 1788

I

Lond. Mag. 257 [He] said it consisted with his certain

knowledge. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India I. 11. iv. 169 A
more extensive survey of the field of law, than consists with

the plan of the present work. 1827 U'estm. Rev. Apr. 503

The information he received perfectly consists with our

friend the Serjeant's account, a 1871 Grote Eth. Fragm.
iv. (1876) 104 Appetites are to be indulged only so far as

consists with some definite and approved end.

j 4. Consist on or upon : to stand on, be based

upon, rest upon. lit. and fig. Obs.

t 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 280 The Eng.
lishe imperie consistethe on sewer pillers. 1570 Billingsley

Euclid 1. xxxvi.46 Parallelogrammes consisting vponenuall

109
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ha es, and in the selfe same parallel Inn.- . are equall the

one to the other. i6os Sf.gar Hon. Mil. 4 Civ. in. liv.

8 3. 197 This Temple seemed to consist upon Pillars of

Pourferry. arched like vnto a Church. 1660 Bond Scut.

Reg. 66 A survey of the main Triangle upon which the art

of Government consists.

f b. To have its existence based upon, or depend-

ing on. Obs.

1588 Greene Pandosto (1607) 18 To thinke, that the

common wealth consisted on his safety. 1591 F. Sparry
tr. Cattan's Gtomancie 162 When the Figure doth consist

vppon many good figures. 1650 Earl Monm. tr. Senault's

Man Guilty 345 1 'icir fortune consisted on his fancy.

+ C. To stand or insist upon, on. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 187 Such large termes, and
so absolute, As our Conditions shall consist vpon. 1608 —
Per. 1. iv. 83 Welcome is peace, if he on peace consist.

+ 5. Consist by: =4 or next. Obs. rare.

1566-75 Painter Pal. Pleas. (1813) II. 377 By the only
courage of your minde consisteth the hap or mishap of your
aflayres. 1656 Earl Monm. Adv. fr. Pamass. 329 The
delight of the Vertuosi. .consists wholly by extracting use-

ful precepts from noble representations; thereby to enrich

their minds. 1713 Land. Gaz. No. 5130/6 We whose Live-
lihoods consist by Trade.

6. Consist in : to have its being in :

T a. To be, exist, reside, or inhere in ; to be
vested, located, comprised in. Obs.
i$*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 1 The selfe pilgrymage,

whiche consysteth or standeth in vij dayes iourney. 1535
Coverdale 1 Chron. xxx. [xxix]. 12 In thy hande consisteth

power and might. 1583 Stuhbes Anat. Abus. 11. 99 In
whome doth the election of the minister or pastor consist T

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 406 In her, consists my Hap-
ptnesse, and thine. 1611 Bible Luke xii. 15 A mans life

consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he
possesseth. 1674 Plavford Skill Mus. 1. x. 30 The usual

Moods may not here be mist, In them much cunning doth
consist. 18*0 Shelley (Edipus 1. 145 They think their

strength consists in eating beef.

+b. To have its essence or essential character in.

1594 Carew tr. //uarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 290 The
male sex consisteth in this, that the seed be hot and dry at

the time of his forming.

+ C. To be, exist, or be engaged in. Obs.
1606 G. W[oodcocke1 tr. Hist. Ivstine 38 b, He promised

to discharge them of the warresand danger they consisted in.

d. To be comprised or contained in (actions,

conditions, qualities, or other things non-material
;

to be constituted of. Now the usual sense.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 166 For, mine advise, at that

lime, consisted in this point. 1397 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

lxx. § 2 Offices and duties of religious joy . .wherein the hal-

lowing of festival times consisteth. 1667 Milton /*. L. vin.

589 In loving thou dost well, in passion not. Wherein true

Love consists not. 0x677 Barrow in Beauties 0/ B. {1846)

55 Recreations, .consisting merely in rustic efforts, or in

petty sleights of bodily strength and activity. 1728 R. Mor-
ris Ess. Anc. Arckit. 36 The Sensibility of its consisting

in a Conformity to our Ideas. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii.

Wks. 1874 I. 48 Moral government consists.. in rewarding
the righteous, and punishing the wicked. 1818 J as. Mill
lirit, India II. v. viii.673 His administration consisted in a
perpetual change of ill-concerted measures. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2> V. 45 Not every one can tell in what the beauty
of a figure consists.

e. To be embodied in ; to be composed of. arch.

Now usually to consist of: see 7.

1614 SSLDEM Titles Hon. 288 As our Commons, which
consist in Freeholders. 1735 Johnson tr. Lobo's Voy. Abys-
sinia 264 The whole Revenue of the Emperor consists in

Lands and Goods. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. World XCV1. § 2

Vour clothing consisted in an hempen bag tied round the
neck with a string. 1809 Kendall Trav. II. xlvii. 143
The timber consists almost exclusively in black pine and
oak. 1845 Stephen Laws Eng. I. 168 Things real are
usually said to consist in lands, tenements, and heredita-

ments. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 23 The fee consists in

some sort of cattle.

t f. F ormerly, consist to do was consist in

doing. Obs.

1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) v. ii, The high
vertues. .consysteth not onely to suffer the passions of the
body, but also to dissemble them of the soule.

7. Consist of: to be made up or composed of

;

to have as its constituent substance or elements.

{Of was here orig. =from, out of. Consist of was
formerly also used where consist in is now used.)

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Consto, De principijs re-

rum, ? yuibus omnia constant. Cicero. Of which all things

do consist, or are compact and made. 1597 Hooker /,..'.

Pol, v. Ixv. S 15 The metal or matter whereof it consisted.

i6ox Shaks. 'fiveI. .V. 11. iii. 10 Does not our Hues consist

of the foure Elements? Ami. Faith so they say, but I thinke

it rather consists of eating and drinking. 1667 Milton
/'. L, vin. 16 When I behold this goodly Frame, this

World Of Heav'n and Earth consisting, a 1687 Pkttv Pot.

Ariih. 11690) 51 Power at Sea consists chiefly of Men, able

to fight at Sea. 1791 A need. W. Pitt L x. 203 No one was
quite certain of whom this party consisted, i860 Tynuall
Glac. 11. i. 223 Newton imagined light to consist of particles

darted out from luminous bodies. >8gt Edgk Law Times
XC. 395/1 An ordinary fence, consisting of a ditch and a bank.

Consiatable: see Consistible.

Consistence (k^nsi-stens). [app. a. F. con-

sistence (16th c. Pare), now consistance~¥x. and
Sp. consistencia, It. consistenza (in Florio) ; prob.

going back to a med.L. *consistentia ; f. consistent-

pr. pple. of consist^re : see Consist and -ence.]

T 1. Standing or remaining still, quiescence ; state

of rest. Obs.

1598 Flokio, Consistenza, a standing fast or a consistence,

a setting. 1611 Cotgr., Consistence, a consistence, or
being ; a residence, or setting. i6a6 Bacon Sylva $ 290
Water . . being divided, makcih many circles, till it restore

it self to the Natural consistence. 1644 Pp. Hall Season-
able Serm. 2 (T.), I find a change of motion . . whether by
consistence or retrogradation ;

' Sun, stand thou still in

Gibeon'..'The shadow went back ten degrees'.

*t*
b. spec. The * standing still * of a living being,

when it has attained its full growth, and before it

begins to decay. Obs. Cf. Consistent A. 2 b.

a 1613 Overbl'ry Observ. Provinces Wks. (1856) 227 If

they were at there consistence. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v.,

We distinguish three states or stages of a tree ; its growth,
consistence, and return. [188a Syd. Soc. Lex., Consistentia,

an old terra . . applied to the arrival of a living body at its

fulness and perfection.]

+ 2. Continuance, endurance ; continuing state.

1606 G. W[oodcockeJ tr. Hist. Ivstine 42b, That (My-
tralis] was Olimpias name, during the consistance of her
infancy.

f 3. A settled condition of affairs. Obs.
1661 Evelyn Diary (1827) IV. 109, I hope I have brought

my affaires almost to a Consistence. 170a C. Mather
Magn. Chr. 1. App. (1852) 96 Boston was no sooner come
to some consistence, but the people found themselves
plunged into a sad non-plus, etc.

4. Material coherence and permanence of form
;

j

solidity or firmness sufficient to retain its form.
i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 328 Putrefaction ; which ever dis-

solveth the Consistence of the Body. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 50 Ice is only water congealed . . whereby it

acquireth. .a consistence or determination of its difiluency.

1658 — I/ydriot. iii. 18 After what shape the muscles.,
inijjht hang in their full consistences. 1764 Keio Inquiry
11. iii, The nerve itself has a very small degree of consist-

ence. 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 542 It forms
cubic crystals without consistence, and resembling a jelly.

Jig. 1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 48 Boyled up to a full consist-

ence of contumacy and impenitency. a 1734 North Lives
(1826) II. 372 Often at night, when, .till some kind refresh-

ment brought him to consistence, he was scarce alive. 1884
Manch. Exam. 11 Oct. 4/7 Reports .. begin to acquire
strength and consistence.

fb. concr. Matter dense enough to cohere. Obs.

or poet.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 941 Neither Sea, Nor good dry
I .And : nigh founder'd on he fares Treading the crude con-
sistence, half on foot, Half flying. 1747 Gould Eng. Ants

1 44 A liquid tenacious Humour, in the midst of which is a
1

small Purple or black Consistence, that contains or gives
Life to the future Ant. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. I. p. xvii,

Wearied with roaming over the crude consistence.

6. The degree of firmness with which the par-

ticles of a substance cohere
;

degree of density.

(Usually of more or less viscous liquids.)

i6>6 Bacon Sylva (1631) § 839-40 The consistences of
Bodies are verydiuers. 1636 Blunt Voy. Levant (^d. 2) 105

. Other Flowers, Fruits and Plumbes. .dried together, into a
I

consistence reasonable hard. 1656 Kidcley Pract. Physuk
147 Boyl that to the consistence of an Electuary. 1668
Wilkins Real Char. 120 Rosins, whose consistence is more
Solid. 173a Arbuthnot Rules of Diet 261 A due Consist-

ence of the Blood is very necessary for Health. 1842 Grove
Corr. Phys. Eorces 83 When cold results, it is from a
change of consistence, as from the solid to the liquid state.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. 192 Red-hot streams which gener-
ally present a consistence something like that of treacle.

I fig. 164s Jkr. Taylor Episc. (1647J 252 The reduction of
episcopacy to a primitive consistence. 1741 H. Walpole
Lett. H. Mann (1834) I. i. 2 Besides you know the consist-

ence of my Italian. 1805 Foster Ess. i. iii. 36 Very few
minds are of a consistence so firmly faithful as to retain, in

living efheacy, impressions of [such] a kind.

f 6. Coherence in one body, union, combination.
1649 Selden Laws Eng. 11. xiii. (1739) 69 (They] declared

themselves, .to be the Three Estates, .maintaining thereby
their subsistency by the consistence of the Members to-

gether. 170a Eng. Theophrast. 176 To unite us in a con-

sistence both of friendship and civil convenience.

fh. (\uasi-contr. A union or combination of

cohering elements. Obs.

1641 Milton Reform. 1. (1851) ^Takethe Church of God
as meaning the whole consistence of Orders and Members.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man, 1. iv. 110 A consistence of

many Unities.

t 7. Coexistence as compatible facts. Obs.

1659 Vtdg. Errors Censured 66 They cannot apprehend
the consistence of a Trinity of Persons with an identity of
Essence.

8. = Consistency 4, 5.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals t. n. 35 To take away thi:;

Confusion .. and bring things to a consistence. 1694 K.
I.'Estrange Fables ccccvii. (ed. 6) 439 To Temper and

1 Accomodate Freedom to a Consistence with Good Manners.

1754 Edwards Freed. Will 11. ix. 77 Whether this be in a
just Consistence with themselves . . I desire may be impar-

tially considered. 1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke xxx. (1879)
! 323 They . . have contrived, with what logical consistence I

know not, to reconcile orthodox Christianity with unflinch-

ing democratic opinions, 1879 B. Taylor Germ. Lit. 249
His works, .exhibit greater finish and consistence.

Consistency (kfmsrstensi). [f. L. consist-

I

ent-em\ see Consistent, and -ency : cf. prec.]

fl. A settled condition. (Cf. Consistence 3.)

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. ix. 219 Aristotle .. sup-
1 poseth it [the world] Eternal, and an eternal consistency in

the stateit now stands, a 1705 J. Howe in Spurgeon Treas.
Dav. Ps. xvii. 14 After some appearing discomposure, his

spirit returns to a consistency.

2. The condition in which matter coheres so as

to 1 stand together
1

or retain its form ; viscous or

firm condition
; thickness, stiffness, firmness ;

=
Consistence 4.

1594 Plat *)eivell-ho. u. 13 Boile the same . . vnto a stif-

\

nesse, or consistency (as they terme i\\ 1681 tr. Willis'

I

Rem. Med. Wks. Voc., Consistency, thickness or substance,
,

as a jelly. 1751 Labelye Westm. Br. 49 Earth of a suffi-

1 cient Consistency to hold Water. 1852 Blackie Stud.
Lang. 36 Sacrifice not the fleshy consistency of an arm or a
leg. .to the enormous growth of a brain.

b. fig. Firm condition so as to hang well to-
' gether ; solidity ; substance.

1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. IviL 631 By which time it

arrived to a good consistency and establishment. 1734 tr.

Rollins Anc. Hist. (18271 IX. 221 By this means. .Mithri-
dates established the empire . . upon solid foundations and
gave it a firm consistency. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist.
Ref. I. 481 A vague rumour . . daily acquiring consistency
and strength. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. II. in. 11. iv. § 4
It. .gives to their abstract being consistency and reality.

3. Degree of density, viscosity, etc. : = Consist-
ence 5.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 393 Before the alum

could be brought to its true consistency. 1794 Sullivan
View Nat. I. 487 The soft consistency of some of these
animals. 1875 If ame's Model Cookery 143 Boil . . pearl
barley., till it becomes the consistency of good cream.
1878 Huxley Physiogr. 202 Eruptions of mud, varying
considerably in consistency and temperature,

b. fig. Condition, degree, quality.

1694 Child Disc. Traded. 4 C 2 [ 1 1
]
brought their people to

that consistency ofwealth, that . . there are more lenders now
than borrowers, a 1716 South Serm. (J.\ His friendship
is of a noble make, and a lasting consistency.

T C. concr. A cohering body of matter of more
' or less density. Obs. (Cf. Consistence 4 b.)

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. U. 297 The more subtil

. .particles, .constituted that Consistency that is called the
Air. 1696 J. Edwards Demonstr. Exist. God u 141 They

j

are liquid consistencies or drops condens'd in the earth.

4. The quality, state, or fact of being consistent

;

agreement, harmony, compatibility {with some-
thing, of things, or of one thing with another).
i6&yBurton's Diary 11828) III. 3i3Whether you are in

a good consistency and right understanding between you
and the Chief Magistrate, or not. 1691 Case of Exeter

I
Coll. 52 The consistency-or inconsistency ofa Fellowship and

. a Benefice. 1710 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 518 In a consist-

;
ency with our principles. 1790 Paley Hot* Paul. \. 8 To

! produce or preserve an appearance of consistency amongst
' them. /:'':'./. ii. 9 [It] might induce us perhaps to question
1 the consistency of the two records. 1846 Trench Mirac.
\

xxxii. (1BO2) 449 It is in entire consistency with all else

I
which we read.

b. (with a and //.) An instance of consistency.

1771-j Batchelor {177vil. 203The patriotic consistencies,

and pious labours of Brutus PI—k— t. 1874 tr. Lange's
Comnt.Nahum Introd. 12 Anaccord ofsomany consistencies.

6. The quality of being self-consistent
;
agreement

of the parts or elements of a thing with each other.

1787 Bentham Def. Usury xi. 111 If consistency were to

be found in the common law, compound interest never could
have been denied. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. a) V. 126 He
1 Plato] never troubles himselfabout the political consistency

uf his scheme.

b. esp. as a personal quality : Agreement or har-

mony of the elements of a person's life or conduct

(e.g. of his profession and practice, of his statements

at one time and at another) ; constant adherence

to the same principles of thought or action.

1716 Addison FreehoLier (I.), That consistency of be-

haviour, whereby he inflexibly pursues those measures,
which appear the most just and equitable. 1769 Bentham

1

Princ. Legist, i. f 12 The rarest of all human qualities is

consistency. 184 1 4 Emerson Ess., Self-reliance Wks.
(Bohn) 1. 24 A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little

minds, adored by little statesmen and philosophers and
divines. 1864 Maine Anc. Law iii. (1876) 71 The doubtful

I

virtue of consistency.

f 6. Eccl. The state of being a 4 consistent *
; or,

the company of ' consistents *
: see Consistent.

1647 Form Ch. Govt. prop. 12 The penitents, .ofthe fourth

[

degree, or oi iv w<rraa<l, that is, which were in the con-

sistency, were suspended from the Lords Supper.

Consistent (k^nsi-stenO, a. and sb. Also 7

-ant. [ad. L. consistent-em, pr. pple. of consisttYe :

see Consist : cf. F. consistant, It. consistente.]

A. OiiJ.

fl. Standing still or firm ; staying, remaining :

as opposed to moving or giving way. Obs.

1604 T. Wright Passions 11. 318 Although the body be
consistent in one place, yet the soule runneth, or rather,

flieth from country to country. 1664 Evelvn Sylva (1670*

13 Transplanted Pines and Virrs . . are hardly consistent

against these Gusts.

t 2. Remaining in the same state or condition ;

settled, persistent ; durable. Obs.

1647 Crashaw Poems 157 Whose full and all-unwrinkled

face Nor sinks nor swells with time or place ; But every-

where, and everywhile, Is one consistent solid smile. 167*

Sir T, Browne Lett. Friend iii. (1881) 129 We run through
variety of looks, before we come to consistent and settled

faces. 1684 Contempt. State Man 1. vi. 58 A fair Vessel

of Chrystal, if it were as consistent and durable as Gold.

+ b. Consistent age : the age when growth has

,
ceased and before decay begins ; the age of maturity

(see Consistence i b\ Obs.

1574 T. NIewton] tr. Gratarolus Title-p., Such as bee in

. their consistent age, or neere thereunto. 1620 Venner / 'ia

Recta vii. 137 Very wholsome. .especially for them that be

past their consistent age.

f 3. Consisting in or of composed of. Obs.

1578 Basistfk Hist. Man 1, 31 The first, and second of

1 the other fingers . . both their extremities are consistent in



CONSISTENTLY. 863 CONSISTORY.
heades. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 186 An Army con-
sistent of an hundred thousand men. 1671 Grew Anat.
Plants 1. v. § 17 Ever consistent of more than one. .and for
the most part of Three Pieces.

4. Holding together as a coherent material body;
firm, stiff, solid, cohering. (Now rare or Obs.)
1647 Cowley Mistress xlvi. Coldness. 1650 Bulwer

Aitthropomet. 102 For this cause the Eares were made Car-
tilagineous and consistent. 1674 Grew A Hat. Plants, Led.
I. v. 232 The one upon Fluid, the other upon consistent
Bodies. ijoaScotlaud described led. 2) 16 Either a spungy
turf, or a black consistent peat-earth. 1836 Todd Cycl.
Anat. I. 61/2 This adipose matter, though fluid, when first
formed, becomes more consistent and fixed after deposition.

1 5. Existing together or simultaneously with.
Obs. rare.

^1649 Selden Laws Eng. ir. xv. (1739) 82 Both the Custos
Regni, and Protector, are not subsistent, but consistent with
that of a King, because it supposes a King under incapacity.
1733 Pope Ess. Man m. 315 So two consistent motions act
the Sou! ; And one regards Itself, and one the Whole.
6. Agreeing or according in substance or form

;

congruous, compatible. (This and 7 are the usual
current senses.)

a. Const, with (also + to).

1646 Sir T. Browne Psend. Ep. v. xv. 257 An habite .

.

not consistent with the words of our Saviour. 173a Arbuth-
not Rales ofDiet 357 Such a sensation is very consistent
with an inflammatory Distemper. 1795 Cicely I. 102 Con-
sistent was it to her character. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
III. 450 It was impudent in them to pretend that their
present conduct was consistent with their former language.
1868 Mill Eng. f, Irti., The rule of Ireland now rightfully
belongs to those who, by means consistent with justice, will
make the cultivators of the soil of Ireland the owners of it.

b. absol. of two or more things ; also of a single
thing : = self-consistent, having its parts or ele-
ments in agreement.
1651 Hobbes Leviath. It. xxi. 108 Feare, and Liberty are

consistent. 1064 Power Exp. Philos. Pref. 20 In the erec-
tion of a more judicious and consistent Fabrick. 1726
Leoni tr. AlbertCs Arc/lit. I. 38a, A solid, regular, and
consistent Structure. We call it regular and consistent
when the Parts are not incongruous and disjointed, but are
disposed in their proper Places. 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. 178 F 3 An attempt to make contradictions consistent.
,11863 Buckle Civiliz. (18691 III. v. 459 The most con-
sistent of all combinations . . great ignorance with great
arrogance. 1884 tr. Lotze's Mctapk. 240 To ask whether to
such a conception of it any complete and consistent sense
could be given.

+ C. Used advb. = Consistently, in consistency.
1737 Pope Hor. Epist. 1. i. 137 Shew me one who has it in

his pow'r To act consistent with himself an hour. 1750 in
Picton L'pool Mnnic. Rec. (18S6) II. 101 They could not,
consistent with their duty, .discover it to your enemies and
opponents. 184a Bischoff Woollen Manuf. II. 357 Con-
sistent, however, with the character of the country, the
mountain sheep are the most numerous.
7. Of persons or their conduct : Marked by con-

sistency (see Consistency 5 b) ; constantly ad-
hering to the same principles of thought or action.
1732 Pope Ep. Cobham 226 Consistent in our follies and

our sins, Here honest Nature ends as she begins. 1764
Reid /nqitiry v. § 7. 130 A thorough and consistent sceptic.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 236 Let us be consistent
then, and either believe both or neither.

B. sb.

I I. //. ? Coexistent things or facts. Obs. rare.
1651 Reliq. Wotton (1685) 419 Sir Thomas Overbury is

still where he was, and as he was. .The Viscount Rochester
yet no way sinking in the point of Favor ; which are two
strange consistents.

t2. Eccl. Hist. One of the fourth or highest
class of penitents (consistentes) in the Eastern
Church, who took their station with the faithful,
but were not admitted to communion.
/21711 Ken Hymnothco Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 77 Con-

sistents, who by penitential Moan Are ripe for Priestly
Absolution grown ; Above the Prostrate stand, and join in
Pray'r, With faithful Souls, who next the Altar are. [1753
Chambers Cycl. Snpp., Consistentes, in church history,
a kind of penitents who were allowed to assist at prayers,
but could not be admitted to receive the sacrament. 1885
Catholic Did. 651 The consistentes stand together with the
faithful, and do not go out with the catechumens.]

Consistently (kpnsi-stentli), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly 2.] In a consistent manner.
1. In accordance or consistency with

; compatibly.
1708 H. Dodwell Mortality Hum. Souls 100 This I .

.

could [not) say, consistently to my own Principles. 1744
Harris Three Treat. Wks. (r84 i) 82 The true idea of
right conduct .

.
is not merely to live consistently, but it

1/° llve consistently with nature. 1803 Mar. Edgeworth
Moral T. (1816) I. xiii. 105 He could not, consistently with
his principles, assist in evading the laws. 1884 Gladstone
in standard 29 Feb. 2/7 Consistently with the aims we
have in view.

2. With consistency ; without incongruity.
1706 Clarke Nat. t, Rev. Relig. (R.), This can no way

be defended consistently, but must of necessity recur to
downright Atheism. 1713 Berkeley Hylas f, Phil. m.Wks. I. 327 To act consistently, you must either admit
Matter or reject Spirit. 1744 [see 1]. 1870 HowsoN Metaph.
,,
Fafl 75 The whole allegory is strictly and consistently

allegorical. *

3. Uniformly, with persistent uniformity.
1861 Bright Sp. India i9 Mar., Why was it that the

originals were so consistently withheld?

+ Consi'stible, a. Obs. Also -able. [f. Con-
sist or ad. L. *cotisistibilis : see -BLB.] That may
consist (with something)

; consistent, compatible.

1643 Ausiv. to Observ. agst. King 20 Note how consistible
it is, for the King not to give an Act of Grace but his
Power. 1650 R. Hollingworth Exerc. cone. Usurped
Powers 66 So alone can I conceive it consistable with that
[saying] of the prophet. 1660 R. Coke Justice Vind. 30How these two are consistible, 1 do not understand.

Consisting (kjtasi-stig), ppl. a. [f. Consist
+ -ING-.] That consists, holds together, agrees,
etc. : see the verb. Now Obs. or rare as adjective.
fl. = Consistent a. 2 b. Obs.
1633 Hast Arraigum. Ur. i. 39 The neerer one growes to

his consisting age, the higher in colour is the urine. 1638
A. Read Chirurg. ix. 64 Gentlemen in their consisting age.

f 2. Holding together, cohering
;
traits/, united.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 31 Flame doth not mingle with Flame
. .but only remaineth contiguous ; As it commeth to passe
betwixt Consisting Bodies. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828)
III. 9 The armies of England, Scotland, and Ireland, are
true and faithful, .they are a consisting body.

f3. Accordant, congruous, etc. ; = Consistent 6.
1700 Dryden Fables Ded. (1721) 14 More than is consist-

ing with the fortune of a private man. a 1714 Burnet Own
Timeii?66\ II. 66 A consisting story., supported in some
circumstances by collateral proofs. 1736 W. R. Chetwood
Adv. Capt. R . Boyle 270 Receiving Visits, .when you are
from Home, is not consisting with our Spanish Customs.

Consistorial (kpnsistcw-rial), a. [ad. med.L.
consistorial-is, f. consistori-um : see -AL. So F.
consistorial.'] Of or pertaining to a consistory.

1. Of or pertaining to a bishop's consistory.
C1450 Holland Hoivtal 225 The crovss Capone, a clerk

vnder cleir weidis . . Was officiate . . In caussis consistoriale.
1691 Wood Ath. O.ron. I. 249 [He] practiced the Civil Law
in . . the Court of Arches . . Prerogative, and Consistoral of
the Bishop of London. 1736 Avliffe Parerg. 163 An
Official or Chancellor, has the same Consistorial Audience
with the Bishop himself that deputes him. 1803 East
Reports V. 343 The consistorial court of the archdeaconry
of Wells. 1877 Encycl. lint. VI. 292/2 The consistorial
courts of the bishops of the Church of England are now but
' the shadows of great names '.

b. In Scotland, 'applied to the commissary-
court, lately abolished, which came in place of the
bishops' court ' (W. Bell Did. Law Scot. 1861).
2. Of or pertaining to church government by

consistories
; Genevan, presbyterian.

1561 Reg. St. Andrnvs h'irk Sess. (18891 I. 104 The con-
sistoriall howse. 1593 Abp. Bancroft Dang. Positions IV. iii.

140 Here you haue Allobrogicall and Consistorial! stufie.
1675 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers ii. § 14. 59 Profane Malig-
nants . . accuse the Holy Consistorial and Presbyterian Go-
vernment. 1681 Loud. Gaz. No. 1640/4 We shall . . be ever
ready to maintain Vour Majesties undoubted Supremacy
against all Papal, Consistorial, or Democratical pretentions.
1816 Keatinge Treat. II. 220 The protestants . . have now
. . a consistorial church for every six thousand souls. Five
such churches complete the circuit of a synod. 1889 A. H.
Drysdale Hist. Prcsbyt. Eng. 413 The consistorial or pres-
byterian form of polity.

3. Of or pertaining to the Papal Consistory.
1707 Loud. Caz. No. 4303/1 The Pope has appointed a

Consistorial Congregation to meet the 27th Instant. 1777
Watson Philip II (1839) 25 The Pope .. gave orders to
Aldobrandin, the consistorial advocate, to finish the process
. .against Philip. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 292/2 His Holiness
nominates in secret consistory to all consistorial benefices.

Hence Consisto rially adv., in consistory.
1624 Gataker Transubst. no Consistorially to censure

and to determine truth in matter of faith. 1752 Carte
Hist. Eng. III. 89 That he might .. send publickly for a
legate to determine the cause consistorially.

Consistorian (kpnsistoa-rian), a. and sb [ad.
L. consistorian-us, f. consistdrium : see -an.]
A. adj. fl. = Consistorial 2. Obs.

1593 Abp. Bancroft Dang. Positions iil 16 (L.l Their own
seditious and consistorian ways. 1603 W. Watson Deca-
cordon 275 The Consistorian, Caluinian, Cartwrightian
puritans rule the rost. 1635 F. White Sabbath Ep. Ded.
U636) 2r Their owne consistorian Regiment. 1660 Milton
Griffith's Serin. Wks. (1851) 399 You'next fall on the Con-
sistorian Schismatics ; for so you call Presbyterians.

f2. = Consistorial i. Obs.

165s Fuller Ch. Hist. IV. ii. § 26 The University of Ox-
ford [being] freed from Archiepiscopal Visitation .. the
Wicklivists therein escaped from Consistorian censure.

B. sb.

1 1. Occupier of a fixed spot ; settled inhabitant.
Obs. rare.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe (:8 7 i) 53 The consistorians, or
settled slanders of Yarmouth.
1 2. A member of the Roman Emperor's council.
1609 Holland Amm. Marccll. 422 (R.) The prefect and

theconsistorians,were inclosed within thecompassofthe wals.
3. A Presbyterian.
1606 Bp. Barlow Serin. (1607) Aiijb, Any Clerolaicall

Consistorien, or Bench-Presbyterian, a 1670 Hacket ^3/^.
Williams 11. 107 (D.) Our good King . . would neither
be for the Consistorians nor Congregationers. 1889 A. H.
Drysdale Hist. Presbyt. Eng. 5 note. Among the early
names applied to the rising Presbyterians were the Discipli-
narians and the Consistorians.

Hence t Consistorianly adv., after the manner
of a Consistorian.

'593 Abp. Bancroft Dang. Positions 1. vi. 29 Gibson hath
penned this matter as Consistorianly as Catiline him selfe
could haue done it.

T Ctmsisto'rical, a. Obs. [f. L. consistori-um :

cf. historical.'] Of or pertaining to a consistory

;

consistorial.
161 1 G. H. Anti-Colon 9 The very same Consistoricall

act, by which the arrest . . and Thuanus his Historie were

censured at Rome. 1633 Lithgow Trav. v. 219 They are
faith-sold for consistoricall lucre. 1763 tr. Busching's Syst.
G?og\ 1. 401 [It] has likewise a consistorical jurisdiction over
the Protestants and Papists in that city.

Consistory fkpnsistsri, kpnsi stari). Forms :

!

a. 4-7 consistorie, 4-5 -cistorie,
v -sistoire,

I

Cower), 6 -systorie, -y(e, 5- consistory; 0. 4
eonstorie, -ry, 5 constere, -stery, -stri, 6 -stre.
-stry, (conystre). [a. ONE. consistorie = Central
E. consistoire (Pr. consistori, It. consistorib), ad. L.
consistdrium, f. consistere : see Consist v. and
-ory. The original meaning in L. was ' standing-
place', 'waiting-room', whence 'meeting-place of

I

the emperor's council, the emperor's cabinet '. The
i original Eng. pronunciation was consisttrrie, whence
!

co-nsistoric, syncopated in ME. eo nstorie, eo'nstrie.]
I. Non-ecclesiastical senses.

+ 1. A place where councillors meet, a council -

chamber. (Almost always as a translation of the
corresponding French or L. word, and never ap-
plied to anything English.) Obs.
01320 Seuyn Sag. 156 (W.l The seuen wise . . That child

ladde to consistorie, That is a stede withinne Rome, Ther
RWB makes wise dome. 1383 Wvclif Esther v. 1 And he
I the king] sat vp on his see, in the eonstorie [1388 consistorie,
V ulg. in consistorie palatii ; 1611 royal house] of the paleis.
1598 Florio, ( 'oncistorio, a consistorie, or a councell house.
1637 Heywood Dial. x. 217, I next prepare the Consistorie,
Whereas the Deities in all their glory, Appoint their meet-
ings. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour, France IV. 241 The hall
called the great consistory [in Toulouse].
fig. a 1555 Latimer Serm. t, Rem. (1845I 203 If thou wilt

i
inquire his counsels, and enter into his consistory, thy wit
will deceive thee. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 11. ii. 151 My
olher selfe, my Counsailes Consistory, My Oracle, My

;

Prophet.

2. A meeting of councillors, a council : spec.
that of the Roman Emperors

;
so, poetically of the

Olympian deities, etc. Obs. exc. Hist, or pod.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 37 In Consistorie a-mong be

Grekes soone He. .sette hym here as he was woned to done.
1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. iv. 42 The chaumbre where she
held her consystory. 1660 WlLLSFORD Scales Comm. A iij,

This noble Consistory of Senators. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 40
. In mid air To council summons all his mighty peers . . A
gloomy consistory. 1703 Pope Thebais 285 At Jove's assent,
the deilies around In solemn state the consistory crown 'd.

1766 H. Walpole Lett. cone. Rousseau ii. 148 Vour set of
literary friends . . hold a consistory to consult how to argue
with a madman. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude x. Wks. (1889)313/1
Creatures of one ethereal substance met In consistory. 1850
MeMVALe Ram. Emp. (1865) I. v. 231 Jupiter and Apollo
. .were recognized in the consistory of the Gallic deities.

t b. fig. A council ; as the source of decrees
or determinations, the seat of authority. Obs.
1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rollsi VI. 33 Out of be concistorie

of Goddis rhtwisnesse com a decree. 1503 Ord. Crystal
Men (W. de W. 15061 IV. xxix. 327 In the consystorye of the
blessed trynyte is determyned irreuocably that it us behoueth
all to dye. 1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. (1772) I. 1. i. 21 In
heaven's consistory 'twas decreed, a 1653 J. Smith Set.
Disc. iv. r24 All the imperate motions of our wills issuing
forth from the same consistory.

t 3. A court of judgement ; a tribunal. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Doctor's T. 162 This false luge . . As he

was wont sat in his Consistorie And yaf his doomes. 1566
Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 22 Being come to the consistorie,
where Appius set in iudgement, Claudius began to tell a
tale and processe of the cause. 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie ill. vii. (Arb.i 166 The graue iudges Areopagites . . 111

their consistorie of Iustice. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T.
Matt

;
ix. 18 A Ruler of one of their lesser Judicatures or

Consistories came.

+ 4. A court, a company surrounding a throne,
as in heavenly consistory, c. of saints and martyrs.
c 1440 Capgrave St. Kath. 450 Bryng vs, lorde, to bi

hevynly concistory. is.. Hours Bless. Virgin 93 All the
heavenly consistorie Thee .. Do worship. 1641 Milton
Re/arm. I. (1851) 26 This holy man with all the whole Con-
sistorie of Saints and Martyrs that liv'd of old.

1 5. A standing-place, a station. Obs. rare. [So
L. consistbrium.]

1593 Nashe /'. Pcnilesse (Shaks. Soc.) 79 The spirits of the
fire have their mansions under the regions of the moone .

.

their proper consistorie, from whence they cannot start.

II. Ecclesiastical senses.

6. The ecclesiastical senate in which the Pope,
presiding over the whole body of Cardinals, de-
liberates upon the affairs of the church. Also, a
meeting of this body.
1393 Gower Con/. I. 257 The pope . . He bare it stille in

his memoire, Till he cam to the consistoire. 1579 Fenton
Guicciard. v. (1599) 195 Declared by the Pope, with the
iustification of the consistory, Duke of Romania. 16x3
Shaks. Hen. VIII, It. iv. 92 Warranted By a Commission
from the Consistorie, Yea, the whole Consistorie of Rome.
1641 Milton Reform. 1. (1851) 17 The Pope himselfe .

.

performeth all Ecclesiastical! jurisdiction as in Consistory
amongst his Cardinals. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 10 F 7 The
Pope has lately held two other Consistories, wherein he
made a Promotion of two Cardinals. 1856 Froude Hist.
Eng. II. vii. 149 His Holiness said that he would deliberate
upon the appeal with the consistory. 1885 Catholic Diet.
217/1 The ordinary meetings of the consistory, held about
one_ a fortnight, are secret ; they are usually, but not in-

variably, presided over by the Pope. Public consistories
are held from time to time .. in them the resolutions the
Pope has arrived at in secret consistory are announced.
7. A bishop's court for ecclesiastical causes, and

offences dealt with by ecclesiastical law; the

109 - 2
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diocesan court, held by the chancellor or commis- I

sary of the diocese.

Formerly a court of great importance, having jurisdiction

in matrimonial cases, questions of divorce, wills, adminis-

trauon, tithes, general ecclesiastical and moral discipline ;

now having authority only over ecclesiastics.

aim Sat. Consistory Crts. in Pot. Songs I
Camd. ) 1 59 Ant

seththe y go coure at constory . . Seththen y pleide at bis-

shopes plee. c«3»S Poem on Edn: II, 200 ibid. 332 If a

man have a wif, and he ne love hire noht, Bringe hire to

the constorie. .he shal ben to-parted so faire as he wole

bidde from his wif. 136* Langland P. PI. A. ill. 137 Heo
bat ben Curset in Constorie counteb hit not at a Russche

;

For heo Copeb be Comissarie and Coteb be Clerkes. 1416

Audiuv Poems 39 Thai to here constn horn to here court ,

call. 1503-4 Yatton Church-iv. Acc. {Somerset Rec Soc.

1800. 127) For syting of Emot Thurban and Rych. Wamper-
]

fyfd 10 y Conystre. 1577 Harbison England 11. ix. (1877)
j

1. 199. 1591 Lambarde Archeion '16351 " The Consis-

torie, holden by his Commissarie at Canterbury, for his

owne Diocesse. 164a Jer. Tavlor Episc. (1647' 85 Titus

WM also made a Bishop by the Apostles. S. Paul also was
.

his ordainer.. His worke was. .to constitute rites and formes

of publike Liturgy, to erect a Consistory for cognisance of
\

causes criminall. 1716 Ayliffe Parerg. 191 Tribunals.,

which in the Phrase of the Canon Law, are called Consis.

lories. 187s Stubbs Const. Hist. III. 346 The archbishops I

in their prerogative courts, the bishops in their consistories,
j

the archdeacons in some cases, .exercised jurisdiction in all

these matters. 1885 Catholic Did. 117/1 Before the Refor-

mation every English Bishop had his consistory, composed
of some of the leading clergy of the diocese, presided over

by his chancellor.

b. The place where this court is held.

'577 Harrison England 11. ix. (1877) t. 210 The second

dale . . the court of audience of Canturburie is kept in the

consistorie in Paules in the forenoone. 1641 Termes de la

Ley 77 Consistory is the Counsell house of Ecclesiasticall

persons. 1645 Pacitt Heresiogr. (1661) 45.

C. fig.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Prol. 99 Drede is at be laste Lest

crist in constorie acorse ful manye. 1591 Troub. Raigne
K. John (1611) 28 This heart that choller keepes a consis.

torie, Searing my inwards with a brand of hate. 1640 Sir

E. Dering Carmelite (1641) 55, I . . leave you to (he consis-

toryof your own conscience, a 1716 South (J.i, Christ him-

self, in that great consistory, shall deign to step down from

his throne.

8. In the Lutheran Church, a board of clerical

officers, local, provincial or national, usually ap-

pointed by the sovereign, and charged with the

supervision of ecclesiastical affairs. Its constitution

and relations to other parts of the ecclesiastical

administration vary greatly in different Lutheran

states.

The name was retained from the bishop's consistory of pre-

reformation times, of which this board retained more or less

of the functions. The first consistorium was formed in

Saxony in 1542; they were established in Protestant Ger-

many generally in 1587.

1698 J. Crull Muscovy 88 The Ecclesiastical Government

is . . administred by a Consistory and a Superintendent.

1882 3 Schaff Eucycl. Ret. Knmvl. II. 1217 When a con-

sistonal constitution was established, the consistory stepped

adroitly into the shoes of the bishop [in Germany].

9. In the Reformed, Genevan, or Presbyterian

polity, a court of presbyters ; in Switzerland, Hol-

land, and the Reformed Churches of America,

corresponding to the kirk-session in Scotland ; in

France, now, that of a larger area, corresponding

to a presbytery. The term was also familiar in

England in the ecclesiastical discussions and

changes of the 16th and 17th centuries.

a 1593 H. Smith Wks. (1867) II. 447 At that time no dea-

cons were chosen, nor consistories of elders erected . a 1600

Hooker Eccl. Pol. vn. xxiiL S 11 If one conventcd before

their consistories, when he standeth to make his answer, etc.

169a Quick Synodicon p. xxx. (Discipl. Reformed Ch.

Prance ch. v. The Consistory Canon K In every Church
there shall be a Consistory made up of those who govern il,

to-wit of its Pastors and Elders, and in this Assembly as

well as in all other Church-Assemblies, the Pastors are of

right to be Presidents. Ibid. p. xxxvii. {Colloquies Canon
ivi, As Consistories are subject and subordinate unto Collo-

quies, so are Colloquies unto the authority of Provincial

Synods. 01693 Abp. 5ANCR0FT.SWW. 18 (L.>, I left thee; thee,

a single person ; not a consistory of presbyters, or a bench

of elders. 1839 James Louis XIV, IV. 68 The consistory

and synods were restricted in their functions, and rendered

less frequent. 1873 Morlev Rousseau II. 105 The consis-

tory, composed mainly of a body of peasants, entirely bound

to their minister in matters of religion, cited him to appear.

10. attrib. (in senses 6-9.)

15J6-7 Yatton Church-w. Acc. {Somerset Rec. Soc. 1890,

1271, For withdrawyng y* constre cowrte. 1551 Lyndesav
Monarche 5762 Officialis, with thare Constry [*. r. consis.

toriej Clcrkis. 1561 Reg. St. Andrms Kirk Scss. (1889) I.

78 Thei summond hym to compeir befoyr tham in the

consistorie hows. 1768 Blackstone Comm. I II. 64 The con-

sistory court of every diocesan bishop is held in their several

cathedrals for the trial of. .ecclesiastical causes. 1848 M i-

caulay Hist. Eng. vi. tl..\ The Archidiaconal Courts, the

Consistory Courts, the Court of Arches, the Court of Pecu-

liars, and the Court of Delegates were revived. 1856 Froude
Hist. Eng. I. ii. 123 The small iniquities of the consistory

courts had shaken the popular failh.

t Consisture. Obs. [irreg. f. Consist : see

-ube.] = Consistence.
1776 ed. of Evelyn's Sylva 490 Trees proof against wea-

pons . . being of a consisture so hard.

r Consi tion. Obs.- 1 [ad. L. consilion-em a

sowing, n. of action f. conserHre to sow.]

1656 Blount Glossogr ,
Consition, a setting or planting.

1667 H. More Div. Dial. Schol. (1713 1553 So far as it rather

implies >j> t in , or a certain concretion and consition of

more in one. 169a Coles, Consition, a planting together.

Hence in some later Diets.

t Conski-te, v. Obs. [f. Con- + siile (ON. skila,

OE. scitan) : formed to represent F. conchier :—L.

concacdre.] To befoul with ordure. Also absol.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xix, He had conskited himself

with meer anguish and perplexity. 1708 Motteux ibid. v.

ii. (1737I 7 [They] have . . bewray'd, and conskited the

whole Island. 1739 R. Bull tr. Dedekindus' Grobianus

182 Here each conskites, if Nature so dispose.

Consobrrnal, a. twtue-wd. [f. L. consobrin-us

cousin + -AL.] Having the relationship of cousin.

1850 J. Hannay S. Eontenoy iv. vii, Two avuncular baro-

nets, a consobrinal lord.

t Consobrine. Obs.-" [a. OF. consobrin, ad. L.

consobrinus.] ' A sister's son ' (Cockeram 1613).

t ConsO'Cial, Obs. rare. [f. L. consoci-tts

united in companionship (t con- together + socius

companion) + -AL.] Congenial.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 212 Suaveolent odours are

consocial to the spirits. 1748 A. Hill Let. to Mallet Wks.

1753 II. 334, I have found rum full of a consocial sense, that

suits me but too naturally. Ibid. II. 12.

Conso'Ciate, <*• and sb. [ad. L. consocidl-us,

pa. pple. of consociarc to associate together, join in

fellowship (see next) ; cf. consocius fellow.]

A. adj. Associated together ; united in fellow-

ship or companionship. In early use as pa. pple.

— CONSOCIATED.
1471 Ripley Comp.Alch. x. in Astim. (1652* 179To Angells

consociate. 1577 Test. 12 Patriarchs (16041 98 Heart and
outward profession must be consociate. 1661 R. L'Estrange
Rela/s'd Apostate (ed. 31 57 Their aiding and consociate

Brethren. 1843 New Age 1 Nov. 116 The consociate family

life. 1844 Ld. Houghton Mem. Matty Scents 145 Con-

sociate sovereigns thy preceptors are.

B. sb. One associated with another ; a partner,

confederate, associate.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. xi.(i599) 517 How he might make
him his friend and consociate. a 16*7 Hayw ard (J.i, Part-

ridge and Stanhope were . . consociates in the conspiracy of

Somerset, 163a Lithgow Trav. x. 435 A constrayned con-

social to their companeonry. 1855 Bailey Mystic 39 Con-

sociate of divinity. 1880 Gordon Chron. Keith 172 There

is naught to register about its consociates.

Consociate .k-jftistfn-jV'tl, V. [f. L. consocidt-

ppl. stem of consociarc to associate,conjoin in fellow-

ship, f. con- together + socidre to associate, f. socius

sharing, partaking, in partnership, fellow.]

1. trans. To associate together, bring into as-

sociation, companionship, partnership ; to conjoin

in action, etc.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 80 That bande . . that doeth

consociate and ioyne in nature, the parentes towarde their

children. C1630 Risdon An; DevonJ 22 (1810) 30 Colly

consociateth its waters with Axe. 1638 Ussher Ann. vi.

210 Other Kings . . had consociated their Fleets with Auto-

phradates. 1715 Bentley Senn. x. 346 They have conso-

ciated Jesus with Belial. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. II.

xxx. 243 In Connecticut . . the Puritan Clergy, who were

then . . consociated with the legislature. 1889 H. F. Wood
Englishm. Rue Calm vi. 83 It was not anything consociated

with either frost or snow.
^

b. spec, of Congregational churches in New
England.
1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 270 There are few congrega-

tional churches that are consociated on the above principles.

2. intr. To associate together, enter into as-

j

sociation, fellowship, partnership, union; spec, in

New England, to join in a consociation of churches.

1638 Jackson Creedix. xvii. Wks. VIII. 287 Between the

parties consociating. 1654 Trait Comm. Psalms ii. 2 They
consociate .. to fight against his annoynted. 1691 Bentley

Boyle Lect. vii. 235 Without ever consociating into the huge

condense Bodies of Planets. 1801 Ann. Reg. 1800 Pref. 4

May all civilized nations consociate and co-operate for the

general good. 1854 H. Miller Sch. * Schm. (1858) 321

Lodgers . . consociating together in pairs.

3. To associate or keep company with.

1656 H. More Antid. Ath. M. xiii. (1712) 126 The main

reason why good spirits so seldom consociate with men.

i8»6 E. Irving Babylon II. 388 Sweetly consociating with

those men who have in them the spirit of Antichrist.

Hence Conso ciated ///. a., Conso ciating ///.

a. and vbl. sb.

1616 T. Godwin Moses t, Aaron (1655I 175 The Hebrew
word signifieth conjoining or consociating. 1669 Baxter
Pmver Mag. H Ch. Past. 11. xxix. (16711 32 The Concordant

determination of Consocialcd Churches. 1818 K. Irving

Last Days 180 The covenant of wedlock, under whose

united and consociated canopy all the health and prosperity

of the rising generation doth grow.

Consociation fWai*'jI^i-jan, -sii^ JanV [ad.

L. consociation-em, f. consociarc to Consociate.]

1. The action or fact of associating together;

union in fellowship ; combination.

1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 111 Wee must finde that

consociation in the Gospell. 1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost.,

When a Lyon a Fox and an Asse were met together in Pil-

grimage it was much wondered at . .what that Consociation

meant. 1656 H. More Antid. Ath. m. xiii. (1712) 126 Such
Examples of the consociation of good spirits being very

scarce. 1804W. Taylor in A nn. Rev. 1 1. 224 The consocia-

tion of tribes for plunder or defence. 1838-9 Hai.lam Hist.

Lit. III. iv. in. $ 100. 192 The consociation of male and

female is the first species of 'consent'. 184a Miall Non-
con/. II. 81 Truth has never been found to make head^ ill

the world otherwise than by the consociation of its votaries.

b. of thingi
1645 Rutherford Tryalff Tri. Faith (18451 108 See a wise

consociation of many acts of providence. 1649 J er. Taylor
Gt. Exemp. 11. x. % 7. 134 A consociation of many the worst

acts, that a person ordinarily can be guilty of.

2. Fellowship, companionship, close or familiar

association {with any one), b. Also of things.

1609 Bible (Douay) Wisd. viii. 3 She glorifieth her nobilitie,

having consociation with God. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst.

(1837) I. 24 This doctrine .. is altogether simple, and in-

capable of any commixture or consociation with any other.

1738 Warburton Div. Legal. I. 378 A friendly Consociation

with your kindred Elements. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shahs.

Char. iv. no Experience has told us that our term of years

is extended by a consociation with children.

+ 3. An alliance or confederation. Obs.

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 13 There was a Consociation

between 3 or 4 Priests Devill-conjurers and 4 Discoverers or

Seers. 1667 H. Oldenburg in Phil. Trans. IL 414 To
enter into a consociation with Germany, Bohemia, Hungary,

etc 1685 Stillingfl. Orig. Brit. iv. 210 They did avoid

all Clubs called there Consociations.

4. Eccl. A confederation of Christian churches

or religious societies, f b. spec. Applied by the

English Turitans to the union of churches on a

Presbyterian basis, c. Applied in New England

to the confederation or union of Congregational

churches, in a somewhat closer union than that of

theoretical Independency, d. Hence, in U.S. a

body of the nature of a permanent Council, elected

from and representing the Congregational churches

of a district, and possessing a certain tacitly con-

ceded ecclesiastical authority.

1647 Form Ch. Govt, xxxvi, A more strait and more firme

consociation may be enlred into. 1676 Allen Address

Nonconf. 204 One principal end of Church Consociation .

.

is, that the better might help the worse, and the strong

bring forward the weak.

b. 1641 ' Smectymnuus ' Ansu: c 17^1653) 70 The_ Con-

sociation, or Combination of Churches into a Provinciall or

Nationall Synode for the right ordering^! them. 1646 S.

Bolton Arraignm. Err. 266 So there is the nature of a

Synod, it is a Consociation of Churches. 1681 Whole Duty
Nations 52 As the Christians . . went out of Congregations,

into Consociation of Churches in Religion.

0. 1644 J. Cotton Keys Ktngd. Heaven 57 Touching
this great work of communion ana consociation of churches.

170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. v. 111. 11852* 301 Consociation

of churches is their mutual and solemn agreement to exer-

cise communion in such acts, as aforesaid, amongst them-

selves. 1735 B. Coleman Let. in E. Tun-ell Life (Boston),

The consociation of Churches is the very soul and life of

the congregational Scheme, .without which we must be In-

dependent, and with which all the good of Presbyterianism

is attainable. 1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. CoL Mass. I. 223

There ought to be a consociation of churches. 1797 B.

Trumbull Hist. Connecticut 1. xix. I. 488 There were . . five

consociations and the same number of associations in the

colony. .
1

m
A. 1818 L. Wili.son (title). Review of Ecclesiastical Pro-

ceedings in the Congregational Church and Society in

Brooklyn (Conn.) and . . Proceedings and Result of the Con-

sociation of Windham County, in February, 1817. 1857

Annals Amer. Pulpit I. 368 He was arraigned by the Con-

sociation to which he belonged.

Hence Oonsocia tional a., of or pertaining to

consociation ; Consocia tionism, the principle or

practice of the consociation of churches.

1884 G. Huntington in Chicago Advance 11 Dec., They
now sought a middle way between Presbyterianism and
Congregationalism. That middle way was Consociationism.

t Consoxiator. Obs. [agent-n. in L. form

from consociarc to Consociate.] One who con-

sociates ; a partner.

1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 68 One name of Witches is to be

called Joyners or Consociators.

t Consoci'ety. Obs. [f. L. consocius com-

panion, partner (f. con- together + socius fellow,

companion): cf. Society.] Society together,

fellowship.

1624 Heywood Gunaik. I. 41 Others imagine, that she had

mutual consocietie with Glaucus. Ibid. vm. 385 0 those

soft fifteene yeeres, so sweetly past Which thou Calenus

with Sulpitia hast In jugall consocietie. Ibid. 432 We Cali-

donians desire consocietie with our equals in birth.

Consol MfnifW PI consols. In //. An ab-

breviation of Consolidated Annuities, i. e. the

government securities of Great Britain ; see Con-

solidated b. (The singular is used only attribu-

tively and in combination.)

1770 Placid Man I. 115 Her head was as full with wealth,

scrip, omnium, consols, and lord.mayors shews. 1770 Gentl.

Mag. XL. 592 Prices of Stocks Dec. 3. .3 per Cent Consol.

78, 4 per Cent Consol. 86}. 1783 Ibid. LI 1 1. 1. 544 In the 3

per Cent. Consols. 1794 Mathias Purs. Lit. led. 7) 340 Till

with a pun old Caleb crown'd the whole, ' Consols, and not

philosophy, console'. 18*6 Disraeli Viv.Grey iv. i. 140

There is nothing like a fall in Consols to bring the blood of

our good people of England into cool order. 1863 P. Barry
Dockyard Econ. 38 The inscription of one's name for Consols

in the books of the Bank of England. 1871 Earle Philoi.

Eng. Tongue 11880) § 371.

attrib. and Comb., as consol-holder, consol market.

1885 Pall Mall G. 18 Feb. 5/1 An idea in the Consol

market. 1888 Spectator 1 Dec. 1672 The Consol-holder is

not a criminal, but only the owner of land.

Consol (in Organ-building : see Console sb.

ConSOlable ,k/ns<» lab'li, a. [f. Console v.

+ -able : cf. L. consolabil-is, mod.F. consolab/e.]

That can be consoled or comforted.
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1721 in Bailey. 1755 In Johnson. 1859 Tknnyson

Vivien 705 A long, long weeping, not consolable. Mod. He
is not easily consolable for his loss.

Hence Consolafcleness.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio).

fConsolate (kfrn&flA), ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L.
consdtdt-us, pa. pple. of consdldrl to console. (The

!

pple. occurs in a pass, sense in later L.)]
1. Consoled, comforted. In early use as a pple.

\

1475 Caxton Jason 26 b, In his vaillyance they were re-

contorted, and in his good fortune consolate. 1635 Quarles
Embl. v. xv. 303 He comes to make thee consolate. 1773 J.
Ross Fratricide (MS.) vi. 491 Now consolate and pleas'd

j

with having paid Nocturnal Orisons to Heaven. 1818 T.
L< Peacock Nightm. Abbey 4 One morning .

.
' he woke and

found his lady dead and remained a very consolate widower i

[With humorous reference to disconsolate].

T 2. loosely. Consolatory, bringing consolation.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (181 1) VII. 40 Both my love and
my gratitude would make a visit, .from my dear Miss Howe

j

the most consolate thing in the world to me.

t Consolate (kpnsdW), v. Obs. [f. L. con-

Soldi- ppl. stem of consdldrl to Console. Its

pa. pple. in early use was consolate.'] = Console.
1475 [see prec.]. 1548 Hall Chron. {1809) 391 As one that

came frendelie to visite and consolate her. ibid. 495 When
he had thus prudently consolate and appeased the myndes

1

of hys men. 1601 Shaks. AlCs Well in. ii. 131. 163a J.
Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena 66 With this letter the
king became somewhat consolated. 1656 Earl Monm. Advt.

\

fr. Parnass. 190 Using your endeavours to consolate the
afflicted. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide (MS.) VU 720 To share.

.

your Joys, Or consolate your Griefs.

Hence Consolating a.

11650 Don Bellianis 176 The consolating words of his
j

Damsels.

Consolation (k^nsJl^-Jan). [a. F. consolation

(l 2th c. in Littre), ad. L. consolation-em consoling,
comfort, n. of action from consdldrl to Console.]
1. The action of consoling, cheering, or comfort-

\

ing ; the state of being consoled ; alleviation of
sorrow or mental distress.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 708 Men seyn, to wrecche is 1

consolacion To haue another felaw in his peyne. 1485
Caxton Paris V. (1868J 23, I had hoped to haue had in

'

the grete consolacyon. 1535 Coverdale Philem. 7 Create
j

ioye and consolacion haue Iin thy loue. 1606 Shaks. Ant.
$ CI. 1. ii. 174 This greefe is crown'd with Consolation.
1671 Milton Samson 664 Unless he feel within Some source
of consolation from above. 1726 W. R. Chetwood Adv.
Capt. R. Boyle 210 All the Advice we gave him brought
him no Consolation. 1845 M. Pattison Ess, (1889) I. 10 !

The earliest Christian pilgrims, for whose guidance and
consolation in their journey a new star was created.

2. (with//.) An act or instance of consolation ; !

a person or thing that affords consolation ; a con-
)

soling fact or circumstance.
5-1400 Beryn 1102 The wich seyd shortly, for a molesta- '

cioune Ther was noon othir remedy, but a consolacioune.
1526 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 13 b, Innumerable moo
benefytes and consolacyons he hathe gyucn vs. 1667 Mil-
ton P. L. xn. 495 Against such cruelties With inward con-
solations recompenc't. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 26b

!

One misfortune frequently becomes a consolation for an-
other. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 418 Pericles in the ,

funeral oration is silent on the consolations of immortality.
3. In some card games, as ombre, quadrille,

etc. : see quots.
The word occurs in Le Jcude VHombre, Paris 1709, p. 126.

j

1768 Acad, ofPlay 46 The Consolation is two Counters, 1

which are paid to him or them that stand the Game if they \

win, or is paid by them if they lose, whether it be by Remise
j

or Codill.^ 1779 Hoyles Games Imfir. 114 {Quadrilles, Con-
\

solation, is a Claim, which is always paid by those who I

lose to those who win ; whether by Codill or Remise. 1878
H. H. Gibbs Ombre 49 Consolation, the payment for the

jgame, made by the Ombre when he lost, to the other 1

players.

b. Consolation race, match, etc. : one open only
to those competitors who have been unsuccessful
in the preceding 'events '. So consolation stakes.
1866 Ouida C/iandos I. 70 He is the most wretched ani-

mal, .he could not win in a consolation scramble.

t Consolative, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. con-
solatif, -ive, ad. late L. consolatTv-us (Isidore), f.

consolat- ppl. stem : see -ive.] Consolatory.
1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. n. (W. de W. 1495) 232 a/2 Thou

sholdest . . haue warned hym by wordes consolatyue. 1655
tr. Francion 16 All the consolative Arguments his invention
could suggest.

t Consola'tor. Obs. [a. L. consdldtor, agent-n.
f. consoldrl to Console. Cf. F. consolatcur (16th c.

in Littre).] = Consoler.
a 1540 Barnes IVks. 293 (R.) The glorious consolatour of

the Holy Ghost. 1613-31 Primer our Lady 477 O Thou
consolator best, Of the soule the sweetest guest. 1701 W.
Nichols Consolat. Parents 112 There is a Crowd of Con-
solators standing still about them. 1765 Johnson Note oh
Tetnpest n. i. 12 In some of the Protestant churches there
is a kind of officers termed consolators for the sick.

Consolatorily, adv. [f. as next + -ly 2.] In
a consolatory way.
1836 Landor Peric. ff A tp. Ixxviii, I cast down my eyes,

and said consolatorily, * It is difficult', etc

ConsO'latorineSS. [f. next* -NESS.] Con-
solatory quality ;

* aptness to give comfort .

1730-6 in Bailey (folio).

Consolatory (kpnsfrlatsri), a. and sb. [ad. L".

consoldtori-us, f. consdldtor ; see above and -oby.]

A. adj. Tending, fitted, or designed to console

;

bringing consolation.
c 1430 tr. T. ii Kempis in, xxi. (1890) 88 If bis lyve be

onerouse and hevy, yette. .hit is. .muche more consolatory
ben hit was sumtyme in the olde lawe. 1580 T. Hide (title)

A Consolatorie Epistle to the afflicted Catholikes. 1631
Gouge God's Arroivs III. § 54. 284 Oft were the Disciples .

.

comforted by Christs presence and consolatory speeches.
1763 Johnson Let. to Miss Porter 12 Apr. in Boswetl,
1 know not what to say to you condolent or consolatory.
1856 Sir B. Bkodie Psychol. Inq. I. iii. 93 This is to me a
very acceptable and consolatory view of the subject. 1866
Mrs. Gaskell Wives Dan. I. 7 We shall go back to town
on Friday . . said Lady Agnes, in a consolatory tone.

t B. sb, * A speech or writing containing topicks
of comfort' (J.). Obs.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes TV. i. 171 [To] have the advan-
tage of her eare to convey his Consolatories, Suasories, etc.

1671 Milton Samson 657 Consolatories writ With studied
argument, and much persuasion sought.

t ConSO'latrice. Obs. rare. [a. F. consolatrice,

fern, of consolateur: see -trice.] =next.
1494 Fabyan Chron. 11. xlix, 33 Oure moste Consolatrice,

that moste blessyd virgyn our Lady.

ConSOlatrix (kfnsJhJi-triks). rare. [a. (med.)
L. consdldtrix, fern, of consdldtor : cf. administra-
trix, and see -trix.] A female consoler.
1633 Lithgow Trav. 1. 16 Venus was the Consolatrix of

amorous paynes. 1862 Mrs. Oliphant Salem Chapel xxvi,
When he went back, Love, the consolatrix, met him again.

Consolde, OE. form of Consound, comfrey.

Console (kf-ns(?«l),^. Arch.
t etc. Alsoconsol.

[a. F. console (16th c) : Littre suggests that it is

abbreviated from consolider to Consolidate.]
1. Arch. A variety of the bracket or corbel

;
ap-

plied more particularly to an ornamental chock of
uniform breadth or face, its profile a straight-lined

or scroll-shaped figure or foliage (usually an ogee
curve terminating in a volute above and below\
surmounted by a horizontal tablet; fixed upright
against a wall or other surface and serving singly

as a ledge to support something. Also, a similar
figure carved in relief on a keystone, etc., for

ornament, the horizontal tablet being frequently
absent.

1706 Phillips, Console (Fr. in Masonry), a kind of Bracket
or Shouldering-piece that juts out, and serves to support a
Cornice, or to bear up Figures, Busts, Vessels and other
Ornaments of the like Nature. 1754 Bp. Pococke Trav.
(1889) II. 139 The drawing-room, in which, on consoles, are
the twelve Caesars. 1835 Beckfokd Alcobaca % B. in Miss
Yonge Cameos (1877) II. xiv. 159 The graceful arching of
the roof, unsupported by console or column, c 1856 Archit.
Pnbl. Soc. Diet. s.v. Bracket, The difference between a
block, a cantilever, a console, a modillion, a mutule, and a
tassel, depends chiefly upon the place in which each of
these varieties of the bracket or corbel is employed. Ibid.,
Console, .an ornament in any material which projects about
half its height or less, for the purpose of carrying anything.
1862 H. Spencer First Princ. n. xv. § 124 (1875) 352 The
bust that stands on the console.

b. The ' carrier ' of a breech-loading gun, a
kind of bracket-truss for supporting the breech-
screw when withdrawn preparatory to loading.
1882 Notes on Constr. of Ordnance (U. S.) No. 1. 20 July

1 If [the gas] meets with an obstacle, as the arm of the
console, it will result in the breaking of the hinge that unites
it to the gun. 1890 Engineering 31 Jan. XLIX. 109/3.

C. Used in U.S. for a bracket on a wall for

supporting machinery, and the like.

2. Short for console-table (see 4).
1840 L. S. Costello Summer among Socages I, 376 A

fine bed and marble-topped console. 1856 Lever Martins
ofCro' M. 2 Inlaid consoles and costly tables of * Marque-
terie

3. A case or frame enclosing the claviers, draw-
knobs, etc., of an organ

;
esp. when separate from

the body of the instrument, as in organs with electric

action.

[Originally bracketed out from the body of the organ, like
the keyboard of a cottage piano.]
1881 C. A. Edwards Organs 67 The term consol, or the

French form console, is used in referring to the complete
claviers, draw-knobs, etc., when set up separately at a dis-
tance from the body of the instrument, .or more particularly
where the electric action is used. 1885 Engineer 28 Aug.
156/1 The console is placed almost in the centre of the
screen [at Westminster Abbey]. 1891 Discovery 1 Feb. 6
This cable terminates, .on the organist's key desk or 'con-
sole', as it is called. From this 'console 'the current passes
. .to the various sounding parts of the instrument.

4. Comb. Console-table, a table supported by a
fixed bracket against a wall

;
also, a movable side-

table supported by consoles
; console-mirror, a

mirror fixed to the wall supported on a console.
1813 Examiner 1 Feb. 71/2 Sofas, fauteuils, console-

tables. 1863 J. Brown Horze Subs. (1882) 166 She caught
sight of her own face in a console mirror. 1874 Contemp.
Eev. Oct. 759 For chimney pieces or console tables such a
mode of treatment may be legitimate. 1888 Sale <f Exck.
13 Sept. 5/2 A fine old gilt console table with marble top
. . with splendid plate glass over. Total height about 9 ft.

" Console (k^nsJ-t-1), v. [a. F. console-r (15th c.

in Littre) ( = Sp. consolar, It. consolare), ad. L.
consoldre, collateral form of consdldrl, f. con- +
sdldrt to solace, soothe. A late word which has
taken the place of the earlier Consolate.]

trans. To comfort in mental distress or depres-
sion ; to alleviate the sorrow of (any one) ; * to
free from the sense of misery '

(J.).
1693 Dryden Juvenal x, Till I, thy consul sole, con-

I
sol'd thy doom. 174a Pope Dune. iv. 542 Others the Syren
Sisters warble round, And empty heads console with empty
sound. 1761 J. DEWEsin Mrs. Delany's Corr. 8 July, I am
but poorly qualified at present to console you upon the great
loss you have sustained. 1794 Hcrd Life Warbnrton in
W.'s Whs. (1811) I. 23 Mr. Pope . . consoled himselfand his
friend with this sarcastic reflexion. 1871 R. F. Weymouth

j

Euph. 8 Euphues seeks to console Eubulus on the death of
his daughter.
absot. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb.\. 820 Earth can con-

|

sole, Heaven can torment no more.

Consolement (kfmsJu'lment). [f. prec. +
I -ment.] Consoling, consolation.

t
1797 MrS- Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) V. 72 Her sooth-

ings and consolements.

Consoler (k^ns<?<Wai). [f. Console v. f -ER 1
.]

One who consoles ; = the earlier Conkolatok.
1741 Richardson Pamela II. 213 Not a Person in it, but

turned, .her Consoler. 1746 Mklmoth Pliny vm. xix. iR.l,

I have recourse to my books, as to the sovereign consolers
of my sorrows. 1847 Longf. Ev. 11. v, Death, the consoler.
1881 .Miss Braddon^j///. II. 113 Playing the unaccustomed
part of consoler.

t ConsO'lid, v. Obs. [a. F. consolide-r^^Wic),

j

ad, L. consoliddre.] = Consolidate.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 29/1 The holy ghoost. .affcrmeth

and consolideth softe thynges by the gefte of strengthe.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Cirurg., In consolydynge
the woundes and redusynge the lyppes. — Formul. T ij,

I

It., engendreth flesshe and consolydcth.

T Consolid, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. Cox- + Solid,
after consolidate, etc.] Solid, compact.
1614 Sco. Venus (1876] 43 Shrunke within a hard consolid

barke.

Ii
Conso-lida, f Consolyde : =Consounj>.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. x. vi, Flowres, lylyes, rooses,
!

margarytes, and consolydes.

t Conso lidant, a. and sb. Obs. [a. F. con-

solidant a. and sb., properly pr. pple. of consolid-

I
er, ad. L. consoliddre to Consolidate.]
A. adj. That consolidates. Of medicines.

Tending to unite or heal (wounds, fractures, etc.)

x755 Johnson, Consolidant adj., that which has the quality
of uniting wounds. So 1775 in Ash, 18*8 in Websteh, and
in mod. Diets.

B. sb. A medicine given to promote the healing
of wounds, fractures, etc.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. Min. 375 The ulcers of the
i spleen, .are cured, by expurgation, abstention, and consolid-

ants. 1696 Phillips, Consolidants. 1711-1800 in Bailey.
s 775 \sH,Cousolidaut, a remedy to close up and heal wounds.
1828 in Webster ; and in mod. Diets.

Consolidate (kpnspYidct), ppl, a. [ad. L. con-

soliddt-tts, pa. pple. of consoliddre : see next.

I Partly treated as short for consolidated.] — Con-

j

S0L1DATED.

a. as pa. pple. (Now chiefly poetic?)

1531 Elyot 07^?'. in. xxvi, Experience, .whereby knowledge
j

is ratified and (as I mought saye) consolidate. 1540 Act 32
Hen. VIII, c. 25 All maner tytles ben now conioyned, con-
solydate, vnited, and vested.. in the Kinges moste royall

j
persone. 1555 Eden Decades 211 A wateryshe nuryshement
not well consolidate. 1642-7 H. More Poems 141 She

I

hath consolidate Its tender limbs which earst did feebly
1 bend, c 1674 Scot. GrievaJtccs under Lauderdale 25 To be

consolidate into that malign meteor. 1842 Tennyson Two
i'oices 366 Tho' all experience past became Consolidate in

mind and frame. 1873 Mrs. H. King Disciples Overture,
The strife of Races scarce consolidate,

f b. as adj. Obs. rare.
1638 Gen. Demands cone. Covenant 7 Not any more as

divided members, but as one consolidate lump.

Consolidate (k^nsflid^t),7;. [f. L. consoliddt-

ppl. stem of consoliddre, f. con- + soliddre to make
firm or solid, f. solid-us Solid.]

1. trans. To make solid ; to form into a solid

or compact mass ; to solidify.

1653 H. Cogan Diod. Sic. 2 The humor which is consoli-
dated in the day by the power of the sun. 1700 Astry tr.

Saavedra-Faxardo II. 236 Melted Metals .. afterwards
consolidated. 1759 DutiameCs tlusb. 1. xiii. (1762) 64 The
former ..consolidate the ground. 1885 Sir N. Lindley in

Law Rep. 15 Q. B. Div. 4 The metalling of the roads is

better and more quickly consolidated by steam rollers.

2. To make firm or strong ; to strengthen (now
chiefly power, established systems, and the like).

c 1540 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. ix. 223 The which
[plaster] doith both consolidate and comforte the membre.
1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xxvi. 33 A vertuous woeman doth
Consolidate Her husband. 1754 Richardson Grandison
(1781) II. iv. 69 My forgiveness .. would consolidate his

reconciliation with Sir Charles Grandison. 1759 Symmer in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. 477 IV. 413 The late Successes, .by
j
Sea and Land, .have consolidated the power of the Minister.

1839 Thirlwall Greece II. 191 To aim rather at consolidat-

ing and securing his empire than at enlarging it. 1871
Morley Voltaire (1886) 82 The English way of narrowing
the mind and consolidating the social order.

3. To combine compactly into one mass, body,
I or connected whole (territories, estates, companies,
administrations, commercial concerns, and the like

;

rarely, things material), spec. b. To unite two
parishes, benefices, or offices ; c. To unite the

property and superiority, or the property and oc-

cupancy of land in the same person.



CONSOLIDATED. 8R6 CONSONANCE.

iyi z Ait 3 Hen. VIII, c. 17 § 14 To annexe, appropre,

umtye, and consolidate the for.seid Churche, Parsonage and
Glebe-landes. 171a Prideacx Direct. C'h.-wardeus ted. 4)

60 When two Churches are consolidated, the Rates., are

still to be separate as before. 1766 W. Thomson Watson's

Philip III, vi. (18391 365 The duke of Feria. .consolidated

the territories of both branches of the Austrian race into one
extensive and mighty empire. 18x6 J. Smith Panorama
Sc. v Art L 11 When the iron is required to be doubled, or

two or more pieces consolidated. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)

V. 201 The legal existence of a woman . . during her marriage

. . is incorporated or consolidated into that of her husband.

1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 222 The proprietor must .

.

consolidate the two estates of property and superiority.

1870 Daily News 11 Feb., The telegraphs have not only

been transferred, but consolidated.

1 4. spec. To cause (the sides of a wound, the

parts in a rupture or fracture) to unite or grow
together, and so to heal. Obs.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. XL 48 To make fleshe growe in

woundesand to consolidate and heale them. 1607T0PSEI.L
Four./. Beasts (1673) 148 The Brains of a Dog in Lint and
Wool laid to a mans broken bones . . doth consolidate and
joyn them together again. 1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds I.

364 Endeavouring to stop the effusion of blood, and consoli-

date the vessels. (71788 Pott Chirurg. Wks. II. 46 Con-
solidating the parts supposed to be broken or torn,

fb. absol Obs.

1656 Ridglev Pract. Physick 39 We must consolidate
with Syrup of Comfrey. Ibid. 72 Congelation requires

Dissolvers ; Ruptures, means that consolidate.

5. To unite or combine in one comprehensive
statute (a number of distinct statutes, laws, or acts

bearing upon the same subject).

1817 Pari. Debates 778 A bill to amend and consolidate

the different acts for regulating the residence of the clergy.

1858 1,. Blcher in Philol. Soc. Trans. 54 To consolidate
means to sum up in one statute the enactments of many
others. 1864 Burton Scot. Abr. II. i. 110 Employed in

editing and consolidating the Scottish Acts.

6. To unite (several items of revenue' into one
fund, applicable to certain purposes collectively

;

to combine a number of claims on the public ex-

chequer or similar debts into one stock.

'753 l see Consolidated b], 1785 Burke Sp. Nabob
Arcot's Debts Wks. IV. 250 It is probably the first debt
ever assuming the title of consolidation, that did not express
what the amount of the sum consolidated was. 1819 Rees
Cyt'l, s.v. Funds fL.), It consisted of a great variety of taxes

and duties which were in that year consolidated. 1845
M'Culloch Taxation 11. v. (1852) 237 The customs duties
were again consolidated in 1825 by the act 6 Geo. IV.
cap. in.

7. inlr. (for refi."). a. To become solid or firm,

b. To combine or unite solidly or compactly,

f c. To grow together as the parts of a wound or

fracture {obs.}.

16*6 Bacon Syh'a $ 785 Hurts and ulcers of the head re-

quire it not. .dryness maketh them more apt to consolidate.

1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 1 Those tender limbs
began to consolidate and knit together. 1690 Locke Hum.
Und. XL xxiii. (ed. 3* 166 They unite, they consolidate,

these little Atoms cohere. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s. v..

Surgeons, - say, The Parts begin to consolidate, i. e. to joyn
together in one Piece. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (18521 121

These small weights have no effect at all until they con-

solidate, and by their number grow into a great one. 1885
LyeIfs Flem. Geol. xxix. 470 It being assumed that co-

lumnar trap has consolidated from a fluid state.

Consolidated kj?nsp lid^ted),///. a. [f. prec.

vb. +-ED.] Made solid, firm, or compact ; solidi-

fied ; combined, unified.

n 1850 Calhoun Wks. (1874) II. 387 All consolidated go-
vernments,—governments in which a single power predomi-
nates, are necessarily despotic 1839 Gray Less, in Hot.

47 These consolidated plants are evidently adapted and
designed for very dry regions. 1871 Tvndall F'ragm. Sc.

(ed. 6) I. xii. 386 A mass of partially consolidated mud.
b. esp. of sources of revenue, funds, debts, etc.

Consolidatedannuities', the Government securitiesofGreat
Britain, including a large part of the national debt, con-
sisting originally of a great variety of public securities,

which were consolidated in 1751 (25 Geo. II. c 27) into a
single stock bearing interest at 3 per cent. (In 1889, the
interest was reduced to ?'t per cent., and is to be further re-

duced in 1903 to 27.1 See also the abbreviated form Con-
sol(s. Consolidated Fund', the united product of various
taxes and other branches of the revenue of Great Britain

and Ireland, whence the interest of the national debt, the

grants to the Royal Family, the Civil List, and other

charges not dependent upon annual vote in Parliament, are
paid.

1753 Bank ofEng. Dividend Bk. 5 Jan., A list of the pro-

prietors in the capital or joint stock of 3 per cent, con-
solidated annuities erected by an Act of Parliament (25 Geo.
IK 1760-1 Act. 1 Geo. ///t c. 7 Joint stock of three pounds
per centum annuities consolidated at the Bank of England.
1785 Burke Sp. Nabob Arcot's Debts Wks. IV. 240 The
right honourable gentleman leads to battle his last grand
division, the consolidated debt of 1777. 1786-7 Act 27
Geo. Ill, c. 13 § 55 Three pounds per centum consolidated
annuities. Ibid. c. 47 Shall be carried to and constitute a
fund to be called the Consolidated Fund. 1796CNT. Rumford
in Phil. Trans. I.XXXVII. 215 To accept of one thousand
pounds stock, in the three per cent, consolidated public

funds of this country. 1818 Pari. Debates 1421 These grants
should be charged on the hereditary revenue of the crown,
instead of the consolidated fund. 1870 Daily News 14 Feb.,

The portions of the Roman Consolidated Debt which had
. .fallen to the charge of Italy. 1875 Jevons Money (18781

249 A certificate of consolidated stock entitles the holder to

an annuity.

Conso lidating, vb/. sb. [f. Consolidate v.

+ -ING 1
.] Consolidation.

1661 Bramhall Just Vind. ii. 22 For the speedy knitting

together and consolidating of that broken bone. 171a Pbi-

deaux Direct. Ch.-wardens (ed. 4) 63 The consolidating of

two Parishes.

Conso lidating, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -mo*.]
That consolidates

;
uniting ; healing wounds.

1707 Vulpone 22 The Peace of both Nations is in Danger
by this Consolidating Union. Bradley Fam. Diet.

II. s. v. Spider, The Web of the Spider is vulnerary 1
astrin-

gent and consolidating.

Consolidation (k^ns^lidt'i-Jan). [ad. L. con. 1

solidatidn-em, n. of action f. consolidate to Con-
solidate : cf. F. consolidation (16th c. in Littre .]

1. The action of making solid, or of forming

into a solid or compact mass ; solidification.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1346 Those temperatures, !

heats, tinctures, and consolidations lif I may so say) which
have beene talked of. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth
(J.i, The consolidation of the marble, and of the stone, did

not fall out at random. 1848 Carpenter A nim. Phys. 29

Formed simply by the consolidation of fibrin. i8ti Tvn-
dall Fragm. Sc. (ed. 6) ix. 303 Think of the ages which the

molten earth required for its consolidation.

2. fig. A making firm or strong ; confirmation.
1611 Cotgr., Consolidation, a consolidation, a strengthen-

ing, sound-making. 01648 Ld. Herbert Hen. K///O683)
II He first ofTereda League to Henry the seventh, and for

consolidation thereof, his Daughter Margaret. 1787 Jml.
Convention 368 in Story Comm. Const. U. S. I. 256 We kept

\

steadily in view that which appeared to us the greatest

interest of every true American, the consolidation of our
Union. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II. 588 The pros-

perity and consolidation of the British Empire in India.

1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) L iv. 231 A time of com-
parative peace, which he devoted to the consolidation of

his power.

3. Combination into a compact mass, single

body, or coherent whole ;
combination, unification.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig.Man. 1. ii. 45 The union and con-

solidation of the vegetable juice to the divers parts of the
individual. 1690 Ix>cke Hum. Und. 11. xxiit. (R.I, Wherein
consisted the union or consolidation of the part of those

bonds or of that cement. 1818 Hali.am Mid. Ages (1872) ;

I. 305 Are we to infer that no consolidation of the German 1

clans..had been effected. 1871 Morlev Voltaire (1886) 247
The first germs of social consolidation and growth.

4. In various specific applications :

t a. Surg. The uniting of the fractures of a

broken bone, of the lips of a wound, etc. Obs.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 35 Be war bat . . no bing ellis bat

lettip consolidacioun falle bitwene be lippis of be wounde.
Ibid. 48 pe boon may neuere wib verri consolidacion be con-
sowdid. 1541 R. Copland Gnydon's Quest. Chirurg., There
is .ij. manners of consolydacyon, one is trewe. 1615 Crooke
Body ofMan 267.

b. The uniting of two benefices or offices.

151X-S Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 17 | 14 The appropriacion
uny 1 ion or consolidacione ofthe same Patronage .. to the said

Abbot and Convent. 1545 Act 37 Hen. VI

H

c.21 § 3 An
Union or Consolidation of two Churches in one. 171a Pri-

deaux Direct. Ch. •wardcnsieA.. 4) 62 The lawful Reasons for 1

a Consolidation were, 1. The vicinity of the Churches. 1796
Pecge Anonym. (1809)444 Consolidation, or the union of ,

divers places in the person of one man, is a great obstacle

to justice and equity.

C. Civil Law. 1 The uniting the possesion, occu-

pancy, or profits, etc. of land with the property,

and vice versa* (Wharton). Feudal Lazv. * The
reunion of the property, or dominium u/ilc

t
with

the superiority, or dominium directum, after they

have been feudally disjoined' (BellZ>/W. LawScot.). !

1641 Vermes de la Ley 78 In this case a consolidation is
j

made of the profits and propertie.

d. Legislation. The combination of two or more
;

bills, acts, or statutes in one ; the bringing to-
|

gether in one act of a number of enactments or

provisions bearing upon a certain subject.

17a! J. Aislabie Sp. Ho. Lords 19 July (T.), It was some
surprize to me to find myself translated all on a sudden
into this bill against the directors, under the new-fashioned
term of consolidation. 1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl. 1 1. 661/1 To
remedy these inconveniences several acts were passed in

the session of 1845, which are now commonly called the
1 Consolidation Acts '. The first is the * Companies' Clauses '

Consolidation Act ' by which were consolidated all the pro-

visions which had usually been inserted in acts with re-
j

spect to the constitution of companies incorporated for

carrying on undertakings of a public nature.

6. J aw. The merging of two or more actions at
j

law by a court or judge, in order to avoid the
|

expense and delay arising from the trial of a mul-

tiplicity of actions upon the same question.

1817 \V. Selwvn Law Nisi Priusied. u 1 1. 923 In actions
j

upon a policy of assurance against several underwriters, the
j

court, by consent of the plaintiff, will make a rule, on
the application of the defendants, which is called the con-
solidation rule, for staying the proceedings in all the actions

except one, upon the defendants undertaking to be bound
by the verdict in that action.

f. Finance. The combining of two or more
sources of revenue into a common fund, or of

varied forms of public indebtedness into a stock

bearing interest at a uniform rate.

1785 Burke Sp. Nabob Arcot's Debts 28 Feb. Wks. IV. 210
Collected into a second debt from the nabob of Arcot,
amounting to two millions four hundred thousand pounds
. . This is known by the name of the Consolidation of 1777. ;

Ibid. 250When this consolidation of 1777 was first announced
at the Durbar, it was represented authentically at 2,400,000/. 1

1845 M'Culloch Taxation it. v. < 1852) 236 In 1787. .Mr.
Pitt introduced and carried his famous measure, the l

27 Geo. III. cap. 13, for the consolidation of the customs
duties. tSyoDaily Newt 14 Feb., The Bill for the consolid-
ation of the I Prussian] debt.

g. Bot. = Adnation.
1851 G. Mantell Petrifactions 48 Formed by the conflu-

ence and consolidation of the bases of the petioles.

Consolida tionist. [f. prec. + -ist.] One
who advocates consolidation.

1883 American VI. 202 Would it not unite the consolida-

tionist and the advocate of state rights?

consolidatify -ive (16th c. in Pare), f. L. ppl. stem
consolidate : see -ive.] Serving to consolidate

;

tending to heal fractures, wounds, etc.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 164 Also bou^ a man wolde
soude be woundis of be lungis wib ony medicyne bat is

consolidatif. 1558-68 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer. 33 b, Some
consolidative or healing oyntementes. 1654 Charleton
Physiol. 382 The sole benignity and Consolidative Energy
of Nature.

•f b. as $b. A medicine with these properties. Obs.

i 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 6 (MS. B.) Of glutinatiuis &
consolidates bat bub closeres & consouderes.

Consolidator (k^ns^ lid^taj). [a. L. cousolid-

tltor, agent-n. f. consolidare : sec above and -or.]

One who or that which consolidates; a strengthener

of bonds of union ; a combiner, amalgamator, etc.

Used by De Foe in the title of a book on current religious

and political dissensions, as a designation of the House of

Commons.
170^ De Fof. (title), The Consolidator; or, Memoirs of sun-

dry 'I ransactions from the World in the Moon. Ibid. (1840)

236 They . . are called in a word . . very like our English
word Representative ; and. .they lately obtained the vene-

rable title of the Consolidators ; and the machine itself, the

Consolidator. 1705 Double Welcome xxxii, Con . . . .dators

to Consolidate, And Tack ourT[rimm]ers to their own dear
Fate. 1839 Eraser's Mag. XX. 407 A consolidator of all

sympathies. 1884 J. W. Smith <<title\ By Josiah W. Smith
. . Retired Judge of County Courts, .and one of the consoli-

dators of the Chancery Orders. 1889 L. W. Bacon in The
Forum (N. Y.) Mar. 114 A qukkener of trade and a con-

solidator of national unity.

ConsO'lidatory, a. [ad. L. type ^consolida-

lori-us, f. consolidator : see prec. and -or v.] Hav-
ing the purpose of consolidating.

1889 Daily Ncius 5 Dec. 3 They needed a consolidatory

Act.

t Conso-lidature. Obs~° [f. L. consolidate

ppl. stem + -IKE.]
1730 6 Bailey <folio\ Consolidaturc, a consolidation.

Hence 1774 in Ash ; and in some mod. Diets.

Consoling k^ns^-lii)), ///. a. [f. Consolk v.

+ -ING 2
.] That consoles, comforting.

a 1704 T. Brown Praise Drunkenness Wks. (1730^ I. 33
Noah . . passed away the melancholly hours of confinement
. . with a consoling bottle. 1797 Mrs- Radcliffe Italian i,

Kllena . . was patient to her infirmities, and consoling to

her suffering.

Hence Conso lingly adv.
1880 Ot iDA Moths II. 70. 1887 Hall Caine Son of

Hagar Prol. 16 The old woman stroked her consolingly.

Consols, sb.pl. : see Consol.
Consommacion, obs. f. Consummation.

t Conso'mme, v. Obs. [a. F. cvmommt-r. ad.

L. consummdre to Consummate, finish, complete,

bring to a head or end. Also in OK. consumer,

whence Consume v.~] trans. To make complete.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 1. xix, 60 The whyche accorde

of peas ought not to be consommed nor ful made whythout
the pryncys license.

II
Consomme (konsfmiA [F., sb. use of pa.

pple. of consommer: see prec.] A strong broth or

soup made by slowly boiling meat for a long time.

18*4 Bvron yuan xv. Ixx'i, Salmi, .consomme, .puree.

fig. a 184$ Svi>. Smiih in Life I. 308 Don't read tho>c

twelve volumes till they are made into a consomme of two.

t Consomniate, v. Obs.- 0 [f. ppl. stem of L.

consomnidre to dream of.]

i6«3 Cockf-ram, Consomnat, to dreame.

Consonance (lynriMhw) Also 5 -auncc.

fa. 14th c. F. consonance (now consonnancc), ad.

L. consonantia harmony, agreement, f. consonant-

cm pr. pple. : see Consonant and -ance.]

1. Correspondence ofsounds in words or syllables
;

recurrence of the same or like sounds, e.g. in a

verse; = Assonance t.

1589 Plttknham Eng. Pocsic III. xvi, (Arb.) 184 By
\ sing like cases, tenses, and other points of consonance,
which they called Omoiotelcton. 1393 Nordkn Spec. Brit.

1. 10 Tranton. .hath no such semblable consonance with

Trinobantum. a 1698 Tkmple Oh Poetry iSeager', With
allusions of words, or consonance of syllables. 1770 81

Johnson L. P., Gray Wks. IV. 306 The ode is finished be*

fore the ear has learned its measures, and consequently
before it can receive pleasure from their consonance and
recurrence. 1862 Marsh Eng. Lang. 401, I think the in*

troduction of these consonances a very happy feature in Mr.
Longfellow's hexameters. 1871 R. I*. Weymouth Euph. 5
Consonances are heard in such pairs of words as canonized,

eternized, .dissolute, resolute.

2. Agreement of sounds ; pleasing combination

of sounds. { In later use with allusion to 3.)

1594 Carkw Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 228 To be called

by a good surname, and a gracious Christian name, which
may deliuer a pleasing consonance to the eare^ 1728

Thomson Spring 295 (1738) Winds and Waters flow'd in con-

sonance. 1814 SoUTHHY Roderick xvn. 43 The quiet sound
of gentle winds and waters with their lulling consonance.
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3. Mus. The sounding together of two notes in

harmony ; the quality or fact of being Consonant
or concordant. (Opposed to Dissonance.)
1694 W. Holder Harmony {1731) 59 Thus far the Rates

and Measures of Consonance lead us on. 1751 Chambers
CycL s.v. ( Notes in consonance constitute harmony, as notes
in succession constitute melody. 1784 J. Potter Virt.
Villagers II. 149 Joining several voices, or instruments, in
consonance. 1881 Broadhouse Mus. Acoustics 291 Helm-
holtz has well illustrated the consonance and dissonance
of the various notes of the scale by a graphic illustration.

b. A consonant ' interval ' or combination of
two notes, a concord.
1624 Wotton Archil. (1672) 34 The two principal Conso-

nances, that most ravish the ear, are.. the fifth, and the
octave. 1878 C. H. H. Parry in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 159
Beats are.. most noticeable in unisons and consonances.
1884 Bosanquet Encycl. Brit. XVII. 106/2 (Music), The
definition of consonances as intervals which can be tuned
free from beats lies at the basis of almost all music.

4. Acoustics. The sounding of a body, e.g. a
tuning-fork, in sympathy with the vibration of an-
other body of the same pitch sounded near it.

1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
5. fig. Agreement, harmony, concord. (The ear-

liest sense in Eng.)
1430 Lvdg. Chron. Troy Prol., They write, .by suche con-

sonance That in theyr bokes was no variaunce. 1592 A.
Day Eng. Secretarie 1.(1625)31 The consonance and agree-
ment they have either with reputation or dignity. 1623
Favine Theat. HOft. 11, xiii. 201 With whom they have con-
sonance enough in manners. 1834 Marion Harland Alone
x, Consonance of feeling and sentiment,

b. Phr. In consonance with.
1828 Stark Elan. Nat. Hist. II. 492 The discoveries of

philosophy are in consonance with the details . . given
in the Sacred Writings. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks.
Char. xiv. 347 She is merely acting in consonance with her
husband's expressed wish.

Consonancy (kp ns&ansi). Obs. or arch. [ad.
L. consonantia : see prec. and -anct.]
1. Agreement or pleasing combination of sounds

;

harmony, concord.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 203 Tubal of Caym

was fyndere of consonancie and of musyk. 1665 Glanvill
Seeps. Set. vi. 29 A multitude of Musical Consonancies.
1694 W. Holder Harmony (1731) 31 Consonancy and Dis-
sonancy are the Result of the Agreement, mixture or unit-
ing (or the contrary) of the undulated Motions of the Air or
Medium, caused by the Vibrations by which the sounds of
distinct Tunes are made. 1870 Rossetti Ball. $ Souu. (1881)
217 And mute before The house of Love, hears through the
echoing door His hours elect in choral consonancy.

2. Quality of being consonant or accordant;
agreement, accord, harmony.
1398 Trevisa Barlh. De P. R. xix. viii. (1495) 867 By

proporcion and consonancie and acorde of colour. 1581
J." Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 443 b, Sweete agreable
consonancye of Authors. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 295 Let
mee coniure you by the rights of our fellowship, by the con-
sonancy ofour youth. 1692 Sir T. P. Blount Ess. 149 Such
a Consonancy, and Uniformity of Judgment. 1759 B.
Stillingfl. Misc. Tracts p. xxiv, A system which is obscure
merely from its consonancy to nature. 1782 Eliz. Blower
Geo.Bateman I. 107 Bateman's honest heart, good sense.,
brilliant conversation, from their consonancy with her own,
had rivetted the. .affections of Cecilia. 1833 Lamb Etta,
Amicus Rediv., Had he been drowned in Cam, there would
have been consonancy in it.

+ b. A 'harmony'. O/is. rare.

1577 Hanmek Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 73 Who patched
together, I wot not what kind of mangled consonancy of
the Gospels.

3. Resemblance or correspondence of sound in
words or syllables.

1658 W. Burton Itin. Anton. 45 [For] Vindomora, he sends
us to Vanduara, in Scotland, meerly for some very small
consonancy in the names, c 1775 Hurd Marks Imitation
(R.), These consonancies chyming in the writer's head,

b. (See quot.)
1856 J. Williams Gram. Edeyrtt § 1796 What is con-

sonancy 1 The correspondence of consonants, and counter-
change of vowels.

Consonant (k^nsonant), a. Also 7-8 -ent.
[a. 14th c. F. consonant (now consonnant, after
soimer), ad. L. consonant-em, pr. pple. (also used
as adj.) of consondre to sound together, be har-
monious, f. con- together + sonare to Sound.]
A. adj.

1. In agreement, accordance, or harmony; agree-
able, accordant (to)

;
agreeing, consistent [with).

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. iv. xi. 260 Thy raysons ben
consonaunte. 1550 Bale Apol. 55 (R.) A confourme and
consonant ordre. 1563 Homilies 11. Rebellion 1. (1859) 561
With one consonant heart and voice. 1611 Speed Hist.
Gt. Brit. vi. x. 83 This life and death nothing at al conso-
nant or agreeable.

b. Const, to, unto (an accepted standard).
1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. 1. lxi. (W. de W. 1495) 113 a/2

The deuyll seenge that his contrycyon was not consonaunt
to his wordes. 1335 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 26 § r A speche
nothing hke ne consonant to the natural mother tonge
vsed within this realme. 1628 Coke On Litt. Pref., The
opinion is consonant to law. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq.,
Apol. 500 Divine Truth will be found every-where con-
sonant to itself. 1709 Hearne Collect. II. 327 The Doc-

\

trine of them is certainly consonant to our articles and I

Homilies. 1865 Grote Plato I. iv. 146 This seems more
consonant to the language of Diogenes Laertius.

C. Const, with.
' •5SS Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 236 If the

marriage, .were not consonant with the laws. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. lxvii. § 12 That wherewith the writings of all
antiquity are consonant. 1678 Marvell Grcnvth Popery
Wks. I. 574 Like the harmony of the spheres, so consonant
with themselves, although we cannot hear the musick.
1749 Fielding Tom Jones (1775) 25 She . . first sounded
their inclinations, with which her sentiments were always
strictly consonant. 1857 Gladstone Gleanings VI. xli. 73
It is entirely consonant with the doctrine of St. Paul. 1861
Tulloch Eng. Pnrit. iii. 377 It will be more . . consonant
with our aim to endeavour to characterise, etc.

f d. advb. Obs.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 180/3 The chylde. .gaue his cryes
consonaunte unto his moder. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. 251 Full of yeares. .according to the Etymology of
Festus, and consonant unto the History. 1744 Harris
Three Treat, in. 11. (1765) 197 Hear him, consonant to this,
in another Place asserting.

t 2. 1 Agreeable to reason or circumstances
;

! suitable. Obs.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 12 Preamb., His Highnes
semeth most convenient and consonaunt to preserve the pos-
sessions of the Crown, .without any severaunce. 1613R. C.

. Table A Iph. (ed. 3), Consonant, agreeable, likely.

t 3. In agreement with itself, consistent. Obs.
a.1556 Cranmer Wks. I. 19 She sheweth herself alway

!

uniform and consonant, a 1600 Hooker Answ. to Travers
Wks. II. 693 The true consonant meaning of sentences not
understood is brought to light. 1655 Digges Compl. A mbass.
392 It might have pleased her Majestie to have kept a con-

I sonant course there. 1744 Harris Three Treat. Wks.
(1841) 81 To live agreeably to some one single and conso-
nant scheme or purpose.

4. Of sounds or music : Harmonious.
1515 Barclay Eglogcs (1570) C iv/2 It., is to one

pleasaunt To heare good reason and ballade consonant.
c 1800 K. White Rem. (1837) 386 An euphonious melody
and consonent cadence. 1871 Swinburne Songs be/. Sun-
rise, To IV. Whitman 19 With consonant ardors of chords
That pierce men's souls as with swords.

b. Mus. Concordant
;
constituting a concord or

consonance.
1609 Dowland Ornith. Microl. 78 Out of the mean in-

equalitie. .doe proceed consonant Sounds. 1760 Stiles Anc.
Grk. Music in Phil. Trans. LI. 705 A consonant system.

.

whose extreme or comprehending sounds were consonant.
i860 J. Goss Harmony iv. 9 A Chord, .is named a Concord
when all the notes form consonant intervals to each other.

\
Ibid., The consonant intervals, or Consonances, are the

I

major and minor 3d, perfect 4th and 5th, major and minor
6th, perfect 8ve, and unison. 1884 Bosanquet in Encycl.

I

Brit. XVII. 106A (Music), Other consonant intervals.

5. Of words, etc. : Agreeing or alike in sound.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 60 Our bards . . hold agno-

minations, and enforcing of consonant words or syllables
one upon the other, to be the greatest elegance. 1882
Palgrave in Spenser's Whs. (ed. Grosart) IV. p. lvii,

Spenser manages the four consonant rhymes required in
each stanza with wonderful ease.

1 6. Of the nature of a consonant. Obs. rare.
1751 Harris Hermes Wks. (1841) 210 The articulations so

produced are called consonant, because they sound not of
themselves, .but at all times in company with some auxili-
ary vowel.

Consonant k^ns&ant), sb. [a. I3-I4th c. F.
consonant (pi. -ans), ad. L. consonant-em, sb. use
(sc. consonans littera) of pr. pple. : see prec. Lat.
had also in same sense consona (sc. littera'), whence
mod.F. consonne.]

1. An alphabetic or phonetic element other than
a vowel ; an elementary sound of speech which in
the formation of a syllable is combined with a
vowel. Applied both to the sounds and to the
letters (the latter being the historically prior use).
While a vowel sound is formed in the larynx, and only re-

ceives its special quality by the conformation of the oral
cavity through which it is sounded, a consonant sound is
wholly or mainly produced in the mouth, or the mouth and
nose. Vowels thus consist of pure voice or musical sound

;

consonants are either simple noises or noises combined in
various degrees with voice. But a noise may itself be of
a_ continuous and rhythmical character, as a friction, trill,

hiss, or buzz, and those consonants in which this is markedly
the case approach closely to vowels, and may perform
the function of a vowel in a syllable. Hence ' the boundary
between vowel and consonant, like that between the dif-
ferent kingdoms of nature, cannot be drawn with absolute
definiteness, and there are sounds which may belong to
either' (Sweet Handbh: Phonetics § 164". And there is in
the consonants a regular gradation from those which come
nearest to vowels and may function as vowels, to those
which are most remote, and never so function. From this
point of view, elementary sounds have been classed as (1)
vowels, (2) semi-vowels (Eng. y and w), (3) liquids (1, 1>, r>,

(4) nasals (m, n, n>, 5', (5) fricatives or spirants, voice (v, 8,
z, 3. y\ and breath (f, b, s, J, y), (6) mutes or stops, voice (b,
d, gt, and breath (p, t, k). Class 2 are more strictly the vowels
1, u, functioning as consonants, and classed as consonants

;

classes 3, 4, 5, are capable, in a decreasing measure, of
functioning as vowels; only class 6 have the consonantal
function exclusively, p, t, i, being the most typical conson-
ants. The use of the liquids and nasals as vowels or sonants
is a prominent feature in Indogermanic Phonology. (See
Vowel.) Consonants may also be classed, according to the
part of the mouth where they are formed, into labials (p, b,
f, v, m, w), dentals, palatals, gutturals, and other minor
groups. (See these terms.) In the Roman alphabet (with
its Greek accessions*, the historical vowels are a, e, i, 0, n,

y, down to the i6-i7th c., i and u were used both as
vowels and consonants, a double function served byy and
m in various modern languages.

a. Applied to the letters (solely or chiefly).
c 1308 Sat. People Kildare 18 in E. Eng. Poems (1862) 153

pis uers is imakid wel Of consonans and wowel. 1530
Palsgk. Introd. 20 Consonantes written for kepying of trewe

i

orthographie, and levyng of them unsounded in pronuncia-
[ion. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Potsie 11. (Arb.) 128 To pro-
long the sillable which is written with double consonants.
c 1620 A. Hume Brit. Tongue 11865) 11 A consonant is a letter
symbolizing a sound articulat that is broaken with the
tuiches of the mouth. 1727 W. Mather Vng. Man's Comp.
10 The two Consonants that may begin Words, are Thirty in
Number . . As in HI, Br, Ch . . Gn, Gr, Kn . . Th, Tw, Wh,
Wr. 1823 Sir B. Brodie Crystallog. 103 The vowels A
E I O, are used to designate the solid angles ; some of the
consonants, B C D F G H, to designate the primary edges.
1867 A. J. Ellis E. E. Pronunc. 1. iii. 184 According to the
present usages of English speech Y and W are consonants
when preceding a vowel as in ye, woe. 1871 Pitman
Manual Phonogr. 46 The consonants of a word must be
written [in shorthand] without lifting the pen.

b. Applied to the sounds.
1603 H. Crosse Vcrtues Commw. (1878) 4, I have scat-

tered here and there some iarring notes and harsh conso-
nants, vntunable to a modest eare. 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. 88 P 5 The difference of harmony arising principally
from the collocation of vowels and consonants. 1871 Robv
Lat. Gram. I. § 1 Interruption [of the breath] by complete
contact, or compression by approximation of certain parts
of the organs, or vibration of the tongue or uvula, produces
consonants. 1877 Sweet Handbh. Phonetics § 99 A con-
sonant is the resultofaudiblefriction, squeezing or stopping
of the breath in some part of the mouth (or occasionally of
the throat). .Consonants can. .be breathed as well as voiced,
the mouth configuration alone being enough to produce a
distinct sound without the help of voice.

fc. humorously, with allusion to the etymo-
' logical sense ' sounding together '. Obs.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass Pref., Like the foole, a Con-
sonant when hee should be a Mute,

t 2. Agreement, accordance; = Consonance 5.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 9 pis consonaunt is vnknowen to be

japer. 1618 M. Baret Horsemanship 1. 18 Ioyne two
parrallel lines together, they make a true consonant,

t 3. Musical harmony or agreement of sounds.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 38/4 Iubal .. was the fynder of

musyke that is to saye of consonantes of acorde.

+ b. Mus. = Consonance 3 b. Obs.
1694 W. Holder Harmony (1731) 113 As we Naturally by

the Judgment of our Ear, own, and rest in the Octave, as
the chief Consonant. 1712 Steele .S><y/. No. 334 f4 Those
Numbers which produc d Sounds that were Consonants.
4. altrib. and Comb, (in sense 1), as consonant

diphthong, consonant-dropping, etc.

1862 M. Hopkins Hawaii 65 The Hawaiian alphabet.. is

so destitute of consonant diphthongs that the natives can-
not pronounce two consonants together. 1888 Sweet Eng.
Sounds 27 Many . . consonant-droppings are no doubt due
to the . . principle of economy in distinction. Ibid , Con-
sonant-smoothing is analogous to that of vowels. 1889
Pitman Manual Phonogr. § 64 The simple articulations /,
b, t, d, etc., are often closely united with the liquids / and
r, forming a kind of consonant diphthong.

Consonantal (k^ns^narntal), a. ff. prec. sb.

I

+-AL.] Of, relating to, or of the nature of, a
consonant

;
consisting of or characterized by con-

; sonants.

179S W.Taylor in Monthly Rev. XVII. 410 All the simple
sounds, vowel and consonantal. 1872 H. Spencer Prim:.

[

Psychol. I. 1. vi. 113 Delicate consonantal modifications.
1882 All Year Round XXIX. 447 Due to the similarity of
the consonantal outline for the two words in. .shorthand.

Consonantic (k^nsonarntik), a. rare. [f. as

j

prec. + -ic, after vocalic. In mod.F. consonnant-

;

ique\ Of the nature or character of a consonant.
1863 Aufrecht in Chambers Encycl. V. 575/2 Consonantic

bases, or, of the vocalic, those which end in u (v\ a vowel of
a decided consonantic quality, are most apt to preserve the
inflections in their unaltered form.

ConSOnantism (kfrnsiftianfrz'm). [f. Con-
I sonant sb. + -ism. in mod.F. consonnantisme.]
Use of consonants ; the system of consonants be-
longing to a particular language, or their special

character ; a consonant formation.
1873 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue (ed. 2) 132 The sound of

the iv may be described as a consonantism resulting from
the collision of u with another vocalic sound. 1888

j

At&ensrumaf Feb.24o/r Toshake the confidence of scholars
,

in the primitiveness of the Sanskrit consonantism.

Consonantize (kp-nscnantsiz), v. [f. as prec.

+ -ize.] trans. To turn (a vowel) into a con-
sonant (e. g. u into w) ; to make consonantal.

So Con sonantiza tion, making into a consonant.
1877 Sweet Plwnetics 9 The French (w.l is narrow, the Eng-

lish wide, the former being consonantized (u), the latter (u>.

1879 H. Nicol in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9* IX. 632/1 French.

.

always rejecting, absorbing, or consonantizing the vowel
of the last syllable but one, if unaccented.

Consonantly k^-ns^nantli), adv. [f. Con-
sonant a. + -ly 2

.] In consonance, agreement,
accord, or harmony ; agreeably, harmoniously,

consistently. Const, to, with.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 829/2 All y olde holy
i doctours. .write, .so consonantly togither against al kindes

of scismes and heresies. 1647 Digges Unlaivf. Taking
Arms 135 There are who answer . . not altogether conso-

i nantly to what Saint Paul aimed at. 1777 Robertson Hist.
Amer. II. vn. 308 Consonantly to the same ideas, punish-
ment followed the trespass. 1791-1823 D'Israeli Cur.
Lit. (18661 269/1 Harmonious ranged, and consonantly just.

1876G. Meredith Beauch. Career I. xix. 310 It chimed too
consonantly with a feeling of Beauchamp's.

Consonantness. rare-", [f. as prec. + NESS.]
State or quality of being consonant, consonancy.
1730-6 Bailey (folio), Consonantness, conformity, agree-

ableness to or with. Hence in J., and mod. Diets.
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t Consonate, a. Obs. [f. assumed L. *con-

sondt-us (cf. next), as pa. pple. of consonare : see

Consonant.] = Consonant a.

1649 Bounds Publ. Obed. 42 Meanes. .consonate to equity
and true to religion. 1651 Fuller's Abel Redt'v., Life
Partus (1867) II. 333 Opinions, .consonate to the Scrip-
tures.

CO'XLSOnate, v. rare. [f. L. consondt-, ppl.

stem of consonare to sound together.] intr. To
sound in sympathy.
1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Consouating, possessing the properties

of consonance [i. e. ' the production of sound in a body such
as a tuning fork, by the vibration of another body of similar
tone near it 'J.

Consona*tion. nonce-wd. [ad. late L. consond-

tion-em i^Cassiodorus), n. of action f. consonare :

see Consonant.] A sounding together.

1889 Longman's Mag. May 10 They [bells] make all to-

gether . . such a ringing, resonant, rolling consonation.

t Consone, so. Obs. rare. [a. OF. consone con-

sonant, unanimous, ad. L. conson-us Consonocs.]
(See auot.)

1609 Dowland Omith. Microl. 79 Of not-Vnisons, some
are sequisons, some Consones . . Consones are those, which
yield a compound or mingled Sound.

Consone," rare. [ad. F'. consonner,!,. conso-

nare] intr. To be consonant. Hence jCon-
sowninfr a., consonant.
1873 Collins So. SUchester's Whim III. xiii. 125

Hoping it was consonant with good strong orthodox Uni-
tarianism. Let us hope it consoned.
150a Arnold Chron. 1 1811) 10 [An] interpretacion to reson

and good feith consow[n]yng.

Consonifica tion. rare. [ad. mod.F. conson-

nification, n. of action from consonnifier, f. con-

sonne, ad. L. consona a consonant.] Turning into

a consonant, making consonantal.
1887 F. F. Roget Introd. O. French 20 A consonnification

of the e.

ConSonOUS (k^-ns^n3s\ a. rare. ? Obs. [a. L.

conson-us sounding together in harmony, harmo-
nious, f. con- + -son-us -sounding, f. son-us sound.]

1. Sounding together harmoniously, harmonious.
1654 Ch'ablf.ton Physiol. 357 If the two strings be Con-

sonous though but in the less perfect Consonance of a Fifth.

1730-6 Bailey (folio*, Consonous, of the same tune or sound,
agreeing in sound; also agreeable, very like. 1755 John-
son, Consonous, agreeing in sound; symphonious. 1868 H
Morlf.y Note toSpect. No. 116 Not only that they [hounds}
should be fleet, but also ' well-tongued and consonous."

f2. = Consonant a. 1. Obs.
1660 H. More Myst. Godliness 520 So will it also appear

still more, .consonous to Reason.

t Co*nsopite, v. Obs, {erron. in Diets, conso-
piate.) [f. L, consoplt- ppl. stem of consopire to

lull to sleep, f. con- intensive + soptre to lull to

sleep, co-radicate with sop-or deep sleep ; the L.

stem sop- (:—rwep-) is cognate with Teut. swefi
in swefen sleep, dream.] trans. To lay or lull to

sleep ; to quiet, compose ; to stupefy. (Usuallyfig?)
Hence Consopited a., Consopiting.
[i6»3 Cockkram, Conso/iated, lulled asleepe. 1657 Phys.

Diet., Consopiated, lull'd asleep. 1775 Ash, Consoptate (not

sufficiently authorized), to lay to sleep.)

1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. iii. 11. xxxvii, To consopite
Or quench this false light of bold phansies fire. 1650
Charlf.ton Paratioxes 41 That spirituall sensation in the

Magnet is consopited and layd asleep. 1657 Tomlinson
Renou's Disp. 657 Narcoticks . . consopite the senses. 1668
Howe /Hess. Righteous (1825) 117 It ..attenuates the con-
sopiting fumes. 1685 H. More Illustr. 120 The consopiting
of the natural or carnal powers.

t Co nsopite, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. consoplt-us,

pa. pple. 01 consopire : see prec] I*aid to sleep.

1647 H. More Song 0/Soul n. iii. in. xliii, Its clamorous
tongue thus being consopite. 1664 — Myst. Iniq. 227 The
external Senses, .being in a manner consopite.

I Consopi'tion. Obs. [ad. L. consopition-em,

n. of action from consoplre : see prec] A laying

or lulling to sleep.

1651 Biggs New Disp, 105 Procure the consopition of the
confusion of the vital! Archeus. 1659 H. More Immort.
Soul (1(362) 150 The Excitation or Consopition of Powers
and Faculties, c 17*4 Pope Let. to Digby 12 Aug. Wks.
1737 VI. 99 A total consopition of the senses. (Quoted by
J. and R. from some erroneous ed., as consopiatwn, which
has been copied in later Diets.]

t Consorce. Obs. rare. [a. OF. consone :—L.
consortia, pi. of consortium partnership, fellow-

ship ; see below.] Fellowship, company.
151a Ilelyas in Thorns F. E. Prose Rom. (1858) III. 113

Traytre wenest thou to make me of thy consorce.

Consort (kfrnsfLit), sb. 1 [a. F. consort, fern.

consorte mate, fellow, partner, wife ( = It., Sp. con-

sorte), ad. L. cotisors, -ortem sharing property in

common, sharer, partner, colleague, comrade, f.

con- together + sors, sorlem lot. (Orig. conso'rt.)
1

]

+ 1. A partner, companion, mate; a colleague

in office or authority. Obs*
1419 J. Alcetrk in Ellis Orig. Lett. it. at. I. 70 The Maire

ana his consortes havyth y rendydyowre size. i59aGKKi:sK
Upst. Courtier'm Hart. Misc. (Malh.). II. 219 To seeke

good consorts and companions, c 159a Marlowe Jew of
Malta v. Wks. (Rtldg.t 177 Now, as for Calymath and his

consorts, Here have 1 made a dainty gallery. 1598 BL

Jonson Ft. Man in Hum. I. LI scorne it, I . .to be a consort
for euery hum-drum. 16x4 Capt. Smith Virginia ml .\ii

94 Adam and Francis his two consorts were fled. 1629 Mas-
singer Picture v. iii, Take the advice of your learn d con-
sort. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 963 With him Enthron'd Sat
Sable-vested Night, eldest of things, The consort of his
Reign, a 1734 North Lives I. 99 Consorts and coadjutors,
as well as adversaries in business. 1755 Magens Insurances
I. 295 The said Capt. Charles Alden and Lazaro Damiant
and other Consorts in this Cause.

+ b. transf. and fig. Obs. fexc. asfig. to 3).
1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 48 This wit is ever a consort

with judgement. 1658 Slingsby Diary (1836) 214 Make de-
vout books your discreet Consorts. 1667 Milton /*. L. xn.

, 526 What will they then But force the Spirit of Grace it

j

self, and binde His consort Libertie. 1833 I. Taylor Fanat.

I

L 5 That love which is to be the consort of knowledge.

2. A ship sailing in company with another.
160a Warner Alb. Eng. xt. lxii. (1612) 272 Then Chan-

! celor, his onely ship remayning of that fleete . . saites with

j

his consorts to meete. 1628 Digby Voy. Medit. {1868) 26,
I carried out three tightes fore and aft, that if I passed by
my consortes they might see them. 1748 Anson s Voy. 11.

v. 179 At the beginning of this chace the Centurion ran
her two consorts out of sight. 1820 ScoresbyA rctic Regions
I. 78. 1853 Kane Grinnell Fxp. xx. (1856) 155 Our con-
sort, the Rescue, .had shared in this discovery.

3. A partner in wedded or parental relations

;

a husband or wife, a spouse. Used in conjunction

with some titles, as queen-consort, the wife of a
king ; so king-consort, prince-consort (the latter the

title of Prince Albert, husband of Queen Victoria).
1634 W. Wood Nav Eng. Pros*. Ded. Note, Your selfe,

and your vertuous Consort. 1640-4 Chas. I in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. {1692) 111. I. 521 His dearest Consort the Queen,

,
and his dear daughter the Princess Mary. 1667 E. Cham-
hkhlayne.SV. Gt. 2?rr7.i.<i684)22oThe Queen-Consort also

: doth the like to divers poor Women. 1705 /.. nd. Gaz. No.
4126/2 The Envoy was. .introduced to the Empress Consort.

1732 I II. x. 406 Her Consort still persuaded
her to enjoy the diversions of the court. 1788 Wesley Wks.
(18721 VI. 299 Unless we should place our consorts and our
children on an equal footing with them [our parents]. 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 400 A queen consort could not be
seised to a use. 1845 Stephen Laws Eng. II. 262 The
Queen, whether regnant or consort. 1861 Court Circular

' 13 Dec., Windsor Castle, Dec. 13. . His Royal Highness the
Prince Consort passed a restless night,

b. Used of animals.
1706 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 142 In June the males return

to shore, and by August are joined by their consorts. 1834
1 Medwin Angler in Wales I. 132 At the very first cast, 1

, hooked the consort of the fish I had taken the day before.

+ Consort (kfrns^it), sb.2 Obs. [n. of action from
! Consort v. and, like the vb., accented conso rt by
I

all the poets till ^1612: cf resort, accord, etc.

! (A rare OF. consorte * union, company, coterie

j

cited by Godef. from a single writer, can hardly

j

have had any connexion with this.) In the musical

uses (senses 3-6), however, there can be no doubt
that consort was from the beginning an erroneous

;

representation of F. concert, It. concerto: this un-
1 familiar foreign word being, from similarity of

\
pronunciation, confounded with the familiar one,

' with sense 2 of which it had contiguity of mean-
' ing. Hut in the course of the 1 8th c. the correct

; form concert gradually took its place.]

I. Connected with Consort v.

1. A number of people consorting together ; a

fellowship, partnership, company.
1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. vi. iii. 94, 20 women of

that consort . . were poisoned. 1501 Shaks. Two Gent. iv.

L 64 What saist thou? Wilt thou be of our consort! Say
I, and be the captaine of vs all. 1598 Bacon Sacr. Medit.

I vii. (Arb.) 117 It is for the good of the Church, that there bee

I

consorts of men freed from the cares of this world. 1601

Holland Pliny II. 541 Among a consort or company of
other virgins, 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 483 Herein you
may heare the concent of a Consort of Authors. 170s Aug.
Theophrast. 130 There is hardly such another pest in a
commonwealth as a consort of parasites.

b. A company of ships sailing together.

1591 G. Fletcher Russe Comnrw. (Hakluyt) 11 About 17

or iS Meete of them .. which divide themselves into divers

companies, five or six boates in a consort. 1611 Cotgr.
s.v. Conserve, Navires de conserve, ships of a Fleet, or of
one consort. 1653, 1699 [see d. 1.

0. Society, company. Of consort: social.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 68 A solein monastick life,

never . . delighted with consort. 1675 Kvelyn Terra (1729'

23 Our Jumpers and Cypress, .are trees of Consort, and
thrive not well alone.

d. /;/ consort : in partnership ; in company.
1611 Bible 2 Kings viii. 16 tuarg., Jehoram .. began to

reign in consort with his father. 16*6 Bacon Syiva Marg.
notes, H 1 to 17. Experiments in Consort. — §§ 24 to 35.

Experiment Solitary. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav.
xlix. 189 To give advice to the Ships of Bengala, that they
should come all carefully in consort together. 1668 Glan-

I vill Plus Ultra 52 Instances must be . . examined singly

j
and in consort, 1699 Roberts Voy. I^evant 13 These Cor-

i sairs go sometimes in Consort two or three together. 1731
Rape of Helen 1. 20 When you in consort tnpt Phalacra's

green.

2. Accord; agreement; concurrence. [Related

to Consort v. o.]

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xii. 4 The people . .To him assembled
with one full consort. 1591 Troub. Raigne A*. John 11.

! (1611) 78 Why shines the Sunne to fauour this consort?

t

i6si Bacon Hen. VII, 246 If you shall change Lewis the
1 twelfth for Lewis the Eleuenth :—then the Consort is more

perfect. 1655 * ULLER CJk» Hist. 11. vi. § 30 He is reported
! to have entailed tby Heaven's Consort) an hereditary Ver-

tue on his Successours.

b. In consort : in accord ; in concert (with

j
which it finally blends).

1634 Ford P. Warbeck 111. U, I'll lend you mirth, sir, If
1 you will be in consort. 1719 T. Cooke Tales, %c. 43 In

Consort to my Friend my Passions move, 1793 Ld. Auck-
land Corr. (1861) III. 10 A cordial disposition . . to act in

j

consort with me.

II. = Concert of music.

3. The accord or harmony of several instru-

ments or voices playing or singing in tune.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1552/2 Both by
voice and instruments of consort. [1588 R. Parke tr.

Mendoza's Hist. China 173 Diuers instruments, whereon
they played with great consort, some one time and some an
other.] 1674 Plavford Skill Mus. 11. og The Tenor-Viol
is an excellent inward Part, and much used for Consort.
1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth. iv. 66 Choice Instruments .. in
sweet melodious Consort joyn'd.

b. (with a and //.) A singing or playing in

harmony ; a harmonious combination of voices or

instruments ; the harmonious music so produced.
1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. iv. iv, Methinks 'tis a

great deal better than a consort of musick. 1591 Shaks,
Two Gent. 111. ii. 84 Visit by night your Ladies chamber-
window With some sweet Consort. 1604 T. Wright Pas-

1 sions v. ii. 164 The church, for this same effect, vseth the
Consorts of musical instruments. 1626 [see 6]. 1634 Sir
T. Herbert Trav. 52 Their armes and legs were adorned
with Bels, which with the other musicjue, made a consort.

1705 Stanhope Paraphr. I. 295 The singing together Con-
sorts of Praise, m Addison Sped. N0.5 f 3 The musick

I
proceeded from a Consort of Flagellets and Bird-calls. 1883

I Chappell in Aldis Wright's Notes to Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii.

j

^3 (235) Some instruments, such as viols, violins, flutes etc.,

j
were formerly made in sets of four, which when played to-

, gether formed a 'consort'. (Hence, app., the erroneous

1
statement that 'consort of viols' was=CHEST of viols', cf.

1880 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 384.]

C. transf. andfig.
1586 W. Massif. Serm. Trafforde Marriage, There be

foure parts in the commonwealth, .when these foure partes
agree in a sweet consort and melody. 1589 Nashe Almond
for Parrot s b, Talke of a Hartnonie of the Churches .

.

heere would be a consort of knauerie. 1500 Spenser F. Q.
hi. L 40 Wonder was to heare their [birds'] trim consort.

1651 J. F[reake] Agripfa's Occ. Philos. 259 The Tone of
particulars, and proportionated Consorts obeyeth the nine
Muses. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety xix. ft 8 (1683) 366 A consort
of plaudites. 171s Addison Sped. No. 418 f 7 His Consorts
of Birds may be as full and harmonious.

d. In consort :
— in concert.

i6ai Quarles Esther Div. Poems (1717) 2 The crafty

serpent and the fearful Hart Shall join in Consort, and each
bear a part. 1707 Curios, in Husb. Sf Gard. 24 If he join

not in Consort with all the Creatures to praise their com-
mon God. a 1789 Burney Hist, Mus. I. viii. (ed. 2) 127
Several parts, .sung in consort.

4. A company or set of musicians, vocal or in-

strumental, making music together.
1587 Fleming Con/. Holinshed III. 1320/2 A full con-

sort of musike, who plaid still verie dolefull musike.

1606 Holland Sueton. 262. 1616 Blllokar, Consort, a
company, or a company of Musitions together. 1633
G. Herbert Temple, Employment vi. Lord place me in

thy consort ; give one strain To my poore reed. 1656 Karl
Monm. Advt. fr. Pamass. 320 The ignorant consort of
trivial Fidlers. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 160/1 A Con-
sort is many Musitians playing on several Instruments.

1704 Steele Lying Lover 1. (1747) 22 Each Consort vy'd

by turns Which with most Melody shou'd charm our Ears.

6. A musical entertainment in which a number
of performers take part : - Concert 4.

1671 Evelyn Diary I1827) II. 357 Sir Joseph .. gave us.

.

! a handsome supper, and after supper a consort of music.

1697 Ctess D'A unoy's Trav. 1 1 706) 258 There's not a N ight

I
passes without foure or five hundred Consorts of Musick,

in several parts of the Town. 1708 Hearne Colled. (Oxf.

Hist. Soc. ) II. 126 A Consort of Musick in y« Theatre.

17*7 Farley*s Exeter Jml. 24 Mar., At the large Musical
Room.. will be held a Consort of Vocal and Instrumental

Musick. 1774 Mrs. Delanv Let. 16 Sept, 1 had rather hear

it than any of their modem Operas and Consorts.

6. attrib.

1607 Oekker Knts. Cont'ur., To this consort-rome resort

none but the children of Phrebus (poets and musitions). 161 x

Morlev (title), The First Bookc of Consort Lessons. 1626

Bacon Sylva t 278 In that Music which we call broken-
music or consort-music, some consorts of instruments are

sweeter than others. 1674 Plavford Skill Mus. 11. 91 The
Viol (usually called) de Gambo, or Consort Viol. 1694 /'////.

Trans. XVIII. 69 In movements of Consort-Musick.

Consort ^('ns^ut), v. [Found first in end of

i6thc. The origin and early history are obscure and

! complicated. It is possible that the different senses

!

had two or even three different origins. Thus,

branch I was app. formed on Consort sb. x
, with the

notion of * act as a consort to \ liranch II cannot

be separated from a simple verb Sobt, very common
from c 1570 onwards in all the senses 3-6 below.

In sense 3 there was obviously sometimes asso-

ciation with L. sors, sortem, F. sort lot, fate,

destiny. Branch III is intimately associated with

Consort sb.-, branch II. But even if thus origin-

ally distinct, the senses appear to have been con-

sidered as belonging to one word, and to have

mutually influenced each other, for some uses

combine the different ideas : cf. 4, 5, with 1 ; 7

with 3, 5,6. Cf. also obs. It. consortare ' to con-

sort together' (Florio, 161 1), f. consorte mate,

consort. There were also med.L. vbs. consortare,
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-art, to lie adjacent, have common boundaries. No
trace of the vb. appears in French, Old or New.]

I. fl. trans. To accompany, keep company
with ; to escort, attend. Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 11. i. 178 Sweet health and faire

desires consort your grace, 1609 Hhywood Brit. Troy
xvi. iv, Ten thousand voluntary men unprest Consort him.
1615 — Foure Prentises Wks. 1874 II. 217 Wilt thou con-
sort me, beare me company, c 1611 Chapman Iliadxiu. 389
They in golden thrones Consorted other Deities, replete

with passions. 1618 — Hesiods Georg. 1. 309 Ill-com-
plexion'd Spight Shall consort all the miserable plight Of
men then living. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea{\%w) 12

The sayd ship consorting another of a hundred tonnes.

f 2. To be a consort or spouse to, to espouse

;

to have sexual commerce with. Obs.

1615 Chapman Odyss. 1. 429 And such as may consort with
grace So dear a daughter of so great a race. 1618 — He-
siotfs Bk. Days 46 The great Twentieth day Consort thy
wife.

II. 3. To associate in a common lot, to sort

together (persons or things). Const, xvith.
1*588 R. Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 65 The other

sort of souldiers are strangers, and are consorted for yeares
or monethes to serue. 1593 Donne Sat. i. (R.), In this

. .wooden chest, Consorted with these few books, let me lie

In prison. 1596 M. Roydon Elegy in Spenser's IVks.
(Globe) 569/1 Consort me quickly with the dead. 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. 11. Wks. (1851) 29 As it were consorted in the
same destiny with the decrease and fall of vertue. 1833 T.
Hamilton Men % Mann. Ai/ter. I. vi. 147 He is consorted
involuntarily with people to whom he is bound by no tie.

1836 I. Taylor P/tys. Tit. Anot/ter Life (1857) 178 The
heterogeneous elements . . consorted within the animal or-

ganization. 1868 Milman St. Pants 333 Atheism, with
which it [Arminianism] was consorted in popular language.

f 4. refl. To associate oneself {with), to keep
company. Ohs. (Cf. Consorted, quot. 1588.)
1594 J. King Ionas (1618) 136 They had entertained and

consorted themselues with disobedient Ionas. 1599 B.
Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. 11. vi, That you can consort
yourselves with such poor Seam-rent Fellows. 1607 Dekker
Westw. Hoe \. Wks. 1873 II. 287 Your consorting your
selfe with Noble men.. hath vndone vs. 1633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts N. T, 209, I have written to you. .not to con-
sort yourselves in the company of inordinate Christians.

1692 Locke Educ. (T727) § 212 When he begins to consort
himself with men, and thinks himself one.

5. intr. To associate, to join or keep company.
1588-98 Hackluyt Voy. I. 11. 222 All these consorted to

goe to Goa together, and I determined to goe with them,
and caused a palanchine to be made for me of canes. 1633
Bp. Hall Hard Texts N. T. 141 Consorting in their frugal
and temperate meales. 1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 170
To consort together. 1816 Southey Poet's Piigr. 1. 33 So
we consorted here as seemed best. 1847 Emerson Poems,
Saadi Wks. (Bohn) I. 472 Men consort in camp and town,
But the poet dwells alone. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-
ca£ 195 O friend, who makest warm my wintry world, And
wise my heaven, if there we consort too !

b. Const. With ; also of ships.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 386 They, .must for aye con-
sort with black-browd night. 1605 — Macb. 11. ui. 141
Let's not consort with them. 16x1 Bible Acts xvii. 4. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 954 If Death Consort with thee, Death is

to mee as Life. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I. 39 We sailed
from hence ..we consorted, because Captain Yanky..was
afraid the French would take away his Bark. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 141 F 10, I consorted with none that looked
into books. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 314 [He] kept
loose company and consorted with actors. 1848 Macaulav
Hist. Eng. II. 609 They consorted with Lutherans.

c. To have intercourse with. (? related to 2.)

( 1600 'Pinion 1. v. (1842^ 18 Louelie Venus sported And
with Mars consorted. 1868 J. H. Blunt Kef. Ch. Eng. I.

108 He ceased to consort with her. 1886 Lazu Times
LXXXI. 178/2 The damages he has sustained by some man
consorting with his wife.

6. To accord, agree, harmonize: a. to ; h.with.
1599 Warn. Faire Worn. 1. 447 Neither time Nor place

consorted to my mind. 1641 Hinde J. Bmen vii. 25 A
godly young woman . . well consorting to himselfe and his

Sonne. 1854 Syd. Dobell Balder xvi. 67 So that like to
like consort.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass iv. d664> 55 Sorrow carries
too pale a visage, to consort with his Claret Deity. 1634
R. H. Salerne's Regt'm. Pref. 2 That which consorts with
their Nature. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char, xiv. 364
The decoration of the poetry, consorting . . with the rural
simplicity of the subject. 1866 Mill in Edhi. Rev. CXXIII.
362 It did not consort with his idea of scientific government.

III. [Cf. Consort sb* II.]

f 7. To combine in musical harmony ; to play,

sing or sound together, (trans, and intr.) Obs.
1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 70 All that pleasing is to living

eare Was there consorted in one harmonee. 1592 Shaks.
Rom. <$• Jul. in. i. 51 Heere's my fiddlesticke, heere's that
shall make you daunce. Come consort. 1598 Sylvester
Du Bartas \. v. (1641) 43/2 Suffer, at least, to my sad
dying voyce, My dolefull fingers to consort their noise.
16x6 Drumm. Hymn True Happiness, To haue the wit
and will Consorting in one straine. 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Easter iii, Consort both heart and lute, and twist
a song Pleasant and long. 1662 J. Tatham Aqua Tri. 3
The Watermen who are continually in action, consort into
this Song, being set for three parts. 1694 W. Holder
Harmony (1731) 48 If the Length of A be to that of B as 3
to 2, and consequently the Vibrations as 2 to 3, their Sounds
will consort in a Fifth, a 1734 North Lives II. 88 He had
an harpsichord at his bed-chamber-door, which a friend
touched to his voice. But he cared not for a set of masters
to consort it with him.

t Conso'rtable, a. Obs. [f. prec. vb. + -able.]
Capable of consorting together or of being con-
sorted

;
companionable, comparable.

Vol. II.

1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess. 98 (T.) A good con-
science, and a good courtier, are consortable. 1651 Reliq.
Wotton. 23 In the growth of their Fortunes the Duke was
a little the swifter and much the greater .. Therin 1 must
confesse much more consortable to Charles Brandon.

t Consortation. Obs. rare. [f. Consorts.
+ -ation.] Consorting or keeping company.
1796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 205 Those I had sworn al-

most adoration unto, consortation and lasting amity with.

Consorted (k^nsputed), ppl. a. [f. Consort v.

+ -edi.] Associated, leagued; united as con-
sorts.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. i. 260 There did I see that low
spirited Swaine .. sorted and consorted . .with a Wench.
1593 — Rich. II, v. vi. 15 Two of the dangerous consorted
Traitors. 1667 Milton P. L.xu. 50 He [Adam] with his

consorted Eve, The storie heard attentive. 1747 Collins
Ode to Liberty Epode ii. 23 The Chiefs . . Hear their con-
sorted Druids sing Their triumphs. 1882 W. Ballantine
Experiences xxxviii. 365 They were a curiously consorted
pair.

f b. Tuned in harmony, harmonious. Obs.
1380 Sidney Arcadia xi. 211 Seven appassionated shep-

heards, all keeping the pace of their foot by their voice, and
sundry consorted instruments they held in their arms.

Consorter (k^ns^utaj). rare. [f. Consort v.

+ -ER 1.] One who consorts; an associate.
c 1556 in Burnet Hist. Ref. Records tr. 11. xxxii. Their

coadjutors, counsellors, consorters, procurers, abetters, and
maintain ers.

Consortia! (k^ns^-ijal), a. [ad. It. consorziale,

in mod.F. consortia!, f. It. consorzio, h. consorti-um
(see below) + -al.] Of or pertaining to a con-

sortium, association, or union.
1881 [see Consortium].

Consortier, obs. form of Concerteer.
Consorting (kfmsfrjtirj), vbl. sb. [f. Consort

v. + -ING 1
.] The action of the verb Consort;

agreeing, associating, etc.

161 1 Florio, Consorteria, partnership, consorting to-

gether, society, a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled iv. the Spirit
(1867) 295 Such a sweet consorting of a man's spirit and be-
haviour to all variety of occasions. 1690 Norris Beatitudes
> 1692) 174 Likeness is the greatest Indearment of Love ..

We see this, .in the voluntary consortings of animals.

Conso rting, a. [f. as prec + -ing 2
.]

That consorts
;
according, associating, etc.

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon ix. 205 Let me that joy in these
consorting greets And glory in these honours done to Ned,
Yield thanks for all these favours to my son.

Consortion (k^ns/'jijan). Obs. or arch. [ad.

L. consortion-em fellowship, partnership, consort,

f. consort-cm Consort sb. 1
: see -ion.]

1. Consorting or keeping company with others
;

intercourse.

i68z Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 11. 9 Be critical in thy
consortion. Ibid. (1756)95 The consortion ofmen, whereby
they become better or worse. 1886 ). Payne tr. Boccaccio's
Decam. I. 14 Converse and consortion with the sick.

2. Of states : Alliance, union in action.

1803 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. I. 445 A combination of
the northern states on a basis favourable to their eventual
freedom and consortion.

Conso*rtish, a. nonce-ivd. [f. Consort sb. 1
-r

-ish : cf. clannish.] Like consorts.
a 1845 Hood Legend Navarre xii, No couple ever got so

right consort-ish Within two hours—a courtship rather
shortish.

Consortism (kp-ns^itiz'm). Biol. [f. Consort
sb. 1 + -ism.] The practice of being consorts : in

Biol, the association or union during life of two
plants, or animals, or of a plant and animal, each
of which is dependent on the other for its existence

or well-being. In the case of animals more com-
monly called Symbiosis.
1880 Jrnl. Linnxan Soc. XVIII. 148 This process tends to

explain the nature of the consortism of the fungal and algal
elements in the autonomous lichen. 1885 Encycl. Brit.
XVIII. 266 (Parasitism) The fungi which are concerned in
the constitution of lichens maintain with the algal com-
ponents throughout life relations of consortism. Ibid. 268
Symbiosis . . the consortism of organisms in such fashion
that mutual services are rendered sufficient to make the
alliance profitable, .to the whole community of organisms.

II Consortium (kpnsp'tfwm). [L. consortium
partnership, f. consors Consort. Thence It. consorzio

and OF. consorce.] Partnership, association.
1881 H. A. Webster in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 466/2 {Italy)

The law [of 1874] united the six banks into a consorzio or
union, bound, if required, to furnish to the national ex-
chequer bank-notes to the value of 1,000,000,000 lire manu-
factured and renewed at their common expense ; but by the
law of 7th April 1881 . .the consortium of the banks came to
a close on the 30th June 1881, and the consortial notes
actually current are formed into a direct national debt,

t Consortive, a. Obs. rare. [f. Consort v.

+ -ive.] ? Adapted for ' consort ' {sb.2 3) ; fit for

playing in concert.

1654 Charleton Physiol. 358 Other scarce Consortive In-
struments, such as the Virginalls and Lute.

t Conso'rtment. Obs. rare. [f. Consort v. +
-ment.] Association as consorts or partners.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits xiii. (16161 205 The
imagination . . which plotteth treaties, consortments and
capitulations with the enemie. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 206
To keepe the consortment exactly in all poynts, 1654 1\.

Codrington tr. Hist. Ivstine 297 The spirit of fraternal
consortment.

Consortship (kfrns^itjip). Now rare. [f.

Consort sb. 1
-t- -ship.]

1. The state or position ofa consort or associate
;

association, fellowship, partnership.
1628 Le Grys tr. Barclay's Argent's 182 That it was him-

selfe who had receiued the benefit, in being admitted to the
consortshipof his armes. 1682 tr. Erastus' Treat. Excomm.
67 The Apostle directs Good men to shun all Consortship
with III.

2. spec. + a. Partnership in office. Obs.
1632 Le Grys tr. Veil. Pater. 317 Raised to. .the Consort-

ship with him of the Tribuniciall power. 1677 R. Cary
Chronol. ii. 1. § 1. xiii. 125 She .. would not admit him to
a Consortship in Government.

b. Partnership in marriage ; the position of
consort.

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Cause. IV. i. (1654) 292 Thus . . must
the parent either keep his virgin, or labour for the provision
of a meete consortship. 1865 M' Lennan Prim. Marriage
iv. 63 A permanent consortship.

c. Naut. See quots. and Consort sb. ] 2.

1592 Ld. Burleigh in Ellis Orig. Lett. in. IV. 104 When
two or more ships do joyne in consortship together, then
whatsoever is gotten in that consortship is to be divided
tonne for tonne, and man for man. a 1649 Winthkop Hist.
Neiv Eng. (1853) I. 3 Articles of consortship were drawn up
between the said captains and masters. 1697 Dampier
Voy. (1698) I. 223 The 25th Day Capt. Davis and Captain
Swan broke off Consortships. 171a W. Rogers Voy. (17 18)

2 We weigh'd from Kingroad . . in consortship with the
Dutchess. 1868 H. D. Grant Rep. Wrecking in Bahamas
36 Consortship is an agreement between two vessels to
share according to terms agreed on beforehand, in whatever
salvage they may earn during their, .voyages.

t Consoude, now Consound (k^nsuu-nd),^.
Herb. Forms: 1 consolde, 3-5 consoude, -sowde,

5 -saude, 6- consound. [a. OF. consolde, con-

soulde, consoude (this also mod.F.) :—L. consolida,

so called app. f. L. consoliddre to make solid or

firm, on account of its attributed virtues : cf.

Comfrey. Consound is a 16th c. corruption parallel

to that in the verb (see next).]

A herb to which healing virtues were attributed

;

the plant so called by the Romans is generally

supposed to have been the comfrey [Symphytum
officinale'). But the mediaeval herbalists distin-

guished three species, C. major, media, and
minor, which they identified as the Comfrey, Bugle
(Ajuga reptans) and Daisy (Bcllis perennis) re-

1 spectively. The field Larkspur was also called

Consolida ?rgia or regalis, King'sConsound, whence
IJnmeus's specific name Delphinium Consolida.
The name Solidago was a medixval synonym of Consolida,

whence 'Consound' has also sometimes been erroneously
used as a book-name of species of the composite genus to

I

which Solidago is now applied, or of Senecio confounded
j

with it.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 1 1. 35a Do him pis to Uecedome. .con-
solde, orgeot mid ealab, do halig waeter. [c 1265 Voc. Names
PI. in Wr.-Wiilcker 555/3 Chaudes Herbes Consolida, i.

consoude, i. daiseie.] c 1350 Med. MS. in Archceol. XXX.
357 And smal consowde wrt y whyte flour, c 1425 Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 645/34 Nomina herbarum ..Hec concilida,
consaude. c 1450 Ibid. 575/7 Consolida, consowde. \c 1450
Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 45 Consolida minor, .gall, le Petite

!
consoude, angl. waysegle uel bonwort uel brosewort.) 1578
Lvte Dodoeus 1. xc. 133 Consolida media : in English

1 Middell Consounde, or Middle Comfery, and Bugle. Ibid.

j

1. xcix. 141 Solidago Sarracenica, and Consolida Sarraceuica
I . .in English Sarrasines Consounde, or Sarrasines Comfery.

Ibid, 11. xv. 165 The wilde [Larkes spurre]. . is now called in

Latine Consolida regia aut regalis : in English Kings Con-
sounde. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 275 The Greekes imposed
vpon it the name Symphytum, i. Consound. 1783 Ains-
worth Lat. Diet. {IsiortzW) v, Consolida. .The herb comfrey,
or consound. 1807 Compl. Farmer (ed. 5), Consound, a
provincial term applied to bugle.

t Consoude, consou*nd, v. Obs. In 4-5
consoude, -sowde. [ME. consoude, a. OF. *con-

souder, consoder (Godefroy), L. consoliddre to Con-
solidate ; in 16th c. like the simple ME. vb. sotidc

(F. souder, L. solidare), assimilated by 'popular
etymology

1

to the adj. sound whole: see Sor.\i>

Z-.3]

trans. To heal, join together (wounds, fractures)

;

= Consolidate v. 4.

t' 1400 Laufranc's Cintrg. 48 (MS. A) |>e boon may neuere

j

wib verri consolidacion be consowdid. Ibid., To heele &
I

consowde be wounde. 1586 tr. Vigo's Wks. 278 The medicine

S

written in the former Chapter, which consoundeth bones.

Hence Consou"(n)ding vbl. sb. and a.

CZ400 Laufranc's Cirurg. 44 (MS. A) He leide to bilke

prickynge a consowdynge oynement. Ibid. 66 In streynynge
of blood & consowdynge [MS. B. consoudynge] of be veyne.
1S97 Gerarde Herbal 1. xxxi. 42 Fit consounding plaisters

upon the greeued place.

tConsonder. Obs. [f. prec. + -eh.] That
which consolidates; a ' consolidative ' medicine.
c 1400 Laufranc's Cirurg. Contents 6 Of glutinatiuis &

consolidatiuis, bat bub closeres & consouderes.

Consound : see Consoude.
Consowin)yng : see Consone v.

ConspexieS. [f. Con- + Species : cLcongetter.]

In //. Fellow species of a genus.
1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xi. (1866) I. 209 The co-

ordinate species of the same genus may be called Con-
species. 1881 Nature XXIV. 240 Sub-species, or as Mr.
Seebohm names them, con-species.

110



CONSPECIFIC. 870 CONSPIRATRESS.
Conspecific ;kf>nsp/srnk), a. [f. prec. after

specific] Of the same species, specifically iden-

tical (though perhaps differing as varieties).

1859 Asa Gray in W. G. Farlow Mem. 41 The idea of the
descent of all simitar or conspecific individuals from a com-M stock. 1883 Nature XXVII. 451 The Bamboo, .in the
woods of Imerina proves to be conspecific with that of the
interior of Bourbon.

t Conspect. Obs. rare. [ad. L. conspectus :

see Conspectus.]
1. Astrol. = Aspect.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. x. (1495)314 By rys-

ynge and downe goynge and conspect and syghte of thyse
xij sygnes of the Zodiacus, that ben also callyd Domus,
houses, dyuers and wonderful! chaungynges fall.

2. View, sight.

1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 241 These armies thus Hyng the
one m the conspect and vewe of the other.

t Conspe'Ctable, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. ppl. stem

conspect- (see next) : cf. aspeciable, respectable]
'

Easy to be seen, obvious.
'73*^ Bailey (folio), Conspectable, easy to be seen. Hence

'755 Johnson. 1822 Eliza Nathan Langreath II. 270
* It won't do. Your artifice is too conspectable', cried the
enraged Griselda.

t Conspe'Ction. Obs. rare. [a. OF. conspec-
\

tion or ad. late L. conspcction-em
t n. of action f.

conspect- ppl. stem of conspic-ere to behold.] The
action of looking at or beholding.
161 1 Cotgr., Conspection, a conspection, seeing, behold-

x654CHARLETON/ >Ayi/W. 367 The Aphonia, .or Defect
of Voice, which hath sometimes . . been observed to invade
men, upon the Conspection of Wolves.

t Conspectirity. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. a hn-

morons or random formation from L. conspectu-s

sight, view.] Faculty of sight, vision.

1607 Shaks. Cor. n. i. 70 What harme can your beesome
Conspectuities gleane out of this charracter.

!! Conspectus (kf*nspe*kti>s). [a. L. conspectus

a looking at, view, survey, f. conspicere to look at

attentively.]

1. A general view or comprehensive survey (with
the mind's eye).

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xxvi. (1859* 1 1. 150 '

Unless you have descended from a conspectus of the whole
face to a detailed examination of its parts. 1879 M. Path-

j

son Milton u. 19 To get at a conspectus of the general cur-
rent of affairs rather than to study minutely a single period.

2. More usually comer, A tabulation of particu-

lars or details presenting a general view of them
;

a synopsis, digest.

1838 9 Hallam Hist. Lit. Il.viii. 11. | 65. 363 A compila-
tion by Clessius, purj>orting to be a conspectus of the publi-
cations of the xvith century. 1864 Bowen Logic vi. 168.

I have brought together in the preceding Conspectus the
principal technicalities and rules in the Anstotelic doctrine.

Consperacyon, obs. f. Conspiration.

f Conspergate, v. Irregular by-form of next,

1623 Cockeram, Conspergate, to sprinkle, to scatter.

t Consperge, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. consperg-

Pre to besprinkle, f. con- + spargere to sprinkle.]

trans. To sprinkle, strew all over, ' pepper '.

1657 Tomunson Retwu's Disp. 234 One side consperged
with little red spots.

Consperse (kfJnsp3\is\ a. [ad. L. conspers-us
t

j

pa. pple. of eonspergtre : see prec] Sprinkled
;

spec, in Entomol., thickly strewn or 1 peppered
*

with minute punctures or dots.

t Conspe rsion. Obs. [ad. L. conspersion-em I

a sprinkling, strewing ; also concr. paste, dough
(Tertullian), n. of action f. consperge're : see prec]
1. The action of sprinkling.
1572 Forrest Theophilus 10-77 \in A ugtt'a\ He magnyfyed

God.. With tearys owt of his iyen conspersyon. MM
llr. Hall Stmt. Exeter 24 Aug., The Church yard of it

should require no other hallowing but by simple conspersion.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. vi. 8 34 The Conspersion
and washing the doorposts with the blood of a lamb.

2. concr. Dough, paste. [Cf. Vulg. 1 Cor. v. 7
ut sitis nova conspersio.~\

1607 Hp. Andrewes Serin. II. 220 That we . . make our-

selves of that conspersion whereof Christ is our firstfruits.

1651-3 Jer. Taylor Serm. for Year (1678* 68 He must
purge the old Leaven, and make us a new Conspersion.

ConsphsB'rate, a. nonce-wd. [f. L. con- to-

gether + sphivra sphere + -ate-.] Associated with

the spheres
;
ensphered together.

1855 Uailey Mystic 7 Amid consphaerate harmonies.

t Conspicable, a. Obs. [ad. (late) L. con-

spicdbil-is visible, remarkable, f. conspicarl to see,

descry.] That may be beheld, visible
;

easily

seen, evident, conspicuous.

1579 Twyne Phisicke agst. Fortune 1. xxx. 42 b, The
errour . . is not therefore the lesse, but rather the greater,

and more conspicable. a 1652 I, Smith Set. Disc. v. 135
In this conspicable and sensible world. 1730-6 Bailey
(folio\ Conspicable, evident, that may easily be seen.

Conspicious, conspictious, erroneous ff.

Conspicuous.

Conspicuity (iMtfpiktf iti). Now rare. [f.

CONSPICT-OUS + -ITY.] = CONSPICUOUSNESS.
1601 Bp. W. Barlow Defence 37 For all her glorious con-

spicuitie. 1665 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. 115 If this definition

be clearer. . Midnight may vie for conspicuity with Noon.
1704 U. Price Ess. Picturesque 138 The general passion
for distinctness and conspicuity. 1878 Stanford Symb.

Christ i. 23 He stands in lone conspicuity, as if he had no
earthly Connexions.

t Conspicucvsity. Obs. m prec.
1632 Lithcow Trav. vi. 254 The austiere conspicuosity of

the sabulous and stony Desarts.

Conspicuous (kpnspikiwps), a. [f. L. eon-
spicu-us visible, striking + -ous.]

1. Clearly visible, easy to be seen, obvious or
striking to the eye.

1545 Raynold Byrthe Mankynde Hhvii, These vaynes
doo appeare more conspicuous and notable to the eyes.
1592 k. D. tr. Hypnerotomachia 97 Hils couered ouer with
green trees of a conspicuous thicknes. 1667 Pehys Diary
(1879) IV. 415 These Rogues . . to be hung in some con-
spicuous place in the town, for an example. 1667 Milton
P. L. iv. 545 A Rock Of Alablaster, pil'd up to the Clouds,
Conspicuous farr. 1808 Scott Mann. n. xi, Conspicuous
by her veil and hood. 1840 MacaulayC/jtv 47 Conspicuous
in the ranks of the little army.
2. Obvious to the mental eye, plainly evident

;

attracting notice or attention, striking
; hence,

eminent, remarkable, noteworthy.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Conspicuous, easie to be

seene, excellent. 1651 Hobbks Leviath. 1. x. 44 To be Con-
spicuous, that is_ to say, to be known for Wealth . . or any
eminent Good, is Honourable. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's
/fist. Ref III. 209 Frankfurt—a city so conspicuous for its

loyalty to the imperial house. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist.
Sk. I. 1. iii. 131 Sultan Soliman, who plays so conspicuous
a part in Tasso's celebrated Poem.

b. Phr. Conspicuous by its absence.
1859 Ln. J. Russell Addr. Electors ofLond. f Among the

defects of the Bill, which were numerous, one provision was
conspicuous by its presence, and one by its absence. 1859— Sp. at Lond. Tavern 15 Apr., I alluded to it as 'a pro-
vision conspicuous by its absence,' a turn of phraseology
which is not an original expression of mine, but is taken
from one of the greatest historians of antiquity. [Tacitus
Ann. 111. 76.] 1875 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. xv. (ed. 5) 287
Those monuments which do exist are just sufficient to make
the absence of all others more conspicuous. 1878 W. A.
Wright Note on Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 70 Cassius haa married
Junia, Brutus' sister. .At her funeral in a.d. 22 the images of
Brutus and Cassius were conspicuous by their absence, or
as Tacitus (Ann. iii. 76) puts it, ' sed praefutgebant . . eo ipso
quod effigies eorum non visebantur'.

Conspicuously
v
kf*nspi kif^atll), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY 2.7 In a conspicuous manner.
1626 J. Kennedy (title) The Historic of Calanthrop and

Lvcilla, conspicuously demonstrating the Mutabilities of
Fortune in their Loues. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxx. 177
How conspicuously soever he shine in the Common-wealth.
a 1732 Gay Fables 11. xi. 30 In foremost rank the coward
placed, Is more conspicuously disgraced. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) II. ix. 417 The next year is conspicu-
ously a year of deaths. '88$ Pruth 28 May 837/1 From
the present exhibition their works are conspicuously al>sent.

Conspicuousness (kfTnsprki«,3snes). [f. as
prec. + -ness.] Conspicuous state or quality.
1661 Boyle Style Scriptures Ep. Ded., Their Writings

attract More Readers by the Author's Conspicuousnesse.
1851 Ruskin Stones yen. I. xx. § 5 The forwardness and
conspicuousness of the sharp armorial forms. 1885 F.
Temple Relat. Relig. Sc. iv. 120 The beauty of flowers
is far more than mere conspicuousness of colours.

t Conspirable, a. Obs. rare. [f. Conspire +
-able.] ? Capable of breathing together.
1662 J. Chandler Van Helmont's Oriai. 335 That the

whole Body was expirable, and conspirable.

Conspiracious, var. of Conspirations, Obs.

Conspiracy (k^nspi-rasi). [f. L. conspiratio

Conspiration, with substitution of the ending
-act q.v. A single example of conspiratic in 16th

c. F. is given by Godefroy.]
1. The action of conspiring ; combination of

persons for an evil or unlawful purpose.
t 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 621 Brutus and Cassius . . Ful

prtvely hath made conspiracie Aga'ins this Julius in subtil

wise. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 5 Knpresoned falslich . . by
fals conspiracie. 1601 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. i. Made
a partner in conspiracie. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 301
Open-ey'd Conspiracie His time doth take. 1667 Milton
/'. L. 11. 751 Combin'd In bold conspiracy against Heav'ns
King, a 183a Kentham Just. * Coiiif. Petit. Wlcs. 1843 V.
485 In the very import of the word conspiracy is therefore
included the conspiracy to do a bad thing. 1841-4 Kmer.
son Ess.. Self-Reliance Wlcs. (Bohn) I. 20 Society every-
where is in conspiracy against the manhood of every one of
its members,

b. Law.
1863 H. Cox Instit. 1. xi. 275 The crime of conspiracy

consists in the agreement of two or more persons to do an
illegal act, or to do a lawful act by unlawful means.

2. (with a and //.) A combination of persons for

an evil or unlawful purpose ; an agreement between
two or more persons to do something criminal,

illegal, or reprehensible (especially in relation to

treason, sedition, or murder s

; a plot.

c 1386 Chaucer Doctor's 'P. 149 Whan schapen was al this

conspiracye Fro poynt to poynt. 1494 Fabyan Chron. v.

lxxxvi. 64 Hauynge knowlege of the sayde conspiracy.

'553 Kdkn Treat. Neive fnd. (Arb.) 34 Fearing greater de-
ceytes and conspiracies. 163a StarChamb. Cases (Camden>
170, I hould here is a conspiracie by Travers and Frost and
his daughter. 1647 Clarkndon Hist. Reb. 11.(1843) 66/2
In all conspiracies there must be great secrecy. 1781 Gib-
bon Decl. iV F. II. 81 A secret conspiracy had been formed
against his person and government. 1839 James Louis

j
AtV.l. 105 Rumours of a conspiracy became general,

f b. A body or band of conspirators. Obs.

1555 Eden Decades 53 The captayne of this conspiracie
wa^ slayne. 1571 QoUfWO Calvin on Ps. lxiv. 2 Conspiracie

. . may bee taken as well for a companye that consult about
mischeef, as for the mischeef itself they have devysed. 1600
Holland Livy vn. xli. 279 Urged by those of the con-
spiracie [ab conjuratis\.

3- fig- Union or combination (of persons or
things) for one end or purpose ; harmonious action
or effort ; = Conspiration 3. <Jn a good or
neutral sense.) Obs. or arch.
1538 Starkey England 1. i. 11 That thys cyvyle lyfe was

..a conspyracy in honesty and vertue- 1580 Sidney Ar.
cadia in. 382 (D.) So is the conspiracy of her several graces,
held best together to make one perfect figure of beauty.
a 1677 Barrow IVks. (1830) I. 191 There will be a con-
spiracy and faithful correspondence between our mind and

I

our tongue. 1691-8 Norris Pract. Disc. 229 To discern
1

this Harmony and beautiful conspiracy of things. 1847
j Emerson Ode to Beauty Wks. (Bohn) I. 450 All that's good
j
and great with thee Works in close conspiracy.

ConSpirant (k^nspaia-ranO, a. and sb. rare.

[a. F. conspirant, pr. pple. of conspire?-, used as
adj. and sb.]

A. adj. Conspiring. B. sb. A conspirator.
1603 Harsnet Pep. /rn/ost. 19 With all other Conspirants

. in any badde practice. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 135 Con-
spirant 'gainst this high illustrious Prince. 1880 Swinbi rne
Studies in Song 142 The winds of heaven have all one evil
will Conspirant even as hearts of kings to slay.

Conspiration (k^mspir^'-Jan). Now rare or
Obs. [a. F. conspiration (13th c.\ ad. L. conspira-
tion-em, n. of action f. conspTrare to Conspire.]

+ 1. The action of conspiring ; = Conspiracy 1.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27662 (Cott.) O nith cums. .conspiraciun
[Cott. Galb. MS. Als of enuy comes, .conspiracionesj. 1388
Wyclif 2 Chron. xxxiii. 24 His seruauntis hadden swore to
gyder [MS. 116, < 1430 bi conspiracioun had sworyn) a?ens
hym. t 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xlvi. 175 How Subyon
. .made conspyracyoun ayenste her for to take her and haue
her to his wyff. 1518 Roy Sat., Cruell Kayface, full of
crafty conspiracion. 1659 Hammond On Ps. lxxxiii. 6 Annot.
415 The conjunction and continual conspiration of the ene-
mies of God. 180s Ann. Reg. 178 The best concerted plans
of conspiration.

+ 2. A conspiracy, plot ; = Conspiracy 2. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxvi. 5 Conspiracyons of oure

foes. 150a Arnolde Chron. ii8n> 282 The . . conspera-
cyons made and wrought there .. ayenst your Hygnnes.
1516 Tindale Acts xxiu. 13 They were aboute xl which had

1

made this conspiracion. a 1693 Urouhart Rabelais DL iii.

1 43 You would see a more dangerous Conspiration. < 1850
J. Churchill Schiller's Wallenst. Camp xi. (Bohni 167
Tis a conspiration—a plot, I say I

3. fig. Conspiring, joint aspiration and effort,

for one end or purpose ; = Conspiracy 3.
1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 79 A conspiration of all

faculties, a 1711 Ken Serm. Wks. (18381 113 Gracious per-
sons, .in whose hearts there is a conspiration of all the graces

I
of His Holy Spirit. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. v.

(1859) I. 84 All together form, by their harmonious conspira-
tion, a healthy whole, i860 Pcsey Min. Proph. 545 One
confession of faith, one conspiration of sanctity.

4. attrib.

1588 Marprel. Ept'st. (Arb.) 10 You of this conspiration
house.

t Conspirations, -acions, a, Obs. rare.

[f. prec. : see -tiol'8.] Addicted to conspiring.
165a Sparke Scint. Allan's (1663) 486 Witness their con-

spiracious assemblies.

t Conspirative, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. consplrat-

ppL stem of conspirdre to Conspire : see -ive.]

Pertaining to swearing together.

1579 J. Stl'bbes Gaping GulfC ij b, Absolueth aforehand
all conspiratif oathes.

Conspirator (k^nspi-ratoi). [ME. and AF.
conspiratottr=¥. conspirateur

f
ad. L. conspirator-

em. The Eng. is now conformed in spelling, but

not in pronunciation, to L. conspirator.]

One who conspires ; one engaged in a conspiracy;

one who conspires with others to commit treason.

1413 Lydg. Pitgr. Sowle m. iv. (1483) 53 Traytours and
conspyratours weren with vow enterlacid to geders. 1566
Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 4a To bewraye the rest of the con-
spiratours. 1601 Shaks, Jul. C. 111. ii. 237 Away then,

come, seeke the Conspirators. 1781 Gibbon Decl. $ F.
(1869) II. xliii. 612 The conspirators were detected and
seized. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Goethe Wks. diohn) I.

392 Like women employed by Cicero to worm out the secret

of conspirators. 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blow's Hist.
Ten V. II. 416 A conspirator succeeds or dies.

Conspiratorial (k^nspi rato«'rial) , a. rare.

[f. as next + -al.] Pertaining to or characteristic

of conspirators or conspiracy.

1855 Dickens Dorrit L xxv, To unite [glasses) in a general
conspiratorial clink. 1859 G. Meredith a*. FeverelX. vii.

in A fearful conspiratorial frown, that would not have dis-

graced Guido Fawke-i. 1890 Pall Mall G. 1 Apr. 5/2 [He]
has a great round Russian face, strong, conspiratorial.

Conspiratory (kf?nspi'ratdri), (/. rare. [f.

Conspikator on L. type *conspiratori-us : see

-ORY.] Pertaining to conspirators or to conspiracy,
i8ot W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XII. 98 Can it be said

. .of conspiratory clubs that they are capricious. 1881 Con-
temp. Re?', Oct. 625 Conspiratory circles were formed.

Conspiratress k^nspi-ratres). [f. Con*
sptkator : see -E88. Cf. next.] A female con-

spirator.

1760-85 Walpole Lett, to H. Mann (F. Halk 1873 St.

Paul's Mag. II. 351 Raflaella . . had become a conspiratress

from sheer fun. 1881 I). C. Mi rray Joseph's Coat II. xix.

142 The two con^piratresses salved their consciences.



CONSPIKATRICE. 871 CONSTABLE.
t Consjriratrice. Obs. (exc as F.) [a. F.

conspiratrice, fern, of conspirajeur.] — prec.

1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Soivle 1. xxxviii. (1859) 42 This vn-
thryfty fals conspyratrice. [1891 Q. Rev. fan. 126 Many of
the young conspiratrices (a word coined by the French) of
20 years of age. ]

Conspire (k^faspai**!), v. [a. F. conspire-r
j

(15th c. in Littre) ( = Pr. cospirar, Sp. conspirar, I

It. conspirare), ad. L. conspirdre lit. ' to breathe

together whence, 1 to accord, harmonize, agree,

Combine or unite in a purpose, plot mischief to-

gether secretly \]
1. intr. To combine privily for an evil or un-

lawful purpose; to agree together to do something
i

criminal, illegal, or reprehensible {up. to commit
treason or murder, excite sedition, etc.) ; to plot.

|

Const, wtihi against, to do something, f that.

1382 WyclW John ix. 22 The lewis hadden conspirid,
j

that if ony man knowlechide him Crist, he schulde be don
j

out of the synagoge. c 1386 Chaucer Prioress' T. 113 The
1

Iewes have conspired This innocent out of this world to
j

enchace. ? a 1400 C/icster PL (Shaks. Soc.) II. 12 Syr 1

Cayphas & his companye Conspirne Jesus to anoye. 1494
Fabyan Chron. 1. ii. 9 Brute founde many Troyans . . with
tlie whiche he conspyred. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 89 b, Whiche confedered togyder hath conspyred to
destroye our soules. 1602 Rowlands Greene's Ghost 32
They conspired how to make a breach in his pocket. 161

1

Bible Gen. xxxvii. 18 They conspired against him, to slay
j

him. 1671 Milton Samson 892 An impious crew Of men
j

conspiring to uphold their state By worse than hostile deeds.
1795 Southey Joan ofArc in. 94 When kingly power con-
spired with papal craft To plot and perpetrate that massacre.
1848 Lytton Harold ir. ii, Princes conspire against me.

fb. Said of a single person (the notion of com-
j

bination being lost sight of) : To plot secretly,

Contrive. Obs.

1393 Goweu Con/. I. 232 Within his herte he gan conspire.
1480 Robt. Devyll 27 Thus then he conspyred in hys wyll
One after another for to kyll. < 1600 Shaks. Sonn. x, For
thou art so possess'd with murderous hate That 'gainst

j

thyself thou stick'st not to conspire. 1606 — TV. <y CV. v.
I. 70 But to be Menelaus, I would conspire against Destiny.

|

2. trans. To plot, plan, devise, contrive (a 1

criminal, evil, or hostile action).

a. with the end or purpose as obj.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 10 t>at conterfeteb disseites and
|

Conspiret wronges. 1377 Ibid. B. x. 423 Dauid bat Vries deth
conspired. 1494 Fabyan Chron. iv. lxiii. 43 The Countree
waxed wery of hym, & conspyrid his deth. 1597 Daniel
Civ. Wares v. i, The whil'st victorious Henry did conspire
The wracke of Fraunce. 1681 E. Sclater Serm. at Putney
17 That conspire the subversion of Throne and Altar.
1725-6 PorE Odyss. xvr. 464 Thus smooth he ended, yet his 1

death conspir'd. 1805 Southey Modoc in Azt. iv, Your fall
j

and mine do they alike conspire.

b. with the action as obj.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 34 Preamb., By dyvers feetis
I

betwen theym conseyved and conspired. 1579 Fenton
I

Guicciard. (1618) 6 Conspire against him most dangerous
j

enterprises. 1857 S. Osborn Quedah ii. 23 The present
|

attack had been patiently conspired and prearranged at I

Malacca.

+ C. pass, with clause. Obs.
J393 Gowkr Con/. I. 81 Sinon, whiche made was here

]

espie Within tie Troie, as was conspired. < 1485 Digby
j

Myst. (1882) n. 486 Yt ys conspyryd to reward thy falsnes. 1

3. intr. To combine in action or aim ; to act
\

in purposive combination, union, or harmony.
1538 Starkey England 1. i. 19 The cyvyle lyfe ys a poly-

tyke ordur of men conspyryng togyddur in vertue and
honesty.

_
1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 239 The

Stour assisted by other streams that conspire with it. 1657
|

J. Smith Myst. Rhet. 350 Therefore must your labour con-
'

spire with my inventions. aijn Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet,
j

Wks. 1721 I. 383 How God's converting Calls conspire I

With our Free- Wills, fond Men enquire? a 1763 J. Byrom
\Hymn 'Christians awake' ui, Th angelic choir In songs
j

of joy before unknown conspire. 1829 K. Digby Broadst.
Hon. I. 251 When we reflect .. upon the jarring interests

'

which are to be made to conspire. 1869 Tyndall Notes on
I

Light § 479 The waves conspire or oppose each other ac-
cording as their vibrations are in the same phase or in
opposite phases.

b. To combine, concur, co-operate as by inten- i

tion (so as to effect a certain result).
It ranges from what is explicitly fig. of 1 to a sense quite I

distinct from it.

IS75 Laneham Lett. (1871) 43 Consider, how fully the I

Gods (az it seemed) had conspyred. .too bestow theyr influ- I

encez & gyfts vpon her coourt. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
376 The writers . . conspire to one and the same end, '

which is setting forth of the rights of the kingdom of God.
j

1670 Drydfn Tyrannic Lor'c Ded., All the Advantages of
Mind and Body, and an Illustrious Birth, conspiring to
render you an extraordinary Person. 1678 Cudworth
Intell.Syst. 397 The Singers and Dancers could not con-
spire together into one Dance and Harmony, were they
destitute of a Coryphaeus, a 1711 Ken Div. Love Wks. I

(1838) 230 Thou dost, .dispose all things, .to conspire in thy !

glory 1713 Guardian No. 135 All things conspire to make '

his sick bed grievous and uneasy. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola I

II. viii, All things conspired to give her the sense of freedom
and solitude.

C. To combine as factors in (a product), poet.
1716 Addison Poems Sev. Occas., O England's younger

hope ! in whom conspire The mother's sweetness, and the
father's fire ! 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men II. v. 1 In
thim]. .there conspired certain personal gifts ofan altogether
unique order.

t4. To concur or agree in spirit, sentiment, sense,
tenor, testimony, assertion, etc. Obs.

1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Staph. Cat. Oct. 21 This
place seemeth to conspyre with Plato. 1716x9 Fothebby
Atheom. 11. i. § 9 (1622) 197 The Apostle . . doth fully con-
spire and agree with the Prophet. 1699 Bentley Phal.
id. 85 All these Accounts, conspiring so together, make it

certain. 1723 Pope Let. to Digby 10 Oct., I conspire in

your sentiments . . wish for your company. 1737 Whiston
Josephus' Antiq. Diss, i, Josephus . . conspires in his testi-

mony with what is written in the Gospels.

t5. trans. To unite in producing; to concur to.

1613 Pl-rchas Pilgrimage vn. x. (1614) 702 Their blacke
skinnes, white eyes, and cauterised ma[r]kes seem to conspire
a dreadfull and gastly deformitie in their faces. 1650
Baxter Saints' R. 1. vii. (1662) 104 All things.. with us
conspire the high praises of our great Deliverer. 1669 W,
Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 114 All which conspire the restitu-
tion of the integrity of health.

H 6. It occurs with some reference to the ety-

mological sense 'breathe or blow together', though
scarcely as an independent meaning.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) II. 23 Saule ys my name, .whych

conspyreth the dyscyplys with thretes and menaces [cf.

Acts xx. ij. 1861 Temple & Trevor Tauuhditscr 74 The
buffeting gusts, .conspire Conflicting breaths.

Conspired ;k(Tnsp3i-»ud),///. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

a. Planned in concert, concerted, f b. Leagued
together, confederated {obs.).

1436 Pol. Poems fi859> II. 148 Thurgh conspired tresoun.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. Pref., By no conspired
agreement. 1618 Bolton Floras i. xvii. 50 So many, and
so mighty conspired Nations.

t Conspi'rement. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. 4

-ment.J The action of conspiring ; a conspiracy.
J^93 Gowkr Con/. I. 216 Suche a false con?pirement

..God wolde not it were vnknowe.

Conspirer (kf>nspoi'i-r3i). Also 6 -our. [In
16th c. conspirour, a. AF. conspirour— OF. con-
spireur, f. conspirer (having the same form as if

directly descended from L. consplrdtdr-em).] One
who conspires, a conspirator.
JS39 Taverner Card. Wysed. 1. 29 b, A conspirour of my

death and a traitour. 1605 Shaks. Mmb. iv. i. 91 Take no
care : Who chafes, who frets, or where Conspirers are. 1678
Roxb. Ballads IV. 129 All Conspirers who seek to dethrone
A King from his right.

Conspiring (k^nspawTin), vbl. sb. [f. Conspire
+ -1NG '.] The action of the vb. Conspire

;
plot-

ting, conspiracy
; concurrence, co-operation.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's lust. iv. xiii. (1634) 622 What?.

.

doe wee thinke that hee praiseth a conspiring, whereby a
few men being bound together, are severed from the whole
body of the Church? 1651 Hobbes Govt. $ Soc. v. § 6. 79
The conspiring of many wills to the same end. 1862 Sir J.
B. Burke Viciss. Families Ser. in. 322 The King., met
those conspirings with demonstrations of equal energy.

r
Conspi'ring, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

That conspires
;
plotting, acting in concert, etc.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 148 The conspiring voyce of
the people. 1647 H. More Song 0/Soul \. n. cix, Your con-
spiring minds exactly agree. 1730-6 Bailev (folio), Con-
spiring Pcnucrs (in Mechanicks) are all such as act in direc-
tion not opposite to one another. 1753 N. Torriano Gangr.
Sore Throat 57 What a multitude of conspiring Causes !

183a Austin Jurispr. (1870) I. vi. 228 The conspiring
sovereigns who form the Holy Alliance.

Conspi'ringly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] In a
conspiring manner ; by secret plot ; in concert.
1645 Milton Tetrach. (1851) 234 Either violently without

mutuall consent . . or conspiringly by plot of lust. 1678
Cudworth Intell.Syst. 1. iii. §37. 164 All things are ordered
together conspiringly into one.

II
Con spirito, Mus.,\\\\h. spirit : see Con prep.

t Conspissate, v. Obs. [f. L. conspissdt-,

ppl. stem, f. con- + spissdre to thicken.] trans. To
thicken, make dense, condense.
1647 H. More Song ofSoul n. App. xiv, And that which

doth conspissate active is. 1681 — in GtanvilFs Sadduc. 45
Samuel by this having sufficiently conspissated his vehicle
and fitted it to Sauls sight.

t Conspissa'tion. Obs. [ad .L. conspissdtion-

em, n. of action : see prec] Thickening ; condens-
ation.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. ix. in Ashm. (1652) 176 By naturall
conspysacyon Ofthyngs dysseveryd, a dew redyntegracyon.
1647 it. More Song 0/ Soul 11. App. xiii, For body's but
this spirit, fixt, grosse by conspissation. 1694 Burthogge
Reason 230 The Cold of the Night . . does much contribute
to the Conspissation of the Spirits Vehicle.

f Conspuated, pa. pple. Obs—*3
1623 Cockeram, Conspuated^ bespotted.

Conspue (k^hspi/?) , v. twnce-tvd. [ad. L.

conspuere to spit upon, bespit, f. con- -f sputfre to
spit.] trans. To spit upon (in contempt).
1890 Sat. Rev. 27 Sept. 376/1 The only thing criticism

has to do with the Shakspeare-Bacon craze is to conspue it.

t Conspurcate, a. Obs. [ad. L. conspurcdt-iis

pa. pple. : see next.] Defiled, polluted.
1563-87 Boxe A. (5- M. (1596) 1483/2, I am so sinfull and

so conspurcate with many gneuous sinnes. 1619 W. Sclater
Expos. 1 Thess. (1630) 313 Neuer saw the Sunne a people
more conspurcate with lust.

t Conspurcate, v. Obs. [f. L. conspttrcdt-,

ppl. stem of conspurcdre to defile, pollute, f. con-

+ spurcdre to befoul, f. spurcus unclean, dirty,

foul.] trans. To defile, befoul, pollute.
(
lit. andfig.)

1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. Jonah 340 When the Schoolmen
had conspurcated and abused true Divinity with their filthi-

ness. 1657 Tomlinson Reuou's Disp. 610 Its materials.,
should be securely reposed, that Flyes may not conspurcate

;
them. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles I. in. v. 64 A certain ves-
tigium . . albeit greatly conspurcated or obliterated.

T Consptirca'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action
f. L. conspurcdre : see prec] Defilement, pollution.
1616 Bullokar, Couspurcation, a defiling, or making

foule. a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 162 For so odious
a couspurcation of our holy profession.

t Consputa*tor. Obs.-° [n. of action in L.
form from consputdre : see next.] ' He that spits

upon others' (Blount Glossogr. 1^56).

T Conspu'te, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. conspfrf-,

j

ppl. stem of conspuere (see Conspue), whence the

freq. consputdre.] tratts.To spit upon (in contempt).
1526 Pilgr. Perfi (W. de W, 1531)206 Chrystwas abgecte,

illudcd and consputed.

Constabi'lity. nonce-wd. [ad. F. connestabilitc

(in the original) : cf. Constable.] The office of

j

constable
;
constableship.

1719 Ozell tr. Misson's Mem. 128 The King still creates
a Constable for the Ceremony of the Coronation ; but hi*
Constability ceases immediately after the Ceremony is over.

Constable (,1^'nstab'l, kp-n-). Forms: 3cune-
stable, 4-6 conestable, 4 7 cunstable, 5 conne-

: stable, constabyle, -bylle, -bill, cunstabylle,
konatabel, 5-6 constabulle, cunstabulle, 6
connestabul, connistable, 7 conistable, 3 -

constable. [ME., a. OF. cuncstab/e, conestable

(mod.F. connctable = Vr . conestable^ Sp. coudcslab/e,

\

Pg. condestavely It. conestabih)
,
repr. late L. comes

! stabuli count or officer of the stable, marshal (in

the Theodosian Code A.D. 438, Gregory of Tours

575\ corresponding to the earlier tribunus stabuli

(Ammianus whence later comcsta-, concstalndus :

Skeat quotes from a document under date 807,
'comes stabuli quern corrupte concstabulum appel-

lants'. Other med.L. forms were comestabitis,

conestabilis, etc. : see Du Cange. The early de-

velopment of the sense, whereby the comes stabuli,

,
from being the head groom of the stable, became
the principal officer of the household of the

Frankish kings, and of the great feudatories, and
the field-marshal or commander-general of the

army, had taken place before the word came into

English; the development was parallel to that of

marshal. The earlier English uses were simply
taken over from French.]

1. gen. The chief officer of the household, court,

administration, or military forces of a ruler.

a 124a Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn. 247 Wit be husbonde
godes cunestable c!eope3 warschipe for3 ant makio hire

j

durewart. 1:1320 Sir Tristr. 2169 Now hab ysonde her
wille, Tristrem constable is hei^e. 1375 Barbour Bruce vi.

701 Ethiocles Bad his constabill vitn hym ta Fifty weill

Armyt, and forouth ga To meit thedeus in the way. c 1380
1

Sir Ferumb. 4445 pe Amyral hadde y-loued hym long .

.

Constable he mad him of ys lond. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.

j

iv. 256 Sholde neuere conscience be my constable, Were ich

I

a kyng ycoroned. c 1430 Lydg. Bochas 1. viii. (1544) 15 a.

i

Zisara..Of king Jabin, called the great constable Of his

I hoost, leader, and gouernoure. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt.
1 1880) 167 And the sayd paynym was conestable of al the
londes of thadmyral.

2. spec. a. Constable of France: the principal

officer of the household of the early French kings,

who ultimately rose to be commnnder-in-chief of

the army in the absence of the monarch ; he was
the supreme judge of military offences and of

questions of chivalry, and had the regulation of all

matters connected with tilts, tournaments, trials by
combat, etc.

The office was abolished in 1627 ; the title was revived by

j

Napoleon I, but discontinued on his overthrow. An officer

bearing the name of constable existed also in the house-
1 holds of the great feudal lords of France.

1475 Bk. Noblesse f i860) 12 The erle of Ku, connestable of
' Fraunce . . and others knightes and squiers were take pri-

j

soneris. 1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 1. vii. 15 Whome we
call now in fraunce conestable. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V. it r.

1 vii. 135. 1777 Watson Philip 7/(1839^ 15 Constable Mont-
,

morency, so much celebrated for his heroic valour. 1795
Southey Joan of Arc x. 33 One day, Perhaps the Con-
stable of France may learn He wrong'd Du Chastel. 1875
Maine Hist. Inst. v. 139 The Constables of France re-

peatedly shook or saved the French throne.

b. Constable of England, Lord High Constable :

one of the chief functionaries in the English royal

household, with duties and powers similar to those

of the same officer in France.
Together with the Earl Marshal, he was the judge of the

Court of Chivalry, and in early times his powers of juris-

diction were extensive. The office, which had been made
merely titular a few years before, was forfeited by Edward
Stafford, duke of Buckingham, in 1521 ; since which time

i the title has been granted only temporarily for particular

occasions, esp. the sovereign's coronation. Thus the Duke
of Wellington was Lord Ftigh Constable at the coronation
of Queen Victoria.

[1384 Act 8 Rich. II, c. 5 Quod diversa placita. .trahuntur
jam de novo coram Constabulario et Marescallo. ] 1520
Chron. Eng. vn. 156/1 He was arested by the Vycounte
Beaumont the Constable of Englande. 1538 Starkey
England \\. ii. (1871) 182 Our old aunceturys . . ordeynyd a
Connestabul of Englond, to conturpayse the authoryte of
the prynce. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. i. 102 When I came
hither, I was Lord High Constable, and Duke of Bucking-
ham : now, poore Edward Bohun. 1700 Tyrrell Hist.
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CONSTABLE. 872 CONSTABULARY.
Eng. II. 892 The Earl of Chester (as Lord High Constable)
carried the Sword of St. Edward, called Curteine, before
the King. 1830 Scott Ivan/toe xliv. 1863 H. Cox Instit.

III. iv, 642 The Constable—Constabularius Regis or Con-
stabularius Anglix—seems to have been .. (next the king)
the supreme commander of the army.

C. Constable of Scotland : a chief officer in the

Scottish royal household, having powers of juris-

diction in respect of all transgressions committed
within four miles of the king's person, the parlia-

ment or privy council. (The hereditary title is

still in existence.)

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. (1885) 127 Cjuha
is. .ouir the kingis court to punise offenderis, Conmstable,
we cal. 1746-7 Act 20 Geo. It, c. 43§ 2 All heretable con-
stabularies, other than the office of nigh constable of Scot-
land. 1881 J. Russell Haigs iL 29 This De Morville is

therein designed Constable of Scotland. 1886 Whitaker's
Almanack iScotland), Officers of State : Royal Household,
Hereditary High Constable, Earl of ErrolL

d. The title of dignitaries in other countries.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 3842 pan was ber a kud knijt be

cunstables sone of spayne, come wel pre daies bi-fore pe
king for to help. 1718 Berke lev Tour ttt Italy \\ ks. 187

1

IV. 594 Marino, a pretty clean village, belonging to the
Constable Colonna. 1777 Watson Philip II (1839) 509
Velasco, the constable of Castile and governor of Milan.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 357/3 Vittoria Colonna.. was the
daughter of Fabrizio Colonna, Great Constable of the
kingdom of Naples.

3. The governor or warden of a royal fortress or

castle. (Still the official title of the governors of

some royal castles in England.)
[1115 Magna Carta § 29 Nullus constabularius distringat

aliquem militem ad dandum denarios pro custodia castri,

si, etc.] i»97 R. Glouc. 1 1724) 565 Of castel of Kemngwurbe
wardeins ber were. Sir William de la Cowe, bat constable
was here, c 1300 Havelok 2366 Hwan he hauedc of al be
lond pe casteles alle in his hond, And conestables don ber-

inne. 1375 Harbour Bruce VIIL 507. 1480 Caxtos Citron.
Eng. ccix 191 They token hir way toward Bristowe and ther
the kyng . . made sir hugh the spencer the fader as conestable
and keper of the castel. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. xv.

(1821) 647 The Constable sued for a Protection and rendered
the Castle to Captaine Flower. 1891 WhitakcVs Almanack
02 Governor and Constable of Windsor Castle. Ibid. 234
London —Constable of the Tower.
fig. c 13x0 Cast. Loz>e 910 per be castel is faste and stable
And Charite is constable. 136a Lakgl. /*. PI. A, ix. 16 pe
Cunstable of the Castel bat kepeb hem alle Is a wys knint
wib alle, Sire Inwit he hette. 1393 Ibid. C xxm. 214.

4. A military officer.

( 1300 A*. Alis. 4329 AHsaundre hath, saun faile, Y-clepid
to him ten constables. X490 Caxton Enrydos Ix. (1890)
160/1 Eneas, .called to hym Menesteus and Sarestum, that
were connestables of his folke, and of the bataylles. 1570
Levins Manip. 2/5 A constable, constabularius , Ethnarca.
1831 Scott Ct. Robt. vii, My countryman, Whitikind,
being a constable of our bands.

5. An officer of the peace. ^See Sir J. Stephen
Hist. Crim. Law, I. vii. 194-200.) a. generally.
[136a Lancl. P. PL A ii. 173 pe kyng. .Comaunde be

Cunstable [v. r. a Cunstable, B. 11. 198 a constable, C. in.

210 a constable] pat Com at be furste To a-Tache be Tray-
tours for eny Tresour. 1455 Sc. Act Jas. II (1597) % 60
Puir commounes ar greattumlie injured and oppressed be
the Kingis Schireffes, Constables, and their ministers in

time of Faires.] 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. iv. 4 The
Constables haue deliuer'd her ouer to mee : and shec
shall haue Whipping cheere enough, I warrant her. 1621
Elsing Debates Ho. Lords App. (Camden) 143 They went
and fetched a cunstable and searched all her howse. 1707
G. Miege State Gt. Brit. 1. 481 The common Officers ap-

• pointed to seize upon Malefactors are those we call Con-
stables. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson's Eun. 26 Special, petty,

and other constables, .were on duty. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) I. 132 He is dragged away or put out by the con-
stables at the command of the prytanes. 1890 G. J. Svmons
in Times 20 Dec. 5/6 Stories of pre-police days and of
sleeping constables finding themselves on the pavement im-
prisoned in their own box.

b. High Constable : an officer of a hundred or

other large administrative district, appointed to act

as conservator of the peace within his district, and
to perform various otherduties. ( Abolished in 1 869.)

'I he office seems to have been originally established for

military purposes, to raise the military force of the hundred
in case of war or civil commotion; the duties attached to

the office became in the course of time more of an adminis-
trative character.

1185 Act 13 Edw . I, Slat. Wynton c. 6 E en chescun hun-
dred e fraunchise seyent eleus deus Conestables, a fere la

veue des armes]. 1543 Act 34-35 Hen. VIII, c 26 (Wales)
The said Justices of the Peace, .shall appoint and name in

cuery hundred . . two substantial! gentlemen, or yeomen to

be chiefe Constables of the hundred wherin they inhabite,

which two constables of euery hundred shall haue a speciall

regard to the conseruation of the Kings peace. 1569 1!.

Randolph in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 107 II. 255 The highe
Constable of the saidc Cytie and Lyberties taking with
hym suche nomber of petit constables and others as to his

tbscression sholde seme mete. 1715 Act 1 Geo. /, in Lomi.
Gaz. No. 5348/4 High or Petty Constable, or other Peace
Officer. i8>7 Act 7 + 8 Geo. IV, c. 31 | 7 (Schedule^ Form
of Notice to the High Constable of a Hundred or other like

District, or to the Peace Officer of a County of a City or

Town. 1844 Act 7 <y 8 Vict. c. 33 An Act for . . relieving

High Constables from attendance at Quarter Sessions in

certain cases. 1846 McCulloch Brit. Empire (1854) II.

233 Papists were . . prohibited from being high or petty

constables. 1869 Act 32 <y 33 Vict. c. 47 An Act to pro-

vide for the discharge of the duties heretofore performed
by High Constables, and for the abolition of such office.

Ibid. § 8 This Act may be cited as the High Constables
Act, 1869.

C. Petty or Parish Constable : an officer of a
1 parish or township appointed to act as conservator
i of the peace and to perform a number of public

administrative duties in his district. (Abolished,

exc. as incorporated in the County Police system,

in 1872.)
[13*8 Act 2 Edw. Ill, c. 3 Meire & Baillifs des Citees &

Burghs deinz meismes les Citees & Burghs, Burghaldres,
conestables, & gardeins de la pees deinz lour gardes, eint

poair affaire execucion de cest acord.J 147a Presentmts. of
I Juries in Snrtees Misc. (1800) 23 W* the constabylle William

Baker. 1556 Chron. Gr. Ar/arriCamdem 66 Grett bonfyeres
' with grett chere at every cunstabulles dore in every parich
! thorrowe alle London, a i6s6 Bacon Max. Uses Com.
j
Law 8 The Lord of the hundred court is to appoint in

j

every village, a petty constable with a tithing-man to attend
in his absence. 1736 Berkelev Discourse Wks. III. 430
From the supreme executor of the law down to a petty

j

constable. 1765 Blackstone Comm. (1793) 439 These petty

]
constables have two offices united in them ; the one antient,

the other modern. Their antient office is that of head-
borough, tithing-man, or borshotder. .who are as antient as
the time of king Alfred : their more modern office is that of
constable merely ; which was appointed so lately as the
reign of Edward III, in order to assist the high constable.

1857 Toulm. Smith Parish 55 The position of principal
Parish Officer, in which character the Constable was sum-
nioner, has long been filled by the churchwardens. 1858
Froude Hist. Eng. III. xvL 409 The parish constables
were necessarily inefficient as a police. 187a Act 35 «y 36
Vict. c. 92 An Act to render unnecessary the general Ap-

j

pointment of Parish Constables. Whereas the establishment
of an efficient police in the counties of England and Wales i

has rendered the general appointment of parish constables
unnecessary, etc.

d. Now, esp.j a police constable, a member of

the constabulary or police force, a policeman.

Chief Constable', the officer at the head of the police

force of a county or equivalent district.

a 1836 Penny Cycl. XIII. 25 (Irish Constabulary) 10 resi-

dent magistrates, 155 chief constables of the first, and 50 of
the second class, 1232 constables, 6233 subconstables, and
277 horse of the constabulary force. 1839 Act 24-3 Vict.

c. 93 An Act for the Establishment of County and District
Constables. Ibid. \ 6 Subject to Approval, .the Chief Con-
stable shall appoint the other Constables to be appointed
for the County, and a Superintendent to be at the Head of
the Constables in each Division of the County. Ibid. c. 95
S 5 A Police Force for the whole of the Borough, .to act as
Constables for preserving the Peace. 1885 Spectator 3 Oct.
Suppl., The very word police . . did not become common
until late in the last century, and ' the Police ' as an equiva-
lent for the body of constables, is much more modern.

e. Special Constable : a person sworn in by the
1 Justices of the Peace to act as constable on special

occasions when it is apprehended that the force of

regular constables will prove insufficient to preserve

the peace.
1801 Act 41 Geo. Ill, c 78-. 1806 [see a.). 1831 Att

1 <$• 2 IVm* III, c. 41 An Act for amending the Laws rela-

tive to the Appointment of Special Constables, and for the
better Preservation of the Peace.

f. In the Channel Islands, the elected chief

officer of a parish ; in Jersey he is its representative

in the States, a magistrate, etc. ; in Guernsey his

1
duties are now more restricted.

165* Warbcrton Guernsey (1822) 62 The Constables..

:
Their office is to keep the peace. 1694 Falle Jersey ii. 65
The Constable of the Parish where the Perambulation is to

be, takes with him 12 of the Principal Men of his Parish,
' and meets the Judge attended by 3 or more of the Jurats

i
on Horseback. 186a Ansteo Channel 1st. iv. xxiti. (ed. 2)

j

I

521 (Jersey) Each parish . . elects one constable who rcpre- 1

:
sents his parish in the States. 1873 J.

Lewis Census 1871

I 203 (Jersey) The constables are the principal magistrates in !

each parish.

g. attrib.

1809 R. Langford Intr. Trade 131 Constable hire, a per-

son's wages for attending a ship till unloaded, to prevent theft.

6. Phr. To outrun the constable : a. to run away
from a constable

j

or the law and its officers) ; also

j to run the constable,

1600 Kemp Nine Daies tVond. 15, I far'd like one that

had escaped the stockes, and tride the use of his legs to

out-run the Constable. 1873 Miss Bkoughton Nancy II.

278 Rich ! poor Huntley ! . . why, he was obliged to run the
constable two years ago.

b. To go at too great a pace ; to go too far
;

to overstep all bounds of moderation.
1631 T. Powell Tom All Trades 167 If the Gentleman be

predominant, his running Naggc will out run the Constable.
a 1654 Selden Tabte-t., Money, In all times the Princes in

: England have done something illegal, to get money. But

I

then came a Parliament, .and so things were quiet for a
j

while ; afterwards there was another trick found out to get

money, and . . another Parliament was called to set all

j

right, etc. But now they have so out-run the Constable,
that, etc. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. M. 1368 Quoth Hudibras,
Friend Ralph, thou hast Out-run the Constable at last.

C. To spend more money than one has ; to run

into debt ; also to overrun the constable,

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crnv, Out-run the Constable,

to spend more than is (Jot, or Run out of an Estate. 1748

\
Smollett Rod. Rand, xxiii, ' Harkee, my girl, how far

have you overrun the constable ?
' I told him that the

debt amounted to eleven pounds, besides the expence of
' the writ. 1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide vii. Poor man ! at
1 th' election ne threw t' other day, All his victuals, and
I liquor, and money away ; And some people think with such

haste he began, That soon he the constable greatly outran.

1850 W. Irving Goldsmith xxix. 292 'He has outrun the

I
constable '. .his expenses have outrun his means.

1 Coustablery. Obs. [a. OF. conestab/eric,

f. conestable (cf. med.L. constabularia) : see -ERY.]

1. The office of a constable ; constableship.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4218 Thanne Drede hadde in hir baillie

The kepyng of the conestablere [F. connestablie] Toward
the north. 1450 Merlin xxi. 373 Gawein..ye will take
the Constabilrie of myn housolde. 1494 Fabyan Chrott.
vm. 647 Theconstableryof Fraunce. 1540.7./ 32 Hen. VIII,
c. 48 Holdcn . . of the constablery of the same castel.

2 The district under a constable ; a constable-

wick.
1610 Ar

. Riding Rec. Soc. I. 201 John Harland, living

within the constablery of Spaunton. 1690 Royal Proclam.
in Lond. Gaz. No. 2568/2 In Their several Parishes,
Hamlets, Constableries, and Divisions respectively. 176a
tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. III. 417 East Lothian, or the
constablery of Haddington.

Constableship kcnstab'^Jip). [LConstablk
+ -ship.] The office of constable.

1464 Mann, Househ. E.tp. 184, I bowete of Roberd
Bernard the konstabelschepe of Bramborow. 1495 Act
11 Hen. VII, c 33 | 12 The office of Constablisshippe ofthe
Castell of Ludlowe. 1579 T. Stubbes Gaping Gut/ Cj, He is

not trusted with a iustiship of peace or petie constableship.
16 1 2 .Sir R. Dudley in Eortesc. Papers 7 note, I have oneiy
reserved the conistableshippe of the castle. 1668 Pepys
Corr. 283 Prince Rupert invested in the Constableship of

Windsor Castle. 1896 Simpson Sch. Shaks. I. 57 The con-

stableship of the Castle of Femes . . had been granted on a
long lease to Sir Nicholas Heron.

Coustabless (kmvstabUvs). [a. OF. conestab-

lesse, f. conestable : see -ess.] A female constable
;

the wife of a constable ; also a foreign title.

c 1386 Chaucer Man 0/Law's T. 441 Dame Hermegyld,
the constables of the place, c 1430 I'ilgr. LyfManhode 11.

civ. (1869) 113, I am ladi and condyeresse, cheuentayn, and
constablesse, of alle stoures in cheuachyes ther as baners
ben displayed. 1679 Apot. Maria jlArwcA/w/title-p., Madam
Maria Manchini, Constabless of Colonna. 183a Soc. Life
Eng.

<fr
Erance 232 Mary Mancini, the Constabless Colonna,

the admired of Louis the Fourteenth.

Constablewick ,ki7 nstablwik). [f. Con-
stable + -WICK.]

f 1. The office or jurisdiction of a constable (in

the earlier sense). Obs. rare.

a 1618 Raleigh in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 70 G. de la Mare
had by inheritance the constablewick of the abby of Peter-

borow.

2. The district under the charge of a Cpetty,

constable, arch.
1678 Hale Hist. Placit. Cor. 1. (T.\ If directed to the

constable of D. he is not bound to execute the warrant out
of the precincts of his constablewick. 1764 Burn Poor
Laws 191 The petty constables visit weekly the houses in

their respective constablewicks. 1869 De la Pryme's
Diary iSurtees) 155 note, The village ofCleethorpe, though
a separate constablewick, is a hamlet to the. .parish of Clee.

1873 Act 36 <y 37 Vict, c 71 8^6 The same powers and privi-

leges, .as a constable, .has. .in his constablewick.

Co'nstabling, vbl. sb. [as if f. a vb. constable.]

Acting as a constable.

1844 Carlyle Misc. (1872) VII. 61 He seems to do his

constabling in a really judicious manner.

Constabular (k^ns^-biz/lai), a. rare. [f.

med.L. constabul-us + -ar.] Of or belonging to a

constable.
1880 Blackmore Mary Anertey III. xil 178 Driven, by

the heroic view of circumstances, to rush into constabular
embrace.

Constabulary (k^nstarbi/flari), sb. [ad. med.

L. constabularia, f. constabut-us : see -akv.]

1 1. The office of a constable ;
constableship.

1587 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1597) 83 b, Constabularies, and
Baillieries of our proper lands ancl Castelles. 1746-7 Act
20 Geo, II, c. 43 % 2 All heretable constabularies, other than

the office of high constable of Scotland.

2. A district under a constable ; a constable-

wick.
1631 Star Chatub. Cases{Camden) 68 One Francis Bridge,

being Constable of Walson. .was present, this being within

his constabulary. 1791 Mackinihsh / 'ind. Gall. Wks.
1846 III. 20 The constituent assemblies of the several

provinces, bailliages, and constabularies of the ( French]

kingdom. 1813 N. Carlisle Topog. Diet. Scot. II. (Had-
dington), It continued a Constabulary at the Restoration.

3. The organized body of constables or peace

officers of a country or specified district.

J837 Dickens Pickm. xx'iv. The day-scholars, .had hooted

the neadle, and pelted the constabulary- '840 Penny Cycl.

XVIII. 335/1 To correct the various evils incident to the

constitution of the present rural constabulary, the magi-
strates of Cheshire, in 1829. .obtained an Act which author-

ized them to appoint and direct a paid constabulary. 1874
Morlrv Compromise (1886) 38 Those who. .would maintain

churches on the same principle on which they maintain the

county constabulary.

Constabulary (k^nstK-bi/flari), a. [ad. med.

L. constabularius, f. constabulus : see prec.]

1. Of or pertaining to petty constables or to police

officers ; belonging to the official organization for

the preservation of public peace and order, especi-

ally that established in the counties of England,

Ireland, and Scotland in the course of the 19th c.

1824 Ann. Reg. 26 The constabulary bill has been found

to be a very beneficial measure. i8a$ Ibid. 44* The esta-

blishment of the police and constabulary force. 1837 In-

struct. R. Comm. in Penny Cycl. XVIII. 336/1 To inquire

into the best means of establishing an efficient constabulary

force in the counties of England and Wales. 1857 Toi i.m.

Smith Parish 132 It has been stated that the County Con-
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stabulary Acts do not supersede, though they cannot but
materially affect, the system of parish constables. 1889
Spectator 26 Oct., A delegated constabulary duty he had
from the Sheriff of the county.

2. Of the nature or function of constables.

1856 Kane A ret. Expi. I. xxviii. 367 Nor did their con-
stabulary guardians, a 1864 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks.

(1879) II. 163 A system of constabulary ethics.

t Constabulatory, sb. and a. Obs. [f. med.
L. constabutdt-us the office of a constable + -OBY.]

A. sb. ? — CONSTABLKRY.
a 1715 Burnet Own Time II. 518 A great deal was said

. .upon the point of jurisdiction and of the Exemption of a
Constabulatory.

lb, adj. = Constabulary a.

1830 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 539 A strong
Constabulatory Force will keep the Ring.

t Constance. Obs. Also -aunce. [a. F. con-

stance (14th c. in Littr£; = Pr., Sp. constancia. It.

coslanza)
i
ad. L. constantia, n. of quality f. con-

stant-cm Constant : see -ance.]

1. Steadfastness, firmness, resolution faithfulness,

fidelity; m Constancy i, 2.

1340 Aycnb. 167 pe vifte stape of bise uirtu is ycleped con-

stance, .bet makeb be herte Strang, c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's

T. 612 Whan this marquys say The Constance of his wyf.
1490CAXTON How to die 4 The constaunce and stedefast-

nesse of the fayth. 1531 Elyot Gov. hi. xix. heading, Of
Constance or Stabilitie. .Constance hathe equall piayse with
iustyce. 1613-6 W. Browne Brit. Past, 1, i, If what we call

Constance, Within a heart hath long time residence,

b. Stability.

1509 Barclay Shyp Folys (1570) 224 In all thinges that to

men appertayne Is no Constance . .Nor sure degree or stable

permanence,

2. Persistence, perseverance ; = Constancy 3 b.

/11533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Cviijb,
To perseuer therin, they neuer lacke constaunce. c 1630
Jackson Creed iv. vii. Wks. III. 99 Constance and confi-

dence in prosecuting the means that lead us to it. 1659
Harris Parivafs Iron Age 231 Continued the war . . with
so great Constance, prosperity, and glory.

Constancy (k£?*nstansi). [ad. L. constdntia:

see prec. and -ancy.] The quality of being con-

stant.

1. The state or quality of being unmoved in

mind
; steadfastness, firmness, endurance, fortitude.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531I 136 Constancy is y ;

vertue wherby man or woman holdeth hole, and is not
broken by impacyency. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe hut, Ep.
to Rdr. (Arb.) 9, I woulde wishe all men to be of such
corage and constancie in these affayres. 1623 Mede in

Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 291. III. 153 Thank God for the Princes
constancie in Religion. 1709 Pope Lett. 17 July, I stood
resign'd with a stoical constancy to endure the worst of
evils. 1836 Emerson Eng. Traits, Race Wks. II. 20 They
have maintained constancy and self-equality for many ages.

+ b. Determination, resolution (to do a thing).

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 986 Encreased his con-
stancie to avoid a most certaine death. 1643 R. Baillie
Lett. $ Jrnls. (1841) II. 80 The constancie of most of them
to doe the Queen better service at London.

2. Steadfastness of attachment to a person or

cause; faithfulness, fidelity.

1548 Hall Chron. 193 b, What for the confidence that he
had in her perfyte constancy . .he determined .. to marye
with her. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 161 While thou liu'st,

deare Kate, take a fellow of plaine and vncoyned Con-
stancie. 1754 Sherlock Disc. U759) I. i. 2 The Ground of
their Constancy and Adherence to Christ, a 1839 Pbaed
Poems (1864) II. 438 And talks right well of constancy and
truth. 1874 Green Short Hist. vi. § 6. 335 A constancy of
friendship which won him a host of devoted adherents,

3. The quality of being invariable (see Constant
a. 4-6) ; uniformity, unchangingness, regularity.
a 1600 Hooker (J.\ The laws of God . . of a different con-

stitution from the former, in respect of the one's constancy,
and the mutability of the other, a 1619 Fotherby Atheom.
it. xi. § 2 (1622) 313 The admirable order and incredible
constancie of the Heauens. 1794 Sullivan Vierv Nat. I.

206 The polar wind blows with equal constancy in both the
frigid zones. 1830 Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 239 The
important fact of the constancy of the angles at which their
faces meet. 1855 Brewster Nwuton II. xxv. 365 The
constancy of temperature in the phenomena of fusion and
ebullition.

T b. Persistence, perseverance. Obs.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, in. ii. 2 If you will now vnite in

your Complaints, And force them with a Constancy.

4. (with a) Something permanent, a permanency.
For a constancy : as a permanent arrangement.
1710 Steele 'Patter No. 208 P 2 The Person most agree-

able to a Man for a Constancy. 1749 Chesterf. Lett.
26 Dec, Six, or at most seven hours sleep is, for a constancy,
as much as you or anybody can want, c 1750 W. Stroud
Mem. 52 A Chariot, which I hired for a Constancy, or at
least for the chiefest Part of. .seven weeks. 1888 Scotsman
8 Feb. 10/6 Advt., A constancy and liberal wages for a good
workman.

t 5. Certainty. Obs.
1563 Wills Inv. A7*. C. (1835) 213, I . . knowing the con-

stants of Death and y5 vnconstantie of the houre and time.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 26 More witnesseth than fancies
images, And growes to something of great constancie [But
Schmidt understands it as = 'consistency' : see next].

f6. Physical firmness, solidity ; = Consistence.
1794 Sullivan View Nat, II. 212 In passing from its liquid

state to its concretion, to its constancy and firmness.

Constant (k^'nstant), a. (sb.) [a. F. constant
(14th c. in Littre), ad. L. constdns, constant-em
standing firm, firm, immovable, stable, etc., pres.

pple. (also used as adj.) of constdre to stand to-

gether, stand firm, etc., f. con- + stare to stand.]

A. adj.

1. Standing firm in mind or purpose; steadfast,

unmoved, resolute. In later use, with a descrip-

tive sb., as martyr^ student, etc., or with mind.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 991 She ay sad and constant as

a wal, Continuynge euere hire Innocence oueral. 1483
Caxton Cato A viij, He ought to be vertuous constant and
stedfast. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 3/2 These
things . .which thus disorder even thee a most constant
person. 1671 Milton Samson 848 The best-resolved of
men, The constantest.

1562 (title\ Certayn Godly Sermons made upon the Lords
Prayer, preached by the Kighte Reuerende Father and
constant Martyr of Christ, Master Hughe Latimer. 1614
Bp. Hall Medit. Vowes in. § 78 The constant suffring*

of ancient martyrs. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 902 Nor number,
nor example with him wrought To swerve from truth, or

change his constant mind. 1669 Penn No Cross 1. v. § 5
Stephen, that bold and constant Martyr of Jesus. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vm. xviii, Which might have affected

a more constant mind than that of Mr. Partridge. 1859
Sat. Re?: VIII. 726 The most constant enemy of their revu-

j

lutionary . . principles.

fb. Const, to do something. Obs.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. iv. 13 Prudent and constaunt for to

i

doo weel and prouffyt. 1535C0VERDALE 1 Chron. xxix[xxviii].

j

7 Yf he be constant to do after my commaundementes. 1602

I

Marston Ant. <y Mel. 11. Wks. 1856 I. 26 O no, thart too

;
constant to afflict my heart.

2. Steadfast in attachment to a person or cause

;

!

faithful, true (to).

c 1425 Wvntoun Cron. ix. xxvi. 63 He wes a constant
Catholike, All Lollard he hatyt and Heretike. 1599 Shaks.
Much A do 11. iii. 67 Men were deceiuers euer. .To one thing

1 constant neuer. 1606 Wily Begitilde in Hazl. Dodsley IX.

315 And I as constant as Penelope, c 1665 Mrs. Hutchin-
son Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 29 Faithful and constant

! to his friends. 170a Poi'E Jan. -y May 41 Tho' fortune

change, his constant spouse remains. 1887 Lowell Dcmocr.

93 Surely there are no friends so constant as the poets,

i* 3. Firm in opinion, certain, confident, b. Of a

;

statement, etc. : Certain. It is constant = L. constat.

1601 Shaks. Twel.N, iv. ii. 53, I am no more madde then
you are, make the triall of it in any constant question.

1611 B. Jonson Catiline 1. i. 267 The augurs all are con-

I
stant I am meant. 1626 Massinger Rom. Actor v. ii, Pre-

I
dictions ! I grow constant they are false. 1667 Sir W.

j

Temple Let, 27 May Wks. 11720) 1 1. 35 It is constant, with-

out any dispute, that if they had fallen on these provinces

in the beginning of this month, Charleroy, etc. . . would have
cost them neither time nor danger.

4. Of things : Remaining ever the same in con-

dition, quality, state, or form
;
invariable, fixed,

unchanging, uniform.
Often used with a noun of quality, where constantly with

' the corresponding adj. might be used ; e.g. constantfatality,
the quality of being constantly, or in all cases,fatal.

1549 Compt. Scot. \. 21 Na thyng remanis Iang constant in

ane prosperus stait. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxi. § 2 The
constant habit of well-doing. 1627-47 Felthah Resolves
1. ix. (1677) 12 Time keeps his constant pace. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath, in. xxxiv. 207 The foundation of all true Ratio-
cination, is the constant Signification of words. 1684 Con-
tempt. State Man 1. ii. (1699) 17 Nothing here below is

constant, but all is mutable. 1710 Berkeley Princ. Hum.
Kfunvl. § 150 This is the constant language of Scripture.

1728 Veneer Sincere Penit. Ded., Your constant way both

j

of thinking and living. 1807 Med. Jml. XVII. 572 The
constant fatality of small-pox at that age. 1833 Lyell
Princ. Geol. III. 161 The sand is frequently yellow . . but
this colour is by no means constant, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1.

i. 1 This direction remained perfectly constant throughout
the entire quarry.

+ "b. Unvaried, not changed
;
invariably used.

11710 C. Fiennes Diary fi888) 216 This is y" Constant

i
way all people goe, and saved several! miles ridings. Ibid.

239 The kings Constant bed Chamber. 1711 Addison Spcct.

No. 129 P 1 Did they keep to one constant Dress they would
sometimes be in the Fashion. 1830 DTsraeli Chas. I, III.

vi. 92 The King had his constant hours for writing, and he

I

read much.

c. Nat. Hist. Having one unvarying form or type.

1793 W. Curtis in Bot. Mag. I. 183 Who ever saw its

leaves constant in their form ? 1876 Darwin in Life Lett.

(1887) I. 90 Keeping specific forms constant.

d. Invariable in presence or occurrence.
1817 Ld. Loughborough in Douglass Rep. II. 727 A fine

to be paid on the change of a tenant is almost a constant
incident of a copyhold estate. 1839 G. Bird Nat. Phil. 330
The line D [of the spectrum] . . appears to be very constant
in the planets, and in many, .fixed stars. 1875 W. Hough-
ton Brit. Insects 18 The evacuating ducts are constant.

f e. Constant age : see Consistent 2 b. Obs.
1620 Venner I 'la Recta (1650) 291 Next is the constant

]
and manly age to the fiftieth year.

5. Math, and Phys. Remaining the same in

quantity or amount under uniform conditions; re-

taining the same value throughout an investigation

or process. Opposed to variable.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v., The semi-diameter of a
circle is a constant quantity ; for while the absciss and

j

semi-ordinates increase, it remains the same. 1756 N.
Saunderson Meth. Fluxious 2 The Fluxion of a constant
Quantity is nothing. 1803 J. Wood Princ. Meek. 1. 15 When

I a force, .acts incessantly, it is called a constant force. 1830
Lvell Princ. Geol. I. 113 However constant we believe the

relative proportion of sea and land to continue. 1871 B.
Stewart Heat 24 If we imagine the bore of the tube to

preserve a constant volume for all temperatures.

6. Of actions, conditions, processes, etc. : Con-

|
tinuing without intermission or cessation, or only

with such intermissions as do not interrupt con-

1 tinuity ; continual, incessant, perpetual, persistent.

1653 Walton Angler 163 By reason of. . the Owners cou-
' stant being neer to them. 1688 Col. Rec. Pennsyh'. I. 239
Not able to bear y Charge of Constant Attendance, a 1763

j

Shenstone Wks. U764) I. 66 By constant vigils worn. 1830
Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 117 In a state of constant and uni-

versal flux and reflux. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene
ted. 3) 12 The supply of water to houses may be.. inter-

mittent or constant. 1890 Sir N. Lindley in Laiu Times
1 Rep. LXIII. 690/1 Forms.. in constant use in the Chancery

Division. Mod. The constant ticking of a watch. Dis-

turbed by their constant chatter. The constant repetition

of this expression.

f b. Of a thing : Always kept up
;
permanent.

1620-55 I. Jones Stonc-Heng 11725) 6 There were then no
I publick Roads., no constant Habitations. 1645 Fuller
1 Good Th. in Bad T. (18411 20 No guest comes unawares to

I
him who keeps a constant table, c 1710 C Fiennes Diary
(i888.) 1 A large Cross .. and house over it for a Constant

;
Market for fruite, etc. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 152

I

The appellation of curia regis was only applied to that con-
1 stant and permanent court, .held in the king's palace.

c. trans/'. Of a person: Continually engaged in

i

the action denoted by the noun or by the context,.

1639 Fuller Holy War v. xiii. (1840) 265 The German
emperor . . was not constant amongst them. 1649 Milton
Eikon. Wks. 1738 I. 368 A constant reader of Saint Paul'>

F^pistles. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 430 F 1 Each Beggar

j

that is constant at a particular Place. 1872 E. Peacock
1 Mabel Heron I. ix. 167 He was her constant adviser. 1876
'

J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. II. 1. viii. 159 He was constant in

devotional and penitential exercises,

f 7. Settled, linn, steady (physically). Obs.

1596 Dalrymi'le tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11. (1887) 156 Ane
oratione sa excellent and elegant, wt sa constante a counte-

nance. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 119 'Prethee doe not turne
I me about, my stomacke is not constant. 1741 BetterToN
' Hist. Eng. Stage v. 69 A constant and direct Foot, is the

Index, of a steady, certain, constant. .Study and Aim.

1 8. Consistent, consonant (to). Obs.

1580 Baret Alv. C. 1107 A death constant and agreeable

to a life honestly and godly ledde.

f 9. Of firm or solid consistency. Obs. rare.

(X1691 Boyle Hist. Firmness (J.
1
, Mix them, you may

turn these two fluid liquors into a constant body.

B. sb.

Math, and Physics. A quantity which does not

I

vary, or which is assumed not to vary, throughout

j
an investigation : opposed to variable.

Often applied to a numerical quantity expressing the

j

fixed relation between two elements, geometrical or physical,

I
the effect of some constant force or motion, or combination

I of forces or motions, or the value of some particular physical

I
property of a substance, that remains always the same for

t the same substance in the same conditions, but differs for

j

different substances: thus circular constant, constant of
aberration, friction, gravitation, nutation, precession, con-

stants ofcolour, tidal constants, etc.

1832 W. Turnbull ititle\ Treatise on Strength, Flexure,

1 and Stiffness of Cast-iron Beams and Columns, with Tables

I of Constants. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 469 The proportion

i

between the circumference and diameter of a circle is a

I determinate constant. 1869 Phiison tr. Guiltc/uin's The
\ Sun (1870) 27 A constant quantity of heat, which Pouillet

has named the Solar constant, because it expresses the con-

!
stant heating power of the Sun. 1879 Rood Chromaths
xiv. 210 Its colour depends, then, on its luminosity, wave-

! length, and purity; these quantities .. are called the con-

stants of colour. 1886 Whitaker's Almanack, Tidal Con-

j

slants, The time of High Water at the undermentioned
Ports and Places may be approximately found by taking

the time of High Water at London Bridge, and adding to

or subtracting therefrom the quantities annexed. 1890 C.

A. Young Elem. Astron. § 126 The velocity of light being

186,330 miles per second . .while that of the earth in its

orbit is i8
-

5 miles, we find that a star, situated on a line at

right angles to the direction of the earth's motion, is ap-

|

parently displaced by an angle which equals . . 2o"*5 . . This
is the so-called 'Constant of Aberration'. Ibid. § 211 The
Solar Constant is the number of heat units which a square

unit of the earth's surface, unprotected by any atmosphere,
and exposed perpendicularly to the sun's rays, would receive

from the sun in a unit of time.

fig- 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. 107

A few generalizations . . are in the world constants, like the

Copernican and Newtonian theories in physics. 1865 J

Martineau in Theolog. Rev. 670 What he regards as the

constants of religion.

Constantia (kf?nstje*nfia). Wine produced on
the Constantia farm near Cape Town, S. Africa.

1797 Holcroet Stolberg's Trav. (ed. 2) III. Ixxxiv. 351

Red Cape wine.. of the best kind, called Constantia. 1869

Miss Braddon Lady's Mile ii. 15 She sold the lease, and
the furniture, and the very curious old ports, and constan-

tias, and Madeiras.

Constantinian (kpnstanti'nian), a. Of or

belonging to the Roman Emperor Constantine the

Great, or his period (a.d. 306-337).
1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 215 As well the gold of

those Apostolick Successors that you boast of, as yourCon-
stantinian Silver. 1861 Bkresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. 19th C.

152 The state of society existing in Constantinian, but not

in Carlovingian Rome. 1865 Ecctesiotogist Feb. 2 The
columns of the interior octagon are of Constantinian date.

Constantinopolitan (k^nstsc ntin^ip/r-litan),

i a. [ad. L. ConstantJnopolitdn-us, f. Constantuio-

polis — Gr. KajparavTivov iroKts the City of Constan-

tine, formerly called Byzantium.] Of or pertaining

to Constantinople, or to the Eastern Empire or

Church
;
Byzantine.

1 1568 Fulke Answ. Chr. Protestant (1 577) 97 The Con-

j

stantinopolitane [Councell]. 1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke 25

I

The Constantinopolitan Creed. 1881 Stanley Chr. Instil.
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xiv. (cd. 2) 266 Another Creed much resembling [the Nicene]
..was said to have been made at the Constautinopolitan
Council. 1886 Academy 31 July 68/2 Any gold circulating

in South Italy in the eleventh century would certainly have
been Constautinopolitan.

Constantly (kfnrtintli), tuiv. U> Constant
a. +-LY In a constant manner.

L With mental constancy or steadfastness; stead-

fastly, steadily, resolutely ; with loyal attachment,

faithfully. Obs. ox arch.

1534 Whitinton Tnllyes Offices BL (1540) 115 Preceptes
of lyuynge constauntlye and honestely. 1597 Hooker Eccl.

Pol. v. lxv. § 11 To bear undeserved reproach constantly is

the..duty of men professing Christianity. 1621 Lady M.
Wroth Urania 384 She .. concluded .. that one woman
might loue two men lawfully, and constantlier then one.

1678 Yng. Man's Call. 278 He . . afterwards constantly suf-

fered martyrdom for the sake of Jesus Christ, a 1803 Bal-
lad * Young Benjie ' ii. in Child Ball. iv. (1886) 282/1 And
wow ! but they were lovers dear, And loved fu constantlie.

f b. With assurance or certitude
;
confidently,

firmly, assuredly. Obs.

1538 Stark t*:v England L L 11 The Iue constantly wyl
aftyrme hys law to be above al other. 15^7 Hooker Eccl.

Pol. v. lxxxi. We constantly hold that in this case the
Apostles Law is not broken. 1603 Shaks. Mens,for M. IV.

i. II, I doe constantly beleeue you. 1611 Bible Acts xii. 15
But she constantly affirmed that it was euen so. 1627
Hakewill Apot. U630* 223 That I constantly beleeue can
never be proved. 1631 W. Lithgow Trav. v. (1682) 212 To
whom I constantly answered, I did not believe it.

2. Invariably, uniformly, regularly, in every case,

always.
1651 Hobbes Leviath. tl. xxv'n. 158 The same Fact, if it

have been constantly punished in other men, etc. a 1661

Fuller Worthies 11840) II. 451 He constantly had prayers
said in his own house. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762)

p. xx, They ought constantly to go to Bed about Nine.
1776 Adam Smith W! A*. 1. 1. iii. 21 In our American colonies
the plantations have constantly followed the sea-coast.

3. Continually, perpetually, incessantly, always.
1682 Nonv.\sIIt'erodes 2 Constantly intent upon his goodness.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 96 p 2 Being constantly about him.
1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia L IIL vii. 405 Injuries con-
stantly rankling at her heart. z88o Geikik Phys. Geog. ii.

§ 8. 55 The quantity of vapour in the atmosphere is con-
stantly varying from day to day.

+ b. Continuously, permanently, for a permanence.
1567 Triall Trtas. 11850) 44 Whereas Lust and Treasure

in time is come to nought, Just, possessing Trust, remayneth
constantly. 1601 Shaks. Twcl. N. n. iii. 160 The diu'll a
Puritane that hee is, or any thing constantly but a time-
pleaser.

t Constantness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being constant, constancy; stead-

fastness, firmness, fortitude
;

fidelity.

1530 Palsgr. 208 Constantnesse, cowj/Viwr*. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. iii. 5 To encourage all godly folke to the like

constantnesse. 1581 Mclcaster Positions xliii. 118871 2So
For constantnesse to be an ancker for leuitie to ride at.

1651 Walton in Reliq. Wotton. (1672* 138 That requires
Validity of Body or Constantness of Mind.

II Constat (kp-nstxt). [L. constat it is certain,

it is established, 3rd sing. pr. of constate to stand

firm : sec Constant.]

f 1. Law. A certificate stating what appears [con-

stat) upon record touching a matter, given by the

clerk of the pipe and auditors of the Exchequer at

the request of a person who intends to plead or

move in that court for the discharge of any matter.

Also an exemplification of the enrolment of letters-

patent under the Great Seal. Obs.

1570 Act 13 Eliz. c. 6 § 2 An Exemplification or Constat
under the Great Seal of Kngland of tne Enrollment of the
same Letters Patents. 1640-4 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692)

in. I.93 Al appears by a Constat-Warrant in the Exchequer.
1670 Bi.olnt Law Diet, s.v., The effect of a Constat is the
certifying what does constare upon Record. .Also, the Ex-
emplification under the Great Seal of the Inrolment of any
Letters Patent is called a Constat.

1 2. fig. Certifying evidence, assurance. Obs.
1611 W. Sclater Tythes (1623) 148 There is a Constat

from their testimonie, that they were [payde], 1624 Br.
Mountacu Gaggffi A very strange practice, of which there

is no constat : let but one Father say so and I yeeld the

bucklers, a 1640 Jackson Creed x. xL Wks. IX. 417 A con-
slat to all the world that ' the God of Abraham was 110

respecter of persons', a 166 1 Fuller Worthies 11. 154
There is no Constat (though very much Probability) of his

English Nativity.

3. Clare constat. Sc. Law. [L. = 'it is clearly

established,' i. e. to the satisfaction of the superior,

that the late vassal died infeft in the lands, and
that the ]>erson claiming entry is his nearest and
lawful heir.] Precept of— :

* a deed executed by
a subject-superior for the purpose of completing

the title of his vassal's heir to the lands held by
the deceased vassal, under the granter of the pre-

cept* (Bell).

1594 Sc. Acts Jas. Vi% % 2:4 Precepts of clare constat.

1847 Act 10 <y 11 Vict. c. 48. 1 86 1 W. Bell Diet. Lata
Scott. 172 An entry by precept of dare constat can be
given only where the last proprietor stood publicly infeft.

Constate (k(JhsteTi*t), v. rare. [a. F. constate-r

to establish as certain, ascertain, certify, verify,

state as certain. In the Diet, of the Academic
only from 1740, and app. of not much earlier

origin. According to Littre f. L. con- + status

State ; but more prob. f. L. constat-^ ppl. stem

of constare ; in sense, it is a causal derivative of I

conster to be established, be certain, ad. L. constare
%

whence also the original pr. pplc constant has the
j

sense * certain, established \]
trans. To establish, ascertain, state.

a 1773 Alb. Butler Moveable Feasts (1852) II. 17 Its
]

reality was constated to a degree of conviction. 1865 Miss
\

Cobbe Studies New A> Old 9 Having constated the peculiar
;

doctrines of Christ. 1889 J. M. Robertson Ess. Crit.

Method 52 We may perhaps best progress by constating a

little more lucidly the phenomena he seems to have in view.

t Constau'nch, v. Obs. rare. [f. Con- +
j

Stanch v.] trans. To stanch completely.

1557 Kynge Arthur (Copland) v. x, All the leches of

Brytayn shal not constauncne thy blode.

tConste 11, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. *constell-

dre: see next.] intr. = Constellate v. 4.
160a Fi'Lbecke Pandedes 50 Annibal that admirable

souldier, in whom the two seuerall natures of the Foxe and
the Lion did constell and accorde.

Constellate kfnstul/r., k^nste'Vt), a.

Chiefly poet. [ad. L. constelldt-us starred, studded

with stars, f. con- + stelldtus starred, pa. pple. of
j

stelldre, f. stella star. Cf. F. constel/e.]

L Constellated 2.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch, Hen. IV, eclxxiii, Greate
Perseus sate Below Bootes, being Constellate. 1839 Bailey
Festus xxi. (1848) 274 Thick with great sun-like and con*
stellate thoughts. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 7 Those
patent powers Constellate proudly.

2. Studded with stars, starred.

1855 Bailey Mystic 38 The radiant lizard loves And lives

in light, himself all constellate.

Constellate (kp nsteU-t, kjmstck'O, v. [f. L.

constelldt- : see prec. and -ate 8.]

f L trans. Astro!, a. To construct a charm,

etc.) under a particular 'constellation'; to affect

with stellar ' influence ' (cf. Constellated i). b.

To cast the nativity or horoscope of (a person).

i6ai Beaum. & Fl. Thierry
<fr

Theod. 111. i, Brun. You
know Lefurte's cell ? Lec. Who constellated your fair birth ?

'i 1631 Donne Elegy Mrs. Dmry, What Artist now dares
Iwast that he can Dring Heaven hither, or constellate any
thing, So as the influence of those stars may be Imprison'd
in a herb, or charm, or tree, And do by touch all which
those stars could do?

c. pass. To be predestined [to a fate, condition,

disposition, etc.) by the 'stars* one is born under.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. v. 10 Great constitu-

tions, and such as are constellated unto knowledge. 167s

W. uk Britaine Interest Eng. in Dutch Warns Neither
am I by my Stars constellated to be rich. 18*3 Lamb Etta 1

Ser. t. xi. (i860) 87 note, There may be individuals born and
\

constellated so opposite to another individual nature, that

the same sphere cannot hold them. 18*9 Health <J-
Longevity

215 Unless we are constellated into death or life.

2. To cluster together (stars) into a constella-

tion ; to make a constellation of, form as a con-

stellation. Often trans/, orfig.
1643 Howell Parables on Times 6 The whole Host of

Heaven l>eing constellated thus into one great Body. 1661

Boyle Style II. Script. 1 1 1 To them thatknow how to Con-
stellate those Lights. 1741 Johnson Rambler No. 201 F4 He
. .must, .constellate in himself the scattered graces which
shine single in other men. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Art Wks.
(Bohn) I. 149 These works were not always thus constel-

lated; they are the contributions of many ages and many
countries. 1851 Ruskin Stones VtU, L viii. $ 30 That all

shafts, .shall, .constellate themselves into clusters.

3. To stud or thickly adorn.
a 1691 Boyle Wks. (1772) V. 561 (R.) Vou will not much

wonder, that I place this virtue among those that constel-

late, if I may so speak, an heroic mind. 1702 C. Mather
Magn. Chr. 1. vi. (1852) It Behold a colony, indeed, con-

stellated with many stars of the first magnitude.

4. intr. To cluster or congregate together, as

stars do in a constellation.

1647 Cleveland Char. Lond. Dinrn. 41 He breaths a
grand Committee; all that were 'trie wonders of their Age,
constellate here, a 1683 Oldham On Morwent Poet. Wlcs.

(1686) 77 Those parts.. lake Stars did all constellate here

And met together in one Sphere. 1850 Mrs. Browning
Man 4- Nature 11 Flowers, that constellate on earth. 1871

Macduff Mem. Patmos xix. 268 All other works and de-

signs of Providence constellate around the Cross of Calvary.

Constellated (kfnsteUited ),///. a. [f. prec]

+ 1. Astro/. Fashioned under a particular 'con-

stellation *, or conjunction of planets, or bearing

the mark of one. [So F, constelU (in Moliere).]

Constellatedimages: 'images astronomically framed under
certaine constellations to preserve from severall inconve*

niences : as under the signe of the Sun the figure of a Lion
made in gold, against . . dropsic, plague, fevers, etc.' (Uv.

Hall Cases Contc. (16491 111. 11. 234).

1651 Gaulk Magastrom. 176 Why should not the con-

stellated vertue last so long as the substantial! matter lasts?

Ibid. 346 Valens, understanding, by a constellated figure,

that one should succeed him, etc. 1716 Leoni tr. Atoertis
Archit. II. 7a, These things may be done by an Art, now
lost, by means of little constellated images. 1837 SiR F.

Palgrave Merch. $ Friar (1844) 213 Oxford folks, .suppose

that the constellated image will teach me to surround Eng-
land with a wall of brass.

2. Formed into, or set in, a constellation

;

clustered together as stars in a constellation.

1638 48 G. Daniel Ectog. 1. 106 That verse which Tiber
;

claimes, more glorious Then Po, constellated Eridanus.

1795-8 T. Maurice Hindostan (1820) I. L vi. 204 The con-
|

stellated sisters (HyadesJ. 1796 Coleridge Rdig. Musings
\

I. 89 The constellated company of worlds Danced jubilant.

c 1820 Shelley Question ii. Daisies, those pearled Arcturi

of the earth, The constellated flower that never sets. 1857
Kuskin Pol. Econ. Art. ii. (1868) 156 These noble groups of

constellated schools which I foresee arising in our England.

3. Studded as with stars or constellations.

1767 A. Campbell Lexi/h. (1774' 57 A. .cerulean darkness
bad began to obumbrate the superficies of the constellated

regions. 1819 Shelley Prometh. Unb. iv. 532 Beyond
Heaven's constellated wilderness. 187a G. Macdonald
Wilf. Cumb. IIL xxi. 267 He is yet a star in the constel-

lated crown of England.

Constellation (kfrnstel^'Jan). Also 4-5 con-
stellacioun, -acyoun, (-stelacioun), 4, 6 -stel-

lacion, -acyon ; 4 -stillacion(e, -acioun(e, 6
-atioun

; 4 -stollacion, -stolacioun. [a. F. con-

stellation (13th c. in Littre), or ad. L. conste/ld-

lion-em (in sense i\]

+ 1. Astrol. The configuration or position of
* stars ' (1. e. planets) in regard to one another, as

supposed to have 1 influence ' on terrestrial things

;

esp. their position at the time of a man's birth
;

my constellation = 1 my stars

(Cf. Isidore VBL ix. 24 Mathematici . . cuius superstition is

genus Constellationes Latini vocant, id est notationes side-

rum, quomodo se habean t cum quis nascitur.)

c 13*0 Seuyn Sag. 339 tW.) Hout wente the maistressevene,
And bihelden up toward hevene : Thai seghe the constilla-

cioun. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 745 Born in corsed con-
stellacioun [v.r. constolacioun]. c ljfiS — Wife's Prol 616,

I folwed ay myn inclinacioun By vertu of myconstillacioun.

1393 Cower Con/. I. 21 Some men holde opinion That it is

constellacion Wtiich causeth al that a man dothe. 1531

Elyot Gov. 11. xii. 11883) '37 ^e cursed his fate or con-

stellation, and wisshed that he had neuer comen to Athenes.
1686 W. de Britaine Hum. Prud. xL 49, I am not by my
Constellation destinated to be rich.

^
1829 Scott Guy M.

Introd., Which period, the constellations intimate, will be
the crisis of his fate. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. iv, He was
born under the constellation that gives a man skill, riches,

and integrity, whatever that constellation may be.

+ b. Disposition, propensity, or character, as

determined or influenced by one's * stars'. Obs.

[1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. iv. 35, I know thy constellation

is right apt For this aftayre,] a 1628 Ld. Brooke Wks. vu.

(1633) 277 The different constellation betweene your Hus-
bands nature and yours, 1649 J. Ecliston tr. Behtueu's

Epist. (1886) 9 Be thou of what calling, profession, com-
plexion, constellation and disposition thou wilt. 1651 tr.

Hist. Don F'enise 128 We grew up during our tender age
in equalitie of manners, and also of constellations.

+ 2. The action of the vb. Constellate i. Obs.

a X643 Jos. Shute *)udgem. ff Mercy (164^5) 180 He might
work by constellations, and other Astrological! practises.

3. A number of fixed stars grouped together

within the outline of an imaginary figure traced on
the face of the sky.

1551 Kecorde Cast. Knowl. (1556) 263 The one sorte are

called Northerlye constellations, the other sorte Southerly
constellations, and the third sorte are the twelue signes.

16x1 Bible Isa. x\\\. 10 The starres of heauen, and the con-

stellations thereof shall not giue their light. 1794 Sullivan
View Nat. II, The constellation which the Greeks called

the Argo, was a representation of the sacred ship of Osiris.

1837 Emerson Atner. Scholar Wks. (Bohn) II. 174 The star

in the constellation Harp, which now flames in our zenith

. .shall one day be the pole star. 1870 H. Macmillan Bible

Teach, i. 14 Orion is.. the most striking and splendid con-

stellation in the heavens.

4. trans/, and fig.
a 1631 Donne Epithalamium (R.\ Up, up, fair bride, and

. . take Thy rubies, pearls, and diamonds forth and make
Thyself a constellation of them all. 1665 Boyle Oct as.

Re/t. v. viii, When they first gare upon a Constellation of

fair Ladies. 1730 Gray Lett, in Poems (1775) 69 A con-

stellation of wax lights burning before them, i860 PlMKV
Min. Proph. 1 That brilliant constellation of prophets,

whose light gleamed over the fall of Israel and Judah.

t Constella*tional, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.prcc.

+ -AL.] Of or relating to a constellation.

i6$a Galle Magastrom. 147 Asydereallor conslellationall

fancy.

Constellatory (k^nstedatari), a. rare. [See

Constellate and -ory. Cf. med.L. constelldtor

astrologer (Du Cange\]
fl. Tei-taining to constellations (sense 1), or to

the casting of nativities, etc., from them. Obs.

165a Gaule Magastrom. 149 Hath not the constellatory

fatation introduced so many starry gods into the world?
180 1 F. Barrett The Magus Title-p., The Constellatory

Practice, or, Talismanic Magic.

2. Relating to, or of the nature of, a constellation

or group of fixed stars.

18*3 Lamb Elia (i86o> 232 [It] rises into a dignity equiva-

lent to Cassiopeia's chair. It is invested with constellatory

importance. 0x849 ^OE Browning Wks. (1864) IIL

422 By no individual stars can we present the constellatory

radiance of the book. 1888 Daily Neivs 26 June 9/3 This

artist's day-dreams of constellatory spheres.

Co nstellize, v. rare. [f. L. *constell-dre (see

above) + -ize.] trans. To make into a constella-

tion.

1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's Fasti 111. 936 Arrived on shore,

was Aries constellized.

Constere, obs. form of Consistory.
Conster: sec Construe.
Constern (k^nst5-Jn),2/. rare. [a. F. constern-er

or ad. L. constem-dre to Consternate.] =next.

Hence Conste-rned ///. a. [V. conslernc.)

1839 New Monthly Mag. LIIL 519 Pushing the con-

stemed Davison aside, [he] plunged down the staircase.
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Consternate (k^nstain^t), v. [f. L. con-

sternal- ppl. stem of consternare to affright, dis-

may, collateral form to constemere to strew over,

throw down, prostrate. Cf. F. consterner.'\ trans.

To fill with amazement and terror ; to dismay.
1651 Biggs New Disp. 158 Consternate and perturb the

powers. 1701 Beverley Apoc. Quest. 44 To Consternate,
Affright, Astonish, Amaze all. 1782 Mad. D'Arblay Diary
I I. 146 ' Oh dear, then,' said Miss Georgiana, looking a little

consternated. 1815 Southey in C. Southey Life $ Corr.

(1850) IV. 118, I was consternating the Lord Chamberlain
by speaking of Washington with respect in a New Year's

Ode. 1848 Lyttom Coxtons n. iv. xii, Much consternated

by this direct appeal. .1 hung my head.

Hence Consternated ppl. a.

1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond. 109 As consternated Saul
did when Christ dismounted him. 1862 R. Garnett in

Macm. Mag. V. 388 Agonizing worshippers upraise pale

consternated looks.

Consternation (k^nstainJi'Jwi). [a, F. con-

sternation or ad. L. consternation-emI, n. of action

or state f. consternare : see prec.] Amazement and
terror such as to prostrate one's faculties ;

dismay.
161 1 Cotgr., Consternation, astonishment, dismay. 1626

Donne Serm. iv. 38 It is a question of consternation, a ques-

tion that should strike him that should answer it dumb.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. L (1843) 17/r. The effects of this

overthrow . . produced . . a general consternation over the face

of the whole nation. 1776 Gibbon Dec/. <y F. I. 303 Such
was the public consternation, when the barbarians were
hourly expected at the gates of Rome. 1856 Froude Hist.
Eng. (1858) II. ix. 345 They regarded the reforming mea-
sures of the parliament with dismay and consternation.

Constery, obs. f. Consistory.

fConsti'l, COnsti'lle, V. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

Con- + Still v. ; cf. instil.'] trans. To drop, distil.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems, Leg, Dane Joos (Percy Soc.) 62
O Welle of swetnes replete in every veyne . . Som drope of

thi grace adowne to me constille.

t Co*nstipate,///. a. Obs. Also 6 constupat.
[ad. L. constipdt-us, pa. pple of constipdre to press

or crowd closely together, f. con- + stipdre to press,

stuff, cram.] = Constipated.
1542 Boorde Dyetary xxix. {1870!) 292 Necessary it is to

be laxatyue and not in no wyse to be constupat. 1697 R.
Peirce Bath Mem. n. 1. 255 By . . much Sweating, the
Bowels were heated, and dry'd, and rendred Constipate.

1733 Cheyne Eng. Malatly II. xi. § 2 (1734) 229 The Belly

. .becomes now quite constipate and tumefied.

Constipate (k^rnstip^t), v. Also 6 constup-.

[f. L. constlpdt- ppl. stem of constipai'e : see prec.

Cf. F. constiper (14th c), and Costive.]

f 1. trans. To crowd, pack, or press closely to-

gether ; to condense, thicken (liquids) ; to make
firm and compact by pressing together. Obs.

1546 Langley Pol. Verg. De Invent, n. xiv. 59 b, Mirrhe
which is an humoure congeled and constipated together
with heate. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees 1. 102 Cold . . does con-
stipate and fix rare and fluid bodies. 1709 Phil. Trans.
XXVI. 342 Vapours, .constipated and condensed into Clouds.

2. Med. f a. To contract, bind together, con-

strict (the tissues') ; to close (the pores or vessels).

1601 Holland Pliny xxviii. iv. (R.), Hard and vehement
friction doth constipat the body. [Gloss., Constipate, to

harden and make more fast and compact.] 1731 Arbuthnot
Aliments (J.), The quality of intirely constipating or shut-

ting up the capillary vessels. 1763 Watson in Phil. Trans.
LI II. 20 Warmth relaxes the animal fibres, and. .cold con-
stipates and braces them.

b. spec. To confine the bowels, so that the faeces

are passed with difficulty ; to render costive.

1533 Ei.yot Cast. Helihe (1541) 18 a, Meates harryshe,
lyke the taste of wylde fruites, do constipate and restrayne.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. in. 73 Omitting, .honey,
which is of a laxative power it selfe, the powder of some
Loadstones in this dose doth rather constipate and binde,

then purge and loosen the belly. 1877 Roberts Handbk.
Med. (ed. 3) I. 77 The bowels are constipated.

Jig. 1669 Woodhead St. Teresa 1. Pref. 24 Visions, .sus-

pending the senses, constipating the spirits.

Constipated (kp'nstip^ted),///. a. [f. prec]

f 1. Pressed close together, condensed. Obs.

1647 Hi More Song of Soul r, 1. xxviii, Sense cannot .

.

penetrate the crusty fence Of constipated matter close com-
presse.

2. Of or in reference to the bowels: Confined,

rendered costive.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health § 309 Beware that the bely be
not constupated or costiue. 1849 Claridge Cold Water <y

Friction-cure (1869) 165 Digestion improved; no longer
constipated.

Constipating (kfrnstirvitin), ppl. a. [f. as

prec. + -tng l
.\ That constipates.

1658 A. Fox tr. IVurtz' Surg. iv. iv. 324 Liquor of Vitriol

by its constipating vertue draweth things together. 1735
H. Brooke Univ. Beauty n. 197 Suspending fogs ..Ob-
structed drench the constipating hill, i860 Piesse Lab.
Chetn. Wonders 24 If eaten alone (it] is. .very constipating.

Constipation vk(Tistip£7''j3n). [a. F. constipa-

tion, or ad. L. consttpdtidn-em, n. of action or state

f. constipdre to Constipate.]

1 1. The action of packing or pressing closely

together ; the condition of being so compressed

;

condensation, compression. Obs.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1337 Condensation, and
constipation depresseth and driveth it [matter) downeward
to the middle. 1692 Benti.ey Boyle Lect. vii. 239 A pretty

close Constipation and mutual Contact of its Particles.

1713 Derham Phys. Theol. 1. iii. N a (R.), In spring when

the earth and waters are loosed from the brumal constipa-

tions, the vapours arise in great plenty.

2. Med. f a. Contraction or constriction of

organic tissues, the veins, etc. Obs.

(1400 Lanfranc's Cymrg. iiq Euel accidentis. .as con-
stipacioun of be wombe, or ellls pe Mix of be wombe. 1533
Elvot Cast. Helihe (1541) 61 a, It dissolveth the con-
stipations or stoppinges made of all places, if the places be
scarified. 1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 384
Schirrous hardnesse and constipation of the Veines. a 1660
Hammond Serm. Wks. 1684 IV. 577 That the laxum and
strictum, the immoderate dissolution or constipation were
the principles and originals of all diseases.

b. spec. Confinement of the bowels : a state of

i
the bowels in which the evacuations are obstructed

j

or stopped ; costiveness.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 67 I sau betis, that is gude con-
,

trar constipatione. 1702 J. Purceli. Cholick (1714) 117
When the Pain of the Cholick.. is accompany'd with a

, great Heat, violent Constipation, Vomiting. 1806 Weaver
in Med. Jml. XV. 325 Case of Constipation of the Bowels,
removed by External Friction. 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med.
(1880) 532 The terms constipation and costiveness are com-
monly used as synonyms, denoting insufficiency of evacua-
tions from the bowels.

tConsti'pe, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. constipdre :

see above. Cf. F. constiper.'] = Constipate v.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. xxii. (Tollem. MS.),
Sumtyme it laxeb and sumtyme constipeb [1495 constippith,

;

1535 byndeth] and makeb harde be wombe.

t Constipula tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Con- !

+ Stipulation.] Joint or mutual stipulation.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 4 The first Article of consti-

pulation firmly provides free stable-room . . for all kinde of
i consciences.

Constir, -stirrere, obs. ff. Construe, -struer.

t Co'listitue, v. Obs. [a. F. constilue-r(14th c),
' ad. L. constituere to Constitute.] = Constitute.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 11. viii. 106 He constytued and 1

I stablysshed certeyne captaynes. c 1525 Skelton Bk. 3 Poles I

1 202 She [Envy] constitueth to devoure and byte everye

:
bodye. 1594 .Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814) 73 (Jam.) Makand

j

ande constituande thame patronis.

Constituency ikf'nstrti^ensi). [f. Consti-
\

I
tuent : see -ency, and cf. regency, etc.] A body
of constituents, the body of voters who elect a !

' representative member of a legislative or other

public body ; in looser use, the whole body of

1 residents in the district or place represented by

j

such a member, or the place or district itself con-
' sidered in reference to its representation.

1831 Macaulav Lett. 30 May, I happened.. to say that I

wished that it had been possible to form a few commercial
constituencies, if the word constituency were admissible,

j

'I am glad you put that in,' said [Lady Holland]. It is
j

I

an odious word.' 1831 Ann. Reg. 11 The new constituency

I
being thus formed, the remaining part of the ministerial

I plan regarded the actual election. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. !

207 Changes introduced into the local constituencies by the

Municipal Reform Act. 1884 Gladstone in Times 29 Feb.,

I am familiar with the case of a county where the non-
!

resident voters are one-fourth part of the constituency.

b. trans/. A body of supporters, customers,

subscribers, etc. ; = Clientele 3. {colhij.)

Mod. Now that the paper is reduced in price, it appeals
to a larger constituency.

Constituent (k£>nsti'ti«ient), a. and sb. Also

7 -ant. [ad. L. constituent-em, pr. pple. of consti-

tuere to Constitute : the corresp. F. constituant

1

occurs both as adj. and sb. in Cotgrave 161 1, and
1 may have been the immediate model of the Eng.
word, which in early use was sometimes so spelt

:

\

cf. also sense A. 4.] A. adj.

f 1. That constitutes or makes a thing what it is
;

formative, essential
;

characteristic, distinctive.

Obs. (or not distinguished from 2.)

1660 Boyle Seraph. Love vi, (1700) 42 Like Philosophers,
who make Reason the Essential Constituent Form of a
Man. 1699 Burnet 39 Art. xxv. (1700) 270 AH the con-
stituent and necessary Parts of a Sacrament are found in

J

Baptism. 1756 Burke Subl. <y B. Wks. 1842 I. 54 There is

another notion current . . that Perfection is the constituent
cause of beauty. 1833 Whewell Bridgewater Treatise

; (1852) 74 To each degree of pressure in steam there is a con-
stituent temperature corresponding. 1863 H. Cox Instil. 1.

iii. 16 Every lawful Parliament consists of three constituent
parts,—the King, the Lords, and the Commons.
2. That jointly constitute, compose, or make up.

Of a single element : That goes to compose or

make up
;
component.

1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 11. iii. rule 11 §1 The
main constituent parts of the evangelical [laws]. 1676 W.
Hubdard Happiness of People 2 Distribution, .into its in-

tegral parts or constituent Members. 1768 Boswell Corsica
I (ed. 2) 314 One of the constituent members of the court of

j

syndicats. 1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 78 All the
ideas that are constituent of real excellence. 1802 Paley
Nat. Theol. xxi. (1819) 328 The constituent parts of water.
a 1871 Grote Eth. Fragm. u. (18761 33 As a constituent
member of Society. 188a A. Macfarlane Consanguin. 2

The idea must be resolved into its constituent ideas.

3. That constitutes, appoints, or elects a repre-

sentative. Cf. B. 1.

1769 "Junius Lett. xxxv. 166 A question of right arises

between the constituent and the representative body. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 478 In some of the small western
corporations, the constituent bodies were in great part
composed of captains and lieutenants of the guards. 1878
Seeley Stein III. 406 The Prussian Estates, .the constitu-

ent bodies were not districts or fractions of the population,
but corporations.

4. Having the power to frame or alter a (poli-

tical) constitution, as in constituent assembly
,
power

,

phrases which originated in French in 1789.
1801 W. Duprk Ncol. Fr. Diet. 62 Decreed by the con-

stituent assembly, on the 12th of July, 1790. 1839 Alison
Hist. Europe (1849) II. vii. § 112. 229 Mirabcau represented
the Constituent .. Vergniaud .. the Legislative Assembly.

1873 Daily Neivs 5 Mar. 5/5 He did not deny the constituent

power of the Assembly, but.. if they were constituent why
did they not proceed to

1 constitute
'

''. 1876 Freeman Norm.
Conq. V. xxiv. 406 Reform bills we have seen without num-
ber; a constituent assembly we have never seen.

B. sb.

1. One who constitutes or appoints another as his

agent, proxy, or representative.
1622 Malynrs A tic. Law-Merch. 107 The partie who..

. .is the Procurator, is taken in law as absolute as the Con-
stituant, and many sundrie proceedings may be vsed against

him accordingly. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5148/2 Both the

Constituent and Proxy being Qualified according to Law.
1798 Dallas Amer. Law Rep. II. 67 The factor is answer-
able personally to his constituent. 1830 R. Chambers Life
Jas. I, I. i. 39 Elizabeth, from the influence she possessed
over the Protestant party in Scotland, mi^ht almost be called

his constituent. 1891 (Mod. Commercial usage', letter of

consignee), My constituent's instructions are not to sell for

less than, etc.

2. spec. One of those who elect another to a

public office, esp. as their representative in a legis-

lative assembly ; an elector ; more widely, any
inhabitant of the district or place so represented.

1714 (1. I.ockhart Mem. Affairs Scot. 220 A hot Debate,
whether or not the Parliament without Particular Instruc-

tions from their Constituents, could alter the Constitution of

the Government. 1747 Genii. Mag. XVII. 414 If the depu-
ties.. fail in their duty, they are only accountable to their

constituents, 1858 Bright Sp. Reform 27 Oct., Twenty-
four Members whose constituents are upwards of 200,0^
in number.

f b. The body of electors belonging to a parti-

cular place ; now Coxsttitency. Obs.

1772 Junius Lett. Ded. 7 Influence of the constituent

over the conduct of the representative, a 1797 Burke Sp.

Short. Pari. Wks. X. 80 If every corruptible Representa-
tive were to find an enlightened and incorruptible Con-
stituent.

T 3. One who constitutes or frames. Obs.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. ii. 52 A Creature, .whose
first composure and origination requires a higher and nobler

Constituent than Chance.

4. A constituent element or part.

1756 Burke Subl. % B. Wks. 1842 I. 55 Let it want ever
so many of the other constituents, if it wants not this.

x8n A. T. Thomson Loud. Disp. (18181 473 The con-

stituents of the neutral carbonate, .are, in 100 parts, 49 of

acid, 29.85 of alkali, and 20.20 of water. 1850 Maurice
Mor. Met. Philos. I. 76 What is the special and nece--

sary constituent of royalty. 1881 Burhside & Panton T/i.

Equat. xi. 232 The individual letters a, b, c. .a >. .etc. of

which a determinant is composed are called constituents,

and by some writers elements.

fb. A constituent member. Obs.

1755 Amory Mem. (1769^ II. 163 Mrs. Harcourt and the

eleven constituents she chose on the first founding her

society.

Constitue ntary, a. noncc-~cvd. [after parlia-

mentary^ Pertaining to a constituent (sense 2).

1840 Tail's Mag. VII. 658 The girl's father has some
parliamentary, or, I ought rather, now-a-days, to say con-

stituentary influence.

Consti'tuently, adv. rare. [ ly2.] As re

gards constituent parts or constitution.

1858 Bushnell Nat. <V Supernal, vi. (1864) 177 They must
be constituency injured or depraved.

Constitute (k^ nstiti/zt), v. [f. L. constitut-,

ppl. stem of constituere to set up, post, establish,

appoint, ordain, f. con- intensive + statucre to set

up, place : see Statute. The pa. pple. was in

early times often constitut, -ule (from L. constitut-

us), and this is still retained in technical phrase-

ology in Scotland.]

f 1. trans. To set, place {in a specified state,

situation, condition, etc.) Obs.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxviii. H ij b, The longe sorowe
mortalle in whiche was constytuted the faire Elysse or

Dydo. 150a Ord. Crysteu Men iW. de W. 1506) v. iv. 3qi

He constytuteth his ende, and blessydnesse in the thynge
that he desyreth soueraynly. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 263

The fiery starre of Mars, constituted in the midst of heaven.

1728 Morgan Algiers II. iv. 263 The Turks . . releasing .

.

several hundreds of captive Mussulmans and constituting

in the Vacancies as many of their new Slaves, returned.

1875 Manning Mission H. Ghost vi. 152 The Council of

Trent, after having weighed long whether to say man was
created in grace, finally determined to say that man was
constituted in grace.

fb. To set up (in an office or position of au-

thority). Obs. (cf. 2.)

1616 Bullokar, Constitute, to ordaine, to appoint. 1641

Disc. Prince Henry in Select. Hart. Misc. (1793^ 261

Princes and men, constituted in high places. 1658 Ussher
Ann. vi. 522 He. .constituted Eumachus over the whole
nation. 172a Swift Wonder of Wonders WltS. 1755 H, 11.

52 He hath been constituted by the higher powers in the

station of receiver-general.

•j- 2. To set up, appoint, ordain (an officer). Obs.

1481 Caxton Godfrey 14 How therle of tholouse toke the

cyte of albane, and therin constituted a bisshop. 1563-87

Foxe A. M. (1596) 106/2 Those bishops, that you con-



CONSTITUTE. 876 CONSTITUTION.
stitute. 1660 R. Cokb Power % Subj. 31 When supreme
powers, .constitute any magistrate. 1692 Washington tr.

Milton's Def. Pop. Wks. 1738 L 522 A King of England .

.

was not constituted to make Laws, but to see those Laws
kept, which the People made,

b. To appoint to the office, function, or dignity

of; to make, create. (With obj. and comply
Caxton Jason 27 That ye ordeyne and constytute

the sayd noble Jason Capytayne of this Royaume. 1524 W.
Malverne Found. Abbey 0/Glocesterm in R. Glouc. (1724)

579 The said noble Osrike . . Kingburge his sister did con-
stiiute Abbesse. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. n.xxii. 115 Where
one Man . . is constituted Representative of the whole
number. 17*3 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 296 We
constituted him captain. 1879 R. T. Smith St. Basil 126
Recording how the Lord constituted Peter, after himself,
shepherd of the Church.

3. To set up, ordain, establish, appoint, determine
(a law, regulation, etc.). ? Obs.

I535. Starkey Lett, in England p. xix. i«a Huloet,
Constitute decrees or tawes, sancire leges. 1651 Jkr. Taylcr
Holy Living (J.), We must obey laws appointed and con-
stituted by lawful authority. 1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes
iv. 186 Let this be constituted . . as firmly, as this Grant is

constituted. 18x4 South1Y Roderick xin, What terms
Asturias. .Doth constitute to be the law.

+ b. with obj. clause. Obs.

1593 R. Harvey Philad. 100 Martin of Roome consti-
tuted that his Clergy should vowe chastitie. 1678 Gale
Crt. Gentiles III. 18 Whereby God has from al eternitie
constituted with himself what he wil do. 1686 T. Sergeant
Hist. Monast. Convent. 107 Pope Leo the Tenth Instituted
the Order of St. Peter ; constituting those of the Order to
wear, .the Effigies of that Saint,

f c. absol. Obs.
1486 [see Constitute a. A]. 1574 Whitgift Def.

Aunsw. ii. Wks, 1851 I. 237 The church of Christ hath au-
thority to ordain and constitute. . in those things before of me
rehearsed. 1661 Maryell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 55 My Lord
thought it not worth the while to constitute . . in a thing so
shortly to be altered and reformed.

4. To set up, establish, found (an institution, etc.).

1549 ( Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect St. Michael, Whiche
haste ordayned & constituted the seruices of angels and
men in a wonderfull ordre. a 1605 Stow Mem. Antif/. (R.),

This Brutus had three sonnes, who constituted three king-
doms. 1676 I. Mather Hist. Philip's War (1862) 39 Six
Churches nave been constituted amongst the Indians. 1765
Blackstone Comm. (1793) 108 Provincial assemblies are
constituted, with the power of making local ordinance 1;.

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 90 To constitute a tribunal.

1863 D. Rowland Laws Nat. 5 Grotius did not constitute
a system, .of natural law.

b. To give legal or official form or shape to (an
assembly, etc.).

1638 Dk. Hamilton in//. Papers (Camden^6a Aduyceuhid-
der this assem[bly] uas not lafully constituted. 1714 G.
Lockhart Mem. Affairs Scot. 116 The first two Days being
spent in Constituting the House. 1808 Jamieson, To con-
stitute, a term generally used in S[cotland], to denote the
opening of an ecclesiastical court with prayer by him who
presides in it. 1839 Alison Hist. Europe (1849) L iv. $ 53.

491 Intimation was sent to the other orders that they would
proceed to constitute themselves. 1871 Moncrieff Pract.
FreeCh. Scotl. i. 9. 1886Act 49-50 Vict. c. 50 | 3 Anylease,
tack, or set, whether constituted by writing or verbally.

6. To frame, form, make (by combination of

elements)
; esp. in pass, to have a constitution or

make of a specified sort. (Very frequent in refer-

ence to the bodily or mental constitution.)

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 188 Many, .whose Livers
are weakely constituted. 1709 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874
II. 70 We are so constituted, that time abundantly abates
our sorrows. 177a Hutton Bridges p. iv, Directions for

constituting and adapting to one another, the several..

Karts of a bridge. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 45 The
ouses are of wood ; but when well constituted . . they are
warmer than those built of brick or stone. 1869 J. Mar-
tinkau Ess. II. 163 Faculties constituted like our own.
6. To make ;a person or thing) something*, to

establish or set up as. (With obj. and compl.)

Cf. 2.

1534 t see Constitute ///. a. A]. 1651 Baxter In/. Bapt.
74 That which constituteth him a visible member. 165a V.

Hawkins Youth's Behav. L $ 33 (1663) 7 Ever constitute the
defect of his morality thy precaution. 1856 Froudf. Hist.
Eng. (1858) I. v. 413 The will of a single man . . cannot be
allowed to constitute itself an irremoveable obstacle to a
great national good. 1873 Black Pr. Thule vi. 81 He had
constituted himself her companion.

7. (with simple obj.) To make (a thing) what
it is ; to give its being to, form, determine.
1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 1. v. §9 This theorem, .that the

demand for labour is constituted by the wages which pre-

cede the production. x86a Kuskin Muuera /*.(i8£o) 25 All

wealth is intrinsic, and is not constituted by the judgment
of men.

8. To make up, form, compose ; to be the ele-

ments or material of which the thing spoken of

consists. (Correlative to Consist 7.)
155a [see Constitute a. A]. 1675 Ogilby Brit. 30 It

constitutes the isle of Alney. 1683 Dryijen Life Plutarch
Wks. 1808 XVII. 33 One body of men, constituted of many
individuals. 1733 Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 14 The happi-
ness of a brute can never constitute the true happiness
of a man. 1831 Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds iv. 51 The
things which constitute wealth, i860 Tvnijai.l Glac. 1.

xxii. 156 The rocks which constitute the crest of the moun-
tain. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. iv. 100 Poverty, as
such, constitutes no title to academical funds. 1879 Lub-
bock Addr. Pol. <V Editi. iv. 70 Reading, writing, and
arithmetic, .do not in themselves constitute an education.

t Constitute, ppl- a. and sb. Obs. or arch.

Also 5-6 const i tut . [ad. L. roustitfit-us, pa.

pple. of constitut e ; in later use prob. regarded as

contracted from constituted.]

A. as pa. pple. Constituted, appointed, esta-

blished, etc. ; see the verb.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 71/2 Thenne our lord sente pesty-
lence the tyme constytute. 1486 Lichfield Gild Register
If. 8 b, [We] haue ordened and constitute vpon certaine
articles for the . . welfare of the Cominalte. 1534 More
On the Passion Wks. 1283/1 As by the disobedience of one
manne, many be constitute and made synners. 155a Am*.
Hamilton Catech. (1884) 16 Ane sacrament is constitute
or maid of twa principal partes. 1613 Salkeld Angels 39
As though they [Angels} were, .constitute of matter and
forme as man is. 1719 11 'odroio Corr. (1843) II. 443 It could
not be read till the Assembly was constitute. 1808 Jamieson
s.v., An ecclesiastical court.. is said to be constitute with
prayer by the Moderator.

B. as ///. a. m Constituted.
1589 Puttenh a m Eng. Poesie 111. xxv. (Arb.) 311 The

I

vermes of a well constitute body and minde. 1741 J.

j

Short in Phil. Trans. XLI. 625 'lhe most irregularly con-
1 stitute Year of any in my Time. 1818 Colebrooke Oblig.

:
<y Contr. I. 119 Constitute, or subsequent undertaking ofa
person, who engages to pay a subsisting debt, or fulfil an

1

J

existing obligation of [another].

C. as sb. a. An ordinance, b. A person

Instituted to an office.

c 1561 T. Preston Cambises in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 189 A
naughty man that will not obey the kings constitute.

a 1610 in Maidment St: Pasquils 9 They'll say they have
their substituts. But I say these are not Christ's constitute.

Constituted 'k£7'nstiti/7ted),///. a. [f. CON-
j

I 8TITUTK v. +-ed 1

.] Appointed, established, etc.

:

see the verb.

1651 Hobbes Goz-t. Soc. iii. § 4 According to . . the con-
stituted Lawes. x88a Pebodv Eng. Journalism xxiii. 187
The respect due to constituted authorities.

Constitutor : see Constitutor.

Constituting (kfmstiti/7tirj), vbl. sb. [f. as

prec. + -nra '.] The action of the verb Constitute.
1642 Milton Apol. Smect. (1851) 316 Nothing of their

own worth the constituting, a 1713 Abp. Sharp Wks. V.
iii. (R.), More necessary to the constituting ofa man. 1853
Trench Proverbs 7 Three things go to the constituting
ofa proverb, shortness, sense, and salt.

Co nstituting,///, a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

1 That constitutes ; constituent.
1641 Milton Ch. Govt. vi. (1851) 127 Of such a councell as

this every parochiall Consistory is a right homogeneous and
constituting part. 1659 Vulg. Errors Censured 56 Reduced

I to its constituting parts. 179a J. Barlow Const. 1791, 10
|

Republican ideas gained no ground.. in your constituting
,

assembly. 1883 Pall Mail G. 17 Oct. 61 In this act the
Monarchy is not a constituted, but a constituting power.

Constitution ^fnstiti// Jon). Also 4 -cioun,

4-6 -cion, 6 -tioun, etc. [a. F. constitution, -cion

I (12th c. in Littre , learned ad. L. constitution-em,

;
n. of action from constitute to Constitute.]
1. The action of constituting, making, establish-

ing, etc. : see the verb.
138a N. T. (Rhem.) Eph. \. 4 Before the constitution of

the world. 159a West Symbol. 11. Aiij, The constitution

1 or making ofan Obligation. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xviii.

: 91 Before constitution of Soveraign Power all men had right

to all things. 178a A. Monro Comfiar. Anat. (ed. 3) 41
Both ventricles going equally far down to the constitution

of the apex. 1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. s.v.
t
Every !

\
decree by which the extent of a debt or obligation is ascer-

,

,
tained, is a decree of constitution,

t b. Appointment. Obs.

1665 Pepys Diary 20 Mar., I received their constitution

under all their hands presently, so that I am already con-
\

firmed their Treasurer,

t 2. The action of decreeing or ordaining. Obs.

'393 t'OWKR Conf. II. 75 The worldes constitucion Hath
set the name of gentilcsse Upon the fortune of richesse.

f 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xiii. 58 After be constitucioun i

and be ordinaunce of be rewmes whare \kk\ dwell. 1555
Eden Decades 173 {Bull ofAlex. VI) This letter of owre
..donation, graunt, assignation, constitution, deputation,
decree, commaundement. 1661 Bramiiall Just Vind. v.

88 By the constitution of the Apostles, and by the solemn
sentence of the Catholick Church.

3. A decree, ordinance, law, regulation ;
usually,

one made by a superior authority, civil or ecclesi-

astical
;
spec, in Rom. Law, an enactment made

by the emperor. Alsofg. (Now only Hist.)
Apoitolicat Constitutions (in Eccl. Hist.y. a collection of 1

ecclesiastical regulations, purporting to have been made by
the apostles, but known to be of much later date. Consti-

tutions of Clarendon (in Eng. Hist.): a body of proposi-

tions drawn up at the Council of Clarendon in the reign

of Henry II 1 1164), defining the limits of civil and eccle-

siastical jurisdiction in England.
( 1380 Wyclif Wks. fi88o)89 j>ei studien faste & techen

here owene constitucions. .1450 in Eng. (1870) 444
Constitucions and ordenaunce mad witninne the forseiae

Cite. 1538 Starkkv England 11. ii. 193 The statutys of
kyngys, also, be over-many, even as the constytutyonys of
the emperorys were. 161a T. Taylor Comm. Titus i.

6 How basely do they deeme of Apostolicall Constitutions.

1661 Bkamhali. Just Vind. iv. 59 All this while our Kings
j

and Bishops called Councels . . made Ecclesiastical Lawes
and constitutions in their Synods and Parliaments. 1737
Whiston Josephus' Antiq. xi. v. § 8 The people. . willingly

j

harkened to the constitutions of Nehemiah. 1837 9 Hai.lam
;

Hist. Lit. I. iii. 1. $ 53. 175 It was enacted, in 1408, by a
j

constitution of Archbishop Arundel in convocation, that no
MM should thereafter translate any text of Holy Scripture

into English. 187a Freeman Groivth Eng. Const, ii. in*

The Constitutions of Clarendon . . forbad the ordination of
villain*. 1885 Catholic Diet., Apostolical Constitutions. .

\

The first (ireek printed text was edited by Turrianus, and
published in 1563. The spurious character of the book was
soon evident to Catholic scholars . . Pearson assigns the
work, as it stands, to the middle of the fifth century.

b. fig and gen. An ordinance, settled arrange-

ment, institution.

1668 Howk Bless. Righteous (1825) 295 Wouldst thou
overturn the laws of nature, and subvert the most sacred
divine constitutions. 1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes 208 The
payment of Tithes was grown to be a Veteran and thorough
settled Constitution of this Kingdom. 1833 I. Taylor
Fanat. 11. 41 So jealous is Nature of her constitutions.

1833 S. Hoole Disc. ix. 115 All these wise constitutions
and appointments the Psalmist refers, .to, etc.

4. The way in which anything is constituted or

made up ; the arrangement or combination of its

parts or elements, as determining its nature and
character ; make, frame, composition. Constitution

of nature, of the world, of the universe, of things

f the actual existing order; ; so of society, etc.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 529 Vnlesse the constitution of
the tract and qualitie of a country require the contrary.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. iii. 141 By the excellent constitu-

tion of thy legge. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat. ii. 38
That an inferior being may in opposition to His will break
through the constitution of things. 1736 Butler {title).

The Analogy of Religion . . to the Constitution and Course
of Nature. 1833 Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds ix. 118

That . . is the fault of the constitution of society. 1839
Thiri.wall Hist. Greece x. 377 The constitution, func-

tions, and authority of the council. 1847 Emerson Repr.
Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I. 292 Philosophy is the account
which the human mind gives to itself of the constitution of
the world. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Organ. 6 Before
any further change is made in the constitution of the Uni-
versity.

b. Composition in reference to elements.

1659 * "tg. Errors Censured 26 The tenement of clay
shall crumble into its primitive constitution. 171a Addison
Spect. No. 315 f 1 Heaven, Earth and Hell enter into the
Constitution of his [Milton'sl Poem. 1831 Brewster
Optics viu 73 This view of the constitution of the solar

spectrum. 1880 Huxley Cray-Fish 19 The exoskeleton is

not of the same constitution throughout these regions,

f C. Consistency. Obs.
1668 Culpepper & Cole Bar/hoi. Anat. 1. it 3 Of a

midling constitution between hardness and softness.

6. spec. a. Physical nature or character of the

body in regard to healthiness, strength, vitality, etc.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 63 b, The temperature of the mynde
folowes the constitucion of the bodie. 1583 Babincton
Commandm. vii. (1637) 67 We dare solace our selves in soft

beds, too long for our constitutions. 1611 Tourneur Ath.
Trag. v.

j,
The true state And constitution of their bodies.

1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argent's 1. xviii. 49 Men.. of

sickly constitutions. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 25 p 3
Imaginary Sick Persons that break their Constitutions by
Physick. 1769 W. Buchan Dotn. Med. (1790) 25 A good
constitution ought certainly to be our first object in the

management of children. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 279 The
peculiarities of the female constitution. 1855 Prescott
Philip II, 1. (1857) 33 His constitution was far from robust.

b. Nature, character, or condition of mind

;

mind, disposition. tem]>erament, temper.

1589 ( '.ru ne Menaphon 1 Arb.) 29 The frowning Constitu-

tion of Mars. 1596 Shaks, Merck. V. 111. ii. 249 Else

nothing in the world Could turne so much the constitution

Of any constant man. 1618 WnnRi Motto (1633) 526, 1

have no Constitution, to accord To ought dishonest, sooner

for a Lord Then for his meanest Groome. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. (1703* II. vi. 100 Imparting himself equally to

all Men of several constitutions. 1741 Middleton Cicero

II. xii. 516 His failings were .. such as flowed from his

constitution, not his will. 1855 Prescoit Philip 11, 1. ii.

(1857) 39 His temperament and his constitution of mind

peculiarly fitted him for the receptio.. of these influences.

6. The mode in which a state is constituted or

organized
;

especially, as to the location of the

sovereign power, as a monarchical, oligarchical,

or democratic constitution.

1610 Bp. Hall Apol. agst. Brcnvnistsix The Constitution

of the Common-wealth of Israel. 1647 Clarendon Hist.

Reb. l (1843)3/1 Who exactly knew the frame and constitu-

tion of the kingdom. 1681 Nevile Plato Rediv. 139

Sweden remains in point of Constitution and Property

exactly as it did anciently. 1705 Addison Italy Pref., No
other Country in the World has such a Variety of Govern-
ments that are so different in their Constitutions. 1817 Hal-
1 \m Coust. Hist. 1 1876 » III. xiii. 17 The original constitution

of England was highly aristorraiit al. 186a KvsKIN Munera
P. (1880) 38 Whatever may be the constitution of the State.

7. The system or body of fundamental piinciplcs

according to which a nation, state, or body politic

is constituted and governed.
This may be embodied in successive concessions on the

part of the sovereign power, implied in long accepted

statutes, or established gradually oy precedent, as in the

British Constitution ; or it may be formally set forth in a

document framed and adopted on a particular occasion by

the various orders or members of the commonwealth, or

their representatives, as in the Constitution of the United

States, the various Constitutions of France after 1790, and

those of other nations, framed in imitation of these. In the

case of a written Constitution . the name is sometimes

applied to the document embodying it. In either case it is

assumed or specifically provided that the constitution h more

fundamental than any particular law, and contains the

principles with which all legislation must be in harmony.
This sense gradually arose out of the prec. between 1689

and 1789 : see the early quots.

I1689 Doctor, Fstaf, s of Scotl. 11 Apr., Whereas King

James the Seventh.. did by the advice of wicked and evil

counsellers invade the fundamental conslitution of the

kingdom, and altered it from a legal limited monarchy, to an
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arbitrary despotick power. ] 1735-8 Bolingbroke On Parties
108 By Constitution We mean, whenever We speak with
Propriety and Exactness, that Assemblage of Laws, Insti-

tutions and Customs, derived from certain fix'd Principles
of Reason . . that compose the general System, according to
which the Community hath agreed to be govern'd. 1750
Chesterf.^ Lett. (1774) III. 2 England is now the only
monarchy in the world that can properly be said to have a
constitution. 1789 Couslit. U. S. Preamb., We. .do ordain
and establish this Constitution for the United States of
America. 1789-93 A. Young Trav. France 124 There is

an idea, .that this union of the orders is only for the verifi-

cation of their powers, and for making the constitution,

which is a new term they have adopted ; and which they
use as if a constitution was a pudding to be made by a
receipt. 1791 Pawe Rights ofMau{ed. 4) 93 The American
constitutions were to liberty, what a grammar is to lan-

guage : they define its parts of speech, and practically con-
struct them into syntax. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. v. xi,

The Twelve eldest are sent solemnly to fetch the Consti-
tution itself, the printed Book of the Law. 1855 Prescott
Philip II, 1. ii. (1857) 19 With all the forms prescribed by
the constitution. 1863 Mary Howitt F. Brewer's Greece
I. viii. 264 The new constitution of Greece is formed very
much upon that of France. 1864 Sat. Rev. XVIII. 449/^
By the English constitution we understand a few great
traditional principles ofgovernment, any fundamental breach
of which would involve either tyranny or anarchy. 1872
Freeman Growth Eng. Const, ii. 54 Our English constitu-

tion was never made, in the sense in which the constitutions
of many other countries have been made.

8. a. attrib. as (in sense 5 b) f constitution evil,

t sin ; Constitution Church, that established in

France by the Constituent Assembly on 1 2 July,

1 790 ; b. Comb, as (sense 7) constitution-lmilder,

~building> -maker, -monger, -viongering ; also

constitution-build vb. nonce-wd.
1665 T. Mall Offer F. Help 92 Your proper sin, or con-

stitution-evil. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 20
His constitution sins, his most prevalent sins. 1795 Bar-
rueVs Hist. Clergy Fr. Rev. 62 The two churches were
easily distinguished, .that of the ancient pastors was called
the Catholic, the other the Constitution Church. 1795
Windham Speeches Pari. 27 May (1812) 1. 270 The Honour-
able Gentleman is a sort of constitution-monger, .he de-
clared, .that he would give to France the same constitution
as that of America. 1816 Coleridge Lay Serm. 324
Planners and constitution-makers. 1837 Carlyle Fr, Rev.
III. vn, vii, Arrange it, constitution-build it, sift it through
ballot-boxes as thou wilt. 1840 — Heroes vi. 308 No ballot-

box, parliamentary eloquence, voting, constitution-building.

Ibid. vi. 361 Theoretical constitution-builders. 1875 Helps
Organiz. Daily Life, Ess. 124 The failure of constitution-

mongers like the Abbe Sieves, who are sublimely indifferent

to the state of facts around them.

Constitutional (kpstitiw-Janil), a. (sb.) [f.

prec. + -al
;

prob. of English formation ; the F.

constitutionnel appears in Dupre in 1801.]

A. adj.

1, Of, belonging to, or inherent in, a person's

constitution (of body or mind).
1682 Flavel Fear 119 Our constitutional strength is not

to be made the measure of our passive fortitude. 1739
Sharp Surgery (J.), It is not probable any constitutional
illness will be communicated with the small-pox by inocu-
lation. 1834 Macaulay Ess., Pitt (1854) I. 288 His con-
stitutional malady. 1880 L. Stephen Pope iv. 83 Pope's
constitutional irritability kept him constantly on the wing.

2. Affecting the (bodily) constitution ; beneficial

to, or designed to benefit, the constitution. Cf. B. 1.

1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 32 The Trade-wind is . . con-
stitutional to the inhabitants, i860 All Year R. No. 71.

484 Satisfied with constitutional walks and gymnastic drill.

1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879} 376 What may be termed
the constitutional action of arsenic.

3. Belonging to the very constitution or com-
position of anything

;
forming an essential part or

element ; essential.

1750 Warburton Doctr. Grace I. x.Wks.(i8n) VIII. 300
The difference .. between things natural and things posi-

tive, between constitutional and arbitrary. 1779-81 John-
son L. P., Dryden Wks. II. 412 The original incongruity
runs through the whole . . But when this constitutional ab-
surdity is forgiven, the poem must be confessed to be
written with great smoothness of metre, etc. 1850 Daubeny
Atom. Th. x. (ed. 2) 332 The sulphates of magnesia, of
zinc, etc., contain, besides their water of crj-stallization,

a proportion of constitutional water, which may be replaced
by sulphate of potass. .This constitutional water, .is expelled
with more difficulty than the water of crystallization. 1872
Mozley Mirac. Pref. (ed. 3) 25 Antecedent probability is a
constitutional element of evidence.

4, In harmony with, or authorized by, the political

constitution.

1765 Ulackstone Comm. I. iii. 191 To trace out the con-
stitutional doctrine of the royal succession. Ibid. (T.), The
long parliament, .while it acted in a constitutional manner,
with the royal concurrence, redressed many heavy griev-
ances. 1777 Hurd Serm. bef. Ho. Lords <R.), Tending, .to
improve establishments themselves ; but by degrees only,
and by constitutional means. 1846 M^Culloch Acc, Brit.
Empire (1854) ii- 101 This, though a legal, cannot, with
any propriety, be called a constitutional proceeding. 1874
Green Short Hist. iii. § 7. 153 The constitutional restric-

tions on the royal authority.

b. Of a sovereign : Ruling according to a con-
stitution or constitutional forms which limit his

arbitrary power ; said also of sovereignty or
government so exercised.
1801 W. Dupre Neol. Fr. Diet. 62 La monarchic consti-

tniionnelle, the constitutional monarchy. Un rot consti-
tutionnel, a constitutional king. 1841 W. Spalding Italy
«$ It. Isl. III. 127 The only powers which recognised the
new constitutional government. 185s Macaulay Hist.

Vol. II.

Eng. IV. xvli. 10 According to the pure idea of constitu-

tional royalty, the prince reigns and does not govern.

C. French Hist. Said of ecclesiastics who adopted
the civil constitution of the clergy in 1 790.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. ii, What endless jarring, of

Refractory hated Priests and Constitutional despised ones.
1884 Mrs. Gardiner Fr. Rev. iv. 76 Here nonjurors were
regarded as enemies to the State ; there the constitutional
clergy as enemies to religion.

d. Adhering to or supporting the existing (or

any specified form of) political constitution.
Hence, employed from time to time as a party designation

;

e.g. since c 1870 by English Conservatives, whence Consti-
tutionalparty, Constitutional club, and the like: cf. Con-
stitutionalist 2, CoNSTITUTIONER 2,

5. Of, pertaining to, or dealing with the political

constitution.

1841 W. Spalding Italy $ It, IsL II. 126 The constitu-

tional history of the principal towns in Lombardy. 1845
Polson in Encycl. Metrop. 811/1 In the mind of no con-
stitutional lawyer, can a doubt exist as to the soundness of
Mr. Pitt's positions. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 456

j

Best qualified to discuss constitutional questions. 1875
I Stubbs (title), Constitutional History of England.

B. sb. 1. A constitutional walk ; a walk taken
for health's sake, or for the benefit of the constitu-

tion. (App. this originated at the English Univer-

sities.) colloq.

1829 Darwin Life § Lett, (1888) I. 176 An occasional
ride with Simcox, and constitutional with Whitley, 1836
[E. Caswall] Pluck Exam. Papers (Oxf. ; ed. 3) 41 He
taketh a constitutional of forty minutes every day. 1852
Bristed 5 Years Eng. Univ. (ed. 2) 45 The Cantab's con-

stitutional of eight miles in less than two hours. 1857
Hughes Tom orovm It. iv, And recognises Holmes and
Diggs taking a constitutional.

2. m Constitutionalist 2. In the end of the

1 8th c, an adherent of the French constitution or

!
of political principles in accord with it.

1793 Mad. D'Arblay Diary VI. 14 Whether the Consti-

]
tutionals in England will be employed or not. 1881 Aiken*
mtm 20 Aug.233/1 The one is the ideal ofmodern Liberalism,

and the Constitutionals of 1789 who pursued it were only

j
mistaken in thinking it much nearer, much more easily

i attainable, than it really was.

Constitutionalism (k^nstitiw-Janaliz'm), [f.

! prec. + -ism.]

1. A constitutional system of government.
1832 Southey in Q. Rev. XLVIII. 276 We all know

j

what constitutionalism has substituted for this admirable
organization. 1883 Century Mag. XXVII. 60 The house
of Guelph had no more natural love foi constitutionalism

than any other reigning house.

2. Adherence to constitutional principles.

1871 Daily Tel. 2 Nov., They persuaded the King that

Constitutionalism was his natural role. 1889 Times 19
Feb. 9/2 The frigid and negative constitutionalism of M,
Carnot.

Constitutionalist, [f. as prec. + -ist.]

1. One who studies or writes on the (political)

constitution.

1766 Ld. Mansfield Sp. agst. Suspend. Prerog. (Jod.), If

Mr. Locke's whole definition of prerogative is taken to-

gether, .it will be found he perfectly agrees with what other
sound constitutionalists have advanced, a 1832 Mackintosh
Rev. 1688 Wks. 1846 II. 252 The most famous constitu-

tionalists, the most skilful casuists, 1881 J. G. Fitch Led.
Teaching xiii. 390 With Hallam and Creasy and the con-
stitutionalists, attrib. 1864 Kingsley Rom. $ Tent. ii.

(1875) 36 The constitutionalist school.

2. An adherent or supporter of constitutional

principles, or of a particular constitution. In

end of 18th c, an adherent of the constitution of

the United States, or of the French Republic ; in

English politics, about 1870-80, often assumed
as

=

Conservative.
x793 Burney in Mad. D'Arblay's Diary VI. 9 Loyal con-

stitutionalists. 17516 Morse Amer. Geog. L 56^ This party
was styled republicans ; the other, constitutionalists [in

Pennsylvania]. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII.
173 As being royalists or constitutionalists. 1831 Gen. P.

Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 374 The Portuguese and Spanish
constitutionalists. 1868 Daily News 2 Dec, The party are

now trying to get rid of it [the name Conservative] . . Con-
stitutionalist, tory, and tory democrat, are the names be-

tween which their choice wavers. 1879 M.Arnold Falkland
Mixed Ess. 213 Falkland was born a constitutionalist, a
hater of all that is violent and arbitrary.

Constitutionality (kpnstitiw^narlfti). [f.

as prec. + -itt : perh. orig. after mod.F. constitution-

nalile.'] The quality of being in accordance with

the constitution ; constitutional character.

1801 Ann. Reg. 1800, 60 Solely on the ground of constitu-

tionality. 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. 11. v. (1866) 235 The
constitutionality of the edicts. 1890 Times 14 Oct. a/a

An effort to impeach the constitutionality of the execution

by electricity.

Constitu'tionalize, v. [f. as prec. + -ize.

Cf. mod.F. constitutionnaliser (Littre).]

L trans, [f. the adj.] To make constitutional.

1831 Eraser's Mag, III. 443 Having endeavoured to con-

stitutionalize Spain. 1859 Masson Brit. Novelists iv. 254
A wave of democratic revolution . . constitutionalizing for a

moment absolute governments.

2. intr. [f. the sb.] To take a ' constitutional \

colloq.

1852 Bristed 5 Years Eng. Univ. (ed. 2) 19 The most
usual mode of exercise is walking— constitutionalizing is

the Cantab for it. 1871 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue § 310

A walk for the sake of bodily exercise having been called

a ' constitutional the verb consiitutionalize was soon
formed.

Hence Constitirtionalizing vbl. sb. and^pl. a.

1846 Mozley Ess. (1878) 302 He could do nothing with
his Constitutionalising Parliaments but dissolve them.
1848 Eraser's Mag. XXXVII. 484 The constitutionalising

of Rhenish Germany. x888 W. Knight Principal Shairp
41 The daily routine of constitutionalising.

Constitutionally (k^nstiti/rjanali;, adv. [f.

Constitutional + -ly 2
.]

1. In constitution or composition.
1767 Fordyce Serm. Yng. Worn. (ed. 4) II. x. 103 His

very senses, though remaining, constitutionally the same,
revolt. 1882 Standard 23 Mar. 2/2 It differs toxicologi-

cally and constitutionally from pure Aconitine.

2. As to the (bodily) constitution.

1796 Home in Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 3 Lowering the
system, both constitutionally and locally. 1807 Med. frnl.
XVII. 365 The vaccine virus had acted constitutionally,
and was not confined to the local vesicle on the arm.

b. By way of a ' constitutional '. (Jiumorous.)
1837 Dickens Piclav. xxxvi, 1'he regular water-drinkers

took their quarter of a pint, and walked constitutionally.

3. By virtue of one's constitution (of mind or

body); by constitution, naturally.

1742 Young Nt. Th. vm. 1206 His virtue, constitutionally
deep, Has habit's firmness, and affection's flame. 1756
Foote Eng.fr. Paris 1. (ed. 3) 25 All you English are con-
stitutionally sullen. 1856 Frolde Hist. Eng. I. 230 The
lay peers being constitutionally conservative.

4. In a constitutional manner ; in accordance
with the (political) constitution.

1756 Doddington in H. Walpole Mem. Geo. II (1847) II.

x. 340 Relief could only come constitutionally through
justice. 1769 Junius Lett. xx. (1804) I. 143 They will

firmly and constitutionally assert their rights. 1848 Mac-
allay Hist. Eng. I. 136 His wish seems to have been to

govern constitutionally. 1857 Toui.m. Smith The Parish 5

Constitutionally recognized as the territorial division of the

country for all purposes of civil government.

t Constitutionary;, a. Obs. [f. Constitu-
tion -t- -ART : cf. F. constitutionnairc^\

1. Belonging to or inherent in the constitution
;

= Constitutional i.

1660 Fuller Mixt Contempt, xl. ("1841) 204 Constitu-

tionary sins, riveted in our tempers and complexions.

2. Pertaining to a (political) constitution. Of
persons : Adhering to the constitution.

1716 M. Davies Aiken, Brit, III. Crit. Hist. 29 Well-
meaning Constitutionary Church-Men.

3. Fr. Feci. Hist. Recognizing the Constitution

of Innocent X. in 1653, which condemned the

Janscnist doctrines.

1731 Hist. Litt. II. 451. Ibid, 1 1. 456 The Constitutionary
Bishops, after the Revolt of the Cardinal, had clearly the
Ascendant.

Constitutioned(kpnstiti/7 -

j3rid),ff. [f.as prec.

+ -ed'^.] Having (such and such) a constitution.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 127 ? 3 Tender-Constitutioned

Ladies. 177s Adair Amer, Ind. 139 Dull constitutioned

animals.

t Constitu'tioner. Obs. [f. as prec. + -Eli 1
.]

1. A framer or writer of constitutions.

1716 M. Davies Aih. Brit. II. 382. Ibid, 383 Those
sham Apostolical Constitutioners.

2. A supporter of a (political) constitution.

At Oxford in 18th c, A member of the Constitution

Club, loyal to the principles of the Revolution, and obnox-
ious to the Tory majority in the University.

1721 Amherst Terrse Fit. xliii. (1726) 233 There is in the

university of Oxford, .a dreadful register, call'd the black-

book . . At present it is made use of to vent party spleen, and
is fill'd up with whigs, constitutioners, and bangorians.

Ibid. 1. 282 A formal presentment of the constitutioners, as

.. enemies to monarchy. 1731 Hist. Litt. II. 452 The Re-
gent ..found out this Expedient, viz. to have a Body of

Doctrines, .drawn up in such a manner, as to please both
Constitutioners and Appellants.

Constitutioning, vbl. sb. nonce-tod. Making
of constitutions.

1820 Byron in Moore Life 442 The Spanish business has

set them all a constitutioning.

Constitu'tionist. rare. [f. Constitution +
-1ST.] An adherent of the constitution of the

country; = Constitutionalist 2.

1735-8 Bolingbroke On Parties xuc (T.), Nothing can

be more reasonable than to admit the nominal division of

Constitutionists, and Anti-Constitutionists. Ibid. (R.\ To
encourage the constitutionists or country-party. 1746 W.
Horsley ^0/(1748)11. 15 There is, in the above Speech, a

. .Turn of Thinking, that denotes the Speaker a thorough
Constitutionist.

Constitu'tionless, ct. [see -less.] Without

a (political) constitution.

1889 Sat. Rev. 5 Jan. 3/1 There would, .have been a dis-

solution, a constitutionless interval.

Constitutive (k£rnstiti/7:tiv), a. [f. L. type

*constilutivus (perh. in med.L.), f. constitut- ppl.

stem : see Constitute and -ive. F. constitutif,

-ive is in Cotgrave 161 1.]

1. Having the power of constituting, establishing,

or giving formal, definite, or organized existence to

something ; constructive.

In the Kantian Philosophy, constitutive ideas or prin-

ciples of reason are opposed to regulative, q. v.

1592 West Symbol. 1. § 46 An Instrument constitutive is

such an Instrument under the proper hand of the party as
testifieth and describeth some contract of some debt or

dutie to be paied, or some fact to be done or performed as

ni
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an obligation. 1670 Baxter Cure Ch. Div. 277 The
Churches Constitutive or Governing Head. 1816 Coleridge
Statesm. Man, (1817) 367 Whether ideas are regulative
only, according to Aristotle and Kant : or likewise con-
stitutive, and one with the power and life of Nature. 1856
Mkiklejohn tr. Kant's Crit. P. R. 317. 1867 J. H. Stir-
ling tr. Schivegler'$ Hist. Philos. 231 (Kant) These ideas,

if not constitutive principles to extend our knowledge be>

yond the bounds of experience, are regulative principles to
arrange experience. 1870 Baldw. Brown Eccl. Truth 256
The great constitutive ideas which have moulded power-
fully the institutions of society. 1870 R. Adamson Philos.

Kant 107 The principle [of the intelligibility of Nature] .

.

under which we subsume real experience is not constitutive
but regulative, a mere maxim of reason, and subjective,

b. Having the power of appointing to an office.

168a Eng. Elect Slteriffs 37 The Concurrence, Vote and
constitutive Consent of a competent number of Free-men.

2. That makes a thing what it is ; forming an
essential part or element ; essential.

1610 Bp. Hall Apol. agst. Brovmists 10 You call for a
double separation,—a first separation in the gathering of
the Church . . But of this constitutiue separation anone.
1654 Cromwell Sp. 12 Sept. (Carlyle), Government by a
single person and a Parliament is a Fundamental ; it is the
esse ; it is Constitutive, a 1688 Cudworth Immut. Mor. iv.

vi. (R.), The constitutive essences of all individual created
beings. 1853 Trench Proverbs 16 Its constitutive element
. .is not the utterance on the part of the one, but the accept-
ance on the part of the many.
3. That makes up or goes to make up

;
forming

a part or element
; constituent, component.

a 1640 Jackson Wks. II. 637 All the learning which he
hath besides . . is no constitutive part of the faculty which he
professeth. 1670 Maynwaring Vita Sofia i. 13 Subject to
corruption and dissolution, through the fragility of consti-
tutive parts. 1780 Harris Philol. Enq. (1S41 \ 428 The con-
stitutive parts of the drama are six. 1861 Mansel Aids to

Eaith i. 5 note. Constitutive elements of the revelation itself.

4. With of : That constitutes, makes, forms, es-

tablishes, or determines.
1658-9 Burton's Diary

|
18281 III. 366 That maybe es-

sential to a Parliament that is not constitutive of a Parlia-

ment. 1684 2 Steps 0/ Nonconf. Minister 11 Constitutive
of duty. 1858 i\

T
at. Rev. Oct. 499 Of the three conceivable

functions constitutive of a clerical order,— the Priestly, the
Rabbinical, and the Prophetic, —the first is with us extinct.

t 5. Of a constituted character. Obs.
1658-9 Burton's Diary 11828) IV. 26 My judgment concurs

wholly with your vote for two Houses. The question now
is, what that Hou>e shall l>e, whether constitutive or resti-

tutive.

f B. as sb. A constitutive part or element, a

constituent. Obs. rare.

1647 Poiver 0/ the Keys iv. 73, I much wonder why. .in

the number of the constitutive* of externall communion,
publick prayer is not mentioned. 1697 J. Sergeant Solid
Philos. 51 According to his compleat Essential Form or
Constitutive.

Constitutively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY*.] In

a constitutive manner.
1656 J. Harrington Oceana 48 (Jod.) The great council,

or assembly of the people, in whom the result is constitu-
tively. a 1677 Manton Wks. (1870) I. 426 We are now
pardoned ana justified constitutively by the tenor of the
new covenant. 1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 231 In
order that their unintelligent Brahma should be made out
constitutively cognition, they have altered the sense of the
word cognition. 1881 J. H. Stirling Text-bk. Kant 286 A
principle that holds of objects ias mere phenomena of sense)
not constitutively, but only regulatively.

Ctvnstitutiveness. rare, [see -NE89.] The
quality or fact of being constitutive.
1682 H. More Annot. GlanvilVs Lux O. 56 The infinite,

ness of Gods Goodness . . its Headship over the other Attri*

butes. .its Constitutiveness of the very Deity.

Constitutor (kp nstitiwlaj). Also 6-7 -our,

7-9 -er. [a. L. constitutor
t agent-n. from con-

stitute to Constitute. Cf. F. conslituleur (16th
c. in Littr£).] One who or that which constitutes,

makes, frames, establishes, etc. : see the verb.

1531 Elyot Gov. hi. vii, Justyce. .the chiefe constitutour
and maker of a publike weale. 1601 Cqrnwallyes Ess. 11.

11.(16311 327 Constitutors of Societies. 1697 J. Sergeant
Solid Philos. 261 Having one and the Self-same Constituter.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Nib, The Constituter* of this

Oblique and irregular mineral Diagram. 1759 Goldsm. The
Bee No. 7 Elocution is only an assistant, but not a consti-

tuter, of eloquence. 1856 J. R. Ballantyne Sdnkhya
Aphorisms 65 The vital air is not the constituter of the
Body.

b. A framer of a (political) constitution.

1658-9 Burton's Diary (18281 III. 473 You are the consti-

tutors. It is yet in your power . . to stay settling the con-
stitution. 1796 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXI. 540 The
definition of the French constitutors has restricted . . the
meaning of the word liberty.

Constrain (k^nstr^'-n), v. Forms : 4 con-
Btrane, 4 5 -streign(e, -etraygne, 4-6 -streyn e,

-strayn(e, 4-7 -strein(e, (j -stryne), 5-6 north.

-strene, 6 Sc.- strange, 5-7 -atraine, 6- -strain.

Pa.pple. 4-5 constreint, ,5-6 -straynte, 6 Sc.

-stnum. [ad. OF. const'reindre, -aindre, ppl. stem
constreign-, -aign- (in mod.F. contraindre, It. cos-

trignere, constringere) :—L, constring-?rc to tie

tightly together, compress by tying, f. con- to-

gether + stringtre to draw tight.]

1. trans. To force, compel, oblige :

a. a person to do anything. (The usual const/
c 1386 Chaucer Melib. p 914 It constreigneth me to do

yow grace and mercy, a 1400 Cursor M. Insertion p. 990

Bot bai constrayned [MS. -oyned] him to dwelle, bat he no
farrer might. 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 11 pese iiij no*
table bynges moste nedes constreyne jjow to enclyne to oure
ententes. 1538 Starkey England 11. iv. 123 Constreynyd to

lerne the Latyn tong. 1606 G. W[oodcockeJ tr. /list.

Ivstitie 67 a, Power . . to constraine them delyuer that by
force. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. Hi. 100 Since that thy sight .

.

Constraines them weepe. 1758 S..Hayward Serm. xvi. 479
He never constrained them to walk in the paths of iniquity.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 145 A writ issues to the sheriff

. .to constrain the party to appear.

b. a person to {into) a course of action, state,

place, etc.

(1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 471 Though I do thing to which
I am constreynit. 1393 Langl. P. Pt. C. VL 54 Men sholde
constreyne no clerke to knauene werkes. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. II. 652 Suppois natuir constran^e nim thairto.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. 354 They fled into the Woods,
fearing to be constrained to the Plough. 1790 Cowper
Rec. Mother's Picture 86, I should ill requite thee, to con-
strain Thy unbound spirit into bonds again. 1840 Mrs.
Browning Drama ofExile, And the elements shall boldly
All your dust to dust constrain.

C. with simple object.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxvii. 10 With baire fre wii, noght
constraynd. 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 41 Wommen of
kynde desiren libertee And nat to been constreyned as a
thral. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings ii. 17 Neuertheles they
constrayned him, tyll he was ashamed, and sayde : I^ct

them go. 1611 Bible 2 Cor. v. 14 For the loue of Christ
constreineth vs.

d. absol. (without direct object.)

C 1340 Gaiv. ft Gr. Knt. 1496 ^e ar stif innoghe to con-
strayne wyth strenkbe, }if yow likez. 1586 Cogan Haven
Health ccxi. (1636) 213 Sometimes if hunger constrained,
they would double their commons. 1717 Pope Ep. to

Jervas 67 Led by some rule, that guides, but not con-
strains. 1873 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 279 The
necessities of metre would naturally constrain to such forms.

e. Dynamics. To restrict the motion of (a body
or particle) to a certain course, e.g. along a fixed

curve.

1834 Wh ewell {title), On the Motion of Points constrained
and resisted. 1856 Tait & Steele Dynamics of Particle
(1871) 181 A particle is constrained to move on a given
smooth plane curve, under the action of given forces in the
plane of the curve. Ibid. 193 If the particle be constrained
by a circular tube. Ibid. 1 Contents) 15 String constrained
by pulley.

2. To compel or enforce an action, etc.); to

bring about by compulsion or of necessity.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. vi, Other vowes con-

straine another course. 1603 Philotus (1835) 10 It is vnpos-
sible that loue should be constrained, where affection breedes
not likyng. 1614 Stirling Dooms-day 8th Houre (W.\ O !

what strange things . . Could this man tell, amazement to
constraine? a 1679 Kahi. ( )rrery Hen. V, 1, 'Twas a Crime
To punish what you did constrain from him. 1715 Pope
Odyss. 1. 22 Calypso in her caves constrain'd his stay. 1741
Watts Improv. Mind (1801) 227 Where there is not suffi-

cient testimony to constrain our assent. 1800 Addison
Amer. Law Rep. 2 The. .constrained presumption, that the
child whose death was concealed, was killed by the mother.

t 3. To force out ; to produce by effort, 1 to pro-

duce in opposition to nature' (J.). Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 183 They rub their

udders with Nettles untill they constrain bloud. a 1687
Waller In this northern tract our hoarser throats

Utter unripe and ill constrained notes.

f b. To force, assume or produce by straining

any behaviour or expression of feeling). Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5316 Which desire is so constreyned

That it is but wille feyned. 1605 Shaks. Lear 11. ii. 103
This is some Fellow, Who . . doth affect A saucy roughnes,
and constraines the garb Quite from his Nature. 170a
Steele Funeral 1. (1734) 15 Could all those Shrieks, those
Swoonings, that rising falling Bosom be constrain'd T 17x5
Pope Odyss. 1. 490 [He] constrain'd a smile, and thus am-
biguous spoke.

f 4. refl. To exert or strain oneself. Obs. rare.
c 1510 Gesta Rom. 430 Whiche this yong- damosell scynge,

constreyned herselfe, and ranne so fast, tyll at the last she
had hym at a vauntage agayne.

+ 5. a. To take by force, force to surrender. Obs.

1699 Dryden Ep. to J. Driden 153 Namur subdu'd is

England's palm alone ; The rest besieg'd,but wc constrain'd

the town.

t b. To violate, force. Obs.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. ii. 178 Her spotless* Chastity, In*

humaine Traytors, you constrain'd and for'st.

+ 6. To press hard upon, straiten, reduce to

straits ; to oppress, afflict, distress. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin iv. 65 The grete peyne that he was Inne for

the love of Ygerne, that so hym constrayned that he myght
nother etc ne slepe. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cexxxiv.

328 He had dayly great complayntes made to hym. . wher-
with his hart was sore constrayned for displeasure, c 153a
Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 95 To constrayne, oPprimer.
1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslies Hist. S&t>{tlfy*f That ne-
cessitie constrayne thame nocht quha ar within.. this He
hes a pasture, .that may feid sum wethiris. 1850 Tennyson
Ger. if Enid 716 Hut since our fortune slipt from sun to
shade, .cruel need Constrain'd us, but a better time has come.

t 7. To compress into small compass; to con-

tract. Obs. rare.

.'1374 Chaucer Boeth. L i. 5 pe stature of hir was of a
doutous iugement, for sumtyme sche constreyned and
schronk hir setuen lyche to be comune mesure of men.

8. To confine forcibly, keep in bonds, imprison.
1382 Wyclif Ezek. xxxi. 15 Y. .forbeddethe floodisof hym,

and constreinede many watris. 1590 Spenser F. O. ii. iv. 15
With hundred yron chaines he did him bind, And hundred
knots, that did him sore constraine. i6xa Drayton Poly-
olb. Notes to Song ix. 145 The South-west wind constrained

betwene two hils on both sides of the lake. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. iv. 634 He binds in Chains The drowzy Pro-
phet, and his Limbs constrains, a 173a Gay (J )» How the
strait stays the slender waste constrain? i8ax Shelley
Epipsych. 398 The walls are high, the gates are strong,
..—but true love never yet Was thus constrained. 1879
Butcher & Lang Odyssey 7 And hard men constrain him,
wild folk that hold him. .sore against his will.

+ b. To check, stop, staunch. Obs.
.1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. (MS. A) 66 If be blood come

fro grete veynes he mai noua,t so sumtyme be constreyned.
Ibid. 68 If., bou maist not sowde be arterie ne be veyne
ne bou maist not constreyne be blood.

C. To press or clasp tightly in one's arms. poet.

1697 Dryden (J.), When ..The Tyrian hugs and fonds
thee on her breast, And with sweet kisses in her arms con-
strains. x86x Temple & Trevor Taunhauser 27 And all

for joy constrain'd him to his breast.

d. JEk To restrain within bounds, to limit.

(7 1618 Raleigh (J.), Overweak to resist the first inclina-

tion of evil, or after, when it became habitual, to constrain
it. 1708 Rowe Royal Convert in. (1766) 44 Constrain your
temper, Sir ; be false and meet her With her own sex's arts.

1878 Morley Condorcet 36 It was impossible, .to constrain
within prescribed limits the activity.

+ 9. «=CONSTRINGE, CONSTRICT. Obs.

1398 [see Constraining a. %\ .1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. (MS. A) 77 Olde woundis bat ben maad ..of to

greet cold constreynynge. Ibid. 105. Ibid. 263 If be
spasme come.. bat wole constryne be tunge inward. 1586
Cogan Haven Health cxiv. (1636) 115 Services are .. to

be eaten after meat, to constraine and close up the stomacke.

1599 Hakluyt V'oy. II. il 335 Vehement heate resolueth the
radicall moysture of mens bodies, as colde constraineth and
preserueth the same. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 430
When Winter Frosts constrain the Field with Cold.

10. To subject to restraint of behaviour, rare.

a 1745 Swift Directions to Footman (Seager), Leave the
company to converse more freely, without being constrained

by your presence. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Montaigne
Wks. (Bohn> I. 343, I . .think, .old friends who do not con-
strain me. .the most suitable.

Constrai'nable, a. rare. [f. prec. + -able.]

That can be constrained, liable to constraint.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. {1632) 73 They are nowbyvertue
of humane law become constrainable, and if they transgresse,

punishable. Ibid. VL iv. 8 1 1 Before Novatian's uprising, no
man was constrainable to confess publicly any sin.

t Constrainatrnce. Obs. [a. OF. constraign-

ance, f. constraindre, constraignant to Constrain :

see -ance.] Constraint.

1 1400 Rom. Rose 7438 For well he knew dame Abstin-

aunce, But he ne knew not Constrainaunce. He knew nat

that she was constreyned.

Constrained (k^nstr?'-nd), ppl. at. [f. Con-
strain V . + -ED.]

L Of persons : Forced, acting under compulsion.

Of actions, etc. : Brought about by compulsion.
1597 Daniel Civ. Wares iv. xxx'ix, This weake constrayned

company. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. iv. 13 None serue with
him, but constrained things, Whose hearts are absent too.

1780 Cowper Table Talk 623 The mind, released from too

constrained a nerve. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876)
IV. xx. 577 The breaking of a constrained oath.

2. Forced, as opposed to natural.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxxv. 20 Bothe theis seeme
unto mee to alledge constreyned senses. 1597 Morley In-

trod. Mus. 7 Vnder Gam vt the voice seemed as a kinde of

humming, and aboue E la a kinde of constrained skricking.

1693 Dryden Ess. on Satire Wks. 1821 XIII. 21 [Milton's]

'Juvenilia', where his rhyme is always constrained and
forced, and comes hardly from him. 1763 Scrafton Indostan
iiL (1770) 104 The Soubah. .received him with a constrained

graciousness. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. I. 35 The
constrained hospitality with which they are directed to pre-

pare food . . for a military man coming as a guest.

3. Of persons : Behaving under constraint, having

the spontaneous and natural impulses checked,

embarrassed.
1802 Mar. Edgewortii Moral T. (1816) I. L 3 Notwith-

standing all his efTbrts to be and to appear at ease, he was
constrained and abashed.

4. Forcibly or unnaturally confined (physically),

cramped.
1768 W. Gilpin Ess. Prints 28 Every constrained posture

[should be] avoided. 1844 Penny Cyct. XXI I. 128/2 When
very weary, we sleep even in the most constrained positions.

Mod. Tight dresses mean constrained limbs.

5. Dynamics. Forced to move in a certain course.

1856 Tait & Steele Dynamics of Particle (1871) 386 A
single particle subject to the action of any forces, and whose
motion is either free, constrained, or resisted.

Constrainedly ^kjJnstr^-nedli;, adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY 2
.] In a constrained manner.

L Under constraint or compulsion.

1549 Chekh Hurt Sedit. (1641) 52 That yee refuse to doe

willingly, think yee must be drawne to doe the same con-

strainedly. 1678 Yng. Man's Call. 326 Never having at-

tired her self in regal ornaments, but constrainedly and with

tears. 1837 G. Redford Script. Verif vii. 459 Facts which
they roost reluctantly and constrainedly attest.

2. With constrained manner or behaviour ; with-

out natural spontaneity or freedom of manner.

1654 Earl Orrery Parthenissa (1676) 637, I forced my self

to divert those two persons, .which yet I did so constrainedly,

that I gave them more cause of pity, than satisfaction. 1865

Comh. Mag. Nov. 579 ' Hefore 1 answer your question *,

said Midwinter a little constrainedly, *I want to ask you
something.*

Constrai'nedness. [f. as prec + -nkss.j

The quality of being constrained; constraint.
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1673 O. Walker Education 217 Constrainedness under-
valueth an action.

Constrai ner. rare, [f. Constrain v. + -br*.]

One who constrains.

1382 Wyclif Ex. v. 10 The maystris of werkis and the
constreyners[L.(U77C/0»-«]. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737)
I. 71 The natural free spirits of ingenious men, if im-

prison'd and controul'd. . will be glad at any rate to vent

themselves, and be reveng'd on their constrainers.

Constraining Jc^nstr«f''nin), vbl. sb. [f. as

prec. + -ing 1
.] The action ofthe verb Constrain;

application of constraint.

C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 517 3oven frely wibouten

exaccioun or constreynynge. c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 91 Con-
streynynge, coaccio. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 74
The Chirch hath not the power of compelling, nor oughte
to require it ( I speake of ciuile constrayning*. 1644 Milton
Judgm. Bncer 11851) 294 A bondage not of Gods constrain-

ing.

Constraining, a. [f. as prec. + -ing2.]

1. That constrains.

1602 Carew Cormvall 127 a, Not through any constrayn-

ing necessitie or constraintiue vowe. 1651 Hobbes Govt.

Soc.xli.§ 4. 178 That the constraining Power [ofGovernment]
..should be left wholly to the Lawes themselves. 1784
Cowper Tirocin. 861 Free, too, and under no constraining

force. 1856 Tait & Steele Dynamics of Particle (1871)

184 To find the point where the particle will leave the con-

straining curve. Ibid. 386 When there are . . constraining
forces ; such as when two or more of the particles are con-

nected by inextensible strings, etc.

+ 2. Of medicines : Constringing or drawing to-

gether, astringent. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. lxix. (1495) 289 The
lecnevsith constraynynge and dryenge medycynes. < 1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg. 161 If bou Ieidist pertoonyconstreyning
bingis be akynge wolde be be more.

Constrarningly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly2.] in

a constraining manner ; + in quot. = compulsorily,

by constraint.

1382 Wyclif i Pet. v. 2 Purueiynge not constreynyngH
(Vulg. coacte, 1388 as constreynedl, but wilfulli.

t Constrai'nment. Obs. rare. [f. Constrain
v. + -ment : cf. OF. constraignement', later con-

traignement."] = Constraint sb.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 71 More shalt thou terrifie

the seditious by the constrainment of thy quartering, then
if Iehouah. .should speake to them.

t Constraint, a. Obs. In 5 -eint, 6

-aynt. [a. OF. constreint, -aint (pa. pple. of con-

streindre) :—popular L. type *constrinctus for con-

strictus : cf. cingere, ductus.] = Constrained.
1. Used as pa. pple. of Constrain.
c 1360 E. E. Psalter (1891) 194 As we ben constreint bur}

cristen sobenes to knowelich on-Hch God and Lord.

2. as adj.

c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 298 How paynfullie hir hert

brest in hir constreint sorow. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's
Quest. Chimrg., At all tymes necessarye and constraynte.

The time constraynte is the tyme whan the bledynge ought
to be made.

Constraint (kfThstr^nt), sb. Forms : 4-5
constreynt(e, -streint, 5 -strent, 6 -straynt(e,

6- constraint, [a. OF. constreinte, fern, sb., f.

constreint pa. pple. : see prec]

1. The exercise of force to determine or confine

action ; coercion, compulsion.
1534 More Ans7v. Poysoned Bk. 1. Wks. 1075 His calling

is no constrainte of necessity. 1595 Shaks. John v. i. 28,

I did suppose it should be on constraint, But iheau'n be
thank'd) it is but voluntary. 1601 — All's Well in. ii. 121

The rauine Lyon when he roar'd With sharpe constraint of
hunger. 1671 Milton Samson \yji The Philistian lords

command : Commands are no constraints. 1769 Robert-
son Chas. V, V. 461 note, They engage in their military

enterprises, not from constraint but choice. 1867 Freeman
Nortn. Conq. (1876) I. vi. 405 How far the electors acted
under constraint we know not.

b. trans/. Compulsion of circumstances, neces-

sity of the case.

1607 Norden Surv. Dial. 216 Use Peats, Turffe, Heath,
Furse, Broome, and such like fuel for firing . . yea, and Neats
dung, as in some places of Wiltshire. Margin, Fewell of
constraint. 1663 Gerbier C^Kwsr/ 100 The enterance. .is not
so proper in the middle as at the end . . But if there be a
constraint, which is most prejudicious to a Building, the
entrance must be set as much towards the end as possible.

1726 Leoni tr. Alberti's Archit. I. 9 b, Never used, .unless

upon absolute Necessity, or the Constraint of the Nature
and Manner of the Situation. 1779-81 Johnson L. P.,

Garth, Nor is it easy to find an expression used by con-
straint, or a thought imperfectly expressed.

T C. Force of arms. Obs.

1659 B. Harris Parivars Iron Age 105 Onely Brunsbergh,
a Catholick town, durst make defence, and was taken by
constraint.

2. Confinement, bound or fettered condition

;

restriction of liberty or of free action.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. x. 2 Through long enprisonment,
and hard constraint, Which he endured in his late restraint.

1596 Edward III, ir. i. 17 Let the captain talk of boisterous
war ; The prisoner of immured dark constraint. 1712 Porn
1st Ep. to Miss Blount 41 Still in constraint your sufT'ring

sex remains, Or bound in formal, or in real chains. 1784
Cowper Task 1. 612 His hard condition with severe con-
straint Binds all his faculties, forbids all growth Of wisdom.
1841 Myers Cath. Th. in. § 32. 118 By continual constraint
and contradiction of his impulses. 1867 Smiles Huguenots
Eng. iiL (1880) 43 He had shown some symptoms of rebel-

ling against the constraints to which he was subject.

+ 3. Pressure of trouble or misfortune; oppres-

sion, affliction, distress. Obs.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 713 Hire hew whilom bright

bat po was pale Bar witnesse of hire wo and hire constreynte.

1393 Gower Conf. II. 380 All day men here great compleint

Of the disese, of the constreint, Wherof the people is sore

oppressed. 1460 in Pol. Pel. <$ L. Poems 112, I had on
petyr and magdaleyne pite For the gret constrent of there

contricion. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Col. May 249 Well heard
Kiddie al this sore constraint, And lengd to know the

cause of his complaint.

+ b. A cause or occasion of affliction. Obs.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvm. xiv, How fervent love..

My careful herte hath made low and faynte, And you therof

are the hole constraynt

4. Compulsion put upon the expression of feelings

or the behaviour, whether by the restraint of natural

feelings and impulses, or by assuming such as are

not spontaneous : hence always implying un-

naturalness or embarrassment.
1706 Walsh Let, to Pope 24 June, You see I write to you

without any sort of constraint or method, as things come
into my head. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. 204 P 11 A
smile that betrayed solicitude, timidity, and constraint.

1781 Cowper Convers. 713 The Christian. .Will speak with-

out disguise. .Abhors constraint, and dares not feign a zeal

..he does not feel. 1835 Marryat Jac. Faithfxl, She
welcomed me with a constraint I had never witnessed be-

fore. 1840 J.
H. Newman Par. Serm. V. 32 We shall in

time . . manifest, not with constraint and effort, but spon-

taneously and naturally, that we fear Him while we love

Him. 1852 Thackeray Esmond \. xiv, There was a sad-

ness and constraint about all persons that day.

5. a. Physics. Any special physical or molecular

condition into which a body is brought by the

operation of some force, and lasting during its

operation, e.g. a state of tension.

1831 Brewster Optics xxviii. 239 An operation during
which the solids are often broken, in consequence of the
state of constraint in which the particles are held. 1881

Maxwell Electr. Magn, I. 156 The state of constraint,

which we call electric polarization.

b. Dynamics. See Constrain v. i e.

A body has in the most general case six degrees or free-

dom, viz. three of translation and three of rotation ; if there

is a hindrance to one or more of these, the motion of the
body is so far constrained ; hence, degrees 0/ constraint.

Thus if one point in the body is fixed, it cannot have motion
: of translation, but has all the degrees of rotation : if two
I points are fixed, its only motion can be that of rotation

j
about an axis passing through these two points; it has
thus one degree of freedom, and five degrees of constraint

:

a sphere moving between two parallel tangent planes has
only one degree of constraint ; a cube under the same con-

ditions has three. Kinetic constraint : the condition that

a body shall move subject to certain relations: e.g. that

a body shall roll on a plane. Principle of least constraint :

the theorem enunciated by Gauss in 1829, that when there

are connexions between parts of a system, the motion is

such as to make the sum of the constraints a minimum.
1856 Tait & Steele Dynamics ofParticle Contents (1871)

j
13 Constraint by Tortuous Smooth Curve . . Constraint by
string attached to a moving Point, etc. 186a B. Price
Infin. Calc. IV. 116 Gauss' theorem of least constraint. .If

we measure constraint by the square of the distance between
the actual place of rm and the place which it would have if

it were under the action of the same forces and were a
single unconstrained particle, then the theorem is, that the

sum of the products of each particle and its constraint is a
minimum.
t Constrarntive, a. Obs. rare. [f. Con-

straint + -ive : etymologically a doublet of

Constrictive.] Having tendency to constrain.

1602 Carew Cormvall 127 Not through any constrayning
necessitie, or constraintiue vowe.

Constraintless, a. [f. as prec. + -less.]

|

Without constraint, unconstrained.

1865 Lyra Messianica, Salus JEterna (1869) 2 'Twas of
Thy free constraintless grace.

Constre, -stri, obs. ff. of Consistory.
Constre, obs. form of Construe v.

Constrein, -eint, obs. ff. Constrain, -aint.

Constrict (kffastrrkt), v. [f. L. constrict- ppl.

stem of constringcre ; cf. astrict, restrict. Other

forms derived from the same L. verb are Constrain
(through Fr.\ and Constringe.]
1. trans. To draw together as by tightening an

encircling string ; to make small or narrow (a tube

j

or orifice); to contract, compress.
1759 tr. DuJiameVs Husb. m. xii. (1762) 397 More closely

constricted, and thereby the juice is better strained. 1848

C. Bronte J. Eyre (1857) 245 A spasm constricted her

mouth for an instant. 1871 Napheys Prev. <y Cure Dis.

123 The neck should not be constricted by a tight collar.

fig. 1854 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. (1875) 19 The error

deforms his faith as much as it tends to stiffen and constrict

his life. 1883 Pall Mall G. 28 Dec. 3/1 To seize a position

which would enable them to constrict at pleasure the com-
merce of the Cape.

2. To cause (organic tissue) to contract or draw
together ; to cause to contract or shrink.

173a Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet 273 Such things as constrict

j

the Fibres. 1791 Hamilton Berthollefs Dyeing 1. 1. 1. i. t8

The pores of the stuff, opened by the heat of boiling water,

and again constricted by cold. 1881 B. Sanderson in Na-
ture No. 619.442 The influence which these [vascular nerves]

transmit is here relaxing, there constricting.

Constricted (k^nstri'kted), a. [f. prec]

1. Drawn together by constriction ;
narrowed,

straitened.

1753 N. Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat Pref. 12 Those of
a lax, more than those of a constricted State of Fibres.
1872 F. O. Thomas Dis. Women 36 He. .advises the dila-

tation of a constricted cervix by means of a tin tube.

2. Nat. Hist. Markedly narrowed at some part,

as if by mechanical constriction.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xxxvii. 14 In the cater-

pillar of the Goat Moth the first is oblong and constricted

in the middle. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 98 Ornithopus
perpusillus . .pod much constricted between the seeds.

Constricting (k^nstrrktirj\ ppl. a. [f. as prec.

-f-iNG^.] That constricts
;
compressing, squeez-

ing tightly all round.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 20/1 Virgil's Laocoon, and the un-

rivalled marble group, .owe their origin undoubtedly to the

stories current of constricting serpents. 1883 L. Brunton
in Nature 8 Mar. 438 The constricting fibres which issue

from the ganglion and pass to the ear.

Constriction (k^nstri kpm\ Also 5 con-
struccion, -tioun. [ad. L, constriction-em, n. of

action f. constringcre : see Constringe, Con-
strict, Constrain. (In F. cited by Littre from
Pare, 16th c. ]

1. Compressing or drawing together as by an

encircling pressure ; the condition of being so com-
pressed together

;
compression, contraction.

c 1400 I.anfranc's Cirurg. 66 pou schalt knowe it bi con-

struccion [;'. r. constructioun] & dilatacion of be same ar-

terie. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 641 The glottis, .hath a
double motion, one of dilatation another of constriction.

1620 Venner Via Recta viii 192 The constriction of the

pores., of the body. 1678 Cl-dworth Intell. Syst. 1. in.

§ 37. 161 Evincing the systole of the Heart to be a muscular
constriction. 1794 S. Williams Vermont go l!y their con-

striction the fluid is forced out. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 19/2

[Serpents have] immense muscular power, enabling some of

the species to kill large animals by constriction.

b. A morbid condition of contractedness or

tightness, or the feeling of such a condition.

1783 Johnson Let. to J. Taylor 17 June in Bosvcll,

An oppressive, constriction of my chest. 1871 W. A.
Hammond Dis. Nervous Syst. 49 In both there are head-
ache, sense of constriction, vertigo, etc. 1882 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Constriction-band sensation, a feeling as of a cord

tied round the waist ; a symptom of some diseases of the

spinal cord.

t C. A spasmodic contraction or shrinking of

any part of the body. Obs.

1771 S. Farr Anim, Motion 366 A Fourth effect, .from a
Stimulus, when it acts upon our bodies, is a Constriction or

Spasm of the part to which it is applied.

2. concr. A constricted part ; a part markedly
narrowed as if by some constricting influence.

1826 Kirbv & Sr. Entomol. (1828) IV. xxxvii. 11 The
spinal marrow being formed of knots separated only by
slight or deep constrictions. 1865 Parkman Cliamplain
ix. (1875) 301 A constriction of the vast channel narrows it

to a mile. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 41 Raphanns j/tari-

timus. .joints separated by a very deep constriction.

3. Something which constricts or confines.

1650 R. Hollingworth Kxerc. cone. Usurped Pcnvcrs 29
Those words.. are an expresse, and fully sufficient constric-

tion. 1877 Blackmorf. Crtpps II. iv. 52 Neither was there

hedge, or rail, or other mean constriction.

Constrictive (kfmstri-ktiv), a. [ad. L. eon-

strictw-us (also in 16th c. F. constriclif, Tare\
f. constrict- ppl. stem of constringcre + -ive.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or characterized by con-

striction ; that tends to compress tightly.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 70 By the constrictiue force

it vseth. .it doth complect the whole. 1655 H. More Antid.
Ath. (1662) 185 If a Spirit use his Agitative power moder-
ately and his Constrictive forcibly enough to feel solid

or palpable to that man or woman. 1844 T, J. Graham
Dom. Med. 277 This [Breast-pang] is an acute constrictive

pain about the breast-bone. 1889 Pall Mall G. 26 Sept. 7/2

Neither the boa nor the anaconda is venomous, but their

constrictive powers render them terrible adversaries.

2. = Constringent.
1533 Elyot Cast. Helihe (1541) 26 b, Medlars ar cold and

dry, and constrictife or straininge the stomake. 1656 in

Blount Glossogr. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Constrictive, cap-

able of binding together ; styptic; astringent

Constrictor (k^nstri-ktaj). [a. L. constrictor,

agent-n. from constringcre, constrict- : see Con-
stringe.] One who or that which constricts.

1. Anat. A muscle which draws together or nar-

rows a part. (Frequent in the L. names of indi-

vidual muscles.)
[1706 Phillips fed. Kersey), Constrictor Labiorum, a Mus-

cle that encompasses the lips with orbicular or round Fibres].

a 1735 Arbuthnot, etc. Mart. Scrib. (J.), He supposed the

constrictors of the eye-lids must be strengthened in the

supercilious. 1839 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 220 b. 187a

Mivart Elem. Anat. 288 The constrictors of the pharynx.

attrib. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. 1. 16a, A great constrictor

muscle. 1878 Foster Phys. n. i. § 2. 212 The sympathetic

therefore acts as a constrictor nerve.

2. Surg. An instrument for producing constric-

tion ; a compressor.
1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Constrictor of Herbiniaux .. to

tighten the ligature placed around the neck of a tumour.

3. A large snake which crushes its prey ; a Boa-

CONSTRICTOR.
a 1845 Hood Knt. Dragon x.xxvii, That gorged serpent

they call the constrictor.

Constring, obs. form of Construing vbl. sb.

an -2



CONSTRINGE. 880 CONSTRUCTION.

Constringe v^^nstri-nd^), v. [ad. L. con- 1

string-ere to tie tightly, draw tightly together, f.

L. con- together + stringere to draw tight. This
,

seems to have been introduced to represent the

L. verb more closely in form and sense than was
done by the historical representative constrain,

j

which came through French. In more recent i

times constrid has been used as an equivalent.]

1. trans. To draw or squeeze together as by an en-

circling force ; to compress ; = Constrict i. tObs.

1606 Sun. Tr. <fr Cr. v. li. 173 The dreadfull spout Which
Shipmen doe the Hurricane call, Constring'd in masse by
the almighty sun. i6ai Burton Ana/. Mel L L II. iv. 18

The necfc [of the Bladder] is constringed with a muscle.

1650 Bi'lwkr Anthropomet. 191 Children .. involved and
constringed in swaithing bands. 1678 Ccdworth Intell.Syst.

561 God .. by His vertue and Power does constringe and
contein the whole world. 1826 Southey Vind. Ecct. Augl.

331 Immediately she was constringed so tightly by the un-
seen and spiritual cincture that, etc c 1828 Broderip in

Penny Cyci. V. 24/3 While these serpents are in the act of
constringing. .their prey.

2. Phys. To cause (organic tissue} to shrink or i

draw together. Also absol.

1604 T. Wright Passions 1. ix. 35 Love will have heate,
j

and sadnesse colde, feare constringeth, and pleasure dilat-
j

eth. 1689 Moylk Sea Ckyrurg. n, xx. 75 These [remedies]
will powerfully dry and constringe. 1743-5 R. Pococke
Ohserv. Pal. in Pinkerton Colt. Trav. X. 433 On tasting it

j

[Dead Sea Water] my mouth was constringed as if it had
been a strong alum Water. 1785 Pott Ckirurg. Wks. (ed.

2) II. 46 Constringing such [parts] as are dilated. 1875
H. C. Wood Tkcraf>. (1879) 47 It acts as an astringent,

j

constringing the vessels and overcoming relaxation.

3. To contract (any substance^ as by cold, etc.

165a FitEMCH Yorksk. Spa ii. 15 The earth being con-
stringed with cold. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 180 The
solids will be weakened by every effort they make to con-
tract or constringe themselves.

4. intr. To become close or dense.
1880 Browning Dram. Idyls, Pan Luna 58 The plumy

drifts [of cloud] contract, condense, constringe, Till she [the

moon] is swallowed by the feathery springe.

Hence Constri nged, Constri nging ///. adj's.

1655 H. More AMiid. Atk. (1662) 185 Their Bodies being i

nothing but coagulated or constringed Aire. 1684 — An
Answer 275. 1756 Watson in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 806

I

They have likewise a gently constringing taste. 1858 Busii-

NELL Serm. Neiu Ltft 322 The constringing littleness of
all selfish passion.

Constringency (tyfostivndge'nsi). [f. next:

see -ency.] The quality of being constringent.
1691 E. Taylor tr. Bekmen's Tkeos. Pkilos. 61 Constrin-

(

gency, or Violence of Attraction. 1886 T. Hardy Mayor
\

0/ C. I. xxiii. 299 That Hyperborean crispness, constrin-

gency, and charm, as of a well-braced musical instrument.

Constringent (kfJnstri'ndgent). [ad. L. con-
\

stringent-em, pr. pple. of constringtre to Con- i

stKInge. (Also in mod.F. as term of medicine.
1

)]

Causing constriction.

1603 Sir C. Hkydon Jud. Attrot xxiii. 511 The nature of 1

Orion is constringent and tempestuous. 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 380 In a conservatory of Snow, where the cold may be 1

more constringent. 1748 tr. Vegetins' Dtstemp. Horses 174
]

The constringent or styptick Quality. 1839 Eraser's Mag.
XIX. 121 That he should on Easter-day impose upon hts

body's freedom the constringent action ofa habit never before
assumed. 1876 D. Furrier Eunct. Brain 71 The circular

or constringent muscle of the Iris.

Construabi'lity. [f. next + -nr.] Capa-
bility of being construed.
1856 J. Grotk in Cambr. Essays 81 The pupil's business

must be to construe, the tutor's to provide, if he can, for
\

ronstruability.

Construable (k^nstrw-ab'l), a. [f. Construe
v. + -able.] That may be construed.

1&S7 ]• Goodwin Triers Tried 10 If they.. but whisper
the least iwra construable in favour of any of those opinions.
,1 1734 North Exam. Rfc vii. 9 56 (1740' 544 To do nothing

. construable against Law. 1856 Dove Logic Ckr. Eaitk
v. i. 5 2. 278 We are bidding farewell to all things, .constru-
able by sense or reason. 1864 Gladstone in Times 8 Apr.
6/4 If you tell a man what your duty [on sugar) is in Dutch
numbers, that is construable into the trade terms of every
tongue.

Construct fafcistnrkt), ///. a. arch. [ad. L.

construcl-us, pa. pple. of construe're : see next.]

L pa. pple. Constructed.
1432-50 tr. Iligden (Rolls) I. 63 Compacte and constructe

[

throe the heete of the sonne. 1578 Hamster Hist. Man \.

19 In Children the same [Occiput] is construct of many
j

bones. 1773 J. Ross Eratricide (MS.) iv. 333 For so im-
mortal bodies are construct. 1867 G. M acik>kaui Sonnets,
Concerning Jesus xi, To the few construct of harmonies.

2. adj. in Construct state, state construct, in

grammar of Hebrew and other Semitic languages:
the form of the substantive used when standing

before another having an attributive (or genitive)

relation to it, which may be translated by the

nominative (or other case) followed by of, as bayith
house, biyth-^ldhim house of God.
It is distinctive of the Semitic languages that in expressing

such a notion as house ofGod, they do not, like the Aryan
languages, put God in the genitive, but, retaining this un-
changed, put house in the 1

state construct In this form
the substantive becomes accentually combined with that
which follows, losing its independent stress, and undergoing
various consequent changes, as loss or lightening of vowels,
of inflexional consonants, etc.

[1737 A. Schultens Institutions 184 Regimen autem,
sive statum constructum, dicunt [grammatici] copulationem
illam.] 1821 Moses Stuart Heb. Gram. (1831) 124 The
construct state. 1830 W.T. Philipps Elem. Heb. Gr. 81 In
regimen or the constructed state. 1836 tr. Hengstenberg's
Ckristol. I. 353 The Stat. Constr. is often used where the

connexion is intimate, though not made by a genitive,

especially before prepositions. 1874 tr. Lange's Comm.
Zech. 57 The singular occurrence of [such words] after a
noun in the construct.

Construct (kfJnstrtrkt), v. [A late formation

from L. construct- ppl. stem of construct to heap
together, pile up, build, construct, f. con- together

+ slrut tre to lay, pile, build. The present stem
of the L. vb. has given Construe.]
1. trans. To make or form by fitting the parts

together ; to frame, build, erect.

1663 Boyle Usefutn. Nat. Phil. (JA Those divine attri-

butes and prerogatives, for whose manifesting he was pleased
to construct this vast fabrick. 1730-6 Bailey, Construct*

to build, to frame. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II, A sacred
ship, the first that was ever constructed. 1817 Coleridge
Biog. Lit. xiii. (1870) 139 Des Cartes, .said, Give me matter
and motion and I will construct you the universe. 1844 H.
H. Wilson Brit. India III. 37 The Burmas. .constructed

stockades on either bank of the Surma river. 1863 Mary
Howitt E. Bremer's Greece I. L 19 This splendid road has
l>een lately constructed.

b. (immaterial objects, creations of the mind, etc.)

1755 Johnson, Construct, to form by the mind : as, he con-
structed a new system. 1812 Examiner 4 May 283/2 M.
Didelot has constructed a fanciful ballet. 1849 Abp. Thom-
son Laivs Th. Introd., Before an Art of Rhetoric could be
constructed. 1875 JsvoM Money (1878) 10 It is easy to

construct a theory of the nature of exchange and value.

absol. 183a M acaulay Mirabeau, Demolition is un-
doubtedly a vulgar task : the highest glory of the statesman
is to construct.

2. Gram. To put together (words) in syntactical

arrangement ; to combine in grammatical con-

struction. (Used chiefly of the manner.)
1871 Pubt. Sikool Lat. Gram. 248 Syntax is that division

of Grammar which teaches how sentences are constructed.

Ibid. 257 The Vocative .. is attached to the Sentence, but
not constructed with it. Ibid. 321 Many Adjectives above
mentioned [as governing a Genitive] are also constructed
with Prepositions,

b. (See quot.)
1864 Alfobd Queens Eng. 183 Suppose I.. direct one of

them to construe the sentence. He knows perfectly well

what I mean. . But suppose I tell him to construct the sen-

tence. He . . ought to know, that I mean that he is to ex-

plain the construction of the sentence, to give an account
of its cancords and governments.

3. Gcom. The ordinary word for : To draw, de-

lineate, or form geometrically. Also, to make
the required construction or figure for fa problem
in geometry, astronomy, navigation, eta).
1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 357 Some construct this Pro-

blem of finding the Parallax of Longitude or Latitude from
the given Parallax of Altitude, more expeditiously thus.

1828 J. H. Moore Pract. Navig. 67 This case is constructed
much the same as the last. 1840 I -ahum h Geom. 132 A rect-

angle whose area is equal to that of a given triangle, may
be found by constructing one with the same base as the
triangle ancf half its altitude. Ibid. 277 A method of con-
structing or drawing a parabola by a series of points. 1882

M inch in L'nipt. Kinemat. 125 Construct round P as centre
the conic whose equation, .is, etc.

b. To represent (an algebraical quantity or

equation) by a geometrical construction.
1717-51 Chambers Cyci. s.v., The method of constructing

equations is different, according to the diversity of equa-
tions. 1739 Saunijerson Eluxtons (1756) 44 To construct

this Fluent, that is, to find some geometrical Area with
which it may be compared.

f 4. To put a specified construction or inter-

pretation on ; = Construe 4 b. Ohs. Sc.

c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 84 Expressions which
were constructed by the Queen of England as a Violation

of their former Familiarity. 1666 Sir R. Murray in Evelyn
Mem. (1857) III. 203, I., construct the design of all to be to

express quaintly your kindness in desiring I may be where
you arc. 1676 \V. Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. xi. (1848)
361 This would be constructed by the King and others a
homologating of the Protestor's petition.

Constructed ; k ** 1 stn> • k ted ) , ppl, a. [f. Con-
htrlct v. + -ed.] Formed by construction ; usu-

ally with qualification, as well-constructed.

1784 Cowper Tirocin. 523 A well-constructed brain. 1885
Atkenseum 12 Sept. 332/1 What may be called constructed
poetry, or poetry of deliberation.

b. Constructed state : = Construct ppl. a. 2.

Constructor 1 see Constructor.
Constructible (ktfbttnrknVl), «• V- L. con-

struct- [see above) + -ble : also in mod.F.] That
may be constructed.
1856 Rl-skin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xvii. These three

curves . . with all the . . curves so constructible . . are con-
sidered by mathematicians only as one curve.

Constructing (kfTnstnrktirj), vhl. sb. [f. Con-
struct v. + -inq *J The action of the vb. Con-
struct ; construction.
1788 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 214 For the

constructing of proper and convenient wet docks. 1830 Ibid,

II. 359 The constructing of a tunnel.

Construction (k^nstrrrkjan). Also 4-5 con-
struccioun, 5-6 -cion, -cyon, 6 -tyon, -tione,

etc. fad. L. construction-em ^ n. of action f. cott-

stru tW to Construe, Construct. The F. con-

struction is cited by Littre from 12th c, and may
have been the immediate source.]

I. The action of constructing.

L The action of framing, devising, or forming,
1 by the putting together of parts ; erection, building.

Arch 0/ Construction', an arch built in the body of a
! wall or other structure, to relieve the part below it from

superincumbent weight.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 19 The construccion of the
cite of Rome. < 1440 Promp. Pan'. 91 Construccyon or
construynge, construccio. 1705 Arblthnot Coins (1756)

259 The Construction of Ships was forbidden to Senators.

1837 Ht. Martikeau Soc. in Amer. II. 186 From whence
a [railroad] line is now in course of construction to the
Hudson. 1849 Freeman A rckit. 108 Others have only an
arch of construction above the flat hntel.

b. of immaterial objects, systems, organiza-

tions, etc.

1841 Myers Catk. Th. iv. xxv. 302 The Mosaic system
was the first construction of a special instrumentality for a
special end.

c. The art or science of constructing.
1842-76 Gwilt Encycl. Arch. Gloss., Construction.,

amongst architects is more particularly used to denote the
art of distributing the different forces and strains of the
parts and materials of a building in so scientific a manner
as to avoid failure and insure durability.

_
1864 C. Vaux

Villas <V Cottages 70 To study the capabilities and varieties

of wooden construction. 1891 Graphic 28 Feb., [The]
Assistant-Controller of the Navy ana Director of Naval
Construction, who has designed the new ships.

2. The manner in which a thing is artificially

constructed or naturally formed ; structure, con-

formation, disposition.

1707 Curios, in Husb. $ Gard. 28 The Order and . . Con-
struction of their essential or organical Parts. 1791 Gentl.

Mag. LXI. 11. 769 To build it [a dry dock] with a timber-

floor of a new and peculiar construction. 1799 Med. Jrnl,

I. 461 The bad construction of the hospitals. 1866 Engel
Nat. Mux. i. 15 The rather unusual rhythmical construction

of six bars in the first part, and eight in the second, a 1871

T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 41 331 Beneath the mandi-
bles is situated another pair of jaws, of similar construction.

b. The mental building up of materials; con-

structive faculty.

1826 Disraeli Vh*. Grey WU vii. 119 At last he burst forth

with an immense deal of science and a great want of con-

struction, a want which scientific men often experience.

3. Geom. The action or method of drawing a

figure for the purpose of solving a problem or

proving a proposition.

1570 Billingsley Euclid I. i. 9 Then is set the construc-

tion of suche things which are necessary ether for the doing
of the proposition or for the demonstration. 1660 Barrow
Euclid 1. 11, The construction, and the demonstration, are

every where alike. 1840 Lardner Geom. 133 Of the con-

struction of equal and similar figures. 1882 Minchin Unipt.
Kinemat. 57 Graphic construction for Resultant Accelera*

tion.

b. Naut. 'The method of ascertaining a ship's

course by trigonometrical diagrams (Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk.).
i8a8 J. H. Moore Pract. Navig. 41 By construction.

C. Construction ofequations : see quot.

1727-51 Chambers Cyci., Construction of equations, is the

j
method of reducing a known equation into lines, and figures

;

whereby the truth of the rule, canon, or equation, may be
demonstrated geometrically.

d. trans/. 1884 tr- Lotze's Logic 123 A generic concept

derived from experience, the inner organisation of which
can only be represented imperfectly by description, not

> exactly by construction.

4. A thing constructed ; a material structure ; a

formation of the mind or genius.

1796 Morse Amer, Grog. II. 424 The subterraneous con-

structions of Italy are as stupendous as those above ground.
1862 M. Hopkins Hawaii ^\ A number of other construe
tions were discovered. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. I. 11 The
Brehon laws are in no sense a legislative construction.

II. The action of construing, and connected

senses.

5. Gram. The action of syntactically arranging

words in a sentence; 1 the putting of words, duly

chosen, together in such a manner as is proper to

convey a complete sense '

(J.).
1591 Percivall Sp. Did. E. iij, Construction is the apt

ioimng of words in framing of a sentence. x6ia Brinsley
Pas. Parts (1669) 52. 1657 J. Smith Myst. Rhet. 130 Pro-
lepsis is also a figure of Construction. 1751 Chambers
Cyci., Construction .. the arranging and connecting the

words of a sentence, according to the rules of the language.

b. The syntactical connexion between verbs and

their objects or complements, adjectives and their

extensions, prepositions and objects, etc.

(In this Dictionary the principal constructions of verbs,

adjectives, etc., are given under the various senses, marked
Const.)

1530 Palsgr. 137 There is nat a more straunger construc-

tion in all this tonge. 1571 Golding Cah'in on Ps. Iv. 20,

1

cannot tell whither the construction will beare it or no.

1640 Sir R. Baker in Spurgeon Treas. Dai: Ps. i. 2 That
stands in construction with all tenses. 1661 Milton Ac-
cedence Wks. 1738 I. 620 Construction consisteth either in

the agreement 01 words together, .which is call'd Concord ;

or the governing of one the other in such Case or Mood as

is to follow. 1767 H. Walpole Narr. Rousseau 133 He
changed the construction of the last phrase, though the

thought remained exactly the same. 1876 Mason Eng.
Gram. Pref., Help towards the understanding of the more
difficult constructions.
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C. Heh. Gram. The relation of a sb. in the con-

struct state. See Construct a. 2.

1762 Parkhurst Hch. Lex. p. iv, A noun is said to be
in Regimine or in Construction when it is in a particular
relation to a noun following it,

+ 6. The action of analysing the structure of a
sentence and translating it word for word into

another language
;
construing, translation. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 161 John Cornewaile..
chaunged the lore in grammar scole, and construction, of
[i. e. from] Frenche into Englische. 1388 Wyclif ProL xv.

57 Whanne ri^tful construccioun is lettid bi relation, I resoluc

it openli. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy ir. x, To sewe his style

in my translation Worde by worde like the construction After

the maner of gramariens. 1580 Lyly Euphucs (Arb.) 362
She drew out hir petrarke, requesting him to conster hir a
lesson . . Thus walking in the alley, she listned to his con-

struction. 1643 Sir 1". Browne Rcljg. Med. XL § 8, I have
seene a grammarian, .shew more pride in the construction
of one Ode [of Horace] than the Author in the composure of
the whole booke.

7. The construing, explaining, or interpreting of

a text or statement
;

explanation, interpretation
;

meaning, sense.

1483 Catk. Augl. 75 A Construccion, construccio, txposicio,

C 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xiv. (1890) 47 Whan blanchar-
dyn had wel loked and rede the verses . . & well vnderstode
theire sentence, .the prouost axed hym yf he was counseyl-
!ed for to fulfyllc the construction of that texte. 1532 More
Confut. Tindale Wks. 654/1 Al the question for the more
part riseth . .vpon the construccion thereof, that is to say.

.

what was for that scripture the true sense and right vnder-
standing^ a 1656 lip. Hall Breath. Dei'out Soul (1851) 169
What riddles are in that prophecy, which, .undergoes as
many constructions, as there are pens that have undertaken
it. 1782 Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I. 1. 146 Those texts.,

will admit of some other construction. 1803 Wellington
in Owen Di$p. 584 My construction of the tenor of the
letter, .may I hope prove erroneous.

8. Interpretation put upon conduct, action, facts,

words, etc. ; the way in which these are taken or

viewed by onlookers ; usually with qualification,

as to put a good, bad, favourable, charitable (or

other) construction upon.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretarie XL (1625) 28 To admit me

favourable and indifferent construction, of what I shall here
unfold unto you by writing. 1599 ShakS, Much Ado in.

iv. 50 O illegitimate construction ! I scorne that with my
heeles. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iv. 12 To finde the Mindes
construction in the Face. 1609 Tourneur Fun. Poemc 313
The bitter censures of malignancies In managements so
subject to construction. 1641 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660)
82 A charitable construction of each others acts and inten-
tions. 1677 W- Hubbard Narrative il 38 To put the best
Construction might be, on such Irregular actions. 1705
Stanhope Paraphr. III. 499 Some Good may be done,
though at the Expence of Envy and ill Construction. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth vii, Since such is the construction that
is put upon my patience. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 126
Locke, .guards himself. , against any such construction.

b. f To make (a) construction : to give an ex-

planation or meaning to ; to explain or interpret

in a certain way. Obs. To bear a construction :

to allow of being explained in a certain way.
c 1525 Skelton Replyc. 152 Ye may soone make construc-

tion With right lytcll instruction. 1598 Shaks. Merry W.
U, ii. 232 There is shrewd construction made of her.
1620 Bacon in Ellis Orig. Lett. XL 259 III. 236, I humbly

e

praye your Lordships to make a favourable and true con-
struction of my absence. 1741 Richardson Pamela I. 27
He would have made a less angry Construction, had I less
deserv'd that he should do so. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xxi, Facts which would bear two constructions.

9. Law. The explaining or interpreting of the
words of a statute, deed, or other legal document.
1523 Fitzherb. Surv. Biijb, To the declaracyon and

constructyon of this statute, etc. 1649 Selden Laws Eng.
VU xiii. (1739) 69 By the Resignation of Richard the Second,
the Parliament might seem, in strict construction of Law,
to be expired. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 226 By an
equitable construction of the statute of Glocester. 1845
Stephen Laws Eng. II. 63 The construction or interpreta-
tion of a contract. 1890 Ld. Halsbury in Law Times Rep.
LXIV. 3/2 The question, .turns upon the true construction
of the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847.

b. A particular explanation or interpretation put
upon a law, etc.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 1324 The true meaning of which
statute, they did impugne and overthrowe by divers subtile
and sinister constructions of the same. 1612 Bacon Ess.,
Judicature (Arb.) 452 ludges must beware of Hard Con-
structions, and Strained Inferences. 1827 Jarman Powell's
Devises (ed. 3) II. 329 The Master of the Rolls, .adopted
the latter construction. 1890 Sir N. Lindley in Law Times
Rep. LXIII. 690/1 Forcing upon this order a construction
which would not be put upon it by those who are in the
habit of dealing with orders in this form.

10. atlrib. and Comb, in sense 1, as construction
timber, material, etc.

; construction-way, -rail-

way, a temporary railway laid down for use in
the construction of a permanent railway, canal, or
similar undertaking.
1796 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. VII. p. civ, A Vessel, .loaded

with construction-timber. 1881 Chicago Times 18 June,
A construction train backing down to Elwood.

Constructional (k^hstrtrkJanJU), a. [f. prec.

+ -AL.] 1. Of or pertaining to construction.
1870 F. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 70 The only evidences are

constructional and sculpturesque. x88i T. Hardy Laodicean
III. v. xii. 157 Mere constructional superintendence was all

that he had deputed.

I 2. Belonging to the original structure or design
;

structural.

1859 Jephson Brittany vi, 80 The chief constructional
portions of the church are 'early pointed'. 1861 Beresf.
Hope Eng. Cathedr. igth C. vi. 219 If a gallery were in any
case admissible, it must be a constructional one, and not
one of those wretched scaffoldings on cast iron pillars or
brackets.

3. Of, pertaining to, or dependent upon inter-

I pretation of phraseology or intention.

1737 Waterland Eucharist 40 <T.) The nature of sym-
|

bolical grants, and constructional conveyances. 1839 New
Monthly Mag. LVT. 455 Nor can this be considered as a

I

quibble, a constructional possession.

Constru'ctionally, adv. [f. prec. + -ly-.]

As regards construction or structure.
1880 Athcu.rum 29 May 703/1 Artistically decorated, not

constructionally enriched. 1890 Ibid, 11 Oct. 489/1 Con-

[

structionally the arrangement is bad.

Constructionist ;k£nstr»-k[3nist\ [f. Con-
struction + -1ST.]

1. One who practises or advocates construction.

2. With strict, loose, or other qualification : One
who puts a strict, loose, or other construction or

!
interpretation upon a law, etc. ; in U. S. chiefly

i used in reference to the interpretation of the pro-

;

visions of the Constitution as these regard the

!
rights of the individual states.

a 1844 Upshur cited in Worcester. 1865 Pall Mall G. 10
July 5/1 There is very little doubt that Johnson will turn
out a Democrat, that he will be a free-trader and strict con-

1 structionist. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Jiur 266 They were
strict constructionists and rigorous observers of the Law.
Constructive (k^nstnrktiv), a. [ad. med.L.

constmetTv-us, f. construct- ppl. stem : see -ive.

Cf. F. constntctify -ive, 15th c. in Godef.]
1. Having the quality of constructing

; given to

construction.
184 1 4 Emerson Ess., Intellect Wks. (RohrO I. 139 The

constructive intellect produces thoughts, sentences, poems,
plans, designs, systems. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk, II.

in. vii. 345 Cyril was a clear-headed, constructive theologian.
1878 LeCKY Eng. in 18th C. ll.viii. 514 We look in vain
. . for any signs of administrative or constructive talent.

2. Of or pertaining to construction.
1817 Let. in Coleridge Biog. Lit. I. .xiii. 293, I look for-

1 ward anxiously to your great book on the constructive
,

philosophy. 1877 S. J. Owen Ibellesley's Desp. p. xxix,
!
There was no hope of any constructive, wise, and political

!

development from such a quarter. 1889 IVhhaker's Aim.
\

214 Naval Service. .Constructive and Engineering Staff.

3. Belonging to the construction or structure of
a building, etc. ; structural, constructional.
1865 J. Fercusson Hist. Arch. I. 25 Architectural orna-

ment U of two kinds, constructive and decorative. By the
former is meant all those contrivances, such as capitals,
brackets, vaulting shafts, and the like, which serve to ex-
plain or give expression to the construction. 1874 MlCKLE-
thwaite Mod. Par. Churches 212 Design should be based
upon constructive exigencies.

4. Deduced by construction or interpretation

;

I
resulting from a certain interpretation ; not directly

expressed, but inferred; inferential, virtual ; often
applied in legal language to what in the eye of
the law amounts to the act or condition specified.
a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 282 Will an implicit con-

structive Acknowledgment bind those, whom solemn Oaths
and Vows to Almighty God cannot hold ? 1681 Trial 0/ S.
Colledge 51 A seizing of the King . . is a constructive inten-
tion of the death of the King ; for Kings are never Prisoners,
but in order to their death. ' a 1832 D. Webster Wks. (1877)
IV. 107 The power of control and direction . . is derived, by
those who maintain it, from the right of removal : that is to

I say, it is a constructive power : it has an express warrant in

[

the Constitution. 1863 Lubbock Preh. Times iv. (1878) 165
Thus the customs of a tribe may. .forbid marriage with one
set of constructive sisters or brothers.

b. Hence constructive blasphemy, contempt, no-
tice, possession, treason, trust, etc.
Constructive total loss (in Marine Insurance): the as-

sumption of the loss of a ship or cargo as total under certain
circumstances, as when arrival or recovery seems highly im-
probable, or the cost of the repairs promises to exceed the
value, the owner abandoning to the insurers all claim to the
ship and receiving the amount insured.

' 171 4 Burnet Own Time an. 1682 (T.) It was not pos-
sible to make it look even like a constructive treason. 1769
Blackstone Comm. IV. 75 The creatures of tyrannical
princes had opportunity to create abundance of constructive
treasons; that is, to raise, by forced and arbitrary construc-
tions, offences into the crime and punishment of treason,
which never were suspected to be such. 1789 Durnforu &
East Reports III. 466 The necessity of an actual possession
by the bankrupt, in contradistinction to a constructive pos-
session by the intervention of an agent, a 1797 H. Walpole
Mem. Geo. Ill, x. (1845) 319 It was at most constructive
blasphemy. 1848 Arnould Mar. Insur. (i866j L k iv. 170
Cases of constructive total loss.

Constructively (ty/nstnrktivli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -ly ^.] In a constructive way.
1. In the effort to construct ; for the purpose of

construction
;
constructionally.

1865 J. Fergusson Hist. Arch. I. 171 The Assyrians
never seem to have used stone constructively, except as the
revetment of a terrace wall. 1874 — in Contemp. Rev. Oct.
58 [They] have lined . . the passages of our houses with.

.

rick-work, because it was constructively true.

2. By way of interpretation
;
inferentially.

1678 Hale Hist. Placit. Cor. xiv. (T.>, Interpretatively
and constructively

; as, when a war is levied, to throw down

inclosures generally, etc. 1706 De Foe Jure Div. v. 14
This is constructively included in Samuel's Behaviour to
them, tho' not laterally in the Words. 1769 Blackstone
Comm. IV. 142 An actual breach of the peace ; or construc-
tively so, by tending to make others break it. 1847 C. G.
Addison Law Contracts 11. ii. § 2 That the goods were
either actually or constructively bailed to him or his servants.

Construxtiveness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

Constructive quality or capacity. (Introduced as

a Phrenological term for a faculty with its appro-
priate 1 organ \)
1815 F.diu. Rev. XXV. 235 To the Order of Feelings.

.

belong the following species.. 7. Constructiveness. 1828
Coohbb Const. Man ii. | 5 Constructiveness is given,—and
materials for constructing artificial habitations, raiment,
ships. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLVL 207/1 The constructive-
ness of his teaching as opposed to the destructiveness of
the school . .which has prevailed for so many years.

Constructor Qc^nstnrktai)- Also 8-9 -er.

[n. of action on L. type f. Construct : = med.L.
constructor, mod.F. constructcur.']

1. One who constructs, makes, or frames ; one
who designs the construction of a thing

;
spec, an

officer charged with the supervision of construction
for the navy.
1751 Johnson Ratnbltr No. 103 r 9 A constructor of dials.

1847 CkAIG, Constructer, one who forms or constructs.
1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. ix. 424 He was aided by con-
structors, .from the fleet in the St. Lawrence. 1885 Maneh.
Fa am. 11 June 5/1 The constructors of the maps. 1889
ll'hitakers Aim. 214 Naval Service .. Constructive and
Engineering Staff: Director of Naval Construction ; Chief
Constructors . . Constructors. Ibid. 230 Portsmouth Dock-
yard. .Chief Constructor. .Constructors.

f2. One who construes or interprets. Obs. rare.
1616 Capt. Smith Descr. New Fug. 50 Lest my owne re-

lations of those hard euents might by some constructors be
made doubtful!.

Hence Constructorship, the office or position of

a (naval) constructor.
1870 Times 21 Dec, Mr. Childers actually offered the

Chief Coustructorship to the designer of the Captain.

Constructure (k^nstrp-ktiiu). [f. L. stem
construct- + -ure, on analogy of structure. OF.
also had constructure (rare).]

+ 1. Construction, structure. Obs.
1620-55 I% Jonks Stone-Heug (1725) 38 The whole Con-

structure being circular in Form. 1664 Powkr E.xp. Philos.
\* 78 Nature's variety in the constructure and conformation
of so excellent an Organ [the Eye]. 1710 Brit. Apollo III.

92 The Constructure of my Body. 1712 Blackmoke Crea-
tion 1. (cd. 41 19 Ye sons of art, one curious piece devise,
From whose constructure motion shall arise. 1840 Aeolus
32 All the inferences deducible from this constructure will

present themselves readily as soon as required.

b. fig.
1622 R. Preston Godly Man's [nqnis. i. I That excellent

constructure of our Saviour, laid downe in his Gospell by
Matthew : Seeke first the kingdome of God, etc.

2. Sc. Law. A mode of industrial accession,

whereby if a house be repaired with the materials

of another, the materials accrue to the owner of

the house, full reparation, however, being due to

their owner. (W. Bell Diet. Lazv Scot.)

Construe (k^-nstr«, kffastrz?), v. Forms : a.

4-5 construen, -struwe, 5 -stru, -strew, -struyii,

,5-6 -strewe, 4- construe
; /3. 5-6 eonstre, 6-9

eonster, (6 eonstyrre, 8 eunster). [ME. con-

stru-en, ad. L. construcre to pile together, build

up, Construct, also to connect grammatically,
construct sentences, whence in med.L. as in sense 3.

The corresponding F. construire is a late word,
but occurs in Palsgr. 1530 in the grammatical use.

If our word had been derived through Fr. it would
have had the forms construy, conslroy : cf. destroy.

At an early date the stress was put on the first

syllable, and the final reduced to -stre, -ster : eon-

ster continued to be the pronunciation down to

the 19th c, even after it had disappeared as a written

form. Walker, 1791, called this 'a scandal to

seminaries of learning '.]

f 1. trans. To form by putting together materials,

to Construct. Obs.
1 1399 Langl. Rich. Rt'dctes III. 327 They constrewed

quarellis to quenche be peple, And pletid with pollaxis and
poyntis of swerdis.] 1490 Caxton Eneydos xv. (1890) 59 He
had construed, edyfyed, and made an hondred temples
wythin his royalme. 1605 Timmr Qncrsit. I. xv. 71 The
braine .

. is defended and construed by Mcrcurie, the third
radical beginning.

2. Gram. To combine (words, or parts ofspeech)
grammatically. Now, to combine a verb, adjective,

preposition, or other word with the case or relational

words with which it is syntactically used.
1530 Palsgr. 495, I constrewe as a grammarian dothe a

sentence, when he joyneth the partes of speche in order, je
construis. 1612 Brinsley Pos. Parts {1669) 1 The constru-
ing or framing and setting together of the eight parts of
speech. Mod. The verb hearken is construed with the
prepositions to, nnto. In German many prepositions are
construed with the dative.

3. Gram. To analyse or trace the grammatical
construction of a sentence ; to take its words in

such an order as to show the meaning of the
sentence

;
spec . to do this in the study of a foreign
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and especially a classical language, adding a word
for word translation ; hence, loosely, to translate

orally a passage in an ancient or foreign author.
136a Langl. /*. PL A. iv. 128 For nullum malum be Mon

mctte with infmnituni. And bad nullum bonum be irre-

muneratum. Let pi Clerk, sire kyng, Construe bis in

Knglisch. 1386 Chaucer Prioress's T. 76. 1387 Tkevisa
Higden (Rolls; II. 159 Children in scole beeb compelled for

..to construe hir lessouns and here bynges in Frensche
{construere Gallice compelluntur], 1481 Caxton Myrr.
1. vii. 34 He coude make and construe euery worde, and
pronounce it by example. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 362
She drew out hir petrarke, requesting him to conster hir
a lesson. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. m. i. 30 Conster them.
1612 Brinnley Lud. Lit. 113 What they can so construe
or reade out of the English into Latine. 1745 Chestere.
Lett. I. ciii. 285 If I did not construe Homer, and play at
pitch. 1813 Moore Post-bag v. 293 Have you found any
friend that can conster That Latin account, t'other day,
of a Monster? 1840 Macaulav Ess., 1

- -

1 II. 142
He cannot construe a Greek author.

b. absol.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls! II. 161 Now.. in alle the
grammar scoles of Engelond, children leveth Frensche, and
construeth and lerneth on Knglische. 1575 Laneham Lett.
(1871)61, I coold my rulez, coold conster & pars with the
l>est of them. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1.$ 44 Since
I have been able not onely as we do at schoole, to construe,
but understand. 1851 BufTSD 5 Years Eng. Univ. 18 The
lecturer stands, and the lectured sit, even when construing,
as the Freshmen are sometimes asked to do. 1861 Hughes
Tom Broivn Oxf. i. (1889* 6 If you were to hear the men
construe, it would make your hair stand on end.

c. intr. (for fuss.' Of a series of words: To
admit of grammatical analysis or interpretation.

1851 J. H. Newman Cath. in Eng. 59 Definite dogma,
intelligible articles, formularies which would construe, a
consistent ritual. Mod. This sentence will not construe ; I

can make nothing of it. His verses did not scan, and would
barely construe.

4. trans. To give the sense or meaning of; to

expound, explain, interpret .language).

1399 LANCL. Rich. Redeles Prol. 72 Poure on it preuyly.

.

And constrewe ich clause with be culorum. 1483 Cath.
A ngl. 75 To Constru, exponcre, constmere. 1545 Joye Exp.
Pan. ix. X vj b, (ieve me leave to conster you thys laste

verse. 1581 Sayile Tacitus' Hist. 11. xxxix. 1 1591 ) 76 Such
;is had rather construe \interpretari\ then execute his

Generals commaundementes. 1771 Smollktt Humph, CI.
I. 3 June, We can cunster the crabbidst buck [ = book].

1796 J. Anstey Pleader's Guide (18031 5° Though the Law
in modern days Three barbarous Tongues no more displays,
Like Pluto's triple headed monster. And Pleaders can their
Pleadings construe. 1883 Browning Jocoscria, Sol. *
Ralkis, () wisest thou of the wise, world's marvel and well-

nigh monster, One crabbed question more to construe or
vulgo conster !

b. To expound, interpret, or take in a specified

way (often apart from the real sense).

1361 LAMGL. P.PL A. Prol. 58, I font bere Freres. .Glosyngc
be Gospel as hem good likeb For Couetyse of Copes Con-
strueb hit ille, 1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 308 Let wyse men
that here this Cronycle constrewe it after theyr discressions.

1594 Hooker EccL PoL hi. (1632* 135 That which the Word
of God doth but deliuer historically, we conster without any
warrant as if it were legally meant. 1663 Butler Hud. L
iii. 1214 If we conster What in th'ApocaTyps we find, Ac-
cording to th'Apostles mind. 1705 PVUI Corr. (1844) IV.
312, I am not a man for construing with too much rigour
the expressions of men under a sense of ill-usage. 1848
MacAt lay Hist. Eng. I. 234 The country was not then
inclined to construe the letters of Papists candidly.

c. with various complements and extensions.
1607 Topsell Eour-f Beasts 11673! 274 Some farryars ..

conster the word ' taken ' to be 1 stricken by some planet or
evill spirit'. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1.4 [This
Text] the Jews construe of Christ still to come, and of his

temporall Monarchy. 170a Addison Dial. Medals 11. 123
When the word is construed into its idea the double mean-
ing vanishes. 17*0 Lett,from Mist's Wkly. Jrnl. (1722) II.

55 Any thing that can be construed an obscure or scurrilous
Insinuation. 1754 Richardson Grandison I. xxxvi. 252
When she speaks anything that some would construe to her
disadvantage. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 416 He
abstained . . from using any expression which could be con-
strued into a threat. 1876 K. Mellor Priesth. v. 221 Not
one word which can be construed as having the remotest
connection with sacrificial ideas.

5. Law. To explain or interpret for legal pur-

poses. (A technical application of 4.)
1581 Lambarde Eiren. iv. xix. (1588) 603 There can he no

higher authoritie of exposition, then to construe one statute

by an other. 159s West 1st Pt. Symbol. 1 60 It. 1710 Steele
Toiler No. 264 P 9 Provided also, That this Rule be not
construed to extend to the Fair Sex. 1767 Hlackstonk
Comm. II. 147 Courts of law have, .leant as much as possible

against construing demises, where no certain term is men*
tioned, to be tenancies at will. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)

II. 332 It is a usual manner of construing new acts, accord-
ing to the old rules. 1885 Sir R. Baggallay in Law Times
Rep. LII. 560/1 Authority is of very little use in construing
an unskilfully drawn will.

6. trans/. To interpret, give a meaning to, put a
construction on (actions, things, or persons

\

1465 Paston Lett. No. 498 II. 175 Thcyr disposicion woll
I- construed ferther than they wille it were. 1581 Savilk
Tacitus Hist. iv. Ixxxvi. (1591) 236 His brother whose vn-
like and farre more curteous nature he construed [interpre-
tabatur] contrarily. 1583 Stanyhurst sEneis n. lArb.> 45
Of one od subtil stratagem, most treacherus handling Con-
ster at. a 1656 Hp. Hall Breath. Devout Soul (1851) 165
O Ix>rd God . . how variously am I construed by men ! 1709
Steele Tatter No. 52 F 3 Our Minds are construed by the
waving of that little Instrument [the fan]. 17x9 D'Urfey
Pills (1872) IV. 208 Fewcan tell his Pedigree, Or his subtile
Nature conster. t8x6 Scott OldMort. xxviii, You construe

me but justly. 1879 FroI'Df. Caesar xv. 226 So Cicero had
construed the situation, .and he had construed it ill.

b. with various complements and extensions.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1901 And be be hat, pat is holewe

he-for be heued bowed, I constru pat ilka kyng sail clyne to
my-selfe. 1494 Fabyan Chron. v. xcviii. 71 The whiche was
construed to be done by vertue of the holy Ghoost. 1535
Covrrdale Bible Prol. F 5 Though .. I have fayled eny
where . . loue shall constyrre all to y° best, a 1591 Greene
yas. IV (1861) 189 Thy virtues shall be construed to vice.

1607 Tournelr Rev. Trag. 1. iii. 26 I conster my selfe

sawcy. 1649 Milton Eikon. 168 All must be consterd
Reason in the king and depraved temper in the Parlament.
17*0 Ozell Vertot's Rom. Rep. II. xm. 276 Ca;sar's

Robberies were construed for political Actions. 1831 Fon-
blanqi'e Engl, under 7 Admin. (1837) II. 120 Prudence
will be construed pusillanimity. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Brooke Farm ii. 25 These gentlemen assure me that silence
will be construed as an affront. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr.

i (1864) IV. vn. ii. 39 The popular conception would construe
that consent, .into an act of freewill.

+ C. in a bad sense : cf. misconstrue. Obs.
c 1610 Fletcher & Mass. Trag. Bamavelt 1. iii. in Bullen

Old PL II. 221 To have your actions consturd, scornd and
scoffd at By such malignant soules !

7. To deduce (a meaning, etc/ by interpretation
;

to judge by inference, infer.

c 1450 Crt. ofLove Hx, Construe the best, believe no tales
newe, For many a lie is told, that semeth ful trewe. 1526
Pitgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 36 Sholde they whan they
wake construe ony treuth to folowe of this mater. 1591
Horsey Trav. App. (Hakluyt Soc) 298 Wee will conster
the beste of all thinges. 1606 Bryskett Civ. Life 183 You
may haply conster that meaning out of that place. a x66i
Fuller Worthies 1. 203 By these my signs the wise will

easily conster How little thou didst differ from a monster.
1884 Glstafson Found. Death \. 5 Even from this it cannot

1

be fairly construed that gross drunkenness was common.
b. absol. or intr. Const, fo/.

1584 Peele A rraignm. Paris n. i. 24 We must not conster '

hereof as you mean. 1594 Daniel Compl. Rosamond xxxii,
A sinful monster, As by her words the chaster sort may I

conster. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. vi. § 16 If we should
judge or construe of the store of some excellent jeweller, by I

that, .which is set out toward the street in his shop.

f 8. To understand (a person, i. e. his meaning).
1622 Dekker Virg. Martyr u. Wks. (1873) IV. 29, I now

;
conster thee.

f 9. To inform by way of explanation ; to

explain.
i6ox Shaks. TtveL N. m. i. 63 My Lady is within sir. I

will conster to them whence you come.

Construe (kfnstn*;, sb. [f. the vb.] An act

of construing in the grammatical sense, esp. as an
! exercise in learning a classical language ; a verbal

translation.

1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons ff W. xv, These debates
interfered sadly with construes, exercises, and repetitions.

|

1865 Etoniana viii. 138 An early construe with his tutor,
j

1885 W. F. Hobson in N. -V Q. 17 Jan. 46/r The misappre- '

hension arose, probably, from a wrong construe of another

I

edition, where the v/ordpiebeios [ —vutgares]. .was mistaken

j

for a noun. Mod. Give me a construe of the passage.

Construer (k-^nstr/^ai, kjfastr£*ai)'. Also 5
construare, -stirrere, 7- sterer. [f. Construed, i

+ -er 1.1 One who construes.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 91 Construare, constructor. 1483

Cath. Angl., A constirrere, expositor, constructor. 1607
S. Collins Serm. (1608) 67 Detorted and wrested another

\

way . . as is the humor of the Consterer. 161* Brinsley
j

Lud. Lit. 112 Where the construer sticketh, or goeth amissc,

to call him backe to the rule. 1656 Howies Six Less.
Wks. 1845 VII. 200 Which definition, .to a candid construer,

is sound.

Construing 'kfrnstr»|irj, kffnstr/7-irj), vb/. sb.

Also 6-8 const (e)ring. [f. as prec + -ING The
action of the vb. Construe in various senses.

. 1440 Promp. Parv. 91/1 Construccyon or construynge,*'
construccio. 1^70 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 28 l'laine

construinge, diligent parsinge, dailie translatinge. 1579
Fenton Guicciard. 11. (1599) 61 The construing and exa-
mination of newe lawes. 1640 Brome Antipodes in. iv,

Must I stand Your const ring and piercing ofyour scribbling*.

1740 J. Clarke Educ. Youth (ed. 3) 84 This will, .facilitate

his Construing of I ..it i-t. 1857 Maurice E/. St. fohn i. 10
That did not depend much upon . . the construing of parti,

eular texts.

attrib. Whitlock Zootontta 450 In the Peoples Constru*
ing Hooke, the Acts of those above them have alwayes some
false I-atine in them. 1670 Eacharo Cont. Clergy 12 Some
lamentable and pitiful construing-master.

Conetry, obs. form of Consistory.

tConstu'lt, v. Obs. [f. L. con- together

+

stult-us foolish, fool.] intr. To play the fool

together.

1630 J. Tavlor (Water P.) World's eighth Wonder Wks.
11. 67/1 Some English Gentlemen with nim consulted And
he as nat'rally with them constulted. 1659 Gauden Slight
Heaters (1660) 91 What do they meet, and sit, and consult
(or rather constult) together?

+ Co nstuprate, v. Obs. [f. ppL stem of L.

constuprare, I, con- intensive + stuprare to ravish,

f. stuprum violation, defilement.] trans. To
violate, ravish, deflower.
1550 Bale Revelation 111. (T.), The good gostlye father

that constuprated ii hundred nonnes in his tyme ! i6ai

Burton Anat. Mel. I. ii. iv. vii. (1651) 165 Their wives
and loveliest daughters constuprated by every base culion.

1651 Raleigh's Ghost 230 His [David's] wives were constu-
prated and abused by his son. a 1683 Sidney Disc. Ger-t. i.

§ 16 Romulus and Remus, the Sons of a Nun, constuprated,
as is probable, by a lusty Soldier.

t Constnpra*tion. Obs. [n. of action f. L.
constttprare : see prec. So in F. (Cotgrave).]
Ravishing, violation of chastity.
1611 Cotgr., Constupration, a constupration, ravishing,

deflouring, defiling of a woman. 16M-5 Bp. Hall Con-
tempi. O. T. xvi. iv, Had not that constupration beene
partly violent. 165a Peyton Catastr. Ho. Stuarts{tj^i) 22
Most of his Wisdom consisting in such Constuprations. 1755
Johnson, Ravishment, violation, forcible constupration.

t Consubject, V. Obs. To subject together.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World n. xix. § 6 (R.) Rather than

they would consubject themselves with those of Juda and
Benjamin, under a more honourable, .yoak.

Consubsi'st, v. intr. To subsist together, or
in combination. Hence Consubsrsting ppl. a.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 552 Some who hold two

consubsisttng wills, an active and an elective. Ibid. I. 555
An elective power consubsisting with our power of volition.

Consnbsi'stency. rare. The quality or state

of subsisting together.

1715 M. Davies Atken. Brit. 1. 43 Its .. mysterious co-
existencies and consubsistencies.

Consubstantial ik^nsrbstse-njal), a. [ad. L.

consubstdntial-is (Tertullian), in K consttbstantiel

(16th c, Calvin), f. L. con- together + substantia

substance : see -al, and cf. substatue, substantial.

Originally a term of Theology, I,, consabstdntial-is

representing Gr. 6ftoovo-to$
}

f. o/ids one and the

same, common + oixria being, essence, substance.]

1. Of one and the same substance or essence ; the

same in substance.

1576 Newton tr. Lemnie's Complex. (1635) 98 Not able.

.

to attract and digest the nourishment that is moyst, nor to
make it tike and consubstantial! with the body and members.
1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vi, As in Spring-time from one
sappie twigg, There sprouts another consubstantial 1 sprigg.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xviii. (1632) 375 A booke con-
substantiall to his author. 1650 tr. Bacon s Lifetf Death 59
The Livelesse Spirits are next Consubstantiallto Aire ; The
Vital! Spirits, approach more to the Substance of Flame.
1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 63 Grant that an object from
without could act upon the conscious self as on a con-
substantial object.

b. Theol. Said of the three Persons in the God-
head ; esp. of the Son as being 1 one in substance 1

with the Father. Sometimes also said of Christ's

humanity in relation to man.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 25/3 Jhesu cryst- -in essence con-

substantial by generacion. 1516 Pitgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1 531) 198 b, The sone. .is consubstancial, that is to saye, he
is of one nature and substaunce with the father. 1561 T.
Norton Catvins Inst. 1. 30 When the I^itines meant to

expresse the word Omoousion, they called it Consubstantiall,

declaring the substance of the Father and the Sonn to be
one, so vsing the word substance for essence. 161s Bkere-
wood Lang, Relig. xxv. 222 In their conceits, .the humane
nature of Christ was not consubstantial to ours, but of
another kind. 1667 H. More Div. Dial. (1713) 559 St.

Augustin. .calls the Holy Ghost, The substantial and con-

substantial Love of the Father and the Son. a 17x1 Ken
Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 281 The Word his con-

substantial Beams display "d. 1724 Waterland^ A than.

Creed vii. 104 This creed makes no mention of Christ being
consubstantial with us, in one nature, as he is consubstan*
tial with the Father in another. 1875 E. White Life in

Christ v. xxviii. (1878) 474 The apostofic writings seem to

lay far greater stress on the real distinction in the Persons

of the Godhead than on any idea of consubstantial Unity.

2. quasi-j^.

1640 Watts tr. Bacon's Adx: Learn. IV. KL (R. Suppl.),

Consubstantialls are willingly intertained with a kindly

embrace, and properly intenerate and supple
;

it6i Sterne
Tr. Shandy (1802) V. xl. 259 It is inherent in the seeds of

all animals, and may be preserved by consubstantials. im-

friments, and occludents. 1866 Nealk Sea. jr Hymns
aoo Then.. Did he recite the Creed that told of the Con-
substantial.

Consubsta'ntialism. [f. prec. + -ism.] The
doctrine of consubstantiation,

i860 Worcester cites Milman.

Consnbsta ntialist. [f. as prec. + -ist.]

1. One who believes in the consubstantiality of

the three Persons of the Godhead.
1736 Chandler Hist. Persec. 08 The consubstantialists.

.

reproached their adversaries as Heathens. 1758 60 Jortin
Erasm. I. 610 Arius. .ill used by the Consubstantialists.

2. Onewho holds the doctrine ofconsubstantiation.
a 1655 Vines Lord's Supp. (1677) 123 As the Consubstan-

tialist, or Lutheran saith. a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1686

II. 443 Errours, such as.. that of the Lutheran Consub-
stantialists, and of the Roman Transubstantiators.

Consnbsta:ntia'lity. [ad. L. consubstan-

tid/itas (Casstodorus), f. consubstantialis \ see -ITT.

Used to render Gr, rd ufwovffiov, ofioovotorr)?.]

Identity of substance.
1616 Bi'i.lokar, Consubslantialitie, agreement in sub-

stance, the being of the same substance that another is of.

1651 tr. Bacon's Life Q Death 13 Over great Affinity or

Consubstantiality of the Nourishment to the Thing nour-

ished. 1738-41 Warburton Div. Legal, m. iv. (R.), The
doctrine of the soul's consubstantiality with the Deity,

b. esp. of the three Persons of the Trinity.

1516 Pitgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 198 b. Here is no con-

substancialite nor personage, whiche is in y" deite. 1558

Bp. Watson Sev. Sacratn. viii. 45 The. .Counsel at Nyce..
dyd inuente the worde of Consubstantialitie, to expresse

the olde trueth that Christ was . . of one and the same sub-

stance with the father. 1651 C. Cartwright Cert. Relig.

11. 7 Homottsi/m, which the Orthodox Fathers used, to shew

against the Arrians the consubstantiality of the Son with

the Father. 1773 J. Allen Serutt St. Mary's Oxf. 17 His
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coequality, coeternity and consubstantiality with the Father.

1845 J. H. Newman Fss. Developm. 11 There is also a con-
sensus In the Ante-Nicene Church for the doctrines of our
Lord's Consubstantiality and Coeternity with the Father.

Consubstantialize, v. - Consubstantiate
v. 3.

1838 G. S. Faber Inquiry 486 The consubstantialising
Church of the Lutherans.

Consubsta-ntially, adv. [f. Consubstan-
tial + -ly 2.] In a consnbstantial manner ; with

identity of substance or essence.

1579 Fulke Heskins* Pari. 511 They haue not their being
consubstantially . . because they are two vnconfounded.
1671 Flavel Fount. Life v. 12 Think not when Christ
assumed our Nature that it was united Consubstantially.
1828 Southey£sj. Mot. $ Polit. (1832) II. 370The Protestant
constitution, consisting consubstantially of church and state.

Consubstantiate (Iwiuwbstse'nfii^t), v. [f.

ppl. stem of med.L. consubstdntidre to identify in

substance, f. con- together + substantia substance :

See CONSUBSTANTIAL.]
1. trans. To unite in one common substance.

spec, in Theol. : see Consubstantiation.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pel. v. § 67 II. 357 They . . are driuen either

to Consubstantiate and incorporate Christ with elements
sacramentall, or to Transubstantiate and change their sub-
stance into his. 1651 Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. HI. ix.

162 It [Gold] is not easily consubstantiated with us, it can-
not be overcome by our heat, nor doth it turne into bloud.
1683 Pordage Myst. Dh. 58 Neither Angels nor Saints are
in this degree codeified and consubstantiated with the
Father. 1768-74 Tucker Li. Nat. (1852) II. 483 It is

necessary that the priest should call down His very body
crucified upon the cross into the bread, which must be
transubstantiated thereinto, or consubstantiated therewith,
so that Christ Himself may be really and corporally present
in the elements. 1866 Whipple Char, Charac. Men 74
This true rhetoric, in which thought is consubstantiated
with things.

2. intr. To become united in substance.
1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 89 To make a vivid

thought consubstantiate with the real object, and derive
from it an outward perceptibility.

1 3. To hold the doctrine of consubstantiation.
1687 [see ppl. a.]. 1715 A. A. Sykes Innoc. Err. 10 The

Lutherans consubstantiate.

Hence Consubstantiating ppl. a.

1687 Dryden Hind <$• P. 11. 454 The consubstantiating
Church and Priest Refuse communion to the Calvinist.

Consubsta'ntiate, ppl- a. [ad. med.L. con-
substantidt-ns, pa. pple. of consubstantiare: see
prec. and -ate 2

.] United or made one in substance.
1633 D. Rogers Treat. Sacraments 1. To Rdr. 11 This

Popish leaven of carnall Sacraments . . sowred the first re-
formation with a consubstantiate Christ. (11678 Feltham
Serm, Luke xiv. 20 (T.) 'Tis no wonder that we must love
her [a wife], that is thus consubstantiate with us. 1810
Southey Kehama xxiv. iv, Then did the Man-God re-

assume His unity, absorbing into one The consubstantiate
shapes.

Consubstantiation (k^ns^bsta^nfi^jbi^.
[ad. 16th. c. L. consubstdntidtidn-em, n. of action
from consubstdntidi-e : see above. Formed after

the much earlier term transubstantiation.']

1. The doctrine of the real substantial presence
of the body and blood of Christ together with the
bread and wine in the Eucharist, as distinguished
from transubstantiation in which the whole sub-

stance of these elements is held to be changed
into the body and blood of Christ.
A term used controversially to designate the Lutheran

doctrine of the Saviour's presence 1 in, with, and under the
in-substance-unchanged bread and wine ' (in, mit, utul
nnter dem der Substanz nach unverdnderten Erode and
Weine) ; but not used by the Lutheran Church, nor ac-
cepted by Lutherans as a correct expression of their view.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvii. § 10 So that they all

three do plead God's omnipotency. .the patrons of transub-
stantiation . . to the change of one substance into another

;

the followers of consubstantiation to the kneading up of
both substances as it were into one lump. 1616 R. C. Times'
Whis. 1. 473 To passe the papist & the Lutheran, Their
trans & consubstantiation. 1673 Milton True Relig. \Vks.
(1851) 409 The Lutheran holds Consubstantiation ; an error
indeed, but not mortal. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. t.

(1721) 48 Calvin refines the Refiner, as if Luther's Consub-
stantiation bordered too near upon the Wafer -God Tran-
substantiation. 1798 J. Hey Led. Divinity IV. 324. i88z
Ffoulkes in Macm. Mag. XLV. 207 In exposing the sub-
terfuges of consubstantiation and transubstantiation alike.

f 2. A rendering consubstnntial. Obs.
1660 Stillingfl. Iren. 11. iv. § 12 (1662) 196 Else Christ

must have as many bodies as the Church hath particular
congregations. Which is a new way of Consubstantiation.
1768-74 Tucker Lt.Nat.U^ II. 383 Who took upon Him
our nature by an union with the human soul and body of
Jesus . . Union, which is not a transubstantiation, nor consub-
stantiation extending throughout the same portion of space.
Hence ConsuTastantiationist, one who holds

the doctrine of consubstantiation.
1813 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXVI. 7 The con-

substantiationist maintains that thesacramental elementsare
transubstantiated in the mouth of the faithful communicant,
and not previously in the chalice of the priest, a 1834
Coleridge Lit. Rem. IV. 192.

Consubsta'ntiative, ci. Of the nature of con-
substantiation. Hence Consubsta ntiatively adv.
1853 G. S. Faber Diffic. Romanism 73 note, The fourth

Council of Lateran . . determined that the alleged material
change in the elements, is not consubstantiative hut tran-
substantial ive.

t Consubsta'ntiator. Obs. [n. of action

from Consubstantiate : see -or.] One who con-

substantiates.

1681 R. L'Estrange Apol. Prot. iv. i. 98 There is no
collecting from their Writings whether they were Consub-
stantiators or Ubiquitaries.

Consubsta'ntive, a. rare.= Consubstantial.
1855 Bailey Mystic 128 That He [Christ] being born In

union consubstantive with the man Jesus.

t Consue*te, a. Obs. Also 4 -swet. [ad. L.
'

consuet-us used, accustomed, wonted, pa. pple. of
consuesctre to accustom, use, f. con- together +
suesctre to become used, accustom, inceptive of an
obs. suere.] Accustomed, wonted.
1384 Charter of Land. xcii. in Arnolde Chron. 11811) 34 ,

YeTding to vs be yere . . in termes conswet the ferme thtrof
diew. 1538 Leland Itin. V. 67 Favorers of their consuete
Idilness. 1548 Hall Chron. 11809) 458 Brought again into
their, .consuete famiHaritee. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

Hence f Consiretely adv., according to custom.
163a Lithgow Trav. \. 4 The mansuet cup, the gods con-

suetly drunke.

Consue*titude. Intentional variant of next.
1880 A. Forbes in 19th Cent. VII. 187 By consuetitude

he follows armies. 1883 — Coutemp. Rev. Oct. 608 There
is no meanness, there is just the simple consuetitude of the
modest establishment.

Consuetude (kjrnswni/*d). Also 4-7 conswe-.
[a. OF. consuetude, ad. L. consuetude, short for con-

1

sueti-tudo, f. consuctus : see -tude. (The inherited

form of the L. word was OF. coustnme Custom.]
1. Custom, usage, habit. Chiefly in Sc. use.)

1382 Wyclif i Kings xx. 25 Whanne the kyng hadde
sitten vpon his chayer after the consuetude. c 1400
Laufrauc's Cirttrg. 51 Late him blood if alle particuler
pingis acorden as vertu, age, conplexioun & consuetude.
I432 So t r- Higdtn (Rolls) I. 407 The consuetude is of I

Walche men to 5iffe water to theire gestes to drynke. 1503
Hawks Examp. I'irt. iv. 43 To haunte amies was theyr
consuetude. 1558 Knox First Blast lArb.)^ Long con- 1

suetude and custome . . haue established their atithoritie.

1689 tr. Buchanan's De Jure Regui 10 Exercitation and
consuetude did the same more sagaciously. 1831 Sir W.
Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 478 The word was originally not 1

of English but of European consuetude. 1881 Hlackie
Lay Serm. ix. 320 To adjust themselves according to the
consuetude and the convenience of time and place.

b. esp. Custom recognized as having legal force
;

the unwritten law of custom ; use and wont.
1384 Charter of Lond. in Arnolde Chron. 35 Notwith-

stonding. .conswetude or dome vpon suche maner charturs
yeuen. 1496 Dives $ Paup. VII. xv. (W. de W.) 301/2 Con-
suetude or custome in lawe posytyue that is mannes lawe is

exposytour & termynour of the lawe. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. (1858) I. 195 lie na caus . . that he culd knaw Of con-
suetude or ^it be writtinlaw. c 1575 Sir J. Balfour Practkks
(1754) 42 Thay sail keip the lawis and consuetudes of the
burgh. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 37 Ane Earle, or any man
allegeand him to haue the liberties or consuetudes of ane
Earle. 1853 Cdl. Wiseman Ess. II. 176 The subjection to,

I

or exemption from, jurisdiction, so completely depended
I

upon consuetude.

2. Familiarity ; social intercourse. [So in Latin.]
1803 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. I. 440 Nor would Ario-

I vistus have needed a long consuetude to acquire it fthe
j

I
Belgic language]. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Prud. Wks.

I (Bohn> I. 101 The sweetness of those affections and con-
suetudes that grow near us.

Consuetu'dinal, a. and sb. [f. L. cmsnetu-
din-em (see prec.) + -al.]

A. adj. Pertaining to custom, of use and wont.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Consuetudinal, accustomed. 1849

Blackiv. Mag. LXVI. 263 To uproot and destroy the
ancient consuetudinal law of the kingdom,

B. sb. = Consuetudinary sb.

1817 Fosbrooke Brit. Mouachism Title-p., The Consue- '

tudinal of Anchorets and Hermits.

Consuetudinary (kpnsw2ti/7'dinari), a. and ;

sb. [ad. L. consuetiidindri-us custdicary, f. con-

suetudin-em (see above). Cf. F. droitc^suetttdi- 1

naire (14th c.)]

A. adj. According to consuetude, custom, use
j

and wont, or usage ; customary.
1590 Serpent ofDevis. B ij a, First he saith it was necessary

..Secondly, he saith it was consuetudinary: and lastly he
laith it was voluntary. 1687 S. Hill Cat/i. Balance 28

'

I

Consuetudinary Apostolical 'Iraditions. 1837 Scott Napo-
'

leon xxxviii, Laws, whether written or consuetudinary.
;

i86x W. Bell Diet. Laiv Scot. s. v., Consuetudinary or
|

customary law, in contradistinction to written or statutory
law, is that law^ which is derived by immemorial custom
from remote antiquity. Such is the common law of Scot-
bod. 1881 W. Robertson Smith Old Test, in Jewish Ch.
x. 299 Ordinary affairs of life are always regulated by

j

consuetudinary law.

B. sb. A treatise containing a collection of
customs or usages, local or particular to some
body

;
esp. a book containing the ritual and cere-

[

monial usages of a monastic house or order, a
cathedral, collegiate church, or the like. Some-

j

times identified with an Ordinary.
1494 Fabvan Chron. vn. cexxii. 245 The Ordynare or Con-

suetudynary. .nowe named Salysbury vse. 1546 Bale Eng.
i

Votaries 11. (1550) 40 An ordynary of Popysh ceremonyes,
the whyche he entytled a Consuetudynary or vsuall boke
of the churche. 1846 Maskell Mou. Rit. I. p. xliv. note,
The MS. Ordinale, through the kindness of the Dean and
Chapter of Exeter is now Tying before me . . the Consuetu- 1

dinary of the Church of Exeter, .forms the first part of the

book. 1877 J. D. Chambers Div. Worship 195 Not men-
tioned in the Consuetudinaries, except that of Wells.

t Consu-ffer, v. Obs. trans. To suffer together

(with another). Hence f Con-su fferer.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 2795 The sorowe y* oure lady

cousuffred for hire dere son.
1662 W. Guthrie Serm. in Set. Biog. (Wodrow Soc.) II.

70 If I be a sympathiser, I must be a con-sufferer.

Consul (k^*ns#l), sb. Also 7 consull. [a. L.

consul (in sense 1), f. con- together + -sal- root of

satire to leap, jump, =Skr. sar- to go : cf. con-

silium Counsel, and consultdre to Consult.]
I. In the Roman and French Republics.

1. The title of the two annually elected magis-
trates who exercised conjointly supreme authority
in the Roman Republic; the title without the

function was retained under the Empire.
The Konian reckoning of time was by the names of the

two consuls for the year.
1382 Wyclif i Mace. xv. 15 Lucius, consul [1388 cheef

gouernour] of Romayns, to Kyng Ptholome, heltbe. 1393
GOWER Conf. III. 179 Gains Tabricius, Which whilom was
consul of Rome. 1533 Bkllkmden Livy iv. (1822^323 L,
Quincius Capitolinus, qubilk wes five times afore consul.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. i. 277 Tis thought that MarttUS shall

be Consull. 1776 GuntoN Dect. F. I. xvii. 449 The title

of consul was still the most splendid object of ambition.
1835 Lvttos Rienzi n. viii, ' Long live the Consul Rien/i'
cried several voices. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 481 The last

consul after whom [he year was denominated was IJa->ilius,

junior, in the year 1294 a. l\c or 541 a.d. in the reign of thy
Emperor Justinian,

2. I ience given as a title to the three chief magis-
trates of the French Republic, from 1799 to 1804.
The First Consul (who was Napoleon Bonaparte)
had all the real power, the Second and Third
Consuls having only a consultative voice.
1802 G. Rose Diaries 11860) I. 460 The late discussion

with the First Consul. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 127 The con-
suls, or rather the first or chief consul ifor the other two
were appointed by him, and acted only as his advisers and
assistants; proposed the laws.

II. Senses chiefly founded upon etymological
connexion with L. consulere to counsel, consult.

f 3. Used by mediceval Latin writers in England
and elsewhere as = comes, count, earl. Obs.
[10. . I.aivs ofEd'iv. Conf. ii. ( Du Cange». c 1250 Bractos:

1. viii. § 2 [Du Cange) Coniites. .qui etiam dici possunt con-
sules a consulendo ; reges enim tales sibi associant ad con-
sulendum.J 1494 Fabyah Chron. vn. ccxxiii. 249 In theyr
apparell they were lyke vnto consules and nat vnto monkes.
1628 Coke On Litt. 168 a, The She-rife was deputy of the
Consull or Earle, and therefore the Romanes called him
Viceconsul, as we at this day call him vicecomes. 1677 F.
Sandford Gcneal. H ist. Eng. 75 Isabell, one of the Daugh-
ters and Heirs of William Consul of Gloucester. 1864
Freeman in Sat. Rev. XVIII. 461/2 One is amused to find

the great opponent of King Stephen described as ' Robert,
surnamed "the Consul", natural son of King Hen. 1'..

Robert was 'surnamed "the Consul'", only in the sense tn

which every other contemporary Karl was equally surnamed
the Consul . . Henry of Huntingdon, and others who used
the same affected style, thought it fine to say ' Consul ' in-

stead of ' Comes *.

1 4. A member of a council : spec, of the early

English Merchant or Trading Companies. Obs.
1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 11. 800 A noble gentilman, a

consul in office. 1553 S. Cahot Ordinances 261 To be pre-
sented to the Gouernour, Consuls, and Assistants in Lon-
don. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. iv. §12 Making them
dictators, that their words should stand, and not consuls to
give advice. 1753 Hanway Trav. 1 1762) I. Ded. 3 To the.

.

Governor, the Consuls and court of Assistants of the Russia
Company.

f 5. Used as the English appellation of various

foreign officials. By Shakspere applied app, to

the savii of Venice. Obs.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. ii. 43 Many of the Consuls, rais'd and

met, Are at the Dukes already. 1618 Barnevelt's Apology
C b, The true hearted Hollander, Consul and Captaine Peter
Boom. Ibid. Diij, The Consulls, and Gouernours of Rot-
terdam, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xiv. (1843) 818/2 The
government [of Cologne] is under the senate and consuls.

1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 27 Venice . . The third
council, .consists of the doge, his six counsellors, the capi
delta quarantia criminate, the savii grandi, the savii di
terra ferma, and the savii de gl'ordini. .The savii are a
kind of public inspectors, or consuls.

III. A municipal or commercial officer.

|| 6. Formerly the name of certain municipal

magistrates in Southern France and Catalonia,

corresponding to the echevins of Northern France.
(Du Cange refers to Consules municipales at Barcelona at

an early date (cf. 7), and in Provence in 1209.)

«i577 Sir T. Smith Commiv. Eng. (1612) 86 These Con-
stables, .bee like to them who are called Consuls in many
Townes and Villages in France. 1670 Cotton Espernon
in. ix. 421 A Consul of Agen, who had been created so at

his recommendation. 1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3913/3 There
are Letters from Marseilles, .which say, the Inhabitants of

that Place had., killed their Consul. 1787 Charlotte
Smith Rom. Real Life I. 56 The consuls of the district

waited on her to offer her a guard.

•j* 7. The appointed or elected head of the body
of merchants of any nation resident in a foreign

seaport or town, to settle disputes among them,
and be their channel of communication with the

local government or authority. Obs.
This appears to have arisen in the Mediterranean and to

have been an extension of sense 4 or 6 ; Du Cange quotes a
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charter of King Jayme of Arragon of 1268, giving to the

merchants of Barcelona, sojourning in parts beyond seas,

power to appoint consuls over themselves.

[c iyao Svmon Simeonis Iiin. (1778) 21 Communiter quae-

libet Christianorum civitas maritima hahet fundum in civi-

tate ipsa et consulem.J 1601 R. Johnson Kingd.tf Commit:
(1603)' 187 They that doe traffike uppon the land, assemble

many together, and elect a governour amongst them, whome
they terme, Consul. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 586

A Consul of the Florentine merchants at Alexandria.

8. Hence, by gradual development: An agent

appointed and commissioned by a sovereign state

to reside in a foreign town or port, to protect the

interests of its traders and other subjects there, and

to assist in all matters pertaining to the commercial

relations between the two countries. So Consul-

general^ Vice-consul. (The ordinary current sense.)

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 176 (R.) The Venetians have a
consul themselues. But all other nations goe to the French
nations consul. 1601 W. Parry Trav. Sir A. Sherley 10

The English Consulls. 1694 tr. Milton's Lett, State (Crom-
well to K. of Portugal, Oct. 1656), We deem'd it necessary

to send to your Majesty Thomas Maynard..t3 reside in

your Dominions, under the Character and Employment of

a Consul, and to take care of the Estates and Interests of

our Merchants. 1753 Hanwav Trav. 11762) I. v. Ixxiii. 333
These proceedings, .of which the consul general Wolff", was
acquainted in 1745. x8a6 Kent Comm. I. 41 Consuls are

commercial agents appointed to reside in the sea-ports of

foreign countries with a commission to watch over the com-
mercial rights and privileges of the nation deputing them.

0. trans/. The local representative officer of the

Cyclists* Touring Club.
1882 Prospectus Bicycle Touring Club, The appointment

of Consuls, or representatives, in various towns, to point out

the ' lions ' of the place..and to inform members v as to the

state of roads and other matters in their local districts.

10. attrib. and Comb.
1560 P. Whitehorne tr. Macchiavellis Arte 0/ Warre

(1573) 44 a, An ordinarye Romane armie, which they call a

Consull armie. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (i673> 248 At
Rome in the Consul-feasts celebrated for the honour of

Neptune.

Co nsul, v. Comm. [f. the sb.] trans. To
submit to a consul for official examination and

approval ; to get (an invoice or the like) stamped

by a consul.
When Merchandise above the value of £20 Is sent to the

United States an Invoice must be sworn to before the

U. S. Consul at the place of dispatch, who stamps it. A
commercial letter of 9 July, 1891, calls this * to consul the

invoice

Ctvnsulacy. rare. [f. prec. : see -acy.] Con-

sular office or establishment ; — Consulate 4.

1850 Timet 3 May, The general affairs of the consulacy of

1 Ireece.

Consulage kfTatiXk&g). [f. Consul +- -age.

Godefroy has OF. consulaige in sense of * con-

sulate ' (of Brutus).]

1. Consular charge or does.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 176 marg.
t
Other smal customs

you pay besides.. for Consullage you pay two in the hun-
dred. 17*7 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Imi. II. xxxiii. i3

The Company's Revenues . . rise from Ground-rents and
Consulage on all Goods imported and exported by British

Subjects. 1753 Hanway Tr*V* (1762) I. L viii. 41 note. The
charge of consulage, etc. on the Portugal trade. 1808 A.

Parsons Trav. vii. 157 All goods brought in English ships

pay a duty and consulage to the East India Company.

f 2. = Consulate 4. Obs. rare.

167a Evelyn Diary 8 Nov., At Council we debated the

buisinesse of the Consulage of I^eghorne. [So MS. ami ed.

1819; edd. 1850, 1857, consulate.]

Consular (kf•nsitfliu), a. and sb. Also 4-5 -er,

6 -are. [ad. L. consuldr-isf f. consul : see -ab. Cf.

F. consulaire of 14th c] A. adj.

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of the Roman
consuls, or (in recent history) the French consulate

of 1 799- 1 804.
1533 Bellenden Lhy iv, {1822) 320 Thay concludit to male

triBunis militare, with power consutare. 1636 E. Dacres
tr. Machiavrfs Disc. I, 75 The Romans, .made use of them
in their Consular assemblies. 1705 Hearne Collect, 2 Sept.

I, 39 He has not many Consular [CoynsL 1776 Gibbon
Dec/. <r ft I. xii. 344 He had twice been invested with the

consular dignity. 1870 Emerson Tlutarch Wks. iBohn)

III. 340 Having received from Trajan the consular dignity,

b. (See quot.)

1884 F. J. Britten Watch $ Clockm. 67 The consular

case took the place of the pair cases in very old watches,

and was so named in honour of Napoleon Bonaparte, at that

time Consul of France.

2. Of or belonging to a consul in a foreign port.

1 84 1 \V. Spalding Italy
<fr

//. /si. II. 271 The consular

tribunal was abolished . . the duties on merchandise . . were
increased. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <y ft. frnls. (1872) I. 31

To pay a consular fee. x868 G. Duff Pol. Sun: 53 We
have consuls, or inferior consular officers at all the prin-

cipal ports.

B. sb. A man of consular rank
;
esp. under the

Roman republic, an ex-consul, and, under the

empire, a legate sent as governor of a province.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. D. vi. 51 pilke dignitee pat men
clepi|? pe emperie of consulers. 1545 Joye Fxp. Don.,
BriefSuptut. (R.», Juli Cesar first beine consular and eft

sone the first emprowr of Rome. 1741 Miudleton Cicero

(ed. 3) L iv. 242 That venerable bench of Consulars, who
were justly reckoned the first Citizens of the Republic.

1863 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) IV. xxxvii. 269 To unite

her with some noble consular.

Consula'rity. [ad. L. consuldritds, f. consu-

ldr-is : see prec. and -ity. Cf. mod.F. consularite.]

Consular authority or tenure of office, consulship.

1853 Dickens Dorrit 31 2/1 The British Consul hadn't had
such a marriage in the whole of his Consularity.

Consulary, a. ? Obs. [f. Consul + -art,

answering in form to late L. consuldri-us, F. con-

sulaire, but used as repr. of L. consuldris.]

1. = Consular i.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus* Ann.vi. xit (1623) 139 Sext.

Papinius descended of a Consularie familie. 1600 Holland
Lizy 11. i. 44 The Consularie regiment [imperium consulare]

was annuall. 16x8 Bolton Florus 1. xviii. 59 Rufinus, a

Consulary nobleman. 1747 Carte Hist. Eng.l. 106 Before

the next consulary legate came over.

2. = Consular 2.

1808 A. Parsons Traz: iii. 62 The English consulary house

takes up one side of the great khan.

Consulate Vg-n%\ii\e\t -s£?1^0. [ad. L. con-

sul(lt-us
y

f. consul-, see -ate 1 i : so F. consulat.]

1. The government of Rome by consuls ; the

office, dignity, or position of the consuls.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 219 After pat tyme be con*

sufat of Rome lefte in pe Est. 1533 Bellenden Levy iv.

(1822) 315 Gif the Romane pepill has fre suffrage to gif

the consulate quhare thay pleis. 1684 Contempt. State Man
1. ii. (1699) 20 Where is now the splendor of the Consulat?
Where the Lictors and their Fasces? 1763 Tavlor in Phil.

Trans. LIII. 134 And one of those consulates this stone I

alludes to. 1850 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) II. xviii. 332
The battle of Pharsalia was. .the vindication of the senate

and the consulate against rebels and traitors.

2. The consular government in France, and the

period during which it existed (1799-1804).
1845 D. F. Campbell {title) Thiers' History' of ihe Con-

sulate and the Empire of Napoleon.

f 3. A body of consuls or officers so styled ; a

municipal council. Obs.

1494 Fabvan Chron. vii. 527 All the offycers of the towne,

with the consulat or rulers of the same.

4. The office or establishment of a modern com-
mercial consul ; also of a Cyclists' Club * consul \

170a W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant xxxii. 121 The Vice-

Consul. . under the Consulate of Smyrna. 1848 W. H.
Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten V. I. 257 The tricolour

flag floating over the French consulate in Warsaw. 1865

Maffei Brigand Life II. 138 The chancellerie of the Nea-
politan consulate-general. 1870 Anderson Missions Amer.
Bd. IV. xxvii. 106 The lamented removal of. . the English
Consul, to a more desirable consulate in European Turkey.

5. attrib.

1882 Prospectus Bicycle Touring Club, The B. T. C. con-

sulate arrangements are composed of twenty-four districts.

1883 Pall Mall G. 12 Sept. 8/i All the consulate flags were
hauled down by the Consuls.

Consuler, obs. form of Consular.

Consuless (kfrns#les). [see -ess.] The wife

of a consul.

1819 Byron Lett, to Hoppner6 June, My respects to the

Consuless. 183a Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) IV. 341

To the great mirth of the beautiful Consuless. 1883 Pall
MallC. 21 Apr. 1/2 The First Consuless (afterwards Em-
press) Josephine.

Ccnsuling, vbl. sb. [f. Consul sb. and -isg 1.]

Acting as consul
;

filling a consular office.

1875 Howells Foregone Concl. 14, I am a painter by pro-

fession and I amuse myself with consuling.

Consulship (k^ntffjip). [f. Consul + -ship.]

The office of consul, the term of this office :

a. of a Roman consul.

1541 Pavnel Catiline x'\\. 17 This rumour, .dydde greatly

hyndre Catiline in requeste of the Consulshyppe. 1581

Savile Tacitus' Agricola (1622* 188 And after his Con-
sulship [he] solemnized the marriage.

^
1607 Siiaks. Cor. 11.

ii. 2 How many stand for Consulships? a 1794 Gibbon
Autobiog. (1709) 69 The vanity of Tully was doubly in-

terested in the Greek memoirs of his own consulship. 1869

Seelev Let t. <f Ess. i. 5.

fig' l*s6 Cowley Misc. x\. To Bp. Lincoln 24 The Con-
sulship of Wit and Eloquence.

b. of a modem commercial consul.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 85 The English Consulship of Chios
is in his disposing. 1686 Lond. Gas. No. 2135/8 His Majesty
. .has been Graciously pleased to bestow upon him the Con-
sulship of Rotterdam. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 375/a,

I shall, .strike for. .some small consulship perhaps.

fig. 1668 E. Kemp Reasons/or Use Ch. Prayers in Pub-
lick 7 She cannot trust to the skill and arts of any private

Priest to transact by way of agency or consulship for her.

+ C. of a consul of Venice. Obs.

1677 Govt. Venice 103 These two Consulships are.. con-

ferred upon two ofthe most indigent of the Nobility, because
they are Places of great Profit, and little Expence.

Consult (k^nsu'lt), v. [ad. L. consultd-re,

freq. of consulere, consult-um to take counsel, ask

counsel of (see Counsel), related to consul^ and
consilium Counsel.]

1. intr. To take counsel together, deliberate,

confer ; also said of a person deliberating with

himself. Const, f of (obs.), upont about.

1565 73 Cooper Thesaurus, Consilium summis de rebus
habebant. Virg. They consulted of great matters. 1594
Shaks. Rich. lll

y v. iii. 45 Come Gentlemen, Let vs consult

vpon to morrowes Husinesse. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus'
Ann. (1603* 264 In their banket, they consult of peace and
warre. i6a8 Hobbes Thucyd. (1822) 154 He that consulteth
wisely, is a sorer enemy than he that assaulteth unad-
visedly. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 69 p 1 An assembly of

Countrymen and Foreigners consulting together upon the

private Business of Mankind. 1791 Cowper Iliad iv. 2 The
gods all sat consulting.

2. Consult with : To take counsel with ; to seek

advice from. Also in indirectpass.
1548 Hall Chron. 162 b, [He] came to London .. where he

deliberately consulted with his especial frendes. x6ix Bible
2 Chrott. xx. 21 When he had consulted with the people, he
appointed Singers. 1678 Aubrey in Ray's Corr. (1848) 129
[He desires that] Mr. Ray, may be consulted with for mak-
ing such alterations. 1830 D Israeli Chas. I, III. ii. 18
[He] adopted the opinions of those with whom he consulted.

b. To take counsel with, refer to (a book,
author, etc.), for information.
1618 Hales Gold. Rem. (1673) n. 37 He thinks that if the

memories of those in the Synod were consulted with, they
would all confirm it. 1639 Fi i.leh Holy War (1647) 236
Consulting with maps. 1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv.

§ 78 A watch, .to be now and then consulted with concern-

ing the hour of the day. x668 Heylin Cyprianus Angl.
320 A man extremely well versed in old records, with which
consulting, frequently, in the course of his studies.

c. See also
f

b.

+ 3. trans. To confer about, deliberate upon,

debate, discuss, consider (a matter). Obs.

(.1540 Life 0/ Fisher Introd. 54 There was this y* kings
matter debated..and consulted the space of many daies.

a 1674 Clarendon (].\ Many things were there consulted
for the future. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 138 Which
Scantlins were well consulted by able Workmen before they
were reduced into an Act.

b. with the matter expressed by a clause.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 6 Consultyng whether the cause be
profitable or unprofitable. 1611 Bible John xiL 10 The
chief priests consulted that they might put I^azarus also to

death. 1691 Kay Creation (1714) 197 If we were rationally

to consult whether the Axis of the Earth were better be
held steady, .or left at random, a 1700 Dryden Misc. Wks.
1760 IV. 25 But when shall be The time to fight, the king
consults with me.

t 4. To take counsel to bring about ; to meditate,

plan, devise, contrive, a. with simple obi. Obs.
161 1 Bible Micak vi. 5 Remember now what Balak king

of Moab consulted. — Hob. ii. 10 Thou hast consulted
shame to thy house. 1658 Ussher Ann. 878 Vologeses was
supposed to have consulted the invading of Armenia,

b. with infinitive, arch.

1555 Eden Decades 227 They consulted to burne the
shyppe. 1611 Bible Ps. lxit 4. 1646 Evelyn Mem. (1857)

I
I. 233 He consulted to remove the whole wall by binding it

I

about with ribs of iron and timber, to convey it into France.

5. To provide for by consultation ; to have

especial resect or beneficial reference to (a per-

son's good, interest, convenience, etc.) in forming

plans ; to take into consideration, have an eye to.

|I* consult're alicui.]

1658 R. Franck North. Mem. O821) p. vi, [We] see a pre-

ternatural cloud arise that neither men nor counsels were
prophetick enough to consult. 168a Dryden Retigio Laid
396 Every man . . Consulted soberly his private good, And
saved himself as cheap as e*er he could. 171a Addison
Sped. No. 311 F6 Those whose Safety I would principally

consult. >754 Sherlock Disc. (1759) I. i. 49 The Honour
of God and the Salvation of Men shall beat once consulted.

1884 Sir J. Stephen in Law Rep. 12 Queen's B. 286 We
should consult neither the public interest, nor the interests

of parliament and the constitution, nor our own dignity.

D. intr. t To consult with (obs.), consult for:
in the same sense.

1639 Fi ller Holy War (1647) 115 He neither consulted

with his health nor honour. 1645 — Good Th. in Bad T.

(1841) 40 High time for men of honour who consult with

their credit to desist from such sins. 1814 Southey Roderick
xviii, For the general weal Consulting first. 1864 J. H.
Newman AA?l. 394 In doing this, I believe I am consulting

for the good of my parish.

8. To ask advice of, seek counsel from ; to have

recourse to for instruction, guidance, or profes-

sional advice.

a. (a person).

1635 (see c]. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Consult, to

advise with, or take Advice of. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ.

(1775) I. 27 She has some . . tartufish aunt . .to consult upon
the occasion, i860 Tvndall Glac. 1. xxvii. 200 The men
returned, and I consulted them as to the possibility, etc.

i86x Smiles Lives Eng. II. 480 One of the last works on
which Mr. Telford was professionally consulted was . . the

improvement of Dover Harbour. 1878 StTKAT Code Med.
Ethics 35 When a practitioner is consulted by a patient.

1878 Mohlky Diderot I. 25 When an author consulted him
about a work,

b. fig. »(a thing personified\

To consult one's piltoiv ( F. consulter son chevet) : to think

over a thing at night; to take a night for reflection : see

Pillow.
1665 Pepys Diaryig May, Not to do anything suddenly, but

consult my pillow. 1709 Addison Toiler No. 102 r 1 When
she consulted her looking-glass. 1770 Placid Man II. 198

She determined to consult her pillow upon it. 1875 Hamfrton
Intell, Life 1. v. (1876) 29 He never consulted the weather.

o. spec. To refer to (a book or author) ; to

* look up ' for information on some point.

1635 Austin Medit. 222 Both these last [ancient authors]

I have consulted. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 190 Con-
sult my French Gardiner. 1710 Berkeley Princ. Hum.
KntnuL % 24 We consult the writings of learned men. 1839

G. Bird Nat. Phil. 400 The reader should consult the

Treatise on Optics by Sir Isaac Newton.

d. To consult otus feelings : to have respect to

or regard for them in forming a determinalion.

(Here there is an admixture of sense 5.)

c 1832 Lives Brit. Physicians 267 However wisely Jenner

may have consulted his own feelings on this occasion, the

public lost the benefit of his judgement.
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Consult (k^nso-lt, kfrnszrit), j£.l Obs. exc. Hist.

[a. F. consnlte Sp., med.L. consulta, f. pa.

pple. consultus, -a, -urn of L. consulere to counsel,

consult. But in sense 3 it represents L. consultant,

It. consulta, consultation, decision, etc. ; and it may
have been often taken as a direct formation from
the verb, as in appeal, demand, request, etc. In

verse, conswlt is usual ; co'nsult occurs in Garth

1699, Tate, Swift 1730.]
1. The action of consulting, consultation.
1560 Frampton in Strype Ann. Re/ I. xx. 242 The man

of law..sitteth by the inquisitors in their consult. 164.x

Shirley Cardinal iv. i, The King and Cardinal in consult

!

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. x. 201 Upon consult of
reason, there will bee found no easie assurance. 1700 RoWE
Amb. Step-Mother 1. i. 35 As I past The outward rooms, I

found 'em in consult. 1715-20 Pope Iliad 1. 710 Seen In
close consult. 1806 J. Grahame Birds Scot. 67 Or cluster-

ing sit, as if in deep consult.

b. (with a and //.) A consultation.
1600 Holland Livy U it. iv. 35 Whom their Uncles like-

wise took for their Assistants in that Consult, a 1674
Clarendon Hist. Red. XL (1843) 694/1 There were many
secret consults what to do with him. 1750 Carte Hist.
Eng. II. 321 Their consults produced resolutions of violence.

1845 Carlyle Cromwell (1871) IV. 116 What profound con-
sults there were ! 1889 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 247 The consult
took place at St. James's,

f e. A counsel. Obs.

1654 Cokaine Dianea L 67 If ever the candidness of my
thoughts . . and the freedome of my Consults have aimed at
any thing then the Reputation of your Majesty,

f d. Subject of consultation or deliberation.
1683 Cave Ecctesiastici 278 His next Consult was, in what

course of life he should fix himself. 1689 T. R. View Govt.
Europe 70 All their consult is how to cheat him.

2. A meeting for consultation ; the body of per-

sons so meeting; in 17th c. often spec, a secret

meeting for purposes of sedition or intrigue, a cabal.
c 1634 Earl Strafford in Browning Life (1890) 154 Take

heed of private meetings and consults in your chambers.
1678 Butler Hud. ill. Q. 149 Both Parties. . Hearded only
in Consults. 1683 Luttrell Brie/Ret. (1857I I. 267 He had
been at several consults for the taking of the king. 1700
Brown Du/resny's Amusem. 93 He died of the Doctor.
See a Consult of them marching in State to a Patient, at-

tended by a Diminutive Apothecary. 176a Hume Hist. Eng.
(1806) V. lxviii. 142 Stafford had assisted in a great consult
of the catholics held at Tixal. 1823 Scorr Peveril xxiii,

You saw him at a consult of the Jesuits in London.
3. Rom. Hist. A decree of the senate [L. senattis

consulhtm~\.

*533 Bellenden Livy v. (1822) 476 Be consult of the
senate, he gaif his lauboris, first, that the templis . . suld be
recounseld, renewit, and purifyit, 1832 Austin Jurispr.
(1879) II. xxviii. 532 It has often been inferred from a
passage in Tacitus that consults or acts of the senate first

acquired this virtue under the reign of Tiberius.

t ConsU'lt, sb$ Obs. rare. [ad. L. consult-tts

a skilled adviser.] A skilled practitioner.

1704 Geutl. Instruct* (1732) 543 (D.) 1 Bon,' cries the con-
suit, a happy prognostic'. ' It cast her into convulsions,'
continued the maid. ' Better yet,' says the consult. 1778
Johnson in Boswell (1831) IV. 138 So we have Juris con-
sultus, a consult in law.

II Consulta (konszHta). [It. and Sp. consulta :

cf. Consult sb., and Consulto.] An (official)

consultation ; a meeting ofcouncil (Italian, Spanish,
or Portuguese) ; the minutes of such a meeting.
1768 Boswell Corsica iL (ed. 2) 141 To give an account in

the next general consulta, of what passports he had granted.
1851 Gallenga [Mariottj] Italy 47 The convocation of
a Consulta of laymen. 01859 Prescott (0.}t Matters of
real importance, .were reserved for a consulta, consisting,
beside the regent, of Granvelle, Count Barlaimont, and the
learned jurist Viglius. 1877 Gardiner Personal Govt, of
Chas. /, I. Pref. 10 The collection of consultas of the Council
of State.

Consultable (k^ns^-ltab'l), a. [f. Consult v.

+ -able : cf. F. consultable 16th c] That may be
consulted.
£-1642 Contra-Replicant's Compi. 16 Nations .. are not

congregable, nor consultable, nor redeemable from confu-
sion (pardon the hardnesse of words). 1810 W. Taylor in
Robberds Mem. II. 203 The more than German exhaustion
of consultable authority. 1887 Sat. Rev. 3 Dec. 756 Files
of newspapers are consultable m most places.

Consultant (k^nszrltant). [ad. L. consultant-

em, pr. pple. of consultare to consult, or a. equiva-
lent F. consultant.'}

1. One who consults (an oracle).

1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 11. xvi. (1715) 335 Fatidical
verses, which told the Consultants what Fortune they were
to expect. 1865 C. T. Newton Trav. Levant \\. 30 The
consultant, .sacrificed a ram, and.. awaited the revelations
made to him in the dreams.

2. A consulting physician.

1878 J. de Styrap Code Med. Ethics 30 note. In Con-
sultation it is customary for the family doctor to precede
the Consultant into the sick-room. 1881 Dr. Kidd in
Times 14 Apr. 6/3 Her Majesty wished that the responsi-
bility of so momentous an illness should be shared by a
consultant.

Consultary, obs. form of Consultory.
Consultation (kf?ns;t?ltd7ijbn). [a. F. consulta-

tion, or ad. L. consultdtidn-em, n. of action f. con-
sultare to Consult.]
1. The action of consulting or taking counsel to-

gether; deliberation, conference.
Vol. II.

1548 Hall Chron. 246 b, After long consultation had. a 1600
Hooker Eccl. Pol. vn. xxiv. § 6 If bishops did often use ..

the help of mutual consultation. 1651 Hobbes Govt. # Soc.
vii. § 13. 119 There must be certain set times and places for
deliberation and consultation of affaires. 1691 Ray Creation
(1714) 128 It is plain enough that Brutes are not above
consultation but below it. 1791 Cowper Iliad 1. 342 My
advice in consultation given.

b. The matter or plan deliberated on.
1663 Pepys Diary 17 Mar., Their design and consultation

was. .how to proceed with the most solemnity.

2. (with a and pi.) A conference in which the
parties consult and deliberate ; a meeting for de-
liberation or discussion.

^1425 Wyntoun Cron. vra. v. 2 Wyth syndry consulta-
tyownys. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 11 To guide
and direct them in their consultations of future things.
1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxii. 120 Every member of the
Body may be present at the consultations, if he will. 1753
Johnson Rambler No. 194 r 2 By frequent consultations
with his dancing.master. 183a Ht. Martineau Life in
Wilds ii. 30 They had arranged the time and place for a
general consultation.

b. Law. 'A meeting for deliberating or advising
with counsel

1 (Wharton).
1882 Sergt. Ballantine ExPer. Barrister s Life fed. 3)

II. 09 In a consultation that gentleman admitted his guilt
to the counsel.

C. Med.
lBooDvxcAti A ntmls o/Med.V. Mr. Benjamin Bell still

persists in his intention of publishing his consultations and
observations on various important points in Surgery. 1806
Abernethy Surg. Observ. II. 12 The next day the patient
requested to see me in consultation. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Consultation, .was anciently explained as signifying that
office of the physician by which the unlearned are instructed
by the learned . . The term . . is now applied to a consider-
ation of, and deliberation on, by one or more medical prac-
titioners, the condition of a sick person.

3. The action of consulting or referring to (a

book).
175 1 Johnson Rambler No. 87 p 12 By the consultation of

books, .temptations to petulance are avoided.

4. Law. (See quots.)
X548 Act 2-3 Edw. VI, c. 13. § 14 (Ruffhead) The Party

that is . . hindred of his . . Suit in the Ecclesiastical Court by
such Prohibition, shall have a Consultation granted in the
same Case by the Court where the said Prohibition was
granted. 1641 Termes de la Ley 79 Consultation is a writ
whereby a cause being formerly removed by prohibition,
out of the Ecclesiasticall Court or Court Christian, to the
Kings Court, is returned thither againe. 1809 Tomlins
Law Did. s.v., This writ is in nature of a Procedetido ; but
properly a consultation ought not to be granted, but in case
where a man cannot recover at the Common Law.
5. altrib. Consultation table, council-table.

1829 Bengallee 337 There was a large marble consultation
table in the centre of the room. C1832 Lives Brit. Physi-
cians 245 He had retired from all but consultation practice.

Consultative (k^nszrltativ), a. (sb.) [f. L.
type *consulta~tiv~us (prob. used in med.L.), f. con-
sultant-, ppl. stem of consultare : see -IVE. Cf,

mod.F. consultatif, -ive.] Of or pertaining to con-
sultation

;
having the right or power to advise or

join in consultation
;
deliberative, advisory : said

chiefly of a body whose function is to take part in

a consultation, but not to vote upon the decision.
1583 Stubbes Aftat. Abus. d. 107 To have a consultatiue,

exhortatiue, or consentatiue voice onely. 1846 Grote
Greece 1. xx. II. 91 The Council is a purely consultative
body assembled . . solely for his information and guidance.
1878 Gladstone Prim. Homer 117 In this consultative and
executive body, discussion is quite free.

f B. as sb. A consultative voice or vote ; a right

to consult or deliberate. Obs. rare.

1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 67, I would willingly
have another House, and give them a consultative in some
things, and in other things a negative. 1659 Ibid. IV. 355
To give them a consultative, will imp your wings; but to
give them a negative, you will be like a bird in a string.

Consultatory (k^nszrltatari), a. [ad. L. con-
sultatorius, f. consultatdr-em a consulter : see -ory.]
Pertaining to or serving for consultation {e.g. of
an oracle, etc.)

;
having the character of consulta-

tion or deliberation, consultative.
1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. JonaJi 80 Here the lot is consul-

tatorie . . because they could not tell who it was that had
done the deede, they will put it to their Gods. 1664
Evelyn Sytva (1776J 168 Formerly they made consultatory
staves of this tree. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. III. viU,

395 Their decision would be only consultatory, and have no
more weight than royal Instructions.

Consulted (kf/nszHted), ppl. a. [f. Consult v.

+ -ed !.] Planned, devised, etc. : see the verb.
1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 73 To put their

last consulted enterprise in execution.

Hence j Consultedly adv., advisedly, of set

purpose ;
= L. consulto, consulte.

1644 J. Goodwin Innoc. Triumph. (1645) 27, I presume
rather casually, then'consultedly.

Consultee (k^nsfllt?-)- [f. Consult v. + -ee.]

A person consulted.
1855 Ht. Martineau Autobiog. (1877) II. 300 My two

consultees reddened with indignation at the personal inso-
lence to myself. 186a Sat. Rev. XIV. 314/1 It is then
handed on to the theological consultees, and submitted to a
final and searching process. 1873 Tristram Moah i. 18 A
crowd of medical consultees,

Consulter (k^ns»'ltaj). [f. Consult v. + -er 1
:

see also Consultor.]

+ 1. A member of a council or consultory body;
= Consultor. Obs.
1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie o/God 185 Diodor saith that

the Chaldes called two and thirty staires the gods con-
suiters. 1670 Walton Lives ir. 115 One of their Con-
suiters of State. 1723 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist, ijth C. I.

in. v. no Present the Cardinals and Consulters.

fb. One who takes part in a 'consult' (see
Consult sb* 2). Obs. rare.

1679 Oates Narr. Popish Plot 18 At which Consult ..
the Deponent was present to attend the Consulfers.

2. One who consults (a person, a book, etc.)

;

one who seeks counsel, advice, or instruction.
1652 Gaule Magastrom. 249 The Delphian oracle, .a goat

is there immolated by the consulters. 1^58 Johnson Idler
No. 14 P 9 The consulter who asks advice which he never
takes. 1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11.(1863)442 The
fair consulter of destiny . . had by this time recovered from
the shame of her detection. 1881 Academy 5 Nov. 343
The consulter of a dictionary.

f b. One who takes counsel with. Obs.
1611 Bible Deut. xviii. tl A consulter with familiar

spirits. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 48 Consulters with
witches ordained to make publict repentance. 1718 Bp.
Hutchinson Witchcra/t 184 Witch, Wizzard, and Con-
sulter with familiar Spirits.

Consulting, vbl. sb. [see -ING 1.] The action
of the verb Consult; consultation. Also attrib.
Consulting-desk, a desk with four inclined sides, to bear

books of a large size.

1823 Scott Let. iS June in Lockhart, An oldfashioned
consulting desk . . one of those which have four faces each
forming an inclined plane. 1890 Brit. Med. Jml. II. 1411
The work has been on my consulting table for years.

Consulting, ppl. a. [see -ing -.]

1. That consults or asks advice.
1796 Burnhy Mem. Metastasio II. 243 Metastasio. . when

consulted by authors, .treated them with, .all .. that con-
sulting authors usually want. 1839 MtLLIGEN Curios. Med.
E.xper. (ed. 2' 237 This celebrated Physician used . . to re-
ceive consulting apothecaries at a tavern.

2. Applied to a physician, engineer, etc., who
makes a business of giving professional advice,
either to the public or to those practically engaged
in the profession. [F. medecin consultant, 1 eclui qui
donne des consultations * (Littre) ; from obs. sense
of consulter to give (professional) counsel : cf. Con-
sultation 2 c. But as now used consulting would
be understood as an attrib. use of the vbl. sb.]
1801 Duncan Annals 0/Med. V. 423 The medical duties

are to be discharged gratuitously by two physicians, two
consulting surgeons, two surgeons, etc. 1883 R. Quain
Diet. Med. p. xi, Consulting Physician to the City ofLondon
Hospital for diseases of the Chest.

t Consultive, a. Obs. [f. L. consult-, ppl.

stem of consul-ere to counsel, advise + -ive.]

1. Having the function of counselling or consult-

ing ; deliberative, consultative.
1616 Brent tr. Sarpi's Hist. Counc. Trent (1676) 371 That

they, having a consultive voyce, might, etc. 1640 Canterb.
Self-Convict. 122 The Princes voice is decisive, the voice of
all the rest at most but consultive. 1659 Fuller App. In/.
Innoc.ll.v. 68, I distinguish betwixt a consultive [ed. 1840,
consultative], conclusive, and punitive power in matters of
Religiom 1813 Southey Hist. Penins. War I. 330 To have
a consultive voice in all matters relating to the colonies.

2. Active in counsel or consultation.
^1679 T. Goodwin Wks. IV. iv. 158 (R.) He therefore

hath been most consultive about the effecting of this.

3. Done of set purpose, advised, intentional.
1651 Jer. Taylor Serm./br Year 1. ii. 25 Not by any

deliberate, consultive, knowing act.

4. nonce-use. Skilled or versed in a subject. [L.
consultus.']

1675 Sir E. Sherburne tr. ManUius Pref. 11 He [Mani-
lius] was a Poet most consultive in Philosophy.

t Consu'ltively, adv. Obs. [f, prec. + -ly 2.]

Advisedly, deliberately, purposely ( = L. consulto,

ex consulto).

1599 Nashe Lente?i Stnffe 6, I feare it would be a theame
displeasant. .and therefore consultiuely I ouerslip it. 1641
Ld. J. Digby Sp. in Ho. Com. 21 Apr. 10 My reason con-
sultively cannot agree to that.

tConSU'lto. Obs. [ad. Sp. and It. consulta
(see -ado) = Consult sb.

1
: cf. mod.lt. consulto,

repr. L. consultum or consultus consultation.] A
consultation ; a council, conference ; the record or

minutes of a consultation.

1659 Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 105 By the original Papers
and Consulto's of the last King, the Juncto found it to be
no less then Two Millions, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams
1. (1692) 146 Thereupon I desired that the original papers
and consultoes of the last king might be seen. Ibid. 1.

(1692) 169 (D.) Scarce any in all the consulto did vote to
my Lord Duke's satisfaction.

Consultor (k^ns^-ltsj, -p-i). [a. L. consultor

counsellor, adviser, also consulter, agent-n. from
consul-h-e to advise, counsel : cf. F. consulteur,

which may represent either L. consultor or L. con-

sultatory

+ 1. A member of a consultory body ; an official

counsellor or adviser. Obs.
1630 Wadsworth Pilgr. iii. 18 The Prefect and his 12

Consultors. 1651 Li/e Father Sarpi (1676) 44 To chuse
next after their Consultors in Jure, a man that was both a
Divine and a Canonist. 1670 Walton Life Wotton 40 He
studied the dispositions of those dukes, and the other con-
sultors of state.
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2. = C0NSL'LTER 2.

1843-3 W. Smith Diet. Grk. % Rom. Antig. IV. 692 In
the night in which the consultor was to be allowed to

• descend into the cave of Trophonius.

Consultary k/nstf'ltari , a. Now rare or Obs.

[f. L. type *consultdri-us
f

f. consultor-em adviser,

counsellor: see -ORY.] Relating to consultation

{e.g. of an oracle, etc.); having the function of

consulting or advising ;
consultatory.

1616 Gataker Lots fi6ig) 269 Diuinatorie Lots ; under
which head may we well comprehend also those that they
call consultorie. 1649 C. Walker Hist. Indep. 11. 115
Whether they should continue the House of Lords as a
Court Judicatory, or consultory onely. 1710 Brit. Apollo
III. 65 Of these Lots there are three Kinds usually men-
tioned by Divines, viz. Divisory, Consultory and Divinatory.
1818 C. Mills Crusades (1821) II. 303 He requested the
consultory assistance of advocates. 1848 Wharton Law
Lex., Consultary response, the opinion of a court of law
on a special case.

Constvltrix. rare. [a. L. consultrix, fem. of
consttltor\ see above.] A female consulter.
1665 I. Basire Corr. (1831) 234 The consultrix, a noble

and pious lady, would fain have had it under the coun-
sellor's hand.

Consumable (k^nsi«-mab'l), a. and so. [f.

Consume v. + -able.]

A. adj. Capable of being consumed by fire, etc.

;

suited for consumption as food, etc.

1641 Wilkins Math. Magick fjA Asbestos .. being in-

combustible, and not consumable by fire. 1670 Brooks
IVks. (1867) VI. 207 If a consumable body be not able to
endure burning flames for a day. 1719 W. Wood Surv.
Trade 116 Consumeable and detrimental Commodities.
1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 332 The prices at which
all consumable articles were to be sold, a 1864 Hawthorne
Eng. Note-bks. (1879) II. 263 The palace took fire and was
consumed, so far as consumable.

B. sb.pl. Articles of consumption.
1802 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. I. 408 The price of

consumables has notaugmented. i8oq-ioColeridge Friend
fed. 3) II. 59, I presume all these consumables were pro-
duced by, and purchased from, other British subjects.

Consumacion, -acyon, -mate, obs. ff. Con-
summation, -mate.

Consumah, Anglo-Ind. corruption of Khan-
sama(n house-steward.

t Consumation. Obs. [a. OF. consumacion
(12th c. in Littre), var. of consummation, -somma-
lion, properly n. of action from consommer, but
used also as n. of action from consumer, owing to

the French confusion of the two vbs. In mod.F.
consommation still includes the sense of consump-
tion of fuel, victuals, etc., which etymological ly
belongs to consomption. See Consume v. 2]
1. The action of consuming, destruction.
1586 Exam. II. Barrmve in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 34

The consumation of the man of sin. 163a Lithgow Trav.w.
256 [No] Trees, or Bushes, grow neere to Sodome by three
miles : such is the consummation of that pestiferous Gulfe.

2. The disease Consumption.
1551 Turner Herbal 1. P iv a, Bitter tares are very fit for

them that are in a consumation.

Consume (kfJnsi/rm;, v. 1 [ad. (perh. through
F.) L. consum-h-e to take up completely, make
away with, eat up, devour, waste, destroy, spend,
bestow, etc., f. con- altogether + sum-be to take

up, lay hold of, etc. For its pa. pple., Consumpt
(q. v.), from L. consumptus, was in early use.
F. consumer occurs in this sense in 15th c. (Littre^; but

in early use F. confounded consumer and consommer
(summer) : see Consume v.*)

1. trans. To make away with, use up destruc-

tively. Said chiefly of fire : To burn up, reduce
to invisible products, or to ashes ; also of any
similar destructive or * devouring 1

agent.
138a Wyclip Lev. vi. 23 AI . .sacrifice of preestis with fier

shal be consumyd. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R, xvi.
Uix. (1495)575 Nitrum abatyth fatnesse .. consumyth and
wastyth gleymy humours. 1 1400 Destr. Troy 9531 Fyve
hundrith. .shippes Consumet full cleane. 1430 Lydg. Chron.
Troy 1. vi, Vnto ashes they will a man consume. 1570 6
Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 161 Two hundreth of the
houses consumed by flame. 16x1 Bible Gen. xli. 30 The
famine shall consume the land. x6is Woodall Surg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 2I4 Oyl of Vitriol . . consumeth the teeth.

1607 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 844 The slow creeping Evil
eats his way. Consumes the parching Limbs. 1781 Gibbon
Decl. 9f F. ill. 341 Fire could scarcely consume the enor-
mous beams of solid brass. 186s Merivale Rom. Emp.
(1871) V. xlii. 138 To consume the remains in the forum.

b. To do away with by evaporation or the like,

cause to disappear or vanish away. arch.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 74 Take a potel of water & of

barly clensid, etc. . . sebe nem to iij parties ben consumed.
1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. iii, Tyll the moysture consumed
be awaye. x6xx Bible Job vii. 9 As the cloud is consumed
and vanisheth away. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wnrtz' Surg, n.xxiii.

141 Stir it well about .. consume away the water. 1796
Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi. 334 Let it simmer over the fire

six or seven hours till half the water is consumed, i860
Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. VttL iv. § 7. 188 Its light so great
as to conceal the sea-horizon, consuming it away in de-
scending rays,

+ c. To destroy (a living being, or more usually,

a race or tribe), by disease or any wasting process.

Obs. Also reft.

1483 Caxtqh Gold. Leg. 371/1 He [became] consumed in to

a stone. X538 Starkey England 1. u. 47 The pepul schold

be consumyd. 1599 Brottghton's Lett. ix. 33 Consuming
them vp either by executions or exactions. 1606 G. W[ood-
cocke! Hist. Ivstine Gg 5 a, Florianus .. by cutting and
launcing his owne vaines. .consumed himselfe. i6ax Burton
Anat. Mel. Democr. (16761 35/2 Let them .. consume them-
selves with factions, superstitions, law-suits, wars and con-
tentions. 1665 Manley Grotius' Low C. Warres 325 The
rest were consumed either by Poverty or Diseases. 171a

E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 97 Tho' they could not entirely

subdue those invincible Savages, they tir'd, harrass'd, and
consum'd them. 173a Berkeley Semi. Soc. Propag. GosP.
Wks. III. 243 This slow poison, jointly operating with the

small-pox, and their wars., have consumed the Indians,

t cL To decompose /organic matter). Obs.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 330 In Church-yards, where they
bury much., the Earth., will consume the Corps, in far

shorter time than other earth will. 1664 Evelyn A'al.

Hort. (1729) 204 Mixing it with well-consumed Horse-dung,

e. Jig. (now chiefly figuring the action of fire.)

a 1400-50 Alexander 804 pe lefe hen bat laide hir first

egg, Hire bodi nowe with barante is barely consumed.
1440 Gesta Rom. 1. xi. 36 (Harl. MS.* The felowis that

comythe to the tauerne . . consumythe alle the vertuys that

thei receivid in baptisme. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist.92
That sorrowe, wherewith . . you are most consumed. 1757
Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 if. 95 Sloth, like rust, consumes
faster than labour wears. X777 Sir W. Jones Laura Poems
82 What pains consume me, and what cares infest. 1845
S.Austin Ranhe's Hist. Re/. III. 51 It almost consumes
me . . when I reflect with what stains our good cause is

covered by it.

2. To spend (goods or money), esp. wastefully
;

to waste, squander. (Now only contextually dis-

tinguishable from 3.)
1460 Capgrave Chron. 200 Causes were alleggid. .that he

had consumed the kyngis tresoure. < 1530 Pol. Rel. L.
Poems(iB66) 33 Caste hera-way & consume her goodes. 1608
Yorksh. Trag. 1. ii. 198 My husband never ceases in expense
Both to consume his credit and his house. x6xx Bible Jas.
iv. 3 Ye aske amisse, that yee may consume it vpon your
lusts. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 145 Having then con-
sumed all his estate he grew very melancholy. 178a Miss
Burney Cecilia (1872) I. viii. 106 Come, naked and breadless

as ye are, and learn how that money is consumed.

fb. refi. To waste one's substance, ruin one-

self. Obs.

1709 Strvpe Ann. Re/. I. xliii. 476 A merchant, who had
consumed himself greatly by his former liberality towards
the poor English Exiles.

3. To take up and exhaust as material, usually with

the notion of destructive employment ; to use up.

15*2 R- Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 253, 360 degrees
of latitude to be consumed in the said foure quarters ofninety
degrees a quarter. 1651 Hobbes Ler'iath. 11. xxx. 181 The
Impositions . . layd upon those things which men consume.
a 1763 Shenstone Elegies xi. 27, I trimm'd my lamp, con-
sum'd the midnight oil. X773 Pringle Disc, on Air 22 An
ordinary candle consumes, as it is called, about a gallon of
air in a minute. x86a Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. II.

iii. 87 The nervous force is consumed equally in mental and
in bodily exertion. 1876 H. H. Gibbs Ombre Pref. 7 My
friends have consumed the two hundred copies that were
struck off.

b. esp. To make away with (food), devour,

swallow, eat up, drink up.
1587 Tlrberv. Trag. T. (1837) 134 The meate was all

consumde, the dishes emptie stoode. 1659 B. Harris
Parival's Iron Age 170 The Garrison were forced by
famine, to consume all their horses. 1855 Thackeray
Newcomes I. viii. 141 Whilst his Excellency consumed betel

out of a silver box. 1870 E. Peacock Ralf Skirl. I. 52
Wine and punch had been consumed freely.

+ C. To swallow up in destruction. Obs.

1 526 Tindale i Cor. xv. 54 Deeth is consumed into victory.

1658 Ussher Ann. vi. 424 The horses were partly (the

ships being broken) consumed in the sea.

d. To wear out by use.

1878 Hooker & Ball Marocco 156 The thin slippers uni-

versally used by the people are very soon consumed.

4. To take up (time), occupy, spend. Often with

the notion of 'spend wastefully, waste*.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (15461 D, In

what sciences I haue wasted and consumed my time. 1555
Eden Decades 37 Owre men consumed certeyne dayes here
very plesauntely. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. I. 111. 242
Two years had already been consumed in fruitless negotia-

tions, x8*7 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) I. Hi. 156 Mary
had now consumed the best years of her life in custody.
184a Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 181 There are generally three

hours consumed in the drive. 1867 Troli.ope Chron.
Barset I. xxviii. 244 She then proposed that he should ..

call upon the squire, and thus consume his time.

5. Rom. Law. ( — consumere actionem). To ex-

haust (a pursuer's) right of action,

1875 Poste Gains Contents 15 Non-statutory actions.,

have no power at civil law ofconsuming or novating a right

of action. Cf. 1880 Mlirhead Gains 11. 180 note.

8. intr. a. To waste away, decay, rot, perish.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 175 To lye vnoccupyed
. .and so to perysshe, consumeand waste. 1611 Bible Job
xiii. 28 Hee, as a rotten things consumeth. — Ps. xlix. 14

Their beauty shall consume in the graue. 163a Lithgow
Trav. vi. 256 An Apple .. like to the colour of gold, and
within was rotten, and would consume to powder. 1749
Smollett Regie, v. vii, Alas ! thou fading flower How fast

thy sweets consume

!

+ b. To waste away with disease, esp. with
' consumption 1

; also, with grief, to pine. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. xxt. (1495) 876 Those
persones whyche done consume and waste. 1535 Coverdale
Ps. vi. 7 For very inwarde grefe, I consume awaye. 1555
Eden Decades 53 Fogeda also through the maliciousnes of

the veneme consumed and was dryed vp by lyttle and

lyttle. ai66i Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 400 He con.

;

sumed away of a sudden, dying within a month. 1684
Contempt. State Man 1. iv. 116091 39 The proud Man
grieves and consumes for the Felicity of another.

c. To burn away, become burned to ashes.

Also Jig. with zeal, fever, etc.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI', v. iv. 92 Breake thou in peeces,
and consume to ashes. 170a Pope Sap/10 12 While I con-
sume with more than ittna's fires ! X794 J. Hutton
Philos. Light, etc. 156 Were this body then to consume by
itself, as it does when associated with other burning coals.

1883 De Quincey Dice Wks. 1859 XL 294 A great fire, in

the midst of which was consuming the old black book.

f 7. The subjunctive was formerly used in angry
imprecations : cf. conjound you I hangyou I and
the like. [See Consumed 3, Consumedly.] Obs.

1756 W. Toldervy Hist. Two Orphans III. 187 Consume
you, cried he ; you have been mumping about . . more than
three weeks; go, take yourself away.

t Con sirme, 9.* Obs. [a. F, consume-r, variant

!

form of consummer
t
consommer

y ad. L. consum-

! mare to Consummate ; cf. Consomme.
The proper F. repr. of L. consummare is consommer

(14th c. in Littre*!, but this was often spelt after its L,
original, consummer, and by consonant-simplification con-

sumer. It was thus brought into association with L. con-

sumire ', the senses of the two verbs came also into contact
in the notion * finish, constructively or destructively ', and
during i5~i6th c both were entirely merged in the forms
consommer, consummer, consumer. Subsequently they
have been partly differentiated ; but consommer with its

derivatives consommation, etc. still retains the sense of
* consume victuals ', which belongs etymologically to con-

sumer. Cf. Consumation. In English, the confusion, which
we originally received from Fr., was rectified at the Revival
of Learning in the 16th c]
trans. To consummate, accomplish, complete.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 425/2 Saynt demetryen . . con-

sumed there his marterdom. Ibid. 431/4 God that wold
benewrely consume his lyf. .sente to hym an axes contynuel.
150a Ord. Crysten Men v. vii. (W. de W. 1506) 425 The
yeres a thousande .v. hondred . .after the Incarnacyon of our

! forde this present buoke was fyrst consumed. 1541 R.

[

Copland Galyen's Terap. Pref. 2 Ajb, The one is holpen,
made perfyte, and consumed by the other.

Consumed ;k/nsi;7 md ],ppl. a. [f. Consume
vy + -ED.]

1. Used up, burnt up, wasted, spent, eaten up.
1601 Shaks. Alts Well v. iii. 38 Not one word more of the

consumed time. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 130/1 Vestries
1 consumed with gluttony and personal animosities.

f 2. Wasted with disease
;

suffering from con-

sumption. Obs.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence (1890) 17 A man pat is almoost
al consumed and waastid in al his body. 157a J. Jones
Bathes of Bath iv. 27 b, Yong men, leane, consumed .

.

must eschue the bathes. 1655 C Bennkt Mou/et's Health's
tmpror. (1746)259 They recover sick and consumed Persons.

1 3. = * Confounded as an expression of execra-

tion or dislike, b. as adv. = Consumedly. Obs.

1707 Farql-har Beaux' Strat. 11. ii. The Roads are con-

sumed deep. 1756 W. Toldervy Hist. Two Orphans II.

128 Those justices are consumed arbitrary folks. 1779
Sylph I. 19 A consumed long string of past transactions,

that bore me to death. (I have met with expressions like

! 'a consumed fool'. F. Hall]

Consumedly (k^Snsiw-medU), adv. [f. prec. +
1 -ly 2

: cf. ConsDUE v. 7 ;
probably sometimes

associated with consummately.] Excessively, ex-

tremely, hugely.
App. at first = confoundedly, as an expression of execra-

tion or dislike; slang of c 1700, which has been handed
down by the dramatists of that day, and become a literary

affectation.

1707 Farquhar Beaux' Strat. 11. i, Sullen. My Head akes

j

consumedly. 1707 Cibbf.r Double Gallant iv. sp. xvi, That
Woman . . ts most consumedly mistaken. 1774 P. Parsons
Newmarket IL 32 His head (like Sullen 's in the play)

began to ake consumedly. 1826 Scon Woodst. xv, The
place smells of sulphur consumedly. 187a Black Adv.
Phaeton xviii. 254 A small parlour smelling consumedly of

gin and coarse tobacco. 1879 M'Carthv Own Times IL
I 313 Jokes which set the company laughing consumedly.

Consu meless, a. poet, [see -less.]. Un-
consumaMe.
1635 Quarles Embl. in. xiv. (1818) 190 Look, sister, .how

the purple waves Scald their consumeless bodies.

Consumer (k^nsiw-maj). [f. Consume vX\
1. He who or that which consumes, wastes,

squanders, or destroys.

1535 Coverdale Mai. iii. 11, I shal reproue the consumer
for youre sakes. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 24 It is a great

Consumer of Time. 1825 Lytton Falkland 67 Your sleep

is not turned, .into the very consumer of life.

2. Pol. Econ. One who uses up an article pro-

duced, thereby exhausting its exchangeable value ;

opposed to producer.

1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesmatt (1841^1. Introd. 2 And by
the retailer to the last consumer. 1757 Jos. Harris Coins 37
All men are in some degree consumers of foreign commo-
dities. i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Wealth Wks. iBohn) II.

343 Every man is a consumer, and ought to be a producer.

Consuming' (k^msi«*min), vol. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ing 1.] The action of the vb. Consumb ; burn-

ing up, using up
;
wasting, spending ; destroying.

1538 Starkey England 1. iii. 96 The consumyng of gold

upon postys and wallys. 1544 Supplic. Hen. VIII(i8yt) 52

There is noo ende of consumynge of substaunce. 1618

Bolton Florus 11. xvi. 140 The remayne of these con-

summings. a 1631 Donne in Select, (1840) 96 A consuming
of the enemy, not a weakening only. 1864 Swinburne
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Atalania 1951 My name that was a healing, it is changed.
My name is a consuming.

Consu'ming, ppl a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

1. Burning up, wasting, destroying, etc.

1535 Coverdale Ps. xvii[i]. 8 A consumynge fyre. 1578
Lyte Dodoens 1. lvi. 83 Fretting and consuming sores. 1666
Dryden Ann. Alirah. Ded. (Globe) 37 A consuming pesti-

lence, and a more consuming fire. 186* Kinglake Crimea
(1876) I. xvii. 378 The consuming evil of a vast standing
army.

2. Enduring consumption, wasting, or combustion.
1699 Capt. Cowley Voy. (1729) 14 A very sick ship, no

man being free from the scurvy, and in a consuming con-
dition. 1821 Shelley Hellas 507 Our. .path. .Was beacon'd
. . By our consuming transports.

Hence Consumingly adv., Constrmingrness.
a 1542 Wyatt in Totters Misc. (Arb.) 59, I dye, though

not incontinent, By processe, yet consumingly. 1662 J.
Sparrow tr. Behmcn's Rem. Wks., Consid. upon Stiefel 23
The Soul . . giveth forth out of the Consumingnesse . . the

High Light. 1683 Pordage Myst. Div. 118 This Fire-

essence . . in its Fierceness, Consumingness, and self-eleva-

tion. 1875 M cCosh Scot. Philos. xvii. 110 He is con-
sumingly earnest in visiting.

Consummate (k^nsfm^t, kf?*nsz7m#), a. Also
6-7 -at, 7 -sumate. [ad. L. consummdt-us brought
to the highest degree, perfect, complete, consum-
mate, pa. pple. of consummdre (see next). As to

pronunciation, see the vb.]

A. as pa. pple.

+ 1. Completed, perfected, fully accomplished.
Obsolescent.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. 1. in Ashm. (1652) 133 And alsoe
thy Bace perfytly consummate. 1530 Palsg. 495/2 This
worke that hath ben so longe in hande is nowe at the laste
consommate. 1615 Chapman Odyss. Xllh 284 Till righteous
fate Upon the Wooers' wrongs were consummate, a 1626
Bp. Andrewes Serin. (1661) 9 a, Consummate it shall be,
but not yet. 1752 Young BrotJters in. i, Guilt, begun, must
fly To guilt consummate, to be*afe. 1767 Blackstone
Comm. II. 128 The husband by the birth of the child be-
comes tenant by the curtesy initiate, .but his estate is not
consummate till the death ofthe wife. 1832 Austin Jurhpr.
(1879) I. vi. 330 A fraction of a community already con-
summate or complete.

1 2. Of marriage : = Consummated. Obs.
c 1530 in Fiddes Life Wolsey (1726) 11. 171 The Matry-

monie was consummate by that Act. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado in. ii. 2, I doe but stay till your marriage be con-
summate. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. iv. v. 434 Not ratified

onely, but consummate by carnal knowledge. 1765 Black-
stone Comm. I. 435 Marriages contracted . . in the face of
the church, and consummate with bodily knowledge.
B. adj.

+ 1. Summed up, finished ; having in it finality.

c 1430 tr. T. a. Keinpis 107 Holde a short and a con-
summate worde : Leve all & bou shall finde all ; forsake
couetynge and bou shalt finde rest.

2. Complete, perfect : a. of things, arch.
1527 R. Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 2.57 There lacke

many thinges that a consummate Carde [ = map] should haue.
1667 Milton P. L. v. 481 Last the bright consummate
floure Spirits odorous breathes. 1743 Fielding J. Wild 1.

i, A perfect or consummate pattern of human excellence.
1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. v. 191 In Oxford . . degrees
in arts were not final or consummate degrees, but steps on
the road . . to the doctor's degree.

b. of persons : Complete
; accomplished, su-

premely qualified.

1643 Milton Divorce 11. in. (1851) 69 What a consummat
and most adorned Pandora was bestow'd upon Adam. 1725
Pope Odyss. iv. 283 Form'd by the care of that consummate
sage. 1758 Chesterf. Lett. IV. 126 The dignity and im-
portance of a consummate Minister. 1789 Belsham Ess.
I. xvi. 304 Those consummate generals, Conde, Turenne,
and Luxemburg. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 50 The
consummate hypocrite. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 67
Step thou forth Second consummate songster !

3. Perfect, of the highest degree or quality

;

supreme ; utmost. Usually of qualities, or states,

as consummate bliss, skill, wisdom, etc.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 231 b, To knowe the god
omnipotent is the consummate iustyce. 1644 Milton A reop.

56 The most consummat act ofhis fidelity. 169s Woodward
Nat. Hist. Earth 11. (1723) 94 The most consummate and
absolute Order and Beauty. 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist.
(1714) I. 406 A consummate skill in Arithmetic. 1725
Watts Logic 11. v. § 4 Consummate folly. 1805 Wordsw.
Prelude iv. ("1889"! 259/1 That day consummate happiness
was mine. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 271 Conducted
with^ consummate ability. 1880 Beaconsfield Endym.
lxxiii. 340 Little dinners, consummate and select. 1876 M.
Davies Unorth. Lond. 371 It was a consummate sermon.

f4. ? = Consumed 2, Consumpt. Obs.
1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. VTD, 298 Lixivia [in dropsy]

. . are proper . . but not . . for such as are consummate, and
make a red deep coloured urine.

Consummate (Vns£m£it, kpnstrmfit), v. [f.

prec, or L. consttmmdt-, ppl. stem of consummdre
to sum up, make up, complete, finish, f. con- al-

together + summa sum, summits highest, utmost,
supreme, extreme, etc. The ppl. adj. consummate
was in earlier use than the vb., and after the latter

came into use, continued for some time to be used
as its pa. pple., until succeeded in this capacity
by consummated. The pronunciation conswmmate
is given in all the dictionaries until within the last

few years, but eo'ttsummate is now prevalent : see

Contemplate. In the adj. consu-mmate is still

usual, though consummate is often said.]

1. trans. To bring to completion or full accom-
plishment ; to accomplish, fulfil, complete, finish.

1530 Palsg. 495/2, I consommate, I make a full ende of
a thyng, jc consumme. 1580 Lvly Euphucs (Arb.) 450
[This] brought greater desire to them, to consumate them.
1595 Shaks. John v. vii. 95 To consummate this businesse
happily. 1610 Histrio-m. 1. 214 The Sunne heere riseth in
the East with us . . And so hee consummates his circled
course In the Ecliptic* line. 163a tr. Bruels Praxis Med.
399 This disease is consummated and brought to its full

npenes in 24 houres. 1692 Ray Dissol. World 25 God
also consummated the Universe in six days. 1725 Pope

!

Odyss. xx. 18 And let the Peers consummate the disgrace,
j

1798 South ey Wife ofFergus Poems II. 108 As if I knew
not what must consummate My glory ! 1835 Browning !

Paracelsus 11. 48 This done.. to perfect and consummate
all. . I would supply all chasms with music. 1837 Thirlwall
Greece IV. xxx. 158 Lysander was eager to consummate
his victory.

fb. To make an end of, or put an end to, by 1

doing away with. Obs.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 135 Arbela, where he [Darius] '

consummated life and monarchic, a 1649 Chas. I Whs. I

202 What more speedy way was there to consummate those
|

distractions then by a personal treaty. 1649 Fuller Just
j

Man's Fun. 24 God would . . consummate this miserable
world, put a period to the dark night.

2. To complete marriage by sexual intercourse.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 25 Your maieste . . maie . . con-
tract and consummat matrimonie wyth any woman. 1709
Steele TallerNo. n rs Prince Nassau, .consummated on ,

the 26th of the last Month his Marriage with the beauteous
Princess of Hesse-Cassel. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxxi, Her
aunt . . had insisted that her nuptials with Mr. Thornhill

,

should be consummated at her house. 1823 Lingard Hist.
Eng. VI. 202 That the marriage between Arthur and Catha-
rine had been consummated.

b. absol.

1748 H. Walpole Corr. (1S37) I. 128 They consummated
at her house. 1762 Scrafton ludostan (1770) 17 They are
married in their infancy; and consummate at fourteen on
the male side, and ten or eleven on the female. 1771 Con-
templative Man I. 27 Her Highness was obliged to con-

j

summate at a lonely. .Cottage, to avoid being discovered.

f 3. To make perfect ; to perfect. Obs.
U$V,Goodly PrymerUS^) 165 After they are consummate I

in allkind of virtue.] 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Heh. v. 9 Being
consummated, he became, to all that obey him, the cause of

j

eternal salvation. 1678 A. Lovell tr. La Fontaine's Mil.
Duties Cavalry 79 Consummated in the experience of War.
4. intr. (for reft.) To fulfil or perfect itself.

1839 Bailey Festus (1848) p. xvi, From the first These
things were fixed, and are and aye shall be Consummating.
1844 Mrs. Browning Vision of Poets, Room .. for new
hearts to come Consummating while they consume.

Consummated (kp'nsvme'led;, ppl. a. [f.

prec. vb. +-ED.]
1. Perfected

; completed ; finished.

164^ W. Browne Polex. 11. 347 Intire and consummated
felicities. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Bergerac's Com. Hist. 1. 175
A true and consummated Philosopher. 1702 Eng. Tlieo-

phrastus 291 A vast ability, and a consummated experience.
1801 Southey Thalaba II. xxvi, To deluge o'er with no
abating flood Our consummated world. 1833 I. Taylor
Fanat. ii. 39 The pleasure of consummated revenge. 1866

J. H. Newman Gerontius iv. 34 How .. the consummated
Saints See God in heaven.

f2. Completely decomposed. Cf. Consume vA
1 d.) Obs.

1693 Evelyn ZV la Quint. Compl. Gard. II. 66 An equal
quantity of Soil or small, old, consummated Dung.
Consummately, adv. [f. Consummate a.

+ -ly 2.] Completely, perfectly ; in the highest
degree.
1613 Salkeld Treat. Angels 122 But this could not be

so, that hee was created so consummately perfect. «i7ii
Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 65 Her Heav'nly
Babe she held in her Embrace, Consummately to bless the
Holy Place. 1771 Junius Lett. liv. 288 This consummately
bad man. 1839 Hallam Hist. Lit. iv. 11. § 68 Consum- I

mately impudent. 1880 Beaconsfield Endym. v. 24
Though her mien was in general haughty, she flattered
Zenobia and consummately.

Consummating (k^TisiWitirj), vbl. sb. [f.

Consummate v. + -ing 1.] The action of complet-
ing or perfecting ; consummation.
x555 J- Harpesfeld in Bonner Homilies 43 To the perfyt-

ynge, or consummating of the holy ons. a 1618 Raleigh
Malwmet (1637) 131 The time . . for the consummating of
the intended marriage. 1660 Trial Regie. 46 That which
was the Consummating of all, that Bloody Warrant.

Consummating, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That consummates
;
completing, perfecting.

1616 Chapman Musseus 395 When the consummating hours
had crown'd The down-right nuptials. 1701 Beverley
Apoc. Quest. 12 The Consummating Judgments of its Utter,
and Final Destruction.

_
1823 Southey Hist. Penins. War

I. 182 He committed his last and consummating folly, by
appealing to the very tyrant, etc. 1876 Mozley Univ.
Serm. ii. 41 The consummating act of national apostasy.

Consummation (kfms^m^-Jan). Forms : 5
-sommacion, -sumacyon, 5-6 -su(m)macion, 6
-aoyon, 6- consummation, [a. OF. consomma-
tion (-somation, -sumation), ad. L. consummation-
em, n. of action f. consummdre to complete, Con-
summate. Finally conformed to the L. spelling.]

1. The action of completing, accomplishing, ful-

filling, finishing, or ending.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. n. vii. (1495) 34 After pur-

gacion foloweth illumynacion, perfeccion and consumma-
cion. a 1400 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 198 All that hath
herd this consummacion Of this pagent. 1490 Caxton

Eneydos v. (1890) 22 For the consommacion of the said
sacrifyce. 1546 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. Hi. J2g The
ereccion & consumacion of the newe hospytall in Smythfeld
for the pore, a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled w. t/te Spirit (1867)
202 Between the beginning and consummation or finishing
of it. 1667 Pepys Diary (1879) IV. 467 He did expect to
hear from Bredah the consummation of the peace. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U. S. III. xx. 298 The king .. urged the
instant consummation of the treaty.

b. The completion of marriage by sexual inter-

course.
r 1530 in Fiddes Life Wolsey (1726) 11. 171 Nothing was so

muche desyred of bothe there parents, as the Consummation
of the said act. 1548 Act 2-3 Edw. VI, c. 23 § 2 Sentence
for Matrimony, commanding Solemnization, Cohabitation,
Consummation and Tractation as becometh Man and Wife
to have. 1706 Farquhar Recr. Officer 1. i, She would have
the wedding before consummation. 1879 M. Pattison
Milton 58 The suggestion ..is that Milton's young wife
refused him the consummation of the marriage.

2. Completion, conclusion, as an event or condi-
tion ; end ; death.

1475 Caxton Jason 4 They visyted temples and oracles
unto the consummacion of their dayes. 1483 — Cato H vij,

Dethe is consumacyon and ende of al payne and laboure.
x6n Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 280 Quiet consumation haue, And
renowned be thy graue. 1677 Hale Prim. O rig. Man. II.

ix. 217 [They] held that it put a total Consummation unto
things in this lower World, 1795 Southey Vis. Maid Or-
leans 1. 180 This is his consummation ! 1840 Mrs. Brown-
ing Drama of Exile, Death's consummation crowns com-
pleted life.

c. esp. in consummation of the zvorld, of all

things, etc. (Sometimes with the subsidiary notion
of accomplishment of a 'dispensation', or of de-
struction.)

1541 Bbcom Newt out ofHeaven Wks. (1843! 55 He will

be with you even to the very consummation and end of the
world. 1583 Abp. Sandys Sernt. (1841) 352 The time . . of
the general consummation of all things is left uncertain.
%6zg Symmer Spir. Posie 1. vi. 23 At the consummation of
the world, when the number of the Elect shall be perfected.

1777 Priestley Matt. <y Spir. (1782) I. xvii. 201 At the
general consummation of all things. 1875 Lyell Princ.
Geol. I. 1. iii. 45 The decline of our System, and its future
consummation by fire. 1882 Farrar Early Chr. II. 262
Anything short of the final consummation.
3. The action of perfecting ; the condition of full

and perfect development, perfection, acme.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 14 b, The consummacyon
& perfeccyon of holynes. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Burial,
That we . . may haue our perfect consummacion and blisse.

1713 Steele Englishman No. 10. 64 It is the Consummation
of all Crimes to be impudent. 1827 Hare Guesses Ser. 11.

(1873) 548 The consummation of Heathen virtue. 1856 R.
A. Vaughan Mystics (i860} I. 93 Such return .. is the con-
summation of the creature.

4. A condition in which desires, aims, and
tendencies are fulfilled

;
crowning or fitting end

;

goal.
1602 Shaks. Ham. til. i. 63 'Tis a consummation Deuoutly

to be wish'd. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xi, The probability
of Miss Nickleby's arriving at this happy consummation.
1851 Carlyle Sterling 11. ii. (1872) 91 Radicalism .. had
come to its Consummation, and vanished from him in a
tragic manner. 1886 Morley Pattison's Mem. Crit. Misc.
III. 137 Nothing.. was done towards making the desired
consummation a certainty.

Consummative (kfrnspmeUiv, kjTnstf-mativ),

a. [ad.L. tyTpe*consummdtiv-us (prob. used in med.
or mod.L.), f. consummat- ppl. stem of consum-
mdre to Consummate + -ive.] Having the faculty

of consummating, tending to consummate ; com-
pletory, final.

1683 E. Hooker Pre/. Ep. Pordage 's Mystic Div. 7 1 Peace
and Truth (a Conjunction which I wold ever call Copulativ,
and make, if I could, perpetuously Consummativ). 1702
S. Parker tr. Tnlly's de Fiuibus 225 The AmpHtudines
Bonorum, or Consummative Goods. 1836-7 Sir W. Ham-
ilton Metaph. vi. (1859) I. 98 This mental reconstruction
is, therefore, the final, the consummative procedure of
philosophy. 1852 — Discuss. (1853) 21 note, The consum-
mative union of the two had not been attempted.

Hence Consummatively adv., Consummative

-

ness sb.

1624 Donne Serm. xvii. 163 If we speak effectually and
consummatively. 1653 Gauden Hierasp. 279 There is

nothing usefull or commendable in any other way . . which
is not inclusively, eminently, and consummatively in a well-

ordered Episcopacy. 1701 Beverley Apoc. Quest. 9 Of the
Amplitude, and Consummativeness of it.

ConsummatOr (k^nsiJm^itaj). [n. of agent

from L. consummdre to Consummate : see -or.]

One who consummates or brings to perfection.

1624 Bp. Mountagu New Gagg 142 Christ, .crowne of our
felicitie. .and consummator of ourglorie. 1768 Life ofSap-
skull II. 47 To be the consummator of her nuptials. 1833
New Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 136 She is the consum-
mator of that undefinable species of wit which we should
call .. the slang of good society.

Consu'minatory, a. rare, [f. prec. : see

-ory.] = Consummative.
1648 'T.Verax' Relat. % Observ.x. 147 Secret Examina-

tions . . some preparatory only . . and some consummatory,
laying the Axe to the root at the first blow. 1817 G. S.
Faber Eight Dissert. (1845) I. 357 Unless we allow the pre-

paratory and shadowy Levitical Church to be privileged
infinitely above the consummatory and substantial Chris-
tian Church.

t Consu'mpt, Obs. [a.d.L.consumpl-us,

pa. pple. of consumere to Consume.] — Consumed :

as pple. and adj.
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c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. n. vii. 60 It is nat geuen to knowe

hem pat ben dede and consumpt. 138a Wyclif Joshua x.

20 Aduersaries . . vnto the deeth almest consumpt [1388 al-

most wastid]. 1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. i. (1495)

187 Flesshe, fatnesse, and fayrnesse is consumpt and spended.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. xxxiv, Men .. longe and lene,

Consumpt, sklendre, browne and citren hewed.

Consumpt (k^hswmPt), sb. Chiefly Sc. [f.

L. type consumptus (w-stem ; cf. stimulus cost, ex-

pense), f. ppl. stem of consumere to Consume.]
Consumption.
1756 Mrs. Calderwood Jmi. (1884) 8a This is but home

consumpt. 1790 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 151 The con-

sumpt of it [barfeyj in beer is but small. 1880 J . H. Burton
Reign Q. Anne I. iv. 146 Taxes to be imposed on consumpt
at home. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 8 Feb. 6/2 He placed the
London consumpt at 86,000 bushels.

t Consumptibi'lity. Obs. [f. next + -ity.]

The quality o? being consumable.
166a J. Sparrow tr. Behmen's Rem. Wks., ist Apol. B.

Tylcken 69 The Light goeth forth out of that very Death,
out of the Consumptibility forth. Ibid. 22.

t Consu'mptible, a. Obs. [f. L. consumpt-
ppl. stem of consumere + -BLE.j Capable of being
consumed, consumable.
1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 51 Christ gaue inconsumptible

meate, the sacramentaries giue consumptive meate. For
they giue but bread.

Consumption k^nsirmPjan). [ad. L. con-

sumption-em , n. of action f. consftmtre to Consume,
perh. immediately from F. consumption (14th c.

Oresme), early var. of consomption. To a great

extent, the latter has in French been ousted by
consommation, owing to the confusion in that lang.

of consumer and consommer.']

1. The action or fact of consuming or destroying

;

destruction.
1#3-87 Foxe A. * M. (1684I III. 56 Christ shall sit . . at

the right hand of God, till the consumption of the world.

1581 Marbeck Bk. 0/Notes 109 In the fire they felt no con-
sumption. 1609 Bible 'Douayt Num. xvii. 13 Are we al to
be destroyed unto utter consumption ? 1635 Pacitt Chris-
tianogr. 1. ii. '1636) 85 The consumption of 12 millions of
men. 1667 Waterhouse Fire Land. 6 No culinary fire

being so speedy in its consumptions. 17a* J. Macky Journ.
thro Eng. (ed. 4) I. 182 The largest Palace in the World,
till its Consumption by Fire.

f 2. The dissipation of moisture by evaporation.
c 1400 Lanfrancs Ct'rurg. 165 Boile hem to be consump-

cioun of be .iij. part, c 1530 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App.
ix. 224 Boyle all thieve to-guether . . to the consumption of
the waters. 1616 Slrfl. « Markh. Country Forme 331
Boile them to the consumption of the one halfe. 1758 J. S.

Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) Aa iij, Boil them in two
Quarts of Water, to the Consumption of the Half.

3. Decay, wasting away, or wearing out ; waste.
1513 Bradskaw St. Werburge 1. 3509 In her body resolued

to naturall consumption. 1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log.
Ded., The perpetuall vexation of Spirite, and continuall

consumption of body, incident to every scholler. 1616

Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 300 Sometimes the Oliue-
tree becommeth all withered, and falling into a consump-
tion. 1677 Horneck Gt. Law Consid. iv. (1704) 148 They
will soon bring a consumption on their fortune. 170B
Ozell Rabelais (1737) V. 04 A Consumption in the Pocket,
or want of Money, a 17x1 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721
II. 195 Sleep is an Anodyn by God design'd, To cure each
Day's Consumption of the Mind.
4. Wasting of the body by disease; a wasting

disease; now applied spec, to pulmonary consump-
tion or phthisis.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vii. xxxv. (1495) 249 Whan
blode is made thynne . . soo folowyth consumpcyon and
wastyng. 154a Boorde Dyetary xxxiv. (1870) 296 Swete
wynes t>e good for them the whiche be in consumpcion.
i6ao Vennf.r Via Recta vii. 129 Commended for those that

haue the ptbisicke, or consumption of the lungs. 1651
Wittie tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. 11. 88 They doe not distin-

guish the true consumption from other diseases, but call

every wasting of the body, a consumption. .11806 K.White
*Oh t thou mostfatal ', Consumption ! silent cheater of the
eye. 1861 Flo. Nightingale Nursing 26 That consump-
tion is induced by the foul air of houses, .is now certain,

b. Formerly with a and //. (Now only when
qualified, as a rapid consumption.)
1494 Fabvan Chron. TtL 437 Which languysshid longe in

a consumpcion or he dyed. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xlix. 71
Lynseede mengled with hony . . is good for such as are fallen

into consumtions. vjftx-ix H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd.
Paint. (1786) III. 239 He died of a consumption March
nth, 1702. 1798 Malthus Popul. (1878) 226 The consump-
tions which are frequent among the common people. 1883
G. Lloyd Ebb ft Floiu II. 257 Cure everything, from a tooth-

ache to a galloping consumption.

°- fit'
a 1569 Kin<;esmvll Man's Est. xiii. (1580) 105 Christ was

sicke of that consumption, even of zeale, to make us an
holy house to his father. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 337
Freendly services, .ceasing, freendshippe must needes be in

daunger of a consumption. 174a Young Nt. Tk. VHL 30
Discontent . . Incurable consumption of our peace 1

5. Wasteful expenditure, waste.
1691 Hartcliffe Virtues xix, How oft they are allayed

with the Consumption of a Man's Estate. 173a Law Serwus
C. ii. (ed. 2) 21 The careless consumption of our time.

6. The using up of material, the use of anything
as food, or for the support of any process.
a 1535 More De quat. Noviss. Wks. 80/2 That we daily

lese by our inwarde consumpcion. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort.
(1729) 228 The consumption of that inspiriting balsamick
Nouriture. 17*6 Chetwood Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 64 The
Liquor is not mine, but I'll stand by you in the Consump-

tion of it. 1794 Sullivan Vieio Nat. I. 165 The constant
and immense consumption of the solar light. x8x8 J as.

Mill Brit. India II. v. iv. 439 There was not rice in the

camp for the consumption of a single day. 1863 Tyndall
Heat i. S 15 (1870) 14, I wish now to . . show you the con-
sumption of heat in mechanical work.

7. Pol. Econ. The destructive employment or

utilization of the products of industry.
166a Petty Taxes 1 1 Good accompts of our . . manufacture,

consumption, and importation. 1719 W. Wood Sun.: Trade
306 The Expence ofConsumption of our whole People, must
amount to 49 Millions per Annum. 1776 Adam Smith
IV. N. I. Introd. 3 Those funds which . . have supplied their

annual consumption. 183a Babbage Econ. Manuf. xv.

,
(ed. 3) 143 Increased price will cause a diminished con-

I sumption. 1873 Morlfy Rousseau II. 44 Those middle

I

exchanges between production and consumption.

b. The amount of industrial products consumed.
1751 Hume Ess. <y Treat. (1777) I. 365 The best taxes are

such as are levied upon Consumptions, especially those of
luxury. 1846 M rCuLLOCH Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 621
Exclusive of this immense home consumption, we annually
export from 13,000,000 to 14,000,000 bushels.

+ C. Short for consumption duly : excise. Obs.

1694 Molesworth Acc. Denmark (ed. 3) 93 First, The
Customs. .Secondly, The Excise, commonly called the Con-
sumption ; which is upon Tobacco, Wine, Salt, Grain, etc.

and all Eatables and Drinkables brought into any Town.
8. Rom. Law. {— consumptio actionts). Ex-

haustion of a right of action.

1875 Poste Gains iv. Comm. (ed. 2) 575 The novation or
consumption whereby a right of action was extinguished or
annihilated. Ibid. 579 Extinctive (ipso jure) consumption
of a right of action vanished with the formulary system.
/ . /. A plaintiff who lost his cause . . by consumption of
process (duration of suit for eighteen months, or termina-
tion of prsetorship). Cf. 1880 Muirhead Gains 480.

9. at(rib.

17. . Lady M. W. Montague Lett. II. xliv. 16 The con-
sumption cough, so common in London.

i Consu mptional, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -AL.]

Of or belonging to consumption, consumptive.
x66a J. Chandler Van Helmont's Oriat. 221 Ptysical or

consumptional persons.

t Consumptionary, a. Obs. [ art.] - prec.

1653 Gauden Hierasp. To Rdr. 18 Poore mortals and
consumptionary Christians tear others, and tire out them-
selves. 1660 — Brounrig 206 Being consumptionary, and
so likely to die without child.

t Consirmptioner. Obs. [f. as prec. + -eh.]

~ Consumer (of commodities).
166a Petty Taxes 26 The tax doth ultimately light upon

the landlord and the consumption ers. 1683 J. Collins
Salt 74 They become Consumptioners of our Native Com-
modities, a 1734 North Lives III. 162 Not only of mer-
chants importers but of consumptioners, retailers, etc.

t Consuinptionisli, a. Obs. rare. [f. Con-
sumption sb. + -ish.] Tending to the disease con-

sumption
;
consumptive ; phthisical.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vm. EftL § 23 Of their consumption-
ish, and ever-dying King.^ a 1661 — Worthies n. 66 A
whyning voice, puiling spirit, consumptionish body.

t Consu*mptionous, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -0U8.] = Consumptive.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vm. ii. f 7 Sensible of the con-

sumptionous state of hi - body.

Consumptive (k^nsirmi'tiv), a. and sb. [f. L.

consumpt- ppl. stem of consumere + -IVE. Cf. mod.
K. consomptif.] A. adj.

1. Having a tendency to consume ; wasteful, de-

structive.

1664 Evelyn Sylva (1679) 20 If . . he shall esteem it too
consumptive of time. 1670 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5
1 1 330To manage such a thing as this in letters was a thing
too tedious and consumptive, i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist.
106 The consumptive energy of the termites, or white ants,

b. Wasteful of money, expensive, costly.

1748 Walpole Lett. It. Mann (1834) II. clxxxvii. 225
Operas are the only consumptive entertainment.

1 2. Consisting in, or characterized by, being

consumed. Obs.

1647 Jer. Taylor Dissuas. Popery 11. 1. I 8 Consumptive
Offerings to Saints. 1651 — Holy Dying iv. ft 8 They that
make consumptive oblations. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq.

327 The ancient Heathen burnt incense to their Gods, which
is a consumptive Sacrifice.

t 3. Liable to be consumed or to decay
;
perish-

able. Obs.

17*4 Swift Drafter's Lett. Wks. 1753 V. 11. 74 According
to the nature of all consumptive bodies like ours.

4. Affected by wasting disease
;
wasted, sickly,

reduced.

165$ Gurnall Chr. in Ann. Ded., The consumptive body
of this our Nation, hath lost so much of her best blood and
spirits. .1711 Ken Anodynes Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 437
'1 he Sun, which . . Faint and consumptive Ardours cast.

1760 Heattie Poems (1831) 193 Love has not injur'd my
consumptive flocks.

5. spec. Relating or belonging to pulmonary
consumption.
1670 Clarendon Contempt, on Ps. Tracts (1727) 373 A deep

consumptive sickness. 1747 Wesley Prim. Pnysic (1763) 51
A consumptive Cough. 18*7 Pollok Course T. in. 107 Sin,

with cold, consumptive breath.

b. Of persons : Having a tendency to, or affected

with, consumption.
1660 Pepys Diary 17 July, An old consumptive man.

1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) I. 418 The consumptive
patients have their particular ward. 188a Miss Braddon
Alt. Royal III. i. 3 He is consumptive and has not many
years to live.

f6. Pecuniarily reduced, spent. Obs.

1753 Smollett Ct. Fathom xiii, Her finances, which he
knew to be in a most consumptive condition. 1758 — Hist.
Eng.iiZoo) II. 139 Considering the consumptive state of
his finances.

7. Comm. Of or for consumption of produce.
Consumptive demand : a demand for purposes of con-

sumption, as opposed to a speculative demand.
1864 Daily Tel. 5 Nov., A fair consumptive demand for

wheat. 1887 Pall Mall G. 28 Feb. 2/ 2 Indications that the
world has overtaken in consumptive power the output of
our machinery. 1888 Glasgotu Herald 29 Aug., Indian
corn met a fair consumptive sale at late rates.

8. Comb., as consumptive-looking.
1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. III. xxxviii. 132 The con-

sumptive-looking Jew.
B. sb. [elliptical use of the adj.]

f 1. A consumptive or corrosive agent. Obs.

1676 Hale Contempt. L 8 The great consumptives that do
\

. .exhaust that time. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Obscrv. Surg.
(1771)323, I . .dressed it. .with the Consumptive, to destroy
the fungous Flesh.

2. A consumptive patient or person.

1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. (1672) 2 The Spring is bad

I

for Consumptives. 1880 Vern. Lee Stud. Italy nr. hi. 126

Where consumptives are sent to revive or to die.

Hence Consu mptively ativ., Consu mptive-
ness.
1697 T. Nevett Consumptions 61 My advice to the con-

sumptive or consumptively inclined. 1730-6 Bailey folio ,

Consumptiveness, wasting condition or quality. 1755 John-
son, Consumptiveuess, a tendency to consumption.

ConSumptivity k^nsrmPtiviti). [f. prec. +

-1TY.J Consumptive tendency ;
consumptiveness.

1889 Galton Natural Inheritance 181 A condition which
we may call

1 consumptivity for want of a better word,
may exist without showing any outward sign. 1889 Nature
25 Apr. 604 To arrange parents and children in a graduated
scale of 1 consumptivity .

t ConSu mptuOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. type con-

sumptu-s (see Consumpt) + -ous.J Consumptive.
1601 Chester Love's Mart. Iv. (1878) 94 The wcakned

body that, .fals away in consumptuous sort. 1659 Gauden
Tears of Ch. 262 No wonder if the whole constitution of

Religion grow weak, ricketly and consumptuous.

t Con-supre'TJie, a. Obs. [see Con-.] Con-
jointly supreme.
1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. in. Crit. Hist. 53 They did

not believe Christ's con-supreme Godhead, no more than the

Socinians.

t Consurre'Ction. Ohs. rare. [ad. L. con-

surrcction-em, n. of action f. L. cotisurgere to

arise together.] Rising together or along with

(others).

ci6»o Epitaph in Beciley Churchy Oxfordshire, [Anne
Croke] .. expecting consurrection with the just. 1730-6

Bailey (folio*, Consurrection, a rising up of many together

for the sake of reverence.

t ConsU'tile, «- Obs.— 0 [ad. L. constttil-is

sewed together, f. consuere, consul- to sew together.]
1 That is sewed together ' (Bailey 1730-6).
Hence in Johnson, and later Diets.

t ConsU'ture. Obs.—° [ad. L. type *consuttlra>

f. consul- : see prec] 1 A sewing together
1 (Bailey

1730-6).

t Conswade, humorous (dial.) for Perhuade.

[But cf. L. consuddcre.']

1599 Peele Sir Clyom. (Rtldg.) 515/2 Chave a cur here,

an a were my vellow, cha must nim conswade.

+ Conswa'p, v. Obs. rare- 1
. Ff- Con- mean-

ing completion + Swap lo strike.] trans. ? To
knock on the head.

1596 Nashe Saffron Waldcn 36 Till this Domlne Pewse-
ace be conswapped, and sent with . . a scrowlc in his hand

to saint Peter.

Conswetude, obs. f. Consuetude.

tCo'nsy. Obs. Cookery. Also conisye,councye,

couns. [( )f uncertain form and origin : F. concis
t

L. concisus cut up, has been suggested.] An
ancient mode of cooking capons cut into small

pieces, stewed, seasoned, and coloured with saffron.

la 1400 Forme of Cury xx'ii. (Pegge, 1780) 20 Capons in

Conc£[Ed. says 'Coneys 22 seems to be a kind of sauce

MS. fed. 6, but the recipe there is different ']. c 14*0 Liber
Cure Coc. (1862) 24 Capons in Conisye [printed covisyej

Take Capons and sethe horn wele, And new horn smalle

ilkadele, etc. c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord.
(1790J

431 Capons in Consy [printed Confy]. Take capons and
roste horn, .and choppe horn on gobettes. .colour hit wythe
saffron. 14. . Noble Bk. Cookry (Napier, 1882) 116 To mak
capons in couns tak a capon, etc . .colour it with saffron.

Consyence, -ens, obs. ff. Conscience.

f Consympathite. Obs. [Con- + Sympathy

+ -ITE.] One that has fellow sympathies.

1616 Lane Sor.'s Tale x. 292 And thinges of sympathie

binn quicklie known, thoughe fan- off, to consympathites

ythrowne.

+ Cont, v. Obs. rare. [App. f. Gr. hovtus, L.

contus, a barge-pole, punting-pole.] To punt (a

boat, or barge) : see Quant, Kent.
1685 Petty in Phil. Trans. XVII. No. 198. 658 The Art

of Conting, Rowing and Sailing of all the several sorts of

Vessels.

Cont, obs. f. Count v.

Contabescence (k^ntabe'sensX [ad. L. type

*contdl>cscentia, n. of state f. contabescent- : see next

and -ence. So. F. contabescence (in Littr4\]



CONTABESCENT. 889 CONTAGION.
fl. A general wasting away, decay, atrophy.

0/>s. in general sense.

1650 tr. Caitssins Aug. Peace 44 Such a cruel Warre .

.

creeping as it were with a slow contabescence . . eats up all

things. 1654 Charleton Physiol. 235 All. .odorous bodies,
in the tract of a few years, confess a substantial! Conta-
bescence, or decay of Quantity. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Con-
tabescence, same as Contabescentia

.

. an old term for atrophy,
consumption, marasmus, or any wasting of the body.
2. Bot. Partial or total suppression of pollen

formation in the anthers of flowers. See next.
1869 Masters Veget. Teratology (Ray Soc). 1888 Hex-

slow Orig, Flor. Struct. 275 The phenomenon called con-
tabescence by Gartner.

Contabescent (k()ntabe-sent), a. [mod. ad. L.
contdbescent-em, pr. pple. of contdbescere to waste
away, be consumed. Introduced as a botanical
term by Gartner, Beitrdge zttr A'ennlniss der Be-
/ruc/itung (1844) 116.] Wasting away, atrophied

;

in Bot. characterized by contabescence.
1868 Darwin Anim. PI. nntter Dottiest. (1875) II. 140

In contabescent plants the female organs are seldom af-

fected.
_
1877 — Forms 0/ Fl. 193 Many of the anthers

were either shrivelled or contained brown and tough or
pulpy matter^ without any good pollen-grains, and they
never shed their contents ; they were in the state designated
by Gartner as contabescent.

Conta-blature. rare. [f. L. contabuldt- (see
next) after tablature."] = Contabulation.
1827 Airman tr. Bnclmnatis Hist. Scot. I. 11. 128 By a

contablature of lies a bridge will be erected for bringing
back those fugitive Brenni.

+ Contabulate, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 co-
tabulate, [ad. L. contabuldt- ppl. stem of con-
tabuldre to cover with boards, to floor, f. con- +
tabula board, plank.] trans. To floor with boards.
In quot. \(>z,\fig.

1623 Cockeram, Cotabtdatc, to planch. 1654 Gavton
Pleas. Notes m. ii. 71 Bedcoards and boards are the best
flesh-firmers, consolidating and contabulating his Body.
1656 Bi.ount Glossogr., Contabulate, to plank or floor with
hoards, to joyn together. 1721 in Bailey. 1735 in Johnson.
t Contabula tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. con-

tabulatidn-em a joining together of boards, a floor
or story of boards, f. contabuldt- : see prec.] ' A
joining of boards together ; a boarding, a floor

'

(Johnson). In quot. 161c, Jig.
1615 Crooke Body 0/Man 15 In the admirable contabu-

lation or composition of the whole. 1706 Phillips, Con-
tabulation, a joyning of Boards together, a boarding or
planking ; a Floor, a Timber-Frame. 1721 in Bailey.
Contac(k, -tak(e, var. of Conteck, Obs., strife.

Contacowre, var. of Contecker, Obs.

Contact iVntaskt). [ad. L. contacl-us (?i-stem)
touching, contact, f. contact- ppl. stem of conting-
cre to touch (each other) : cf. F. contact (in Cotgr.).]

1. The state or condition of touching ; the mutual
relation of two bodies whose external surfaces touch
each other. Hence to be or come in {into) contact.
1626 Bacon SylvaQ.\ The desire of return into the body;

whereupon followeth that appetite of contact and conjunc-
tion. 1766 Pennant Zool., Basking Shark (R.\ They will
permit a boat to follow them.. till it comes almost within
contact. 1799 Med. Jml. II. 28 It has been asserted, that
the cow-pox cannot be communicated but by contact.
1807-26 S. Cooi'ER First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 390 By which
means the edges of the wound in the trachea will be kept in
contact. 1849 Ruskin Sen. Lamps v. § 10. 145 Bringing it

into visual contact with the upright pilasters. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 75 So as to avoid contact with air. 1883 IVhit-
aker's Attn., Eclipses, First contact with the Penumbra,
1 h. 50 m. aft. First contact with the shadow, 2/1. 59 w. aft.

b. with //.

1718 Quincey Conipl. Disfi. 6 The Cohesion in all Bodies
must be as the Surfaces and Contacts of their component
Parts. 1833 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. iii. (1865) 260 How he sidled
along, keeping clear of all secular contacts.

C. To make or break contact : to complete or
interrupt an electric circuit. Cf. contact-breaker,

-maker in 6.

ri86o Faraday Forces Nat. vi. 168 If I make contact
with the battery, they are attracted at once. 1881 Max-
well Electr. % Magn. II. 172 If we make contact only for
an instant, and then break contact, the two induced cur-
rents pass through the galvanometer in. .rapid succession.

2. trans/, and fig.
To come in contact with : to meet, come across,

be brought into practical connexion with.
1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. exxv, Though accident, blind

contact, and the strong Necessity of loving, have removed
Antipathies. 1862 1 rollope Orley F. xiii. 103 Never till

now had he come into close contact with crime. 1874
Green Short Hist. iii. § 4. 127 A new fervour of study
sprang up in the West from its contact with the more civil-
ized East. 1883 Illustr. Loud. News 21 Dec. 782/1 A large
baboon, .snapping at all it came in contact with,

b. So point of contact.
i86z Lewis Astron. Ancients i. § 1. 2 The history of

astronomy has numerous points of contact with the general
history of mankind. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb Flow II. 192
They had a point of contact where they least expected it.

3. Math. The touching of a straight line and a
curve, of two curves, or of two surfaces ; the meet-
ing of two curves (or surfaces) at a point so as to
have a common tangent (or tangent plane) at that
point

; the coincidence of two or more consecutive
points on each of two curves.

If two consecutive points on each curve coincide, the
curves are said to have contact 0/ t/ie .first order; if three

;

c. 0/ the second order\ and so on. Angle*of contact; the
angle between a curve and its tangent at any point, or the
(infinitesimal) angle between two consecutive tangents at
that point ; also called angle ofcontingence or ofcurvature.
1660 Barrow Euclid IlL xii, If two circles, .touch one the

other outwardly, the right line AB which joins their centers
A, B, shall pass thro' the point of contact C. Ibid. 111. xvi,
Any acute angle, to wit, DAE, is greater than the angle of
contact DAL 1840 Lardner Geo///. 187 If one of the cy-
linders . . be rolled upon the other, their line of contact will
move parallel to itself. 1884 Williamson Diff. Calculus
(ed. 5> 290-1 The circle which passes through three infinitely
near pointson a curve is said to have contact of the second
order with it. Ibid, 304 The tangent to a curve has a con-
tact of the first order with the curve at its point of contact,
and the osculating circle a contact of the second order.
Ibid. 306 If the contact be of an even order, .the curves cut
each other at their point of contact.

4. GeoL Hence contact-bed, -deposit, vein.
1881 Raymond Gloss. Mining Ter/us, Contact, the plane

between two adjacent bodies of dissimilar rock. A con-
tact-vein is a vein, and a contact-bed is a bed, lying, the
former more or less closely, the latter absolutely, along a
contact.

b.attrib. a. Chem. Contact action = Catalysis.
b. Electr. Contact electricity, force, potential : see
quot. 1 88 1.

1859 Todd Cycl.Anat. V. 138/1 To lie referred to the class
of 'contact actions'. x88i Maxwell Electr. $ Magn. I.

337 It appears that when two different metals are in contact
there is in general an electromotive force acting from the
one to the other, so as to make the potential of the one ex-
ceed that of the other by a certain quantity. Ibid. I. 339
This is Volta's theory of Contact Electricity. 1882 Watts
Diet. Chem.\\. 12 Examples of these contact actions are
found both in inorganic and in organic chemistry. 1885
Watson & Burbury Math. Th. Electr. Magn. 225 This
difference of potentials is generally called the electromotive
contact forces of the two metals ..The metal of higher con-
tact potential.

6. Comb., as contact-breaker, a contrivance for

breaking an electric circuit automatically ; con-
tact-level, an instrument in which a form of
spirit-level is used for the determination of minute
differences of length

; contact-lever, the lever

which moves a contact-level
; contact-maker, a

contrivance for completing an electric circuit auto-
matically

;
contact-mine, a mine which explodes

by contact ; contact-point, the metal point which
makes contact in a telegraphic-apparatus.
1838 G. Bird in Phil. Mag. XII. 18 Description of a mag-

netic *contact-breaker. C1865 J. Wylde in Circ. Sc. I.

252/2 The contact between the electro-magnet and the bat-
tery is broken by means of any form of contact-breaker.
1886 Pall Mall G. 25 Aug. 14/1 There are in each com-
partment two incandescent 16-candIe power lamps. By the
application of a "contact maker, only one is lit at a time.
1885 Ibid. 21 Mar. 5/1 A *contact mine explodes when
struck by a vessel. 1879 G. Prescott S#. Telephone 11 The
position of this *contact-point may be adjusted by means of
a screw. 1884 Chamb. Jml. 25 Oct. 686/1 Iridium has
been used. .for. .contact points for telegraphic apparatus.

Contact, Ji. rare, techn. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To bring into or place in contact.
1834 Eden in Eraser's Mag. XL 644 The spark and the

gunpowder contacted, and acting together, produce the
explosion.

2. intr. To come into, or be in, contact.
1876 J. Rose Pract. Machinist 297 So that each side of

the drift will have contacted with each side of the hole.
1883 H. Greer Diet. Electr. 21 To prevent contact with
two or more plates at the same time, their contacting por-
tions are so arranged that no two consecutive plates are in
the same vertical line.

Contact(e, var. Conteck, Obs., strife, contention.

Gontactile (k^nt£e-ktil), a. rare. [ad. L. type
eontactil-is, f. contact- ppl. stem of contingei-e (see
above). Cf. L. tactilis Tactile.] Relating to
contact and the sensation of contact.

' Contactile discrimination, the capacity to distinguish as
two the simultaneous impressions of two somewhat sepa-
rated points on the surface of the skin ' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882).

t Conta'ction. Obs. [as if ad. L. *contaction-
em

f
f. contact- : see Contact sb. (Very frequent in

17th c.)] The action of touching, contact.
1612-15 Bp. Hall Contempt., N. T. iv. xxiv. Is his hand

so short that he can do nothing but by^ contaction ? 1627-77
Feltham Resolves 1. lxix. 105 We see infection sooner taken
by breathy than contaction. a 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr.
Mor, 66 Since, .we cannot be punish'd unto amendment by
proxy or commutation, nor by vicinity but contaction.

Conta*ctiveness. rare. [f. *contaetive (f.

Contact + -ive) + -ness.] Capacity of being in

contact.

1889 F. Dk Winton in Nature 19 Sept. 496 The discovery
of steam as a motive power has brought the world into an
extraordinary condition of contactiveness.

Contactual (kf5htarkti«al), a. rare. [ad. L.
type *contactual-is

i
f. contaetu-s Contact.] Of or

relating to contact.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 483/1 Contagion may therefore be
said to be immediate or mediate, contactual or remote.
Hence Conta'ctually adv.
1857 W. Boyd Island of Montreal, Is it not deeply,

broadly, and contactually embraced on all sides by the
waters of the Ottawa ?

II Coutadina (kontadrna). It. pi. -ine. [It.;
fem. of next.] An Italian peasant-woman.

1835 Willis Pencillings II. lvii. 53 A pretty contadina,
who announced herself as the gardener's daughter. 1866
Howells Venet. Life xix. 303 Pretty seamstresses and con-
tadinas.

II Contadino (VoxAzAvno). It. pi. -ini. [It.
;

f. contado a county, the country :—L. comitdlus :

see County.] An Italian peasant or countryman.
1630 R. Johnson's A'iugd. Com//nv. 93 In Spaine it is

farre worse [than in Italy]; the Contadini are .. esteemed
almost as the Asses, that bring their Cabbages . . to the
Markets. 1656 J. Harrington Oceana no(jod.) For put
the case you be travelling in Italy, ask your contadino, that
is, the next country fellow you meet, some question. 1820
Shelley To Maria Gisborne 286 Afar the Contadino's

! song is heard.

Contagio- (k^nt^'d^i^), combining form of L.

fw/^/^w/'contngion'jasincontagio-miasmatica,
propagated both by contagion and by miasma
{Syd. Soc Lex. 18S2).

Contagion (Vnt^-d^. [ME. a. F. contagion,
or ad. L. contagion*em a touching, contact, con-
tagion, f. con- together + tangere to touch. So It.

contagione.']

1. The communication of disease from body to
body by contact direct or mediate.
(The two earliest quots. perhaps belong to b or to 2.)
a 1535 More Dc Quat. Noviss. Wks. 73 1 Yf a manne bee

so dayntye stomaked, that goyng where contagion is, he
woulde grudge to take a lyttle tryacle. 1594 Lady Russell
in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 233 III. 40 A comfortable litle breck-
fast agaynst the contagion of this tyme. a 1626 Bacon {].),
In infection and contagion from body to body, as the plague
and the like, the infection is received many times by ^the
body passive; but yet is .. repulsed. 1658 Sir T. Browne
tfydriot. i. 4 The Jewish Nation ..to avoid contagion or
pollution, in time of pestilence, burnt the bodies of their
friends. 1801 Med. Jml. V. 146 Dr. Tissott. .observes, that
theSmall-pox .. does not propagate itself so much by con-
tagion as by an infection of the air. 1 860-1 Flo. Night-
ingale Nursing ii. 13 Scarlet fever would be no more as-
cribed to contagion but to its right cause,

b. Contagious quality or influence.
1596 Si'i:nsf.r F. Q. v. vii. n Such is the powre of that

j

same fruit, that nought The fell contagion may thereof re-

j

straine. 1601 Shaks. Jut. C. 11. i. 265 What, is Urutus
j

sicke? And will he steale out of his wholsome bed To
1 dare the vile contagion of the Night? 1805 Med. Jml.
XIV. 561 The most striking contradictions in their belief

!
and assertions on the subject of its contagion.

2. A contagious disease or sickness ; a plague or

j

pestilence.

1398 Trkvisa Earth. De P. R. vii. lxiv. (1495) 2S1 Lepra
also comkh of fader and moder, and so this contagyon
passyth in to the chylde as it were by lawe of herytage.
1555 Eden Decades 142 They [the Cannibals] haue spredde
their generation, .lyke a pestiferous contagion. 1650 Wel-
don Crt. Jos. I, 28 He was forced by that contagion [a
plague] to leave the Metropolis. 1654 H. L'Estrange

. Chas. I (1655) 7 Bulloign, where she was to imbarque for

I

England, (the contagion being then much at Calais'. 1722
De Foe Plague (1,840) 202 The contagion despised all medi-
cine, death raged in every corner. 1856 R. A. Vaughan
Mystics 11860) I. 243 In the year 1348 that terrible conta-
gion known as the Black Death, .appeared at Strasburg.

3. The substance or principle by which a con-
tagious disease is transmitted ;

— Contagium.
_
1603 Lodge Plague B ij b, Contagion, is an euil qualitie

in a bodie, communicated vnto an other by touch, en-
gendring one and the same disposition in him to whom it is

communicated. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v., In others [dis-
eases] the contagion is transmitted through the air to a
great distance, by means of steams, or effluvia, expiring
from the sick. 1800 Med. Jml. III. 322 It ought to have
been mentioned, whence this contagion came ; or how
it was generated in the prison. 1801 Ibid. V. 84 It may
possibly be observed, that the Variolous Contagion, from
having extended its influence over the earth's whole sur-
face . . cannot be destroyed either by accident or design.
1849 Robertson Serm. Ser. iv. xviii. (1876) 194 The food of
man seems poisonous, the air is charged with contagion.

b. concr. A poison that infects the blood, poet.
1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 148 He touch my point With

this contagion [a poisonous ointment], that if I gall him
slightly It may be death.

C. transf
1602 Shaks. Ham. in. h. 408 The verie witching time of

j

night, When Churchyards yawne, and Hell it selfe breaths
I

out Contagion to this world.

4. fig. Hurtful, defiling, or corrupting contact

;

infecting influence.

_
c 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T.72 My soule. .That troubled

is by the contagioun Of my body. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
196/3 Thus Saynt geneuefe delyuerd Saynt celyne fro
peryl and fro the contagyon of the world. 1592 tr. Junius
on Rev. xviii. 4 The contagion of sin. 1643 Sir T. Browne
Relig. Med. 11. § 10 It is the corruption that I feare within
me, not the contagion of commerce without me. 1776
Gibbon Decl. $ F. I. xxi. 591 His mind was tainted by the
contagion of fanaticism. 1836 Thirlwall Greece II. xiii. 190
The contagion of these vices undoubtedly spread through
the nation. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cotiq. (1876) I. v. 282
Exposed to the contagion of foreign influence.

b. Contagious or spreading moral disease

;

moral corruption.
a 1533 Frith Wks. 115 (R.) This contagion began to spring

euen m St. Paules tyme. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. 111. v.

63 An universal Contagion, or Corruption diffused through-
out the whole of human Nature. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog.
II. 587 All forsook their ancient faith, and became Ma-
hometans, .the contagion spread over Arabia, Syria, Egypt
and Persia. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 401 A few
eminent men. .were exempt from the general contagion.
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5. Jig. The contagious or 'catching ' influence or

operation of example, sympathy, and the like.

163a J. Hayward tr. Biondi s Eromena 186 Her gricfc

alone was an universall contagion to the Universe. 1654
Whitlock Zaotomia 208 Our opinions comming more by
Contagion, than on Deliberation. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <fr E.
II. 117 The contagion of loyalty and repentance was com-
municated from rank to rank. 1856 TWBKtkX Hist. Eng.
(1858) II. vi. 14 By the contagion of example he gathered

about him other men who thought as he did. 1862 Stanley
Jew. Ck.iiSjj) I. xviii. 343 A contagion of goodness, of en-

thusiasm, of energy .. almost impossible to resist. 1872

Yeats Growth Comm. 259 The contagion of adventure
which was spread abroad by the Spanish discoveries.

f 6. transf. Taint
;
tainting or adulterating con-

tact ; impure admixture. Obs.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. (1723) 23 Multitudes
of Shells .. absolutely free from any such Mineral Con-
tagion. Ibtd. iv. (1723) 246 Even the most obvious and
ordinary Minerals are not free from this Contagion of ad-
ventitious Matter.

f 7. Foulness, noisomeness, stench. Obs.
1661 J. Chandler Van Helmont's Oriat. 102 The water

of the same Well, three dayes before, sent forth the stink-

ing savour of Brimstone, and. .its contagion, yellowness, to-

gether with the turbulency of the water, did bewray it.

Contagioned (kffotfi-dgand),///. a. [f. prec.

4- -ed.] Affected by, or tainted with, contagion.
1825 Westm. Rev. Apr. 529 In this case, also, a con-

tagioned cargo is covered with a clean bill.

Contagionist ^kfJhtPi-djj.anist). [f. as prec. +
-1ST. Cf. F. contagionniste!] One who maintains

or believes that certain diseases, such as the plague,

cholera, and yellow fever, are contagious.
[i8a6 Blackw. Mag. XIX. 131 Who . . would not believe

that he was an anti-contagionist?] 1831 Erasers Mag. IV.

617 To alter their opinion fabout cholera], and enlist under
the banner of the contagionists.

attrib. & adj. 1831 in Greville Mem. Geo. //'(187s) II.

xiv. 157 We have appointed a Board of Health, which is

contagionist. 1865 Reader 11 Nov. 545 '3 The ultra-con-

tagionist school.

Contagiosity kpht^d^i^'siti). rare. [prob.

ad. F. contagiosity or med.L. *contagiositds, f. L.

contagids-us Contagious : see -ITT. Littre has the

F. only as a neologism, but it may have occurred

in OF.] Contagious quality.

1430 LydC. Chron. Troy v. xxxvi, By the enuyous false

contagyosytie, Of the serpent pompouse and ellate. 1882

Syd. Soc. Lex., Contagiosity., the quality or amount of con-
tagion in different diseases.

Contagious (k^nt^'d^as), a. [ME. a. OF.
contagieus (14th c), ad. (late) L. contdgiosus, f.

contagion- : see Contagion and -ous.]

I. Where the notion of mutual contact is present.

1. Of the nature of or characterized by contagion
;

communicating disease or corruption by contact

;

infectious. Also fig.
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. xii. 101 Whan I lost my me-

mone by be contagious coniunccioun of be body wib be
sonle. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass ii. 11664^ 23 His Soul
must needs be affected with the Contagious Qualities inci-

dent unto his Body. 1795 Southey Joan of Arc vtt. 45 1

Ere the contagious vices of the court Polluted her
f<
he

thought. 1835 1
: Phiios. Manuf. 413 Amid the contagious

habits of great cities.

2. Of diseases : Communicable or infectious by
contact. See Contagion i.

< 1400 Lanfranc's Cimrg. 196 pis [leprosy! is oon of the

syltnessis bat ben contagious. 15*7 R. Thorne in Hakluyt
Voy. {1589) 352 Of some contagious sickenesse he died.

1540 Act 32 Hen. V///, c. 42 § 3 The pestilence, great

pockes, and such other contagious infirmityes. a 1626 Bacon
in Resnscitatio (ed. Rawley) 111 Pestilences, Sweats, and
other Contagious Diseases.

_
1710 Steele Tatter No. 10

P 11 There is a contagious Sickness, which, it is feared, will

end in a Pestilence. 1803 Med. Jrnt. X. 108, I do not
think influenza to be contagious. 1879 Maclagan in 19M
Cent. 810 When we wish to say that a disease is produced
by personal contact with a person suffering from it . . we
call it contagious.
Contagious Diseases Acts, the title of a number of acts

of parliament passed in 1866 and following years, to check
the propagation of venereal diseases in certain military and
naval stations (' C. D. Acts'), and to check the spread of
rinderpest and other diseases among cattle (Contagious
Diseases \Animals* Acts).

1866 Resolution Ho. Commons 24 Apr., That it is expe-

dient to make provision for the payment of any Expenses
that may be incurred, under any Act of the present Session

for the better prevention of Contagious Diseases at certain

Naval and Military Stations. 1883 Times 21 Apr. 8/4.

1887 Ho. Commons 14 Tune, The Regulations . . in force

under the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act, 1878.

3. Tainted with and communicating contagion :

charged with the germs of an infectious disease.

1586 Cogan Haven Health ccxliii. (1636) 301 The clothes

especially of woollen, .continue contagious by the space of

three yeares, and more, 1722 Dp. Foe Plague (1840^ 179
Their breath, their sweat, their very clothes, were contagious

for many days before. Ibid. (Rtldg.) 25: They might go
about seemingly whole, and yet be contagious to all those

that came near them. 1813 J. Thomson Led. Injlam. 350
The absorption of. .bile, milk, contagious matters.

4. fig. Apt to be communicated from one to

another or to others. (Cf. catching, infectious.')

1660 Boyle Seraph. Love 144 If our Friends do not allay

our Love or Affection by unwelcome Actions or their con-

tagious Sufferings. 1667Milton/*. L. ix. 1036 Well under-
stood Of Eve, whose Eye darted contagious Fire. 1689
Shadwell Bury E. 11. i, I see this Folly is contagious. 1730

I

Thomson Autumn 11 13 From Look to Look contagious

I
thro' the Croud The Pannic runs. 1769 Junius Lett. xv.

! 68 Ripened to. .maturity of corruption, the worst examples

I

cease to be contagious. 1867 Emerson Lett, jr Soc. Aims,
Progr. Culture Wks. (Bonn) III. 235 All vigour is con-

tagious, and when we see creation we also begin to create.

II. In more general sense : Breeding disease,

injurious, noxious.

t 5. Apt to breed or infect with disease, fever-

breeding, pestilential ; * that cornipteth or in-

fectetV {Table Alph. 161 3). Obs.

X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xxiv. (1495) 618 The
stenche and lothsom sauour of deed caraynes and other

daungerous and contagyous ayres. 151a Act 4 Hen. VIII,

c. 8 Which prison is oon of the most anoyous, contagious and
detestablest places withyn this realme. 1555 Eden Decades
1 22 The place is also contagious . . by reason it is coompased
aboute with muddy and stynkynge marysshes. 1587 K.

Scot in Holinshed III. 1546/1 This summer..was yerie hot

and contagious. 1633 J. Russell Batt. Lutzen in Hart.
Misc. (Malh.) IV. 184 Contagious and poisonous desarts.

1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704) 103 Noisom and contagious
Vapours. 179a S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. D. 271 Those
tend'rer tints that, .in the world's contagious climate die.

fb. Hurtful or injurious as food. Obs.

c 1450 Henrvson Mor. Eab. 50 To fyle your teeth or lippes

with my blude, Whilke to your stomacke is contagious,

risio Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners U570) Gij, Can kepe
him from daunger of meate contagious. 1547 Boorde Bret:
Health xxxiL 18 Beware of contagious meates and drynkes,

M newe ale. .newe hote bread, etc. 1594 Plat Jetvetl-fw. 1.

8 Unto man . . the eating of much salt is very contagious, 1

because it maketh the blood salt,

f C. Foul, noisome, fetid. Obs.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health § 321 Let him vse odiferous

and no contagiouse ayers. 1590 Nashe Pre/. Greenes
Menaphon (Arbj 7 The vnsauone sent of the pitchy slime,

that Euphrates cast vp, and the contagious fumes of goats

beards burned.

t 6. Injurious to human life or health otherwise

than by breeding disease ; pernicious, noxious.

C 1430 Lydc. Bochas ix. xxii. (15541 206 a, Most in murdre
he was contagious Of Innocent blood to make effusion.

1494 Kabyan Chron. 1. xix. 17 Flyes. .so noyous and conta-

geous, that they slewe moche people. 1599 Hakluyt Voy.
II. 11. 105 Now the Winter comming vpon vs with much 1

contagious weather. 1650 Bulwer Anthro/omet. 109 Rid
J

them out of the world ..as contagious beasts. 1053 H<
Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. 243 All kind of contagious crea-

j

tures, as lizards, serpents, and adders.

f7. Morally or socially injurious, noxious, or

dangerous
;
grievous, * pestilent \ Obs.

I 1440 Promp. Parv. 91 Contagyows or grevows to dele

wythe, contagiosus. 1513 Ld. Berners Eroiss. I.ccxxxiii.

323 So this ordynaunce of the pope was right contagyous to

them. 1631 Weever Anc. Ettn. Mon. 54 A contagious

hroode of Scismatickes. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. in. xlii.

276 To cast out of their Synagogues, such as they thought
in manners, or doctrine, contagious.

Contagiously k^nt^d^osli , adv. [f. prec.

+ -lt.] In a contagious manner : a. By contagion,

f b. Pestilentially, in a way to breed disease.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. in. 208 A towne. .most contagiously

seated by reason of the marishes. 1832-4 De Quincey
Cxsars Wks. X. 85 Other armies had revolted, and the re-

bellion was spreading contagiously. 1867 Mill luaug.
Addr. 37 There is nothing which spreads more contagiously

from teacher to pupil than elevation of sentiment.

Contagiousness (k/nt^-d^snes). [£ as prec.

+ -NES8.J The state or quality of being contagious

(in the different senses of the word) : a. lit.

1530 Palsgr. 208 1 Contagiousnessej infection. 1580

Baret^4&'. S 760 The contagiousnesse [vts morbi] ofthe dis-

ease did spread far abroad. 1594 Plat Jrtvell-ho., Diuerse

nrtv Exp. f 4 Howe to keepe . . anie fowle or other peece of

flesh sounde and sweete. .notwithstanding the contagious-

nesse of the weather. 1685 Boyle Salubr. Air 93 Put a
speedy stop, not only to the contagiousness, but to the

malignity of the Plague. 1875 Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. I.

468 No intelligent observer has yet doubted the contagious-

ness of typhus fever, small-pox, etc.

Mr<
1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) 363/2 Wherfore flye from such

contagiousnesse of men and auoid their wordes as a cancar.

1547 Homilies 1. Contention I. (18591 *37 A railing tongue is

a pestilence so full of contagiousness. 1648 W. Mountague
Devout Ess. 177 (T.) An excellent preservative against the !

contagiousness of sin. 1871 Smiles Charac. i. 17 There is

a contagiousness in every example of energetic conduct.

II
Contagium Ac^t/t-driftn). PI. -ia. [L.

contagium —contdgio\ see Contagion.]

f 1. ^Contagion, corrupting contact. Obs.

1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes 11. ii. 39 Which without doubt

hath a villanous contagium upon the grand magisterium of
the Stone.

2. spec.
1 The supposed solid or gaseous organ-

ized or unorganized substance by which infectious

or contagious diseases are communicated 1 {Syd.

Soc. Lex.) ; in //. the germs of disease.

1870 Pall Malt G. 23 Aug. 10 Thoroughly to isolate the

sick from intercourse with susceptible persons, and thoroughly

to trap and exterminate the contagium which the bodies of

the sick evolve. 1883 Tyndall in Glasgow Weekly Her.
2 June 1/5 Contagia are living things. Men and women ,

have died by the million that bacteria and bacilli might '

live. 1891 Times (Weekly ed.) 10 July 12/3 He thinks that

the contagium of influenza is a microbe, which enters the

system through the surface of the eye.

t Contagy. Obs. rare. [ad. L. contdgi-um :

see prec] — Contagion 7.

1516 Fabyan Chron. vn. cexxiii. (1811)249 And after fob I

owed a contagy and a fowle stenche.

Contain (kffat?i*n), v. Forms : 3 conteini, 4
contenen, contienen, kunteyne, {pa. pple.

y-contyened, y-contynent), 4-6 contene (chiefly

Sr. and north.), 4-7 conteyn(e, contein(e, 5 Sc.

conten, 6 contaigne, -teygne, Sc. -tean, 6-7
containe, -tayn;e, 7- contain. [ME. contein-e{nt

conten-e, a. OF. conten-ir (3rd pers. pres. Nor-

man conten-t, conten-ent, subj. eontetu, -teigne)

= Pr. contener, -ir, Sp. cotttener, It. contenere :—

L. continere, to hold together, keep together, com-
prehend, contain, f. con- together + tenure to hold.]

I. To have in it, to hold ; to comprise, enclose.

1. trans. To have in it, to hold. (Said of a vessel,

a space, or the like.)

138a Wvclif Jer. ii. 13 Wastid cisternes, that contenen

[1388 holde] watris moun not £1490 Promp. Parv. 91
(MS. K.) Conteynyn, hauyn or kepyn wit-innyn. c 1576
Thynne Ld. Burghley's Crest in Auimadv. App. (1865' 115

In brittill glasse is wholsome wyne conteynde. 1673 Ray
Journ. Low C. 64 The Juices . . conteined in the Veins of

the Earth. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 283 So vast a throng the

stage can ne'er contain, i860 Trench Serm. Westm. Ab.
xx. 225 We were not formed to contain God's truth, but to

be contained by it.

b. To be capable of containing ; to have capa-

city for : usually expressed by to Hold.
1526-34 Tindale John ii. 6 And ther were stondynge

theare sixe waterpottes of stone . . contaynynge two or thre

fyrkins a pece. And Jesus sayde vnto them : fyll the water
pottes with water, xoo Palsgr. 496/1 This pot contayneth
eyght quartes. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 1126 In the Wear
the best coal is put into tubs, these are waggons without
wheels, containing each 53 cwts.

2. To have as part {or the whole) of its contents

or substance ; to comprise, include.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 999 pe lawer werld . . Contenes
haly be elementes alle. 1340 Ayenb. 118 pe zeue benes bet

byeb y-contyened ine hoh pater noster. < 1400 Malndk\.
(Roxb.) xiii. 58 In bis rewme of Surry er many rewmes
contende. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxi. 211 He vnclosed

the lettre and saw what was conteyned therin. 1509 Fisher
Euh. Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. 1876 I. 295 The crowne
of our lady . . after the manere of Rome conteyneth lx and
thre aues. 1541 Bellenden Cron. Scot. Tabula sig. Dini,
The table . . contenand the mater of euery buke. 1600 J.

Hamilton (title) Facile Traictise, Contenant, first : ane in-

fallible reul. .Nixt, a Declaration, etc. 1697 Drvden Virg.

Georg. tv. 305 And Grandsires Grandsons tne long List con-

tains. 1863 A. J. HoRwooD Year-bks. 30-31 Ediv. I, Pref. 22

The volume . . having once contained many more (pages] than

it does now. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 18 The Laws.

.

contain a few passages which are very grand and noble.

b. Of a material body or substance : To have in

it (as a constituent element, or in combination).

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 84 Such waters as contain

most air. .are found the lightest and purest. 1831 J. Davies
Manual Mat. Med. 273 Some of them contain besides,

carbonic acid, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xx. 141 The rock .

.

evidently contains a good deal of iron.

t 3. To include, comprise, extend over, measure

(so much space, time, or other magnitude). Obs.

i 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. vii. 56 As myche space as be see

and [the] mareys contenen and ouergon. c 1391 — Astrot.

1. { 7 The space bytwene contieneth a MiTe-wey. 1398

Trevisa Barth. De P.R. m. vii. (1495) 53 Of all the fygures

of the same lengthe the cercle is moost and most conteynyth.

< 14*5 Wyntoln Cron. m. iii. 171 pe thryd elde. .Contenys
nyne hundyr yhere And twa. 15*6-34 Tindalk Acts i. ia

'J hen returned they .. from mount-ohvete, which is nyc to

Ierusalem, conteyninge a Saboth dayes iorney. (So 1557
Geneva,} 1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utop. 11. (Arb.) 72

The Hand of Utopia, conteynethe in breadthe ..OC miles.

1563 Shute Arckit. Eiva, Tuscana conteineth in height

.6. Diameters. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 1. viii. (1715) 42

They were not exact Semicircles, but contain'd the bigger

half of the Circle. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 263 That the

first Story contain full 10 Foot in height.

+ b. intr. with of— prec. Obs. rare.

1660 Hloome Arckit. B d, Regula under Astragulus con-

tajneth of one part. Ibid. Ca, The Pillar with all his

ornaments, containeth of 10 Diameters.

O. Of a measure or magnitude : To comprise, be

equal to ^so much or so many of a smaller measure

or magnitude, or a certain fraction of a larger).

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 235 iMatz.) A cubite of

gemetrie conteyneb sixe comoun cubites. c 1391 Chaucer
Astrot. 1. § 8 A degre of a signe contieneth 60 Mynutis.
i6ix Bible Ezek. xlv. 11 That the Bath may containe the

tenth part of an Homer. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 1123

In Ireland the perch contains 7 yards, and the mile 2240.

Mod. A pound avoirdupois contains 7000 grains.

f 4. To take up, occupy. (Cf. Comprise 4 c.)

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus til. 453 For per was som Epistel

. .pat walde as seith myn auctour wele contene Neigh half

pis boke. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 108/2 Yf I shold here

expresse alle the myracles . . It shold conteyne an hole

volume. 1598 Barckley Eelic. Man lit. (1603) 150 That
matter alone would containe a reasonable volume. 1736
Swift Let. 15 May, A complete history of the .. absurd
proceedings in this kingdom would contain twelve large

volumes in folio.

1 5. To enclose (so much space, etc.). Said of

a boundary line, or of a person. Obs.

1490 Caxton Eneydos vii. heading, How dydo . . boughte
as moche londe. .as she myghte conteyne wythin the space

of the hide of an oxe. c 1500 Metust'ne 44 The grete corn-

pace of the ledder Ithong], which conteyned wel the space

of two mylles of grounde.

b. pass. Of a space, region, etc. : To be com-

prehended, included, or intercepted (within a cer-

tain space, between certain limits).



CONTAIN. 891 CONTAMINATE.
ci39i Chaucer Astral, tl. § 39 The arch meridian pat is

contiened or [inter]cept by-twixe the cenyth and the equi-
noxial. 1530 Palsgr. 34 The countreys that be conteygned
betwene the ryver of Seyne & the ryver of Loyrre. 1584
Powel Lloyd's Cambria 1 That part conteined betweene
the French Seas. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 184
The kingdome. .was contained within the bounds of the
lesser Asia. Mod. The Asteroids revolve in the space
contained between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

6. Math, a. Geom. To enclose, include, form
the boundary of (a figure, an angle) ; in pass.

formerly to be contained under,
A rectangle is still said to be contained under the two

lines which form its length and breadth ; so t trans/, a
composite number was formerly said to be contained under
its factors.

b. Arith. and Alg. To have as a factor or sub-

multiple ; to be divisible by, without remainder

(also, less strictly, with a remainder). In pass.

(const, in) : To divide, * go into ' (without, or less

strictly with, a remainder).
1570 Billingsley Euclid i. def. ix, If the lines which

containe the angle be right Iynes, then it is called a right-

lyned angle. Ibid. def. xv, A circle is a plaine figure con-
teyned under one line, which is called a circumference.
Ibid. vii. def. xix. 187 A square number is that . . which is

contayned vnder two equall numbers. 1571 Digges Pantorn.
iv. xvi. Tij b, Icosaedron is a solide Figure, vnder twentye
equall equiangle triangles conteyned. 1594. Blundevil
Exerc, 1. v. (ed. 7) 17 Aske how many times 9 is contayned
in 29. 1660 Barrow Euclid 1. axiom xiv, Two right lines

do not contain a space. Ibid. 1. prop. xlvi. note, A Rect-
angle contained under two right lines given. Ibid. XI.

def. ix, Like solid figures are such as are contained under
like Planes equal in number. 1823 H. J. Brooke Introd.
Crystallogr. 123 The new figures would be contained
within 24 isosceles triangular planes. 1875 Todhuntmr
Algebra (ed. 7>lii. § 709 We have to find the highest power of
2 which is contained in

j
14 . . thus the required power is 11.

f 7. To include, comprehend (in a writing, under
a title, division, etc.). Obs.
1548 Turner Navies of Herbes 74 Many learned men

contayne the red Mynt. .under Sisymbrio. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin's Inst. 1. 28 He conteineth both these pointes in his
law. 1652 Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 83 The Isles and
the Sea it self might bee conteined here, as particular parts
of the Government or Province. 1666 Earl Orrery State
Lett. (1743) II. 90 The proclamation may also contain, that,

if any one fails therein, etc.

II. To hold together ; to keep under control,

restrain, restrict, confine.

f 8. To hold together ; to sustain. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. xii. 102 Vif bere ne were oon

pat contened[e] bat he haji> conioigned and ybounde. 1579
Fenton Guicciard. 1123 The army was at a maze where to

i

seeke vittells to conteine the bodies which the stroke of
diseases had yet left on live.

t 9. To hold (in a certain estimation). Obs. rare.
1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. i. 37 The dull detractions Of

leaden souls ; who. .Contain her worthiest prophets in con-
tempt.

flO. To keep or retain in a certain state or

order, under control, in subjection, etc. Obs.
1538 Starkey England 1. i, 10 By lyke wysdome they

must be conteynydand kept therin. Ibid. 1. iv. no Al such
Iawys..wych conteyne the pepul in gud ordur and rule.

1598 Barckley Fehc. Man 1. (1603) 28 That the sight and
horror thereof., might contayne them in modestie. 1649
Selden Laws Eng. 1. xxxviii. (1739) 58 A fair opportunity
of containing them for ever under their awe. 1705 Stan-
hope Paraphr. III. 409 The Ceremonial Law . . was given
to contain the Israelites in their Duty. 1776 Gibbon Decl.

$ F, xii. 1,1792) II. 85 It was almost impossible that he could
at once contain in obedience every part of his wide-extended
dominions. 1831 Sir W Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 396 To
contain his pupils within statutory regulations.

+ 11. To restrain, hold in, keep in check ; to hold
back, keep back, hinder {from an action, etc.) Obs.
1523 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 119 The same shal do

grete good for conteyning of the Swicer. 1596 Spenser
State Irei. Wks. (Globe) 614/1 To contayne the unruly
people from a thousand evill occasions. 1625 Bacon Ess.,
Anger (Arb.) 567 To containe Anger from Mischiefe. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. 11. xviii, Covenants being but words and
breath, have no force to oblige, contain, constrain, or pro-
tect any man. 1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. VI. 94 The
principles and opinions, which have hitherto guided and
contained the world.

b. To restrain, put restraint on, repress (one's

feelings, passions, etc.).

c 1611 Chapman Iliad in. 198 One that was my brother-
in-law, when I contain'd my blood, And was more worthy.
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 97 Scarce can their Limbs,
their mighty Souls contain. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 438
P 1 To contain the Spirit of Anger.

+ 12. To restrict, limit, confine. (Also rejl.) Obs.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 148 Them that haue conteined
themselues, within the bandes of reason. 160a Hist. Eng.
in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 415 My desire to contain the
work within some reasonable proportion. 1705 Stanhope
Paraphr. II. 215 To contain themselves within the limits
mark'd out for their Christian Course. 1816 Mackintosh
Bacon Locke Wks. I. 336 To excite a fearless spirit of
inquiry, and yet to contain it within the boundaries which
Nature has prescribed.

1 13. To retain, keep, keep in, confine (within
limits of space) ; also rejl. to confine oneself, re-

main, 'keep'. Obs.
c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. {1728) 9 To pass

homeward to Edinburgh, there to contain himself till he
was further advised. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent
(1826) 137 William consulted with Lanfranc how he might

conteine that treasure within the Realme. 1596 Shaks.
Merch. V. iv. i. 50 And others, when the bag-pipe sings

i'th nose, Cannot containe their Vrine. 1640 F. Hawkins
Youth's Behav. i. § 14 (1663) 3 Wriggle not thyself, as seem-
ing unable to contain thyself within thy skin, a 1674 Clar-
endon Hist. Reb. xn. (1843) 740/2 [He] ordered his other
small troops to contain themselves in those uncouth quar-
ters.

_
1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 243 As the Moderns

restrain Water, and contain it.

fb. intr. To keep oneself, remain. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4526 That he may, er he hennes pace,

Conteyne undir obedience. 1682 Tate Absal. A chit. 11.

42 Accusers' infamy is urged in vain, While in the bounds
of sense they did contain.

+ c. To retain, keep in one's possession or

control. Obs.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. v. i, 50 If you had knowne the
vertue of the Ring . . Or your owne honour to containe the
Ring, You would not then haue parted with the Ring.
1651 N. Bacon Hist. Disc. xiv. 118 It's true the English
stuck close to him ; but how they were gained or contained,
Writers speak not.

f d. To keep, maintain (in a certain state). Obs.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig-. Man, iv. ii. 297 The Water by
heat and rarefaction easily assuming the nature of Air, and
. .containing it self in that consistency.

14. To refrain from expressing or yielding to

feeling, passion, etc. ; to restrain oneself
; + to

refrain or keepfrom (obs.)
; f spec, to be continent,

keep oneself in chastity {obs.). (Cf. 1 1 b.)

a. rejl.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 108/61 Heo ne coube no-bi'ng con-
teini hire ne speken no-be-mo. 1382 Wyclif i Cor. vii. 9
For if thei conteynen not hem silf, or ben not chast, wed-
did be thei. C1450 Castle Hd. Life St. Cuthb. (Surtees)

2669 And when fra gretyng sho hir contende. 1590 Sir J.
Smyth Disc. Weapons Sig.^* ij b, Such, .can very hardly
after be reformed and reduced to containe themselues, and
live under any discipline. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, i.

100 Feare not my Lord, we can contain our selues, Were he
the veriest anticke in the world. 1778 Br. LoWTH Transl.
Isa. xlii. 14 Shall I keep silence for ever? Shall I still con-

tain myself? 1887 Pall Mall G. 15 Sept. 7/2 Let them
contain themselves and quit themselves like men.

b. intr. (for rejl.)

1611 Bible i Cor. vii. 9 But if they cannot conteine, let

them marry. 162X Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. in. viii. (1651)

103 He could contain no longer, but hasting home, invaded
his territories. 1710 Swift Let. 21 Sept. (Seageri, No won-
der she married, when she was so ill at containing. 1719
Young Paraphr. Job Wks. 1757 I. 205 Then Job contain'd
no more ; but curs'd his fate. 1726 Chf.twood Adv. Capt.
R. Boyle 213 All our care was to contain from laughing,
which was a very hard Task. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. W. iii, I

could hardly contain when I saw the Daures dress their

heads with horns. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb A> Plow II. 205 He
. . seemed hardly able to contain.

fl5. To bear oneself (weir, behave. Obs.

a. rejl.

ngy R. Glouc. (1724) 547 Sir Simound de Mountford con-
seilede horn vaste, Hou nil ssolde horn conteini, the wule
the bataile ilaste. 1375 Barbour Bruce xit. 277 Gif ?e

conteyn 30U manfully, c 1450 Merlin iv. 77 That he sholde
contene hym-self myrily. 1481 Caxton Godfrey xvii. 45
The good bisshop of Puy. .conteyned hym moche wysely
and truly. C1500 Lancelot 1130 Neuer..was sen No man
in feild more knyghtly hyme conten.

b. intr. (for rejl.)

C1350 Will. Palerne 3301 How that komcli kni^t kun-
teyned on his stede.

•f 16. intr. (Jot rejl.) To be situated, remain (in

place). Obs. (cf. 17 b.)

1528 Lyndesay Dream 666 Asia contenis in the Orient,

"5^3 Hyll Art Garden. (1593) 144 It doth cleanse the
places also where the stones containe.

\ 17. ^Continue. [Mostly Sc. or northern , in

the forms contene, -tine, -tyne, but also conteyne :

there was app. a confusion of conteine and con-

tinue: cf. Continue v. 17 in sense of contain.] Obs.

a trans.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 318 pat no contek suld
rise, Bot contene forth be trew vnto be Paskes terme. 1373
Barbour Bruce viii. 68 Thair fayis. .continit the ficht so
hardely. £1400 Apol. Loll. 101 Contrarili be gunne, led,

or contenid. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxxv. 209 Justyng
bus has bene Contenyt thre Dayis.

b. intr. (Cf. 13 b, 16).
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 33 pei. .contynen [v.r. con-

teynen] in pride, coueitise, extorciouns. c 1470 Henry Wal-
lace vii. 138 In strowbill wer thou sail conteyne full lang. 1592
tr. Junius on Rev.xvii. 8 NoEmpire. .ever conteyned solong.

Containable (k^htt^-nabT), a. [f. prec. +
-able.] Capable of being contained.
a 1691 Boyle Wks. (1772) I. 85 (R.) The air containable

within the cavity of the asolipile, amounted to eleven
grains. 1716 M. Davies Ath. Brit. II. 243 This Contest
about Primitive Christianity as containable in a Primitive
Library.

Containant. rare~°. [f. Contain v. + -ant.]
1 One who, or that which, contains ; a container

'

(Worcester i860).

f Contai'nchire. Obs. rare. [f. Contain v. :

cf. remainder.] Content, extent, area.

1623 Favine Theat. Hon. 1. it. 12 The Buckler was or-

dinarily, in containdure, no more than three foot in cir-

cumference, proper for them, termed Enfans perdus.

Contained (kf/nt^-nd), a. [f. Contain.]
1. Enclosed, included, etc.

;
spec, in Geom. ; see

the verb.
1 1440 Promp. Pari'. 91 Conteynyd (or within holdyn),

co?itentus. 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 8 The skyn.

.

compassith immedyatly all the contaynyd meate of the
egge. 1571 Digges Pantorn. iv. v. V iij b, The semidia-
meter of nis conteyned circle. 1696 Whiston Th. Earth
nr. (1722)227 The Air, with all its contained Vapours. 1807
Hutton Course Math. II. 7 When two sides and the con-
tained angle are given.

2. Restrained ; f ofa person, self-restrained (obs.).

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxiv. 92 He was not for

all that so contained, but that taking him by the Beard he
swore. x88z Stevknson New Arab. Nts. 118841 239 He,
with contained ferocity, was striking for my head.

Container (k^w-nsi). [f. as prec. + -er1.]

He who or that which contains.
1502 Atkynson tr. 'P. ii K'einpis' Imil. xxv. 218 Thy worde

forsayd is short & conteyner of great perfeccyon. 1592
Daniel Cotrtpl. Rosamond (17171 61 Fair Eyes, Containers
of my Bliss. 1697 J. Sergeant Solid Philos. 175 Their
Notion of Place is to be a Container. 1783 H. Blair A*bet.

(1812) I. xiv. 339 The relation between the container and
the tiling contained. 1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram.ied. 5)

I. 501 'The kettle boils', is a phrase where the name of
the container is substituted for that of the thing contained.
1865 BuSHNELL Vicar Sacr. hi. i. 1S7 The only Being, and
the container of all forces to be.

Containing (k^nt^'nin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ing ].]

+ 1. Behaviour, bearing ; see Contain 15. Obs.

1375 Baruoir Bruce x. 284 He wes..Curtas at poynt,
and debonar, And of richt sekir contenyng. 1530 Palsgr.
208/1 Conteyning, contenement.

2. Holding, keeping, including, restraining.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 91 Conteynynge, continencia. 1567
Q. Eliz. in Strype Ann. Ref. I. 1. 544 The containing of
our subjects in the uniformity of religion. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. 11. x. 225 The containing of the Genera-
tions of Mankind in such an equability and proportion.

1678 CunwoiiTH Intell. Syst. 127 Conteining belongs to the
Material Cause.

t 3. That which is contained
;
contents, tenor.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 116 The conteynyng therof was this

that loloweth. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 430 This Labell ..

whose containing Is so from sense in hardnesse, that I can
Make no Collection of it.

Containing, ppl. a. [f« as prec. + -ING -.]

That contains, holds, encloses, etc. : see the verb.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. C/iirurg., .V. conteyn-
yng and .v. sondry [partye>]. 1571 Diggks Pantorn. (15911

9 The two containing sides of the angle. 1871 B. Stewart
Heat § 19 The nature of the containing vessel,

f b. as sb. Something that contains. Obs.

1541 R. Copland Gitydon's Quest. Chirurg., Howe many
partes of conteynynges, and of conteyned ben there in the
brest.

Containment (k^nt^nment'. rare. [f. as

prec. t -ment. Cf. OF. contenement.'] The action

or fact of containing
;

holding
; restraint

; t de-

portment, behaviour; Contenement.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. ix. § 9 A vast summ enough to

shatter the conteinment of a rich mans estate. Time's
Storehouse (L.), A good means of virtuous containment, as

well in the days of peace as of warre. 1879 G. Meredith
Egoist II. ii. 40 Revelry in sobriety, containment in exult-

ation.

Containt, obs. form of Content sbj

Contak(e, -takt, -takkour, etc., var. of Con-
teck, etc., Obs.

Contakion (k^ntce-ki^n). Gr. Ch. [med. Gr.
Kovr&Kiov, in sense 1 taken to mean ' roll, scroll

being dim. of kovt<x£ shaft, itself dim. of kovtos
* shaft, pole*, also 'a wooden roll round which a

MS. was rolled' (Diet. Chr. Antig.). In sense 2,

identified with the same word by the legend which
tells how Romanus was inspired to compose these

hymns by the eating of a roll or scroll (Kovramov)
;

but some think this merely a popular etymology,and
would connect the name with kovtus short ; others

have suggested a corruption of L. canticum song.]

1. A name given to the volume containing the

liturgies of St. Basil, St. Chrysostom, and of the

Prpesanctified, in distinction from the larger ser-

vice-book, the Enchologion.
1875 Diet. Chr. Antig.

2. A short ode or hymn in praise of a saint which
occurs in the offices of the Eastern Church. The
invention of these is traditionally asciibed to St.

Romanus c. a.d. 500.
1866 Campion & Beaumont Praycr-bk. Interleaved 315

Christmas-Day: third Antiphon ; Contakion. The Virgin
to day bears the supernatural.

Contaminable (k^ntarminab'l), a. ra?-e~°.

[ad. L. contcfmindbil-is, f. contamind-re : see Con-
taminate and -ble. So in mod.F. (Littre).]

Capable of being contaminated. 1847 'n Craig.

Contaminate (k^tarmin#),///. a. arch. [ad.

L. contdminat-us, pa. pple. of contdmindre : see

next.] Contaminated, defiled, sullied. (Formerly
construed as pa. pple.)

155a Latimer Serm. St. Stephen's Day Wks. (Parker
Soc.) II. 329 Shewing that we are all contaminate. 1590
Shaks. Com. Err. 11. ii. 135 Shouldst thou but heare. .that

this body consecrate to thee, By Ruffian Lust should be
contaminate? 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of God 1. viii.

(1620) 13 Their filthy and contaminate Hues. 1788 Sir W.
Youngm Dk. Buckhm. Crt. Cabinets Geo. ///(1853) I- 39 1

Declining Lady Tyrconnel's visits, as a Lady whose char-
acter is contaminate ! 1868 Browning Ring $ Bk. x. 375
Filthy rags of speech. .Tatters all too contaminate for use.



CONTAMINATE.

Contaminate (k/htavmin^t), v. [f. L. con-

lamindt- ppl. stem of contamindre to bring into

contact, mingle, corrupt, defile, f. contdmcn, -tdmin-

(for contagmeit) contact, infection, pollution, f. con-

+ tag- stem of tangfre to touch.]

trans. To render impure by contact or mixture

;

to corrupt, defile, pollute, sully, taint, infect.

151* Tonstall Proclam. 23 Oct. in Foxe, Which truly .

.

wyll contaminate and infect the flock.. with most deadly

poyson and heresie. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. IV. iii. 24 Shall

we now Contaminate our fingers with base bribes 1 1671

J. Webster Mttallogr. viiL 124 Imperfect Metals infected

or contaminated with terrestrial foeculency. 1764 Goldsm.
Trav. 131 All evils here contaminate the mind. 1794
Sullivan Viciu Nat. I. 247 Air that is contaminated by
respiration. 1838 T. Thomson Ckem. Org. Bodies 383 The
foreign substances, with which the indigo is always con-

taminated. 1877 Farrab Days 0/ Youth xv. 141 Physical

evil may crush, out moral evil can alone contaminate.

Conta minated, a. [f. prec + -k> >.] De-
filed, sullied, or infected by contact.

1606 Shaks. Tr. ff Cr. iv. i. 71 Her contaminated carrion

weight. 1805 Foster Est. l vii. 107 The course of a con-

taminated life, a 1853 Robertson Stfm. Ser. in. i. (1872* 3
No chemical science can separate that virus from the con-

taminated blood.

Contamination (k^mtaemin^' Jan). [ad. L.

contamination-em, n. of action from contamindre

:

see prec. Also in F. in 16th c]
1. The action of contaminating, or condition of

being contaminated ; defilement, pollution, infec-

tion, a. lit.

1509 A. M. tr. Gal'flhouer's Bk. Physicke 296/1 If so be

anye man hadde anye Contamination in his bodye. 1806

Med. Jrftl. XV. 501 The contamination of these glands.

1871 Tvndall Fragm. Sc. {ed. 6j I. v. 174 No surface con-

tamination can reach the water.

1610 Bp. Hall Hon. Marr. Clergy 24 (TjWhat was he

that accused marriage . . of contamination with carnal con-

cupiscence ? 1791 Anted. IV. /V// III. xliv. 105 Such a

mode of warfare was . . a contamination, a pollution of our
national character. 1844 Lever Burke xxx, That dread-

ful man, whose very presence is contamination.

2. concr. That in which contamination is em-
bodied ; an impurity.
1808 Henry F.pit. Ctiem. fed. 5) i6sNitrous gas, however,

is a much more common contamination [of nitrous oxide].

Contaminative (U^ntarmin^tiv;, a. [f. con-

tdminat- ppl. stem see above) + -ive.] Having
a contaminating property ; causing contamination.
1826 Bleukm. Mag. XIX. 131 It proves that the disease

is not a contagious, but a contaminative fever.

Contaminator <\^pn\.x'mme^i' . [ad. L. con-

td initiator, n. of action from contamindre: see

above.] One who contaminates.
1820 Examiner No. 631. 305/1 Anxiety to keep the throne

clear of contaminators.

t Conta minOUS, a. Obs. [prob. ad. med.L.
*contdminostis, i. contdmen infection, etc. : see

-ous.] Infectious.

1509 A. M. tr. Cahelhouer's Bk. Physicke 296/1 The odour
therof is verye contaminous, and verye venoumouse. Ibid.

396/2 When you are to goe into anye contaminous ayre.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) To O. Toole Wks. 11. 18/2 And
nasty beadles with their breath contaminous, With, what
are you ? and, who goes there ? examine us.

Contancrous, obs. form of Cantankerous.
[See Conteck.]
1736 Pegge Kenticisms (E. D. S.), Contaucrons, peevish,

perverse, prone to quarrelling.

Contango (kjmtarrjgtf). Stock Exchange. [App.
an arbitrary or fortuitous formation from continue.]

The percentage which a buyer of stock pays to

the seller to postpone transfer to the next or any
future settling day ; continuation ; the opposite of

Backwardation. Contango day : continuation-

day, the second day before settling-day.

1853 N. $Q. 17 Dec. 586/2 Contango, a technical term in

use among the sharebrokers of Liverpool. 1854 C. Fenn
/ing. tf For. Funds 109 Contango is the sum paid per
Share or per Cent for carrying over such Shares for a longer

period than they were originally bought for, which is from
one account to another. x88a Daily News 27 July, The
settlement was commenced on the Stock Exchange yester-

day, and contangoes proved light. 1885 St. James s Gaz.

25 Mar. 9/2 On Russian of 1873 stock the contango charged
this morning changed to a slignt backwardation. 1886 Sir

N. Lindley in Law 'Times I.XXX 210/1 The distinction

between loans and continuations in the books of the bank
was very clear, .the continuations being entered as reports,

which, we were told, is the French equivalent to contango.

Contankerous : see Cantankerous.
Contas, obs. form of Countess.
Contean, obs. Sc. f. Contain.

t Conteck, sb. Obs. Forms : 3-5 contek, 4
cuntek(e, -take, contac, 4-5 oonteke, -tak, 4-6
contake, 5 contaok, (contakt, 6 -taete), 5-6
contecke, 6-7 conteck. [ME. contek, a. AF.
contek, conteck, contec, of uncertain origin ; accord-

ing to M. Paul Meyer, found only in texts written

in England, and, from the sense, not easy to be

referred to OF. contekier, to touch, feel, concern,

etc. : see next.] Strife or debate at law ; conten-

tion, dissension, quarrelling, discord.

892

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 117/381 Luyte an luyte pat contek

strong. 1397 *f Glouc- (1724) 470 So that contek sprong
bituene horn mani volile. l 1300 Seven Sins in E. E. P.
(1862) 20 Anoper wol after pan areri cuntake. c 1340 Ayenb.

40 Maystres ofgyle and ofcontak. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s
T. 1145 Contek: with bloody knyf, and scharp manace.
14. . Tundale's Vis. 35 He lovyd ay contakt and stryve.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. xxi. 19 Contak and werre aroos
bytwene hem two. 1513 Douglas AEneis IT. iii. 17 Or now
quhat nedis sa gret strif and contak? 1575 Gascoicse in

Turberv. Venerie Pref. 11 Care doth contecke sew. a 1618

J. Davies Eclogues (1772) 109 Is some conteck 'twixt thy
love and thee ?

b. with a and
1340 Ayenb. 63 pe gyles and pe contackes pet me dep.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1479 Ther ros a contek and a
gret enuye. 1548 Sir W. Forrest Pleas. PoesyetMS. Reg.
17 D. iii. If. 39', Contackes and gmdgis in peace so too

patche. 11577 Gascoigne Wks. (1587) 120 All quarrl*

conteks, and all cruell tarres.

c. Contumely.
^1380 Wvclif Sertn. Sel. Wks. I. 49 [Thei] token bis

kyngis servauntis and punishiden wib conteke and killi-

den hem. 138a — Matt. xxii. 6 The other helden his

seruauntis, and slowen hem, ponished with contek [v. r.

dispisynges; Vulg. contumeliis affectos\ — /..'.: xx. 11

lietinge this, and ponyschynge with dispisingts [10 MSS.
cuntekis, or wrongis ; Vulg. afficientes contumelia\.

t Conte'ck, v. Obs. Forms: 3 contecki, con-

tecken, 3-4 contek, 4 cuntek. [Belongs to

prec. In form it agrees with ONF. contekier,

-teqitier (3rd sing, contecke), in Central F. con-

techier, -tichier, to touch, feel (with the hands),

fig. to touch, concern, befit, suit, (f, con- + OF.
tccke, mod.F. tache); but contact of meaning is

wanting.] intr. To contend, strive, quarrel, dis-

pute. Hence Conte cking vbL so.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 152 lieket 1586 Hit ne hadde i-beo

non neod pare-fore to contecki ne to fijte. 1197 R. Glouc
(17241 259 Hii..ne conteked namore. r 1315 Shoreham
148 Ther nere stryf ne contekynge. c 1330 Artft. MerL
8372 And bad the time mesauenture Thathe cunteked with

king Arthour. 1340 Ayenb. 57 Miszigge, reneye God, euele

telle, contacky.

+ Contecker. Obs. Forms: 4 conteckour,
-tekour, -tecour, -takkour, -takeur, 5 con-
tacowTe, 6 contecker. [ME. conteckour, a. AF.
contekour=i. contekier, to Conteck. (Hence app.

contackerotis, Cantankerous. ] One who con-

tends at law, or is at strife or discord ; a quarrel-

some contentious person, etc.

c 1300 Peket 196 A^en the proute conteckount that wolde
a^en him o^t do. < 1330 R. Hrunne Chron. (1810) 328 pise

contekours whidere bei assigned a stede \>bx es, & per pei

com togidere & male a sikernes. 1387 Tk v. visa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 209 Iulius was i-slawe with swerdes of comoun
contakkours [Lat. gladiatornm capnlis\ v. r. contakeurs,

contekkers or brawlers, ed. 107 conteckers]. 1389 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 4 Any notour oper contekour. c 1450 A BC 36

in Q. Eliz. Acad. 66 A Coward, And Contacowre, manhod
is pe mene.

t Conte'Ction. Obs. rare~ x
. [n. of action f.

L. contect- ppl. stem of contegtre to cover up.]

Covering up.
a i68j Sir T. Urowne Tracts (1684) 15 Figg Leaves, were

aptly formed for such contection of those parts.

Contein(e, obs. form of Contain.
Contek e, -our, etc. : see Contkck, etc.

+ Contekhede. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Conteck +

-hede, -head.] A state of contention or strife.

c 1315 Shoreham 161 And ich serial makye contekhede
By-tuyce thyne and wyves sede.

t Conte'merate, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. L. con-

temerat- ppl. stem of contemerare to stain, pollute,

f. con- + temerdre to pollute.] To defile, pollute.

1650 tr. Canssins Ang Peace 40 We may not contemeratc
things sacred. 1656 Blount Glossogr. y

Contemerate
% to

violate. 17x1 in Bailey.

Hence Conte merated ///. a.

1730-6 in Bailey. Hence in Johnson.

t Contemera tion, Obs.—° [n. of action:

see prec and -ation.] ' A violating, deflouring

!

(Coles 169a).

Contemn (k^ntcm), v. Also 6 oontempne,
6-7 oontemne (pa. fpie. 6 contempt"), [a. OF.
contemner, contempner (cited 1453 in Godef.), ad.

L. contem(p)n-ere, f. con- intensive + temnfre to

slight, scorn, disdain, despise : cf. Gr. rinvttv to

judge. Now chiefly a literary word.]

1. trans. To treat as of small value, treat or view

with contempt ; to despise, disdain, scorn, slight.

1450-1530 Afyrr. our Ladye p. xlviii, Thev that do con-

tempne me and forgette my cnaryte they do this to me.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 93 Who so contempneth
you contempneth me. 1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent. 11. iv. 129,

I haue done pennance for contemning Loue. 1651 Hobbes
Lrviath. 1. vL 24 Those things which we neither Desire,

nor Hate, we are said to Coutemne. 1681 Drydf.n A 6s.

Achit. 1.381 Not that your Father's mildness I contemn.

1777 Sheridan Trip Scarb. 11. i, I did not start at his

addresses as when they came from one whom I contemned.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. iv. xxxiii, It lay in Deronda's
nature usually to contemn the feeble.

+ b. Const, with inf. To scorn or disdain to do.

1609 Bible (Douay) Deut. xxi. 18 A stubbourne and fro-

ward sonne, that, .contemneth to be obedient. 1622 Wither
Mistr. Pkilar. (1633) 738 Some, .who do not contemne In

his retyred walkes to visit him.

CONTEMPER.
2. To treat Jaw, orders, etc.) with contemptuous

disregard.

1573 Tusser Hush. (1878) 195 His benefites if we forget,

or do contemne his lawe. 1579 Spenser She^k. Cal. Nov.
48 Let not my small demaund be so contempt, c 1665 Mrs.
Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 424 Mr. Cooper
contemned my lords' order, and would not obey it. 176a
Hume Hist. Eng. (18061 III. xlvt 667 This counsel is not
to be contemned. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. ix. 689
They, .contemned and violated the engagement of treaties.

absol. 1609 Bible (Douay) Bel tf Dr. L 12 They contemned,
because they had made under the table a secrete entrance
[Vulg. contemnebant autem, quia, etc].

Contemned (kfl\te-md, formerly kffate'mned),

///. a. [f. Contemn + -ed C] Treated with con-

tempt ;
despised.

155a Huloet, Contempned, conternptus, s/retus. 1601

Shaks. Twel. N. l v, 289 Write loyall Cantons of contemned
loue. X614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 207 If a Rich man
haue four Sonnes, the youngest or contemnedst must be the
Priest. 1690 Locke Hunt. Vnd. BL x. § 9 The illiterate

and contemn'd Mechanick. 1795 Gentl. Mag. LXI. 1. 519
He said it was for contemned love.

Hence Conte mnedly adv.
a 1618 Sylvester Du Bartas, Paradox agst. Lib., To

live contemnedly With the vile vulgar sort.

Contemner, -or ^k^ntcmnaj, -te*maj). Also
6 -temnour, -nar, -tempner. [Originally con-

temnottr, Anglo-Fr. form equivalent to obs. F.

contempneur 151 5 in Godef., 161 1 Cotgr.), f.

contemner to Contemn : see -oub, -eh.]

1. One who contemns ; a despiser, scorner.

1513 Douglas AEneis vil xii. 20 Mezentius the king, that

in his day Contempnar clepit was of the goddis ay. 1535
Act 27 lien. Vf/si c. 25 A contemnour of the good order
of the commonwelthe. i6xa T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 12

Contemners of grace in this present world, a 1711 Ken
llymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 278 Haughty Contemners
of the good and wise. x86x W. S. Perry Hist. Ch. Eng. I.

xv. 567 He was a great contemner of money.

2. One who has committed contempt of court.

1877 Punch 3 Feb. 37 The Contemner of the Court of
Arches. 1889 Law Ttmes LXXXVIII. 115/2 The seques-

tration wait merely a process in contempt, and did not affect

the property of the contemnor.

t Conte*mnible, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. con-

temnible ( 1
5— 1 6th c), f. L. contemn-?re to Con-

temn + -ble.] Worthy of contempt ;
contemptible.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. 239 Succours almost contemnible
in so great daungers. Ibid. 11. < 1 599) 526 The seuerity of the

one would make the other lesse contemnible.

t Conte'mnibly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec.

+ -ly.] With coutempt, contemptuously.
170a in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Atner. Col. Ch. I. 73 How

contemnibly will they look upon me for not knowing how
to make a right judgment of men.

Contemning (k^te mirj^, vbl. sb. [f. Con-
temn + -ing M The action of the vb. Contemn.
1570 Ascham Scholcm. 1 Ark * 54 To be lustie in contemning

of others. 1619-15 Bp> Hall Contempt., O. T. xix. it It is

no contemning of a foyled enemy. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones 1. i, His contemning of them as common and vulgar.

Conte mning, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

That contemns ; scornful.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 1. 3/1 And with Contemning
Silence pass me by.

Contemningly k^ntcmiijli , adv. In 6 .Sir.

contem(p)nandly. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.] By way of

contemning or showing contempt
;
scornfully, with

contempt ;
despitefully.

1555 Sir, Acts Mary (1597) $ 36 That na person nor per-

sones contemnandlie and wilfullie without dispensation .

.

eate flesh . . in the saidis daies and times forbidden. 1558

Q. Kennedy Comfcnd. Tract, in Misc. Wodrxxv Soc. (1844)

108 Thaim nuhillcis conternpnand lie IcanU to thair awin
jugement. 1846 Worcester, Contemningly, with contempt

or slight.

t Conte mnment. Obs. rare. Also con-

temptement. [ad. OF. contempnement, conlenne- t

f. contemner: see -ment.] The action of con-

temning ;
despite, contempt.

150a OnL Crysten Men iv. vii. (W. de W. 1506) 185 Yf it

were not the sayd exces or contemnement. 1548 Gest Pr.

Masse 135 No marveyl that y prieste is had in great hate

and contemptement emong hys parishioners,

Contempcio(u)n, -cyon : see Contemption.

Conte'mper, v. Obs. or arch. [ad. L. con-

temper-are to temper by mixing, f. con- with +
temperdre to temper. Cf. F. conlemperer. (16th c.)]

1. trans. To mingle or blend together (elements

of different character).

1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 105 Wee must know to con-

temper the perfect manhoode and the perfecte Godhood,
1670 Walton Life Donne 80 The melancholy and pleasant

humor were in hira so contempered, that each gave advan-
tage to the other. 1681 6 J. Scott Chr. Life 11. 500 That
which by it self might prove very pernicious, may Ly being
contempered with others . . become exceeding beneficial.

2. To temper by mixture with something of

different character ; to moderate, qualify.

1605 Timme Quersit. 1. iv. 18 Sulphur, .doth contemper the

sharpness or sowerness of mercuric 1624 Wotton Archil.

(1672) 66 A Stove . . to contemper the Air in Winter. 1684

tr. Bond's Merc. Comfit, iv. 120 Acids, .contempered with

a volatile Salt. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. i$o F3 The
antidotes with whicn philosophy has medicated the cup of

life . . have at least allayed its bitterness, and contempered
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its malignity. 1868 Bushneu, Serm. Living Subj. 307 Our
assemblies are all contempered by the heat of God's living

sacrifice for transgressors.

3. To adapt or adjust {to) by tempering.
1600 Aup. Abbot Exp. Jonah 232 He contempereth his

phrases to our capacitie, and speaketh to us in our own
tongue. 1696 Wuiston Th. Earth IV. (1722) 294 He.,
previously adjusted and contemper'd the Moral and Natural
World to one another. 1819 Coleridge in Lett

.,
Couvers.,

etc. I. iv. 12 Contempered to a life of ease.

Hence Conte'mpering vbl. sb.

1633 Prvnne Histrio-Mastix 1. 97 (R.) The contempering
uf some inferior virtues with more transcendent vices in our
stage playes. 1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Compit. vm. 308 For
the contempering of li.xivial Salts.

t Contcmperament. Obs. [ad. L. type

*contemperdment-ttm, f. contemperare (see above).

Cf. temperament] The action of contempering or

condition of being contempered.
1565 Jewel Def. Apol. (161 1) 237 Now that God hath

vnited vnto himselfe Flesh after an vnspeakable contempera-
ment. a 1661 Fuller Worthies in. 44 The equal contcm-
perament of Vertue and Vices, so evenly matched. 1713
Derham Phys. Theol. iv. viiL 165 There appears to be a
Contemperament of their Motion with these Provisions.

t Conte'mperance. Obs. rare-1 , [f. Con-
tempek v. + -ance (L. type *contemperantid).'\

Tempering by mixture, well-tempered quality.

1605 Timme Qnersit. 11. vii. 132 Their uniuersal medicine.

.

by reason of perfect contemperanee, adequation, and puritie,

can contemperate, conserue, and also increase, the radical

humour.

t Contemperate, ///• Obs. [ad. L. con-

tempenlt-as, pa. pple. of contemperare : see above.]

Tempered by blending or mixture. (Orig. as pple.)

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. IV. in Ashm. (1652) 147 For now
both moyst and dry be so contemperate. Jbid., That of
them thus contemperate may forth go A temperament not

so thyk as the Body ys, Nother so thyn as Water. 1647
Ward Simp. Colter 40 Such a contemperate way as shall

best please him.

t Conte mperate, v. Obs. [f. L. contemperdt-

ppl. stem of contemperare : see above.]

1. trans. To blend together ; to make into a

blended whole.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 421/2 Having con-

temperated and distributed the Soul of Man, by the same
proportions and powers.

2. = CONTEMPER 2.

1605 [see Contemterance]. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. vi. x. 326 The mighty Nile and Niger; which doe.,
moysten, and contemperate the ayre by their exhalations.

1652 Sparke Prim. Devot. (1663) 504 Contemperating the
gladness and sadness of each other. 1711 F. Fuller Med.
Gy/nn. 22 To contemperate the Acrimony of the Blood.

1766 Parsons in Phil. Trans. LVL iy6 To contemperate
and cool the agitated mass.

3. = CONTEMl'EK 3.

1656 Sanderson Serm. (1689) 474 For charity sake to con-
temperate and accomodate themselves. 1660 Stillincfl.
Iren. 11. iv. § 3 To contemporate the Government of the
Church to that of the State. 1713 Derham Phys. Theol. 11.

iv. 46 Contemperating our own Bodies . . so duly to that
Distance [from the Sun].

Hence Conte-mperating vbl. sb. and a.

1660 Stillingfl. Ircn. ii. vii. § 7 The contemperating the
Ecclesiastical Government to the Civil. 1707 Sloank
Jamaica I. p, exxvii, I ordered him a contemperating
cooling diet.

t Contempera'tion. Obs. Also 7 -tempora-
tion. [a. F. contemperation (15th c, FroissarO,

ad. L. contemperdtian-em proper mixture, n. of

action f. contemperare : see above.]

1. A blending together or commingling of ele-

ments of different character; blended condition.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) v. vii. 417 The

contemperacyon of the foure elementes of the whiche the
body humayne is composed. 1610 Gwillim Heraldry 1. iiL

(1660^ 17 Mixed colours . . are raised by the contemperation
or mixture of the two Simples. 1627 8 Feltham Resolves
1. lxiv. (1677)98 The perfection of the body, in his even con-
temperation. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Sysl. 1. i. § 4. 6 A
certain proportionate Contemperation and Commixture of
Contingency and Necessity.

b. concr. The product of such commingling.
1660 Ingelo Benin'. 11. 203 What we call by that name

[the Soul] is only a Contemperation of Corporeal Humors.
2. The action of tempering, moderating, or quali-

fying by mixture.
1638 T, Whitaker Blood ofGrape 51 By way of contem-

peration of the heate. 1666 Spurstowe Spir. Chym. (166S)
221 The Contemperation of it [the Word] with humane
mixtures. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies in. i. 364 Then the
Weather will favour of the Contemperation of the contrary,
and be Placid and Temperate.

b. with pi. A qualifying addition or admixture.
1649 Bp. Reynolds Hosea vii. 137 We deliver nothing

unto the people but the Right wayes of the Lord, without
any. .contemporations of our owne. 1655 Fuller Antheo-
logia in Cause Cure (1867) 313 With a proportionable con-
temperation of red therein. a 1676 Hale True Relie.
(.684) 24.

3. Adaptation, adjustment, accommodation,
1654 Hammond Answ. Animadv. Ignat. vii. § 6. 202 The

contemperation . . of the Ecclesiastick to the Civil distribu-
tions. 1677 Howf. Reconcil. Cod's Prescience Wks. (1834)
126/1 With an apt contemperation to the subject, a 1680

J. Corbet Free Actions m. xx. (1683) 41 A certain contem-
poration of the Divine Call and Free-will.

4. Accommodation to opposite courses of action
by blending both

;
compromise.

Vol. II.

1650 B. Discollim. 45 Allowed the full benefit of all the.

.

tergiversations, excusations, contemporations, pernegations
..that I.. can devise. 1677 Hale Pomp. Atticus 205 By
these prudent Contemporations he made his Liberality safe.

1677 — Contempt. 11. 166 They divide their Affections too
equally between God and the world, and. .indeavour such a
Contemperation that they may hold both.

Contemperature. Now Obs. or rare. [ad.

L. type *conlemperdlur-a, f. contemperare (see

above) ; cf. temperature] A blending or mingling
together in proportion or harmony ; the tem-
perament or quality so produced ; harmonious
mixture.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 27 Their smell, which to the

learned teacheth their contemperature. 1615 J. Stephkns
Ess. Char., Worthy Poet, By a sweet contemperature of
Tune and Ditty, hee entices others to goodnesse. a 1656
Bp. Hall Revelat. Unrtv, § 9 What an unimaginable com-
mixture of subjects ! what a contemperature of heaven ami
earth! (11716 South Serm. (1737) IX. ix. 270 Whether
colour be a quality emergent from the different contempera-
ture of the elements. 1888 S. Gilbert in Advance (Chicago)
2 Feb. 65 Peculiarly fortunate in possessing the happiest
combination and contemperature of qualities.

Contempil 1, Sc. var. of Contemple v. Obs.

Contemplable, a. rare. [ad. L. conlempld-

bil-is
%

f. contemplarl: see below and -BI*E.] Thr.t

may be contemplated.
161 1 Florio, Coutempiabile, contemplable, that may be

contemplated. 1638 Feltham Let. to IV. Johnson in Lit-

soria, etc. (1670) 83 To them he was not in himself con-
templable. (21834 Coleridge Lit Rem. III. 320 This is

the first negative definition of spiritual—whatever having
true being is not contemplable in the forms of time and
space.

f Contemplaire, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [perh. for F.

contcmpler infinitive, if not a misprint of con-

template.'] To contemplate.

1474 Caxton Cht-sse 11. iii. C ij b, Than shold the Juges
studye and contemplaire moche more than they.

II Contemplamen. rare [mod. L.
;
regular

deriv. of conlemplari to contemplate : cf. certaincn
%

foramen, etc.] Something that is contemplated
;

an object of contemplation.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iii. § 37. 160 To call this

idea of Nature, Oeana and 6tu}pi)fia
t
a Spectacle and Con-

templamen. 1825 Coleridge in Jml. R. Soc. Lit. Ser. i.

II. 401 Introduce but the least of Real, .into the sciential

contemplamen or theorem, and it ceases to be Science, a 1834
Lit, Rem. II. 355.

Contemplant k{>nte"mplant\ a. and sb* [ad.

L. contemplant-em, pr. pple. of contemplarl to

contemplate. Cf. F. contemplant. See -ant.]

A. adj. That contemplates
;

engaged in con-

templation.

1794 Coleridge Relig. Musings Poet. Wks. 1877 I. 108

Contemplant Spirits. 170.7 Lamb Sabbath Bells in Poems
231 The contemplant, solitary man.

+ B. sb. One who contemplates ; a being having

or exercising the faculty of contemplation. Obs.

1624 Fisher in F. White Repl. Fisher 230 Spirituall men,
and perfect Contemplants.

Conte*mplar, a. nonce-wd. [f. Cox- + L.

templ-itm temple, templar-is of a temple.] In-

habiting the same temple.
1865 Lady Duff Gordon in Mucin. Mag. Mar. 362 An-

other of my contemplar gods I sacrilegiously killed last

night—a whip snake.

Contemplate ^k^'ntempl^t, kfTntempU't), v.

[f. L. contempldt- ppl. stem of eonlempldre, -art:

see Contemple.
In a few rare cases (Shaks., tludibras) stressed contem-

plate in i6-i7th c. ; also by Kenrick 1773, Webster 1828,

among writers on pronunciation. Byron, Shelley, and
Tennyson have both modes, but the orthoepists generally
have contemplate down to third quarter of 19th c.; since that
time co'ntemplate has more and more prevailed, and conte'm-
piate begins to have a flavour of age. This is the common
tendency with all verbs in -ate. Of these, the antepenult
stress is historical in all words in which the penult re-

presents a short Latin syllable, as accelerate, a'nimate,
fascinate, ma'chinate, mi'litate, or one prosodically short

or long, as in celebrate, co'usecrate, emigrate
\
regularly

also when the penult has a vowel long in Latin, as a'liena'e,

aspirate, concatenate, denudate, ela-boraic, i'ttdurate,

pe'rsouate, ru'inale (L. alicno, aspiro, etc.). But where
the penult has two or three consonants giving positional

length, the stress has historically been on the penult, and
its shift to the antepenult is recent or still in progress, as in

acervate, adumbrate, alternate, compensate, concentrate,
condensate, confiscate, conouassate, constellate, demon-
strate, decussate, desiccate, enervate, exacerbate, excul-
pate, illustrate, inculcate, objurgate, etc., all familiar with
penult stress to middle-aged men. The influence of the
noun of action in -ation is a factor in the change ; thus the
analogy of co-nsecra'tion, co'nsecrate, etc., suggests de -

monstration, de'monstrate. But there being no remon-
stration in use, remo'nsirate, supported by remo'nstrance,
keeps the earlier stress.]

1. trans. To look at with continued attention,

gaze upon, view, observe; = Behold 7 a. (Now
usually with mixture of sense 2 : To observe or

look at thoughtfully.)
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. vi. § 5 The day wherein God

did rest and contemplate his own works. 1671 Milton
P. R. 1. 380 To love, at least contemplate and admire What
I see excellent m good, or fair. 1700 Dryden Fables,
Pythag. Philos. 350 On the verge of death he stands Con-
templating his former feet and hands. 1833 Ht. Martinkau
Vamierpnt <y S. i. 9 Contemplating her from head to foot.

i860 Hawthorne Transf \, The beautiful statue which
they were contemplating. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. v.

149 Whence Moses contemplated the Promised Land.
2. To view mentally ; to consider attentively,

meditate upon, ponder, study.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. \i. 13 As for the soule
. .so farre forth as she is able to contemplate herselfe. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 103 The cause.. would be better contem-
plated. 1703 Tate Her Majesty's Pict. xiii, O Pow'r, Con-
template here thy own Display ! 1793 S.meaton Edystone
/,. § 95 In contemplating the use and benefit of such a
structure as this. 1814 Byron Lara 1. x, Such scene his
soul no more could contemplate. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
cxviii, Contemplate all this work of Time. 1886 HoRl.RV
HL ISlartincau Crit. Misc. III. 202 Her manner of life

during these years is pleasant to contemplate.

3. To consider in a certain aspect ; to look upon,
regard.

1799 S. Turner Anglo-Sax. (1836) I. in. i. 149 [It] must
not be contemplated as a barbansation of the country. 1821

J. Q. Adams in C. Davies Mclr. Syst. 111. 84 Is it not neces-
sary to contemplate it in all its aspects? 1844 H. H. Wil-
son Brit. India I. 573 The Court could not contemplate the
bill with satisfaction.

4. To have in view, look for, expect, take into

account as a contingency to be provided for.

1792 A, Hamilton Let. to G. Washington 19 Nov. Wks.
1851 IV. 329 The decree .. contemplated a negotiation be-

tween the executive power in France and our minister
there. 1807 J. Marshall Const. Opiu. (1839) 44 Their
opinions, however, contemplate the actual employment of
force. 1841 MYERS Cath. I'll. iv. xxvii. 308 Never did
Judaism contemplate the entire consecration of every in-

dividual soul to God. 1885 Sir H. Cuiton in Law Times
Rip. LI I. 291 So far as we can judge from his will, he did
not contemplate the event which has happened.

b. To have in view as a purpose ; to intend,

purpose.
1816 J. C. Hohhocsf: SuBst. of Lett. I. 7 A single evidence

that her usurper had ever contemplated to make her beau-
tiful or great. 1839 S. R. Maitlanu Eight Ess. (1852) 176
nor does it appear that he held any heresy, or contemplated
any schism. 1856 Krouuk Hist. Eng. M858J I. iv. 289 No
further . . measures were immediately contemplated against
the clergy. 1858 Dickkns Lett. (1880) II. Si, I hope she dues
not contemplate coming to the morning reading.

C. To regard, respect, have reference to.

1875 E. White Life in Christ 111. xvii. (187S) ?u6 A divine
regenerative process . .which contemplates the whole hu-
manity, body as well as soul.

5. intr. To be occupied in contemplation ; to

meditate, muse.
1592 Davies Immort. Soul xxvii. ii, Will ever acts, and

wit contemplates still. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI , n. v. 33 So
many Houres, must I Contemplate : So many Homes, must
I Sport my selfe. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 526 p 2 To con-
template in the fresh Air. 1814 Southey Roderick xxi<4iy
Julian was silent then, and sate contemplating.

\ Q. Contemplate on, upon', a. to look at atten-

tively, gaze thoughtfully upon; = sense 1. Obs.
1620 Siuxton Quix. III. xxix. 202 First he contemplated

on the Amenity of those Banks, the Clearness of the Water.
1669 Stl kmy Mariner s Mag. II. 45 They that contemplati-

on the Starry Sky.

t b. To meditate upon ; — sense 2. (Also

with over). Obs.
1606 G. W[oodcocke] Ivstiue A ivb, By contemplating on

the vertue ofgood men. 1635 Austin Medit. 194 But retyred

in the Wildernesse. . to contemplate on the presence of God.
a 1650 PEACHAM (J A, Sapor had an heaven of glass, which he
trod upon, contemplating over the same. 1676 Hale Con-
tempi. 1. 440 Contemplating upon thy Goodness and Ex-
cellency. 1717 Bullock Worn, a Riddle iv. 45, I cou'd
contemplate on these lines to perpetuity. 1830 D"Israeli
Chas. /, III. i. 8 Too deeply occupied by their own projects

to contemplate on those of others.

Hence Contemplated ///. a., Contemplating
vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ;

Contemplatingly adv., in a

contemplating manner, contemplatively.

1670 Clarendon Ess. Tracts (1727) 188 A mere contem-
plating man. 1751 Mrs. Haywood Betsy Tho. HI. 29 She
was in this contemplating mood, when, etc. 1818 Klais
Fudy/uion 1. 355 Who thus were ripe for high contemplating.

a 1822 Shelley Assassins iv. Ess. <§ Lett. (Camelot ed.i 178

The stranger gazed upon it. .thoughtfully and contemplat-

ingly. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 11. ii, Apart from any
contemplated gain to himself.

Contemplation ^nternph7

*

Jon). Also yd
-cion, -cioun, etc. [a. OF. contemplation, -cion,

-ciun (1 2th c. in Littre\ ad. L. contemplation-em,

n. of action from contempldre to Contemplate.]

1. The action of beholding, or looking at with

attention and thought.

1480 Robt. Devyll 32 Hys mother gave hym to the feende

of hell In the houre of hys fyrst contcmplacyon. 1577 tr.

Bultingcr's Decades (1592) 48 The contemplation or behold-

ing of the Serpent lift up. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. 1. 4

Aristomachus .. in his fifty years contemplation of those

Laborious Insects. 1858 Holland Titcomb's Lett. ix. 85,

I account a pure, beautiful, intelligent, and wellbred woman,

the most attractive object of vision and contemplation in

the world.

2. The action of contemplating or mentally view-

ing ; the action of thinking about a thing con-

tinuously ; attentive consideration, study. Const.

of (also f npori^.

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (1866) 9 Thay may noghte flye

to lufe and contemplacyone of God. 1520 Chron. ofEng.
11. 13/1 A contemplacyon of spyrytuall thynges. 1600 Shaks.

A. Y. L. iv. i. 18 The sundne contemplation of my trauells.

1660 Barrow Euclid Pref, The noble Contemplation of the

rive Regular Bodies. 175a Johnson Rambler No. 208 r 14

113
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The Mind of the reader is carried away from the contempla-
tion of his own Manners. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2; I. 231

He seemed to be lost in the contemplation of something
great-

b. Without reference to a particular object :

Continued thinking, meditation, musing.

1377 Langl. P. Pi. K. xx. 272 Lerne logyk and lawe and
eke contemplacioun. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 321 When
would you . . In leaden contemplation haue found out Such
fiery Numbers? 1597 Hookkh Ecci. Pol. v. Ixviii. § 6 A
matter partly of contemplation partly of action. 1653
Walton Angler i. 17 The very sitting by the Rivers side.

.

will invite the Angler to Contemplation. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Ability Wks. (Hohni II. 35 They [the English] are

impatient of genius, or of minds addicted to contemplation.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xi.72 In a state of deep contemplation
beside a crevasse.

C. with a and ; sometimes, a meditation ex-

pressed in writing.

1506 {title) Rychard Rolle. .in his Contemplacyons of the
Drede and Loue of God. 1615 Crooke Body 0/Man 37
Then men first began to fall from those abstruse and tran-

scendent contemplations. 1653 Walton Angler 17 Offer-

ing to thee a short contemplation, first of Rivers, and then
of Fish. Ibid. 19 Out of that holy Poet Mr. George Her-
bert his Divine Contemplation on Gods providence. 1709
Steele Tatler No. 90 F 5 [This] threw me into a deep
Contemplation. I began to reflect, etc. 1866 (title) Con-
templations on the Redeemer's Grace and Glory.

3 spec* Religious musing, devout meditation.

(The earliest sense ; very common down to 17th c.)

a 12*5 -Ancr. R. 142 Mid contemplaciun, bet is, mid heih
Mc mid holi bonen bi nihte touward heouene. a 1340
Uami-ole Psalter xvii. 13 Lifted fra be erth in til contem-
placioun. c 1386 Chaucer Somfn. T. 185 Eli . . In mount
Oreb, er he had any speche, With highe God . . He fastid,

and was in contemplacioun. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. xlv. 98
There he was alle the nyght in contemplacion and prayer.

1594 Shaks. Rich. ///, 111. vii. 94 When holy and deuout
Religious men Are at their I>eades..So sweet is zealous

Contemplation. 1717 Lai»y M. W. Montague Lett. II.

xlvi. 37 They never raise their eyes, and seem devoted to

Contemplation. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAM Mystics I1860) I. 63
In days like these [a.d. 260] . . the inducements to a life of
contemplation are more than ever strong,

b. personified.

1590 Spenser F. Q. t. x. 46 An aged holy man. .His name
was hevenly Contemplation. 1631 Milton Penseroso 54
Him that yon soars on golden wing. .The Cherub Contem-
plation. 1751 Gray (hie on Spring iv. Contemplation's
sober eye. a 1806 K. White Addr. Contempt. 51 Oh Con-
templation ! I do love To indulge thy solemn musings.

4. ellipt. Matter for contemplation
;
something

to be contemplated or meditated upon.
1715 Stktpb Ann. Re/. Pref., [How] these blessed things

. . were brought to pass, is another contemplation. 1759
Johnson Rasselas xliv. Everything must supply you with
contemplation. 1836 H. Coleridge North. Worthies In-

trod. Ess. (1852) 20 The motion of* the heavens is a sublime
contemplation.

\ 5. The action of regarding or having respect to

(a request, etc.) ; regard, consideration. Obs.

1450 Margt. op Anjou in Four C. Eng. Lett. 8 liy con-
templacion of this oure praier. 1466 Edw. IV in Paston
Lett. II. 282 We desire and pray yow that for our sake and
contemplation ye will be friendly, .unto him. 1536 in Strype
Ecci. Mew. I. 1. App. lxxvii. 185 Yee shal pray that Christ

..at the contemplation of our prayers, may take them to

the fruition of his glory.

f b. Request, petition. Obs.
i 1460 Fortkscue yi At. <y Lint. A/on. xvii, Wich is hyghnes

hath yeuen them at be contemplacion off per maisters, and
ffor no reward off any seruice bat thai haue done. 1461

83 Liber Niger Ediv. /Kin Ord. Roy. Househ. 19 By his

lettres of contemplation to gette such benyfece. 1533-4
Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 12 At the humble suite and contem-
placion of his. .well beloued wife. 1536 Petition in Strype
Ecci. Mem. I. xxxv. 256 If at your contemplation we can-
not obtain grace of the said pension.

8. The action of taking into account, thinking

of, or regarding ; consideration, regard ; view.
1673 S. C. Art ofComplaisance 73 l.et fear of Calumny,

move you to a little Complaisance to these, as the contem-
plation of interest to others. 1765 Blackstonk Comm. I.

129 Life .. begins in contemplation of law as soon as an
infant is able to stir in the mother's womb. 1789 Ukntham
Princ. Legisl. xvii. § 6 Any given punishment so as it does
but come into contemplation. 1819 I . Marshall Const.
Opin. (1839) 197 A corporation is an artificial being, .existing

only in contemplation of law.

7. rrosjxxt, exjxretation
;
purpose, intention. In

contemplation : in view (as a contingency looked

for, or as an end aimed at). Cf. Contemplate 4.

1659 Hammonu On Ps. Ixxii. 347 The Seventy Second
ISalm was composed in contemplation of Solomon's suc-

ceeding David. 1777 Johnson Let. Mrs. Thrale 13 Aug.,
I dined yesterday with the Corporation, and talked against
a workhouse which they have in contemplation -there's the
word now. 1813 Sir R. Wn-son Priv. Diary II. 202 Daily
informed of passing events, projects in contemplation, etc,

1868 F. Hall Benares 15 They were never executed in

contemplation of circumspect perusal.

Conte'mplatist. Obsolesc. [f. L. contcm-

pldt- (see Contemplate) + -ist.] A jK-rson devoted
to contemplation or meditation ; a contemplator.
1669 WoomiEAD -S7. Teresa 1. Pref. (1671) 35 She exhorts

the highest Contemplatists. 1761 J. Cunningham (title\

The Contcmplatist ; a Night Piece. i8ao I. Taylor En-
thus. viii. 202 To reconcile the contemplatist to the want of
those enjoyments which are to be obtained only by toil.

1836 Frasers Mag. XIII. 697 The one individual self-

conternplat ist. 1856 K. A. Vai'ghan Mystics (i860) I. vi.

yi. 222 The contemplatist regards the kingdom of heaven as
internal, and sees in the history of souls a continual day of
judgment.

Contemplative (kfJnte'mplativ), a. (sb.) [a.
j

I OF. contemplatif -ive (12th c. in Littre), ad. L.

contempldtiv-us, f. ppL stem of contemplate to '

Contemplate: see -ive.]

A. adj. {adv.)

1. Given to or having the habit of contempla-

tion
;
meditative, reflective, thoughtful.

1340 Ayenb. 245 pe yefbe of wysdom..bet be holy gost

yefp to be contemplatiue herte. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 21

The which kyng deuoute & contemplatyf wythoute cure.

150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 15061 1. vii. 59 These
deuoute and contemplatyf spyrytes. 160 1 Shaks. Ttvel. N.

' 11. v. 23 This Letter wil make a contemplatiue Ideot of him.

i6»5 Bacon Ess. Atheism (Arb.) 337 The Contemplatiue
Atheist is rare . . And yet they seeme to be more then they
are. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II, How far beyond itself >

doth it plunge the contemplative mind ! 1856 Masson Ess. y \

Wordsw. 37s It is this tendency to relapse into a few
favourite, and, as it were, constitutional trains of thought,
that makes the contemplative character.

T b. Speculative, theorizing. Ops.

1657 Austen Fruit Trees 1. 6 Some who have taught this

art . .nave been in it only contemplative men, having little or
no experience in it. 1661 Boyle SpringofAir Pref. (1682)

j

3 Except by some able mathematicians and very few other
contemplative men.

2. Characterized by, of the nature of, or tending
j

' to contemplation.
c 1430 Lvug. Venus-Mass in Lay Folks Mass-bk. 395 In
my contemplatyff medytacions. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 2

|

A werk wcl contemplatyf* for to Hue wel. 1588 Shaks.
L. L. L. 1. i. 14 Our Court shall be a little Achademe, Still

and contemplatiue in liuing Art. 1667 Denham Death 0/ \

Cowley 75 Fix'd and contemplative their looks, Still turning
j

over Nature's books. 1787 Ann Hilditch Rosa de Mofttm.
j

II. 14 To enjoy the delightfully contemplative prospect,

a 1843 South ey Doctor exxvi. (1862) 317 The same sober,

contemplative, deep feeling of the realities of religion. 187a
Black Adv. Phaeton xxv. 350 Smoking a contemplative
cigar under the clear starlight.

3. Opposed to active, esp. in contemplative life,

in the Middle Ages, a life given up to religious I

contemplation and prayer, esp. that of the religious

recluse ; so contemplative man, etc. In later use
j

not confined to religious meditation.
The theological use appears to come directly from St.

Augustine De Civit. Dei viii. § 4 ; the contrast of activus and
contemplativus is also in Seneca, and corresponds to the

Aristotelian contrast of itpoKTuco* and 0<a>pifr«r6$ which
came down through Philo and the Greek Fathers.

c 1340 Hamk>le Prose Tr. 22 Thou shalt medle the werkis
of actife liffe with goostely werkis of live comtemplatyfe.
c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 383 It is seid comunli, bat i

pes two wymmen ben two Iyves, actif and contemplatif; be !

;
first is Martha, and be tober Marie. 1388 — Prol.,The 1

lif of actif men, the spirituel beholding of contemplatif men.
,

j

( 1450 Castle Hd. Life St. Cnthb. (Surtees) 2177 pis lyf
1

I contemplatyue pan Cuthl>ert in a pryue place began. Ibid.

j

3404 In Fame contemplatyue, pe werld fra. 1581 Sidney
At>ol. Poetrie (Arb.) 41 The Philosophers .. wrangling, 1

whether Vertue bee the chiefe, or the onely good ; whether
(

I

the contemplatiue, or the actiue life doe excel!. 1670 Clar- I

!
endon Ess. Tracts{i727> 187 Sixtus Quintus . . betook him-
self to a contemplative life, that is, to the contemplation
how he might come to be pope. 18*3 D'Israeli Cur. Lit.

1 1858) III. 112 The active life of Kawleigh is not more re*

markable than his contemplative one. 1885 Catholic Diet.

s.v., Protestants, .accuse contemplative orders of idleness.

+ b. Theoretical, as opiwsed to practical. Obs.

16*6 Bacon Sylva ft 100 Wc shall therefore, after our
manner, joyn the Contemplative and Active Part together.

1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. i. 6 Al Arts and Sciences
(whether active or contemplative 1

.

4. Contemplative of : contemplating : f a. medi-

tating on ; D. looking or gazing at ; C. having in

view, reckoning upon.
14.. Prose Legends in Angtia VIII. 151 Contemplatif of

\

gostlynesse. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. vi. They became 1

contemplative of the mud. 1876 Miss I1haiux>n J. Hag-
gards Dan. I. 1 The fisherman, contemplative of that

awful horizon. 1884 Latv Times 14 June 113/1 The words
..are plainly contemplative of a contingency, .at an un-
known and future period.

f 5. Used advh = Contemplatively. Obs.

1513 Bkaoshaw St. Werburge 11. 1453 A monkc there

dwellyng contemplatyue. 1581 Mvlcastkk Posititms xxxix.

(1887) 203 Religion being vsed mostwhat contemplative, and
in nature of opinion.

B. Sb.

1. A person devoted to religious meditation ; one

who leads the 'contemplative life'.

a 1340 Hami-ole Psalter Prol. 4 pe lyf of actyf men, be
' meditacioun of contcmplatifs. c 1380 Wyclif Strm. Sel.

Wks. I. 289 pis chirche shulde be maad of actyves and con-
! templatyves. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xx. § 8 Henoch

^

! ..who was the first contemplative and walked with God.

1799 J. Scott Bahar-Danush Pref. 20 The sacred collar of
: the humble contemplative. 1864 Sat. Rev. 21 May, The

lonely contemplative, haunting his solitudes,

b. (See quot.)

1658 P—filfftj ContemplativcSy certain Fryers of St. Mary
!

Magdalens Order, who wear black upper garments, and
white underneath [so in Cotgk. 161 1| 1730 6 in Bailey

|

(folio); and in mod. Diets,

f 2. One who contemplates or considers anything.
|

: Obs. rare.

aiyu Kkn Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 120 Silk-

worms and Spiders, and a thousand kinds.. Work wonders I

by Contcmplatives admir'd.

f 3. Short for contemplative life. Obs.

14. . Pnrif. Marie in Tundate's Vis. (1843) 135 The turtull
j

by contcmplatyffe For synne sorowrth with waymentyng.

t 4. pi. Matters relating to contemplation. Obs.
1609 Tourneur Fun. Poem Sir F. Vere Wks. 1878 I. 175

All his industries (As well in actives as conternplativesX

Contemplatively k^nte-mplativli;, adv. [f.

prcc. adj. + -LY 2
.]

1. In a contemplative manner, in contemplation.
1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. 11. (1495) 217 b/a The abbot

Lucius beynge within a grete pytte and depe ; where he
helde him selfe contemplatyuely. 159a Warner Alb. Eng.
vii. xxxvii. (1612) 180 And so contemplatiue) y heere I with
contentment stay, i860 W. Collins Worn. White \. 32 [HeJ
nodded contemplatively at the boiled chicken, and said,
' Yes, dear '.

1 2. Theoretically, as opposed to practically. Obs.

155a Hlloet, Contemplatyuelye, theorUe. a 1631 Donne
in Select. (1840) 34 And ne foues himself, .contemplatiuely,
by knowing as he is known, and practically, by louing, as
he is loued, 1656 tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Vnl. § 516 Which
fterceiv contemplatively and practically.

Contemplativeness (k^nte mplativm-s). [f.

as prec. + -NE-ss.] The quality of being contem-
plative ; meditativeness.
1730-6 Bailey ifolio 1

, Contemplativeness, addictedness to
routemplation. 1825 Sir S. E. Brydges Recoil. For. Trav.
I. 242 A grave and rich conternplativeness. 1856 Masson
Ess., Wordsiv. 375 Contemplativeness . . does not so much
imply the power of attaining or producing thought, as the
power of brooding sentimentally over thought already at-

tained, a 1853 Koijertson Led. ii. 172 The contemplative-
ness of Hamlet, which lets the moment of action pass.

Contemplator ( kp*ntempl£it3j). [a. L. con-

templator, agent-n. from contempldre. Cf. F. con-

templateitr (15th c. in Littre).] One who contem-

plates.

1. A beholder, a thoughtful observer.
1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. 33 Severe contcmplators

observing these lasting reliques. 1873 Contetnp. Rev. XXII-
352 A contemplator of nature.

2. One who meditates upon, considers, or studies

anything. Const, ^/"(also fori).

16x1 Cotgr., Contemplateur, a contemplator, great thinker,

serious beholder of matters, a 1660 Hammond Serm. xii.

Wks. 1684 IV. 642 A contemplator of truth. 1793 Beudoes
Math. Ez'id. 121 This contemplator of beings universal.

1869 J. H . Li pton Colet's Dionysius 1 17 A contemplator of

heavenly things.

b. Without reference to a particular object

:

One given to or engaged in contemplation.
1607 Walkington Opt. Glass Bp. Ded. (1664) 3 Demo-

critus . . nut out his own eyes, to become a continual

Contemplator. 1683 E. Hooker Pref. Epist. Pordage's
Mystic Dev. 67 Subtilities of unconceivably profound Con-
templators. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) IX. xiv. iii. 106

The mysticism of Hugo de St. Victor withdrew the Con-
templator altogether from the outward to the inner world.

f 3. A speculate*, a theorist, (Cf. Contem-
plative 1 b.) Obs.

1624 Cait. Smith Virginia 11. 39 There were many .

.

meerely proiecting, verball, and idle contemplators. 1646
Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xi. 332 The IMatonick con-
templators.

t Conte*mplatory (
a. Obs. rare~\ [ad. late

L. contempldtori us, f. contemplator : see -ORY.J

Of or i>ertaining to contemplation, contemplative.

1609 Akmin /:,(/. Taylor \)\\\h, In this contemplatorie

prate They past away the night.

t Contempla trix. Obs. rare~~ x
. [a. L. fem.

at contemplator.] A female contemplator.
1655-60 Stanlkv Hist. Phiios. (1701) 163/a Plato calls

Geometry the Contemplatrix of Planes.

t Conte-mplature. Obs. [f. L. contemplate

ppl. stem + -uke, on L. type *eontempldtura.'\ Con-

templation.
1580 I.vly Euphues (Arb.) 270 (It) may delight the con-

ceiptes of the head, but it will destroye the contemptature
of the heart, a 1592 Orf.f.nk Orpharion 11599) 16 Acestes

fell into a drowsie kind of conternplature.

t Conte*mple, v. Obs. Also 6 Sc. contempil.

[a. F. eontempU-r, ad. L. contempldre, orig. de-

ponent contempldri, to survey, observe, lx.*hold,

consider, contemplate, f. con- + templum * an open

place for observation, marked out by the augur

with his staff* (sec Temple).] trans. To Contem-
plate ; to observe, consider, meditate upon.
150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxix. 341

Contemple, and esmaruayll the grete and incomprenable
dyfference. . 153a Dewks Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 897 The
causes . . contempled and consydered. 1549 Compl. Scot.

vii. 70 Sche began to contempil the vidthnd barran feildis.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. rv. (1641) 135/1 So ravished,

I may at rest contemple The Starry Arches of thy stately

Temple.

Hence t Conto*mpling (in Sc. -ene) vbl.sb.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 46 The lang studie and contemplene

of the steruis.

Contempne, obs. f. Contemn.
+ Conte'mporal, a. Obs. [ad. L. contcmpo-

ral-is (Tertullian) contemporary, f. con- together +

temptts, tempor- time, temporalis belonging to

time: cf. OK. contemporel.'] -Contemporary.
1637 Wotton in Reliq. Wotton. (1672) 104 He was con-

temporal with three Popes. 1681 ISurthogge An Argu-
ment (1684)43 1'nu Argument would hold as well against

Successive as Contemporal Poligamy. 1730 6 in IJailey

(folio).

t Conte'mporane, -an, a. and sb. Obs. [ad.

L. contempordne-us contemporary (see below) ; cf.

F. contemporain (16th c., Montaigne).
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In 18th c. sometimes erroneously made cotcmporan, after

cotemporary : see Contemporary.]

A. adj. = Contemporaneous.
r 14*5 Wyntoun Crou. ill. iii. 162 Gad bat tymc and Natan

Prophetis ware contemporan Tyll Dawie Kyng of Israel.

Ibid. v. ix. 460 And sex Emperouris ban To bai Tapis con-

temporane. 1571 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633) 76 tnarg.,

Learned men of Irish birth, contemporane with Fursceus.

B. sb. A contemporary.
a 1734 North Exam. 1. iii. § 92 (1740) 187 [In] Hopes, that 1

when Times will hear it, some of the Cotemporans, faithful

Historians, .will suffer their Labours to come forth.

t Contempora'nean, a. and sb. Obs. [f. L.

contemporane us contemporary (see below) + -an.]

A. adj. = Contemporaneous, Contemporary.
1360 Rolland Crt. Venus D. 754 Howbeit thny be con-

temporaneane. 1651 Fuller Abel Rediv., Zuinglius 86

Those who were his contemporanean School-fellowes.

B. sh. A contemporary.
1651 Fuller Abel Rediv. %

Buccr 159 The fame of Bucer
and hard fortune of his painfull contemporaneans came
into England.

Contemporaneity (kfrnte^mporanHti). Also

erron. cot-, [f. next -ITT. Cf. mod.F. conlem-

poraneite.] = Contemporaneousness.
1772 I Turd Serm. Wks. 1811 V. 281 note, Inserted ..to

show the contemporaneity of the two last and principal

parts. 1812 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXIII. 239, I

have seen words, dictated by the master, written with mili-

tary cotemporancity on the 400 slates. 1873 Alford Gen.
Exod. 289 Its contemporaneity with the events.

Contemporaneous (k^nte^por^'m'ss), a.

Also erron. cot-, [f. L. contemporaneous contem-

porary (f. con- together + tempus, tempor- time;

cf. late L. tempordneus timely) + -ous.]

1. Belonging to the same time or period
;
existing

or occurring at the same time. Const, with.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Contemporaneous, Contemporary,
Conlemporal, that is in one and the same time or age.

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Contemporaneous, living both at the

same time, or in the same age. [Not in Johnson 1755.

1

1758 I. Lyons Fluxions Pref. 6, I.. consider the Ratio of

the Fluxions as the same as that of the contemporaneous
Increments. 1843 J. H. Newman Miracles 139 Strictly

contemporaneous testimony. i8ssBadi:n Powell Ess. 121

Instances where the phenomena are cotemporaneous. 1861

Goschen For. Exch. 114 The high rate of interest, which
is generally contemporaneous with a drain of specie.

D. Covering the same space of time.

1857 H. Reed Led. Eng. Poets iii. 82 The history of Eng- 1

lish poetry is contemporaneous with that of the language.

2. Originated at the same time or during the
j

same historical or geological period ; of the same 1

age.

1833 Lvell Princ. Geol. III. p. xiii, Volcanic rocks con-
temporaneous with the sedimentary strata of three of the

above periods. 1863 — Antiq. Man 15 Tumuli of the stone

period believed to be contemporaneous with the mounds.
1874 Parker Goth. Arc/tit. 1. iii. 80 Plain groined vaults

without ribs. .contemporaneous with the barrel vaults.

Contemporaneously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.]

At or during the same time.

1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. III. 548 Their power
was broken in the Red Sea contemporaneously with the

exodus of Israel. 1872 W. S. Symonds Rec. Rocks viii. 270
A contemporaneously bedded trap.

Contempora neousness. Also erron. cot-,

[f. as prec. + -ness.] The state or fact of being

contemporaneous.
1808 Southey Lett. (1856) III. 109 Cousinship implies I

contemporaneousness, i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 594 It is

not any objection to the contemporaneousness of Malachi
and Nehemiah, that, etc.

t Conte'niporant, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [ad. L.

*contempordnt-em, pr. pple. of contempordre : see

Contemporate.] Contemporary.
1675 R. Vaughan Coinage 21 In France . . King John, who

was contemporant with Edward the Third.

t Conte'mporany, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [ad. .

I,, contemporaneous : see Contemporane.] = Con-
temporary .

I432 fio tr- Hieden (Rolls) V. 303 The con ternporanyes of
|

whom ISeynte Patrikke]. 1721 in Bailey as adj.

Conte'mporariness. rare. [f. next + -ness.]

The state or fact of being contemporary.
1642 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 23 The . . regular succes-

sion and contemporarinesse of Princes.

Contemporary (k^nte'mporari), a. and sb.
j

Also £. 7-9 co-temporary, cotomporary. [ad. !

L. type *conlempordri-us, f. con- together + tempus,
\

tempor- time, tempordrius of or belonging to time

;

the actual formations in L. were contempordlis and !

contempordneus (see above).
Contemporary is the original form, and that approved by

Latin analogies ; cf. the preceding and following words.
But the variant co-temporary was used by some in the I

17th c, and though characterized by Bentley as * a down-
1

right barbarism', it became so prevalent after c 1725, as !

almost to expel contemporary from use. Towards the end of 1

the 18th c.the latter rapidly recovered its ground, and cotem- 1

Porary is now used by comparatively few. It has been de-
\

fended on the ground that it is a purely English formation,
like co-divine, co-glorious (see Co- 2); but this is a mere
fancy generated by mechanically dividing the word, without
regard either to its history or to its meaning. Historically,

\

contemporary is a substitute for contemporal and contem-
porane (either of which might well have been retained in-

stead); in signification, co-temporary would analogically

mean ' unitedly, conjointly, or equally temporary whereas
j

contemporary has no affinity with the English sense of

'temporary', and no connexion with that word except that

both are derivatives of L. tempus and its adj. tcmporarius]

A. adj.

1. Belonging to the same time, age, or period
;

living, existing, or occurring together in time.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. II. ii. § 80 After King Oswald his

Death, four Christian contemporary Kings flourished in

England. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 101 P4 The Passions

and Prejudices of a contemporary Author. 1828 D'Israeli
Chas. I, I. Prcf. 7 Immense archives of contemporary docu-
ments. 1844 Ruskin Mod. Paint, (ed. 2) I. Pref. 14 He ..

who would maintain the cause of contemporary excellence

against that of elder time. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 7.

416 There are allusions in plenty to contemporary events.

b. Const, with.
1631 WeeveR Anc. Fun, Mon. 226 An Author contempo-

rane with this Archbishop. 1642 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.)

23 Commines, who was contemporary with Machiuvil.

1790 PaLEV Hor& Paul. Rom. ii. 16 Either contemporary
with that or prior to it. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 1

Writers contemporary with the events they write of.

t c. Const, to, unto. Obs.
a 1641 Bp. Mouhtacu Acts .y Mon. (1642) 179 Cunuea was

contemporary to the warrc of Troy. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. v. xii. 251 Galen who was contemporary unto
Plutarch. 1728 Nkwton Chrouol. Amended 39 Clisthenes,

Alcmacon and Eurolicus . . were contemporary to Phidon.

1750 Warburton Julian 1. iii, He was not only contempo-
rary to the fact, but, etc.

&. cotemporary.
1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 1. v. § 8 Sesac King of /Egypt,

co-temporary with Rhehoboam. 1698 Boyle Bentley's
Dissert. Exam. 167 Allowing then that Solon and Thespis
were Cotemporary. [1699 Bentley Phal. Pref. 86, I would
rather use.. these [words] than that single word of the Ex-
aminer's Cotemporary, which is a downright Barbarism.]

1736 Butler Anal. II. vii. (1874) 252 Events cotemporary
with the miracles, .or subsequent to them. 1759 Robertson
Hist. Scot. (1817) I. 384 Cotemporary writers. 1762 Genii.
Mag. 102 We often meet with the won! cotemporary. .The
word should always be spelled contemporary, a 1789
Burnev Hist. Mus. (cd. 2) II. i. 8 note, Prudentius a Chris-

tian poet, cotemporary with Theodosius. 1824 L. Murray
Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 534, I prefer contemporary to co-

temporary. 1828 Webster, Contemporary . .For the sake
of easier pronunciation and a more agreeable sound, the

word is often changed to cotemporary . . the preferable

word. 1861 Max Muller-SV. Lang Ser. I. (1864) 138 Sup-
ported by cotemporary scholars.

2. Having existed or lived from the same date,

equal in age, coeval.

(71667 Cowley Claudian's Old Man of I'. 22 A neigh-
bouring Wood born with himself he sees, And loves his old

contemporary Trees. 1673 [R. Leigh] Transp. Reh. 42
Making Light contemporary with it's Creator. 1794 Sul-
livan View Nat. I. 315 The water is as ancient as the

earth, and contemporary with it.

1879 M. Pattison Milton 3 John Milton was born,
gth Dec, 1608, being thus exactly cotemporary with Lord
Clarendon.

3. Occurring at the same moment of time, or

during the same period
;

occupying the same
definite period

;
contemporaneous, simultaneous.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Elcm. Phitos. (1839) 149 All the parts of

them [/. c. lines] which are contemporary, that is, which are

described in the same time. 1665 6 Phil. Trans. I. 271

Not that by the Moons motion about its Axis the Earth
should be carried by a contemporary Period. 1806 Hutton
Course Math. II, 290 Contemporary Fluents, or Contempo-
rary Fluxions, are such as flow together, or for the same time.

fi. 1794 G. Adams Nat. $ Exp. Philos. III. xxxi. 279
The number of cotemporary turns of a wheel and pinion

are reciprocally proportional to their number of teeth. 1799
Vince Elcm. Astron. xv. (1810) 125 The cotemporary varia-

tions of these angles.

B. sb. One who lives at the same time with

another or others.

(In this sense Harrison, Dcscr. Britain, 1577, used i Syn-
chroni or time fellows'.)

1646 W. Price Mans Delinq. 9 Their spirits, contempo-
raries to S. Austine. 1670 Walton Lh>es iv. 319 Their being
contemporaries in Cambridge. 1700 Dkydem Fables Pref.

(Globe) 494 From Chaucer I was led to think on Iloccace, who
was.. his contemporary. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 145

P 11 More acquainted with his contemporaries than with
past generations. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Uses Gt. Men
Wks. (Bohn) I. 284 Men resemble their contemporaries, even
more than their progenitors. 1875 JoWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 3

The comic poet Alex-is, a younger contemporary of Plato.

0. a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (1641) 28 My Lord of

Leicester and Burleigh, both his Cotemporaries [ed._ 1653,

Con-] and Familiars, 1657 P. Heylin Eccl. Vind. L iv. 168

Now Bel and Serug were Cotemporaries. 1667 Sprat Hist.

Royal Soc. 81 (T.) Our cotemporaries, who only follow rude
and untaught nature. 1678 R. L'Estrange Seneca's Mot:
(1702) 418 He and I were Cotemporaries. 1728 Morgan
Algiers II. iii. 247 One of his own Country Princes, and his

Cotemporary. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 167 P 8 Tbe
hopes and fears of our cotemporaries. 1846 Mill Logic in.

xiii. § 7 As novel as the law of gravitation appeared to the

cotemporaries of Newton. 1870 M. Pattison Milton 1 A
cotemporary of Milton, John Aubrey.

b. Used by a journal or periodical in referring

to others published at the same time.

[1837 Dickens Pickwick li. 548 Does our fiendish contem-

porary wince?] 1869 Spectator 25 Dec. 1517 We quote from

our contemporary the Vatican the following remarkable

statement.

c. A person of the same age as another.

1742 Gray Let. in Poems (1775) 152. I shall see Mr. * *

and his Wife, nay, and his Child too. .Is it not odd to con-

sider one's Contemporaries in the grave light of Husband
and Father? x88o Mrs. L. P.. Walford Troublesome Dau.
I. ix. 179 Even Alice and Kate must not look upon him
quite as though he were a contemporary.

t Contemporate, v. Obs. [f. L. contcmpordt-

ppl. stem of contempordre (Tcrtullian) to be con-
temporary, f. con- together + tempus, tempor- time.]

tntr. To agree in point of time ; to synchronize.
1x638 Medk 'f

7£*. (16771 582 All the Visions contempo-
rating with Babylon's times. — Wks, (1672) 599 Ergo, being
equal times they must needs begin together, and so con-
temporate throughout. 1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 269
Though the Wonians travail, and the fight of the Dragon
with Michael do contemporate.

t Contemporation. Obs. [f. prec] The
fact of contemporating

;
synchronism.

a 1638 Medic Whs. (1672) 590 Proof of the Contemporation
of the Two Courts.

Contemporate, -ation : sec Contempeu-.

t Contempo*rianism. Obs.-°
1656 Blount Glossogr., Coutcmporiaiiism, the being at

one and the same time ; coexistency,

t Conteniporist. Obs. rare~l
, [f. as next :

See -I.ST.] = CONTEMPORARY sb.

a 1641 Pp. Molntagu Acts <y Mon. 233 This Nicolas of

Damasco. .was conteniporist with Herod.

Contemporize (k^nlcmporaiz), v. Rarely in

9 cot-, [f. as L. contempor-dre (sec Contemporate
+ -IZE.]

1. trans. To make contemporary; to cause to

synchronize or agree in time. Const, with,

f unto.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. xl 44 The indifferencic

of their existences contemporised unto our actions, admits

I

a farther consideration. 1669 WORLIDCE Syst. Agric. xiv.

I § 1 (inSil 30S l»e sure to Quadrate or Contemporize your
observations . .with the season of the year. 1861 D. M.
Haigh Angto-Sax. Sagas 4 The process is inconceivable by

' which the great Attila of history could be cotemporized

I

with Hermanaiic 1875 Lowell Among my tihs. Ser. 11.

25S Mr. Carlvle has this power of contemporizing himself
with bygone times.

2. tntr. To fall at the same time ; to synchronize
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 381 Their fulfilling that on.

. temporizes with the first six trumpets. 1681 — Exp. Pan.
vi. 209 Which tidings, .may very well conteinpuii/i; With the

I sixth Vial.

Contempt kfintc'mi't), sb. [ad. L. cou/empl-us

! (u stem) scorn, f. contempt- ppl. stem of contemna c

1 to Contemn. Cf. OF. contemps 'mepris 5

(1340
in Godef.), contempt (Cotgr. ), which was possibly

: the immediate source.]

1. The action of contemning or despising ; the

holding or treating as of little account, or as vile

I and worthless ; the mental attitude in which a

, thing is so considered. {At first applied to the

action, in modern use almost exclusively to the

mental attitude or feeling.) Const, of, for \
phrase

I

in contempt of.

1393 Goweh Conf. I. 217 He toke upon him alle thingc

Of malice and of tirannie In contempte of rcgalie. a 1400

Cov. Myst. 83 Contempt of veyn glory. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(1531) 16 b, Couetynge .. the goodes of this worldc, to the

contempte and despysynge of grace. 1581 Marbkck Bh. of

!
Notes 249 Contempt consisteth chiefelie in three tilings :

for either wee contemne onelie in minde. .or lastlie when we
adde words or deedes. 1605 Shaks. Lear u. iii. 8 The

;
basest, .shape That euer penury in contempt of man Brought

1 neere to beast. 1611 Bible Esther \. 18 Thus shall there

arise too much contempt ICovlrdalk despytefulnes] and
wrath. 1614 lip. Hall A/edit. Vows m, § 18. 72 Wcc

I

are soon cloyed .. and have contempt bred in us through
familiaritie. a 1679 Howies Rhet. 11. ii. 46 Contempt, is when

i

a man thinks another of little worth in comparison to himself.

1 1711 Steele Spect. No. 148 Pi New Evils arise every Day
I

. .in contempt of my Reproofs. 1732 Uerkelky Alciphv. 1.

§ 4 An outward contempt of what the public cstetmeth

sacred. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (18891 I. 21 This flimsy

I hypocrisy., inspired Gregory with a contempt which he

could not dissemble. 1872 Darwin Emotions xi. 254 Ex-
treme contempt, or, as it is often called, loathing contempt,

hardly differs from disgust.

f b. (with a and //.) Obs. except as in 4 b.

1574 Whitgift Dcf. Annsiv. ii. Wks. 1851 I, 284, I be-

]
seech God forgive you your outrageous contempts, c 1665

Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 34 All the

contempts they could cast at him were their shame not his.

1733 Wesley Wks. (1872) VII. 486 Our sins are so many
contempts of this highest expression of his love.

2. The condition of being contemned or despised
;

dishonour, disgrace ; esp. in to have, hold in, bring,

1 fall into, contempt.
c 1450 Castle Hd. Life St. Cnthb. (Surtees) 3711 My tech-

ing eftir my dissese Sail no;t be had in contempt, 1550
1 Bale Set. Wks. (1849) 259 Having his verity in much more

j

contempt than afore. 1560 IIiisle (Genev.) Isa. xxiii. 9 To
I

bring to contempt [16x1 into contempt] all them that be

I

glorious in the earth. 1594 Shaks. Rich. If1, 1. iii. 80 My
selfe disgrae'd, and the Nobilitie Held in contempt, c 1645

Howell Lett. (1650) I. 473 She maybe said to have, .fallen

to such a contempt that she dares scarce show her face.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville I. 219, I and my people

i

will share the contempt you are bringing upon yourselves.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 189 He would like to bring

! military glory into contempt.

f 3. m Object of contempt. Obs. (Cf. similar

use ofjoy, delight, aversion, etc.).

1611 liiDLE Gen. xxxviii. 23 And Iudah said, Let her take

it to her, lest we bee shamed [marg. become a contempt].

1746 W. Horslev Fool (1748) I. 101 The Companion of

every Scoundrel, and the Contempt of every reasonable

Creature breathing, c 183a Beddoes Poems, Murderer's
Haunted Couch, Thou shalt not dare to break All men's
contempt, thy life, for fear of worse.
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CONTEMPT. 896 CONTEND.
4. Law. Disobedience or open disrespect to the

authority or lawful commands of the sovereign,
the privileges of the Houses of Parliament or
other legislative body

;
and, esp. action of any kind

that interferes with the proper administration of
justice by the various courts of law ; in this con-
nexion called more fully Contempt ofCourt. [OF.
contcmnement de justice."]

Contempt ofcourt includes any disobedience to the rules
orders, or process of a court, whether committed by an in-
ferior court, by the servants of the court or officers of the
law, or by strangers, and any disrespect or indignity offered
to the judges in their judicial capacity within or without the
court.

[15$* Huloet, Contempte. .properlye agaynste the lawe.J
1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 78 Yf he had
spoaken anything which doth touch the Kinge in his
honour .. Arundell. Difference betwene contempt and
treason. 1625 in Rymer Fart/era XVIII. 144/1 Such further
Paynes, Penalties, and Imprisonments, as . . can or may be
inflicted upon them for their Contempt and Breach of Our
royall Commandment in this Behalfe. 1837 Dickens Pickiv.
xxv, •Mr. Jinks,' said the magistrate, * I shall commit that
man for contempt.' 1866 Crump Banking iii. 82 An order
restraining bankers from parting with money must be
obeyed at the risk of being committed for contempt of court.

b. (with a and //.; An act of such disregard or
disobedience.
1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 78 The ques-

tion whether Velverton be not fytt to be censured of a greate
contempt, a 1626 Bacon Max. Uses Com. Lmu (1636) 5
Contempts against the crowne, public annoyances against
the people. 17M Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I. iv. 352 Im-
prisoned upon contempts (as the not putting off hats before
the magistrates was called). 1768 Bi.ackstone Comm. III.
287 Not having obeyed the original summons, he had shewn
a contempt of the court. 1862 Brougham Brit. Const, xvii.

256 Both Houses claim to visit with severe punishment what
are called contempts or breaches of their privileges.

c. In contempt : in the position of having com-
mitted contempt, and not having purged himself.
1768 Blackstone Comm. Ill, 443 If the defendant, on

service of the subpoena, does not appear.. he is then said
to be in contempt. 1766 Entick London IV. 265 It is a
general court for debtors, and such as are in contempt of
the Courts of Chancery and Common-pleas. 1845 Stephen
Laws Eng. II. 177 note, On continuing to make default
after having been ordered by the court to pay.. he will be
in contempt.

t Conte'mpt, v. Obs. [f. L. contempt- ppl.
stem of contemncre to Contemn.] liy-form of
Contemn.
< iS5* Bp. Gardiner in Ellis Ort'g. Lett. n. 146 II. 208, I

wylbe ware to geve any man cause to contempte me. 1567
TruUl Treas. (1850) 31 You do not contempte the simple
and poore. i8aa Southey Lett. (18561 III. 356, I regretted
that the Swedes and Danes should so much 'contempt 'each
other.

+ Conte'mpt, pa. pple. Obs. [ad. L. contempt-
us.] Contemned. 1579 [see Contemn v. aj.

Contempt, obs. form of Content v.

t Conte mptedly, adv. Obs. are- 1
. With

contempt, contemptuously.
l653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxv. 97 They contemp-

tedly threw their l>ones to the ground.

t Conte*mptfhl, a. Obs. [f. Contempt sb. +
-FUL,]

1. Full of contempt, contemptuous.
1604 Drayton Owte 683 Who in this time contemptfull

Oreatnesse late Scornd and disgrae'd. a 1641 Bp. Moun-
tagu Acts ff Man. (1642) 285 One onely. .charged him with
some contemptfull words uttered against Herod. 1683 1 >.

A. A rt Converse 28 Not so much to overawe them by a con-
tempt ful expression, as by a convincing reason.

2. Worthy of contempt
;
contemptible. {C(.dis~

graceful.)
1613 G. Chapman Rev. Bussy D'Amb. 1. Dram. Wks.

(18731 11* 113 The Stage and Actors are not so contemptfull,
As euery innouating Puritane . .Would haue the world
imagine. 16*7-77 Fkltham Resotves t. xx. (1677) 36 Nause>
ous and contemptful.

Contemptibility (kfTntc mnibi liti). [ad. L.
contentptibilitds, f. contetnftibil-is : see -ity.]

1. The quality or fact of being contemptible
;

contemptibleness ; an instance of this.

1611 Speed Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. xi. (1632) 668 The contemp-
tibility and vanity of this effeminate argument. 1793 Burns
Let. to G. Thomson I uly, The old ballad . . is silly, to con-
temptibility. 1816 Coleridge in Rem. (1836) I. 140 In the
voyages to Lilliput and Brobdingnag he displays the little-

ness and moral contemptibility of human nature. 1873
Masson Drumm. of Haivth. vii. 138 How full of .. de-
gradations, shames, contemptibilities, and meannesses.

+ 2. Contemptuousness. Obs.

1794 J. Williams (A. Pasquin] Cab. Misc. Ded. 7 The
contemptibility and malignancy of the Reviewers can do
but a small injury to any author of merit.

Contemptible (k/nte-mPtib'l), a. [ad. (post-

cl.) L. contemptibil-is, f, contempt- ppl. stem of

contemnhe : see -RLE. C£F .contemptible (i6thc.).]

1. To be despised or held in contempt
; worthy

only of contempt ; despicable.
138a Wyclif Obad. i. 2 Thou art ful myche contemptible,

or worthi to be dispisid. 1383 — 1 Cor. vj. 4 Ordeyne a,e

tho contemptyble men, or of litil reputacioun. .for to deme.
1591 SflAKI. i Hen. VI, 1, ii. 75 Heauen and our I«idy
gracious hath it pleas'd To shine on my contemptible estate.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. i. 1 So small and contemptible an
Animal [the Flea]. 1718 Freethinker No. 50. 29 Let him
live, till he grows Contemptible even to Himself. 1775

Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 30 Those not inconsiderable for
number, nor contemptible for knowledge. 1874 Blackie
Self-cult. 75 There are few things in social life more con-
temptible tha*n a rich man who stands upon his riches.

t 2. Exhibiting or expressing contempt ; full of
contempt. Obs. in educated use.
(Chiefly used to qualify opinion, idea, and the like ; cf. ' to

have a poor or io7v opinion of any one '.)

'594 Quest. Profit. Concernings 23 a, The same easic and
contemptible opinion he held of all creatures; the like also
he did of God himselfe. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado n. iii. 187
'Tis very possible hee'l scorne it, for the man. .hath a con-
temptible spirit. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 1. (1709* 188
To entertain a contemptible Opinion of any Person, cramps
his Power. 176a Gibbon Misc. Wks. (1814) V. 286 The con-
temptible idea I always entertained of Cellarius. 18x6
G. S. Faber Grig. Pagan Idol. I. 64 [ItJ gives one such a
thoroughly contemptible idea of the manhood of all the
other descendants of Noah.

+ 3. absol. A contemptible object. Obs.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 11 We bestow wonder on Con-

temptibles, and value Toyes. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
(1811) I. 222 And the poor contemptible she calls her sister.

Contemptibleness (k^ntemi'tib'Ines). [f.

prec. + -ness.] The quality of being contemptible;
contemptibility.

1574 Whitgift Def. Aunsio. 443 (R.) The contemptible-
nesse of the place, dothe oftentimes brrng contempt to the
person. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety v. r 29 The contemptible-
ness of those baits wherewith he allures us. 1736 Hervev
Mem. I. 52 He did not seem to feel the ridicule or the con-
temptibleness of his situation. 182a Coleridge Lett. Con-
fers, II. 09 The unspeakable contemptibleness of this
gentlemanly counterfeit of it [true honour).

Contemptibly (k^nte-mnibli), adv. [f. as
' prec. + -LY27]

1. In a contemptible manner ; in a manner de-

I

serving contempt
; despicably.

1581 Sidney ApoL Poetrte (Arb.) 45 Nothing can more
open his eyes, then to see his owne actions contemptibly set
forth. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 374 They also know, And

;
reason not contemptibly, a 1843 Foster in Life v Corr.

:
(1846) I. 215 A contemptibly little being. 1881 Seeley in
Macm. Mag. XLV. 45 Looked at so, recent history might
well appear quite contemptibly easy,

t 2. With contempt
;
contemptuously. Obs.

C1575 Fulke Confut. Doctr. Purgatory (1577) 25 Dare
you terme it contemptibly a couch for delicate persons ease
1714 Swift Pres. State Affairs Wks. 1755 1 1. 1. 215 He was
treated contemptibly enough by the young princes of France.
1796 Bp. Watson Apol. Bible 191 You cannot think more
contemptibly of these gentry. 18*7 Hallam Const. Hist.

I
(1842) I. 293 The French'ambassadors . . thought most con-
temptibly of the king.

t Conte mption. Obs. Chiefly Sc. Also
-cyon, -cion, -oioun, -tioun. [ad. L. contemption-
cm, n. of action from contemncre to CoNTEiTN.]
The action of contemning; contempt; an act of

;
contemning or contempt.
1488 Ada Dom. Concilii 116 (Jam.) Quhill thai be puinist

,

for thair contempcioun. 150s Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W.
1506) iv. xxx. 347 Ofwhome comen contempcyons, rancures,
hates. 1534 Whitinton TullyesOffices 111. (1540' 165 Whiche
force is a contempcion of paynes and labours. 155a Aup.
Hamilton Catech. 11884) 58 Ouhilk . . hais na trew lufe of
God hot rather contemptioun. a 1571 Knox Hist. Ref,
Wks. 1846 I. 44 Accused secoundarly, Of contemptioun of
the sacramentis.

Contemptious (Caxton), obs. f. Contentious.
t Conte'mptor. Obs. rare~ l

. [a. L. confettiflor,

agent-n. from contemncre to Contemn. Cf. V.

contempteur (16th c, Calvin).] A contemner.
1559 I

1 ecknam in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. ix. 26 The
servants contemptors of tneir masters commandments.

Contemptnons (kjJntemPti«,3s), a. Also 7
-tioua. [f. L. contcmptu s Contempt + -ocs.

(There may have been a mod.L. *contemptuous.}]
1. Showing contempt (said of persons, their

conduct and acts) ; full of contempt
; disdainful,

scornful, insolent.
i595 Shaks. John 11. i. 184 The flintic ribbes of this con-

temptuous Citic. 1667 Milton /'. L. iv. 885 Satan with
contemptuous brow. 1693 W. Lowth Find. Insp. O. <fr N.
Test. (1699^ C lij a, Resolved in a Contemptious manner to
shut their Eyes against the. . Light. 1793 Beddoes Math.
Evid. 128 Mr. Heyne speaks in the most contemptuous terms
of [it]. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede 9 An air of contemptuous
indifference. 1879 E. Garrett House by Works II. 19

;
Sometimes she was hard and cold and contemptuous,

b. Const, of.

1865 Mill Exam. Hamilton 248 We know how contempt -

i uous he is of Brown. 1874 Green Short Hist. iii. § 5. 140

j

Men. .contemptuous of the principles of English govern

-

I ment.

f 2. Setting legal authority at defiance ; contemn-
ing law and public order. Obs.
i5»9 Tsee Contemptuously bj. 1547 Proclam. in Strype

Eccl. Mem. II. App. C 20 In the execution of justice and
punishment of al such contemptuous offenders. 1593 Rites
$ Mon. Ch. Durh. (Surtees) 24 Defaced by some lewde and
contemptuous wicked persons. 1681 L.ona. Gaz. No. 1657/3
Your Declaration, dated the eighth of April last ; which very
observably allayed the contemptuous contagion that began
to reinfect the credulous and unstable.

1 3. Exciting or worthy of contempt ;
contempt-

ible, despicable. Obs.

1549 Chai.oner Erasm. on Folly K iv a, A kynde of men
most miserable, most slavelike, and most contemptuous.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. iii. 86 Contemptuous base borne
CalTot as she is. 1650 Haxter Saints' R. 111. xiii. (1662)

528 Cast them off as contemptuous Swine. 1796 Mrs.

Parsons Myst. Warning III, 169 Fragments like these
were to him contemptuous ruins.

Conte-mptuously, adv. [f. prec. + -lt 2
.]

In a contemptuous manner ; with contempt or
scorn ; scornfully, disdainfully.

159" Horsev Trav. (Hakluyt Soc.) App. 343 The presents
. .wear . . retourned to mee, and very contemptuouslie cast
down beefore mee. 16x1 Bible Ps. xxxi. 18 Lying lippes.

.

which speake grieuous things . . contemptuously against the
righteous. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 1. (1709I92 To
Check an insofent Humour in others, who behave them-
selves Contemptuously towards us. 1776 Adam Smith
W.N. I.i. x. pt. 2. 133 How contemptuously soever they may
affect to speak. 1896 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858J I. hi. 268
Contemptuously indifferent to justice.

fb. With contempt or disregard of law and
authority. Obs.
ISM Act 21 Hen. VIII, c. 16 ? n The said Strangers

Artificers . . cease not contemptuously . . to abuse the said
Statutes. x688 Act 1 Will, ff M. c 18 $ 18 If any . . Per-
sons do .. maliciously or contemptuously come into any
Cathedral or Parish Church, Chapel, or other Congregation
permitted by this Act, and disquiet or disturb the same.
1800 Addison Amer. Laxv Rep. 267 Indicted for .. con-
temptuously tearing down and contemptuously refusing to
replace, an advertisement set up by the commissioners.

Conte mptuousness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being contemptuous; scornfulness,

disdainfulness.

1667 G. C. in H. More Dir. Dial. Pref. (1713) 4 A due
and becoming Contemptuousness. 1751 Johnson Rambler
Na 206 P 12 Sometimes, .the insolence ofwealth breaks into
contemptuousness. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. (1847} III.
266 His language is that of asperity and contemptuousness.
Conten, obs. Sc. form of Contain.
Contenance, -aunce, obs. ff. Countenance.
f Contence. Obs. rare— 1

, [corruption of con-

tents : cf. Accidence.] A table of contents.

1633 J. Done tr. Art'steas' Hist. Septuagini A vj b, The
Elenchus, or Contence of the Following Booke.

Contend (kynte-nd), v. Fa. t. contended; also

6-7 content, [ad. L. contendere (or its OF. repr.

contend re (12th c. and in Cotgr. 1611), f. con-

+ tendere to stretch, strain, strive : see Tend v.}

+ 1. itttr. To strive earnestly ; to make vigorous
efforts ; to endeavour, to struggle. Obs.

1514 Barclay Cyt.
<fr

Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 4 Eche
one contendeth . . With fote or with hande the bladder for
to smyte. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531* 74^ Whan it

is perfyte it euer contendeth and laboureth to be loue. 1598
Bacon Sacr. Medit. x. (Arb.) 123 There is no heresie which
would contende more to spread and multiply. 1658-9 Bur-
tons Diary (1828) IV. 42, I have contended to bring in

honest men and . . they have not proved as I expected. 1717
Swift Gulliver 1. iii. Contending to excel themselves and
their fellows, c 1820 S. Rogers Italy, Meilltrie 55 Children
. .contend to use The cross-bow of their fathers.

2. To strive in opposition ; to cngnge in conflict

or strife ; to fight. Const, with, against (an

opponent\yi?r, about (an object).

15*9 More Dpalogt \. Wks. 125 1 If thei would wl wagers
contende &stnue therin. 1530 Palsgr. 496/1, I wytl never
contende with my superyour nor stryve with my fclowe.

1607 Shaks. Cor. nr. v. 119 In Ambitious strength. I did
Contend against thy Valour. 1763-6 Watson Philip III

(1839) 61 No army, .could be able to contend alone with the
F^nglish forces. 1875 Jowltt Plato (ed. 2) IV. 36 A cause
for which they are ready to contend to their life's end.

b. trans/, of the strife of natural forces, feel-

ings, passions, etc.

1602 Shaks. Ilam. tv. i. 7 Mad as the Seas, and winde,
when both contend Which is the Mightier. 1667 Milton
/\ L. xi. 359 Supernal Grace contending With sinfulness of
Men. 1731 Pope Ep. Burlington 82 Strength of Shade
contends with strength of Light. 1817 Mar. Kinjkwortii
Harrington vii. Wks. XIII. 80 The impatient sticks in the
pit . . had begun to contend with the music in the orchestra.

1883 <i. Lloyd Ebb Flow I. 22 No other feelings to con-
tend with it.

C. fig. of struggle with difficulties, feelings, etc.

1783 Crauob Village \. p. 1 1 There may you see the youth of
slender frame Contend with weakness, weariness ano shame.
1811 J. Q. Adams in C. Davies Metr. Syst. 111. (1871) 145 It

has. .been obliged to contend with the intemperate zeal and
precipitation of its friends. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers
Flor. v. (1877) 135 The greatest difficulty with which he had
to contend after this was a strike of his workmen.
3. To strive in argument or debate ; to dispute

keenly ; to argue. Const, with, against (a person),

for, against, about (a matter).
1530 Barnes Fayth onely, Saint Paule . . contendeth

agaynst workes. .and bringeth in grace onely. 1539 Bible
(Great) Acts xi. 2 They that were of the circuncisyon con-
tended agaynst [161 1 contended with] him. 1671 J.Wubster
Metallogr. i. 11 Chymistry, about which name we do not

1
contend. 1856 Froi de Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 35 A deter-

mination against which the crown commissioners were un-
abte to contend, i860 Tvndall Glac. 11. xxii. 349 This
plasticity [of icel has been contended for by M. Agassiz.

b. with clause specifying the point maintained

or asserted ; cf. Contention 4.
The clause became at length the object of contend^ which

so construed might have a passive.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John 10 b, That person,

therfore, is wicked .. that contendeth him [Christ] to haue
been create emonges other creatures. 1642 Jkr. Taylor
Episc. xiv. 11647) 79 The madnessc and stupidity of Aerius

contending a Bishop and a Presbyter to be all one. 1781

Cowper Hope 129 Men . . Live to no sol»er purpose and
contend, That their Creator had no serious end. 1791 Paine
Rights ofMan (ed. 4)76 As. . I do not understand the merits

of this case, I will not contend it with Mr. Burke. 1818
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Cruise Digest fed. 2) III. 137 It was contended on her
part that, - the right to exercise the office belonged to Mr.
l!mrell. 187s JowsTT Plato I. 479, I stoutly contend that
by beauty all beautiful things become beautiful.

4. To strive in rivalry with anoth'er,_/(V an ob-

ject ; to compete, vie.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie L xtv. (Arb.) 48 Cicero said

Roscius contended with him by varietiel of Huely gestures,

to surmount the copie of his speach. 1398 Grenewey Taci-
;

tits' Ann. xiv. xii. 214 Whilest Volusius and Africanus con-
[

tended [ed. x6zz content] for woorth and nobilitie. 1670
Cotton Espernon 1. 11. 84 The several Orders of the City
contented . . which should give the greatest testimony of
joy for his Arrival. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 1. ii, Nature
and fortune, .seem to have contended which should enrich
him most. 1862 Ruskin Munera P. (1880) 89 The Sirens i

. .contending for the possession of the imagination with the
j

Muses.

b. fig, To vie with.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. (1586) U. 66 b, The
French.. call it Passevelleurs .. because it contendeth in

colour with crimson in graine. 1615 G. Sandys Trent, 210
In fame it contendeth with Tyrus, but exceedeth it in anti-

quitie. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 137 The Ra:thean
!

Grape divine, Which yet contends not with Falernian Wine !

f 5. trans. To contest, dispute (an object). Obs.
]

1697 Dryden JEneid vi. 874 Their airy limbs in sport they
exercise, And on the green contend the wrestler's prize.

Ibid, x. 17 When Carthage shall contend the world with i

Rome.
H 6. To urge one's course, proceed with effort.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. lx, Like as the waves make to-

wards the pebbled shore .. Our minutes.. In sequent toil

all forwards do contend. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xi. 208, I

answer'd ; That a necessary end To this infernal state made
me contend.

Contende, obs. pa. t. and pple. of Contain.
Contended intended), ///. a. [f. Contend
+ -BD 1

.] Striven for, disputed.
a 1700 Dryden Pal. % Arc. 11. 314 All dropt their tears,

even the contended maid. 1795 South ey Joan ofArc vii.

154 From his grasp Wrench the contended weapon.

t Contendent (k^nte-ndent), a. and sb. Obs.

Also 7 -dant. [a. F. contendant, L. contendent-em
j

pr. pple. : see Contend.]
A. adj. Contending.

a 1641 lip. Mountagu Acts § Mon. (1642) 373 Controver-
sies betwixt parties contendent in points of Fact.

B. sb. A contending party, one who contends.
1623 Favine Theat. Hon. IL xii. 183 Commune to these

two Contendants. 1694 R. L'Estrange Fables 4 Through
j

the whole history of the world, .the contendents have been
still made a prey to a third party. 1813 Hogg Queen's
Wake 310 'For shame', said he, 'contendents all! This

1

outrage done in royal hall, Is to our country foul disgrace', t

Contender (kphte'ndoj). [f. Contend + -ER 1
.]

j

One who contends or is given to contention ; a
combatant, rival, competitor, disputant, wrangler.

Const, for (an object).

1547 Homilies 1. Saluatiou in. C. [v, Contenders wyll euer
j

forge matter of contention. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 243
Vet was I never a hot contender. 1663 J. Spencer Prodi-
gies (1665) 13 The many Contenders for the sacred regards

j

of the singularities in Nature. 1798 W. Hutton Autobiog.
\

43 The attorney promised to reimburse the expense, the
contenders being poor. 1847 Nat. Encycl. I, 841 The con-
tenders for empire, .after the death of Alexander.

Contending (k^nte-ndiq\ vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ingI.] The action of the vb. Contend; striv-
i

ing, disputing.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. rv. xx. 167 For them that 1

precisely condemne all contendings at lawe. 1866 A then-
J

MUM 29 Dec. 881 His controversies and contendings for his !

opinions. 1882 M. Arnold in igth Cent. Aug. 216 Against
the natural, .course of things there is no contending.

Contending, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

That contends
;
striving, struggling

;
antagonistic,

j

1592 Shaks. Vcn, Ad. 82 Till he take truce with her
Contending tears. 1676 Dryden Anrengz. 1. i, The greatest
Mttke, Which for contending Monarchs she can make. 1814
South ey Roderick in, The sound .. awoke contending
thoughts. 1874 Gkeen Short Hist. iii. § 7. 151 Arbitrating
between the contending parties.

Hence Conte nding-ly adv.
1655 Theophania 139 The remotest Monarchs of the earth

. .will contendingly submit their Crowns to these Virgins.

Contendress (k^nte ndres). rare. [f. Con-
tender + -Ess.] A female contender; in quot,
one who urges her way.
1616 Chapman Homer's Hymns, To Venus 112 [Venus]

Left odorous Cyprus, and for Troy became A swift conten-
dress.

Contene, obs. form of Contain.
See esp. Contain v. 17.

t Conte'nement, Obs. [a. OF. contenement
(med.L. contentmentum) , f. contenir to Contain,
etc.] A word occurring as a rendering of contene-

mentum in Magna Carta, as to the exact meaning
of which divers explanations have been offered.

The meaning is perhaps simply 1 Holding, free-

hold 1 (Godefroy has two instances of F. contene-
ment in this sense) ; but some take it in the wider
sense 'Property (of any kind

1

) necessary to the
freeman for the maintenance of his position \
[a 1190 Glanville De Leg. AngUx ix. 8 Poterit idem

heres [on account of his relief to his lord] rationabitia
auxilia de homimbus suis inde exigere ; ita tamen moderate
secundum quantitatem feodorum suorum et secundum
facultates, ne nimis gravari inde videantur vel suum con-
tenementum amitterc. Ibid. ix. 11. 1215 Magna Carta

20 Liber homo non amercietur pro parvo delicto nisi

secundum modum delicti et pro magno delicto amercietur
secundum magnitudinem delicti salvo contenemento suo,

et mercator codem modo salva mercandisa sua, et villanus

eodem modo amercietur salvo wainagio suo.] 1502 Great
Charter in Arnolde Chron. (1S11) 217 A free man shal not
be amercyed for a litel trespace but after y° maner off the

trespace saue his contenement. a 1634 Coke 2 Inst. 28
Contenement signifieth his countenance which he hath
together with and by reason of his freehold. <?i66i Fil-
ler Worthies m. 216 Our English Gentry, .may seasonably
out-grow the sad impressions which our Civil Wars have
left in their estates, m some to the shaking of their Con-
tenument. 1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 813 Saving his

Contenement (or Livelihood). 1738 Hist. Crt. Excheq. v.

100 It was according to the Contenement of the Party.

1769 Hlackstone Comm. IV. 372 No man shall have a
larger amercement imposed upon him, than his circum-
stances or personal estate will bear : saving to the landholder
his contenement, or land. 1818 Hallam Mid. Agcsd^j^
II. 328 The contenement ^a word expressive of chattels

necessary to each man's station).

Conteneu, var. of Contknu sb. Obs.

Contenewe, obs. f. Continue.

Content vk#ntc-nt, kfrntent), s&A Also 7 con-
taint. [There is no corresponding use of content,

contente, contento, conlcntain the modern Romanic
langs., which all express the sense by sbs. derived

from their actual pa. pple., as F. contenu, It. con-

tenuto, Sp. contenido. Apparently, therefore,

the Eng. word is a subst. use of Content ppt. a.

repr. L. contentiim that which is contained, plural

contenta. The singular was formerly in use in

senses in which the plural is now alone used ; in

senses 2, 3, contents was in 17th c. often con-

strued as sing.

The stress conte'nt is historical, and still common among
the educated, but co'ntent is now used by many, esp. by
young people; some make a difference, saying contc'nts, hut
cubic co'ntent ', and printers often use co'nteuts technically,

while saying contc'nts generally. See Academy, 14 Nov. 1891.

I. That which is contained in anything.

1. A thing contained ; now only in (with of
or possessive) : That which is contained (in a

vessel or the like) ;
alsoySg-

.

1526 I'ilgr. Perf, (W. de W. 1531) 6 b, All this worlde with
the contentes in the same. 1547 Hoopoe Brev. Health
Ixxiii. 23 Yf in an urine doo appere a content lyke as heares

were chopped in it. 1625 Hart Anat. Ur. n. viii. 96 All

vrines are not accompanied with contents. 1783 Cowper
Task iv. 506 Ten thousand casks For ever dribbling out
their base contents. 1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain Gl. or

The contents of the kiln are left undisturbed until they are

cool. 1884 Miss Braddon Ishmael xii, The old toper

swallowed the contents of both glasses without winking,

b. Contrasted with continent.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1019 The content is alwaies
lesse than the continent. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. i. § 3
If there be no fulnesse, then is the Continent greater than
the Content. 1868 G. Macdonalo Seaboard Parish I. iv.

66 Stealing from the significance of the content by the

meretricious grandeur of the continent.

2. spec, {pi.) The things contained or treated of

in a writing or document ; the various subdivisions

of its subject-matter. Formerly also in sing.

1509 Paternoster, Ave Creed (W. de W.) C vj, Praye
for your broder Thomas lietson which . . drewe and made
the contentes of this lytell quayer and exhortacion. 1530
Palsgr. 208/2 Contentes of writyng, contenue. 1539 Bible
(Great) title-p., The Byble in Englyshe, that is to saye the
content of all the holy Scrypture, bothe of y° olde and newe
testament. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. iv. iii. 21 This is a Letter
of your owne deuice. No, I protest, I know not the con-
tents, Phebe did write It. 1655 Mirr. Mercy <y fudgm. in

Hart. Misc. (Malh.) X. 33 He did read the scripture, and
the ' Practice of Piety', every day, especially that content
of the joys offheven. 1782 Cowpes Lett. 4 Nov., A letter

ought not to be estimated by the length of it, but by the
contents. 1870 L'Estrange Miss Mitford I. i, 8 An ac-

quaintance with the other contents of ' Percy's Reliques'.

b. Table of contents (f content) : a summary of

the matters contained in a book, in the order in

which they occur, usually placed at the beginning

of the book. Also simply contents (+ content).
1481 Caxton Godfrey, Here endeth the table of the con-

tent and chapytres nombred of this present book. 1536
Bellenden Cron.Scot- (1541) A j, The contents of this bukc.
1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 3 § 7 The said chirographer shall de-
lyver to everye sherife of everye countye . .a perfyte content
of the Table so to bee made for that Shire. 1619 L. Bayly
Pract. Pietie Table, The chiefe contents of this Booke.
1824 J. Johnson TyPogr. II. vi. 137 After the body of

the volume is completed, the contents sometimes follow

next.

f 3. The sum or substance of what is contained

in a document ; tenor, purport. In this sense, used

both in sing, and pi., and also in //. construed as

sing. Obs.

1513-4 Act 5 Hen. VIII, c. 1 To require, .the person soo
bound to perfourme the contentes of every such Writting
obligatorie. 1530 Palsgr. 208/2 Content of a mater, teneur.

1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lowe Countr. 1. 93 b, A Letter
..the content wherof was this, etc 1586 Jas. VI in Ellis

Orig. Lett. 1. 222. III. 14 Reade my lettir . . and conforme
your selfe quhollie to the contentis thairof. 1616 Brent
tr. Sarpfs Connc. Trent (1676) 80 Briefly repeating a short

contents thereof, he said, etc. 1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondts
Eromena 26 The Count shewed him the answer of Mutriro,
the contents whereof was, etc. 1654 Earl Orrery Par-
thenissa 11676) 581 This ensuing Letter, whose Address was
as strange to him, as the Contents was to us. 1667 Milton
P. L vi. 622 Terms of weight, Of hard contents.

b. Contents of a bill or cheque : the amount for

which it is drawn, as specified therein.
1866 Crump Banking v. 123 If it be intended further to

negotiate it, or to receive the contents at maturity.

4. The sum of qualities, notions, ideal elements
given in or composing a conception ; the substance

or matter (of cognition, of art, etc.) as opposed to

theform.
1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 6 The mind, .looks at ac-

tions to see what may be their ethic content ; what instruc-
tion for practice they afford. 1862 H. Spencer Print.
11. iii. § 48 Forces, standing in certain correlations, form the
whole content of our idea of Matter. 1875 Whitney Life
Lang. v. 76 The inner content or meaning of words. 1878
Dowden Stud. Lit. (1S821 295 An indifference arises as to
what is called the substance or 'content ' of works of art.

1883 Huxley in Nature XXVII. 397 The great mass of
literature, .is valued, .because of its intellectual content.

II. Containing capacity, space, area, extent.

5. Containing power (of a vessel, etc. in reference

to quantity) ; capacity.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 7 § 1 If it lacke of the seid
gauge, .than the Seller to abate somoche of the price after
the rateof the seid content. 1531-2 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 4
t; 1 Barrels kylderkyns and ftrkyns of moche lasse quantitie,
contente, rate, and assise than they ought to he. 1594 Plat
Jeivell-ho., Diners Chim. Concl. 28 A glasse. .of some greater
content. 1624 Bacon New Atlantis-(1627) 12 This Island
had then fifteen hundred strong ships of great Content. 1672
Grew Idea Philos. Hist. Plants § 24 The Content of these

;

altogether, would scarce be equal to half the Content of that
One. 1709 Hauksp.ee Thys. Mech.Exper. i. 1

1 719) 17 A Glass
Tube whose Content was about 30 ounces. 1884 Chamb.
Trw/. 26 Jan. 59/1 Gaugers. .glancing at a cask, .to tell its

'content', as its holding capacity is officially styled.

6. Extent, size, quantity of space contained.

a. Superficial extent, area. Also formerly in //.

Frequent in 17th c. ; now rare.

1570-6 Lamharde Peramb. Kent (18261 89, I will, .shewe
you out of Beda. .the content and storie of this He. 1625

j

Bacon Ess. Gardens (Arb.) 558 For Gardens., the Con-
|

tents, ought not well to be vnder Thirty Acres of Ground.
1660 Barrow Euclid 1. pro]). 35 schol,, The area or con-

j

tent of the Rectangle. 1796 Mouse Amcr. Geog. I. 53 To
find the superficial content of the earth. 1859 Barn. Smith
Arith. <V Al^ebra(ed. 6' 162 Content is also frequently used
to denote length, area, and capacity or volume ; the length
of a line being called its linear content ; the area of a figure,

its superficial content.

b. Amount of cubical space taken up, volume.

I

(Often solid content.) Now the usual sense.
1612 R. Churton (title), An Old Thrift newly Revived,

also the use of a small Instrument for Measuring the solid

content and height of any Tree. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol.
I. 429 The general measurement .. by acres proves that

such an estimate could not relate to anything of solid

contents. 1863 Huxley Man's Place Nat. 11. 77 The most
capacious Gorilla skull yet measured has a content of not
more than 34J cubic inches.

c. Linear content : length (along a line straight

or curved), rare. 1859 [see a].

d. Size or extent as estimated by the number
of individuals contained.

1889 Spectator 12 Oct., The Turkish Army, .is now equal
in all but content to any army of its kind in Europe.

f e. quasi-concr. A portion of material or of

space of a certain extent ; an * extent '. Obs.

1577 Harrison England 11. v. (1877) 1. 122 The Kings grace
hath at his pleasure the content of cloth for his gowne.
1654 Fuller Ephemeris Pref. 1 Our Native Countrey .

.

hath in all ages afforded as many signall ohservables as
any content of ground of the same proportion. 1692 R.
L'Estrange fosephus' Antic, v, viii. '1733^ 119 The Camp
must needs take up a huge Content of Ground.

7. Customs. A paper delivered to the custom-

house searcher by the master of a vessel before he
can clear outwards, specifying the vessel's des-

tination, the stores shipped, and other particulars.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Contents. 1872 Stores
Content and Master's Declaration^ I . . Master of the above-
named Vessel, do declare that the particulars set forth above
are true and correct, etc.

Content (k^nte -nt\ sb. 2 [Either from Con-
tent v. or a. y or perh. ad. It. contento ' con-

tentment, content' (in Florio 1598) : cf. also Sp.,

Pg. contento contentment, liking.]

1. Satisfaction, pleasure ; a contented condition.

(Now esp. as a habitual frame of mind.)

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 82 That the manage should im-

mediatly be consummated, which wrought such a content

in Philautus. 1602 Marston Ant. ft Mel. Induct. Wks.
1856 I. 5 So impregnably fortrest with his own content that

no envious thought could ever invade his spirit. 1668

Pepys Diary 14 May, 'The Country Captain a very dull

play that did give us no content. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 308 In Concord and Content The Commons live,

by no Divisions rent. 1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 1 O Happi-

ness ! our Being's end and aim ! Good, pleasure, ease, con-

tent, whate'er thy name! 1842 Tennyson Walking to

Mail 79 With meditative grunts of much content.

b. Heart's content : now in phrase, to one's

heart's content, to one's full inward satisfaction.

(Shaks. has word-plays on Content sb. 1
5.)

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. i. 35 Her grace in Speech,
Makes me from Wondring, fall to Weeping ioyes, Such is

the Fulnesse of my hearts content. 1596 — Merch. V. in.

iv. 42, I wish your Ladiship all hearts content. 1632 J.
Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena no Eromena. .lived now
at her owne hearts sweet content. 1697 Dampier Voy.

(1698) L 192 Thus they were all disposed of to their hearts

content. 1832 Hr. Martineau Hill <$ Vail. i. 14 Mr.
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Wallace praised the garden.. to the heart's content of its

owner. 1800 Froude Ld. Beaconsfeld iv. 61 The Protestant
Somersetshire yeomen no doubt cheered him to his heari\
content.

T C. with pi. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. ii. 38 Hut hcaucn hath a hand in

these euents To whose high will we bound our calmc con-

tents. 1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Pref. Wks. (1653) 9 The
authour hath . .continued their servant (to their contents)

fur full twentie foure years alread ic. 1633 Ford Broken Ht.
1. i, To see thee match'd, As may become thy choice, and
our contents.

f 2. Acceptance of conditions or circumstances,

acquiescence. To take upon content: to accept

without question or examination. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. v. 18 By a content and
acquiescence in every species of truth, we embrace the
shadow thereof. 1692 Contriv. Blackltead Young \\.\v\

Harl. Misc. (1745) VIII. 204 Robert, seeing the money
come so freely, would have taken it upon content ; the ser-

vant would not pay it, except he would tell it over. 1697
Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. (1709' 165 They often take their

Improvement upon Content, without examining how they
came by it. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 308 The sense they
humbly take upon content. 175a Johnson Rambler No.
204 p 1 To the sons of presumption, humility and fear ;

and to the daughters of sorrow, content and acquiescence.

t 3. A source or material condition of satisfac-

tion, a * satisfaction
' ;

pi. pleasures, delights. Obs.

a 1593 M arlowe Dido 1. 1. 28 Sit on my knee, and call for

thy content. 1635 Gill Sacr. Phiios. xn. 181 To deny him-
selfe many pleasures and contents in this present life.

a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes 1. xix. (1640) 235 It will

he a content at death, to tbinkc one hath not wasted his

life for nothing, a 1716 South Serin. (1744) X. 224 The
contents and comforts of life, dearer than life itself, are torn

from him.

+ 4. Satisfaction or compensation for anything

clone. Obs.
ti 1654 Sbldbn Table-T. fArb.) 42 Tell me what this is, I

will ^ive you any content for your pains.

f 5. (See quot. 1 700.) Obs. [prob. belongs here.]

a 1700 II. K. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Content, a thick Liquor,

made up in Rolls in imitation of Chocolate, sold in some
Coffee-houses, c 1710 in J. Ashton Sot. Life Reign Q. Anne
(1S82) I. 291 Hot and Cold liquor, as back, Whitewine,
Claret, Coffee, Tea, Content, etc.

t Conte*nt, sb$ Obs. [a. OF. content, cuntent

contention, quarrel, on L. type *coutent-us, from
content- ppl. stem of contendere to Contend.]
A contention, dispute, quarrel.

>t 1450 Rut. de la V(j«r(i8o3> 100 Whereof sourded a grete
content and stryf bytwene these two wymmcn. 1483 Cax-
tom G. de la Tour Kvij b, Of the content that was betwene
Fencnna and Anna [1 Sam. i.J.

Content k^ntcnt), a. (sb.) [a. F. content =-

Pr. content, It., Sp. contento :—L. content tis con-

tained, limited, restrained, whence self-restrained,

satisfied, pa. pple. of contincre to Contain.]
I. 1. Having one's desires lxnindcd by what one

has (though that may be less than one could have
wished) ; not disturbed by the desire of anything
more, or of anything different ; ' satisfied so as not

to repine; easy though not highly pleased
1

(J.).
Const, with (fof), that with clause, to with inf.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5631 Contente with his povcrte. 1413

Lvdo. Pilgr. Sowle v. xiv. (1859) 80 Ful dere nave I bought
yow, and yet I hold me content with my ioumeyc. 1490
Caxton Eneydos xxv'il (1890) 105, I haue ben ynougne
auenged by me, and holde me content therof. 1549 Latimkk
^rdSertu. bef. Edw. /YiArb.)89, I am contente to beare the
title of sedicion wyth Esai. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. ii. no
Yet Hermia still loues you; then be content. 161 1 Bible
Phil. iv. 11, I haue learned in whatsocucr state 1 am,
therewith to bee content. 1647 Chas. I in Antiquary 1. 97,
I will be content, that v* come, .andgoc back at night. 1667
Milton P. L. xi. 180 Here let us live, though in fall'n state,

content. 1701 De Foe True-lvm Eng. 2 That's the speci-
fick makes them all content. 1775 K. II. Lee in Sparks
Corr. Amer. War (1S53) I. 65 We must be content, how.
ever, to take human nature as we find it. 1834 Wordsw.
Even. Voluntaries v, The wisest, happiest of our kind are
they That ever walk content with Nature's way. 1864
Tennyson Enoch Arden 425, ' I am content

1 he answer'd,
1 to be loved A little after Enoch '.

f b. In imper. Be content : be satisfied in mind ;

lie calm, quiet, not uneasy. Obs,

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. ii. 82 Peace foolish Woman .

.

(JootT Mother, be content. 1601 — Jul. C. iv. ii. 42 Cassius
lie content : Speake your greefes softly. 1611 — Cytitb, v.

iv. 102 Be content : Your low-laide Sonne our Godhead will

vpiift.

c. Satisfied (in the sphere of action) ;
confining

one's action (assertion, etc.) to the thing spoken
of. Usually with negative. (Cf. Content v. 3.)

1533 Latimer in Foxe A. <4 M. (1563) 1309 When men will

not he content that she four Lady] was a creature saucd, but
as it were a sauioresse. 1577 B. Googk Ilcresbach's Hush.
111. (1586) 151 b, The Swine is not content with drinking, but
hce must often coolc.his filthy panch in the water. 1611
Bible 3 John 10 Not content therewith, neither doth he
himselfe receiue the brethren, and forbiddeth them that
would. 1654 Fuller ^*7tw Serin. 33 Not content to carry
downe the Remainder of the Captivitie into i*Egypt, b"iit

also they took Ieremiah the Prophet ..along with them.
1856 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. I. i. 32 In all human
affairs we must be content to do that which is best on the
whole. 1886 Morley Voltaire 9 Content to live his life,

leaving many questions open.

d. Satisfied, contented, not unwilling to do (some-
thing unworthy).
1576 Gascoigne Steele CI. Wks. 302 That worthie em-

I
nerour . . Could he content to tire his wcaric wife. 1642
Howell Eor. Trav. viii. (Arb.) 42 Some, .would be content

j

to light a candle to the Devill. 1855 Macaulav Hist. MU£.

I

III. 62 Charles and James were content to be the vassals and
pensioners of a powerful and ambitious neighbour. 1884
Church Bacon 20 Servile and insincere flatterers, .content
to submit with smiling face . . to the insolence of (the Queen's)
waywardness and temper.

2. Pleased, gratified ( = F. content)', now only in

phr. well content, arch.
c 1440 Gencrydes 368 ' Madame ', quod he, ' my will is and

shall To do your sone pleasure and seruice, As ye shalbe
i right wele content withall. 1489 Caxton Sonues o/Aymon
1

xxvi. 545 Ye have trowbled all my courte wherof I am not
contente. c 1500 Lancelot 2945 He spak no word, bot he
was not content. 1513 More Rich. /// '1883* 46 But the

lord Hastinges was in his minde better content, that it wn-.

moued by her. 1535 Coverdale Josh. xxii. 33 Then were
the children of Israel well contente with the thing. 1786
Burns Holy Fair xx, The lads and lasses.. Sit round the
table, weel content, An' steer about the toddy, 1887 Ste-
venson Undenvoods 1. xxv. 55 So sits the while at home the
mother well content.

b. So f Evil content (obs.\ ill content (arch.)

:

displeased, dissatisfied, discontented.
CX477 Caxton Jason 58 Wherof the ladyes damoiselles.

.

were right euyll content. 1489 — Sonnes of Aymon ix.

253 Ye knowc it not; wherof fam evyll contente. 1580
Baret Ah'. C 1156 Displeasantlie, with ill will, being ill

. content, repugnanter. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 558 So
' the three. .Dwelt with eternal summer, ill-content.

t 3. Consenting, willing, ready. Const, to with

inf., that with clause, or absol. Be content: 'be
pleased', ' be so good*. Obs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 63 Ther is no seruice ne plaisir but

that 1 am content to do for you. 1485 — Chas. Gt. 250 The
comune vnderstondyng is more contente to reteyne parables
and examples for the ymagynacion locall. a 1533 Ld. I

ners Huon Ixiv. 220, 1 am content ye sende fornyrn. 1549
Latimer yd Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 92 They [magis-
trates] that be not of the best, muste be contente to be
taught. 1575 Gascoigne Princely Pleas. Wks., Then tell

me what was ment-.Good Eccho be content. 161 1 Bible
!

2 Kings vi. 3 And one said, Be content I pray thee and
goe with thy seruants. a 1646 Bp. Hall Hard Measure
Rem. Wks. (16601 64 A Neighbour, .was content to void his

House fur us. 1709 Swift 'P. 'Pub, Author's Apol., Since
1

the book seems calculated to live. . I am content to convey
! some apology along with it.

t b. tillft. as an exclamation : = I am content

;

agreed ! all right ! Obs. exc. as in c.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, HI. i. 146 Content, He to the Sur-
geons, 1596 — Tom. Shr. v. ii. jo Content, what's the

wager? i8ao Shelley CEdipus 11. L 190 Purg. At the ap-

proaching feast Of Famine, let the expiation be. Swine.
1 Content ! content !

c. In the House of Lords, Content and Not
content are the formal expressions of assent and
dissent (corresponding to Ave and No in the

' House of Commons).
1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 17 Such . . as

I

are of opynion that the charge shall be sent to the L. Chan-

i

cellor, say—Content. Such as wyll have his Lordship come

I

hethcrto hearethe charg,saye - Not content. 1707 Miege
St. Gt. Brit. 117181 270 The manner of voting in the House
of Lords is this, They begin at the lowest baron, and so go
on seriatim, every one answering apart Content or Not
Content ( Printed consent]. 1817 Pari. Deb. 273 The House
then divided on the motion for the second reading^ .Content
84, Not Content 23. 1833 Byron Juan xiv. Iviii, I hate
. . A laureate's ode, or servile peer's * content'.

II. ¥ot contentedpa. pple.: see Content v. 4, 5.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 72 And that suchc paymentis be made
j

content bethout delate. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 20 | f>

! Unto the time that the same I)uches..of the scid yerely

I

rent, .be fully satisfied, content and payed. 150a Arnold
I

Chron. 11811) 108 For the some of xi.*...to me y' day of

makyng herof content and paid. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss.

I. clxxiv. 211 Vnto the tyme that the sayd payment of money
be full content and payed.

B. as sb. in //. Those who vote * Content *

:

see 3 c. So non-contents : those who vote 1 Not
content \ (Cf. Ayes and A r

oes.)

17. . Burke Sp. Act l/nifomtity(T.), Supposing the num.
her of contents and not contents strictly equal in numliers
and consequence. 1810 G. Rose Diaries (i860) II. 465
Contents 105, Non-contents 102. 1882 Harpers Mag. LXV.
184 And when the division was called, went into the lobby
with the ' contents '.

Content (kfTnte'nO, v. [a. K. contenter = Pr.,

1
Sp., Fg. contentar, It. and med.L. contentare, a

;

Com. Romanic deriv. of contento, content adj. : sec

I Content a.] For passive use see also Contented.
1. trans. *To satisfy so as to stop complaint'

(J.) ; to be enough for ; to give contentment or

satisfaction to.

1477 Karl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 42 That littil that I

haue contentcth me. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (VI. de W. 1531) 230
, All the powers and desyres of mannes soule shall be fully
' contented and quyeted. 15*6 Tindale Mark xv. 15 Pylate

willinge to content the people, loused Barrabas. 1570-6
Lambarde Peramb. AV*/(i826) 191 That large portion of
our Islande (which in Caesars time contented foure severall

Kings*. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. v. ii. 126, I will content you,
if what pleases you contents you. 1605 Bacon Adz>. Learn.
II. Ded. $ 9 Except their condition and endowment l>e such
as may content the ablest man to appropriate his whole la-

Iwur and continue his whole age in that function. 1611 Bihi.e

Trattst. Pref. 4 It did not fully content the learned. 1653
1 1. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. Ix. 246 Seeing that by this new
league God had contented his desire. 1830 DTsrai-li
Chas. I, III. x. 223 The Queen said, .she never could learn

what would content the Puritans. 1873 Black Pr. Thule

viii. 127 There was something in the tone of her voice that
contented him.
absol. 1597 Bacon Ess., Disc. fArb.) 16 He that ques-

tioned much shall learne much, and content much. 1841-4
Emerson Ess. Manners Wks. (ttohn) I. 213 The favourite^
of society, .contented and contenting.

T b. To please, gratify ; to delight. Obs.
I55» Huloet, Content, lyke, or please, arridco. 1591

Shaks. Two Gent. 111. i. 93 A woman somtime scorns what
best contents her. 1596 — Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 180 Or is the
Adder better than the Eele, Because his painted skin con-
tents the eye? 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto s Trav. xxiv. 90
Whereby.. he should more content him then if he should
give him the treasures of China. 1681 W. Robertson Phra-
seof. Gen. (1693) 380 To content or give content, Placere.
2. rcfl. (also to content one's mind, etc.) To be

satisfied or contented. Const, with (f A§Q«
150a Ord. Crystcn Men iW. de W. 1506) 11. xvhL 138 In

clymynge from stayre to stayre w«out euer hym to contempt
tyll unto yl (he] may come unto the vysyon of god. 1530
Palscr. 496/2, I content me with lesse of meate or drinke.

.

than the moste parte do. 108 Starkey England 1. ti. 40
So long as he . . contentyth hys mynd wyth hys present
state. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xiv. (1887' 67 We must
content our selues with that which we haue. 1663 Gkrbier
Counsel 8 b, Those who content themselves with guilt out-
sides of books. 1713 Addison Cato iv. iv, Content thyself
to be obscurely good. 1779 81 Johnson L. P., Rowe,
Occasional poetry must often content itself with occasional
praise.

1 b. To please oneself, take pleasure.
c 1600 Chester Plays (Shaks. Soc.) 1. 1 Who moste worthi-

lye Contented hymselfe to sett out in playe, The devise of
one Done Kondall.

fc. intr. (for refl.) To be content; to acquiesce.
c 1530 Debate Summer <y Whiter 103 in Hazl. E. P. P.

III. 40 The more he hath wherwith, the lesse he contentelh.

1591 Shaks. Ven. Ad. 61 Forced to content, but never to
obey, Panting he lies.

3. reft. To rest satisfied (in the sphere of action)

with ; to confine oneself, limit one's action.

1538 Starkey England \\. i. 158 Euery man that contentyth
not hymselfe wyth hys owne mystere, craft, and faculty.

1586 Thynne in Holinshed Chron. II. 464/2 Therefore con-
tenting myself with this.. I commit myself, .to thy favor-
able judgement. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 11. xi. { 1. 73,
I shall content my self in taking notice onely of the outward
frame of some few kinds. 01694 Tillotson (J.), Great
minds do sometimes content themselves to threaten, when
they could destroy. 1757 Johnson Rambler No. 178 p 2

Most men, when tney snouM labour, content themselves to

complain. 1816 Kirhy & Sp. Entomol. (1843) II. 1, I see.

.

that you will not content yourself with being a mere col-

lector of Insects. 1870 Max MClleh Sc. Retig. (1873)398
[He] contents himself with reporting the results of other
scholars.

+ 4. trans. To satisfy (a person) by full pay-

ment ; to compensate, remunerate. Obs.

1418 Hen. V in Ellis Orig. Lett. BL 27 I. 64 We wol that

Je
see that thier be taaken dewe accomptes of the said

ohn. .and. .that he be contented and agreed in the best

wyse. c 1477 Caxton Jason 47 b, I haue good will . .to rc-

warde and contente yow of the good and agreable sendees,

1530 Palsgr. 496/2, I content, I paye or satysfye.,1 owe
hym nothynge but I shall content hym. 1604 Shaks. Oth.
111. L 1 Masters, play heere, I wit content your paines.

1615 Ussher in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 134 To content
the workeman for his paynes. 1822 Scott Nigel iv. You
shall.. sign an acknowledgment for these monies, and an
obligation to content and repay me.

tb. in making satisfaction for sin ; cf. Contes-
tation 5 b.

1548 Gf.st Pr. Masse 91 Testablishc the masse sacrifice to

content God.

+ 5. To satisfy, pay in full, make good (a

claim).

1433 E. E. Wills (1882)94 A"d *hct the seyd dcttcs be
contented & payed. 1508 Bahclay Shyp ofFolys (18741 I.

134 To lene frely to one that is in nede And wyll be glad

it to content agaync. 1531-2 Act 23 Henry VIII, c. 6 } 13

Whereof the somtnes now l>e not paide or otherwise con-

tented, laufully auoyded or discharged by the lawe. 1640 1

Kirkcudbr. IVar^Comm. Min. /V*. (i8ss> 165 To content and
pey to the said Johne Penrie the soumes of money al<ove

specifeit. 1814 Scott Wav. Ixxi, A certain sum of sterling

money to be presently contented and paid to him.

t Conte'nt, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. couteut-us.}

Contained.
(' 1400 Apol. Loll. 56 pc schip & alle bings content bcr in.

Content, obs. Sc. f. contained, pa. pple of Con-
tain.

Conte'ntablep a. [f. Content v. + -able.]

f 1. That is fitted to content ;
satisfactory. Obs.

1633 J. Done Hist. Stptuagint 37 Besidesj hcercin you
shallaoc us contentablc pleesure, and courtesje.

2. Able to be contented or satisfied.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 404 If a Christian mans
minde may be contentable. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. V.

xiii. ii. 25 France will be contentablc with something in the

Netherlands.

Contenta'tion. [15th c. ad. med.L. contentd-

tion-em (1409 in Du Cange), n. of action f. med.L.

conlenldre, ¥. contenter to Content. A much
commoner word in Eng. than in any Romanic
lang. : Godcfroy cites a single instance from a

Swiss Burgundian document of 1424, and the word

is not in Cotgr., nor is it in It., Sp., or Pg.]

1 1. The action of contenting or satisfying. Obs.

1519 Intcrt. Four Elem. (Pollard iSoo) 101 For the con-

tembtacyon of my mynde. 1574 R. Scot Hop Card. To
Rdr., To the contentacion of the ydle. 1603 Jas. 1 in Ellis

Orig. Lett. 1. 239 For the contcntation of our subjects.
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f b. The contenting oneself or one's mind with
what one has; acquiescence in or acceptance of

the situation. Obs.

1567 Harman Caveat 40 He vsed contentacion for his

remedy. 1570 J. Hevwood Be merry, friends (1848), Let
contentashyn be decree, Make vertue of necessytee. 1589
Cooper Admon. 234 The bridling of the affections and
humble contentation of the minde before God. 1631 Bi*.

Wfbbe Quietn. (1657) 121 With a Christian contentation

to bear with their masters infirmities.

t 2. The resulting fact of being satisfied ; satis-

faction. Obs.

1494 Fabyan Ckron. vn. cexxxv. 271 Ye which he pun-
|

ysshed . . to the great contentacion of the cotintrey.^ 1587 <

Fleming Contn. Holvtshed III. 1966/1 To atchiue his pur-
pose to his good contentation without anie great danger.
1611 Dekker Roaring Girle 1. Wks. 1873 III. 138 Your
pleasure shall be satisfied to your full contentation. 1681

R. Knox Hist. Ceylon 94 liefore they can settle themselves
to their contentation. 1709 Strype Ann. Re/. I. xlvii. 514
To further it, to her contentation and honour.

3. Contented or satisfied condition, arch.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) E v, Than ;

holde you sure of my contentacion. 1555 Eden Decades
\

100 Their contentation with the benefytes of nature. 1598
Ghenewey Tacitus' Ann. xn. x. (1622I 170 In his company
hee spent his idle time with delight and contentation. 1667
Waterhouse Fire Lond. 159 The resignation of an Empire,
and the contentation with a private life. 1709 Strype Ann.
Re/. I. xl. 453 So as nothing wanted to show contentation.

|

1833 Eraser's Mag. VIII. 700 To profess his contentation 1

at the great iclat he had attained. 1860 A. Manning
:

Ladies Bever Holl&w viii. (1882) 69 He stood, .surveying
him with no small contentation.

f b. as a habitual quality or frame of mind

:

Contentment. Obs.

1553 Elyot Gov. im. xvii, His contentation [ed. 1531 con-
,

tinence] in pouertie. 11593 H. Smith Serin. 1 Tim. vi. 6
I

(1867) II. 279 Such a commander is contentation, that where-
j

soever she setteth foot, an hundred blessings wait upon her.
\

1677 Hale Contempt. 11. 14 Religion, Temperance, Patience,
and Contentation, are those Virtues that advantage the

j

party himself.

f 4. A source of satisfaction or pleasure. Obs.
1569 Newton Cicero's Old Age 33 A good fyer, is unto

[

me a singuler contentacion. 1585 Parsons Chr. Exerc. 1.
j

x. 140 Among all other ioyes and contentations, this shal
|

not be the least. 1672 Sik T. Browne Let. Friend xxiv,
|We are fain to take in the reputed contentations of this

world. 168a— Chr. Mor. 46 Temperate minds . .enjoy their
contentations contentedly.

f 5. Satisfaction of a claim
;

compensation
;

|

payment in satisfaction. Obs.
1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 403 The contentacyon ofsommes

[

so forfett. 1474 Bond 0/ Edw. IV in Rymer Fccdera
\

(1710) XI. 792 Whereof he never as yet had any Paiement
;

or Contentacion.
#
1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 5 title. An !

acte for contentacion of debts vpon executions. 1652 Z. Boyd
j

in Zion's Flowers (1855) App. 24/2 In full contentatioune
!

to hir of the lyk sowme of hir tocher.

f b. The making of satisfaction for sin. Obs.

153$ Goodly Primer To Rdr., Jesus Christ, the onely
sufficient price, satisfaction, reconsiliatton, full contentation
. .for our synnes. 1548 Gest Pr. Masse 89 Vf Christe were

!

to be agayne sacryfyced to the ful contentacion and cleans- 1

ing of synne.
_
1656 O. Sedgwick Humbled Sinner in. § 1.

16 To. .fulfil it even to appeasment and contentation.

f 6. The satisfying of the conscience, of the moral
or rational faculty ; the allaying of scruple or doubt.

\

1533 More Apol. viii. Wks. 861/2 Then hathe he needc
for hys contentacion to see the matter handeled somewhat
more at lengthe. 1552 Latimer Serm. Rem. (1845) 13
To their contentation and quieting of their consciences.

1555 Hari'SFIELD in Bonner Homilies 46* For your better
contentation herein you shal here the authorities of the
Aunciente fathers. 164s Pagitt Heresiogr. (1661) 53 For

j

the contentation of your request.

U Sometimes erroneously for Contention.
1633 T. Adams Scrm. Dan. xii. 3 There is no weake con- I

tentation betweene these, and the labour is hard to reconcile
\

them.

Contented (k^nte-nted), ppl. a. [f. Content
v. + -ed 1.]

1. Satisfied, desiring nothing more or nothing
different

;
limiting one's desires, willing to put up

with something ; = Content a. r.

1526 Tilgri Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 3 The sayd Moyses not
\

contented with these visyons made supplicacyon to God.
j

C 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxix, With what I most enjoy contented
least, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Bucks (1840) I. 200 T.
Bickley was rather contented than willing to accept the
bishopric of Chichester. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xn. x, I

should have been contented with a very little. 1883 Froude
in Contemp. Rev. XLIV. 1 The greatest men . . are those
of whom the world has been contented to know the least.

+ b. Evil contented : dissatisfied, displeased,
1548 Hall Chron. 95 b, He was right evil contented . . of

the said forcyng of the toure.

t 2. Willing, ready ' to do something) ; = Con-
tent a. 3. Obs.
a 1525 Am*. Warham in M. Burrows Worthies All Souls

iv. (1874) 54, I shall be contented to here the costs and
charges^ thereof myselve. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect
Gd. Friday, This thy family, for the which our Lord Jesus
Christ was contented to be betrayed. 1653 Cogan tr.
Pinto's Trav. lviii. 231 He prayed him to give him leave to
ask him something. . Whereunto the Grepo made answer,
that he was very well contented.

3. Satisfied with one's present condition ; not
disposed to complain ; marked by contentment.
1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. Hi. 84 By him that rais'd me to

this carefull height, From that contented hap which I

inioy'd. 1627 Hakewill Apol in. \ i. § 2 Their liberty [is

converted] into contented slavery. 1651 Hobbes Lcviath.
11. xvii. 85 The foresight of. .a more contented life thereby.

1715 Berkeley Proposal Wks. III. 223 A contented, plain,

innocent sort of people.

Contentedly (k^ntcntcdli), adv. [f. prec. -t

-ly In a contented manner ; with contentment.
1556 J. Heywood Spider $ F. vii. 77, I shall.. Into your

handes, yeelde me contentedlie. < 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson
Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 33 He could contentedly be
without things beyond his reach. 1758 S. Hayward Serm.
i. 1 Contentedly ignorant of these most momentous con-
cerns. 1871 Ruskin Munera P. Pref. (18801 20 These
principles the Professor goes on contentedly to investigate.

ContentedneSS (k^ntcntednes). [f. as prec.

+ -NESS.] The state or quality of being contented.

1580 Apol. Pr. Orange in P/wnix (1721) I. 450 They have
..given me more Contentedness of mind. 1653 Milton
Hirelings Wks. (1851) 353 The Contentedness of those
Forein Pastors, with the Maintenance given them. 1719
W. Wood Sitrv. Trade 301 Which made them, with so

much Patience and Contentedness, undergo the Calamities
of that .. War. 1814 Wokdsw. Excursion 11. Wks. (18S9)

438/1 The still contentedness of seventy years.

Conte'ntful, a. Now rare. [f. Content sb.2

+ -fit

l.] Full of content: a. Characterized by
contentment, contented, satisfied, fb. Causing
content or satisfaction, satisfying. + c Easily con-

tented or appeased, placable.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apophth. 112 b, That he might bee
liable with a paciente and contentefull myndc, to endure
banyshemente. 1532 Huloet, Contentful!, placahilis, pla-
centitis. 1580 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 364 His contentful!

mansion. 1599 Massinger, etc. Old Law iv. ii, But all

that's known to be contentful to thee Shall in the use prove
deadly. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis v. xu. 369
To enjoy the safety of their contentful! poverty within the
walls of the Cloyster. ^1639 W. Whately Prototypes 1.

xL (1640) 120 Shec was every way contentfull and pleasing
unto Abraham. 1652 J. Audley Eng. Commiv. 38 Gentle
and contentfull souldiers. 1662-3 Pepys Diary 10 Feb.,
After some contentful talk with my wife. 1716 Cibbeu Love
Makes Man v. ii. 73 The contentful Peace . . of an honest
Mind. 1863 Pilgrimage over Prairies I. 9 The first

[journey] for many years that had drawn me from my
contentful home.
Hence f Conte'ntfally adv., + Contcntfulness.
I55* Huloet, Content fullye, piacabiliter. 1665 PEPYS

Diary 23 June, We spent two or three hours talking of
several matters very soberly and contentfully to me. Ibid.

24 July (D.), The contcntfulness of our errand, and the
nobleness of the company. 1685 H. More Paratip.
Propiiet. 89 For the more contentfully peracting this Tax.

Contesting, vbL sb. [f. Content v. + -ing i.]

1. The action of the verb Content
;
satisfaction,

contentment, content. Now rare.

a 1541 Wvatt De/ence Wks. 1S61 p. xxxiii, Thus was he
. . dispatched out of Spain smally to his reputation or con-
tenting. 1541 Elyot Image Gov. Pref., The contentynge
of suche men. 1608 Hiekon Wks. I. 698/1 The contenting
ofmineowne sensuall affections. 1615 Latham Falconry
(1633) 75 Neither can you giue her that which is fitting to

her owne contenting, but by guesse and imagination.

f 2. qunsi-concr. A source of contentment ; a
satisfaction, delight ; = Content sb.% 3. Obs.
c 1620 in Farr S. P. Jas. I (1848) 102 What if a day, a

month, or a yeare, Croune thy delights with a thousand
wisht contentings. 1633 P. F letcher Death Sir A. Irby
I. iv, As if her tears were all her souls contenting.

t Contenting, a. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-ing 2

.] That gives contentment
;
satisfying.

1548 Gest Pr. Masse 96 Yl the masse offredge is not
satisfactory or ful contenting. 1640 Bp. Hall Episc. in.

vi. 250 Any contenting peace. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig.
Alan. 1. 1. 5 The knowledge of them is curious, and con-
tenting in it self.

Contention (k^ntenjan). Also 4-5 -cioun,

5-6 -cion, 6 -tioun, -tione. [a. F. contention,

ad. L. contention-em, n. of action from contendere

to contend. (OF. had orig. the inherited form
cuntencun, contencon.)']

1. The action of straining or striving earnestly

;

earnest exertion, effort, endeavour. Obs. or arch.
c 1580 Rogers (J.\ An end which, .appears worthy our

utmost contention to obtain. 1581 Nowell & Day in

Con/er. 1. (1584) C iij b, Which wordes he pronounced with
. . great contention of voice. 1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions
xxv, An earnest contention of the minde in the pursuit of
that good which should perfect our Natures. 1653 H.
More Antid. Ath. 1. xi. (1712) 34 A joint contention of
Strength. 1858 Herschel Outlines Astron. Introd. 8 The
contention of mind for which they [these enquiries] call is

enormous.

2. The action of contending or striving together
in opposition

; strife, dispute, verbal controversy.
Bone 0/contention : see Bone sb. 7.

1382 Wyclif Phil. i. 17 Summe of contencioun, or stryfe,

schewen Crist not clenly. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xvi. Ixxi. (1495) 576 The stone Onix . . meueth the herte to
contencion and debate. 1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 121/1
A great matter in contencion & debate betwene them. 1585
Abp. Sandys Serm. Matt. viii. 23 (1841) 381 The church.

.

is by outward persecution and inward contention, .troubled.

1655 W. F. Meteors 140 Of Amber is great contention,
whether it be a mineral!, or the Sperme of a Whale. 1772
Priestley Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 83 Excess frequently gives
occasion to quarrelling and contention. 1806 Gazetteer
Scotl. (ed. 2) 527 This fortress was frequently the scene of
bloody contention. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. 1.

iv. 176 Religious contention broke out in Bagdad itself,

between the rigid and the lax parties.
trans/, /ig. 1604 Shaks. Oth. n. i. 92 The great Con-

tention of Sea, and Skies. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1872)
II. 147 One long contention of fraud against robbery.

b. (with a and //.) A particular act of strife; a
quarrel, contest, dispute.

c 1450 Merlin xxi. 366 Whan the kynge Bohors vndir-
stode the contencion of the kynge and his nevewes. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. ii. 6 No yuarrell, but a slight Con-
tention. i6ix Bible Prov. xviii. 18 The lot cau.seth con-
tentions to cease. 1661 Bramhall Just Vind. \. 7 Such
were the contentions of the Roman and African Bishops.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones x. ii, Jones, .interposing, a fierce

contention arose. 1872 Yeats Growth Comm. 225 Conten-
tions with the home government were frequent.

C. = TeNSON, q.v.

1883 A. H. Wodehouse in Grove Diet. Mus. III. 585
I
The tensons, or contentions, were metrical dialogues of lively

repartee on some disputed point of gallantry.

3. The action of contending in rivalry or emula-

|

tion
;

competition. With a and : An act or

instance of rivalry ; a trial of skill or ability.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 254 These and such like

contentions .. many have attempted, and thereby wonne

I

commendation. 1606 Buvskett Civ. Life 6g For contention

I

of valor. .Alexander granted a combat betweene Diosippus
1 and his aduersary. 1633 Done tr. Aristeas' Hist. Sep-

luagiut 180 Betwixt us, I would kindle a kinde conten-
i tion, and emulation of aymiable Vertue. 1743 FlELDING

j
J. Wild I. iv, Engaging with him at cards, in which con-
tentions, .the Count was greatly skilful. 1829 Scott Anne
0/ G. iii, As if there had been a contention among them why
should do the honours of the house.

fb. The matter in competition. Obs.
1712 Steele Sped. No. 422 f 6 One would think., that the

Contention is, who shall be most disagreeable.

4. That which is contended for in argument ; the

point or thesis which a person strives to maintain
: and prove.

1635 Pa(;itt Christiauogr. (1646 1. 134 In this their con-
tention, they mean nothing else, but that there are two
natures in Christ. 1865 Ch. Times 2 Dec, Their contention

j

is, that the ' Romanizers ', etc. 1878 Black Green Past.
! I. 3 This then is your contention - that a vast number of
women, etc. 1883 SlR J. Bacon in Law Rip. 23 Clianc.

Div. 697 Mr. Williams' contention is without a shadow of
support.

II 5. Contrast, comparison. Obs. [A Latinism.]
1530 Whitinton Tullyes Offices I. xvii, But if contencyon

and comparyson be made.

Ii 6. = Contentation. Obs.

1516 Cartulary in Plumpton Corr. p. exxv, What over-
plus may be saved towards the contencion of the said

debts. iS7?-8 Nohth Plutarch's Lives 65 i R.) Such men
as place felicity, .in the quiet safety, peace, and concord of

a commonweal, and in clemency, justice, joyned with con-
tention.

"17. app. = Continuance; cf. content, Contain 17.

1666 J. Smith Old Age (17521 13 Two words [days and
years] to express the contention of this state, .viz. how long
this state shall remain.

Conventional (kfTntc'nJbnal), a. [f. prec. +

1
-AL.] Of the nature or character of contention.
1889 Pall Mall G. 27 June 4/3 The conttnitional meeting

I

of last night,

b. quasi- sb.

1824-9 Landor Imag. Conv. Wks. 1853 I- 103/1 The Iliad

j

itself has nothing in the contentional so interesting.

t Conte*ntioner. Obs. [f. prec. + -Elt l.] One
i given to contention ; a contender.

1593 Nashi; Christ's T. (1613) 140 These thorny Con-
tentioners, that choake the Word of God with foolish con-

j

trouersies. 1624 F. White Repl. Fisher 73 So long as
I Contentioners rest vnsatisfied, and admit no Reconciliation.

Contentions (k^nte-nfos), a. Also 5 -temp-
cious, -tencioso, 6 -cious(e. [ad. F. contentietix

:—L. contentidsus given to contention, quarrel-

some : see Contention and -ous.]

1. Of persons or their dispositions : Given to

j

contention
;
prone to strife or dispute

;
quarrelsome.

1533 Frith Ansiv. More (1829) 445 That you accept this

1 worke with .. no contentious hart. 1611 Biule Prov. xxi.

19 It is better to dwell in the wildernesse, then with a con-
tentious and an angry woman. x68z Buknllt Rights Princes
i. 13 If two or three out of a contentious humour opposed
it. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 19 The most contentious,

]

quarrelsome, disagreeing crew. 1853 Macaulav Biog. At-
terbury (1867) 14 His despotic and contentious temper,

b. trans/.

1605 Shaks. Lear ni. iv. 6 Thou think'st 'tis much that

I this contentious storme Inuades vs to the skin. 1610 —
'Temp. 11, 1. 118. 1695 Blackmore Pr. ArtA. 1. 455 She

I
makes contentious Winds forget their Strife.

fc. Bellicose, warlike. Obs.

j 1535 Coverdale 2 Sam. xxi. 20 And there arose yet warre
j

at Gath, where there was a contencious man which had
sixe fyngers on his handes. — 2 Rings xix. 25 That conten-
cious stronge cities mighte fall in to a waist heap of stones.

2. Characterized by or involving contention.
c 1430 tr. T. ii Kempis 1 19T0 stryue wijjcontenciose wordes.

1535 Jove Apol. Tindale 49 To wryte any maliciouse and
contenciouse pistle agenst him. 1647 Proposals 0/ Army
in Neal Hist. Purit. III. 412 The present unequal, and
troublesome, and contentious way of ministers' maintenance
by Tithes. 1751 Johnson Rajubler No. 142 p 8 A conten-

tious and spiteful vindication. 1875 Gladstone Glean. VI.
liii. 170 Forbearing to raise contentious issues.

3. Laiv. Of or pertaining to differences between
contending parties. Contentious jurisdiction : right

of jurisdiction in causes between contending parties.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 427/1 Wei letterd, as it apperyd
sythe, as wel in contempcious jugemente as gyuyng coun-
ceyll to the sowles upon the fayte of theyr conscyence.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v., The Lords Chief Justices,

judges, etc. have a contentious jurisdiction. 1768 Black-
stone Comm. III. 65 Such ecclesiastical courts, as have



CONTENTIOUSLY. 900 CONTESSERATION.
only what is called a voluntary and not a contentious juris-

diction. 1875 Stlhbs Const. Hist. I. 233 In contentious
suits it is difficult to draw the line between judicial decision
and arbitration.

Contentiously (k^nte*nJosli\ adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY-.] In a contentious manner or spirit ; with

contention ; quarrelsomely.

1548 Edw. VI in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. App. M. 43 Who-
soever shal . . irreverently and contentiously demaund of
any man, any of the questions before rehersed. 1564 Brie/
Exam. Sign.**** iij, We are affrayde to stryue conten-
tiouslye. 1650 S. Clarke Eccl. Hist. I. (1654)69 Everyone
. .contentiously would argue thereof.

Contentiousness [k^ote*n/a«oe«). [f. as prec.

+ -Ness.] The <juality of being contentious ; dis-

position to contention
;
quarrelsomeness.

>573 C. Harvf.v Lettcr-bk. (Camden) 16 I He] began in

deed to lai contentiusnes to mi charg. 1661 Boyle Spring
of Air Pref. (1682) 1 They that know how indisposed 1
naturally am to Contentiousness. 1815 Elphinstone Acc.
Caubul (1S42) I. 217 Any circumstance which disposes the
people to contentiousness and jealousy. 1876 J. H. New-
man Hist. Sk. I. 246 The contentiousness of human nature.

t Conte'ntive, a.1 Obs. [f. Content v. +
-ive : cf. inventive.] Fitted to content ;

satisfying.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 80 What a brutish thing it is,

howe short lasting, and but a minute contentiue. 1599
BRETON Earcivell, The Company of a Contentive friend.

1627-77 Fkltham Resolves 11. Ixvii. 300 They shall find it

a more contentive life than idleness. 1631 R. H. Arraienm.
Whole Creature x ttu § 2. 192 The. .true contentive Obiect
uf the Soule of Man, is God.

t Conte'ntive, «.2 Obs. [a. F. contentif, -ive,

that contains, retains (in mod.F. only in the surgical

use\ f. L. type *content!v-us, f. continere to Con-
tain : see -ive and cf. retentive] Characterized

hy containing, holding together, maintaining, etc.

In Surg, see qnot 1882.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 443 His good wil is the
effective, contentive and provisive Virtue. 1758 J. S. Lt
Dram's Observ. Surg. (1771) 144, I did not yet remove the
contentive Compress. 188a Syd. Soc. Lex., Contentive, the
same as Retentive, applied to bandages which retain the
lips ofa wound, or the ends of fractured bones in apposition.

T Contentless, a. Obs. [f. Content sb:- +
-less.] Without content or satisfaction ; un-

satisfied, dissatisfied, discontented.
1607 Shaks. Titnon iv. iii. 245 Best state, Contentlesse,

Hath a distracted and most wretched being. 1675 Cockkk
Morals 12 Some, in rmd'st of Store, contentless, starve.

1797 T. Park Sonn. 95 Let Man contentless mourn his

partial share.

Co ntentless, a. [f. Content sb. x + -less.]

Void of content or meaning.
1886 Mind XI. 499 So far the Idea remains contentless.

f Contently, adv. rare. « Contentedly.
Prob., as the metre suggests, merely an error for con-

tentedly, which mod. edd. substitute.

6. . Beaumont & Fletcher Rule a Wife, etc. v. iii. Wks.
116791 293/2 Come, we'l away unto your country-house, And
there we 1 learn to live contently.

Contentment (k^nte-ntment). [a. F. con-

tentcment Jate 16th c. in Littre), f. contenter to

Content : sec -ment. In Eng. it has to a gieat

extent exchanged the character of a noun of action

for that of a noun of quality derived from an adj.,

as if = content ness, contentedness.]

1. The action of satisfying; the process of being
satisfied ; satisfaction, arch.

1474 Househ. Ord. 22 For the contentement of his house-
hold royal and creditors thereof. 1568 in Hakluyt I'oy. (1598)
I. 377. 1576 Fleming Panopi. Epist. 35 The Victor, .must
doe many thinges to the expectation and contentment of
them, by whose helpe he obteined the victorie. a 1657 Sib J.
Balfour Ann. Scot. (1824-5) II. 265 Doing the best worke
. . for the honor of God, contentment of the King. 1821

Scott Keniliv. ii, The guests took their leave, .to the con-
tentment of mine host. 1851 Helps Comp. Solit. ix. 11874)
156 With no contentment to the appetites of the hungry,

f b. Satisfaction of a claim
; payment, rare.

1603 Knolles Turks (1621) 1 116 The lord Swartzen-
burg. . was comming with money to give them contentment.

2. The fact, condition, or quality of being con-

tented ; contentcdncss. (The usual modern sense.

)

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxviii. § 12 The same content-
ment, tranquilitie, and i»y, that others, .hauc reaped. 1611

Bible i Tim. vi. 6 But godlinesse with contentment is

great gaine. 1641 Hindu f. Bruen xxxvi. 112 In much
contentment and peace, He began to look homewards. 1768
Beattie Minstr. 1. xiii, From health contentment springs.

1886 Morlev Comte iCrit. Misc.) III. 339 After a short

experiment of three weeks, Comte returned to neediness and
contentment.

b. Const, with, f in.

1651 Fuller Abel Rcdiv., Coiu/er (1867) II. 311 He mani-
fested to his friends what great contentment ne had in his

approaching death, a 1608 Temple
|
JA Contentment in

his will is the best remedy we can apply to misfortunes.

1856 Kmerson Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. tBohn) II. 113
Squalid contentment with conventions. 1871 Mob ley Vol-
taire 1 18861 38 To abide in patient contentment with an all

but purely critical reserve.

1 3. Pleasure, delight, gratification. Obs.

1586 R. Scot m Holinshed Chron. III. 1546/1 There was
never worke attempted with more desire, nor proceeded
in with more contentment. 1600 Holland Livy iv. xl. 164

They caused . . great contentment \ketitiam\ after former
fear. 1611 Wither Mt'str. /'hilar. 11633)643 Never word
of hers I heare But . . [it] . . much more contentment brings
Than the sweetly-touched strings. 17*6 W. K. Chetwooo
Am*. Capt. R. Boyle 41 At the reading of this Paper, my

Heart ran over with Contentment. 1795 Southev Joan of
Arc v. 311, I .. feel Joy and contentment in the merciful
task For which I am sent forth.

1 4. A source of satisfaction or pleasure ; a
pleasure, enjoyment, delight ; ^Content sb.% 3.

1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 86 Untill a mans
fansye be satisfied, he wantith his most soveraigne con-
tentement. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxviii. (1887) 177
Many and great contentmentes, many and sound com-
fortes. 1603 Knolles Hist. 'Turks (1621) 1235 Money and
apparel], the souldiors greatest contentments. 1611 Mark-
ham (title), Country Contentments .. as namely Hunting,
Hawking, etc. 169a Lady Russell Lett. II. exxxv. 109 As
for reading, I am past that contentment.

Contents : see Content sb. 1

t Contentsome, ct. Obs. rare. [f. Content
v. + -some.] Full of or yielding content, satisfac-

tion, or delight.

1632 J. Havward tr. BiondCs Eromena 122 A demeanour
rather irkesomc. .than any whit contentsome. 164s Digby
Immort. Souls 140 It is easie for thee, and sweete and
contentsome, to heape up treasures for eternity.

tContenty, a. Obs. rare. [f. Content j&l

!
+ -T.] Full of * contents ' ;

containing much ad-

mixture of foreign matter. (Cf. Content^. 1 i,

quota. 1547, 1625.)
1683 Pettus Eleta Min. 1. 11. xv. (1686) 256 If there are

poor contentv coppers .. yet you must do with them as
l>efore. Ibid. 1. 273.

Co' nte 11 u, CO'ntinne. Obs. Also 5 con-
tenue, 6 -ynue, -ynew'e. [a. F. contenu, -mi con-

tent, tenor, contents, sb. f. contenu, -ue
t
pa. pple.

of contcnir to Contain.] = Content sb. 1
2, 3.

(•1477 Caxton Jason 101 b, Thenne he behelde the con-
tenu of his bylle. 1481 — Godfrey 8 Lettres fro them-
perour to buymont, And the contenue of the same. 15x1

I

Act 4 Hen. VIIf, c. 18 § 1 All the contynue, matter and
puqwrte of the same Commission. 15*1 St. Papers Hen.
Vlil% I.34 By the continue off oon your sayde letters. 1549

j

Compl. Scot. 1. 23 The sentence and conteneu of thyr said

. thepiours of the bibil. Hid. 115 He hefand suspitione of
the contineu of ther vrytingis.

Contenue, -we, obs. ff. Continue.
Contenument, error for Contenement.
Conter, obs. f. Counter v.

Conter-, obs. f. Counter-, c. g. in contcrchange,

conterfayte, contermont, contermure, conterpace {-
counterpoise), conterpartie, conterpoynt, conterrol,

contersector ; also of Contra-, Contre-.
Contention, obs. van of Contrition.

Conte'rniinable, a. rare. [f. L. contermind-

re + -ble.] Liable to end together.

c 1638 Wotton in Reliq. Wotton, 477 Your long, and I

daresay your still beloved Consort, for love and life are not

conterminable.

Conterminal (lcffatSuminal), a. [ad. med.L.
contermimri-is, f. conterminous : see Conterminous
and -al. So F. conterminal ^Oresme, 14th c.).]

1. ~ Conterminous i.

1802 Playfair Illustr. Hutton. Th. 290 The conterminal

1
rock. 1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle ix, The neigh-

bouring lords, his conterminal bandits. 1851 Eraser's Mae.
X LV. 449 The kingdom of Merops was. .conterminal to the
dominions of the Sun.

2. Entom. Attached end to end.

Conterminant .kfMtojminant), a. and sb.

[ad. L. eontermindnt-cm, pr. pple. of conterminare :

See CoNTERMIN ATE.]

A. f 1. = Conterminous 1. Obs.

1640 Howell Dottona's Gr. 43 The great emporiall Tami
sond with her suburbian and contermiuent fabrickes.

2. Terminating together (in time\ nonce-use.

1833 I.am n Elia Scr. 11. (i860) 268 If haply your dates of

life were conterminant.

B. sb. pi. l'crsons whose lands march together.

1610 W. roLKiNGHAM Art ofSurvey 11. it. 50 Sometimes
this Compound Boundage implies a mutual! propertie or
duety participate to the determinants, as bancking,
balking, dyking, etc.

Conterminate (k
(
Jnt.vjmintvt), a. [ad. L.

contermindt-us, pa. pple. of contcrmindre to Con-
terminate. So F. sontermine" ( 1

5—1 6th c).] —
I Conterminous.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 70 The first veyne . . being
'. thereto at the postcriour part therof conterminate. x6io 15.

Jonson Pr. Henry's Barriers, A strength of empire fix'd

[
Conterminate with heaven. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1.

viii. 10 Ethiopia being the conterminate Region with
Kgypt. 1850 Neale Afed. Hymns 125 Kaith to word, to

teaching hearing, Mind to God, conterminate.

Conterminate, v. Obs. [f. L. contcrminat-

I

ppl. stem of contermindre to border upon each

other, f. conicrmin-us : see Conterminous.]
1. intr. To be conterminous in space, to nave a

common limit or boundary.
1637 Bastwick Litany m. 14 In the towne where he

dwelt, and the parishes conterminating thereabouts. 1656
Blount Glossogr., Conterminate, to lye near or border on
a place. 1709 Sacheverell Serm . 15 Aug. ^The. . Author,
in whom they must all Center, and Conterminate.

2. To be conterminous in time.

1664 H. More Afyst. fntq. w. vi. $ 18. 377 The Fall of

Babylon also conterminates with the sixth trumpet. 1681
— Exp. Dan. App. iii. 307 The I^aodicean Interval in a

manner conterminating with the Conflagration of the World.
1684 — Answer Ct A decursi< n . conterminating to the end
of the world.

Hence Conte'rmmating ppl. a.

1805 G. S. Fahf.r Dissertation (1806) I. 211 The end of
these two conterminating periods.

t Contermina'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. L.
contermindre : see prec. Also in 1 6th c. F.]
Ending together ; common ending or limit ; co-
incidence of date.

1673 Newton in Phil. Trans. VIII. 6091 Homogeneal
light, whose color and refrangibility is not at all changeable
either by refraction or by the contermination of a quiet
Medium. 168: H. More Exp. Dan. App. u. 275 That
second notable Joynt is in the con-term ination of the sixth
Trumpets ending and the beginning of the Seventh. 1685— Paralip. Prophet. 30 Near the conterminalion of the
Death of Xerxes and the Succession of his Son Artaxerxes.

t Conte'rmine, v. Obs. [a. F. contermimr
!

(Palsgr.), ad. L. contermind-re : sec Contehmin-
ate. Only intrans. in L., but in ifith c. F. trans,

and intr. as in Knglish : cf. L. termitmre.']

1. trans. To make conterminous; to fix the limits

or end of.

16*4 Heywood Gunaik. ft 296 That hee might contermine
his Empire with the Ocean. 1633 J- Done tr. Aristeas"
Hist. Septuagint 102 So hath he finished and contermined
every thing, according with its time and place.

2. intr. To be conterminous ; to end together.

1654 Vilvain Epit. Ess. v. 10 Two Denshire Rivers neer
contermining.

Conterminous (k^nta'jminas), a. [f. L. con-

termin-us having a common border or boundary,
bordering upon (f. con- together with + terminus
boundary, limit) + -0U8-]

1. Having a common boundary, bordering upon
(each other).

1631 Hf.vun 5/. George 151 The two people mention'd in

the Gospell were conterminous. 165a Nefdham tr. Selden's
Mare CI. 27 The Dominion of the whole Karth. .and of the
conterminous Aer. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Afan. 11. vii. 192
In the Ports of the Sea conterminous to those Continents.

1846 Grote Hist. Greece 1. xv. I. 451 A township conter-
minous with Ilium. 1878 Lecky Eng. in \%ihC. II. viii.

491 Defending the side of Germany conterminous to France.
1880 A. R. Wallace /*/. Life 1. ii. 18 Allied species, whose
ranges are separate but conterminous.

2. Meeting at their ends.
a 1734 North Life J. North (1826) III. 324 It often falls

out that extremes are conterminous, and as contraries illus-

trate each other. 186a Todhunter Euclid (18761 256 note.

Let the triangle DEE be applied to the triangle ABC so
that the bases may coincide, the eu.ua) sides be conterminous
and the vertices fall on opposite sides of the base,

3. Coincident in their boundaries
;

exactly co-

extensive.

1817 Knox & Jebb Corr. II. 3r4 Observe, that our Reman
Catholic and church of England parishes, are not exactly
conterminous. 1875 IIrvce Holy Rom. Pimp. ii. (ed. 5) 13
Christianity as well as civilization became conterminou-s
with the Roman Empire.

b. Exactly coextensive in time, range, sense, etc.

1855 Ess. Intuitive Aforals 26 Were the whole law pre-

cisely conterminous with our desires. 1861 Times 10 Oct.,
I The language of Catullus is less conterminous with our own
! than that of any popular Latin poet. 1885 Stevenson
I
Dynamiter xiv. 204 You name a good influence, but one
that need not be conterminous with life.

Conte rminously, Oifo. [f. prec. + -lt 2
.]

So as to have the same boundaries
; cocxtensively.

1859 Tennent Ceylon II. i. 15 The policy of extending
[his] religion conterminously with his dominions,

t Conterra nean, a. Obs. [f. L. conternlne-

us (see next) + -an : ex. subterranean.] = next
c 164$ HaWBLL Lett. IV. vii, He said that if women were

not conterranean and mingled with men, Angels would
descend and dwell among us.

t Conterra*neons (
a. Obs. [f. L. confer-

i rant us of the same country (f. con- together with

+ terra land) + -ous : cf. subterraneous.] Of or
1 belonging to the same country, lnnd, or region.

(644 lip. Maxwell Prerog. Chr. Kings x. no Otherwise
we must deny David's title over Aram, and other neighltour

conterraneous Kingdomcs. a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Wks.
1721 III. 286 As Paul . . Had for his conterraneous Kindred
Zeal, That they the like transporting Joys might feci.

Contoschoun, obs. f. Contusion.
Contesse, obs. f. Countess.

t Contesserate, pa. pple. Obs. rare. Inquot.
1 -at. [f. L. contesserdt- ppl. stem of contesserdre*.

see next.] Leagued together in friendship.

1606 G. W[oodcocke] Hist, fvstine 118 b, The kings that
1 were his neighbours, and were contesscrat with him.

+ Contessera tion. Obs. [ad. L. contesserdt

tion-cm (Tertullian\ n. of action from contesserdre

(f. con + tessera) to contract friendship by means
of the tessera hospitalis, a square tablet which wns
divided as a tally or token between two friends in

order that they or their descendants might thereby

ever afterwards recognize each other.]

L Contraction of friendship by means of the

tessera or other symbol of union.
1620 Donne Serm. Gen. xviii. 25 But certainly, there is a

race that have not this contesseration [baptism), nor these

Testimonial) letters, nor this outward baptisme. 1654 Jbm.

Taylor Real Pres. 1 The holy symboles of the Kucnartsi

were intended to be a contesseration, and an union t«f

Christian societies to God, and with one another. 1660

Stillincfu fren. m vii. % 4 To denote their mutual COM*

tessaration in the faith, and communion in the same Church.
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2. [L. tessera a chequer.] A chequered or tessel-

lated combination, a ' mosaic \
1671 B. Oley Life G. Herbert O v <T.), To describe that

person of his, which afforded so unusual a contesseration of
elegancies, and set of rarities to the beholder.

t Contest, sb. x Obs. [app. rcpr. a med.L.
*conlcstis joint witness, f. con- together + testis

witness.] A joint witness.

1551 in Foxe A, $ M. VI. 198 The said deponent, with
his contest James Basset, spake with his grace in the
gallery. 1363 Ibid. (ed. 1) 713 What wordes and sentences
they then herd, who was with them there as contests. [1602
T. Fitzherbert Apol. 13 a, When the said evidence is not so
manifest, two witnesses at least are required and the same
to be contestes, that is. .affirming one and the same thing.]

Contest (k^ntest), sb? [app. f. Contest v.

(and originally having the same stress) ; but cf.

mod.F. conteste, not in Cotgr. 1611, but quoted by
Littrd, in phrase sans contests, from Moliere 1654.]

L Strife in argument, keen controversy, dispute,

debate, wordy war. f Without contest: without

dispute, incontestably.

1643 Denham Cooper's Hill 69 Though this of old no less

contest did move, Than when for Homer's Birth seven Cities

strove. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1 189 And of thir vain contest
appeer'd no end. 1707 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. (1715) II. ix,

He was, without Contest, As grand a Rebel as the best. 1750
Johnson Rambler No. 40 r 3 When the contest happens
to rise high between men of genius and learning. 1780
Cowper Rep. Adjudged Case 1 Between Nose and Eyes
a strange contest arose. 1784 — Task m. 161 Great contest
follows, and much learned dust Involves the combatants.

2. Struggle for victory, for a desired object, or

in defence
;

conflict, strife, contention.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1, (1843) 13/1 He [Bucking-
ham] was of a courage not to be daunted, which was mani-
fested . . in his contests with particular persons of the greatest
reputation. 1665 Manlev Grotint's Low C. Warres 215 In
the event of this Contest, it is very remarkable, that, .there
was not one considerable Ship lost. 1780 Burke Sp. de-
clining Poll Wks. III. 433 The worthy gentleman, who has
been snatched from us at the moment of the election, and in

the middle of the contest. 1797 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) I.

270 A contest commences, .between the Cuckoos for the pos-
session of the nest. 1839 Thirlwall Greece IV. 55 The assist-

ance they could hope to receive from Athens in their contest
with the enemy. 1856 KaneArct. Expl. II. xv. 161 The dogs
are carefully trained not to engage in contest with the bear.

3. Amicable conflict, as between competitors for

a prize or distinction
;
competition.

1647 Crashaw* Poems 4 O sweet contest ; of woes With
loves, of tears with smiles disporting. 1752 Johnson
Rambler No. 205 F 6 As the evening approached, the con-
test [for prizes] grew more earnest. 1839 Thirlwall Greece
IV. 421 Many of the late competitors returned to the con-
test. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 87 In musical contests
there shall be one set of judges of solo singing or playing.

Contest (k^nte'st), v. [a. F. conteste-r ' to

call or take to witnesse, make an earnest protesta-

tion or complaint vnto ; also to brable, argue,

debate a matter with ; also to denie, gainesay,

contest against 1 (Cotgr. 1611), = It. contestare ' to

strive, debate' (Florio 1598), Pr. and Sp. con-

testar. The original source is L. contestdrl to take

or call to witness (f. con- + testdrl to be a witness,

bear witness, f. testis a witness) ; thence the legal

phrase contestdrl litem, to introduce a lawsuit by
calling witnesses, to bring an action ; whence the

modern sense. The Fr. vb. appears to have taken
its senses partly from the orig. L., and partly from
the Italian ; and is followed in both by the Eng.]

I. Senses connected with L. contestdrl to take

to witness. Obs.

f 1, trans. To assert or confirm with the witness
of an oath, to swear to (a fact or statement). Obs.
x579 J- Stubbes Gaping GulfD'^h, Oathes and sworn

promises contested at theyr high altar of their masse. 1613
Heywood Brazen Age u Wks. 1874 III. 174 As we are
Oeneus the /Etolians King... So we contest we make her
here the prize Of the proud victor.

f 2. To witness to, attest ; to bear corroborative

testimony to ; to attest along with another, rare.

1591 Drayton Moses 1, For thy faire brow apparently con-
tests The currant stamp of a cleane nuptial bed. 1649
Selden Laws Eng. 1. xxxvii. (1739) 56 The Oath of the
party suspected, and the concurrent testimony of other men :

The first attesting his own innocency, the other contesting
their Consciences of the truth of the former testimony.

T 3. To call to witness, take to witness, adjure

;

to address with a solemn appeal, charge, etc. Obs.
1609 Bible (Douay) Ps. Ixxx. 9 Heare o my people : and

I wil contest thee. 1611 — Ex. xix. 21 And the Lord said
vnto Moses, Goe downe, charge [marg., Heb. contest] the
people. 1621 Ainsworth Annot. Pentat. (1639) 69 Paul
used to Contest for charge) before God and His Angels.

fb. intr. To bear witness, 'testify', make a
solemn appeal or protest. Obs.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 11. v. 35 Ioab displeaseth
Dauid, when he contesteth against the numbring of the
people. 1609 Bible (Douay) Amos iii. 13 Heare ye, and
contest in the house of Jacob, sayth our Lord.

II. Senses originating in L. contestdrl litem.

4. intr. To contend or strive {with or against)

in argument ; to dispute or debate keenly, wrangle.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 53 To argue and refute

him by arguments contending and contesting against that
which hath beene said. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 2 Tim.
iii. 8 Jannes and Jambres . . resisted Moses and contested

Vol. II.

with him in the message he brought from God. 1667 Mil-

ton P. L. x. 756 Inexplicable Thy Justice seems ; yet to say
truth, too late I thus contest, a 1715 Burnet (J.), The
difficulty of an argument adds to the pleasure of contesting
with it, when there are hopes of victory. 1829 Southey
Sir T. More I. 349 He dared not contest obstinately against
persons of quality, who would be offended by his discourse.

5. trans. To argue or debate (a point, etc.) ; to

argue against, dispute, controvert, call in question.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 107 Can such a one contest the
Divine decree? 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. Pref. (1721) I.

91 A fifth Rule (which one may hope will not be contested*.

1751-73 Jortin Eccl. Hist. (R.), The excellence of Christian

morality will not be contested by fair and candid adver-

saries. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. I. 339 He
contested the right of the pope to dispense them. 1839
Mill Liberty ii. 37 With every opportunity for contesting
it, it has not been refuted.

6. intr. To strive or contend (in a general sense

\

a 1618 Raleigh Rem. (1644) 73 Have we not the Kings
eares, who dares contest with us? 1647 W. Browne Polex.
11. 293 Contest no more against what is just, and be not
guilty of your owne death, a 1711 Ken Preparatiz<es Poet.

Wks. 1721 IV. 38 Tell me how we best With Trouble and
Temptation may contest. 1733 VqveEss. Man in. 303 For
Forms of Government let Fools contest. 1863 Ruskin
Munera P. (1880) 132 No form of government, .is, as such,

to be either condemned or praised, or contested for in any-
wise, but by fools.

7. trans. To contend, straggle, or fight for ; to

dispute with arms.
a 1626 Bacon Polit. Fables ix, The matter was contested

by single combat. 1818 Southey Fun. Song P'cess Char-
lotte, Mournful was that Edward's fame, Won in fields

contested well. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. x.

480 Every defensible spot of ground was stoutly contested
by the Britons. 1874 Green Slwrt Hist. ii. § 4. 77 There
was none of the house of Godwine to contest the crown,

b. To oppose with arms, fight against.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 89 Yet these each other's power so
strong contest, That either seems destructive of the rest.

C. with cognate object.

1614 Raleich Hist. World 11. xiii. 8 The Warre which
before-time they had contested with Gideon. 1841 Elphin-
stone Hist. fud. I. 533 It was better contested than might
have been expected from the unequal skill of the generals.

8. intr. To contend in rivalry, vie, compete {with).

1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. v. 116, I . .do contest As hotly and as
nobly with thy Loue, As euer in ambitious strength I did
Contend against thy Valour. 1725 Pope Odyss, (J.), Of
man, who dares in pomp with Jove contest.

9. trans. To contend for in emulation.
1725 Pope Odyss. xxi. 144 Accept the tryal, and the prize

contest. 1832 Lander Adv. Niger I. vi. 244 The race was
well contested, 1888 Morlev Burke 16 That he contested
Adam Smith's chair of moral philosophy at Glasgow along
with Hume.
fb. To set in competition or rivalry. Obs. rare.

1681 Cotton Wond. Peak (ed. 4) 13 A great transparent
pillar . . such a one as Nature does contest . .With all the
obelisks of antique Greece.

Contestable (k^ntcstab'l), a. [f. Contest v.

+ -able
j

perh. a. mod.F. contestable (Cotgr.).]

That may be contested; disputable, debatable.

1702 J. Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 97 If it proves
so contestable. 1761 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 39/2 The
contrary of this proposition is at least extremely contestable.

1889 Gladstone Sp. in Pari. 20 Feb., I do not recollect for

many years a case in which the House has been called upon
to express an opinion on contestable matter in the Address
to the Throne.

Hence Contestableness.
1730-6 in Bailey (.folio) ; whence 1755 in Johnson ; and in

mod. Diets.

Contestant (kf?nte*stant). [a. F. contestant,

pr. pple. of contester to Contest, used as adj. and
sb. : cf. combatant, assailant. Not in Bailey, John-
son, Webster 1828, Worcester 1846 ; common
during Civil War in U. S., and since.] One who
contests ; one who takes part in a contest.

1665 Manley Grotius' Loiu C. Warres 329 The Indian
Company, .being freed both from their Enemie's Arms and
all other contestants. 1861 Times 8 Nov. {Defeat ofFederal
Army\ A little after six o'clock the remaining contestants
withdrew down the precipitous river bank. 1870 Public
Opin. 6 Aug. 162 The present war . .will materially change
the position of the contestants. 1887 Standard 7 Nov. 3/7
A butter-making competition. .There were twenty-two con-
testants, several of whom were farmers' wives,

t Contesta'te, pa. pple. Obs. Sc. [ad. L.

contestdt-us, pa. pple. of contestdrl : see Contest
z/.] = Contested.
c 1450 Henrvson Tale cf Dog 92 And quhen the Scheip

this stryif had contestait.

t Contestate, v> Obs. rare. [f. L. contestdt-

ppl. stem of contestdrl: see Contest v.] = Con-
test v. (in different senses'1

.

c 1575 T. Hacket tr. Amadis de Gaule (Bynneman) 188
Why will I thus contestate or enter into reason with him
that hath none? 1586 Ferne Bias. Gentrie 317 Within
six monthes after the quarell mooued, and by the other con-
testated, 16x3 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Contestate, to call

to witnesse. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Contestate, to bear or
prove by witness, to witness together.

Contestation (kpntestJ'-Jan). [ad. L. con-

testdtidn-em, n. of action from contestdrl: see Con-
test v. The senses are partly from L., ancient

and mediaeval, partly from F. contestation dispute,

contest (late 16th c. in Littre). Cotgr., 161 1, has
1 A contestation ; a protestation, taking or calling to wit-

nesse
;

also, a contesting, striuing, debating, reasoning,

brabling about a matter: also a contestation against; a
gainsaying, denying, or waging, of Law.']

f I. 1, The action of calling or taking to wit-

ness, adjuration ; solemn appeal or protest. Obs.

1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. Pref. 4 b, With all kyndes
of delusion and iuggleyng. .of sophisticall learnyng, of holy
contestacions. 1563-87 Foxe A, # M. (1684) I. 40/1 Again
. .John spake unto him, and desired him in like manner and
contestation as before. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World in. vi.

6 No intreatie, nor contestation would suffice to hold them
together, a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. Acts xxiii. 3 Ananias
his insolent and injurious injunction, St. Paul's zealous
answer and contestation [' God shall smite thee', etc].

f 2. Solemn asseveration, or oath. Obs.

1614T. Adams Devil's Banquet 8 Hath he bound himselfe
with the spels of diuellish contestations . . not to eat or drinke
till he hath killed Paul? 1618 MynshulA"^. Prison, Jaylors

31 Any oath or contestation of the worthiest Gentleman.

fb. Confirmation by oath or testimony, con-

joint attestation. Obs.

1386 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 78 Let the gentleman subscribe
his name, next after the Bishop, .in the contestation of any
instrument or solemne acte. 1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. xli.

(1647) 29 r ^ut tms 's t0° known, t0 need a contestation.

II. 3. See Litiscontestation.
1622 Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 469 That after the con-

testation of the suit, there be no matter of any dilatorie

exceptions alledged to hinder the proceedings. [1875 Poste
Gains in. (ed. 2) 445 Contestation is when both parties

exclaim, 'Give your attestation.' It marks the definitive

settlement of the issue to be tried.]

4. Disputation or controversy, as between parties

at law ; verbal contention ; keen argumentation.
1580 North Plutarch (1676) 974 Being weary with the

contestations of certain Pleader.-., he [Augustus] went in

choler out of his Seat. 1657 Earl Monm. tr. Paruta's Polit*

Disc. 94 They were still at contestation between themselves.
1682 Dryden Relig. Laid Pref. (Globe) 187 That Belief

was drawn up after a long contestation with Arius. 1741
Middleton Cicero n. vii. (ed. 3) 214 This counsil prevailed

after many warm contestations. 1861 Sat. Rev. 21 Sept.

305 One or two of the witnesses speak of the subject of
contestation as certain Spiegttn (mirrors) which Guttenberg
was desirous of producing.

5. The action of struggling together as adver-

saries; contention, conflict, contest.

1606 Shaks. Ant. A> CI. 11. ii. 43 Your Wife and Brother
Made warres vpon me, and their contestation Was Theame
for you. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter iii. 10 Fire and water
cannot meet without a hissing contestation. 1647 May
Hist, Pari. in. iv. 82 The fortune of Warre . . had been
very various, and daily contestations happened. 1816 F.

H. Naylor Hist. Germany I. 11. xv. 716 The few sources of

sustenance . . became objects of daily contestation.

6. Competition; emulation, rivalry. (Now Sc.)

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 332 The king of the

Aethiopians is entred into contestation and contention with
me, as touching wisedome Trpb? eue troifu'a? afAiAAnr].

1651 Hobbes Govt. fySoc. v. § 5. 77 Among [men] there is a
contestation of honour and preferment, .whence hatred and
envy. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. ScotI. 11. vi. 230 Corpora-
tions, who [1650-1750] adopted not * contestation ' for deter-

mining the merits of candidates. 1885 Ogilvics Imp. Diet.

s.v., The appointment was made by public contestation.

7. The contesting or disputing (of a point,

claim, etc.). In contestation : in dispute.

1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. x. Pref. § 41 So farre as con-

cernes the points in contestation. 1698 Sidney Disc. Govt.

(1704) 379 No Rule can be so exact, to make provision

against all contestations. 1840 Mill Diss. <y Disc, Tk.
Vision (1859) II- 84 This apparent paradox was no sooner
published than it took its place, almost without contestation,

among established opinions. 1868 Seyd Bullion 2 There
are not many of them open to contestation.

8. An assertion contended for ; a contention.

1880 Fortn. Rev. Apr. 522 The Austrian contestation has
never ceased to be that the people of Bosnia and Herze-
govina are not ripe for self government. 1884 Ld. Watson
in Law Rep. 9 Appeal Cases 76 The appellant's contesta-

tion upon this point is untenable.

Contesta'tional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -al.] Of
the nature of contestation. (In non-contestational.)

1826 Bentham in Westm. Rev. VI. 4S8 Judge's non-con-

testational evidence—elicitative function.

t Conte*stative, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. con-

testant- (see Contestate) + -ive.] Relating to or

dealing with contestation.

1616 Brent tr. Sarpi's Counc. Trent (1676) 223 Those
[words] were prenunciative and these contestative.

Contested (k^nte-sted),///. a. [f. Contests.

+ -ED.] Disputed, contended for or about, made
an object of contention or competition. Contested

election: one which is disputed at the poll; formerly,

and still in U.S., an election of which the validity

or legality is challenged, called more recently a

controverted election,

1672 Dryden Conq. Granada 1. 11. i, And from the French
contested Milan take. 1727 Fielding Love in Sev. Masq.
Wks. 1775 1. 11, I shall be like a contested heir who spends

his estate in the pursuit of it. 1771 Junius Lett. Hx. (1798)

II. 183 Contested elections shall, .be determined with some
decent regard to the merits of the case. The event of the

suit is of no consequence to the Crown. 1780 Burke Sp.prev.

to Election Wks. III. 355 A contested election in such a
city as this Is no light thing. 1841 Dickens Lett. (1880)

I. 44, I cannot afford the expense of a contested election.

1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. Pref. 68 The means of deciding

contested points in history and science.

Contester (k^fhte'stai). Also -or. [f. as prec.

+ -er.] One who contests.

1884 Chr. Commw. 28 Feb. 465/1 These fierce contestors

against Ritualism in the Church of England.

U4
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Contesting (k^nte'stirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prcc.

+ -ing The action of the verb Contest ; con-

tending, disputing.
1616 Rich Cabinet 75 b, Kings can neither endure com-

parisons . . nor contesting*, though they are in the wrong
themselves. 1656 Artif. Handsont. 52 Those honest en-

deavours, .are no rude contestings with Gods providence.

Conte'Sting, a. [f. as prec. +-ING*.]
That contests

;
contending, competing.

1697 J. Sergeant Solid Philos. 231 The two Contesting
Motives. 1880 Daily Tel. 7 Sept., In yacht-racing you
must be on board the contesting craft to . . enjoy the pastime.

Hence Conte stingly adv.
1648 W. Mountague Devout Ess. xix. § 8. 371 (T. 1 The

more contestingly they set their reason to explain them, the
more intricate they, perhaps, will find them.

t Contestion. Bad form for Contestation.
163s LiTHGOW Trazi. 1. 10 Diuers contestions haue I had,

about the equality of London, and Paris. 1654 E. Johnson
Wotui.-wrkg. Provid. 182 Together with the contestion
begun in our Native country.

t Conte'stless, a. Obs. [f. Contest + -less ;

cf. resistless] Not to be contested, indisputable.
a 1730 A. Hill (T.\ liut now 'tis truth contestless [=F.

sans contested

t Conte'X, v. Obs. [ad. L. contex-ere to weave
together, interweave, join together, compose, f.

con- + tex?re to weave. (Cf. It. contessere in same
senses.)] trans. To weave together ; to form, con-

struct, or compose as by interweaving of parts.

154a BkcoM Pat/no. Prayer Wks. (1843) M3» I should
contex and make a work longer than the Iliads of. . Homer.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man v. 68 This body is called Pan-
cnreas..for that it is made and contexed of Glandulous
flesh. i6a6 Ailesbuky Passion Strut. 7 Esay . .who seemes
to contex a history, not write a prophesie. 1684 Boyle
Porousn. Anint. Hod. \. 5 The Corpuscles that are requisite
to contex such differing parts, as Membranes, Fibres, etc.

t Context, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. context-us, pa.

pple. oicontexfre seeprec.),coincidingwithanative
pa. pple. of contex vb.] Woven or knit together.
1541 K. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirur?,, The skynne

is composed & context and wouen with thredes and
vaynes. 1661 Boyle Spring ofAir 111. iv. (16821 71 Describe
how such a string may be context. 1713 Derham Phys.
Theol. iv. xii. 222 Hollow and thin, for Lightness, but
withal context and firm, for Strength,

Context (kjrntekst), sb. In 5-6 -texte. [ail.

L. contextus («-stem' connexion, f. ppL stem of
contex^re to weave together, connect (see above .

Cf. mod.F. contexte (in Cotgr.).]

1 1. The weaving together of words and sentences

;

construction of speech, literary composition. Obs.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 5 In the contexte historicalle

[coutextu historical the rewle off lyvenge and forme of
vertues moralle. .^iffe grete resplendence thro the diligence
of croniclers. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650' I. 450 Since these
kings there is little difference in the context of [the French]
speech, but only in the choice of words, and softness of
pronounciation.

f 2. concr. The connected structure of a writing
or composition

; a continuous text or composition
with parts duly connected. Obs.
1516 PHgr. Per/. (W. deW. 1531) 181 Though the aungell

in the contexte of his salutacyon, expressed not this name
Maria. 1531 Elyot Go?>. in. xxv, The bokes of the Euan*
gelistes, vuF^arely called the gospelles, which be one con-
texte of an historic 1633 H. Garthwaitk (titte\ The Evan-
gelical Harmonie, reducing the Four Evangelists into one
Continued Context. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. Pref. (1851* 95
That book within whose sacred context all wisdome is in-

folded.

fig' .^35 Quarles Entbl. 11. vi, The skillful gloss of her
reflection But paints the context of thy coarse complexion.
1 3. The connexion or coherence between the

parts of a discourse. Obs.
1613 R. C. Table A Iph. (ed. A Context, the agreeing of

the matter going before, with that which followeth. i6aa
Fotherby Atheont. Pref. 20, I haue. .hindered not the con-
text, and roundnesse of the speech. 1641 J. Jackson True
Evang. T. 11. 141 The context, or alliance that the text
hath with the pretext, or verse immediately foregoing.

4. concr. The whole structure of a connected
passage regarded in its bearing upon any of the
parts which constitute it ; the parts which im-
mediately precede or follow any particular passage
or 'text and determine its meaning. (Formerly
circumstance q. v. 1 c, quots. 1549, 1579.)
c 1568 Fu lke^A nsvj. Ckr. Protestant (1577) 84 When the

articles following are spoken in one context and phrase.
1583 — Defence (Parker Soc.) 561 The whole context
is this :

' Let no man say,' etc. 1631 R. Byfield Doctr.
Sabb. 24 If it bee meant of. .thou, that were absonant from
the. .context. 1680 Beveridge Sertu. (172a) II. 1 That we
may understand these words aright, it will be necessary to
take a short view of the context. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision
§ 73 A word pronounced with certain circumstances, or in a
certain context with other words, a 1714, Sharp Wks. VII.
xv. (R.*, To this I answer plainly according to all the light
that the contexts afford in this matter. 1840 Corden
Speeches 46, I wish honourable gentlemen would have the
fairness to give the entire context of what I did say, and
not pick out detached words. 1881 Froude Short Stud.

i" 1, 294 * paraRraph .
.
unintelligible from want of context

b. trans/, and fig.
184a H. E. Manning Serm. (1848) I. i. 9 We carry on with

us from day to day the whole moral context of the day gone
3fc

x8?3 Kuskin Stones Ven. II. vi, It is literally impos-
sible, without consulting the context of the building, to say
whether the cusps have been added for the sake of beauty

or of strength. 1877 E. Caird Philos. Kant 11. v. 281 The
position of facts in the context of experience.

C. In this context : in this connexion.
1873 R. Congreve Ess., etc. (1874) 480, I should avail

myself of the words of one of our number—not used in this

context, but suiting my present purpose.

1 5. m Contexture. Obs.

1707 E. Ward Hud. Redrv. (1715] I. xvn, Sooner pene-
trate a Board, Than by a Cut or Thrust divide The Con-

'

text of the stubborn Hide. 1766 R. Griffith Lett. Henry
4- Frances III. 274 The Union of Soul and Body .. that >

I mistic Context.

t Context, v. Obs. [f. L. context- ppl. stem

of contex-Pre to Contex.] To weave together ;
=

Contex. (Perh. only in pa. pple. )

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. xvL 49 Euen to the vngluing of

I
the whole world's frame; Contexted onely, by Commerce,

I
and Contracts, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <y Mon. {1642)

343 So have I contexted a continued Catalogue and List.

1768 74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 52 Count the threads

;
whereof they [events] aratcontexted.

t Conte xted, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -Eix]

Woven together, sewn together, connected.
a 1636 Bacon Exam. E. Peachem Wks. (Spedding, etc.)

XII. 126 Those traiterous passages which are both in his

loose and contexted papers. 1618 Feltham Resolves 11.

Ixxi. 202 If the Subject bee Historie, or contexted Fable,
then I hold it better put in Prose.

Conte'xtive, ct. rare. [f. L. context- ppl. stem
of contexb're (see above) + -ive.] That weaves or
connects together.

1850 Baynes Port-Royal Logic(iB$i) p. xxx. Analysis and
synthesis (termed in it tne contextive and retextive methods).

Contextual (,kf7nte*ksti«al), a. [mod. f. L.

.
contextu-s + -al, after textual which goes back to

17th c] Of or belonging to the context
; depend-

1 ing only on the context.
1812 29 S. T. Coleridge Lit. Rent. III. 113 To the con-

tempt or neglect of the literal and contextual sense. 1858
I Gladstone //outer III. 229 The word Troes .. is some-
' times confined strictly to the inhabitants of the city : but .

.

perhaps always with contextual indications that such is the 1

sense. 1887 Academy 5 Mar., I would not use them as a
final appeal on the passage in question, for they are not
contextual to it. Mod. The meaning assigned to the word
here is merely contextual.

Conte'xtually, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2
.] In

regard to or according to the context.
1817 (1. S. Faber Orig. Exp. Sacr. 121 A sense good and

, consistent and contextually harmonious. 1861 Ellicott
j

Aids to Faith ix. 432 Develop and enunciate the meaning
under the limitations assigned by the context, or, in other
words, Interpret contextually.

Conte'xtural, a. rare. [f. Contexture +
- al.] Of or pertaining to the contexture or context.
1666 J. Smith Old Age (1676) 182 The Contextural ex-

pressions are of the self-same nature.

Contextnre k/Jnte*kstiiu). [a. F. contexture

\

(Montaigne, i572-8o\ =It. contestura (Florio),
I

: prob. repr. a med.L. *contextiira. f. context- ppl.

I
stem of tonttxlrt : cf. L. textura Texture. Very
common in 17th c. ; now rare.]

1. The action or process of weaving together or
intertwining ; the fact of being woven together

;

the manner in which this is done, texture.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. xi. P5 Christ., will pro-
vide one [scourge] of his own contexture. 1664 Power I

Exp. Philos. 1. 46 In the Silk Ribbans, you might plainly
see the Contexture. 1691 E. Taylor tr. Behmen's Theos.
Philos. 64 The profitable Contexture of the Silk-worm.
17*6 Leoni tr. AlbertCs Archit. I. 89 b, Oziers. .strike their
Roots into the Rampart, and by the contexture of their
Fibres strengthen the whole work. 1877 Bryant Sella 78
Then Sella hung the slippers in the porch . . and all who
passed Admired their fair contexture.

b. Sc. Law. (See quot) Cf. Constructure 2.

1861 W. Hell Diet. Law Scot., Contexture is a mode of
industrial accession borrowed from the Roman Law. It

takes place where things belonging to one are wrought into
another's cloth, and are carried therewith as accessary.

2. trans/. The linking together of materials or
elements, so as to form a connected structure
(natural or artificial) ; the manner in which the
parts of a thing are thus united.
1605 Bacon Adv. L.eam. 11. vii. § 4 Touching the Con-

texture or Configuration of things. ^1652 J. Smith Set.
Disc. vi. 207 A true understanding of things in their co-
herence and contexture. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 111.

ii. 8 14 Without this there cannot be imagined any con-
course of Atoms at all, much less any such contexture of
bodyes out of them. 1678 Cudworth /ntell. Syst. 1. iii.

1 25. 131 Secundary Results from certain fortuitous Concre-
tions and Contextures of Atoms. 1748 tr. Vegetius* Dis-
temp, /forses 81 The Joinings and Contexture of the Belly
and Intestines. 1866 Felton Anc.

<fr
Mod. Gr. II. vii. 401

The people., are well shaped and of excellent contexture.

D - fig* °f things non-material.
1604 Daniel Fun. Poem Earl Devonshire, How that

brave mind was built, and in what sort All thy contexture
of thy heart hath l>een. 167a Marvell Reh. Transp. 1. 29
The Roman Church, having by a regular Contexture of con-
tinued Policy, .interwoven itself with the Secular Interest.
a 1716 South Sertu. 1 1, viii. Such small . . hints have some*
times unravelled . . the contexture of the deepest villanies.

1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. 19M C. v. 168 The ser-
vices became more lengthy in their recitation, and more
artificial in their contexture.

3. The structure, composition, or texture of any-
thing made up by the combination of elements.
Now chiefly

fig, from U

a 1639 Wotton (J.\ He was not of any delicate contex-
ture; nis limbs rather sturdy than dainty. 1665-6 Phil.
Trans. I. 35 A large Mushrom of a loose watrish contex-
ture. 17*0 W. Gibson Diet. Horses vii. {ed. 3) in In some
Contextures of Body this produces no immediate effect.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones (1775) III. 86 Women are of a
nice contexture ; and our spirits, when disordered, are not
to be recomposed in a moment. 1811 Pinkerton Petral.
II. 225 Stones apparently hard, are sometimes more subject
to decay than those of a softer contexture. 1851 Sir F.
Palcrave Norm. a> Eng. I. 525 Society's whole contexture,

4. That which is put together or constructed by
the intertwining of parts, a. qxizsi-concr. A mass

0/ things interwoven together.
1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xix. (1632^ 37 Shall I not change

this goodly contexture of things for you T 1667 Phil. Trans.
II. 491 The Corpus Callosum is nothing but a Contexture
of small Fibres. 175a Chesterf. Lett. III. eclxxiii. 250
That most ingenious contexture of truth and lies. 1876
Alexander Bantpton Led. 1,1877) 229 A great contexture of
converging probabilities.

b. An interwoven structure, a fabric.

1603 Florio Montaigne u I'm. (1632) 168 All this our con-
texture is built of wealce and decaying peeces. 1664 Power
Exp. Philos. 1. 17 How many thousand parts of Matter
must go to make up this heterogeneous Contexture? 1715
tr. Pancirollus' Rerum Mem. I. 1. iv. 12 These kind of Con-
textures are not made of Vegetables, but of the Stone Ami-
antus. 1768-74 Tlxker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 361 We must
not pick out single threads but regard the whole contexture
as one piece.

5. The weaving together of words, sentences, etc.

in connected composition ; the construction or

composition of a writing as consisting of connected

and coherent members.
1603 Daniel Def. Rhime (1717) 19 The contexture of

Words. 1605 Bacon Adv. Leartt. n. ii. § 2 A perfect con-
tinuance or contexture of the thread of the narration. 1668
Wilkins Real Char. 111. iii. 309 The Contexture of sentence
with sentence. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals Pref. A ig,

There is one thing I may properly call my own, and that is

the Stile, and Contexture of tne book. 1758 Johnson Idler
No. 25 P 9 The art of dramatick disposition, the contexture
of the scenes. 1873 H. Rogers Orig. Bible v. 206 The con-
texture, peculiarities, and relations of the several books.

b. The connected structure or ' body * of a literary

composition ; a connected passage or composition.
a 1619 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. Pref. (1626) 1 It is more

then the Worke of one man . . to compose a passable Con-
texture of the whole History of England. i6a8 Hobbes
Thucyd. Pref., Being di^ourses inserted, and not of the
contexture of the Narration. 1751 Johnson Rambler No.
122 F 12 Collateral events are so artfully woven into the con-
texture of his principal i-tory. 1785 Reid /*/. Powers vi. vi.

452 Any contexture of words which docs not make a pro-

position is neither true nor false.

c. = Context 4.

1608 T. Morton Preamb. to Encotmter 17 Which the
contexture may seeme also to import, a 1661 Holvday
Juvenal 11 If we view the contexture of the place, we shall

find, etc. a 167a Sterry Posth. II As. II. 360 This Text
lying in this Contexture. 1878 S. Cox Sa/v. Mundi (1884)

44 Is there anything in the intention and contexture of
these ten passages to warrant so grave a departure from
the common meanings of the words?

Conte'xture, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To give its contexture to ; to weave
1831 Caklyle Sart. Res. 1. x, Round his mysterious Me,

there lies, .a Garment of Flesh, contextured in the Loom of
Heaven.
Conteygn, -teyne, -tiene, obs. ff. Contain.
Conteynent, -ue, obs. ff. Continent a., -uk.

Conticent (kyntisent), a. rare. [ad. L. con-

ticint-em, pr. pple. of conticere to be silent or slill,

f. con- intensive + tacere to be silent.] Keeping
silence, silent.

1859 Thackeray Virgin. H. (D.), The servants have left the

room, the guests sit conticent.

Contienaunce, obs. f. Countenance.
Contience, obs. bad form of Conscience.

+ Contignate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of

L. contignare to join together with beams, timbers,

or sticks, f. con- + tignum building material, piece

of timber.] trans. To join together with beams.
1651 Howell Venice 70 The whole Bulk is supported be-

sides with most curious Arches, contignated and joyn'd
together by marvailous Art.

Contignation (kfntign(7,*j3n). Obs. or arch.

[ad. L. contigttdtidn-em
y n. of action f. contignare:

see prec. Also in mod.F.]
1. The joining or framing together of beams or

boards ; the condition or manner of being joined

together ; jointing together.
1630 Donne Serm. Ps. lxviii. 20 Buildings stand by the

benefit of their . . contignations that knit and unite them .

.

The contignation and Knitting suffer them not to cleave.

1641 Evelyn Diary 25 Oct.-1 Nov., There stands an arch
..it has some imperceptible contignations, which do not

betray themselves easily to the eye. 1677 Hale Print.
Orig. Man. iv. iv. ^30 Tne congruity of its contignation to
another piece of Timber. 1754H1LDROP Misc. Whs. II. 4 j

In the contignation las the learned Doctor calls it) there is

no manner of Occasion for Oak.
fig. 163a Sanderson Serm. (1681) 289 To dissolve those

Joynts and Contignations which.. clasp into one Structure
those many little members and parts whereof all humane
societies consist. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace ii. Wks. VIII.
219 Linked by a contignation into the edifice of France.

2. A structure formed by joining timbers together,

a piece of joiner's or carpenter's work ; hence, any

conjoined structure, framework, or ' frame' of things.



CONTINUAL.
1634 Br. Hall Wks. (1837) V. 387 In that bright and

spacious contignation of the firmament. 1662 Petty Taxes
23 The next palace will be built from the whole present con-

tignation of houses at such a distance as, etc. 1676 Evelyn
Silva xxiv. § 13 In Crete they employ'd it [the Cypress] .

.

in the largest Contignations and did formerly build Ships
of it. 1889 Q. Rev. Apr. 350 He [Goethe] venerates the

Cross : but thinks it unworthy of a philosopher to refer the

whole scheme of Heaven and earth to ' that contignation '.

3. spec. A boarding or flooring ; a floor, story,

or stage.

1592 D. R. tr. HyPnerotomachia 63 A marueilous twisted

contignation or couering of gold-smiths work, ouer a foure

square plaine Court. 1624 Wotton Archit. in Reliq.

Wotton. (1672) 46 A Contignation or Floor born upon the

outward wall. 1646 J. Gregory Notes $ Observ. (1650) 11

Their private Oratories were appointed in the uppermost
Contignations of their Houses. 1703 T. N. City f C. Pur-
chaser 60 Each Contignation, or Floor. 1749 Phil. Trans.
XLVI. 230 A Plan of these Works, .with Remarks of every

thing that was curious in all three Contignations [stories of

a salt mine]. 1851 G. S. Faber Many Mansiom 131 To
pass, without obstruction, through doors, or walls, or con-

tignations.

T Conti'gual, Ohs. [f. L. contigu-ns (see

Contiguous) + -al.] = Contiguous.
1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of God iv. x. (1620) 156 We

place Iupiter in the skie (say they) and Iuno in the aire;

and these two are contiguall. 1610 W. Folkingham Art of
Survey II. ii. 49 Boundage is either contiguall or Remote.
1633 Ames Agst. Cerent. L 18 These mischeifs have fol-

lowed . . by more continuall or contiguall succession.

t Conti'gnate, a. Obs. Also 7 -at. [ad. med.L.
contigtidt-us ~ contiguus : see Du Cange. So F.

contigue' (Cotgr.).] Contiguous to ; in immediate
contact with.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 291 Contiguate to Flandres.

Ibid. I. 427 There is an other yle contiguate to that place.

1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. i. § 7 The earth also . . being
contiguat and mixt with waters. 1632 Lithgow Trav. 1.

(1682) 58 This Isle, .was antiently contiguate with the con-
tinent, but now rent asunder.

t Co'ntigue, ct. Obs. Sc. [a. F, contigu, -gue

(16th c. in Littre), ad. L. contigu-us touching to-

gether, touching each other, f. contingtre, stem
conlig- ( = con- + tag-) to touch on all sides, border
upon, etc. : see Contingent.] = Contiguous.
1549 Comfit. Scot. Ded. 4 His prochane enemets that lyis

contigue about his cuntre. 1610 in Spottiswood Hist. Ch.
Scot. vii. (1677) 514 To exchange the Churches one with
another, that all the Dioceses may lie contigue.

Contiguity (kpntigi/7'iti). [nd. L. contiguitas,

or F. contignite (17th c. in Littre), f. L. contigu-us
,

F. contigu : see prec. and -ity.]

1. The condition of touching or being in contact.

1641 Wilkins Math. Magick ti, iv. (1648) 175 There being
not the least contiguity or dependence upon any body. 1671

J. Webster Metaltogr. iv. 66 The heat is increased by the
contiguity of many grains lying one upon another. 1748
Hartley Observ. Man a. ii. no It might have been contigu-
ous to other Parts of our great Continent . . though that
Contiguity be since broken off. 184a W. Grove Corr. Phys.
Forces (ed. 6) 28 Communicating expansion to all bodies in
contiguity with it.

b. Jig. Of non-physical contact.
a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc. v. 160 A mere kind of apposi-

tion or contiguity of our natures with the divine. 1654
Codrington Hist. Ivstine 509 A woman, who by the
contiguitie of blood had neer relation to the King. 1840
Carlyle Heroes (1858) 305 It related, with a wondrous new
contiguity and perpetual closeness, the Past and Distant
with the Present in time and place.

C. Psychol. Proximity of impressions or ideas in

place or time, as a principle of association.
Law of Contiguity : the principle that 1 Actions, Sensa-

tions, and States of Feeling, occurring together, or in close

succession, tend to grow together, or cohere, in such a way
that when any of them is afterwards presented to the mind,
the others are apt to be brought up in idea ' Bain Mental $
Moral Sc. (1868) 85.

1739 Hume Treatise i. § 4 The qualities from which this

association arises, and by which the mind is after this man-
ner convey'd from one idea to another, are three, viz. : Re-
semblance, Contiguity in time or place, and Cause and
Effect. 1785 Reid Intetl. Potuers iv. iv, According to
[Hume's] philosophy . . contiguity must include causation.

1829 Jas. Mill Anal. Hum Mind I. 79 Contiguity of
two sensations in time means the successive order. 1838
Sir W. Hamilton in Reid's Wks. 294/2 note, Aristotle's

reduction is to the four following heads :—Proximity in

time—Contiguity in place—Resemblance—Contrast. 1868
Bain Ment. <$• Mor. Sc. 85 The principle of Contiguity has
been described under various names, as Hamilton's law of
* Redintegration'; the * Association of Ideas', including
Order in Time, Order in Place, Cause and Effect.

f 2. concr. A thing in contact ; a contiguous
thing, point, surface, etc. Ohs.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. t 53 It [crystall] hath

not its determination from circumscription or as conforming
unto contiguities. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. n. 93 Particles
of Air that lurk 'twixt the Contiguities of the Glass and
Quicksilver. Ibid. II. 132 Creeping up 'twixt the Contiguity
of the Glass and Quicksilver.

3. quosi-concr, A continuous mass, whereof all

the parts are in uninterrupted contact.

1784 Cowper Task 11. 2 Some boundless contiguity of
shade. 1858 Hawthorne Ft. $ It. Jmls. II. 47 The
general picture was a contiguity of red, earthen roofs.
a 1864— A tner. Note-bks. (1879) 1 1. 46 Among the contiguity
of trees.

4. loosely. Close proximity, without actual contact.
[1656 Blount Glossogr., Contiguity, nearness, the close

being of two together.] 1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827)

903

j
I. n. 334 Called the Faro or strait of Messina from its con- :

tiguity to that city. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 690 Its
\

contiguity to the West India islands gives the merchants
superior advantages. 1828 Scorr F. M. Perth xiv, There

,

were two which stood in such close contiguity, that they

seemed to have been portions of the same rock, which.,
now exhibited a chasm of about four feet. 1874 Lyell :

Elent. Geol. xvi. 248 The contiguity of land may be in- '

ferred. .from these vegetable productions.

Contiguous (k£?nti-gi**|3s), a. [f. L. contigu-us

(see Contigue) + -ous.]

1. Touching, in actual contact, next in space ;

meeting at a common boundary, bordering, adjoin-

j

ing. Const to, formerly also with.
1611 Cokyat Crudities 81 Two seuerall Castles built on a

rocke which are so neare together that they are euen con- .

tiguous. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 865 Water, being contiguous
with aire, cooleth it, hut moisteneth it not. 1644 Evelyn
Diary 21 Apr., This [island] is contiguous to y towne by a '

stately stone bridge. 1722 J. Macky ")ourn. thro' Eng. I.

177 London and Westminster . . are now by their Buildings

become contiguous, and in a manner united. 1750 Johnson
Rambler No. 34 T 3 An heiress whose land lies contiguous
to mine. 1842 W. Grovk Corr. Phys. Forces 49 The hydrogen
..unites with the oxygen of the contiguous molecule of

water. 1874 S. Cox Pilgr. Ps. iii. 51 Long rows of con-

tiguous houses.

b. Math. Contiguous angles : = adjacent angles.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Contiguous angles, .are such
!

as have one leg common to each angle ; otherwise called

adjoining angles.

2. Next in time or order, immediately successive.
'

1612-15 Bp. Hall Contempt., N. T. in. i, The favours of
our benificent Saviour were at the least contiguous. No
sooner hath hee raised the centurion's servant from his bed,

then hee raises the widowe's son from his beere.
_
1748

Hartley Observ. Man 11. iv. 402 Two great Events will fall

upon two contiguous Moments of Time.

3. Coadjacent in experience or thought.

1770 Beattik Ess. Truth ft, ii. § 3 fR.) The fancy is de-

termined by habit to pass from the idea of fire to that of
melted lead, on account of our having always perceived
them contiguous and successive.

f 4. Continuous, with its parts in uninterrupted
;

contact. Obs.

1715 Leoni tr. Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 51 Instead of 1

Pilasters, there is a contiguous Wall. i725 Foe Voy.
j

round Worldu. 47 The notion of the Hills being contiguous,

like a wall that had no gates.

5. loosely. Neighbouring, situated in close prox- !

imity (though not in contact), f Of persons: Dwell-
\

ing near.

1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes App. 25 Those Parishes,

within five miles distance, may be served by a Contiguous
Minister. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 149 The island of
Goram is said to have thirteen mosques . . Contiguous is a
small island called Salwak. a 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser.

in. ii. (1872) I. 22 It [the spirit of the world] is found in a
different form in contiguous towns.

Contiguously (k^nti'gi«|3sli), adv. [f. prec.
'

4- -IiT.l In a way that is contiguous ; in contact.

1639 G. Daniel Rectus, xliii. 24 Behold the Kaine-Bow,
and admire to see Transparant Shadowes mixt Contigu-
ouslie. 1679 Dryden Ovid's Met. L 30 The next of kin

j

contiguously embrace. 1702 Sir J. Holt in Mod. Reports '

XII. 510 If a river run contiguously between the land of
two persons. 1822 Imison Sc. <t Art I. 296 Forty-four such i

eggs, .laid contiguously in a right line.

Conti'ffuousness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality ofbeing contiguous

;
contiguity.

1622-62 Hkylxn Cosmogr. IV. (1682) 43 This country in
I

regard of its contiguousness . . to the other Libya. 1639
Fuller Holy War v. xxvii. 276 Infected with more misery 1

than they have already, by contiguousness to others.

Contik, var. of Conteck, Obs., strife.

Continaunce, obs. form of Countenance.
Continence (k^rntinens). [a. 14th c. F. con-

t

tinence, or ad. L. continentia, a holding back, re- ,

pression (of passions, desires, etc.), also in late L.
1 tenor or contents (of a work) f. continent-, pr.

]

pple. of continere to Contain : see -ence. A
doublet of Countenance, OF. contenance, which
represents a development of branch II.]

I. Self-restraint.

1. Self-restraint, in regard to impulse, appetite, or
j

desire.

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (1866) 15 A saule bat. .es clede

in vertus, as. .in contynence, in wysdome, in trouthe, hope,
and charyte. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Roljs) III. 195 pis

Pictagoras usede so grete contynence and abstinence bat he
ete nober fische ne flesche. 1531 Elyot Gov, (1580) 179 :

Continence is a vertue which keepeth the plesaunt appe-
j

tite of man under the yoke of reason. 1694 Crowne^Mar- !

ried Beau ii. 12 No woman has much continence in her
!

tongue. 1700 Dryden Fables Pref. (Globe) 499^ He knows
when to leave off, a continence which is practised by few
writers. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Manners Wks.(Bohn)

I

II. 47 They have as much energy, as much continence of

character as they ever had.

2. spec. Self-restraint in the matter of sexual ap-

petite, displayed either by due moderation or (as

more frequently taken) by entire abstinence. (Some-
times identified with, sometimes distinguished from,

Chastity.)
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 109 Vowis of contynense. c 1386

Chaucer Wife's Prol. 106 Virginitee is greet perfeccioun,

And continens eek with deuocioun. X450-1530 Myrr. our I

Ladye p. Ii, Seint Birget induced hir husbande to lyfe in

contynens many yeres. 1531 Elyot Gov. i. xxi, Continence,
j

which is a meane betwene Chastitie and inordinate luste.

CONTINENT.
a 1667 Jer. Taylor Holy Living L iii, Chastity is either
abstinence or continence : abstinence is that of virgins or
widows

;
continence, of married persons. 1701 Grew Cosm.

Sacra it. vii. 28 Contentment, .without the pleasure. .of

Lawful Venery, Continence: of Unlawful, Chastity. 1844
Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (18581 II. xii. 230 To the first ofthese
marriage was always allowed ; the latter were bound to a
life of the strictest continence. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong.
(1876) II. vii. 48 Not one thought it any part of his duty to

observe continence towards his own wife.

T II. 3. Tenor, contents
;
content, capacity.

1398 Trevisa Earth, de P. R. xix. exxviii. (1495) 933 Batus
is a mesure of fletinge thynges ordenyd by the continence
of the lawe [secundum legis continentiam depulata],

4. Continuity : cf. Continent a. 6 b. Obs.
1726 Ayliffe Parerg. 67 Lest the Continence of the Cause

should be divided, or in other Terms, lest there should be a
discontinuance of the Cause.

Continency (kp-ntinensi). Now rare. [f. as

prec. + the later suffix -ency.]

I. 1. Self-restraint, temperance; « Continence 1.

1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) VI. vii, A point of

great continencic and integrity. 1581 MaBBBCK Bk. ofNotes
378 Continencie of tongue. 1581 MULCASTCB Positions
xxxiii. (1887) 121 Such as liue moderately and with great

continencie. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1350 A
marueilous continencie ii clemencie of rough citizens

against their enimies, in keeping their hands from the

killing of prisoners. 1610 Hkaley St. Aug. Citie ofGod
1. v. (1620) 9 Commended for ahstayning from making
bootie of their Images . . he seasoned his continencie with
a conceit. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Continency . .a refrain-

ing from all tilings delightful that hinder perfection.

2. spec, in reference to sexual indulgence ;
^

Continence 2.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 77 Chastite or con-
tynency of" soule and body. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Matrimony, That such persons as have not the gift of con-

tinency might marry. 1588 A. King tr. Cauisius' Catech.

119 b, Gif sho be nocht bund with the voue of continencie.

1692 Sir T. P. Blount Ess. 26 All such Married Priests

as would not immediately quit their Wives, and take the

Oath of Continency. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg, Mouast.
Ord. (1863) 65 Ethelreda was married to Egfrid. .with whom
she lived., in a state of continency for twelve years.

til. 3. Containing quality; inclusion, inclu-

siveness. Obs.
«i6i7 Bavns Diocesans Tryall (162O 18 By law of this

virtual! continency, Philadelphia and Thiatira were included

in two of the other, viz. Sardis, and Pergamus, which were
their mother cities.

Continent (kp'ntinent), a. Also 4 conteynent,
4-6 contynent. [a. OF. continent (12th c. in

Littre, in our sense j), ad. L. continent-em lit.

'holding together', hence 'contiguous, connected,

continuous also ' holding oneself in, self-restrain-

ing, restraining one's passions ' ,the latter the sense

in which the word was first taken into the modern
languages', pr. pple. of continere : see Contain.]

I. Holding in, restraining.

1. Self-restraining, or marked by self-restraint,

esp. in relation to bodily passions, appetites, or

indulgences
;
temperate.

1382 Wyclif Tit. i. 7 It bihoueth a bischop forto be .

.

iust, hooly, contynent [contt'uen/em, iyKpari)
; Tindale, etc.

temperate]. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls! III. 313 His
deeth schewed that he was vertuous and contynent. 1605
Shaks. Lear 1. ii. 182, I pray you haue a continent for-

bearance till the speed of his rage goes slower. 1635 N. K.

tr. Camden's Hist. EUz. iv. an. 33. 395 Of such continent

moderation was he in coveting. 1841 Emerson Addr.,
Man the Reformer Wks. 1875 II. 247 Not .. a subject of

irregular and interrupted impulses of virtue, but a con-

tinent, persisting, immovable person. 1885 Sir A. Grant
Aristotle's Eth. I. xiii. ftote, In the continent and the in-

continent man [tov eyicparoOs «ai aKparovs] we praise the

reason, .but there appears also to be something else in them
. - which fights and strives against the reason.

2. spec. Characterized by self-restraint in the

matter of sexual indulgence ; chaste.

1308 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. xvm. i. {1495'' 7.3^ Some
beestes ben contynent and chaste alwayes : as bein. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 34/4 The chore or quyer signefieth the

continente. And the body sygnefyeth thordre of them that

ben maryed. 1581 Marbeck Bk. ofNotes 59 Saint Paule
foretelleth of Antichrists disciples, that they shall beare a

great countenaunce of continent life, & forbid manage.
1623 Cockeram, Continent, chaste [1626 sober]. 1882 Syd.

Soc. Lex., Continent, .practising continence.

transf. 1576 Holinshed Chron. III. 20 The shamefull

villaoie . . was such, as honest eares would be ashamed to

heare, and continent toongs to speake thereof.

f 3. Restraining, restrictive. Obs.

(Both quots. may be in sense 2 ; at least there is app. a
play on that sense.)

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. i. 262 Contrary to thy established

proclaymed Edict and Continent Cannon. 1605 — Macb.
iv. iii. 64 My Desire All continent Impediments would ore-

beare, That did oppose my will.

b. Holding in, keeping back, retentive of. rare.

1840 Carlyle Heroes vi, I am continent of my thought
hitherto.

4. Containing
;
capable of containing, capacious.

rare,
[cf. 1580 in Continent sb.1 ; 1605 in Content sb. 1 1 b.]

1856 Dobell Hero's Grave, The round Of the dull con-

tinent flesh. 1867 Trench Gospel Stud, vii, Old vessels.,

continent of the new life. 1870 Pall Mall G. 9 Aug. 12

Fashion, .is as continent as the Black-hole in Calcutta.

II. [from L. continere (intr.) to hold together, be
continuous.]

+ 5. Holding or hanging together in space.
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a. Cohering, continuous, or uninterrupted in

itself. Continent land : land extending con-

nectedly or continuously over a large space : see

Continent sb. 3, 4.

a 1470T1PTOKT Caesar xiiL (1530) 18 Cesar before entendyd
to ly that winter tyme in contynent land. 1555 Eden De-
cades W* hid. 310 Affirmynge that those landes are from
thense continent and greate. 1569 Grafton Ckron. iv.

(1800) I. 28 The mayne and continent land of the whole
worfde. 1648 Gage IVest. Ind. xii. (1655) 55 being the
same continued continent land.

fb. Connected to or with, continuous with. Obs.

c 1590 Marlowe Faust, iii. 109 lie ioyne the hils that

binde the Affricke shore And make that country continent to

Spaine. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intetl. iv. (1628) 88 It is

shewed to haue beene continent or firme land with Gallia.

161a Brerewood Lang, Rctig. xiii. 118 Those parts of
Asia and America are continent one with the other. 16x4
Raleigh Hist. World 11. v. vL § 7. 443 These [bridges] were
covered with plankes and turfe ; that they might seeme
continent with the ground. 1692 Ray Dissol. World 11. v.

(1732) 207 Great Britain was anciently Continent to Gaul.
0. Continuous in duration ; not intermittent.

{Old Med. and Phys.)

t a. Continent fever see quots. Obs.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. vi. 158 Galen, .cures Con-

tinent and Continual fevers onely by bleeding. 1706 Phil-
lips (ed. Kersey), Continent Feaver, is that which performs
its Course without any Intermission, or Abatement. 1776-
83 Cullen First Lines § 28 Wks. I. 488 A Continent Fever.

fb. Continent cause [modi, causa continens,

¥. cause eontinente]: see quots. 1706, 1753. Obs.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. x. § 5 In that is the cause

continent of many diseases. 1656 Ridgley Pract. Pkysick
95 The continent cause is evacuated by purging. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Continent Cause of a Distemper, is

that on which the Disease depends so immediately, that it

continues so long as that remains, and ceases when the said
Cause is remov d. 1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 53
The continent causes of the Pulse are the strength of the
Spirits, and the irritation of the Blood. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp. s.v. Cause, Continent, conjunct, or proximate
Cause, that principle in the body which immediately ad-
heres to the disease, and which being present, the disease is

also present.

7. as Oilv.

I S3& Primer Hen. VIII, 145 And yet I love Him con-
tinent, My faith in Him is not mispent.

Continent (kpntinenr, sb. [ad. L. continent-

em (in senses I and II), subst. use of pr. pple. of
continere : see prec. and Contain. It. continente

mainland is in Florio, 1598; the Fr. is not in

Cotgr. 161 1.]

I. A containing agent or space.

1. That which contains or holds. Now rare or

arch.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., The con-
tenauntes that be without, fyrst ben the heares, than the
lether or skynne, & than the flesshe. 1580 North Pin-
larch (1676) 263 A Cylinder .. containing a massie sphere,
with an inscription, of the proportion, whereof the con-
tinent exceedeth the thing contained. 1590 Shaks. Mids.
N. 11. i. 92 Fogges. .falling in the Land, Hath euerie petty
Riuer made so proud, That they haue ouer-borne their
Continents. 1606 — Ant. «y CI. iv. xiv. 40 Heart, once be
stronger then thy Continent, Cracke thy fraile Case. 1615
T. Adams White Devil 62 The bagge is a continent to
money and the world is a continent to the bagge. 1763
Churchill Duellist 1. Poems II. 7 Earthquakes Rive
their concealing continent. 1868 G. Macdonald Seaboard
Par. II, v. 66 Stealing from the significance of the content
by the meretricious grandeur of the continent. 1886 Steven-
son Dr. yekyll\\. (ed. 2} 26 Is it the mere radiance of a
foul soul that thus transpires through, .its clay continent?

b. Jig. That which comprises or sums up ; sum-
mary, sum and substance (sometimes not distin-

guishable from content, that which is contained).
Now rare or arch.

1590 Greene Neuertoo late (1600)33 They be women, and
therefore the continents of all excellence. 1506 Shaks.
Merch. V, 111. ii. 131 Here's the scroule, The continent, and
summarie of my fortune. 1604 — Ham. v. ii. (Qo.), Vou
shall find in him the continent of what part a gentleman
would see. 1638 Laud Conf ivitk Fisher 8 14, I did not
say that the Book of Articles onely was the Continent of
the Church of Englands publique Doctrine. She is not so
narrow. 1643SYMMONS Loyal Subjects Belie/e 61 Rebellion
. .is the continent and cause of all sin. 1788 tr. Sivedenborg's
Wisd. Angels in. ? 216. 177 The Ultimate is the Complex,
Continent and Basis of Things prior, 1869 W. Mitchell
Tmthseeker %. v. Change 184 Nowhere do we find the power
itself but only the continent of the power.

f 2. Containing area, space, or bulk ; capacity; =
Content sb. 1 5, 6. Obs.
a 1608 Sir F. Vere Comm. {1631) 124 The whole plot of

continent sufficient to receive eight or nine hundred men.
1615 Markham Eng. Honsetv. 11. vii. (1668) 169 The quan-
tity., should ever be answerable to the continent of your
Cistern. 1660 R. Coke Poiverfy Subj. 78 There never was
in so small a Continent so great a numl>er of people. 1666
Ashmole Diary (1774) 185 [The goblet] being of so large a
continent, past the hands of thirty to pledge.

II. Continuous laud, mainland.

+ 3. A connected or continuous tract of land.

Obs. (Cf. Continent a. 5.)

'559 W. Ci'NiNGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 113 Continens. .is a
portion of th' Earth, which is not parted by the Seas
asounder [margin has Continent]. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II.

Ded. 3 That large and fruitfull continent of the West
Indies. 1609 P. Erondelle (title), Nova Francia: or the
Description of that part of New France which is one Con-
tinent with Virginia. 161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. v. § 1.

I 214 [Kent] contained the Continent that Heth betwixt our

j

East-Ocean and the Riuer Thames. 1657 S. W. Schism
Dispatch't 541 A Primacy, that is, the highest in that con-
tinent [Ireland). 1667 Milton P. L. x. 392 And made one
Realm Hell and this World, one Realm, one Continent Of
easie thorough-fare. 1677 Earl Orrery Art 0/ War 133
All the continents of Europe.

t b. The land as opposed to the water, etc.

;

* terra firma 1

; the earth. Obs.

1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tatttburl. 1. i, He That with the
cannon shook Vienna wall, And made it dance upon the
continent. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. v. 25 The carcas with
the streame was carried downe, But th' head fell backe-
ward on the Continent. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, m. i. 47
Makt Mountaines leuell, and the Continent melt it selfe

Into the Sea.

f c. The 1 solid globe
1

or orb of the sun or

moon. Obs.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. v. t. 278 All those sayings, will I .

.

keepe as true in soule, As doth that Orbed Continent, the
fire. That seuers day from night. 1667 Milton P. L. v.

422 Nor doth the Moon no nourishment exhale From her
moist Continent to higher Orbes.

1 4. esp. The main land, as distinguished from
islands, islets, or peninsulas ; mainland. Obs. exc.

as in b, or when referring to one of the recognized

continents of modern Geography : see 5.

1576 Fleming Panopt. Epist. 284 Islanders covet the
commodities of the continent, or firme ground. 1605 Ver-
stegan Dec. Intetl. iv. (1628) 111 No more then men will

euer carry foxes, .out ofour continent into the He of Wight.
a 1661 Flxlek Worthies {\%^\\\. 506 A small fret (known
by the peculiar name of Menai) sunderith it from the Welch
continent. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round W. (1840) 110 It is

not known whether that country be an island or the con-
tinent. 1745 Eliza Haywood Female sped. (1748) III.

291 She cried out we were on the continent of Summatra.
1786 GlLPIM Mts. <y Lakes Cumbrld. I. 137 The grandeur
of each part of the continent is called in . . to aid the in-

significance of the island [in Windermere}. 1808 Scott
Alarm, til. xx. Threatening both continent and isle, Bute,
Arran, Cunninghame, and Kyle. x86a Anstkd Channel
1st. 11. xil(ed. 2)301 They are also continental,— continental
of the continent of France.

b. spec. The Continent : the mainland of Europe,
as distinguished from the British Isles. (Orig. a
specific use of 4 ; now commonly referred to 5.)
[1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 27 b, They are in the

continent, where everie kingdome and state doth joyne one
to another without anie partition of sea.J 1601 R. Johnson
Kingd. <y Commw. (1603) 68 In these times the legions of
Britanie were transported into the contenent. c 1654
Waller Panegyr. La. Protector xxvi, Holland, -is content
To be our outguard on the Continent. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. 291 Men who had travelled much on the
continent. 1873 Mrs. Alexander The Wooing o't xviii,

She was going back to the Continent with her husband.

5. One of the main continuous bodies of land
on the earth'l surface.
Formerly two continents were reckoned, the Old and the

New; the former comprising Europe, Asia, and Africa,
which form one continuous mass of land ; the latter, North
and South America, forming another. (These two continents
are strictly islands, distinguished only by their extent.)
Now it is usual to reckon four or five continents, Europe,
Asia, Africa, and America, North and South ; the great
island of Australia is sometimes reckoned as another, and
geographers have speculated on the existence of an Ant-
arctic Continent,
1614 Br erewood Enquiries (16351 "9 Europe, Afrique,

and Asia, .the south or Antarctique continent, etc 1622 62
Heylin Cosmogr. Introd. (1674) 18/2 A Continent is a
great quantity of Land, not seperated by any Sea from
the rest of the World, as the whole Continent of Europe,
A Africa. 1625 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. it. vii. 115
Toward the North are placed the great continents of
Europe, Asia, almost all Africa and the greatest part of
America.^ 17*7 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The world is ordin-
arily divided into two grand continents : the old and the
new. 1813 Butler Geo%. li.The left or Western Hemisphere
contains the two Continents of North and South America.
Ibid, iv. New Holland, an immense Island, which some
geographers dignify with the appellation of another con-
tinent. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 59 A new
continent had risen up beyond the western sea. 1873 C.
Robinson N. S. Wales 79 Sydney—once the capital of the
Australian Continent . . remains the metropolis of New
South Wales.

b. trans/. A continuous mass or extent of land
of any kind, of ice, or the like.

1786 Gilpin Mts. * Lakes Cumbrld. I. 187 Detached
from this continent of precipice, if I may so speak, stands
a rocky hill. i86j R i s kin Munera P. (1880) 173 The
forests which now make continents of fruitful land pathless
and poisonous.

174a Young Nt. Th. iv. 663 From nature's continent,
immensely wide, Immensely blest, this little isle of life ..

Divides us. 1843 Caklyle Past <$• Pr. (1858)78 Continents
of parchment. 1878 R. W. Dale Lect. Preach, iv. 90 The
broad continent of the intellectual and moral life of man.

d. Comb., as continent-country, -island, one
approaching in size to a continent.
1888 Pall Mall G. 23 Jan., In none of the great Indian

Empires of the ages that are past, had any such union of
the diverse peoples of this continent-country been effected.

+ 6. Amer. Hist. Applied, during and immedi-
ately after the War of Independence, as a collective

name for the revolting colonies (which ultimately

became the United States) Cf. Continental a. 3.

1774 Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life % Writ. (1832) I. 27
Uniting the whole continent in one grand legislature. 1781
T. Jefferson Corr. (1859) 3°4 There are some collections

of forage and provisions belonging to the Continent, and

some to the State, c 1784 S. Osgood in Proc. Mass. Hist.
Soc. V. 465 The plan for settling the accounts of the several
states with the Continent.

III. [subst. use of Continent a. 1.]

7. Eccl. Hist. = Encratite.
170a Echard Eccl. Hist. (1710) 500 Justin's scholar,

Tatian . . formed a new sect called by the name of Encrat-
ites, or Continents.

+ 8. A continent person ; a married person or
widow under vow of continency. Obs. (Cf.

penitent!)

1494 Will of Rogers {Somerset Ho.\ I Pernell the con-
tinent of Criste & late wif of, etc. a 1641 Bp. Molntagu
Acts «f Man. (1642* 72 With other holy Saints, Virgins,
Confessors, Continents, and Ascetae.

Continental (kfmtine'ntal), a. (and sb.) [f.

prec. + -al : so in mod.F.]
1. Belonging to, characteristic of, or of the nature

of a continent or mainland.
1818 B. O'Reilly Greenland 17 To the northward, where

the continental ice was evidently interminable. 1849GROTE
Greece 11. be. (1862) V. 279 Greeks continental and insular.

1878 Hlxi.ey Physiogr. xviii. 307 Such streams [Volga,
Jordan, etc) are often called continental rivers, since .

.

their basins are contained within the land.

b. Phys. Geog. Of climate: see quot. 18S0.
1865 Petermann in Reader 1 Apr. 374/2 The climate at the

south was marine, and consequently moist ; at the north it

was continental, and consequently dry. 1880 Geikie Phys.
Geog. v. 351 A continental climate is one where the summer
is hot, the winter cold, and where the rainfall is compara-
tively slight.

2. spec. Of, on, or belonging to 1 the Continent
i. e. the mainland of Europe, as distinguished from
the British Isles.

Continental System (Hist.), the plan of Napoleon Bona-
parte for cutting off Great Britain from all connexion,
political, commercial, and personal, with the continent of
Europe ; instituted by the Berlin Decree of 19th November,
1806, which declared the British Islands in a state of
blockade, forbad all commerce with them, ordered the
arrest of all British subjects on the continent, etc
1760 Life «f Adv. of Cat 37, I then ventured upon the

continental gentlemen. 1793 Ld. Auckland Corr. III. 55
The other continental powers. 18*9 Lytton Disowned vi.

That continental tour, deemed then so necessary a part of
education. 1839-57 Alison Hist. Europe VII. xlii. §43.
125 The Continental System, based on the project of totally
excluding British goods and manufactures from all the
European monarchies. 1875 Jevoss Money (1878) 86 Other
writers, both continental and English.

3. Amer. Hist. Of or belonging to the colonies

or States collectively (during and immediately after

the War of Independence ; cf. Continent sb. 6)

;

as in Continental Cottgress (see Congress 7 , con-

tinental army, debt, money, soldiers, etc.

1775 Oomr, Morris in Sparks Life <fr
Writ. (1832) I. 48

The colonies are willing to assent to a Continental Con-
gress. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 321 Pennsylvania.,
assuming her supposed proportion of the continental debt.
1865 H. Phillips Amer. Paper Curr. II. Pref. 5 The Bill*

of Credit issued by Congress, usually known as Continental
Motiey. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. VI. xlii. 253 The con-
tinental regiments of North Carolina.

B. sb.

1. An inhabitant of a continent; spec, of the

continent of Europe.
1818 Landor Wks. (1868) I. 349 This language is rot

yours, is not an Italian's, is not a continental's. 1831 tr.

Tour Germ. Prince III. v. 124 An article in a newspaper
after which a Continental would not show himself for three

months. 1875 Merivale Gen. Hist. Rome xviii. (1877) 103
They laid stress upon their common blood as Italians, and
their common interests as continentals.

2. Amer. Hist. a. A regular soldier of the Con-
tinental army in the War of Independence, b. A
currency note issued by the Continental Congress
during the war; the depreciation of which after-

wards gave rise to the phrase Not worth a con-

tinental. C. //.
1 The uniform of the Continental

troops during the War of the Revolution
1 (Farmer

Americanisms). Cf. regimentals.
1847 L Sabine Amer. Loyalists 30 note. The number of

regulars, or of continentals, was derived by him from the
official returns deposited in the war office. 187a Mark
Twain Innoc. at Home 20 (Farmer) He didn t give a
continental for anybody. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U, S.
VI. xlii. 253 These brave volunteers, who were supported
by but nine continentals., fought for their homes. 1887
Scribn. Mag. (Farmer), The Yankee, who contemplates
his grandfather in continentals above the chimney-piece.

Hence Contine ntal v. twncc-wd. =:Continknt-
alize I.

1865 O. Meredith R. Fleming xxv. (18891 218 Mr. Edward
was Continentalling.

Contine ntaler. Amer. Hist. [f. prec. +
-er 1

] = Continental sb. 2 a.

1871 R. G. White Words and their Uses 396 The troops

of the colonies were called Continentalers, or Continentals*
during the war, and for many years afterward.

Contine ntalism. [f- Continental a. 2 +
-ism.] An expression, opinion, procedure, etc.,

characteristic of the Continent (of Europe). (Cf.

provincialism.)
1854 Notesfor Biog. W. Law 684 This original should be

followed as at first written, .expunging the continentalisms.

1888 Daily News 15 Nov. 3 Police superintendents de-

nouncing as 1 pernicious doctrines ' opinions held by people

of this country. That was continentalism with a vengeance.
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Continentalist. [f. as prec. + -ist.]

L = Continental sb. i.

1834 Coleridge Table-t. 5 July, I believe that Robinson
Crusoe and Peter Wilkins could only have been written by
islanders. No continentalist could have conceived either

tale. 1865 Daily Tel. 4 Nov. 5/3 Sometimes I think .

.

we English . . are wrong, and the apathetic Continentalist

right.

2. A /tier. Hist. An advocate of the federation of

the revolted colonies after the War ofIndependence.

Continentalize, v. [f. Continental a. +
-1ZE.]

1. intr. To make a continental tour; to travel

on the Continent, {nonce-use^)

1855 Chamb. Jrnl. IV. 314 During the time they ruralised

and continentalised.

2. trans. To make continental, impart a con-

tinental character to
;
spec, with reference to the

continent of F.urope.
1880 Daily Tel. 22 Sept., The young American artist goes

back to his country 'continentalised' to the finger-tips.

1883 Paxton Hood Scot. Charact. v, A continentalized

Scotchman.

Continentally (kpntine ntali), adv. [f. Con-
tinental a. + -ly -.] In a continental^ manner

;

in relation to a continent; also fig. with 'wide
views* of things (opposed to insularly).

1783 A. Hamilton in Sparks Cory. Amer. Rev. (1853I IV.
22 They are the men who think Continentally. 1883 in

Amer. Home Mission Rep. May, A time when Christians

needed to accustom their minds to larger things, when they
needed to think 'continentally'.

t Continented, pa.pple. Obs. [f. Continent
a. 5, implying a vb. to continent^ United as a
continuous tract of land.

1654 Vilvain Epit. Ess. iv. 1 The 2 Countries [were]
antiently continented ; but since severed.

t Contine'ntive, ct. Obs. rare. [f. L. con-

tinent- containing + -ive.] Characterized by con-
taining.

1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. in. it. 3 Of places there be thre
dyversytes. One is a place contynentyve, another is a
place lymytatyve, and the thyrde is a place operatyve.
Ibid. A place contynentyve is a place that conteyneth with
in yt thinges that be corporall.

Continently ,kp*ntinentli),^/^. [f. Continent
a. + -LY 2

.] 1. In a continent manner, in contin-

ence
; chastely, temperately.

1554 T. Martin Marr. 0/ Priests x. i. (T.\ It was lykely
enough that the man would live continently. 1563 Foxe
A. $ M. y Marr. Preests defended 159 (R.) He that cannot
otherwise Hue continently, let him marrie. 1691 Ray
Let. to Aubrey in Lett. Emiu. Persons II. 159 You are not
ignorant how Mr. Boyle hath been KwfitoSoufjievos for some
new-coined words, such as ignore and opine. .I'll name you
one or two [i.e. in Aubrey's MS. Hist, of Wilts], to apricate,

suscepted, vesicate, continently put as opposite to incon-
tinently.

\ 2. Continuously, without interruption ; cf.

Continent a. 6 b. Obs. rare.

1529 More Comf. agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1180/1 And then
continently folowing, to thentent that we should se that it

is not with oute necessitye.

tCo'ntinentness. Obs.- 0 [f.as prec. + -ness.]

The state or quality of being continent ; continence.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio). Hence in Ash (who says 'not

much used '), and some mod. Diets.

t Continge (kfmtrndg), v. Obs. [ad. L. con-

tingere to touch together, touch upon, arrive at,

befall, happen, f. con- together + tangere to touch.]
* To touch, to reach, to happen. Diet.

1

(J.).
1742 Bailey, Continge, to happen, to fall out. Shaksp.

Thence 1753 in J. ; and subseq. Diets. App. never used.

Contingence (k^ntrndsens). [f. L. type *con-

tingentia (perh. in med.L.), f. contingent- Con-
tingent : see -ence. (In F. app. from c 1600

:

see Littre.)]

I. 1. Touching, contact. Angle of contingence :

the infinitesimal angle between the circumference of

a circle and its tangent, or between two tangents to

a curve at consecutive points. Line ofcontingence

:

m contingent or tangent line.

1561 Eden Arte Navig. 11. xvi. 43b, Call it the line of
contingence. 1570 Billingsley Euclid 111. Introd. 81 The
angle of contingence is the least of all acute rightlined
angles. 1656 Hobbes Six Less. Wks. 1845 VII. 195 An
angle of contingence hath its quantity as well as that which
is called simply an angle. 1873 B. Williamson Diff. Calc.
(ed. 2) xvii. § 219 The total curvature of an arc of a plane
curve is measured by the angle through which it is bent
between its extremities—that is, by the external angle
between the tangents at these points, assuming that the arc
in question has no point of inflexion on it. This angle is

called the angle ofcontingence of the arc.

fig 1641 R. Brooke Eng. Efisc. 1. v. 29 As. .it is in the
point of Contingence, every thing is either True or False.

+ 2. Contiguity ; nearness of nature, affinity ;
=

Contingency 2. Obs.
1612 Drayton Poly-olb. i. Notes 18 Like kindnesse as wee

reade of twixt the Troians and the Romanes, .which was
louing respect through contingence of bloud.

II. 3. The coming to pass of anything without
predetermination, freedom from necessity ; chance

;

happening by chance ; = Contingency 3.
c 1530 Pol. Ret. $ L. Poems (1866) 32, I haue seene folys

leevyng contyngence, accuse them-selfe infortunat, of whom
the wyse man seledom complaynith. 1621 Burton Anat.

Mel. in. iv. 11. 1. (1651) 687 They attribute all to natural

causes, contingence of all things. 1754 Edwards Freed.
Will 11. iii. 45 Contingence is blind, and does not pick and
choose for a particular Sort of Events. 1779*81 Johnson
L. P. ,

Dryden He delighted to talk of liberty and necessity,

destiny and contingence. 1882-3 Schafk Encycl. Ret.
Kn&ivl. III. 2306 The liberty of indifference or of con-
tingence which had been charged upon the Arminians.

t4. =A Contingency 4. ? Obs.
1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy Commun. 1. iv. 85 To heap

together many rare contingences and miraculous effects of
the holy Sacrament. 1677 Hale Contempt. 11. 158 A
Thousand Contingences, may take away all my Wealth.
1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) V. xvii. 97 This is a
contingence, and must be left to time. 1829 I. Taylor
Ent/ius. vi, The common contingences of physical life.

Contingency .k^nti-ndgensi). [f. as prec.

with later iorm of suffix : see -ency.]

I. fl. = Contingence 1. Obs.

11646 J. Gregory Posthuma (1650) 39 When the Sun
shall com to L the Point of Contingencie. .then the Shadow
of the Style shall cut the Horizon in M. 1677 Hale Prim.
Orig. Man. 1. vi. 119 Though they [two spheres] were con-
tiguous only in the point of contingency.

2. Close connexion or affinity of nature ; close

relationship.

In Sc. Law, connexion between two or more processes,

such that the circumstances of one are likely to throw light

on the others, in which case that first enrolled is considered
as the lea/ting process, to which the others may be remitted
ob contingentiam.
1612 Drayton Poly-olb. iv. Notes 73 As well from identhie

of countryship. .as from contingencie of blood twixt the

Engle-Saxon Kings and the Norman Dukes. 1861 W. Bell
Diet. Law Scot. 224 If cases having a contingency are

enrolled the same week, that enrolled before the senior

Lord Ordinary is deemed the leading process. 1868 Act
31-32 Vict. c. 100 § 74 If . . the said Lord Ordinary . . shall

be of opinion that there is contingency between the said

processes.

II. 3. The quality or condition of being con-

tingent.

a. The condition of being liable to happen or

not in the future
;

uncertainty of occurrence or

incidence.

1635 Wentworth in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 276 III. 2S3
Things in contingencye are never more then probable. 1646
Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. iii. '1686)9 Considering the

1 Contingency in their Events. 1765 Stkrne TV. Shandy
(1S02) VIII. xix. 154 "l'was a matter of contingency, which
might happen or not. 1827 Jakman PoivelCs Devises II.

I 217 Where an estate in remainder is limited in terms of

contingency, on the happening of certain events. 1873 H.
I
Spencer Stud. Social, xiii. 325 The contingency of the

results is so great, that definite relations of antecedents and
consequents cannot be established.

b. The befalling or occurrence of anything with-

out preordination ; chance ; fortuitousness.

1623 Cockeram, Contingency, chance. 1704 J. Trapf
]

Abra-Mule" 1. ii. 256 Our Prophet, .leaves our Empire to be
! steer'd at random By blind Contingency. 1754 Edwards
j

Freed. Will 11. iii. (ed. 4) 63 This contingency, this efficient

I

nothing, this effectual No-Cause. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob
I

vi. 170 All seems unlinked contingency and chance.

C. The condition of being free from predeter-

mining necessity in regard to existence or action
;

hence, the being open to the play of chance, or of

free will.

1561 Sc. Confession ofFaith iii, Nor is the liberty or con-

tingency of second causes taken away. 1678 Cudworth
Intell. Syst. 3 There can be no Contingency in their Actions,

because all Volitions are determined by a Necessary ante-

cedent Understanding. 1687 H. More App. Antid. vi. (1712)

193 The Idea, .intimates nothing either of the Necessity or

Contingency of the Existence of the Substance of this

Being. 1796 Bp. Watson Apol. Bible x. 368 If his omni-
science enables him to know them, what think you of the
Contingency of human actions? 1847 Hamilton Reid's
Wks. 977/1 Others admitted absolute necessity—no con-
tingency—no liberty. 1877 E. Caird Philos. Kant 11. xvi.

587 Beneath the play of contingency in the phenomenal
world, there is an absolutely necessary Being in the Intel-

ligible world.

d. The quality or condition of being subject to

chance and change, or of being at the mercy of

accidents.

1858 Emerson Lett. <y Soc.Ai/us, Pers. Poetry Wks.
(Bohn) III. 238 [In the desert] life hangs on the contingency
of a skin of water. i86x E. Garbett Boyle Lect. 13 The
contents of the Scriptures do not depend for their existence,

or their obligation, on the contingency of human belief.

4. A chance occurrence ; an event the occurrence

of which could not have been, or was not, foreseen

;

an accident, a casualty. Future contingency : a

1

thing that may or may not happen.
1616 Donne Semi. Prov. xxii. 11 Exposed to the disposi-

tion of the tyde, to the rage of the winde, to the wantonness
of the eddy, and to innumerable contingencies. 1620
Melton Astrolog. 53 Drawing from the starres the euents
of future contingencies. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1843)

5/2 He [King James] knew not how to wrestle with desperate
Contingencies. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman (1841) I. xix.

182 Life, and all the contingencies of life, are subjected to

the dominion of providence. 1768 Sterne Sent. Journ.
(1778) I. 76 The second time we had been left together
by a parcel of nonsensical contingencies. 1819 Shelley
Cenci 111. ii, Are we the fools of such contingencies 1

b. A conjuncture of events occurring without
design ; a juncture.
1806 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 367 One such contingency

indeed certainly happened at Devizes some thirty years ago.

1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 126 Advantage might
be taken ofsome political contingency for a private arrange*

ment._ i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) I. i. 20 He was far
superior to the States at this contingency.

5. An event conceived or contemplated as of
possible occurrence in the future.

a 1626 Bacon Max. % Uses Com. Law xx. yi If the first

parties have put it in the power of a third person, or of a
contingency, to give a perfection to their acts, a 1734
North Life J. North (1826) III. 258 To weigh the con-
tingencies of life, and possibilities of good or evil that may
concern them. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (18581 I. ii. 135
The express contingency had arisen which was contemplated
in the constitution of the canon law. i868Gladstone Jtiv.
Mundi ii. (1870) 51 Poludamas, speaking of the possible
destruction of the Greek army in Troas, thus describes that
contingency.

b. A possible or uncertain event on which other
things depend or are conditional ; a condition that

may be present or absent.
1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angclls 161 They [worldly

hopes] are built upon uncertainties and contingencies. 1678
Cudworth Intell. Syst. Pref., The Compleat Finishing and
Publication ofthem, will, .depend upon many Contingencies.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. a) VI. 474 Where the devisor.,
gives a future estate of freehold, to arise either upon a
contingency, or at a period certain.

6. A thing or condition of things contingent or
dependent upon an uncertain event.
1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) II. v. 84 All the prince* of

Hesse or Saxony had reciprocal contingencies of succession,
or what our lawyers call cross-remainders, to each other's
dominions. 1862 Tkolloi'E Orley F. ii. (ed. 4} 10 They had
received their fortunes, witli some settled contingencies to
be forthcoming on their father's demise.

7. A thing incident to something else ; an un-
certain incident ; an incidental expense, etc.

a 1626 Bacon Max. L'ses Com. Law viii, Any accessory
before the fact is subiect to all the contingencies pregnant
of the fact, if they bee pursuances of the same fact. 1663
PepYS Diary 3 Apr., The charge of this year's work of the
Mole will be £,\^,ooo, besides .. the fortifications and con-
tingencys, which puts us to a great stand. 1667 Ibid. 1

1

Apr., Despatched the business of Balty's 1500^ he received
for the contingencies of the fleete. 1768 Sterne Sent,
fount. Prol., All the effects of strangers, .dying in France
are seized by virtue of this law.. The profit of these con-
tingencies being farmed, there is no redress. 1817 Cobbli 1

Pol. Reg. 15 Feb. 204 All the other various and ever-varying
contingencies of marriage, number of children, etc.

f 8. -= Contingent B. 5. Obs. rare
1723 I. ond. Gas. No. 6130/2 Not having paid a Penny of

the several Contingencies they are obliged to.

Contingent (k^nthid^ent), a. and sb. [a. F.

contingent 14th c. (Oresme), or ad. L. contingent-em
touching together or on all sides, lying near, con-

tiguous, coming into contact or connexion, befall-

ing, happening, coming to pass, pres. pple. of
contingere to touch together, come into contact,

etc., f. con- + tangere to touch. (The n belongs to

the present stem, the root being tag-, in comp.
tig-: cf. Contact, Contaminate, Contigue.) The
subst. use is also in F.]

A. adj. I. From literal sense of L. contingere.

fl. Touching each other, in contact; tangential.
Contingent line = tangent line ; in Dialling a line crossing

the substyle or substylar line at right angles.

1570 Billingsley Euclid in. Introd. 81 It teacheth .

.

which are circles contingent, and which are cutting the one
the other. 1571 Digges Pantom. 1. xvii. E iij b. 1593
Fale Dialling A iij, The Contingent or touch line . . in all

Dialls is drawn squirewise to the Substile. 1691 T. H[ale]
Acc. Neiv Invent. 123 Portions of Circles unto which the
remaining strait part may be a contingent line. 1703
Moxon Mcch. Exerc. 319 On the Substilar Line chuse a
point as at C, and thro' that point draw a Line as long as
you can perpendicular . . (which is called the Contingent
Line). 1703 T. N. City C. Purcluiser 49 They strew Sea
coal . . betwixt all the Rows of Bricks ; for they are not laid

Contingent in their Vertical Rows. Ibid. 162 The corner of
the second Tile is contingent with the ist.

b. fig. ? Having contact or connexion. Obs.
1721 D'Ureey New Opera's 226, I . . daily gave my self a

Name Contingent with my Father's Fame.
II. From L. contingere in sense ' to happen \

2. Liable to happen or not ; of uncertain occur-

rence or incidence.

c 1400 Test. Loz'e 11. ix. (io6i> 303, I wote it is contingent,

it maye fal an other. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (i860) 50 It were
but as contingent and of no necessite, that is to sey, as

likely to be not as to be. 1628 T. Spenxer Logick 218 Vnto
man, all future things are contingent. 1684 Contempt.
State Man 1. vii. (1699) 73 If Death were only contingent,

and not certain, yet, because it might happen, it ought to

make us very careful and solicitous. 1692 R. L'Estrange
fosephus' Antiq. vUL ii. {1733) 202 Deer, Birds, Fishes, and
other contingent Curiosities of the Chace. 1790 Burke Fr.
Rev. 121 So much actual crime against so much contingent

advantage. 1860 Emerson Cond. Life, Wealth Wks.
(Bohn) II. 354 All salaries are reckoned on contingent as

well as on actual services. i86x Geo. Eliot Silas M. 23

The results of confession were not contingent, they were
certain ; whereas betrayal was not certain,

b. Incidental (to).

1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII, 464 Contingent expenses with

which the generals for fifty years past have filled the books
of your office. 1833 J. C. Hare in Philol. Mus. II. 122

The rights and obligations contingent to the colonus were
of three kinds.

f 3. Happening. Obs.
153a More Confut. Barnes vm. Wks. 786/2 The final

effect of thinges here contingent or happening.

4. Happening or coming by chance ; not fixed

by necessity or fate ; accidental, fortuitous.



CONTINGENT. 906 CONTINUAL.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. {ed. 3), Contingent* happening by

chance. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. it BL 11651) 258
Columbus did not find out America by chance, but God
directed him . . it was contingent to him, but necessary to

God. 1677 Hale Prim. Grig. Man. 1. iii. 78 The pro-

duction of mixt Bodies either by spontaneous or contingent

coalition of various particles of Matter. 1754 Edwards
Freed. Will 1. iii. 20 Any thing is said to be contingent or

to come to pass by Chance or Accident, in the original

meaning of such Words, when its Connection with its

Causes or Antecedents, according to the established Course
of Things, is not discerned. 1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 100

By various local and contingent events.

T 5. Not determined by necessity in regard to

action or existence ; free. Obs.

1660 R. Coke Power SubJ. 1 34 God . . by a . . foresight or
knowledg does often determin necessary effects from con-
tingent causes. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 3 They sup-
pose that Necessity is inwardly essential to all Agents what-
soever, and that Contingent Liberty is irpay^a. a*artro<rraroi',

a Thing Impossible or Contradictious. 1796 Bp. Watson
Apol. Bible x. 368 If human actions are not Contingent,
what think you of the morality of actions?

t 6. Subject to or at the mercy of accidents ; liable

to chance and change. Obs.
a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. Acts xiv. 20 The breath of the

people (that contingent judge ofgood and evil, which rather
attend[sj the vain than the virtuous. 1744 Harris Three
Treat. Wks. (1841) 10 Call those things, .which are liable to
change and motion, contingent natures ; and those which
are not liable, necessary natures. 1745 De Foe's Eng.
Tradesman I. xiv. 118 The contingent nature of trade
renders every tradesman liable to disaster.

7. Metafh. a. Not ofthe nature of necessary truth ;

true only under existing conditions. Contingent
matter (in Logic) : the subject-matter of a proposi-

tion which is not necessarily or universally true.

1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log. 1. ii. 5 Discovering the vali-

ditie of everie reason, bee it necessary, wherof cometh
science, or contingent, whence proceedeth opinion. 1628
T. Spencer Logick 157 A true axiome is Contingent, .when
it is in such sort true, that it may also at sometime be false.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. 118391 3^ A contingent pro-
position is that, which at one time may be true, at another
time false; as every crow is black. 1785 Rkid Int. Powers
11. xx. 329 The truths attested by our senses, .are contingent
and limited to time and place. 1856 Ferrier Inst. Metafih.
xxii. § 1. 385 The region of contingent truth—of truth, in

regard to cognition, which might conceivably have been
other than it is. 1877 E. Caikd Philos. Kant v. 98 Leibnitz
draws a wide distinction between contingent and necessary
truth, between truths of fact, and truths of reason.

b. That does not exist of itself, but in depend-
ence on something else.

1785 Rkid Int. Pcnvers vi. i. 4:4 The judgements we form
are either of things necessary, or of things contingent.
1788 — Act. Powers 1. v. Wks. II. 523/1 Contingent exist-

ence is that which depended upon the power, and will of
its cause. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. iii. 146 The senses only
supply what is finite and contingent. 1877 E. Caird Philos.
Kant 11. xvL 573 The contingent, in the sense in which that
word is applied to objects of experience, means that which
has a cause in something other than itself, something which
existed previously.

C. Non-essential.
i6j8 T. Sim n<;i k /.,\-/\-k fa It fiowetli therefrom, not as n

Contingent motion, but as a naturall emanation, a 1687
Petty Pol. Arith. (1690) 94 As these Impediments are con-
tingent, so they are also removeable. 1864 Bowen Logic X.

8 The Concept is the Intuition stripped of its contingent or
unessential attributes.

8. Dependent for its occurrence or character

on or upon some prior occurrence or condition.
1613 Salkeld Treat. Angels 359 Those things which are

altogether contingent and dependent of mans will. 1654
H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 89 In things contingent upon
free and voluntary agents, all the Devils in hell can but
blunder. 1838 De Morgan Ess. Probab. 51, 1st event;
certainly happens, and gives cither H or T . . and event

;

does not certainly happen, but is contingent upon the first

throw being T. 1875 Stuhbs Const. Hist. II. xvii. 567 The
continuance of the aid is made contingent on the con-
tinuance of the war. 1875 Lyell Princ. Geol. II. 11. xxix.
129 The phenomena, .may be simply an accident contingent
on the principal cause of disturbance.

9. Law. Dependent on a pre-contemplatcd
probability; provisionally liable to exist or take
effect ; conditional ; not absolute.

1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4735/4 Then to Trustees to preserve
the Contingent Remainders. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II.

169 Contingent or executory remainders are where the estate
in remainder is limited to take effect, cither to a dubious and
uncertain person, or upon a dubious and uncertain event;
so that the particular estate may chance to be determined,
and the remainder never take effect. 1800 Addison Amer.
Law Rep. 33 The debt was contingent, and the contingency
had not happened. 1833 Mahryat P. Simple (1863) 191
Still we are not looked upon as actual, but only contingent,
inheritors of the title. 1844 Williams Real Prop. (1877)

263^ The general^ opinion appears to be in favour of the
antiquity of contingent remainders.

10. Contingentforce : -= B. 5 b.
1856 Calcutta Rev. XXVI. Man 556 In 1777 this Con-

tingent force was entirely transferred to the Company.
B. sb.

1. A thing coming by chance, an accident.
1548 R. Hutten Sum ofDiuin. C j b, If God be not the

cause of synne, are the contingentes or changinges to be
graunted? 1553 S. Cabot Ordinances in Hakluyt Voy.

(1589) 261 In such purchases or contingents as shall fortune
to any one of them. 1637 Heywood Dialogues 300 All con-
tingents brooke with patience. 1743 Lond. $ Country
Breiv. in. (ed. 2) 230 It .. keeps the Body safe .. against
the Putrefaction of hot Airs, Liquids, Earths, or any op-
posite Contingent. 1788 [see 2J.

2. A thing that may or may not happen, a pos-

sibility of the future.

1623 Sir E. Digby in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1650' I. 132 The
eyes of Humane providence cannot see beyond its horizon ;

It cannot ascertain future Contingents. 1656 Hobbes Lib.

Necess. ff Chance (18411 225 By contingents, I understand
all things which may be done and may not be done, may
happen or may not happen, by reason of the indetermina-
tion or accidental concurrence of the causes, a 1711 Ken
Ilymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 31 Decreed Contingents
they remain, Not Iink'd in any fatal Chain. 1788 Reid Act.
Pcnvers iv. x, There seems to me to be a great analogy
between the prescience of future contingents, and the memory
of past contingents.

f 3. An accessory which may or may not be
present. Obs.

1770 Langhorne Plutarch, Cato Major (1879^ I. 377/2 He
[Cato] considered eloquence as a valuable contingent.

4. A thing contingent or dependent on the ex-

istence or occurrence of something else.

a 1848 R. W. Hamilton Reiu, $ Punishm. i. (1853) 62
Reward and punishment are contingents.

5. 1 The proportion that falls to any person upon
a division (J.,. [So in Fr.]

1727 Chambers Cycl., Contingent is also a term of relation
for the quota that falls to any person upon a division. Each
prince of Germany, in time of war, is to furnish so many
men, so much money, and munition for his contingent.

1775 Hvrkk Sp. Com. Amer. Wks. 1842 I. 202 Either.. you
settle a permanent contingent, which will and must be
trifling; and then you have no effectual revenue: or you
change the quota at every exigency. 1818 J as. Mill Brit.
India I. 11. iii. 123 Officers are appointed, .for collecting the
contingents for the expense of the state.

b. esp. The proportion of troops furnished by
each of several contracting powers ; a force con-

tributed to form part of an army or navy.

17*7 [see prec.J. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 225 The
states of the empire must furnish their respective quotas of
soldiers, called their contingents. 1799 Wellington in

Gurw. Disp. I. 14 The Nizam's Contingent as this force was
denominated. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 383
Henry and Francis had been called upon to furnish a con-

tingent against Solyman. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq.
(1876) I. vi. 513 Thirty-two ships, probably a new contingent
ju?t come from Denmark.

C. trans/, and fig. (cf« Contribution.}
18x7 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 219 That my history would

add its contingent to the enforcement of one important
truth. 1856 Dickens Ordeal 22 No cheerful glow came
thro' crimson curtains, as a generous contingent from some
warm cosy nest to the bleak, bare, outside night. 1891
Leeds Mercury 25 May 5/2 The London contingent of the
chorus numbers 2,500.

Continge'ntial, a. rare. [f. L. contingent -em

Contingent + -al.] Of contingent nature, non-

essential ; as sb. a non-essential.

1647 M« Hudson Dm, Right Govt. n. x. 157 They cannot
}•<. ranged amongst the Essentials, but onely the Contin-
gentials of Politick Government. 1865 J. Grote Explor.
Philos. i. 75 The difference between the necessary ana the

contingent (using this latter term of what we know to be
fact—to avoid ambiguity, it might be better to call it

contingential).

Hence Continue ntialuess.
1865 J. Grote Explor. Philos. 1. 80 Contingentialness is

in substance the notion of a thing existing as/act.

Contingently (k^nti ndz/ntli), adv. [f. Con-
tingent a. + -ly In a contingent manner.

1. As a possibility that may or may not befall.

c 1430 tr. '/'. A Kempis 104 Bcsy careyng of binges bat are

contingently to come. 1608 IS. HlKKON) DtJfence 11. 210 To
prove that the devil could not foretell things contingently
to come. 1798 Malthus Popul. (18171 HI- l 3$ The increase

of vice which might contingently follow an attempt to in-

culcate the duty of moral restraint.

2. In certain contingencies or cases, under certain

conditions.

1657 Cokaine Obstinate Lady Poems (1669) 339 Fat. Dost
thou not think . . that man happy Who's free from . . bondage
of a woman? Clt. My Lord, contingently. 1849 Klskin
Set'. Lamps vii. § 8. 193 Feelings which it may be only con-
tingently in our power to recover. 1885 Act 48-49 Vict.

c. 25 § 25 A liability contingently chargeable, though not
actually charged, on the revenues of India.

8. Not of necessity, but as circumstances are.

1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log. 1. x. 46 b, Necessarily in the
first, contingently in the second. 1628 T. Spencer Logick
157 Euery proposition doth signifie something to be, either

necessarily, or contingently. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II.

153 Its propositions are true, not contingently, .but neces-

sarily.

f4. Not under predetermined necessity; with

freedom of will or liberty of action. Obs.
1601 Dent Pathw. Heauen 283 He sinned voluntarily and

contingently. 1653 T. Whitfield Treat. Sin/. Men xx. 39
He determines that some things shal come to passe neces-

sarily, other things freely and contingently, a 1680 J«
Corbet Free Actions 1. xi. (1683) 8 Who can say. .that God
cannot Foreknow what a Creature, acting freely and con-
tingently, will do? 1754 Edwards Freed. IVillu. ii. (ed. 4)

57 Those things whicn have a prior ground and reason of
their particular existence, .do not happen contingently.

5. As it may happen, as chance will have it

;

accidentally.
1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol.Anat. 1. xxiii. 68 [These]

happen by accident and contingently, a 1687 Petty Pol.

A nth. ii. (1691) 36 Commodities, .whose value depends upon
the Fashion ; or which are contingently scarce and plentiful.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1702) 218 Out of
even the highest mountains^ and indeed all other parts of
the Earth contingently and indifferently.

6. In dependence upon circumstances
; depend-

ency.
1655 H. More App. Antid. (zTlt] 193 But contingently

and dependently of another. 1864 Bowen Logic ii. 33 The
operations of the Thinking Faculty are also contingently
modified by the coexistence of other powers and affections
of the mind.

Contingentness. [f. as prec + -ness.1 The
quality of being contingent ;

1 accidentainess (J.).
1755 in Iohnson ; whence in subseq. Diets.

Continuable (kfiiti ni^ab'i), a. [f. Continue
+ -able. i^This word existed also in OF.)]
Capable of being continued or prolonged.
1787 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 317 Reason and ex-

perience prove to us that a chief magistrate, so continuable
Li. e. capable of re-election], is an office for life. 18*5 -
Autcbiog. (18591 I. 79 The fierce contentions it might excite
among ourselves, if continuable for life. 1875 Whitney
Life Lang. iv. 63 The tone is so sonorous and continuable.

Continual (k^nti*ni«al), a. Forms : 4 con-
tinuel, -ell, -ele, -eel, (contenuel, -tinewel,
-tynwel), 4-6 contynuel, -ell e, -al, -all, 4-7
continuall, 6 -alle, 6- continual. [ME., a.

OF. continuel (1 2th c.% f. L. continu-us : see -al.]

1. Always going on, incessant, perpetual ; 1. e.

continuing without any intermission, continuous

(in time) ; or less strictly, repeated with brief in-

termissions, very frequent (Of actions or states.)

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 24 Gret excercyice of body and
continuell trauaite of the spirit. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 5 J»erof is }it contynual strif betwene hem of
York and of Caunturbury. 1388 Wyclif Luke xi. 8 For
his contynuel axyng he schal ryse* and 3Yue to hym. < 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) xvii. 79 Grete calde and continuele frost.

1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect 16th Sund. after Trin., Lord
. . let thy continual pitie dense and defence thy congrega*
cion. 1015 Crooke Body ofMan 422 The cure of continuall
yawning. 1 71 1 Bidgell Sped. No. 150 p 1 The continual
Ridicule which his Habit and Dress afforded to the Beaus
of Rome. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. iii. 58 Eleven months of
disquiet, .one almost continual eruption.

b. Regularly recurring ; kept up at stated

times or intervals without interruption of regu-

larity; recurring every time. arch.
'! a 1500 Wyclifs Wicket (1&2B) 2 [He] shall defyle the sanc-

tuarye, and he shall take awaye the continuall sacryfyce.

1514 Barclay Cyt. «y Ifptondyshm. {Percy Soc.> p. xlviii.One
service of them [dishes] continuall Allayeth pleasure. 1630
A'. Johnson's Kingd. tf Commw. 585 Continuall victory

maketh leaders insolent, souldiers mutinous. 1862 Ruskin
Munrra P. (1880) 36 The continual payment of the excess
of value.

+ C. Law. Continual claim : a claim formally

reiterated within statutory intervals in order that it

i

might not be deemed to be abandoned. Obs.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 88 a, In case a ma^ be dis-

seised, and the disseisy maketh continuall claime to the

j
tenementcs in the life of the disseisoure. 1628 Coke On
Litt. 250. 1641 Termes de la Ley 80 Continuall claime is

I where a man hath right to enter . . and hee dare not enter

for feare of death or beating, but approacheth as nigh as he
dare, and maketh claime thereto within the yearc and day
before the death of him that hath the Lands. 1670 Blount
Laiv Diet., Continual Claim, is a claim made from time to

time, within every year and day, to land or other thing,

which in some respect we cannot attain without danger.

1848 Wharton Law Lex., Continual claim, abolished by
3 & 4 Wm. IV, c 27 § u.

t 2. trans/. Of persons and things : That is al-

ways in some (specified) position, engaged in some
(specified) action, etc. ;

continually existing or act-

ing
;
constant, perpetual. Obs.

146a Boston Lett. No. 446 II. 97 Yore contynwel servaunt

and hedeman. 1535 K. Harvel in Ellis One. Lett. 11. 115.

II. 71 Mr. Pole is continual in writing of his work. 1611

Hidle Num. iv. 7 The continual bread shalbe thereon. 1624

Capt. Smith Virginia i. 13 Our continuall Pilot mistaking
Virginia for Cape Fear. 1630 A*. Johnson's Kingd.
Comtmv. 585 At the charge to maintaine continuall com-
panies, a 1864 Hawthorne Septimius iii. (1879) 74 Beating
it down with the pressure of his continual feet.

f 3. Of diseases : Chronic, not intermittent. Cf.

Continent a. 6. Obs.

15*9 in Vicary's Anat. (i888> App. xiv. 252 Withoute con-

\

tynuell Diseases. 137^ tr. Littleton's Tenures 24 a, A greate
and continual infirmitic. 1695 tr. Colbatck's New Lt. Ckt~
rurg. put out 25 A Fever either intermitting or continual.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Continual Feavcr, is that which
sometimes remits, or abates, but never perfectly intermits.

1715 N. Robinson Tk. Physt'ck 259 Of the Cure of simple,

continual Fevers. 1751 R. Brookes Pract. Physic. (1758)
II. 317 [Pulse] full, great, quick [denotes] Hot fit of an
ague, continual fever.

f4. Everlasting, permanent. Obs. rare.

1610 Healey St Aug. Citie 0/God xn. xii, Nothing that

hath an extreame is continuall.

f 5. Continuous in space or substance ;
unbroken,

uninterrupted, having no interstices. Obs.

1570 Billingslev Euclid xi. def. i. 312 There are three

kindes of continuall quantitie, a line, a superficies, and a
solide or body. 1581 Savile Tacitus' Agricola (1622) 188

A deepe masse of continuall sea. 1663 J. Chandler Van
Hetmont's Oriat. 53, 1 conceive, that the earth in the begin-

ning, was con-tinuall or holding together, and undivided.

1715 Leoni tr. Palladio's Archil. (1742) II. 36 A continual

Lmbasement round a Temple.

t b. Continuous with something else ;
forming

one connected whole ; = Continent a. 5 b. Obs.

1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 71 The guttes are to this

ventricle continuall. 1623 Donne Serm. (1640) 178 They
[Faith and Reason] are not Continuall but they are con-
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tiguous. i6§2 Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 86 The Pro-
vinces of Asia and Europe became in a civil sens, either

continual or contiguous.

f C. Forming a continuous series, i.e. one whose
constituents recur at regular intervals. Continual
proportion, proportionals (Math.): = Continued
proportion, proportionals. Obs.

1557 Recorde Wheist. C ij b, When the first nomber is

referred to the seconde, and that seconde to the thirde [as

5 is to 15, so is 15 to 45] : the proportion is called continu-
alle. 1597 Hooker Ecc/. Pol. v. lvii. § 6 Christ Jesus .

.

being by continual degrees the finisher of our life. 1753
Chambers Cyci. Supp., Continual proportionals, when . .

j

the first is to the second, as the second to the third, etc.

Continuality (kf?nti;ni«|X-liti). rare. [f. prec.

+ -ity.] The state or quality of being continual.

1805 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XX. 325 The continu-

ality of the noise in the street mates me wish to remove
into the Temple. 1823 Galt Entail III. xxi. 198.

Continually (k^nti-niwali), adv. Forms : 4
contynuelli, -eli, -elliche, -aly, contynuli,
-tenualliche, -ally, -tinuely, 4-5 -tynuely, -ally,

-tinuelly, 4-6 -tynuelly, 5- continually, [f.

Continual + -Ly2. The Fr. continuelement was
used in 13th c.

a 1225 A?icr. R. 142 Loke hwam heo li^e, and hu, cun-
tinuelement.]

1. In a continual way ; always, incessantly, con-

stantly, perpetually, all the time ; i.e. either

:

Without any intermission, at every moment, con-

tinuously (in time) ; or less strictly : With frequent

repetition, very frequently. (Cf. Continual i.)

c 1305 E. E. P. (1 862) 77 Of art he radde six 3er contynuel-
liche ynou3. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xii. 2 Bot i am in

anguys . . by day, that is continuelly whils my lif Iastis. 1387
Trevisa Iligden (Rolls) II. 99 He reigned berynne con-
tinualliche britty ^ere. 1483 Caxton Cato 4 Of an Abbot
that contynuelly by thre dayes to fore his dethe helde his
eyen open. 1546 Primer Hen. VIII, Too the Cherubin
and Seraphin continually do cry. 1602 Marston Ant.
Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 60 Oh, to have a husband with a mouth
continually smoaking. 1678 R. R[ussell] Geher in. 11. 1. iii.

147 Stir it continually with your Fingers. 1771 Smollett
Humph, CI. 23 Apr., The carriages which are continually

!

making their exit or their entrance. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) I. 366 Why do people delight in continually con-
versing with you? 1880 Geikie Phys. Geog. ii. ix. 58 The
sun is continually radiating heat from his glowing mass.

*t* b. Without cessation or end
;
ever, for ever.

1382 Wyclif 2 Sam. vii, 16 Thi troon shalbe stedefast

contynuli. a 1485 J. Rows Roll No. 5 (1859), And soo hys
heyrys here countinuah aftyr hym. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII,
c. 45 Which court . . continually and for euer shalbe a court
of record. 1547-8 Ordre o/Commvn. 15 That wee maye con-
tinually [later edd. evermore] dwell in hym. 1678 lii nyan
Pilgr. 1, 227 There also you shall serve him continually.

C. At every recurring time, regularly, on every

occasion. (Cf. Continual i b.)

( 1460 Fortescce Abs. Lim. Mon. (1714) 115 Thees
Counceillours may continually, at such Howres as schall be
assigned tothem,comewneand deliber. 1568 Bible (Bishops')

Heb. x. 1 Those sacrifices whiche they offer yeere by yeere
continually. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxviii. § 1 What
service the other priests did continually in the holy place.

1821 Keats Isabel xxxii, On [autumn] eves The breath of
Winter comes . . And the sick west continually bereaves Of
some gold tinge.

t 2. Continuously, in continuous succession, suc-

cessively. Obs. rare.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4744 Whether any other days
sal falle Bytwen ba days, or pai sal alle Continuely falle,

day aftir day. .he can noght say.

*t* b. Math. Continuallyproportional : = in Con-
tinual or Continued proportion. Obs.
1571 Digges Paniom. iv. xii. Zb, If 7 lines be continually

proportional. 1806 Hutton Course Math. I. 314 Quantities
are said to be Continually Proportional, or in Continued
Proportion, when the ratio is the same between every two
adjacent terms.

1 3. Continuously (in space), uninterruptedly.

Obs. rare.
1660 Barrow Euclid 1. Postul. 2 To produce a right line

finite, strait forth continually. 1756 R. Simson Euclid 1.

Axiom 12 These straight lines being continually produced,
shall at length meet upon that side on which are the angles
which are less than two right angles. [So in modern edd.]

Contrnualness. rare. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The state or quality of being continual.
i6n Cotgr., Eudelechie, continualnesse, perennitie. 12x656

Hales Gold Rem. (1688) 180 Although sleep partake not of
our devotion, yet this hinders not the continualness of it.

Continuance (kpnti-ni«,ans). [a. OF. con-

tinuance (13-14111 c. in Godef.), f. continuer to

Continue (pr. pple. continuant) : see -ance.]

I. The action of the vb. Continue trans.

1. Keeping up, going on with, maintaining, or
prolonging (an action, process, state, etc.).

C1374 Chaucer Troylus hi. 28 Of your lordship eke Con-
tinuance I wolde yow byseke. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg.
(MS. A) 103 Wib contynuaunce [p. r. contynewaunce] of pe
same cure tofore seid. 1559 in Strype Ann. Re/. I. App.
viii. 20 Howe the same from tyme to tyme were enlarged,
and had their continuance. 1686 Evelvn Diary 1 Jan.,
Imploring the continuance of God's providential care for the
yeare now enterd. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 120 p 13 His
own preservation, or the continuance of his species. 1846
M^Culloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 135 A prorogation
..is the continuance of a parliament from one session to
another. 1874 Morlev Compromise {1886) 74 The continu-
ance of the unending task of human improvement.

+ b. Retention in some position or state. Obs.

1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent. 90 An Unaccountable
Continuance of the sheathing upon the Bodies of these Ships,

beyond what the Practice, .of the Navy, .can justifie.

2. Law. The adjournment or deferring of a suit

or trial (or sometimes other proceedings) till a
future date or for a period. (Sometimes the present

cessation, sometimes the virtual continuity, is the

prominent notion.) Cf. Continue v. 8.
' In the United Stales, the deferring of a trial or suit from

one stated term of the court to another.' Webster (1828,1.

In England now Obs. in civil processes.

1425 Paston Lett. No. 5 I. 21 John, .hath cesed of his sute
. .takyng continuance of the same matier unto Cristemasse
next comyng. a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. VL (1677)

353 Sir Robert Melvil . . requested for some eight days con-
tinuance of the Execution ; whereunto she answered, Not
an hour. 1641 Tervies de la Ley 80 Continuance in the
Common Law is of the same signification with Prorogatio
in the Civile Law: As continuance untill the next Assise.

1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind v. 64 Continuances are entered
for two years more. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 316 The
giving of this day is called the continuance, because thereby
the proceedings are continued without interruption from one
adjournment to another. 1880 Daily 'I'd. 26 Nov., A man-
damus directing the justices to enter continuances, and hear
an appeal brought by the applicants.

II. The action of the vb. Continue intr.

3. a. Continuing in, or going on with, an action

or course of conduct
;

perseverance, persistence.

(Said of agents.) arch.
1:1386 Chaucer Frankt. T. Prol. 8 Ood . . in vertu send

thee continuaunce. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xlvi,

(1869) 197 pis awgere. .bat bi his good continuaunce maketh
be heuene an hygh to perce. 1558 Bp. Watson Set'. Sacram.
v. 27 With pacience and continuaunce kepyng our promise.
1611 BlBLB Rom. ii. 7 By patient continuance in well doing.
1829 Caklyle Misc. (1857) II. 38 The want of earnestness,
of intense continuance, is fatal to him.

b. The going on (of an action or process), the

duration or lasting (of a condition or state). The
most usual current sense.

1530 Palsgr. 382 All suche dedes as . . had contynuaunce
after the same present tyme. 156a Act 5 Eli*, c. 12 § 1 All
Lycences being made and granted as ys abovesaid .. shall

have Continuance and bee good onely for one Yere. 1612
T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 13 Blessednesse in greatest
measure, and endles continuance. 1651 Hohijes Leinath.
11. xxix. 170 Though they be grieved with the continuance
of disorder. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Ne~M Invent. 43 Any
Voyage not exceeding five or six years continuance. 1750
Johnson Rambler No. 38 p n Burnt up by a long continu-
ance of drought. 1883 Froude Short Stud. IV. 1. vii. 78
The sole cause of the continuance of the quarrel.

c. adj. phr. of long {short, some, any, etc.) con-

tinuance.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. lii, Their amitie
and vnion. .cannot be of long continuance. 1655-60 Stan-
ley Hist. Philos. (1701) 133/1 We shall first dispatch those
which were of shortest Continuance. 1721 Bradley Wks.
Nat. 77 This Year (1719) we had no Frost or Snow of any
Continuance in England. 1784 Cowper Lett. Feb. Wks.
(1876) 160 A frost of nine weeks' continuance. 1797-1804
Bewick Brit. Birds {1847) I. 147 The strain is of short con-
tinuance. Mod. Is the rain likely to be of any continuance ?

4. The action or fact of continuing or remaining
(in some place, position, state, or condition); stay.

(Said of persons or things.)

1393 Gowek Con/. III. 303 Men sain, that frele is youth
With leiser and continuaunce. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
cexxiv. 229 Thurgh continuaunce and haboundaunce of
waters. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 38 § 2 After long con-
tinuances togither in matrimonye. 1555 Eden Decades
22oThe most part of them, .haue no houses of continuaunce,
but. .cary them from place to place. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI,
11. v. 106 Cloy'd With long continuance in a setled place.

1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. u. xxxiii, The . . Continuance
above the Horizon of any Star. 1746 Wesley Princ.
Methodist 18 Our Continuance in a State of Justification.

1835 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 20 Our continuance in London
has .. become more uncertain. 1874 Act 37-38 Vict. c. 7
§ 2 The Assistant Judge, during his continuance in office.

5. Duration or lapse of time, course of time
(obs.) ; period, length of time {obs. or arch.). In
continuance : in course of time.
C1440 York MySt. xxvi. 102 He coueres all bat comes..

But in a schort contynuaunce. 1538 Leland Itin., A very
neere kinswoman of the kinges fell in love with him, and
in continuance was wedded unto him. 1589 Nashe Greene's
Arcadia Pref. (Arb.) 9 The sea exhaled by droppes, will in
continuance be drie. 1611 Bible Ps. exxxix. 16 All my
members, .which in continuance were fashioned. 1684 Con-
tempi. State Man 1. ii. (1699) 13 The strongest and most
sumptuous Palaces decay with continuance. 1754 Edwards
Freed. Will 11. vi. 60 Ideas . . don't remain so for any
sensible Continuance. 1794 Godwin Cat. Williams 205
Speed I was nearly unable to exert for any continuance.

f 6. The quality of lasting or enduring
;

per-

manence, durability. Obs.

1552 Huloet, Continuaunce, continuatio, pcrennitas.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. iv. 6 You call in question the con-
tinuance of his loue. 1620-55 I. Jones Sloue-Heng (1725) 8
They raise Cabbins and Cottages, .of no great Continuance.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. Introd. (1729^ 188 Fruits . . are to
be as well consider'd in relation to their Lasting and Con-
tinuance, as to their Maturity and Beauty,

f 7. The quality or fact of having lasted a long
time

;
long standing, antiquity. Obs.

1528 Roy & Barlow Rede me (Arb.) 38 Goddis worde .

.

slewe the masse downe right Of so auncient continuaunce.
1581 Savile Tacitus' Hist. 11. xlviii. (1591) 82 Hauing .

.

brought into a house of no great continuance the honor of
hauing an Emperor. 1631 Weeyer A iu. Fun. Mon. 37 They

were accounted the more sacred, by how much they were of
more continuance. 1699 Bentley Phal. 363 The Aristocracy
was of some Continuance.

f 8. Continuity, connexion {lit. and fig.). Obs.
1398 Trevisa Bartlt. De P. R. XIII. xxi. (14951 454 Though

it be al one see in contynuaunce therof, yet by costes and
countrees he takith dyuerse names. 1586 A. Day Eng.
Secretary 1. (1625) 3 That continuance of matter ought not
to be used in an Epistle. 1605 Bacon Adv. Leam. 11. i.

(18731 90 Without a perfect continuance or contexture of the
threacf of the narration. 1756 Bi'rke Sub/. <y B. nr. xxv,
The winding surface, the unbroken continuance, the easy
gradation of the beautiful.

+ b. Succession
;
sequence. Obs. rare.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. i. (1873^ 00 Commentaries, .set

down a continuance of the naked events and actions, with-
out the motives or designs.

9. concr. = Continuation 9. ? Obs.
1552 Huloet, Continuaunce or tenoure of a matter, tenor.

1586 Thynnk in Holinshed Chron. II. 405 In this my con-
:

tinuance of the Annales of Scotland. 1607-12 Bacon Ess.,
Parents xxiii. (Arb.) 272 Beholding them [Children], as the
contynuance not onely of theire kind, but of theire workc.
1631 WekvEH Anc. Fun. Mon. 761 To spend the continuance
of their liue^. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. vii. n. § 40. 314
This romance and a continuance of it by Gil Polo. 1879
Trolloi-e 'Thackeray i. This novel [' The Virginians ']. .is a
continuance of ' Esmond '.

10. attrib. continuance act, a legislative act

continuing for a further period a temporary mea-
sure ; + continuance-money, a payment for re-

newal of a loan.

1678 R. L'Estrange Seneca's Mor. (1702) 183 Procuration,
and Continuance-Mony, these are only.. the Dreams of
Avarice. 1700 Brown tr. Du Fresny's Amusem. 29 A
Hunger-starv'd Usurer in quest of a Crasie Citizen for Use
and Continuance-Money. 1863 H. Cox Instil. 1. iv. 21
Many statutes of temporary operation are kept in force from
time to time by Continuance Acts.

% Erroneously or loosely for Continence.
a 1619 Beaum. & Fl. K'nt. Malta I. i, Zanthia doth enamour
me Beyond all continuance.

Continuancy (k/nti*niwiansi). rare.

1 1. = Continuance 4. Obs.
1621 Ainsworth Anuot, Peutat. (1639) 20 It signirteth

Gods might, .with continuancie of the same against Egypt.
2. The quality or character of continuing or

being continuous.
1850 1'b/rie (1S75) 352 There was a resolute emphasis in her

voice, a kind of determined continuancy in her narrative.

II Continua'Udo. Obs, in Eng. [L.continuantlo
by continuing.] Lain. A word technically used in

an indictment for trespass, to describe a continu-

! ance or repetition of the act alleged. Hence transf.

a continuance, a continuation.
1607-72 COWEL Intcrpr. s.v., For in one Action of Trespass,

you may recover Damages for divers Trespasses, laying the
first with a Continuando to the whole time, ami in this form,
continuando trnusgressioncm pr.vdidam. 1677 1 1 a LE Con-
tempt. 11. Pref. 1 So timely finished as that it might appear
to be but a part of the former Trespass, though with a con-
tinuando, and not a new presumption against the worthy

j
Author. 1711 Swift Let. 23 Oct., It has rained all day with
a continuendo. a 1734 North Exam. 11. iv. § 5 (1740) 233
Fitzharris, whose Plot was to be only a Continuando of that
which he held forth.

b. in comb. = continuous, never-ending.
1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Nero Invent, p. xii, Many of our con-

tinuando-talkers of Politicks.

Continuant (k^'ntrnu/|ant), a. and sb. [a. F.
continuant or L. continuant' pr. pple. of con-

tinuare.']

A. oaf.

+ 1. Continuing, persisting in time, enduring;
remaining in force. Obs.
1610 Healey St. Aug. Ciiie 0/ God v. xviii. (1620) 213

Romes Empire, so spacious and so continuant. 1642 Sir
E. Dering Sp. on Relig. 21 Oct. x. E 1 ij b, Whether this .

.

Order be continuant or expired. 1660 Gauuen Brounrig
117 These dispensations are .. neither frequent nor con-
tinuant.

2. Capable of a continuous sound : applied to

certain consonants ; sec B. 1

.

B. sb.

1. A consonant of which the sound can be
continued or prolonged, as opposed to a stop or

check, in which the sound is produced by the ex-

plosion of a stoppage in some part of the oral

cavity. Commonly applied to the sounds f, v, p, S,

s, z, etc. as contrasted with the stops p, b, t, d,

etc., but also including liquids and nasals.

1861 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. VIII. 373 When the con-
tinuant is a fluid consonant. 1887 A thenarum r 3 Au|j. 207/1
He retains the incorrect designation of the Teutonic con-
tinuants as ' aspirates'. . It seems to be implied that the
Teutonic surd continuants changed directly into voiced
stops, the theoretical intermediate stage of voiced continu-
ants being ignored.

2. Math. In Theory of Equations, *A deter-

minant in which all the constituents vanish except
those in the principal diagonal and two bordering
minor diagonals'. Salmon Higher Alg. (1885)
18.

1873-4 Mum Proc. Royal Soc. Edin. 1881 Bcrnside &
Panton Th. Equations xi. § 129 (1885) 285 It appears that
the quotient of any determinant by the one next below it in
the series can be expressed as a continued fraction in terms
of the given constituents. On account of this property
determinants of the form here treated are called continuants.
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f Conti'nuantly, adv. A humorous perversion

:

Cf. CONTINUATELY.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, n. i. 28 (Mrs. Quickly) He comes

continuantlv 10 Py-Comcr. .to buy a saddle.

t Conti'iraate, Obs. [ad. L. con*

tinudt-us, pa. pple. of continudre to Continue.]
1. pa. pple. Continued, kept on. Obs.

1471 Ripley Cotnp. Atch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 151 The
Waters of Noyes flud..whych were a hundred dayes con-
tynuate And fyfty.

2. adj. Continued without break or interstices

;

continuous in space or substance.

1555 Eden Decades 218 This lande is continuate and one
firme lande with the cape of saynte Augustine. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lvi. § 7 As though our very flesh and
bones should be made continuate with his. x6io Guillim
Heraldry m. xxiii. fi6u) 170 The Hardnes of Scalie fish is

not continuat, but Plated, fitting for Motion ; but there is

another sort of hard couering, which is continuate. Of
which, .some are shelled. i6s6[J. Sergeant] tr. T. White's
Penpal. Inst. 326 If it were divisible, 'twould be continuate
and divisible without end.

b. Continuous in time or order, uninterrupted in

duration.
1601 Y. Godwin Bps. Eng. 136 There is not any precise

Catalogue or continuate history. 1604 Shaks. Oth. m. IV.

178, I shall in a more continuate time Strike off this score

of absence. x6xo Healev St. Aug. Citie ofGod vn. xxvi.

(16201 272 The same hath Euemerus written in a continuate
history.

3. Continued, long-continued, lasting, chronic.
1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 11 A most incomparable man;

breath'd as it were, To an vntyreable and continuate good-
nesse. c 162 1 S. Ward Life ofFaith (1627), As constant and
continuate as is the vse of fire and water. 1621 Bt/RTON^w/i/.
Mel. 1. i. 1. v, A Chronicle or continuate disease, a setled

humor. 1635 Hrathwait Arcad. Pcess 36 The continuate
remembrance of our owne integrity.

4. ? Constantly adjourned. Obs.
1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. v. 163 The encamping of

an army being a continuate thing, the dislodging or re-

mouing of a campe must needs be a consequence.

Hence t Conti nuately adv., fConti nuateness.
1601 2 Fulbf.cke 2nd Pt. Parall. 59 Esau and Iacob

famous twinnes were borne so continually together. 1641
Wii.kins Mercury xi. (1707) 47 Writing continuately, with-
out any Distinction betwixt the Words. 1645 Digby Nat.
Bodies xxxvi. 1 1658 1 379 That the continuateness of the sent

may not lead dogges to their forme.

t Conti'nuate, v. Obs. [f. L. continual- ppl.

stem of continudre to Continue.]
1. trans. To make continuous in space or sub-

stance ; to give continuity to.

1578 Banister Hist Man vii. 90 To the inuolucre of the
hart . . the same coate [the pleura] . . is continuated, and
tyed. a 1633s L. Hutten Antiq. Oxford in Plummer
Elizabethan Oxford 11887* 85 The Deane and Chapter .

.

darning upp the old Channell that ran into Charwell, con-
tinuated the two Meadowes into one. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 11. i, Oyled paper, wherein the interstitiall

divisions being continuated by the accession of oyle. a 1834
Coleridge Shaks. Notes (18491 87 All that continuaies
society, as sense of ancestry and of sex.

2. To make continuous in time ; to perpetuate.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv, To containe, and con-

tinuate the remembrance of her vertuous, pious, and glori-

ous gouernment. 1624 Brief Inform. Affairs Palat. 57
[They] made a mockene of the said Truce, and continuated
their Hostilities. 1653 Gataker Vind. Annot. Jer. 17 De-
vising a new Church Government . . and . . establishing and
continuating the same.

Hence Conti nuated, Conti •nuating' ppl. a.

163a tr. BrueCs Praxis Med. 198 The continuated parts .

.

doe appcare loosened. 1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. iv.

32 By a continuated motion upon a continuated body, as all

liquors are.^ 1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. fed. 2),

Bodies run into glass when the volatile parts arc exhaled,
and the continuating humour separated.

Continuation (k^ntini#|t7<j3n). [a. F. con-

tinuation (-acion) (13th c), ad. L. continuation-

em, n. of action f. continudre to Continue.]

f 1. The action of continuing in any course of

action
;
perseverance, persistency. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. vi. 141 It shal be cause of con*
tinuacioun and exercisinge to good folk. 1483 Caxton
Cato I j, By contynuacion and to studye strongly thou shall

mowe acquyre grete connyng and prudence.

f 2. Continuity in space or of substance. Obs.

1613 Chooke Body ofMan 202 These Parastatat do arise

from the spirie bodden body, .by continuation, and creepe
obliquely backward and downward. 1650 Fuller Pisgah
in. ii. 382 This continuation of the Kings to Gods House,
shewed the mutuall intercourse which ought to be betwixt
Policy and Piety. 17*6 Leoni Designs Pref. 4 a, Such
Timbers interrupt the continuation of the Wall.

3. Remaining or going on in a state; continuous
existence or operation; continuance; prolongation.
1469 Sc. Acts Jos. Ill, § 38 The court of Parliament

. .or sic like court is, that has continuacione. 1654 Cokaine
Dianea 1. 21 The comliness of her countenance, the con-
tinuation of seeing her, would have subdued the obdur-
atenesse of any heart, a 1704 T. Brown Praise Poverty
Wks. 1730 I. 89 The continuation ofweakness. 1704 Hearne
Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 400 They let Water run out of a small
Orifice from one Vessel into another, with a continuation
till the same Star came again to the same place. 1861 Dana
Man. Geol., Life 251 The .. continuation of a portion of
the Niagara life beyond the termination of the [geological]
period.

t 4. Abiding or remaining in place, residence,

existence, etc. Obs,
1664 Power Exp. Philos. III. 162 Comets .. whose first

rise, continuation and disappearance may have been made
J

in six moneths time, a 1673 1*. Horton Serm. on Ps.
\

exxxiii. 1 To Dwell, .a worn of Residence and Abode and ,

Continuation.

5. The causing of anything to continue or go
!

on ; the continued maintenance of a condition or !

repetition of an action ; the resumption of any
interrupted action or course ; the carrying on
further of the story or discussion in a book.
1586 Thynne in Holinshed Chron. II. 464/2 The historie

..half printed before I set pen to paper to enter into the
|

augmentation or continuation of anie ofthem. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1638) 292 A decree made for the continuation
of the league. 1634 W. Tirwhvt Balzac's Lett. 196, I am
forced to defer the continuation of this discourse till another
time. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. vi. § 39 The English Bene-
dictines .rbegan to bestirr themselves, about the continua-
tion of their Order. 1709 Strvpe Ann. Ref. I. xxvii. 3:6
They [Convocation] met sometimes in the Chapter House of
S. Paul's.. and sometimes by continuation at King Henry
VII's Chapel, 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum., The Pulse, Any
one may do a casual act of good-nature ; but a continua-
tion of them shews it is a part of the temperature.

6. Sc. Law. = Continuance 2 ;
adjournment,

prorogation.
1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 225 (heading) Continuation

of the Diet. Ibid. 285 In a criminal prosecution, .the con-
tinuation must be to another day certain, for the diet cannot
be continued indefinitely, or sine die.

f 7. Math. A process in Fluxions equivalent to

integration by parts. Obs.

1750 Phil. Trans. XLVII. iv. 21 The Law of continua-
tion, .is exceedingly hard, .this way to be discovered. 1786
Ibid. LXXVI. 441 The utility of finding fluents by con-
tinuation was manifest to Sir Isaac Newton.
8. Stock Exchange. The carrying over of an ac-

count till next settling-day : see Contango.
1813 R. Hamilton Nation. Debt in Penny Cycl. XXIII.

72/1 Sometimes, instead of closing the account on the
settling day, the stock is carried on to a future day on such
termsasthe parties agree on. This is called a continuation.
1851 Illustr. Lond. News 46 At alxmt i per cent, 'con-
tinuation'. 1887 Daily News 13 July 2/2 In English rail-

way stocks . . the rates of conlin uation were moderate.

9. concr. That by which anything is continued
;

an addition continuing something already in ex- 1

istence or under notice.

1580 Hollvband Treas. Fr. Tong, Teneur, suite, on
continuation, the tenour or continuation. 1638 in Knolles*
Hist. Turks To Rdr., To joyne vnto my former History
a Continuation for some few yeares. 1671 Grew Anat.
Plants 1. vi. § 2 The Pilling is but the Continuation of the
utmost part of the Barque, a 1711 Ken Hymns Evang.
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 181 His whole Course Is but Continua-
tion of the Source. 1841 Elphinstonk Hist. Ind. I. 443
Where it is crossed by the continuation of Mount Imaus.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 21 IV. i8The Philebus. .is supposed
tone the continuation of a previous discussion.

b. Hence continuation of days
;

spec, in Sc.

Law: see quot. 1861.
1598 Hakluvt I'oy. I. 165 Vpon the first day of the moneth

of May ..with the continuation of the dayis following.

1693 Stair Inst. nr. ii. i 1 All points of process before them
are with continuation of days. 1861 W. Bell I .', Lmv
Scotl. s. v., The summons in a civil process authorizes the
defender to be cited to appear on a certain day, ' with
continuation of days ', and the summons may be called in

Court, either on the day named, or within year and day of
|

compearance, unless it be forced on by protestation.

10- Gaiters continuous with 'shorts' or knee-

breeches, as worn by bishops, deans, etc. Hence i

in mod. slang, trousers, as a continuation of the

waistcoat.

182,5 Hone Every-tiay Bk. I. 1 184 The devil [was] in a
red.. vest, red 'continuations'. 1836-9 Dickens Sk. Box,
IVinglebury Duel (D.>, A sleek man., in drab shorts and
continuations, black coat, neck-cloth and gloves. 1858 R.
S. Surtf.es Ask Mamma Ixviii. 305 Straight good legs,

well set off with . , kerseymere shorts, and continuations to
!

match. 1883 W. C. Russell Jack's Courtship in Longm.
Mag. III. 18 For fear of spilling it over what a tailor would
call my continuations.

11. Comb.
f as continuation bill ; continuation-

day m contango-day ; continuation- school, one
|

in which the education of the elementary school is

continued to a more advanced age ; so continuation-
teaching.

1859 Helps Frietuls in C. Ser. 11. II. ix. 177 Every year
there are more and more continuation bills, wfuch is merely

fine name for work postponed. 1887 Mundella in Pall JMall G. 15 Aug. 6/1 To make the education of the children 1
thorough they must adopt the Continental system of con-
tinuation schools. 1888 Ibid. 10 Nov. 1 1/2 He held up as

;

models the German ' continuation ' schools, and suggested
that compulsory evening classes for ' continuation teach-

j

ing would delight the working man.

Continuationist. [f. prec. + -ist.] One
who favours or advocates continuation.
(In quot. applied to one who holds that the Anglican

Church is the continuation of the pre-Reformation Catholic >

Church in England.)
1891 Catholic Neivs 20 June 7/1 Those modern continua-

tionists between whom and the birth of the Anglican Church
there extends a chasm of more than three centuries.

Continuative (kffoti'niw/tiv), a. and sb. [ad.

L. continualiv-us
t

f. ppl. stem of continudre to

Continue : see -ive.]

A. adj. 1. Tending or serving to continue or im-
part continuity: f of material substance (obs.); of
existence, action, etc.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit, ix. 350 The Cure of the
Fissure of the Lips consists in . . restoring the continuative
moisture. 1865 W. Kay Crisis Hupfeldiana 52 Now, this

is a continuative way ofspeaking. 1871 Earle Philol. Eng.
Tongue § 594 Logic. is not originative and creative; it is

only regulative and continuative.

2. Expressing continuance : see B. 1.

B. sb. (the adj. used absol.) Anything that serves

to continue or produce continuity : spec.

fa. A conjunction that introduces a subordinate

clause or sentence ; a subordinative conjunction.

Also a form of the verb expressing continuance of

action in some languages.
1530 Palsgr. 148 Some [conjunctions] be continuatives.

1751 Harris Hermes (1841) 187 The continuatives are ' if,
* because* ,

' therefore ',
* that &c. .The copulative does no

more than barely couple sentences . . Continuatives . . by a
more intimate connection, consolidate sentences into one
continuous whole. Ibid. ii. (1786) 247 All these continua-
tives are resolvable into copulatives.^ 1870 F. Hall Hindi
Header 146 A few intensives and continuatives are formed.

f b. A proposition expressing continuance. Obs.

1725 Watts Logic 11. ii. § 6 [Among] the second sort of
compound Propositions . . may be added continuatives ; as,

Rome remains to this day ; which includes, at least, two
propositions, viz. Rome was, and Rome is.

Hence Continuatively adv. ; Conti'nuative-
ness , the quality of being continuative

;
persistency

in attention or effort,

x88x Daily Tel. 10 Nov. 2/3 The outward signs of firm-

ness, ambition, and concentration or continuativeness.

Continuator k^nti ni«i^tai). [agent-n. in L.

form from continudre to Continue : see -or ; cf.

mod.F. continuateur.']

1. One who continues, or maintains continuity.

1646 Sir T. Browns Pseud. Ep. m. xvi, A way of pro-

duction which should . . contrive the continuation of the

species by the destruction of the continuator. 1848 W. H.
Kelly tr. L. Blattc's Hist. Ten V. 1. 247 Louis Philippe I.

. . that dubious continuator of the thirty-five Capets. 1852

Newland Led. Tractar. 35 Continuators of the apostolic

succession indeed, but without spiritual authority. 1866

Fkrrier Grk. Philos. I. xii. 363 Aristotle, .was rather fitted

to found a new dynasty in philosophy, .than to be the con-

tinuator of an old one.

2. One who continues or carries forward work
begun by another ; esp. one who writes a continua-

tion to a literary work.
1656 Hkvlin Extraneus Vapulans 100 The Continuator

of Stowes Chronicle. 1691 Wood Atk. Oxon. II. 34 The
Author Baker, and his Continuator Philipps. 1766 Amory
Buncle (1770; III. 8o,~Gabriel Cossart, the continuator,

published the other seven volumes in 1672. 1865 M.
Arnold Ess. Crit. v. 153 Heine.. is the most important
German successor and continuator of Goethe in Goethe's
most important line of activity. 1876 Freeman Norm.
Conq. V. xxv. 577 In our own Florence, in his southern
continuator and his northern interpolator, we read the

unvarnished tale.

t Continue, («.), sb. 1 Obs. [a. F. continUj w,
ad. L. continu-us : see Continuous. But in B, c.

perh. a vbl. sb. from Continue i*.]

A. adj. Continuous.

B. sb. a, A continuous fever ; = F. fievn con-

tinue.
c 1500 Melusim 299 Madame, I haue be somewhat euyl at

case & haue had axez in manner of a contynue.

b. Continued or continuous land, continent.

1630 A*. Johnson's Kingd. Commonw. 575 A conteinue

almost twelve hundred leagues
;

yet divided into many
kingdomes.

C. Continued course, continuance in time.

1556 J. OtM Anteckrist 69 In all the continue of our life.

Continue, sb.- var of Contenu, Obs. contents.

Continue (kphti*ni«), v. Forms : 4-6 con-

tynue, (contynu), -tynew(e, -tinew, 5 -tynwe,

-tenue, -tenewe, -tenwe, -teynue, 7 -tinu, 4-
continue. See also Contain v. i 7 and Contcnk.
[a. K. coulinue-r (13th c. in Littre}, ad. L. con-

tinudre 1 to make continuous', more rarely 1 to be

continuous', f. continu-us Continuous. There
seems to have been frequent confusion in ME. be-

tween this word and contain in its early form

contcne, due perh. to F. contenu and L. continui,

parts of contenir, contincre to Contain, or to the

Eng. sb. Contenu *»F. contenu content. Hence
sense 1 7 * to contain/ and Contain v. 1 7 in sense

* continue' ; see also Contune.]
I. transitive.

1. To carry on, keep up, maintain, go on with,

persist in (an action, usage, etc.).

a 1340 Hampole Psalter 525 pe desire to receyf more & to

contynu it. 1375 Barbour Bruce xix. 23s [Thai] continuit

thair mavite Quhen euir thai met thame on the se. c 1400

Lanfranc's Ct'rurg. (MS. A.) 9: pis medicyn bou schalt

contynuen til it be hool. C1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon
xix. 416 Better to haue peas than for to contynewe the

werre. c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. Pref. (1814)4
Audacyte to contynue forth my fyrste purpose. 1596 Shaks.
Tam. Shr. 1. i. 27, I am. .Glad that you thus continue your
resolue. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. x, Negroes
transplanted into cold, .habitations continue their hue. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones 1. i, The whole, to continue the same
metaphor, consists in the cookery of the author. 1874

Bancroft Footpr, Time viii. 201 To continue the struggle.

1879 Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes 194 Continuing the

ascent, and bearing a little to the left.
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2. To cause to last or endure ; to prolong, keep
up (something external to the agent\

i 1380 WYcLlP Serm. Sel. Wks. [. 113 Crist to contynue
devocioun of pis womman, answeride not first a word to

hir. 1599 ThyhHB Animadv. (1865) 67 Howe this ordale

was contynued in Englande in the tyme of kinge Iohane.

i6u Bible Ps. lxxii. 17 His name shalbe continued as long
as the sunne. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot, iv. 28 A good
Way to continue their Memories. 1753 Johnson in Boswcll
1 Jan., Almighty God who hast continued my life to this day.

1862 Ruskin Munera P. (1880) 5 If the qualities are con-

tinued by descent through a generation or two.

3. With extension or complement : To keep on,

maintain, retain in a place, condition, etc.).

1 1460 Fortescue AI's. Lim. Mon. xix. (1714) 145 God
contenewe his grace and persone in long lyfFe w t increse.

1588 Let. in Hart. Misc. iMalh.) I. M3, We were continued
all this year in assured hope of a full victory. 1605 Uacon
Adv. Leant, n.xiv. § 10 If a child were continued 111 a grot

or cave under the earth until maturity of age. 1657 Vestry

Bks. iSui tees) 311 That John Philpott be continued clerk of
this parish. 1670 tr. Machiavelli's Princes (Rtldg. 1883)245
Pagolo and the Duke de Gravina were continued alive.

1670 Walton Hooker in Lives in. 159 To continue him at

School. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. iv. 19 No lady
..would care lo continue me with her. 1771 Goldsm.
Hist. Eng. IV. 160 He was still continued the reluctant

general of the army. 1793 S.meaton Edystone L. § 153 It

. . seemed unprofitable to continue the companies longer in

a state of hardship. 1850 W. Irving Mahomet xxx. (1853)
151 He was continued in his office,

fb. ellipt. Obs. cf. quot. 1670 above.
1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. iv. iii. 83 But Uarnardine must

die this afternoone, And how shall we continue Claudio?

t 4. To make continuous 7uith
y
connect or attach

to. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 73 Paradys is so hi^e and
in oon place contynued to be erbe. c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. IMS. A.) 147 pe braunchis of be senewis of pe heed
in sum place ben conteynued & ioyned with bese senewis.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. P.p. v. v. 239 The use of the
Navell is to continue the infant unto the Mother.

5. To carry on, take up, resume (a narrative,

etc.) from a point of suspension or interruption.
c 1425 Wvntoun Crou. 1. 1, 17 Be thryde [Buke] sail cou-

tynwyde be Quhille made of Rome wespe cite. 1597 ^HAKS -

2 Hen. IV Epil., Our humble Author will continue the
Story (with Sir John in it). 1641 J. Jackson True Evang.
T. 1. 49 Antonius Ciccarella, who coniinueth on the history
of Platina. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. v. Pro]., And thus his

tale continued ran. 1823 Lamb Elia xi. Imperf. Symp.,
Hume's History compared with his [Smollett's] Continuation
of it. What if the Historian had continued Humphrey
Clinker?

6. To carry on in space ; to prolong, produce.
1667 Milton /*. L. u. 1029 A Bridge of wondrous length

From Hell continu'd reaching th' utmost Orbe Of this frail

World. 1703 Moxon Meek. Exerc. 274 Then continue
(viz. draw longer) both the lines AB, CD. 1784 Gent. Mag.
1,1V. 11. 643 The arch is now continuing under the intended
road, .for which purpose a hill contiguous is cutting down.
1831 Brewster Optics ii. 18 If we continue backwards the
rays DE, FE, they will meet at »/.

7. To carry on in a line of succession or develop-

ment ; to furnish a sequel or successor to.

1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. ii. U875I 62 The man of genius
was continued by the English analysts of the eighteenth
century. .The man of intelligence was continued by suc-
cessors like Bernouilli, Euler, and Laplace.

8. Law. To adjourn, prorogue, put off. (esp. Se.\
1469. SV. Acts Jus. Ill, § 38 The court of Parliament, .or sic

like courtis, that has continuacione, nedis nocht to be con-
tinuit fra day to day. c 1565 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (1728) 188 The Governor wrote to the Cardinal to
continue the accusation of Mr. George, till he spake with
him. (71639 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot.7.%% (Jam.) But
the Regent's death, and the troubles which thereupon
issued, made all to be continued for that time. 1798 Dal-
las A/ner. Laiu Rep. II. 44 The cause was continued on a
rule for trial at the next term. 1861 W. Bell Diet. Laiu
Scot. s.v. Diet, After the day of appearance has once ar-
rived, the diet may be continued by an act of the Court .

.

The continuation must be to another day certain, for the
diet cannot be continued indefinitely, or sine die. 1890
Boston (Mass.) Jml. 23 May 1/6 He appeared before Judge
Sanger of the District court in Cambridge this morning,
and has his case continued until June 4.

b. Stock Exch. (See quot.)
1886 Law Times LXXX. 206/1

1 To continue' is a tech-
nical term, which means to sell and to rebuy the same
amount of stock at a future day at the same price, a further
sum being paid for the accommodation.

II. intransitive.

9. To remain in existence or in its present con-
dition ; to last, endure, persist in being,
1:1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 120 pe sike man muste nedis

die, namely & be accidentis contynewen [MS. A. con-
teynen], 1535 Covf.rdale i Sam. xiii. 14 But now shall
not thy kyngdome contynue. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. 11. (1586) 108b, Built with rafters and beames of
Juniper, to the end it might continue. 1667 Pefvs Diary
(1879) IV*. 273 My mother grows so much worse, that he
fears she cannot long continue. 1746-7 Hervey Medit.
(1S18) 106 This habitable globe . . could no more continue,
than they could create themselves. 1878 Browning La
Saisiaz 59 Let what now exists continue.

10. To remain, stay, or abide {in a place).
1417 in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 19. I. 55 Of us which are con-

tinuinge in a lande of warr. 1526 Tindale Matt. xv. 32
Because they haue contynued with me now .iii. dayes, and
haue nought to eate. 1611 Bible John ii. 12 They con-
tinued there not many days. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 314 So
the popular vote Inclines, here to continue. 1814 Jane
Austen Lady^ Susan xxiii. (1879) 254 Frederica is made
wretched by his continuing here. 1839 Yeowell Anc. Brit.

Vol. II.

Ch. xi. 122 Ireland, where he is supposed to have continued
lour years.

11. With complement or extension : To remain
(in a specified state or capacity).

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 39 Preamb., Sythen whiche
tyme your seiu Subgiect hathe contynued. .your feythfull
and true liegeman. 1509 Fisheb Fun, Serm. Ctess
Richmond Wks. (1876) 294 Thoughe she alway contynued
not in her vyrgynyte. 1606 Shaks. A nt. <y Ci. IV. vi. 29 Your
Emperor Continues still a Ioue. 1611 — Cymb. 1. vi. 56
Continues well my Lord 7 1667 Milton P. L. v. 521 That
thou art happie, owe to God ; That thou continu'st such,
owe to thy self. 1737 Whiston Josephus' Aniiq. v. i. § 28
The Deity would continue their friend. 1761 Johnson Let.
Baretti 10 June in Bosioell, Your English style still con-
tinues in its purity and vigour. 1884 Miss Braddon Ishmael
xli, It is impossible you should continue unhappy if you
follow the dictates of honour and conscience.

12. To persist in action, persevere ; to go on,

keep on. (Now rare of persons.)
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 25 He continued alle night in

prayers alone. 14.. Circumcision in Tundale's Vis. (1843)

94 To contynu in vertu i y 11 thei dey. 1570 Levins Mauip.
95 To continew, pcrseuerare. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. i. 34,
I haue knowne her continue in this [washing her hands] a
quarter of an houre. 1677 Littleton Lett. Diet, s.v., To
continue or hold on in that he began. 1751 Smollett Per.
Pic. lxii, The altercation continued until they entered the
gates of Antwerp. 1877 Lady Brassey Voy. Sunbeam
i, The breeze continued. i88z J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch.
Eng. II. 220 The persecution continued witli unabated
rigour.

13. To continue doing or to do : to go on doing,

not to cease. Sometimes with on.

1382 Wyclik Luke xxiii. 23 And thei contynueden axinge
with greele voices, that he schulde be crucified. 1526 Tin-
dale Acts xii. 16 Peter contynued knockinge. 1611 Bible
1 Sam. i. 12 As she continued praying before the Lord.
1651 Hobbes Leviath. ti. xxvi. 139 By whose authority they
now continue to be Lawes. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 138 In
one day to have marr'd What he.. six Nights and Days
Continu'd making. 1719 Lock in W. Wood Snrv. Trade
59 [It] is likely to continue on to do so. 1722 Lond, Gaz.
No. 6041/10 The Pills continue to be sold by him. 1776
Trial of Nundocomar 24/1 Kissen Juan Doss continues
reading from the Rosenainma. 1875 Jevons Money (1878)

83 They will continue to circulate as token coins.

14. To proceed in one's discourse ; to resume or

go on after pause or interruption.

1711 Steele Sped. No. 118 * 2 Of all persons under the
Sun (continued he..) be sure to set a Mark upon Confi-
dents. 1726 Swift Gulliver 11. iii, And thus he continued
on, while my colour came and went, .with indignation. 1885
Sir W. V. Field in Law Times Rep. LI I. 654/2 Lord
Erskine continues thus :

' If the court can discover,' etc.

+ 15. ?To be or occur as sequel (Schmidt), or

? To remain behind. Obs.
1607 Shaks. Timou 11. ii. 5 He.. takes no accompt How

things go from him, nor resumes no care Of what is to con-
tinue.

+ 16. To be attached or cohere to (so as to form
a continuous mass\ Obs.
1626 Bacon .Vy/tvi § 293 Such Bodies doe partly follow the

Touch of another Body, and partly sticke and continue to

themselues. .as we see in Pitch, Glew, Birdlime, etc.

fill. 17. = Contain. Obs.
[See the etymology, and cf. Contain v. 17.]

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ix. 177 And euery maner seculer
bat may nou5t continue [v. r. contene, conteyne], Wysly
go wedde. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 349 Suche blas-

femyes ben foundun & contynnued in bes sectis. a 1450
Rut. de la Tour Ixxxi. (1868) 105 Y haue spoke unto you of
diuerse women .. as it is continued in the bible. 1550
Gardiner in Foxe A . M. (1563) 760 a, I receiued a letter.

.

and toke it.. to continue no effectual inhibicion. 1^72 J.
Jones Bathes Buckstone Pref. 8 If the style or endyting be
best, which continueth the matter.

Continued ^nt'vmud'},ppl. a. [f.prec. +-ED.]

1. Carried on or kept up without cessation ; con-
tinual, constant.

c 1440 Promp. Part*. 91 Contynuyd, kepte wythe-owte
cessynge, continuatus. 1532 R. Bowyer in Strype Eecl.
Mem. I. xvii. 134 By their constitution in the last and yet
continued Convocation. 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xxxix.
65 A continued patience I commend not. 1628 Earle
Microcosm, xlvi. 99 His conversation is a kind of con-
tinued complement. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. \. 350
Cold Weather, and continu'd Rain. 1872 E. Peacock
Mabel Heron I. v. 74 This continued astonishment was a
part of her life.

b. Continuedfever (see Continual a. 3).

_
1776-83 Cullen First Lines § 27 Wks. 1827 I. 488 When

it happens .. that the remission is not considerable the
disease is called a Continued Fever. 1799 Med. Jml. II.

301 The second book treats of continued fevers. 1858 J.
Copland Diet. Med. I. 367 Dr. Tweedie has divided con-
tinued fever into Simple, Complicated, and Typhus.

2. Extended in space without interruption or

breach of connexion ; continuous.
1607 Topsell Eour-f. Bcasts(\6-j$ 232 That Horse is best

whicn is of one continued colour. 1630 A*. Johnson's Kingd.
<$• Commiv. 342 One continued country, passable from one
to the other, without helpe of Sea. 1636 Blunt Voy. Levant
(1637) 8 A hilly country . .in a manner a continued Wood,
most of Pine trees. 1690 Locke Hum. Und, 11. xxvii. § 3
An Atom, i. e. a continu'd Body, under one immutable
Superficies. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World U757) 190
The ground is burnt up to that degree, that the surface of
it appears like one continued cinder.

3. Carried on in a series or sequence ; connected
or linked together in succession ; continuous.
1628 Ti Spencek Logiek 123 A Continued similitude, is

when the second terme, is to the third, as the first is to the

I second. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 63 The space of seven con-
tinu'd Nights he rode With darkness. 1704 J. Trapp Abra-
Muli 11, i, One continu'd Series of Misfortunes. 1790 Paley
Horce Paul. \. 8 [They] have each given a continued his-

tory of St. Paul's life.

4. a. Continuedproportionals : a series of quan-
tities such that the ratio is the same between every

two adjacent terms ; such quantities are said

to be in Continued proportion. Continued frac-
tion : a fraction whose denominator is an in-

teger plus a fraction, which latter fraction has
for its denominator an integer plus a fraction,

and so on.

1796 Hutton Math. Did. s.v. Continual Proportionals,
A series of continual or continued proportionals is otherwise
called a Progression. 1827 — Course Math. I. 1 13 But when
the difference or ratio of every two succeeding terms is the
same quantity, the proportion is said to be Continued, and
the numbers themselves make a series of Continued Pro-
portionals, or a progression.

t b. Continued bass (in Music) — Thorough-
bass. [It. basso continuo.']

1727-51 Chambers CycL, Continued, or thoroughd<ass, in

music, is that which continues to play constantly; both
during the reehatives, and lo sustain the choir or chorus.

Contrnuedly, adv. [f. prcc. + -ly-.] In a
continued manner ; uninterruptedly, continuously.
1559 Bp. Scot in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. vii. 19 The

catholike churche, which bathe in it contynuedly the Holye
Spirit of God fur a ruler and governour. 1680 II. Moke
Apocal. Apoc. Pref. 17 A Book of such comprehensive
Prophecies, and so continuedly true. 1827 W. I

1
, in

Hone Every'day Bk. II. 936 Family arms seem not to
have been continuedly adopted, till towards the time of
Edward I.

Conti'nuedness. rare. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

Continued state or quality, continuity.

1594 Cahew Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 27 It beliooues
also that his parts hold a certaine kind of continuednesse,
and that ihey bee nut deuided. 1630 T. Williamson in

Spurgeun Treas. Dav. Ps. cxlvL 4 See we now the con-
tinuednesse, exit, 'it goeth forth'. 1656 J. Sergeant tr.

'/'. White's Peripatet. Inst. 120 All quantity whatever
must, .by continuednessc, conspire into one bulk.

Continuendo : see Continuant*).

Continuer k^nti'ni^^a). [f. Continue v. +
-BE*.]

1. One who continues:, or carries on
;
esp. one who

continues a history or other unfinished work.
1548 Hall Chron. 245 b, The norice and continuer of

warre and hostilitie. 1658 W. IVkton Itin. Anton. 222
The Continuer of Thuanus his History. 1658 Slingsby
Diary (1836) 213 Holding only Fame to be the strongest
continuer of a family. 1706 Hearne Colled. 25 May (Oxf.
Hist. Soc.) I. 253 The Continuer of Athena: Oxon. 1875
Whitney Life Lang. vii. 119 The inheritors and continuers
of a common civilization.

2. One who continues in a state, etc. ; one who
persists, remains, keeps on, stays.

1548 Hall Chron. Hen. IV, an. 1. n He now obteynyng
the crowne of the realme, yf he wer therin a long continuer.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix. (1887)211 Continuers at

home. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 143, I would my horse
had the speed of your tongue, and so good a continuer.

1632 U. Lui'TON Lond. <y Countrt-y carbonadoed, Tenants
at luill in Halliwell Rejpr. Chnrac. Bks. (18571 309 These
are Continuers ouely upon their Maisters pleasure.

Continuing (k^nti-ni«,irj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+ -ing 1
.] The action of the verb Continue;

c< ntinuation, continuance ; abiding.

1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R.m. vii. (1495) 53 He lykenytb
the soule racional to a cercle by cause of his perfeccion and
contynuynge. 1643 Milton Divorce vi. (1851) 35 It is not

the outward continuing of manage that keepes whole that

cov'nant. 1691 T. H[ale] Ace. Netu Invent. 53 The ceas-

ing or continuing the said Method of Sheathing.

Continuing, a. [f. as prcc. + ing-.]

1. That continues tjn various senses of the verb)
;

abiding, lasting; persistent, persevering.

1393 Gower Conf II. 18 It semetli love is welwillende To
hem that ben continuende With besy herte to pursue Thing
that is to love due. 1526 Tindalk I/eb. xiii. 14 For here
haue we no continuynge citie [So 16x1], 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 152 Desiring to eternize his fame, in a
more continuing way. 1845 S C. Hall Whiteboy xi. 100

Stimulated by continuing peril. 1875 Bryce Holy Rom.
Emp. v. ed. 5) 63 A continuing protest against the validity

of Charles's title.

t 2. Formerly used in concord with a substantive

absolutely ( = Lat. ablative absolute), as an ad-

verbial adjunct of the sentence, like, during, pend-

ing, and so tending to be regarded as a prepo-

sition ; e.g. continuing my life- while my life

continues, during my life. Obs.

1515 Barclay Egloges (1570) B iij b, Thy dishes be one
continuing the yere. Ibid. B vj b, Better were to bide con-

tinuing my life. 1682 G. Vernon Life of Ileylyn 34 Con-
tinuing this time, Mr. Heylyn had no very considerable

subsistence for himself and his new Companion.

Hence Conti nuing-ly adv.

1494 Fabyan Chroti. VL ccxiv. 231 The sayd..vii. slepers

. .sleped contynuyngly to the laste. .yeres of Theodocius.

Conti'nuist. [f. Continue v. + -ist.] One
who holds a theory of continuity or continuousness.

Hence Conti nui stic a. (see quot.)

1883 Schaff Encycl. Ret. Knmvl. II. 1453 He advocated
what is called the continuistic view of the apocalyptic pro-
phecies ; i.e., that they are predictive of progressive history,

being partly fulfilled, partly unfulfilled.
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CONTINUITY. 910 CONTORT.
Continuity (tyntinuHti). [a. F. continuite

(16th c), ad. L. co/ttinuitdt-em, f. continu-us : see

-ity.] The state or quality of being continuous.

1. Of material things: The state or quality of

being uninterrupted in extent or substance, of

having* no interstices or breaks
;

uninterrupted

connexion of parts; connectedness, unbrokenness.

"543 t^ee 5l- '57° Dee Pre/. D j, Fyre and Ayre
. . will descend, when . . their Continuitic should be dissolued.

1607 Topskll Four-f. Peasts 1 1673) 38 Inflaming the body,
loosing the continuity of the parts. 1615 Crooke Body of
Man 307 Now there is no continuity betweene the vmbih-
call veine and the hollow veine. 1646 Sik T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. 11. i. 55 Continuity of parts is the cause of perspicuity.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Continuity is usually defined,
among schoolmen, the immediate cohesion of parts in the
same quantum. 1804 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. III. 50
The continuity of the frontier. 1813 Bakewell Introa.
GeoL (1815) 52 Sometimes the continuity of rocks and strata

is . . broken. 1855 Bain Semes 4* Int. 1. ii. § 17 (1864) 46
The continuity of the cord with the brain is necessary.

2. Of immaterial things, actions, processes, etc.

:

The state or quality of being uninterrupted in

sequence or succession, or in essence or idea
;

connectedness, coherence, unbrokenness.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1356 All that shall be,

hath a stint and dependance of that which is, by a certeine
contlnuitie, which proceedeth from the beginning to the end.
1751 Harris Hermes vii. (1786) 101 We may gain some idea
of Time, by considering it under the notion of a transient
continuity. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 10 In travelling I

by land there is a continuity of scene, a connected succession
of incidents that carry on the story of life. 1842 W. Grove 1

Corr. Phys. Forces Pref. (ed. 6> 16 The continuity of atten-
tion necessary for the proper evolution of a train of thought.

b. Law or principle of continuity, the principle

that all change, sequence, or series in nature is

continuous, and that nothing passes from one state :

to another per saltum.
The phrase originated with Leibnitz. In 1687 he laid

down as a general principle, that where there is continuity
between data, such that one case continually approaches
and at length loses itself in another, there will be a corre-

sponding continuity in results or properties. For example,
it is a property of the ellipse that all rays from the one focus
are reflected from the curve to the other ; in the parabola
all such rays reflected at the curve are parallel ; if there be
given a series of ellipses continually approaching the para-
bola by the continuous increase of distance between the foci,

the focal radii of these will continuously approach the rela-

tion of parallelism, so as at length to differ from it by less

than any assignable amount. This was according to Leibnitz
' a principle of general order ', having its origin in the mathe-
matical infinite, absolutely necessary in Geometry, but hold-
ing good also in Physics, because the Sovereign Wisdom, the
source of all things, acts as a perfect Geometer, and according
to a harmony that admits of no addition. In 1702 he re-

ferred to this principle as 'the law of continuity', and claimed
that it operates in all natural phenomena ; and in his

Nouveaux Fssais, he declared it to be part of his ' Law of
Continuity ' that everything in nature goes by degrees, and
nothing per saltum.
[1687 Leibnitz Lettre a Mr. Rayle Wks. Erdm. 104. 1690
- Lettre a Mr. Amauld ibid. 107 Chacune de ces sub-
stances contient dans sa nature legem continuations seriei

suarum operationum. 170a — Kepi, aux Rejl. de liayle ibid.

189/2 Qu il ne se rencontre jamais rien, oil la loi de la con-
tinuite (que j 'ai introduite, et dont j'ai fait la premiere
mention dans les Nouvelles de la Republigue des Lettrcs
de Mr. Bayle), et toutes les autrcs regies les plus exactes
des Mathematiques soient violces. a 1716 — Nouv. Ess.

\

iv. xvi, Tout va par degres dans la nature et rien par saut,
et cette regie, a regard des changements, est une partie de
ma loi de la continuite".] 1753 Chambers Cycl. SuppL s.v. (

An eminent mathematician nas supposed what he calls a law
of continuity to obtain in the universe, by which law every
thing that is executed or done in nature, is done by infinitely

small degrees. 1812 6 Plavfair Nat. Phil. (1819* I. 371 1

When bodies, whether solid or fluid, act on one another by
impulse or percussion, in such a manner that their action is

subject to the law of continuity. 1830 Hkrschel Stud.
Nat. Phil. 189 It prevents a breach of the law of continuity
between transparent and opake bodies. 1841 J. R. Young
Math. Dissert, ii. 74 That the angle changes at once from
90° to zero, is to admit so palpable a violation of the prin-
ciple of continuity, .that, etc. i86» Mulcahy Mod. Geom.
(ed. 2X 1878 Tait & Stewart Unseen Univ. (1880) p. xii,

We endeavour to show.. that immortality is strictly in ac-
cordance with the principle of Continuity (rightly viewed).

C. Equation of continuity , in Hydrodynamics :

the enuation connecting the rate of change ofdensity

of a fluid within any closed surface constantly full
j

of fluid with the flow of fluid through the surface.

1836 T. Webster Equilthr. <y Motion 0/ Fluids. 1880
Hauchton Phys. Geog. iii. 141. x88a Minchin Unipl. Kinc-
mat. % 93.

3. The state or quality of being continuous in
,

time
; uninterrupted duration, rare,

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. xni, Wee need not have
recourse unto any starre but the Sunne and the continuity of
its action. 1840 Mrs. Browning Drama 0/Exile Poems
1850 I. 27 Their stedfast continuity of gaze. 1841 Brew*
ster^ Mart. Sc. it. iv. (1856) 146 A painful disease, which
had its origin in the seventy and continuity of his studies.

4. i\\w&i-concr. A continuous or connected whole

;

continuous or unbroken course or series. (Of
material or immaterial things.)

1 601 Holland Pliny II. 423 Running throughout one
,

continuity without interruption, a 1619 Fotherbv Atheom.
11. ix. % 3 (1622) 296 All magnitudes and continuities are de-
duced from one originall prick. 1644 Milton A reop. (Arb.)

70 When every stone is laid artfully together, it cannot be
united into a continuity, it can but be contiguous in this

world. 1809- 10 Coleridge Friend 1 1865) 219 A chain that
ascends in a continuity of links.

b. A part continuous with something else. rare.
1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (i86i> 248 The New-Nether-

lands . . a continuity of the territory taken possession of .

.

j

by the Pilgrims, when they landed on Plymouth Rock.
5. Solution of continuity : the fact or condition

I

of being or becoming discontinuous
;
fracture, rup-

ture, breakage, 'break*. Orig. used of wounds,
etc. in an animal body ; thence also in other senses.

1543 Traheron tr. Vigo's Chirurg. (1586) 12 The heart
! can not suffer solution of continuitie without death. 1661
Bramhall Just Vind. ii. 14 Scbisme is an exteriour breach,

: or a solution of continuity in the body Ecclesiastick. 1707
Curios, in Husb. Gard. -jj The Solution of Continuity
may hinder the Juice from mounting. 1790 Burke Fr.
Rev. 24 With what address this temporary solution of [his-

torical] continuity is kept from the eye. 1877 Tyndall in

Daily Nezvs 2 Oct. 2 5 We are brought without solution of
continuity into the presence of problems, which, .lie entirely
outside the domain of physics.

Continuous Vnti-ni«iss^ a. [f. L. continu-us
j

hanging together, uninterrupted (f. contin-ere in
j

intr. sense ' to hang together,' etc.) + -ous.]

1. Characterized by continuity
;

extending in

space without interruption of substance ;
having

no interstices or breaks
;
having its parts in im-

mediate connexion ; connected, unbroken.
1673 (Irew Anat. Plants 11. iii. 5 3 It is Compounded of

two Bodies. The one Parenchymous ; Continuous through-
out ; yet somewhat Pliable without a solution of its Con-
tinuity. 1704 Newton Optics 11. U. (1782) IV. 148 The dark
intervals must be diminished, until the neighbouring rings
become continuous, and are blended. 1795 Soutiiey Joan

\

0/Arc vii. 6 Round the city stretch 'd Their line continuous,
massy as the wall Erst by the fearful Roman, .raised. 1859
Darwin Orig. Spec. xii. (187 ?) 320 In most cases the area
inhabited by a species is continuous. 1879 Lockyer Elem.
Astron. vi. 228 If we light a match and observe its spectrum,
we find that it is continuous—that is, from red through the
whole gamut of colour to the visible limit of the violet.

1881 Maxwell F.lectr. Magn. I. 6 Without describing a
continuous line in space.

b. In unbroken connexion with ; joined con-

tinuously to ; forming one mass with.
169a Ray Dissol. World xi. v. (1732)207 Anciently con-

tinuous with Malacca. 1700 S. Parker Six Philos. Ess.

05 The Superficies whereto it was continuous, etc. 1879
Harlan Eyesight ii. 25 The mucous membrane of the eye
is continuous with the skin.

+ C.Jig. Obs.
1642 Fuller Holy <V Prof. St. IV. iii. 252 They were so

contiguous and near in kinred, they might not be made
continuous tone flesh 1 in marriage.

2. Of immaterial things, actions, etc. : Uninter-

rupted in time, sequence, or essence ;
going on

without interruption
; connected, unbroken.

1751 Harris Hermes 11.(1841) 187 Continuatives .. con-
solidate sentences into one continuous whole. 183a Nat.
Phitos., Electro-Magnet, xi. § 176. 60 (Useful KnowL Soc.)

The currents transmitted by perfect conductors are contin-
uous ; that is, their intensity is either constant, or varies

insensibly during two consecutive instants. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Continuous service, men, those seamen
who, having entered for a period, on being paid off, are
permitted to have leave, and return to the flag-ship at the
port for general service. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq, I.

App. (1876) 700 A continuous siege of six months. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 131 The power of abstract study or
continuous thought is very rare. 1878 Tait & Stewart
Unseen Univ. vii. § 215 Which will explain the continuous
life of the universe as well as its continuous energy.

3. technically.

Continuous brake, a continuous series of carriage brakes
controlled from one point, acting upon every carriage or
wheel in a train. Continuous consonants, those which are
capable of prolonged enunciation (opposed to explosive).

|

Continuous function (Math.), a function that varies con-
tinuously, and whose differential coefficient therefore never

!

becomes infinite. Continuous impost : see Impost. Con-
tinuous stem (Bot.*, one without articulations. Continuous

j

style, in ( Jothic Architecture, a style in which the mullions
;

of a window are continued in the tracery, as distinguished 1

from the geometrical style of earlier Gothic,

1849 Freeman Archit. 379 There is also a tendency..
J

throughout the Continuous style, to extend the ornamental
stonework. 1850 Latham Eng. Lang. (ed. 3) 144 Now b,p,
t, etc. are explosively, etc. continuous. 1866 Treas. Bot.

325 A stem is said to be continuous which has no joints.

1883 Stubbs* Mercantile Circ. 26 Sept. 862/2 The use of
continuous brakes on their several lines [of railway).

Continuously ^k(?ntrni//|Osli), ai/v. [f. prec.

+ -ly^.] In a continuous manner
;
uninterruptedly, I

without break
;
continually, constantly.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Svst. 167 (R.) Which, .incorporates
the newly received nourishment, and joins it continuously
with the preexistent parts of flesh and bone. 1826 Foster
in Life v Corr. (1846) II. 94 He spoke continuously for a
considerable time. 1875 Lykll Princ. Geol. I. 11. xxv. 623
These may sometimes mantle continuously round the whole
mass. 1879 Nature 20 Nov. 58 A body which is changing
its speed every, .hundredth part of a moment or what we
call continuously. i88x Maxwell Electr. $ Magn. I. 6 A
quantity is said to vary continuously, if, when it passes from
one value to another, it assumes all the intermediate values.

ContinuonsneSS (kfXnti'niwiasnt's). [f. as

prec. + -nebs.] The state or quality of being con-

tinuous
;
continuity.

1803 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XVI. 224 These two
narratives are drawn up with that continuousness, that art-

less wondering honesty. . which might be expected. 1851-9
Darwin in Adm. Man. Sci. Eng. 281 The continuousness
and form of the strata. 1887 Contemp. Rev. May 727 Con-

tinuousness of influence is as much a factor in education as
specific acts of teaching.

Continute, obs. erron. f. Continuate///. a.

II Continuum (VntrniK,z"m). PI. continua
(-a). [L. ; neuter of conlinuus, i.e. 'acontinuous
body or thing*.] A continuous thing, quantity,
or substance; a continuous series of elements
passing into each other.
1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. (ed. 2) 40 The fusible

salt draws the earth and infusible part into one continuum.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. iv. 327 The admirable ac-
commodation of the several Parts of the Humane Body to
make up one Continuum. 1865 Grote Plato I. i. 13 There
could be no continuum : each numerical unit was distinct
and separated from the rest by a portion of vacant space.
// 1878 Lewes Study Psychol. (18791 x 33 To these animals
|the wolf and dog] the external world seems a continuum
of scents, as to man it is a continuum of sights. 1886 J.
Ward in Encycl. Brit. XX. 51/1 ^Psychology) All possible
sensations of colour, of tone, and of temperature constitute
as many groups of qualitative continua.

Contir-, obs. f. Counter-, e.g. in contirmont.

Cont-line. [Of uncertain derivation: it has

been suggested that cont is a variant of Cast sbX\

1. ' The spiral intervals formed between the strands

of a rope, by their being twisted together

\

1848 G. Biddlecombe Art of Rigging 10. 1874 Knight
Diet. Meek. 612 Cont-line . . in worming. . is filled up with
spun yarn or small rope, which brings the rope so treated to

a nearly cylindrical shape.

2. 1 The space between the bilges of two casks

stowed side by side \
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

Conto (kp-nttf). In 6-7 counto. [Pg. conto- It.

conto, OF. cuntty F. compte :—L. computus : see

Count sb."\ In Portuguese, a million
;
hence, short

for a million reis, worth in Portuguese currency

about £220, in Brazilian a little moie than half

that amount.
1601 Hakluyt tr. Galvano's Discov. World (1862) 14 He

neuer. . left off to raise and to augment the yerely rent vnto
a counto. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade Prod., A Portuguese
word for million; a conto of reis (1000 mil reis) is usually
expressed thus iooo$ooo. 1889 Times (weekly ed.) 13 Dec.
15/iThe sum of 5,000 contos (,£550,000). 1890 Daily News
a S Jan. 5/5 The money being subscribed in Brazil. The
capital is stated to be 200,000 contos of reis, or over 20
millions sterling. 1891 Scot. Leader 13 May 6 (Lisbon)
1200 contos of reis of new silver money coined in virtue of
last Friday's decree.

Contoise, erron. f. Cointise, Quaintihe.
1864 Boltell Heraldry Hist.

<fr
Pop. (ed. 3) 267.

Contor: see ConimjR.

Contorniate (kftotf>ini|**t),a. and sb. [f. It. con-

torno circuit, contour: so F. contorniate adj. fern.]

A. adj. Of a medal or coin: Having a deep
furrow round the disc, within the edge.
169a O. Walker Grk.

«fr
Rom. Hist. 25 Medals Contor-

niate, tho of a bad Master, are rare. 1855 Hopkins &
Kimbault Organ (1877) 12 A contorniate coin of the Em-
peror Nero. 1889 S. W. Stevenson Diet. Rom. Coins s.v.,

Contorniate medals present this peculiarity, that there is

scarcely ever any apparent connexion between the obverse
and the reverse.

B. sb. A medal (or coin) having such a furrowed

circumference : applied by modern numismatists

to certain brass pieces of Nero and other Roman
emi>erors, the purpose of which is uncertain.

1813 5 T. D. Foshkoke Encycl. Antia. (1843) 073 Contor-
niates..are mostly between two and three inches [in] dia-

meter. 1850 Leitch tr. Mailer's Anc. Art \ 207. 198 The
contorniati distributed at public games. 1889 S. W. Ste-
venson Diet, Rom. Coins s.v.. All writers appear, .to agree

in considering that contorniates were not of the nature and
value of money. . All contorniates are of brass.

Conto'rniated, contou-rniated, ///. a. =
prec. adj.

1717-31 Chambers Cycl. s. v., All we have remaining of

these contourniated medals, seem to have l>ecn struck about
the same time. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Contourniated. 1823

in Crabb.

II Contorno ikonbriruO. [It. contorno circuit,

CoNTol'R, f. contornare to turn together, compass
about, put a thing round another (cf. med.L. con-

torniire to round off well), f. L. con- + torndre to

turn in a lathe, round off, make round, f. tornus a

turning-lathe.] Contour, outline of a statue or

other work of art.

1758 Iohnson Idler No. 76 P 3 His mouth full of. .the

sublimity and grand contorno of Michael Angelo. 1781

Mad. D Arblay Diary I. 325 For a background and con-

torno, who comes up to Mrs. Thrale?

Contorsion, obs. form of Contortion.

Contorsive (k^nt^'jsiv), a. [f. L. contorsm,

alleged variant of contortus (see Contort) + -ive.]

Of contorting quality or tendency.
1819 H. Busk Vestritui I. 500 His eve contorsive bent a

thousand ways. 1819 — Dessert 7 1 1 Or with scored viscera

contorsive rue The deleterious trash that vintners brew.

t Conto'rt, ppl- a* Obs. [ad. L. contort-us pa.

pple. : see next.] Twisted, contorted.

1570 Levins Manip. 173 Contort, contortus.

Contort (k^nt^ Jt), v. [f. L. contort- ppl. stem

of contorquT-re^ f. con- + torquere to twist.]

1. trans. To twist, twist together or round itseK ;

to draw awry ; to distort greatly by twisting.



CONTORTED. 911 CONTRA-
162a (see Contorted]. 1:1715 Cheyne (J.), Spires con-

torted into small spheres. 1756 Amoky Buncle (1770) I. 193
These . . fleshy fibres are contorted and bound about with
..spiral ramifications .. of the nerves. 1846 Hawthorne
A/osses 1. i. 10 The variety of grotesque shapes into which
apple-trees contort themselves. 1852-9 Todd Cycl. Anat.
IV. 948/1 The cord is thereby contorted into a spiral. 1855
Bain Senses <y Int. II. ii. $ 2 11864) 121 The features are vio-

lently contorted. 1879 Lockyer Elem. Astron. iii. 79 The
sedimentary rocks have been . . bent, contorted, or twisted

to an enormous extent.

fig- 1836-7 Sir YV. Hamilton Afetaph. (1877) I. xi. 197
Contorted from their established signification. 1864 Bowen
Logic vii. 192 Both halves of the reasoning are contorted.

t 2. To hurl forth as a missile or argument. Obs.

c 1562 Abp. Parker Dcf. Priests Marriages 165 For it may
be well verified of you that ye contort to another: He that

is once ouer his shoes, forceth not afterward how deepe he
wade in the myer.

Contorted (k/nt/utOd), ppl. a. [f. prec. +
-EI).]

1. Twisted, esp. twisted together or round itself;

drawn awry or out of shape by a twisting action.

1622 MASSINGES Vir%. Mart. v. i, I'll.. hang thee In a
;

contorted chain of icicles, In the frigid zone. 1674 J.
Wright tr. Seneca's Thyestes 10 What makes Thee menace
thus with thycontorted Snakes? 1774 Pennant Tour Scot,

in 1772, 165 The rocks are contorted. 1794 Martyn Rous-
seau's Bot. xxv. 368 The legumes are contorted. 1878
Black Green Past. v. 37 All over his contorted visage.

fig. 1552 Gauls Alagastrom. 70 Whether those deriva-
tions, .be not contorted, jejune, .ridiculous.

2. Bot. ' An arrangement of petals or corolline

lobes, when each piece, being oblique in figure,

and overlapping its neighbour by one margin, has
!

its other margin in like manner overlapped by 1

that which stands next it' {Treas. Bot. 1866).
1760 Ellis in Phil. Trans. LI. 934 Contorted flowers,

that is . . those monopetalous flowers, whose lobes, or sections

of the limb of their petals, turn all to the right hand. 1870
Hooker Stud. Florap.xv, Convolvulaceai. .corolla, .plaited
and contorted in bud.

b. Contorted-convolutive adj. : convolute with
some degree of contortion.

1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 218 The aestivation, .on ac-
count of the lateral and somewhat contorted twisting of the
nearly equal segments, contorted-convolutive.

XJonto'rtedly. adv. [f. prcc. + -ly 2
.] In a

contorted or twisted manner.
1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. x. § 2 Not irregularly

and contortedly, .but straightly.

Contortion (k^nt^u/on). Also 7-8 -torsion,

[ad. L. contortion-em , n. of action f. contorquere :

see Contort v. Cf. F. contorsion (Pare, 16th c.).]

1. The action of twisting or writhing ; the fact

of being twisted ; distortion by twisting.
161 1 Cotgr., Contorsion, A contorsion ; a wrything, etc.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 6S It giueth a forme, .answere-
able to it owne contortions. 1658 SirT. Browne Card. Cyrus
iii. 50 Wherein the Leaf and Roots may shoot right without
contortion or forced circumvolution. 1773 Mrs. Chapone
Imfrov. Mind (1774^ I. 109 We strive, .to alter ourselves by
ridiculous contorsions of body. 1841-4 Emerson Ess.,
Prudence Wks. (Bohn) I. 96 The contortions of ten cruci-

fied martyrs. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 215 Contortion
and dislocation of strata, .due to squeezing at the sides.

fig. 1874 MahaffV Soc. Life Greece v. 157 The most vio-

lent contortions of grammar.
2. The product of contorting ; a contorted con-

dition, state, or form.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. \. 8 The Probe which you see

lyes in her mouth in spiral contorsions, wound up like a
spring. 1818 Mrs. Shelley Frankcnst. xvi. (1865) 199
His face was wrinkled into contortions too horrible for

human eyes to behold. 1873 Black Pr. Thule vii. 105 The
curious contortions of the rocks.

fig. 1869 J. Martineau Ess. II. 45 The deductions, .are
only so many contortions of the original definitions.

Contortionist (kpntfr-ijonist). [f. prcc. + -1ST.]

One who professes and practises contortion, a.

A gymnast or performer who throws his body into

contorted postures. t>. An artist whose work
exhibits contortions, c. One who contorts or

twists the sense of words.
1859 Coknwallis New IVorldl. 323 Cremorne Gardens.—

Wanted, male and female Equestrians, Tumblers . . Acro-
batic Performers, Contortionists. 1885 Manch. Exam. 11
Feb. 5/3 To their extraordinary ability as contortionists
they add some musical talent. 1887 Spectator 9 Apr. 491/2
Some confirmed jokers,—verbal contortionists. 1889 Sir F.
Leighton in Times n Dec. 7/4 He is the most turgid con-
tortionist whose work it has been my fortune to see,

t ContO'rtious, a. Obs. [f. Contortion : see

-ous.] Affected by contortions. Hence t Con-
to rtiousness, ' writhedness, the state of being
contorted* (Ash 1775).
1730-6 Bailey (folio\ Contorteousness, wreathedness.

Hence in later Diets.

Contortive (kj?ntputiv), a. [f. L. contort- ppl.
stem of contorquere + -ive.] Tending to or causing
contortion

; characterized by twisting.
1859 C. Dresser Rud. Bot. 245 The inner margin of each

leaf is covered by the outer margin of the next : in this
case their arrangement is convolute . . Some authors call this
form of aestivation contortive.

Contorto-, combining form of L. contortus
twisted together ; as in Contorto-foliaceous a.

1848 Dana Zooph. 492 Explanate, contorto-foliaceous .

.

folia clustered into a broad clump.

Contortuosity (k^nt^jtitt^-siti). rare. [(. L.

contortus (see Contort), after tortudsifds Tor-
tuosity.] The condition of being twisted together

or round each other ; intricate twistedness.

1868 Contcmp. Rev. IX, 282 The peculiar contortuosity,
twistiness of beech roots.

Contortuplicate (kfnt^ti/7-plik/t), a.- [ad.

L. contortupkedt-us, f. contortus twisted together

+plicdtus folded.] (See quot. 1S59.)
1816C0LEHR00KE in Asiatic Res. XII. 5^9 Cotyledons two,

Unequal, almond fleshy, thick, chrysaloid-contortuplicate.
1859 Gray Lessons Bot. Gloss., Contortuplicate, twisted
back upon itself.

t Contortu'plicated, ppl. a. Obs. [f. as

prec. + -EJ).] Twisted and entangled.
1648 Petit. Eastern Assoc. 30 The snarl'd, and contortu-

plicated affairs of the State.

Contour (k^rntu-u, k^htuo-i), sb. [a. Y. contour,

f. contowner (cf. F. tour, tourner, and Turn), in

artistic sense = It. contorno: see Contokno.]
1. The outline of any figure : a. introduced as a

term of Painting and Sculpture; spec, the line

separating the differently coloured parts of a design.

1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. Wks. v. (1S05) 315 Penning the
contours and outlines with a more even and acute touch.
1686 Aguonby Painting Illustr. Expl. 'Perms, The Con-
tours of a Hody, are the Lines that environ it, and make
the Superficies of it. 1697 Evelyn Xnmisnt. vL 201 A per-

fect Medal has. .its Contours neatly trimm'd. .and carefully

preserved. 1706 Phillips s.v., In painting and carving,

contours are the outward lines of a picture or figure. 1823
P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 152 To draw the contour both
of the plan and elevation. 1829 Scott Anne of G. iii,

The whole contour of her form. . resembled that of Minerva.
1849 RrsKiN Sev. Lamps vi. § 13. 175 The shadows arc

employed only to make the contours of the features

thoroughly felt. 1879 Rood Chromatics xviii. 312 Contours
consisting of several lines of gold and silver, white and
black, are often used to separate colours that do not har-

monize particularly well together.

b. Perfection or artistic quality of outline.

1780 Johnson Let. Mrs. Thrale 1 May, The exhibition is

eminently splendid, There is contour, and keeping, and
grace, and expression. 1844 James Agincourt I. 27 That
sort of full and graceful sweep in all the lines, which
painters and statuaries, I believe call contour. 1855 Main
Senses <y Int. ill. i. § 75 (1864) 453 The sculptor must have
a keen sense of contour and form.

c. gen.
;
especially frequent as applied to the out-

line of a coast, mountain mass, or other topo-

graphical feature.

1769 Phil. Trans. LIX. 498 The symbols have passed
from a contour sufficiently regular, to some lines oddly as-

sembled. 1791 Newte Tour Eng. Scot. 21 1 Their streets,

or lanes, are crowded and narrow, and their general contour
is irregular. 1802 Playfair Illustr. Hutton. Th. 101 Its

broken and abrupt contour, .determined by the action of

the sea. 1867-77 G. F. Chambehs Astron. II. ii. 190 In

1848 Arago saw the dark contour of the Moon. 1878 Hux-
ley Physiogr. 16 The undulating line indicates the general
contour of the surface of the country.

f2. Conchol. i The spiral that forms the shell, and
winds round its columella or axis'. Obs.

1755 Gcntl. Mag. XXV. 31.

f 3. A 4 round ' (of amusements, or the like). Obs.

1784 Denouement 36 Fidgeting about from one demure
employment to another forms the whole contour of my
sprightly amusements.

4. Comb. Contour-feathers, -hairs, the feathers

or hairs which form the surface and contour of an

animal, as distinguished from those which lie

closer to the skin and do not appear on the

surface. Contour line, a line representing the

horizontal contour of the earth's surface at a given

elevation. The contour line of a mountain at a

given height represents the edge of a horizontal

plane cutting the mountain at that height. A
series of such lines at successive elevations laid

down on a map shows the elevations and depres-

sions of the surface. A map in which this is done
is a Contour map.
1844 Ansted Geol. II. 238 The laying down on the maps

a system of what are called contour-lines
;

by which is

meant lines of equal altitude above a certain standard level.

1861 Times 7 Oct., An accurate map of his fields., with con-

tour lines of level by which road-making, drain excavation,

etc., may be laid out. 1862 R. H. Patterson Ess, Hist,

Art 122 Look at the Contour map of Europe in Johnston's
Physical Atlas. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 14 Where the
ground is very steep the contour-Hnes run close together.

Contour (k/ntfwi), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To mark or furnish with contour lines.

2. To carry (a road, etc.) round the contour of a

hill. Hence ContouTing vbl. sb. ; also attrib.

1871 Proctor Light Sc. 280 In true contouring regular

horizontal lines, .are traced over a country. 1879 C. C. King
in Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 92 -'2 For contouring it is

simply necessary to keep the plummet vertical through the

zero point. 1890 Hallett 1000 Miles 431 The cart-road to

Maymyo, a place 24 miles to the east of Mandalay, has had
to be contoured to 44 miles, and ascends in this distance

3300 feet. 1890 Catalogue of Scientif. Insirum., Contour-
ing Glass or Hand Level for direct vision.

Contourb, early form of Contukb v.

Contoured <,kf?ntu>.id), ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED.]

+ 1. Rounded in outline. Obs.

1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. II. s. v. Lettuce, The Green
[Lettuce] have very large and contour'd Leaves.

2. Furnished with contour lines.

1890 Athenwum 13 Sept. 359/1 A contoured map of Equa-
torial Africa.

II Contourae* (VoixUrme), a. Her. [Fr.
; pa.

pplc. of contourncr to turn about : cf. Contorno.]
Turned about, i.e. towards the sinister or left.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. ,
Conionrnc, in heraldry, is used

when beasts are represented standing, or running, witli

their faces to the sinister-side of the escutcheon. 1864
Houtell Heraldry Hist. <V Pop. xiv. § 1 (ed. 3) 160 A lion

rampant, contourne. 1868 Clssans Her. xx. 260 All Charges
(.except those intended to be contourne*.

Contourniated, variant of Contorniated.
Conto'xicate, humorous perversion of Intoxi

CATE.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. iv. 47 They think him a little

contoxicated (as they say).

II Contra (krrntra), adv., prep, (sb.) [L. contra

: adv. and prep. ; in its origin the ablative case fern.

1 of an obs. adj. stem *conl(e)r- a comparative from

I

com, con, prep. : cf. cilrd, extra, intra, ultra, and

I

Eng. af-ter. For the sense cf. OE. zvid with,

;

against, wifter- against, equivalent to contra- in

composition, as in zvzCer-sxcgan ~ contra-(ifcere.

I

From philosophical and legal language, the L
1 word has passed into a restricted English use.]

A. prep. 1. Against. Chiefly in the phrase

;

pro and contra (now generally abbreviated to con),
1 for and against '

1 the motion, proposal, etc.).

c 1450 HenRYSON A/or. Fab. %
Tale of Dog 73 Contra and

pro, strait argumentis thay resolve. 1480 CaXTON Chrou.
!

Eng. ecliii.' 327 A grete altercaeyon among wryters of this

mater pro and contra. 1560 Rolland Crl, Venus iv. i">

In questionis baith in Contra and Pro. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn. \. vii. § 15 See the subtilties of Aristotle, to take a

I matter both wayes, Pro and Contra, etc.

b. In this sense it is often clliptically taken as

j

a sb., and may have a plural.

1563-87 Foxe A. M, (16841 III. 210 After much Pro and
Contra, they all consented, a 1613 ( tVERBURV A 11 'ife 1 1638)

125 His whole life is spent in Pro and contra. 1635 Hey-
WOOD Hicrarch. VI. 351 And Pro's and Contra 's not to be
refuted. 1884 Athctueum 23 Aug. 230/2 He weighs care-

fully the pros and the contras.

t2. Against. Sc. Obs.
1640-1 Kirkcudbr. M'ar-Comm. A/in. Bk; (1855)92 For

doeing of executione contra onie persone quhatsumever.

B. adv. On the contrary, to the contrary,

contrariwise.
1362 L.ANCX. P. PI. A. ix. 16 ' Contra quod I as a Clerk.

1818 Cklise liigest (ed. 2) VI. 70 If inserted it did not con-
clude, but it might be proved contra, and the verdict might
find it contra.

t b. as adj. Contrary. Obs.

1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. I. 374 Contra tyde rynnand fra

land to land.

C. sb.

1. The contrary or opposite ; in Book-keeping,

the opposite side or column of an account ; esp.

the right-hand or credit side, in which (he liabili-

ties of the trader appear. Also trans/.

Per contra, It. 'over against, against, opposite ' (Florio),

is commonly used in the sense ' on the opposite side of the
account, on the other hand, as a set-off'. See Per.
1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 176 He is satisfied and

laboures the contra. 1849 Si: Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV.
82 The European heaver, .displays the same manners and
building propensities as its transatlantic brethren ; and per
contra, the thinly scattered beavers, near the settlements in

America are solitary animals, dwelling in burrows like the
scattered few along the Rhone. 1801 Mod. Commercial
Usage, We enclose acct. sale of wool, for the nett proceeds
of which we credit you £ . . . and, per contra, we debit you
with the amount of your draft for & . ..

2. A thing which is against another ; a crossing

vein in a mine.

1778 W. Pkvce Mi/l. Cornub. 105 All veins crossing each
other, may be termed Contras in respect of each other,

b. Hence as vb.

1778 W. Prvce Mitt. Cornub. 318 When two Lodes run
across, the one, or either of them with respect to the other,

is called a Caunter, or Contra, for they run caunting, or

contra-ing each other.

Contra-, prefix. The L. adv. and prep, contra

(see prec.) came to be used in composition ; this

use, rare in cl. L., was much extended in late L-

and Romanic. In the modern Romanic langs.

,

the prefix retains the L. form, except in Fr., where

it has duly become centre-. In words taken into

English from OF., this became Counter-, which

is the predominant form of the prefix : contre-

appears in a few non - naturalized words from

modern French. But in words derived directly

from L. or It., or formed after these, contra- is

retained, with the following uses :

1 . In L. contra, construed adverbially with certain

verbs, tended at length to be written in combina-

tion, as contra dtcere, later contradicere, ' to speak

on the opposite side ', hence ' to speak in opposi-

tion {to a statement or person) and so ' to con-

tradict' ;
contra-pdnere to place on the opposite

side, to counterpose ; contrd-scrTbere to write oppo-
site, to countersign ; contrd-venire to come in the

opposite direction, oppose, whence to contravene.
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CONTRA- 912 CONTRACT.
The later tendency has been to treat the prefix

prepositionally, so making the compound trans-

itive. Verbs and esp. verbal derivatives of this

type are numerous in English : cf. contra-acting,
\

-distinguish^ -divide, -colluctation, -rotation, etc.

2. In late or med.L. contra- was used in prepo-
;

sitional combination with an object, as in contrd-

juris — Gr. irapavouos, contrary to law. This was
much developed in Romanic, and extended to the

formation of sbs., e.g. in 16th c. It. contrabando that

which is against proclamation or statute, contra-

band, contrapelo what goes against the hair or

grain, contrastomaco, etc. Eng. has several adjs.

so formed, and some sbs., as contra-civil, -focal,

rational, -regular, -scriptural, contraregularity,

etc.

3. Contra- is used in Romanic to indicate a thing

made or acting against, in opposition to, in reply

to, or as a substitute for, another of the same kind.

Probably these were orig. akin to class I, but in

course of time some of them tended to the notion

of class 2 : cf. i6thc. It. contralettera reply or
opposition-letter, contramuro an opposition wall,

tontramina an opposition mine, cotitrascarpa a

counterscarp, and many terms belonging to attack

and defence ; contramaestro the master s mate in

a ship, contratossico, contravcleno counterpoison,

antidote; cf. contra-approach, -proposal, -remon-
strance, etc.; but the ordinary Eng. repr. is Counter.
4. In It. contra is used esp. in musical terms, perh.

starting from contrapunto counterpoint (which in

its general sense belonged to 2 or 3). Thus contra-

basso, contralto, contratenore, parts marked on the
j

stave alongside of above or below) and opposite
to the basso, alto, tenore, etc.

In the names of musical instruments and of organ-
stops it denotes a pitch of an octave below ; as !

in Contrabass ; Contrafagrotto, the double
bassoon, also an organ reed-stop of similar tone

;

Contra-bourclon, Contra-gamba, Contra haut-
boy. Contra-posanne, names of organ-stops an
octave lower than the ordinary bourdon, gamba,
etc.; so Contra-octave, the 16 ft. octave of the

[

organ, or the corresponding octave on other in-

struments.

1877 Staineh Organ in, Stops. .Contra Hautboy. -Contra
Posaune. .Contra Bourdon. 1880 Gro-oe's Diet. Mus. I.

153/2 Beethoven never fails to employ it [the bassoon]
largely, reinforcing it in some works by the contrafagot to.

1881 C. A. Edwards Organs 156 (The] Contra Gamba is a
16 ft. open metal stop. 1885 Athenaeum 7 Mar. 319/3 The
part was.. played on a tuba, but a contrafagotto would.,
have more nearly approximated to the effect intended.
(In mod. It., a single consonant following contra is

doubled, e. g. contrabbando, contrabbasso, contrappunto,
contrammina, etc. In dealing with the words historically,

the older i6-i7th c. spelling, being that which came into
contact with Eng., has been used.)

t Contra-acting, ///• a. Obs. [Contra- i .]

Acting in opposition : cf. Counteract.
1666 j. Smith Old Age (1752) 73 These, .have no antago-

nist grinders, nor contra-acting niilstones.

Contra-alto, obs. form of Contralto.

Contraband kfrntrabscndl, sb. and a. Also 1

6 contrabanda, 6 9 counterband, 7-8 contre-
band. [ad. Sp. contrabatuia smuggling, a. It. eon-

'

trabando (now contrabb-) 1 unlawful dealing against

law or proclamation
1

(Florio), f. contra against +
bando proclamation, statute :—late L. bandttm,
bannum \ see Banixw, Ban. The F. contrebatu/e

\

from Sp. or It.) gave the 16-irth c. Eng. forms
|

counter-, contre- ; but the actual form in contra-

appears to have come directly from the contraband
traffic with the Spanish possessions c 1600.]
A. sb.

1. Illegal or prohibited traffic ; smuggling.
a 15*9 Skelton Image Ilypocr. Wks. III. 368 For her

within his lande Shoulde be no counterbande. 1599 II \k-

Lt'VT Voy. 11.224 They that goe for Ormus carrie no Pepper
but by Contrabanda. 1774 Burke Amer. Tax. Wks. 1843
I. 157 This folly has thrown open folding-doors to contra-
band. 1769 Ld. Auckland Corr. (1861) IL 19s To prevent
my carrying away piastres, which is a great article of con-
traband. 1873 M .mi v Rousseau II. 54 The whole trade
in hooks was a sort of contraband. 1873 Burton /fist. Scot.
VI. 65 There was littlesmuggling or contraband among them.

2. Anything prohibited to be imported or ex-

torted
;
goods imported or exported contrary to

law or proclamation
; smuggled goods. (Also

humorously for anything stolen.)

1599 Hakluyt Voy. IL 1. 223 All the Spices and drugs
that are brought to Mecca, are stollen from thence as Con-
trabanda. 1713 Oc k ley Ace. Barbary 121 They deal in

j

Gold, Silver and Brimstone, and all manner of Contrabands,
viz. Brass, Iron, Marble, a 1845 Hood To Grimaldi x. Thy

j

partridge body, always stufTd with waifs, and strays, and
contrabands !

3. (In full Contraband of war.) Anything {esp,

arms, stores, or other things available for hostile

purposes) forbidden to be supplied by neutrals to

belligerents in time of war, and liable by the law
of nations to be captured and confiscated.

1753 Scots Mag. Mar. 121 1 They are carrying contraband
to the enemy. 1804 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. II. 306 Con-
traband ofwar will always be seized by the powerful . .during
a blockade. 1826 KentOww. (18731 L vii. 136 It Is natural
that they should desire to diminish the lLst of contraband
as much as possible. 1861 Bright Sp. America 4 Dec, As
to Messrs. Slidell and Mason being or not being contraband
the General answers for it . . that they bore that character.

1879 Lubbock Addr. Pol. A> Educ. vii. 129 With the excep-
tion of contraband of war.

4. 17. S. Used during the American Civil War
for : A negro slave, esp. a fugitive or captured

slave; from a decision of Gen. Butler in 1861 that

such slaves were contraband of war.
1862 W. H. Russell in Times 27 Mar., The first intima-

tion received by the Federal forces . . came from a contra*
l>and, a negro boy. 1863 Gilmore in Reminisc. Abolitionist
vi. (18771 -89 You will at once send to my quarters the four

contrabands, John, Abel, George and Dick. 1863 W.
Phillips Speeches xxiv. 545 That victory was planned in

the brain of that contraband. 1890 D. B. Frankenburger
in W. F. Aliens Ess. Monogr. 11 The destitution and
grotesque humor of contrabands in camp and school.

B. adj. [attrib. use of the sb.]

1. Prohibited by law, proclamation, or treaty, to

l>e imported or exported : as contraband goods, etc.

So contraband trade, trailer : trade, or a trader, in

contraband goods.
1656 Cromwell Lett. 28 Aug., To prevent the coming of

any materials for shipping, or other contraband goods into

Cadiz. 1690 Bentley That. 350 To what purpose should
he declare by Law such Goods to be contraband? 1753
Scots Mag. Mar. 112/2, If the neutral ships had carried on
any contraband trade. 1769 H. Walpole Lett, to Montagu
ccxlviii, Plate . . is not counterband in its metallic capacity,

but totally so in its personal. 1814 Mad. D'Arblay Wan-
derer V. 17 Men ., from beyond seas, with counterband
merchandize. 1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles xiv. 140 A large

sympathy for contraband traders. 1871 Yeats Growth
Comm. 345 Spain tried to diminish the vast contraband
traffic.

2. fig. Forbidden, illegitimate, unauthorized.
1686 Burnet Trav. iiL (1750! 146 A contraband Nobility.

1706 Collier Refl. Ridic. 190 The ill Consequences these

counterband Praises have. 1771 Franklin Autmbitg. Witt.
1840 I. 81 All expressions of positiveness were after some
time made contraband, a 1797 H. Walpole Geo. II (1847)
III. iv. 96 Zeal in propagating counterband metaphysics.
1820 Soi they Life IVesley II. 478 Such an experiment
might have cost a contraband preacher his life.

Hence (no/tce-ivds.) Contrabandag*e, Contra-
ba ndery, Co ntrabandi sm, system or practice of

contraband traffic, smuggling. See also next.

1885 Inrmingh. Weekly Post 14 Feb. 812 A regular

system of contrabandage is kept up, to the loss of the Go-
vernment. 1843 Taifs Mag. A. 546 The gestes etfails of
the heroes of Vraeschoot contrabandery. 1865 Pall Mall
G. 19 Aug. 1 1 Thanks to thee, thou bold, true son of Massa-
chusetts, author of the new dictionary of contrabandism

—

Major-General Benjamin F. Butler.

Co ntraband, v\ Also 7 counterband. [f.

prec. sb.]

1 1. trans. 'To import goods prohibited' (JO, to

smuggle. Obs,

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 87 Christian shippes..arc there

also searched for concealed Slaues, and goods contrabanded.
1.666 Lond. Gaz. No. 68/4 One Huzee-.had liberty to I>ade

home with such Goods as were not Counterbanded. 1700
Pryden Fables Pref. Wks. tGlobeJ 495 Let them be staved
or forfeited, like counterbanded go ids. 1730 Bailey < folio

S

Contrabatuf, contrabanded goods.

f2. To declare contraband, to prohibit. Obs.
1678 Butler Hud. in. 111. 603 The I.aw severely contra-

bands Our taking business off Men's hands.

3. intr. To smuggle, nonce-use.
1861 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (18651 III. vm. iv. 23 Scoundrel,

what do you want
; contrabanding in these seas?

Hence Co ntrabanded ppl. a.

1626 Cockeram, Contrabanded, uncustomed. [Secalso !•]

t Contra-band, r.a Obs. rare. [f. Com ka-

+ Band t/.-] trans. To drive or bandy back.
163a LrBOMT Trav. x. 484 In a single combat against

me. .his Fistula (little fist] was contra-banded with a fist.

Contrabandist ntraba ndist). [ad. Sp.
contrabandista : see Contraband and -i.st.] One
who carries on contraband trafhc ; a smuggler.
1818 Todd, Contrabandist, he who traflicks illegally.

1828 I.asdor Wks. (1853) I. 332/1 Plunderers and contra-
bandists, a 1859 M acaui.ay Hist. Eng. V. 52 It was proved
that one of the contrabandists had provided the vessel.

fig. 1839 Maginn in Eraser's Mag. XX. 257 One of the.

.

approved tricks of the plagiary trade, .which gives the con-
trabandist all the credit of the appropriated passage.

II Contrabandista (Vntrabxndrsta). [Sp.

;

f. contrabanda : see prec.] = prec.

1831 W. Irving Alhambra II. 195 ' It is a deserter,' said

one; 'A contrabandista,' said another. 1880 Mulhall
Progr. World 424 A large vagrant population of idlers,

gypsies, and contrabandistas-
attrib. 1831 VV. Irving Alhambra I. 19 We travelled in

true contrabandista style.

Contrabass (k^'ntrab^s). Mus. [ad. 16th c.

It. contrabasso
v
now cottfrabb*), K. contrebasse :

see Contra- 4, and Bass. Occasionally used in

the It. and F. forms, or adapted as CoUNTERBASE.]
1. The largest instrument of the violin class, the

Double-bass, used to add the lower octave to

the bass in the orchestra.

1598-1611 Florio, Contrabasso, a counterba»e, be it voice,
stnng, or instrument. 1815 T. Bl'sby Diet. Mus. led. 4),

Contra-Basso (Ital.), the instrument called the Double
Bass. Contra-Bass (Ital.), the lower Bass. 1867 Cornh.
Mag. Jan. 28 The cornet is a contrabasso, the ophiclcide.

.

becomes a tenor, the trombones are sharp violins 1879
Seribn. Mag. XIX. 903/1 This term ['the strings'] i;» un-
derstood to mean . . the violins, the violas, the violoncellos

and the contra-bas^es or double basses.

2. Applied to instruments of other kinds taking

a similar part ; chiefly attrib. as contrabass posaune
a kind of trombone, contrabass tuba the bombardon.
(Grove Diet. Mus.)
1834 Mus. Library Nov. Suppl., As a contra-basso to the

trombones, it [the double-bass ophicleide] will not be found
less useful.

Contrabassist kfntraba-sist,. [f. prec. +
-1ST.] One who plays the contrabass.
1884 Pall Mall G. 18 June 4/1 The arrangements and

composition played by the great contra-bassist. 1887 Ibid.

16 June 4/1 The famous duet between the favourite violinist

and the phenomenal contre-bassist.

t Contra-ci*vil f
a. Obs. [Contra- 2.] Con-

trary to what is civil or pertaining to citizens.

1647 Ward Simp. Coblcr 49 The tongues of Times tell us
of ten Preter-royal 1 Usurpations, to one contra-civill Re-
bellion.

t Contra-collncta tion. Obs. [Contra- i.]

Wrestling or struggling against.

1674 Petty Disc. Dupl. Proportion 130, I suppose, that

. . by Contra-colluctations they ballance each other.

t Contra-co/nscient, a. Obs. [f. Contra- 2

1 +L. conscientia Conscience: cf. conscient.]

Against conscience.
e i6as T. Adams Wks. (1861) I. 249 (D.) The most repro-

bate wretch doth commit some contraconscient iniquities.

Contraconscie'ntious, a. Obs. [f. as

prec. : cf. conscientious.] = prec. Hence + Con-
traconscie ntiously adv., against conscience.

1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide iv. 71 You dealt very contra-

conscientiously to say so. 1649 Lightfoot Ball. Wasps
Nest Wks. 1825 I. 422 He wickedly and, it is to be feared,

contra-conscientiously wrests and wrings in John xiii.

Contract (kfntnekt), sb. 1 Also 4-5 contrait.

-trajt, 4-6 -tracte, 6 Sc. contrack. [a. OF. con

tract, now control m Pr. contract, It. contralto, ad.

I,, contract-us {u- stem}, f. contract- ppl. stem of

L. contrahere to Contract. Formerly contract.']

1. A mutual agreement between two or more
parties that something shall be done or forborne by

one or both ; a compact, covenant, bargain
;
esp.

such as has legal effects (see a) ; a convention

between states.

c 1386 Chaucer Friar's T. 8 In punysshynge. .Of chirche

Reues and of testamentz Of contractes and eek of lakke of

sacramentz, 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 206/1 In lystris was
a contracte which he losed and redressid. 155* Iasdksav
'Tragedy 197 Had we with Ingland kepit our conlrackis.

Our nobyllmen had leuit in peace and rest. 1758 John-
son Idler No. 1 P 9, I make no contract, nor incur any
obligation. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 143 Society is indeed

a contract. 187a E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. viii. 123 He .

.

faithfully carried out the terms of his contract. 1884 Stan-
da ril 28 Feb. 5/1 The stipulation, .might find its place in

any contract between friendly Powers.

D. esp. A business agreement for the supply of

certain articles or the performance of specified

work at a certain price, rate, or commission.
160a Carew Comtfatl (iSn) 422 A new contract for the

,

tin. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 3 P 6 Contracts are entered

into with the merchants of Milan, for a great number of

mules. 1765 Ann. Reg. 136 It VM completed within two
or three weeks of the time allowed by the contract. 1856

Emerson Eng. Traits. Cockayne Wks. (P>ohn)II. 67 George
of Cappadocia. .got a lucrative contract to supply the army
with bacon. 1873 J. S. PiiiLLtrs Metallurgist s Com/', {ed.

I a) 479 The contracts for the sinking of the shafts, driving

levels^ etc. 1881 Hesant & Rice Ckapl. of Fleet 1. lii. (18831

t ; [He] became a master builder, and made great sums
of money by taking city contracts.

C. Phr. According to, by contract, etc.

1535 Coverdalk Ezra ix. 14 We hauc.lct go thy com-
maundementes, to make contracte with the* people of these

abhominacions. 1659 It. Harris Partvafs Iron Age 311

And now was the Austrian forces, (according to contract)

joyned with the Polanders. 1666-7 DsNHAM Direct, to

Painter 1. xii. 28 Falmouth was there, I know not what to

act ; Some say 'twas to grow Duke too, by contract. 1798
' Woi.cott (P. Pindar) Tales of Hoy Wks. 1812 IV. 417* 1

think it must have been built by contract. 1863 Rlskin
Munera P. 11880) 136 Let our future sieges of Sebaslopol

be done by contract.

d. ' A writing in which the terms of a bargain

are included 1

(J.).
1611 Bible i Msec. xiii. 42 Then the people of Israel began

j

to write in their instruments, and contracts, in the first yeere
! of Simon the high Priest, etc. 1680 C'tess Manchester

j

in Hatton Corr. (1878' 210 A paper under his owne hand
1 being found, a contract made to the divell.

2. In a legal sense : An agreement enforceable

by law. a. An accepted promise to do or forlwar

;

b. An agreement which effects a transfer of pro-

perty ; a conveyance.
c 1386 [see 1]. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c 21 Inhabitauntes

. .whiche had tme cause of accion for . . obligacions, con-

tractus and other Ia«full causes. 1513-4 Act 5 Hen. VIII,

c. 1 Preamb., Notaries, .to. .recorde the Knowlcge of all con-

tractes. bargeyns, convencions, pactesand agrementes made
..within the seid Citie. 1641 Ternus deia Ley 82 Contract

is a baxgaine or covenant betwecne two parties, where one
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thing *• given for another. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II.

442 A contract, .is thus defined: ' an agreement, upon suffi-

cient consideration, to do or not to do a particular thing'.

1845 Stephen Laws Eng. II. 55 There is in strictness a
distinction between a promise and a contract; for the latter

involves the idea of mutuality, which the former does not.

c. The department of law relating to such
agreements.
1861 Maine Aitc. Law (1876) 304 The society of our day

is mainly distinguished . .by the largeness of the sphere
which is occupied . .by contract. 1879 Sir W. Anson {title),

Principles of the English Law of Contract.

3. spec, as to marriage, a. The act whereby two
persons take each other in marriage.
("1315 Shoreham 62 And Jyf ry^t con trait is y-maked

Wy^thoute wytnessynge. X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
vi. xiii. (1495) 197 In the contracte of weddinge a man
byhotyth and oblygith hymself to lede his lyfe wyth his

wyfe wythout departynge. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne
(t886) 132 He schal make a contrait, a Mntrimonye bitwise

pe Emperouris sone of Rome and be Empcrouris doughter
of Tartaryn. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 355 Thei make
not lawefulle contractes in matrimony. 1548 Hall ChrOH.
244 b, The tyme of lawfull contract of manage is not yet
come. 1707 Miege St. Gt. Brit., /re/. (1718) 5 Those that
dwell in towns seldom make any contract of marrige with
those in the country. 1757 Blackstone Comm. 1. 432 Our law
considers marriage in no other light than as a civil contract.

b. Formal agreement for marriage ; betrothal.

1551 Act 2 <r 3 Edw. VI, c. 21 Under colour and pretence
of a former contract made with another. 1600 Siiaks. A.
V. L. 111. ii. 332 [Time] trots hard with ayong maid, between
the contract of her marriage, and the day it is solemnizd.
1622 BACON Hen. VII, 81 Which defect (they said) though
it would not euacuate a marriage . . yet it was enough to make
voide a contract. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 218 The contract
between the Bride and the Bridgroom was renewed. 1847
Tennyson Prhic. iv. 390 You have our son.. give him your
hand : Cleave to your contract.

c. The instrument of agreement for a marriage,
the settlement.

1814 Scott Ld. ofIsles iv. xxvii, Till at my feet he laid the
ring, The ring and spousal contract both. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) I. 232 The father and son are parties to the
marriage contract.

t 4. The action of drawing together, or condi-
tion of being drawn together ; mutual attraction.
c 1607 Donne Let. Sir II. Goodcre, Lett. (1651) 58 Nearer

contracts than general Christianity, had made us so much
towards one. 1626 Bacon Sy/va § 944 Whereupon followeth
that Appetite of Contract, and Coniunction, which is in
Louers. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 337 Nothing more de-
thrones the mind of man, than the flatteries of a woman :

or that contract of Hearts without which no wedlock.

f 5. ? Dealing, device. Obs.
1588 A. King^ tr. Canisius' Catech. 39 All unlauchfull .

.

vsurping of vthir mens geir be thift . . vsurie, inust winning,
decept, and vther contractis.

6. attrib. and Comb. Often in the sense, 1 Done,
made, or supplied by contract,' with connotation
of low price and inferior workmanship, as contract

work, contract job, contract shoes, contract prices.
1665 Sir W. Coventry in PcPys' Corr. 280 By what time

each contract-ship building may be ready. 1818 A rt Pre-
sent. Feet 195 A contract shoe, which perhaps falls in pieces
before his day's march is half over. 1888 Pall Mall G. 2

Oct. 6/i These vessels are to be completed within, .one to
two years from the contract dates.

Contract (k^ntrarkt),///. a. and sb£ [a. OF.
contract, var. of contrait :—L. contract-us, pa. pple.

of contrahcre : see next.] = Contracted.

f A. as pa. pple. : a. see Contract v. 3, 5

;

b. see Contract v. 7-9. Now arch , ox poetic.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 260 Whan the soule is put in

oure body, right anoon is contract original synne. 1540
Act 32 I/en. VIII, c. 38 $ 2 Such mariages beyng contracte
and solemnised in the face of the church. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, in. vii. 179 For first was he contract to Lady
Lucie.

_
1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. i. 1. xxii, The. .pre-

possessing prejudice, that I Perhaps may have contract.
b. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 223 pe lyme pat it servede

fore schal be contract. 1313 Bradshaw St. IVerburge 1.

2253 His handes and his fete .. Were sodenly smytten,
made lame, contracte also. 1545 Raynold Byrth ofMan-
kynde 71 Bycause the place is contracte together agayne.
'773 J- Ross Fratricide IIL 37 (MS.) With limbs contract
through bitterness of pain. 1834 Svd. Dobell Ba/der xxiv.
172 The painful limbs, contract with pangs.
B. as adj. +a. Narrowed, limited, abbreviated,

condensed, etc. : see Contract v. 9. Obs.
1561 Eden Arte Nauig. 11. xix. 50 His beames shew

them selues contracte, or gathered together & short. 1608
D. T. Ess. Pol. ff Mor, 16 This contract world of our frayle
and humaine bodies. 1621 T. Bedford Sinne unto Death
10 Something more contract he is then Aquinas. 1647 H.
More Song ofSoul 11. ill. iv. vi, What judgeth so but envie,
and vain pride, And base contract self-love? 1686 Goad
Cetest. Bodies To Rdr. 3, I might have been more contract
perhaps.

+ b. Of the body or limbs: Drawn together,
shrunken (with paralysis, etc.). Obs.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode III. x.\viii.{i86g) 5 Thanne j go

speke with the trewaundes, and make hem to seem embosed,
or contract, or deff, or dowm. 1460 Capgrave Chron. 291
He was so contracte, that his body was scarce a cubite of
length.

fc. Arith. Of numbers: Restricted to some
particular object ; concrete. Obs.

[ I557 Recorde Whetst. Aij, That nomber is contracte
from his generall libertie of signification, which is bounde
to one denomination, as in saiyng 10 grotes.} 1600 T. Hylle
Arte Vulgar Arith. ix. § 107 Number is first diuided. .In
number abstract and number contract.

fd. Logic. Abridged, abbreviated : see quots.
1603 A. Wotton Answ. Pop. Articles 4 A simple syllo-

gisme is either contract, or explicate. 1628 T. Spencer
Logick 261 A contract Syllogisme, is when the argument - -is

so applyed to the particular question, that it is the antece-
dent in both parts ; and the assumption affirmed.

e. Gram. Marked by contraction ; = Contracted
5 <!

1751 Wesley Wks. (1872) XIV. 112 Most verbs in fit are
formed from Contract Verbs. 1884 Hadley & Allen Grk.
Gram. § 410 In the optative active, contract verbs have
generally -117- in the singular. Ibid. § 412 Seven verbs in

-aw take Yf instead of d in the contract forms.

C. as sb.

1 1. A person whose limbs are contracted or
shrunken (cf. B. b) ; a paralytic.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 428/3, xiii contractes or fylled
wyth paralysye were by the same restoryd in good helthe.

f 2. An abridgement, compendium, epitome.
(11657 R. Loveday Lett. (1663) 259 That there maybe

j

room enough for something else, take it thus in contract.
1667 Wallis in Rigaud Corr. Set, Men (1841) II. 476, 1

1 am not for making the book bigger, .[it] being intended for
• a manual or contract.

3. Oram., etc. A contracted form or word ; a

j

contraction, abbreviation.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. iii. 20 Now it is very evident
! that the name XH.N'A is but the contract of Canaan. 1884
Hadley & Allen Grk. Gram. § 41 In contracts of the first

and second declensions, a short vowel followed by a. .is ab-
sorbed : oart-a, buja.

Contract (tyntne*kt), v. [f. I., contract- ppl,

stem of contrah-cre to draw together, f. con- +
/rahere to draw. The ppl. adj. contract was much
earlier in use, and prob. helped to introduce the
vb. ; for some time contract continued to inter-

change with contracted, not only in the pa. pple.,

but also in the pa. t. F. contracter also appeared
in the 16th c]

I. To agree upon, make a contract, engage.
1. trans. To agree upon, establish by agreement,

to undertake mutually, or enter upon (a) a con-

vention or treaty, (/>) a legal or business engage-
ment. Now rare exc. as in 3.

1548 Hall Chron. 245 They sent, .a league indented, .in

the which it was contracted and agreed, etc. c 1555 Hakps-
i-ield Divorce Hen. V//1 11878' 241 There is emption and
vendition contracted as soon as the parties be condescended
upon the price. 1599 Hakxuyt Voy. II. 1. 143 (R.) We
haue contracted an inviolable amitie, peace and league with
the aforesaid quecne. 1630 A*. Johnson's Kined. <y Commw.
464 They contracted their owne conditions in despight of
that whole Armie. a i63o Butler Rem. (1759* I. 202 As-
sume the legal Right to disengage From all, it had con-

\
tracted under Age. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India II.

411 He steadily persisted in declining to contract any sub-
sidiary alliance.

b. Hence, To contract friendship, acquaintance,

etc., which passes into sense 4, q. v.

+ C. In a bad sense : To conspire, plot. Obs.
1618 Chapman I/esiod 1. 370 Whom rude Injury delights,

I and acts That misery and tyranny contracts. 1633 J. 1 >one
tr. Hist. Septuagint 93 What men do and thinke with

I themselves, or what they plot and contract with another.

2. infr. To enter into an agreement or contract,

esp. a business or legal engagement.
1530 Palsgr. 497/1, 1 contracte, I covenaunt with one upon

condyscions. 1597. Hooker Ecc/. Pol. v. btiv. § 4 That in-

fants may contract and covenant with God, the law is plain.

!
1677 Hale Contempt. 11. 124 It was but Reasonable and

I Just for him [Adam] to contract for all his Posterity. 1700
j

Dryden Fab/es{}.), But first contracted, that, if ever found,
His head should pay the forfeit. 1746 in Col. Ree. Pennsylv.
V. 42 The Supplies contracted to be deliver'd them from

I

this port. 1863 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. in Georgia 70 Two
j

planters . . have contracted to build a canal. 1891 Law Times
Rep. LXIII. 765/1 The defendants were liable as principals,
as they had contracted in their own names.

b. Const, for (a piece of work, an article to be
; supplied, etc.).

1631 Hobbes Leviath. t. xv. 75 The value of all things
contracted for, is measured by the Appetite of the Con-
tractors. 1676 Evelyn Mem. (1857) II. 115 This Dutch-
man had contracted with the Genoese for all their marble.
1796 Hull Advertiser 14 May 2/2 Such joiners as wish to

contract for the pewing of Aldbrough church. 1845 M' Cul-
loch Taxation 11. i. (1852) 421 When government goes into
the money-market and contracts for a loan. 1890 W. Besant
Demoniac iii. 29 In the good old days of railway making,
when the founder of the family engineered, contracted, and
constructed on the largest scale possible.

C. 71? contract otiesc/f out of: to free oneself

from, divest oneself of, by entering into a contract.

1879 Daily Neius 20 Sept. 3/3 The landlord contracting
himself out of the Agricultural Holdings Act. 1891 Law
Rep., Weekly Notes 43/2 The company had contracted itself

out of the right to wind up voluntarily.

3. spec, as to marriage, a. trans. To constitute

marriagehy contract; to enter into marriage.
1530 Palsgr. 497/1, I contracte matrymonye with one,

ye mefiance. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 92 They all

concluded to passe into Thessaly, to contract the marriage
twixt Pleusidippus and the daughter of the Thessalian
King. 1625 Heylin Microcosmos 95 Charles the eight,

who contracts a marriage with the Orphan. 1638 Penit.
Conf. vii. U657) 121 The Greek Priests sinned not in con-
tracting marriage. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit.

0745) 361 Banns are always asked before marriage can be

;

contracted. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref. II. 403
It were better for the priesthood to contract matrimony

1 than to live with women of ill fame. 1885 Law Rep. 14

Q. B. Div. 80 She was of unsound mind and incapable of
contracting marriage.

b. trans, and refl. To betroth, affiance, engage
(two persons, or one person to another)

;
pass, to

be betrothed or ' engaged '. arch. + To enter

into a matrimonial contract with. Obs.

1536 Diurn. Occurrents (1833) 21 Vpoun the xxvj day
of November, the kingis grace was contractu on the
eldest dochter of the King of France. 1599 Thynne
Animadv. (1865) 15 Since the prince was onlye slenderly
contracted, and not maryed, to her. 1605 'Two Unnat.
Murthers in J. P. Collier /llustr. E. E. Pop. Lit. I. 29
Maister Browne with his owne handes contracted his onely
daughter to Peter. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Hist. Ivstine
1,13 b, His daughter Margaret, first contracted with the
King of France, and then refused, was married to Phil It-

bert. 1611 Shaks. IVint. T. iv. iv. 401 Contract vs fore
these Witnesses. 1635 PACITT Christiunogr. 84 That no
Deaconship or Presbytership is given among them, except
first they have contracted a Virgin. 1734 tr. Rollins Am.
Hist. IV. ix. 260 Two of the principal citizens of Sparla
contracted themselves to his two daughters. i775Siieuii>an
Rivals 1. ii, We were contracted before my father's death.
1871 H. Ainsworth Tower Hill 1. v, What would I.ady
Rochford think of her, if she knew she was contracted lo

this man?
fig. 1600 Siiaks. Sonu, i, But thou contracted to thine
owne bright eyes.

C. intr. To enter into a matrimonial contract.

1660 J b

r

• Taylor Duct. Dubit. iii. 5 (Lathami Although
the young folks can contract against their parents' will,

yet they can be hindered from possession. 1765 Black-
stone Comm. I. 552 First, they must be willing to contract
. .Secondly, they must be able to contract.

II. To enter into, incur, become involved in,

acquire.

4. 7b contract friendship, acquaintance, etc.,

was originaliy said of the two parties entering into

such mutual relations (see sense 1) ;
whence, of

one party, ' to form, enter into, or become engaged
in ' such a relation.

1553 Eden Treat, New Ind. (Arb. 1 20 A further frendship
by this meanes contracted. 1598 Bacon Sacred Medit. iv.

< Arb.) 107 It is the Charitie of Publicanes contracted by
nuituall profile and good offices. 1623 Bingham XenoPhon
120 Cleander. .vsed Xenophon with all kindnesse, and con-
tracted hospitalilie with him. 1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzat 's

/.tit. 205 We ought to contract perfect love with honest
men. 1773 T. Jkherson Corr. Wks. 1859 '95 The small
acquaintance which I had the pleasure of having contracted
with you. 1861 Hughes Tom Brcnvn at O.xf vii. uSSgi 57
To feel that he was contracting his lirst college friendship.

5. To enter into, bring upon oneself (involun-

tarily), incur, catch, acquire, become infected with

'^something noxious, as disease, f mischief; bad
habits or condition

;
-\ danger, frisk, -\ blame, guilt).

1598 Bakckley Fclic. Man (163 1) 627 The common
opinion of happiness .. is contracted by the fall of our lirst

parents. 1607 lOPSELL Serpents (1653) 613 She enteth Rue
..to avoyd all the poyson she contracted in the combat.
1628 Hodhes Thucyd. (1822) 106 Vou must stand the danger
you have contracted. 1654 R. Codkington tr. Hist. Ivstine

425 Demetrius . .contracted as much contempt by his sloth,

as his Father had [contracted] hatred by his pride [cf. 221].

1665 Glanvill Sups. Set, 82 Under whom they contracted
new and worse errors. 1667 Pepys Diary (1879) IV. 300 And
he contract the displeasure of the world. 1691 T. H[ale]
Ace. Nciu Invent, p. cviii, Thereby contracting dangerous
Colds, Coughs and Catarrhs. 1700 Dryden Fables, Gd.
Parson 86 Well may the baser brass contract a rust. 1746-7
Hervey Medit. >iSi8) 166 The woods seem to contract a

sickly aspect. 1840 Macaulay Clive 91 He had con-
tracted several painful distempers. 1866 Geo. Eliot
F. Holt (1868)21 She had contracted small rigid habits of
thinking and acting. 1877 Mozley Univ. Ser/u. viii. 172
One who has contracted guilt.

b. In a neutral or good sense : To take on, ac-

quire, get for oneself (a habit, quality, condition).

1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 94 The wasting .. of
Sheet-Lead by the heat and moisture contracted between it

and the plain it lyes on. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 160 r 11

He had contracted the Seriousness and Gravity of a Privy-

Counsellor. 1717 Pope Ep.y'er-jasiS Like friendly colours

. . each from each contract new strength and light. 1749
Chesterk. Lett. II. 283 Contract a habit of correctness and
elegance. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (18621 II. iv. vii. 116

Their flesh contracts an agreeable flavour of garlic. 1853
Robertson Serm. Ser. in. xxi. 273 We cannot help contract-

ing good from such association.

6. To incur (a liability or obligation, esp. a debt).

1650 [see b]. 1719W. WoonSurv. Trade6-j For the Debt
to Foreigners, tho* near Thirty Vears Contracting, is not

..more than Five Millions. 1724 R. Falconer Voy.tyFsc.

(1769) 82, I am going to pay a Debt, .which was contracted

at my Birth. 1803 Jane Porter Thaddeus x3L (1831) 104

To defray what he had contracted would nearly exhaust

his all. 1839 Alison Hist. Europe I. ii. §93. 217 The loans

contracted nad amounted to 530,000,000 francs.

t b. To bring on a person (a debt,guilt,etc.}. Obs.

1650 Fuller Pisgah nr. iii. § 31 This is a new debt of

later date, contracted on themselves by their infidelity.

1657 Baxter Acc. Pres. T/u 12 No sinne of a Believer .

.

doth so much as contract on the person a guilt of death or

any punishment.

III. To draw together, concentrate ; to narrow,

limit, shorten.

f 7. To draw or bring (things) together, collect,

concentrate, combine in one. Obs.

162o

V

en n er ViaRectavm. 179 Much meat doth, .contract

to the stomacke the spirits . . for the concocting of it. a 1631

Donne (J.), Why love among the virtues is not known ; It

is, that love contracts them all in one. 1644 H. Parker Jus
Pop. 57 As the people were more contracted, so they might
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the more easily consult together. 1647c. Harvkv Sctooi 0/ I

Heart Wks. (1874) 110 All that the world containes in this

one tree Contracted is. 1659 !!. Harris Parivafs Iron Age
[

165 The king contracted formidable forces neer Sedan. 1728
Newton Chronol. Amended 176 Theseus contracted those

j

twelve cities into one. 178* Sir J. Reynolds Disc. xi. 34
Ky contracting into one whole what nature has made multi-
farious.

tb. fig. Obs.
161 1 Tourneur Ath. Trag. L iv. 30 With a purpose so

|

Contracted to that absence. 1691-8 Norris Pract. Disc.
1

187 He having his Spiritual Senses well disposed, .contracts
!

his Affections upon Heaven and Happiness.

8. To draw the parts of (anything) together ; to

cause to shrink ; to knit 'the brow).
1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 4 Our whole Kingdome To be

j

contracted in one brow of woe. 1607 — Ttmon 1. i. 257
|

Aches contract, and sterue your supple loynts. 1661 Lovell
Hist. Anim. <t Min. 157 [HeronsJ fly holding their legges
backwards and their necks contracted. 1797 Bewick Brit.
Birds 11847) I- l09 By contracting the muscles of the head.
1863 Oho. Eliot Romola 1. viii, The companion .. whose
brow is never contracted by resentment or indignation.

9. To reduce to smaller compass as by drawing
together ; to diminish in extent ; to narrow, shorten.
1616 Bacon Sylva J 266 You contract your eye, when you

would see sharply. 1653 Holcroft Procopins iv. 125 The
tyde is contracted in a narrow passage between two lands.

\

1697 Porrn Anita. Greece in. xvi. (17151 135 The Sails 1

were contracted, dilated, or changed from one side to
another. 17*5 Pope Odyss. x. 104 The jutting shores that

j

swell on either side Contract its mouth. 1786 W, Gilpin I

Observ. Put. Beauty (17881 II. 221 The rocks, contracting i

the road. 1869 Phillips Vesiw. viii. 228 This eruption
contracted the area of the lake very sensibly.

refl. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. L 9 There is a white
Film or Bladder, which continually contracts and dilates
itself. 1711 Addison Sped. Nn. 127 pio A Touch of your

j

Pen will make it contract itself, like the Sensitive Plant. 1

1774 GoLOSH. Nat. Hist. (1776; VIII. 183 That power they
have of lengthening and contracting themselves at pleasure.

b. fig. To make smaller, reduce in amount,
diminish the extent or scope of; to narrow.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. L iii. §7 He that cannot contract 1

the sight of his mind as well as disperse and dilate it,

wanteth a great faculty, a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled iv.

the Spirit (18671 19 It is the nature of grief to contract the 1

heart. 1666 PepYs Diary (1879' VI. 56 He hopes shortly
to contract his exj>ence. 1750 Johnson Rambler No.
49 P 7 Selfishness has contracted their understandings. 1

1878 1 1 uxlev Physiogr. 37 The natural discharge at Thames
Head is now contracted.

C fig. To restrict, limit, confine.

1570 Billingslev Euclid vn. Introd. 183 What other
thing is in musicke entreated of, then nomber contracted to
sound and voyce? 1639 Heywooo/,W. Peaceable Estate
Wks. 1874 V. 370 Time so contracts us, that we cannot
dwell On all. 1663 Gkrmer Counsel 15 The reason also I

for contracting the Balconies within the upright of a
\

Colum. 1871 Yeats Growth Comm. 56 The ban which con-
tracted its civilisation within fixed limits that could not be 1

extended.

f d. To abbreviate, abridge, condense
; refl. to

speak or write briefly. Obs.
1603 Bp. Barlow Confer. Hampton Crt. in Phenix 1721 I.

139 The Sum and Substance of the Conference, .contracted
by William Barlow. 1631 Star Ckamb. Cases (Camden) 1

28 My Lords, tyme being spent I will contract myselfe.
I

1653 Cromwell in Select. Hart. Misc. (1793) 372 Seeing
j

you sit here somewhat uneasy.. I shall contract myself, i

with respect to that. 1676 Kay Corr. (1848) 121 What he
writes of the Haggard Falcon is contracted out of Latham.
17*6 Shelvocke Voy. round Worldly I shall endeavour to

contract my relation. 1753T0RRIANO Gangr. Sore Throat 1

104 You may, Sir, contract whatever you may judge proper,
and make what Use you please of this my Letter.

e. Gram. To shorten (a word, syllable, etc.)

by combining or eliding some of its elements.
1605 Camden Rem. 116371 74 Contracted from Honoricus. .

1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 09 Jehoshua, in process of time
contracted to Jcshuah. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 92 P 9 ,

The syllables might be often contracted or dilated at
pleasure. 1871 Rohy Eat. Gram. L ix. § 222 U + e and U + i

arc contracted into u in some cases of substantives with u
stems. 1884 Hadlev & Allen Grk. Gram. | 38 A close

j

vowel before an open is seldom contracted. Ibid. g 409 I

note, [In Homer] verbs in -ow are contracted as in Attic.

intr. 1884 Ibid. § 37 note. The Ionic . . has nncontracted
j

forms in very many cases where the Attic contracts.

f. Pros, (see <|Uot.)

1884 Hadley & Allen Grk. Gram. § 1080 Resolution and
Contraction.—Many kinds of verse allow, .the use of a long
syllable in place of two short ones, which arc then said to

be contracted.

10. intr. (for refl.) To become smaller in extent

or volume ; to narrow, shorten, shrink.

1641 Wilkins Math. Magick 11. v. (1648) 182 Like the
fins of a fish to contract and dilate. 1731 Arbuthnot
Aliments (L.), [It) gives room to the fibres to contract.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxxi. 409 In passing from the solid

to the liquid state, ice, like bismuth, contracts.

Jig. 1704 Goliwm. Trav. 184 But calm, and bred in ig^nor*

ance and toil, Each wish contracting fits him to the soil.

Contractable (tyntrx-ktab*l), a. [f. Con-
tract v. + -able.] Liable to be contracted or

acquired as a disease or habit.
Mod. Diseases contractable by contact.

U See also Contractible.

Contractant (k^ntrarktant). rare. [a. F.

contractant (16th c), sb. from pr. pple. of con-

tracter to Contract : see -ant.J A contracting

party.

1875 T. D. Woor.sEY Introd. Internal. Law 242 Trading
vessels ofany of the contractants, under convoy.

t Contractation. Obs. Also 6-7 contrat-.
[a. F. contractation (16th c), n. of action from 1

contracter to Contkact, make engagements, etc.]

1. Mutual dealing, bargaining, trading.

1555 h^c b]. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. IV. India 65 An har-
\

hour was not sufficient for his Navic and contratation.
162a K. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847) 144 In this iland of
Mocha we had communication and contratation with the
inhabitants. 1648 Gage West Ind. xii.( 1655 155 But for Con-
tractation it is one of the richest Cities in the World. 1658
Phillips, Cotttracialion, Contratation.

b. Contractation - house : an exchange or

treasury in Seville where contracts were made in

connexion with the West Indian trade.

1555 Eden Decades 175 Siuile where yowre maiestie haue 1

yowre house of contractation for those partes. [Ibid,
j

Pref. (Arb. 50^, A house in the citie of Siuile cauled the
1

house of the contractes of India.] 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W.
\

India Pref. 3, I have in the Contractation house in the citie

of SevilL.the summe of thirtie thousand Duckets. 1596
Raleigh Discov. Gviana 99, I doubt not but to see in

London a Contratation house of more receipt for Guiana,
than there is now in Ciuill for the West indies. 1725 Lond.
Gaz. No. 6409/1 Instances made by the Contractation- House
and the Traders of Seville.

2. The action of contracting or acquiring, rare.
\

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 909 I R. ) The contractation
and apprehension cf one and the same quality.

Contracted (k^ntrx-kted
, ///. a. [f. Con- i

TRACT V. + -EI)

1. Agreed upon, established by contract. ? Obs.
1589 Greene Arcadia (Arb.) 30 Our olde contracted

MUtW. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. Vix
1. i. 40 Heere are the

Articles of contracted peace.

t 2. Betrothed, affianced. Obs.

1548 Hall Chron. 197 Her new contracted husband.
1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. ii. 17, I . . enquire me out con-
tracted Batchelers, such as had beene aslc'd twice on the
Banes. 16x1 Cotgr., Ousclage, that which a contracted
man giues to his affianced or future wife. 1624 Heywood
Gunaik. in. 145 A gentleman of a noble famihe riding ..

with his contracted Lady in a chariot.

3. Incurred, acquired ; see Contract v. 5.

1640 4 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) 111. I. 18 Their long
Contracted Honour in their Blood. 1665 Glanvill Seeps.
Set. i. 4 A self-contracted wretchedness.

f 4. Drawn together, collected ; combined, united.
|

1609 Toubneur Fun. Poeme 9 Which with contracted
cloudes did interpose. 1611 — Ath. Trag. 1. u, That we

!

should breathe but one contracted life.

5. Drawn into smaller compass ;
narrowed,

shortened, shrunken, etc. ; see Contract v. 8,0.
1603 Dekker Grissil (Shaks. Soc.) 3 We .. do not throw

On these, your pastimes, a contracted brow. 16^7 Drvden
Virg. Georg. m. 729 When the contracted Limbs were
cramp'd. 1786 W. Gilpin Observ. Pict. Beauty I. 113
Narrow contracted vallics. 1812 Examiner 7 Dec. 782/2

j

The eldest has a contracted arm. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb $ \

Ftoiv II. 274 He sat in a somewhat contracted position,

b. fig. Condensed, concise.

1595 W. QlarkeJ Polimanteia R ij b, Daniell, whose
sweete refined muse, in contracted shape, were sufficient

amongst men, etc 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 274
There was a . . contracted Adam in the rib, which by tne
information of a soule, was individuated into Eve. 1654
Whitlock Zootomia 130 How do Solomons Proverbs (for

j

contracted sense) mist Senecat 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist.
(1714) I. 134 There is a strange Felicity in his Style . . he is

Contracted and Fluent, Subtle and Clear. 1818 Jas. Mill
|

Brit. India III. i. 26 A very contracted summary of the
j

voluminous records.

C. fig. Limited in extent, narrow, restricted ;

f having narrow sympathies, views, etc. (obs.).

1710 Shaktesb. Charac. (1737) III. 304 The contracted
Genius, .the Narrowness of such a Mind. 1765 T. Hutch*

j

inson Hist. Col. Mass. I. i. 151 He was of a more catholic !

spirit . . but . . grew more contracted. 1796 Jane Austen
j

Pride Prey. ix. (1813) 209 They were obliged to give up
.

the Lakes and substitute a more contracted tour. 1830
D'Israeli Chas. I, III. ii. 19 The horizon of a Court is but 1

a contracted sphere. 1862 L». Brougham Brit. Const, iv.

57 The attendant evils of petty, contracted ideas.

cL L/'ra///.and Phonetics. Shortened by combina-
tion or omission of sounds or letters.

1834 L. Murrav Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 17*} This change I

is nothing more than a contracted preposition prefixed.

1871 Robv Lot. Gram. 11. xxii. fi 663 Apparently irritdt,
disturbdt, are used as contracted perfects in Lucretius.

Contractedly, adv. [f. prcc. + -ly -.]

1. In a contracted or shortened manner
;
concisely;

by contraction : see prec. 5.

1611 Cotgr., Serriment
y closely . . contractedly, restrain-

edly. c 1630 RisDON Surv. Devon § 104, (1810) 97 Crediton,
contractedly A'erton. 1653 Ashwell Fides Apost. 78 The
same Father . . sets downe the Crted more summarily and
contractedly. 1668 Wilkins RealChar. 111. v. 315 When they
write contractedly. 176a tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. VI.

1

258 Named Ullesheim, or more contractedly Uelsen. 1816

G. S. Fader Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 305 A mere variation of

Gihon, pronounced contractedly Gawn.

t 2. By contract or agreement. Obs. rare.

1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea Pref. 9 All these things I

had contractedly done by the master, wardens, and assist-

ants of the Trinity House.

Contra'ctedness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The state or quality of being contracted.

1659 H. More Immort. Soul 226 The Contractedness of
the Soul in Infancy. 11697 South 12 Serm. II. 195
Brevity, or Contractedness of Speech in Prayer. 1757
Johnstomk in Phil. Trans. L. 546 The hardness and con-

tractedness of her pulse. 1875 Contemp. Rev. XXVII. 115
Their religion, .had little breadth, but was redeemed from
mere ecclesiastical contractedness.

Contractee (ky:ntnektr). [f. Contract t -ee.]

A person with whom a contract is made.
1875 Poste Gains 111. (ed. 2) 432 The cases in which a

contractor could bind a principal to his contractee. Ibid.,
He was suable by the contractee.

Contracter : see Contractor.
Contractible (kpntrarktib'l ,a. Also 7 -able,

[f. L. type *cont*actilrilis
y

f. contract- ppl. stem of

contrahcre : see -ble.] Capable of contracting or
drawing together ; contractile.

1651 H. Moke in Enthus. Triumph. (1656) 266 A spirituall

substance .. dilatable and contractible. 1678 Ccuworth
Intell. Syst. 1. v. 833 Which Outward Extension, is . . not
to be Accounted Body because Penetrable, Contractable,
and Dilatable. 1853-9 Todd Cycl. Anal. IV. 1058/1 Their
quick contractible power. 187a Mivabt Elem. Ana.'. § 6
The heart is rhythmically contractible:

Hence Contra ctibleness, Contra ctibi lity.

1730-6 Bailey (folio 1

,
Contmctibleness, capableness of

l>eing contracted, a 1735 Arbcthnot fjA By this con-
tinual contractibility anddilatability by different degrees of
heat. 1873 W. Lees Acoustics BL i. 83 The greater ex-
pansibility or contractibility of brass than iron.

Contractile tk^ntra-ktil, -tail), a. Chiefly

J'kys. [a. F. contraiti/e, f. L. contract- ppl. stem
of contrahcre + -ile: cf. ductile^

1. Having the property of contracting or draw-
ing together

;
capable of contracting.

1706 Phillus ed. Kersey', Contractile, a Term made
use of by some Physicians, to express such Muscles, and
other Parts of the Body as are contracted. 1793 Beddoes
Observ. Calculus, etc. 171 The irritable or contractile, im-
properly called the muscular fibre. 1848 Cartenter Anim.
Phys. 19 The contractile tissues, by which the movements
of plants are produced. 187a Huxley Phys. ii. 40 The sub-
stance of the heart is contractile.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of contrac-

tion ; producing contraction.

1735 N. Robinson Th. Physick 66 Those Vessels com-
pos'd of Fibres that have a Contractile and Distractile

Power. 1739 Eliz. Carter tr. Algarottt on Newton (1742)
II. 170 Involving it in his contractile and expansive Forces.
1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 603/1 The contractile action takes

flace in every direction. 1873 W. Lees Acoustics m i. 82

he enormous contractile force of iron.

Contractility (kpntraekti-liti). [ad. mod.F.
contractilitc, from contractile : sec prcc. and -itv ]

The quality or property of being contractile;

capability of contracting ; chiefly in Phys. as the

characteristic property of muscular tissue, etc.

1799 Beddoes Contrib. Phys. Med. Knowledge 535 The
contractility of the lymphatic vessels. 1836 Todd Cycl.

Anat. I. 101/2 The contractility of the pupil. 1879 Car-
tenter Mental Phys. 1. ii. $ 30 Hie contractility possessed

by the Muscles.

Contracting kffatjarktii)), vbL sb. [f. Con-
tract v. + -ON C] The action of the verb Con-
tract (in various senses).

1585 Adp. Sandys Serm. (18^1) 50 God cannot be better

served, than if by law ye restrain this unlawful contracting.

1637 Heywood Anna tf Ph. Wks. 1874^ VI. 316 Many virgins

at their contractings rather consent then speake. 1653 H.

Cocan tr. Pinto's Trav. lxxvi. 311 The contracting of a

new league with the great King of Portugal. 1668 Hale
Pref. Rolle's Abridgm. 5 The contracting of the Laws into

a narrower compass and method. 160a Ray Dissol. World
43 The contracting of the Age of the Postdiluvians.

b. attrib. Relating to a contract or agreement.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 111. xv. 37 The present

miraculous graces of the holy Spirit were an earnest and in

the nature of a contracting peny.

Contra cting, a. [f. as prec. + -uro -'.]

1. Entering into a contract or mutual agreement.
i7» Lond. Gaz. No, 5822/2 The Contracting Powers in

the said Treaty. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. % 3. 180 In

the event of any war between the two contracting partie*.

2. That shortens, narrows, etc. (trans, and intr.).

1765 Hlackstone Comm. I. 158 It is this ascending and
contracting proportion that adds stability to any government.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. \. 410 The water is accumulated
by the opposition of contracting banks. 1877 tr. /iemssen's

Cycl. Med. XV. 483 Our present experience of genuine con-

tracting kidney.

Contraction (k^ntrcc-kjan . [a. F. contractu*

(13th c. in Littre), ad. L. contraction-cm, n. of

action from contrahhc to Contract.]
I. Related to Contract b. I, II.

1. The action of contracting or of establishing by
contract

;
spec, the action of contracting marriage

;

1 also, betrothal (obs.).

1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 180 (R.) The mutual contraction of
a perpetuall league and confirmation of friendship. 160a

Shaks. Ham. RL iv. 46 Oh such a deed, As from tne body
of Contraction pluckes The very soule. 1630 A'. Johnsons
A'ingd. «V Commit'. 577 Contraction of peace and friend-

ship. 17c* C. Mather Magn. Chr. rv. hi. (1852) 62 After

his 'contraction '.. unto the daughter of Mr. Wilson, he
was married unto that gentlewoman. 1885 A^. a> Q. 28

Nov. 433 The second marriage .. was probably 1^1384,
though the pardon for its (unlicensed) contraction is not

dated until February 18, 1389.

t b. = CONTKACTATION. Obs.
158a Lichefield tr. Castaneda's Hist. E. Ind. 69 a, The

house appointed for the contraction of the Indias. 1588 K.

Parke tr. Meudoza's Hist. China 74 During the which time,

the marchants do leaue their contractions and trafickes.

+ C. The action of contracting for (work, or

goods to be supplied). Obs.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 11. 316 The city of Palma, where
is great contraction for wines, which arc laden for the West
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India & other places. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent.

86 Interested in the Manufacture of Mill'd-Lead, and Con-
traction for the same with the Officers of the Navy.
2. The action of contracting or incurring (a debt).

1825 M>Culloch Pol. Econ. in. viii. 386 Her subsequent
contests having led to the contraction of an immense
public debt. 18&4 Earl Selborne in Law Times Rep.
8 Mar. 42/2 Anterior to the contraction of the. .debt.

3. The action of contracting, acquiring, or be-

coming infected with (a disease, habit, etc.)*

1683 Tryon Way to Health 72 The Root of all or most
Diseases is, first, some inward Contraction of matter, caused
by Superfluity.

II. Related to Contract v. III.

f 4. The action of drawing together or collecting

{trans, and intr.). Obs. rare.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of God xin. xxiv. (1620) 468
As we men of the ayre about vs can make a contraction

into our owne selues and giue it out againe in a breath.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 714 Tears are caused by a Contraction
of the Spirits of the Brain.

5. The action or process of contracting {trans.

and intr.), or state of being contracted ; decrease

in length, breadth, extent, or volume
;

shrinking,

shortening, narrowing. (The most usual sense.)

1589 Nashe Greene's Arcadia (1626) Pref. 7 To vaunt the
pride of contraction in euery manuarie action : insomuch,
that the Pater-noster . . is written in the compasse of a penny.
1594 T. B. La Prhnaud. Fr. Acad. n. 261 Feare . . is also

a contraction and closing vp of the heart. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. 372 The act of laughter which is a
sweet contraction of the muscles of the face. 1665 Phil.
Trans. I. 49 Measuring the Quantity of the Expansion and
Contraction of Liquors by Cold. 1707 Curios, in Husb.
Gard. 89 This Contraction of the Sensitive-Plant. 1749
Smollett Regicide 1. vii. (R.), The stern contraction of thy
sullen brow. 1876 Foster Phys. n. ii. (1879) 303 The ribs

are raised by the contraction of certain muscles.

b. Path, i A term for the shortening of a muscle
from some morbid cause ; also, a morbid shorten-

ing of any structure whether accompanied or not
by alteration of tissue* {Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1871 T. Holmes Surg.(ed. 2) V. 589 Useful in cases of

contraction of the elbow in children.

+ c. = Contracture 2. Obs.
1624 Wotton Archil. (1672) 23 The Contraction aloft

shall be one fourth part of his thickness below.

6. fig. Restriction, limitation, confinement; di-

minution of amount, extent, or scope.
a 1670 Rust Disc. Truth (1682) 189 It is no bondage,

slavery or contraction, to be bound up to the eternal Laws
of Right and Justice. 1778 Johnson Lei. 3 July in Boswell,
He.. talks of making more contractions of his expense.
1848 Mill Pol. Econ. HI. xiii. § 3 The contraction of credit,

characteristic of a commercial crisis,

b. Narrowness (of mind).
1775 Miss Burney Early Diary (1889) II. 94 Perfectly

free from any narrowness or contraction. Ibid. II. 103 Not
from bigotry or contraction ; for he is perfectly liberal

minded. 1863 Mozlf.y Mirac. viii. 175 Their standard is

wholly free from contraction.

f 7. Abbreviation (of a writing, etc.), abridge-

ment
; condensation, conciseness. Obs. or arch.

1655 M. Carter Hon. Rediv. (1660) 89 In the next place,
I shall with as great contraction, lay down, etc. 1670
Blount Laiu Diet. Pref., I have . . made use of Cowel,
Lambert, etc. . . yet seldom without Corrections, Contractions
or Additions. 1725 Pope Ess. Homer (J.), The main parts
of the poem . . no translator can prejudice but by omissions
or contractions. 1869 Swinburne Ess. <y Stud. (1875) 219
Shelley never in his life wrote a poem of that exquisite con-
traction and completeness.

t b. qaasi-coner. A reduction, an epitome.
1697 Dampieh Voy. (1698) I. Aivb, It is a contraction of a

larger Map which I took from several stations in the Bay
itself. 1721 Strype Eccl. Mem. 1. 1. 3S4 This is but a con-
traction of the King's mandate to the Archbishop.

8. Gram., Phonetics, etc. The action of contract-

ing or shortening (a word, a syllable, etc.) by
omitting or combining some elements, or, in

writing, by substitutingasingle symbol for a number
of letters.

1706 Phillips fed. Kersey) s.v., A Contraction of Syllables.
1730-6 Bailey (folio), Contraction (in Grammar), the reduc-
tion of two vowels or syllables into one. 1793 Beddoes
Math. Enid. 140 The universal tendency to contraction, is

not less apparent in the Greek than in other languages.
1877 Blackie's Pop. Encycl. I. 4/2 Carrying abbreviation
and conventional contraction to such an excess as to make
their writings unintelligible to all but the initiated.

b. - Pros. The substitution of a long syllable for
two short ones in Greek and Latin verse.
1884 Hadley & Allen Grk. Gram. § 1080 An example of

contraction is the substitution of a spondee for the dactyl
in the dactylic hexameter.

c. concr. A contracted or shortened form of a
word, etc. in speech or writing ; an abbreviation.
VSS Johnson s.v., The writing is full of contractions.

1861 Du Chaillu Expl. Eqnat. Africa App. B. (ed. 2) 475The Mpongwe language, .abounds in contractions and com-
pounded words. 1867 Skeat Pref. i. to P. PI. A. p. xvi,
All expansions of contractions [have been] marked by the
use of italics.

9. Comb, f contraction-house = Contracta-
tion-house

; contraction-rule, a pattern-makers
rule made slightly longer than the standard one to
allow for the contraction of the casting in cooling.
1622 Malynes Auc. Law-Merch. 25 The small Quintal! is

the weight of the contraction House of the Indies. 1624
Capt. Smith Virginia iv. 149 Those of the Contraction
house were neuer able to subsist by the Mines onely.

Contra'Ctional, a. [f. prec. + -al.] Relating

to, of the nature of, or produced by contraction.
1877 Lb Conte Elem. Geol. (1879) 165 note, The tidal re-

tardation is in excess of the contractional acceleration. 1885
Science V. 388/1 The contractional theory here finds a
cause for all the diminution of interior volume.

Contra'ctionist. [f. as prec. + -ist.] One
who advocates contraction, esp. of the paper cur-

rency : opposed to inflationist or expansionist.
1881 N. Y. Nation XXXII. 160 Whether the new Se-

cretary [of the Treasury] . . would be an expansionist or
a contractionist.

Contractive (k^Xntncktiv), a. [f. L. contract-

ual, stem (as above) + -ive.] Having the property

of contracting
;
producing, or tending to produce,

contraction; of the nature of contraction.

1624 Bahgrave Scrm. 27 Wee are all borne with this con-
I tractive quality of selfe-love and interest. 1669 W. Simpson

I

Hydrol. Chym. 139 Their Systole or contractive motion.
1684 tr. Bouet's Merc. Compit. 1. 38 Violent pains . . some-
times pungent, by and by Contractive, or Spasmodick. 1708
T. Keill AHtm. Secretion 97 This Contractive or Elastick
Power, .is not equal in all Bodies. 1718 J. ChamberlaYNE
Relig. Philos. I. viii. § 10 The contractive Faculty of the

I

Heart. 1867 Dknison Astron. without Math. it6 Hut this

contractive force .. is only half the other separating or

i
differential force.

Hence f Contractively adv. = next.

1648 T. Hill Best <y Worst of Paul 15 Some tell us
Jeremiah and Zachary, written contractively in the Hebrew,

!
are the same.

t Contra'ctly, adv. Ohs. [f. Contract///, a.

I

+ -ly -.] Contractedly, by contraction.
1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 195 Maidstone,

contractly for Medweys Towne. 1581 — Eircn. 1. i. (15881

5 Fitzherbert calleth them Justicers (contractly for Jus-

j
ticiars^ 1612 R. Sheldon Serm. St. Martin's Ep. Ded. 2

briefly and contractly. . to delineat the inestimable perfec-

tions . . of Christ. 1675 Ogii.by Brit. 76 The Town by the
Vallum, .contractly Caerleal and Carlisle.

Contractor (kj>ntr?e-kt3.t). Also 6 -our, 6-7
-sr. [a. L. contractor, n. of action from contrahere

to Contract.]

f 1. One who enters into a contract or agreement

;

a contracting party. Obs. exc. as in 2.

1548 Hall Chron. 212 Although the Princes be named, as
chief contractors in everie treatie and amitie concluded.
1570 Act 13 Eliz. c. 8 § 5 Whereupon is not reserved . . to

i
the Lender, Contracter . . or Deliverer, above the Sum of

j

ten Pound for the Loan, a 1652 J. Smith Set, Disc. vii.

' 334 These contractors with heaven. 1748 Anson Voy. in.

ix. 392 Nor did it appear, that the Contractors had taken

j

the least step to comply with their agreement. 1767 Black-
j

stone Comm. II. 380 That the deed be taken most strongly

i
against him that is the agent or contractor, and in favour

j

of the other party.

*t* t>. Party contractor : contracting party. Obs.

1644 Bp. Maxwell Prerog. Chr. Kings ix. 102 The resile-

|

ing of one partie contractor is not sufficient to void the
contract. 1671 True Nonconf. 208 The party contracter

doth expressly thereby engage for himself and his posterity.

2. spec. One who contracts or undertakes to

supply certain articles, or to perform any work or

service {esp. for government or other public body),

at a certain price or rate ; in the building and
related trades, one who is prepared to undertake
work by contract.

1724 Loud. Gaz. No. 6290/3 The Contractor to begin to

Work. .70 Yards Distance from the Shoar. 1763 Ann. Reg,
136 Mr, Cole was employed under Mr. Warrington, the
contractor for artillery horses. 1846 M cCuli.och Acc. Brit.
Empire (1854) II. 65 Immense sums of money have been
lavished upon them [Irish canals] to very little purpose,
except the enriching of contractors. 1869 E. A. Pahkes
Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 184 The meat is supplied by con-
tractors. Mod. Messrs. — and Co., Builders and Contractors.

3. One who or that which contracts, narrows, or

j

shortens ; used esp. of muscles which contract or

draw in some part of the body.
1682 T. Gibson Anat. (1697) 515, 1 place the internal inter-

i
costals among the contracters of the breast. 1877 E. R.

I Conder Bos. Faith iv. 161 The extensor and contractor
muscles of the same limb.

t b. Something that restricts or narrows. Obs.
1628 Earle Microcosm, xxi. 46 Friendship is . . a con-

j
trader and taker up of our affections to some few. 1796
Mrs. E. Parsons Mysl. Warning I. 50 What a contractor
of the heart is wealth !

Contractual (k^ntrarktiwal), a. [f. L. con-

tractu-s Contract + -al : cf. mod.F. contractuel!\

Of the nature of a contract
;
pertaining or relating

to a contract.
1861 Maine Anc. Laiu 169 The contractual relation of the

servant to his master. 1884 Sir C. S. C. Bowen in Laiu
Rep. 28 Ch. Div. 108 The case .. did not decide that con-
tractual obligations disappeared as circumstances changed.

Contracture (k^ntrarktiiu). [a. F. contract-

ure (Cotgr.), or ad. L. contractura, f. contract-

ppl. stem of contrahcre to Contract.]

1. Path. A condition of persistent contraction

1 and rigidity in the muscles or the joints.

1658 A. Fox tr. Wurtz' Surg. 1. iii. 9 The healing is often

hindered, and contractures and lameness are caused. 1876
tr. Zicmssen's Cycl. Med. XL 382 The mode of origin of
these hemiplegic contractures differs essentially from that

of paralytic contractures. 1883 Syd. Soc. Lex., Contracture
. As usually slowly developed in muscles, as a consequence of
rheumatism, neuralgia, convulsions, in paralysis, etc.

2. Arch. The narrowing of a column towards
its upper part. [So in Fr.]

1664 Evelyn tr. Ereart's Archit. 126 A Contracture and
comely diminution, by workmen called the breaking of the
Pillar. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Contracture, the making
small of Pillars about the top. Hence in Bailey, etc.

Contraxtured, a. [f. prec. + -ed^ : cf.

F. contracture.'] Affected by contracture.

1890 Uraithwaite Retrosp. Med. CII. 3 Where the joints
are bound down by old contractured muscles.

Centra-dance, -danse, a corruption of
Country-dance : see Contre-danse.
tContra'de. Obs. [ad. Tr. and It. contrada

region, district, quarter of a town, thoroughfare,
highway, f. L. contra ; sec Country.] ? A
thoroughfare or highway.
1645 Lithgow Siege ofNewcastle (1820) 14 Besides these

there are other two back streets, with five or six contrades
and a number of narrow devalling lanes.

Contradict (k^ntradi'kt), v. [f. L. contradict-,

ppl. stem of contrddiccre, in cl. L. contra dicere, to

speak against. Cf. F. conlrcdin:] ~ Gainsay.
1 1. trans. To speak against or in opposition to

;

to oppose in speech ; to forbid : a. a claim, action,

purpose, etc. Obs.
1570-6 Lamijarde Peramb. Kent (1826* 223 The Crosier.

.

(they of Canterbury claymed} ought to lye upon the Altar
with them— but was contradicted by them of Rochester.

*S95 Shaks. John 11. i. 280 Stand in his face to contradict
his claime. 1616 BuLLOKAR, Contradict, to gainsay, or
speake against. 1717 De Foe /list. Ch. Scot. (1844) 7 The
said Treaty and Marriage being proposed 111 Parliament,
was so openly contradicted by the Priests in general, .that,
etc. 1754 Richardson Grandison (1781 l II. 28, I will break-
fast with him., to morrow morning, if he contradicts it not.

f b. a person, in his proposals, proceedings, etc.

:

To oppose.
1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena 117 Being not

used to contradict me. 1656 Bbamhall Riplic. v. 191 They
..shewed that he had nothing to doe to contradict them,
more then they did contradict him when he thrust Novatus
out of the Church. 1661 TJssher Power Princes 1. u68j)
52 Whosoever did detract from his Empire, did contradict
God that constituted it.

fc. intr. To speak in opposition, object to. Obs.
1616 Prent tr. Saipi's Counc. Trent {1676) 167 Where-

unto none of the holy Fathers contradicted.

2. trans. To affirm the contrary of; to declare

untrue or erroneous; to deny categorically: a. a

statement.
1582 X. T. (Rhem.) Acts xiii. 45 The Iewes. .contradicted

those things which were said of Paul. 1611 Shaks. Wint.
T. in. ii. 24 Since what I am to say, must be but that
Which contradicts my Accusation. 1651 Houbks Leviath.
I. xiv. 65 An Absurdity, to contradict what one maintained
in the Beginning. 172s De Foe Voy. round World (1840)
210 It went current among the seamen that the Spanish
doctor was an Englishman. I took care that nobody should
contradict it. 1850 McCosh Div. Gcn>t. 11. iii. (1874) 240 They
contradict some of the deepest principles of our nature. Mod.
The statement has been officially contradicted.

b. To deny the words or statement of (a pcrsonV
1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. iii. 94 Deare Duff, I prythee contra-

dict thy selfe, And say, it is not so. 1651 Houiies Goi't. q
Soc. Pref., That out of a desire they have to contradict
others, they gainsay themselves. 1752 Johnson Rambler
No. 193 r 8 He certainly waits with impatience to be con-
tradicted. 1841 Borrow Zincali I. viii. 11. 352 They, .never
failed to contradict themselves, by permitting some expres-
sion to escape which belied their assertions. 1878 J kvons
Primer Pol. Econ. 8 No ordinary person of sense ventures
to contradict a chemist about chemistry or an astronomer
about eclipses.

absol. 1754 Chatham Lett. Nephew iv. 22 There is . . a
particular attention required to contradict with good man-
ners. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scaud. ill. i, Contradicting isn't

the way to keep friends.

3. transf. Of a statement, action, etc. : To be
contrary to in effect, character, etc. ; to be directly

opposed to ; to go counter to, go against.
a 1600 Hooker (J.), No truth can contradict any truth.

1630 Prynne Anti-Armin. 137 Their Hues, .contradict their

Doctrine. 1671 Milton Samson 301 Yet more there be who
doubt his ways not just, As to his own edicts found contra-
dicting. 1698 Norris Pract. Disc. IV. 72 Take Care that

your Hands do not Contradict your Tongue. 1729 Hutler
Serm. xi. Wks. 1874 II. 135 To disappoint itself, and even
contradict its own end. Ibid. ii. II. 25 To contradict or go
against cool self-love. 186^ Freeman Norm. Com/. (1876)

I. App. 630 These two versions do not formally contradict
one another.

tContradi'Ct, sb, Obs. [f. prec. vb., or ad. L.

conlrddict-um.'] Prohibition, refusal ; ^Contra-
diction 1.

1606 O. W[oodcocke] tr. Hist. Ivstine 40 b, If Phillip
(notwithstanding this contradict) should offer to place this

Image, etc.

Contradictable (kpntradi-ktab'l), a. [f. prec.

vb. + -able.] Capable of being contradicted.
1856 1

J

agehot Biog. Stud, (18801 9 More contradictable by
the lower herd.

Contradicted (kpntradi kted), ppl. a. [f. as

prec. + -ed.J Spoken against, gainsaid, denied.

1598 Florio, Contradetlo, contradicted, gainesayd. 1611
in Cotgr. 1828 in Webster.

Contradi'ctedness. [f. prec. + -ness.] The
quality of being contradicted ; f inconsistency.

1670 Haxtek Cure Ch. Div. 236 So selfish as dishonoureth
our profession with the brand of contradictedness, and
partiality. 1802 Paley Nat. Theol. (1804) 594 The contra-
dicte/Jness and debility of the human faculties.
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Contradictor, obs. f. Contradictor.

Contradicting (k^ntradiktirj), ///. a. [f.

Contradict v. + -inq -.] That contradicts ;
gain-

saying, opposing.
1610 Bp. Carleton Jurisd. Pref., So many are found to

write in this contradicting age, ooe contrary to another.

1676 Dryden Aurengz. ML i. 1346 If contradicting Int're^ts

could be mixt. 1849 Gkote Greece XL xlviii. VI. 139 note,

As much a contradicting as an affirming witness.

PnriTrra^irvHrm (k^mtradi kjon). Forms : 4-5

contradiccxouu,5 -diccion e,-dyctyon,-dixion,

6 -dyccyon, -diccyon, -dictioun, -dictione, 5-

contradiction. [a. F. contradiction, -diccinn,

-dicion (i2th c in I.itfre^, ad. L. contradiction-em,

n. of action from contradict™ to Contradict.]

1. The action of speaking against or in oppo-

sition to (an action, proposal, etc) ;
gain-aying

;

opposition.

C 138a Wvci.if Ps. liv. 10 [lv. 9], I saj wickidnesse and
contradiccioun [1388 a^enseiyng) in the cite. 1485 Caxtom
Chas. Gt. 204 Al the peple of that contre. .without contra-

dyctyon came and yelded them. 1533 Bellenden Livy 1.

(1822) 20 Romulus .. come .. on his toun, and tuke the

sammin, with small contradictioun. 158a N. T. (Rhem.)
//(/'. xii. 3 Thinks diligently vpon him which sustained of

sinners such contradiction against himself. 1593 Shaks.

Rick, /t, in. iii. 124. 1661 Hramhall Just Vuui. iv. 79
The Saxon Kings in all ages bestowed Bishopricks without

any contradiction. 171a Steele Sped. No. 264 P 1 There
are those who pursue their own Way out of a Sourness and
Spirit of Contradiction. 1818 Cruise Digest \ed. 2) VI. 347
This rule should be extended, in contradiction to the par-

ticular intention of the testator. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. IIL

§ 32. 118 It could only be by continual constraint and con-

tradiction of his impulses.

2. The action of contradicting or declaring to be

untrue or erroneous
;
affirming the contrary ; asser-

tion of the direct opposite; denial.

1526 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1 531) 173 Y* enuyous & irons

persona nuketh sore contradiccyon it replyeth. 1576

Fleming Panopl. Epist. 175 LibertM of overthwarling in

language and unscemely contradiction. 1606 Shaks. Ant.

<y Ct. 11. vii. 40 Without contradiction I haue heard that.

1683 D. A. Art Convent 24 Some are so possess'd with the

spirit of contradiction. 1794 S. Williams Vermont 167 Im-
patience at contradiction, i860 TtmoaLL Gtac. 11. xiv. 304
lie cites Ebel, Hugi, Agassiz . . and places them in open
contradiction to each other.

3. A statement that contradicts or denies the

truth or correctness of another.

1724 Watts Logic 11. iii. § 3 vi, Truth is lost in the noise

and tumult of reciprocal contradictions. 1818 Cruise Digest
led. 2) IV. 179 Almost a contradiction of what is said by
Moor. Mod. It contains an official contradiction of the

recent rumours.

4. A state or condition of opposition in things

compared ; variance
;
inconsistency, contrariety.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 418 But the authoritie of

Cicero .. is at contradiction with this barbarous opinion.

1597 Hooker Ecct. Pol. v. lxviii. § 6 One must needs see if

there be any contradiction between them. 1777 PuESTLEY
Matt. <V Spir. (1782) I. vi. 65 The manifest contradiction

between these two accounts . . hardly needs to be pointed

out. 1809-10 Cojjuudgb Friend (1865) 139 Angry contume-
lies.. in contradiction with each other. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola 11878) 319 The contradiction between men's lives

and their professed beliefs had pressed upon him.

b. Logical inconsistency or incongruity.

1613 J. Salkelo Treat. Angels 235 Such is tne^ omnipo-
tence of God, that . . it can effectuate whatsoever implyeth
not contradiction. 1690 Lot kk Hum. Und. DL vi. § 22

There appears no Contradiction that there should be such.

i86s H. Spencer Et'rst Prim: h W. $ 26 Unless a real Nun-
relative or Absolute be postulated, the Relative itself be-

comes absolute ; and so brings the argument to a contra-

diction.

C. Logic. One of the four kinds of Opposition

{contradiction, contrariety, sub-contrariety, tub-

alternation') : see quot. 1864. Principle (or law)

of contradiction : the axiom that * a thing cannot

he and not be at the same time 1 or ' that nothing

can have at the same time and at the same place

contradictory and inconsistent qualities
1

.

1836 7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xxxviit. (1870) II. 363

The highest of all logical laws . . is what is called the prin-

ciple of Contradiction, or more correctly the principle of

Non-Contradiction. It is this: A thin* cannot be and not

be at the same time. 1850 M Cosh Dm Govt. in. i. 1187 1)

278. 1864 Bowbn Logic iii. 49 Here we have the well-

known Law of Contradiction. Ibid. vi. 162 There are four

sorts of Opposition. The first and most perfect of these is

that of Contradiction, which exists between two Judg-
ments which differ from each other both in Quantity and
Quality.

5. A statement containing propositions one of

which denies or is logically at variance with the

other ; also a contradictory proposition.

( 1400 Test. Love 11. (1560) 284^1 Understanden well

these termes, and look no contradiction thou graunt. 1588

Kravncr Lawiers Log. 1. i. 2 b, As though the naturall

facultie of reason were an art of reasoning, which is con-

trarie to all reason, and includeth in it selfe a manifest

contradiction. 1628 T. Spencer Logick 175 A Contradiction

ts when the same Axiome is affirmed, and denyed. 1648

Fanshawe Pastor Eido 186 That man that utters contra-

dictious must Speak one untruth. 1651 Hohbf.s Leviath. 1.

xii. 58 Both parts of a contradiction cannot possibly be trii".

< 1705 Berkeley Commpi. Ilk. in Fraser Life 467 Contra-

dictions cannot be both true. 1858 Manskl Bampton Led.
ii. led. 4) 39 The conception of the Absolute and infinite .

appears encompassed with contradictions.

b. A statement or phrase which is self-contra-

dictory on the face of it : more fully a contradic-

tion in terms.

[1667 Milton P. L. x. 799 Can he make deathless Death?
That were to make Strange contradiction, which to God
himself Impossible is held. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1852) II. 596 Contradictions become elegance and propriety

of language, for a thing may be excessively moderate, vastly

little, monstrous pretty, wonderous common, prodigious

natural, or devilish godly.] 1795 T. Meek Sophistry de-

tected 11 He grants the possibility of a revelation, but he

is not aware that his ideas of language make it absolutely

impossible, which is a contradiction in terms. 1856 Ferriek
Inst. Metaph. iv. xvi. 135 Why is a two-sided triangle a

contradiction? 186s H. Spencer Eirst Princ. 1. iii. § 19

A state later than the last, which is a contradiction. 1875

Jowett Plato ted. 2) V. 9 A virtuous tyrant is a contra-

diction in terms.

6. A contradictory act, fact, or condition ; an

inconsistency.

1614 Br. Hall Recoil. Treat. (1617)468 Alas, how full are

you of contradictions to your selfe ! how full of contrary

purposes! 173s Arhutiinot Rules of Diet 393 The only
Contradiction to this is too great Heat and Thirst. 1751

Johnson Rambler No. 178 P 3 An attempt to make contra-

dictions consistent. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability

Wks. (Bohn) II. 42 England subsists by antagonisms and
contradictions.

7. A person made up of contradictory qualities.

1735 Pora Ep. Lady 270 And yet, believe me, good as well

as dl7 Woman's at best a contradiction still.

8. Comb.% as contradiction-trap.

1744 Waruurton Rem. sev. Occas. Rejl. 137 He has
catched me in his Contradiction-Trap.

Contradi'ctional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -al.]

Of the nature of contradiction, contradictory.

1641 Milton Reform. Wks. 1738 I. 27 We have try'd

already, .what the boisterous and contradictional hand of a
temporal, earthly and corporeal . . Spirituality can avail to

the edifying of Christ's holy Church.

Contradi ctionist. [f.asprec. + -ist.] One
who professes contradiction (e. g. to particular

assertions or claims).

1890 Gladstone in Gd. Words May 303/1 Designating
those who would assert the negative by the name of Contra-

dictionists.

Contradictious (kfntr&dikjas), a. [f. Con-
tradiction : see -Tious.]

fl. Characterized by contradiction, contradic-

tory.

1604 T. Wright Passions iv. i. 116 This contradictious

speech lieth rooted in vaine-glory. >*4« W. Twissk Pref
Mede's Apost. Later Times 3 This opinion . . seemed very

contradictious to diverse plaine passages of holy Scripture.

1607 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. 11709) 132 The kxpec-

tattoo [isj immoral, or contradictious to the Attributes ofGod.

+ b. Contrary, adverse. Obs.

1766 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry * Erances IV. 215 The
Town [isj full, ar.d Wind contradictious still.

2. Self-contradictory ;
involving a contradiction

in terms, arch,

1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prof. I. iii. $ 18. 136 It being im-

possible and contradictious, that a man should know one
thing to be true, and believe the contrary. 1698 IR. Fkr-
gusson] Vieiv Ecctes. 48 Things . . perfectly contradictious

and subversive of one another, a 1716 South Serm. 1 1717)

V. 424 For a Man to be envious and innocent too, is contra-

dictious and impossible. 1848 9 Calhoun Const. U. S. Wks.

1874 I. 152 What can be more contradictious?

3. Of persons or their dispositions : Inclined or

addicted to contradict
;

given to cavil ;
disputa-

tious.

a 1677 Barrow Serm. (1810) I. 95 Men perversely contra-

dictious. 1709 J. Johnson Lltrgyut. V'aae M. « p. xxxvi,

An instance of a contradictious spirit. 18*9 South ev Sir
T. Jfrrv (1831) II. 102 The contradictious principle in hu-

man nature. 1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr. in Jrnt.

Geog. Soc. XXIX. 413 In every caravan there is some lazy,

loud-lunged, and contradictious fellow.

Contradictiously, *fV. [/• prec + -LT*.]

In a contradictious manner or spirit ; with contra-

diction; contenticusly. t b. With self-contradic-

tion, inconsistently (obs.).

(1630 Jackson Creed iv. IT. vi. Wks. III. 311 Contra-

dictiously to contest with the Spirit by which he uttered

these divine oracles. 1698 [R. Kergusson) View Ecctes.

16 Contradictiously to what he said and did under the late

reign. 1850 T« A. Trolloi-r Impress. Wanderer viii. 113

So contradictiously disputatious a spirit was prevalent!

1873 Miss Brouchton Nancy I. 24a 'Do you think khe

can have grown that much in four weeks t asks he, not

contradictiously, but a little doubtfully.

Contradi ctiotisness. [f. as prec. + -nehs.]

f 1. The state or quality of being contradictory ;

self-contradictoriness, inconsistency. Obs.

1664 EE. Mork Afyst. Iniq. 339 This reading .. generally

obtains, notwithstanding its seeming harshness and contra-

dictiousness. 1678 Cudworth Intetl. Syst. I v. 653 To give

an account of that supposed con tradictiousness in the idea

and attributes of God.

2. Disposition to contradict or oppose.

1867 Spectator 20 July 708 There was a captiousness and
contradictiousness aljout Lord Cranborne's old parliament-

ary style. 1884 0. Allkn Pkilistia II. 228 Such is the

natural contradictiousness and vexatious disposition of the

British parent.

t Contradi ctist. Obs. [f. Contradict v. +

-ist.] One who professes contradiction.

1630 G. Whjihjwfs Schysm. Puritan A 3 b, He is oppo-

sitely set, a Contradictist to the Scriptures deduceable sence

111 three things.

Contradictive (kpntradi-ktiv), a. [f. L. coiu

trddict- ppl. stem (as above) + -ive.]

1. Of contradictory quality or tendency.
16*7-77 Fkltham Resolves 11. lxxiii. 315 They are not

Contradictive to the Canon. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. iii.

(1851) 167 The consecrating of Temples, carpets, and table-

clothes, the railing in of a repugnant and contradictive

;

Mount Sinai in the Gospell. 1706 De Foe Jure Div. iv.72

I

This Passive Sham. .The Dream of Contradictive Loyalty,
Which makes Men suffer first, and then obey. 1840 litachw.

\ Mag. XLVIII. 280 Greek philosophy, .exhibits a continual
! contradictive illusioh moving before its philosophizings.

f2. Given to contradiction ; contradictious. Obs.

1643 E. Svmmons Loy. Subjects Betiefe 82 They were of
such contradictive spirits, that, etc. 1673 O. Walkfr Ednc.

1

(1677) 71 No Nation, .(except our late contradictive spirits)

j

that express not their joy and mirth by it [dancing], /bid.

295 Neither maintain an argument with contradictive

persons.

Hence Contradi ctively a<fr., Contradi ctive-

neas.
1839 Blackiv. Mag. XXVI. 311 This, .gives a character of

! contradictiveness to the exhibition. 1843 G. S. Faber Pro-
vine. Lett. (1844) 1 1. 123 To write contradictively and unin-

telligibly. 1851 — Matty Mansions (1862* 339 The very-

same claim is contradictively put forth by his Competitor.

t Contradi'ctless, a. Obs. [see -less.] That
cannot be contradicted.

1607 Dav Trav. Eng. BrS. (1881) 83 Words thunderlike,

i a contradictlesse tongue.

Contradictor (k^ntradi ktoa;. Also 7-8 -er.

[a. L. contradictor, agent-n. from contradietVe to

Contradict ; the variant in -er is formed on the

English verb.] One who contradicts ; one who
speaks against, opposes, or denies what is asserted,

claimed, proposed, etc; a gainsayer.

1599-1613 Missheu Sp. Diet., Contradezidor, a gaine-

sayer, a contradictor. 161s T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 9
Stubborne and opposite contradictors of the truth. 1645
Milton Tetrach. (1851) 207 In hope to find him a contra-

dicter of Moses, and a condemner of Herod. 17*7 Swift
State /ret. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 161 If a gentleman happen to lie

a little more sincere . . he is sure to have a dozen contra

,
dictors. 1835 Ld. Cockbuhn Mem. 228 It is easy to make
almost any hypothesis have an appearance of soundness

when there is no contradictor. 1889 Ld. Watson in Latv

Rep. 14 App. Cases 668 Re-trying . . the same issues which

have already been conclusively decided against him in a

question with his proper contradictor.

t Contradicto rial, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [(. L

contrddictori-tts +-al.] =Contk.w>ictory.
1644 Sir E. Df.ring Prop.Sacr. 11 ij, Such opposites to

them, so contradictoriall, so deadly.

Contradictorily (kfntradi-kt.irili), adv. [f.

;

Contradictory + -lv 2
.]

1. In a way that contradicts or involves contra-

diction ; in contradictory terms.

1605 T. Hutten Reas. Refusal 88 Contradictorily fight

with the expresse oracles of scripture. 1646 Sir T. Browsk
Pseud. Ep. vn. xv. 369 As for the story men deliver it

variously, .divers contradictorily, or contrarily, quite over-

i
throwing the point. 1734 tr. Rotlin's Anc. Hist. IV. vin.

154 Having acted so contradictorily to the fundamental

laws of Sparta. 1841 DTsrafi.i Amen. Lit. (1867) 356

Warton certainly has hastily and contradictorily censured

I Heywood. 1856 Emerson Eng. Trails, Charac. Wks. 1

1

57 They are contradictorily described as sour, splenetic,

and stubborn—and as mild, sweet, and sensible.

2 Logic. With contradictory opposition.

1678 Norris Coll. Misc. (1699) 202 Not contradictorily

or privatively, but contrarily opposed to it. 1837-8 Sir \V.

H amilton Logic xvii. (1866) I. 331 The case in which the

members of disjunction are contradictorily opposed.

Contradi ctoriness. [f. as prec. + -ma.]
L The state or quality of being contradictory.

c 1730 A. Baxter Enq. Nat. Soul If. 180 (T.) This objec-

lion from the contradictoriness of our dreams sounds big at

first. 1791 J. Whitakfr On Gibbon U. (R.i, Confoundin:

himself by the contradi ;toriness of his own ideas. 1816 J.

Gilchrist Philos. Etym. 158 There is so much, .self-con-

tradictoriness in what Home Tooke advances on verbs and

participles. 1879 Farrar St Paul II. 590 The apparent

contradictoriness to human reason of divine facts.

2. Disposition to contradict or oppose whatevei

is said ; contradictiousness.

1810 Bfntham Packing (1821) 102 Contradictoriness..

manifested, in terms of a certain degree of strength, towards

some proposition or propositions, that have been advanced

by some one else. 187s Geo. Eliot Middltm. v. 75 He
was not without contradictoriness and rcliellion even to-

wards his own resolve. 1887 Old Man's EavourX. L iv. 89

Tell folks to go one way, and, from sheer contradictoriness,

they start gaily off in the other.

tCo ntradicto rious, a. Obs. [f. L. contra-

dicton-us Contradictory + -ots.]

1. Opposite ; - Contrary 5.

1431 50 tr. Higden 1 Rolls) II. 179 What distaunce is be-

|1H ceuit of cure hedde &A a poynte contradictorious to

hit in heuyn.

2. —Contradictory.
1608 T. James Apol. ll'yclif 20 Their Bibles authorized

are . . contrarious, and contradictorious the one vnto the

I
other. 1649 in .V/. Trials, Lt.-Cot. Lilbume (R.\ This i-

therefore a contradictorious humour in you. 1664 H. Mori

I

Myst. Iniq. xiv. 163 That, is the true Catholick Cl.urch ..

which has. the Laws and Usages of Christ and his ApnsileN

and nothing contradictorious thereunto.

Hence Contradicto riously adv., contradict, rily.

1647 II. Mork Sottg ofSoul iv. xiv, One soul in both doth

thus rhilosophUe, Concludes at once contradictoriously To

her own self.
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Contradictory kpntradi-ktari), a. and si.

[ad. L. contrddictori-us, f. contradictor-em Con-
tradictor : see -ort. Cf. F. contradictoire (14th
c, Oresme>] A. adj.

L Logic taagm. Having the quality or character
of contradicting; denying that a thing stated is

completely true.

Contradictory Opposition (in Logic) : the opposition be-
tween two Contradictory Propositions, i. e. such as differ
from each other both in quantity and quality (e.g. All A
is B

: Some A is not By, both of which cannot, and one of
which must, be true. Contradictory terms : those of the
type 'A and not-A ': see quot. 1887 in b.

1605 Hacon Adv. Learn. 1. ii. § 3 It is almost without in-
stance contradictorie, that euer any gouernement was dis-
astrous, that was in the hands of learned Gouernors. 1628
T. Spencer Logick 297 The assumption in this argument
is Contradictory to the latter part of the proposition . . In
the like sort, the Conclusion is contradictory to the first
part of the proposition. 1698 Norris Pract. Disc. (1707)
IV.^ 229 To make an objection good, it must not only be
a Truth, but a contradictory Truth. 1865 Trollope Belton
Est. ix.94 Two answers which were altogether distinct, and
contradictory one of the other. 1887 Fowler Deduct. Logic
79 It is a rule of practical Logic that a contradictory should
always in disputations be used in preference to a contrary
opposition.

b. Logic and gen. Mutually opposed or incon-
sistent

; that contradict or are at variance with each
other.

'534 More Atuw. Poisoned Bi. Wks. 1 109/2 Be these
two proposicions so sore repugnant and so playn contra-
dictory? 1599 Bluhdevil Arte Logicke III. tii. 64 Contra-
dictorie Propositions, .can neither be true nor false both at
once; for if one be true, the other must needes be false.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. x. 43 Deluding us into
contradictory and inconsistent falsities. 1709 Steele Tatter
No. 65 p 1 If we sit down satisfy'd with such contradictory
Accounts, i860 Westcott Introd. Study Gosp. v. (ed. 5) 284
Histories . . not contradictory but complementary. 1876
Jevons Elem. Logic (1880) 76 A and O are contradictory
propositions, whereas A and E are called contrary proposi
Hons.

i

1887 Fowler Deduct. Logic 83 ' Contradictory
Terms', such as white and not-white .. are terms which
admit of no medium, i. e. terms which are not both pre-
dicate of the same thing, while one or other of them must
be predicable of it.

c. Inconsistent in itself
; containing elements

opposed to each other.
1868 Freeman Norm. Cona. (1876) II. viii. 213 The

character which he left behind him was a singularly contra-
dictory one. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 3 Contradictory
attributes of unjust justice and loving vindictiveness.

2. Of opposite character, tendency, or effect;
diametrically opposed, contrary.
1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii. 78 There is nothing in the human

mind contradictory, as the logicians speak, to virtue. 1794
Sullivan View Nat. II, A remarkable phenomenon, .con.
tradictory to what is generally observed of the fossils of the
two kingdoms.

3. Given to contradiction ; contradictious.
1891 Miss K. S. Macquoid in lllust. Lond. Neius 12 Sept.

348/1 Von Scheffel had gone downstairs in a ruffled, con-
tradictory mood.
4. as adv.
1746 Eliza Heywood Female Sped. (1748) IV. 286 Many

gendemen. .behave so manifestly contradictory to both.

1. A contradictory proposition, assertion, or prin-
ciple

;
spec, in Logic : see A. 1.

c 1400 Test. Love 11. (1560) 292/2 The contradictory that is

necessarie needes must I leve. a 1556 Cranmer Wks. I. 15
You shall never be good logician, that would set together
two contradictories : for that, the schoolmen say, God can.
not do. 1619 R. Jones in Phenix^oS) II. 481, I lay down
three plain Contradictorys to the words of the Text, as they
lie in order. First, The Disciples came not hither by Night.
Secondly, He was not stole away. Thirdly, The Soldiers
were not asleep. 1628 T. Spencer Logick 97 Contradic-
tories, are negatiue Contraries, the one whereof denieth
every where, or generally. 1864 Bowen Logic 163 Con-
tradictories cannot both be true, and cannot both be false.

1890 H. W. Watkins Bampton Led. 6 Now contraries may
both be wrong, and of contradictories one cannot be right.

2. The opposite, the contrary.
1840 Arnold in Stanley Life % Corr. (1844) II. App. 418
A place the very contradictory, .of the hill Difficulty, and
of the house Beautiful, and of the Land of Beulah. 1874
Pusey Lent. Serm. 285 Since sloth is a deadly sin, it is a
great thing that its contradictory, activity, is nature to us.

Contradiscri'minate, v. rare. [f. Contra-
1 + Discriminate.] trans. To discriminate by
way of opposition or contrast.

,1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. x. (1870) 179 By this
distinction, act, operation, energy, are contradiscriminated
from power, faculty, capacity, disposition, and habit.

Contradistinct (k^ntradisti-rjkt), a. [{.

Contra- i + Distinct.] Contradistinguished ; dis-
tinct and in contrast.

1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 11. v. 83 You shall finde these
and the Church contradistinct. 1688 Norris Love 1. v. 60My Division of Benevolence into Self-love and Charity is
sufficiently accurate and contra-distinct. 1729 Berkeley
Wks. IV. 634 The latter, .also in kind contradistinct.

b. Const, to {unto'), from.
1621 W. Sclater Tythes (1623) 79 When we treat of

Ceremonies contradistinct to moralities, etc. 1659 Ham-
mond On Ps. cxv. 7 An inarticulate sound, contradistinct
from speaking. 1713 Nelson Life Dr. Bull 142 The evan-
gelical Law of Christ, as contradistinct to the Moral. 1774
A. Gib Present Truth I. 195 The Gospel . . strictly taken
as contradistinct from the law.

Vol. II.

Contradistinctly adv., in contradistinction.
1621 W. Sclater Tythcs(i62]) 99 Taking it as schooleinen

contradistinctly to Morall and Casremoniall, etc. 1697 J.Sergeant Solid Philos. 437 He speaks of Words . . Contra-
distinctly from the Ideas signify'd by them.

Contradistinction (kpntradisti-rjkfan). [f.

Contra- i + Distinction.] The action of contra-
distinguishing; distinction by contrast or opposition.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. v. 334 Britain, .is styled Another

World, and in this contradistinction . . acquits itself well in
proportion of famous writers. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton
Metaph. xiii. (1870) 222 One of these errors is the contra-
distinction of perception from consciousness. 1842 W. Grove
Corr.

t
Phys. Forces 76 The changes . . have acquired . . a

generic contradistinction from other material changes.
b. esp. in phr. in contradistinction to (less

usuallyfrom).
1647 Saltmarsh Spark. Glory (1847) 173 Called Gospel-

Ordinances, .in contradistinction to the legal Ordinances.
1789 Durnford & East Rep. III. 466 The necessity of an
actual possession by the bankrupt, in contradistinction to
a constructive possession by the intervention of an agent.
1874 Helps Soc. Press, xxii. 342 You tend to produce a
great capitalist in contradistinction to a number of small
capitalists. 1882 Farrar Early Chr. II. 484 There never
was such a person as John the Presbyter in contradistinction
from John the Apostle. The two were one.

Contradistinctive (k^ntradistrnktiv), a.

(and sb.). [f. Contra- + Distinctive.]
A. adj. Characterized by contradistinction

;

serving to contradistinguish.
1641 Anslo. Vind. Smedymnuns Pref. 11 The name of

I Bishops hath been ordinarily appropriated (in a contra-
distinctive sense) to Church-governors in an apparent
superiority. 1657 S. W. Schism Dispach't 593 Contra-dis-
tinctive of the Protestant faith from ours. 1825 Coleridge
Aids Refl. (1848.) I. 285 The contra-distinctive constituent
of humanity.

b. Expressing or marking contradistinction, rare.
1751 Harris Hermes I. v, The diversity between the

contradistinctive pronouns, and the enclitic, is not unknown
even to the English tongue.
B. sb. A contradistinctive word or form.

1751 Harris Hermes I. v. (Jodrell), The Greeks too had
m

- *! rst P^so" «nou, ifiol, fni for contradistinctives, and
0-ov, Moi, pi for encliticks.

Hence Contradistinctively adv.
1817 G. S. Faber 8 Dissert. (1845) I. 132 The two are

evidently mentioned contradistinctively. 1853 — Down/.
Turkey (ed. 2) no The name of Jew . . used contradistinc-
tively to the name of Israelite.

Contradistinguish (k^ntradisti-ngwif, v.

[f. Contra- i + Distinguish.] trans. To dis-

tinguish (two things, or one thing from another)
by contrasting or opposing their differences.
1640 Bp. Hall Episc. 11. § 1. 84 Soon after, the very

terms were contra-distinguished, both by the substance of
their charge, and by the property of their Titles. 1673
Marvell Reh. Transp. II. 230 Whensoever those come to
be contradistinguished, not man but God is to be obey'd.
1824 T. Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 410 We do not know
exactly when the common law and statute law began to be
contra-distinguished. 1825 Coleridge Aids Rett. (1848; I.

165 Doctrines, .not only essential to the Christian religion,
but.. which contra-distinguish the religion as Christian.

b. withfrom, also to (now unusual
) ;f against.

1622 Bp. Hall Serm. Wks. 1837 V. 127 The reasonable
part of the soul . . being contradistinguished to the sensitive.
1640 — Episc. in. § 1. 220 He is fame to contradistinguish
them from teaching Elders. 1656 [J. Sergeant] tr. White's
Peripatet. Inst. 193 Substance, as 'tis contradistinguish't
against Quantity. 1705 Berkeley Commpl. Bk. Wks. IV.
438 In revealed Theology, as contradistinguish'd from
natural. 1856 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. I. v. 187 Instinct,
as contradistinguished to the higher faculties of the intellect
1876 M. Arnold Lit. Sf Dogma 2 The development which
contradistinguishes the Hellene from the barbarian.
Hence Contradisti nguished ppl. a. = Contra-

distinct; Contradistinguishing vbl. sb. and
ppl. a.

1636 Abp. J. Williams Holy Table (1637) 103 These foure
contradistinguished Tenets or Positions. 1642 Sir E.
Dering St. on Relig. 21 June Div,' Two several contra-
distinguished functions. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 149
Poetry of the highest kind may exist without metre, and
even without the contradistinguishing objects of a poem.
1875 Poste Gains 11. (ed. 2) 160 Gaius. .wishes us. .to make
Obligation, .and even some forms of Dominion, members of
the contra-distinguished branch, res incorporalis.

t Comtradivi'de, v. Obs. rare. [Contra- i.]

To place in the opposite division to (another thing).
1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions v. 38 Though the sensitive

Appetite in man be of it selfe unreasonable, and therefore
by him [Aristotle] contradivided to the Rational! powers
of the Soule.

Contradyccyori, obs. f. Contradiction.
t Contrafaxt, v. Obs. rare. [f. med.L. con-

trdfact-, ppl. stem of contrafacere to do against.]
trans. To do the opposite of.

1632 Lithgow Trav. iv. (1682) 138 The Turks have no Bells
. . but they have high round Steeples, for they contrafact,
and contradict all the Forms of Christians.

t Contrafa'Ction. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. con-
trafactidn-em, n. of action from contrafacere.]
1670 Blount Law Did., Contra/action, a Counterfeiting.

Contrafago'tto : see Contra- 4.

Contrafait, obs. Sc. f. Counterfeit v.

t Contrafi'ssure. Surg. Obs. [Contra- 3.]
See quot. : cf. Cocnterfissure.
1676 Wiseman (J,\ Contusions, when great, do usually

produce a. .crack of the scull, either in the same part where

the blow was inflicted, and then it is called a fissure ; or in
the contrary part, in which case it obtains the name of
contrafissure. 1783 Pott Chirurg. Wks. (newed.) I. 172 But
all the antient, and many of the modern writers, speak of a
particularkind of fracture .. and this they call a contra-fissure

Contraflu'xion. Med. [Contra- i.] A
congestion of a part, produced by artificial means,
for therapeutical purposes.
1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Contrafocal (k^ntrafiu-kal). Math. [Contra-
2.] Having, as two conies or conicoids, the sums
of the squares of two corresponding axes equal

:

opposed to Confocal conies, etc. in which the
differences arc equal.
1866 Sylvester in Phil. Trans. 760 Contrafocal ellipsoids,

the sums of whose squared axes are the same in all three
directions. 1868 Routh Rigid Dynamics 358 The momental
ellipsoids of these bodies are contrafocal, i. e. have the sum
of the squares of any two principal diameters the same in
each ellipsoid.

Hence Contrafocalism, the property of being
contrafocal.

1866 Sylvester in Phil. Trans. 771.

t Contrafront. Forlif. Obs. [ad. It. contra-
froute ' the spurre or inner part of a bulwarke

'

(Florio) : see Contra- 3. Cf. Counterfront.]
1598 Barret Theor. Warrcs Gloss. 250 Contrafront, or

spurre, is the inner part of the wall of a bulwarke.
Contra-gamba : see Contra- 4.

t Contra-glance. Obs. [Contra- 3.] A
reversed or reflected glance.
1691 E. Taylor tr. Bchmcu's Thcos. Philos. 393 The Rain-

bow is a reflex contra-glance of the Sun.

Contragre-dience. Math. [f. as next +
-ence.] The quality of being contragredient.
1885 Salmon Higher Alg. (ed. 4} 358.

Co ntragre-dient, a. Math. [f. L. contra-
against (Contra- i) + -gredicnt : cf. Cogredient.]
See quot.

1853 Sylvestes in Phil. Tram. CXLIII. 1. 543 A system of
variables is cogredient to another system when it is subject
to undergo simultaneously therewith linear substitution of
a like kind, and contragredient when it is subject to undergo
linear substitution simultaneously therewith but of a con-
trary kind. 1880 Carr Synops. Math. I. § 1813. 1885 Sal-
mon Higher Alg. (ed. 4) 120 Similarly the ray coordinates of
different lilies for the same system of reference are cogredient,
but the axial coordinates are transformed by the inverse
substitution, that is, are contragredient to the former.

Co ntraliarmo nical, a. Math. [Contra- 2.]

Opposed or opposite to harmonica/.
When three numbers are in harmonical progression, then

a : c :: a— 6: & -c. The reverse of this, viz. a :c :: b - c : a -l>
is termed contra-harmonical proportion.
1727-51 in Chambers Cycl.

Hence Co ntraharmonically adv.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Thus, e.gr., 3, 5, and 6, are

numbers contra-harmonically proportional.

Contra-hautboy : see Contra- 4.

t Contrahe, v. Obs. [ad. L. contrahere (if not
misprints for contract)^ = Contract v.

x545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 10 The womb or matrix .

.

contrahyd. Ibid: 91 Thinges whose operation is to contrahe,
constrayne, and brynge together. 1578 Banister Hist. Man
I. 97 Whilest the cubit is contrahed and drawne in such wise.

Contrahent vkpntrahent),///.a. and sb. [ad. L.
contrahent-em, pr. pple. of contrahere to Contract.]
A. adj. Contracting, entering into a contract.

1524 Hen. VIII. Instr. in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xiii.

26 Treaties concluded, .betwixt the Kings Highness, them-
perour, and the French King, as Princes contrahents. a 1638
Mede Disc. Ps. exit 6 Wks. 1672 I. 82 One suiting with the
one party contrahent, the other with the other. 1858 Froude
Hist. Eng. III. xv. 335 Henry had found that he was not,
after all, to be admitted as a party contrahent.

B. sb. A contracting party.
1524 Hen. VIII. Instr. in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xiii.

27 Themperour, being oon of the principal contrahents in
the said treatie. c 1575 Sir J. Balfour Pradicks (J754) 29
Ane contract or obligatioun . . confirmit be the aith orfide
media of the contrahentis.

Co:ntra-inci*sion. Surg. [Contra- 3.] An
opposite or counter incision.

1758 J. S. Le Draft's Observ. Surg. (1771) 160 To give the
Surgeon a better Opportunity of making Contra-incisions.
Ibid. 179, I might have made a Contra-Incision.

Contra-indicant (kp:ntra,i-ndikant). Med.
[f. Contra- i + Indicant. Cf. next.] A symptom
which makes against a particular diagnosis, or
is adverse to the use of a particular remedy or
treatment in a disease.

1623 Hart Arraignm. Ur. iv. 103 The contraindicant is

the want of vigour and strength, hindering this worke.
1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit. x. 361 When other Remedies
have been tried, .and when there is no contra-indicant,

b. transf. = Counter-indication. •

1796 Burke Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 18 The malady
was deep ; it was complicated, in the causes and in the
symptoms. Throughout it was full of contra-indicants.
1879 H. N. Hudson Hamlet 11 His behaviour has many
contra-indicants.

Contra-indicate (k^ntraii'ndikeit), v. Med.
[Contra- i ; cf. F. contre-indiqueri] trans. To
give indications contrary to ; said esp. of symptoms
in a disease which make against the usual treat-

ment, or a particular remedy. Hence Contra-
i-ndicating a.
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1666 Harvey Morb. Angl. (R. \ Other urgent or contrain-

dicating symptoms must be observed. 1767 Gooch Treat.

Wounds I. 445 The Bark, if nothing contraindicates it-,

use, mayprove very beneficial. 1861 T. Graham Pract. Med.
657 Aided by a moderate use of mercury, where it is not

contraindicated by irritability of the bowels. 1880 Duncan
in 7ml. Linn. Soc. XV. 142 Their shape and position con-

traindicate the possibility of any individual movement of

the jaw-angles.

Co ntra-indica tion. Med. [Contra- i
;

in medical L. contraindication F. contre-indication.]

An indication or symptom which makes against

the treatment called for by the main symptoms.
i6»3 Hart Arraignm. Urines iv. 103 Contraindication is

that which primarily and principally doth hinder that

which was suggested by the indicant. 173a Arbuthnot
Rules ofDiet 282 When there are Contra-indications, that

is when different Symptoms demand opposite Methods.
1780 J. T. Dillon Traz>. Spain (1781) 157 In those cases

where every other specific has its contraindication. 1875 tr.

Ziemssen's Cycl. Med. I. 212 Hemorrhage from the bowels
constitutes one of the contra-indications to the use of cold
baths.

t Co'ntrair, a.
t
sb., {adv.), prep. Chiefly Sc. ;

now only dial. Forms : 4-5 contrare, 4-7 con-
trar, contraire, 5 contrayre, -eyre, -aier, -er,

6-9 contrair. [a. F. contraire (nth c.) :—L. con-

trdrius CONTRARY. (Orig. stressed contrai'r.)]

A. adj. Contrary, opposed, opposite.

C 1315 E. E. Allit. P. B. 266 [pay] controeued agayn kynde
contrare werkez. < 1400 Rom. Rose 5414 Froward Fortune
and contraire. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy in. xxv, How
Troilus was contrayre For to ascende up on loue stayre.

1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 129 b, Contrar to pryde
is humilitie. 16*9 Rutherford Lett. vi. 1 18621 L 50, I fear

the Lord Ije my contrair party. 1655-60 Stanley Hist.

Philos. (17011 87/1 The contrar Party was too strong for

them. 1707 Dk. Athol in Vulpone 21 Which . . is contrair

to the Fundamental Laws of this Nation. 1801 R. Gall
Tint Quey 173 He was as contrair's night's frae day.

B. absol. or sb. The opposite or Contrary.
1375 Barbour Bruce \, 461 To veng the harme and the

contrer, At that fele folk and pautener Dyd till symptll
folk, c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 267 It is reproef, and con-
trair of honour, For to be halde a comun hasardour. 1556
Lauder Detvtie of Kyngis 236 Wo be to thame that dois
knaw Godds wourd, syne dois the contrar schaw. 1671 True
Nonconf. 7 To obey God . . rather then man commanding the
contraire.

b. phr. By or to the contrair : on the contrar)*.

In the contrair : on or to the contrary. In {the)

contrair of or to : in opposition to, in spite of.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 4 Fayre formez my-jt he fynde ,

.

& in be contrare, kark & combraunce huge, c 1565 Linde-
say (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (Jam.), Schamfullie hanged.,
notwithstanding the kingis commandement in the contrair.

c 1450 Henryson Mot. Fab. 37 This hound of hell Deuored
hes my Lambe. .in contrair to your cry. a 1587 Mary Q.
Scots in Keith Hist. 333 (Jam.) In case he permitted thir

lords to prevail in our contrare. 1640 1 Kirkcudbr. War*
Comm. Win. Bk. { 1 855* 140 He never concurred in nothing
that concernes the publict, hot be the contrair doeth con-
troll the parochinares proceidings, etc. 1641 Act of Obli-
vion in Neal Hist. Purit. (1733) II. 483 His Majesty.,
promises . . never to come in the Contrair of this Statute.

1748 Lady J. Douglas Stewart Let, Dk. Douglas 7 Aug.
(1767) 3 But to the contrair have regretted my ill fortune.

C. adv. Contrariwise.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1885) 20 This
kynde is verie rid, with black spotis amang, or contrare.

D. prep. Against, in opposition to.

c 1500 Lancelot 658 That is al contrare our entent. 1578
Psalm Ixxvii. in Sc. Poems 16M C. II. 110 Speikand con-
trair thy godly Majesty. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. IVar-Comm.
Min. Bk. (1855) 140 Ane ordinar murmurer. .contraire the
proceidings of the Estaites.

t Contrai'r, v. Obs. Also 5-6 contrare. [f.

prec. ; or ad. F. contrarier (lithe, in Littre).]

trans. To oppose, thwart.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. VL xiv. 24 Thare wes na man pat

wald contrare This Byschope in-til word or deyde. 15*1
Fisher IVks. (1876) U 328 Saynt lames onely contrareth that
that may be. .mystaken in saynt Paule. 1530 Palsgr. 149
Some [conjunctions] betoken contraring, as neverthelesse.
1621 Quarles Argatus $ P. (1678) 71 Not able to contrair
The will of her victorious passion. 1647 H. More Song of
Soul 1. ii. 1, If to contrair the holy tongue should be Absurd.

t Contrarrly, adv. Obs. [f. Contrair a. +
-ly Contrakily ; contrariwise.

1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. xx. ii They deale contrarely
with vs. 1571 Dicges Pantom. i. xii. Diij b, If they bee of
contrarie shadow, worke contrarely. 1588 A. King tr.

Canisius' Catech. , Confession 3 To . . dispaire in Gode his

mercy, as contrairly to think to get heauen without exer-

cise in gude workes.

Contrajerva: see Contrayerva.
Contralateral, a. Med. [Contra- 2.] That

is on the opposite side.

188a Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v.. Hemiplegia is usually contra-

lateral to the affected hemisphere of the brain.

Contra-lode (in Mining) : see Counter-lode.

Contralto (k^ntrcrltf), sb. and a. Mus. PI.

ti-, -tos. Also 8 contrealt (cf. Alt 2
). [It.; ' a

counter treble in musicke* (Florio 1598).]

L a. The part next above the alto, sung by the

highest male or lowest female voice ; b. a voice

of this pitch or compass ; C. a singer with a con-

tralto voice. (Now commonly restricted to the

female voice.)

1730 Owen Swnif in Colman Posth. Lett. (1820) 23 Mr.
1
Handel desires to have, .a woman contrealt. Ibid. 25 We

I
must provide a Soprano Man and a Contrealt Woman.
1776 Sir J. Hawkins Hist. Mus.\. 120 In 1639, Slefano

j

Landi, a Roman contralto . . published the first book of

j

Masses for four and five voices. 1787 Ann. Reg. 206 His
i

voice, which may be deemed the finest contralto in this

country, entirely filled the abbey. 1817 Byron Beppo xxxii,

Soprano, basso, even the contra-alto, Wish'd him five fathom
under the Rialto. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. Merch. II. vii.

211 Her voice was a mellow contralto. 1880 Hullah in

Grove Diet. Mus. I. 396/1 Even . . in flexibility, recent

contralti have certainly equalled, perhaps surpassed, vocal-

I

ists of every other class.

2. attrib. or adj.

1769 Barrington in Phil. Trans. LX. 56 The parts for the

first and second voice were written in what the Italians

I
stile the Contralto cleft". 1834 Earl Mt. Edgecumbe Mus.
Remin. (ed. 4) 54 That excellent singer . . possessed a contralto

voice of fine quality. 1862 T. A. Trollope Marietta II.

xiii. 237 Its full contralto tones. 1880 Hullah in Grove
Diet. Mus. I. 58/1 The contralto part is properly written on
the stave which has C on its second line.

Contraly: see Contra rilt.

Contramand, obs. f. Countermand v.

t Contra-mart. Obs. = Countermarque.
1755 Macens Insurances II. 149 The aforesaid Risks

consisting further of all Perils at Sea .. Detentions by
Kings and Queens. .Letters of Mart and Contra-Mart.

Contramonstrant: see Contra-remonstrant.
Contramure, obs. var. of Countermure v.

Contranatural (k^ntramse tiural), a. Also

7 contre-. [Contra- 2.] Opposed to what is

natural ; contrary to nature.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 9 It is contranatural and
execrable for a son to slay his father. 1651 Hobbes Govt.
4- Soc. Ep. Ded., A contre-naturall Dissolution. 18*7 Hark
Guesses 118591 50 Their actions are supernatural, but not
unnatural or contranatural. 1871 W. G. Ward Ess. Theism
(1884! I. 113 His own most narrow and contra*natural
theory [of morality].

t Contranitence. Obs.~° [f. as next : see

-ence.] Resistance to force ; reaction.

1731 in Bailey (ed. 5).

t Contrani'tency. Obs. rare. [f. as next

:

see -SHOT.] A 1 contranitent' quality or principle.

1649 Bulwer Pathomyot. XL ii. 130 In Laughter there are
certaine contranitencies. 1730-6 in Bailey ifolio). 1755 in

Johnson (* reaction, a resistency against pressure ').

t Contrani'tent, a. Obs. rare. [f. Contra- i

+ L. nitent-em struggling.] Struggling or striving

in opposition.
171a Arbuthnot John Bull vii, His trusty cudgel ; which

by the contranitent force oftwo so great Powers broke short

in his hands.

t Contrani'xion. Obs. [f. Contra- i + L.

*nixion-cm
t
n. of action from ntti to strive.] A

striving against ; exertion of opposing efforts.

1649 Bulwer Pathomyot. 11. ii. 119 In laughter there is

made, by reason of the Contranixion, a certaine corrugation
. .about the angle of the eye.

Contrantiscion i kfntrxntrJVn )- Astro!, [f.

Contra- 3 + Antiscion.] (See quots.")

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. xvi 92 So are there contran-

tiscions, which we find to be of the nature of a D or 8- 1696
Phillips, Contra Antiscion, the degree and Minute in the
Ecliptick, opposite to the Antiscion. 1819 J. Wilson Diet.

Astrol. s.v. Parallels, The two former are called contra
antiscions to the two latter, because, although their declina-

tion is the same in number, it is different in name, one
being north and the other south declination.

Contra-oxtave : see Contra- 4.

+ Contrapart. Obs. [Contra- 3.] a. Oppo-
site side

;
opponent. *SV. b. Mus. =* Counterpart.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 479 Gret slauchter

of his best capitanis : bot mair nowmer war slane of his

contrapart. 1660 Ingelo Bentiv. 4- Ur. (1682) Hh j a,

Contrapart is taken in a Musical Sense.

t Co*ntrapleid. Sc. Obs. [f. Contra- i or 3
+p/eid, Plea.] A counter-plea, objection.

'535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) L 11 But contrapleid,
thairto gif his consent. Ibid. II. 690 At his plesour. but
contrapleid or pley, The baronis all so did him than obey.

Contraplex (kp-ntrapleks\ a. [f. L. contra

adv. + -p/ex -fold, as in simp/ex, duplex, etc.]

Telegr. Having two currents or messages passing

in opposite directions at the same time.

1879 Pkescott Sp. Telephone 346 The terms contraflcx
and diplex are here applied as specific names for desig.

nating clearly the way in which the particular simultaneous
double transmission, .is effected.

Co'iitrapoint, var. of Counterpoint.
1717 L. Howel Desidert'us (ed. 31 176 By the second and

third, which are Humility and Patience, you will perform
Contrapoint; for Humility and Patience are contrary to

Man's Will.

Contrapone (kpntrapJu'n), v. [ad. L. contra-

ponih-e to place against or opposite.] Logic. To
convert by contraposition.
1864 Bowen Logic vi. 159 Logicians seem to have over-

looked the fact that E can be contraponed into I. Ibid,

vii. ai2 The last, .example, which is now theModus Toltens,

becomes the following, if we contrapone the Sumption.
Contra-posairne : see Contra- 4.

ContrapO'Se, v. [f. L. contrapdne're, with

substitution of -pose for -pone : see Compose, Re-
pose.] trans. To set in opposition, or over against

each other. Hence Contraposed ///. a.

1617 Salkeld Treat. Paradise 235 (L.) We may mani-
festly see contraposed death and life. i6zo Shelton^wix.
III. xxix. 204 The Equinoctial Line, which divides and cuts
the two contrapos'd Poles in equal Distance.

2. Logic. = Contrapone.
+ Contrapo site. Obs. [ad. L. contrdpositum

y

repr. Gr. ayrtOtrov.'] pi. = L. contraposita : Things
set in antithesis to each other.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of God xi. xviii. (1620) 401
Antitheta, called in Latin, opposites. .some more expressly
call them Contra-^osites.

Contraposition (k^ ntrap^zi jan). [ad. L. con-

traposition-em (Boethius , n. ofaction from contrd-

ponere to Contrapone.]
1. A placing over against ;

antithesis, opposition,

contrast. Phr. In contraposition to (01 with).
1581 J. Bell Haddotis Answ. Osor.yp A figure called

contraposition betwixt the decrees of God and the Popes.
164a Potter On Numb. 666, 91 (T.) To shew how exact and
exquisite an antithesis and contraposition there is between
the apostles and cardinals. 1731 Hist. Litteraria I. 150
'Tis called the new Covenant, in Contraposition to that

which our first Parents violated. 1846 Grote Greece (1862)

II. vi. 133 Placed in contraposition with the Spartan on one
side, and with the Helot on the other. 185a Eraser's Mag.
XLVI. 219 He lauds, in contraposition to this single man,
the greatness of Rome.
2. Logic. A mode of conversion in which from a

given proposition we infer another proposition

having the contradictory of the original predicate

for its subject; thus 'All S is P' by contraposi-

tion gives 1 All not-P is not-S * or ' No not-P is S\
^Sometimes also called Conversion by Negation.)

Applied also to a similar conversion of the antece-

dent and consequent of a hypothetical proposition.

The definition varies with logicians according to the form
in which they state the contrapositive proposition. The
quality of the proposition is changed in the one form, and
remains unchanged in the other. With Boethius and the

earlier logiciansthequality remained unchanged. Cf. Boeth.

De Syll. Cat. Wks. (ed. Migne) 804 Est enim per contra-

positionem conversio, ut si dicas omnis homo animal est,

omne non animal non homo est.

1551 T. Wilson Logike 21 A conuersion by contraposition

is when the former part of the sentence is turned into the

last rehearsed part, and the last rehearsed part turned into

the former part of the sentence, both the propositions being
uniuersall, and afhrmatiue, sauing that in the second pro-

position there be certaine negatiues enterlaced. 1630 Bp.

W. Bedell in Usher's Lett. (1686' 440 A false and absurd
Contraposition. 1768 Reid Aristotle's Log. iv. % 3 Con-
verting the major by contraposition. 1845 Whately Logic
(1872) 36. 1869 Fowler Ded. Logic led. 31 78 The O propo-
sition, when permuted from ' Some X is not Y ' into ' Some
X is not-Y ', may of course be converted into ' Some not-Y
is X *. This combination of permutation and conversion is

..styled 'Conversion by Contra- Position or Negation*.

1871 T. M. Lindsay tr. Ueberwcg's Logic 319 No conclusion

follows by Contraposition from the particular affirmative

judgment.

ContrapOSitive k^ntrap^zitiv), a. and sb.

[f. L. contrdposit-
t
ppl. stem of contrdponere t^see

prec.) + -IVE.]

A. adj. Of, belonging to, or produced by contra-

position.

i8to Jevons Elem. Logic (1880) 84 We may also prove the

truth of the contrapositive proposition in this way. Ibid.

85 Contrapositive conversion cannot be applied to the par-

ticular propositions I and O at all.

B. sb. Anything characterized by contraposition.

In Jogic, a contrapositive proposition.

1870 Jevons Elem. Logic (1880)302 Convert and showthat
the result is the contrapositive of the original. 1884 — Stud.
Deduct. Logic 43 The contrapositive of the proposition 'all

birds are bipeds' will be 'all that are not bipeds are not

birds'. 1876 Kennedy tr. Reuleaux' Kinem. Mathinery
181 The hydraulic press forms the contra-positive of . . the

pulley-tackle, the pressure-organ water in the one being re-

placed by the tension-organ rope in the other.

t Contra-propo*sal. Obs. [Contra- 3.] A
counter-proposal.
1660 Incelo Bentiv, Ur. (168a) i. 117, I perceive also

the meliority of my choice above all thy Contra-proposals.

Co:ntraprovextant. Math. [Contra- 3 +
Provkctant.] Applied by Prof. Cayley to a co-

variant regarded as generated by operating on any

covariant with a contraprovector.
1858 Cayley Ath Mem. on Quantics in Phil. Tram.

Co:ntraprove*ctor. Math. [Contra- 3 +
Provkctor?) A term applied by Cayley to the

operator obtained by replacing the facients by
symbols of partial differentiation in any contra-

variant. 1858 Cayley {as above).

Contraption (k^ntne'pfan). dial, and colloq.

[A popular formation, app. from contrive (or its

variant contreve) : cf. conceive, conception ; some
vague association with trap may have entered in.]

A contrivance, a device (with suggestion of in-

genuity rather than effectiveness).

1847 Halliwell, Contraption^ contrivance. West. 1859
Type of the Times (Ohio) 1 Feb., If the author had not

attempted to supplant the [ordinary] Phonography, .by his

own quirks and contraptions . . he would have made a very

useful book. 1863 W. Barnes Gloss. Dorset Dialed, Con-

traption, a contrivance. 1883 in Hampshire Gloss (E. D. S\
1888 in Elwortmy W. Somerset Word-bk. 1890 Temple
Bar Mag. July 355 Saltpetre and sulphur, and the contrap-

tions necessary for Catherine wheels and rockets.
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t Contrapirgnant, a. 06s. rare-'. [f.

Contra- i + L. pugnant-, pr. pple. of pugnare to

fight.] Fighting against ; of hostile action.

1G54 Charleton Physiol. 379 There being a great Diver-
sity of Venoms, some must be Contrapugnant to others.

Contrapunct [L. punct-um point], var. of
Counterpoint (Mus.).
1694 W. Holder Harmony {1731) 53 In all Contrapunct

chiefly, but indeed in all kinds of Composition.

Contrapuntal (kpntrapo-ntal), a. [f. It.

contrapunto (Florio), now contrappunto counter-

point (also backstitch in sewing), f. contra against

+punto point ; see Counterpoint.]
1. Of the nature of counterpoint ; according to

the rules of counterpoint.

1845 E. Holmes Mozart 6 His style of composition is

described as having been contrapuntal and solid. 1875
Ouselev Mus. Form i. 2 The Harmonic and Contrapuntal
treatment of such melodies.

2. Of or pertaining to counterpoint.
1865 Mullah Transit. Period Mus. 243 He had no doubt

many equals in contrapuntal skill. 1880 H. H. Statham
in Fortn. Rev. 69 When contrapuntal science was so much
valued.

Contrapuntally (kpntrapfHt&li), adv. [f.

prec. + -ly -.] In a contrapuntal manner.
1875 Ouseley Mus. Form v. 39 It will then modulate

contrapuntally.

Contrapuntist (kjmtrapo-ntist). [ad. It. con-

tra(p)puntista, f. contra{p)punto : see prec. and
-1ST. J One skilled in the theory or practice of
counterpoint.

1776 Sir J. Hawkins Hist. Mus. IV. lit. i. 260 Anselmo da
Parma and other contrapuntists. 1865 Pall Mall G. 14 Oct.
10 Beethoven's deficiencies as a contrapuntist prevented his
success as a writer of choral music. 1869 Ouseley Counterp.
iv. 19 Zarlino, Fux, and other old contrapuntists.

Contrar(e, variant of Contrair.
Co ntra-ra tional, a. [f. Contra- 2 + L.

ration- reason : cf. rational.'] Opposed to reason.
1881 A. M. Fairbairn Stud. Life Christ ii. 33 The narra-

tives need not be rejected as contra-rational.

Contrareant, obs. form of Contrariant.
Co ntra - refle -xure. [f. Contra- i + Re-

flexure.] Curvature in an opposite direction.

(Perh. an error for contraryflexure : see Contrary
a. 5 d.)

1816 Edin. Rev. XXVII. 96 Considering points of contra-
reflexure in curves.

Co:ntra-regula*rity. [Contra- 2,] Con-
trariety to rule ; a thing directly opposed to

rule.

1689 Norris Coll. Misc.(i6gg) 301 'Tis not so properly an
Irregularity, as a contra-regularity.

Coaitra-rela'ted, ppl. a. Dynamics. [Con-
tra- 3.] (See quots.)
1866 Sylvester in Phil. Trans. 771 Contrarelated solid

bodies, whose kinematical exponents are contrafocal ellip-

soids.
^

1868 Routh Rigid Dynamics 358 The momental
ellipsoids of these bodies are contrafocal. .The bodies them-
selves are said to be contrarelated.

Coutra-remonstrance. [Contra- 3.] A
remonstrance drawn up in reply to a previous

one.

1674 Hickman Quinquart. Hist. fed. 2) 96 Of this Re-
monstrance . . at length a Copy was got, and a Contra-
remonstrance made. 1826 C. Butler Life Grotius v. 89
The Gomarists opposed to it a Contra-Remonstrance.
Hence Contra-remonstrancer= next.
1618 Barnevelt's Apol. E, The dissensions growing be-

twixt the Remonstrancers, and Contra-remonstrancers.

Contra-remo'nstrant. [f. as prec. + Re-
monstrant.] One who remonstrates in answer or

opposition to a remonstrance
;

spec, in pi. (as

proper name) those who put forth or joined in the

contra-remonstrance against the remonstrance of

the Arminians prior to the Synod of Dort.
1618 Hales Gold. Rem. UL (1673) 177 They did the synod

wrong to make this distinction of contra-remonstrants and
remonstrants. 1674 Hickman Quinquart. Hist. (ed. 2) 25
Let the Contra-Remonstrants be accounted as egregious
Calumniators, as the Remonstrants are found to be. 1826
C Butler Life Grotius v. 90 This was favourable to the
Arminians ; but it increased the violence of the Contra-
Remonstrants.

b. attrib. or as adj.

1674 Hickman Quinquart. Hist. (ed. 2I 2 Whether the Re-
monstrant or Contra-Remonstrant opinions be most agree-
able. 1736 Chandler Hist. Persec. 334 He declared himself
openly for the Contra-remonstrant party.

t Co:ntra-re*plicant. Obs. [Contra- 3.]
One who makes a rejoinder to a reply.
c 1642 {title) The Contra-RepHcant his Complaint to His

Maiestie.

t Contra riance. Obs. rare. [a. OF. contra-
riance

y
f. med.L. contrariantem Contrariant ; see

-ance.] Contrary or adverse action; also = next.
C1450 Mirour Saluactoun 4404 There bes freendsMp and

luf with out contrariaunce. ^1470 Harding Chron. xcviii.
xii. 7 Who [wanteth witte] is always desolate Of all good
rule . . And euer enfect by his contrariaunce.

t Contra'riancy. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. : see
-ancy.] Contrary or adverse quality; contrariety.
a 1617 Bayne On Eph. (1658) 105 It hath no inward posi-

tive repugnancy or contrariancy. 1812-29 Coleridge Lit.
Rem. III. 117 Its contrariancy and enmity to Christ.

Contrariant (Vntre»'riant), pple., a. and sb.

Also 4-6 contrariaunt, 6 -yaunte, 7 contra-
reant, 7-9 contrarient. [a. OF. contrariant,

ent (Godef.), ad. med.L. contraridntem, pr. pple.

of contraridre to oppose, f. L. contrdrius Con-
trary ; see -ant.]

f A. pple. Acting contrary to, opposing. Obs.
^1400 Test. Love 1. (1560) 276 b/i New doings con tran-

aunts such olde, often causen diseases. Ibid. 11. (R.), Is not
euery thing good that is contrariant and distroieng yuel?

B. adj.

1. Opposed, repugnant, contrary to.

1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. I. iii, Be all contraryaunte to
not beyng. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII) c. 14 Lawes. .repug-
nant, or contrariant to the. .statutes of this realme. 1647
Jer. Taylor Lib. Proph. xx. 252 Doctrines ..such as are
contrariant to Faith. 1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 353 A mes-
sage so contrariant to his views and wishes. 1842 H. E.
Manning Serm. (1848) I. v. 64 Other lawful affections are
not contrariant to this, but contained in it.

2. Mutually opposed or antagonistic.
1560 A. L. tr. Calvin's Foure Serm. Songe Ezech. (1574)

iii, These two things are not contrariant. 1640 Howell
Dodona's Gr. (1649) I 7 Being principles it is no wonder that
they are so contrareant. 1726 AYLIPFE Parerg. 255 The
very Depositions of Witnesses . . being false, various, con-
trariant, etc. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI. 347
The satisfaction we should otherwise take in contrariant
overtures. 1874 Seebohm Protest. Revol. (1887) 21 Classes
so contrarient as the feudal lords, the townspeople, and the
peasantry.

f 3. Opposed to ones wishes or well-being ; un-

favourable, prejudicial ; adverse ;
— Contrary a. 4.

1548 Hall Chron. 117 The ayre of Paris, was somewhat
contrariaunt to his pure complexion. Ibid. (1809) 287 The
wynde so contrariant that she was fain to take land again.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 1. i. 3 The contrariant de-
signes of malice.

T 4. Opposite in direction. Obs. rare.

1644 Bvlwes Chiron. 136 If the gainsaying Hand should
have a contrarient motion.

C. sb. One who or that which is opposed in

purpose or nature ; a contrary.

1657 Burton's Diary (1828) II. 4 Which did strongly build
up the faith of the Contrariants. 1839 Bailey Ecstus
(1848)32/1 All dark things brightened all contrariants blent.

1880 T. E. Webb Goethe's Eaust 64 And with strange
recipes compounded contrariants in Ins crucible.

b. spec, in Eng. Hist. 1 A name heretofore given

to the Barons that took part with Thomas Earl of

Lancaster, against K. Edward II' (Phillips 1706).
1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Rotulus, It was not thought

fit, in respect of their power, to call them rebels or traitors,

but only contrarients, [1867 Hales in Percy Eolio I. 5

The theory that Robin Hood was. .one of the Contrariantes
(the Lancastrians) of Edward II 's time.]

Contra*riantly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.] in

a contrariant manner ; in direct opposition,

170 Coleridge Poems, Pref. Eire, Famine, etc., Differ-

ing then so widely, and almost contrariantly.

t Contra'riate, v. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. contrdridt-

ppl. stem of med.L. contraridre ; see Contrariant.]
trans. To act in opposition to, perversely oppose.
1656 Artif. Haudso/n. 53 We should contest against God,

and contrariate his providentiall will.

t Contraria'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec;

see -ATION.] Opposition, contradiction.

1651 Biggs New Disp. ? 293 Contrariation in their vain
and ridiculous Comments.
Contrarie, obs. form of Contrary.
Contrariende, -eng, obs. ff. Contrarying.
Contrarient, variant of Contrariant.
Contraries, plural of Contrary sb.

Contrariety (kfmtrarai-eti). Forms : 4 con-
trariete, 4-5 contrarite, -yte, 5-6 contraryete,

5-7 -ietie, 6 -yetye, 6-7 contrarity, 7 -itie, 6-
contrariety. [a. OF. contrariete, -eteit, ad. late

L. contrdrietdtem, n. of quality f. contrdrius Con-
trary ; see -ty.]

1. Opposition of one thing to another in nature,

quality, or action ; diametrical difference, repug-

nancy, contrariness.

^1380 in Rel. Ant. II. 52 Distaunce of contrarite is be-
twene fleyshly pley and the ernestful dedis of Crist, c 1386
Chaucer Pars. 'P. r 1003 per ioye hab no contrariete of wo.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 455 The lawes conteynen in hem con-
trarite to thecomoun lawe of God. 1563 Hyll Art Garden.i.
xiv. (1608) 37 The naturall contraritie ofthe ash and the snake
or adder. 1651 Stanley Poems 101 The black and white
here kindly do agree Graced by each others contrariety.

1739 J. Trapp Right, over-much (1758) 4 Its contrariety to

sound reason. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 23 r* 11 A ship
. .dashed by the waves from every quarter, but held upright
by the contrariety of the assailants. 1838-9 Hallam Hist.
Lit. III. in. iii. § 10. 8 Contrariety is necessary for the decay
and reproduction of nature. 1866 Geo. Eliot E. Holt 111.

xliii. 152 With an odd contrariety to her former niceties she
liked his rough attire.

b. An instance of such opposition ; an antagon-
istic action or fact

;
pi. contraries.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xvi. 242 In the stems. . weren noon
contrarietees. 1524 Wolsey in Fiddes Life 11. (1726) 72
After long altercations and sundrie contrarietys, 1631 W.
Saltonstall PicUtrse Log. (1635) F viij b, A Country Dame
is a contrariety to finenesse, for she loves plainnesse. 1692
Ray Dissol. World nf. v. (1732) 342 If there were no such
Contrarieties and fights . . among them. 17x9 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) II. x. 225, I had the particular pleasure,
speaking by contrarieties, to see the ship set sail without me.

1852 Disraeli Mem. Ld. Bentinck 2 He had overcome
many contrarieties and prejudices.

2. Opposition between things of the same class

or parts of the same thing
; disagreement, dis-

cordance, discrepancy, inconsistency.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 270/3 Seynt Theoderyck sayth
that he was flayn and it is redde in many bookes that he
was byheded only and this contraryete may be assoylled in

this manere. 1583 Stubbks Anat. Abus. n. 57 The con-
trariety that euer hath beene in all ages amongst the verie
doctors and maisters themselues. 1644 Milton Divorce
Wks. 1738 I. 291 That in the words of our Saviour there
can be no contrariety. 176a Goldsm. City W. xv, Strange
contrariety of conduct ! they pity, and they eat the objects
of their compassion ! 1877 C. Geikie Christ xxxviii. (1879)

445 When there is such contrariety of opinion,

b. An instance of this ; a discrepancy.
1532 Thynne Ded. Chaucer's Wks., The contrarieties..

J

founde by the collacion of the one [edition] with the other.

1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 11. iii. 59 He will be here, and yet
he is not here: How can these contrarieties agree? 1765
Blackstone Comm. I. 30 The little contrarieties, which
the practice of many centuries will necessarily create in

any human system. 1854-6 C. Patmore Angelin Ho. i. 11.

iv, Above All other contrarieties Is labour contrary to love.

3. Opposition to one's purpose or advantage

;

unfavourable character ; hence (with a and//.) an
adversity, affliction, mishap, disadvantage.
c 1430 tr. T. a Kcmpis' Imit. 11. iii, Al our pes . . is raper to

be sette in meke suffryng pan in not feling contrarietes.

1494 Faisyan Chron. vn. 373 And to this fyll an other cou-
trnryte to y C'risten. 1620-55 I« Jones Stone-Heng (1725)
3 To shelter them from Contrariety of Seasons. 1642 Sir T.
Browne Relig. Med. 38 The tempests and contrarieties of
winds, 1847 Il/ustr. Loud. News 28 Aug. 139/3 The season
has been financially., triumphant, despite of many unfor-
tunate contrarieties.

4. Opposite direction or position.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 424 [It] is rather a contrariety
of motion. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704) 72 Contrariety of
Motions, which were requisite in the old Hypothesis.

5. Logic. Contrary opposition : see Contrary a. 6.

1553 T. Wilson Rhct. 106 b, Contrarietie is when our
talke standeth by contrarie wordes or sentences together.

1628 T. SpeNCBR Logick 88 Contrarietie is a difference

according to the forme. 1788 Reid Aristotle's Log. i. § 3
The opposition of terms are relative, privative, of con-
trariety and of contradiction. 1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton
Logic xvii. (1866) I. 331 A disjunctive syllogism with
characters opposed in contrariety.

Contrarily v
kp-ntrarili), adv. [f. Contrary a.

+ -LY2. As to pronunciation, see Contrariwise.]
1. In a contrary manner, in direct opposition ; to

;

the contrary, contrariwise.

[("1485 Dighy Myst. (1882} m. 940 Ho sey contraly, I cast

I heym In cares cold.] 1570 B. Googe Pop. Kiugd. 11. (1880)

23 And makes of euery Devill God, contrarily to seeme.
1 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 157 He thinks it crept in among

other corruptions : I think contrarily. 1678 Cuowokth
Intell. Syst. 218 As if there were two Gods, contrarily

minded to one another. 1779-81 Johnson/../*., Thomson,
Why the dedications are . . contrarily to custom, left out.

1875 F. Hall in N. V. Nation xxi. 339/2 Will any one who
recollects his oratory testify contrarily?

2. On the other hand, on the contrary, conversely.

C1540 Boorde Boke for to Lerue Aiva, And contraryly
euyll and corrupt ayers doth infecte the blode. 1624
Heywood Guftaik. To Rdr., Illustrated for their Vertues
..or contrarily branded for their Vices. 1699 Dampier
Voy. II. in. viii. 91 Contrarily such Coasts as are least sup-

plied with Rivers or Lakes have the weakest Tides, i860
Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. 293 Whom the Venetians, we
saw, despised, whom, contrarily, Turner loved.

3. In the contrary way ; vice versd.

1656 Ridgley Pract. Physick 55 A hot Liver, a cold

Brain, .and so contrarily.

% Per contrarily (nonce-wd.) : see Per Contra.
1687 in Magd.^ Coll. * Jas. II (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) 197 You

have per contrarily refus'd.

Contrariness (kfntrarines ; in sense 2 colloq.

kffatreVrines). [f. as prec. + -ness.]

1. The state or condition of being contrary

;

opposed nature, opposition.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. i. (1495) 294 Con-
trarynesse of the qualytees. 15x1 Colet Serin. Conform.
<$- Ref. in Phenix (1708) II. 7 The contrariness of our own
evil life which is contrary both to God and Christ.

2. Self-willed opposition, perverseness, perversity;

= CONTRARIODSN ESS.

1642 Rogers Naaman 101 Eminently (for slinesse and
contrarinesse) in resisting the worke of conversion. 1878

Mrs. Stowe Poganuc P. xxix. 242 The very sympathy
they long for, by a strange contrariness of nature, they
throw back on their friends as an injury. 1880 Academy
14 Aug. 1x4/1 Mr. Arnold, indeed, is an Englishman qnand
meme, and somebody might very well devise an oxymoron
..to express his 'contrariness'. 1882 Mrs. Riddell Pr.
Wales's Garden-Party 155 Humouring his contrariness.

t Contrario'sity. Obs. Forms: 4-5 con-
trariouste, 4-6 -tie, 5 eontrariosetee, -ite, 6

-itie, -itye. [a. AF. contrariousete (charter of

Edw. Ill in 1372), ad. med.L. contrdridsitdtemt

n. of quality f. contrdriosus Contrarious ; see

-TY. Subseq. assimilated to L. form.] Contrary

or antagonistic quality ; opposition, antagonism
;

contrariety.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxvi. 42 J>ai are not hurt in be
contrariouste of be warld. 1413 Lydg. PUgr. Sowle iv. xxv.

(1483) 71 He fyndeth dyuersite and contranosite, as hete and
cold, a 1500 Orol. Sap. in Anglia X. 140 Whosoeuer in bis

manere eontrariosetee ouere-come|> himselfe. 1540 Act 32
Hen. VIII, c. 36 § 1 Ambiguitye, doubt or contrariositye

116-3
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of opinion. I«7»> St. German's Doctor Stud. 138 For
avoiding of which contrariosity, the Law will suffer no
more writs to go forth.]

b. in //. Adversities.

c 1425 tr. T. A Kempis' Consol. in. xiii, Haunted in

diuerse temptacions and preued in many contrarioustes.

Contrarious ;kj?htre>Ti38\ a. Now rare.

Forms : 3- contrarious ; also 4-5 -iose, 4-6 -ius,

-yus, -iouse, 5 -yows, 5-6 -youa. [a. OF. cm*
trarios, -ous, -us, -eus, ad. med.L. contraridsus,

f. contrarius Contrakt ; see -ors.]

+ 1. Of opposed character or tendency
; contrary

or repugnant [to, rarelyfrom). Obs.

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (i866» 20 Bodely wyrkyngis .

.

contrarious to the spirite in gostely wyrkynge. 1401 Pol.
Poems (1859) II. 91 And frely forgith sentences contrarious
to oure feith. 1534 More Oh the Passion Introd. Wks.
1271/1 It should not haue left any place.. for anye con-
trarious appetite or afTeccion to enter. 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm. Par. Luke 190 a, Contrarious from. 1656 San-
derson Serm. ^16891 313 What can be imagined more con-
trarious to true Christian liberty.

2. Mutually opposed, antagonistic ; self-contra-

dictory, inconsistent. ? Obs.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1591 Yhit has be world.. Ma
other contrarius maneres. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxtoni
Dictes 64 Moche wyne 8c sapience may not accorde, for

they be in maner contrarious. a 154a Wvatt Poems ititle),

Description of the contrarious passions in a lover. 163a
Lithgow Trav. x. (1682) 479 Nine contrarious Tides : each
Tide over-thwarting another. 1644 Milton Divorce Wks.
1738 I. 200 The righteous and all - wise Judgments and
Statutes of God . . are not variable and contrarious. 179a
D. Lloyd Voy. Life 21 Jarring sentiments, contrarious
views. 1834 Sir H. Taylor Artevetde 11. 111. u. 118491 186
How diverse, how contrarious is man !

T 3. Of persons and their actions : Opposed in

purpose, hostile. Obs. (This develops into 4.)
c 1x90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 59/181 Laste be pope were Con-

trarious a-^ein is Ordre. 01300 Cursor M. 14461 (Cott.)

J>ai [the Jews] war ful enwius. And to baim-self contrarius.

1432 50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. m Takynge an hoste.. ,

ageyne the Wandalynges contrarious to hym. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas, xvw. xxxvi, I knowe . . your frendes all Unto
me sure wyll be contraryous. 1569 Earl Murray in Hart.
Lib. 37 B. 9 fo. 43 Her highness should not be contrarious

[

to the marriage when it should be proposed to her.

4. Full of opposition; characterized by self-willed

or refractory opposition
;
perverse.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxlvi. 11 pc pride of contraryus
men. c 1386 Chaucer Wife s Prol. 78oThay ben so wiclced I

and so contrarious, Thay haten that her housbondes loven
ay. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls.) IV. 325 5'ffenge not con-
trarious wordes and answeres to their betters. 1578 Psalm
li. in Sc. Poems 16th C II. 112 Full weill I knaw my
wickednes, And sin contrarious. 160a Warner Alb. Eng.
Kpit. (1612) 396 No leisure remained the King for his

formall courting of so contrarious a I-adie. 1635 Heywood
Hierarch. in. 155 Phcebe shall proue Contrarious to her
Brother. 1854 H. Miller Sch. Schm. xxii. (i860) 213/1
'Get about your business, ye contrarious rascal !' 1856 Mrs.
Browning Aur. Leigh vi. 653 She flew contrarious in the
face of God With bat-wings of her vices.

5. Of things : Opposed to one's interests ; ad- I

verse, prejudicial, untoward, unfavourable, harmful, 1

hurtful
;
annoying, vexatious.

c 1330 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1094 Hit mot bothe drink and ete
\

Contrarius drink, contrarius mete. 1450 1530 Myrr. our
Ladye 145 My sowlle suffereth pacyently wronges and

,

contraryous thin^es. a 1693 Urqlhart Rabelais m. li.

It is more contrarious and hurtful than the Strangle weed
. .is to the Flax. 1866 Geo. Eliot E. Holt s The bad-luck
that sent contrarious seasons and the sheep-rot. 1868
Browning Ring

<J-
Bk. vm. 1056 A bar Of adverse and con-

trarious incident,

b. esp. of winds, weather, etc.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 483 The wyndc was contraryous
that he myght haue noo passage. 1513 Wolsey in Fiddes
Life 11. (1726) 110 The Wether hath bine to him somwhat
Stormy and Contrarious. «m W. King Art of Love

!

108 And fill your sheets ev'n with contrarious wind. 1850
Blackie AKschylus I. 19 May she never send Contrarious
Masts dark -lowering, to detain The Argive fleet.

t 6. Opposite in place or position, rare.
c 1400 Lanfrauc's Ct'rurg. 12 Lete him blood of be con*

|

trarious arme. 143a £0 tr. Higden (RoWs) I. 235 That ymage
. . hade the face of hit contrarious alleweyes to the body of
the sonne.

Contrariously, adv. rare in mod. use. [f.

prec. + -LY ^.J In a contrarious manner ; in op-
position or hostility; with self-willed perversity.

c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880' 60 Sib preiatis comen in stede
of apostlis, hou may bei for schame lyue so contrariously
ayenst here pore lif. c 1430 Lyix;. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.)

24 Fortune is double. .Contralrjiously she will his chaunge
dispose. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 331 He demeanyd hym
. . so contraryoustye vnto the wealc & good ordre of y*

|

cytie. 1506 Guylforde Pilgr. iCamden) 59 The wynde
arose eftsones so contrariously ayenst vs. 1599 Shaks.

i

Hen. V, 1. ii. 206 Many things hauing full reference To one
consent, may worke contrariously. 1606 G. W[oodcockk]
tr. Hist, fvstine 132 b, He was so contrariously afflicted in

many battels. 1867 Hales Introd. Eger
<J-
Grime in Percy

Folio I. 352 Affection often . . expresses itself contrariously.
It is much given to irony.

Contrariousness. rare in mod. use. [f. as

prec. + -ness.] Opposition, antagonism, contra-

riety ; self-willed perversity.

1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. x. iii. (Tollem. MS.),
Betwene be qualiteis of elementes is contrariousnesse and
Mryf. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 74 Contraryusnes of
the wedyr. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ixii. 2 The foresayd
contrariousnes, from which David riddeth himself violently.

1853 A. H. Clough Poems <y Pr. Rem. (1869) I. 373 The
hardness and roughness and contrariousness of the world.

Contrariouste, -tie, obs. ff. Contrariosity.
Contrarite, -itie, -ity, obs. ff. Contrariety.

+ Contrariways , adv. [see -ways.] = next.

1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 38 b, And contrari-

ways it requiris meiknes of mynd. 1766 Porny Heraldry
Gloss., Counter, .signifies contrary~ways.

Contrariwise, adv. Also 5-6 contrary
wyse, 6-8 contrarywise. [f. Contrary a. +
-wise. The pronunciation has followed that of

'

Contrary, but at some distance. Johnson gave

co'ntrary, but contra'riwise, contra'rily
y
contra'ri-

ness ; Walker, 1 791, while altering the last two,

retained kf»ntrje riwaiz
;

this, and k^ntre^-riwaiz ,

(Craig 1847) are still frequent (so in Browning,
j

though kp'ntrari.wai z is given by current diction- I

aries, from Smart, 1846, and is prob. the most 1

frequent.]

1. On the other hand, on the contrary.

1340 [see Contrary a. 2]. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. I

ccIul 325 Al Knglond shold haue ben ther by enriched,
but contrary wyse fil. «IS33 Frith DisPut. Purgat. (1829)

ill And contrarywise, if thou forgive nim not, then shall

not God forgive thee thy great debt. 1605 Bp. Hall Medit.
<y I'ozvs 1. I 60 Heaven is compared to an hill . . Hell con-

j

trariwise to a Pit. 1713 Warder True Amazons d. 2) 14
So contrariwise in a very backward Spring, the Flowers
blow late. 1874 F. Hall in N. Y. Nation XIX. 425/1 Con-
trariwise, it is very unsafe to assume anything of the kind.

2. In the opposite way or order ; vice versa.

1570 Hillingsley Euclid 1. iii. 12 The greater may be
cut into ec^uall partes, and the lesse into vnequall partes:
or contrariwise. 1586 Cogan Haven Health cexv. (16361

j

230 First exercise, then meat, and thirdly, drinke, and not
,

contrariwise. 1615 Bacon Ess. Viciss. Things (Arb.i 573 It
|

hath seldome or neuer been seene, that the farre Southern
People haue inuaded the Northern, but contrariwise. 1664
Power Exp. Philos. 1. n Of Domestick Spiders there are

two sorts ; one with longer legs and a little body, and the !

other contrariwise. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. 11862) I- xiv.

77 I f the mountain . . stretches from north to south, the river

runs from east to west ; and so contrariwise. 1846 Trench
[

Mirac. Introd. {1862) 42 They .. have their worth from
Him, not contrariwise, He from them.

3. In contrariety or direct opposition; f anta-

gonistically.

1574 tr. Marlorat's Afiocalifs 26 But he appeereth con-
trariwise to the vngodly. 168a Norris Hierocles 85 But
'tis not so with the Soul contrariwise disposed. 1845 J. H.
Newman Developm. Chr. Doctr. 68 Contrariwise to other
empires Christians conquer by yielding. 1862 F. Hall
Hindu Philos. Syst. 142 To do contrariwise, or to do less,

is sin.

4. In the opposite direction; on opposite sides

;

in opposite directions.

1589 Plttenham Eng. Poesie 11. fArb.) in A line stretch-

ing directly from the circle to the center, and contrariwise

from the center to the circle. 1655-60 Stanley Hist.
Philos. iijo\) 187/2 The outermost Sphear moveth .. from
East to West, the innermost contrariwise, .from West to

East. 1715 Leohi Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 85 The
Braces, .bound contrariwise (that is to say, one in the inner
part, and the other in the outer part*. 1794 G. Adams Nat.
ft Exp. Pkilos. II. xvi, The object and the image face each
other, or look contrariwise.

5. With self-willed opposition, perversely, con-

trarily.

(1619 Z. Boyd Grace
<fr

Glory 22 The wicked.. go con-
trariwise.] 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.<ap 36 As if, con-
trariwise to all we want And reasonably look to find. Ibid.

171 Something had happened quite contrariwise. 1877
Wraxkll tr. Hugo's *Mis/rabtes' v. xviii. Owing to the
vomitory of the Seine performing its duties contrariwise.

6. quasi-sb. — Contra sb.

1588 J. MsLUS Briefe Instr. Fv, And the contrariwise of
al that you again receiue,of that accompte make the shoppe
of retaife Creditor.

Co ntra-rota'tion. [Contra- i.J Rotation
in the opposite direction.

ti i7«9 Congreve Disc. Pindaric Ode Wks. 1753 III. 3^1
To represent the contrurotation of the primum mobile, in
respect of the secunda mobilia.

]|
Contrarotula'tor, I .at in form ofControl i. 1 1 1

.

+ Co ntra-ro und. Obs. [ad. It. contrarondo
(Florio 1598), f. contra against, counter + rondo
round.] (See quot.)

1598 Barret Theor. Warres Gloss. 250 Contra Round..
is a certaine number of commanders and officers going,
visiting the Corps de guard, watches, Sentinel*, ana also

the Roundes, to see if they performc their duties and he
vigilant and carcfull. /'.•/. 11. i. 17 To visite and revisite

them . . making his Contraround with great care.

Contrary (kp'ntrari), a.j sb., adv. {prep.).

Also 3-6 contrarye, 4-5 contrayri e, 4-7 con-
trarie. [app. a. early OF. (retained in Anglo-Fr.)
contra- rie

t
ad. V..contrari-us opposite, hostile, etc.,

f. contra against : cf. adversary and see -ary. The
later OF. form contraire gave the variant Contrair,
long retained in the north. The original stress,

[

after F. and L., was contra'rie, but the poets, from I

Chaucer to Spenser and Shakspere, use both con-

trary and co ntrary (the latter the more frequent

in Shaks.) ; of contra ry, many instances occur in

17th c. verse; it is the only pronunciation recog-
[

nized by Bailey (died 1742', and it is still app. I

universal in dialect and uneducated speech, esp. in
j

sense 3 b, which is now confined to these forms of

speech and to the nursery. Co ntrary was used
by Milton and Pope, and is given by Johnson
(though he retained contra rily, contra- riness, con-

tra riwise) and in all later dictionaries.
Walker, 1791, says 'The accent is invariably placed on

the first syllable by all correct speakers, and as constantly
removed to the second by the illiterate and vulgar ' \ where
the words ' placed on ' and * removed to ' should change
places, but the usage described is that of the present day.
Sometimes, however, dialectally, the sb. U made co'ntrary,
while the adj. remains contra'ry.]

A. adj.

1. Opposed in nature or tendency
;
diametrically

different, extremely unlike. Const, to ; often with
sense: Repugnant, antagonistic.
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 13 Blendid with na thyn^: bat

es contrayrie thareto. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 362
[This] is contrarie to love of Crist. 1485 Caxton Paris 4- V.
(1868) 11 Other . . helde contrarye oppynyon. 1535 Cover-
dale Job xxi. 34 Are not youre answeres cleane contrary to
right and treuth ? 1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb. 11.

(1586) 60 b, Among all other hearbes, only the Onyon is not
subject to the force of the moone, but hath a contrarie
power, a 1628 Preston Neiv Covt. {1634) 450 Now you
know, life is contrary to death. 17W Sewel Hist. Quakers
• 1795) I. Pref. 7 Fighting, they have always counted, .con-
trary to the doctrine of our Saviour. x886 Morley Erance
in eSM C. Crit. Misc. III. 266 M. Taine goes to the con-
trary extreme.

f b. Former const, of, from, than, against, with.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 3 The manere contrarie of good-

ness. 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. '18141 385 Al
suche . . that be contrary ayenst your mynde. 1531 Tinda us
Exp. (1849) *8 a They .. disguise themselves .. to signify
ever a contrary thing than that they be. 1556 I. Olde
Antichrist 106 A farre contrary- penaunce from this. 1659
Burton's Diary 11828) IV. 450 This is a council directly
contrary from a council of war. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reft.
( 1669) 273 Architects have, indeed, made themselves a name,
but upon a quite contrary account than they intended or
expected. 1761 Mrs. F. Sheridan S. Bidulph II. 92 Pro*
ducing the direct contrary effect from what I intended

c. Opposite to each other ;
mutually opposed.

1413 Lydo. Pilgr. Sowle iv. xxxviii. (1859) 67 Worship
ana couetyse acordeth not to geders, but they ben euen
contrary. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxv. | 12 Contrary
diseases should always have contrary remedies. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 125 F 5 Two contrary Characters, as
opposite to one another as Light and Darkness.

+ d. in weaker sense : Different, other. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 253 There is also some
advauntage. .to write that downe. .in wordes of a contrarie
tongue. 1599 Thynne Ammadv. (1865) 19 He came of a
contrarye howse to the Gowers of Stytenhame. 1696 J. F.
Merchant's Ware-ho. 23 The other sort is under yard
wide, and by reason of its contrary bredth is of little use.

2. The opposite, the opposed, the other (of two
things).

1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 24 On the contrary wise who
so hatith gret rewarde, etc. 1581 J. Bell Hodden's
Ansiv. Osor. 450b, These Catholickes on the contrary side

doe cry out. .that he is an Heretique. 1590 Spenser F. Q.
iii. i. 47 All ignorant of her contrary sex. 1611 Hiblk
Titus ii. 8 That hec that is of the contrarie part, may bee
ashamed. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 146 The King
wuares the contrary side of his Tulipant forwards. 1875 E.

White Life im Christ v. xxviiL (1878) 479 As to the absolute
•fewness*, .this is an invention of the contrary part.

+ b. Opposite to the proper or right one ;
1 the

wrong*. Obs. rare.

1595 Shaks. John nr. ii. 198 Slippers, which his nimble
haste Had falsely thrust vpon contrary feete. 1596 3j
Merck. V. 1. ii. 105 Set a deepe glasse of Reinish-wtne on
the contrary Casket.

f 3. Of persons and their actions : Actively op-

posed, antagonistic, hostile. Obs. exc as in b.

c 1340 Cursor M. 14461 (Trin.) J>ei were ful of enuye To
god & mon myche contrarye. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

1045 Na man may serve rightly Twa lordes to-gedir, pat cr

contrary, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1356 Dido, Syn that

the goddes been contrarye to me. 1535 Coverdale Ps.

cviii. (ix.) 3 For the loue that I had vnto them, they take
now my contrary parte [ = they take part against me]. 1551
Robinson tr. Mores (/top. 11. (Arb ) 137 They be hyered
of contrarye prynces for a lytic moneye. 1598 Yosg Diana
53, I maruell I Mia. who hath mooued thee to be so contrarie

to her. i6*3 I!ingham A'enophon 3 The King, as soone as he
heard, .of the Armie that Cyrus had raised, made contrarie

freparation. 1661 J. Bargrave Pope Alex. VII (1867)38
n despite of the Spaniards, to whom he was much contrary,

b. Of antagonistic or untoward disposition, per-

verse, obstinately self-willed ; contrarious. (Only

in popular use, but prob. in all dialects, and com-
monly pronounced contra'ry?)

Nursery Ritm. Mary, Mary, quite contrary, How does
your garden grow ? 1850 M rs. Stowk VncU Toms C. vii.

Gals is nat'IIy made contrary ; and so, if you thinks they've

gone one road, it is sartin you'd better go t'other.' 1875
Parish Sussex Dial. s.v., * She'd be just as contrairy as ever

was a hogy 1888 Berkshire Gloss, s.v., 'A turned contraayry
an" 'oodn t lend his herse.'

f 4. Of things : Opposed to one's well-being or

interests ; calculated to thwart or harm
;

pre-

judicial, unfavourable, untoward. Obs. exc. as in b.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 41 Thinges contrarye to their helthe

and lyf. a 1533 Ld. Berneks Gold. Bk. (15461 R vb, The
ayre of the lande was contrary to hym. 1655-60 Stanley
Hist. Philos. (1701) 179/3 The estimation of mean things is

contrary to a Man who intended to contemplate the truth

of things. 1656 Ridgley Pract. Physick 4 By reason of a

contrary temper of the bowels. 1711 J. James tr. Lt
Blond's Garaemng 210 You should choose a warm, dry
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Season, for working Basons of Ciment, the Rain being very
contrary to it 1737 Whiston Joseph us' Antiq. xv. vii. § 7
The remedies . . did him no good . . but proved contrary to

his case.

b. esp. of wind, weather, etc. (Here there is

contact with sense 5.)

1382 WVCLIF Matt, xiv. 24 The wynd was contrarie. 1605
Camden Rem. 165 Repelled with contrarie winds. 1719
De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. i. 14 Contrary winds . . put us to

the northward. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 430 When the

vessel is detained by contrary winds.

T C. Distasteful. Obs. rare.

1561 Hollybush Horn. AJ>oth. 30 a, All swete meates are

contrarye to hym.
5. Opposite in position or direction ; situated on

the other side; moving the other way.
1382 Wycuf 1 Mace. iv. 12 And sawen hem cummynge of

the contrarie part, or euen a^ein. 1483 Cai/i. Angl. 75
Contra[r]y, contrarius loco. 1553 Eden Treat. Neive Ind.
Ep, to Rdr., Antipodes . . walke wyth theyr fete dyrectelye
contrarye agaynst oures. 1571 DlCGBS Pantom. 11. ix. N j,

Drawing lines from one angle to the contrarie. 1605 Hp.

Hall Medit. Vo7vs r. § 89 Wayes . . either crosse or con-
trary. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. H.(i668> 16 Give him
I the colt] a sound lash . . over the contrary shoulder. 1678
Hobbes Decant, iv. 34 The stream of the Air shall be the

contrary way. 1774 Goldsm. Grecian Hist. I. 297 By a quite

contrary way from that in which they then marched 1874
Boutell Arms <y Arm ix. 178 The hilt has its cross-guard
bent with a contrary curvature.

b. Mus. (See quot.)

1731 G. Keller's Thormv-Bass in Holder Treat. Harmony
161 Sometimes used in contrary Motion. 1875 Ouseley
Harmony i. 11 Contrary motion is when two parts, or voices,

move in opposite directions.

c. Bot. At right angles.

d. Math. Point ofcontrary flexure : see quot.
1796 Hutton Math. Diet. I. 636 Point of Inflection, or of

contrary flexure, in a curve, is the point . . where it begins to

bend or turn a contrary way. .or where the curve changes
from concave to convex, or from convex to concave.

6. Logic ^from sense i>. Contrary propositions :

those most opposed to each other as regards

affirmation and negation, each denying every pos-

sible case of the other, as All A is B : No A is B ;

both propositions cannot be true, but both may be

false. Contrary terms : those which are extreme
opposites within the same class, as black and white.

Contrary opposition ; the opposition of contrary
propositions and terms.

1739 Hume Treat. Hum. Nat. 1. v. 1874 I. 323 No two
ideas are in themselves contrary, except those of existence
and non-existence. 1757 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Contrary
propositions . . one of which affirms, and the other denies,
the same predicate of the same subject. 1828 Whatelv
Rhet. in Encycl. Metrop. 253/1 Two things are called

'Contrary', which, coming under the same class, are the
most dissimilar in that class. 1849 Abp. Thomson Lavs
Th. (i860) 150 Contrary opposition exists between affirma-
tive and negative judgments which cannot be true together,
but which maybe false together. 1887 Fowler Deduct. Logic
83 ' Contrary terms', like good and bad, black and white.

7. Comb, (parasynthetic), as contrary-minded
a., of the contrary opinion.

<* i55S Latimer Serm. <$• Rem. (1845) 183 The most part of
gospellers are contrary-minded. 1661 Papers on Alter.
Prayer Bk. 13 The contrary minded doubt whether with it

he be lawfully served.

B. sb. [the adj. used absol.~\

1. absol. The contrary : the exact opposite or

reverse of what has previously been mentioned.
1 Sometimes used in taking the vote of those in a meeting

who are opposed to the motion proposed, the chairman
asking for the negative vote by the words the contrary',

on the contrary, or to t/ie contrary.)
c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 30 Pxi hest ido be con-

trarie. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 396 Ac her werkes ..was
euere be contrarye. c 1384 Chaucer //. Pame 11. 300 Bid
hym proven the contrarye. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9715 What
puttes you in plite ..To enclyne to be contrary? 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 89, I thought thus .. albeit the
contrarie chaunced. 1601 Shaks. Twel. A7", v. i. 15 Clo. The
better for my foes, and the worse for my friends. Die. lust
the contrary : the better for thy friends. 1754 Richardson
Grandison II. iv. 34 Which . . I had no command to take
down ; but the contrary. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 482
Is not this the direct contrary of what was admitted before.

b. phr. On the contrary (formerly by,for, in, of,

to the contrary, in contrary) : on the other hand,
in contradistinction.

1393 Gower Con/. I. 360 And in contrarie also recouer A
pouer man to grete richesse. c X400 Maundev. (1839) xi. 131
In the contrarye, toward the Southe, it is so hoot, that, etc.

150a Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 1. vii. 79 And by
the contrarye the bodyes of them that ben blessed they
shall, etc. 1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terapeutyke 2Eiv,
To the contrarye, where they haue estemed that it shulde
be superfiue to recyte, they haue, etc. c 1554 Gracious
Meneive D vij b, But when on ye contrarie they do, etc.

1557 North tr. Gueuara's Diall. Pr. 71 b/i And for the
contrary, there are other princes, etc. 1597 Morley Introd.
Mus.Pref., This booke will be so farre from the hinderance
of anie, that by the contrarie, it will cause, etc. 1653 Gloria
#t Narcissus I. 253 Of the contrary, Philos. .began, etc. 1796
Jane Austen Pride <y Prej. xxvi, Nothing, on the contrary,
could be more natural.

c. phr. To (f in) the contrary : to the opposite
effect ; in opposition to, or reversal of, what is

stated.

1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 10 Any acte . . heretofore made
to the contrary notwithstondyng. 1560-78 Bk. Discipl.
(1621) 5 [7J Nothing alledged in the contrarie. 1595 Shaks.

John in. i. 10, I haue a Kings oath to the contrarie. 1850
M'Cosh Div. Govt. iv. ii. (1874) 513 Whatever the gloomy
and disappointed may say to the contrary.

+ 2. Opposite position or side. In contrary of :

opposite to. Obs.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1532 In contrary of he candelstik
. . per apered a paume. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 372
Wafting his eyes to th' contrary.

fb. That which is opposite in position. Obs.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xvu. 180 Men seen another Sterre,

the contrarie to him. .that is clept Antartyk.

3. An object, fact, or quality that is the very

opposite of something else ; often in //. things the

most different of their class.

C 1386 Chaucer Melib. p 323 For good and wikkednes>e
ben tuo contraries. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vii. iii.

(1495)224 We hele contraryes wyth contraryes. 1526 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 183 b, One contrary set nere another
contrary is more apparent. 1605 Shaks. Lear n. ii. 93 No
contraries hold more antipathy, Than I and such a knave.
1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, To Mr. Hobs vi, So Contraries
on ^Etna's top conspire, Here hoary Frosts, and by them
breaks out Fire. 1658 Whole Duty Man vi. § 13. 56 The
second contrary to humility I told you was vain-glory. 1713

J. Richardson Th. Paint. 190 Where the two Contraries,
the Masculine and Feminine Beauties are oppos'd. 1847
Emerson Poems, Initial Love Wks. (Bohn) I. 458 Swifter-

fashioned than the fairies, Substance mixed of pure con-
traries.

b. With possessive pron. His, its, etc, contrary.
xy^oAyenb. 14 pis article yefb to onderstonde his contrarie.

c 1540 Pilgrim's T. 288 in Thynne Animadv. App. i. (i86s>

85 Hut fyrst or I can bring mi purpos, I must his contrary
disclos. 1598-9 E. Forde Parismus 1. (1661) 24 Who as far

excelled all the rest, .as the sun does the moon or white his

contrary. 1711 F. Fuller Med. Gymn. 88 Mixing it with
its contrary. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. IV. xii. 248 Changing
an attribute into its contrary.

c. phr. By contraries : by way of opposition,

by direct contrast
;
also, in the way just opposite

to what might have been expected. So by rule

{reason, argument) of contraries.

1545 Asciiam Toxoph. <Arb.) 45 Medicines stande by con-
traries. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. viii. § 3 So by argument
of contraries, the just and lawfull soveraignetie. .is that
which approacheth neerest to. .the divine rule. x6io Shaks.
Temp. 11. i. 147 I'th'Commonwealth I would (by contraries!
Execute all things. 0:1675 Lightfoot in Rem. (1700) 141
The first proof of this is by the rule of contraries. 1828
Blackiv. Mag. Jan. 115 Thochts gang by the rule o' con-
trairies.

4. Opposition, hostility ; an act of hostility. In
their contrary ; in opposition to them. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Melib. p 314 pat right as bay han do me a

contrarie, right so schold I do hem anober. 1523 Ld. Bkr-
ners Eroiss. I. cxlvi. 174 They of Calays hathe done hym
suche contraryes and dispyghtes. C1565 Lindesay (Pit-

scottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 5 Archibald, earl of Douglas
would concur with the chancellor in their contrary.

f5. A denial, an opposing statement. Obs.
ISSS m Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xliii 119 Faith with-

out deeds is dead, etc. Here are contraries to the carnal
man. c 1555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 80 To
perfect and finish our answer, .we make a direct contrary to

them. 1833 Mrs. Browning Prom. Bound Poems 1850 I.

176, I will set No contrary against it.

f 6. An adversary, opponent, enemy. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Ktit.'s T. 1001 Whethir he or thou May
with his hundred . . Sle his contrary, c 1430 tr. T. a Kempis
142 pou art manly ynow, all be wile no contrarie comeb
ayenst be. 1549 Hooper Dcclar. Ten Commandm. viii.

Wks. (Parker Soc.) 356 A strange nation, thy contraries and
thy mortal enemies. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea (1847)

195 Our contraries, .determined, .to lay us abourd.

7. Logic. A contrary term or proposition ; see

A. 6.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 175/2 This kind of
Induction by Contraries, serves not for assertion, but con-
futation. 1828 Whately in Encycl. Metrop. 253/1 Virtue
and vice are called Contraries, as being, both, 'moral
habits,' and the most dissimilar of moral habits. 1864 Bowen
Logic vi. 162 Opposition, .was first applied only to the rela-

tions between two Contraries.

+ 8. In various elliptical uses, where the sb. may
be understood from the context. Obs.

1532 Dice-Play (Percy Soc.) 30 Ifye lack contraries [= rival

loaded dice] to crosbite him withall. 1590 Shaks. Com.
Err. iv. iv. 82 Is't good to sooth him in these contraries ?

C. adv.

1. In opposition or antagonism
;
contrarily, con-

trariwise (to).

1463 Bury Wills (1850) 40 Remevyd. .contrarye ageyn my
wil. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 57 Preamb., That that he
hath doon. .contrary to the duetie of his aliegeaunce. 1611

Bible Lev, xxvi. 23-4 And if ye will . .walke contrary vnto
me: Then will I also walke contrary vnto you. 1616 S.

Ward Coalefr. Altar (1627) 71 Contrary with the Prophet,
they cry out, My fatnesse, my fatnesse. 1779-81 Johnson
L. P., Savage Wks. 1816 X. 282 The crime of writing con-
trary to what he thought. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 364
Those, .act contrary to nature.

2. Adversely to one's well-being or wishes.

1497 Bp. Alcok Mom Perfect. Ciij, The deuyll tempted
hym sore contrary. 1548 Hall Chron. 152 Which thynges
hapned all contrary by the destruccion of this good man.
1592 Shaks. Rom. Jul. hi. ii. 64 What storme is this that

blowes so contrarie? 1840 Marryat Poor Jack xlvi, And
cruel was the fair wind as wouldn't blow contrary. 1886
Jerome Idle Thoughts (ed. 58) 63 Things do go so contrary
like with me.

3. On the other hand, on the contrary, arch.
1549-62 Sternhold & H. Ps. xxxvii. 17 God will it over-

throw; Where contrary he doth preserve the humble men

and low. 1599 Thynne Animadv. (1865' 19 But quite con-
trarye, Chaucerdothesubmytte the correctioneof hiswoorkes
to Gower, etc. 1652 Culpepper Eng. Physic. (1809) 276 The
seed thereof contrary doth bind the belly. 1835 Browning
Paracelsus 1. 28 While, contrary, it has chanced, some idle

day. .gives birth at last To truth.

4. In an opposite or very different way ; in Her,
with the reverse effect ; = Counter. (See 6.)

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. v. 4 Would'st thou turne our
offers contrary? 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 215 For con-
trary to . . Ivory Turners, they always dip the end of their

Hook below the Rest. Ibid. 282 You must begin the two
sides contrary.

f 5. In the opposite direction {to). Obs.
1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. v, To steere his boate

contrary to the Sun. 1634 Sir T, Herbert Trav. 182 To-
wards Goa, we steering contrary.

6. Comb., as contraryposed sense 4).
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 341/1 The Crest . . is . . two

Mill-stones, one contrary-posed to the other.

+ D. prep. Against, contrary to. Obs.
< 1430 Lydg. Minor Poems (1840) 76 The world unsure,

contrary al stablenesse, Whos joy is ineynt ay withe adver-
site. c 1536 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. III. 44 Whiche was
contrarie my mynde.

+ Contrary, v. Obs. or dial. Also 4-5 con-
trarie(n, 4 6 contrarye. [a. F. contrari-er (nth
c. in Littre), ad. late L. contrdriare, f. contrarius

CONTRARY a. cf. CONTRAHI ATE.]

I. trans. 1. To oppose, strive against, thwart.

1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 470 He the king contraryit ay.

c 1430 tr. T. it Kempis 138 pe lawe of synne contrarieng be
lawe of my mynde. 1483 Cam on Gold. Leg. 98/4 Ye con-

trarye alleway the holy goost. 1586 J. Hooker Girald.
I ret. in Holiushed II. 143/2 The more noble were his good
and worthie attempts, the more he was crossed and con-
traried. a 1649 DsUMM. of Hawth. Hist. Jas. V Wks.
(1711) 103 The winds contrarying his course. 1653 H.
Couan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxii. 78 Whosoever shall contrary
me therein I must take him for mine enemy,

b. To impugn.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1.(1625) 4 1 Any one thing was

never found contrarying, blemishing, or .. impugning his

honour. 1633 J. Done Hist. Septuagint 217 And if they
could have contraried him for any falsity.

2. To contradict, gainsay, to speak, write, or

argue against : a. a person.
1382 Wycuf Ruth i. 16 Ne contrarye thou me, that y for-

sake thee. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xv. 100 How bow con-
trariedest cleregie with crabbede wordes. 1526 PUgr. Per/'.

(W. de W. 1 531) 276 Redy to hreke sylence, & apte to con-
trary theyr prelates or heddes in euery mater. 1690 W.
Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 115 Do not you contrary me.

b. what is said, enjoined, etc.

C 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 188 Ne was ther wyf, ne mayde
. .that contraried that he sayde. 1581 Mulcaster Positions

xxx. (18S7) 110 It is graunted by the be>t though contraried
by some of the soryest Physicians. 1656 Sanderson Serm.
(1689) 242 The Devilishness of the Doctrine in contrarying
the Ordinance of God. 1808 W. B. Hewetson Blind Boy
1. i, I see nothing to contrary it.

3. To do what is contrary to or the reverse of.

1581 Marbeck Bk. 0/Notes 763 They contraried thejewes,
in that they confessed Jesus to be the sonne of God. 1586
A. Dav Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 65 If I should not owe
unto you all honest . . fidelity, I should much contrary your
great curtesie. 1594 Mirr. Policy (1599) H, Who so con-
trarieth his sex [as Sardanapalus], ought to die as he did.

1659 B. Harris Parival's Iron Age 158 She contraried their

proceedings: For, they would have war.. and she declares

her desire of Peace.

II. intr. 4. To act in opposition, be opposed
{to) ; to act inconsistently.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 341 }if pis pope contrarieb

to Cristis lyf. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. xi. 244 Kynde folwep
kynde and contrarieb neuere. £1450 Merlin vii. 112 He
sholde be kynge . . who-so-euer ther-to wolde contrarye.

1581 Mulcaster Positions iv. (1887) 17 He would haue him
learne with such a man : some cause contrarieth.

b. To act perversely, be cantankerous ;
' to

grumble ' (Skeat).

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xx. 320 pei han cause to contrarien

by kynde of here syknesse.

5. To speak or write in opposition ; to maintain

an opposite opinion ; to argue, debate.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 1. 59 For couetise of copes con-

tranede som doctors. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dhtes
139 To contrarye and argue with a foole. 1552 Latimer
Serm. Lord's Prayer v. Wks. II. 93 The very school doctors

. .never contraried in that.

6. a. To be ^self-) contradictory, b. To change

to the opposite, be reversed, rare.

c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. v. iii. 154 It semeb to repugnen and
to contrarien gretly bat god knoweb byforn alle binges, and
jiat ber is any fredom of Iiberte. 1375 Barbour Bruce nx
271 That fortoun contraryit fast, And come to purposs at

the last.

Contraryete, -etye, obs. ff. Contrariety.

t Contrarying, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. prec. + -w *.]

The action of the vb. Contrary
;
opposition, con-

tradiction ;
= Contrariance, Contrariation.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour cxvii. 159 Withoute ani con-

traryenge. 1508 Kitchin Courts Leet (1675) 240 It is a
matter of justification and contrarying.

+ Contrarying, ppl a. Obs. or dial. Also

4-5 -iand, -iende. [f. as prec. + -ing

1. Opposing; antagonistic, hostile; contradictory;

unfavourable, untoward ; = Contrariant.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter viii. 5 All bat ere contrariand til

be- J393 Gower Con/. Prol. I. 22 Fortune was contrariende.

1458 in Test. Ebor. (Surtees) 229 Any contrariand thyngg.



CONTRA-SCRIPTURAL. 922 CONTRATENOR.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 32 Nor any thing more
contrarying, then to be touched with discurtesies. 1627-77
Feltham Resolves 1. xlv. 72 Contrarying passions.

2. quasi-<o&. (cf. According adv. 4) Contrary-
ing to : in opposition to, going against.
138a Wvclif Deut. i. 43 But contrariynge to the heest of

the Lord 3e stieden up. 1549 Latimer 5/A Sert/t. bef.

Edw. VI (Arb.) 157 To chose a Kynge contraryinge the
ordinaunce of God. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625)
7 If I find.. more equitie to charge him, contrarying to
that which already hath beene answered by him, he shall,

etc.

Contraryus, -ywise, obs. ff. Contrabious,
-IWISE.

Contra-scriptural, a. [f. Contra- 2.]

Contrary to Scripture.
1851 Chr. Wordsworth Occas. Serm, Ser. H. 16 These

acts are non-Scriptural, and contra-SenpturaL

t Co ntra-se ntient, sb. Obs. [f. Contba- i

+ L. sentient-em having an opinion.] One hold-
ing an opposite opinion. Cf. dissentient.

1647 Ward Strip. Cobler (1843) 7 Every singular Opinion,
hath a singular opinion of itself ; and he that holds it . . a
simple opinion of all contra-sentients.

Contrast (kjfatra*$t), v. Also 5 contreste,
-tryste. [In 15th c, contreste, a. OF. con-, cun-
trester, contraster ( = Pr., Sp. contrastar, It. con-
trastare to resist, oppose :—late L. contrastare to

withstand, f. L. contra against + stare to stand.

Taken by Caxton from French in the etymological
sense, in the form contrest, but not then retained in

English use. Occas. used in 1 7th c. in form contrast

Irom F. or It. Reintroduced as a term of Art in

the end of the 17th c. from F. contraster, which
was taken in 16th c. from It. contrastare to strive,

contend, stand out against.]

I. In early use.

+ 1. trans. To withstand, resist, fight against.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 11. xii. 112 He contrested or
gaynstode hym in bataylle. 1490 — Eneydos xxviu 96 He
myght not withstande ne contreste the. .tribulacion of the
see.

b. intr. To resist ; to strive, contend.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xW. 50 The goode renomme of Klysse

niyghte notte contryste ayenste her grete desire. 1673 O.
Walker Education 227 Let us not contrast with the whole
World, as if we were universall reformers. 1688 [see Con-
I RASTING Vbt. sb.}.

II. In Modern English.

2. trans. l ine Arts. To put in contrast, to place
in such juxtaposition as to bring strongly out differ-

ences of form, colour, etc., and thus to produce a
striking effect.

1695 Dkydex Art Faint. Wks. 1808 XVII. 421 Contrasted
by contrary motions, the most noble parts foremost in sight.

1715 J. Richardson Th. Paint. 125 The Colours must be
also Contrasted, .so as to be grateful to the Eye. 1768 W.
Gilpin Ess. Prints 12 The figures of the principal group are
very well contrasted.

3. gtn. To set in opposition (two objects of like

nature, or one with, rarely to, another in order to

show strikingly their different qualities or charac-
teristics, and compare their superiorities or defects.

Usually of mental comparison only.

f 1 7SS 73 Ilot »n Johnson.] 1799 Med. Jml. I. 491 By
emetics, .fomentations, and above all, by suddenly contrast-
ing the hot and cold bath. 18*7 Whately Logic in Encycl.
Metrof. 238/1 Perpetually contrasting it with systems with
which it has nothing in common but the name. 1853 F. W.
Newman Odes 0/Horace 113 Horace artificially contrasts
the top to the basement of the mansion. 1861 Hughes
Tam Frown at Oxf. v, He contrasted our hero with the few
men with whom he generally lived. 1871 Yeats Teckn.
Hist. Comm. (18721 398 The microscope and telescope are
well contrasted by Dr. Chalmers.

4. Of things : a. Of figures, colours, etc : To
set off (each other

J
by opposition or contrast.

1695 Drvden Farallel Poetry
<fr
Faint. ( R.\ The figures of

the groups . . must contrast each other by their several posi-
tions. 1715J. Richardson Th. Faint. 124 In a Composition

. .one thing must Contrast, or be varied from another. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones x. i, The foibles and vices . . become
more glaring objects, from the virtues which contrast them,
and shew their deformity. 1778 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. viii.

(1876)449 In the artificial management of the figures it is

directed that they shall contrast each other. 1801-15 Fuseli
Led. Art viii. (1848) 513 The brown and sun-tinged hennit
and thepale decrepit elder contrast each other,

b. To offer or form a contrast to.

1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. I. 91 The thin, trans-
parent, black veil adown the face, contrasts the red and
white. 179* Cicely II. 119 Monks whose dark garments
contrasted the snow. 1837 Lytton E. Maltravcrs 1. i, Her
face singularly contrasted that of the man.
5. pass, of 4, in sense of next. Const, by, to.

1740 Warburton/)/?'. Legal, vi. vi. Wks. 1811 V. 46 Whose
dexterity in the arts of Controversy was so remarkably con-
trasted by his abilities in reasoning and literature. 1773 R.
Graves Euphrosyne (1776) I. 24 A dome is built in yonder
grove; Contrasted bya grand alcove. 1779— Columella II.

168 The pleasure which I have received, .will be contrasted
by that melancholy which succeeds to all our most exquisite
enjoyments. 1823 Cooper Pioneer Hi, The dark foliage of
the evergreens was brilliantly contrasted by the glittering
whiteness of the plain. 1863 Kinglake Crimea II. 220 The
smooth slopes . . are contrasted by the aspect of the country
on the opposite bank. 1866 Rogers Agric. <$• Prices I.

xviiL 415 Those habits of early sleeping and waking in which
our ancestors were so contrasted with ourselves.

6. intr. a. To form a contrast, b. To exhibit
a striking difference on comparison {with).

1715 J. Richardson Th. Paint. 125 To unite the Con-
trasting Colours. 1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 40 Her
slender form contrasted finely with his tall, manly person.
1833 J. Rennie Alph. Angling 21 The most conspicuous
colours and such as contrast best with the water. 1856
Froude Hist. Eng. (18581 I. iv.' 359 The language of the
House of Commons contrasted favourably with that of the
convocation. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 118 The happy
tints contrasting glow. %

Contrast (kyntrast), sb. Also 7 contrist, 8
contraste. See also Contbasto. fa. F. contraste

(masc), ad. It. contrasto (^Pr. contrast, Sp. con-_

traste) contention, opposition : see Contrasto.
Introduced c 1600, and adversely criticized in 1644
as a new-fangled term, the word soon became
obsolete in the literal sense. Reintroduced with
the vb. as a term of Art c 1 700.]

1 1. 1. Contention, strife ; = Coxtrasto. Obs.
1597 Daniel Civ. Wares VOL xlix, Nor was it now a time

to have contrast With any sovereign, mighty potentate.
1613 — Coll. Hist. Eng. n. 91 He [William I] married
Matilde. .but not without contrast (edd. 1621, 1626 contrist

;

1634, 1650 * revised and corrected' contest] and trouble.

1644 Vindex Anglicus 5 How ridiculous . . is the merchan-
dise they [verbal innovators] seek to sell for current. Let
me afford you a few examples . . read and censureAdpugne
. .Ebriotate, Caprious, Contrast, etc. a 1670 Hacket A bp.
Williams 11. 209 (D.) In all these contrasts the Archbishop
prevailed.

II. 2. Fine Arts. The juxtaposition of varied
forms, colours, etc., so as to heighten by com-
parison the effect of corresponding parts and of the
whole composition.
171X Shai-tesb. Charac. (1737) III. 368 That regular con-

traste and nice ballance of movement, which painters are
apt to admire as the chief grace of figures. 174a Richard-
son Pamela IV. 113 If there be an artful Contraste in the
Drama, there will he the same in the Mustek. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. W. viii, The Roman poet understands the use of con-
trast better. 1851 Rlskin Mod. Faint. I. Pref. ed- 2. 35
Contrast increases the splendour of l>eauty, but it disturbs
its influence

; it adds to its attractiveness, but diminishes
its power.

3. Comparison of objects of like kind whereby
the difference of their qualities or characteristics is

strikingly brought out ; manifest exhibition of op-
posing qualities; an instance of this.

1731 Lett.fr. Fog's Weekly Jml. (1732) II. 257 Contraste
of Scenes ! Behold a worthless Tool, etc. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 194 p 10 Accident may indeed sometimes pro-
duce a lucky parallel or a striking contrast. 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits, Manners Wks. (Bohn) II. 51 The steep con-
trasts of condition create the picturesque in society, i860
TYNDALLt7/rt£\ i. iv. 34 The contrast between the two waters
was very great. 1803 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. xx, A room.

.

in the utmost contrast with the .. half-sombre tints of the
library.

4. That which on comparison with another thing
shows a striking difference from it ; a person or
thing of most opposite qualities.

1764 Hay Deformity 3 (T.) To make these appear a con-
trast to my subject. 1788 Mad. D'Arblav Diary IV. 302
What a contrast from such an intention was the event. 1796
H. Hunter tr. St* Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) L 575 An ob-
ject has but one contrary, but it may have many contrasts.
White is the contrary of black ; but it contrasts with blue,
green, red, and various other colours. 1828 D'Israeu
Chas. /, I. iv. 69 Buckingham offered a provoking contrast
to his master. 1833 Sir C. Bell Hand 190 Pain is the
necessary contrast to pleasure.

Contrastable '.kftotrtrstabT, a . [f. Contrast
v. + -arle.J Capable of being contrasted.
1889 Brit. Med. Jml. No. 1494/2 Things comparable and

contrastable.

Contrasted (kfJntnrsted),///. a. [f. Contrast
v. + -ED 1

.] Set in contrast; opposed so as to

heighten each other's effect, or to bring out differ-

ences.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 127 Contrasted faults through all his
manners reign : Though poor, luxurious ; though submissive,
vain. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 332 Breadths of silk,

of the most contrasted colours. 18*4 L. Murray Eng.
Gram. (ed. 5) I. 506 Contrast has always the effect to make
each of the contrasted objects appear in the stronger light.

1873 Symonds Grk. Poets xii. 404 No labyrinth of tortuous
shape, no conflict of contrasted forms.

HenceContrastedlya<ft'.,in a contrasted manner,
by way of contrast.

1836 G. S. Faber Election 11. i. 204 Contrastedly intro-
ducing that Primitive Scheme of the doctrine of Election,
which, etc. 1838 Tail's Mag. V. 637 The subsequent pas-
sages, .became more contrastedly important.

Contra- stful, a. [f. Contrast sb. + -pul.]
Full of contrasts ; marked by strong contrast.

1877 Sunday Ma%. 55 One contrastful feature there is.

Contrastimulant (k^ntraistrmi/Tlant), sb.

K
a.) Med. [ad. It. contrastimo/ante, Rasori.]

I. sb. A medicine that acts in opposition to a stimu-
lant, or that reduces the force of the vital actions.
1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 350 The Italian

physicians consider it as a powerful contra-stimulant. 1882
Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. Contrastimulus, According to the doc-
trine of Rasori. .all really useful remedies are comprised in
the classes stimulants and contrastimulants.

2. attrib. or adj.

1881 Lincoln tr. Trousseau % Pidoux' Treat. Therap.
II. 19 They say that bleeding neutralizes, .the contra-stimu-
lant effects of the emetic.

Contrastimulus. Med. [i. as prec.-r Stimu-
lus, after It. contrastimolo.] A force opposed to
stimulus : the two being, according to the doctrine
of Rasori, equally potent and opposite forces, the
perfect equilibrium of which is necessary to health.
Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882.

Hence Contrastimulism, the doctrine of con-
trastimulus

; Contrastimulist, an adherent of
this doctrine.

1881 Lincoln tr. Trousseau Pidoux' Treat. Therap. II.
19 The partisans of contro-stimulism claim that the simul-
taneous use of bleeding and of tartar-emetic . . should be
avoided. Ibid. 105 The School of Italian contro-stimulism.
1839 Bayly tr. Mailer's Elem. Phys. (ed. 21 I. 64 The
contra-stimulists .. gave the name of contra-stimulants to
those substances which, in place of stimulating have the
very opposite effecj. *

Contrasting (kf5ntra-stirj), vb/. sb. [f. Con-
trast z/. + -ing1.] The action of the verb Con-
trast. In quot. = striving, struggling with op-
position or difficulties : cf. Contrast v. i and sb. 1.

1688 S. Penton Guardian's histr. 90 The necessary Mix-
ture and Complication of your Affairs will afford you
Contrasting more than enough. Create as few Troubles to
yourself as you can.

Contra sting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -j.v; -.]

That contrasts ; see the verb.
X715 [see Contrast v. t>\ aiyj$ J. Cunningham Prol. to

Pule a Wife (R.», Their merit, by the foil conspicuous
made, And they seen brighter by contrasting shade. 1878
T. Hardy Return Native I. 243 From, of all contrasting
places in the world, Paris. 1890 Daily Neivs 28 Jan. 5/3
Personal evidence of the contrasting postal rates.

Hence Contra stingly cuiv., in or by way of
contrast.

1833 Eraser's Mag. VIII. 94 Her own talent, throwing
him contrastingly into the shade. 1842 Mrs. Browning
Grk. Chr. Poets 160 From the rest, they stand out contrast-
ingly.

Contrastive (kffatrd-stiv), a. [f. Contrast v.

+ -IVE.] Forming a contrast
;
standing in contrast

Jo something else).

1816 [see ContrastivelyJ. 1841 Mrs, Browning Lett.
Home (1877) II. liv. 97 Something deeply contrastive to
the Heavenly Spirits. 1870 Pall Matt G. 6 Oct. 4 Atti-
tudes should be contrastive, and so composed as to balance
and set off each other.

Hence Contra"atively adv.
1816 Keatinge Trav. I. 189 Royalty must be approached

contrastively barefooted.

Contrastment ',kf?ntrd'stment). rare. [f. as

prec. + -ment.J The action of contrasting.

1813 G. Darley in Beddocs Poems 227 The contrastment
and individualization of characters.

t Contra sto. Obs. [It. contrasto contention,

strife, f. contrastare to withstand, strive: see Con-
trast v.] Contention, strife ; = Contrast sb. 1.

.1645 Howell Lett. 1. vi. (1726* 53 (D.) There was. .a
great contrasto in the conclave 'twixt the Spanish and
French faction. 165a — Masaniello II. 39. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Contrasto. .strife, contention. 1671 Glmble Life
ofMonk 4 Upon this Contrasto, he was forced to avoid the

fury of thus enraged Lawyer, and turn Souldier.

Contrat ; obs. and F. f. Contract.
Coutrata bular, a. Rom. Law. [f. L contra

tabu/as against a will ; sec Contra- 2.] Contrary

to a will or testament. Hence Contrata bnlant.
187$ Poste Gains 11. (ed. 2) 229 Contra-tabular possession

was sometimes equivalent to intestacy. Ibid. 11. 239 The
contra-tabulan t or claimant of contra-tabular possession.

Contratation : see Contractation.

Contrate (kfrntr^t;, a. [f. L. type *contrdt-us,

f. contra against, opposite: cf. med.L. contrata =
It., Sp. contrada, F. contrie lit.

1 region lying op-

posite', Country.]

f 1. ? Opposed, contrary, adverse. Obs.
c 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 41 Of ciuill Law volumes full

many they reuolue .. Contrate, Prostrat arguments tbey
rcsolue.

2. Contrate wheel : a wheel having teeth set at

right angles to its plane ; in watch-making, the

wheel of this kind which works in the pinion of

the balance or crown-wheel of a vertical watch.

Also contrate teeth, contrate pinion.
1696 Derham Artif.Ctockm. 5 The Con trate-Wheel is that

Wheel in Pocket-Watches which is next to the Crown-
wheel whose Teeth and Hoop lye contrary to those of
other Wheels. 1773 T. Hatton Clock <y Watch-work 13

After the manner of contrate-wheel teeth. 1795 Herschel
111 Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 392 These wheels carry contrate

teeth on the inside, and a small dial-plate on the back. 1838

Fenny Cyct. XII. 302/2 Vertical Watch—The centre-wheel

Kives motion to the third wheel pinion, to which is attached

the third wheel, acting upon the contrate-wheel pinion, on
which is placed the contrate-wheel, acting in the pinion of

the balance-wheel, which is also called the scape-wheel.

t Contratenor (k^ntrate nar). Mus. Obs. [ad.

It. contratcnore * a counter-tenor * (Florio) : see

Contra- 4.] — Countertenor.
1552 Huloet, Contratenor in musycke, occentus. 1586 T.

B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 542 I" sounds, wherein

the contra-tenor seemeth to command over the base. 1717

L. Howel Desiderius (ed. 3) 173 Honour . . sings a Contra-

tenor, and glorifies God for his infinite Wisdom. 178a Mason
Collect. Anthems p. xxxix, There was a very fine contratenor

in the Royal Chapel.
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Contravallation (k^ntrav&l^ Jan). Mil. Also

7 contre-, Counter-, [ad. F. contrevaltation, It.

contrawallazione , f. L. contra- + vallalidn-em en-

trenchment (f. valldre to surround with a rampart,

to entrench) : cf. Circumvallation.]
1. A chain of redoubts and breastworks, either

unconnected or united by a parapet, constructed by
besiegers between their camp and the town, as a

defence against sorties of the garrison. \

1678 tr. L. de Gaya's Art ofWar 11. 113 Circumvallation
and Contravallation, is a Composition of Redoubts, little

Forts, and Angles with Trenches, and Lines of Communi-
cation from one to another round a place that is beseiged.

16512 Dryden St. Evremont's Ess. 144 And to Caesar is

owing our Fortifications, our Lines, our Contravallations.

1774 Goldsm. Gr. Hist. I. 272 The following night the
Yictors carried on their wall beyond the contravallation of
the Athenians.

b. Usually, Line of. contravallation.
1678 tr. L. de Gaya's Aift of War 1. 54 The line of Con-

trevallation . . which secures the Besiegers from Sallies.

1811 Wellington in Gurw. VII. 556 Unless they-can be
deprived . . of their lines of contravallation before Cadiz,
nothing can shake them in that part of the Peninsula. 1853
Stocqueler Mil. Encycl. 69 An army, forming a siege, lies

between the lines of circumvallation and contravallation.

2. The construction of such lines.

172S Watts Logic IV, ii, The rules of circumvallation and
contravallation.

Contravariant (k^ntraveVriant). Math.
[Contra- 3.] See quot. 1853.
1853 Sylvester in Phil. Trans. CXLIII. 1. 543 Contra-

variant, a function which stands in the same relation to
the primitive function from which it is derived as any of its

linear transforms to an inversely derived transform of its

primitive. 1885 Salmon Higher Alg. (ed. 4) 121 Besides
covariants and contravariants there are also functions in-

volving both sets of variables, which differ, etc.

Contravee'r, v. nonce-wd. [f. Contra- i +
Veer v.] inir. To veer in a contrary direction.

1792 D. Lloyd Voy. Life 21 Yet each is confident that he
is right, And all besides are wrong who contra-veer From
different sentiments, or other views.

Contravenable (k^ntravrnab'l), a. [f. Con-
travene + -able.] That can be contravened.
1880 Muirhead 7«.s/:7. Gains iv. § 11 note. There probably

was one [leg-is actio] for every law that was contravenable.

t Contrave'nary. Obs. rare. Also contro-.
[f. Contravene +-ABT, after adversary.] — Con-
travened
1614 Jackson Creed in. v. Wks. II. 228 To terrify all con-

travenaries of this decree, c 1630 Ibid. v. xix. Wks. IV. 172
He and his followers must be wisdom's children ; their con*
trovenaries sons of folly.

Contravene (kf?ntravrn), v. Also 6 {Sc.)

contro-, 7 conterveen. [ad. F. contreven-ir i to

swarue, transgresse, decline, go, or depart from
;

to do contrarie to promise, or otherwise than was
agreed

; also, to crosse, thwart, contradict, resist,

or be against ' (Cotgr.) :—L. contrdvenire (Au-
gustine) to come against, oppose.]
1. trans. Of persons : To go counter to ; to trans-

gress, infringe (a law, provision, etc.) ; to act in

defiance or disregard of.

1567 Sc. Acts x fas. VI (1597) § 31 To be frc.from al
painc.that may be incurred, .for contravening of the samin
[abrogated statutes]. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. K. ij,

Thay contrauene the vse of the Catholik kirk. 1609 Skene
Reg. Maj. 38 And na man sail break or contrawen this con-
stitution. 1659 B. Harris ParivaVs Iron Age 120 Which .

.

they have conterveened, and contradicted. (11677 Barrow
Serm. (1810) II. 495 By neglecting . . or contravening these
duties of humanity. 1783 Burke E. India Pill Wks, IV. 31
Either to conform to the tenour of the article, or to contra-
vene it. 1878 Gladstone Prim. Homer 19 The cause is

fundamentally righteous, and Zeus, .cannot contravene it.

2. Of things, actions, etc. : To run counter to, be
contrary to, come in conflict with.
a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1693) 137 (L.) This un-

fortunate accident did both contravene and overmatch the
counsels of a hundred wise men. 1775 Johnson Journ. W.
1st. Wks. X. 427 [Such] Laws .. contravene the first prin-
ciples of the compact of authority. 1793 T. Jefferson
Writ. (1859) IV. 30 To .. warn them against acts which
might contravene this duty. 1869 Farrar Fam. Speech i.

(1873) ri A belief which in reality contravened the distinct
theory of their own sacred books.

3. To go counter to or oppose in argument ; to

contradict, dispute, deny (a proposition, etc).
172a Wollaston Relig. Nat. vi. prop. 8 Nor can any one

do this without contravening the truth contained in prop. vi.

1869 Huxley in Set. Opinion 5 May 505/1 Are those con-
clusions so firmly based that we may not contravene them?
1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 200 Each inference .

.

This you may test and try, confirm the right Or contravene
the wrong that reasons there.

f4. ? To incur (a charge). Sc. Obs.
1597 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1814) 124 (Jam.) That the saidis

thrie erlis . . had incurrit and controvenit the charge of
treassoun.

Contravener (k^ntravrnai). Also 7 {Sc.)

-veener, -viner, -veiner. [f. prec. + -er.] One
who contravenes.

1567 Sc. Acts i Jas. F/(i597)§2i Executand the paines
conteined in this present Act, against the contraveneris
thereof. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj'., Treatise 141 Quhilk paine
the Provest and Baillies sail pay, gif they searche not, nor
seikes the contraviners. 164s St. Trials, Sir R. Spotsivood
(R.), The contravener of any act of parliament, i860 Geo.

Eliot Mill on Ft. 11. ii, The measures he was bent on taking
against that rash contravener. 1880 Muirhead tr. Ulfian
i. § 1 Nor imposes a penalty on the contravener.

T Contrave nient, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. L.

contravenient-, pr. pple. of contrdvenire : see Con-
travene.] Contravening, opposing.
1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribae 79 Then silence for ever

unto Positive opponent, or contra-venient laws.

Contravening (kpntravrnin), vbl. sb. [f. Con-
travene + -ing l

.J
The action of the verb Con-

travene ; contravention.

1645 St. Trials, Sir R. Spotsivood (R.), The contravening
1 of an act of parliament.

Contravening, a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.]

That contravenes
;
opposing.

1802 Med. Jml. VIII. 156 The class of contravening evi-

dence. i860 Ellicott Life our Lord \. 206 Contravening
influences mainly due to alien emissaries.

Contravention (k^ntrave-njsn). [a. F. con-

travention (also contre- in Cotgr.), on L. type

*contrdvenlion-em, n. of action f. contrdve?iFre to

Contravene.]
The action of contravening or going counter to

;

violation, infringement, transgression.

1579 Fenton Guieciard. rvt (1599) 776 The Pope should
be bound to .. forgiue him the penaltie of contrauention.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 546 Saul did not personallie

sweare to the Gibeonites, yet his contravention plagued
his subjects with three years famine. 111704 Locke On
Rom. viii. 7 A settled contravention to his precepts cannot
be suffered by the. .governor of the world. 1708 Swift
Abol. Chr. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 91 Contraventions to the laws of

the land. 1840 Dickens fiam.Mudge (1849) 122/2 Offensive

and undutiful, and in direct contravention of the church
catechism. 1861 Stanley East. Ch. viii. 11869.' 267 From
the contravention of the chronological order,

b. Sc. Lata. (See quot.)
1861 W. Bell Diet. Laiu Scot., Contravention, as most

frequently applied to an act done by an heir of entail in

!
opposition to the provisions of the deed . . or to acts of
molestation or outrage committed by a person in violation

gf lawborrows.

T Contrave'rse, a. {sb.), adv. Obs. rare. [ad.

]

L. contrdvers-us turned opposite, f. contra opposite

+ versus, pa. pple. of vertere to turn.]

A. quasi-j1

^. The contraverse : the opposite, the

j

converse. B. adv. ? In the opposite direction.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xiv. vii, She [Circe] sayd over
us the contrauerse of the charme that she had sayde whan
she transformed us. C1535 Compl. too late maryed (1862) 7
Folyshe regardes. .1 kest over twarte, and eke contravers.

Contrave'rsion. rare— 1
, [ad. L. type con-

trdversidn-em, n. of action f. contrdversus : see

Contraverse.] A turning in the opposite direction.

a 1729 Congreve Disc. Pindaric Ode Wks. 1753 III. 341
The second stanza was called the antistrophe, from the
contraversion of the chorus ; the singers, in performing that,

turning from the left hand to the right contrary always to

their motion in the strophe.

Contraversy, -sie, -cy, obs. ff. Controversy.
Contravi'ndicate, v. Rom. Law. [L. contra

vindicdre i^Gaius).] To make a counter-claim.

1880 Muirhead tr. Gains iv. § 16 note, That the respondent
contravindicated, or at least made a counter averment_ of

ownership in the same terms as the first vindicant . .is denied
by some jurists.

So Contravindication, a counter-claim.

1875 Poste Gains iv. (ed. 2) 635 The contention of the de-

fendant was not merely a negation of the plaintiff's claim,

but also an affirmation of the defendant's claim, a contra-

vindication.

Contraviolino : see Contra 4.

Co*ntra-vo:te, ^* nonce-wd. [see Contra-
To vote against or for the opposite side.

1817 Whewell in Todhunter W.'s Writings (1876) II. 15
The.. system of electioneering, canvassing, voting, contra-
voting, and outvoting, which predominates here.

Contrawen, obs. Sc. f. Contravene.
Contrayerva (kpntraySuva) . Also -jerva.

[Sp. ; = 1 counter-herb i. e. one used as an antidote,

f. Contra- 3 +yerva {now yerba) Herb.] A name
given, in general use, to the root-stock and scaly

rhizome of species of Dorstenia {D. Contrayerva
and D. braziliensis, N. O. Urticacese) native to

tropical America, used as a stimulant and tonic,

and formerly as an antidote to snake-bites. In

Jamaica, the name is given to a species of Birth-

wort {Aristolochia odoratissima), still held in re-

pute as an alexipharmic.
a 1656 Bp. Hall m Select Thoughts § 51 No Indian is so

savage but that he knows the use of his tobacco and contra-
yerva. 1731 Houstoun in Phil. Tratis. XXXVII. 196 A
short Account of that Plant whose Root is called Contra-
yerva here in England. 1736 Bailey (folio 1

, Contrayerva,
a plant in the West Indies much used with others in counter-
poisons, and which distillers with us use in strong waters.

1755 Miller (in Johnson), A species of birthwort growing m
Jamaica, where it is much used as an alexipharmick. 1757
A. Cooper Distiller m. xv. (1760) 171. 178a E. Gray in
Med. Coinmun. I. 30 Stimulating diaphoretics, such as
contrayerva. 18x4 Lunan Hort. yamaic. I. 232 (Aristo-
lochia) This is called Contrayerva in Jamaica, from its

freat efficacy against poisons, but is in no respect like the
panish contrayerva. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. 432 Con-

trajerva root. 1887 D. Morris in Kew Bulletin No. 12. 7
In Jamaica, this term is invariably applied to a species of
Aristolochia, while roots of Dorstenia are there called

Spanish Contrayerva.

Contrayre, var. of Contratr.

Contre-, prefix. F. contre:—h. contra, in OF.
also cunlre, has regularly given in ling. Counter,
q. v. Contre- occurs only as an earlier form of

counter-, an occasional obsolete variant of contra-,

and in a few modern French words and phrases

adopted since 1600. It is frequent in heraldic

terms, as contre-bande, contre-barre, contre-chaiiged,

contre-compone , etc. ; but these have also English
forms in Counter-, under which they will be found.

Contre, obs. form of Counter, Country.
Contrealt, obs. var. of Contralto.
Contre-approach, -book : see Counter-.
Contre-band : see Contraband.
II Contre-Carre. Obs. rare— 1

. [F. contrecarre
1 a counterstrcngth, opposition, resistance, defence'

(Cotgr.), f. contre- + carre square, square face:

see Littre.] An opposing force ; a direct resistance

or check.
1646 Buck Rich. Ill, n. 44 This was a Contrecarre to the

Faction of Richmond.

[[ ContreCOUp (koi'itr'k/c . [F. contre-coup a

counter-blow, back-blow, rebound, and in Surg, as

in sense 2 ; f. contre against + coup blow.]

1.
1 Opposition, a repulse in the pursuit of any

object' (Jnmieson).

2. Surg. The effect of a blow, as an injury,

fracture, produced exactly opposite, or at some
distance from, the part actually struck.

1830 S. Cooper Diet. Pract. Surg. led. 6* 607 Sometimes
the fracture [occurs] elsewhere, as the effect of what the
French call a centre-coup. 1870 T. Holmes Surgery (ed. 2)

II. 316 The one. .is adirect contusion, the other a contusion
by contre-coup of the brain substance. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Contre-coup. .is often very severe in the skull, for instance,

the bone may be fractured on the opposite side to the ^eat

of injury.

t Contrextant. Obs. rare. [ad. I., contrec-

tdnt-em, pr. pple. of contrcctdre ; cf. next.] One
who handles or touches.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 715 A mass .. which will

not inquinate the contrectant's hands.

Contrectation (kf?ntrekt^'Jbn). [ad. L. con-

trectdtidn-cm, n. of action f. contrectdre, -fracture

to touch, handle, f. con- intensive + tractdre to

touch.] Handling, touching, fingering.

[1549 Chaloner Erasmus on Folly N j b, Never the more
forbearyng from wyne, nor contrection of women. 1623
Cockeram, Contrection, a handling, a touching.] 1624 Gek
Foot out cfSnare 52 A possessed woman, in whose body
they can canuas a diuell by contrectation, and certaine in-

chanting nips, making him ferret vp and downe. 1689
Harvey Curing Dis. by Expect, xxii. 1S0 After a long con-
trectation of all the abdomen. i88z Syd. Soc. Lex., Contrec-
tation, examination by the finger; manipulation, as in

shampooing.

b. In Rom. Law. (See quots.)
i6oz Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall. 101 Theft is thus defined

in our Law : A fraudulent contrectation of another mans
corporall moueable goods, which is don against the will of
the owner. 1880 Muirhead tr. Gaius Dig. 613 Any con-
trectation with another man's property without his consent
was theft.

t C. Handling
;
personal dealing with affairs

;

management. Obs.
1786-9 IJestham Wks. II. 540 What is dominion? It is

either the power of contrectation, or else that of impera-
tion.

f Contrecta'tive, a. Obs. [f. L. contrectdt- stem
of contrectare (see prec.) + -ive.] Of or pertaining

to handling or personally dealing with a thing.
1786-9 Bentham Wks. II. 540 Subject to the contrecta-

tive or imperative power of that law.

Contrection, erron. form of Contrectation.
Contred, obs. f. countered from Counter v.

Contre-dance, -clause, contra-dance.
[after F. contre-danse, It. and Sp. contra danza, all

corruptions of the English word Country-dance,
by the conversion of its first element into the F.

contre, It., Sp. contra against, opposite.] A
Country-dance

;
esp. a French country-dance.

The English country-dance was introduced into France
during the Regency 1715-23, and thence passed into Italy

and Spain; cf. Littre', s. v. Contre-danse-, and Venuti,
Scoperte di Ercolano (Rome 1748) 114 1 1 canti, i balli. .che a
noi sono pervenuti con vocabolo Inglese di contraddanze,
Country Dances, quasi invenzione degli Inglesi contadini'.

The arrangement of the partners in a country-dance in two
opposite lines of indefinite length easily suggested the per-

version of country into contre-, contra- opposite. Littre's

theory, that there was already in 17th c. a French contir-

danse with which the English word was confused and ran

together, is not tenable ; no trace of the name has been
found in French before its appearance as an adaptation of
the English. But new dances of this type were subse-

quently brought out in France, and introduced into England
with the Frenchified form of the name, which led some Eng-
lishmen to the erroneous notion that the French was the
original and correct form, and the English a corruption of
it. Thus a writer in the Gentleman's Magazine 1758, p.

174 said, ' As our dances in general come from France, so
does the country-dance, which is a manifest corruption of
the French contre-danse, where a number of persons placing
themselves opposite one to another, begin a figure'. Partly
under the influence of this erroneous notion as to the
etymology, partly as a mere retention of the French form,
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contra-dance, contre-dance have been used, and contre-

dan se is still in use, esp. for a French or foreign dance of

this type.

1803 Fessenden Terrible Tractor. 14 So fam'd Aldini,

erst in France Led dead folks down a contra dance. 1830

'Juan de Vega' [C. Cochrane] 7ml. Tour xix. (1847) 135
After we had danced two or three quadrilles, a contre

dance was proposed. 1844 W. H. Maxwell Scotland

(1855I L 27, I had gone down a contra danse. 1873 Brown*
inc Red Cott. Nt.-cap 1421 If Mademoiselle permit the

contre-danse. 1879 G. Macdonald Sw Gibbie U. xiii. 230

All the ricks in the yard were bobbing about, as if amusing
themselves with a slow contradance.

2. A piece of music written for such a dance.
1880 Grove Diet. Mns. I. 396/2 Beethoven has written

twelve comredanses for orchestra, from one of which he
developed the finale of his ' Eroica 1 symphony.
Contree, obs. or arch, form of Countby.
Contrefac6, -fait, -fete, Contrefort, Con-

tregarde : see Counter-.

t Contremart. Obs. ^Also Contra-.) =
COUNTER-MARQUE.
1622 Malynfs Arte. Law-Merch. 153 Concerning the

danger and aduenture of Letters of Mart, or Contremart,
Sine ins Reprisaliarum, or Letters of Marque, euery one
knoweth that men hauing these Commissions or letters .

.

are very vigilant, .to surprize Merchants Ships and goods.

+ Contre-master. Obs. [a. F. contre-maistre
1 the Master's mate in a ship ' (Cotgr.\ in Sp.

contramaestre : see Contra- 3.] A boatswain.
1726 Smelvocke Voy. round W. 124 The Contre-Mastre, or

Boatswain of her had not been aboard of us above two
hours. Ibid. (1757) 341 There was none killed on board of
her, but the Contre-master. c 1790 J. Willock Voy. iv. 105

Soon after, the boatswain or countermaster (as the word in

their language signifies), .came up to us.

t Contremble, v. Obs. rare—'1
, [f. CoN- +

Tremble v. : cf. L. contremh-e to quake alto-

gether] intr. To tremble or quake thoroughly.

1573 Twvne AZneid x. D d tij, From the grounds the soyle

contrembling shook.

Contremeur, -mur, obs. ff. Countebmure.
Contre-natural : see Contra-natural.
Contrepale, -pane, -pese, -peyse, -pointed
-poison: see Counter-.

II Contrepied. Obs. rare. [F., orig. a hunting

term, = the opposite track, the wrong way
; hence,

the contrary ; f. contre- and pied foot, footing, etc.]

The contrary course ; the opposite.

1773 Gent I. Mag. XLIII. 549 Gravina idolized the ancients

;

and, perhaps, Metastasio, taking the contrepied, respects

them too little.

Contrer, variant of Contrair.

t Contre-risposte, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. F.

contre-risposter, t. contre-risposte, now -riposte, in

Fencing, a thrust or movement of the sword op-

posed to a Riposte.] To return a smart, sharp

retort.

1651 Urqujiart yezuel Wks. (1834) 226 In complements
after this manner . . retorted, contrensposted, backreverted,

and now and then graced with a quip or a clinch.

Contrespalier : see Counter-espalier.

t Contrest, ME. form of Contrast v., to

withstand.

||
Contretemps (k^ntr'tan). Also 7 counter-

temps, 8-9 contretems. [F. contretemps, -terns,

bad or false time, motion out of time, inopportune-

ness, unexpected and untoward accident.]

+ 1. Fencing. A pass or thrust which is made at

a wrong or inopportune moment. Obs.

1684 R. H. Sch. Recreat. 60 Counter Temps . .is when
you Thrust without a good Opportunity, or when you
Thrust, at the same time your Adversary does the like.

Ibid. 67 This preserves your Face from your Adversaries
scattering or Counter-Temps Thrusts. 1694 Sir W. Hope
Swordsman's VadeM. 43 It is a fair Thrust, and cannot be
called a Contre temps. I7»3 in New Cant. Diet.

2. An inopportune occurrence ; an untoward ac-

cident ; an unexpected mishap or hitch.

1802 Mar. Edceworth Manoeuvring \, I am more grieved

than I can express .. by a cruel contre-tem/s. 184a T.

Martin My Namesake in Fraser's Mag. Dec, I am used

to these little contretems. 187a J. L. Sanford Estimates
Eng. Kings 397 He [Charles III regarded such contretemps

as inevitable.

Hence f Contretemps (-temp) v. nonce-wd.

Fencing, a. trans. To make a contretemps at ; b.

intr. to make contretemps.
1684 R. H. Sch. Recreat. 72 If for all this your Adver-

sary give a home-thrust, then you must Counter-temps him
in the Face, and parry, .with your left Hand. 1694 Sir W.
Hope Swordsman's Vade M. 4a He can infallibly Contre-

temps with the Ignorant as often as he pleaseth. An Igno-

rant Contre-temping an Artist . . The Artist that contre-

tempeth the Ignorant. Ibid. 61 An Artist may. .be Contre-

tempsd or Resposted.

Contre-vair, -value : see Counter-.
Contreve, -treyue, obs. form of Contrive.

t Contrevure, -ore. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF.

contreveiire, controveiire Rom. type *controva-

turd)
y

f. controver to contrive: see -URE.] = Con-
trivance.
c 1310 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 334 Herenowacontreuore,

borgn Roberde's avis, Abouen per armore did serkis &
surplis.

Contrey, obs. form of Country.

Contribual (kpntri biwal), a. [f. L. con- to-

gether + tribu-s («- stem) tribe + -AL. Cf. L. con-

tribiilis.] Of or belonging to the same tribe.

Contributable .k^ntri-biwtab'l), a. [f. Con-
tribute + -ABLE.]

L Of persons : Liable to contribute, subject to

contribution. [So F. contribuable.']

1611 Cotgr., Contribuable, contributable ; fit, able, or ac-

customed, to contribute ; liable or subiect vnto contribution.

187a Browning Fifine exxxi, The Mayor shall catalogue
me duly domiciled, Contributable, good-companion of the

guild And mystery of marriage.

2. To be contributed ; payable as contribution.

18x4 Sir C. Abbott in Barnewall & Cr. Reports II 811

Not.. to part with the possession of the goods until the

amount contributable in respect of them shall be . . paid.

tContributary k^ntri'bi/rtari), a. and sb. Obs.

[f. as prec. + -ary, after tributary. Cf. F. contrilnt-

taire. A form parallel to Contributory, which is

;

now in ordinary use.] A. aiij.

L That contributes or is liable to contribute
;

f paying tribute, tributary.

C 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 686 (Harl. MS.) Iulius be con-

querour That wan al thoccident by land and see. . And vnto
Rome made hem contribularie [6-text tributariel. 1463
Bury Wills (1850) 29 Who so euere be ocupyere of my hefd
place to be contributarye therto what so euer it coste. 1560

in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 278 Every man ..

shall become contrybutary to an hird yn Port Meade.
1570-6 Lambarde Peratnb. Kent (1826) 355 The landes
contributarie to the repaire thereof. 1649 Selden Laws
Eng. 1. liv. (1739) 95 Kings having taken occasion to levy

War of their own accord, .could neither compel the persons

of their Subjects or their Estates to be contributary.

2. Contributing anything to a common stock
;

having part in a common result.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. vit. (1593* 158 Penees and
I

Sperchius streames contributarie were. 168 1 Whole Duty
Nations 56 Such things, so far as they may be any way
contributary to good. 1775-91 tr. D'Anvitte's Anc.Geog.
(Webster), It was situated on the Ganges, at the place

where this river received a contributary stream. 1801 W.
Taylor in Monthly Mag. XI. 648 This edition is distin-

guished, .by the curious extent of contributary reading.

B. sb. One who contributes; one who pays

tribute.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 33 Pythagoras . . and many other
(in certaine thinges* will be Contributaries. 1600 Holland

!
Livy xxvn. xi. 635 Those all they disfranchised, and made
Aerarij, or contributaries. 1598-9 E. Fordb Parismus

j
1. 11661) 51 The king of Persia, .having called all his con*

tributaries together.

Contribute (kf?ntrrbi«t\ v. [f. L. contribut-

ppl. stem of contribuere to bring together, add,

contribute, f. con- together + tribute to bestow.

(Formerly stressed co'ntribute, which is still dial.)]

+ 1. trans. To make tributary, levy tribute upon.

Obs. rare— 1
.

1559 Skf.lton in Mirr. Mag., Edw. IV, in, Graunted not

she [FortuneJ me to haue victory, In England to rayne and
to contribute Kraunce?

f2. intr. To pay tribute (to). Obs.

c 159a Marlowe Jew of Malta 1. Wks. (Rtldg.) 148/1

Long to the Turk did Malta contribute ; Which tribute, etc.

3. To give or pay jointly with others ; to furnish

to a common fund or charge, a. trans.

1530 Palsgh. 497/2 To se with howe good wyll they do
contrybute their money. 1535 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I.

App. lxiv. 158 That it may please the Kings Majesty . . to

contribute, .with the said Princes, 100,000 crownes. 1707
Addison Pres. State War Wks. 1746 III. 265 England con-

tributes much more than any other of the Allies. 1758
Johnson Idler No. 4 P 7 Every hand is open to contribute

something, a 183a Mackintosh Revot. Wks. 1846 II. 156

The Princess of Orange contributed two hundred pounds to

j

their relief.

b. intr. or absol. To give or make contribution.

1 161c Healey 'TheoMrast. xvii. (1636) 65 If his friends

do contribute to supply his wants. 1651 Hobbes Govt. 4-

Soc. xiii. $ 11. 300 Whether Subjects ought to contribute to

the publique, according to the rate of what they gain, or of

what they spend. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. li. (1869) II.

414 The subjects of every state ought to contribute towards
the support of the government, as nearly as possible, in pro-

portion to their respective abilities. 1867 Smiles Huguenots
Eng. xi. (1880) 188 A fund was raised . . to which all parties

cheerfully and liberally contributed.

4. trans/, and fig. To give or furnish along with

others to a collective stock; to furnish an 'article*

to a magazine, etc. a. trans.

1653 Walton Angler Ep. Ded. 6 It can contribute nothing

to your knowledge. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 155 Vet scarce

to contribute Each Orb a glimps of Light. 1739 Melmoth
Fittosb. Lett. (1763I7 Those who never contributed a single

benefit to their own age. 1788 Cowper On Mrs. Moun.
tagu's Feather-hangings 13 Alt tribes beside of Indian

name . . Whate'er they boast of rich and gay Contribute

to the gorgeous plan. 1843 Macaulay (title) Critical

and
_
Historical Essays, contributed to the Edinburgh

Review.

b. intr. or absol.

1864 Bohn Lowndes' Bibliogr. Manual s.v. Whewell,
Professor Whewell has contributed largely to the Philo-

sophical Transactions. 1883 L'pool Courier 25 Sept. 4/6 The
Greeks contributed largely to the literature of the stars.

6. fig. To give or furnish along with others to-

wards bringing about a result ; to lend (effective

agency or assistance) to a common result or pur-

pose, a. trans.

1634 W. Tirwhvt tr. Balzac's Lett. Aivb, Is it not
probable . . that he would imploy, and contribute a more
exact study and solicitude ? 1635 May Edw. Ill, in, How
many Lands their severall shares of woe Must contribute to
Philip's overthrow? 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 113 We will

contribute our best endeavours thereto. 1790 Paley Horae
Paul. i. 8 Circumstances . . which contributed strength to
the conclusion. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 158 This cause
may contribute something to the effect observed.

b. More usually intr. To contribute to (also

ffor) or to do (anything) : to do a part in bringing

^it) about ; to have a part or share in producing.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. v. § it Both heaven and earth

do conspire and contribute to the use and benefit of man.
1704 Addison Italy 301 The same Cause that has rais'd the
lower Grounds having contributed to sink . . (the! higher.

1730 A. Gordon Maffei's Amphith. 358 It might have con-
tributed not a little for draining the Water. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk. I. 196 He contributed greatly to improve the
national music, i860 Tyndall Glac. l xii. 90 If I thought
his presence would in any degree contribute to my com-
fort. 1885 Act 48 Vict, c 16 § 8 Where any burgh has
ceased, .to return or to contribute to return a member to

Parliament.

Contributor : see Contributob.

Contribution (k^ntribi^-Jan). [a. F. contrilnt-

tion (Oresme, 14th c), ad. L. contribution-em, n.

I

of action f. contribufrc, contribut- y to Contribute.
' Cf. F. contribution]

1. The action of contributing or giving as one's
i part to a common fund or stock ; the action of

lending aid or agency to bring about a result.

158a N. T. (Rhem.) Rom. xv. 26 To make some contribu-

tion vpon [16x1 to make a certaine contribution for] the
poore sainctes that are in Hierusalem. 1616 Bitllokar,

! Contribution, a giuing with others, when many giue to-

gether. 1637 R. Humphrey tr. St. Ambrose \. 56 Who is

much in contribution and distribution of that hee possesseth.

170X Lond. Gaz. No. 3753/8 Notice . . by the Office of

Insurance from Fire by Amicable Contribution. 1776
Adam Smith W. N. Introd. (18691 I. 4 To be defrayed by
the general contribution of the whole society. 1790 Paley
Horae Paul, it 10 We find a contribution carrying on at

Corinth., for the Christians of Jerusalem. 1887 Rogers
Agric. 4- Prices V. vt 152 The border counties were exempt
from contribution, at least till the Union of the Crowns.

b. To lay under contribution : to exact contri-

butions from, make a levy upon ; to force to con-

tribute, render tributary. (A military phr., freq.

also in gen. sense. Cf. F. mettre il contribution.)

1644 Milton Educ. 11738)137 All the Historical Physi-

ology of Aristotle and Theophrastus are open before them,
ana as I may say under contribution. 1687 T. Brown
Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 78 Did you manage it a la

militaire, and lay the country under contribution? 1774
Pennant Tour Scot, in 1772, 77 The . . thief who laid the

whole English border* under contribution. 1793 W. Roberts
Looker-on No. 57 Who have hitherto held all the seasons of

j

the year under contribution to their praise. 1798 Ferriak

I

Illustr. Sterne vi. 169 Many other books, .were laid under
contribution. 1851 F. Hall in Benares Mag. V. 23 The
native authorities which M. de Tassy has laid under contri*

bution for his first volume.

2. Something given to a common stock or fund
;

a sum or thing (voluntarily^ contributed.

1609 Holland Antm. Marcel. 11 R.) Hence it was, that

the noble Valerius Publicola was buried by a contribution

of money gathered for him. 1651 Hobbes I.eviath. 111. xlit

287 The voluntary contributions of the faithfull. 1715 Lady
M. W. Montague Lett. II. xiii. 8 The slaves . . have been
..redeemed by the charitable contributions of the chris-

tians. 1851 Longf. Gold. Leg. 11. Village Church, Near it

stands the box for the poor..! wilt add my tittle contribu*

: tion ! 1874 Green Short Hist. viii. ( 10. 566 To substitute

the free contributions of congregations for the payment of

,

tithes. Mod. The smallest contribution will be thankfully

1

received.

b. csp. A payment or tax imposed upon a body

of persons, or the population of a country or dis-

trict, by the civil, military, or spiritual authority;

an impost. App. the earliest sense in Fr. and

Eng. use ; now, esp. An imposition levied upon a

district for the support of an army in the field, to

secure immunity from plunder, or for similar

purposes.
1387 Trevisa Iligden (Rolls) VIII. 301 po were dymes

alwey i-gadred and contnbuciouns i-payde, spiritualte and
temporaTte was alway i-pyled. 1460 Capgrave Chron. 192

For the kyng or qween in swech maner li. e. for ransom]
men schuld be leyd to a certeyn contribucion. 1553 Act

7 Edw. VI, c. 1 1 20 Any. .Collector of any. . Benevolences,

Contributions or Subsidies. 1598 Hakluyt I. 7 (R-)

No notable taxe or contribution publike is historically

mentioned to haue been for the charges leuied. 1601 Shaks.

Jul. C. iv. iit 206. 1659 B. Harris Parival's Iron Age
116 That Party.. hated for the contributions, by which it

exhausted Germany. 1769 Junius Lett, t 5 He had no

doubt of the constitutional right vested in Parliament to

raise the contribution. 1835 Macaulav Hist. Eng. IV. 545

An infantry regiment, which was quartered at Royston, had

levied contributions on the people of that town and of the

neighbourhood. x866 Rogers Agric. 4- Prices I. ix. 155

A third liability, affecting ecclesiastical fees . . was that

of compulsory contributions for the maintenance of car-

dinals, foreign bishops, and nuncios during their stay in

England.

3. trans/, and fig. Anything given or furnished to

a common stock, or towards bringing about a com-

mon result.

a 1648 Digby (].), Parents owe their children not only

material subsistence for their body, but much more spiritual

contributions for their mind. 1837 Ht. Martineau Sac.



CONTRIBUTIONAL. 925 CONTRITION.
Amer. III. 209 The American nation is made up of con-
tributions from almost alt other civilised nations. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 44 He makes a distinction, .which is

a real contribution to the science of logic.

b. A writing furnished as a distinct part of

a joint literary work ; an article supplied to a

magazine or journal.

1714 Sped. No. 632 F 5 It were no hard Task to continue
this Paper a considerable Time longer, by the Help of large
Contributions sent from unknown Hands. 1750 Johnson
Rambler No. 56 p 13 Many of my correspondents, who
believe their contributions unjustly neglected. 1880 J. R,
O'Flanagan Munster Circuit 408 To enrich |he pages of
the Dublin University Magazine by his contributions.
1882 Pebody Eng. Journalism \x. (1882) 65 A letter . . ap-
parently, .a contribution from a fresh hand.

4. Law. The payment by each of the parties

interested of his share in any common loss or

liability. Action for contribution : a suit brought

by one of such parties, who has discharged a

liability common to them all, to compel the others

to make good their shares.

1641 Termes de la Ley 83 Contributione facienda is a
Writ, and it lyeth where there are divers Parceners, and hee
which hath the part of the eldest doth make all the suit to the

Lord, the others ought to make contribution to him, and if

they will not, hee shall have against them the said Writ.
1809 Tomlins Law Diet. s.v. Insurance il § 5 When goods
are thrown overboard in a storm to lighten the ship, for

the general safety of the ship and cargo, the owners of the
ship and of goods saved are to contribute for the relief of
those whose goods are ejected ; this is called contribution,
or general average. 1848 Wharton Law Lexicon^ Con-
tribution lies between partners for any excess, which has
been paid by one partner beyond his share, against the
other partners . . It also lies between joint tenants, tenants
in common, and part owners of ships and other chattels,

for all charges, .incurred for the common benefit. 1881 Sir
W. M. James in Law Rep. 17 Ch. Div. 46 The right of a
surety who has paid his creditor is to have contribution
from his co-sureties.

5. attrib.and Comb., as contribution-box, + -money,

T -purse.

1575-6 Act 18 Eliz. c. 17 All Contribucion Money payable
to the use of the same Bridge. '753 Scots Mag. Aug.
421/2 Three horses run for a contribution-purse of 10
guineas. 1875 Emerson Lett. Soc. Aims iv. 119 Milder
remedies sometimes serve to disperse a mob. Try sending
round the contribution-box.

Contributions! (k^ntribi/rjanal'l, a. [f. prec.

+ -al.] Of or pertaining to a contribution.

1798 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 38 Those contributional levies,

which, in a country of so much opulence, must prove very
considerable.

t Contribu'tioner. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

+ -ER.] One who makes contribution.
1622-62 Heylin Cosmogr. nr. (1682) 97 Tributaries, and

Contributioners to the English.

1 Contributionship. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-ship.] A society of contributors to a common
stock ; a joint-stock company.
1701 I,07ia*. Gaz. No. 3753/8. Ibid. No. 4322/3 The

Directors of the Amicable Contributionship hereby give
Notice. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Contributionship , a society
of contributors, also the contribution itself.

Contributive (k{7ntri'bi«tiv), a. [f. Con-
tribute + -ive (L. type *conlribilliv-us) : cf. F.

contributif, -ive (15th c.).] That has the quality

or power of contributing; fitted to contribute to.

1583 in Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 301 Your Majesty's
Favour and Assistance will be more contributive for his

Advantage. 1659 Hammond On Ps. xxxvi. 4 If it seem
contributive to their interests. 1793 W. Roberts Looker-on
No. 78 Those which are essential and those which are con-
tributive. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 47 Exercise taken
in open air, is much more contributive to health.

Hence Contributively adv. ; Contri'tmtive-
ness.
a 1866 J. Grote Exam. Utilit. Philos. iv. (1870) 67 Its

contributiveness to the great purpose of universal good.

Contributor (k^ntri-bi«t3j\ Also 6 -our,

7-8 -er. [a. AF. contributour (mod.F. -eur) = L.

type ^contributor-em, agent-n. f. contribut- : see

Contribute and -or.]

One that contributes or gives to a common fund

;

one that bears a part in effecting a result.

AH 22 Hen. VIII, c. 15 They . . shall not be con-
tributours nor charged to the pavement of the sayed somme.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii. 215, I promist we would be
Contributors, And beare his charge of wooing whatsoere.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety xvi. f 1 A fourth grand contributer
to our dissentions is passion. 1676 W. Hubbard Happiness
of People 2 By which our Saviour preferred the bounty of
the poor Widow above all the rest of the Contributers.

1776 Adam Smith IV. N. v. ii. (1869) II. 416 Every tax
ought to be levied, .in the manner in which it is most likely

to be convenient for the contributor to pay it. Mod,
Among the contributors to the testimonial are, etc.

+ b. One who pays tribute. Obs.

1550 Nicolls Thucyd. 155 (R.) Certayn barbarous or
estrangers be contrybutours vnto the Syracusians. 1624
Capt. Smith Virginia 11 1 . xii. 91 The people being con-
tributers vsed him kindly. 1630 — Trav. <$• Adv. 35 Him-
selfe as rich.. as any Prince in Christendome, and yet a
Contributor to the Turke.

c. One who contributes literary articles to a

journal, magazine, or other joint literary work.
1750 Johnson Rambler No. 56 F 16 Let therefore the

next friendly contributor, .observe the cautions of Swift,

and write secretly in his own chamber. 1843 Macaulav
Ess. Pref, The author has sometimes, like other con-

VOL. II.

tributors to periodical works, been under the necessity of
writing at a distance from all books. 1856 E.mekson Eng.
Traits, The 1 Times' Wks. (Bohn) II. 119 It draws from any
number of learned and skilful contributors.

Contributo'rial, a. [f. prec. + -ial.] Of or
pertaining to a contributor.

1872 De Morgan Budget of Par. 268 The journal had
always been free from editorial sectarianisms,—and very apt
to check the contributorial.

Contributorship. [f. prec. + -ship.] The
position of a contributor.
1881 Masson De Quincey vi. 69 His editorship having

been converted into a mere contributorship.

Contributory (k/>ntri-bi«t3ri), a. and sb. [f.

L. type *contrib iltori-us, f. contribut- ppl. stem (see

Contribute) + -ory. Cf. F. contribuloire 1 re-

lating to contribution ' (Littre). See also Contiii-

BUTARY.]

A. adj. 1. That contributes to a common fund ;

making contribution.

1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 385 Euery crafte that ben con-
tributory, c 1470 Harding Chron. clx. i, To make con-

|

federacy With Kyng Philip of Fraunce and aliaunce,
Perpetually to be contributorie, Ether with other. 1535
Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 25 The parishens or people, which
by this acte shall be contributorie to suche almes. 1622
Callis Stat. Scwers (

\f)tf'\<j& Every man that hath grounds
lying within the Level.. to be contributory to the charge.
1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind vi. 112 All the Parcenors shall

be contributory. 1832 Grote Greece 11. lxxv. IX. 525 Without
any contributory allies or any foreign support,

tb. Tributary. Obs.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Rev. xvi. (R.), To rule
ouer all Christien kynges and princes, which she hath
..made subject and contributorye vnto her. 1586 Mar-
lowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. (II. iii, The great commander of the
world . . Besides fifteen contributory kings. 1601 Chester
Ltrve's Mart., Ep. L. Tiberius (1878) 52 The whole huge circle

of the world, Are made contributorie and owe vs homage,
c. Of things: Charged with a contribution.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 11 § 1 The movable goodes,
catalles and othre thinges usuelly to suche x^1" and x'ma

contributory and chargeable. 1575-6 Act 18 Eliz. c. 17
Landes of auncient tyme contributorie to the Repayre of
the same Bridge. 1587 Fleming Contn, Holinshed III.

1378/1 Owners of the contributorie lands.

2. trans/, and Jig. That contributes anything to

a common stock ; bearing a share towards any
purpose or result.

Contributory negligence', negligence on the part of a
person injured, which has contributed or conduced to the
injury.

1594 Bacon Gcsla Grayorum Wks. VIII. 335 Wherein
whatsoever the wit of man hath heretofore committed to
books of worth may be made contributory to your wisdom.
1647 Clarendon Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727) 527 Accessary
and contributory to our own destruction. 1694 tr. Milton's
Lett. State 29 July 1655, That the Advice or Intention of
your Majesty were no way contributory to this prodigious
Violence. 1816 Keatinge Tra?'. II. 138 The river at the
junction of the two contributory streams presents a truly
noble appearance. 1870 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xxxv.
27 He would have their gladness contributory to the divine
glory. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. ii. 45 Modern doctrines on
the subject of contributory negligence.

3. Relating to, or of the nature of, contribution.
1836 For. Q. Rev. XVII. 406 Requests for more contri-

butory help to the Mercury. 1883 Fortn. Rev. May 693
Levying a contributory rate on neighbouring parishes.

B. sb. 1. One who, or that which, contributes.

1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 372 The stewards & the con-
j

tributories ther to belongynge. 1523 Act 14-15 Hen. VIII
t

c. 4 § 1 Contributories to all maner of Charges. 1523
Fitzherb. Surv. 33 b, The eldest doughter shall do homage
for all, and also y° seruyces, and the other doughters shall

be contrybutories, and beare euery one of them their porcyon.
1866 Rogers Agric. Prices I. iv. 106 The burden to be
borne by each contributory [to the wool-tax]. 1868 — Pol.
Econ. xii. (ed. 3) 165 As the rent of land is that which re-

mains over and above the cost of production, it is paid last,

i.e. when all the other contributories are satisfied.

2. Eng. Law. One who is bound, on the wind-
ing up of a joint stock company, to contribute

toward the payment of its debts, as being, or re-

presenting, a present or past member of the com-
pany.
1848 Act 11 # 12 Vict. c. 45 § 3 The word 'contributory*

shall include every member of a company, and also every
other person liable to contribute to the payment of any of
the debts, liabilities, or losses thereof. 1862 Companies* Act
(25 <$• 26 Vict. c 89) § 74 The term ' contributory shall mean
every person liable to contribute to the assets of a company
under this act in the event of the same being wound up.

1889 Lindley Companies 745 One of the first duties of the
Court, after making a winding-up order, is to settle the list

of contributories.

Contri'butress. nonce-wd. [f. Contributor
+ -ess.] A female (literary) contributor.
1889 Illust. Lond. News 9 Mar. 290/2 The rejected con-

tributress exists there.

Contri'st, v. Obs. or arch. In 5 pa. pple.

contryste. [ad. F. contn'st-er (12th c. in Littre)

:—L. contristdre : see next.] trans. To make sad
or sorrowful ; to sadden, grieve.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxii. (1890^ 8oWhiche. . constristeth

theym wyth a sorowfull mynde. Ibid, xxvii. 105 To thende
that he were therof contryste in remembraunce pardnrable.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. iii, Lord God, must I again
contrist myself 7 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy m. xx, To deject
and contrist myself with so bad and melancholy an account.
1818 J. Brown Psyche 10 As disappointments to contrist
him, Arose in life and back'd his system.

Hence Contri'sted a.

1625 tr. Boccaccio's Occam. II. 86 b, That your contristed
spirits should be chearfully revived. 1808 J. Barlow
Columb. iv. 631 Contristed sects his sullen fury fly.

Contrist, obs. var. Contrast.

t Contristate, v. Obs. [f. L. contristat-

ppl. stem of contristdre to sadden, f. con- intensive

+ trist-is sad.] =prcc. vb.
1616 Bullokar, Contristate, to make sad, or sorrowful!.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 873 Somewhat they [blackness and
darkness] doe Contristate, but very little, a 1678 Woodhead
Holy Living 74 Secular mirth, which contristates the Holy
Spirit. 1686 tr. Bouhours' St. Ignatius iv. 265 This Letter
did very much Surprize and Contristate the Assembly.

t Coutrista'tion. Obs. [a. F. contristation

(14th c.) or ad. L. contristdtidn-em, n. of action f.

contristdre'. see prec] The action of making
sad; the state of being saddened.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. I. i. §2 Salomon giues a Censure

. . That in spatious knowledge there is much contristation.

1651 Charleton Ephes. Cim/u. Matrons (1668) 19
Humiliation of the body, and contristation of spirit. 1658

J. Robinson Eudoxa vi. 41 The Husband .. falleth into
pangs of fears and contristation.

Contrite (k^-ntroit), a. (and sb.). Also 4-5
contrit, (-tritte, -tryht), 4-6 -tryte. [a. F.

contrit (12th c), ad. L. conlrit-us bruised, crushed,

pa. pple. of contercre, f. con- together + terete to

rub, triturate, bray, grind.
The pronunciation long varied between the original con-

tri'te and co'ntrite; the former was still recognized by
Johnson and used by some 18th c. hymn-writers. J. has
also contri'teness

;
Browning has coutri'tely ; on the other

hand co'ntrite is found in Piers Ptoughmau. Depending on
this is the prosodic choice between hearts contri'te and
co'ntrite hearts.]

1 1. lit. Bruised, crushed ; worn or broken by
rubbing. Obs. rare.

1631 Ji:h. Taylor Serm. for Year I, xxvii. 345 Though
their strengths are no greater than a contrite reed or a
strained arme. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Contrite, worn or
bruised ; but is most commonly used for penitent or sorrow-
ful for misdeeds, remorseful. 1755 Johnson, Contrite,
bruised ; much worn.

2. Jig. Crushed or broken in spirit by a sense of

sin, and so brought to complete penitence.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxlvi. 3 pat helis be contryte of

hert. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. XIV. 89 If man be inliche

contrit. c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. II. 400 To assoile men
bat ben contrit. 1447 BOKKNHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 102

Ful contryht and cleen shrevyn also, c 1450 Castle Hd.
Life St. Cuthb. 3783 He helyd bairn wer contrite in hert.

1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 140 b, Be contryte and
sory for your fall. 1549 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer 30 b,

Create and make in vs newe and contrite heartes. 1667
Milton P. L. x. 1091 With our sighs., sent from hearts

contrite, in sign Of sorrow unfeign'd, and humiliation meek.
a 1745 Swift Beasts' Conf. to Priest, The swine with con-
trite heart allow'd His shape and beauty made him proud.

1819 Montgomery Hymn, ' Prayer' v, Prayer is the con-

trite sinner's voice Returning from his ways. 1856 R. A.

Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 194 No ecclesiastical absolution

can help us unless we are contrite for our sin before God.

b. Of actions, etc. : Displaying, or arising from,

contrition.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1727 Her contrite sighs unto the

clouds bequeathed Her winged sprite. 1599— Hen. V, I v.

i. 313, I Richards body haue interred new, And on it haue
bestowed . .contrite teares. 1829 Southey^//for Love vil,

He raised this contrite cry. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I.

xiii. 257 In very contrite and earnest words.

3. Comb., as co?ztrite-hearted.

1611 Coryat Crudities 4*2 A penitent and contrite-hearted

Christian. 1871 Freeman Hist. Ess. Ser. 1. iv. 106 Turned
from notorious sinners into contrite-hearted penitents,

t B. quasi-.r/>. A contrite person, a penitent.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. vi. § 13 Such contrites intend

and desire absolution, though they have it not.

T Contrited (kf?ntrai'ted), a. Obs. [f. as

prec. + -ed.]

1. Crushed, ground to pieces ; worn by rubbing.
1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat, Comm. 1 Cor. xi. 24 (1867) 58

All His bones were broken, that is, contrited and grinded
with grief and sorrow. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy in. xlii,

So contrited and attrited was it with fingers and with
thumbs.

2. = Contrite 2 ; reduced to contrition.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 424/3 With good & contryted

herte. 1556 Abp. Parker Psalter H iij, A sorrowfull hart

and contrited spirite. 1642 Fuller Holy Prof. Stat6(1841)

444 Inwardly contrited in heart for the sins he had com-
mitted. 1816 W. Allen Life % Corr. I. 291 At meeting
on first-day morning I was very low and contrited. 1821

Mrs. Opie in Miss Brightwell Mem. (1854) 185 The breath-

ings of a supplicating and contrited heart.

Contritely (k^ntroitli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-ly 2

.] In a contrite manner, with contrition.

1829 Carlyle Misc. (1857) II. 99 Weeps bitterly, prays

contritely. 1868 Browning Ring $ Bk. 111. 582 Contritely

now she brought the case for cure.

Co'ntriteneSS. rare. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The state or quality of being contrite ; contrition.

1692 Beverley Disc. Dr. Crisp 16 Softness of Heart,
Contriteness of Spirit. 1755 in Johnson yContri'tencss).

Contrition (k^ntrijan). Forms : 4 contri-

eiun, -tryeyun, -tryssyoun, 4-5 -tricioun, 4-6
-tricion, (-trycyon, etc.), 5 -trityowroe, -tre

tioune, 5- contrition, [a. OF. contriciun, now
contrition, ad. L. contrTtionem (inmed.L. contrici-),

n. of action f. conterere : see Contrite.]
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CONTRITION. 926 CONTRIVE.

+ 1. lit. The action of rubbing things together,

or against each other ;
grinding, pounding or

bruising (so as to comminute or pulverize). Obs.

1594 Plat Jewellho., Diners Chim. ConcL 17 To dis-

course of a philosophical! contrition of oiles, thereby to

defende them from putrifaction. 1*46 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 53 Tnturable, and reduceable into powder,

by contrition. 1678 R. MoMJ] Geber 1. vii. 15 After Con.

trition put it in a Calcining Furnace. 1684 tr. Bonet s

Merc. Comfit, vn. 251 The shivering and great contrition

of the bones, which remain here and there in the. .flesh.

Jig. 1382 Wyclif Hos. xiii. 13 Forsothe he shal not stonde

in contricioun of sonys. — 1 Mace. ii. 7 To se contricioun,

or distruying, of my peple, and contricioun of the holy citee.

2. fig. The condition of being bruised in heart

;

sorrow or affliction of mind for some fault or injury

done ; spec . penitence for sin. Cf. Attrition.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25090 (Cott.) We hope namli to haf

pardun thoru baptem and contriciun. Ibid. 25966 (Cott.)

Reuth and contricion al es an. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T.

r 55 Contricioun is be verray sorwe bat a man receyueb in

his herte for his synnes. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 91 Contry-

cyon or sorrow for synne, contricio. 1530 Rasteli. Bk.

Purgat. 111. xiii, In the tyme of thy repentaunce and con.

trycyon. a 1555 Bradford Wks. (Parker S00I 46 This

word, just and full [sorrowj, is one of the differences between

contrition and attrition, a 1638 Medk Disc. Mark i. 15 Wks.
1672 1. 107 Those pangs of Contrition wherewith Repentance
begins. 1714 Berkeley Serm. 1 Tim. L 2 Wks. IV. 605 A
peculiar season of contrition and repentance. 1858 J. Mar-
tineau Studies Car. 169 The entire moral value of contri-

tion belongs to it as the sign of inner change of character

from prior evil to succeeding good.

t Contrrtional, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec +

-AL.] Of the nature of or pertaining to contrition.

1648 Karl Westmoreland OH* Sacra (1 879) 78 To melt

and to dissolve In tears contritionall for their Corruptions.

Contriturate (kfattv&aet), v. rare. [f.

Con- + Triturate.] trans. To triturate thoroughly,

pulverize. Hence Contri titrating a.

1822 Scott Nigel xxxi, The very malleus maleficomm,
the contunding and contriturating hammer of all witches,

sorcerers, magicians, and the like.

Contrivable (tyntrarvab'l), a. [f. Contrive

v. 1 + -ABLE.] Capable of being contrived.

a 1671 Wii.kins Dxdalus xv. (R.i, It will hence appear,

how a perpetual motion may seem easily contrivable. 1854

Ruskin Two Paths ii. 58 No machine yet contrived, or

hereafter contrivable, will ever equal, .the human fingers.

t Contri"vage. Ot>s. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. +

-age.] = Contrivance.
1610 W. Folkingham Art 0/Survey 1. vii. 14 With Con-

triuage both of Plots and Plants.

t Contri"val. Obs. Also -vail. [f. as prec. +

-al ; cf. OF. controvaille.] = Contrivance.
160a Warner Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 374 Goodwine . . pro-

posing a contriuall of the Crowne into his House. 1615

R. Cleaver Expl. Prov. Ep. Ded., Albeit some might haue

more benefit by so large a volume, yet more may haue
some benefit by this compendious contrivall. 1647 Ward
Simp. Cobler(\%ti) 38, I am not without some contrivalis

in my patching braines.

Contrivance (k<*ntrai.-vans). [f. Contrive v.'

+ -ance ; cf. OF. controvance]

1. The action of contriving or ingeniously en-

deavouring the accomplishment of anything ; the

bringing to pass by planning, scheming, or strata-

gem ;
manoeuvring, plotting ; deceitful practice.

1647 May Hist. Pari. 11. iv. 70 The preparations . . were
and yet are, in contrivance and agitation. 1769 Burke
Observ. State of Nation Wks. 1842 I. 121 The original

weakness of human nature is still further enfeebled by art

and contrivance. 1790 Paley Horse Paul. ii. 11 The effect

of contrivance and design. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)

I. 346 If there should appear to be any fraud or contrivance

in a settlement of this kind. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind.

II. 185 He escaped being put to death with the rest of his

brothers by the contrivance of his mother.

2. The action of inventing or making with

thought and skill ; invention.

1697 Potter Antio. Greece m, ix. (1715)82 Others attribute

the first Contrivance of it [the Tyrrhenian Trumpet] to

Tyrrhenus. /bid. DX x. 91 Not easily indue'd to allow the

Contrivance of any Art to other Nations.

f 3. Ingenious adaptation or application. Ois.

1646 Sir T. Brow ne Pseud. Ep. 1. xi. 45 So was there no

natural! dependance of the event upon the signe, but an

artificiall contrivance of the signe unto the event. 1667 H.

More Div. Dial. 1. vi. (1713) 13 The Contrivance of the

Earth into Hills and Springs, .is not all this for the best 1

4. Adaptation of means to an end
;

design, in-

tention.

1605 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth ill. i. (1723) 163 Proofs

of Contrivance in the Structure of the Globe. 1710 Berke-
ley Princ. Hum. Kncavl. 1. 5 63 The works of nature,

which discover so much harmony and contrivance in their

make. 178s Reid Int. Pvtvers n vi, The marks of good

contrivance which appear in the works of God . 1834 Penny
Cycl. II. 199/1 Marks of intelligent contrivance in this

particular creation with which we are acquainted.

5. The faculty or ability of contriving ; inventive

capacity.

1659 Vulgar Errors Censured 10 This mocking at Red
Hair, .calleth into question his Contrivance : For such men
are his workmanship. 1734 tr. Ratlin's A nc. Hist. (1827) I.

1. i. 184 That the ancient Egyptians should have had the

art and contrivance to dig even in the very quarry a canal.

1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. i. (18S0) 7 Such an extra-

ordinary uniformity was considered entirely beyond the

reach of human contrivance.

+ 6. The way in which a thing has been contrived
;

the resulting condition, state, or quality. Obs.

1644 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. t2i That which still appears

most admirable is, the contrivance of the porticos, vaults,

and stairs. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. Pref. 7 The curious

Mechanism and organical Contrivance of those Minute
Animals, in J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 38 A
Parterre of Embroidery of a very new Contrivance. 1799

G. Smith Laboratory I. 19 The contrivance of this rocket

is very pretty. 1834 T. Medwin Angler in Wales I. 46
Rods with joints . . each with a pin to slide into the ferule,

and plugs of wood of similar contrivance, to fit afterwards

into them.

7. An arrangement or thing in which the foregoing

action or faculty is embodied ;
something contrived

for, or employed in contriving to effect a purpose.

a. A plan or scheme for attaining some end ; an

ingenious device or expedient ; an artifice, a trick. 1

1617-8 Feltham Resolves 11. xxvii.(R.), The sage sayings,

the rare examples, the noble enterprises, the handsome
contrivances . . the motives and incitements to vertue, and
the like . . that must build us up to the gallantry and per-

|

fection of man. 1694 Acct. ofStvcdcn 16 Iron, .is grown so

cheap, that it is found necessary to lessen the number of
[

Forges ; neither has that contrivance had the effect in-
|

tended. 1754 Edwards Preed. Will 11. xi. 116 The grand
I

Scheme and Contrivance for our Redemption. 1856 Froude
Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 136 The world .. regarded the

interview as a contrivance to reconcile Francis and the

emperor. 187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 436 The value

which they set upon military stratagems and contrivances,

f b. A conspiracy, plot. Obs.

1689 Luttrell Brief Ret. (1857) I. 544 They had dis-

covered a contrivance there, on wbich 3 lords, .with others,

are seiz'd. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 28 As
the contrivance was yet but two days old . . they would be

some days caballing. 1716 Chetwood Adv. Capt. R. Boyle

208 This occasion'd many Plots and Contrivances to regain

the flying Fair Ones.

C. A mechanical device or arrangement ; some-

times applied contemptuously.
1667 EL Oldenburg in Phil. Trans. II. 432 Letting this

contrivance fall into the Current, along the Rocks. 1797-

1804 Bewick Brit. Birds (18471 I. 79 Various contrivances

have been made both to kill and frighten them away. 1865

[see Constructive 3). 1870 Miss Bridgman R. l.j/nnc I.

vi. 82 Tell Rose . . to have an easy lounging-chair in place

of that abominable horsehair contrivance. 1879 J. '1 imbs

in Cassclts Techn. Educ. 111. 190 The ratchet wheel and
click for winding up the weight . . would soon be found an
indispensable contrivance.

d. fig.
Applied to natural arrangements, or

organs showing special adaptation to the perform-

ance of functions.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 8 Nature hath also fitted it

[the Butterfly's tongue), .with that spiral or cochleary con.

trivance. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 228 This cyst of

liquor [in the cuttle-fish) is certainly a most apt and curious

contrivance- 186* Darwin Eertit. Orchids Introd. 1 The
contrivances by which Orchids are fertilized.

Contrivancy (kfJntrsi'vansi). rare— 1
, [f. as

prec. + -ancv.] Contriving faculty ;
=prec. 5.

1877 Besant & Rice Son Vulc. 164 A passionate love

for everything that spoke of contrivancy and the mastery

of Nature.

Contrive (k(5ntr3i*v\ v.1 Forms : 4-6 con-

trove, (4 -oeve, -eoue'',, 4-5 -eve, -eeve, ,5-6

-yve, 6- contrive, (5-6 Sc. oontruve). (Syl-

vester has analogical pa. pple. contriven, after

striven, etc.) [a. OF. controve-r, with stem-stress

contreuve = It. controvare, i. con- together, etc. +
trovare, OF. trover, mod.F. trouver to find :—L.

turbare to disturb, stir up, wake up, etc. (Con-

trover thus answered formally to L. conturb-

dre.) The vowel-mutation according to stress,

regular in OF. (cf. mottvoir, meuve, pouvoir, fait,

etc.), has in mod.F. t>cen levelled under ou (from 0),

but some F. dialects have trawer, treuve. ME.
had orig. both controve and contrcve (from -cuve,

oeve) ; cf. move, meve, prove, prcve, people ; con-

trove and its Sc. repr. contmve survived to the

1 6th c.
;

but, otherwise than in move, prove, the

finally prevailing form was contreve ; cf. retrieve.

From the 15th c. this became contrive, a phonetic

change still unexplained : cf. brier, friar, tire. The
sense 'invent with ingenuity' has passed in F. into

that of ' invent fraudulently or falsely ' ;
though

this is often present in Eng., it has never super-

seded the original good or neutral sense.]

1. trans. To invent, devise, excogitate with in-

genuity and cleverness ,any plan or purpose).

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace 14676 A selkoub . . neuere

contreued in elde ne aoube. c 1330 — Chron. (1810) 241 A
man bat oste salle lede, & controues no quayntise, Howe
he disceit salle drede, scabe vmwhile salle rise. 1340 Ham-
pole Pr. Consc. 1561 pam bat new gyses controves. 1461

Liber Pluscardensis xi. viii, All thir foulis that melody
contruvis. 160a Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 216, I will . . sodainely

contriue the meanes of meeting betweene him, and my
daughter. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1843) 5 The prince's

going into Spain . . was contrived wholly by the duke. 1784

Cowper Task iv. 778 How close-pent man regrets The
country, with what ardour he contrives A peep at Nature,

when he can no more. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's Field 781

Grossly contriving their dear daughter's good . . Ignorant,

devising their own daughter's death I

b. esp. used of the planning or plotting of evil

devices, treason, treachery, murder, etc.

t 131s * E- Allit. P. B. 266 Thenne founden bay fylbe

in fleschlych dedez & controeued agayn kynde contrare

werkez. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7146 He
boughte on ober wyse To contreoue a fals queyntyse. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. x. 19 Who-so can contreue deceytes an
conspire wronges . . to conseille is clepid. c 1450 Castle Hd.
Life St. Cuthb. (Surtees) 2484 And to his neghbure nane
euell controues. 1513 Douglas iMntil VTIL i. 8 Incontinent

togidder . . All Latium assemblit, sone controvit [ed. 1553
contruuit] Ane coniuratioun or haisty convyne. 1653 H.
Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. ix. 28 A plot of Treason, which
they had contrived together. 1713 Steele Guardian No.
11 p ; To contrive the debauchery' of your child. 1807

W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. V. 501 This apostate contrives

treachery against Huon.

tc. Const, with inf. Obs.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 240 J>e kyng controued
ber ouer a brigge forto make. 1377 Langu P. PI. B. xvi.

137 pe iewes .. casten & contreueden to kulle hym whan
bei mi3te. 01400 Cov. Myst. (1841) 241 A tretowre xal

countyrfe his deth to fortyfye. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas.

sxm. iv, To make relacion, In bokes many I shall of him
contrive. 1607 Shaks. Cor. EX. iii. 63 We charge you, that

you have contriu'd . . to winde Your sclfe into a power
tyrannicalL 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxxii. 367 All the

foreign papal powers contrived to dethrone or destroy her.

1784 Cowper Task vi. 205 Thus dream they, and contrive

to save a God The incumbrance of his own concerns.

1 2. intr. To make use of contrivance or in-

genuity ; to form devices ; to plot, conspire. Obs.

CX440 York Myst. xxvi. 241 Than wolde we knawe why
bis knave bus cursidly contryued. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V

.

iv. L 360 Thou hast contriu d against the very life Of the

defendant 1601 — Jul. C. 11. lii. 16 The Fates with Trai-

tors do contrive. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. L ii. (1851) 102

That men should be tampring and contriving in his worship.

3. trans. To devise, invent, design (a material

structure, literary composition, institution, etc).

1377 Langu P. PI. B. x. 177 Of alkinnes craftes I con-

treued toles. 1303 Ibid. C xv. 161 Was neuere creature ..

pat knew wel be bygynnynge Bote kynde [i. e. Nature), bat

contreeuede hit furst. 1513 Fitzherb. Surv. Prol. (15301 1

By experience I contriued, compiled, and made a treatise.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 206 Some loathsome dash the herald will

contrive. 1696 Whiston Th. Earth ill. (1722) 267 Such a pe-

culiar Bottom, .as our great Ships are contrived with. 1736

Berkeley Wks. III. 521 The bank called the general bank

of France, contrived by Mr. Law. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 60

But elbows still were wanting ; these, some say, An alder-

man of Cripplegate contrived. 1856 V. merson Eng Traits,

Ability Wks. (Bohnl II. 34 Broad-shouldered Liverpool

merchants for whom Stephenson and Brunei are contriving

locomotives and a tubular bridge.

absol. 1701 Farquhar Sir H. Wildair v. vi, 111 have

the music from both houses ; Pawlet and Locket shall con-

trive for our taste.

1 4. To find out or discover (as the solution of a

problem or riddle) ; to come to understand. Obs.

1393 GoWBR Conf. III. 90 These olde philosophres wise Of
all this worldes erthe rounde. How large, how thicke was
the grounde Contrived in inexperience, c 1400 I ork Myst.

xxx. 434 No cause can I kyndely contryue pat why he

schulde lose bus his liffe. c 1450 Castle Hd. Life St. Cuthb.

(Surtees) 440 God spak in him be smyth controue \intellexit\

1600 Thynne Epigrams No. 55 Deepe witted menn b expe-

rience haue contrived, that mariage good and quiet is ech

hower, where the mans heringe organs are deprived of their

right vse- [1784 Cowper 'task 111. 156 Some .. Contrive

creation ; travel nature up To the sharp peak of her sub-

limest height, And tell us whence the stars.

)

1 6. To make up, concoct, fabricate, invent. Obs.

[Cf. F. controuver 'to fainc, forge, inucnt, imagine

out of his own brain ' (Cotgr.).]

c 1400 Rom. Rose 4249 Though he nought fond, yet would

he [Wicked Tongue) lie . . Discordaunt ever fro armonye.

And distoned from melodic, Controve he wolde. c 1450

Henryson Mot. Fab. 74 Thine argument is false and eke

contrufed. 1468 Paston Lett. No. 582 II. 313 The ma-

lyciouse contryved talys that Frere Brakley. and othyrs

ymagyned ontruly. .of me.
y

6. To succeed in bringing to pass ; to ' manage ,

to effect (a purpose).

1530 Palsgr. 497/2, I contryve, I bringe to passe a mater

by sekyng of my wyttes, Je machine. Ibid., It was harde

to do, but I have contryved it at the laste. 01593 Mar-

LOWE Dido V. i, A desperate charge, Which neither art

nor reason may achieve, Nor I devise by what means to

contrive, a i6$6 Bp. Hall in Rem. Wks., Life (1660)22 It

pleased God inexpectedly to contrive the change of my
station. 17*6 Chetwood Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 211 Tho' the

Horse was sold for twenty Pistoles, we contriv'd it so, that

my Landlord seiz'd the Money for his Reckoning. i8»o

Shelley (Edifus 1. 135 Prophecies when once they gel

abroad. .Contrive their own fulfilment,

b. Const with inf. Extended ironically to

action that has the result of bringing about an

unintended or undesired event.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 55 Th' industrious Kind.

.

with their Stores of gather'd Glue, contrive To stop the

Vents, and Crannies of their Hive. 1716-8 Pope in Lady
M. W. Montague's Lett. I. xxvi. 81 You have contrived to

say . . most pleasing things. 1777 Priestley Matt. $ Spir.

(1782) I. Pref. 31 Members of the Church of England, con-

trive to differ among themselves. i8a8 Southey Ep. Allan

Cunningham, He has just contrived to keep Out of rope s

reach, and will come off this time For transportation. 1853

Kingsley Hypatin xxvi, The negrcss put the cup to her

lips, and contrived, for her own reasons, to spill the contents

unobserved. i888SKEATCAoK<r«"'jiW;W/>
. Introd.p.xxxvii,

An editor should always look at the MSS. for himself, if he

can possibly contrive to do so.

T 7. To bring by ingenuity or skill into a place,

position, or form. Also in analogous uses with to,

in, upon. Obs.

1577 Hanmer Anc. BtfL Hist. (1619) 109 [He) contrived
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such things as he had heard of his master, into short com-
pendious notes. 1603 Flokio Montaigne 163, Sometimes I

addresse my judgement and contrive it to a noble and out-

worne subject. 1606 Sylvester Du Bar/as 11. 111. iii. 'The

Lawe How-much-fold sence is in few words contriuen ! 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage vm. iii. 6i3 So tough, that being con-

trived in building, it lasteth for ever. 1665 Boyle Occas.

Refl. v. ix. (1675) 332 A few such Closets . . might be easily

enlarged, and contrived into an Hospital. 1669 Stukmy
Mariner's Mag. v. 86 The half Bullets of Musquets contrived

upon them, a 1687 Sancroft Let. in Clarendon's H ist. Rcb.
I. 6, MS. . .consisting of xvi books, contriv'd into 92 quires.

1701 Collier M. Aurel. (1726) 124 He was afraid his son
might make a false step . . the notions contrived into him
miscarry.

t Contri've, v$ Obs. [&pp. irrcg. f. L. contrivT,

pret. of conlerere to wear away (cf. contrite, con-

trition)
;
pcrh. associated by translators with the

prec.] trans. To wear down, wear away, con-

sume, spend ; to pass, employ ('time).

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 287 Whiche allemoste con-
triued [ pertrivcrunt\ the Romanes and victorcs of this

worlde with mony batelles. e 1534.tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist.

(Camden) I. 81 Coyllus. .contrived \contrh>it\ all bisyowthe
in the service of their warrs. 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I.

116 b, You tarie and abide here . . to contrive your tyine.

1590 Si'ENSER F. Q. it. ix. 48 Nor that sage Pylian syre,

which did survive Three ages, such as mortal! men contrive.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Stir. I. ii. 276 Please ye we may con-
triue this afternoone, And quaffe carowses to our Mistresse
health. [Taken by some to belong to Contrive

Contrived Ck^htrarvd ),ppl. a. [f. Contrive z/. 1

+ -ED 1
.] Ingeniously or artfully devised or planned.

c 1400 Scnvdone Bab. 333 The firste warde thus thay wonne
By this fals contrevede engyne. 1513 Douglas /Etuis xi.

viii. 73 His dreid and sle controvit [1553 contruwit] feir.

I599 Shaks. Hen. V, tv. i. 171 The guilt of premeditated
and contriued Murther. 1641 Milton Animadv. (18511 203
As insufficiently, .did they provide by their contrived Litur-

gies. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xm, vii, Don't you con-
sider this contrived interview as little better than a down-
right assignation?

b. With qualification, as ill-contrived.
1632 Lithgow Trav. iv. (1682) 135 A loathsom contrived

place. 1664 Butler Hud. \\. in. 400 In Mansion pru-
dently contriv'd. 1713 Ockley Acct. Barbary 2 The
Houses are large, but very ill contriv'd. 1760-7* tr. Juan
.y Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) II. vn. xii. 130 Most of the houses
are of stone, well contrived.

t Contri'vement. Obs. [f. Contrive v\ +
-ment ; cf. F. controuvement. Exceedingly com-
mon in 17th c. ; but superseded before 1700 by
Contrivance.]

L The action of contriving ; = Contrivance t,

1599 Sandys Europse Spec. (1632) 127 Their wit and cun-
ning in contrivements. 1656 Heylin Surv. Prance 31 The
death of Arthur was not without his contrivement. 1681
Klavell Right. Mans Re/. 191 Those acts, .are the height
and top of all rational contrivement.

2. Mode of contriving or planning
;

ingenious
construction ; = Contrivance 6.

i 1592 Fanstus in Thorns E. E. Prose Rom. (1858) III. 224
Which for. .the contrivement of the church, hath not the like

in Christendom. a 1634. Chapman Alp/wnsus Introd., Plays
1873 III. 197 The Design is high, the Contrivement subtle.
a 1670 Rust Disc. Truth (1682) 176 The admirable con-
trivement and artifice of this great Fabrick of the Universe.

3. A device for attaining some end ; an expe-
dient, artifice, plot, stratagem; —Contrivance 7.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. (1632) 965 Hopefull and
costly contriuements. 1626 Shirley Brothers v. iii, 'Tis a
plot f a base contrivement To make my name ridiculous !

1678 GALS Crt. Gentiles III. 59 Al the bloudy contrive-
ments, barbarous and cruel executions.

Contriven irreg. pa. pple. of Contrive.
Contriver (kfmtroi-val). Also 6 controvar,

-or. [f. Contrive v.* + -ER 1
: cf. OF. controvcor,

mod.F. conlrouveur.'] One who contrives.

1. One who ingeniously or artfully devises the

effecting of anything ; one who effects by plotting

or scheming ; a schemer, plotter.

1513 Douglas sEneis xi. viii. 70 Controvar [1553 contru-
war] of mony wickit slycht. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 158
Marke Antony we shall finde . . A shrew'd Contriuer.
1605 — Macb. lit v. 7. 1607 T. Rogers 39 Art. Pref. 6 A
principal contriver of this uniformity in religion. 1670 Cot-
ton Espernon 1. h. 82 To return the mischiefs .. upon the
heads of the first contrivers. 1738 Warburton Dt'v. Legat.
1. 456 A mere cold-headed Contriver. 1863 Kinglake
Crimea I. 210 By the sheer exigencies of his inheritance
. .Prince Louis was driven to be a contriver,

t b. An inventor of falsehoods. Obs.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 23 Bakbyters, Con-
tryuers or Reporters of tales. 1670 Blount Lazu Diet.,
Controvor, he that of his own head, devises or invents false
bruits, or feigned news.

2. The deviser or inventor of an institution, sys-

tem, machine, etc.

01652 J. Smith Set. Disc. vi. 237 The contriver and or-
derer of the prophetical stage. 1678 Aubrey in Ray's Corr.
(1848) 129 The learned contriver of those [analytic] tables,
Mr. Ray. 1711 Addison Speet. No. 121 p 8 It would, .not a
little redound to the Glory of the All-wise Contriver. 1794
G. Adams Nat. ^ Exp. Philos. I. vi. 238 Man is the con-
triver of musical instruments. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim.
Kingd. (ed. 4) 604 Machines . . more or less adapted to ac-
complish the object of the contriver.

3. A (good or bad) manager.
1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. i, She was an excellent contriver

in housekeeping. 1860-1 Flo. Nightingale Nursing 49
Accidents which will happen among the best contrivers.

1864 N, <y Q. Ser. 111. VI. 6/1 {Cornish Proverb) My wife

Joan is a good contriver, and a good contriver is better

than a little eater.

Contriving <

v
Vntr3rvin), vbl. sb. Also 4-6

controving. [f. Contrive e\1 4- -INO 1
.] The

action of the verb Contrive ; contrivance ; de-

vising.

< 1330 R. Bkunne Chron. (1810) 255 Of bat fals con-
troueyng gaf bei jugement. 1393 Gower Conf III. 81 Of
his owne controvinge He found magique and taught it

forth. 1583 Stubbes Aunt. Abus. Ep. Ded. (1877) 6, I ham-
taken vpon me the contryuing of this book. 1751 Labelyf.
IVestm. Br. 107 Methods of my own contriving. 1858
Longf. Birds of Passage, Children ix, What are all our
contriving*, And the wisdom of our books?

Contri'ving, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2 .]

That contrives
;

skilfully or artfully devising,

scheming, inventive.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. 1. ii. 189 Our contriuing Friends

in Rome. 1691 Haktcliffe Virtues Pref. 15 Revenge is a
busie and contriving Vice. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 233 A
thousand uses suggest themselves to a contriving mind.
1806 7 J. Beri;sford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) 11. xxxiv,
Jobs that require both a nice hand and a contriving head.

Hence Contrivingrly adv.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI. 394 Wickedly and

contrivingly, as my friends still think.

Control (kfTntrJu-l), sb. Forms : 6 controlle,

6-7 controll, -oule, -ole, 7 comptrol^e, 7-9
eontroul, 8- control, [pcrh. a. F, controle, earlier

contrerolle 1 the copic of a roll (of account, etc.),

a paralell of the same qualitie and content with

th' original! ; also, a controlling or oucrseeing'

(Cotgr.), corresp. to mcd.L. contrarotulas, f. contra

against, counter (cf. Contra- 3) + rotulus Roll.
But, as the sb. appears only about 1600 in Eng.,

and app. not in the original literal sense, but only

as a noun of action, it was probably then formed
immediately from the verb. A few examples of

Counter-roll (q.v.) directly represent the Fr.

Johnson (copied in later Diets.) has as first sense, but
without quotation, 'A register or account kept by another
officer, that each may be examined by the other'. This J.
retained from Bailey's folio, where it was founded on the
statement in Kersey's Phillips, 1706, ''properly, a Book, or
Register, in which a Roll is kept of other Registers'. But
this is merely an etymological remark, applicable to med.L.
conirarotulus, and OF. contrerolle; there is no evidence
that control was ever so used in Eng. : see Counter-
roll.]

1. The fact of controlling, or of checking and di-

recting action ; the function or power of directing

and regulating; domination, command, sway.
Board ofControl: a board of six members established by

Pitt in 1784 for the supervision of the East India Company
in the government of British India ; abolished in 1858.

Control Department : a former department of the British

army, now subdivided into the departments of Commis-
sariat and Transport ; the name was abolished in 1875.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. i. 19 The winged fowles Are
their males subiects, and at their controules. 1601 — Tivel.

N. 11. v. 74 Quenching my familiar smile with an austere
regard of contrail. 1788 Priestley Led. Hist. v. lxii. 498
The only advantage that can accrue from conquering a
nation is . . the eontroul of its commerce. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk. 1. 107 Over no nation does the press hold a more
absolute control than over the people of America. 1886
Law Times LXXXI. 59/2 Permitting offensive smells to

emanate from certain drains under their control.

1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 497 Correspondence
between the Board of Controul and the Crown. 1853 Bright
Sp. India 2 June (1876J 2 The President of the Board of
Control.

2. Restraint, check. Without control : unre-

strainedly, freely.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, m. v. 84 Where his raging eye .

.

Without contrail, lusted to make a prey. 1649 Blithe
Eng. Improv. Impr. (1652) 122 This, .bruising of the Stalk
doth give a kind of Check or Comptrole unto the Sappe.
1715-20 Pope Iliad 1. 108 Speak what thou know'st, and
speak without controul. 1768 Beattie Minstr. 11. xlvi,

Lust that defies controul. 1837 Thirlwall Greece IV. xxx.
164 His operations were subject to so little controul, that
he was able to insert forgeries. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

I. 441 Calmness, .and control of the passions.

3. A method or means of restraint ; a check.
1752 Hume Ess. Treat. (1777) I. 14 The particular

checks and controuls provided by the constitution. 1879
Gladstone Glean. III. i. 19 The essential conditions of
civil society may require an universal controul, or veto.

b. In mod. scientific use : A standard of com-
parison used to check the inferences deduced from
an experiment, by application of the ' Method of

Difference \ Often attrib. as in control-experiment,

a test experiment devised with this end in view.
1875 Darwin Inseciiv. PI. xvtt. 413 Four bladders were

first tried as a control experiment. 1880 C. & F. Darwin
Movent. PI. 162 Radicles without any attached squares,
which served as standards of comparison or controls. 1890
Nature 11 Dec. 122 Control mice died of tetanus within 48
hours.

4. A person who acts as a check ; a controller.

1786 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 137/1 They were always
about him, as checks or controuls upon his conduct, 1790
Burke Fr. Rev. 64 Men formed to be instruments, not con-
trols. 1855 Milman Lat. Ckr. V. ix. vii. 371 He could not
be a resident rival and control upon the Doge. 1884 Stuart
C. Cumberland in Pall Mall G. 31 Dec. 2/2 These 'con-
trols'—these 'astral bodies,' or whatever they are called.

1885 Academy n July 20/1 He was a rank Spiritualis* a
tool in the hands of his Control.

5. Comb. Control-experiment : see 3 b.

Control (k^ntn? v. Forms: 5-6 controlle,
6 controule, -trowll, 6-7 trowl(e, -trole, 7
(controal), 6 8 controll, 6-9 controul, 6- con-
trol ; also 5-8 comptrolj. Pa. t. and pple. con-
trolled ; also 6 -troulde, 6-7 trold(e. [a. F.

controler (16th c. in Littre), earlier contreroller

{c 1300 in Anglo- Fr.) 1 to take and keepe a copie
of a roll of accounts, to controll, obserue, ouersee,

spie faults in' (Cotgr.% f. F. contrerolle now con-

trdle) : see Control sb. Both in vb. and sb. the

spelling controul was almost universal in iSth c.

and early part of 19th, and is still occasional.]

1. trans. To check or verify, and hence to regu-

late (payments, receipts, or accounts generally):

orig. by comparison with a ' counter-roll ' or du-
plicate register; now in the wider sense of 4.
[c 1310 MS. Coll. 'Tib. E viij If. 49 (Housch. Ord. Edw. It)

Un contrerollour qui doit contre roller au tresorere de la

garderobe toutz lez receitez.) c 1475 llouseh. Ord. 59 To
controlle the receytes & all the yssues of the Thesaurers
office. 1515 Harclay Egloges iii. (1570) C ij

'4 Or some bi^y
body. .Comptioll their countesbe they ncuerso right. 1539
Housch. Ord. in Thynne Animadv. Introd. (iSos) 35 To
controule the same [expenditure], giveing noe larger allow-
ance than there ought to be. 1549 [see 5]. 1709 Stkvpk
Ann. Ref. Introd. iii. 24 And to comptroll his books from
time to time.

2. trans/. To check by comparison, and test the

accuracy of (statements, stories, or their authors).

arch.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 726/2 He shalbe sure
seldome to meeteanye manne that hath bee there, by whome
hys tale might be controlled. 1612 DaVIES Why Ireland,
etc. 41 Which by mine own search and view of the Records
heerc I can justly controll. 1639 FULLER Holy War iv. \i.

(18401 186 Afterwards this report was controlled to be false.

1878 J. C Morison Gibbon 1 Anyone who wishes to con-
trol my statements will have no difficulty in doing so.

f 3. Hence: a. To take to task, call to account,

rebuke, reprove (a person). Const, of, for. Obs.
a 1529 Skelton Ware the Uaivke 96 Whereof I hym con-

trolde. 1612 Shelton QtttX, I. Pref. 9 To be controaled
for the Evil, or rewarded for the Good. 1692 Drydkn
Cleomenes Prol., Control these fopHngs and declare for

sense.

+ b. To challenge, find fault with, censure, re-

prehend, object to (a thing). Obs.
(71529 Skelton Agst. Venom. Tongues Wks. I. 133 That

I would Controlle the cognisaunce of noble men. 1567
Turbkrv. Oviofs Epist. 143 How oft did I controll the

sluggish oares. 1582N. T.(Rhem.)/,?</vi. 78 note, Maruel
not if Heretikes controule the old authentical translation.

1623 Lisle AClfric on O. N. T. Pref. F 1, I put not out
anything rashly in print, .especially in this age so ready to

controll. 1713 S. Ockley Ace. Barbary 80 The Women .

.

never dare Controul or Dispute their Husbands Commands.
1738 Swift Polite Conv. p. xxii, An Argument not to be
controlled.

4. To exercise restraint or direction upon the

free action of; to hold sway over, exercise power
or authority over ; to dominate, command.
149S Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 22 § 6 Any pcrsone assigned to

comptroll and oversee theym in their werking. 1604 Shaks.
Oth. v. ii. 265 But (oh vaine boast) Who can controll bis

Fate? 1692 E. Walker Epictetus' Mor. Ixx, But the

Philosophers exalted Soul No little outward Trifles can
controul. 1723 PorE Odyss. XI. 456 Thy words like music
every breast controul. 1809 Pinkney 'Trav. France 184

Castles, .built with the evident purpose of controuling. .the

navigation. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. iv. 196 Such is the

way in which great thinkers control the affairs of men.
absol. 1709 Prior Merry Andrew 27 Henceforth may I

obey, and thou control. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India
III. 400 A Resident, with power to advise and control.

b. To hold in check, curb, restrain from action
;

to hinder, prevent (? obs.).

1549 Latimer Plougliers (Arb.) 27 Who comptrolleth the

deuyll at home at his parishe, whyle he [the prelate] comp-
trolleth the mynte? 1593 Drayton Eclogues iv. 96 Felt

the stiffe curbe controule bis angrie Jawes. 1602 Waknkr
Alb. Eng. x. Ix. (16x3) 266 Through God that drift she
chiefly bath conirold. 1727-38 Gay Fables 1. xxxviii. 29
Controul thy more voracious bill. 1854 Brewster More
Worlds i. 16 The superabundance of life is controlled by the

law of mutual destruction.

C. refl. To hold in check or repress one's pas-

sions or emotions ; so to control one's feelings,

tears, etc.

1818 Shelley Loon Ded. iv. 8, I then controuled My
tears. 1855 Kingsley Heroes 11. 231 He [Theseus] controlled

himself. 1856 Sir B. Brodie Psyc/iol. Inq. I. iii. 99 Diffi-

culty in controlling his temper. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

V. 36 Good men are those who are able to control them-

selves. 1883 Froude Short Stud. IV. L xii. 146 [He] could

not control his emotion at the loss of his men.

t 5. To overpower, overmaster. Obs.

UM Shaks. Liter. 678 Till with her own white fleece her

voice controlled Entombs her outcry, c 1600 — Sarin, xx,

A man in hew all Hews in his controwling. 1610 — Temp.
1. ii. 373 His Art is of such pow'r, It would controll my
Dams god Setebos. 1755 Johnson s.v., He controlled all

the evidence of his adversary.

b. Laxu. To overrule (a judgement or sentence).

1724 Swift Drapiers Lett. Wks. 1755 V. it. 122 Sir John
Holt's opinion. . I doubt in practice, .hath been frequently
controlled. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2* VI. 372 The super-

added words of limitation may be admitted to controul the

preceding words.
1
1863 H. Cox Instil. 1. iv. 19 Though the

preamble may assist in construing ambiguous expressions
in a statute, it will not be allowed to control clear ones.

117-2
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c. Fencing. To control the point :
' to bear or

beat it down ' (Gifford in loco).

1598 ft Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. t v, I will learne

you, by the true judgement of the eye, hand, and foot, to

conlrofl any enemies point i' the world. Ibid. nr. v.

Controllable (k/ntrJ"lab'l), a. [f. prec vb.

+ -able.] Capable of being controlled or re-

strained.

a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vn. v. Si They were all con-

trollable by the Apostles. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 159

r 8 It is to suppose custom instantaneously controllable by
reason. 1871 Member for Paris I. 231 The voice of the

speaker, .gathered firmness and became controllable. 1883
Times 23 Jan. 3/4 The 1 controllable ' Uorpedoes]. .capable

of being directed by the operator.

t b. Liable to check or stoppage. + c. Open
to challenge ; cf. Control v. 3. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 3 If your friendship be fer-

vent, & your kindnesse not controulable. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. \. vi. 21 Things of falsitie, controul-

able. .by critical] and collective reason,

f c. Liable to be overruled. Obs.

1647 Ma* Hist. Part. 11. iv. 69 Under the Great Seal,

which is the king's greatest and highest command, and not
controllable, nor to be dispensed with.

Controlled vkftatrju-ld),///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ED 1

.] Held in check, restrained, dominated ; cf.

uncontrolled.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 65 The limits of a
controuled rule. 1783 Bcrke East India Bill Wlrj. IV.

112 Controuled depravity is not innocence. 1888 Pail
Mall G. 19 Dec. 3/1 Controlled enthusiasm.

Controller (k^ntr<7» laj). Forms : 4-5 coun-
ter-, contor, cownterroller, counteroller, coun-
trollour, 5 cowntroller, 6 controwler, 7 (con-

trerollour, -rouler ', 6-9 controuler, 6- con-
troller. Also 5- comptroller. [In ME. counter-

roller, -our, a. AF. conlrerol/our, countreroullour

— OF. contre-rolleor ( = med.L. contrd-rotulator),

agent-n. from OF. contre-rollcr, med.L. type *con-

ti iirotuldre : see Control. ( Examples of the

agent-noun as name of an official apparently occur

earlier than those of the verb.) Already in 15th c.

often reduced (as in contemporary Fr. controleur)

to counterollour, countrollour : the first syllable of

this was mistakenly supposed to be count, etymo-
logically compt, and the word was spelt compt-

roller; this erroneous way of writing the word
was especially affected by official scribes, and hence

became the established form in connexion with

various offices ; in these its retention has prob.

l>een partly due to a desire to separate the title

from the general modern sense of control.]

1. One who keeps a counter-roll so as to check a

treasurer or person in charge of accounts.
(1292 Hritton 1. ii. § 16 En presence del viscounte qi nous

volums qe soil soen countreroullour en tut soen office.! 1393
Langl. P. Pt. C. xii. 298 Selde. .falleb be seruant so dicpe
in arerages As dob be reyue ober be conterroller It', rr.

counteroller, counterrollers, countrollour] bat rekene mot
and acounte. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 550 in Babees Bk. (1868)

317 per-fore bo countrollour. .Wrytes vp bo somme as euery
day. 1551 r. Wilson Logike 47 b, Comptroller or any
other officer in the common weale. 1760 Bcrke Sp. Econ.
Kef. Wks. III. 293 There is taken away, .the treasurer, the
comptroller (for a comptroller is hardly necessary where
there is no treasurer), etc

2. Hence a title of office :

a. A household officer whose duty was primarily

to check expenditure, and so to manage in general;

a steward. Now chiefly used in the household of

the sovereign, and in those of members of the

royal family, and spelt Comptroller.
1441 Hen. VI. in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11. 35 I. 107 Sir Thomas

Stanley, countrollour ofoure householde. 1461 Paston Lett.
No. 411 II. 43 The sewer wyll not tak no men no dyschys
till they be comawndyd by the Cownterroller. 1538 Leland
Itin. VI. 2 One Fogge. .that was Countrowlar to Edward
the Fowrthe. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. iii. 69 For I was
spoke to, with Sir Henry Guilford This night to be Comp-
trollers. 1641 Hinde J. Bruen xxxv. 110 Her father, .[was]

with that honorable Personage Henry Earle of Darby,
being Controller of his house. 1710 Swift Lett. 1 1767) III.

7 Sir John Holland, comptroller of the houshold. 1856

Froude Hist. Eng. I. 299 The archbishop sent his comp-
troller to the Prior of Christ Church.

b. An officer having similar duties in various

public offices. In some of these the spelling is at

present controller, in others Comptroller, q.v.

Occurring in many specific titles : e. g. Controller {or

Comptroller) 0/ the Hattaper, 0/ the Mint, 0/ the Nmy,
of the Pell, 0/ the Pipe ; see these words.
i486 Act 3 Hen. VII, c. 8 The Customer or Comptroller

of the same Port. 1548 Latimer Ploughers (Arb.) 27
Should we haue ministers of the church to be comptrollers

of the myntes? 1594 Bi-undevil Exerc. vn. xi. (ed. 7)664
William Borough controuler of her Majesties Navy. 1679
Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 277 Controller of all the Excise in

England and Wales. 1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. I. 11.

75 Alonso de Quintanilla, comptroller of the finances in

Castile. 1835 Sir J. Ross If. IV. Pass. ii. 8 My excellent

friend Sir Byam Martin, Comptroller of the Navy. 1845
Stephen Laws Eng. II. 171 An officer in London, called

the comptroller in bankruptcy,

+ 3. One who takes to task, calls in question,

reproves, or censures ; a censorious critic. Obs.
1566 Dkant Horace Epist. 11. i. (1567)0 iv, Of duinpishnes,

enuye, and ire a sharpe controwler he. 1583 Fulke De-
fence xviil 532 These controllers . . of the Latin text by the

Hebrew. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Perceuall 21 Pert Con-
troulers of Magistracy. 1614 Bp. Hall Agst. Brcnvn § 2

Recoil. Treat. 721 My omissions were of ignorance . . An
easie imputation from so great a controuler.

4. One who controls or keeps under control

;

one who restrains, directs, or manages.
1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) 312/1 Rulers, and counselors,

and controllers. 1630 Prynne Anti-Armin. 115 It makes
the great controwler of the world, a bare spectator. 177a

Priestley Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 258 God [is] the sole con-

troller of the laws. 1884 Contemp. Re-.'. Oct. 518 The State

stands . . as regulator and controller of the family,

b. trans/, of things inanimate.

1630 A". Johnson's Kingd. q Commiv. 588 The puissance of

their neighbours hath beene . . a controler to their famous
invasions. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 343 Feare, the con-

trouler oncly of those that would be bad. 1864 Burton
Scot Abr. L v. 250 Catholicism was the great rival and
controller of the feudal strength and tyranny.

C. A piece of mechanism that controls or regu-

lates motion ; Naut. an apparatus for regulating

or checking the motion of a chain-cable as it runs

towards the hawse-holes.

1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., Chain-cable controller,^

contrivance for the prevention of one part of the chain

riding on another while heaving in. 1868 Nares Seaman-
ship 4) 129 A link of the cable, which in running out

is caught in the controller. 1879 Thomson & Tait Ifat.

Phil. I. 1. 491 Regulating its motion by an abutting con-

troller. 1886 Bicycling News 23 Apr. 437/2 The machine
. .has. .a very effective automatic steering controller.

5. Controller-general : an officer entrusted

with the supreme direction or control.

156a in Vicary's Anal. (18881 App. iii. 143 Controller

generall of all y* Cities hospitalles. 1703 Lond. Gat. No.

3716/3 Comptroller-General of the Revenues of these Coun-
tries. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 416 Grand financier

of confiscation, and comptroller general of sacrilege. 1863

P. Barry Dockyard Econ. 58 The Controller-General

should also submit a carefully prepared estimate of the

entire cost of the ship.

1 Hence Contro llership, the office of controller.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 33 ( 18 Thoffice of Comptroller-

shippe of all plees. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. 11. v, We
saw Turgot cast forth from the Controllership. 187X Daily
News 8 Feb., In 1868. .the Controllership of the Navy was
associated with the office of Third Lord of the Admiralty.

t Contro'llery. Obs. rare. [f. Controller :

see -ery.] = Control sb., Controllership.
1595 in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1655) 412 Duties

pertaining to the Offices of Controllery and Collectory.

1639 Ibid. 4J4 The Office of Controller^ [was] given to Sir

David Murray.

Controlless (k^nt^u-liles), a. [f. Control sb.

+ -less.] Not under control or restraint.

1657 J. Goodwin Triers Tried 8 A rule-less, law-less, con-

troule-Iess generation of men. 1818 Byron Juan l cxvi,

The controulless core Of human hearts.

Controlling (k(Jntr<7« lin), vbl. sb. [f. Con-
trol v. + -nroX] The action of the verb Con-
trol

;
restraint, domination ; f calling in question.

(Now chiefly gerundial.

)

1533 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccxiii. 264 The great lordes

. .vysited the ladies and damusels without any controllynge.

1534 More On the Passion Wks. 1291/1 [To] vse their owne
iuclgement in thallowing or in the controllynge of any part

of hys context. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvi. 139 Conse-

quently to controule their controulings. 1874 Green Short
Hist. vi. 5 1. 265 The right of granting and controlling sub-

sidies.

Contro lling, pfl. a. [see -ing2.] That

controls ;
formerly + censorious, overbearing.

Controlling experiment : see Control sb. 3 b. Controll-

ing nozzle : one by which the volume of the stream issuing

from it can be regulated.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 330 Which deserved well

lyking, and not controlling contempt. 1593 Shaks. 2

Hen. VI, v. i. 103 Controlling Lawes. 1855 Macaulay

J

Hist. Eng. III. 689 There was no controlling authority.

Hence Contro llingly adv.
1650 B. Discolliminium 2 Which makes him write with

such a Turky-cocks quill, too controulingly and censoriously.

1886-7 G. <). Fay in Proc. Amer. Soc. Instruct. Deaf 224
1 To mingle socially, controllingly, with the children.

Controlment (k(Jhtr<;»-lment). arch. Forms
as in Control sb. and v. [f. Control v. + -ment :

cf. mod.F". contrSlement.]

+ 1. The controlling ofaccounts: seeControl v.i.

150a Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 66 Clerc of

comptrolment of the Kinges houshold. 1539 Househ.Ord.
in Thynne Animadv. Introd. (1865* 35 The said Clerkes-

Comptrollers shall yearlymake the BookeofComptroUment.
1647 Howard Crcnvn Rev. 5 Two deputy Chamberlaines to

write the Comptrollment of the Pell. 1708 J. Chamber-
layne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 11. xii. (17431 101 All bills of comptrol-

ment . . are allotted & allowed by the Clerks-Comptrollers.

transf. 1565 Jewel Repl. Harding (i6nt 355 Leaue to

lay out our owne reckenings, as we thtnke best, hauing
himselfe the aduantagc of controlemcnt, if errour happen
to fall out.

2. = Control sb. 1.

1494 Act n Hen. VII, c. 15 Justices of Peace .. ap-

pointed, .to have the Oversight and Controlment of the said

• Sheriffs. 1577 Fenton Gold. Epist. 127 In thy fayth I maye
..repose the controlement of my life. 1604 Edmonds
Observ. Caesar's Comm. 39 Otherwise the course of des-

tinie were subiect to our controlement. 1766 Entice Lon-
don IV. 191 One of the sorting houses, under the comptrol-

j

ment of the general penny-post. 1879 W. G. Ward Ess.

I

(1884) I. 384 God has . . abdicated the controlment of my
acts, *

3. Restraint, check— Control sb. 2. Very com-
! mon in 1 6- 17th c. in phr. Without controlment.

1535 Ld. Kekners Froiss. II. clxxxiv. [clxxx.] 556 That
the Englyshmen shulde go at their pleasure without any
controlement. 1595 Shaks. John 1. i. 20 Heere haue we war
for war, & bloud for bloud, Controlement for controlement.

1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 111. iv. § 14 note. He will

enjoy his lust without controlment, 1764 Chcrchill Indep.

\
(R.i, Happy the bard Who 'bove controlment, dares to

speak his mind. 1778 Love Feast 11 Kick against Control-

I
ment and Direction. 1855 Singleton Virgil II. 172 Not
righteous by controlment, nor by laws, Themselves restrain-

ing of their free accord.

+ 4. Calling to account, calling in question, cen-

sure : cf. Control v. 3. Obs.

1546 Bp. Gardiner Decl. Art. Joyc 95b, Not dismaied,

with your controlements. 1587 Tcrbekv. Trag. T. (1837)

16 Controlements came from naughtie breast, for that I

undertooke With English quill to turne the verse of learned

Lucans booke. a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vn. xvi. § 4 In

controlment of this conceit. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.

Ep. ill i. 106 He incurs the controlment of reason.

tControm. Obs. rare- 1
.

1599 Peele Sir Clyom. Wks. III. 92 She went even cheek

by jowl With our head controm's wife.

t Contropposi-tion. Obs. rare. [f. Contka-

I + Opposition.] Opposition against ; counter-

opposition.
1621 Bp. Mocntagu Diatribx 110 In these forlorn times of

Contradiction and controppositiori.

Controve, obs. form of Contrive v. 1

Controvene, etc., obs. ff. Contravene, etc.

t Controve rsable, a. Obs.- ° [f. Contro
verse v. + -able : corresp. to It. controversabile

(in Florio 161 1), and mod.F". controversable.']

Capable of being controverted ; controvertible.

161 x Florio, Ccntrouersabile, controuersable. Ibid. Con-

trouerseuole, controuersable.

t Controve'rsal, a. Obs. [f. L. controvers-us

turned against, controverted, disputed (see CoN-

troversed) + -al.]

1. Turned or looking in opposite directions.

1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 74 The Temple of Janus with

his two controversal faces.

2. Subject to controversy ; debatable ; = Contro-
versial 1.

1611 T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 8 The iudgment of the

most controuersall matters was committed by God to the

Priests. 1633 Austin Medit. 92 Their Countrie, from

whence they came, is as controversall, and incertaine.

1660 Stillingfl. Iren. 1. vi. | 6(1662) 122 Far from insert-

ing any thing controversal into them.

3. Of or pertaining to controversy
;
polemical

;

= Controversial 2.

1637 Bastwick Litany ill. 22 His polemicall and contro-

versall books. 1661 Baxter Mot. Prognost. 11. xliii. 60

Abundance of Controversal Writings. 1697 D. F. t /W.
Dr. S. Anntsley Pref. B ij, Some excel in Polemical Divinity,

some in Controversal.

4. Taking part in controversy; = Controver-

sial 3.

1653 Baxter Peace Consc. 130 Not so common a thing as

some controversal Doctors . take it to be. 1657 — Pres.

Thoughts 25 A hundred other controversall men.

Hence Controve r»ally adv., controversially.

167a Penn Spir. Truth Vind. 39 Those who trade either

Ministerially or Controversally with them.

t Controve rsary, -ory, a. and sb. Obs.

[(. L. controvers-us (see Controversed) + -art,

-ory ; cf. adversary.]

A. aiij. - Controversial.
1610 Bp. Hall Apol. aest. Brownists s 36 Diuers contro-

uersary discourses. 16*8 — Old Relig. Ep. Ded. 4 These
controuersorie points.

B. sb. = Controversy.
c 1635 Sir W. Pole Descript. Devon 1. 164 Which hath

sett many controversaryes on.

t Co'ntroverse, sb. Obs. Also 6 eontrauerce.

[a. Ti controverse, ad. L. contrbversia Contro-

versyJ = Controversy.
ij.. Feylde (W. de W.) title. The Contrauerce bytwene

a Louer and a Jaye. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. v. 2 Now here

commeth next in place . . The controverse of beauties sove-

raine grace, a 1631 Donne Progr. Soul <R.', We see in

authors, too stiff to recant An hundred controverses of an

ant. 1636 G. Sandys Paraphr. Job 15 (TO He. .with his

sword the controverse decides. Ibid. 106 CT.) The con-

troverse of life and death Is arbitrated by his breath.

t Co -ntroverse, V- Obs. [The ppl. adj. Con-

TR0VKRSEI) = F. controverse", L. conti bversus, came

at length to be treated as a true pple., implying a

verb to controverse, which actually occurs in FJorio

as a rendering of It. contnversare. In Fr., contro-

verse" goes back to 16th c, but the verb contra-

verser is given only as a useful neologism by

Littre. Latin had a deponent controversari to

enter into controversy, dispute : cf. sense 3.]

1. trans. To make (a matter) the subject of con-

troversy ; to discuss, debate.

1601 Carev. Cornwall 26 b.The causes [are] so controversed

amongst the learned. 1611 Florio, Controuersdre, to con-

trouerse. 1616 T. Godwin Moses >, A. (1655) 33. It is much
controversed, whether the Assideans were Pharisees or Es-

senes. 175s B. Martin Mag. Arts tr Sc. 11. i. 9 The most

learned Philosophers have been controversing this Point

for above 2000 Years.



CONTROVERTED. 929 CONTROVERT.
b. To controverse in question : to call in ques-

tion, challenge, dispute, controvert.
1601 2 Fulbecke 2nd Pi. ParalL 12 If this title bee con-

trouersed in question, whether shall the ecclesiastical! court
or teniporall hold iurisdiction.

2. intr. To enter into controversy, dispute tvith.

1699 F. Bugg Quakerism Exp. 60 There never was any
Heresie had the Impudence .. to wrong all People they
controvers'd with.

t Controversed, ppl. a. Obs. [In form =
prec. vb. + -ED l

, and at length so regarded : but
F. controverse and Eng. controversed both appeared
earlier than the respective verbs, and were app. direct
adaptations of L. contrdversus, with the native

ppl. endings -e", -ed. L. conirdvers-us appears to

have been a compound of contro ( = contra) + versus
turned, with the sense (1) 'turned against, or in a
contrary direction', (2) 'opposed, disputed, con-
troverted

1

; in the latter sense it was practically

the pa. pple. of an unused verb contrdvertere :

see Controvert.]
Made the subject of controversy ; called in ques-

tion
; disputed, controverted.

t i575 Fulke Confut. Doctr. Purgatory (1577) 441 That
aunswereth one controuersie with an other, as much contro-

j

uersed. 1581 N. Burne {title), The Disputation concerning
the Controversit Headdis of Religion. 1585 Abp. Sandys
Strut. (1841)416 In upright deciding ofcontroversed causes.
1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature x. § 3. 87 Who.

.

thus decides the controversed case, a 1663 Sanderson
Semi. vii. (1681) 295 One single Controversed Conclu-

j

sion.

t Co'ntroverser, Obs. Also -or. [f. Con-
j

troverse v. + -er One engaged in controversy
;

j

a controversialist.

1620 Bp. Hall Hon. Mar. Clergy 29 (T.) Which place,
boulted before to the bran by many controversers, etc. 1623
Bp. Mountagu App. Csesar. ix. 91 Sine Dei gratia, .saith
the controversor. a 1670 Hacket Cent, Serm. (1675) 153
This opinion their Cardinal Controverser disavows.

Controversial (kf?ntn5v5\ijal), a. Also 6-7
-siall, 6 -tial. [ad. L. contrdversial-is, f. contrd~
versia : see Controversy and -al.]

1. Subject to controversy; open to discussion;
debatable, questionable

;
disputed.

*5fi3 Stubdes Anat. A bus. 11. in Although it be con-
trouersiall whether they bee things indifferente or not.
1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. x. 211 The Priests .. had a con-
troversial! City appointed them.. so that they must win it

before they could wear it. 1800 Med. Jml. IV. 157 My
opinion on this controversial point. 1847 J. Wilson Chr. !

North (1857) I. 142 As controversial a point as the author-
|

ship of Junius.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of contro- !

versy
;
polemical.

1659 y-ulgar Errors Censured 1x2 The court of Con-
]

troversiall Divinity. ^1710 Bp. Bull Serm. vi. I. 150
(R.) Polemical or controversial divinity is .. that part of
divinity, which instructs and furnisheth a man with neces- ;

sary weapons to defend the truth against its enemies. 1839
j

Keichtley Hist. Eng. II. 32 His controversial writings.
1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. III. xviii. 240 The general object
of his writing was didactic rather than controversial.

3. Engaging in or given to controversy
;
dispu-

tatious.

1659 Vulgar Errors Censured 112, I wish .. that Con-
troversiall Divines would cease to be stinging Satyrists.
1807 Crabbe Library 251 But most she fears the controver-
sial pen. 1851 Helps Comp, Sotit. xii. (1874) 210 What a
pity it would be if controversy were abandoned to the weak
or controversial only.

4. as sb. A controversial matter or argument.
1658 Manton Exp. Jude 3 In controversials there is great

use of writing, controversies not being so easily determined
by the judgment of the ear as the eye.

Controve'rsialism. [f. prec. + -ism.] A
controversial spirit or practice.

1859 Lit. Churchman V. 459 It shews a tendency to con-
troversialism. 1884 Beecher in Homiletic Monthly Mar.
386 There are temptations on the part of many to contro-
versialism.

Controversialist (k^trJva-iJalist). [f. as
prec. -f -1ST.] One who practises or is skilful in
controversy ; one who treats a subject in a contro-
versial manner ; a disputant.
«i734 North Exam, in, vi. § 116 (1740) 503 That I have

taken this Author to Task, in the Quality of a Controver-
sialist., for a Party and not Truth. 1794 Palev Evid. 1.

ix. § 7 (R.) This rash and wild controversialist [Marcionj.
1874 Green Short Hist. v. § 3 (1882) 229 Wyclif . . the
boldest and most indefatigable of controversialists.

Controve'rsialize. v. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ize.] intr. To engage in controversy with.
1841 Blackw. Mag. XLIX. 152 The easy and vain work

of controversializing with straggling laggards.

Controversially (kpntr^vs-jfali), adv. [f.

Controversial + -ly ^.] In a controversial man-
ner ; as regards controversy.
1682 2nd Plea Noutonf Ded. A iij b, Some that are too

controversially disposed. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 251
It would have been controversially futile if he had done so.
1882 Mrs. Pitman Mission Life Gr. $ Pal. 344 We allude
to the subject, not controversially, but, etc.

Controve'rsialness. rare— 0
, [f. as prec. +

-ness.] Controversial quality.
i73*-6 i» Bailey (foIio\ Hence 1775 in Ash, etc.

+ Controve'rsible, a. Obs. [f. L. contrdvers-

us Controversed + -ble.] Open to controversy

;

Controvertible.
1634 Jackson Creed vn. xix. Wks. VII. 159 What place

of Scripture is there less controversible for grammatical sig-
nification of the words. 1668 Howe Bless. Righteous {1825)
120 The discussing of things dubious and controversible.

t Co*ntrove:rsiless, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Con-

troversy sb. + -less.] Without or not admitting
of controversy.
1604 Tooker Fabrique of Ch. 30 (L.) This matter being

controversiless, that tithes predial and personal belong to
churchmen.

Controversion (k^ntrJvauJbn). [a. med.L.
controversidn-em, OF. controversion controversy,
f. L. contrdvers-us : see Controversed and -ion.

In sense 2 treated as n. of action from controvert.']

fl. A controversy, a dispute. Obs.
1677 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. 11. (ed. 4^ 47 They.,

did. . work them, .to remit the decision of the controversion
to King Edward [ed. 1, 1655, has controversies 1762 H.
Brooke Tryai Rom. Cath. 33 Any Controversion or Doubts
that may arise.

2. The action of controverting.
1762 H. Brookk Tryal Rom. Cath. 55 Depositions, .open

to the. .Cavil and Contraversion of all People. 1846 Wor-
cester, Controversion, act of controverting, dispute,
Hooker. 1889 Pall Mall G. 7 Nov. 2/3 Allow me space
for a few words in controversion of your statement.

3. A turning in the opposite direction, lit. and

fig, (also Contraversion.)
1684 R. H. Sch. Recrcat. 53 Controversion . . in Wheeling

is performed by the Front of the Squadron, so that whilst
the Rank makes the Motion, the File remains, i860 A. L.
Windsor Ethica vii. 330 A similar fundamental controver-
sion in ethics seems to have taken place in Greece to that
which took place in Italy in Macchiavelli's time.

Controversional (k^ntr^vs-jjbnal), a. rare.

[f. prec. + -al.] — Controversial.
1882-3 Schaff Herzog's Encycl. Rel. Knowl. I. 245 [Be-

noit] wrote several controversional tracts.

Hence Controversionalism, ControveTsion-
anist.

1820 Examiner No. 660. 778/1 The. .writings of contro-
versionalists. 1852 Tait's Mag. XIX. 509 A. .civility which
controversionahsts do not invariably display. 1858 Sir A.
Grant in Oxford Ess. 86 Such a various controversionalism
. . could not fail to give rise to manifold inconsistencies.

t Controve rsions, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L.

controversies-us much controverted, f. contrdversia:
see -ous. Cf. OF. contraversios (Godef.).] Full
of controversy.

1566 T. Stapleton Ret. Untr. Jewel Pref., Touching
matters in religion controuersious. 1730-6 Bailey (folio),

Contraversious, full of controversy.

t Controve'rsist. Obs. [f. Controversy +
-ist.] = Controversialist.
1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thcss. (1629) 69 To this accord

. . Schoolemen and Controuersists. Ibid. 150 Greatest Con-
trouersists.

+ Controve'rsity. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. OF.

controversite, prob. ad. med.L. *contrdversitds, f.

contrdvers-us : see Controversed. Cf. adversity,
perversity.] Controverted condition, controversy. 1

1528 Paynel Saleme's Regim. F, Controuersite amonge
|

phisitians touchynge the choyce of flesshes. 1552 Huloet,
j

Controuersitie, controuersia, lis.

Controversor, -y : see Controverser, -ary.

Controversy (k^ntr#v5.isi), sb. Also 5-7
contra-, 5 -eye. [ad. L. contrdversia, n. of quality
f. contrdvers-us turned against, disputed ; whence
also earlier F. controversie (i4th-i6th c), and
mod.F. controverse, in same sense.]

1. The action of disputing or contending one
with another

; dispute, debate, contention,

f a. as to rights, claims, and the like. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Heb. vi. 16 The ende of al her controuersye

or debate is an ooth to confermacioun. 1494 Fabyan
Chron. an. 7 John (R.), Contrauersy and varyaunce began
to aryse amonge y° personys assygned for the iij astatys.
1555 Eden Decades IV. Did. 1. v. 27 He. .made hyma ludge
in causes of controuersie. 1652 Needham tr. Selden's Mare
CI. 75 The Carthaginians enjoying the Dominion of the Sea
without controversie.

transf. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 109 The Torrent roar'd,
and we did buffet it.. stemming it with hearts of Contro-
uersie.

b. Disputation on a matter of opinion ; the
contending of opponents one with another on a
subject of dispute ; discussion in which opposite
views are advanced and maintained by opponents.
Now chiefly applied to such a discussion conducted
in writing.

1563-87 Foxe A. SfM. (1684) III. 564 It was agreed by
both, without Controversie (not one saying contrary) that,
etc. 1507 Hooker Eccl. Pol.v. lxxix. § 3 There is no place
left of doubt or controversy. 1644 Milton Educ. (1738) 136
To be tossed and turmoiled with their unballasted wits in
fathomless and unquiet deeps of controversy. 1650 HobbeS
Hum. Nat. xiii. (R.), The signs of two opinions contradic-
tory one to another, namely affirmation and negation of the
same thing, is called controversy. 1746 Wesley Princ.
Methodist Pref. 1 This is the first time I have appeared
in Controversy properly so called. 1839 Keightley Hist.
Eng. II. 57 Might put an end to religious controversy. 1875
Manning Mission H. Ghost vi. 150 This text has been the
subject of endless controversy.

c. Const. At, in controversy: said of persons,
or matters in dispute. Without, beyond, out of
controversy [Lat. sine controversial : without or
beyond dispute, question, or doubt.
1547 J- Harrison Exhort. Scottes 218 He without al doubt

or controuersy, was very Emperor of al Britayn. 1555 Edkn
Decades 40 The matter is yet in controuersie. 1594 West
2nd Pt. Symbol. % 1 The facultie or power of pronouncing
sentence betweene persons at controversie. 1611 Bible
Transl. Pref. 5 S. Hierome..the best linguist without con-
trouersie, of his age. 1644 Milton Educ. (1738) I. 140 That
it should be plain, healthful, and moderate, I suppose is out
of controversy. 1777 Watson Hist. Philip II (1839) 279
Vitelli, who was, without controversy, the ablest and most
experienced general. 1827 Jarman Powell's Devises (ed. 3)
II. 89 This case was considered to have fixed, beyond con-
troversy, the rule of law upon this subject.

2. (with a and pi.) A dispute, contention.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vn, vi. 92 Be-twene bame cawsyd

j

wes controversys. 1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 1. xix. 60

!

Fyndyng alwayes som controuersies that nede not, but onely
for to passe tyme. 1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 11 Variaunce^
and contraversies. . bytwene the seid parties. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, ri. iv. 109 Husbands, Fathers, and betrothed

I

Louers, That shall be swallowed in this Controuersie. 1678
I CuDwoRTH/«/fi7. Syst. 1. i. § 19. 18 A perpetual War and
!

Controversie in the World . . betwixt these two Parties or

j

sects of men. 1845 Polson in Encycl. Metrop. 797 In
criminal controversies.

b. esp. A debate or dispute on a matter of
I opinion; a discussion of contrary opinions.

1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 11 It were more
fruteful for us . . to handle sum sad & witti controversi.
1611 Bible Transl. Pref. n Lest the Authoritie of the
Scriptures for deciding of controuersies . . should somewhat
be shaken. 1713 Berkeley Hylas P. in. Wks. I. 359 The

j

controversy about Matter, .lies altogether between you and
j

the philosophers. 1852 H. Rogers Ed. Faith (1853) 100
The great controversy respecting the 'Origin of Evil'.

f3. Difference of opinion, disagreement. Obs.
i538 Starkey England 1. ii. 28 Thys thyng . . semyth to

be a controuersy. .betwyx Arystotyl and Plato. Ibid. 1. ii.

44 Thus, Master Lvpset, the thyng dyuersly consyderyd
makyth betwyx vs to appere controuersy.

4. Comb., as f controversy-logic, -ivriler.

1680 H. Dodwell Tzvo Lett. Advice (1691) 195 For Con-
troversie Logick I mention nothing. <z 1691 Bp. T. Barlow
Rem. 159 (T.) Their schoolmen, casuists, and controversy-
writers have so mixed Aristotle's philosophy with their

j

divinity.

t Controversy, V. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] = Con-

I

trove liSE v. Hence Co ntroversying-

vbl. sb.

'593 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 108 More controversied

j

than the other two. 1606 T. Whetenhall Discov. Abuses
Ch. Christ 5 These pointes of religion now controversied

I among vs. 1865 Carlyle Frcdk. Gt. xviii. x, About which

I

there has been such commentating and controversying.

Controvert (kp-ntr^vajt, k^ntrJvs-rt), v. Also
7-8 contra-. [Appeared about 1600: f. L. type
*controvertere (f. contro- against + vertere to turn)

on the assumed analogy of L. contrdversus Contko-
versed, and of convert, pervert, etc. So in

mod.Sp. controvcrtir, Pg. controverter.
The source of this and the conjunct words was L. contrd-

versus turned against, opposed, controverted
; thence, OF.

controve?s adj. 115th c.) opposed, hostile, controverted ; also
F. controverse (16th c.) controverted, and Eng. controversed

;

thence the Eng. verb to controverse, and mod.F. contro-
verser', finally, by analogy, Eng. controvert, with its ppl.

adj. controverted. The stress varies between the first and
the third syllable: the latter mode is less usual, but more
according to analogy : cf. animadvert, advert, etc., con-
tradict, contravene, etc. So with the derivatives.]

T 1. trans. To oppose by argument or action
;

to dispute or contest (a title, possession, etc.).

1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 60 He may. .alledgethat na recog-
nition sould be taken, anent the lands contravened. 1661
Bramhall Just Viud. iii. 31 Whether the possession, .was
certain and setled, or controverted and unquiet. 1682 Bur-
net Rights Princes v. 188 Yet the Rights of Guardianship
. .were never controverted.

2. To make the subject of controversy or verbal

contention ; to debate, discuss, dispute about.
1612 Brinsley End. Lit. xiii. (1627) 184 A Theame of some

matter which may be controverted. 1621 Burton Anat.
Mel. 1. iii. nr. (1651) 207 Why melancholy men are witty .

.

is a problem much controverted. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
(1775) III. 110 A point which was controverted between Mr.
Thwackum and Mr. Square. 1841 DTsraeli Amen. Lit.

(1867) 612 He would controvert the matter with eminent
divines.

b. Const, with object clause.

1684 T. Burnet Th.Earth 1. 254 The fathers . . disputed^nd
controverted, whether paradise was corporeal, or intellectual

only. 1744 Harris Three Treat, in. 1. (1765) 126 Whether
all this deserves the name of Good or not, I do not controvert.

3. To contend against or oppose in argument;
to dispute, deny, contradict.

a 1613 Overbury Nevues to £/«*V.Wks. (1856) 180When one
truth is granted, it may be . . brought to confirm any other
controverted. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. YIL iv. 346
The existence hereof men do not controvert. 1788 Priest-
ley Led. Hist. v. xxxvi. 265 The Aristotelian philosophy.,
which no person had the courage to controvert before
Descartes. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 316 This doc-
trine has been controverted; it is, however, very ably
defended by Mr. Hargrave. 1830 S. R. Maitland The
1260 Days 23 The statement which you have attempted to
controvert. 1880 McCarthy Own Times IV. liii. 127 A fact

which cannot be controverted.

b. To oppose, stand up against (a person).
1816 Scott Old Mart, xxvii, Thou wilt join thy grey

hairs to his green youth to controvert me in this matter ?
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4. intr. To engage in a controversy.
1616 Hullokar, Controvert, to contend, strive, or be at

variance about a matter. 1641 R. B. K. Parallel Liturgy
70. Mass-bk., etc. 48 They do controvert among themselves
about the words. 1683 Curtis in Mem. J. Story Revived
32 Thou didst not much controvert with him. 1851 J. H.
Newman Catk. in Eng. 304 He would not controvert with
me at all, unless I subscribed to a doctrine, etc.

Controverted see prec), ///. a. [f. prec.

+ -ED 1
.] Subjected to controversy.

+ 1. Made an object of contest ; disputed. Obs.
163a J. Porv in Ellis OHt, Lett. 11. 273 III. 276 There is

none now living but himselfe that hath any title to that so
long controverted Crowne. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840)
III. 478, I have not called for a sword, to divide the con-
troverted child betwixt the two mothers. 1756 Johnson
Life King of Prussia Wks. 1787 IV. 543 He. .dispatched
two thousand soldiers into the controverted countries.

2. Made an object of controversial discussion.
1605 T. SPARKE Brotherly Perswas. (16071 80 To smoth the

controuerted changable things, a 1619 Donne BiaBavaros
(1644) 180 The Expositors (of what perswasion soever in
controverted points.). 1651 Hobbes Leviaih. BL xliii. 331
Texts, .of obscure, or controverted Interpretation. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 09 p 13 A better explication of a
controverted line. 1842 Pussy Crisis Eng. Ch. 31 The very
atmosphere is full of controverted doctrine.

t 3. Controverted election ; a. contested (quot.

73*>) S b. disputed, petitioned against. Obs.
1736 Fielding Patquin it. Wks. 1784 III. 254 Heaven

send us a controverted election. 18*3 Crabd Techn. Diet.,
Contraz>erted Election, the same as contested Election.

1844^7 Harron & Arnold {title) Reports on Controverted
elections. 1866 Hansard Ser. ill. (JLXXXI. 870 Contro-
verted Elections. Mr. Speaker acquainted the House that
his Warrant for the appointment of Members to serve on
the General Committee of Elections was upon the Table.

Controverter (see the vb.}. Also 7 -or.

[f. as prec. + -ER '.] One who controverts ; a dis-

putant, a controversialist.

1593 Donne Sat. ii. (R.», As controverters in vouch'd texts
leave out Shrew'd words, which might against them clear
the doubt. 1636 II. Jonson Discov., Controv. scriptorcs,
Some controverters in divinity arc like swaggerers in a
tavern, that, .turn every thing into a weapon. 18*7 Hone
Every.day Bk\ II. 375 Dr. Parr . . the skilful controverter.

Controvertible (k^ntnVv5-jtib*l), a. [f. Con-
thove itt or L. type *contrdvert-?re + -(I)BLE.]

Capable of being controverted
; disputable.

1614 Bp. Hall Agst. Broiunists § 33 Recoil. Treat. 767 If

controvertible or doubtfull, men ought to beare one with
anothers different judgement. 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 121
Covenants containing smaller and controvertible points.

Hence Controvertibly adv. In mod. Diets.

Controverting (see the vb.), vbl. sb. [f.

Controvert + -ing 1
.] The action of the verb

Controvert
;
debating, disputing.

1665 Manley Crotius Lmv C. Warres 11 After manyde-
laycs and controverlings, a Tax was granted by the States.

185a Newman Scope Univ. Educ. 26 It is not safe contro-
verting with the master of twenty legions.

Controverting, ///. a. [f. as prec. -f -ing

That controverts.

1647 Chashaw Music's Duel Poems 88 In controverting
warbles evenly shared With her sweet self she wrangles.

Controvertist
,

ntr^vaitist, -vo-Jtist). Also
8 contra-, [f. Controvert + -1ST.] One who
practises or is engaged in controversy ; a Con-
troversialist.
1655 S. W. Schism Disarmd 212- He was borne a Contro-

vurtist. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety x. § 1. 312 Our contro-
vertists fall from arguments to reproaches. 1759 Johnson
Rassclas xxii. Their disputations., often continued till

neither controvertist remembered upon what question they
began. 185a J. H. Newman Scope Univ. Educ. 262 To
crush and pound to dust the audacious controvertist. 1884
y™l. Educ. 1 Sept. 341 One hint which might advanta-
geously be acted upon by all controvertists.

t Controverti'stical, a. Obs. [f. prec. +
-IC + -AL.] Of the nature of a controversy; Con-
troversial.
1704 Gtntt. Instructed (1732) 350 (D.) Eudoxus told him

in controvcrtistical debates, there was no appeal from reason
to the sword. 1715 M. Davies A then, Brit. I. 40 He ..

writ. .Discourses, Controvert 1st ical Libels, Notes, etc.

Controvertor : see Controverter.
Controving, -or, obs. ft of Contriving, -kr.

f Contru'cidate, v. Obs.~° [f. ppL stem of

L, contruciddre to cut to pieces, slay, f. con- +
truciddre to cut to pieces.] ' To wound, murther,

or#iir (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

T Contru'de, v. Obs. [ad. L. contriid-ere to

thrust together, push, crowd in, f. con- together +
trmie*re to thrust, push, shove.] trans. To thrust

or crowd together.

1609 Tourneur Fun. Poem 483 As Fear contrudes,so Choler
doth disperse. 1614 Heywoode Gunaik. To Rdr., Why I

have shut up and contruded within a narrow roome, many
large Histories. 1651 tr. Bacon's Life «y Death 52 The Air
. .doth contrude and thrust together the Flame.

Contrufed, obs. Sc. pa. pple. of Contrive.

t Contrirncate, v. Obs.~° [f. ppl. stem of L.

contruncare to cut down, f. con- + truncdre to

cut off.] 'To cut away part* (Cockeram 1623).

[Contrused, -sit, error for Contrufed.]

t Contra'Sion. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. h. contrft-

sion-em
t n. of action f. contrudhe to Contrude.]

Thrusting or pressing together.

«i69i Boyle Wks. (1772) III. 617 {fL> The pressure or
contrusion of the particles of the water against one another.

t Contrirth, v. Obs. mncc-wd. [see Con-.]
intr. To be true together, agree in truth.
a 1656 Bp. Hall Revel. Unrev. § q All the holy doctrines

of Divine Scripture do, as that Father said aright, uvv<xXi\-

Btvttv, *contruth with' each other.

Contubernal (k^ntir?b3.inal), sb. and a. [ad.

L. contuberndlis tent-companion, comrade, prop,
adj., f. con- together with + tabema hut, tent : cf.

i contubernium occupation of a tent in common.]
A. sb. One who occupies the same tent ; a tent-

!
fellow, comrade.
[1633 Sanderson Serm. iii. (:68i) II. 40 Under the same

Captains Contubernales and Comrades. ] 184a Tail's Mag.
IX. 681 Mine ancient contubernal, Billy Sheridan.

B. adj. Of or relating to occupation of the

:
same tent

; pertaining to temporary marriage.
1873 C. C. Jones in Literature (N. Y.) 9 Feb. 1889, 273

Frequently monogamous—the contubernal relation being
dissoluble at the will of the male.

t Contube rnial, a. Obs. [f. L. contubemi-
urn (see prec.) + -al.] Sharing the same tent.

I

Hence Contubernially adv.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r686 Humble folk been cristes

frendes
; they been contubernyal [v. r. -yall, -ial, -iale,

j

Ifori. 7334 contubernially] with the lord.

Contubernian (kpnti#b5unian). tionce<od. [f.

as prec. + -an.] = Contubernal, sb.

1835 J. H. Newman Lett. (1891) I. 138 Dear Froude is

pretty well, but is languishing for want of his Oxford con-
tuberntans.

t Contu'itive, «. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. contuit-

ppl. stem of contucri to gaze upon (f. con- + Uteri

, to behold) + -ive.] Having a steadfast gaze.

1649 Bllwer Pathomyot. il v. 170 Of a Contuitive . . as*

pect, such as is seen in those who with some Tragical! . . look
would affright and scare others.

t Conturnace, sb. Obs. rare. [a. F. contu-

mace, ad. L. contumdeia Contumacy.] = Contu-
macy

; also, a pronouncing a person to be in con-

;

tumacy.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 198 Contumace. .is onwil ine hing bet heo

haueS undernumen uorto donne. a 166a Heylin Hist.
Presbyterians 358 (D.) Except the fault be notorious, .and
so declared by an assize, excommunication, contumace, and
lawful admonition.

t Contumace, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. contu-

mace (in Godef.) stubborn, unyielding, ad. L. con-

tumdeem : see Contumax.] — Contumacious.
c 1425 Lansd. MS. ofChaucer, Pars. T. p 328 Contumace

is he, etc. [other MSS. contumax, contymax : see Con-
tumax). 1513 Bradsnaw St. Werburge, ad fin. yrd Balade
i, Renegate and contumace in all obstinacion. 1541 R. Cop-

. land Galyen's Terap. 2 D ij b, Contumace & waywarde
vlceres.

t Contumace, V. Obs. rare. [a. F. contumace-r
(13th c. in Godef.), f. contumace Contumacious.]
trans. To pronounce guilty of contumacy.
1663 SrALDiNG Troub. Chas. I (1792) I. 313 (Jam.) No

bishop was called nor contumaced, except the pretended

I

bishop of Ross.

t Contumaced, a. Obs. Become 1 contu-

]

macious ' : cf. Contumace a. (for which it may be

an error).

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 D itj b, [He] wolde
! often open it [an ulcer] to wit yf it were contumaced.

Contumacious (kiottacm^'jat), a. Also 7
-atious. [f. L. coutumdei- {contumax) ; see Con-
tumax and -ACious.]

1. Contemning and obstinately resisting authority;

stubbornly perverse, insubordinate, rebellious. (Of
persons and their actions.)

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 997 Their Turcoman
nation, .were grown verie contumatious. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist. 11. ii. g 81 His contumacious Company-keeping (con-

trary to his Confessours command) with an Kxcommunicatcd
Count. 177a ///*/. Rochester 127 To reduce the contuma-
cious monies to ol>cdience. 18*9 I. Taylor Euthus. x. 391
That spirit of contumacious scrupulosity which is the parent
of schism.

+ b. Of diseases: Not readily yielding to treat-

ment, stubborn. Obs.
1605 Timme Quersit. 111. 152 Contumacious sicknesses.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit. vm. 263 In contumacious
Diseases.

2. J.aw. Wilfully disobedient to the summons or

order of a court.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. iv. § 1 Contumacious persons

which refuse to obey their sentence. 1726 Avliffe Parerg.
100 He is in Law said to be a contumacious Person, who, on
his Appearance afterwards, departs the Court without leave.

1823 I.iNCARi) Hist. Eng. VI. 202 On her refusal to appear
in person or by her attorney, she was pronounced contuma-
cious. 1859 Hawthorns Er. ff It. Jrnls. II. 282 Contu-
macious prisoners were put to a dreadful torture.

Hence Contuma ciously adv., Contuma cious-
ness.
1626 I. Pory in Ellis Ort'g. Lett. 1. 333 III. 243 They con-

tumaciously refused to go. 1654 Codrington tr. ///.-/.

Ivstinc 219 Having their contumaciousness punish'd with
a Pestilence. 1675 tr. Machiavellts Prince (Rtldg. 1883)
286 The clients are contumaciously litigious. 1670 Wise-
man Surgery 1. xxv. (R.\ The difficulty and contumacious-
ness ofcure [of elephantiasis]. 1841 Macaulay IV. Hastings
Ess. (1854) II. 645 Imposing a fine when that assistance was
contumaciously withheld. 1887 Spectator 28 May 723
Various delays in deciding upon his contumaciousness.

Contumacity (k^ntiwmarsiti}. rate. [a. F.

I

contumaciti (16th c. in Godef.), f. L. ty]>e *con
tutndcitds, f. contumax ; see Contumax and -ity.]

;

Contumacious quality, stubborn perverseness.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. iv. 671 To tame her contumacitec.

1837 Carlyle Mirabeau Misc. Ess. (1888) V. 223 A solemn
hign-stalking man with such a fund . . of contumacity, irro
fragability.

Contumacy (k^ nti^/masi). Also 4-7 -acie,

5 -acye. [ad. L. contumaciam n. of quality f. con-

tumax : see next and -act. Cf. Contumace sb.]

1. Perverse and obstinate resistance of or dis-

obedience to authority; rebellious stubbornness.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 317 Strif, contumacie, pre-

sumpcion. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. 316 His contumacy
agayne y5 churche. 1574 Whitgift Def. Aunsw. ii. Wks.
1851 I. 245 If [we offend] through contempt or contumacy,

, it is to be reproved. 1656 Bramhall Peptic. 32 If contu-
macy against one lawfull single superiour be scnismaticall.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 1027 Such acts Of contumacie will

provoke the highest. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth ii, His en-
tertainer took not the contumacy of the young apprentice
with so much patience, i860 Plsey Min, Pro/h. 177
Direct contumacy to God's known voice. 1871 Blackif.
Four Phases i. 148 They passed sentence of death upon
the philosopher for contumacy towards themselves.

f b. rarely in good or neutral sense : Refusal

to comply, obstinate resistance. Obs.
1618 Boltos Florus 1. vii. 18 All other the gods . . leaving

the place, Juventus and Terminus only, would not stir.

This contumacie of the powers divine pleased the Sooth-
sayers well 1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. (1839) 395 The
contumacy which the motion, they have already, gives them
against the reception of all other motion. 1655 60 Stanley
Hist. Philos. (1701) 90/1 With a free contumacy proceedin.';

not from Pride, but the greatness of his Mind.

1 2. Of diseases, etc. : Reluctance to yield to

treatment ; stubborn or unyielding nature. Obs.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 D iv, Some vlceres and
diseases are contumacy and rebellyon to heale. 1634 T.
Johnson Parey's Chirurg. vn. xviiL (16781 183 The con-
tumacy of the humour which gives no place to the resolving

Medicins. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. 4- Min. 366 By reason

j
of. .contumacy of the matter, it expelleth nothing out of the
mouth, except a thin and waterish humour.
3. Law. Wilful disobedience to the summons or

order of a court, f To put in contumacy : to pro-

nounce (in legal form) contumacious.
1425 Wyntoun Cron. vn. viii. 764 For his IBalliol's]

wylful contwmacy. 1483CAXTON Cato A viij, H olden for a
rebelle. .and put into contumacye. 1579 Fenton Guicct'ard.

j
111. U599) 140 To put the Duke of Myllan in contumacie, it

were necessary' to naue interpellation. 1660 R. Coke Power
j

4" StM, 200 If any of the King's tenure be called before
their Ordinaries, .if they be excommunicate for their mani-
fest contumacy. 1855 Prescott Philip II, I. in. iii. 352
They were pronounced guilty of contumacy in not obeying

:
the summons of the council.

4. An act or instance of wilful disobedience.

1736 Ayliffe Parerg. 159 These Certificates, .mention the
Parties Contumacies. 1868 Milman St. Paul's vii. 133 He
corrected all excesses, and contumacies.

T 5. To hold the contumacy : see auot. Obs.
(168a Wheler Joum. Greece 1. 16 Which they call doing

Contumaccia, or Quarantine.] 176a tr. Busching's Syst.

Geor. IV. 236 A Lazaretto, in whicn travellers in the time of

a plague must perform quarantine, or as they term it here,

hold the contumacy.

6. attrib.y as in contumacyfees.
1685 Conset Pract. Spirit. Courts 322 His contumacy fee*

being paid.

t Contuma'tion. Obs. rare. [f. Contuma-

{

eious, by false analogy after vexatteus, vexation,

etc.] - Contumacy.
1618 Nai nton To Sir R. Wilson 16 Sept. (R. Suppl.), If

he [Raleigh] should fail in either of these two conditions, he
should but augment his fault and contumation both.

t Co ntumax, a. Obs. Also 4-5 contimax,
-ymax. [a. L. contumax insolent, obstinate,

showing contempt of court (also a technical word
of criminal law in Fr.\ f. con- prefix and dx
suffix (-ACIOU8) ; the radical part turn- is generally

referred to tumc-re to swell, but some would con-

nect it with tem-n-^re to despise.] = Contuma-
cious.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. P 328 Contimax is he bat

borugh his indignacioun is agains euerych auctorite . . of

hem pax. been his souerayns. e 1450 Henkyson Mor. Fab.

35 The Court is called, and yee are Contumax. 1483 Cax-
ton Gold. Leg. 248/1 Brynge hyder a bedde of yron that

I laurence contymax may lye theron. 1563 87 Foxe A. <y M.
(1684) III. 555 In the end. .was that worthy Martyr decreed

Contumax, that is, sturdily, frowardly, and wilfully absent.

1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 154 They
shall 1m: halden as contumax and censurit thairfore.

t Contumelacy. Obs.- 1 = Contumely.
1657 Tomlinson Rcnou's Disp. Pref., Neither have the

Paracelsian order the least share in these contumelacies.

Contumelious (k/mtiKmrlias), a. [a. OF.
contume'lieus (mod.F. -eux) f ad. L. contumciios-us,

f. contumclia Contumely + -ous.]

1. Of words and actions : Of the nature of, or

full of contumely; reproachful and tending to

convey disgrace and humiliation
;
despiteful.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 427/3 He sayd noo wordes tume-
lous ne contumelious ne other dysordynate wordes. 15*6

Pilgr. Per/. (1531) 13 Contumelyous and opprobryous blas-

phemes of the iewes. 1531 Elvot Gov. m. xii, Catullus .

.

wrate agayne hym contumelyouse or reprocheable versis.

1591 Suaks. 1 Hen. VI, \. iv. 39 With scones and scornes,
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and contumelious taunts. 1701 Swift Contests Nobles $
Com. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 31 The people frequently proceeded
to rude contumelious language. 1884 Munch. Exam. 29
Oct. 5/2 ' Bonnet ' .

.

' jackal ' .
.

' badger ' . . are all contumelious
terms.

b. Of persons : Dealing in or using contempt-
uous reproach or abuse ; superciliously insolent.

1548 Hall Chron. 198 b, Kyng Edward . . is a man, con.
tumelious, opprobrious. 1614 T. Adams Divell's Banket
229 He is not contumelious against vs, that haue been con-
tumacious against him. 1855 Tennyson Maud 1. xiii. 2
Curving a contumelious lip.

+ 0. Insolent. Obs.
1561 T. N[orton] Calvin's hist. (1634) Table Script. Quot.,

A contumelious and stubborne sonne, which will not be
ruled by his Father or Mother. 1650 BlILWnAHikrvfOMIt,
viii. 100 In the contumelious despight of Nature [they] will
have ears larger than Hounds. <z 1745 Swift Wks. (1841)
II. 438 [Faction] was so universal that I observed the dogs
in the streets much more contumelious and quarrelsome
than usual.

1 2. Reproachful, shameful, disgraceful. Obs.
1546 Langley Pol. Verg. De Invent, iv. v. 89 a, It was a

contumelious thing both emong the Romaines and the Lum-
bardes to be shauen. 1663 Cowley Verses Ess.

, 0/
Liberty (1669) 82 If anything indeed ought to be called
honorable, in so base and contumelious a condition.

Contumeliously (kfntimnHiasli), adv. [f.

prec. + -LT 2
.] In a contumelious manner.

a. With insolent contempt ; with the infliction

of dishonour.

1539 Tonstall Serm. Palm Sitnd. (1823) 80 In playenge
at any games there the tearynge of goddts name . . be con-
tumeliouselye in vayne brought forthe. c 1630 Risdon
Snn>. Devon § in Cutting off his head, [they] contume-
leously threw it in a bush. 1717 L. Howel Desidcrius
(ed. 3) 93 Derided, despis'd and contumeliously treated.
1858 Buckle Civiliz. (1869) II. viii. 530 The magnificent
discoveries of Newton were contumeliously rejected,

fb. Insolently. Obs.
1548 Patten Exped. Scotl. in Arber Garner III. 68 Con-

tumeliously against the High Majesty of God. 1577 North-
brooke Dicing (1843) 66 He did it of set purpose, contu-
meliously, obstinately. 1631 Gouge God's A rrows 1. § 32.

51 They..cary themselves contumeliously against the
threatnings of Gods Ministers.

f c. With opprobrious language, opprobriously.
163* Lithgow Trav. 1. (1682) 3 Let venom-thundring

criticks, contumeliously carp. 1656 Trapp Comm. Acts ii.

13 Contumeliously cavilling, as those epicures at Athens
did. 1665 Wither Lord's Prayer 129 They.. Jeer each
other assoon as departed, and tattle as contumeliously to
their mutual disparagement.

Contume'liousness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]
Contumelious character or quality.

1657 S. W. Schism Dispach't 1 Imputing contumeliousnes.
1659 Hammond Dispatcher Disp. Wks. (1684) II. 173 [To]
retort on him the charge of contumeliousness.

Contumely (kfntittmili), sb. [a. OF. contu-
melie, ad. L. contumelia abuse, insult, reproach

;

in origin prob. cognate with Contumax, in which
the stem part turn- is of disputed etymology.]
1. Insolent reproach or abuse ; insulting or offen-

sively contemptuous language or treatment; de-
spite ; scornful rudeness ; now, esp. such con-
temptuous treatment as tends to inflict dishonour
and humiliation.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r-480 The sinne of contumelie or

strif and cheste. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (1531) 93 b, Detraccion
ispryuely, contumely is openly done. 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Epist. 159 Those that hearde tearmes of contumely thundred
against your grace. 1602 Shaks. Ham. m i. 71 The Op-
pressors wrong, the poore mans Contumely, a 1679 Hobbes
Rhet. (1840) 452 Contumely is the disgracing of another for
his own pastime. 176a Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. liv. 183
To join contumely to cruelty, a 1845 Hood Bridge of
Sighs, Perishing gloomily, Spurr'd by contumely. 1848
Dickens Dombey (C. D. ed.) 86 Which Mrs. Pipchin had
with contumely and scorn rejected.

2. (with a and pi.) An instance of contumely;
an insult, an insolent reproach, a piece of scornful
or contemptuous insolence.
c 1450 Mirour Salnacioun 3694 In Jerusalem of his con-

tumelies and the place of his passionne. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 248 He should have contumelies, and re-
proches, ringing about his eares. c 1615 Chapman Odyss.
in. 276 Who, pressing me with contumelies, dare Such things
as past the power of utt'rance are. 1713 Steele in Englishm.
No. 15. Q7 A Freeman, .will vindicate himself from all Con-
tumelies, a 1864 Hawthorne A mer. Note-bks. (1 879) I. 126
The pedlars find satisfaction for all contumelies in making
good bargains.

3. Contemptuous insult as it affects the sufferer :

disgrace, reproach, humiliation.

»S55 Eden Decades IV. hid. 137 The king thynketh it to
sounde greatly to his contumely and reproche. 1659 Pear-
son Creed (1839) 18 It . . casteth a kind of contumely upon
the author of it. i860 Holland Miss Gilbert iii. 48 He
would outlive humiliation, contumely and hardship.

+ Contumely, v. Obs.~ l
[a. OF. contumelie-r,

f. contumelie : see prec] trans. To treat with
contumely ; to reproach insolently, insult.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 424/1 She . . said many Iniuryes

& vylonyes to fyacre contumeleyng & blasphemyng hym.
t Contu'mnlate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

conlumuldt-us,-pa.pp\e. of contumuld-re to entomb,
bury, f. con- + tumul-us sepulchral mound, tomb.]
Laid in the same tomb, buried together.
1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. x. in Ashm. (1652) 178 Whych

must be. .contumulate both Man and Wyfe.

i Contu'mnlate, Obs. rare-", [see prec]
1623C0CKERAM 11, Bury, Inhume, Contumelate. 1656-81

Blount Glossogr.
, Contumulate, to bury or intomb together.

Contnmula'tion. rare-", [n. of action from
prec] The action of burying together.
1846 in Worcester, and in subseq. Diets.

Contnnd (k
(
Tntrrnd), v. rare. [ad. L. contund-

?re, f. con- together + tundere to beat, thump, etc.]

fl. trans. To pound, bruise, beat small (in a
mortar). Obs. or arch.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoncrs Bk. Physickc 49/2 Take Roses,
and contunde them with the whyte of an Egge. 1612
Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 236 Medicines made of
vegetables, decocted, contunded or mixed, etc. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Contnnd, to knock or beat in peeces.

2. To bruise (the body), affect with contusions; to
pound or thrash (adversaries), humorous or affected.
1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes tn. ii. 71 His muscles were so

extended and contunded that he was not Corpus mobile.
Ibid. III. viii. 117 He would so contund him. 1865 Pall
Mall G. 13 Sept. 11/1 We drove into Avranches, wearied
and contunded las a friend of mine expresses it

1
. 1885

Burgon in Q. Rev. Jan. 19 (Twelve Good Men II. 185) He
was, single-handed, contunding a host of unbelievers.

Hence Contunded ppl. a., Contn nding vbl. sb.

and a. ; Contunder, one who ' contunds '.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 136/1 Make of
contundede Akornes, and of honye a paest. 1657 Tomlin-
son Renou's Disp. 51 Preparations . . made with contunding,
grinding, or scraping. 1758 J. S. tr. Le Dran's Observ.
Surg. (1771) 65 A contunding Instrument strikes the Head.
1820 L. Hunt Indicator No. 63 II. 85 This Contunder of
Heresies. 1822 Scott Nigel xxxi. (A'. James loquitur). Us
that are. .the contunding and contriturating hammer of all

witches.

t Contu'ne, v, Obs. A variant of Continue
of obscure formation, frequent in 1 4-1 5th c.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 4354 It is of Love, as of Fortune, That
chaungeth ofte, and nyl contune. Ibid. 5335. c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 69 He is cause bat be synnar contunib in his itiel.

c 1430 Lydg. Bochas Prol. 9 Ne none so high in his estate
contune Free from thawayting and danger of Fortune.
1447 Bokenham Scyntys (Roxb.) 299 And whan that she
longe in this manere Contunyd had, no word seying. c 1475
Partenay 2207, 2881.

tContnnely, adv. Obs. Variant of Con-
tinually : cf. prec.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 134 The rumour of this
revelacyoun Wych more and more contunely grew.

t Contn rb, v. Obs. Also 4 contourb. [a. OF.
contorbe-r, -turbe-r, ad. L. conturbdre to disturb
greatly, throw into confusion, f. con- + turbdre to
disturb.] trans. To disturb greatly, perturb.
1393 Gower Con/. 1. 49, I am . . so contourbed That I ne may
my wittes gete. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xix. (1890) 70, I am
sore conturbed wyth a drede merueyllous.

Contnrbate, v. Obs.- 1
[f. L. conturbdt-,

ppl. stem of conturbdre : see prec] = prec.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 263 The inveterate is im-

becil, and conturbates the bowels.

+ Conturba-tion. Obs. [ad. L. conturbdtion-
ei/t, n. of action from conturbdre to Conturb.]
Disturbance (physical or mental).
c 1470 Harding Chron. cxm. vii, Without more warre or

conturbation. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 62 (R.)Pretty
devised termes of morsures, contractions, or conturbations.
1609 Bible (Douay) Isa. lxv. 23. a 1652 J. Smith Set. Disc.
vi. 217 The words of his holiness, which have wrought such
a conturbation within me. 1710T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp.
281 Exciting in the Head . . unexplicable Conturbation.
1816 G. S. Faber Grig. Pagan Idol. II. 225 The conturba-
tion of the heavens.

t Contnrma*tion. Obs.- 1
[n. of action from

L. conturmdre to arrange in squadrons, f. con- to-

gether + turma troop, squadron.] A formation of
troops or squadrons ; a force so drawn up.
fig. 1651 Biggs Nnu Disp. § 272 Assault, propell, and rout

the conturmations of the disease.

Contnse (kffati??z), v. [f. L. contfis-, ppl. stem
of contundere : see Contund.]
1. trans. To injure as by a blow with a blunt

instrument or heavy body, without breaking the
skin ; to bruise.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 F ij b, Yf the flesshe
be contused or cut. 1676 Wiseman Surgery (J.), The
ligature contuses the lips in cutting them. 1767 Poetry in
Ann. Reg. 231 The forceful onset had contus'd his brain.
1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. iv, A patient so contused should
lose blood.
trans/. (11609 Kirkton Hist. Ch. Scot. vii. (1817) 296
A book which had been contused by a pistoll ball.

1 2. To pound, beat small, bray, crush, bruise.

. *55a Huloet, Anaxarchus . .beynge contused or stamped
in a morter with Iron pestles. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 574
Their Roots, Barks, and Seeds, contused together.

Hence Contused a., bruised.
1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 118 Contused or lacer.

ated Wounds, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) I. v. 19 With
no further harm than a contused shoulder.

Contusion (k(?ntt?7-33n). (In 5 -teschown.)
[a. F. contusion, ad. L. contusion-em crushing,
bruising, n. of action from contundere : see prec]
1. The action of bruising, or condition of being

bruised.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 50 margin, Wondis made with

conteschown, bat ben maad wib smytynge of staf or stoon,
or fallynge. 1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 F iij, Vf
that there be contusyon. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 204
One is performed by Contusion, the other by Excision.

|

1711 E. Ward Quix. I. 95 That eery stroke did Execution,
By deep Incision or Contusion.

b. trans/. The action of striking as with a
blunt heavy body.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 187 The Interior [sound] is rather an

Impulsion or Contusion of the Air, than an Elysion or
Section of the same.

2. An injury to the body caused by a blow with a
blunt or heavy instrument, by collision with a hard
surface, etc., without breaking the skin ; a biuise.
1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, v. iii. 3 That Winter Lyon, who

in rage forgets Aged contusions. 1661 Loveli. Hist. Anim.
*r A/in. 113 Used .. for contusions and swellings. 1711
Loud. Gaz. No. 4895/4 Major General Sibourg. .receiv'd a
Contusion in the Breast, from a piece of a Bomb Shell.
1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 294 Contusions
of the scalp sometimes occasion abcesses. 1878 T. Bryant
Bract. Surg. I. 142 A 'contusion' is caused by a blow from
a blunt instrument,

+ 3. Iieating small, pounding, or braying. Obs.
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 269 Contusion is

the beating of grosse bodies into smaller or very subtile
parts. 1707 Curios, in llusb. .r Card. 94 Juices are got

j
out by Contusion and Expression. 1764 Harmkr Observ.
xvi. iv. 171 There are other ways .. of potting fiesh for
keeping, besides that of contusion.

Contusion, v. [ad. F. contusionner, f. con-
< fusion: see prec] trans. To affect with contusion,

j

to bruise. (Only in pass.)
1871 Standard 7 Feb., In this rush the general was thrown

down and contusioned. 1884 E. A. B. Hodgktis I'ers.
Remin. Skobcleff 278 When Skobeleff was contusioned on
the night of the 8th November, his father came to see him.

Contusive (k('nti/7-siv), a. rare. [f. L. conliis-,

j

ppl. stem of contundere + -IVE : in mod.F. contusif,

j

-ive.] Producing contusion, bruising; of or be-

longing to a contusion.

1798 Anti-Jaco/'in No. 26 Shield from contusive rocks her
timber limbs. 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. 11880) 229 The
pain is of an obtuse or contusive character.

Contynanse, -aunee, obs. f. Countenance.
Contynewie, -ue, -we, obs. ff. Continue.
Co-nu -merary, a. rare-"1

, [f. Co- 2 + Nusre-
Bary, f. L. numerus number: cf. supernumerary.]
Corresponding in regard to number.
1850 Clinton Fasti Rom. II. 210 The first year of Antioch

was nearly conumerary with the 264th year of the Scleu-
cidac.The 301st of Antioch was conumerary with the 564th
of the Seleucidae.

Co-im merous, 1. rare-', [f. Co- 2 + Numer-
ous.] Coextensive in number.
1865 Masson Rec. Brit. Philos. 133 Even were our organs

or senses to be made co-numerous with the modes of exist-
ence, our knowledge would still be only uf the phenomenal.

Conundrum (ktfatrndrom). Also 7 conim-
brum, quonundrum, 8 (conuncrum), qundun
drum, cunnundrum, (connunder). [Origin
lost: in 1C45 (sense 3) referred to as an Oxford
term; possibly originating in some university joke,
or as a parody of some Latin term of the schools,

which would agree with its unfixed form in 17-iSth
c. It is doubtful whether Nash's use (sense 1 ) is the
original.]

f 1. Applied abusively to a person. (? Pedant,
crotchet-monger, or ninny.) Obs.
1596 Nashe Saffron IValdeu 158 So will I . . driue him

[Gabriel Harvey] to confesse himselfe a Conundrum, who
now thinks he hath learning inough to proue the saluation
of Lucifer.

1 2. A whim, crotchet, maggot, conceit. Obs.
1605 B. Jonson Volpone v. ii, 1 must ha' my crotchets !

And my conundrums ! 1623 Massjnger Bondman 11. iii,

(Tipsy man says) I begin I'o have strange conundrums
in my head. 1651 Bedell Life Erasm. in Fuller s Abel
Rediv. 61 These conimbrums, whether Reall or Nominal!,
went downe with Erasmus like chopt hay. 1687 Mrs. Behn
Lucky Chance II. ii, I hope he'll chain her up, the Gad
Bee's in his Quonundrum. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creio,
Conundrums, Whimms, Maggots, and such like. 1706
Estcourt Fair Examp. iv. i, You don't know her; she
has more Conuncrums in her Head than a Fencer. 1719
D'Urfey Pills IV. 140 My Blood she advances, With
Twenty Quadundrums, and Fifty Five Fancies.

1 3. A pun or word-play depending on similarity

of sound in words of different meaning. Obs.
1645 Kingdom's Weekly Post 16 Dec. 76 This is the man

who would have his device alwayes in his sermons, which
in Oxford they then called conundrums. For an instance .

.

Now all House is turned into an Alehouse, and a pair of
dice is made a Paradice, was it thus in the days of Noah ?

Ah no ! a 1704 T. Brown Praise Poverty Wks. (1730) I. 94
Pun and conundrum pass with them for wit. 1707 E. Ward
Hud. Rediv. (1715) I. x, Such frothy Quibbles and Cun-
nunders. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 61 p 2 A Clinch, or a
Conundrum, 1726 Amherst Terrae Fit. xxxix. (1741) 204
Plain sense was esteem'd nonsense from the pulpit, which
rung with ambiguities and double meanings ; the poor sinner
was mightily awaken'd to his duty by a pretty pun, and
oftentimes owed his salvation to a quibble or a conundrum.
1731 Bailey (ed. 5\ Conundrum, a quaint humourous Ex-
pression, Word, or Sentence. 17S5-73 Johnson, Conundrum,
a low jest; a quibble; a mean conceit : a cant word. 1794
Godwin Cat. Williams 47 Zounds ! sir, do not think to put
any of your conundrums upon me.

4. A riddle in the form of a question the answer
to which involves a pun or play on words : called
in I ; 69 conundrumical question, b. Any puzzling
question or problem ; an enigmatical statement.
1790 Wolcott 1 P. Pindar) Elegy to Apollo Wks. (1812) II.
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278 The Riddle and Conundrum-mongers cry Pshaw ! 1806-7

. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) in. xxxviii, Ex-
austing your faculties . . in vain endeavours to guess at a
..conundrum. 1824 Byron Juan xv. xxt. 1845 Disraeli
Sybil (1863) 191

1 You .speak in conundrums ', said Morley ;

'I wish I could guess them'. 1886 Froude Oceana ii. 32

The stars . .will be after Adam's race has ceased to perplex

itself with metaphysical conundrums.

5. A thing lhat one is puzzled to name, a * what-

d'ye-call-it \ rare.

1817 Scott Let. 8 June in Lockftart, We are attempting

no castellated conundrums to rival those Lord Napier used
to have executed in sugar. 1858 Hogg Life Shelley II.

xii. 396 In her plain cap, plain kerchief, and plaited conun-
drums, by which the female Friends are distinguished.

6. Comb., as conundrum-game, -making, -monger
(see prec. 4), -party.

1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. III. Dissert. 32 Mr. Wood
. .makes a Conundrum-Game with poor Cornaro's Daughter
Su. 179* W. Roberts Looker-on (1794) I. No. 20. 271
Conundrum parties. Ibid. No. 20. 281 Leger-de-main,
conundrum-making, and punning.

Hence, f Conundrumed, grown crotchety,

slightly crazed ; + Conundrumical a., whimsical,

fantastic, crotchety
;

also, of the nature of a conun-

drum ( sense 4) ; Conundrumize v. intr,, to make
conundrums.
1628 YoHuLovet's Mel. VL ii, Mel. Am I stark mad ? Trol. No,

no, you are but a little staring. There's difference between
staring and stark mad. V'ou are but whimsied yet ; crotch*

eted, conundrumed, or so. 1743 London Mag. 36 Of all

the conundrumical Inconsistencies, and incoherent Images
that ever arose from a sick Stomach and a weak Head.
1769 TffWH <y Country Mag. 1 Sept. 462/2 Answers to Mr.
Wags connundrumical questions. 1836 New Monthly Mag.
XI.VIII. 420 The conundrumizing of the said Hilly., set

everybody making conundrums. 1839 L. Blanchahu Ibid.

LVI. 519 It was from you that he had the joke first, while
you were conundrumizing for want of thought.

1 Co'imsable, a. Law. Obs. [a. hV.conusable,

conis(s able, — OK. conois s)able, in mod.F. connais-

sable capable of being known or taken knowledge
of, f. stem of conus-ant, conuis-ant, mod.F. con-

naissant : see Conusant ] An earlier form of

Cognizable in the legal sense : Capable of being

judicially examined or tried
;
subject to the juris-

diction of a law-court.
a 1691 Hi*. Barlow Rent. 365 (T.) One of those courts

where matrimonial causes are conusable. 1694 K. Coke Crt.
<y State Eng. I. 391 Causes connusable at Common I-aw.

t Conusance (k^'ni/?-, kfrnizans}. Obs. or arch.

Also 6 connu-. (a. OK. conus'Ks)ance, also con-

ois{s)ance,conis{s)ance, mod.F. connaissance know-
ledge: see Cognizance.] An early form of Cog-
nizance, retained to recent times in legal use.

1. gen. = Cognizance 2: Knowledge, information.
1642-1656 [see Cognizance 2].

2. Law. = Cognizance 3.

15*3 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 38 The Chancelor
. .shall have connusance of plees. 1641 'Vermes de la Ley
84 Conusance of plee is a pnviledge that a Citie or Towne
hath of the K(ing s] grant, to hold plee of all contracts, and
of lands within the Precinct of the franchise. 1653CHISI n-

HALI Cath. Hist. 265 It being a thing not properly lying
within his conusance, .or capacity to grant. 1660 R. Cokk
Poiuer <V Subj. 21 The taking conusance of blasphemy.
1705 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. II. 202 That may properly fall

under your Conusance.

3. = Cognizance 4 : Recognition or acknow-
ledgement, esp. of a Fine of lands.

(Fines were abolished by Acts 3 & 4 Will. IV, c. 74
1570 6, 160a [see Cognizance 4].

4. = Cognizance 5: Device, heraldic emblem;
badge, mark.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Instil, iv. 100 As soldiars beare

the conusance of their capitaine. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb.
Kent (1826) 412 The house of Lancaster . . [had] a red Rose
for their badge or conusance. 1581 Mulcaster Positions
xii. (1887) 243 Where discretion the daughter of time is his

fairest conusance.

t Conusant (k^'ni/7-,k^nizant),a. and sb. Also
6 conn-, [a. OF. conusant, conis{s)ant, conois(s)-

ant knowing, pr. pple. of conuistre, eonoistre now
connaftre :—L. cognosce to know.]

A. adj. An early form of Cognizant, chiefly

legal : Having cognizance or knowledge.
1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. vi. 48 By common in-

tendment he is more connusant of things, then Countrey
people. 1678 Hai.k Hist. Plac. Coronae 1, Suppose the

officer should be conusant of the formalities of the law.

179a Chipman Amer. Law Reg. (1871) 36 Plaintiff is conu-
sant of his own title. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 220
Where the party, .was not conusant of trie treaty.

B. sb. = Conusor.
1741 Robinson Gavelkind v. 84 Judgment for the Conu*

sant. Indeed the Reporter properly doubts whether the
Conusance being for Part of the Rent only was good.

t Conusee', -zee. Law. Obs. or arch. An
archaic form of Cognizee : He to whom cogniz-

ance was made, esp. in a Fine of land.
1603 Fui.hkckk 2nd Pt. Parall. 65 [If] the payment of

the money should U; made at Bristowe, and the conusee
receiued it at another place. 1767 Blackstonk Comm. II.

363 The conusee or recoveror hath a fee-simple vested in

himself by the fine or recovery. 1817 W. Ski.wvn Lmv Nisi
I'rins II.661 An ejectment may be brought by the following
persons: Assignee of a bankrupt; Conusee of a statute
merchant or staple

;
copyholder.

Co'nusor, CO'nozor. Law. Obs. or airk,

Also 6 -our. [a. AF. conusour, conis{s^our= OF.
conois{s)eor, f. L. type cognoscitor-em (cf. It. cono-

scitore, Pr. conoisedor) , f. cogndscere to know.

]

Archaic form of Cognizob : The party who made
cognizance, esp. in a Fine of land.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 20 a, Wee . . beare you fayth
for the landes yk wee hold of you your conusour. 1628

Coke On Lift. 77 a, So if the Conusor of a fine executorie

of lands holden by Knights seruice, dyeth. x8i8 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) V. 82 An affidavit shall l>e made, stating the

time of the death of such conuzor or conusors. Ibid. V. 544
He is not the issue in tail of the conusor of the fine.

Co-nutrition .k^niwtrrjon). [f. Co- + Nutri-
tion.] Nutrition together, under the same condi-

tions.

1885 F. Warner Phys. Express. 364 Co-nutrition in two
subjects produces similar proportions of growth.

Convaie, obs. f. Convey.

t Convail, convale, v. Obs. rare. [ad. OF.
conval-oir, conval-ant to recover health, f. con- +
va/oir; cf. L. convalescere in same sense ] To
grow strong, recover strength.

c 1500 Poem on Heraldry 2 (K. E. T. S. Extra Ser. 1869)
I So convalit vicis & variance . . So that few mycht laubour for

discrepance, a 153a Remed. Love 410 (R. Suppl.) Whereby
reviled Causelesse he is, never to convaile. 169a Coles,
Convail, to recover.

Convainquish, obs. f. Convanquish.

t Convale, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. convallis a

valley enclosed on all sides, f. coft- altogether +
vallis valley, Vale. In OF. convaUe.] See quot.
1688 K. Holme Artnoury n. 37/2 Convales or Valleys .

.

enclosed all about with hills.

Convalesce (kf^nvale's), v. Also 5 -valesshe,

6-7 Sc. -vales, -ual(resse. [ad. L. convalcsePre to

grow strong, recover health, f. con- altogether +
valesccre to grow strong, inceptive of valere to be
strong or well. Used by Caxton, and common in

Sc. writers from 16th c. ; but not in English Diets,

nor in ordinary English use till the 19th c. : cf. F.

Hall Mod. English 287.]

1. intr. To recover from sickness, regain health,

get better.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 430/3 As he . . that of late con.
valesshed and yssued out of a greuous seeknesse. 1533
Bellenden Lhy v. (1822) 400 Eftir that the seik man .

.

beginnis to convalesce. 1560 Rollano Crt. Venus I. 679
He conuallessit within ane Httill space. 1632 Lithgow
Tra7>. ix. 422, I recouered my health, and . . being better

conualessed, I recoursed backe in a Flemish Pink. 1676
W. Row Contn. Blair's Antobt'og. xii. (1848) 438 News came
that he was convalesced. 1818 Colebrookk Oblig. $ Con-
tracts I. 229 The insane person convalescing. 1849 Thack-
eray Pendennis (1850) II. 137 That illness when one does
not convalesce at all. 1878 Ewer Catholicity iii. 84 The
Catholic Church is. .under another aspect, the human race

convalescing.

tb. trans/. To grow strong. Obs. Sc.

'535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 491 Seand thair power con-
1

vales, .ay the moir. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I.

261 To ceis fra battall, quhill thair pissance war convalescit.

2. Roman L.aw. To become valid.

1875 Poste Gains iv. (ed.2) 601 The alienation, originally

invalid, convalesces.

Hence Convale scing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 254 Mr. Andro Foster ..

after his convalesing, took a great trouble in his mynde-
1864 in Rentier No. 98. 603/1 Delicacies to the convalescing.

1890 Daily Nenvs 13 Nov. 3/7 Accommodation .. for the
treatment of convalescing patients.

Convalescence itynvale*sens\ [a. F. con-

valescence (*5th a), ad. L. convalescentta regaining

of health, f. convalescent-cm, Convalescent.]
1. Gradual recovery of health and strength after

illness.

c 1489 Caxton Blaiichardyn xl. (1890) 149 Seeng his fader
broughte vp ayen in good conualescence and heltn. f 1500
Metusine 170 In me was none hope of conualescence nor of
lyf. a 1631 Donne in Selections (1840) 88 Sickness had en-
feebled my body, but I have a convalescence. 164a Howell
Eor. Trav. (Arb.) 24 The Physitians hold there is no per*

fection of corporall health in this life, but a convalessence at
best. 1779 Johnson Let. Mrs. Thrale 8 Oct., On Thursday
. .1 ventured on my dinner, which I think has a little inter-

rupted my convalescence. 1813 Scott Guy M. xvii, [He]
had written to my mother, expressing his entire convales-
cence. 1879 E. Garrett House by W orks II. 180 The slow
days of convalescence wore away in the sea-port town,

b. transf.

1856 Olmsted Slave States 278 The convalescence of Vir-

ginia agriculture.

2. Roman Law. (See quots.)

1875 Poste Gains 11. (ed.2) 283 The retroactive effect of
the removal of an original impediment to the validity of a
title is called the Convalescence of the title. 1880 Muir-
head tr. Gains 11. § 218 If the legacy be to one who is not
an heir. .Sabinus held it incapable of convalescence under
the Neronian senatus-consult.

Convale'SCency. rare. [ad.L. convalescentia :

see prec. and -ency.] A convalescent state.

1651 Biggs Neiv Dis/>. § 273 Either in sicknes or con-
valescence*. 1844 T. J. Graham Dam. Med. 180 Prescribed
. .in low fevers and convalescences.

Convalescent i,k,>nvaLrsent), a. and sb. [ad.

L. convalescent-em, pr. pple. ofconvalescere to Con-
vai.emcf. Also in moir.]

A. adj. Recovering health and strength after

illness ; in the way of recovery ; still in need of
nursing.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Convalescent, that waxeth strong.

1793 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 149 The French monarchy, .with
an infant king, and a convalescent royalty. 1806 Med. Jml.
XV. 191 The patients become convalescent within the first

week of the fever. 1853 C. Bronte Villette jtiii, Little
Georgette was now convalescent.

B. sb. One who is recovering from sickness.

1758 Chestebf. Lett. {1792) IV. 148 A troublesome and
dangerous [journey! for a convalescent. 1817 Coleridge
Sibyll. Leaves, To Young Lady, How glad I am to see you
here, A lovely convalescent. 1885 Dcnckley in Manchester
Exam. 12 Jan. 6, 1 There were the Infirmary convalescents
taking the air.

b. attrib. Of or for convalescents.
1804 Naval Ckron. XII. 501 The sick . . are to be sent on

board the convalescent Ship. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II.

viii. 91 Like the convalescent ward of a hospital. 1883
Harper's Mag. 895/1 A convalescent home, .was built.

Convalescently, adv. [f. prec. + -ly -.] In

the manner of a convalescent; with increasing

strength or vigour.

1846 Worcester cites Q. Rev.

t Conva'lidate, v. Obs. rare- 0
, [f. ppl.

stem of med.L. convaliddre (Du Cange)= consolid-

are, f. con- altogether + validus strong : see Valid.]
1656 Blount Glossogr., Convatidate, to strengthen.

T Convalidation. Obs. rare. [n. of action

from prec] Strengthening, confirmation.
1523 in Burnet Hist. Ref. II. 102 That thing which may

be to the most convalidation and surety of the Process,

Convall, convaile, in Convall Lily, Lily
Convaile, Obs. : see Convally.
Convallamarin (k^vabame-mn). Chcm.

[f. L convallium
v
see next) + amdr-us bitter + -in.]

A bitter glucoside, Cs H 44 O rJ , obtained from the

Lily of the Valley {Convaltaria Alajalis).

So Convalla rin, an acrid purgative glucoside

C34 Hw On obtained from Lily of the Valley.

Convallamare'tin, Convallare tin, products of

the action of dilute acids on convallamarin and
convallarin respectively.

1863-7 Watts Diet. Chem., Convallamarin . . is obtained
by diluting and filtering the mother-liquor from which the

convallarin has separated.. Nitric acid colours convalla-

marin yellow ; alkalis decompose it, with separation of con-

vallamaretin. 1887 Brunton Text-Bk. Pharmacol, ted. 3)

1040 Convallamarin acts like Digitalis . . Convallarin has

only a purgative effect.

t Convally. Obs. In lily convally, also HiHie con-

vaile, convall lily, adapted forms of L. LMium Con-

vallium lily of the valleys {Vulgate, Cantic. ii. i),

used by the herbalists.

1579 Lancham Card. Health (1633) 679 Woodlillie, or

Lilhe conuaile. 1M7 Gerardk Herbal (1633* 331 The
Conuall Lillie, or Lilhe of the Vally. 1605 Timme
ui. 175 With water of peonie.of Hllyesconually, or of flowers

of the linden tree. 1657 W, Coles Adatn in Eden xii, It i%

called in English, Lilly of the Vally, or the Convall Lilly.

/
,;

//. Ixiii, White flowers, smelling as sweet as those of

Lilly Convally. 1736 Bailey Househ. Diet. 328.

ConvaneSCO (k^mvane s), v. Math. [f. L. con-

together + vanescfre to vanish.] To disapjwar

by the running together of two summits : said of

the edge of a polyhedron.
1851 E. P. Kirkman in Phil. Trans. CXLVIL 187 If AB

convanesces by the union of its summits, 1
J becomes P',

losing the faces A and B.

Convane'scible, a. [f. prec. + -BLE.] Liable

to convanesce, as in convanesciblc edge (of a poly-

hedron).
1851 K. P. Kirkman in Phil. Trans. CXLVIII. 186

Theorem. Every Polyhedron P, not a pyramid, has either

a convanescible or an evanescible edge.

Conva nquish, Obs. Also 5-6 -vainq-,

-vaynq-. [a. OF. convainquiss- lengthened .stem

of convainquir by-form of convaincre \—\*. convin-

cere to conquer: see Convince, Convict.]

trans, a. To vanquish, overcome, b. To convict.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 176/1 Whan they had. . comiayn-
quyssned the heretykes. a 1541 Wvatt IVks. 1815-6 Let.

xxx., To the King (R.), His other great conspiracies, .hath

made him convainquished in whole parliament.

Conveane, obs. form of Convene.
Conve cted, pa. pple. [f. L. convect-us, pa.

pple. of eonveh?re, f. con- together + vehere to

carry + -ed.] Carried by convection.
1881 Eng. Mechanic No. 874. 369/1 This is convected heat

— 1. e., that which it obtained by the transfer of heated air

from place to place.

Convection ^k^nve kjan). Physics, [ad. L,

convection-em, n. of action from convehcre : see

prec] The action of carrying ;
conveyance ; spec.

the transportation of heat or electricity by the

movement of a heated or electrified substance, as

in the ascension of heated air or water.

1613 Cockeram, Connexion, a bearing. 1834 W. Pbolt
Bricfgew. Treat. 256 The process by which heat is commu-
nicated through water, we have termed convection. 1863

Tyndall Heat 177. 1869 E. A. Pakkes Tract. Hygiene

(ed. 3) 371 Heat is communicated by radiation, conduction!

and convection. 1881 Maxwell Electr. <y Magn. I. 56

The passage of electricity from one |>l.icc to another !> the
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motion of charged particles is called Electrical Convection
or Convective Discharge.

b. attrib., as in convection current.

1868 B. Stewart in Macm. Mag. July 254 There are.,

convection currents in constant operation all over the disc.

Convective (kffave'ktiv), a. [f. L. convert-,

ppl. stem of convehere to carry + -ive.]

1. Having the property or power of conveying.
1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 266/2 [The bronchial tubes] are

merely convective passages. 1862 Loud. Rev. 16 Aug. 353
The convective force of a stream of water in washing away
the less valuable minerals.

2. Of the nature of, or relating to convection.
1862 Sir W. Thomson Pop. Lect. (1889) I. 363 There must

be an approximate convective equilibrium of heat through-
out thewhole. 1876 S. Newcombui N. Amer. Rev. CXX1II.
94 The latter is constantly cooling by radiation, and thus
convective movements are established.

Convextively, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] in a
convective manner, by convection.
1864 Webster cites Hare.

Conveen(e, obs. f. Convene ; obs. Sc. f. Covin.

Convehith, -yth, obs. 3rd sing, of Convey.

tConve'll, v. Obs. [ad. L. convell-Zre to

wrench up, overthrow, shatter, f. con- intensive +
vellcre to tear, pull, pluck. Cf. Convulse.]
1. lit. To tear, wrench, rare.

1638 A. Read Chirurg. x. 75 The muscles appointed for
respiration, being also convelled. 1657-94 [see Convelled,
etc. belowj.

2. fig. To overthrow or refute completely.
1536 Articles Relig. p. xvii. Such as neither ought ne can

be altered or convelled by any contrary opinion. 1657
Hawke Killing is Murder Pref., To convel, and confute,
this pestilent and perilous Libel. 1724 Wodrow Corr.
(1843) III. in It's impossible to con veil the material facts
he has set down.

Hence Convelled, Convening vbl. sb. and///, a.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 318 Broken and convelled
nerves. 1620 Venner Via Recta viii. 187 For conuelling.

.

..of this vaine custome. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 24
Very strong irritations in the Members of the Body, by con-
veiling of their Muscular Fibres.

Convellent (Vnvedent), a. [ad. L. convellent-

em, pr. pple. of conveltfre to Convell.] Wrench-
ing, pulling up.
1847 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 525/2 As long as the ends, .are

fixed, and will not yield to convellent force.

t Convenable (k^nWhab'l\ a.1 Obs. [a. F.
convenable, OF. also covenable, f. stem of con-

vener, conven-ant to meet, to agree (:—L. con-

venire to Convene) : see -able, -ble. Cf. Pr.

convenable, convenhable. The earlier form was Co-
venable, whence also the early variants comcnable,

conable. But convenable gradually became the
established form in French, and is found in Eng.
beside covenable down to the 17th c. Johnson (1755)
says * Not now in use'.]

1. Agreeing with circumstances or requirements ;

suitable, appropriate, proper, meet, becoming.
<ri386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 243 (Harl. MS. 7334) Whiche

[thynges] ben conuenable [4 MSS. couenable, Petit), conable,
Cambr, 603 nede] to verray confessioun. 14x4 Brampton
Penit. Ps. Ixx. 27 That mannys lyvyng be convenable, And
redy unto tht servyse,—That is all thi coveytise. 1579 J.
Stubbes Gaping Gulf Ej, Let vs then see whether this
prince be a conuenable mariage in regard of her priuate
person. 1641 Termes de la Ley 230 Where the Lord pro-
fereth convenable marriage to his ward. 1659 Macallo
Canons Pkysick 75 By reason of the convenable quality and
reasonable quantity. 18x5 Mad. D'Arblay Lett. 25 June,
As the superior officer, .in active service for Louis XVIII,
[he is] forced to innumerable convenable expenses.

2. Agreeing with each other; consistent, con-
gruous ; in agreement.
c 1450 Merlin 59 This place that was voyde at the table of

Ioseph be-tokeneth the place that Matheu fulfilde
; and,

sir, thus be these two tables convenable. 1579 Spenser
Shepk. Cat. Sept. 175 With his word his work is convenable.

3. Suitable to the purpose or requirements of
any one ; convenient
1421 in Rymer Foedera. (1710) X. 463 In such place, as

,
were most convenable unto the said King of Romans. 1491
Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 22 Preamb., The convenable tyme of

I
helpe is comme. c 1534 tr. Pot. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I.

81 Nothinge seemed more convenable to the Brittons than to
encompasse their enemies on their backes. 1548 Udall,
etc. Erasm. Par. Mark iv. 31 The playnest manour of
teachyng and moste conuenable. 1615 Crooke Body of
Man 278 A convenable aliment for the particular parts.

1 1641 Prynne Antip. 278 The convenable season of the im-
ploying of the good lent was passed.

Convenable (k^m-naVl), a.2 [f. Convened.
i

+ -able.] Capable of being convened.
175S Johnson, Convenable, that may be convened. 1862

Ansted Chamtel 1st. rv. xxiii. 529 The States of Jersey are
not convenable without the consent of the Governor.

I
t Co'nvenably, adv. Obs. [f. Convenable at
+ -Ly2 ; cf. Covenably.] In a suitable, proper,
or convenient manner

;
properly, suitably, fitly.

c 1430 Lydg. Bochas (1558) vi. xvi. 9 Matters conueyed by
iust conuenience Disposed in order conuenably to shewe.
144a Hen. VI in Ellis Orig. Let. IIL 33 I. 77 If it were

!

not convenaUy resisted. 1502 Ord. Crystal Men (W. de
W. 1506) in. iii. 152 Unto whome it appertayneth mooste
conuenably for to correcte. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures
20 a, Well and convenably arrayed for the warre.

Vol. II.

llConvenance (^nv^nahs). Also7-ence. [a.

F. convenance, OF. also covenance, convention,
agreement, convenience, f. convenir to come to-

gether, agree, fit, etc. Introduced in 15th c. in

sense 1 (in form Covenance), and in sense 2 in

17th c, but in neither sense retained in the lang. ; in

recentuse a non-naturalized French word in sense 3.]

+ 1. A convention, covenant, agreement. Obs rare.

1483 [see Covenance].

f 2. Concurrence, agreement. Obs. rare.

1613 Sherley Trav. Persia 104 Mombarecke . . with the
lest conuenence of his Maiestie, would continue his Armes
against the Turke. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 17
Neither order nor distinction, nor union, nor convenance.

|| 3. Conventional propriety or usage.

1847 Emerson Poems, The Visit Wks. (Bohn) I. 404 The
duration of a glance Is the term of convenance. 1867 —
May-Day, etc. Wks. (Bohn) III. 423 Our foaming ale we
drunk from hunters' pans, .and if any missed Their wonted
convenance, cheerly hid the loss With hunters' appetite.

!l
b. //. The conventional proprieties of life or

social intercourse ; the conventionalities.

1857 De Quincey Whiggism Wks. VI. 140 That it does
not shock or revolt my taste or sense of propriety—of de-
corum—and the convenances arising out of place, .occasion,
or personal circumstances. 1881 Spectator 9 Apr. 476 Her

j

utter ignorance of London convenances and proprieties.

tConvenancy. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. as prec. +
-ancy.] Convenience, accommodation.
1769 in T. W. Marsh Early Friends i. (1886) 5 Holding

this week day meeting twice in a Month at Nutfield for

the Convenancy of the Nutfield friends.

Convenand, -ant, -aunt, obs. ff. Covenant.
Convene (k(Jnvi"n), v. Also 5 conwene, 6

conven, 6-7 convein(e, 6-8 conveen, 7 con-
1 veane. [a. F. conven-ir (pr. pple. conven-ant),

in OF. also covenir, =Pr. covenir, convenir, Sp.

convenir, It. convenire :—L. conventre to come to-

gether, assemble, unite, agree, suit, fit, befit, f.

con- together + venire to come.]
I. To come or bring together.

1. intr. To come together ; to assemble, or meet,
esp. for a common purpose, a. of individuals.
Much more used in Scotland and U.S. than in England.
1429 in Rymer Fa'dera X. 430/2 (Scotch DocM It is Ac-

corded that Four Persones of either Partie . . shall convene
and assemble togidder. 1528 Gardiner in Pocock Rec.
Re/. I. li. 124 At which time we convened in the pope's little

chamber. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 15 The
Scottis convenit in Argyle

; quhair the capitanes war
devidit .. concerning this battell. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII
Wks. (Bohn) 446 The two princes convened and communed
together in the suburbs of Calais. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk
(1842) p. xxiii, I appointit the nixt Fryday to our elderis to
convein . . I warnit all to convein on Setterday nixt to the
sermon of preparation at the ordinar tyme. 1727 A. Hamil-

i ton AV:w Acc. E. Ind. II. xxxvi. 48 They convene in a large

j

Hall. 1760 H. Brooke Fool ofQuality (1792) v. no In the
afternoon, all the town's folk and neighbours, .convened to
the great house. 1787 Burns Halloween \\, Some merry,
friendly, countra folks Together did convene. 1830 Scott
Denionol. x. 380 They convened within the premises of a
tavern. 1871 Rossetti Love's Noctum i, Master of the
murmuring courts Where the shapes of sleep convene !

b. of a collective body : To assemble for united

action ; to meet in a convention.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit, vn. xliv. 365 The States also

conuening in a grand Councell at Oxford. 1671 True Non-
conf. 152 That Council did conveen in the year 325, 1706
Maule Hist. Picts in Misc. Scot. I. 57 The chief city .

.

where their chief courts of justice conveen. 1870 Emerson
Soc. # Solit., Wk. $ Days Wks. (Bohn) III. 71 Academies
convene to settle the claims of the old schools. x88a Proc.
Benv. Nat. Club IX. 427 The ' Birlie Court' of the land-
owner is said to have convened under its shadow.

c. trans/, of things : To concur, occur together.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Qttest. Chirurg. Q iij b, The

sygnes of lepry aswel equyuocalles as vnyuocalles and are
the sygnes that conueneth onely in this dysease. a 1774
Fergusson Cauler Water Poems (1845) 22 The graces That
aft conveen In gleefu' looks, and bonnie faces. 1863 Mrs. C.
Clarke Shaks. Char. xii. 310 As events convene, he gradu-
ally develops into an unfeeling and selfish man of the world,

t d. To come together ; to unite. Obs.
1667 Boyle Orig. Formes $ Qual. 4 By guiding the first

motions of the small parts of Matter, bring them to convene
after the manner requisite to compose the World. 169a
Bentley Boyle Lect. vii. 216 Those dispersed Particles
could never of themselves have conven'd into this present
or any other like Frame of Heaven and Earth. 1738 Med.
Ess. $ Observ. (ed. 2) IV. 141 Ifthe rays convene before the

I

retina.

2. refl. in prec. sense.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Q iij b, The
! equyuocal sygnes conueneth them in dyuersmaladyes. 1585
i Commend. Verses in Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 10 Conveine
I your selfs (o sisters). 1638 Council Records in Inverness

Courier 25 Oct. (1884I 3/4 The counsell. .haifing convenit
thaimselves. a 1674 Clarendon (J.), The. .people would

!
frequently, .convene themselves by the sound of a bell.

3. trans. To cause to come together ; to convoke :

I a. individuals.

1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scotl. (1885) 226 The
hail estates he conueinet till Ed r

. 1645 Slingsby Diary
(1836) 156 First he [Chas. I] went to Abergeiny where he
convened ye country gentlemen. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762)
II. iv. iv. 114 Mir Vais now conveened the chief men of his
tribe. 1795 Southey Joan 0/ Arc m. 257 With all due
speed I will convene The Doctors of Theology. 1861
Stanley East. Ch. vii. (1869) 226 Fifty Bishops of the neigh-
bouring dioceses were convened.

b. a collective body, an assembly or meeting.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. (1843) 53/1 The parliament .

.

was convened by his Majesty's grace and inclination. 1703
Pope Thebais 274 Th'almighty Father of the Gods Convenes
acouncil in the blest abodes. 1781 Gibbon Decl. F. III.
L 123 They convened the assembly of the people. 1879
Froude Caesar xxii. 367 The Senate was convened by the
tribunes. 1885 Act 48^9 Vict. c. 54 § 5 The Archdeacon .

.

shall, .convene a meeting of the beneficed clergy.

4. To summon (a person) before a tribunal. In
the University of Cambridge : To bring a student
before the college court of discipline. (Not a
statutable phrase.)
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vn. vi. 78 The Byschape Robert bat

gud man, He conwenyd be-fore hym fan. 2640-1 Kirk-
endbr. War-Comm. Miu. Bk. (1855) 35 Johne Gordoun .

.

and George Levingstone . . being baithe conveinit for com-
mitting ane ryot. 1660 Trial Regie. 105, I do wonder for
what cause you do convene me here before you. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones in. ii, Tom was presently convened
before Mr. Allworthy. 1849 Thackekay Pendennis xviii,

I
Foker, whom the Proctor knew. .was. .summarily convened
and sent down from the University. 1865 Hook in

j

Athenxuw No. 1945. 154/3 Knapwell was convened before
j

the Archbishop.

II. To agree, harmonize.

f 5. intr. Of persons : To come to agreement in
1 purpose, opinion, or action ; to agree. Obs.

I549 Compi. Scot. xiv. 116 His purpos vas..to conuen and
accord vitht the said Kyng of meid contrar the grcikis.
1568 Q. Mary in H. Campbell Lovcdett. Mary Q. Scots

j

App. 29 They have convenit and accordit that my sone
.

sould be deliverit in hir handis. 1637 R. Humphrey tr. St.
Ambrose Pref., They all convene in this, that a young man
. .is an unfit hearer. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 270.

f 6. To agree or accord in size, quality, or cha-
racter ; to be suitable or fitting. Convening to :

conformable to, according to. .5V. Obs.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1885) 62 Euerie

foul [— fowl] conueining to the gretnes of the scheL 1600 J.
Hamilton Facile Traictise 141 (Jam.) The halines of the
doctrine conueinis not to the conuenticle of the Caluinistes.
1627 Bp. Forbes Eubulus 11 1 (Jam.) Barking can convcane
but to living and sensitiue creatures.

f 7. trans. To bring into agreement ; to harmo-
nize, settle. Obs.
1521 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 86 To Almygthy Gode,

wych hath gevyn yow grace so to ordyr and conven your
afferys, that ye be. .the ruler of thys your Realme.

t 8. U.S. dial. To be convenient to; to suit, fit.

(

1816 J. Pickering Voc. Words U. S., Convene .. is used
in some parts of New England in a very strange sense..
'This road will convene the public,' i.e. will be convenient
for the public. The word, however, is used only by the
illiterate. 1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. (1862) 78 Father.,
never confined himself to water neither, when he could get
anything convened him better.

9. intr. To come together in harmony; to har-
monize, fit each other.

1855 Thackeray Neiucomes I. 305 There are articles which
the marriage-monger cannot make to convene at all, tempers
. .tastes, etc.

Convene, obs. Sc. f. Covin, compact, company.
Convenee (kpnvz'nr]. [f. Convene v. -t -EE.]
One convened or summoned to a meeting.
1846 Worcester cites Maunder.

t Conve'Uement. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. OF. <:<?«

venement convention, f. convenir; see Convened.
and -ment.J The action of convening ; convention.
1603 in Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1887) I. 62 We tooke the

best course we could for Securing of the Towne of Corcke
;

holding a convenment for his Majestys Service.

Convenent, obs. form of Covenant.
Convener (k^nvrnai). Also 6 -venar, -or,

7-8 -veener. [f. Convene v. + -eh *.]

fl. One who assembles along with others. Obs.
a 1572 Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. (1846) I. 304 Yf it shall

happin in oure saidis conventionis any hard place of Scrip-
ture to be redd, of the which no proffeit arysith to the con-
venaris, that, etc. 1625 Br. Mountagu App. C&sar. 69, I do
reverence the Conveners [at the Synod of Dort] for their
places, worth, and learning, a 1641 — Acts and Man. (1642)
510 Another Epiphanius . . one of the Convenors at the
second Councell of Nice.

f 2. One who enters into a mutual agreement.
1650 Elderfield Tythes 35 A mutual consent among the

conveners, that such a thing shall be so or so.

3. One who convokes (a meeting, etc.).

1680 G. Hickes Spirit 0/ Popery 35 The greatest Con-
vener of the People to Conventicles, that was in all the
Countrey. 1805 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. III. 244 This
convocation was somewhat unbecomingly postponed, .with-

out the conveners having assigned any public reasons. 1870
Pall Mall G. 17 Oct. 10 Doubtless its conveners would be
glad to make it [the ' Church Congress '] more comprehen-
sive if they could.

b. spec. One officially appointed to summon the

meetings of a committee or other organized body,

etc. Chiefly Sc.

1681 Lond. Gas. No. 1649/3 All Deacons of Trades, and
Deacons Conveeners in the said Burroughs. 1708 Ibid.

No. 4426/10 The Dean of Guild, Deacon, Conveener, and
the Community of the City of Glasgow. 1827 Steuart
Planter's G. (1828) 523 Your Committee, .cannot conclude
this part of the subject better, than by an Extract of a
Letter to their Convener. 1833 Act 3-4 Will. IV, c. 46
§ 43 The convener, who shall preside at such committee,
shall be entitled to a casting vote. 1886 Rep. Mitchell
Libr. Glasgow, Committee, — Councillor X, Convener,
Councillor Y, Sub-Convener.
attrib. 1864 Daily Tel. 31 Aug., The lord-provost and

118
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magistrates, .the members of the town council and convenor
court.

Convenership. [f. prec. + -ship.] The
office or position of official convener.
1882-3 Schafp Encycl. Relig. Knowl. 1000 For many

years, under the convenership of Dr. Candlish, the Free
Church was very zealous in promoting primary education.

1887 Rep. Mitchell Libr. Glasgow 10 The good-humoured
persistence with which, .he urged the claims of "the Library
upon the citizens during his Convenership.

Convenery k^nvrnari). Sc. [f. Convener
(sense 1) : see -ery.] A body of persons convened
together ; a convention, assembly, congress.
1831 Blacktv. Mag. XXIX. 988 A Constituent Convenery

assembled to decide on the comparative power, .of the two
' political literatures '. 1890 Miss A. H. Dunlop Anent Old
Edinb. 110 The Portsburgh Convenery consisted of four
delegates from each trade.

t Conve'niable, a. Obs. A by-form of Con-
VENABle, assimilated to convenient.
143a Sc. Acts Jos. /i'i8i4» 20 (Jam.) At tyme and place

conueniable. 1547-64 Bauldwin Mot. Philos. (Palfr.) 11 ii,

God..guideth all things in order conueniable. 1574 Hyll
Ord. Bees (1608) 84. 1633 J. Dose Hist. Septuagint 140
That which to you shalbe most agreeable and conveniable.

Convenience (kfJnvf'niens), sb. [ad. L. con-
venientia meeting together, agreement, accord,
harmony, conformity, suitableness, fitness, n. of
quality from convenient-em Convenient : see

-ence. ^The word also occurs in Fr. in I5~i6th c.

:

but the actual Fr. equivalent is convenance.)]

T 1. Agreement, accordance
;
congruity of form,

quality, or nature. Obs.

1413 Lydc. Pilgr. Sowte IV. xxvi. (1483) 71 Ther is a
maner of conuenyence bytwene the thynge that is sene in
the myrroure, and that other that is sene withouten. c 1430— Bochas 11. xvi. (1554) 55 b, Atwene the Cedre of trees of
royal And a sharpe thistle is no conuenience. 1554 1'.

Sampson in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. xviti. 52 There is

no convenience between Christ and Belial. 165a Gailb
Magastrom. 189 Divination. . made from the similitude and
convenience betwixt them [inferior creatures] and the
stars.

f b. An agreement, a correspondence. Obs.
«534 More On tk$ Passion Wks. 1 274/1 Thys kynde of

man created God of a merueylous conuenience also, with al
other maner of creatures. 1604 Shaks. Oth. it. L 234 For
want of these requir'd conueniences.

t C. Of convenience : in accordance (with the

premisses or facts) ; as a matter of congruity, ac-

cordingly. Obs.

1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. 11. v, Of convenyence it fob
loweth that the soule of man must nedys be immortal!. 1565
Jewel Kepi. Harding (161 1) 352 Thus it followeth of con-
uenience. .that the Flesh is not the same in qualities.

t 2. An agreement, a covenant. Obs. rare.

1551 in Strype Eccl. Mem. il xxix. 243 For the conclusion
of such conveniences as were drawn and articulated between
the D. of Somerset and the said company.

t 3. Accordance of nature ; fitness, aptitude. Obs.
c 1430 Lydg. Hornys Aivay 60 in Pol. Pel. <y L. Poems jj

In whom alle verteu is, by iust conuenience, Made stable in

god by gostly confidence. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 772 The
convenience ofboth their ages and estates. 1601 Shaks. All's
Well in. ii. 75 The Duke will lay vpon him all the honor That
good conuenience claimes. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. n. xix.

05 Convenience, or Aptitude to produce the Peace. 1703
Moxon Mech. Exerc. 348 As its use is very easie, so its

convenience is very great. 1756 Burke Snbl. B. Wks.
1842 I. 48 Proportion relates almost wholly to convenience,
as every idea of order seems to do.

f 4. Moral or ethical fitness
; propriety. Obs.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. in. Pre!., O ! how much did
they vainly glorie in this Congruitie and Convenience of
their actions.

5. The quality of being convenient, generally

:

i. e. of being suitable or well-adapted to the per-
formance of some action or to the satisfying of
requirements; suitability, commodiousness.
1601 Shaks. All's Well 11. lii. 253 He beate him . . if I can

meete him with any conuenience. 1653 H. More ^wfYtr".

Ath. 11. iv. (1712) 50 The great convenience and pleasure of
Navigation. 1736 Chetwood Adv. Copt. R. Boyle 360
Vera Cruz . .where I should have Convenience of imuarking
for Spain. i7«8 T. Sheridan Persius Prol. (1739) 3 The
Ancients, at tne erecting of Villages, had a regard to the
Convenience of Water. x8ai J. Q. Adams in C. Davies
Metr. Syst. in. 130 The convenience and the facility of
decimal arithmetic for 'calculation'.

6. The quality of being personally convenient

;

ease or absence of trouble in use or action ; ma-
terial advantage or absence of disadvantage; com-
modity, personal comfort

;
saving of trouble.

Hence at one's convenience, to suit or await one's

convenience, marriage of convenience, etc.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 148 The best forming of all

Members in a Building for the. .Convenience of the in-

tended Inhabitant. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 164 p 3 His
intended Son-in-Law, who had all along regarded this Alli-

ance rather as a Marriage of Convenience than of Love.
1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters II. 125 A building, .for the
convenience of the drinkers, a 1745 Swift Wks. (1841) II.

4 It is merely for convenience or ease that you are content
to take them. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 55 Articles of ne-

cessity, convenience, or luxury. 1875 Jevons Money (1878)
14 The convenience of borrowing and fending in one gene-
rally recognized commodity. 1888 M. Morris Claverhouse
vii. 127 Like Pilate again, he preferred his own convenience,
and tne prisoner was put to death. 1890 Eng. Illustr.
Mag. Chnstm. No. 276 He awaited my convenience in the
drawing-room.

7. (with a and //.) a. A convenient state or

condition of matters ; an advantage.
1606 Shaks. Tr. Cr. RL iii. 7, I haue abandon'd Troy.

.

expos'd my selfe, From certaine and possest conueniences,
To doubtfull fortunes. 1647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist.
Fr. (1678) 17 He would obtain riches.. with divers other

conveniences. 1759 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 198
Men who want a present convenience must not be over-

solicitous about future contingencies. 1846 Mill Logic
1. v. § 6 There is sometimes a convenience in extending the
boundaries of a class.

t b. An opportune occasion, an opportunity.

1679 Jesuites Glwstly Ways 7 Having let slip so fair an
opportunity and convenience, for him to perform his bloody
..design. 171a Hearne Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 430
That he buy Books the next convenience.

C. Material arrangements or appliances con-

ducive to personal comfort, ease of action, or saving

of trouble. (Rarely in sing.)
167a Cave Prim. Chr. 1. v. (1675) 100 These Daemons have

no administration of the conveniences of man's life. 171a
Addison Sped. No. 351 r 4 They were eating their Flesh
upon cakes of Bread for want of other Conveniences. 1716
Lady M. W. Montague Lett. I. vii. 20 Having in them
all the conveniences of a palace 176a Hume Hist. Eng.
(1806) IV. lvt 330 Unfit, from their habitual sloth and
ignorance, to raise any convenience of human life. 1830
Brewster Edin. Cycl. VII. 1. 220/1 Labourers, whom he
pays with what are called conveniences ; these consist in a
nouse, ground for potatoes, grass for sheep and cows, etc.

1866 Rogers Agric. <y Prices I. xxii. 569 Necessary con-
veniences for the homestead.

d. A particular appliance ; a ntensil
;
formerly

applied commonly to a conveyance ; now often

used euphemistically.
1671 Sir C. Lyttelton in Hatton Corr. (1878) 65 Before

they can order theyr convenience to London by land. 1700
Gov. Nicholson in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch.
I. 120 To find a convenience and provide necessaries for

his voyage hither. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. (1812) I.

250 A convenience to spit in appeared on one side of her
chair. 177a R. Graves SPir. Quixote xit. xi. (D,\ A
man packed up in this leathern convenience with a wife
and children. 1883 Manch. Exam. 30 Oct. 8/4 A post-

office car, which contains that great convenience a letter

box. 1883 Stevenson in Longm. Mag. II. 296 An American
railroad-car . .with a stove and a convenience, one at either
end.

e. transf. of a person.

1865 Bushnell Vicar. Sacr. m. v. 292 A God, who with-
out maintaining any good of principle, consents to be only
the convenience of all. Mod. They wanted to make a con-
venience of me.

f 8. Means of living conveniently, competence.
1663 J. Barcrave Pope Alex. 17/(1867)44 The best part

of his convenience he acknowledgeth to receive from the

family of Lanceltoti.

Convenience (Vnv/~niens),v. [f. prec.] trans.

To afford convenience or accommodation to ; to

suit ; to accommodate.
1630 Hales Gold. Rem. fi688) 365 What way we may be

pleasur'd and conveniene'd. 1677 Yarranton Eng.Improv.
fcp. to Rdr., According as they, .do convenience themselves
with just and equal Laws and Customs. Ibid. 43 In places

that are eminently convenienced for quick getting out.

1885 Pall Mall G. 28 Ju|y 4/2 A general rule that the
public are not to be convenienced unless they pay for it.

Conve'niencer. rare. One who accommodates
or conveniences.
1710 Steele Tatter No. 199. F 2 Honest Coupler the Con-

veniencer. J But some later edd. read conveyancer, which
suits the sense.]

Conveniency (k^nvrniensi). [f. as Conveni-
ence sb. with later suffix -ency. Formerly more
freauent than convenience, but now little used.]

fl. - Convenience i. Obs.

1494 Fabvan Chron. 1. xxi.(R.), More to the conueniency
of tyme and agreement of other cronyclers, 1581 Sidney
Apol. Poetrie (Arb.t 41 That imitation wherof Poetry is,

hath the most conueniency to Nature of all other. 1668

Howe Bless. Righteous (182$) 42 The things spoken, .havea
real likeness and conveniency in nature with one another.

1708 J. Chamberlavne St. Gt. Brit. 11. 1. ii. (1743) 3a9 If this

conveniency was not a sufficient testimony, the inscriptions

. .found, .would put it beyond all dispute.

f 2. = Convenience 3. Obs.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. deW. 1530143b, By this, .appereth
the conuenyency how our exercyse. .maybe compared to a
buyldyng. 1541 Act 33 Hen. rtltt c 37 Such a palace
roial. .ought of all conueniency in reason to be ornated and
set forth with the name and title of an honour. 157A

Whitgift Def. Aunstv. iii. Wks. 1851 I. 369 The perpetual

equity, reasonableness, and conveniency of this order.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 320 Moved thereunto [his

marriage]., by the conveniency of her years. 1669 Worlidge
Syst. Agric. vii. § 5 (1681) 124 This way is with most con-

veniency to be used when the Stock is too big to be cleft.

f b. Convenience of : what is accordant to or in

accordance with. Obs.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 11. xvi. 243 It was against

conveniencie of reason, that he should be fearfull for the
salvation of his soule. 1624 Ld. Kensington in Ellis Orig.
Lett. 1. 301 III. 174 No further to oblige himself, .then might
well stand with the. .conveniency of his state.

f 3. — Convenience 4. Obs.

1583 Babington Commandm. vii. (1637) 58 Tricking and
trimming our selves above conveniencie, is a dangerous
allurer of lust. 1656 Finett For. Ambass. 2 His Majesty
. .desireth to perform all things with conveniency.

4. = Convenience 5.

1612 Dravton Poly-olb. xi. Notes 181 Conveniency of sit-

uation. 1683 Trvon Way to Health 309 If conveniency will

permit, go to Bed and keep your selfwarm for an hour. 17M

J. Macky Joum. thro' Eng. I. 230What adds to the Beauty
as well as Conveniency of these Offices, is, that they all

open into St. James's Park. 177a Hutton Bridges 3 The
conveniency of the passage to and from the bridge. 1816
K 1.at inge Trav. II. 30 It is probable that such conveni.
ency originally presenting itself first suggested the idea.

b. with qualifying words expressing the respect
in or purpose for which a thing is convenient.
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. Commiv. (1603) 7 The plaine

countrey by reason of the fruitfulnes, doth minister, .conve-
niencie to joyne their forces. 1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's
Argenis 111. x.183 They should returne. .into the nextTowne
for the more conveniency of lodging. 1660 Worlidge Syst,
Agric. xi. 8 2 (1681) 232 The Forewheels are lesser in a
Waggon . . for its conveniency in turning. 17*1 Perry
Daggenh. Breach 122 Water enough for the Conveniency
of Ships to lie afloat. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. (1847) I.

279 The conveniency of the scholastic phrase to distinguish
the kind from all degrees.

t C. Convenient occasion, opportunity. Obs.
c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. xxvi. 51 There will be conveniency

every week of receiving and sending. 1659 B. Harris
ParivaTs Iron Age 61 Their sudden submission, gave the
Spaniards conveniency to hasten to the relief of the Duke.
1667 Primatt City v C. Build. 10 If they should want a
conveniency of communicating the same to their Neigh-
bours, a 1834 Lamb Lett, to Manning in Talfourd Life
ix. 87, I have no conveniency of doing it by this,

t 5. = Convenience 6. Obs.
a 1628 F. Greville Sidney (1652) 64 To weigh the im-

mortall wisdom in even scales with mortal conveniency or
inconveniency. a 1654 Selden Table- T. (Arb.) 40 Churches
are set apart for the conveniency of men to Worship in.

1657 Cromwell Sp. 13 Apr. 1 1871) V. 19, 1 cannot, with con-
veniency to myself, speak out. 17*8 Morgan Algiers I.

vi. 189 Consulting the Conveniency of the worst of Infidels.

1796 Morse Amer.Geog. II. 425 Narrow causeways, .for the
conveniency of foot passengers.

b. Time or occasion convenient to a person.

1649 Alcoran 28 You shall do well to stay their conveni-

ency. 1693 Luttrell Brief Ret. (1857) III. 144 The
French at their first conveniency intend to make a descent
on Scotland. 1739 tr. Duhamefs Husb. 1. ix. (17621 52 As
your best conveniency invites you. 1831 Scott Nigel v,

[He] would, .wait his royal conveniency for payment.

6. A convenient thing ; = Convenience 7.

f a. A convenient state or condition of matters
;

an advantage. Obs.

1638 Wilkins AVh/ World 1.(1684^8 Neither are there
Seas, or Rivers, or any other conveniency for Habitation.

a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. K1691) 17 Wherefore to have the
occasion of abounding in Seamen, is a vast Conveniency.

1715 Desagluers Fires ImPr. 53 Another conveniency
willbe, that you will hinder tne Smoak . .from being beaten
down into your Room. - 1779 J. Moore View Soc. Fr.
(1789) I. xL 78 A stranger may fairly avail himself of every
conveniency arising from their obliging manners.

T b. with defining words connected by of. Obs.
1660 Blount Boscobel 11. (1680) 24 [To] stay there some

days before the conveniency of a transportation could be
found. 1676 Ray Corr. (1848) 123 Wanting the conveniency
of books to assist me in such an undertaking. 1749 Field*
ing Tom Jones < 1775) 194 This room wanted tne conveniency
of a closet. 1798 Pennant Hindoostan I. 8 The Chinese
merchants, .got the conveniency of the river Ilak for part

of their journey.

C. //. Material arrangements or appliances ad-

vantageous to life, personal comfort, ease of work,
saving of trouble, etc.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 441 P 3 The Blessings and Con-
veniencies of Life. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 177 P 2, I

furnished a large room with all conveniencies for study.

1761 Gibbon s III. 202 The ancients were destitute

of many of the conveniencies of life, which have been in-

vented or improved by the progress of industry.

d. A particular convenient appliance or article

;

a utensil ;
formerly, esp. a conveyance or vehicle

;

= Convenience 7d. arch.
1660 Trial Regie. 109 Having a conveniency out of my

house into a Gallery. 1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money Chas.

$ yas. (Camden) 16 1 or providing ships and con-
veniencys to transport horses to Tanger. 1703 J. Savage
Lett. Antients liv. 138 Thy Helmet I believe thou wear'st..

for a conveniency to drink out of in a Tavern. 1717 Mrs.
Centlivre Bold Strokefor Wife v. (D.\ I remember thou
didst come up in the leathern conveniency with me. i7»5
Lond. Gas. No.6423/3 A large Diamond Ring, with another
Conveniency set with Diamonds. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour
IV. 36 The next thing is, to get you a conveniency to carry

you abroad. 1875 Emerson Lett.
<fr

Soc. Aims 1. 10 This
magnificent hotel and conveniency we call Nature.

e. transf. of a person, arch.

1728-9 Mrs. Delany in Life (1861) I. iii. 192, I did make
a conveniency of him, for by his means I found my Lady
Carteret. 1841-4 Emerson Ess. Ser. 11. viii. (1876)191 The
uninspired man certainly finds persons a conveniency in

household matters.

t 7. Means of living conveniently, a competence.
a i6»8 Preston Effect. Faith (1631) 155 He will leave a

conveniency for his posterity if he can.

Convenient (k^nvrnient), a. and sb. [ad. L.

convenient-em agreeing, consistent, accordant,

fitting, suitable, becoming, pr. pple. of convenire

to come together, meet, unite, agree, fit, suit, etc.

(There was also an OF. convenient in i5-i6th c)]

f 1. Agreeing (in opinion) ; in accord. Obs.

1485 Sc. Ads 7as. Ill (1814) 178 (Jam.) Sa that.. the

princez that suld be the partj, be greabfe and convenient.

f2. Accordant, congruous, consonant (to). Obs.

ij»6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 45 b, Eche of these pe-

ticions be conuenyent and agreeynge to some gyfte of y"

holy goost. 1551 Asp. Hamilton Catech. (1884)3 To our

office mair convenient and consonant. 1654 Burton's Diary



*

CONVENIENT.
(1828) I. 55 It may seem not altogether so equitable and
convenient to reason.

f 3. Agreeing with or consonant to the nature or
character of; in accordance with ; in keeping with

;

befitting, becoming [to orfor a thing or person).
t 1400 Maundev.(i839) xi. 230 It is convenyent to a god,

to ete no mete, c 1450 Crt. of Love 786 Her nose directed
straight. .With form and shape thereto convenient. 1538
Starkey England 1. i. 8 The best kynd of lyfe and most
convenyent to the nature of man. 1542 Udall Erasm.
Apoph. 144 Of apparell and of demeanure nothyng comely
ne conuemente for one that should bee a manne. 1631
Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 250 Interred in. .a place of Saint
Maries Church conuenient for so worthy a person.

t b. Of befitting size or extent ; commensurate,
proportionate {to). Obs.
C1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 550 Hise proporcioneles con-

uenientz ffor his equacions in euery thyng. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens v. xxiv. 581 The roote is long, and of a conve-
nient thicknesse. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catcch. 186 b,
The rewarde of asternal tyf conuenient to the merit. 1677
Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. 3 Sutable at least in a con-
venient degree to the worth of the Faculty.

f 4. Suitable, appropriate ; a. to or for a pur-
pose, etc. Obs.
C

.

I374 Chaucer Boeth. 111. xi. 97 Nature yeueth to euery
thing bat bat is conuenient to hym. 1548 Hall Chron. 124
A place moste mete and convenient for to abide battaill.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. IV. (1586) 184 b, Shut them
[bees] up with foode convenient for thein. 1590 Shahs.
Mids. N. in. i. 2 Here's a maruailous conuenient place for
our rehearsal!. i6ii Bible Prov. xxx. 8. 1703 Moxon
Mech. Excrc. 169 Pieces ofWood, ofa Substance convenient
to the light or heavy work they intend to Turn. 1790 Anna
M. Johnson Monmouth I. 186 [A place] convenient to the
purpose of holding our secret consultations.

fb. Suitable to the conditions or circumstances
;

befitting the case
; appropriate, proper, due. Obs.

c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 4 Wher.fore me semith con-
venient.. to make of it special declaracioun. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 20 Sett in trew and conuenyente termes,
wythout erroure or darkenes. 1547 Act 1 Ediu. VI, c. 3
§ 16 To punish, .with chaining, beating, or otherwise, as
shall seeme to them conuenient. a X593 H. Smith Term.
(1866) II. 139 It was convenient Christ should visit sinners
for their speedy conversion. 1653 Walton Angler 59 Put
them into a convenient quantity of the best butter. 1670 Dk.
Richmond in Marveirs Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 299,1 thought
convenient to advise you, that I intend to prosecute this
businesse. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 106 When the piece
Q, is set to its convenient heighth. 1741 Wesley Wks.
(1830) I. 309 Many were destitute of convenient clothing.

f c. Of time : Due, proper. Obs.
1415 in York Myst. Introd. (1885) 34 And that euery

player.. be redy in his pagiaunt at convenyant time. 1549
Latimer Ptoughers (Arb.) 20 So must he at all times con-
venient preache diligentlie. 1552 Aisp. Hamilton Catech.
(1884) 35, I sal gif yow rayne in tyme convenient.

1 5. Morally or ethically suitable or becoming
;

proper. Obs.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.)i49 It is not convenient a

man to be Ther women gon in travalynge. 1497 Bp. Alcoic
Mons Perfect. D iij b, All other of theym lyved in a con-
uenyent chastyte. 1511-1 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 23 § 5 It is
not convenient nor standing with good and indifferent
ordre that the said sir Robert shuld be Auditour and Juge
ofhymself. 1611 Bible Eph. v. 4 Neither filthinesse, nor
foolish talking, nor iesting, which are not conuenient. 1684
tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries xviii. 62 She sang and dane'd more
exquisitely than was convenient for an honest woman. 1727
Swift Gulliver 1. iv. 56 And which is the convenient end,
seems, -to be left to every man's conscience.

6. Personally suitable or well-adapted to one's
easy action or performance offunctions ; favourable
to one's comfort, easy condition, or the saving of
trouble ; commodious. (The current sense.)
1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 2 Take therwith gret-

ter acqueyntaunce at som other conuenyent tyme. 1535
Covekdale Ps. lxxiv. 2 When I maye get a convenient
tyme I shall iudge accordinge vnto righte. 1548 Hall
Chron. 247 And so by conveniente jorneys came to the
towne of Edenborough. 1697 Dryden Virg. Gcorg. 1. 258
Delve of convenient Depth your thrashing Floor. 1721 Col.
Rec. Pennsylv. III. 120 To come with all convenient speed.
1732 Berkeley Alciphr. 1. § 1 A convenient house with a
hundred acres of land. 1749 F. Smith Voy. Disc. N.-W.
Pass. II. 277 It would be very ill convenient to his Men, to
be out all Night in the Frost, upon a cold Beach. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth vii, A very convenient arrangement for
mutual support. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. viii.

205 It had once been convenient to forget, it was now equally
convenient to remember.
7. colloq. and dial. a. Within easy reach

; easily
accessible ;

' handy '.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair iii, Heretics used to be
brought thither convenient for burning hard by.

b. Conveniently near ; near in place or time to.

(Ireland and U.S.)
1849 Polk cited in Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1865 Dublin

Even. Mail Feb., It was convenient to five o'clock when I
got home. 1880 Antrim f, Down Gloss., Convenient,
near. ' His house is convenient to the church '. 1883 Daily
News 22 Jan. (.Dublin Conspiracy), At the College rail,
convenient to Clarendon's Riding School.

H Formerly often compared by -er, -est.

1644 Nye Gunnery (1670) 37 If you find it more con-
venienter to use the plumb line then the Index. 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. tv. 201 Although it is the neerest
way, it is not the convenientest way for Seamen. 1741
Richardson Pamela (1824) I. i. 233 He will have larger
panes of glass, and convenienter casements.

B. sb. f 1. 1 Agreement, accord. Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. n. x. (:49s) 37 The ioyn-

ture and conuenyente of domes of god. Ibid, vm, xxviii

935

340 A body that is blysful and a nother that is not blysfull
maye be togyders in the same stede and place wythout
conuenyent.

t 2. pi. ? Proprieties
; formalities. Obs.

1649 <* Daniel Trinarc/i., Hen. V, cccxlvii, A Prince is
Synew-Shrunke, And Crampt, betwixt a Title, to keepe
warme And Cold Convenients.

1 3. A mistress, concubine. Obs.
1676 Etheredge Man of Mode in. iii, Dorimant's Con-

vement, Madam Loveit. 1688 Shadwell Sqr. Alsatia
n. i. 1708 Motteux Rabelais (1737) V. 2t 7 Concubines,
Convenients, Cracks.

Conveniently (kfhvrnientli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY'A] In a convenient manner, in accordance
with convenience.

1 1. Congruously, harmoniously. Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 11. x (1495) 37 Sadde setes

ben conuenable and conuenyently joyned. 1477 Norton
Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. 11652) 59 Conjoyne your Elements
. .With all their Concords conveniently.

2. In accordance, in harmony; in accord with
premises or facts, accordantly, rare.
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas. XI. xxxii, It shall hym prouffyt

yf he wyll apply To doo therafter ful conveniently. 1530
Rastell ISk. Purgat. 11. xii, The soule convenyently must
be infynyte. 1827 C. Bridges Exp. Ps. cxix. (1830) 184
[God] acts conveniently with his own nature.

t 3. Fittingly, suitably, appropriately. Obs.
1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 8 Convenyently this

virgyne gloryous May to a margaryte comparyd be. 1495
Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 39 Revenues to maynteyn honorably
and convenyently the astate of a Duke. 1596 Shaks. Merck.V

.
11. viii. 45 Such faire ostents of loue As shall conueniemly

become you there. 1653 Walton Angler 49 My Hostis
.

. is both cleanly and conveniently handsome. 1663 Ger-
bier Counsel 9 That the Staires may stand conveniently to
the Stories.

1 4. With ethical or moral propriety. Obs.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 205 And they concluded, y' the

king might conveniently ayde her with Golde and Sylver.
5. In a way that affords ease or comfort, or ob-

viates difficulty ; commodiously.
i°33 J- Done Hist. Septuagint 62 With a Chimney,

very properly and conveniently built. 1798 SoUTHEY Eclog.
i, A carriage road That sweeps conveniently from gate to
gate. 1837 Hallam Hist. Lit. IV. m. § 4 They could not
conveniently be wanting. 1871 RuSKIN Munera P. Pref.
(1880) 26, I have now, more conveniently, divided the whole
into six chapters.

b. In a way that fits one's purpose or desire.
1685 Stillingfl. Orig. Brit. i. 47 So very conveniently

[he] finds him in Britain when St. Paul wrote his Epistle
to the Romans.
6. With personal ease, facility, or comfort

;

readily
; without trouble or difficulty.

1509 Fisher Fun. Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. (1876)
297 Vysytyng them as often as she conuenyently myght.
1523 FlTZHBSB. Husb. § 22 An housbande can not con-
uenyentelye plowe his lande, and lode out his dounge
bothe vppon a daye, with one draughte of beastes. 161

1

Bible Mark xiv. 11 He sought how he might conueniemly
betray him. 1747 Wesley Print. Physic (1762) 69 Drink
the Broth as soon as you can conveniently. 1859 Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. III. 9 If you could conveniently bring a
small bag of meal with you. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)
III. 42 Some lesser points may be more conveniently
noticed in this place.

t Conve-nientness. Obs. The quality of
being convenient ; Convenience.
J579 J- Jones Preserv. Bodie $ Soule I. iii. 6 Profitable.

.

for commodiousnesse, conuenientnesse, and delightsomnesse.
1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. clxxxvi. 1158 Thus much
concerning the conuenientnesse of the time.

Convening (k^nvT-nirj), vbl. sb. [f. Convene
v. + -ing 1.] The action of the vb. Convene

;

coming together, assembling, etc.

1659 Pearson Creed(it™) 376 The same practice of con-
vening we find continued in the following years. 1690
Locke Govt. 11. xiii, Any delay of their convening might
endanger the public. 1795 Macneill Will % Jean 11. xx.
Aye at first at the conveening, Moralized on what was right.

Convening, fpl. a. [-ing 2.] That convenes.
1884 Pall Mall G. 22 Sept. 6/1 The poor-law doctor would

report to the convening authority.

II Convenisse. Obs. [L. convenisse ' to have
agreed perf. inf. of convenire to agree.] A docu-
ment setting forth what certain parties have agreed
upon

; an agreement, contract.
l6*J.J. Stephens Procurations 121 At the Dedication

of which Oratory there was a Convenisse. .between the
r oundress and the Bishop.

Convenor, var. of Convenes..
Convent (kp-nvent), sb. Forms : o. 3-7 co-

vent, (3 kuuent), 5-6 covente, 5 couvent ; 13.

6- convent. [ME. a. AF. covent, cuvent, couvent
= OF. convent, mod.F. couvent = Pr. covent, Cat.
convent, Sp. and It. convento :—L. convent-um (u-
stem) assembly, company, f. convemre to come
together, Convene. In OF. usually spelt convent,
but already in 16th c. pronounced couvent, to
which the spelling was conformed in the Aca-
demy's Diet, after the first ed. In England on
the contrary the latinized spelling convent was
introduced c 1550, and by C1650 superseded the
M.E. form ; the latter remains in Covent Garden.
Cotgr. 16 1 1 has 'convent, a couent'; mod.F. dic-
tionaries have couvent, a convent.]

1 1. An assemblage or gathering of persons ; a

CONVENT.
number met together for some common purpose

;

an assembly, meeting, convention, congregation.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 18349 (Cott.) pan cried dauid wit steuen

Strang.. pan ansuerd all bat clene couent. 1382 Wyclif
Ps. lxiii. 3 [lxiv. 2] Thou hast defendid me fro the couent
of warieris. 1382 — Jas. ii. 2 If ther shal entre in to 3oure
couent, or gedering to gydere, a man, etc. 1484 Caxton
Curiall 9 The courte is a couente of peple that vnder
fayntyse ofcomyn wele assemble hem to-gydre. 1565 Jewel
Def. Apol. (1611) 27 As for your CounccII of Trident, God
wot, it was a silly Conent. 1625 Bp. Mountagu App.
Cxsar. 1. 7 A classical Dictator amongst the Covent.
0. a 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. I. 47 Throughe the

recours and convents of merchants. 1590 GrKENE Mourn.
Garm. (1616) 21 The King, fearing some man-slaughter
would grow vpon these amorous conuents, and that Rosa-
mond like a second Helena would cause the ruine of Thes-
saly 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 352 In the convent of other
witches. 1661 Bramhall 7ust Vind. ix: 247 We believe
that Conuent of Trent to haue been., no lawfull Councel.
t b. transf. of things. Obs.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 16 As touchyng the conuent
of Veynesand Arteries, within the inner scope, .of the head.

+ 2. A company
; spec, the company of the

twelve apostles ; cf. 3 b. Obs.
1426 Audelay Poems 21 When he dyd wesche hem, And

knelud lowly apon his knen to-fore his blessid covent. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 266 b, The poore vnlerned
fysshers, Peter, John.Andrewe, and James, and the resydue
of y« holy couent. Ibid. 284 His couent the holy apostles.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John 105 b, Neuer one of
his couente or ftlowship hath perished excepte one.

3. A company of men or women living together

I

in the discipline of a religious order and under one
superior

; a body of monks, friars, or nuns forming
one local community.
Often applied to the brethren or sisters exclusively of the

superior.

a. c 1290 .y. Eng. Leg. I. 71/25 Seint Wolston..was
imaked prior of bat hous..his Couent he wuste swy[>e
wel arid to alle guodnesse hem drou3. c 1300 St. Brandon
267 Tho se5e hi come a fair covent, and a croice to-
fore hem here. 11386 Chaucer Prioress 'P. 185 Thab.
bot with his couent hath sped him for to burie him ful
fast. C1400 Maundev. (1839) xx. 210 Euery day, whan
the covent of this Abbeye hath eten. 1513 Bradshaw
it. Werburge 1. 1514 Saynt Audry, than abbesse, toke her
holy couent And mette the sayd kynge. 1613 Shaks. Hen.V
ifJ' ,v' "• '9- l636 Prvnne Remonstr. agst. Shipmoney

7 1 he Abbot without the Covent, the Master of the Colledge
without the Fellowes. a 1659 Cleveland Rust. Rampant
Wks. (1687) 466 This, .was the answer of the Covent.
0. 1689 Burnet Tracts I. 36 He immediately called the

Convent together.

f b. A company of twelve (or, including the
superior, thirteen) ' religious ' persons, whether
constituting a separate community or a section of
a larger one. Obs.
The number is believed to refer to the company of the

Apostles with their Master (see sense 2', and was apparently
of later introduction into conventual organization. Thome
(14th c.) says of St. Augustine's, Canterbury, 'Anno Domini
mcxlvi. iste Hugo reparavit antiquum numerum monach-
orum istius monaster!!, et erant Ix monachi professi prater
abbatem, hoc est, quinque conventus in universo' {Decern
Scriptores 1652, col. 1807).
c 1200 S. Eng. Leg. I. 286/304 A frere prechur of boloygne

.
.
hadde a couent of freres . . his twelf freres bi-forc him

Cornell, him-seolf was be brettebe. c 1386 Chaucer Sompn.
T. 550 (Harl. MS.) And bring me xij freres wit Je why For
brettene is a couent as I gesse [so 4 texts: Ellesm. $
Lansd. For twelue is a Couent as I gesse]. 1536 in Strype
Eccl. Mem. I. xxxv. 274 All . . houses of religion . . whereof
the number in any one house is or of late hath been less than
a covent, that is to say, under 13 persons.

4. An institution founded for the living together
of a number cf 'religious' persons, monks, friars,

nuns, etc.

a- " I2*5 Ancr. R. 12 pus hit is i kuuent. 1362 Langl.
P. PI. A. XL 207 Ri3t so be religioun it roileb and steruib,
pat out of couent and cloistre coueiten to libben. 1531 Dial,
on Laws Eng. 11. xxxvii. (1638) 128 Abbies and Priories, and
other houses that have colledge and covent. 1665 J. WebbStone-Heng (1725) 95 The Covent of Charity of the Canons
regular at Venice. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 2 He intreated the
Fathers, .to Receive him into their Covent.
B- a 1699 Lady Halkett A utobiog. (1875) 5 Go immediately

andputthimselfeinaConventt. 1708 Swift Abol. Oir.Wks.
1755 II. 1. 91 Convents . . which are so many retreats for the
speculative, the melancholy, the proud, the silent, the poli-
tick, and the morose. 1865 Morning Star 4 Aug., During
the present week a second convent of nuns has been esta-
blished in the suburbs of York. 1871 Morley Voltaire
(1S86) 196 Voltaire often compared the system of life at
Berlin, .to that of a convent, half military, half literary.

II
b. As a translation of Germ. Hosier, the

name of some Lutheran ecclesiastical corporations,
retaining the property and some features of the
constitution of pre-Reformation convents.
1762 tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. VI. 343 The convent con-

sists of a Lutheran abbot, a prior, and four conventuals.

5. The building or set of buildings occupied by
such a religious community.
n. 1528 RoyRede «<?(Arb.)82 Fryers, .in coventis whereas

they are, Thj'cke mantels of fryse they weare. 1615 G.
Sandys Trav. 180 Virgins who neuer past the bounds of
their Couents. 1641 Milton Animadv. (1851)217 The build-
ing of Churches, Cloysters, and Covents.
a. 1686 J. S[ergeant] Hist. Monasi. Conventions A vja,

The places .
.
were called Monasteries, Convents, or Clois-

ters. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 104 The white towers
of a convent peeped out from among the thick mountain
foliage. 185; Longf. Gold. Leg. 28 Out of his convent of
gray stone .. Walked the Monk Felix.
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CONVENT. 936 CONVENTICLE.
6. In senses 4 and 5 the word is often popularly

restricted to a convent of women, a nunnery, a

convent of men being distinguished as a monastery
;

but this is not warranted by historical usage.

1795 Trusler Words esteemed Synonymous II. 66 Cloister

is a general term. .Convent is. .a religious house for nuns,
and monastery for monks or friars. 18x4 Stratford de
Redcliffe in S. Lane-Poole Life (1888) I. 204 Tell me
whether I am right in suspecting that San Lucar Ls a
convent, and not a monastery. 1Q44 Lingard Anglo-Sax.
Ch. (1858) I. v. 196 No woman could obtain permission to

come into the monastery of the men ; none of the men to

come into the convent of the women,

7- Applied to a Buddhist or other non-Christian

monastic institution : cf. Monastery.
1598 Hakluyt Voy. L 115 Their Priests.. Hue an hun-

dreth or two hundreth of them together in one cloister or
couent. 1836 Fenny Cycl. V. 532/1 Convents for priests,

as well as nunneries, exist in all countries where Buddhism
has been introduced.

|| 8. An administrative division of a province.

Obs. rare.~ x
. [cf. med.L. conventus (

districtus,

dioecesis episcopi * (Dn Cange).]
1658 Ussher Ann. n, 594 Pontus . . being added to Gala-

tia, and divided into eleven Convents, was called by the
name of Bithynia.

9. attrih. and Comb, (in senses 3-5)1 as convent-

cell, -chanting, -crowned, -prayer, -roof, -seal; con-
vent-bred a., educated in a convent or nunnery

;

t convent-loaf, ? same as chapter-bread.
1886 Q. Rev. Apr, 520, *Convent-bred demoiselles. 1814

Scott Ld. ofIsles vl vi., The cheerless "convent-cell. 1847
Emerson Poems (1857) 55 *Convent-chanting which the
child Hears. 1847 Disraeli Tattered iv. xii, The •convent-
crowned height. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I.

114 This 'convent-founding, convent-ruling business. 1530
Palscr. 210/1 *Covent lofe, miche [Cotgr., Miche .. a fine

Manchet, or, particularly, that kind of Manchet which is

otherwise tearmed, Pain de chapitre\ 184a Tennyson
Si. Agnes' Eve 1 Deep on the *convent-roof the snows Are
sparkling to the moon. Ibid. 5 The shadows of the 'con-
vent-towers. 1538-0 Instruct. Hen. VIII Visit. Monast.
(18861 14 Whether the Covent-seal of this House be surely
and safely kept.

t Convent 'k^nve-nt), v. Obs. exc. Hist. [f.

L. convent- ppl. stem of convent-re to come to-

gether, Convene : cf. prevent.]

1. intr. To come together, assemble, meet

;

-Convene i ; to enter into a convention.

1544 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 402 The lords con-
vented in the fratre of the said graie ffreers. 1563-87 Foxe
A. «y M. (15961 48/1 Unneth the Christians could safelie con-
uent in their owne houses. Ibid. 144/1 Crescentius with
the people and clergie conventing against the said Gregorie,
set up John the 18th. 160a Warner Alb. Eng. ix. liii.

(i6n> 239 And each one to a divers Sect conuents. 1610
Guillim Heraldry in, xxv. (i6ii> 180 Many Beasts did
often conuent together at some Riuer to drinke. a 1657
R. Loveday Lett. 116631 5° The Trees convented to chuse
them a King.

2. trans. To cause to come together ; to as-

semble (persons or a body) ; —Convene 3.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 56 The king . . conventyng hys

nobles and Clarkes together. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. ti. 5a.

c i6n Chapman Iliad 11. 8 Command him to convent His
whole host arm'd before these towers. 1643 Prynne Sov.
Pmver Pari. 1. led. 2) 12 How the Parliament shall be
summoned and convented by the Lords, Commons, and
great Officers of the Realme themselves.

3. To cause (persons) to come or appear ; to call

to a meeting or interview, to summon.
1 540- 1 Elyot Image Gov. (1.556) 157 For that cause onely

[he] had often times convented him whan he repayred into
that country. 1606 Holland Stteton, 5 He convented Q.
Catullus before the body of the people to receive their order.

1615 Bp. Mountacu App. Caesar. 24, I must yet convent
your honesty somewhat further, a 1659 Osborn Ess. i.

(1673) 553 The King, .upon his arrival convented the Boy.

b. spec. To summon before a judge or tribunal,

for trial or examination.
1514 Kitziierb. Just. Peas (1538) 139 b, The . . partie

greved may convent the partie so offendinge before his
ordinarie or other judge. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus, 11. 17
The great daye of the Lorde, when all flesh shall be con-
uented before the tribunall seate of God. 1649 Prynne
Demurrer 37 A certain English Knight decreed to convent
a Jew . . before the Judges. 1718 Bp. Hutchinson IVitch-

craft xv. (1720) 241 She was convented before Mr. Wotton.
C. With the judge or tribunal understood : To

summon, to cite ; to summon on a charge of,

1548 Act 2-3 Edw. VI, c. 13 § 13 The Party . . may and
shall be convented and sued in the Kind's Ecclesiastical

Court. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 295 b, The
Emperour is convented of heresie. 16*1 Elsing Debates
Ho. Lords (Camden | 66 The Commons have convented
Flood, examyned him, and sentenced him. 1876 Ban-
croft Hist. U. S. IV. I. 275 Meantime, the owner and
master of the ship were convented, and forced to promise
not to land the tea.

1 4. ? To agree or covenant to give : cf. conven-
tion, and covenant. Obs.

1587 in WilU <y Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 145 Whereas I con-
vented in mariage with my doughter Meryall the some of
300/., whereof my sonne-in-lawe William Wycliffe, hir hus-
band, hath allready receved 200/.

U 5. In the following taken by some to mean
'To be convenient, fit, suit* ( = Convene 6); but
sense 3

1 To summon, call together*, is possible. Obs.
1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. v. i. 391 When that is knowne, and

8olden time conuents A solemne Combination shall be made
>f our deere soules.

t Co*nventer, co'venter. Obs. [f. covent,

Convent + -er 1.] One who lives in a convent.
1671 H. M. tr. Colloq. Erasm. 501 What shall we say then

of so many Monasteries of Coventers, who have money,
who drink, play at dice, etc.

Conve'ntical, a. rare. Also erron. -ticle.

[f. L. convent-us + -ic -t -al.]

1. Of or pertaining to a convent, conventual.
* Conventual prior ; the same as an abbot

*

(Ogilvie).

1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy vn. xxi, The gardener .. had
mortgaged a month of his conventical wages in a borachio
or leathern cask of wine. 1784 Unfort. Sensibility II. 107
If hereafter I should resolve upon a conventicle life.

2. Of or pertaining to a conventicle.
187a J. H. Newman Disc. <y Arguments 257 Sir Robert

[Peel] breaks out into almost conventical eloquence.

Hence Conventically adv.
1840 New Monthly Mag. LX. 321, ' I was reading my

blessed bible '.
. said Tim, looking conventically.

Conventicle kvnvc'ntik 1). Also 4-5 -icule.

[ad. L. conventicul-um assembly, meeting, asso-

ciation, also place of assembly; in form dim. of

conventus assembly, meeting, but not having in
j

cl. L. any diminutive or depreciatory sense.

It was applied, app. by the Roman Christians themselves,
to their meeting-houses, or places of worship, and is so used ,

in the edict of Galerius, a.d. 311, permitting them to be re-
1

built. In med.L. the word began to receive a derisive or
contemptuous, and hence bad sense ; according to Du
Cange ' de hxreticis proprie dicitur'. The 4th Council of
Carthage has ' conventicula hereticorum non ecclesia sed
conciliabula appellantur' (Du Canget, where, however, the
word itself is merely = ' assembly ', or 1

little assembly' ; but
assemblies of separatists, heretics, or reformers, being
usually small and private, in comparison with the great
public assemblies of the popular church, were naturally
designated by the diminutive form,which gradually acquired
from this association an unfavourable connotation. In
English, the word has been used in the good or neutral
sense received from ancient Latin ; also, in the opprobrious
sense in reference to private or clandestine meetings, first of
a civil or political, and afterwards of a religious character.
Although the ecclesiastical application arose directly out of
the political, and was never thoroughly distinct from it in

English Law, it was in common use largely affected also by
the mediaeval association with meetings of sectaries or
heretics. Cf. F. conventicule, 16th c. in Littre, ' prohibition
des conventicutes [pour le protestantisme] '. In all the
early verse quotations, from Shakspere, Beaumont and
Fletcher, Daniel, Crowne, Butler, Dryden, etc., it is ac-

cented co-nventi'cle or co'nventi cle (riming in Hudibras
j

111. ii. 1388 with 'stickle'); Bailey's folio, 1730-6, accents

j

co'nventicle ; and Cowper, Task 11. 437, originally wrote
' the nasal twang, At co"nventi ;cle heard ', but altered it in

ed. 3 (1787) to ' Heard at conve"nticle '.]

I. A meeting secular or religious,

fl. An assembly, a meeting; esp. a regular

meeting of any society, corporation, body, or order
j

of men. Obs. [L. conventus and conventiculum.']
138a Wyclif Ps. xv[i]. 4, I shal not gadere to gidere the

I
conventiculis [1388 etkir title couentis) of hem of blodts

I
[Vulg. conventicula eorum de sanguinibus, after LXX
trvvayiayasX 1387 Trfvisa IHgden (Rolls) VIII. 149 pis

William . . made openliche conventicles and counsailes and

I

gadrynge of men. a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. 49
Item ffhe Deane of the Chappell] ought every Friday to
kepe a conventicle with them alt [chanters, etc.] and there
to reherse the fautes. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt.

I
x. 63 Will plucke you as yll doers into theyr counsels and

I conuentycles [ver. 17, <f raU <rvvayurya2s]. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 75 He caused a convocation of Bishops to be
holden at Westmynster. . .In which conventicle, then being

1

present all the Bishoppes and Abbottes. 1590 Greene Never
too late Wks. 1882 VIII. 161 He [the Mayor] called a Con-

j

uenticle of his Brethren. 1611 Speed Theat.Gt. Brit. 11. I

(1614) 4/1 What could not be there decided, was referred to 1

a societie or conventicle of greater jurisdiction, a 1619
Beaum. & Fl. A'nt. Malta 1. iii, To you, and all this

,

famous conventicle, Let me with modesty refuse acceptance
Of this high order. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1843) 393 i

Not by a. .Conventicle 01 bishops and doctors.

f b. The action of assembling, assembly. Obs.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie I. xiii. (Arb.) 46 They had

yet no large halles or places of conuenticle.

f2. A little assembly, a meeting of a private

character. Obs.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3) Conuenticle, a little as-

sembly. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Pref. p 34 The 1

societies of Christians growing up from Conventicles to I

Assemblies, .little by little turned the Common-wealth into
a Church. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. iii. § 4 No disgrace :

is imported in the notation of the word Conventicle, sound- I

ing nothing else but a small Convention. . . However Custome
I

ithe sole mint-master of currant words) hath took of Con- I

venticles from signifying a small number, to denote the !

meeting of such thow many soeveri in a clandestine way,
contrary to the commands of the present lawfull Authority.

1

1656 Blount Glossogr., Conventicle, a little or private As-
sembly.

1 3. A meeting or assembly of a clandestine,

irregular, or illegal character, or considered to

have sinister purpose or tendency. Obs.
In many of the quotations conventicle is associated with

other terms, as congregation, gathering, assembly, the un- ;

favourable sense being conveyed by the context ; but it is

evident that the term came to be considered as specially
fitted to express disapprobation. (Cf. sense 3, quot. 1655 )

[Cf. Edict John I. of Eranc* (1316) III. Ordin. p. 63 (Du
Cange) Colligationes aut conventiculas factas aut initas in

castro.] 1383 in Riley Mem. Lond. 480 That no man make
none congregaciouns, conventicules, ne assembles of poeple,

c 1400 ApoL Loll. 50 Foul spechis . . or conuentichs pur-
posing iuel, as beft or manslawt, or swilk ober. [1424 Act

I Hen. VI, c. 3 Pur tant qe diverses homicides murdres
rapes roberies & autres felonies notes conventicles &
malefaitz jatarde ount estez faitz en diverses countees
dEngleterre par gentz neez en Irlande.] r 1438 Hen. VI. in
Halhw. Royal Lett. 118 Not suffering privy gatherings, or
conventicles to be had or made by night or by day there-
about. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. 350 Dyuers conuenticulis
and gaderynges were made of the cytezeyns and other, that
robbyd in dyuers places of the cytie and dyd moche harme.
151a Act 4 Hen. VIII, c 14 Preamb., Confederycies,
riotys, routys, conventicles, unlawfull lyeng in wayte.
1548 HALLCAr<r«. 176 The erles of Marche and Warwicke
. . had knowledge of all these doynges, and secrete con-
venticles. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. 11. v. (1588) 183. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, m. L 166, I, all of you haue lay'd your
heads together, My selfe had notice of your Conuenticles,
And all to make away my guiltlesse Life. 16x6 Bullokar,
Conuenticle, a little assembly, most commonly for an ill

purpose. 1643 Prynne Sov. Power Pari., App. 26 The
Commons . . drew them to Conventicles and Companies.
a 1718 Penn li'ks. 1726 I. 465 Conventicle is a diminutive
private Assembly, designing and contriving Evil to par-
ticular Persons, or the Government in general.

4. A religious meeting or assembly of a private,

clandestine, or illegal kind ; a meeting for the exer-

cise of religion otherwise than as sanctioned by
the law.
In the statutes of Henry IV and V, not distinct from sense

3 ; the special sense begins under Henry VIII.

i
1400 1 Act 2 Hen. IV, c 15 De hujusmodi secta ne-

fandisque doctrinis & opinionibus conventiculas & confede-
rationes illicitas faciunt scolas tenent & exercent. 1414 A cl

3 Hen. V, Stat. 1. c. 7 Denquerer de toutz yceux qi

teignent ascuns errours ou heresies come lollardes. .si bien

de lour sermons come de lour escoles conventicles congre-
gations & confederacies.] 1596 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531 1 333 b, He sente a flode after her, by the whiche is vn-

derstanded the conuentycle of heretykes. 1550 Ridley in

E. Cardwell Ann. Reformed Ch. Eng. (18441 1-9 1 Whether
any of the Anabaptists' sect, or other, use notoriously any
unlawful or private conventicles . . separating themselves
from the rest of the parish ? 1579 Fulke Ccmfut. Sanders
5S6 The Nouatians kept conuenticles from the Catholiks.

i6«5 Bacon Ess., Unity in Relig. jArb. 425 When some
Men seeke Christ, in the Conuenticles of Heretikes, and
others, in an Outward Face of a Church. 1638 Chillincw.
Relig. Prot. 1. vii. 9 27. 401 Yet are not to be sought for in

the Conventicle of Papists. 1656 Evelyn Diary 3 Aug., I

went to London to receive the B. Sacrament, the nr>t time

the Church of England was reduced to a chamber and con-

venticle, so sharp was the persecution. 1676 W. Hubbard
Happiness of People 40 The Conventicles or meetings of
the Arrians. 1750 Chesterf. Lett. III. 9 You . . preferred

the established Italian assemblies to the English conventicles

set up against them by dissenting English ladies. 176s

Gibbon Decl. E. III. 25 The rigorous prohibition of con-

venticles . . in which the [Arian] heretics could assemble

with the intention of worshipping. 18*7 Hallam Const.

Hist. (1876) II. xt. 316 [Under Cromwell] episcopalian con-

venticles were openly kept in London. 187a Spurceon
Treas. Dav. Ps. lxxiv. 8 One object of persecutors has

always been to put an end to all conventicles, as they have
called them.

b. spec, in Eng. Hist. A meeting of (Protes-

tant) Nonconformists or Dissenters from the

Church of England for religious worship, durine

the period when such meetings were prohibited

by the law.
This specific application gradually became distinct after

1593, and may be said to nave been recognized by the
' Conventicle Act ' of 1664 ; for although the word there

occurs in constant conjunction with assembly and meeting,

and always with qualification, it was entitled 'An Act to

prevent and suppress seditious conventicles \ by which title

it is cited in the Act of Toleration of 1689. ^
The application

to Nonconformist worship after its legalization or ' establish-

ment ' in 1689, and esp. after the repeal of the Conventicle

Act in 1812, comes, according to circumstances, from a

historical survival of the idea of illegality or from a living

idea of schism or heresy.

1593 Act 35 EH*, c i. To . . be present at any unlawful

Assemblies, Conventicles or Meetings, under Colour or

Pretence of any Exercise of Religion. 1631 High Commis-
sion Cases (Camden) aoo Mr. Viccars preacheth at Stamford

and blesseth some and curseth others that doe not freijuent

his conventicles. 1663 Pepys Diary 37 May, The first [bill]

. . is, he I Roger Pepys] says, too devilish a severe act against

conventicles. 1664 Act 16 Chas. II, c. 4 {Com entitle Act)

Any Assembly Conventicle or Meeting under colour or

pretence of any Exercise of Religion in other manner than

is allowed by the Liturgy or practise of the Church of Eng-

land. 1664 Pepys Diary 7 Aug , Came by several poor

creatures carried by constables, for being at a conventicle.

1678 Hutler Hud. 111. ii. 1388 Take all religions in, and

stickle From Conclave down to Conventicle. 168a Dryden
Medal 284 A Conventicle of gloomy sullen Saints. 1711

Act 10 Anne c 6 {Occasional Conformity Act) Present at

any Conventicle Assembly or Meeting, .for the Exercise of

Religion in other Manner than according to the Liturgy

and Practice of the Church of England . . at which Conven-

ticle Assembly or Meeting there shall be Ten Persons or

more assembled together over and besides those of the

same Houshold. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 127 r 7, I wish

it may not drive many ordinary Women into Meetings and

Conventicles 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) I. iv. 18s

When, .even those who voluntarily renounced the temporal

advantages of the establishment were hunted from their

rrivate conventicles. 1878 Lecky Eng. in iSth C. II. v. 39

t was made a capital offence to preach in any conventicle.

C. In Sc. Hist, more especially associated with

the field preaching {field- conventicles) of the

Presbyterian ministers during the reigns of Charles

II and James II, which was often attended by large

numbers of armed men {armed conventicles).

1667 in Wodrow Hist. Ck. Scott. (1721) 1. 11. v. 319 Upon
Notice of any numerous Conventicle . . you shall do your
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utmost endeavour to seize the Minister. 1678 Let, 6 Aug.
in J. Dodds Sc. Covenanters vii, On Sunday last there was
a conventicle in the west country in Carrick that the like

hath not been seen in Scotland, for there were, as is said,

above 600 well-appointed men in arms, and above 7000

common people, a 1715 Burnet Own Time I. 11. 506 House
conventicles, crowded without the doors, or at the windows,
were to be reckoned and punished as field conventicles.

1828 Scott Tales Grand/. Ser. II. (1841) L 223 The custom
of holding field conventicles was adopted. Ibid., The num-
ber of armed conventicles increased. 1888 M. Morris
Claverhouse vi. 106 News, .of an unusually large and well-

armed conventicle to be held at Blacklock [in 1684].

trans/. 1679 Plot Staffbrdsh. (1686) 10 Wizards and
Witches have sometimes their field Conventicles.

t 5. Applied controversially or opprobriously, to

any assembly of which the public or regular

character is denied : a 1 hole-and-corner 1 meet-

1626 Bernard Isle of Man fed. 10) 259 Wee have long
desired a Free Generall Councill, but not a gathering to-

gether like the lewd Conventicle of Trent. 1635 Pagitt
Christianogr. 1. iii. (1636) 130 Against this assembly Francis
the French King protested and helde it but for a private

Conventicle. 1682 G. Topham Rome's Trad. 216 Things
look now with another face than they did before the Con-
venticle of Trent.

II. A place of meeting or assembling.

6. gen. &\&ofig. rare.

1596 Edward III, 11. i, In the summer arbour sit by me,
Make it our council-house, or cabinet ; Since green our
thoughts, green be the conventicle. 1865 Masson Rec. Brit.
P/iilos. ii. 33 On this ground of Consciousness . . as the re-

pository, storehouse, or conventicle of all knowledge.

f 7. Used to render L. conventiculum applied to

the early Christian places of worship in Rome. Obs.
[311 Edict 0/ Galerins in Lactantius De Morte Persec.

xxxiv, Promptissimam in his quoque indulgentiam nostram
credidimus porrigendam, ut denuo sint christiani, et conven-
ticula sua componant. See also ibid. v. 11. 10, xxxvi. § 3.]

1563 Homilies 11. Idolatry jxl (1859) 255 In Maximinian
and Constantius the Emperors' proclamation the places
where Christians resorted to public prayer were called
' Conventicles '.

8. A nonconformist or dissenting meeting-house.
Hence put for nonconformity as a system or prac-
tice. (Now rhetorical or opprobrious.")

1550 Bale Apol. 118 Everywhere appoynted they howses
of prayer . . called conventycles or places of assembly for

sober honest men and not for prestes and nunnes. 1682
Dryden Medal Ep. to Whigs, I hear the conventicle is

shut up. 1688-9 Luzancy in Pepys Diary <y Corr. (1879)
VI. 164 A conventicle set up here since this unhappy Liberty
of Conscience. 1793 Copper-Plate Mag. No. 22 Though five

only of the parishes have churches, there are six conventicles,
Or meeting-houses. 1830 DTsraeli Chas. I, III. xi. 229
These new levellers would have converted a cathedral into
a conventicle. 1845 Bright Sp. IreI. 16 Apr., Not through
the portals of the cathedrals and the parish churches but
from the conventicles. 1891 Anti-Jacobin 21 Mar. 182/2
His intellectual faculties, when not engaged in the mill or
the counting-house, have free course in the conventicle.

f 9. A small convent. Obs. [Cf. conventictda
monachorum, A.D. 962 in Du Cange.]
*55<> Acts Privy CouncilEng. III. 73 All monasteries

and religiouse houses, and all conventicles and conventes of
monkes, freeres, nonnes . . and other persons called religiouse.

1603 Adv. Don Sebastian in Ha rl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 406 A
gentleman of Venice, .came to the town to the conventicles
of St. Francis . . where the King lay concealed.

10. attrib. and Comb., as conventicle preacher,

etc. Conventicle Acts, the acts 16 Chas. II,

c. 4 and 22 Chas. II, c. 1
1 to prevent and suppress

seditious Conventicles '.

j
a 1631 Donne Serm. viii. (1839) I. 77 All true purification

is in the light : corner purity, clandestine purity, Conventicle
Purity is not purity. 1820 Sol'they Life Wesley II. 536
His friends advised that an application should be made to
Parliament for the repeal of the Conventicle Act. 1837
Hist. Eng. (Lardner) VII. ii. 39 /ootn., The English pro-
testantism which inspired the conventicle act has little right
to reproach French popery with intolerance and persecution.
Ibid. VII. x. 360 That the conventicle preacher should be
hunted down. 1884 Statutes Index (ed. 9) 234 Conventicles
Act (repealed by 52 Geo. 3. c. 155. s. 1).

Conve'llticle, v. [f. prec. sb. Formerly ac-

cented co'uveutr-cle.]

1 1. trans. To form (persons) into a conventicle
or irregular assembly, to band together. Obs.
1597-1603 W. Riding Sessions Rolls (Yorks. Archxol.

Assoc.) 76 Uprore of people . . raised and conventicled within
the saide towne.

1 2. To convert (a place) into a conventicle. Obs.
1683 0. U. Par. Ch. No Conventicles 34 Their little Vari-

ations about Modes . . will not be of validity to conventicle
or disconventicle Parochial Churches.
3. intr. To meet in a conventicle ; to hold or

frequent conventicles.
1659 Fuller App. In/. Innoc. (1840) 343 If factious people

should, in peaceable times, against lawful authority, con-
venticle in a barn or stable. 1670 Marvell Corr. exxxvii.
Wks._ 1872-5, II. 307 That one Fox, a teacher of some
fanaticall people in Wiltshire, did conventicle there. 1680
G. Hickes Spirit 0/Popery 69 They [the Scotch] began to
Conventicle in. .formidable numbers, .in the Fields.

t Conventicleer. Obs. [f. Conventicle sb.

+ -eer.J A variant of Conventicles.
1647 New Quzres to Prelates 6 Whether if the Apostles

were now in England . . our Lord Prelates would not. .fine
and imprison them for Convinticleers. 1716 M. Davies
Atken. Brit. II. 302 The surly Conventicleer. Ibid. 303 He
would help him to hunt the Conventicleer into his own
narrow boundaries.

Conventicler (k^nve-ntikbj). [f. Conven-
ticle + -er 1.] An attendant or frequenter of con-
venticles ; opprobriously, a separatist, schismatic.
1590 Greenwood Collect. Sclaund. Art. A ij b, Publishing

them . . Anabaptists . . Donatists, Conuenticlers. a 1680
Butler Rem. (17591 L l8 i Who us'd to shave the Grandees
of their Sticklers, And crop the Worthies of their Conven-
ticlers. 1681 Trial S. Colledge 96 He always went to

I
Church, was no Conventicler. 1685 Evelyn Diary 10 May,

I Those late desperate Field-Conventiclers who had done such
1

unheard-of assassinations. 1774 Pennant Tours Scot. (1790)
117 Here I found my good old mother Church become a

. mere conventicler. 1862 M. Napier Life Vet. Dundee II.

212 A glorification of these very Conventiclers.

Conve'nticling, vbl. sb. [f. Conventicle v.

+ -ing The forming of, meeting in, or fre-

quenting conventicles. Also attrib.

1626 Bernard Isle 0/Man (ed. 10)17 Ready to send the
HueandCry. .against privie Schismaticallconventiclingand
unlawfull meeting. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche xvi. Txxx.
(R.), The fond schismatick and heretick fry Flatter their
conventicling cells in vain. 1717 De Foe Mem. Ch. Scot. m.
64 Beside his Sentence for Conventicling, as they called it.

Conve nticling, ppl- a. [f. as prec. + -ing
j

Forming or frequenting conventicles.

1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1856/4 Fanatick Conventicling Trai-
|

tors, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1823) II. in. 133 Those
j

conventicling people were become very giddy and furious.

Conventi'Cular, a. rare. [f. L. conventicul-

um Conventicle + ~ar.] Of the nature of, or

belonging to, a conventicle.

1847 Eng. Rev. No. 11. 33 All possible varieties of con-

j

venticular meetings. 1864 Sat. Rev. 271/1 You can, by an
i

infallible diagnosis, detect the conventicular Gothic.

t Conventi'CUlist. Obs. [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

= Conventicler.
1637 Bastwick Litany 1. 8 An cnimy of straglers and

secteryes. .for which he is hated by the conventiculists.

t Conve'nting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Convent v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the vb. Convent; a.

Assembling ; b. Summoning.
1533 More Apol. xl. Wks. 907/2 The conuenting of here-

1 tikes ex officio. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 1. vi. 29 Which

J

is meant either of his judiciall conventing him, or, etc.

j

a 1619 Beaum. ft Fl. Knt. Malta 1. iii, Our next occasion
of conventing Are these two gentlemen.

Convention (k^nvemjon). [a. F. convention^

or ad. L. convention-em meeting, assembly, cove-

nant, n. of action f. convenire to come together.]

I. The action of convening.

f 1. The action of coming together, meeting, or

assembling. Obs.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xiv. 50 But Iuno . . wolde speke to

the goddesse Venus for to doo conuencyon ofEneas wyth the
sayd Dydo. 1572 Forrest Tkeophilus 1129 in AngUa VII,
We . . haue at this season cawsed this convention. 1631
Weever Anc. Fun. Man. 543 Diuers Princes . . haue often
made their residence in this Towne . . but now for want of
that generall conuention, the Castle . . is greatly decayed.
1641- Evelyn Mem. (1857) 2 5 In this place of convention
of merchants from all parts of the world. 1782 V. Knox
Ess. (1819) I. xlii. 239 An audience whose convention in a
church is a proof that they already believe it.

2. The action of summoning an assembly.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 11. (1843) 53/1 In this interval,

between the sealing the writs and the convention of the
parliament, the lord keeper Coventry died. 1861 Stanley
East. Ch. v. (1869) 181 The settlement of the general con-
troversies which gave occasion to the Council's convention.
1863 H. Cox Instit. i. iii. 14 Thenceforth the Convention of
Parliament, when the Crown required aids, became fre-

quent.

f3. The action of summoning before a judge or

other person in authority. Obs.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. iv. § 2 Transgressors were

not from the time of their first convention capable of the
holy mysteries. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 88 The like proces
sould be keiped, and observed in the breive of convention ;

quhereof this is the forme. 1619 Brent tr. Sarpi's Hist.
Counc. Trent (1676) 332 Convention before the Ordinary, in

criminal and mixt causes. 1726 Ayliffk Parerg. 274 They
are demanded or sued for by Convention, that is to say by
convening, and commencing a suit against, the Party.

b. In the University of Cambridge, the 'con-

vening' of a student before the college authorities.

(Not an official term.)
1811 Byron Hints from H'oracc 231 Fines, tutors, tasks,

conventions threat in vain.

4. An assembly or gathering of persons for some
common object ;

esp. a formal assembly met for

deliberation or legislation on important matters,

ecclesiastical, political, or social.

1552 Lyndesay Monarche 4471 For Christ, in his last

conuentioun, The day of his Ascentioun, Tyll his Disciplis

gaif command. 1381 Lambarde Eiren. 11. v. (1588) 183 All

these conuentions may be without any apparent shew of
Assemblie against the Peace. 1627-77 Feltham Resolves
1. viii. 10 Not in the ear of a popular convention. 1649 Jer.
Taylor Gt. Exemp. ii. § 9 Conventions for prayer. 1651

Hobbes Govt. <y Soc. vi. § 17. 103 If that suffice not, they
may call a new convention of estates. 171a Parnell
Sped. No. 460 F 10 The Propriety of their [the Mahome-
tans] Demeanour in the Conventions of their erroneous
Worship. 1777 Watson Philip II (1839) io9 The prince of
Orange proposed in the council, that . . she should summon
a convention of the States. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (1864)

I. ir. i. 107 Councils were only occasional diets, or general

conventions, not a standing representative Senate of Chris-

tendom. 1886 Morley Expans. Eng. Crit. Misc. III. 293
When a colonial convention presses the diplomacy of the

mother-country and prompts its foreign policy.

5. spec. a. Eng. Hist. Applied to certain ex-
traordinary assemblies of the Houses of Parlia-
ment, without the summons of the Sovereign

; viz.

that of 1660, which restored Charles II, and that
of 168S, which declared the throne abdicated by
James II. Hence conventionparliament, a parlia-

ment constituted of such a convention.
1660 Trial Regie. 52 That none of us do own that Con-

vention, whatsoever it be, to be the Parliament of England.
1688 Evelyn Diary 26 Dec, Till a Convention of Lords
and Commons should meete in full body. 1689 Ibid. 15
Jan., The greate Convention being assembled the clay be-
fore . . resolved that K. James . . had by demise abdicated
himself. Ibid. 19 July, The Convention (or Parliament as
some call'd iv sitting. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) II.
xi. 323 Charles now dissolved the convention parliament.
1874 Green Short Hist. ix. viii. 675 In 1689, the Convention
declared itself a Parliament.

b. In Scotland : Convention of estates (Hist.';

:

a meeting of the Estates of the kingdom of Scot-

land (before the Union), upon any special occasion
or emergency, without the formal summons which
was required for a regular parliament. Conven-
tion of royal burghs \ a yearly meeting of com-
missioners from the royal burghs held in Edinburgh.
i57* Sempill Ballates (1872) 149 Hecaus I hard of ane

Conuention Now to be maid for this dissentioun That is

into this land. 1689 Clavkrhouse in M. Morris Life ix.

1 1 888) 163 While I attended the Convention at Edinburgh.
1689 Halcarkes in M. Morris Claverhouse ix. 118881 158 To
leave Edinburgh and to call a Convention of Estates at
Stirling. 1759 Rokertson Hist. Scot. I. 111. 195 Another
convention of estates was held in May. 1802 Scott Song,
'Bonnie Dundee' i. To the Lords of Convention 'twas
Claver'se who spoke. 1873 M. MacAkihtk Hist. Scot. vii.

154 A deputation .. was sent to him [Will, of Orange], to

pray him to call a Convention of the Estates. Ibid., The
Convention then turned itself into a Parliament. 1876 J as.

Grant Burgh Sch. Scot. u. xiii. 363 The collective wisdom
and learning of Scotland, including Parliament, privy
council, convention of royal burghs, and the ministry of
Edinburgh.

c. U. S. An assembly of delegates or represen-

tatives for some special or occasional purpose.
<a.) In a general sense (see 41: applied to several assem-

blies of historic note, as the Convention of Congregational
Ministers of Massachusetts organized early in the 18th c. ;

the Albany Convention of 1754. the first movement of the
colonies towards concerted action; the American Conven-
tion of Abolitionists, founded in 1793 I the IJ'artford Con-
vention of 1814, with a view to the possible division of the
Union ; etc. joint convention : the meeting in one body
of both branches of Congress or of a State legislature.

(b.) In Law, A body constituted by statute to represent
the people in their primary relations, and in some sense out-

side of the constitution, as eg. for the framing or amending
of the constitution itself {Constitutional Convention). In
this sense, applied to the body of delegates from the several

states which framed the federal constitution in 1787; also, to

a body meeting under authority of Congress to frame a con-
stitution for a new state, or convened by a state legislature,

in the manner prescribed by law, to revise the constitution

of the state.

(c.) In party politics, a meeting of delegates of a political

party {National Convention of the Republican or the Demo-
cratic Party) to nominate candidates for the presidency of
the U.S., or for state or local offices.

(d.) The title ofthe triennial assembly {GeneralConvention)
of the American Episcopal Church (corresponding in some
respects to Convocation in England), and of the annual dio-

cesan assemblies {Diocesan Conventions) of the same.
{a) a 1720 in Mem. Hist. Boston II. 223 The ' Convention

of Congregational Ministers ' was organized. In 1720 they
'Voted', etc. 1754 Franklin Wks. 11887) II. 355 Plan of
Union Adopted by the Convention at Albany. 1793 Mem.
Pennsyh'. Soc.for Abol. Slavery 41 That the Society, .will

appoint Delegates to the proposed Convention, provided a
majority of the Abolition Societies in the United States do
agree. 1814 Niles' Register 12 Nov. 155 Against the re-

solution proposing a convention of delegates from the New-
England States [at Hartford] and the resolutions connected
therewith. 1865 N. Y. Nation 14 Sept. 330 If the English-

man can initiate no public enterprise without a public

dinner, the American is equally helpless until he has called

a convention. 1891 Boston Jrnl. 13 Nov. 9/1 The great

national convention of the Women's Christian Temperance
Union opened in Tremont Temple this morning.
(b) 1783 Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life <$- Writ. (1832) I. 256
Have a convention of the states to form a better constitution.

1787 Washington To Madison Wks. (ed. Ford) XI. 131

Congress have recommended to the States to appear in the

convention proposed to be holden in Philadelphia next May.
1787J. Barlow Oration 4 July 11 Much is expected from
the Foederal Convention now sitting at Philadelphia. 1789
Constit. U. S. vii, Done in convention, by the unanimous
consent of the States present. 1825 T. Jefferson A utobiog.

Wks. 1859 I. 18 Within a few days, the convention of New
York approved of it. 1888 Bryce Amer. Covimw. I. App.

539 It is always by a convention {i.e. a representative body
called together for some occasional or temporary purpose)

that a constitution is framed.

(c) 1817 Niles' Register 5 Apr. 96 At a convention of the

republican members of the legislature of New York.. at

Albany on the 25th ult. . .held for the purpose of nominating
a suitable person to be supported for the office of governor

of the state. 1831 Ibid. 1 Oct. 74 The anti-masonic conven-

tion, to nominate a president and vice-piesident of the

United States, met in this city [Baltimore] on Monday last.

1891 Boston Jrnl. 25 Nov. 3/1 A National Republican Con-
vention of delegated representatives of the Republican
party will be held at the city of Minneapolis on.. the 7th

June, 1892, at 12 o'clock noon, for the purpose of nominat-
ing candidates for President and Vice President.

{d) 1785 Cottstit. ofOct. in Perry Hist. Amer. Episc. Ch. II.

90 There shall be a general Convention of the Protestant

Ep1 Church in y° Ud States ofAmerica ; which shall be held
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. . once in three years. 1890 M. Townsend 1 U. S.' 446 The
first Episcopal Convention held in the United States MM
convened at Philadelphia in 1789.

d. Xational Convention : (a) the sovereign as-

sembly which governed France from Sept. 21, 1792,
to Oct. 26, 1795 ; (b) the name of an assembly of

the English Chartists in 1833.
179a Gent. Mag. Aug. 759 The French Nation is invited

to form a National Convention. 1703 Mad. D'Arblay Lett.

22 Feb., The aristocrats ..hold the Constitutionalists in
greater horror than the Convention itself. 1848 W. E.
Forster Diary 16 Apr. in T. W. Reid Life (1888) I. vii.

224 The delegates of the National Convention talked pikes
and armed processions and all manner of horrors. 1880
S. Walpole Hist. Eng. III. xiii. 221 {In 1833] a meeting
was summoned in Coldbath Fields to pave the way for the
formation of a National Convention.

1 6. fig. Of things: Assemblage, gathering,

union. Obs.
159a R. I), tr. Hypncrotomachia 63 Euerie partition and

elegant conuention of exquisite Lineaments. 1613 W.
Browne Brit. Past. 1. i, Within, all vertues have con-
vention. 1651 Howell Venice 32 Venice is no other than
a Convention of little Hands peeping up above the Waters.
1685 Rovle Enq. Notion Nat. 65 They . . believ'd all things
to have been made by the Atoms, considered as their Con-
ventions and Concretions into the Sun, Stars, Earth, and
other Bodies. 1698 Crowne Caligula m, 19 Tis a conven-
tion in his sacred frame Of divine atoms.

II. Agreement, conventional usage,

7. An agreement or covenant between parties.

< 1440 Gesta Rom. xl. 161 (Harl. MS.) For the trespas
that I haue made ayenst youre conuencion. 15*6 Purr,
Ferf.(W. de W. 1531) 166 b, Theyr eares also hath made a
conuencyon or conande with reason. 1667 Pepys Diary
6 Mar., My wife is come to convention with me, that, what-
ever I do give to anybody else, I shall give her as much.
1765 Blackstose Comm. [. 47 Though society had not it's

formal beginning from any convention of individuals. 1876
Digby Real Prop. L ii. § 3. 50 There were frequently, es-

pecially upon ecclesiastical lands, farmers holding land under
conventions or covenants.

b. An agreement creating legal relations.

1513-4 Act 5 Hen. VIII, c. 1. Preamb., Notaries, .to. .re-

corde the Knowlege of all contractes bargeyns convencions
factes and agrementes. .made within the seid Citie. 161x15
Bp. Hall Contempt. O. T. VIII. v, Fraudulent conventions
oblige not. 183a Austin Jurispr. (1879) II. 1016 In the
language of the English Law 'convention ' or 'covenant'
is restricted to - - contracts of a subordinate species : namely
to a species of that species of contracts which are evidenced
by writing under seal. 1875 Poste Gains riL Comm. (ed. 2)

360 A Contract is a convention or agreement . . enforceable
by appeal to a court of judicature.

C. - Conventionary tenure.
1828 Ed. Tentf.rdf.n in Concanen Rep. 322 (Rotve v. Bren-

ton) The conventionary tenant is said to take his tenement
in free convention for seven years from Michaelmas. i8>8
Babmewau. & CsBStW. Rep. VIII. 746 (Rowev. Brenton)
To hold their tenements by the foresaid servile services in
native convention, at the will of the lord, during the term
aforesaid.

8. spec. a. In Diplomacy : An agreement be-

tween sovereigns or states : formerly = Treaty
;

now applied to an agreement of less formality or
importance than a treaty.

Such are international arrangements about postage, tele-
graphs, or literary rights ; monetary conventions for an
international coinage ; the Geneva Conventions of 1864 and
1865, providing for the neutralization of ambulances and
hospitals, and for the protection of civilians rendering help
to the sick and wounded, etc.

a. [c 1425 WYMTOUM Cron. vi. xvii. 71 Or gyve any Conuen-
tyoun Wes trettyd of successyoune . . Betwene hym and
Edmund Irnesyde. 1460 Capgrave Chron. 159 In the ^ere
of Henry 46 was convencion mad betwix the Kyng of
Frauns and him.) 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks {1638) 195
In which wing were also placed the Christian soldiers sent
by Lazarus out of Servia, according to the late conuention
of peace. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 166 Postal con-
ventions. 1888 Act 51 * 53 Vict, An Act to carry into
effect an International Convention respecting the Liquor
traffic in the North Sea. 1888 T. E. Holland in Encycl.
Brit. s. v. Treaties, In the language of modern diplomacy
the term ' treaty ' is restricted to the more important inter-
national agreements, .while agreements dealing with subor-
dinate questions are described by the more general term
* convention '.

b. Mil. An agreement made between the com-
manders of opposing armies for the evacuation of
some post or country, the suspension of hostilities,

or the exchange of prisoners.

b. 1780 T. Jefferson in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853)
III. 155, I believe the Convention of Saratoga entitles them
to keep the horses they then had. s8ia Byron Notes
to Ch. liar. 1. xxiv, The Convention of Cintra was signed
in the palace of the Marchese Marialva. 1814 Wellington
27 May in Gurw. Disp. XII. 20 The conventions for sus-
pending hostilities agreed upon uy me with Marshals Soult
and Suchet.

9. General agreement or consent, deliberate or
implicit, as constituting the origin and founda-
tion of any custom, institution, opinion, etc., or
as embodied in any accepted usage, standard of

behaviour, method of artistic treatment, or the
like.

1778 Robertson Hist. Amer. II. vit. 289 They had in-

vented artificial marks, or signs of convention, for this pur.
pose. 1797 J. Lawrence in Monthly Mag. XLVI. 113
Moral truth is co*essential with universal nature, inde-
pendent of all authority and convention. 1841 Catlin N.
Amer. Ind. (1844) II. Iviii. 235 One family, by nature, or by
convention. 187a F, Hall Exempt. False Fhilol. 58 As all

are alike legitimate formations, it is for convention to
decide which we are to prefer. 1874 Savce Compar. Pkilol.
vi. 218 The Greeks contented themselves with discussing
whether language had originated by convention or by
nature.

b. In a bad sense : Accepted usage become
artificial and formal, and felt to be repressive of
the natural in conduct or art ; conventionalism.
1847 Tennyson Princ. Prol. 128 There are thousands now

Such women,but convention beats them down. 1870 Emerson
Soc. <$• Solit., Dom. Life Wks. (Bohn) III. 55 He who shall
bravely, .subdue this Gorgon of Convention and Fashion,

10. A rule or practice based upon general con-

sent, or accepted and upheld by society at large

;

U arbitrary rule or practice recognised as valid

in any particular art or study ; a conventionalism.
1790 Han. More Relig. Fash. World (1791) 104 Every

|

convention of artificial manners was invented not to cure,
\

but to conceal, deformity, a 183s Bentham Deont. Wks.
1843 II. 146 He who goes one step beyond the line which

j

the world's poor conventions have drawn around moral and
political questions. 1841 J. R. Young Math. Dissert. 1

Introd. 10 The ordinary convention, .as to the disposal of
[

the plus sign. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 7 My
father, who through love had suddenly Thrown on the old
conventions. 1879 M. Arnold Mixed Ess. 284 The Ger-
mans . . were bent . . on throwing off literary conventions,
imitations of all sorts, and on being original. 1881 Maxwell
Electr. tf Magn. I. 68 When the charge is positive, that is,

according to the usual convention, vitreous.

11. attrib. and Comb., as convention parliament
(see 5 aj

;
convention-coin, -dollar, coins struck

according to monetary conventions between dif-

ferent German states.

Conventional ;kpnve-nj3nal), a. (and^.) [ad.

L. conventional-is pertaining to a convention or
agreement, f. convention- Convention. Cf. F.
conventionnel (i6thc in Littre;.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a con-
vention or assembly.
i8iz Ann. Reg. 1810 Pref. 3 The national, conventional,

and legislative assemblies of France. 1850 H. S. Foote in
H. von Hoist y.C. Calhoun (18841 324 Intimating ..that
this Conventional movement ofours was stimulated by South
Carolina.

2. Relating to, or of the nature of, a convention,
compact, or agreement ; settled by a convention
or compact between parties. In Law : Founded
on actual contract opposed to legal or judicial).
1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lotve C. 11. 5 a, Kightes, Cus-

tomes, Priuiledges . . aswell Legale, Conuentionale, Custo- I

mary, as I,ocale. 159a West 1st Ft. Symbol. { 19 C, A
pledge voluntarie or conuentionall, is a pledge diliuered by 1

the couenant of both parties. 01676 Hale Ana/. Law '

(1739* 49 Conventional Services
;
as, Homage, Knights Ser-

j

vice. Grand or petit Serjeant y. 1847 Addison Law 0/Con-
tracts 11. iii. $ 1 (1883* 593 A conventional hypothecation is

that which is founded purely upon contract. 1848 Wharton
Law Lex. , Conventional Estates, those freeholds not of
inheritance or estates for life, which are created by the ex-

|

press acts of the parties, in contradistinction to those which
j

are legal and arise from the operation and construction of I

law. 1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. , Conventional Qbli*
\

gations, are obligations resulting from the special agree-
ment of parties.. in contradistinction to natural or legal 1

obligations.

b. = Conventionary.
1804 Marshall Landed Property 0/ England 3 Con*

|

ventional Rents are acknowledgments reserved, by a pro* 1

prietor of lands which he has thus temporarily sold—that
he may have the right of convening the tenants, annually or

j

otherwise
(<
to his court or audit ; to acknowledge him as .

.

the reversionary proprietor, etc.

C. Of the nature of an international convention.
1883 Pres. Arthi r in Pall Mall G. 4 Dec. 8/1 In the

absence of conventional engagements, owing to the termina-
tion of the treaty of 1848. 1883 Manch. Exam. 21 Mar. 5/1
Delegates of the Powers to meet in Paris to draw up a con*
ventional Act . . guaranteeing the freedom of the Suez
Canal.

3. Relating to convention or general agreement

;

established by social convention
;
having its origin

or sanction merely in an artificial convention of
any kind

;
arbitrarily or artificially determined.

1761 Gibbon Misc. Wks. (1814) III. 211 In matters merely
conventional, examples are more powerful than principles.

1783 Blair Lect. vi. (Seager), The connexion between words
ana ideas may in general be considered as arbitrary and
conventional. 1818 Cruise Digest, (ed. a) V. 322 Proceed-
ings of this kind were carried on by a species of conventional
fraud, between the religious house and the tenant of the
land. 1871 Mahkby Elem. Law § 120 There is known to
some systems of law a sort of conventional death, or, as it is

sometimes called, a civil death.

4. Characterized by convention ; in accordance
with accepted artificial standards of conduct or
taste ; not natural, original, or spontaneous.
1831 Carlvle Sart. Res. 1. vi, A tone of levity, ap-

proaching to conventional satire. 1844 Stanley Arnold I.

ii. 52 Breaking through the conventional phraseology with
which English preaching had been so long encumbered.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 384 What they saw was a
conventional imitation of philosophy.

b. Art. Consisting in, or resulting from, an arti-

ficial treatment of natural objects ; following
accepted models or traditions instead of directly

imitating nature or working out original ideas.

1831 KvsKiS Stones Ven. (1874)1. App. 387 Representation
is said to be conventional either when a confessedly inade-
quate imitation is accepted in default of a better, or when

imitation is not attempted at all, and it is agreed that other
modes of representation, those by figures or by symbols,
shall be its substitute and equivalent. 1858 Hawthorne
Fr.fy It. Jmls. II.. 34 Some conventional costume, never
actual but always graceful and noble. 1870 Sir G. Scott
Lect. Archil. I. 25 In their works you find the finest speci-
mens of conventional or imaginary foliage. 1888 The Lady
25 Oct. 374/2 Some palm-trees and star-fish kind of flowers,
which, I was told, were conventional lilies—classical, too,
I suppose—for they were not like anything growing now.
B. as sb.

1. The c. : That which is conventional.
1800 W. Tavlor in Monthly Mag. X. 8 Happy the youth,

who. . lets go only the conventional and the accidental [in

religionl, but binds closer about him the valuable and the
essential ! 1837 Emerson Nat., Amer. Sch. Wks. (Bohn)
II. 177 Neither can any artist entirely exclude the con-
ventional, the local, the perishable from his book.

2. = Conventionalist i.

1876 Morley Robespierre Crit. Misc. Ser. it. (1877) 128
The Conventionals . .were unconscious apparently that the
great crisis of the drama was still to come.

Conventionalism (k^nvenjsnaliz'm). [f.

prec, + -ISM.]

1. Adherence to or regard for what is conven-
tional (in conduct, thought, or art)

; tendency to

obey conventional usages or regulations.

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. 11839) III. 178 The in-
cubus of conventionalism. 188s Seeley Nat. Relig. 129
The opposite of conventionalism is freshness of feeling,
enthusiasm.

2. (with a and //.) Anything characterized by
adherence to mere convention ; a conventional
principle, idea, usage, or practice.

1846 in Worcester. 1849 Blachtv. Mag. LXIV. 560
His style . . is . . defaced by conventionalisms the Academy
would hardly sanction. 1853 A. J. Morris Business L 12
A man. .had better defraud nis creditors, than . . violate a
single conventionalism of respectable society.

Conventionalist ;k^nve-npmalist\ [f. as
prec. + -1ST.]

1. A member or supporter of the French Con-
vention of 1 792.
1801 Ann. Reg. 1800. 39 The five hundred, animated by

the old conventionalists. 1857 O. Brownson Convert Wks.
V. 94 The daughter of Joubert the Conventionalist.

2. One who follows conventional usage.
1846 in Worcester. 1858 Sat. Ret: V. 562/1 Convention-

alists, .finding the school ofpainting too free from convention
for their taste.

Conventionality (k^nvenjanse-liti). [f. as

prec. + -ITT.]

1. The quality or state of being conventional

;

conventional character or style ; obedience to mere
convention ^in conduct or art).

1842 G. 8. Faber Provinc. Lett. (1844)11.341 Its plain sense
in the familiar conventionality of language. 1846 Vay A. C.
Minvatt Wks. 1864 III. 43 The hack conventionality of the
stage. 1875 Karrar Seekers WL L 269 The conventionality
of modern life.

2. A conventional thing or practice.
a 1834 Lamb Let. to Coleridge (L.), It is strong and sturdy

writing ; and breaks up a whole legion of conventionalities.
1881 W. Collins Bl. Robe I. 9 He hated those trivial con-
ventionalities of society in which other people delight.

b. The conventionalities: all that is conven-
tionally regarded by society as fit and proper. (Cf.

the proprieties.)

1854 H. Miller Sch. tf Schm. xviii. (i860) 199/1 A man
who sacrificed scarce anything to the conventionalities.

1886 Pall Mall G. 3 Sept. 3/2 Dwellers in great capitals are
abject slaves of the conventionalities.

Conventionalization (k^nvenjanabir^i'jan).

[f. next + -ation.] The action of conventional-

izing.

1880 Academy 12 June 446 Bold conventionalisation of
trees and flowers. 1890 Athen&um 6 Sept. 328/1 The happy
medium between conventionalization to excess and raw
naturalism.

Conventionalize (kf?nve"nfenalaiz), v. Also
-ise. [f. Conventional + -ize.j

trans. To make conventional ; to bring under
conventional rules ; in Art, to treat conventionally,

represent in a conventional manner.
1854 V skin Lect. Archil. 154 You will often hear . . that

architectural ornament ought to be conventionalized. 1865
Tvlor Early Hist. Man. hi. 43 Natural gestures were very
commonly conventionalized and abridged to save time.

Hence Conve ntionalized ///. a., Conve n-

tionalizing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1861 Macm. Mag. Apr. 528 We miss a little of the need-
ful conventionalizing suitable to architecture. 1879 Academy
39 Decoration with slightly conventionalized irises and lilies.

Conventionally (kfTnvenfanali), adv. [f.

Conventional + ly 7]

1. In a conventional manner
;
according to con-

ventional rule or usage.

1 791 1823 IVIsraeu Cur. Lit. (1859) II. 121 A series of
pantominnsts, who taught action conventionally to repre-

sent words. 1841 J. R. Young Math. Dissert. 1. 8 The
purpose for which they are conventionally introduced into

algebraic notation. 1883 Harper's Mag/j&n. 246/2 She ..

would not talk of him now, save conventionally.

2. nonce-use. In a way that belongs to a
political convention or assembly.
1839 Eraser's Mag. XIX. J27 He lived . . with the revolu*

tion, revolutionally ; with the convention, conventionally i

with the directory, dircctorially.
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Conventionary (k^nve'njanari), a. and sb.

[ad. med. L. conventiondrius : see Convention +
-ary.] Applied to tenants and tenure on terms

originally fixed by convention as distinguished

from custom, or presumed to have been so.

But the terms had themselves in fact become customary
when the word is met with in Eng., as applied to a peculiar

form of tenure existing in Cornwall and parts of Devon-
shire : see quots.
1602 Carew Cornwall \. 3S/2 The ordinary couenants of

most conventionary tenants are to pay due Capons, etc.

1607 Norden Surv. Dial. 48 They are helde only a kinde

of conventionary Tenants, whome the custome of the

Mannor doth onely call to do their services at the Court.

1807 Complete Farmer (ed. 5) I. s.v., Conventionary rents,

a term applied to the reserved rents of life leases. 1828

Barnewall & Cressw. Re-p. VIII. 738 {Roive v. Brtnion)
That the plaintiff's land is a conventionary tenement of the

manor of Tewington, and that . . such tenements were held
to the tenants, their heirs, and assigns from 7 years to 7
years renewable for ever. 1883 Pollock Laud Laws App.
204 The peculiar conventionary holdings of the Cornish
mining country, where the tenant has an inheritable inte-

rest, but must be re-admitted every seven years. 1884 Daily
News 19 Mar. 2/6 Two heriots and the conventionary rent

were demanded, equal to the ground rent being paid to the

landlord five times over for that year.

B. sb. a. A conventionary tenant, b. A con-

ventionary tenure.

1828 Barnewall & Cressw. (as above) VIII. 762 A class

of tenants called free conventionary tenants, distinguished
from free tenants, and from native conventionaries. —
ibid. 745 One messuage, .to hold in conventionary from the

feast of St. Michael in the 7 Ed. I., to the end of 7 years
next following not completed.

Conve'ntioner. [f. as prec. + -er.] A
member of a convention.
1691 Reply to Find, of Disc. cone. Unreas. 0/New Separ.

11 A proud pragmaticall Conventioner. 1706 Phillips,
Conventions; a Member of a Convention. 1721 in Bailey.

Conventionist (k^nve'njonist). [see -1ST.]

1. A member of a convention or assembly.
1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 550 Such politicians as the

Dublin Conventionists. 1866 Pall Mall G. No. 506. 916/1
The Philadelphia Convention..The Conventionists.

f 2. One who enters into a convention or contract.

1768 Sterne Sent. Journ. (1775^ 17 The buyer cannot go
forth with the seller thereof into the street to terminate the
difference betwixt them, but he instantly . . views his con-
ventionist with the same sort of eye, as if he was going .

.

to fight a duel.

t Conve'ntment. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Convent

v. + -ment.J A convention or agreement.
«i547 Hen. VIII in IVvatt's Wkt. (x8z6) II. 405 They

shall not be prejudicial or hurtful to our ancient amities and
conventments already concluded.

Conventual (k^nve-nti«al), a. and sb. [ad.

med.L. conventudl-is, f. convent-us Convent : in

F. conveniuel 13th c.j

L Of or belonging to a religious convent.
c:142s Wyntoun Cron. vnr. xiv. 10 In Saynct Andrewys

Cathedrale Kyrk the Conwentuale Chanownys togyddyr
gaddryd all. c 1475 Partenay 3412 The Abbot And monkes
conuentuall . . scorched and brend were to Askes small.

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 297 The Priorie at
Leedes was a conventuall house of regular Chanons. 1659
B. Harris ParivaVs Iron Age 57 Some Religious or Con-
ventuall men dwelling in the town. 1820 Scott Monast.
vi, He turned with conventual reverence to the Lord Abbot.
1855 Prescott Philip IT. 1. 11. xii. 277 Neither monk nor
nun ventured to go abroad in the conventual garb.

b. Conventual church, prior, priory, see quots.
1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 21 § 25 Conuentuall churches,

parocniall churches, chappels. 1563-87 Foxe A. M.
(1596)3/2 Abbasies, priories conventuall, and other benefices
elective, 1603 in Stow Surv. (1842) 181/2 There were in
this city, .thirteen great conventual churches, besides the
lesser sort called parish churches, to the number of one
hundred and twenty-six. 1726 Ayliffe Parerg. 6 Con-
ventual Priors that have the chief ruling Power over a
Monastery, and wherein no Abbot or other Person is of
greater Dignity than they themselves are. Ibid. 167 A Con-
ventual Church is that which is appropriated to some
Religious House. 185a Miss Yonge Cameos (1877) IV.
xiv. 152 To be daily said in all churches instead of in only
the conventual ones.

c. Belonging to the Franciscan order of the

Conventuals : see B. 2.

1706 m Dupin's Eccl. Hist 16th C. II. iv. xi. 449 The
Franciscans were divided into Conventual Friars, and Friars
of the Strict Observance. 1873 Dixon Two Queens IV. xx,
i. 63 The Franciscan orders, .observant or conventual.

d. trans/. Characteristic of a convent.
1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 153 [He]

compels his clipped fancy to the conventual discipline of
prose. 1882 Stevenson New Arab. Nts. (1884) 144 The
garden was conventual, the house had the air of a prison.

+ 2. Pertaining to an assembly. Obs. rare-1.

1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 107 Or els Con-
ventual, or belonging to companie.

+ 3. (See quot.) Obs. (Cf. Conventionary.)
1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey iv. i, 80 These Re-

uenewes may be said to be Conuentuall and Incident.
Conuentuall Reuenewes comprize al Rents both in Esse
and in Posse.

B. sb.

1. A member or inmate of a convent.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. § 53 In this time of

Interdict, both Conuentuals and Seculars might in their
Churches celebrate diuine seruice. 1762 tr. Bttsching's
Syst. Geog. VI. 343 It [a Lutheran convent] consists of an
abbot, a prior, and four conventuals. 1849 Sidonia II. 132
Sidonia von Bork, Conventual (and not Prioress) of the

noble convent of Marienfliess. 1889 Jessopp Coming of
Friars iii. 132 That large class of conventuals which com-
prehended the mendicant order.

2. A member of that branch of the order of

Franciscan friars who live in large convents and
follow a mitigated rule ; the other branch being
the Observants.
1533 More Apol. xv. Wks. 875/2 And some question hath

arisen in the order of saint Francise, betwene the obser-
uauntes and ye conuentualles. 161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit.
ix. xx. (1632) 095 Sixe religious Houses for Franciscan

: Friers, three of them for Obseruants, and the other three

j
for Conuentuals. 1868 J. H. Blunt Ref Ch. Eng. I. 9 An

. Observant Friar, that is a strict Franciscan, who observed
I

his rule, as distinguished from the Conventuals, who lived in

! great luxury and managed to secure great estates.

t Conve'ntualist. Obs. [f. prec. + -ist.]

= Conventual B. i .

1762 tr. Busching's Syst. Geoe. III. 749 The convent of
New St. Johann, the conventualists of which are elected by

!
the abbey of St. Gall. Ibid. VI. 234 An abbess and twelve

j

conventualists.

Conventually (k^nve*nti«ali), adv. [f. as
;

1

prec. + -ly 2
.] In a conventual manner.

18x4 Berington Lit. Hist. Mid. Ages in, (1846) 133 This
place, .as yet was not conventually regulated. 1880 Daily
Tel. 8 Oct., A conventually-trained * French demoiselle'.

t Conve'ntualship. Obs. rare- \ [f. as

prec. + -ship.] Conventual function or status.

1687 N. Johnston Assur. Abbey Lands 59 We for ever. .

|

abolish the said Order, with all it's Dignities, Offices, and
Ministries, and all it's Conventual-ship, Title, Essence and
Denomination*

Converge (k^bvaudg), v. [ad. late L. con-

verg-ere (Isidore) to incline together (inlr.), f. L. 1

con- together + vergere to bend, turn, incline.]

1. intr. 1 To tend to one point from different

places
1

(J.) ; to tend to meet in a point ; to ap- '

proach nearer together, as lines do, which meet if

I

produced far enough. The opposite of diverge.

1691 T. H[ale]Acc. Nctv Invent. 124 The sides of the Ship !

j

converge into an Angle. 1751 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Rays
I
coming converging out of a rarer into a denser medium,

!

converge less.. than if they had continued their motion i

! through the first medium. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 609

I

To the south-west . . the mountains converge into a single

I

ridge, i860 Froude Hist. Eng. VI. 144 Forces from these
four points were to converge on London. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 145 In the catchment-basin all the branches con-
verge to the main stream ; in the delta they all diverge
from the trunk channel.

b. fig. To tend to meet in a common result or

point of operation.
1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. (1847) 377 Every circumstance

converges to the same effect on the mind. 1858 Gladstone
Homer III. 341 We find much and varied evidence con-

[

verging to support the hypothesis.

c. Math. To approximate in the sum of its

terms toward a definite limit : see Converging 2. ;

1796 Hutton Math. Diet. II. 436 The first series is called

a converging one, because that by collecting its terms sue-
j

cessively, taking in always one term more, the successive

terms approximate or converge to the value or sum of the
whole infinite series. 1887 Hall & Knight Higher Al-
gebra § 226 note, This series converges very rapidly.

2. trans. To cause (lines or rays) to approach
each other ; to cause to come together.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 537 The object-glass

. . and the eye-glass . , one to converge the rays collected by
the other. C1790 Im ison Sch.Ari 1. 243 By converging the
sun-beams into a narrow compass. 1849 De Quincey Wks.
IV. 304 A central rendezvous for converging them. 1863
Possibilities ofCreation 102 Power of converging the optic
axes,

Convergement (k^nvS'id^ment). [f. prec.

vb. + -ment.] The action or fact of converging
;

drawing together.

1839 De Quincey Casuistry Rom. MealsWUs. III. 265 In
this convergement of the several frontiers, and the confusion
that ensued. 1841 — HomerWks. VI. 393 From the close

convergement of the separate parts.

Convergence (k^nv5ud5ens). [f. Conveb-
gent : see -ence.]

L The action or fact of converging ; movement
directed toward or terminating in the same point

(called the point of convergence).
1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. iv. ii. (Seager), The conver-

gences and divergences of the rays, 1794 J. Hutton
Philos. Light, etc. 75 We have here two focal centers ..

viz. the center of eradiation or emission, and that of con-
vergence or reception. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 364
In the metropolis of commerce the point of convergence
was the Exchange. 1870 R. M. Ferguson Electr. 29 The
convergence in both cases is to a point.

b. ellipt. for degree or point ofconvergence.
1855 H. Spencer Pritic. Psychol. (1872) I. m. viii. 357 An

adjustment of their axes to the requisite convergence.
1885 Manch. Exam. 26 Oct. 5/2 Krakatao is situated at the
convergence of three great earth fractures.

2. Jig. and transf. Coming or drawing together

;

concurrence of operations, effects, etc.

1843 Gladstone Glean. V. iii. 3 From the convergence of
such various and unsuspected testimony. 1867 Lewes Hist.
Philos. II. 640 Convergence of effort, not conflict. 1881
Westcott & Hort Grk. N. T. Introd. §90 A convergence
of phenomena points to some lost reading.

3. Math. Of convergent series or fractions.

1858 Todhunter Algebra xl. heading, Convergence and
Divergence of Series. Ibid. xl. § 558 Some writers prefer

another definition of convergence; namely, they consider a

series convergent only when the sum of an indefinitely large
number of terms can be made to differ from one fixed value
by less than any assigned quantity.

4. Convergent quality, Convergency. rare.
1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 1. 208 A lens weaker

still might only destroy the divergence of the rays, without
being able to give them any convergence.

Convergency (k^nvaudgensi). [f. as prec. +
-ENCT.J

1. The state or quality of being convergent.
1709 Berkeley Th. Vision § 35 The convergency or di-

vergency of the rays. 1831 Brewster Optics iv. § 41 Rays
of different degrees of divergency and convergency. 1846
JOYCE Sci. Dial. xviL 312 To collect the light, or to bring
it to a proper degree of convergency.

b. transf. and fig. of things immaterial.
1801 F oster in Life Corr. (1846) I, 140 A kind of con-

vergency in my feelings.

2. Math. ; cf. Convergence 3.

1791 E, Waring in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 151 Many more
propositions concerning infinite series and their converg-
ency are given in the Medit. Analyt. 1887 Hall & Knight
Higher Algebra xxi. heading, Convergency and Divergency
of Series. Ibid, § 279, 230 Rules by which we can test

the convergency or divergency of a given series without
effecting its summation.
3. = Convergence i, 2.

1794 O. Auams Nat. Exp. Philcs. II. xv. 162 The point
ofconvergency. 1836 Landoh Per. -y Asp. ccxxv, Humours,
the idioms of life . . are generalised in the concourse and
convergency of innumerable races.

Convergent (k^hvaudgent), a. [ad. L. con-

vergent-cm, pr. pple. of convergcre to Converge :

so in mod.F.]
1. Inclining toward each other, or toward a
common point of meeting

;
tending to meet in a

point or focus ; = Converging fpl. a. 1.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Converging, or Convergent lines

111 geometry are those which continually approximate, or
whose distance becomes continually less and less. 1794
Martyn Rousseau's Hot. xvi. 198 The filaments and anthers
are convergent or bend towards each other. 1835 BROWN-
ING I'aracelsus v. 145 Home point where all tho=e scattered
rays should meet Convergent in the faculties of man. 1869
Tvndall Notes on Light § 79 Light moves in straight lines,

which receive the name of rays. Such rays may be either

divergent, parallel, or convergent.

b. of things immaterial, operations, etc.

Convergent breeding :
' similarity in external characters

concealing fundamental differences of structure in different

animals' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882).

C. Composed of or formed by converging lines.

(Convergent squint ; strabismus in which the axes of the
eyes converge.)

1831 Brewster Optics iv. ? 39. 34 The convergent point of
converging rays. 1862 Sat. Rev. 8 Feb. 140 If General
M'Clellan. .meditates a convergent attack on all parts of
the South. 1870 T. Holmes Surg. (ed. 2) II I. 248 Strabis-
mus may be either convergent or divergent.

2. Math. = Converging 2, as in convergent

series. Convergentfractions : see B.
1816 R. Jameson Char. Min. (1817) 208 A crystal is said

to be convergent, when . . the series converges rapidly as

15,9,3. '858 Todhlntfr Algebra xl. §554 An infinite

series is said to be convergent when the sum of the first n
terms cannot numerically exceed some finite quantity,
however great n may be. 1867 Wolstenholme Math.
Problems 53 lieading, Convergent Fractions. 1885 Watson
& Burbury Math. Th. Electr. I. 32 Hence the series

P1+P0+ . . • is a convergent series.

3. Convergent-nerved (Bot.), (of leaves) having
convergent nerves, ribs, or veins.

i88z in Syd. Soc. Lex.
B. sb. — convergent or convergingfraction.

1858 Todhunter Alg. xliv. (1875) 369 The fractions formed
by taking one, two, three - .of the quotients of the continued

fraction d+p _ are called converging fractions or
b+ c + &c.

convergents. .The convergents taken in order are alternately
less and greater than the continued fraction. Ibid. 371
Kvery convergent is nearer to the continued fraction than
any of the preceding convergents. Mod. The first four

convergents of ^(3.14159..) are Toe' TH'
Converge'nti-nervo'se, Bot, [f. comb,

form of L. convergent-em.^ * When simple veins

diverge from the midrib of a leaf, and converge

towards the margin* (Treas. Bot. 1866),

Convergescence (kfjnvajdge-sens).
_

[f. L.

type *convergesc-e're to begin to converge, inceptive

of converge*re : see -ence.] Tendency to converge.
1796 T. Green Diary Lover ofLit. (1810) 6 Dec, A won-

derful convergescence of moral probabilities.

Conve rgiixe rved, a. Bot. [irreg. f. conver-

genti* : see above.] Convergent-nerved ;
1 when

the ribs of a leaf describe a curve and meet at the

point, as in Plantago lanceolata* (
Treas. Bot. 1 866).

Converging (k^nvaud^irj), ppl. a. [f. Con-
verge v. + -ing ^.] That converges.

1. Inclining towards each other or towards a

common point of meeting
;
tending to meet in a

point. In Optics, applied to rays of light which

meet or tend to meet in a focus; in Bot., etc., to

pairs of organs that bend towards each other.

Convergingfibres (Phys.) : 'fibres which connect differ-

ent centres of the brain with each other, as the cortical

substance with the centres at the base of the brain ' {Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1882).

1776 Withering Brit, Plants (1796) II. 219 Calyx tubular
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. . with 5 converging scales at the mouth. 1794 ). Hutton
Philos. Light, etc. 75 More of the converging light will l>e

absorbed. iBzz J. Wood Optics ii. 15 Converging rays.,
approach to each other in their progress, and, if not inter-

cepted, at length meet. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 14

Approaching the fated city by many converging routes.

1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 244 They curve
in a converging manner at the next node.

b. fig. of things immaterial that tend to concur

or meet.
1841 Myers Cath. Th. in. xlviii. 185 Where all the con-

verging lines of Scripture meet. 01871 Grote Eth. Fragm.
iv. (1876) 73 The ethical sanctions have a converging tend-
ency towards the happiness of society as their end.

c. Consisting or formed of converging elements

or parts.

1863 Kinglake Crimen (1877) III. L 86 Under a converg-
ing fire of artillery.

2. Math. Applied to an infinite series of terms
or numbers, the sum of which, beginning with the

first, continually approximates towards a definite

limit as more and more terms are taken.
A simple converging series is exemplified by the series

i + i + i+ 4 + A, etc., the limit of which is a. Converging
fractions : =Convergent B.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s- v., Converging series, in mathe-
matics. 1807 Huttos Course Math. II. 300 So arranged.

.

that the series produced may be a converging one, rather
than diverging: and this is effected by placing the greater
terms foremost in the given fluxion. 1885 Watson & Bur-
bl ky Math. Th. Electr. 35 Expanded in a converging series

of ascending powers of p.

3. Causing convergence.
1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 202 The gathering or

converging power of any glass, i860 Tvsdall Glac. 11.

xxiv. 354, I placed a large converging lens in the sunbeams.

Conve rgingly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] in

a converging way ; with convergence.
183a Nat. Philos., Thermom. Pyrom. ii. 27 lUseful

Knowl. Soc.) Two brass rods, .fixed on a brass plate con-
vergingly. 1890 Cornh. Mag. Aug. 130 He had always
read with a purpose ; carefully, thoughtfully, in certain
fixed lines, convergingly.

t Convers, ? sb. In the following passage ' in

conuers* is perh. a scribal error for 'in conuex*,

the Ital. original having i conuessi 4 the convexes
'

;

if Chaucer wrote * in conuers ', he must have read

the It. as 1 conucrsi.
r, 374 Chaucer Troylns v. 1810 His gost . . is went Vp

to [px] holughnesse of be seuenbe spere. In conuers letynge
eueryche element. (Boccaccio 'Pes. XL i, L'amma . . vo-
lando Ver la concauita del cielo ottava Degli elementi i con-
uessi lasciando. ]

Convers, var. of Converse a. 1 and $b£ Obs.

Conversable ik^nva-jsab'l), a. {erron. -ible.)

[a. F. conversable (16th c. in Littre), ad. med.L.
conversdbilis to be conversed with, f. conversari to

Converse. In 17th c. stressed co nversable]

1: That may be conversed with, j a. That may
be frequented, associated with, etc. : see Converse
v. 1-3, fb. Open to intercourse, sociable (obs.).

C. With whom one can converse easily and agree-

ably
;
easy and pleasant in conversation, d. Able

or disposed to converse, fond of talking.

1598 Florio, Praticabile, conuersable, that may be fre-

quented or practised. 1645 Evelyn Diary 21 Nlay, The
ladys here are very conversable, and the religious women
not at all reserv'd. 1673 S. C. Art ofComplaisance 134 The
conversable Fop is such a one whocan indifferently discourse
of what he has heard or seen, a 1689 Mrs. Hehn Novels
(1871) II. 143 That conversable thing I hate..That prides
himself upon his prate. 17x3 Guardian No. 137 An empty
man ofa great family is a creature that is scarce conversible.

1757 Weslf.y iVks. (1872) IX. 324 The mild, courteous,
conversable Heathens who border on Georgia and Carolina.

1845 llachel. Albany (1848) 228 Mrs. Lilly was so convers-
able a woman, that she was in the habit of talking to herself.

1867 Carlylb Remin. (1881) II. 143 He was cheerful, mu-
sical, politely conversible.

2. Of, pertaining or proper to social intercourse,

or converse.
(11631 Donne in Select. (1840) 37 Which are names of.,

sociable relations, conuersable notions. 1673-3 Marvell
Rek. Transp. II. 369 The three Homileticall conversable
Virtues, Veritas, Comitas and Urbanitas. 1710 Steele
Tatler No. 264 p 5 A Sacrifice of more than the Four
hundred thousandth Part of his Conversable Life. 1815

Jane Austen Emma 1. xii. 84 The evening was quiet and
conversable. 1838 Lytton Alice 138 Cleveland, having
won 14 points, was in a very gay, conversable humour.

Conversableness (k^nva'isab'lnes). [f. prec.

-f -nesh.] The quality of being conversable.

1675 Howe Living Temple Wks. (1814) 9 b, The existence
of God and his conversableness with men. 1734 Mrs.
Pendarves in Mrs. Delany Corr. 478 The good-humour
and conversableness of the people. 1880 Brit. Q. Rev. No.
143. 90 Reason in its comprehensive form of conversible-
ness with God and with His rational universe.

Conversably (kf*nv5\isabli), adv. [f. as prec.

+ -ly.] In a conversable manner
; + conversa-

tionally.

c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650I I. 44 Nor is there any people,

either in the island, or on the continent, that speaks it [the

old Greek] conversably. 1730-6 in Bailey (folio). 1755 in

Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

Conversance (k^-nvaisans). [f. Conversant :

see -anck.] The practice, state, or quality of

being conversant (in its various senses).

1609 Hhywood/?(j/^ Lucrece Wks. 1874 V. 194 Anything
according to my poore acquaintance and little conversance.

1836 New Monthly Mag. XLVI. 205 By conversance with
the consummate refinement of life at Paris. 1885 Law
Times LXXIX. 339/2 The mode . . would seem to require
more than ordinary skill and conversance with the law.

Conversancy (k^nvaisansi). [f. as prec. :

see -ancy.] The state or quality of being con-

versant.

1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. VI. 553 This discipline

does not.. appear to have excluded him from conversancy
with his nation. 1836 Sir H. Taylor Statesman Pref. 13

An extensive and diversified conversancy with business.

1851 F. Hall in Benares Mag. VI. 884 Our native literati

..nave great injustice done them, on the score of their

conversancy with languages, i860 Mill Repr. Govt. (1865)

30/2 A select commission, chosen for their conversancy
with the subject.

Conversant (kfrnvaisant), a. (and sb.). Also

4-5 (north.) -and, 4-6 -aunt. [ME., a. OF. con-

versant, pr. pple. of converser:—L. conversant-em,

pr. pple. of conversari to Converse. Originally

conversa'nt, whence later co'nversant ; conve rsant,

given by J. and various orthoepists, is not recog-

nized by the poets, nor by current use.]

A. adj. (usually predicative).

+ 1. Dwelling habitually or frequently, accus-

tomed to live or abide, passing much of one's

time, in a place. (With various preps, and advbs.)
[129a Britton 1. xxx. § 9 Et hors pris ausi ceux qi ne

sount mie conversauntz et continuetment demorauntz en les

hundrez.] 1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc. 4108 He [Anticrist] sal

be lered-.And nurist and mast conversand In be cite of
Bethsayda. 138s Wyclif i Sam. xii. 2 My sones ben with
}ow ; also conversaunt before 30U. 1413 Lydc. Pilgr. Sowle
iv. ii. (1483) 59 In his . .fay re braunches the birdes ben alwey
couersaunt. 15x4 Barclay Cyt. Uplondyshm. (Percy
Soc)« My selfe there wonned, and there was conversaunt.

1555 Eden Decades 31 They are whyte. .sauynge suche as
are much conuersant in the sonne. x6xo Barrough Meth.
Physick a, vi. '1639} 80 It is good to have the sick conver-
sant in a hot house. 1704 Addison Italy Ded., They who
have been conversant abroad. X766 Pennant Zool. (1768)
1. 170 On marshy and muddy grounds, where they are
conversant, c 1820 G. S. Faber 8 Dissert. (1845) II. 8 By
reason of Christ's being visibly and personally conversant
within its precincts.

2. a. Living or associating with in familiar

intercourse
;
having regular or frequent intercourse

with {together) ; on terms of familiarity with.
^1400 Maundev. (1839) x. 113 Oure lady, .was conuersant

with hire sone xxxiij ;eer and iij monethes. 1488 Caxton
Chast. Goddes Chyld. 20 All men that hem knew or be with
hem conuersaunt or famylier. 1583 Exec, for Treason
(16751 43 They lived and were conversant in company of the
principal Rebels. X597 Morley Introd. Mus. 120 They
were much conuersant together. x6xx Bible i Sam. xxv. 15
Neither missed we any thing as long as wee were conuersant
with them. 17x1 Steele Sped. No. 154 F 1, 1 am afraid you
have been very little conversant with Women. 1764 Cowpbr
'Task v. 815 Much conversant with Heaven. 183s Hi.
Martineau / a > 9f All i. 3 She had been conversant with
many ranks of society.

fb. Having familiar intercourse in (a family,

etc.), among (people, etc.), about a place). Obs.
a in :—a 1400 Cov. Myst. 379 Tho whiche. .Han be con-

versaunt here longe before In oure Company. 1474 Caxton
Chesse 72, I haue my self ben conuersaunt in a religious
hows of whyt freres. 1580 Paret Ah: C 1241 Conuersant
in princes courtes. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. tv. iii. (:67s)
17 When I had occasion to be conversant in great Mens
Families, X788 V. Knox Winter Even. III.vin. viii. 152,
I had been much more conversant in a college library than
in a circulating one.

b. among:—a 1340 Ham pole Psal. xxv. 6 Conuersaunt
among innocentis bodely & gostly. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 40 Hyt behouetn a kyng to. .be conuersant
amongis them {his people] without ouermoche famylyarite.
1683 Dryden Life Plutarch 35 Pliny the younger was ..

conversant among them in Asia, a 1805 Pa ley Serm. xx.

(1825) VI. 198 The beings with whom wc converse, or
amongst whom we are conversant
O. about:—a 1704 Locke (J.), A man conversant about

Whitehall and the court,

T 3. a. Occupied, busied, or engaged in
;
having

one's activity or attention engaged in or among
(affairs, objects of study or inquiry, etc.) Obs.
1388 Wyclif Ecctus. xxxix. 3 He schal be conuersaunt in

the hid thingis of parablis. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. %6
Much matter wherein to be conversant. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn. 1. iii. § 4 Studies have an influence and operation
upon the manners of those that are conversant in them.
1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. lxiv. 398 He was a meer Fisher-
man, or man conversant in water. X710 Addison Tatler
No. 216 P 1 It is, methinlts, the Mark of a little Genius to
be wholly conversant among Insects, Reptiles, Animalcules.
1769 Goldsm. Roman Hist. II. 211 As she had been long
conversant in this horrid practice. 1809 Kendall Trav.
I. xxv. 246 A Jew, skilled in mineralogy . . has been con-
versant among these mountains. 1843 H. Rogers Introd.
Burke's Wks. 64 Men too much conversant in office are
rarely minds of remarkable enlargement.

b. Concerned, occupied, or having to do with
(things).

1595 Shaks. John iv. iii. 70 Neuer to be infected with
delight. Nor conuersant with Ease and Idlenesse Till, etc.

X671 Milton P. A*. 1. 130 Thou and all angels conversant
on earth With man or men's affairs. 1709 Steele Tatler
No. 61 p 1 The Scholar has been very conversant with Books,
and the other with Men only.

•j* C. Occupied or employed about
;
having one's

activity or attention exercised about, upon. Obs.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. 11. vi. (1651) 85 Such as are

conversant or imptoyed about any office or business. 1622
Donne Serm. (1624) 8 He [Bp. of Rome] is euermore too

conuersant vpon the contemplation of temporall kingdomes.
1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angelis 4 To shewe what the
Divell is conversant about. 1806 K. White Let. 25 June,
God. .is as intently conversant about the smallest as about
the greatest things. 1828 Whatelv Rhet. u. § 7 He had
been, .long conversant about corn.

4. fig. of things : Exercised in, concerned about
(touching)

;
dealing or having to do with

;
having

for its object or sphere.
a. in :

—

a 1600 Hooker (J\ The matters wherein church
policy is conversant. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. IL xx. g 8
The controversies wherein moral philosophy is conversant.

1754 Sherlock />/«•. r 1759) I. i. 47 Is not Justice conversant
in Rewards and Punishments ? 1875 Lightfoot Comm.
Col. 4r Philem. (1876)273 Physical science is conversant in

experiment ; logical science in argumentation.
b. about :—1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Jxviii. § 6 The

object whereabout the contemplations and actions of the
Church are properly conversant. x66o Trial Regie. 12
There are three things, touching which the Law is conver-
sant. . Persons, Things, and Actions. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev.
329 Public virtue being . .conversant about great concerns.
18*7 Whately Logic 11. ii. % 2 note, Logic is entirely con-
versant about language.
C. with :—1803 Mackintosh Def. Peltier Wks. 1846 III.

249 That philosophy which is conversant with human
affairs. 1850 Daubeny Atom. Th, ii. (ed. 2) 58 Chemistry.

.

had. .been conversant merely with the qualities of matter.

5. Versed or experienced in ;
1 well up 1

in.

1573 Abp. Parker Corr. {1853)424 Some whom he judgeth
;

to be conversant in histories, a i6s6 Bacon Q. Eltz. Wks.
;

(Bohn) 487 She was very conversant in the Scriptures and
1 writings of the fathers. 1635 Swan Spec. M. vii. $ 3 (1643)
! 341 One well versed or conversant in these things. 1786

Sir I. Reynolds Disc. xiu. (1876) 76 A great master who
is thoroughly conversant in the nature of man. 1841
D'Israeli Amen, Lit. (1867) 45 All the languages in which
Milton was conversant.

b. Familiar or intimately acquainted with
(anything), as a result of having been occupied
with it.

1726 De Foe Hist. Devil 1. vii. (1S40' 82 They are conver-
sant with other parts of God's creation. X77X Junius Lett.
Hv. 282, 1 speak to facts with which all of us are conversant
1863 Bright Sp. Amer. 16 June, Those men who are most
conversant with American affairs. 1878 Lecky Eng. in 18/A
C. I. iii. 412 Like Walpole . . he was thoroughly conversant
with questions of finance.

C. with on.

1778 M iss Burney Evelina xvii, The young man . . seemed
to be very conversant on the subject,

t 6. Of things: Frequently occurring and hence
familiarly known, familiar. Obs.
X430 Lydg. Ckron. Troy 11. xvii, The vile serpent the

Leuiathan . .Whych of kynde is neuer conuersaunt. c 1485
Digby Myst. (1882) v. 609 These thynges be now so conuer-
saunt, we seme it no shame. x6ox Cornwall yi.s Disc.
Seneca (16311 13 The most pleasing and most conversant
thoughts of the best contented minds are descended from
hop*. 1651 Fuller A betRediv., Bultinger^A To imbrace
a pure worship of the Lord, which had not yet been con-
versant amongst them.

+ 7. ? Familiarly known, frequented, rare.

1461 Paston Lett. No. 400 II. 26 She thynkyth the place

is right conversaunt of pupyll for hyr to abeyd in, for she
kepyth hyr as close as she may for spyyng.

8. Having the quality of conversing, ready to

converse ; conversable, rare.

1804 Man in Moon 92 He. .was polite and attentive to the
women, and friendly and conversant with the men. 1831

Eraser's Mag. III. 408 Fluent without volubility, and con-
versant without loquaciousness.

B. sb. + 1. A person who * converses
1

or is in-

timate with another ; a familiar acquaintance. Obs.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesit ill. xxv. (Arb.) 306 Some
such, .secret disease, as the common conuersant can hardly
discouer. 1650 Hubbert Pill Formality 921 Not thy
familiar acquaintance, nor thy intimate conversant*, a 1680

Butler Rem. (1759) I. 114 While Fools their Convereants
possess As unawares with Sottishness.

f2. One who leads a 'religious' or monastic

life : see conversdre in Du Cange.
X67X H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 149 Some women of that

Colledge . . whom they call Conversants, encouraging me,
with their exhortations, to persevere in my holy purpose.

Conversation (kfmvajs^ijan). In 4-6 -acion,

-acioun, etc., (5 -varsasyon). [ME., a. OF.
conversation, -acion (12th c. in Littr£), ad. L.

conversation-em frequent abode, intercourse, n. of

action f. conversari to Converse.]

f 1. The action of living or having one's being

in a place or among persons. Also fig. of one's

spiritual being. Obs.
a 1340 Hampolk Psalter xviii. i Haly men bat has baire

conuersacioun in heuen. 1340 Ayenb. 341 'Oure conuersa-
cioun ', he rayb, 1

is ine heuene ', uor bet body is ine be erbe,

beherte is ine heuen. c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ii. 229 (Harl. MS.)
Where is his conuersacion but in the Empire of hevene?
1551 Robinson tr. More's l/top. 11. (Arb.) 148 This same
beTefe of the present conuersation of their forefathers and
auncetours among them. x6n Bible Philem. iii. 20 For
our conuersation [x88x A*. V. citizenship] is in heauen. 1650
Fuller Pisgah UL iii. 322 They [fish] were improper for

offerings, living in an element wherein men had^ no con-

versation. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. III. 409 Their Prone-
ness to Idolatry, which a long Conversation in Egypt had
disposed them to.

t 2. The action of consorting or having dealings

with others; living together; commerce, intercourse,

society, intimacy. Ops.

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 25 And an othir tym he Iefte be

conuersacion of alle worldely men . . and went into disserte



CONVERSATION.
vpon the hilles. 1490 Caxton Eneydos x. 41 Dydo toke
grete playsir m his conuersacyon. 1504 Parsons Confer.
Success. I. 1 6 That natural instinct which man hath to live
in conversation. 164s Milton Colast. (1851) 354 Unfitnes
and contrariety frustrates . . all the good and peace of
wedded conversation. 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E.
I!* V

XX
Y- 320. I shunn'd their Conversation for the little

I ime I staid at Calecut. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879)
I. 152/1 In the course of long sieges there is usually some
conversation with the enemy.
3. Sexual intercourse or intimacy.
Criminal conversation (abbrev. to crim. con.) : adultery.
c 1511 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) p. xxvii, The men hath

conuersacyon with the wymen, who that they ben or who
they fyrst mete. 1304 Shaks. Rich. Ill, in. v. 31 His
Conuersation with Shores Wife. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases
Consc. iv. v. 445 After a conjugall conversation. 1697
Potter Aulio. Greece iv. xii. (1715) 298. 1809 Tomlins
Lam Diet. s.v. Adultery, The usual mode of punishing
adulterers at present is by action of crim. con. (as it is
commonly expressed), to recover damages.

.
t"4.yfc. Occupation or engagement with things,

in the way of business or study ; the resulting con-
dition of acquaintance or intimacy with a matter.
11626 Bacon (J.), Out of long experience in business and

much conversation in books. 1679 Drvden Tr. $ Cr. Ep.
Ded., There is requir'd. .a Conversation with those Authors
..who have written with the fewest Faults in Prose and
Verse. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 194 By
Experience and Conversation with these Bodyes, in any
Place or Mine. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. 13 Some scholars,
by their constant conversation with Antiquity . . know per-
fectly the sense of the Learned dead. 1721 Bradley Wks.
Nat. 59 Nor have I had Conversation enough as yet with
the Sea to give so ample an Account as I hope to do.

t 5. Circle of acquaintance, company, society.
1620 Shelton Qtdx. IV. xxvii. 210 You may know the

Man by the Conversation he keeps. 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Keb. (1702) I. i, 40 His Domestick Conversation and depen-
dents . .

were all known Papists. 1673 Dryden Marr. a la
Mode 1. i, A Gentleman, Sir, that understands the Grand
mond so well, who has haunted the best Conversations
BP" Steele Sped. No. 429 That all Conversations in the
World have indulged Human Infirmity in this Case.
6. Manner of conducting oneself in the world or

in society; behaviour, mode or course of life. arch.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter ii. 12 Haldis goed lyf & fayre

conuersacioun. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 12 In a!
hyr conversacyoun bothe pure and clene. 1352 Bk. Com.
Prayer, Ordin. Pref., A man of vertuous conuersacion, and
wythoute cryme. 1581 Marbeck Bk. 0/ Notes 307 True
pietie doth not consist in knowledge & talking, but in the
action and conversation. 1611 Bible Ps. L 23 To him that
ordereth his conuersation aright. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. I.

117 Vour Conversation gives this your Mouth-professio'n, the
ye. a 1761 Law Com/, weary Pilgr. (1809) 25 The outward
behaviour and visible conversation of Christ while dwelling
among men. 1878 Morley Carlyle Crit. Misc. 193 The
walk and conversation of any commonest person.

7. Interchange of thoughts and words ; familiar
discourse or talk.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (J.), She went to Pamela's chamber,
meaning to joy her thoughts with the sweet conversation of
her sister. 1609 Tourneur Fun. Poeme 47 In little time
he made such benefit Of Conversation (the commerce of
minds). 1647 Clarendon Hist. Kelt, u (1843) 15/1 Calling
the earl of Bristol . . to assist them in their conversation, the
prince then not speaking any Spanish. lyx^Guardiau No.
24 The faculty of interchanging our thoughts with one an-
other, or what we express by the word Conversation. 1752
Johnson Rambler No. 194 r 8 Eagerness to lead the con-
versation. 1783 — in Bosiuell Mar., No, Sir . . we had talk
enough, but no conversation • there was nothing discussed
1871 Ruskin MuneraP. Pref. (1880) 20, I used to sit silently
listening to the conversation.

fig. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874) I. ii. 36 There are
some [buildings] which are only for covert or defence, and
from which we require no conversation [cf. pp. 35 and 208].

b. ' A particular act of discoursing upon any
subject ' (J.) ; a talk, colloquy.
1694 J. Wright {title) Country Conversations

; chiefly of
the modern Comedies, of Drinking, etc. 1716-8 Lady M.
W. Montacuf. Lett. I. xviii. 57, 1 had the honour of a long
conversation with him last night. 1824 Landor (title)
Imaginary Conversations of Literary Men and Statesmen.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 224 The conversation is said
to have taken place when Theaitetus was a youth.

t 8. A public conference, discussion, or debate.
1703 Rowe Fair Penit. Ded., Publick Conversations .

.

where there is hardly such a thing as being merry, but at
another's Expence. 1713 Steele Guardian No. 9 r 18 At a
publick conversation of some of the defenders of this Dis-
course of Freethinking, and others that differed from them.
t 9. An 'At Home'; = Conversazione 2. Obs.
1740 H. Walpole Corr. (1820) I. 71 Lady Pomfret has a

charming conversation once a week. 1779 Johnson Let. to
Mrs. Thrale n Oct., I have been invited: twice to Mrs.
Vesey's conversation. 1783 — Ibid. 31 Dec, I never saw
her, unless perhaps, without knowing her, at a conversation.
1787 Sir

J.
Hawkins Life Johnson 389 It being at a tea-

conversation he. .went on rhyming thus.

10. (In full conversation piece) : A kind ofgenre
painting representing a group of figures : see quot.
1854. So conversation painting.
1712 Steele Sped. No. 474 r 3 None should be admitted

into this green Conversation-Piece, except he had broke his
Collar-bone thrice. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd.
Paint. (1786) III. 77 He imitated the manner of Terburgh,
a Dutch painter of conversations. 1795 Hull Advertiser 8
Aug. 2/2 Small portraits in oil, at one guinea. .Conversation
Pieces in proportion. 1854 Sir E. Head Kugler's Hdbk.
Painting I. 289 note, Waagen calls Terburg ' the creator of
conversation-painting,' meaning that particular branch of
genre, which bears the same relation to historical painting
on the one side, and to the buffooneries of Jan Steen on
the other, that 'genteel comedy' bears respectively to
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tragedy and to farce. 1891 Bookman Oct. 29/2 'The
Finances of the gods ' is a masterpiece, .such an interior-
one almost fancies Metsu painting a conversation-piece.
11. altrib. and Comb. Conversation tube, a

tube for enabling conversation to be carried on
easily with deaf persons ; a speaking-tube for com-
municating between different parts of a building

;

conversation painting, piece (see 10).
1755. T. Amory Mem. (1769) II. 167 To furnish them with

chat in their conversation hours. 1824 Miss Hawkins
Mem. I. 270 A man with great conversation.talents. 1890
Catal. Army % Navy Stores Mar. 580 Conversation Tubes
. .each is. gd. to ioj. 6d.

f 12. = Conversion, [so also in OF. (see
Godefroy).]
1382 Wyclif Ecclus. xxxviii. 22 Ne forsothe ther is con-

uersacioun [1388 turning]. 1388 — Acts xv. 3 Thei telden
the conuersacioun of hethene men [Vulg. convcrsionem Gen-
tium]. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 12 Hys merueyllous conuer-
sacyon. 153s Coverdalf. Acts xv. 3 They . . declared the
Conuersacion ofthe Heythen. a 1570 IIecon Campar. Lord's
Snip. A> Mass (1844) 357 In the conversation of the bread.
Conversa 1tion, v. nonce-7tid. [f. the sb.] intr.
To converse, talk, engage in conversation. Hence
Conversa'tioning vii, sb.

1830 Scott Demonol. x. 366 The sailor .. answered . . that in
general he conversationed well enough. 1833 New Monthly
Mag. XXXVII. 12 Three years of friendly conferencizing
and conversationing in Downing Street.

Conversationable, a. rare. [f. as prec. +
-able.] = Conversable

; open to conversation.
1843 Eraser's Mag. XXVII. 653 She, having the super-

mtendance of her domestic concerns, .was merely conversa-
tionable at breakfast-time. 1849 Blackw. Mag. LXV. 311
You're a conversationable individual.

Conversational (kpnvMs^'Janal), a. [f. as
prec. + -al.]

1. Of persons : Ready to converse ; addicted to
conversation

;
gifted with powers of conversation.

1799 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 78 Without being talkative
I am conversational. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. 1, Although
Tom and his sister were extremely conversational, they
were less lively.

2. Of, belonging to, or proper to conversation.
1770 Mad. D'Akhlay Diary (1842) I. 293 His conversa-

tional powers. 1814 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXII.
286 That tone, .which confers on the women of England a
high conversational rank. 1861 Wright Ess. Archaeol. II.
xxii. 221 Provencal was degraded to be the mere conversa-
tional dialect of the vulgar. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I.

337 The conversational manner, the seemingwant of arrange-
ment . .are found to result in a perfect work of art.

Conversationalist (kfinvars^-jonalist). [f.

prec. + -1ST. Cf. nationalist, agriculturalist] One
who is conversational ; one who excels in conver-
sation. Cf. Conversationist.
1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump. (1876) 105 English Women

are m general better conversationalists than the men. 1884
J. Payn Canon's Wardll. 265 An eminent conversationalist
living by himself is a deplorable spectacle.

Conversationally (k^nvsis^-Janali), adv.
[f. as prec. + -ly^.] In a conversational manner, in
the way of conversation.
1801 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 167 That I might conversa-

tionallylearn the [Welsh] language. i86oEllicott£;>Okz-
Lord vii. 333 The Lord was questioned, perhaps conversa-
tionally, about His followers and His teaching.

+ Conversationed, ppl. a. 06s. rare- 1
.

[f. Conversation sb. + -ed 2.] Of a specified • con-
versation ' or behaviour, conducted, behaved.
1613 Beaum. & Fl. Captain I. i, Till she be better conver-

sation'd . . I'll keep As far from her as the gallows.

Conversa'tionism. rare-", [f. as prec. +
-ism.] A conversational expression

; colloquialism.
1864 in Webster.

Conversationist (k^nvajs^'janist). [f. as
prec. + -1ST.] One who converses much, or is

addicted to conversation ; one who practises the
art of conversation ; = Conversationalist.
1806 Southey in Robberds Mem. II. 131 A little too much

of the conversationist. 1824 Miss Hawkins Mem. I. 282
Agreeable conversationists were met in great frequency.
a 1864 Hawthorne Eng. Note-Bks. (1879) II. 24 Mr. Taylor
is reckoned a brilliant conversationist.

Conversationize (kfmvais^-Janaiz), v. [f. as
prec. + -ize.] intr. To hold a conversation.
1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey 1. vii. 16 They would have re-

tired to a corner . . and conversationised with any stray
four-year-older not yet sent to bed. 1851 R. F. Burton
Goa 308 After some little time spent in arranging his papers
..and conversationizing with a native clerk.

Conversative (kfrnvausativ), a. rare. [f. L.
conversat- ppl. stem of conversarT to Converse +
-ive.] fa- Belonging to, or fitted for, social
intercourse ; sociable. Obs. b. Ready to converse
or talk, given to conversation, talkative.
1631 Br. Webbe Qnieln. (1657) *79 Actions conversative

doe consist in the ordering of our conversation. 1651 Reliq.
IVotlon. 76 To endue him with conversative qualities and
ornaments of youth, a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. Luke ii. 45Of a free and conversative, not of a sullen and morose dis-
position. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. $ It. Jrnls. II. 108 He
was very entertaining and conversative.

II Conversazione (k^nvarsateiJu-n*). PI. -oni
(ou'ni), now usually -ones. Also in 8 -atione. [a.

It. conversazione (in 16th c. atione) conversation,
assembly for conversation or social recreation.]

CONVERSE.

II 1. In Italy, the name for an evening assembly
for conversation, social recreation, and amusement
(often described by travellers in the 18th c).
1740 Gray Let. to his Mother (T.), The diversions of a

Florentine Lent are . . in the evening, what is called a con-
versazione, a sort of assembly at the principal people's
houses, full of I cannot tell what. 1753 Lady M. W. Mon-
tague Lett. (1887) II. 243, I have often smiled to myself in
viewing our assemblies (which they call conversations) at
Lovere. 1754 Dkummond Trav. 41 (T.) These conversa-
zioni [at Florence] resemble our card-assemblies:—some
played at cards, some passed the time in conversation, others
walked from place to place. 1834 T. Medwin Angler in
Wales II. 283 In most little towns in Italy good music ; and
conversaziones in all. 1866 HowELLS Vend. Life xx. 331The conversazioni of the demi-monde where they say every-
thing.

1 2. Introduced into England, and applied to
the private assembly now known as an ' At Home '.

(Occasionally anglicized as Conversation, q.v.)
1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. 1. i, The charade you made

last night at Mrs. Drowzie's conversazione. 1782 Mad.
D'Arblay Diary 10 Nov., She is.. foremost in collecting all
extraordinary, .people to her London conversaziones. 1802
Mar. Edgkworth Moral T. (1816) I. 206 She held a sort of
conversazione at her house. -frequented by all foreigners.
1823 Byron Juan XIII. cvii, With evening came the banquet
and the wine : The conversazione ; the duet.

3. From about the close of the 18th c. chiefly
applied to assemblies of an intellectual character,
in connexion with literature, art, or science.
1792 A. Young Trav. France 23S In the evening to the

conversazione of Signore Fabbroni, where I met Signore
Pella, director of the gallery, etc. ..the company did not
assemble in order to converse on the trivial nonsense of
common topics, like so many coteries in all countries. 1816
J. Gilchrist Philos. Etym. 200 In the balls, concerts, and
converzationes of polite literature, a 1845 Hood Odes <y
Addr., To Kitchener v, Oh, hast thou still those Conver-
sazioni, Where learned visitors discoursed—and fed 1

4. Now chiefly used for a soiree given by a
learned body or society of arts, at which the society's
work is illustrated by the exhibition of specimens,
experiments, and demonstrations.
1834 Gcntl. Mag. CIV. 1. 208 (Architectural Society)

Jan. 21, the members of this institution held their first Con-
versazione for the season at Exeter Hall, which was attended
by 200 professors and amateurs of architecture. 1864 A.
McKay Hist. Kilmarnock <ed. 3) 276 The organizing of
conversazioni for more familiar and popular addresses on
scientific subjects.

Converse (kjinva-js), a. [a. F. convcrser
(12th c. in Littre) to pass one's life, live, dwell in
or with, in mod.Fr. also to exchange words with

;

= Pr. and Sp. conversar. It. and late L. conversare
:—L. conversarT lit. to turn oneself about, to move
to and fro, pass one's life, dwell, abide, live some-
where, keep company with ; middle voice of rare
conversare to turn to and fro, freq. of convertcre to
turn about. As with other deponent vbs. the
active form was in late L. substituted for the
middle, whence the Romanic forms. The trans-
ference of sense from ' live with ' to ' talk with ' is

recent in Fr. and English, and most complete in
the latter.]

1 1. intr. To move about, have one's being, live,

dwell in [on, upon) a place, among {with) people,
etc. Obs.

1340 [see Conversant a. 1]. C1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. iii.

10 In whos houses I hadde conuersed and haunted fro my
Joube. 1483 Caxton Cato Bv, Before them emonge the
whyche we conuerse and go dayly. 1483 — Gold. Leg.
405/4 How many yere arte thou olde-and where conuersest
thou. 1638 Wilkins New World xiv. (1707) 116 Birds ..

which do most converse upon the Earth . . as a Pheasant,
Partridge, etc. 1665-0 Boyle Occas. Refi. iv. ix. (1675) 224
Impurities, .contracted by conversing to and fro in a defiling
World. 1691 Ray Creation (1714)26 Cetaceous Fishes which
converse chiefly in the northern Sea. Ibid. II. (1704) 420 Birds
have been taught to pronounce Words,—yet Quadrupeds
never, though Dogs and Horses converse almost perpetually
with Men. 1727 De Foe Hist. Appar. Introd. (1840) 3 It
converses here, is with us, and among us.

f 2. To associate familiarly, consort, keep com-
pany ; to hold intercourse, be familiar with. Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 861 You shall . . Visite the

speechlesse sicke, and still conuerse With groaning wretches.
1622-62 Heylin Cosmogr. iv. (1682) 134 So rude a Country,
as hath not hitherto conversed with more civil Nations.
1667 Milton P. L. 11. 184 For ever, sunk Under yon boyling
Ocean, wrapt in Chains ; There to converse with everlasting
groans. 1678 Evelyn Mem. (1857) *I. 131 Too blessed a
creature to converse with mortals. 1780 Johnson L. P.,
Congreve, Having long conversed familiarly with the great,
he wished to be considered, .as a man of fashion. 1819
G. S. Faber Dispensations (1823) I. 322 The old pagans be-
lieved that a mighty god . . openly conversed with mortals,

t b. To hold sexual intercourse. Obs.
1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xix, This Albyne,

with her fiftie sisteris . . conversit with devillis in forme of
men, and consavit childrin. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Rijflarde.
1656 S. Winter Serm. 45 They may lawfully converse to-
gether as man and wife. 1713 Addison Guardian No. 165
T 7. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vi. x, That wench with
whom I know he yet converses. 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal
(1822) III. 31 Liberty., toconverse with as many females as
he pleased,

t<5. To have commercial intercourse, to deal,
trade, traffic. Obs.
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1598 Hakluyt Voy. (R.), They friendly conuerse and ex-

ercise mutual traffick together. 1613 Sherlev Trav. Persia

9 The Turke hauing giuen certaine scales to trade in, out of

which.. it was vnlawfull for any to converse. 1690 Child
Disc. Trade ted. 4) 141 This Law will not at all incommode
Gentlemen as to what they buy in shops, neither those that

converse in Fairs and Markets. 1715 De Foe Voy. round
World (1840) 183 These Indians had canoes.. by which,
perhaps, they conversed with the islands near them.

t 3. To be engaged in ; to have to do with (a

thing) ; to deal with, be familiar or conversant with.

Obs. exc. as fig. of 4 or 5, in to converse with books.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary ti. (1625* 00 You that con-

verse in these and such like actions. i6o» Marston An-
tonio's Rev. iv. iii, O world, thou art too subtile For honest

natures to converse withall. 1607- 1a Hacon Ess., Nat.
Men (Arb.) 364 When they converse in those thinges they
doe not affect. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 1. v. 5 5 Since
he hath conversed more with the Orientall traditions. 1688

South Serin. Prov. xii. 22 Wheresoever he treads, he sinks,

and converses with a bottomless Pit. 1709 Strvpe Ann.
Re/. I. xxxi. 354 That ministers should converse in this

catechism, and learn true divinity from it. 1719 J. Richard-
son Sc. Connoisseur 204 By conversing with the Works of
the Best Masters. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xiv. viii, He
had indeed conversed so much with money. 1855 Macaulav
Hist. Eng. III. 400 A man. .who has conversed, not only
with books, but with lawyers and merchants. . statesmen and
princes.

1 4. To communicate or interchange ideas (with

any one) by speech or writing or otherwise. Obs.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. ii. 162 Did you conuerse sir

with this gentlewoman? . . I never spake with her in all my
life. 1650 Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers iCamden) I. 177,

[As] I have att noe tyme soe much ease and content as when
I converse with you, I hope I shall gaine pardon for this

tedious letter. 171a Pope Lett. 28 May, It is not only the

disposition I always have of conversing with you, that makes
me so speedily answer your obliging letter. 17*7 De Foe
Syst. Magic 1. vi. 151 Like ships at sea, they must con-

verse by signals. 1763-71 H. Walpolk Vertue's Anecd.
Paint. (1780) II. 137 He conversed little with the painters.

.

except Velasquez, with whom he continued a correspond-
ence of letters.

b. To hold inward communion, commune with.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. i. 26 Well let them practise and
conuerse with spirits, a 165a J. Smith Set. Disc. ix. ii.

{1821) 415 He knows how to converse with himself, and
truly to love and value himself. 1686 Horneck Crucif.
Jesus iv. 66 Before he eats, converses with himself, while
he is eating converses with God, and after he hath eaten,

converses with the holy angels. 1747 T. Warton Pleas.
Melancholy (R.), Remote from man, conversing with the
spheres. 1864 Lowell Eireside Trax>. 233 So you . . have
time to converse with your sensations.

5. spec. ' To convey the thoughts reciprocally in

talk ' (J.) ; to engage in conversation, to talk

with (a person), on, upon (a subject), in (a

language, voice). The ordinary current sense.

1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 249 If. .you desire to
converse with him, you must tarry till he be awake. 1653
Walton Angler i. 32, I have conversed with those which
have conversed with him. 17J7 De Foe Syst. Magic
1. 16 Adam's posterity learnt to speak immediately from
him, and so to converse with one another. 1745 Wesley
Answ. Ch. 7 My Heart clave to him as soon as he spoke.
And the more we convers'd, so much the more did I esteem
. .him. 1799 Southey Lyric Poems, Old Alan s Comforts,
You are cheerful, and love to converse upon death. 1825
Lytton Falkland 41 We had been conversing with Lady
Margaret on indifferent subjects. 1841 Borrow Zincali II.

xi. 136 Wishing to converse, .in a language unknown to the
Spaniards. 1853 C. Bronte Villeltexxi, Talk for you is good
discipline. You converse imperfectly.

6. trans. + a. To keep company with ; b. To
render familiar or well acquainted; C. To com-
municate with, talk with. Obs. d. To talk (any
one) out of, etc. .

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Exhort. § 9 Such a life

without which human society cannot be conversed. 1665

J. Sergeant Sure-footing 84 Not conversing him daily or
very often. 1683 D. A. Art Converse Pref., Whether we
Converse our Superiours, Inferiours, or Equals. 1704 Swift
Bait. Bks. Wks. 1768 I. 176 This Temple having been Edu-
cated and long Conversed among the Ancients. 1718
Wodrow Corr. (1843) 354 After I have conversed himself,

and read his theses. 18*4 Miss Fkrrier Inker. Ixvii, She
called her daughter to her, and contrived to converse her out
of the room.

Converse (k^-nvajs), sby [f. Converse v. t

c 1600; orig., like the vb., stressed converse.']

+ 1. Intercourse; = Conversation 2, 3. Obs. exc.

in certain expressions now referred to 3.

1610 Guillim Heraldry ML vi. (161 1) 103 The mutuall con-

uerse of humane Society. 1615 G. Sandvs Trav, 1. 50 En-
feebled with the continual conuerse of women. 1646 Sir

T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 378 By converse or copulation. 1653
H. More Antid. Ath. 11. iv. (171a) 51 Sociableness or love

of Converse. 1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. ix. 202 Free
converse, traffic, and commerce. 1751 Johnson Rambler
No. 175 F 16 Thus numerous are the dangers to which the
converse of mankind exposes us. 1826 Disraeli Vw. Grey
v. vii. 205 Converse with the world will do more for you.

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. v, I have returned from the
converse of the streets as from a forgotten dream,

t b. Formerly with a and Obs.
1660 Ingelo Bentiv. $ Ur, 11. (1682) 113 God. .nourish'd

it by a Converse with the first Man whom he made. 1676
Glanvill Seas. Re/7. 176 Thus we dress ourselves for puo-
Hque converses.

1 2. Familiar engagement or occupation (with

things) ; = Conversation 4. Obs.
a >65» J- Smith Sel. Disc. vn. 347 Dwelling . . in a carnal

converse with these sacramental symbols. 1665 Manlf.v

I Grottus' Loiv C. Warres 199 Long Experience, and con- I

tinual Converse among Troubles. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I.
j

114 A strange Diver, by his continual converse in water,

degenerated. 17*5 J. Reynolds View of Death (1735' 2

T' abandon all that's dear ..My friends and studies too,

And all my known converses here.

3. Familiar interchange of thoughts; discourse,

talk ;
= Conversation 7. Now poetic or rhet.

(Quot. 1604 may belong to 1.)

[1604 Shaks. Oth. in. 1. 40 A meane to draw the Moore
Out of the way, that your conuerse and businesse May be
more free.] 16x4 R. Taylor Hog lost Pearl 1. i, It [I-atinJ

is so much my often converse, that if there be none but
j

women in my company, yet cannot I forbear it. 1650 S.

Clarke Eccl. Hist. 1. 116541 171 Upon converse, finding his

sufficiency, he inquired the cause of his voyage. 17^5 Pope
Odyss. xv. 355 Sweet is thy converse to each Social ear.

1859 Tennyson Geraint # Enid 520 And told her all their

converse in the hall. 1888 Burgon 12 Gd. Men II. xii. 416
His converse at such seasons was always elevating.

+ b. Formerly with a and //. Obs.

1647 W. Browne tr. Polexander 11. 113 In this manner
ended the first converse between Z. and A. 1669 Wood-
head St. Teresa 11. viL 61 It will be difficult in these con-

verses not to talk of secular matters. 167* Cave Prim.
Chr. 1. iii. (1673) 37 By daily converses build them up
and make them better. 1798 S. Rogers Ep. to Friend 99
Still prompt to charm with many a converse sweet.

C. Interchange of thoughts otherwise than by
speech.

1758 S. Havward Serm. p. xi, The leading topics of our

epistolary converse. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. plan. iii. 35
The same signs [i.e. gestures) serve as a medium of con.

verse.

4. Spiritual or mental intercourse ; communion.
1668 Howe Bless. Righteous (1825^ 87 In the wonted

course of our converses with God. 1678 R. Barclay Apol.
Quakers ii. § 7. 32 Gods Converse with Man. .was by the

immediate manifestation of his Spirit. 1750 Shenstone
Rural Elegance 217 With Nature here high converse hold.

a 1831 A. Knox Rem. (1844) I. 74 A person who is much
occupied in inward converse with God. 187* Holland Marb.
Proph. 10 In converse with the thoughts of manlier men.

+ 5. Manner of life,
1 conversation \ Obs.

c 1660 South Serm. 1 Kings xiii. 33 The true Worship of
;

God, and the Converse of those that use it. 170a Echard
|

! Eccl Hist. (1710) 28 To be avoided in all affairs of civil

society and converse, as. .persons of infectious converse.

+ Converse, a. 1 and sb. 2 Obs. Also 3-6 con-

vers. [a. F. convers, -se, ad. L. conversus turned,

i
pa. pple. of converttre to Convert.]

A. adj. Converted in mind or feeling.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19736 (Cott.) Fra bat time men cald him
ai Conuers paule in godds lai. 1436 Pol. Poems (1859) II. .

203 That oure verry too Mow be to us convers and torned.

B. sb. 1. A convert.

1388 Wyclif i Chron. xxii. 2 Conuersis fro hethenesse to

the lawe of Israel. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 178/3 Somme
converses of the Jewes wold mynysshe the bounte of the :

grace of god.

2. Eccl. A lay member of a convent ; a lay

brother or sister.

Orig. applied to those who were converted from a secular

to ' religious ' life in adult age, as opposed to the nutriti

who had been brought up in the monastic life from child-

j

hood : see Du Cange.
14.. Prose Leg. in Anglia VIII. 135 In be steppes of be

conuerses or monkes. 1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 240/2 A
1

frere conuerse began to be tormented of the deuyl. c 1500

Melusine 100 Thabbot and an houndrcd monkkis, beside the
;

convers. 1 512 C'tfss Richmond in NicholsAV^rt//f/iV/j{i78o)
|

368 Oon perpetuell brother, called a converse, .specially to

serve the same monks at their masses. 1691 tr. Emilianne's
\

Observ. Joum. Naples 178 The Fifth Monastery, .contains

the Brothers Converses.

|| b. Often in the L. form conversus, pi. -1.

1777 Arch.rol. IV. 38 He was conversus, a lay-brother.

1863 J. R. Wallran Mem. Fountains Abbey (Surtees) 71
It [South Park Abbey] contained not less than sixty-six

monks and one hundred and fifty convcrsi.

Converse (k^nvajs), a.- and iM [ad. L. con-
\

vers-us turned about, transformed, pa. pple. of

convertPre : see Convert. La converse occurs in

F. from 13th c.t
= Pr. and med.L. conversa.]

A. adj.

1. Turned round ; opposite or contrary in direc-

tion or action ;
acting in reverse manner.

1794 Sullivan Vieiv Nat. I. 35s The transformation of
\

vapour into air [and] the converse change. 1862 H. Spf.ncer

First Princ. t. iv. $ 26 As in this case, .so in the converse

case. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. VI. Ixxi. 218 The converse

arts of destruction and defence. 1876 Gladstone Synchr.
Homer. 227 Now of Zephuros Euros is the converse wind
from the opposite point of heaven.

f 2. Math. Converse ratio,proportion: seequots.
;

1570 Billingslf.v Euclid v. Def. xiii. 134 Conuerse pro-
j

portion, or proportion by conuersion is, when the consequent !

is taken as the antecedent, and so is compared to the ante-

cedent as to the consequent. 1660 Barrow Euclid v. Def.

xvi, Converse ratio is when the antecedent is compared to

the excess wherein the antecedent exceeds the consequent. '

1695 Alingham Geom. Epit. 19 Converse Reason or propor-

tion is the comparing the Antecedent to the excess, wherein 1

the Antecedent exceeds the Consequent.

B. sb.

1. gen. A statement or form of words derived

from another by the turning about or transposition

of two important antithetical members; e.g. 'the

possession of wealth without learning ',
1 the pos- I

session of learning without wealth *
; 'a quiet

j

day and a noisy night ' a noisy day and a quiet

night'. [This use occurs in OF. in I3thc]
1798 Malthus/^«/. (1878)240 The converse of this will be

also true. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Compensation Wks. (Bohnj
1 . 41 The theory of the mechanic forces is another example.
What we gain in power is lost in time ; and the converse. 1855
Maury Phys. Geog. Sea ix. § 446 A series of observations
the converse of this, viz. winter in the North Atlantic, sum-
mer in the South. 1861 Tulloch Eng. Purit. ii. 278 'All

wickedness is weakness*. The converse he seems to have
believed. 1875 Jowett Plato fed. 2j III. 23The thesis, .is the
converse of that of Thrasymachus. .not right is the interest

of the stronger, but right is the necessity of the weaker.

b. A thing or action which is the exact oppo-
site of another. [Occurs in OK. in 14th c]
1786 Tooke Purley 11 They travelled backwards, .adopt-

ing the converse of the principle. 1802 Paley Nat. Theol.

xxt. 330 By evaporation water is carried up into the air

;

by the converse of evaporation, it falls down upon the earth.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xiii. 118591 295 She was the
very converse of our old ship, she never missed stays

although I did cruelly, a 185a D. Webster Wks. (1877) III.

453 The natural converse of accession is secession ; and
therefore when it is stated that the people of the States ac-

ceded to the Union, it may be more plausibly argued that

they may secede from it. 1869 T. Graham in Sci. Opinion
10 r eb. 270/2 This contraction of the wire is in length only.

The result is the converse of extension by wire-drawing.

1879 Mallock Life loorth Living 135 The positions of the

two moralists are in fact the exact converses of each other.

2. Math. (One proposition is the converse of

another, when the datum and conclusion of the

one are respectively taken as the conclusion and
datum of the other.)

1570 Billingsley Euclid i. vi. 16 The 8 proposition being
the conuerse of the fourth. 1660 Barrow Euclid 1. axiom
viii. note. Things which agree together are equal one to the
other. The converse of this Axiome is true in right lines

and angles, but not in figures, unless they be like. 17*6 tr.

Gregory's Astron. I. 53 The Converses of these are evident.

Mod. This proposition is the converse of the preceding.

3. Logic. A converted proposition : formerly

applied to the original proposition upon which
conversion is performed (called by Hamilton the

Convertend), but now usually to that which
results from converting the original.

1817 Whately Logic il h. § 4 Conversion can then only be
illative when no term is distributed in the Converse, which
was not distributed in the Exposita. 1837-8 Sir W.
Hamilton Logic L 256 The original or given proposition is

called the Converse or Converted . . It would be better to call

lit) the Convertend. .This language I shall use.^ Ibid. 1. 257
The Quantity of the Proposition in Conversion remains
always the same ; that is, the absolute quantity of the Con-
verse must be exactly equal to that of the Convertend. 1884

Jevons Stud. Deduct. Logic 32 It must be observed that

the converse, obverse, and contrapositive are all true if the

original proposition is true.

t Conversed, ///• a. 1 Obs. = Converse a.- 2.

1557 Kecorde IVhetst. C ij b, Of Proportion conuersed or

indirecte.

t Conversed, -verst, ppl a? Obs. [f.

Conveuse v. + -ED 1
.] With whom intimate inter-

course has been held ; familiar.

1607 Walkincton Opt. Glass x. (1664)116 Never giving

over, till Death, such a converst Friend, except on a capital

Discontent.

Conversely (kfnvajsli, kffav5usli\ adv. [f.

Converse a.2 + -ly A] In the converse manner or

order ; as the converse ; by conversion.

1806 Hutton Course Math. I. 278 Conversely, if the two
angles abc, abd, on both sides of the line ah, make up to-

gether two right angles, then cb and bd form one continued

right line cd. 1845 M cCilloch Taxation Introd. (1852)15

The greater the expenses of governments, the deeper must

they encroach on the incomes or capitals of those who pay
taxes, and conversely. 1875 Jowftt Plato (ed. 2) I. 325 A
thing is not seen because it is visible, but conversely, visi-

ble because it is seen. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's

Phaner. 491 Succeeding one another from above downwards
or conversely.

t Conve'rsement. Obs. [a. OF. convcrse-

mcnt business, relation, connexion, f. converser:

see -mknt.] Business, relation, occupation, affair.

1455 Paston Lett. No. 249 I. 340 He hadde no lyvelode

in the shire, nor conversement. 1599 Sandvs Europ.r
Spec. (1632) 241 Assiduitie. .in prayer, not interrupted, .by

secular conversements.

Converser (k^nva-jsai). [f. Converse v. +
-kk 1

.] One who converses ; atalker; spec. «Con-
versationalist.
1504 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 217 Of much

eloquence in words and discourse, great conuersers. 1605

Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. vii. § 5 A familiar converser with

learned professors. 1786 Mrs. Piozzi Anecd. Johnson in

Ann. Reg. 1/1 Mr. Johnson was not intentionally a pompous
converser. 1853 Lynch Self/mprov. iv. 88 He seeks too

early the repute ol a converser. 1876 Darwin in Life 8f

Lett. (1887) I. 43 The best converser I ever listened to.

Conversibility (k^nva jsibi ltti). [f. as next

f-iTY.] = Convertibility.
1784 T. A. Mann in Orig. Lett. Emin. Men 1 Camden) 427

Mr. Cavendish's discovery of the conversibility of Air into

Water.

Conversible (k^nv5*jsib*l), a. [ad. late L.

conversibil-is, f. convers- ppl. stem of convertere

to Convert : see -ble. Also in mod.F.] Capable

of being converted or transposed.

a 1660 Hammond Serm. vii. Wks. 1684 IV. 603 So that this

conversible retrogradous Sorites may shut up all.

1 See also Conversable.



CONVERSING. 943 CONVERSION.

Conversing ttyfovausin), vbl. sb. [f. Con-
verse v. + -ing 1

.] The action of the vb. Con-
verse: having intercourse; discoursing, talking.

a 1610 Healey Tiieophrastus xx. (1636) 71 Tediousnes..
is a troublesome kinde of conversing, without any other

damage or prejudice, iz 1640 J. Ball Answer to Can, i.

(1642) 138 Much more guilt was contracted by civill con-

versings. 1654 Fuller Two Serin. 76 Her unlawful con-
versing with him who was not her Husband. 1720 De Foe
Cnpt. Singleton viii. (1840) 146 We did not seek the convers-

ing, or acquainting ourselves with the natives. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 30 Oct. 4/1 Conversing^ as to the low price of corn

.

Conve rsing, a. [f. Converse v. + -ing-.]

1. That converses: f that affords intercourse,

companionable.
1643 Milton Divorce iv. (1851) 29 A fit conversing soule.

.

is stronger than death. 1645 — Colast. (1851) 361 A con-

versing solace, and peacefull society is the prime end of
mariage.

f 2. Conversant. Obs.

1724 Swift Drapier's Lett. v. Wks. 1755 V. It. 99, I had
been long conversing with the writings of your lordship,

Mr. Locke, Mr. Molineux, etc

Conversion (k^hvS'ifan). [a. F. conversion,

ad. L. conversion-em turning round, n. of action

from convertcre to turn round : see Convert.]
I. Turning in position, direction, destination.

f 1. The action of turning round or revolving
;

revolution, rotation. Obs.
1540-1 Elvot Image Gov. (1549) 68 Conuersions of sterres,

mocions, and reuolucions of pianettes. 1587 Golding De
Momay ix. 126 Were the World eternal, the Conuersions
or turnings about therof should be eternal too. 1665-6
Phil. Trans. I. 143 The conversion of Jupiter about his own
axis. 1656 tr. Hobbcs' Etem. Philos. (1839) 307 That strait

line . . which touches a spiral at the end of its first conversion.

1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 139 In the conversion of the
Body of the Sun, this Virtue thereof, .is also turned about,

b. Centre ofconversion', see Centre^. 16.

t 2. The action of turning to a particular direc-

tion
;
turning. Obs.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. 111. 1. xx.fed. 7) This Greeke word
Tropos, which is. .a conversion or turning. 1638 Wilkins
New World \. (1684) 50 Divers Conversions of those sides
towards our Eyes. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. in The
conversion of the needle to the North. 1660 Boyle Seraph.
Love xvi. (1700) 98 A Conversion to that Magnetic Posture.

. t b. fig. The action of turning or directing (one's

mind, attention, actions, etc.) to some object. Obs.
1581 J. Bell Haddori's Anszu. Osor, 513 b,With such an un-

removeable conversion of mynde to Godward. 1646 Fuller
Wounded Cottsc. (1841) 291 Daily sin.. is an aversion from
God and his daily repentance a conversion to God. 1712
Sped. No. 524 p 5 An habitual inclination and conversion
of his sight towards it.

+ 3. The action of turning back or returning
;

spec, the turning back of the sun in its apparent
course on reaching the tropic ; the solstice. Obs. »

1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 41 The sommer con-
uersion of the sunne. 1618 Chapman Hcsiod 11. 162 If at
the sun's conversion thou shalt sow The sacred earth, a 1682
Sir T. Browne Tracts (1684) 3 The tropical conversion of
the Sun.

fb. In versions of the O.T., rendering L. con-

versio. Obs.
1388 Wyclie Jcr. xxxiii. 7 And y schal conuerte the con-

uersioun of Juda [138a Turne the turnyng of Juda]. 1609
Bible (Douay) if*r. xxxiii. 26, I wil bring backe their con-
version, and wil have mercie on them.

4. Transposition, inversion (of the terms of a
statement ; cf. Converse s&.s i) spec, in Logic, the

transposition of the subject and predicate of a
proposition according to certain rules to form a
new proposition by immediate inference.
Conversion in which the quantity of the proposition is un-

changed is called simple conversion (e. g. ' No A is B 1

;
' No

B is A') ; when there is a change of quantity, c. Per accidcns
(e.g. ' All A is B *; ' Some Bis A ')• Cf. Contraposition 2.

1551 T.Wilson Z.cg/Xre(i 567)20 b, Conuersion is the chaung-
ing or altring of wordes in a proposicion, when the former
parte (whereof any thing is rehearsed) and the hinder parte
(whiche is rehearsed of the former) are chaunged, thone into

thothers place. 1570 Billingslev Euclid 1. vi. 16 In Geo-
metric is oftentimes vsed conuersion of propositions. 1651
Hobbes Govt. <y Soc. iv. § 14. 69 As the law of nature is all

of it Divine, so the Law of Christ by conversion . . is all of it

also, .the doctrine of Nature. 1788 Reid Aristotle's Log.
iv. § 1. 68. 1887 Fowler Deduct. Logic 80 A Conversion
may be defined as an immediate inference in which from one
proposition we infer another having the same terms as the
original proposition, but their order reversed.

+ 5. Rhet. Used by 16th and 17th c. writers as

the equivalent of Antistrophe 3, and sometimes
of Apostrophe 1 1. Obs.
155a IIuloet, Conuersion, or speakynge one to another.

x553 T. Wilson Rltet. 107 b, Conversion is an ofte repeatyng
of the last worde, and is contrarie to that whiche went
before. [1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie m. xix. (Arb.) 209 The
Greekescall this figure Antistrophe, the Latines, conuersio,
I following the originall call him the counterturne.] 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Conversion. , a Rhetorical Figure, the
same as Apostrophe. 1751 Chambers Cycl.

6. Math. The substitution of the difference of
antecedent and consequent for the consequent in

each of the ratios forming a proportion : see
quots. ? Obs.
1570 Billincsley Euclid v. Def. xvi. 134 Conuersion of

proportion (which of the elders is commonly called euerse
proportion). 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 11. 130 So that here
is now four Proportionals, and by any three given, you may

strike out the fourth, by Conversion, Transposition, and
Division of them. 1695 Alingham Geom. Epit. 19 If A : B
::C:D then by Conversion 'twill be as A: A— B::C:
C— D. 1796 Hutton Math. Diet., Conversion, or Conver*
teudo, is when there are four proportionals, and it is inferred,
that the first is to its excess above the 2d, as the third is to
its excess above the 4th.

7. Law. The action of (illegally) converting or

applying something to one's own use. Usually in

phr. trover and conversion.
1615 Coke in Bulstrode Ref>. 11. (1657) 31 1-2 There may be

a trover and no conversion, if he keep and lay up the goods,
by him found, for the Owner. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt.
Ping. 1. lxii. (1739) 121 Fraudulent conversion of Treasure-
trove. 1712 Arbuthnot John lit/11(1727) 9 He talks of no-
thing but. .writs of error, actions of trover and conversion.
1765 Blackstone Comm. III. 151-2 This action, of trover
and conversion, was in it's original an action, .against such
person as had found another's goods, and refused to deliver
them on demand, but converted them to his own use. 1817 W.
Selwyn Law Nisi / (ed. 4) II. 1267 A person is guilty of
a conversion who takes the property of one person by assign-
ment from another,who has not any authority to dispose of it.

II. Change in character, nature, form, or func-

tion.

8. The bringing of any one over to a specified

religious faith, profession, or party, esp. to one re-

garded as true, from what is regarded as falsehood

or error. (Without qualification, usually — con-
version to Christianity.)

c 1340 Cursor M. 19477 headiHg(Faiirf.\Of the Conuersioun
of saint Paule. 1413 Lydc. Pilgr. Scnvle HI. x. (1483) 56
Paynyms and heretikes that ben dede withouten conuersion.

1555 Eden Decades Pref. ( Arb.^ 50 mars., The conuersion of
thegentyles. i685Stillingel. Orig. Brit. 1. i. 2 The Conver-
sion of the British Nation, to the Christian Faith. 1756-7
tr. Kcysler's Trout. '1760) IV. 427 At the conversion of the
late count Ernest Metternich to the catholic religion. 1890
Bp. Stubbs Primary Charge (Oxford) 31 She is the Church
of the National History, of the Conversion, the Constitution,
the Reformation.

b. The festival of the Conversion of St. Paul,

observed on Jan. 25.
1382-8 Wyclif N. T.

t Table ofLessons 691 (Propre Sancto-
rum) Jan., Seynt Vincent, martir, Conuersioun of Seynt
Poul. 1501 Chron. Grey Friars (Rolls) II. 184 On Sent
Powlles evyn the Conversioun.

f c. spec. In the mediaeval church: Change from
the secular to the ' religions ' life

;
entry into monas-

tic life. Obs. (See Du Cange, conversion)
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (1866) 5 When I had taken my

syngulere purpos and lefte be seculere habyte. .it fell one a
nygnte . . in the begynnynge of my ccnucrsyone, etc. 1482
Monk 0/ Evesham (Arb.) 19 There was a certen yong man,
turnyd. . fro thys worldys vanyte to the lyfe of a Monke,
the whiche abowte the begynnyng of his conuersion fyll yn
to a grete and agreuys sekenes.

d. trans/. The action of converting or fact of

being converted, to some opinion, belief, party, etc.

Mod. Conversion to Free Trade principles, to Darwinism,
etc.

9. Theol. The turning of sinners to God ; a
spiritual change from sinfulness, ungodliness, or

worldliness to love of God and pursuit of holiness.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 53 In conuersyon ofsynful
men. £1430 tr. Th.a Kempis' Imit. 1. xiii, Somme men
haue most greuous temptacions in be begynnyng of her con-
uersion, somme in be ende. 1592 Greene Disput. 38 See how
God wrought for my conuersion. 1667 Milton P.L.xi.
724 And to them preachd Conversion and Repentance. 1740
Wesley Wks. (1872) I. 279 The very beginning of your con-
version to God. 1758 S. Wayward Serm. Introd.15 Labours
in the conversion of souls. 1834 J. Ancell James Anxious
Inquirer vi, The first error . . is to mistake knowledge, im-
pression, and partial reformation, for genuine conversion.
Mod. Few conversions occurred under his ministry.

f 10. A change in the constitution of a state ; a
revolution. Obs. rare.
16x4 Raleigh Hist. World II. v. iii. § 12. 416 In such

Cases, especially where God intendeth a great conuersion
of Empire, a 1618 — Maxims St. (1651) 49 The ruin of
many Tyrants, and conversion of their States.

11. The action of turning, or process of being
turned, into or to something else ; change of form
or properties, alteration.

1549 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, AtJian. Creed, Not by
conuersion of the Godhead into flesh. 1555 Eden Decades
84 The conuersion or turnynge of ayer into water. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 82 Artificial! Conuersion ofWater into Ice, is

the worke of a few Houres. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments (J.),
The conversion of the aliment into fat, is not properly nu-
trition. 1849 Murchison Siluria xiv. 354 The conversion
of sedimentary Silurian Strata into crystalline rocks.

t>. Change of condition or function. (Const, into.)

1660 Hickeringill Jamaica (1661) 36 If cut through from
Sea to Sea . . This Isthmus would lose it's name in an
Island ; And the conversion conduce much to its security.

1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III. 128 A conversion of a large
tract of sea into land. 1870 H. Macmillan Bible Teach.
Pref. 14 The conversion of the thorny wilderness into the
fertile meadow.
12. Hence, many technical uses in Manuf.
a. Steel Manuf. The process of changing iron

into steel. Cf. Convert v. 12 a, Converter 3 b.

1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842I 225 The steel employed
for files requires to be very hard, and in consequence under-
goes a longer process in the conversion. It is said to be
doubly converted. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 899 The
carbonisation or conversion is effected, as it were, in layers.

b. Ship-building, (a) Reduction of timber from
the rough state into pieces of nearly the required

shape and size, [b) Change of a vessel from one
class to another.

( 1850 Rudim. Navig.(Weale) 111 Conversion, the art of
lining and moulding timber, plank, etc. with the least pos-
sible waste. 1859 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. II. xch. 72
Expenditure in the construction and conversion of Her
Majesty's ships. 1865 Dockyard Accis. {Blue Bk. 8. 465-1 <,

The cost of rough timber is proportionately less than that
of sided timber, and compensates for the greater loss to
which it is subject in conversion. 1867 Smyth Sailors
Word-bk., Cotwersion, reducing a vessel by a deck, thereby
converting a Hne-of-battle ship into a frigate, or a crank
three-decker into a good two-decker.

c. Lire-arms. The process of changing a muzzle-
loader into a breech-loader, or the like.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. Converting, The cost of con-
version is about 15,?. for each rifle.

d. Watch-making. (See Convert v. 12 d.)

1884 F. J. Britten Watch <y Clockm. 67 The operation of
converting [a watch] is spoken of as making a conversion.

+ 13. Mil. An evolution by which files were con-

verted into ranks, or smaller ranks into larger ; a

change of front to a flank. Obs.

1635 Barkiffe Mil. Discipl. xxxi. (1661) 38 Inversion doth
alwayes produce file or files ; and Conversion, rank or
ranks. 1650 R. Elton Mil. Art (1668) 32 My subject in

this Chapter shall be of Ranks filing, and Files filing, and
Ranks ranking, and Files ranking, which are by some called
Inversion and Conversion. 1678 A. LovelL tr. P'ontainc's
Mil. Duties Cavalry 9 Wheeling by conversion is performed
by the front of the squadron, so that it is the rank and not
the file which makes the motion. 1751 Chambers Cycl.,
Conversion, in war, is when the soldiers are ordered to pre-
sent their arms to the enemy who attack them in flank,

whereas they were before supposed to be in front : the evo-
lution necessary thereto is called conversion, or quarter-
wheeling. 1863 Kinglakk Crimea (1877) I. xiv. 279 By a
movement in the nature of that which tacticians describe
as 'conversion,' a column of men facing eastward. -was
suddenly formed into an order of battle fronting southward.

III. Change by substitution of an equivalent in

purport or value.

+ 14. Translation into another language (or into

a different literary form)
;
usually concr., a trans-

lation, version. Obs.

1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetric l Arb.) 55 Abraham Flemming
in his conuersion of the Eglogues, promised to translate and
publishe [the Georgics]. ci6ii Chapman Iliad'Yo Rdr. 117
And see that my conversion much abates The license they
take. 1653 Walton Angler i. 7 This Epigram .. I have
taken a little pleasant pains to make such a conversion of it

as, etc.

15. Math. Change of a number or quantity into

another denomination ; reduction, j Conversion

of equations : reduction of fractional equations to

integral by multiplication (obs.).

1557 Recorde Whetst. Zj, Any of them maie be diuided
by conuersion into a fraction. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey\
Conversion of Equations (in Algebra). Mod. The conversion
of vulgar fractions into decimals, and vice versA.

16. Substitution of or exchange for something
else

;
esp. of one kind of property for another.

spec. The change of an issue of public securities, of

bonds, debentures, stocks, shares, etc., into another

of different character, or with an altered (gene-

rally reduced) rate of interest. Also attrib.
y
as in

conversion scheme, operation, etc.

1607 Norden Surv. Dial. 35 Neyther theyr infranchise-

ments, nor the conversion of works into rents doe so farre

free them, but that they still owe services. 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. I. 1. xi. in. 192 The price at which payment in kind
was exchanged for a certain sum of money, is in Scotland
called the conversion price. 1826 T. Tooke State 0/
Currency 69 The conversion of the four per cents into three

and a half per cents was facilitated. 1887 Pall Mall G. 1

Nov. 1 2/1 A Five per Cent. Portuguese Conversion Loan
for over a million sterling.

b. spec, in Law. The operation of changing the

nature of property

:

(a) from real to personal or vice versa.
* Actual conversion is the act of converting land or other

property into money by selling it, or of converting money
into land by buying land with it. .Constructive conversion
is a fictitious conversion, which is assumed in certain cases

to have taken place in order to carry out the intention of the

parties ' (Sweet Law Diet. 1882).

1788 J. Powell Devises (1827) II. 60 Money considered as

land, and vice versa. What amounts to such a conversion.

1849 G. Spence Equit. Jurisd. Crt. Chanc. 1 1. 235 The con-

version will operate only so far as the will disposes of the

land into which it is to be converted. 189a Partnership
Act § 22 (marg. note) Conversion into personal estate of

land held as partnership property. Mod. The will contains

usual trusts for sale and conversion.

(b) as between partners, from partnership to se-

parate property or vice versd. Cf. Convert 15.

1819 Sir T. Plumer in Swanston Rep. II. 584^Where there

is a conversion ofjoint property by a valid act, it is a fallacy

to consider it still joint. 1888 Sir N. Lindley Partnership
(ed. 5) 335 A conversion of joint into separate property, or

vice versd, most frequently takes place when a firm and one
of itspartners carry on distinct trades.

Iv. attrib. and Comb, (in senses 8, 9).

1678 Yng. Man's Call. 109 He takes up his bible, and
often reads the father's conversion-scripture, praying the

Lord that it may prove^ his also. 1827 Edin. Rev. XLVI.
389 [They] convert their halls into conventicles and con-

version-shops.

Hence Conve rsional, Conversionary adjs.
}
of

or relating to conversion ("senses 8, 9) ;
fConver-

sioner, a writer on conversion j
Conversionist,
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CONVERSIVE. 944 CONVERT.
one who advocates or devotes himself to the re-

ligious conversion of others ; so Conversionism.
(AH more or less nonce-wds.)
1847 Bushnell Chr. Nurt. 11. vii. fi86:) 382 This rough

sea of conversional tossings. 18*7 Bp. Jebb Li/e tf Lett.
lxxxvi. 672 Wholly unconnected with societies, or with
conversionary movements. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 1. i. § 7
The Conversioner mainly stickTeth for the Apostle Peter
to have first preached the Gospel here. 1887 H. Adler
in Papers Anglo-Jewish Hist. Exhibit. 278 The aged
R. Aaron Hart, with whom Mr. Goldney, the zealous con-
versionist, held several disputations. 1889 Pall Mall G.
6 June 3 The class from whom the professional conversionist
draws his candidates for salvation.

Couversive k^nv;>Msiv), a\ [a. F. conversif
ive

y
in med.L. conversivus, f. convers- ppl. stem of

converttre to Convert : see -ive.]

1 1. = Converse a 2
. Obs. rare.

1636 Featly Clavis Myst. lvi. 774 In the conversive pro-
position. .1 admit, etc
2. Having the power or function of conversion.
a 1655 Vines Lord's Supp. (1677} 90 Those operative and

conversive words. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles U. iv. 14 Im-
pletive of althings and conversive of althings into itself.

b. Heb. Gram. In Van conversive, a term
applied to the conjunction 1 va \wa) 1 and when
employed to give to the future (or imperfect) tense,

following a past (or perfect) expressed or under-
stood, the force of the latter tense.
1751 Wesley Wks. (1872) XIV. 154 The conversive par-

tide 1, with a Patha. .turns the Future into a Perfect. 1819
G. S. Faber Disserts. (1823! 11.88 Neither of the verbs
has the conversive Vau prefixed. 1844 Gesenius' Heb. Lex.
274 When whole sections or books begin with Vav conversive
. this denotes that they are connected with an earlier nar-
rative.

3. 'Capable of being converted or changed*
(Webster 1864).
Hence f Conversively adv. — Conversely.
1607 K. Wilkinson Merchant Royall 33 We may say,

conuersiuely. .that the wisdome of Salomon, etc. 1634 ' E.
Knott' in Chillingw. Relig. Prot. i. v. Wks. (1742) 236
Every Heretique is a Schismatique, but not conversively
every Schismatique is an Heretique.

t Conve rsive, #.2 Obs. [f. Converse v. f

-IV*.] m CONVKRHATIVE.
1627-77 Feltham Resolves 11. lxxv. 318 Deficient in the

conversive quality of Man. 1678 Yng. Man's Call. 57 Con-
versive with others, useful to many.

Convert ^,
kffnv5-.it), v. Also 6 couuart(e.

a. OF. convert-ir -Vt. co{n vertir
f
Sp. converlir,

t. converlire pop. L. *convertire, for cl. L. con-
vertZre to turn about, turn in character or nature,
transform, translate, etc., f. con- together, alto-
gether + vert$re to turn.]

I. To turn in position or direction.

+ 1. trans. To turn (a thing or oneself) about,
to give a different (or specific) direction to. refl.

= To turn (intr.), Ohs.
138a Wyclif John i. 38 Sothli Ihesu conuertid [v.r.

turnede; Vulg. cottversits auicitt Jesus) and seynge hem
suwynge him, seith to hem, What seken $e? 157a i

1
.

1

Theophilus 530 in Anglia VII, Which waye to converte
hym, standinge in dowte. 1622 62 Heylin Cosmogr. Introd.
(1682) 18, Priests, .who usually in their Sacrifices. .Convert
themselves unto the East. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
It. i. 51 Electricity, that is a power to attract strawes or light
bodies, and convert the needle freely placed. 1677 Hale
Prim. On'g. Man. 29 By the volitive Power of the Soul .

.

the Eye is converted to this or that object.

t b. In convert the visage, eyes, etc., the sense
passes from literal tofig. : cf. 2. Obs.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 76/3 Unto the lord I conuerte my

vysage. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. vii, The eies. .now conuerted
are From his low tract and looke an other way. 1611
Coryat Crudities, h'irchner's Oral., Upon thee I convert
the minds and eyes of all my Auditors. 1677 Gale Crt.
Gentiles II. iv. 41 The mind that converts its eyes to that
so great amplitude of the first Beautie. 1730 8 Thomson
Winter 39 1 hese, the publick Hope And Eye to thee con-
verting.

f 2. Jig. To turn, direct ; refl. to turn one's

attention. Const, to, against, upon, from.
c 1430 tr. Th. it Ketnpis* Jmit. 11. i, Lerne to despicc out-

warue binges & to conuerte be to tnwarde binges. 1533 1

Bellenoen Livy iv. (1822) 331 Quincius Ctncinnatus began
to convert his prayaris to the goddis. 1573 G. Harvey
Letter-bk. (Camden) 11 If I one convert mi studdi to
diuiniti. 1600 Holland Livy 1. Iv. 38 After this he con-
verted his mind to the affaires of the cittie. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage vi. xi. 523 Hee now. .converts his forces against
the King of Fez. 16^7 Stapylton Juvenal 203 He con-
verted his fury upon himself, and . .fell upon his own sword.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701)66/1 Euripides. -lastly

converted himself to Tragic Poesie. 1771 Goldsm. Hist.
Eng. I. 268 The two kings, .agreed to convert their whole
attention to the rescuing Jerusalem.

f b. intr. To turn, direct one's attention (to). Obs.
1413 Lydc. Pilgr. Sowle 1. xxii. (1859) 25 Take hede now,

and to thy selfe conuerte, And see what wrctchydnesse is

the withynne. 1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 14 That we may turne
or conuert, toward heauenly thinges. 1615 G. Sandys Trav.
73 Now conuert we to the Person and Court of this Sultan.

T 3. trans. To turn back, cause to return ; some-
times, to bring back, restore. Obs.
1388 WvcttV Isa. xlix.6 To conuerte the drastis of Israel.— Jer. xxxiii. 6 Y schal conuert the conuersion 1138a turne

the turning] of Jerusalem, e 1477 Caxton Jason 64 She
was so angry that she might not conuerte Jason. 1633 G.

Herbert Temple Ps. xxiii. iii, Or if 1 stray, he doth con-

j

vert. And bring my minde in frame.

+ 4. To revei-se the relative position of, to invert,

i transpose ; to exchange the data and conclusion of

;

(a proposition in mathematics). Obs. (exc. as in b.)

1547 Boorde Brev. Health 82 b, A woman, the silables
converted is a man in wo. 1551 Recorde Pat/rw. Kncwl.
11. Ixxvii, This Theoreme is nothyng els but the sentence of
the last Theoreme before conuerted.

b. Logic. To transpose the subject and pre-

dicate of (a proposition) by Conversion (sense 4).
1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. 1. iv. $ 23. 204 Punies in

Logick, know that universall affirmatives, are not simply
converted. 1724 Watts Logic 11. iL § 3 ' No spirit Is an
animal ' may be converted, ' no animal is a spirit 1887

I

Fowler Deduct. Logic 80 A proposition is said to be con-

I

verted when its terms are transposed, so that the subject
becomes the predicate, and the predicate the subject,

"Y&.flg. To reverse the course of, turn in the

opposite direction ; pa. ppl*. = opposite, contrary.
i6i» Drayton Poly-old. viii. Notes 124 Fortune conuerted

by martiall opportunity, they were at last by Camillus. .put
to the sword. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 188 Soft Wood,
because its being loose, will not endure scraping without
leaving a roughness upon the Work ; but hard Wood, or
Ivory (for the Reason converted) will.

+ 6. To turn, twist
;
pa.pple. = twisted. Obs.

178a A. Monro Compar. Anal. (ed. 3) 41 The corttua
uteri, .are. .converted in form of a snail.

7. To turn or apply to (another or a specific use

or purpose), to divert
;
spec, in Law, wrongfully or

illegally to appropriate and apply to (one's own
private use). (Cf. Conversion 7.)

1480 Bury Wills (1850) 57 That alle the issues, .be houly
conuertyd and applyid to thuse and profitys of thynhaby-
tauntys. 154S-3 Act 34-35 Hen. VII/, c. 2 1 1 Receiuours
of his reuenues. .conuerted the same to their owne singuler
profit. 1547 in Eng. Gilds 248 I ... . and possessions .

.

(

wf* are nowe. .conuerted. .to dedes of charyte. 1568 Graf-
! ton Chron. II. 76 The great and wastfull expences be-

stowed at Rome might .. have bene converted to their.,

flocks committed unto them. 16*3 Bingham Xenophon 53
Much Lead, which they conuerted to the vse of slinks. 1635
Pagitt Christianogr. 1. (16461 215 Converting all their goods
and moveables into his own coffers. 177a Hist. Rochester
190 He rarely converted his. .knowledge to an improper use.

1798 Webbe in Owen Wellesley's Disp. 10 Large supplies of
dollars, .intended for the China investment, were converted
to the purposes of the war. 1890 Ld. Esher in La\ Times
Rep. LXI II. 693/2 One Bates converted to his own use this

deed more than six years ago.

II. To tum or change in character, nature, form,
or function.

f 8. trans. To turn in mind, feeling, or conduct

;

: to bring into another state (of mind, etc.). Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 301 Blessid be Love, that can

thus folk convert. 1.382 Wyclif Ezck. iii. 20 If the ri^twis

:
man shal be convertid fro his ri^twisnes, and shal doo wickid-

|

nes. c x53» Dewes Introd. Er. in Palsgr. 021 A man dout-
full and suspect of jelous is sone converted and tourned in
smerte. 1555 Eden Decades fArb.) 50 Conuertynge them to

I

a better mynde. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 1. 180 Bot at that

j

time, I traist he was conuart. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing
(1843)88 Least thecustome of pleasure shoulde. .conuerte vs

1

. .from God and good worker

f b. intr. To turnfrom a course of conduct, pur-

pose, disposition, etc. ; to turn aside. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1412 But I make hym soone to

conuerte And don my red with-Inne a day or tweyc. * 1386
— Doctor's T. aia Al wolde he from hispurpos not conuerte.
1596 Edward III, 11. i, When thou convert'st from honours
golden name, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xi, When thou from
youth conuertest.

9. trans. To cause to turn to and embrace a
(specified) religious faith, usually implying that the

turning is to truth from error or ignorance. (With-
out qualification, usually ='to convert to Chris-

tianity'.)

$ 1300 Cursor M. 19134 (Cott.) par was conuerted thusand
fiue. 1340 Hampolb Pr. Consc. 4502 pai sal drawe And
convert pe Iewes til cristen lawe. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)
xxv. 117 Cristend and conuerted to Cristen faith. 1596
Shaks. Merck. V. 111. v. 37 In conuerting Iewes to Chris-
tians, you raise the price of Porke. 1632 Lithgow Trav.
x. (1682) 448 Repent thee of thy wickedness, and be con-
verted to the Holy Mother Church. 164a Rogers Naatnan 9
Except it 1* granted that Naaman was converted, the
whole scope of our Saviours speech is overthrowen. 1704
Nelson rest. <$ Easts 11. vii. (i73<j) 540 When Philip the
Deacon had converted, .the Men of Samaria. 1849 Parker
Goth. A rchtt. 1. i. (1 874) 9 When the Saxons were converted
to Christianity.

b. trans/. To cause to turn to and adopt (what
is implied to be) a better opinion, belief, party, etc.

1814 D'Israeli Quarrels A nth. (1867) 395 On speculative
points any man may be suddenly converted. 1833 Campbell
To Sir E. Burdett li, Convert the men who waver now, and
pause Between their love of self and human kind. 1883 G.
Lloyd Ebb <y Elow L 48 Do you care for Venetian glass?
Ah, not so very much, I see; but you would be converted,
I am sure you would, by my chandelier,

t C. refl. Obs.
c 1400 Rmvland <y O. 1153, I rede b1 bou converte the in

hye, And then sail soughty11 with thyn Erne sir Garcy.
c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manluxte 11. xxiv. (1869) 85 Ne were it, pe
jewes wolden come to hire, and conuerte hem.

fd. intr. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22367 (Cott.)peiuu-. sal convert.als it sais.

r 1440 Partonopejggt Vf thow wylt conuerte and crystened
be. 1560 Bible (Geneva JonaJt Argt., That they which were
of the heathen, should conuert. 1625 Purchas Pilgrims 11.

1292 If a Christian hauc descrued death, .if hce will conuert,

j

they will .
. remit his punishment. 1649 Alcoran 171 Your

Lord shall pardon you, if you convert.

t® with complement: To become, 1 tum*. Obs.
1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Earn. Ep. 383 But the doctors

of your law, perceiving that many Jewes did convert
Christians, and that . . they gathered that Christ was the
true Messias.

10. Thcol. (tratis.) To cause to tum from a sinful

j

or irreligious life to one marked by love of God
and pursuit of holiness ; to turn to godliness,

j

C1340 E. E. Psalter (E. E. T. S.) l[i). 14 pe wicked shul

I

ben conuerted to be. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvi. 1 10 Comune
wommen conuerted and to good tomed. 1383 Wyclif John

j

xiL 40 That thei be conuertid, or al turned, and I heele

I

hem. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7189 The grace . . That doth the
;

synfulle folk converte, And hem to Jhesu Crist reverte.
r 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 139 Thow hast . . conuerted
her with thine longe prechinge and good ensaumples. 1549
Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect Gd. Eriday, Rather that he
should be conuerted and Hue. 16x1 Bible Jas. v. 20 Hee
which conucrteth the sinner from the errour of his way.
*745 Wesley Answ. Ch, 35 That none but those who are
converted . . ought to communicate. 183a M'Cheyne in
Bonar Li/e L 27 If worldly motives go with me I shall never
convert a soul. 1875 W. P. Mackay Grace

<J-
Truth \,

When a wicked companion gets converted, his old asso-
ciates wonder at his boldness in preaching,

tb. refl. Obs.
c 1475 Rau/Coilyar 924 Wald thow conuert the in hy, and

couer the of sin Thow suld haue. .mekle pardoun.

f C. intr. Obs.
?a S400 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 169 Convertes to me

moste mightelye I shall save you. 1460 in Pol., Rel. <$• L.
Poems (1866} 454 The synnefuf schulle to bee conuerte. 1530
Rastell Bk. Purgai. 11. i, Many of them do never converte
from those vyces. 1554 Knox Godly Lett. B j, They haue
hardened their faces harder then stones, they will not con-
vert. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Luke xv. 7 Likewyse ioye shal
be in heauen ouer one sinner that conucrteth. x6xi Bible
Isa. vi 10 Lest they, .vnderstand with their heart, and con-
uert and be healed. 1630 Prynne Anti-Armin. 113 By
which they may conuert, repent, beleeue, and be saued.
a 1703 Bl'rkitt On N. T. Matt. iii. 2 Arguments to move
a sinner to repent, and to convert to God. i8«6 E. Irving
Babylon II. vi. 91 The infatuated world ! It will not con-
vert ! it must be destroyed.

11. trans. To tum or change into something of
different form or properties; to transform : a. some-
thing material.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 228 b, The same asshes
or dust in to the whiche mannes body is conuerted. 1614
Day Festivals (1615) 290 Even as the Wind . . is sometimes
converted to be a Plague. 163a J. Pory in Ellis Orig. Lett.
11. 273 III. 274 Some redd spottes appeared on his face and
breast, which . . were converted into the Small Poxe. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxix. 171 As if thepoyson endeavoured
to convert him into a Dogge. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I.

299 Take any animal matters . . and convert them into a black
coal, by heating them. 1839 R. S. Robinson Naut. Steatn
Eng. 170 One cubic foot of water must be converted into

steam per hour. 1857 Livingstone Trav. iii. 70 The trunk
is often converted into canoes.

b. something immaterial.
1381 Wyclik Amos vi 13 5e conuerten dom in to bitter-

nesse. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxi. 190 Crist hap conuerted
be kynde of ryghtwisnesse In-to pees and pyte. 1548 Hall
Chron. 216 b, Not knowynge that or night, hys tryumph-
ynge shoulde be torned to trymblynge, and hys solempnitie
converted into mournyng. 1597 Shaks. 3 Hen. IV, v. ii. 60.

1671 Milton Samson 1564 That still lessens The sorrow,
and converts it nigh to joy. 1790 Burke Er. Rev. Wks. V.
264 Did they convert a legal claim into a vexatious ex-
tortion ? 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 286 He was obliged
to convert the siege into a blockade.

c. To change in character or function ; to turn

(inlo
t
to).

'557 North tr. Gueuara's Di'all Pr. 155 a/i Since they
[men] are conuerted vnto adulterers, tyrauntes, etc. 1570-6
Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 197 Lately converted by
the Townesmen into a Free schoole. 1587 Turberv.
Trag. T. 143 Whose skull he did convert into a
pot. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xlvi. (1647) 106 Solomons
Temple he converted to a Mosque. 1760 Golrsm. Cit. World
lxxii. 'Tis yours to. .convert Hymen to a broker. 1787 Genii.

Mag. 1115/2 Curacoa and St. Eustatius are now converted
into complete magazines for all kinds of European goods.
1836 Kmekson Nature, Lang. Wks. (Bohn) II. 150 Nouns or
names of things, which they convert into verbs.

fd. spec. To turn into one*s own bodily sub-

stance ; to assimilate, digest. Obs.
< 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 73 Wiyn . .is soone converted of

kyndely heete St for he is so sotil . . he assendih soone into

|>e heed. 1613 J. Salkeld Treat. Angels 56 Angels have
somtimes beeuc knowne to eate .. although they did not
convert the meate. .into their owne substance. 1667 Milton
/*. L. v, 492 Wonder not then, what God for you .saw good
If I refuse not, but convert, as you, to proper substance.

+ e. intr. To turn, change, undergo a change of

form or nature (into or to something else). Obs.
1549*6* Sternhold & H. Ps. xxxii. 4 All my blood and

humors moyst todrinesdid convert. 1579 Vestos Guicciard.
(1618) 17 His reuenues would conuert to nothing in a mo-
ment. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 329 Let griefe Conuert to

anger. 1658 Willsford Nature's Secrets 196 The drops dis-

till d from CUnos convert to blood. 1700 Dryden Eables,
Cinyras «y M. 342 Her solid bones convert to solid wood.

12. trans. Hence, in many technical uses in

Manuf
a. Steel Manuf. To turn (iron) into steel. Cf.

Converter 3 b.

1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842^ 225 The steel employed
for files, .undergoes a longer process in the conversion. It

i-* said to be doubly converted. 1875 U he Diet. Arts III.

j

809 Thin bars of iron are much sooner converted than thick

ones.

\



CONVERT. 945 CONVERTINE.
b. Ship-building, id) To reduce (timber) from

the rough state into pieces of nearly the required

shape and size, {li) To change (a vessel) from one
class to another by alteration of size or rig.

1862 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xx. 393 Most of the
steam-vessels, .could be converted easily into men-of-war.
1865 Dockyard Accts. {Blue Bk. 8. 465-1) There is a great
excess of offal timber . . resulting from a larger quantity of
rough timber having been converted.

c. Fire-arms. To change {e.g. a muzzle-loader)

into (a breech-loader).

1874 Knight Diet. Meek., From among the various com-
peting plans for converting the Enfield rifle of the English
service into a breech-loader, that of Snider was adopted.

d. Watch-making. (See quots.)

1884 F. J. Britten IVatck <y Clockm. 67 A converted watch :

is one in which an escapement of a different kind has been
j

substituted for the original one. Ibid., In converting a
|

watch from a verge to a lever.

III. To change by substituting something of
|

equivalent purport or value.

1 13. To turn into (another language), translate,

render. Obs.

1538 Starkey England L iv. 136 Hyt ys necessary .. to
haue hyt conuerted into our tong. 1573 {title) ^Eneidos of
Virgill. .converted into English Meeter by T. Phaer. 1651
Hobbes Leviath. ill. xaudlL 204 The seventy Interpreters
that converted the Bible into Greek.

14. Arith. To reduce to a different denomina-
|

tion ; to 4 turn into \ ? Obs.

1594 Blundevil E.xerc. 111 . n. xiv. fed. 7) 397 The difference
of the Longitudes converted into miles. 1660 Willsford
Sealcs Comm. 27 The common rule of Three . . by which
means any one thing may be converted into the species of
another, in respect of value or quantity.

15. To change by substitution of something of
j

equivalent value
;

spec, in Law, to change (actually
i

or constructively) the quality of property (see Con- !

version 16 b), a. from real to personal or vice

versd, b. as between partners.

1793 S. C. Cox in W. P. Williams Rep. III. 22 The court
was of opinion that upon the construction of the will the real

estate was converted into personalty for all the purposes of
the will. i8a7 Jarman Powell's Devises II. 67 Until the
trustees should think proper to convert the property. 1849
G. Spence Equit. Jurisd. Crt. Chanc. II. 235 Where money
is devised to be laid out in land, the same principle applies
as where land is directed to be converted into money, i860
Sir N. Lindley Partnership (1888) 334 It is competent for I

partners by agreement amongst themselves to convert that
j

which was partnership property into the separate property of
an individual partner. 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. x. (1880)

161 Those who possessed goods and movables, made haste
to convert them into money.

Convert (k^nvait), a. and sb. Also 6 con- i

uart. [app. f. Convert v.
;
perh. by abbreviation

;

for converted, but possibly partly due to Converse
j

sb.2 , a. F. convers : cf. sense 2.]

A. adj.

1. = Converted 2. Now rare.
1622 Bacon Hen. VII, Wks. (Bohn) 387 John Osbeck, a

'

convert Jew. 17x1 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III. 78 By
means of a convert emperor, the heathen church-lands, .be-

came transfer'd to the Christian clergy. 18x2 J. & H. Smith
Rejected Addr., Archit. Atoms (Rtldg.) 128 When convert
Christians read No sacred writings but the Pagan creed.

f 2. Convert brother, sister : ~ Convert sb. 2,
'

Converse sb. a 2. Obs.

1639 Glapthorne Witin Const., More mony. .Than would
for convert-sisters build ten almes houses. 1693 tr. Emit-
liantte's Hist. Monast. Ord. xvii. 179 The Convert Brothers
shall recite, .seventy seven times the Lord's Prayer.

B. sb.

1. A person converted to, or brought to embrace
and profess, any religious faith or doctrine.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. nr. 191 [They] appoint
certaine dayes to their newe conuertes, during the which
they must exercise themselues in penance. 1611 Bible Isa.
i. 27 Zion shall be redeemed with iudgement, and her con-
uerts with righteousnesse. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I.

265 A Convert's but a Fly, that turns about After his Head's
pull'd off, to find it out. 1704 Nelson Fest. $ Fasts i. (1739)
17 An early Convert to Christianity. 1794 Paley Evid. 11.

be. § 2 Converts properly so called, that is . . adults volun-
tarily embracing Christianity. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist.
Sk. I. 1. ii. 87 In Sogdiana and Khorasan they had become
converts to the Mahometan faith.

b. transf. A person brought over to any opinion,

belief, or party.
1641 W. Hakewill Libcrtie ofSubject 3, 1 did forsake my

former opinion as erroneous, and do now embrace the con-
trary . .and so am now become a convert. 1665 Boyle Occas.
Re/7. 11. xv. (1675) 144 If. .our new Convert shall consider
things of this Nature. 1771 Junius Lett. Hv. 287 A convert
to triennial parliaments. 1859 Smiles Self-Help iv. 87 For
some time, he did not make a single convert, and gained
nothing but . . abuse.

t 2. = Converse sb. 2 2. Obs.

1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 336 One of his owne seruants
did conspire with a conuert of that abbeie.

1 3. That which has undergone conversion ; that

into which anything is turned. Obs. rare.

1589 Warner Alb, Eng. vi. xxxi. {1612) 157 When his
sudden eies admir'd the boan-fiesht faire Conuart Deriued
from his Side. [Adam's rib ' converted ' into Eve.]

4. Comb, (in sense 1).

1738 Bond. Mag. 390 A Missioner in Ireland, and a very
busy Convert-Monger.

Converted (k^nvauted), a. [f. Convert
v. + -ed

f 1. Turned, turned back; cf. Conversion 3.

1618 Chapman Hesiod 11. 434 Fifty days after heaven's
converted heat. .Then grows the navigable season fit.

2. That has turned or been brought over to a
religious faith or profession, whether from a dif-

ferent religion or from irreligious life.

1640 Bp. Hall Episc. 1. v. 21 Countenancing and incourag-
Ing the converted Governours of the Church. 1677 W,
Hubbard Narrative 11. 74 One Converted Indian that re-

vealed the Plot. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd.
Paint. (1786) III. 198 Of all his works, Sir Godfrey was
most proud of the converted Chinese at Windsor. 1851 Mis-
sionary \. 207 A brother and a sister, .the former a converted,
the lattera heathen, native. Mod. A converted prize-fighter.

The preacher was a converted Jew.
3. Changed into something else ; see Convert v.

12. +b. Reduced: see 14.

1594 Blundevil Excrc. 111. 11. xiv. (ed. 7) 397 The summe
of the two converted longitudes added together is 1247.

1865 Dockyard Accts. (Blue Bk. 8. 465-1) The curvature
and bevelling required in a large portion of the converted
timber. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 895 Cemented or con-
verted steel.. is produced by the carbonisation of wrought
iron. 1884 [see Convert v. 12 d].

Convertend (k^-nvoJte-nd\ Logic, [ad. L.

convertend-us, -um to be converted, gerundive pple.

of convei'tere to Convert.] The name given by
Hamilton to the proposition to be converted, or as

it stands before conversion ; see Convert v. 4 b.

1837-8 Sir W. Hamilton Logic (i860) I. 256 1'he original

or given proposition is called the Converse or Converted.

.

It would be better to call [it] the Convertend. .This language
I shall use. Ibid. I. 257. 1870 Jevons Elem. Logic x.

(1880)82 In order that the converse or converted proposition
shall be inferred from the convertend.

Converter (k^nvoutai). Also erron. -tor. [f.

Convert v. +-ER 1
.]

1. One who converts (another) to any faith,

opinion, or party ; one who makes converts.

1570-6 Lamkardk Peramb. Kent (1826) 2 The messengers
of Pope Gregorye (that were converters of the people). 1652
Sparke Prim. Devot. (1663) 510 He became a converter of
the gentiles. 1726 Cavallier Mem. 1. 3 These unmerciful
Converters began with ravaging and destroying all that the
Protestants had in their Houses. 1838 Pusey [title) The
Church the Converter of the Heathen.

2. One who converts or changes one thing into

another ; one who turns a thing to another purpose
or to his own use.

XS33 TwnALESuppero/LordWks. III. 261 Let our covetous
converters chop and change bread and wine, till we there
feel, see, and taste neither bread nor wine. X687 N. John-
ston Assur. Abbey Lands 26 A converter of Ecclesiastical
Mony to his own use. 1835 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 510
Modern converters of field-sports into butcheries.

b. spec, (a) One whose business it is to ' convert

'

rough timber : see Convert v. 12 b. (/>) One
whose business it is to convert iron into steel.

1811 Naval Chron. XXV. 88 One of the timber-convertors
of the dock-yard. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 898 Reaumur
. .first [brought] the process of conversion to any degree of
perfection. .The first principles laid down by him are now
the guide of the converter. x88x Mechanic § 198 Buyers
and converters of all kinds of English timber.

3. An apparatus for converting one thing into

another.
1889 Nature 24 Oct. 631 A vessel, called a converter.

.

whose use is to permit the water to resolve itself into steam.

b. Steel Mamtf. A large vessel or retort, made
of iron and lined with some refractory material

(usually a kind of siliceous stone called ganister),

in which molten pig-iron is converted into steel by
the Bessemer and other processes : see Bessemer.
1867 Mom. Star 20 Sept. 7 The converters can thus be

worked with liquid iron direct from the blast furnaces, the
iron remaining perfectly liquid during the short time of
transit. 1883 Harpers Mag. Aug. 334/2 The Bessemer
[process], .decarbonizes melted iron in huge converters by
forcing an air stream through it.

C. Electric Lighting. An apparatus for con-

verting high-tension into low-tension electricity.

1889 Pall MallG. 25 Jan. 6/1 The mains are underground,
and.. the current generated is of high tension. At each
house lighted, the current is changed into low tension by
means of converters. 1890 C. W. Vincent in 19th Cent.

Jan. 147 In electric lighting, induction coils of converse
construction are employed, the primary coil being of fine

wire, and the secondary or induction coil of the thicker

wire. These coils convert high-tension into low-tension
electricity, and under the name of * converters ' are already
in use in several electric lighting systems.

Convertibility (k^nvaatibi'liti). [f. L. con-

vertibil-is Convertible + -ity : cf. F. convert-

ibiliti (13th c.).] The quality of being convertible

(in different applications of the adj.).

1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 57 The general

characteristics of oracles were ambiguity, obscurity and
convertibility, so that one answer would agree with several

..events. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 163 The mutual con-
vertibility of land into money, and of money into land._ 1809
Southey in Q. Rev. I. 213 Proofs of the convertibility of

the Hindoos. 1875 Lyell Princ. Geot. II. tju xxxii. 213
The discoveries recently made of the convertibility of one
kind of force into another. 1879 Lubbock Addr. Pol. $
Educ. ii. 42 The Bank Act certainly has secured the con-

vertibility of the note.

Convertible (k^nva-itib'l), a. (sb.) [a. F.

convertible (i3thc. in Littre), ad. late L. conver-

tibil-is, f. convertcre to Convert : see -ble.]

1. That may be * converted ' or transposed each
into the place of the other ; interchangeable.

Usually of terms : Equivalent, synonymous.
c 1386 Chaucer Cook's T. 31 Ffor thefte and Riot they been

Conuertible. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 57 Thou
demest luste and love convertible. 1590 Swinburne Testa-
mentsix The definition is not of any speciall testament.,
nor is conuertible with any speciall kinde of testament,
mencioned in any part ofthe Ciuill lawe. 1646 H. Lawrence
Comm. Angells 109 To be carnal! and to be weake are

convertible termes. 1708 Swift Sacratu. TestVfks. 1755 II.

1. 133 [Those who] put prelacy and popery together as terms
convertible. 1875 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. xviii", As the
names of Roman and Christian had been once convertible,

j

so long afterwards were those of Roman and Catholic,

b. Logic. That may be transposed by Con-
! VERSION (sense 4).

1609 Bp. Hall Passion Serm. Recoil. Treat. 626 It is a
sure and convertible rule; nothing was done by Christ,

\
which was not foretolde

; nothing was ever foretolde by the
Prophets of Christ, which was not done. 1785 RolHad 74
The position, therefore, is what logicians call convertible.

Nothing can equal his falshood but his fairness; nothing
i

his fairness but his falshood. 1864 BowEN Logic v. 109 But
the two Terms of a Judgment are not always convertible or

equivalent.

t 2. Capable of being turned, or made to take a

particular direction. AhoJig. Obs.
1526 Filer. Per/. (W. de W. 15*31) 261 b, A wyll that was

;

conuertible to thy grace. 1620 Walton in Relit]. Wotton.
(1672) 300 It is convertible (like a Wind-Mill) to all quarters

at pleasure. 1635 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. I, iv. 77 The
Axis of the Earth is supposed to haue a convertible nature.

3. Capable of being turned or applied to a par-

ticular use or purpose.
1818 B. O'Reilly Greenland 98 The hide is convertible to

;

many useful purposes. 1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, iii.

I 89 Some few universal principles convertible with due modi-
' fication to other instances.

4. Capable of being converted to a religion,

belief, or opinion; spec, to Christianity or to a

religious life.

1805 Southey in Ann. Rev. III. 622 The Hindoos are
difficultly convertible. 1875 Emerson Lett. Soe. Aims,
The Comic Wks. (Bohn) III. 206 A rogue alive to the ludi-

crous is still convertible.

5. Capable of being turned into something else
;

capable of being changed in form, condition, or

properties.

1533 Elyot Cast. He/the u. (R.), It is conuertible into

blouue and flesh. 1694 Acc. of Sweden 11 These [trees]

being generally very straight and tall, are easily convertible

into timber. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 46 The collected mass of

nuisance, .is convertible, by the powers of vegetation, from
poison to wholesome articles of food. 1862 Huxley Led.
Wrkg. Men 16 The researches, .have shown that heat is con-

vertible into electricity, that electricity is convertible into

magnetism, magnetism into mechanical or chemical force.

1884 Times 30 Oct. 13/5 A Waggonette convertible to Stan-

hope phaeton.

+ b. spec. Capable of assimilation
;
easily digest-

ible. (Cf. Convert v. ii d.) Obs.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 75 No manere convertyble

mete.

6. Capable of being converted by exchange into

property of another kind ; spec, of paper money,
capable of being converted into specie.

1834 Ht. Martineau Moral m. 92 By rendering paper
money convertible into metallic money. 1846 M<~Culloch

J

Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 461 Produce, convertible into

money, according to the prices at the time, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 11. iii. 241 A kind of paper-currency of the mind, con-

vertible, in due time, into the gold of truth.

7. Convertible husbandry : that which consists

in a rotation of crops, whereby the pasture of one

year is converted into the corn-land of another,

and so on. Convertible land (dial.) : see quot.

(Cf. Lenny Cycl. II. 228.)
1810 J. T. in Risdou'sSurv. Devon p.vi, Admirably adapted

to the convertible husbandry, as it is called. 1833 Ht. Mar-
tineau Brooke Farm viii. 97 Convertible husbandry was
quite out of the question. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 43
The greatest benefit he derived from guano. and. .a regular

plan for bringing all his more sterile upland into the system

of Convertible husbandry by its aid. 1863 Morton Cycl.

Agric. Gloss., Convertible laud, loamy soils.

B. sb.pl. = Convertible things or terms : see 1.

1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 368 To make truths

and tales convertibles. 1634 H. R. Salerncs Reghn. Pref.

2 Those in whom Folly and Ignorance are convertibles. 1652

Sparke Prim. Devot. (1663) 539 Publicans and most hated

persons, were grown convertibles.

Hence Convertibleness « Convertibility.
1730-6 in Bailey (folio) ; whence in mod. Diets.

Convertibly (k/nvautibli), adv. [f. prec]

1. Interchangeably, as equivalents, synonymously.
1710 Berkeley Princ. Hum. Knowl. i.§ 142, I will not say

that the terms idea and notion may not be used convertibly.

1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, iv. 164 These terms are used

convertibly throughout the New Testament.

f 2. By conversion, conversely. Obs.

a X716 South Serm. I. ii. (R.\ There neither is, nor ever

was any person remarkably ungrateful, who was not also

unsufferably proud ; nor convertibly, any one proud, who
was not equally ungrateful.

[Convertile, mispr. for Convertite.]

t Co'nvertine. Obs. rare— 1
* Inclined to be

converted.
1608 Day Law Trtckes 1. u, Did not true learning make the

soule diuine, She hath spoke enough to make me conuertine.
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Converting (tytntatig), vbl. sb. [see -ing i.]

The action of tie verb Convert ; conversion.

1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. iv. (1821) 279 The converting

of Irish moneys into sterling. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 21

F 2 Several Brevets having been granted for the converting

of Subalterns into Scarf-Officers. attrib. 1819 Gent,

Mag. LXXXIX. 1. 324 The Jews Converting Society.

Converting,M a. [see -ing 2.]

1. That converts {trans!) : see the verb.

1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841)203 A converting command- !

inent. 1643 Milton Divorce 11. iti. (1851)67 A wholsome
ad perhaps a converting parable to many an Israelite. 1875

Ure Diet. Arts III. 903 The form of converting vessel

which has been found most convenient.

f 2. Undergoing conversion ; see Convert r.ioc
1646 P. Bilkeley Gospel Covt. iv. 310 The converting

sinner. 1675 Burthocge Causa Dei 89 The. .Divine Anns
,

are ever open to the Penitent and Converting. 1846 Man- !

ning Serrit, ii. (1848) II. 32 The real, fervour, activity, which
converted or converting men exhibit.

Hence Conve'rtingness.
1671 Eachard Observ. Answ. Cont. Clergy (1705) 102

Confident, .of the. .Convertingness of their method.

t Convertise, yse, v. Obs. rare. [ad. F.

ionvertiss- lengthened stem of convertir to Con-
vert.] By-form of Convert v.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 420/2 Sone after he. .conuertysed
and Daptysed hym. Ibid. 430/4 He conuertysed many
paynyms to the feythe.

Convertism kpivanaVm). [£ Convert sb. +
|

-ism.] The system or practice of making converts.

1716 M. Davies Atk. Brit. III. Diss. Drama 23 [They)
wanted encouragement as well as convertism to the Church
ofEngland. 1865 Union Rev. III. 57 The work of detraction

on the one hand and convertism on the other. 1884 Ch.
Times 8 Feb. 102/2 Their convertism is done within a small

area of the upper class.

t Conve'rtist. Obs. [f. Convert + -ist.]

1. A professed convert to religion.

161 1 Cotgr.» Pilles refenties, an order of Nunnes which
haue beene profest whores ; Conuertists. 16x6 Rich Cabinet
127 A statist may loolce upon Moses..and a conuertist,

Timothy.
2. A professed or professional converter.

1711 J. Gale ReJI. Walts Hist. Inf. Bapt. 8 And urg'd
the words of the Parable 'Compel 'em to come in', as
strongly as the hottest convertist in France. 1741 War-
burton Div. Legat. II. Ded. to Jews 19 Teach you to reply
to such Convertists.

Convertite (k(rnvwuit). arch. [f. Convert
v. or sb. + -ite. Common in 17th c, and revived

in 19th, esp. in sense 1.]

1. A professed convert to a religious faith.

t 159a Marlowe yetv ofMalta 1. u, Pern. Why, Barabas,
wilt thou be christened? Bara. No, governor, I will be no
convertite. 1619 Fletcher M. Thomas It iii, Tho. A much
converted man. Hyt. A sound Convertite. 16*4 Hevwood
Gunaik. vi. 271 Exhort him to leave his Judaisme and be a
convertite, and turne to the Christian religion. 1839
Blackw. Mag. XLVI. 718 With all the zeal of a new con-

vertite. 1890 Ch. Times 23 May 509/2 The devotion of

so many Roman clergy . . among these convertites, to the

service of the poor.

b. trans/. One converted to an opinion, party,

etc.

1598 Toi-te Aiba^i&So) 119 A Convertite, from Vaine Love
now I part. 1631 H. Shirley Mart. Souldier Iti. iii. in

Bullen O. PI. I. 215 The happy day in which Bellina prov'd

to love a Convertite. 1886 Sat. Rev. 5 June 763/1 The
late convertites to Home Rule.

2. A i>erson converted to a religious life, or

to an approved course of action, arch, or Obs.

1595 Shaks. John v. i. 19 But since you are a gentle con*
j

uertite, My tongue shall hush againe this storme of warre.

1600 — A. V. L. v. iv. 190 Out of these conuertites, There
is much matter to be heard, and learn 'd. 1605 Narr.^ Mur-
thers Sir J. Pits (i860) 7 Yet can I not excuse him in this

his exile for a penitent convertite. 16*7 Feltham Resolves
1 1647) 355 How many vile men seeking these, have found

t

themselves convertites. 1868 Dixon Spir. Wives II. 54 <

Who and what this man is .. theologian, preacher, sinner,

convertite and saint.

3. spec. A reformed Magdalen, arch.

1565 Jewel Def. APol. (161 1) 344 If they turne and repent,

there are houses called Monasteries of the Conuertites, and
special prouision and discipline for them, where they arc 1

taught now to bewaile their vnchaste life so sinfully past
'

ouer. 1631 Weever Anc. Pun. Mon. 646 This Church was
built by a female conuertite, to expiate and make satis-

faction for her former sinnes ; and. .was called Hore-Church
at the first, a 1704 R, L'Estkange Colloa. F.rasm. (17 11) 134
Several of the Convent (which they call Convertites) were
constantly with me. 1868 Browning Ring 4- Bk. \\. 1198
Herself along with those good Convertites, Those sinners

saved, those Ma^dalens remade.

ConveTtive, a. rare. [f. Convert v. + -ive.

(Cf. conversive, diverttve.)]

f 1. Characterized by turning. Oh.
1601 Dolman tr. Primaud. Pr. Acad. (1618) 686 These

circles are nominated Tropickes, that is, turning or con-

uertiue.

2. Having the property of converting.
1816 I. Taylor in Pamphleteer VIII. 478 Intellect is of a

reductorial or convertive nature. 1847 J. W. Donaldson i

find. Protest. Princ. \yi The convertive act of resipiscence
j

on the part of the individual must necessarily intervene.

Converter, erron. form of Converter.

II Conveth. Ancient Celtic Law. Also cone- 1

veth(e, cuneveth(e, conevet. [a. Irish coin-

meadh, in Tigernach 1163 connmedh \—*condmcd
billeting, inf. or vbl. sb. of vb. condmim I billet ; cf.

!

coinnemh billeting, Coynie. (See Stokes Tram.
Phil. Soc. 1 890.)] One of the burdens upon land in

Scotland under the Celtic kings: see quot. 1880.

1M7 Charter of Robert Bp. of St. Andrews^ in Cltart.

Coldingh. 41 Concessimus et confirmavimus ecclesiam de
Coldingham liberam et quietam. .ab omni. .consuetudine et

cana et cunevethe, atque ab omni servitio quod ad nos per-

tinet. CI190, 1251 [see Cain. Also various examples in

Skene Celtic Scotl. III. 227-32I. i860 Cosmo Innes Scot-

land in Middle Ages iv. 121 Kain and conveth, imposts

not altogether abolished till a later period. 187a — Sc.

Legal Antiq. II. 205 Conveth seems to have been a due 1

collected by a lord from his vassals, perhaps on the occasion

of journeys. Malcolm the Fourth granted to the canons of

Scone, .this privilege, that no one should take conveth from I

their men and lands except with their consent. 1880 Skene
Celtic Scotl III. 232 Conveth . . came to signify a nighfs

meal or refection given by the occupiers of the land to their

superior when passing through his territory, which was ex-

igible four times in the year ; and when the tribe territory

came to be recognized as crown land, it became a fixed food

contribution charged upon each ploughgate of land.

Convex (kp'nveks), a. and sb. [ad. L. convex-

us vaulted, arched, rounded, app. an old pa. pple.

( = convectus) of convehZre to carry or bring to-

gether (because in forming an arch the extremities

of the surface are brought together) : in Lat. con-

vextts was sometimes used to include concavus ; see

B. 1 c. By Milton stressed convex, which is not

infrequent with later poets.]

For a possible early use see Convers.

A. adj.

1. Curved like the outside of a circle or sphere ;

having a curvature that bulges toward the point

of observation ; the reverse of concave.

1571 Digges Pantom. Pref. A ij, Manyfolde superficies,

playne Conuex and Concaue. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. in.

1. (ed. 7) 271 The upper part of such a Vault is sayd to be
Convex and the inward part Concave. 1614 Bp. Hall
Recoil. Treat. 695 The convexe or out-bowed side of a
\ esse 11. 1706 Lond. Gas. No. 4292/3 Letters- Patents for the

Convex-Lamps. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 459 Flint

breaks with smooth surfaces, one of which is convex, the

other concave. 1853 Herschel Pop. Led. Sc. v. f 13 (1873)

191 The earth's surface is.. less convex—that is, flatter—as

we approach its poles on all sides from the equator. 1879
A. R. Wallace Austral, ix. 195 Its coast being concave in-

stead of convex, and, therefore less open to the cool sea.

b. esp. of glasses, lenses, mirrors, etc. of this

shape used for optical purposes.

1571, i66j [see Concave a. 2bJ. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v.,

A convex mirrour represents its images smaller than the

objects. 1822 Imison Sc.
<fr
Art I. 237 When parallel rays

..fall upon a double convex lens, they will be refracted.

1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 1. 130 The light is made
by a convex glass or lens to converge to one point or focus.

1869 Tyndall Notes on Light § 104. 16 All the foci, and all

the images of a convex mirror are virtual.

2. Comb.y as convex-concave.
1840 Carlvle Heroes (1858) 263 No twisted, poor con-

vex-concave mirror, reflecting all objects with its own
convexities and concavities.

B. sb. [elliptical use of the adj.]

fL A convex surface or body; a vault, arch,

hemisphere, etc. as viewed from without. Obs.

1626 Bacon Sytva ( 322 Flat against Flat, and Convex
against Convex. 1659 T. Pecke Pamassi Puerp. 160 The
sublime convex of the Quirine Hils. 17*7 De Foe Ifist.

Appar. 1 1 840) 56 He has apparently posted an army of

ministering Spirits, .round this convex, this globe the earth.

1796 Morse Attter. Geog. I. 56 A spherical convex nearly

as round as the globe itself.

b. The convex part of anything.

1703 Moxon Meih Exerc. 208 The middle of the Convex
of the Hook. 1816 Keatinge Trav. II. 262 Placed on the

convex of a piece of timber.

0. By the poets often applied to the vault of

the sky or heavens, hell, etc. Cf. L. convexum, -a.

1617 May Lucan ix. (1631) 1 And takes Up to the convexe
of the sky his flight. 1667 Milton P. /.. 11. 434 This huge
convex of Fire, .immures us round Ninefold. Ibid. vu. 366

In circuit to the uttermost convex Of this great Round. 1700
Prior Carmen Seculare 514 Through the large Convex of
the Azure Sky. a 1740 Tickell (J.), Half hcav'n's convex
glitters with the flame.

2. A convex glass or lens.

1705 Berkeley Common-pl. Bk. Wks. IV. 4S0 Qu. if

blind would think things diminish'd by convexes. 1708

J. Phillips Cyder (R.), The polish'd glass, whose small

convex Enlarges to ten millions of degrees The mite,

3. A card prepared for cheating by being cut

slightly convex along two edges.

1873 [see Concave sb. 4].

Convex, v. rare. [(. prec. The stress varies.]

1. intr. To bow or bend convexly ; to present a

convex side to or t&tuard.

1805 Ld. Collingwood in A. Duncan Nelson (1806) 263 It

formed a crescent, convexing to leeward. 1853 Sir H.
Douglas jV/7. Bridges 148 The island, .convexing, towards
Entzersdorf and Essling, in a large, regular curve.

2. trans. To make convex ; to bow or bend (any-

thing) outwards.
1865 Carlvlk Fredk. Gt. XV. ix, Must be imperceptibly

convexed a little.

Convexed (kpnvekst), a. [f. L. convex-us

+ -ed : cf. prec. The stress varies.] Made or

fashioned in a convex form.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 10 Inwardly hollow, but out*

warclly conuexed, or imbossed. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. v. ii. 235 They [dolphins] are straight, nor have

they their spine Lonvexed, or more considerably cinhowed,
then Sharkes, etc. 1849 Rock Ch. of Patlurs I. iii. 291
Shaped into a convexed oval.

tConve xedly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -ly *.] =
Convexly.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Pp. v. ii. 235 Drawne re-

pandous, or convexedly crooked.

Conve xedness. rare- 0
, [f. as prec. + -Ntss.]

= CONVEXITY. 1864 in Webster.

Convexity (k^nve"ksiti). [ad. L. convexitds
f

f. convexus Convex : cf. mod.F. convexite.]

1. The quality or condition of being convex ;

outward bulging.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. vi. § 10 The finiteness or con-

vexity of heaven. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Pp. VL v. 292
By reason of the convexity of the Earth, the eye of man
under the Alquator cannot discover both the poles. 1704 G.
Adams Nat. 4* Exp. Philos. II. xv. 186 If the radius of con-

vexity be less than the radius of concavity, the meniscus
will have all the properties of a convex lens. 1880 E. White
Cert, in Relig. 70 The cornea.. is often untrue in its con-

vexity.

2. A convex curve, surface, side, or part.

1600 Holland Livy 1. ii. 1348 note, Much like a bow
full bent : the convexitie or outward compasse whereof
containeth a mile. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 220 An
Hollow-Mandrel, made fit stifly to receive the convexity of

the Globe in its concavity. 1837 Carlvle Misc. t RUnter
(1869) 2 This mirror is so twisted with convexities and con-

cavities. 1831 Brewster Optics vi. 54 A double convex
lens with equal convexities. 187a Baker Nile Tribut. xiL

207, 1 had taken so steady an aim at the convexity at the

root of the tree.

Convexly (k^nveksli), adv. [f. Convex a. +

-ly 2
. The stress varies.] In a convex form or

manner ; with a convex outline or surface.

1766 Pennant Zoot. t The Slug < R. Buckler fleshv above,

formed convexly : flat beneath. 1831 Carlyle Nibelungen
Lied Misc. Ess. ( 1888 1 III. 114 Each mirror reflects con-

cavely or convexly. i860 Tvndall Gtac. It xxvii. 392 A
rocky barrier which curves convexly upwards.

Convexness. [f- as prec. + -ness. The stress

varies.] Convex quality, convexity.

1738 Med. Ess. 4- Observ. (ed. 2) IV. 134 Were not the

Cornea of a Convexness answerable to the Flatness of their

Eyes. 18x3 J. Gilchrist Labyrinth Demol. 44 Convexness
and concaveness usually meet in the same object.

Convexo- (k^nve-kso). In combination »
Convexly, convex and —, as in Convexo-con-
cave, convex on one side and concave on the other,

and thickest in the centre (cf. Concavo-convex) ;

of the form of a meniscus; Convexo-convex, con-

vex on both sides ; Convexo plane, convex on one

side, and flat on the other plano-convex.

1693 E. Hallev in Phil. Trans. XVII. 961 Whether the

Lens be. . Piano-Convex or Piano-Concave, or Convexo-
Concave. atjn Newton iJ.), Thick convexo-concave

plates of glass which are everywhere of the same thickness.

1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc.
<J-
Art I. 468 The use of a

convexo-concave lens, instead of the double convex.

Convey (k^hvtT » ), v. Forms: 4-7 convei(e,

-vey;e, 4-8 -vay(e, (5 conway, cunvay, cum-
vay, 6cunvey), 6-8 conveigh(e, 4- convey. Also

6 {$rdsing.) convys, -vehyth. fa. OF. con-, am*
veier, retained in ONF., while in Central F. it

passed into convoicr
t
now convoyer

y
f. L. con- +

OF. veie, vote :—L. via way : cf. the cognate OF.
aveier to set on the way, desveier to turn out of the

way, enveier to send on one's way, forsveier to put

out of the way; also It. conviare. At a later date

the usual F. form convoier
t
was adopted as Con-

voy. The Renascence spellings convetgh y
convchith y

imply a mistaken notion of derivation from L. con-

venere, to which convey isnoi related: cf. Inveigh.]

tl. trans. To go along with (any one) on his way

for the sake of company; to accompany in token of

courtesy or honour, or as an escort ; to set forward

or bring .one) on his way : to Convoy. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12179 (Colt.) Quen bai him had couaid

[v.r. conuaeid] sua, Forth in pes he bad bam ga. c 1350

Will. Palerne 51 11 Semli puple Went wib him on gate wcl

an fiue myle, To conueye him curtesli as Kindnesse it wold.

< 1400 Yivaine $ Can*. 2687 Sho cunvayd him forth on his

way. 1526 Tindale i Cor. xvi. 11 Convaye hym forthe in

peace. 1548 Hall Chron. 184 b, Aldermen were appointed

to mete them at Bamet, and to convey them to London.

1710 Hkarne Collect. 4 Mar., He was convey'd..to West-

minster Hall by a prodigious Conflux of y* Mob.

f2. To go with as a guide; to lead, conduct,

guide, by going with or otherwise. Obs.

(-1315 E. E. A/lit. P. B. 768 Godde glyddez his gate by
hose grene wayer & he conueyen hym con with cast of his

y^e. 14.. Epiph. in Tundale's Vis. 105 They entred into

Jerusalem. .Conveyd ever with the bryght beem Of the

sterre. c 1450 Merlin 538 Toke a yoman with hym to con-

veye hym the wey. 1530 Palsgk. 498/1, I convaye one,

or lede him on the way, t'e conduys. i<9j9 Haklcyt Voy.

II. 11. 181 (R.) They would send their shippes emptic with

souldiers to conuey thero, either to Siuill or Lisbon. 1663

Plagellum or O. Cronrwell (1672) 53 The King is at his

earnest desire, .conveighed to New-market House. 1713

Steele Guardian No. 17 T 7 The lackey conveyed her. .to

his master's lodging.

+ b. fig. Said of a way or gate : To lead , conduct.

1616 K.C. Times' Whistle iv. 1336 Her open dores Con-

veigh to private lust. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 65 These

brackish waters of Urine, convey to none, or few faithful
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Discoveries. 1662 Gerbier Princ. 7 A Doore to be so set

as it may not convey the Wind toward the Chimney.

f 3. To lead, take, or carry forcibly. Obs.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 100 The duke was wrothe.

.

and made her to be conueyed in a castel. r 1450 Merlin
656 The kynge comaunded hem to. .conveye the prisoners
till thei were in saf warde.

4. To transport, carry, take from one place to
another. It formerly included the carrying of
small or individual objects, where carry, take, or

bring, is now used ; but it is now used chiefly in

reference to things in mass, or persons, forming
the load of a ' conveyance ' or vehicle.

*393 Gower Con/. II. 8 This letter was conveied. 1516
Myrr. our Ladye p. xhx, He and his suster. .cunueyed
the relikes & the bones of . . their moder to the sayd
Monastery. 1524 Act 14-15 Hen. VIII, c. r. Pream.,
Marchaunt straungers. .do dayly conveigh, transporte and
carie out of this realme. .wollen clothes. 1548 Hall CAnw.
27 He prively provided a Ship.. to convey the prince into
y* realme of Fraunce. Ibid. 28 All men conveighyng letters

from the one of us to the other. 1669 Phil. Trans. IV.
1140 All. .wonder how such a slender Glass could be safely
conyeighed hither. 1697 Dampiek Voy. (1698) I. xiii. 372
While the Gunner was busie, he convey'd the Book away,
to look over it at his leisure. 1712 Addison* Sped. No. 499
P 2 They could not convey away many of their effects. 1795
Southey Joan ofArc VII. 638 He..sunk senseless, by his
followers from the field Convey'd with timely speed. 1839
Murchison Silur. Syst. 1. xxxvii. 511 If the reader will

convey his eye over the whole of the region coloured in the
map. 1866 Rogers AgrU. Prices I. 663 The charge for
conveying passengers is also very modest. 1875 Jevons
Money (1878) 21 Cattle .. convey themselves about. 1891
G. W. R, Railway Time Table, Horses and carriages are
not conveyed by the under-mentioned trains. Luggage
conveyed by these coaches will be charged for.

f b. To project to a distance, to ' carry ' fa shot,

etc.). Obs.

_
1634 W.TiRWHVTtr. Balzac's Lett. 79 The Sunne convayes

its light thither, but never its heate. 1660 Willsford Scales
Comm. n. in. 171 The gun discharged shall convey the bullet
wide from the mark . . A piece of great Artillary mounted at
18 or 20 degrees.. shall convey a shot the farthest,

c. In reference to things immaterial.
1640 Quarles Enchirid. tv. c, Convay thy love to thy

Friend.

t 5. To take away, to remove. Obs. (exc. with
away expressed.)

1530 Palsgr. 497/2, I convaye, I take a thyng away out
of a place. Je oste. , . Who hath convayed my cappe away ?

1570 R. Edwards Damon P. in Hazl. Dodsl. IV. 94
And with a trice thy head from thy shoulders I will convey.
l653 Holcroft Procopins 1. 4, I rather think his ear was
cut off, and the Pearl conveighed away. 1883 J. Gilmolr
Mongols xxiii. 285 He had stolen the horse, and tied it up
in the mountains till he should be able to convey it away
secretly.

1 6. Often with a connotation of secrecy, mystery,
or concealment

; esp. to carry off clandestinely, to
make away with. Obs.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 39 In the meane tyme

conveyenge and hydyng the body of the deed shepe. 1566
in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 163 One pixe and one
hallywater fatte gone and conveighed awaie we know not
howe. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 224 Whose Science,
like a Jugler's Box and Balls, Conveys, and counterchanges
true and false. 1697 Dryden Virg. Gecrg. iv. 745 The
Mother Nightingale . .Whose Nest some prying Churl had
found, and thence, By Stealth, convey'd th' unfeather'd
Innocence.

b. Hence, a euphemism for : To steal
1460 Bk. Nurture 212 in Babees Bk. 77 Take heede who

takes thy spoon up For feare it be convayde. 1548 Crammer
Catech. 99 b, I may convey from hym an Oxe, Asse, or an
Horse. For he hathe greate plentye of all these thinges,
and may spare one or two of them. 1576 Wapull Tyde
taryeth no Man, I by that meane Will convey very cleane
And not be understood. 1508 Shaks. Merry IP . 1. lii. 31 A'/,

The good humor is to steale at a minutes rest. Pist. Con-
uay, the wise it call : Steale ? foh : a fico for the phrase.
1607 Marston IVhat yon ivill Wks. II. 260 (Farmer), I will
convey, crossbite and cheat upon Simplicius. 1753 Smollett
Cut. Fathom (1813) II. 119 Teresa . . was . . detected in the
very act of conveying a piece of plate, which was actually
found concealed among her cloaths. 1883 A. Dobson Old
World. Idylls 237 (Farmer) If they hint . . That the ballad
you sing is but merely conveyed From the stock of the
Ames and the Purcells of yore.

1 7. reji. To take oneself away, etc., remove ;

often furtively, to steal or slip away, in, etc. Obs*
'535 Coverdale Ps. xxx. ii They yl se me in the strete,

conveye them selues fro me. 1548 Hall Chron. 56 b,The cite-
zens . . would prively Steele and conveigh them selves away.
i6ix Bible John v. 13 lesus had conueyed himselfe away, a
multitude being in that place. 1641 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks.
(1660) 89 Then his Spirit offers, and conveighs itself into the
heart. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 11. xx. (1715) 362 One.

.

that had surreptitiously conveyed herself in amongst the
rest.

8. To lead or conduct as a channel or medium

;

to transmit, be the medium of.

a. To lead or conduct (running water or the
like), as a channel, pipe, or other passage ; also to
lead or conduct by or through such a channel.
[i53S Coverdale 2 Chron. xxxii. 30 Ezechias. .couered the

hye water condyte in Gihon, and conveyed it vnder on the
west syde of ya cite of Dauid.] 1601 Holland Pliny I. no
A fountaine . . out of which fresh water is drawne and con-
ueighed .. through pipes made of leather. 1665 Manley
Grotius' LowC. Warres 229 Hesdin formerly was contained
in the Maes, before the waters were conveighed away by
a new Channel. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. nr. 385 Thro'
reeden Pipes convey the Golden Flood. 1700 — Sigism. <y

j
Guise. 116 A rift there was, which from the mountain's
height Conveyed a glimmering and malignant light. 1765

I

A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (erj. 2) 134 What methods are
most proper for conveying a\vay water? 1799 G. Smith
Laboratory I. 19 The small tube that conveys the fire from
that to the other end.

b. To conduct or transmit (sounds and other
sensuous impressions).
16*6 Bacon Sylva § 122 Impression of the Air with Sounds,

asketh a Time to be conveighed to the Sense. 1691 Ray
Creation 11. (1704) 265 To receive and conveigh to the Soul
the impressions of external Objects. 1749 Shenstone An
Irregular Ode, Come, gentle air.. Convey the jasmin's

I breath divine, Convey the woodbine's rich perfume. 1854

I

Woodward Mollusca (1856) 21 The auditory nerves convey
impressions of sound. 1879 Harlan Eyesight ii. 19 The
optic nerve can convey no other impression than that of

i light.

T 9. To transmit, transfer, or cause to pass
;

I sometimes to transmit or transfer secretly or fur-

tively. Obs.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 6 b, The issue of the daughter

J

maye not conveye to him the dyscente of heire male. 1581
Lambarde Eiren. 1. iii. (1602) 14 Such as. .haue the charge

J

of the Peace conueyed vnder their other Offices. 1613 R.
; Tailor Hog lost Pearl v. Stage Direct., Rebecca . . seem-
I ing to put the keys under his bolster, conveyeth them into
I her pocket, a 1639 W. Whately Prototypes it. xxiv. (1640)

I

8 She used deceit and fraud to conveigh the blessing to

I

Isaac. 1683 Robinson in Ray's Corr. (1848) 137 [A boring

i

insect] conveying its eggs into the ilex, together with a
1 venomous vehicle. 1726 W. R. Chetwood Adv. Capt. R.
; Boyle 51 The old Gentteman . . got an Opportunity of con-

j

veying some of the Drops into a Glass of Wine.

+ b. To transmit to posterity, to hand down. Obs.
1592 tr. Juniuson Rrz: ix. 4 He miserably set all christen-

dome on fire, and conveyed over unto his successors the

,
burning brand of the same. 1665 J. Webb Stotu-Hcng

j (1725) i25What Customs were used by them, for conveighing
to Posterity, the Actions performed by their Ancestors. 1667
Poole Dial. Protest. <$• Papist (1735) 204 What hath been,
hy constant Tradition, convey'd to them from the Apostles
Times, a 1704 Locke

(
J.>, A divine natural right could not be

conveyed clown, without any plain, natural, or divine rule
concerning it. 1741 Betterton Eng. Stage Introd. 2 To

\
convey the Names of some of our most eminent Players, to

i a little longer Date, than Nature has given their Bodies.

C. esp. To communicate, impart (a conception,

sentiment, influence, benefit, etc.)

c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's Prol. 55 He wold conveyen his
matiere. c 1400 — Rom. Rose 2916 Whanne thyne eyen
were thus in blisse. . Alloone they can not have hir joye, But
to the herte they conveye Part of her blisse. 1514 Barclay
Cyt. Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 8 He hadde good reason
suche thynges to convaye. 161 x Bible Transl. Pre/ 5 This

;
Tongue was very fit to conuey the Law and the Gospel by.

1651 Hobbes Lez'iath. 11. xxx. 177 Any influence, .but such
as is conveighed .. from the Soveraign Authority. 1718
Hickes & Nelson J. Kettlewell 1. xxxi. 55 The Blessing
which it was a Means of Conveighing to a gre;it many
Souls. 1766 Fordyce Serm. Vng. Worn. (17771 I. ii. 58, I

am sure they convey a loud lesson. 1859 C. Barker Asso-
ciative Princ. ii. 56 These, .exceptions serve but to convey

i

a deeper impression of the complete wreck. 1878 Huxlky
;

Phys/ogr. Pref. 7 The attempt to convey scientific concep-

\

tions without the appeal to observation.

d. To communicate (ideas) by language or its

j

equivalent
;

hence, to express in words (obs.) ;

! words are also said to convey an idea or meaning.
1576 Fleming Patwpl. Epist. 443 A cunningly compiled

i

and a learnedly conveyed history. 1589 Warner A lb. Eng.
v. xxiv. (R.), One hearte of two, two soufes to one By wedlock
is conuaid. 1592 Greene Art Conny Catch. 11. 5 There is

I no act, statute, nor law, so strickt conueid, but there be
I straight found starting-holes toauoid it. 1692 South Serm.

(1697) I. 530 Means, or Signs, whereby they would Ex-
1 press, or Convey their Thoughts one to another. 1794 Sul-

livan View Nat. II. 242 Something more is meant than
what the words literally convey. i866G. Macdonald^mw.
Q. Neighb. xi. (1878) 213 What I say may fail utterly to
convey what I mean. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb <y Flow II. 93 A
tone which conveyed at once surprise and intensest satisfac-

j

tion. 1884 Manch. Exam. 17 May 4/7 Such words, .suggest,
I if they do not convey, the impression that the efforts . . spring
from motives which are open to censure. 1888 Times
(Weekly ed.) 21 Dec. 13/2 Do you mean to convey it that it

was known that you.. .?

T e. reji. To express oneself. Obs.
1641 W. Hakewil Lib. Subject 4 That I may the better

convey my selfe through my Argument, and be the better
conceived of you.

10. To transfer or make over (as property) to

another ; now only in Law, to transfer or make
over by deed or legal process, absol. To make
conveyance.
1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 60 § 1 The seid Hugh [shall]

also be enhabled . . the same londes . . to convey as heire to
the seid John Mayne. a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vii. xxiv.

§ 1 To deprive them of their goods, and to convey the same
unto men of secular calling, a 1626 Bacon Max. Uses
Com. Law (1635) 50 Lands may be conveyed sixe maner of
wayes 1 By feofment. 2 By fine. 3 By recovery. 4 By use.

5 By couenant. 6 By will. 1651 Hobbes Govt, Soc. ii. § 4.

21 He is said topart with his right, who either absolutely
renounceth it, or conveys it to another. 18x8 Cruise Digest
fed. 2) 1. 103 If a tenant in tail agrees to convey, he is bound
by that agreement. 1863 Fawcett Pol. Ecou. 11. vi. 209
The cost of conveying a small estate is. .in proportion to its

value, much greater than the cost of conveying a large one.
1881 J. Russell Haigs ii. 30 By this charter, De Morville
conveys to the blessed Mary and St. Leonard . . that land
where the Hospital is situated.

fll. To bring down by succession, to derive. Obs.
c 1430 Lydg. Hors, Shepe, G. 9 Be dissent conveyed the

pedegrewe Frome the patryarke Abrahame. 1447 Kokenham

Seyntys (Roxb.) 44 Hyr nobyl and royal Kynrede Conveyde
from david down lyneally. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansrv.
Osor, 387 The same also did convey theyr Succession from
the priesthood of Aaron. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V

t
1. ii. 74

[Hugh Capet] conuey'd himselfe as th' Heire to th' Lady
Lingare. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Hist. Ivstine 56 a, The
house of /Eacus, from whence by auncient descent, .she was
lineally conueied.

1 12. To conduct (an affair) ; to carry on,

manage ; to conduct or carry out to a conclusion,

b. To manage with secrecy, privacy, or craft. Obs.
1530 Palsgr. 498/1 He convayeth his maters as wisely as

any man that I knowe. a 1533 Lr>. Bernfrs Huon xlii. 138
She saw well that her dede shold the surelyer be conuayed.
1542 Udali. Erasm. Apoph. (1564) ti That we maie gouerne
& conueigh, aswel our own priuate matters, as also the pub-
lique affaires of the common weale. 1543 Grafton Contn.
Harding Pref. iii, When and betwene whom warres haue
befall . . Howe the same haue been conueighed & wrought.
1605 Shaks. Lean. ii. 109, I will, .conuey the businesse as
I shall find meanes. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1841) III. 404
He had a secret contrivance wherein he conveyed his exceed-
ing above his monastical pittance.

T C. reji. To conduct oneself ; to behave (F. se

porter). Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 498/1 He hath convayed him selfe in his office

as wysely as any man I sawe these seven yeres.

+ 13. = Carry (Branch II) : To bear, support,
sustain

;
reji. to support oneself, keep or maintain

oneself. Obs.

1514 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. iv. 7 What time they
have paid al their duty, many a one have not a peny left to
convey himself for the three months to come . . What time
any of the said garrison hath not mony to convey themselves
and their households. 1587 Goi.ding De Mornay xi. 156
The pleasant dwillings which they [the Mountains] conuey
in them. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece 11. xiii. '1715) 307
When Sleep conveighs our Dreams.

t Co'nvey, v.'A Obs. rare. [ad.F. convie-r
(
= Pr.,

Sp. convidar, It. convitare) :—L. convitdre.] To
invite.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 193/4 The prynce. .conueyed and
sommoned al the peple poure and riche to come to the de-
dycacion of this chyrche.

t Convey, sb. Obs. Also 6 eonveie, -veighe.
-veyghe). [f. prec. : cf. Convoy.]
1. The act of conveying in various senses.

a. Conveyance from place to place, transport.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. I. 30/1 He appointed to trans-

port his armie ouer into Gallia at two conueies. 1606 G.
W[oodcocke] tr. Hist. Ivstine 69 b, Ships, for safe conuey
of his armye ouer.

b. Conveyance of property ; transference.

1592 Greene Upst. Courtier-in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 226
Though, .[he] make a convey of all his lands to the usurer.

2. Conduct of life; =Convoy sb. 1.

1567 Fenton Trag. Disc. Aaiv, Her honest conveyghe
and integretie of lyfe seemed to deserve no lesse than the
vertueof Lucresia. Ibid. A a viij b, For the better conveighe
of their abhominable lyfe.

3. The act of convoying or escorting, escort ; =
Convoy 3.

161 1 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvii. 38 Hee found the
Lord Hastings his Chamberlaine, well-accompanied for his
Convey.

4. An accompanying and protecting force either

by sea or land ; an escort ; = Convoy 7.

1579 Digges Stratiot. 109 A reasonable convey of Horse-
men for the safetie of such as bring victuals to the Campe.
1583 Stocker Hist. Cin. Warres Lo7ve C. I. 78 b, That
Duke Lodwyke should be sent with a safe conuay vnto the
borders of the empire. 16.. Evelyn Mem. 29 Jan. 1645
(R.), We were faine to hire a strong convey of about 30 fire-

locks to guard us through the Cork woods. Ibid. (1857)
III. 32 (an. 1648) If I desired a safe convey thither, he
would readily procure it. 1675 Hobbes Odyss. vn. 295 But
'gainst your will I will not make you stay. .To morrow shall

be ready your convey.

5. A train of provisions and ammunition under
the protection of an escort ; = Convoy 12.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 821/2 The Frenchmen were
coming with their eonveie of vittels to refresh the Town .

—
Scot. Chron. II. 256 The same armie passing forth with a
eonveie of vittles into Haddington.

Conveyable (k^nv^' ab'l), a. [f. Convey v. 1

+ -ABLE.]

+ 1. Having the quality of leading or conducting.

1567 Drant Horace To Rdr. sig. * iv, It is a more con-

veygnable waye to the top of the hill.

2. That may be carried or transported.

1665 Ray Flora 50 Transferable favours from one florist to

another, aptly conveyable many miles distant. 1853 ^mi^r's
Mag. XLVII. 75 Cholera not contagious, but conveyable
in atmosphere.

f 3. Transferable, transmissible. Obs.

1577 tr. BulUnger's Decades (1592) 663 An euerlasting

priesthood and not conueyable.

4. Communicable.
1738 Anderson in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) I. 320 Our

thoughts are conveyable in writing. 1756 Burke Sttbl. $
B. v. vii, Opinions, .conveyable for the most part by words
only.

5. That may be legally conveyed.
1875 Poste Gai/esu. Comm. (ed. 2) 177 Corporeal heredita-

ments were conveyable by feoffment.

Conveyal. [f. Convey zO + -al.] The act

of conveying; Conveyance i.

1886 ( hamb. Jml. 379 For the conveyal of unimportant
messages.



CONVEYANCE. 948 CONVEYANCING.
Conveyance (k^nv^-ans). [f. Convey vA +

-ance.] X The action or process of conveying.

f 1. Convoying, escorting, or conducting ; con-

duct. Obs.

1503-4 Act 19 Ifen. VIL c. 27 Preamb., For sure convey-
aunce of the Marchaundises to the seid Staple at Cales.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. Hi. 286 To his conueyance I assigne my
wife.

2. The action of carrying or transporting ; the

carriage of persons or goods from one place to an-

other. (Formerly used more widely.)
c 15*0 Mem. R/pon (Surtees) III. 206 Pro vj™ fawdom long

lynefor the convaans oftheschryne. 1538 Starkey England
1. iii. 93 For ther ys convehauns of many thyngys necessary
to the use of our pepul. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 302 For
the conveyaunce and bringing over of the French king, and
his other Prisoners into England. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic.

(1779) IV. cv. 350 Peregrine was forcibly separated from his

charmer during the conveyance. 1791 Cowi*er Odyss. VOL
100 Desirous only of conveyance home. 1870 in Anderson
Missions Atner. Bd. IV. xlv. 462 Postal arrangements for

the conveyance of money, as well as letters, 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2^ III. 673 In sailing or any other mode of con-
veyance which is not fatiguing.

f b. with subjective genitive. Obs.
a 1533 Ln. Bkrners Huon cxx. 427 When . . Huon was in

his bedde he lay and studyed of the conuayaunce of the
GryfTon [i.e. the griffin's carrying of men J.

f c. The carrying of a communication. Obs.
1608 I!p. Hall Char. Virtues Ay V. 11. 117 Even in absence

hee extolleth his patron, where hee may presume of safe

conveiance to his eares. 1614 — Epist. 1. ix. Recoil. Treat.

413 Gods strange conveyance of this n< : to mee.

f 3. Carrying away, removal, riddance. Obs*

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 90 The best riddance or conuei-
aunce that they haue of such discommodities. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 283 Thou. . Mad'st qutckc conveyance with
her good Aunt Anne. 1665 Sir T. Roe's Voy. E. India 394
A very cleanly conveyance for Parents to be rid of their

unruly Children. [With word-play on sense lib.]

4. Furtive or light-fingered carrying off ; steal-

ing. (Sometimes associated with sleight of hand
or jugglery : see sense lib.)
15*6 Skelton Magnyf. 500 Cr. Con. What, Counterfet

Countenance ! C. Count. What, Crafty Conveyance ! 1596
Harington Metam. Ajax (1814) 63 A certain gentleman
. . stole a piece of plate . . at a banquet ; the conveyance
was not so cleanly but one had spied it. c 1605 Rowley
Birth Merl. rv. i, Ha, cleanly conveyance again ! ye have
no invisible fingers, have ye ? Tis gone certainly. 1779-81
Johnson L. P.. Smith Wks. II. 465 The simile . . is stolen

from Cowley, however little worth the labour of conveyance,

5. The communicating or imparting {of a thing

to any one),
i66j Stillingfl. Ortg.Sacr. 11. i. \ 1 The matter to be be-

lieved should have a certain uniform conveyance to mens
minds. 1737 Waterland Eucharist 367 If the putting on
Christ carries with it a Conveyance of the Holy Spirit. 1784
Cowper Task n. 561 Ghostly counsel, if it.. be dishonours
in th'exterior form and mode of its conveyance, a 1853
Robertson Serm. Ser. iv. v. (1876) 69 Absolution is the con-
veyance to the conscience of the conviction of forgiveness.

6. Transmission, transference, handing from one
to another.

1646 J. Gregory Notes Obs. (1652) T21 This body ofAdam
was embalmed and transmitted from Father to Son by a
Reverend and Religious way of conveighance. 1663 Stil-

lingfl. Orig . Sacr. 1. vi. 5 5 In those things which had no
certain conveyance to posterity. 1850 Gladstone Glean. V.
xlviii. 202 It is expressly affirmed . . to be valid in very deed
as to the conveyance of the episcopal character.

7. Law. The transference of property (esp. real

property) from one person to another by any lawful

act (,in modern use only by deed or writing between
living persons).

15*3 Fitzherb. Sunt. Prol,, If the owner make a true

pee degre or conueyaunce by discente or by purchace
vnto the said landes or lordsluppes. 1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 5
Covenous and fraudulent .. conveyaunces .. as well of
landes and tenementes as of goodes and catals. 1598 P.

Jonson Ev. Man. in Hum. v. iii, Master Wellbred might
make a coveiance of mistris Bridget to my yong master.
1628 Dm* Voy. Medit. Pref. (1868) 9 The law upheld the
conveyance to uses which he had made. 1653 Milton Ifire*
lings (1659) 66 Where did he assigne it f tithej or by what
evident conveyance to ministers? I7i» Aruuthnot John
Bull (1755) 48 He has the original deed of conveyance to

the fortunate islands. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 130 A
fine being considered as a common assurance or conveyance
of real property. 1863 Fawcett Pol. Econ. it. xi. 209 The
conveyance of land in England is most cumbrous and costly.

b. The written instrument or document by
which this transference is effected.

1576 Fleming PanoPl. Epist. 240 Your father left you
nothing either by deede of gift, testament, or any other con-

veyance. xifoPappew. H'atehe t 31 These Martins make
the Scriptures a Scriueners-shop to drawe conueyances.

1603 Shaks. Nam. v. i. 119 The very conueyances of his

Lands will hardly lye in this Boxe. 16*6 Sir S. D'Ewes
Jrnis. (1783) 35 All particulars to bee inserted into the mar-
riage-conveyance. 1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money Chas. ty Jas.

(Camden) 65 To Daniel Storer, for copying and ingrossing

the conveyances made by Sir Wm Poultney and others of

the ground and houses bought by his said late Majesty to

enlarge St. James Parke. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 309
(Deeds] used in the alienation of real estates, .are commonly
denominated conveyances. 1877 Dowden Shahs. Primer
ii. 26 His brother Gilbert received the conveyance for him.
Mod. 1 Indorsement ofpurchase-tieed or draft). Conveyance
of messuage and hereditaments at Stoke in the county of X.

8. The conveying or conducting of running

water, air, heat, electricity, or the like, by a suit-

able channel or medium.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 49 b, Convei-
ance by Condit or pumpe, or running streame. 1630 R.
Johnson's Kingd. * Cotumw. 125 Disposing Veinesand Ar-
teries throughout the bodie, for their apt conveyance of the
bloud and spirit. 1704 Swift T. Tub Introd., If it be
upon its decay, it is tne better . . for Conveyance of sound.
1794 S. Williams Vermont 176 An aperture, .at the top, for i

the conveyance of smoke. 1840 Lardner Geotn. 144 Pipes
for the conveyance of gas, water, or other fluid. 1871 B.
Stewart Heat § 403 There will be a conveyance of heat
from the first to the second.
attrib. i860 Tyndall Glaciers 1. 9 By suddenly stopping a

cock from which water flows you may burst the conveyance
Pipe-

t 9. The conveying of meaning by words ; ex-

pression, or clothing of thought in language ; dis-

position of material in a poem, etc. Hence, b.

Manner of expressing thought, form of expression

or utterance, style. Obs.

1515 Barclay Egloges iv. (1570) c. iv./a Mercury geueth to

I Poetes laureate Goodly conueyaunce, speeche pleasaunt
and ornate. 1543 Grafton Contn. Harding 519 Howbeit
concernyng that opinion menne maye see the conueighaunce
therof in the type of. .Henry the Seuenth. 1551 Robinson
tr. More's Utofi. (Arb.) 14 Ye wittie inuencion and fine con-

ueiaunce or disposition of ye matter. 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Epist. 342 The conveyaunce of his matter is manifest and
perceivable. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11.(1625) 52 This
Invective . . howbeit both termes and conveiance are some*
what hard, yet is it in such cases very tolerable. 1592
Greene Art Conny Catch. 11. Pref. 3, I shewed no elegant
phrases, nor fine figuratiue conueyance in my first booke.
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. 4- Comtmv. (1603) A 0, The imper-
fections in the harsh composure and conveyance of the stile.

1625 tr. Gonsalvio's Sp. Inquis. 197 The profound learning
that was in him, as also his singular art for conueiance.

1703 Kirkton Hist. J. Welsh (1845)7 No man could forbear
weeping, his conveyance was so affecting. 1775 Johnson
Tax. no Tyr. 79 The soft conveyance of a female patriot

bewailing tne miseries of her. .fellow-citizens.

+ c. with //. An expression. Obs.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 12 By divers Epi-
thites, and fine conveyances.

f 10. Carrying on, conduct, management {of an

affair)
;
carrying out, execution. Also in Afus.,

Execution. Obs.

1571 R. H. tr. Lauaterus' Ghostes (1596) 27 [She) declared
the slie conveiance of this horrible deed unto her husband.

1587 Golding De Momay xL 150 By the orderly conueyance
of things which he seeth both aboue and beneath; by the
order which they keepe without fayling. 1597 Morley
Introd. Mus. 150 One with a quicke hand playing vpon an
instrument . . will by the hast of his conueiance cloke manie
faultes. 1607 Dekker Northw. Hoe v. i. Wks. 1B73 III. 63
My reuenge will haue a more neat and vnexpected conuey-
ance. a 1651 Brome MadCouple iv. 11. Wks. 1873 1. 69 Full

directions for the conveyance of our designe.

f 11. Manner of managing or conducting ; skilful

management, skill; generalship. Obs.

1526 Frith Disput. Purgat. 173 Since such a patron, so
greatly recommended for his conveyance and wisdom,
handleth this matter. 1586 T. B. La Primand.Fr. Acad.
1. Ep. Ded., In.. the world, there is most excellent con-
veiance without confusion. 1600 Dr. Dodypoll 11. i. in

Bullen O. PI. III. 110 Marke the conveiance of this lovelie

hand. 1604 Edmonds Qbsen*. Caesar's Comm. 53 Neither
is a Commaunder the lesse valued for fine conueyance in

militarie proiects.

+ b. esp. Cunning management or contrivance

;

underhand dealing, jugglery, sleight of hand, Obs.

1531 Ei yot Gov. i. xxvi, Tf they be taken with any crafty

conueiaunce. 1547 J. Harrison Exhort. Scottes 211 In an
euill cause, muche arte and conueyaunce must be vsed, a-

fore it can appere good. 1565 Jewel Def. Apot. (161 1)

2S1 Miracles nc wrought, .sometime by the conueiance of
the Diuell. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. Vf. 1. iii. 2, I am come
to suruey the I ower this day ; Since Henries death, I feare

there is Conueyance. 1608 Dav Law Trickes iv. iii, The
deepest wit could not haue bettered Our smooth conueyance.
16x5 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 278 He hath a sleight

of hand, or cleanly conveiance, which threaten silver spoones.

1625 W. Pemble Justification (1629) 34 Arminius . . vsed
much c!osenesse& cunning conveyance. 1644 Milton Apol.
Smect. (1851) 280 The dexterity and conveiance of his non-
sense. 11704 T. Brown Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 I. 93
The legerdemain must be clean and the conveyance impene-
trable to the eye of the people.

t O. (with a and //.) A secret or cunning device,

an artifice, a trick of jugglery. Obs.

'534 Mrs. M. Basset tr. More's Treat, on Passion Wks.
1397/1 Youre subtyle conueyghaunces. 1565 Jewel Repl.
Harding (1611) 43 That.. is another conueiance, to blinde

thy sight. 1565-76 Cooper Thesaurus, Pilarius. .A juggler 1

that playeth his conueighances with little round balles. 1 59a

Nashe P. Penilesse fed. 2) 30 a, All Italionate conueyances,
as to kill a man, and then mournefor him. 16*7-77 Fkltha.m
Resolves 11. Ixviii. 303 They are deterr'd from poor and
skulking conveyances. 1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 205
A pretty slip-skin conveyance !

+ d. coner. An ingenious device, a contrivance.

1596 Harington Metam. Ajax. The deviser of this rare

conveyance. 1611 Coryat Crudities 207 Sundry little pieces .

of. .marble in checker-work, and other most exquisite con- !

veyances. Ibid. 455 A very large spheare beautified with
many cunning conueighances and withe inuentions.

II. A way or means of conveying.

12. A conducting way, passage, or channel,

fa. A way of communication, a passage.

Sometimes, a private or secret passage. Also fig.
\

1541 in Ifarl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 237 Ourenemye, knowynge
the places and conueighaunccs of the countrees. 1600
Surflet Countrte Farme vn. xxxix. 867 IBadgers] holes I

are deepe and narrowe . . consisting of many conueiances and
|

passages, a 1639 W. Whately Prototypes 11. xxxi. (1640)
|

156 To keepe. .this window as it were of the soule, to be
master ofthis conveighance, by which so much comes in and
goes out of the soule. 164a R. Carpenter Experience iv.

p. vii, Scarce a House.. which they have not fitted with
private doores and conveyances. 1691 tr. Emilianne's
Obs. Joum. Naples 173 Stopping up the Conveyance they
had made under their Walls.

+ b. A channel for conveying water, steam,
smoke, electricity, etc.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586} 109 For con-
veighances of water, the Alder.. and the Pitche Tree, are
best made in Pipes. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. i. 54 These Pipes
and these Conueyances of our blood. 1615 G. Sandys Trav.
125 Vnder the mouthes of the vpper ouens are conueyances
for smoke. 1659 Leak IVatenvhs. 26 There must be 3 con-
veiances for the wind. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp.
300 A free circulation through the minutist Conveyances of
the Humane Machine. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. $ 308
If struck with lightning, it would thus far be a sufficient

conveyance ; then joining the kitchen grate to the leaden
sink by a metal conveyance.

C. A conducting pipe in an organ ; see quots.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 492 One of the front pipes, to which
the wind is conveyed by metal tubes called conveyances.
1876 Hiles Catech. Organ v. (1878) 40 The pipes in the
front of the case [of an organ], -are supplied with wind from
the wind-chest by means of pipes of metal, tin, or wood,
called conveyances, which carry the wind from the sound-
board to those pipes at a distance.

13. A means of transport from place to place, a

carriage, a vehicle : now, esp. applied to anything

used to convey persons as passengers, e.g. any
kind of private or public vehicle, a railway car-

riage, a boat, ship, etc. Formerly applicable also

to a beast of burden : cf. Carriage.
1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 111. iu. 135 Your husband's heere

at hand, bethinke you of some conueyance : in the house
you cannot hide him. 1649 Sir £. Nicholas in N. Papers
(Camden) 126 The last letters you sent were by Mr. Hard-
ings conveyance. 170a K. Nelson in Pepy's Diary VI.
256 The conveniency of public conveyances. 1776 Adam
Smith IV. N. iv. 1.(18691 II. 312 Mules are the only convey-
ance which can safely be trusted. 18*5 C. Wordsworth
Let. in Overton Life 11888) 31 We start by the first convey-
ance, the night coach, for London. 1830 Disraeli Home
Lett. I. 2 The steam packet is a beastly conveyance. 1850
Lyell 2nd Visit Cf. S. II. 320 It must have been transferred

to three distinct conveyances, including two railways.

f 14. fig. A means or medium for communicating

;

an organ or channel ofcommunication ; a * vehicle
*

(of thought, etc.). Obs.

1548 Hall Chron. 11 'I here lacked only an orgaine and
conveighance bothe how secretly to serche and knowe the

myndes of the nobtlitee. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxvii. 4
Should serve as. .conveyances of his body and blood unto
them, a 1711 Ken Divine Love Wks. (1838) 318 Thou, .art

the Author and Fountain of grace, and thou only hast the

right of instituting the conveyances of thy own grace. 1715
Bentlky Serm. x. 348 And the Apostles to speak more au-

thenticlyin that conveyance [Latin] than in their own Words.
1841 Myhrs Cath. Th. in. % 6. 21 Our Lord did not use His
Apostles as mere mechanical conveyances of Truth.

III. attrib., as conveyance-stamp; -pipe ( 7 b, 8).

1845 M'Culloch Taxation n. vi. 5 3 The conveyance
stamp on a sale is fixed at iox. per cent.

Conveyance, v. Usually in pa. pple. Con-
vey anced : see quot., and cf. Conveyance j^. 12c
1874 Micklethwaith Mod. Parish Ch. 73 The larger pipes

do not suffer, .from being brought forward, or conveyanced
off, as the organ-builder terms it. 1876 Hiles Catech.

Organ v. (1878) 40 Pipes of metal, tin, or wood, called con.

veyances, which carry the wind from the sound-board to

those pipes at a distance ; and which are thus said to be
'conveyanced off'.

Conveyancer (k^nvvi-ansaj). [f. Conveyance
sb. : see -ek 1 tj
1. That which conveys or accomplishes the con-

veyance of anything. (In quot. 1 791 said of a

person.)
1623 Hp. Hall Serm. Wlcs, 1837 V. 165 The moon . . the

receptacle of all the influences of the heavenly bodies, and
the conveyancer of them to this inferior world. 1668 Howe
Bless. Righteous Wks. (1834) 248 b, The vehicula, the con-

veyancers of the divine nature. 1791 Mad. D'Arblay Diary
7 July, Her Majesty made me also the happy conveyancer
of various presents to them both. 1794 G. Adams Nat. %
Exp. Philos. II. xxi. 387 Nature is nothing more than a
conveyancer .. conducting activity from one substance to

another.

2. A lawyer who prepares documents for the

conveyance of property, and investigates titles to

property.
1650 E. Hendon, etc. (title\ The Perfect Conveyancer ; or

Select Precedents. 171a Steele Sped. No. 272 f 1, I have
a young Kinsman who is Clerk to a great Conveyancer.

1713 Steele Const. Lovers 11. i, The mother has actually

sent for the conveyancer to draw articles for his marriage
with Lucinda. 1833 Macaulay Ess., fValpote's U854)
I. 264/2 He . . tasked the ingenuity of conveyancers to tie up
his villa in the strictest settlement. 1878 Black Green
Past. xiii. 101 Who is also, .a notary public, a conveyancer
and real estate agent. 1891 Law List 291 [List of], .Con*
veyancers not at the Bar.

1 3. A dexterous thief. Obs.

1753 Smollett Cnt. Fathom {1813) I. 99 He had therefore

concerted his measures with the dexterity of an experienced

conveyancer.

Conveyancing (k^n\v'-ansirj\ vbi. sb. [i.

Conveyance sb. : cf. gardening, banking, etc. and
see -ing L]

1 1. The use of 1 conveyance * or underhand prac-

tices ; deceitful contrivance. Obs.
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1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke 27 Sufficient for Salvation,

without the Chicanrey and Conveyancing of humane Ex-
tentions. 1690 Dryden Amphitryon v. 1, He's damnably
used to false conveyancing.

2. The drawing of deeds and other instruments,

for the transference of property from one person to

another ; the branch of the law which deals with

titles and their transference ; the art or profession

of the conveyancer.
1714 G. Jacob {iith\ The Accomplished Conveyancer ; of

the nature and kinds of all Deeds and Instruments used in

Conveyancing. 1808 Scott Mem. in Lock/iart, The abstruse

feudal doctrines connected with conveyancing. 1856 Emer-
son Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. 113 For the most
part, the natural science in England is. .as void of imagina-
tion and free play of thought, as conveyancing. 1881 Act
44 $ 45 Vict. c. 41 (title) An act for simplifying and improv-

ing the practice of Conveyancing,

b. attrib. or ppl. a.

1826 Bentham in Wesim. Rev. VI. 499 Imperfection . . in

conveyancing instruments. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy
Bk. Prop. Law xxh". 175 Investments under the opinion of
one of the Conveyancing Counsel will render the trustee, &c.
safe. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. viii, Common-law clerk,

conveyancing clerk.

3. Fraudulent transfer of property, swindling,

1754 ' Gyles Smith 1 Dang. Tendency Card-playing a, I

have always look'd upon a Gaming-House in no other Light
than as an Office of Conveyancing.

Conveyed, a. See Convey v. 1

1503 Atkynson tr. A. Kempis' Imit. 156 The royall poetes
with theyr craftye conueyed poemes, & elegant oratours
with theyr oracions garnisshed with eligancy. 1548 Hall
Chron. 84 b, Their craftie conveighed purpose. 1817 Pari.
Debates 1369 A case in which a man was called upon to re-

turn conveyed property the day after his vote.

Conveyer (kpnv^i-oj). Also -or (in senses 3,

4 b). [f. Convey ^.1 4--eb.]

1. One that conveys, carries, or transmits.

1513-4 Act 5 Hen. VIII, c. 3. Preamb., The utter undoyng
of. .merchauntes conveyers of the said Clothes. 1548 Hall
CHron. 132 b, The conveyers of the hulkes knewe not the
very channell. i6iz Brerewood Lang, Relig. xiii. 141
The conveyers of waters of these times content themselves
even with one inch [of descent] in 600 foot. 1664 H. More
Myst. Intq. 100 The Church may be unfailing conveiers of
[Scripture] down to posterity without being infallible Inter-

preters thereof. 1741 Richardson Pamela III. 201 Being
but the humble Conveyer of her Bounty to them ! 1829 The
Bengallee 344 The messenger and conveyer of these .

.

writings and their replies.

f 2. A nimble or light-fingered thief: see Con-
vey v. 6 b. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, iv. i. 317 Oh good: conuey: Con-
ueyers are you all, That rise thus nimbly by a true Kings
fall.

3. One who transfers property.

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1, xli. (1739) 66 Where
Lands were conveyed by writing or act of the party . . the
Will of the Conveyor should be strictly observed. 1670
Moral State Eng. 61 Contrary to the intent ofthe Conveyer.

4. A thing that conveys, or transmits.
1621 Burton Anal. Mel. 11. iv. 11. ii. (1651) 378 Whey,

which is the common convayer of all such things as purge
black choler. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. nr. 1. § 14 Mak-
ing the senses the only certain conveyers of the truth of
things to the mind. 1842-3 Grove Corr. Phys. Forces(ed. 6)

123 The dense matter is. .the conveyer of the undulations.

b. spec. Applied to various mechanical contriv-

ances, e.g. for conveying grain, chaff, flour, etc. in

a mill, timber to the wheel in a saw-mill, hay or

straw to another part of a bam, etc. Also conveyor.
1880 Clio-tuber's Encycl. s.v. Barrel-Making, [The staves]

are then laid upon an endless conveyer, which carries them
against two circular saws. 1883 Harper's Mag. June 75/2
(Amer. Flonr-mills) It empties itself into conveyers, con-
sisting of small buckets travelling upon an endless belt.

1887 Engineering 29 July 131 The anti-friction grain con-
veyor, .bids fair to come into extensive use.

Conveying (k^nv^Hn), vbl, sb. [-1NG 1 .] =
Conveyance, m various senses.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 68/4 By the conueyeng of one of
them of Amalech. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong.

t

Esloignement, a conueying away. 1586 W. Webbe Eng.
Poetrie (Arb.) 65 The fine repititions : the clarklie conuey-
ing of contraries.

_
1621 Bolton Stat. Irel. 335 (an. 11 Eliz.)

As well by stealing, as by open conveying of the same.
a 1654 Selden Table-T, (Arb.) 41 V/e agree upon the con-
veying of this House.

Conveying, a. [-ing 2
], That conveys, in

various senses of the vb.

159a West 1st Pt. Symbol. § 46 E, Instruments constitu-
tiue conueying, are those by which estates, properties or
powers . . are transferred and conueied to others. 1607
Shaks. Cor. 1. vi. 5 By interims, and conveying gusts, we
have heard The charges of our friends. 1883 Daily Ncivs

3 Sept. 2/7 The conveying steamers were seven in number.
Conveyor : see Conveyer 3, 4 b.

t Con-vicar. Obs. [Cf. OF. convicaire]. A
co-vicar. (Cf. Co- 3 b.)

1726 Ayliffe Parerg. 502 A perpetual Vicar of this kind
. .may have a Temporal Con-Vicar to aid and assist him.

T Convi'ciate, v. Obs. Also-tiate. [f. ppl.

stem of L. convicid-rT ivltidrt) to revile, rail at, f.

convTciuni or -vltium outcry, wrangling, loud re-

proach.]

trans. To revile, reproach, slander, rail at.

_
1604 T. Wright Passions v. § 4. 281 Iniuried. .calumniat-

ing, convitiating, or any way dishonoring vs. 1646 Gaule
Cases Consc. 61 Convitiating her [the blessed Virgin], with
one infamous nick-name or other.

Vol. II.

Hence + Convi'dating-, ppl.a.
1628 J. Doughty Sermon 23 Amidst the noise of such

conuiciating iarres, the truth is scarcely heard,

t Convi'ciatory, a. Obs. Also -tiatory. [f.

L. type %convJciatdri-ust f. convlcidtor-em railer,

agent-n. f. convTciari : see prec and -ORY.j

Wrangling, railing
;
reproachful.

1611 T. James Corrupt. Script. To Rdr. (1612) 14 Auoid-
ing . . conuitiatorie Arguments, which doe but ingender
strife. 1813 J. C. Hobhouse Journey 585 The favourite

term of reproach with the Greeks, whose convitiatory

language is most violent and abusive.

t Convici'nity. Obs.nonce-wd. [After med.L.
eonvicTnium neighbourhood, convTcindlis neigh-

bouring, f. L. con- together + vTcin-us neighbour-

ing : cf. vicinity.] Vicinity to each other.

1782 Warton Hist. Kiddington (1815) 24 Having first

stated the convicinity and contiguity of the two parishes.

T Convi'CionS, a. Obs. Also 6-7 -tious. [f. L.

eonvlci-um, or -vitiitm (see Conviciate) 4- -ous.]

Railing, reproachful, abusive.

1407 Exam. IV. Thorpe in Arb. Gamer VI. 109 Many
more .. convicious words were spoken to me. 1533 Lett.

Suppression Monast. (Camden) 6 A convicyous dyaloge .

.

inveyinge specyally agaynst Saynt Thomas of Canterberye.

1559 Injunct. Q. Eliz. (R.>, These convicious wordes—
papist, or papistical, heretike, scismatike. 1651 Raleigh's
Ghost 312 Convicious speeches and reproach.

Convict (k^nvi-kt), a. [ad. L. convict-tts

proved, convicted, confuted, pa. pple. of convin-

cfre : see Convince. It occurs in AFr. in Act. 38
Edw. Ill, 1364-5.] f A. as pa. pplc. Obs.

1. Proved or pronounced guilty of an offence by a
tribunal. Const, of.

a\$4oHhMYOix.Psaltervi. 1 Lord in thi dome, .sett noght
swilk skilles agayns me pat i be conuycte. 138a Wyclif
Ex. xxi. 17 Who stelith a man, and sellith hym, conuycte
[1388 conuyt] of the trespas, with deeth dye he. 1483 Cax-
ton Gold. Leg. 411/3 Wherof he was conuycte and wes
shorne a monke. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utop. 1. (Arb.)

47 Him that is conuicte of manslaughter. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, 1. iv. 192. 1670 Cotton EsPcmon Hi. xn. 636 He
had been Convict of having four Wives at one and the same
time. 1738 Hist. Crt. Excheq. v. 96 He shall be held as
convict. 1820 ISvron Mar. Fa I. v. i. 481 Convict by many
witnesses . . of the guilt of treachery and treason,

b. with other const.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 459 They that were con-
vict in conspiracie a^enst hym. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vn.
vi. 24 Mysdoaris for bare trespas convyct. 1460 Capgrave
Chron. 154 The Jewys of Norwych were convicte before the
Kyng, that thei had stole a child. 1525 Tindale N. T.
Prol., We . . are . . convicte to etemall damnacioun. 1534
Whitinton Tullyes Offices 1.(1540) 20 Suche. .be as conuyct
in the same iniury. a 1619 Donne Rtadavaros (1644) 94 A
witch, which is convict to have eaten a man. a 1734 North
Exam., Chro/iol. 24 May 1681, Welmore convict for kid-
napping.

2. Proved guilty of error or reprehensible action.

1382 Wyclif i Cor. xiv. 24 If alle men prophecien, forsoth
if ony vnfeithful man or ydiot entre, he is conuict of alle, he
is wyseli deined of alle, 15x5 Barclay Egloges nr. (1570)
ciij/i He shalbe convict of liuing repreuable. 1616 B.
Jonson Epigrammes i.lxviii, Playwright convict of publick
wrongs to men. 1700 Dryden Fables, Cinyras M. 228
For Myrrha stood convict of ill, Her reason vanquished but
unchang'd her will, a 1845 Hood Ghost xiii, And you, Sir
..Of perjured faith convict.

3. Proved, demonstrated, made evident.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 3 He is conuict not to be His vicar.

4. Brought to internal conviction.

1558 Knox First Blast (Arb.) 36 Cain no double was
conuict in conscience. 1613 Jackson Creed 1. cxvi. Wks. I.

115 The later Grecians having their consciences convict with
the evidence.

6. Overcome, vanquished, subdued,
c 1430 Capgrave Life St. Kaih. 147 Oure faderis here-be.

forn . . were neuere in bataill, neyther conuycte ne lorn.

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 129 Which [food] for the
copye and superfluite therof can not be conuicte ne ouer-
cume of nature.

% Accused.
1568 Grafton Chron, II. 132 No fault could be found

against any of the Personnes that were convict before the
king. By reason wherof, diverse ..were restored to their
offices.

B. as adj. 1. —Convicted.
I54? Coverdale in UdalTs Erasm. Par., James 30 A

convicte transgressour of the lawe. a 1625 in Rushw. Hist.
Coll. (1659) I. 343 His wife being a convict popish Recusant.
a 1695 Wood Life (1848) 313 note, A convict libeller, 1712
Steele Sped. No. 528 ?i By fineing Batchelors as Papists
convict. 1865 Nichols Britton II. 2 Unless he died as a
felon convict.

f 2. Proved, manifest. Obs.

1741 Warburton piu. Legal. II. 481 To argue against
convict impertinencies.

Convict (kfrnvikt), sb.1 [f. prec, with subseq.

shift of the stress.]

1. One convicted in a judicial investigation of a
punishable offence, arch.

1S30-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 15 All wilfull escapes, as well
of conuictes as of other persones. 1590 Greenwood Collect.
Sclaund. Art. A ij b, Who. .might delyuer them, as conuicts
of heresie vnto the secular powers. 1740 Propos. Pro?:
Poor 13 Convicts of Theft and Robberies . . may be com-
mitted. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 44 The following con-
victs were executed at Tyburn pursuant to their sentence.
1858 J. Martineau Stud. Ckr. 83 That this Galilean convict
shall be the world's confessed deliverer.

2. spec. A condemned criminal serving a sentence
of penal servitude.

1786 Trials, etc., of J. Shepherd 49 The intended trans-
portation of convicts to the new settlements at Botany Bay.
1823 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) i s/t Under the infamous
term convict, are comprehended crimes of the most different

degrees and species of guilt. One man is transported for,

etc. 1841-44 Emerson Ess., Politics Wks. (Bohn) I. 242
The children of the convicts at Botany Bay. Mod. Escape
of a convict from Dartmoor.

+ 3. A person proved to be wrong. Obs.

1581 Lambarde Eiren. iv. xiv. (1588) 562 Even so were
these conuicts ridiculously purged by them.

4. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly in sense 2). a. of

or pertaining to convicts or to the system of
keeping convicted criminals in penal establishments

or settlements ; b. used for convicts, as convict-

barge, -colony, -dress, -hulk, -prison, -ship, etc.

a. 1811 Bentham Wks. XI. 152 The convict population
of the country. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 138/1 The im-
portation of negro slaves. .soon lowered the value of convict
labour. 1863 P. Barry Dockyard Econ. 145 The unwieldy
convict gangs. 1887 Tunes 26 Aug. 7/5 Of convict life in

the Australian colonies.

b. 1563-87 Foxe A. % M. (1684) III. 158 The Bishop
sent him to the convict Prison. 1738 J. Blake Plan Afar.
Syst. 50 The infection which a few hands taken out of a .

.

convict-ship spread amongst the .. seamen. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXV. 146/2 On board the different convict-hulks a
book is kept by an overseer, in which are entered the names
of alt convicts. 1849 E. E. Naimer Excurs. S. Africa I.

p. xviii, Giving the Mother Country the right to make the
Cape a Convict Colony. 1885 Sturgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.
exxxii. 18 It shall be their convict dress to all eternity.

1890 Century Mag. XXXVIII. 743/2 He was. .incarcerated
in the central convict-prison at Kharkoff.

T Convi'Ct, sb.'1 Obs. Sc. [f. Convict z>.] —
Conviction, verdict of guilty.

1567 Sc. Ads Mary (1814) 566 (Jam.) The pretendit con*
vict, decreit, and dome gevin in the Justice court. Ibid. 577
Diuerss poinctes and articles contenit in the convict foirsaid.

Convict k/nvi-kt), v. [f. L. convict- ppl.

stem of convinc-cre (see Convince). Cf. Convict
ppl. a., which was in use before the other parts of

the vb. ; the pa. t. was also formerly sometimes
convict{e."\

1. trans. To prove (a person) guilty of an offence

which makes him liable to legal punishment
; spec.

to find or declare guilty, after trial before a legal

tribunal, by the verdict of a jury or the decision of

a judge. Const, of. (— Convince 4.)
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. {1880) 75 God techip.,bat o trewe

man, as danyel dede, schal conuycte two false prestis.

1516 in Myrr. our Ladye p. lix, To haue conuyctyd hym of
heresye. 1584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria 387 No englishman
should be conuicted except by English Judges, a 1610
Healey Theophrastus (1636) 25 Being convicted of theft, he
shall be drawn and hailed by head and shoulders. 1759
Robertson Hist. Scot. I. v. 332 If we believe some histo-
rians, they were convicted by sufficient evidence. 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 196 Lawrence Earl Ferrers.. was
convicted and executed for murder, in the year 1760. 1839
Thirlwall Greece VI. 323 The attempts .. made by the
accusers of Socrates to convict him of treason against the
Athenian commonwealth.

t b. with other const. Obs.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xvnr. iii. 108 His wife, .by
good proofe was convicted to have written the same. 1665
Manley Grotius' Law C. IVarres 468 The Spaniard . . was
afterwards convicted, that he would by treachery have in-

vaded his Castles upon the Sound.

C. absol.

1841-4 Emerson Ess., Compens. Wks. (Bohn) I. 42 If you
make the criminal code sanguinary, juries will not convict.

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 177 A single justice of the
peace might convict without a jury.

2. To prove or declare guilty of reprehensible

conduct, error, etc. ; now taken as transf. from
prec. Const, of (ffor). (= Convince 4.)
c 1366 Chaucer A BC 86 That he hath in hise Iystes of

mischaunce Conuict bat ye hope haue bouht sodeere. 1382
Wyclif Dan. xiii. 61 Danyel hadde conuict [i388conuyctid]
hem of her mouth, for to haue saide fals witnessyng. 1460
Capgrave Chron. 82 Augustin . . mad many bokes ; con-
victe many herisies. 1652 F. Hawkins Youth's Behav, i.

§ 32 (1663) 7 That will . . convict thee of a desire to have
executed it thyself. 1708 J. Partridge {title} 'Squire Bicker-
staffdetected; or the astrological impostor convicted. 1840
Mrs. Browning Drama of Exile Poems (1850) I. 21, I.,

look away from Earth which doth convict me. 1871 Mor-
ley Voltaire (1886) 136 One could hardly be convicted now
of want of sensibility, if, etc.

b. transf.

1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) 1. 10 That boundless plain of
Languedoc, convicted of all guide-books of being arid,

brown, and wholly uninteresting. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps
iv - § 7* 99. I have just convicted the Greek fret of ugliness.

i*3. To prove, establish by proof, as against

assertions to the contrary. (= Convince 5.) (Orig.

of things blamable.) Obs.

.1400 Apol. Loll. 3 If he be conuicted not to luf, ne to do
be office of Crist. 1558 Kennedy Tractive in Wodr. Soc.
Misc. (1844) 119 Thir twa argumentis. .convictis the gene-
rale Counsalis to be the membir of the Congregatioun re-

presentand the universale Kirk. 1563 Homilies u. Rebellion
11. (1859) 565 Convicting such subjects . . to be neither good
subjects nor good men. a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. (J.),
Imagining that these proofs will convict a testament to
have that in it which other men can nowhere by reading
find. i6$6 Ridgley Proof. Physick 137 Cold water may
be allowed to those are used to it, on the state and the
matter being convicted.
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4. To bring conviction or acknowledgement of

error home to (a person) ; to impress with the

sense of sinfulness. Cf. Conviction 8.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 4 b, Notwithstandynge
that theyr owne reason contacted them. 1611 Bible John
viii. 9 They . . being conuicted by their owne conscience,

went out one by one. 1614 Fletcher Wife for Month iv.

i, You are too late convicted to be good yet. 186s Furni-
vall Pre/. R. Bntnne's Handl. Synne 18 You yet speak to

us, and convict us of sin as we read your words. 187s
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 227 He is supposed to have a
mission to convict men of self-conceit.

t 5. To compel (a person^ by proof, argument,

etc. to acknowledge an assertion, confess an
opinion, etc. ;

= Convince 3. Obs.

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. vii. 39 The people were
conuicted of Gods mighty working in their behalfe. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. 1. iv. (1622) 7 He would . . by his

owne confession conuict him, that the Common-wealth was
but one body. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. L i. 3 He
did not indubitably believe, untill he was after convicted
in the visible example of Abel. 1659 M. Casaubon Pre/.
Dee's Relat. Spir. Djb, If by that time he be not con-
victed he shall have my good will to give it over.

6. To prove (a doctrine {obs.) or its holders) to

be wrong, erroneous, or false ; = Convince 6. arch.

1594 [see Conviction 3]. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. EP.
111. viii. 122 Which conceit being already convicted, not only
by Scaliger, Riolanusand others, but daily confutable almost
everywhere out of England. x68i W. Robertson Phraseol.
Gen. '1693) 387 To convict, or prove the contrary, re/utare.

1705 K. Howard {title) Copernicans of all Sorts Convicted.
1865 Grots Plato I. xi. 371 No man shall be able to con-
vict you in dialogue.

t b. To detect and expose (an error, etc.). Obs.

1717 J.
Fox Wanderer (17 18) 139 Arguments, .sufficient

to convict the Fallacy of a desponding Principle.

t 7. To overcome, vanquish, conquer ; — Con-
vince 1. Obs. (Cf. Convict pa. pple. 5.)

1595 Shaks. John in. iv. 2 A whole Armado of conuicted
saile Is scattered and dis-ioyn'd from fellowship. 1607
Pilgr. Princes 11 [Hippolita] being convicted by Theseus,
for her singular stoutnes and courage, was married to him.

Hence Convicting vbl. sb. and a.

161 1 Cotgr. , Eviction, an eviction, convincement, or con-
victing. i86«} C. J. VaUGHAN Plain Words xi. (1866) 211
These accusing and convicting consciences. 1868 Daily
Neivs 13 Aug., The belief of the convicting magistrates.

Convixtable, -ible, rare. [f. Convict v*

+ -able.] Capable or deserving of being convicted.

1775 in Ash (Suppl.), Convktable, convictible. 1846 Wor-
cester* Convictible.

Convicted (kf'nvi-kted), a. [f. Convict v.

+ -ed1. As pple. found already in Wyclif, but as

adj. not till Convict ///. a. began to go out of

use in this sense.]

1. Proved or found guilty ; condemned.
x6n Cotgr., Convaincu, conuicted, conuinced. 1641 Mil-

tonA nimadv. Pref. , To justify a. .convicted pseudepis copy
of prelates. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 140/1 The proportion
of convicted offenders to population . . is as 1 to 85a 1858
Froude Hist. Eng. III. xv. 318 [Henry] was never known
to pardon a convicted traitor cf noble blood.

+ 2. Overcome, vanquished. Obs.

1595 [see Convict v. 7].

Conviction (kfTnvrkfan). Also 5 -viocion.

[ad. L. conviction-em , n. of action from convincere :

see Convince. Cf. mod.F. conviction (not in

Cotgr.).] The action of convicting or convincing.

1. The proving or finding a person guilty of

an offence with which he is charged before a legal

tribunal ; legal proof or declaration of guilt ; the
fact or condition of being convicted : sometimes
including the passing of sentence. Summary con-

viction : conviction by a judge or a bench of magis-
trates without a jury.

1491 Act 7 Hen. Vfl% c. 21 As though none atteyndour
nor conviccion had ben hadde ageynst the seid William.
1628 Disc. Jesuits' Coll. (Camd. Soc.) 22 They . . ministred
matter sufficient for their legal conviction. 1670 G. H, Hist.
Cardinals 1. tJL 69 For the conviction of a Bishop, there
was seventy-two witnesses requir'd. 1767 Blackstone
Comm. II. 421 This forfeiture commences from the time of
conviction. 1835 Ure Phitos. Manuf. 360 The perjury of
the witnesses placed an effectual barrier against conviction,

b. with a and //.
1787 T. Docherty {title) Crown Circuit Assistant; being

a collection of precedents of Indictments, Informations,
Convictions by Justices. 18*7 Bentham Ration. Evid. Wks.
1843 VII. 314 Convictions pronounced by justices of the
peace acting out of sessions. i86x W. Bell Diet. Law
Scot. 229/1 Convictions generally proceed on the verdict of
a jury; but our law also admits of summary convictions,
without the intervention of a jury, in certain circumstances.

t 2. Demonstration, proof. Obs.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Efi. KflL xvi. 144 We. .rest suffi-

ciently confirmed In the experiments of worthy enquirers :

Wherein to omit the ancient conviction of Apollonius, we
shall set downe some few of moderne Writers. 1647 Jkr.
Taylor Dissuas. Popery 1. % 5 The words of Saint Austin
may suffice, as being an evident conviction, what was the
doctrine of the primitive church tn this question.

f3. The proving a person to be in error; con-
futation. Obs.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. m. § 8 <T.) To convict hereticks.

.

to use the principal instrument of their conviction, the light
of reason. 1661 Bkamhall Just Vind. v. 99 Although their
silence.. be a sufficient conviction of them, and a sufficient
vindication of us.

1 4. The proving (of error, etc.) to be such ; de-

tection and exposure. Obs.
a 1641 Bp. Mountacu Acts Man. (1642) 417 Nothing was

contained in those books which did make to the conviction

of their heresies. 1647 Jer. Taylor Dissuas. Popery 11.

title-p., Further reproof and conviction of the Roman errors.

1653 Mantom Exp. James iii. 17 It is a sleepy zeal that

letteth errors go away quietly without conviction. 1724
A. Collins Gr. Chr. Relig. 279 [It] makes his conviction

of mistakes in some cases difficult.

6. The bringing any one to recognize the truth

of what he has not before accepted ;
convincing.

1664 H. More Myst. Iniy. Apol. 557 This Conviction to

what is false, or Inconviction to what is true, arises not
from any fault of his, but is invincible Ignorance. 169a

Locke Toleration Wks. 1727 II. ii. 264 [They J seek only
the Compliance, but concern themselves not for the Con-
viction of those they punish. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I.

299 To require something more for the conviction of the
experimentalist. 1838 Whately Rhet. 1. lntrod., The Con-
viction of those who are either of a contrary opinion to

the one maintained, or who are in doubt whether to admit
or deny it.

6. The mental state or condition of being con-

vinced
;
strong belief on the ground of satisfactory

reasons or evidence ; settled persuasion.

1699 Pepys Diary VI. 197, I little expected to have l>een

ever brought so near to a conviction of the reality of it.

1719 J. Richardson Sc. Connoisseur 40, I am serious, and
speak from Conviction, and Experience. 175* Johnson
Rambler No. 207 F 6 A painful conviction of his defects.

1828 Cahlyle Lt/e Werner Misc. I. 109 His belief is likely

to have been persuasion rather than conviction. 1859 Geo.
Eliot A . Beae 20 The quiet depth of conviction with which
she spoke.

b. Phrase. To carry conviction (Cakry 28 d).

1817 Keatinge Trav. II. 168 In order to carry conviction
home on the subject, our Palinurus now ran us ashore for

the second time. 1846 Greener Sc. Gunnery 27 Reasons
. .such as carry with them a conviction of their truth. 1864
D. Mitchell Sev. Stor. 60 An earnestness and directness

. .that carried conviction to the neighbors.

7. An opinion or belief held as well proved or

established ; a firm or settled persuasion.
1841 W. Spalding Italy <y //. 1st. III. 209 Consistent with

the conviction that Manzoni is a man of high and original
genius. 1883 Froude Short Stud. IV. 11. i. 168 In the
masses of the people the convictions which they had in-

herited were still present.

8. Theol. The fact or condition of being con-

victed or convinced of sin. Utider conviction{s\ in

the state of awakened consciousness of sin. Cf.

CONVINCEMKNT 4.

1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 294 Oh, how many
men and women have fallen under such deep convictions,

that they have day and night cried out of their sins, and of
their lost and undone estates. 1678 Bunyan PUgr. 1. 114
A work of grace in the soul discovereth itself. . It gives him
conviction of sin. 1821 Hist. Geo. Desmond 279 My soul
was at that very time groaning under deep convictions,

t 9. Overthrow, defeat. Obs. rare.

1631 Chapman Cxsar a> Pompey v. i, Would Caesar knew,
Sir, how you conquerd him In your conuiction.

10. Comb.
1786 Francis the Philanthropist I. 139 Certain myrmi-

dons . . in the expectation of conviction -money, are so ex-
tremely unwilling that a highwayman or house-breaker
should escape punishment, etc 1869 W. P. Mackay Grace
fr Truth(iS-js) 13 Your name may have been written in the
sheets of the Newgate conviction-book for murderers.

Convixtional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -al.] Of
or pertaining to conviction or assured belief.

1839 J. Sterling Ess. $ Tales (1848) I. 355 Persons .. to

whom a limited, conventional, rather than convictional,
standard will make the whole distasteful.

Convixtionless, a. [f. as prec. + -less.]

Void of conviction.
188a F. A. Thayer in Chicago Advance 27 July, To enter

the field of doctrine with convictionless phrases or borrowed
thought.

Convictism ik^-nviktiz'm). [f. Convict sb. 1

+ -ism.] The convict system ; the system ofpenal
settlements for convicted criminals.
a 1864 W. Howitt (cited in Webster). 1864 Realm 24 Feb.

4 No one who has not lived in Australia can appreciate
the profound hatred of convictism that obtains there. 1889
Pall Mall G. 13 June 1 To bring the reign of convictism to
a close in New Caledonia.

b. This system as embodied in its subjects

;

the convict class or body.
1868 Daily Tel. 1 Sept., All the Australian colonies shut

their gates against the invasion of convictism from Swan
River. 1875 M. Clarke His Natural Life I. 1. v. 68 Con-
victism had established a tacit right to converse in whispers.

Convictive (kfJhviktiv), a. [f. L. convict-

ppl. stem of convincere (see Convince) + -ivk.]

Having the power of producing conviction.
16 1 2 15 Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. iv. xvi. The convictive

answer of Christ is by way of parable. 1666 Tii.lotson
Rule of Faith 11. v, To shew that the scripture is not con-
victive of the most obstinate and acute adversaries. 170a
C Mather Magn. Chr. vi. vii. (1852) 456 Her confession was
attended with such convictive circumstances, that it could
not be slighted. 1737^ L. Clarke Hist. Bible (1740) II. iv.

70 Convictive of their malicious design upon him. 1856
Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh six. 306 Convictive as a mar-
riage ring Before adulterous eyes.

Hence Convictively adv., Convixtiveness.
1653 H. More Antid. Ath. DL v. (1712)98 The Convict'ive-

nt-ss of these Narrations. 1664 — Exp. Seven Epistles 141
The truth of the Gospel had clearly shined . . so convic-
tively. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles III. 123 Rationally, solidly,

and convictively solved by Bradwardine. 170a C Mather
Magn. Chr. The public judgments have sometimes very
convictively intimated the sins and faults for which, etc
Convictment (k^nvi ktment). rare. [f. Con-

vict v. + -ment.] — Conviction.
1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 73 That the greater may be

your conuictment. 1887 Chicago Advance 26 May 321/2 A
reduction in crime and in the number of convictments.

Convictor 1 (kfTnvi'ktaj, -pi), [a. Y,. convictor,

-brem, one who lives with another, table com-
panion, f. convive're to live or dine together.] A
table companion ; a boarder, commoner.
In Academical Latin, e.g. in the Laudian Statutes of the

Univ. of Oxford, 1636, one of the equivalents of commen*
satis Commoner : e. g. p. 265 ' Nullus convictor sive com-
mensalis '. In Eng. use, in Roman Catholic seminaries

and colleges.

1647 Crashaw Poems 195 Lift our lean souls, and set us up
Convictors of Thine own full cup. 1674 Blount Glossogr. %

Convictor^ a daily companion at a Table, a Sojourner. One
that lives and diets in a Religious House, but is not tied to

the Rules of it. 1708 Coles, Convictor, a boarder. 1845 G.

Oliver Collect. Bwg. Soc. Jesus 84 The second . . became
convictor of the English College at Rome in 1667- 1889

Hadpield Hist. St. Marie's Mission Ch., Shejfield, He
took up his residence at Ushaw College as a convictor.

t Convixtor Obs. rare. [Agent-n. in L.

form from convincere to Convince : cf. L. victor

from vinccre.] One who convicts.

1650 T. Bayly Herba Parietis To Rdr. 4. 1655-60
Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701* 23/2 If any Man shall be con-

vict privately of theft . . it shall be . . at the pleasure of the

Convictor. .to put him in chains five days.

t Convi'Ctory, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Convict v.

f -ory : cf. precj Convictive, condemnatory.
1576 Fleming PanoPl. Epist. r v b, For of letters there be

sundrie sortes. .Laudatorie, Convictorie, Objurgatorie.

t Convicy. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. L. convici-um or

•vitium outcry, wrangling, loud reviling or insult.

Cf. OF, convice.'] Reviling, reproach.

1536 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 53 b, Conuicyes is whan
the defaute in nature, whether it be in body or soule, or ony
other misfortune in our ncygbour, is recited to his rebuke.

Convince (kf5nvi*ns), v. [ad. L. convinc-ere

to overcome, conquer, convict, demonstrate, f. con-

altogether, wholly + vincere to conquer.]

I. To overcome.

+ 1. To overcome, conquer, vanquish
;
jig. to

overpower. Also absol. Obs.

1548 Hall Chron. 161 b, Thenglishmen . . with al their

wittes studied bothe how to repulse & convince their enemies.

1570 Preston Cambyses in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 174, I mean to

go Into the Egypt land, Them to convince by force of arms,

1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. vii. 64 His two Chamberlaines Will I

with Wine, and Wassal so conuince, That Memorie, the

Warden of the Braine, Shall be a Fume, a 1633 Mlnday
Pal. 0/Eng. 1. L At length convinced with the heavinesse of

sleep, .he turned him to the wall.

t 2. To overcome (a person) in argument ; to

prove to be wrong, confute. Obs. (Cf. also 6.)

1530 Palsgr. 498/2 There have ben twenty doctours to

dispute with hym and above, but they all can nat convince

hym. 158s N. T. (Rhem.) Acts xviiL 28 For he with vehe-

mencie conuinced [so 1611 ; 1681 confuted] the Iewcs openly,

shewing by the scriptures, that Iesvs is Christ. 1611 Bibls
Job xxxii. i2Therewas none of you that conuinced [so 1885]

lob, or that answered his words. 1671 Milton /'. A*. 111. 3
Satan stood, .confuted and convinced Of his weak arguing

and fallacious drift. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit.

1. 11. vii. (1743' 69 Their office is to confirm the wavering,

convince the obstinate.

p Johnson's explanation ' to force any one to acknowledge
a contested position', is intermediate between 2 and 3 ; he
has not the fully developed current sense.

3. To cause (a person) to admit, as established

to his satisfaction, that which is advanced in argu-

ment ; to bring to acknowledge the truth 0/ ; to

satisfy or persuade by argument or evidence. In

passive, To be brought to, or to have, a full con-

viction ; to be firmly persuaded. (= Convict 5,)

163a J. HAVWARDtr. Biondi's Eromena 65 The reverence I

owe you obligeth me« to receive them [your reasons] as if

they had already convinced mee. 1690 Locke Hum. Und.
iv. xi. (1695) 363 He that sees a Fire, may, if he doubt . . feel

it too; ana be convinced, by putting his Hand in it. c 1750
Shenstone Elegies vi, Translate the song, convince my
doubting maid. 177a Ann. Reg. 255, ' I am confuted, but

not convinced ' is an apology sometimes offered. x8»8 Car-
lyle Misc. (1857) I. 202 I>et him who would move and con-

vince others, be first moved and convinced himself. 1875

Jowett Plato fed. 2) I. 488 I am convinced, and have no-

thing more to object,

b. of a, fact.

1697 Drydkn Virg. Georg. iv. 640 Convinc'd of Conquest,

he resum'd his Shape. 1797 1804 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847)

I. 63 But having since seen several, .the author is convinced

of the mistake. 1879 Lubbock Sci. Led. vi. 171 It is never

very difficult to convince one's self of what one wishes to

believe.

C. with subord. cl.

1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. BL ii. 171 That perswasion could

but thus conuince me, That my integritie and truth to you,

Might be affronted, etc. i66» Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. in.

L 9 2 Those who would not be convinced by them that there

was a God. 1791 Cowper Lett. 27 May, No man shall

convince me that I am improperly governed, while I feel the

contrary. 1862 Ruskik Munera P, (1880) 83 My neighbour

cannot be convinced that I am wiser than he is.

d. To produce a moral conviction of sinfulness.

Here there is a mixture of 4 (where see quot. 161 1 ' con-

vince of sin ') with the modern notion of 3. Cf. Convict 4.
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1648 Shorter Catech. Q. 31 Convincing us of our sin and

misery.
i

a 1853 Robertson Serin. Ser. hi. iv. (1872) 59 By
convincing of sin, by humbling the man. 1880 Froude
Bnnyan ii. 25 A man of fervid temperament suddenly con-
vinced of sin.

t e. Phrase. To convince any one's belief. Obs.
1654 Ld. Orrery Partltenissa (1676) 496 After I had con-

vinced his belief of that Truth by many protestations.
Ibid.-&o.

II. To convict, prove, demonstrate.

1 4. To prove (a person) to be guilty, or in the
wrong, esp. by judicial procedure ; to prove or
find guilty ; to convict of, rarelyfor, in (an offence

or error) ; = Convict v. i, 2. Obs.
* J535 Fisher Wks. 435 Who that hath broken the lawe of

Moyses, if he were conuinced by two or thre wytnesses, he
with out any mercy shulde dye. 1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl.
Hist. (1619) 443 Thou art convinced . -of many other hainous
crimes.. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serin. Tim. 198/1 If. .they
be convinced thereby in the latter day for abusing this cere-
monie.

_
1580 Baret Ah. C 359 To be charged or con-

uinced in many crimes. 1611 Bible John viii. 46 Which
of you conuinceth mee. of sinne ? 1692 Ray Dissol. World
ill. ix. (1732) 398 Convinces him of a gross Mistake. 1776
Foote Bankrupt In, 87 Instead of clearing, this paper only
serves to convince her.

f b. transf. of things. Obs.
1624 A. Wotton Runne fr. Rome 58 The assumption ..

will conuince the proposition of falsehood. 1716 M. Davies
Athen. Brit. II. 361 All of them convine'd .. Arianism of
Heresy and Blasphemy.

t 5. To demonstrate or prove (orig. something
reprehensible, but subsequently also in a neutral
or good sense). Obs. ( = Convict 3.)

t a. a person to be or to have done something.
1.555 Fardle Facions App. 320 Excepte any man.. can

bring any other cause to conuince them [the iudges] not to
haue iudged a righte. 1577 tr. Butliuger's Decades (1592)
103 Thereby to conuince vs to be sinners. 1598 Grenewey
Tacitus' Germanic vi. (1622)270 The Gallican tongue doth
conuince the Gothinos . . not to be Germanes. 1660 T. M.
C. Walker's Hist. Indep. iv. 54 It were sufficient to convince
the Speaker to be a Son of Beliall. 1692 O. Walker Hist.
Illustr. 64 Whoso was convinced to have ploughed them
[the Termini] up, both his Oxen and himself were accursed,

t b. a thing to be or as something. Obs.
1579 Fulke Hcskins' Pari. 409 The false Latine that is in

many, is sufficient to conuince them for counterfets. 1613
Salkeld Treat. Angels 203 This may easily be convinced
as false. 1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. 1. ii. § 53 Other Argu-
ments, whereby they convinced their doctrine to be true.
1654 Fuller Two Serin. 58 So much of the Morall Law.,
as may convince their practice to be contrarie thereunto,

t C. that a thing is something. Obs.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 113 Those two pro-

verbs of holy. Scripture . . convince, that they [dogs] are
emblems of vile, cursed, rayling.and filthy men. 1730 A.
Gordon Maffeis Amphith. 108 Sufficient to convince, that
without doubt Herod's Amphitheatres were of Wood.

t d. with simple object (representing a proposi-
tion). Obs.

1654 Jer. Taylor Real Pres.vil § 1 The first proposition
is beyond all dispute ..Hocfacite convinces it. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Refl., Disc. Occas. Med., If Experience did not con-
vince the contrary.

t 6. To demonstrate or prove (a thing, argu-
ment, etc.) to be erroneous ; to disprove, refute.
(This sense has relations also with sense 2 : cf. Convict 6.)

«'533 Frith Disput. Purgat. (1829) 146 Whatsoever is
not answered in this part, shall be touched and fully con-
vinced in the third. 1548 TJdall, etc. Erasm. Par., Luke
iii. (R.), With a texte of Holy Scripture rightly alleged, he
conuinced the texte of Scripture whiche Satan had falsely
cyted. 1621 Venner Tobacco (1650) 398 It convinceth not
my assertion. 1625 Bacon Ess. Atheism (Arb.) 331 God
neuer wrought Miracle to conuince Atheisme, because his
Ordinary Works conuince it.

+ 7. To demonstrate or prove (absurdity, error,
vanity, etc.) to be such ; to expose (in its real
character). Obs. ( = Convict 6 b.)

1583 Fulke Defence x. 391 The text itself, you say, is
sufficient to convince this absurdity. 1601 Holland Pliny
I. 42 A very great argument, .to conuince that grosse and
blockish conceit of them who, etc. 1655-60 Stanley Hist.
Philos. (1701) 46/2 The other.. would not discover or con-
vince their Vanity. 1675 R. Vaughan Coinage 7 I shall
convince hereafter an important and a popular error,

tb. To expose and reprehend (faults). Obs.
1610 Bp. Hall Apol. Brownists § 13 Recoil. Treat. (1614)

740 The faults, .of a Church may be severely reproved and
convinced according to the quality thereof, and yet the
Church not be condemned.

+ 8. To demonstrate or prove any quality,
property, or predicate, of a person or thing : i. e.

that the person or thing is possessed of such
quality, etc. Obs.

"549 Parsons Confer. Success. 1. vi. 124 Yet shal I now
agayne conuince more amply the vntruth therof. 1610
Healey St. Aug. Citie of God xxi. vi. (1620) 789 To con-
uince the possibility ofwhat we intend against those Infidels.
1672 Wilkins Nat. Relig. (1675) 91 An evidence, .sufficient
to convince the existence of a Deity. 1681 Ess. Peace /y
Truth Ch. 6 The antient Champions of Christianity most
rationally convinced the Vanity of Heathenish Superstition.

Convinced (kf?nvi-nst), a. [{. Convince
v. + -ed 1.] Brought to a state of conviction

;

firmly persuaded.
1685 H. More Illustration 345 The slain with the Sword

are the convinced and converted by the powerfull preaching
of the word. 1829 Southey O. Neivman VII, Soon . . thou
wilt have cause To give that sentence thy convinced assent.

1886 Stevenson Pr. Otto 1. iv. 52, I am a convinced au-
thoritarian. I share none of those. .Utopian fancies.

Hence Convi'ncedly adv., Convincedness.
1812 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXIII. 239 My

observation has not been sufficiently lasting to speak con-
vincedly on this topic. 1882 Atltenxum 12 Aug. 220/1 The
hero of the piece, played . . with a resoluteness, coolness, and
convincedness altogether admirable. 1883 Cable Dr.
Sevier xv, The students nodded convincedly to the speaker.

Convincement (k^nvi-nsment). [f. Convince
V. + -MENT.]

f 1. The action of convicting or proving guilty

or in the wrong. Obs.
x6i2 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 6 Of which the Lord will

make great vse. to their shame and conuincement. 1649
Milton Eikon. iv. (1851) 365 The convincement of his own
violent courses. 1654 Ld. Orrery Parthenissa (1676) 257
Is an accusation then a sufficient convincement ?

f 2. The action of proving ; demonstration. Obs.
1654 Ld. Orrery Parthenissa (1676) 684 Having received

from him a full convincement of the certainty thereof.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety vi. p 24 If that be not convincement
enough, let him weigh the other also. 1689 Tryal Bps.
Pref. 2 A clear convincement, that it was not Ambition.,
which rowsed your Courage.

3. The action or fact of convincing, mental con-
viction.

1633 D. Rogers Treat. Sacram.W. 66 Aspeciall convince-
ment of the understanding. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 69
Others, .assenting to the force of reason and convincement.
1878 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxv. 3 The convincement
of those who.. shut their eyes to the ..evidences of his
divine power. 1888 Athenaeum 1 Dec. 731 [It] aided in
giving Trollope his power of convincement.

b. The mental condition of being convinced.
1823 Lamb is/zVz 313 But with the deepest convincement

of this gentleman's own veracity, we think, etc.

4. Conscientious or religious conviction ; con-
viction of sin

;
esp. used by Quakers in the sense

of religious conversion.
1617 Hieron Wks. II. 116 If, by the mercy of God, our

conscience shall rneete vsagaine and againe at euery turne ;

and.. hedge vs in with vnauoidable conuincements. 1656
G. Fox Jrnl. I. 269 A great convincement there was through
all that country, many meetings..we had, and the Lord's
power was over all. a 1718 Penn Life Wks. 1726 I. 149 In
the early Days of my Convincement. 1797 {title) Account
of the Convincement and Call to the Ministry of M. Lucas.
1885 Manch. Even. News 29 May 2/3 The number of Mem-
bers of the Society of Friends was 15,381 . . in the Western
quarterly meeting. .57 had been admitted by convincement.

T Convi-ncent, a. Obs. [ad. L. convincent-em,
pr. pple. of convinccre to Convince.] Convincing.
1613 Salkeld Treat. Angels 215 I adde another [reason]

more convincent, taken out of Aquinas, a 1640 Jackson Wks.
VII. 110, I see no convincent argument to persuade me.
Convincer (kfrnvrnsai). rare. [f. Convince
+ -EB 1.] One who or that which convinces.
1653 H. MonEOw/ir/. Cabbal. iii. (1662) 172 The divine

Light now was only a convincer of his miscarriages.

Convincible (kffavi'nsib'l), a. [ad. L. con-
vincibilis (Isidore), f. convincere : see -ble.]

1. Capable of being convinced, in various senses

:

t a. Capable of being convicted, proved false,

etc. ; convictable. Obs.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 107 [This] is not onely
convincible and statute-madness, but also manifest impiety.
1646 — Pseud. Ep. in. ix. 125 What uncertainties, and also
convincible falsities.. 1646 Gaule Cases Consc. 194 What-
soever, .crime is punishable before men, is also convincible
by men.

b. Capable of being convinced
; open to con-

viction.

a 1687 H. More in R. Ward Life (1710) 337 Even the
mere Natural and Unregenerate Man is Convincible from
hence, that Jesus is a. .safe Guide to follow, i860 Bagehot
Mem. jfas. Wilson in Lit. Stud. I. 376 A peculiar power
of bringing home his opinions by convincing reasonings to
convincible persons.

+ 2. Of convincing power. Obs.

.1647 Quxres to be presented to his Majesty 14 Is the Ar-
bitration in Government of a Prince . . more convincible to
the reason of obeyers, then these lawes ?

Convincing, vbl. sb. [f. Convinced. + -ING 1
.]

The action of the vb. Convince ; conviction.
1615 Hieron Wks. 1. 600 Able to write and preach for the

conuincing of gainesaiers. 1641 Milton Aidmadv. Pref.,
The detecting and convincing of any notorious enimie to
truth and his countries peace. 1642 O. Sedgwicke Eng-
land's Preserv. 6 God . . enters into the heart or soule of
a sinner by irresistable convincings.

Convincing (kfhvrnsirj), ppl. a. [f. as prec.
+ -ING 2

.] That convinces; fa. that convicts,
proves guilty, etc. (obs.) ; b. that brings conviction
to the mind.
1624 Bp. Mountagu Gagg x. 75 Your texts are not ex.

presse, theyare not evictive, nor convincing. 1749 Fielding
Tom Jones vm. xiv, This convincing experience. 1885 F.
Temple Relat. Relig. $ Sc. iii. 83 Convincing proof that
men possess a common nature.

Convincingly (kfinvi-nsinii), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY 2
.] In a convincing manner

; f a. so as to
overcome, refute, prove, or demonstrate (obs.) ; b.
so as to convince or produce internal conviction.
1641 ' Smectymnuus' Answ. § 16 (1653) 66 That. -which

others have convincingly and meritoriously opposed. 1651
Baxter Inf. Bapt. 119 When a Minister shall deal with them
for their sins convincingly. 1774 P. Parsons Newmarket
II. 117 He felt it convincingly. 1881 J. Hawthorne Fort.
Fool 1. xi, He reasoned, convincingly enough.

Convincingness (kpnvi-nsinnes). [f. as prec.

+ -NESS.] Convincing quality or character.
1647 PorverofKeysiv. 45 The force, or convincingnesse of

this interpretation. 1880 Fortn. Rev. Apr. 556 The direct.
I ness and convincingness of his style. 1881 Saintsbury Dry-
den iv. 83 Buckingham proved, with tolerable convincing-
ness, how small had been his own share in the Rehearsal.

t Convi -ncive, a. Obs. rare. [f. Convince
+ -ive.] Having tie power of convincing. Hence
Convineively adv.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. VI. v. 291 Considerations

I

..such as rightly understood, convinsively declare the wis-
dome of the Creator. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Rick. II
eclxxvi, If all These May be Convincive, wee haue Miracles.

Convine, obs. Sc. form of Covin.

tConvi'te, v. Obs. [ad. med.L. convitdre or

j

It. convitare (Pr., Sp., Pg. convidar, F. convier).

Diez supposes convitdre ' to invite to a feast ' to

be formed after invitdre to Invite, by sense-asso-

ciation with convivium (see Convive).] trans.

To invite. (Chiefly in transl. from Spanish, etc.)

1568 North Gucuara's Diall. Pr. iv. vii. (15821 386.
1578 T. N. Conq. W. India (1596) 327 Other times they
would cojivite them to supper. Ibid. 360 In the which
letter hee convited him earnestly to come. 1602 Segar Hon.
Mil. tf Civ. in. xxxv. 161 The Constable, .conuited Clifford
with his company to dinner.

Convitiate, eonvitious : see CoNVic-.
tConvi'val, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. convi-

!
val-is pertaining to a feast, f. conviva one who
feasts with others, f. convivcre to live together.]

A. adj. Belonging to a feast ; = Convivial.
1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. lit. xxv, Yet as Hero-

dotus tells us.. the same [horse flesh] was a convival dish,
and solemnly eaten at the feasts of their nativities. 1662
Pearson Creed art. xii. 431 note, It is an old inscription,
' Amici, dum vivimus vivamus ' ; as in the convivall wish,
Zrj<7eia«. 1755 Johnson, Convival, Convivial. 1755 T.H.
Croker tr. Ariosto's Orl. Fur. XIV. cix, Dulcet relicks of
convival treat.

B. sb. One who partakes of a feast ; a guest.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 78 The number ofthe conuiualsat pri-

uate entertainments exceeded not nine, nor were vnder three.

t Conviva'tor. Obs. rare. [a. L. convivdtor,
agent-sb. from convivdri to feast or carouse to-

gether, f. conviva Convive sb.-] A companion in

ieasting, a fellow-carouser.
a 1656 Hales Golden Rem., Four Serin. (1673) 29 In a

J

youthful meeting, one of his petulant Convivators poured
a cup of cold water on his head.

t Convive, sb.1 Obs. rare. [a. OF. convive,

ad. L. conviv-ium feast.] A feast, banquet.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 30/4 O precious fesle and con-

vyve ! 1512 Ilelyas xxiii. in Thorns E. Pr. Rom. (1827) II.

77 Convives, daunces and sports were, .reysed in the palays.

II Convive (konv;"v, kfj-nvaiv), rf. 2 [a. mod.F.
convive (not in Cotgr. 161 1), ad. L. conviva fellow-

feaster, f. convivcre to live together with. The
17th c. use was perh. directly from L. ; there is

app. a break between this and modern use, in

which it is usually printed in italics as French.]
1. One who feasts with others ; a fellow-banqueter,

table-companion, mess-mate.
1648 J. Beaumont Psyche x. 211 (R.)Afeast, which though

with pleasures complement The ravish'd convives tongues
it courted

; yet, etc. 1651 Fuller Abel Rediv. (1867) 1. 114
But idiots also his convives, had their share. 1658 J. Har-
rington Prerog. Pop. Govt. 11. v. (1700)367 The Christians
in these times, much after the manner of the Lacedemonian
Convives, us'd to eat in public and together. 1820-z R. K.
Porter Trav. Georgia in Repository No. 80. 1 1 1 Preserves,
fruits, dried sweetmeats, .engage the fair convives for some

1 time. 1863 Whyte Melville Gladiators II. 148 'What

I

now ?
' said he, ' my old convive and boon companion '.

2. (See quot.)
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour (1862) II. 218 We next come

to the consideration of convives, or those [women] who live in
the same house with a number of others.

t Convi've, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb. (or L.
convivcre, -vivdri).'] intr. To feast together.
1606 Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. iv. v. 272 All you Peeres of Greece

go to my Tent, There in the full conuiue we [Fol. you].

Convivial (k(?nvi'vial), a. [ad. L. convividl-is

pertaining to a feast, f. convivi-um feast ; cf. mod.
F. convivial. (The commoner word in L. was
convivdlis : see Convival.)]
1. Of or belonging to a feast or banquet ; charac-

terized by feasting or j'ovial companionship ; such
as befits a feast, festive.

rr 1668 Denham Old Age in. (R.t, Which feasts convivial
meetings we did name, a 1682 Sir T. Browne Wks. (1851)
III. 205 In their convivial garlands they had respect unto
plants preventing drunkenness. 1752 Johnson Rambler
No. 206 F 4 To shorten the way to convivial happiness, by
eating without cost, a 1770 Akenside Odes 1. xiii. (R.)
Kind laughter and convivial joy. 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) V. 19 The idea, .that the characters of men are best
seen in convivial intercourse. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl.
Fleet I. 284 Those convivial evenings, .will still continue.

2. Fond of feasting and good company, disposed

to enjoy festive society
;
festive, jovial.

17.. Dr. Newton
(J.),

Your social and convivial spirit is

such that it is a happiness to live and converse with you.
1784 Cowper Task iv. 595 The plump convivial parson.
1847 Grote Greece IV. 11. xlvi. 108 A man of convivial
and amorous habits. 1849 Dickens Dav. Copp. 159 Mr.
Micawber was uncommonly convivial.
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CONVIVIALIST. 052 CONVOLUTE.
Convivialist (k^nvrvialist). [f. prec. + -ist.]

One who lives convivially or practises conviviality ;

a person of convivial habits.

1810 S. Green Reformist I. 204 She prepared a late

supper for the return of these convivial ists. 1861 Wkyte
Melville Goodfor Nothing I. 43 A stout soldier-like con-
vivialist.

Conviviality (k^nvi:vi,3e liti\ [f. as prec. +
-ity.] The quality of being convivial ; the enjoy-

ment of festive society, festivity; ;of persons) con-

vivial spirit or disposition.

1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1779 Sept., A man of sterling

good sense, information, discernment, and conviviality.

1794 Malone Life Sir J. Reynolds 51 (R.) These extem-
poraneous entertainments were often productive of greater
conviviality. 1817 Sir D. Wilkie in Four C. Eng. Lett.
472 The dinner was given quite in the ancient style of
Border conviviality. z88o L. Stephen Pope iv. 84 His dis-

qualifications for the coarsest forms of conviviality,

b. Convivial practices, festivities.

1830 Cunningham Brit. Paint. I. 263 In the course of his

. .convivialities he was attacked with a serious illness.

Convivialize (k/nviviabiz), v. nonce-wd. [f.

as prec. + -ize.] intr. To practise conviviality.

1837 Preiser's Mag. XVI. 285 So late and so loudly did
they convivialize.

Convivially k^nvi'viali), adv. [f. as prec. +
-ly^.] In a convivial manner.
1808 Scott Autobiog.ln Loci-hart i, To complain of occa-

sional headaches . .when I have . . lived too convivially.

Convocant (kp'nvokant). rare. [ad. L. con-

vocdnt- pr. pple of convocare : see below.] One
who calls together or convokes.
1850 Neale East. Church Introd.6o On the )f July, 1833,

a national Synod met at Nauplia . . owning no higher con-
vocant than Tricoupi, Minister of Worship, and Schinas,
of Education.

Co'nvocate, a. and sb. [ad. L. convocdt-

us, pa. pple. of convocare : see below.]

A. pa. pfie. and adj. Convocated. arch, or poet
1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VlII% c. 12. § 9 The spiritualf pre-

lates, .assembled and conuocate by the kynges wrytte. 1537
Starkev Let. to Pole in Straw Eccl. Mem. I. App. Ixxxi.

193 At such time as a councel general of al Christian nations
was first convocate and assembled. 1603 Drayton Bar.
/Krtrj 0748)61 For the Cinque-Ports the Barons convocate.
1830 W. Phillips Mt. Sinai u 439 The innumerous throng
Of Hebrews, convocate around their chief.

t B. sb. A person called to an assembly. Obs.
15*3-37 Foxe A. <y M. (1596) 401/1 In the presence of us,

and our fellowe brethren and other conuocates.

Convocate (kp-nwk^t), v. Also 7- at. [f.

L. convocdt- ppl. stem ofconvocdre : see Convoke.]
1. trans. To call or summon together ; to as-

semble or bring together by summons, arch.
c 1540 Life ofFisher Win, II. Introd. 47 He would con-

vocate the clergie of this Realme at his pleasure. 1650
S. Clarke Eccl. Hist. \. (1654) !30 In the meantime the
Emperour convocated a Synod. 1670 Ricaut Grk. Ch. 392
(T.) Smyrna or Angora, where trade hath convocated great
numbers of the Armenian nation. 1769 Robertson Chas. K,
III. ix. 172 Until a council.. could be convocated. 1818
Scorr Le%. Montrose vii, Where is the royal commission,
under which the lieges are to be convocated in arms?

+ 2. To call or summon (a person). Obs. rare.

1543 Boorde Dyetary Pref. (1870) 226 Conuocated thorowe
the kynges goodnes to wayte on nis prepotent mageste.

+ 3- intr. To meet in convocation ; to congre-

gate. Obs. rare.

1685 Scotch Proclatn. in Land. Gaz. No. 2032/3 We hereby
Require and Command all our Liedges on the Sea-coasts.

.

forthwith to Convocat, and rise in their best Arms.

Co nvocated, a. arch. [f. prec. + -edI.]

Called or summoned together.
1651 Hobbes Govt. $ Soc. xvii. $ 19. 316 A convocated

Assembly. 1814 Mrs. West A. de Lacy I. 301 The Earl
of Lincoln, .took his seat among the convocated barons.

Co'nvocating, vbl. sb. arch. [f. as prec +
-ing !.] The action of calling together.
a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Jos. V. Wks.(i7ii) 100
He would concur with the emperor for the convocating a
general council.

Convocation (tynwk^Jan). [ad. L. convocd-

tion-em, n. of action f. convocare (see above). Cf.

F. convocation (14th c. in Littr£).j

1. The action of calling together or assembling

by summons ; the state or fact of being called

together.

1413 Lvdg. Pt'lgr. Sowle 1. xxxvii. (1859) 41 The Prouoste
lete make a grete conuocacion. 1549 Cornel. Scot. xi. 93
Quhen kyngeduard maid ane conuocatione of al the nobilfis

of Scotland at the toune of ayre. 1678 Trans. Crt. Spain
11. 9 The convocation of the Army is to be on Monday next.

1777 Watson Philip 7/(1839)43 To procure the convocation
of a general council, for suppressing neresy. 1887 PallMall
G. 24 Oct. 7/1 They shall meet, on convocation by their

senior member, in order to make the necessary inquiries.

2. An assembly of persons called together or

met in answer to a summons.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. in pere was i-made a

seyne and a convocacioun aboute be chesyng of be bisshop.
i5a6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 92 b, In a generall conuo-
cacyon or counseyle of ony congregacyon or couent. 160a

Shaks. Ham. iv. iii. 2t A certame conuocation ofpolitick
wormes are e'ne at him. Your worm is your onely Emperor
for diet. 161 1 Bible Ex. xii. 16 And in the first day there
shalbean holy conuocation. 1789 T. Jefferson /IV//. (1859)
II. 588 We may hope a happy issue from the approaching

convocation. 1862 C. Wordsworth Hymn, ' O day of
Rest', To holy convocations The silver trumpet calls.

3. spec. In the Church of England : A provincial

synod or assembly of the clergy, constituted by
statute and called together to deliberate on eccle-

siastical matters.
There is a convocation ofeach of the provinces, Canterbury

and York. The former is the more important, and is often

referred to as 'Convocation' simply; it consists of two
Houses, an Upper and a Lower (on the model of the Houses
of Parliament). It was convoked originally in the time of
Edward I, at the same time as the lay Parliament, for the
purpose of self-taxation, but it gradually assumed synodical
powers. In Ireland a convocation, supposed to be the first,

formed by a union of the four provincial synods, met in

Dublin in 1615 ; after the disestablishment of the Irish

Church, it was superseded by the General Synod of the
Church of Ireland, composed of both clergy and laity.

a 1400 Car. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 261 The cownsel-hous
beforn-seyd xal sodeynly onclose schewyng the buschopys,
prestys, and jewgys syttyng in here astat lyche as it were
a convocacyon. 147a Paston Lett. Ho. 687 III. 33 Also
the(rj schalle be a convocacion off the Clergye in all

haste. 1534 Act 25 Hen. VIIIt c. 19 The Clergie of
the Realme of England haue knowledged .. that the Con-
uocations of the same Clergie is, alwaies hath beene, and
ought to be assembled only by the Kings writ. 1548
Hall Chron. 52 We haue in our spirituall conuocacion
graunted to your highnes suche a some of money as, etc.

a 1654 Selden Table-T. (Arb.) 18 They [the Thirty-nine
Articles] were made at three several Convocations. 1710
Swift Lett. (1767) III. 2 My duty to the bishop of Clogher
. . I take it ill he was not at convocation. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. L 380 As arch-bishop, he, upon receipt of the king's

writ, calls the bishops and clergy of his province to meet in

convocation : but without the king's writ he cannot assemble
them. 1878 Stlbbs Const. Hist. III. 319 The convocations
of the two provinces . . have undergone, except in the re-

moval of the monastic members at the dissolution, no
change of organisation from the reign of Edward I down to

the present day.

b. In the American Episcopal Church : A vo-

luntary organization of the clergy of a subdivision

of some of the dioceses, for mutual conference,

promotion of missionary work, etc., but having no
legislative function. Its president is called the

Dean of Convocation. The name is also applied

to the division of the diocese in question, e.g.
1 Convocation of East Tennessee \
The analogue in England is a conference of the clergy of

an archdeaconry or rural deanery.

4. In the English Universities : a. At Oxford
and Durham : The great legislative assembly of

the University, consisting of all qualified members
of the degree of M.A. ; also, a meeting of this body
(the earlier sense). In the University of London,
and the Royal University of Ireland, a body con-

sisting of all registered graduates, having the power
of discussing and expressing an opinion on any
matter connected with the interests of the Univer-

sity, and of electing certain members of the Senate.

+ b. At Cambridge, formerly : An assembly of the

Senate out of term. Obs.

[1432 Oxford Statute in Anstey Mutt. Acad. 312 In Con-
vocatione seu Congregatione magistrorum ubilibet cele-

bratura. 1477 Junior Proctor's Bk. (Anstey 481), Ante
magnam Convocationem Regentium et Non-regentium.]
151 1 [see Congregation 3 bj. 1577 Earl Leicester Letter
8 Apr. (in Oxf. A rchives\ I . .have thought good thus farre

to open the whole matter to you in Convocation, a 1644 Laud
Hist, his Chanc. ofOxf. 7 (T.\ I was named in convocation
one of the delegates myself. 1679 pRiDEAt'x Lett. (Camden)
67 Your letter having passed the Convocation this afternoon.

1755 Ld. Arran in Getttl. Mag. LXI. 11. 895 That I shall

act agreeably to the sentiments of the whole University in

desiring that it may be proposed in convocation to confer on
him [Johnson] the degree of Master of Arts. 1835 Stat, in

Durham Univ. Cat. ( 1837) 75 That the number of Terms
[etc.] shall, until settled by Statute, be determined by the
Senate and Convocation. 187a Oxford Statutes xx. iv. 3
The Vice-Chancellor shall have power to hold Congrega-
tions and Convocations in the Theatre, when he shall think
fit. 1882 Ibid. v. v. 8 1. 1 No person shall be eligible [to

sit on a Board of Faculty] who is not a member of Convo-
cation.

b. 1688 in Wall Cerent. Univ.Camb. (ed. Gunning) 429
May it please you that this Convocation be turned into a
Congregation, and that this day [28 June] and tomorrow be
Term, and that the 15th and 16th of November next be
Non-Term for the death of Dr. Cudworth. 1828 Ibid. 230
[For the election of] Members of Parlt. . . the Vice-Chancel lor

gives four days notice, at least, of the Election, at a Con-
gregation or Convocation. Ibid. 239 If the notice, etc. be
at a Convocation, the forms of the Notice, Nomination, and
Voting, are in English [not in I-atin as in Congregation].

+ 5. The parliament of tinners in Cornwall : see

Convocator and Stannary. Obs.

1703 Llttrell Brief Ret. (1857^ V. 342 The convocation
of tinners met the 16th instant at Truro in Cornwall. 1778
W. Pryce Afin. Comub. 318 Convocation and Convocators,
or Parliament of Tinners. All stannary laws are enacted by
the several convocations.

6. Comb. Convocation-house, the place where
a convocation meets ; the assembly itself, the
* House 1

of Convocation ; + Convocation-man, a

member of a convocation.
1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxiv, 6 Peeing desired to

sitte down . .by the Usher of the *Convocation house. 1641
Tertttes de la Ley 77 The higher Convocation house, where
the Archbishops and Bishops sit severally by themselves

;

the other, the lower Convocation house, where all the rest

of the Clergie are bestowed. 1691 Wood A th, Oxon. XL 716
The senior Proctor having sprain'd his leg . . and therefore
not able to come to the convocation house to be admitted.
1710 Hearne Collect. 5 Mar. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 354 The
Apodyterium of the Convocation-House. 1870 Oxford
Statutes x. hi. § 2. 14 All notices hereinbefore required to be
issued shall be given by affixing a paper to the door of the
Convocation House. 1640 in Rushw. Hist. Colt. (1692) in.

I. 42 To consider whether any man Complained of here,
being a *Convocation-man, may not by Authority of this
House be sent for by the Serjeant at Arms. 17x1 Hearne
Collect. III. 245 Mr. GirTard was three times Convocation*
Man for the Church of Peterborough.

Convocational (k/mwk^'janal), a. [f. prec.

+ -al.] Of or belonging to a convocation ; of the

nature of a convocation.
1641 Sir E. Dering Sp. cone. Laud iii. 11 They were a

Convocationall, Synodicall Assembly of Commissioners.
1660 Fisher Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 374 Himself and
his Brethren of both the Convocational and the Congrega-
tional way. x886 J. W. Joyce tfn Athenaeum 2^ Apr. 549/3)
Referred, not to any ecclesiastical or civil court in the realm,
but in every case to convocational jurisdiction.

Hence Convocationally adv.
1701 Atterbury Addit. to 1st ed. Rights Convoc. Pref. 9

The Present Members . . sat and acted Convocationally.

Convoca'tionist. [f. as prec. + -ist.] An
advocate or supporter of Convocation.
1862 Sat. Rev. XIV. 332/1 Convocation ists who desire to

amalgamate the lay and clerical elements of the Church.

Convocator y
kp-nwk*»tai). [a. L. convocator

(in Du Cange), agent-n. f. convocare (see above).]
1. One who convokes an assembly.
i8»3 J. D. Hunter CaMiv. N. Amer. 3i2The convocation

of their meetings . . is rather capricious . . Any individual may
notify one, but . . it will be attended . . according to the re-

spect entertained for the convocator.

+ 2. spec. A member of the convocation of tinners

in Cornwall : also called Stannator. Obs.
160a Carew Cornwall (181 1) 393 Persuant to the returns,

the Convocators all met. 1739 Tonkin Note Ibid. 1. (1811)
60 A list of the convocators and assistants, and a complete
journal of the last convocation under Queen Anne. 1750 R.
Pococke Trav. 135 The Stannary Courts and the Convoca-
tion.. each [town] sending six convocators. 1778 [see Con-
vocation 5].

Convo catory, a. ? Obs. [f. prec. : see -ory.]

Of or pertaining to a convocator or to convoking.
1761 tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. V. 28 The Elector-palatine

. . is joint convocatory Prince of the Circle of the Upper
Rhine. Ibid. V. 312 The convocatory office being likewise

held jointly by them.

T ConvOXe, v. Obs. ? To make of one voice.
i486 Hen. VII at York, Surtees Atisc. (1890) 57 The His

knyght He haith callid victoriously To convoce and concord
His contrie condigne.

Convoke (kf/nv^n-k), v. [ad. F. convoquer
(14th c in Littre), ad. L. convocare to call together

;

f. con- together + vocdre to call.]

trans. To call together, summon to assemble ; to

assemble or bring together by summons.
1598 Florio, Conuocare, to conuoke or call togither. 16*6

tr. hoccalinis Nexvf. Polit. 84 (T.) The queen of Italy
having convoked all her princes. 1769 Robertson Chas. V%

VI. vi. 85 The pope continued his negociations for con-
voking a general council. 18*7 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876)

I. iv. 210 For five years afterwards the queen did not con-
voke parliament. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref. I.

307 In order to 1 an y on the war, he was obliged to convoke
the States anew.
fig. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude xi. 153, I thus convoked From
every object pleasant circumstance lo suit my ends.

Hence Convoker, Convo king vbl. sb. and ///. a,

1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 153 Such of our monarchs as
were encHned to govern without parliaments, neglected the
convoking them, .under pretence that there was no need of
them. 1795 Southev Joan ofArc in. 282 Through the land

Meantime the King's convoking voice went forth. 1848
Macaulav Hist. Eng. I. 370 The law was that not more
than three years should pass between the dissolving of one
parliament and the convoking of another.

t Convolancy. Obs. [f. L. convoldnt- (see

next) + -ancy.1 The action of flying together.

"655 J. S. Ortttth. in Fuller Cause 4 Cure(iB6p 247 They
all met together ; and birds of all feathers had a general
convolancy.

Ccnvolant, ///. a. nonce-ivd. [ad. L. convo-

lani-em, pr. pple. of convoldre to fly together, U
con- + vo/dre to fly.] Flying in company.
1831 Crayonsfr. Commons 93 Bearing my words convolant

with the sound.

t Convolution. Obs. [n. of action f. L. con*

vo/dre : see prec and -ation.J -= Concourse.
1676 R. Dixon Two Test. 14 A fortuitous tonvolation of

blind Atoms could not do this.

Convolute {kp'nvoliut), a. (sb.) [ad. L. con*

volut-us, pa. pple. of convotvfrc : see Convolve.]
Rolled up together.

1. Bot. Of a leaf in the bud : Coiled laterally

upon itself so that one margin is within the coil

and the other without. Of petals in the bud

:

Coiled upon each other so that one margin of

each is within the coil and the other without.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxvii. 423 Four petals .

.

often convolute. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 67 Cotyle-

dons leafy, usually convolute, occasionally plaited. 1857

Henfrey Bot. § 113 If the leaf is rolled up from side to side

like a plan, with only one edge free, .it is convolute. 1870

Hooker Stud. Flora 106 Leaves convolute in bud.
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2. Conchol. Of a shell : Having the whorls flat-

tened out in the direction of the axis and wound on
each other, so as nearly or entirely to conceal the
spire, the aperture being then as long as the shell,

as in the cowries, Bulla, etc.

1854 Woodward Mollusca (1856) 09 The shell of the gas-
teropods is usually spiral . . the following are its principal
modifications, .elongated or turreted .. cylindrical, .convo-
lute. 187a Nicholson Palzont. 249 Volutidm.—Shell tur-
reted or convolute.

3. gen. Rolled or folded together
;
having con-

volutions.

1874 Cooke Fungi 24 The form is lobed, folded, convolute,
often resembling the brain of some animal. 1875 Blake
Zool. 243 In the Tetrabranchiata the funnel is formed by a
convolute muscular plate.

B. sb. 1. Something of a convoluted form; a
convolution, a coil.

1846 De Quincey Syst. Heavens Wks. III. 181 The lower
lip . . is drawn inwards with the curve of a marine shell

—

oh, what a convolute of cruelty and revenge is there\

2. Convolute to a circle : see quot.
1869 Sylvester in Proc. Lond. Math. Sac. II. 137 My

attention having been drawn . . to Captain Moncrieff's self-

reversing gun-carriage, the rack in which for steadying and
regulating the motion is the curve which would be traced
on the plane of a wheel rolling on a rail by a point fixed
on, above, or below the rail . . (which I call a Convolute to
the circle).

Hence Convolutely adv.

Co'nvolute, v. rare. [f. L. convoliit-
) ppl.

stem of convolvere : see Convolve.]
+ 1. trans. To twist or coil round (something)

;

to embrace. Obs.

1698 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XX. 404 These Leaves.

.

stand cross-wise, or alternately opposite, convoluting the
Stalk. 1702 Ibid. XXIII. 1256 Its Leaves are narrow, long
and apt to convolute, or close round the Panicle.

2. To coil up, form into a coiled or twisted
shape (fig. in quot.). See also Convoluted.
1887 Saintsburv Elizab. Lit. ii. 42 The special Eliza-

bethan sin of convoluting and entangling his phrases.

3. intr. To twist or wind about, nonce-use.
1847 Mar. Edgeworth Orlandino 29 Rolling and winding,

convoluting and evoluting.

Hence Convoluting ppl. a.
1818 Keats Sleep % Poetry 176 The fervid choir that lifted

up a noise Of harmony, to where it aye will poise Its mighty
self of convoluting sound.

Convoluted (kp-nxoluited), ppl. a. [f. prec. +
-ED 1

: cf. F. convolute (found without the implied
verb), and Convolute a.] Of a coiled, twisted,
or sinuous form

;
exhibiting convolutions. (Chiefly

Zool. and Anat.)
x8ix J. Pinkerton Petralogy I. 212 This . . is found con-

torted, or convoluted, in fantastic forms. 1836 Todd Cycl.
Anat. I. 112/1 A short wide convoluted intestine. 1849
Murchison Siluria xvi. 392 The convoluted and broken
rocks. 1873 Mivart Elem. Anat. ix. 370 The inner surface
of the cerebral hemisphere . . is very much convoluted.

Convolution (kpnvcfYitrjon). [n. of action f.

L. convolftt; ppl. stem of convolvere to roll to-
gether : see Convolve.]
1. The action of folding (obs.), coiling, twisting,

or winding together ; the condition of being coiled
or convoluted.

*597 J- King "JonasiiSiZ) 375 A conuolution or folding vp
together. 1674 Grew Anat. Plants m. 11. vi. {1682) 137 The
Claspers of a Vine . . have also a Motion of Convolution.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. (1837) 1. 152 Where, after many
convolutions and evolutions .. they chanced .. to settle.

1730 Thomson Autumn 837 Toss'd wide around, O'er the
calm sky, in convolution swift. 1835 Lindlev Introd. Bot.
(1848) I. 393 If the convolution is imperfect, .the ovules are
partially naked.

2. A fold, twist, turn, winding, sinuosity (of
anything rolled or coiled up, or of a coiled form).
1545 Raynold Byrth Mankyndc 26 It hath many conuo-

lucyons, as wormes lyeng together haue. 1667 Boyle Orig,
Formes $ Qual., To cast it self into such grand . . convolu-
tions as the Cartesians call Vortices. 168a T. Gibson Anat.
{1697) 375 Full of windings, like the convolutions of the guts.
1774 Golosm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 5 The center round
which every succeeding convolution of the shell is formed.
1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (ed. 6) II. xvi. 439 Each addi-
tional convolution . . adds its electro-motive force to that of
all the others. 1873 Black Pr. Thule vi. 89 The curious
convolutions of this rugged coast.

3. Anat. Each of the sinuous folds or windings
of the surface of the cerebral hemispheres in man
and the higher animals.
1615 Crooke Body of Man 449 The convolutions of the

Brain. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 203 Upon the surface
of the convolutions of the cerebrum. 1880 Bastian Brain
279 In the lowest Quadrupeds there are no convolutions.

Co'nvolutive, a. Bot. [f. L. convolut- (see
Convolute) + -ive.] = Convolute a. 1.
1866 in Treas. Bot.

Convolu'to-, combining form ofL. convolul-us;
~ Convolutely, as in convoluto-porous a.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 180 The cells at bottom are finely

convoluto-porous.

Convolve (k^nvp'lv), v. [ad. L. convolv-ere to
roll together, roll up, roll round, f. con- together +
volve*re to roll.]

1 1. trans. To enclose in folds, enwrap, enfold.
Obs. (Cf. involve.}

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. in. ii, Nor can my weake
imperfect memorie Now render halfe the formes unto my
tongue, That were convolv'd within this thriftie roome.
1612 R. Sheldon Semi. St. Martin's 28 That dreadfull
whirlewind . . which shall conuolue and wrap him vp with his
consorts, .into the whirlepoole of Eternall damnation. 1744
Armstrong Present. Health in. 53 When Eurus' blasts 1 his
way and that convolve the labouring woods. 1794 T. Taylor
Pausanias's Descr. Greece III. 257 She [Ceres] stably con-
volves, too, and contains all secondary fountains.

2. To roll together, roll up, coil, twist. (Usually
in pa.pple.)
1650 Bulwer A nthropomet. 144 The tongue would be con-

volv'd as it were into a globe. 1700 Addison Poems, AUneid
in. Wks. 1726 I. 58 Then pours out smoke in wreathing curls
convolved. 1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 440
When he sleeps, he convolves himself into a circle, with his
head in the centre. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India I. in. iv.

552 He beheld . . a huge black snake, convolved about the
body of his child. 1833 H. Coleridge Poems 1. 140 Wreathed
trumpets, curiously convolved.
Jig. 1865 Masson Pec. Brit. Philos. iv. 387 The human
mind was convolved into completed being.

t 3. pass. To be contorted or twisted about. Obs.
1667 Milton P. L. vi. 329 Then Satan first knew pain,

And writh'dhim to and fro convolv'd. 1728 Thomson Spring
781 His sportive lambs, This way and that convolved in

friskful glee, Their frolics play. 1791 Cowper Iliad xiu,
752 Convolved with pain he lay.

4. intr. To roll over each other ; to revolve to-

gether or in one system.
1808 J. Barlow Columb. 1. 278 The whirlwinds wheel

above, the floods convolve below. 1849 Miss Mulock
OgHvies xxxix. (1875)299 The circle wherein Mrs. Lancaster
and her set convolved.

Hence Convo lved ///. a., Convolving" vbl. sb.

and ppl. a. ; Convo-lvement {nonce-iod.).

1 713 Derham Phys.-Theol. iv. xi. 193 Made of convolved
skins hardened. Ibid. x. i. 458 Vegetables . . by their odd
Convolving Faculty, by twisting themselves like a screw
about others. 1824 Miss Ferrier Inher. iv, Having disen-
gaged herself from this involvement or cor.volvement, she
dropped a curtsey to her guest. 1832 Miss Mitford Village
Ser. v. (1863) 504 The convolved and snaky roots. 1862 M iss
Mulock Domest. T. 227 The unmoved centre of so many
convolving fates.

t ConVO'lvine, «• Ol>s.~'1 In Convolvine
potatoi, the Sweet Potato or Batata {Batatas edulis,

N.O. Convolvulacese).

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 11 Nor does the vanilla, the
maze, or the convolvine potato, .grow any where in greater
perfection.

t ConvO'lvula. Obs. [mod.L., fern, of con-
volvulus (sc. lierba, planta).'] A winding plant.

1674 Grew Anat. Plants ill. 11. vi. (1682) 136 The Wood of
all Convolvula's or Winders, stands more close and round
together in or near the Center. Ibid. 137 Convolvula's do not
wind by any peculiar Nature, .which other Trunks have not.

Convolvulaceous (kf?nvf?lvi7/Lj>'j9s). Bot.
[f. mod.L. Convolvulace-ft + -ous.] Of or belong-
ing to the natural order of plants Convolvulacav,
of which Convolvulus is the typical genus.

Nat. Cycl. II. 984 Batatas, the Malayan name of a
convolvulaceous plant.

Convo'lvulic, a. Chem. [f. Convolvulus +
-ic] = Convolvulinic (acid).
1863-73 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 14 Convolvulic acid is a

white, very hygrometric substance, resembling convolvulin
in appearance.

Convolvulin. Chem. [f. Convolvul-us +
-IN.] A glucoside, a colourless transparent resin,

C 31 H50 016 , obtained from the rhizome of Convol-
vulus Schiedanus, the officinal jalap-root.

Hence Convolvuli'nic acid, C31 H 54 018, a pro-
duct of the action of fixed alkalis upon convolvulin.
Convolvulinol, a crystal lizable substance, ob-
tained from convolvulinic acid. Convolvulino •lie-

acid, an acid formed by the action of alkaline
solutions on convolvulinol.
1850 Pereira Mat. Med. 1455 Convolvuliny a substance

supposed by Maquart to be a vegetable alkali. 1877 Watts
Fownes* Chem. II. 605 Convolvulin . . is a gummy mass
having a strong purgative action ; resolved by acids and by
emulsion into dextrose and convolvulinol, which is converted
by alkalis into convolvulinolic acid.

Convolvulus (k^nvp-lvi/flys) . PI. -luses,
rarely -li. [a. L. convolvulus the bindweed (also
a caterpillar that rolls itself up in a leaf), Pliny,
f. convolvere (see Convolve^, with dim. suffix.]

1. A genus of plants, containing many species,

found in temperate and sub-tropical climates,
having slender twining stems and trumpet-shaped
flowers. The English wild species are known as
Bindweeds. Convolvulus minor and major are
florist's names of well-known garden annuals.
1551 Turner Herbal 1. Lyjb, Mesue describeth diverse

kindes of Convolvulus. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1^1636) 865
Convolvulus or Bindweed. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot.
170 Thisand other Convolvuli [being] herbaceous and annual.
1664 Evelvn Kal. Hort. (1729) 197 Set Leucoium . . Lu-
pines, Convolvolus's. 1740 Mrs. Delanv Autobiog. Corr.
(1861) II. 73 Her clothes were embroidered upon white satin,
with vine-leaves and convolvulus's and rose-buds. 1848 C.
Bronte J. Eyre iii, Bird of paradise, nestling in a wreath of
convolvuli and rosebuds. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 577
The lustre of the long convolvuluses That coil'd around the
stately stems. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. u. 211 The blue
Convolvulus minor of gardens (correctly C. tricolor) is a
native of the South of Europe. The Major Convolvulus

(Pharbitispurpurea), common in the Tropics, is probably an
American species.

b. attrib.t as convolvulus moth, a species of
Hawkmoth {Sphinx convolvuli).

1854 Medlock tr. Schoedter's Bk. Nat. {ed. 2) 566 The
convolvulus moth (Sphinx convolvuli), the death's head
moth, etc. 1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 6 The Convol-
vulus Hawk Moth. .The caterpillar . .is said to feed on the
bindweed.

t2. A caterpillar that rolls itself up in a leaf.

1634 Holland Pliny I. 547 To preuent. .that worme con-
volvulus bred not in a vine, hee appointed, etc.

Convoy (k^nvoi*), v. trans, [a. F. convoy-cr
(12th c. in Littre) = It. conviare: see Convey.]

I. To accompany, escort.

1. In general sense. Chiefly Sc.

'375 Barbour Bruce xv. 269 Quhen he convoyit had to
these His brothir Edward and his men^he. c 1423 Wyntoun
Cron. vni. xxxviii. 61 [He] conwoyit hame wpwart be gate
And went be-for bame to be yhate. 1549 Compl. Scot. xvii.

149 Thecomont pepil met them ..vitht grit solempnite, and
syne conuoyit them to the plane mercat befor the capitol.
a 1670 Spalding Troub. C/tas. I (1829) 19 The king . . con-
voyed in form foresaid, came frae the Abbey and sat with
the lords of the articles. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in 1-772,

303 Several gentlemen,who. .convoyed us from place to place.
Jig. 1879 Lowell Poet. Wks. 3^8 May sunniest hours
Convoy you from this land of ours.

b. esp. To escort (a lady , conduct (guests), arch.
1764 Foote Mayor oj G. 1. i, Gad's so, you will permit me

to convoy her in? 1785 Burns Cotter's Sat. Nt.xu, Jenny.

.

Tells how a neebor lad cam o'er the moor To do some er-
rands, and convoy her hame. 18x6 Scott Old Mori, iii,

May I be permitted to convoy your ladyship and Miss
Bellenden home? 1849 C. Bronte Shirley vi, Caroline,
having been convoyed home by Robert. 1889 Comh. Mag.
Feb., The County v, We are convoyed through the hall by
Sir Joseph.

2. To accompany as guide or conductor; to

conduct, guide, arch. Chiefly Sc.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. < 1821) I. 101 Vespasian . . was
convoyit be certane treasonabill Britonis, quruire the Albi-
anis war. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 42 Ther come pipis, calland
and conuoyand mony fat floe to be fed on the feildis. 1632
Lithgow Trav. vii. (1682) 295 And change as many Horses
as he Usteth, having the masters which owe them to convoy
them for less or longer way. 1846 Hawthorne Mosses 1.

iii. 67 Many of the company had bespoken a will-o'-the-wisp
to convoy them home.
fig* i5*3 Douglas AKneis vn. ii. 34 O thou sueit goddes

. .Convoy and teche thi poet to say richt. 1585 Jamks I Ess.
Poesie (Arb.) 42 That old blind Dame..which dois conuoy
Her quheill by gess.

f 3. To conduct or lead (a band of men) ; to

conduct or drive (a vehicle). Obs.
1513 Douglas AVueis xi. i. 51 And all the ^onkeris meyt

for swerdis dynt Of thar tentis convoyit in array. 1667
Milton P. L. VI. 753 The Chariot of Paternal Deitie..
convoyd By four Cherubic shapes.

4. To escort with, or as, an armed force for pro-
tection.

Hist. Estate Scot, in IVodroiv Soc. Misc. (1844)

57 John Knox, being convoyed to Dundie, preached the
Word. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 03 The King, .sent the
Governour of the Citie and about fiftie horsemen to convoy
him to his lodging. 1675 Lond. Cos. No. 976/2 Yesterday
..2500 French Foot, Convoy'd by several Squadrons of
Horse, approach'd the Suburb of this City. i7a6CA\ allier
Mem. iv. 297 A fresh Guard was to convoy me to Dijon in
Burgoundy. 1823 Southev Hist. Pcnins. War I. 294 For
honour as well as protection, Tio Jorge, with an escort of
musqueteers, convoyed him the first stage.

b. esp. said of ships of war accompanying mer-
chant or passenger vessels.

1641 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 18 Embarked in a Dutch
frigate, bound for Flushing, convoyed and accompanied by
five other stout vessels. 1665 Pepvs Diary 9 May. 1759
Robertson Hist. Scot. (1817) I. 11. 342 The fleet without
delay convoyed the Queen into France. 1790 Beatson
Nav. Mil. Mem. I. 182 To prevent Admiral de Torres
from convoying the galleons from the Havannah to Old
Spain. 1862 Sat. Rev. 15 Mar. 288 In the present situa-
tion of belligerent rights, numbers of English men-of-war
must, .be employed in convoying merchantmen. 1885 J. K.
Laughton in Diet, Nat. Biog. IV. 33/2 The squadron .

.

which convoyed the homeward trade in the next autumn.
II. To convey, carry, carry on.

f 5. To convey, carry, lit. and fig. Obs.
1:1430 Pilgr. LyjManhode m. xxxi. (1869) 152 pere j see

gretest winnynge, thider j conuoye my tunge. .as j see ber
ben most pens. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. in, xiii. To
fitter place their noisome load convoying. 1641 Milton Ch.
Goz't. 11. iii. 47/1 With what loyalty they will use me in con-
uoying this Truth to my understanding, a 1670 Spalding
Troub. Chas. I (1829)72 Alexander Keith.. was convoyed
out of the tolbooth of Aberdeen in a trunk to a boat ready
lying at the shore. 1673 R. Ligon Barbadoes 1 To lay
hold on the first opportunity that might convoy me to any
other part of the World. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3888/4 Boast
to convoy Letters and Pacquets between England and
the Islands of Barbadoes, Antego, etc.

•j* b. refl. To transport or betake oneself, rare.
1706 Maule Hist. Picts in Misc. Scot. 1. 13 Those Britons

convoyed themselves into the western parts of the Island.

f 6. To conduct or carry through (an affair)

;

to manage. Obs. Chiefly Sc.

1430 Lvdg. Chrofu Troy Prol., To convoy it with thine in-
fluence. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems, 1 Thir ladyisjair' , With
littill noy, Thay can convoy Ane mater fynaly. 1513
Douglas AEneis xn. v. 15 Not onexpert to convoy s;k a
thing. 1549 Compl. Scot. Ded. 4 His. .entreprise vas con-
uoyit and succurrit be ane diuyne miracle, a 1662 R.
Baillie Lett. (1775) I. 38a (Jam.) A thorny_ business.. which
the moderator, by great wisdom, got cannily convoyed.
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Hence Convoying vb/. sb.

163a J. Havward tr. Biondi's Eromena 161 His daughter
was a convoying homewards by the Prince of Mauritania.

1651 Reliq. Wotton. 453 (R.)» I aim at the convoying of you
up to your Eton.

Convoy (kp-nvoi), sb. [a. F. convoi (in Froissart,

15th c), * convoyer to Convoy.]
I. Conduct of oneself or of affairs.

1 1. Carriage (of oneself}, deportment, demeanour,
conduct. Sc. Obs.

1500 20 Dunbar Dance in Q*$ Chalmer, Quhen I saw
hir sa trimlye dance, Hir guid conwoy and countenance.

f 2. Conduct, management ; artful management,
art, trick. Sc. Obs.
c 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis in Sempill Ball. 202 Bot how,

alace, as ye shall heir Betrayed thame bayth with a tryme
convoy. 1599 A. Hume Hymns 1 1832) 62 Thinke not that
thou by thy Industrie, convoy, or diligence, art able to ac-
complishe onye gude thing.

II. The act of convoying.

3. The act of convoying or escorting ; escort for

honour, guidance, or protection.

1557 in Lodge Illust. Brit. Hist. (1791) L 283 The French
wold not suffer the same to departe without the convoye of
some great man. 1634 Milton Camus 81 Through this ad-
venturous glade, .to give him safe convoy. 165a Bp. Hall
Invis. World 1. § 8 It is. .hard to believe that there have been
ocular witnesses of these happy convoys. 1676 Drvden
Aurengz. v. i, Your Convoy makes the dangerous Way
secure. 1808 Scott Marm. v. xviii, They deemed it hope-
less to avoid The convoy of their dangerous guide. 1873
Browning Red. Cott. Nt.-eap 234 No dream warned, and
no need of convoy was.

b. In mod. Sc. The accompanying of a person

part of his way homeward, or on a journey.
1816 Scott Antiq. xxx, 1

It's just a Kelso convoy, a step
and a half o'er the door-stane.' 18*5-79 Jamieson s. v., A
Scots convoy, accompanying one to the door, or ' o'er the
dorestane'. In Aberdeen .. signifying more than half way
home. Ibid.

t
Kelso Convoy. 1844 W. H. Maxwell Sports

<y Adv. Scot. fi8 5 5) 333-

4. spec. The protection of an escorting force

;

esp. of ships of war.
1690 Child Disc. Trade fed. 4) 4 To sail always in fleets,

to which in all time of danger they allow Convoy. 1697
Land. Caz. No. 3280/2 His Majesty's Ship the Chester, with
several Vessels under her Convoy. 1769 Robertson C/tas. V,
III, xii. 372 He set sail .. under convoy of a large fleet.

1836 W. Irving Astoria III. 237 The frigate Phoebe, and
the two sloops of war Cherub and Racoon, had sailed in
convoy of the Isaac Todd from Rio Janeiro. 1855 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. III. 435 So difficult was it to obtain the
convoy of a man of war, except by giving immense bribes.

t 5. Conveyance, transport (of supplies), rare.
1600 Holland Livy xxi. lvii. 426 Whereby all convoy [L.

ootttmcatus] of victuals from everie part was stopped, but
onely that which came by the Po, in Keeles.

III. An escort.

6. An honorable escort, a. gen.
163a Lithgow Trav. vi. (1682) 237 With this shouting Con-

voy of six thousand Oriental Christians. 1681 Cotton
IVond. Peake 18 Your Peake-bred Convoy of rude Men and
Boys, All the way whooting. 1866 Livingstone 7m*/. (1873)
I. x. 254 A convoy of honour to Mahamad.

b. spec. A funeral train or cortege.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccccxliii. 781 Of the buryeng
of therle of Flaunders and of the comtesse his wyfe, whose
bodyes were brought to an abbey besyde Lysle . . ther folow-
eth such as were ordayned for the conuoy. 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. 1363 Heavie funerals and convoies of the
dead. 1631 Wesver Anc. Fun. Mon. 17 The conuoy of his

fathers obsequies. 1863 Ri skin Munera P. (1880) 136 The
grey convoy of chief-mourner waves.

C.
1 The company at a marriage that goes to

meet the bride, North of Scott? (Jam.). [So F.

convoi in Cotgr. *a following, waiting, or attend-

ing on, esp. in mariage and buriall matters
1

.]

7. An armed force accompanying or escorting

any person or persons, goods, provisions, or mu-
nitions of war ; a protecting escort.

1596 Drayton Legends 111. 613 A chosen Convoy of His
chiefest Friends, To guard me safe to Yorke. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks {1638) 285 Scanderbeg. .sent them with a suffi-

cient convoy of norsmen in safety out of F.pirus. 1659 B.

Harris Parival's Iron Age 259 The said Convoy consisted
of about fifteen hundred horsemen. 1670 Drvden Conq.
Granada 1. D& i. And with a convoy send him safe away.
1717 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. xxv. I. 80, I desired him
to appoint where he would be met by the Turkish convoy.
1800 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. 1. 187 This Corps is to move
to the redoubt, at which place I shall have occasion for it as
a convoy for provisions. 1855 Mrs. Gaskell North $ S. xlv,

To Pans, whither she could easily have met with a convoy.

b. esp. A party of ships of war escorting un-

armed vessels.

1636 Blunt Voy. Levant (1637) 27 Rhodian Galleys., to
be our Convoy against Pyracy. 1709 Steele Taller No. 4
F 7 A Dutch Man of War of Forty Guns, which was Convoy
to the said Fleet. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Ene. IV. 1

Cloudesley Shovel and George Rooke, commanded the men
of war which formed the convoy. 187a Yeats Growth
Comm. 232 A convoy now accompanied the herring fleet for

its protection.

f 8. One who (or that which) guides ; a guide,

conductor. Obs.
1628 Beaum. & Fl. Custom of Country m. v, Sir, if an

angel were to be my convoy, He should not be more wel-
come.

^
1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 39 If God hide his path,

Satan is at hand to turne Convoy, a 1680 Butler Rem.
(1759) II. 470 Charity is not only our Convoy to Heaven,
but engaged to stay with us there for ever. 1715-6 Pope
Odyts. xvu. 289 Oh be some god his convoy to our shore 1

f9. A thing that conducts, a conducting me-
dium, channel, way, or path. Obs.
159a Shaks. Rom. % Jul. 11. iv. 903 Cords made like a

tackled staire, Which to the high top gallant of my ioy,
Must be my conuoy. 1604 Jas. I Counterbl. (Arb.) 103 The
Nose being the proper Organ and conuoy of the sense of
smelling to the braines. 1637 tr. Bacons Life «y Death
(1651)41 The Drink, which is the Convoy of the Meat.
1651-3 Jer. Taylor Serm.for Y'earli&jS) 93 The Religion
of a Christian is immortal, and certain, .and therefore needs
not be received by humane and weak Convoys.
10. An appliance for conducting or guiding a

vehicle ; a clog or brake used to check the speed
of a coal-wagon descending an incline on rails.

1764 Lond. Mag. 144 F is a convoy, .it is by this that the
waggon is guided when it comes down what the waggon-men
call runs. 18*5 Tkedgold Railroads 106 The waggons are
regulated by friction on the surfaces of the wheels, which is

produced by the attendant pressing on the end of a bent
wooden lever called a convoy, which has its centre of motion
fixed to the side of the waggon. 1862 Smiles Engineers
III. 11 The waggoner standing behind to check the speed
by means of a convoy or wooden brake bearing upon the
rims of the wheels.

IV. A company or individual convoyed.
11. A company under escort.

a. A train of carriages or beasts carrying pro-

visions or ammunition to a town or army, under
the protection of an escort ; a supply of ammuni-
tion or provisions under escort.

1577 Holinshed Scot. Chron. 479/1 The same army vnder
the conduct of the sayde Erie passing forth with a conuoy
of vittles unto Hadington. 1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 1482/3 A
great Convoy is lately arrived at Audenard, with vast quan-
tities of all sorts of" Military Provision, and a Train of
Artillery. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 7 Tocut off all unneces-
sary Convoys of Meats and Drinks, and the Seige cannot
last long. 17x0 Lond. Gaz. No. 4714/1 A great Convoy of
Bread, .came yesterday to the Camp. 18*7 O. W. Roberts
Adv. Cent. Amer. 289 They often met convoys of mules
laden with merchandise. 1839 Thirlwall Greece II. 341
The cavalry . . surprised a convoy of provisions with 500
beasts of burden. 1859 Smiles ^elf-Help xiii. (i860* 351
Never ceasing his charge . . until he had seen the precious
convoy safe on the road to Allahabad.

b. A fleet or number of merchant ships under
the protection of ships of war, or powerful enough
to defend themselves.
1605 Camden Rem., Epitaphes^B The sinking of the great

galiasse, the taking of their Conuoie, which in the East
partes is called a Camana. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins
Voy. S. Seas 1 Join'd Company with us his Majesty's Ships
. .with a large convoy of Merchant-Ships. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1789), Cottvoy, a fleet of merchant-ships bound
on a voyage to some particular part. 1793 Nelson in
Nicolas Disp. (ed. a) I. 314 A Convoy was expected from
Tunis of twenty-five Sail, with two Sail of the Line, three
Frigates and two Corvettes. 1839-40 W. Irving Wolfert's
R. (1855) in, I once fell in with a convoy of merchant ships,

bound for the West Indies.

f C. A company marching together for com-
panionship and mutual protection, a caravan. Obs.
1615-6 Purchas Pilgrims n. 1369 Through these..Coun-

tries there is no passage, but with the Caravans or Convoyes,

d. A consignment of stores under escort ; a con-
ducted party.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville I. 31 To this rendezvous
the company sends annually a convoy of supplies from its

establishment on the Atlantic frontier. Ibid. II. 27 A party
of trappers . . on a journey with a convoy of goods or peltries.

1864 I-owELL Fireside Trav. 152 M. had brought back his
convoy without even seeing a moose.

V. atIrib. and Comb., as convoy-bond, -duly,

-ship; f convoy-carriage, a tender.

1695 Drvden Poetry 4 Paint. Wks. 1S08 XVII. 296 As
convoy-ships . . accompany their merchants, 1803 Pitt in

G. Rose's Diaries (i86b> II. 8 The repeal of the Convoy
Duty. 1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4* 1 1. 89a The
convoy bond mentioning the port of destination. 1815
Wood Rat'l-roads 150 The water and coals required for the
regular wants of the engine are carried in the convoy car-

riage X, attached to the engine.

t Convoyance. Obs. [f. Convoy v. + -ance.]

1. Artful management
; cunning device ; = Con-

veyance 11.

1603 Florio Montaigne 111. v. (163a) 499 Their wiles,

sleights, close convoyances. 1637 Gillkki'IE Eng. Pop.
Ccrem. Ep. Bivb, The cunning convoyance of that old
Serpent. 1643 R. D un n: Lett, ff Jmls.(\%^\\ II. 108 It was
the canny convoyance of those who guides most matters
to their own interest.

2. = Conveyance.
1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. in. iv. 53 The adoration

..must first be carried to the Signe as a meanes of con-
voyance vnto Christ.

3. The channel by which anything is conveyed.
1603 Daniel Commend. Verses in Florio's Montaigne, As a

guest in gratefulnesse. .[he] Might spare to tax th' unapt
convoyances.

Convoyer. In 5-6 Sc. -ar. [f. Convoy v. +
-er 1

, -ah 12
.] One that convoys, a conductor : a.

a guide ; j O. a manager ; c. a convoy-ship.
1470 Henry Wallace \\\. 1353 Conuoyar offt scho was

to gud Wallace. 1513 Douglas AKneis vu. vi. 87 liellona.

.

sail stand by. To be convoyar of the mariage. 1666 Lond.
Gaz. No. 72/3 Four Fireships. .formerly Convoyers to the
Herring Busses.

+ Convulnerate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem
of L. convulncrarc, f. con- intensive + vuiner-

dre to wound.] trans. To wound all round, or

severely.

1609 J. Davies Holy Roode 13 (D.) As thornes did His
head convulnerate, So rods all round Him did excoriate.

Convulsant (k^nvtrlsant), a. and sb. [a. F.
convulsant, pr. pple. of convulser to Convulse.]
A. adj. Producing convulsions. B. sb. A drug

that produces convulsions.
1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879I 234 Porphyroxia . . the

most powerful of all the convulsant opium alkaloids. Ibid.
233 Claude Bernard ranks narcotina above morphia . . as a
convulsant in the lower animals.

Convulse 'kfJhvp-ls), v. [f. L. convuls- ppl.
stem of convellere to pull violently hither and
thither, to wrest, wrench, shatter, etc., f. con- to-
gether + vellhe to pluck, pull, tear.]

1. trans. To shake violently ; to agitate or disturb
physically (as in an earthquake), politically, or
socially.

1643 S,R T - Browne Rett's. Med. 1. § 38 To dote on life, or
be convulst and tremble at the name of death. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. I. 653 The late war, by which North Carolina
was greatly convulsed. 1815 ShelleyA lastor 349 The burst-
ing mass That fell, convulsing ocean. 1830 D'Israeli
Chas. /, III. i. 6 A revolution.,was to convulse England for
many years, x866 Dickens Repr. Pieces 131 Our watering
place has been convulsed by the agitation, Gas or No Gas.
1875 Lvell Princ. Geol. II. 11. xxviil 94 The plain of Bo-
gota . . was convulsed by an earthquake.

2. Path. To affect with a succession of violent
involuntary contractions of the muscles, so as to
produce agitation of the limbs or whole body ; to
throw into convulsions. (Chiefly in passive.)
1681 Hallvwell Melampr. 78 (T.) A young man, who

was strangely convulsed in his body, having sometimes one
member and sometimes another, violently agitated. 1695
tr. Colbatck's Lt. Chirurg. Put out 53 Which did not fail

.. in convulsing the Patient. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 373
The left side of the body was more convulsed than the
right. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Convulsed, affected with a
Convulsion.

t b. To affect with involuntary contraction or
stiffening ; to 1 draw up '. Cf. Convulsion 2 a.

1691 Ray Creation l (17041 8a The parts, .are, by and by,
convulsed and shortly relaxed.

c. To throw into a violent fit of laughter.

(Associated with 1 and a.)

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 176 P 1 Convulsing them with
irresistible laughter. 1789 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ep. fatting
Minis. Wks. 1813 II. 134 A thought that now convufseth us
with laughter. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 113 Explana-
tory comments, after the showman's manner, in which he
would convulse his friends at the expense of his enemies.
1887 Jessopp Arcady vii. 213 He kept us all convulsed with
laughter for miles.

3. intr. To become convulsed
;
esp. to be affected

with convulsion, go into convulsions, be convulsed.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. VSL 76 The Child cried a

little, did not faint, nor convulse. 1814 Byron Corsair 1. x,
Feelings . . That rise—convulse—contend—that freere or
glow, Flush in the cheek or damp upon the brow. 1888 It.

Waugh in Daily News 7 June 5/2 He. .fell down, .shivered
a little, and convulsed at the mouth.

t Convulse, <*• Obs. [ad. L. convuls-us,

pa. pple. of convellfre : see prec.] Convulsed.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. 111. no They that are con-

vulse by wounds, arc puft up.

Convulse, rare. [f. the vb., or after a L.

type *convulsus (u stem).] « Convulsion.
1820 Keats Hyperion 111. 139 Liker still to one who should

take leave Of pale immortal death, and.. with fierce con-
vulse Die into life, a 1845 Hooi> Jack Hall xxxiv, Nor
vultures snitT'd so far away A last convulse.

Convulsed (kgawrltt), ///. a. [f. prec vb. +
-ed 1 ; or perh. f. L. convuls-us + -ed before the

vb. was in use.] Affected with convulsion

;

violently agitated or disturbed.
163a tr. Uruers Praxis M. 328 Good for the conuulsed

parts. 1796 Wilkes Corr. (1805) IV. si 1 In the present con-

vulsed situation of Kurope. 1885 F. D. Storey in Atlantic
Monthly Apr. 475/1 Convulsed torrents of matter in igneous
fusion, .rolling in all directions.

Convulsible (kfJnvrrlsib'l), a. rare. [f. Con-
vulse v. or L. convuls-us + -ible.] Capable of

being convulsed or violently agitated.

1841-4 Emerson Ess., Circles Wks. (Bohn) I. 134 The
great man is not convulsible or tormentable.

t Convulsi'fic, a. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. L. convuls-

um convulsed + -fic-us making : see -fic] Pro-

ducing convulsion.

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. ix. xi. (1678) 222 The
conceived convulsifick cause.

Convulsing,/// a. That convulses. Hence
Convu lsingly adv.
1829 Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Admin. (1837) I. 306 Con-

vulsingly ridiculous in awkwardness. 1844 Dickens Mart.
Chut, ix, Gander, in a convulsing speech, gives them the

health of liailey junior.

Convulsion (kffavrrljan). [ad. L. convulsion-

em, n. of action f. convellere (see Convulse), or

perh. immed. a. F. convulsion (Amyot, 16th cO.

The medical sense was already used in L. by Tliny

and the medical writers.]

+ 1. The action of wrenching, or condition of

being wrenched. Obs.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. 1883-4 V. 297 The poore

fellow so tyrannously handled [on the rack], would rather in

that extremitie of conuulsion confesse hee crucified Iesus

Christ. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 68 The crisping of the
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haire is as it were a kinde of convulsion. 1671 Milton
Samson 1649 Those two massy pillars With horrible con-
vulsion to and fro He tugged, he shook. 1825 Southev
T. Paraguay n. 37 The lofty Tree . . Uptorn with horrible

convulsion dread.

fb.jig. A 'wrench*. Obs.

1685 Evelyn Airs. GoJoiphin go The convulsion was soe
sensible to them both that she was forced to give way to her
importunities. 1688 Shadwell Sqr. Ahatia v. iii. Wks.
(1720) 102 It is with some convulsions I am torn from you.

2. Path, f a. An involuntary contraction, stiffen-

ing, or ' drawing up ' of a muscle, limb, etc.

;

cramp ; tetanus. Obs.

1585 H. Lloyd Treas. Health Yviij, A convulsyon after

the drynking of hellebore is deadly. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i.

260 Goe, charge my Goblins that they griude their ioynts
With dry Convultions, shorten vp their sinewes With aged
Cramps. 1655 Culpepper Riverius 1. v. 24 Spasmus, Cramp,
or Convulsion, is an involuntary and continued retraction of
the Nervesand Muscles. 17*9 Arbuth not in Swift's Lett.

(1766) II. 101, I am now so bad of a constant convulsion in

my heart. 1760-72 tr. Juan Ulion's Voy. led. 3) II. vn.
viL go The common or partial, and the malignant or arched
convulsions, .those, .attacked by the latter sink under it in

two or three days.

b. In modern use (usually //.) : An affection

marked by involuntary contractions or spasms of

the muscles, alternating with relaxation, and pro-

ducing violent irregular motion and agitation of a
limb or of the whole body.
1650 Bulwer AnthroPomct. 141 Who.. fell straight way

into a Convulsion and Epileptical fits. 1670 Eachard Cont.
Clergy 46 It shall not . . put you into a fit of a convulsion.

1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 36 One every hour till

the Convulsions cease. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 532 Convul-
sion, as an idiopathic disease, has been considered as one
of the most frequent to which children are subject. 1861
Flo. Nightingale Nursing 8g, 1 knew a mother whose
baby was in great danger one day from convulsions.

c. trans/. Violent agitation of the animal frame.
1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) L iii. 16 A twitch-

ing motion in one of it's hind legs, .the convulsion of death.
1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey iv. iv. 153 Her voice was choked
with the convulsions of her passion. 1857 S. Osborn Que-
dah v.^ 63 The water . . muddy, rendered more so by the
splashings and convulsions of the animal.

d. esp. {pi.) A violent fit of laughter.

1735 Pope Ep. Arbuthnot 87 Pit, Box, and gall'ry in con-
vulsionshurl'd. 1822 Scott Pirate iv, This . . set every one
present into convulsions of laughter. 1854 Emerson Lett.

§ Soc. Aims, Resources Wks. (Bonn) III. 201 When the
orator shakes him into convulsions of laughter.

3. Violent social or political agitation.

1643 Prynne Rome's Master-P. (ed. 2) 20 Councells . . most
meet for the convulsion of the Ecclesiastick, and politick
estate of both Kingdoms. 1691 Luttrell BriefRel. (1857)
II. 310 Great convulsions were feared in that state. 1769
Junius Lett. xi. 47 Wide is the distance between a riot of
the populace and a convulsion of the whole kingdom. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 180 The Exclusion Bill had
thrown the nation into convulsions. 1886 Morley France
18th C. Crit. Misc. III. 288 If the convulsions of i78g-i794
were due to the revolutionary doctrine.

4. Violent physical disturbance
; esp. said of an

earthquake or similar phenomenon.
1703 Maundrell Joum. Jems. (1732) 79 As if the Earth

had here suffer'd some great convulsion. 1794 Sullivan
Vieiv Nat. II, Earthquakes, volcanos, and: convulsions.
1840 Mrs, Somerville Connex. Phys. Sc. xxxviii. 456 The
geological convulsions ofour planet. 1878 Kvxley Physiogr.
187 If a single convulsion of this kind can thus raise such
an amount of solid land.

5. Comb., as convulsionJit.
1657 S. W. Schism Dispach't 118 S. Peter's Authority.,

begins suddenly to feel the cramp and conuulsion-fits.

1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. ii. 174 The Convulsion-Fits
which happen to young children. 1890 Spectator 7 June,
The convulsion fits and triumphs of selfish self-will.

Convtrlsional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -al.] Of,
pertaining to, or of the nature of convulsion.
a 1834 Lamb in Life j- Lett. xiv. 133, I acknowledge life

at all, only by an occasional convulsional cough.

Convulsionary (k^nv^-ljanari), a. and sb.

[f. Convulsion-!- -art: cf. F. convulsionnaire.']

A. adj. Pertaining to, of the nature of, affected

with, or marked by, convulsion {lit. andJig.).
1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXV. 515 The Abbe

Winckelmann ..has formed a school of declamatory con-
noisseurs, who ape his convulsionary extasies. 1815 Scott
Guy M. liv, After one or two desperate and almost con-
vulsionary struggles. 1861 Craik Hist. Eng. Lit. I. 140
This . . gives it also much more ofa sudden and convulsion-
ary character. 1873 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 210
Whatever was convulsionary and destructive in politics,

b. Pertaining to the Convulsionaries : see 13.

1814 tr. Voltaire's Candid 1. xxi. 107, I have been ac-
quainted with the scribbling mob, the caballing mob, and
the convulsionary mob. 1859 All Y. Round No. 28. 32 The
Revivals in Ireland seem to be nowise different to the Con-
vulsionary movement. 1874 J. H. Blunt Did. Sects s. v.,
The hold which the Convulsionary delusion had on the
popular mind was considerable.

B. sb. One of a number of fanatics in France
in the 18th century, who fell into convulsions and
extravagances, supposed to be accompanied by
miraculous cures, at the tomb of a Jansenist named
Francois de Paris, in the cemetery of St.-Medard
near Paris. (Also in Fr. form convulsionnaire.)
1741 tr. D'A rgen's Chinese Lett. x. 59 The Convulsionaries

have Fits of Madness; some leap and dance, without Rule
and Cadence; others throw themselves fiat along, and
tumble upon the Floor. 1859 All Year Round No. 28. 31

The Convulsionnaires.who. .flung themselves into cataleptic

fits before the tomb of the Archdeacon Paris. 1877 Morley
Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 86 The paroxysms of Jansenist convul-

sionaries, or the hysterics of Methodist negroes.

Convu'lsionism. [f- as next + -ism.]

1. The practice of the Convulsionaries of the

1 8th century: see prec.

1870 Public Opinion 16 July, Convulsionism.—The scenes

in the St. M<£dard churchyard remind one of certain epi-

demics of the Middle Ages.

2. The doctrine of geological convulsionists

;

catastrophism.

Couvulsionist (k^nvzrlfonist). [f. Convul-
sion + -1ST.]

1. = Convulsionary B ; also used of other reli-

gious enthusiasts.

1865 Baring-Gould Werewolves \v. 40 Asinsensibletopain
as the Jansenist convulsionists of S. Medard. 1879 Mrs. Oli-

phant Reign Geo. II, II. 59 Wesley and his brethren threw
themselves on their knees round the Convulsionist.

2. Geol. One who holds that the great geological

changes were produced by violent convulsions or

upheavals ; =Catastuophist.
1880 A. R. Wallace 1st. Life 216 Upholding the sound-

ness of the views of the * Un iform itarians ' as opposed to the
'Convulsionists'. 1881 Geikie in Macm. Mag. July 229/2.

1888 Q. Reif. CLXVI. 113.

Convulsive (k^nvolsiv), a. {sb?. [ad. L. type

*convulsiv-us (prob. in med. or mod.L. of medi-

cine), f. convuls- ppl. stem + -ive. Cf. mod.F.
convulsif, -ive (not in Cotgr. 161 1).]

1. Of the nature of convulsion ; characterized or

accompanied by convulsion.

1615 Ckooke Body ofMan 250 There is a threefold motion
of the wombe, one altogether natural), another altogether

Symptomicall and Convulsiue. 1701 Rowk Amb. Step-

Moth. v. i, I cannot bear These fierce convulsive Starts.

1813 J. Thomson Lect. Inflam. 277 Spasmodic or convul-
sive affections, a 1839 Pkaed Poems (1864) II. 397 The
hand that trembled in his grasp Was crushed by his con-

vulsive clasp. 1864 N. Syd. Soc. Ycar-Bk. for 1863, 94 On
the Therapeutical value of Cod-liver Oil in Chronic Con-
vulsive Diseases.

b. fig. : cf. Convulsion 3.

a 1797 Wilkf.s Corr. (1805) V. 187 England has continued
. . to oppose the ambitious views of France ; except during
two short, critical, and convulsive intervals. 1835 I. Taylor
Spir. Despot, x. 421 To prevent convulsive and perilous

reforms. 1869 Philliis Vesuv. viii. 243 Earth-movements
of the convulsive kind we call earthquakes.

2. Affected with convulsion fit. and jig.).

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. vii. 249 Subterraneous Streams
issuing from an Hiatus of a convulsive Mountain. 1725
Pope Odyss. iv. 952 Rolling convulsive on the floor. 1838
Dickens Nich. Nick, xviii. 142 Suddenly becoming con-
vulsive and making an effort to tear her front off.

3. Productive of convulsion ; tending to convulse.
a 1700 Dryden (J.), Convulsive rage possess'd Her trem-

bling limbs, and heav'd her Iab'ring breast. 1776 Gibbon*
Decl. F. I. xxv. 760 His whole frame was agitated with
convulsive passion. 1844 Stanley Arnold (1858) I. vi. 233
Nothing so . . convulsive to society, as the strain to keep
things fixed.

*|*B. sb. A drug that causes 'convulsion* or

contraction (see Convulsion 2 a). Obs.

1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. II. s.v. Tumour, You must
neither use Convulsives nor Repercusives.

Convulsively (kfTnvzrlsivli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2.1 In a convulsive manner; spasmodically.
1796 Sovthey Mary, Maid ofInn 20 Her eyes from that

object convulsively start. 1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 251 The
larynx heaved up and down convulsively. 1873 Tristram
Moab xv. 291 You clutch convulsively at the excrescences
of an overhanging rock. 1875 Jowett Plato(ed. 2) III. 174
Most political changes are made blindly and convulsively.

Convu'lsiveness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
quality or state of being convulsive.

1879 Farrar .57. Paul (1S83) 298 The extraordinary con-
vulsiveness of his expressions. 1882 Chicago Advance 18

May 314 With a sort of convulsiveness of anxiety.

Convyne, obs. Sc. f. Covin.
Conwoy, obs. Sc. f. Convoy.
Cony, Coney (kau-ni, kzrni), sb. PI. conies

(coneys). Forms : a. 2 cunin, 3 konyng, 4-5 con-
yng^, 5 conninge,-ynge, konyne, 5-6 cunning,
cunyng, -ing; 0. 2 cunig, 4conig, 5 connyg

;

7. 6-7 conie, conye, connie, -ye, conny, conney,
cunnie, cunney, 6-8 cunny, 4- cony, 6- coney.
[The current form represents OF. conil, connil,

cogn. w. Pr. conil, Sp. conejo, Pg. coel/10, It. coneglio

:—L. cunTcul-us rabbit (also burrow, underground
passage, military mine), according to ancient

authors a word of Spanish origin. The OF. pi.

(with / suppressed) coniz, later conis, gave an
Eng. pi. conys, conies, and this a singular cony,

conie. The ME. cunin, konyne, conyngw&s a. OK.
conin, connin, Anglo-Fr. coning, a parallel form
to conil, which gave also MDu. conijn, Du. konijn,

and, with a for 0, LG. kanin, whence mod.G. dim.
kaninchen. In Eng. the form cunyng, cunning
came down to the 16th c. ; but from the 12th c.

onward it varied also with cunig, conig, connyg.

The historical pronunciation is with (v) ; common
spellings from 16th to 18th c. were cunnie, cunney,

cunny, and the word regularly rimed with honey.

money, as indicated also by the spelling coney ; but
during the 19th c. the pronunciation with long 0

has gradually crept in.

This pronunciation is largely due to the obsolescence of
the word in general use, while it occurred in the Bible, and
esp. in the Psalms, as the name of a foreign animal (sense 3);

the oral tradition being broken, readers guessed at the word
from the spelling. It is possible, however, that the desire

to avoid certain vulgar associations with the word in the

cunny form, may have contributed to the preference for a
different pronunciation in reading the Scriptures. Walker
knew only the cunny pronunciation; Smart 1 1836) says 1

it

is familiarly pronounced cunny', but cony is 'proper for

solemn reading'. The obsolescence of the word is also a
cause of the unfixed spelling ; the Bible of 161 1 has conie,

cony, conies, modern editions coney, conies (cf. money,
monies'', an irregularity retained in the Revision of 1885.

The rabbit is evidently of late introduction into Britain

and Northern Europe : it has no native name in Celtic or

Teutonic, and there is no mention of it in England before

the Norman period ; in the quotations the fur, perhaps im-

ported, appears before the animal. The Welsh ctanhtg,

ewningen, is from ME. ; the Irish coinntn, and Gaelic

coinean, coiueiu from ME. or AFr.]

1. A rabbit : formerly the proper and ordinary

name, but now superseded in general use by rabbit,

which was originally a name for the young only,

b. Still retained in the Statutes, and in more or

less familiar use with game-keepers, poachers,

game-dealers, and cooks : in market reports, now
usually meaning a wild rabbit. C. It is also the

name in Heraldry. UtTdial. In some districts ap-

plied to a young rabbit, but elsewhere more properly

to an old one.

a, 0. [1292 Bkitton i. xxii. § 1 De veneysoun et de pessoun

et des coniys [v.r. conys, coninz, conyns].] £1302 in Pol.

I Songs (Camden) 191 We sbule llo the Conyng, ant make

I

roste is loyne. c 1350 Will, Paleme 182 Y-charged wij>

! conyng & hares. 1352 Minot Poems vifi. 75 Haue we
nowber conig tie cat. laxtpo Morle Arth. 1^7 Connygez

, in cretoyne colourede fnlle faire. 1*1400 Rom. Rose 7046

j

With conynges, or with fyne vitaillc [Fr. eonm's lard/* en

paste], c 1475 Rauf Coil^car 209 Of Capounis and Cun-
ningis they had plentie. 1587 Sc. Acts Jns. I 'l, § 59 The

I

slayers and schutters of Hart, Hindu, Da, Kae, H aires,

Cunninges, & vthers bea>ts. 1597 Montgomery: Chcrrt'e

I «y Sloe 18, I saw the cunning and the cat, (Juhais downis

1 with the dew was wat.

y. 1292 [see a, 0]. c 1330 R.Brunne Chrou. II 'ace 1 Rolls)

' 15750 Ffond bey neuere hevt ne hynde. . Ne hare, cony [v.r.

conyng], ffowen, no ro. c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Eoules 193

j

The litel conyes to her pley gunne hye. 1398 TrevisA
Barth. De P. R. xvm. i. (1495) 742 Conees and hares and
other suche. c 1440 Prot/ip. Parv. 421 Kabet, yonge conye,

cunicellus. 1575 Turbekv. I'euerie Ixiii. 178 The Conie
1 beareth her Rabettes xxx dayes. x6ii Cotgk., Connil-

lean, a young Rabbet, little young Connie. 1655 Mori kt

ik Bennet Health's Imprcn>. (17461 157 The Romans, who
fattened young Hares in Clappers, as we do Cunnies. 1669

Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 173 Besides the wilde, which
are very profitable in Warrens, tame Coneys may be kept.

.

either in Hutches, or in Pits. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Drake
Wks.IV.432 Holes like those ofconeys. 1848LYTTON Harold

1

xii. i, You might see . . the hares and conies stealing forth

! to sport or to feed. 1885 R. Buchanan Annan Water viii,

|

Conies, like elfin things, gambolled in the grass before her.

b. c X460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 447 pe cony, ley hym
on be bak in be disch, if he haue grece. 1466 Mann. <y

Househ. Exp. 435 Item, for a shulder of motone, a brest,

and a cony, viij.t/. 1598 Stow Sun', xxx. (1603) 265 A signe

of three Conies hanging ouer a Poulters stall. 1785 South
Cave Jnclos. Act 33 No person shall turn out or stock with

conies or rabbits any part of the lands. 1789 Bath Jrnl.

22 June, Mr. Welbore Ellis brought in a Bill for the better

preservation of Conies, a 1839 Praed Poems 11864) I. 133
I And filled her kitchen every day With leverets and conies.

1867 Wigan Observer 23 Feb., On Monday, at Southport.

.

two young men . . were charged with trespassing in search

of coneys. 1883 Standard 28 July 6/7 Leverets 2/6rf. to

3/6^., conies 8^. to \od. [1890 Salesman in Oxford Market,
' Wild rabbits we call conies.']

C. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 148 He beareth Argent,

three Conies, Sable. 1641 Yorke Union Hon. Suppl. 18,

3 Conies currant argent. 1882 Cussans Heraldry 89 A
Hare or Rabbit (heraldically termed Coney).

d. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. vii. 132 A conie, 1 a

Rabett, and after an old Cony, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew, Old-Coney, after the first Year. 1876 Mid-Yorksh.
Gloss., Coney, usually applied to a young rabbit,

e. (without pi.) The flesh of the rabbit.

1538 Bale Thre Lawes 487 They wyll durty puddynges

eate, For wante of befe and conye [rime-zvds. monye,

honye, sunny]. 1586 Cogan Haven Health exxxv. (1636)

136 Conie. .so plentifull a meate in this land.

2. The skin or fur of the rabbit. (The earliest

recorded use in Eng.) Obs. or dial.

a X200 Moral Ode 361 Ne seal ber beo fou ne greine cunig

[v.r. cunin, konyng] ne ermine. 1413 Will of Morys
(Somerset Ho.), j pylche de conynge. 1514 Fitzherb. Just.

Peas (1538) 122 None of the clergye .. weare any maner
furrs, other than the blacke cony, bogy, gray cony, etc.

c 1524 Churchw. Acc. St. Mary Hill, London (Nichols

1797) 124 A rosset old gowne with old blak conney. a 1625

Fletcher Noble Gent. v. i, A quiver of your grace's linde

with Cunney. c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeieys (1883) 1. 305

Ail of them of cloth, and furred with Coney. 1877 Peacock

I N, W. Line. Gloss., Conies, rabbit-skins.

3. In O.T. used to translate Hebrew JDU? shaphan,

a small pachyderm {Hyrax Syriacus), living in

caves and clefts of the rocks in Palestine.

14. . Wyclif Lev. xi. 5 (MS. N. c 1420) A cirogrille, ether

a conyng [v.r. or a cony]. 1535 Coverdale Ps. cm. [civ.] 18

The hilles are a refuge for the wylde goates, and so are the

stony rockes for y« conyes. 1568 Bible (Bishops') Prov.
xxx. 26 The conies are but a feeble fclke, yet make their
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boroughes among the rocks. i6ti— Dent, xiv. 7 The camel,

and the hare, and the cony [mad. edd. coney]. 1863 Kings-

ley Water-bob. ii. (1886) 81 The beast . . is first cousin to
;

the little hairy coney of Scripture. 1873 Dawson Earth «r

Man 248 The Modern Damans or Conies. 1885 Bible

(Revised) Lev. xi. 7 The Coney [marg. The Hyrax Syriacus

or rock-badger.]

4. Applied also locally to the Cape Hyrax or

Das {Hyrax Capensis), and to the Pika or Calling

Hare {Lagomys pi-triceps') of the Rocky Moun-
tains ; also with qualifications to other small

quadrupeds.
1555 Edkn Decades 134 In the citie of Dominica . . Connies

(whiche they caule Vtias beynge no bygger then myse). Ibid.

135 This messenger deuoured three of the counnies. 1710

Brit. Apollo III. No. 70. 2/1 A Guinea Pig . . in Johnston's

Natural History goes by the Name of a Spanish Coney. 1796
Stedman Surinam II. xxiL 153 The Jong-nosed Cavy . .^or

Indian Coney. In Surinam, .there is still another species

of the Agouti, called the Indian Rat-Coney, on account of

its having a long tail. 1834 Pringle Afr. Sk. vi. 204 Rocky
ravines inhabited by. .the das or coney. 1865 Livingstone
Zambesi vii. 162 Afterwards brought us.. a roasted coney,

1&91 Daily Neivs 9 Nov. 5/5 Among the novelties lately

added to the collection of living animals in the Regent's
Park is a coney or hyrax belonging to a different species.

f 5. A terra of endearment for a woman. Obs.

a 15*8 Skf.lton El. Rummyng 225 He calleth me his

whytyng, His nobbes and his conny. a 1553 Udall Royster
D. (Arb.)27 Ah sweete lambe and coney. 156a J. Heywood
Proz: ft Epier. (1867) 181 lane thou sellest sweete conies in

this pultry shoppe : But none so sweete as thy selfe, sweete

conye moppe. x6xl Beaum. & Ft. Knt. Burn. Pestle Induct.,

Wife . . Husband, Husband. Cit. What sayst thou Conie ?

b. Also indecently.

1591 Troub. Raigne K. John (1611) 52 Now for your ran-

some my cloyster-bred conney. 162Z Massinger Virg.

Mart. 11. i, A pox on your Christian cockatrices ! They
cry, like poulterers' wives, 'No money, no coney*. 1631

Dekker Match me I. Wks. 1873 IV. 137. 1719 D'Urfey
Pills VI. 198.

f 6. A dupe, a gull ; the victim of the ' cony-

catcher '. Obs.

159a Greene Art Conny-Catch. 13 In Coni-catching law
He that is coosned lis called] the Connie. 159a — Def.
Conny-Catch. (1859* 18 An old Cony catcher, .that could

lurtch a poor Conny of so many thousands at one time.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiu, Couy, a silly Fellow. 1730-6

Bailey ( folio) s.v. Cony, Tom-Cony (with the Vulgar), a very

silly fellow.

7 a. Some kind of shell-fish; ?a cone. b. A
name for the Nigger-fish (Epinephelus punctatus)

of the West Indies.

178a P. H. Bruce Mem. xn. 424 Their shell-fish are

conques, perriwinkles, coneys, etc.

8. attrib. and Comb., as cony-coop, -fur, -kind,

skin, -stealer, --white ; f cony-cheaping, a rabbit-

market ; t cony - clapper (see Clapper sb.2
) ;

t cony-close, a cony-warren
; f cony-dog {slang),

a person who assists in ' cony-catching ' ; f cony-

gat, a rabbit burrow ; f cony-ground, a cony-
|

warren
; f eony-man, ? a rabbit-catcher

; + cony,

pear see quot.)
; f cony-vaulted a., having a

winding cavity, like a cony-burrow ; + cony-yard
= CoNY-QAKTH.
1411 in Liber Cust. (Rolls) 344 De Patemosterlane usque

"Conichepynge [in the neighbourhood of St. Paul's]. 1530
Palsgr. 208/1 Cony hole or *clapar,rai'r«/Vrr. 157JT.Wilson
Usury, The poore gentleman is caught in the cony clapper.

a 1449 Paston Lett. No. 58. I. 71 Yt happyd hym . . in the

"Konyneclosse. a 1643 W. Cartwricht Lady Errant v. ii,

We must carry . . Bird cages. .And "Cony-coopes. a 1700

B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Tumbler..* "Coney Dog. 1708

J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 1. iv. (1743* 3a England
produceth . . wax, tallow, "coney-furs, etc. 1591 Peele Sp.

Q. Elis., Gardener's Sp., This weasel-monger, who is no
better than a cat in a house, or a ferret in a "cony-gat. 1617

Minsheu Duet., Couie-catcher . . taken from those that vse

to robbe Warrens and "Conie grounds. 1878 Browning
Poets Croisic 42 Classed Once more among the "cony-kind.

1590 Parish Reg. H. Trin., Hull, John Blagbrowgh, "Con-
neyman. 1616 Surfl. & Markii. Country Farme 417
Tender or delicate pear, such as the little "Conie peare.

1664 Pepys Diary (1879) III. 61, I find that a "coney skin

in my breeches preserves me perfectly from galling. 1677

Plot Oxfordsh. 209 The very "Cony-stealers that were

abroad that night, .for hast, .left their Ferret in the Cony,
boroughs behind them. 1575 Banister Chyrurg. in. (1585)

493 Deepe "cunniuaulted, or cavernous ulcers, .make many
turnings and fouldinges, out of sight. 1599 Massinger, etc.

Old Lam ill. ii, Oh I this same "coney-white takes an ex-

cellent black. 1647 Haward Crown Rev. 41 For keeping

the "Cony-Yard, Fee : 18/. 5*. od.

i Cony, coney, y. Obs. rare. [f. the sb.]

intr. To act the rabbit.

1611 Florio, Coniglieegiare, to cunnie, to play the cunnie,

to bee fearefull and lurke in holes.

Conyack, obs. f. Cognac.

Cony-burrow. Obs. or arch. Also -borough,

-berry, -bury. [See Borrow sb.l and Berry sb.'*]

A rabbit-burrow.
[i486 Bk. St. Albans F vi, A Berry of Conyis.]

1580 Sidney Arcadia if 1. (1590) 277 Swearing . . that . . he

would fetch him out of his cunny-berry. ':< 1600 Disir.

Emperor ill. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 208 A crannye as bygg
as a conye borrowe. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. vii. (RA
Calling . . the places made for conies to hide and shroud

themselves in cony-veries, or cony-buries, and in other parts

of England cony-burrenves. 1640 Blithe Eng. Improv.

Impr. xvi. (1653) no About the heads of Conney.Berries.

c 1670 Hobbes Dial. Com. Laws (1840) 158 The place [Old

Sarum] looketh so like a long cony-borough.

b. transf.
a 165a Brome City Wit v. Wks. 1873 I. 371 Can he not .

.

read Cupids Conybery, the Park of Pleasure, Christian

Love- Letters, or some other Pamphlet? 1691 Wood Ath.

Oxon., P. Martyr, The R. Catholicks . .
usually stiled

them Concubines, and the Lodgings that entertained them
and their children Stews and cony-buries.

+ Co ny-catch, v. Obs. For forms see Cony.

[A back-formation from Cony-catcher.]

trans. To cheat, trick, dupe, gull. (See next.)

1592 Greene Def. Conny-Catch. (1859) 29 The Alewife

unfes she . . Connycatch her guestes with stone Pottes and
petty Cannes can hardly paye her Brewer.

^
1596 Shaks.

Tarn. Shr. v. i. 102 Take heede signior Baptista, least you
be coni-catcht in this businesse. 1660H ickeringill Jamaica
(1661)89 There

'

s nodoubt but you are Conny-catch't.

b. absol.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. iii. 36 There is no remedy : I must
com-catch, I must shift, c 1600 Day Begg. Bednell Gr. iv. i,

I'll teach thee to cony-catch too when Icome into Norfolk.

t CO'ny-catcher. Obs. For forms see Cony.

[f. Cony + Catcher.]

1. One who catches rabbits.

1617 in Minsheu Ductor.

2. One who catches ' conies ' or dupes ; a cheat,

sharper, swindler. (A term made famous by

Greene in 1591, and in great vogue for 60 years

after.)

1591 Greene (title) A Notable Discovery of Coosnage.

Now daily practised by sundry lewd persons, called Connie-

catchersj and Crosse-biters. — Art Conny-Catch. (1592) I

The coni-catchers apparelled like honest ciuel Gentlemen.

.

attend onely to spie out a pray. 160a Rowlands Greene's

Ghost 3 The name of Conicatchers is so odious, that now a
dayes it is had vp, and vscd for an opprobrious name for

euerie one that sheweth the least occasion of deceit. 1621

Burton Anat. Mel. 11. iii. vm. (1651) 361 No sharkers, no
cunnicatchers, no prolers. 1657 S. Plrchas Pol. Flying.

Ins. 329 In this order are Cunnycatchers t>
who like the

Devill are . . still goeing up and downe
t

seeking whom they

may devoure. [i8aa Scott Nigel xxiii, ' Marry, thou hast

me on the hip there, thou old miserly cony-catcner !

']

fig. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 15 Whereof that old-

english prophet of famous memory (whome one fondly

tearm'd Albion's ballade maker, the Cunnicatcher of time)

. . G. Chaucer took notice.

t Cony-catching, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Cony +
Catching.] Cheating, duping, knavery.

1591 Greene (title) The Second and last part of Conny.
Catching. 1596 Shaks. Tain. Shr. iv. i. 45 Come, you are

so full of conicatching. 1621 Burton Anat. Met il ii. iv.

Subtlety, cunnycatching, knavery, .carries all away, c 1650

Brathwait Bamabees Jml. iii, Cheats who liv'd by coni-

catching. 1703 E. Ward London Spy xi. 260 (Farmer)

Being almost Drunk, their Brains ran on Coney-catching.

t Co'ny-catching, ///. a. Obs. That cheats

or tricks ; gulling, swindling.

159a Nobody tt Someb. (1878) 338 These Cunnicatching

knaves would have made lesse than Nobody of him. 1598

Shaks. Merry W. 1. i. 128 Your cony-catching Rascalls,

Bardolf, Nym, and Pistoll. i6ao Melton Astrolog. 21 The
most . . Conycatching Art ofAstrologie. 1688 R. L'F.strange

Brief Hist. Times II. 115 A Brace of Cony-Catching Im-

postors.

Conydria, eonydrine, var. Conhydria, -ine.

Con;e, conze, var. of Cunye, Sc. Obs. coin.

Cony earth, early form of Cony-garth, q.v.

Co'ny-fish. A name for the Burbot.

1711 R. Bradley Wks. Nat. 65 They frequently take at

the Buoy of the Nore, about Christmas, a i ish which they

call a Coney-Fish, somewhat like an Eel. 1880-4 f< Day
Fishes Gt. Britain I. 309 Coney-fish appears to be derived

from its habit of lurking in holes of river banks, as a coney,

or rabbit, does on land.

Cony-garth. Forms : 5 connynge erthe,

conyngherth, conyngerthe, Sc. cunnyngarth,

6 cony earth, 6-9 coney oonie, etc.) -garth.

[A corruption of ME. conyng-crthe, conig-erthe

' cony earth ', in which the final g has been trans-

ferred to the second element, which has thus come
to be identified with Garth 'yard, enclosure'.]

A rabbit-warren.
c 1430 Lytic, in Pol. Rel. f, L. Poems (1866) 36 With hem

that fyrrcttyth, robbe conyngherthys [v.r. conyngerys].

< 1440 Promp. Para. 90 Connyngere, or connynge erthe,

cuntcularium. 1493 in Privy Purse Exp. Hen. VII ibid.

00 For making of the conyngerthe pale. 1494 Sc. Acts

Jos. ///(1814) 107 (Jam.) That na man..tak cunnyngis out

of wtheris cunnyngarthis. 1530 Palsgr. 208/1 Cony garthe,

garenne. 155a Huloet, Conigare, or cony earth. 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 352 The North downs towards

the Tamis for the Conny-garthe. 1886 J. K. Johnstone Isle

ofAxholme 31 The Coney Garth at Haxey, and Koning's

Garth at Wroot. 1890 E. Peacock (in letter). There is a field

in this parish [ Bottesford] called the Coney Garth.

t Co'nyger, co-nynger. Obs. Forms: a. 4-

5 conynger, 5-6 connynger(e, Sc. cunning-

aire, cuninghare, kunynsare, 6 counnyngar,
conigare, conyger, 7 conieger, 7-9 Sc. {/fist.)

cuningar ; 0. 6 conyngry, conyngarye, 6-7

coney-, conni(e-, conny-gree, conl-, connie-

grea, (6 cunnie-greene), 7 conigrie, conni-,

conie-grey ; 7. 6 cunnerye, conyrie, 7 conery.

[ME. conyngeiie, 15th c Sc. kuninjare, a. OF.
co{t?niniere, -yi're, a parallel form of conilicre,

connilliirc (- It. conigliera 'a cunnie-grea, a

warren', Florio) :—L. type cunicularia : cf. cuniai-

liiris adj., neut. pi. -aria, pertaining to the rabbit

;

alio cumcularius a (military) miner, f. cuntculus

a rabbit, (-us, -urn) a burrow, a military mine,
underground passage: see Cony. The animal
being in OF. both conil and conin, its warren was
conililre and coniniire ; the latter alone passed

into Eng., where conin, coniniire became conyng,

conyngere and conig, conyger, with variants in

-aire, -are, -ar, etc The t3 forms are more
obscure, but appear to start from conyng-rye, -arye,

conig-rie, where the suffix (-aria, -iere) takes the

form -ary, -ery, -ry, as in rookery, Jewry ; but in

the 16th c, when conyng, conyg were obs., and
only cony, coney remained as the primary word,

the derivative was analysed as cony-gry, and the

second element variously transformed by popular

etymology into -gree, -grey, and even -greave,

-grave, -green, with obvious striving after a mean-

ing. Only rarely was the true composition asserted,

as in the cony-rie, cunne-rye of Levins. Many
forms of the word survive as local farm- or field-

names, e.g. Coney Grees (Greaves, Graves), Conery.
Hence also Welsh cuming-gaer (Pughe), adapted in form

to caer castle.]

A rabbit-warren.

o. 1292 Britton hi. vii. 5 5 Fraunchises, marchei, garren-

nes, conigers. Ibid. 1. xxiL (MS. O, De pessoun e des corners

[v.r. coningers]. 1389 Act 13 Rich. II, c. J3 1 1 Vont chace-

antz es parkes, garennes& conyngers. 1414 Sc. Acts Jas.J,
c. 33 The .. destroyers of Cunningaires [v.r. cuningharis]

and Dowcattes. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 174
With them that ferett robbe conyngerys. 1474 Rental Bk.

ofCupar Abbey, Warrandar of Kunynjare. 1519 Horman
I'ulgaria, Warens & conygers & parkis palydde. 1^51
Huloet, Conigare, or cony earth, or clapper for conies,

viuarium. 1617 Minsheu Ductor, Conieger, Conie-grey,

or Warren for Conies. 1693 J. Wallace Orkney 13 There
are rich cuningars almost in every Isle, well stored with

Rabbets. 1701 Brand Orkney 37 (Jam.) The whole isle is

but as one rich cuningar [MS. cunnyngarth] or cony-warren.

[1884 C. Rogers Soc. Life Scot. II. xiiL 271 Denizens of the

Cunningar or rabbit-warren.]

B. tijai in Archxol. XXV. 313 (D.) A conyngry called

Milborowe heth granted by the King to John Honteley.

1544 Willof T. Kempe (Somerset Ho.), The litle conyngarye
with all the profecte of the Coonnyes in the great. 1575
Turberv. Venerie 184 Warreynes and Connigrees. .full of

little rabbets. 1598 Florio, Conigliera, a conigrea [1611

connie-grea] or waren for conies. 161 1 Cotgr., Conniniere,

a connigrey, or warren of connies. 1634 Brereton Trav.

(1844) 55 Here they have a spacious coney-gree.

<Y. 1570 Levins Manip. 104 A cunnerye, leporarium.

Ibid. 107 Conyrie. 1637 J. Harrison Snrv. Sheffield in

Sheff. Gloss., A close of arable called the Conery.

b. transf.

1548 Thomas Ital. Gram., Horti di Venere, the womans
secrete connyngers.

f Conygrate, corruption of Cony-garth. Obs.

c 1580 Wills H Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 147 note. To Leonarde
Troilope. .the cony grate there, paying yercly therefore to

my heires xxx couple of conyes.

tCony-gree, -grey. Obs. Later spellings

of conigrie, conyngrye : see Conyger.

t Cony-green. Obs. = Conygeb, q.v.

1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd. vii. (1841) 81 At the

back side there is a cunnie-greene [ed. 1874, 336, coney-

green] ;
Stay there for me.

t Co'nyhold. Obs. Perhaps a variant of next,

assimilated to hold : cf. stronghold.

1548 Hall Chron. an. 3 Hen. VI, 91 To bring to obei-

saunce Charles the Dolphyn or els to drive hym out of his

little Cony holdes and small countries.

t Co-ny-hole. Obs. A rabbit hole or burrow.

Also transf. in quots. 1440-83, 1668.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 90 Conyys hole, cunus. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 74 A Connynge-hale [v r. Cunyng holle], cuna. 1530

Palsgr. 208/1 Cony hole or clapar, taisniere. >j8o Holly-
band Trias. Fr. Tong, Ctapier . . a Cunny hole. 1643

Ayscoghe 29 July in Cronnoell's Lett. * Sp. (Carlyle) App.

4 By reason of the conyholes, and the difficult ascent up the

hill. 1668 Culpepi er & Cole Barthol. Anat. 11. vii. no
Gassendus saw . . the Septum of the Heart to have through,

fares, by reason of sundry windings and crooked Cony-holes

as it were.

t Co'nyhood. Obs. tionee-wd. [see -hood.]

The state of a cony (or dupe).
lensStationers' Reg. (in iV. Ser.111.III. 146) Questions

conceminge Connyhood, and the qualitic of the Conny.

Conylene (k/raii/h). Chem. [f. Conia (co-

lliurn, conine) + -YL + -ene.] A liquid non-

poisonous hydrocarbon, C„ H,„ separated by Wert-

hcim from conine and conhydrine.

1876 Harley Mat. Med. 587 Conia contains the hydro-

carbon, conylene. 1882 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 964 Cony,

lene is a yellowish oil, having a pungent, .odour.

Conylia. Chem. A synonym of Conyu:.nk.

Syd. Soc. lex. 1882.

[Conyne, a frequent misprint for covyne, Covin.]

Conyngfe, obs. f. Cony.
Conyngarye, conyngry, conyrie, var. of

Conyger.
Conysaunce, obs. f. Cognizance.

Conyschant, var. of Cognizant sb. Obs.

I

a 1400-50 Alexander 193 With corone and with cony,

schantis as it a kynge were.

Cony-warren. [See Cony.] A rabbit-warren.

1635 Brereton 7>y!T'.(i844)7i. I observed a coney-warren

walled about with stone. 1655 Hartlib Ref. Silk-worm 17
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The multiplying of Cunny-warrens. 1795 Hull Advertiser
28 Nov. 2/2 The Manor and Soke of Caistor, with the
Royalty, Coney Warren, and encroachment Rents.

Cony-wool. [See Cony.] The fur of the

rabbit, used in hat-making, etc. Hence Cony-
wool-cutter.
1714 Fr, Bk. ofRates 224 Coney-Wool or Hair, which

the Hatters and other Dealers bring from Foreign Parts.

1723 Land. Gaz. No. 6171/7 Ruth Pritchard . . Coneywooll
Cutter. 1888 Pall Mall G. 29 Nov. 10/2 ' Coney wool ' is

now worth js. a pound. .Many of the dyed articles of fur,

as well as many hats, are made of rabbit fur.

llConyza (ksnai'za). Bot. Also 5-6 ooniza,
6 conisa ; and (in 6) in anglicized form conyse.
[L., a. Gr. novvfa, applied (according to Fraas)
to the two plants Inula viscosa and /. graveo-
lens."] A genus of strong-smelling herbaceous or

shrubby plants of the Composite order. The
Flea-banes, to which the name was originally

applied, are now placed in the genus Inula ; the

'Ploughman's Spikenard ' or 'Fleawort',is variously

classed as Inula Conyza, DC, or Conyza squar-
rosa, L.

< 1420 Pallad. on Hush. L 487 Coniza is an herbc.That
drieis good to kest under thi grayne. 1551 Turner Herbal
1. L iv b, Coniza is of twoo sortes . . it may be called in Eng-
lyshe Conyse. .strowed vpon the grounde, or in a perfume
wyth the smoke of it, [it] dryueth away serpentes and gnattes
and kylle[th] flees. 1578 Lyte Dodoens I. xxiii. 34 OfConyza
or Flebane. Ibid. 35 Theophrast calleth the great Conyza
the male, and the smaller Conyza the female. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 326.

Coo (k/7), v. [Imitative of the sound.]

1. intr. To make the soft murmuring sound or
note characteristic of doves and pigeons.
1670 Dryden Cong. Granada II. I. ii, So, two kind turtles

. .sit alone, And coo, and harken to each other's moan. 1714
Gay Sheph. Week v. 29 As the Wood Pidgeon cooes without
his Mate. 1789 G. White Selborne 0. xlii. (1853) 275 Doves
coo in an amorous and mournful manner. 1815 Wordsw.
Wks. i. Pref. 25 The stock-dove is said to coo, a sound well
imitating the note of the bird. 1887 Besant The World
went ii. 14 The doves cooed sleepily from the dovecot,

b. reduplicated.

1879 R. Jefferies Wild Life in S. County 213 The dove
may be heard, .coo-cooing still more softly, .to her mate.

2. transf. To utter a sound like that of a dove

;

esp. said of an infant.

1736 Eliza Stanley tr. Hist. Prince Titi 11 He was per.
petually smiling or cooing, .he never cried, nay did not so
much as whimper. 1870 Emerson Soc. 8t Solit., Dom. Life
Wks. (Bohn) III. 42 Between his three or four sleeps, he
[the Baby] coos like a pigeon-house. 1885 H. C. McCook
Tenants ofOld Farm 233 As he cooed «n in this way he
applied the web like a plaster to the torn flesh.

3. To converse caressingly or amorously
;
usually

in phr. to bill and coo : see Bill v.2 3.
1816-7 Byron To T. Moore, What are you doing now, Oh

Thomas Moore?. .Billing or cooing now, Which, Thomas
Moore? 1855 Thackeray Nev/comes I. 295 Jenny and
Jessamy. .billing and cooing in an arbour.

4. trans, a. To utter or express by cooing, b.
To send to rest, etc. by cooing.
1798 B.Johnson Orig. Poems 73 No longer now he. .cooes

the praise of ev'ry fair. 1814 S. Rogers Jacqitel. 11. 3 The
doves had cooed themselves to rest. 1834 Fraser's Mag.
X. 444 A pair of turtle-doves lived in one nest, and cooed
their love on the same branch. 1891 Wingfield Maid of
Hon. II. xviii. 262 ' The good Marquise ', she cooed. ' The
dear excellent Marquise.'

COO (k«), sbX [f. prec] The sound uttered by
doves and pigeons ; a sound resembling this.

1729 Savage Wanderer i. (R.), Soft coos of distant doves.
18S1 D. M. Moir Poems, Bloom and Blight v, The cushat's
coo of love. 1876 Smiles Sc. Natur. vi. (ed. 4) 101 The
wood-pigeon had uttered his last coo.

b. reduplicated.

1883 Pall Mall G. 3 Sept. 2/1 The perpetual, never-ceasing
song of the wind, .and the coo-coo of the wood-pigeon.
Coo, sb? var. of Co 1, jackdaw.
c 1400 Rowl. O. 286 Coo ne pye that there come none.
Coob, var. of Cob.
Co-o'bligant. [Co- 3 c] One under joint-

obligation. So Co-o bligor, one who obliges or
binds himself together with others.
1818 Colebrooke Oblig. % Contracts I. 159 The debtor

. . is thereby . . entitled to sue any one of the co-obligants.
1880 R. Mackenzie 19/A Cent. m. vi. 385 The indus-
trious villager is the co-obligant of the idle and vicious.
1786 Term Reports I. 163 marg., A co-obligor in a bond
to the ordinary. 1847 C G. Addison Contracts 11. iv. § 1
(1883) 663 From the relation of the co-obligors or co-pro-
misors inter se.

Co-oblige, Co-occupant : see Co-.
Cooch, -grass, obs. ff. Couch, -grass.
Cooehele, var. of Cochle, Obs., a snail.
C1520 L. Andrews Noble Lyfe in Babees Bk. 11868)232

Cooehele is a snayle dwellinge in the water & also on the
Ionde..theythruste out .ij.longe homes wherwith fheyfele
wether they go.

Coockolde, etc., obs. ff. Cuckold.
Coockow, coocoo, obs. ff. Cuckoo.
Cood, obs. f. Cod sb.i bag, Cud.
Coode, obs. f. Code sb.1 & 2.

Coodoo, var. of Koodoo.
Cooee, cooey (kfi T, k/7i), sb. Also cow-ee,
koo-eh, coob.ee, 000-ee, cooie. The call or
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cry (k«*««i|t-

1) used as a signal by the Australian
aborigines, and adopted by the colonists in the bush.

(' If the prolonged stress laid upon the syllable coo were
expressed in letters, there ought to be six or eight oo's to the
one short sharp shrill ee.' E. A. Petherick.)

1790 Vocab. in Gov. Hunter's Jrnl. 408 Cow-ee to come.
1827 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales II. 23 In calling to each
other at a distance, the natives make use of the word
Coo-ee, as we do the word Hollo, prolonging the sound of
the coo, and closing that of the«with a shrill jerk. .(It has]
become_ of general use throughout the colony; and a new-
comer, in desiring an individual to call another back, soon
learns to say ' Coo-ee to him ' instead of Hollo to him. 1859
Cornwallis New World I. 315 The ringing koo-eh of the
aborigine. 1871 Athenxum 27 May 651 In a narrow and
rocky gorge.. Mr. Cooper gave the Australian cry of
' coohee,' which was answered by a thousand echoes. 1887
G. L. Apperson in All Year Round 30 July 67/1 A
common mode of expression is to be ' within cooey ' of
a place. .Now to be 'within cooey' of Sydney is to be at
the distance of an easy journey therefrom. 1889 Pall Mall
G. 3 Jan. 1/3 Two well-known and wealthy Australian
squatters on a visit to the mother country lost themselves
in a London fog, and were only reunited after a series of
shrill and vigorous 4

coo-e's '.

Hence Coo ee, coo'ey v. intr., to utter this call.

1827 [see above]. 1859 All Year Round No. 4. 80 When
I cooeyed, like a ' black fellow ', from Queen Anne's tower.
1888 McCarthy & Praed Ladies' Gallery I. i. 10 A black
fellow would not coo-ee in that way.

Cooer (k«-3j). [f. Coo v.] One that coos.
1862 Johns Brit. Birds 331 So close an imitation may be

produced, that a genuine cooer may be beguiled into giving
an answer. 1869 Daily News 30 Oct., No hawk could
swoop on such billers and cooers as these.

Coof (kof). Sc. [Only modern Sc. : the form
corresponds to an earlier ctf, which might be
identical with ME. cofe, now Cove, slang for 1 a
fellow'; but the words show little agreement in

sense. Identity with Sc. coffe, also cofe, coif mer-
chant, hawker ', has also been suggested, but here
the phonology presents difficulty.]

A dull spiritless fellow ; one somewhat obtuse
in sense and sensibility.

1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 27 Let coofs their cash
be clinking. 1795 Burns For a' that iii, Tho' hundreds
worship at his word, He's but a coof for a' that. 1858 Mrs.
Oliphant LairdofNorlaw II. 18 Do you think I'm heeding
what a coofs ancestors were, when I ken I'm worth twa o'

him?
Coofer, Coogell, obs. ff. Coffer, Cudgel.
Cooillg (k;7-irj), vbl. sb. [f. Coo v. + -ING 1.]

The action of the verb Coo.
1. lit. ; see Coo v. 1.

1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth. I. 701 The Dove Ceases her
Cooing. 1856 Stanley Sinai Pal. v. (1858) 257 The
. .doves, .still fill with their cooings the luxuriant gardens.
2. transf. ; see Coo v. 2, 3.
1742 Young Nt. Th. via 1272 Let not the Cooings of the

World allure thee. 1821 Byron Juan 111, viii, No one cares
lor matrimonial cooings. 1857 Trollope Three Clerks xx.
You may as well give over your billing and cooing.

Coo'ing, fpl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing That
coos.

1665 Howard & Dryden Jnd. Queen III. i, That murm'ring
Noise that cooing Doves Use. 1832 Tennyson Miller's
Dan. vi, I often heard the cooing dove In firry woodlands
mourn alone.

Hence Coo'ingrly adv.
1818 Keats E?idymion 1. 248 Turtles Passion their voices

cooingly 'mong myrtles. 1863 Cornh. Mag. VII. 735 Her
mother kissed her cooingly as she would have kissed a baby.

Coo-in-new. Australian name of a timber-
tree of New South Wales, also called White Beech
(Gmelina Leichhardtii).
1862 Catal. Nat. Prod. N.S. Wales in Internat. Exhib. 25.

Cook (kuk), sb. Forms: 1 c6e, 3 coc, cok,
kok, 4-7 coke, cooke, (4-5 Sir. cuk(e, 5 koke,
kowke, kuke, cocus\ 5- cook. [OE. ede, ad.
L. coquus, late L. cocus cook. Cf. OS. kok, MDu.
coc, pi. coke, Viix.kok, LG. iokk; OHG. choh (AX),
MHG., mod.G. koc/i ; Icel. kokkr, Da. kok, Sw.
kock. In continental Teutonic, as shown by the
short 0, and the High Germ, form, older than the
7th c. ; in Eng. the long 6 speaks to an independent
later adoption from Latin, after the lengthening
of original short vowels in open syllables {cocus
for cocus)."]

1. Onewhose occupation is the preparation offood
for the table : see Cook v. 2. a. orig. always
masculine

;
applied to (a) the domestic officer

charged with the preparation of food for a great
household, monastery, college, ship, etc., (b) a
tradesman who prepares and sells cooked food,
the keeper of an eating-house or restaurant.
In sense (a) now chiefly used in colleges and ships ; in

large households, hotels, etc. the head-cook is usually called
CHEF{chtfde cuisine); in other cases distinguished from b. as
man-cook. In (b) it survives in the Cooks' Company, one
of the London City Companies, and in pastry-cook, and
cook's shop, now commonly cook-shop, but is obs. as a simple
trade-name.
(a) c 1000 Ags. Ps. ci. 3 Swylce hi on cocer-pannan cocas

gehyrstan. c xcoo jElfric Gram, xxviii. (Z.) 176 cocus c6c.
1 1205 Lay. 8101 Weoren in beos kinges cuchene twa
hundred cokes. Ibid. 19948 Nefde he [Arthur] neuere naenne
coc [c 1275 cok]. c 1300 Havelok 2898 Bertram bat was be
erles kok. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 540 A cuke and a portere.

C1420 Avow. Arth. xlvi, Cocus in the kechine. c 1450
Nominate in Wr.-Wulcker 684/24 Hicarchemerus, a master
cuke. 1535 Coverdale i Sam. ix. 23 Then the coke toke
vp a shulder. .and set it before Saul. 1553 S. Cabot Ordi-
nances in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 260 The steward and cooke
of euery ship. 1536 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 35 This
yere was a coke boylyd in a cauderne in Smythfeld for he
wolde a powsynd the byshoppe of Rochester. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Reji. Introd. Pref. (1675) 33 He had rather his En-
tertainments should please the Guests, than the Cooks.
1727 Swift Gulliver 1. vi. 73 I had three hundred cooks to
dress my victuals. 1890 Balliol College iOxf) Rides 4
The dinner at the Strangers' Table is not to cost more than
half-a-crown per head, and is to be arranged by the Cook.
{b) 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. Pro]. 104 Cookes [B. cokes] and

heore knaues Cryen hote pies, hole ! Ibid. in. 70 Brewes-
ters, Bakers, Bochers and Cookes. c 1386 Chaucer Prol.
379 A Cook [v. r. cok, cooke] they hadde with hem for the
nones To boille the chicknes with the marybones. 1413
YorkMyst. Introd. 24 Ordo paginarum ludi No. 35 Cukes,
Waterleders [c. 1440 title ofxxxii in text. The Cokis and
Watir-leders]. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 405 That non
Bochour. .occupie cokes crafte wtyn the liberte of the seid
cite. 1530 Palsgr. 206/2 Coke that selleth meate, cuisinier.
1722 DE Foe Col. Jack (1840* 14 We went to a boiling
cook's in Rosemary-lane. 1818 Cruise Digest {ed. 2) V.
200 The Cooks of London, who were incorporated by King
Edw. IV. bargained and sold a part of their lands in fee.

b. Applied to a woman, esp. one employed to

cook or manage the cooking in a private family.
AlsojJowan-cook; cf. Cookess, Cook-maid.
1535 Coverdale i Sam. viii. 13 As for youre doughters,

he shall take them to be Apotecaries, cokes [Wvclif fier

makers], and bakers. 1598 9«aks. Merry W. I. ii. 4 Mistris
Quickly ; which is in the manner of his Nurse ; or his dry-
Nurse ; or his Cooke ; or his Laundry. 1611 _ Wait. T.
iv. iv. 56 She was both Pantler, Butler, Cooke, Both Dame
and Seruant. ^858 Miss MCLOCK Th. ab. Worn. 95, I am
truly thankful, and sincerely indebted to her too ; for a good
cook is a household blessing. 1882 Standard 18 Dec, 8/3
Wanted, a Good Plain Cook.

C. fig. One who ' cooks ' literature, accounts,
etc. See Cook v. 3.

a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting 113 Thy scrows obscure are
borowed fra some buike ; Fra Lindesay thou tooke ; thourt
Chaucerscuike. 1830 Babbage Decline ofScience 178 If a
hundred observations are made, the Cook must be very
unlucky if he cannot pick out fifteen or twenty which will
do for serving up.

2. Proverbs.

1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov. (1552) 19 He is an evyle
cooke, that can not lycke his owne fyngers. 1575 Gas-
coigne Life Sir P. Carew 33 There is the proverb, the more
cooks the worse potage. 1577 Vautrouillier Luther on
Ep. Gal. 163 There is a common prouerbe. that hunger is

the best Cooke. 1592 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. Iv. ii, 6. 1602
Fulbeckf. Pandectes 78sJThe Italian by-word, the woman is

the fire, the man is the roast meate, in commeth the deuile,
and he playeth the cooke. 1662 Gerbieh Princ. (16651 24
Too manv Cooks spoils the Broth. 1663 — Counsel (1664)
xo4v'As every Cook commends his own Sauce ; more then
one Cook to a dish will spoil it. 1681 W. Robertson
Phraseot. Gen. (1693) 387 He is a Master of Cook's Latin.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v., A bad Cook is call'd the
Cook of Hesdin, who poison'd the Devil. 1774 Garrick
On Goldsmith's Charact. Cookery, Heaven sends us good
meat, but the Devil sends cooks.

3. Comb., as cook-director, cook-like adv., cook-

serving ppl. a.
; cook-book, a cookery-book

(U.S.)
;
cook-boy, a boy engaged in cooking, or

as assistant to a cook
; cook-conner, -cunner,

cook-fish, cook-wrasse, the male of a species of

Wrasse (Zabrus mixtus); cook-housemaid, a
female servant who does the work both of cook and
housemaid; eook-pot, a pot used for cooking;
cook's mate, cook-mate, the deputy or assistant

of a ship's cook. See also Cook-house, -maid,
-ROOM, -SHOP, -WENCH.
1889 Pall Mall G. 2 July (Rept. of American Library)
We cannot supply the demand for *cook books and elemen-
tary works on domestic economy. 1807 Edin. Rev. X. 104
Bob, the *cook-boy, comported himself rudely. 1709 E.
Ward in Wks. Cervantes vi, To be chosen * Cook-Director
of the whole Feast. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's
Improv. (1746) 240 The *Cook-fish is so called of the Sea-
men, because he so pleasantly tasteth when he is well sodden.
1882 Standard 18 Dec. 8/3 Wanted, a *cook-housemaid
and nurse. 1853 Hickie tr. Aristophanes (1887) I. 41 Did
you hear how *cook-like . . he serves up to himself. 1884
Health Exhib. Catal. 23/2 A new patent colander sauce-
pan and ^cook-pot. 1843 P. Parley's Ann. IV. 91 Lascaris
disguised himself as a *cook-serving man. 1710 Land. Gaz.
No. 4649/4 [He] has been at Sea some time in the Queen's
Service as "Cook's Mate. 1763 Mackenzie in Phil. Trans.
LIV. 80 Cooks and cooks mates, who are always near
the fire, suffer more by the plague, than any other set of
people. 1865 Calcutta Rev. XLI. 327 A cook-mate on
board a Dutch man-of-war. 1859 Yarrell Brit. Fithes
(ed. 3) I. 495 The Red Wrasse.. was ascertained by Fries
to be the female of the *Cook Wrasse.

Cook (kuk), v. 1 Also 4 coke. [f. Cook sb.

Cf. OHG. kochSn, chochen, MHG. and mod. G.
kochen, MLG. koken, Du. koken, Da. koge, which
are however only parallel forms.]

1. intr. To act as cook, to prepare food by the
action of heat (for a household, etc.). (Now
regarded as the absol. use of 2.)

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wis. III. 150 pei [prestis] schulden
travel night and day to coke for mennis gostly fode. 1393
Langl. P. PI. C. xvi. 60 Thenne cam contrition bat hadde
coked for hem alle. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II.

150 They did not venture to make a fire and cook, it is

true. 188 1 Queen's Regal,for Army xvit. T 86 The most
121
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competent man is to be selected to cook for the whole of

the troops on board.

2. tram. To prepare or make ready (food) ; to

make fit for eating by due application of heat, as

by boiling, baking, roasting, broiling, etc.

x6n Shaks. Cymb. in. vi. 30 There is cold meat f th' Caue,
we'l brouz on that Whil'st what we haue kilt'd, be Cook'd.

x6xx — Cymb, v. iv. 156 Hanging is the word, Sir, if you bee

readie for that, you are well Cook'd. 1653 Walton Angler
52 I will tel you..how to cook him. 1779-80 Cook Voy.

I. 1. xviL (R.) Bread-fruit is sometimes cooked in an oven

of the same kind. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 193 Well, is the

dinner fitly cooked and laid? 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 102

Cook the fish thyself here before me. Mod. (title) A hun-
dred ways of cooking potatoes.

b. with up (implying manipulation).
1680 Sir T. Browne Wks. (1852) III. 468, I know no other

animal wherein the rectum is cooked up.

C. intr. ;for re/l.) Of food : To undergo cook-

ing, to be cooked.
In the construction ' to be cooking ', ' cooking ' is historic-

ally the vbl. sb. (to be a-cooking, i.e. in process of cooking);
but this runs together with ' to cook ', = 'cook itself or'be
cooked'; — F.secnire. Cf. similar construction ofbake, boil,

cut, eat, taste, etc.

1857 S. Osborn Quedah xx. 274 Whilst the rice was cook-
ing, I thought I might as well run up and see the town.
1891 Leisure Hour Dec. 144/1 Stew, stirring well, till the
pulp cooks to a marmalade. Mod. These pears do not cook
well : they are not good cookers.

3. fig Also with up [esp. in a and b, rare in o).

1588 T. L. To Ch. Rome (1651) 19 How may he cook or
spice his Commandements, to have them approved of your
mouths ? 1710 Palmer Proverbs 188 When the countenance
is thus cook'd up, and set in form, out (comes two or three

If you'll give me leave's. 1739 Sheridan tr. Persius iii. 51
He is cooked up in all the State and Formalities of a dead
Person. x8i6Scott Antiq. xxvii, 194, I got that job cookit.

1859 M. Nai'Ier Mem. Claverhouse I. n. 353 Lauderdale.

.

was cooked into such a loyalist, .by eleven years of durance
in the Tower.

b. To * get up', concoct.

1624 Quarles Div. Poems, 7^(17171155 The toiling Swain,
that hath with pleasing trouble Cookt a small Fortune. 1751
Chesterf. Lett. III. ccxlvii. 133 We cooked up a bill for

that purpose. 1795 Woi.cott 1 P. Pindari Lousiad 11, I've

cooked up a Petition. 1817 Cobbett Wks. XXXII. 84
[They] cook up a doctrine of fatality. They say, it is the fate

of nations, etc. 1889 Grant Allen Tents 0/Slum I. 145
To inspect the sketch he was busily cooking.

C. To present in a surreptitiously altered form,

for some purpose ; to manipulate, ' doctor
',

falsify,

tamper with, colloq.

1636 Earl Strafforde Lett. (1739) II. 16 The Proof was
once clear, however they have cook'd it since. 1751 Smol-
lett Per. Pic. xcviii, Some falsified printed accounts,
artfully cooked up, on purpose to mislead and deceive.

1848 Mill Pol. Peon. 1. ix. § 2 These accounts, even if

cooked, still exercise some check. 1872 J. A. H. Murray
Introd. Compl. Scot. 117 The editor was attacked by..
Pinkerton, for not printing the text * as a classic ', i.e. cook-
ing the spelling, etc., as he himself would have done. 1875
Stubbs Const. Hist. III. xx. 410 Occasionally the sealers

may have quietly
1 cooked ' the return.

4. To ruin, spoil, 1 do for*, slang.

1851 Mavhew I^ond. Labour (1861) III. 360 (Farmer)
When, .the cabs that carry four come in, they cooked the
hackney-coachmen in no time. 1889 Pield 14 Dec. 854
[Chess] If there are two key-moves, a problem is cooked.

b. To cook any one's goose : to * do for ' a person
or thing ; to ruin or kill, slang. See Goose.
a 1851 Street Ballad in Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 243

(Hoppe) If they come here we'll cook their goose, The Pope
and Cardinal Wiseman, i860 Trollope Framley P. xhi,
Chaldicotes, Gagebee, is a cooked goose, as far as Sowerby
is concerned. 1863 Reade Hard Cash xiv, If you worry or
excite your brain.. you will cook your own goose—by a
quick fire. 1868 E. Yates Rock Ahead ML v, It. .will be
quite enough to cook your goose as it is.

t Cook, v.2 Obs. Also 7 Sc. couk. [From the
sound.] intr. To utter the note of the cuckoo.
1599 T. M[oufet] Silkivormes 50 Let constant Cuckoes

cooke on euery side. 17x4 Ramsay Evergreen (Cherrie $
Slae ii.), The Corbie crys, The Coukow couks.

Cook (kz/k), z>.3 Sc. [Origin uncertain]. To
disappear suddenly.
1787 Burns Halloween xxv Whyles glitter'd to the

nightly rays, Wi' bickering, dancing dazzle
;
Whyles cookit

underneath the braes, Below the spreading hazel.

Cook, var. of Cues v.

Cookable ktrkab'l), a. and sb. [f. Cook v. x

+ -ablk.] A. adj. That can be cooked. sb.

Anything that may be cooked for food (cf. eatable).

1858 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. II. Ixxii. 18 Canada
will doubtless furnish some equally savoury cookable. 1884
W. M. Williams in Pop. Sc. Monthly XXIV. No. 6. 773 All
the cookable and eatable fats fall into the class ' fixed oils.'

Cookdom (kukdam). nonce-wd. [f. Cook sb.

+ -dom.] a. The office or position of cook. b.

The domain of a cook or of cooks.
18*9 Blackiu. Mag. XXVI. 729 All old quartermasters.,

look forward to the cookdom, as the cardinals look to the
popedom. 1874 T. Jackson Stories ah. Animals xiv. 180
Cook is fond of the animal, because he has cleared her cook-
dom of this insect pest.

Cooked ;kukt), ///. a. [f. Cook v. 1 + -ed

1. Of articles of food : Prepared by heat for

eating. Often with qualification as half-cooked,
ill-cooked, ivell-cooked, etc.

1837 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. II. 115 Whether the flesh
is raw or cooked. 1855 J. F. W. Johnston Chem. Common

Life vi. (1870I 108 A well-cooked piece of meat. 1883
Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 371 Cooked and tinned Salmon.

%-fig. Altered to suit a purpose, * doctored \
1861 Sat. Rev. 14 Sept 266 Cooked statistics and unsound

theories. x86i Illust. Lond. News 30 Mar. 285/3 A placard
headed ' Cooked statement of income and expenditure.'

Cookee : see Cooky.
Cookeite (ku-kait). Min. [Named 1866, after

Prof. J. P. Cooke of Harvard : see-iTE.] A variety

of lithium mica, in colour white to yellowish
\

green, occurring in minute scales, and in slender

six-sided prisms.
1866 Amer. Jml. Sc. Ser. n. XLI. 246 On cookeite, a new

mineral species. x868 Dana Min. 489 Cookeite. .Occurs I

with tourmaline and lepidolite at Hebron and Paris, Maine.

Cooker (ku*kai). [f. Cook v. 1 + -er O
1. A stove or other apparatus designed for cook-

ing, b. A vessel in which food is cooked.
1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 68/1 Gas Cookers in Work.

;

1887 Manch. City News 26 Feb. 4 The soup is prepared in

a thirty-gallon ' Cooker.'

2. A fruit, etc., that cooks well.

1887 Daily Neivs 25 Jan. 2/8 They are a large, juicy apple,

agreeable to eat and splendid cookers. 1888 Jbid. 17 Oct.

4/5 The best cropping apple, .unequalled as a cooker.

0. fig. One who * cooks up \ or dresses up litera-

ture), manipulates accounts, etc.

1869 Contemp. Rev. XII. 53 Homer is called a * cooker'
of early ballads. 1888 Sat. Rev. 15 Dec. 702/1 He some-
times called their composer or compiler a * cooker', who
made a dish of floating poetic figments.

4. That which ' cooks ' or ' does for ' any one

'see Cook vA 4) ; a * finisher*, slang.

1869 Daily Neivs 12 May, Jeames [writes] ' I expect this

will be a cooker for me.'

Cookering, obs. var. of Cockering.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 86 Cookerynge mete, carificio.

Cookery (kukari). Forms: 4 cokerie, (5
;

kokery), 6 cokery(e, coquerie, -rye, (kouck-
ery , 6-7 cookerie. [f. Cook sb. or v. A + -ery 2.]

1. The art or practice of cooking, the preparation
• of food by means of fire.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 83 Herconius of cokerie First made
the delicacie. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 69 Here Beginnethe
A Boke of Kokery. iSSS Eden Decades 258 Theyr maner

j

of coquerie is in manye thynges differynge from owres. 1570
I Wills «$• Inv. N. C. {Surtees) 327 A booke of kouckery in

prent. 1606 Shaks. Ant. 4- Cl. 11. vi. 64 Fine Egyptian
cookerie. 1715 De Foe Voy. round World 11840) 265 A
house, or a place at least, for our cookery. 1818 Cole- '

brooke Import Colon. Comg+ Animal matters which have
undergone cookery, etc 1884 ISPool Daily Post 24 July 5
A new department will be opened forthe neighbouring School 1

of Cookery.

b. with
1699 Dampier Voy. U720,) II. 1. 31 The most common I

I Sorts of Cookeries .. is to dress little bits of Pork. 1863
Mrs. Marsh Heathside F. II. 86 Wait till I get a school
of my own, and see what cookeries I'll have.

+ 2. concr. Cooking apparatus and material. Obs.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 588 [In Cairo] there are es-

temed to bee 15000 Cookes which carry their Cookerie and
boile it as they goe, on their heads.

f3. A product of the cook's art. Obs. rare.

a 1734 North Lives (1808) II. 205 (D.) His appetite was
gone, and cookeries were provided in order to tempt his

! palate, but all was chip.

f4. A cooking establishment; a kitchen; a

cook-shop. Obs.

1598 Stow Sunt, x. (1603) 80 A common cookerie or
cookes row. 1611 Cot<;r. Patisserie, .a kitchen, cookerie,

or cookes shop, wherein meat is vsually rosted. a 1693
Urquhart Rabelais m. xxxvii. 310 The Roast-meat Cookery
of the Petit Chastelet, before the Cook-Shop. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xliv, The pie made and baked at the prison cookery
hard by.

6. fig. The action or method of ' cooking * or
' dressing up 1

[e.g. a literary work) ; the practice

of * cooking ' or falsifying : see Cook v. 1 3.

1709 Tatler No. 11 p 6 We.. have no Occasion for that
Art of Cookery, which our Brother Newsmongers so much
excel in ;. .dressing up a second Time for your Tast the
same Dish which they gaue you the Day before. 1869
ContemP. Rev. XII. 62 The legends might have been
' cooked ' over and over again, but the cookery came at last

to nought.

6. attrib. and Comb.
t as cookery competition,

-lesson, -school, etc. ; cookery-book, a book of re-

ceipts and instructions in cookery.
1810 Annabella Plumptrk (title) Domestic Management

;

or, The Healthy Cookery-Book. 1873 LflWMX Among my
Bks. Ser. 11. 131 A recipe in the cookery-book. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 21 Feb. 2/1 A cookery competition for the women
was carried on during the three days.

tCoO'keSS. Obs. rare. In ME. cokysse. [f.

Cook sb. + -ess.] A female cook.
1459 Laud MS. 416 If. 74 (Halliw.) Hyt is now hard to

deserne and know, A tapster, a cokysse, or an ostclars wyf,
From a gentylwoman, yf they stond arow. 155a in Reg.
Univ. Oxon. (Oxf. Hist. Soc. 1887) II. 1. 287 Mawde, Cook-
esse of Hart Hall.

Cookey : see Cookie, Cooky.
Cook-house, [f. Cook + House : cf. bake-

house.] A building or room in which cooking is

done ; a detached out-door kitchen in warm coun-

tries ; the Cook-room on board a ship.

1795 Hull Advertiser % Aug. 3/2 Fire broke out in the
cook house, on board the Nelly. 1875 ^ ISS Sandwich
1st. (j88o' 58 A small eating-room with a grass cookhouse

j

beyond. 1890 Daily Neivs 20 Nov. j/x 1 The Rookery ' at
Wellington Barracks is perfectly unsanitary, a portion of it

being over the cook-house.

Cookies, humorous nonce-wd. [cf. ethics, etc.]

1845 Thackeray Crit. Rev. Wks. 1886 XXIII. 80 The
grand and broad principles of cookery or cookies.

Cookie (ku"ki). Sc. and U.S. Also cooky,
cookey. [prob. a. Du. koekje ;k«'kye) dim. of

koek cake : this is app. certain for U.S. ; but for

Scotland historical evidence has not been found.]

In Scotland the usual name for a baker's plain

bun ; in U.S. usually a small flat sweet cake, but
locally a name for small cakes of various form
with or without sweetening.
c 1730 Blrt Lett. N. Scot. (1760) II. xxiv. 272 In the Low-

Country the Cakes are called Cookies. 1808 W. Irving
Salmag. (1S24) 368 Those notable cakes, hight new-year
cookies. 1816 Scott Antiq. xv, Muckle obliged to ye for

your cookies, Mrs. Shortcake. 185a D. G. Mitchell
Dream Life 97 Very dry cookies, spiced with caraway
seeds. 1870 B. Harte Luck Roar. Camp 227 (Farmer) He
lost every hoof and hide, I'll bet a cookey !

b. Comb., as cookie-shine humorous), a tea-

party (cf. tea-fight).

1863 Reade Hard Cash v, Conversaziones, cookey- shines,
etcetera. 1867 .V. <y Q. Ser. m. XII. 195/2 From the fre-

quent appearance of these [cookies] at tea-parties, the latter

are irreverently spoken of as Cookie Shines.

Cooking ku-kirj), vbl. sb. [f. Cook vA + -IHQ V]
1. The action of the verb Cook {lit. and fig.).

1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 221 It is man's per-
verse cooking who hath turn'd this bounty of God into a
Scorpion. 1815 Hunt Feast 0/ Poets 6 And will find ye
all out with your cookings and cares. 1873 H. Spencer
Study ofSociol. vi. (1877) 121 * Cooking ' of railway accounts
and financial prospectuses.

2. concr. That which is cooked at one time ; a
meal. (Cf. Baking vbl. sb. 2.)

1804 W. Taylor in Ann. Ret'. II. 635 The rustic greedi-
ness of swallowing two cookings in a day.

3. attrib. and Comb. Cooking-range, a cook-

ing-stove containing several openings for earn ing

on different operations at once ; cooking-stove, a
stove adapted for cooking.
t 1813 Mrs. Sherwood Ayah «y Lady ix. 59 He was car-

ried under the cooking-boat, and seen no more. 1819
Shelley Cyclops 395 Then peeled his flesh with a great
cooking knife. 1849 Longf. Kavanagh (1851) 412 Who wants
to know about the cooking-range. 1851 Mrs. Stowe Uncle
Tom xiii, A neat, well-blacked and shining cooking-stove.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xvi. 17a Our cooking-gear.

1875 Jkvons jV<wi<y (1878)9 Needful for cooking and drink-

ing purposes. Mod. Gas cooking-stoves in great variety.

Coo king, ///. a. That cooks.
1874 Rhind Hist. Vegetable Kingd. 186 Man who has

been humorously defined to be a cooking animal.

Cookish ku kij), a. rare. [f. Cook sb. + -ish.]

Like a cook. Hence Coo kishly adv.
1611 Dekker Roaring Girle Wks. 1873 III. 177 I cannot

abide a man thats too fond ouer me, so cookish. 1836-48
B. D. Walsh Aristoph. Achamiansw. iv, How cooktshly,
how dinnerly He manages his duties.

t Cookly, adv. Obs. [f. Cook sb. + -LI V]
Like or after the manner of a (skilful) cook.

161 1 Chapman Iliad xxiv. 556 And cookly spitted it,

Roasted, and drew it artfully.

Coo k-maid. A maid or female servant em-
ployed in cooking, or as assistant to a cook.
1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes IV. ii. 179. 1664 Pepys Diary

(1879) III. 75 Neither I nor anyone in my house but Jane the

cook.inayde could do it. 1768 H. Wai.polk Hist. Doubts
12 note, Gloucester, .discovered the Lady Anne in the dress

of a cookmaid in London. 1861 M. Arnold Pop. Pduc.
France 167 Those who think that the development of society

can be arrested because a farmer's wife finds it hard to get

a cookmaid.

[Cook-mate, erroneous form of Cock-mate.]

Cookoo : see Ccckoo.

Cookquean, var. of Cuckquean. Obs.

CoO'k-room. A room in which cooking is

done, a kitchen ; a. on board a ship, the galley

;

b. a separate building or outhouse, Cook-hocbe.
"553 S. Cabot Ordinances in Hakluyt J 'oy, (1 589) 260 The

cooke roome and all other places to be kept cleane. 16*7
Capt. Smith Seaman's Cram. ii. 12 The Cooke-roome.

.

commonly in Merchantmen it is in the Fore-Castle. 1707
Sloane Jamaica I. xlvii, There are no chimneys or fire-

places, .but in the Cook-room. This word is used to signify

their kitchen. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11789) Coque.
ron, the cook-room, .or cuddy, of a lighter or hoy. 1818

Jas. Mill Brit. India I. 1. i. 6 All the vessels of his table

silver, and many of those of his cook-room.

fig. 1615 Crook e Body 0/Man 95 Passe along vnto the

stomacke, the Cookeroome, where Diet is the Steward,
Appetite the Clark, and Concoction the maister Cooke.

Cookship (ku-kjip). [f. Cook sb. + -ship.]

The position or function of a cook.
i8a6 B. Barton Select. (1849) 6 T would be cook-ship

versus Quaker-ship.

Coo k-shop. Originally cook's shop. A shop

where cooked food is sold ; an eating-house.
a. 155a Hi-'loet, Cokes shope, popina. 1600 Rowlands

Let. Humours Blood iii. 9 Such vulgar diet with Cookes
shops agree. 16*5 Massinger Nnv Way 11. ii, The cooks

shop in Ram Alley. 1710 Addison Tatler No. 249. r 8 [He]

carried me to a Cook's-Shop. 17*6 Amherst Terrse Fit.

xlvii. (1741) 252 Frequenting, .inns, cooks-shops, taverns

0. 16x5 Sir E. Hoby Curry Combe for a Coxed^ombe 10

It seemes he hath . . been brought vp. .rather in a cooke-

shop. 1677 Act 29 Chas. II, c. 7. § 3 In inns, cooke-
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shops, or victualling houses. 1851 D. Jerroi.d St. Giles

viii. 71 He dined and supped in an eastern cook-shop. 1856

R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II. 33 Running to and fro of

boys from cook-shops.

Cook-stool, corrupt var. of Cdck-rtool. Obs.

t CoO'k-wencll. Obs. A servant-girl em-
ployed in cooking ; = Cook-maid.
1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. xL The cook-wench and

dairy-maid. 1795 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Wks. 1812 IV. 199

Thy Cook-wench soon becomes thy proper mate. 181

1

Orme Govt. Indostan 413 An Indian cook-wench.

Cook-wrasse : see Cook sb.1 3.

Cooky (ku'ki). colloq. Also cookee, -ie. [f.

Cook so. with -y hypocoristic : cf. Nelly, Betty,

etc.] A name for a (female) cook.
177b R. Graves Eupfirosyne 1. 259 The valet in his tar-

nish'd lace, And cooky with her shining face. 1889 Pall
Malt G. 21 Dec. 3/2 Cooky, with whom the metropolitan

bobby is supposed to be on affectionate terms.

Cooky, var. of Cookie, bun, small cake.

Cool (k«l), a. Forms : 1 c61, 3-5 cole, 4 coul,

6 Sc. cuill, 4-7 coole, 3, 7- cool. [OE. c6l:—

OTeut. *kolu-z, f. ablaut stem of kal- — L. gel-

cold : see note under etymology of Cold. Passage

from the -u into the -jo declension (^kdtjo-z) gave
OHG. chuoli, MHG. kiiele, G.kiihl cool.]

1. Moderately cold ; said of a temperature which,

in contrast with heat, is cold enough to be agree-

able and refreshing, or, in contrast with cold, is not

so low as to be positively disagreeable or painful.

In earlier use sometimes app. not distinguished from cold.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. v. 26 Swa oft a?spnn3e utawealleS of
clife barum col and hlutor. < 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 324
Hrer mid sticcan op ba^t hit col sie. c 1275 Pains o/Hell 82

in O. E. Misc. 149 pat fule pool pat euer is hot and neuer
cool, c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. C. 452 Al schet in a senate bat

schaded ful cole, c 1490 Promp. Parv. 87 (MS. K) Cole or
sumwhat colde. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 202 In mid I

winter quhen that the wedder is cuill. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.
v. it. 89 Vnder the coole shade of a Siccamore. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 216 With spreading Planes he
made a cool Retreat. 1750 Gray Elegy xix, Along the cool

sequester'd vale of life. 1776 Trial Nundocomar 32/2 He
was then in a cool sweat, with a low pulse, i860 Tyndall
Gtac. 1. xxv. 177 We were in the cool shadow of the moun-
tain. i88z Rossetti Song Music, O leave your hand
where it lies coolUpon the eyes whose lids are hot.

.. . .
1599 Shaks. Hen. V. in. lii. 30 The coole and temperate

Wind of Grace. 1602 — Ham. in. iv. 124 Vpon the heate
and flame of thy distemper Sprinkle coole patience. 1738
Wesley Come Holy Spirit li, Come, Thou our Passion's
cool Allay. 1767 W. Hanbury Charities Ch. Langton 108
The country, seeing the cool water thrown on it [a scheme].

c. Producing a sensation of coolness ; not ad-

mitting or retaining heat ; as 'a cool dress \

d. Med. Said of a medicine, treatment, etc. that

lowers the temperature of the blood
;
cooling.

1615 Latham Falconry (1633) 100 You must, .coole it [the
heat of the hawk's stomach] with some coole thing that is

meet for it. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 208 Assist them
with Emulsions of the cooler seeds, .as Melons, Cucumbers.
1793 Heddoes Catarrh 151 The cool treatment of small pox.

2. transf. a. Applied to a sensation of the

organs of taste analogous to that of actual cool-

ness; or to anything which produces this sensation.
1800 tr. Lagrange s Chem. I. 252 Nitrites have properties

common to nitrates ; such as a cool taste.

b. Hunting. Of a scent : Faint, weak. Cf.

Cold a. 12.

1647 N. Bacon Laws Eng. 1. lxvii. (1739) 158 Though ..

they lost ground, and hunted upon a cool scent.

c. Of colours : Between * warm 1 and * cold
1

;

containing low-toned red or yellow ; as, 1 a cool

green \

f d. ? Having little vitality or force. Obs.
1669 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 282 I reckon they

have but a coole patent of it, and I suppose should they
bring it into Parliament it will prove not only impossible
there but ridiculous.

f3. Jig. Chilled, depressed. Obs. Cf. Cold a. 9.
c 1400 Deslr. Troy 9255 Pen comford he caght in his cole

hert.

+ b. Chilling, comfortless. Obs. Cf. Cold a. 10.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 131 'Wat segge 3e maistres', quod
Merlyn, 1 bat 3eue bat cole red To bi nyme blod and my lyf.

C131S Shoreham 105 Hys red was to coul, That let man to
suich meschyf.

4. Of persons (and their actions) : Not heated
by passion or emotion

;
unexcited, dispassionate

;

deliberate, not hasty
; undisturbed, calm.

Beowulf282 And ba cear wylmas colran wurdaS. c 1440
Chaucer's^ L. G. W. iMS. Gg. 4. 27) 258 Thow . . thynkist
in thyn wit that is ful cole That he nys but a verray propre
fole That louyth paramouris to harde and hote. 1570 Levins
Manip. 161 Coole, quietus. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 6
Such seething braines. .that apprehend More than coole
reason euer comprehends. 1611 Bible Prov. xvii. 27 A man
of vnderstanding is of an excellent [marg. coole] spirit.
1716-8 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. xxit. 69 Upon cooler
reflexion, I think I had done better to have left it alone.
1736 Butler Anal. 11. vii. 376 Some of them were men of
the coolest tempers. 1798 Miller in Nicolas Disp. Nelson
VII. clviii, I caused a cool and steady fire to be opened on
them. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 491 The energy of
the young prince had not then been found a match for the
cool science of the veteran. 1B55 Tennyson Maud 11. i,

While she wept, and I strove to be cool,

b, transf. of things.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 93 In coole matters

thou art hot : in the hottest causes, cold. 1689 Tryal Bps.

28 The zeal of one time may bring in that by surprize .

.

which when things are cooll. .will appear to be plain in-

justice. 1795 Burke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 117 Who
now, from dread of the Pope, cannot take a cool bottle of

claret, .with any tolerable quiet.

c. {In) cool blood \ cf. Cold blood.
x6xi Shaks. Cymh, v. v. 77 We should not, when the

blood was cool, haue threatend Our Prisoners with the
Sword. 1626 Massinger Rom. Actor iv. ii, Be that her
prison, till in cooler blood I shall determine of her. 1658
Whole Duty Man x. § 22 (1684) 86 That without any pro-

vocation at all, in cool bloud, as they say, they can thus

wrong their poor brethren. 1774 Goldsm. Grecian Hist. II.

249 He. .massacred all the inhabitants in cool blood. 1881

Mrs. P. O'Donoghue Ladies on Horseback 11. v. 72 Nohorse
that ever was foaled could do it [a big leap] in cool blood.

5. Deficient in ardour, zeal, or enthusiasm ; lack-

ing warmth of interest, or heartiness ; lukewarm.
(In first quot. possibly a verb).

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, m. i. 177 'Twill make them coole

in zeale vnto your Grace, a 1656 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit.
(1851)151 Oh, give me a true sense of my wants : and then,

I cannot be cool in asking. 1815 Wellington in Gurw.
Desp. X. 169 The people are a little cool both at Vienna
and in England in respect to the Bourbons. 1874 Blackie
Self Cult. 70 An honest hater is often a better fellow than
a cool friend.

b. Wanting in cordiality.

1675 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 319, I found him at first

cooler in his reception then when I left him. a 1706 Van-
brugh Mistake 1. Wks. (Rtldg.) 442/1 Were I to meet a
cool reception. 1800 Mrs. Hervey Mourtray Earn. III.

77, I am rather upon cool terms with him.

6. Assured and unabashed in demeanour, where
the circumstances would call for diffidence and
hesitation

;
calmly and deliberately audacious or

impudent in making a proposal or demand

:

said of persons and their actions.

1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 80 A right cool fish.

a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg., Black Mousquet., A fact which
has stamp'd him a rather 'Cool hand'. 1873 Black Pr.
Thule xxiv. 394 He certainly knew that such a request

was a trifle cool. 1874 Mahaffy Soc. Life Greece viii. 256
The cool way in which Plato in his Republic speaks of
exposing children.

7. colloq. Applied to a large sum of money.
[Of doubtful origin : perhaps originally ' deliberately or

calmly counted, reckoned, or told ', and hence 'all told,'

* entire ', ' whole
'
; but it became a mere phrase, helping to

contribute emphasis or reality to the amount.]
1728 Vanbr. & Cib. Prov.Husb. 11. i, I just madeacouple

of Betts with him, took up a cool hundred, and so went to

the King's Arms. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones viii. xii, He
had lost a cool hundred, and would no longer play. 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. (1815)201 My table alone stands me
in a cool thousand a quarter. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby iv.

v. 132 Lord Monmouth had the satisfaction of drawing the
Whig minister into a cool thousand on the event. 1861

Dickens Gt. Expect, lvii. 1870 Bradwood The O. V, H.
264 To save me a cool seven hundred a year.

8. Comb., as cool-rooted, -sheltered adjs. ; + cool-

crape (see quot.) ; cool cup, a cooling drink (see

quot.); cool-drawn drawn or expressed with-

out the aid ofheat (cf. cold-drawn) ;
cool-trough,

a trough in which anything is cooled. Also Cool-
headed, etc.

a 1790 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, *Cool-crape, a slight

Chequer'd Stuff made in imitation of Scotch Plad. 1725
New Cant. Diet., When a Person dies, he is said to be put
into his Cool-crape. 1818 Todd, *Cool-cup, a beverage, so

called, usually composed of wine, water, lemon-peel, sugar,

and borage ; and introduced at tables in warm weather.

1795 Hull Advertiser 10 Oct. 2/1 Whale Oil of this and last

year, *Cool Drawn. 1820 Keats Ode to Psyche 13 *Cool-
rooted flowers. 1767 Mrs. S. Pennington Lett. III. 171
And here, *cooI shelter'd from the mid-day sun. 1777
Hoole Comenius' Vis. World (ed. 12) 88 He quencheth hot
irons in the *cool-trough.

Cool (k?7l), sb.1 For forms see prec. [f. Cool a.

Cf. OHG. c/iuolij MHG. kiiele, mod.G. kiihle.']

1. That which is cool : the cool part, place, time,

thing, etc.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5534 To see quat selcuthe is seet in

be salt watir, How many kind of creatours pat in be cole

duellis. CX450 Merlin 191 As they that wolde ride in the
cole of the mornynge. 11533 Ld. Berners Huon Ixvi. 227
It were good for us to aryse. .it is good to ryde in the coole.

1535 Coverdale Gen. iii. 8 In the coole of the daye [so 1611].

1713 Addison Catoui, But see where Lucia. .Amid the cool

ofyon high marble arch, Enjoys the noon-day breeze !

t
1863

Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 171 He . .goes for his ride in the
cool of the evening. 1879 Browning Pheidippides 64 There
in the cool of a cleft, sat he—majestical Pan !

t 2. A cool breeze, a light and refreshing wind.

1393 Gower Coftf. II. 231 The wind stood thanne nought
amis, But every topsaile cole it blewe. a 1470 Tiptoft Caesar
iii. (1530) 4 That he had a good and convenable time and also

a good cole. 1506 Guylford Pilgr. 72 The wynde began
to blow a ryght good coole in oure waye. 1558 Phaf.r

Aeneid in, A mery coole of wynde them fast pursueth.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Aura, .a softe coole of wynde.
APrica Zephyri aura, a warme coole of [wynde],

3. Coolness.
14 . . Songs 4- Carols (1847) 35 A pilion or taberd to wer in

hete or cole. 1535 Coverdale Prov. xxv. 13 Like as the

wynter coole in the haruest. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1109

There oft the Indian Herdsman shunning heate Shelters in

coole. i860 Sir T. Martin Horace 133 Thou a grateful

cool dost yield To the flocks that range afield.

1617 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 1112 God loves to give us

cools and heats in our desires. 1659 W. Brough Sacr.

Princ. 291 Men of intemperate heates and cooles in religion.

1714 Arbuthnot, etc. Mart. Scriblerus 11. ix, To treat, .of

the emollients and opiates of poesy, of the cool, and the
manner of producing it.

Cool (k/7l), sb% Comm. [Another form of Cowl
A tub of butter, usually of 281b., but some-

times of other size.

1858 Simmonds Vict. Trade Products 104 Cool, a tub cut
in two, in which butter is sometimes sent to market .. it

weighs from i cwt. to 1 cwt. 1891 Daily Neivs 27 Oct. 2/8
{Trade Report) Butter.—Cork. Prices show another ad-
vance.. Fine mild-cured and fine cools advanced is.

Cool (k?H), v. Forms; 1 colian, 3-7 cole, (3-5
colen), 4-5 kole, koole, 5-6 Sc. cule, cuill, 4-7
coole, 7- cool. [OE. colian {cSlode) = OS. colon

:—OTeut. *kSlojan to be cold or cool, f. kolu-z adj.

cool, f. stem kal- cold : see note to Cold a. The
trans, use is not original, and appeared in ME. with

the obsolescence of the original trans, kele, Keel,
OE. avian, celan :—OTeut. *kdljan to make cool.]

1. intr. To become cool ; to become less hot or

warm. Often with down, rarely off.

a 1000 Guthlac 1281 (Gr.) Lie colode. a 1000 Andreas
1258 (Gr.)Weder coledon. c xooo Sax. Leechd. I. 204Seo5
on weallendon wxtere, let bonne colian. a 1225 Jicliauayo
Hit [boiling pitch] colede anan. c 1420 Liber Cocorum
(1862) 44 In boylande water bou kast horn may. To harden
ben take horn oute to cole. 1527 Andrew Bruus'vyke's
Distylt. Waters P» ij b, Whan it is baken . . let it cole by
hymselfe. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 396 A while discourse they
hold ; No fear lest Dinner coole. 1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) V. 308 The eggs, .of small birds, .being liable to cool

more quickly. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 81 What form
the melted matter may assume at great depths on cooling

down. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 175 It cools with extreme
slowness. 1890 C. A. Young Elem. Astron. § 487 Jupiter
and Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, do not seem yet to have
cooled off to anything like the earth's condition.

2. fig. a. To lose the heat of excitement,

passion, or emotion ; to lose fervour, to become
less zealous or ardent.

a 1000 Guthlac 9 (Gr.) Colab Cristes lufu. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 250/2 He made to cole the cruelte of the perse-

cutours. 156a J. Heywood Prov. <y Epigr. (1867) 62 Their
good opinion therin . . cooles. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. iv. ii. 19
Thou hast describ'd A hot Friend cooling. 1605 — Macb.
iv. 1. 154 This deed He do, before this purpose coole. 1663
Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xix. (1668) 193 After the first

onset, .they are wont to cool and make a retreat. 1735 Pope
Ep. Lady 261 She, who ne'er answers till a Husband cools.

184a Macaulay Ess. Fredk. Gt. (18541 679/2 This eccentric

friendship was fast cooling. 1882 Besant Rez'olt of Man
v. (18S3) 114 To give this feeling time to cool down.

f b. To become 1 cold ' with fear. Obs. rare.

1605 Shaks. Macb. v. v. 10 The time has beene, my sences

would have cool'd To heare a Night-shrieke.

f c. Of things : To lose their opportuneness.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 240 Come, to the Forge with

it then, shape it : I would not haue things coole. 1607 —
Cor. iv. i. 43 Aduantage, which doth euer coole Ith' absence

of the needer.

3. trans. To make cool ; to cause to lose heat or

become less hot. (Formerly expressed by Keel.)
C1490 Promp. Pari'. 87 (MS. K.) Colyn or kelyn, frige-

facio. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. in. v. 122 To be throwne into

the Thames, and coold . . like a Horse-shoo. 1599 Porter
Angry Worn. Abingd. (Percy Soc.) 42 You may. .keepe your
winde to coole your pottage. 1705 Addison Italy (J.) Snow
they use .. because, as they say, it cools or congeals any
liquor sooner. 1862 Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inq. III. iii. 74
A thunderstorm, .had cooled the atmosphere.

b. To impart the sensation of coolness to, esp.

to refresh by allaying excessive or painful heat.

c 1320 SirBeues 2814 A dede of is helm of stel And colede

him ber in fraiche wel. 1382 Wyclie Luke xvi. 24 Send
Lazarus, that he dippe the laste part of his fyngur in water,

and kele [MS. X. CX410 koole] my tunge. ^1470 Henry
Wallace x. 428 The cler watter culyt the hors sumdeill.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. in, i. 65 Warmed and cooled by the

same Winter Jtnd Sommer as a Christian is. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. III. 699 The ready Cure to cool the raging

Pain. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's Field 289 Cooling her false

cheek with a featherfan.

c. To reduce the temperature of the blood or of

the ' humours ' of the body. Also absol.

c 1400 Lanfrattc's Cirurg. 11 (MS. B) Whanne bat a mete

opere a medycine . . hetyth hym no3t & colyth hym nau^t.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. v. 24 As if I had swallow'd snow-

bals, for pilles to coole the reines. 1615 Latham Falconry

(1633) 100 You must .. coole it [the heat of the hawk's

stomach] with some coole thing that is meet for it. 170a J.

Purcell Cholick (1714) 161 Steel ..given in this manner
(which for the most part rather Cools than Heats).

d. Painting. To make less
( warm 1

in colour

;

to tone down the reds or yellows in a picture.

4. To cause (a person) to lose the heat of

excitement, passion, or emotion ; to make less

ardent or zealous ; to diminish the intensity of

(strong feeling, emotion, resolve).

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxv'ni. 18 That i ware kolid in

bi mercy fra hete of vices and temptaciouns. 1489 Caxton
Faytes ofA. nr. xii. 265 To repente hymself of the castynge

of his gage and to be so koled of the bataylle. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 260 The king then being somewhat cooled of his

great furie, graunted their desire. 1596 Shaks. Mercju V.

in. i. 59 He hath . . thwarted my bargaines, cooled my friends,

heated mine enemies. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. 1. 136

Which cools the resolutions of the zealousest Prince. 1752

Johnson Rambler No. 198 F 13 I found my friends, .coo led

in their affection. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 524 The
lapse of time which cools the ardour of the friends whom he
has left behind.

121 -a
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b. fig. To deprive (a thing) of its opportune-

ness or freshness of interest ; to make stale.

1716-8 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. I. xl. 164 The great

gulf between you and me cools all news that come hither.

1738 Thyer Byrom's Rem. U856) II. I. 198 You are come
too late, the thing is cooled.

5. Phrases. + To cool cares : to assuage them

:

see also Keel v. To cool one's coppers: see

Copper sb. 7 To cool one's keels (t hoofs) : i. e. by

rest, after the feet have become hot with walking

;

hence, ironically, to be kept standing or waiting.

c 1340 Gaiu. *r Gr. A'nt. 1253 Keuer hem comfort, & colen

her carez. c 1611 Chapman Iliad ill. 340 The soldiers all sat

down enrank'd, each by his arms and horse That then lay

down and cool'd their hoofs. 1633 W. R. Match, at Mid-
night 111. in HazL Dodsley XIII. 52 To. .let him cool his

heels there till morning. 1641 Barthol. Faire (N. s. v.

Heels\ Who forthwith comitted my little hot furie to the

stockes, where we will leave him to coole his tieeles. 175a

Fielding Amelia vi. ix, In this parlour Amelia cooled her

heels, as the phrase is, near a quarter of an hour. 1884

Rider Haggard Dawn x, Whilst Philip was cooling his

heels in Lincoln's Inn Fields, a rather curious scene was in

progress.

t Cool, w.2 Obs. rare. Also cole. [? a. F.

cottier to flow, run as a liquid :—L. colore to pass

through a filter, f. coltim a strainer.] intr. To
run, flow.

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 23 The vessels through

which it eolith or runnith. Ibid. Hh iij, It droppeth and
coolyth out of the vaynes.

Cool, coole, obs. ff. Cole, Cowl sb. 1

t CoO'l-back. [app. a. Du. koelbak, f. koel cool

+ bak Back sb.2] = Cooler 2 : esp. in a brewery.

Obs.

1707 J. Mortimer Hush. (J.) Your first wort being thus

boiled, lade off into one or more coolers, or cool-backs. 1727

Bradley Fam. Diet. s-v. Brewing, Let it run from your

cool-backs into your Tun very cool.

Coold, obs. f. Cold, and could, pa. t. of Can.

Coole, obs. f. Coal, Cowl.

Cooled (k;?ld), ///. a. [f. Cool v. 1 + -ED.]

Made cool (+ or cold) ; lowered in temperature.

c 1440 Promp. Par-.'. 87 Coolyd of heete, frigefactus.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physieke 356/3 Anoynte
the cooled ioyntes. 168s Flavel Fear 88 Mortified and
cooled hearts. 187s Miss Bird Sandwich III. (1880) 55 The
surface of the double lake [of lava] was continually skinning

over with a cooled crust, .like frosted silver.

Coolee, var. of Coolie.

Cooler (ka'lai). [f. as prec. + -KB. Cf. Keeler.]

1. Anything that cools or makes cool.

157s Laneham Lett, f 1 87 1 > 53 But whoo so was found so

hot in desyre, with the wreast of a Cok was sure of a coolar.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. ii. 6 Wind is a Dryer, even as

Frost a Cooler. X797 Holcroft Stolberg's Trav. (cd. 2)

IV. xcii. 235 They do not use ice as a cooler, but snow.

2. A vessel in which anything is cooled or set to

cool
;
esp. one used for cooling the wort in brewing,

or for similar purposes in other manufacturing

processes.
1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 589 Boile it very

well the second time with the hops, then, .put it into the cool-

ers and coole it. 1641 French Distill. 1. (1651) 34 A great

Alembick, with its cooler or Copper Still. 1741 Compl.
Fam. Piece 1. vi. 279 Shift your first Wort out of the Coolers

into a Working-Tun. 1798 Bloomkield Farmer's Boy,

Spring 217 Streams of new milk thro' flowing coolers

stray. 18*0 W. Scoresby Arctic Regions II. 398 Onalittle

lower level than . . the copper, is fixed a square or oblong
back or cooler, .capable of containing from 10 to 20 tons of

oil. 1861 Wynter Soc. Bees an The boiling beer is now
pumped up to the coolers.

3. A cooling medicine or agent ; a refrigerant.

i6»t Burton Atiat. Mel. 11. ii. 11. (1651) That the liver be
outwardly anointed with some coolers that it be not over-

heated. X671 Salmon Sign. Med. iil xxii. Citruls, the

seeds are great coolers in Feavers. 1744 Berkeley Siris i 7

An admirable febrifuge, at once the safest cooler and cordial.

1766 Pennant Zool., Goat (1812* I. 46 In ..cases, where
coolers and restoratives are necessary.

^.fig. Anything that cools emotion, excitement,

or ardour, or damps the spirits.

1591 Bp. Andrewes Semi. (1843) V. 527 The Law, we
know, is a great cooler to presumption. 1600 Abp. Abbot
Exp. Jonah 27 This is a cooler both to the Pharisees and
Novatians, who were wont to despise sinners. 1608 Hieron
irks. I. 718 What coolers of zeale, what clogges in the way
that leadeth vnto life. 1781 Crabbe Library 58 See coolers

here, that damp the fire of rage. 1824 ' P. Quiz,' (title)

Fashionable Bores, or Coolers in High Life.

6. U.S. ( Thieves' slang.) A prison or gaol.

1884 Milnor (Dakota) Teller 8 Aug., Arrested on the

charge of drunkenness, lodged in the cooler over night and
then fined $5 in the morning. 1885 Ibid. 25 Apr., Now,
then, I'll give you a chance to keep out of the cooler !

Cooler, obs. f. Colour.

Coole-staflF, var. of Cowl-staff.

Cooley. rare. [Phonetic spelling of F. coulis,

Cullis.] Broth of boiled meat.

1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery v. 41 Make a rich cooley.

Cool-hea'ded, a. [Parasynthetic deriv. of

cool head: see Cool a. 8.] Having a cool head
;

free from excitement, not easily excited in mind.

1777 Burke Let. Sheriffs Bristol Wks. III. 140 The old,

cool neaded, general law is as good as any deviation dic-

tated by present heat. 185s Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 644
Soon, however, some cool-headed people ventured to remark
that the fact . . was not quite so certain as might be wished.

1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 850 Among the cooler-headed mem-
bers of his own party.

1 Ience Cool-hea dedness.
1891 Atlienxum 9 May 598/2 No better illustration of his

coofheadedness can be given.

Coolie, COOly (k»H). Forms : 6 //. colles,

7 collee, (cowler), 7-8 coulee, -ie, coly, 7-9
coolee, 8 couley, 8-9 cooley, 7- coolie, cooly.

[Now found (in sense 1) in the Indian vernaculars

generally: Urdu jJlS ^Jy,
quli, jiili, Bengali

ktllT, Tamil, Telngu, Canarese, Malayalam, kuli

;

of disputed origin.

By some considered to be originally Tamil, and identical

with the word kali ' hire, payment for occasional menial

work ', whence (either by metonymy, or as short for kuli-

kdram ' hire-man ', kuliydl ' hire-person ') kali ' hireling,

labourer, man who does odd jobs '. The objection to this

is that the first known mention of Coolies early in the 17th c.

refers not to the Tamil country, in the south, but to the

region of Guzerat, in the west of India. On this account

there is reason to think the word identical with Kuli or

Roll, the name of an aboriginal tribe of Guzerat (see

sense n, which is actually found spelt Konlli, Coolie in the

middle of the 17th c.

1 The Kulls of Guzerat were well known to the Portuguese

in the 16th c ; and these probably carried the name both to

Southern India and to China (cf. 1745 in 2). It is probable

that the similarity between Kutt and the Tamil word kuli
1 hire* may have led to the use of coolie in Southern India

in the sense of kftli-karam or kuliydl.))

fl. A variant of Kuli or Koli, name of a

numerous aboriginal tribe of Guzerat, formerly

noted as robbers, but now settling down as respect-

able labourers and cultivators. Obs.

[1554 Botelho Estado da India in Subsidios (Lisb. 1878)

V. 155 E a Renda dos coles que sao Pescadores as estaquados

ao mar, e per este Rio de Bacaim. transl. And the rent

from the colls who are fishers at the stakes at the sea, and

along this river of Bassein. 1563 Garcia de Orta Colloouios

(Lisb. 1872) 34 Colles.] 1598 tr. Linschoten's Voyages

xxvii. (Y. ', Others that yet dwell within the countrie called

Colles : which Colles . . doe yet live by robbing and steal-

ing. 1609 W. Finch Jrnl. in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I.

iv. iv. § 6. 436 A certain Raiaw [of] . the people called Collees

or Quullees, keeping in a Desart Wildernesse, which secures

him from Conquest. 16 16 22 Terry Voy. E. Ind. (165?'

192 Those who inhabit the Countrey Villages are called

Coolies ; these till the ground and breed up Cattel, and other

things for provision as Hennes, etc. 1630 Lord Banians

85 The husbandmen or inferior sort of people, called the

Coulees. 1677 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 4) 75 To live a

while in Gusurat. .to extirpate that rascal-race of Coolyes

and Bielsgrates. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <r P. 164 (Y.I

The inhabitants of Ramnagur are the Salvages called

Coolies. 17J7 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. X xiii. 143

The Rasspouts and Coulies make Inroads into this Province

[Cambay], and plunder even to the Gates of the City. 1810

Trans. Lit. Soc. Bombay III. 355 (Y.) In the profession of

thieving the Koolees may be said to act con amore. 1815

Heber "Journey 11828) II. 556 A Kholee, the name of a de-

generate race of Rajpoots in Guzerat, who, from the low

occupations in which they are generally employed, have

(under the corrupt name of Coolie) given anamc.to bearers

of burthens all over India. 1856 A. X. Forbes tr. Rat MAIA
I. 103 The Koolees lived for a long time on the sea-shore, in

the neighbourhood of the Indus. Ibid. 104 The Bhcels and
Koolees lived in security. 1885 Imp. Gaz. India III. 51

s. v. Bombay, The aboriginal race of Kulis is rapidly rising

in the scale of civilization.

2. The name given by Europeans in India and

China to a native hired labourer or burden-

|
carrier ; also used in other countries where these

men are employed as cheap labourers.

1638 W. Bruton in Hakluyt 1^.(18071 V. 49- lY.) He lent

us horses to ride on, and Cowlers (which are Porters) to carry

our goods. 1680 in J. T. Wheeler Madras 11861) I. 129

(Y.) That the drum be beat to call all coolies, carpenters, etc.

1698 Frver_ Ace. E. India t, P. in Phil. Trans. XX. 344

At which his Coolyes were afrightned. 1704 Collect. Vnt.

(Church.) III. 740/1, 500 Colys or Labourers. 1745 P.

Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 271 We employ'd .. many
Chinese Labourers, whom they call Cooly's, to make the

Chinam. 1763 Orme Milit. Trans. Indostan 086l> I. I. 79
Coolies a cast of Indians whose sole occupation is to carry

burthens. 177s Ann. Reg. 132 Made use of by the natives

of Golconda as coolys or slaves in the mines. 1799 Wel-
lington inGurw. Desp. 1. 55 An order, .stating the number of

Coolies which an officer may call for from a village. 18*6

W. Elliott The Nun 100 note, Coolee means a porter, but

is often used reproachfully to other servants of superior

rank. 1859 Tennent Ceylon <ed. 2) II. 235 The number of

Malabar coolies employed. 1873 Morley Rousseau II. 55

A kidnapper of coolies or the captain of a slaver.

3. slang. (See quot.)

1803 R. Percival in Naval Chron. X. 31 A Cooly, or

common fellow of the lowest class. 1873 Slang Diet. , Coolie,

a soldier, in allusion to the Hindoo coolies, or day labourers.

4. altrib. and Comb., as coolie boy, emigrant
;

coolie labour, system, traffic ; coolie-catcher.

c 1813 Mrs. Sherwood Stories Ch, Cateck. xxi. 200 Shall

I tell the coolie boy to run after him ? 1863 Fawcett Pol.

Econ. 1. iii. (1876) 92 Coolie-traffic can never be carried on

by private enterprise. 1865 Daily Tel. 24 Oct. 4/6 A ship

. .started from Calcutta with four hundred coolie emigrants.

1879 Constit. California in Bryce Amer. Comtnw. (18881 II.

App. 678 Asiatic coolieism is a form of human slavery, and

is for ever prohibited in this State, and all contracts for

coolie labour shall be void. 1890 Times (weekly ed.) 21

Feb. 10/4 The Chinese agents employed to collect the coo-

lies, and known as 4 coolie-catchers '.

Coo'lieism. [f. prec. + -ism.] The coolie

system, the importation of coolies as labourers

into foreign countries.

1879 [see Coolie 4].

Coolie, var. of Collie, Coul£e (U.S.).

Cooling (k/;iirj\ vbl.sb. [f. Cool v. + -1SG 1.]

The action of the verb Cool.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter lvi. 2 In shadow of bi wengis .

.

pat is, in hilynge and kolynge of pi goednes and pi pite.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 87 Coolynge, frige/accio. c 1540 in

Vicary'i Anat. (1888) App. 227 In the coolyng, putt in

thiese thinges folowing. 1886 Athenxum 4 Sept. 298/2

Shrinkage consequent on the earth's secular cooling.

h.fig.
1588 Greene Perimedes 39 The disdaine of thy parentage

. . is a sufficient cooling to thee. 1640 O. Sedgwicke Christs

Counsell 69 Take heed of the first coolings.

2. atlrib. and Comb., as cooling-place ; cooling-

cup, a contrivance for cooling liquids, consisting

of a cup into which is plunged another containing

a heat-absorbing substance, as a solution of am-

monium nitrate ; cooling-floor, a large shallow

tank or cooler in which wort is cooled.

HH Percivall Sp. Diet., Enfriadera, a cooling-place.

Coo ling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

1. That cools or makes cool. spec. a. Of medi-

cines, etc. : Lowering the temperature of the

blood, refrigerant, b. Painting. Making less

warm in colour
;
toning down warm colour.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii. 14 The greene leaues quiuer

with the cooling winde. 1671 Milton Samson 626 Dire in-

flammation, which no cooling herb Or medicinal liquor can
assuage. 173a Arbl thnot R ules ofDiet 244 Pomegranates
contain a Juice styptick, and extremely cooling. 1781

Cowper Retirement 422 The stream that spreads Its cooling

vapour o'er the dewy meads. C1790 Imison_.SVA. Art 11. 61

Cooling crayons, composed of black and white, should suc-

ceed these, and melt into the hair. 1887 R. N. Carey Uncle

Max viil 69, [I] left the . . cooling drink beside the sick

woman.
+ 2. Cooling card : see Card sb* 2 a. Obs.

1577 Holinshed Chron. III. 188 A cooling card it was
unto them, still to see ships arrived in the haven out of

England, openlie before their faces. 1664M rq. Worcester
in Dircks Life viii 118651 137 It would . . prove a cooling

card to many, whose zeal otherwise would transport them.

1678 Dryden Limberham 1. i, Wood. [Aside.] That, besides

her self, is a cooling Card.

3. That is becoming cooler.

1877 J. Cook Boston Monday Lect., Concessions of Evo-

lutionists, In the complex conditions of a cooling planet.

Hence Coo llngly adv., Coo lingness.
1855G. Meredith Shav. Shagpat 352 None of earth were

like to them in silveriness, sweet coolingness. 1880 Lady
Fl. Dixie Across Patagonia L 11 We are off again, with a
slight breeze stealing coolingly over us.

Coolish (k«-lij) , a. [f. Cool a. + -ish.] Some-

what cool.

1759 Goldsm. Ess. i. Wks. (Globe) 286/1 The nights began

to grow a little coolish. 1767 Monro in Phil. Trans. LV II.

495 This salt tastes coolish on the tongue. 1850 Tail's

Mag. XVII. 423/1 My zeal is getting coolish. a 1864 Haw-
thorne Amer. Nole-Bks. I. 8 It was a coolish day.

Coolisse, coollis, obs. ff. Cullis.

Coolly k/7 l,li , adv. [f. Cool a. + -LY -'.]

1. In a cool condition, with coolness.

1611 Coryat Crudities 155 They may walke there very

coolelyeuen at noon. 1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. vn, x.

The aire.. did coolly glide Through every part. 1717-30

Thomson Summer 463 Thrice happy he ! who. .in the gelid

caverns, woodbine-wrought . . Sits coolly calm.

2. fig. Without the heat of passion or emotion
;

without haste or excitement ;
calmly, collectedly.

1580 Hollyband Treat. Fr. TongyAttremp/ment . temper-

ately, coolely, moderately. 1640 Bp. HallCA>-. Moder. 9/a

This safe liquor will send the guests home coolly tempered.

1779 Johnson L. P., DrydenYfVs.il. 418 When admiration

had subsided, the translation was more coolly examined.

1875 Helps Anim. 4- Mast. vii. 161 The cab-driver mean-

while was taking it very coolly.

3. Without fervour, enthusiasm, or friendly

warmth ; with an air of indifference.

1626 W. Sclater Exp. 1 These. (1629) 7. 1700 Hearne
Collect. 4 Apr., He promis'd me but coolly. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng.\. 306 Lewis at first affected to receive these

propositions coolly.

4. With calm and unabashed assurance.

1844 Emerson Lect. Vug. Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II. 301

Agricultural chemistry coolly, .offering, .to turn a sandbank

into corn. 1884 Manch. Exam. 4 Dec 5/1 This essential

point was coolly taken for granted.

Coolness (k»-lnes\ [f. as prec. + -nebs.]

1. lit. The condition of being or feeling cool

;

cool quality or sensation.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxv. 1 1 And ou us on colnesse ctene xelaed-

dest. 1530PALSGR. 207/1 Colenesse,/r«cA<w. 1575 Lane-

ham Let. (18711 53 The. .delectabl coolnes of the loountain.

ft Viv. 755 Then paced for coolness in the chapel-yard.

2. fig. Freedom from excitement ; calmness.

1651 H. More 2nd Lash ofAlazonom. 79 Eugenius.will you

venture, in Philosophic Coolness, to say, etc. 178a Priest-

ley Corrupt. Chr. 1. l 5, I wish, .my readers may attend me
with, .coolness. 1805 Capt. Blackwood in Nicolas Desp.

Nelson (1846) VII. 224 After performing wonders by his

example and coolness, Lord Nelson was wounded by a

French Sharp-shooter. 1813 Lamb Elia Ser. I. i. (18651 3

Old house ! there is a charm in thy quiet :—a cessation—

a coolness from business, .which is delightful. 1874 Green
Short Hist. viii. 526 Only Hampden s coolness and tact

averted a conflict.
'

3. Want of fervour or enthusiasm; absence of

friendly warmth.
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a 1674 Clarendon (J.), They parted with such coolness to-

wards each other, as if they scarce hoped to meet again.
1753 Melmoth Cicero's Lett, v iv. (R.), As being unwilling
it should appear, .that any coolness had arisen between us.

1767 J. Penn Sleepy Serin. 24 Inattention in hearing the
Word of God, generally produces a Coolness for sacred
Worship. 1880 L. Stephen Pope ii. 55 A coolness had
sprung up between Pope and Addison.

4. Calm and unabashed assurance.
1751 Johnson Life o/Cheynel Wits. IV. 516 Who with his

usual coolness and modesty, took possession of the lodgings
soon after by breaking open the doors. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke
Sliaks. Char. xi. 280 He comes there, and takes possession
of the territory with all the coolness of a usurper.

Coolooly, var. of Kooloolt, an Algerine of
mixed descent.

Coolor(e, -our, obs. ff. Colour.
Coo'lrife, a. Sc. Also -riff. [f. Cool + -kifk :

after Cauldrlfe.] Having a tendency to cool
or be cold ;

1 also Jig. Indifferent ' (Jam.).
1768 Ross Helenore 27 (Jam.) And fain, fain was she of

the coolriff shade.

Cool tankard. A cooling drink, usually
made of wine and water, with lemon-juice, spices,

and borage
; also, a local name of borage, from

its use in this beverage (Britten and Holland).
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creio, Cool Tankard, Wine

and Water, with a Lemon Sugar and Nutmeg. 1777
Chron. in Attn. Reg. 199/1 This day . . the Lord Mayor .

.

partook of a cool tankard at Newgate with Mr. Akerman.
1847 Williamson Mem. C. Simeon i. 12 The day was hot .

.

I drank a great deal of cool tankard. 1858 R. Hogg Veg.
Kingd. 541 The fresh tops [of borage] were formerly used
in cool tankards.

Coolth (k?7lb). rare, exc. dial. In 6 ooulthe,

7 eooth. [f. Cool a. + -th : cf. warmth.']
1. Coolness.
1547 Salesbl-ry Welsh Diet., Oerfel, coulthe. 1611

Cotgr., Froid, cold, cooth; coldnesse. 1781 Mad. D'Ar-
blay Diary I. 379 My father and Mrs. Thrale seated them-
selves out of doors . . for coolth and chat. 1863 T. Taylor
Pictures in Words xiii, In pleasant dreams Of English
coolth and greenery. 1875 Parish Sussex Dialect, Coollhe,
coolness. ' I set the window open for coolthe '.

2. A cold (i e. the malady so named).
1881 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-Ik. s. v. Cooth .

.

' That
child's ketcht a cooth '. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Cooth, cold
(malady) .

.

' I'm so full of cooth and cold '.

Coolume, obs. f. Column.
Coo'lweed. Herb. One of the names of Pilea

pumila (N. O. Urticaceze), a North American plant
with succulent pellucid stem, called also Clear-
weed, Rushweed, and Stingless Nettle.

Coolwort (ktt lwitut). Herb. [See Wort.] A
North American herb (N.O. Saxifragacesn).
i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Coolwort (Tiarella cordi.

folia), the popular name of an herb, the properties of which
are diuretic and tonic, .prepared for sale by the Shakers.
Coolwort, obs. f. Colewort.
t Cooly, a. Obs. rare. [f. Cool sb. + -T.l] Of

cool refreshing quality.

1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 16 Some cooly easefull place he
sought to geat. 1595 Spenser Col. Clout 58 Keeping my
sheepe amongst the cooly shade Of the greene alders. 1610
Tofte Honours Acad. 1 Greene coolie grasse with faire
coloured flowers to delight the sences. 1710 Philips Pas-
torals i. 86 E'er the warm Sun drinks up the cooly Dews.
Cooly, var. of Collie, Coolie.
Coom (k/7m), sb. 1 Forms : 6-7 coame, 7

coome, oome, koom, comb, 8 coomb, 7- 000m.
[In senses 1-2 app. another form of Culm, pointing
to a ME. colm, whence also ME. colmy adj. sooty,
grimy, bicolmen vb. = bicollen to begrime with
soot. In Sc. and north Eng., ul may become ft,

as in bulk, Sc. bouk (b«k), Buhner in Northum-
berland, locally Boomer; cf. also shoulder, coulter,

Sc. shooder, cooter. But the form coame in 1 may
correspond to ON. kdm ' grime, film of dirt '

;

and sense 3 may be related to Ger. kahm, mould,
' the white film on fermented liquids

'
; cf. Keem.

(For coom from WGer. kebna-, OTeut. k&mo-z, cf.

Broom, Moon.) The relationship of sense 4 is
quite uncertain. Thus there are here possibly two
or even three words.]
1. Soot, esp. that which forms about a fireplace,

or settles as smuts from a smoky atmosphere.
Smithy coom : the hard granular soot that forms
over a blacksmith's fire. (But see also 2.) Now
Sc. or north Eng.
1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle, Horses (1627) 126 The coame

aboue the Smithes forge. 1610 Markham Maslerp. 11. xxxvi.
273 The coame about the Smithes forge. 1691 Ray N. C.
Words 137 Smidy, a Smiths Shop, whence Smidy.toom.Var.

A' "fP Ph"-ups
. Coome, the Soot that gathereth over

an Ovens Mouth. 1825-79 Jamieson s.v., Ifcoom hang from
the bars of a grate like shreds of silk, it is viewed by the
superstitious as foretokening the arrival of strangers.

\>.fig.
1823 Galt Entail III. xxvii. 251 ' How ye'Il clear your

character o' the coom ye hae brought on't.' 1816 J. WilsonNoct. Ambr.VI\%. 1855 I. 152 The thin black coom o' anni-
hilation and oblivion.

2. Coal dust or refuse, small coal, slack; cf.
Culm.
1611 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 161 Paide for beringe sand and

smethie come to the same lyme, xijrf. 165a Boatk Nat.

Hist. /re/, xx. § 4. 158 Upon this they lay a lay of . . a cer-
tain sort of Sea-coal, the which, being wonderful small, and
peculiarly called Comb, is hardly used for any other pur-
pose [than burning lime]. 1755-73 Johnson, Coom. .is used
in Scotland for the useless dust which falls from large coals.

1825-79 Jamieson, Coom . . small coal, Sc.; Culm Eng.
1879 Dickinson Cumbld, Gloss. Supp., Coom, the debris of
coal; culm.

1 3. (See quot.) Obs.
1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. vi. (1623) O ij, This kinde of

honey . . after a while it corrupteth and . . becometh the
sowrest, and the most unsauory of all things . . which, then
they commonly call Stopping or Coome.
+4. The black stuff, composed of grease and dust,

which works out from axles or bearings. Obs.
In quot. 1758 coom perhaps means grease for the wheels.

1724 Lond. Gas. No. 6264/2 By marking of Sheep with
large Quantities of Pitch, Tar, or Coomb. 1730-6 Bailey
(foho), Coom . . that matter that works out of the wheels of
carriages. 1749 \V. Kllis .Shepherd's Guide 298 To do
this, it's only rubbing the Coomb of a Cart-wheel over the
Breast of the Ram, or if Coomb cannot conveniently be had,
you may rub his breast over with Redding, and the Colour
of it.. will be left behind on the Ewe. 1750 — Country
Houseiv. 2S7 To cure Shingles, take the black Coom that Is

made by oiling or greasing Bells in a Steeple and anoint
with it. 1758 Ann. Reg. 107 A remarkable carriage set out
.. without coomb, or any oily, unctuous, or other liquid
matter whatever to the wheels or axles. 1786 Sparrman
Voy, Cape G. Ii. 1. 117 A box for the coom.
5. Dust from a com mill, saw-dust, etc. dial.
1811 Willan IK Riding Yorksh. Gloss., Coom, dust and

scrapings of wood, produced in sawing. 1887 Jamieson
Suppi., Coom, dust from a mill, or from riddled seeds, i.e.

from corn. Orkn.

Coom, sb:1 Sc. Also 8 cumb. [Of uncertain
origin : the general sense appears to be that of an
arched or rounded top, dome. Connexion has
been suggested with med.L. atmha hold or bottom
of a ship or boat, 1 locus imus navis ' (Isidore

Orig. xix. ii. § 1), and with Sp. combo, Pr. comb,
bent, curved : cf. Coomb -.]

1. The wooden centre or centering on which an
arch is built.

1753 Scots Mag. Aug. 422/1 A new-finished arch, from
which the cumb or timber frame had been taken away.
1796 in Sinclair Stat. Acc. Scot. XVII. B (Jam.) As several
of the arches approach nearly to a < traight line, the frame,
or coom, on which it was raised, must have sunk while it

was building. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot. I. 335 The
coomb of the most westerly arch appears to have sunk before
the arch was thrown over. 1808-25 m Jamieson.
2. 1 The lid of a coffin, from its being arched '

(Jam.).
In quot. 1537, it seems to be used for the coffin as a whole.
1537 Ld. Treasurer's Acc. in Pitcairn Crim. Trials Scot.

I. 288 Tua pund sex unce blak sewin silk to be Frebels to
the Quenis Covme. 1864 Chambers Bk. Days (1869} I. 824
Some surgeon apprentices rudely stopped the cart.. and
broke down part of the cooms, or sloping roof of the coffin.

3. Here may belong coom or coomb applied locally

to dome-like hills in the North.
Examples are White Coom or Polnwody Coom, a hill

2695 ft. high near Loch Skene, above Moffat, the Coom or
Coomb at Teviothead, Coom Cairn, Coom Dod, Comb Law,
Comb Hill, all in the south of Scotland ; also Comb Fell,
south of Cheviot, and Combhill in Northumberland, Black
Combe, White Combe, Green Comb, Hen Comb in Cumber-
land, etc. [In some of these the word may be Comb sb. 1 in

sense 6c, d, 'crest, ridge', but the local form of this is

kame, kaim, which is actually in use. Attempts have been
made to identify the word with Coomb 2

,
esp. in sense c, but

on no valid grounds.]
1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 323 A Comb, in some

places it is said to be.. a Hill or Plain between Valleys.
i887_ Brighouse News 26 Mar., Coom . . in Yorkshire . . is

applied not to a valley or depression of any kind, but to a
conical sandy hill, or large hillock, rising out of the level
plain, .such is Terrington Coom, north-east of York.
4. Comb, coom-eeiled a., covered with an arched

or vaulted ceiling of plaster : said of a room, in

whole or part directly under the roof, as a garret,

attic, etc. ; cf. Camp-ceilixg. Hence Coom-ceil v.

1795 in Sc. Leader (1887) 16 Aug. 8 For upwards of ten
years, .it had nothing but the bare rafters above, but in 1795,
It was agreed to have it

1 coomceiled . . not for ornament, but
for the health of the hearers of the gospel '. 1825 in Jamie-
son. 1858 Mrs. Oliphant Laird ofNorlaw I. 309 It was
a little room, .what is called in these regions ' coomcieled ',

which is to say, the roof sloped on one side, being close
under the leads. 1879 Shairi- Bums 102 A garret, coom-
ceiled, for the female servants. 1880 J. F. S. Gordon
Chron. Keith 422 The last Duchess of Gordon renewed and
coomceiled the primitive tabernacle.

Coom, sbfi A dialectal pronunciation or variant
form of Comb sb?- in various senses. •

Coom, v? rare. Also 7 oowm. [f. Coom sb?
Cf. becoom, ME. bicolmen (s.v. Be- 6 a).]

1. trans. To begrime or smut as with soot.

_
1606 Birnie Kirk-BnrilU(1833) 35 The coljear, by cowm-

ing the walkers whyte webs, did weary him away. 1823
Galt Entail III. iii. 40 1

I'll no coom my fingers wi' med-
dling in ony sic project.'

f2. (See quot.) Obs.
1664 Evelyn Sylva_io3 Small-coals are made of the spray

and brush-wood, .which is sometimes bound up into Bavins
for this use

; though also it be as frequently charked without
binding, and then they call it cooming it together.

Coom, var. of Coomb 2
, valley j obs. form of

Come sb.z, radicle of barley ; obs. pa. t. of Come v.

CoOmb \ Comb (k«m). dial. Forms : see the
separate senses. [The senses here included appear

to belong to the same original word, though this,

from want of early evidence, is not quite proved.
Sense 1 is found only in OE. as cumb ; sense 2 is

found from 14th to 1 "th c. , in form comb, combe

;

its pronunciation is unfortunately unknown
; sense

3 begins a 1 500, and has the forms comb, combe,
coomb, pronounced (k«m). OE. cumb was prob.

identical with older LG. kutnb, HG. kump; cf.

mod.LG. and HG. kumm a vessel, in various

dialects, a round deep vessel, basin, cistern, trough,

etc. (also mod.G. kumme, older prob. kumbe).
Besides this mod.G. has kumpf, LG. kump, a
vessel (in many senses), a measure of corn and fruit,

-iV of a malter, i. e. an English peck nearly. The
Bremen Worterbuch identifies the two l.G. forms:
' kumm oder besser kump, tiefe schiissel ' : so that

we have app. an OTeut. type *kumbo-, *kummo-,
with by-form *kumpo- (as in clam, clamp), with
general sense of vessel, or hollowed-out receptacle.
As to the phonetic history, the vowel of OE. cumb was app.

lengthened before mb as in comb, climb, cloiub, with similar
loss of b, and the u sound preserved in modern Eng. instead
of being diphthongized, as in OE. rum, ME. roum, mod.
Room. Cf. also Coop.)

1 1. ^OE. cumb;. A vessel, a cup ; or perhaps a
small measure. Obs.
791-6 in Birch Cartul. Sa.x. I. 380 (No. 273) Cumb

fulne lioes alob, and cumb fulne Welisces alop. c 1000
Sax. Leechd. III. 28 Gebreow mid gryt cumb fulne ealaS
mid rjy waetere.

t 2. (5-7 eombe, 6-7 comb.) A brewing tub or

vat. Obs.
1 a 1400 Chester PI. \ Shaks. Soc. i II. 82 For castinge maulte

besyddes the combe. 1559 Lane. Wills I. 151 The greatest
mashe fatt. .and the great yealynge combe. 1615 Markham

Houzttv. 116601 157 To let it be too long in the Comb
. .will make it both corrupt, and breed Weevels. .the greatest
destroyers of malt. 1635 Brereton Trov. I 18441 104, I took
notice of that common brew-house, .the greatest, vastest
leads, boiling keeves, cisterns and combs, that ever I saw.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 319 2 A Comb, or a Brewers
Working Comb, or.. Yelling Comb or Tub is that Vessel
into the which the Wort is put to Work with the Yeast.
I1847-78 HALLIWELL, Comb, a brewing-vat. Chesh.]

3. (5-6 combe, 5-9 comb, 6 come, coeme,
koome, 6-7 coome, 7 coumb, 6- coomb.) A
dry measure of capacity, equal to four bushels, or

half a quarter.

1418 Bury Wills (Camden) 5, j comb brasij. 1465 Maun.
A> Househ. Exp. 179 Ffor a combe whete, ilj. J. iili ~d, 1560
Proude Wyves Pater Noster 75 in Hazl. F. P. l\ IV. 155 Of
dyuers comes I haue many a come At home in my barne for

to sell. 1573 TfSSER Husb. (1878) 36 'Pen sacks whereof
euerie one noldeth a coome [margin, A Coeme is halfe a
quarter]. A1670 Hacket Abp. WiUitmu 1. (1692* 63 To
whom his Majesty measured out his accumulated gifts, not
by the bushel, or by the coome, but by the barn-full. 1674
Kay o'. At E. C. Words 62 A Coomb or Coumb of Corn : Half
a Quarter. 1723 Loud. Gaz. No. 6224/5 Loaded with n
I-ast 18 Combs of Malt. 176a tr. Buschiug's Syst. Geog. X.
498 They also cultivate yearly. .44,000 coombs of potatoes
1802 H. C. Robinson Diary 11869) v. 106 Wheat ha.s

fallen .. from 92s. to 30*. the coomb. 1883 Times 9 Mar.,
Out of 65 towns selling by measure, only 35 used the Im-
perial quarter, the others selling by coombs, sacks, loads,
etc.

4. (cum, cumb, coom, kim.) A tub, cistern, as
' a milk-cum or kim ' ; also a large ladle for baling

out a boat ; West and South of Sc. {Suppl. to

Jamieson, 1887.)

5. Comb., as coomb-sack, a sack containing a
coomb.
1573-80 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 93 Browght . . to

your mill in a koome or quarter sack, c 1600 Day Begg.
Bcdnell Gr. v. (1881) in They are all our own, and there
were a combseck full on 'em. 1891 ' Coomb-sack I know
well here in Suffolk.' F. Hall.

Coomb -, combe, comb (kmn). Forms : 1

cumb, (? 3 comb), 6 coome, 6- coombe,
combe, 7- comb, 8- coomb, (9 coom). [In

OE., cumb masc. ' small valley, hollow' occurs in

the charters, in the descriptions of local boun-
daries in the south of England ; also in numerous
place-names which still exist, as Batancumb Bat-

combe, Brancescumb Branscombe, Eastcitmb East-

comb, Sealtcumb Salcombe, Wincelcumb Winch-
combe, etc. As a separate word it is not known
in ME. literature, but has survived in local use,

in which it is quite common in the south of Eng-
land : see sense b. In literature coomb appears

in the second half of the 16th c, probably in-

troduced from local use ; a century later, it was
still treated by Ray as a local southern word.

OE. cumb is usually supposed to be of British

origin : modern Welsh has C7vm (k«m) in the

same sense, also in composition in place-names

as -ewm, -gzum, and in syntactic combination

as Cwm Bochhvyd. A large number of place-

names beginning with Cum-, especially frequent

in Cumberland, Dumfriesshire, and Strathclyde,

as Cumwhitton, Cumdivock, Cumlongan, Cum-
loden, appear to be thus formed. Welsh cwm
represents an earlier cumb, OCeltic *kumbos.
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The OE. word might however be an obvious

application of cumb, Coomb \ to a physical

feature, though there is no trace of any such appli-

cation of the cognate German words on the con-

tinent ; in any case, if the Saxons and Angles

found a British cumb applied to a hollow in the

ground, its coincidence with their own word for

* basin, bowl, deep vessel ' would evidently favour

its acceptance and common use. This might

father be strengthened, after the Norman Con-

quest, by the existence of a F. combe 1 petite vallee,

pli de terrain, lieu bas entoure de collines
1

(Littre,

1 2th a), cognate with Pr.,Sp. and north It. comba,

for which also a Celtic origin has been claimed.

See Diez, Thurncysen, Littre. The phonetic history

is the same as in Coomb 1 ; in composition (in

names of old formation) -k£m has sunk to -lorn.]

a. A deep hollow or valley : in OE. charters

;

not known in ME. ; but occurring from the i6th c.

in the general sense of valley, and more especially

of a deep narrow valley, clough, or cleugh.

770 in Birch Cartul. Sax. I. 290 (No. 204) Of pare
brigge in cumb ; of bam cumbe in ale beardes ac. 847 Ibid.

II. 34 (No. 451) Fram smalan cumbes heafde to gra;wan
stane. 1578 Lyte Dodocns n.xxiv. 175 Foxeglove. .groweth
. .in darke shadowie valleys or coombes where there has

j

been myning for iron and smithes cole. Ibid. in. xii. 332
GeotUU) groweth.. in certayne coomes or valleys. 1586 j.

Hooker Girald. /re/, in Holinslted II. 169/2 A vallle or a
combe . . of a great length, betweene two hils. 1613 \V.

Browne Brit. Past. n. iii, The walkes and arlwurs in these

fruit full coombes. 1799 Southey Lett. (1856) X. 79 Imagine
a vale, almost narrow enough to be called a coombe, run-

ning between two ranges of hills. 187a Tennyson Gareth
Lynette 1162 Anon they past a narrow comb wherein

Were slabs of rock with figures.

b. spec. In the south of England, a hollow or

valley on the flank of a hill
;
esp. one of the charac-

teristic hollows or small valleys closed in at the head,

on the sides of and under the chalk downs ; also,

a steep short valley running up from the sea coast. 1

1674 Ray .9. E. C. Words, Combe'. Devon. Corn.
..Vallis utrinque collibus obsita, Skinner. 1807 Van-

,

COUVEI Agric. Devon (1813) 21 The banks of the rivers

Taw and Mole, as well as the coml>es or hollows branching
in. .from them. 1855 M. Arnold Foetus, Youth of Nature,
Far to the South the heath Still blows in the Quantock
coombs. 1862 Ansted Channel isl. 1. v. (ed. 2) 103 There is

here a pretty coomb, or semicircular depression of the sur-

face. 1879 Dowden Southey iii. 64 Roaming among the
vales ana woods, the coombes and cliffs of Devon. 1886
Besant Childr. Giheon U. xii, Where the sea mists sweep
up the narrow coombe.

c. In the south of Scotland and in the English

Lake district, 1 [in] such hills as are scooped out on
one side in form of a crescent, the bosom of the

hill, or that portion which lies within the lunated

verge, is always denominated the coomb \ (Hogg
Queen's Wake 1813 Notes xxiv.)

That the word is native in Scotland is doubtful: Jamie-
son's Dictionary knows nothing of it beyond Hogg's asser-

tion, and it is not in common use. But in Cumberland
it appears in some local names, as Gillercombe, the great
hollow above Sour Milk Gill in Borrowdale, and as a
separate word in Glaramara Combe, Langdale Combe.
1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 222 The dark cock bayed above

the coomb Throned mid the wavy fringe of gold. 1871
Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 219 A small stream
which flows from the Comb—the large opening scooped out
of Glaramara.

Coomb, obs. f. Comb ; var. Come sb.-

Coombing, Cooming, var. of Coaming.
1833 Markyat Simple (1863) 32 The sentry standing .

.

over the coombings of the hatchway.

tCoo*mby(
«- rare. [f. Coomb 2 + -yi.] Of or

pertaining to the coombs under the chalk downs.
1794 J. Boys Agric. Kent 78 The coomby soil of West

Kent is an extreme stiff moist clay mixed with stones and
flints of different sorts.

Coom-ceiled : see Coom sb? 4.

Coome, obs. f. Coomb, Come.
Coomfort, obs. f. Comfort.
Co-omni'potent, a. [Co- 2.] Conjointly

omnipotent.
1577 tr. Bullingers Decodes (1592I 896 Auouching the

whole Godhead .. to be coessentiall, & consubstantiall, and
coeternal, & coomnipotent. a 1656 Bp. Hall Mvst. Godli-
ness § 7 Thy Co-omnipotent Spirit. 1865 T. F. Knox Life
H. Suso 304 The co-eternal, co-omnipotent indwelling and
outflowing of Persons.

Co-omniscient : see Co-.

Coompanyon, Coompasse, obs. ff. Comp-.

Coomy (k«-mi\ a. [f. Coom sb. 1 + -Y 1.] Be-
grimed with soot or coal-dust.
i8»3 Galt Entail 1 1, iii. 22 Ye see my fingers are coomy.

1830 — Laivrie T. 1. iv. (1849* tt A wee coomy thing of a
nailer like me. 1853 Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. 1. 88
Ilk coomy collier.

Coon (k«n). U.S. [A familiar abbreviation of

Racoon.]

1. The Racoon (Procyon lotor), a carnivorous
animal of North America.
1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. II. 232 In the Western

States, where the racoon is plentiful, they use the abbrevia-
tion 'coon when speaking of people. 1850 Lyell 2nd Vis.

U. S. II. 379 Cash paid for coon, mink, wild-cat. .and deer- I

skins. 187s C. King Mountain. Sierra Nev. v. 98, I had
j

never killed a coon.

2. Applied to persons: a. A nickname for a

member of the old Whig party of the United States,

which at one time had the racoon as an emblem.
(The nickname came up in 1839.)

1848 Lowell Biglow P. ser. 1. ix, A gethrin' public senti- I

ment, 'raongst Demmercrats and Coons, a i860 Boston Post

in Bartlett Diet. Amer. s. v., Democrats, .rout the coons,

beat them, overwhelm them.

b. A sly, knowing fellow ; a 4 fellow '.

i860 Punch XXXIX. 227 (Farmer) Then baby kicked up !

such a row As terrified that reverend coon. 1870 Miss
|

Bridgman R. Lyntu II. xiv. 296 Dicky Blake's a 'cute
\

little coon. 1881 J. Hawthorne Fort. Fool 1. xxxiii, Jack
they called him—a sort of half-wild little coon, that nobody
knowd much about.

3. Phrases (chiefly U. S. slang). A gone coon: ,

a person or thing that is 1 done for ' or in a hope-
j

less case ; hence gone-cooniness, -coonishness. A
coons age: emphatic for 'a longtime*. To hunt

the same old coon : to keep doing the same thing.

To go the whole coon :
' to go the whole hog'; to

' go in for
1

a thing thoroughly.
1845 Mr. Giddings in Congress (Fanner), Besides the ac-

quisition of Canada, which is put down on all sides as a

gone coon. 1857 Dickens Lying Aivake in AV/r. Pieces

192 (ibid.i Or, like that sagacious animal in the United I

States who recognized the colonel who was such a dead I

shot, I am a gone coon, a i860 Southern Sketches (Bart-

lett), This child haint had much money in a coon's age. 1879
Lowell Poet. Wks. (1879* 384 Meanwhile I inly curse the ;

bore Of hunting still the same old coon. 1883 V. Stuart :

Egypt 304 Before the performance was over he was a gone
j

coon. 1884 H. R. Haweis My Musical Memories IN. Y.

1884)1. 7 for downright fanaticism and ' gone-cooniness \
'

if I may invent the word, commend me to your violin-
j

maniac. 1890 W. A. Wallack Only a Sister 53 When the ,

former forgot the ' gone coonishness' of his earlier days.

4. attrib. and Comb., as eoon-hunting sb. & a.,

story
;
coon-heel, coon-oyster, varieties of North

American oysters
;
coon-akin, the skin of the

racoon, used as a fur (usually attrib.).

1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. mc. 144 There is a jaunti-

ness in the set of that coon-skin cap. 186a T. Hughes in

J. M. Ludlow Hist. U. S. 329 The usual coon-hunting,
whisky-drinking pioneers of the West. 1870 Emerson Soc. \

<y Solit., CfefeWks. (Bohm III. 100 He liked, in a bar-

room, to tell a few coon stories. 1890 Opdousas (La.)

Democrat 8 Feb. 3/4 Coon-hunting still gives great enjoy-
j

ment to hunters in the mountainous districts of Massachu-
setts.

Hence Coon v. intr., to creep (along a branch,

etc.), clinging close like a racoon. Coonery, the

practice of the Whig 'coons' of U.S. (see 2 a

above . Coony (/., ? bald like a racoon.
1886 Century Mag. XXXIII. \6note. In trying to * coon ' 1

across Knob Creek on a log, Lincoln fell in. a i860 Boston
Pott in Bartlett Diet. Amer. s. v., Democrats ,, we must
achieve a victory . . coonery must fall with all its corrup-

tions and abominations. 1887 Sat. Rev. 16 July 71 Hat-
wearing man becomes Alopeciac, or * coony '.

Coonda-oil (ku*nda). Also coondi-, kunda-,
kundah-, kundoo-oil. [From the native name.]

;

An oil resembling carap-oil, obtained from the '

seeds of a tree Carapa guineensis), in Senegal.
1868 'Freas. Hot. 221 1 Coondi oil.. is employed as a pur-

gative and anthelmintic

Coone, obs. form of Cone (14 b).

Coonly : see Conely adv.

CooUtah, coontie (kunta, -tiX Alsocoonta,
-ti. The name in U.S. of a species of cycad {Zamia
integri/olia^, found in the West Indies, Florida,

;

etc. ; also of the variety of arrowroot obtained

from its stem.
185a F. R. QoOUNMQ Young Marooners xxvi. 173 Harold

discovered a fine patch of Coontah or arrowroot from which
a beautiful flour can be manufactured. 1879 Pickering
Chron, Hist. Plants 761 The coontie is a low palmetto-like
plant, its trunk yielding the . . white bread. 1883 Chapman
Flora South. U. S. (ed. 2) 437.

Coop (ktfp), sb.* Forms; 3-5 cupe, 4-7
coupe, 5 6 coope, 5-7 cowpe, 7 coup, 7- coop.
£mod.E. coop, in 1 5—1 7th c. cowpe, coupe, is app.

identical with MK. cupe, coupe basket, pointing to

an OIL *cupe fern., an unrecorded collateral form
of cype cask, bushel, basket ; app. = l)u. kuip,

MDu. e&pe, EFris. kupe, MLG. kitpe :-OLG.
WApa f.

4 cask for which OS. had cdpa, MLG.
kdpe, OHG. chS/a, chuofa, MHG. kuo/e, mod.G.
kufe f. * cask'. The German words are generally

considered to be a. L. cftpa, in med.L. also copa
1 cask

' ; but if this be their origin, it is difficult to

account for the umlaut in OE. cype, Kipk.
When cupe, coupe appears in ME., it is as a synonym of

kype, kipe, * basket
' ; in sense 3 also coop and m are still

synonymous. Sense 2 is not found in kipe, thougli a natural
enough development of the sense ' basket .

The phonetic development cupe, coufie, coop, is paralleled

by stiipian, stoupe, stoop, and ON. drtSp<t, droupe, droop,
where also the sound («) is retained, instead of being, as
usual

t
diphthongized to ('am in mod. Eng., and the spelling

is assimilated to that ofwords in 00 from OE. 6, ME. £.]

f 1. (ME. cupe, coupe, pL -en.) A basket. Obs.
[From the ambiguity of ME. u, it is possible that in some

of these u means ii—y, and that they are examples of kyPe,

Kipe ; but the spelling coupe of the later text of Floriz
must belong here.]

a 1300 Floriz <V Bl. 435 Cupen he let fulle of flures To
strawen in be maidenes bures. . He let Floriz on bat on cupe
go [Abbotsf. Club ed. c 1350, coupen, coupe], c 13*0 Cast.
Love 1278 Of be relef pat hemleuede bi-fore, Tweff cupe-fu!

weoren vp i-bore. 1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 15 (Matz.)

f>e releef of be twelf cupes [v. r. kipes or lepes]. Ibid. IV.

359 Paule was Mete a doun in a cupe [sportA] ouerbewal.

2. A kind of basket placed over fowls when
sitting or being fattened ; a cage or pen of basket-

work or the like for confining poultry, etc. See

also Hen-coop.
14.. False Fox in Rel. Antiq. I. 4 The fals fox camme

unto oure cowpe, And there he made our gese to stowpe.

1530 Palsgr. 210/1 Coupe for capons, caige a chappons.

ri53<> Pol. Rel. L. Poems <i866> 36 Take iij Chekyns
or .liij. . . & put them in a coope to feede. 1577 Har-
rison England 11. xiv. 11877) t 265 To be caged up as in

a coope. 1616 Surfl. 8c Markh. Country Farme 72 They
must be kept vnder a Cowpe with the Henne or Capon.

1697 ( 'less D'Auuoy's 'Prav. (1706) 258 A great Coup, in

which they feed poultry. 1740 Stack in Phil. Trans. A. LI.

392, 1 took Four strong Pullets, which I shut up in Coops.
1829 E. Jesse fml. Nat. 193 He has known it [the shrike]

draw the weak young pheasants through the bars of the

breeding coops. 1866 Rogers Agric. *r Prices L xvi. 339
Geese were either turned into stubble or fattened in coops.

3. A wickerwork basket used in catching fish :

also called Kipe.
1469 Sc. Act Jos. Ill (1597)8 37 Salmond, Girsilles and

trowtes, quhilk ar destroyed be cowpes .. nettes, prynes set

in rivers, that hes course to the Sea. 1601 Ray N. C.

Words 17 A Fish-coop is . . a great hollow Vessel, made of

Twigs, in which they take Fish upon Humber. 1786 Gilpin

Observ. Pict. Beauty (1788) II. 133 At this place salmon
coops are placed ; where all the fish, which enter the E&k,
are taken, i860 Lonsdale Gloss., Coop, a hollow vessel

made of twigs for taking eels. 1873 Act 36-37 Vict. c. 71

§ 17 Any fishing box, coop, apparatus, net, or mode of fish-

ing . . forming part of such weir.

4. A protecting grating about a tree, etc.

1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandman VIII. 76 If a fence or

coop was set about each pole.

5. trans/, and fig. \Uom a). A narrow place of

confinement ; a cage or prison.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Oct. 72 Sunnebright honour
pend in shamefull coupe. 1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 118

Armide appeared likewise with her troope, Where a burgage
had beene their lodging coope. 1784 Cowper Task lit. 834
Such herds Of. . vagrants, as make London . .a crowded coop.

1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks. iBohn) I. 339
Wny think to shut up all things in your narrow coop?

6. a. slang. A prison, b. In U.S. polit. slang:

The place where electors were 1 cooped \
1866 Land. Misc. 3 Mar. 58/3 (Farmer) A cove as has .

.

smelt the insides of all the coops in the three kingdoms.

1877 J. Greenwood Dick Temple (Farmer*, Vou say that

you have been in the coop as many times as I have. 1889

Pall Mall G. 18 Feb. 6/2 They were made to vote the

ticket of the party that controlled the 'coop'. Our coop
was in the rear of an engine-house on Calvert-street.

Coop, sb.-, var. of Coup, a dung-cart.

Coop, sb.'* [Etymol. obscure : cf. Cop sb.'- 4.]

A small heap, as of manure.
1825 79 Jamieson Coop,* small heap, as a 'coop of muck '.

1881 Card. Ckron. No. 411. 626 The raking of an adequate
quantity of Oak and Chestnut leaves and carting them to

the leaf-coop, with which to make up hotbeds, etc.

Coop (k/7p), v. 1 Also 6-7 cope, 7 coope,

couple, [f. Coop |M]
1. trans. To put or confine (poultry, etc.) in a

coop, pen, or narrow enclosure. Also with up.

1598 Drayton Heroic. Ep. xv. 20 Nor will with Crowes be

coup'd within a Grove. 1701 Boswell Johnson an. 1728,

The flesh of animals who feed excursively, is allowed to

have a higher flavour than that of those who are cooped up.

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 223 As soon

as it is perceived that the geese are desirous of laying,

coopthem up under their roof. 1890 Daily News 26 Nov.

5/6 The . . pigs and poultry were cooped or tethered on the

outskirts of the camp.

2. trans/. To confine (persons} within small

space ; to shut up within irksomely narrow limits;

to cage, cabin.

In the Shaks. quots. the meaning is app. 'To enclose for

protection or defence \ in reference to one of the uses of a
coop for poultry. This sense may also occur in other

quotations.

1563-87 Foxe A. <y M. (1596) 46,: Their armie ..was
cooped and shut in within the streets. 1583 Stanvhurst
Aineis 1. (Arb.) 19 Thee father almighty.. Mewed vp
theese reuelers coupt in strong dungeon hillish. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. i. 109. 1595 — John 11. i. 25

That white-fae'd shore, Whose foot spumes backe the

Oceans roaring tides, And coopes from other lands her

Danders. 1613 Plrchas Pilgrimage \. xvi. 73 They had
coped him in a corner of his kingdome. 1718 Porr. Iliad

xviii. 334 What ! coop whole armies in our walls again!

1812 Byron Ch. Har. it. xxviii, Sailors .. Cooped in their

winged sea-girt citadel. jig. 1876 J. Weiss Wit, Hum. 4
Shaks. iv. 136 He is hard to get fairly cooped in a corner,

b. with /// ; also in, together.

1583 T. Stocker Civ. Warres Loiv-C. it. 49 b, The Prince

of Parma besieged the Citie of Mastr^ghi, and with suche

force so straightly couped it vp. 1591 Horsey Trav.

(Hakluyt Soc.) 204, I . . beinge coped up and kept close as

a prisoner. 160a T. Clapham Hist. Eng. in Hart. Misc.

(Main.) II. 435 When he considered how he was couped
in. 1667 Dryden Maiden Queen v. i, A strait place, where

they are all coupt up. 1760 Wesley Wks. (1872) III. 12, I

was obliged once more to coop myself up in the Room.
1836 Thirlwall Greece III. xx. 155 Suddenly facing about,
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to coop him in, and capture the whole squadron. 1864
Skeat tr. Uhland's Poems 374 I've caught you cooped to-

gether, much honoured brotherhood ! 1870 Emerson Soc.

<y Solit. Wks. (Bohn) III. 4 Coop up most men, and you
undo them,

C. U.S. polit. slang. (See quots.)

1848-60 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Coopingof Voters, collect-

ing and confining them, several days previous to an election,

in a house or on a vessel hired for the purpose. Here they
are treated with good living and liquors, and at a proper
day are taken to the polls, and voted, as it is called, for the

party. 1889 in Pall Mall G. 18 Feb. 6/2 Four ofus, includ-

ing [E. A.] Poe. .were nabbed by a gang of men who were
on the look out for voters to ' coop'.

t 3. fig. Of persons. Ol>s.

1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 235 The one is ever coopt
up at his empty speculations. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv.

xx, § 4 They are cooped in close, by the Laws of their

Countries. 1780 Burke Sp. at Bristol Wks. 1842 I. 270
They feel themselves in a state of thraldom, they imagine
that their souls are cooped and cabined in.

b. Of action, feeling, etc.

1642 Rogers Naaman 198 That we cope all our Sabbath
devotion, yea all our religion within the Church walls. 1643
Case ofAffairs 5 Which yet did not so much coop up or
curbe the regall power from any due worke or office, a 1764
Lloyd Poet. Wks. (1774) II. 25 What is his verse, but
cooping sense Within an arbitrary fence. 1846 Prescott
Ferd. Is. II. xviii. 165 The papal line of demarcation
cooped up their enterprises within too narrow limits.

1 4. To confine (a thing) within a containing
vessel or narrow limits. Usually with up. Obs.
1646 Hammond Serm. Wks. 1684 IV. 677 The water is

easily cooped up in a glass or bucket. 1748 Anson Voy. 11.

xi. 255 The place is so cooped up with mountains, that it is

scarcely possible to escape out of it. 1782 Gilpin \Vye{x-j^%)

143 The river is cooped between two high hills.

5. To surround with a protecting grating or coop.
1631 Weever Auc. Fun. Mon. 379 Grated, or coped about

with iron. Ibid. 388 One Tombe in the body of the Church
coped with iron. 1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandman VIII.

74 The great expence of cooping and fencing each tree.

t Coop, P$ Obs. or dial. rare. [A back-forma-
tion on Cooper sbX\ trans. 1 To hoop, to bind
with hoops 1

(Jamieson) ; = Cooper v.

Holland (in Webster 1864), Shaken tubs. .be new cooped.
17. . in Jacobite Relics (1821) II. 54 There was a cooper .

.

He coopit a coggie for our gudwifie, And heigho ! but he
coopit it braw.

Coop (kup), int. Also cop, cup. [app. con-
traction of co up= come up : cf. dup = do up.]

1. A call for domestic animals.
a 1825; Forbv Voc. East Anglia, Coop, a common word of

invitation to domestic poultry . . to come . . to peck up the
food thrown down for them. It is, perhaps, an abbreviation
of the words come np. 1873 Hale Level Best, In front of
the barn, from which we had already heard shouts of 1 Coop !

Coop !
' 1883 Hampshire Gloss., Coop, a word used in call-

ing horses ; particularly when in the field they are enticed
by a sieve of oats to be caught. 1888 Sheffield Gloss.,

Coop, a call for cows.

2. Coop or coop and seek (U. S.) : the game of
' hide and seek'.

Coop is the call of the hider when he is ready.
1884 J. N. Tarbox in Chicago Advance, And then we play

at coop and seek.

Coop, eoope, obs. ff. Cup, Cope.
Cooparcener, -ery, obs. ff. Coparcener, -ery.

Cooped (k/7pt), ppl. a. In 6-7 coupt. [f.

Coop v. 1 + -ed.] Confined in or as in a coop

;

caged, shut up.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Coupt, kept within certaine

limits. 1645 G. Daniel Poems Wks. 1878 II. 106 The
cooped lion hasbroke through. 1676 Shadwelx, Libertine
iir, A Spanish wife has a worse life than a coop'd chicken.

Cooped {Her.), obs. form of Couped.
Coopee, obs. f. Coupee.
Cooper (k??p3i), sbX Forms: 5-6 couper,

5-8 cowper, (5 cowpare, 6 coupar), 6- cooper.
[Occurs in 15th c. as couper, coivper, cowpar

; app.
of LG. origin: cf. MDu. cuper, 15th c. Nieder-
rheinisch ktiper, E.Fris. kuper, mod.LG. (Bremen,
Hamb.) kuper, dial. MHG. kiiefer, mod.G. kiifer,

also dial. kufer\ from MDu. cupe
f LG. kupe, mod.

G. kufe, cask ; in med.L. cuparius, cuperius, f.

cupa cask : see Coop. (It is not an Eng. derivative
of coop, which, so far as appears, has never had
the sense 1 cask *.)

An old spelling remains in the surname CcnoPer, pronounced
Cooper by those who bear it.]

1. A craftsman who makes and repairs wooden
vessels formed of staves and hoops, as casks,
buckets, tubs.

A dry cooper makes^ casks, etc., to hold dry goods, a Wtt
cooper those to contain liquids, a white cooper pails, tubs,
and the like for domestic or dairy use. See also butt~
cooper, etc.

C1415 York Myst. Introd. 20 Coupers. £-1425 Voc. in
Wr.-Wulcker 650 Hie cuparius, cowpare. < 1450 Nom.
ibid. 686 Hie cuperius, a cowper. 1474 Caxton Chesse
77 The other ben coupers. 1520 MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp.,
Canterb., Paed to the couper for new bottomyng of a buk-
ket. 1523 Act 14-15 Hen. VIII, c. 2 The misteries .. of
smithes, joigners, or coupars. 1589 Pappe to. Hatchet (1844)
16 Now you talke of a cooper, He tell you a tale of a tubb.
165* H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. lvi. (1663) 221 He had in
his hand an Hatchet in the form of a Coopers Addis. 1669
Sturmy Mariners Mag. v. 63 Nailed with Coopers Nails.
ijzo Lond. Gaz. No. 5874/4 Michael Morgatroid, of Ripon,
Cowper. 1724 Ibid. No. 6249/10 John Higgs . . Turner and

Wet-Cooper. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 161 The
' Dry-cooper ' is employed in making sugar hogsheads and
other casks. 1854 H. Miller Sch. % Schm. (1858) 43 The
coopers, .now tightening hoops, and now slackening them.

b. On board ship : One who looks to the repair

of casks and other vessels.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. viii. 36 The Cooper is

to looke to the caske, hoopes and twigs, to staue or repaire
the buckets, baricos, cans, steepe tubs. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
IVord'bk., Cooper, a rating for a first-class petty officer, who
repairs casks, etc.

c. From the practices of the journeymen coopers

employed on vessels in the Thames, the word ac-

quired in the end of the iSth c. an evil connotation.
1800 Colquhoun Com?/!. Thames 65 No inconsiderable

portion of the pillage fell to the share of Journeymen
Coopers, .necessary to repair casks and packages, which
have suffered injury in the stowage. They have even been
known to break hogsheads wilfully to obtain plunder. Ibid.

64 Coopers, Revenue Officers, and the Ship's Crew all

participated in the spoil. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack xviii,

Then we've the Coopers and Bumboat-men and the Rat-
catchers and the ScafTle Hunters and the River Pirates .

.

all living by their wits.

2. One engaged in the trade of sampling, bottling,

or retailing wine ; a wine-cooper.
[1465 Mann, HouseA, Exp. 285 Paid for caryage of a

hoggeshed ofwyne into his place at London, Vnj.a. Item to

the cowper the same tyme, iiij.rf.l 1502 Arnolds Chron. (181 1)

88 Wher as the cowpers of this cite haue vsed and dayly vse
to colour straungers goodis as in taking vpon them malme-
seis and other wynes belongyng to strangers to bee their

owne. 1678 Phillips, Cannister, A certain Instrument
which Coopers use in the racking of the Wine. 1837 WHIT-
TOCK Bk. Trades 11842) 162 The Wine-Cooper is employed
in drawing off, bottling and packing wine, etc.

3. ?A six- (or twelve-) bottle basket, used in

wine-cellars.

[Prob. from its use by wine-coopers.]
1817 T. L. Peacock Me/iucourt II. xx. 80 Give me a

roaring fire and a six bottle cooper of claret. 1829 \V. H.
Maxwell Stories of Waterloo, F. Kennedy, He and the
ambassador having discussed a cooper of port within a
marvellous short period. 1876 Grant One of the '600' Hi,

436 And a rare cooper of old port Davie Binns shall set

abroach.

4. A mixture composed half of stout and half of

porter. (So called in London, and some other

places: seequot. 1873.)
1871 M. Collins Mrq. § Mcrch. I. viiL 252 Vast hunches

of bread and meat and stone jars of ' cooper ', being the fa-

vourite form of refreshment. 1873 Slang Diet., Cooper,
* stout half and half, i. e. half stout and half porter. De-
rived from the coopers at breweries being allowed so much
stout and so much porter a day, which they take mixed.

5. Comb., as ^cooper-shop, cooper's shop.
1632 Lithgow Trav. x. (1682) 444 All the Cowper-shops.

and dwelling-Houses. .adjoyning to the Town's Wall.

CoO'per, sb.- [f. Coop v. 1 + -er.] One who
coops or confines. (With quot. cf. Coop v.^ 2 c.)

1889 Farmer Americanisms 168/2 To coop voters is to
collect them as it were in a coop or cage, so as to be sure
of their services on election day. Liquor dealers are the
usual ' coopers ' for obvious reasons.

Cooper sb.?>, var. of Coper.

Cooper (k/7-pai), v. [f. Cooper sb?\
1. trans. To make or repair (casks, etc.) ; to

furnish or secure with hoops.
1746 in W. Thompson R. N. Advoc, (1757) 8 One, two, or

three Months, .expiring before they are cooper'd and made
tight. 1834 Eraser's Mag. X. 32 Coopered with brass hoops
weather-tight. 1840 H. Cockton Val. Vox (1856,) 177 'I'll

cooper it up '. .And he began to repair the cask.

2. To put or stow in casks.

1746 in W. Thompson R. Jf. Advoc. (1757) 42 Many a
Cart-Load . . brought into the . . Victualling Office, and
Slaughtered, Salted, Pack'd, Cooper'd, etc. i860 Merc.
Marine Mag. VII. 210 The whalers .. resort thither to
'cooper their oil \

3. intr. To work as a cooper, do cooper's work.
In mod. Diets.

4. trans. To 1 rig up \ furbish up, put into a pre-

sentable form, colloq.

18Z9 Scott Jrnl. II. 199, I employed my leisure, .to peruse
Mure of Auchendrane's trial, out of which something might
be coopered up for the public. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle
(1859) 174 When I was washed and cleansed, and fairly

coopered up.

5. To ' do for*, spoil, slang. (Cf. Cooper sbA 1 c.)

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 351 The ring-dropping
' lurk ' is now carried on this way, for the old style is ' coop-
ered'. 1873 Slang Diet. 31 Cooper'd (spoilt) by too many
tramps calling there. [Said of a house.] 1877 Besant &
Rice Son ofVide. 1. ix. 99

1 The cove wasn't at home, and the
slavey'd been changed, and the ken was coopered.'

Cooperage (k?7-p3red5). [f. Cooper sb.1 +
-AGE.]

1. A place where a cooper's trade is carried on.
17x4 Lond. Gas. No. 5246/2 A parcel of . . unserviceable

Staves . . lying in the Cooperage. 1724 De Foe Tour Gt.
Brit. (1748) I. 26 (D.l Room for erecting. . warehouses, roap-
walks, cooperages, &c. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xviii.

63 That the meeting should take place behind the cooper-
age. 1888 Pall Mall G. 3 Nov. 9/1 To place a cooperage
. .at each fishery station along the south coast.

2. The coopering of casks
;
cooper's work ; the

business or trade of a cooper
; coopery.

1740-1 A. Hill Lett, in Wks. (1753) II. 112 The prime
cost of caskage . . with the care of their cooperage and
ordering. 1746 in W. Thompson R. N. Advoc. (1757) 47
Good Cooperage will be found productive of good Package.
x8oo Colquhoun Comm. Thames xiii. 376 The Cooperage,

Hoops, and Nails, which such Cargo may require. 1818
W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. 490 The cooperage of the
French hogsheads is also a subject of complaint. 187a
Yeats Hist. Comm. 140 In the latter part of the Middle
Ages, the articles of cooperage were very numerous.

3. Money payable to a cooper for his services.

1755 Johnson, Cooperage, the price paid for cooper's work.
1809 R. Langforo Introd. Trade 131 Cooperage, money
paid to a cooper who attends on the quays to mend casks,

also to open them for samples.

4. attrib.

1871 Daily Neivs 5 Sept., They were compelled to pay
heavy cooperage charges, though there was not a loose hoop
nor a broken stave in the hold. Mod. Advt., A Plant of
Cooperage Machines can be seen in daily operation.

Co-operancy (k^-puansi,. [f. Co-oi'KRANT :

see -ancy.J a. The state or condition of bein^
co-operant or working together, f b. The action

of working together, co-operation (obs.).

0:1670 Hackkt Cent. Serm, (1675I 231 Will not he make
us the sheep of his pasture, without our active cooperancy?
1866 Coutemp. Rev. I. 307 A perfect co-operancy of the
emotions, the conscience, the reason, and the imagination.
1878 Dowden St /id. Lit. 99 The co-operancy of the energies
of humanity with, .light, and motion.

Co-Operant k^'perant), a. and sb. [ad. L.

cooperant-em (Vulgate), pr. pple. of coopcrari to

Co-operate.] A. adj. \Vorking together or to

the same end
;
co-operating.

1598 J. Dickf.nson Greene in Cone. (1878) 111 Haue not
Planets their conjunctions, the elements their mixtures, both
their cooperant motions '( 1678 lip. N icholson Exp. Catech.
60 The Donation of Heavenly ( Irace prevenient, subsequent,
excitant, adjuvant, or co-operant. 1884 A. M. FAiKiiAiKN in

Contemp. Rev. Mar. 369 Co-operant factors of human pro-
gress and happiness.

B. sb. A co-operating agent or factor.

1532 More Cenfnt. Tindale\\"ks. 383/2 Y c sacrament doth
nothing worke, nor is no cause thereof nor cooperant therto.

1874 Lewes Prohl. Lifefy M. I. 127 A necessary cooperant.

Co-operate tiwip-percit), v. [f. h. cooperdt-

ppl. stem of coopcrari to work together, f. co(7/i)-

(see Co-) + operdrl to work.]
1. intr. To work together, act in conjunction

(with another person or thing, to an end or purpose,
or in a work) : a. of persons.
1616 Bullokar, Cooperate, to worke together, to helpe.

1625 Ussher Ans7v. Jesuit 128 Man . . cooperateth with
man unto repentance. 1649 Bl». Hall Cases Consc. 11. iv.

136 Though he doe not cooperate to his owne destruction.

1763 Goldsm. Cit. IV. exxi, It is . . difficult to induce a
number of free beings to co-operate for their mutual benefit.

1809 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. IV. 402 That the liritish

army should cross the Tagus. .and co-operate . .in an attack
upon Victor. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. 1. ii. 54 The
Turk began his career in Christian history by conperating
with aChristian Emperor. 1879 Spectator-] June 719 Living
in communities and co-operating in labour.

b. Of things: To concur in producing an effect.

1604 N. D. yd Pi. Three Conversions Eng. 121 Free will

. .can cooperatt nothing at all. 1635 Qi arles Embt. v. xv.

(1718) 307 All things co-operate for the best. 1744 Harris
Three 'Treat. 11. vi. 1 1765I 98 Here a double Force is made co-

operate to one End. 1828 \V. Sewell Oxf. Prize Ess. 9
Vanity cooperated with taste. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 707
If sunlight and chlorophyll do not cooperate to produce new
formative material by assimilation.

2. intr. To practise economic co-operation.
1830 Gen. P. Thompson Excrc. (1842) I. 217 If the rats

were to be advised to economize or to 1 co-operate '. 1880
McCarthy Own Times IV. 175 Why should they not also

co-operate for the purpose of supplying each other with good
and cheap food and clothing?

Hence Co-o perating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. Pref., Some cooperating
advancers. 1680 tr. Buchanans De Jure Regni (1689) 8
There must be a mutual Cooperating for the good of the
whole. 1821 Shelley in EourC. Eng. Lett. 508 Various,
yet co-operating reasons.

Co-operate (k^'perrt), a. [ad. L. cooperdtus,

pa. pple. of coopcrari to work together ; the suffix

is app. used as in corporate.'] Caused to co-

operate
;
brought into co-operation.

1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. xiii. (ed. 3) 175 The system of co-

operation or co-operate industry. 1885 Pall Mall G. 26
Oct. 12/2 You want the co-operate knowledge of political

economy and sound critical ability of Mr. A.

Co-Operation ;k<?ip:per^-Jan). [ad. L. coope-

ration-em, n. of action from coopcrari to Co-
operate. Cf. F. cooperation (16th c. in Littre).]

1. The action of co-operating, i.e. of working
together towards the same end, purpose, or effect

;

joint operation.
i398TREviSA/?<irM. DeP. R. 1.(1495) 7 By the cooperacyon

of the holy ghost. 1626 Bacon Sylva Cent. x. Introd., Not
Holpen by the Cooperation of Angels or Spirits. 1628 Coke
On Litt. 61 As there may be an estate taile by custome
with the co-operation of the Statute of W. 2. cap. 1. 1754
Johnson Adventurer No. 137 r 11 The business of life is

carried on by a general co-operation. 1868 Freeman Norm.
Conq. (1876) II. ix. 408 His temporary cooperation with
Swegen. 1879 H. George Progr. § Pov. x. iii. (1881) 417
Civilization is co-operation.

2. Pot. Econ. The combination of a number of

persons, or of a community, for purposes of eco-

nomic production or distribution, so as to save, for

the benefit of the whole body of producers or

customers, that which otherwise becomes the

profit of the individual capitalist.
*

For the history of the term see the quotations. As origin-
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ally used by Owen the name contemplated the co-operation

of the whole community for all economic purposes, i.e.

communism. In practice, the principle has been carried out

in production, when a body of workmen corporately own
the capital by which their concern is carried on, and thus
unite within themselves the interests of capital and labour,

of employer and employed ; and in distribution, when an
association of purchasers contribute the capital of a store

by which they are supplied with goods, and thus combine
in themselves the interests of trader and customers. See
Co-operative.
1817 Owen Letter in Land. Newspaper 9 Aug., Ad-

vantages to be derived from the Arrangement of the Unem-
ployed Working Classes into ' Agricultural and Manufac-
turing Villages of Unity and Mutual Co-operation'. 182 1 —
Economist 3 Mar., Monastic institutions . . nevertheless

exhibit striking proofs of what is to be effected by the prin-

ciple of Co-operation. Ibid, in Holyoake Hist. Coop. I.

67 The Secret is out ; it is unrestrained Co-operation on the
part of all the members, for every purpose of social life.

1824 W. Thompson Distrib. Wealth vi, Labor by co-opera-

tion opposed to labor by individual competition. 1832 Ht.
Martineau Homes Abroad ix. 126 The colony must be so
organized as to secure the due co-operation of labour and
capital. 1844 M. Hensell {title), Outline of the various
social systems and communities which have been founded
on the principle of co-operation. 1863 Q. Rev. CXIV. 418
Most of these thinkers had a glimpse, more or less clear, of
the principle of co-operation, .but unfortunately they were
unable to distinguish this principle from that of community
of goods. 1863 Fawcett Pol. Econ. \\. i. (1876) 105 The
essential characteristic of co-operation is a union of
capital and labour. 1875 Holyoake Hist. Coop. I. 68
The term Cooperation was at first, .and for several years
afterwards, used in the sense of communism, as denoting a
general arrangement of society for the mutual benefit of all

concerned in sustaining it. Later, the term Co-operation
came to be restricted to the humbler operations of buying
and selling provisions. 1879 Rogers in Cassell's Techn.
Educ. IV. 180 1 The workman . . uniting in a trade partner-

ship with other workmen, with the distinct purpose of using
his own capital as well as his own labour under such an
association. The latter form is called co-operation.

Hence Co-operationist, one who practises or

advocates co-operation.

1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle v. (1887) 61 Next to

him is Mr. Toogood, the co-operationist, who.. wants to

parcel out the world into squares like a chess-board, with a
community on each, raising everything for one another.

1881 F. Hall in .V. Xation XXXIII. 182/2 Long and
honourably distinguished for his labours and writings as a
co-operationist.

Co-operative (k0|^-peVtiv\ a. (si.) [f. L.

cooperdt- ppl. stem of cooperdri + -ive : on analogy

of operative^]

1. Having the quality or function of co-operat-

ing
;
working together or with others to the same

end ; of or pertaining to co-operation.
1603 Holland Plutarch's A/or. 65 Some other kinde of

perswasive power cooperative with it. 1669 Gale Crt, Gen*
tiles 1. 111. iii. 38 Al other causes were but . . concauses, and
cooperative under God. 1839 James Louis XIV, IV. 2 Not
as an immediate, but as a co-operative cause. 1855 Mil-
man Lat. Chr. 11864) IX. xiv. x. 342 Four great principles

. .mutually cooperative. 1865 Pall Mall G. 18 May 1 With
regard to a young English statesman, we want to know two
things mainly—his intrinsic value, and his co-operative
capacity.

2. Pol. Econ. Pertaining to industrial co-operation.
Co-operative society '. a society or union of persons for the

production or distribution of goods, in which the profits are

shared by all the contributing members.
Co-operative store : a store or shop belonging to and sup-

ported by a co-operative society, witn the purpose of supply-
ing themselves with goods at a moderate price, ana of
distributing the profits, if any, among the members and
regular purchasers.
(The earliest co-operative societies and stores were esta-

blished as a first step towards the contemplated communistic
organization of society, mentioned under Co-operation.
But the primary aim was gradually lost sight of, and in 1844
the principle was introduced of giving the profits not to
the owners of the business, but, partly at least, to the
customers.)
[1808 Southey in C. Southey Life <$• Corr. III. xiv. 135 If

co-operative labour were as practicable as it is desirable,

what a history of English literature might he and you and
I set forth !] 1811 Economist No. :. 15 {Resolution at
meeting 0/ Printers, etc., 22 Jan.) That a Society, to be
denominated ' The Co-operative and Economical Society',

be now formed. 1826 Revolt of Bees 175 The power which
the first Co-operative Societies will possess, .of underselling,

in the disposal oftheir surplus produce, whatever is brought
to market from the establishments of private individuals.

1848 Mill Pol. Econ. I. 244 That a country of any large

extent could be formed into a single ' Co-operative Society ',

is indeed not easily conceivable. 185* Ld. Godbrich in

Ld. Ingest re Meliora I. 85 In the end of 1850, the London
Central Cooperative Store, as it was then called, was
opened. 186$ Sat. Rev. XIX. 79/2 The first developement
of the principle which obtained considerable results was
the Co-operative Store. 187a Holyoake Hist. Coop. Roch-
dale (ed. 7) 56 At the third London Co-operative Congress,
1832, there was reported the existence of a Rochdale
Friendly Cooperative Society . . It manufactured flannel.

1891 Miss Potter (Jitle), The Co-operative Movement in

Great Britain.

B. sb.

1. One who practises or advocates co-operation

;

a member of a co-operative society.
1829 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 148 The scheme of the other

co-operatives . . tends to secure employment for all its mem-
bers, and equitable wages.

2. Short for co-operative store, (colloq.)

1883 G. Lloyd Ebb <y Flow II. 126 As we are so close to
the Co-operative we might order those things.

Hence Co-o peratively adv., by means of or in

relation to co-operation ; Co-o perativeness, the

state or quality of being co-operative.
1842 De Quincey Cicero Wks. VII. 208 Passively, how

far co-operatively it is hard to say, Pompey owed his

triumph to mere acts of decoy. 1889 Co-operative Neivs 3
Aug. 824 The society would be placed in a much better

position both co-operatively, and commercially. 1655 Sir

H. Vane Retired Man's Medit., Bringing his fleshly prin-

ciples into . . useful co-operativeness with his heavenly and
spiritual.

Co-operator .k^ifvper^tai). [a. L. cooperdtor

fellow-worker (Vulgate), a^ent-n. from cooperdri

to Cooperate. So P. cooperateur (16th c.).J

1. One who co-operates with another or others

;

a fellow-worker.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol.w.yx. § 11 God the author, .and
man a cooperator by him assigned to work for, with, and
under him, a 1677 Barrow Serm. (1686) I. xii. 169 They
are . . Co-operatours with God. 1789 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 8

They were styled the adjutants, co-operators, and adminis-

trators of the public weal. 1835 Arnold Let. in Stanley

Life 4- Corr. (1844) II. viii. 16 The cooperators with whom
I may possibly have to work, i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea
xi. § 507 The plan which is followed by Captain Ginn. .one

of our co-operators.

2. A member of a co-operative society ; one

who practises industrial co-operation.

1863 Q. Rev. CXIV. 438 The opinion is growing among
the London co-operators that the system, etc. 1884 Century
Mag. XXVIII. 134 The Cooperators, who form the other

great branch of the industrial movement in England.

Co-o*peratress. rare. [f. prec. + -ess.] A
female co-operator or fellow-worker.
1865 PvsEvTruth Eng.Ch. 158 Salazar writes. .* In another

way she may be called co-operatress and helper of Christ

II Co-Opera*trix. Obs. rare. [fem. in L. form

of cooperator : see -trix.] = prec.

1674 Krevist Saulat Endor 109 She wassaies Salmeron . .)

ccoperatrix, that is, Christs fellow-laborer in the very Pas-
sion to the end. a 1804 W. Gahan Serm. (1882) 583 She
was the principal cc-operatrix of human redemption.

T Co-Opere, V. Obs. rare. [a. F. coopirer (1 6th c.

in Littre , ad. I., coopcrari.] intr. To co-operate.

1663 Sir G. Mackenzie Relig. Stoic i. ( 1685) 6 This innate

Instinct did not coopere with these Impostures,

Coopering kw-parirj^, vbl. so. 1 [f. Cooper v.

+ -ing '.] Tne occupation of a cooper.

1746 W. Thompson R. N. Advoc. (1757) 46 The next
Article in Coopering, may be considered of the Journeymen
Coopers. [1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xxxvii, He was not

brought up to the Law, but to Wine-Coopering. 1 1874
Knight Diet. Mech. I. 616/1 Dry coopering consists of
making barrels for flour, etc.

Coopering : see Copering.

t Coope*rison, -izon. Obs. [Alteration ofra-

parison after L. cooper/re to cover.] = Caparison.
1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 102 Their armour and cooperi-

70ns of their horses. — 336 Any sadle . . chapperon, cooperi-

son, or other instrument. 1660 Waterhocse Arms <y Ami.
67 A noble Horse, .clad in Armour and Cooperizons.

Hence + Coo perize v., to equip (a war horse'.

1586 P'krne Blaz. Gentrie 67 The cooperizing or furnishing

of a horsse of warre.

CoOper's-WOOd. A name given in Australia

to the wood of two rhamnaceotis trees, Red Ash
Alphitonia excelsa, and Victorian Hazel Pomader-
ris apetala.
1866 Treas. Bot. 918 P. apetala forms a small tree in New

South Wales, and yields a hard close-grained wood there

called Cooper's wood. 1884 in Miller Plant-n. [in both
senses). *

Coopery (k«*pori). [f. Cooper sb. 1 + -y 3 ; see

-ery.] Cooper's work ; a cooper's workshop

;

cooper's ware. Also attrib.

*5S8 Inventory of W. Pultney, Lichfield Registry, Item,
in cowperye ware, xs. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 563 Io steep

the wheat within certaine cooperie vessels, made of wood.

1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 31 16/4 To be Sold, .all sorts of Basket,
Coopery, and Turnery Wares. 185a P. Nicholson Eneycl.
Archit. I. 199 The art of coopery is a curious branch of
mechanism. 1859 W. S. Coleman Woodlands (1866) 89 It

is much used, .in mill work, turnery, and cooper}*.

Coopie, -y, obs. ff. Copy.

Cooping (k/?pin), vbl. sb. [f. Coop v.1 + -ING V]
The action of the verb Coop.
18x3-4 Young Ann. Agric. XLIV. 373 From fifteen to

twenty [ewes] were put into the hurdles (hobbling or coop*

tug) daily. 1879 Heerbohm Patagonia 11 After our long
cooping-up on snipboard we were not equal to any exertion.

Coopie, obs. f. Couple.
Coopsman, var. of Copeman, Obs., trader.

Co-opt (k^jp-pt), v. [ad. L. cooptdre, f. co{m)

together + optdre to choose. In L. strictly ' to

choose as a colleague, friend, or member of one's

tribe or family'; sometimes also 'to elect into

a body otherwise than by its members. Cf. the

earlier uses of Co-oftate, Co-optation.]
trans. To elect into a body by the votes of its

existing members.
1651 Howell Venice 158 The favour they did him to

co-opt him into the body of their Nobility. Ibid. 183 He
sufferd himself to be coopted into the Colledg of Cardinalls.

17*4 Reg. Trin. Coll., Dublin in Fraser Life Berkeley \v.

(1871) 101 Dr. Clayton was admitted and co-opted Senior
Fellow, i860 W. G. Clark Vac. Tour 17 A body of bravoes

. . who co-opt into their body those who, by strength of arm
and skill in the use of the stiletto, may have shown them-

|

selves worthy of the distinction. x86s Sat. Rev. XIV.
317/1 The claim of the existing Residentiaries to coopt to a
vacancy. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. III. xx. 418 These eight
co-opted two more, and these ten two more. x88x Nature
XXIII. 292 He was co-opted a Senior Fellow, .[and] made
Vice-Provost.

Hence Co-o'pted, Co-o pting///, atljs.

1875 Svmonds Renaiss. Italy I. iii. 149 The Grand
Council.. as a co-opting body, tended to become a close
aristocracy. 1881 Times 17 May 4/1 The Convocation of
Canterbury, .by means of members of their own body and
co-opted scholars and divines, .have completed one portion

of the work. 1887 Q. Rev. Jan. 176 Coopted trustees.

Co-Optate (k^ifpte't), v. arch. [f. L. cooptat.

ppl. stem of L. cooptdre to choose or elect to an

office, etc.] = Co-opt ; but formerly less definitely

= To choose or elect to an office, into a body, etc.

Hence Co-optated ///. a.

1623 Cockeram, Cooptate, to chuse. 1656 Blount Glos-

sogr., Co-optate, to elect or chuse. 1658 Bramhall Consecr.

Bps. xi. 228 These are they whom we purpose, .this day to

admit (couptate) into the holy office of Priesthood. 1818
i Todd, Co-optate, to choose. 1882 Jevons Meth. Soc. Reform

75 The co-optated trustees.

Co-Optation fk^pt^-Jan). [ad. L. cooptd-

tien-em election, n. of action f. cooptdre to Co-opt.]

Election to vacancies in a body by the votes of the

existing members ; formerly, also less definitely,

— Election, choice, adoption.

1533 Bellenden Livy m. (1822) 299 Thir new tribunis in

coaptacioun, and chesing of thare collegis, usit the counsel
of the Faderis. 1600 Holland Livy nr. iv. 142 By coopta-

tion and election into the number of the Nobles, as being
chosen either by the favour and grace of the Kings, or els

by the peoples voices after the Kings were expelled, c 1645
Howell Lett. I. v. 25 This is true in the first election and
co-optation of a friend. 1660 H. More Myst. Godl. vil ii.

283. 1818 Hallam Mt'd. Ages (1872) I. 217 The first six

kings of this dynasty procured the co-optation of their sons,

by naving them crowned during their own lives. 1875
Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xvi. 327 The six electors added by
cooptation fifteen others. 1883 M. Pattison Mem. (18851 74
The co-optation of fellows into the society, or corporation,

of a college. 1888 Brvce Amer. Commit'. III. cii. 435
Boards, .allowed to renew themselves by co-optation.

Co-optative (k^ptativ;, a. [f. L. cooptdt-

ppl. stem (see Co-opt) + -ive.] Of, pertaining to,

or chosen by co-optation.

1874 Scheme of Wilton Grammar School, The governing
body shall consist of twelve persons, of whom five shall be

!

representative Governors, and seven shall be co-optative

Governors. 1884 Manch. Exam. 10 May 5/6 The govern-

ing body, .consists of 12 representative governors and 12

co-optative governors.

Co-option k^ifrpjan). [f. Co-OPT ; cf. option,

adoption.] ~ Co-optation.
1885 M. Pattison Mem. 80 The eccentricities of this casual

cooption were exhibited, .at the Oriel election of 1846.

Coopy, obs. f. Copy.

I

Coorbash, -batch : see Koorbash.
Coorbed, -yd, var. Courbed Obs., curved, bent,

Co-ordain ^kf|pi<3tTi*n\ v. rare. [f. Co- +
Ordain.] trans. To ordain together.

a 1679 T. Goodwin Wks. II. ii. 114 (R.) So must Christ be

[the endj of all the creatures appointed and co-ordained

with him. 183a Gen. P. Thompson Exere. (1842) II. 40
The Saint-Simonian term is * co-ordain'; men have not

discovered aright, because nobody would 1 co-ordain ' for

them beforehand. And * co-ordain ' means to command.

So Co-ordal'ner, one who takes part in ordaining.

1644 Jkssop Angel ofEph. 52 Those which were Co-or-

dainers with the Bishop

Coord (a, obs. f. Cord.

Co-o*rder, v. rare. [f. Co- + Order v.] trans.

; To arrange or dispose co-ordinately.

1678 Ccdworth IntelL Syst, 411 All things are plainly

Coordered to One, the whole world conspiring into one
agreeing harmony. 188s M. Arnold Address at L'pool,

The difficulty of duly proportioning and co-ordering the

supply of schools according to the need.

Hence Co-o rderer.

1657 S. W. Schism Dispach't 449 The Allwise orderer

: and coorderer of nature and grace.

t Co-o*rdinacy. Obs. [f. Co-ordinate : see

-acy.] Co-ordinate condition ; co-ordination.

1683 Brit. Spec. Pref. 7, I assert the Soveraignty of our
I^jrd the King, .in opposition to the pernicious Doctrine of

1 Co-ordinacy . 1753 Scots Mag. Aug. 37 1/1 They . . provided

i
for their own co-ordinacy.

Co-ordinal, a. Geom. [f. Co- + Ordinal,

with reference to co-ordinate.] Having ;so many)
co-ordinates.

1875 A. Cayley in Phil. Trans. CLXV. 678 We require.,

the prepotential of a uniform (r-coordinah circular disk.

(Xote) The adjective coordinal refers to the number of co-

ordinates which enter into the equation.

Co-o*rdinance. rare~°. Joint ordinance.

1864 in Wkbster.

Co-o rdinancy. rare. [f. med.L, co-on/indre

toco-ordain: see -ancy.] =Co-ordinact.
1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 157 They [elders] are sup-

posed to act in a kind of co-ordinancy with the minister.

Co-ordinate (koi/udina), a. and sb, [f. I,.

CO' + ordindl-us ordered, arranged, pa. pple. of

ordindre to order; prob. formed as a parallel to

subordinate. Cf. inod.F. coordonnS. But in some

I senses it is analysed as Co- + Ordinate.]

1. Of the same order
;
equal in rank, degree, or
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importance {with) ; opposed to subordinate. In
Gram, used esp. of the clauses of a compound
sentence.

1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc, 11. vii. 106 All these Churches
are but Coordinate, not among themselves Subordinate.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. IV. 23 He is placed beneath
God, coordinate with intellectual creatures, but above cor-
poreous creatures. 1794 Paley Evid. 11. vi. § 23 Annas
. .possessed an authority co ordinate with or next to that of
the high-priest properly so called. 183a J. C. Hare in

Pkilot. Mus. I. 648 The formal laws of our understanding
are not coordinate to the infinite variety of nature. 1846
Trench Mirac. xv. (1862) 250 Instead of three being thus
subordinated to one, all four are coordinate with one another.
1864 Rowen Logic iv. 01 Two or more Species are thus
said to be Coordinate when each excludes the other from
its own Extension, but both or all are included under the
Extension of the same nearest higher Concept. 1871 Public
Sch. Lat. Gram. § 151 A Coordinate Clause is not governed
in its construction by the Principal Sentence. 1876 Mason
Eng. Gram. 163 A compound sentence is one which consists
of two or more co-ordinate principal sentences, joined to-

gether by co-ordinative conjunctions.

2. Proceeding in .1 corresponding order.

1794 Sullivan Vim Nat. I. 414 The phases of the moon
are co-ordinate with the course of the sun.

3. Involving co-ordination
; consisting of a

number of things of equal rank, or of a number of
actions or processes properly combined for the
production of one result.

1769 Robertson Chas. V, III. vm. 91 All the inconveni-
ences arising from a divided and co-ordinate jurisdiction.
1876 Foster Phys. m, vii. (1879) 605 So complex and co-
ordinate a movement.
B. sb.

1. One who or that which is co-ordinate, or of
the same rank ; an equal ; a co-ordinate element.
a 1850 Calhoun WHt.fr&n) II. 397 The great fundamental

division of the powers of the system, between this govern-
ment and its independent coordinates, the separate govern-
ments of the states. 1879 Tourgee fact's Err. xlv. 343
Can the African slave .. develop into the self-governing
citizen, the co-ordinate of his white brother in power,
2. Math. Each of a system of two or more mag-

nitudes used to define the position of a point, line,

or plane, by reference to a fixed system of lines,

points, etc. (Usually in //.)
In the original (and most often used) system, invented by

Descartes, and hence known as that of Cartesian co-ordi-
nates, the co-ordinates of apoint (in a plane)are its distances
from two fixed intersecting straight lines (the axes of co-
ordinates), the distance from each axis being measured in a
direction parallel to the other axis. (The determination of
the position ofa place by latitude and longitude is a similar
case.) The co-ordinates are rectangular when the axes are
at right angles ; otherwise oblique. The name Cartesian
co-ordinates is also extended to the case of points in space
(not in a particular plane) referred to three axes not in one
plane intersecting in a point (like three edges ofa box meet-
ing at one comer).
Hence applied to various other systems, mostly named

from the nature of the fixed figure, etc., to which the points
are referred ; as Bipunctual co-ordinates, co-ordinates de-
fining a line or point by reference to two fixed points and a
fixed direction. Polar co-ordinates, co-ordinates defining a
point (in a plane! by reference to a fixed line {initial line or
axis) and a fixed point (origin or pole) in that line ; the co-
ordinates of any point being the length of the straight line
{radius vector) drawn to it from the pole, and the angle
which this line makes with the axis las in defining the posi-
tion of a place by its distance and bearing from a given
placed The name polar co-ordinates is also applied to an
extension of this system to points in space. So bicircular
co-ordinates, bilinear c., trilinear c, etc.

1823 Crabb Tcchnol. Diet., Co-ordinates (Geom.), a term
applied to the absciss and ordinates when taken in con-
nexion. 186s Tvlor Early Hist. Man. iv. 60 He can in
thought shift his centre of co-ordinates and the position of
his axes. 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 202 The
most general system of co-ordinates of a point consists of
three sets of surfaces, on one of each of which it lies.

b. attrib. Pertaining to or involving the use of
co-ordinates.

1855 Todhuntf.r (title) Treatise on Plane Co-ordinate
Geometry.

Co-ordinate (fofjdinrft), v. [med.L. has
coordindre to ordain together; mod.F. has co-

ordonner ; but the Eng. word was prob. formed
independently, from Co- and L. ordinare, as a
parallel form to subordinated]

1. trans. To make co-ordinate ; to place or class
in the same order, rank, or division.
1665 T. Mall Offer F.Hclp 26 These two . . are not opposed,

but co-ordinated. 1875 Poste Gains iv. § 1 Those who
count four classes, .commit the error of co-ordinating sub-
classes and classes. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 36 The marks of
a concept are not coordinated as all of equal value.
2. To place or arrange (things) in proper posi-

tion relatively to each other and to the system of
which they form parts ; to bring into proper com-
bined order as parts of a whole.
1847 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. III. sera, viii. 516 The

different parts of each being must be co-ordinated in such a
manner as to render the total being possible. 1847 Emerson
Repr. Men, Shahs. Wks. (Bohn) I. 362 An omnipresent
humanity co-ordinates all his faculties. 1867 Lewes Hist.
Phtlos. I. p.xvni, It syslematiscs their results, co-ordinating
their truths into a body of Doctrine. 1881 B. Sanderson
in Nature No. 619. 43g How are the motions of our bodies
co-ordinated or regulated?

3. intr. (for refl.) To act in combined order for
the production of a particular result.

Vol. II.

1863 Wynter Subtle Brains 413 When we remember the
number of muscles which must co-ordinate to enable a man
to articulate.

Hence Co-o rdinated, Co ordinating ///. a.

1859 Toon Cycl. Anal. V. 674/1 To bring such an organ
into co-ordinated action. 1861 Wynter Soc. Bees 486 Let us
grant that there is some co-ordinating power—some execu-
tive presiding over the just association of our ideas. 1880 C.
& F. Darwin Movent. PI. 196 The several coordinated move-
ments by which radicles are enabled to perform their proper
functions. 1887 A thenxum 26 Mar. 414/2 The co-ordinating
intelligence.

Co-ordinately (koi^jdin^tli), adv. [f. Co-
ordinate a. + -ly 2

.] In a co-ordinate way ; in

equality of order or rank.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. v. 331 The Formation.

.

was neither coordinatcly nor instrumentally the Work of
Angels. 1845 Ld. CKUvaa.i£haneellors(ii^)W. ciii. 2 The
plan., of having several judges sitting there co-ordinately.

Co-O'rdinateness. rare-". 'Equality of
order, rank, or degree' (Bailey (folio) 1730-6).
Co-ordination (koipadin^i^pn). [n. ofac'tion

from Co-ordinate v. • it occurs in F. in Oresme,
14th a, and prob. in med.L.] The action of co-
ordinating j the condition or state of being co-
ordinated or co-ordinate.

1 1. gen. Orderly combination. Obs.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. vii. § 6. 28 The simple forms

or differences of things, which are few in number, and the
degrees or coordinations whereof make all this variety. 1658
Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus 52 What consent and coor-
dination there is in the leaves and parts of flowers,
2. The action of arranging or placing in the
same order, rank, or degree; the condition of being
so placed

; the relation between things so placed
;

co-ordinate condition or relation : opposed to sub-
ordination.
c 1643 Maxhnes Unfolded 4 Co-workers together for com-

mon good, not. -by subordination, but co-ordination of prin-
cipall causes. 1657 Cromwell Sp. 21 Apr., I cannot do
anything but in coordination with the council, a 1677
Barrow Pope's Supreni. Wks. 1859 VIII. 287 That brotherly
co-ordination and equality, which our Lord did appoint.
1833 Coleridge Table-t. 10 Apr., There are two possible
modes of unity in a State ; one by absolute co-ordination
of each to all, and of all to each : the other by subordination
of classes and offices. 1864 Rowen Logic iv. 01 The Rela-
tion of Co-ordination exists between different Species which
have the same Proximate Genus.

3. The action of arranging, or condition of being
arranged or combined, in due order or proper re-

lation.

1842 W. Grove Corr. Phys. Forces (1 8741 1 The theory con-
sequent upon new facts, whether it be a co-ordination of
them with known ones, or, etc. 1856 Dove Logic Chr.
Faith 1. i. § 2. 57 To arrange the primary materials in a
regular co-ordination, which constitutes Science. 1858
Maury Phys. Geog. Sea xiv. § 794, I have recently put the
materials in the hands of Lieutenant West for co-ordination.

4. Harmonious combination of agents or func-
tions towards the production of a result ; said esp.

in Phys. in reference to the simultaneous and
orderly action of a number of muscles in the pro-
duction of certain complex movements.
1855 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. I. iii. 61 These

two highest nervous centres, .perform the general function
of doubly-compound co-ordination. 1874 Carpenter Mcnl.
Phys. l. i. § 20(1879)20 In each of these acts, the co-ordina-
tion of a large number of muscular movements is required.
1876 Foster Phys. in. vi. (1879) '62 Let us.. examine the
coordination of the movements of our own bodies.

Co-ordinative (ko^udind'tiv), a. [f. as Co-
ordinate V. +-IVE.]

1 1. Involving co-ordination ; co-ordinate. Obs.
1642 C. Herle A nsw. Dr. Feme 3 England is not a simply

subordinative, and absolute, but a Coordinative, and mixt
Monarchy. 1689 Treat. Monarchy 11. iii. 42 The Lords
stile, Comites, or Peers, implies, .a co-ordinative society with
his Majesty.

2. Having the property or function of co-ordi-
nating.

1881 Huxley in Nature No. 615. 346 The summation of
the lives of a cell aggregate, brought into harmonious action
by a co-ordinative machinery. 1884 W. Fraser Nat. Co-
ordination in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 773 A supplementary prin-
ciple of co-ordinative supervision,

b. Gram. (See quots.).
1848 J. W. Gibbs Philol. Studies (1857) 25 The co-ordi-

native compound proposition, where the two propositions
are co-ordinate or independent of each other. 1876 Mason
Eng. Gram. 113 Coordinative conjunctions are those which
unite either co-ordinate clauses, or words which stand in the
same relation to some other word in the sentence.

Co-O'rdinator. [f. Co-ordinate v. + -or : cf.

L. ordinalor.'] A person or thing that co-ordinates.
1864 rl. Spencer Illustr. Univ. Progr. 422 This great

cephalic ganglion becoming the co-ordinator of all the crea-
ture's movements, there no longer exists much local inde-
pendence.

So Co-o-rdinatory a. = Co-ordinative 2.

Coore, obs. f. Core.
Co-O'rganize, v. rare, [see Co-.] trans. To

organize together.
1835 Coleridge A ids Refl. (1854) i2° The doctrines ..

taken as co-organised parts of a great organic whole.

Cq-orrginal, a. rare, [sec Co-.] Conjointly
original

; equally original each with the other.
1836 7 Sir W. Hamilton Melapli. (1877) I. xvi. 297 Co-

ordinate and co-original elements.

Hence Co-originality.
1830 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 54 The co-origin-

ality and reciprocal independence of the subject and object
Coorne, coornelT, obs. ff. Corn, Kernel.
Coors(e, obs. f. Coarse, Corse.

Co-orthogonal, a. Geom. [f. Co- + Ortho-
gonal.] = next.

Co-orthotomic (koVj^Vmik), <*• Geom. [f.

Co- + Orthotomic] Cutting one another at right
angles at each point of intersection : said of a
system of curves, every pair of which intersect

orthogonally.
1884 Jeffery Proc. Loud. Math. Soc. XVI. 114 Coortho-

|

tomic conditions. Ibid, 116 Four fixed coorthotomic circles.
Ibut. 125 Coorthotomic circles of inversion.

Coortyowre, obs. f. Courtier.
COOSCOOSOO : see C0USCOU8OU.
Cooscot, dial, form of Cushat, wood-pigeon.
Coosen, -in, obs. ff. Cousin, Cozen.
Coosherer ; see Coshereh.

Co-OSsify ko,f)-sifoi), v. intr. and trans. To
ossify together ; to unite into one bone.
1877 Coues Fur Anim. vii. 203 All the bones of the sknll

finally coossify. excepting, of course, the mandible. 1882
O. C. Marsh in Pop. Sc. Monthly XX. 314 The fibula.,
may be co-ossified with the side of the tibia.

Hence Co-o ssifica tion, union (of two or more
bones) into one bone.
1885 C. A. Ri ckmaster in Brit. Almanac f, Camp. 193

'1 he co-ossification of the pelvic bones is peculiar.

Coost, obs. f. Coast, Cost ; Sc. pa. t. of Cast v.

Coostie, Coostos, obs. ff. Coasts., Custom.
Coosyn, obs. f. Cousin.

Coot (k/5t), sb. 1 Forms : 4-7 cote, coote, (5
cute, cuytt, 6-7 cout(e), 7- coot. [ME. cole,

coote, corresp. to Du, koet (recorded c 1600) ; a Low
German word, the earlier history of which is un-
known.
The longtf of ME. cole, evidenced also by the Du. form,

which implies Ml)u. 'cote, coete, makes impossible the con-
jecture that the word is connected with Welsh cwt short,
which is on other grounds inadmissible. Prof. Newton
thinks that there is a connexion between coot and scoot or
scout, another name of the guillemot, and allied sea-fowl

;

but the early history of the latter is obscure.]

1. A name originally given vaguely or gene-
rically to various swimming and diving birds. In
many cases it seems to have been applied to the
Guillemot (Uria troile), the Zee-koet or Sea-coot
of the Dutch.
1382 Wyclif Lev. xi. 16 An ostriche, and a nyjt crowe.

and a coote, and an hawke. 1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R.
XII. xxvi. (1495)429 The Cote highte Mergulus and hath that
name of ofte doppyngc and plungynge. Ibid., It tokenyth
moost certaynlyfull stronge tempeste in the see yf Cotes fle
cryenge to the clyfles. 1773 Johnson Journ. Scot., Status
Castle, One of the birds that frequent this rock [Buchan
Ness] has . . its body not larger than a duck's, and yet lays
eggs as large as those of a goose. This bird is by the in-
habitants named a Coot. That which is called Coot in
England is here a Cooler. [This is some error : no such
name is known.] 1883 Swainson Frov. Names Birds 218
Guillemot. .Quet (Aberdeen). [Cf. Queit (Aberd.)^Coot in
Jamieson.]

2. Afterwards restricted in literary use to the
Bald Coot (Fulica atra, fam. RalliaV), Meer-koet
of the Dutch, a web-footed bird inhabiting the
margins of lakes and still rivers, having the base of
the bill extended so as to form a broad white
plate on the forehead (whence the epithet bald)

;

in U.S. applied to the allied F. Americana; and
generically extended to all the species of Fulica.
[a 1300 Gloss. IV. de Biblesvj. in Wright Voc. 165 Une

blarye, a balled cote.] - 1440 Promp. Pan'. 95 Coote,
byrde [MS. K, cote brydde], mergus.fnllica. 1483 Calh.
Angl. 87 A Cute [MS. A, Cuytt], fulica, mergus. i486
Bk. St. Albans F vj b, A Couert of cootis. a 1529 Skelton
P. Sparcnve 408 Thedoterell, that folyshe pek, And also the
mad coote, With a balde face to toote. 1580 Hollybanu
Treat. Fr. Toug, Foulque, a bird called a Coutc. 1604
Drayton Owle 941 The Brain-bald Coot, a 1763 Shenstone
Odes (1765) 154 Where coots in rushy dingles hide. 1855
Tennyson Brook 23, I come from haunts of coot and hern.
1891 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 12 Mar. 4/1 Twelve redheads, one
bald pate and a coot were secured during the day.

b. Proverbial phrases. As bald (bare, black) as

a coot ; as stupid as a coot (this and the epithet
' mad coot ' may have originally applied to the
Foolish Guillemot).
1430 Lydg. Citron. Troy. 11. xv, And yet he was as balde

as is a coote. a 1536 Tindale Exp. 1 John Wks. (Parker
Soc.) II. 224 The body, .is made as bare as Job, and as bald
as a coot. i6zi Burton Anal. Mel. 111. iii. 1. ii. (1651) 599
I have an old grim sire to my husband, as bald as a cout.
1687 Hist. Sir J. Hazvkwood v. 9 They poled him as bare
as a Coot, by shaving off his Hair. 1688 R. Holme Ar-
moury 11. 272/1 The Proverb, as black as the Coot.

3. Locally applied (with distinctive additions) to
the Water-rail and Water-hen or Gallinule.
1547 Salesbury Welsh Diet., Mtvyalck y dtur[lil. 'ouzel

of the water': cf. 'Brook ouzel '= Water-rail (Swainson,
i7°)l. A cote. 1847-78 Halliwell, Coot, the Water-hen.
1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Coot, the water-hen. 1885 Swainson
Proziinc. Najues Birds 176 Water-rail. .Skitty coot (Devon,
Cornwall). Ibid. 178 Moor Hen . .Cuddy. Moor coot. Kitty
coot (Dorset).
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4. fig. [Cf. 2 b.] A silly person, simpleton.

(colloq., dial., and U.S.)

[1824 /list, (laming 44 The poor plucked pigeon (now be-

come a Bald Coot)lost his reason ] 1848 60 Bartlett Did.
A mer. , Coot . . is often applied by us to a stupid person ; as,

' He is a poor coot '. a i860 Margaret 134 (Bartlett) Little

coot ! don't you know the Bible is the best book in the

world ?

5. Comb., as \ ooot-foot, a name given by some

to the Phalaropc ; coot-footed a., having feet

like a coot's ; hence \ Coot-footed Tringa, a name
given by Edwards to the red or grey Phalaropc

Phalaropus/ulicarius ; coot-grebe, a name given

by some to the Fin-foot or Sun-grebe Heliornis.

1757 Edwards in Phil. Traits. L. 255, I chuse, by way of

distinction, to name it the coot-footed tringa. 1768 Pennant
Zool. (1812) II. 126 Red Phalaropc.. This is the red coot

footed tringa of Edwards.

Coot, sb. 2 Sc. Also cuit, cute (kit). [A com.

Low German word, found in Sc. since c 1 500

:

cf. MDu. cote, cote, Flem. keute, Du. loot fern.,

knuckle-bone; East Fris. kote, ISt ankle-joint,

ankle; OFris. lUte joint, knuckle; MLG. kote, LG.
kote, kote, also in mod.G. in sense ' pastern-joint,

fetlock '
: see Grimm.]

1. The ankle-joint.

1508 Dunbar in Flyting 232 Ffor rerd of the, and rattling

of thy butis. .Sum claschis the, sum cloddis the on the cutis.

1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 17 Some had hoggars,

some straw boots, Some uncover'd legs and coots, a 1810

TanNAHIU. Poems (1846) 81 Whyles o er the coots in holes

he plumped. 1818 Blaeliw. Mag. III. 531 With feet, with

cuits, unshod—but clean.

2. The fetlock of a horse.

1681 Colvil Whigs Sup/flic. (1751) 81 Rub my horse-belly

and his coots, And when I get them, dight my boots.

3. A thing of small value ; a trifle.

Perhaps, orig. a knuckle-bone used by children in playing,

as in MDu. cote ' osselet du bout des piedz de bestes, de
quoyjouent les enfan ts, astragalus, talus' tPlantijn) : see

also Grimm, Ktttt 3.

1550 LyNDESAY Sqr. Meldrum 294 Your crakkis l count

thame not ane cute, a 1605 Montgomery SoMn. xlvi. (1886
>,

I count ;our cunning is not worth a cute. — Misc. Poems
xlvi, I count not of my lyf a cute. 1631 A. Craig Pilgr. <y

/termite 9, I care not a cuit for her sake to bee slayne.

4. Comb., as coot-bone, ankle-bone, knuckle-

bone, esp. as used to play with.

1648^0 Hexham Dutch Diet., Pickelen, to Play at Coot-

bone as boyes doe.

Coot, v. 1 1 Obs. intr. Of tortoises : To copu-

late. Hence Cooting vbl. si.

1667 H. Stubbe in Phil. Trans. II. 500 The Tortoises ..

coot for fourteen daies together. 1699 Dampier Voy. II.

Index s. v. Turtle, When they Coot or Couple. 1750 < '..

Hughes Barbadoes 309 In cooting-time.

Coot (k;7t), v.'2 local. [Dcriv. obscure : some
associate it with cole in dove-cote, bell-cote.'] To
slope back the upper part of the gable of a house,

the end of a hay-rick, etc., so as to form a ' pavilion
'

or 'tabernacle' roof. Hence Coo ted, ///. a.,

Coo-ting, vbl. si.

1813 Davis Agric. Wilts 258-268 (in Archxol. Km. Mch.
1888) Hay-ricks are. .sometimes oblong with cooted ends
not gable ends. 189a Correspt. at Mere, Wilts. A rick or

cottage has its ends 4 cooted ' or * cooted in when instead

of being carried up perpendicularly to the ridge, they are so

carried up only to the same height as the side-walls, and
then sloped back. Sometimes the ends are carried perpen-

dicularly to a greater height than the sides, and then sloped

back : this is called half-cooting. . . Gable-end ricks are rarely

seen here, the general practice being to coot them in.

Coot;o, obs. f. Coat, Cot.

Cooter (k« tsj). [Cf. Coot z/.1 ] A popular

name in the Southern United States of two tor-

toises, the Common or Carolina Box-turtle (Cistttdo

Carolina), and the ' Florida Cooter ' (Chryscmys
concinna), family Testudinidie.

1884 G. Brown Goode Fisheries 0/ US. 155 Pseudemys
concinna, the ' Florida Cooter ', is found in all the Southern

States, /hid. 158 The Carolina Box Turtle. .In the southern

States it is known as the ' Pine-barren Terrapin ', and is

also called ' Cooter' by the negroes.

Cooter, dial. f. Coulter.

Cooth. (k(7b). Also cuth, cuith. The local

name in Shetland and Orkney of the Coal-fish,

before it is full-grown. (Jamieson.)

1793 Statist. Acc. Orkney VII. 453 (Jam.) But the fish

most generally caught . . is a grey fish here called cuths, of

the size of small haddocks. 1795 Ibid. XVI. 261 These
boats sometimes go to sea for the purpose of fishing

cod, cooths, and tibrics, which are the small or young
cooths. 1841 Yarrell Brit. Fishes II. 251. 1844 W. H.

Maxwell Sports a> Adv. Scotl. xv. (18551 137 {Shetland)

The. .Gadus Carbonarius . . known by the varying term of

silloch, cuth, and seath, according to age and size.

Cooth, dial. f. Cothe, disease ; obs. f. Cooltii.

Coothie, Coothly : see Couthv, Couthi-y.

Coo*tie, sb. Sc. Alsocoodie.cudie. A wooden

kitchen dish, a small wooden bowl or basin.

1785 Burns Addr. to Deil i, Auld Homie, Satan, Nick or

Clootie Wha in yon cavern grim an' sootie . . Spairges about

the brunstane cootie, To scaud poor wretches.

Coo tie, cooty, a. Sc. [f. Coot sb? ankle + -y.1

Having legs clad with feathers.

1787 Burns Tarn Samson's Elegy vii, Ye cootie moor,

cocks, crousely craw. 1814 Train Mountain Muscat) The
cooty cock ahlnt the door Did clap his wings and craw.

Co-OW*ner. [See Co-.] A joint owner.
1858 Sat. Rev. VI. 210/2 The King's rights being pro-

tected against those of his co-owners. 1876 Digby Neat
Prop. v. | 4. 241. 1884 R. Ringwood in Law Times 27 Dec.
160/2 Certain lands.. were vested in several co-owners in

undivided shares.

Hence Co-ow nership.
1875 Postf. Cains 11. Comm. (ed. 2) 205 An inseparable

I
union sometimes produces co-ownership in the whole. 18&4

Law Times 14 June 116/1 In a co-ownership action.

Cooze, coozen : see Coz, Cozen.

tCop, sb. 1 Obs. [Old Northumbrian copp

? masc, cup, vessel, corresp. to ON. kopp-r cup,

small vessel, MDu. cop(p), MLG. and Du. lop

drinking-cup, OHG. chop/, MHG. lop/ beaker,

bowl, generally thought to be akin in origin to OE.
cuppe fern., Cup. Med.L. had both coppa and

cuppa ; cf. It. coppa, Pr. copa, F. coupe : the rela-

tions between the Teutonic and Romanic words are

difficult to determine.
Copp and cuppe apparently came down into ME. as dis-

tinct words ; but ME. had also coppe, app. a mixture of the

two, or a northern form of cuppe. Cup, assimilated to copp.

It is not possible to separate the plural of copp from that of

coppe, and the examples of coppes have consequently been all

considered under Cui' ; but It is possible that some of them
belong here.]

1. A drinking-vessel, a cup.
<'95© Liudisf. Gosp. Mark ix. 41 Sua hua. .drinca xeseleS

iuh calic zv/copp waetres on noma uiinum. Ibid. Jonn xix.

29 Bolla full iWcopp full of atcced. < 1460 TowneUy Myst.
yi 1st Pastor. I drynk for my parte. 2nd P. Abyde, lett

cop revile. 1500 20 Dunbar The Dame 96 Him followit

mony fowll drunckart, With can and collep, cop and quart,

b. 'Jo drinl or play cop-out : to drain the cup.

1508 Dunbar Testament 101 Drynkand and playand cop-

out. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 631 At euirilk draucht

tha playit ay cop out. 18x8 [see Cap sb? 1 bj.

2. A measure of quantity : the fourth of a Scotch

peck ; now also Cap. [Perhaps a different word.]

1497 llaliburton's Ledger in C. Innes Scot, in Mid Ages
viii. (i860) 245, 4 copis of fegis, cost 2og. the cop. Ibid.,

2 copis of raysins cost 5s. the cop.

3. Comb, cop-ambry, a chest or closet for cups

and vessels
;
cop-house, a house or room for the

same purpose. See also the combinations of Cup.
15. . Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), A langsald bed, a copamry,

Pi ane schuring. 154a Inventories (Jam.), Memorandum,
thir veschell underwritten .. In the cophous, etc. 1663

Spalding Troub. Chas. I, I. 157 (Jam.) They brake down
beds, boards, cop-ambries, glass windows, etc

Cop (kfp), sb.- Forms : I- cop, 3-7 coppo,

(7 oops). [OE. cop, copp top, summit; generally

thought to be identical with prec., since in MDu.
cop developed (after 1 2th c.) the sense ' skull ' and

then 'head', and lop/ was in MHG. 'cup', in

mod.Ger. 'head'. Cf. also the analogy of L.

testa pot, shell, skull, It. testa, F. ttU head. But

I in OE. the sense ' skull ' or even ' head ' is not

known, only that of ' top, summit', which hardly

runs parallel with the words in the other langs.,

besides being so much earlier. It is possible that

the two words are distinct or only related farther

back.
(One might suppose that kepi p) top, was the native OE.

word, and copp of the Northumbrian Gospels a
;
ON.

kopp'r; but the whole subject of the history and origin of

these words in Teut. is very obscure : see Kluge, and
Franck, also Cup.) There was also an OF. coppe, summit
(cf.CoPEROuN), by which our word may have been influenced.]

1. 1. The top or summit of anything. Obs. or

dial.

a 1000 Aldhelm CI. (Mone) 1576 (Bosw.) Coppe, summi-
late. < 1205 Lay. 7781 And ba turres cop \c 1175 toppe]

mihte weoren a cniht mid his capen. , 1290.V. Eng. Leg. I.

59/185 A gret treo, So hcia, bat he was a-drad toward^ be

coppe i-seo. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 738 Tisbe, This

wal. .Was clove a two ryght from the cop a-doun. r 1386
— Prol. C. T. 554 Upon the cop right of his nose he hade A
wcrte, and theron stood a tuft of heres. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) 1. 81 In Ynde beeb trees, bat haucb coppis as hijo as

me schal schete wib an arwe. 1388 Wyclif jfer. ii. 16

[Thei] han defoulid thee, til to the cop of the heed, c 1440
Promp. Pant. 91 Coppe or coper of a other thynge [MS. A',

top of an hey thyng ;
Pynson 1499 coppe of an hye thingej,

cacumen. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. lix. 225 Y* floures. .lacke

suche a come or coppe. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1.

271 The wals. . want their battlements, curtain, and coppe.

161 1 Cotcr., Pignon, a Finiall, Cop, or small Pinacle on

the ridge or top of a house. (1879 G. Meredith Egoist I.

255 A venerable gentleman for whom a white hair grew on

the cop of his nose),

b. csp. of a hill.

c 1374 Chaucer Iloeth. 11. iv. 44 On be cop of be moun-
tayngne. 1381 Wyclif Luke iv. 29 And ledde him to the

cop of the hil on which the cite of hem is found, r 1400

Maundev. (1839) iii. 17 Aboven at the Cop of the Hille is

the Eir so deer. C1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 63 In he

coppe of the hille plente of oyle wclleth oute largely. 1599
Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 107 This cape is a high hil . .and on the

East corner it hath a high cop. («6»8 Coke On Lilt. 1 i. § 1

note, Cope signifieth a Hill, and so doth Lame. 1730-6

Bailey (folio), Cop, cope at the beginning of a name, signi-

fies a top of an hilt, as Copeland.]
Hence in many names of hills, as Couldertoti Cop, Kin-

niside Cop in Cumberland, Meltham Cop near Huddersfield,

Mcnol Cop in Cheshire, Fin Cop in Derbyshire, etc.

t O. The head. Obs.

c xa64_ Song agst. K. ofAlmaine in Pol. Songs (Camd.) 70

Sire Simond de Montfort hath suore by ys cop. c 1175

Lay. 684 Bi be coppe \c 1105 bone toppe) he him nam, also

he hine wolde slean. c \yA Poem on Times Edw. II in

Pol. Songs 326 And there shal symonye ben taken bi the
cop. ./ 1600 Robin Hood 28 in Fumiv. Percy Folio I. 27
A payre of blacke breeches the yeoman had on, his coppe
all shone of Steele.

t d. A crest on the head of a bird. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 75 Cop, cirrus, crista est auium. 1570
Levins Mauip. 169 The cop on a birdes head, crista. 1606
Holland Sueton. 23 The blacke cop, or hair-like fethers

that it carieth upon the head. x688 J. Clayton in Phil.

Trans. XVII. 995 The one has a tufted Cops on the Head,
the other is smooth feather'd. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2)

89 The top, or cop, of a pevit, plover or lap-wing.

1 6. A tall or towering head-dress. Obs.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 395/1 The Jews cover for the

head 1 have seen termed a Cop.

f 2. A round piece of wood within the top of a

bee-hive. Obs.

1609 C. Butler Fem. Mon. (1634) 37 The Cop is a round
piece of wood an inch or two thick, .convex, turned or hewed
fit to the concavity of the top of the Hive.

3. Spinning. The conical ball of thread wound
upon a spindle or tube in a spinning machine ; see

also quot. 1874.
1795 Aikin Country Round Manchester 167 The custom

of giving out weft in the Cops . . grew into disuse. 1803

Specif. Wood's Patent No. 271 1. 2 These methods of form-

ing the cop improves reeling much. 1837 Penny Cycl. V 1 1 1.

96/1 While returning to the roller, the thread which has l>een

spun is wound or built on the spindle in a conical form, and is

called a cop. 1840 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. 11842) V. 292

Never mind whether the man . . ever made a * cop ' of cotton

or not. 1864 R. A. Arnold Cotton F'am. 33 Spinners .

.

have, in technical language . . to 1 doff the cops 1

; in other

words, .to remove and relieve the spindles of the spun yarn.

1874 Knight Did. Mech., Cop, a tube, also known as a
quill, for winding silk upon in given lengths for market ; a
substitute for skeins. 187s Ure Diet. Arts I. 998 At the

commencement of the formation of a set of cops, when the

yarn is being wound on the bare spindles, the spindles re-

quire to have a greater number of turns given to them
than they do when the cop bottom is formed. 1880 Spencer
in Proe. Inst. Meek. Engineers 507 It is necessary, .to wind
the nose of the cop in ail its stages equally close and firm.

b. trans/. Applied to the form in which the

line of a rocket-apparatus is wound.
1887 Daily News 9 Mar. 6/7 The line is wound up in the

form of a cop with a hollow extending throughout its whole

length. The cop is placed in a canister, which has a hole

in the rear end.

II. [Here are placed provisionally several

senses, obs. or dialectal, ]x>ssibly related to the

preceding ; though their history is uncertain.]

4. ?A heap, mound, tumulus: cf. Cop I,

Coop sbfi

1666 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 315 That the

said Roger, .throw the coppe hee made upon the highway
. .into the castle trench, \9n New Monthly Mag. IX. 16/1

Silver coins, .found . .in an old cop upon Cockey Moor, near

Bolton. 1847 Haluwell, Copd).. a heap of anything.

North.

5. A conical heap of unbound barley, oats, or

pease, or of straw or hay. (Chiefly in Kent.)

1512 MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., Payd for viij

coppys off sirawe x\\\)d. ob. 1577 B. GoocE Heresbach's

Hush. (1586143 Corne. .is presently to be bounde in sheaves;

although Barly, Oatcs, and other Come and Pulse is made
up in Coppes and Ryckes, but not without hurt and hazard.

1648 Earl Westmrld. Otia Sacra (1879) 175 With crooked

Sickle reaps and bindes—Up into Sheaves to help the

hindes ; Whose arguing alon 's in this, Which Cop lies well,

and which amiss. 1695 Kennett Par. Antiq. s.v. Coppire,

A cop of hay, a cop of pease, a cop of straw, etc. arc used

in Kent for a high rising heap. 1736 Lewis Tenet [=
Thanet] 96 Cop of pease. .15 sheaves in the field, and 16 in

the barn. [Hence in Pegge, Halliwcll, etc.) 1863 MoRTOM
Cycl. Agric. II. 720-7 (in (>. C. * F. Wds. iyj> Cop of straw

(Kent\ the straw from sixteen sheaves 1887 Parish &
Shaw Kentish Dial., Cop, a shock of com ; a stack of hay

or straw.

6. An enclosing mound or bank ; a hedge-bank.

Chiefly in Cheshire.

In the first quot. the word is perhaps copse.

[1600 Maides Mttam. 11. in Bullen O. PI. 1. 128, I do come
about the coppes Leaping vpon flowers toppes. ) 1822 56 De
Quincey Confess. (1862) 101 On the right bank of the river

[Dee] runs an artificial mound, called tne Cop. 1836 Sir G.
Head//imm<* 7V*r6o Walking by the side of the river, upon
the Dee Cop as it is called (the large emlwinkment by which

some thousands of acres of reclaimed land were formerly

enclosed). 1844 ?ml. R. Agric. Soe. V. 1. 09-103. 1854

R. Eg.-Wariiurton Hunt. SongsU&Sj)97 A™ straightway

at a hedgerow cop he drove his gallant steed.
^
1869 Lons-

dale Gloss., Cop, a mound or bank. The raised earthen

part of a fence in which the thorns are planted. 1887 V.

Cheshire Gloss., Cop, a hedge bank. Also commonly called

hedge-cop.

7. The central ridge of a butt of ploughed land

(Butt sbfi), lying midway between the ' reens ' or

gutters on each side.
"

1859 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soe. XX. 1. 221 The fashion was to

plough in ' five-bolt butts ', that is, small lands or stetches

of ten furrows each ; and the work being thus all ' cops

'

and ' reanes not only was there a waste of ground from

such a redundance of water-furrows, but there w:is a great

loss of time in ploughing. 1876 W. Worcester Gloss., Cop,

in ploughing, the first 'bout of a 'veering'. 1879 Miss

Iackson Shropshire Work-bk., Cop, the highest part of a

' but ' in ploughed land. 1881 Leicester Gloss. s.v., To ' set

the cops ' in ploughing is to mark out the first furrows oil

each side of the spaces or 'lands' into which the field is

divided.. The cops of a field in med; Latin are capita.

8. attrib. and Comb., as f cop-crowned adj. ;
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cop-bone, the knee-cap (dial.) ; f cop-castle (sec

quot.) ; f cop-height, a great height; cop-horse
= Cock-horse (dial.); cop-spinner, a spinning

machine combining in one frame the advantages

of the throstle and mule
; cop-tube (see quot.)

;

cop-twist, * twist
1
or warping yarn in 1 cops ', as

taken off the spindles; cop-waste, the waste

cotton from the cops
;

cop-yarn, cotton yarn in

' cops

\

1847-78 Halliwell, *Cop-bone, the knee-pan. Somerset.
1888 Elworthy IV. Somerset Word-bk., Cop-bone, the
knee-cap. 1755 Johnson s.v. Cop, A cob-castle, properly
*cop-castle, a small castle or house on a hill. 1650 Bulwkr
Anthropomet. 3 The Genuensians for the most part have
high and *coppe-crown'd heads. 1591 in Nichols Progr.
Q. Eliz. III. 93 That Envie, though she shoote on ^op-
height, cannot reach her. 1877 E. Peacock N. IV. Line.
Gloss., ^Cop-horse. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 619 *CoP-
tube, the tube in a spinning-machine on which the conical

ball, or cop, of thread or yarn is formed. 1888 Daily Neivs

25 Apr. 2/5 Some spinnings of 32's and 40's *cop twist . . an
advance was quoted upon them of i-i6d. per 11). 1849
A liter. Railrotul Jml. 3 Nov. 696 Advt. , Clean *cop-waste
suitable for cleaning .. engines. 1851 Art yrul. Illust.

Catal. p. vi**/2 A conical-shaped coil of yarn, .which, .is

slid off the spindle, in which state the article is ready for the
market, under the denomination of *Cop yarn. 1887 Daily
JVezos 16 July 6/8 For cop yarns spinners are willing to
accept the lowest prices they have taken.

t Cop (kpp), sb.3 Obs. Forms : I -coppa, 3-6
coppe

; 7 Cob, q.v. [OE. -coppa masc., prob.

identical in stem with cop{p) top, head, or copp

cup
;
occurring in the compound attorcoppa (attor,

dtor poison), Da. edderkop, Sc. eddercop, cthercap,

see Attercap, Ettercai* ; the simple form ap-

pears also in MDu. (and mod.Flem.) coppe, cobbc,

Westph. cobbe, spider; mod.Du. has spinnekop.

Cf. also Cob s6A ; Cobweb, ME. eoppezueb, cop-

web.] A spider.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3300 Like to the werke, pat bis

coppis opon kell-wise knytt in be woijes. c 1450 Myrc 1937
5ef any flye, gnat, or coppe Doun in-to the chalys droppe.

Cop, sb .
4 Obs.exc. dial. Also copse. [Derivation

unknown: copse is app. for the plural cops, the

plural being common in local names of this

apparatus, e. g. lead-trees
^
ripples, etc. ; but it is

also possible that copse was really a singular, and
cop mistakenly formed from it under the notion

that it was a plural : cf. the history of Copse sb.\

The moveable frame attached to the front of a
wagon or farm cart, or projecting all round its sides,

so as to extend its surface when carrying a bulky
load, as of hay, corn, copsewood, or the like.

1679 P. Henry Diaries, etc. (1882) 279 A child, .fell off y'

cop of y« cart near Odford, his father driving the cart.

1770 Ann. Reg. 154 [Taken to execution with] her coffin

on the copse of the cart. 1841 Jml. R. Agric. Soe. II. I.

76 The outrigger, or 'copse' supported over the horse
by an iron upright from the shafts. 1847-78 Hai.liwell,
Cop, that part of a waggon which hangs over the thiller-

horse [no source or locality given].

Cop (kfp), sb.s slang. [Cf. Cop v$ and Cop-
per *.] A policeman.
1859 Matsell Rogue's Lex. 124 (Farmer) Oh ! where will

be. .all the cops and beaks so knowin' A hundred stretches

hence? 1867 F. H. Ludlow Brace of Boys 262 What's a
cop ?. .That's what the boys call a policeman. 1884 Bread-
winners 212 'Who's afraid of half-a-dozen cops', said a
burly ruffian.

Cop, sb,$ dial. = Cob sb.%, a blow.
1884 in Cheshire Gloss.

Cop, var. of Cope sbA ; erroneous singular of

Cops, Copse.

Cop (kfp), v.l Now dial, [from Cop sb. 2 II.]

1. trans. To pile up in a tumulus, heap, or

mound ; to bank up.
(71552 Leland Collect. (1774) II. 521 A great Hepe of

Stones layed coppid up where he was buried. 1605 Stow
Ann. 101 A great heape of stones was laide copped vp
where Hubba was buried. 1869 I^vnsdate Gloss., To cop
vp a fence, to set up a fence. 1873 Parish Sussex Dial.,
Cop, to heap anything up. 1887 in Kentish Dial.

2. To put up unbound corn or hay in 1 cops \
(Now in Kent and Sussex.)
1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 10 § 4 Before, .such Corn or Grain

shall be shocked, cocked, hilled or copped. 1581 Lambarde
Eiren. iv. iv. (1588) 444 In any ground where any come or
graine did then grow, or before it was shocked or copped.
1891 J. M. Cowpkr (in letter), [In Kent] when rain threat-
ened, the barley or oats were hurriedly copped, as hay is

now, to save as much as possible from being wetted.

3. * To plough in ridges for planting 1 (Radnor
Gloss.).

Cop (kpp), f. 2 dial, trans. To throw, toss,

'chuck' (East Anglia, Kent, Sussex).
1806 Bloomfield Wild Flcnvers 36, I could have cop't

them at their pates, a 1825 Forby Vocab.E. Anglia, Cop,
to throw something upwards, in order to reach a mark at
some moderate distance. 1845 P. Parley's Ann. VI. 38 A
pancake nicely copt, as the Suffolk people have it, who are
reported . . to throw a pancake up the chimney, then go to
the street door, and catch it without smutting it. 1873
Parish Sussex Dial., Cop, to throw. 1887 in Kentish Gloss.

Hence Cop-halfpenny sb.
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Cop-Halfpenny, the game

more generally called chuck-farthing.

Cop (.k(?p), z/.3 north, dial, and slang. [Perh. a

broad pronunciation of Cap v.2 (OK. caper to

seize) ; in nearly all North Eng. glossaries ; and
now of general diffusion in the slang of school-

boys, criminals, policemen, etc.]

trans. To capture, catch, lay hold of, * nab \
1704 E. Ward Dissenting Hyp. 30 If the Cruel Stork

should come, He'd Tyrannize and Cop up some [Frogs].

1844 tr. Eugene Sue's Myst. Paris in. xi, Waiting until the

patrol should pass to commence myrobl>ery. .in order to be
copped. 1868 Daily Tel. 7 Sept., The privileged driver, on
dropping his fare, .almost invariably ' cops ' a job on his way
back. 1883 Hnddersf Gloss, s.v., A cricket ball is copt ; so
is a bird if nit with a stone. 1886 T. Frost Rcmin. Country
Journalist ii. (1888)26 He copped Joe as he was coming out
of the granary. 1888 Pall Mall G. 11 June 8/1 Prisoner
said, 1 Yes, I am the man. I am glad you have copped me.'

Cop (kf?p), vA dial, [app. f. Cop sb.- ; but cf.

Cap v.T- 4.]

1. trans. To top, surpass ; to excel, out-do.

1879 in Miss Jackson Shropshire Word-bk.

2. intr. To be saucy. Cf. Copped 4 b.

1869 in Lane. Gloss.

Cop, var. of Coop, a call to animals.

t Co*pabley
a. Obs. rare, [f. Cope v.] That

can be coped with*
1667 Watkrhouse Fire Lond. 69 Not copable with by

those Gyants.

t Copalm*. [F. copaliu copaiba.] = COPAIBA.
1736 Uailey Houshold Diet. 68 Balsam of Capivy, Ualsam

of Copahu.
Hence Copahe'ne, Copahtt'vene, synonyms of

Copaivene. Copahirvic a. = Copaivic.

Copaiba, -aiva (k^parba, -^-ba, -ai-va). Also
-ayba, -ayva. [a. Sp. and Pg. copaiba, ad. Uraz.

cupauba.] A balsam or resinous juice of aromatic

odour and acrid taste, obtained from various S.

American trees or shrubs of the genus Copaifcra \

used in medicine and the arts.

17x2 E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 255 Copayba, a Balsam. 1775
Clayton in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 105 A gum. .of the smell

and taste of balsam capavia. 1831 J. Davies Manual Mat,
Med. 202 Essential Oil of Copaiba, is obtained by distilla-

tion. 1863-82 Watts Diet. Chem. s.v. Balsam, Brazilian
copaiba is light yellow, .of various degrees of consistence,

from mobile to syrupy. It has a peculiar, aromatic, dis-

agreeable odour, and a persistently bitter and irritating

taste. 1875 H. C. Wood Thcrap. (18791 503,

b. attrib., as copaiba resin, tree; copaiba
balsam (see above)

;
copaiba oil, a volatile,

mobile oil obtained by the distillation of copaiba

balsam with water.
18x1 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (1818) 136 The copaiva

tree is a native of South America and the Spanish West
India Islands. Ibid., The copaiba balsam of the shops is pro-

cured by wounding the tree. 1863—72 Watts Diet. Chan.,
Copaiba balsam consists of several resins dissolved in a vola-

tile oil. .Copaiba balsam is used in the preparation of lac-

varnishes and tracing paper ; but its chief application is in

medicine, as a remedy in diseases of the urinary passages.

Copaibal (k^pai'bal), a. [f. prec. + -al.] Of
or pertaining to copaiba.

1874 Van Buren's Dis. Genit. Org. 67 Copaibal Erythema
consists in the appearance, .of small red blotches. .causing
a tingling, hot, itchy, sensation.

Copai va, variant of Copaiba. Copai*vate, a
salt of Copaivic acid, a crystallizable acid resin

Ca, H30 02) obtained from copaiba balsam. Co-
paivene, 'the camphene contained in the crystal-

lized hydrochlorate of copaiba oil' (Watts).
1863 A'tTf Syd. Soe. Year Bk. 194 The next step was. .to

experiment with copaivic acid or with the copaivate of soda.
1863-82 Watts Diet.Chem., s.v. Copaiba oil, Hydrochlo-
rate of Copahene or Copaivene.

il Copaiye Qwp&ye), [Native name.] In Co-

pai-ye-iuood, a kind of timber used in Guiana.
1866 Treas. Pot. 122 The Copai-ye-wood of Guiana is

derived from Vochysia guianensis.

Copal (k<?u-pal). [a. Sp. copal (V. copal, copale],

ad. Mexican copalli incense (Molina, 1571), a
fragrant translucent white resin which distils from

a tree, thence called copalquahuitl, also by exten-

sion applied to any similar resin (Hernandez, 1651,
in.

1. A hard translucent odoriferous resin obtained

from various tropical trees, and from which a fine

transparent varnish is prepared.
The name was first applied to that obtained from Mexico ;

but copal is now procured also from Brazil, the West Indies,

W. Africa, Mozambique and Zanzibar, Madagascar, India,

Manila, New Caledonia, and New Zealand. That from
East Africa is most highly valued, and is often dug from
the ground in a semi-fossilized condition. For list of Copals,

see R. Ingham Clark Vamisltes and Fossil Resins, 1891.

1577 Frampton Joyful News 2 They doe bryng from the

Newe Spaine [Mexico] twoo kindes of Rosinc.the one is

called Copall. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vm. xiii. 678 They
brought also Copalli, a sweete gumme, to incense the Gods.

1657 Phys. Diet., Copal, white rosin, very bright. 1712 E.

Cooke Voy. S. Sea 390 Liquid Amber, Anime, Copal,

Suchicopal, and other Gums. 1843 Prescott Mexico 1. vi.

(1864) 61 Offering up no other sacrifice than the sweet incense

of copal. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 211 Copal forms

the efficient substitute for amber in the modern vehicle of

painting.

b. Fossil copal : = Copalite; also the semi-fos-

silized copal of Zanzibar.
1815 Aikin Manual of Min. (ed. 2) 64. 1839 J. F. W.

Johnston in Phil. Mag. Ser. ni.XIV.87. X863-82 Watts
Diet. Chem. II. 21 Copalin, Fossil copal, Higngate resin.

1883 Fisheries Kxhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 118 Collection of Anime
Fossil Copal, from the beach of the east coast of Africa.

2. attrib., as copal amber, resin, tree, varnish.

Copal balsam = Copalm balsam.
1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 392 The amber itself.

.

may have had a similar origin with the copal amber which
exudes from the Valeria Indieaof Linnaeus when cut. 1828
( I. W. Bridges Ann. Jamaica II. xiii. 125 Burning branches
of the copal tree. 1833 J. Uennie Alph. Angling 64 Rods
. . stained and varnished . . with copal varnish. 1863-82WAT is

Diet. Chem., Copalin. . resembles copal resin in hardness,
colour, lustre, and transparency.

i

1 Copalche, -chi (ki'pae'ltfi). [The native

Mexican name.] A shrub of Mexico and Central
America, Croton pseudo-China or nivctis, N. O.
Fuphorbiacc&; yielding the Copalchi-bark, used as

a febrifuge, as a substitute lor quinine ; also a
Brazilian tree Sttychnos pseudo-China, to the bark
of which the same properties have been ascribed.
1866 Treas. Bot. 351 Croton pseudo-China, called in Mexico

Copalche yields a bark, .used in Mexico in place of cinchona.
Ibid. 1 106 Strychnos Pseudo-China, a native of Brazil, yields
Copalche-bark, which is largely used in that country in

cases of fever. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Copahhi bark.

Hence Copa'lchine, the bitter alkaloid of Co-
palchi bark. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882.)

Copaline (kd'i'palin). [f. Copal + -ine.]

1. Min. The same as Copalite.
(So-called in German by Hausmann 1S47 ; in Dana (1850)

556 ; Watts Diet. Chem. 1863-82 Copalin.)

2. Another name of Copalm lJalsam.
1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
3. Chem. A hard colourless friable substance

found in copal.
1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Copalite (kJn-paloit). Min. [f. Copal + ite,

Dana 1868.] Dana's name for the fossil High-
gate resin, found in the blue clay of Highgate
Hill ; also called Fossil copal, and Copaline.
1868 Dana Min. 739 Copalite, Fossil Copal, Highgate

Resin.

CO'palm. In copalm balsam, a yellow ish thickish

fluid, exuding from the Sweet Gum-tree of N.
America, which has been used instead of storax.

1858 Hogg Veg. Kingd. 702 Li(juidamber styraciflua .

.

yields by incision of the bark a liquid balsam, called liquid-

amber, or copalm balsam . . Another product is obtained
from the tree, .of a dark colour, .called black copalm. 1884
Millek Plant-n., Liquidambar styraceflua, Copalm Bal-

sam-tree, Sweet Gumtree.
Cop-ambry : see Cor sb.^ 3.

Coparace, obs. var. of Cortouas.
Co-parallel : see Co- pref. 3 b.

Coparcenary, -ery (k^ipa-js/heri), sb. Law.
Forms as in Coparcener, with -ere, -erie, -ery,

-arie, -ary, -ory. [f. Co- + Parcenary (a. OF.
parconerie partnership). The spelling in -ery is

more etymological.]

1. Joint share in an inheritance
;
joint heirship.

1503-4 Act if) licit. VII, c. 33 § 1 All the cxlre forsaid

Castelles. .to holde in coparcenere as coparceners. 1512
Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 13 Pream., [They] wer seascd in ther

demean as of Fee in Cooparcenery. £"1630 Kisdon Sttrv.

Dei'on § 75 (1810) 76 Cadleigh..at the conquest, was held

by Thanes in Copercinary. a 1635 Sir W. Pole Dcscr.
Devon 111,(1791) 166 These lands, .descended in coparcinory
unto, .his twoe eldest daughters. 1767 Hlackstonk Comm.
II. 187 An estate held in coparcenary is where lands of in-

heritance descend from the ancestor to two or more persons.

1871 Frkkman Hist. Ess. Ser. 1. vii. 188 The notion of a

great Frankish realm held in a sort of co-parcenary long

survived. 1876 Digbv Real Prop. v. j? 4. 242 note. An
estate in coparcenary arises by devolution ab intestato to

daughters, sisters, etc., or sons in gavelkind tenure.

2. Co-partnership
;
joint ownership. Also_y7j,r.

1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. in Pastours then which
feede the flocke, have coparcinerie with the Apostles, a 1617
Hieron Wks. II. 10 God will haue all reserued to Himselfe,

and will admit no coparcinory. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. vii.

132 This Idol was held in Coparcenary betwixt them, and
the Ammonites. 1865 Spectator 14 Jan. 37 A thousand
workmen, .associating themselves in a legal coparcenery.

Copa'rcenary, a. Law. [f. prec. by association

with adjs. in -ary : cf. mercenary.] Of or pertain-

ing to coparceners.

1839 J. Rogers Antipof>opr. XYL iii. 332 They rule and
govern in a kind of coparcenary way. 1838 J. JB. Norton
Topics 190 Members of coparcenary communities. 1880

Phear Aryan Village Hi. 87 All the adult, .members, .have

their own joint coparcenery interest in the property.

Coparcener (k^u
(
pauszh3j). Law. Forms :

6 cooparsener, -parsoner, copartioner, -per-

cioner, 6-7 copercener, -parcioner, 6- copar-

cener, [f. Co- + Parcener, a. OF. parconier

sharer, f. parcon :—L. partition-em parting, divi-

sion, Partition.]

One who shares equally with others in inheritance

of the estate of a common ancestor ; a co-heir or

co-heiress.
1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c 33 § 1 His hole parte, .as on

of the heires and coparceners of the same Lyon late Lord
Wellys. 1531 Dial. Laws Eng. n. xxx. (1638) 116 Coper-
ceners of an advowson. 1538 Leland Itin. IV. 46 Then
it cam by Heires General to diverse Copartioners. 1594
West -znd Pt. Symbol., Chancerie § 37 If they were join-

122-2
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tenants in common, or copercioners of other things. 16x6

Fl. Parsons Mag. Charter 14 There is no copercener with
God, the grantor, heere, 1642 J. Perkins Profit. Bk. i. § 73
If three coparceners be of a Seignorie in grosse and one
grant his part, 1767 Blackstone Comm. II 187 By com-
mon law : as where a person seised in fee-simple or in fee-

tail dies, and his next heirs are two or more females, his

daughters, sisters, aunts, cousins, or their representatives.

.

these co-heirs are then called coparceners. 1818 Cruise
Digest ed. 2) II. 516 An estate in coparcenary also fre-

quently arises in consequence of gavelkind and other cus-

tomary descents to all the male children, in which case they
are coparceners.

Coparceny (kfi'pft'JsJhi). Law. Also 6-7 co-

parcynee, 7 co-parcenie. [f. as Coparcenary,
with change of ending.] = Coparcenary sb.

1556 Will ofM. MyHer {Somerset Ho. 1

,
Coparcynee. 1640

Fuller Josepits Coat iii. f 1867) 134 But God will, .hold no-

thing in coparceny. 1655 — Ch. Hist. nu. ii. § 43 They
were to hold the same in co-parcenie with the French Pro-
testants. i8»7 Gentl. Mag. XCVII. tU$ The co-parceny of
Oodsworth and Dugdale in the Monasticon. 1837 Whittock
Bk. Trades (1842) 412 Connexion with some paper-mill.,
cither by direct coparceny or by making advances.

Coparcioner : see Coparcener.
Co-parent : see Co- pre/. 3 b.

t Copa rt, v. Obs. [f. Co- + Part v.]

L trans. To share.

1613 Hevwood Silver Age ll. i, You that have been co-

partners in our wars Shall now co-part our welcome. 1661

Webster Curefor Cuckold v. i, Wretched to be when none
copart s our grief.

2. inir. To share.

1637 HEVWOOD R. King 1. i, Will you copart with me in

this my dejectedness ? a 1670 Hacket Afift. William* II.

127 How few there be that will co-part with any in their

ruined fortunes ! [1847 in Halliwell.]

Co-part, sb. [see Co- pre/. 3.] One of two
or more conjoint parts of a whole.
1868 CoMCIKVK Ess, (1874) 181 Yet it [Ireland] was seen

to be in a different relation to its co-parts from that in which
other portions of the same whole stand to one another.

t Copa'rtial, a. Obs. [f. Co- + Partial, after

copart v.] Taking part or sharing with another.

1677 Gale Cr/. Gentiles II. IV. 417 We allow the second
cause to co-operate with God in a way of sulx>rdination, but
not to be a coordinate, social, or copartial cause with God.

t Copartiality. Obs. [f. prec. : cf. par-
tiality^ The quality of taking part or sharing

with another.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 417 The Coordination or

Copartialitie of the second cause.

Copartiment, copartment, obs. variants of

Compartment, esp. in senses pertaining to Heraldry,
Arty Architecture, and Gardening.
1590 K. W. Three Lords Ladies I.ond. I. in Ha/1.

Dodsley VI. 461 Their shields impress'd with gilt coparti-

ments. 1693 Webster Devifs Law Case 1. ii, As black co-

partiments [orig. ed. copartaments] show gold more bright.

1639 Cade Sert/t. for these Times Ded. 1 The cloisters..

l>cautified with comely copartments and inscriptions of wise
counsels. 1793 Hodt;es Trav. India 121 Mosaics of
different coloured marbles, inlaid in copartments.

^
1814

Scott Wav. Ixiii, In one copartment of this oldfashioned.
garden.

Copartioner : see Coparcener.
Copa*rtitive, a. nonce-wd. [f. Co + Parti-

tive : cf. L. compartlrl to share together.] Of or

pertaining to co-partnership.
1888 Sat. Ret'. 28 Jan. 113 The Slavo-Russian people;

in many co-operative and (so to say) co-parlitive associa-

tions, apart from land, .show themselves to possess certain
communistic instincts.

Copartner (k^ipa itnaj). Also 6 copertyner,
-pertener, -partener. [f. Co- + Partner : cf. Co-
parcener.]
1. One who shares or takes part with others in

any business, office, enterprise, or common interest

;

a fellow-partner, associate, accomplice. ^Formerly
— Coparcener.)
1503 Hawks Examp. Virt. vii. 148 And you of hym

shall be copertyners. 153a More Confut. Barnes VHfc
Wks. 804/2 Felowes and copartcners with the holye
aungeW in the euertasting inheritance. 1586 T. It. La
Primaud. Er. Acad. 1. (1589) 34 He was led prisoner, for

l>eing a copartner in the conspiracic of Caius Gracchus. 1634
SihT. Herbert Trav. 74 Joying little to be copartners with
Infidels. 1667 Milton /*. L. 1. 265 Th' associates and co-

partners of our loss, a 1711 Ken Hp/mnotheo Poet. Wks.
1721 III. 127 Their co-partner in Delight. 1736 Amherst
Terrm Fil. iv. 18, I do not find, that, in this particular de-

predation he had any co-partners or accomplices. 186a J.
Spenck Amer. Union 66 A copartner in that sovereignty of
the people.

2. trans/, of things.

1581 Mulcaster Positions vi. (1887) 40 The soule and
bodie being coparteners in good and ill. e 1630 Drumm. of
Hawth. Poems 145 Hills, Dales, and Caves, Copartners of
their Woe. 1634 T. Johnson tr. Parey's Cht'rurg. vi. xii.

(1678) 128 The first [muscle], .together with its Co-partner
draws it [the tongue] upwards.

f 3. A fellow ; an equal ; a match. Obs.

1591 Lyly Sap/ho 1. ii. 162 Sapho for vertue hath no co-

partner. 1660 HicKERiNciLL Jamaica 37 Without a Co-
partner, or any Parallel in any other Settlements.

Copa rtnership, [f. prec. + -ship.]

1. The relation of copartners ; the possession of

a joint share in any business, office, or interest.

1574 tr - Marlorat's Apocalips 12 Hc.hathe taken vs
intoo copartnership of hys office. 1622 Malvnes Attc. Laiv-

Merch. 128 In all Contracts, made for a copartnership in

prouiding of a ioynt Stocke. 1664 H. Ifore Myst. Iniq.

vi. 19 Whose worship is uncapable of any Corrivalry or Co-
partnership. 1694 tr. MUton s Lett. State (R. Cromwell to

C. Gustavus 1658), The other.. in Copartnership with one
Peter Heinbergh, sail'd away for Stettin in Pomerania.
1871 Macduff Mem. Patmos x. 136 Hell or Hades, in grim
copartnership, tracking his desolating path.

As- x74Sj- Mason SelfA'noivl. 1. ii. 11853) 19 During this

thy short Co-partnership with Flesh and Blood.

2. A company or association of copartners.

1719 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 12 To hold mankind

j

together in little fraternities and copartnerships. 1866 Crump
Banking \\. 46 A special clause which all banking copart-

nerships take care to include in their regulations.

t 3. = Coparcenary, sb. Obs.

a 1676 Hale(J.\ [If he] left only daughters, the daughters
equally succeeded to their father as in co-partnership.

Copartnery (k^ipautnari). [f. Copartner
+ -y : cf. coparcenary.]

1. = Copartnership i.

1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. I. u. 159 Roderigo de Bas-

tidas fitted out two ships in co-partnery with John de la

Cosa. 1816 Scott Antiq. xli, Having been of late taken

into copartnery .. by Mr. Gilbert Greenhorn. 1828 Miss
Mitfokd Village Ser. 111.(18631519 That more important

and durable co-partnery—marriage. 186a Act 25-26 Vict.

c. 89 § 183 Any. .contract of copartnery, .or other instru-

ment constituting or regulating the company.

2. = Copartnership a.

1733 P. Lindsay Interest Scot. 191 The Copartnery were
obliged to break up, and give it over. 1796 Hull Adver-
tiser 9 Apr. 3/1 One copartnery salted about 7000 [her-

rings]. 1880 Muiriiead Gains ill. 5 151 A co-partnery

continues as long as the partners are of the same mind.

1890 Spectator 29 Mar., The best thing he can do is to form
his own little copartnery against all the ills of the world.

t Copa rtuing, a. Obs. [f. Copartn-er +

-ing, as if there were a verb coparten.] Being or

acting as co-partners ; associated in any business

or transaction.

164s Pagitt Heresiogr. (1646) 128 They teach, that grace

and free-will are co-partning causes joyntly concurring to

the beginning of conversion. 1648 Milton Observ. Art.
Peace Wks. 1738 I. 353 The Sympathy, .and joint pace

\
which they go in the North of Ireland, with their Copart-

1

ning Rebels in the South.

t Co-passionate, a. Obs. rare. [f. Co- +

I

Passionate : cf. Compassionate i.] Used as an
; equivalent of Sympathetic.

166a J. Chandler Van Ilelmont's Oriat. 332 Called mag-
I

netical and sympathetica!, or attractive and co-passionate.

Co-pastor (k^pa'sto-i). [f. Co- + Pastor.] A
joint pastor ; a colleague in the pastoral office*

1805 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. III. 510 Dr. Priestley, .was
1 elected in 1755 copastorto Mr. John Meadows. 1871 I \.

Pht'lol. Eng. Tongue $ 580 In the saying of Rowland Hill to

his co-pastor Theophilus Jones.

IlcnccCo-pa atorate, joint pastorate of a church.
1881 National Baptist XVII. 740 With us, co-pastorates

or assistant-ministries do not work well. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 3 June 5/6 The invitation, .to occupy the chair of

Hebrew at the Regent's Park College, London, with the

co-pastorate at IJloomsbury Chapel.

t Copataine, Obs, rare. App. the same as

Copintank, a high-crowned hat in the form of a
sugar-loaf.

(Kairholt spells it copotain'. Scott has Capotaink q.v.,

perh. only after Shaks.)

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. i. 69 Oh fine villains, a silken

doublet, a veluet hose, a scarlet cloake, and a copataine hat.

Co-patentee : see Co- pre/. 3 b.

Co-patriot, variant of Compatriot.

Co-pa tron, Co-pa troness : see Co- 3 b.

183a Southey Hist. Pcnins. War III. S40 S. Teresa de

Jesus, Co-patroness of the Spains. Ibid. III. 541 The inter-

cessions of their great Co-patroness.

Copayba : sec Copaiba.
Copce, obs. f. Copse.

Cope (kJup), nM Forms: 3-4 cape, 3- copo;

4- northern cape, (caip, kape, kaip) ; also 3
kope, 4 coope, 4-6 coppo, 5-7 coope, 6-7
coape. [In nthc. cape (pi. eapen), ME. cope,

rcpr. ah OE. *cape \vk. fcm., not exemplified (cf.

ON. kdpa
t
Dan. kaabe), a. mcd.L. capa cope, as

to whicn see Cap.
Cdpe, if in OE., must have been a late word, introduced

after capa ' cope * became the prevalent form and sense in

mcd.I* (see Du Cange), long after cappa in its earlier form
and sense gave cxppe Cap. Cf. cantclcafas in O. E. Chroti.

an. 1070 : see Cantkl-cape. The ME. forms might be from
ON. ktipa, but this is an unlikely source. The phonetic
series L. cti£a

y
OE. cdpe, ME. cape, copey mod. cope. Sc.

cape, caip, is parallel to [« Pa~Pa, OE. P<ipa, ME. /«/(•,

Pope, mod. Pope, Sc. Pape, paip. J

f 1. A long cloak or cape worn as an outer

garment, chiclly out of doors. Obs. Cf. Cape.
(By the 16th c translators used to render x^a^us and toga.)

c xao«s Lay. 7782 A cniht mid his canen. c 1275 — On cniht

mid his cope. 1393 Oower Conf. it. 46 A route Of ladies

••la kirtlcs and in copes riche They wercn clothed alle

aliche. 1466 Paston Lett. No. 549 II. 270 Cloth for a
ridyng cope for himself. 1535 Coverdale Isa. xxx. 22 Yf
ye destroye the syluer workes of youre Idols, and cast

awaye the golden coapes that ye deckt them withall. 154a

Udall Erasm. Apo/h. (1877) 27 (D.) Xantippc had pulled

awaie her housebandes cope from his backc, even in the

open strete. IHd. 47 The side robe or cope of homely and
course clothe soche as the beggerie philosophiers. and none
els vscn to wcarc. 1575 Drieff Disc. Troubl. Eranckford

(1846) 203 Copes and garments as well for the common use
as for the ministerie. 1745 Haker Don Quix. I. 1. v. 31
This curious Cap and his fine brocard Cope will make him
outshine the Sun-Dial.

f b. As the special dress of a monk or friar. Obs.
[Quire cope=cappa choratis.)

a 1225 Ancr. R. 56 >if he haue3 enne widne hod & one
ilokene cope, c iaoo S. Eng. Leg. I. 227/274 Monekes it

weren ech-on, And: yreuested fane and in queor-copes.

c 1315 Shoreham 110 Under couele and cope The foule

prede lythe. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 262 Ffor there he [the

FrereJ was nat lyk a Cloystrer With a thredbare cope as is

a poure scoler. c 1394 P. PL Crede 292 Seyn bat pey fob
wen fully Fraunceses rewle, J>at in cotynge of his cope is

more clop y-folden pan was in Fraunces froc. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 7412 Doen on the cope of a frere.

C. In the University of Cambridge, a cape or

tippet of ermine worn by doctors of divinity on
certain special occasions.

1798 A. Wall Ceremonies Univ. Camb. (1828) 39 The
Vice-Chancellor is in his cope. Ibid. 80 After the Service,

they return to the Vestry, where the Doctors in Divinity

change their copes for their Scarlet gowns, and the Proctors

their Congregation habit for their hoods squared.

2. Eccl. A vestment of silk or other material

resembling a long cloak made of a semicircular

piece of cloth, worn by ecclesiastics in processions,

also at Vespers, and on some other occasions.

1 1868 Marriott Vest. Chr. 167 The name piuviale. .and..

ca/>p<r t and our own cope point to the origin of the vestment

as originally worn out of doors as a protection from the

weather.}
t 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 134/954 K° ^ini thomas hadde is

masse i-songue his chesible he gan of weue ; All is obur
uesttmen2, on him he let bi-leue . . A-boue he caste is cope.

1381 Wyclif Wisd. xviii. 24 In the clothing of the preest

coepe, that he hadde, wasal the roundnesseof erthis. c 1460
Churchw. Acc. St. Audreivs, East Cheap tin Brit.

Mag. XXXI. 397^ For amendyng of Coopis & vesti-

mentts xvjrr*. 1517 in Pocock Rec. Ref I. xxvi. 54 Four
of the doctors prebendaries of the said Paules in coppes
and grey amys. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion
Rubric, The Priest . . shall put upon hym the vesture ap-

pointed for that ministration, that is to say, a white Albe
plain, with a vestment or Cope. 1562 Paper preparedfor
Synod in Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxvii. 318 That the vse of

vestments, copes and surplices, be from henceforth taken

away. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 11826) 300 A most
solemne marche, and pompous procession : wherein . . there

wanted neither Coape nor Canapie. 1594 Nashe Unfort.
Trav. 84 Coapes and costly vestments tfecke the hoarsest

and beggerlyest singing-man. 1603 Const, Canons Ecctes.

No. 24 Copes to be worn in cathedral churches by those

that administer the Communion.
^
i6»3 Purchas Pilgrims

ll. 1409 After them came . . Friers in their rich Coapes sing-

ing, carrying many Pictures and Lights. 1639 P. Smart
Treat. Altars 8 If we doe, then may we also admit to the

administration of the holy Communion, instead of decent

Copes, ridiculous piebald vestments. 1838 Coronation Ser>

vice in Maskell Mom. Rit. (1847) III. 88 The Archbi>hop
goeth to the Altar and puts on his Cope. 1885 Catholic

Diet. s. v., The cope is used in processions by those who
assist the celebrant, by cantors at vespers, etc., so that it is

by no means a distinctively sacerdotal vestment.

% Often erroneously used as a historical term,

where chasuble or pallium would be correct as a

matter of fact.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Casuita, a cope for a priest,

Immm. 1826 Mi i.man A. Boleyn (1827) 13, I saw the Arch-

heretic, enrobed In the cope and pall of mitred Canterbury,

Lift the dread Host with misbelieving hands. 1862 H.

Marryat Year in Sweden I. 311 He arranged .. that the

Swedish primate should receive the cope, sent by the pontiff,

from the hands of her archbishop.

f 3. A cover for a table, a table cloth. Obs, rare.

c 1450 Bk. Curtasyt 690 in Babees Bk. 322 At aper endc he

[the panlerel castes a cope Layde downe on borde, the endys

plyed up.

4. fi&, (In cope 0/ night, the primary notion

was app. 'cloak'; but in later use, that of ' canopy
'

or 'vault* appears to be sometimes present ; cf.

sense 7.

1393 Gower Conf II. 101 This Yris. .Her reiny cope did

upon, c 1400 Test. Love 1. (1560) 275 b/i The cope of tene is

wound about all my body. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 111. xxiii.

Night aprocheth with his coopes dunne. 1581 J. Hell
Hattdon s Ahsiv. Osor.45 Whom though you. .enriche with

a great dower of wordes, and decke with gay copes of sen-

tences. 1704 Addison Poems, Campaign Misc. Wks. 1726 I.

74 Till the dark cope of night with kind embrace, Befriends

the rout and covers their discrace. 01843 Southey In-

scriptions xxv, The second night drew over them Its shel-

tering cope. 1866 Alger Sotit. Nat. $ Man rv. 282 Under
the cope of midnight.

t 5. Cope 0/ lead : a leaden cofiin. Obs.

Only Sc. : usually in form cape, caip.

< 1450 Henryson in Bannatyne Poems 135 And to thedeid,

to lurk vnder thy caip, I offer me with hairt richt humily.

1536 Hellenden Chron. Scot. xvi. xtx, He miserabilly de*

ceasit, and wes brocht in ane caip of leid in [ = into) Ing-

land. a 157a Knox Hist. Ref Wks. {1846) I. 179 It was

thowght best, to keap him frome stynckingi to geve him
great salt ynewcht, [and] a cope of lead.

f 8. A covering of vaulted form ; a vault. Obs.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour L v b, They [two quenesj were

take and putte under a grete and heuy coope of lede, and
there they deyd of an euylle dethe. 1578 Hamster Hist.

Man iv. 62 The vi [muscle] . . runneth vnder the coope, or

vaulte of the wrest of the hand.

7. Cope 0/ heaven: the over-arching canopy or

vault of heaven. Cf. Canopy 2 b, Vault.
Under the cope oj'heaven — * under heaven, in all the world':

an exceedingly common phrase from 14th to i8ih c
< 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 3 Oper housis hadde he
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noon hut |>is wildernesse and cope [v. r. coope] of hevenc.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1527 {Hyps, Mt'dea) Undyr the

cope of hcven that is above, 1460 Pol. Ret. L. Poems
(1866) g7 The grettest Gierke . . vnder heuen cope, c 1489
Caxton Souncs ofAymon xxvii. 574 Ther is not your leke

vnder the cope of heven. 1549 Compl. Scot. Ded. 3 The
maist vail^eant princis that ar vndir the cape of hauyn.
1571 Campion Hist. IreL IL ix. (1633) 115, I serve under the

cope of heaven, when you are served under a Canopy. 1591
Spenser M. Hubberd 1228 Whatso the heauen in his wide
cope containes. 1609 Holland A mm. Marccll. xiv. vi. 10
From all parts of the wide world . . within the cope and cur-

tainc of heaven. ci6ii Chapman Iliad v. 773 Betwixt the

cope of stars and earth. 1666 Bunyan Grace Abounding
(1879) 389 Whether there be .. a Woman breathing under
the Copes of the whole Heaven. 1771 T. Smollett Humph.
CI. (1815) 106 Without any other cover than the cope of
heaven. 1829 H. Neele Lit. Rem. 314 The arch of Heaven's
wide cope. 1880 Swinburne Stud. Song 38 Darkening the

sky To the extreme azure of all its cloudless cope,

b. Also simply the cope.

1596 Spenser Hymn Hon. Love 95 All these things that

are contained Within this goodly cope. 1608 Siiaks. Per.
iv. vi. 132 The cheapest country under the cope. 1657
Cokaine Obst. Latiyw. i, The most insatiable gluttons under
the Cope. 1735 Thomson Liberty iv. 1177 Exalted as the
cope That swells immense o'er many-peopled earth. 1827
Pollock Course of T. x, The cope, above and round about,
was calm. 1867 G. Macdonald Songs of Summer Days
iv. ii, Slow clouds from north and south appear . . And
climb the vaulted cope.

H e. In later usage, apparently, vaguely used for

(a) vertex, height (as if confused with cop) ; {/>)

firmament, expanse.
1603 Breton Post iv. Packet Lett. , OfLove, Sweete Ladle,

If the reach of my capacitie could clime the Cope of your
favoure. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 68 Not from the
temporall skie and firmament, but even from the highest
Cope of heaven. 1730 Thomson A utumu 25 From heaven's
high cope the fierce effulgence shook.
1816 Coleridge Lay Serm. 343 He . . can as little appro-

priate it. .as he can claim ownership in the breathing air, or
make an inclosure in the cope of heaven. 1830 Tennyson
Poems 81 Larks in heaven's cope Sing.

d. A vault or canopy like that of the sky.
1658 Makvell Poems, Appieion House, Under this Attic

cope I move. 1667 Milton P. L. t. 345 Bad Angels seen
Hovering on wing under the Cope of Hell. ibid. vi. 215 So
under fierie Cope together rush'd Both Battels maine. 1847
Longf. Ev, 11. ii. 79 Over them, vast and high, extended the
cope of a cedar.

8. Founding. The outer portion or case of a
mould ; the outer mould in bell-founding.

1856 Penny Post Nov. (Ellacombc\ In the case of the large
Westminster bell, the cope was of iron, with the interior

covered with a composition of clay and sand, etc. 1857
\V. C. Lukis Acc. Ch. Bells 21 The outer mould or cope
is formed. 187a Ellacombf. Ch. Bells Devon 200 The cope
fitted over the core, like an extinguisher over a candle, witli

a vacuum left between them to receive the fused metal.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss. s.v. Drag., The mould having
been prepared in the two parts of the flask, the cope is put
upon the drag before casting. After casting, the flask is

opened by removing the cope. 1889 Notes Building Constr.

III. 269 The outer brick cope. .is. .lifted away,

T 9. A superficial deposit considered as a cover-

ing or coating of the stratum beneath : cf. Coping.
1631 Markham Weald of Kent 11. i. 7 Some of them

[marls] have over them a cover of ground, which we call

Cope. Ibid., A cold stiff and wet clay, which is either the
Cope of the Marl or lieth near unto it. .commonly called
The Marl Cope ground.

10. The Coping of a wall, etc. (dial. cape).

1847-78 Halliwell, Cape, the coping of a wall. 1877
E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss., Cape, Capcino, the coping-
stones of a wall or other building. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-
Hur 351 Solid wall, .with a balustrade on its cope.

11. Comb, (sense 2), as cope-chest, -maker, -work.
1551-60 Invent. Sir H. Parkers in Hall Elizabeth. Soc.

(1887) 151 A Tester of blewe and white velvett, panyd &
embroderid with Cope worcke of gould. 1628 Canterbury
Marriage Licences (MS.), John Salter of Canterbury cope-
maker. 1865 Athenaeum No. 1941. 24/2 Armoire, cope-
chest, stalls. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 163
The mediaeval quadrant-shaped cope-chests.

t Cope, sb* Obs. [Either f. Cope v.2 , or im-
mediately a. F. coup, OF. also colp, cop, blow,

1

stroke, shock, etc.] The shock of combat ; en-
counter. Alsofig.
1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clxviii. [clxiv.J 469 They

i ran togyder and met so rudely y* their horses stayed with

]
y! cope. Ibid. 475 The seconde cope they attaynted echo
other on the helmes that the fyre flewe oute. 1594 Sec. Rep.

\
Dr. Faustus in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858) III. 408 In the
cope all'the four Janisaries were run quite thorow and
thorow. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais Pro!., Books . . in the
cope and encounter somewhat difficult. Ibid. (1859) I. 181
He fought at barriers . . and when it came to the cope, he
stood so sturdily on his feet. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide iv.

310 {MS.) Bent on the signal cope and steel'd with guilt,

t To gain cope of: to gain the advantage over.
c 1610 T, Adams Wks. (1861) I. 350 (D.) We should gain cope

of them, and outrun them.

Cope, J&3 Obs. or dial. [f. Cope v$ : cf.

Cheap sb.~\

+ 1. A bargain. Good cope : cf. good cheap, F.
bon marche. Obs.
1562 J. Heywood Prov. <? Epigr.{i%67) 77 The Ducheman

saieth, that segging is good cope . c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon
Wks. (Rtldg.) 157/! Maids, when they come to see the fair,
Count not to make a cope for dearth of hay.
1 2. Goo"s cope : a proverbial expression for a

very large sum. Obs. [App. belongs here.]
1520 Whitinton Vulg. (1527) 13 He wolde spende goddes

! cope [Tanialcas opes] yf he had it. 1532 Dice Play (Percy
Soc.) 27 He that will not stoop a dodkin at the dice, per
chauncc at cardes will spend God's cope. 1553 T. Wilson
Rhet. 72 He will spende Goddes coope if he had it.

3. Derbyshire Mines. A duty paid by the miner
for permission to raise lead-ore. [Sec quot. 1747,
and Cope v?> 4.]
1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 91 The said M r Carrier

j

..had likewise taken a farme or lease of the tythe oare,
called the lott and cope, from his Majestic, under the scale
of the Dutchy of Lancaster, a 1661 Fuller Worthies 1.

I 229 The Lord for Lot, hath the thirteenth dish of Our,
within their Mine, and six pence a load for Cope. 1747
Hooson Miner's Diet. Fj, Any Miner is said to have a
Groove [ — digging, mine] or Cope, when he takes the said
Groove or Bargain to get or raise the Ore, at a certain
Price per Load, for some certain time. 1815 Parky View
Agric. Derbyshire I. 365 In the measuring of

[
Lead) Ore at

present, every 25th Dish, .is taken . .as the King's Lot, Cope,
I or Duty. 1851 Act 14 # 15 Vict. c. 94. § 9 {Iligk Peak
1 Customs Act) The Lessee for the Time being of the Duties

of Lot and Cope.
4. Comb., as cope-money.
1815 Farey View Agric. Derbyshire I. 366 It is not cus-

tomary for the owners to advance any of the Cope-money on
account.

t Cope, C0pf
sbA Obs. [Derivation and proper

form unknown.] (See quots.)
In quot.1577 cops is app. the plural of this word ; but this

is uncertain, as it translates a Latin singular temonem.
1577 HOLIMSHED Chron. I. 26/2 They [Hritons] would run

up and downeverie nimblie upon the Cops, and stand upon
the beame [C*:sar per temonem perenrrerc et in iugo in-
stare], ziod convey themselves quicklyagain into the charet.
1688 K. Holme Armoury nr. vi ii. 335 The Wainc Cop, is

the long peece that cometh out from the Cart body to which
the Oxen are fastned. 1704 WoRUDGK Diet. Rust. s.v.

Cart, 2. The Wain Cope, that part which the hinder Oxen
are yoaked unto to draw the Wain .. 16. The Cope Sale
and Pin, are Irons that fasten the Chain with other Oxen
thereat, to the end of the Cope. Hence 1727 in Bradley
Fam. Diet., 1730-6 Bailey fol., 1823 Univ. Techtt, Diet.,

I etc., etc., s.v. Cope-sale. 1847 Halliwell, Co/, the beam
I that is placed between a pair of drawing oxen. [No source

or locality given.]

Cope (kjnp), v. 1 [f. Cope sb.i, in various un-

I

connected senses.]

1. trans. To furnish with or dress in a cope.

|
f To cope it*, to put on a cope (obs.).

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. in. 36 [>enne com per a Confessour

I

i-copet as a Frere. Ibid. 138 For heo copeb be Comissarie
and coteb be Clerkes. 1575 BrieffDisc. Troubl. Franckford

[ (1642) 167 Such as arc tumc-coates, and can change with
all Seasons, .can cap it, can cope it, and curry for advantage.
[See also Coped.]

2. Arch. To cover (a wall, etc.) with a Coping.
1665 in joth Rep. Comm. Hist. MSS.x. App. 4 That upper

part of the said wall which hath bine since made and coped
by other men at day-work. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v.

Wall, Brick-Walls . . are sometimes coped with Stone, and
sometimes with Brick. 1788 Trans. Soc. Fneourag. Arts
VI. 5 Stone fences, of a proper height coped with two turfs.

1853 KAXEGrinuell Exp.xx'u (1856) 162 The mounds, .were
..coped and defended with limestone slabs. 1884 Laiv
Times Rep. LI. 330/3 That A. B. do back and cope a hun-
dred rods of their wall by Christmas next.

fig. a 1625 Boys Wks. (1630) 843 For though he may ..

blinde the Bishpp and cope [? hoodwink] the Commissarie,
yet Gods all-seeing eye. .findcth out his foule follie.

b. To cover a ridge or 'hip ' on a roof with a
metal or other coping to carry off rain, etc.

1792 Phil. Trans. LXX. 358 There are eight hips, all of
which are covered or coped with lead.

C. trans/, and fig. To cover as, or as with, a
coping ; to form a coping to.

1842 Blacku: Mag. LII. 402 Behold, where olive-thickets
cope The soft and emerald-tinted slope Of sacred Scilus.

1879 Butcher &_Lang Odyssey 222 With stones dragged
thither had he builded it and coped it with a fence of white

' thorn. 1890 H. M. Stanley Darkest Africa II. xxx. 292
Tufted clumps of trees, .coping some turret-like crag.

3. To cover as with a vault or canopy.
1704 Addison Italy 4S5 A very large Bridge, that is all

j

made of Wood, and coped over Head, like the rest in

Switzerland. 1821 Joanna Baillie Met. Leg., Cotum xn,
Midnight coped the ocean wide. 1856 T. Aird Poet. Wks.

1
240 The sympathetic heavens Coping this isle of mischief.

4. Gardening. To protect (wall-fruit) by an over-

hanging coping, or sloping shelf-like projection.
1882 The Garden 11 Feb. 105/3 Apricets. . may be coped

: and poled. Ibid. 18 Mar. 187/1 Well coped, but otherwise
exposed trees.

5. intr. To slope downwards or hang over like a

i
coping.
1601 Hollanli Pliny xxv. xiii. (R.\ Some bending downe

and coping toward the earth, others standing upright. 1703
Moxon Mech. Exerc. 159 Coping over, is a sort of hanging

1 ever, but not square to its upright. 1876 Gwilt Fncycl.
* Archit. Gloss, s.v. Coping, The sofite of a projection is said

to cope over when it slants downwards from the wall.

Cope (kc? up), v. 2 Forms: 4-6 coup(e, 5
(Destr. Troy) caup, cawp, 6-7 coap(e, 5- cope,

i [a. F. couper, in OF. eolper, coper, coupcr to strike

1 (now to cut), f. OF. colp, cop, coup blow :—med.L.
colpus, colapus :—L. colaphus blow with the fist

:

I

see Coup.]
I. intr. (without with).

f 1. To strike ; to come to blows, encounter,

I

join battle, engage, meet in the shock of battle or

j

tournament. (Often with together.) Obs.
c X350 [see Coping vbl. sbS\ c 1400 Destr. Troy 7231 [Thay]

I

coupid to-gedur. Ibid. 6486 Thay caupit at the knight, kene

men of armys. Idid. 7775 pai caupit togedur That bothc
were backward bere borne of bere horses, a 1471 Chron.
Rich. It, etc. (Camden 1856) 8 The erl of Penbrokc was
slayn with that other knyghtis speer, as he cast it from him
whanne thay hadde coupid. 1485 Caxton i^arisfy V. (1868)
18 And coped togyder so fyersly they brekc theyr speres.

1519 Houman Vufg. 261 Both the hostis wolde fayne haue.

.

copt together
\froperabat comilterc]. 1525 Ld. Berners

Froiss. II. clxviii. [clxiv.] 468 The thyrde course their horses
refused and wolde nat cope. 1598 G-renkway Tacitus' Ann.
11. iii. (1622^ 36 They had coped, if Stertinius had not runnc
in, and held backe Flauius. i6n Steed Hist. Gt. Brit. vm.
yii. (1632)424 Foot to foot, and man to man, coped together
in a most crtiell fight. 1725 Pope Odyss. xvtu. 65 Swear to
stand neutral, while we cope in fight.

fig* IS32 More Coufnt. Tindole Wks. 616/1 Euerye chylde
may see howe lothe he is to come ncre and cope. 1755
Garrick On Johnson's Diet, in Bosiuell an. 1755 In satires,

epistles, and odes would they cope.

II. Cope -with.

f 2. To come to blows with
,

engage, encoun-
ter, contend, fight with. Obs. or arch. exc. as in 3).
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1262 One caupet with hym kenely . . And

set hym a sad dynt. a 1467 Gregory Chron. (18761219 He
wolde nevyr cope whithe no man. 1548 Hall Chron. 175b,
He neither would nor durst once medle or coupe with the
Krles navie. 1598 G RENEWEV Tacitus' Ann. xiii. vi. (1622)
1 86 One lulius Montanus. .by chance coping with the Prince
in the darke, and rudely thrusting him backe. 1640 Yorke
Union Hon. 45 Hee also unhorsed. . a Valiant Knight, and at

last coped with Karle Henry himselfe. 1660 K. HiCKKRINGILL
famaica[i66i) 42 The Spaniards never durst cope with our
men in the plain field. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. IL 47 He
slew every person who ventured to cope with him. (11839
Praed Poems ( 1864* II. 15 Woe to the wreuh whose single
might Copes with dark Allan in the fight !

3. To contend with in a well-matched fight, to

contest the field with, to be or prove oneself a

match for. (Usually with can, able to, or the like.'

a. in a tit. contest or battle.

1583 Stanyhurst Acncis 1. (Arb.) 33 A lucklcsse stripling,

not a matche too coape with Achilles. 1710 Addison Ii 'htg

Exam. No. 3 f 4 They have not been able to cope with the
troops of Athens. 1777 J. Sullivan in Sparks Corr. Amer.
Rev. (1853) II. 63 If your Excellency thinks your force suf-

ficient to Cope with his. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. 11S76)

II. x. 501 It would be impossible to gather an army able to

cope with the insurgents.

b. in afig. contest.

1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. n. xxvi, (1739) 117 None
must cope with him, he must run and out-run all. 1684 tr.

Bond's Merc. Conipit. x. 347 The onely [remedy] . . able to
cope with so stout an Enemy. 1711 C. Davenant Acc.
Trade Gt. Brit. 67 To be in a lasting Condition to Cope
with the Dutch in Trade. 1782 Mad. D'ArblAV Diary
Nov., His being too unwell to cope with Dr. Johnson. 1812
Byron Ch. liar. 11. xxxiv, Brisk Confidence still best with
woman copes. 1875 Emerson Lett.fy Soc. Aims, Greatness
Wks. (Bohn) III. 270 Let the scholar measure his valour by
his power to cope with intellectual giants.

4. fig. To contend with, face, encounter ^dangers,

difficulties, etc.). Often implying successful en-

counter.

1641 Mi eton Ch. Govt. 11. iii, Two heads of evil he has to

cope with, ignorance and malice. 1726 Shelvocke Voy.
round World (1757) 327 The difficulties and hazards we had
to cope with. 1835 Ure Ph'ilos. Mauuf. 16 He was, .little

qualified to cope with the hardships of a new manufacturing
enterprise. 1850 Prescott Peru II. 83 His nature was too
gentle to cope with the bold and fiercer temper of his

brother. 1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. Hi. i. (1872) 8 The
work of coping with evil, a 1862 Buckle Civiliz. (1869) III.

v. 293 Unfit to cope with the problems.

t 5. To meet with ; to come into contact, touch,

or relation with ; to have to do with. Obs. or arch.

1593 Siiaks. Lucr. 99 But she, that never coped with
stranger eyes, Could pick no meaning from their parting
looks. 1602 — Hani. in. ii. 60 As iust a man As ere my
Conuersation coap'd withall. 1611 — Witit. T. iv. iv. 435
Thou,fresh peece Of excellent Witchcraft, who of force must
know The royall Foole thou coap'st with. 1640 Brome
Sparagus Card. 11. v, His malice works upon me, Past al!

the drugs and all the Doctors Counsells, That ere I cop'd
with. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <r Seta. 84 If we our selves

were not body as well as soul, our understano'ings would
never have coped with such a thing as placcness or stowage
at all. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. 11. iii. (1869) 75 A heartier

friend or honester critic I never coped withal. 1865 Swin-
burne Poems Ball., At Eleusis 101 How as mate He
coped with Hades, yokefellow in sin.

Til. trans.

f6. To cope blows : see quot. Obs.

I5(59 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 125 b, This
Arte [War], .dothe trimly teache to cope blowes, to auoyde
them that be geuen, or to warde them with the buckler.

1 7. To meet, meet with, come into contact

(hostile or friendly) with. Obs.

1592 Smaks. Ven. ^ Ad. 888 Finding their enemie to be so

curst, They all straine curt'sie who shall cope him first.

%6oo — A. V. L. 11. i. 67. 1604— Oth. iv. i. 87 Where, how,

how oft, how long ago, and when He hath, and is againe to

cope your wife. 1606 — Tr. $ Cr. 1. ii. 34 They say he
yesterday cop'd Hector in the battell and stroke him downe.
1603 Florio Montaigne (1632) 489 His [Cupid's] power
checketh and copes all other might.

f 8. To meet or match (a thing) with (an

equivalent). Obs. rare. Cf. Recoup.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. nr. i. 412 Most worthy gentleman

. .Three thousand Ducats due vnto the lew We freely cope
your curteous paines withall.

9. To be a match for, face, encounter (cf. 4^. rare.

1872 Tennyson Gareth $ Lynette 1144 Saving that you
mistrusted our good King Would . . yield you, asking, one
Not fit to cope your quest.



COPE. 970 COPER,

Cope (k'7up\ Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 5-6

copen, 6-9 cope, 7 dial. coop. [Of LG.
origin; used by Lydgate as Flemish: cf. MDu.
cdpen, Du. koopen, LG. kopen to buy, to traffic,

buy and sell, exchange, barter ; for the ulterior

etymology, see Cheap v., which is the native Eng.

form. Cf. also Coup v. from Norse kaupa, the

senses of which run parallel to those of cope, so

that it is often treated as merely a northern dialect

form of this verb.]

1 1. trans. To buy. Obs.

c 1430 Lvdg. Mm. Poems, London Lyckpenyvu, Flemynges
bepM on me for to cry, * Master, what will you copen or

by!' 157° Levins Manip. 170/1 To cope, cambire, emere.

1599 'title) Key to vnknowne knowledge, or a shop of fiuc

Windowes, Which if you doe open To cheapen and copen.

2 To exchange, barter. Cope away, to give

away in exchange, to barter away. dial.

1570 (see 1). 1584 R. W. Three Ladies Lottd. in Had.
Dodsley VI. 331 Have you any olde bootes Or any olde

shoonc.To cope with new broome? 1638 Heywood Wise
Woman m. Wks. 1874 V. 314 If a man might change away
his Wife, .and cope her away like a bad commoditie. 1674
Kay S. * E. C. Words 62 Cope, to chop or exchange, used
by the Coasters of Norfol. Suffol. &c. [ed. 1691 as also in

Yorkshire). 1887 E. J. Mather Nor'ard of Dogger iii. 37
I've seen scores of nets coped away for brandy.

f 3. intr. To make an exchange, make a bargain.

1575 Fl'lkr Con/. Purg. (1577) 371 You say we might.,
baue coped for one of those Lyturgies, if we liked not

Gregories Masse, rather then to haue forged a new.
1591 Spenser M.Z/ubberd 527 [The Patron J Will cope with
thee in reasonable wise ; That if the living yerely doo arise

To fortie pound, that then his yongest sonne Shall twentie

have, and twentie thou hast wonne. 1614 T. GENTLEMAN
Eng. Way to Wealth in Arb. Garner IV. 345 And bringeth
them Gold and fresh supplies, and copeth with them.

4. Derbyshire Mines. 1 To agree to get ore at a

fixed sum per disk or measure.'
180a J. Maws Min. Derbysh. Gloss.

Cope (kjup), vA Falconry, [app. a. F. coper,

couper in its later sense 1 to cut . Cf. Cope v.-]

trans. To cut, pare, the beak or talons of a hawk.
1575 Turner v. Fatconrie 78 Coping yrons to cope his

hawkes beake if it be overgrowen, and to cope hir pownces
and talons, if neede be. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. VI1L

viii. (1668) 130 If you break or rive her pounce, or but coape
it so short that she bleed . . yet it will indanger her life. 16x9

Beet Treat. Hawkes 67 Let her be short-coped, so I would
advise all short-winged hawkes to be used. 1674 N. Cox
Gent. Recreat. 0. (1706) 77. 1875

1 STOMBHEMGE * Brit,
Sports 244 The beak and talons should be closely coped.

Cope, vfi Obs. or dial. Also 7 coap, coupe.
[Derivation uncertain; sometimes referred to

Coop trans. To tie or sew up the mouth of

(a ferret) ; also fig. of a person. Const, up.
1601 Deacon ft Walker Spirits Divels 214 It shall not

be amisse to cope vp your lips a little. 1612 T. Taylor
Comm. Titus 11. 9 Neither are they here coped from all

manner of speach, when iust occasion of speach is offred.

i6»5 Gousalvids Sp. Inquis. 105 lly this their so strait en-

joy[ntfng them silence .. they cope them with needle and
threed and so keep in all their knauary and tyranny. 1631
1 H.kker Match mm iv. Wks. 1S73. IV. 193 Your lips coap d
like a ferret. 1631 Bkathwait Whimzies 99 His nimble
ferrets must now become pioners for their master who coupes
them. 167a Eachakd Hobbs' State Nat. 86 Roger has a
vocal organ . . called a mouth, and being not muzled,
gagg'd, or cop'd . . may stretch it as wide as he pleases.

a i8as Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Cope. The use of this word
is confined to warreners, who arc said to 1 cope ' their ferrets,

when they sew or tie up their mouths, to prevent them from
biting rabbits, when they, .drive them from their holes.

t Cope, v.$ Obs. trans, [cf. Corz*.2 : but perh.

an error for wipe ; the Fr. original has assuyer Us
larmes.\

1647 W. Browne Polexander 1. 166 The Old Narcissus.

.

lifted his hands to his eies to cope thence his tcares.

f Co*peage. Obs.— 1
? The action of coping.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. vi-vii. 213 He that by such
rare copeagc Mounts, is sure To break his neck, or live for

e'r secure.

Copeck (kJ'i-pck). Also 7-8 copec, 8 copeik,
copiquo, capeck, kapeke, 8-9 copeck, 9 kopek,
[ad. Russ. KOirfcitKa KoneftKa kop^Hka, kopcika,

deriv. (dim. form) of Kom>6 kopye* lance, pike.

So called from the substitution in 1535 of the figure of Ivan
IV. on horseback with a lance, for that of his predecessor
with a sword. Cf. Bestuzhev-Riumin, Kusskoya Istoriya,

1885, II. 206, and Karamzin VIII. i. (citing the contempo-
rary Chronicle of Rostov. ). ]

A Russian copper coin, the part of a rouble,

now worth from J to \ of a |>cnny English.
1698 Crull Muscovy 144 To spend every Copec (or

Penny) they have, in a Ttppling-House, is a common thing
here. 1716 J. Perry State ofRussia 7 note. Each Copeck
[was] full an Knglish Penny Value; but since the Czar has
recoined his Money, it is little more than half the former
Value. 1775 Wraxall Tour N. Europe 164 Every one pays
a few copiques for admittance. 1839 E. D. Clarke Trav.
46/1 A poud of beef sold in Woronetz for twenty-six copceks.
1888 Times 27 June 12/1 A tax of half a copeck per pood
should be levied on exported corn.

Coped (k^upt), ppl, a. Also 7 copped, [f.

Cope sb. or z>.i 4- -ED.]

1. Wearing a cope.
1447 Pokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 34 And the Abot copyd

wytn his munkys alle. . 1450 Two Cookcry-bks. 68 His
Croserknelingbeliiiide him, toped. 1637 N. WitiTlNG Albino

I A> Bellama 140 During the time that you were cowl'd and
coaped. 185a Rock Ch. of lathers III. 1. 371 Headed by

I

coped and surpliced choristers.

2. Having the top or upper surface sloping down
on each side like a coping.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt, Brit. vn. viii. 235 Whose body was

]
intombed in a Coffin of Gray Marble, the couer copped.

I

Ibid. vii. xliv. 366 His.. bones as yet remaine. .in a Chest of

Grey-Marble, reared vpon foure small pillars, couered with

: a copped stone of the same. 1766 Entick London IV. 275
The rest are coped stones, all of grey marble. 1841; Eccle-

[

siologist IV. 21 There is an unusual but very becoming kind

i of monument, which may be called the coped high tomb.

1870 F. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 99 A large stone coffin with
; a coped lid was uncovered.

Coped, obs. f. Copped.
Co-peer, nonce-wd. [f. Co- 3 + Peeb : cf.

compeer.] A fellow-peer.

1811 Ctess Berkeley Addr. to Peers 3 The Co-Peers of

a beloved husband.

Copel, obs. form of Cupel.

Ccpeman 1
, t copesman. arch. [orig.

1
copesman, f. Cope sb.z "in possess, cope's) + Man :

I cf. craftsman, tradesman, etc. The later cope-

man may have been influenced by Du. koopman
in same sense : but cf. also copesmate, Copemate.]

1. A chapman, merchant, dealer. Obs.

a. 1566 Painter Pat. Pleas. I. 68 b, And having found a
I copesman for his great barque, with the money thereof and
I with other . . he bought a small pinnas. 1580 Hollyband
\

Treas. Fr. Tong, Marchand, a merchant, a chapman, a
1
copesman. 1580 APol. Prince Orange in Pftenix U73I > I-

£2o There is. .no Country, wherein they are not counted for

inconstant People, and great Coops-men.
0. 1605 II. Jonson Volpone UL v. Wks. iRtldg.) 191/1 He

would have sold his part of Paradise For ready money, had
he met a copeman. 1875 Buckland Log-bk. 86 When the

Copemen arrive in the harbours to sell their goods from
the Vessel.

I
2. (See quot.)
1800 CoLQCHOUN Comm. T/uimes iii. 120 The Copemen or

1 the Receivers ofstolen goods on the shores of the river. Ibid.

172 The Copemen provide Bags, Jiggers, bladders .. the

j

Plunder goes on to a great extent in the night.

Co'pe-man z
. A person wearing a cope.

1853 J. H. Dale tr. Ba/deschi's Ceremonial 65 If there

be Cope-men, the master of the ceremonies appoints the first

of them to assist at the incensation.

+ Copemaster, copes-. Obs.~ Cope-man i.

1579 Tomson Calvin s Semi. Tim. 572/1 They play the

copemaisters, and make merchandise of the doctrine of the

Gospell. 1657 S. W. Schism Dispach't 294 What faith is to

bee given to the most formal) bargain made with such
Copes-masters of testimonies t

t Co*pemate, copesmate. Obs. [orig. cope-

i
mate, \. Cope v.* + Mate ; the change to copes-

mate was prob. through association with copesman,

I or with other words in which the first element is a

I sb. in the genitive, as craftsman, tradesman, etc.]

1. A person with whom one copes or contends

;

an adversary, antagonist.

a. 1565 Goldinc Ovids Met. XSL (1593) 279 Against my
toother copemate will I use the same.

fl. 1605 Chapman All Fooles Plays 1873 I. 138 Rin.
Walke not too boldly, if the Sergeants meete you ; You may
have swaggering worke your be! lie full. Vol. No better

Copesmates. 161a W. Parkes Curtaine-Dr, (1876) 39 He
I . . needes not care . . what Copesmate encounters him next.

1624 Bi'. Mountagu Gagg To Rdr. 1 Being put upon such

a copesmate. 1645 Milton Colast. (1851) 372 Tnis pon-

j
derous confuter, elected, .to bee my copes-mate.

2. A partner or colleague in power, office, etc.

;

an associate, companion, comrade.
a. 1581 J. Bell //addon's Anstu. Osor. 392 They will not

leave (itl to Christ, but will herein also joyne a copemate
with him, that Romish vicar. 1626 Bernaru /s/e 0/ Man

\
(1637) 12 This lewd companion Sinnc, and his Cope-mates.

J8- 1577 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden 1 57 In soothe

their odd copesmate thou werte. 159J Greene Upst. Cour-

j

tier (1871)4 They vanished away like Cadmus' copesmates
that sprung up of vipers teeth. 1637 R. Humthrey tr. Si.

Ambrose 1. 137 O ye my noble copesmates, drinke your
fill. 1656 Trait Comm. Matt. xvi. 24 That he might not

be.. made collateral, a very copesmate, to Christ himself.

[1807 W. Irving Salmag. xviL (1824)324 My copesmates,
for what wait we here?]

h.fig. of things.

1581 J. Bell //addon's Anno. Owr. 145 b, Freewill must
of necessitie be copemate with Grace. 1503 Shaks. Lucr.

925 Mis-shapen Time, copesmate of ugly Night. 1686

Goad Celest. Bodies it. iii. 191 Then let him say, whether 9
looks not. .as Potent as her Lower and less Copesmate.

3. spec. a. An accomplice in cheating ; a con-

federate at cards, dice, or the like.

1570 T. Wilson Demosthenes 73 These Copesmates, and
corrupt bribe takers. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (162s)

11 There was no . . privy pilferer but . . he was a copesmate for

I him. 1622 Mahue tr. Alt-man's Guzman dAlf. 246 How
1

often had I a Copesmate that stood by. .who would tell me
what cards they went upon, and what their game was?

b. A paramour.
1593 Telt-Trothe's N. V. Gift 17 Were taken by their

husbands with other of their copesmates. 1598 B. Jonson
Ev. Man in Hum. iv. viii. Wks. (Rtldg.) 24/2 O, this is the

female copesmate of my sonne. 1615 Crookk Body ofMan
309 Iulia the daughter of Augustus Caisar. .playd false and
bad many copesmates. 11693 Urquhart Rabelais UL xlvi.

373 Who is to be the Copesmate of your Wife.

C. A partner in marriage ; a husband or wife.

1631 Weevek Anc.Fun.Mon. 17 Husbands, .and wiues
. .contracting second marriages, before . . their cope mates

be cold in their graues. 1639 Fokd Lat/ys Trial v. i. Was

ever such a tattcr'd rag of man's flesh, Patch'd up for copes-

mate to my niece's daughter !

4. = Fellow, in the vague and often contemp-
tuous sense. i,Cf. Companion sb.i 4.)
159a G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 74 For a time I was

vatnely suspected by such madd copesmates that can sur-

mize any thing for their purpose. 1598 R. Bernard tr.

Terence (16071 127 Oh wise fellow, without doubt ! This
copsemate will bring men . . quite beside themselves. 16x5

Lisle Du Bartas 41 Fooles, idiots, jesters, anticks, and
suche copes-mates as of naught-worth are suddenly start

up. 1633 W. R. Match at Midn. 11. i. in Hazl. Dodsley
XIII. 30 What cope's-mate's this, trow? who let him int

1744 Ozell tr. Brantome's Sp. Rhodomontades (ed. 2) 151

An odious, filthy ill-favoured Copes-mate.

1 Copen, v. Obs. In early ME. copnien.

[Implies an OE. copnian or copenian : cf.COPENEB.]

trans. To desire eagerly, long for.

a 1125 St. Mar/u r, 1 1862) 20 Cum nu leof to thi lif for ich

copni thi cume. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2378 Ich iseo lesu Crist

be cleopeS me & copneS. /bid. 2457 pc wununge of euch
wunne kepeS & copneS pi cume.

Copen, to buy : see Cope v$
tCopener, -ere. Obs. Also -iner, -yner.

[OE. copenere, agent-n. from *copenian, ME. cop-

nien : see above.] A paramour.
C897 K. .}:.., Gregory's Past. Hi, Hwaet Su Sonne eart

forle^en wi3 mani^ne copenere. a 1250 Owl a> Night. 1340

Bet luvien hire o^ene were, Thane awet hire copenere.

t 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 324/5B Is i-go with hire copiner.

£-13*0 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2258 The pie saide, 'Bi God Al-

might ! The copiner was her to-night. And hath i-don the

mochel sschame'. 1387 Trevisa Higden (RollsiII. 199 Pat
woman bat bare tweie children con hche to hire housooadc,
and pe o' <ere to [ copenere \adultero\

Co-penetrating : see Co- pref. 2.

Copentank, var. Copintakk. Obs.

Copepod (kJu-pi'pfd), a. and sb. Zool. [f. Gr.

Kumrj handle, oar-handle, and hence oar + -iro5-

- footed, f. wous, 7ro8- foot.]

A. adj. lielonging to the order Copepoda of

minute entomostracous Crustaceans, having four

,
or five pairs of feet chiefly used for swimming.

B. sb. A member of this order : //. copepoda ;

1 collectively, as name of the order, (in L. form)

copepoda (kfjpe'ptJda).

1836 ToddC>:/. Anat. I. 762/1 The copepoda supply no
such instances of thoracic extremities, .destined for swim-
ming. 1876 Beneden Anim. Parasites 45 It attaches itself

to a copepod crustacean. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim.
vi. 348 The resemblance to an adult Copepod is so striking

that it may be termed the Copepod stage. 1885 Athenxnm
11 Apr. 474/2 The phyllopods and copepods.

Hence Cope podan, Cope podons adjs., belong-

ing to or characteristic of the Copepo<ia.

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 358 The fore part of

the head has remained Copepodous. 1888 Rollestok &
Jackson /4m>«.Z..536The three parasitic Copepodan genera.

Coper 1 (kJu-pai). [f. Cope v.3 + -kb 1
.]

1. One who * copes
1

; a dealer, chapman.
1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 15a Forebuyers of quheit, bear,

and aites, copers, sellers, and turners thereof in mcrchan-

dices. 183a L HuntS/V A\ Esher (i8w) 118 There is not

a better caterer or coper of his birds, twixt this and the

Land's End.

b. Often in comb., as horse-, herring, salmon-,

+ silver-coper {-cooper, -couper . See these words.

a 1734 North Lives 1. 287 There were horsccopers amongst
them. 1796 Stedman Surinam II. xvii. 28 One Cordus
. .had been trepanned into the West India Company's Ser-

vice by the crimps or silver-coopers as a common soldier.

1845 Nnv Statist. Acc. Scot.* Benuicksh. 160 The fisheries

are chiefly rented by Salmon Coopers in Berwick. 1891

C. Bradley in Outdoor Games \ Recr. xxii. 357 That old

rascal Screwdriver, the pony coper.

C. spec. ( *= horse-coper) A horse-dealer.

i8as C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 236 The old clerical's

turned coi»cr. 1864 C. Clarkh Box for Season I. 291 The
young cavalry officer was a bit ofa coper, .and was not long

in ascertaining that he had got hold of a circus-horse. i88j

Poll Ma/l G. 2 June 4/1 The trade of the coper is all

trickery.

2. Derbyshire Mines. i One who agrees to take

j
or make a bargain to get [lead] ore

:

1 sec Copk
z»,3 4, Cope sb:<* 3.

1802 J. Mawh Min. Derbysh. Gloss. 1815 Farey View
\

Agric. Derbyshire I. 366 The miners who dig the Ore arc

I
usually called Copers, from their working at a certain Cope

I or price per Ton. ,

Coper COOPer (kwpau). [a. Fl. and Pu.

hooper, Fris. ana LG. kdpert
purchaser, trader

dealer, f. koopen to buy, deal, trade = G. kaufen,

Eng. Cheap v.

Usually spelt cooper in the newspapers 1881-84, but pro-

nounced c^rrbythc fishermen, and so spelt in the publica-

tions of the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen. In the memory
of old smacksmen of Grimsby (as stated by Mr. J. F.

Wintringham) the name goes back to 1854, when Flemish

and Dutch hoopers first began to frequent the fleets.)

A vessel fitted out to supply ardent spirits, etc.

usually in exchange for fish, to the deep-sea fishers

in the North Sea ; a floating grog-shop.
The practice began in a comparatively innocent barter

trade carried on by Dutch boats visiting the fishing fleets,

when the latter fi&ned in close to the land, off Camperdown
and the Texel ; but it led to the fitting out of 'floating

grog-shops ' to attend each fleet. Public attention was called

to the demoralizing nature ofthe traffic in i88r
;
and it formed

the subject of a convention between the IJutiih, German
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and Dutch governments in 1882, for the carrying out of

which an Act of Parliament was passed in 1888.

1881 Conference at the Hague, Sitting 8 Oct. {Blue Bk. t

Contmerc. No. 24, 1882), The traffic carried on.. by those

[boats] known as ' coopers ' or 1 bum-boats '. 1882 Standard
28 Dec. 5/3 The Hollanders are.. the chief offenders; but
'coopers ' are also familiar in ports nearer home. 1884 A'e/>.

on N. S. Fisheries in Bine Bk., Comnterc. No. 5 (1888) 12

The ' coopers
1

or floating grog-shops chiefly hail from Ger-

man and Dutch ports. .They trade in tobacco and spirits of

vile quality, .and latterly in immoral and obscene cards and
photographs. 1887 E. J. Mathf.r Nor'ard ofDogger iii. 28

These Dutch copers ostensibly cruised with the English
fleets for the purpose of selling tobacco. 1890 Spectator 27
Sept. 414 The ' coper ', or grog-ship, has been banished.

Coper, Coperas, -ris, obs. ff. Copper, Cop-

peras. Copera, obs. f. Copra, dried coco-nut.

Copereenarie, -ery, -er, obs. ff. Copar-
cenary, -er. Co-perception : sec Co- pref. 3 a.

Co'pering, coopering, vbl sb. [f. Coper 2

+ -INO The trading of the ' copers ' in the

North Sea : see Coper 2
. Also attrib.

188a Standard 28 Dec. 5/3 What is known as ' coopering'
[should be] altogether prohibited. 1884 St. James's Gaz.
19 Dec. 4/1 The floating grog-shops in the coopering trade
are the curse of the North Sea. 1887 E. J. Mather
Nor'ard ofDogger iii. 35 They wouldn't insure the vessel

any longer unless she gave up the coperin*.

Copernically, adv. nonce-tad. [as if f. an
adj. Copemical ( = next) + -ly 2

.] According to

the Copernican view of the solar system.
1867 Df. Morgan in Athenaeum 12 Jan. 52 How can one

explain Copernically that the velocity of the Moon must be
added to the velocity of the Earth.. to learn how far the

Moon has advanced from one fixed star to another?

Copernican (k0p5*jnik&n), a. and sb. [f.

Copernicus, Latinized form of Koppcrnik, name
of a celebrated astronomer, a native of Thorn in

Prussian Poland (1473-1543) + -an.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Copernicus.
Copernican system, theory : the astronomical system or

theory propounded by Copernicus fand still held with modi-
fications), according to which the planets, including the
earth, move in orbits round the sun as a centre (in opposition
to older notions, according to which the earth was supposed
to be fixed, and the sun and planets to move round it).

1667 SHUT Hist. Royal Soc. (1702) 246 A Copernican
Sphere, representing the whirling motion of the Sun, and
the motion of the several Planets. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII.
501 Copernicus, .is obliged to introduce a system ofepicycles
entirely resembling that of Ptolemy. .But. .the Copernican
epicycles are more successful than the Ptolemaic.

fig. 1889 Caird Kant I. 213 We should keep in mind this

Copernican change of the centre from which the intelligible

world is regarded.

B. sb. One who holds the Copernican theory.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. iii. 80 The supposition of
the eternal Motion of the Heaven or Sun ; or if you will, of
the Earth, as the Copernicans will have it. 1890 J. Marti-
neau Seat Authority^ Rclig. II. i. 151 In the present day,
Catholics are Copernicans like other people.

Hence Copernicanism, belief in the Copernican
theory ; the theory itself ; so also Copernicize. v.

intr. to hold the Copernican theory.
1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1818) III. 200 How circum-

stantially » . does Kepler demonstrate that Euclid coper-
nicises ! 1858 Masson Milton (1874)1. 30 In the interval

between that time and the completion of his Paradise Lost
his Copernicanism may have become decided. iHSaAthc-
nmim 1 1 May, Blaming the action of the Roman authorities

in their treatment of Copernicanism and of its aged and il-

lustrious advocate.

t Copernico-elliptical, a. Obs. Said of the

Copernican theory as modified by supposing the

planetary orbits elliptical.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 225 The same.. Bishop first Geo-
metrically demonstrated, the Copernico-Elliptical Hypo-
thesis to be the most genuine, simple, and uniform.

Coperos(s)e, -ouse, etc., obs. ff. Copperas.

t Coperoun. Obs. Also coproune, coporne,
coperone, -perun, -poroun. [a. OF. couperon,

un, cuperun summit (still in Guernsey coupron
summit of a hill), deriv. of OF. cope, coppe, Sp.
copa summit, whence also F. coupeau, and OF.
coupet, coupie, coupler. See Diez s.v. coppa, Littre

s.v. coupeau.'] A summit, top.
c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1461 pe coperounes of be cana-

cles pat on he cuppe reres. c 1340 Gaw. Gr. Knt. 797 Fayre
fylyolez. . With coruon coprounes, craftyly sle^e. £-1440
Promp. Paru. 91 Coporne or coporour of a thynge [K. H.
coperone, 1499 coperun], capitellum.

t Copersigniory. Obs. A confusion between co-

pcrsinoryt Coparcenary, and Signiory ; intended
to mean 1 Joint inheritance of lordship \
1654 Vilvain Enchir. EHgr. 83 The 3 tru Sons of Brutt

amongst whom he divided this Isle in Copersigniory.

Copertener, obs. f. Copartner.
Copertinaunce : see Copurtenance.
t Co'perture. Obs.~ l [ad. med.L. coopertura

covering, f. cooperTre to cover.] = Coverture,
covering, horse-cloth.

1555 Eden Decades 188 The coperture of a barbed horse.

Copesal : see Copsolb.
Copesman, -mate : see Copeman, -mate.

T Co'pester. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Cope sbA +
-STER.] A wearer of a cope, i.e. a monk.
1637 N. Whiting Albino $ B. 134 Into the Arras-sieled

parlour then The coapsters went, in every corner snookt.

Cope-stone (k^-pstJon). Also Sc. kaip-,

cape-, [f. Cope sb. 1 + Stone. The derivation is

made certain by the northern forms in cape-, caip-

;

but the sense appears to be influenced by associa-

tion with Cop top, or in the northern form per-

haps with cap : see Cap sb. 1 10 b.] The top or

head stone of a building ; almost always Jig. the

crown, completion, finishing touch.

1567 in Calderwood Hist. Kirk 11843I II. 401 Now sail yee
see the kaip-stone of that worke wherof yee layed the
foundatioun. a 1572 Knox Hist. fief.Wks. 1846 1. 133 The
house of God shalbe buildcd in to it. Yea, it sail not lack.

.

the verray cope stone, c 1719 R. Ker Spring <y Rise Ho.
Quecnsberry in Maidment Sc. Pasquils <i868) 313 The

1

superstructure was carried on, By shedding of the blood of
men ! And then the capestone its put on. 1782 Burns
Poor Maitie's Elegy i, The last sad cape-stane of his woes

;

Poor MaUie's dead ! 1828 Miss Mittorij Village Ser. lit,

(iS63)63This elopement was the cope-stone of the admiral's
misfortunes. 1891 J. Clark Murray in Educat. Rev. I. 58
Such an education of the will places the copestone on the
whole educational building.

Co-petitioner : see Co- pref. 3 c.

Copful : see Cupful.
Co'p-head. Obs.exc.dia/. [f. Cor sb.z + Head.]

j

1. A high peaked head.
Cf. cop-, cop/cd-cro'zvncd, s.v. Cop sb.2 8, Coppkd 5.

2. * A crest of feathers or tuft of hair on the head
of an animal ' (Halliwell) ; a crested head.
Cf. COPPLE, COPPLF.-CROWN.

1 3. To play cop-head over : app. to turn head
over heels. Obs.

1671 Blagrovf: Astral, Physkk 174 In her fits she. .would
sometimes leap about with her arms and legs like a frog,

sometimes she would play cop-head over and over.

Hence Cop-headed, having a cop-head, or high
tapering head.
1519 Horman Vulg. 31/1 Homer, .sayth that he [Ther-

syte] was Btreyte in the shulders . . and copheedyd [verttce
\

acuminato] lyke a gygge. Ibid. 31/2 A copheedyd felowe
may haue wytte ynough, cito satis potest saperr. 1881
Dickinson Cumbrld. Gloss. (2nd SuppD, Copt, Cop-heedit, !

[having] a peaked crown, as many polled cattle have.

Cophee, -ie
;
-in, -yn(e

;
-or, -our : obs. ff.

Coffee, Coffin, Coffer.

[| Cophosis (kt?f(7u-sis). Path. [mod.L., a. Gr.
J

KMpojais, f. Hco(p6-(iv to deafen, f. /eaxpus dull, dumb, :

deaf.] Total deafness.

1657 Phys. Diet., Cophosis, is when the hearing is totally

gone, so that the patient either heareth no noyse, or if he
do, he cannot distinguish. 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey").

1853 Wilde Obs. Aural Surg. 381 Cophosis, or total deaf-
ness, coming on gradually, and unaccompanied by any I

symptom but noise in the ear. 1872 J. H. Bennett TexUbk. 1

Phys. 364 Loss of motion or sensibility in a limited part of I

the body, or confined to a special sense, as in lead-palsy, or
in amaurosis, cophosis, etc.

Cophouse : see Cop sb. 1 3.

Cophtes, -ties, etc. : see Copt.

Copia (Wpia). [L. ; = plenty.] Plenty, a
]

plentiful supply : now chiefly in the L. phrase 1

copia verborum abundance of words, a copious
!

vocabulary. Cf. Copy sb. 1 c.

1713 Addison Guardian No. 155 F 3 Since they [women]
have, - such a copia verborum, or plenty of words, it is pity :

they should not put it to some use. 1729 T. Dale tr. T.
\

Freiud's Emmcnol. xii. (1752) 147 A sufficient copia of I

spirits being thus wanting. 1749 Poiver Pros. Numbers 61
Furnish yourself with a Copia of equivalent Words. 1822-

56 Da QmscEY Conf. Wks.iSooIII. 258 A critical familiarity
with the syntax of the language, or a copia verborum.

Copiable (k^-pijabl), a. rare. [f. Copy v. +
-able.] Capable of being copied.

1755 Richardson Corr. (1804)1. 185 That you would copy
into your life and practice all that was copiable (No aca-
demical word, I doubt>. 1789 Bentham Whs. X. 216 The
above is ostensible and copiable. 1890 Daily Ncivs 25 Aug.
5/4 Where lately acquired pictures were at all copyable.

Copiapite (kju-piapsit). Min. [f. Copiapo in

Chili + -ite.] A yellow translucent hydrous sili-

cate of iron, called also yellow copperas and misy.
1850 Dana Min, 447.

t Co'piate. Obs. [ad. Gr. Komarrjs grave-

digger, f. /coma-civ to work hard, toil, f. lottos

toil.] A labourer, a toiler.

1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance Div. Off. 452 Whether
voluntary charity inclined these copiates to this office, or
whether they were hirelings . . I cannot determine.

f Copia'tor. Obs. rare. [med. or mod.L.
agent-n. from copidre = F. copier to Copy.] One
who copies out documents.
i8n Ann. Reg. 1809, 171 There is so much writing in the

Scotch law, that all the men of law. .are called, .writers, i.e.

scribes, or copiators.

Copice, Copie, obs. ff. Coppice, Copy.
Copid tank : see Copintank.
Copied, ppl. a. : see Copy v.

Copier (kjrpi|3.i). Also 6-8 copyer, 8 coppier.

[f. Copy v. + -er *.]

1. One who copies or makes a copy of a writing

or document ; a transcriber, copyist.

1597 Morlky Introd. Mus. 151 To impute it to the ouer-
sight of the copyers. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 349
The Copiantes or Copiers out of old bookes wrot it. 1699
Uentley PAal. Introd. 9 The Scribes and Copyers of those

Times. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., A. Philips, He supposed

it to be corrupted by the copiers. 1879 Furnivali, E. Eng.
Text Soc. Rep. 8 For the decipherment of the faded text the
Society is indebted to its Oxford copier,

b. One who copies a work of art.

1710 STEELE Taller No. 166 r 3 This Order has produced
great Numbers of tolerable Copiers in Painting. 1719 J.
Richardson Art Crit. 175 Neither is that. .Intirely Coppy
where the Whole Thought is taken, but the manner uf the
Coppier used as to the Colouring.

2. One who copies or imitates ; an imitator.

1679 Dryden Tr. <y Cr. Pref, To imitate Fletcher is but
to copy after him who was a Copyer. a 1700 -- Vind. DA:
Guise (R.), The Sorbonists were the original, and our schis-
maticks in ICngland were the copiers of rebellion. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 164 f 9 His virtues will be cited to
justify the copiers of his vices. 1876 Mozlky Univ. Scrm.
vii. 158 Such imitation does not in the least interfere with the
natural character of the copier.

Copihold, obs. f. Copyhold.
Copill, obs. f. Coble 1, Couple.
Copiner, var. Copeneii, Obs., paramour.

Coping (kju-pir)\ sb. Also 8 copeing. [f.

Cope v.^ sense 2 + -ing '.]

1. Arch. The uppermost course of masonry or

brickwork in a wall, usually made of a sloping
form to throw off rain.

1601 Wekvfr Mirr. Mart. I! v, Warham. .The Iron barres
vpon the bridge bestow'd : Warner the copings did reuditie.

1611 Bible i Kings vii. 9 Euen from the foundation vnto
the coping [1388 Wyclif cop of the wallis]. 1840 Harham
lugoi. Leg., Hitches' Frolic, The Vicarage walls are lofty
and thick, And the copings are stone and the sides are brick.

1876 GwiLT F.ncycl. Archil. Gloss, s. v., Coping thinner on
one edge than on the other serves to throw off the water
on one side of the wall, and is called feat/ti r-cdgetl coping.
Coping thicker in the middle than at the edges is called
saddle-backed coping, transf. 1871 Blackik Four Phases
i. 89 The eyebrows form a sort of coping or fence.

2. An overhanging ledge or shelf for protecting

wall-fruit. Cf. Cope vA 4.
1881 Garden Feb. 105 A broad Coping of glass, if possible

2 ft. wide and portable.

3. Comb., as coping-brick, a brick used for a

coping. Sec also Coping-stone.
1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. S. v. Wall, Fence-Walls built

of great Bricks are coped with Coping Bricks.

Coping (k^u-pirj), vbl.sb. 1 [f. COPE v.'^ + -INO '.]

+ 1. Meeting in the shock of combat ; encounter.
c 1350 Wilt. Palemc 3602 So kenli |>ei a-cuntred at be

coupyng to-gadere, bat be kni^t spere in spehles alto-schiu-

ered. 1494 Fabyan Chron. (1811) II. 539 Cocborne, was
throwen at y seconde copynge to grounde horse & man.
C 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 54 The Brit-

tons used Chariots in there iightes, which.. at the first

copinge did greatlie greeve and astonishe the armie of their
enemies. z6xx Cotgk., Choc . .a violent incounter, or coping
of armed, and angrie souldiors.

2. Contending in opposition or rivalry.

1678 Hist. Indulgence in G. Hickes Spirit of Popery 7

4

Never to be out-done, .in a copeing with the Mediator, and
a downright denial of Him to be King.

Copillg ',ki?u-pirj\ vbl. sb* [f. Cope v.'-'- +
-INO 1.] Bargaining. Now only in reference to

horse-copings horse-dealing: cf. CorEit 1
.

1595 Marocens Ext. 11, I knowe a man that.-solde but
three yardes of satten unto a gentleman, and forswore him-
self at least three times in the coping. 1613 F. Robarts
Revenue of Gospel 104 Alasse, alasse, segging is no good
coping. 1864 Lond. Re?/. 18 June, 643 Amongst the mys-
teries of horse-flesh is the noble science of coping, and its

practitioners the horse-copers. These individuals practise
fraud as a trade. 1876 WorldW. 18 Skilled in the thousand-
and-one devices of coping.

Co'ping, vbl. sb.% Falconry, [f. Cope vA +
-inc *] The cutting of a hawk's beak or talons.

Ilence coping-iron, an instrument for doing this.

*575 fsee Cope v.*]. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 238/2
Coping-Irons are Instruments used in coping or paring of
Hawks Beaks, Pounces, and Talons. 1855-83 Salvin &
Bkoduick Falconry in Brit. Isles Gloss. 150.

Co'ping, vbl. sbA Ship-building. * Turning
the ends of iron lodging-knees, so that they may
hook into the beams ' (A. Young Araut. Did. 1846 ),

so as to ease the strain on the necks of the bolts

when the vessel rolls.

("1850 in Rudim. Navig. (Weale) in. 1867 in Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk.

t Co'ping, a. Obs. [f. Cope v. 1 5 + -TNG ».]

Over-arching ; of an arched or vaulted form

;

sloping laterally like the coping of a wall.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 506 The coping and vauted roofe

of the furnace. 1750 G. Hughes Harbadoes 4 Another
argument is the coping figure of the island.

Co'ping-stone. [f. Coping sbJ + Stone.]

1. One of the stones forming the coping of a wall.
17787'/;//. Trans. LXVIII.236 Cemented into the copeing

stones on the parapet-wall. 1844 Hood Haunted H. 1. vii,

The time-worn coping-stone had tumbled after! 1885 E.
Arnold Secret ofDeath 4 The monkey-peoples' mild brown
eyes Glittered from bough and coping-stone.

2. fig.
= Cope-stone.

i860 Farrar Orig. Lang. i. 5 Comparative Grammar has
deserved the title of ' the coping stone of philological in-

quiries*. 1885 J. Payn Talk of To7un II. 150 That put
the coping-stone on the young fellow's embarrassment.

t Copintank, copentank, coptank- Obs.

Forms : see below. [A word of obscure origin and
history, appearing also in the form copping- and
copid tank, with the related adjs. coptanct and
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copple-tanked. Apparently the same word also
|

occurs in Shaks. fill fol.} as Copatain.
Nothing similar is known in Dutch orthe Romanic langs.

;

although L. capitdneus chief in size, large, or capitinm,

capntium head-covering, cap, Du. kop top, head, have been

suggested as more or less possible explanations of part of
[

the word. That it is really connected with the English

group cop, copped, cop/le, is favoured by the variants, and
j

by Horman's use of coppid cappis in the same sense as the

coppid-, coPpint-
x
copin-tankes of the quots. But tank still

remains unexplained. Our actual wurd tank is out of the

question, being of recent introduction from India; of

tankard no simple form tank is known.]

A high-crowned hat of the form of a sugar-loaf.

(Cf. 1519 Horman Vulgaria in/i Sometyme men were
coppid cappis like a sugar lofe.)

a. In form copin-,copyn-, coppin-, (copping-),

copentank(e, -tancke, coppentante.
1508 Barclay Shyp 0/Folysi 1874) I. 38 Do on your Decke

Slut : if ye purpos to come oft. I mean your Copyntanke :

And if it wyl do no goode, To kepe you from the rayne, ye
shall haue a foles node. c 1525 Image Ipocr. Skelton's

Wks. II. 429 For nowe the tyme falles To speake of cardi-

nalles. .With ther coppentante They loke adutante. 1555
Fardle Facions n. vii. 160 Thei cary..on their heades a
copintancke, embattled aboute like a turrette. 1563 87
Foxe A. <y M. 11583)2056 On his head a coppyng tanke.

1570 ( ). Gilpin tr. Mamix's Beehive Rom. Ch. 1. xii. I vijb,

Then should come in the doctours of Loven with their great

coppin-tankes [Dutch haere grote Toten) and doctours

hattes. 1576 Gascoigne Delicate Diet (17921 18 Of., a

Turkic bonnet [we make] a copentank for Caiphas. 1584
T. Hudson tr. Du Partus' Judith in. 19 (1641) 364 Joyn'd
with the men of. . Armania With coppintanks [chef creste^].

i'. cop p}id tank.
1562 Piiaf.r sEneid VIIL (15881 Liv, The Salij praunsing

Priests, with mitred crownes and coppid tancks. 1580

North Plutarch, Antonius (1595)994 In a long gown after

the fashion of the Medes with a high copped tanke hat on
his head narrow in the toppe [auec un hault chappean
point it sur la teste, dont la pointe estoit droitte\, 1585 J.

tflGIXi tr. Junius Nomenclator 165 Apex.. a suger loafe

hat ; a coppid tanke hat.

7. coptank, coptanct. (Theexarnplesaretf/rV/A;

the form in may Ix; adj. = coptanked : cf. below.)

1575 Gascoignk Herbcs Wks. (1587) 154 A coptanke [v.r.

coptankt] hat made on a Flemish block. 1580 North Plu-
tarch (1676* 578 A high coptanct Hat. Ibid. 774 With a
high coptank Hat on his head, narrow in the top, as the Kings
of the Medes . . do use to wear them.

b. A high peaked head; Cop-head i.

1585 J. HlGlMS tr. Junius' Nomenclator 449 Cilo . . One
that hath a heade with a sharpe crowne, or fashioned like

a sugerlofe : a copid tanke. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Mor. 47 Ulysses revileth not Thersites with these termes . . I

Thou bald pate, thou coptank [cf. Iliad 11. 219 £ofb? ir\v kc-

Hence Copping- tanked, also Copple-tanked a.,

(of a hat or head^ high-peaked.
1586 Kerne Btaz. Gentrie 159 On their heades coppinge

tanked hattes. 1596 Danett tr. Comines 10 Vpon their

heads they [the Burgundians] ware felt-hats, copletanked,
a quarter of an ell high or more.

t Copio'Sity. Obs. Also 6 copiosite. [a.
j

obs. K copiosite (15th a), or med.L. copiosital-, f.

copios-us plentiful, Copious.] Abundance
;
plen-

ti fulness ; = Copiousness i.

[1530, in Copiously 2, may be an error for copyoustye.]

I 543"4 Ad .15 Hen. VIII, c. 10 Fountaines, whervnto
requireth aboundance and copiosite, for the seminge of the
inhabitauntes. 1656 Blount Gtossogr., Copiosity, plenty,

store.

Copious (kJ«'pfos\ a. Forms : 4-6 -yous,

-iouse, 4-9 copious, (5 -yowse, -yose, -iose, 6
-eua). [ad. L. copios-us plentiful, f. copia plenty :

|

cf. K. copieux (i6thc. in Littre).]

T 1. Furnished plentifully with anything ; having
or yielding an abundant supply abounding in ;

'

Obs. exc, as in copious sources, where it passes into 3. !

1387 Thevisa ///£*&*(Rollsj II. 17iM.it/.) [>e erbcofthat I

lond is copious of metal ore. 1398 — Barth. De I*. R. xm.
vii. (14951444 Eufratcs..is moost copyous in gemmes and
precyous stones. 1431-50 tr. Iligden (Rolls) I. 287 A co-

pious londe, and habundant in marchaundise. a 1533 Frith
Bk. agst. Rastell (1829) 218 He is more copious in labours, in

stripes above measure. 1594 Shaks. Pick. Ill, iv. iv. 135.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. (1885)14 A certane
toune copious in citizen is. 163a Lithgow Trav. in. (1682)

106 It is indifferent copious of all things necessary for

humane life. 1720 Gay Poems (1745) I. 172 Newgate s co-

pious market. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 162 Copious of flow'rs

the woodbine, pale and wan. 1838 Prescott Ferd. «y Is.

(1846) I. Introd. 53 More copious sources of knowledge.

2. In pregnant sense : a. Abounding in informa-

tion; full of matter.
a 1500 Orol. Sap. in Anglia X. 327 pei bat bene copiose

and habundant in be letterere science. 1561 T. Hoby tr.

Castiglione's Courtyer 1. H iv. Those stuayes shall make
him copyous. 1630 Frynne Anti-Armiu. 102 Our learned
Diuinity Professors are full and copious in this point. 1652
Nkedham tr. Setden's Mare C/.41 Touching which particular

both the Canonists and Civilians are very copious. 1716-8
I . 1 M. \V. Montague Lett. I. xxxviii. 149 This copious
subject has drawn me from my description of the exchange.

1775 Johnson Let. Mrs. Thrale 20 July, You have two or
three ofmy letters to answer, and I hope you will be copious
and distinct, and tell me a great deal of your mind. 1868
Gladstone Juv. Mumli i. (1S691 13 The Iliad and Odyssey
give a picture of the age to which they refer, alike copious
and animated, comprehensive and minute.

+ b. Having a plentiful command of language
fat the expression of ideas. Obs.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xvi, And of wordes wonder
copyous. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. (Arb.i 94 It is a
signe that such a maker is not copious in his owne language.

1671 MarvellAVA. Transp. 1. 50 Our author seems copious,

but is indeed very poor of expression.

c. Profuse in speech ; diffuse or exuberant in

style or treatment.
c 1430 Lydg. Stans Puer 74 in Babees Bk. (1868) 28 Be not

to copiose [v.r. copious] of langage. 1528 More Dialogue
1. xxiii. Wks. 153 She will waxe copious and chop logicVe.

17x0 Steele Tatter No. 244 f 2 When you see a tellow
j

watch for Opportunities for being Copious. 173a Berkeley
!

Alciphr. 111. i 15 Declaimers of a copious vein. i8$xThack> 1

eray Eng. Hum. iii. < 1858) 1 12 A copious Archdeacon, who
has the command of immense papers, of sonorous language. 1

d. Of a language: Having a large vocabulary.

1549 Compi. Scot. Prol. 17 Oure scottis tong is nocht sa

copeus as is the lateen tong. 1651 Hobbes Leviatk. iv.

xlvi. 379 French, English, or any other copious language.

1772-7 Sir W. Jones Poems, Ess. \. 172 Their language is

. . the most copious, perhaps, in the world.

3. Existing in rich abundance ; plentiful ; abun-

dant. Now chiefly used with sbs. expressing

production or supply, or in reference to quantity i

produced ; with names of material substances, it

is obs. or arch., but is used of literary materials.

138a Wyclif Acts xxii. 6 In the mydday..a copious li^t

schon aboute me. 1387 Trevisa Iligden (Rolls) I. 399 1

There lyme is copious and slattesfor house. 1414 Brampton
Penit. Ps. cix. 41 Oure raumsoun is ful copyous. For thou
art redy thi grace to sende. i486 Bk. St. Allans, Her.
Cj b, If the coloure of the poynt be more copiose or gretter

in thos armys. 1609 Bible (Douay) .1 Mace. ix. 35 To
desire, .that they would lend him their provision which was
copious. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 325 Rose as in Dance the
stately Trees, and spred Their branches hung with copious

Fruit. 1691 Ray Creation 1. 11704)67 Sea-water, containing

a copious Salt. 173a Arbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet 287 The
Copious Use of Vinegar. 176a Falconer Shipivr. 1. 158 The
copious produce of her fertile plains. 1794 Sullivan Virtv

Xat. I. 212 The moisture, .is quickly condensed, .and falls

down in copious dews. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org.
Botlies 714 Diacetate of lead throws down a copious white
precipitate. 1845 Florist's Jrnl. 94 Which, .induces a
mora copious display of flowers. 1654 H. Miller Sch. <y

Schm. vi. (1857) 98 A clear and copious spring comes bub-
bling out at its base, i860 Trollope Framley P. i. 3 Her
hair which was copious. 1866 Rogers Agric. A> Prices I.

xix. 455 The evidence collected is exceedingly copious,

t b. Multitudinous, numerous. Obs.

1382 Wyclif i Mace. x. 1 Kyng Demetrie. gadride an
oost ful copiouse. 143J-50 tr. Iligden (Rolls) T. 321 The 1

peple of hit is copious, of semely stature. 1609 Bible
j

(Douay) 1 Mace. v. 6 A strong band, and a copious people.

1715-ao Pope Iliad 1. 534 To heap the shores with copious
death. 1741 Betterton Eng. Stage vi. 82 We shall..con-

j

elude with the Actions of the Hands, more copious and
various than all the other Parts of the Body.

4. as adv. = Copiously.
1791 Cowper Iliad xvn. 104 And from his wide wound ;

bleeding copious still. 1808 J. Barlow Coluntb. XL 397 Buried
gold drawn copious from the mine.

Copiously (kJu-piasli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY '-.]

1. Plentifully, abundantly ; in or with abundance, i

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 9 Hyr blood owt ran ful

copyously. 1664 Power Exp. Pnilos. 1.20 It is found.,

most copiously amongst our Whinns or prickly Broom. 1744
Berkeley Sin's ft 77 This medicinal water, drunk copiously,

j

1879 Pkoctor Pleas. Ways Sc. xvi. 366 Dew is only formed
copiously in serene weather.

2. With fullness of treatment or expression

;

fully, profusely.

1530 Wiutinton Tullyes Offices 1. (154°) 2 Plato.. might
have persuaded with synguler gravytie and copyouslye.

1596 Bell Surv. Popery XXL ii. 204 Which point I haue
proued copiously. 1660 R. Cokk Pcnver <y SubJ. 105 All

which does more copiously and fully appear in this PnVeme. '

1700 Dryden Fables Pref., Wks. iGlobe) 495 This subject has I

been copiously treated by that great critic.
_ 1875 Jowett

Plato (ed. 2) IV. 121 There is none of the writings of Plato 1

which has been more copiously illustrated,

b. With plentiful supply of words.
i860 Hawthorne Marb, Faun ix, To express himself co-

piously in words.

Co piousness, [f. as prec. + -ness.]

1. Plentifulncss ; abundance.
1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 280 The grett wepyng

Wycn. she dedeusyn in copyousnesse. 1547 Boohde Introil.

h'nmvl. 118 There is plenty of fisshcand copiousnes of
woll and cloth. 1609 Brntley Phal. Introd. 9 The Kings
. . rivalling one anotner in the Magnificence and Copiousness
of their Libraries. 175a Johnson Rambler No. 154 p 8

This copiousness of ideas, and felicity of language. 1867

Tristram in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. exxxui. 3 We had
j

sensible proof. . of the copiousness of the 1 dew of Hermon.' !

2. Abundance of words ; fullness of vocabulaiy.

1643 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.>53 I n Cesar and Cicero's
|

times (whereof the one for purity, the other for copiousnesse, 1

were the best that ever writ). 1741 Middleton Cicero It,

vm. 227 That force and copiousness which is required in

I consummate Orator. 18*7 Whately Logic v. ? 10 The
j

copiousness and consequent precision of the Greek language.
1

1850 H. Rogers Ess. II. iv. 217 The principal excellences

of a language consist in copiousness, meaning by that word
distinct expressions for distinct things, etc.

3. Fullness of treatment ; diffuseness of style in

speech or writing.

1699 Burnet y^Art. xxii. (1700) 253 It seemed necessary

to explain these with a due Copiousness. 1764 Harmer
Observ. i. 2, 1 do not know that this has been done with any-

j

thing of copiousness and particularity. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. II. 234 He harangued on his favourite theme

[

with a copiousness which tired his hearers out. 1873 Lowell
Among my Bks.Ser. 11.276 We are inclined rather to regret I

his copiousness for his own sake than for ours.

Copique, Copir, Copise, obs. ff. Copkck,
Copper, Coppice.

I' Co'pist. OU. [a. F. copiste (in Cotgr. 161 1)
or meo\L. copista

t
1. F. copier to Copy.] The

earlier form of Copyist.
168a Wheler Joum. Greece vr. 464 The Copists have

written oAAot instead of'AAai. 1696 Phil. Trans. XIX.
328 Added by Readers or Copists. 1706 Art 0/ Painting
11744 1 64 The fear of passing beyond the bounds of this

exactness .. makes the hand of the copist stiff. 1711
Shaetesb. Charac. (1737) I. 354 He is . . no other than a
copist after nature. 1779 Applegarth Surv. Hum. Und.
iii. 1 56 note, To the Errors of Translators and Copists.

b. Name of certain officials in the Ecclesiastical

Court.
1581 J. Bell Haddons Anrtv.Osor. 358 b,Wherein reygneth

. . For Evangelistes, cruell Canomstes, Copistes, Decretaries.

1587 J. Harmar tr. Beza's Serm. 134 (T.) Proctors in the
court ecclesiastical, dataries, bullists, copists.

Co-plaintiff : see Co- pref. 3 c.

Coplanar (kj«pl^naj), a. [f. Co- + L. pld-

ndr-is, {.planum Plane.] Situated or acting in

the same plane.
1862 Salmon Geom. Three Dimensions xiv. ( 510 (1874)

442 The number of points on the line such that the line is

coplanar with two of the normals at the point. 1882 Min-
chin Unipl, Kinemat. 11 Coplanar concurrent forces.

Coplanation, erron. f. Complanation.

t Copland. Obs. [? f. Cop sb.- + Land.]
1678 Phillips, Copland, a Land [1706 piece of ground]

whereinto the rest of the Lands in a furlong do shoot.

Hence 1708 21 in Kekskv; 1721 in Bailey.

t Co-pla*nt, v. Obs. rare. [f. Co- + Plant v. :

cf. Comi'I.ant ] trans. To plant along with some-

thing else.

c 1645 Howf.ll L.ctt. (1753) 757 Th* Romans quickly dif-

fused and rooted themselves in every part thereof, and so

co-planted their language.

Cople, obs. f. Couple.
Co-pleased : see Co- pref. 2.

Copied, -ing : see Coppled, Coppling.

Copletanked : see Copintank.

Co-plo*tter. rare. [f. Co- + Plottkb : cf.

Com plotter.] A fellow- plotter.

1889 Karrar Lives 0/ Fathers I. x. 585 Tools and co-

plotters of eunuchs.

Co-plou ghing. [Co- I, 3 a.] Co-operative

plougning ; - Co-aration.
1883 Seebohm Eng. Vilt. Commun. IV. uL 121 And those

who join in co-ploughing must bring a proper contribution.

Ibid. 124 According to the Welsh laws it Ithe enu or acrej

was the measure of a day's co-ploughing.

Copolar (k<?«p<3u-Iaj), a. Math. [f. Co- 2 +

Polar.] Having the same pole. Copolar tri-

angles : triangles such that the connectors of cor-

responding vertices are concurrent.

1851 Mllcahy Princ. Mod. Geom. 19 Two copolar tri-

angles are coaxial.

Copo poda, var. of Copepoda : see Copepod.

Copopsia (kiJpfrpsia). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

Kvi-os weariness, fatigue + fyts sight.] 1 Weariness

or fatigue of sight ' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1882).

Coporas, -is, -ose, obs. ff. Copperas.

i Copo rtion. Obs. rare- 1
. [Co- 3.] A joint

portion or share.

1596 Spenser F. O. vl ii. 47 My selfe will beare a part, co-

portion of your pacKe.

||
Copos (kfrpjfe). Obs. [mod.L., a. Cr. *oiro*

toil, weariness, fatigue.] 'Old term for weariness

or lassitude * (Syd. Soe. Lex.).

1706 in Phillips, and in Medical Diets., but app. never

used as Eng.
Copotain : see Copatain.

Coppe, obs. f. Cop, Cup, Cope.

Copped (Vp^-d, kppt\ ///. a. Now chiefly

dial. Also 6-7 copt, 7 coppet, coped, Sc. 7 S

capped, -et, -it, (5 kopeth). [f. Cop head,

etc. + -ed The relation of 4 b is somewhat un-

certain.]

1 1. ? 1 Taving the top cut off
;
polled. Obs. (OE.)

So usually explained, but the sense may be as in 7.

900 in Thorpe Diptom. 145 (Bosw.) Andlang we^es on 8a
coppedan ac. 939 in Kemble Cod. Diplom. V. 240 To 3an

coppedan borne.

2. 1 Rising to a top or head '
( J.) ;

peaked.

143j 50 tr. Iligden (Rolls* I. 225 A wonder copped pilour.

1^0 Lybeaus Disc. 131 in Ritson Met. Rom. II. 6 Hys schon

wes with gold ydyght,And kopeth as a knyght. 1494 Fabvak
Chron. v.cxxiiL 101 A lytic coppyd hyll. 1500 Ortus Voc. in

Promp. Part: 91 Milieus, a copped shoo. 1547 Boordk
Introd. Kncnvt. xxx. 199 Coppyd thinges standeth vpon

theyr [women's] hed, within ther kerchers, lyke . . a gose

podynge. 1576 Gascoigne Steele GI. Epil., Women, .with

high copt hattes, and fethers flaunt a flaunt. 1608 Shaks.

Per. 1. l 101 The blind mole casts Copp'd hills towards

heaven. 1664 Kvelvn Sytva 101 The form of a copped

brown Houshold-loaf. a 1697 Aubbey Nat. Hist. Surrey

(1719) II. 39 They shew you . . a copped Hill, whereon . .

stood formerly a Castle. 1713 Dekiiam Phys.-Theol. iv. ii.

94 The Pupil . . round, and the Cornea Copped, or Conical.

1749 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 146 This (EchiniteJ is greatly

copped, the Apex lying very higli. 1884 Gd. Words Nov

772/2 He talks volubly of the moles, worms, and traps and

the copped hills,

+ b. In the following the sense may be ' heaped

up, formed into a tumulus '

: cf. Cop sb. 1
4, 5.



COPPER.
n 155a, 1605 [see Cop n.' 1]. i6n Speed Tlieat. Gt. Brit,

x. (1614) 19/2 Hubba the Dane . .was there . . under a heape
of copped stones interred. C1630 RiSDONiKn/. Devonl.1714)
II. 363 They.

.
piled on him a Heap of copped Stones, as a

Trophy to his Memorial.

3. Crested, having a tuft on the head. Now dial.
1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xn. xxxviii. (1495) 436 The

Lapwynge. .is copped on the heed. 1570 Levins Manip. 49
Copped, cristatits. 1611 Cotgr., Coclievis, the copped
Larke ; the Larke that hath a little tuft standing on her
head. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. vi. 17 We saw
Adders, that were copped on the crowns of their heads.
1700 C Leigh Nat. Hist. Lane, Chesh., etc. 195 The
copped Wren that fed the Dragoons near Durton. 1881
Dickinson Cumb. Gloss. 2nd Supp., Copt, Cop-kecdit .

.

tufted as some birds are.

4. fig. a. 'Stuck up'; proud, conceited, dial.
1653 Urquhart Rabelais a ii, The most coped, lofty and

high-crested Poets affirme, etc. 1691 Ray Collect., Gloss.
Northan. 140 Copt, superbus, fastuosus. 1695 Kennett
Par. Antiq. Gloss., Copt, in the North, high ; as a Copt-
man, i.e. a proud and high-minded man. 1869 Peacock
Lonsdale Gloss., Copt, set up, filled with conceit. 1878
Dickinson Cumbrld. Gloss., Copt, pert, set up, proud.

b. Saucy, peevish, crabbed. Perh. primarily
'heady'. Now Ss.
C1449 Pecock Repr. I. xx. 123 Thilk wommen whiche

maken hem silf so wise bi the Bible..and ben ful coppid of
speche anentis clerkis. 1597 James I. Dmnonol. Wks. 120
To these capped creatures, he [the devil] appeares as he
pleases. <!i6os Montgomery Misc. Poems (1887) x. 23
Quhilks are hot cappit vane conceats. 1606 Birnie Kirk-
Buriall^S^) 34 Would not the kempes of the corps-guarde
.

.
cudgell him also for his capped conseate ? 1674 Ray

N. C. Words, Coppct, saucy, malepert, peremptory; also
merry, jolly. 178s R. Forbes Poems Buchan Dial, n
(Jam,) Fight your fill, sin ye are grown Sae unco' crous
and cappit.

5. Comb., as copped-crownedadj. (Cf. cop-croroned
(s.v. Cop sb.2 8), Copple-crowned.)
16. . Fletcher Poems (N.), From a coppid-crown-tenent

prided up by a brother. l6soBvi,WEltAut/iropomcl, i. (1653)
10 Scoffing at his coppid crown'd Head, which appeared like
the head of a Lapwing. Ibid. (ed. 1) 17 Copt-crown'd, or
acuminate heads.

Copped, obs. f. Coped.
Copped tanke : see Copintank.
Coppell, var. of Copple, Obs.
Coppell, -ation, obs. f. Cupel, Cupellation.
Copper (kjrpai), sb.1 Forms : I copor, 1-7 co-

per, 5 copre, oopar, copir, -yr, copur(re, koper,
couper, 6 coppar, cooper, 6- copper. [OE.
coper, copor, ME. coper=UDn. coper, Du. koper;
also ON. kopar (Sw. koppar, Du. kobber). The
OIIG. chuphar, MHG and mod.G. kupfer corre-
spond to WGer. type *kuppar, ad. pop. L. cuprum.
The LG. forms point, according to Pogatscher,
to a variant L. form ^coprum (whence also-OF.
coevre). The cl. L. name was Cypriuui trs, Cy-
piium, i.e. Cyprian metal, so called in Italy
from its most noted ancient source, Cyprus, Gr.
Kuirpoy, whence KuVnios, Cyprius. Cuprum occurs
in the Edict of Diocletian, a.d. 301 ; cf. also the
post-cl. derivatives cupreus, cuprinus. Before the
adoption of the Roman name, copper was by the
Teutonic peoples included with some of its alloys
under a general designation cognate with L. txs, ap-
pearing in nnrhir- M njj WG. *air. OHG. gr, ON.
eir, OE. dr, whence Ore. CTThTwide appli-
cation of Gr. xoAkos.]
1. One oTthe well-known metals, distinguished
by its peculiar red colour ; it is malleable, ductile,
and very tenacious, and is found native as well as
in many ores. Chemically it is a dyad : symbol
Cu. By the alchemists it was represented by the
same sign as the planet Venus (9).
c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. III. 16 Gnid pa buteran on pjem hwet-

stane mid copore. c 1050 OE. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 217/0Cyprum
: coper, cyprinus cypren. C1386 Chaucer Can.

\">!"-
"
ro1- "r '< 27° Saturnus Ieed, and Iuppiter is tynAnd Venus Coper, by my fader kyn. 1387 Trevisa Higdeu

(Rolls) I. 261 pe lulle bat coper [C1450 copur] is idi'gged
inne 1398 _ Barth Dc P. R. xv. xl (1495) 502 Cypru! .

.

was full famouse and namly of metall of copre. c 142s Voc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 653/16 Hoccuprum, copurre. ci^oPromp
Parz'.gz Copyr, metalle, cuprum. ^5 Malory Arthur
lkx,

Jr i7Sases of lat
,
on and couPer- *SS*~3 tno. Ch. Goods,

0 tajjord 8 On crosse of coper. Ibid. 360ncrosseof cooper.
1590 NAsnEPasquil's Apol. 1. C iiij, Chawke may not beare
the price of Cheese, nor copper be currant to goe for paiment
1611 Bible Tratul. Pre/. 3 Men talke of the Philosophers
stone, that it turneth copper into gold. 1767 Byron's Vov
round World 7 The 18th of Aprif, 1764 . . the bottom was
sheathed with copper, .which was the first experiment of the
kind that had ever been made on any vessel. 1872 Yeats
Techn. Hist. Comm. 23 Copper, .is found in many parts of
the world nearly pure, and fit for working.

b. With qualification, in the names of various
compounds and ores of the metal, etc. : e.g. Anti-
monial copper, a sulph-antimonide of copper
Chalcostibite

; Arsenical c, a native copper
arsenide, Dometkite

; Black c, unrefined copper
after smelting ; Black o. (ore), native black oxide
ofcopper, Met.aconite; Blister(ed) c, copper as
it appears after the roasting process ; Blanched c,
an alloy of copper and arsenic, used for clock dials,
etc.

;
Blue c, (a.) native copper sulphide, Covel-
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lite
; (b.) blue carbonate of copper, Azurite

;

f Burnt c, an old term for oxide of copper;
Chessy c, a beautiful crystallized variety of
Azurite, found near Chessy in France, Chessylite •

Dry 0., copper in one of the resultant conditions
of the refining process; Emerald c. (ore), a rare
silicate of copper occurring in emerald-green
crystals, Dioptase; Bnamellers* c, fine copper
used for enamelled dial-plates

; Grey c. (ore\ an
antimomo-sulphide or arsenio-sulphide of copper
Tetrahedrite

; Indigo c. = Blue copper (Covel-
lite)

; Japan c. (see quot. 1875); Octahedral c.
(ore) = Red copper; Phosphor c, an alloy of
copper and phosphorus

; Purple c. (ore*), a term
applied to variousminerals consistingofcuprous and
ferric sulphides, esp. Bornite

; Pyritousc.= Yellow
copper ore

; Bed c, a form of native cuprous
oxide, Cuprite; fBose c. (see quot. 1706s
Variegated c. (ore) = Purple copper; Velvet c.
(ore), a native sulphate of copper and aluminium
Cyanotrichite

; Vitreous c, a sulphide of copper
= Chalcocile (see Chalco-) ; White c., an alloy
of copper, zinc, and nickel = German Silver, Nickel
Sliver; Yellow e. (ore), native sulphide of copper
and iron, Chalcopyrite.
1706 Phillips, Rose-Copfer, a copper melted several times

and separated from its gross and earthy Parts. 1730-6
Bailey (foho>, Burnt Copper (in Chymica! Writings) is ex-
pressed by these Characters + §. 1863-72 Watts Diet,them. 11. 78 Purple copper does not give off sulphur when
Ignited in a test-tube. Ibid. 70 Red copper . . occurs crys-
talltsed in the regular system, generally in octahedrons
and with octahedral cleavage. 1875 Tins Diet. Arts I
918 It is covered with black blisters, like cementation steel,
whence it has got the name of blistered copper. Ibid 920Copper is also made into small ingots, about six ounces in
weight. These are intended for exportation to the East
Indies, and are known in commerce by the name of Japan
copper. Ibid. 925 Fusion for blister copper. 1884 Whitakcr's
Almanack 385/2 Phosphor-copper, .contains 15 per cent of
copper, and produces an extremely close-grained elastic
metal which heightens the quality of copper and brass when
added to them.

2. Copper money ; with a and pi. {colloq.), a
copper coin ; a penny or halfpenny ; a cent of the
United States. Still used of the bronze which has
superseded the copper coinage.
Bimgtown Copper(U. S.), a spurious coin counterfeiting the I

English halfpenny.
[1388 Shaks. L.L.L.k. iii. 3S6 If so, our Copper buyes no

better treasure
] 1713 Steele Sped. No. 509 r 2 To chace

C
rom chuck

>
that the ^adle might seize their copper.

1788 I
. Jefferson Writ. (,859) II. 407 Neither had a wish

to lay up a copper. 1827 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 67 He
has no more copper ' about him. a 1843 Hood Tale Trum./W xxvin, Chucking a copper To Jack or Bob with a timber
limb. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly xxxv, One feels '

a difficulty in offering a princess the change for a shilling in
coppers. Mod. Only a few coppers in his pocket,
b. U. S. In Faro, orig. a copper coin used to

|

' copper ' with (Copper v. 2) ; hence, a small disk,
token or check, now used for the same purpose.

\

1892 Correspt. at Cincinnati, The game is now played
with ivory checks for money, and checkers or buttons as
coppers .

3. A vessel made of copper, particularly a large
boiler for cooking or laundry purposes, originally
made of copper, but now more often of iron ; in
pi., esp. the large boilers or cooking vessels on
board ship.

1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 136/4 The New Invention of Major
i horny 1 ranke, for the hanging ofCoppers. 1688 R. HolmeArmoury nr. 320/2 The Brewing-Pan. .is. .of some called a
Brewers Copper from the Metal which it is made of. 1607
Dampier Voy. I. vii. 199 The chiefest of their business was
to get Coppers, for each Ship having now so many Men, our
Pots would not boil Victuals fast enough. 1703 Lond. Gaz
No. 3914/8 A convenient Sugar-house. .and all Utensils, viz.iwo Boiling Coppers, Three Cooling Coppers, Pots and
btones. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery iu. 26 When you boil a
ham, put it into your copper when the water is pretty warm.
1833 Marryat P. Simple xh, What can you expect from
officers who boil their 'tators in the ship's coppers 1 1875Vse Diet. Arts I. 508 Brewing, For every quarter of malt
mashed, the copper should contain 140 gallons. 1881
Mechanic % 1219 Fixing coppers and ranges should be left
to the professional bricklayer.

b. A copper mug or vessel for liquor.
1749 R. Goaddy Carew (ed. 2) 142 Of the Butler they got a

Copper of good Ale. 1809-12 Mar. Edgeworth Absentee
ix, He. .darted into the public-house, re-appearing, in a fewm°ments

. with a copper of ale and a horn in his hand.
4. A plate of copper on which a design is en-

graved or etched. Cf. Copper-plate.
1668 Excellency 0/ Pen * Pencil Av, How to etch m

Copper .
.
How to prepare your Copper ..Howtotakeoffany

COPPER.
chief of the second. 1892 G. Kenning (,« Letter) The
Z ???,-i!

S 3
-

h0
i'
OW C°PP« cylinder open at the end

, andis usetl by wire-drawers m the process of annealing
O. 1 he copper sheathing of a vessel, rare
1836 Marryat Pirate vii, Through the clear . . water hercopper shone brightly.

7. Short for copper-butterfly.
1828 Butterfly Collector's Vade-mecum 140 LyexnaIhlxas, the Common Copper. Ibid. 40 Our native coppers

also are remarkable for the fulgid colour . . of their wings.
1872 WOOD ImectS at Home 408 Lovely Butterflies which
are known by the popular name of Blues and Coppers.
o. / hrases. (colloq. or slang). f To catch

copper: to suffer harm, 'come to grief. Hot
coppers-, a mouth and throat parched through exces-

,

sive drinking
; hence, to cool or clear one's coppers.

1530 Palsgr. 478/2, I catche copper, I catclie [hlarme 7e
:

me cndommaige. And he be nat the wyscr, he maye bapne
to catche copper by the nieanes. 1578 Whetstone Promos
firvass.v. iv Oo to, Barber, no more, least copper you catch.
1831 Capt. Tkelawney Adv. Younger Sou vii, Bring some
grog to clear our coppers. Ibid, xcv, Upon which he turned
a glass down his coppers. 1848 Thackeray /;/.-. .W.., xxii,H is smoking tea which went . . hissing over the ' hot coppers

'

ofthat respectable veteran. 1861 liiciiEs Tom BrA'n at
Ox/. 111. (iSSg) 22 A fellow can't enjoy his breakfast after
that without something to cool his coppers. 1890 Besani
Dememtacx. 16 In the repentant morning, .when hot coppers,
fiery throats .

. parched tongues and fevered brows are served
out among young sinners.

II. attrib. and Comb.
9. simple allrib. a. Made of copper ; = OE.

cyperen. (Formerly often hyphened.)
1579 LVLY Euphues (Arb.) 191 There is copper coine of

the stampe yat gold is, yet is it not currant. 1590 Spenser
1 (/'• IV. IJ Shakt his long locks colourd like copper-wyre

1^624 Cait. Smith Virginia 1. 3 He gauc vs . . for a Copper
Kettell.hftie skins, a 1649Dnu.MM.01 H.uvi 11. Hist. Jas.lll
VV ks. 071 1) 50 Copper-money was coined in the minority of
the king. 1790 J. WOLCorr (P. Pindar; Epist. Syh: Urban
l ine of Sir Joseph Banks's Copper-farthing Oracles. 1877W. Jones Einger-ring 148 Wearing a copper ring.

b. Of or pertaining to copper. (Often hyphened
)

1720 Gay Poems (l7AS) I. 168 Next Oranges the longing
boys entice To trust their copper fortunes to the dice. 1776
Vv ithehing Brit. Plants (1796,1 IV. 4 6 In the gallery of a
Coppermine. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. ,01 A green
oxide called Copper Rust, or Verdigrise. 1872 Raymond
Statist. Mines * Mmmg&} This copper district contains
perhaps the richest copper ores in the world. 1887 PallMall G. 22 Dec. 12/1 Copper shares continue to fluctuate.

t c. Of copper as a base metal : often witli the
notion of spurious, pretentious, worthless. Obs.

[1603 H. Ckos.se Vcrtucs Cemmm. (187S) 117 As thc^e
copper-lace gentlemen growe rich.] 1606 Siiaks. Tr. % Cr
iv. iv. 107 Some with cunning guild their copper crownes
1649 l,e. Hall Cases Consc. 1. vi. 52 As if a man have sold
you copper lace for gold; or alchymie-plate for silver. 1681
UT\\:*v Soldiers Eort. I. i, Whores.. in their Copper trim.
1764 (,oi.DSM. Trav. 276 Here vanity., trims her robe of
rnzewith copper lace. 1799 C. Winter in W. Jay !.;/> ,843)
25 Leware of being golden apprentices, silver journeymen,
and copper masters. [See also Coim er Captain ]

d. Copper-coloured, coppery. (Cf. gold, silver.)
1699 Damiter Voy. II. 1. vii. 128 They are.. of a dark

Indian copper colour. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II
229 1 he natives of America, .are of a red or copper colour.
1798 Coleridge Aitc. Mar. 11. vii, All in a hot and copper
sky. 1834 Ht. Martineac Farrers iii. 39 The copper sun
showed himself behind the opposite chimney.
10. General comb. : a. attributive, as copper-

founder, -market, -miner, -ojflce, -seller, -turner;
b. objective, as copper-bearing, -smelting; e. in-
strumental, as copper-poisoning; d. similative, as
copper-brouin, -green, -red, -yellow, adjs. ; e. para-
synthetic, as copper-bellied, -headed, -laced {cf. 9 c),
-toed.

1887 Daily Neios 27 Sept. 2/1 The producers of 'copper-
beanng pyrites would be tempted to augment their sales of
copper. 1842 Priciiard Nat. Hist. Man 20 Their colour is a
dark copper, or *copper-brown. 1863 Herocs,Philos., etc.
time Louis XVI, II. 85 Cagliostro married the daughter of
a copper-founder. 1.843 Portlock Geol. 527 The rock is of
a light "copper green. 1833 A. Fondlanque Eng. under 7Admin. (1837) II. 382 Two new footmen, with. .'copper,
headed canes. 1602 Dekker Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 244
These charitable *copper-lac'd Christians. 1629 Davenant
Albovine Wks. (1673) 416 Copper-lac'd Christians cannot
personate HerTragick Scenes. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 80
This I will sell in the "copper-market. 1716 Lond. Gaz.
No. 5414/3 The Governour and Company of *Copper-Miners
in England. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 61 r 2 An honest
and worthy Citizen belonging to the "Copper-Office. 1883
Casselfs Earn. Mag. July 492/2 The feathers . . are ofshaded
*copper-red. 1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4316/4 Midleton Shaw.

.

Copper-seller. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 46 Swansea
entre of the "copper-smelting. 1872 O. W. Holmes

— -i-r— r"-rui - jvjui v^vjpyc,mm to lake on any
Picture, or Map-letters, &c, upon your Copper. rtnAdvt.

meaton's Misc. Papers, The Council of the RoyalHi J. Smeaton s i.Jt

Society having granted the loan of the coppers in order to
afford every facility in their power to the publication. 1887
F. \Vedmore in Academy 19 F'eb. 136/2 Certain ofthe coppers
are known to have been destroyed,

5. A copper implement like a cotton reel or
bobbin hollow and open at the ends, used by gold
and silver wire-drawers in annealing : it is also
borne by the Company in their armorial ensign.
'828 Berry Heraldry 1, Corporations : Gold and Silver

Wire-drawers, az, on a chev. or, between two coppers in

is the centre u, mc wuwpwGinngi 1072 yj. w
Poet Break/.-t. ii. (1885) 54 *Copper-toed shoes. 1700 in
Maidment Sc. Pasquils (1868) 359 From *copper turners
turned to golden guineas. 1882 Garden 25 Mar. 20^/2 The
pink and "copper-yellow Tea Roses.

11. Special comb, f copper-back = Copper 3 ;

copper-beech (see Beech i)
; copper-bellied,

as in Copper-belliedSnake : see quots.
; copper-bit,a

pointed piece of copper, riveted to an iron shank,
used in soldering

; copper-butterfly (cf. sense 7),
the common name of the species of the genus
Lycana, so called from the metallic colouring of
their wings; copper-cap, a percussion-cap' or
gun-cap, orig. ofcopper : see Cap sbA 14 ; copper-
colic, a disease to which workers in copper are
subject

; copper-cut, a copper-plate engraving

;
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f copper-face *= Copper-nose ; copper-faced a.,

(a) ' brazen-faced * impudent
; (b) of printing-type,

faced with copper; copper-fastened a. (of a ship),

fastened with copper bolts to prevent corrosion

;

copper-finch, a provincial name of the Chaffinch

(Montagu 1802); copper-foil, pure metallic

copper, thin and bright {Syd. Soc. Lex.); + copper-

grove, a copper-mine ;
copper-head, the head of

a copper or boiler ; see also Copperhead ; copper-

hells, formerly a name for small gambling houses

;

f copper-hole, a kind of stove (see quotation);

copper-hops, a variety of hops ; copper-Indian,
a red Indian of N. America

;
copper-iron attrib.,

of copper and iron; copper-man, (a) one who
has the management of a copper or boiler

;
{b) an

Australian prison term = Copper sbA
; copper-

piece, a copper coin
; copper-powder, a pre-

cipitate of metallic copper, used in bronzing

;

copper-rain, minute globules thrown up from the

surface of molten copper when it contains but
little suboxide (Raymond Mining Gloss.) ; copper
schist, -slate (Ger. kupferschiefer), a dark-

coloured bituminous schist impregnated with
copper-ore, found in Saxony

;
copper-smoke, the

gases from the calcination of sulphuretted copper
ores (Raymond)

;
copper-snake = Copperhead

1 ; copper-spot, name of a predatory beetle,

Calosoma calidum, found in Canada
; copper-

wing, a synonym in some American works of

copper-butterfly ;
copper-work, -works, a place

where copper is worked or manufactured ; copper-
zinc attrib., of copper and zinc, as a copper-zinc
couple in Elect

r

t Also Copper-belly, -head, etc.

1743 Land, <y Country Brew. in. fed. a) 211 He had se-

cured the square Hole in the Middle of his "Copper-back.
1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. fed. 4) II. 333 "Copper
beech . .purple-beech. 1881 /taut. Land. Neivs 28 Mar.
332/2 Under the shade of cedars and copper beeches. 1705
R. Beverley Virginia (1722) 260 The "Copper bellied
Snake, .said to be as venemous as the Rattle-Snake. 180a
G.ShawGin*. Zool.Amphib.WX. 4§8(Coluber erythrogaster).
The Copper-bellied Snake is a native of NorthAmerica. 1881
Mechanic § 1505 The soldering-iron, or *copper-bit as it is

sometimes called. 1826 [see Cap sb. 1 14] "Copper cap.
1858 Greener Gunnery 437 Copper caps are now a misnomer
. . Brass caps boiled to the colour ofcopper are the rule. 1688
R. Holme Armoury in. 257/1 Drawn in all fantastick
pieces and "Copper-Cuts. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. m. iii,

I"he gaping populace gapes over Wood-cuts or Copper-cuts.
1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1546! Bviij, As touchynge a
disease called Gutta rosacea, or "Copperface in english. 1602
Dekker Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 109 The "copper-fac't rascal
will for a good supper outsweare twelve dozen of graund
Juryes. 1706 Hull Advertiser 0 July, 2/4 She is "copper-
fastened and copper-bottomed, and a remarkable fine ship.

1876 Daily Neivs 4 Dec. 5/6 She was copper-fastened and
coppered, the copper sheathing being but very slightly
torn. 170a R, Thorebby in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1072
My said Cousin receiv'd it from the "Copper Groves at Fal-
lum. 1820 Scoresby Arctic Regions II. 402 note. The
platform built around the edge of the copper, is called the
"copper-head. 1884 Sat. Rev. 1 Mar. 275 Minor gambling,
houses, .were popularly known by the ugly name of*'copper-
hells'. 1785 Specif. J, Phillips' Patent No. 1477 That
species ofstoves or fire places commonly called 'copper holes
or stoke holes. 1890 Daily News 30 Sept. 2/5 The advance .

.

on sound useful "copper hops. 1799 Southey Nondescripts
iii, My poor complexion ! I am made a *copper-Indian of
already. 1709 G. Smith Laboratory 56 The "copper-man
who has the boiling them under his care and management,
puts them in a large copper. 17*4 Swift Draf>ie?s Lett,
Wks. 1755 V. B. 117 A parcel of *copper-pieces intrinsically
not worth above a crown. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 923
Smelting of the Mansfeld *copper-schist. .The *copper-slate
is sorted, according to its composition. 1873 Dawson Earth
tf Man vii. 167 The copper slates of Thunngia. 1765 H.
Timberlake Mem. 46 There are . .a great number of reptiles,
particularly the *copper-snake. 1806 Moore Lake of Dis-
mal Swamp v, The she-wolf stirred the brake, And the
copper-snake breathed in his ear. 1631 Jorden Nat. Bathes
x. (1669)71 We have but one "Copper work that I hear of in
all his Majesties Dominions, and that is at Keswick in
Cumberland. 17x6 Lond.Gaz. No. 5425 '9 The Lease for
theCupilo,or Copper-Works, .are to be Let. 1774 Johnson
Diary Tour Wales 3 Aug. in Boswell, At a copperwork
which receives its pigs of copper, .from Warrington.

12. Esp. in the names of chemical compounds
and of minerals ; e. g. copper acetate* carbonate,

chloride) oxide, sulphate, sulphide, etc., where also

Cuprio or Cuprous is used (q.v.) or the form
acetate of copper, etc. ; copper arsenate, a de-
scriptive name of several minerals, e.g. Olivenite,
Likoconite

;
copper-arsenide = arsenical copper

(1 b) ; copper-arsenite, the poisonous pigment,
called Scheele's green

; copper-blende, a sulph-
arsenite of copper, Tennantite

;
copper-bloom, a

native oxide of copper, Chalcotrichite
; copper-

emerald = emerald copper, Dioptase ; + copper-
froth, a basic arsenate of copper ; = Tyrolite
(Dana 1 868) ; copper-glance, native cuprous
sulphide, Chalcocite

; copper-green, (a) a
general name of green pigments containing copper,
as verdigris, verditer, Schcele's green, etc.

;
(b) an

obsolete name of Chrysocolla
; copper-manga-

nese, a variety of Crednerite
;
copper-mica, a

hydrous arsenate of copper, Chalcophyllite
;

copper-nickel [G. kupfer-nickel, so called from
its resembling copper], arsenical nickel = Nicco-

lite
;
copper ore, generally any ore of copper

;

spec, black oxide of copper, Melaconite ; copper-
pyrites, a double sulphide of copper and iron of

a metallic yellow hue,yellow copper ore, Chalcopy-
rite ; copper-uranito = Torbeknite (Dana 1 844);
copper-vitriol = Blue vitriol, Copperas i c.

1805 R. Jameson Min. II. 243 The name *Copper-Emerald
intimates that this mineral, .resembles emerald. Ibid. II.

188 *Copper glance is sectile. Ibid. II. 237 What he de-
scribes under that name is *Copper-Green. Ibid. II. 243 In
the present case I use the term "Copper-mica. 17*8 Wood-
ward fatal. Foreign Fossils 25 "Copper-nicol. 1776
Skiferth tr. Gellert s Metal. Chym. 47 Copper-nickel con-
tains sometimes a good deal of copper. Ibid. 391 *Copper-
pyrite. 1796 Kirwan Min. II. 141 Copper pyrites projected

on burning coals . . gives a green color to flame. 1816 K.
Jameson Char. Min. ( 1817) 108 Of the single [three sided pyra-
mid] we have examples in. .copper-pyrites, etc 1876 Page
Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xv. 274 Marly flagstones often largely

impregnated with *copper-pyrites. 1770 tr. Cronstedt's

Min. 131 *Copper vitriol, blue vitriol. 1805 R. Jameson
Min. II. 34 If a plate of iron be inserted in a solution of
copper-vitriol, it soon becomes incrusted with copper.

tCo'pper, sb.% Sc. Obs. Also 6 -ar(e. [f.

Cop sb* or coppe, Cup + -er.J A cup-bearer.

1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. m. mu, Mercie is copper and
mixes weill his wine. 1538 Lvndesav Dream Ded. 21 And,
sumtyme, seware, Coppare, and Caruoure. 1513-75 Dium.
Occurr. (1833) 104 The erle of Murray, coppar, and the erle

of Hothwill, sewar.

Copper (kfrpai), j£.3 [f. Cop sb.- 3.] In Spin-

ning,* part of the mechanism which forms the* cop*.

1840 Specif. Smith * Hackings Patent No. 8426 The
rise and fall of the ' copper ' may be simultaneously adjusted
in speed to accommodate the change in draft and twist.

Copper (k^rpai), sbA slung. [app- f. Cop v.&;

but other conjectures have been offered.] A
policeman ; also attrib., as in coppersiick, a police-

man's truncheon.
1859 Matsell Rogue*5 Lex. 21 (Farmer). 1864 Manchester

Courier 13 June (Farmer), As they pass a policeman they
will, .exhibit a copper coin, which Ls equivalent to calling

the officer copper. 1881 Standard 13 Jan. 2/7 Remarking
that Withers and his brother constables were only 'coppers
out of uniform.* 1882 Ibid. 4 Sept. 2/5 A crowd followed,
shouting out * Kick the Coppers'. 1887^ Pall Mall G.
22 Nov. 6/1 Specials, .with 'copper' sticks in hand.

Copper Hrfpi), v. [f. Copper
1. trans. To cover with copper; to sheathe the

bottom and sides of a ship with copper.
1530 Palsgr. 498 2, I copper. 1781 Westm. Mag. IX. 325

A very large frigate, .the only one the Spaniards nave cop-
pered. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 174 Coppering her bottom.
i86j Macm. Mag. June, 167 A bronze statue and a cast-iron

one coppered by electricity.

2. In the game of faro : To lay a copper coin or

other token upon (a card) to indicate that the

player bets against that card ; to bet against. (U. S.)
189a Correspt. in Cincinnati^ If he bet the card to lose,

he put an old-fashioned copper cent on the top of the silver

or gold ; in other words he ' coppered ' it. To * copper ' a
thing, therefore, is to bet or estimate that it will lose : you
' copper 1 a horse in a race.

Hence Co ppering vbl. sb. and fpl. a.; also as

sb. the copper sheathing of a ships bottom.
1 1865 G. Gore in Circ. Sc. I. 213/1 Each room, whether

for coppering, silvering, or gilding. Ibid. 233/1 They are
then immersed in the. .coppering liquid, ana a thin film of
copper is thrown down.

Copperah, vax. of Copra.
Copperas .k^rpDras). Forms: 5-7 coperoso,

(5 coperosse, coporose, copros(ae, 6 coperus,
cop(p)erous(e, coporouse, (copper(r)oost(e),

copporoae\ 6 -7 coperas, cop(p)eress(e, -is, -ose,

cop(p)oras, -es, -is, cop(p)ras, -es(se, 7 cop-
(p)erase, -ass, -ice, cop(p)ris, -ice, -ose, 6-
copperas. [In 15th c. coperose: cf. F. couperose

(14th c in Littre), coupperose, It. copparosa, med.L.
cuperosa, cuprosa, coporosa, in various early glos-

saries : see esp. Grimm, s. v. Kupferrose.
Dicz explained cuperosa, as =V«/r/ rosa rose of copper,

comparing the Gr. name v^""""'" . -o? lit. ' flower of
copper.' It seems more probable that raed. L. cuprosa,
cuperosa was simply short tor "aqua cuprosa= Ger. kupfer-
wasser, Du. koperwaler, and its association with riva'rose'
merely an etymological fancy. That it was so understood is

certain: cf. Kilian (Flemish 1599) * Noper-roose, Koper*
water, chalcantum, vitriolum, vulgo cuperosa and coppa
rosa'; and obs. Ger. kupferrose= kupfertvasser (Henisch);
also mod. Du. koperrood copper-red, obs. Ger. kupferroth,
LG. koperrdt. See the many forms in German under kupfer-
raueh, -rose, -roth, rusz, -wasser, in Grimm. In F., couperose
is also applied with more descriptive propriety to the disease
copper nose; so in Ger.' eine kupfcrrote nase (Grimm).]

1. A name given from early times to the proto-
sulphates of copper, iron, and zinc (distinguished

as blue, green, and white copperas respectively)
;

etymologically it belonged properly to the copper
salt ; but in English use, when undistinguished by
attribute or context, it has always been most com-
monly, and is now exclusively, applied to green
copperas, the proto-sulphate of iron or ferrous

sulphate (Fe SO,), also called green vitriol, used
in dyeing, tanning, and making ink.

(The extension of the name beyond its etymological mean-
ing is anterior to its appearance in English, and indeed in-
herited from Gr. \a\Kav6ov, the description of which by
Dioscorides jnves prominence to blue vitriol, while its use
as shoemaker s ink implies green vitriol ; the same is true of
Pliny's account of chalcanthum. It is probable that, at
all times, the occurrence of composite salts containing a
variable proportion of copper and iron, as well as the failure
to distinguish between copper and iron pyrites, contributed
to the confusion. It has to be remembered also that from
the mediaeval point of view ' copperas ' was a species, oc-
curring in various colours, the difference of composition
being only vaguely apprehended, and that the phenomenon
of the dissolving of iron by a solution of green copperas,
with deposition of its copper, was explained as conversion
of iron into copper by the mediation of the 1 copperas
which changed its colour from blue to green in the pro-
cess.)

t a. generically or vaguely. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 91 Coperose, vitriola. c 1450 Voe.

in Wr.-Wulcker 579/24 Draganti, vytryole, or coporose.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Chalcanthum . . coperas, or
vitnofl. 1577 Harrison* England nx x. (1878) il 68 The
chrysocolla, coperis, and minerall stone. 1594 Plat Jntvll-
ho. 1. 10 Coppres is a salt, .vitrial is a salt, allom is a salt.

161a Sturtevant Metallica (1854) 55 Making of salts,

alloms, coppresses, and saltpetre. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 336 Artificial! copperose . . is a . . salt

drawne out of ferreous and eruginous earths, partaking
chiefly of Iron and Copper, the blew of copper, the green
most of Iron. 17*7-51 Chambers Cyel. s. v., There is cop-
peras of England, of Pisa, Germany, Cyprus, Hungary and
Italy, which differ from each other in colour, richness, and
perfection. . .The English copperas is of a fine green ; that

of Cyprus and Hungary is of a sky blue, and has copper for

its basis.

b. Protosulpliate of iron : more fully Green
copperas.
150a Arnolde Chron. (181 1) 234 Coporose blank, ij. d'. Co-

porose vert, at vi. s'. viij. d'. 1565 Act 8 Eliz. c. 11 5 3 No
Person . .shall dye. .black, any Cap. .but only with Copperas
and Gall. 1577 Wills q imv. N. C. (Surtees) II. 414 A hun-
drethe and a halff of grene copperous. 1605 B. Jonson
Volpone Prol., All gall and coppresse from his inke he drayn-
eth. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ef. 336 Inke. .made, by
copperose cast upon a decoction or infusion of galls. 1681

Chetham Angler's Vade-m. ii. § 4 (1689) 9 Half a Pound
of green Copperas. 17*7-51 Chambers Cyel., Copperas, a
name given to vitriol, particularly to vitriol of iron. 183a
G. Porter Porcelain Gl. 114 The red colour used by the
Chinese is made from common green vitriol or copperas.
1876 Pace Adv. Text-bk. Gecl. xiv. 252 Sufficiently pyritous
to be used in the manufacture of copperas and sulphuric
acid.

t C Protosulphate of copper : Blue copperas.
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 211 The best Cop-

peras . . is made of Copper, or of the M ineral of copper. Ibid.

212 The best kind of Copperas . . is in colour of a pleasant
blew. 1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. ii. (1686) 40 The
Common Conversion of Iron into Copper by the Mediation
of blew Coperose. 1676 K. R[vssell] Geber in. 11. 11. xiii

199 Vitriol and Copperas, which also is called Gum of
Copper.

d. Protosulphate of zinc : White copperas.

1464 Mann. Af I/ouseh. Exp. 280 For meclesen for you,
take a lytell whyte coperosse. 1544 Phakr Regim. Lift

I
(1553) C lij b, Take the bignesse of a nutte of whyte coperose

! ..and pouder it. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts ( 1 673* 280
White copperas, one ounce. 1751 Chambers Cycl., H'hite
copperas is a vitriol of iron, with a mixture of some other
mineral, brought from Germany in cakes of 40 or 50 pounds
each. 18*5 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 640 A very ..

useful [dryer] . . is made by grinding in linseed . . about two
parts of the best white copperas.

2. Min. Applied generically to a group of native

hydrous sulphates, comprising ordinary or Green
copperas (Mclanterite), ordinary White copperas

(Goslarite), Blut copperas (Chalcanthite), I'isanite,

a sulphate of iron and copper of bright blue

colour, liicberite or cobalt vitriol, Morenosite or

nickel vitriol, and Coquimbite, a native ferric

sulphate, also called White copperas. Yellow

copperas is a name of Copiapite, a sulphur or

citron-coloured sulphate of iron.

1868 Dana Min. 645 Copperas group : the species here in-

cluded are the ordinary vitriols.

3. altrib. and Comb., as copperas bag, fume, vein,

etc. ; copperas-maker, -work{s ; also CorrERAS-
STONE.
1639 J. Mavne City Match 33 (N.), I know you'l not en-

dure, to see my Jack . . weare shirts of *copprice bags.

1839 Carlyle Chartism iv, 132 A . . Tophet, of "copperas-
fumes. 1604-5 Canterbury Marriage Licences (MS. », Owen
Jones dc Whitstable, Vopprismaker. 1601 Hollanij Pliny
II. 510 This Vitrioll is ingendred many waies of the *cop-
peressc vein within the mine. 161a Drayton Poh-olb. n. 27
Enricht with coppras vaines. 1634 Hrereton Trav. (1844)

2 Here was a most ingenious *copperas work erected. 1691

T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 99 Vessels for Brewers, Dyers,
Coperas-works, Dairies, etc.

Copperasine (k^ paras/n). Min. [f. Coiteras
4- -INE : named 1847 by Shepard.] A sulphate

of iron and copper from the decomposition of

copper pyrites ; allied to Jarosite.
1850 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Sen 11. XXVIII. 129 Copperasine,

t Copperas-stone. Obs. A former name of

iron pyrites or Marcasite.
1640 Jrnl. Ho. Commons II. 33 The Patent concerning

Coporis Stones. 1651 French Yorksh. Spa vi. 58 Take
Copperas stone, which is a certain Sulphurious glittering

Marcasite. 1694 Slare in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 218 He
was Master of a Copperas Work at Whitstable in Kent, and
engrossed all the Pyrites or Copperas-stone. 1776 Skim kth

tr. Gellerfs Metal. Chym. 497 Pyrites, or Copperas-stone.
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Co'pper-belly- A popular name of the

Copper-bellied Snake: see Copper ii.

Co pper-bottom, v. [f. next.] trans. To
sheathe or cover the bottom of a ship with copper.
1840-60 Saxe Jolly Marines, It makes a sailor grin To

see you copper-bottoming Your upper decks with tin.

Co'pper-bo ttomed, a. [parasynthetic comb,
f. copper bottom^ Having the bottom covered or

sheathed with copper.
Spec, of ships, as a protection against the destruction of

the planks by the teredo, and the accumulation on the sur-

face of shells and weeds which retard the ship's motion.
First applied to ships of the British navy in 1761.

1795 Hull A dvertiser 23 May 2/1 The copper-bottomed
ship Ann. 1796 Pearson in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 451
This effect of copper upon the iron bolts and nails, in

copper-bottomed ships. 1807 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 170
The copper-bottomed angel at Messrs. Paff's in Broadway.
1829 Marrvat F. Mild/nay xix, The wreck proved to be a
. .copper-bottomed schooner.

Co'pper-ca'ptain. [f. Copper j&3 9 c] A
sham captain who assumes the title without any
right.

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. (1820) 340 This thrice valiant

copper captain. 1865 Daily Tel. Nov. 4/6 There was never
a deficiency of copper captains and sham barons. 1887 T.

A. Trollope What I remember, I. ii. 47 The copper cap-

tains, .would slink away in search of the cover of darksome
nooks.

Co pper - coloured, a. Of the colour of

copper.
1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I. x. 297 The Natives of this.

Island, .are Copper-coloured. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4127/2
A Copper-coloured Broad Cloth Coat. 1859 W. S. Coleman
Woodlands (1862) 17 The Copper-coloured Beech. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U. S. II. xxxviii. 449 The copper-colored

men are characterized by a moral inflexibility.

Coppered 'kp-p3id)
f
ppl, a. [f. Coppeiiz\ + -ed.]

1. Covered, plated, or coated with copper
;
cop-

per-bottomed, as a ship.
,

1647 W. Brownest. Polexander 11. Fr>P4a, The Ladies
servants lifted him into a coppered chaire. 1798 H. Neale
in Naval Chron. (1799) I. 163 French brig, coppered. 1840
L'pool Mercury 3 Oct. 4/1 The fast-sailing coppered and
copper-fastened American Ship. 1884 Health Exhib. Catai.

88/1 Spring laths.. on coppered springs.

f 2. Affected with Acne rosacea. Ohs.

1544 Phaer Regim. Life (1553) B v a, Remedy to pallyfie

the coppred face that is vncurable.

t Co'pperen, a. Obs. rare. [f. Copper sbA +
-en ; OE. had cyperen.] Made of copper.
1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. W. B iv b, Copperen

helmets be to feare, and specyally the brason helmets.

Co pperer. rare. [f. Copper v. + -er lj One
who coppers, or works in copper.
1827 Q. Rev. XXXVI. 07 A small party ofour tinners and

copperers had. .succeeded in climbing to the summit of one
of the lofty ranges of the Andes.

Copperess(e, obs. form of Copperas.
Copperhead (kp-paihed). [Synthetic comb, of

copper head, primarily attrib. — copperhead snake."]

L A venomous snake ( Trigonocephaly contortrix)
common in the United States : so called from the

reddish brown colour of the top of its head.
It is less than 2 feet long ; and unlike the rattlesnake

strikes without previous warning, whence it has become the
type of secret or unexpected hostility.

1823 J. D. Hunter Captivity 171 The common black,

copper-head, and spotted swamp snakes. 1823 J. Neal
Bro. Jonathan III. 409 The black snake and the copper-
head have gone to the old rock heaps. 1880 New Virginians
I. 87 The copperhead is said to be more venomous than the
common moccasin.

2. U. S. A nickname given, during the Civil War,
to a northern sympathizer with the Secessionists

of the south. Originated in autumn of 1862. Also
attrib.

1863 N. V. Tribune 12 Jan. 4/6 The more malignant
Copperheads of this state. 1863 Spectator 15 Aug. 2375
The organ of the Pro-slavery Democrats or Copperheads.
1863 W. Phillips Speeches xxiv. 526 Copperhead Demo-
cratic sympathy with the aristocracy of the South. 1888
Rryce Ajuer. Commw. II. nr. lv. 358 The Democratic party
. . was long discredited by . . the opposition of a considerable
section within it (the so-called Copperheads) to the prosecu-
tion of the war.

Hence Copperheadism.
1863 Boston Commw. 30 Oct. , In the attempt to turn Mary-

land and Missouri over to copperheadism. 1882 New York
Tribune 15 Mar., How he [Jackson] would excoriate Tilden
for his copperheadism.

Copperice, -is, obs. ff. Copperas.
Coppering : see under Copper v.

Copperish. (kfrpsrij), a. rare. [See -ish.]

Somewhat coppery.
i6&jPhil. Trans. II. 468 In other places. .Copperish fluors

are mixed with Leaden ones. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I.

vii. 173 Pearl-Oysters. .taste very copperish, if eaten raw.
X774 Mrs. Delany Corr. Ser. n. II. 47 A little brassish,
coperish, goldish thread-like stuff adhering to a bit of slate.

1871 Daily 7"el.2& Aug., The once golden and silvery town
..has a copperish look about its edges like a very old
coin.

Copperize (kfrpsraiz), v. [f. Copper sb. +
-ize ; cf. silverize.] trans. To impregnate with
copper or some preparation containing that metal.
In mod. Diets.

Co'pper-no:se. [Cf. Ger. kupfernase, F. cou-
perose.j

1. Path. A red nose caused by the disease Acne
rosacea, by intemperance, etc. ; also, as a single

word, a name for the disease.

1606 Shaks. Tr. $Cr. 1. ii. 115, I had as lieue, Helens
golden tongue had commended Troylus for a copper nose.
1822 Scott Nigel x, The stoutest raven dared not come
within a yard of that copper-nose. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Coppernose, a synonym of Acne Rosacea.
2. The Copper-nosed Bream {Lepomis pallidus).

Hence Copper-nosed a., having a red- or copper-
coloured nose.

1579-80 North Plutarch (1676) 386 He was copper-nosed,
and that was full of white streaks here and there. 1580
Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Pouacre, a filthy, foule,
rotten, copper nosed one._ 1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733)
I. go Copper-nos'd Francie and Gibbie.

Copperooste, -ose, -ous, obs. ff. Copperas.

t CopperO'se, <t. Ohs. [Attrib. use of an early

form oICopperas, app. treated like an adj. in

-OSE — Copperous a. 2.] Of or belonging to

copperas or vitriol.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 336 An Atramentous
condition or mixture, that is a vitriolate or copperose quality.

1698 Cay in Phil. Trans. XX. 370 [It] has in some Places
a Copperose Taste pretty strong.

t Copperosed, a. Obs.
[f. F. couperosc

copper-nose + -ei>: cf. next, sense 1.] Affected

with Acne rosacea or copper-nose.

1544 Phaer Regim. Life (1553) B vb, Rednes of the face
that is not copperosed.

t Co*pperOUS, a. Obs. Also 6 coperous.
[In sense 1 perh. related to F. couperosc (Pare,

i6thc.) the disease Coppek-nose ; in sense 2 app.

related to Copperas, F. couperosc
;
though in both

there was prob. association with copper: sense 3
is perh. immed. f. Copper + -ous for cuprous.]

1. Of the nature of, or affected with, the disease

Acne rosacea or Copper-nose.
1541 R. Copland GuydotCs Quest. Chirurg. Qivb, Blacke

coperous skal and scabbe in the face. 1544 Phaer Regim.
Lyfe (1546) C j, A general diete for al copperous faces.

2. Of or belonging to copperas or vitriol.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 536 A vitriolous

or copperous quality ; for vitrioll is the active . . ingredient
in Inke.

3. ? Coppery, cuprous.
1834 Beckford Italy II. 8 Funnels that exhale warm

copperous vapours.

Co'pper-pla te, co'pperplate.
1. gen. (Better written as two words.) A plate

of copper ; also collect.

1665 Pepys Diary (1879) III. 306 Silk in bales and boxes
of copper-plate. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. xii. §6 (1681)

246 Then take a Copper-plate, about the size of an ordinary
Trencher-plate. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) IV. 172
The letters are of gold, and set in a copper-plate. 1777
Robertson Hist. Amer.iijSj) III. 379 They are composed
of thin lacquered copper-plates. 1881 Raymond Alining
Gloss., Copper-plates, the plates of amalgamated copper
over which the auriferous ore is allowed to flow, .and upon
which the gold is caught as amalgam.
2. spec. A polished plate of copper on which a

design is engraved or etched for printing.
1668 Excellency Pen «$ Pencil 55 Copper plates ready

polished do often come from Holland. 1685 Petty Last
Will p. vii, I have., the copper-plates for the maps of Ire-

land. 1730 Southall Bugs Pref., He not only forwarded
the Impression, but directed and order'd the Copperplate.
1816

J.
Smith Panorama Sc. § Art II. 770 The copper-

plate is prepared, and the ground laid upon it in the same
manner as for etching. 1832 Babbage Econ. Manuf. x. 66
Impressions from the same block, or the same copper-plate.

3. A print or impression from such a plate.

1663 Gerbier Counsel G iij b, Untill a large worke (with
Copper Plates) shall have had time to be put forth. 1777
Robertson Hist. Amer. (1783) III. 174 Copper-plates of
their paintings . . published by various authors. 1840
Thackeray G. Cruikshank {1869} 297 A couple of numbers,
containing about a score of copperplates.

4. collect. Copperplate engraving or printing,
1817 Keatinge Trav. II. 82 What ideas copper-plate

supplies are yet more inadequate. 1826 Miss Mitford Vil-

lage Ser. 11. (1863) 294 The Th was there as legible as copper-
plate. Mod. colloq. His writing is like copper-plate.

5. attrib. (Better as one word.)
1824 J. Johnson Typogr. I. 525 The earliest specimens of

copper-plate printing. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Copper-
Plate Maker, a workman who shapes, smooths, and pre-

pares metal plates for engraving. Ibid., Copper-plate Press,
a roller press for striking off impressions on paper from a
metal plate. 1878 Thurston Hist. Steam-Engine 33 A
copperplate engraving.

Co'pperplate, v. [f- prcc] trans. To engrave

on and print from a copper-plate.
1822 Scott Let. 15 Mar. in Lockhart, It will be time for

him to be copperplated, as Joseph Gillon used to call it,

when he is a Major General. i88x Sir J. Benedict Weber
84 The notes flowed to his pen with the marks of all the
shading of expression, as if copper-plated on the paper.

Copperroost, obs. f. Copperas.
Copper-rose, var. Cop-rose, the Corn-poppy.

Co'pper-smith.
1. An artificer in copper ; one who manufactures

copper utensils.

1327 in Riley Lond. Mem. {1868) 160 Robert de Suttone
and Walter le Kew copresmythes. £1515 Cocke Lorells B.
(Percy Soc.) 9 Roke makers, coper smythes, and lorymers.

I5*6-34 Tindale 2 Tim. iv. 14 Alexander the coppersmyth
did me moche evyll. 1712 Loud. Gaz, No. 5006/4 Fit for

any BraSier or Copper Smith's use. 1878 Gladstone Prim.
Homer 138 The copper-srnith is a pretty familiar personage.
2. The popular name in India of the Crimson-

breasted Barbet {Xantholzema Indica). [So Urdu
tambayat.]
1862 Jerdon Birds of India (1877) I. 316 It has a re-

markably loud note which sounds like took-took-took. .This
sound and the motion of its head, accompanying it, have
given origin to the name of coppersmith. 1879 E. Arnold
Lt. Asia 20 In the mango-sprays The sun-birds flashed;
alone at his green forge Toiled the loud Coppersmith.

Co'pper-wall. An old-fashioned arrangement
in sugar-making, consisting of a long row of open
pans or boilers bricked together within two parallel

walls, and heated by a fire at one end.
The cane-juice from the mill was conducted into the boiler

most distant from the fire, and successively ladled from one
boiler to another, until it reached that nearest the fire,

where the process of inspissation was completed.

t Co'pper-worm. Obs.

1. * A little worm in ships' (J.).
Supposed to mean the ship-worm, Teredo navalis.

2. 1 A moth that fretteth garments' (J.).
3. ' A worm breeding in one's hand '

(J.).
*755 Johnson cites Ainsworth.

Coppery (k^-pari), a. [f. Copper sdJ + -y.]

Characterized by the presence, qualities, or ap-
pearance of copper.
1791 Hamilton Berthollct's Dyeing 1. 1. 1. v. 77 A reddish

coppery tinge. 1831 Cahlyle Sort. Res. (185S) 39 The grim
coppery clouds. 1865 C. Honeu Transylvania 328 Coppery
particles attach themselves to the iron. 1871 Napiievs Prtv.
<5- Cure Dis. m. ii. 626 A bitter, coppery, or metallic taste.

b. Qualifying, or combined with, names of

colours, as coppery green, red, etc.

1828 Stark Elcm. Nat. Hist. II. 284 Head coppery-green.
1882 The Garden 1 Apr. 219/2 Of a coppery yellow colour.

Coppet : see Copped a.

Coppeweb(be, obs. f. Cobweb.
Coppice (kp'pis), sb. Forms : a. 6 copys, -eys,

6-7 cop(p)ise, {6 coppisse, coupisse), 7 coppis,
copice, 7- coppice ; @. pi. 6 copyes, 6-7 cop-
pies, -ya

;
sing. 6 copie, 6-7 (8-9 dial.), coppy,

-ey, -ie. See also Copse, [a. OF. cope'iz, coup-

peiz, colpe'iz :—late L. type *cotpdticium 1 having
the quality of being cut ', f. colpdt- ppl. stem of

colpdre, to cut with a blow, f. late L. colpus (Salic

Law), earlier colapus (Alemannic Law) blow,

stroke:—L. colaphus, a. Gr. tcuKcupos blow, cuff.

(The AFr. and ME. form was latinized in later

times as copecia, copicia.) As in other Fr. words
ending in an s sound, the plural was orig. the

same as the sing, copys; this led to the Eng.

sing, being frequently made copy, coppy, which is

now very common in the dialects. On the other

hand, the vowel of the final syllable was, as in the

•es, -is, -ys of plurals, often dropped, leaving cops,

surviving in the form Copse, q.v.]

1. A small wood or thicket consisting of under-

wood and small trees grown for the purpose of

periodical cutting.

a. 1538 Elyot Diet., Csedua sylua, woddes used to be

cutte, Copeyses. 1540 Charier in Madox Formulare
Anglic. (1702) 215 Una prsedictarum copiciarum vocatur

Overekyll Copys, secunda vocatur Feyroke Copys, etc.

1580 North Plutarch (1676) 153 And set fire of all the

boughs and Coppises they passed by. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.

iv. i. 9 Vpon the edge of yonder Coppice. 1593-5 Norden
Spec. Brit., M'sex $ Herts. 11. 1 Enclined to wood, and
coupisses. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 372 It is of this nature,

To be cut as a coppis. 1732 Pope Lines to Ld. Bathurst 10

For shrubs, when nothing else at top is, Can only constitute

a coppice. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sc. Art II. 642 In

fourteen years, coppices are generally fit for cutting. 1867

Trollope Chron. Barset I. xxxiii. 285 These coppices, or

belts of woodland, belonged to the archdeacon.

0- 1539 Ac* 3 1 We"- V~III, c. 5 Their wpodes, groves,

copyes, and springs, growinge and beinge within the saide

Chace. 1564 Haward Eutropius Vh 53 For the enlarge-

mente of theyr groves or copyes. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878)

102 Fence copie in, Er heawers begin. 1616 Surfl. &
Markh. Countrie Farm* 657 Coppies of vnderwood. 1637

Harrison MS. Surv. Sheffield (in Sheffield Gloss.), Item

she holdeth an intacke lying between Rivehn coppy and

Rivelin firth south. 1700-1 R. Gough Hist, ofMyddle 20

Called the higher parke and the coppy. 1869 in Lonsdale

Gloss., and 1878 Cumbrld. Gloss., Coppy, coppice,

b. collectively. Coppice-wood, underwood.

1577 B. Googe Heresbaeh's Husb. n. (1586) 101 A great

Wood of Okes, and Coppisse, planted in very good order.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 324 Coppice, Copise, or

Copse, the smaller sort of wood, or Under-wood.

2. Comb., as coppice-bird, -ground, -land', cop-

pice-feathered, -topped adjs. ; coppice-wood (sec

Copsewood).
«i849 J. C Mangan Poems (1859) 123 The piping notes

of the *coppice-bird. 1847 Tennyson Princ. iv. 5 Ey every

*coppice-feather'd chasm and cleft. 1577 B. Googe Heres-

baeh's Husb. 1. (1586) 17 The seventh, for *Coppie grounde:

the eyght, for Timber trees. 1707 J. Mortimer Husb. (J.),

You may transplant them [trees] for coppice ground, walks,

or hedges, a 1704 Locke (J.), The rate of *coppice lands

will fall upon the discovery of coal-mines. 1852 Dickens
Bleak Ho. ii, The green rise, *coppice-topped.

Coppice (kp-pis\ v. For forms see prec [f.

prec. sb.] — Copse v. i.

1538 Leland Itiu. V. 82 The Wood cut doun was never

128-a
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copisid. 1581 Act 23 Eth. c 5 § 4 Woods or Underwoods
..by him preserved and coppised for the Use of his Iron

Works. 1790 W. Marshall A' nr. Econ. Midi. Co., Coppy,

to cut down, for underwood.

Coppiced (ty-pist), ///. a. [f. Coppice + -MX]
1. Treated as coppice ; cut down periodically.

1577 H. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 11. (1586) 105 b, Cop-

pissed Woodes are commonly severed intoso many parcels,

as may serve for yeerely felling, some still growing while

others are a felling.

2. Furnished with a coppice or coppices, copsed.

183a J. Bree St. Herbert's Isle 96 In amber robes the

coppiced dells were dressed.

Coppicing k^pisirp, vbl. sb. [f. Coppice sb.]

Coppice-wood.
1891 Field j Mar. 337/1 The awful damage they [rabbits]

did to coppicing during the frost.

Coppid-tank : see Copintank.
Coppie, obs. f. Coppice, Copy.
Coppiehoall, -hool, var. Cappy-hole Sc. Obs.

Coppil, obs. f. Cupel.
Coppild, var. Coppled a. Obs.

Co pping, sb. [f. Cop v.1 + -inc.]

1 1. A top-knot or curl of hair ; called dial, a

lopping. Obs.
1688 k. Holme Armoury 11. 464/2 Women wear Hair in

a Copping, or fore-lock, when a Lock is laid from the fore-

top to the Crown of the head, as little Children that have
long hair are usually dressed.

2. ' A fence. North ' (Halliw.). Cf. Cop sb? 6.

Co'pping, vbl. sb. [f. Cop sb? 3 + -inc.]

Spinning. The formation of 'cops' of thread.

Used attrib., chiefly in the names of parts of the

machine connected with the formation of the
' cops ', as copping-beam, -part, -rail, etc.

iT^xSpccif. Tate1l Patent No. 1938. 3 The moveable rail.

.

which.. gives that motion necessary to wind the thread
with exactness upon the bobbin (which amongst spinners is

termed the copping part). 1805 Specif. EarlofDundonald's
Patent No. 289'*. 2 The liobbin does not rest on or touch
the copping rail. 1875 Uke Diet. Arts I. 992 The range
upon which the threads should be wound, in order to form
a conical cop upon the spindle, is hit by depressing the
copping wire to various angles. Ibid. III. 877 There is a
copping motion connected with the machine.

Coppin-tank : see Copintank.
Coppis e, -isse, obs. ff. CopriCE.

t Co'pple. Obs. Also 7 coppell. [app. a dim.

of Cop sb? Cf. OF. coupcl, cope/, now coupcau

summit of a hill, etc., dim. of OF. coppe summit.]

1. A crest on a bird's head. Hence an appella-

tion for a crested fowl : cf. Coppy sb?
15. . Pilkington Tourn. Tottenham 49 in Hazl. E. P. P.

III. 84 And coppull my brode hen that was broa,t out of
Kent. 1600 Surflet Countrie Earme I. ix. 115 The [pea)

cocke . . hateth . . his yong ones, vntill they be growne to

hauc a coppell vpon their heads.

2. A little summit or eminence ; - F. coupcau.
t6oo Hakluvt Voy. III. 606 (R.) It is a low Cape, and

vpon it is a coppie not very high.

Copple, obs. f. Couple, Cupel.

Co'pple-crown. Obs. exc. dial, [see prec]

1. A tuft of feathers on a fowl's head ; a crest.

a 1634 RANnoi.ru Amyntas 11. iii, Like the Copplc-crowne
The Lapwing has. 1706 E. Warm Hud. Rcdiv. II. 111.14

Thus did he straddle up and down, Like stalking Cock with
coppie Crown. 1730 Swift Panegyr. Dean, Whose Offrings
. . Adorn our crystal River's Hanks : Nor seldom grace the
flow'ry Downs, With spiral Tops, and Copple-Crowns.
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Copple-crown, a tuft of

feathers on the head of a fowl, permanently erect. It is

sometimes called a topple-crown.

2. Short for copple-crowned hen ; = Corpv sb?
(as. local).

Hence + Copple-crowned ///. a., crested, peaked.
1685 L. Wafer Voy. (1729) 336 Of different colours and

breeds, as Copple-crown'tt, the common Dunghill cock and
hen, and of the Game kind. 173a Mrs. Delanv Corr. 1. 362
You are very good in getting the copple-crowned fowl. 173a
Swift Wks. (1778) IV. 191 Excrements .. coppie crowned
with a point like a cone or pyramid.

tCo'ppled, a. Obs. Also 7 copied,
coppild, -elled. [f. Copple + -ed.]

1. Crested, furnished with a crest or tuft.

1600 Surflet Countrie Earme I. xxii. 123 The rough
footed or coppild [pigeons], .are too mournful.

t
1635 Swan

Spec. M. viii. 9 1 (104-0 363 A Saw-fish, having an hard
copied head with teeth like a saw.

2. Rising conically to a summit or point.
1600 Hakluvt Voy. III. 606 (R.) Without this cape about

a league there is a little coppled rocke. 1647 H. More
Song; ofSoul 1. 1. xxv, So School-boyes do aspire With cop-

pell'd hat to quelme the liee. 17*8 Woodward Eossils (J.),

Some being flatter on the top, others more coppled.

t Copple-stone. Obs. [cf. Coppling ///. a. 3;
also Cobble-stone, Coggle-stone.]
a 17x8 Woodward (cited by Johnson), Copplc-stones are

lumps and fragments of stone or marble, broke from the

adjacent cliffs, rounded by being bowled and tumbled to and
again by the action of the water.

Copple-tanked : see under Copintank.

t Coupling, COpling, ppl. a. Obs. [Related

to Copple sb. 2, and Coppled ; but in senses 2 and

3 app. influenced by cockling, toppling.']

1. Swelling upwards to a summit.
1670 H. Stubde Tlie Plus Ultra 144 It rose with an un-

equal intumescence, copling, like a loaf in the midst. 1688 in

Somers Tracts Scr. 1. 1 1. 305 A few foreigners of no Quality

were only to keep the Secret of what her Majesty was to

make the copling Belly. 1694 Narborough, etc. Voy. 1. 23
A small rocky Island, copling up like a Haycock. Ibid. 42

Large Hills, and some round copling tops. Ibid. 80 Two
peaked copling Rocks. 1745 P. Thomas frnl. Anson's

Voy. 18 The Country about it is pretty much on the Level,

except a few copling Hillocks to the Northward.

2. Of the sea: Surging up into short irregular

waves, tumbling ; = Cockling ///. a. 2.

1667 H. Stubbe in Phil. Trans. II. 497 The waves . . are

short, and make a Copling Sea in the Bay of Biscay.

3. Of stones, etc. : Unsteady, toppling ; = Cock-

ling ///. a. 3.

a 1825 Forby, Coppling, adz<., unsteady, in danger of fall-

ing.
1
It stands coppling, as if it stood upon its head '.

Coppola, obs. f. Cupola.
Copporas, coppras, etc, obs. ff. Coppebas.
Copps, obs. form of Copse.

Co*ppy tb.\ COppy-stOOl. north, dial. Also

copy, 5 copstole. [Of uncertain derivation.] A
low stool.

14.. Burlesque Poem in Pel. Ant. I. 86 Colrakus and
copstolus, one gret whyle-barrous. 1807 J. Stacg Poems

I (Cumbrld. dial.) 10 The breyde now on a coppy stuol Sits

down. 1811 Willan West Riding Gloss., Coppy, a low
! stool for a child. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Coppy, Copy, A

small stool, generally a three-legged one. 187s Lancashire
Gloss., Coppy-stool. 1885 Mrs. Lynn Lwrox Christ. A'irk-

land I. iii. 57 H is supreme pleasure was to sit on his * copy

'

(a kind of stool).

Co ppy, a. and sb? dial, and colloi/. [f. Cop

I

sb? + -Y.J A. adj. Having a cop, crested. B.

sb. A crested or tufted fowl.

1880 IV. Cornwall Gloss., Coppies, tufted fowls. 1885

Bazaar 30 Mar. 1248/2 Lancashire coppies and plainheads

..special prize for best buff coppy. 1891 Ibid. 20 Feb.,

3 large buff coppy hens, 20/- each.

Coppy, coppyse, obs. ff. Coppice.

II Copra (kfpra). Also 6 chopra, 8 copera,

9 coprah, copperah. [a. Pg. (and Sp.) copra (in

Garcia 1563, Acosta 1578), app. ad. Malayalam
koppara, in Hindi khopra coco-nut. Now natural-

ized in some isles of Polynesia.]

The dried kernel of the coco-nut, prepared and

exported for the expression of coco-nut oil.

1584, Barret in Hakluyt Voy. II. 413 (Y.) Chopra, from

Cochin and Malabar. 1598 tr. Linsehoten's Voy. 101 (Y.)

' The other Oyle is prest out of the dried Cocus, which is

! called Copra. 1717 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. lnd. I. xxv.
1 306 Cocoa-nut . . produceth . . Copera, or the_ kernels of the

\
Nut dried, and out of those kernels there is a very clear

Oyl exprcst. 1880 Athenaeum 18 Dec. 809/1 It is fortunate

j
for Fiji that her future is not dependent on copra alone.

1889 EL H. Romilly Verandah in N. Guinea 27s Copra is

the kernel of the ripe cocoa-nut, cut into small pieces and
dried in the sun.

CopreBmia, -agogue : see Copro-.

Copras, -es, obs. ff. Copperas.
Copre, obs. form of CorPER.

Co-presbyter. [Co- pre/. 3 b.] A fellow-

presbyter. Cf. CoMTRESBYTEit.
e i8a8 E. Irving Hist. Ch. Scot. Wks. 1864 I. 561 Columba

. .with twelve co-presbyters, .settled in Iona.

Co-pre sence. [Co- 3 a.] Presence together

;

the state or fact of being co-prescnt.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. 125 The conception of nature

docs not apparently involve the co-presence of the intelli-

gence. 1890 J. Martineau Seat Authority Relig. \. iv.

109 The peaceful copresence and orderly cooperation of

millions of human beings.

Co-pre'sent, a. [Co- 2.] Present together.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. I. vi. 1 16 That living chain of

causes, to all whose links . . the free-will . . is co-extensive and
co-prescnt. 1890 1. Martineau Scat Authority Relig. I.

iii. 98 Several instinctive affections are co-present on terms

of equality.

Coprosso, -price, -pris, obs. ff. Copperas.
Co-principate : sec Co- pre/. 3 a.

Copro-, before a vowel copr-, combining form

of Greek Kuirpot dung, as in Coprte mia [Gr. af/ta

blood], blood-poisoning from the fceces in case of

costiveness ; hence Coprsoniic a. Co'pratrofcTne

[Gr. (17017-05 carrying away], a purging medicine.

Copremesis [(Jr. tp(<m vomiting], stcrcoraceous

vomiting. Copro pillions a. [Gr. dx'A-os loving],

I fond of dung
;

feeding or growing upon dung.

tCoprophory [med.L. coprophoria, Gr. -oSopm

carrying], purgation (Bailey). Coprostasis, in

Ilailey \ ooprostacy [Gr. mhais a stopping], cos-

tiveness. (Sec other words below.)

Co-produce, -projector : see Co- pre/. 1, 3 c.

Coprolite (kfpr^bit). [mod. f. Gr. Kuirpo-t

dung + Ai'flos stone : see also -ite.] A stony roundish

fossil, consisting (or supposed to consist) of the

petrified excrement of an animal.
1829 Bi ckland in Trans. Geol. Soc. (1835) III. 223 On the

Discovery of Coprolites, or Fossil Faeces, in the Lias at

Lyme Regis, and m other formations. 1870 Yeats Nat. IIist.
Comm. 31 As a source of manure, coprolites have become
important.

Coprolith (k(vpr<ni)>). [f. Gr. Kuvpo-s dung +
Ai'flo-s stone : see prec] A ball formed of hard-

ened feces in the bowels (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; also =
prec.

Hence Copro-, koproli thic a.

1858 Bailey The Age 142 High would rise The kopro-

1 lithic mountain of his lies.

Coprolitic (kfpr<nrtik), a. [f. Coprolite +
to.] Pertaining to or of the nature of coprolites

;

composed of or containing coprolites.

1829 Buckland in Trans. Geol.Soe. (1835) II. 228 The ex-

tent and quantity of this coprolitic breccia . . is very remark-
able. 1849 Murchison Siluria x. 241 The small coprolitic

bodies. 187a W. S. Symonds Rec. Rocks vi. 187 Zones of

bony and coprolitic matter.

Coprology (kcprfrlodji). [f. Copro- + -logy ;

cf. Gr. KoirpohSyos dung-gatherer, dirty fellow.] A
gathering of ordure ; filth in literature or art.

1856 Times 29 Jan., Pictures of his particular contribu-

tions to coprology. 1858 Sat. Ret: 28 Aug. 204/1 The Greek
Anthology—or Coprology as it ought to be called. 1889

Swinburne Study It. jonson ii. 95 All English readers, I

trust, will agree with me that Coprology should be left to

Frenchmen.
Co-promisor, -promoter : see Co- pre/. 3 c.

Co-prO'perty. [Co- 3 a.] Conjoint property.

1875 bin G. Mellisii in Law Rep. i Com. Pleas Div. 57
Both parties have more or less a co-property in the house.

Coprophagan (kfnprfrfagan). [f. mod.L,
Coprophag-i the dung-beetles.] A dung-beetle.

184a Brande Diet. Science ff Art, Coprophagans, Copro-

phaga, A section of Lamellicom beetles which live in and
upon the dung of animals.

Coprophagist (kfprp-fadjist). [f. as next +

-ist.] A dung-cater.

1887 Pop. Sc. Mo. XXX. 605 There arc real coprophagists

or dung-eaters among birds. Some vultures, etc

CoprophagOUS (kpprp fagas), a. [f. mod.L.

coprophag-us, a. Gr. Kovp<xpdf-os dung-eating (f.

Konpo-v dung + -dxryos eating) : see -ous.] Feeding

upon dung ; said csp. of the dnng-beetles.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xlix. (18281 IV. 493 Copropha-
gous insects. 1849 .V*. Nat. Hist., Mammalia HI. 119

Extremely few coprophagous beetles have hitherto . . been

found in Australia. 1866 Intell. Observer No. 56. 134.

So Copro-phaffy, the eating of excrement.

1&91 J. G. Bourke Scatol. Rites v. 29 Observations upon
the existence of coprophagy among insane persons.

Copro philous, a. : see Copbo-.

Co-propri'etor. [Co- 3 b.] A joint proprietor

or owner. Hence Co-propri-etorship.
1796 Bentham Whs. XI. 115 Co-proprietors might, any or

all of them, have been repugnants. 1831 Act 2-3 IVili. IV,

c. 65 § 8 All co-proprietors or joint owners shall be entitled

each to vote in respect of their joint property. 1875 Postk
Gains 11. Comm. (ed. 2) 207 Communio or co-proprietorship.

Cop-rose, copper-rose. [Cf. F. mod. coprose

in same sense. Connexion with K. coupcrosc cop-

peras, or copper-nose, has been suggested ; Hatz-

fcld compares Gcr. klappcrrose.'] A local name of

the red Com Poppy (Papaver A'hccas).

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) II. 487 Com, or Red
Poppy. Com Rose. Cop-rose. Head-wark. 1787 Gross
Prcnine. Gloss., Cop rose, Papaver rhaias, called also head

work. 1847^-78 Halliwell, Copper-rase, the red field poppy.

1878-86 Britten & Holland Plant-n^ Cop-rose, or Copper-

rose. (Northumb., Yorksh., Suffolk.) One Yorkshire corre-

spondent writes it Copperrass.

Copros(e, -see, obs. ff. Copperas.

Coprostasis : see Copro-.

Cops, copse klf»)< Also 5 oopys. [OE. cops,

cosp = OS. cosp (in comb, litho-cospun dat. pi.).]

1 1. A shackle for any part of the body ; a fetter

(OE. fit-cops), manacle (hand-cops), or collar

(rwtor-cops), to secure a prisoner. Obs.

a 700 Epinat Gloss. 765 In auo pedes vinctorum tencntur

cosp [so Erf., Corpus). (8»s Vesp. Ps. cxlix [ell 8 To
xebindanne cyningas heara in fot-cospum. ( 888 K. Alfred
Bocth. xxxviii. 1 And si33an slean on pa raccentan and on

cospas. c 1000 Supp. Mlfrufs Gloss, in Wr.-WOlckcr 182/20

Anguina cops, a 1100 Voe. in Wr.-W. 336/37 Compcs uel

cippus fotcops. Bogia iuc 008c swurcops. Manicc hand-

cops, a 1soo Ibid. 552/15 Fotcops, sweorcops, hondcops.

2. A hasp fur fastening a door or gate.

The hasp is closed over a staple which is then padlocked.

14.. Medulla Gram. (Cant. MS.) (in Promp. Pan: s.v.

Hespe\ Pesellum, a lytel lok of trc, a haspc, a cospe, a

sclott [cf. Promp. Part'. Hespe of a doore, pesiulum]. 1538

MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Cantab., l'ayd for ij copseyi

for a gatte iyrf. [Still used, and well known to country

ironmongers in the south of England.]

fb. (See quot.) Obs.

1497 Churchw. Acc. Yatton (Somerset Record Soc.) ill

l'ayd to Antony for dressyng of the yron and a copys that

beryth the lyjht . . iiij' 1
.

8. A u-shaped iron, which, by means of a pin

passing through the ends, can lie fixed on the end

of a pole or beam so as to provide an attachment

for tackle, etc.; a Clevis. Applied to various

similar contrivances for analogous purposes: see

the quots.

1797 Trans. Soc. Eneouragem. Arts XV. 233 The copse,

by which the cattle draw. 1863 Barnes Dorset C.loss

Cops, a connecting crook of a harrow. Ibid. s.v. Wty, The

wey is fastened at its middle to the plough or harrow by a

cops (an iron bow with a free joint). 1888 ElWORTHY W.

Somerset IVd.-bt., Copse, in harness or plough-tackle, a U.

shaped iron, having a pin through its ends, by which the

foot-chain of a sull is attached to the bodkin ; = Cla is. In

breeching harness a copse on cither side connects the breech-

strap with the short brecching-chains . .The bow of a watch

is called a copse.



COPSE. COPULATION.

4. A piece of wood (or iron) fixed on an oar,

having a hole in it to turn on a thole-pin. Such

oars are called on the south coast of England

copse-oars.

1891 Corrcspt. at 11 'cymouih, Where copse oars are used a
single thole-pin is required.

If See also Cosp.

t Cops. — Cock's as a deformation of God's.

a 1693 Uhquhart Rabelais in. iv. 49 Cops body, I sink, I

drown. Ibid. in. xviii. 146 Copsody, that I do believe.

Copsal(o, var. of Copsole.

Copse (k^ps), sb. Forms: 6-8 cops, 7-8

copps, 7 copp'ce, cop'se, copce, 6- copse.

[16the. cops, copps, syncopated form of copys,

coppis Coppice. Like copys, also, sometimes dia-

lectally treated as a plural.

The phonetic reduction of ME. copys to mod. copse was
quite regular: cf. plurals such as crops, ME. croppes,

croppis, croppys, and such words as else, once, in ME.
elles, -is, -ys, ones, -is, -ys. The retention of copys. Coppice,

beside cops, Copse, is owing to special circumstances.]

1. — Coppice ; a thicket of small trees or under-

wood periodically cut for economic purposes.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xxxlx. 57 Agrimome groweth . . in

hedges and Copses. 1587 Turberv. Trag. T. (1837) 130
There laye he close in wayte within the cops, a 1626 Kacon
Max. # Uses Com. Law iv. (1630) 23 Ten loads of wood
out of my copps. 1637 Milton Lycidas 42 The willows and
the hazel copses green. 1770 Goi.dsm. Dcs. Vill. 137 Near
yonder copse where once the garden sntHYL 1866 G. Mac-
donald Ann. Q. Neighb. xiii. (1878) 248 My path lying

through the fields and copses.

P. as plural, whence rarely an erron. sing. cop.

1725 Land. Gaz. No. 6420/2 Young Oaken Timber Trees,

growing in Hedge-Rows, Copps, and other Parts of the ..

Estate. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. II. s.v. Woodcock, They
remain all the Day. .under the Leaves and amongst Cops.

1727 Ibid. I. s.v. Bird, The Birds .. rest upon some tall

1 rees, if there are any, or on the Top of Cops. 1877 Mackay
Let. in Life in. {1890) 56 Imagine a forest of lofty slender

trees with a cop between of thorny creepers.

b. collectively. = Copsewood 2
;

loosely, the un-

derwood of a wood or forest.

1735 Somerville Chase ii. 183 Where those tow'ring

Oaks Above the humble copse aspiring rise. 1814 Scott
\¥av. ix, A deep and wooded dell, from the copse of

which arose a massive, but ruinous tower. 1827 Steuart
Planter's G. (1828) 11 The transplanting of Copse or Under-
wood. 1856 Stanley Sinai <v Pal. ix. 344 Deep jungles of

copse.

2. transf. ?a\<$.fig.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Pilgrimage ii, So to cares cops
I came, and there got through, With much ado. 1645 G.
Daniel Poems Wks. 1878 II. 65 If I Have bristlie haire, Or
my head bald, or beard in Cop'ses grow.

3. Comb., as copse-shooting, -ware
;

copse-clad,

-covered adjs. Also Copsewood.
1818 Keats Endymion 1. 120 Through *copse-clad vallies.

1872 Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 17 Low copse-clad
hills. i8i2 Edln. Rev. XX. 293 Rough *copse-covered
cliffs. 1883 Harpers Mag. Jan. 324/2 In *copse-shooting
it is advisable to know both who and where are your com-
panions. 1886 T. Hardy Woodlanders ii, Mr. George Mel-
bury, the timber, bark and *copse-ware merchant.

Copse, COps (k^ps), v.1 [app. f. Cops sb.

;

but possibly f. Copse sb."] trans. To fasten or

shut up , to confine, enclose. AlsoyS^*.

1617 Hales Gold, Rem. (1688) 15 Not to suffer your labours
to be copst and mued up within the poverty of some pre-

tended method. 1647 Farindon Serm. (1672) I. 146 Why
should we paraphrase Mercy . . and draw our limitations as
it were to copse her up and confine her? 1657 — Serm. 439
(T.) Nature itself hath copsed and bound us in from flying out.

Copse (k^ps), [f. Copse jfc]

1. trans. To treat as copse-wood ; to make a
copse of; 'to preserve underwood' (J.).
1575 Turberv. Vencrie 82 If he chance to finde any little

hewtes or springes privily copsed within the thicke where
the Harte may feede by night, 1664 Evelyn Sylva (1679)
12 By Copsing the starvelings in the places where they are
newly sown. 1724 Swift Drapicr's Lett, vii, The neglect of
copsing woods cut down hath likewise been of very evil con-
sequences. 1827 Steuart Planter's G. (1828) 521 A certain

proportion of the Forest Trees had been cut over, or copsed,
in order to improve the closeness of the skreen at bottom.
i8ss Singleton Virgil 1. 128 Nor can they when they have
been copsed Grow up again.

2. To clothe with a copse. Hence Copsed ppl. a.

1755 T. Amory Mem. (1769) I. 200 Low birch and hazle-
trees, which copse the sides ofCarlvay loch. 1782 W. Steven-
son Hymn to Deity 14 Thick-cops'd hills. 1853 G. John-
ston Nat. Hist. Bord. I. 154 Here the brae glows with .

.

budding broom, — there copsed with grey willows and
alders.

Copsemate : see Copemate.
Co psewood, co*ppice-woocl.
1. A Copse, arch, or Obs.
a. 1543 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 17 § 1 In and upon all .

.

Woods commonlie called Coppieswoods and Underwoods.
1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb. 11. (1586) 105 Coppisse
Woodes, that are continually to be feld. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 380 There be also of Date trees coppey woods,
which they vse to fell and cut at certaine times. 1626
Bacon Sylva v. § 425 To make hasty Growing Coppice-
Woods. 1790 Ambler Reports 131 All coppice woods are
liable to tithes. 1811 Pinkerton Petral. II. 543 The crater
being filled with coppice woods and pools of water.
K 1602 Carew Cormvall {].), The East quarters of the

shire are not destitute of copse woods, 1732 Mrs. Delany
Corr. I. 376 A little copsewood which is cut into vistas and
serpentine walks. 1830 Scott Demonol. v. 162 Sequestered
valleys, and dim copsewoods.

2. The low trees and underwood of a copse.

a. 1809 Bawdwen Domesday Hk. 7 There is coppice wood
there. 1872 Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes (1S79) 20 After
threading through some coppice-wood.

0. 1664 Evelyn Sylva uL § 16 (R.) Generally copps-wood
should be cut close. 1884 Q. Victoria More Leaves 288
Trees and copsewood sprinkled about.

3. attrib., as copsewood-oak.
x8o6 Forsyth Beauties Scot. IV. 489 There is . . one con-

siderable tract of copsewood-oak.

Hence Copsewooded ppl. a.

1862 J. Grant Capt. ofGuard liv, In many a copsewooded
glen.

Copshen : sec Corpion.

Copsing (kfrpsin), sb. [f. Copse sb.] = Cop-
picing, copsewood.
1783 Projects in Ann. Reg: 93/2 Ash for poles or copsing.

CopSOle, COpSil. Obs. or dial. Forms : 6
eopsoll, 7 copsole, 7-S cope-sale, S cope-sal, 9
copsil. [app. f. Cops sb. : the rest is uncertain.]

1. = Cops sb. 3.

1562 Lane. Wills II. 34, ij copsolls xv'ut. 1625 Inv. in

Miss Jackson Shropshire Word-bk. 97 Two pair of Cot-

terells or Copsoles. 1688 R. Holme Armoury III. viii. 335
He beareth Gules, a Cop-sole and Pin, with the chain
pendant. Argent, by the name of Copsole. This is very often

by old Heralds termed a Dog-Couple, but.. I should rather

take it for a Shakle and Bolt, with the Chain hanging at

it. 1704 Tsce Cope sbJ]. 1727 Bradley Earn. Diet. I.

s.v. Cart, The Cope-Sale, and Pin. 1847-78 Halliwell,
Copsal, a piece of iron which terminates the front of a
plough. 1881 Miss Jackson Shropshire IVord-bk., Copsil

. ,c. A piece of iron describing an arc, welded to the end of

the plough-beam, perforated and furnished with pins, for

adjusting the width and regulating the draught.

2. ' A wedge for keeping the coulter of an old-

fashioned wooden plough in its place at a proper

angle to the beam.'
1881 Shropshire Word-bk. 96 Copsils of this kind fell out of

use when iron ploughs became general, about 1S35-40.

t Co'pspin. Obs. [cf. Du. spinnekop spider :

see Cop sd$\ A spider.

1483 Caxton G. dc la Tour Dviij, The copspln that made
his nette to take the flyes.

Cop-spinner : see Cop sb? S.

Copstole : see Coppv sb.1

Copsy (Vpsi), a. [f. Copse sb. + -Y.] Abound-
ing in copses ;

planted with copses.

1757 Dyer Fleece 1. 718 Linger among the reeds and
copsy banks. 1823 R. Ward Tremaine 111. in. 19 Nightin-
gales, .that lived on the banks of the copsy stream.

Copt (kfpt). In 7-8 Coptie, Coprit^e, -tie.

[Cf. F. copte, mod. L. Coptns, Cophtus ad.Arab. kiJj

quft, gift collective, 'the Copts 1

, with relative adj.

^2^3 qnftT, qifti Coptic, also la-Ji qubt, qibt

"with relative adj. qubtt, qibil, most prob. ad.

Coptic tytttioc gyptios, kytttaioc kyptaios, repr.

Or. 'Aiyv-nrtos Egyptian. The Arabic u is in some
places pronounced 0, and Arabic having no p is

obliged to substitute f or b : to the former is

owing the early Cophtus.
Some have referred the name to Copies, an ancient city of

Upper Egypt, and it is possible that this notion has tended
to make Copt the settled form.]

A native Egyptian Christian belonging to the

Jacobite sect of Monophysites.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 109 Of Christians, the natiue Cop-

ties are the most in number. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr.
1. ii. (1636) 72 They are termed Cophtes : these are the true

Egyptians. 1723 R. Millar Prepagat. dir. II. viii. 368
Turks and Arabians, Christian Greeks and Cophtes. 1727
A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind. I. Hi. 25 Copties, who are

circumcised Christians. 1849 Lane Mod. Egypt. II. 311

The Copts, at present, compose less than one fourteenth

part of the population of Egypt,

b. attrib. or adj.

1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 1. (1646) 99 The Copt Language.
1849 Lane Mod. Egypt. II. 314 The Copt women veil their

faces . . when any men, excepting their near relations, are

present.

Copt, var. of Copped ppl. a.

Copt, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Cope v.

Coptank, -tanct : see Copintank.

Coptic (^T*Ptik )» a' [mod. f. COPT + -IC.]

1. Of or pertaining to the Copts.
1678 Butler Hud. in. ii. 1585 And from their Coptick

Priest, Kirkerus, Found out this Mystick way to jear us.

1792 Genii. Mag. LXII. 11. 981 An exact copy of an antient

Coptic alphabet. 1849 Lane Mod. Egypt. II. 325 Confession

is required of all members of the Coptic church.

2. sb. The language of the Copts.

1711 Addison Spect. No. 69 F 2, 1 am not versed in the Mod-
ern Coptick. 1849 Lane Mod. Egypt. II. 312 The Coptic

has become a dead language, understood by very few persons.

Coptiue (k^ptain). [See -ike.] A colourless

alkaloid found in Coptis irifolia, a ranunculaceous

plant of N. America.
1879 in Watts Diet. Chem. 3rd Suppl.

t Co'ptite, sb. and a. Obs. « Copt, Coptic.

1678 Cudwohth Intell. Syst. 338 The Coptites also to this

very day call it Chemi. 1680 H. Dodwell Two Letters

(1691) 209 The Coptite or ancient Aegyptiack [tongue].

Copula (kfrpi«la), [a. L. copula, f. co(m)-

together + ap-ere to fasten, fit, with dim. suffix.]

1. Logic and Gram. That part of a proposition

which connects the subject and predicate ; the

present tense of the verb to be fwith or without a
negative) employed as a mere sign of predication.
1650 Vind. Hammond's Addr. § 62. 25 It belongs to the

Copula, or word {Is). 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. i. § 6. 46
Not properly one simple part of speech, but rather a mix-
ture of two, namely the Predicate and Copula. 1725 Watts
Logic n. i, A proposition is usually denominated aflirmative

or negative from its copula. 1846 Mill Logic 1. i. § 2 The
Copula is the sign denoting that there is an affirmation or
denial. 1887 Fowler Deduct. Logic 11. ii. 25.

2. gen, A connexion ; a link.

1656 Hardy tst Ep. John (18^5) 185/1 This ffaith] brings
as it were, the Copula, that which knits Christ and the
Christian together. 1856 Emerson Eng. 'Traits, Lit. Wks.
(Bohn) II.lOQ N° copula had been detected between any
cause and effect cither in physics or in thought.

3. Anal. A part (e.g. a hone, cartilage, or liga-

ment) connecting other parts.

1681'tr. Willis* Rem. Med. Whs. Vocab., Copula, a joyn-
ing or fastning together, fettering. 1851-60 Mayne Expos.
Lex., Copula, old term for a ligament. 1882 Syd. Soe.
Lex., Copula magna cerebri, a synonym of the Co>pus
eallosum. 1878 1!ell Gigenbauers Comp. Anat. 469 As a
rule its [the hyoid arch's] copula is increased in size and
affords a support for the tongue.

4. A Coupler in the organ.
1852 SE1DEL Organ 67 The copula is that contrivance by

which two or more key-boards are so connected, that if the
one is played upon, the other acts at the same time.

5. Mas. A short connecting passage; = Co-
DETTA, Conduit 7 ; a ' link

1880 Ouseley in Grove Dict.Mus. I.56S/1 A few notes to
connect the subject and answer. .Such connecting notes are
named the Codetta, conduit, or copula.

6. Sexual union. [A term oi Roman Law.]
1864 Ld. Chanckllou (in Times 8 June), Supposing this

promise to be given in England in writing :
' When we go

back to Edinburgh I will marry you ;' and, on the faith of
this, copula follows in Scotland.

t Co*pulaut, a. Obs. rare— K fad. L. copulant-,

pr. pple. of copularc to link together, conjoin,

Couple.] Connecting or coupling.
1658 R. White tr. Digby's Poivd. Symp. (1C60) 47, P. is

copulant, lying betw een A and C.

Copular (kfrpiwlju), a. [f. L. type copuldris,

f. copula : see -ail] Pertaining to or of the nature

of a copula.
i860 Mansel Proleg. Logka Notes 350 An apodeictical .

.

judgment requires a different statement of the copular re-

lation.

t Co'pulate, a. (sb.) Obs. [ad. L. copuhlt-us

linked, coupled, pa. pple. of copulare : see next.]

1. Connected, coupled
;
conjoined, united. (In

first quot. const, as pa. pple.)

1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) I. 10S These ij. wordes, Iebus

and Salem, copulate to gedre, this wordc, Ierusalem, re-

sultethe. 1607-12 Uacon Ess., Custom (Arb.) 372 If the

force of Custome Simple and Separate be greate ; the force

of Custome Copulate and Conioyn'd . .is farrc greater. 1645

Milton Tetraeh. (1851) 243 Is our commission, .to take the

parts of a copulat axiom, both absolutely affirmative, and to

say the first is absolutely true, the other not?

2. Serving to connect, copulative, b. as sb. A
copulative word.
1631 Gouge God's Arrows 1. 1 This copulate particle And.

1672 Pknn Spirit Truth Vind. 133 Gerunds, Adjectives,

Conjunctives, Copulates, Subjunctives, Prepositions.

Copulate (k£j-pi»l£it), v. [f. L. copulat-, ppl.

stem of copulare to fasten together, link, couple,

f. copula : see above.]

*(* I. trans. To couple, conjoin, link together. Obs.

1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. in. iii. 45 Things of themselves

most opposite, were copulated and linked together. 1677

Ibid. iv. Proem 7 The parts of an hypothetic proposition

are copulated by the conditional particle, 'if. 1822 T.

Taylor Apuleius 328 Copulated, like syllables, by a mutual

connexion.

f 2. intr. To become conjoined or united. Obs.

C1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 60 The two nations must
needs copulate and mix.

3. intr. To unite in sexual congress. (Now
chiefly a term of Zoology.)
1632 Lithgow Trav. rv. (16S2) 149 The devout Mahometans

. . accompting themselves damned to copulate (as they think)

with the off-spring of doggs. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.

Ep. 261 All that urine backward do copulate -nvyrfihv, cluna-

tim, or aversly. 1703 Quick Dec. Wife's Sister 20 It had

been . . an hainous Sin . . in the Brother to have copulated

with this Widow. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 134

When the copulating season is over. 1828 Stark Elem.

Nat. Hist. II. 12 These animals. .do not copulate, but the

males shed a fecundating fluid upon the ova deposited by

the females.

Copulation (k^piwki-Jan). [a. F. copntlatton

(14th c. in Littre), ad. L. copulation-em, n. of action

f. copulare : see prec]

f 1. The action of coupling or linking two things

together, or condition of being coupled; con-

nexion, union. Obs.
^ _

C1400 Test. Love 1. (1560) 278/2 Every othe by knitting of

copulacion must have these lawes. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.

Par. John Pref. 3 a, The wonderfull copulacion of the saved

nature vnto ours by his incarnacion. 1578 Banister Hist.

Man 1. 5 That kynde of copulation called Synchondrosis, is

to be noted by the bones of the brest. a 1623 W. Pemble.
Justification (1629) 221 The copulation of a liuing faith

and obedience together. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. 194

p 10 Wit . . is the unexpected copulation of ideas. 1752 H,
Walpole Corr. (1837) I. 179 A pyramid which by a most
unnatural copulation is at once a grotto and a green-

house.



COPULATIVE. 978 COPY.

b. Grammatical or logical connexion.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 86 When one or moe

members doe follow in equall sentences, as thus . . : or thus

with copulation *. neither hast thou . . , nor .
.

, nor . . . 1854

Hickok Ment. Sc. 146 The varieties of judgements, which
depend upon the forms of copulation.

c. quasi-«>«£"r. A combination. Obs. rare.

1774 H. Walpole Let. Sir W. Hamilton 19 June, A new
instrument, .a copulation of a harpsicord and a violin.

2. spec. The union of the sexes in the act of

generation. (Now chiefly a term of Zoology.)

1483 Caxton Gz/tf Avb, Made one flesshe by carnal copu-

lacyon or bodily felawshyp. c 1530 More Life Hen. VflM%

63 Because of the carnal! copulacion had betweene prince

Arthur and the queene, 1577 B. Googe Hvresbach's Huso.
iv. (1586) 185 Some thinking that they tbees] are ingendred
by copulation, the drone being the male, and the Bee the

female. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. lit. ii. 84 The copulation of

Cattle. 1645 Pacitt Heresiogr. (1661) 31 Marriage, which
is a lawful copulation of a man and a woman. 1830 K.
Knox Biclarets Anat. 28 They produce living young^
without copulation. 1880 Glnther Fishes 157 In vivi-

parous fishes actual copulation takes place.

Copulative (kp-pi«lativ, -fitiv), a. and sb. [a.

F. copuiatif, -ive (Oresme, 14th a), ad. L. copttld-

tiv-us of or pertaining to coupling, connective, f.

ppl. stem of copulare : sec above and -ive.]

A. adj.

L Serving to couple or connect
;
spec, in Gram.

applied to conjunctions which connect (construc-

tionally) words or clauses which are also con-

nected in sense ; opposed to adversative or dis-

junctive. [So already in Martianus Capella and
other L. grammarians.]
1388 WyCLXF Pro/. 57 A participle of a present tens . . mai

be resoluid into a verbe of the same tens, and a coniunc-
cioun copulatif. 1520 WmTINTOM Vu/g. (1527) 6b, Two
nominatyue cases, .with a coniuncyon copulatyue comynge
bytwene. a 1653 GoVGS Comm. Heb. i. 5 These copulative

particles, and, again. 1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5)

1. 189 Conjunctions are principally divided into two sorts,

the copulative and disjunctive.

b. Involving such connexion ofwords or clauses,
j

1586 Cogan Haven Health ccxliii. (16x3) 262 These kind of
j

copulative sentences. i6>8 T. Spencer Logick 1-27, A Copu-
]

latiue Axiomc.is that, the coniunction whereof, is Copu-
j

latiue. 1715 Watts Logic 11. it. § 6 Copulative propositions,
I

are those which have more subjects or predicates connected
by affirmative or negative conjunctions; as, riches and
honour are temptations to pride. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 74
The copulative judgment (*S is both / and q and r'J.

C. Logic and Gram. Connecting the subject and
predicate, or subject and predicative complement

;

forming the copula.
1654 VlLVAlM Epit. Ess. VH. 42 With a Verb copulativ in

midst of al. 1871 Public Sen. I. at. Gram. §110 The Verbs
which so couple a Subject and Complement are called Copu-
lative Verbs.

+ 2. Characterized by 1 copulation * or connexion

;

connective
;
forming a connected whole. Obs.

1648 Sanderson Semt. (1653) 20 True obedience is copula-
tive. 1660 SwiWWOCK DoorSalv. Op. 177 The commands of the

law are all copulative, they hang together like a carcanet of

Jewels. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. xii. (1848) 1

425 The command in their Proclamation was copulative,

to go to their meetings, and to attend and concur, and the
going was only commanded in order to their attending and
concurrence.

3. Zool. and Anat. Relating to or serving for

the reproductive union of the sexes
;
copulatory.

1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 147 At the ex-

tremity of the vagina is situated the copulative sac. 1859
Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 545/2 The reproductive organs . . are
commonly subdivided into theformative and copulative.

B. sb,

1. Gram. A copulative conjunction or particle.

1530 Palsgr. 148 Of conjunctions some be copulatives.

1609 W. Sclater Three/. Preservative (1610) Biva, Copu-
latiues somtimcs haue force of conditionals. 1695 Br. Pat-
rick Comm. Gen. 156 A great number of learned men ex-
pound the particle Vau, as a Causal, not as a Copulative in

this place. 1751 Harris Hermes (1841) 187 The principal

copulative in English is and. 1845 Stoddart in Encyc/.
Metrop. (1847) 1. 169/1 The Latin ac and atone, .in their first

sense are mere copulatives.

b. A connecting word or particle, rare,

1745 De Eoe's Eng. Tradesman ii. (1841) I. 13, I can by
no means approve of studied abbreviations, and leaving out
the needful copulatives of speech in trading letters,

fc. Logic. ^ Copula. Obs. rare.

1751 Wesley Wks. (1872) XIV. 162, 1. The subject . . 2.

The predicate.. and 3. The copulative.

1 2. A copulative agent or instrument, a link.

Obs.
1615 W. Hull Mirr. Ma test ie 120 Righteousnesse, which

is the copulative of all true vertues.

+ 3. Something involving or characterized by
connexion or union ; a connected whole. Obs.
i6ai Bolton Stat. Irel. 165 The same Act being in such

a copulative. 1656 Trai*p Comm. John vii. 23 The law is

one entire copulative.

t4. Used humorously of persons about to be
coupled in marriage. Obs,
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. v. iv. 58, I presse in heere sir,

amongst the rest of the Country copulatiues.

t 5. ? ' Connexion, conjunction by marriage
*

(Todd). Obs,
1679 Ricaut State of Greek Ch. 307 They understand

Polygamic to be a Conjunction ofdivers Copulatives in num-
ber, which is not understood till a person proceeds unto a

fourth Wife, which makes more than one Copulative in the

rule of Marriage.

CO'pulatively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In a
copulative manner.
1626 W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 189 Vnderstand them

copulatiuely, so that they haue connexion with other graces.

1651 Biggs Ne%o Disp. r 230 Seeing it is denyed dLsjunc-

tively, it may also be denyed copulatively. 1716 Ayliffe
Parerg. 392 Six things are copulatively requir'd, to the end
that the suppletory oath should be given. 1880 F. Hall
Doctor Indoctus 10 Equality is predicable of things con-

|

templated, not alternatively, but copulatively.

Copulatory (k^piwlatori), a. [f. L. type *co-

pulatori-uSy f. copuldtor one who couples : see -ory.]

Zool. Pertaining to or serving for copulation.

1839 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 417/2 The female organs have
in many genera a . . copulatory pouch. 1888 Rolleston &
Jackson Anim. Life 390 [In Reptilia] there are two distinct

types of copulatory organs.

Copull, copur, obs. ff. Couple, Coppeb.
Co-purchaser : see Co- pre/. 3 c.

t Copu-rtenaunce. Obs. (?)

1589 R. Harvey PL Perc.23 A Iewes letter scriblescrable

ouer the Copurtenaunce of a Mans countenaunce.

Copweb, -webbe, obs. ff. Cobweb.
Copy (kfpOj sb, (a.) Forms: 4-7 copye, 4-

8 copie, (4 kopy, 5 coopy, 6 coopie), 6 coppye,
6-7 coppio, 6-8 coppy, 4- copy. [a. F. copie

(i3thc. in Littre) = Pr. copia, ad. L. copia abund-

ance, plenty, multitude. Branch II, found in med.L.
and all the Romanic langs., and from which all

the Eng. sense-development starts, appears to have

arisen out of such L. phrases as dare vet habere

copiam legendi to give, or have, the power of

read ing, facere copiam describendi to give the power
of transcription, to allow a transcript to be made,
whence med.L. copia * transcript \]

I. f 1. Plenty, abundance, a copious quantity.

(-1375 Harbour Troy-bk. 11.774 Of teres full gret copye.

1387 TkKVisA Higden (Rolls) I. 301 Spayne .. hap grete copy
and plente of castell. 15x4 Test. Ebor. (Surtecs) V. 58 If

there be copie of prestes. 1593 Lodge Will. Longbeard
Addr. to Rdr., No conceits, .but such as have coppy of new
coined words. 1607 J. Carpenter Spir. Plough 209 All that

copie or riches, .is nought else but extreame povertie. 163a

B. Jonson Magn. Laity 11. i, Pie. Which would you choose
now, mistress? Pla. 'Cannot tell : The copy does confound
one. 1656 IIlount Glossogr., Copie, plenty, abundance.

t b. Fullness, plenitude. Obs.

1483 Caxton Mtop ( E. E. T. S.) 295 Requyrynge hym that

she might haue the copye of his loue. a 1500 Orol. Sap. in

Anglia X. 371 In be copye of grete delytes.

+ C. esp. of language : Copiousness, abundance,

fullness, richness. Copy of words ; = L. copia ver~

bortim. Obs.

1531 JLixoT Gov. 1. x, Whereby he shall, .attaine plentie

of the tongues called Copie. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary
1. (1625) 3 To excell in varietie of sentences, and copie of
words. 1598 Florio World of Words Ep. Ded. A v a, The
copie and varietie of our sweete-mother-toong. 161 2 Hrins-

ley Lud. Lit. 22Theproprietie, puritie and copie of our Eng-
lish tongue. Ibid. 117 To get propriety and copie of words
and phrases, a 1637 It. Jonson Eng. Gram. Pref., The
Copie of it, and Matchablenesse with other tongues.

+ d. ? — Cornucopia. Obs. rare.

159s R. D. HyPneroiomachia 46 b, Everie one of them in

their right hand did holde a copie full of all kindc of fruites.

Ibid. 98 b, In her right hand she held a copie full of ryp*
graine.

II. A transcript or reproduction of an original.

2. A writing transcribed from, and reproducing

the contents of, another ; a transcript.

< 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 293 The barons. .OfJnng
bat pci wild ask bad him be copie l>erc. 1369 in Eng. Gilds

(1870) 50 pat we shuld send )ou a kopy of our statu?. 1494.

Fabyan Chron. vii. 352 Copyes were made of the saya
statutes. 1555 Eden Decades 171 The coppie of the bull.

1563 Now ell in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 20 The coopie of

the Catechism which I caused to be wryten out. 1653
Walton Ang/er 106 The Copy of a Sermon. 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. iv. xvL (1695) 382 Though the attested Copy of

a Record be good proof, yet the Copy of a Copy never so

well attested, .will not be admitted as a proof in Judicature.

1776 Trial Nundocomar 45^1 The copy I wrote remained
with . .Nundocomar ; the original remained with Pudmohun
Doss. x8m Scrivener Led. Grk. Test. 5 No such perfect

similarity Detween the copy and the original.

3. A picture, or other work of art, reproducing

the features of another.

1580 Haret Alv. C 1267 An example written, or painted out,

a copie or patterne. 1719 J- Richardson ScL Connoisseur
150 If any One says Tnat Picture is a Copy I'll break his

Head. 1719 — Art Crit. 176 Coppies are usually made
by Inferiour Hands. 1749 IIerkelky Wks. IV. 319 The
third [picture] is a copy, and ill-coloured. 1801 Fuseli
Led. Art (1848) 348 Our language, or rather those who use
it, generally confound, when speaking of the art, 'copy'
with ' imitation though essentially different in operation

and meaning. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Et on. Art ii. 125 Never
buy a copy of a picture.. All copies are bad; because no
painter who is worth a straw ever will copy. 1879 Lubbock
Set. Led. v. 156 Some of the bronze axes appear to be mere
copies of the earlier stone ones.

4. fig. a. Something made or formed, or re-

garded as made or formed, in imitation of some-
thing else ; a reproduction, image, or imitation.

1596 Bp. Barlow Three Serm. Ded. 83 The practise of
,

these Bishops, and perhaps their copies. 1590 Shaks. Much
Ado v. i. 298 My brother hath a daughter, Almost the copie
of my childe that's dead. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. rv.

v. 334, I see but as it were a Copy or Transcript of the first

created nature of Man in the first Individuals. 1739 Hume
Hum. Nat. 1. ii. (1874) I- 317 Of this impression there is a
copy taken by the mind. 1780 Cowper Table Talk 614 A
rough copy of the Christian face Without the smile, the
sweetness, or the grace. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char,
xx. 509 Pompey, the Clown, is a copy from the life. 1890
Sir A. Kekewich in Law Times Rep. LXIII. 764/1 When
one finds one drama to a great extent a copy of another.

+ b. A specimen, instance, example. Obs.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 11. 91 A little Child . . a
faire copy of meekenesse and innocency. a 1655 Vines
Lord"s Supp. 209 Was this a copy of his particular zeal T

c. A page or specimen of penmanship written

after a model : cf. 8 b.

Mod. You must write a copy every morning to improve
your penmanship. The writing of copies as school-imposi-

tions.

5. Eng. Law. The transcript of the manorial

court-roll, containing entries of the admissions of

tenants, according to the custom of the manor, to

land held by such tenants in the tenure hence

called Copyhold.
1463 Bury Wills (1850) 34, I wil and graunte to the seid

Jenete Whitwelle my yeeris that I haue be copy in the

medwe at Babwelle. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 37 § 2

Landes Tenementes. . Leeses and Fermes as well holden by
copye as otherwyse. 1550 Crowley Inform. «V Petit. (1872)

166 At the vacation of his copie or indentur he must paye
welmoste as muche as woulde purchayse so much grownde.
1580 Lupton Sivqila 142 Whiche, if he perceyve to stand

free, then he maye buy it, or take it by coppy or lease.

1628 Coke On Lilt. 60 a, These tenants are called tenants

by Copie of Court Rolle, because they haue no other eui-

dence concerning their tenements, but onely the Copies of

Court Kolles. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 95. 1885 Sir

F. North in Law Times Rep. LI 1 1. 504/2 The several

tenements may be comprised in one copy,

b. A holding by copy, Copyhold.
a 16x6 Bp. Andrewes Serm. (1843) V. 97 (D.) What poor

man's right, what widow's copy, or what orphan's legacy

would have been safe? 165$ Fuller Ch. Hist. VI. i. § 6
Waltham Abbey (for Benedictines. . ) had its copie altered by
King Henry the Second, and bestowed on Augustinians.

fig. 1605 Shaks. A/acb. iil ii. 38 Thou know'st, that

Banquo and his Fleans Hues. Lady. But in them Natures
Coppie's not eteme.

III. Without reference to an original.

6. One of the various (written or printed) speci-

mens of the same writing or work ; an individual

example of a manuscript or print. ^The ordinary

word in this sense.)

Originally, the idea of ' transcript ' or ' reproduction ' was
of course present ; but in later use an original edition itself

consists of so many ' copies '. Infair coPyt clean copy of a
writing, the idea of ' transcript ' is distinctly present ; but

it disappears when the original draft is called the rough
orfoul copy. The word is much used in bibliography, as in

* early copy, tall copy, uncut copy, large paper copy, Mr.
Grenville s copy, the British Museum copy/ etc

[1477 Caxton Dides 147, I am not in certayn wheder it

was in my lordis copye or not.] i53? Coverdale Ar
. T. Ded.,

In many places one copy hath either more or less than

another. 1576 Fleming Panoply Epist. 114 So are the

woordes set down in three auncient copies. 1635 Aur.

Usshek in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 132 Touching the

Samaritan Pentateuch, the copye which I have is about

three hundred yeares old. 1689 Gaxophyl. Aug/. Pref. A
vj a, Being printed from a foul Copy. 1711 H earne Colled

.

(O. H. S.) III. 242, 3 Copies of the fourth, and a of the VU VoL
of Leland. 177s Priestley Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 292 All our

present copies, .agree with one another. 1817 tr. Bombet's

Life Haydn * Mozart 180 His rough copies [of MS. music)

are full of different passages. 1850 Dickens Lett. (1880) I.

234 The acting copy is much altered from the old play. 1871

J. A. H. Murray Compl. Scot. Pref. 16 Of the book in these

circumstances given to the world only four copies are known
to have come down to recent times. . Leyden, writing in iSoi,

says, 'all four copies were imperfect-' Aloti. Of how many
copies docs the edition consist T

t b. Formerly sometimes with the force of 'text*,

* version or * edition \

[Cf. 1538 in prec.] 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary (1625)

A iij b. The copies before this have beene. .erroniously many
waies delivered. 1830 Bp. Monk Life Bentley (1831) II. 226

They read him with, .more satisfaction in Dr. Bentley's text

than in any other copy.

7. A copy of verses-, a set of verses, a short

composition in verse : now chiefly applied to such

a composition {esp. Greek or Latin verses) as a

school or college exercise.

1653 Walton Ang/er 184, I will speak you a Coppie of

Verses that were made by Doctor Donne. 1711 Addison
SPed. No. 58 f 13 To present his Mistress with a Copy of

Verses made in the Shape of her Fan. 1781 Mad. D'Arblay
Lett. 19 Mar., They have put me again into the newspapers,

in a copy of verses made upon literary ladies. 1841 Macau-
lay Ess., Comic Dram. (1854) I. 574/1 Wychcrley . . was
present at a battle, and celebrated it, on his return, in a

copyof verses too bad for the bellman. 188a Jebb Bentley

i. 4 The only relic of Bentley's undergraduate life is a copy

of English verses on the Gunpowder Plot. That stirring

theme was long a stock subject for College exercises.

IV. That which is copied.

8. The original writing, work of art, etc. from

which a copy is made.
14. . Tundale's Vis. Colophon, Be it trwe or be it fals Hyt

is as the coopy was. 1481 Caxton Myrr. in. xxiv. 193 In

whiche translacion . . I haue to my power folowed my copye.

1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 51 Conferring the

translation with the Coppie. 1668 Excellency of Pen %
Pencil Aijb, The Art of Drawing.. by Instructions and

Copies so easy and intelligible, that, etc. 1833 Lamb Elia

Ser. 1. xxl (1865) 164 The devil . .working after my copy.



COPY.

b. spec. A specimen ofpenmanship to be copied
by a pupil.

1583 Hollyband Campo di Fior 339 Give us a copie now
if it please you [una mostra da scripere]. Ibid, 363 Let me
give you an other copie, which, God willing, you shall
write tomorrow. 1393 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 05 We
tooke him setting of boyes Copies. 1642 Fuller Holy #
Prof. St. at, xi. 178 There is more required to teach one to
write then to see a coppy. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theol. n.
vill. 182 Why the Scholar writeth not like his Copy? 1825
Hone Every-day Bk. I. 488 The first copy I wrote after,
with its moral lesson 1 Art improves Nature '. 1891 Illustr.
Mag. IX. 285 Edith looked at the copybook. The copies
had been set by herself.

t O.fig. Pattern, example. Obs.

1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 113 The Copie of your speede is

learn'd by them. 1601 — All's Weill, ii. 46 Such a man
Might be a copie to these yonger times. a 1661 Fuller
Worthies (1840) HI. 164 Doctor Taylor set archbishop Cran-
mer..a copy of patience. 1677 Yarranton Eng. Impren*.
53 In preparing, .of the Flax. .This is the way they doit in
Germany, and thou mayest write by their Copy. 1775
Adair Amer. Ind. 252 Every officer and private man ..

imitated the intrepid copy of their martial leader.

0. Printing. Manuscript (or printed) matter
prepared for printing. (Now always without a
and pi.)

Formerly used in a sense nearer to 8 : a MS. or other ex.
emplar which is printed from, or serves as 'copy', though
not specially prepared for that purpose.
1485 Caxton Malory Pref. 3 And I accordyng to my copye

haue doon sette it in enprynte. 1563 T. Gale Certain Whs.
Chirurg.To~R.Ar., Dr. Cunningham who was no small helpe
to me in . . perusing the copies written [i. e. for the printer],
1590 Nashe PasoutTs Apol. 1. D, When he carried his coppie
to the Presse. 1598— Saffron Walden 59 More Copie, More
Copie ; we leese a great deale of time for want of Text. 1652
Urquhart 7«w/Wks.(i834) 181, 1 usually afforded the setter
copy at the rate of above a whole printed sheet in the day.
1676 Ray Corr. (1848) 123, I have been lately solicited to re-
print my Catalogue. . and have sent the copy up to London as
it is. 1791 Boswell Johnsomxy. 1732, Johnson engaged to
supply the press with copy as it should be wanted. 1827
Scott Two Droi'Crs Introd., He is neither more nor less
than an imp of the devil, come to torment me for copy.
1877 H. A. Page De Qnincey II. xvii. 40 The doom that
visited bits of his own copy and proof-sheets,

t b. Property in ' copy ' ; = Copyright. Obs.
In its beginnings, only contextually differing from 9 : the

registration and licensing ofthe 1 copy ' or 1 copies ' proposed
to be printed, conferred the ' right '.

1577 Stationers' Reg. II. If. 140,]™" Julij Lycensed vnto
H. Bynneman theise ij. copies. 1580 Hid. (Arb. II. 380) 29
Oct., John Harrison. Assigned ouer from Hugh Singleton to
haue the sheppardes callender which was Hughe Singletons
copie. 1589 Ibid. (II. If. 251 b) 1 Dec, Master Ponsonby.
Entered for his Copye, a booke intytuled the fayrye Queene.
1655 tr. Francion v. 3 [Other authors] lived on what was
given them for their copies. 1710 Luttrell BriefRel. (1857)
VI. 549. Securing the property of copies in books to the right
owners. 1765 Sterne Lett. Iv, Which will bring me in three
hundred pounds, exclusive of the sale of the copy. 1779-81
Johnson L. P., Addison Wks. III. 63 Steele, .sold the copy
for fifty guineas.

V. 10. Name of a particular size of paper.
1712 Act 10 Q. Anne in Lend. Gaz. No. 5018/3 Paper

called., bastard or double Copy. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III.

497 The smallest size of the fine quality, .measures 124 by 15
inches, and is termed pot ; next to that foolscap.

. ; then
post . . ; copy, 20 by 16}. Of coarse papers may be mentioned
. . copy loaf, i6J by 213, 38-lb.

VI. Phrases.

1 11. To change {turn, alter') one's copy : to
change one's style, tone, behaviour, or course of
action ; to assume another character. Obs.
1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccxlix. 369 Thus the knyghtes

and squyers turned theyr copies on both partes. Ibid. II.
cxiii. [cix.] 327 Chaunge your copye, so that we haue no
cause to renewe our yuell wylles agaynste you. 1571 Gold-
ing Calvin on Ps. ii. 4 He will sodeinly turn his copye. 1580
North Plutarch (1676) 581 Callisthenes changing copy,
spake boldly many things against the Macedonians. 1601
R. Johnson Kingd. $ Commw. (1603) 178 Fortune changing
her copie, the affaires of the winner decline. 1605-1640 [see
Change p. 9]. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 106 Hee that
writeth Dunce on the . . Eve of his Doctorship, doth not
alter his copy, and go out Scholler next day. 1656 Bp.
Hall Pern. Wis. (1660)391 Such as lived orderly, .had now
turn'd their copy, .and were fallen.

+ b. Copy of a conference: memorandum or
minutes of a conference ; also app. the agenda or
subject matter ; the theme. Obs.
1588 Udall Diotrephes (Arb.) 10 One had conference with

a bishop about Subscription, and. .gave his friende a copie
of his conference. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 62 It was
the copie of our Conference. In bed he slept not for my
vrging it, At boord he fed not for my vrging it.

T C. Copy of one's coutitenance : a mere outward
show or sign of what one would do or be ; hence,
pretence. Obs.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 64 They haue . . threatned
highly too put water in my woortes, whensoeuer they catche
me

; I hope it is but a coppy of their countenance,Ad diem
fortasse minitantur. 1600 Holland Livy TO xxx. 270 If
ye [Romans] but shew a copie of your countenance, as if ye
would aid and succour us. Ibid. xxvi. viii. 588 Carried
away with every copie of Anniball his countenance [ad
mttus Hannibalis\ and with vaine threats and menaces,
a 1663 Abp. Bramhall Whs. (1842-4) II. 367 (D.) Whatso-
ever he prateth. .it is but a copy of his countenance. 1743
Fielding J. Wild m. xiv. (D.), This, as he afterwards con-
fessed on his death-bed . . was only a copy of his countenance.
1779 Wesley Wks. (1872) XI. 493 Many who affirmed this,
did not believe themselves . . it was merely a copy of their
countenance.
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B. adj.

1 1. Abundant. (Cf. dial. ' plenty money
', etc.)

1546 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 60 Ther shalbe. .fyue
masses sade. .yf so be that ther be copye companye ofprestes
suffycyent to celebrate the same.
1 2. = Copyhold 3. Obs.
1502 Bury Wills (1850) 94 All my londs..w' all ther ap-

portenents, ffree and copy. 1523 Fitzherb. Snrv. 13 b,
Bothe charter lande and copye lande. 1538 Bury Wills
136 The copye close. 1598 T. Bastard Chrcstol. (1880) 88
Copie land, and after a freeholds 1639 Bury Wills (1850)
174 All those my lands, both copy and free.

C. Comb., as + copy-clerk, a copying clerk, a
scribe

; copy-head, copy-line, the line of writing
placed at the head of the page of a copy-book to
be imitated by the pupil

; copy-holder, a clasp
for holding printer's copy while being set up

;

copy-land, see B. 2
; copy-purchaser, one who

purchases a MS. for press
;
copy-slip, a slip of

paper on which a writing-copy is written (cf.

copy-head). See also Copy-book, -hold, -money.
^
1623 Lisle /F.lfric on O. % N. T. Pref. 5 The Latino
Copy-clarke. .hath enfarced these words. 1862 Athenxum

30 Aug. 279 ' There is nothing ' (as the "copy-head says)
' which is denied to well-directed labour '. 1877 Daily News
5 Oct. 5/2 The great adage is current in copyheads. 1843
Mrs. Carlvle Lett. 1. 209 As the *copy-line says, ' procras-
tination is the root of all evil '. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic.{i-j-jo)
IV. xcii. io3 His importance among the 'copy-purchasers in
town. 1865 Pall Mall G. 22 May 1 To go to the country with
the cry of Church and Queen. .. this kind of*copyslip policy.

Copy (kjrpi), v.i Forms : see the sb. [a. F.
copier, ad. med.L. copidre to transcribe, f. copia:
see Copy sb.~\

1. trans. To make a copy of (a writing) ; to
transcribe {from an original).
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls! VII. 69 Gerebertus hadde

l-write and i-copied al this philosofres bookes. 11425
Hampole's Psalter Mctr. Pref. 49 Copyed has this Sauter
ben of yuel men of lollardry. c 1490 Promp. Parv. 92
(MS. K) Copyyn, eopio. 1683 Salmon Doron Med. 11. 523A Physician coppied it from the original letter. 1776 Trial
Nundocomar^li Malta Rajah had Did me copy the papers.
1796 H. Hunter It. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 126, I
copy it from the writings of M. de Villers. 1875 JoWETT
Plato (ed. 2> V. 4 Philippus . . copied them [the Laws] out
of the waxen tablets.

b. with out (fforth, \over).
1563 Nowell in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 20, I have

caused it to be coopied out ageine. 1595 Shaks. Jehu v. ii.

1 Let this be coppied out, And keepe it safe for our remem-
brance. 1611 Bible Prop. xxv. 1 Prouerbes of Solomon,
which the men of Hezekiah. .copied out. 1663 in Picton
L'poolMunic. Ree. (1883I I. 332Tyme for coppying forth of
the same. 1751 Eliza Heywood Betsy Thoughtless II. 141
She. .got one. .to copy it [this letter] over. 1881 J. Russell
Ilaigs i. 21 [He] has copied it out in full.

2. To make a copy of (a picture, or other work
of art) ; also to reproduce or represent (an object)
in a picture or other work of art.

1604 Shaks. Oth. in. iv. 190, I like the worke well. .

I

would haue it coppied. 1655 E. Terry Voy. E. India 135
They are excellent at Limning, and will coppie out any
picture they see to the life. 1719 J. Richardson Art Crit.
153 He that works by Invention or the Life, endeavouring
to Coppy Nature . . makes an Original. Ibid. 174 If a
Larger Picture be Coppied. 1827 Genii. Mag. XCVII. 11.

580 Columns of the Corinthian order, .copied from the
Choragic monument of Lysicrates. 1847 Emerson Repr.
Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I. 302 The potters copied his
[Socrates'] ugly face on their stone jugs.

3. fig. To make or form an imitation of (any-
thing) ; to imitate, reproduce, follow.
1647 Crashaw Poems 139 Could she [nature] in all her

births but copy thee, a 1667 Cowley Ess. Grealness~Wks.
125 An Ode of Horace, not exactly copy'd, but rudely
imitated. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 164 § 4 When the
original is well chosen and judiciously copied, the imitator
often arrives at excellence. 1785 Cowper Tiroc. 649 A wish
to copy what he must admire, a 1828 D. Stewart Wks.
(1854) I. 35 We copy instinctively the voices of our com-
panions.

fb. with out {fig. from 1 b, 2). Obs.
1649 Lovelace Poems (1864) 103 Mightiest monarchs..

May coppy out their proudest, richest looke. 016*1 J. Smith
Set. Disc. ix. i. (1821) 409 God hath copied out himselfin all
created being. 1691 Dryden K. Arthur (J.) To copy out
their great forefathers' fame.
4. absol. or intr.
1680 Hickeringill Meroz 33 He will neither coppy after

Christ, nor St. Paul. 1699 Bentley Phal. Pref. 105 Those
that^ copy after his Adversaries in their infamous way of
writing, a 1700 Dryden (J.), When a painter copies from
the life. 1730 A. Gordon Maffefs Amphith. 192 An end
put to Authors copying from one another. 1772 Priestley
Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 395 They must have had an original to
copy after. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art ii. (1868) 125 No
painter who is worth a straw ever will copy.

t Copy, z\2 Obs. [? related to coppy, Coppice
;

cf. also Copse z>.i]

1530 Palsgr. 498/2, I copy or close in, fcnclos, orje copie.

Copyable : see Copiaele.

Co'py-book. [f. Copy sb. + Book sbi]

+ 1. A book containing copies of documents,
accounts, etc. Obs.

J557 Order ofHospitalts F vij, The Thresorers accompt-
booke and the Thresorers privat Coppie-book all made in.

.

time for the Audite. 1660 Willsford Scales Comm. 206
Books usually kept in great Merchants Accounts. . . A
Copy-book of charges at home, or Forreign accounts, .with
a breviate of Receipts or Acquittances.

COPYING.

2. A book in which copies are written or printed
for pupils to imitate.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 42 Faire as a text B. in a
Coppie booke. 1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. iv. (1627) 30 In-
stead of setting of copies, .let every one have a little copie
booke fastened to the top of his writing booke. 1657
Cocker (title) A Copy Book of Fair Writing. 1762 Borlas'
111 Phil. Trans. LII. 510 Another part of the same flash.

'

tore and dispersed the copy-books of the scholars. 1885
J. Payn Talk of Town 1. 41 Words ofwisdom, but. .cut and
dried, like proverbs from a copy-book. Mod. Vere Foster's
Drawing Copy-books.

b. atlrib. (Applied allusively to maxims of a
conventional or commonplace character.)
1848 Kingsley Saint's Tragedy 11. x, A few copy-book-

headings about benevolence, and industry, and independ-
ence. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb A> Flmu I. 4 Well provided with
stores of copy-book morality. 1886 J. K. Jerome Idle
Thoughts (ed. 58) 28 It is easy to recite copy-book maxims
against its [vanity's] sinfulness.

Copyd, obs. f. Coped.
Copye, Copyer, obs. ff. Coppice, Copy, Copier.
Copyhold (kp-piht?'ild). Law. For forms see
Copy sb. [f. Copy sb. 5 + Hold : cf. freehold.']
1. A kind of tenure in England of ancient origin :

tenure of lands being parcel of a manor, ' at the
will of the lord according to the custom of the
manor

', by copy of the manorial court-roll (see
Copy sb. 5).

1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 4 § 1 Lands and Tenements
holden by Custom of Manor, commonly called Copyhold.
1493 Newminstcr Carta/. (187S) 195 Which y- said Alexandr'
helde be copy holde of y riall & noble Raufe Erie off
Westmorlande. 1551 Crowley Pleas, f) Payne 471 Let the
pore man haue and enioye The house he had bycopyeholde,
1641 Termes de la Ley S4 Copyhold is a tenure for which
the Tenaunt hath nothing to shew but the copies of the
Rolles made by the Steward of his Lords Court. 1765
BlaCKSTOKE Comm. (1778) I. 21S The queen is of ability to
purchase lands, and to convey them, to make leases, to grant
copyholds, and do other acts of ownership, without the con-
currence of her lord. 1848 Wharton Laio Lex., Copyhold,
a base tenure^ founded upon immemorial custom and usage
. .Because this tenure derives its whole force from custom,
the lands must have been demisable by copy of court roll
from time immemorial. . No copyhold estate can. .be created
at the present day. 1875 Maim-: Hist. Inst. i. 7 A rule of
which there are plain traces in our English law of copyhold.

b. fig.
1641 Milton Reform. 11. (1851)58 Set free.. from the meere

vassalage and Copy-hold of the Clergie. a 1659 Cleveland
Gen. Poems (1677) 69 T' enjoy a Copyhold of Victory. ^1713
Kllkoou Antobiog. (1765) 17 What he said did touch . . my
Father's (religious) Copy-hold, as the Phrase is.

2. An estate held by this tenure ; a copyhold
estate.

a 1529 Skelton Agst. Seolles 125 Wks. (1843) I. 186 Ye
bare yourselfe somwhat to bold, Therfore ye lost your
copyehold. 1618 Raleigh Maxims St. (1651) 58 To pro-
vide that the richer men place in their Farms and Coppie-
holds, such decayed Citizens. 1846 M'Culloch Ace. Brit.
Empire (1S54) II. 173 The lord of a manor, in which there
are copyholds, .holds a distinct court for that species of
tenants, for the purpose both of determining pleas of land
between them and for the alienation of their copyholds.
1884 Gladstone in Standard 29 Feb. 2/5 By the voter in
respect to property I mean the man who votes in respect to
freehold, copyhold, or leasehold.

3. attrib. or adj. Held by copyhold
; relating to

or of the nature of copyhold.
1511-2 [see Copyholder]. 1527 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V.

235 All my Iandes, as well copiehold as freehold. 1677
Yarranton Eng. Improz>. 27 The Mannor of Taunton Dean
in Somersetshire is. .but a Copy-hold Mannor. 1765 Black-
stone Comm. Introd. § 3 (1778) 75 The special and particular
customs of manors, .which bind all the copyhold and cus-
tomary tenants that hold of the said manors. 1846 M'Culloch
Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 450 Copyhold estates are held
of a subject as part of a royalty, honour, or manor, and are
liable to fines on account ofdeaths, transfers, and other such
circumstances, according to the customs of the royalty,
honour, or manor of which they form a part. 1876 Digby
Real Prop. v. § 6. 257 note, Land held by copyhold tenure is

always parcel of, and included in, a manor.

Copyholder 1 (k^pih^ldar). [f. Copy si. 5
+ Holder; = ' holder by copy '.] One who holds
an estate in copyhold.
1511-2 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 18 Custumarye and Copie-

holders tenauntes of eny Copyeholde londes holden at
wylle of the Lorde. 1523 Fitzherb. Surp. 14 These maner
of copye holders haue an estate of enherytaunce, after the
custome of the maner, yet haue they no franke tenement.,
and therfore they be called tenantes of base tenure, a 1626
Bacon Max. A> Use Com. Law (1635) 37 Being in truth
bondmen at the beginning, but having obtained freedome of
their persons, and gained a custome by use of occupying
their lands, they now are called Coppy-holders. 1777
Sheridan Trip Scarb. v. ii, What's your name? Come,
are you a freeholder or a copyholder? 1876 Digby Real
Prop. v. § 6. 256 The authorised copy of the entry on the
rolls of the court delivered to the tenant is his muniment
of title, and gives him his name of 'copyholder'.

Copy-holder - : see Copy sb. C.

Co'pyholding, vbl. sb. rare. Tenure by copy.
1887 Pall Mall G. 14 Feb. ir/t Serfdom was turned into

copyholding.

Copying (Vpi|irj), vbl. sb. [see -ING '.]

1. The action of the verb Copy', q.v.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Doublement (Tescrip.
ture, a copying out of a writing. 1712 Addison Sped. No.
543 f 5 Those more numerous Copyings, which are found
among the Vessels of the same Body. 1812 R. H in Ex.
aminer 25 May 327/2 Faithful copyings of nature.
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2. attrib. and Comb., esp. of appliances for

copying writing by some transfer process, as

in copying-book, -ink, -machine (first patented in

1780 by James Watt), -paper, -pencil\ -press ; also

copying-instrument, an instrument for copying

outlines etc. ;
copying-lathe (see quot. 1889)

;

copying-ribbon, a ribbon used in a type-writing

machine, when a duplicate copy is taken ; copy-

ing-telegraph, a telegraphic apparatus by which,

a written message being placed in the transmitter,

a copy of it is produced in the receiver on the

passage of the current.

1813 Jas. Watt & Co. Direct, for using Patent Copying
Machine 6 A bottle of copying ink . . To prepare the Copy-
ing Paper. 1879 Print. Trades Jml. xxix. 36 Press Copy-
ing-books have an unlucky knack ofcoming to pieces. 1882

Watts Diet. Chem, III. 271 Copying-inks.—Inks for this

purpose must be rather thick, not dry too quickly, and
soften when moistened again, without becoming too fluid.

1889 B. Matheson Aid Bk. (ed. 2) 680 Copying-lathes are

those in which the shape is given to the article operated

on.

Co'pying, a. [see -nro -.] That copies
;

engaged in transcription, as in copying clerk.

1876 Gladstone Synchr. Homer 56, I deny that the Poet
is but the copying clerk of the actual world. 1882 l»ts.\Nr

Remit ofAlan xiv. 346 They were chiefly turned into copy-

ing-clerks, the lowest and the meanest of all handicrafts.

Copyism (kfrpi|iz*m). [f. Copy sb. or v. +
-ism.] The practice of copying or imitating ; an

instance of such practice. (Usually contemptuous.)
1814 IIyron Wks, 11832* III. 70 If there be any copyism,

it must be in the two poems, where the same versification

is adopted. 1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. I. II. vi. i. § 27 The
meanest and most ignorant copyism of vulgar details.

Copyist (kfvpi.ist). [A modification of the

earlier ConsT, brought into more obvious relation

to Copy v.] One who copies or imitates ; esp. one

whose occupation is to transcribe documents.
1699 Bektlky Phal. 475 An Error of the Copyists.

1725-27 Blackwall Sacr. Class. II. 217 (T.) The first may
be ascribed to the copyist's haste, negligence, or ignorance.

1756 J. Wartos Ess. Pof>e I. 9 (T. I No original writer ever

remained so unrivalled by succeeding copyists, as [Theo-
critus]. 1762-71 H.Wali'ole V'ertuc's A need. Paint. (1786)

V. 36 A faithfull copyist of ancient buildings, tombs, and
prospects. 1813 T. Jkffkrson Writ. (1830) IV. 210 Except-

ing England and her copyist, the United States, there is

not a nation .. which tolerates a paper circulation. 1875
Scrivener Lect. Grk. Test. 5 Some of the original words or

letters will have been mistaken by the copyist.

Copy-land : see Copy sb. 11. 2.

+ Co'py-money. Obs. Money paid to an
author for his manuscript, or for copyright. (Cf.

Copy sb. 9 b.)

1708 Hbabmi Collect. 13 Nov., What prospect is there of

a bookseller for Uarnabas, and on what proposals for copy-

money and copies? 1782 J. Wakton £0. Pope II. xiv. 401

In the year 1722, he received of a bookseller 120/ for copy-

money. 1837 Lockhakt Scott xi, A scale of book-selling

transactions measured by which the largest editions and
copy-monies of his own early days appeared insignificant.

Copynere, var. of Cor-KNEit Obs., paramour.

Copyntanke : see Copintank.
Copyose, -ous, etc., obs. ff. Copious.
Copyr, obs. f. Copper.

Copyright (k^rpireit), sb. (a.) [f. Copy sb, +
KlflHT sb,]

1. The exclusive right given by law for a certain

term of years to an author, composer, designer,

etc. (or his assignee), to print, publish, and sell

copies of his original work.
1767 Hlackstone Comm. II. 407 Much may also be col-

lected from the several legislative recognitions ofcopyrights.
179.x Boswell Johnson an. 1748, A considerable deduction
from the price stipulated to be paid for the copyright. 1832
Daubach Econ. Manuf. xxxiii. (ed. 3) 361 The law of Copy-
right, is, in some measure allied to that of patents. 1875
Jevons Money (1878) 166 We have international copy-
right.

2. attrib. or adj. Protected by copyright ; not

allowed by law to be printed or copied except by
permission of the author, designer, etc.

1881 Athenxnm 19 Feb. 257/1 There is to be no export of

English editions of copyright books to the United States.

3. Comb.
1791 Lackinc;ton Mem. (1792) 347 So blind were copy-

right-holders to their own interest.

Co*pyright, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
secure copyright for; to protect by copyright.

1878 K. Jenkins Haverholmc 191 It had Indeed been sug-
gested that the oath should !>e registered and copyrighted
for their exclusive use. 1887 Atheturum 7 May. 609/3 The
number of books copyrighted in the United States last year
was 11,124.

Hence Co-pyrighted ///. a., Copyrighting1 vbL
sb. ; Copyrigfhter, one who 'copyrights'.
i860 C. Reade 8M Commandtn. 217 Copyrighted plays.

1888 Scot. Leader 14 June 4 Copyrighted English literature

for the American market. 1891 M. D. Conway in Athenaeum
21 Mar. 377/1 It is difficult to see any objection to the use
of the copyrighter's trade-mark.

Copys, obs. f. Coppice, Cops.

Co*pywise
f
adv. rare. In the way or after

the manner of copy.
1709 Strype Ann. Kef. [. xi. 138 Some, .affirmed, that it

past not above twenty sheets of paper copywist*.

I Coque (tyk), sb, [a. F. coque shell, in same
senses : but in 1 associated with L. coccum.]

+ 1. Bot. One of the carpels of a dry fruit ; a
Coccus. Obs,
1821 S. F. Gray Nat, Arrangem. Brit. Plants 199 Coque,

Coccum, a cell that opens elastically. Ibid. 639 Lavaretia
. .Coques many, one-seeded.

2. Millinery. A small loop of ribbon formed

by joining and attaching the two ends, used in

trimming.

t Coque, v. Obs. [ad. L. coqnere to cook,

digest, concoct.] trans. To digest.

1615 Crooke Body of Man 116 For the receyuing of the

meat to be coqued for the whol body.

II Coquelicot (ko'klik*). [Fr. ; the name ofthe

Red Poppy, and hence of its colour.] The colour

of the common Red Poppy, a brilliant red with

an admixture of orange. Also attrib. or as adj.

1795 Hull Advertiser 26 Dec. 3/1 I^ady Melbourne has
introduced the fashion of brown stockings with coquelicot

clocks. 1798 Jane Austen Lett. (1884) I. 177 Coquelicot Is

to be all the fashion this winter. 1837 T, Hook Jack Brag
vi, Directly did there flit before his eyes coquelicot bonnets,

striped parasols, buff boots. 1884 Cassetl's Earn. Mag.
May 371/1 The fashionable Coquelicot, or poppy shade.

T Coqueluche. Obs. Also 7 -luch(e)o. [a.

F. coqueluche hood, etc. (obs. It. cocolluccio, f. co-

collo, L. cucttllits hood, cowl), applied orig. to a kind

of grippe or epidemic catarrh, for which patients

covered their heads with a coqueluche.'] A name
given in the 16th c. to an epidemic catarrh, and
afterwards to hooping-cough.
161 1 Cotgr. . Coqueluche . . also the Coquelucheo, or new

disease ; which troubled the French about the yeares 1510,

and 1557; aud vs but a while agoe. 1706 Phillips <ed.

Kersey, Coquelucho a kind of violent Cough. 1736
Bailey Ifousch. Diet. 200 Co<jueluche a cough which most
frequently siezes young children, .as soon as it siezes them,
they fall into fits, and are all in a muck sweat, and several

have died of it for want of present relief. 1749 T. Short
Chronol. Hist. Air, etc.. The disease called Coccoluche, or

Coccolucio (because the sick wore a cap or covering close

all over their heads) came from the island Melite in Africa.

1871 Sir T. Watson Prime. $ Pract. Med. (ed. 5) U. 68
It [hooping-cough] has received a variety of names : chin-

cough; kink-hoast
;
coqueluche.

Coquerie, -rye, obs. f. Cookkry.
Coques, obs. form of Coax.
Coquet (k<?ke*t), a. and sb. 1 [a. F. coquet, orig.

sb., mm. of coq cock, in reference to the strutting

gait and amorous characteristics of the cock ; hence
' a beau \ and in the fern, coquette * a belle

1

; also as

adj. 'forward, wanton, gallant': cf. Cock
also Cockish, Cocky a., and Cocket a., which is

prob. the same word in an earlier stage of meaning.

Tn later use, the adjective in English became
inseparably blended with the attributive use of the

sb., to which also it became entirely assimilated in

sense. The sb. was, as in Fr., formerly used of

both sexes, and in both spelt coquet ; but in the

iSth c. the fern, became coquette after Fr., and the

masculine became obsolete.]

A. adj. [+ 1. -Cocky : sec Cockkt a. Obs.]

+ 2. Amorously forward or familiar. Obs.

1708 Brit. Apollo I. No. 2. 11/2 A gentleman, a Friend of
hcr's, is always very Coquet to her in his drink, and never
so at other times: because folly is the effect of drunkenness.

1711 Wentworth Papers (18821214 Her Grace of Shrcwsbcry
is now very coquet with Lord Ashburnham.

3. Having or showing the disposition of a co-

quette ; coquettish ; said of persons or their actions.

1697 Vanbrugh Relapse B> i, A lady may (with the Ex-
pence of a few Coquet Glances) lead twenty fools about in

a string for two or three years together. 170a Eng. Tkeo-
phrast. 274 The greatest miracle love can work is to cure a
coquet humour. 1769 Mrs. Brooke Hist. E. Montague
(1784) I. iv. 23 They [Canadian ladies] are gay, coquet, and
sprightly ; more gallant than sensible. 1861 W. H. Russell
in Times 10 July, Some women dressed ns ' vivandicres',

minus the coquet air and the trousers and boots of those
ladies. 1869 Mrs. Palliser Lace xxv. 299 More coquet
than a woman.

b. trans/, of things.

1762-71 H. Wali-ole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (17S6) IV.
280 On the piers of a garden-gate not far from Paris I ob-

served two very coquet sphinxes. 1867 J. Macgrkgor Voy.

Alone (1868) 129 Steamers of all shapes .. with flags often

exceedingly coquet.

+ B. so. I. A man who from vanity or selfish

motives aims at making himselfgenerally attractive

to the other sex ; amale flirt; a ' lady-killer*. Obs.

1696 Phillips, Co</uct, an Amorous Courtier, one that

makesit his business to cause himself lobe belov'd, and gain
the love of Women. 1718 Gay Begg. Op. in. Wks. (1772* 123

The coquets of both sexes arc self-lovers, and that is a love

no other what ever can dispossess. 173a Mrs. Delany ^4 wrtf-

biog. Corr. (1861) I. 362 My brother is playing the coquet
among the belles on Tunbridge walks. Cf. Coquette i c.

2. The common earlier form of Coquette, q.v.

t Coquet, sb.2 Obs. rare. [f. Coquet v.] An
act or ' piece ' of coquetry.

1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) V. 188 When Men whine too
much in wooing, Women with like Coquets use them.

Coquet, var. of Cocket jM
Coquet, coquette (k*?ke*t), v. [a. F. co-

\

qucte-r {it coquette) , f. coquet; see Coquet a, and sb.*

The dictionaries have the present tense as coquet,

which seems to be the spelling of all the earlier

quots. ; but some modern writers spell it coquette,

like the sb.]

I. intr. 'To act the lover* (J.); to practise

coquetry, to flirt with. (Formerly used of both
sexes, now only of a woman.) + To coquet it : to

play the coquette.
1701 Farquhar Sir H. Wildair in. i, See how they

cocquet it ! Oh ! there's a look ! there's a simper ! there's

a squeeze for you ! 1713 Swift Cadcnus <y V., PhillLs . . I

saw coquetting, .with that odious knight. 174a Fielding

J. Andrews iv. ix, He then., turned about to coquet it with
Fanny. 179a Mary Wollstonecr. Rights Wont. v. 180 At
the age of ten or eleven . . girls began to coquet. 1806-7 J-
Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xvm. viii. 148 Another
courtly Charmer, hypocritically modest, coquettes under
the tatters of a Gipsy. 1881 Besant & Rice Ckafl. Eleet

II. 167, I could not coquet with other men.

fi&* *839 Loncf. Hyperion 1. vi, How the wanton,
treacherous air coquets with the old greybeard trees. 1859
Kingsley Misc. (i860) II. 254 Those fantastic clouds which
are coquetting with your thrones.

1 2. trans. ' To treat with an appearance of

amorous tenderness p (I.) ; to flirt with. Obs.

1725 Swift Let. 26 Nov., You coquetting a maid of honour.

17*9 — Grand Question Debated 167 He caught me
one morning coquetting his wife. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to

Com/. 11. Wks. (Globe) 656/2 Stage-airection, She follows,

coquetting him to the back scene. — Epil. Wks. 1806 II.

445 Talks loud, coquets the guests, and scolds the waiters,

3. intr. {trans/.) To dally, trifle, or toy with (a

matter or proposal}.
1780 Mad. D'Arblay Diary June, Miss W begged

her to sing us a French song. She coquetted, but Mrs.
Kiggs. .insisted upon her obedience. 1796 I : . Fitzwilliam
in Burke's Corr. (1844) rV. 357 He made war to gain a duke,
and he coquetted with peace to retain a county member.
18x4 Sir K. Wilson Diary II. 299 We have lost precious
time in coquetting about his recognition, if we are to ac-

knowledge him king at the last. 1834, Medwin Angler in
Uralcs II. 155, I was at last coquetted with to retire from the
service. 1876 Lecky Eng. iSthC. II. ix, Lady Townshend
for a time coquetted with Methodism as with Popery.

4. To play with (a horse), by pretending to let

him have his way.
1863 Thornbury True as Steel I. 150 Robert . . maintain-

ing a perfect seat, coquetted with his fiery chesnut horse, to

the delight of the multitude.

Hence Coque'tting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1719 D'Urfey Pills II. 241 Pox on Town Cheatings, Jilts

and Coquettings. 1795 Burke Th. Scarcity Wks. VII. 596
To take advantage of the fortunate fugitive moment in this

coquetting climate of ours. 1861 T. A. Trollope La Beata
I I, xiv. 1 10 There was a long coquetting consultation atxmt
how it should be worn. 1891 R. Zimmermann in Athen.rum
4 July 20/3 An exclusive section of society, enfeebled by re-

fined sensuality and absurd coquetting with culture.

Coquetoon (tykat/Tn). [Native name.] A small

West African antelope {Cephalophus ru/tlatus,

Gray).
1846 Gray in Ann. fif Mag. N. H. XVI II. 166. Also in

Brit. Mus. Cat.

Coquetry (kJ'ikttri). Forms: 7 coquetterie,

-queterie, 7-8 -quettery, -quettry, 8- coquetry,
[a. F. coquetterie (not in Cotgr.), f. coquetcr to

CoquET.]
1. The action or behaviour of a coquette ; the

use of arts intended to excite the admiration or

love of the opposite sex, without any intention of

responding to the feelings awakened.
At its first adoption used more in the earlier F. sense of

pretty or attractive pcrtness in women.
1656 Ulount Gtossogr., Coquetterie (Fr.), the prattle or

twattle of a pert Gossip or Minx. 1673 S. C. Art ofCorn*
Plaisance 135 This pretty gossiping humour in women the

French calf by the name of Coqueterie. 16^7 Vaniircgh
Prov. Wife 1. 1, Coquettry is one of the main ingredients in

the natural composition of a woman, a 1704 T.Bmwm Sat.

Woman Wks. 1730 I. 54 In vain your eyes with coquetry
you arm. 17M Gay Poems (1745) II. 22 Yet let not us their

loose coquett'ry blame, Women of every nation are the

same. 1818 Scott Rob Roy v, If there was any coquetry in

the action, it was well disguised by the careless indifference

of her manner. 1865 Dickens Mut. fr. m. ix, Hella's

colour deepened over the little piece of coquetry she was
checked in.

b. (with a and //.) A coquettish act.

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xiv, I was guilty of a thou-

sand ridiculous coquetries. 1755 Kliz. Montagu Left. I II.

320 An old batchelor and an old maid after twenty coquet-

teries, promising eternal love and constancy. 1873 Black
Pr. Thule xvi. 262 The boy. .mimicked the shy coquetries

of the girl.

2. fig. Coquetting with questions, parties, etc.,

without seriously espousing them.
1770 Junius Lett. xli. 212 There was much coquetry be-

tween the court and the attorney general. 1830 IVIsraeli

Chas. /, III. iv. 53 There was a good deal of political

coquetry in the patriotic independence of. . Wentworth.

3. trans/. Attractive prcttiness, winsomcness as

the result of art.

1864 I>. G. Mitchell Sev. Stor. 249 What a charming
coquetry in the sheep and shepherdesses of Wattcau. 1873

Drowning Red Cott. Nt.*cap 667 The house-front . . one

coquetry Of coloured brick and carved stone !

II Coque'tta. In Coquclla bark, name of a

non-officinal bark obtained from Cinchona land-

/olia.

1878 in Syd. Soc. Lex.



COQUETTE. 981 CORACO-

Coquette (kike*), sb. Forms : (7 cocket), 7-8
coquet, 8 cocquet, 7- coquette, [a. F. coquette,

fern, of coquet Coquet. Formerly spelt coquet,

like the masculine : so found even in 19th c, but

coquette was occasional before 1720, and usual after

1740. The stress on the second syllable is found

about 1700.]

1. A woman (more or less young), who uses arts

to gain the admiration and affection of men, merely

for the gratification of vanity or from a desire of

conquest, and without any intention of responding

to the feelings aroused ; a woman who habitually

trifles with the affections of men ; a flirt.

In early use the notion ranged widely from gallantry*,

wantonness, or immodesty, to pretty pertness.

a. i6n Cotgr., Coquette, a prattling or proud gossip; a
frisking or fliperous minx ; a cocket. 1678 Otway Friend-
ship tn F. 1. 1. 3 A perfect Coquet, very affected, and some-
thing old. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Cocquet . . also a
wanton Girl that speaks fair to several Lovers at once.

1708 Prior Turtle $ Sparrow 295 A meer Cocquet, or such
I thought her. 1720 Gay Poems (17451 II. 83 False are the

loose Coquet's inveigling airs. 1790 Cath. Graham Lett.

Educ. 221 A coquet commonly finds her own perdition, in

the very flames which she raises to consume others. 1829
Lytton Devereux B, ii, Amorously eyeing the pretty coquet.

ft. 1669 Dryden Ev. Love in. i, One of the greatest

Coquettes in Madrid. 1712-4 Pope Rape Lock I. 88 Instruct

the Eyes of young Coquettes to roll. 1742 Fielding J. An-
drews III. iii. 85 If it was possible for a Coquette to love. 1761
Churchill Night Poems I. 88 Coquettes no more pursue
the jilting plan. 1837 Lytton £. Maltrav. 65, I am no
heartless coquette. 1885 Girfs Own Paper Jan. 199/2 A
coquette is a young lady of more beauty than sense.

b. fig. or transf.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) L 239 Pleasure is an errant

coquet, flying those who court her most servilely, and
showing herself most gracious to those who bear the greatest
indifference towards her. 1822 Shelley Fragm. Moon i,

Bright wanderer, fair coquette of heaven.

c. Male coquette : = Coquet B. i.

1770 Monthly Rev. 72 One ofthose Narcissus-like, or Lady-
like, gentlemen, called a male-coquet. 1776 Ann. Reg.
37/1 Dr. Rundle was a kind of male coquette. 1779 Mrs.
Thrale in Mad. D'Arblay Diary Feb., I often say Dr.
Burney is the most of a male coquet of any man I know.
1793 Eliza Parsons Woman as she should be III. 77
1 here is nothing more deserving reprehension . . than a male
coquette.

2. A genus of crested humming-birds. [F. coquet

masc, made coquette in English.]

[1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 273/1 s. v. Trochilidse, 27th
Race, the Fops (Coquets).] 1866 Argyll Reign Law v.

(ed. 4) 246 One of the most . . beautiful of all the tribe is com-
prised within the genus Lophornis, or the 4 Coquettes

3. attrib. and Comb.
a. attrih. or as adj. (Not distinguishable from

Coquet a. 3.) Having the air of a coquette

;

coquettish.

1743 Fielding Wedding-day iv. ix, A few coquette airs

of youth and gaiety. 1751 Eliza Heywqob Betsy Thought-
less II. 219 Every little coquette air we give ourselves [will]

lessen the value of our charms. 1865 Pall Mall G. 24 Apr. 3
The forest of Soignies . . if not as coquette, fully as enjoyable
as the famous ' Bois' itself. 1867 Musgrave Nooks Old
France II. 209 Picturesque and coquette as ever their [mills']

wasp-like waists were.

b. Comb., ^coquette-like adj.; + coquette-patch,
a patch for the face.

1705 Vanbrugh Confed. n, i, Araminta, before she can
come abroad, is so long a placing her coquet-patch, that I

must be a year without company. 1760G0LDSM. Cit. World
Ixx, Coquet like, she flies from her close pursuers. 1864
Tennyson Hcndecasyllabics, As some rare little rose .. or
half coquette-like Maiden.
Coquette v., Coquetting : see Coquet v.

Coquettish. (koke'tif), a. Also 8 -quetish.

[f. Coquette + -ish.] Like or of the nature of a

coquette ; of or characterized by coquetry.

1702 Eng. Theophrast. 29 A Coquetish Humour is an
Irregularity, or Debauchery of the Mind. 1792 Mary
Wollstonecr. Rights Worn. v. 195 Her dress is extremely
modest in appearance, and yet very coquettish in fact. 1845
Lu. Campbell CItancellors (1857) I » xcv. 294 He then
paid court to a coquettish young widow. 1859 Geo. Eliot
A. Bede 70 Hetty tossed and patted her pound of butter
with quite a self-possessed, coquettish air.

b. Comb., as coquettish-looking, etc.

1869 Miss Braddon Lady's Mile \, A pretty, coquettish-

looking girl.

Coquettishly (koke-tijli), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly -.J In a coquettish manner ; with the air of a

coquette.

1785 Sarah Fielding Ophelia X, xxvi, A nun coquetishly
frisky. 1859 Jephson Brittany iii. 28 A coquettishly dressed
young lady. 1881 C. Gibbon Heart's Problem x. (1884) 141
He somewhat grave, she glancing coquettishly at him.

Coquieide. nonce-wd. [f. L. coqu-us cook +
-ctde.] The killing of a cook.
1870 Dasent Ann. Eventful Life (ed. 4)1. 139 Aunanimous

verdict of^Justifiable Coquieide.

Co-quicken: see Co- pre/. I.

II Coquilla (k*#MQ. [app. Sp. or Pg., dim.
of coca shell : cf. F. coquille shell of nuts, almonds,
etc. ; cf. Coquillo.] In Coquilla-nut, the nut of
the Brazilian palm-tree, Attalea funifera, the thick

hard shell of which is much used by turners.

1851 E. Forbes Veg. World 11. in Art Jrnl. Illust. Cat.,
The Coquilla nut of commerce, so much used for similar pur-

VOL. II.

poses with the vegetable ivory, and especially for the handles
I of canes and umbrellas. i860 Oliver Elem. Sot. 11. (1872)

254 Coquilla nuts. .The endocarp is the part used by turners
1

to make toys and trinkets.

II
Coquillage (kokziya-g). [Fr. ; f. coquille

I

shell : see Cockle and -aok.] A shellfish, mollusc.
1851 Eraser's Mag. XLIII. 268 The buccini and other co-

|

quillages on which they fed. Ibid, XLI V. 444 The different

! sorts of ' coquillage ', which are included in this ' sea-fruit ',

||
Coquillo (k<?kz'ly0). [Sp. coquillo, Pg. co-

\

quilho, dim. of coco coco-nut.] The Physic nut,

j

Curcas purgans, a native of tropical America, the

J

seeds of which yield an oil used as a purgative.
[d 1622 R. Hawkins Voy. (1878) 133 In the kingdome of

1 Chile, and in Brasill, is another kinde.. which they call

i
coquillos, and are as big as wal-nuts.] 1851 Exhibition

\
Catal. II. 1430 {Mexico) A bottle of oil, called oil of coquillo,

is also exhibited.

Coquimbite (Iwkrmbait). A/in. [Named
1 841, from Coquimbo, a province of Chili, where
originally found : see -ite.] A native ferric sul-

1 phate, of a white, yellowish, or brown colour,

found chiefly in parts of South America; native

White Copperas.
1844 Algek Phillips' Min. 369.

Coquimbo owl : see Owl.

||
Coquina (kckrna). [Sp. coquina (Minsheu

I

1623) shell-fish, cockle, deriv. of OSp. coca = F.

: coque:—L. *cocca, by-form of concha mussel,

shell.] A soft whitish rock of recent formation

in the West Indies and Florida (where it is used

I as a building material), made up of fragments of

1 marine shells united by a calcareous cement.
1883 Pall Mall G. 20 Oct. 5/1 St. Augustine [Florida], a

still older settlement, .[with its] white coquina walls, quaint
Peninsular houses with hanging balconies, etc.

f Coquinate, v. Obs.~° [f. ppl. stem of L.

I

coqutndre to cook, f. coquin-us a.d]., f, coquus cook.]

*To play the cook* (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

So Coquina'tion * a dressing, or Cooking of

meat' (Phillips 1658).

t C0C|ui*nery. Obs. rare, [a, F. coquincrie,

I

f. coqutn rogue, knave.] Roguery, knavery.
C1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode in. xxii. (1869) 147 This hand

heere is cleped coquinerie.

II Coquito (kokrttf). [Sp. ; dim. of coco coco-

, nut.] A palm tree, jubma spectabilis, a native of
! Chili, from the sap of which the palm-honey of

;

the Chilians is obtained. Also Coquito nut, palm.
[1858 Hogg Veg. Kingd. 762 Jubsea spectabilis is a native

! of Chili, where' it is called Coquito.] 1866 Treas. Bot.

639/1 The Coquito Palm, .is very abundant in central Chili

. . the fruit is roundish or egg-shaped, and has a thick fibrous

;

husk, enclosing a hard one-seeded nut which has three
; small pores at the bottom. 1871 J. Smith Domestic Bot. 147

I
Coquito Nut. .In habit it is similar to the Date Palm.

Coquo, obs. form of Coco.

Coquylle, obs. f. Cockle sb.2
,
mollusc, shell.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. XV. iv, Men may finde . . in the
; montaynes the coquylles and shellys of fysshlS that somtyme
! swame in the see.

II Cor 1 (kpi). [Heb. -13 kor lit. 'round vessel*,

!

adapted by LXX. as xupos, Vulgate corns, chorus,

[

whence in Wyclif (also chore, choore) andRhem-
ish.] A Hebrew and Phoenician measure ofcapacity.

I the same that was in earlier times called the

homer, containing ten ephahs or baths = about

q£ bushels (liquid) or 8 bushels (dry measure).

1388 Wyclif Luke xvi. 7 An hundrid coris [1382 mesuris]
: of whete. 1609 Bible (Douay) Ezek. xlv. 11 That the bat

j

may take the tenth part of a core, and the ephi the tenth

part of a core. i6ix Bible ibid., Ye shall offer the tenth

part of a bath out of the cor, which is an homer often baths.

1876 tr. Keifs Ezek. II. 330 The cor is not mentioned in the

j

preceding words, nor does it occur in the Mosaic law. It

is another name for the homer which is met for the first

1 time in the writings of the Captivity.

tCor 2
. Obs. Also cor-flsh. Salt cod, salt fish as

distinguished from dry or stock-fish. (Cf. Corved.)
(The first quot. is of doubtful meaning.)
1619 B. Jonson For Honour ofWales Wks. (Rtldg.) 612/1

j
A salmon, cor, or chevin, Will feed you six or seven. 1624

I Capt. Smith Virginia VI, 210 They take nothing but small

Cod, whereof the greatest they make Cor-fish, and the rest

is hard dried, which we call Poore-John. Ibid, yi 204

i Of dry fish we made about forty thousand, of Cor-fish about

!
seuen thousand . . The best of this fish was sold for 5 li. the

hundred.

II Cor 3
, Mus. [F. m horn], in cor anglais (kor

1 anglg), lit.
1 English horn ' : the tenor oboe ; also,

I

the name of a stop of similar tone in an organ or

harmonium.
1870 Eng. Mech. ii Feb. 531/1 His cor anglais stop is a

4 ft. tone. 1880 Grove Did. Mus. I. 400 Beethoven has

written a fine trio, .for two oboes and cor anglais.

Cor, obs. form of Coke.

Cor- 1
9
assimilated form of the prefix Com-, Con-,

before r ; as in L. correctus Cokbect, corrupt-us

Corrupt, etc. For the general sense see Com-.

Cor- 2
, coro-, (core-). Gr. /copy girl, doll,

I

pupil of the eye (cf. Baby), has been taken as the

I

basis of modern surgical terms relating to the

1 pupil. The combining form of the Gr. word (as

in other words in -ij, -a) is ttopo-, coro-, before vowels

cor- ; but core- representing the Gk. nom. case has
by some been erroneously taken as the formative,

giving the barbarous forms coretysis, coremorphosis,

and the illiterate coreometer, coretodialysis, etc.

Few of these combinations are English in form :

the chief being Core'ctomy, Corotomy (core-),

excision and incision of the pupil, Co*roplasty
(core-), an operation for forming an artificial

pupil; Corcctome, an instrument used in cutting

through the iris
;
Coropla'stic (core-) a., relating

to coroplasty.

1819 GUTHRIE Led. Surg. Eyes (1823I 393 Coretoviia,
division of the iris. Ibid., Corectomia, when a portion of
the iris is cut off. Ibid. 394 Coredia/ysis, the separation of
the iris. 1826 S. Coopek First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 348
Mr. Guthrie approves of corectomia, or a free transverse
division of the iris with a sharp edged needle, or iris-scalpel.

1830 — Diet. Surg. (ed. 6) 1007 The separation of a
part of its circumference from the ciliary ligament called in

the language of oculists corodialysis. 1875 H. Walton
Dis. Eye 433 Coredialysis, produces a second and false

pupil, i860 BraithwAite Retrospect ofMed. XI. 1 1. 250 Mr.
Streatfeild. .now names his operation Corelysis (meaning
Pupil freeing. 1857 Dukglison Med. Diet. 242 Coreplasty
. .The operation for artificial pupil.

[Coraage,an error in Cowel, etc., for Cornage.]
Coraeh, variant of Cirragh, a coracle.

Coracine (kp'rasain). [ad. L. coracinus, a.

(ir. fcopa/ttvos or /copa/civos, f. Kopa£ raven : so called

from its black colour.] A kind of fish like a

perch, found in the Nile.

1624^ Middlf.ton Game at Chess v. iii. The golden-headed
coracine out of Egypt. i86sTristham in Reader No. 149.

506/3 The cat-fish or coracine.

Coracite (kfrrassit). Min. [f. fc6pa£, kopolk-

raven + -ite.] A variety of pitchblende, from I ,akc

Superior.

1849 Amer. y>-nl. Sc. Ser. 11. III. 117 On Coracite, a new
ore of Uranium. 1868 Dana Min. (1S80) 155 Coracite is

probably pitchblende mixed with some gummite.

Coracle (k^rak'l). So 7- : also 6 corougle,

7 corracle, curricle, 8 coricle. [a. \Yelsh

convgl, cionvgl, deriv. (?dim.) of corwg, cwrwg, in

1 3-1 4th c. coruc, corzee coracle, and carcase, = Ir.

curach boat (appearing in Adamnanus 7th c, in

latinized form turned), mod.Gaelic curach.~\

A small boat made of wickerwork covered with

some water-tight material (originally hides or

skins), used by the ancient Britons, and still by
fishermen on the rivers and lakes of Wales and

Ireland.
The coracle is described but not named in O. E. Chron.

anno 891 'onanumbate butan a^lcum ^erebnun of Hiber-

nia..se bat wsesjeworht of briddan healfre hyde'.

1547 Salisbury Welsh Diet., Kwnvgyl ne vola kroett, a
corougle. 1611 Cotgr., Carabe, a corracle, or little round
skiffe, made of Ozier twigs wouen together, and coucred
with raw hides. 1696 Aubrey Misc. (1857) 211 Tne k°ats
on the Avon . . were baskets of twigs covered with an o.\-

skin, which the poor people in Wales use to this day, and
call them curricles. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. II.

Salop 178 The Fishermen in these Parts have a pretty De-
vice, to catch Fish .. which is called a Coracle. 1805

Southey Madoc in W. i. 13 On his back, Like a broad

shield, the coracle was hung. 1873 Act 36-7 Vict. c. 71

§ 36 Any boat, barge, coracle, or other vessel used in fishing,

b. attrib.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 13 Two Coracle Nets. 1891

Daily News 5 Oct. 3/6 Dee Salmon Fisheries. .The coracle

net-men had caught 849 salmon.

Coracler (k^-rakbj). [f. prec. + -ER V] One
who uses a coracle.

1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 83 At Caermarthen .. I

saw the coraclers. .sweeping the Towey.

Coraco- (kp-rak*?-), corresp. to Gr. xopaKo-

combining form of «opa£ raven, crow, now used in

Anat. as comb, form of Coracoid, in sense 'relat-

ing to the coracoid process and some other part ',

as coraco-acromial, connecting the coracoid with

the acromial, as the coraco-acromial ligament;

coraco-brachial, applied to a muscle which arises

from the coracoid and is inserted into the shaft of

the fore-arm, which it draws forwards and in-

wards ; coraco-clavicular, uniting the coracoid

and clavicle, as coraco-davicutar ligament ; coraco-

costal^CosTO-coRACOiD ;
coraco-humeral, per-

taining to the coracoid and humerus, as coraco-

humeral ligament, the accessary ligament of the

shoulder joint ; coraco-hyoid, coraco-mandi-

bular, coraco-pectoral, applied to muscles which

extend from the coracoid to the hyoid bone, the

lower jaw, and the thorax respectively ; coraco-

procoracoid, pertaining to the coracoid and pro-

coracoid, as a coraco-procoracoid symphyseal liga-

ment ;
coraco-scapular, pertaining to the coracoid

and scapula ;
consisting of coracoid and scapula

combined ; coraco-vertebral, applied to that

angle of the scapula which lies between its cora-

coid and vertebral borders.

1852-9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 434/2 The *coraco-acromial,

or triangular ligament. [1785 Anat. Dialogues (ed. 2) 270
Which is the *coraco-brachialis?] 1842 E. Wilson Anat.
Vade-tn. 65 The foramen for the medullary vessels is situ-

124
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ated . . a little below the coraco-brachial ridge. 1841 Library

of Med., Cruveilhier's Anat. I. 179 The two *coraco-

clavicular ligaments are continuous. 1847 Todd Cycl. A nut.

III. 570/1 The *coraco-costal fascia. x88a Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*Corac(Xubital muscle, a synonym of the Flexor brachii

longus of Solipedes. 1841 Library of Med., Crmteilhier's

Anat. L 183 The capsule is strengthened above by a con-

siderable bundle of fibres called the coracoid ligament,

"coraco-humeral ligament, or accessory ligament of the

fibrous capsule. [1706 Phillips, *Coracohyoides.\ 178* A.

Monro Anat. Sonet tf Serves 179 Immediately behind this

. .cavity the coraco-hyoid muscle has its rise.

Coracoid (kfrakoid\ a. and sb. Anat. [ad.

medical I., coracoides, a. Gr. Kopanofi$T)s (also

KopaxiiSrjs) raven-like, f. Kopa£ raven, crow: see

-oin.] A. adj.

1. Keaked like a crow. Applied to a process of

bone (coracoid process), extending from the scapula

or shoulder-blade toward the sternum or breast-

bone, which in adult man somewhat resembles in

shape and size the beak of a crow ; also to the bone
(coracoidbone) homologous with thisprocess, which,
in birds and reptiles, extends from the scapula to the
sjernum, and forms the distal or ventral element
of the scapular arch.

[1706 Phillips, CoracoiJcs, a Process of the Shoulder-
blade which takes Name from its Figure resembling that of
a Crow's Bill. 171X in Bailey.] 1741 Monro Anat. (ed. 3)

245 The Base, Acromion, coracoid Process and Head of the
Scapula, are all in a cartilaginous State at the Birth. 1847
Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 840 1 The coracoid bone . . is only
fully developed in the Reptilia and in Birds. 187a Car-
penter Anim. Phys. acii. 476 Another process, the coracoid,
which only serves in Man for the attachment of certain
muscles.

2. Pertaining to, or connected w ith, the coracoid

process.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 210/1 The humerus . . can act

upon the scapula, .depressing its coracoid angle. 1878 T.
Bryant Pretct. Sstrg. I. 479 The coracoid insertion of the
pectoralis minor can also be seen.

B. sb. = Coracoid process or bone : see A.I.
1828 Stark F.lem. Nat. Hist. I. 37 The scapula has . . a

point named the coracoid, for the attachment of certain
muscles. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 47 In the
Monotremata. .the coracoid reaches the sternum.

CoraCOmO'rphic, a. Zoo!, [f. mod.L. Cora
comorphse (f. Gr. xopaxo- raven, crow + -fwpp-os,

f. poppr) form) + -ic] Of or belonging to the

group Coracomorphx or birds of the crow form,
in Huxley's classification of 1867, corresponding

nearly to Passerine of C'uvier.

II CoraCOSteon (kfrakfsU'ifJn). Zool. [mod.L.,

f. Gr. Kopaxo- raven + oortov bone.] A term ap-

plied to an additional symmetrical osseous centre

formed in the sternum in certain birds. Hence
Coraco steal a., as in coracosteal ossification.
1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Co-radicate, a. [f. Co- + L. rddudt-us
rooted, f. radix root.] In Etymology : Having the

same root.
1882 Skeat Etytn. Diet. s.v. Brook, Brook is co.radicate

withfruit.

Corage, obs. f. Courage.
II Coraggio (kora d3<?), int. In 7 -agio. [It.

coraggio courage. (Cf. bravo !)] Courage ! as a
hortatory exclamation.
1601 Shaks. Airs Well 11. v. 97 Brauely, Coragio. 1610
— Temp. v. i. 258 Coragio, Bully-Monster, Coragio. 1850
Macaulay Diary 12 Jan., But coraggio ! and think of A. D.

2850. Where will your Emersons be then ?

Corah (koe-ra), a. and sb. [Urdu herd, Hindi,
Bengali kora, new, unbleached, silk cloth undyed.]
Plain, undyed : applied to Indian silk ;

' an Indian
pattern silk handkerchief ' (Simmonds Did. Trade
1858.'). Corah printer :

' one who prints imitation

silk handkerchiefs ' (Simmonds).
1833 Oimcrackiana (Manchester) 178 For we dye our own

Corahs, and let it be hinted Tho' we can't dress them well,

yet we beat ' I.ondon Printed '. 1848 Illust. Lond. Nnvs
1 Apr. 221/3 India Silk Handkerchiefs. Unbleached or
Cream Colour Corahs. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 148/2
Tussah Silk, Corah Silk.

t Co'rahisin. Obs. rare. [f. proper name Corah,
Korah + ism.] A rebellious, factious spirit : in

allusion to the sedition of Korah (Arnmb. xvi.).

170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. vn. ii. (1852) 495 Some in our
New Kngland wilderness have complained of a crime, which
they have distinguished by the name of Corahism.

Coraious, obs. form of Courageous.
t Coraiouste (»'=/)• Obs. rare. [a. OF. cora-

geusete, f. corageus Courageous.] Courageousness.
138a Wyclif Ps. liv. 9 [Iv. 8] To litii coraiouste of spirit.

Co-raise : see Co- pre/. 1.

Coral (kp ral), Forms : 4- coral ; also 4-8
-ale, 5-7 -all <-, 6-7 eorral(l, 6-8 -ell, 5 oural(l)e,

6 eurroll, 6-7 -all, 7 -el, ell, (5 quyral). [a.

OF. coral, coural (12th c. in I.ittrd), later corail-
Pr. coralh, Sp. coral, It. corallo :—L. corallum,
coralium, a. Gr. KopaWiov red coral.]

1. A hard calcareous substance consisting of the
continuous skeleton secreted by many tribes of
marine ccelenterate polyps for their support and
habitation. Found, according to the habits of the

species, in single specimens growing plant-like on
the sea-bottom, or in extensive accumulations,

sometimes many miles in extent, called coral-reefs.

a. Historically, and in earlier literature and
folk-lore, the name belongs to the beautiful Med
Coral, an arborescent species, found in the Red
Sea and Mediterranean, prized from times of an-

tiquity for ornamental purposes, and often classed

among precious stones. Pink coral : a pale variety

of this.

r 1305 Land Cokayne 70 Of grene Jaspe and red corale.

( 1386 Chaucer Prol. 158 Of smal coral aboute hire arm she

bar A peire of bedes gauded al with grene. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xvi. xxxii. (1495) 563 Coral) is gendred in

the red see and is a tree aslonge as it is coueryd with water,

but anone as it is drawen out it tometh in to stone. 1483
Cath. Angl. 86 Curalle, corallus. 1535 C'overdale Lam.
iv. 7 Their colour was fresh read as the Coral!, their beutie

like the Saphyre. 15S4 R. W. Three Ladies Lond. in Hazl.
Dodsley VI. 276 Coral will look pale when you be sick,

r 1600 Shaks. Sonn. exxx, Currall is farre more red then her

lips red. 1631 Jordan Nat. Bathes v. (1669) 34 Coral also

being a Plant, and nourished with this juice, turns to a
stone. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 116 Whole Forrests of Coral

at the bottom of the Red Sea. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi France
t\ It. I. 958 The coral here is such as can be seen nowhere
else. 186 1 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. 111. ii. 87 Red
Coral, .is found attached to rocks at the bottom of the sea.

.

Coral was for a long time regarded as a marine plant.

b. Afterwards extended to other kinds ; at first

named from their colour, as White coral, origin-

ally applied to Madrepore, Black coral {Anti-

palhes), Blue coral {Ifeliospora^, Yellow coral,

etc. In more recent times, many kinds have been

named from the appearance of the aggregate

j

skeleton, as Brain c. {Meatutrina , Cup c. ( family

! Cyathophyllidfe), Mushroom c. [Eungia), Organ-
pipe c. Tubipora\ Star c. (Aslroides), etc. See

also Madrepore, Millepore.
a 1600 Customs Duties (Add. MS. 25007), Currall, white

or red. 16x4 Capt. Smith Virginia Uj She had. .about her
forehead a band of white Corrall. 1693 Sir T. P. Blount
Nat. Hist. 23 There are several sorts of Coral, but the two
Principal are the White and the Red ; but the Red is the
best . . There is also a Black and Yellow kind of Coral. 1695

j

Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 196 The several

Sorts of Mineral Corall. 173a Lediard Sethos II. vn. 75
White and red coral, and of a sort of blue coral called

Acoris. 1841 Emerson Addr. t Meth. Nat. Wks. iBohm II.

224 Nature turns off new firmaments, .as fast as the madre-
pores make coral. 1847 Cari'enter Zool. % 1073 In the
Meandrina cerebri/ormis (brain-stone corab, the whole
mass, .is nearly hemispherical. Ibid. \ 1097 Tubipora tnu-

sua. .from the regular arrangement of its cylindrical tubes
by each other's side . . it commonly termed Organ-pipe
Coral. 1861 Hulme tr. Moauin-Tandon xu 111. ii. 87 The
Black Coral is distinguished from the Red by the norny
nature of the stem, and by its flexibility and smoothness.
White Coral differs still more. The axis is stony or calca-

reous ; but the polyps are contained in lamellated star-like

cavities, and not in the fleshy cortical substance.

2. (with a and //.) a. A particular species of

the preceding, or of the colonial zoophyte of which
it is the skeleton

;
also, a single polypary or

polypidom in its natural condition ( = Corallum).
The coralligenous zoophytes belong to the two classes

Anthozoa lor Actinoxoa) and Hydroxoa of the Ccelente-
! rata (q.v.\ Both these classes contain families of com-
I pound, aggregate, or colonial zoophytes, secreting a con-

tinuous calcareous skeleton, which goes on growing by the

;
constant development of new polyps or individual animals,

each, like the bud of a plant, springing from and connected

I
with the common stock. The Anthozoa are usually sub-

• divided into two sub-classes, Alcyonaria (= Octactinix\ to

i the colonial families of which belong the Red, Blue, and
Organ-pipe corals; and Zoaniharia (=3 Hexacoralla), of
which the division Antipatharia contains Black coral, and
Madreporaria the Madrepores, Brain-corals, Mushroom-
corals, Star-corals, etc., the chief reef-building corals. To
the class Hydrozoa belong the Millepores, which are only
distantly related to the other coralligenous animals, though
their calcareous skeletons also form extensive reefs.

1579 T. Stevens in Hakluyt I'oy. 11589) 161 One of them
pulled vp a currall of great bignesse and price. The currals

! does grow in the manner of stalkes vpon the rockes on the
' bottome, and waxe hard and red. 1711 tr. Pomet's Hist.

;
Drugs I. 97 Of all the Corals the Red is most in use. 1751

]
Chambers Cycl. s. v., There is a kind of white coral [Madre-
porej pierced full ofholes, and a black coral named antipates.

i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 90 Living corals exist and
build compound polypidoms at far greater depths in our

' northern latitudes. 1887 Spectator 7 May 614/2 Nature

j

when she builds an island out of corals. 1888 Rolleston
& Jackson Anim. Life 739 The calycles are in the majority
of colonial corals connected by a calcareous ccenenchyma.

b. A piece of (red' coral, as an ornament, etc.

1607 Topsell Four./. Beasts (1673) 164 ^F.lianus saith,

that there was an Elephant in Egypt, which was in love

I

with a woman that sold Corrals. 1705 Bosman Guinea 24

,
One of his Wives had a new Fashion'd Coral on. 1841

, Elphinstone Hist. Ittd. I. 543 Various jewels, including

pearls, corals, diamonds, and rubies.

3. A toy made of polished coral, given to infants

;
to assist them in cutting their teeth. The name

I

has been extended to toys of glass, bone, etc. used

;
for the same purpose.
1613 Beat m. « Fl. Captain in. v, Art thou not breeding

' teeth. .I'll, .get a coral for thee. 164a Milton Apel. Smect.

j

(1851) 293 Some sucking Satir, who might have done better

j
to have us'd his corall. 1711 Addison Sfect. No. 1 p 2, I .

.

I would not make use ofmy Coral till they had taken away the
Bells from it. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 82 p 2 Of all

the toys with which children are delighted, I valued only
my coral. 1840 Hoon Kilmansegg, Childhood^ Cutting her
first little toothy-peg With a fifty guinea coral.

fig- 1^S6 Mrs. Browning Aur. Lrighu 3 Which things are
corals to cut life upon.

4. In various Jig. senses : i a. Applied to any-
thing precious; cf. jewel, pearl, b. Anything of

bright red colour ; blood, the lips, etc. + c.

Applied to Christ as a * tree of pearl \
a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P. v. 25 Ase diamaunde the dere

in day when he is dyht, He is coral y-cud with cayser ant
knyht. 1595 Barnfield Sonn. xvii. 12 His teeth pure
Pearle in blushing Correll set. 1631 J. Havward tr. Biondts
hromena 93 Her amorous feaver . . caused the corals and
roses fade away from her .. face. 01649 Drumm. op
Hawth. Poems 33 Where she stood, Blood's liquid coral

sprang her feet beneath. 1649 J. Ecliston tr. Behmcn's
: Epist. 1. ii. It is meer joy unto me to perceive that our
' Paradisical! Corall flourisheth, and bringeth forth fruit in my

fellow-members. 1696 /.ond. Gaz. No. 3207/4 Having..

a

small Wart on the Corral of the Upper Lip. 187s Lowell
, Poet. It 'ks. (1870) 464 His barefoot soldiers. .Tramping the
snow to coral where they trod.

5. transf. a. The unimpregnated roe or eggs of

the lobster ; so called from the colour when boiled.
1768 Travis in Penny Cycl. II. 513/2 That black sub-

stance, .when boiled, turns of a beautiful red colour, and is

called their [lobsters'] coral. 1805 Mrs. S. Martin Eng.
Housekeeper (ed. 3) 121 Take a good lobster and pick out

: all the meat; lay the berries, or coral, by themselves. 1844

[ J. T. Hewlett Parsons 4- H\ iii, Two fine lobsters, one
full of coral, and the other of berries. 1880 Huxley Cray-
fish 31.

b. In the names of plants, as Garden Coral.

188a Syd. Soc. Lex., Garden coral, the Capsicum annuum.
6. Short for Coral-snake.
[1784 Univ. Mag. 121 Among the Serpents, there are none

j

so venemous . . nor more common in this Isthmus [Darien]

\
than the Corales.] 185a Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. I. iv.

152 The Cascabel, or rattle-snake, the Coral, and other
vipers, .frequent these.. arid haunts.

V. attrib. (or adj. a. Made or composed of

(red) coral as a material.

1452 IVillo/y. Barker (Somerset Ho.), Quyralbedis. 15x4
Test.Ebor. (Surtees) V. 179, ij. pair of currall bedes. a 1593
Marlowe ' Come live with me \ Coral clasps and amber
studs. 1883G. Lloyd Ebb Flotv II. 151 She wore that pink
coral set.

b. Coral-like, of the colour of red coral.

1513 Douglas ACntis xil Prol. 155 Phebus red fowle hys
corall creist can steyr. 1596 Shaks. Tom. Shr. 1. i. 179, I

saw her corrall lips to moue. 1633 Costlie Where 11. 1. in

Bulten O. PL IV, I loathe to looke upon a common lip, Were
it as corrall as Aurora's cheeke. 185a Beck's Florist 257
The Fuchsia, a brilliant coral tube and sepals, with corolla

of intense violet.

c. Naturally consisting or formed of coral in the

mass.
1612 Drayton Polyolb. Wks. 1753 III. 846 Amongst the

coral-groves in the Verginian deep, 1713 Young Last
! Day 1. 302 Thro' coral groves, Thro' labyrinths of rocks.

1790 Beatson Nov. 4 Mil. Mem. I. 59 Having nearly

reached her destination, she, through the ignorance of the
pilot, run against a coral rock. 1819 Heber Hymn, From

I Greenland's icy mountains, From India's coral strand. 1845
;
Darwin Voy. Nat. xx. (1852) 480 Some of the. .encircled

islands are composed of coral-rock.

8. General combinations : a. objective, as coral-

jishing, -making, -secreting', b. instrumental, as

coral-bound, -built, -cinctured, -girt, -paven ; C.

similative, as coral-red ; d. parasynthetic, as coral-

beaded, -Imttoned, -rooted, -stamened.

1883 Gd. Words 113 Gorgeous articles of native dress.,

"coral-beaded. 187s Dana Corals ii. 129 A *coral-bound

coast. 1884 J. Colborne With Hicks Pasha 259 The
white, "coral-built town of Suakin lay like a pearl before

me. 1848 Clough Bothie 1. 41 Waistcoat blue, 'coral-but-

. toned. 1785 T. Warton Poems 55 (Jod.) My "coral-cinctur'd

stole. 187a Dana Corals ii. ij<> *CoraI-Kirt islam!-;. 1634

I Milton Comus 883 Heave thy rosy head From thy "coral-

paven bed. 1700 Dryden Cock -\ Fox 49 High was his

comb, and "coral-red withal. x88a Garden 8 luly 17/1

Handsome bold buds of intense coral-red. 1776 Withering

j

Brit. Plants (1706) II, 33 'Coralrooted Twayblade. 1846
! Dana Zoopk. it | 9(1848) 15 The *coral-secreting polyps.

1881 Mrs. Holman Hvnt Chitdr. Jems. 139 A branch of

the yellow-tasselled "coral-stamened acacia.

9. Spccialcombinations: coral beadplant,^/hits
prtcalorius, a native of India, bearing small scarlet

j
egg-shaped seeds, used for necklaces and other

ornamental puqx>ses, also in India as a standard

; of weight; coral-bean, the seed of the flowering

shrub Erythrina glauca, and of the bead- or neck-

j

lace-tree, Ortnosia itasycarpa ; coral-berry, an

American shrub {Symphoricarpus vulgaris
t
allied

to the Snowberry, hut having the berries deep red

{Treas. Bot. 1866); coral-creeper, a species of

Kennedya (A*, frostrata), a leguminous plant

bearing large bright red or pink flowers ; coral-

fish, a name for fishes of the families Chsetodontidte

and Pomacentridx which frequent coral-reefs

;

coral-flower, the flower of Erythrina'. see Coral-
tree ; coral-grove, a dense mass of tree-like

!

corals growing together ;
coral-insect, a popular

but erroneous name for a coral-polyp ; coral-

island, an island of which the formation is due to

t

the growth of coral ; coral-lacquer, -lac, a red

lacquer, forming a surface capable of being carved

in low relief ; coral-milk (see quot.) ; coral-
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mud, mud formed by decomposed coral ; coral-

polyp, one of the individual animals of a coral

polypidom, a coral-zoophyte ; coral-sand (cf.

coral-mud)
;
coral-serpent =» Coral-snake; coral-

shoemaker, a fish of the genus Teuthis, found in

the coral reefs of the Indian Ocean ; coral-stitch,

a stitch used in embroidery, producing an irregular

branched appearance like that of some kinds of

coral ; coral-stone, limestone or marble com-
posed of fossil corals ; coral-teeth— Coral-root
(Miller Plant-names) ; coral-worm= coral-polyp ;

coral-zone (see quot.) ; coral-zoophyte = coral-

polyp. See also Coral-plant, -rag, -reef, etc.

i860 Bartlett Diet, Americanisms, vCoral Berry, the

Indian Currant of Missouri. «88o Gunther Fishes 525 The
small Zoophytes covering the banks, round which these
' *Coral-fishes ' abound. 1777 G. Forster Voy. round
World I. 263 A beautiful erythrina, or *coral-flower. 1845
Darwin Voy. Nat. xx. (1852) 461 These *coral-groves which
. .had attained the utmost possible limit of upward growth.

1752 in Watson Phil. Trans. XLVII.454 Upon the coasts

of Barbary . . he had the pleasure of seeing the *coral-insect

move its claws or legs. 1832 De la Beche Gcol. Man. (ed.

2) 149 MM. Quoy and Gaimard. .paid particular attention

to the *coral islands and reefs. 1841-71 T. R. Jones Anim.
Kingd. 128 The nutritive fluids, after elaboration by the

polyps, .are conveyed into the larger deep-seated parallel

tubes : the nutrient fluid contained in these tubes resembles
milk so much that it is known by the name of *coral-mi)k.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. xv. 254 The loose blocks are ce-

mented into compact masses by means of coral-sand and
*coral-mud. 1846 Dana Zooph. ii. (1848) 15 note, The ani-

mals of a coral zoophyte are coral-animals or -coral-polyps.

1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. iii. 68 Formed entirely of
coarse "coral-sand. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1790) VII.
ix. 215 (Jod.) The * coral-serpent, which is red, and whose
bite is said to be fatal. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673)

132 It is like to. .the Marble called Lapis Coraliticus, *Coral
stone. 1876 Page Adv. Te.xt-Bk.Geol. xx. 426 The 'coral-

stone ' has a sparry crystalline aspect. 1840 CLOUGH Dipsy-
chus 11. iv. 140 But I must slave, a meagre *coral-worm.
1865 Page Handbk. Geol. Terms s. v., In marine geology,
the *coral zone, .is the region of the calcareous and stronger
corals, and extends from 300 to 600 feet. 1874 Dawkins
Cave-hunt. ii. 71 In the tissues of the *coral-zoophytes it

assumes the form of stony groves.

+ Coral, sb? Obs. [a. OF. curail * balle du
ble

1
(Godef.), chaff.] Chaff of corn.

< 1440 Promp. Parv. 92 Coralle, or drasse of corne [A'.,

P. coralys or drosse, //. coralyys], acus. c 1480 Harl. MS.
1587 (in Promp. Pari/. 92) Acus, coralle.

Co'ral, v. rare. [f. Coral sb. 1
] trans. To make

red like coral, to crimson,
1648 Herrick Hesp. (1869) 231 The immortall Sunne

Corrols his cheeke to see those rites not done. 1658 W.
Chamberlayne Love's Vict. iv. 57 The modest blush Corals
the virgin cheek no longer.

Coralic, -ine, etc. : see Corallic, -lne, etc.

Coralist (kp-ralist). [f. Coral + -ist.] A
dealer or artificer in coral.
c 1835 Brockedon HaJidbk. Italy iv. 90 The shops of the

jewellers, coralists, and dealers in silks and velvets.

Coralla, pi. of Corallum.
Coralla'CeOUS, a. rare. [f. L. corall-um

Coral + -aceous.] Of the nature of coral.

i8z8 in Webster.

+ Co'rallate, v- rare. Obs. trans. ? To make
into or like coral.

1657 C. Starkey Ilelmont's Vind. 275 The Arcanum
Corallinum . . is Mercury precipitated by mean of the
Liquor Alchahest, and corallated by the water of whites of
Egges.

Co 'railed, a. [f. Coral + -ed 2.] Furnished

or covered with coral.

1729 Savage Wanderer v. (Jod.\ The coral'd sea. 1869

J. D. Baldwin Preh. Nations vi. 218 The sacred wave and
coraled bed of the Erythraean sea.

tCo'raller. Obs. [f. Coral + -er. Cf. F.

corailleur.] One who collects coral, a coral-fisher.

1735 Diet. Polygraph, s. v. Coral Fishery, Twenty five

quintals of Coral to each boat, this is divided into thirteen
parts ; of which the patron or master coraller has four.

Corallet (k^-raleO. rare. [dim. f. Corallum.]
The coral skeleton of an individual polyp.
1872 Dana Corals i. 48 The coral of the zoothome being

the corallum, that of each polyp in the compound corallum
may be called a corallet.

Corallian, a. arch. [f. L. corallium Coral +
-an.] Of or pertaining to coral ; = Coralline a. ;

esp. in Corallian Sea.
1842 Darwin Coral Reefs (1874) 217 The space between

Australia and New Caledonia, called by Flinders the
Corallian Sea.

Corallic, a. rare. [f. L. corallum Coral +
-ic] Of the nature of or consisting of coral.
i8h Pinkerton Petral. I. 421 A black coralic marble.,

with madrepores an inch or two in length.

Coralll'domOUS, a. rare. [f. L. corall-um

+ dom-us home + -ous.] Inhabiting coral reefs.

1852 Dana Crust. 11. 802 This corallidomous barnacle.

CoralliferoiLS (k£?rali'fer3s\ a. [f. as prec. +
L. -for bearing + -ous.] Coral-bearing.
1875 Lyell Princ. Geol. II. 111. x\\x. 588 The Caribbean

Seas are very coralliferous.

Coralliform (k^e-lif/\im), a. [f. as prec. +
-form.] Having the form of coral.
1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 94 Coralloidal or

coralliform. When two or three branches, having rounded

or pointed extremities, proceed from one stem. 1826 D.
Denham, etc. Trav. 1. 30 Some curious, tubular, hollow,
coralliform productions were picked up in the sand. 1869
Eng. Mech. 17 Dec. 333/1 They are coralliform. .bodies.

Coralligenous (k^ralrdsmss), a. [f. as

prec. + -genous taken (erroneously) in the sense of
* producing '.] Coral-producing.
1813 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 1812, 497 These coralligenous

polypi are only a few lines in length. 1872 Nicholson
Palxout. 28 The coralligenous Zoophytes or ' corals '.

Corallrgerous, a. rare. [f. as prec. + L. -ger

bearing + -ous.] = Coralliferous.
In mod. Diets.

Corallin (kp'ralin). Chem. [ad. L. corallin-us

coral-ccloured, coral-red : see -in.] A red colouring

l
matter, called also Pnonin, obtained in 1861 by

!

treating phenol with sulphuric and oxalic acids,

j

Yellow corallin ( = Auriri), a yellowish-red dye,

! obtained by heating carbolic acid with the same
1 substances ; so called because by heating with
i ammonia it is converted into the red corallin.

1875 Nature 11 Dec. 113 By the addition of corallin . . to a

bromide of silver film, it becomes sensitive to the yellow
j

ray. 1879 Watts Diet. Chem. 2nd Suppl. 391 Corallin

is much used for dyeing on wool, and may also be employed
for printing on wool.

Coralline (kfrratain), sb.1 [ad. It. (and mod.L.)

I corallina, dim. of coral'lo Coral.] A name given

j

originally to organisms thought to resemble or be
' of the nature of coral, but of more minute size, less

j

firm texture, etc.

Prob. first given to the calcareous sea-weed Corallina

j
officinalis (sense 1 below); but also including the compound '

animal organisms of plant-like habit growing in the sea,
j

then thought to be plants. When the animal nature of

coral was recognized, the corallines (including Corallina)

\
were transferred to the animal kingdom. More accurate

j

I

knowledge has since separated senses 1 and 2. The animal
j

j

' corallines
1 have moreover been found to belong to entirely

distinct zoological divisions, some of them {Polyzoa) being

I

Coelomata, others {Hydrozoa) being Ccelenterata ; hence 1

the name is no longer a term of Zoology, though retained in
|

popular use, as in
1 a collection of sea-weeds and corallines '. I

1. A genus of seaweeds having a calcareous :

jointed stem, one species of which (Corallina offi- \

cinalis) is common on the coasts of the North
'

Atlantic ;
1 a plant having the power of secreting

lime like the coral animals' (Dana).

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. (1586) 436 Coraline, coro-

lina, is thought to be Brion, which is mosse growing to

stones in the sea, and killeth the worms of young children. 1

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. § 6. 91 That plants
j

and ligneous bodies may indurate under water.. we have
|

experiment in Coralline. 1857 J. G. Wood Com. Obj, Sea I

Sliore iv. 56 Of these plants the coralline is a good example ;
,

for until a comparatively late period, it was placed among
the animals in company with the true corals. 1880 Carpen-
ter in igtk Cent. No. 38. 615, I dredged slow-growing red

calcareous Alga? (true corallines) in the Mediterranean,

b. As an ingredient in the Pharmacopoeia.
x543 tsee *! l(>34 Brereton Trav. (1844) 47 He pre-

scribed six grains of corallin. 1707 G. Miege St. Gt. Brit.

n. 17 Coraline is also. . strengthning, and good in hot Gouts.

1732 Arbuthnot Rides of Diet 407 Will kill worms, as

Steel, Hartshorn, Coraline. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Corallina

officinalis, White worm-seed, sea moss, or coralline; for-

merly given to children as anthelminthic.

2. A name applied to plant -like compound
animals with a calcareous or horny ccencecium

;
j

esp. to the Polyzoa or Bryozoa, and the Sertularian

Hydrozoa. In this sense, formerly in scientific,

bat now only in popular use.

1721 R. Bradley Wis. Nat. 15, I commonly find them ac-

companied with Coralines, the Sea-Fan, and other such like
\

Bodies. 1767 Ellis in Phil. Trans. LVII. 421 By a
Coralline I mean an animal growing in the form of a plant.

1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 4 Not being aware of the true ,

nature of those half-animated beings called Corals and
Corallines. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec, xiv, (1872) 387 A
delicate branching coralline, studded with polypi. 1877

Huxley Anat. Invert. Animals viii. 453 The Polyzoa or

Bryozoa '. in outward form these animals bear a general

likeness to the Sertularian Hydrozoa, with which they were
formerly confounded under the name of ' Corallines '.

+ 3. Mountain Coralline, Coralline Moss: old

names for the Reindeer Lichen, from its resem- I

blance to Corallina. Obs.

1598 Florio, Corallina. .also Corall or mountain coralline.

1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 240 Our Horse and Sheep make a

shift to live upon the grass under the snow, and the Corallin-

mosse call'd Muscus Mariuus. 1756 Watson in Phil.

Trans. XLIX. 859 The common coralline moss is the

principal food of the Rein-Deer, in winter.

4. attrib. a. Coralline Crag (Geol.) : the lowest

member of the 1 Crag 1 or Pliocene series of Nor-

folk and Suffolk, consisting of shells and 1 coral-

lines
1
{Polyzoa) imbedded in calcareous sand.

1835 E. Charlesworth in Phil. Mag. Ser. ni. VII. 83, I

propose to designate the lower [beds] as the Coralline Crag.

1851 Richardson Geol. (1855) 358 The coralline crag was
partially consolidated before the deposition of the red crag.

1874 [see Coralloid a.].

b. Coralline-Snake.
1802 G. Shaw Zool. III. 432 Coralline Snake. Coluber

Corallinus. .scales, .on the body, .disposed in longitudinal

rays or stripes, representing, in some degree, the articula-

tions of Coralline.

c. Coralline zone : the third of the zones or

strata into which Milne Edwards and Forbes di-

vided the sea-depths, being that in which corallines
(sense 2) abound.
1876 Page Adv. Text-bk. Geol. iii. ;6 The Coralline

[zone] extends from 90 to about 300 feet in depth.

Coralline (kfrralin, -am), a. and sb* [ad. L.
corallin-us of the nature or colour of coral ; f.

corallum, Cokal.] A. adj.

1. Of the colour of red coral ; red. Coralline
ware : pottery of a red paste made in Italy in the

17th and 1 8th centuries.
a 1633 Lennard tr. Charrons Wisd. (1658) 19 The mouth

little, the lips coraline. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. vi. § 7
(1681) 101 Pyracantha. .is raised, .of the bright Coralline
Berries. 1877 A B. Edwards Up Nile xii. 318 The pinks
are coralline.

2. Of the nature of coral
; composed or consist-

ing of coral, as coralline limestone, marble, etc.

Coralline oolite = Cokal Rag.
1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. xlii. 387 The same

Coralline Corpuscles. 1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6158
Corallin incrustations upon truly wooden and branchy
sticks. 1856 Stanley Sinai <y Pal. i. (1858) 83 It is these
coralline forests which form the true ' weeds ' of this fantas-
tic sea. 1869 A. R. Wallace Malay Archipelago II. 21
All the parts that I have seen have either been volcanic
or coralline. 1871 Phillips Geol. Oxford 299 The coralline
oolite and calcareous grits must have been produced in long
fringes and detached banks.

3. Resembling coral ; coral-like.

i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. vi, ix. 81 The extremities
form a kind of coralline leaf. 1870 Beniley Bot. 122
Coralline root is applied to a root which consists of a num-
ber of succulent branches of nearly equal size.

t 4. fig. Of or pertaining to the coral, or ' tree of

pearl', which is Christ. Obs. Cf. Coral 4c.
1649 J- Ecliston tr. Bchmen's Epist. xxxi. iii, I make no

doubt but the precious coraline branch of the new birth is

begotten in you.

T3. sb. (improper uses.)

1. A coral zoophyte.
1860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea § 537 Corallines are at work

about the Gulf Stream, they have built up the Florida Reefs.

2. — Coral (the calcareous substance).

1779 Forrest Voy.N Guinea 269 The sand was too hard,
and mixed with broken coralines for turtles to lay. 1863
Spekk Discov. Nile 6 Next day we went on to Europa, a
small island of coralline. 1876 R. F. Burton Gorilla L.
1. 8 The outside walls . . are whitewashed with burnt coralline.

Co'rallinite. Gcol. [f. prec. + -ite.] A fossil

coralline. In mod. Diets.

Corallite (kp rabit). \f. L. corall-um 4- -ite.]

1. A fossil coral.

1815 W. Phillips Outl. Min. <r Gcol. (1818)141 Petrifac-

tions of marine animals as corallites, enchrinites, pentacri-

nites. 1834 Beckford Italy I. 364 Squabbles arise about
the genus of a coralite.

2. = Corallet.
1861 J. R. Greene Man. Anim. Kingd., Ccelent. 155 So

. .may the fully developed sclerodermic corallum consist of
a single ' corallite ' or of several connected by a ' ccenenchy-
ma \ 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 155 The skeleton

thus formed, freed of its soft parts, is a * cup-coral and re-

ceives the name of a corallite.

3. Corallitic or coralline marble.
1883 Fislienes Exhib. Catal. 78 Cutlery .. Mounted in

Rock Coralite and Pearl and Ivory Handles.

Corallitic (kprali tik), a. [ad. L. coralllticus, f.

*corallites (see -ite), f. corallum.'] = Corallixe«. 2.

1850 Leitch tr. Mullcr's Anc. Art % 309. 351 There were
other well known kinds of statuary marble, .the coralitic re-

sembling ivory, from Asia Minor.

Ctvrallize, v. nonce-wd. [See -ize.] trans. To
make into coral.

1890 Sat. Rev. 18 Jan. 88/2 Full fathom deep the well-in-

tentioned Bowdler lies.. where his bones are being coral-

lized. [Cf. Shaks. Tempest 1. ii. 397.]

Coralloid (kp raloid), a. and sb. [f. L. corall-

um Coral + -oid: in mod.F. coralloide.]

A. adj. Having the form or appearance of coral;

akin to coral.

1604 Phil. Trans. XXV. 1606 Fossil Corolloid Bodies.

1775 Pennant ibid. XLIX. 513 The greatest magazine of

coralloid fossils, that I am acquainted with. 1874 Lyell
Elem. Geol. xiii. 178 From the abundance of these ' coral-

loid ' mollusca the. .White Crag obtained its popular name
of Coralline Crag ; but true corals, as now defined, are very

rare in this formation.

B. sb. Any organism resembling or akin to

coral ; = Coralline 1 2.

1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 646 Some resembled Pearl-Neck-

laces, and were a kind of microscopical Coralloids. 1791

E. Darwin Bot. Gard. I. 32 Notes, Other marine animals

called coralloids raised walls and even mountains by the

congeries of their calcareous habitations.

Coralloi dal, a. [see -al.] = Coralloid a.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. §6. 91 Many coral-

loidall concretions. 1805- [see Coralliform]- 1865 W.
Wallace in Reader No. 123. 520/2 Flos Fern, or coralloidal

Aragonite.

|[ CoralltUll (korarl^m). [L. corallum Coral
;

applied in a special sense.] A coral ; the cal-

careous skeleton of a coral polypidom ; also the

horny, suberose, or siliceous tubular envelope of

any zoophyte, whether colonial or simple.

1846 Dana Zooph. ii. § 9(1848) 15 The corallum in the live

Zoophyte is . . in general wholly concealed within the polyps.

1855 Gosse Marim Zool. I. 18 Hydroida. .animals either

naked, or inclosed in a horny, tubular envelope (corallum^.

Ibid. 24 Antennularia. Corallum simple or branched,
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jointed, with slender hair-like branchlets set in whorls. 1878
Huxley Physiogr. xv. 251 The skeleton or coral!um. .is left

as a contribution to the solid floor of the sea.

Corally (kp*rali), a. [f. Coral + -y.] Abounding
in or characterized by coral.

1785 J as. King Cook's Voy. Pacific III. 106 Towards the
bottom of the bay there is foul corally ground. 1835 Fra-
ser's Mag. XI. 720 The red, or (as these pupils call it) the
'corally sea '.

Coral-plant.
+ 1. A coral of plant-like form. Obs.

1774 Golusm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 193 The coral-

plants, as they are called, sometimes shoot out like trees

without leaves in winter
; they often spread out a broad

surface like a fan, and not uncommonly a large bundling
head, like a faggot.

2. A name ofthe plantJatropha multifida (N. O.
Euphorbiaccft). (Miller Plant-tiames 1884.)
1813 W. Ainsme Mat. Med. Hindostan 73 That species

of Jatropha, called by the English the Coral plant..
{Jatropha Multifida^ is cultivated in many, .gardens.

Coral-rag. GeoL [f. Cokal + Rag in its

local sense of hard coarse-textured rock.] The
upper member of the Middle Oolite series, a kind
of limestone, containing continuous beds of petri-

fied corals.

1816 W. Smith Strata /dent. 19 The Coral Rag consists
chiefly of lumps of coralline Limestone. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. xvii. 274 The coral-rag itself is altogether similar
to the coral-limestone.

Coral reef. A reef or marine bank of rock
|

formed by the growth and deposit of coral ; 'a

connected mass of coral structures, whether trend-

ing away in long partially-submerged ledges, en-
\

circling islands like breakwater-barriers, or rising !

as low ring-shaped islets above the water ' (Page).
|

The reef-building corals are chiefly madrepores of the
genera Meandrinn, Caryophyllia, and Astroides.

1745 P. Thomas yrnl. Anson's Voy. 151 A Coral Riff of
Rocks between us and the Shore. 1831 Dk la Beche Geo/.
Man. 151 In the Pacific, where volcanos and coral reefs are
both abundant. 1888 Rollkston & Jackson Anim. Life
743 Some of the Madreporaria descend to great depths.

.

The majority form the well-known coral reefs.

Co ral-root, [transl. of Ruppius's name Co-
rallorhiza.'] A book-name of the orchideous plant

Corallorhiza.

1854 S. Thomson Wild FL 111. (ed. 4) 138 One of the
orchis family, the spurless coral-root, found only in a very
few situations in Scotland 1883 R. Turner in Gd. Words
Dec. 791/2 The Coral root and . . Epipogium . .are of a
similar saprophytic character.

% Sometimes erroneously used for COBAJLWOBT.
1866 Treas. Bot., Coral-root . . sometimes applied to

Dentaria butbifera.

Co'ral-snake. [f- Coral 7 b.] A name
given locally to many different snakes marked with
red zones ; esp. the species of the genus Elaps
found in the southern U.S. and Central America.
1760-71 tr. 'Juan Ulion's Voy. I. 60 The most poison-

ous are the corales, or rroral snakes. 1863 Bates Nat.
Amazon v. (1864) 117 The Coral-snake, .is a most beautiful
object .. banded with black and vermilion. 1874 T. Belt
Nat. Nicaragua 320 The beautifully banded coral snake
(Flaps), whose bite is deadly.

Coral-tree.
+ 1. A name formerly given to the red or other

branched coral, when it was believed to be of

vegetable nature. Obs.

1635 Davenant Madagascar Wks. (1673) 212 They strive

To root up Corall-Trees. 1670-98 Lassels Voy. Itnly Pref.
6 Indeed the Coral-tree is neither hard nor red, till taken
out of the sea.

2. The popular name of the trees of the genus
Erythrina, which are distributed throughout the
tropical regions of both hemispheres.
1756 P. Browne Jamaica 288 The Coral or Red Bean

Tree. 1775 Masson in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 296 We found
here .. the coral tree, F.rethrina corallodendron, 1859
Tennent Ceylon I. 1. iii. 92 One of the most magnificent
of the flowering trees, is the Coral tree. . It derives its Eng-
lish name from the resemblance which its scarlet flowers
present to red coral. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 323
The coral tree—the flower of which exactly resembles a
spray of real coral.

Co ral-wood. A fine hard cabinet-wood from
Central and South America, which becomes of a
beautiful red or coral colour.
1693 /'////. Trans. XVII. 620 The AquUztli of New Spain

..an elegant Tree called Coralwooa. 171s tr. Pomct's
Hist. Drugs I. 62 The Americans use the Coral Wood for

.several Sorts of Work.

Coralwort. [see Wort.] A herbalists'

name of the plant Dentaria buibi/era, in allusion

to its curiously toothed white rhizomes.
1597 Gerarde Herbal \\. ccclxxxi.986 Called in English

Tootned violets or Corall woorts. 1866111 Treas. Bot.

II Coram (k6>ra.*m). A Latin preposition mean-
ing ' before,in the presence of, occurring in various
legal and other phrases, e.g.

coram judice before a judge ; coram nobis before us (i.e.

the sovereign)m in our court of King's Bench; coram non
judice before one not the proper judge, or who cannot take
legal cognizance of the matter ; coram paribus before one's
peers ; coram populo before the people, in public.
1607 Cowel Interpr. s.v., When a Cause is brought in a

Court, whereof the Judges have not any Jurisdiction ;

there it is said to be Coram non judice. a 1641 Bp.

Mountacu Acts
«fr Mon. (1642) 279 You would never have

brought us coram him who is the common Father and
Conservator of all.

t b. Hence, in phrase To bring under coram, call

to or in coram : to call to account, bring to book
;

so to have one under coram , i.e. under discipline or

correction.

154a Udall Erasm. ApophthJtZjj) 380 Ov <rvmtTaynai

:

that is, I am none of those whiche are brought under
coram. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Attrw. Osor. 366 b, She is

called to coram, before these cloisterers. 1588 Marprel.
Fpist. (Arb.) 23 The parties were neuer calde in Coram
for it. 159a Greene Upst. Courtier{\%ji), He hath had me
under coram so often. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence (1607;

271 He supposeth that which he doth shall, .come vnder
coram. 1611 Cotgr., Discipiiner, to discipline, schoole,

correct, bring vnder coram.

% Used by confusion for Quorum.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. 1. 6 Robert Shallow Esquire.

.

Iustice of Peace and Coram. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War.
Comm. Mitt. Bk. (1855) 73 The Committie foirsaid, halden
. . be ane sufficient coram. 1 68 1 W. Robertson Phraseol.
Gen. (1693) 782 Justices of Coram, parici quxstores.

Coran, var. of Koran ; obs. f. Currant.

I Cora*nee. Obs. A chaplet or garland : see

CRANTS.
Corance, coranies, corans : see Currant,
Coranich, -noch, -nough, var. Coronach.
Corant(ef obs. f. Courant, Courante,Currant.

t Coranto 1 fkmrnt*?). Obs. exc. Hist. Also
6-7 couranto, chora(u)nto, 7 corranto, caranto,

-onto, carranto, -ta, 7-8 curranto. [Ulti-

mately from F. courante lit. 'running (dance)';

either a modification of the French word itself,

assimilated to words of It. and Sp. origin in -0

(cf. Coranto -), or immediately from It. coranta,

corranta 'a kinde of French dance* (Florio), an
It. adaptation of the French. The French form
was itself adopted somewhat later; see Courante.]
1. A kind of dance ; the same as Courante.
1564 in W. H. Turner Select. Fee. Oxford 313 Paid to

Mr. Attkynson for stayynge the choraunto. .xxs. 1598 K.
Gilpin Skial. (1878) 26 Excuse This quick Couranto of my
merry Muse. 1599 Shaks. Hen, V, in. v. 33 They bid vs
to the English Dancing-Schooles, And teach Lauolta'shigh,
and swift Carranto's. x6n Cotgr., Courante, a Curranto.
1651 Ocilby /Fsop (1665) 136 How stately move in a
Coranto. 169a

J.
Salter Triumphs Jesus 24 The skip-

ping Mountains in Choranto dance. 1696 tr. Dumoufs Voy.
Levant 284 A sort of Country-Dance or Couranto, dane'd
by Pairs. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 383 He.. suffered

the fair owner to ransom the rest by dancing a coranto with
him on the heath. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. 363.

2. A tune in triple time used for accompanying
this dance ;

— Courante 2.

1507 Morley Introd. Mm. (1608) 120 A Carranta plaide
in the new proportions by them lately found out. 1668
Shadwell Sullen Lovers 1. i

t
Torments me with a damn'd

Coranto, as he calls it, upon his violin. 1776 Sir T. Hawkins
Hist. Mhs. IV. 111. i. 387 The Coranto. .is a melody or air con-
sisting of three crotchets in a bar, but moving by quavers.

3. attrib.y as coranto movement, pace ^the latter

also trans/. = * a very swift pace ').

160a Marston Ant. «y Mel. XL Wks. 1856 I. 21 Running
a caranto pase. a 16*7 Miodleton More Dissemblers
(N. 1, Hut away rid I, sir ; put my horse to a coranto pace.

178a Mason Collect. Anthems xxxvLI cannot be persuaded
that he. -ever admitted Coranto or Gavot movements.

t Cora'nto Obs. Also 7 corranto, curran-
to(e, coranta, caranto. [A variant of Courakt,
modified in form in the same way as the prec.] A
letter or paper containing public news ; a gazette,

news-letter, or newspaper ; = Courant sb.2

1621 Burton Anat. Met., Democrttus to Fdr. 3 New
books, every day, pamphlets, currantoes, stories. 1615
Meade in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 318 III. 209, I send you a Cor-
ranto. .it was well aired and smok't before I received it, as
our Lettres alt used to be. 01635 Corbet Poetns (1807)

140 Corantoes, diets, packets, newes.
attrib. a 1651 Bkome Crt. Beggar 11. Wks. 1873 I* 312 t

I . .stood . .at the Coranto-shop to read the last great news.

f Cora'ntoly, adv. Obs. twnce-wd. [f. Co-
ranto 1 + -ly In the style of a coranto.
1669 CoKAinzObst. Lady Poems 302 He walkes corantoly,

and looks big.

Corasie, -ive, obs. ff. Corsle, Corrosive.
Corasion : see Corrasion.
Corassier, obs. f. Cuirassier.

t Corat. Obs. rare. Name of an obsolete dish.

? c 1390 Forme ofCury in Warner Antiq. Cutt'n. 6 [where
see Recipe].

Coraunce, -awnce : see C nutant.
Corb, -e, obs. f. Coarb (Celtic Ch.). Hence
Corbship = Coarbshii\
1607 Davies if/ Let. EarlSalisb. Wks. (1787) 248 Though

the Corbe were ever in orders, yet was he . . usually married.
Ibid., This carbship was in a manner hereditary.

Corb, obs. f. Curb ; var. of Corf.
Corbage, Corbal : sec Koorbash, Corbel.

II Corban (kf>uba.*n). Also 6 corbone, 7 cor-

bon. [Ileb. jaip qorban * offering* (f. aip qdrab
to approach, draw near), in N. T. Greek Kop$av

y

in Vulgate corban, whence in Eng. N. T. versions.

In sense 2 it represents L. corbana
t
Gr. Kopfiavas

(Josephus and N. T.), perh. repr. an Aramaic

«:np qorbandi Syr. Jjjsjclo.]

1. Among the ancient Hebrews, an offering given
to God, esp. in performance of a vow,
138a Wyclik Mark vii. n If a man schal seye to fadir or

to modir, Corban, that is, What euere ;ifte of me, schal
profite to thee. 15x6 Tindale ibid., Corban: which is:

that thou desyrest of me to helpe the with, is geuen God.
a 1757 Calmet (J.), If a man made all his fortune corban, or
devoted it to God, he was forbidden to use it. 1865 Dixon
Holy Land II. 234 Wanting funds to execute this mighty
scheme. .Pilate employed the Corban— the money laid up
in the Temple as given to God.

b. trans/.

1648 Eikon Bas. (1824) vii. 49 Who thinke to sarisfie all

obligations to duty by their corban of religion.

t 2. The treasury of the temple at Jerusalem,

where such offerings, when made in money, were
placed ; also trans/ Church-treasury. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16537 (CotL) To be don in pair corbanan

[Trin. tresoriel |?ai said bat it noght doght. 1548 Udall,
etc. Frasm. Par. Luke xxL 164 Into the corbone, that is,

their churche treasourie. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Matt, xxvii. 6

It is not lawful to cast them into the COrbana [Wyclif
tresorie, Coverdale the Gods chest, Cranmer treasure]:

because it is the price of bloud. 1610 A. Cooke Pope Joan
in Hart. Misc. iMalh.l IV. 53 He complains of nothing, but
that courtiers robbed his corban, I mean his monastery.

t Corbe 1
. Obs. rare~~ l

. Shortened f. Corbel.
1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. x.6 A bridge. .With curious corbes

and pendants graven faire.

Corbe, obs. f. Curb : var. Corb, Colrbe Obs.

\, Corbeau (korbJ). [F. = raven.] In the

drapery trade, name for a dark green colour verg-

ing on black.

1833 Lamb Flia {i860 1 281 You flaunted it about in that

overworn suit—your old corbeau. 186a Mrs. H. Wood
Mrs. Halib. \. xxiii, The gloves, .were of a very dark green
colour, almost black, called corbeau in the trade.

Corbed, var. of Courbed Obs., bent, curved.

Corbeil, liCOrbeille. [ad. F. corbeille kor-

bf*y) basket:—L. corbicula, dim. oi corb-is basket.]

t L Forti/ A basket filled with earth and placed

on a parapet to protect and conceal the defending

soldiers. Obs.
1706 Phillips icd. Ker>eyis.v., In Fortification, Corbeils

are little Baskets about a 1- oot and a half high, eight Inches
broad at the bottom, and twelve at the top, which being
fill'd with Earth are often set one against another on Breast-

works or elsewhere, leaving certain Port-holes^ from whence
to fire upon the Enemy under Covert. 1818 in Todd; and
in mod. Diets.

2. Arch. (See quots.) (Sometimes erron. corbel.)

1734 Builder's Diet., Corbeils is a Piece of Carved Work
in the form of a basket, full of flowers or fruits, serving in

Architecture to finish some Ornament. Corbels . . the Re-
presentation of a Basket sometimes seen on the heads of the

Caryatides. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 583 Corbeils

. . sometimes used to express the bell or vase of the Corinth-

ian capital. 1876 Gwilt Fncycl. Archil. Gloss.

||
3. In the French form, sometimes used for an

elegant fruit or flower basket.
1800 Mrs. Hebvey Mourtray Fam. II. 17 In the truly

graceful form of its dishes, corbeilles, compotters. 1849

C. Bronte Shirley xxxii. 463 The full corbeille of blushing

bloom. 1881 / Queen 31 Dec. 663/1 Many-tinted flowers

they reserve for their bouquets or corbeilles.

Corbel (kfribel), sb. Also 4 ?corbyal, 5-7
corbie, 5-9 corbeil, 6 corbal, 7 -11(1. [a. OK.
corbel, now corbeau :—late L. corvell-um (nom. -us)

t

dim. of corvus raven.
The architectural application of the term began in Fr.,

in which there are other senses transferred from that of

raven or raven's beak. Hatzfeld, Diet. G/n/ral, says that

the architectural corbel was originally cut slantwise (taille

en biseau\ so that its profile would be beak-like. (The
assumption in some English dictionaries that corbel is to be

identified with F. corbeille a basket, is entirely erroneous.))

f 1. A raven. CorbeTs fie : part of a deer taken

in hunting, left for the ravens ; cf. Corbin-bonk,

Kaven-bone. Obs.
« 13J5 F. F. Alht. P. B. 456 He watz colored as be cole,

rorbyal vntrwe. c 1340 Gaw. 4 Gr. Knt. 1355 J>e corbeles

fee bay kest in a greue.

2. Arch. A projection of stone, brick, timber,

iron, or other constructional material, jutting out

from (not merely attached to) the face of a wall,

to support a sut)erincumbent weight.
As defined by the French architects, a corbel has parallel

sides perpendicular to the surface of the wall, and must
project farther than its own height. (Cf. Console.)
Some English writers use the term more loosely, so as to

include e. g. the tapering projection sustaining the ribs of a

vault called by the French culot or cut de lampe, and

specially excluded by Viollet-le-Duc and Bosc from their

definition of torbeau.

In English, the term appears to have been purely tech-

nical, until caught up by Sir Walter Scott; his 'corbels

carved grotesque and grim ' have taken hold of the popular

fancy, and associated the word with the notion of gro-

tesque ornamentation ; but a corbel is not an ornament, nor

does ornamentation enter into its essential character.

ta 1400 in Arnolde Chron. (i8ii> 138 Yf they bee affixed

wt morter or lyme . . as forneis, leedis, caudorns, chemy-
neis, corbels, pauemettis, or such other. [1419 LiberA Ibus

(Rolls) I. 326 De Corbellis et Trabibus.l c 1440 Promp.

Parv. 92 Corbeil of a rofTe, tigillus. 148190 Hmoard
Honseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 304 To Holbeke for makyng of the

corbie of the gret led xiiy.d. 1513 Douglas Aineis 11.

ix. [viii.] 46 Round all about quhar the jonyngis war

worn, Redy to fal, and corbalis all to tome. 1570 Le-

vins Manip. 55 A corbel, post, muiulus. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, Vne pierrt qu'on appelte Corbeau
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sortant de la muraille. .a corbell, a stone set out of a wall

to beare weight on. 1617 Minsheu Ductor, A Corbell,

Corbet, or Corbill in masonrie, is a iutting out like a bragget
or shouldering peece in timber-worke, a [F.] Corbcau, i. Lat.

corvus. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. 11. ix. The corbels

were carved grotesque and grim. 1837 Howitt Rur. Life
vi. xvi. U862) 584 The massy font, the grim, grotesque hu-
man heads for corbels. 1839 Yeowell Anc. Brit. C/t. xii.

(1847* 132 Two human heads on the corbels of the arch.

1849 Parker Goth. Archit. (1861) 243 Corbel, a projecting

stone to carry a weight, usually carved. 1862 Rickman
Goth. Archit. 206 The dripstone, .is in general, .supported
by a corbel, either of a head or a flower. 1862 Macm, Mag.
Apr. 531 On massive corbels, projecting from the fronts of

the piers, there are placed the statues of the great men.
1881 Mechanic § 736 Brackets, or corbels as they are some-
times called, are often taken advantage of to enrich the

building, .by ornamenting them with carving or sculptured

work.

b. A short timber laid upon a wall, pier, or

other bearer, longitudinally under a beam or girder,

to shorten its unsupported span and give a better

bearing upon the wall or pier. Also corbel-block.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 159 Corbel, a piece of Timber
set under another piece of Timber, to discharge its Bearing.

1820 Fredgold Carpentry (1853) 187 A tie-beam plate.,

placed under the tie-beam, forming thus a corbel. 1873
Whipple Bridge Building 292 A small bolster, or corbel

block, under the chord at the end, affords some protection at

the weak point in the chord.

H Erroneously alleged in many dictionaries to be
' used by some architects ' for ' A niche or hollow

in a wall, to contain a statue, bust, etc' An
entirely baseless statement, taken over from Corbet.
1695 Kennett Par. Antiq. Gloss, s. v. Corbet-Stones.

1706 in Phillips (Kerseyt. 1727-51 in Chambers Cycl.

s.v. ; thence in Johnson and modern Diets. ; also c 1800 A.

J. Cook New Builder's Diet. 1835 P. Nicholson Arch.
Diet. I. 291.

II Misused for F. corbcille : see Correil.
In Cook and Nicholson as above.

3. Comb., as corbel-block : see 2 b. ; corbel-

head, a head carved on a corbel ; corbel-piece =
Corbel

;
corbel-step, a conjectural substitute for

Corbie-step ;
corbel-stone, a stone forming a

corbel ; corbel-table, a projecting course resting

on a series of corbels; corbel-tabling, corbel-

tables collectively.

1848 Hadfield Eccl. Archit. Eng. 11 Figs. 6 and 7, re-

present the side and front face of a *corbel-head. 1862
Rickman Goth. Archit. 289 In a few instances a return is

used instead of the common corbel-head. 1850 T. Inkerslev
Rom. 4. Pointed Archit. France 338 Projecting canopies
corresponding to the *corbel-pedistals below. 1819 P. Nich-
olson Arch. Diet. I. 291 ^Corbel-Steps, those steps to be
observed in the gables of some old buildings. 1885 Century
Mag. XXIX. 876/1 The top of the gable wall was notched
into corbel steps. 1425 in Kennett Par. Antiq. II. 254
Aptanti et facienti xviii *corbel-stonys ponendis in pradicto
muro. 1628 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 298 Felleting the portchis

with lime, and putting in a corbie ston. 1866 R. Chambers
Ess. Ser. 11. no On the lowest corbel-stone . . my eye . . de-

tected the date 1591. 1447-8 Will Hen. VI, in Willis & Clark
Archit. Hist. Camb. I. 369 In height exx fete vnto the "corbel
table. 1849 Freeman Archit. 179 The eaves, .rest commonly
on small arcades or corbel-tables without shafts.^ 1862 Rick-
man Goth. Archit. 442 A row of corbels carrying the pro-

jecting eaves of the roof is called a corbel-table. 1848 B<
Webb Contiu. Ecclesiol. 573 Chigiogna has a modernized
church but retaining some *corbel-tabling. 1879 Sir G. G.
Scott Led. Archit. II. 131 The windows of trie triforium

gallery, with the corbel tabling over them, still remain.

Corbel (kffibel), v. [f. Corbel sb.] To corbel

out or off: a. trans, to support in a projecting

position on or as on corbels ; b. intr. to project

on or as on corbels.

1859 Sat. Rev. VII. 681/1 A very wide .. chancel-arch, of
which the shafts are corbelled off. 1861 Beresf. Hope Eng.
Catliedr. 19th C. 206 [The organ] boldly corbelling out from
the choir triforium on the north side. 1874 Micklethwaitf.
Mod. Parish Ch. 66 [The organ] corbeled out over head.

Corbelled (kpubeld), ppl. a. [f. Corbel sb.

or v. + -ED.] Furnished with or supported by
corbels (Corbel 2) ; fashioned as a corbel.

1843 IVeale's Bridges II. 91 Corbelled brestsummers. .re-

quire nothing to abut against. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ch.
Lindisf. 29 Figures which stood on the corbelled brackets.

1889 F. A. Guthrie Pariah 11. iv, Old brick houses, with
projecting corbelled roofs.

Corbelling (k^-ibelirj), sb. [f. Corbel sb. +
-ing 1

.] Work consisting of corbels. Also attrib.

1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 722 This woorke Corbolyng bare
the candlestykes of antyke woorke. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ch.
Lindisf. 68 Two clever and quaint pieces of corbelling.

b. attrib. ; also corbelling-piece = Corbel 2 b.

1843 IVeale's Bridges II. 90 The beam or brestsummer
bearing from pile to pile may be strengthened by means of
corbelling pieces. 1862 Rep. Directors E. Ind. Railw.
Co/up. 28 Jumna Bridge, Delhi. .The wells, .have been built

up solid, and the corbelling courses set.

t Corbet. Obs.— 1
[a. F. corbel :—Rom. type

*eorvetto, dim. of corvus raven, and so a synonym
of OF. corbel, corbeau.] = Corbel sb. 2.

C1384 Chaucer H. Fame III. 214 Ne how they hate yn
masoneryes As corbetz [Caxton corbettis, Thynite corbettes]

and ymageryes [Bodl. MS. corbettz full of ymageryes].
1617 Minsheu Duetor, Corbell, Corbet, or Corbill in ma-
sonrie. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Corbel, Corbet, or Corbil.

H Erroneously explained in Dictionaries, etc.,

from misinterpreting the prec. passage in Chaucer

;

the error has been extended to Corbel.

1616 Bullokar, Corbels, places in walles where images !

stand. [So in Cockeram 1623, etc.]. 1703 T. N. City C. 1

Purchaser 117 Corbels, Holes left in the Walls of ancient
Churches, etc., for Images to stand in. 1838 J. Button
Diet. Arch. 98 Corbels, Corbetts, Corbettis, have all been
used as synonymous with corbels

', but corbets seem more
particularly to signify niches for images : Chaucer uses I

corbettis in this sense.

Corbet : see Curvet.

II Corbicula (tyibi'kiala). Entom. Also, erron-
'

}

eously, corbiculum. [L. corbicula, dim. of corbis

basket.] A part of the hinder leg of a bee adapted
to carry pollen ; = Basket 7.
1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1828) II. xviii. 117 Their

posterior tibial also want the corbicula and pecten.

Hence Corbiculate a., having or furnished with

corbiculce.

Corbie (k^iubi). Sc. Also 5-y corby, 6 corbe.
[f. OF. corb, or its dcrivs. corbin, corbel : in Sc. the

ending seems to be assimilated to the hypocoristic

-Y, -IE, in Robbie, Sandie, etc.]

1. A raven ;
also, often, the carrion crow.

c 1450 Henryson Talc ofDog 15 Schir Corbie Ravin wes ,

maid Apparitour. 1513 Douglas yEueis xu. Prol. 174
j

Quhill corby gaspyt for the fervent heyt. 1637-50 Row
Hist. Kirk (1842) 60 A corbie wes sitting on the houses top,

crying, Croup, Croup, Croup. i8zo Blackw. Mag. VI. 568
In quest of. .the Corbie, the Glede, and the Hawk.

b. Also corbie-crow.
rti8n Leyden Lord Soulis, Nothing I wot he saw, Save

[

a pyot upon a turret that sat, And beside it a corbie craw.

1837 MacGillivray Brit. Birds I. 498. 1837 R. Dunn
Omith. Ork. $ Shet. 81.

2. Corbie messenger : one who returns too late, or

not at all : in allusion to the raven in Gen. viii. 7.

I (Cf. Corbin quot. 1300.)
a 1455 Holland Houlate Ixiii, How Corby messinger .

.

Thow ischit out of Noyes ark. .Taryit as a tratour, and
brocht na tythingis. c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (16S3) 170

j

(Jam.) His Majesty alledging that I was Corbie's Mes-

1
senger. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 448 He proved
Corbie messenger (as it is in the proverbj to his master the

Pope ; for he himselfe. .wes converted to the trueth ; and.

.

became one of the Reformers. 1822 Hogg Perils ofMan
II. 91 (Jam.), I wadna like that we were trowed to be
corbie messengers.

3. Comb, corbie-gable, a g;;ble having corbie-

steps ; corbie-steps, projections in the form of

steps on the sloping sides of a gable
;
occurring

in old houses in Scotland, the north of England,

and on the Continent.
[This term appears in Jamieson's Diet., 1808, as a modern

Sc. vernacular name, with the synonym cat-steps (also G.
*Icatzentreppe); another form, not given by Jamieson, is

craw- or croiv.sleps, used in the south of Scotland. These
|

names have app. no literary history, and are evidently
|

popular designations, meaning steps such as only a perching
. or climbing animal, like a crow or cat, could get at or use.

[

Jamieson, however, offered the conjecture that corbie-steps
j

migjit be a corruption of ' corbel-steps ' (of the existence of

which he had no evidence whatever), and this merely fic-

titious form has been adopted in some Dictionaries, etc.]

1808 Jamieson, Corbie-steps, the projections of the stones,
j

on the slanting part of a gable, resembling steps of stairs.
;

1851 Turner Doiu. Archil. I. i. 24 Gable ends, .are not un-

frequently drawn with corbie-steps. 1853 Ibid. II. 25 That
corbie-gables should be so common in Scotland is readily

accounted for. 1888 Freeman in Jrnl. Archxol. Institute

. XLV. 16 The slope of the aisles is cut into two stages so as ,

to give the whole rather the air of great corbie-steps.

Corbil, obs. f. Corbel sb.

Corbilion : see Corbullion.

t Corbin. Obs. Also 4 corbun, -oun. [OF.

corbin, deriv. of corb, corp, corf:—L. corv-us raven

:

I cf. L. corvin-us adj.] A raven.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 84 pe bacbitare. .bekeS mid his blake bile

o cwike charoines ase pe bet is pes deofles corbin of helle.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1892 (Cott.) Forbi men sais on messager

pat lengs lang to bring answare, He mai be cald, with right
' resun, An of messagers corbun. Ibid. 3332 (Cott.) Licknes

to corbin [v.r. rauen] had he nan. 1577-87 Holinshed
Chron. III. 858/2 Embroidered with Corbins (ethers,

b. Comb, corbin-bone, the raven's bone, or

lower end of the breast-bone of a deer. Cf.

Corbel sb. 1.

«I425 Bk. Hunting 1586 (Halliw.) Then take out the

shoulders slitting anone The belly to the side to the corbin-

bone. 1828-40 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) 1. 310 To give .

.

! the quarre to the hounds, and the expected corbin bone to

the raven.

+ Corbitate, v. Obs.-" [f. L. corlnta ship of

i burden.] ' To lade a ship '. Cockeram 1623.

Corbie, obs. f. Corbel sb.

Corbolyng, obs. f. Corbelling.

Corbon(e, Corboun, obs. ff. Corban, Corbin.

Corbship : see Corb, obs. f. Coarb.

II Corbnla (kpubiala). Zool. [L., dim. of corbis

basket.]

1. A common receptacle in which groups of

gonangia are inclosed, in some of the Ccelenterata.
'

1861 J. R. Greene Man. Aniiu. Kingd., Ccelent. 95 A
basket-like receptacle, or ' corbula ', within which the repro-

ductive bodies are lodged.

2. {With capital C.) A genus of bivalve mol-

luscs living in mud or sand, related to the clam.

Corbule (kfjbud). Anglicized form of prec.
_

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 710 The Corbules are inequi-
j

I
valve and regular shells.

t Corbullion, corbilion. Oh. [a. F. court-

bouillon, f. court short + bouillon «* bouillonncment
boiling: see Littre.] A liquid composed of water,

vinegar, white wine, and various seasonings, in

which fish is boiled.

1658 Mayerne Archimag. Anglo-Gall, xlviii. 41 Take, .a

little white wine, some of Corbilion wherein ^our great
Carp is boyled. 1741 Coiupl. Fam. Piece I. li. 126 Boil
them in a good Corbullion, but not to Pieces.

Corbulje : see Cuir-bouilli.

Corby, var. Corbie Sc., raven.

Corbyal, obs. f. Corbel sb. i = raven.

Corcass. [Corrupt, of Irish corcach marsh,

moor.] The name in Ireland of the salt marshes
along the banks of the Shannon and other rivers.

1796 Morse Anier. Geog. II. 176 The most fertile of all arc
the bullock pastures of Limerick, and the banks of the

Shannon .. called the Corcasses. 1846 M' Culloch Acc.
Brit. Empire 1 1854) I. 346 The famous pastures, called the
corcasses or Caucasus, on the banks of the Shannon and
Fergus.

Corce, Corcelet, Corchet, obs. ff. Corse,
Corslet, Crotchet.

II Corchorus (k^-ikonJs). Bot. [a. Gr. nup-

X»pos name of a plant mentioned by Theo-
phrastus.]

1. An extensive genus of Tiliacen', some of the

species of which yield jute.

2. A popular name of Kerria japonica (N. O.

Rosacea:., Spirxidai) of which the double-flowered

variety is often trained as a wall plant for its pro-

fusion of yellow blossoms.

1759 tr. Adanson's Voy. Senegal 11S Higher up, there

were corchorus's, or Jew's mallows. 1816 T, L. Peacock
in Dowden Life Shelley I. 513 The front wall of the vicar-

age was covered with corchorus in full flower.

Corcle (kf''ik'l), corcule (kpuk»«l). Bot. [ad.

L. corculum, dim. of cor heart : in mod.F. corcule.

The L. form is also in use.] A name for the

embryo in the seed of a plant.

[1772 Ann. Reg. 171 The cotyledons . . which include the

corculum or first principle of the future plant.] 1810 Ibid.

111 The position of the corcle in the seed is always in the

vicinity of the hilum. 1826 Good Bk. Nat. (1834) I. 166 It

is the corcle which is the true punctuin saliens of vegetable

life. 1879 Casscll's Tcchn. Educ. 11. 106 At the base of the

plumule is the corcule, or germ of the future plant.

Corey, var. of Corsy, Obs., corpulent.

Cord (Mid), sb. 1 Forms: 4-5 coorde, 4-7

eorde, 6 coarde, 7-S coard, 4- cord. See also

Chord sb. 1 [a. F. corde string of a musical in-

strument, string, rope, cord :—L. chorda, ad. Gr.

XopSr) gut, string of a musical instrument (made

of gut). The later refashioning Chord, q.v., is

now restricted to a few special senses.]

1. A string composed of several strands twisted

or woven together ; in ordinary popular use, now
restricted to small ropes, and thick or stout

strings ; but formerly applied more widely, e.g. to

the ropes of a ship, the string of a bow, etc. Cf.

also whip-cord, welting-cord, and quot. 1835. Also

applied to strands of wire twisted or woven to-

gether.
'

,11300 Cursor M. 21256 (Cott.) Abute his hals a cord bai

fest, And tilward prison drogh. £1305 St. Andrew in

E. E. P. (1862) 100 Bynde him honde and fet. .Win stronge

corden. < 1400 Destr. 'Proy 2012 pai kairen to be cordis,

knitten vp be saile. c 1477 Caxton Jason 42 b, Saye no more

that I take two cordes or strenges on my bowe. 1483— Gold.

Leg. 160/2 They hewe the cordes of the shyppe. a 1533 Lp.

Berners Huon xlvi. 154 There was no cord but it was of gold

and sylke. 1535 Coverdale Judges xvi. 11 Yf they bounde

me with new coardes. 1611 Bible John ii. 15 A scourge of

small cordes. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 444 ' 4 A Twine-

Cord, strained with two Nails at each End. 1812-6 Play-

fair Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 85 The pulley is a wheel moveable

on an axis with a groove cut in its circumference, round

which a cord passes. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 94 Turkey

[silk] has a flaxen appearance, and consists often ultimate

filaments, which form a cord of jjj of an inch. 1871 Mon-

ley Voltaire (1886) 344 Wearing the cord of St. Francis.

b. A rope for hanging ; the hangman's rope.

c 1330 Arth. t, Merl. 1141 (Matz.) Thei ye me hong bi a

cord, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV. 2485 Phillis, She was her

owne deeth right with a corde. 1483 Caxton Cato Cj, Vf

he had the corde aboute hys necke for to be hanged. 1604

Shaks. Oth. in. iii. 388 If there be Cords, or Kmues, Poy-

son, or Fire. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals I. L 7 They will

soon create you a Knight of the Hempen Cord. 1814

Scott Ld. ofIsles 11. xiii, Left his men to brand and cord.

1886 Morley Crit. Misc. I. 44 Robespierre had the typic

sacerdotal temperament. .its private leanings to the stake

and the cord.

c. The ropes inclosing that part of a race-

course, near the winning-post, where the spectators

stand ; the part inclosed by them.

1787-91 'G. Gambado' Acad. Horsem. (1809) 113 Just

as they [horses] enter'd the cords, they were both at laps.

Ibid. 114 Whilst new wagers echoed from the Betting Gap
and cords every moment. 1879 Daily News 16 Apr. 2/3

This order was maintained until inside the cords, when
Leghorn was beaten.

d. trans/.

1875 Ure Did. Arts II. 244 The electrical cord in this

cable is composed of 7 small wires twisted together and in-

sulated by a thick layer of gutta-percha.
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6. (without a and //.) As a material.

1875 tlwiLT Arch. § 2260 Patent copper wire cord, .exten-

sively used for window sash line, .picture^ cord, clock cord,

etc. 1881 Jefferiks Wood Magic I. iii. 73 The end of

Pan's chain, .was not of iron, but tar-cord. 1882 [see Cord-

uvrk in 12J. Mod. A piece of stout cord.

1 Literal rendering of L. funiculus in the Vul-

gate (Heb. Tin cord, measuriug-linc, tract, region).

1381 Wyclif Ezek. xlvii. 13 For Joseph hath double coord,

or part. 1609 Bible (Douay) Zeph. ii. 5 Wo to you that in-
j

habite the cord of the sea.

2. Anat. A structure in the animal body re-

sembling a cord.

fa. Formerly used to render L. nervus, Gr.

vtvpov, applied both to the tendons or sinews and

to the nerves. (Cf. Nerve.)
l 1400 Lanfroue's Cintrg. 24 A corde . . comeb from be

brayne eiber from be nucha. From be brayn comen vij. peire

cordes & bei ben cleped sensible scnewis. Ibid. 29 pat bat

is niaad of bis nerf& bis ligament is cleped a corde. 154*

R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., From it [the muscle]
\

discendeth rounde strynges and cordes that cometh nygh to

the ioyntes. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 345 Sinews, Cords,

and Ligaments.

b. Now applied generally to a nerve trunk, and

spec to certain structures, esp. the spermatic,

spinal, and umbilical cord, the vocal cords ; see

these words.

1774 Goi.dsm. Mat. Hist. (17761 VIII. 15 [The intestines of

a caterpillar are] strengthened on lx>th sides by a fleshy

cord, by which they are united. 1830 R. Knox BCclard's

Anat. 20 A nervous ring.. from which proceed two cords

running along the whole length of the^ body.
_
184a E.

Wilson Anat. Vale M. 550 The Spermatic Cord is the me-
dium of communication between the testes and the interior

of the abdomen. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. ted. 2) 540
The thickness of the Spinal Cord differs considerably at its

different parts. 1855 Ramsbotham Obstetr. Med. 79 The.

.

Umbilical Cord, or Navel String, is a rope-like cord running

from the navel of the child into the body of the placenta.

U In the following passage app. applied to a

supposed vital fibre or ligament (cf. Heart- ,

string', with a fig. reference to the string of a

musical instrument (sense 4 .

1613 Shaks. Hen. Villi in. ii. 106, I would 'twere some-

thing y1 would fret the string, The Master-cord on's heart.

3. A part of a plant with a cord-like appearance

or function.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796] I. 367 An elastic Cord
taken out of the ripe Capsule. 1866 Trias. Sot., Umbilical
cord, a thread by which seeds are sometimes attached to

their placenta.

1 4. A string of a musical instrument ; now
written Chord, q.v.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxliii. 10 In psawtry of ten cordis

til be sail I synge. 138a Wyclif Ps. cl. 4 Prcise }ee hym in

cordis and orgne. [i8ao Shelley tr. Homer's Hymn to

Mercury viii, Symphonious cords of sheep-gut rhythmical.]

1830 Juan de Vega [C Cochrane^ Jrnl. Tour ii (1847) 10

One of the young ladies . . examining my guitar, lightly

touched the cords with her fingers.

t 5. Math. A straight line joining the extremities

of an arc ; now written Chord.
1551 Recorde [see Chord sb. 1

4].

6. Farriery. Usually //.) A disease affecting

the sinews of a horse
;
string-halt. 1 Obs.

15*3 Fitzhkrb. Husb. § 92 The cordes is a thynge that

wyll make a horse to stumble..and appereth before the

forther legges. a 1605 Montgomery Flyling 301 The cords
1

and the cout-cuill, the claisps and the cleiks. 1616 Surfl.
j

& Markh. Country Farme 147 If your Horse be troubled

with the Cords, take a corued [? cornet] made of the brow-
j

antler of an old Stagges home, and thrust it vnder the Cord,
and twynd it ten or twelue times about, .then cut the Cord
asunder. 170* Loud. Gaz. No. 3855/4 A brown-bay Horse .

.

two small Knots on his Nose which was cut for the Cords.

7. a. Arch. The semicircular nosing or projec-

tion of a string-course, b. Glass Manuf.
1776 G. Semplk Building in Water 137 The Plinth and

Cord. 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 31 II. 513 Cords. These
are asperities on the surface of the glass, in consequence of

too little heat.

8. A raised cord-like rib on the surface of cloth ;

a ribbed fabric, esp. corduroy ;
ellipt. in //. cor-

duroy breeches or trousers.

1776 Specif. 0/ Woostenholme s Patent No. 1123. 3 Vel-

vcteen cords are made of the same materials. 1795 Aikin

Manchester 163 The fustian trade has also been improved

by the addition of. . strong and fancy cords. 1837 T. Hook
Jack Bragi, Our sprightly gentleman in the scarlet jacket

and white cords. 1843 Lever J. Hinton vii, A green coat

of jockey cut, a buff waistcoat, white cords. 1873 Ure
Diet. Arts II. 527 Cantoon is a fustian with a fine cord

visible upon the one side, and a saliny surface of yarns

running at right angles to the cords upon the other side.

Ibid., An example of king's cord or corduroy, and of Dutch
cord.

9. A measure of cut wood, esp. that used for

fuel (prob. so called because originally measured

with a cord) : a pile of wood, most frequently

8 feet long, 4 feet broad, and 4 feet high, but

varying in different localities.

1616 Sir R. Boyle Diary (i886> I. 112, 20 cordes of olde

woode. 1677 Yarranton Eng. Imprcn'. 61 A Tun and three

quarters of Timber will but make one Coard of Wood. 1725
Loud. Gas. No. 6447/4 Which Stacks or Piles ofWood did

contain about Thirteen Coards. 1804 Nelson in Nicolas
j

Disp. (1845) V. 437 Commissioned to procure ten chords of 1

wood for the Victory. 1817-8 Coiibett Resid. U. S. (1822)

266, 2 dollars a cord for Hickory ; a cord is 8 feet by 4,

and 4 deep. 1874 J. Deady in Law Times Rep. XXXI.
231/2 The loss of the "John Francis, and her cargo of eighty

cords of ash wood.

b. A measure of stone or rock.

1703 T. N. City <y C. Purchaser 256 In some parts of Kent,
Stones are sold by the Cord, consisting of 27 solid Feet.

1882 Kentish Express 1 July 1,1 Tenders . . for digging 300

cord of rock, at Kick -hill, .near Hythe.

10. Weaving. One of the strings which connect

the leaves with the treadles in a pattern-weaving

loom (or the neck or harness twines to the hooks

in a jacquard loom)
;
also, the space of the design-

paper confined by two vertical lines and represent-

ing one of the threads of the warp.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 082 Upon the design-paper .

.

the dots, .denote raising cords, the blanks, sinking cords.

11. fig. a. With reference to the binding or con-

fining power of a cord. Chiefly in scriptural lan-

guage, or expressions derived from it.

138a Wyclif Job xxxvi. 8 If thei shul . . ben bounde with

cordis of porenesse. — Prov. v. 22 With the cordis of his

synnes he is togidere streyned. i«5 Coverdale Hos. xi. 4,

I led them with coardes of frendshipe. a 1600 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. vi. vi. § 8 The wicked shall be held fast in the

cords of his own sin. 1667 Poole Dial. betw. Protest, ft
Papist (1735) 53 Here is a fourfold Cord, which you will

find is not easily broken. 1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's

C. xxvi. 294 Those mysterious intimations which the soul

feels, as the cords begin to unbind ere it leaves its clay for

ever. 1883 Stevenson Treasure 1st. 111. xiii. « 1886) 104 Hie
very sight of the island had relaxed the cords of discipline.

b. A 'thread' which runs through and unites

the parts of anything.

1848 W. H. Baktlltt Egypt to Pal. i. (1879) 13 Through
all the. .multitudinous sights of Europe, there is found one
central historic cord running up to antiquity.

12. Comb., as cord-maker, -tut; cord-bound,

-like, -shaped adjs. ; cord-drill, a drill w orked by

j
a cord twisted round it and pulled backwards and

I
forwards

;
cord-grass, a modern name for Sparlina

stricta 'erroneously attributed to Turner, who
called it Frail-bente) ;

cord-leaf, a name given by

Lindley to plants of the N. O. Kestiaceie ( Treas.

Hot.); cord-moss, 'the genus I'unaria' (Miller

Plant-n.) ;
cord-reel, a reel on which cord is

wound; cord-rooted a., having roots like cords
;

cord-winder, one who makes cords or ropes

;

t cord-wise adv., in the manner of a cord ; cord-

work (see quot.). See also Cord-wood.
1834 F. Wrangham Henneries 11 The *cord-bound raft

1865 Tylok Early Hist. Man. ix. 241 The Brahmins still

use a "cord-drill. 1861 Miss Pratt Flowering PI. VI. 51.

"Cord-grass. 1884 Miller Plant-n., Spartinastricta, Com-
mon Cord-grass, Mat-weed, Spart-grass, Twin-spiked Cord-

grass. 1845 Lindley Veget. Kingd. (1853) 105 The "Cord-

leafs (Rcstiacex). 1611 Cotgr., Cordeleux, cordie, "cord-

like. 1809 Med. Jrnl XXI. 423 The inflammation crept

gradually up the vein, which was evident from its pecu-

liar cord-like feeL 1580 North Plutarch (16761 138" Cord-

makers, Sadlers, Coller-makers. 1630 in Binnell Descr.

Thames (17581 65 Any Draw-Net, %Cord-Net, or other

Net. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 255 Many
measures of small cord . . many "cord-reeles. 1890 Nature

17 Apr. 557 "Cord-rooted grasses. 1846 Ellis Elgin Marb.
II. 120 A "cord-shaped diadem round the hair. 1707 Land.
Gaz. No. 4362/4 Lancelot Bowler .. "Cordwinder. 1541

Copland Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg., They waxe rounde in

"cordewyse. 188a Diet. Nccdleioork,' Cord Work . .isakind

of coarse needle lace executed with black or coloured purse

silks, fine bobbin cord, or strong linen thread.

t Cord, sb? Obs. Aphetic f. Accord ; see also

Chord sb.*

< 1300 A'. AOs. 411 He [tellith] to hire, by word and cord
t

Alle the jestis of Amnion his lord. 1340 Ayenb. 58 pet hi

myjten his [ = lhem] draje to hare corde. < 1440 Gcncrydes

[see Accord sb. i\

Cord (kfud), v.* Also 5 coord, 6 coard, 8

chord, [f. Cord j/'. 1 ]

1. trans. To furnish with a cord ; to string {e.g.

a bow).
< 1430 Pilgr. Life Manhode nr. Iviii. (i860) 304 With be

corde which be bowe was corded, and bat j haue vncorded.

1870 [see Corder 3].

2. To bind or fasten with a cord or cords.

1610 Mahkham Masterp. 11. v. 228 You shal then cord him
hard about the midst of the necke. 1691 Loud. Gas. No.

2646/4 A hair Portmantua Trunk, lock'd and corded. 1708

Ockley Saracens (1848) 103 He commanded his men to

cord the tents closer together. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chits.

vi, Miss Charity called him to come and cord her box. 1875

U«K Diet. Arts III. 980 To cord the treddle 1, to the back
leaf, put a raising cord, and to each o( the other four, sink-

ing cords.

3. To stack or put up (wood) in ' cords '.

176a tr. Bnschiug's Syst. Geog. V. 652 The greater part of

the wood which is transported to Hamburg, .is first corded

here. 1870 Emerson Soc. a- Solit. xi. 239 The owner of

the wood-lot finds only a number of discolored trees, and
says .

.

' they should be cut and corded before spring

t Cord, v.- Obs. Also corde. [Aphetic form

of Accord v.]

1. trans. To bring to agreement, reconcile ; =
Accord v. 1.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9722 (Cott.) Merci and hir sisters tua,

Blithli wald i cord |>am sua. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 93

Cordyd or accordyde, coneordattis.

2. intr. Of persons : To come to agreement,

agree with ; to agree, assent to; -Accobd v. 5,6.

< 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 101 Of a peny bou cordist

wib me. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 91 To bis sentelis I suppose

j

Austeyn to cord. 1x430 Lydg. Bochas 11558) 11. xxii. c

Touching his dreme they corded all in one. c M35 Torr.

Portugal 1359, I cord with that assent. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. II. 194 To gar thair myndis cord in one.

3. Of things : To agree, be in harmony
;
impers.

to be suitable ; = Accord v. 7, 8.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 316 pos says be prophet David,
In a psalme bat cordes bar-wyth. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus
[see Accord v. 81. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 30 It cordib to hem
[prestis] to 5eue comyn. 14. . Gram. Rules in Reliq. Ant.
II.14 And how a nowne substantyfeWylle corde with a verbe

and a relatyfe. a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme 1250 Counsel! cords

not well in rime.

So t Co rdable, + Cordant adjs., fCo rdantly

ailv., = Accordarle, etc.; t Cording vbl. sb.,

agreement, reconciliation = According
; + Co rd-

iisg ppl. a. and adv. = According (in quot. 1593
I quasi-prep. — ' according to ' ).

n 1300 Cursor M. 9515 iCott.i A sample cordant ITrin. en-

saumple cordyng], pal i tok Vte of sent Robert bok. 138a

Wycuf 2 Chron. xx. 21 With cordaunt voice, c 1400 Apol.

Loll. 6 Cordandli wib holi writ, c 14*0 Pallad. on Husb.

vi. 214 And after oilderose We may baptize and name it,

cordyng even. 1470 85 Malory Arthur 1. xi, They, .made
grete ioye of their welfare and cordyng. 1483 Cask. Angl.

75 Cordynge in sang, coucentus. 1485 Caxton Paris f, V.

(1868) 3 This loue was not wel lykely ne cordable. 1593 T.

Watson Teares 0/Fancie lix. 208 To paint thy glories cord-

ing their desart. i860 Heavysege Count Fitippo 22 As one

struck string. To other cordant, with low breath responds.

Cordage (k(?jded3). [app. a. F. cordage in

same sense, f. corde Cord : see -age. Cf. also It.

cordaggi pi. ' all manner of cordage, tacklings or

ropes for ships' (Florio).]

1. Cords or ropes collectively or in the mass, esp.

the ropes in the rigging of a ship.

1598 Barret Tkeor. Warres v. iii. 155 Cordage of sundry

sorts. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. ft Lommw. (1603) i6_To
make sailes and cordage for the furnishing of shipping.

1634 Ford P. Warbeck v. iii, To brave the cordage Of a

tough halter, a 1641 W. Cartw right Lady Errant iv. i,

Wee'I give our hair for Cordage, and our finest Linnen for

Sails. 1791 Hamilton tr. Bertkollet's Dyeing 1. 1. ii. i. 150

From the strongest cordage, to the finest kind of thread.

1847 Illust. Lond. News 10 July 30/1 Amidst the cordage

and silk of the balloon. 1887 Stf.vensok Underwoods 1.

j

xvL 37 The seaman hears Once more the cordage rattle,

b. transf.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxviiL 110 Crete ryueles and
fromples, that putte oute the beaulle of the playsaunte

vysage, that she sheweth all wyth cordage, aswelle in the

nek as aboute the temples. 1509 T. M(ol fet] SilL-u-ormes

60 What cordage first they make and tackling sure. 1847

Longf. Ev. 11. iti. 23 A cluster of trees with tangled cordage

of grape-vines. 1837 Dickens Lett. 28 Jan., His knitted

brows now turning into cordage.

C. fig.

1649 Lovelace Poems 307 Dragg'd on still By the weake
Cordage of your untwin d will. 1863 Carlyle Fredk. Gt.

xv. iii, The cordage ofhis life had been so strained and torn.

1 2. The action of cording or tying cords, rare.

1616 T. Adams Sacr. Thankf ii This mans whole life is

spent in tying of cords : his profession is cordage.

tCordal lle. Obs. Also 6 Sc. ale. [a. OF.

cordaille (14th c. in Godef., and in Cotgr.) = It

cordaglia :— I., type 'chorddlia pi., f. chorda CoBD :

see -al 5.] Cordage ; tackling of a ship.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour Fj, Berynge with hym the

cordaylle wherwith he made his cordes. 1548 Aberd. Reg.

V. 20 (Jam.) Ane anker and tua cordalis.

t Cordal. Obs. [a. OF", cordal, cordail cord :-

1 .. type chorddle sing. : see prec.l See quots.

1688 R. Holme Armory m. iii. 39 The Cordal, or String

of the Mantle, with its Buttons and Tassels. i8a8 Berry
Ene. Her. I. s.v., Cordals, strings of the mantle or robe of

estate, made of silk and gold thread, interwoven like a

cord.

Cordant, aphet.f.Accordant: see after Cord ik-

Cordate (k/udt-it), a. Also 7 cordat. [In

sense 1 ad. L. corddt-us wise, prudent, sagacious,

f. cor, cord- heart, in sense of judgement ; in sense

3,- ad. mod.L. cordatus (Linna'us), in sense analo-

gous to that of ovdtus cgg-sha|x;d : see -ate - 3.]

+ 1. Wise, prudent, sagacious. Obs.

1651 Fuller's Abet Rediv., Life Colet 105 The Bishop

: assisted by two of his brethren, almost as learned and Cor-

: date as himselfe. a 1734 North l.wes (1890) III. 91 He
! was cordate in his practice, and I believe never in all his

life betrayed a client to court a jud^e. Ibid. 125 To allow

! him assistants, .that he shall think faithful and cordate.

t 2. Hearty, cordial. Obs. rare.

1670 Maynwaring Physic. Repev. 117 Unanimous concur-

rence and cordate adherence to one another. 1671 — Pract.

0/ Physic 45 Cordate esteem for all those who have contrt-

' buted their endeavours for so happy a restitution.

3. (Chiefly in Nai. Hist.) Heart-shaiied ; resem-

bling in form a longitudinal section of a heart, i.e.

with outline generally rounded, but pointed at one

end and having an indentation at the other.

1769 J. Wai.lis Nat. Hist. Northumb. I. xi. 393 The de-

pressed cordate Echinus, or Sea-Egg. 1794 Martyn Rous-

seau's Bot. v. 52 The form of these petals . . is usually cordate

or heart-shaped. 1854 Woodward Mollusca 11. 290
(

ShelI

regular, equivalve, free, cordate. 188a Vines Sachs' Bot.

476 The leaves of Selaginella. .are usually cordate at the

base. ,

b. Prefixed to another adj. = ' cordate and . . .

,

or ' with a combination of the cotdate form '
;
as



CORDATED. 987 CORDIALIZE.
in cordate-amplexicaut\ -lanceolate, -oblong, -sagit-

tate, etc. See also Coriiato-.
1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. vi. (1858) 86 Floral leaves broad-

ovate, at the base cordate-amplexicaul. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 310 Polygonum Convolvulus', leaves cordate-
sagittate.

Hence CoTdately oulz'., in a cordate form.
1828 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

t Cordated QspKitted), a. Nat. Hist. Obs.

[f. L. cordat-us + -ed : in earlier use than prec]
= Cordate 3.

1715 J. Petiver in Phil. Tram. XXIX. 243 Leaves.,
more rugged and cordated at the Footstalk. 1768 Pennant
Zool. (1770) IV. 8 A young bird.. with transverse bars of
brown on the breast instead of cordated spots. 1780 Coxe
Russ. Disc. 336 The leaves, .of a roundish cordated figure.

Cordato- (k(?jd^"t<?), combining form of mod.L.
cordatus, Cordate : cf. Cordate 3 b.

1866 Treas. Bot. 329 Cordaio-hastate . . Cordato-ovate.

.

Cordato-sagittate.

Cordavan, obs. f. Cordovan.

II Cordax (k^-jdseks). [Gr. *o/>oa£.] An inde-

cent orcxtravagant dance of the OldGreek Comedy.
1531 Elvot Gov. i. xx, Dissolute motions and wanton

countenaunces in that whiche was called Cordax. 1812 R.
Cumberland Aristoph., With the obscene device of an old

hag Dancing the drunken cordax in her cups. 1820 T.
Mitchell Aristoph. I. p. xxix, The cordax or dance of
comedy. 1847 J. Leitch tr. Mutter s Man. Arch&ol. 426Sile-
nus as a cordax-dancer.

Cordeal, obs. f. Cordial.
Cordebeck, -derbeck, illiterate spellings of

Caudebeck.
1674 Loud. Gaz. No. 946/4 Black Cordebeck Hat. 1698

Hatter's A dvt. in N. <y Q. 14 Mar. 1891 204 A new inven-
tion of making hats, felts, Carolinas, Corderbecks. 1707
E. Ward Hud. Rediv. II. in. 20 Behind these came two
Bully Hecks With feather'd Cock'd up Cordebecks.

Corded (kprded), a. [f. Cord 1 + -ed,]

1. Bound with cords ; in Her. represented as

bound or wound about with cords.
i486 fit. St. Albans, Her. Ciij, Among odyr crossis oon

is founde the wich is calde a coorddid cros. .for hit is made
of cordys. 1801 Med. Jml. V. 256 A sense of corded
tightness round his head. 1856 Aird Poet. IVks. 287 In
corded stiffness pent.

2. Having cords ; made of or furnished with

cords ; in the form of cords.

1382 Wvcuf Pre/. Ep. Jerome vii. 72 The ten cordid
sawtri. 1575 Wills Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 10 Bedsteades not
coarded. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. it. vi. 33 This night he
meaneth with a Corded-ladder To climbe celestiall Siluia's

chamber window. 1812 Southey Omniana II. 41 All
Minorites, .and all the corded families. 1830 E. Hawkins
Anglo-Gallic Coins 11 The legend is contained within two
corded circles.

3. Having raised lines or stripes, like cords, upon
the surface ; esp. of textile fabrics ; ribbed, twilled.

1760-72 tr. Juan <5- Ulloa's P'oy. II, 126 The Indians.,
apply themselves to weaving bays, corded stuffs, etc. 1847
Craig, Corded . . furrowed. 1882 Beck Draper's Diet.,
Corduroy, a thick corded stuff of cotton. 1884 Girl's Own
Paper Feb. 227/1 The corded turtle, so called because of
seven deep furrows or grooves on its shell. 1886 Stevenson
Dr. Jekyll x. 121 The hand, .was lean, corded, knuckly.

4. Piled or stacked in * cords ' (see Cord sb. 1 9).

1847 Emerson Poems, Threnody Wks. (Bohn) I. 489 The
kennel by the corded wood.

Cordee, var. of Chordee.
Cordelier (k/jdelleu). Forms : 4-5 cordi-

lere, 6 cordillere, -ylar, -elere, -eleir, 7 -ilier,

6- cordelier, [a. F. cordelier, in OF. also cor-

deter, f. cordele (now cordelle,, dim. of corde Cord :

see -ier. Cf. It. cordegliere, eordigliere, OF.
cordelois, med.L. cordelita, cordiger.]

1. A Franciscan friar of the strict rule : so called

from the knotted cord which they wear round the

waist.
r 1400 Rom. Rose 7461 So been Augustins, and Cordileres.

And Carmes, and eke sacked freres..Full holy men, as I

hem deem. 1500-zo Dunbar Tidings from Session 45
Baith Carmeleitis and Cordilleris Cumis thair to genner and
get ma freiris. 155a Lyndesay Monarche 5685 With small
nummer of Monkis and Frerls, Off Carmeletis, and Corde-
leris. 1663 Butler Hud. t. i. 260 Of Rule as sullen and
severe As that of rigid Cordeliere. c 1720 Prior Thief $
Cordelier iv, A Norman, though late, was obliged to ap-
pear, And who to assist but a grave cordelier? 1827 Mac-
aulay Co. Clergyman's Trip to Camb. iv, An army of grim
Cordeliers. .Will follow, Lord Westmoreland fears.

2. pi. Name of one of the political clubs of the
French Revolution (club des cordeliers), so called

because it met in an old convent of the Cordeliers.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 11. 1. iv, The whole Cordeliers

District responds to it. Ibid. n. 1. v, One party, which
thinks the Jacobins lukewarm, constitutes itself into Club of
the Cordeliers ; a hotter Club ; it is Danton's element.

3. Name given to a machine for rope-making.
1878 in Rossiter Illustr. Diet. Sc. Terms.

Cordeliere. Also 6 Sc. cordelere. [a. F. cor-

deli?re the cord of the Franciscans, a similar cord
orig. put round the armorial bearings of widows
and maidens to mark their devotion to St. Francis
of Assisi, and in various transf. senses ; f. F. corde-

lier : see Littre\ Now usually written -ere as in

Fr., and pronounced korddig'r.]

1. Her. A knotted cord.

a 1725 A. Nisbet Heraldry tv. 59-60 (.Tarn.) All the above
churchmen, who use and carry the exterior ornament of a
hat above their arms, have also a cordeliere (issuing out of
the same), which is a cord with two running knots on each
side, whereat hang down the foresaid tassels on both sides
of the shield.

f 2. * Knotted cordwork on embroidery 1

(Cotgr.).
t^6x Inventories (1815) 133 (Jam.) Upoun the silver corde-

lens knottis of gold.

f3.
£ A black and knotted silk neckerchief 1

(Webster). (So F. cordeliere in Cotgr.)

t Cordelin. Obs. rare. [prob. a. OF. or AF.
*cordelin ; see Cordelier and -in.] — Cordelier i . ;

£1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 258 Frere Hugh of Malm-
;

cestre was a Jacobyn, And William of Gaynesburgh was a ,

Cordelyn.

Ccrdeling, -elling, a. [f. F. cordeler to

twist.] Twisting.
1864 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Cordelle (kpudel), sb. [a. F. cordelle, dim. of I

corde Cord.]

f 1. (See quot.) Obs.

1847-78 Hai.liwell, Cordeltes, twisted cords ; tassels.

2. Canada and U.S. A towing line or rope,

[The only sense in mod.F., and thence adopted in

I

Canada and the Mississippi Valley.]

1823 J. D. Hunter Mem. Captivity 84 Where rapids oc- 1

I curred in the river, we assisted at the cordelle, or towing-
line, from the shore. 1884 Harper's Mag. June 125/1 A

I

' Kanuck ', or French Canadian, at the oar or the 'cor-
|

delle the rope used to haul a boat up-stream.

Cordelle (kp'jdel), v. Canada and U. S. [f.

! prec. sb.] trans. To tow (a boat) with a cordelle.

1838 S. Parker Explor. Touri^iZ^i) 144 The men of the
Hudson's Bay Company cordelled several batteaux down
this rapid—part of the men going in the boats, and part on i

shore cordelling. 1885 U. S. Grant Mem. II. xli. 37 To
get up these rapids, steamers must be cordelled.

t Cordement. Obs. [Aphetic f. aeordement',

!

; Accordment.] Agreement, reconcil iation.

c 1320 Sir Benes iiqq And kiste hire at bat cordement.
! 1x1450 Le Morte Arth. 2422 Syr, shalle I neuyr of corde-

mente wene, That we myght frendys be a3eyne ? 1483
: Cath. Angl. 75 A Cordement, concordia, concordancia.

Cordon, -ar, -er, obs. ff. Cobdwatn, -er.

Corder (k^udaA [f. Cord + -ER 1
.]

1. One who cords or fastens with a cord.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. Iviii. (1869) 204 My mooder

Chantee was cordere and thredere of bis corde. 1824
Southey in Lett. (1856) III. 449 Take care this box be a

1

little better corded than the last, the corder whereof ought
to have been sent to the treading-mill.

2. An operative who forms a cord, welt, or
1

braid, in the shoemaking and other trades.

1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 280/2 A ' corder ' forms the top
1

and button scallops over a round-pointed piece of steel.. 1

fastened to a table. 1891 Daily Chron. 18 Mar. 9/1 Bon-

i

naz Braiders and Corders. — Permanent weekly hands
j

!
wanted.

3. In a sewing-machine : An appliance for stitch-

ing a piping-cord, or the like, between the folds of

a fabric.

1870 Willcox Gibbs' Price List 22 Cording with the
Corder. The Corder lays the Cord while the Machine
stitches it in.

Corderoy, var. of Corduroy.
Cordevan, -vant, -wane, -waynfe, -weyne,

' obs. ff. CpRDWAIN.

f Cordi- in derivatives, formerly not infrequent
' for Cardi- from Gr. xapUa heart, on account of

\

\
the identity of meaning and greater familiarity of

1 the Latin cor, cord- : e. g. Cordialgic, Cordi-
gnostic (properly cardiognostic) , Cordiology.
1659 C. Noble Inexped. ofExped. 4, I shall leave that to

the great Cordignostick that is above. 1725 Bradley Fam.
Diet. II. s.v. Stomach, A Cordialgick Pain. 1817 Blacfciv.

Mag. I. 38 Why may not the human heart be registered in
' a good sized quarto volume . . and be made the basis to a

system of Cordiology. Ibid., To expose her heart . . to the
manipulation of a cordiologist.

Cordial (k^udiaT, a. and sb. (Also *j cordale.)

[ad. med.L. cordial-is (perh. immed. through F.
\

cordial, 14th c), f. L. cor, cord- heart +- -al : cf.

L. concordialis, f. concordia. Cordialis appears to :

have been in its origin a word of medicine.]

A. adj. \ 1. Of or belonging to the heart. Obs. I

Cordial spirits (in Mediaeval Physiology)— Vital spirits,
\

for 'the Vital Spirit resides in the heart, is dispersed by the
;

arteries, etc ', and ' by the labour of y" complexyon of the
|

brayne. .is the vital spirite made anymall ' (Salmon 1671}.

CX400 Laufranc's Cirurg. 112 J>ei [veynes] bryngen liif
,

8c dewe norischinge & cordialle spiritis. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabclhoner's Bk. Physicke 116/1 Heerwith inungate the
;

Cordiall pit verye fat, and this will allsoe cause appetite.

1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xxxvii. (1632)426 If it be neither

cordiall, nor stomacall. 1646 Sm T. Browne Pseud. Ep. :

iv. iv.(i686) 153 An opinion, .which magnifies the condition

of the fourth finger of the Left Hand ; presuming therein a

cordial relation.

b. Of the heart as the scat of feeling, affection,

etc. ; internal.

1841 Myers Cath. 7% IV. § 39. 382 The verbal is very

often quite different from the cordial Creed.

2. Of medicines, food, or beverages : Stimulating,

'comforting*, or invigorating the heart; restora-
1

live, reviving, cheering.

t Cordial ioatev = spirit (obs.%

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. ix. in Ashm. (1652) 175 Fode to
Man and Woman most cordyall. 1533 Elvot Cast. Hettke
(1541) 94 a, Al thinges whiche be cordiall, that is to say,
which do in any wise comfort the hart. 1564-78 Bullevn
Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 55 A cordial ointment against the
Pestilence. 1634 Milton Comus 672 Tliis cordial julep
here . . With spirits of balm and fragrant syrups mixed.
1719 De Foe Cmsoe xviii. (1858) 287 He had brought me a
case of bottles full of excellent cordial waters. 1797 Coi.f-
ridge Christabel 1, O weary lady, Geraldine, I pray you,
drink this cordial wine ! 1811 A. T. Thomson Land. DUp.
(1818) 215 Juniper berries are diuretic and cordial.

\>.fig.

i6n Shaks. Wint. T. v. iii. 77 This Affliction ha's a taste
as sweet As any Cordiall comfort. 1655 Fuller Hist. Camb.
(1840) 189 He bestowed on them cordial statutes, (as I may
call them,)for the preserving of the College in good health.

1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) I. xxviii. 204 All Sun-
day, .was a cordial day to her from morning to night.

3. Hearty; coming from the heart, heartfelt;

sincere, genuine, warm ; warm and hearty in a
course of action or in behalf of a cause.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 128 My only cordyall loue and frende.

c 1489 — Blanchardyn xlix, 190 Enflamed wyth yre & of
cordyal wrath, for loue of their lord, a 1533 Lo. Berners
Huon clxxix. 721 My dere and cordyall frende. a 1661
Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 178 He was a stout and valiant
gentleman, a cordial protestant. ( 1750 ShenstoKE Ettgiet
xiii. 7 Soon may thy breast the cordial wish resume. 1845
S. Avsrm Range's Hist. Ref. II. 183 To induce the em-
peror to give the cause his cordial support. 1870 R. W.
Dale Week-day Serm, x. 184 A cordial abhorrence of what
is sensual.

b. Warm and friendly in manner.
1795 Southey Joan ofArc in. 276 By the gentle Queen

With cordial affability received. 1837 W. Ikving Capt.
Bonneville III. 157 The latter took a cordial leave of his

host. 1866 Ceo. Eliot F. Holt (1868) 58 ' Right ', said the
minister, in a deep cordial tone.

^ 4. quasi-tfrt'z'. = 1 By heart '. Obs.
c 147S Parteuay Prol. io, I not aqueynted of birth natur-

al! With frenshe his verray trew parfightnesse, Nor en-
preyntyd is in mynde cordiall.

B. sb. 1. A medicine, food, or beverage which
invigorates the heart and stimulates the circulation

;

a comforting or exhilarating drink. Comm. Aro-
matized and sweetened spirit, used as a beverage.
r 1386 Chaucer Prol. 443 For gold in Phisik is a cordial

[v.r. cardial, cordeal, accordial], Therfore he louede gold in

special. 1526 Pilgr. Petf.(W de W. 1531) 171 As pocyons,
laxes, cordialles, plasters, and other medicynes. 1590
Si>enser F. Q. in. v. 50 Costly Cordialles she did apply.
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 250 Aquavita: dis-

tilled out of Wine, .the chief cordial in cheering the heart

of man. 1727 Swift Gulliver 11. viii. 168 Observing I was
ready to faint, [he] gave me a cordial to comfort me. 1833
Ht. Martineau Tale of Tyue vi. 100 He. .sipped his even-

ing cordial. 1847 De Quincev Sp. Mil. Nun v, The
closet which held the peppermint-water and other cordials,

b. transf. andfig.
1479 Earl Riv ers (title) The book named Cordyal which

treteth of the four last and final thinges. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, 11. i. 41 A pleasing Cordiall.. Is this thy Vow
vnto my sickely heart. 1642 Fuller Holy Prof. St. hi.

ii. 155 Harmlesse mirth is the best cordiall against the

consumption of the spirits. 1751 N. Cotton i'isisns in

Verse (R.), Reflections on a life well past Shall prove a

cordial to the last. 1870 Emerson Soc. Solit., Clubs
Wks. (Bohn) III. 92 Of" all the cordials known to us, the

best, safest, and most exhilarating, .is society.

2. Comb., as cordial-bottle, -glass ; cordial-

maker, manufacturer, 'a manufacturer of liqueurs,

syrups, and sweet drinks ' (Simmonds Diet. Trade

1858.)
1663 Cowley Cutter Colin/in St. II. viii, Fetch me the

Cordial-glass in the Cabinet Window. 1800 Mar. Edge-
worth Lottery i, She thought herself obliged, every quarter

of an hour, to have recourse to her cordial-bottle.

Cordialgic, erroneous f. Cardialgio.

t CoTdialine, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Cordial

+ -INE.] Of the nature of a cordial.

1674 R. Godfrey Inj. % Ab. Physic 87 With some other

Cordialine Medicine, .to revive and keep up his spirits.

Cordiality (kfjdiarllti). [f. Cordial + -ity :

cf. F. cordialite (Oudin, 16th c); It. cordialiti).]

f 1. The quality of relating to the heart. Obs.- 1

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. F./>. iv. iv. 184 That the prac-

tice, .had any such respect of cordiality or reference unto

the heart will much be doubted.

2. Cordial quality : a. Heartiness, earnestness,

sincerity.

[1508 Florio, Cordialita, hartines.] 1611 — Hartinesse,

cordiality. 17SS Young Centaur ii. Wks. 1757 IV. 158

The sound cordiality, and constant warmth of a disinterested

friendship. 1756 A. Mitchell in Ellis Orig. Lett. 11.456. IV.

370 I trust to the King's justice, and to the cordiality with

which he acts, for a full discovery. 1855 Motley Dutch

Reft. ii. iv. (1866) 212 Margaret of Parma hated the Cardinal

with great cordiality.

b. Sincere good-will or friendly feeling towards

others ; warmth and friendliness of manner.

1730 Swift in Craftsman No. 232, I will not_ suspect

the present fidelity of France, and their cordiality to

the protestant establishment. 1796 Jane Austen Sense «f

Sens. (1849) 63 He. .did not return your kindness with any
cordiality. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 125 Had
there been any cordiality between the European officers and
the native garrison. 1871 Morley Voltairt (1886) la His
cordiality towards progress and improvement.

Cordialize (k^jdialaiz), v. [f. Cordial +
-IZF.]

1. trans. To make into a cordial.



CORDIALLY. 988 CORDONNET.

1774 Pennant Tonr Scot, in 1772 342 Rum, cordialized

withjelly of bilberries. 1861 Sala in Temple Bar Mag. L
304 They hastily swallowed mugs full of steaming egg-hot

and cordialised porter.

t 2. To treat with cordials. Obs. rare.

1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 43 A state which the unwary
would assert to be typhus, and begin . . to cordialise.

3. To make cordial or friendly.

1817 Bp. Jebb in Life 4 Lett, lxii. 575 Inward religion

. .congenializes and cordializes human life.

4. intr. To become cordial ; to be on terms of

cordiality, fraternize {with). Chiefly Sc.

1814 A. Knox Corr. IL 164 I have not, beyond these

wallsT one thoroughly congenial soul . . I do not know even

one, who cordializes with me, on the same intellectual

level. 1863 J. Brown llorx Subsec. (ed. 31 62 With devo-

tional feeling, .he cordialized wherever and in whomsoever
it was found. 1864— John Leech (1882) 14 He would have

found one student . . with whom he would have cordialised.

Cordially fkp-jdiali) , adv. [f. as prec. + -LI 2
.]

fl. —
' By heart'. Obs. rare- 1

.

1479 Caxton Cordyall A iv b/2 Y1 they may cordyally be

ennrynted with in your hertes.

2. Heartily, with all one's heart, in a way that

proceeds from the heart.

a 1533 I.d. Berners Huon cxxxix. 517, I desyre you
ryght cordeally, my dere frynd, shewe me yf ye haue any
hurt. 1660 T. Gouge Chr. Directions ii. (1831I24 If thou

dost cordially resist and mourn for thy manifold distractions

in prayer. 1709 Foster in Life ff Corr. (1846) 1. 123, I cor-

dially sympathize with you. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Imi.

II. 552 He cordially detests the Hindus, i860 Tyndali.
Glac. 1. xvi. 104 To this I cordially agreed.

3. With hearty friendliness or good-will ; in a

manner that betokens warm friendliness.

1781 Cowper Retirement 379 How cordially I pressed

His undissembling virtue to my breast. 1795 Burke Corr.

IV. 325 M rs. Burke desires to be most cordially remembered
to you. 1848 C. Bronte J. Eyre ii, I was cordially in-

vited to eat. 1885 Manch. Exam. 15 May 6/1 Lord John
. .cordially shook hands with him.

t Co'rdialness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -Ness.]

= Cordiality.
1611 Cotgr., Cordiality, cordiallnesse, heartinesse. 1675

Brooks Cold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 550 The cordialness of his

love. 1691-0 Norris I'ract. Disc. IV. 288 In all the

Reality, Cordialness, Sincerity and Constancy of [our love).

Cordicole (kpudiktfil). [ad. mod.L. cordicola,

f. cor, corJi- heart + -cola worship[>er.] ' A wor-

shipper of the heart ' : a nickname for one who
worships the ' Sacred Heart '.

1854 I. B. Dalgairns Devot. Hrt. 0/ Jesus (ed. 2) 38 It

was in Jansenist i>eriodicals that the nick-name ofCordicoles

was attached to the members of the Confraternities. [1883

Catholic Diet., s.v. Heart of Jesus, Nicknamed ' Cardiola-

tr.e ' or ' Cordicolae ', and charged with Nestorianism.)

Cordierite (kpudiarait). Min. [Named (in

1813) after Cordier a French geologist. See -m:.]

A synonym of Iolite.

1814 T. Allan Min. Nomen., Cordierite. 1879 Rutlev
Study Rocks xii. 210 Cordierite-granite is a variety, .con-

taining cordierite or iolite.

Co'rdies. ' An American name for a kind of

felt hat, covered with camel or goat hair' (Sim-

monds Diet. Trade 1858).

Cordiform (kf-jdifrunO, a. ff. L. cor, conii-

heart + -FORM. Cf. F'. cordi/orme!) Heart-shaped.
Cordiform foramen ; the obturator foramen of reptiles.

Cordiform tendon ; the central tendon of the diaphragm.
1818 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 286 Thorax slightly

convex; scutellum generally cordiform. 1851 Richardson
Geol. 292 The . . marine turtles have the carapace cordiform

and depressed like an elliptical arch. 1887 Boolr.oorm Dec,

34 The famous cordiform map of Apian. (This map^ (1530).

the earliest known on the single heart-shaped projection.

Brit. Mxs. Cat.]

Cordignostic : see Cordi-.

Cordil : see Cobdyl, the water-newt.

Cordilere, -ier, obs. ff. Cordelier.

II Cordillas. Obs. [F., formerly cordillats, f.

* cordille, dim. of cordc Cord : cf. cordillon.]

1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 67 Cordillats Stuff per Piece of 28

Ells. 1858 Siumonos Diet. Trade, Cordillas, a kind of

kersey.

II Cordillera (k^dilye-ra). (In 8 rarely cor-

delier). [Sp. = mountain - chain, 'the running

along of a rocke in great length' Minshcu 1599),

f. cordilla, in OSp. string, rope, dim. of cucrda :—

I,, chorda cord, rope.]

A mountain chain or ridge, one of a series of

parallel ridges ; in //. applied originally by the

Spaniards to the parallel chains of the Andes in

South America {las Cordilleras de los Andes), sub-

sequently extended to the continuation of the same
system through Central America and Mexico.
Some geographers in the U. S. have proposed to transfer

the name to the more or less parallel chains of the Rocky
Mountains and Sierra Nevada, with their intervening ridges

and tablelands, termed by them the Cordilleran region;

but this is not approved of by European geographers.

1704 Collect. Voy. 1 Church) III. 12/1 The Cordillera grows
rougher. 1796 Morsk Atner. Ceog. I. 60 Pinchinca, one of

the Cordeliers, immediately under the line. 1816 Kfatinge
Trav. (18171 I. 21a A Cordillera and an atom are wielded or

cast with equal facility by her (Nature's! powerful hand.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 519/1 (s.v. Audes\ At the northern

limit of the group of Ixixa. .the main range divides into two
subordinate chains, or Cordilleras. 1879 Dana Man. Geol.

(ed. 3) 15 A Cordillera includes all the mountain-chains in

the whole great belt of high land that borders a continent.

fig. 1781 Archer in Naval Chrott. XI. 290 The ship upon a
bed of rocks, mountains of them on one side, and cordeliers

of water on the other.

Cordillere, obs. f. Cordelier.

t Cordi•loquy. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. L. cor, cordi-

hcart, after ventriloquy: cf. Cardiphonia.] A
speaking from the heart.

164a Ki ller Holy tr Prof. St. 11. ix. 83 Some have ques-

tioned ventriloquie, when men strangelyspeak out of their

bellies, .might I coin the word cordiloquie, when men draw
the doctrines out of their hearts, etc.

Cordinar, -er, obs. f. Cordwainer.

t Co'rdine. Obs. rare.

1611 Cotgr., Cordons dune trompette, the cordines or

strings of a Trumpet.

Cording x
k(rjdin), vbl. sb^ [f. Cord v.1 and

I
sb. 1 + -ING '.]

1. The action of binding or fastening with a cord
;

hanging (quot. 1619). b. Weaving. The con-

nexion of the treadles of a loom with the leaves of

heddles by cords, in such a way as to produce the

pattern required.

1619 H. Hutton Follies Anat. 31 A cording be your end.

a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635I 279 Like a Shepheards Tent
thatTalls to the ground for want of pinning, cording, and
sowing. 1822 A. Peddie (title) Linen Manufacturer,
Weaver, and Warper's Assistant, with Tables, Drafts,

Cordings, etc. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts II. 524 The draught

and cording of common fustian is very simple. Ibid. III.

982 Fig. 1955 represents the draught and cording of a fan-

ciful species of dimity.

2. concr. Cords collectively; cordage; corded

work.
1571 Wills + Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 363 Ij dossen cording

for coddes xii*1 . 1616 Fletcher Hum. Lieut, ye. i, Nay
then I must buy the stocke—send me good cording. 1704
Collect. Voy. (Church.) HI. 583/2 They use Cording instead

of Wood for Fuel. 1771 -Smollett Humph. CI. I. 24 May,
A narrow brimmed hat, with gold cording.

3. Cording quire (of paper) : see quot. 1825.

165a Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 182 Writing, .upon

the loose sheets of cording-quires. 1825 Hone Every-day
Bk. I. 1139 Cassie Quires, the two outside quires of the

ream, also called cording quire*.

Cording, vbl. sb:- and ///. a., aphetic f. Ac-
cording ; see Cord v.2

Cordiology : see Cordi-.

Cordite kpjdait). [f. Cord + -ite.] A
smokeless explosive, introduced in 1889,50 called

from its cord-like appearance.

1889 Daily Netvs 2 Oct. 5^3 The new explosive, known
by the name of * cordite ' on account of its curiously string-

like appearance. 1891 Pall Mall G. 30 May 7/2 A velo-

city of no less than 2,669 ft. has been realized with a I9$lb.

charge of cordite from a 6-inch quick-firing gun.

Cordivant, -iwin, obs. ff. Cordwain.
Cord-leaf: see Cord sbA

i Co-rdlett. Obs. [Cf. F. cordelette small cord,

dim. of corde Cord.
But perh. = cordillats, Cordillas.)
1661 in Topographer (1790) 20, 6 Cordlelts and fowre

Blanketts.

t Co-rdly. 1 Obs. [Cf. F. cordille young tunny

emerging from the egg : see Littre.] ' A tunny
'

(Halliwell). (No authority or reference given.)

Cordon (k(r\ubn,-(Jn), sb. Also 6 cordone, 8

cordoon. [a. F. cordon, deriv. of corde Cord ;
=

It. cordone, Sp. cordon, Pr. cordo: in It. an aug-

mentative, in F'. also diminutive. The earliest form

in Fjig. appears to have been cordone from It. ; but

this was soon superseded by the Fr.]

1. Fortif. A course of stones along the line of

junction of the rampart and parapet, or forming

the coping of the escarp or inner wall of the ditch.

1598 Barret Theor. li'arres v. i. i27 Tne ditch.. to be

made so deep, and cast vp so high, that it should couer the

wall, al least vnto the Cordone. 1706 Phillips led. Kersey),

Cordon. - In Fortification, a row of stones, .set between tne

Wall of the Fortress that lies a slope and the Parapet which
stands upright ;

serving for an Ornament in Defences made
of Masons-work. 178a Siege of Aubigny 60 Humicrcs..

had already gained tne cordon of the rampart- 1859 F. A.
Griffiths Artil. Man, (1862) a6t The Cordon is a semi-

circular projection of stone, .placed at the top of the slope

of the revetment of the escarp.

2. Arch. A string-course, or projecting band of

stone, usually flat, on the face of a wall.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey>, Cordon.. In Architecture, a

Plinth, or edge of Stone on the out-side of a Building. 1739
Labelye Short Ace. Piers Westm. Bridge 36 The Masons
set the last Stone of the Torus or Cordon. 1876 Gwilt
Encycl. Archil. Gloss., Cordon, the edge of a stone on the

outside of a building.

3. Mil. A line of troops composed of men placed

at detached intervals, to prevent passage to or from

the guarded area ; a chain of military posts. Also

altrib., as in cordon system, duly.

1758 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 373/1 If tour officers] order us to

form a line, we can do it; but if they call that line a

Cordon, we must be obliged to apply to the Chaplain

for a Denouement of the mysterious word. 1796 Morsk
Amer. Geog. I. 754 These troops.. are dispersed at posts

placed at proper distances on a Cordon, surrounding the

colony on the land side. 1817 Wvnn in Pari. Deb. 356

A cordon of troops had been stationed on the banks of the

river to intercept any communication. 1877 Field F.xerc.

Infantry 314 There are two systems of outposts, viz. the
Cordon system, and the patrol system.

b. trans/. A continuous line or circle of per-

sons round any person or place.

1854 M. Harland Alone xxiv, He attached himself to
Mrs, Read's cordon of admirers. 18B3 Ln. R. GeWF.R My
Remin. II. xxii. 70 A large crowd, .kept back by a cordon
of police.

179a Burke Corr. (1844* IV. 21 They propose that all

Europe shall form a cordon to hedge in the cuckoo. 1868

G. Duff Pol. Snrv. 212 To draw round it a cordon, and
to allow.. no rival near the throne. 1879 W. F. Steven-
son in Gd. Words Mar. 158 Foreigners who have been
excluded by the strictest cordon ever drawn.

4. A guarded line between infected and unin-

fected districts, to prevent intercommunication and
spread of a disease or pestilence. Called also

sinitary cordon.
1826 Jas. Mill in Westm. Rev. VI. 364 Ifacordon against

the ordinary plague is an expedient measure, etc. i860

G. A. Spottiswoode Vac. Tour 89 A sanitary cordon as a
protection from the plague may have mitigated the ravages

of this scourge in Eastern Europe. 1885 Manch. Exam.
10 June 4/6 They will establish cordons and lazarettos in

order to insure the complete isolation of all infected towns.

5. An ornamental cord or braid forming a part

of costume. Also, the cord worn by Francis-

cans.

1578 Inv. R. Wardrobe (1815) 219 (Jam.l Lang slevis with
silver pasmentis and small cordonis of silvir and blew silk.

1599 Sandys EuropM Spec. (T.), All lay brethren and sisters

that did weare St. Francis's cordon. 1619 Z. Boyd Last Battell

1 1629) 960 (Jam.) What are such cuts and cordons, silkes

and satins, .but infallible tokens of an unsanctified heart?

163a Lithgow Trav. ix. (1&82) 367 This done he knitteth

the Cordon of the Cloak about him. 1661 Morgan Sph.
Gentry L L 4 Ordinary Jews had the cordons or binders of

their fringes of this colour. 1842 Agnes Strickland
Queens Eng. I. 28 Unconsciously tied and untied the rich

cordon that fastened his cloak several times. 188a Cussans
Heraldry 242 The Sfantle [of the Order of the Garter), .is

fastened by a rich white cordon, with large tassels, which
extend to about the middle of the body.

b. Her. An ornamental cord accompanying the

shield of an ecclesiastical dignitary.

!| 6. A ribbon, usually worn scarfwise, as part of

the insignia of a knightly order. [Either con-

fessedly Fr. (Tcordcn) or a Gallicism, the English

equivalent being Ribron.]
Grand cordon : that distinguishing the highest class or

grade of such an order. Blue cordon (F. cordon bleu): the

sky-blue ribbon worn by the Knights-grand-cross of the

French order of the Holy Ghost, the highest order of

chivalry under the Bourbon kings ; hence extended to other

first-class distinctions : cf. Blue Ribbon. These and similar

names are also applied to the wearers of the insignia, and
by extension to other persons of distinction ; cordon bleu,

jocularly or familiarly, a first-class cook.

1717 Philip Quart! 255 He meets with several Noblemen,
some with a blew Cordoon. 179* A. Young Trav. France
o The ceremony of the day was, the King's investing the

Duke of Bern, .with the cordon blue. iSao Southey Piter,

to Comp. iv. \iu 363 For in his family, and this The Corpo-

ration knew, It rightly would be valued more Than any

cordon bleu. 1836 T. Hook G. Gnrney III. 6a Cordons,

as they call them . . the things they wear over their shoulders

with the Garter, Bath, Thistle and St. Patrick 1863 King-

lake Crimea (18761 I. xiv. 229 He suffered himself to be

publicly stripped of his grand cordon of the Legion of

Honour.

7. Hort. A fruit-tree made by pruning to grow

as a single stem (usually as an espalier or wall

tree). Hence cordon-trained, cordon tree.

1878 W. Robinson Parks \ Card. Paris (ed. al a8o A
cordon means m tree confined to a single stem, that slem

being furnished with spurs, or . . little fruiting branches

nailed in. Ibid. 417 The U form, or double Cordon, is best

suited for a very high wall or fence. 1881 Garden 16 Sept.

264/1 The fruits were all gathered from cordon-trained

trees. 1885 Pall Mall (.'. 22 Oct. 6/1 Pyramid, bush, and

cordon trees, .that will often with their first year's crop re-

pay their cost.

+ 8. ' The twist of a rope ' (Bailey fol. 1730-0).

tCOTdon, v. Obs. rare. [a. F. cordonncr, f.

cordon.']

1. trans. To twist into a cord or rope.

1623 F'avtne Theat. Hon. 11. vii. 110 This long haire,

tressed and cordonned after the Anticke practise.

2. To ornament with a cordon or braid.

1561 /<rr». A*. Wardrobe (1815) 148 (Jam.l Item, sevin

quaiffis of claith of silvir, cordonit with blak silk.

Co rdoned, a. [f. Cordon + -ed

1. Decorated with the cordon of an order.

1856 Lever Martins of Cro'M. 263 Your starred and

cordoned agitator of the Bourse.

2. Having an encircling line or band in relief.

1889 A then rum 14 Dec. 825/3 ln most caMS ,heY ly*"*5 '

were surrounded byWads or raised ' cordons ' which divided

them into zones . . the clay counterparts of the ' cordoned '
or

pedcstalled vases.

Cordonar, obs. f. Cordwainer.

II
Cordonnet. [F- (kordonff, dim. of cordon.]

A loosely spun thick silk thread or weak COM
made from waste or inferior silk, and used fur

fringes, outlines of lacework, etc., where strength

is not required.

1858 Simmoni.s Diet. Trade, Cordonnet, coarse vilk. 1886

W A. Harris Diet. Fire Ins., Cordonet.



CORDOUS.

fCo'rdouS, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [prob. repr. a

med.L. *chordosus
i

f. chorda Cord.] Affecting the
1 cords * or sinews.

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 99 pe crampe is a sijknes cor-
dous eiber nervous.

Cordovan (kfr-id^vaen), a. and sb. Also (6 cor-
duban), 7 cordovant, 7-8 -devan, -divan, -de-
vant, -divant, (cordiaunt). [a. Sp. cordovan
(now cordobdri) 1 cordouan or Spanish leather

1

(Minsheu 1599) ; cordovdno adj., of Cordova. The
same word as Cordwain, but adopted directly

from Sp. at a later date. Originally, and still

dialectally, cordova'n ; the forms in -ant appear
to be owing to false analogy

; perh. to association

with van-> avan-
t
as weakened form of Avant-.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Cordova ; made of

the leather there manufactured.
1591 Percivall Sp. Dict.y Taperados, the inside of a

cordouan skin turned outwards. 1618 Fletcher Loyal
Subj. iv. vii, You musk-cat, Cordevan-skin ! 1676 Ether-
edge Man ofMode in. iii, I., was almost poison'd with a
pair of Cordivant gloves he wears. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
iv, His walking boots<»were of cordovan leather. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair xlii, She removed the cordovan
leather from the grand piano.

B. sb. 1. One who belongs to Cordova (L.

Corduba).

1599 Bp. Hall Sat. 1. iii. 29 The famous Corduban.
2. Cordovan leather ; = Cordwain.
a 1625 Fletcher Faith/. Sheph, 1. i, Hanging scrip of

finest cordevan. 1651 Ogilby stCsop (1665! 114 In Cordo-
van! at leisure walk the Street. 1708 Mottecx Rabelais
iv. vi. 11737) 23 Of their Skins the best Cordivant will be
made. 1811 A. Scott Poems, Rural Content iv, But now
they're flung by, an' I've bought cordovan. 1875 Ure Diet.
Arts III. 96 In. .leather whose grain is tender, as cordovan,
which is manufactured from horse-hides.

1 3. A skin of this leather. Obs.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. Vote poem, No Roman

perfumes, Buffs or Cordovans. 1727 W. Mather Yng.
Man's Comp. 407 Goat-Skins undrest, Cordevants. 1750
Bekwes Lex Mercat. (1752)734 Red and yellow Cordouans.
Corduane, obs. f. Cordwain.
Corduroy (k^jdaror), sb. and a. Also 8 cor-

deroy, 9 cord de roy, corde du roy. [A name
app. of English invention : either originally in-

tended, or soon after assumed, to represent a
supposed Fr. *corde du rot ' the king's cord ' ; it

being a kind of * cord' or corded fustian.

No such name has ever been used in French : on the con-
trary, among a list of articles manufactured at Sens in 1807,
Millin de Grandmaison Voyaged. Depart, du Midi\. 144
enumerates '(Stones de coton, futaines, kings-cordes evi-

dently from English. Wolstenholme's Patent of 1776 men-
tions nearly every thing of the fustian kind except corduroy,
which yet was well known by 1790. Duroy occurs with serge
anddrugget asacoa.rst woollen fabric manufactured in Somer-
setshire in the x8th C, but it has no apparent connexion with
corduroy. A possible source has been pointed out in the
English surname Corderoy.\

A. sb.

1. A kind of coarse, thick-ribbed cotton stuff,

worn chiefly by labourers or persons engaged in

rough work.
1795 [see B. 1]. C1810 Rees Cyel. s.v. Fustian, The manu-

facture comprehends the various cotton stuffs known by the
names of corduroy, velverett, velveteen, thicksett, etc.

1820 Syd. Smith Lett, clxxv, No distant climes demand
our corduroy, Unmatched habiliment for man and boy.
1836 Ure Cotton Mann/. II. 332 Eight-shaft cord, vulgarly
called corduroy. 1878 Black Green Past. x. 84 He was
dressed for the most part in shabby corduroy.

b. Extended as a trade name to other fabrics of
similar appearance.
1884 Even. Standard 28 Aug. 4/3 Corduroy is the ' coming

material ' . . The new corde du roy will be a dainty silken
fabric, as indeed it was in the beginning. [A baseless asser-
tion.]

2. pi. Corduroy trousers, colloq.

1787-91 'G. Gambado' Acad. Horse?/:, xv. (1809) 127 No-
thing but a pair of corderoys between him and the Horse's
back. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, xii. (1889) 114 A
fellow in corduroys.

3. A corduroy road (see B. 3) ; the structure of
such a road.
1836 Backivoods 0/ Canada 114 Over these abominable

corduroys the vehicle jolts, jumping from log to log. 1865
Reader 30 Sept. 364/3 Long timbers both above and be-
neath, placed parallel to the road, and pinned to the cordu-
roy. 1884 Harper's Mag. June 105/2 The government road
..in comparison with which the roughest 'corduroy' would
appear a brilliant, .innovation.

B. adj. [attrib. use of the sb.]

1. Made of the fabric corduroy.
1795 Hull Advertiser 10 Oct. 2/1 An old brown coat, and

old corduroy breeches. 1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S.
Africa II. 418 Antigropelos boots, and everlasting corduroy
breeches.

2. Ribbed and furrowed like corduroy.
1865 Ecclesiologist Feb. 13 Their surface was so deeply

chise Bad over with ' corduroy ' work. 189X Daily News
20 May 3/1 Some of it is striped in tiny ridges, and is there-
fore^ called corduroy crepon, though the ridges are merely
miniatures of the furrows in corduroy.

3. U. S. Applied to a road or causeway con-
structed of trunks of trees laid together trans-
versely across a swamp or miry ground ; hence, to
bridges, etc. of the same construction.
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1830 Galt Lawrie T. in. i. (1849) 8s The anguish we en-
dured from the corduroy crossways. 1837 Ht. Martineau
Soc. in Amer. (1839) I. 318 Picking our way along the
swampy corduroy road. 187s tr. Comte de Paris' Civil
War Amir. II. 9 The whole Federal army was at work.,
constructing long solid corduroy causeways through the
marshy forests. 1882 Three in Norway vii. 48 There is a
corduroy bridge over the Slangen river.

Corduroy (Vjdaroi-),^. [f.prec] trans. loioxra.
(a road) by laying tree-trunks or split logs close
together transversely with the rounded surface up-
wards ; to cross (a swamp) with a road so made.
So to corduroy it.

1862 W. H. Russell in Times 8 Jan. 8/6 'Corduroying
it ' up to an enemy is tedious work. 1862 B. Taylor Home
f,- Air. IV. 357 The marshy places are corduroyed with
small logs. 1880 Miss Bird Japan II. 52 The ' main road

'

. .is roughly corduroyed by the roots of trees.

Corduroyed ;kwdaroi-d), ppl. a. [f. prec]
1. Clad in corduroy.
1847 R. Chambers Trad. Edin. i. 10 Corduroyed men .

.

bawling coals or yellow sand.

2. Formed as a corduroy road.
1854 Chamb. JrnL I. 242 Over these corduroyed parts

of the road, the carriage goes securely, but bumpingly.

Cordwain (kpudwein). arch. Forms: 4-6
cordewan(e, -wayn(e, -weyrie, (corden), 5
cordwane, -uane, (corwen), 6 cordwayne,
-uain, -waine, -iwin, cordowan, 5- cordwain.
For later forms see Cordovan. [ME. corduante,
cordewan e, a. OF. cordoan, -ouan, -ewan = Pr.
cordoan, It. cordovano, OSp. cordovan, prop. adj.
' of Cordova ', f. Sp. Cordova, Cordoba, Pr. Cordoa,
F. Cordoue :— I.. Corduba a town of Spain, where
this leather was made. (The word has also passed
into the other Teutonic langs. ; Du. kordnaan
formerly kordewaen (Kilian), Ger., Da. corduan.)]
Spanish leather made originally at Cordova, of

goat-skins tanned and dressed, but afterwards fre-

quently of split horse-hides; = Cordovan. Much
used for shoes, etc. by the higher classes during the
Middle Ages.
[1118 Ordericus Vitalis Hist.Eccl. II. 453 Inde subto-

Iares corduanos Hugo prior ei dedit.] c 1380 Antecrist in
Todd 3 Treat. IVyclif 126 Bischopes wole kepe here feet
ful cleene wib Scarlett and cordewane. c 1386 Chaucer Sir
Thopas 21 His schoon of cordewane [v.r. -wayn, -wayne,
-weyne], a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 358 Newe sadeles,
corden ober tray, a 1400 Cm. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 241 Off
ffyne cordewan a goodly peyre of long pekyd schon. 14.

.

Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wtilcker 628/19 Incrustas allutam, gl.
clowtyst corduane. 1483 Catli. Angl. 76 A Cordewayn [MS.
A Corwen], aluta. c 1530 Ld. Berners A rth. I.yt. Bryt.
(1814)478 Me thinketh thy vysage is couered ouer wl blacke
cordewan. 1593 Drayton Eclogues iv. 177 His Cockers
were of Cordiwin, His Hood of Miniveere. 1814 Cary
Dante XX. 117 Who now were willing he had tended still

The thread and cordwain. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. xii,

Shoes of Spanish cordwain fastened with silver buckles.

Cordwainer (kp-xdvfe'nsi). arch. Forms: a.

1-5 cordewaner(e, 5 -wenere, oorduener(e,
(corwaner, kordwarmer)

, 5-6 eordeweyner(e,
-wayner, cordwaner, 5-7 -wayner, 6 -weiner,
-wener, 6- cordwainer

; corruptly 7 cordwiner,
7-9 -winder. 0. 5-6 oordyner(e, 6-7 -inere,
-ener, (Sc. -anar, -inar, -enar, -onar\ 6-9 Sc.

eordiner. 7. 6-7 corviner. [a. AF. cordewaner
= OF. cordoanier, -ouanier, -uennier, etc., mod.F.
cordonnier, f. cordewan, cordouan, Cordwain. Cf.

It. cordavaniere, MDu. iordc-vam'er (Kilian),

MHG. kurdiwsencr, shoemaker. Originally in Sp.,

It., and OF., a maker of or dealer in cordovan
leather ; thence in later F. and the Teutonic langs.,

a worker in this leather, a shoemaker. The form
eordiner was retained till a late period in Scotland.]

A worker in cordwain or cordovan leather ; a
shoemaker. Now obs. as the ordinary name, but
often persisting as the name of the trade-guild or

company of shoemakers, and sometimes used by
modern trades unions to include all branches of
the trade. (In Scotland in the 18th c. distinguished

from 'shoemaker': see 1722 in 0.)
a. a ixoo in Earle Laud Charters 257 Randolf se corde-

wan[ere]. itoo Rotttli Chartarum6i/i Roger Cordewaner.
1397 Act 21 Rich. //, c. 16 § 1 Qe null Suour ne Cordewaner
ne use la mistier de Tanner. 1415 York Myst. Introd. 23
Cordwaners. -1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 651/31 Hie atu-
tarius. A' cordewenere. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon
vii. 173 They lighted att a cordueners house, c 1515 Cocke
Lorelts B. (Percy Soc.) 9 Coryers, cordwayners, and cobe-

lers. 1570 Levins Manip. 79 A cordweiner, calcearius.

1600 Dekker Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 I. 44 L, Ma. Maister
Eyre, are all these Shoomakers ? Eyre. All Cordwainers,
my good Lord Mayor. 1682 Mrs. Behn False Count 1. i,

Her Father, .was in his youth an English cordwinder, that

is to say a shoomaker. 1720 Strype Sttnv's Surv. (1754) II.

v. xii. 299/1 The company of Shoemakers or Cordwainers as

they stile themselves, .were first incorporated in the 17th

year of King Henry VI. 1814 Wellington in Gurw. Desp.

XII. 30 The unanimous resolution of the incorporated Com-
pany of Cordwainers of Newcastle upon Tyne. 1831 Car-
lvle Sart. Res. XXL i. (1858) 128 This poor Cordwainer, as we
said, was a Man. 1837 Wheelwright tr. Aristophanes I.

325 Surrendering thyself to. .cordwinders, To leather-cutters

and to hide-dealers. 1892 Alden's Oxford Almanac 45
Trades Unions. .Cordwainers' Society.

CORE.
B. 1473-4 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scotl. I. 65 To Henry Lint-

stare the Kmgis cordenar. 1481 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 331 The
crafte of cordynerez. 1511 in W. H. Turner Select. Per
Oxford 7 1 he crafte of cordeners in Oxford. 155a Lyndesay
The Tragedy 353 Ane trym Tailyeour, ane connyng Cord-
onar. 1608

.
Riding Records (1^4,) I. 125 John Simpson of

btaythes, cordener. 1641 Temtes de la Ley 85 Cordiner or
Cordwayner.

>

a 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II.
124 The magistrals apprehended ..one Killon, a cordiner.
172a Annals of Hawick (1850), The cordiners petition the
council to be incorporated and separated from the shoe-
makers ' or those who make single-soled shoes'.
y. i6oi Holland Pliny x. xhii, Another shoomaker who

had taken the next corviners shop unto him. — Ibid. (1634)
I. 188 The art of sowing, as wel for tailors as Corviners and
shoomakers.

Ccrrdwainery. [f. prec. : see -ert.] The
art or craft of the cordwainer ; shoemaker's work.
1831 Carlylr Sart. Res. III. i, The task of a daily-

pair of shoes, coupled even with some prospect of victuals,
and an honourable Mastership in Cordwainery. 1884 Mag.
0/ Art Jan. 118 The simplicity of American-Indian cord-
wainery'.

Cordwinder, corrupt form of Cordwainer.

(

Co'rd-WOOd. [f. Cord shy 9.] Wood stacked
in 'cords' ; wood for fuel cut in lengths (usually^
of 4 feet. Also attrib. Now chiefly in America.
1638-9 N. Riding Records IV. 109 A man presented for

stealing Cord wood. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 543 {North
America) A strong breast-work of cordwood. 1878 Mrs.
Stowf. Poganuc P. ix. 73 Zeph's sled was. .loaded up with
cord-wood. 1887 Kentish Gloss. . Cord-wood, a pile of wood,
such as split-up roots and trunks of trees stacked for fuel.

Cordy Midi), a. rare. Of or like cord.
1611 Cotcr., Enflecheures, the ratlings ; the cordie steps

whereby Mariners climbe vp to the top of a Mast. 1718
Rowe Lucan 246 With cordy Sinews oft' her Jaws are
strung. 1861 Tuornbi.'ry Turner I. 267 The dark and dirty
water, which is opaque and cordy, and of a uniform grey.

t Cordyl. Obs. [ad. Gr. KopBv\-os water-
newt.] An old book-name of the water-newt, or
some allied animal ; now applied to a genus of
lizards {CordyIns).
1607 Topsell Serpents 116531 681 Of the Cordil . . I finde

some difference about the nature of this living creature.,
whether it be a Serpent or a Fish. 1774G0LDSM. Nat. Hist.
(1862) II. n. iv. 402 The Cordyle, the Tockay, the Tejuguacu.
Cordylar, obs. f. Cordelier.

II Cordyline (k^jdibi-m'). Bot. [f. Gr. KophvKrj

club.] A liliaceous genus of trees, sometimes
called palm-lilies, found in tropical Africa, Mada-
gascar, the Malay Archipelago, etc.

1866 in T?ras. Bot. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's
Phaner. 391. 1887 C. Wragge in Gd. Words 687 Tropical
cordylines.

Core (ko»j), sb. 1 Forms : 4- core ; also 4-5
coore, 5-7 coare, (7 chore, choare, kore, quore),
7-8 coar. [Appears c 1400, in senses 1, 2

;

core has been the prevailing spelling from the first.

Etymology uncertain.
Minsheu conjectured 'perhaps it hath its name from" L.

cor the heart, because it lieth in the middle of the fruit*.

Skinner pronounced it 'from F. cceur, It. cuore, L. cor\
which has been repeated by most etymologists since. But
the original meaning does not agree with any sense of the
L. cor or Fr. cceur, and it was not app. till late in the 16th
c. that any one thought of associating it with the notion of
' heart '. Moreover the OF. word was cuer, which in the end
of 14th c. gave place to cueur, latinized after the Renas-
cence to coeur, cattr. Other conjectures are that it repre-
sents F. corps (OF. also cors) body, or cor horn. Some sup-
port is given to the last by sense 3 (see esp. quot. 1580) ; but
the persistent final e of the Eng. word is a great obstacle to
any such derivation. The primary sense of core had for-

merly been expressed by Colk.]
I. Original literal senses.

1. The dry horny capsule imbedded in the centre

of the pulp and containing the seeds or pips of

the apple, pear, quince, etc. ( = Colk).
1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. xvn. lxxxi. (Tollem. MS.\

Som greynes beb ordeynid in harde cores [ed. 1495 coares,

L. in substantia callosa] within be frute, as it fareb in apples
and in peres. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 506 Take quynces
ripe, and pare hem. .but kest away the core. Ibid. nr. 968.

c 1440 Douce MS. 55. fo. 31 Pare hem & take oute the coore.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. i. 61 An Apple, whiche shal be parted
by the myddle in foure parties right.. by the core [parte
motion]. 1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. xlii. 712 In the middle of

the fruite [Pear] there is a Coare with kernels or peppins.

i6ox Bp. W. Barlow Defence 138 The spottes of an apple
about the quore. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme
423 Take your Quinces and pare them, and cut them in

slices from the chore. 1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. vi. §2
The Coar is originated from the Pith ; for the Sap . . quits

the Pith, which thereby hardens into a Coar. 1678 Bunyam
Pilgr. 1. Concl., None throws away the apple for the core.

1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 41 Take a mellow Apple,
take out the Core. 1887 Mrs. Burnett Fauntleroy xi.

216 He'd set there, an' eat. .apples out of a barrel, an' pitch
his cores into the street.

t b. fig. Something that sticks in one's throat,

that one cannot swallow or get over; also, in

allusion to Adam's apple (sense 2), said of part

of the original corrupt nature still remaining. Obs.

€ 1460 Play Sacram. 757 Lord I haue offendyd the in

many a sundry vyse That styckyth at my hart as hard as a
core, a 1569 Kingesmyll Man's Est. vi. (1580) 33 We are
all choked with the core of carnall concupiscence. 161

1

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. iv. (1632) 468 This scruple was
such a core in Anselm his mouth that he would not pro-
nounce the words of Contract vntill, etc. c 1630 Donne
Sertn. lxiii. 631 The coare of Adams apple is still in their

125
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throat, which the blood of the Messias hath washt away in

the righteous, a 1640 W. Fenner Sacr. Fatthfull (1648)

157 This will be a core to his conscience another day. 165a

Benlowes Theoph. 11. xvii. 25,

2. An unburnt part in the centre of a coal, piece

of limestone, etc. ( = dial, ctrwk : see Coke,

Colk.)
c 1430 Pallad. on Husb. ML 387 Askes of sarment Wherof

the flaume hath lefte a core exile, The body so, not alle the

bones, brent. 1840-56 S. C Hrf.es Gloss. Civil t«
Lime core is unfit for making cement and mortar, but it is

very serviceable as a dry filling at the backs of walls, etc

1876 Gwilt Encycl. Archit. Gloss., Core., is also the interior

part of a lump of lime, which has not been sufficiently burnt.

In slaking lump lime these 'cores' will not disintegrate.

3. The more or less hard mass of dead tissue in

the centre of a boil. Formerly also app. a cal-

losity or corn in the feet.

153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 351/2 So harde is [a]

carbuncle, catching ones a core, to bee . . cured. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Pong, Vn Cor, a core in the feete. 1599
T. M[oufet] Silkivormes 6 Healing bloudy wounds and
festred coares. 1624 Ql*arles Job Milit. E lj b, With Pot-
sheards to scrape off those rip'ned cores . .from out his sores.

1640-4 Sir B. Rudyard in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) m. I.

25 Now we see what the Sores are . . let us be very careful

to draw out the Cores of them. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
111. 692. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4772/4 His off Footlock before
. .troubled with Coars. 1807-26 S. Cooper First Lines Surg.
(ed. 5>65(/fojVf) Under which is a mass of destroyed cellular

membrane, called a core. 1856 Driitt Surg. Vade M. 195
The discharge of a flake of softened lymph, and a small
sloughy shred of areolar tissue, .what is called a core,

f b. fig. of inward evil, ill feeling, etc. Obs.

1602 Marston Ant. <y Mel. UL Wks. 1856 [, 34 He would
. .drawe the core forth of impostum'd sin. 1619 W. Whately
Gods Husb. L ( 1622) 66 He hath a sensible edge, and a kind
of kore against those that stand betwixt him and this

reputation. 1670 Cotton Espemon in. x. 525 They would
never again be so fully reconcil'd, that there would not

still remain a Core in the bosom of the one or the other.

1680 Otway Caius Marins v. ii. The Core and Bottom of
my Torment's found, a 1734 North Exam. in. vi. \ 7 (17401

428 The Canker, or Coar, of the late Rebellion was torn out
by this loyal Acknowledgment.

C. A disease of sheep, or a tumour characteristic

of the disease. Also a disease in pigeons.
1750 W. Ellis Mod, Husbandman IV. L 127 [Observe if

the skin of the sheep] is clear from cores and jogs under
the jaws. 1792 Osbaldiston Brit. Sportsman isi/l Core,
in pigeons, a malady so called from its likeness to the core
of an apple. 1818 Todd, Core.. 6. A disorder incident to
sheep, occasioned by worms in their livers. Chambers.
i&4j~7& Halliwell, Core, a disease in sheep.

II. Iransf. A central portion that is cut out, or

that remains after using the surrounding parts.

[App. the notion is taken from the core of fruit, which Is

cut out, or left uneaten.]

4. A central portion cut out and removed
;
esp.

the cylindrical mass of rock extracted in the pro-

cess of boring.
1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653I98 Ant-hills, .are

best destroyed this way, being opened, the Soard taken up,
and the Coar taken out, and scattered before the Plough.
1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 223 Then with a Semi-circular
Tool loosen the whole Core, or middle of the Ball, and
pitch the Core with the point opposite to the Center. 1810

Specif. Murdoch's Patent No. 3292. 2 The cores cut out
of the larger sorts of pipes I use as columns or. .form them
into smaller pipes. 1882 Standard No. 17946. 2 The Dia-
mond Rock-boring apparatus, .brings up solid cores of rock
full of their characteristic fossils.

5. The remaining central portion of a mass
from which the superficial parts have been cut or

chipped away
;

e.g. of a hay-rick, and in Prehist.

Arcn&ol. of a flint nodule, whence flakes have been
chipped for flint knives, etc.

1800 J. Hcrdis Fav. Village 120 The sweet remnant of
the hoarded rick Sliced to a core. 186a Fairholt Up Nile
308 The square columns . .have been in some places literally

chipped to pieces and a rude irregular core only remains.
1863 Lyell Antio. Man x. (ed. 3) 184 One of those siliceous
cores or nuclei with numerous facets from which flint flakes
or knives had been struck oft

III. transf. A central part of different character

from that which surrounds it : chiefly technical.

6. generally.

1784 Johnson in Boswell Life (1816) IV. 353 This is a mere
excuse to save their crackers .. The core of the fireworks
cannot be injured. 1843 Rep. Brit. Association 112 The
patent substitute for corks and bungs is obtained by em-
ploying an elastic core of fibrous materials, .and covering it

witn a thin sheet of India rubber. 1855 Bain Senses 4- Int.

1. ii. § 8 The spinal cord, .a rod or column of white matter
. .enclosing a slender core of grey substance. 1863 Tyndall
Heat ii. $48 (1870) 46 Within the flame we have a core- of
gas as yet unburnt.

7. spec. a. Arch. The interior part of a wall
or column (in this sense formerly often choar).

b. Hydraulic Engineering. A wall or structure

impervious to water, placed in an embankment or

dike of porous material. C. The central portion of

a window-lead or came connecting the leaf or part

overlapping the edges of the glass.

1663 Gerbikr Counsel 53 To fill the Choare of a wall .

.

Several cracks in walls, whereof the Choares are hollow.
1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 309 The core of the
rubble-work of the Grecian walls is impenetrable to a tool.

1876 Gwilt Encycl. Archit. Gloss, s. v.. The core of a
column is a strong post of some material inserted in its

central cavity when of wood. Ibid. % 2229 a. An ancient
lead of the usual width consist ing of the leaf. . and the core.

1884 Law Times Rep. LI. 229/2 The stuff of which the core

of the wall was composed,

d. Hard core : see quots.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 317 (Hoppe) The phrase
' hard-core ' seems strictly to mean all such refuse matter as

will admit of being used as the foundation of roads, build-

ings, etc 1880 S. M. Palmer in Macm. Mag. XLI. 252
Rough bits of all kinds of material, which goes by the
name of 4 Hard Core '.

8. Founding. An internal mould filling the space

intended to be left hollow in a hollow casting.

False core : a loose piece in the mould, used for pro-

I

ducing a surface of hollowed or complicated form in the

1 casting ; called also a drawback.
' ^J^TS1 Chambers s. v. Foundery, The inner mould, or

[
qore. .The use of the core in statues is to lessen the weight,

I

and save metal. 1756 Diet. A rts <$• Sc. s. v. Foututery of

,

Bells, The core, .is made of bricks, breaking the corners with-

out to give the masonry its exact rotundity. 1819 Reveley
Let. to Shelley 12 Nov., The melted metal, .may run. .into

them, and fill up the vacant space left between the core and
the shell. 1857 Lukis Acc. Ch. Bells 21 The inner mould or

core, .the shape of the inside of the bell. 1875 Ure Diet.

Arts II. 472 The drawbacks, or false cores, made of sand
pressed hard (and admitting of taking to pieces by joints).

9. The central bony part of the horn of quad-

rupeds (a process of the frontal bone) ; = Colk * b.

1842; S. C. Hall Ireland II. 395 The slug or core on
which the horn is moulded. 1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V.

516/2 Horns, .having a position analogous . . to that of the
osseous cores of the Stags. 1880 Haughton Phys. Geog. vi.

281 The skull was armed with two or three pairs of Tiorn
cores.

10. Electr. The bar or cylinder of soft iron form-

ing the central part of an electro-magnet, or of an
. induction coil.

1849 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys. Sc. xxxv. 377 The
j

deep-seated magnetic contents of the globe, .are just in the

j
condition to act as a soft iron core to the currents round

I

them. 1870 Tyndall Led. Electricity 4 note. The attrac-

j

tion exerted by electro-magnetic cores or bars of iron.

1881 Maxwell Electr. \ Magn. II. 287 An induction
machine without an iron core.

11. The central strand around which the other

strands are twisted in a hawser-laid rope (also

called heart' . Also, the central cord of insulated

conducting wires, around which the protecting wire

sheathing is twisted, in a telegraph cable.

1849 Specif A. Smith's Patent No. 12620. 2 A reel or

bobbin from which the heart or core for the rope..issup-

I

plied. 185a Mech. Mag. I. VI 1. 392 R. S. Newall was the
inventor of wire ropes containing a core of hemp, .the appli-

- cation of this invention to electric telegraph rope is most
obvious, for it is simply the substitution for the core of hemp
of the core ofgutta percha containing the electric wires. 1892
Sat. Rev. 27 Feb. 253 (Subm. Teleg.) It was for twenty-five
knots of what electricians now call core—namely, copper
wire insulated by a covering of gutta percha. In modern
cables the core is always protected first by a serving of hemp
or j ute , and then by an outer sheath of soft steel wires.

IV. The central or innermost part, the ' heart

'

of anything.
I n some of these uses ' heart ' is of much earlier occurrence

;

e. g. in heovene hert c 1300 ; the herte of Fraunce, Palsgr.

1530* hert of Oke, Fitzherbert 1525. The employment of
core in similar senses appears to have come from the etymo-
logical notion of identifying it with L. cor, and thus with
heart.

12. Applied to the heart of timber, etc., and in

expressions thence derived.

1604 T. Wright Passions 1. vii. 30 The rhinde and leaves,

which shew the nature and goodnesse of both the roote and
the kore. 1728 Thomson Spring 122 Insect armies.,
wasteful eat Thro' buds and bark, into the blackened core
Their eager way. 1818 Scott Battle of Sempach x, The
stalwart men of fair Lucerne . . The pith and core of man-
hood stern. 18x4 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 259 One of the
great trees, fair and flourishing without, but rotten at the
core. 188a Garden 16 Sept. 251/3 One very large Abele
tree, rotten at the core.

13. The innermost part, very centre, or ' heart '

:

a. of a superficial area or thing material.
1614 Kaleigh Hist. World 1. 183 In the Core of the

Square, she raised a Tower of a furlong high. 1857C Bronte
Professor II. xviii. 17 The little plot of ground in the very
core of a capital, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxiii. 163 Masses
of ice . . disintegrated to the core.

b. of things immaterial ; often with fig. refer-

ence to the core of a fruit or tree ,as in sound or

rotten at the core), or to a central nucleus as the

seat of strength and resistance, or to the heart : cf.

next.

1556 J. Heywood SPider F. Ixxviii. 73 Of my tale the
vene carnell or core Must stand on two points. 1656 Hi'.

Hall Rem. Wks. (1660)119 But the core of all, is, that it

sets too great a distance l>etween us. 1675 Baxter Cath.
'Pkeol. 1. 11. 62 This seemth the very core of their error.

1804 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. III. 585 Till that is

effected, our system is rotten to the core. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. cvii, Bring in great logs and let them lie, To make
a solid core of heat. 1865 B. Gould Wernuotres iv. 52
There is a solid core of fact. 1874 Green Short Hist. v. 215
The genius of Chaucer was. . Knglish to the core.

14. Used, with more or less conscious etymo-
logical reference, for 'heart

1

.

[1570 Levins 174 Y" Core of an aple, cor, cordis. Ibid.

217 Ye Couk of an opple, cor, cordis.] 161 1 T. Momford
Pref. Verses in Coryat Crudities, Well may his name be
called Coryatc.of the heart or very Cor of wit. c 1611
Chapman Iliad vi. 214 He . . fed upon the core Of his sad
bosom. 1816 L- Hunt Rimini iv. 219 Strike me to the
core. 1840 Lytton Pilgr. Rhine iv, The desertion of his
dog had touched him to the core.

b. Heart"s core : a Shaksperian expression,

perh. orig. a play on core and Latin cor.

160a Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 78, I will weare him In my
hearts Core : I, in my Heart of heart. 1820 Keats Lamia
1. 190 In the lore Of love deep learned to the red heart's

core. 1835 Marryat Jac. Faithf ii, Each sob coming
from the very core of my heart. 1883 S. C. Hall Retro-
spect I. 361 He was a genuine antiquary to the heart'score.

15. Comb, (chiefly in branch III), as core-bar,

-lifter, -maker, -peg, -tube; core-barrel {Gunnery),

a long cylindrical iron tube through which cold

water is run, used in casting guns to cool them
from the interior ; core-box, a box in which a

core is made in founding ;
core-piece, a piece

forming a core
;
core-print, a projecting piece on

a pattern to form a recess in the mould, into which
the end of the core is inserted.

1848 Specif of Wilson's Patent No. 12397. 12, I also

claim the making of said cores by ramming vertically into

*core boxes, around collapsing *core bars. 1857 Scoffern,
etc. Useful Metals 208 Cores for pipes.. are built around a
hollow cylindrical core-bar. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v.

t

The core is made in a core-box, and has projecting por*

tions, known as core-prints, which rest in the prints of the

mold. 1881 Mechanic § 629 The use of this core-box. .is to

enable the iron founder to mould the core. 1884 Birming-
ham Daily Post 24 Jan. 3/4 Wanted. ."Coremaker, for

Foundry. 1881 Greener Gun 181 The segments are then

tied together, placed on a thin *core-peg, put into a larger

mould. Ibid. 189 The *core-plug required to form the

bullet. 1857 Scoffern, etc Useful Metals 499 "Core-
prints corresponding to the apertures of the connecting

links {of a chain].

Core kOVi), sb.% Also cor,<)dial. coor. [app.

an anglicized spelling of F. corps body: see Coups.

Cf. also E.Fris. kdr a body of men, from F. corps.]

1. A body of people, a company. (Chiefly Se.) In
core :

1 in company, together * (Jam.).
1622 Bacon Hen. VII, 17 That hee was in a Core of

People, whose affections he suspected, tna W. Hamilton
Wallace 340 (Jam.) Clement . .With a brave company of

gallant men . . in the house of Nairn with that brave core.

1786 Burns To Unco Guid ii, Hear me, ye venerable Core,
As counsel for poor mortals. 1813 D. Andf.rson Poems 81

'

(Jam.)The lave in core poor Robie blam'd. 1866 W. Gregor
Gloss. Dial. Banffsh. (Philol. Soc 1866), In core, on friendly

terms ; as ' They re in core wee ane anither*.

b. The company of players in a curling match.

1787 Burns Tarn Samson's Elegy v. He was the king o'

a' the Core, To guard, or draw, or wick a bore, Or up the

rink like Jehu roar. 1890 J. Kerr Hist. Curling i. 49 A
*core* of matchless weight and power. Ibid. ii. 95 He
must have heard the roar of the curling core, as they played
on the Nor* Loch beneath.

2. A company or gang of miners working together

in one shift.

1778 W. Prvci Min. Comub. 318 Core ii. e. Corps body,

company, society). Corps, .with the Tinners.. has also a
respect to time, such as their proper change or turn of work-

ing. 1857 Scoffern, etc Useful Metals 92 In pairs or cores

of from two to eight or ten men and boys. 1866 Greatheart
III. 6 We'll go and see the forenoon core come up to grass.

1880 Miss Courtney W. Comw. Gloss. s.v., A gang of

miners is also called a coor. ' I belong to the night coor'.

3. A turn of work in a (Cornisn) mine ; a shift.

1778 [see sense 2]. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade s.v., The
twenty-four hours are. .divided into four cores, commencing
with the ' forenoon core ', at 6 a.m., and ending with the

'last core by night \ which commences at midnight. 1865

R. Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. Ser. 1. 99 It was Jan's last

core by day. 1880 Miss Courtney W. Cormv. Gloss., Coor,

the time a miner works
;
eight hours. There are two day

and one night coor.

Core (ko«i), v. Also 7 chore, [f. Cork j^J]

L trans. To take out the core of (fruit).

1597 2nd Pt. Gd. Hus-wrces Jewell E viij b, Take twelve
Quinces, and core them. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country
Farme 424 Chore such as are to be chored. 1769 Mrs.
Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 59 Pare, core, and slice your
apples. 1890 AVw I 'ork Herald 19 Jan., A dish of apples .

.

pared, cored and baked with sugar and cinnamon.

+ b. To cut out (the core or seed). Obs. rare.

1741 Compl. Fam. Piece 1. U. 117 First pare them and core

out the Seed.

+ 0. To extract the 1 core ' or inner part of (a

corn or other swelling). Obs. (Cf. Core j^. 1
3.)

a 1634 Marston (Webster), He's like a corn upon my
great toe. .he must be cored out.

d. Building. Also core out. (See qnot. 1881.)
1876 Gwilt Arch. § 2282 b. Turn, parget, and core the

chimney flues. 1881 Oxfordsk. SuppL Gtoss. f Core out, to

clean out [newly-built] chimneys, etc., by removing pieces

of brick and mcrtar. Mod., The chimney would not smoke
if it had been properly cored.

2. To enclose in the centre, enshrine, (in pass.)

1816 L. Hunt Rimini iu. 73 So much knowledge of one's

self there lies cored . . in our complacencies. 1839 Bailey
Festus xxi. (1848) 273 In all things animate is therefore

cored An elemental sameness of existence.

3. Eounding. To mould or cast with a core.

1865 [see Cored 3].

Core (in to core herrings) : see Corved.

f Core, coren, pa. pple. Obs. form of Chosen.
For quots. sec Choose v. A. 6.

Core, var. Cor, Hebrew measure.

Core-, in surgical terms relating to the pupil of

the eye : see Cor- 2.

Co-rebel, -reciprocal : see Co- pref.

Corecheffe, obs. f. Kerchief.
Corect, Coreccion, obs. if. Correct, -ion.
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Corectome, -tomy ; see Cor- 2
.

Co-rector = Conrector.
1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knmvl. I. 599 Dach..

became teacher in the cathedral school of Kbnigsberg in

1633, co-rector in 1636,

Cored (kc*jd), ppl.a. [f. Core v., sb."1 + -ed.]

1. With, the core taken out ; as * a cored apple \

2. Placed in or occupying the inmost part.

c 1825 Beddoes Poems 89 The cored sleep of sleep, tran-

quillity.

3. Founding. Moulded with a core.

1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. viii. 205 The little bronze

bells, .are cored castings.

4. [f. the sb.] Affected with 'core' or 'cores'

(see Core sb. 1
3 c).

a 1722 Lisle Husb. 395 They look on a sheep's eye to

see whether it be cored or not. Ibid., A sheep which is

cored, after it has been so a year, will have a water bladder,

as big as an egg, under its throat.

Cored (herrings) : see Corved.

Co-redee'm, v. [Co- i.] trans. To redeem in

conjunction {with). Hence Co-redee mer, Co-re-

demptress.
1865 Pusey Truth Eng. Ch. 152 The human race, .whom,

together with Him, she herself [the Virgin Mary] co-

redeemed. 1865— Eircn.\^i The Immaculate Conception
of their Co-redeemer. Ibid., That She. .was Co-redemptress
of the human race.

Coredialysis : see Cor- 2.

Co-reflexed : see Co- pre/. 2.

1* Co-re'gence. Obs. =next.
1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 86 If that Illustrious Con-

queror bad admitted a co-regence to som eminent King-
domes in his Soveraignty.

Co-regency (k^'irrdsensi). [Co- 3 a.] Con-
joint regency.
1654 tr. Snidery's Curia Pol. 84 The Co-regency of my

brother with me in the Throne. 1815 W. Taylor Monthly
Mag. XXXIX. 309 Dated his reign from the commence-
ment of such co-regency.

Co-regent (^kJu'rrd^ent), a. t sb. [Co- 2, 3 b.]

A. adf. Ruling in conjunction with another.
1876 Birch Led. Egypt 38 The numerous contemporary

and coregent kings of Egypt revolted.

B. sb. One who rules in conjunction with
another; a joint regent or ruler.

1799 Wraxall Courts of Berlin, etc. II. 435 (T.) Joseph
was emperor of Germany, as well as co-regent of Hungary
and Bohemia. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. 199 Confirm
me as co-regent of thy realm.

Co-regnant (k<?«|re'gnant), a. and sb. [Co- 2.]

A. adj. Reigning in conjunction ; B. sb. One
who reigns in conjunction with another. So Co-
reffnancy, + Co-regnation.
1658 R. Newcourt Title to Map ofLondon Sheet 12 The

Danes then attempted y* Land and became Co-Regnants for

divers yeares. 1865 Union RevAW. 404The Saints coregnant
with Christ. 1886 Expositor Dec. 448 The co-regnancy
with the Lord that is promised to the suffering believer.

1654 tr. Scudcry's Curia Pol. 84 Was it impossible for

Ceesar and Pompey . .to have contrived a Co-regnation r

Co-reign. [Co- 3 a.] A conjoint reign.

1827 G. S. Faber Sacr. Cal. Proph. {1844) III. 332 Neither
can there be any literal or personal co-reign of the martyrs
resuscitated.

f Co-rei*gner. Obs. [Co- 3 b.] One who reigns

together with another.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 246 Co-governours and co-

signers with the Supreme God. Ibid. 449 Sons of God,
Co-reigners together with God.
Co-rejoice: see Co- pref. 1.

Corelarie, obs. f. Corollary.

Co-rela tion. [Co- 3 a.] Joint or mutual
relation ; Correlation.
1839 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 652 A necessary co-relation be-

tween the result ofthe function, and the aliment. 1864 Realm
24 Feb. 6The co-relations between the various German States.

So Co-re lative a. and sb., Co-re latively adv.
1761-90 Adam Smith Mor. Sent., Form. Lang. (ed. 6) II.

409 Prepositions are the words which express relation con-
sidered .. in concrete with the co-relative object. 1810
Wordsw. Ess. Efitap/is Wks. (1888) 810/1 Origin and tend-

ency are notions inseparably co-relative. 1855 Bain Senses
Int. 1. i. §6 The contrast, co-relative, or negative of that.

1870 RusKirf Lect. on Art 165 What ought to take place
co-relatively with their executive practice, the formation of
their taste.

Coreless (kos-iles), a. [f. Core sb.'1 + -less.]

Without a core ; hollow ; heartless.

1813 Shelley Q. Mob iv. 233 Empty and vain as his own
coreless heart. 1827 Sir H. Taylor /. Comnenus 11. i, I .

.

am very old ; Coreless and sapless. 1881 W. Wilkins
Songs ofStudy 1 65 And God makes these coreless fair women
. .To mock us— it may be—a little.

Corelewe, obs. f. Curlew.
Co-religionary- [Co- 3 b.] = next.

_
1861 Sat. Rev. XI. 208/2 The French, .are not likely to

indulge their co-religionaries in the luxury of wholesale
judicial murder.

Co - religionist (kJn,r£lrd33nist). Also
(erron.) conr-. [f. Co- 3 b-*- Religion + -ist.]

An adherent of the same religion.
184a G. S. Faber Proinnc. Lett. (1844I II. 256 His san-

guine conreligionists. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref.
III. 397 How. .could the evangelical members of the Con-
federation look on, while.. their co-religionists were thrown
into prison? 186a Merivale Rom. E/np. (1865) VI. liv.

438 His compatriots and co-religionists.

Corella (kore"la). A bird-fancier's name of the

parakeet Calopsitta Novx-HollandiK, also called

Cockateel.

1885 Bazaar 30 Mar., Foreign Birds—Australian corella,

very tame, fond of children, talks well. Price ,£5, with cage.

Corellar, obs. f. Corollary.
Corelysis, -morphosis : see Cor- 2

.

t Coren, ppl. a. Also corn, core. Obs. form
of Chosen ; also as adj., Elect, select, choice.

See examples under Choose v. A. 6, and the superlative

CoRONEST.
Coren, Corence, -ens, obs. ff. Currant(s.
Corenacyon, -enalle, obs. ff. Coronation,

Coronal.

t Co-renou nce, v. Obs. [Co- 1.] trans. To
renounce at the same time.

1657 S. W. Schism Dispach't 92 An Act of Schism involv-

ing heresy, by corenouncing the Rule of Faith.

Coreometer : see Cor- 2
.

II Coreopsis (k£?rz,p-psis). Bol. [mod.L., f.

Or. Kupis, fcopc- bug + 6\pis appearance, in refer-

ence to the bug-like shape of the seed.] An
American genus of Composite several species of

which are cultivated for their handsome (lowers

with yellow or parti -coloured rays.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Coreopsis . . the name given

by Linnaeus to a genus of plants, called by Dillenius..a
species of Bidens. 1891 Queen 14 Nov. 804/3 The proper
time for planting coreopsis seeds.

Corepcioun, obs. f. Correption.
Coreplasty : see Cor- 2

.

Corer (koe-rai). [f. Corez/. + -erI.] An in-

strument for taking out the core of fruit.

1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery v. 71 Some carrot, .cut round
with an apple-corer. 1875 Howells Foregone Concl. xiv.

240 A patent back-action apple-corer.

Coresaynt, var. Corsaint, Obs.

Coresefe, -sif : see Corrosive.
Corese, Coreser, obs. ff. Course, -eb.

Co-re'sidence. [Co- 3 a.] Residence together.

1665 J. Sergeant Sure Footing 116 The Coresidence,

Joynt-endeavours . . and . . Martyrdome of the two chief

Apostles.

Coresidual (kJiir/zi*di«al), a. and sb. Math.
[f. Co- 2 + Residual.] (See quot.)

1873 Salmon Hig/ter Plane Curves v. (1879) 134 If any
conic be described through four fixed points on a cubic, the

chord joining the two remaining intersections of the conic

with the cubic will pass through a fixed point on the cubic.

. .This point, .is called the coresidual of the system of four

points. . .Two points which are coresidual must coincide.

Coresie, -sy, var. of Corbie.

Co-resign, -resort, etc. : see Co- pref.

Corespond, obs. f. Correspond.

Co-respondent (ktfur/spfndent). Law, In a

divorce suit, a man charged with the adultery and
proceeded against together with the respondent or

wife.

1857 Act 20 $ 21 Vict. c. 85. § xxviii, The Petitioner shall

make the alleged Adulterer a Co-Respondent to the said

Petition. 1884 Daily Ne7vs 9 Dec. 5/3 The witness in a
divorce case.. being asked, 'Are you the co-respondent?'

replied, ' I am the alleged co-respondent.' ' Never mind the
" alleged " ', said the Judge, and very properly.

Hence Co-respo'ndency.
1891 Pictorial World 14 Nov. 67/2 The shock of the. .case,

and the co-respondency of the Due d'O.

Coretomy : see Cor- z
.

Co-revO"lving, ppl- ct. [Co- 2.] Revolving

together.
1862 Sat. Rev. XIII. 128/2 These co-revolving orbs.

Corey, obs. f. Curry v.

Corf (k£if). Also 5 corffe, 7-9 corfe, 9 corve,

(cauf, coff). PI. corves (kpjvz) ; also 7 corfes.

[Cf. MDu., MHG. corf, korf Du. and LG. korf ;

also ON. korfr (Fritzner), Norw. and Sw. dial.

horv, Da. kurv ; in OHG. chorp {b-\ MHG. korp

{b~)
)
mod.G. korb basket. The word has not been

found in Eng. before the 15th c, when it was
probably introduced from some LG. source. The
German words are usually considered to be a. L.

cordis basket, taken into WGer. in form kort{i)-
;

but many German scholars think it possibly a

native word ; see Grimm, and Kluge.
(Webster 1828, followed by other Dictionaries, has Corb%

either a misprint for Cor/(omhted in W.), or perh. a local

form in U. S. It is unknown in England.)]

+ 1. A basket. Obs.

c 1483 Caxton Boke for Trav. If. 19 Le corbillier A fettdu

ses vans Ses corbiltes . . the mande maker Hath sold his

vannes His mandes or corfTes. 1498 in C Innes Scot. Mid.

Ages viii. 248 [The Abbot of Holyrood is charged for a 4 corf

of apple orangis *l 154a Inv. R. Wardrobe (1815) 62 (Jam.)

Twa round tablettis of gold within ane corf of silver wyre.

1543 Aberdeen Reg. V. 18 (Jam.) Ane corf full of apillis,

contenand viij*1 & tene apillis.

2. Mining. A large and strong basket formerly

used in carrying ore or coal from the working place

in a mine to the surface : now generally superseded

by boxes or 1 tubs ' made of wood or iron.

The corf'was placed on a sledge, tram, or barrow, for con-

veyance from the working place to the shaft, up which it

was hoisted by a rope to the surface.

Corves varied in content from 2$ to 74 bushels ; a smaller
size of the capacity of i£ or 2 bushels, called leading corves,
were used in delivering coal from the pits at the houses of
consumers in the neighbourhood.
1653 Manlove Lead Mines 271 Corfes, Clivies, Deads,

Meers. 1679 Plot Stajjordsh. (1686) 129 There being no
need for these [open workings] of windless, roap, or carf.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier 39 The wages .. for putting so
many loaden corves as are carried on one sledge or tram
in one day to the pit shaft. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet.
V ij b, The Drawer . . lets down the empty Corfe faster or
slower as he thinks fit. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. III.

105 A Cart-load of large Coals, containing 10 Corves, being
brought to the Doors for 5s. 2d. 1781 A. Bell in Southey
Life of Bell (1844) I. 47 Four turns of the wheel bring up
one coff. 1788 Genu. Mag. LVIII. 192/1 On his being.,
drawn out of the pit, in a corf. 1851 Greenwell Coal-
trade Terms Northumb. § Durh. 15 Since the introduction
of tubs for conveying coals underground, the use of corves
has, in a great measure, ceased. 1871 Haktwig Subterr.
W. xxiii. 263 The old method of descending into a colliery

was by a corf or strong basket.

b. transf. The wooden or iron ' tub
1 used in

mining.
1831 J. Holland Mamif Metal I. 46 Along this [metal

railway] an iron corve or wagon.. was made to move by
means of a chain. 1862 Chamb. yml. Apr. 262 As he pushes
along a corf (the small wagon. . used for conveying the coal

along the workings and up the shafts\ 1893 Trans. Inst.

Alining Eng. 147 If they are not well geared the collier

loses time in taking corves backwards and forwards, the
drivers are delayed by continually putting corves on the

road,

3. Fishing. A large basket or cage, or a large

box with holes in it, in which fish, lobsters, etc.,

are kept alive in the water. (See Cauf.)
a 1825 Forhv Vac. E. Anglia, Corf a floating cage or

basket to keep lobsters ; used on the Suffolk coast. In
M[oor's] S[uffolk Words] it is caivf. 1867 F. Francis
Angling xiv. 423 Fish baits should be kept in a corfe with

plenty of gratings in it. A corfe is simply a large box made
of stout elm or oak timber, and shaped rather like the bow
of a boat. 1886 R. C. Leslie Sea.painter's Log I. 20
Selected, .out of a huge corve, or floating crab-box.

4. Comb., as corf-cage, -filler', corf-bitter, one

who picks the stone and other rubbish out of the

coal in a corf ; corf-bow, the ' bow 1
of a corf,

corresponding to the handle cf a basket ; corf-

house (.SV\),
1 a house or shed erected for the pur-

pose of curing salmon, and for keeping the nets in

during the close season' (Jamieson; ; corf-rods,

the dried rods of hazel used for corf-making.

1857 Smiles Engineers 11862) III. 21 Taken on at the col-

liery where his father worked, .as a '^corf-bitter' or ' picker',

to clear the coal of stones, bats, and dross. 1708 J. C.

Compl. Collier (1845) 37 They hook it [the Corfe] by the

*Corf-Bow to the Cable. 1728 Specif Hodshons Patent

No. 409 A new way or method of making corf bows of iron.

1857 Smiles Stephenson iv. 24 The ascending *corve cage.

1865 Morning Star 27 Feb., The deceased, who was about

twenty years of age, followed the employment of *corve

filler, in common with several females of about her own age.

1649 Act Chas. II (1814) VI. 306 (Jam.) The haill workis and
^corfehoussis. . werbarbarousfie brunte and destroyit. 1804

Edin. Even. Couraut 21 Apr. (Jam.), To be Let ..The
salmon-fishings in the river Awe .. with the corf-houses,

shades, etc. belonging thereto.

[Corf, *' a temporary dwelling, a shed.' Corfe,
" a gap '

: see List of Spurious Words.]

Corfew, corfu, obs. ff. Curfew.
Cori, obs. f. Cowky.
Coria ceo-, combining form of next.

1819 Samouelle Entom. Compend. 259 Coriaceo-mem-
branaceous wings.

Coriaceous (k^ri^i-jos, koori-), a. [f. L.

coridce-tts leathern, f. corium skin, hide, leather : see

-ACEOUS.]

1. Resembling leather in texture, appearance, etc.

;

leathery. Chiefly used in Nat. Hist.

1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 87 A certain fungus of Sicily, with

a bfewish pulp, and a coriaceous shell. 1732 Abbuthnot
Rules ofDiet 363 An inflammatory and coriaceous Thick-

ness of the Blood. 1794 Martvn Rousseau's Bot. xxv. 354
The shell of the legume being coriaceous or leathery. 1826

Kibby & Sp. Entomol. III. 442 The middle part is coriaceous

and the margin membranous. 1872 Oliver Elem. Bot. 11.

184 Common Ivy.. with coriaceous, shining leaves.

2. Made of leather, leathern, rare, affected.

1824 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 45/1 To invest with these

coriaceous integuments [Hessian boots] the leg of a liege

subject at York. 1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa II.

136 The Kaffir, .enveloped in his coriaceous covering.

Coriamyrtin. Chem. [f. Coria{ria myr-

tiffolia + -in.] A crystalline, bitter, poisonous

glycoside obtained from the fruit and leaves of

Coriaria myrtifolia. Called also Coriarin.

1868-77 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1090 Coriamyrtin is a

white, bitter, very poisonous substance.

Coriander (k^ri|Se
-nd3J). Forms: 4-6 cori-

andre, (5 coriande, 6 corandre, corriandir),

5- coriander, [a. F. eoriandre, ad. L. corian-

drum
y

ad. Gr. Koptavvov (app. a foreign word).

An early popular L. var. coliandrum gave OE.
cellendre, OHG. chullantar, OF. coliandre, whence

earlier Eng. Coliander, q.v.]

1. An annual plant, Coriandrum sativum, N. O.

Umbelliferm^ with compound leaves and globose

fruit ; a native of Southern Europe, the Levant,

etc., naturalized in some parts of England. The
1-25 - 2
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fruit is carminative and aromatic, and used for

flavouring purposes.
[c 1*65 Voc. in Wr. -Wulcker 556/9 Coliandrum, coriandrc]

1388 Wyclif Ex. xvi. 31 Whijt as the seed of coriandre.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. xvh. xxxix. 11495) 626 The
herbe Coriandre hathe gode smelle in itself whyle it is hole

and sounde. 1586 Cocan Haven Health xxvL (1612) 43
Coriander, commonly Coliander, the seede is . .moderately
hot and dry. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xviL 235 Cori-

ander has no proper universal involucre. 1846 J. Baxtek
Libr. Pract. Agric. fed. 4) 1. 179 Coriander and caraway
are grown extensively in Essex.

+ 2. Short for coriander-seed. Obs.

Small globular comfits containing a single ' seed ' are also

called corianders [so It. coria/tdoli ].

1551 Turner Herbal M j a, Coriandre layd to wyth breade
or barly mele is good for saynt Antonyes fyre.

T 3. slang. Coin, money ; short for coriander-

seed. Cf. Coliander c. Obs.
x 737 Ozell Rabelais iv. ix. 123 (N.) The spankers, spur-

royals, rose-nobles, and other coriander seed with which she
was quilted all over. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T.
(1816) I. xix. 156 You. .must shell out your corianders.

4. attrib., as coriander cake, comfit, fruit, oil ;

coriander-seed, the popular name of the globose
fruit, which contains two carpels ; also slang,

coin, money (see 3) ; + coriander wound-weed
(see quot.).

1873 Ouida Pascarel I. 50 No temptation of *coriander
cakes, or anchovy pasties. 1656 [J. Sergeant] tr. T. White's
Peripat. Inst. 144 A kind of snowy-hail we sometimes see
like "Coriander Confits. 1863-81 Watts Diet. Chetn. II.

84 "Coriander oil is a mixture of several oils. 1530 Palsgr.
208/2 *Coriandre sede, coriandre. 1535 Coverdale Ex.
xvi. 31 It was like Coriander sede, and whyte. 1712 tr.

Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 6 Little Tubercles, about the size of
Coriander-Seed. *737 [see 3]. 1886 Official Guide A'ew
Gardens, Fruits of the Coriander . . known in Commerce
as Coriander seeds. 1561 Turner Herbal 11. 136 a, The
thyrde kynde [of Sideritis] . . maye be called in Englishe
'Coriandre wounde wede.

Coriar, -er, obs. ff. Currier.
Coriarin (kp'riarin). Chem. [f. Coriaria +

-in.] 1. The same as Coriamyrtiw.
2. A non-poisonous crystalline substance found

in Coriaria myrtifolia,^ shrubby plant of Southern
Europe.
1863-81 in Watts Diet, Chem. II. 84.

Coribant, coridon : see Cory-.
Corie, -rier, obs. ff. Curry, Currier.
Corige, v. : see Corrige,
Corigeen, variant of Carrageen.
Corimb, Corinall : see Corymb, Coronal.
Corin, obs. f. Currant.
Corindon (karrndpi). Min. [F. corinJon,

Corundum.] An early name of Corundum or

Adamantine Spar ; by some mineralogists used as

a name of the species : see Corundum 2.

1801 W. Nicholson Jrnl. I. 151 Corindon or Adamantine
Spar from Philadelphia. 1819 Nat. Philos. I. Gloss. (Useful
Knowl. Sod, Corundum, or Corindon, a stone found in

India and China.

Coring (koe-rirj), vbl. sb. [f. Core sb. 1 or v. +
-ing I.] The action of the verb Core; concr. a
piece cored out. False coring (in Founding

)

: the

use of false cores : see Core sb. 1 8.

1866 Blackmoke C. Noivell lvii. (1883^ 397 He had cut
himself a good broad coring from the inside of the mowana-
tree. 1879 Casselfs Teckti. Educ. IV. 262/2 Should there
be deep indentations, .the caster has to resort to a process
called false coring.

Corinoch, obs. f. Coronach.
Corinth (VrinJ}). [F. Corinthe, Or. K6piv9os.'\

1. Name of a city of ancient Greece celebrated

for its artistic adornment, and for its luxury and
licentiousness

; hence, + Corinth metal : = Corin~
thian brass, f b. Allusively: A house of ill fame.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 487 Goodly vessels and pieces of

Corinth mettall. 1607 Shaks. Timon 11. ii. 73 Would we
could see you at Corinth. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue,
Corinth, a bawdy house (cant).

f2. //.Natives of Corinth, Corinthians. [Wyclif
has pi. Corinthis, -ies, -yes, -eis, -es, f. L. Corinthii].

c 1380 Wyclif Set. IVks. III. 521 Seym Poul. .seib bus in

his firste pistel to be Coryntheis. a 1602 W. Perkins Cases
Consc. (16191 I 99 The Apostle chargeth the beleeuing
Corinths. 1641 J. Eaton Honey-combe 92 God saw sin in

the justified Church of the Corinths.

3. An etymological form of Currant, q.v.

t Corinthiac (korinjnsek), a. Obs. rare. [ad.

L. Corinthiac-us or Gr. Koptv$iaK-6s.] = next.

1677 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 4) 64 Four hundred Por-
phyrin pillars framed in Corinthiack architecture. Ibid.

142 What kind of structure the whole was, whether agree-

ing with the Ionic, Doric or Corinthiac.

Corinthian (kori*nbian), a. (sb.) [f. L. Co-

rinihi-us (Gr. KoplvBt-oi) + -AN.]

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to Corinth,

b. Arch. The name of one of the three Grecian
orders (Doric, Ionic, Corinthian), of which it is the

lightest and most ornate, having a bell-shaped

capital adorned with rows ofacanfhus-leaves giving

rise to graceful volutes and helices.

I1563 Shute Archit. Diija, The Pedestal of Corinth ia.

Ibid. Divb, The whole Trabeations of the Corinthe. 159a
R. D. Hypnerotomachia 24 b, For beau tie cohimnes Cor-

j

inthies.) 1656 Blount Glossogr. s.v., In Architecture there

I
are five orders of pillars, The Tuscan, Dorique, Ionique,

I
Corinthian, Composite or Italian. 1756-7 tr. Keysler'sTrav.

I (1760) II. 32 The disposition of doric pillars in the first

!
story, of ionic in the middle, and corinthian in the third.

1851 Kuskin Stones Ven. (1874) LL14 The two orders, Doric
and Corinthian, are the roots of all European architecture.

C. Corinthian l>rass (bronze) [L. Corinthium

#j] : an alloy, said to be of gold, silver, and
; copper, produced at Corinth, and much prized in

I
ancient times as the material of costly ornaments.

! Alsofig. (from the fig. sense of Brass) effrontery

;
or shamelessness, such as that attributed to the

j
Corinthians. Hence also Corinthian = ' brazen \

1594 Sylvester Dm Bartas 1. vii. Wks. (Grosart) I. 86

For God remeinbred that he made not Man Of stone, or

Steel, or Brass Corinthian. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 487
The Corinthian brasse mettalfwas most highly commended :

and the same mixture happened euen by meere chance and
fortune, when the city Corinth was woon, sacked and burnt
to the ground. 1706 in Philups. 1755 Amory Memoirs

I ('Z6^ "* 262 nas tnr Corinthian face to offer, etc.

2. After the elegant style of Corinthian art.

Applied by Mr. MatthewArnold to an over-brilliant

literary style : see quot. 1865.
i860 Kmerson Cond. Life, BehaiiourW'V*. (Bohn) II. 387

Nothing can be more excellent in kind than the Corinthian
grace of Gertrude's manners. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. CriL
11. 74, I have already spoken of the Attic and the Asiatic

1 styles; besides these, there is the Corinthian style .. It has

I

not the warm glow, blithe movement, and soft pliancy of

life, as the Attic style has ; it has not the over-heavy nch-
I

ness and encumbered gait of the Asiatic style ; it has glitter

i without warmth, rapidity without ease, effectiveness without
charm. 1869 — Cult. 4- An. (1883) p. xii, A flight of Corin-

thian leading -articles, and an irruption of Mr. G. A. Sala.

3. 'Relating to the licentious manners of Corinth'

I (J.), profligate ; in 19th c. use : Given to elegant

i

dissipation.

164a Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. (1847) 81/2 The sage and

I

rheumatic old prelatess, with all her young Corinthian
laity. 1821 P. Egan {titles Life in London ; the Day and

! Night Scenes of Jerry Hawthorne and his Elegant Friend,

(
Corinthian Tom. 1890 Daily Tel. 25 Feb. 4/7 (Farmer) Is

it not curious that hotel proprietors [at Monte Carlo] should
countenance, .a Tom and Jerry tone and a wild Corinthian

I

element?

4. ( U. S.) Yachting. Amateur.
1885 Harpers Mag. June 83/1 On the yacht of a friend

who was fond of sailing Corinthian races.

B. sb.

1. A native or inhabitant of Corinth.

1526 Tindale 2 Cor.vi, 11 O ye Corinthyans ! [Wyclif A
}e Corynthis, 1388 Corynthies] oure mouth is open vnto you.

j

1839 Thirlwall Greece III. 253 The Corinthians seem to

I

have had some reason for expecting an attack.

2. (From the proverbial wealth, luxury, and

!
licentiousness of ancient Corinth) : fa. A wealthy

;
man ; a profligate idler ; a gay, licentious man

;

also, a shameless or * brazen-faced ' fellow (cf. A.
1 c). Obs.

1577 Fenton Gold. Epist. 282 If there were any manne in

anye parte of Asia, verye wealthye and riche, he was called

by a common Phraze, a Corinthian. 1596 Shaks. i Hen.
/K, 11. iv. 13, I am . . A Corinthian, a ladof mettle, a good
boy. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece ii. 12 (T.) To act the

Corinthian, is, to commit fornication, according to Hesy-
chius. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Corinthian, a very
impudent, harden'd, brazen-fae'd Fellow. 1785 Grosk Diet.

Vulg. Tongue, Corinthians, frequenters of brothels ; also an
impudent brazen faced fellow. 1821 Scott Kenihv. iii, Who
is this gallant, honest Mike!—is he a Corinthian—a cutter

like thyself? 1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883) 403 A reference

to the immorality of the city may still be heard in the use

of the word ' Corinthians ' for profligate idlers.

b. A ' swell 1

; a man of fashion about town.
* In the third decade of the present century the word, both

as a substantive and an adjective, was at the height of its

popularity* (Latham).

1819 Moore Tom Crib's Mem. o (Fanner) 'Twas diverting

to sec, as one ogled around, How Corinthians and Com-
moners mixed on the ground. i8ai Nezv Monthly Mag. II.

242 This more elegant appellation [Corinthian] has super-

>eded its predecessor Dandy, once so popular in every rank.
a 1847 Mrs. Sherwood Lady of Manor I. ix. 385 The
brothers were what, in modern times, we should call Dan-
dies, or Corinthians. 1854 Thackeray Leech's Pictures in

I

Q. Rev. Dec. (Farmer*, Corinthian, it appears, was the
phrase applied to men of fashion and ton.. they were the
brilliant predecessors of the 1 swell ' of the present period.

C. A wealthy amateur of sport who rides his

own horses, steers his own yacht, etc.
;

esp. in

U* S. an amateur yachtsman.

Hence Cm-i nt hianism.
i8a3 Hlackw. Mag. XIII. 279 In England their profession

was Corinthianism, when that sect was in its glory ; but
now. .real pleasures are too low for their refined appetites.

Corinthianesque (k6ri nj)iane sk), a. [See

-esque.] Approximating to the Corinthian style.

1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merch. ff Friar lit. (1844) 101

Ranges of massy pillars, crowned with rude Corinthianesque
capitals. 1879 Sir G. G. Scott Led. Archit. L 77 That
perfectly Byzantine variety of the Corinthianesque type.

Cori ntliianize, v. Also Corinthize. [After

Gr. KopivBta£-toBat : see -ize.]

1. intr. To act the Corinthian : to live volup-

tuously and licentiously.

1810 A. Clarke Bible w. Comm. Pref. 1 Cor., So notorious
was this city for such conduct, that the verb KopivQta&trQat,

to Corinthize, signified to act the prostitute. 1888 U.Presbyt.
Mag. Sept. 388 To Corinthianise meant to be licentious.

2. To imitate or approach the type of the Corinth-

ian order of architecture. Hence Cori nthian-
izing />//. a. - Corinthianesque.
1846 Freeman in Proc. A rcheeol. Inst. 12 Rich Corinthian-

1 izing capitals. 1861 Neale Notes Eccles. 100 The piers

circular, the caps square and Corinthianizing.

Corion, obs. spelling of Chorion.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. § 17. 269 The infant

hath three teguments, or membranous filmes which cover
i it in the wombe, that is, the Corion, Amnios, and Allantois.

Coriour, obs. f. Currier.
Corious^e, -te, obs. ff. Curious, Curiosity.

Coripheus, obs. f. Corypmus.
Coritser, obs. f. Cuirassier.

II Corium (ko®*rii5m). [L. corium skin, hide,

leather.]

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes fit. ii. 73 Twice a day the fore-

said Squires, .should Flebotomize her salt Corium.

1. Phys. The true skin or derma under the epi-

! dermis.
1836 Todd Cycl. Anal. I. 246/1 The integument is com-

j

posed of two layers or pellicles, viz. the epidermis and the

;
corium. 1881 Mivart Cat 26 The Corium contains yellow
as well as white fibres.

2. Entom. The leathery or horny basal portion

of the wing of a heteropterous insect.

18*6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. 11828) III. xxx\. 614 In Ara-
dus (Upressus the corium is driven to the base of the wing.

3. Antiq. A leathern body-armour formed of

i

overlapping flaps or scales.

1834 Planche Brit. Costume 52. i860 Fairholt Costume
Gloss, s.v., He wears a leathern corium, the flaps of which
are of different colours.

t Coriun. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. OF. choron,

! corun, choro, f. L. chorum, chorus, transf. to a
kind of musical instrument : cf. Ps. cl. 4 [Vulg.)
1 in tympano et choro \] An ancient name of a

musical instrument.
c IS05 Lay. 7002 Ne cuSe na mon swa muchel of song of

harpe & of safteriun, of fi5ele & of coriun.

Coriundum, -vendum, -vindum : see Co-
I rundum.

Corius, obs. f. Curious.

Co-rival (kJu,r3i*val ;, sb. and a. [f. Co- 3 b +
Rival. But it seems to be only a modern treat-

ment of corivaJ,&n old variant ofCoRRiVAL,synonym
of Rival. The early unhyphened examples might

as properly be included under Corrival.]

A. sb. A joint rival with others ; one of two or

more rivals ranked as equals.

Latham says ' Corival
}
though used as synonymous with

rH'al or corrival, is a different word. _
Two persons or more

rivaling another are the only true rivals'. But this does
not seem to be historically correct.

1 1589 Wakm r .-[*/'
, Eng. v. xxiL (1612) 114 For thiscoriuall

seed begot England English againe. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV,
1. ui. 207 Without Co-nuall [Qq. corriuallj. 1640 H. Mill

j

NightsSearch 76 She rules the rost,And even* Jack's corivall

to mine Host.] 1676 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers xi. { 10. 368

The Lord.. will have no Copartner, nor Co-rival of nis

Glory. 1799 Colf.ridgf. Sibyl. Leaves Wks. 1877 II. 212

Co-rivals in the nobler gift of thought. 1865 Sat. Rev . 2

Sept. 310/1 He shines out as a bright particular star in com-
,

parison with his co-rival.

B. adj. Jointly rivalling some one else.

1832 4 De CU incey Caesars Wks. IX. 66 Co-rival nations

who might balance the victorious party.

Hence Co-ri valry, Co rl valship.
1835 Eraser's Mag. XII. 271 In the corivalry of trade.

Co-rival, v. var. of Corrival v.

Corive, co-rive, var. Corrivk v. Obs.

Cork (kf*nY), sb.1 [Cf. Sp. corcha, corche in

same sense; but 15th c. corie, with 16th c. Du.

;

kork, kurk, Ger. kork, appears to represent OSp.
alcorque * a corke shooc, a pantofle ' (Minsheu),

! in which sense corke is cited in 1463 (sense a);

1

cf. also Ger. korke slipper (1595 in Grimm), and

the earliest High G. name for cork, pantoffel- or

pantofflenholz slipper-wood.
The Sp. corche represents (directly or indirectly! L. cortk-

em bark (in which sense Sp. now uses corteza \—L. corticea).

Alcorque, known in Sp. of date 1458, was immediately from
Sp. Arabic (Covarrubias 161 1 has 'dichoen Armbigo cotyue*i't
but its origin is uncertain; Dozy thinks it represents L.

1 quercus. If this be so, then corque, and by implication

cork, has no connexion with Sp. corcha, corche, or L.

cortex. ]

I. 1. The * bark
1

or periderm of the cork-oak,

which grows to a thickness of one or two inches, is

very light, tough, and elastic, and is commonly
used for a variety of purposes.
Virgin cork : the outer casing of the bark formed during

the first year's growth, which afterwards dries, splits, ana
peels off naturally in flakes. Spons Encyct. 11. (1880) 723.

[c 1440 Promp. Parv. 93 Corktre, suberies. Corkbarke,

cortex. 1485 Cath. Angl. 76 Corke. [No Latin.]] 1570

Levins Mantp. 171 Corke, suber. z6ox Holland Pliny xvi.

viiL (R.\ Concerning corke, the woodie substance of the tree

is very small.. the Darke only serveth for many purposes.

1666 Pepys Diary 14 July, Four or five tons of corke to send

. .to the fleet, being a new device to make barricados with.

1840 Barham Ingol. Leg., Execution, Blacking his nose with

a piece of burnt cork. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 339 Cork

is the outer bark, removed from the tree at intervals of from

six to ten years.

2. Applied to various things made of cork.
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t a. A sandal or slipper made of cork ; a cork
sole or heel for a shoe. Obs.
1463-4 Act 2-3 Edw. IV, c. 4 Botes, shoen, galoches or

corkes. 1473 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scotl. I. 29 To pay
for patynis and corkis. 1530 Palsgr. 169 Liege, a corke
for a slyppar [cf. 209]. 1609 Heywood Rape Lucrcce
Wks. 1874 V. 211 They weare so much Corke under their
heeles they cannot choose but love to caper. 1624 Davkn-
port City Nl.-cap. II, She must have a Feather in her head
and a cork in her heel, a 1800 Ballad ' The Queen's Marie

'

xvii. (Minstr. Sc. Border), The corks frae her heels did flee.

b. A piece of cork used as a float for a fishing

net or line, or to support a swimmer in the water.
1496 Bk. St. Albans, Fishing 17 Make your flotys in this

wyse. lake a fayr corke, etc. 1555 Eden Decades 195 As
light as a corke. 1617 Hieron Wks. II. 79 Whoso thinks
to swimme well enough without this ministerial! corke.
1665 Bovle Occas. Refi. iv. vi. (1675) 197 Whilst we con-
tinued angling, .we often cast our Eyes . . upon each others
fishing Corks. 1840 Clough Early Poems 1. 31 The corks
the novice plies to-day The swimmer soon shall cast away.
3. csp. A piece of cork, cut into a cylindrical or

tapering form, used as a stopper for a bottle, cask,

etc. ; also transf. a similar stopper made of some
other substance.

1530 Palsgr. 737 Stoppe the bottell with a corke. 1611
Shaks. Wint. T. III. iii. 95 As you'ld thrust a Corke into a hogs-
head. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. Proem 12 That
hole was stopt with a Cork. 1797 Holcroet Stolberg's
Trav. (ed. 2) III. Ixxx. 229 Corks for bottles are made from
the bark . . and likewise cork soles. 1869 E. A. Parkes
Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 27 Bottles, with glass stoppers and
not with corks. 1870 G. Macdonald Back of N. Wind i,

He. . got a little strike of hay, twisted it up, folded it. .and
having thus made it into a cork, stuck it into the hole.

4. The cork-tree or cork-oak {Quercus Siiber), a
species of oak found in the countries on the
Mediterranean,and grown for theproduction ofcork.
1601 Chester Love's Mart, lxiii. (1878) 95 The Holly-

halme,
^
the Corke. 18x4 Southey Roderick XI, The vine

. .clinging round the cork And ilex, hangs amid their dusky
leaves.

5. /-lot. A peculiar tissue in the higher plants,

forming the inner division of the bark (which name
is sometimes restricted to the dead tissues lying
outside the cork) ; it consists of closely-packed
air-containing cells, nearly impervious to air and
water, and protects the underlying tissues.

1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs' Bot. 1. ii. § 15. 80 The
formationof cork is very frequently continuous . . when this
occurs uniformly over the whole circumference, there arises
a stratified cork-envelope, the Periderm, replacing the epi-
dermis, which is in the meantime generally destroyed. 1878
M'Nab Bot. ii. (1883) 39 All tissues external to the layers
of cork, die and dry up, forminga strong- .protecting tissue,
the bark.

II. transf

f6. Used by Grew for the ' head ' or torus ofsome i

fruits, as apples, pears, gooseberries, bearing the
j

withered remains of the floral leaves. Obs.
1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. vi. § 2 Ten [branches] are

spred. .through the Parenchyma [ofthe apple], most of them
enarching themselves towards the Cork or Stool of the
Flower. 1677 — Anat. Fruits a. § 9 (Pears) A straight
chanel or Ductus, which opens at the midle of the Cork or
Stool of the Flower. Ibid. § 10 (Quince) The coar stands
higher or nearer to the Cork . . and the Ductus from the
bottom of the Coar to the top of the Fruit, much more
open and observable.

7. Fossil cork, mountain-cork, rock-cork : names
for a very light variety of asbestos.
1865 Page Handbk. Geol. Terms 389 Rock-Cork, a variety

of asbestus whose fine fibres are so interlaced and matted as
to give it the texture and lightness of cork . . Often known
as 'mountain-cork'. Ibid. 207 Fossil-Cork. 1868 Dana
Mitt. 234 Mountain Leather is a kind [of asbestos] in thin
flexible sheets, made of interlaced fibres ; and mountain cork
the same in thicker pieces.

8. Jig. Applied to a person.
1601 ? Marston Pasquil $ Kath. tv. 39 A slight bubling

spirit, a Corke, a Huske. a 1631 Donne Poems (1650) 7, I

can love . . Her who still weeps with spungie eies, And her
who is dry corke, and never cries.

9. Sc.colloq. A small employer or master trades-
man

; an overseer or foreman. [Perh. not the
same word.]
1832 Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. 1. 50 An' our cork

when he's slack, Will gie ye a hint when he's takin on han's.
1856 J. Strang Glasgow 129 The corks or small manu-
facturers of Anderston.

III. 10. attrib. or as adj. Made of or with cork.
(Sometimes with hyphen.)
1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5466/4 His Left Foot Shoe-heel half

a Quarter of a Yard high, a Cork -sole answerable. 1766 C.
Leadbetter Royal Ganger 11. iii. (ed. 6) 241 A Cork Plate
or Plum, for taking Gauges of Ale or Beer. 1775 Ann. Reg.
82 Providing themselves with cork-belts and cork-collars.
1886 Offic Guide Museums Econ. Bot. Keiv 144 A Cork
hat, as used in Portugal. 1889 Times 18 Feb. 5 A dark-
complexioned young man. .with a cork-leg.
11. Comb. a. attributive, as cork-band, -bark,

-cambium, -cell, -crop, -hole, -layer, -tissue ; b. ob-
jective, as cork-bearing, -forming, adjs. ; -borer,
-boring, -drawer, -maker ; c. parasynthetic, as
cork-barked, -brained (see d),> -heeled (see d), adjs.
1615 E. S. Britain's Buss in Arb. Garner III. 631 These

sixty corks must have sixty *Cork-bands to tie them to the
net. ciw>Promp.Pa>v.93*Corkbar\!.t!,corte.t. iS66Treas.
Bot. 1 1 88 (s.v. Ulmus) The *Cork-barked Elm is in habit
intermediate between the common and wych elms. 1759
Ellis in Phil. Trans. LI. 210 Acorns of the Cork-bearing

993

oak. 1854 Scoffern in Orr's Circ. Sc. Chera. 291 Each
of these "cork-borers is a brass tube. Ibid. 356 In the way
of "cork-boring. 1878 M'Nab Bot. ii. (1883) 38 The "cork
cambium forms new annual rings, as the ordinary cambium
forms rings of wood. 1883 Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 107 Thus
arises, .a layer of cells

. .which continues to form new *cork-
cells, the Cork-cambium or layer of Phellogen. 1842 Brown-
ing Soliloquy Sp. Cloister ii, Not a plenteous *cork-crop.
1800 Weems Washington vii. (1877) 52 Mere "cork-drawers
and songsters. 1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs Bot. 1. ii.

§ 15. 91 The Lenticels are a peculiarity of 'cork-forming
Dicotyledons. 1743 Lond. 4- Country Brew. III. (ed. 2) 199
Stopping it up . .excepting the Top vent or *Cork-hole. 1859
Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 480/2 The "cork-layer of the vegetable
integument 186a Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 129 That absurd
*corkmaker. 1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs' Bot. 1. ii.

§ 15. 90 When succulent organs .. are injured, the wound
generally becomes closed up by *cork-tissue.

d. Special combs, cork-board, a kind of card-
board, made by mixing ground cork with the
paper pulp, used as a non-conductor of heat, etc.

;

f cork-brain, a light-headed or giddy person ; so

f cork-brained a. ; cork-faucet (see quot.)

;

t cork-fossil — fossil-cork (see 7) ; cork-heeled
a., having the heels fitted with cork

; f also fig.
light-heeled, wanton

; cork-leather, a fabric of
cork and leather ; also of cork and india-rubber

;

cork-machine, a machine for making corks ; cork-
oak, the tree (Quercus Sitber) from which cork is

obtained
;
cork-pine, cork-press (see quots.) ;

cork-pull, an instrument for extracting a cork
which has gone down into the bottle (see Knight
Diet. Mech.) ; cork-wing, name of a fish, Creni-
labrus melas or cornubicus. See also Cork-cutter,
-JACKET, etc.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 11. 173/2 Some Giddy-
headed Corkbrains. 1630 — Wks. (N.), An upstart *corke-
braind Jacke. 1874^ Knight Diet. Mech., "Cork-faucet,
one adapted to be inserted through a cork, to draw the
contents of a bottle. 1806 Gregory Diet. Arts ,y Sc. I. 437
Cork-fossil, .a kind of stone .. somewhat resembling vege-

table cork. 1604 Dekker Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 131
Oh, who would trust your *corcke-heeld sex? ?< 1700
Ballad ' Sir P. Spcns', Oour Scots nobles wer richt laith
To weet their cork-heild-shoone. 1886 W. A. Harris
Tech. Diet. Fire Insur., Cork-leather, which is waterproof
and very elastic, is cork-powder consolidated with india-
rubber. 1873 Pk. Alice in Mem. (1884) 300 Cypresses,
stone pines, large *cork oaks. 1873 Atlas of Michigan
Pref. 20 The soft or *' cork ' pine, so called from the
resemblance in softness and texture of the wood to. - cork.
1879 Lumber/nan's Gaz. 15 Oct., Valuable cork pine timber.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., "Cork-press, one in which a
cork . . is rendered elastic, to enable it the more readily to
enter the neck of a bottle. 1836 Yarrell Brit. FishesyU),
The 'Corkwing . . is not confined to the western part of
England. 1868 Chambers Eucycl. s.v. Wrasse, The cork-
wing is not unfrequent on the southern shores of England.

Cork (kpik), sb.- Also 5-6 corke, 6 eorck, 7
korck. [app. a contraction of Corkik, a. Gaelic
and Ir. corcttr, orig. 'purple', hence, the lichen
yielding a purple dye. Corcur was ad. L. purpur,
with Goidelic change of p to c , as in L. planta,
Ir. eland, clann, L. pascha, Gaelic casga, caisg.]

A purple or red dye-stuff obtained from certain
lichens growing on rocks in Scotland and the north
of England ; = Cudbear.
Lightfoot, Flora Scolica (1789) 818, has Liclten ompha-

lodes as ' Dark purple Dyer's Lichen ; Cork or Arcell.
Crotal of the Gaels', and L. tartareus (now Lecanora
tartarea) as ' Large yellow-saucer'd Dyer's Lichen ; Corcar
of the Gaels'. Both of these produce cudbear. 'Cork 'has

'

also^ been more or less identified with Archil or Orchil, a
foreign dye-stuff of similar origin ; see quot. 1483. (See
Paper by Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull, in Proc. Amer.
Philol. Assoc. (1877) 19.)

1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 8 §3 Diers..usen to dye. .Clothes
with Orchell and Corke brought from beyonde the See called
Jare cork, c 1485 Crafte oflymnynge in E. E. Misc. (War-
ton Soc.) 90 Whenne hit is alle-moste at boylynge, caste in
jour corke. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 2 Good and suffi-

cient corke or orchall. 1531 Turner Herbal 1. Pj b, This
is called in London archall and the dyers vse it to dy
withall. The Northenmen about blakamore where as it

groweth calleth it cork, it groweth ther like a mos vpon
stones. 1634 Peacham Gcntl. Exerc. 1. xxiii. 79 The prin-
cipal! blewes .. in use are, Blew Bice. Smalt.. Korck or
Orchall. 1758 Phil. Trans. L. 677 The cork or arcel, which
is used by the Scotch . . to dye a purple or scarlet colour.
1884 Miller Plant-n., Cork, Lecanora tartarea and Roc-
cella tinctoria.

t Cork, sb? Obs. [Var. of Colk, possibly in-

fluenced in spelling by association with Core.]
1. The ' colk ' or core of an apple, etc.

c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 448 Appuls
and peres clene pared, and the corke tane out. c 1450 Two
Cookery-bks. 106 Toke 30 coynes and x wardones, and pare
hem, and drawe out the corkes at eyther end.

2. 'Cinders, Lancash: (Halliwell). Cf. Coke,
Core sb.1 2.

Cork, sbA, Corlk, erron. spellings of Cauk.
1815 Annals of Agric. XIX. 476 (E. D. S.) An imperfect

chalk marl, or a cork, that is, a hard chalk. 1846 frill. R.
Agric. Soc. VII. 11. 450 The lower beds of hard chalk, pro-
vincially called corlk.

Cork ^kpjk), v.1 [f. Cork sb.1 : in various uses,

having no connexion with each other.]

I. f 1. trans. To furnish (a shoe) with a cork
sole or heel. Obs.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Toug, Linger des pantoufies.

CORKER.
to corcke slippers .602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xlvii. (,6.2)
218 Ihen wore they Shooes of ease, now of an inch-broad
corked hye.

J834
Planche Brit. Costume 268 The [shoesand slippers of the men] ' corked '. .and richly ornamented

D. To provide or fit with a cork (as a float).
1641 S. Smith Herringbusse Trade n They are to bring

the Nets to their ropes, and. .Corke them, and make them
mail respects fit.

II. 2. To stop (a bottle, cask, etc.) with, or as
with, a cork

; and so to confine or shut up (the
contents of a bottle, etc.).

1659 Gayton Art of Longevity 20 In bottles close Corkt
up a pnsner. 1744 Berkeley Let. on Tar Water § 2 Keep
it in bottles, well corked. 1759 Ellis in Phil. Trans. LI.
209 then cork the bottle. 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3)
"',334 He corked it up, and kept it some time,

b. transf. To stop up as with a cork ; to shut
;

tip like the contents of a bottle.
1650 [see Corking, below]. 1758 J. S. Le Drau's Obsen:
o •r\i'

77l) 221 The Fat hac> corked up the Extremity.
1824 Medwin Convers. w. Byron (1832) II. 45 Rogers had
composed some very pretty commendatory verses on me :

but they were kept corked up for many long years.
III. 3. To blacken with burnt cork.

1836 jsee Corked 3].

Hence Corking vbl. sb.

1650 H. More Obterv. Anthrop. Thcomag. 51 The cork-
mg-up close of the urine of a bewitched party. 1891 Daily
Ant's 23 Sept. 5 4 Bottles, corks, corking apparatus, and
other appliances used in manufacturing sparkling wines.
t Cork, f.- Obs. rare. In 5 korke. [f. Cork

sb.-] trans. To treat with ' cork ' (the dye-stuff;.
C1485 Crafte ofLymnynge in /;'. E. Misc. (Warton Soc.)

90 After hit is y-maderycl, j,e moste korke hit. .for if je wolle
korky crymsons, ae moste. .whenne hit is alle-moste at boyl-
ynge, caste in 2our corke.

Cork, v:\ erron. f. Cacik v.
1684 Bucanicrs Amer. 11.(1698153 The merchants, .will not

entrust one penny worth of goods on that man's vessel that
corks her. 1776 G. Temple Building in Water 102 Cork-
ing any Leakages that may happen to appear. Ibid. 108
Scrape the Joints . . and . . cork them with the shavings of
Lead. 1856 Kane Arc/. E.xpl. I. xxxii. 449 After corking
up all openings with snow.

Corkage k^jkeds). [f. Cork sb. 1 or v. 1 +
-age.] The corking or uncorking of bottles

:

hence ( = corkage-money) a charge made by hotel-
keepers, waiters, etc. for every bottle of wine or
other liquor uncorked and served, orig. when not
supplied by themselves.
1838 Sir F. Pollock Remembrances (1887) 1. 119 Corkage

money on the number of bottles opened was paid to the
tavern. 1884 C. Rogers Soc. Life Scotland II. xiii. 312
The members used their own wine, allowing a 'corkage ' to
the innkeeper. 1887 Pall Mall G. 14 July 3/2 Even the
waiters, in certain restaurants, levy a tax [oil shippers of
champagne] in the shape of 'corkage,' without which they
may boycott a brand.

Co -rk-cutter. [f. Cork s/O + Cut ?>.]

1. One whose occupation is to cut cork into
stoppers for bottles, bungs, etc.

1709 Lomi. Gaz. No. 4574/4 Felix Oneall, Cork-Cutter.
1836-9 Dickens Sk.Boz (1850) 181/2 Her deceased better-
half had been an eminent cork-cutter.

2. An instrument or machine for cutting corks.

So CoTk-cutting vbl. sb.

1756 Toldervy Two Orphans IV. 101 Many of the in-
habitants, who were of the cork-cutting profession. 1875
Ure Diet. Artsl. 952 In the art of cork-cutting the French
surpass the English.

Corked (kt&kt), a. [f. Cork v. 1 and sb. 1
]

fl. Furnished with a cork sole or heel. Obs.

(Cf. Chopine.)
1519 Horman Vulg. 113 She wereth corked slippers to

make hir tal and feet. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xv.
(Arb.) 49 Those high corked shoes or pantofies, which now
they call in Spaine and Italy Shoppini. 1615 T. Adams
Spir. Navigator 52 Cork'd at the heeles.

2. Stopped or confined with a cork ; also fig.
(Also with up.)
1836-9 Dickens St. Boz (1877) 198 Giving full vent to a

hitherto corked-up giggle.

3. Blackened with burnt cork.
1836 T. Hook G. Gurney II. 205 With their. .painted

cheeks, corked whiskers, and chalked necks. 1836-9
Dickens Sk. Boz (r85o) 73/2 Partially corked eyebrows.

4. Of wine: Tasting of the cork; spoiled by an
unsound cork into the substance of which the wine
penetrates.

1830 Marryat King's Own xxxiv, This wine is corked.
1852 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour xxv. 148 This [wine]
fortunately was less corked than the first.

Hence Corkedness nonce-wd., state or quality of
being corked (sense 4).
1888 Standard 10 Sept. 5/2 [They] would scorn to offer a

bottle with even a suspicion of corkedness.

T Co'rken, a. Obs. rare, [-en *.] Of cork.
1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 1. iii. 57 A little corken-

boate. 1647 W. Browne Polex. 11. 293 He presented mee a
corken cup, full of cleare water.

Corker (kpukaj). [f. Cork sb.1 + -erI.]

+ 1. ? A cork-cutter. Obs.
1723 Lond. Gas. No. 6172/11 John Ping .. Corker.

2. slang. Something that closes a discussion, or
puts an end to any matter ; a ' settler ' ; a thing
that one cannot get over. Hence, something very
striking or astonishing, e.g. a monstrous lie. (Cf.

Caulker 4.)

1837 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xix. (Farmer), Then I
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lets him have it..ji*t three corkers. 1873 Slang Diet.,

Corker, 'that's a corker', i. e. that settles the question, or

closes the discussion. 1889 The Voice (N.Y.» 5 Dec., ' It's

a corker. If it [a proposed law] passes we'll have to quit.*

Corkes, var. of caries, obs. L Carcase.

Corkiness (kpukines). [f. Corky + -nebs.]

State or quality of being « corky in different senses.

1846-5$ Carpentrr Pritic. Human Physiol. § 408 (L.) A
feeling of freedom and lightness (or ' corkiness ') of the

limbs. 1865 Athenwum No. 1956. 558/1 The prevalent

'corkiness ' of his [a painter's] manner.

t Corking-pin. Obs. Also 7 calkin, caw-k-

ing, 8 corkin pin. [App. corrupted from cawking,

Calkin, as spelt by the pinmakers in 1690. Origin

unknown.] * A pin of the largest size *

(J.).
? 1690 Pinmakers Case in oppos. to Kiltigrciv's BUI

(Broadside, Brit. Mus.t Double long whites alias Calkins. -—

Case or Petit, of Pinmakers {London) (Broadside, Brit.

Mas.) Double Long Whites, al. Cawkings. 17*7 Swirr
Gulliver 11. v. 139 A corking-pin that stuck in the good
gentlewoman's stomacher. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum., Case

of Delicacy, I could hear two or three corking pins fall out

of the curtain. 1770 Foote Lame Lover \. Wks. 1799 I I.

62, I gave my German a challenge, .to drive a corkin pin

into the calves of our legs. 1824 Scorr Redgauntlet xix,

Cristal Nixon, .had. .secured it [his riding-skirt] with large

corking-pins. 1840 Hood Kilmansegg cxiii, It pierced

her heart like a corking-pin.

Corkir. Sc. Also korkir. [Gaelic corctir :

see Cork sb.~] A kind of lichen furnishing a red

dye : see Cork sb.'1

1703 M. Martin W. /si. 135 (JanO The stones on which
the scurf call'd Corkir grows, .on the coast, and in the hills.

This scurf dyes a pretty crimson colour. 1760 Pocock
Tour Scot. (1881) 92 Two seaweeds for dying grow on the
stones there, Corkir for crimson and Crottil for Philamorte.

1775 L. Shaw Moray 156 (Jam. s.v. Korkie). 1856 Lind-
say Brit. Lichens 225 This Lichen [Lecanora tartarea] is

the ' Cork ' or ' Korkir
1

of many parts of the Highlands.

Corkish v
k^ ikiJ), a. rare. [f. Cork sbA]

1. Of the nature of cork, somewhat corky.
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 94. 2/2 Corkish Excrescences.

2. Tasting of cork ; somewhat corked.
1822 Illacktv, Mag. XL 113 As port at Highland inn

seems sound, all corkish though it be.

Corkite ^k-^jkoit). Min. [f. Cork in Ireland,

where found + -ite.] A synonym of Beudantite.
1875 in Dana Min. 2nd App. 13.

Cork-jacket, [f. Cork sbX\ A jacket made
partly of cork, or lined with cork, to support a

person in the water.
1761 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 157/1 A fisherman who had

been cast away seven hours, and saved his life by means of
a cork jacket. 1818 Scott //rt. Midi, i, The cork-jacket
which carries the heroes of romance safe through all the

billows of affliction. 1891 Standard io Nov. 2/1 A large

number of men crowded into the boat with cork-jackets on.

t CoTkle. Obs. rare- 1
. ? Contortion.

1398 Trkvisa Barth. Dt P. R. XVXtt. ix. (1405) 758 The
adder Alphibena . . rennyth and glydeth ancf wryggleth
wyth wrynkles, corkles and draughtes of the body.

Corkless (k(5ukles), a. rare. [f. Cork sb. 1

+ -less.] Without a cork.
1888 Home Missionary Mar. 459 The corkless bottle.

Corkscrew (kf?ukskr«), sb. [f. Cork sbA +
Screw.]
1. An instrument for drawing corks from bottles,

consisting of a steel screw or helix with a sharp

point and a transverse handle.
1710 Amhkrst Poems, Bottle Screiv,'Y\\\* hand a corkscrew

did contain, And that a bottle of chainpaigne. 1814 Scott
Wav . lxvi, The landlord's cork-screw was just introduced
into the muzzle of a pint bottle of claret. .1*75 Darwin /«-

sectiv. PI. ui. 52 With their tentacles twisted about,.. the
longer ones like corkscrews.

b. Short for corkscrew curl : see 2.

1883 Harper's Mag. Feb. 402/1 No small mincing .

.

' corkscrews but a goodly sized tress.

O. Short for corkscrew twill : see 2.

1887 Ld. Macnaghten in Law Rep. App. Cases XII.
295 The goods . . belong to a class of wearing material
known in the trade as ' corkscrews'.

2. attrib. Resembling a corkscrew ;
spirally

twisted ; esp. of curls or ringlets, and of staircases.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 385 Their leaves have..

a

uniform spiral arrangement . . so as to give the stem a sort of

corkscrew appearance. 1839 Thackeray Major Gakagan
iii, Little corkscrew ringlets. 1842 Tennyson Walk, to

Mail 82 Up the cork-screw stair. 1887 Ld. Selborne in

Laiv Rep.App. Cases XII. 289 In all goods of the class called
' corkscrew twills ' the weft lies hidden inside, the surface

on both sides being warp.

3. Comb., as corkscreiv-like adj.

188a Vines Sacks' Bot. 443 The corkscrew-like anthero-

zoid, which is coiled 12 or 13 times.

Corkscrew (kp jkskr/7), v. colloq. [f. prec]

1. trans. To cause to move or advance in a spiral

course.

1837 Dickens Pickiv. xxxv, Mr. Bantam corkscrewed his

way through the crowd. 187a Daily Neivs 11 May 5/7
HerrGerwig has corkscrewed his line round the Eisenberg.

1887 Jkssopp in 19M Cent. Mar. 370 [The horses] have to

be corkscrewed info our diminutive stables.

2. intr. To proceed in a spiral course.

1853 G. J. Cayley Las Al/orjas I. 117 An interminable.

.

gallery, .corkscrewing round and round the tower. 1883 W.
C. Smith N. Country Folk 225 A turnpike stair That cork-
screwed up a round tower.

3. trans. To draw ottt as with a corkscrew ; to

elicit by roundabout devices, or with effort.

185a Dickens Bleak Ho. II. xxiv. 328 From what Small
has dropped, and from what we have corkscrewed out of

him.

CoTkscrewy, a. Like a corkscrew, spiral.

1886 Pall Mall G. 15 Dec. 4/2 The bird [snipe], .then

enters upon that corkscrewy flight, which is his chief charm
as an object of sport. 1890 Chamb. Jml. 5 Apr. 221/1 A
'corkscrewy' ringlet dangling at each cheek.

t Cork-shoe. Obs. A shoe of cork ; one fur-

nished with a cork sole or heel.

1591 Nashe Introd. Sidney's Astrophel, Tts as good to

goe in cut fingerd pumps as corke shoes, if one wears
Cornish diamonds on his toes. 1599 Porter Angry IVotn.

Abingd. (Percy Soc.) 32 For maides that weres corke

shooes may step awrie. 160a Marston Ant. «y Mel. v.

Wks. 1856 I. 59 Thy voice squeakes like a dry cork shoe.

1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 77 Swim-
ming-girdles and cork-shoes, .were not then in fashion.

Co'rk-tree.
1. The cork-oak (Quereus Suber), from which cork

is obtained. (See Cork sb.* 4.)

1440 Promp. Pari'. 93 Corktre, suberies. 1577 H.
1 Googe Heresbach's Husb. 115861 101 b, The corke tree . . in

I Spanishe Alcornoque. 1759 Kllis in Phil. Trans. LI. 206,

I sent governor Ellis in the year 1757. .some acorns of the

I
cork-tree. 1814 Southky Roderick x, The cork-tree's fur-

|
row'd rind. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. Cork, The

I

cork-tree at the age of twenty-five years is barked for the

first time.

2. Applied to various trees with light or soft wood
resembling cork, as Entelea arborescens of New
Zealand, Alillingtonia hortensis of the East Indies.

Corkwood ^ukwud). [f. Cork sbA +
Wood.]
1 1. Cork in the mass. Obs.

1769 Prikstlky in Phil. Trans. LIX. 63 The black side of

a piece of cork-wood.

2. A name given in various parts of the world to

various light and porous woods, and the trees

yielding them ; e. g. in the West Indies to Anona
pahistris, Ochroma Lagopns, Hibiscus {Paritium

tiliaceum) ; in NjS. Wales to Duboisia myoporoides.

1756 P. Brownk Jamaica 256 The Alligator Apple Tree
1

or Cork-wood . . The wood of this tree is so soft, even after it

;

is dried, that it is frequently used . . instead of corks. 1866

I Treas. Bot. 800 Ochroma, the well-known Corkwood tree.

.

]
is very common in the West Indies and Central America,
where its soft spongy and exceedingly light wood, called

Corkwood in Jamaica, is commonly employed as a substi-

I tute for cork. 188a J. Smith Diet. Plants 133.

3. A name of the White Cork Boletus (Poly-

porus nivcus, formerly Boletus suberosus) t which
grows on the trunks of trees.

So commonly called in the South of Scotland.

Corky (kfrjki), a. [f. Cork sbA 4- -Y. The
fig. uses appear to be the earlier.]

L Having the nature or character of cork ; cork-

like.

1756 C. Lccas Ess. Waters III. 38 Of a more corky
texture. 1836 Macgiluvray tr. HumboldVs Trav. xxvi.

393 Corky asbestus. 1874 Cooke Fnngi (1875) 24 The
greater number of species are leathery or corky. 1884

Bower & Scorr De Bary's Phaner. 563 The thick corky
layers of Quercus Suber. 1887 All ) ear Round 14 May
394 The sombre water way on which they [boats] ride with

a corky buoyancy.

t 2. Jig. Dry and stiff, withered, sapless. Obs.

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 23 To teach an old corkie

woman to writhe, tumble, curuet, and fetch her Morice
gamboles. 1605 Shaks. Lear* ill. vii. 29 Ilinde fast his

j

corky armcs.

3. fig. Light, trifling, frivolous ;
buoyant, lively,

springy
;
hence, skittish, ticklish, restive, colloq,

1601 ? Marston Pasqnil ff Kath. 1. 324 That same per-

petual! grin, That leades his corkie jests to make them
sinke Into theeares of his deriders, 1631 Weever Anc. Fun.
Mon. 54 Inuenting, out of their owne corkie braines, a new
certaine no-forme of Liturgie. 1661 Sir H. Vane's Politics

2Churlesof a light and corky humour. 1746 Eur. Carter
in Pennington Mem. (1808) I. 136 Before they are half over
I grow so restless and corky, I am ready to fly out of the
window. 178a Sir J. Sinclair Observ. Scot. Dialect 100
Corky, airy, brisk. 186a C. Bedb College Life 34 He's
rather corky at the best of times; what will he be now?
186a Mrs. H. Woon Mrs. Halib. 11. xxi, * They be getting
corky at the beer-shops, now-a-days, and won't give no
trust.' 187a O. W. Holmes Port BreaJkf.t. iv. (1885) 89
They felt so ' corky ' it was hard to keep them down. 1875
'Stonehenge' Brit. Sports 11. 1. v. % 5, 438 If the horse
seems light and corky.

4. Having acquired a flavour ofcork; = C0RKED4.
In mod. Diets.

5. Comb., as coriy-brained, -headed adjs. (cf.

sense 3, and cork-brained s.v. Cork sb\ 11 d).

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crrto, Corky-brain'd Fellow,

silly, foolish. 1787 Bl-rns Brigs 0/ Ayr 170 Staumret,
corky-headed, graceless Gentry. 1815-79 J amieson Sc. Diet.
Corky-headit, light-headed, giddy. Roxb.
Corlde, obs. {. curled : see Curl v.

Corlew, corlu, corlure, obs. ff. Cdrlew.

t Corm ' , corme. Obs. [a. F. corme, app. :—

L. eornum the cornel-cherry (see Cornel) ; but in

OF. the names cormier and corme were applied

to the service-tree and its fruit, also called sorbe

;

see Littrd.]

1. The fruit of the service-tree, the sorb ; also

the tree, Pyrus domestica (Sorbus L., Cormus
Spach).
1578 Lyte Dodocns ill. Ixxxiv. 437 The apples be pale, in

I figure lyke the Sorb-apple or Corme. 1658 Evelyn Fr.

Gard. (1675) 268 Cormes, services, azerolls, and the like.

2. The cornel tree.

1676 Hobbes Iliad (1677) 255 Many lusty limbs then
broken are Of barky corme [II. xvL 767 rayvfykoiov Kpdvtw\,
broad beech, and lofty ash.

t

— Odyss. (1677) 285, I cut up
by the root, And smooth'd with iron tools a lusty corm.

Corm- (k<?im'. Bot. [ad. mod. Bot. Lat.

cormus (Willdenow c 1800;, a. Or. xoppos, the trunk

of a tree with the boughs lopped off, f. tctip-av

(ablaut stems Ktp-, nop- to cut, poll, lop.]

A short fleshy rhizome, or bulb-like subter-

raneous stem of a monocotyledonous plant, pro-

ducing from its upper surface leaves and buds,

and from its lower, roots ; also called solid bulb.

(By Asa Gray applied also to the rhizomes of dicoty-

ledonous plants such as cyclamen ; but this is not generally

followed.)

1830 Lindley A'ar. Syst. Bot. 269 The fleshy cormus of
some Cannas. 1838 — Gloss. Bot., Conn, a fleshy under-
ground stem, having the appearance of a bulb, from which
it is distinguished by not being scaly. 1845 — Sch. Bot.

L (1858) 2 What is named the root of a Crocus is a variety

of the tuber, called a corm. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. iii.

§ 3. 61 A good type of corm is that of Cyclamen.
attrib. 188s Garden 28 Jan. 53/2 (Crocusl The corm tunic

is the only permanent record of perennial existence, and
even this in a living state lasts but a year.

Cormeille, another form of Carmele, the

Heath-pea, Lathyrus macrorrhhus.
1794 Gisborne Walks Forest^1796) 16 Thy tuberous roots,

I Cormeille, famed cure of hunger's gnawing pangs.

Cormo-, combining form of Gr. Koppi-i trunk

of a tree, stem, taken as the basis of terms

(chiefly proposed by Haeckel) referring to the

evolution, etc., of races or social aggregates: as

Cormo geny [Gr. -7«vfia descent], that branch of

ontogeny which deals with the germ-history of

races (or social aggregates : families, communi-
ties, etc.). Cormo phyly [Gr. <f>v\r), (pvKov set of

men, tribe, race], that branch of phylogeny which

deals with the tribal history of races. Also Cor-

mo'logy, ' the anatomy of the cormus ' {Syd. Soc.

Lex.).
1879 tr. HaeckeVs Evol. Man I. 24 Germ-history of races

I

lor of social aggregates of persons : families, communities,
states, etc) Cormogeny. Ibid., Tribal history of races (or of

social aggregates of persons : families, communities, states,

etc.) Cormophyly.

Cormogen (kpumW^en). Bot. [f. Gr. xoppM
trunk, stem + -ytvrjt produced : cf. acrogen] =
Cormophyte ; sometimes restricted to cryptogamic

cormophytes or Acrogens.
1846 Lindley I'eg. Kinfd. Introd. 185a [see Cormophyte J.

1870 Bentley Bot. 8 All plants, from the mosses upwards,

are therefore termed Cormogens, or Cormophytes.

Cormo genous, a. Bot. [f. as prec + -ous.]

Belonging to or resembling a cormogen
;

also,

corm-bearing. 188a in Syd. Soc. Ltx.

Cormogeon, -ion, -moggian, obs. ff. Cur-

mudgeon.
Co'rmoid, a. Bot. [f. Gr. Kopn-6s + -oid.]

Resembling a corm. 188a in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Cormophyte (kpamafsit). Bot. [mod. f. Gr.

noppi,s trunk, stem + <pvruv plant.] Endlicher's

name {Cormophyta, in Gen. Plant. 1836-40) for

one of his two primary divisions of the Vegetable

Kingdom, comprising all plants that have a proper

stem or axis of growth, »'. e. all phrcnogamous

plants and the higher cryptogams (Acrogens).

His other division 1'hallophyta was thus equal to

Lindley's Thallogens (Algae, Fungi, Lichens).

1851 Baleour ClassM. Bot. 69 Such cellular plants have re-

! ceived the name of Thallogens orThallophylcs ; while those

producing stems composed of both vessels and cells are

sometimes called Cormogens or Cormophytes. 188a Vines

Sachs1 Bot. 345 The vegetative body is here always a cor-

mophyte.
Hence Cormophytio a., of the nature of a

cormophyte.
Cormorancy (kp'jmoransi). noncc-wd. A body

of cormorants ; a greedy oppressive class.

1838 Tail's Mag. V. 253 A letter which ought to reach

the souls of our cormorancy, even to their bellies.

Cormorant (k<>'jmorant). Forms : 4-6 cor-

maraunt(e, cormera(u nt(e,oormoraunt, 5 oor-

merawrit(e, (kormorount, cormirande), 6 car-

morant(e, -aunt(e, -an, cormrant, 6-7 cormor-
and(e, 6- cormorant, [ad. F. cormoran, in 15th

c cormaran, cosmaran (Littre"), 16th c. cormarain,

merant; still with fishermen cormaran, -mariit;

app. altered from an OF. *corp-marin:—L. corvus

marinus sea-raven (occurring in the Reichenau

Glosses of 8th c.) ; whence also Pr. corpmari,

Cat. corbmari, Pg. corvomarinho. The ending is

identified by Hatzfeld and Thomas with that in

faucon moran, which they think to be a deriv. of

Breton mor sea, and so = marin. In the earliest

known Eng. examples, the Fr. -an is already cor-

rupted to -ant, as in peasant, pheasant, tyrant, etc.

:

see -ant 3.]

1. A large and voracious sea-bird 'Phalacrocorax
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carbo), about 3 feet in length, and of a lustrous

black colour, widely diffused over the northern

hemisphere and both sides of the Atlantic. Also
the name of the genus, including about 25 species,

some of which are found in all maritime parts of

the world.
c 1320 Orpheoiqh in Ritson Met. Rom. II. 260 Ofgame they
fonde grete haunt, Fesaunt, heron, and cormerant. c 1381
Chaucer Pari. Foules 362 The hote cormeraunt of glot-

onye. 1383 Wyclif Lev. xi. 18 A swan, a cormaraunt [1388
cormoraunt]. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 93 Cormerawnte,
corvus marinus. 1530 Palsc.r. 155 Cormerant, a corme-
raunt. c 1531 Dewes Introd. Fr. ibid. 911 The cormorande,
le cormorain. 16x0 Histrio-m. hi. 100 The Callis Cormo-
rants from Dover roade Are not so chargeable as you to
feed. 1658 Marvell Unfort. Lover Poems (1870) 243 A
numerous fleet of corm'rants black. 1744 Thomson Winter
144 The cormorant on high Wheels from the deep. 1845
Darwin Voy. Nat. ix. (1852) 199 One day I observed a
cormorant playing with a fish which it had caught.

2. fig. An insatiably greedy or rapacious person.

Also with qualification, as money-cormorant.
1531 Elyot Got.', hi. xxii, To whiche carmorantes, neither

lande, water, ne ayre mought be sufficient. 1592 Greene
Upst. Courtier in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 218 They were
cormorantes or usurers, that gathered it to fill their cofers
with. 1660 Willsford Scales Comm. 1. 11. 99 There would
be many money-cormorants, and their profit great. 1687
Congreve Old Bach. 1. ii, Why, what a cormorant in love
am I. 1725 Poi'E Odyss. 1. 207 His treasur'd stores these
Cormorants consume. 1809 Wellington in Gurw. Dcsp. V.

1 55 We must look a little after these cormorants of Romana.

b. Said of qualities, things, etc.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. i. 38 Light vanity, insatiate cor-

morant, Consuming meanes soone preyes vpon it selfe. 1712
Arbuthnot John Bull (1755) 7 Law is a bottomless pit ; it

is a cormorant, a harpy, that devours everything. 1784
Unfort. Sensibility I. 51, I.. suppose the cormorant time
may have devoured them.

3. attrib.

1568 Ti Howell Nerve Sonets (1879^ 124 Cressus he that
cormrant King. 1583 Stanyhurst sEneis Uh (Arb.) 77 No
stigian vengaunce lyke too theese carmoran haggards. 1607
Shaks. Cor. 1. i. 125 The Cormorant belly. 1726 Amhekst
Terras Fil. iv. 17 A cormorant head of a college. 1785 Mrs.
A. M. Bennett Juv . Indiscr. (1786) V. 216 A peevish dis-

contented sister and her cormorant companion.

% Under the influence of etymological fancies, the

word was sometimes altered to corvorant [L. vo-

rdnt-em devouring] ; see also Cornvorant.
1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 701 That corvorant generation

of Romanists. 1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) 1 1. 476 Genus xxv.
Corvorant. Note, The learned Dr. Kay, or Caius, derives

the word Corvorant from Corvus vorans, from whence
corruptly our word Cormorant. 1802 G. Montagu Ornith.
Diet. (1833) 103 Corvorant, a name for the Cormorant.

f Ccrrmorous, a. Ohs. [Irreg. f. prec. + -ous.]

Insatiable as a cormorant.
1747 E. Poston Pratter I. 82 My Desires are not cor-

morous.

Cormudgeon, obs. form of Curmudgeon.

t Coram*llion. Obs." 1 = Curmudgeon.
1596 Bp, W. Barlow Three Serm. ii. 60 Who like unto

the wealthy Cormullions of our time, increase their wealth
by others want.

II Cormus. [mod.L. : see Corm.]
1. = Corm, q.v.

2. Haeckel's name for the common stock of a
plant or * colonial ' animal, bearing a number of in-

dividuals which originate bygemmation or budding;
as applied to animals it is equivalent to polypidom.
1878 Bell Gegenbauer"s Comp, Attat. 93 Colonies {cormi)

are formed from single animals by gemmation. 1880
Packard Zool.dSSi) 181 A cormus, polyzoarium or polyzoon-
stock is formed by the budding of numerous cells from the
one first formed.

Corn (k/in), sb.1 Also 3 coren, 4 korn(e, 4-

7 come, 5 (9 coorn ; Sc. Curn. [Common
Teut. : OE. com corresponds to OFris. korn
(E.Fris. kdrn, kSren)

t OS. corn (MDu. coorn,

coren, Du. koren), OHG. chorn, ch&ron (MHG.
korn, koren, mod.G. korn), ONi- (Sw., Da.) korn,

Gothic kaurn n. :—OTeut. *korno- from earlier

*kurndtn grain, corn = OSlav. zriind (Boh. zrno,

Russ. zernS) grain :—Aryan type *grn6m ; in form,
a passive pple. neuter from the vb. stem ger-
(gor-, gr-), in Skr. jr to wear down, waste away,
pa. pple. jirnd :—gfnom, whence also L. granum.
A corn or grain is therefore, etymologically, a
' worn-down ' particle.
The ablaut grade (ger-) is represented inGer. kern kernel,
OHG. kemo, ON. kjami:—OTeut. kirnon- masc. More
directly related is kernel, OE. cymel \—OTeut. kurn'ilo-,
dim. of kum6-.\

I. gen. A grain, a seed.

1. gen. A small hard particle, a grain, as of
sand or salt. In OE. and mod. dial. (In literary

use in i6-i7thc, chiefly transl. L. grdnum.)
cSBS K. Alfred Boeth. vii. § 4 Swa fela welena swa bara

sondcorna beob be bisum saeclifumf a 1000 Runic Poem 9
(Gr.) Hagl byp hwitust coma, c 1000 Ags. Ps. exxxviii. 16
[exxxix. 18] Hi beoS ofer sand corn sniome manije. 1340
Ayenb. 233 Hit behoueb bet bis flour habbe wybinne \x'\

cornes of gold, .be bri comes of" be lilye. c 1420 Pallad. on
Husb. 1. 599 (Of poultry) Cornes [L. grand] that wol under
erowe her eye, That but thou lete hem oute, the sight wol
die. 1520 Caxtoti's Chron. Eng. iv. 38/2 Heofferred 3 cornes
of incense [cf. L. grana thuris] to the sacryfyce of the

ydoles. a 1571 Jewel On Thess. (1611) 132 We must vnder-
stand this authoritie with a corne ofsalt [L. cumgrano sails]

otherwise it may bee vnsauorie). 1616 Surfl. & Markh.
Country Farme 475When youhaue. .bruised it, and brought
it into small cornes. a 1656 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit.(iZ^i) 11

He, that cannot make one spire ofgrass, or com of sand, will

yet be framing of worlds. 1698 Crull Muscovy 293 Having
put a corn of Salt in the Child's Mouth. 1876 Mid-Yorksh.
Gloss., Corn, a grain, or particle, a 1 corn of tobacco \ a
' com of powder ', a ' corn of rice '. 1888 Elworthv West
Somerset Word-bk., Corn, a particle of anything, .as a corn
of sugar-candy, black pepper, brimstone.

+ b. spec. One of the roundish particles into

which gunpowder is formed by the corning or

granulating process ; a grain of corn-powder. Obs.

Cf. Corn v. i.

1595 Markham Sir R. Grinvile Argt., Sir Richard mayn-
tained the fight, till he had not one corne of powder left.

1660 W. Secker Nonsuch Prof. 343 A Train of Powder.,
takes fire from corn to com, till at last the Barrel is burst
in sunder. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. 65 The harder
the Corns of Powder are in feeling, by so much the better

it is. 1736 Carte Ormonde I. 583 The soldiers, .else would
not have had a corn of powder, .in case of an action,

f c. Kind or size of ' grain '. Obs.
1674-91 Ray If. C. Words 206 The Ale serves to harden

the Corn of the Salt. 1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 94 If

they intend a large Corne [of salt] they put into it [the

brine] about . . a quart of the strongest and stalest Ale.

2. spec. The small hard seed or fruit of a

plant ; now only with contextual specification or

defining attribute, as in barley-corn, pepper-corn,

etc.

a. A seed of one of the cereals, as of wheat,

rye, barley, etc.

ciooo Ags. Gosp. John xiL 24 Hwastene corn [1382
Wyclif corn of whete; so 1611 ; 1881 grain of wheat]
wuna5 ana buton hyt fealle on eorban & sy dead, a 1175
Cotton Horn. 241 |>is bread was imaced of ane hwete corne.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 260 Heo breken be eares bi be weie, &
gniden be cornes ut bitweonen hore honden. £"1400 Ian-
franc's Cirurg. 62 J>e wei^te of bre cornysof wheete. 1496 Act
12 Hen. VI I, c. 5 Every Sterling to be of the Weight ofxxxij
Corns of Wheat that grew in the Midst of the Ear. 1523
Fitzherb. Husb. § 13 The cornes be very great and white, and
it is the best barley. 1576 Fleming Panopi. Epist. 228 The
ant..was occupied in gathering wheat cornes together.

1738 [G. Smith] Curious Relat. II. v. 63 Suppose that 1

Corn produces the first Year 50 Corns, c 1842 Las-ch
Cottage Farmer 11 The ears had ninety corns each on an
average. X87SUre Diet. Arts III. 185 (Malting) A sprouted
com or two. Ibid. Broken and bruised corns.

b. The seed or fruit of various other plants, as

of an apple, a grape, pepper, coffee, etc.

a 700 Kpinal Gloss. 790 Ptysones, berecorn berenda:. c 897
K. Alfred Gregory's Past, xv, Se a?ppel. .mom's corn onin-

nan him hasfS. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 74 ^enim. .xvii pipor
corn gnid to somne. 1383 Wyclif Matt. xiii. 31 The
kyngdam of heuenes is like to a corn of seneuey. i486 Bk.
St. Albans C va, Take, .the cornes of sporge and grinde it

weell. 1561 Hollybush Hom.Apoth. 24 a, Juniper whereon
are manye berryes or comes. 1586 Cogan Haven Health
exxii. (1636) 123 A fewcornesof blacke pepper. 1747 Weslf.y
Prim. Physic (1762) 103 Swallow five or six corns of White
Pepper. 1876 Sir S. D. Scott To Jamaica 104 Each
[coffee] berry contains two corns. .The corns slide through
into other troughs of water.

II. spec. The fruit of the cereals.

3. collective sing. The seed ofthe cereal or farina-

ceous plants as a produce of agriculture ; grain.

As a general term the word includes all the cereals, wheat,
rye, barley, oats, maize, rice, etc., and, with qualification (as

black com, pulse corn), is extended to leguminous plants,

as pease, beans, etc., cultivated for food. Locally, the word,
when not otherwise qualified, is often understood to denote
that kind of cereal which is the leading crop of the district

;

hence in the greater part of England 'corn' h— wheat, in

North Britain and Ireland— oats ; in the U. S. the word, as

short for Indian corn, is restricted to maize (see 5).

871-89 Charter SElfred in O. E. Texts 452 He jeselle of

Sem londe xxx.. ..cornes eghwelce jere to hrofescestre. 898
O. E. Chron. an. 895 Hie WKron be numene a;g3er ge ba?s

ceapes ba^s cornes. 1044 Ibid. (MS. C), On Sisum gere

was. .corn swa dyre swa nan man a;r ne gemunde. a 1225

Ancr. R. 234 Satan is jeome abuten uorto ridlen be ut of

mine corne ! < 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2159 Tacob for-3an Sente in

to egipt to bringen coren. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xvii. lxv. (Tollem. MS.), Sum corne bryueb in on grounde,

and fayleb in a nobere. 1558 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer. (1568)

24 b, All sortes of pulse corne, as Pease, Beanes, Tares, and
Fitches. x6i6 Surfl. & Markh. Country Fanne 533
Grounds that are to be sowne with come, that is to say, with

Rie corne, Maslin, some kind of Barly, Turkje come, and
such others, whereof bread is made, and especially . . Wheat
corne, 1767 Byron's Voy. round World 143 Rice is the

only com that grows in the island. 1774 Percival Ess.

(1776) III. 62 Wheat., so lately has it been cultivated

in Lancashire, that it has scarcely yet acquired the name of

corn, which in general is applied only to barley, oats, and
rye. 1825-79 Jamieson Sc. Did., Corn, the name commonly
given to oats, before they are ground. 1859 Tennyson
Geraint # Enid 263 An ancient churl ..Went sweating

underneath a sack of corn. 1876 F. K. Robinson Whitby

Gloss., Black coorn, beans; dark pulse. 1880 Antrim $
Dozvn Gloss., Com, oats. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset

Word-bk., Com, wheat,

f b. pi. Kinds of corn ; also corn-stuffs. Obs.

1544 Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1560) Lviij, Wheate is best

among al other cornes even as wyne among all other

licours. 1609 Skene Reg. Map. Treatise 140, Cornes, sic as

pease, beanes, sould be sawin zearlie. 1632 Lithgow TfW.
vii. (1682) 317 Malta.. a barren place.. for their Corns and

Wines come daily by Barks from Sicilia. ^1649 Drumm.
of Hawth. Load-Star Wks. (1711) 184 For the provision of

the army in corns, fewel, viands. 1745 tr. Columellas

Husb. 1. vi, Corns [frumenla] may also be kept in pits.

4. Applied collectively to the cereal plants while
growing, or, while still containing the grain.
C897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. Mi, Done xcer. .5e stent

on clamum lande, & bid unwa;s5mbaere oS5e un^efynde
corn bringS o53e deaf. (2x123 O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.
1 103 ./Egoer ge on come and eac on eallon treow wsestman.
C1200 Trhi. Coll. Horn. 107 ps blostme be cume5 of coren
of eor5e and of treuwe. c 1340 Cursor M. 4702 (Fairf.) Na
come ne grisse on erbe sprange. 1499 Pynson Promp.
Parv., Come that is grene, bladum. 1535 Coverdale
Judg. xv. 5 Samson . . brent y

L' stoukes and the stondinge
corne. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. v. 32 Her Foes shake
like a Field of beaten Corne. 1795 Southey Joan ofArc
ix. 368 As o'er the fertile field Billows the ripen'd com.
1841 4 Emerson Ess., Self-Reliance Wks. (Bohn) I. 29
Sweet as the murmur of the brouk and the rustle of the
com.

1
1861 Times 4 Oct. 7/4 The corn is all cut, with the

exception of a few late pieces.

\ b. Corn crops, cereals. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6840 (Cott.) Your land yee sal sau seuen

yeir, And seer bar-of your corns seir. (11340 Hamtolf.
Psalter lxxvii. 51 Locustis ere bestis bat fleghis and etis

kornes. c 1400 Malndev. <i839> xxiv. 255 There ben
grete Pastures, but few Coornes [Fr. poy des blez]. 1523
Ld. Bkkners Froiss. I. ccclxxxi. 640 To gather and bring
home theyr cornes, and some to threshe and to fanne. 1544
Phaer Regim. Lyfe {15601 Rv, Wilde cicorie, growing in
the cornes. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Stat. Robt. I, 35 Gif.

.

the cornes in the fieldis happens to be brunt and consumed.
1745 tr. Columella's Husb. xi. ii, During these days the
corns must be weeded. 1799 J. Robertson Aerie. Perth
299 The practice of weeding their corns is not so carefully
observed among the moderns.

fa A plant of one of the cereals
;
acorn-plant,

corn-stalk. Ohs. rare.

61384 Chaucer H. Fame nr. 134 And many flowte and
liltyng home And pipes made of grene come. 1590 T.
Watson Ectog. Walsingham Arb.) 163 Now in the fields

each corne hang down his head. 1590 Shaks. Mids. A7
. 11.

i. 67 Playing on pipes of Corne.

5. U. S. Maize or Indian corn, Zea Mays
;
ap-

plied both to the separated seeds, and to the

growing or reaped crop.
Wheat, rye, barley, oats, etc. are in U. S. called collectively

grain. Corn- in combinations, in American usage, must
therefore be understood to mean maize, whereas in English
usage it may mean any cereal ; e. g. a cornfield in England
is a field of any cereal that is grown in the country, in U. S.

one of maize.

I1697 Dampier Voy. (16981 I. iii. 40 A Fleet of Pereagoes
laden with Indian Corn, Hog, and Fowls, going to Carta-

gene. .Here . .we stock'd our selves with Corn, and then

went.] 1726 W. R. Chf.twood Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 359
How happy he [an Indian] should be in the Company of

their God, where would be no want of Corn, or Wood, or

any Thing. 1809 Kendall Trav. I. xxvi. 247 The planting

or sowing of maize, exclusively called corn, was just ac-

complished. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 43 Every-
thing eats corn, from slave to chick. 1891 Boston (Mass.)

J?nl. 27 Nov. 6/1 The corner in November corn is still on.

6. With defining attribute as Amelcorn, Bread-
corn, Broom-corn, Indian corn, Pop-corn, Seed-

corn, Turkey-corn, etc., q.v.

III. 7. Phrases, f New ale in corns : ? ale as

drawn off the malt : cf. Corny 2. Com in Egypt :

said of a plentiful supply of anything to be had

in the proper quarter : in allusion to Gen. xlii. 2.

To measure another's com by one's otvn bushel

:

see Bushel sd. 1 2 c. And other proverbial ex-

pressions. To acknoiulcdge the com : see Corn
sb.~ 2.

a 1529 Skelton El. Rummyng 378 And blessed her wyth
a cup Of new ale in cornes. 1532 More Confut. Tindale

Wks. 491/2 Then would those heretikes by their willes, that

in stede of wyne and water, men woulde consecrate new ale

in cornes. 1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov. (1552) 60 The
corne in an other mans grounde semeth euer more fertyle

and plentyfull than doth oure owne. 1552 Huloet, Ale

newe, or new ale in the cornes, mustum. 1562 J.
Hevwood

Prov. Epigr. (1867) 30 All this winde shakis no corne.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. vii. 348 Mankind is negli-

gent in improving his Observation, he never rubs the Corn
out of the Ear. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, A great

Harvest of a little Corn, a great adoe in a little Matter.

a 1834 Lamb Let. in Ainger Life vii, There is com in

Egypt while there is cash at Leadenhall. 1837 Goring &
Pritchard Microgr. 65 He must not measure his neigh-

bour's corn by his own bushel,

IV. attrib, and Comb. (Almost exclusively in

senses 3-5.)

8. attrib. Of or pertaining to corn or grain, or,

in U.S., to maize.
c 1420 in Ret. Ant. I. 233 In a good come contrey rest the.

1611 Bible Gen. xliv. 2 Put my cup. .in the sackes mouth of

the yongest, and his come money. 1798 W. LoRiMER^/zV/e)

A Letter to the Corn Committee, on the Importation of

Rough Rice, as a Supplement of Wheat Flour. 1830 Lind-

ley Nat. Syst. Bot. 302 The Com tribe.. such as Wheat,

Barley, Oats, Maize, Rice, and Guinea Corn. 1832-52

McCulloch Diet. Comm. 416 Until the season was too far

advanced for bringing supplies from the great corn markets

in the north of Europe. 1842 Act 5-6 Vict. 2 Sess. c. 14

Any Corn Returns believed fraudulent may be omitted in

the Computation. Mod. Market Report, Corn Averages,

b. Consisting of grains ; granulated.

1884 F. J. Britten Watch <$- Clockm. 101 Corn Emery
used for sharpening cutting burnishers.

9. General combinations : a. attributive, as

com-bread, -colour, -crop, -dole, -ear, -fair, -feast,

-goddess, -harvest, -head, -heap, -leaf, -market,

•mart, -merchant, -plant, -produce, -riddle, -shock,

-song, -stack, -stubble, -trade, etc. ;
(used in the

/
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cultivation, carriage, storage, etc., of com), as

corn-bin, -bing, -chamber, -city, -fan, -loft, -ship,

-shovel, -sieve, -van, -wain, -yard. b. obj. genitive

(sometimes as names of mechanical contrivances),

as corn-cadger, -cleaner, -crusher, -cultivator,

-ganger, -harvester, etc. c. objective, as corn-

cumbering, -devouring, -exporting, -growing, -plant-

ing, -producing, etc., vbl. sbs., and adjs. ; d. in-

strumental, as corn-clad, -feeding, -laden, -streived,

-wreathed, etc., ppl. adjs.
;
corn-fit adj. ; e. para-

synthetic, as corn-coloured adj.

1859 K. F. Burton Centr. A/r. in Jrnt. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
161 A mortar for grain, and sundry gourds and bark "corn-

bins. 1745 tr. Coiumeila's Ilusb. L vi, The granaries are also

distinguished with partitions or "corn-bings. 1760 De Foe's

Tour Gt. Brit. II. 150 The 'Corn-chambers and 5lagazines

in Holland. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. iii. (ed. 12) 11 The
rats were bad in the corn-chamber. 153S Coverdale 2

Ckron. viil. 4 The "cornecyties [x6n store cities] which he
buylded in Hemath. 1808 J. Barlow Cotumb. n. 18 And
*corn-clad vales a happier state attest. 1891 Daily Ncivs
1 Oct. 3/1 *Corn colour is popular for ball gowns. 1887
Ibid. 20 July 6/2 A girl in *com-coloured surah, relieved

with shoulder-knots and belt of wheat-green velvet. 1834
Brit. Hush. I, 260 When applied to *corn-crops, it should
be.. already decomposed. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 133
The presence of *corn-crushers, which are round balls of

hard stone, two or three inches in diameter, proves that

agriculture was known and practised even in the Stone age
1605 Sylvester Du Bar/as U, i. in. Wks. (Grosarti I.

115 Cockle, wilde Oats, rough Burs, *Corn-cumbring Tares.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 270 The 'Corn-devouring
Weezel here abides. 1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 11.

(15581 105 Cuius Gracchus 'cornedole was gret, he wasted
therefore the treasurie. 1387 Trevisa IHgden (Rolls) II.

305 (Matzn.) f>e sweuene of pe seuene *comeres. 1435 Voc.

in Wr.-W flicker 664/19 Hec spica, a cornehere. 1888 Bos-

ton (Mass.) Jntl. 24 Nov. 4/4 Portsmouth, Ohio, U to have
a "corn fair. 1675 HOMES Odyssey (1677)287 Bearing upon
his shoulder a *corn-fan. 18*4/. 1). Hunter item. Captivity

274 No occasion . . displays in a more manifest degree
its social effects than the 'corn feast. 1846 M'Culloch
Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) E. 443 Though the population in

"corn-feeding countries were dependent on the cheapest
species of grain. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. iv. The
"Corn-fit soyl. 1890 J. G. Frazfr Gold. Bough I. iii. 330
note, Demeter as a com-goddess. 18*3 Cobbett Rur.
Rides (18851 L 20 5 To send their "com-gaugers over the

country regularly year after year. 1670 Cotton Espemon
ID. x. 479 Their "Corn Harvest had prov'd this year so thin,

that thereupon a great . . Famine ensu'd. 1709 Act 7 Anne
in Loud. Gaz. No. .513/1 1 All Persons working at Hay-
Harvest and Corn-Harvest work .. shall not be Impressed.

1891 Fall Mall G. 22 Aug. 2 ''3 This, .offence of plucking a
few "comheads. 1630 Bp. Hall Hon. Mar. Clergy 195 (T.t

What if in his chaff he find but one untruth, whiles I in my
*corn-heap can find more? 1881 Chicago Times 14 May,
She [i. e. the vessel] is "corn-laden for Buffalo. 1856 Olm-
sted Slave States 414 Some bundles of "corn-leaves, to be

fed to the horse. 161Z Cotgr., Grenier, a Garner ; a "Corne-
loft ; a roome to keepe salt, or come, in. 1547 Mem. Ripou
(Surtees) III. 77 Unius burgagti in Rypon in le olde *Come
markettstede. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades 164 The Factor
introduces samples of the corn upon his stand or counter in

the corn market. 1717 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. /rid. II,

xxxiii. 6 A Village where a "Com Mart is kept once or

twice in a Week. 1833 I'eg. Subst. Food 10 The chief

"corn-plants, .are wheat, rye, barley, oats, millet, rice, and
maize. 1849 Grote Greece 11. xlii. V. 268 The importance
of its "corn-produce, c 1878 Oxford Bible Helps 210 Egypt
was a great *com-producing country in Jacob s time. 1854
H. Miller Sch. <fr

Scam. viii. (i860) 80/1 Two tall pyra-
mids of braxy-mutton, heaped up each on a "corn-riddle.

c 1878 Oxford I'ible Helps 142 Alexandrian "corn-ships

carried one large square-sail. 1583 Stanyhurst SEneis 11.

(Arb.) 53 *Corneshocks sindged with blasterus hurling Of
Southwynd whizeling. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789)

K iv b, Paddles .. are pieces of. .wood, .resembling a 'corn-

shovel. 1890 J. G. Krazer Gold. Bough I. iii. 306 Isis

placed the severed limbs of Osiris on a "corn-sieve. 1844-5
Schoolcraft Oneota 254 The cereal chorus, or "corn-song,

as sung by the Northern Algonquin tribes, a 1631 Drayton
Wks. III. 932 (Jod.) On the "comstrew'd lands. 184a

Bischoff Woollen Manuf. (1862) II. 212 The weeds and
thistles which are in "corn stubbles. 1753 (title) The State

of the "Corn Trade considered, a 1455 lloulatc xv, Cryand
crawis. . Will cum to the "come }ard.

10. Corn is also prefixed to the names of many
plants to distinguish a species that grows in corn-

fields, as Com Bell-flower, Blue-bottle, Bugloss,

Campion, Crowfoot, Mustard, Poppy, Speedwell,

Thistle, Woundwort, etc. ; also to names of ani-

mals living in corn-fields or infesting corn, as Corn

Bunting, Sawfly, Weevil, etc. See these words.

11. Special Combinations : f corn-badger, a

dealer in corn (see Baduer sbX); corn-ball

(£7. £) a sweetmeat made of popped corn or

maize
;
oorn-beef, corned beef (see Corned ///.

a.) ; corn-beetle, a very small beetle, Cucujus
testaceus, the larva of which often makes great

ravages in stores of grain ; corn-bells, (11) a

species offungus, Cyathus vernicosus or Nidularia
canipanulata, found in England in corn-fields,

etc. ;
(b) dial, name for ears of corn 'see quot.) ;

corn-bill, a parliamentary draft of a proposed
corn-law

;
corn-bind, a) the wild English con-

volvulus
;

(b) Running Buckwheat, Bind-corn,
Polygonum Convolvulus ; also called corn-bind-
weed ; corn-binks (dial.), the Blue- bottle, Cen-
taurea Cyanus ; corn-blade (U.S.), the broad

leaf of Indian corn ;
corn-boggart (dial.], a figure

set up to scare away birds, etc., from growing

corn
;
corn-boor, in South Africa, a boor who

chiefly grows corn (Ger. korn^bauer) ; corn-bottle

(dial.), the Blue-bottle; corn-brake (U.S.), a

plantation of maize ; corn-broom ( US.), a broom
made of the panicles of Broom-corn or of the

tops and dried seed-stalks of the maize-plant

;

corn-cale, Charlock or Field Mustard, Sinapis

arvensis; corn-cart, a farm-cart adapted to the

carriage of corn, etc. ; t corn-dish, a dish for

measuring corn; corn-drake (dial.) = Corn-
crake (Montagu 1802-33); corn-drill, a machine

or drill for sowing grain in rows or, in U.S.,

Indian corn ;
Corn-Exchange, an Exchange de-

voted to the com-trade ; t corn-floor, a threshing

floor ; corn-fly, a name given to flies of the genera

Chloris and Oscinis on account of the injury done

by them to growing crops ; corn-fodder (U S.),

Indian corn sown broad-cast and cut to serve

as fodder; corn - fritter (U.S.), a fritter

made of batter mixed with grated green Indian

com ;
corn-grass, an old name ofAgrostis Spica-

venti; corn-grate, corn-grit (dial.) = Corn-
brash; corn-grater (U.S.), an appliance for

detaching green Indian com from the cob ; corn-

hill, in N. America, a small hillock raised by the

Indians for the planting of maize ; t corn-honey,

honey which has become gTanulated ; corn-hook

(U. S.), an instrument with a short scythe-like

blade, for reaping Indian com ; t corn-hoop, a

measure for com ; corn-huller, a machine for

hulling com ;
corn-jobber, a dealer in com

;

corn-juice (U.S. slang), whisky made of Indian

com, hence whisky generally ; corn-knife (US. ,

a large strong knife for cutting standing Indian

com ;
corn-lift, a mechanical contrivance in a

mill or warehouse for raising sacks of com; corn-

man, a labourer employed in the reaping or

carrying of com ; f corn-meter, one who super-

intends the measuring of com sold or distributed ;

corn-mildew, a mildew that attacks growing

com ;
corn-mint, (d) a name, in Turner, of a

species of Calamint, C. Acinos, Wild Basil (cf.

Ger. kornminze, Du. corneminte) ; (b) book-

name of the Field-mint, Mentha arvensis ; corn-

month, the month for harvesting the com crops

;

corn-moth, a species of moth. Tinea granella, the

larva of which, called the ' wolf, is very destructive

to com ; corn-mother, corn-queen : cf. corn-

spirit ; corn-mow (dial.), a stack ofcom or a place

where com is stacked; corn-oyster ( U. S.), a corn-

fritter with a taste resembling that of oysters ; oorn-

pike, f (a ) a pitch-fork ;
(b) a circular rick of com,

pointed at the top (dial.); corn-pit (U.S.), the

part of an Exchange where the business in Indian

com is carried on ;
corn-planter, a machine

for planting grain or Indian com ; corn-popper

( U.S.), a wire pan or covered tray used in popping

Indian com; corn-popping ( if. S.)t
the making

of popped Indian com by roasting it till it splits

and the white flour swells out ; a social gathering

at which this is done ; corn-queen (see corn-

mother) • corn-rail = Corn-crake ; + corn-rate =
Corn-rent; corn-rig (dial.), a 'ridge' of grow-

ing com, the strip between two furrows in a corn-

field ; corn - rust, a parasitic fungus infesting

growing corn; "f corn-sedge = Corn-flag ; oorn-

sheller (US.), a machine for removing the grains

from the ear or cob of Indian com ; corn-smut, a

disease in growing com, produced by a fungus

which turns the grains into a black soot-like

powder; corn-spirit [in writers on folk-lore), a

spirit or animated being (taking various forms),

supposed by some races to dwell in com ; corn-

starch (U. S.), (a) a starch made of Indian com ;

(b) a fine flour made of Indian com and used in

puddings, custards, etc. ; corn-stook (north dial.),

a shock of com ;
corn-thrips, a small insect,

Thrips cerealium, which deposits its eggs on
wheat, oats, grasses, etc. ;

corn-tongs (see quot. N

;

+ corn-van, a ' van ' or fan formerly used in win-

nowing com
;
) corn-violet, a name of Campa-

nula Speculum. Also Corn-baby, -brandy, etc.

1666 Merrett Pi/tax Rev. Nalur. Brit. (Britten), Call'd

in Wostershire *Cornbells, where it grows plentifully.

1865 Comh. Mag. July 39 Corn-ears in Northamptonshire
are corn-bells. 1768 Foote Devil on 2 Sticks 1. (1794) 5 In

the debate on the *corn-bill. 1833 Cobbett Rur. R:des
11885) I. 77 That distress which led to the present Com Bill.

1788W . Marshall E. } 'orkshire Gloss., *Cornbind, climbing
buck-wheat ; also com convolvulus. 1838 Webster, *Com-
blades are collected and preserved as fodder, in some of the

southern states of America. 1865 B. Brierlf.y Irkdale I.

92 He's as shy at new faces as a bird at a "curn boggart.

1786 Sparrman for. Cape G. H. II. 249 In their company

came a husbandman, or, as they are usually called here, a
"corn-boor, from the country near Cape Town. 1731 Med-
ley Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 268 "Corn-Bottles were
brought to the Cape with the corn that was first sow'd
there. 1844 G. Featherstonhaugh in Chamb. Jrnl. 5 Oct.

223 He crept softly through a "corn-brake which lay between

the animal and himself, and fired. 1794 G. B. Hepburn
Agric. Surv. East Lothian 74 (Jam.) Hay and the different

kinds of grain are carried on the open spoked cart, known
by the name of "com-cart. 1419 Liber A thus (Rolls) 1. 243
Quilibet capttalis mensurarius habeat unum quarterium, et

bussellum, et stryk, et *corndisshe. 1856 Fanner's Mag.
Jan. 22 The occupier preferred hiring to purchasing a "corn,

drill. 1794 Tomlins Law Diet. (1809) s.v. Corn, The ex-

Donation of com lis] to be regulated in London, Kent,

Essex, and Sussex by the prices at the "Corn Exchange.

1388 Wycuf Ezek. xvii. 10 It schal . . wexe drye in the

"comfloris of his seed [Vulg. in areis germinis sni arescet\

1535 Coverdale Hos. ix. 1 Straunge rewardes hast thou

loued, more then all come floores [so 1611 and 1885]. Ther-

fore shall they nomore enioye the comefloores [1611 the

floor, 1885 threshingfloor) and wynepresses. 1597 Geearde
Herbal 1. iii. 5

#Come-grass hath many grassie leaues. 1794

T. Davis Agric. Wilts 1 14 The undersoil is a loose irregular

mass of that kind of flat broken stones called in Wiltshire,

"Com Grate'. 1833 Conybeare & Phillips Geol. 202 In

Wiltshire it is known by the name of the combrash or corn-

grit. The latter appellation however is improper because it

is not a grit. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 230 In many
places the ground is covered with small mammillary ele-

vations, which are known as Indian *corn-hills. 1609 C.

Butler Fern. Mem. vi. (1623) O iij, When it is turned white

and hard (euen like unto sugar) it is called *com-hony or

stone-hony. 1660 Willsford Scales Comm. 155 The di-

mension of round, concave and dry measures, as Pecks,

Bushels, Strikes, *Com-hoops, etc. 1795 Hull Advertiser

7 Nov. 2/4 The *com jobber . . from this sample bought up
the whole, a 1848 Robb Sauatter Life (Bartlett), Tom
wanted a fight . .he was too full of "com-juice to cut carefully.

1854 P. B. St. John Amy Moss 50 He., did anything .

.

which youthful spirits and 'com-juice' prompted. 1890

Daily Anvs 9 Oct. 5/2 The . . rates of wages for dockers and
cornmen. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. vu. 129 Joseph was
"corn-meater generall in Egypt. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog.

II. 549 Corn-meter (as one of the public officers of Hindu-

stan). 1883 Gd. Words Nov. 733/2 Later in the season this

(rust) develops into the "corn-mildew. 1551 Turner Herbal
1. U568)G vjb, Thys kynde of Calamynte. .is called in Eng.

lishe comonly "come mynt. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower. PI.

IV. 163 Com Mint.. is one of the commonest species of

mint, a 1835 Mrs. I It wans Earth Poems 398 The "corn-

month's golden hours will come. 1890 J. G. Frazer Gold.

Bough I. iii. 341 Out of the last sheaf the Bulgarians make
a doll which they call the Corn-queen or 'Corn-mother.

1705 Lond. Chron. 24 Aug. 192 A poor man . . fell from a

"corn-mow. .and fractured his skull a 1796 Burns Plough-

man, Commend me to the barn-yard, And the com-mou,

man. 1611 Cotgr., Javelier, a "come-pike, or pitchforke,

wherewith sheaues of come be loaden, and vnloaded. 1714

J. Walker Suff. Clergy ti. 394/1 One Susan Bolke. .came,

and with her Corn-Pike, made at Morton. 1891 Boston

tMass.) Jrnl. 20 Nov. 8/3 For a time this morning there w as

a panic in the "corn-pit, and the November option of that

cereal sold up 7 cents from the closing price of yesterday. 1856

Engineer I. 14/1 Improvements in hand "corn-planters. 1884

Harper's Mag. Sept. 610/2 What romps they would have !

what "com-poppings ! 1830 tr. Aristophanes Achamians.
etc., Birds 228 Stones .. the "comrails chiselled with their

bills. 1665 D. Lloyd Fair Warnings 17 The selling of the

•Corne-rate for the Universities. 1794 Burns Rigso' Barley.

"Com rigs, an" barley rigs, An' corn rigs are bonnie. a 1845

Barham Ingot. Leg., Jerry Jarvis, Hid in a corn-rig.

1870 H. Macmillan Bible Teach, vi. 121 In appearance the

com-rust is a mere patch ol reddish-yellowjiowder. 1597

Gerardr Herbal (16)3) 104 (L.) Called- in English, come,

flag, "come-sedge, sword-flag, corne-gladen. 1858 O. W.
Holmes Aut. Breakf-t. 9 A thing . . that turns out results

like a *corn-shel!er. 1883 Gd. Words Nov. 735/2 "Corn-

smut is not nearly so injurious as corn-mildew. 1890 J. G.

Frazfr Gold. Bough I. 307 The "corn-spirit seems to be

only an extension of the older tree-spirit. 186a Exhibition,

Rep. of Juries {1S63) III A, 13 Maizena or "com starch used

for food. 1887 Hood's Cooi bk. No. 7 Cake made from

com-starch. 1884 Speedy Sport x. 176 Those who conceal

themselves in "com-stooks. 1633 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Gut-

man d'Atf. 233 As if they had pull'd out his Eyes with

Pincers and held him by the nose w ith "Coine-tongs. 1884

F. J. Britten Watch If Clockm. 69 Corn Tongs . . [are)

Tweezers with the gripping points formed to resemble the

shell of a barley corn. They are used by jewellers for pick-

ing up stones, etc. 1733 Pope Odyss. xxm. 391 An oar my
hand must bear ; a shepherd eyes The unknown instrument

with strange surprise And calls a "corn-van. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. 152 Of the seeds of Venus looking-glass, or "Com
Violet.

Corn (k(!jn), ti.1 s [a. OF. com, later cor, horn,

also com on the foot :—L. cornu horn.]

1. A homy induration of the cuticle, with a hard

centre, and a root sometimes penetrating deep

into the subjacent tissue, caused by undue pressure,

chiefly on the toes or feet from tight or hard

boots. The earlier native name was angnail,

Agnail (where see other quots.).

1440 Promp. Parv. 93 Coome or harde knott in be

flesche, cornicailus. 1547 Boorde Bret: Health ii. (ijsa) 3

Claims.. In englyshe it is named cornes or agnelles in •

mannes fete or toes. 159a Shaks. Rom. it Jul. 1. v. 22 She

that makes dainty, She He sweare hath Cornes. 1655

Gurnall Chr. in Arm. Introd. i. (1669) 6/2 When he is

pinch'd on that Toe where his Com is. 1710 Swift Taller

No. 238 T3 A coming Show'r your shooting Corns presage.

1839 Todd Cyct. Anal. II. 524/1 Corns are sometimes de-

veloped at the roots of the fingers. 1846 Wellington in

Nonconformist VI. 13 The Duke begs to say he has no

corns and never means to have any. It is his opinion that

if there were no boots there would be no corns.

b. In horses' feet : A braise of the sensitive parts

of the heel, in the angle between the bars and the
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wall of the hoof, caused by the pressure of the

shoe, or by the violent contact of stones or other

hard substances.

[It is doubtful whether the first quot. belongs here. Bosw.-
Toller has it under Corn sb.* Quot. 1616 may mean ' hoof :

Cotgr. 161 1 has as senses of F. come '. .also the hoofe of a
beasts foot ; also, the sit-fast (a hard or hornie swelling in
the backe-part of a horse)'.]

c. 1000 Sax. LeecJid. III. 62 pis mseg horse wiS bon be him
bi5 corn on ba fet. 1616 Surfl. & M arkh. Country Farme
145 The^ disease of the hoofe or the corne. 1663 Butler
Jhtd, 1, i. 434 Caesar's Horse, who, as Fame goes, Had
Corns upon his Feet and Toes. 1787-91 ' G. Gambado'
Acad. Horsem. (1809) 25 Spavins, splints, corns . . being all

curable.

2. 7o tread on any one's corns : Jig. to wound
his susceptibilities. To acknowledge the com : to

confess or acknowledge a charge, imputation,
failure, etc. (Orig. U.S.)
1846 New York Herald 27 June (Bartletti, The Evening

Mirror very naively comes out and acknowledges the Corn.

1855 Thackeray Neivcomes II. 239 Insulted the doctor,
and trampled on the inmost corns of the nurse. 1883 Sala
Living London 97 (Farmer) Mr. Porter acknowledges the
corn as regards his fourteen days' imprisonment, and is for-

given by his loving consort. 1886 Miss Tytler Buried
Diamonds iv, We cannot avoid treading on each other's
corns as we go on our various ways.

3. Comb., relating to the treatment or cure of
corns, as corn-doctor, -extractor, -knife, -operator,

-plaster, -rubber, -salve ; corn-sick adj. ; corn-leaf
{dial.), the Navel-wort {Cotyledon Umbilicus).
Also COKN-CUTTER 2.

1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. I. 301 The noted corn-
doctor. 1771 Contempt. Man I. 76 The Coach now over-
taking them, to the great Joy of Mr. Crab, who was Corn-
sick. 181,8 Byron Let. in J.Murray's Mem. $ Corr. (1891) I.

398 He brought nothing but his papers, some corn-rubbers,
and a kaleidoscope. 1819 P. O. Lond. Directory 379 Wolff
& Son, Corn-operators. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 27
The vendors of corn-salve. 1854 Pharmac. Jrnl. XIII.
459 They are used for corns and warts . . hence . . called
corn-leaves. 1868 Morning Star 16 Jan., His client was
not a corn-cutter, but a corn-extractor.

tCorn, corne, sb$ Obs. [In sense i, a. OF.
com, later cor a horn, as an instrument of music
••—L. cornu. Cf. also F. come horn of a beast,

projecting corner, etc. :—L. comua, pi. of cornu,
in Romanic a fem. sing. ; cf. L. arma, F. arme.]
1. A musical instrument, a horn.
In first quot. app. a mere reproduction of the Latin.

_
[a 1340 Hampole Psalter xcvii[i]. 6 Syngis til oure god.

.

in voice of trumpe corne [Vulg. voce tubae cornese\.^ c 1477
Caxton Jason 29 Jason dide do sowne trompettis, labours,
and cornes.

2. Fortif. A horned work or Hornwork.
1693 Mem. Ct. Teckely n. 106 The next day Teckely .

.

took the Corn almost in the view of the Town.
3. ? A comer. Cf. Corned 2 2.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xiv. 68 Rings . . made
like them at the hatches cornes (by which we take them up
and lay them downe).

Corn (kf?m), v. [f. Corn sb.l : a number of
uses connected only by their common relation to

the sb. in its various senses.]

I. 1, trans. To form into grains ; to granulate

;

spec, to bring (gunpowder) into roundish particles

or grains by working it through sieves.
1560 Whitehorne Ord. Souldiours (1588) 28 Pouder .

.

must be corned, and then dryed. 1627 Capt. Smith Sea-
man's Gram. xiv. 71 Serpentine powder in old time was in
meale, but now corned. 1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 94 A
quart of the strongest and stalest Ale. .which cornes it [salt]

greater or smaller according to the degree of its staleness.

1729 Shelvocke Artillery 11. 104 Powder when it is corned
is more active and powerful than when pulverized. 1796
Hull Advertiser 6 Aug. 2/4 This mill . . was used for .

.

corning the powder. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 496/1 The com-
position . . is . . sent to the corning-house to be corned or
grained ; here it is first pressed into a hard and firm body,
broken into small lumps, and the powder is then grained by
these lumps being put into sieves, etc.

f 2. intr. To take the form of grains, to become
granular. Obs.
1360 Whitehorne Ord. Souldiours (1588} 28 Into the

which Seeue the pouder must be put while it is dancke, and
also a little bowle, that when you sifte, it may roule vp and
doune vpon the clots of pouder, to breake them, that it may
corne, and runne through the hooles of the Seeue. 1644
Nye Gunnery 1. (1647) 20. 1674-91 Ray Making Salt Coll.
206 After one hour's boiling the Brine will begin to corn. 1679
Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 94 They boile it [the brine] again
gently till it begin to Corne.

II. 3. trans. To sprinkle with salt in grains
;

to season, pickle, or preserve with salt ; to salt.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, AsPergere salem carnibus, to
corne with salt. 1573 Tusser Hush. (1878) 167 Some corn-
eth, some brineth, some will not be taught, where meate is

attainted, there cookrie is naught. 1634 R. H. Salemes
Regim. 86 The foresaid fishes be better, beeing a little corned
with Salt, then fresh, or utterly salt. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (181 1) V. 266 The beef was woundily corned. 1801
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 1800, no Herrings sprinkled (or, as it

is termed, ' roused or corned ') with a moderate quantity of
salt. 1882 Sat. Rev. LI V. 642 Obliged to corn a great part
of the meat as the only way of preserving it for use.

III. f 4. To provision with corn or grain, rare.
1456.SY. Acts Jos. II (1814) 45 (Jam.) Thai ar bettir cornyt

than thai war fernyere, and thair innemys war cornyt.

5. To give (a horse) a feed of oats. Sc. and north.
1753 Stewart's Trial jji The pannel called at the de-
VOL. II.

ponent's house, .to have his horse corned. 1786 Burns To
Auld Marc ix, When thou was corn't, an' I was mellow,
We took the road ay like a swallow. 1824 Scott Red-
auntlet let. jrfii, There is nothing like corning the horse
efore the journey. 1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Coorn'd,

supplied with food. 1 Get 'em coorn'd ', get the animals fed.

IV. 6. intr. Of cereals, or pulse: To form the
corns or seeds in the ear or pod ; to Kern.
1632 Quarles Div. Fancies III, liii. (1660) 122 The infant

Eares shoot forth, and now begin To corn. 1660 Sharuock
Vegetables 102 When it begins to corn in the ear. 1884
Times 20 June 4 Spring-sown beans, .are short, thin, weak,
and cannot corn well.

V. f 7. To produce corn. Obs. rare.

1590 R. W. 3 Lords Ladies in Hazl. DodsleyYl. 397
There will never come his like, while the earth can corn.

8. trans. To crop (land) with corn or grain ; in

U.S. to plant with maize.
1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Imfir. (1653) 184 And when

you have corned your Land as much as you intend, then to
alter it to Claver is the properest season. 1669 Worlidge
Syst. Agric. iii. § 4 (1681) 27.

tCorn, COren, a. Obs. Early form of
Chosen. For quots. see Choose v. A. 6.

Cornaceous (k^n^-Jas), a. Hot. [f. mod.L.
Cornace-di + -ous.] Belonging to the Order Cor-

nacex, of which the genus Cornus, Cornel, is the

type.

Cornage (k^-jneda;). Hist. [a. OF. cornage,
' droit qui se levait sur les betes a cornes f. corn,

come horn : in med.L. comagium.] A feudal

'service', being a form of rent fixed by the num-
ber of horned cattle ; horngeld.
[1183 Boldon Bk. in Domesday Bk. Supp. (1816) 568 Due

1 ville redd. xxx. sol. de cornag' 8c it. vacc' de metryde.
1238-9 Bracton Note Bk. led. Makland 1887) No. 1270 Et

1 preterea quia dedit cornagium quod angjice dicitur horn-
I gelde. 1290 Fleta ui. xiv. § 9 Sunt etiam aliai praesta-

|

tiones, ut auxilia in Comitatu Vice comitatum . . Hydagia,
I

Cornagia, Cariagia, Sectae, etc.] 1872 E. W. Robertson
Hist. Ess. 133 The tenure of a pastoral state of society was
Cornage. The herd was numbered, or the flock, the tenth
animal was set apart as the prerogative of the king or over-
lord.

^[ The following erroneous explanation given by
Littleton, as an 1

it is said ', has been repeated in

the Law-books and Dictionaries down to the pre-

sent time. It was perhaps founded on the pas-

sage from Bracton given above, in which there is

mention both of a tenure by serjeanty, and of
' cornage * or horngeld.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 34 a, It is said that in y*
Marches of Scotlande some holde of the kinge by cornage,

yl ys to say to blowe an home for to warne the men of the
countrey etc. when they here yt y° Scots or other enemies
will come. 1613 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 149. 1628 Coke
On LHt, 107. 1641 Termes de la Ley 85. 1679 Blount
Anc. Tenures 13. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 74 Tenure
by cornage . . was, to wind a horn when the Scots or othtr
enemies entered the land. 1818 Cruise Dieest (ed. 2)

III. 321.

U Cornage has also been misread as corttage,

coraage, and treated as a distinct word, with vari-

ous conjectural explanations.
c 1250 Bracton ii. xvi. 8 Qusedam communes praestationes

. . sicut sunt Hidagia, Cornagia [ed. 1569 has coraagia :

so Cowel, Blount, etc.], & Caruagia. 1607 Cowel Interpr.,
Coraage is a kinde of imposition extraordinarie . . and it

seemeth to be of certaine measures of corn. 1656 Blount
Glossogr. 1658 Phillips, Coraage, in Common-law, is a
certain extraordinary imposition upon certain measures of
Corn, which is upon some unusual occasion.

Cornalfle, Cornal(l)ine, obs. ff. Coronal,
Cornelian.
Cornamouse, -muse, -mute, obs. ff. Corne-

MUSE.
Cornar, -are, obs. ff. Corner.
tCornardy. Obs. rare. [a. OF. comardie,

comadie, conardie, f. cornard one that is homed,
a cuckold, a fool, f. corn horn.] Folly.

1340 Ayenb. 130 pise byeb be uour homes, bet is to zigge

:

be uour cornardyes bet amerreb be contraye.

Corn-baby, a literary perversion of Kirn-baby
= harvest-home doll (Baby 2) ;

originated by an
erroneous conjecture of Brand, and retained by
some writers on folklore, but never in popular use.

1777 Brand Pop. Antiq. (1810) 341 The Northern word
[Kern-baby] is plainly a corruption of Corn Baby, or Image.
1825 T. D. Fosbroke Encycl. Antiq. (1843) II. 694/1 The
old Gauls used to parade a figure of Berecynthia over the

fields . . This is the Kern or Cornbaby. 1890 J. G. Fkazer
Gold. Bojtgh I. iii. 344 In the North of England the last

handful of corn was cut by the prettiest girl and dressed up
as the Corn Baby or Kern Baby.

Corn-brandy. [Cf. Ger. kornhrantivein, Du.
korenbrandewijn, Da. kombnendevizn, etc.] Spirits

distilled from grain
;
whisky.

1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4022/2 [In S. Germany] a Quart of

Corn Brandy lis sold] for 3 Dollars. 1845 C. H. J. Ander-
son Swedish Brothers 8, I shall want some of your corn-

brandy. 1863 B. Gould Icela?id 161 Cornbrandy—the taste

of which resembles spirits of wine out of a Castor oil bottle.

Cornbrash (kp\in,br3ej). Geol. [f. Corn *M
+ Brash sb.-] A name, originally local, for the

coarse 'brashy* calcareous sandstone which forms

the upper division of the Lower Oolite in various

parts of England. Also attrib.

1815 W. Smith Mem. Delineation Strata 45 The corn-
brash is very aptly described by its name, as in the western
part of its course, .this is almost the only land in tillage. In
Wiltshire it is called cornbrash, and in Northamptonshire
redbacks. 1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. III. 66 Beds of sandy
limestone . . replete with numerous fragments of shells, and
much resembling, in structure, the English cornbrash. 1866
Phillips in Athenmim 2 May (1874), While walking over
some cornbrash fields near Bath.

Corn-cake (k/\m,k^k). U. S. Cake made of
Indian corn meal.
1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. iv, Corn-cake, tn all its

varieties of hoe-cake, dodgers, muffins, and other species
too numerous to mention. 1854 J. L. Stephens Ccntr.
Amer. 25 Eating their frugal meal of corn cake.

Corn-chandler (k^injtfd-ndb.i). A retail

dealer in corn and allied products.
1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2298/1 The Persons making such

Oaths shall be no Corn-Chandler, Meal-man, Factor. 1773
Genii. Mag. XLIII. 644 Retail maltsters and some corn-
chandlers have querns or handmills to grind their corn.
1885 Miss Braddon Wyllard's Weird I. 7 A corn-chandler
and respectable inhabitant of the same town.
Hence Corn-chandlery, goods dealt in by a

corn-chandler.
1883 Daily News 6 Sept. 1/5 The Board of Management

are prepared to receive Tenders for the Supply of Meat .

.

Cheese, Cornchandlery, Oilman's Goods.

I

porn-COb (k?\m,kf>b). U.S. [Cob sb.1 11.]

;

The elongated and somewhat woody receptacle to

i

which the grains are attached in the ear of maize.
1817-8 Cobhett Resid. LI. S. (1S22I 7 This little stalk, to

which the seeds adhere, is called the Corn Cob. 1858 O. W.
Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. (1865) 14 London is like a shelled
corncob on the Derby day. 1881 T, Hughes Rugby, Ten-
nessee^, They remained peacefully among corn-cobs till the
danger had passed.

b. attrib., as corn-cob pipe, a tobacco-pipe with
the bowl made of the cob of Indian corn ; corn-cob

shell, a shell made by removing the pith of the cob
and filling the hollow witli powder.

Corn-COCkle (k^unik^k'K The common
Cockle, Lychnis Githago\ see Cockle sbj 1.

1713 J. PxTIVER in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 205 Tins differs

from our Corn Cockle. 1854 S. Thomson Wild Ft. m.
(1861) 225 The . . purple red tlowers of the corn-cockle.

Corn-cracker ;kf?-jn,kra;:k3i}.

1. U S. A contemptuous name for a ' poor white
'

in the Southern States (? from his subsisting on corn

or maize) ; a 'cracker : see also quot. 1848.
1837-40 Haliburton Clockmaker (1862) 318 There's the

hoosier of Indiana, the suckers of Illinois, .and the corn-
crackers of Virginia. 1848-60 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Corn-
cracker, the nickname for a native of Kentucky. 1878 N.
H. Bishop Voy. Paper Canoe 228 That class of . . people
called in the south—because they subsist largely upon corn
—Com Crackers, or Crackers. These Crackers are the ' poor
white folks ' of the planter.

2. A species of ray-fish, Rhinoptera quadriloba,

found on the south-eastern shores of the United

States.

Corn-cracker : see Corn-craker, and next.

Corn-crake (k^unikr^k). Also 6-9 -craik,

8 -creak, -crek. [f. Corn sb.l + Crake.]
1. A name (originally Scottish) of the bird also

called Landrail, Crex pratensis, found in summer
in the British Islands ; it lives concealed among
standing corn and the grass of the hayfields, whence
its harsh grating voice may be heard.
a 1455 Houlate lxi, The Corne Crake, the pundar at hand.

1552 Lyndesay Monarche 6314 The Cornecraik in the croft

I heir hir cry. 1772 Barrington in Phil. Trans. LXII.
318 This bird is . . very common . . in Ireland, where they

are called corn-creaks, a 1813 A. Wilson Poet. Wks., Sum-
mer Evening, Hoarse screams the corn-craik from the dewy
hay. 1820 E. Jesse Jrnl. Nat. 329 The noise, .reminds us

of the spring call of the rail or corncrake.
_ 1884 St. James's

Gaz. 29 May 6/2 The corn-craik in the misty fields.

2. * A hand-rattle with a ratchet wheel, used to

frighten birds from sown seed or growing corn

'

(Jamieson) ; also a nursery toy making a similar

grating noise.

3. Comb., as comcrake-like adj.

1887 Pall Mall G. 15 Feb., His flail-like movement of arm
and corncrake-like voice in full action.

Corn-craker. Also -cracker. A local variant

of Corn-crake in W. of Scotland.

1703 M. Martin West. Isles 71 (in Pennant) Corn-craker.

1802-33 G. Montagu Ornith. Diet. 4:1833) 103. 1885 in

Swainson Provinc. Names Birds.

Corn-crib. U. S. a. A crib or manger for

corn. b. A ventilated building or granary, for

storing Indian corn in the ear or cob.

1849 W. Irving Crayon Misc. 196, I sprang off my horse

. .cast him loose to make his way to the corn-crib. 1883 E.

P. Roe in Harpers Mag. Dec. 43/1 A. .corn crib was near.

Co'rn-cutter 1
. U.S. [f. Corn

a. A machine for reaping Indian corn ; a corn-

harvester or corn-knife, b. A machine like a chaff-

cutter used for chopping up stalks of Indian corn

to feed cattle.

Co-rn-cutter.2 [f. Corn sb.?]

One who cuts corns on the feet, a chiropodist.

1593 Nashe Four Lett. Confuted 27 Broome boyes, and
cornecutters (or whatsoeuer trade is more contemptible).

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 291 Enough to make a Tooth-

f



CORN-CUTTING.

drawer, or Corn-cutter passe for a generall Physitian. 1709

Steele TatUr No. 103 p n, I committed him into the

Hands of Dr. Thomas Smith in King-street (my own Corn-

Cutter). 1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles vi. 50 Testimonials

gracefully vouchsafed to corn-cutters.

Co'rn-cutting. [f. Corn sb.2] A. vbl. sb.

The profession of cutting corns. B. a. That

cuts corns professionally.

a 1613 Overblrv A IVi/e, etc. {1638) 203 (A Quacksalver)

His maine cunning is Corn-cutting. 1756 Toldervy 7W
Orphans I. 197 He professes corn-cutting only in London.

1764 Foote Mayor of G. 1. Wks. 1799 I. 164 You blood-

letting, tooth-drawing, corn-cutting, .glistering—

.

Co*rn-dea:ler. One who buys and sells corn.

1707 R. Blackwell {title) The Corn-dealers Companion.

1795 HullAdvertiser 8 Aug. 3/2 The mob were deliberately

destroying the windows, doors, etc of a com dealer's house.

1837 Whittock Bk. Trades {1842) 165 There are many
persons that act as Corn-factors who deal largely for them-
selves; these are known by the name of corn-dealers.

Com -dodger. U.S. A kind of cake or

bread made of the meal of Indian corn, baked

very hard.
1856 Olmsted Texas (Bartlett), The universal food of the

people of Texas, both rich and poor, seems to be corn-

dodger and fried bacon. 1885 Harper's Mag. Xmas No.

135/1 Madeline . .was hurrying the corn-dodgers and venison

steak on the table.

Cornea (kf?-jnz*,a). Anat. [L. cornea short for

med.L. cornea tela horny web or tissue, later cornea

tunica horny coating, f. L. corneus Corneous.]

The transparent convexo-concave portion of the

anterior covering of the eyeball, so called from its

horny consistence.
Also called lucid or proper cornea, as distinguished from

the opaque cornea or sclerotic coat.

[1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. v. (1495) 108 Of the four

webbes in the formest partyes of the eye the fyrste hyghte
tela arena . . the thirde Cornea, horny.] 15*7 Andrew Bruns-
7vyke's Distyll. Waters Pijb, The moystenes which is in

cornea of the iyen. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isi. v. 54
note, The second is cornea or hornie tunicle. 1664 Power
Exp, Philas, 1. 1 The diaphanous Cornea [of the Flea's eye).

1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 332 An Instrument for cutting the

Cornea, in the Operation of extracting a Cataract. 1840 G.

Ellis Anat. 104 On the inner or concave surface of the

proper cornea is a thin elastic membrane—the ' elastic

cornea '. 187* Huxley Phys, ix. 226 In front . . the fibrous

capsule of the eye . . becomes transparent, and receives the

name of the cornea.

b. Conical cornea : a conical projection of the

cornea.

1854 W. Mackenzie Dis. Eye (td. 4)686 It is generally

the case that objects appear multiplied to an eye affected

with conical cornea. 1874 G. Lawson Dis. Eye (ed. 2 1 48
Conical cornea is a stapnylomatous bulging of the middle
portion of the cornea, caused by a thinning of that structure

in the central region.

Corneal (kpin/,al), a. [f. prec. + -al.] Of or

pertaining to the cornea.
1808 Wardrop Ess. Anat. Eye L 13 The whole of the

corneal substance had become cloudy. 1850 Braithwaite
Retrosp. Med. XX. 225 The nature of the corneal surface.

Cornean, var. of Corneine.

Co*rn-ea:ter . An eater of corn
;

spec, a name
formerly given in North America to those Indians

who yielded to the influences of civilization.

1841-4 Emerson Ess. Ser. 11.11.(1876) 57 The lights of the

church, the ascetics, Gentoos and corn-eaters she [Nature]
does not distinguish by any favor.

Corned (kf^nd), a. 1 [f. Cobn sbA & v. + -ed.]

1. Formed into grains or particles
;
granulated.

1577 Harrison England m, vi. (1878) 11. 38 [Honeyl
white as sugar, and corned as if it were salt. 1626 Capt-
Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 32 Powder, be it serpentine or
corned powder. 1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 04 They
begin . .to take the corned salt from the rest of the brine.

1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner fed. 2) 57 The corned
powder should be spread upon a table and bruised, and the
saltpetre sifted over it.

2. Of meat : Preserved or cured with salt ; salted.

i6»i~5i Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. 11. i. 66 Beef, .corned,

young, of an Ox. 1653 Moufet & Bennet Health's Im-
provem. (1746) 149 If you eat it [porkj corned, yet is it of
gross ^Juice and speedy Corruption. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl.
I. xvii. 203 Slices of good wheat bread, and corned pork.

1838 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Corned-meat, flesh slightly

safted, intended for early use, and not for keeping for any
time. i88z Daily Tel. 28 Jan., The corned beef was ex-

ceedingly tender and cooked to a turn.

+ 3. Covered with a crop of corn. Obs. rare -1 .

a 1631 Donne Epigrams (1652)98 Glebes which. .Now the

Dutch Plowman sees wel corn'd and sheav'd.

4. Bearing seeds or grains
;

having the seeds

developed.
1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 47 The beans and peas, which

were thin, though pretty well corned. 1861 Times xo Oct.,

Beans are this year well corned, though rather short in the
straw. 1885 H. O. Forbes Naturalist's Wand. 170 Sa-
sangai grass (which has a long and many-corned ear).

5. slang. Intoxicated. [Cf. Corny a. 1
2, 4.]

1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Corned, drunk. 1825-79

iAMiEsoN s.v. Com v. 2 * Thae lads are weel corned*. 1839
Iarryat Diary Amer. Ser. 1. II. 230 When a man is tipsy

(spirits being made from grain\ they generally say he is

corned. 1877 E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss., Corned^
slightly drunk. 1879 Miss Jackson Shrvps/t. Word-hit.,

Comedt full of drink, intoxicated.

t Corned, tf. 2 Obs. [f. F. corne* horned, with

substitution of Eng. suffix -ED.]

1. Horned, peaked, pointed.

998

(115*9 Skklton Mann. World 26 So many garded hose,

Such comede shoes, a 159a Greene Poems, Descr. Chaucer

(Rtldg.) 320 His shoes were corned broad before. 1841

Catlin A'. Amer. Ind., The corned crest.

2. In comb. = cornered.

1564 Rastell Confut. JewelVs Serm. 146 b, Fower-corned

cappes. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 78 In mans body more than

six hundred muscles, as long muscles .. plain or eeven corned.

t Corned, a- 3 ots. [f. Corn sb:- + -ed Of

the feet : Having corns.

156a J. Heywood Prov. t, Epigr. (1867) 182 Whens come
cornde crooked toes ? From short shapen shoone.

CorneU(e, -eill, var. of Cornel s.

Corneill, obs. var. of Corneole, Cornelian.

1541 Inv. Royal Wardrobe (1815) 67 (Jam.) Item, ane ring

with ane corneill.

CoTneine. Min. Also cornean, -een. [f.

L. corne us horny + -DTK.] = Athanite.
1839 Mlrchison Silur. Syst. 1. xxx. 401 They consist of

greenstones . . together with much compact felspar rock

(corneenl. 1365 Pace Handbk. Geol. Terms, Cornean. .an

igneous rock, so called from its tough, compact, and horn-

like texture. 1868 Dana Min. 248 Aphanyte (or comeine)

is like diabase, but is without distinct grains.

II Corneitis (k£mj|arti»). Path. [f. Cornea +

-ins.] Inflammation of the cornea.

1854 W. Mackenzie Dis. Eye 525 We also meet with

cases of corneitis in old persons. 187S H. Walton Dis. Eyt
672 Corneitis. .with ulceration and prolapse of the iris.

Cornekle, -ekyl, obs. ff. Chronicle.

+ Cornel 1
. Obs. Also 4-5 cornell.'e, 5 cor-

nal^. A variant of Carnel, Kernel = battlement,

embrasure.
C1300 A'. Alis. 7210 The touris to take, and the torellis,

Vawtes, alouris, and the corneris [for comellisj. c 1325

Coer de L. 1842 Six stages ful of towrelles, Wel flourished

with cornelles. c 1440 Partonope 408 Wyth Towres and
Cornellis so well ymade. CI440 Le Bone Florence 808

Florence lay in a Cornell. i6oa in T. Stafford Pac. Mb. in.

viL 308 Raise of a greater height that worke Captaine Tin-ell

made, betwixt the house and the Cornell.

t Cornel 2 . Obs. or dial. [a. OF. coittal :—late

L. cornale comer, f. I« cornu, in OF. corn horn,

corner. The origin of sense 2 is obscure.]

1. Comer, angle (of a house, etc.).

c laao Pallad. on Husb. 1. 326 The side in lonjre upon the

south thou sprede, The comel ryse upon the winter Sonne

[in prima angulo excipiens ortum solis hyberni). 1463

Bury Wills 11850) 22 My Cornell hous in the Cook-rowe.

c 1475 RaufCoilyar 684 The flure. .couerit full clene, Cum-
mand fra the Cornellis closand quemely. 1658 Phillips,

Comel, an old word, signifying a corner. 17*1 in Bailey.

1850 Bury Wills Notes 241/2 In the dialect of Hereford-

shire cornel still signifies a comer. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Word-bk., Cornel, a corner.

2. (See quots.)

1490 Promp. Parv. 93 (MS. H> Comel, fronlispicium.

1658 Phillips, Cornel, .also the fore-part of a house. 1711

in Bailey.

Cornel :i (kernel). Also 6-7 -ell, -eill, -eil'e,

7 -ill, -oil(e, cornowlee. [App. first in 16th c.

herbalists, in the compounds cornel tree, cornel

berry, transl. Ger. cornel-, cornell-baum (i6thc. in

Grimm), kornel-beere, app. :—OHG. cornulbaum,

-beri, churnelbere, quirnilberi. According to

Ilildebrand, Kluge, etc., OHG. comul, cumol was
ad. med.L. cornolium (or 1 cornolius) comel-trce

(in Du Cange). This med.L. seems to be formed

on F. cornouille (in 16th c. cornoille, comoaille)
' comel-cherry ', which Diez; refers to a pop. L.

*cornuculum (in pi. -a), dim. of L. cornum ' cornel-

cherry ', the fruit of the comus or cornel-tree.

The Ger. kornelbaum is also the source of Da. komeltrae,

Sw. konultr&d. Mod. Ger. has kor*elle for the fruit From
F. cornouilU is derived Du. korttoelje, whence Brereton's

cornowlee (quot, 1634). Variously formed derivatives of L.

cornus, cornum, and the adj. comeus, appear in Corn-tree,
OE. corntreoio, and It. cornio, corniolo the tree, cornia,

comiola the fruit (cf. Picard dial, corgnolle, cor*iolle\ obs.

F. cornille the berry (Cotgr.), Sp. cornejo t:

—

comiculus),

F. cornier, cornouillier, cornel-tree,]

1. English name of the botanical genus Cornus,

of which the ancient writers and early herbalists

distinguished two ' sorts Comus mas ' Male
Comel ', and C. femina ' Female Comel '. The
former was the Cornel- Tree (see 3 a) or Cornelian

Cherry-tree, the Tame Cornel of Lyte
(
C. mascula),

a large shrub or low tree bearing edible fruit, a

native of Southern Europe, sometimes cultivated in

liritain ; the latter was the Cornel-bush, Wild or

Common Cornel, or Dogwood (C. sanguined), a

common hedge-row shrub in the south of England,
of which the berries are not edible. Dwarf
Cornel is a modem book-name of C. suecica, and
in N. America of C. canadensis. With other

qualifying words the name is sometimes given to

other species of Cornus, of which more than twenty
are known.
1551 (see 3 a]. 1589 Fleming Georg. Virg. 11. 31 The

peare tree changed for to beare apples grafted thereon, And
stonie Cornells to wax red with damsens or with plums.
1634 Brereton Trait. (1844) 45 Cornowlee makes an hedge
like privett. 17*5 Pope Odyss. x. 284 The goddess, .strows

The fruits of cornel, as their feast. 1791 Cowper Iliad xvl.

936 Or beech, or ash, or rugged comel old. 1856 Bryant
Strange Lady viii, Where cornels arch their cool dark

CORNELIAN.
i boughs o'er beds of winter-green. X863 Life in South I. vi.

84 The abundant blossom of the comel, or dogwood,

b. The fruit of the Comel Tree, the Cornelian

i Cherry or Long Cherry, a fruit of the size and

shape of an olive.

1601 Holland Pli*y I. 448 Others turn red, as Mulber.

ries, Cherries, and Comoiles. Ibid. I. 449 Mulberries,

Cherries, and Cornells, hauc a sanguine and bloudie liquor.

1660 A Brome Horace 11. 11.(1671)244 Avidienus .. would
eat wild Cornels. 1855 Singleton Virgil I. 109 And stony

cornels crimson on the plums.

C. A javelin or shaft of cornel-wood. [Only

transl. L. cornus, so used.]

1611 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. nn. (1626) 160 His heauy

Cornell with a head Of brasse, he hurles. 1855 Singleton

Virgil II. 496 A twang Emits the whirring comeiL

2. attrib. or adj. Of comel-wood. [After L.

comeus.]
1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 260 He had bought oaken

ones, when there was need of Firr, or Comel ones. 1700

Dryden Fables, Pal. $ Arc. 1546 Reclining on her cornel

spear she stood. it»S Pope Odyss. xix. 510 His comel

spear Ulysses wav'd. 1800 Heber Palestine 328 Form
the long line, and shake the comel lance. 1868 Morris

Earthly Par. 1. 107 To see the mighty comel bow unstrung.

3. Comb. a. Cornel-tree, the Cornelian cherry

tree. ( Rarely = Dogwood.) Cf. sense 1.

The earliest use of the word.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. M ij b, I heare say that ther is a

Comel tree at Hampton Courte here in Englande. 1578

Lyte Dodoetts vi. li. 725 There be two sortes of the Cornell

tree, .the tame and wilde. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country

Farm* 395 As for the Corncile-tree, which the Latines call

Cornus. -it would be planted or grafted after the manner

of the Ceruise-tree. 1783 W. F. Martyn Geog. Mag. I.

132 The trees most common in Persia are the pfane tree.,

and the cornel-tree. 1879 Butcher & Lang Odyss. 161 Circe

flung them acoms and mast and fruit of the comel tree.

b. Cornel-berry, -fruit : = 1 b. (Sometimes

the fruit of other species of Comus.)
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. viii. 15 Like to a small Oliue or

Cornell Berry. Ibid. VI. li. 726 The Cornell fruite [of the

garden], .is good against the laske. 1791 Cowper Odyss. x.

209 With acorns, chesnuts, and the comel - fruit. 1848

Thoreau Maine W. L (1864) 59 The cornel or bunch berries

were very abundant.

c. Cornel-wood, the wood of Comus mascula,

celebrated for its hardness and toughness, whence

I

it was anciently in request for javelins, arrows,

etc. : cf. 1 c.

1600 Holland Liry 1. lvi. 39 A golden rod within a

stafle of Cornell wood, i860 Rawlinson Herodotus vn.

1 xcii. IV. 83 For arms they had bows of comel wood. 1870

Morris Earthly Par. 1. 1. 440 Within the towne of Rome
there stood An image cut of comel wood.

d. Cornel-bush, dogwood (or other shrubby

species).

1819 E. Jesse Jrtil. Nat. 389 The comel bushes (cornus

sanguinea) were decorating our hedges in. .profusion.

t Cornel 4 . Obs. rare. [f. Corn sb.1 + -el, dim.

suff.; cf. cornel, an obs. form of Kernel.] A little

grain, granule.

1590 Lodge Euphues' Gold. Leg. in Halliw. ^*,i*r. VI. 14

They were glad with jCsops cocke, to scrape for a barley

Cornell. i6J9 I. Pecke Parnassi Puerp. 180 Nor shall

she vend, a comel of Bay-Salt.

Cornel, -ell, obs. ff. Coronal, Kernel.

T Corneled, ///. a ». Obs. [f. Cornel >.] Em-
battled. Cf. Carnkled.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9605 He . . dide

hym make a liter Comeled [v. r. kimeld] as an hors here.

t Corneled, ///. a *. Obs. [f. Cornel *.] =
Cornered.
c 1400 Lanfratu's Cirurg. 35 (MS. B) With a plumacyole

bre corneled [MS. A cornered). Ibid. 45 (MS. B) Kepe be

sowynge wib plumacioles bre kerncllyde & wib byndynge.

!«• Hcloet, Corneled cquallye or right, orthogo*ut.

Cornelian 1 kj>in; lian). Forms: a. 4-6

eorneline, 6 cornalyn, (oornelling N

, 7 cornal-

(l)in(e, (oorrnalin, corniolin, eornerine) ; P.

6 eornelye, cornellis, -es ; 7. 6 oornellion, 7

cornelion, 7- cornelian. See also Carnelian.

[Refashioned in the termination from ME. eorne-

line, a. 15th c. F. eorneline (now cornaline) = Pr.,

OSp., and Pg. cornelina, Sp. cornerina. It. coma-

Una (in Florio cornelino). The med.L. name
was corneolus, common in writers de Nat. Kerum
and de Lapidibus from Constantinus Africanui

a. 1087 onwards ; later also comelius (' corneolus,

quem quidam cornelinm dicunt' Albertus Magnus,

13th c). See Schade, Altd. IVbch., App. 1378.

With corneolus go It. comiola, OF. corneole, MHG.
comidl, Eng. Corneole.
Diez referred the name to L. cornu horn (cf. esp L. cor.

neolns horn-like, dim. of corneus of horn, homy), ' because

the colour is (sometimes) like that of the finger-nail ', com-

paring Onyx, Gr. J™( naiL But grave objections to this

are pointed out by Schade, who thinks the stone had its

name from its likeness in colour to the Corncl berry or Cor.

nelian-cherry, L. cornum, adj. corneus; in It. corniolawas

both the fruit and the stone.

Late in the 15th c. the L. corneolus was perverted to car-

neolns, after car*em flesh, carneus flesh-coloured ; thence

an occas. MHG. carnedl, and the Eng. by-form Carnelian.]

A variety of chalcedony, a semi-transparent

quartz, of a deep dull red, flesh, or reddish white

colour ; used for seals, etc.

a. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxvii. 276 On is of Oniche .
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another of Comelme. 1538 Leland Itin. VII. 57 Cornelines

and other Stonys wel entaylid for Seales. 1578 Inv. Royal
Wardrobe (1815) 263 (Jam.) A string of cornellinges sett in

gold. iooi Holland Pliny II. 613 How to make a Sar-

donyx of a Cornalline. 1607 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv.

Magnif. 919 About his neck hangs a great comaline. 1648

Gage West Iml. xii. ( 1655) 45 Agats, Cornerines, Emeralds.

p. 1563 Middlesex County Rec. I. 48 A precious stone

called 'a cornelye '. 1567 Mai-let Gr* Forest 19 The
Sardye. .when it is most pure and cleane, it is called Carne-

olus; of some. .the Cornelles. 1601 Chester Love's Mart.
lxxxvii. A Dialogue (1878) 101 Cornellis. .and Corrall.

y. 1568 Lane. Wills II. 233 My ringe of gold W** I com-
monly weare called a cornellion. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 11, i. 51 Berylls and Cornelians, .are subject unto

fusion. 1756-7 tr. Keysler"s Trav. (1760) IV. 347 The
Fitchtelberg mountains yield good cornelians. 1810 Byron
yuan 1. exeviii, The motto, cut upon a white cornelian,

b. The colour of this stone.

1718 Ozell ToumeforCs Voy. II. 343 The light which

passes through is sensibly reddish, .inclining to a comaline.

C. attrib.

1757 Dyer Fleece 11. 580 That shine With topaz, sapphire,

and cornelian rays. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bcde 160 A large

cornelian seal.

Cornelian 2 (kfxinrlian). [f. Cornel 3 :cf.prec]

1 1. The fruit of the Cornel-tree, Cornus mas-

cula ; also the tree itself. Ohs. exc. as in 2.

i6zS Bacon Ess., Gardens (Arb.) 557 In September come
..Nectarines; Cornelians. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675)

288, I have, .invented the pickling of cornelians, and have

frequently made them passe for olives of France. 1664 —
Kal. Hort. (1729) 234 Catalogue of. .excellent Fruit Trees.

Cornelions, White, Red, etc.

2. Cornelian cherry [cf. Ger. komelius kir-

sche], = 1 ; f cornelian tree, cornel-tree.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 485 Take a Service-tree or a Corne-

lian-tree. 1762 B. Stillingfl. Misc, Tracts 142 With the first

soft breeze, says Pliny, the cornelian cherry put sforth its buds.

1796 C. Marshall Garden, xvti. (1813)281 Cornel i.e. Corne-

lian cherry. The fruit used to be . . preserved to make tarts.

+ Cornemnse. Obs. Forms : 4, 9 corne-

muse, 5 cormyse, cormuse, cornymuse, 6-7

cornamuse, 7 cornimuse, (cornamute), 9 (cor-

namouse\ [a. F. cornemnse, also dial, cormuse,

-meuse, = Pr., Sp., It., med.L. cornamnsa, f.

Romanic coma, F. cornt horn + musa pipe.]

A horn-pipe ; an early form of the bagpipe.

£-1384 Chaucer H. Fame m, 128 That maden lowde

menstralcies In cornemuse and shalmyes. 1398 Trevisa

Barth. De P. R. vi. xxiii. (1495) 213 He herde the symphony
and cornemuse. C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.)

200 There is no bagpipe halff so talle, Nor no cormyse, for

sothe as I ween, Whan they been ful of wynde at alle.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 93 Cormuse, pype [1499 cornymuse]

cormusa. 1591 Percivall Sp. Vict., Cornamnsa, a coma-
muse, a hornepipe, 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. iv. 63

Euen from the shrillest Shawme vnto the Cornamute. 1623

Lisle Mlfric on O. <$• N. Test. Ded. p. ii, Ancient Heard-
men heretofore did vse Sometime the high notes of their

Cornamuse. 1869 Mrs. Palliser Brittany 249 The Birnou,

Cornemuse or Bagpipe is the national instrument ofWestern
and Southern France. 1882 Blaekw. Mag. Aug. 173 Long
before the cornamouse (father of the bagpipe) sent its exe-

crable Sclavic notes up the Highland straths.

Co'rneo-. 1- Combining form of L. comeus,

Corneous, meaning * with a homy admixture as

in corneo-calca reous ; corneo-sili cious.

2. Combining form of Cornea, as in corneo-

iritis, inflammation of the eye affecting both cor-

neaand iris; corneo-sclerotic, pertaining to the

cornea and sclerotic coat.

1872 Huxley Phys. ix. 227 The corneo-sclerotic case of

the eye. 1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 316 Interstitial

keratitis is not unfrequently complicated by iritis, hence

the name 1 corneo-iritis \

t Corneole * Obs. [a. OF. corneole, med.L.

comeolus: see Cornelian 1.] = Cornelian 1
.

[1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xm. vi. 240 Corneolus

mitigateth the heate of the mind, and qualiheth malice.]

1586 Bright Melanch. xxxix. 257 The corneole a mitigater

of anger and meete for melancholickes. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Comeol, the same with the Cornelian - Stone.

Hence 1731 in Bailey.

CO'rneole '**. rare. [ad. mod.L. cormola, dim.

of Cornea.] 1 The anterior transparent part of

each of the segments of the compound eye of

insects ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Corneous (kp-inz.as), a. [f. L. corne-us horny

(f. cornu horn) + -ous.] Of the nature of horn,

horny, horn-like. (Now only in technical use.)

Corneous membrane — Cornea. Corneous lead — Phos-

genite. Corneous mercury : horn-mercury or calomel.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xviii. 153 Such as

have corneous or homey eyes, as Lobsters and crustaceous

animals. 1727 Bradley F'am. Diet. I. s.v. Eye, The mem-
branes are the conjunctive or white of the eye, the cor-

neous, a 1834 Lamb Vis. Horns Misc. Wks. (1871) 378
Their old faces oddly adorned in front, with each man a

certain corneous excrescence. 1846 Dana Zoopk. iii. § 12

Zoophytes have a very delicate corneous or cartilaginous

exterior. 1872 Mivart Elem. Anat. 102 The bony cores

supporting the corneous sheaths of hollow-horned Rumi-
nants.

Corner Qzp-inoi), sb.1 Forms : 4 querner,

quarner(e, 4-5 cornere, cornyer(e, 5 cornare,

korner, 6 cornar, 3- corner. [ME. corner,

a. AF. corner— OF. cornier masc, corniere, cornere

fem. :—late L. type *corndrium, pi. *comdrta, f.

cornu horn ; in med.L. corner-turn, corneria]

I. generally.

1. The meeting-place of. converging sides or

edges {e.g. of the walls of a building, the sides of

a box), forming an angular extremity or projection.

[1292 Brixton i. xxiii. § 14 Un escu a iiii. corners.] a 1300
CursorM. 21663 (Cott.)O four corner [z'.r. querner,quarnere]

be arche was made. 1340 Ayenb. 124 pe uour tours ine be
uour cornyeres of be house. 1382 Wyclif Ps. cxvii[i]. 22 The
. .hed of the corner, c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 227 Sett vp
the cornare of the wall. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexv.

202 The iiij cornyers of the table. ? 11x500 Langforde
Med. fol. 2 b in Lay Folks' Mass-Bk. 179 After to go to be

Ryght cornar of be Avter And ben after to goo to |>e Lefte

end of the Avter. 1530 Palsgr. 209/1 Corner of the eye,

coing doeyl. 163a Lithgow Trav. ix. (1682) 367 An Isle

[Sicily] with corners three. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)

III. 91 The corners of the mouth. 1842 Tennyson Will
Waterproof 236 Long, ere the hateful crow shall tread

The corners of thine eyes, i860 Tyndall Glaciers 11. x.

279 The corner of a window.

+ b. An angle (in Geometry). Ohs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. vii. {1495) 113 A corner

is the towche and metynge of two lynes. 1551 Rkcorde
Pathio. Knowl. 1. def., The square angle, whiche is com-
monly named a right corner.

c. fig. (Cf. Angle sb. 6, quot. 1S50.)

1766 Fordyce Serm. Vug. Worn. (ed. 4I I. i. 22 Such
society, .rubs off the corners that give many of our sex an
ungracious roughness. 1841-4 Kmerson Ess., Manners
Wks. (Bohn) I. 213 Fashion .. hates corners and sharp

points of character.

fd. Comer of the people: a prince or chief, a

'corner-stone of the state'. (A Hebraism.)
1382 Wyclif yudg. xx. 2 Alle the corneres of puplis

[Vulg. anguli populorum] and alle the lynages of Yrael.

— 1 Sam. xiv. 38 Aplieth hidir all the corners of the puple.

1560 Bible (Genev.) Isa. xix. 13 They haue decerned

Egypt, euen the corners of the tribes thereof [1609 Douay,
the corner of the peoples thereof].

e. Within thefour comers of{a document)', (em-

phatic for) within the limits or scope of its con-

tents.

1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 37 The spirit of the

Church is eternally entombed within the four corners of

acts of parliament.

II. A salient or projecting angle.

2. The place where two streets meet.

1382 Wyclif Matt. vi. 5 As ypocrkis, the whiche stond-

ynge louen to preye in . .corners of streetis, that thei be seen

of men. 1391 Mem. RiponixZZi) 1. 150 In Annesgate super

le Corner ibidem. 1475 in Ripon Ch. Acts 246 Super an-

gulum vocatum Skelgate corner. 1593 Shaks. 2 Lieu. VI,

iv. vii. 145 With these borne before vs. .will we ride through

the streets, & at euery Corner haue theni kisse. 1611 Bible

Prov, vii. 12 Now is shee without, now in the streetes, and
lieth in waite at euery corner. 1879 Miss Braddon Cloven

Foot xvi, At the corner of Long Acre.

b. To turn the corner-, to pass round a corner

into another road, street, etc. ; to pass round the

corner of a race-course, esp. the last corner before

the finish
; fig. to pass a critical point or stage.

So also to go or come round the corner. To cut off

a cortur : to take a short cut, so as not to go round

a corner.

1687 Congreve Old Bach. 1. v, I see he has turned the

corner, and goes another way. 1796 Pegge Anonym. (1809)

375 That expression which I heard in the country. -He has

turn'd the corner, i.e. gone away, so as no more to be seen

[=he is dead]. 1807 J. Johnson Orient. Voy. 54 They
make most excellent drivers, and think nothing of turning

short corners. 1844 Dickens Mar. Chuz. ii, ' You're round

the corner now', cried Miss Pecksniff. 1852 — Bleak Ho.
iii, We went round the corner. 1862 Trollope Orley F.

I. 13 (Hoppet Those trumpery presents were very well

while he was struggling for bare bread, but now he had
turned the corner he could afford, etc. 1877 Blackmore
Cripps xxxii. For the present this young man (although he

certainly had turned the corner\ lay still in a very precarious

state. 1872 Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes (1879^189
Tourists, in their anxiety to cut off a corner, are sometimes

induced to cross the valley.

q. Sporting slang. The corner \ Tattersall s

betting-rooms ;
formerly situated near Hyde Park

Corner.
1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs x, He is a regular attendant

at the Corner. 1874 G. A. hAWRZKCKHagarenev. (Farmer),

She heard how—without, .making any demonstration at

the Corner—the cream of the long odds against the Pirate

had been skimmed.

3. An angular extremity at the junction of the

sides or edges of anything ; an angular projection,

as a point of land running out into the sea.

a 1330 Otuel 1591 A corner of otuweles scheld He gurde

out amidde be feld. c 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1185 A corner

of be cortyn he ca3t vp a lyttel. i$53 Eden Treal. Neive

Ind. (Arb.) 32 He discouered a corner or poynt of the sayd

mayne land. 1563 Fulke Meteors (1640) 54 b, The fashion

of hayle is sometime round.. for falling from high the

corners are worne away. 1611 Bible Lev. xix. 27 Ye shall

not round the corners of your heads, neither shalt thou

marre the corners of thy beard. 17" E. Hatton Merch.

Mae 230 Creek.. a. crooked shoar, where two Corners ot

land extend themselves into the Sea at some small distance.

1752 Johnson Rambler No. 200 F 7 Covered with a cloth,

of which Prospero ordered his servant to lift up a corner.

4. A comer piece broken off or remaining as

a fragment. ,

1881 Leslie Nordenskiold's Voy. Vega I. 304 1 heir stock

of provisions consisted of. .a sack of corners, and fragments

of ship biscuits.

III. A retreating hollow angle.

5. The comparatively small space included be-

tween sides or edges at their meeting-place
; esp.

between the sides of a room or building.
To Prtt in the corner, lit. as a punishment for a child

;

t to put to a corner, to set aside, displace from precedency.
1382 Wyclif Prov. xxv. 24 Betere is to sitte in a corner

of a roof, c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame in. 1052, I herde a
grete noyse with alle In a corner of the halle. 1447 Boken-
ham Seyutys (Roxb.) 21 An huge dragoun. .Sodeynly from
a corner dede apere Of the presoun. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huou liii. 179 To be mated in ye corner (of the chess-

board]. 1602 Shaks. Ham. rv. ii. 19 He keepes them like

an Ape in the corner of his iaw. 1605 Bp. Hall Medit. <$•

Venus [. § 34 The heart of man is. .so infinite in desire, that

the round Globe of the world cannot fill the three corners
of it. 1784 Cowter Taskx. 17 The cattle mourn in corners

where the fence Screens them. 17. . Foord Suppl. Dec.

464 (Jam ) After his father's decease, he entered in his

dwelling house, and.. put her to a corner. 1886 J. Payn
Luck of Darrclls xxxvii, He allowed himself to be meta-
phorically whipped and put in a corner.

b. To drive into a corner : to force into a
difficult position from which there is no escape ; to

drive into straits ; to put in a ' fix' or in a ' tight

place \

[1526 PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531'! 121 All . .carnall tempt-
acyons. .ben suppressed, and in maner dryuen to a corner.]

1548 Hall Chron. 47 To the intent that his armie should
not bee included in a streight or driven to a corner. 1611

Cotgr., Angler, to shut vp in a corner, bring into a strait.

1861 Geo. Kliot Silas M. vii, ' I don't want to act the con-

stable said the farrier, driven into a corner by this merciless

reasoning. 1869 TROLLOPE He A'nezu xxxvi. (1878) soi He
had been driven into a corner by the pertinacious ingenuity
of Miss French.

6. transf A small, out-of-the-way, secluded

place, that escapes notice or intrusion ;

1 a secret

or remote place' (J.). Done in a corner', done
privily or covertly. Hole and comer *. see Hole.
1382 Wyclif Acts xxvi. 26 Forsoth nether in a corner is

oujt of these thingis don. la 1400 Morte Arth. 1640 Lokez
the contree be clere, the corners are large. 1535 Cover-
dale Jer. ii. 34 Not in corners and holes only, but openly

in all these places. 1538 Starkey England 1. i. 6 Kyches
hepyd in cornerys, neuer applyd to the vse of other. 1856

A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1625) 44 There was.. no bro-

thel-house but he haunted, no odde corner but he knew.

1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. iv. viii. 475 Whatever private

contract may be transacted in corners betwixt the parties.

1714 Pope Epil. Rcnve's J. Shore 18 In some close corner

of the soul, they sin. 1875 Jou ett Plato (ed. 2) II. 199 The
theory throws some degree of light upon a dark corner of the

human mind. 1889 JessoI'p ComingcfFriars iii. 160 Such
things were not done in a corner.

\,.f,g.
1836 J. Halley in Life (1842)58, I have hit on a newplan

of redeeming an odd corner of time. 1862 Stanley Jew.
Ch. (1877) I. xiii. 258 Those quiet corners of history which

are the green spots of all time.

c. To keep a corner : to reserve a small place.

1514 IIarclay Cyt. Ii UpUndyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. xlii,

Softe man, and spare thou a corner of thy belly. 1604

Shaks. Otk. m. iii. 272, I had rather be a Toad . .Thenkeepe

a corner in the thing 1 loue For others vses. 1713 Steele
Englishman No. 48. 312 Malefactors, .preserve as it were a

Corner of their Souls for the reception of Pity. 1771

Goldsm. Haunch of Venison 100 ' What the de'il, mon, a

pasty !

' re-echoed the Scot ;
' Though splitting, I'll still keep

a corner for that

7. Any part whatsoever, even the smallest, most

distant or secluded (as no corner, every corner).

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 131 b, It shall leaue no

corner of our soules. .vnserched. 1576 Fleming Patwpl.

Ejiist. 416 All mystes and fogges of ignoraunce, may be

driven away out of all the corners of this kingdome. 1614

Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 821 All the world was theirs, scarce

any corner ours. 1667 Milton P. L. rv. 529 But first with

narrow search I must walk round This Garden, and no

corner leave unspi'd. a 1700 Dryden (T.), I turn'd, and

try'd each corner of my bed, To find if sleep were there,

but sleep was lost. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.ll. 219 There

was no corner of the kingdom in which the effect was not

felt. 1886 H.Conway Livingor Dead xiv, My friend must

have seen every nook and corner in the house.

8. An extremity or end of the earth ; a region,

quarter ; a direction or quarter from which the

wind blows (obs.).

1535 Coverdale Ps. xciv. 4 In his honde are all y« corners

of the earth. — Isa. xi. 12 He shal . . gather together .

.

the outcastes of Iuda from the foure corners of y' worlde.

1583 Stocker Civ. Warrcs Leave C. 11. 64 a, 1 he Souldiers

helde a councell for their wages, whiche was promised them

. .or els be brought into a better corner. 1599 Shaks. Much
Ado 11. iii. 103 Sits the winde in that corner? 1611 —
Cymb n. iv. 28. 1631 Hobbes Lev. n. xxvn. 155 In this

coiner of the world. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. il 39

Physitians from the four corners are called. 1691 Kay
Creation 1, (1704) 96 The Wind lying in that Corner at least

three quarters of the Year. 1724 Swift Drapier sLetl. lv.

We are perfectly safe from that Corner. 1725 De Foe Voy.

round World^(1840! 18 We. .were carried away with a con-

tinued storm of wind, from the same corner, or near it.

1870 Max MUller Sc. Relig. (1873) 159 We find the an-

cient worship of the Aryan race carried to all the corners

of the earth.

IV. Elliptical and technical uses.

9. A corner-dish for the table.

1824 Miss Ferrier Inher. xiv, Silver tureens and corners.

Ibid, xlvi, Her silver corners were very handsome.

10. A cap or guard used to protect the comer of

anything ; the leather covering of the corner of a

half-bound book.

11. Bookbinding. A triangular tool used in gold

or blind tooling.
126-3



CORNER. 1000 CORNER-MAN.

12. U.S. A mark placed at the angle of a tract

which has been surveyed. Cf. corner-tree in 16.

187a S. De Vere Americanisms 173 We have frequently

heard the old surveyors along the Ohio say that they often

met with his (Col. Crawford's] corners. .Every tract of land

blazed by a claimant, .[is] defined by what the surveyors

call the corners.

13. Games, a. Association Football. (In full

corner-kick^) A free kick from the corner of the

field obtained by the opposite side when a player

sends the ball over his own goal-line.

1887 Sporting Life 28 Mar. 4/5 Two corner kicks fell to

them in quick succession. Ibid., Forty minutes from the
start, a corner fell to the Preston men. x888 Badminton
Libr., Athletics 340 If a player kick the ball over his own
goal line, the opposite side have a ' corner-kick '.

t b. Whist. (See quot.)

a i8as Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Comer, a point in a rubber
at whist. We say we play sixpences or a shilling a corner,

not sixpenny or shilling points. 1824 Scorr St. Ronans
xxxix, If, on any extraordinary occasion, he ventured six-

pence a corner at whist.

c. Four corners, a game : see Foub.

14. Comm. A speculative operation in which a
combination or syndicate buy up the whole of any
stock in the market, or the whole available supply
of any commodity, so as to drive speculative sellers

into a corner, by rendering them unable to fulfiltheir

engagements except by buying of the combination
of corner-men at their own price, i Of U.S. origin.)

Sometimes applied to any combination to raise the price

of an article by securing a monopoly ; this is a development
in which the primary meaning is lost sight of.

1857 Hunt's Merck. Mag. (N. Y.) July XXXVII. 135
When a party is made up to buy a large amount of stock,

a larger, .than is known to be at the time on the market, it

is called a corner . . Having inflated the market . . they make
a sudden call for several thousand shares of stock on their

buyer's option, and then there comes a sharp time among
the sellers, who are generally all short. This creates an
active demand, and the clique sell their cash stock to the
bears or shorts, who purchase at high rates for delivery
at much lower prices to the very parties selling it. 1868
Chicago Tribune 1 Oct., The Corner of Corn. 1877 R.
GlFFKN Stock Exch. Securities 49 A ' corner '. .is a Counter-
rig to which a rig for the fall is liable. 1881 Daily News
14 Sept. 2/6 The league of spinners now being formed in

Manchester and Oldham to check-mate the Liverpool ' cor-

ner*. 1883 The American VI. 164 'Corners' in railroad
stocks or iron rails. 1889 Sat. Rev. 5 Oct. 377 The cotton
comer in Liverpool, .collapsed on Monday last.

15. aitrib. and Comb. a. lit. ('situated in or

at a corner ')» as corner-cupboard, -gate, -house,

-pew, -piece, f -port ( = gate\ etc.

1535 Coverdale 2 Ckron. xxvi. 9 And Osias buylded
towres at Ierusalem vpon the cornerporte. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 198 They make of yuory the very principals and
corner posts of their houses. 161 1 Bible 2 Kings xiv. 13
From the gate of Ephraim, vnto the corner gate. 1663
Pepys Diary 3 May, Young Dawes, that sits in the new
corner-pew in the church. 1687 Congreve Old Bach. v. xi,

Walk to that corner-house. 1851 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II.

147 In each cell I saw a pretty little corner cupboard. 1886
Besant Ckildr. Gibeon n. x, He. .stopped at a corner house.

fig- (Chiefly with meaning * done in a
corner ' : see 6), as corner-contract, -meeting, etc.

1580 Sidney Arcadia ttV 350 Casting a kinde of corner-
look upon him. 1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841)50 These
comer contracts, without consent of parents. 1594 Hooker
Eccl.Pol. Pref. §8 (1632) 38 They had their secret comer-
meetings. 1619 W. Whateley Gods Hush. \\. (1622)44 UraK
this comer-seeking .. vice into the open view. 1651 J.
F[reake] Agrippds Occ. Philos.i6$ Withcorner-whisperings
from house to house, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1.

(1692) 134 Our comer-miching priests.

16. Special Comb. : corner-boy (in Ireland) =
Corner-man 3 ; corner-chisel, a chisel with two
rectangular edges for cutting the corners of mor-
tises ; corner-cove {slang) » Corner-man 2

;

corner-dish, a dish for the comer of the table

;

corner-drill, a drill used in places where there is

not room to use the ordinary brace-handle; corner-
kick (see 1 3) ; corner-lot

( U.S.), a plot of ground
(with its block of buildings'1 at the corner of two
streets or roads, having a frontage to each

;

+ corner-pie, ?a pie for the corner of the table;

corner-piece, a piece (casting, tool, etc.) for

strengthening or dealing with corners ; corner
pillar {Coachbuilding) : see quot. ; corner-plate,
an iron angle-plate for protecting or strengthening

the corners of anything ; corner-punch, an angular
punch for cleaning out comers

; corner-saw, a
saw for cutting off the comers of a block ; corner-
tile, a tile used for capping the hip of a roof, a
hip-tile ; corner-tooth {see quot.) ; corner-tree
(U.S.), a tree which marks the comer of a sur-

veyed tract. Also Corner-cap, -stone, etc.
188a Standard 7 Sept. 3/4 The Dublin loafers, or ' *corner

boys', as they are called. 1886 Dublin Daily Express
5 Apr., In the Petty Sessions, Robert Nolan and James
Kjnsella, two corner boys, were charged with having com-
mitted a violent and unprovoked assault. 1851 Mayhew
Loud. Labour IV. 445 (Farmer) ' I mean by *comer-coves
them sort of men who is always a standing at the corners of
the streets and chaffing respectable folks a passing by'.
1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery v. 48 It is a pretty *corner-dish
for dinner or supper. 1888 Brycz A mer. Commw. III. iv.
Ixxxi. 68 To keep a store in a ' "corner lot ' is the ambition

of the keen-witted lad. 1638 Sir W. Berkeley Lost Lady
(N.), A knights daughter . . that has not one commendable
quality, more then to make a *corner pye and a sallad. 1794
W. Vkltok Carriages Gloss., *Corner Pillars, the corner

framings of bodies. 1477 Act 17 Edw. IV, c. 3 Roftile ou
crestile *comertile & guttertile. 1659 Willsford Arckit.17
The corner tyles have their upper angles acute, with pin-

holes in them. 17*6 Neve Builder's Diet., Hip-Tyles,

Corner-Tyles. These are to lie on the Hips, or Corners of

Roofs. 1755 Johnson, 11 Corner-teeth of a Horse are the

four teeth between the middling teeth and the tushes ; two
above and two below, on each side of the jaw, which shoot

when the horse is four years and a half old. Farriers
Diet. 1889 Farmer Americanisms, *Corner trees, trees

which mark the boundary lines of homesteads, claims, etc.

f Corner, sb.% Obs. = Cornel sb.1 , a battlement,

embrasure.
c 1340 CursorM. 9924 (Laud MS.) The third colour. .That

tho comers [v.r. kirnels, carnelesj with are peynt. < 1400

Maundev. vi. 60 It hath many toures,jpynacles and comeres
[Roxb. (ix. 35> kirnelles and toures; Fr. kerntux\

Corner (kp anai), v . [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To furnish with comers, give comers
to. (Chiefly in pa. pple.)

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 305 J>^ ilond Corsica is cor-

nered wib many forlondes, schetynge in to the see. a 1674
Milton Hist. Mosc. 111.(1851) 487 The Imperial City. . built

of white stone four square . . comer'd with four white Towers.
1838 Eraser's Mag. XVIII. 181 Its walls, .are whitewashed,
and cornered with stone. 1864 R. A. Arnold Cotton Earn.

< 26 Sometimes it is cornered with pilasters.

b. 7o corner off', to finish off with comers, to

bring to a square. (Cf. round off.)

1853 Hickie tr. Aristopk. (1872) II. 581 The comering-off
of verses.

2. To place or set in a comer.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I . 179 J>e citee . . is cornered

wibynne be clippynge of be walles faste by be see side.

1868 Browning Ring <y Bk. VTH. 45 A decent domicile
Cornered in snug Condotti. 1873 — Red Cott. Nt.-cap 149
Cornered in the cosiest nook of all. 1888 Times (Weekly
ed.) 7 Dec. 7/4 A really clever work may be 'skied' or
' cornered ' simply because it chances to fit a vacant space.

3. To drive into a comer ; to force into an awk-
ward or desperate position; to put in a 'tight

place' ; to bring to bay. (App. of U.S. origin.)

1841 Catlin N. A mer. Ind.dS^) II. xlii. 67 Their enemy,
who had cornered them up in such a way that there was no

j

other possible mode for their escape. 1851 Hawthorne
Ho.Sev. Gables v, A recluse, like Hepzibah, usually displays
remarkable frankness . . on being absolutely cornered, and

t
brought to the point of personal intercourse. 1866 Comh.
Mag. Dec. 740 The horses . . bolt about the yard . . and are

only cornered with the help of numbers and forced to

submit. 1884 Roe Nat. Ser. Story x. in Harper's Mag.
Sept. 54S/2 A rat will fight a man if cornered.

Tt>. Jig. To put into a position of difficulty or

embarrassment, colloq. Chiefly U.S.)
1848 Lowell Fable for Critics Poet. Wks. (Moxon) 345

Although there are few so Outrageously cornered by fate as
poor Crusoe. 1867 O. W. Holmes Guard. Angel ILL SI
Clement was cornered. It was necessary to say something.
1868 Yates Rock Ahead m. iii, He felt that he was morally
'cornered'. x88i Mark Twain Prince

<fr
Pauper vi. 57

Once the little Lady Jane turned to Tom and cornered him
with this question.

4. Comm. To operate against (a particular stock

or commodity, or the dealers in it) by means of a
Corner (14); to bring under the control of a

<

1 comer*. (Of US. origin.)

The sense-development was (i) to comer the speculative
sellers of a given stock ; (a) to comer the stock or com-

I modity ; (3) to corner the Exchange, or market.
1857 Hunt's Merck. Mag. (N. Y.) July XXXVII. 135 The

managers of the stock cornered, i860 in Bartlett Diet.

Amer. 1871 Guardian 12 Nov. 1598/1 Some speculators

;
had 'cornered' the Cotton Exchange, that is to say, had
bought more for the October delivery than can possibly
arrive. 1881 Standard 29 July 5/Z Flagrant instances of
.
.* cornering 'and *rigging* the market. Ibid. 14 Sept. 4/7
When sellers have contracted to supply a quantity in excess
of what they can obtain they are said to l>e ' Cornered '.

1883 Manck. Exam. 6 Nov. 4/4 Those gentlemen who at-

tempt to ' comer ' cotton.

b. intr. To form a * comer * in a stock or com-
modity.
a i860 A Week in Wall Street 81 (Hartlett) These [brokers]

generally unite in squads for the purpose of cornering. 1881

I
Daily Netvs 28 Sept. 4/7 There are many stocks even in

\

America in which the .. Wall-street operators would not
dream of attempting to corner.

5. trans, a. To take round a comer, b. To
j

go round (a corner^ in a race-course, {colloq.^

1861 Dickens Gt. Expect. III. 99 He was taken down the
Dover road, and cornered out of it. 1864 Saunders Netvs

I

Lett., Ford gaining a little until they came to the turn into

i
the straight run in to the finish, which Rogers cornered
beautifully.

6. intr. To abut or impinge on at a comer

;

to meet at a comer or angle. U.S.
1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1879) 221 The woman

!
led us to a pew cornering on one of the side-aisles. 1883

;

Pall MatlG. 30 Aug. 11/2 The junction where Montgomery,
1

Yell, and Garland counties comer.

Ccrrnerable, a. nonce-wd. That can be
1 cornered 1

(see Corner ». 4).
1881 Daily Neivs 28 Sept. 4/7 Useful articles of daily

consumption are, perhaps, 'comerable', but only at enor-
mous outlay and risk.

t Co'rner-cap. Obs. A cap with four (or three)

corners, worn by divines and members of the
Universities in 16 -17th c. See also Cornered 3.

1573 tVtm Custom 1. i. in Hazt Dodsley III. 11 It is a
pestilent knave, he will have priests no comer-cap to wear.

1575 BrieffDisc.Troubl. FranckfordKxZ^S) 213 Yffsurplesse,

comer capp, and tippet have byn badgesoff ydolaires. 1605
Stow Ann. 1432 The heads of the University of Cambridge,
all clad in Scarlet gownes, and corner Caps. 164a Declar.
Lords $ Com. to Gen. Assembly Ch, Scotl. 5 A letter.,

against the Surplice, Tippet, Corner-cap. 1678 J. Phillips
Tavemier s Trav. , India 1. xiii. 77 Nor do they [the Jesuits]

wear Hats or Comer-Caps, as in Europe.

Jig. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 53 Long. Am I the first y*

haue been periur'd so? Biron. ..Not by two that I know;
Thou makest the triumphery [triumviry], the corner cap of

societie.

t Co*rner-cree:per. Obs. One who creeps in

comers
; Jig. one whose proceedings are underhand

and stealthy.

156a Burn. Paules Ch., Beccause my Lord Bishop, Maister
Doctor, or such Scauingers, and comer creepers, as this

Champion is . . deceiue the people with lies priuely in

comers. 1589 Cooper Admon. 48 But what careth such a
corner-creeper what he sahh of any man ? 1618 E. Elton
Exp. Rom. vii. (1622) 93 Simple women, that are carryed

away as a prey, by hypocriticall and cunning Seducers,
Corner-creepers. ./ 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11.(1692)

149 The tumults of sectaries, corner-creepers, and de-

bauched hang-by's. 1879 M. Arnold Falkland Mixed Ess.

211 Agents of conversion to the Romish Church, corner-

creepers as they were called, penetrated everywhere.

So t Co rner-cree ping" a. Obs.

1610 Bp. Hall Afiol. Brownists § 57 The comer-creeping
Brownists. 1631 Hevlin St. George 181 A slie and comer-
creeping kind of people, active in private places. 1638 in

Maidment Sc. Pasquils (1868) 40 From comer-creeping par-

lour preachers. .Almighty God deliver us !

Cornered Qtp'inzid), ppl. a. [f. Corner sb. +
-ED'-.]

1. Having a comer or corners. (Frequently in

composition, as three-cornered, sharp-cornered.")
c 1330 R. Brl'NNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10310 Cornered as

achel;er quarre. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv. Ixxix.

<i495' 5 1 ? A syx comerd stone. .1440 Promp. Parv. 93
Cornerya, angitlatus. 1551 Recorde Cast. Knowl. (1556)

in Cornered bodies be most vnapt for to run. 159a Wvrley
A rttiorie 1 39 Whose cornerd shield was laid with skilfull blew.

1601 Holland/V/w^ 1. 73The indented creekes and cornered

nouks [of Peloponnesus]. 1756 Sir J. Hill Herbal v. 114

The leaves are cornered and smooth. 1779 T. Forrest
Voy. New Guinea 9 A large four cornered sail. 1817 R.

Jameson Char. Min. 90 Sharp-cornered, as in quartz and
calcedony. Blunt-comered, as in common opal.

t 2. Having (geometrical) angles. Obs.

1551 Records Pathw. KnoivL i. xxx, Those iij. lines will

make a triangle equally cornered to the triangle assigned.

1610 Glillim Heraldry 11. iv. (1611) 44 A cornered Line is

framed of sundry lines meeting together comerwise.

f3. Cornered cap : = Corxer-cap. Obs.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. n. 115 The cornered cappe, say
these misterious fellows, doth signjfie. .the whole monarchy
of the world, East, West, North, and South. 1590 Green-
wood Answ. De/. Read Prayers 26 If yt be not necessarie,

put such conueniency in your cornerd Capp, or surplus.

< 1640 in Maidment Sc. Pasquils (1868; 139 Will make the
Pope curse his mishap And Prelats wail their comer'd cap.

168a N. O. Boileau's Le Lutrin iv. 75 His comer'd Cap (for

fear of cold) on 's Head.
4. See Corner v. 2, 3.

Cornerer (kpjnorsa'. [f. Corners. 4 + -ER 1
.]

Comm. One who makes a * corner ' in a particular

stock or commodity; a comer-man.
1869 Daily News 13 Oct., The unhappy 'sellers short '.

.

have to pay over the difference between the price at which
they agreed to deliver the stock and the price at which the
'cornerers' are willing to sell it. 1886 W. Graham Soc.

Problem 157 Some successful 'cornerer' of cotton or com.

Cornering (,kpun3rirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Corner v.]

1. Acting or dealing in a comer.
1802 Mar. Edceworth Manoeuvring^1832) 9 Take care of

her asides, and her whisperings, and her cornerings.

2. Comm. The action of making a 1 comer 1
: see

Corner v. 4. Also attrib.

»ti86o N. Y. Jml. Comm. (BartletO, The remarkable
fluctuations in the stock-market are chiefly the result of a
successful cornering operation. 1881 Standard 14 Sept. 4/7
The iniquitous system of ' Cornering ' which has crept into

the [cotton] trade. 1884 Pall Malt G. 20 Aug. 5/2 Bonds
to bearer are not. .a promising subject for cornerings.

Cornerless tkfT-.mailes), a. [f. Corner sb. •*

-less.] Having no comers, without comers.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas n. 11. iv. (1641) 139 Joyntless,

pointless, cornerless. a 1631 Donne Upon Transl. of
Psalms (R.), [They] thrust into straight corners of poor wit
Thee, who art cornerless and infinite. 1793 Holcropt
Laz'ater*s Pkysiog. vii. 45 Smooth cornerless foreheads.

t Co/rnerly, adv. Obs. rare— K [f. as prec. +
-LY 2

.] Comerwise, diagonally.

1474 Caxton Chcsse If, iv. (repr.* 150 The yssue or goyng
comerly or angularly sygnefyetn cautele or subtilyte.

Ctvrner-man.
1. The end man of a row of 1 negro minstrels *.

1873 Slang Diet. s. v., There are two comer men, one
generally plays the bones and the other the taml>ourine.

Corner-men are the grotesques of a minstrel company.
1884 Sat. Rci: 7 June 740/1 At the ends are Bones and
Tambo, the 'end-men ', who are known in England, oddly
enough, as the ' comer-men'.
2. One who lounges about street-comers, a street

' loafer ' or 1 rough '. Cf. comer-boy, c.-cove

(Corner sb. 16).

1885 Chamb. Jml. 28 Feb. 136 Curley Bond was well

known in the district [in London] as a loafer and ' comer-
man \ 1886 Sat. Rez>. 13 Feb. 219 Processions of the most
peaceful character are protected against corner.men and
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roughs. 1890 Daily News 10 Apr. 5/1 The ruffianism of
Birmingham is unfortunately the ruffianism of the entire
kingdom. . If Birmingham has its claqueurs, Liverpool has
its corner men.

3. Comm. One who makes a Corner (sb. 14).
1881 Daily News 2% Sept. 4/7 A corner, properly speaking,

may be called a secondary not a primary Speculation. .Some
one has taken liberties with the market by speculatively sell-

ing what he has not got ; and the cornerman comes in and
plays Prince Hal and Poins by spoiling the spoilers. 1887
Guardian 23 June 925 The forestalled of the middle ages
are reproduced in the corner-men of to-day.

Corner-stone.
1. One of the stones forming the quoin or salient

angle of a wall, a quoin-stone.
138a Wyclie Job xxxviii. 6 Who dide doun the corner ston

of it? 1557 North tr. Gueuara's Diall Pr. $s&/i The
corner stone that lyeth on the toppe. 1597 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. iv. Ixxi. § 2 That first-laid corner-stone in Zerrubabels
buildings.^ 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iv. 2 See you yond Coin
a' th' Capitol, yond corner stone? 1724 Watts Logic iv.

ii. Rule 1 The largest and fairest building sinks, ."to the
ground, if the foundations and corner-stones of it are feeble
and^ insufficient. 1862 Rickman Styles Archil. 63 The
quoins or corner stones are arranged in a peculiar manner.
1870 F. Wilson Ch. Litidisf. 94 The rest of the work,
beyond these strong reliable corner-stones, is almost as
rough as rubble.

fig; (
esP- ln reference to its function in con-

solidating the building.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 19155 (Cott.) Jesu . . pat es mad als a

quarnerstan Forto mak tuin folk an. 1382 Wyclif Eph.
ii. 20 Aboue bildid on the foundement of apostlis and of
prophetis, bi that hi^este corner stoon, Crist Jhesu. 1768-
74 Tucker Lt. Nat. 11852) I. 513 A trust in God is the grand
comer stone of all religion. 1803 Syd. Smith ^'$.(1859)
I. 32/2 The high price of labour is the very corner-stone
on which the prosperity of a new colony depends. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 30 Why should we make an am-
biguous word the corner-stone of moral philosophy?

t 2. The coving of a fire-place. Obs.
1703 T. N. City <y C. Purchaser 118 Corner-stones . . are

2 Stones.. of which there stands one in each Jamb of a
Chimney. Their Faces are hollow in the breadth, being a
certain Sweep of a Circle . . their heighth reaches from the
Hearth to the Mantle-tree.

Cornerwise (kpungiwsiz), adv. [See -wise.]
In the manner of a corner ; so as to form a corner
or angle

;
diagonally.

1474 Caxton Chesse IV. iv. (repr.) 150 The alphyn goeth
alwey cornerwyse fro the thyrd poynt to the thyrd poynt.
1480 — Descr. Eng. 40 Y-shape endlong and corner-wese.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. (1594) 41 Their legges
, .are placed in regard of the backebone when they walke.

.

cornerwise, not downeright. 1684 R. H. Sck. Recrcat.
35 Close up the open end, by turning in the Paper of Paste-
board corner-wise. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. It. Jmls. II.

40 Squares meeting one another cornerwise. 1857 Mrs.
Gaskell C.Bronte i_The gable-ended houses, which obtrude
themselves corner-wise on the widening street.

tCo'rnery, a. Obs. ? Abounding in corners.
1576 Newton tr. Lemnies Co7nplex. 15 a, The contexed

net, celles, and cornerie ventricles of the brayne.

Cornet (kp'xnet), s/>A Forms: 4-9 eornette,

5 comett, cornete, 8 (cornit), 6- cornet, [a.

OF. cornet = Pr. cornet, It. cornetto dim. of Rom.
coi-no, corn, cor :—L. cornu horn.]

1. A wind-instrument: fa. In early times a
wind-instrument made of a horn or resembling a
horn ; a horn (obs.). f b. A rude musical instru-
ment of the oboe class (obs.). c. Now a brass
musical instrument of the trumpet class, with
valves or pistons for producing notes additional
to the natural harmonics; also called cornet-a-
piston (see d), and Cornopean.

?<zi4<jo Morte Arth. 1758 With cornettes and clarions,
and clergialle notes, a 1400 Octouian 68 Trompys, taborus
and cornettys crye. Ibid. 1070 Whan he was on hors y-sette,
Men touched trumpes and eornette. 1530 Palsgk. 209/1
Cornet, a home, cornet, c 1610 T. Randolph Eclogue in
Farr £ P. Jos. I (1848) 282 When we all haue slept, Pan's
cornets blowes, and the great sheepshear's kept. 161

1

Bible 2 Sam. vi. 5 Dauid and all the house of Israel played
before the Lord . . on Psalteries, and on timbrels, and on
cornets, and on cimbals. 1611 Coeyat Crudities 252 Some-
times sixteene played together vpon their instruments, ten
Sagbuts, foure Cornets, and two Violedegambaes. 1793
Sol-they Triumph of Woman 108 Shrill were heard the
flute, The cornet, sackbut, dulcimer, and lute. 1843 Pres-
cott Mexico vt. i. (1864) 338 They marched by the sound
of atabal and comet. 1888 Besant Inner House xix. 198
Fifes, cornets, and all kinds of musical instruments.
trans/. 1599 T. M[oufotJ Silkwormes 36 As doth the

summer gnat Her little cornet which our eares doth fill.

d. Cornet apiston, a pistons [both forms also in
F.]

:
= 1 c ; also the instrumentalist who plays on

the cornet.

1836 Mus. World 3 June I. 192 The cornetta or cornet de
piston. 1837 iMd- 29 Dec. VII. 254 The Cornopean, knownm France as the Cornet-a-pistons. 1843 Alb - Smith Phys.
Evening- Parties (1846) 67 The cornet-a-piston would long
ere this have dropped fast asleep. 1856 Mrs. C. Clarke tr.
Berlioz Instrument. 149 The cornet-a-pistons is very much
the fashion in France at present. 1879 Scribner's Mag.
XIX. 902/2 The trombones, the trumpets . . a cornet-a-piston.

6. The name given to several kinds of organ-
stops.

Solo cornet, a stop of a loud and powerful tone formerly
°n 'he great organ. Echo cornet, a stop of soft tone

;

still frequently applied to a compound stop of light tone in
swell organs' (Grove). Hence cornet voluntaries (see
quot.).

1660 Organ Specif, in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 591/1 Great
Organ . . 9. Cornet, to middle C, 3 ranks . . Eccho Or^an . . 18.
Cornet, 2 ranks. 1776 Sir J. Hawkins Hist. Musick IV. 1.

x. 147 The compound stops [on an organ] are the Comet.

.

and sundry others. 185a Seidhl Organ 93 The cornet is
the only mixture-register which does not repeat. Ibid.,
Comet is also the name of an old, obsolete reed-register
in thepedale. 1880 Grove Diet.Mits. s.v., 1 he great organ

,

Solo Cornet comprised either 5, 4, or 3 ranks of pipes.
Ibid., The Echo Cornet, of soft tone . . was of 3 ranks, or
4 at most. Ibid., ' Cornet Voluntaries', .consisted of runs
and twirls for the right hand, played in single notes, first

on the louder stop and then repeated on the softer.

2. A piece of paper rolled in a conical form
and twisted at the apex, used for wrapping up
groceries, etc. f Also a conical filter-paper.

1530 Palscr. 209/1 Cornet to put spice in. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. l ong, Vn Comet depapier commc d'Apo-
ticaire, a cornet or Coffin, such as Grocers make of paper
to put spice in. 161 1 Cotcr., Cartouche, the cornet of
paper whereinto Apothecaries and Grocers put the parcels 1

they retaile. 1686 W. Harris tr. /.emery's Chy/n. (ed. 3)

496 Separate the Oil inaFunnel lined with a cornet of brown
Paper. 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. II. s.v. Nicotiana, The
People carry about their Necks, small Funnels or Cornets

j

made of the Leaves of Palm. 1835 Tail's Mag. II. 456 A 1

fresh roll, and some salt screwed in a cornet of paper. 1880
Darwin in Life Lett. (18S7) III. 221 To carry the insects

|

in their paper 'cornets'.

f b. (See quot.) Obs.

m
1731 Bailey vol. II, Cornel [with Chymists], a paper head

in form of a cone to cover a chymical vessel.

f 3. A piece of bread cut in a conical form. Obs.
1467 Intronization of Abp. Nevcll in Warner Antiq.

Culm. (1791) 101 Then uncover your salt, and with a cornet
of Breade touch it in four partes. Ibid., He taketh the assay
with cornetts of trencher bread of his owne cuttyng.

f4. A farrier's instrument formerly used for

blood-letting. Obs.
1580 Blindevil Horsemanship iv. 62 First pare the

hooue, and get out the grauell with a cornet, or drawer.
1610 Markham Masterp. 11. lxxi. 337 With a cornet and I

a quill, blow the skinne from the flesh aboue the bone. 1639
T. De Grey Compl. Horsevt. 75 Open the same round about
with your cornet. 1721 in Bailey.

5. A flask or other vessel in shape like a horn.
1686 W. Harris tr. Lemery's Chym. 1. ix. (ed. 3) 26^ Pour

out your matter into a Cornet or Iron Mortar [F. nn creuset
defer]. Ibid., Pour it into the Iron Cornet [F. le cornet I

de fer], 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet. II. s.v. Suffusion,
(Jive it the Horse to drink, or else make him swallow it

with a Cornet.

6. Metal. In gold assaying : The small flat coil

into which the gold-and-silver alloy is rolled after

the process of cupelling, preparatory to its being
boiled in nitric acid to free it from the silver ; the
small coil of purified gold remaining after this

process. Also eornette.

1800 tr. Lagrange's Chcm. II. 145 The solution must be
cautiously decanted, taking care that the cornet does not
fall. 1879 G. Gladstone in Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV.
191/1 [The gold] is then . . rolled up by hand into a spiral
form. 1 The Cornette ', as this is called, is then put into a
flask and boiled in nitric acid. 1882 Watts Diet. Chem.,
Gold Assay II. 935 Withdrawing the crucibles from the
furnace we find in each a small cornet of bright gold.

7. In various isolated senses, chiefly technical

:

ta. A small cucumber (see quot. 1658*. fb- The name
of a fish (see quot. 1678). c. Dressmaking. 'The cuff of a
sleeve opening like the large end of a trumpet' (Mrs.
Leach), d. 'Term for the individual scaly pieces of the
rattle-snake' (Mayne Exp. Lex. i860), e- A small in-
strument for insertion in the ear (see quot. i874>.

1658 Evelyn Fr. Gard. (1675) 283 Which they call cornets
or gerkins, because we choose those which resemble little

crooked horns. 1678 Phillips s.v., There is also a sort of
shell Fish called in Latin Buccinum, in English Comet, and
both from the figure of a winding horn, which it resembles.

1721 Bailey, Comet . .^%o a Fish resembling a Horn. 1847
Yearsley Deafness 175 The Ear-comets which are fixed
into the ears and retained there by metallic springs . . leave
the hands at liberty. 1874 Knight Diet. Mec/t., Cornet, an
auricular instrument which does not protrude beyond the
external ear. It isused in cases of obstruction of the meatus
auditorius . .and is made of gold or silver.

U 8. As a translation of Lat. cornu in sense
* wing of an army
1614 Raleigh Hist. World II. v. iii. § 21. 496 He placed

them, .all in one front with the Hastati, and made of them
his two Cornets. 1639 Horn & Robotham Gate Lang. Unl.
Ixvii. § 708 The forces . . are cast into a squadron, four-
square, fortified with wings or cornets [comibus munitam].
9. Comb., as cornet-horn = Cornet 4 ; cornet-

pot, a pot in which the 1 comet ' of gold undergoes
part of the assaying process (see 6) ; cornet-stop
= I e j cornet-winder, one who winds or blows

a horn.
a 1661 Holyday Juvenal 22 Four hundred, as his portion,

Gracchus gave To a dear cornet-winder. X741 Compl.
Earn. Piece tu, 456 Bleed him in both his Neck Veins .

.

with the Point of your Cornet-horn. 1869 Eng. Mech. 17
Dec. 332/1, I have tried the assay pots (cornet pots).

Cornet (k^unet j, sb.2 Also 6-9 cornette, 6-7

erron. coronet(t. [a. F. cornette, dim. of comet—
Rom. corna f. sing., horn :—L. cornua n. pi., horns.]

1. A kind of head-dress formerly worn by ladies,

t b. A part of a head-dress consisting of lappets of

lace or the like hanging down the sides of the

cheeks, c. The great white head-dress of Sisters

of Charity.
' A fashion of Shadow or Boonegrace vsed in old time, and

at this dny by some old women' (Cotgravel ; 'the upper

pinner dangling about the cheeks like a hound's ears
*

(Evelyn Mundus Muliebris 1690).
a 1547 Surrey in TottetVs Misc. (Arb.) 12, I neuer saw my

Ladye laye apart Her cornet blacke, in colde nor yet In
heate. 1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 837 But on her head she
hnd a cap. .with a Cornet of laune. 1578 Inv. R. Wardrobe
(1815) 232 (Jam.) Aue quaiff ofcamorage with tua cornettis.
1682 Lotto. Gaz. No. 1769/4 Lost, .a Point Cornet for the
Head. 1697 C'tess D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 256, I imme-
diately threw off my Bonnets and my Cornets. 1816 J.
Scott Vis. Paris 107 They sat up all night, that their
women might lower their cornettes. 1874 B'nkss Bunsen
in Hare Life I. ii. 39 She bad visited tins lady, finding her
in the whitest cornette tied under the chin. 1891 Tablet
28 Feb. 357 The white cornette and gray robe of the Sisters
of St. Vincent de Paul.

2. ' A scarf anciently worn by doctors ' (J.), as
part of their academical costume.
1658 Phillips, Cornet, (Frenchi a kinde of black Taffata,

which Doctors of Physick, or Law used to wear on the
collar of their robes as an Ensign, or badge of their degree.

+ 3. The standard of a troop of cavalry.
Originally a long pennon narrowing gradually to a point

;

cf. Cornute B. 2.

1579 DiGGBS Stratiot. 127 Neither may they . .departe
from their Cornets or Ensignes. 1592 Unton Corr. ( Ruxb.)
426 The Englishe encountered them with so great resolution
and corage, as they did take two or thre cornets. 1622
F. Markham Bk. War III. i. § 9. 84 This Gentleman which
carrieth this Cornet hath all the I'riuiledges which an Kn-
signe of foot hath. 1752 Carte Hist. Eng. III. 10 Nine
Cornettes and six standards were taken in the pursuit. 1838
Hist. Pec. 3d Eegim. Foot 51 Three Cornets <or Standards)
were taken.

Comb. 1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lmve C. 1. 86 b, The
Princes Cornet bearer. 1817 G. Chalmers Pref. Church-
yard's Chippcs ix Churchyard served under count de la

March, as cornet-bearer to 250 light horsemen,
b. A pennon or flag used in signalling.

1875 Bbdfokd Sailor's Pocket Bk. vii. (ed. 2) 267 With a
Cornet Under.

f 4. A company of cavalry, so called from the
standard carried at its head. (No longer in use.)
J583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lcnve C. u. 56 b, There came

out of the Wood twoo Cornettes of horsemen. 1594 Peele
Butt. Alcazar Wks. 1829 II. 95 Take a cornet of our horse,
As many argolets and armed pikes. 1606 Holland Suetou.
100 A certaine Captaine over a cornet of hor>.e-men. 1688

J. S. Art of War 54 The Cavalry inarch, in little Squadrons
each consisting of two Cornets. 1838 Hist. Fee. 3d Regim.
Foot 7 Companies of foot were at this period [1572] styled
Ensigns, and troops of Horse were called Cornets.
P erron. coronet :

— 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. xm. ii.

(1622) 180 With other Cohorts and Coronets of horse-men.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit, vi. xlvi. 160 Seuen Companies
of footmen, and nine Coronets or troopes of horse.

5. The fifth commissioned officer in a troop of

cavalry, who carried the colours; corresponding

to the ensign in infantry. (No longer in use.)

1579 Digges Stratiot. 132 The chiefe of everye Troupe or
at the least their Lieutenants or Cornets. 1589 Pasquil's
Ret. C iij, For the grace, .and order of euerie Cornette and
Ensigne in the same. 1625 Markham Souldiers Accid. 44
The Cornet shall be armed and horst in all points, .like the
Lieutenant, .he shall carry charged on his right thigh, his

Captaines Cornet, a i6yi Ld. Fairfax Mem. (16991 112, I

had notice that Cornet Joyce.. had seized on the King's
person. 1707 Freind Peterhorcnvs Cond. Sp. 242 There
were three good Horses for each Captain, .and one for the

Cornet. 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy V. I. 91 One of Sir

Brandon's great nephews was a Cornet in my regiment.
Perron, coronet'. 1643 Cromwell Lett. 28 Sept., The

horses that his Coronett Boulry took.
*6f9

Claverhouse
in Lauderdale Papers (1885) III. xcv. 165 I'he first [shock]

they gave us broght doun the Coronet, Mr. Crafford.

b. The mounted bearer of a standard or colour.

In the Burgh of Hawick, at the Common-riding, an ancient
flag or colour is borne round the marches of the burgh
lands by a mounted rider called the Comet, followed by a

large cavalcade. The gallop out of the town is the Comet's
Chase.
1706 in Annals ofHawick (1850), The person elected cor-

net, having declined to carry the pennil or colour, caused
ane great disturbance.

t CQ'rnet, v. Obs. [f. Cornet sb.1] intr. To
play on the cornet or horn.
1612 Chapman Widozve's T. in. (D.), Here's a whole

chorus of Syluans at hand cornetting and tripping th' toe.

Cornet, obs. f. Coronet.
Cornet-&-piston(s: see Cornet sb. 1 1 d.

Cornetcy (kpunetsi). [f. Cornet j£.- + -cy.]

The position or rank of a cornet.

1761 Biogr. Diet. XI 1. 477 (Jod.) His uncle, .diverted him
from that pursuit, and gave him a cornetcy in his own regi-

ment. 1809 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. V. 141, I shall

recommend your friend for an Ensigncy. Should you prefer

a Cornetcy for him, I may be able to give him one. 1885
Manch. Even. Neius 9 May 3/1 He was afterwards gazetted

to a Cornetcy in the First Regiment of Life Guards.

T Co'meter. Obs. Also 7 cornetter, cor-

niter. [f. Cornet sb.1 + -er.] One who blows a

horn or plays the cornet.

1627 Hakewill Apol. (1630) 429 So great was the rabble of

trumpetters, cornetters, and other Musitians. 1634 Laud's
Visitations in 4th Rep. Com. Hist. MSS. (1874) 125/2 Two
corniters and two sackbutters. . for the decorum of our quire.

Cornetist (k^-jnetist). [f. as prec. + -ist.]

A solo cornet-player.

1881 Musical Standard 29 Jan. 72/1 In the Musical
Record (Boston, U.S.) mention is made of a young lady
cornetist. 1890 Lippincott's Mag. June App. viii, What
do you think of that young cornetist?

Corneto, obs. f. Cornuto.
Cornette, variant of Cornet.
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t Cornettie'r. Obs. [f. Cornet sb. 1 + -ier,

-EER.] = CORNETER.
1609 Holland A mm. Marcell. xiv. ii. 6 These Brigands.

,

having, .heard the trumpettiers and cornettiers sound.

Comeule (k#JBf|Wl). [a. F. corneule, dim.

of cornie cornea.] One of the minute facets of the

compound eyes of insects ; = Corneole.
1839 ToddO-c/. Anat.W. 960/1 Each facet, or. .corneule,

is the proper cornea of a distinct eye. Ibid., Immediately
behind each corneule is a layer of dark-coloured pigment.

Co'rnfactor. A dealer in corn or grain ; a
corn-merchant.
1699 Poor Man's Plea 8 Among the Corn-Factors. 1715

Land. Gaz. No. 5344 4 John Rennet of London, Cornfactor.

1789 Windham Let. in Speeches Pari. (1812) L 152, I am
no corn-factor who am to profit by raising the price ofgrain.

1874 Lisle Carr jfud. Givynnc I. i. 27 Mrs. F. the Ris-
borough cornfactor's wife.

Co rn-fed, a. Fed on grain
;Jig. well-fed.

1576 Gascoicne Steele Gl. (Arb.) 78 Than cornfed beasts
whose bellie is their God. 1598 Deloney Jacke Newt. viii.

104 My folkes are so come fed that we have much adoe to

please them in their diet. 1638 Penkethman Artach. I iij b,

An Ox stalled or Corne fed, 24J. a grasse fed Ox 16* . 1889
Farmer Diet. Amer. 170/2 A woman is popularly said to be
corn-fed when stout and plump -an allusion to the nourish-

ing qualities of this kind of food [Indian com].

Co'rnfield, corn-field. A field in which
corn is grown.
1533 Fitzherh. Ifnsb. § 141 Standynge water in his come

feeldes at the landes endes or sydes. 1638 Penkethman
Artach. K b, Great Flouds, which destroyed Corne-fields,

Pastures, and Beasts. 1717 Berkeley 'Jour in Italy Wks.
IV. 537 Corn-fields surrounded with elms and vines. 1883
G. Lloyd Ebb <y Flow II. 232 Zig-zagging about among
hills and cornfields.

Co'rn-flag. [See Flag.] A plant of the genus

Glcuiiolus or Sword-lily, N.O. Iridacese, species of

which are cultivated as garden flowers.

1578 Lyte Dodoens XL. xxxviii. 196 Come flagge or Gladioli.

1597 Gerardk Herbal I. Ixxvi. 105 French come flag^e

hath small stifle leaves. 1629 Parkinson Paradisi in Sole
xxi. 189 Next unto the Flagges or Flowerdeluces, come
the Gladioli or Corne Flagpes. 1688 K. Holme .-J rmoury
11. 71/1 The Indian Corn-nag hath the flowers growing
on both sides the stalk, and are of a sad red. 1841-4 Emer-
son Ess. Ser. 1* xi. 263 You shall still see.. the tasselled

grass, or the corn-flags. i86x Delamer FL Card. 27 Com
Flag.—The wild European species, G. communis, is per-

fectly hardy in England.

Co'rn-flour. Meal of Indian corn ground very

fine; also applied to flour made of rice or other

grain.

1851 Exhibition, Rep. Juries (1852) 55 United States.—
Maize-flour, commonly called ' com-meal ' or * corn-flour ' in

the U. S. ..is extensively used for puddings and other pur-

poses in that country, i860 Illustr. Lond. Ncivs XXX.VI I.

205/2 Summer Recipe for Patent Com Flour with Preserved
or Green Fruit. 189a Trade Advt., The British Corn-flour
prepared from Rice.

Co'rn-flower. The name given to various

plants commonly found growing amongst com ;

spec. a. the common Bluebottle, Centaurea Cyanus
;

b. the Corn-rose or common Wild Poppy ; C. the

Corn-cockle ; d. Golden or Yellow Cornflower :

the Corn-marigold.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xii. 161 This floure [Blew bottell]

may also be called Hurte Side, and Cornefloure. 1597
Geraroe Herbal ccxl. 591 Of Blewe Bottle, or Corne
flower. Ibid* ccxl iv. § 2. 606 These plants are called., in

English Corne Marigold, yellow Corne flower, and golden
Corne flower. 1599 A. M. GabcUwuer,

sBk. Physic 73/1 Adde
M much water ofolewe cornflowers. x6a6 Bacon Sylva § 482
There be certain Corn-flowers which come seldome or never
in other places, .but onetyamongst Corn: As the blew Bottle,

a kind of Yellow Mary-Gold, Wilde Poppy and Fumitory.
1879 Lubbock Sci. Led. ii. 37 The common but beautiful

cornflower (Centaurea cyanus), 1885 E. Peacock in Acadetny
26 Sept. 204/2 Of the sunlight yellow and corn-flowers red.

Co rn-ground, arch. A piece of land used
for growing corn ; corn-land.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 823/1 The king.. lodged
within 3 miles of the citie in a corne ground up the river.

1719 De Foe Crusoe xi. (1840) I. 180 Two pieces of corn-
ground. 17*7 Swift in. iv. 203 Vineyards, corn-

grounds, and meadows.

Co'rn-hoa:rder. arch. One who hoards corn

or keeps it in order to realize a larger price.

1596 Bp. Barlow Three Semi. ii. 59 Cornnoorders, who
had rather the corne should waxe fustic in their garners,

than to sell it out at a reasonable rate. 1598 J. Dickenson
Greene in Cone. (1878) 100 Greedy Corne-hoorders . . gener-

ally cursed. 1631 C. Fitz-Geefray {title) The Curse of
Corne-horders.

Co"rn-liouse. fl. An ancient name for a

granary. Obs.
c 1000 Suppl. .El/rics Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 185 Gratia-

r/ntu, cornhus. 1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. xxxii. 28 Ezechias
. . made him . . corne houses for the increace of corne,

2. U.S. = COHN-CHIB.

Co'rn-husk. U. S. The husk of coarse leaves

enclosing the ear of Indian corn.
1808 Med. Jrul. XIX. 122 They scrubbed him with corn-

husks. 1864 E. Sargent Peculiar II. 221 The corn-husk
punishment.. .Dry corn-husks are. .lighted, and the burning
embers are whipped off. .so as to fall in showers of live
.-

1
t.u k . on the naked back.

So Corn-husker, one who strips the husks from
the cars of Indian corn ; also a machine for this

purpose. Corn-husking the husking of Indian

corn ; a gathering of neighbours at the house of a

farmer to assist him in husking his Indian corn,

usually finishing up with feasting and dancing

;

also called husking bee.

185a Haliburton Traits Amer. Hum. <Bartlett>, There
was a corn-husking, and I went along with Sal Stebbins.

1886 S. Longfellow Life Longfelloiu I. ii. 19 In autumn
entering into the work and fun of the corn-husking. 1890

Boston iMass.» Jrnl. Dec, A big corn-husking match, .each

contestant husked and cribbed about 150 bushels. Mod.
U.S. Newspaper Advt., The best corn-husker made.

Cornic (kffmik), a. Chem. [f. L. corn-us

(see Cornel) + -ic. ] In Cornic acid
i
a synonym

of Cornix, q.v.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 164 In 1835, Geiger
..discovered in it [bark of Cornus fiorida] a peculiar

crystallized bitter substance . . which tie distinguished by
the name of cornic acid. 1863 8z in Watts Diet. Chem.

Cornice (kfrinis), sb. Forms; 6- cornice, 7

cornishe, corniche (coronix), 6-8 coronice, 6

coronich, (cornix), 6-9 cornish. [The forms

cornice, cornishe, were taken immed. from F, and

It. equivalents: cf. 16th c. F. cornice, cornise, in

Cotgr. cornice, corniche * the cornish or brow of a

piller or wall', mod.F. corniche; ad. It. cornice

(korm 'tj<0 * the ledge whereon they hang tapistrie

in any roome ; also an out-jetting peecc or part of
j

a house or wall
1

( Florio) ; cornice represents the It.

spelling ; F. corttiche, Eng. cornish derive from

It. pronunciation. The variants coronix, coronice,

are based on 16-1 7th c. latinized forms.

It. cornice, the source of the word in all the mod. lanes.,

is known from the beginning of Italian literature, being fre-

quent in Dante. In form it is identical with cornice:—-L.

cornix, -hem crow (Corpus Comix), and by Florio it is

treated as the same word ; in the Vocabolario del/a Crusca
the two are separated. The L. term for the architectural :

cornice was cordtta ^Vitruvius), and some have conjectured

that the It. cornice is in some way derived or corrupted

from that word, the form coronix cited by Du Cange, and
used in Eng. by Shute in 1563, being assumed to be a con-

necting link. But there is no evidence for L. coronix before

16th c. Du Cange's example is of 1643, his example of

cornix of 1605 ; both appear to be merely latinized forms of

the Italian word, coronix being contaminated by the desire

to connect it with cordna. Another suggestion is that the

It. cornice was In some way related to L. eordnis, ~idem =
Gk. *'.pc«m, given in Hesychius in the sense to rtKevrcuoit

tt7« ottfoiofxijs intBtfia * the finishing piece placed on the

building', the * cope-stone*. But this could not have
phonetically given It. cornice, unless indeed the Gk. word
had passed into popular Italian use, and been assimilated

by popular perversion to cornice crow. Of this we have no
evidence.]

1. Arch. A horizontal moulded projection which

crowns or finishes a building or some part of a

building ; spec, the uppermost member of the

entablature of an order surmounting the frieze.

1563 Shute Archil. C ij b, The Coronix of the Pedestalle.

Ibid. D iv b, The Architraue, frise, & Cornishe. 1575
Laneham Let. (1871) 56 Columns, .that supported a cumly

j

Cornish. 16*4 Wotton Archil. (1672) 22 They [pillars]

have all their.. upper Adjuncts, as Architrave, Prize, and
Cornice. 1656 Earl Monm. Advt. fr. Parnass. 277
Augustus raised up the walls thereof even to the highest

Cornish. 1663 Gerbiek Counsel 12 Cornishes and Frontis-

pieces over the Windows. 1681 Cotton Poet. (1765)329

With all its Mouldings, Frize and Coronice.
#
17*6 Leoni

tr. AlbertCs Archit. I. 97 a, Let there be Cornices of Stone

. .projecting out acubit. 1833 Act 3-4 Will. IV, c 46 1 114

The water from the roofs andcornices of all houses or other

buildings. 1847 Lvtton Lucretia (1853) 33 The same en-

riched frieze and cornice.

b. An ornamental moulding, usually of plaster,

running round the wall of a room or other part of

the interior of a building, immediately below the
j

ceiling; the uppermost moulding of a piece of

wainscoting ; a picture-moulding, or the like
;
also,

the ornamental projection within which curtains

are hung.
1670 Lasskls Voy. Italy t. (1698)81 Over it runs a cornish

of silver plate nailed to the wall. 1773/'^//. Trans. LXIII.
326 The gilding of the cornish . . was quite blackened. 1800

W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XIII. 18 The cornish of the

wainscotting. 1858 Dickens Lett. 38 Aug., A great piece

of the cornice of the ceiling falling with a great crash. 1858

Simmonds Diet. Trade, Cornice .. a gilded or other orna-

mental work within which window curtains are suspended.

2. A ring or moulding encircling a cannon (It.

cornice degli orecchioni, Florio ; see also cornice*

ring in 4).

1571 Digges Pantom. (1591) 178 The Excesse wherby the

Semidiameter of the Ringe or Cornice of the Head dooth
exceed the Cornice of the Coyle lof a cannon]. 1645 N.

Stone Enchirid. Fortif. 57 The mussell-Ring or Coronice.

|| 3. Applied to a path or road along the edge of

a precipice. (Not an English sensed
18*3 Gai.t Entail III. xvL 153 The road.. lay on the

cornice of a precipice. 1824 — Rothelan 1 1 L 250 The road
towards it is a cornice, as the Sicilians, .call the paths which
wind along the edge of precipices. 1883 Burton & Cameron
To Gold Coast I. iii. 56 Seixal, on the north-west coast,

famous for its corniche-road.

4. Comb., as cornice-hook, a hook for hanging
pictures from a picture-cornice ;

cornice-piece, a

piece of moulding forming a cornice ; cornice-
j

plane, an ogee plane for planing mouldings ; I

cornice-polo, a pole carrying rings from which
j

curtains are hung ; cornice-rail (see quot.)

;

cornice-ring, the ring or moulding encircling a
cannon immediately behind the muzzle-ring ; =
Astragal 3.

1794 W. Felton Carriages (1801) I. 13 This [the front

roof-rail], with the door-case rails, has *Cornice-pieces
nailed on. 1879 Cassells Techn, Educ. IV. 298/2 "Cornice
poles .. coatetl with thin brass. 1794 Felton Carriages
Gloss., *Cornice Kails, the top framing of the body of a
coach or chariot, called roof rails. 1645 N. Stone Enchir.
Fortif. 56 The Astragali, or *Coronice ring. 169a Capt.
Smith** Seaman"s Gram. n. vi. 94 The Astragal, or

Cornice Ring. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s.v. Ordnance,
Cornish Ring of a Gun, is the next from the Muzzle Ring
backwards. 1751 Chambers Cycl., Corniche ring of a
piece of ordinance.

Cornice (k^nis), v> Also cornish. [f. prec.

sb.] trans. To furnish with a cornice ; fig. to

crown or finish as with a cornice.

1744 Eliza Hevwood Female Sfect. (1748) I. 123 Twelve
marble-pillars . . carved and cornished after the Doric and
Ionic manner. 1803 W. Taylor in Ann. Re-'. I. 431 The
whole work .. stretched into a hundred volumes . .would
cornish the literary wainscotting of a five-and-twenty foot

room. 187* Blackie Lays Highl. 131 A goodly temple,
walled behind With crag precipitous. .And by green bircnes

corniced.

Corniced (kfrjnist),///. a. Also cornished.

[f. prec. sb. or vb. + -ed.] Having a cornice,

adorned with a cornice.
1821 Keats Lamia 360 In the corniced shade Of some

arch'd temple door. 1870 Disraeli Lothair lxix. 369 The
proud palaces of Rome, their corniced and balconied fronts.

t Co'rnicement. Obs. [f. as prec. -f -men r.]

A structure of the nature of a cornice ;
cornicing.

1637 Luminalia A b, Above these, ran cornicements,

which made the ground of a second order.^ 1655 J. Webb
Stone-Heng (1725) 75 Those single Cornicements, which
being without Freese and Architrave, the Romans used to

set over their Pylasters.

Cornicing k^misin). Also 7 -ishing. [f.

as prec. + -INU '.] Work consisting of a cornice or

cornices.

1677 Plot Ox/ordsk. 75 Door-cases Cornishing, Mould-
ings, etc. 1881 Shorthouse y. IngtesanHtA. a) II. v. 139

Between the rich pilasters and cornicing which adorned the

front of the villa.

Cornicle ^kfrjnikT. [ad. L. cornicnlum, dim.

ofcomiihom.] A little horn (obs.) ; a small horn-

like organ or process, as the 1 horns * of a snail,

the antennae of an insect.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 155 [In snails] there will

be found on either side two black . . membranous strings,

which extend into the long and shorter cornicle upon pro-

trusion. X658 Rowland Moufet's Tkeat. Ins. 974 Haying
two cornicles or little short horns. Ibid. 1003 The cornicles

long and black, the wings coming forth of the middle of

theloins. tS^ToDDCycl.Anat. III. 843/1 Minute cornicles

sometimes attached to the pubis. 1859 I^id. V. 176/2 In

Poupart's ligament, .cornicles, .are said to have been found

in the human subject.

Cornicle, obs. Sc. and north, f. Chronicle.
c 1475 Partenay 1223 As ther cornicles shewith openly,

t Cornixnlar, a. Obs.rarc~ l
. [f. L. comi-

cul-utn little horn (see Cornicle) + -ar.1 -next.
1822 T. Taylor Apuleius 202 The Moon, .whether she in

cornicular, or divided, or gibbous, or full.

Corni'culate, [ad. L. corniculat-us horned,

f. comicuhtm little horn : see -ate 2
.] Horned

;

having pointed projections like horns.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. iii. m. lxii, It hath been.

.

shown That Venus NIoon-like grows corntculatc. 1668

Wilkins Real Char. 96 Herbs of a Comiculate or Horned
Seed-vessel. i7»i Blair in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 219 Some
with Comiculate Petala. 1866 Treat. Bot., Comiculate,
terminating in a process resembling a horn ; as the fruit of

Trapa bicornis.

+ Cornixnler. Obs. [ad. L. corniculdrius a

soldier presented with a comiculum (or horn-

shajwd ornament worn on the helmet) and thereby

promoted ; an adjutant.] An assistant officer.

c 1386 Chaucer Sec. flutes T. 369 Oon Maximus, that

was an Officer Of the Prefectes, and his Corniculer [v.r.

-eere, -erel 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 230 To 0011

Maximus hys cornyculer He hem delyverid.

Corniferous v
k^ini fCrPs), a. [f. L. cornifer

horn-bearing (f. cornu horn + -fer bearing) + -ous.]

+ 1. Producing or having horns. Obs.

1650 T. Blol'NT tr. Estienne's Art Dct'ises 72 The corni-

ferous cressant. 1651 J . FIreake] Arrippa's Occ. Philos. 143

Elevating corniferous humors into his head, and producing

horns.

2. Geo/. Containing or producing hornstone.

1873 Dawson Earth
<J-
Man v. 90 The ' Corniferous lime-

stone so called from the masses of hornstone . , contained in

it. 1883 S. M. Burnham Limestones, etc. 50 The Corniferous

period of the Devonian age.

Cornific (k(uni*fik), a. rare~°. [f. L. cornu

horn + -Fie] Producing horns or horn.

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Comijick, 1755m Johnson ; hence

in mod. Diets.

Cornification (k(5jnifiki?' j3n). Phys. and Zoo/.

[n. of action f. Cornify ; see -fication.] Pro-

duction of horn ; conversion into horny substance.

11843 South ey Doctor exxviii. 321 The habit of cornifi-

cation. 1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 498A The outer [eclfaj

undergo a more complete cornification.
^
1876 tr. Wagner s

Pal/utl. 358 Drying, cornification, shrivelling up of the

fibrin.
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Corniform Qcpjnif/um), a. rare-". [L. type

*corni/ormis, i. cornu horn + -formis -FORM : cf.

F. corni/orme.'] Having the form of a horn.
1836 Smart, Corniform, having the shape of horns.
Cornify ;k^unifai), v. [f. L. cornu horn + -FY.]

fl. trans. To fit with 'horns'; to cuckold. Obs.
1611 Coryat Crudities 405 If she [my wife] were fair, she

might perhaps cornifie me.

2. Phys. and Zool. To turn into horn or horny
substance. Hence Cornified///. a.

1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 498 These cornified plates.
187a Huxley Phys. xii. 278 Coalesced and cornified cells.

Corni'gerous, a. [f. L. corniger horn-bearing
(f. cornu horn + -ger bearing) + -ous.] Bearing or
having horns, horned

; producing horn or horny
substance.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xix. 261 Nature in other
cornigerous animals, hath placed the homes higher. 1679
Plot Staffordsh. (1686)257 Sheep, .being reckon'd amongst
the cornigerous Quadrupeds. 1834 Good Stud. Med. (ed. 4)
IV. 465 Examples of the cornigerous variety [of fish-skin
disease], .are by no means uncommon.
Cornill, obs. f. Cornel 3.

Cornimuse, var. of Cornemdse.
Cornill (k<rjnin). Chem. [f. L. corn-us (see

Cornel) + -in.] A bitter crystalline substance
obtained from the root of Cornus jlorida ; also
called comic acid.

1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 107 Called by him
[Mr. G. W. Carpenter] cornine, and afterwards cornia. 1863-
82 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 85 Cornin dissolves easily in
water and in alcohol, sparingly in ether.

Corning (k/-jnirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Corn v. + -ing 1.]

1. The action or process of granulation.
1560 Whitehorne Ord. Souldiers (1573I 28 a, The maner

of corning all sortes of pouder. 1679 Plot Staffordsh.
(1686) 94 During the time of its [salt's] corning they gene-
rally slacken their fire. 1711 [see Corn-powder], 1875
Ure Diet. Arts II. 765 The cake produced by the action
of the stones is ready for graining or corning.

2. Pickling with salt
;
salting.

1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improvem. (1746) 204
Each of them need first a little corning with salt. 1661
Lovell Hist. Anim. % Min. Introd.

1 3. The growing or cultivation of corn. Obs.
1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. hnpr. To Rdr., All which are

three staple Advantages of the Nation, and will hold hands
with Tillage, Corning, Trade, and Merchandize.

f 4. The practice of begging corn on St. Thomas's
day. dial. Obs. r

a 1806 Brand Pop. Ant. (1870) I. 246 There is a custom in
Warwickshire for the poor, on St. Thomas's Day, to go with
a bag to beg corn of the farmers, which they call going
a-corning.

5. attrib. and Comb., as coming-machine, -mill;
oorning-house, the part of a powder-mill where
the granulating is done.
1667 Hist. Gunpowder in Sprat Hist. R. Soc. (1702) 281

From the Mill the Powder is brought to the Coming-house.
1794 Ann. Peg. 42 The explosion of the coming-mill was
felt at the parsonage house. 1881 Greener Gun 313 The old

!

corning machine consisted of a large revolving rectangular
wooden frame, etc. 1884 Edin, Rev. July 36 A large maga-
zine and coming-house.

+ Cornish, a. 1 Obs. rare. [f. Corn sb.^ +
-ish 1.] Of the corn kind.
1649 Blithe Eng. Imfrov. Impr. (1653) 147 How to feed

Swin, without any comish meat. Ibid., Their cornish Musk-
ings they cast into the yard, .for the Swine to root amongst.
1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 80. 1725 Bradley Earn.
Diet. s.v. Swine.

Cornish (k?\mif), <z.2 {sb.) [f. first element of
Cornwall (OE. Cornweallas— Corn-Welsh) + -ish.
The native equivalent was KernttaJi, Kernetvec, deriv, of

Kerndn, Pou Kerndsu (=pagns Cornubise) Llwyd, Cernow,
Kernow (Williams*, Welsh Ceruyiv, Cornwall : cf. Breton
Kerned, Kerne, the district of Cornouailles in Armorica.
These forms point to a proto-Celtic *Comovjo-s, *Cornovja :

cf. med.L. Cornubia, whence Cornu'biau, Cornit'bic ~
\

Cornish. Ptolemy has Kopvaoiiioi, Roman sources Cornovii,
as names of British tribes, though not in Cornwall. Prob.
derived from Celtic com, cornu, ' horn ', in sense of project-
ing corner or headland.]

Of or belonging to Cornwall : a. Applied to the
people and language ; hence Cornishman. b. In
the names of various animals, plants, natural pro-
ducts, etc. found in Cornwall, as Comish chough
(see Chough 2 a), crow, daw, C. heath, C. money-
wort, etc. ; also Cornish boiler, the cylindrical
flue-boiler invented by Smeaton ; Cornish clay, a
clay obtained from the decomposition of Cornish
granite, used in making earthenware ; C. diamond,
a variety of quartz found in Cornwall ; a crystal of
this quartz ; C. engine, a form of single-acting
condensing steam-engine, used for pumping up
water, first used in Cornwall

; C. gilliflower, a
variety of apple ; C. hug (in Wrestling), see Hug
sb. ; C. pump, a pump worked by a Cornish engine

;
|

Cornish stone, t (a) = Comish diamond
; (b)

Cornish granite in a state of partial decomposi-
tion, ground and used with clay in the manufacture
of earthenware.
a. 1547 Boorde Introd. Knowl. i. (1870) 122 The apendex

.
.
treatinge of Cornewall and Comyshe men. Ibid. 123 In

Cornwall is two speches : the one is naughty Englyshe, and
the other is Cornyshe speche. Ibid., No Cornysheman dothe

nomber aboue xxx. 1602 Carew Cornwall 1. (1769) 19 The
Cornish people gaue themselues principally, .to the seeking
of Tynne. Ibid. 55 Comish names hold an affinity with the
Welsh. 1880 T. Q. Couch E. Cornwall Gloss. Introd. 74
The Cornishman, a Penzance weekly paper.
b. 1840-56 S. C. Brees Gloss. Civil Engin. s.v. Boiler,

Boilers . . ist, globular ; 2ndly, cylindrical . . as the Cornish
•boiler. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 112 A large
preserved Specimen of Comish *Brown Trout(Salmofario).
1552 Huloet, Cornyshe *chowghe or crowe, Pyracorax.
1829 S. Shaw Staffordsh. Potteries 160 For the finest pottery
there is also used a certain proportion of Cornish or china
'clay. 1866 E. M eteyard Eife W edgtvood 423 The oppo-
sition of the Potters to Champion's Bill . . left open . . the free
use of Cornish stone and clay. £1575 Pari, Byrdes 145 in
Hazl. E.P. P. I 1. 174 Than sayde the Cornyssh Maw. 1591
Nashe in Arh. Garner I, 50: (D.) If one wear Cornish
"diamonds on his toes. 1748 De Foe's TourGt. Brit. (1871.)
II. 5 (D.) Hengeston Hill, which produces a great plenty of
Cornish diamonds. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch Clochir.
215 Rock crystal .. also known as .. 'Cornish' or 'Irish'
diamond. 1840-56 S. C. Brees Gloss. Civil Engin., Cornish
*Engine, a single acting beam engine, employed in raising
water from mines. .The steam, .is used for the down stroke
only, and raises an immense weight fastened to the pump rod
at the end of the beam. cxS$o Nat. Encycl. I. 937 The
finest variety, .is the Cornish y

OilIiflower. 1861 Miss Pratt
Flower. PL III. 367 Cornish *Heath. .is well distinguished
. .by its truly bell-shaped corolla. Ibid. IV. 134 Creeping
Sibthorpia. .is called also Cornish *Money-wort. 1882 The
Garden 21 Jan. 34/2 The Cornish Moneywort. .1 have stuck
..in against a moist bank in a deep Surrey lane. 1695
Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iv. ,1723) 198 The Cornish-
*Stones, the Bristow-Stones. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat.
Mechanic 481 The glaze for cream-coloured pottery is

formed of white lead, Cornish-stone, and flint.

2. sb. The ancient language of Cornwall, a mem-
ber of the Brythonic branch of the Celtic languages

;

it became extinct in the latter part of the 18th c.

1547 Boorde Introd. Knotul. i. (1870) 123 Who so wyll
speake any Cornishe, Englyshe and Cornyshe doth folow.
1602 Carew Cornwall 1. (1769) 71 A kinde of Enterlude,
compiled in Cornish out of some scripture, history. 1867
Max Ml; llerC/://^(iS8oi III. xiv. 300 Cornish began to di^
out in Cornwall about the time of the Reformation.
Cornish e, -nix, obs. ff. Cornice.
tCo'rnix. Obs. [Cf. It. cornice] - Corne-

lian. Commonly comix-stone

.

1611 Florio, Corgnola, a comix stone. Cornice . . Also a
red Cornixstone. 1632 Sherwood, The cornaline, orcornix-
stone, comaline.

CO'rnland, Corn-land. Land appropriated
to, or suitable for, the cultivation of com.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II, 43 (Matzn.) J?ere is nobil

cornlond and fruytful. 1469 Plnmpton Corr. 21 The corne-
land is overflotin with water, a 16x3 Overbury Characters,
Jaylor, The best acre of corn-land . . in England. 1707
Curios, in Husb. 4 Card. 140 Nitre, .has the greatest Effect
on all Corn-Lands. 1846 C. G. Prowett Aeschylus' Prom.
Bd. 18 The broad Corn-lands of fruitful Cicily. 1866 Kings-
ley Hettw. vi 124 Broken by cornland and snug farms.

Co'rn-law, Corn Law. A law regulating
the trade in corn, esp. its export and import.
In English political history the name is used specifically of

the laws_ restricting the importation of cereals which were
in force in the United Kingdom in the earlier part of the
19th c. ; against these laws the Auti-Com-Law Agitation
arose in 1838, and they were repealed in 1846. (In this ap-
plication usually spelt with capitals.)

1766 {title) Three Tracts on the Corn Trade and Corn
Laws. 1777 J. Anderson {title) An Inquiry into the Nature
of the Corn Laws, with a view to the new Corn Bill proposed
for Scotland. 1823 Cobbett Rut. Rides (1885) I. 405 The
wise men of the newspapers are for a repeal of the Corn
Laws. 1841 W. Spalding Italy % It. Isl. III. 401 The
Venetian corn-laws had two marked features. 1856 Emer-
son Eng. Traits, Th4 'Times' Wks. (Bohn) II. 117 It
adopted the League against the Corn Laws. 1868 Rogers
Man. Pol. Econ. (1876) 163 There has been . . a regular
annual rise in rent, since the repeal of the corn-laws.

Hence {nonce-7ads.) Corn-law v.> to impose corn-
laws upon ; Com-lawing1 ppl. a., passing or sup-
porting corn-laws.
1843 Emerson Misc., Carlyle Wks. (Bohn) III. 317 London

and Europe tunnelled, graded, corn-lawed. 1843 Carlyle
Past <y Pr. (1858) 188 Even corn-lawing Aristocracy.

Cornless (kp-jnles), a, [f. Corn^-I* -less.]
Without corn ; destitute of corn.
1827 Lytton Pelham lxiv. (D.), Alive to the cornless state

of the parson's stable. 1883 H. Drummond Nat. LawSpir.
W. 129 In this world only the cornless ear is seen.

Co:rn-ma*rigold. Popular name of Chry-
santhemum segetum, a plant with bright yellow
flowers, common as a weed amongst corn.

1597 Gerarde Herbal ccxliv. § 1. 605 Corne Marigold .

,

hath a soft stalke, hollow, and of a greene colour, where-
upon doe growe great leaues, 1727 Bradley Earn. Diet.
s.v. Ficoides, The Crysanthemum or Corn-marigold. 1861
Miss Pratt Floiver. PL III. 313 Corn Marigold, .with its

bright yellow blooms.

t Co*rn-master. One who has corn to sell.

1580 North Plutarch (1676) 707 These Corn-masters
bringing a sample of their Corn in a Dish or Napkin to
shew you..by that little do sell all that they have. 1625
Bacon Ess., Riches (Arb.) 235 A Nobleman . . A Great
Grasier, A Great Sheepe-Master . . A Great Corne-Master.
1638 Penkethman Artach. Kiij, The uncharitable greedi-

nesse, or unconscionable hoording of Corne-Masters and
Farmers. 1667 Ld. Orrery State Lett. (1743) II. 262.

Co'rn-meal. gen. Meal made of corn or grain ;

spec, in Scotl., oatmeal ; in U.S., meal of maize or

Indian corn.
1820 Scott Monast. viii, To put in a handful of ashes

amongst Christian folk's corn-meal. 1855 W. Sargent

Braddocks Exp. 85 Their, .corn-meal, either ground by
hand or pounded in a wooden mortar, afforded their only
bread. 1879 Marion C. Tyrek Honsek. Old Virginia 60
Take one quart sifted corn meal and a teacup of cracklins.

Co*rn-me:rchant. A dealer in corn.
«553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices III. (1558) 142 Neither well

dyd the cornemarchaunt . . in holdyng his peace. 1707
Curios, in Husb. Card. 117 The Corn-Merchant ought
not to conceal, .what he knows. 1795 Hull Advertiser
9 May 1/1 T. Tomlinson of Winterton . . Corn Merchant.

Co*rn-mill. Also 6 -miln.
1. A mill for grinding corn or grain; a flour-mill.
1523 Fitzherb. Surr: 9 b, There be many maner of mylnes

as corneniylnes, wyndmylnes, horsemylnes. 1625 N. Ridmg
Records IV. 159 A water corn mill. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.
Nat. (1852) II. 86 Man . . can make corn-mills . . that grind
the corn he must else have pounded in a mortar. 1864 A.
McKay Hist. A'ilmarnoch 4 Where stood the corn-mill of
the parish till the year 1703.

2. A machine for roughly grinding the cobs of
Indian corn for stock-feeding purposes. £/.S.
So CoTn-miller, a miller.
1812 Examiner 12 Oct. 648/2 J. Shephard. .corn-miller,

t Co*rn-monger. Obs. Also 6-7 -munger.
Acorn-dealer ; often used with implication of greed
or extortion.

^1515 Cocke Lorclts B. (Percy Soc.) 10 Arowe heders,
maltemen and corne mongers. 1580 LvLV Euphues (Arb.f
438 They haue more store of pasture then tillage .. which
maketh more grasiors then Corncmungers. 1603 Bp. HALr.
Scrm. 19 Ve Cormorant Coinmongers, hatch up a dearth
jn the time of plenty. 1614T. Wilson Comm. Rom. (16271,
The covetous usurers, cornemongers, oppressors, extortion-
ers. 1814 Scott ll'av. xxxix, 'The corn-monger 1

; will make
the auld price gude against them as has horses till keep."

f Cornmudgin. Obs. rare- 1
. App. an altera-

tion of corwogcon, Curmudgeon, with the first

syllable assimilated to corn, used as a rendering of
L. frumentarius corn-dealer.
1600 Holland Livy iv. xv. 150 A rich cornc-mudgin

1

[frumentarius], that with a quart (or measure of corne oftwo
pounds) had bought the freetlome of his fellow cittizens.

Ibid, xxxvjii. xxxv. 1004 The fines that certeine cornmudgins
\frumcutarios\ paid, for hourding up. .their graine.

Cornmuse, var. of Coenemuse.
II Corno (korn^). Mus. PI. corni. [It. :-L.

cornu] The Italian word for Horn, applied esp.

to the French horn. Corno inglese = Cor anglais
or English horn ; corno di bassetlo, the basset-

horn ; also name of an organ stop.
1818 Moore Fudge Earn, in Jean's vi. 118 [He] superin-

tends the Corni parts. 1856 Mrs. C. Clarke Berlioz In-
strument. 99 The low sounds of the corno inglese. Ibid.

115 The low notes of the corno di bassetto are the finest.

1876 Hilks Catech. Organ x. (1878) 72 Corno di Bassetto.

.

another name for the Clarionet stop, when it extends
throughout the compass of the Manual [of the organ].

Cornock, -nook, obs. ff. Curnock, a measure.

Cornodo: see Cornuto.
Cornoile, obs. f. Cornel ^.

Cornopean '

v
k^jn<7u-p;an). Mus.

1. Another name for the cornet d piston : see

Cornet sb. 1 1.

1837 Musical World 29 Dec. VII. 254 The cornopean was
1 first introduced into England, .about four years ago. 1843

Alb. Smith Wassail-Bowl II. 26 A harp, piano, and corno-
pean. 1892 Civil Serv. Supply Assoc. Price List, Corno-

' pean, 2 tones, new model, water-key, in case 24/6.

2. An 8-ft. reed-stop on an organ.
1840 in Grove Mus. Diet. II. 6or [Organ of] Town Hall,

Birmingham. .[Stops] on Solo Manual. .6. Cornopean. 1876
Hiles Catech. Organ x. (1878) 73 Cornopean, an 8 feet

striking reed, on the Manual.

Corn-parsley. A species of wild parsley,

Petroselinum segetum, found as a weed in corn-

fields; sometimes misapplied to Sison Amomum.
1861 Miss Pratt Fhnvcr. PI. III. 23. 1868 Treas. Bot.

870/1 Petroselinum scgetum, the Corn Parsley, formerly a
rare plant in the cornfields of Sussex, is now frequently met
with in arable fields throughout England. 1890 Daily
Ne-zvs 18 Sept. 3/1 Broad ditches full of flags, rushes .. and
cornparsley, and stinging nettles.

Co rn-pipe. A rustic musical instrument made
of a stalk of corn.

1549 Compi. Scot. vi. 42, I beheld mony . . hirdis blauuand
ther buc hornis and ther corne pipis. Ibid. vi. 65 The
thrid playit on ane trump, the feyrd on ane corne pipe.

a 1740 Tickell (J.), Now the shrill corn-pipes, echoing loud

to arms, To rank and file reduce the straggling swarms.

Jig. i8a8 Carlyle Goethe's Helena Misc. I. 132 And so

on, through all the variations of the critical corn-pipe.

Co'rn-pone. Southern U.S. [See Pone.] A
kind of Indian corn bread made with milk and

eggs ; also a loaf of this bread.

i860 in Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1886 Boston (Mass.)

JmL 8 Dec. 2/4 A Southern Society has been formed in New
York, and its members are confident in being as happy over

the corn-pone and the hog-jowl as the New-Englanders
over doughnuts and hard cider. 1890 Century Mag. Aug.

615/1 His comrade [produced] several large corn-pones.

+ Co*rn-pOWder. Obs. Gunpowder that has

been ' corned ' or granulated.

1560 Whitehorne Ord. Souldiours (1573) 41 a, Puting in

the mouthes of the holes, .a litle fine corne pouder. 1581

Styward Mart. Discipl. 1. 12 Bullets, Chaineshot, Cros-

barres, Corne-powder, Serpentine powder. 1627 Capt.
Smith Seaman's Gram. xiv. 71 That [powder] for small

Ordnance is called corne Powder fine. 171 1 Mil. # Sea
Diet. (ed. 4) s.v. Powder, There are two sorts of it ; the one
call'd Serpentine, which is in Dust without corning, the
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other Corn-Powder. 1709 G. Smith Labor, I. 10 Corn
powder is whole gunpowder.

Co'rn-rent, A rent for agricultural land paid

in corn, or one the amount of which is determined

each year according to the price of corn.

1809 Tomlins Law Diet., Corn-rents. 1845 Fenny Cycl.

Suppl. I. 420/2 Corn-rent is a money-rent varying in amount
according to the fluctuations of the price of corn. In many
parts of the south of Scotland corn-rents are paid according
to theJiar prices of corn, as determined in each county by
a jury. 1866 Rogers Agric. $ Pr. I. iv. 72 The Cuxham
serf., pays a corn-rent of one quarter of seed wheat at

Michaelmas, etc. 1878 F. A. Walker Money 1. viii. 159 To
a certain limited extent .such a substitute, where lands are
to be leased, has been found in corn-rents.

Co rn-rick. A rick of corn in the straw.
a 1000 in Thorpe Homilies II. 178 (Bosw.) Wearb jemet

3set feoh uppon anre cornhryecan. 1669 Worlidge Syst.
Agric. (1681) 217 Their Houses, Barns, and Corn-reeks.

Co*rn-rose.
1. The common Corn Poppy (Papaver RhcEOS).
1517 Andrew Bruns?vyke's Distyl. Waters clviii. Kiija,

Water of red corne roses. 1578 Lyte Dodoetts RL lxxxii.

433 There be two sortes of red Poppie or Cornerose, the
great and the small, differing oneiy in leaues, but the
flowers are lyke one another. 1657 Coles Adam in Eden
ill. 7 The white Corn-Rose groweth amongst the Wheat,
between Pontfract and Ferry-Bridge. 1B61 Miss Pratt
Floiver. Pi. I. 67 Papaver Rhaeas. .Country people call the
plant Corn-rose.

2. Applied to the Cockle (Cockle 1 i, 2).

1611 Cotgr., Alesnes, Cockle, Corne-rose, field Nigella,
wild Nigella. 1678 Phillips, Cockle, a Weed caird Corn-
rose, Darnel, or neld-Nigella. 1711-42 Bailey, Cockle, a
Weed, otherwise called Corn-rose, c 1878 Oxford Bible
Helps s.v. Cockle, * Cockle' in Job xxxi. 40 means the corn-
rose, a weed found among corn.

3. Applied to the Field-rose.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796.1 II. 465 White-flowered
Dogs Rose. Corn Rose.

Co'rn-salad. A small succulent plant, Vale-

rianella oliioria, or Lamb's-Lettuce, found wild in

corn-fields, and cultivated as an early salad.

1597 Gekakdi Herbal xxxv. 242 Of Lambes Lettuce, or
Corne sallade. 1640 Glapthorne Wit in Constable I, One
that lives on Onions and Corne sallets. 1664 Evelyn A'al.

Hort. (1729) 192 Sow Beans, Pease, Rounsevals, Com-
sallet. 1767 I. Abercromdie Ev. Man his own Card. 657/1
Corn Satlad, or lamb's lettuce', a small annual plant of
three or four inches growth used as a substitute for common
lettuce in winter and spring sallads. i860 Delamer Kitch.
Card. (1861) 112 The value of corn-salad is its earliness.

188a Garden 17 June 427/2 Corn Salad may be sown from
February until June.

Crrm-shuck. U.S. = Corn -husk.
a i860 Thorpe Big- Bear Arkansas (Bartl.), A wild-cat

skin pulled off whole, stuffed with corn-shucks, for a pillow.

1884 J. G. Bourke Snake Dance iv. 39 Cedar sprigs en-

circled ankles and waists, and corn-shucks tied up their hair.

So Co rn-shucking" = Corn-husking.
a i860 Major Jottes (Bart!.), The young people were all.

.

laughin", as if they'd been to a corn-shuckin', more "n to a
meetin' house. 1884 Sat. Rev. 7 June 740/2, I have seen
the negro at work, and I have, .attended his corn-shuckings.

Ccrn-Snake. A large harmless snake, Coluber
guttatus, common in the southern United States.

1676 T. Glover in Phil. Trans. XI. 651 There is another
sort called the Corn-Snake, because he is usually found in
Corn-fields. 1688 J. Clayton Virginia, Ibid. XVIII. 135
The Corn-Snake, most like the Rattle-Snake of all others in

colour. 1736 Mortimer Nat. Hist. Carolina, Ibid.

XXXIX. 257 The Corn-Snake. This takes its Name from
the Resemblance of its Colour to that of Maize or Indian
Corn. 1880 Lrbr. Univ. Knowledge IV. 348 Com snake.

Corn-stalk.
1. A stalk of corn, esp. in U.S. of Indian corn.
Also attrib. and Comb., as corn-stalk cutter, a machine

for cutting up the stalks of Indian corn of a previous year's
crop to allow them to be ploughed into the ground ; corn-
stalkfiddle, a musical toy made of a stalk of Indian corn.
1816 J. Pickering Voc. Words U. S. t Com-Sta/ks. The

farmers of New England use this term.. to denote the
upper part of the stalks of Indian Corn (above the ear)
which is cut off while green, and then dried to make fodder
for their cattle. 18*5 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 77 A
spoonful or two of .. corn-stalk molasses. 183a Lander
Adv. Niger II. x. 107 The surprising height and stiffness

of the corn-stalks. 11834 L*ow Serm. (Bartlett\ There is

no more sentiment in the soul of an old bachelor, than there
is music in a corn-stalk fiddle.

2. fig. A tall, lithe person ; hence, a nickname
given to persons of European descent bom in

Australia, more particularly in New South Wales.
1865 H. Kingsley Hillyars <y Burtons xxviii, More par-

ticular over their rations than any corn-stalk cockatoo. 1880
Inclis Austral. Cousins 149 'Cornstalk' is the generic
nickname applied to the native-born New South Welshman
. .they are thus dubbed from the prevailing tendency of the
adolescens simplex of Australia to run somewhat more to
length than to breadth, 1886 F. H. H. Guillemard Cruise
Marchesa 1. 92 We were astonished at being greeted in very
fair English by a long lean cornstalk of a lad.

Cornstone (kfrmstJnn). Geo/, [f. Corn sb.1 +
Stone.] A name, originally local, for an earthy

concretionary limestone, mottled red and green,

forming a subordinate bed in the Old Red Sand-
stone formation in various parts of Britain.

' They are said to derive their name from the fertile corn-
soil that overlies them in Hereford, as compared with the
tenacious clays which cover the marls and sandstone-.

'

( Page Handbk. Geol. Terms).
i8» Conybeark & Phillips Geol. Eng. *r Wales 362 A

rock of a pseudu-brecciated appearance, known by the name

of Corn-stone. 1877 A. H. Green Phys. Geol. 11. $ 6.73
Passages sometimes occur from Calcareous Sandstones into

Limestone, and the intermediate forms are called locally

Cornstones.
attrib. 184a H. Miller O. R. Sandst. viii. led. 2) 176

The Cornstone formation Is more extensively developed in

Forfarshire. 1881 Whitehead Hops 22 The Cornstone divi-

sion of the old Red Sandstone formation.

t Co*rn-tree- Obs. [OE. corntriow, f. L.

com-us cornel + triow Trek.] = Cobnel-tuee.
1000 ^Elfric Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 138 Cornus, corn-

treow. a 1000 Ags. Gloss, ibid. 217 De corttce cornu, of

corntreowes rindum. 1551 Tl rner Herbal 1. M ij b, The
female is called of some doge berry tree : sume call it

corn tree. 1577 Harrison England u. xx. (1877) 1. 330
Strange fruit such as almonds, figges, corne-trees. 1607

Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 145 A man bitten with a mad
Dog, falleth mad presently when he cometh under the

shadow of a Corn-tree.

II Cornu Vg mxu). PI. cornua. The Latin

word for a horn : applied in Anat. to various

processes resembling or likened to horns : esp. a.

The two processes or lateral cavities of the womb
{cornua uteri), into which the Fallopian tubes

open. b. The three processes of each of the

lateral ventricles of the brain. C. The two pairs

of small bones {greater cornua or thyrohyals, and
smaller corttua or ceratohyats) which articulatewith

the lateral surfaces of the hyoid bone. d. The two
lateral processes of the coccyx, and those of the

sacrum, e. The four processes {superior and
inferior cornua) of the thyroid cartilage, f. The
two processes or 1 horns 1 of the grey matter (which
exhibits in section the form of a crescent) in each
half of the spinal cord.
1691 Ray Creation 11. (1701) 305 Before it [the 'egg']

passes through the Tubes or cornua into the uterus. 1842
E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. 375 Each Lateral ventricle is

divided 1 .: • 'a central cavity, and three smaller cavities

called Cornua. 1854 Owe* in Circ. Sc. (c 1865) II, 89/2
The ossicle called 'lesser cornu of the hyoid bone'. 1857
Bullock Cazeaux* Midivif. 18 Two tubercles, called the
cornua of the sacrum. 1869 Hex ley Phys. xi. (ed. 3) 286
The convex sides of the cornua of the grey matter . . are
joined by the bridge which contains the central canal. 1871
Darwin Desc, Man I. iv. 123 The uterus is developed from
two simple, primitive tubes, the inferior portions of which
form the cornua. 1881 Mivart Cat 227 Each inferior cornu
articulates with that outside of the cartilage.

Cornual (k^miwal), a. Anat. [ad. L. cornu-
ill-is

t {. cornu horn.] Of or pertaining to the cornua
of the grey matter of the spinal cord.

Comitate (k^'iniMj^t}, a. [ad. L. cornudtus

horned, horn-shaped, f. cornu horn: see -ate-.]
* Having horns, horn-shaped' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Co'rnuated, a. [f. as prec. + -ed.] = prec.

1859 1 odd Cycl. Anat. V. 120/1 On each side projects
upwards and backwards a cornuated process.

Cornubianite (k^ini/rbianaiO. A/in. Also
Cornubiate. [f. Comubian, Cornish, f. Cornubia,
Cornwall (see Cornish^ + -ite.] A hard dark blue

laminated rock found in Cornwall with granite.

1878 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 230 Naumann has
collected into one class, under the name of ' Cornubiates,'
several exceptional varieties of gneiss. 1879 Rutlry Study
Rocks xii. 213 Cornubianite (proteolite) is a compact granu-
lar-scaly condition of gneiss.

f Cornu-cap'd, a. Obs. [Nonce-wd. with re-

ference to Cobnucopia (sense d).] Horn-capped.
t 1650 Brathwait Bamabees Jrnl. Xija, Veni,vidi,vici,

lust, I came call'd coll'd toy'd trifl'd kissed, Comu-copiam
optans Duct, Captainc Cornu-cap'd I wished.

Cornucopia (k^jniz/ikiTa-pia). Also -copiao.

[A late L. form, written as one word, of the

earlier cornu cCpm 'horn of plenty'; fabled to

be the horn of the goat Amalthca by which the

infant Zeus was suckled; the symbol of fruitful-

ncss and plenty.]

The horn of plenty; a goat's horn represented in

art as overflowing with flowers, fruit, and corn.
1502 Greene Maiden's Dream Poems 133 [Hospitality]

With her cornucopia in her fist. 1611 Bible Transt. Pre/,
3 Men talke of Comu-copia, that it had all things necessary
for foode in it. 1623 Forii iSWl Darling iv. i. When
Plenty, Summer's daughter, empties daily Her Cornucopia,
filled with choicest viands, 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy 1 1. 337
Candlesticks of pure gold made like cornucopias. 1762-71
H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) V. 117 Small
head in an oval frame, with cornucopias and stone-work.

1794 Sullivan Virtu Nat. IV. 197 Ceres .. with her
bounteous cornucopia. 1872 Spurceon Treas. Dav. Ps.
lxviii. 9 The Lord, as from a cornucopia, shook out blessings
upon it [the earth}. 1878 Bates Centr. Amer. iiL 24.

b. An ornamental vessel or receptacle shaped
like the horn of plenty.
1863 Whyte Melville Gladiators II. 267 A flagon or two

of wine, and a golden cornucopia of fruit and flowers.

C. fig. An overflowing stock or store.
i6iz Coryat Crudities To Rdr., Fertill territories re-

plenished with a very Cornucopia of al manner of commodi-
ties. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 1. vi. 9 11 That County [Corn-
wall] is the Cornu-copia of saints. 1724 Swift Cortnna
Wks. 1775 III. 11.154 "er common-place book. .Of scandal
. .a cornucopia. 1853 C. Bronte Viltette xix, My sympathy
desired to keep its cornucopia replenished.

d. humorously. The ' horn \ of cuckoldry.
1600 J. Lane Tom Tel-troth 675 With cornucopia, Corne- !

wall and the home Which their bad wiues bid from their
bed be sent. 1878 J. W. Ebsworth Bagford Ballads 294
The ironical praise of Cuckolds, .may be studied with ad-
vantage by mature students, who do not believe that the
Cornucopia was a new ornament.

Cornucopian (kfJjniwkJn-pian}, a. [f. prec. +
-an.] Of or pertaining to a cornucopia

; plentiful,

overflowingly abundant.
1609 Armin Maids 0/ More-Cl. (1880) 129 Her..Who

fronts me with a Cornucopian wreath. 1796 W. Taylor in
Monthly Rev. XXI. 492 With a cornucopian opulence of
thought and allusion, i860 Mrs. P. Byrnf. Undercurrents
Overlooked \. 128 With cornucopian abundance.

Comucopiosity. nonce-wd. ? Comucopia-
like arrangement or profusion.

1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs 1, Flowers writhe up the walls

in every kind of comucopiosity.

t Cornuco*pious, a. Obs. nonce-wd. (Cf. Cob-
nucopia d.)

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. viL 110 A Cuckolds eye
(which is a Cornu-copious eye).

t Cornue. Obs. rare— 1
, [a. F. comue 1 a kind

of bending Limbecke of glasse' (Cotgr.), ad.

med.L. corrtula.] A retort; =Cornute sb. 1.

167a Shadwell Miser 11. Wks. 1720 IIL 44 A furnace of

brick, with the comues and recipients.

CornuOUS (kp-iniwas ', a. rare— 1
, [f. L. cornu

horn + -ous.] Of the nature of horn, horny.
1818 Blacktv. Mag. IIL 462 Cornuous substances.

t CornU"te, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. cornut-

us, -a, -um horned, f. cornu horn. Already
in med.L. used as a sb. in sense R 1, cornuta a

retort.]

A. adj. — COBNUTED.
1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey^; hence in Bailey, etc.

B. sb. 1. A retort used in distilling.

1605 Timme Quersit. 111. 172 Distill it by a comute.
173CH& Bailey (folio), Comute (with Chymists) a still.,

having a crooked Neck.. to draw Spirits or Oils out of
Woods, Minerals, and Things which require a strong Heat.

2. A forked pennon.
1625 F. Markham Bk. Hon. m. ix. §9 Those that were to

receiue this Honour, .came before him with their Comutes,
which were long Streamers or Ensignes with two long
Forkes, or Nookes at the lower ende in the manner of Homes.
3. Some homed animal.
16^4 R, H. Salemes Reeim. 50 Wholesome . . against the

byting of a Beast called the Comute.
4. One who is ' horned 1

; a cuckold.
1608 Machin Dumb Knt. in. t. in Ha2l. Dodsley X. 173

Your best of friends. .Usurps your bed, and makes you a
comute. 1707 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. (1715) II. ix, In the

next severe Dispute Between the King and Earl Comute.

5. Logic. A 'horned* argument, dilemma; the

ancient sophism 1 cornutus ' : see Cebatine.
1739 R. Bull tr. Dedekindus' Grobianus 21 A Dilemma

is a kind of a Cuckoldy or homed Argument ; wherefore
Logicians frequently call it a Comute. [1837-8 Hamilton
Logic xxiii. I. 466 1 he sop 'tisma heteroztteseos, or sophism
of counter-questioning .. obtained among the ancients the

names of the Dilemma, the Cornutus, the Litigiosus [etc).

. . To take for an example of this fallacy, the Ktpanvot or
Cornutus 5—it is asked ;—Have you cast your horns? [etc]

1887 Fowler Deduct. Logic 155 note.]

Comute (kfjjni«'t), v. arch, [f. as prec]
trans. To give 4 horns ' to, to ' horn * ; i.e. to make
a cuckold of.

1507 Lvly Woman in Moone iff. it, I have done this to

comute my maister. 1633 Ford Love's Sacr. iv. i. You arc
most shamefully, .most scornfully comuted. 1710 Hkarnc
Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc) IIL 89 O'regrown in Sin, comuted,
and in Debt, 1885 Athenmum 2 May 577 He [Iago] vehe-
mently suspects that Emilia and Othello nave comuted him.

b. ///. (nonce-use.)

1831 Carlyle Ntbel. Lied in Misc. Ess. (1888) III. 124

Let no one.. fancy that our brave Siegfried .. was actually
comuted, and had horns on his brow.

Hence Cornu'ting vbl. sb.

1640 Shirley Hum. Court, iv. i. Some city-heir That
would . . pay for his cornuting. 177a 'Towtt 4- Country
Mag. 23 He had. .been a capital offender in the cornuting
way.

Cornuted (k^ini/i'ted), a. [f. prec. adj.

or vb. +-ED L]
1. Having horns, or horn-like projections ; horned.
1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Comuted, hauing homes.

1613 Zoi'ch Dove 40 The silver Crescent, in the sable
skye Seemes to resemble Loyres cornuttd streamcs. 1760
C. Johnston Chrysal {iSaaj I. 101 Philosophical remarks
on comuted animals. 1.816 G. S. Faber One. Pagan Idol.

III. 351 The bovine and comuted figure of Bacchus. 1831
Carlyle Sart. Res. 1. vii, Bushel-breeches, comuted shoes.

1870 Kolleston Anim. Life Introd. IB, The males, except
in the cornuted species, being slighter in make,

b. Having the form of a hom, horn-shaped.
1866 E. C. Rye in Intelt. Obsert: No. 56. 132 Cornuted pro-

cesses on head or thorax.

2. * Horned cuckolded.
161a N. Breton Pasguifs Nt.-Cap (1877) 117 Loe here

(cornuted Seigniors) here you see It is no wonder for to
weare a home. 1717 Bullock Worn, a Riddle 1. i, A cor-

nuted coxcomb. 1830 Eraser's Mag. II. 92 Comuted hus-
bands.

f3. Of an argument: 'Homed'. Obs. Cf.

Cobnute sb. 5.

1683 O. U. Parish Ch. no Convent, to Else he would not

art'etare against our Bishops, .with his cornuted arguments.

+ 4. Of grain :
1 Spurred ' with ergot. Obs.

1676 Phil. Trans. II. 761 The Comuted Rey was the

cause of the gangrens. /bid. 760 This comuted grain'
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il Comu'tO. Obs. or arch. Also 5 oomodo.
[It.:—L. comittns Cornute.] A cuckold.
c 1430 I.vdg. Bochas n. xxiii. (1554) 60 a, As in some lond,

cornodo, men them call. 1508 Shaks. Merry W. 111. v. 71
The peaking Curnuto her husband. 1651 Burton Anat.
Mel. III. ii. nr. iii. 475 Their husbands bankrupts, if not

cornuto's. 1774 Gibbon Misc. IVks. (1814' II. 119 [He] can
prove himself a Cornuto. 1S30 F'raser's Mag. I. 42 The
husband will not be obliged . . to eat a cornuto dinner with
his frail spouse, nor share her detestable couch.

t Cornu'tor. Obs. [f. Cornute v. after L. agent

nouns.] One who cornutes ; a cuckold-maker.
a 1675 Jordan Poems 2 b (T.), He that thinks every man is

his wife's suitor Defiles his bed, and proves his own cornutor.

c 1750 ititle) The Cornutor of Seventy-five.

Cornutus : see Cornute sb. 5.

t Corn - vorant. Obs. Punning alteration

of cormorant, corvorant (as if f. corn + -voranl

devouring), in allusion to the extortions of corn-

mongers. Cf. Corn-monger, Cornmudgin.
1609 W. M. Man in Moone in Halliw. Character Bks.

(1857) 103 He is an insatiable cormorant, or rather come-
vorant.. a mercilesse money- monger, .and unconscionable
extortioner. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Wlwle Creature xiii.

§ 1. 177 Eating Tike Cormorants (or Com vorants).

Cornwallite (kjr-mwolait). Min. [f. Corn-

wall + -ite.] A green amorphous arsenite of

copper, resembling malachite, found in Cornwall.
1850 Dana Min. 528.

Co'rn-worm. The larva of the Corn-moth or

other insect, destructive to grain.

a 800 Corpus Gloss. 2114 Uc\r\miculus, cornuurma. c 1000

i^LFRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 117 l/ermiculns, cornwurma.
1660 Hexham Dutch Dict.,Eeu Kalauder. .a Corne-worme.
1862 Chambers' Encycl. s.v. Commoth, The corn-worm eats

into the grain, and attaches grains together by a web.

Corny (kf?\mi), a. 1 [f. Corn sb.\ + -v !.]

1. Of or pertaining to corn. a. when growing
or cut.

1580 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxiv. xvi, The summers corny
crowne. 1595 Markham Sir R. Grinvile ii, The earth .

.

Boasting his cornie mantle stird with aire. 1625 Lisle Du
Bartas 14 (T.) [The rain] downward gan to rave, And
drown'd the corny ranks. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 321 Up
stood the cornie Reed Embatterd in her field. 1805 Poet.

Reg. 179 Yon turkies perching on the corny pile,

b. as grain or meal.
1855 Singleton Virgil II. 166 [They] wheaten cakes

Along the grass place underneath the feast . . And with wild

fruits the corny board enrich. 1881 Times 13 May 4/1 The
corny fragrance of meal and flour.

t 2. Of ale : ? Tasting strong ofthe corn or malt.

Obs. or dial.

c 1386 Chaucer Parti. Pream. 29 A draughte of moyste
and corny ale. Ibid. Prol. <y T. 128 Now haue I dronke a
draughte of corny ale. 15.. Christmas Carols (Percy

Soc.) 47 A draught Of cornie aile, Nappy and staile.

11825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Corny, tasting well of malt.
' The ale is corny'.

3. Producing corn
;
abounding in (growing) corn.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Pais de blairie, a
corney country. 1825*79 Jamieson s.v., 'The last was a
corny year'. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvn. iv, Seize

Saxony, .and in that rich corny Country form Magazines,

b. Abounding in grains of corn.

1687 Dryden Hind Sf P. 111. 959 By their high Crops, and
Corny Gizzards known. 1718 Prior Solomon 1. 154 The
ant ... bringing home the corny ear. 1826 Blackw. Mag.
XIX. 250 A cloud of pigeons often descends among the
corny chaff.

4. Intoxicated, tipsy ; = Corned, dial.

11825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Corny, tipsey. 1863
Robson Bards of Tyne 25 Yen day when aw was corney.

5. Comb., as corny-faced (see quot.).

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Corny-fac'd, a very Red
or Blue pimpled Phiz.

t Ctvrny, a. 2 Obs. rare. [f. F. come or L.

cornu horn + -Y I ; cf. L. comeus horny.] Hard as

horn, horny.
(First quot. is doubtful.)

? 15. . Pathway to Health fol. 53 (N.) Also Ipocras saith,

that a woman being conceived with a man-child is ruddy,
and her right side is corny about, but if she bee conceived
with a maid child, she is blacke, and her left pap is corny
about. 1755 Johnson, Corny .. strong or hard like horn;
horny.

Corny (k^uni),a.3 [f. Corn sb.2 + -Y l.] Hav-
ing corns on the feet ; pertaining to corns.

1707 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. (1715) I. iv, I had not long,
in open Street, Been punishing my Corny Feet. Ibid. II.

VI, The Crasy, Gouty, and the Corny. 1821 Blackw. Mag.
IX. 567 Offending the corny sensibilities of their friends.

Cornyer, obs. f. Corner.
Cornykyl, obs. Sc. f. Chronicle.

t Cornylier. Obs. [a. OF. cornillier, var. of
cornoiiillier.'] The Cornel-tree.

< 1490 Caxton Ovid's Met. (1819) x. iv, Lawrers, Mes-
pliers, Cyphos, Ffresnes, Cornyliers, Morbery trees.

Cornymuse, var. of Cornemuse.
Coro-, in surgical terms relating to the pupil of

the eye : see Cor-.2

Corober, -bory : see Corrobobe, -bobee.

Corode, Corody, etc. : see Corrode,Corrody.
Corographer, bad form of Chorographee.

t Co'rol. Obs. Anglicized form of Corolla.
1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. 195 note, Their calyxes and

chorols. 1809 Ann. Reg. 1807, 833 Stamens, .crowning the
subcylindric tube of the Corol. 1810 Crabbe T. ofHall
ix. 280 Calix and corol, pericarp and fruit.

Vol. II.

Corolla (korfla). PI. corollas, [a. L. corolla,

dim. of corona crown, garland. Used as a botani-

cal term by Linnaeus.]

f 1. A little crown, coronet ; a figure shaped
like a coronet. Obs. rare.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2251 Surrounded by a corolla or
coronet made up of little dark points.

2. Bot. The whorl of leaves (petals) either

separate or grown together, forming the inner

envelope of the flower, and generally its most con-

spicuous part ; usually ' coloured ' {i.e. not green),

and of delicate texture. (Called by Grew the

foliation. Cf. Calyx.)
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Corolla, among botanists, is

the most conspicuous part of a flower. X794 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot. i. 22 This is called the corolla, and not the

flower, as it is by the vulgar. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric.
Chem. iii. (1814) 68 The corolla consists either of a single

piece, when it is called monopetalous, or of many pieces,

i
when it is called polypetalous. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec.

vi. 161 When a flower is fertilised by the wind it never has a

gaily-coloured corolla. 1879 Farrar St. Paul 1 1. 153 It is

. .for the sake of the corolla that we cultivate the flower.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1858 O. W. Holmes Ant. Breakf.-t. (1865) 78 Beauty's

changed corolla-shades. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 135
Corolla-tube urceolate or cyfindric. Ibid. 178 Corolla-lobes

with slender tips. Ibid. 261 Upper corolla-lip entire.

Corollaceotis (kprpl^'Jss), a. Bot. [f. prec.

I + -A0E0US.] Of the nature of a corolla.

1775 H. Rose Elem. Bot. 91 The corollaceotis covering

of the flower. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., C&rollaceous, having,

or being like, a corolla; synonymous with Petaloid.

Corollar (korp-lai), a. Bot. [f. as prec. + -ah.]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a corolla.

1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Corcllarize, v. nonce-tvd. [f. next + -ize.]

I

trans. To add by way of corollary.

1866 Elgin Cathedral Guide 51 'You see ', corollarises

the professor.

Corollary (korfrlari, k^TfJlari). Forms : 4-6
oorolarie, 5 corelarie, 6-7 oorolary, 7 corol-

larie, (correllarie), 6- corollary, [ad. L. co-

! rolldrium money paid for a chaplet or garland,

gratuity, corollary, properly neut. of adj. corol-

\
larius belonging to a chaplet, f. corolla a little

crown or chaplet. With senses 3 and 4 cf. Cotgr.
' Corolaire, a Corollarie ; a surplusage, ouerplus,

addition to, vantage aboue measure '.]

1. In Geom., etc. A proposition appended to

another which has been demonstrated, and follow-

i ing immediately from it without new proof ; hence

gen. an immediate inference, deduction, consequence.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. III. x. 91 As bise geometriens whan
:

bei ban shewed her proposiciouns ben wont to bryngen in

j

binges bat bei clepen porismes . . ry}t so wil I 3eue be here

I as a corolarie or a mede of coroune. c 1449 Pecock Rcpr.
I. V. 25 Of whiche. .folewith ferther this corelarie. 1551RE-
corde Pat/iw. Kno-.vl, 11. liii. Of this Theoreme dothe there

folowe an other, .whiche you maye calle. .a Corollary vnto

this laste theoreme. 1563-87 Foxe A. 6 M. (1596) 467/2 The
corolary or effect of thts conclusion is, that, etc. 1661 Bram-
h all Just Vind. vi. 1 10 Where that Author infers as a corol-

lary from the former proposition,That no edict of a Soveraign
Prince can justifie Schisme. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat.
ix. 214 This is but a corollary from what goes before. 1832

Lytton Eugene A. 1. v, That is scarcely a fair corollary

from my remark. 1870 Jevons Elem. Logic xv. 135 [They]

are in fact corollaries of the first six rules. 1874 Helps Soc.

Press, xvii. 239 There are corollaries to all axioms.

transf. 1828 Hawthorne Fanshawe vi, The lady of the

house (and, as a corollary, her servant girl).

f b. A thesis, theorem ; = Conclusion 6. Obs.

1636 Heylin Sabbath 47 It is a Corollary or conclusion in
' Geographie, that, etc. 1800 Med. JrnL III. 243 Dr. Pear-

I
son's Corollaries on the Cow-pox. 1821 Byron Sardan. 11.

i. 380 You have codes, And mysteries, and corollaries of

Right and wrong.

2. transf. Something that follows in natural

course ; a practical consequence, result.

1674 Goz't. Tongue (J.), Since we have considered the

malignity of this sin . . it is but a natural corollary, that we
enforce our vigilance against it. 1840 Carlyle Heroes

( 1858) 305 The art of Writing, of which Printing is a simple,

an inevitable, .corollary. 1884 S. E. Dawson Handbk.
Canada 29 This gigantic enterprise [the Canadian Pacific

Railway] was a necessary corollary of the confederation of

British America.
. .

f3. Something added to a speech or writing

1
over and above what is usual or what was origin-

ally intended ; an appendix ; a finishing or crown-

]
ing part, the conclusion. Obs.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1262 With these verses as

with Corollarie . . I will conclude this my discourse. 1644

Bulwer Chirol. ir A Corollarie of the Speaking motions.

.

of the Hand. 1649 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 36 There is

: published a declaration.. which, being now the corollary

and ewufropi of what they have to say. 1676 Worlidgk

Cyder (1691) 200 A Corollary of the Names and Natures of

most Fruits growing in England. 1717 Prior Alma II. 122

i
Howe'er swift Alma's flight may vary (Take this by way of

Corollary). M
1 4. Something additional or beyond the ordinary

measure ; a surplus ; a supernumerary. Obs.

I [160a Carew Cornwall 123 b, The other side is also ouer-

j
looked by a great hill . . and for a Corollarium their Conduit

I water runneth thorow the Church-yard.] 1610 Shaks. letup.

iv. i. 57 Now come my Ariell, bring a Corolary, Rather then

want a Spirit. 1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3>> Correllarie,

ouerplus, that is more then measure. 1681 tr. Willis' Rem.
Med. IVks.Voc, Corollary, addition, vantage, or overplus.

Corollary, a. rare. [ad. L. corollSrius, f.

corolla : see prec. In sense 2 f. Corolla + -ary.]

1. Of the nature of a corollary
;
appended as an

inference or conclusion.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 26 Therfore this corelarie conclu-

sioun muste nedis be trewe. 1853 Lytton My Novel III.

xxv, Forced to acquiesce ill the Parson's corollary remark,
' That this was ', etc.

2. Bot. Belonging to the corolla ; corolline.

1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Corollary tendril,, .a tendril formed
by a petal or segment of a corolla.

Co'rollate, a. Bot. [f. Corolla + -ate -.]

Having a corolla
;
resembling a corolla.

1864 in Webster. 1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Co'rollated, a. [f. prec. + -ed.] = prec.

1864 in Webster. 1885 Harper's Mag. Dec. 140 The
dead vines.. were laden with tufts and corollated shapes
wherever these fantasies of flowers might cling.

+ Coro'llet. Bot. Obs. [f. Coholl-a + -et.]

The floret in an aggregate flower.

1794 Martyn Let. in Anthol. Hibcrnica 47 From corol
we regularly form corollet. 1823 Crabb Teem. Diet. s. v.

Corolluta, Corollet . . a term applied to the florets in aggre-
gate flowers. In mod. Diets.

Corollifercus (lcprpli-feres), a. Bot. [f. Co-
holla + -FEROUS. Cf. F. corolli/ere.'] Bearing a

corolla ; corollate.

1882 (1. Allen in Nature 17 Aug. 373 Perfect corolliferous

blossoms.

Corollifloral ,korp:lifloVrar , a. Bot. [f. mod.
L. Corolliflone (f. corolla +flds,flor- flower) + -al.]

Of or belonging to the Corollijiome, a sub-class of

dicotyledonous plants in De Candolle's classifica-

tion having calyx and corolla, the petals being

united and the stamens usually attached to the

corolla. So Corolliflo'rous in same sense.

1845 Lindley Sell. Bot. vi. (1858) 104 The following addi-

tional corollifloral orders. 1882 G. Allen in Nature 17

Aug. 373 A doxa moschatellina is another excellent speci-

men of a green corollifloral blossom. 1880 Gray Struct.

Bot. ix. $ 2. 340 Corolliflorons: petals (mostly coalescent)

not adnate to calyx, bearing the stamens.

Corolline ^kor^lin, -sin), a. Bot. [f. Corolla
+ -INK.] Pertaining to the corolla.

1830 LlNDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 218 Corolline and calycine

segments. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 471 Apply-

ing the term Sepal to a calycine, Petal to a corolline leaf.

Corollist (.korflist, . rare. Bot. [ad. mod.L.

corollista (Linnaeus), f. corolla : see -ist.] One who
classifies plants according to their corollas.

[1750 Linnaeus Philos. Botan. 13 Corollista; a Corolla

Petalosa classes distinguerunt : uti Rivinus, Tournefortius.J

1764 Diet. Arts ft Sc., Corollists. 1857 Whewell Hist.

Induct. Sc. III. 253 Linnaius. .ended by being a corollist.

Corollitic (k^li-tik), a. Arch. Also 9 caro-

litic, -ytic. [ad. F. corollitique, according to

Littre f. L. corolla wreath, garland.] (See quots.)

1819 P. Nicholson Archil. Diet. I. c69Carolytic columns

have foliated shafts, decorated with leaves and branches

winding spirally around them, or disposed in form of crowns

and festoons. 1830 R. Stuart Diet. Archit. s. v. Column,

Carolytic columns have foliated shafts. 1876 Gwn.T A rchit.

Gloss., Carolitic.

CorO'llnle. Bot. [a. F. corollule, ad. L. co-

rollula, dim. of corolla] = Corollet.

1819 in Pantologia. 1828 in Webster. In mod. Diets.

Corolu, obs. f. Curlew.
Corompe, var. Corrump v. Obs.

Coron, obs. f. Crown, or ? = Coronal a.

1555 Fardlt Facions 1. vi. 87 They vse to cauterise them

on the coron vaine.

il
Corona (korou-na). PI. coronas (-n;), rarely

coronas. [L. corona crown, chaplet or wreath,

fillet or circlet of gold or other material.]

1. A small circle or disc of light (usually pris-

matically coloured) appearing round the sun or

moon. Also applied to a similar appearance

opposite the sun, an Anthelion ; and more widely,

to similar phenomena in optical instruments, etc.

1658 in Phillips. 1670 H. Stubbe The Plus Ultra 150

The reflexion of the glasses. . did create a corona of several

colours. 1783 Barker in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 245 There

was a remarkable corona about the moon. 1807 I
.
Young

Nat. Philos. I. 466 The coloured circles or coronae, some-

times seen round the sun and moon. 1823 W. Scoresby

jrnl. 273 A splendid display of five concentric corona:, or

prismatic circles, produced by the action of the sun on a low

stratum of fog. 1849 D. P. Thomson Introd. Meteorol. 227

In corona; the blue prismatic colour is nearer the centre

than the red; in halos this arrangement is reversed . .
the

former arise from diffraction, the latter from refraction, of

\. Astron. The halo of radiating white light

seen around the disc of the moon in a total eclipse

of the sun ; now known to belong to the sun.

1851-9 Airy in Adm. Man. Sci. Eng. 3 If the eclipse be total

attention should be paid . . to the luminous corona surround-

ing the moon. 1879 H. W. Warren Recr. Astron. v. 88

This region of discontinuous flame below the corona is

called the chromosphere. 1890 C. A. Young Elem. Astron.

vi. § 208 The corona is proved to be a true solar appendage

and not a mere optical phenomenon.

3. A circular chandelier suspended from the roof

of a church ; more fully corona lucis (crown of

light).1
127
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1825 T. I). Fosbroke Encycl. Atitig. (1843) I. vi. 122/2

Pendent chandeliers, called Corona. 1844 Ecclesiologist

May 127 Two coronx lucis to carry six lights. 1870 F. R.

Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 63 From the middle rib of the

Chancel depends a corona.

attrib. 1868 Morn. Star 26 Mar., This staircase is lighted

. .by two corona gas chandeliers.

4. Arch. A member of the cornice, above the

bed-moulding and below the cymatium, having a

broad vertical face, usually of considerable pro-

jection ; also called drip or larmier. [In Vitru-

vius corona is the cornice.]

1563 Shute Archit. C j b, Coronix . . you shall deuid into

.4. partes, geue one part vnto Cimatium vnder Corona .

.

geue likwise .2 parte vnto Corona. .& the fourth part which
remaineth, geue vnto Cymatium ouer Corona. 171a Ad-
dison Sped. No. 415 r 9. 1789 P. Smyth tr. Aldrich's
Arehit. (1818) 109 Reason forbids the corona to be omitted
in the cornice. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 474 In

the cornices of the entablatures, the coronas should not be
ornamented. 186a Smiles Engineers II. 43 The last pieces

of the corona were set [in the Eddystone Lighthouse].

5. R. C. Ch. The tonsure of a cleric. [med.L.

corona clericalis, OF. corone, Godef.]
1846-7 Maskell Mon. Rit. (1882) II. p. ci. note, The

corona of the priesthood was distinguished from that of any
lower order.

8. Anat., etc. Applied to various parts of the

body resembling or likened to a crown ; also to

the upper portion or crown of any part, as of a

tooth ; cf. Cuown.
spec. a. (in full corona glaudis) : see quot. 1753. b. Path.

'in full corona 7-eneris) 'Term for syphilitic blotches on the

forehead, which often extend around it like a crown ' (Syd.

Soc. Lex.), c. Zool. The 'test' or body-wall of an echi-

noid.

171a Arbithnot John Bull (1755) 46 The tokens were
evident on him, blotches, scabs, and the corona. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., Corona, in anatomy, is that edge of

the glans of the penis where the preputium begins. i8z8

Webster, Corona. .2. In anatomy, the upper surface of the

molar teeth or grinders. 187a Nicholson Pal&ont. 103 The
' corona ' is the main element of the test. 1888 Rolleston
& Jackson Anim. Life 556 [In Echiuoidea] The fiveambu-
lacral and interambufacral areae make up the corona or test.

7. Bot. a. An appendage on the top of a seed, as

the pappus on that of a dandelion or thistle, b.

A crown-like appendage on the inner side of the

corolla in some flowers, as the daffodil and lychnis,

f c. The circle of florets surrounding the disc in a
composite flower ; the ' ray \ Ohs. d. The me-
dullary sheath, or innermost ring of woody tissue

surrounding the pith in the stems of dicotyledons

and gymnosperms. e. The crown of the root, the

junction of root and stem.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Corona, among botanists,

expresses anything growing on the head of the seed. .Some-
times the coronae are composed of simple filaments, and
sometimes they are ramose. 1770 Sir J. Hill Constr.

Timber 57 The Corona is a ring, .placed between the wood
and the Pith. 181 1 A. T. Thomson Land. Disp. 11.(1818)

401 It [wheat] has two set of roots : one set proceeding
directly from the seed, and the other from what is denomi-
nated the corona of the plant, about two inches above the
first: the coronal roots do not shoot till spring-time, and
collect more nutriment than the seminal roots, 1818 Web-
ster, Corona . . 3. In botany, the circumference or margin
of a radiated compound flower. Encycl. 1830 Lindley
Nat, Syst, Bot. 150 Petals .. arising from without a short

membranous rim or corona. 187$ Bennett & Dyer Sacks'
Bot. 11. v. 471 When the corolla itself is gamopetalous, the
parts of the corona also coalesce, as in Narcissus, where it

is very large. Ibid. 540 The corona of hairs which serves.

.

for the dissemination of many seeds through the air.

8. Astron. Corona austratis, C. borealis\ two
constellations, the Southern and Northern Crown,
consisting of elliptical rings of stars.

Coronach (k^ranax)- Sc. an<* Irish. Forms:
6 corrynogh, corre-, corri-, corynoch, 7 corro-
nach, corinoch, coranough, 8 cronach, cora-
nich, 9 coranoch, 8- coronach, [a. Irish cora-

nachy Gaelic corranach outcry, funeral cry, dirge,

f. comh- together + ranach roaring, outcry.]

fl. gen. The Celtic word for a shouting of many,
an outcry. Obs.
1500 20 Dunbar Dance Sei*in Deidly Synnis 112 Be he

the Correnoch [Mailt, MS. corynoche] had done schout,
Erschemen so gadderit him abowt. 13.. Duncan Lat'der
in Warton Hist. E. P. (1774) II. 278 The loud Corrinoch
then did me exile. x68oC. Maitland in Lauderdale Papers
(1885) Ill.cxix. 197 The hilan men maid a bussill, after

which, some people cuming in, his lofrdship] went away with
a great Corinoch.

2. spec. A funeral song or lamentation in the

Highlands of Scotland and in Ireland ; a dirge.

1530 Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 702 Cryand for jow the
cairfull corrynogh. 1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen.
(1693) 1092 A sad and sorrowful song, an Irish Coranough.
1774 Pennant four Scot, in 1772(1790) 113 The Coranich,
or singing at funerals is still in use in some places. 1783 W.
F. Martyn Geog. Mag. II. 413 The Highland funerals were
generally preceded by bagpipes which played certain dirges,
called coronachs. 18x4 Scott Wav. xv, Their wives and
daughters came, clapping their hands, and crying the coro-
nach, and shrieking. 1850 Blackir Aeschylus II. 340 The
passionate oriental coronach with which 1 the Persians

1

concludes. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 1. i. 236 Eachan
Macrimmon is playing a coronach as it were for a chief.

t b. The company crying the coronach. Ohs.
1771 Smollett Humph. CI. III. 3 Sept., Attended by the

coronach, composed of a multitude of old hags, who tore

their hair.

1 Co ronacle. Ohs. rare- 1
, [prob. a. OV*coro-

nacle, der. of corone, or of L. corona, crown.]

- Coronal. (See also Crownacle.)
a 1400-50 Alexander 3451 Hire hede . . Vm-by-clappid

with a coronacle of costious stones- Ibid. 5130 With cambs
& with coronacles all of clene perle.

Coronal (kp-r^nal), sb. Forms : 4 coronale,

corounal, cornel, 1, 4-7 coronal!, 5 corenalle,

coronell, cornal(le, 5-6 coronalle, 5-9 coronel,

6-7 curnall, 7 cronall, -el, 4- coronal, [app.

repr. an AngloFr. ^coronal, *corounal, f. corotint

crown. Not known in continental Fr. In 5 prob.

directly ad. L. cordndlis.']

1. 1. A circlet for the head ; esp. one of gold or

gems, connoting rank or dignity ; a coronet.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11236 And in hure

chaumbre vpon a pal |>ey corouned hure wyb a_ coronal.

1388 WtCUV Judith xvi. 10 Sche .. boond togidere the
|

tressis of hir heeris with a coronal [Vulg. mitra, 1611 tyre,
j

marg. or miter J. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 642 Hyr here was
hy^thtyd on hold With a coronal of gold. 1494 Househ.

j

Ord. 128 The imposition of the cappe of estate & coronell is

for the creation of the Prince. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron.

1 1 1. 833/2 On hir head a coronall all of greet pearles. 1640

Habington Q. Arragon 11. i. in Hazl. Dodsley XIII. 345
\

Souls Whom courtiers' gaudy outside captivates And plume
of coronel. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. vii. vi, His son shall.

.

wear the coronal of a duke. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. I.

1. 20 On his head a coronel he had.

f b. A circlet of gold round a helmet. Cf. CiR-

CLE 10 b. Obs.

c 13*5 Coerde L. 297 Hys gorgette, with hys Cornell tho,

Hys necke he brak there atwo. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.

Wace 10042 An helm he had on his hed . . A riche corounal

wib perre, al of brent golde. la 1400 Morte Arth. 96B

The creste and be coronalle. 18*9 Scott Anne of G. iii,

The golden garland, or coronal twisted around it [a helmet]

. .indicated noble birth and rank.

C. trans/, and fig.

183a Marryat A. Forster ii, The sooty coronal of the

wick.. fell with the shock. 1843 Prescott Mexico 1. v.

(1864) 43 Clustering pyramids of flowers, towering above !

their dark coronals of leaves. 1883 Ln. R. Gower My Re- I

win. I. iii. 37 This royal hill is suitably crowned by a
coronal of old stone pines.

2. A wreath of flowers or leaves for the head ; a

garland.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb., My flowres..That bene
the nonor of your Coronall. 1610 Fletcher Faithf.Sheph.
1. 1, No more shall these smooth brows be girt With youth-
ful coronals, and lead the dance, a 1766 W. 'I hompson Hymn
to May 295 Your may-pole deck with flow'ry coronal. i8s6

Disraeli Viv. Grey VOL iii, Wearing on her head a coronal

of white roses, i860 T. Martin Horace 147 Twine for

them Of rosemary a simple coronal,

b. trans/.

1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers II. 102 note. The coronel of

strawberry leaves . . round the brow of the archiepiscopal

mitre. 1883 Truth 31 May 768/1 1A bonnet] with a coronal,

under the brim, of soft pink crushed roses.

+ 3. The head of a spear or lance, esp. of a

tilting lance, ending in three or four short spreading

points. (Often cronall, crone/, curnall.) Obs.

< «3»5 Coer de L. 6219 Kyng Richard leet dyght hym a
schafft. .And. .!.<:. sette theron a corounal kene. a 1330
Syr Degarre 568 His schaft was strong, and god with al

And wel scharjSed the coronal. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 929
Breng a schaft that nell naght breke, A schaft wyth a cor-

nall. a 1470 Tiptoft in Segar Hon. Mil. * Civ. in. li. (1602)

188 Whoso meeteth cronall to cronall shall haue a prize .

.

He that striketh Curnall to Curnall two times, [i860 Fair-

holt Costume 426 Coronet, the upper part of a jousiing-

lance, constructed to unhorse, but not to wound, a knight.]

+ 4. The capital of a column. Obs. rare.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3665 Of fyne gold a foure hundreth
postis, with crafti coronals, .coruen of pe same.

II. + 5. Anat. The frontal bone : cf. next a a.

c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 108 J>e firste boon is clepid be
boon of be forhecd or ellis coronale. Ibid. 109 (MS. B) J>ese

tweye bonys beb y-clepyde Nerualia by cause of be fligure

of the seme bat ys wib be coronale. 1541 R. Copland Guy-
don's Quest. Chtrurg., The fyrst bone of the fore parte is

called Coronall. 1758 J. S. Le Dran'sObserr>. Surg. (1771)

75 The Piece of Bone that was deficient in the Coronal.

Coronal ;kott?"*nal, kpT^nal), a. [a. F. coronal
\

(Pare 16th c.\ or ad. L. coronal-is, f. corona crown.]

+ 1. Pertaining or relating to a crown, or to 1

coronation. Obs.

1577 Hellowes Gueuara's Chron. 132 The tribute coro-

nall, that is to saye, the money that was giuen vnto the
]

Emperours for their Coronation. 1649 Milton Eikcm. vi.

(1851) 386 The Law and his Coronal Oath requires his un-
deniable assent to what I-aws the Parlament agree upon.
1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 27 Coronal gems of every dye.

2. Anat. and Zool. a. Coronal suture (+ com~
missure \ the transverse suture of the skull sepa- I

rating the frontal bone from the parietal bones.

So coronal region (of the forehead), etc. Coronal
hone : the frontal bone.

x543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. (1586) 330b, Vpon the
coronall commissure. 1548-77 Vicary Anat. iii. 27 The
Coronal bone, in which is y* Orbyts or holes of the Eyes.
1615 Crookr Body of Man 434 The Coronall suture or
crowny seame. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxv, Where-
with he hit him in the coronal joynt of his head. 1718 J.
Chamberlayne Relig. Philos. (1730) I. xi. $ 2, At the Top
of the Head where the sagittal and coronal Sutures cross

each other. 1841 Cmveilhier's Anat. I. 46 in Libr. Med.
VII, The Frontal or Coronal Bone. 1881 Mivart Cat 63.

b. Of or pertaining to the crown of the head.
1828 Stark Lh m. Nat. Hist. L 235 The Crested-Lark .

.

coronal tuft of elongated acuminated feathers. 1859 R. F.

Burton Centr. Afr. in jtml. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 314 The
coronal region is ignobly flat.

fc. = Coronary a. 3 a. Obs.

1656 Blount Glossogr. s. v. Vein, Coronal veine, the
Crown-vein ; a branch of the spleen-veine, so termed be-

cause it environs the heart in manner of a Crown.

d. Pertaining to the corona (in various senses

:

see Corona 6).

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 233 The coronal teeth are |m
prominent.

3. Bot. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a corona

in varions senses : see Corona 7).

1770-4 A. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1803) I. 294 The pipe of

communication between the seminal and coronal roots.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 108 The coronal processes of
Silene.

4. Astron. Of or pertaining to the sun*s corona.

1870 Proctor Other Worlds n. 49 The bright lines of the

coronal spectrum correspond in position to those seen in the

spectrum of the aurora. 1871 Daily News 12 Jan., So
abundant is the coronal light .. during totality. 1891

Hugcins in Nature 20 Aug. 373/1 Of the physical and
the chemical nature of the coronal matter we know very

little.

Coronalled, -aled (kp-ntoald), a. [f. Coro-
nal sb. + -ED 2

.]

tl. Headed with a Coronal (sense 3). Oh.
1450 Lonelich Grail xiii. 861 With here mases coronaled

with steh

2. Adorned with a coronal or coronet.

1847 Thackeray Bamtvell, Novels Emin. Hands 1 1 . xxiv,

The blazoned and coronatled panels.

Coronally, adv. ?0bs. [f. Cobonal a. +
-ly In the manner of a crown or coronet.

1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus i. 38 The Oyle was
powred coronally or circularly upon the head of Kings.

1679 J. Gibbon in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1339 Either

crown'd or coronally collar'd.

tCoronant, Obs. rare-*, [ad. L. corondnt-

em, pres. pple. of corcmare to crown.] One who
crowns.
1615 Andrewes Serm. (1841, etc.) IV. 115 The ' crown

the coronation, the coronant.

Coronary (kp-r^nari), a. [ad. L. corondri-us

of or pertaining to a crown, f. corona crown : see

-art. Cf. F. coronaire, 13th a]
+ 1. Of the nature of or resembling a crown

;

pertaining to or forming a crown. Obs. exc. as in b.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. hl vii. 118 The Basilisk

. . [having] some white markes or coronary spots upon
the crowne. 1659 Pearson 0^^(1839) 270 The coronary
thorns did. .also pierce his tender and sacred temples.

b. Coronarygold [transl. L, coronarium aurum]

:

' a present of gold collected in the provinces for a

victorious general ; orig. expended for a golden

crown 1

(Lewis and Shortl.

1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome 308 The Coronary Gold
which was alway's presented to the Emperors by all their

Subjects upon a Victory, or any other public occasion of

Gratulation. 1781 Gibbon Dec/. 4 F. II. 71. 186a Mfrl
vale Rom. F.mp. (1865) VII. lxi. 347 Large gifts, under the

name of coronary gold, were required from every province.

t 2. Suitable for garlands or wreaths. Coronary

garden (Evelyn) = flower garden. Also as sb.

coronary plant or flower. Obs.
1610 Guillim Heraldry 111. x.(i6ul 114 Coronarie Herbes

are such as. .are vsed for decking and trimming of the body,
or adorning of houses : as also, .in making of Crownes ana
Garland*. 1664 Evelyn A'al. /fort. (i7»o> aoa Box . .a most
beautiful . . Shrub, for Edgings. Knots and other Ornaments
of the Coronary-Garden. 167* — Terra (1776)6 The most
desirable for flowers and the Coronary garden, a 168a Sik

T. Browne Tracts 89 Of garlands and coronary or garland-

plants.

as sb. :- 1606 Evelyn Mem. 28 Oct., Jonquills, ranunculas,

and other of our rare coronaries.

3. Anat. a. * Applied to vessels, ligaments, and
nerves which encircle parts like a crown ' [Syd.

Soc. Lex.), or to parts in connexion with these.

Such are the coronary arteries and veins (r. vessels) of the

heart, which furnish the supply of blood to the substance of
the heart itself; so coronary plexus, sinus, valve, parts in

connexion with these ; also c. arteries of the lip, of the

stomach, c. ligament of the elbow, of the knee, of the liver,

c. sinus of the brain, c. vein of the stomach, etc.

1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 180 A Pullets heart, with.,
the Coronary Vessels descending from it. 1741 Monro
A nat. Nerves (ed. 31 73 The Coronary Arteries . . are the only
ones that supply the Heart. 1831 Knox Clog net's Anat.

439 The cavernous sinuses receive a great number of menin-
geal veins.. and the two coronary sinuses. Ibid. 60s The
coronary vein of the stomach. 1845 Todd & Bowman Phys.
Anat. I. 137 The coronary ligament of the radius.

b. Applied to the small pastern (second pha-

langeal) bone of a horse's foot, and to parts con-

nected with this. Also ahsol. as sb. = Coronet 5.

1847 Vouatt Horse xvui, 372 The hoof or box is composed
of the crust or wall, the coronary ring and band. 1854 Owen
in Orr*s Circ. Sc., Org. Nat. I. 231 A sesamoid ossicle be-

tween this and the second is called the ' coronary '. 188a Syd.
Soc. Lex. t Coronary bone, the altered second phalanx of the

foot of I he horse and like animals. Coronary cushion, the

matrix of the wall of the hoof in Solipeds.

c. Pertaining to the crown (of a tooth).

1823 W. Buckland Relig. Diluv. 29 The majority (of

the teeth] having lost the upper portion of their coronary
part.
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Co'ronary, sb. rare. [ad. med.L. cotondria,

L coronarius : see Coroner.] The office of a coroner.

1872 3rd Reft. Comm. Hist. MSS. p. xxiii, The offices of
. .Justiciary, Coronary, and Admiralty of St Andrews.

t Co ronate, pa. pple. Obs. [ad. L. corondt-us,

pa. pple. of corona-re to crown.] Crowned.
c 1470 Harding Chron. xlix. \, 3 With croune of golde

full royally coronate. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 11.

1247 William conquerour. .Was coronate at London.

Coronate (kp-iHaet, *4t),a. [f. as prec., from

Corona in modern uses.] Bot. and Zool. Having
a corona or crown ; = Coronated.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 201 Cells, .described as coronate

within. 1866 Treas. Bot., Coronate, furnished with a
coronet.

Coronate (kp-r^n^'O, v. rare. [f. ppl. stem of

L. corondre to Crown.] trans. To crown. (See

also Coronated.)
1623 in Cockeram n. 1657 Tomlinson Kenan's Disp.

Ded., Instead of Coronating your deserved Worth. 1707
Sloane Jamaica I. 163 A round purplish knob, .coronated
by a long membrane. 1847 Tait's Mag. XIV. 487 It was
coronated by an aristocracy dispensing clerical patronage on
religious principles.

Coronated (kp'n5h£ited), ppl. a. [f. as prec. +
-M>V|
f 1. Of Mowers : Arranged in a whorl : cf. Corone.
1676 Gkew Anat. Plautsw. it. App. (1682) 175 Sometimes,

they [Flowers] are placed round about the Branch, that is,

Coronated, as in Pulegium.

2. Bot. and Zool. Furnished with a corona, or

something resembling a crown
;
spec, in Conchol.

applied to spiral shells which have their whorls
surmounted by a row of spines or tubercles.

1698 J. Petiver In Phil. Trans. XX. 320 A small Coro-
nated Fruit. 1703 G. J. Camel ibid. XXIII. 1427 A small

dry berry coronated somewhat like a clove. 1854 Wood-
ward Mollusca (1856) 113 Shell ventricose, coronated.
Ibid. 145 Whirls angular or coronated.

1 3. = Coroneted. Obs.

r7
Babler II. 1 10 All the insolence of coronated pride.

Made crown-like, (nonce-use.)

1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 143 He was.. a true on£
av8p£>t>

t and the ragged edges of his old hat seemed to be-

come coronated as I looked at him.

Coronation (kpnJh^'Jan^. Also 4-5 -cioun,

5 -tyown, -cyone, 5-6 -cyon, -cion, (5 core-

nacyon, 6 cremation. 7 corronation). [a. OF.
coronacion, -ation (14th c in Littre), ad. L. type
* corondtidn-em, n. of action f, corondre to Crown.
(In i6-i7th c. refashioned as Crownation, q.v.)]

1. The action of crowning ; the ceremony of in-

vesting a sovereign, or the consort of a sovereign,

with a crown as an emblem of royal dignity, on or

soon after his accession.

1388 Wvclik 2 Saw. Prol., This secounde book of Kingis
makith mencioun of the coronacioun of Dauith. c 1489
Caxton Blanchardyn li. (1890) 193 The coronacyon of
sadoyn and of his wyff Beatrix. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,
iv. i. 3 You come to . . behold The Lady Anne, passe from
her Corronation. 1756-7 tr. Kcysler's Train (1760) I. 261

The stone on which the emperors formerly kneeled at their

coronation. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I. v. 381
He does not seem to have received the ecclesiastical rite of
coronation.

b. trans/, and Jig. (e.g.
1 crowning' at draughts).

1426 Audelay Poems 55 Vij blodes Crist he bled . . The
fourth in his coronacion [with the crown of thorns]. 1612
T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 13 The day of our owne coro-
nation with an incorruptible crowne ofglorie. 1865 Dickens
Mitt. Fr. 27 The loss of three of her men [at draughts] at a
swoop aggravated by the coronation of an opponent.

2. Jig. Crowning of a work ; completion.
158a Bentley Mon. Matrones Pref. Prayer, The saluation

of our soules, and the coronation of thy gifts in vs. 1586
T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1589) 491 Mingling togither
their blood for a. .coronation of their long and perfect love.

1845 T. W. Coir Puritanism 393 This is about the corona-
tion of a climax, some will surely think.

3. attrib. and Comb. Coronation oath, that taken
by a sovereign at his coronation.

1587 Vestry Bk. (Surtees) 25 For bread & drinke which
the ringers toke on the coronation day, vj d. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 195 A cough sir, which I caught with
Ringing in the Kings affayres, vpon his Coronation day,
sir. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3804/2 The Treasurer of the
Houshold threw about the Coronation Medals. 1709 Rejl.
SacheverelCs Serm. 6 By the first of William and Mary,
chap. vi. the Coronation-Oath is establish'd. 1832 Blackiv.
Mag. Jan. 139/2 A kind and good King, whose coronation
robes are but a few months old. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Relig. Wks. (Bohn) II. 97 Handel's coronation anthem.,
was played by Dr. Camidge on the organ.

Coronation, obs. var. Carnation 3.

t Coronator. Obs. rare. [a. L. corondtor,

agent-n. f. corondre to crown.] One who crowns.
1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 86 It is to be hartily wished

they were sent to the Creator of the Romish Saints Tyburne
their Coronator.

Coronato'rial, a. rare. [f. med.L. coronator
Coroner + -ial.] Of or pertaining to a coroner.
1885 Law Times 7 Mar. 332/1 The Times, .attacked the

coronatorial system fiercely.

t Corone. Obs. An early form of Crown,
frequent in 14-15^ c, but obs. by 1500. In the
following, app. a new formation from L. corona ;

see Corona 1-3, 8.

15*9 J- Sa[ntord] Agrippas Van. Aries 70 A certaine

continuall circle of light, which they call Stephancn, that is

to saie, a Corone. 1578 Lyte Dodoe/is 73 His floures do
grow like crownes or garlandes rounde about the stalke .

.

The seede doth grow in the smal corones from whence the
floures fell of.

Coronel(1 ( obs. f. Colonel, Coronal.
Corone-, corownement, obs. ff. Crownment.

Coroner (k^rtmai). Forms : 4- coroner, (4
corowner, 6 -nere, croner, 7 corroner). See also

Crowner. [a. AF. coruner, corouner, f. corune, co-

roune Crown, the original title being custos placi-

toritm coronx guardian of the pleas of the crown.

The suffix is -er^ 2, corresp. to F. -ier, L. -drizts,

as in falcoiper, officer, treasurer, gardener, etc.

The title was correctly latinized as coronarius.

But at an early date the ending was confused with

that of verbal agents in -er (though never app.

written -or, -our), and was rendered into Latin as

coronator (already in Magna Carta).]

An officer of a county, district, or municipality

(formerly also of the royal household), originally

charged with maintaining the rights of the private

property of the crown ; in modem times his chief

function is to hold inquest on the bodies of those

supposed to have died by violence or accident.

Believed to be first instituted in 1194 under the ordinance
cited below.
Coroner's inquest : the inquiry or investigation as to the

cause of death held by the Coroners Court, a tribunal of
record, consisting of the coroner and twelve jurymen (the

Coroner's Jury) summoned for the inquest.

[1194 Ordinance in Hoveden (Rolls) III. 262 In quolibet

comitatu eligantur tres milites et unus clericus custodes

I
placitorum corona;. 1204 Rotuli Chart. 129/2 Per coro-

' narios comitatus Sumerset. 1275 Act 3 Edw. I, c. 10 Pur
ceo que petit gent e meins sages sunt esluz ia de novel com-
munaument al office de Coruner. 1292 Britton 1. i. § 6 Et
en noster hostel soit un Corouner, qi face le mester de la

Coroune par mi la verge, par tut ou nous seroms et vienoms
en noster reaume. Ibid. 1. xu. § 4 Et si nul hoiiime murge
en prisoun, si volom nous, qe le Corouner voise veer le cors,

et prenge bone enqueste de sa mort, coment il avera
este mort.] c 1325 Poem temp. Edw. II (Percy) lxii, At
justices and at shiryves, Corowners, and chancelers. a 1400
in Eng. Gilds (1870) 350 Twey coroners by-lyb bat ber be in

Wynchestre. 1480 Caxton Chron. cexxi. 212 Robert of

1 Hamond that was coroner of the kynges houshold. 1591
I Lambakde Archeion (1635) 38 That the Coroner of the

Household have his proper power within his Verge, and
that he and others have the order of Weight and Measure
throughout the Realme. 1607-72 Cow-el Interpr. s.v.,The

Lord chief Justice of the Kings Bench is the Soveraign
Coroner of the whole Realm. - There are certain Charters
belonging to Colledges, and other Corporations, whereby
they are licenced to appoint their Coroner within their own
Precincts, c 1630 Risdon Surv. of Devon § 215 f 1810) 224
If any man die in the forest, the coroner of Lidford shall

crown him. 1641 Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers (Cam-
I den) I. 11 The office of Corroner and Attorney in the

Kings Bench. 1762 Goldsm. Nash 96 The coroner's jury
being impanelled, brought in their verdict lunacy. 1768
Blackstone Comm. IV. 271 The court of the coroner is also

a court of record, to enquire when any one dies in prison,

or comes to a violent or sudden death, by what manner he
I
came to his end. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xxxviii, The
coroner's inquest and the funeral over, daylight was again
admitted. 1885 Tennyson Despair xxi, Our orthodox
coroner doubtless will find it a felo-de-se.

Co'ronership. [f. prec. + -smi*] The office

1
of a coroner.

1447-8 in ShillingforcCs Lett. (Camden) 121 Theire power
;

that longeth to theire office of coronershipp. 1884, Law
Times 3 May 1/2 The incumbents, for the time being, of

the various coronerships.

+ COTOnest, a. Obs. Also corounnest, co-

roundest. [= coren-est x see Cohen.] Choicest.

a 1400-50 Alexander 624 Arystotill . . one of be coronest

clerkis bat euer knew letter. Ibid. 1910, I, pe corounnest
[Dubl. MS. Coroundest] kyng of kyngis all othire.

Coronet (k^'r<)het), sb. Forms : 5-6 coro-

nette, 5-8 -ett, (7 coronate', 6- coronet, [a.

OF. coronete, -ette, later courouuette, dim. of co-

rone, couronne Crown : see -et. Also reduced to

Cronet, and refashioned as Crownet, q.v.]

1. A small or inferior crown ;
spec, a crown de-

noting a dignity inferior to that of the sovereign,

worn by the nobility, and varying in form accord-

ing to rank.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. 603, .Hi. ladyes rychely clad in

golde and sylke, with coronettes vpon theyr heddes. 1547

Boorde Introd. Knowl. 185 The Duke weryth a coronet

ouer a cap of sylke. x6ox Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 239 I sawe
Marke Antony offer him a Crowne, yet 'twas not a Crowne
neyther, 'twas one of these Coronets. 1613 — Hen. VIII,

IV. 1. 54, 1 All the rest are Countesses. 2 Their Coronets

say so, 1828 Scott F. M. Perth z,
1 By my coronet—by

my knightly faith, it is true !
1 said the Earl. 1833 Tenny-

son Lady Clara V. de V. vii, Kind hearts are more than

coronets. 1876 World V. 3 He has no children to whom he

might bequeath the well-earned coronet.

Jig. 18x3 Shelley Q. Mob 99 The fair star That gems the

glittering coronet of morn.

b. A figure of a coronet (in Heraldry, etc.).

1678 Butler Hud. XXL ii. 872 Ladies . . With coronets at

their footmen's breeches. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones XVM.

iv, Are there no charms in the thoughts of having a coronet

on your coach? 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. <y Pop.

xvii. 265 It..became a usage in the fifteenth century to

have the Crest to rise from out of a Coronet.

2. A fillet or wreath of beautiful workmanship

I
or precious materials, worn as an ornament round
the temples

;
esp. in modern costume, a decorative

j

part of a woman's head-dress, consisting of a plate
or band of metal, or the like, encircling the front

of the head.

1599 Microcynicon (Fairholt), But oh her silver framed
Coronet With lowe dowue dangling spangles all beset.
1601 Dent Pathw. Heaven (1831) 38 Wearing of perriwigs,
and other hair coronets and top-gallants. 1687 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2230/4 A pair of Flanders lae'd Ruffles and Coronet.

172s De Foe Voy. round ti'orld 132 He made a nice
I garland, or rather a coronet, of sundry strings of beads.

182a S. Rogers Italy, Ginevra, And on her brow, fairer

than alabaster, A coronet of pearls. 1836 W. I kving Astoria
II. 49 They wear gay coronets of plumes, particularly those
of the swan.

b. A chaplet or garland of flowers for the head.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N, iv. i. 57 She his hairy temples then

had rounded, With coronet of fresh and fragrant flowers.
i6ox Holland Pliny II. 546 That varietie of floures which

I she gathered and couched together, .in her Coronets. 1774
I J. Bkyant Mythol. II. 400 We find it [the Nympha^a] ..

used for a kind of coronet upon figures of Orus. 1825 J.
I

Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 335 Thy coronet of rich flowers.

3. = Corona 7 b ;
formerly, also, a whorl of

small flowers as in Labiates ; a flowering bead of an
umbelliferous or composite plant (cf. Corona 7 c).

1S5S Fardle Facions 1. iii. 37 The coronettes of their

Pasnepes and Garden Thistles .. [are said] to be twelue
I Cubites compasse. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden ccx,

j
Feild Calamint with whorled Coronets. 1845 Lin'oley-Vc/;.

Bot. i. (1858) 15 Sometimes there is within, or upon, the

,

corolla, a cup, as in the Daffodil, or a ring of scales, as in

the Passion-flower ; this is the Coronet.

+ 4. Arch. The capital ofa column. Obs.

1555 Fardle Facions n. xii. 301 Pilers . . upon whose

j

coronettes or heades the. .rofe of the Churche maye reste.

5. Farriery. The lowest part of the pastern of a

j

horse, immediately above the coffin ; also the bone
of this part, the Cokoxary bone.
1696 A. Snape Anat. Horsey, xii. 223 Rasing the Hoof

j
from the Coronet or top of it to the very bottom, .until the

f Bloud come. 1792 Osbaldiston Brit. Sportsman 122/?

\

The coronet of a horse's foot, is that part on the very top of
it where the hair grows. X833 Sir C. Bell Handled. 3)

I 94 In the horse's leg the five bones, .of the second phalanx
I [are consolidated] into the lesser pastern or coronet.

6. = Coronal sb. 3. (See also Cronet.)
1731 in Bailey vol. II.

7. Short for Coronet moth : see 8.

8. attrib. and Comb. Coronet moth, a col-

I lector's name of Acronycta Ligustri.

1778 Miss Blrney Evelina liii, I perceived among the

carriages, .a coronet-coach. 1819 Samolelle Eutomol. Com-
Pend. 250 Coronet Moth (Noctua Ligustri). 1829 Southey
Sir T. More II. 161 Old family - trees, especially of the

coronet-bearing kind. 1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths, No.
432 The Coronet.

Co'ronet, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
j

confer a coronet upon ; to adorn as with a coronet.

1813 Scott Trierm. in. Introd. v, The simple lily-braid

\
That coronets her temples. C1830 Bkntham Wks. XI. qS

Mr. Eden, afterwards coroneted by the title of Lord Auck-
land.

Coronet, obs. f. Cornet.

Coroneted (kp-r^nOted),///. a. Also -etted.

I [f. Coronet sb. (ory.) + -ed.] Adorned with, bear-

ing, or wearing, a coronet ; of persons, often equiva-

lent to ' belonging to the peerage \

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) V. 119 She .. looked

[ at the seal, ostentatiously coroneted. 1847 L. Hunt Men,
Women <y B. II. ix. 197 The staid conduct, .of a succession

of coronetted actresses, a 1833 Robertson Led. \. 24 The

j

lady, .getting out of her coroneted carriage. 1872 Long-

staffk Her. Durham 24 None of his own [Bp. de Bury'sl

charming seals give the Coronetted Mitre. 1885 Vpool
Daily Post 30 June 4/5 Coroneted 'eccentrics' who in

other ranks would have been called other names.

Coronetty, -ee, a. Her. Made like a coronet

;

ornamented on the upper side coronet-wise.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 1. iv. 33/1 He beareth Or, a

Bend Archee, Coronettee on the top side, Gules. Some say

haveing the higher side Coronett-wayes. Morgan, .termeth

this a Coronet in Bend, but he should then have said (Ex-

tended in Bend) because it reacheth from side to side of the

shield. x86. Parker Gloss. Heraldic Terms 108 These

are the paternal arms of his R. H. Prince Albert.
f

The

bearing is sometimes called 'a ducal coronet in bend , and

sometimes, more properly, 'a bend archee coronetty .

Coronice, -nich, obs. ff. Cornice.

CorO'niform, a. rare. [ad. L. type * coroni-

form-is, f. corona crown : see -FORM. In mod.K.

coronijorme.'] Crown-shaped.

1776 J. Lee Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 39 The Stigma is. .Coro-

niform, or Crown-shaped in Pyrola. i88a_m Syd. Soc. Lex.

\\
CoroniS (korJu-nis). [L. cordnis, a. Gr. ko-

pwvts curved stroke or flourish at the end of a

book or chapter, hencefig. in sense 1 below ; also

in sense 2. So in mod.F.]

1 1. The conclusion, end. Obs. rare.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11. 38 (D.) The coronis of

this matter is thus ; some bad ones, .were punish'd strictly,

all rebuk d, not all amended.

2. Greek Gram. A sign resembling an apostrophe

('), placed over a vowel as a mark of contraction

or crasis ; e.g. /eaya$6$ for /cat ayaOos.

1833 E. Robinson tr. Buttmann's Gr. Gram. 60 Over a

crasis is commonly written the sign called coronis {xoptavU).

1863 W« Smith tr. Cnrtins' Gr. Gram. § 16.

12/ - 3
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Coronium (korJu-ni#m). [f. Cobona 2, on the

analogy of chemical names in -ium.] An other-

wise unknown element supposed to exist in a

gaseous state in the sun's corona. (Cf. Helium.)

1890 C. A. Young Eletn. Astron. vL § 207 The charac-

teristic feature of the visual spectrum [of the sun's corona] is

a bright line in the green. . It coincides with adark line, .on

Kirchhoff's map of the solar spectrum. .This dark line, .is a
close double, one of its components being due to iron, while

the other is due to some unknown gaseous element, which
has been called Coronium after the analogy of Helium.

Coronix, obs. f. Cornice.

t CoTOnizOy 8* Obs. [f. L. corona crown + -ize

(perh. in quot. 1592 associated with coronix Cor-
nice).] trans. To crown, adorn with a coronet or

coronal.

1592 R. D. HyPnerotomachia 63 An arched Eminence,
adorned with coronised Lyneaments and grauings. 1596
Fitz-Gkffray Sir F. Drake (1881) 22 Be Drakes worth
royalized by your wits, That Drakes high name may coronize
your writs. 1606 Ford Fame's Mem, cxviii, To coronise
high-soar'd gentility. 16*3 Cockeram, Coronize, to crown.

Coronofacial (koro^-noJe^^aX), a. Anat. [f.

Coron(al + Facial.] Relating to the coronal

suture and the face : in c. angle (see quot.).

1878 Hartley tr. Topinard's Anthrop. 11. ni. 291 The
corono-facial angle of Gratiolet, formed by the meeting ofthe
plane passing across the coronal suture of both sides and
the facial line.

CorOHOgraph (korJu-nJgraf. Astron. Also
erron. corona-, [f. corono-, combining form of

Corona + -graph, Gr. -ypacpos writing, writer.]

An instrument for photographing the sun's corona

in full sunlight.
That in use is a combined form of Newtonian telescope

and photographic camera, suggested by Dr. W. Huggins in

a paper read before the Royal Society in 1882.

t88s Sir H. Grubb Catat. Philos. Instr., Dr. Huggins'
Coronograph for photographing Corona. 1890 Capt. Darwin
in Phil. Trans. 306 The Coronagraph was designed as the
instrument which would give the best chance of rendering
it possible to obtain photographs of the corona in sunlight.

Hence Coronographic a.; also Cor o -nog-ram,

a photograph of the corona so obtained.
1890 Tablet 25 Jan. 128 The special new coronagraphic in*

strument prepared for the occasion.

Coronographer, obs. f. Chrono-.
Coronoid (kp-nJhoid, kortfu'n^id), a. Anat.

[mod. f. Gr. xopwvrj crow : see -oin.]

Applied to processes of bones of a curved form
like a crow's beak, and to parts in connexion with

these ;
esp. the c. process of the lower jaw, and

that of the ulna, and the c.fossa of the humerus.

1741 A. Monro Anatomy (ed. 3) 27 Such Processes as
terminate in a sharp Point, have the general Name of
coronoid bestowed on them. 1808 Reeve ibid. XCVIII. 117
The zygomatic process terminates at the coronoid process of
the lower jaw. 1865 Reader No. 139. 242/3 The coronoid
origin of this muscle. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Coronoidfossa,
a depression above the inner segment of the trochlear surface
of the lower end of the humerus for the reception of the
coronoid process of the ulna in flexion of the forearm.

Corons: see Currant.
Coronula : see next.

Coronule (kor<?u-ni«l). Bot. and Zool. [ad. L.

coronula, dim. of corona crown. The L. form is

sometimes used.]

1. Bot. An appendage like a small crown or

coronet surmounting a seed, etc. : cf. Corona 7 a.

x8o6 Gregory Diet. Acts Sc. I. 255 The coronula is. .a
small sort of calyx adhering to the seed, like a little crown.
1866 Treas. Bot., Coronule, the small calyx-like body
which crowns the nucule of Chara. [Called Crown in

transl. of Sachs.] x88x Groves in Jrnl. Bot. X. 3 The small
size and shortness of the nucleus and coronula.

2. Zool, A kind of acorn-shell or barnacle of the

genus Coronula of Cirripeds
; parasitic on Cetacca.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 686/1 AH the Balanids—with
the exception of the Coronules— have calcareous bases.

1876 Benedens Animal Parasites 57 Eschricht has in vain
offered a reward to him who would send him coronula: still

attached to the umbilical cord.

Coroplasty, Corotomy : see Cor- 2
.

Coroseis, sb. pL : see Corsie.
Corosif, -ive, etc, obs. ff. Corrosive.
Corougle, obs. f. Coracle.
Corounal, obs. f. Coronal.
Coroundest, -nnest : see Coronest.
Coroun(e, corowne, obs. fT. Crown.
Corouns : see Currant.

t CoroUT, a. Obs. [a. AF. corour-OF. coreor,

later coureur courser, also as A&] Fit for the

course; stede corour—Y. cheval coureur, courser.
c\yjo A*. Alts. 2475 He leop upon a stede corour, And

flowgh away withoute socour.

Corowiier(e, obs. f. Coroner.
II Corozo (korJwso). [Native name.]
A South American tree, Phytelcphas tnacro-

carpa, allied to the palms ; its seed is the Corozo-
nut (or ivory-nut), the hardened albumen of which
furnishes the substance called vegetable ivory.

1760-7* tr. Juan $ Ulloa's Voy. I. 50 The fourth, which
they call corozo, has a fruit larger than dates, of an exqui-
site taste ; and proper for making cooling and wholsome

draughts. 1869 Eng. Meek. 24 Dec, 367/2 Buttons are made
I . .from the corozo nuts, 1883 Eng. Illusir. Mag. Nov. 88/

1

:
Besides vast quantities of corozo nut or vegetable ivory, Hir-

]

mingham consumes tons upon tons of shells for buttons.

Corp, Sc. and north Eng. dial. f. Corpse.

Corpax, erron. scribal f. corporax, Corporas.
Corperal(e, Corperas : see Corpor-.

Corpes, -is, obs. ff. Corpse.

+ Co rpion. Obs. Also corpchun, ? corphun,
copshen. [Of uncertain etymology : perh. f. corp-

body: the use of les in quot. 15 16 does not make
i it certainly French. Copshen is prob. the same

word, though the spelling suggests derivation from

]

cop head.] Name of a quality of herring : see

quot. 1758.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 93 Corphun [//. P. corpchun her-

ynge]. 151a in Rogers Agric. «r Prices III. 322/3 Corpions

1 cade {6* 4/3. 1516 Ibid. 323/2 Herrings called les cor-

pions 1 cade (d- 1/4. 1758 Binnell Descr. Thames 227

Fishers distinguish their Herrings into six different Sorts : As
the Fat Herring . . the Shotten Herring . . the Copshen, which
by some Accident or other has been deprived of its Head.

Corpolent, obs. f. Corpulent.

Corporal (k(7 Jp6ral), a. (sb.) Forms: 4-5 cor-

poreity, 5 (corperall), 5-7 corporall, 5 -al. [a.

OF. corporal (12th a), later corporel, ad. L. corpo-

ral-em bodily, f. corpus, corpor- body. Sec -al.]

1. Of or belonging to the human body; bodily.

c 1400 Rom, Rose 6759 Swynke he with his hondis cor-

porelle. 1474 Caxton Chesse 7 The corporal or bodelye

sight. 1490 — Eneydos xx'ix. 113 Fayre yeftes of nature,

as is beaulte corporelle. c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners
(1570) D iv, His members corporall. 1547 Act 1 Edvj. VI,

c 3 If they should be punished by death, .and with other

j

corporall paine. 1641 in Nalson Impart. Collect. (1683) II.

I 482 It is this day ordered by the Commons, .that all corporal

\

bowing at the Name . . be henceforth forborne. 1671 M ilton

P. R. iv. 299 In corporal pleasure he, and careless ease.

176a Gibbon Misc. Ivks. (1814) IV. 131 A favourite topic of

ancient raillery was corporal defects. 1866 Gladstone Jttv.

Mundi v. (1869) 118 The achievements of Heracles are per.

; sonal, indeed corporal,

b. Personal.
1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xx. 104 When the Victor hath

trusted him with his corporall liberty. 1754 Richardson
Grandison (1781) I. xxvi. 189 Taking his corporal leave of

I her. 1767 Blackstone Comm, II. 173 Since by a devise a
freehold may pass without corporal tradition or livery of

seisin. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scott. 1. i. 22 The chan-

cellor has given Ito Master John Homyll in 1418J corporal

and real possession of the foresaid benefice.

+ c. Having a body, embodied. Obs.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. vtii. in Ashm. (1652) 172 The
Spryt may Corporall be. And become fyx wyth hyt and
substancyall. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 142 There they

I
suppose Enoch and Elias are corporall to this day. 1647

I W. Browne tr. Polexander n. 257 There are corporall

Angels on earth.

+ 2. Of the nature of body or matter
;
corporeal,

material, physical. Obs.

1519 Inter! Four Elem. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 12 Though
the form and fashion of any thing That is a corporal body
be destroyed. 1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 115/2 TIm wor-
shipping ofgod with golde ana siluer, & suche other corporall

thinges. 159a West 1st Pt. Symbol. | 50 D, Corporal
things are such as of their own nature may be felt or seen.

1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. Hi. 81 What seetn'd corporall Melted,
as breath into the Wind. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 1.

viii. (1713) 23 Either God, or this corporal and sensible

: World must of itself necessarily exist. 170a Echard EccL
Hist. (1710)644 Two principles; the one Good, the other

Evil, from whence proceeded the evil soul of man ; together

with the body, and all corporal creatures. 17*6 tr. Gregory's

Astron. I. 475 The two Planets observed in Corporal Con-
junction (that is where the one seems to touch or cover the

other'.

t b. Relating to material things ; material. Obs.

153$ Coverdalk Zech. Contents ch. x, Thorow corporal

promises, the prophet ledeth men vnto the promises that are

fulfilled in Christ.

+ 3. Large of body. Obs.
c 1475 Partenay 4456 Sin bat gret thikke is, wonder cor-

porall. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <$• Comnnv. 203 As for

flesh-meat, I thinke that a Hawke in England eats more in

a moneth, than.. a sufficient corporall Burger does in six

weekes.

+ 4. Having solidity ; solid. Obs.

a. In early Chem.
1667 Boyle Grig. Fortues <$ Dual.. One little Masse or

Bead of corporal or yellow (though perhaps somewhat
palish) Gold. Ibid. 131 In some grosse, or, as they speak,
corporal Salts, such as Sea-salt, SaJt-petre.

b. Corporal number-, a number pertaining to

cubic or solid measure.
1594 Blundevil Exerc. t. xxvi. (ed. 7) 59 A Cubique or

Corporall number, having both length, breadth, and depth.

6. Phrases, a. Corporal oath [med.L. corporate

juramentum ; cf. corporaliterjurare, also Bodily
Oat)i\ : an oath ratified by corporally touching a

sacred object, esp. the gospels, but sometimes the

consecrated host, or relics of saints, and in heathen
times the altar, etc., of an idol, as distinguished

from a merely verbal oath, to which the body was,

as it were, not a party, arch.
As the consecrated host or corpus Dei muss sometimes the

thing corporaliter tactum, the attributive ' corporal ' has
I

been held by some to refer to the host ; but this is not
historically tenable. See the treatment of the subject by
Maskell, Monum. Rit. (1882) II. pp. li-liii ; also the medi-
aeval examples in Du Cange, s.v. *Jnrarc, the Italian

quots. in the Vocab. Delta Cmsca (1878) s-vv. Corporate,
Corporalmentc, etc
[c 1300 Thorn Chron. (in Decern Script. II. iy66) Forma

Jidcfttatis/aciendx. Ego N. de C. juroadhaec sancta Dei
cvangelia, prestito corporaliter sacramento, quod, etc.

1300 Robert, Bp. of Glasgow in Rymer II. 867 (Du
Cange) Et cest serment avons nous fet sur le cors notrc

Seigneur.] 1534 in W. H. Turner Select Rec. Oxford 128

By vertue of corporall othe gyven to the Universitie. 1548
Hall Chron. 290, Eche of theim takyng a corporall othe

upon the holy Evangelistes. 158s Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841 >

323 The eldest, .servant of his house, .(for he had rule over

all which Abraham did possess), was not permitted to deal in

this matter without taking a corporal oath beforehand [cf.

Gen. xxiv. 2 J. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Nib. iii. (182D 241

Untill he had taken hiscorporal oath (upon a booke) that he

would, etc. 1675 tr. Machiavellis Prince iRtldg. 1883 1 252

He would . . take his corporal oath his . . life was tedious.

1755 Mag ens Insurances I. 269 He. .confirmed the Truth of

the. .written Deposition with his Corporal Oath, before us.

b. Corporal pmnishment : punishment inflicted

on the body ;
originally including death, mutila-

! tion, branding, bodily confinement, irons, the

pillory, etc. '

v
as opposed to a fine or punishment

in estate or rank). In 19th c. usually confined to

flogging or similar infliction of bodily pain.

1581 Lamharde Eiren. 1. xiL(i6o2>57 Corporall punish*

|

ment, is eyther capitall, or not capital!. 1622 Malynes Ant.
Laio-Merch. 431 Imprisonment is a corporall punishment.

' 1714 Act 1 Geo. I, St. 2. c 18 % 14 To be kept to hard La-

bour, and suffer such corporal Punishment as the said Justice
1 or Justices, .shall think fit 17*4 Act 11 Geo. I, c. 26^ 10

Any Crime, importing a Capital or any other Corporal

Punishment. 18*7 Hansard Pari. Deb. XVI. 670. 26 Feb.,

Mr. Hume proposed . . that it should be unlawful to inflict

corporal punishment, by stripes or lashes, upon any soldier.

1836 O'Connf.ll Ho. Comm. 14 Apr., They talked of 'cor-

poral punishment *
;
they did not choose to use its right

name—' flogging'. 1838 Act 1-2 Vict. c. 17 f 7 iMutiny

Act) That a General Court-martial .. may sentence any
Soldier to Corporal Punishment, not extending to Life or

Limb, for Immorality, etc 1868 G. Duff Pol. Snrv. 36 The
last reform . . is the abolition, a few weeks ago, of corporal

punishment in the army.

C. Corporal works of mercy : works of mercy to

the bodies of men, of which seven are reckoned.

15. . ManuallofPrayers, The Workes ofmercy Corporall.

To feed the hungry. To giue drinke to the thirsty. To
cloathe the naked. To visitt and ransome the Captiues.

To harbour the harbourlesse. To visitt the sicke. To
burie the dead. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV.

xxL 711 He was ready to do the last corporal work of mercy
to his departed sovereign.

fB. as sb. pi. ^elliptical.). Obs.

1659 Fuller Appeal Inj. Innoc. ml 66 Naturals, cor-

porals, morals, civifs, intellectuals. 1678 Cudworth Intell.

Syst. 821 When the soul goes out of this body, whether it

be carried into any corporal places, or to incorporals like to

corporals.

Corporal (k^uporal), shy Eccl. Forms: 3
corporeal, 4-5 corporalle, (5 -erale\ 6-7 -all,

6—al. [ad. med.L. corporalis {palla), corporate

[pallium t in F. corporal, f. L. corpus body.]

f 1. An ancient eucharistic vestment. Obs,

a 1000 Canons Edgar in Thorpe Laws II. 250 We la,-ra5

^t selc preost luebbe corporalem bonne he in.o-iv. 1660

Coke Power 4- Subj. 162 itransl. of prec.j That every

Priest celebrating Mass, hath his Corporal.

2. A cloth, usually of linen, upon which the

consecrated elements are placed during the celebra-

tion of the mass, and with which the elements, or

the remnants of them, are covered after the celebra-

tion. Called also corporal-cloth.

1381 in Eng. Gilds {1870) 233 A ' palyoun ' of cloth of

gold ; two * corporalles c 1440 Promp. Part'. 93 Corporasse

or corporalle, corporale. 1488 in La. Treas. Acc. Scott. I.

85 In ane vthir gardeviant :— In the fyrst, a lamp of siluer,

a corporale with a cais. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cc
237 This squier had with hym the patent and corporal.

1637 Bh. Com. Prayer, Church Scot., Communion Rubric,

He that celebrates shall . . cover with a fair linen cloth, or

corporal, that which remaineth of the consecrated elements.

1641 I. H. Petit, agst. Pochtingion^ He hath caused two
cloathes to be made, which he cals Corporals, and these he

uscth to lay over the Bread in the Sacrament. 1725 tr.

Dupin's Eccl. Hist. \jth c. I. v. 64 They made use of Veils

also.. which were made of Lawn, as the Corporal was,

afterwards of Silk. 1849 Rock Ch. 0/ Fathers I. i. 38
Anciently, the Corporal-cloths were so large as to over,

spread the whole altar. 1888 Times 22 June 13/3 Con-
cerned in stealing a silk veil, two linen corporals, a silver

cross, .from St. Peter's Church-

b. Corporal-case : a case for the corporal.

fCf. 1488 in prec.] 1559 Inv. in Reg. Episc. Aberd.
(Spalding Club) I. App. 90 Item a corporal case with a

cover of cloath of gold.

Corporal (k^iporar, sb.- Mil. [a. 16th c. F.

corporal, var. of capporal, caporal (Llttr£), ad. It.

caporale (Sp. caporal).
Diez and others take caporale as the original form, u a

derivative of capo head ; but this leaves the -or- unaccounted
for. On the other hand, the corporal form is of consider-

able antiquity : Du Cange quotes from a letter of 1405,
* capitaneus, et ut ipsi [Venetians] vocant, corporalis '. This

favours a derivation from It. corpo, L. corpor- body (i. e. of

troops), with subsequent contamination by capo.]

1. A non-commissioned military officer ranking

under a sergeant.
* He has charge of one of the squads of the company,

places and relieves sentries, and keeps good order in the

guard' (Stocqueler). Corporal's guard*, a small armed
detachment such as is placed under the command of a

corporal. HenceJig. asmall body of followers ur huppuricrs.



CORPORALATE. 1009 CORPORATENESS.

1579 Digcjes Stratiet. 84 The Corporal is a degree 111

dignitie above the private souldior. 1598 Barret Theor.

IVarres 248 The word Caporall, which is a meere Italian,

and also vsed by the French, we corruptly do both write

and pronounce Corporall. 1642 Declar. Lords <$• Com.
For Raising Forces 22 Dec, 7 That each Company of

Dragooners have an experienced Souldier to be a Corporall.

c 1645 T. Tully Siege Carlisle (1840) 35 Philipson. .sent a
corporal with 20 horse. 1709 Steele Tatlcr No. 164 F 6

An old Soldier in the Civil Wars,whowas Corporal of a Com-
pany in a Regiment of Foot. 1810 Wellington in Gurw.
Desp. VI. 326, I, who command the largest British army
that has been employed, .have not the power of making
even a corporal. 1833 Marryat P. Simple vii, The key of

the store-room, was under the charge of one of the corporals

of marines, 1868 Regul. $ Ord. Army P 312 When Non-
commissioned Officers are required to assist the Officers,

Corporals may be appointed to act as Serjeants. 1888

Times 26 June 4/4 Mr. G. M., Corporal of Horse, Royal
Horse Guards, .writes to correct the statement.

t 2. Corporal of the field : a superior officer of

the army in the 16th and 17th a, who acted as an

assistant or a kind of aide-de-camp to the sergeant-

major : see qnot. 1622. Obs.

i6zz F. Markham Bk. War iv. ix. 153-5 The next great

Officers, .are the Foure Corporals of the Field, who haue
their dependance only vpon the Serieant-Maior and are

called his Coadiutors or assistants . . who for their election

ought to bee Gentlemen of great Dexteritie . . such as haue
at least been Captaines in other times . . It is meet that all

these foure Corporals of the Field bee exceeding well

mounted. 1591 Garrard Art Warre 156 Office and duetie

of the foure Corporals of the field. 1633 T, Stafford Pac.
Hib. xxi. (1821) 415 Sent a Corporall ofthe field, to cause
the like to be done in the Earle of Thomonds quarter,

3. Nattt. + a. Formerly, a petty officer on
board ship, part of whose duty consisted in teaching

the sailors the use of small arms : see quot. 1626.

b. 'The shifs corporal of the present day is the

superior of the first-class working petty officers,

and solely attends to police matters under the

master-at-arms or superintendent-in-chief * (Smyth
Sailors t'Vord-bk.).

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 4 The Corporall is

to see the setting and releeuing the watch : and see all the

souldiers and saylors keepe their Armes cleane, neate and
yare ; and teach them their vse. 1669 Sturm Mariner s

Mag. v. xi. 46 The Gunners at Sea did not exercise the Sea-

men in this knowledge, as the Corporal doth in Mustering
of them with their musquets. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4440/1
The Midshipmen . . Corporals, Yeomen of the Sheets . . one
Eighth Part. 1891 Times 20 Sept., A ship's corporal on
duty in the Britannia.

t Ccrporalate. Obs — 1
[f. Corporal sb.'^ +

-ate !.] A body commanded by a corporal ; a

corporal's guard or squad.
1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 7 Divided into parts

and Corporolates under their Corporals and Sergeants.

Corporality (k^iporarliti). Also 5 -ite, 6

-yjtie, 7 -itie. [ad. late L. corpordlitas (Ter-

tullian), f. corporal-is Corporal : see -ity. Cf.

mod.F. corporalite (Bossuet).]

1. The quality of consisting of matter; material

or corporeal existence
;
materiality.

1398 Trevisa BartIt. De P. R. VTH. xxviii. (1495) 338
Sauynge the corporalite of eyther and contynuaunce of
theyr substancyall partyes. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World I.

7 Aristotle findeth corporality in the beames of light. 1642
H. More Song of Soul n. 11. hi. xxix, That fond grosse
phansie . . Of the souls corporal'tie. 1662 J. Chandler
Van Helmout's Oriat. 150 A Mathematicall corporality or
bodiliness. 17x1 S. Clarke Let. to Dodwell 71 The Cor-
porality of the Soul. 1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knowl.
1464 Perhaps he. .considered corporality and substantiality

as identical ideas.

\ b. as opposed to spirituality. Obs.
Feltham Resolves 1. xix. 34 Take her as she is in her

self, not dimm'd and thickned with the mists of corporality

;

then is she a beauty. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. m. vi. § 21
Whether the spirituality of them shall refine the rest . . or
the corporality, or earthliness of them, depress them.

f C. Alchemy. The gross and earthy part of

anything, incapable of sublimation. Obs.

1660 tr. Paracelsus* Archidoxis 1. iy« 52 In that Colour is

the Quintessence contained, the residue is the Corporality.

1683 Salmon Doron Med. 1. 310 In this color are the
Potentates contained, the residue is the 'Corporality'.

2. The quality of being embodied; embodied
existence or condition.
164a H. More Song of Soul n. i. L xu, [They] deeply

doubt if corporalitie were stroy'd Whether that inward first

vitalitie Could then subsist. 1691 E. Taylor tr. Behmen's
Theos. Philos. 358 The Precious Gold of Heavenly Corpo-
rality. 1847 Blackw. Mag. LXI. 755 Until certified of his
corporality, [we] shall set down the gentleman . . as a mem-
ber of an imaginary clan.

b. concr. Bodily substance or organism, body.
1841 Erasers Mag. XXIII. 217, I would much rather

have repaired their minds with learning . . than their corpo-
ralities with drugs.

t 3. Corporate quality or organization of a
society, town, etc. Obs.
1556 Corpor, of Axbridgc in 3rd Rep. Com. Hist. MSS.

(1872) 303/2 The same yere oure Corporalytie was granted,

f b. concr. A body ofmen ; a Corporation. Obs.
1603 [see Corporaltv]. 1641 Milton Reform. 5 Citations

. . to be served by a corporality of griffonlike promoters
and apparitors.

4. //. Corporal or bodily matters
;
things per-

taining to bodily wants, etc. Cf. temporalities.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (18111 VIII. x. 52 Motives of
'

I

convenience, or mere corporalities, as I may say.

Corporally (k^jporilli, adv), [f. Corporal
a. + -ly -.]

1. In a corporal or bodily manner
; by bodily

or personal action ; in or as to the body
;
bodily.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 198/3 Thus wrought our lord by
the merites of the blessyd vyrgyne corporally whiche moche
more habundantly wyrcheth by hir merytes to the sowles

i

spirituelly. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. xiii. (1634) 51
;

1
The whole fulnesse of the Godhead doth corporally dwell in

1

Christ. x6oo E. Blount Hist. Portugal/ (ed. 2) 40 Kuery
I

Harquebuzier that shoulde be found, .without fiftie bullets
;

I

..shoulde be corporally punished. 1652 Needham tr.

' Selden's Mare CI. 196 They did enter upon the Sea cor-
' porally by occupation. 1749 Wesley Whs. (1872) X. 121

; If Christ is not corporally present in the host, they grant
their adoration to be idolatry. 1855 Milman Lat. C/ir.

(1864) II. iv, viii. 400 Euthymius. .was corporally punished
1 with blows and stripes. 1883 Law Rep. 11 Q. Bench Div.
I 609 Whether the offence imputed was punishable corporally

or by fine.

f2. Asiron. Cf. Corporal a. 2 quot. 1726. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. xiii. 225 The Sunne
I . .is conjoined with many starres. .and in the S tli of August

is corporally conjoyned with Basiliscus.

t Co rporalness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -nkbs.]

!

Corporal or physical condition
;
corporality.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. viii. xxviii. (1495) 338 The
water abydyth in his corporalnesse by joynynge and con-

I tynuynge togiders of his parties.

Corporalship Jc^jpor&ljip). [f. Corporal

j

sb.2 + -SHIP.]

1 1. A body of soldiers under the command of a
1 corporal, or of a Corporal of the Field. Obs.

1591 Garrard Art Warre 28 If a corporall-shippe of

j

pikemen be joyned togither with another of shot. 1625

MARKHAM Souldiers Accid. 7 This done, you shall deuide

one hundred men into foure Corporallshipps or Squadrons.

1635 Barrifke Mil. Discip. cxx. (1643) 415 Three rots of

pikes make a Corporalship. 1672 T. Venn Milit. Observ.
j

191 He [the sergeant] shall march on the outside, where he
may best.. take charge of their several Corporalships.

2. The office or position of a corporal.

167a T. Venn MHit. Observ. 192 The soldiers under his '

Corporalship. 1814 Scott Wav. vii, Petitions for ser-

geancies and corporal-ships. 1858 Chamb. Jrnl. IX. 160
I [He] had worked his way up from a corporalship of marines. 1

Co'rporalty, var. of Corporality, a corporate

body or corporation.

1603 in Sir R. Boyle Diary Ser. II. (1887) 1. 62 Two casks
|

of Powder, .they, .unshipt. .the Maior alledging that it was
i the act of the Corporally.

t Co'rporance. Obs. rare. [a. OF. corpor-

ate, -erne bodily form, stature, corpulence, f.

I

corporer to embody, give a body to: see -ANCE.]

I Bodily size
;
physical proportions.

1570 G. Buchanan CJuwueleon, Albeit it be small of cov-

porance noghttheless it is of ane stronge nature.

Corporas (kpuporses). Forms: 3 corporeal s,

4 -aus, -eaus, corperaus, 4-6 -as, 5-7 corpor-

ass(e, 5-6 -ace, 5 corperax, -arax, (coperas,

-arace), 6 -esse, corprax), 5-9 corporas, 6-9
j

corporax. [ME. corporaus, a. OF. corporaus,

(earlier corporals), nom. sing, of corporal = Cor-
: poral sb.1 (The same form was in OF. acc. pi.,

I and remains in pi. as corporaux.)] = Corporal
sbJ 2.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 De meshakele is of medeme
1 fustain, and te corporeals sole and unshapliche. c 1300

I

Havelok i38 The calix, and the pateyn ok, The corporaus,

the messe-gere. C1315 Shoreham 50 And eke the corperaus

Onder the deakne vealdeth. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

V. 11 Sixtus ordeyned bat pe corperas [Harl. MS. corpo-

rasse] schulde nou^t lie of silk nober sendel. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 363/2 She made mo than fyfty corporas and sente

{

them.. in to dyuerce chirches. 1513 Hradshaw St, Wer- 1

burge 11. 551 Some gaue a coope and some a vestement
Some other a chalice and some a corporace. 1543 Rich-
mond Wills (Surtees) 47 Corporaxes, altar clothes, albys,

towells. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Commun. Rubric, Then
shall take so much Bread and Wine as shall suffice, .laying

the bread upon the corporas. 1655 Fuller Waltliam Abb.

(1840) 275 Three corporasses, whereof two white silk, and
j

one blew velvet. 1884 Life J. Skinner Ex, 174 The Rubric
j

provides for the use of. .a corporas, a paten, a bell, and
some other things.

b. Comb., as corporas bag, case, cloth, etc.

1478 Ckurchiv. Acc. St. Andrew's, East Cheap (in Brit,
j

Mag. XXXII. 36) Item, payde for a Corporas Case.,
ij". iiijd . 1522 Bury Wills (Camden) 117, iij fyne elle

|

kerchers to be vsyd for corporas clothes. 1529 Test. Ebor.
j

(Surtees) V. 277 To the parishe churche . . my dublett of
|

I

cremysyne sattyn, to make thereof corprax cases. 1566 in

j

E. Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 51 One cor-
|

I

porax cloth, one corporax bagg. 1853 Rock Ch. of

I

Fathers III. 11. 189 A pair of corporals in a corporas
!

case. 1869 Mrs. Palliser Lace xxii. 251 Richly-laced cor-

porax cloths.

Corporate (k^jpotft), ppl. a. [ad. L. cor-

pordt-us, pa. pple. of corporare : see next.]

A. as pa. pple. 1. United into one body. arch.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. iv. iii. (1495) 81 What is

j
drawen and is lyke therto is corporate and onyd therto.

1850 Bi.ackie Mschylus I. 123 Four several functions cor-

porate in one.

t2. Embodied. Obs.

a 1555 Latimer Serm. % Rem. (1845^ 333 It were loo long

to tell you . . how long it were ere I could forsake such

folly, it was so corporate in me, ,

B. adj. fl. Large of body; corpulent. Obs.
1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1570) 153 His body is so

great and corporate. 1533 Klyot Cast. Helthe 111. vi. 62
Leane men have more blod, corporat men have more
fleshe.

t 2. Pertaining to or affecting the body. Obs.
1586 Ferne Blaz. Centric 289 Goods and possessions be

things onely accompaniyng the honor of the body of the
owner, and therefore they be called corporate. 1613 Sir
H. Finch Law (1636) 427 When the partie for not appear-
ing should haue some great losse or corporate paine.

f 3. Having a body, embodied ; material. Obs.
c 1532 DEWES tntrod. Fr. in Palsgr. 1057 In the whiche

all maner shape and effigiation doth shyne clerely so well
corporates [Fr. corport'ez] as incorporates. 1557 North tr.

Gucuara's Diall Pr. 29 a/i Al thinges, aswel . . visible, as
invisible, corporate, as incorporate. 1613 R. C. Table Alph.
(ed. 3), Corporate, hauing a body. 1865 Bushnell Vicar.
Sacr. 442 Christ, .is conceived to simply come into the cor-
porate state of evil, and bear it with us.

4. Forming a body politic, or corporation.
Hence corporate body

,
body corporate', see Body sb. 14.

Corporate town : a town possessing municipal rights, and
acting by means of a corporation. Corporate county: a
city or town with its liberties, which has been constituted a
county of itself, independent of the jurisdiction of the histo-
rical county or shire in which it is situated.

1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 19 § 10 In Hundredes, Townes
Corporateand nott corporate, parisshes and all other places.

1577 Harrison England 11. v. (1877) 1. 130 These citizens.

.

are to serve . . in corporat townes where they dwell. 1598
Hakluyt Voy. I. 270 (R.) Any person or persons, body
politique, or corporate, or incorporate. 1765 Blackstom,
Comm. I. 1. iv. 85 There are also counties corporate. 1822
Hazlitt Tabtc-t. Ser. 11. viii. 1 1869) 159 Corporate bodies arc

more corrupt and profligate than individuals. 1825 M e Ci'L-

loch Pol. Ecou. 1. 33 The citizens of corporate towns. 1843
Lytton Last Bar, 1. i, The powerful and corporate asso-

ciation they formed amongst themselves. 1887 Lowell
Democr. 32 They no longer belong to a class, but to a body
corporate.

b. transf. Forming one body constituted ofmany
individuals.
1880 Huxley Crayfish 128 Such an organism as a crayfiNh

is only a corporate unity, made up of innumerable partially

independent individuals.

5. Of or belonging to a body politic, or corpo-

ration, or to a body of persons.
Corporate name : the name by which a corporation en-

gages in legal acts.

1607 Shaks. Timon n. ii. 213 They answer in a joynt and
corporate voice. 1753 HahwAY Trav. (1762) I. Ded. 6

Your endeavours, in your private, as well as corporate

capacity. 1770 in Examiner 4 May {1812) 286!i Lord Den-
bigh, .asked what made a Corporate-act? Mr. Townsend,
laughing, answered, an act of the Corporation. 1846
M^Culloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 449 All county
gaols, and . . seventeen of the largest prisons under corporate

jurisdiction. 1855 Act 19-20 Vict. c. 17 § 24 in Oxf <y

Camb. Enactmts. 248 The College, if a corporation, shall be

assessed for the same in its corporate name. 1876 Digby Real
Prop. i. § 1. 12 The land ceased to be public land and be-

came what we style corporate or private property,

f C. quasi-adv. Into the body. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De I'. R. vi. xx. '1495' 206 In yong-

lynges ineete taken corporat nouryssheth. .the body.

Corporate (k^*jpore :t), v. arch. [f. h. cor-

porat-, ppl. stem of corporare to form into or

furnish with a body, f. corpus, corpor- body.]

f 1. trans. To form into a corporation or body

politic ; to incorporate. Obs.

1531 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 19 All and singuler politike

bodies spirituall in anie maner of wise corporated. 1598

Stow Surz\ xiii. (1603) 449 Erected, corporated and en-

dowed with landes. 1611 Speed Thcat. Gt. Brit, xxvii.

11614) 53/i This city, .whom Henry VI corporated a county

of itselfe. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mm. 446 This Hos-
pitall was. .erected, corporated, and endowed.. by Queene
Mary.
2. To combine in one body ; to incorporate

(with) ; to embody.
1545 Hen. VIII in Stow Chrou.(R.^, Such notable vertues

and princely qualities as you haue alleaged to be corpo-

rated in my person. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme

43 Corporated with the flower of Frankincense and aloes.

1888 Fall Mall G. 5 Mar. 1/1 In. .'public spirit' London is

notoriously and disastrously deficient. The great thing

needful is to corporate its conscience.

3. intr. To unite or join in one body. rare.

1647 H. Mork Song of Soul 111. 11. xix, Though she [the

Soul] corporate with no World yet. 1865 G. Meredith Fa-

rina 61 At the threshold, .a number of the chief burgesses of

Cologne had corporated spontaneously to condole with bun.

Hence Co'rporating ppl. a., incorporating.

1881 Greener Gun 307 According to these chronicles,

corporating mills, stamping mills, corning mills and solar

stoves for drying the powder, were in use.

Corporately r,k^-jp6r^tli), adv. [f. Corporate

tf.-r-L?2.]

+ 1. In or as regards the body
;
bodily. Obs.

1494 Fabyan Chrou. vn. cexxxiii. 269 He founded the

abbey of Feuersham. .where he nowe corporally restyth.

2. In a corporate capacity ; as a corporation.

1804 Ld. Ellenborough in East Reports V. 310 General

corporate acts required to be done by the whole body cor-

porately assembled. 1836 T. Hook G. Gurney III. 118

The Honourable John Company (as the Court of Directors

. .are corporately called in that country [Indial).

Co'rporateness. [f. as prec. + -nkss.]

fl. Corpulence. Obs. (Cf. Corporate a. 1.)

1547 Boorde Brev. Health xc. 36 Corpulence, corporate-

ness or grosnes of the body. 1547 Recorde Judic. Ur. 43

U is a token .of fattyijg, or growyng to a corporatenesse.
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f 2. * Hodiliness, bodily substance/ Obs.

1717-31 in Bailey vol. II.

3. The quality of being a body corporate.

1755 in Johnson ; thence in mod. Diets.

Corporation (kpjpor^ jan). Also 6 -acyon,

6-7 -cion. [ad. L. corporation-em (Tertullian),

n. of action f. corpora-re to embody ; in med.

(Anglo L. used in sense 2 below. Also in mod.
F. : see Littre.]

+ 1. The action of incorporating ; the condition

of being incorporated. Obs.

1439 RotuL Pari. V. 9/1, 18 Hen. VI, c. 20 As touchyng
the Corporation of the Toune of Plymouth. 1530 Palsgr.

209/1 Corporation, corporation. 1540 Act 32 Hen. V///,
c. 42 Thother company called 'the Surgeons', be not in-

corporate, nor have anny mancr of corporation. 154* in

Strype Eccl. Mem. I. 1. 376 An act ..for the union and
corporation of small and exile benefices.

2. A number of persons united, or regarded as

united, in one body ; a body of persons.

1534 Mont: On tfu Passion Wks. 1348/2 He [Christ] doth
. . incorporate all christen folke and hys owne bodye together

in one corporacyon mistical. 1569 Goldinc Hemiuges
Post. Ded. 14 The whole Churche. .the whole corporation
of those that are registered in the booke of life. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxix. § 14 Some to appertain unto
several corporations or companies of men. 1^7 Clarendon
Hist. Red. II, (1843^ ^o/ 1 The most odiols .. projects .

.

framed, and executed, by almost a corporation of that re-

ligion. 1650 Fuller Pisgah in. iv. 324 David [was] a
grand preserver of them [Nethinim*], who first made them
a Corporation.

3. Law. A body corporate legally authorized to

act as a single individual ; an artificial person

created by royal charter, prescription, or act of

the legislature, and having authority to preserve

certain rights in perpetual succession.

A corporation may be either aggregate* comprising many
individuals, as the mayor and burgesses of a town, etc., or

sole, consisting of only one person and his successors, as a
king, bishop, or pardon of a parish. According to their

nature, corporations are termed civile ecclesiastical (U.S.

religious), eleemosynary, municipal, etc.

Ml Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. v. iv. 23 If there be any, bee
hee priuate person, or be it corporation. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. World n. 483 The Corporation or Body polUike of
the Citizens of Capua. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 177
P 10 Some fragment of antiquity, as the seal of an antient

corporation. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 469 Corporations
aggregate consist of many persons united together into one
society, and are kept up by a perpetual succession of mem-
bers so as to continue for ever. .Corporations sole consist of

one person only and his successors. 1818 Cruise Digest
fed. 2> V. 150 Corporations aggregate cannot levy fines.

184s Dickens Amer, Notes iv, What we should term a
Company of Proprietors, but what they call in America a
Corporation. 1856 Stanley Sinai Pal. xiv. (1858; 446
The 'Santa Casa' is spoken of by them as a living person,

a corporation sole on which the whole city depends. 1875
Postk Gains 1. Comm. <ed. 21 154 Some Universities have
a visible existence in a number of individual members, and
are then called Corporations.

b. Frequently used in the titles of incorporated

companies, e. g. the London Assurance Corpora-

tion, Irish Land C, Oriental Bank C, Peruvian
C.

y
etc.

4. An incorporated company of traders having

{ originally) the monopoly and control of their

particular trade in a borough or other place; a

trade-guild, a city 'company*. (Now so called

only in legal or formal language.")

1530 in W. EL Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 87 Ther is a
corporacyon made by the auctorite of the Mayre amongst
fisenmongers w*yn the . . towne. 1634 Rainbow Labour
(1655) 40 The greatest of our Common-wealth have inrolled

their names into the protection of some Corporation in this

City. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 4443/3 The several Corpora-
tions, or City Companies, marched from their respective

Halls. 17*4 Swift Drapier's Lett, vii, The whole corpora*

tions of weavers in silk and woollen.

6. spec. The municipal corporation ; the civic

authorities of a borough or incorporated town or

city ; the mayor, aldermen, and councillors. (A
leading current use.)

a 1734 North Exam. til. viii. § 34. 607 The Lord Mayor
being Head of the Corporation. 18x9 Hovjhky Pitgr.

Compostclla iv, The Corporation A fund for their keep
supplied. 1846 M'Culloch Acc. Brit. Empire f 1854) I. 629

A branch of the Corporation of the City of London.

6. The body ; the abdomen
;

esp. when large

and prominent, colloq. and vulgar.

1753 Smollett Cut. Eathom (18131 I. 156 Sirrah * my cor-

poration is made up of good wholesome Knglish fat. 1785

('•rose Diet. Vulgar Tongue s. v., He has a glorious cor-

poration. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xvi. 242 Looming large

in full canonicals, .with the dignity of an ample corporation.

1870 Si'Urgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xvu. 10 Eglon was a notable

instance that a well-fed corporation is no security to life.

7. altrib. and Comb., as corporation land, oath,

seal, etc.; Corporation Act, the act of 1661,

requiring all persons holding municipal offices to

acknowledge the royal supremacy, to abjure re-

sistance to the king, and to subscribe a declaration

against the Solemn League and Covenant, and

making ineligible for office all persons who had
not within a year partaken of the communion as

administered by the Church of England.
1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 318 When all Burgesses .. are

entered into a Corporation by the Corporation Oath or

Covenant. 1671 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 32 This very
thing of Corporacion I>ands. 1714 in Picton L'pool Mun'u .

Rec. (1886) II. 78 The Corporation Seale. 1776 Adam
Smith IV. N. I. 1. x. 133 The Corporation spirit has never
prevailed among them. 1777 Sheridan Sc/t. Scand. 111. iii,

All the family race-cups and corporalion-bow Is ! 1855
Macaulay Htst. Eng. xi, A bill repealing the Corporation
Act, which had been passed by the Cavalier Parliament.

Hence (nmce-ivds.) Corpora tional <i., of or be-

longing to a corporation ;
Corpora tioner, a mem-

ber of a corporation ;
Corpora-tionism, the system

or principle of corporate action.

1836 T. Hook G. Gurtuy III. 238 Among all the soldier-

officers, and mayors and corporationers. 1866 Dickens
Lett. 18 Jan., I sat pining under the imbecility of constitu-

tional and corporational idiots. 1883 Advance (Chicago) 16

Aug., Individualism against corporalionUrn.

Corporative (kpTporativ), a. [ad. L. corpo-

rdtlv-us, i. ppl. stem of corpordre to embody +

-IVK. C£ mod.F. corporatif.] Of, pertaining to,

or consisting of a corporation ; = Cobpobatk a. 5.

1833 Ht. Martinlau Tate 0/ Tyne vii. 121 She felt that a

maintenance was due from corporative funds. 1841 Eraser's

Mag. XXIII. 144 It is the corporative life that property
derives from organic law that makes all the value. 1883

Athenseum 14 Apr. 47i'2 His treatment of the subject of

monopolies, totaf or partial, individual or corporative.

Corporator (k^upor^ta-i). [n. of agent in

,
L. form f. corpordre to embody.] A member of a

corporation, esp. of a municipal corporation.

1784 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 207/2 A man is not a corporator

for his own sake. 1832 Mackintosh Revol. Wks. 1846

1 1. 135 Almost all the sheriffs, and a majority of corporators

and justices were. .Catholics. 186* Ld. Brougham Brit.

Const, iii. 49 The inhabitants, the individual corporator*,

did not hold of the Crown, but of the corporation. 1868 W.
Stebbing in If. Pattison Acad. Org. i. 7 A corporator of

the university is not necessarily a corporator of a college.

t Corporature. Obs. [ad. L. corporatura,

f. corpordre to embody : see -ukk.]

1. Bodily form and constitution
;
physiqtie.

1555 Eden Decades 318 Thinhabitauntes are men of good
corporature. 1607 Topsell Serpents (1653. 639 The Ring
..is of a more eminent stature, and goodly corporature.

1671 Blagrave Astrol. Physic 78 Those who are under the

Sun are of a strong large corporature, and well composed
body. 1678-96 Phillips, Corporature, the form or constitu*

tion of the body.

2. =C'oiuvhiality I
;
materiality.

1647 H. More Song 0/ Soul 11. App. vi, That antiquate,

secure, And easie dull conceit of corporature.

Corporaus, corporax, var. Corporas.

t Co'rpore, v. Obs. [a. OK. corpore-r to em-
body, acL L. corpordre : see Corporate v.} trans.

To incorporate ; to unite in one body.
1398 Trevisa Barlh. De P. R. XOL iii. (i495) 203 He

corpory'h and joyneth in himself waters and rennyth therto

both in name & in substaunce.

Corporeal ,k^jpo*T/al), a. (sb.) [f. L. eor-

pore-us of the nature of body, bodily, physical

(f. corpus, corpor- body) + -al : cf. CoRPOREOua.]

A. adj.

1. Of the nature of the animal body as opposed

to the spirit
;
physical ; bodily ; mortal.

16 1 a Healey Si, Aug. Citie of God 706 Corporeal! shall

hee [Christ} sit; and thence extend His doome on soules.

a 1661 Fuller WorthUt (1840) III. 6 How inconsistent. . to

couple a spiritual grace with matters of corporeal repast.

1709 Strype Ah*. Ref. I. xxv. 281 Nor allowed of any
manner of corporeal presence in the Sacrament. 1754 Sher-
lock Disc. (1759) L vi. 202 It was universally agreed that

all that was Corporeal of Man died. 1870 H. Maqiillan
Bible Teach, viii. 153 The corporeal frame of every human
being. is composed of the same mineral substances.

2. Of the nature of matter; material.

a 1619 Fotherhy Atheom. 11. xii. W 1 (1622- 332 Of things

corporeal, and incorporeall ; of things liuiug, and without

life. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phyt.-Mcch. xvit. 119 Whether
. . the exsuction of the Air do prove the place . . to be truly

empty, that is, devoid of all Corporeal Substance. 17*5 tr.

Duptn's Eccl. Hist. \-ithC. I. v. 164 He hold*, .that .. the

Devils and the Damn d are punish 'd by a Corporeal Fire.

1788 Keid Aristotle's Log. i. § 2. 7 Are genera and species

corporeal or incorporeal ? 1864 Bowen Logic x. 334 Our
conception of any corporeal thing must include., those

obvious qualities, such as shape, color, specific gravity,

etc. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 533 That which is

created is of necessity corporeal and visible and tangible.

8. Law. Tangible
;
consisting of material ob

jects ; esp. in Corporeal hereditament : see quo!.

1767.
c 1670 Hodbes Dial. Com. Laws 45 Some Goods are Cor-

poreal .. which may be handled, or seen; and some Incor-

poreal, as Priviledges, Liberties, Dignities, Offices. 1767
Blackstone Comm. II. 17 Corporeal hereditaments consist

wholly of substantial and permanent objects. 1844 Willia ms
Real Prop. 11 A manor, which is corporeal property. 1880

Muikhead tr. Instit. Gains 11. § 12 Corporeal [things] are

those that are tangible, such as land, a slave, a garment,
gold, silver, and other things innumerable.

b. Hodily ; wherein the body is affected.

1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 271 Degrees of nobility . . by
immeiuate grant from the crown : either expressed in writ-

ing, by writs or letters patent, as in the creations of peers

and baronets ; or by corporeal investiture, as in the creation

of a simple knight.

t 4. Formerly used where Coiu'oiial is now em-
ployed. Obs.
1711 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I. Pref. 13 Death or any

corporeal punishment. 1808 Med. fml. XIX. 1 Can a man
really suffer corporeal pain, and have at the same time all

the criteria, etc.? 1831 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (.1852)

408 He could enforce discipline by the infliction of corpo-
real punishment.

B. sb. pl.[= corporeal things] Things material.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. 11. 11. vi, They [the senses]

never knew ought but corporealls. 1678 Cldworth Intell.

Syst. 779 We should think of Incorporeals, so as not to

Confound their Natures with Corporeals.

b. Things pertaining to the human body. rare.

1826 Blackw. Mag. XX. 129/1 Of their mental powers,

men. .form in general a pretty fair estimate, but they arc

often sadly out respecting corporeals.

C. Law. Corporeal possessions.

1880 Mltrhead Gains 11. § 14 Nor does it affect our defini-

tion that there are corporeals included in an inheritance.

T Corpo'realism. Obs. [f. prec. + -ism.]

Materialism.
1678 Cldworth Intell. Syst. 25 Imputations of Corpo-

realism and Atheism. Ibid. 767 The very Principles of the
Atheistick Corporealism.

t Corpo'realist. Obs. A materialist.

1646 J. Maine Scrm. I 'nity (1647) 37 Another is a Cor-

porealist, and holds the death of the Soul with the Body.

1744 Berkeley Sin's § 250 Some corporealists and me-
chanics, who vainly pretended to make a world without a
God. 1 768 74 Tucker /./. A'at. 1 1853) I. 320 The atheists, I

believe, to a man were all corporealists, holding no other sub-

stance in nature besides matter. 1836 Blackw. Mag. XL.
353 note, Perhaps, .we may prove him a corporealist.

Corporeality (kpjp6>>r/:e'l:iti). [f. as prec. +

-ITT.] The quality or state of being corporeal

;

bodily form or nature ;
materiality.

1651 Biggs JVtrw Disp. F 157 Emancipated from the gabar-

dine of corporeality. 170a Echard Eccl. Hist. in. iv. 375
He falsely maintained the Corporeality as well as the Tra-
duction of the soul. 1810 Southey Sir T. Mart 11831I I. 333
And assume corporeality as easily as form. 188J-3 Schah-
Emycl. Relig. Kiurwl. I 8ot The nature of the soul, whose
corporeality he asserted.

b. humorously. Bodily substance
;
body.

1859 Sala Gas-light 4- D. ix. 112 Put your head, and
subsequently your corporeality, into the long low coffee or

tap-room.

Corporealization (kfupoor/'ahiz^-Jan). [n.

of action f. next.] The making or figuring (of

anything) as corporeal.

1863 Draper Intell. Devtl. Europe viii. (1865) 192 An
unirnalization of religion and corporealization of God.

Corpo'realize, [See -BE.] trans. To render

corporeal ; to materialize. Hence Corpo realized,

Corpo realizing ///. a.

1797 Coleridge in Athenxum 19 July (1890) 98/2 A
Mother is so holy and divine a being that I cannot endure

any corporealizing epithets applied to her. 1833 Lamb
Elia (i860; 363 Deeply corporealised and enchained hope-

lessly in the grovelling fetters of externality.

Corporeally (,k(;jpo» r/ali ,

)
tu/p. [f. Cokpo-

real + -LY -.] In a corporeal manner ; in or as

to the body ; bodily.

1664 H. More Myst. in:;, xv. 53 Christ being thus really

and Corporeally there. 1744 Warblrton Rem. Occas. Re-
' Jlec. 11. I 5 They heard Jesus use a word in their vulgar

idiom which signified to see corporeally. 1M4 Cher. Comma:
is June 833/3 He seems to be even more mischievous posthu.

mously than while corporeally present.

CorpOTealneSS. rare. [f. as prec. + -MM-]
Corporeal quality or condition ;

materiality.

1731 in Bailey. 1856 Riskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. xiii.

| 13 The poor leaves or waves were left, in mere cold cor-

poreal ness.

Corporeity 'k(up6r/"Iti). Also 7 -iety, -ity.

[ad. med.L. corporeitas, f. corpore-us : see Coki'O-

keal and -ity. Cf. F. corpon'ilt'.]

L The being of the nature of body ; the quality

of being, or having, a material body.

i&ai Burton Anal. Mel. 1. ii. I ii, These paradoxes of

, their [spirits'] power, corporeity, mortality, taking of shapes.

1677 Hale Prim. Orir. Man. 1. ii. 55 The Notion of a

Spirit, or substance voia of corporeity. 1693 South Serm.

II. 115 God. .is as void of Passion, or Affection, as he is of

Quantity, or Corporeity. 1836 I. Tayi ok Pkys. I'll.

Another Life 30 It is probable that sensation is the re^ll

of corporeity. 1865 Mill Exam. Hamilton 358 Corporeity,

life, rationality, and any other attributes of man.

b. concr. Hodily substance.

1647 H. More Song of Soul 11. iii. III. xxvii, How one

Form may Inact a various Corporeity. 1660 R. Coke
Justice Vind. is The outward Senses apprehend only the

corporiety or substance of things represented unto them.

i86a.SVi/. Rev. XIV. 283/3 Mind and matter, spirit and cor-

poreity. 1884 Plumptre Spirits in Prison xvi. 118851 400

Imagining a subtle attenuated corporeity as invcsling the

soul.

c. Bodily personality ; body, person, colloq.

1865 E. Burritt Walk Land's End 74 The very physical

corporeity of a good and pure man commands respect and

reverence. 1880 World of t aut xl. (1885)313 The dripping

corporeity of the saturated saints.

+ 2. Earthliness ; fleshliness ; carnality. Obs.

1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 50 Moses, having to

deal with such Terrestrial Spirits, Sons of Sense and Cor.

poreity. 1681 Glanvill Sadducismiis 1. (1726) 85 Their

I Imagination is not sufficiently defecated, .from the Filth

1 and unclean Tinctures of Corpority.

3. Material or physical nature or state, t Some-

times = Quantity of matter, density (obs.).

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 111. ii. 155 An incomparable evic-

tion of the Corporeity of Magneticall Effluviums. 1673 Phil-

Tram. VIII. 6103 Whether the Corporeity of Light would

be in hast determin'd by meer Ratiocinations. 1750 tr.

I.eouardus' Mirr. Stones 17 The two elements, namely
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earth and water, seem to have a greater corporeity or density

than the other two elements. 1880 Fortn. Ret*. Apr. 483
Newton, .pointed out that his views of colours were entirely

independent of his belief in the corporeity of light.

Corporeo-, in Comb. = Corporeal, -ally.

1697J. SbKGBAKT Solid Philos. 76 Man. .beingaCorporeo-
Spiritual Thing. 1850 Mansel Lett., etc. 9 (1873) A host of

other corporeo-spiritual go-betweens.

t CorporeOUS (k£ipoe*ms), a. Obs. [f. L.

corpore-us (seeCorporeal) + -ous.] = Corporeal.
1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. OL iv. 53 We are immortal and

created with reason, far otherwise than things corporeous.

1677 Ibid. III. 26 A corporal or natural cause, acting by
corporeous and material motion. ^1834 Lamb Fragnt.

Burton Wks. (18891 553 Certain mad wits which helde God
to be corporeous.

Corporease, var. of Corporas.
Corporiety, obs. f. Corporeity.

t Corpo^rifica'tion, Obs. [n. of action from

Corporify : see -ation.] The action or process

of giving a body to, or of embodying ; the fact

of being embodied, embodiment.
1641 French Distill, v. (1651! 108 A substance very dry,

vitall, and radicall, having in it the beginning of corporiti-

cation. 1658 R. White tr. Digbys "Powd,. Sy/np.^ (1660)

142 It is no other then a corporineation of the universall

spirit. 1864 E. B. Penny in Atheturum No. 1928. 462/1

That higher corporification.. Eternal Nature.

t Corpo'rificative, Obs. rare. [f. as

Corporify + -ive.] That tends to * corporify '.

1641 French Distill, v. (1651) no Yet these give it not a
corporificative matter.

t CorpOTify, v. Obs. [f. L. type *corporificarei

f. corpor- body : see -FY : cf. mod.F. corporifier.']

1. trans. To cause to assume a body or material

form ; to solidify.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies x\v. (1658) 160 These steams being

thus corporified. 1686 W. Harris Lemerys Chym. I. xiv.

(ed. 3) 347 The Salt of Vinegar fixed into the pores of the

Coral, as in an Earthy substance, proper to corporifie them.

1707 Curios, in Husb. Card. 233 Water. -hardens and
corporifies it self into an Infinity of Figures,

2. To incorporate, unite into one body.

1667 Observ. Burning of Loud, in Select. Harl. Misc.

(1793) 449 Fire of itself is nothing but light which corpori-

fietn itself in the matter. 1707 Curios, in Husb. <y Gard. 76
The Juices, .become a solid Body by corporifying them-
selves with the Plant.

Hence Corpo rified, Corpcrrifying ppl. adjs.

1662 J. Chandler Van Helmont's Oriat. Pref. to Rdr.,

All Creatures, first those External and Corporeal, .and then

those Internal, Spiritual, and Corporifying ones. 1680

Boyle Seep. Client. 11. 112 A certain Spirituous Substance.

.

by some mistaken for the Spirit of the World Corporify'd.

Corpority, obs. f. Corporeity.

t Co*rporize, f- Obs. rare, [f. as prec + -ize.]

1. trans. = Corporify.
1691 E. Taylor Behnten's Theos. Philos. xiv. 19 Which

corporiseth the Elementary Concrets.

2. intr. To interpret or explain literally and

materially ; the opposite of spiritualize.

1605 Bell Motives cone. Rom. Faith Ded. 1 If Tertullian

. .erred montanizing. .if Origen corporizing.

Hence Corporized a., made corporeal.

1662 J. Sparrow tr. Behmes Rent. Wks.> 1st Apol. to B.

Tylcken 44 The Corporized Substantiality of the Humanity
in Mary. 1691 E. Taylor Befit/ten's Theos. Philos. 316 In

which Angels and Holy Souls become corporized.

Corporolate, obs. f. Corporalate.
Corporcvsity. U. S. colloq. =« Bulkiness of body.
In quot. as a humorous title, after his excellency, etc.

1837 J. C. Neai. Charcoal Sketches (Farmer), His corpor-

osity touches the ground with his hands in a vain attempt
to reach it.

Corposant ^kpup^zjent). Forms: 6 (corpus
sancti), 7 corpus sant, {pi. ) corpuzans, 8

(corpo zanto% corpusant, ( //.) corpusanse, 8-

corposant. See also Comfosant. [ad. Pg. and
OSp. corpo santo = L. corpus sanctum holy body,

or corpus sancti saint's body : cf. Corsaint.]

The ball of light which is sometimes seen on a

ship {esp. about the masts or yard-arms) during a

storm ; also called * St. Elmo's Fire \

1561 Eden Arte Nauig. XL xx. 51 b, Shining exhalations

that appeare in tempestes : whiche the Mariners call sant-

elmo or Corpus sancti. 1655 Marvfll Poems, First Anni*
versary 270 While baleful Tritons to the shipwrack guide,

and corposants along the tacklings slide. 1697 Dampier Voy.

(1698) I. xv. 414 After four a clock the Thunder and the Rain
abated, and then we saw a Corpus Sant at our Main-top-
mast head. .This sight rejoie'd our Men. .for the height of
the Storm is commonly over when the Corpus Sant is seen
aloft. 1710 Brt't. Apollo III. No. 94. 2/1 A Vapor .. by
Marriners call'd a Corpo Zanto. 1738 T. Shaw Trav.
Levant 363 Those luminous bodies which at sea skip about
the masts and yards of ships, and are called corpusanse by
the mariners. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast, xxxiv. 131 Upon
the main top-gallant masthead was a ball of light, which
the sailors name a corposant (corpus sancti). 1888 Juddin
Krakatoa 20 Captain Watson states that during the night
the mastheads and yard-arms of his ship were 'studded with
corposants',

o.fig.
1650 P.. Discolliminium 41 Some new-lighted Corpuzans

of the Army, or some young Parackettoes now nursing up
in the Universities, .will finish the other half.

Corprax, obs. f. Cohporas.
Corps (ko«j). PI. corps (k5*iz), Also 8 corpse.

[For history, see Corpse. As short for corps

d'artne'e, it is found in French before 1700, and
appears to have come up in English during Marl-
borough's campaigns. Here it was prob. at first

pronounced like English corps, Corpse ; but before

the end of the i8thc. the French pronunciation

generally prevailed, and with this the Fr. spelling

was retained, while for the senses with the English

pronunciation the spelling corpse was established.]

+ 1. The earlier spelling of Corpse ' body ', in

all senses of that word. Obs.

2. Mil. A division of an army, forming a tactical

unit ; a body of troops regularly organized ; a

body of men who are assigned to a special service.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 165 F 5 [In a letter 'very
modishly chequered with this Modern Military Eloquence '1

Our Army being divided into two Corps. 1712 — ibid. No.
289 P 2 An huge Army made up of innumerable Corps, if I

may use that Term. 1753 Mklmoth tr, Cicero's Lett. xiv.

xvii. (R.), I immediately returned back to join my little corps.

1755 Johnson, Corps, Corpses- A body of forces. 1793
W. Roberts Looker-on (1794) II. 382 No. 59 These little-

volunteer corps, .have already begun to make a sensible im-

pression. 1796 Hull Advertiser 9 Jan. 1/4 A rescue and
a riot by the rest of the corpse might possibly be the result.

1814 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. XII. 13 A corps consisting

of about 12,000 rank and file of British infantry, a regiment

of cavalry, and six companies of artillery. 1816 ' Qui/.

'

Grand Master II. 53 He's ordered off to join a corps, Which
he had never seen before. 1859 Musketry Instr. 84 A Ser-

jeant, who does not belong to the corps of instructors of

musketry. 1881 Army Act 44-5 Vict. c. 58. pt. 5. s. 190

(15*. [Defines the expression ' corps '.]

|| b. In Fr. phrases : corps d'armce (kor darme"),

a main division of an army in the field, an army-

corps ; corps de batailk (kor d? bata''y'), the

central part of an army drawn up for battle

between the wings ;
corps de reserve (kor d?

tezgrw), a reserve force kept out of the action, to

give help if needed; corps volant (kur vala'h), a

body of troops intended for rapid movements.

Also Corps de garde.

1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 4044 2 His Grace . . ordered the

Corps de Reserve to advance. 1762 Foote Orator 1. Wks.

1799 I. 200 If. .we estimate this corps de reserve at the

half only of the standing force. 1799 Piece Family Biog.

II. 82 They had immediately sent a corps d'observation

into the larder. 1812 Examiner 24 Aug. 531/2 The Russian

Army, .consisted of fiveCorps-d'armee, each oftwo divisions.

1830 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 323 The apparition

of a corps ifarmee under the tri-coloured flag.

C. fig.
1746-7' Hervey Medit. (1818) 129 It renders the flowery

tribes a sort of immortal corps ; for, though some are con-

tinually dropping, yet. .others are as continually rising to

beautify our borders. 1822 Q. Rev. XXVII. 117 Most of

us have our little corps of consolations.

3. gen. A body or company of persons associated

in a common organization, or acting under a

common direction. Cf. Core sb.-

C1730 Burt Lett. N. Scot. (1818) I. 21 This corps has a

kind of captain or magistrate presiding over them, whom
they call constable of the caudys. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 356
The whole respectable corps of counsellors, attornies, and
bailiffs. 1831 Carlvle Sart. Res. I. ix,_The whole dramatic

corps. 1832 Ht.-Martineau Ireland vi. 103 Looking round

j
..on his. .ragged corps of labourers. 2882 Pebody Eng.
journalism xii. (1882) 87 One of the most brilliant of the

corps of writers who made the reputation of the Saturday
Review.

|| b. Corps diplomatique (Fr.) : the body of

ambassadors, attaches, etc. accredited to a par-

ticular Court or Capital ; the diplomatic corps or

1 body. In Burke = corps ofLaw : see Corpse 4.

1796 Burke Regie. Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 235 All this body
of old conventions, composing the vast and voluminous

i
collection called the corps diplomatique, forms the code or

statute law. 1806 Surr Winter in Lond. (ed. 3) II. 88

Making an eloquent defence of the whole corps diplomatique

against the charges of ' the honourable gentlemen on the

other side of the house '.

|| e. Corps de ballet (Fr.) : the dancers in a ballet

;

the company of ballet-dancers at a theatre.

,11845 Barham Ingol. Leg., Aunt Fanny, A nymph of the

corps de ballet. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xiv, The glances

which all the corps-de-ballet, .cast towards his box.

f 4. Spirit of {the) corps ( = F. esprit de corps')

:

see Esprit. In corps : in a body, collectively ( F.

en corps). Obs.

1767 Burke Corr. (1844) I. 135 The world greatly mistook

you if they imagined you would come in [to power] other-

wise than in corps. 1796 — Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII.

56 When, .they come to understand one another, and to act

in corps. 1769 Junius Lett. xxx. 13S, I am sorry to see.

.

I the spirit of the corps. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's

Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 480 The spirit of corps animates them

to such a degree, that, etc.

Corps, bad obs. spelling of Course.
(Due to the spelling of cors, corps, as course, and conse-

quent tendency to confound the two words.)

II
Corps de garde. Also 6 -of gard, -du

gard, 7 -du guard(e, 7 -de gard,6-8 -guard, 8 cor

de guard
;
6-7 Sc. corsgard, corps-guarde. [F.

j

corps de garde ' petite troupe qui monte la garde,

lieu ou se tient cette petite troupe'. Introduced

I into Eng. bef. 1600, and often corrupted to Court

0' guard, Court of guard.]

1. The small body of soldiers stationed on guard
or as sentinels.

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 2 b, The bodie of the
watch also or standing watch (as we were wont to terme iti

they now call after the French, or Wallons, Corps du gard.
1598 BaRRET Theor. Warres 1. ii. 12 Placed for Sentinel!

or in the Corps de gard. 1606 Holland Sueton. 187 The
corps deguarde of the [Pretorian] Souldiers, which at that

1

time kept watch and ward. 1639 Massinger Unnat.
Combat v. ii, The sentinel slain, The corps de guard de-

feated too. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5452/3 They were opposed
by the Corps de Garde. 1726 Cavallier Mem. I. 81 When

I the Gentry saw us, he gave notice thereof to the Cor de
Guard, and the Cor de Guard to the Governor.

2. The post or station occupied by a small

military guard ; a guard-room or guard-house.
1587 Harman tr. Beza's Serin. 334 (T.) False pastors,

whom a man shall find, .any where else than in their corps

de gard. 1591 Garrard A rt Warre 59 When he is arrived

I
at the Corps of gard, and hath . .provided for all things

necessarie for the watch of that night. 1600 Holland
Livy xxv. xxxix. 579 Their weapons onely stood reared up
in their corps de guard [stationibus]. a i6z2 A. Melville
Let. in Life II. 530 (Jam.) Within my own garison and
corsgard. 1705 Loud. Gaz. No. 4129/2 The Wall between
that Room and the Corps de Guard was . . thrown down.
1870 tr. Frckmann.Chatrian's Waterloo 125 In front of the

archway of the corps-de-garde.

Corpse (k(7jps, kpjs , sb. Formerly 4-8 corps
;

also 0-7 corpes, Sc. corpis. [ME. corps, orig.

merely a variant spelling of the earlier ME. cors

(see Corse), a. OF. (n-i4th c.) cors = Vr. cors:—

1 .. corpus body. In the 1 4th c. the spelling of OF.
cors was perverted after I,, to corps, and this fashion

\ came also into Eng., where corps is found side by
side with cors, and became gradually (by 1500) the

i prevalent, and at length the ordinary form, while

at the same time cors, from 16th c. spelt Corse

I (q. v.), has never become obsolete. In Fr. the p is

i a mere bad spelling, which has never affected the

pronunciation. In Eng. also, at first, the p was

j

mute, corps being only a fancy spelling of cors;

but app. by the end of the 15th c. (in some parts

of the country, or with some speakers) the p began

to be pronounced, and this became at length the

;

ordinary practice
;
though even at the present day

i some who write corpse pronounce corse, at least in

reading. The spelling with final e, corpse (perhaps

j
taken from the modern pi. corpses) was only a rare

and casual variation before the 19th c., in which it

has become the accepted form in the surviving

sense 2, which is thus differentiated from Corps,

used with French pronunciation in the military

sense. In F"r, cors, corps the pi. is the same as the

sing. ; in Eng. also the ordinary plural down to

: 1750 was corps, though corpses is occasional from
' 16th c. In the 1 7th c. corps meaning a single dead

j

body was often construed as a plural = ' remains',

as is still the case dialectally ; in Sc., corps pi. gave

rise to a truncated singular corp before 1500.

Comparing the history of F. cors, corps, and that of Eng.

I
cors, corps, corpse, we see that while modF. (kur) has in

! pronunciation lost the final s. Eng. has not only retained it,

j
but pronounces the /, and adds a final c mute,_ which is

' neither etymological nor phonetic, but serves to distinguish

the word from the special sense spelt corps and pronounced

(koaJ).i

1 1. The body of a man or of an animal ; a (living)

body ; a person. Obs. (before the spelling corpse

was established.)

1-1325 Coer de L. 1954 (MS. 15th c.l, And fel on knees

down of his hors And badde Mercy, for Goddes corps. 1377

!
Langl. PI. B. xv. 23 J>e whiles 1 quykke be corps, .called

1 am I anima. C1386 Chaucer Sir Thopas 197 (Harl.) God
schtlde his corps [10 3 MSS. 0/ 6-texls, 3 cors] fro schonde

c 1400 Beryn 3246 As myne owne corps [rime hors] I woll

cherrish hym. 1494 Fabyan Chron. VI. clxxx. 177 Foure

! Knyghtes, whiche were called gardeyns of her corps. 1500-

20 Dunbar Thistle t, Rose 94 This awfull beist..wes..

Rycht strong of corpis. 1528 Lyndesay Dreme 136, I

i thocht my corps with cauld suld tak no harme. 1579

Spenser Slieph. Cat. Nov. 166 Her soule unbodied of the

burdenous corpse [rimes forse, remorse]. 1607 Walkington

Opt. Glass 38 Wee often see. .a faire and beautlfull corpes^

but a foule vgly mind. 1667 Milton /-. x. 601 To stuff

this Maw, this vast unhide-bound Corps. 1707 E. Ward
Hud. Rediv. 1. x, I shov'd my bulky Corps along.

2. esp. The dead body of a man (or formerly any

animal\ a. with epithet dead, lifeless, etc. (now

felt to be pleonastic in ordinary speech).

c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 677 Cleopatras, Forth she fette

This ttede corps [so S MSS., 3 cors] and in the shryne yt

shette. 1490 Caxton Eneydos iv. 19 Vpon a deed corps to

take vengeaunce soo inutyle. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apop/i.

336 Filled up with dedde corpses. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. I- 1,

in. ii. 132 Enter his Chamber, view his breathlesse Corpes.

1611 Bible Isa. xxxvii. 36 They were all dead corpses.

1788 V. Knox Winter Even. II. VI rat 263, I would re-

animate thy lifeless corps, f 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 645

He is now a lifeless corpse.

b. simply. (The ordinary current sense.)

C1315 Shoreham 88 At complyn hyt was y-bore To the

beryynge, That noblecorpsofJhesu Cryst. 1-1386 Chaucer

Sqrs. t. 511 As in a toumbe is al the faire aboue And vnder

is the corps [so 3 MSS., 2 cors, 2 cours], c 1489 Caxton
ISlamhardyn VU. (1890) 10 She fell doune dyuerse tymes

vpon the corps. 1548-9 Mar. Bk. Com. Prayer, Offices 24

The priest metyng the Corps at the Churche style. 1601



CORPSE. 1012 CORPUS.
Shaks, Jul. C. in. ii. 162 Then make a Ring about the
Corpes of Caesar. 173a Lf.diard Setkos II. IX. 327 He in-

treated them to bury the king's corpse. 1796 Moksk Avter.
Geog. II. 466 The burials of the Turks are decent. The
corps is attended by the relations. 1839 Thirlwall Greece
VIII. 73 The ditch.. was now partly filled with arms and

;

corpses.

t c. pi. corps= corpses. Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 201 That he might over Tiber go
Upon the corps that dede were Of the Romains. 1571
Hanmer Chrou. /re/. (1633) 151 The entrance . . was ful of
heads, legs, and armes, dead corps. 1506 Shaks. i //en.

,

IV, 1, i. 43 A thousand of his people butchered: Vpon
whose dead corpes there was such misuse. . By those Welsh-
women done. 1620 Middleton Chaste Maui 11. ii, The
dead corps of poorcalves and sheep. 1635 Cowley Davideis
in. 603 With thousand Corps the Ways around are strown.

1713 Addison Cato 11. i, The corps of half her Senate
Manure the fields of Thessaly. 1748 Earthy. Pern ii. 163
To collect and convey the Corps which could be found.

T d. pi. corps, said of a single body « ' remains
1613 Browne Brit. Past. 1. iv, When as his corps are

!>orne to be enshrin'd. 1631 Weaver Anc. Fun. Mon. 475
Her corps were taken vp. 163a J. Havward tr. Biondfs
Eromena 31 The corpes of the Prince were . . brought to the
Palace. 1655 Fuller Ch./Hst. vm. i. § 5 On the same day
his Corps were buried at Westminster. [Still common in

Sc. and north, dial.]

e. sing. corp. Sc. and north, dial.

1470 Henry Wallace ix. 1544 With worschip was the
corp graithit in grawe. 1858 Ramsay Remiu. vi. led. 18) 182
In Scotland the remains of the deceased person is called the
' corp'. 1878 Dickinson Cumbrld. Gloss., Corp . . 1 north) a
corpse. Sc. Proverb, Blest is the corp that the rain rains
on, Blest is the bride that the sun shines on.

f 3. Alchemy. = Body sb. 22 a. Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 85 But for to worche it sikerly Be-
twene the corps and the spirit, Er that the metall be parfit,

In seven formes it is set Of all.

t 4. m Body sb. 9, 17, 18 : Collective whole or

mass ; the substance, main portion, bulk, or

sum
;
body ^of law, science, etc ' Corps ofLaw—

corpus juris. Obs. (before corpse became the usual

spelling.")

< 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 504, 1 suppose ..bat bo
gospel of Crist be hert of bo corps of Gods lawe. 1533
More Apology iv. Wks. 849/2 Though the corps and bodye
of the scripture be not translated vnto them in theyr mother
tongue. 1548 Udai.i. Ermtm. Par., Luke v. 69 b, The summe
and the corpse of all shines together in generall. 1586 J. Case
Praise ofmusicke 32 Some «yrv*Aoirai5«in, the whole corpse
and body of sciences. i6» Cai.lis Stat. Sewers 11824) 32

j

There is letter concord betwixt the Title and Body of my
Statute, for the Corps of the Act perform as much as the
Title promised, a 1626 Bacon Max. «y Uses Com. Law
Kp. Ded. 1 1630) 2 One competent and uniforme corps of law.

1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xxvii. (17391 121 The
corpse of this Act is to secure the Ring's Title.

t b. A body of persons. Sometimes fig. from I,
'

* body ' as opposed to ' members \ Obs.
15x4 Sir T. More Let. in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xlviii.

i34Sith al Christendom is one corps. 1641 Bp. Mocntagi;
Acts Mon. (16(2) 93 Concurring . . to make up a Corps or

Society. 1651 C. Cartwrk;ht Cert. Relig. i. 62 The whole
corps of Chnstendome.

t C. Corps politic = body politic : cf. Body sb.

14. Obs.

1696 Phillips, Corps Politick, or Bodies Politick, are
Bishops, Deans, Parsons of Churches and such-like, who
have Succession in one Person only. 1711 in Bailey.

5. {corps
y
rarely corpse . The endowment of an

office : f a. of a sheriffdom or other civil office.

1541-3 Act 34-35 //en. V///, c. 16 § 1 Shireffes .. stande
..chargeable towarde his highnes. . with diuers auncient
formes annexed vnto the corps of the same counties.

b. of a prebend or other ecclesiastical office.

(med.L. corpus prebendte.}

1580 App. Durh. Halm. Rolls (Surtees) 195 Man r de
Rellye. .being the Corps of the ix prebende, per annum, 7
li. /bid. 200 Mannr de Holme, being parcell of the Dcane
his corps, per annum, 12 //. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

Ixxx. § 11 Where the corps of the profit or benefice is but one '

the title can be but one man's. 1600 30 I,. Hi tten Antiq.
\

Oxford in Plummer Elizab. Oxf. (1887I 83 The Parsonage
thereof (Ifleyl is the peculiar Corps of the Archdeaconry of
Oxford. 1614 Bp. Mountagu /nvoc. Saints 48 A Deanerie

!

of good Corps and value. 17*3 Ashmole Antiq. Berks I.

47 Part of this Parish is the Corpse of a Prebendal Stall in

the Cathedral Church of Lincoln. 1766 Entick London
IV. 214 The prebends .. are Bromesbury .. whose Corps .

lies in the parish of Willesden, etc. 1668 Freeman Norm.
Conq. led. 3) II. viti. 273 Other portions of the estates.,

became the corpses of various prel>entts

6. Comb., as corpse-bearer, -chesting (Sc.), -hood,

•sheet
;
corpse-like adj. ;

corpse-cooler U. S. (see
|

quot.)
;
corpse-gate {dial, -yat, -yett, etc.) =

Ltch-oate
;

corpse-light = Corphe-candle 2
;

corpse-man, transl. L. ustor, one who burns i

corpses; corpse-plant, a name given in U.S. to

Monotropa unifiora on account of its fleshy-white
j

colour; corpse-preserver C.S. =- corpse-cooler;

corpse-provider (slang^, a doctor; corpso-quake
;see quot.)

;
corpse-reviver {U.S. slang), a kind

of ' mixed 1 drink
; corpse watch (see quot.). Also

Corpse candle.
1863 Ki skin Munera P. (1880) 136 The massy shoulders

of those *corpse-bearers [the waves of the sea]. 18S7 Hogg
in Blailrtv. Mag: XXI. 71 Were you present at the 'corpse-
chesting? 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., * Corpse-cooler, a tem-
porary coffin or shell in which a corpse is laid to delay the
natural decay by exposure to an artificially cooled atmo-
sphere. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., "Corpse Vat, the

Leith gate or Corpse gate of the archaeologist. 1864
Chambers' Eticycl. s.v., A corpse-gate is very common in

many parts of England. 1830 Scott Ivanhoe xlit, To pre-

vent my being recognised I drew the 'corpse-hood over
my face. 1801 — Glenfinlas xxxi, The *corpse-lights

dance—they're gone. 1893 Byron /stand iv. iv, He.,
vanish'd like a corpse-light from a grave. 1830 Tennyson
Poems 32 All cold, and dead, and 'corpseUke grown. 1862
Lytton Str. Story I. 349 There it was before me, corpse-

like, vet not dead. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Hx. 5 Some
half-shorn *corpseman. 1889 Boston (Mass.) Jml. 15 Feb.

2/4 A New York grave digger says that persons of his calling

are subject to what is called ' ''corpse quake '. It attacks a
digger while he is about the cemetery, the victim shaking as

though suffering from a chill. z8i8 Scott }/rt. Midi, xvii,
' Her throat's sair misguggled and mashackered . . she wears
her "corpse-sheet drawn weel up to hide it.' 1844 Lingard
Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. ix. 45 note, To watch the dead.

.

is called in the north of England the lake-wake, from the
Saxon licuixece, or Vorpse-watch.

Corpse kf5jpsj, v. slang, [f. prec sb.]

1. trans. To make a corpse of, to kill, vulgar.
1884 Gd. Words June 400/1 [His] attempt to ' corpse ' a

policeman. 1884 ,V. Q. Ser. VL IX. 120/2 Tocorpse. This
is one of many customary and coarse ways of menacing the

infliction of death. It is horribly familiar in London.

2. Actors* slang. To confuse or * put out ' (an

actor) in the performance of his part ; to spoil (a

scene or piece of acting; by some blunder.

1873 Slang Diet., Corpse, to stick fast in the dialogue ; to

confuse or put out the actors by making a mistake. 1886

Cornh. Mag. Oct. 436 (Farmer) He [an actor] expressed a
hope that Miss Tudor * wouldn't corpse his business ' over
the forge-door again that evening.

Co rpse-can dle, [f. Corpse sb.]

f 1. 'A thick candle used formerly at lake-wakes
'

Halliweir. Obs.

2. A lambent flame seen in a churchyard or

over a grave, and superstitiously believed to appear
as an omen of death, or to indicate the route of a

coming funeral.

1694 Blrthogge Reason 201 What will . . [a]meerSomatist
say to the Corps-Candles, or Dead Mens Lights, in Wales?
1696 At BRKV Misc. 231 Those fiery apparitions (Corps
Candles) which do as it were mark out the way for corpses

to their koiujjti'jpio*' and sometimes before the parties them-
selves fall sick. 1825 7 Honk Every-day Bk. II. 1019 The
exhalations in church-yards, called corpse candles, denoted
coming funerals. 1876 Tfnnvsok /larold in. i. Corpse-
candles gliding over nameless graves.

Co'rpseless, a. In 6 corpslesse. [f. Corpse
sb. + -less. J Without a corpse; f without a body,

incorporeal {obs.).

1596 Bell Surv. Popery III. x. 445 Neither doth the
father dwell in him corporally (who is corpslesse).

Corpslet, obs. f. Corslet.

t Co 'rpule. Obs. rare, [irreg. formed dim.

of L. corpus body.] =* Corpuscle.
1541 R. Copland Galyeu's Terapeut. 3 E ij, Our bodies

are nat composed of corpules, motes, nor of poores.

Corpulence kfrjpi/flens . [n. r. corpulence,

ad. L. corpulentia, n. of quality f. corpulentus

Corpulent : see -ence.]

+ 1. Habit of body ; size. Obs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 12b, Her..ladyly may[n]tiene and

her noble facon and corpulence, c 1489 — Blanchardyn
xxiv. (1800) 82 He was of so hyghe & bygge corpulence.

1491 — Vitas Patr.iVil'. de W. 1495' i. i. 3 b/2 Of corpulence
he was lene by his abstynence.

2. Hulk of body ; over-bulk iness, obesity.

1581 Mllcastkr Positions xxi. (1887) 90 Running.,
abateth the fleshinesse, and corpulence of the body. 1667

Milton /\ L. vii. 483 Some of Serpent kinde. Wondrous in

length and corpulence. 1871 Nat-heys Prev. <fr Curt Dit.

in. 1. 615 The dryness of the air is not favourable to corpu-

lence in our country [U.S.].

b. cotter. Corpulent persons, (nonce-use.)

1884 Pall Mall G. 13 Sept. 2/1 A real family boat,

crowded with corpulence of both sexes.

f3. Material quality or substance; corporeity.

Obs. rare,
a 1615 Boys Wks. (162;) 584 Distinct and divers from the

substance and corpulence of the wood.

Corpulency (kpjpi/flensi). Also 6-7 -oie.

[ad. L. corpulentia : see prec. and -ency.]

f 1. Bigness of body ; size, bulk. Obs.

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde (1564) 19 h, Of equal
corpulencieor bygnesse. 1594'!'. B. La Printaud. Er.Acad.
11. 597 The soule of a great man is not greater then the soule
of a little man, in regard of corpulency. 1616 Si'rfl. K:

Markm. Country Earme 121 The dogge . . for the keeping
of the Fartne, must be of grosse and great corpulencie.

2. = COHITLKNCK -'.

1577 B. Goo<;e /teresbach's Husb, (1586) 896 The Drones
. .by reason of unwieldinesse, or corpulency of their bodies.

1646 Sir T. Brownk Pseud. Ep. iv. x. 204 They are generally

fat.. and ranck of the savours which attend upon sluttish

corpulency. 1791 Boswell "Johnson 28 Apr. an. 1783,
Talking of a man who was grown very fat, so as to be in-

commoded with corpulency. 1858 Kkoi'dk Hist. Eng. III.

257 The king's health was growing visibly weaker; his

corpulency was increasing.

+ b. concr. Obs.
1641 Milton Animadv. (1851) 246 Wipe your fat corpu-

lencies out of our light.

f3. Material quality or substance, density. Obs.

1594 Carew Hnartes Exam. Wits (1616) 191 This meat
[Manna] had no corpulencie to fatten them. 1643 Hammond
Serm. vii. Wks. 1684 IV. 516 Men. .phansie God n*0

l

i»a»k,

with matter and corpulency. 1644 Dicav Nat. Bodies \\\\.

(1658) 67 Flame. .Unng mixed with smoke and other corpu<

lency. 1691 Ray Creation 1. 1x701) 169 The heaviness and
corpulency of the Water.

Corpulent k^JpMSest), a. Also 5-6 -olent.
[a. F. corpulent, ad. L. corpulent-us

i
f. corpus

body : see -ulent.]

f 1. Of the nature oi a physical or material body :

solid, dense, gross. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xiv. i.(Tollem. MS.)Amonge
bodies be erbe is most corpulent [corputmtissimunt] and
hab leste of sotilte, 1578 Banistkr Hist. Matt 1. 20 The
bodie of the Vertebre is the corpulent and grosse parte
therof. 1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 84 [The]
winde. .enterith. .every place.. not alreddie fulfilled with
sumothercorpulent bodye. 1650 Bvlwer A nthropomet. 116
Meat being in its own nature corpulent, .and grosse.

2. Large or bulky of body
;

fleshy, fat.

e 1440 Gesta Rom. lxv. 281 (Harl. MS.) He was corpulent
and hevy. 1494 Kabyan Chron. VU clviii. 147 Bernulphus
knyghtes were fatte, corpolent, and shorte breth. 1506
Shaks. i Hen. // ', 11. iv. 464 A goodly portly man yfaith,

and a corpulent 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. xxii. 242
He could not endure a corpulent souldier. 1706 Hearne
Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc) I. 301 He was a great Fat, Corpu-
lent Fellow. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. 1.66 Being rather too
corpulent to dance. 1868 Peard Water-farm. xii. 116 The
good brothers, .looked anxiously at many a corpulent carp.

transf. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 441 Some
call it the bodie, or corpulent vessell, or the gourd. 1884
/llust. Lond. Anus 27 Sept. 291/3 A work in two corpulent
quarto volumes.

1 3. Corporeal ; material. Obs. [So L. corpu-

lentus in Teitullian.]
it 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 1. xii. g 3 (1622) 127 Sometimes

certaine Spirits (though not corpulent, nor palpable) doe
compasse round about vs. 1641 Milton Ch. Goz-t. 11. ill

(1851) 158 How can the minister ofthe Gospel manage the cor-

pulent and secular trial of bill and processe in things meerly
spiritual ? 1643 Hammond Serm. vii. Wks. 1684 IV. 516 To
think anything pleasure which is not corpulent, and carnal.

Co rpulentness. rare. [f. prec. +-NES8.] =
Corpulency : in quot. in sense 3.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. iv. (Tollem. MS.),
Celum Empireum is be firste body, moste symple in kynde,
and hab leste of corpolentnesse.

II Corpus (kfTjp&s). PI. corpora kpupora).

[L. ;
=body.]

1. The body of a man or animal. (Cf. corpse.)

Formerly frequent ; now only humorous or grotesque.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 430 We ar combered his corpus

for to cary. 1490 Caxton Eneydos li. 1 1
- 90) 141 1 hey came

wyth the corpus, makyng gret mone. 1531 in W. H. Turner
Select. Rec. Oxford 104 He was lothe to goe and see the

ded corpus. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 19. 3/2 His Corpus
(Now bulky as Porpusi. 1799 Piece Earn. Biogr. II. 108

They ate up his corpus, his hands and his feet. 1849 Lyttom
A' Arthur ix. xevi, A sick polypus. .Stretch'd out its claws
to incorporate my corpus, a 1854 I'Mikinsfy his Dinahna
Mus. Bouquet, No. 452', He kissed her cold corpus a
thousand times o'er.

2. Phys. A structure of a special character or

function in the animal body, as corpus cailosum,

the transverse commissure connecting the cerebral

hemispheres ; so also corpora quadrigemina,

striata, etc. of the brain, corpus spongiosum and
corpora cavernosa of the penis, etc.

1706 Phillips (ed, Kerseyi, Corpus Cailosum (in Anat.) is

the upper Part, or Covering of a Space made by the

joyning together of the right and left Side of the inward
Substance of the Brain. 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (1865)

581 The ganglionic matter of the Corpora Striata. 1874
—Mettt. Phys. App. (18791 715 Experiments on the Corpora
Quadrigemina (or Optic Ganglia^, i860 Huxley Phys. x\.

296 The floor of the lateral ventricle is formed by a mass of
nervous matter, called the corpus striatum.

3. A body or complete collection of writings or

! the like ; the whole body of literature on any

subject.

1717-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v., Corpus is also used in

matters of learning, for several works of the same nature,

collected, and bound together. .We have also a corpus of the

Greek poets . . The corpus of the civil law is composed of

the digest, code, and institutes. 1865 Mozley Mirac. i.

16 Bound up inseparably with the whole corpus of Christian

tradition. 1876 Gladstone in Conttmp. Re?'., June 14
Assaults on the corpus of Scripture. 1886 Afhen.rum 14

Aug. 2x1/1 The completion of such a corpus of Oriental

numismatics.

4. The body or material substance of anything
;

principal, as opposed to interest or income.
1844 Williams Real Prop. (1877)225 Not only the income,

but also the corpus of any property, whether real or per-

sonal. 1884, Law Rep. 25 Chanc l>iv. 711 If these costs

were properly incurred they ought to be paid out of corpus
and not out of income.

5. phr. Corpus delicti (see quot. 1832). Corpus

Juris : a body of law ;
esp. the body of Roman or

civil law {corpus juris civilis).

183a Al'stin Jurispr, ( 1 879 > I. xxiv. 479 Corpus delicti (a

phrase introduced by certain modem civiliarisi is a collective

name for the sum or aggregate of the various ingredients

which make a given fact a breach of a given law. /bid. II.

xlv. 796 The very best attempts yet made to distribute the

corpus juris into parts. 1891 Fortn. Rev. Sept. 338 The
translation, .of the Corpus Juris into French.

t 6. By corpus boties \ perh. a confusion of corpus

Domini and Goddes bones : cf. also cops body ! s. v.

j

Core 2.

(1386 Chancer Pard. Prol. 28 By corpus [2 MSS. corptl

bones, but 1 haue triacle. — Prioress* Prol. 1 (Harl.i 1 \W1
sayd, by corpus boones (6 texts corpus dominus] !

' quod

oure host. — Monk's Prol. 18 By corpus [Harl. corpes,

Pctw. goddes) bones, I wol haue thy knyf.



CORPUS CHRISTI. 1013 CORRECT.
Corpusanse, corpusant : see Corposant.

|[ Corpus Christi {kp-ipvs krratai, -ti). [L.
;

= Christ's body.] R. C. Ch. The Feast of the

Blessed Sacrament or Body of Christ, observed on
the Thursday after Trinity Sunday.
In many places (e.g. at York and Coventry) it was regu-

larly celebrated by performance of the Sacred Plays or
Pageants : hence Corpus Christiplay.

1377 Langi.. P. PI. B. xv. 381 As clerkes in corpus-christi

feste singen & reden. c 1415 Crowned King 19 On Corpus
Christi even. 1476 in York Myst. Introd. 37 All pe artifi-

cers belonging to Corpus Xt' Plaie. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot, III, 108 This namin tyme. . Completit wes. .Of Corpus-
cristie the solempnitie. c 1540 J. Heywood Four P. P. in

Hazl. Dodsley I. 374 This devil and I were of old acquaint-
ance ; For oft, in the play of Corpus Christi, He hath
played the devil at Coventry. 1656 Dugdale Antiq. War-
wickshire 116/1 The pageants that were play'd therein, upon
Corpus-Christi day. 1863 Losgf. Wayside Inn, Theol, 'J'ale

25 He.. At plays of Corpus-Christi oft was seen. 1885
Catholic Diet. 227^1 s.v., This custom of carrying the
Blessed Sacrament in procession on Corpus Christi.

Corpuscle (k^Jtp&fl, k/7ipzrs'l). [mod. ad. L.

corpuscul-um, dim. of L. corpus body.]

1. A minute body or particle of matter. Some-
times identified with atom or with molecule.
1660 Bom Ntw Exp. Phys. Mech. i. 25 Each Corpuscle

endeavours to beat off all others. 1674 Petty Disc, Dupl.
Proportion 124 Corpuscles, or the smallest Bodies that can
possibly be seen.. these Corpuscles are made of Atoms, or
the smallest bodies in Nature. 1697 Potter Antiq. Greece
iv. viii. (17x5) 241 For from their Bodies on the Pile do fly

Enrag'd Corpuscles justling in the Sky. 1725 Watts Logic
I. iii. § 4 Who knows what are the figures of the little cor-

puscles that compose and distinguish different bodies I 1812
Sir H. Davy Client. Philos. 56 Whether matter consists of
indivisible corpuscles, or physical points,

fb. Little body (of an animal). Obs.

1665 Hookk Microgr. 197 This pretty little grey Moth.

.

could very nimbly, and as it seem'd very easily move its cor-

puscle, through the Air, from place to place.

2. Phys. Any minute body (usually of micro-

scopic size), forming a more or less distinct part

of the organism.
Often with defining attributes, or specific additions (chiefly

in plural), as blood-corpuscles (see also b), lymph-c; gus-
tatory or taste, tactile or touch c. Malpighian corpuscles '.

certain minute bodies in the substance of the spleen (splenic

c), and of the kidney. Pacinian c, c. of Fater: minute
bulbous bodies enclosing the ends of nerves in various parts
of the body, esp. in the fingers and toes.

1741 Monro Aunt. Nerves (ed. 3) 73 The Edges of the
semilunar Valves are duplicated with a muscular Corpuscle
in the Middle. 1845-6 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anint. Chem.
I. 120 Since lymph-corpuscles also pass into the blood, the
formation of blood-corpuscles from them in the blood-vessels
cannot be denied. 1858 Carpenter I'eg. Phys. § 399 Little

round corpuscles, which are emitted . . from the spore-sacs,

and which are the true germ-cells. 1859 G. Wilson Gate-
ways KhpwI. (ed. 3) 99 The tips of the fingers, .possess

..an unusual supply of certain minute auxiliary bodies
called tactile corpuscles. 1878 Bell Gegenbaner s Comp.
Afiat. 15 Such corpuscles of protoplasm as are provided
with a nucleus are called cells.

b. esp. ipl.) Minute rounded or discoidal bodies,

constituting a large part of the blood in man and
other vertebrates.

1845-6 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. f. 106 On shak-
ing the blood with oxygen gas, the corpuscles became
brighter and more transparent. 1869 Huxley Phys. fed. 3)

iii. 65 The particles, or corpuscles, of the blood, .called re-

spectively the red corpuscles and the colourless corpuscles.

3. Sot, " CORPUSCULUM I b.

Corpuscular (kpipzrski/7lai\ a. [f. L. type
*corpuscula rz's, f. corpuscul-um ; see prec. and -ar.

Cf. mod.F. corpusculaire.']

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of cor-

puscles
;
consisting of corpuscles.

1671 J. Webster Metatlogr. iii. 45 Atoms, or small cor.

puscular particles. 1812 Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 124
To depend, .upon the corpuscular aggregates being all of
the same kind. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol 151 The
corpuscular elements of the blood. 1878 Stewart & Tait
Unseen Univ. iv. § 152. 156 The absorption of light is more
compatible with a corpuscular constitution.

2. Concerned with corpuscles or atoms ; =
Atomic 2 ; esp. in Corpuscular philosophy, theory.

1667 Boyle (title) Origine of Formes and Qualities (Ac-
cording to the Corpuscular Philosophy). 1684 — Porousn.
Anim. # Solid Bod. vi. 95 Corpuscular Philosophers.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 7 The atheistical system of the
world, .is built upon a peculiar physiological hypothesis.

.

called by some 1 atomical ', or ' corpuscular *. 1741 Watts
Improv. Mind ir. v. § 2 According to the corpuscular philo-
sophy, improved by Descartes, Mr. Boyle and Sir Isaac
Newton. 1878 Stewart & Tait Unseen Univ. (1880) 37
Adopting like Epicurus the atomic or corpuscular theory of
things.

b. Corpuscular theory of light *= Emission
theory: see Corpuscule, quot. 1853.
1833 Herschel Astrou. iv. 180 note, The undulatory and

corpuscular theories of light. 1875 Tait in Gd. Words 858
How completely shattered was the corpuscular theory of
light when the velocity was shown to be 180,000 miles per
second.

Corpuscularian (kfup;p:ski#le>rian), a. and
sb. [f. as prec. + -an.]

A. adj. 1. = Corpuscular 2.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. Pref. 7 The Atomical and Cor-
puscularian Philosophers. 1685 Boyle Enq. Notion Nat.
is Epicurean and other Corpuscularian Infidels. 1741
Warburton Div. Legal. II. 339 note. The Atomic or Cor-

VOT.. II.

pusculariart Physiology. 1837 McCulloch Attrih. God II.

444 My object is not either to detail the corpuscularian
hypothesis or to controvert it.

f 2. ~ Corpuscular i. Obs.

1705 Berkeley Commonpl. Bk. Wks. IV. 433 The corpus-
cularian essences of bodies.

B. sb. An adherent of the corpuscular or atomic
philosophy, or of the corpuscular theory of light.

1667 Boyle Orig. Formes <$• Qual. 1, I will assume the
person of a Corpuscularian. 1797 Encycl. Brit. II. 484/2
Though the philosophy of Des Cartes resembled that of
the Corpuscularians. 1837 M cCi:lloch Attrib. Godi^xZ^)
II. 391 The idlest dreams of the Corpuscularians.

Corpuscula'rity. [f. Corpuscular + -m\]
The quality of being corpuscular. In mod. Diets.

t CorpU'SCulary, ct. Obs. [see -art.] = Cor-
puscular 2.

1702 Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1084 The Philosophy of that
Age was Corpusculary.

Corpu'sculated, ppl. a. [f. L. type ^corpus-

I culdt-us (f. corpusculum) + -ed.] Divided into or

,
furnished with corpuscles.

1859 Lewes Sea-side Stud. 259 An albuminous corpuscu-
1 lated fluid. 1870 Roi.lestom Anim. Life 139 True corpus-

culated blood.

Corpuscule (kfupzrskiwr. [a. F. corpuscule,

1 ad. L. corpusculum : see below.] — Corpuscle.
1816 L. Hint Poems, Bacchus in Tnsc. 17 All manner of

corpuscules. 1853 Herschel Pop. Led. Sc. vii. § 52 (1873)

I

268 According to the former [theory], light consists in ' Cor-
, puscules', or excessively minute material particles darted
1

out in all directions from the luminous body. 1871 B.

1

Stewart Heat § 319 Heat is a species of motion of the cor-

puscules of bodies.

CorpUSCuli'ferOUS, a. [f. L. corpuscul-um

j
+ -fer bearing + -ous.] bearing corpuscles.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 211 Stigma, .dilated, .with

corpuscu liferous angles.

CorpuSCUlous (k^jp2rski/?bs), a. [f. as prec.

+ -ous.] Characterized by the presence of cor-

puscles or minute organisms.
1871 Tyndali. Fragm. Sc. (1879^1. v. 143 The finest cocoons

may envelope doomed corpusculous moths. i88z Cornh.
Mag. Mar. 307 <Gertus) Entirely the effect of a single cor-

pusculous repast.

II Corpu'sculum. PI. - ula. [L. ; dim. of

corpus body
;
formerly used instead of Corpuscle;

;
also in It. form corpusculo, and with incorrect pi.

in -aV.]
1. = Corpuscle i.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. ii. (1653)71 Cacexicate their
petty Corpusculums. 1674 Petty Disc. Dupl. Proportion
Introd. A v, Atom* (such, whereof perhaps a Million do not
make up one visible Corpusculum). 1721 R. Bradley Wks.
Nat. 154 Such Effluvia or Corpuscula's, as rise from the
Earth or Waters. 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. xxi. (1865) 166
The agreeable levities .. the twinkling corpuscula which
should irradiate a right friendly epistle.

b. Bot. ( //.) The central cells of the archegonia
ofGymnosperms, within which the germinal vesicles

are produced : so named by R. Brown who dis-

covered them in 1834.
1844 R. Brown Annals Nat. Hist. XIII. 373 My areolae

or corpuscula, which he denominates large cells in the

j

embryo-sac or albumen. 1875 tr. Sachs' Bot. 434.

1 2. A small body ofmen ; a small ecclesiastical

body. Obs.

1653 Gauden Hierasp. Pref. to Rdr. 11 Inamoured with
their Corpusculo's, the little new bodies of their gathered
Churches. 1659 — Tears ofChurch 43 These new corpus-
culas of separate churches.

Corpus sant, corpuzans : see Corposant.

t Corradate, bad formation for next. Obs.~°
1623 Cockeram n, To scrape, corradate.

fCorra'de, v. Obs. [ad. L. corrddtre, f. cor-

= com- together + radef'e to scrape.]

1. trans. To scrape together
; fig. to gather

together from various sources.
a 1619 Fotherby Atheont. Pref. (1622) 20, I haue made

choise of mine Authors, not corrading out of all promiscue.
1659 Hammond On Ps. cut. 11 Paraphr. 553 They corrade
and indeavour to get together the wealth of others.

2. To scrape, wear down by scraping.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 54 Haile. .which

;
falleth from an high is by the length of its journey corraded,

j

and descendeth therefore in a lesser magnitude.

Corradial (k^rtTi-dial), a. rare. [f. COR-1 +
:
Radial.] Radiating to or from the same centre.

1825 Coleridge Aids Refl. (1848) I. 291 It is neither

parallel nor corradial with the line of argument.

Corradiate (k^i-di^t), v. rare. [f. Cor-1 +
Radiate.] intr. To radiate together; to unite

their rays.

1800 Coleridge Death Wallenstein 1. i. 10 At length the

;

mighty three corradiate. 1864 Neale Seaton. Poems in
i Whereto the endless lines Intwisted and enlinked, cor-

radiate still.

Corradia'tion. rare. [f. Cor- 1 + Radiation.]

!

Conjunct radiation, union of rays.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 6 (R.) The conjunct light

or corradiation of the Platonicks. 1626 Bacon Sylva

! § 277 So as there is a Corradiation and Conjunction of

Beames.
Corradye, obs. f. Corrody.

I

Corragh, variant of Curragh, coracle.

Corral (korse-l), sb. [Sp. corral an enclosed
place, yard, court-yard, pen, poultry-yard, etc.]
a. An enclosure or pen for horses, cattle, etc. ; a
fold ; a stockade. (Chiefly in Spanish America and
U.S.). Cf. Kraal.
1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. Aiij a,

To be as it wer in one Corall, and vnder one Pastour or
Shepheard. 1825 Caldcleugh Trav. S. Anter. I. ix. 263
Catching the horses in his coral. 1845 Darwin I 'oy. Nat.
iv. (1873) 64 To drive all the cattle into the corral. Note,
The corral is an enclosure made of tall strong stakes. 1887
M. Roberts W. Avemus 5 Building sheep 'corrals' or
pens of heaped, thorny wesquite brush, attrib. 1872 C.
King Mountain. Sierra Nev. v. 99

1 To go and see if them
corral bars are down.'
transf. 1849 Dana Geol. vii. (1850) 381 This great corral

[a crater], if we may use a foreign word, is a thousand feet
deup. 1888 Cornh. Mag. Apr. 385 A bird in every bush,
without one showing outside the corral of boughs.

b. An enclosure formed of wagons in an en-
campment, for defence against attack.

1847 Ruxton Adv. Mexico 177 (Bartlett) The waggons
formed into a corral or square, and close together, so that
the whole made a most formidable fort. 1859 Marcy
Prairie Trav. xi. 55 [He] will.. form his wagons into a
circle or 'corral', with the animals toward the centre.

c. An enclosure for capturing wild animals ;

e.g. wild elephants in Ceylon.
1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. viii. (1879) 151 A troop of wild

young horses is driven into the Corral, or large enclosure of
stakes. 1859 Tfnnent Ceylon II. viii. iv. 348 In construct-
ing the corral, collecting the elephants, .and conducting alt

the laborious operations of the capture.

Corral (koncl , z>. Chiefly U.S. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To form (wagons) into a corral. Hence
Corralled ppl. a.

1851 Mayne Reip Scalp Hunt, iii, The camp, with its

corralled waggons. 1868 Dii.ke Greater Brit. I. 1. xiii. 141
As many wagons as there were fires were corralled in an
ellipse about the road.

2. To shut up in, or as in, a corral ; to confine.

1847 Ruxton Adv. Mexico 238 (Bartlett) The animals
were all collected and coralled. 1890 K. N. Bt'xton in igth
Cent. No. 162. 224 At night, .they coral their flocks ofgoats.
1890 Century Mag. Aug. 613 1 Here they coralled us
[prisoners] to the number of seven or eight thousand.

3. U. S. colloq. or slang. To secure, lay hold of,

seize, capture, ' collar'.

1868 A nwr. Newspaper'in Dilke Greater Brit. 1. 160 'These
leeches corral more clear cash than most quartz mills', re-

monstrates the editor. 1885 Harper's Mag. Apr. 663/2 We
dashed out of the door, corralled a porter. 1888 New York
Times 30 Dec, We will corral some of the ice cream.

Corrands, -ants, -ans : see Currant.
Corrant, obs. f. Courant, Courante.

t Corra'se, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. corras- ppl.

stem of corradere.] trans. To scrape together

;

= Corradk 1.

1638 R. Baillie Lett. <$• Jmls. (1841) I. 74 Accusations
against him of all things they could corrase.

t Corra'Sion. Obs. rare. [n of action (on

L. type *corrasidn-em" , f. L. corradere to Corrade :

cf. abrasion^] The action of scraping together:

see Corrade.
1611 SrF.En Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. (1632) 620 These and

other importunate corrasions, were not made only to fill vp

such breaches as the French affaires had produced, but also

to spend in entertainments, ibid. 624 The Popes endlesse

Corasions from yeere to yeere.

Corrasive : see Corrosive.

Corrasour, error for Corvasour- Corviser.

1483 Cath. Angl. 76.

Correal (k^rJ-al), a. Roman Law. [f. L. cor-

reitSj conreus (f. car-, con- together + reus one

under obligation) + -al.] Under joint obligation :

applied to an obligation in which the parties are

severally liable.

1875 Poste Gains in. Comm. (ed. 2) 398 A second dif-

ference between Correality and Solidarity consists in the

fact that in Solidarity the guarantor who pays the whole

has regressus against his co-guarantors, that is to say, has

a power of recovering from them contribution of their share

of the debt : whereas the Correal debtor who pays has no

regressus or right to contribution.

Correality 1 (kpn'iarliti). Roman Law. [f.

prec. + -ity.] The quality, condition, or state of

being Correal : see quot.

1875 Poste Gains 111. Comm. (ed. 2) 396 In Correality

each creditor is severally entitled to receive, and each

debtor is severally bound to discharge, the whole Object of

the obligation. By the ordinary rule, the creditors would

be only jointly entitled to receive the whole object ; and

this the debtors would be only jointly bound to discharge.

Ibid. 400 Correality in which one debtor is principal and

others are accessory is instanced in Fidejussio.

Correality * rare. [f. Cor-1 + Reality.] The

being equally real ;
equal or correlative reality.

iSxo'Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852)24 His argument to

prove the correality of his three Ideas proves directly the

reverse. Ibid. 27 Instead of assuming the objective cor-

reality of his two elements on the fact of their subjective

correlation.

Correct (kpre-kt), v. Also 4 corect, (corette),

4-6 correcte, (6 correk, correck(e). Pa. t. and

pple. corrected ; also pa. t. 5-6 correcte ; fa.
pple. 5-6 correcte, 5-8 correct (see Correct pa.

pple.). [f. L. correct- ppl. stem of corrigh-e to
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make straight, set right, reform, amend, f. cor-**

com- together + regSre to lead straight, direct, rule.]

L trans. To set right, amend (a thing) ; to sub-

stitute what is right for the errors or faults in (a

writing, etc.). Sometimes, loosely, to point out

or mark the errors in, in order to their amendment.

f To correct the press : to correct, or mark for correction,
|

the errors or faults in a proof-sheet (obsX

c 1374 Chaucer To Scriv. 6 So oft a day I mot thy work
renew It to corect and eke to rubbe and scrape, c 1400

Malndev. xxxL 314 J>at my boke myghte be. .corrected be i

avys of his wyse and discreet conseill. 1490 Caxton Eney-
dos Prol. 4, I praye mayster Iorft Skelton . . poete laureate

in the vnyuersite of oxenforde, to ouersee and correcte this
;

sayd booke. 1583 C. Desainliens Campo di Fiore 357 We
bring you our writing, that you maye correcte it. 161

1

Bible Transl. Pre/. 2 When he corrected the Calender.

1659 B. Harris Farival's Iron Age A iij b, Excuse the.

.

roughnesseof the stile, in regard that ..my occasions suffered

me not to attend, nor correct the Presse. 1778 Bp. Lowth
Isaiah Prelim. Diss. 61 These they compared together, and
. .one copy corrected another. 1830 D'Israeli Chas. /, III.

vi. 86 Rubens corrected some of his [the King's] drawings.

1878 Morley Diderot I. 164 Diderot corrected the proof-

sheets.

f b. Proverb. To correct the Magnificat. Obs.

1591 Harisgton Orl. Fur. Pref. (1634* F viij, As our
English proverbe saith . . some correct Magnificat that know
not quid significat. 1681 W. Robertson Phrascol. Gen.

(1693) 388 To correct the magnificat, nodttm in scir/o
l

quxrere. 1730-6 Bailey (folio) s.v., To correct the Magni-
Beat.. to be hunting after Difficulties where there are none, t

c. absol. To make a correction or corrections.

1481 Caxton Myrr. Prol. 3 Humbly requyryng alle them
that shal fynde faulte to correcte and amende where as they

shal ony fynde. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary A iij b,

Correct where fault is, and the Printer and I shall be be-

holdingnolo you. 1717 Pope Misc. Whs. Pref., I corrected,
|

because it was as pleasant to me to correct as to write.

2. To set right, rectify, amend (an error or fault),
j

1340 1 1 amtolf. Pr. Come. 9596 Ilka rightwyse lered man
pat my defaute here correcte can. 1404 Fabvan Chron. 3 I

Besechynge hym.. Where any Errour in this by hym is

sayne, It to correct. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 131a 1

Shortly he . . correcked theyr errour. 1638 Chillingw.
Relig. Prol. L vii. § 21 Those, .who sought the truth, being

ready, when they found it, to correct their error, were not
j

hereticks. 1838 D| Morgan Ess. Probab. 149 The means
of detecting the errors of instruments are much more power-

ful than those of correcting them.

3. To set right, amend (a person) ; to cure of an

error or fault ; to admonish or rebuke, or to point

out the errors or faults of, in order to amendment.
\

1377 Langl. PI. B. x. 284 For-bi ?e corectoures . . 00-

recteth fyrst 5ow-seluen. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 661

Ne I wolde nat of hym corrected be. 1450-1530 Myrr. our
I.adye 250 Meny that, .erred from the faythe she correcte

ft broughte ayeine to the faythe. 1509 Barclay Shyp of
|

Folys (1874) I. 7 With his mery speche myxt with rebukes
he correct al them of the cyte that disordredly lyued. 1691

Wood Ath. Ox**. (1817) III. 915 The doctor made a re-

joynder in elegant Latin, wherein he corrected Powell for

his false grammar. 1738 Wesley Psalms exxxix, Correct

me where I go astray. 1796 Bcrney Metastasio I. 236
j

The pleasure I have had in seeing one of my own children

corrected of all natural defects. 1806 Lamb Let. to Manning
5 Dec, If I speak incorrectly, you can correct me. 1876 T.
Hardy Hand Ethelb. xiii, Speaking no word . .unless, .to

correct a small sister of somewhat crude manners,

f b. To admonish, advise, direct. Obs.

1 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. 162 Valerian, corrected as

god wolde, Answerde agayn. 1477 Eari. Rivers (Caxton)
Dictes 20 Hermes correctyng kyng hamon yave him this

j

precept e,

4. To punish for faults of character or conduct

properly, in order to amendment) ; to chastise,
j

chasten.
X377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix. 299 Spiritus iusticie spareth

noujtc. .forto correcte pe Kynge, ^if he falle in gylte or in

trespasse. 1467 in Eng. GitdsXiZjo) 390 It shalle be lefulle

to eny inhabitaunt to correct his seruant. 1535 Coverdale
1 Kings xii. 14 My father correcte you with scourges. — 1

Mace. vi. 16 Yf we synne, he correcketh vs. 1611 Bible
fer. xlvi. 28, I will, .correct thee in measure, yet will I not
leaue thee wholly vnpunished. a 1661 Fuller Worthies
(1840) III. 398 Vagrants meet with punitive charity, and.

.

are oftener corrected than amended. 1708 Bay A mer. I.aiv

Rep. (1809) I. 4 Marine laws have permitted masters of
vessels to correct unruly sailors. 1875 Jowett Plato V. 450
He shall not venture to correct such an one by blows,

b. with the offence or fault as object.

1387 Trevisa Hjgden (Rolls) [It. 83 Josias. .corrected

euel dedes. 1561 T. Norton Calvin s Inst. 1. viii. $ 9 Such
madnesse were worthy to be corrected [castigandam] with

strokes and stripes. 1593 Shaks. Rich. If, 1. li. 5 Since cor*

rection lyeth in those hands Which made the fault that we
cannot correct. 17*4 De Foe Mem. Cavalier 11. 272 The
Licentiousness of the Soldier is supposed to be approved by
the Officer, when it is not corrected. 1771 Junius Lett.

lxiv, It is a gross abuse, which the magistrate can and
should correct.

+ 6. To bring or reduce to order ; to reclaim from

disorder, wildness, etc., to tame.

1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido iv. ii, Eternal Jove. .That
with thy gloomy hand corrects the heaven, When airy

creatures war amongst themselves. 1657 Hetley Reports

50 By the industry of man they {beasts] are corrected, and
their savagenesse abated. 1703 Pope Veriumnus 37 Some-
times his pruning-hook corrects the vines. And the loose

stragglers to their ranks confines.

6. To bring (the bodily 1 humours \ system, etc.)

into a healthy or normal state.

i6ao Vfnner Via Recta (1650) 133 It . .correcteth those
[humors] that art- putrrlied 1804 Aukknkthy Surg. Observ.

130, I . . was obliged to soothe this sore since I could not

correct it. 1883 A. Dobson Old World Idylls 19 People of

rank, to correct their ' tone ', Went out of town to Mary-
bone.

7. To counteract or neutralize (hurtful qualities';
;

to remove or prevent the ill effect of (something

hurtful or undesirable).

1578 Lyte Dodoens in. xxvi. 353 Yet ought it [Hellebor]

not to be giuen before it be prepared and corrected . . with

long pepper, a 1600 Hooker (J.), O happy mixture wherein
things contrary do so qualify and correct the one the danger
of the other's excess. 1671 R. Bohun Disc. Wind 183 The
Sun which us'd to correct the rigour and inclemency of the

weather, is now banisht from their Horizon. 1731 Ar-
BUTHNOT/J//»«»/xv!.vi, Its quality of relaxing too much may
be corrected by boiling it with some animal substances. 1853

Soyer Fantroph. 76 The sweet savour of the honey corrects

the bitterness of the plant. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (18581

I. ii. 171 The heart . . corrects the folly of the head. 1856

jml. R. Agric. Soc. XVIL 11. 375 This corrected the

mossy tendency of the soiL

8. a. Math, and Physics. To bring (the result

of an observation or calculation) into accordance

with certain standard conditions, t To correct a

fluent (in Fluxions) : to determine the constant to

be added after finding the fluent of a given fluxion

(now called the constant of integration).

1774 M. Mackenzie Maritime Sunt. 92 Verify, or cor- I

rect, their Positions measured by the Log. 1807 Hutton
j

Course Math. II. 302 To Correct the Fluent of any Given 1

Fluxion. .The finding of the constant quantity c,\o be added
or subtracted with the fluent as found by the foregoing

roles, is called correcting the fluent. Mod., Reading of the

barometer, corrected to sea-level and 320 Fahr.

b. Optics. To eliminate from a lens or other
[

optical instrument the aberration or dispersion of

rays which would occasion indistinctness orcoloured
;

fringes in the image : cf. Aberration 6. (Often

with the instrument as object.)

1831 Brewster C//iVf viii.79 Take a prism ofeach with such

angles that they correct each other's dispersion as much as

possible. 1868 Lockyer Etem. Astron. No. 466. 217 An
achromatic lens, .truly made, .[has] its spherical aberration

corrected as well as its chromatic one. 1890 C. A. Young
Elem. Astron. xvi. % 534 An instrument [i. e.^ telescope] for

photography must have an object-glass specially corrected

for the purpose.

t Corrext, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] Correc- ',

tion.

1606 Ford Fame's Mem. xvi, Past the childish fear, fear

of a stripe Or schools correct.

Correct {VpreVt),pa.pp/e. and a. [ad. L. cor- \

rect-us made straight, set right, etc., pa. pple. of

corrighe : see Correct i/.]

t A. pa. pple. [Orig. immediately repr. the L.,

but in later times prob. considered to be short for

corrected, or as a pa. pple. like set, knit, etc. ; or

even as pa. pple. of corrects ^ mod.Sc. correckit.]

Corrected; punished, amended. Obs.

1460 Capcrave Chron. 249 That certeyn malefactoris . . be
not correct. 148s Monh of Evesham (Arb.) 66 Gef y had
correcte hem. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf <W. de W. 1531) 78 b, To be
correcte for theyr offences. 1538 Starkey England 11. i.

167 The wych faute, onys correcte, shal also talce away
thys frenecy. m Swift Let. Eng. Tongue, I would have
our language, after it is duly correct, always to last.

B. adj.

1. In accordance with an acknowledged or con-

ventional standard, esp. of literary or artistic style,

or of manners or behaviour ; proper.

1676 Drydem Aurengz. Prol., What verse can do, he has I

performed in this. Which he presumes the most correct of

his. 18*4 Byron Juan xvi. Iviti, New buildings of cor-

rectest conformation. 1845 Ford Handbh. Spain 1. 58 The
correct thing is to have the owner's name worked in on the

edge.

2. In accordance with fact, truth, or reason ; free

from error; exact, true, accurate ; right. Said also

of persons, in reference to their statements, scholar-

ship, acquirements, etc.

Correct card : see Card sb.% 6 e.

1705 Addison Italy Pref., Monsieur Misson has wrote a
more correct Account of Italy, .than any before him. 1711

H. Frlton fj.>, Always use the most correct editions. 1700
Cath. Graham Lett. Educ. 7 The correctest idea we can

1

form of the equity of our maker. i8ao in Picton L'pocl >

Munic. Rec. d886> II. 388 Leaving to. .their correcter judg-

ment to decide. 1831 Macailay Byron Ess. 1854 I. 159/2
Mr. Hunt is, we suspect, quite correct in saying that, etc.

1875 Jevons Money 11878) 8 This definition will be correct.

1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 648 When the author returns his

proof and revise, and is satisfied that the sheet is correct.

Ibid., Care is taken, .that the pages are correct, and that the

'signatures' are in order. 188a B. M. Croker Proper
Pride III. ii. 44 On reference to the correct card^ they saw
' Captain Campbell's Tornado ; scarlet jacket, etc

3. Of persons : Adhering exactly to an acknow-
ledged standard : a. of literary or artistic style.

1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 381 Correct with spirit, eloquent
with ease. 1736 Johnson in Bosivetl, The best and cor-

rectest authours. 1831 Macaulay Byron Ess. 1854 I. 153/2

What are called the most correct plays of the most correct

dramatists.

b. of manners or behaviour.
c 1800 Jebb Corr. (1836) I. L 4 He is . . as a clergyman,

extremely zealous and correct.
^
1891 Blacftiv. Mag. July

42 Whenever a commandment is broken by one of these

correct heroes, .it is done with perfect regard for the u*iages

of polite society.

Correctable, a. rare. [f. Correct v. + -able.]

That may be corrected.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies 1. 350 The coldness and windiness

{of Sider] (easily correctable with Spice .

Corre ctant, a. Med. [f. as prec + -ant.] A.
adj. Corrective. B. sb. A corrective agent or

medicine. In mod. Diet.

T Correcte. Obs. ? Some medicinal herb.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls! II. 173 Wee shulde have no nede
to skamonye, Turbit, euforbe, correcte, diagredie.

Corrected (kfTre-kted), ppl. a, [f. Correct v.

+ -ki>.1 Set right, amended, etc. : see the verb.

1557 North Gueuara's Diall Pr. 115 b/i The woman
whicne nourisheth & giueth child sucke, ought to be

much more corrected, and sober in this case, a 1661 Fuller
Worthies (1840' II. 498 A corrected pigeon det blood under
both wings) is both pleasant and wholesome nourishment.

Mod., The reading of the corrected copy. A corrected

proof-sheet.

t Corrextedly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -ly 2.

Used before correct adj. and correctly were in use.]

Correctly ; with correction or emendation.
1589 i 1 s ham Eng. Poesie BL xxii. (Arb.) 263 Poets.,

that speake more finely and correctedly. i6i» V. James
Corrupt. Scripture v. (1612) 24 The Latine Fathers, .would

the sooner bee correctedly printed. 01670 Hacket Abp.
Williams \. (1692) 27 Let me use the phrase correctedly.

Correcter, obs. f. Corrector a.

f Corre ctify, v. Obs. nonce-word. [f. L.

correct-us + -FY.] trans. To correct, set rignt.

a 1625 Fletcher EUUr Brother \\. i, When your worship's

pleased to correctify a lady.

Correcting k^rc ktirj , vbl.sb. [See-ING 1
.]

The action of the verb Correct.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Emendation, An amend-

ing, a correcting. 188a Grosart Spenser's Whs. III. i88/j

The. .folio has been credited with first correcting.

Correcting, a. [See -mo -.] That cor-

rects : see the verb. Hence Corre ctingfly adv.,

in a correcting manner, by way of correction.

169a Prideaux Direct. Ch.-tvardens (ed. 4) 1:7 His Cor-

recting Judgments will be turned into destroying Judg-
ments, a 1697 Aubrey Nat. Hist. Surrey (1719) II. 197

The correcting birch. Mod., No correcting hand had passed

over the pages. 1887 1 . Hardy Woodlandirs xxxix, 'I

will take you home.'. .He added correcting])*, ' I will take

you at any rate into the drive'.

Correction (.k^re kjan^. Also4co»eccioun,
4-6 correccion, -cyon, -tioun(e, -one, (5 co-

reccion, correxyon . [a. Anglo-F. correccioun

«=. F. correction, ad. L. correction-em, n. of action

f. corrigtre (ppl. stem correct-) to Correct.]

L The action of correcting or setting right ; sub-

stitution of what is right for what is erroneous

in (a book, etc.) ; amendment Hence, loosely,

pointing out or marking of errors (in order to their

removal). Correction of the press : *.*. of printers*

errors.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 9594 If any defaut in bis tretice

be .. I wil stand til be correccion of ilka rightwyse lered

man. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 111. ii. 351 Yf in al thys book

I haue mesprised..I demaunde correxyon and amendemcnt.
a 1535 Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. loo bubmyttyng me
to the correction of your grace. 1599 I hynne Animadv.
(1865) 19 Chaucer dothe submytte the Currectione of his

woorkes to Gower. 16x1 Bible Transl. Pref. 4 That
Translation was not so. .perfect but that it needed in many
places correction. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 144 F 9 The
accuracy, .of the style was produced by the successive cor-

rection of the chief criticks of the age. 1850 Robkrtson
Serm. Ser. in. vi. 80 AH experience is a correction of life's

delusions. 1857 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. I. 367 The
correction of the calendar 1877 Blaihie's Pop. Encyct.

II. 365/a In the early times of the art of printing more
attention was paid . . to the correction of the press. 1879

Geo. Eliot Theo. Such xi, To admit that he has made a

blunder or to appear conscious of correction.

b. phr. Under correction : subject to correction;

a formula expressing deference to superior informa-

tion,or critical authority. So f saving correction.

c 1374 Chaucer 7*ny/w 111. 128a For myne wordes here

and euery part I speke hem alle vnder correccioun Of yow.

t 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon \. 21 It semeth me ispek-

ynge vnder correction' that my lorde. hath enterpriscd a

great foly. 1599 Thvnne Animadv. 57 Sauing correctione,

the former sence is good. 1599 Shaks. Hen. Vt m. ii. 130

Captaine Mackmomce, 1 thinke, looke you, vnder your
correction, there is not many of your Nation. 166a Dry-
den Wild Gall. in. i, I do not conceive myself, under cor-

rection, so inconsiderable a person. 1867 Stubbs Med.

<V Mod. Hist. (1886) 17, I speak under correction; for I

do not pretend to look at the subject as a question of

psychology.

2. (with a and //.) An act or instance of emenda-

tion; concr. that which is substituted for what is

wrong or faulty, esp. in a literary work ; an emenda-

tion.

15*8 Gardiner in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. li. 130 Wherein when
we saw the additions, detractions, and corrections. 1599

Thvnne Animadv. (1865) 2 The annotacions and corrections

delivered by master Speghte upon the last editione of

Chaucers Workes. 1738 Birch Life Milton Wks, 1738 I. 7

To see the first Thoughts and subsequent Corrections of so

great a Poet as Milton. 183a Babbage Earn. Manuf. xxi.

led. 3) 207 He should make the whole of his corrections in

the manuscript, and should copy it out fairly. 1875 Ure
Diet. Arts III. 648 The compositor, .makes the corrections

in the types, by lifting out the wrong letters . . and putting

1

in right ones in their places.
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f 3. The correcting (of a person) for faults of

character or conduct
;

reprehension, rebuke, re-

proof. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter i\. 24 Grete ire is of god when

coreccioun is away & fiaterynge comes. 1382 Wvclif
Hos.v. 9 In the day of correction [1388 amendyng ;

Vulg.
correptiouis], — Tit, iii. 10 Schonye thou a man heretyk,
aftir oon and the secunde coreccioun, or correpciouu, or
reprouyng. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 40 Fervent in the
correction of other mennes vices. 1611 Bible 2 Tint. iii. 16

All Scripture, .is profitable for doctrine, for reproofe, for

correction. 1794 Paley Evid. (1797) 34 His repeated cor-

rection of the ambition of his disciples. 1814 D'Israku
Quarrels Auth. (1867)384 Wotton, in a dignified reproof,

administered a spirited correction to the party-spirit.

4. The correcting (of a person) by disciplinary

punishment
; chastisement, properly with a view

to amendment ; but frequently in later use (now
somewhat arck.) of corporal punishment, flogging.
c 1386 Chaucer Friar's T. 22 Thanne hadde he thurgh

his Iurisdiccion Power to doon on hem correccion. .1400
Three Kings Cologne xxxiii. <i886) 123 [They] my^t not
reuoke be pepil from her eresyes by no spirituel correccioun
ne temporel correccioun. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de W.
1531) 3 b, In the lawe of Moyses there was almoost no
correcyon for notable and great crymes but deth. 1624
Capt. Smith Virginia 11. 38 Their ordinary correction is to
beate them with cudgels. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer, Visit.

Sick, Sanctify, .this thy fatherly correction to him. 1779-81
Johnson L. P., BlacimoreWks. III. 179 Correction seldom
effects more than the suppression of faults. 1780 Comyns
Digest Laws Eng. V. 588 Other Instruments of Punishment
or Correction are..The Pillory and Stocks. 1836 Sir J.
Elley in Ho. Com. 26 Feb., Corporal punishment—a mode
of correction we all deplore. 1844 Thackeray Barry Lyn-
don xviii, I . .administered such a correction across the
young caitiffs head and shoulders with my horsewhip.

+ b. An exercise of correcting discipline. C.

Correcting control. Obs.
1465 Paston Lett. No. 502 II. 186 Desyryng hys Lordshyp

that . . a correccyon my^t be hadde, in as moch as he was .

.

hys ordynare, and . . he was a prest and under hys correc-
cyon.

d. House of correction : a building for the con-
finement and punishment of offenders, esp. with
a view to their reformation ; a bridewell.

1575-6 Act 18 Eliz. c. 3 § 5 In everye Countye. .one Two
or more Abyding Howses .. shalbe provided, and called
the Howse or Howses of Correction for setting on worcke
and punishinge . . of snche as . . shalbee taken as Roges.
i6ix in N. Riding Rec. I. 225 Ordered That a House of
Correction be erected in the Towne of Richmond for the
whole North Riding and Richmond Towne. 1670 Marvell
Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 354 The Bill for Conventicles.,
orders that who cannot pay his 5^. . . shall worke it out in
the House of Correction. 1766 Entick London IV. 386
A bridewell or house of correction. 1838 Dickens O. Twist
xiji, A miserable shoeless criminal, who had been.. com-
mitted . . to the House of Correction for one month. 1890
Home Office Order, To The Keeper of the House of Cor-
rection, at Preston, in the County of Lancaster.

T 5- Control, regulation, governance. Obs.
1657 Howell Londinof. 17 They have had the conservation

and correction of the River of Thames.

6. The counteracting or neutralizing of the ill

effect of (something hurtful or unpleasant).
1477 Norton Ord.Alck. vi. in Ashm. (1652^ 97 Another

Furnace, .serving, .for Correction called Ablution. 1597
Gerarde Herbal n. cv, This strong medicine, .ought not
to be giuen inwardly unto delicate bodies without great
correction. 1^47 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) p. xv, Other
Mcdecines which need no such Correction.

7. a. Math, and Physics. The addition or sub-
traction of some quantity to or from the result of
an observation or calculation, to bring it into ac-

cordance with certain standard conditions ; the
quantity so added or subtracted, f Correction of
afluent (in Fluxions) : the determination of what
is now called the constant of integration ; the con-
stant itself.

1743 W. Emerson Fluxions, And finding the Fluent,

z= — , which needs no Correction (because when 3=0.
2tt '

X=o). 1796 Hutton Math. Diet. I. 482 s. v. Fluent, The
Fluent of a given fluxion, found as above, sometimes .

.

wants a correction. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 422/2 The cor*
rection for the thickness [of the lens], to be subtracted from
F^ [the focal distance]. 1890 C. A. Young Elem. Astron.
xiv. § 492 The correction for parallax always has to be
added to the observed altitude.

b. Optics. The counteraction of the aberration
or dispersion of the rays in a lens or other optical
instrument.

1856 Carpenter Microscope (1875) 45 If the lenses be so
adjusted that their correction is perfect for an uncovered
object. 1890 C. A. Young Elem. Astron. xvi. § 533 To
give the most perfect possible correction of the spherical
aberration as well as of the chromatic Ibid. § 534 It is not
possible with the kinds of glass hitherto available to obtain
a perfect correction of color.

t8. The condition of being corrected or correct
(in style). Obs. rare. [A Gallicism.]

x759 Johnson in Mrs. Lennox tr. Brumoy's Gr. Theatre
III. 154 No poetry lasts long that is not very correct; the
ballance^therefore seems to incline in favour of correction. .

.

So certain is it that correction is the touch-stone of poetry.

9. attrib. and Comb.
t

as correction-house =
house of correction (see 4 d) ; correction-proof
a., proof against correction

; correction-table, a
table of corrections (see 7),

c 1625 R. Harris Hezehiah's Recov. U630! 28 There be, in

the countrey . . correction-houses to be builded. 1630 in

Sir F. II. Eden Hist. Poor I. 159 That the Correction-
Houses in all Counties may be made adjoining to the
Common prisons and the gaoler to be made Governor

1 of them. 164* Fuller Holy Prof. St. 11. xvi. in A
stubborn youth, correction-proof. 1815 Scott GuyM. xlviii,

A . . fierce attack . . upon the outer g^ate of the Correction-
House. 1853 Kane Griunell Exp. ix. (1856)67 Language
as exact and mathematical as their own correction tables.

Correctional (k£re-k|bnal\ a. [f. prec. +
-AL.] Of or pertaining to correction; corrective.

1838 Gladstone State in Rel. Ch. (1839) 2°5 At present
when the legitimate correctional powers of the Church have
become dormant. 1862 Ansted Channel 1st. iv. xxiii. (ed.

2) 533 In Jersey, minor offences are referred to a court of
Correctional Police.

Hence Correctionally adv.
1879 Gladstone Gleanings IV. 103 There are large

\

classes of offences only punishable ' correctional ly ' not
: criminally.

t Corre'Ctioner. Obs. rare- l
. [f. as prec.

+ -EH.] One who administers correction.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. lVy v. iv. 23 You filthy famish'd Cor-
rectioner. (.Applied to a beadle.]

Corre'ctish, a. nonce-wd. [f. Cokisect a. +
-ish.] Pretty correct.

1866 Carlyle Remin. {1881) II. 111 That a man's bodily
stature was a correctish sign of his spiritual !

Corrective (k#e-ktiv), a, and sb. [a. F. cor-

rectif -ive, f. L. correct- ppl. stem + -ive.]

A. adj.

1. Having the property or function of correcting

or setting right what is erroneous or faulty, or of
producing amendment

; tending to correct.

1603 Florio Montaigne ill. x. 11632; 570 Somewhat an here-
ticke : Incapable of innovation, though corrective [mesme
correctifz>e]. 1630 Buerewood Treat. Sabbath 14 (X.) The
law of nations alloweth. .masters over their servants not
only a directive but a corrective and coactive power. 1622
R. Holdsworth Scrm. on Ps. cxliv. 15, 27 iL. iThe Psalmist
interposeth a caution in this corrective particle, ' yea,
happy'. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) II. xxxvii. 269
If my afflictions are sent me for corrective ends, a 1853
Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. viii. 108 The penalty.. is, in the
first instance, corrective, not penal. 1875 Jowett Plato

1
(ed. 2) IV. 46 Utility, .has been the great corrective principle
in law, in politics. 1892 Form D, JnL Revenue, Corrective
Affidavit in connection with the Stamp Duties on Probates.

b. In corrective justice, a rendering of Aris-

totle's SiopOwTifcbv SiKatov, also rendered commula-
< iivejustice (see Commutative i b) ; but by Hooker
distinguished from this, and app. used in sense
' castigatory, punitive '.

I53 1 Lsee Commutative 1 b]. c 1586 Hooker Serm. Pride
1

11. Wks. III. 772 The several kinds of justice, distributive,
commutative, and corrective. Ibid. v. ^94 So unappeasable

1 is the rigour and dirity of his corrective justice. 1660 R.
Qqky. Power $ Subj. 120 Nor is that corrective and dis-
tributive justice, which Aristotle affirmed to be in Arithme-
tical, and in Geometrical proportion. 1868 Bain A/cut. <y

Mor. Sc. 493 Corrective or Reparative Justice takes no
account of persons.

2. Having the property of counteracting or neu-

|

tralizing the ill effect of something hurtful or un-
pleasant ; or of restoring to a healthy condition.
1533 Elvot Cast. HeltJte (1541) 71 b, Untill that humour be

!

expelled, the diete muste be corrective of that humour. 160s
Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. i. § 3 This corrective spice, the
mixture whereof maketh knowledge so sovereign, is charity.
1732 Arbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet 246 Mulberries pectoral,
corrective of the bilious Alkali. Mod. Advt., These cor-
rective Pills are the best remedy for all defective action of

i the digestive organs.

B. sb. [Elliptical uses of the adj.']

1. Something that has the property of counter-
acting or neutralizing what is harmful ; that which
restores to a healthy state. Alsofig.
1610 B. Jonson Alch. Prol., No spirit so much diseased.

But will with such fair correctives be pleased, a 1631
Donne Poems, To SirH. Wotton, Do not adde Correctives,
but as Chymikes, purge the bad. 1707 Miege St. Gt. Brit.
II. 113 The Natives, .take a large dose of AquaVitse for a
Corrective.

^
1721 Berkeley Prev. Ruin Gt. Brit. Wks.

III. 209 It is not enough to ease the part pained ; we must
. .apply general correctives. 1863 Holland Lett. Joneses
xvii. 252 We take, .some varieties of fruit as a corrective.

2. Something that tends to set right what is

wrong, to remove or counteract an evil, etc.

(Usually with more or less allusion to sense 1.)

Const, of or to.

I734ti".^///«'f Anc. Hist. (182 j) I. Pref. 17, 1 had supplied
a proper corrective to this. 1792 D. Lloyd Voy. Life rm.
150 These calm correctives of a father's hand. 1857 Buckle
Civiliz. I. viii. 499 Patriotism is a corrective of superstition.
1882 J. C. Morison Macaulay i. 8 His disproportionate

i
partiality for the lighter sides of literature met with no
corrective at Cambridge.

3. Something that acts so as to correct what is

erroneous or mistaken. (Const, as in 2.)

1854 Emerson Lett, <$ Soc. Aims, Poet. <y Imag. Wks.
(Bohn) III. 152 The criticism of memory as a corrective to
first impressions. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 49 The
utilitarian principle is valuable as a corrective of error.

*t*b. A modification introduced to remove error

or inaccuracy ; a correction. Obs.
1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. 34 Such an instance.

.

that with certain correctives and exceptions may give some
kind of Explication. 1769 Burke Observ. Late State
Nation Wks. 1842 I. 81 This corrective ought to be applied

to all general balances of our trade, which are formed on
the ordinary principles.

Hence Correctively adv., in a corrective man-
ner

;
by way of correction ; Corre ctiveneas.

1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1629) 282 Rule of
moderation correctiuely annexed. 1858 Bushnell Serm.
New Life 374 God will co-work invigoratively, correctively,
and directively. 1890 G. M. Fenn Double Knot III. vm.
118 'Much 'said Salome correctively. 1838 G. S. Faber
Answ, Husenbeth 24 Mr. Husenbeth's organ of critical
correct iveness.

Correctly (kpre-ktli), adv. [f. Cokkect a. +
-LY-.] In a correct manner; in accordance with
what is considered right

;
exactly, accurately, with-

out error : see the adj.

1692-9 Locke Educ.
( J-), Speak as properly and as correctly

as, etc. 1709 Pope Ess, Crit. 11. 240 Such Lays as neither ebb
nor flow, Correctly cold and regularly low. 1751 Berkeley
Let. Wks. IV. 330 The care you have taken in publishing
the inscription so correctly. 1797 Burke Regie. Peace ill.

Wks. VIII. 381 If I am correctly informed. 1888 M. Morris
Claverhousc i. 6 He could not spell correctly.

Correctness ^re-kines). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being correct

;

conformity to an acknowledged rule or standard,
to what is considered right, or to fact ; freedom
from error or fault

;
accuracy, exactness.

1683 Burnet tr. Mores Utopia Pref.{i684) 11 The fidelity
of the Translation, and the correctness of the English . 1695
Dryuen Paralt. Poetry -y Paint. Wks. XVII. 331 There
remains nothing but a dull correctness. 1719J. Richardson
Art Crit. 188 The Correctness of the Eye. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India III. 530 He denied the correctness of
the assertion. ^1859 Macaulay Biog (1867,1 182 The cor-
rectness of his private life.

Corrector (kpre-ktsi). Forms : 4 corectour,
(5-6 Sc. correker, -ar), 5-7 correctour, 6-9
-er, 6- -or. [a. Anglo-Fr. co{r\rectour - V. cor-

recteur, ad. L. corrector-em, agent-n. f. corrigcre to

Correct : see -ok.]

1. One who corrects or sets right ; one who points
out errors or faults, and substitutes or indicates

what is right ; a censor, critic.

1377 lsee Correct v. 3]. a 1455 Houlate xvii, The
archedene, that ourman, ay prechand in plane, Correker of
kirkmen was clepit the Claik. 1474 Caxton Chesse 6, All
kynges ought specially to here her corrigiours or correctours.

1590 Greene Mourn. Garni. Pref. (16161 4 Diogenes of a
coyner of money became a Corrector of manners. 1603
Manningham Diary (.1868) 1 The Puritan is a curious cor-
rector of things indifferent. 1710 Swift On a Broomstick,
He sets up to be an universal reformer and corrector of
abuses. 1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. exxx, Time ! the corrector
where our judgments err. 1869 Baldw. Brow n Div. Myst.
1. ix. 224 Teachers, correctors, and exemplars to their
fellow-men.

b. Printing. A printer's employe who reads

proofs and marks the corrections to be made in the

type before printing off; a proof-reader.
1530 Palsgr. Introd. 36 That thyng passed my correctours

handes. 1590 Nashe Pasquil's Apol. 1. B ij b, Who was
corrector to the Presse at Couentrie / 1634 Malory's A rthur
Pref. 12 Amended, .by the pains and industry of the com-
positor and corrector at the press. 1720 Swift Proposal
Irish Manuf, The corrector of a hedge-press in some hlind
alley about Little Britain. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts III. 645
The first proof, .with the MS. is handed to the corrector of
the press, or reader. 1884 Q. Rev. Jan. 215 Mere misprints,
showing only carelessness on the part of the corrector.

2. An official title — director, controller : a. In the

Roman Empire, a governor of a province of lower
rank than a proconsul or consul, b. A director

or superior of an ecclesiastical office, religious order,

etc. fc. Formerly, an officer in a chamber of

accounts in France and some other countries.

+ d. = Sp. corregidor, magistrate, e. Corrector

of the Staple : the controller of a wool staple: see

quot. 1617.
1353 Act 27 Edw. Ill (Statute of the Staplej c. 22 Nous

avons ordene que en chescun lieu ou lestaple se tiendra, soit

certein nombre des Corecters. 1515 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials
I. 232* Makand him and his assignais Keparis, ouersearis,

correkaris, and suplearis of the Isle of Litill Comeray. 1553
Burgh Rec. Aberdeen 5 Oct. (Jam. Supp.), Correctour of

the queir. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcelt. xxvn. iii. 307
Terentius. .administred the office of a Corrector in this

selfe same province. 1617 Minsheu Duct. Ling. 2448 c,

Correctour of the staple, is an Officer or Clerk belonging to

the staple, that writeth and recordeth the bargaines of

Merchants there made. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun. A/on. 342
Officers belonging to these Staples, were Maiors, Constables,

Manipernors, correctours. 1690 Loud. Gaz. No. 2622/3

The Creation of two new Presidents, four Masters in

Ordinary, four Correctors, and other Officers in the Chamber
of Accounts of this City [Paris]. 1693 tr. Emilianne's

Hist. Mouast. Ord. xv'n. 181 He will have the Superiors

of his Order to be called Correctors. 1781 Gibbon Decl.

§ F\ II. 37 The whole empire was distributed into one
hundred and sixteen provinces . . Of these, three were
governed by proconsuls, thirty-seven by consulars, five by
correctors, and seventy-one by presidents.

3. One who exercises discipline ; one who in-

flicts correction or chastisement.

1531 Elvot Gov. 111. xxi, Wherfore, said he to the cor-

rectour . . loke that thow styl beate him. 1557 North tr.

Gueuara's Diall ofPr. 125 a/i The children being but .2.

or .3. yeares old, it is to sone to giue them maisters, or cor-
recters. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Castigador, a chas-
tiser, a corrector. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxv, Having
praised my Heavenly Corrector. 1884 Manch. Exam. 15
Nov. =1/2 A judge . . holds his position as a public corrector,
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CORRECTORIAL. 1016 CORRELATIVE.

4. Something that corrects, or furnishes a means I

of correction ; something by means of which error
j

may be got rid of or prevented.
1603 Ki.obio Montaigne (1634) 628 Defective and vn-

J

perfect formes . . rather corrupters then correcters. 1646

{title) A Corrector of y* Answer to the Speech. 1778 Bp.

Lowth Isaiah Prelim. Diss. 62 This vast collection of

variations, taken in themselves as correctors of the text.

1778 Sir T. Reynolds Disc. ¥111.(1876) 443 Simplicity. .i»

considered as the general corrector of excess. 1882 Nares
Seamanship (ed. 6) 242 The correctors. '.are bar magnets.

t 5. Med. and Chem. Something that counter-

acts what is harmful, or that restores (the bodily

system, etc.) to a healthy state ; a neutralizing or

remedial agent, a corrective. Obs.
1605 Timme Quersit. 1. vi. 25 The true and proper corrector 1

of opium . . is vineger. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <fr Mitt.

334 Inquietude, which is a various turning of the body.. [is]

cured by correctors. 1740 1 Berkeley Let. in Fraser Life
263 No more powerful corrector of putrid humours. 1773
Projects in Ann. Reg. 130/1 Rice.. is. .a very weak cor*

rector of putrefaction.

Correctrrrial, a. rare. [f. L. type *correc-
j

tdri-us (f. corrector\ + -AL.J Of or pertaining to a
corrector.

1731 Hist. Litt. II. 59 The Consulares, Correctores and
Pnesides had the Government of one single Province, which
. .was called Consular, Correctorial, or Presidial.

t Correcto'riate. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ate.]
;

The office of a corrector (sense 2).

1693 tr * Emffitwrf* Hist. Monast. Ord. xvtf. 181 During
the time of their Correctoriate.

Correctorship. [f. Corrector + -SHIP.] The :

office of a corrector (of the press).

1822 Blackw. Mag. XI. 7 Your correctorship of typical

errata.

Correctory (k(7rc-ktdri
l

, a. and sb. ? Obs. [f. \

L. type *correctdri-us
y

f. corrector : see -ORY.J
A. adj. Of the nature of a corrector or cor- .

rcction.

1620 Yennek Via RectavW. 123 It . .addeth. .a corrector*,'

relish, .vnto such [meats] as are hot and drie. 1757 J. Dal-
hymple Ess. Hist. Feudal Prop. (1758) 119 'I*he statute . .

|

l>eing correctory of the common law. 1842 Blachzv. Mag.
LI I. 61 This new edition does not profess to give any
correctory annotations.

B. sb.

+ 1. A corrective : see Corrective B. i. Obs.

1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 661 They may be taken
with other Correctories. i6ao Venner Via Recta Hi. 67 1

Pepper is the best correctory for it.

+ 2. An emendatory treatise or work. Obs.
1611 T. James Corrupt. Scripture rv. (16121 89 Heereof

j

in my Correctorie of S. Gregory, if God wil.

Correctress k^re'ktresV Also 7 -crease,

[f. Corrector + -ess.] A female corrector.

1611 Cotgr. . Emendatrice, she that correcteth, a correct- '

eresse. 1763 Miss Carter in Lett. iv. Miss Talbot* etc*

1 1 809) III. 81, I wish Dr. Young had been the translator,
|

and I the correctress. X765 Ann. Reg. 225/1 That powerful 1

correctress Nature gave a temporary union to all parties.

t Correctrice. Obs. [a. F. correctrice (ad. !

L. correctrie-em), fen*, of correcteur : see -trice.]

= prec.

1548 Hall Chron. 61 b, The goddesse of warre called

llellona, which is the correctrice of princes. 171 x Shaftesb. !

Charac. (1737) I. 323 The correctrice, by whose means I am
in my wits, and without whom I am no longer my -self.

t Corre'ctrix. Obs. [a. L. type *correctrixt

fern, of corrector : see -trix.] = prec.

1615 \V. Lawson Orch. .v Card. in. Pref. (16681 1 What is

Art more than a Provident and skilfull Correctrix of the .

faults of Nature? 1645 N. Stone Enchirid. Fortif. 2 Ex-
perience the Correctrix of all Capriccio's.

Corred (herrings) : see Corved.
Corredy : see Corrody.
tCorre'ference. Obs. rarer- x

. [f. Cor- +
Reference.] Mutual reference or relation.

1650 U. Discolliminium 15 A true, .correference one to
the other.

Correggiesque (k^redsije'sk), a. [See

-KsyuE.] Characteristic of, or in the style of, the

Italian painter Corrcggio.
1760 Ann. Reg: 252 Among us, any action that is singu-

larly graceful^ is termed Correggiesque. 1801-15 Kcseli
Led. Art viii. 11848) 514 The far more than Correggiesque
graces of female forms.

So + Corregrglescity, Correg-gio'sity, the

characteristic style of Correg^io.
1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III. xii. 60 The Corregiescity of

Corregio. 1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. <f Leg. Art (1850) 5
Of the grace of Raphael, and of the Correggiosity of
Correggio.

II Corregidcrr. Also 6-8 corrigidor. [Sp.

corregidor (kore7ido*r), n. of action f. corregir,

ad. L. corrigtre to correct : cf. Corrector.] A
Spanish magistrate ;

1 the chief Justicer or gouer-

nor of a towne ' (Minsheu).
c 1504 Sp. Tragedy iv. in HazL Dodsley V. 125 For thus I

us'd, Defore my marshalship, To plead in causes as corrigi-

dor. i6aa F. Markka m Bk. War v. viii. 191 Corrigidors or
lieadles to punish the Infragantic or unruly. 1668 Dbvoem
Evening s Love v. i, Run to the corrigidor for his assist-

ance. 1701 Lend. Cos. No 3701/2 The Corrigidor and
other Magistrates ol this Town. 1838 Pbescott Ferd. «y

Is. (1846) II. xiv. 42 To supervise the conduct of the cor-
regidor* and subordinate magistrates.

Correher, obs. f. Currier.
Correk, obs. f. Correct v.

Correlarie, obs. f. Corollary.
Correla table, a. [f. Correlate v. + -able.]

Capable of being correlated.

1885 in Imperial Diet., Suppl. ; and in later Diets.

Correlate (k^ r/l^t), sb. [f. Cor- + L. reldtum

(a thing) referred, related : see next. Probably
suggested by the earlier correlation and correla-

tive ; but there may have been a mod.L. *correld-

turn, in philosophical use.]

1. Each of two things so related that the one

necessarily implies or is complementary to the

other.

1643 Herle Answ. Feme 27 Soveraignty 'tis a relative, and
cannot subsist without its correlat subjection. 1722 Wol-
laston Relig. Nat. iil 43 The existence, .of one correlate

[infers directly] that of the other. 1841-3 Grove Corr.

Phys. Forces (ed. 6) 165 The idea of height cannot exist

without involving the idea of its correlate, depth. 1880

Hcxlev Crayfish, lii. 127 The death of a body, as a whole,

is the necessary correlate of its life.

2. More generally : Each of two related things ;

either of the terms of a relation, viewed in refer-

ence to the other.

1644-7 Cleveland Char. Land. Diurn. 4 That so wound-
ing ana healing, like loving Correlates, might both worke.
1660 Stillingfleet Iren. XL iv. (1662) 196 If they were
[church-officersi they could have no other Correlate, but the

whole body of the Church of God. 1733 Berkeley Th.
Vision \ 39 In certain cases a sign may suggest its correlate

as an image, in others as an effect, in others as a cause.

a 1878 Lewes Stud. Psychol. (18791 14 We can classify sub-

jective facts while remaining ignorant of their objective

correlates.

3. Something corresponding or analogous ; an
analogue, rare.

1811 De Quincey Richter Wks. XIV. 115 The wildest

vanity could not pretend to show the correlate of Paradise
Lost [in French literature].

4. Gram. = Correlative B. 3.

1829 Jas. Mill Hum. Mind (1869) I. ix. 313 The term
tantus which is its correlate [i.e. that of qnantns\
5. Physics , etc. = Correlative B. 4, 5.

1855 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1872' I. 11. Hi. 204 A
like amount of sensation is the correlate of an increased

amount of produced motion. 186a - First Print . 11. viii.

$ 71 The forces called vital, which we have seen to be cor-

relates of the forces called physical. 1867 C. Bray (title)

On Force and its Mental Correlates.

Correlate (kp*r/"h?'t), a. rare. [f. Cor- + L.

reldt-us, pa. pple. of referre to bring back, refer

:

see prec] Mutually related ; correlated ; involv-

ing correlation.
184a Grove Corr. Phys. Forces 52 The correlate character

of the two forces, electricity and heat. 1877 Farrar Days
of Youth iv. 33 Consider, .some of our duties and some of
our dangers—for the two are correlate—in the use of speech.

Correlate (k^il^t), v. [f. Con- + Relate:
see Correlate sb.]

1. intr. To have a mutual relation ; to stand

in correlation, be correlative [with or to another).

a 174a Fielding f. Andrnvs Pref., What Caricature is in

painting, Hurlesque is in writing; and, in the same manner
the comic writer and painter correlate to each other. 1865

Grote Plato I.xii. 421 The real alone is knowable, correlat-

ing with knowledge, a 1871 — Eth. Fragm. iv. (1876) 91
Ethical obligation correlates and is indissolubly conjoined
with ethical right.

b. trans. To be correlative to. rare.

1879 W. K. Hearn Aryan Honseh. v. f 3. 122 The right

to the property correlated the duty to the Sacra.

2. To place in or bring into correlation ; to

establish or indicate the proper relation between

spec, geological formations, etc.).

1849 Mlrchison Siluria\'\\. 134 Mr. Symonds was.. en-
abled to correlate these beds with their equivalents near
Ludlow. 1881 J. Ceikie in Nature 337 He correlates the

interglacial beds of Mont Perrier with those of Diirnten.

3. pass. To have correlation, to be intimately or

regularly connected or related (with, rarely to ;

spec, in Biol, of structures or characteristics in

animals and plants (cf. Correlation 3).
1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 95 Transmuting rela-

tions into entities, and interposing these entities between
things correlated. 1870 Kolleston Anim. Life Introd. 20
Parasitism . . is often found to be correlated with . . disappear-

ance of structures. 1875 Poste Cains n. Comm. (ed. 2)160
Other rights., have no determinate subject., to which they
are correlated.

Correlated Vp-itU^H), ppl. a. [f. prec. +
-ed l.] Mutually or intimately related

;
involving

correlation : spec, in Biol. (cf. Correlation 3).

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. iv. 86 A large part of their

structure is merely the correlated re»utt of successive

changes in the structure of their larvx. 1865 — in Life tf

I <'/. 1 r 7
1 1 1 1. 33 A modification in one part will cause

correlated changes in other parts. 1876 Fiske in N. Amer.
Rez'. CXXVI. 36 The dynamic circuit ofcorrelated physical
motions.

Correlation (kfrM^i-JanV [f. Cor- + Rela-
tion : cf. F. corr/lation, and see Correlative.]
1. The condition of being correlated ; mutual

relation of two or more things (implying intimate

or necessary connexion).
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. xvii. § 14 If he did set

before n only an empty imaginaliue forme of bred, .where

were y* correlation or similitude [analogia ant sintilitudo\

which should leade vs from the visible thing to the inuisible.

1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus iii, How in animall
natures, even colours hold correspondencies, and mutuall
correlations. 1849 Murchison Siluria viii. 148 The rocks
of Cumberland will be placed in precise correlation with the
types of Shropshire and Wales. 1864 Bowen Logic x\\. 51 The
mutual dependence and correlation of these three Axioms.

+ b. Relationship ,of persons). Obs.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Ad sect. 10 f 9 Christian
charity is a higher thing than to be confined within the
terms of dependence and correlation. 165a Sparke Prim.
Devot. (1663) 89 Christ, .madechoise of brethren, as. .Simon
..and Andrew, .hereby, .providing against schisme . . both
by corporall and spirituall correlation.

2. Correlation offorces (in Physics) : a phrase

introduced by Grove to express the mutual relation

that exists between the various forms of force or

energy, by virtue of which any one form is con-

vertible into an equivalent amount of any other.

(Cf. conservation of energy, s.v. Conservation 4.)

1843 Grove Correlation ofPhysical Forces 95 The sense

I have attached to the worcf correlation . . [isj a reci-

procal production ; in other words, that any force capable of

Sroducing another, may in its turn be produced by it. 1869

Irs. Somerville Molec. Sc. \. ii. 33 Another proof of the

correlation ofheat and electricity.

3. Biol. Mutual relation of association between
different structures, characteristics, etc. in an animal

or plant ;
' the normal coincidence of one pheno-

menon, character, etc., with another* (Darwin
Orig. Species, Gloss.}.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. Introd i. 9 The complex . .laws

of variation and of correlation of growth . . Some instances of

correlation are quite whimsical: thus cats which are

entirely white and have blue eyes are invariably [ed. 1878
generally] deaf. 18^0 Rolleston Anim. Life 105 The
correlation of large size of ova with the completion of de-
velopment before natching. 1883 19M Cent. May 763 There
is. .a mysterious law of correlation of growth between the

hair and the teeth.

4. Geom. The reciprocal relation between pro-

positions, figures, etc. derivable from each other

by interchanging the words point and plane, or

point and line : cf. Correlative a. 6.

5. The action of correlating or bringing into

mutual relation.

1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Such xi. It is on such false cor-

relations that men found half their inferences about each
other.

Correlative k^re lativ , a. and sb. [cf. F.

correlatif, -ive (16th c.) ;
perh. the source of both

was a mod.L. *corretdtivus, f. cor- = com- together

+ reldlivus Relative, referring.]

A. adj.

1. Having a reciprocal relation such that each

necessarily implies, or is complementary to, the

other
;
mutually interdependent ;

involving such a
relation. Const, with, rarely to.

1690 I,(ickk Hum. L'nd. 11. xxv. i 3 Father and son, hus-

band and wife, and such other correlative terms. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 305 Neighbourhood, .is correla-

tive, so that no man can be neighbour to another without
the other being likewise neighbour to him. 1853 Grote
Greece 11. Ixxxiv. XI. 80 A free community with correlative

rights and duties belonging to every citizen.

2. Normally or naturally related to each other

or occurring in conjunction.

1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. 111. xiii, The iustyce of God
and the mercye of God be evermore correlatyve and con-

currant. 1563 Koxe A. 4 M., This conclusion is corre-

latiue with the first Article of our faith. 1859 Geo. Eliot
A. Bed* xix, It was Adam's strength, not its correlative

hardness, that influenced his meditations.

b. Kelated in the way of analogy, similarity,

etc. ;
corresponding, analogous.

1596 Hacom Max. Law Reg. xxv, Another sort 6t«mM
guttas laUns is correlative unto this : for this ambiguity . . is,

when one name and appellation doth denominate divers

things : and the second is when the same thing is called by
divers names. 18*9 I. Tavlok Enthus. ii. (1867) 26 Such
utterances of desire, or hope, or love, as seem to suppose the
existence of correlative feelings, .in Him to whom they are
addressed. 187a W. S. Svmonds Rec. Rocks vi. 179 The
Wenlock shale andWcnlock limestone much resemble, .the

correlative rock in the typical district.

3. Gram. Applied to words corresponding to

each other, ana regularly used together, each in

one member of a compound or complex sentence :

e.g. either—or; so—as.

1871 Public Sch. Lat. Gram. 5 9* (margin) Correlative

Construction. 1879 Robv Lat. Gram. S 1635 Comparative
sentences .. are introduced by correlative adjectives or
adverbs ; e. g. tantus . . . t/uantus, titm

.

. . quatn, sic. . . »/.

4. Physics. Of forces ; Mutually dependent and
convertible: see Correlation 2.

1843 Grove Corr. Phys. F'orces 96 The forces are insepar-

able and mutually dependent,—correlative, but not iden-

tical. 1863 Huxley Led. Wrkg. Men 37 The forces of that

[livingl matter are .. correlative with and convertible into

those of inorganic nature.

6. Biol. Of variations of structure, etc. : Mutu-
ally related so that the one is normally associated

with the other : see Correlation 3.

1876 Foster Phys. 11. ii. (1879) 309 The blood .. undergoes

important correlative changes.

(5. Geom. Said of propositions, figures, etc. reci-

procally related so that to a point in either corre-
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sponds (in solid geometry) a plane, or (in plane
geometry) a straight line in the other.

1881 C. Taylor Geom, Conies 346 Figures which correspond
according to the law of duality have been called by Chasles
..correlative figures. 1885 Leudesdorp Cremona's Proj.
Geom. 27 The following problem admits of two correlative
solutions. Ibid. 28 In the Geometry of the plane, two cor-
relative propositions are deduced one from the other by inter-

changing the words point and Hue.

B. sb.

1. Each of two things having a reciprocal rela-

tion such that the one necessarily implies, or is

complementary to, the other.

J54S Joye Exp. Dan. iii. 36 The signe & the thing signi-
fied be correlatyues. 1563-87 Foxe A. M. (1596) 12/2
Where no inferior is, there can be no superior, for.. these
togither are correlatiues. 1602 T. Kitzherbert Apot, 44 a,

Priesthood and sacrifice are correlatiues, and cannot be the
one without the other. 1794 G. Adams Nat. $ Exf, Philos.
III. xxvi. 102 Action and re-action are correlatives; one
cannot exist without the other. 1842 J. H. Newman Par.
Serm. VI. xxiv. 373 The words used, .are what are called
correlatives, one implies the other. 1879 S. B. Gould Ger-
many II. 245 Every several right has as its correlative an
obligation.

+ b. The two terms of such a relation have
been distinguished as relative and correlative. Obs.
1579 Fulke Heskins' Part. 475 Euery relatiue must haue

a correlatiue. a 1653 Gouge Comm. Hebr. i. 5 The relative,
a Father, .the correlative, a Sonne.

2. Something normally related to, or occurring
along with, something else.

1546 Gardiner Dccl. Art. Joye 66 b, That vnderstande
not the nature of correlatiues, and se not howe a promise,
can onely be apprehended by fayth. 1601 R. Johnson
Kingd. <V Commiv. (1603) 248 Flanders, .is the true correla-

[

tive of the Indies, seeing that all the gold brought out of
India, is spent in the low countrie warres. 1628 tr. Mathieus I

Foiverf. Favorite 58 A stab is alwayes due for a box
on the eare, and is a correlatiue to it. 1651 Biggs New
Disp. f 180 The vital powers and bloud are Correlatives.
1888 Ray Lankestkr Advantem. Science (1890)292 The
naturalist-trayeller and his correlative, the museum curator

1

and systematise

b. Something corresponding or analogous ; an
analogue.
1875 Writmky L(fe Lang. Hi. 39 We have its very ancient

correlatives in Sanskrit agra, etc. 1879 Sir G. G. Scott
Eect. Arc/iit. I. 259 Those classes and purposes differ in a
majority of cases, from their correlatives at the present day.

f C. Used of persons : A relative. Obs. rare.
1697 Observ. Money <y Coin 33 As when a tender Parent

or kind Friend orders, .a Joynt or Limb to be cut off from
his Correlative.

3. Gram. Each of two correlative words : see
A. 3.

1808 Middlethn Grjk. Article (1855^ 36 Correlatives are
words in regimen, having a mutual reference. 1876 Mason
Eng. Gram. (ed. 21) § 288 b, Either—or, neither—nor,
whether—or, both—and, are used in pairs as correlatives.
Ibid. § 163 The proper correlative of which is such.

4. Physics, etc. A correlative force ; the equiva-
lent of some force in another form.
1855 H. Spencer Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. 11. ix. 278 Pains

are the correlatives of actions injurious to the organism.
1862 — First Princ. n. v. § 56 What continues to exist during
these oscillations is some correlative of the muscular effort
which put the chandelier in motion. 1871 Tyndall Fragm.
^.(1879) I. xxl 492 Every thought or feeling has its physical
correlative.

5. Biol. A normally and apparently necessarily
associated characteristic : cf. Correlation 3.

Correlatively, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] in a
correlative way, in or by correlation.

t
a 16^6 Hales Rem. Serm. John xviii. 36 (R.) Our Saviour

is a king three manner of wayes, and so correlatively hath
three distinct several kingdoms. 1852 Jml. R. Agric. Soc.
XIII. 1. 210 The connecting of these observations correla-
tively together.

Correlativeness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]
Correlative quality ; inter-connexion.
1730-6 in Bailey (folioL 1840 G. S. Faber Regen. 298

Theological correlativeness. 1843 J. B. Robertson tr.
Moehler's Symbolism I. 48 The mutual correlativeness of
these two articles of doctrine.

Correlati/vity. [f. Correlative + -ity.J
= prec.

1877 E. Cairo Philos. Kant 11. xv. 554 The correlativity
or implicit identity of the self knowing with the self known.
1881 Athenxitm 18 June 818/2 A discussion, .as to the bear-
ing of Ferrier's perfect correlativity of knowledge and
existence upon Spencer and English psychology.
Correligionist

: see Co-religionist.
Correnoch, obs. f. Coronach.
t Corrept, v. Obs. [f. L. corrept- ppl. stem

of corripere to snatch up, blame, reprove, chide,
f. cor- -com- intensive + rapere to snatch.]
1. trans. To reprehend, reprove.,
c 1449 Pecock Repr. Prol. 2 Whanne euer he takith vpon

him for to in nei^bourU or brotherli maner correpte his
Christen nei^bour. Ibid., Bothe to correpte and correcte.
2. To seize.

1657 Tomlinson Renon's Disp. 319 The King of France
correpted with the Leprosie.

Hence f Correpting vbL sb., reproving.
ri449 Pkcock Repr. Prol. 1 He ^eueth instruccions of

correpbioun and of correpting which, .longith to an ouerer.

tCorre'pt, a. Obs. [ad. L. corrept-us snatched I

up, forcibly drawn together, contracted, reproved,
j

pa. pple. of corripere : see prec]

1. Abridged, contracted, shortened.
1654 Vilvaine Epit. Ess. Pref. A v b, Clipped offby corrept

pronouncing.

2. Rapt.
1659 Gauden Tears of Ch. 212 Corrept & corrupt extasies

or extravagancies.

Corruption (k^re-pjbn;. [ad. L. con-eption-em,
n. of action f. corripe*re : see prec]
+ 1. Reprehension, reproof. Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 292 Of charitable correpcion

or reproving. 138a -- 2 Pet. ii. 16 Sotheli he hadde correp-
cioun, orrcprouyng, of his woodnesse. c 1449 Pecock Repr.
394 'I'hei wolden grucche. .a^ens his correpciouns and reul-
mgis. 1582 N. 1 . (Rhein.) r Cor. x. 11 They are written for
our correption. 1672 H. Stubbe Jusiif. Dutch War 43 The
obligation of fraternal correption and admonition. (11711
Ken Edmund?oat. Wks. 1721 II. 137 Correptions more up-
braiding and severe. 1737 L. Clarke Hist. Bibie (1740) II.

1.34 The Virgin Mother, .could not forbear expressing a
gentle correption to him.

f 2. A seizure. Obs. Cf. Rapture.
1659 Gauden Tears of Ch. 212 Sudden correptions,

seizures, raptures of spirit. 1664 Hammond Serm. Matt. x.
15 Wks. 1684 IV. 636 A sudden correption and depression of
the mind.

3. Gram. Shortening in pronunciation.
1873 Eaklk Philol.Eng. Tongue § 632 The first syllable

has been reduced to its present proportion by ' correption ',

if we may revive the very happy Latin term by which a
shortened syllable was said to be seized or snatched. Ibid.,
The more liable to correption of its accented syllable.

t Corre'ptory, a. Obs. [ad. L. type correp-
lori-us, f. correptor-em, agent-n. from corripere :

see above.] Conveying reproof.

1659 Gauden Tears of Ch. 430 The Epistles Correptory
or Consolatory to the seven Asian Churches.

t Correpugrna*tion. Med. Obs. nonce-wd.
[f. Coit- + Reitonation.] A symptom accessory
to the main opposing symptom.
1623 Hart Arraignm. Ur. 111. iv. 103 Correpucrnation (if

so 1 may say) are such things as doe secondarily oppo>e
themselves to the indication.

Correso e, early form of Curassow.

t Corresponcy. Obs. Shortened form of
Correspondency.
1621 E. Grimstone tr. Coeffetcau's Hum. Passions 139

Any thing that hath any corresponcy with him.

Correspond (kprftp^nd), v. [a. med.L. cor-

responde-re, f. cor- = com- together, with each other
+ respondere to answer ; cf. F. corresponds ,14th c.

in Littre;, It. corrispondere, Sp. corresponder. The
etymology implies that the word was formed to
express mutual response, the answering of things
to each other ; but before its adoption in English,
it had been extended so as to express the action or
relation of one side only, without however abandon-
ing the mutual notion, which is distinct in the
modern sense of epistolary correspondence.]
1. intr. To answer to something else in respect

of fitness ; to agree with ; to be agreeable or con-
lormable to ; to be congruous or in harmony with.
1529 Hen. VIII in Burnet Hist. Ref. (1730) I. "Records

xxvii. 60 Knowing right well that ye .. will now so acquit
your self, as shall correspond to the perfect expectation,
and firm opinion that we have of you. 1503 Hvll Art
Garden. 19 Seldome in other places the like hap corre-
sponded. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. lit. iii. 31 Hap'ly this life

is best.. Well corresponding With your stifle Age. 1646
Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. i, Things are really true as
they correspond unto his conception. 1736 Butler Anal. 1.

v. Wks. 1874 I. 86 Our nature corresponds to our external
condition.

_ 1769 Junius Lett.xxxv. 158 The prudence of
the execution should correspond with the wisdom, .of the
design. 1856 Fkoude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 262 His out-
ward and his secret actions seldom corresponded. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 42 Their habits and their dwell-
ings should correspond to their education.

2. To answer to in character or function ; to be
similar or analogous to (rarely with).
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650)!. 247 He was. .at a richsdach,

an assembly that corresponds to our parliament. 1710
Steele Tatter No. 119 r 2 We see in these little Animals..
Instincts and Modes of Life, which correspond to what you
observe in Creatures of bigger Dimensions. 1748 Hartley
Observ. Man 1. i. 35 The Pleasures and Pains which corre-
spond as Opposites to each other. 1845 Stephen Laivs Eng.
I. 107 Their general assembly, corresponding with our
House of Commons. 1863 Ruskin Munera P. (1880) 143
Plato's slave, in the Polity , , corresponds curiously to
Caliban.

b. To answer or agree in regard to position,

amount, etc.

1694 Holder On Time ii. 29 The days . . throughout the
year, are found not to be equal, and will not justly corre-
spond with any artificial or mechanic equal measures of
time. 1794 Sullivan Viezv Nat. I. 205 The degrees of con-
densation of the air correspond to the degrees of cold.

1835 Sir J. Ross N. W. Pass. iii. 52 The screwholes in the
flaunches did not correspond to each other. 1870 Proctor
Other Worlds iii. 49 The bright lines of the coronal spec-
trum correspond in position to those seen in the spectrum of
the aurora. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 90 The silver penny
... was supposed to correspond with a pennyweight.

1 3. To respond or ' answer concordingly ' (Blount
Glossogr.). Obs.
163a J. Havward tr. Biondi's Eromena 42 She was by her

hopefull Bridegroome visited by letters and presents, where-
unto she reciprocally corresponded. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt.
Exemp. 11. ix. f 8 We having received so great a favour,

enter into Covenant to correspond with a proportionab'e
endeavour._ 1765 H. Walfole Otranto iv.(i 79 8) 68 Perhaps
Matilda might not correspond to his passion. 1818 Jas.
Mill Brit. India II. iv. i. 41 After a series of unfriendly
proceedings, to which he had corresponded with a manly
temperance. i8z6 C. Bltler Life Grotius i. 45 The youth

j

corresponded with their cares.

t b. To be in accord, compliant, or complaisant

j

with. Obs.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1843) 9/2 He [Cranficld]

!

was not only negligent . . to correspond with Him [the DukeJ
with that deference he had used to do, but had the courage

I to dispute his commands. 1678 J. Phillips Tavernicr's
\

Trav., Persia 111. iii. 105 It is the Interest of those two
Potentates to correspond with him.

f4. To hold communication or intercourse (with).
Often of secret intercourse. Obs. exc. as in 5.

j

1605 Vkrstkgan Dec. Intell. iii. (16281 68 They belieued
that the Sun.. did with or in this Idol! correspond or co-

j

operate. 1644 H. Parker Jus Pop. 57 They might the

j

more easily correspond, hold intelligence, consult together.
1725 De Foe Voy. round World (18401 293, I would not fail

I

to correspond with him, by the passages of the mountains,
t b. Of commercial relations. Obs.

1682 Scarlett Exchanges 170 For his trouble in corre-
i sponding and negotiating his Principal's Affairs. 1722 De
j

Foe Plague [ 18401 1 Gathered from the letters cf merchants,
I
and others, who corresponded abroad,

fc. Of sexual intercourse. Obs.
1756

1

T. Amoky Bnucle 11770) I. 156 When a Babylonian
1

and his wife had a mind to correspond.

d. trans/. Of things : f To communicate, have
.
communication (obs.) ; also used for ' to be in vital

1 or sensible communication
1707 Curios, in Husb. <y Card. 38 The I.ignous Body, .by

means of many small Fibres. corre>ponds with the Paren-
chyma. 1883 H. Drummond Nat. La;o in Spir. W. vii.

, 207 The Amccba. .can only communicate with the smallest
possible area of Environment. An insect, .corresponds with

I
a wider area.

5. esp. To communicate {with another) by inter-

change of letters.

i- 1645 Howell 29 Nov. an. 1647 Sir, I had your-, of
last week, and by reason of som sudden encombrances I

could not correspond with you by that Carrier. 1711

I

Addison Spect. No. 1 p 9 Those who have a mind to corre-
spond with me, may direct their Letter* to the Spectator.
1831 Brewster Nefvton 1855! II. xxiv. 319 Kocke and

j

Newton had corresponded on the prophecies of Daniel as
1 early as 1691. 1869 Gertrude Parsons Ursula's Love
Story xw, If they had been acknowledged lovers, and

I

corresponded and met as such.

t 6. trans. To answer to, agree with, suit. Obs.
I54S Joye Exp. Dan. i. 7 Newe names corresponding their

J

vertews and offices. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xiv. xxvi. 256
I

Let him take paine To correspond your hope, and my
desire. 1636 in Ann. Dubrcnsia 118771 44 Not wealth to
correspond my will. 1675 G<;iluy Brit. Ded., Tables,
equally Corresponding Compliances of Peace and Ruffling?,

i of War.

Correspondence [k^tfsppudens). [ad. med.

j

L. *correspondentia, f. correspondere : see CoBRE-
l sponj) v. and -ence. In F. correspondance, 14th c]

1. The action or fact of corresponding, or an-
' swering to each other in fitness or mutual adapta-
: tion ; congruity. harmony, agreement. Also said

of the relation of one of the corresponding things.
1413 Lydg. Pitgr. Scnvle tv. xxvi. (1483) 71 Somme maneor

[

of correspondence or relacion must nedes ben bytwene the
two that ben y lyke. 1597 Hooker EccL Pol. v. Ixx. § 4

j

They are in their times and seasons continued with the most
exquisite correspondence. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus i.

g Considering, .the sutable correspondence of the parts of
! the context. 1729 Butler Serm. iii. Wks. 1874 II. 37
j

The correspondence of actions to the nature of the agent
renders them natural. 1772 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. v. (1876*

374 Perfect correspondence, .between the subjects which he
i

chose and his manner of treating them. 1809-10 Coleridge
< 1865) 23 By verbal truth we mean.. the correspond-

ence of a given fact to given words, i860 Pusey Min.
Proph. 343 Alicali vi, 14 The correspondence of the punish-
ment with the sin shall shew that it is not by chance.

2. Relation of agreement, similarity, or analogy-
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. vi. fj 4 Light, .hath a relation

and correspondence in. .corporal things to knowledge in..

I

incorporal things. 1672 Cave Prim. Chr. 1. vi. (1673) 135
The form, .of their Churches was. .oblong to keep the better

correspondence with the fashion of a ship. 1729 Butler
Serm. i. Wks. 1874 II. 11 There is such a correspondence
between the inward sensations of one man and those of
another. 1869 Gladstone Juv. Mundi iii. 101 The most
striking correspondence is- that ofAres with Mars, both used
to signify war itself. i88p Nature XXI. 212 The special

interest of this planet [Mars] arising from its supposed close

correspondence with the earth.

b. Doctrine of Correspondences : the tenet of

Swedenborg, that every natural object symbolizes

or corresponds to some spiritual fact or principle

which is, as it were, its archetype or prototype*

and that the Scriptures were written in harmony
with these correspondences.
i860 J. Gardner Faiths of World II. 881/2 The doctrine

of Correspondences, .is the central idea of Swedenborg s

system. 1876 J. G. Wilkinson Hum. Sc. $ Div. Rev. 76
Now correspondences, according to which the Word of God
is written, are equations between the spiritual and the
natural worlds.

f3. Concordant or sympathetic response. Obs.
1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 15 The. .beneuolent myndes

of his saied subiectes . , toward his highnesse . . by corre-
spondence of gratitude to theym to be requited. 1615 G.
Sandys Trav. Ded., A thankfull correspondence of affection
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and duty. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. Serm. on
Mount T 3 To answer the importunity of our lusts, not by a
denyall but by a correspondence and satisfaction. x68o Ld.
Faulkland Life Edw. II. in Hart. Misc., Being now a
king and a sovereign, he expects a correspondence of the
same nature.

T 4. Relation between persons or communities

;

usually qualified as good, friendly, fair, ill, etc.

Obs. (Very common in 17th c)
1599 Sandys Europm Spec. (1632) 52 Preferments to enter-

teine them with in good content and correspondence.
1623-62 HmM Cosmogr. hi. (16731 166/2 There were so good
Correspondences betwixt the Nations, that, etc. 1672
Marvell Reh. Trausp. 1. 33 Our ill correspondence with the
French Protestants. 1714 Swift Pres. State Affairs, One
step towards cultivating a fair correspondence with the
power in possession. 1835 L Taylor Spirit. Despotism
in. 1 10 The natural alliance, .between Church and State .

.

had given way to such a correspondence as belongs to a
truce between enemies.

+ 5. Intercourse, communication (between per-

sons). Obs. exc. as in 6.

1603 B. Jonson Sejauus nr. v, He holds That correspond-
ence. .with all that are Neere about Caesar, as no thought
can passe Without his knowledge. 1655-60 Stanley Hist.
Philos. 11701) 5/2 The Phoenicians, with whom the Gra^cians
had a very ancient correspondence. 1771 Smollett Humph.
CI. 28 Apr., This amiable maiden lias actually commenced
a flirting correspondence with an Irish baronet of sixty-five.

1786 Burns Ep. Vug. Friend x, A correspondence fix'd

wi' Heaven Is sure a noble anchor.

+ b. Often, intercourse or communications of a
secret or illicit nature. Obs.

1639 Massing er Unnat. Combat 1. i, If Your father..
Held not or correspondence, or connived At his proceedings.
1697 Congreve Mourning Bride iv. 1, Concerning Osmyn
and his correspondence With them who first began the
mutiny. 1^734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (18271 VI. xv. xviii.

308 Their impious correspondence with the devil. 1760-72
tr. yuan <y Ulloas V'oy. (ed. 3) I. 33^ To.. prevent the
Indians, .from, .carrying on any clandestine correspondence
with those whom his arms had not reached.

f c. Commercial intercourse ; business relations.

1605 B. Josson Volpone IV. i, To serue the State < )f Venice
with red herrings .. from Roterdam, Where I haue corre-
spondence. 1769 I)e Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. 374 Exeter
drives a very great Correspondence with Holland. 1798 W.
HlTTTOM Atttobiog. 20, I wished to fix a correspondence for

what I wanted, without purchasing at second hand.

t d. Religions or ecclesiastical connexion. Also
rotter. A connexion, communion. Obs.

1642 Jer. Taylor Episc. xxxii. (1647) 192, I had rather
speake a truth in sincerity, then erre with a glorious corre-
spondence. 1649 Bp. Hai l Casts Consc. iv. ix. An Institution

. .kept both by all the Churches of the Roman-Correspond-
ence, and by all the Reformed.

+ e. Sexual intercourse. Oh.
1698 Froger Voy. 14 Fasting and abstaining from cor-

respondence with their Wives,

t f. Of things : Physical communication. Obs.
1698 J. Cklll Muscovy 49 The Caspian Sea.. has no

communication or correspondence with any other Sea. 1700
RVCAVT Hist. Turks v. lit- 166 A secret Passage, by which
the wet and moorish Ground kept a Correspondence with
the Ditch.

Of persons and things: Vital, practical,

or active communication.
1608 Hakewill Van. Eye 93 The brame (with which the

eie holdes a maruelous correspondence*. 1727 De Foe
Syst. Magic 1. ii. (1840) 46 The wise Men of the East.,
maintained a correspondence with the stars. 1742 Young
Xt. Th. vi. 81 How short our correspondence with the sun!
1821 Lamb Ella, Old Benchers, Sun-dials . . holding cor-
respondence with the fountain of light, 1883 H. Drummond
Mat. Laiv in Spir. W. v. (1884) 147 In biological language
he is said, .to be 'in correspondence with his environment

'

. . that is to say, in active and vital connection with them,
influencing them possibly, but especially being influenced
by them,

6. Intercourse or communication by letters.

1644 Milton Educ. (1738) 135 Not to mention the learned
correspondence which you hold in foreign parts, 1741
Middleton Cicero (ed. 3) II. vi. 66 Cicero, with whom he
held a correspondence of Letters. 1781 Cowper Lett. 25
Aug., Letter for letter is the law of all correspondence.
1810 Scott Let. 18 Mar. in Lockhart, The risks of senti-

mental correspondence. 1875 Helps Organ. Daily Life
Ess. 146 As education advances, .there will be more corre-

spondence by letters. Mod. Newsp., This correspondence
must now cease.

b. The letters that pass between correspondents
;

also, letters contributed to a newspaper or journal

(cf. Correspondent B. 4 b\
1771 Smollett Humph. CI. Introd., Printing the private

correspondence of persons still living. 1847 Emerson Kepr.
Men, Montaigne Wks. (Hohn) I. 336 The correspondence of
Pope and Swift. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Sttrv. 30 The Times
correspondence from Hungary. 1891 Post Office Guide
Apr. 33 Railway Sub-offices (i. e. offices which receive their

correspondence direct from a Travelling Post Office).

Correspondency (kpr/sp^ndensi). Now
somewhat rare or arch. [f. as prec. : see -ency.]
"1. = Correspondence i : agreement, congruity,

etc. ; art instance of correspondence.
1589 Puttf.nham Eng. Poesie nr. xxiii. (Arb.^ 269 So as

there be found a iust correspondencie betweene them. 1594
T. H. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. it. xli. 241 According to that
correspondencie, which is betweene the bodie and the soule.

1622 Callis Stat. Savers (1647) no This.. holds good
correspondency with other Cases In our law, 1664 H.
More Myst. Into. 1, xvii. (summary\ The punctual corre-
spondency of the Events . . to the Predictions. 1778 Phil.
'Irons. LXVIIL 681 The general correspondency of our

results. 1876 J. P. N orris Rudim. Thcol. i. 10 The corre-

spondency, .between plants and animals—plants, .preparing

. . food which . . the animal can assimilate.

+ b. qa&si-eoner. A corresponding or fitly

J

answering condition or arrangement of |
things).

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass i. (1664) 14 Yet not fitting

them with a correspondency of diet. 1657 Tomunson
I

Renou's Dis6. Pref., Heaven will follow it with a corre-

spondency ot Blessings. x8oo Coleridge Piccolom. 1. iv,

To move and act In all the correspondencies of greatness.

2. — Correspondence 2 : analogy, similarity.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. i. 123 The confines of

a Kingdome, doth hold some correspondency with the

I circuit of a city. 1/1665 ]. Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit

(18671 101 His faith.. holds good correspondency with the

I faith of Abraham in the nature and truth of it. 1728

! R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archit. 21 A Correspondency or

Resemblance to it.

f 3. = Correspondence 3 : concordant or sym-
pathetic response ; compliance. Obs.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed 1 1 1. 1578/1 She. .promised
correspondencie in all that she might. 1612 Sir R. Dudley
in Fortesc. Papers 7 note, Howe to give fitte correspond-
ency to this your exceedinge lovinge kindnes. 1647 N*.

]
Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. Iv. (1739) 97 Duke William must

1 give all correspondency to the Normans.

f 4. = Correspondence 4. Obs.
1588 D. Rogers in Ellis Orig. Lett. U. 233 III. 144 The

maintenaunce of all good correspondencie to be enterteined
with the Crowne of Knglande. 1634 W. Tirwhyt Bulzac's
Lett. 169 What kind correspondency can be expected be-

tweene the Mistresse of the house, and the Concubine? a 1655
Bp. Goodman Mem, Crt. Eliz. «fr Jos. I. 362 When they
desire the love and correspondency of a foreign prince, a 1718
Pksn in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. I. 412, I have, .settled a firm

and advantageous correspondency with them. 17*4 T.
RlCHESS Hist. R. Geneal. Stain 132 The good Correspond-

;

ency which then subsisted between that Prince and King
Alphonso.

t 5. = Correspondence 5 : communication, in-

tercourse ; also in some of the specific uses, as

secret communication, commercial intercourse, etc.

1613 Sherlkv 'Trav. Persia 113 Because of the great
separation by distance, and difficult meanes of curre-

spondencie, which could be made betweene the Princes
Christian and himselfe. 1656 Burton's Diary (18281 I. 231
They had correspondency 111 the plot. 1660 Willsford
Scales Comm. A iv b, The honourable Society of Merchants
. .keeping a correspondency with the habitable world. 1681

d\.Kx\\\A. Sadducismus 1. (1726' 23 In their Correspondencies
with Witches. 17S3 Hanway Trav. (17621 II. 1. vi. 26
Messieurs Cliffords, .have, by an extensive correspondency
. .acquired a very considerable fortune.

f6. — Correspondence 6: communication by
letters. Obs.
164a Fuller Holy <y> Prof. St. lit iv. 160 Continue cor-

respondencie with some choyce forrein friend after they
return. 1647 May Hist. Pari. 11. iii. 48 A Cypher, whereby
to hold correspondencie with her in writing. 1826 Beddoes
Lett. 1 Apr. Poems 55 You would have little to complain
of on the score of slack correspondency.

f b. = Correspondence 6b: the letters sent

and received. Obs.

1699 Addison in Four C. Eng. Lett. 177 You will be
surpns'd. .to find among your Correspondencies in Foreign
jiarts a letter Dated from Blois.

jC. toner* (from 5 and 6). A corresponding

agency. Obs.
171a Addison Sped. No. 452 F5, I have already established

Correspondencies in these several Places, and received very
good Intelligence. 1796M0RSK Amer. Geog. I. 530 Having
long been accustomed to send their produce to . . Phila-

delphia and New York, and . .having their correspondencies
established.

Correspondent k^r/sppndent., a. and sb.

Also 5-6 coreapondent(e. [f. med.L. corre-

spondent-em, pr. pple. of correspond?re : see Cor-
respond and -ENT. In F. rorresfondant, 14th c]
A. adj. (In this use Corresponding is now

more frequent.)

1. Answering to something else in the way of

i
mutual adaptation or fitness ; in agreement or

harmony, congruous, accordant with ; consonant,

conformable, suitable, agreeable to.

a 1533 Ln. Herners Gold. Bk. M. A urel. (1546) D vj, Not
correspondent to the good gouemaunce of the Empyre.
1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 248 Can God be
pleased to do anythyng that is not most correspondent to
reason? 161* Dekker Lond. Triumph. Wks. 1873 III.

342 His roabe and mantle . . are correspondent to the quality
of his person. 1678 Cldworth Intell. Syst. 1. i. § 41. 51
One entire system of Philosophy correspondent with, and
agreeable to, the true and real world. 1798 T. Jefferson
Writ. '1859) IV. 246 An order of things more correspondent
to the sentiments of our constituents. 1809 Pinkney Trav.
France 103 Nothing could . . have fallen out more corre-

spondent with my wishes. 1866 J. G. Murphy Comm. Exodus
xiv. 19 A series of .. movements in the narrative corre-

spondent with the native grandeur of the occasion.

fb. Characterized by agreement or harmony of

parts
;
harmonious, congruous. Obs. rare.

155$ Eden Decades 206 Shewing as it were a fayre
woorke and correspondent picture. 1653 H. Cocan tr.

Pinto's 'Trav. xxxv. 140 The workmanship thereof is so

correspondent, that all the perfection .. from a good work*

j

man is observed in it.

2. Answering to or agreeing with something else

in the way of likeness of relation or analogy

;

j

analogous, or having an analogous relation to.

1439-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 219 An horse man made of
! brasse corespondente to the ymage of that prouince [roues

i
qutdam aeneus concordans mobiliter motui illius imaginis].

j

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 1007 The pope hath no
peere ; Emperowre is nex hym euery where ; Kynge

1 corespondent. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. iW. de W. 1531) 52 The
peticyon of the Pater noster corespondent to this braunche
or gyfte is..wryten in the margent. 1607 Topsell Eour-f.
Boasts (1673) Kio Squirrels which have such lines of white
and black, with correspondent lines in the tail. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. L iv. 13 To these Uses [of speech] there are also

foure correspondent Abuses. 1739 Hume Human Nature
L 1, I venture to affirm . . that every simple impression [ha*] a
correspondent idea. 1849 Ruskin Si-.-- Lamps v. $ 8. 144
Sculptural sketching, exactly correspondent to a painter's

I

light execution of a background. 1875 Emerson Lett. 4
Soc. Aims ix. 220 The poet cannot see a natural pheno-

;

menon which does not express to him a correspondent fact

in his mental experience.

b. Agreeing (with each other in relative

position.

1570 Hillingsley Euclid L iv. 13 Two triangles, of which
two sides of th' one be equal to two sides of the other, eche
side to his correspondent side. 01700 Dryden Oz'id's

Met. 1. 53 As five zones th' ztherial regions bind, Five cor-

respondent are to earth assigned. 184a Sir W. Hamilton
in Reid's Wks. I. 164/1 Two points anatomically corre*

spondent, when on opposite sides of the body they severally

hold the same relation to the centre.

c. Agreeing (with something else) in relative

magnitude or value
;
proportional.

a 1656 Ussher Poiver Princes 1. xxxi. (1683^ 56 What
I correspondent thing can he repay to God, who by his gift

I

enjoyeth an Empire ? 1800 Wellington in Owen Desp.

1
650 The . . price has been . . increased without any cor-

respondent improvement in the quality of the goods,

t 3. Responsive ; compliant, submissive. Obs
1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 297, I will be correspondent to

command. 1647 N. Hacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. iii. (1739) 4
It (Britain] continued correspondent to the Romans.

+ 4. Answerable, responsible. Obs.
1612 Chapman Widowes T. v, We are not correspondent

for any but our own places. 1658 Osborn Wks. II 37, I

am no ways correspondent for the praise or blame due to

any verses.

t 5. Used advb. Obs. (Cf. aeeordittg.)

1684 R. Waller Nat. Exper. 1 The Mercurial Standard
. .rises or falls, .correspondent to the various Temperaments
which the Air receives.

B. sb.

1. A thing that corresponds or answers to some-
thing else; a correlative.

1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living O727) 276 Eggs are to

birds as a relative to its correspondent. 1770-81 Johnson
I L. P., Gray, The first line was dearly bought by the ad-

mission of its wretched correspondent. 1875 Whitney Life
Lang. 56 The nearest coi respondent in quality to the short

e of ' met '.

t 2. A person who holds communication with

another, esp. secret communication ; a confederate,

accomplice. Obs.
1639 Fuller Holy War hi. viii, Their faithful corre-

spondent, who advised them by his letters, could no where
t>e found. 17*0 De Koe Copt. Singleton x. (18401 172 His
[a mutineer's] correspondent in the other ship . . began the
work. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 11 June, He [a high-

wayman) had always acted . . without partner or corre-

spondent.

3. A person who has regular business relations

with another jsf>. in a distant place).

a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xvi. (17041 III. 601 To take

Hills of Exchange from Amsterdam upon their Corre-
spondents in London. 1698 Norris Pract. Disc. IV. 33 A
Man may. .meet with a Correspondent in Piety with wnonr
he may Trarhque. .in the Affairs of Heaven. 1712 De Foe
Col. Jack (1840) 171, I.. had gotten.. a correspondent in

Ixmdon, with whom I traded. 18*7 O. W. Roberts Centr*

Amer. 226 This worthy man also gave me a letter to his

correspondent at Granada.

4. One who communicates with another by
letters. (The ordinary modern use.)

1 1630 Sir H. Wotton Th* Parallel in Retig. Wotton.,

The Secretary, .knew there were some I-etters in it from

his Correspondents. 1717 Lady M. W. Montaci e Lett.

Ctets Mar 18 Apr., I wrote to. .all my. .correspondents by
the last ship. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Spir. Lavs Wks.
iBohn* I. 70, I have not answered the letters of my own
correspondents. 187a E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. vfiL 127

The lady was a voluminous correspondent.

b. One who contributes letters to a newspaper
or journal

;
spee. one employed by a journal to

contribute news and other material to its columns

from some particular place.

1711 Steele Spect. No. 22 p 1 The Letters of my Corre-

spondents will represent this Affair in a more lively Manner.

1798 Anti-Jacobin x, For the two followingPoems we are

indebted to unknown Correspondents. 1844 Dickens Mart.
Chux. xvi, * He is a man of fine moral elements', .said the

war correspondent. 1873 Mrs. Alexander Wooing o't xii,

' The triumph of decorative art,' as ' our own correspondent

'

would call it.

6. nmee-use. An organism in vital communica-
tion with its environment : see Correspond 4d.
1883 H. Drummond Nat. Law in Spir. W. vii. (1800) 914

Some change might occur in it [the environment! which the
1 correspondents had no adaptive changes to meet.

Correspondential (krr/sp^nde njar, a. [f.

]
L. type *eorrespondetitia Correspondence + -al.]

Pertaining to correspondence, or to a corre-

spondent.
18x8 Whewell Wks. (1876) II. 25 A sluggishness of the

correspondential faculties. 1886 Sat. Rev 24 Apr. 57*/*

[He] never yet engaged in a correspondential war.
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Hence Correspondentially adv.
1831 in Eraser's Mag. III. 108 The bi-sonorous matin

knock, which excites so interesting a sensation . . among all

persons correspondentially inclined.

Correspondently, adv. [-ly * ] In a cor-

respondent manner, correspondingly.
1571 Digges Pan torn. U, xiii. S ij, Those fragments cor-

respondency compared are also proportionall. 1659 Pear-
son Creed (1669) 210 Correspondently to these types and
prophecies. 1760-72 tr. yuan A Ullods Voy. (ed. 3) II. 94
The blossoms . . are correspondently succeeded by fruits.

c 1865 Circle ofSc. I. 364/2 The appetite being roused cor-
respondency with . . necessity.

Correspo ndentsliip. [f. as prec. + -ship.]

The office of a (newspaper) correspondent.
1865 Daily Tel. 25 Aug., The task of special corre-

spondentship. 1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton Chr. Kirkland II.

v. 145, 1 happened on a Parisian correspondentship just
then vacant.

Correspo'uder. [f. Correspond v. + -er 1
.]

One who corresponds ; a correspondent.
1776 C. Melmoth [S. J. Pratt] Pupil of Pleas. I. 221

The lively Delia, a wit, a corresponder, a perfect pen-
woman. 1796 B. Greatheed in Dr. Parr's Wks. (1828)
VII. 291 The corresponders inclined to look up to him.

Corresponding, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ing '.]

The action of the vb. Correspond.
1673 O. Walker Education 201 What ever good we do is

a corresponding to, and as it were an assisting him.

Corresponding (kfTr/spp-ndirj), ppl. a. [f.

as prec. + -ing 2. Not common before the present
century ; now superseding correspondent.']

1. That corresponds or answers to another ; cor-

respondent.

1579 Digges Stratiot. U. v. 40 Which Deducted from the
corresponding parte of the Divisible leaueth o. 1683 Soamk
it Dryden tr. Boileau's Art of Poetry 1, Differing parts
have corresponding grace. 1797-1804 Bewick Brit. Birds
(1847) I- «IS An obtuse angle m the lower mandible, .a cor-
responding angle in the upper one. 1840 Lardner Geom.
127 The triangles are . . similar ; therefore their correspond- ,

ing sides are proportional. 1874 Green Short Hist. viii.

481 His reserve . . was met by a corresponding caution.

2. That corresponds by letters.

Corresponding member of a society : one residing at a
distance, who corresponds with the society by letters, but
has no deliberative voice in its affairs.

1760-7* tr. yuan Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) II. 373 The royal 1

academy of sciences . . were pleased to express their esteem
. . by admitting him a corresponding member. 1780 Cow-
per Progr. Err. 311 Corresponding misses fill the ream
With sentimental frippery. 187a Stanley Led. Ch. Scot.
Title-p., Corresponding member of the Institute of France.

Correspondingly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.]

In a corresponding manner ; so as to correspond
or answer to something else.

1836 Todd Cycl. A nat. I. 537/2 A large crop, and . . salivary
glands of correspondingly large dimensions. 1883 Manch.
Exam. 3 Oct. 5/4 The gradients . . were becoming very
moderate and the winds correspondingly lighter.

t Correspo'nsible, a. Ohs. rare. [f. med.L.
correspons-, ppl. stem of corresponded + -ible :

cf, responsible^] Liable to correspond or answer.
a 1659 Osborn Q. Eliz. Pref. (1673) Ddviij, The main

jtbns or bottom of her account being no farther correspons-
ible, than for a just and even balancing her layings out with
what she hath received.

Correspo'nsion. rare. [f. as prec. + -ion.]

The action of answering to each other.
1885 Amer. JruL Philol. VI. 503 The early Latin seems

to be poor in expressions of temporal corresponsion. It has
no equivalent for the pfr. .fie so much used in Greek.

Corresponsive (kf?r&p£rnsiv\ a. Now rare
or arch. [f. as prec. + -ive : cf. responsive.] Cor-
responding, correspondent, answering.
1606 Shaks. Tr. ff Cr. Prol. 18 With massie Staples And

corresponsiue and fulfilling Bolts. 1658 Slingsby Diary
(1836) 200 To educate [you] in a corresponsive way to
your extraction. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865)78 He .

.

weds the past in the present to some prepared and cor-
responsive future. 1880 Swinburne Study Shaks. i. (ed. 2)

25 A study by the ear alone of Shakespeare's metrical pro-
gress, and a study by light of the knowledge thus obtained
of the corresponsive progress within.

Hence Corresponsively adv. rare.
In mod. Diets.

Corriar, var. of Currier 2 Obs., a firearm.
Corride, obs. f. Corrody.
Corridor (kp-ridpi). Also 7 corrector, cur-

ridore, 7-9 corridore. [a. F. corridor (16th c,
also courridour), ad. It. corridore (also corridoio)
a long passage in a building or between two
buildings, f. correre to run. Cf. Sp. corredor in
same sense. Webster 1828 pronounced kfrridoe'j

;

so Byron; Smart 1836-49 k^ridpu.
The It. corridoio (from -orto, L. -ortum) is the original

type, the primary meaning being 'running-place'. In the
form in -ore it is confused with corritore, corridore a
runner.]

+ 1. A passage, covered walk, or avenue between
two places. Obs. in Eng. use.
1620 E. Blount Horm Subs. 366 From thence a Curri-

dore, or priuate way, to his Castle of Saint Angelo. 1673
E. Brown Trav. Germany (1677) 102 There is also a House
of Pleasure in the Mote, into which there is no other pas-
sage but through a high Corridore. 1739 Gray Lett.
9 Dec. {Bologna), From one of the principal gates to a
church of the Virgin, runs a corridore of the same sort.

18x4 Sir R. Wilson Diary II. 300 On descending I passed
by the church of S. Maria del Monte and its magnificent
corridor or piazza, on the declivity of a hill.

f 2. Fortif. The continuous path that surrounds
the fortifications of a place, on the outside of the
moat and protected by the glacis; the covered
way. Obs.

1591 Garrard Art of Warre 326 To mount upon the
Corridor of y« Counterscarpe. 1604 E. Grimstonk Hist.
Siege Ostend Map, No. 54 The Gallery or Corredor. .to the
Counter-scarfe. 1706 Phillips, Corridor. .In Fortification,
the Covert-way above the Counterscarp, lying round about
the Compass of the Place, between the Moat and the Palli-
sadoes.

[T b. Applied to the curtain.
A Dictionary error handed down from Cotgr.
[1611 Cotgr., Corridor, a curtaine, in fortification.] 1656

in Blount Glossogr. 1658 Phillips, Corridor, a Term in
fortification, otherwise called Cortina, or Curtain. So
1678.]

3. An outside gallery or passage round the quad-
rangle or court of a building, connecting one part
with another.

1644 EvBLYN Diary 1 Apr. (Palace ofLuxemburge), The
court below is formed into a square by a corridor, having
over the chiefe entrance a stately cupola, covered with
stone. 1755 Johnson, Corridor, a gallery or long isle

round about a building, leading to several chambers at a
distance from each other. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 23
Apr., If. .there had been a corridore with arcades all round,
as in Covent Garden. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 11. Ivii,

Richly caparison'd, a ready row Of armed horse . . Circled
the wide-extending court below

;
Above, strange groups

adorn'd the corridore. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t.
x, Those glazed corridors are pleasant to walk in, in bad
weather.

4. A main passage in a large building, upon
which in its course many apartments open.
1814 Byron Corsair 111. xix, Glimmering through the

dusky corridore, Another [lamp] chequers o'er the shadow'd
floor. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt (1868) 16 They passed
along a corridor lit from above, and lined with old family
pictures. 1881 Goldw. Smith Led. Ess. 198 Finding
themselves adrift in the corridors of Windsor.
fig. 187J Liddon Elem. Relig. vi. 205 We do well to

traverse all the corridors of history.

5. Comb., as corridor-train.
1892 Daily News 8 Mar. 5/3 The Corridor Train is so

named from a narrow passage which runs from end to end.

Corrie (k^*ri ). Sc. Also currie, correi, corri,

corry. [a. Gaelic coire (pronounced ko'rtf) caul-

dron, kettle
;

hence, whirlpool (as in Corrie-

vreckan Brecan's cauldron), and circular hollow.]
The name given in the Scottish Highlands to a
more or less circular hollow on a mountain side,

surrounded with steep slopes or precipices except at

the lowest part, whence a stream usually flows.

*795 Statist. Acc. Scot. XVI. 104 The Corries or Curries
of Balglass. They are semicircular excavations hollowed
out in that ridge of hills. 1807 J. Headrick Arran 60
This glen terminates in a circular hollow, or corry. 1814
Scott IVav. xvi, 1'hat little corri, or bottom, on the opposite
side of the burn. 1841 Ld. Cockburn Circuit Jour?iies 6
Sept., The great corries into which the weather has hol-
lowed one side of most of the mountains [in Sieve]. 1850
Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. viii. (1872) 251 Left silent in the
solitude of some Highland Corry. 1875 Buckland Log-
bk. 235 The corrie where the deer are lying. 1882 Standard
23 Aug. 2/1 In Blackmount deer corries there will be good
sport.

Corrier, obs. form of Currier.

t Corrige, v. Obs. Also 4-5 corige. [a. F.
corriger, ad. L. corrigere to Correct, f. cor~~
com- together, altogether + reggre to make straight

or right.] trans. To correct, chastise, punish.
c 1374 Chaucer Booth, iv. iv. 125 pat be maneres of shrewes

ben coriged and chastised by veniaunce. 1483 Caxton
Esope 25 The . . servauntes . . sore corryged and bete hym
[the ass]. 1490 — Eneydos xxiv. (1890) 89 To corrige and
punysshe thoffence.

II Corrigendum (kpridge'ndtfm). Chiefly in

pi. corrigenda. [L. corrigendum that which is

to be corrected, gerundive of corrig-ere to Cor-
rect : see prec] Something requiring correction

;

in errors or faults in a printed book, etc., of
which the corrections are given.
a 1850 A. Tudson in Wayland Mem. yudson (1853) IL v-

170, I received thankfully yours of 28th January accom.
panied by a list of corrigenda. 1883 Law 'Times 20 Oct.

405/2 There are. .five and a half pages of corrigenda.

I Co rrigent, a. (sb.) Med. Obs. [ad. L.

corrigent-em
t

pr. pple. of corrigSre to Correct.]

Correcting, corrective, sb. A corrective ingredient

in a medicine.
i860 Mayne Expos. Lex., Corrigens, amending., corri-

gent. 188a Syd. Soc. Lex., Corrigent.

Corrigible (kfrridgib'l), a. Also 5 corri-

gabill, 7 corrigeable. [a. F. corrigible (in OF.
corrig(e)able)

}
ad. L. *corrigibi/is (cf. incor-

rigibilis), f. corrigere to Correct : see -ble.]

1. Capable of being corrected ; rectifiable.

1483 in Eng. Gilds 337 Provided allway. that. -ony of the

said articlis . . be reformabyll and corrigabill _by the Mayre,
Bailiffs, and the comen counsayle of the citee. 1669 W.
Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 244 A skilful artist, who . . knows
how to correct things corrigible. 1806 Abernethy Surg.
Obs. ii. 52 The disorders of the digestive organs are more
corrigible by medical remedies. 185a Grote Greece \\.

I

lxxxi. X. 618 A vote which is understood to be final and
never afterwards to be corrigible.

2. Of faults, weaknesses, etc. : Capable of being
amended

;
capable of improvement or reforma-

tion.

1673 Lady's Call. 1. § 1. 5 The infirmity for the most part
proves very corrigible. 1700 Astry tr. Saavedra-Faxardo
I. 52 Both these Passions, as well that of Bashfulness, as

j

Commiseration are corrigible. 1820 Examiner No. 614.

j

34/1 Despotism was a thing corrigible by experience. 1833
I

O'Connell Corr. (1888) I. 332 The other abuses will be
easily corrigible.

3. Of persons, their dispositions, etc. : Open or
submissive to correction.

.1583 Babington Commandm. in. (1637) 28 If hee be corri-

|

gible, not euen in the Lords cause should I curse my
brother. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. IV. xiv. 74 Bending downe

!
His corrigible necke. 1662 Petty Taxes 56 Such, .punish-

j

ments have made some corrigible offenders to become
desperate and incurable. 1776" Johnson in Bosivell (1887)
III. 62 He has not dragged into light a bashful and cor-
rigible sinner. 1864 G. A. Sala in Daily Tel. 23 Nov., In
public they are meek and corrigible.

f 4. Liable to ordeserving chastisement or punish-
ment. Obs.

1587 Fleming Conln. Holiushed III. 1347/2 If anie prince
fell into anie such kind of error, that prince were corrigible,

;

but of whomc? 1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. 196 He was
j

taken up very short, and adjudgd corrigible for such pre-
sumptuous language. 1649 Jeb. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 1. v.

§ 1 Our inclinations averse and corrigible,

f 5. Having the faculty of correcting; corrective.
1601 B. JoNSON Poetaster 11. i. Do I not bear a reasonable

I

corrigible hand over him, Crispinus? 1604 Shaks. Oth. I.

iii. 329 The power, and Corrigeable authoritie of this lies in
our Wills

Hence Corrigibility, Co rrigibleness, Cot-
rigibly adv.

1765 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 213/1 The corrigibility of a bad
soil. 1846 De Quincey Chr. as Organ ofPolit. Movent.

1.

Wks. XII. 264 Whatever was good or corrigibly bad, man
saw associated with weakness.

Corrigidor, obs. form of Correcidor.

+ Corrigiole. Obs. rare. [a. OF. corrigiole

(in Pare) = Az rcnouee, i.e. knotgrass, a. L. *cor>

rigiola, dim. of corrigia thong, shoe-latchet.] The

j

Knotgrass, l^olygonum aviculare.
iComgiola is in modern Botany taken as the name of

j

another genus, the Strapwort, N.O. Paronychiacex.)
(1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 247 Grinde hem sotilly &

tempere hem wib iuys of corigiole & make berof polottis.

1563 J. Hall Lanfranke's Chirurg., Table 29 Corrigiola,
so called of the Apothecaries, and of the Frenche men
Corrigiole, is oure common knottgrasse.

t Corrigiour. Obs. rare-1 , [a. OF. corrigeour

(mod.F. c&rrigeur) corrector, f. corriger to correct

:

cf. Sp. corregidor.] A corrector.

1474 Caxton Chesse 6 All kynges ought specially to here
her corrigiours or correctours.

Corrinoch, obs, f. Coronach.
Corrisif, -sive : see Corrosive.

Corrival (k^rai*val), sb. and a. arch. [a. F.

corrival (16th c), or ad. rare L. corrivdl-is, a com-
pound adding emphasis to the relation expressed
by rlvdliSy Rival. Vaugelas (1 647) remarked
that in Fr. corrival was disused in favour of rival.

It continued longer in English, and has passed

into the modified form Co-rival, q.v,]

A. sb. 1. A rival in a position of equality
;

one of several competitors having equal claims.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 11. xii. (1612) 56 Fathering his late

Corriuals act. 1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. 1 Globe)
636/2 The two howses of the Geraldins and the Butlers,

both adversaryes and corryvalls one agaynst the other.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 122 Lycus was Rivall unto
another ; and suddenly appearing stopped the mouth of his

Corrivall. 1696 Bp. Patrick Comm. Ex. xx. (1697)363 A
jealous God, who could not endure any Corrival or Consort.

1721 R. Keith tr. T. a Kempis* Solil. Soul i. 127 One,
seeking after One only Beloved, who can admit of no Cor-
rival from without. 1874 Motley Bameveld I. i. 82 The
League, .was rather a Catholic corrival than cordial ally of
the Imperial house.

b. esp. A rival in love, a rival suitor.

1579 Lyly Euphues(Arb. )6o Suspecting . . that Philautus was
corriual with him and cocke-mate with Lucilla. x«J92 Greene
Disput. 17 My husband, .is content, .to bee cornuall with a
number of other good companions. 1607 Heywood Fair
MaidWlis. 1874 II. 19 What man so ere he be, Presumes to

be corrivall in his love. 161a Pasquil's Night-Cap (1877) 43
Yee bold Corriualls, which doe loue my Kate, Leaue off

your wooing. 1652 Peyton Calastr. Ho. Stuarts (1731)

9 The Lord Bothwel became a new Corrival in her
Affection.

f 2. Without the sense of actual competition :

A compeer, partner ; one having equal claims, or

admitted to equal rights. Obs.

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon viii. 33 Base coward I false, and
too effeminate To be corrival with a prince in thoughts 1

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. iv. 31 And many moe Corriuals,

and deare men Of estimation and command in Armes.

B. adj. Rivalling each other, rival.

1646 Burd. Issach. in Phenix (1708) II. 294 There is no
co-equal, corrival, or co-ordinate Power. 1650 Fuller
Pisgah 369 Glass.. in purity corrivall with Crystal itself.

1714 L. Milbourne Traitor's Eew. 13 Ruin'd by the
corrival and contending governors. 1842 Sir A. de
Vere Song ofFaith 207 Corrival forms of one surpassing
glory.



CORHIVAL. 1020 CORROBORATOR.

+ Gorri*val p
v. Oh. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To rival, to be a rival to in any pursuit.

1601 ? Marston Pasquil Kath. v. 61 Who I supposde
corriuald me in loue Of that Camelia. 1631 Quarles
Div. Poems, Samson (1717) 360 Thou art she, corrivall'd

with no other.

2. intr. To vie with.
1636 Fitz-Geffrav Holy Transportations (1Z81) 184 With

the Sunne corrivaling in light.

+ Corriva'lity. Oh. [f. L. corrivdl-is : see

-ity.] Joint rivalry
;
competition.

1598 Vong Diana 320 Faustus. .had nothing else to doe,
but walke vp and downe those fields in corriualitie with
Firmius. 1618 Bp. Hall Old Relig. xvi. § 2. 166 Tradi-
tions were obtruded to God's people, in a corriualitie with
the written word, a 1661 Fuller Worthies 1 it. 185 Devon-
shire.. quits all claimes of corrivality . .and acknowledged
this as Paramont in greatness.

t Corrrvalry. Oh. [f. Cobbival + -by : cf.

rivalry,'] = prec.

1614 W. B. Philosopher*s Banauet (ed. a) m Largenesse
of Emperie, disdaine of corriualne. 1664 H. More Myst.
tniq. vi. 19 Whose worship is uncapable of any Corrivalry
or Copartnership.

t Corri'valship. Oh. [f. Corrival + -ship.]

The position of a corrival ; mutual rivalry.
1606 Ford Honor Tri. (1843) 18 Men in kindnesse are

mutually lambs, but in corriuaf-shipp of loue lyons. 1677
Gilpin Dxmonol. m. xx. 167 This kingdom is. .managed by
Satan with an envious competition and Corrivalship to that
of God. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. II. 238 Bids Fair
for a Corrivalship with Nature.

t Corri'valty. Oh. rare. [See -ty.] A
variant of Cokrivauty.
1649 Bp. Reynolds Serm. Hosea lit 31 The bare corn-

valty and contesting of filthy lusts with the grace of the
Gospell. 1658 — / 'an. Creature Wks. (16791 23 Such a
Ixsve admits of no corrivalty or competition.

t CO'rrivate, v. Oh. rare. [f. L. corrivat-,

ppl. stem of corrivare to draw together into one
stream, f. cor- together + rivare to draw off

.
water;.]

trans. To cause (liquids or their channels) to run

together into one. (Misused by Burton.

)

1621 Buxton Anat. Mel. 1. i. 11. iii, Veines .. Of these
there be two chiefe, Vena porta, and Vena Cava, from
which the rest are corrivated. /bid. 11. ii. IV, Rare devices
to corrivate waters.

t Corrivation. Oh. rare. [ad. L. corrlvd-

tidn-em, n. of action f. corrivdrt : see prec] The
confluence of streams. (Misused by Burton.)
1621 Bl'rton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 54 Corrivations

of water to moisten and refresh barren grounds. 1635
Person Varieties 11. 76 The beginnings, .of Rivers are small,

but by corrivation of other lesser ones they increase.

t Corri've, v. Oh. Also corive, co-rive,

coryve. [In form answering to L. corrivare ; but

used in a sense derived from Corrival. and perh.

simply formed from the latter.]

1. = Corrival v. trans, and intr.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. in. xv. (R,\ It lesser greeueth he
should grudge that I with him co-riue. 159s Ibid. VH.
xxxvi. (R. Then Scotland warr'd on Kngland, and in that

same warre did end The knight that had coryued ; so the
ladie lost each frende. 160a fbid. 153 And standing on
my manhood would not be coriv'd of any. 1608 Day Law
Tricks 1. ii, I'st your countrie manner to corriue a leader ?

2. intr. To consort, rare.

1647 Ward.S"//«/. Cobleny, I should suspect . .that Opinion,
that will cordially corrive with two or three sottish errours.

Hence Corriving ///. a., acting as corrival.

a 1618 Sylvester Arctoph. Epist. Wks. (Grosart} II. 331,
I may let you know Why I refraine from my corriving foe.

Corrizive : see Corrosivk.

Corroborant (k/r^ borant), a. and sb. [a. F.
corroborant (Pare, i6thc.) or ad. L. corroborant-

em, pr, pple. of eorroborare : see Corroborate v."]

A. adj. 1. Strengthening, invigorating, esp. of

medicinal agents.
1626 Bacon Sytva § 961 They be of three Intentions:

Refrigerant, Corroborant, and Aperient. 1699 Phil.
Trims. XXI. 55 The AquaSauta. .becomes so cordial and
corroborant, that it works miraculous Effects in many
Diseases. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi youm. France I. 362 It is

purgative, not corroborant, they tell me. 1800 Med. Jrnl.
III. 231 His stomach had so lost its tone, that no medicine
of the corroborant kind would stay a moment upon it. 1875
H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 44 * l ' s thought to have a cor-

roborant influence upon the nervous system.

B. sb.

1. A strengthening agent ; a strengthener or in-

vigorator of the system ; a tonic.

1727-5* in Chambers Cycl. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med.
(ed. nt 321 The best corroborants which we know, are the

Peruvian bark and wine. 1866 Treat. Bot. I. 333/2 In
cases of debility, Dogwood is a valuable corroborant.

2. Something which corroborates (a statement,

etc.) ; a corroboratory fact.

1805 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 511 It is not my intention, .to

trouble you with all the corroborants of this subject. 1890

M- Davitt in 19th Cent. Mar. 375 This charge. . was dexter-

ously used as a corroborant to the forgeries and fabrica-

tions of Parnellism and Crime.

Corroborate {Vfrp haveX), ppl. a. Oh. ox arch.

[ad. L. corroborat-us, pa. pple. of eorroborare : see

next.] Strengthened, confirmed, corroborated,

a. as pa. pple. arch.
1532 Thvsnf. Chaucer's Wks.Titd., Maynteyned, corro.

borate, and defended. .1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist.

(Camden 1 I. 112 That .. the Ilond l>einge corroberat it

mighte strike a certaine terror into the adverse parte. 1607-
is Bacon Ess., Custom <$ Educ. (Arb.) 366 There is noe
trusting to the force of Nature, .except it be corroborate by
Custome. 18x4 South ey Roderick xvn. 239 The sense Of
duty, by the pride of self-controul Corroborate. 1876 Tensy-

j

son Q. Mary 11. ii. His right came down to me, Corroborate
I by your Acts of Parliament,

f b. as adj. Oh.
1581 J. Bell //addon's Anetv. Osor. 383 A more stable

! and corroborate concorde. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. iii.

\ § 3 Men are more curious, .what mould they lay about a

I

young plant than about a plant corroborate.

Corroborate (k^rbonrit), v. [f. L. corrdhorat-

ppl. stem of eorroborare to strengthen, invigorate,

f. cor- together, intensive + roborare to make strong

:

see -ate 3.] To strengthen, make strong.

+ 1. trans. To strengthen materially. Oh.
1593 Nashf. Christ's T. (1613) 46, I will corroborate my

I

Crosse Giant-Hke, to vnder-beare the Atlas burthen of her
insolences. 1691 Ray Creation n. (1704) 336 Every part is

..corroborated by Membranes. /1176s WtEwen Grace
Truth in. ii, These boards were corroborated with bars

of the same wood. x8oa Paley Nat. Theol. xx. (1819)

j

321 These joints [in grasses and canes] .. corroborate the
stem.

1 2. To strengthen constitutionally or organic-

ally ; to invigorate, refresh. Oh.
1533 Elyot Cast, /ielthe {1541) 50b, Rydynge moderately

. .doth corroborate the spirite and body above other exer-
cises. 1583 Stubbrs Anat. Abtts. (1 877 > 107 Meats imoder-
atly taken) corroborate the body, refresh the arteries, and
reuiue the spirits. 1677 Gilpin Doemonol. (1867) 210 The
outward man is also corroborated by the inward peace of
the mind. 17*0 W. Gibson Diet Horses xi. (1731) 178 No-
thing so much strengthens and corroborates the whole Body
|as the morning air], x8aa T. Taylor Apuleius v. xxii,

Psyche, who was otherwise of an imbecile body and mind .

.

j

is now corroborated.

t b. esp. of medicinal agents or applications

;

also of the physician. Oh.
1533 Elyot Cast. /Ielthe 11. vii, Olyves condite in salte

lykoure . . doth corroborate the stomacke. 1604 Bacon
Apol. 56 They, .shold. .intend to cure and corrolwrate the
part. 161 x Cotgr., Comforter me playe, to corroborate a
wound by fomentations, or other (externalli applications.

1658 A. Fox tr. IVurtz' Surg. 11. iii. 53 Give him some
Cordials to corroborate his stomack. 1744 Berkeley Siris

§ 80 Nothing that 1 know corroborates the stomach so
1 much as tar-water. 1797 J. Downing Dis. //omed Cattle

17 This medicine, .corroborates the parts that are hurt,

3. With non-material object : To strengthen (a

quality, faculty, power, etc. ; to confirm (a person)

in a quality or attribute, arch.

1543 Necess. Doctr. Oij, Wherby they shulde be so cor-

roborated . . in the gyftes . . before receiued in baptisme. 1655
Fi ller Ch. /list. it. ii. $ 39 Paulinus . . daily plyed the

,

Word and Sacraments, thereby to corroborate his owne
I People tn Piety. 1704 Hearnr Duct. ///*/. (1714) I. 119T0

corroborate their Faith. 1737 Whiston Josephus' //is/. 1.

\
ii. # 1 Jonathan, .corroborated his authority by., friendship
with the Romans. 1838 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xxx.

(1866) II. 119 The infenor faculty, .so far from nourishing
and corroborating the superior, .tends to reduce this faculty

to a lower level.

4. To give legal or formal confirmation to ; to

confirm a law, legal act, etc.).

I53° [>M Corroborating vbl. sb.\ 1548 Hall Chron.
225b, His high Courte of Parliament, .in the whiche, all

lawes and ordmaunces, made by him before that daie were

j

corroberated and confirmed. 1639 Fi'ller Holy War 111.

xi. (1840) 133 To corroborate his election. 1655 — Ch.
/list. 11. iv. % 14 This law. .corroborated by eight hundred
yeares Prescription and many Confirmations. 1748 Richard-
son Clarissa ( 181 1) I. xxxvi. 275 If the yielding up that

estate will do, resign it—and be mine -and I will corrobo-

rate, with all my soul, your resignation. x8i8 Crcise
Digest (ed. 2) V. ai8 If the fine had been levied for the

purpose of corroborating the conveyance.

6. To strengthen an opinion, statement, argu-

ment, etc.) by concurrent or agreeing statements

or evidence ; to make more sure or certain ; to

support, confirm: said a. of a person; b. of the

confirming statement.
1706 Pope Let. to Walsh 23 Oct., I am glad to corrobo-

rate {these observations] by some great authorities. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 153 F a My narrative has no other
tendency than to illustrate and corroborate your own ob.
servations. 17^1 Cent I, Mag. yi/i He appears to have taken
uncommon pains to corroborate all his assertions by an ap-
peal to original authorities. i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk. I.

88 He recollected Rip at once, and corroborated his story in

the most satisfactory manner, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. vii.

54 This observation corroborates those of Professor Forbes.

1878 Huxlet Physiogr. 54 The simple explanation, .has

been corroborated by subsequent investigators.

+ 6. intr. To concur in testimony. Oh. rare.

1776 G. Sempi.e Building in ll'alers^ These, .nearlycoro-
lwrate with the Soundings at R. r77«-*4CooK 1*^.(1790)
V. 1776 Many circumstances corroborate to j>rove this

beyond doubt.

Hence Corroborated ///. a, Corroborating
7'/>/. sb. and ppl. a.

1530 Palsgr. Ep. to King 8 For the auctorysyng and
conoboratyng of my said thyrde boke. 1610 Guillim
//eraldry UL x. (1660) 148 'J hese I Herbs], .serve lo the

corroborating and comforting of the inward parts of mans
body. 1684 CharN(KK Attrt'b. Cod (1834^ II. 424 A Chi-
rurgeon that applies corroborating plasters to a broken
limb. 1713 Slare in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 251 To have
lost their Cordial or corroborating Faculty. 1 •

Taylor Apuleius v. ix, Through long continued association,

and corroborated affection.

f Corroborate. Oh. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. as

prec. •*- -ic.] A corroborant.
a 1704 T. Brown Wks. (1760) II. 186 (D.) Get a good warm

girdle, and tie round you ; tis an excellent corroboratick to
strengthen the loins.

Corroboration (k^bor^-Jan). [a. F. eor-

roboration
v
Pare, i6thc. or ad. L. ^corroboration-

em
y
n. of action f. eorroborare to Corroborate.]

fl. Strengthening ,a. of bodily organs; b. of
qualities, attributes, faculties, etc.). Oh.
1529 More Dyaloge 1. Wks. 135/2 The miracles done of olde

time by God . . in corroboracion & setting forth of y* faith.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. PhysUke 10/2 Forcorrobo-
ratione of the head. 1605 Timme Quersii. m. 153 Where
the liuer hath need of speedy corroboration. 1640 Bastwick
Lord Bps. vii. F iv, For . . illumination, or consolation, or
corroboration of any Grace in our Soules. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 1. vi. 25 The Motion, which is called Appetite.,
seemeth to be, a corroboration of Vitall Motion, and a help
thereunto. 1660 H. Moke Myst. Codl. v. vii. 151 To the
great corroboration of his Spirit in his cruel Martyrdome.
1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) I. 47 Its [a system of fortifi-

cation} application to the defence or corroboration of the
strength ot countries.

2. l^egal confirmation, arch.
Bond 0/ corroboration (Sc. Law): in a bond of debt, an

additional obligation which confirms the original obligation ;

see quot. 1861.

155* Bk. Com. Prayer, Order. Deacons, Oath Kings
Suprem., I will observe, .all. .statutes made, .in confirma-
tion and corroboration of the king's power, a 1655 Vinfs
Lord"s Supp. (1677) 373 An ordinance of corroboration. 1680
Black Box L.et. in Somers Tracts Ser. 1. I. 78 The. .Cor-
roboration of his Right to the Imperial Crown of these
Realms. 1861 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 120/1 Where the
debtor in a bond dies, his heir may grant a bond of corrobo-
ration of his ancestor's debt, which will save the expense
ofconstituting the debt against the heir. Where the creditor

in a bond dies, the debtor may grant a bond of corrobora-
tion to his heir, which will save the expense of a confirma-
tion, or of completing a title in the person of the heir, eta

3. The confirmation of a statement, etc.) by
additional evidence.
1768 Johnson Gen. Obserz*. Sheiks. Hen. VI. pt. 111, Let

us now enquire what corroboration can be gained from
other testimony. 1798 Beresford in Ld. Auckland"s Corr.
(i862)1II. 412 We have had a long examination this day.,
a full corroboration of all we knew before. 1836 J. Gilbert
Chr. Atonem. (1852 > 310 In corroboration ofthe statements
in the Lecture, we adduce the following quotations. 1865
Dickens Mnt. Pr. iv. x, Riah bent his head in corrobora-
tion. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq, (1876) IV. xviii. 165 It

has thus much of corroboration from tustory, that, etc.

4. That which corroborates ; a corroborative

circumstance; fa corroborative agent (obs.\

154a Hen. VIII Declar. Stots 203 They be & ought to
be a great corroboration of that hath ben in stories writen
and reported in this matier. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals
1. 11. 54 The remedies, .would be a great comfort and corro-

boration to the Godly. 1843 Poe Marie Roget Wks. 1864
I. 250 Corroboration will rise upon corroboration, and the
murderer will be traced. 1876 Humphreys Coin Coll. M<tn.
xxiv. 326 The title of Caesar is never found upon coins of

this reign [Vitellius] a corroboration of history.

Corroborative (kprp-borativ}, a. and sb. [a.

F. rorroboratif
t

~ive (Pare, i6thc), ad. L. type

*corrdboraltv-uSy f. corroberat- ppl. stem : see -ivk.]

A. adj. Having the quality of corroborating.

L Strengthening, fortifying, invigorating, arch.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. (1877) 78 These sweet smels

are bothe corroboratiue to the sences, and confortatiue to

the spirits. 16*5 Hart Anat. Ur. It. iv. 74 Corroboratiue
and other medicines. 1711 Shaktesb. Cnarac. (1749) III.

70 We shall endeavour to make appear: 1st, That Wit
and Humour arc corroborative of Religion, and promotive
to true Faith. 1861 Mill Utiltt. iii. 48 A complete web of
corroborative association is woven round the social feeling

by the powerful agency of the external sanctions.

2. Ofa legal act, statement, evidence, etc, : Con-
firmatory.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. xi. x. § 21 A latter oath may be
corroborative of the former, or constructive of a new obli-

gation. 1750 Warburton 1 ,) 37 Any things cxplana.
tory or corroborative of what I say in the beginning of my
book. 1761-71 H. Walpolk Vertue's A need. Paint. (1786)
I. 273 This epitaph, corrol>orative of the tradition above-
mentioned. 1853 C Bronte Villette xxii, I will give cor-

roborative testimony. 1880 Gladstone in iqM Cent. No.
38. 717 Whether the Homeric poems may not be a corrobo-
rative witness to the Book of Genesis.

+ B. sb. A strengthening or fortifying agent or

measure
; esp. in Med. = Cobrobobant. Oh.

1601 Holland Pliny (1634) II. 246 The juice of Scordotis
is holden to be a great corroboratiue of the stomack. 1649

Jer. Taylor Gt. Exentp.u. ix. P 20 The rite of confirmation
is. .intended by the Holy Ghost for a corroborative of bap-
tismall grace. 1785 D. Low Chiropod. 128 A little warm
wine, .to act as a corroborative. 1805 Foster Ess. 11, vi. 191

An efficacious corroborative to his inflexibility.

Hence Corro boratively adv.

1849 Eraser's Mag. XL. 407 'It is true*, exclaimed
Madame de Bohm, corroboratively. 1865 Pall Mall G. 6
May 4 The anonymous painter and grainer, who writes,,

so corroboratively to 'my dear Lord ' from America.

Corroborator (k/frfrbonf'taA Also 7 -er.

[Agent-n. in L, form, from corrobora-re to Cor-
boborate.] One who 01 that which corroborates.
167a Crownk City Politiques i. i. 8 I'le bring a hundred

witnesses to confirm it, besides corroborate rs. 1674 K.
Godfrey Inj. 4- Ab. Physic 93 Medicines, .that may prove
true helpers and corroborators of the Vitals. 1741 Richard-
son Pamela IV. 356 He would be in a manner a Corroborator



CORROBORATORY.
of his Morals. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. xxiv. 557 The
well-timed appearance of corroborators.

Corroboratory (k^-boratari), a. [f. Cor-
roborate v. + -ory.] That tends to corroborate,
or has the effect of corroborating ; corroborative.
1656 Bramhall Kepiic. iv.161 Coercive and compulsory and

coroboratory power. 1883 J. Payn Kit I. ix. 152 Collect-
tng corroboratory evidence.

Hence Corro*boratorily adv.
1867 F. H. Ludlow Little Brother 70 ' It's a devilish serious

matter !

' corroborator! ly added No. 3.

tCorrO'bore, v. Obs. rare. Also 5-6 co(r)-
rober. [a. F. corroborer (15th c. in Littre):—L.
corroborare to Corroborate.] = Corroborate.
1485 Caxton Clias. Gt. 1 The cristen feyth is affermed

ana corrobered by the doctours of holy chyrche. a 1536
Rastell in Ellis Orig. Letl.Ser. in. II, 309, I purpose to
corober it with mo auctorytees. 1563 Winzet Four Scoir
Thre Quest. Tractates (1887J I. 69 Corroboring our iugement
with sufficient defensis.

Corroboree (kovg'b^n). Also 8 caribberie,

9 corobory, corobbory, corrobberri, corro-
bery, -borree, -bory, -baree. [The native name
in the now extinct language of Port Jackson, New
South Wales. (Original pronunciation uncertain.)]

The native dance of the Australian aborigines
;

it is held at night by moonlight or a bush fire,

and is either of a festive or warlike character.
See for description T. L. Mitchell Three Exped. E. Aus*

tralia (1838) II. 4; also Blair Cycl. Australasia (1881) 90.
x793 )• Hunter Port Jackson 195 They very frequently,

at the conclusion of the dance, would apply to us. .for marks
of our approbation, .which we never failed to give by often
repeating the word boojery, good ; or boojery caribberie., a
good dance. 1835 J. Batman in Cornwalhs New World
(1859) I. 391 A corroborree with song was got up in quick
time . . The company was composed entirely of women,
twenty-four in number. 1837 C. M. Goodridge Voy. S.
•SVoj(i843) «6 After this meal they began a kind of dance,
all hands repeating the word corobory. We remained
among them till towards daylight, during all which time
they continued their revelry. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xix.

(1873) 450 These men were persuaded to hold a ' corrobery

'

or great dancing party. 1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I. 324
The Pleiades seem to the Australians a group of girls

playing to a corroboree. 1875 Ridley Kamilaroi 150 A
song sung at corrobarees at the junction of the Hunter and
the Isis.

trans/. 1885 Forbes Nat. Wanderings^ iv. h\ 295 King-
fishers . . in large chattering corrobories in the tops of high
trees. 189s Sat. Rev. 13 Feb. 168/2 A corrobory of gigantic
dimensions is being prepared for [General Booth's] recep-
tion.

Hence Corroboreeing- vbl. sb., nonce-wd., per-
forming the corroboree ; also attrib. and transf.
1871 Darwin Desc. Man II. xiii. 55 The males [Lyre-

bird] congregate and form 1 corroborying places where
they sing, raising and spreading their tails like peacocks.

Corrode (k^r^u'd), v. Also 5-6 corode, (7
erode), [ad. L, corrodere to gnaw away, f. cor-

(com-) intensive + rodere to gnaw. Cf. F. corroder
(Pare, i6thc.).]

1 1. trans. To eat into ; to eat or gnaw away.
Obs. in lit. sense.

1SSS Eden Decades 122 Howe these woormes knawe and
corrode the shyppes. 1648 Hunting of Fox 10 The Fox
(being about to destroy a vine) doth it by corroding and
gnawing the root. 1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818) 162 No
moth can corrode their texture. [186a Goulburn Pers.
Relig. iii. (1873) 28 The branch, .corroded by insects.]

2. transf. To wear away or destroy gradually,
as if by eating or gnawing away the texture,

a. Said of diseases, etc.

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg, 79 Galion seib pat scharp blood
. .corrodib[MS. B. cordyth] rfeisch. Ibid. 02 Afestre. .if bat
. .he haue corrodid eiber rotid sumwhat of pe senewe. 1547
Boorde Brev.Health 26 b, A Canker, the whiche doth corode
and eate the superia partes of the body. 1643 J. Steer tr.

Fabricius' Exp. Chyrurg. i. 2 The Humours doe erode and
knaw the place affected, a 1735 Arbuthnot (].), The blood
turning acrimonious, corrodes the vessels. 1838 Prescott
P'erd. <$• Is. (1846) I. ii. 144 A painful disorder, which had
been secretly corroding her constitution for a number of
years. 1875 Darwin Insectiv. PI. vi. 103 The cartilage
had been unequally corroded by the secretion.

b. Said of the action of chemical agents or rust
upon metal, etc.

[c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 14 Grene vitriol, .ifbou leiehim
orunoistcompleccioun he. .corrodith [v.r, corodub] it.] 1594
P*AT jfewell-ho. 37 Others [£. e. inks] would corrode or fret
the paper in peeces. 1667 H. Stubbe in Phil. Trans. II. 495The Iron-Guns, .were so corroded, that some were, .almost
like Honey-Combs. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 264 Morter
eats and corrodes the Timber. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 138
Iron and copper are corroded and gather rust in the air.

1875 Ure Did. Arts II. 283 Durer, whom Landseer sup-
poses to be the first who corroded his plates with aqua-
fortis. 1875 Jpwett Plato (ed. 2) I. 491 As in the sea all
things are corroded by the brine.

t c. Said of the gradual action of water, cur-
rents, etc. : To erode, eat away. Obs.
1652 French Yorksh. Spa iii, 34 The water, .corrodes its

way through the same. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led. iv. 130
The chanels of Rivers [will be] corroded by the Streams.
178X Rennell in Phil. Trans. 98 The current . . falling
obliquely on the side of the bay, corrodes it incessantly.

3.fa
#1631 Donne To C'tess 0/ Bed/ord, Statesmen purge

vice with vice, and may corrode The bad with bad. 1653
Walton Angler 215 Those restless thoughts and contentions
which corrode the sweets of life, c 1760 Smollett Love
Elegy 4 Heart-gnawing cares corrode my pensive breast.
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179* MAD - D'Arblay Diary 24 Sept., Our time was almost
all corroded by the general alarm. 1869 Lecky Enrop.
Mor. I, i. 60 Luxurious and effeminate vices do undoubtedly
corrode and enervate national character.

4. absol. and intr. (in prec. senses), a. lit.

1610 Markham Masterp. it. clxxiii. 486 It adusteth,
dryeth, and corrodeth. 1656 Ridgley Prad. Physick 122
The green of brasse corrodeth lesse when it is burned, than
unburned. 1779 Mann in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 603 So
great, .irregularities, .in the motion of a river, as will, .cor-
rode through the banks. 1846 Darwin Geol. Observ. i. 18
Periods of comparative rest, during which the sea corroded
deeply, as it is still corroding, into the land.

1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle I, i, But your sawce is scurvy,
and will doubtless corrode upon my Nature, a 1734 North
Lives (1826) III. 155 The abuses in the management of the
royal navy, and the multitudinous fraud that corroded
there. 1750 Goldsm. Bee No. 7 Sahinus, By incautiously
suffering this jealousy to corrode in her breast. 1861
Thornbury Turner I. 71 The love of money had not yet
corroded into him.

5. intr. (for rejl.) To become corroded, suffer

corrosion, lit. and fig.
1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 174 Some minds corrode

and grow inactive under the loss of personal liberty. 1868
Rogers Pol. Econ. iii. (1876) 31 Gold and silver.. do not
rust, corrode, or decay.

Corroded (k^roa-ded), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ed 1.]

Eaten or worn away.
1613 R. C. Table Aiph.(ed. s\ Corroded, gnawd about.

1823 W. Buckland Reliq. Diluv. 5 The half-corroded frag-
ments of corals. 1844 Hood Haunted H. il ix, The
heraldic banners, That hung from the corroded walls.

Corrodent (k^rtfudent), a. and sb. ? Obs. [ad.

L. corrodent-em, pr. pple. ofcorrodere to Corrode.]
A. adj. Corroding, corrosive.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 61/2 Ifthe same
be to corrodent, diffude as then that wyne, and take
other. 1835 Hogg in Eraser's Mag. XI. 673 Corrodent
vapours of the cave.

B. sb. Med. A corrosive agent. Also fig.
1614 J. King Vine Palatine 17 The physicke of that

good Samaritan in the Gospel, wherin there was ..a cor-
rodent and .. lenient, compunction and consolation. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., Corrodents, corrodentia . . such
things as eat, consume, or destroy excrescent flesh.

Corroder {kpro^-d3i). [f. Corrode v. + -ebX]
One who or that which corrodes.
1697 Evelyn Numism. vii. 233 These Vermin, Clippers,

Corroders, Regraters. 1826 F. Mahony R el. FatherFront
('859) 553 Yon small grub, yon wee corroder.

Corrodiary (kprJu-diari). Also 7 corodarie.
[ad. med.L. corrddiarius, f. corrddium Corrody.]
The recipient of a corrody ; a prebendary.
1638 Sir R. Cotton Abstr. Rec. Tcnver 26 Having in

every Cathedrall and collegiate Church as incident to his
Crowne a Corodarie. 1844 S. R. Maitland Dark Ages
254 In the hall of Grimketul, our corrodiary.

f Corro'diate, v. rare. [Irreg. f. L. corrod-
ere^ — Corrode. Hence Corrodiating ppl. a.

1640 G. Sandys^ Christ's Passion 95 Styx, .whose waters
are. .so corrodiating that they can onely be contained in the
hoof of a Mule.

Corrodibrlity. [f. next + -ity.] Capability
of being corroded.

X75S 'n Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

Corrodible (k^™«-dib'l), a. [f. Corrode -t-

-ible.] Capable of being corroded.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 51 Mettalls .. cor-

rodible by waters. 1666 Boyle Orig. Formes QuaI.

(1667) 14 Gold., is not like other Mettals Dissoluble or
Corrodible by [Aqua Fortis].

Corrodice, obs. pi. of Corrody.
Corrodier (k^rjn-diai). ^Corrodiary.
1866 Kingsley Herew. II. i. 9 Outside the minster walls

were the cottages of the corrodiers or folk who, for a corrody
or life pittance from the abbey, had given away their lands.

Corroding (k^r^-din), vbl. sb. [f. Corrode
+ -ing !.] The action of the verb Corrode

;

corrosion.

1691 T. H[aleJ Acc. New Invent. 1 The extraordinary
Eating and Corroding of their Rudder-Irons and Bolts.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 265 To preserve them from the
corroding of the Morter.

b. attrib.

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Corrodingdead, refined lead,

sufficiently pure for the corroding process, by which white
lead is manufactured.

Corro'ding, a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.] That

corrodes, corrosive, a. lit. b. fig.
1605 Timme Qnersit. 1. vii. 20 A most sharpe oyle. .most

corroding and fretting. 163a B. Jonson Magn. Lady iv.

iii, Envious sir Moth, . . Thou shew'st thyself a true corroding
vermin. 1768 Beattie Minstr. 11. xiv, So gnaw'd the viper

the corroding file.

b. 1619 H. Hutton Follies Anat. (Percy Soc.) 12 O subtle

tyrant, whose corroding hate, etc. 1725 Pope Odyss. vni.

163 Steal from corroding care one transient day. 1876
Mozley Univ. Serm. iv. 11877) 92 Unconscious .. of a cor-

roding sin within them.

Corrody, COrody (kflWi). Forms: 5-6

cor^r)ydie, 5-7 coi\r;odie, -ye, 6 corradye, 7-8
corredy

; (5 corride, pi. corodes, -eis, -ise, 7
pi. corrodice ; 7 colede, 8 colady)

; 5- corody,
6- corrody. [ad. med.L. corrddium, also -radium,

vars. of corredium, earlier conredium, f. OF. con-

rei(d
t
conroi, mod.F. corroi :—Romanic type *con-

redo : see Conrey. Among the numerous other

CORROSION.
med.L. forms viereconregiurn, -ragium, corrogium,
conreium, correium, courreium, also correda, cor-
reduin. Those in 0, a, were perhaps due to Parisian
F, conroi, AF. conrai. The primary sense was
' preparation, outfit', hence ' provision'.] Provi-
sion or allowance for maintenance, aliment

;

pension.
'Originally the right of free quarters due from the vassal to

the lord on his circuit ; but later applied esp. to certain
contributions of food, provisions, etc., paid annually by
religious houses .. Sometimes the contribution might be
commuted, and then it would be practically undistinguish-
able from an annuity or pension ' (C. Plummer Fortcscue
Notes pp. 337-8). Little in use since the Reformation

; the
legal antiquaries of the 17th c. dealt with it as an obsolete
word, and it is now chiefly a historical term, though surviv-
ing as the name of some local charities.
[1293 Britton 11. xi. § 15 Et ausi porra disseisine estre

fete de conreiz. transl. Disseisin may also be made of corro-
\

dies. 1316 Ad 9 Edw. II, Stat. 1. c. n Pro corrodiis pen-
|

sionibus vel prehendinationibus. 1327 Act 1 Edw. Ill,

j

?.
tat

.'
c ' 10 Orevez. .par grosses empensions, provendes,

I

Kglises, et Corodies.]_ 1429 Wilts <y Inv. N. C. (Surteest
80 To John ffelton his hous fre .. and corodye in seint

I katerynes term of his lyfe. c 1470 Fortescue Abs. % Lim.
" Mou. xviii, Than shall men off his howsold be rewarded
1

with corodyes, and haue honeste sustenance in per olde
dayis.

.
Ffor such corodes and pencions were fhrst geven to

I

he kyng ffor the same entent. 1502 Arnoi.de Chroti, (1811)
I

182 Discharge of quit clame of any corrydies corride pen-
cion or pencions dysmes, etc. Ibid. 256 Here begynith the

J

Corodise in all the Abbeyes in Englande. c 1533 in Froude
I

Short Stud. (1876) I. 420 The said abbot hath sold corradyes
to the damage of the said monastery, a 1555 Gardiner
in Parker's Corr. 20 There be small corrodies in Cambridge
for cooks decayed. 1616 Bullokar, Corodie, an ancient
term. 1628 MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., joane

I
Palmer was admitted into St. Johns Hospitall an In Sister

! .-by a Corodie from my L: G: of Cant. 1647 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. lxvi. 231 The founders and benefactors

j

hereby^ obtained a right of corody or entertainment at such
! places in nature of free quarter. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi.

iii. Lesser Manast. § 10 Corrodice, and Pensions to Found-
ers. 1707 in Our Parish Bks. I. 127 For goodman Arnals

I

Colady .. ^o 2s. <xi. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. viii. 27^
The king is entitled to a corody, as the law calls it, out of
every bishoprick. 1794 W. Tindai, Hist. Evesham 99 To

I
the office of Dean belongs a corredy of one servant of the
cellar. 1810 G. Chalmers Caledonia II. in. vii. 357 David 1.

was entitled to a corody from the Monks of Coldingham.
1888 Times 3 Aug. 10/2 The annual party of poor residents

i of Lambeth and its neighbourhood was given . . when the

j

recipients of the Archbishop's weekly dole and corody (be-
tween 40 and 50). .spent a happy evening,

b. transf.
1602 Carew Cornwall 35 a, Besides these Mooting bur-

1 gesses of the ocean, there are also certaine flying Citizens of

I

the ayre, which prescribe for a corrodie therein.

C. Corrody house : a house given rent-free along
with or as part of a corrody : cf. quot. 1429 above.
c 1535 Surv. Yorksh. Monast. in Yorkshire Archeeol. Jml.

,

IX. 215 A litle corrodye house w l a chambre.

f Co*rrogate, v. Obs. rare~- 1
. [f. L. corrogat-

y

1 ppl. stem of corrogdre to bring together by en-

!

treaty.] trans. ? To demand acceptance for.

1652 GsviM Magastrom. 107 Why an hypothesis, .should
be absurdly imagined and arrogantly corrogated, for the
planting or promoting of error and falshood?

f Corro gue, v. Obs.~° Also corroge. [ad.

L. corrog-dre: see prec. Cf. prorogue.]
1623 Cockeram 11, To Gather vp on euery side, corrogue.

Corronach, Corronation, etc. : see Coron-.
Corronel(l, obs. f. Colonel.

Corrosibility (kfw^zibi'liti). [f. next +
-ity.] Capability of being corroded.
a 1691 Boyle Wks. II. 188 (R.) Corrosibility being the

j

quality that answers corrosiveness. 1757 tr. HenckeCs
I

Pyrit. 225 The corrosibility of iron and copper therein.

1879 Bain Educ. as Science viii. 255 Distinct properties, .as

: weight, ductility, corrosibility.

Corrosible (k^rJu-zTb'l), a. [ad. L. type

*corrosibil-is, f. corros-, ppl. stem of corrodere to

Corrode : see -ible] = Corrodible.
1721 in Bailey ; 1755 in Johnson [who says 1 this ought to

be corrodible']', and in mod. Diets.

Hence Corro-sibleness = Corrosibility.
1730-6 in Bailey

; 1755 in Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

Corrosion (k^rjw^n). Also 5 corrisoun, g-
6 corosion. [a. OF. corrosion or ad. L. corro-

sidn-entj n. of action f. corrodere to Corrode.]

1. The action or process of corroding ; the fact

or condition of being corroded.

a. Destruction of organic tissue by disease, etc.

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 99 Alle scharpe corosivis if bat
bei ben brent. . her corrisoun [MS. B corosion] is lessid. 1543
Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. v. 170, vi. dyseases of the teeth,

payne, corosion, etc. 1626 Bacon Sylva §36 It is . . a kinde
of poyson : for that it worketh either by Corrosion or by a
Secret Malignity. 1799 Med. Jml. I. 433 The corrosion of

the larger blood vessels. 1882 Med. Temp. Jml. No. 52.

178 Ulceration and corrosion of [the stomach].

b. Destruction by chemical action
;
esp. by the

action of acids, rust, etc. upon metal.
1612W00DALL Surg. MateVlks. (1653^ 270 Corrosion is cal-

cination, reducing things coagulated, by the corroding spirits

of salt, sulphur. .Aqua fortis, etc. into Calx. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 234 Green borax or chrysocolla .

.

is nothing else but copper turned into rust by corrosion.

1875 Ure Did. Arts II. 285 Etching is the result of a
chemical process resulting in corrosion of the metal on
which the design has been laid down.
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CORROSIVE. 1022 CORRUGATOR.

+ C. The gradual wasting action of water, cur- I

rents, etc. ; erosion. Obs.

1781 Rennf.ll in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 97 note. This sand

bank being always on the increase, occasions a corrosion of

the opposite bank.

2
-M

ai6io Healev Cebes (1636) 111 It will infect his whole

life with a continual corrosion. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 74 r a Peevishness .. wears out happiness by slow cor-

rosion. 1871 Fabhar Witn. Hist. ii. 57 When the faith of

her priests has been eaten away by the long corrosion of

unacknowledged doubt.

3. cotter. A result or product of corrosion, as

rust. rare.

1779 Fordvce in Phil. Tram. LXX. 34 Arsenic unites with
vitnolic, nitrous, and muriatic acids, forming a corrosion or

compound not soluble in water.

Corrosiv© (kffrju'siv, formerly kp'rdsiv), a. and

sb. Forms : a. 4-5 corosif, (-yf, -yff), 5-6 co-

rosive, (-yve), corrosyve, (6 carosyfe, 7 cor~

rosif), 6- corrosive. 0. 5 coresif, 6 coresefe,

corrizive, -ysive, 7 -isive, -if. 7. 6-7 cor-
rosive. See also Corsie, Corsive. [a. F. cor-

rosif, OF. corosif -ive (14th c. in Littre). The
stress being orig. on the third syllable, and after-

wards on the first, the second was obscure, and its

vowel was represented by e, *, a, and at length

lost, giving the form Corsive. Since the 1 7th c.

etymological influence has caused the prevalence

of corrosive with stress on the second syllable, as in

corrode, corrosion; this is found in Milton 1667.]

A. adj. Having the quality of corroding.

1. Having the quality of eating away or con-

suming by chemical action : said of acids, etc.

(-1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol.
<fr

T. 300 Of watres

corosif [v.r. coresif] and of lymayle. 1471 Ripley Com/.
Alch. Adm. in Ashm. (1652) 190 Waters corrosyve and
waters Ardent. 1584 R. Scot Discov. WitcMcr. xiv. i. 295
Waters corosive. .waters of albifications, etc. 1667 Evelyn
Diary 19 Sept., The corrosiue aire of Ix>ndon. 1830 Her-
schel Stud, Nat. Phil. m. v. (1851) 311 Quicklime and
oil of vitriol . . exercise a powerful corrosive action on both
animal and vegetable substances. 1888 Pall Mall G. 17

July 9/1 You were sentenced for throwing corrosive fluid

over your . . wife.

2. Having the quality of eating away or destroy-

ing organic tissue : a. said of diseases, etc.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Ciritrg. 78 Avicen seib baH ber ben .vL

maner of bis ulcus . . summe corosif. 1517 Andrew Bruns-
wykt's Distyll. Waters Dib, Impostumesandothercorosyve
sores. 1667 Milton P. L. it. 401 To heal the scarr of these

corrosive Hres. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. in. xxii. 439 Cor-
rosive Ulcers, and spreading Cankers. 1876 Harley Mat.
Med. 316 Violent corrosive poisons. 1877 Swinburne Note
on C. Bronte 37 It is a radical and mortal plague-spot, cor-

rosive and incurable.

b. Med. Said of medicinal agents or prepara-

tions : Caustic, escharotic
<r 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 214 JHs bou my^t do with a

medicyne corosif, save an hoot iren is bettere. 1413 Lydg.
Pylgr. Sowle I. xxxi. (1859) 35 A plaister corosyf. 1541

Elyot Image Gov. 31 Lyke good surgeons . . with corro-
I

sive and sharpe medicines, to drawe out the festred and
stinkyng cores. 1610 Markham Master/, ii.clvi. 460 The
medicines are either corrosiue, putrifactiue, or caustick.

1751 Chesterf. Lett. III. eclii. 156 Not by taking anything
corrosive to make you lean. 1843 Carlyle Past «y Pres.

(1858) 98 Some Saint-John's corrosive mixture.

«y. 159a West 1st Pt. Symbol. § 102 B, Any such corra*
j

stue, sharpe or eager medicine. 16x8 M. Baret /Norseman-
|

ship 1. 72 The vnskilfull Chirurgion, which hath applyed
corrasiue medicines to a greene wound.

fig. 1645 Milton Tetrach. (1851) 234 Christ administers

. . a sharpe and corrosive sentence against a foul and putrid
licence.

3. fig. a. Destructive, consuming, wasting, b.

Fretting, wearing to the mind or feelings.

1581 Niulcaster Positions xxxvii. (1887) 166 Vnlawfull
and corrosiue maintenaunce. a x6oo Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi.

iii. % 4 There ariseth . . a pensive and corrosive desire that

we had done otherwise. 174a Young Nt. Th. iii. 409 Ills

corrosive, cares importunate. 1776 G. Campbell Philos.

Rhet. (1801) I. 236 That torpid but corrosive rest which is the
greatest of all evils. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxi. 314 The
most corrosive woe. x888 Amer. Humorist 5 May 14/2 The
face of nature as it is before the corrosive hand of civiliza-

tion sweeps across it.

4. Corrosive sublimate : mercuric chloride or

bichloride of mercury (Hg Cl a\ a white crystalline

substance, which acts as a strong acrid poison.

1706 Phillips fed. Kersey), Sublimate Corrosive, or White
Mercury, a strong Corrosive Powder . . us'd by Surgeons to

eat away Corrupt or Proud Flesh, to cleanse old Ulcers,

etc. X751 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Mercury, Corrosive subli-

mate of Mercury . . This sublimate is a violent escharotic.

1803 Med. Jml. IX. 81 Corrosive muriated quicksilver.

184a Macaulay Fredk. Gt. Ess. (1854) II. 276/1 Pills of
corrosive sublimate hidden in his clothes.

B. sb.

1. A substance that corrodes by chemical action ;

an acid or the like.

14.7X Ripley Comp. Alch. Adm. in Ashm. (1652) 191
Oyles with Corrosyves Imade. 1616 F. Anthonie {title)

Apologie or . . Gold . . made Potable and Medicinable with-
out Corrosives. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 409
A corrosive, compounded of one third of tartar and two-
thirds of nitre.

2. Med. A corrosive drug, remedy, etc. ; a

caustic, escharotic, etc.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 349 Corosivis & cautenrativis

we usib in cirurgie in manie causis. 156a Turner Herbal
ii. 160 Black Hellebor . . menged with Corrosiues. 1767

Jago Edgehill nr. <R.\ As sharp corrosives to the schirrous

flesh. 1830 R. Christison Treat. Poisons 1. i. 2 Many of

these irritants, such as arsenic, are in common speech called

corrosives.

7. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. xxii. 346 a, To lay

to this disease some corrasiue or other sharp medicine.

1636 Featly Clavis Myst. xx. 259 In physicke the corasives

sharpen the lenitives, and the lenitives mitigate the cora-

sives. 1638 G. Sandys Paraphr. Div. Poems, Job xiii.

You Corrasives into my wounds distill

b. Applied to condiments having a sharp or

pungent taste, rare.

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 82 The hot Tastes in

our Diet . . such are the Acrid or Corrosives, as Mustard and
Garlick ; the Aromatics as Ginger.

t 3- fig- a- Something that 1 frets 1 or causes care

or annoyance; a grief, annoyance, b. A sharp

or caustic remedy (cf. 2}. Obs.

a. c X550J. Ramsey (title), A Carosyfe to be layed hard

unto the Hartes of all faythfull professours of Christes

Gospel. 1621 51 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. IT. iv. 150 They
. . so meditate continually of it, that it is a perpetual corro-

sive. 1663 Clarendon Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727) 731

The grief that arises from ill children, is a greater corro-

sive, than the comfort of good is a cordial.

0. 1581 J Bell Haddon's Anstv. Osor. 282 b, This is the

Popes best corrizive wherewith he eateth out the canker of

controversies. 1602 Fulbeckk 1st Pt. Parall. 27 That .

.

their fathers faults [should be] a continuall corrisiue.

y. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 99, I was halfe perswaded
that they [women] . . would be comforters, but now I see

they., will be corrasiues, 1588 Greene Pandosto (1607)

18 In things past cure, care is a corasiue. 1630 E. Pelham
Gods Pmver 'm Collect. Voy. (Churchill) IV. 817/1 What a
cutting Corasive it would be to them, to hear of the un-

timely deaths of their Children. 1659 T. Wall Charac.

Enemies Ch. 43 What a corrasive . . to the penitent soul of

David, to hear Nathan say, Thou hast made the enemies of

the Lord to blaspheme.

f c. Something that consumes. Obs. rare.

1533 Elyot Let. to Cromwell in Gov. (1883) p. xevi,

Dowghters . . be grete corrosives of a Utle substance.

U The form corrasive has occasionally been

taken as a deriv. of L. radtre to scrape, and dis-

tinguished from corrosive.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter il. 9 They are our corrosives,

corrasives, used only to pare off our excrements. 1656

Blount Glossogr., Corrasive (from corrado), which scrapes

together, shaves or spoils : This word is many times mis-

taken for Corrosive, from Corrodo.

t Corrosive, v. Obs. Also 7 corrasive. [f.

Corrosive sb.] trans. To apply a corrosive to
;

to consume or * fret' as a corrosive ; to worry, vex,

annoy, distress.

X581 Rich Farewell (1846) 14 Not only sett us free from
these detestable enormities, but corrosived our consciences.

1593 Drayton Miseries Q. Marg. Wks. 1753 II. 397 If any
thing do corrosive his breast, it was, that be was in base

England born. 1641 Rogers Naamau 865 To have the dead
flesh deeply corrasived.

Hence Corrosiving" vbl. sb. and ///. a.

159a Chettle Kimie-harts Dr. (1841) 22Trauelers that, by
incision, are able to ease all atches . . Note their cuttings,

drawings, corrosiuings, boxings, butcherings. 1641 Hi'.

Hall Rem. W>j.(i66o) 79 Let us take off the proud flesh

with the corrosiving denunciations of vengeance to the im-

penitent sinners.

Corrosively (k^o'sivli^, adv. [f, Corrosive
a. + -LY s*.] In a corrosive manner.
a 1691 Boyle Wks. I. 363 (R.) At first it tasted somewhat

corrosively. x8« Erasers Mag. IV. 169 The traces of the

French philosophy . . had worn themselves corrosively into

his literary being.

Corrosiveness (k^rjo'sivnes). [f. as prec. +
-NE88.1 The quality of being corrosive.

x6ix Cotgr., Corrosivit/ . . corrosiveness. a 1631 Donne
Poems, To Sir E. Herbert, Corrosivenesse, or intense cold

or heat. 1674 C. Goodall Coll. Physic. Vind. (1676) 53 The
corrosiveness of some juices. 1717 Bradley Earn. Diet.

s.v. Cedar, Cedar .. used in Building .. would reform the

Malignity and Corrosiveness in the Air. 1876 W. C. Cart-
wright Jesuits 225 The sublimated corrosiveness of which
has been steadily gnawing away . . every element of or-

ganic independence.

Corrosrvity. rare- 1
, [f. Corrosive +-ity.

Cf. F. corrosivete
t i6thc] = Corrosivenesh.

1796 Pegge Anonym. 401 It must effect its mischief,

therefore, by its corrosivity.

Corrosoe, -ou, obs. ff. Curassow.

+ Corrou'nder. Obs. rare~ 1
. [f. Cor- 1 +

Rounder.] A fellow * rounder ' ; a companion in

walking the rounds or patrolling.

1619 Lushington Serm. in Phenix {i7o8> II. 485 Epami-
nondas walks the Round, and finding one Soldier asleep,

some of the Corrounders intreat for him.

Corrour, var. of currour : see Cockier.
Corroye, obs. f. Curry v.

Corrugant (k^*r'«gant\ a. [ad. L. corn'/-

gant-em, pr. pple. of corriigdre to Corrugate.]
Corrugating, wrinkling.
1706 in Phillips {Corrugant muscles). xt%\ In Bailey ;

1755 in Johnson ; and in mod. Diets.

Corrugate (kp-tfugtt), ppt. a. [ad. L. corru-

gdt-us, pa. pple. of corriigdre-. see next.] Wrinkled

;

contracted into folds or wrinkles. Also fig.
174a Young Nt. Th. ix. 1382 Extended views a narrow

mind extend; Push out its corrugate, expansive make.

.840 New Monthly Mag. LVTII. 458 Howard.. with cor.

rugate brow now consigned Parolles to the 'shelf.

b. spec, in Bot. and Zool. Having a wrinkled

j

appearance ; marked with parallel ridges and
furrows, usually wavy or curved.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entom. (1828J IV. xxxviiL 38 The sur-

face frequently appears to be corrugate or plaited. 1880
Gray Struct. Bot. iv. \ 2. 133 Corrugate or Crumpled, as
tlie petals of a Poppy, applies to the irregular crumpling of

the otherwise plane corolla-leaves.

Corrugate (k^-riwg^t 1

, v. [f. L. corrugat-,

ppl. stem of corrngdre to wrinkle, f. cor- {com')

intensive + riigdre to wrinkle f. ruga wrinkle.]

trans. To wrinkle (the skin\ contract into

wrinkles ; hence gen. to draw, contract, or bend

into parallel folds or ridges ; to mark with ridges

and furrows.
i6ao Venner Via Recta (1650) 12a Salt exciteth the

appetite by corrugating the mouth of the stomach. i6s6

Bacon Sylva ( 964 Cold and Drinesse do (both of themi

Contract and Corrugate. i&j6 Phil. Trans. XI. 676 To
soften and smooth., the Sinuosities of the stomach, .that

had by long abstinence been much corrugated. 1718

Qlincy Compl. Disp. 95 Whatsoever . . acts as a Stimulus,

and crisps and corrugates the Fibres. 1786 tr. Beck/ord't

Vathek (1834) 97 The haughty forehead of the intrepid prin-

cess became corrugated with agony. 1839 Todd Cycl. Anat.
1 1. 222 b. It (the muscle) corrugates the skin of the nose

transversely. 1880 Hauchton Phys. Geogr.xx. 50 Tangential

thrusts, which corrugate and wrinkle its surface into

mountain chains and deep-sea-valleys,

C. intr. (for refi.) =To become corrugated.

1753 N. Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat p. xiv, Whether
the Matter corrugates, or impostumates. 1853 Kane Grin-

nell Exp. xvl 122 The elastic material corrugated before

the enormous pressure.

Hence Co rrugating vbl. sb. Corrugating ma-
chine, a machine for making corrugated iron.

1874 in Knight Diet. Mech.

Corrugated (kp r>«g«f Ited), ppl. a. [f. prec. T

-ED 1.1

L Oi the skin : Wrinkled, drawn into wrinkles.

x6»3 Cockeram, Corrugated, wrinckled. 1856 Emerson
Eng. Traits, Personal^ Wks. (Bohn) II. 132 His face corru-

gated, especially the large nose. 1878 Browsing Poets

Croisic 146 Fain To. .laugh smooth Thy corrugated brow.

2. transf. Marked as with wrinkles, i. e. with

parallel folds, ridges, or furrows, spec, in Bot.,

Zool., etc. : cf. Corrugate a.

1666 I. Smith Old Am» 138 (T.) [The palate] is . . covered

over with a nervous skin, corrugated with several asperities.

X776 Withering Brit. Ptants{\^) IV. 67 Foliage brownish

green, .puckered and corrugated. 1844-57 G. Bird Urin.

Deposits (ed. 5) 365 When.. mixed with acetic acid, the

fluid part of the mucus, .coagulates into a thin semi-opaque

corrugated membrane. x88i Zoologist Mar. 103 The cor*

rugated formation of the carapace.

b. Bent into regular curved folds or grooves

;

as corrugated iron, sheet iron so bent (for increase

of its strength), used for making walls, roofs,

sheds, and the like; also corrugated gutta percha,

glass, etc.

1853 Catal. R. Agric. Soc. Show 121 Patent Corrugated and

Flexible Gutta Percha Tubing. 1856 Engineer I. 49/2

Wrought-iron corrugated bearing plates. 1887 Times 35

Aug. 4/5 A large corrugated iron shed has been erected.

Corrugation (k^wg^Jan). [ad. L. type

*corrugdtidn-em, f. corriigdre to Corrugate.]

1. The action of corrugating or state of being

corrugated ; contraction into wrinkles, folds,

or ridges.

15*8 Paynel Sa/erne's Regim. D ij b. Very* hunger
cometh by contraction and corrugation of the veynes pro-

cedynge from the mouthe of the stomake. 1615 Crookc
Body 0/Man 745 The skinne of the forehead (which by his

tension and corrugation, .demonstrateth the manifold affec-

tions of the mind). 1710 T. Filler Pharm. Extemp. 22

Convulsive Corrugations of the Fibres. 1836 Todd Cycl,

Anat. I. 225/1 Strong acids applied to arteries produce a

corrugation or crisping of their structure.

2. concr. A wrinkle, fold, furrow, or groove

formed by the contraction of a soft surface or the

indenting of a hard one.

1829 E. Jesse Jml. Nat. 53 An oak, with all the corru*

gations, twistings, furrows, and irregularities which this

tree, .generally exhibits. 1857 H. Miller Test. Rocks 224

Another element of strength,—that which has of late been

introduced into iron roofs, which by means of their corruga.

tions. .are made to span over wide spaces, without the sup-

port of beam-, or rafters. X87* C. King Sierra Nev. \. 1 A
succession of mountain chains folded in broad corrugatioas,

Corrugative (kp-r'wg^'tiv), a. rare. [f. Cor-

rugate to see-iVE.] Characterized by corrugation.

1866 Treas. Bo/., Corrugated, Corrugative, when the

parts are crumpled up irregularly, as the petals of the

poppy, or the skin of some seeds.

CorrugatO- (Upvuge^to), combining form of

Corrugate a., as in corrugato-striate, having cor-

rugate striations or stripes.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 136 Sides smooth, but somewhat

corrugato-striate.

Corrugator (k^-ri/zg^taj). [a. mod.L. corrti-

gdtor, agent-n. f. corrngdre to Corrugate.]

1. Anything which corrugates or causes corru-

gation, rare.

X78* A. Monro Anat. 215 Styptics, and other like corru-

gators, are vainly applied.
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2. Anat. Each of the two small muscles which

contract the brows in the action of frowning.
[1706 Phillips, Corrugator Supercilii.} 1839 Todd Cyct.

Anat. II. 280/2 The corrugator and frontalis muscles. 187a
Darwin Emotions ix. 222 The corrugators, by their con-
traction, lower the eyebrows and bring them together,
producing vertical furrows on the forehead, that is, a frown.

t Corru*ge, v. Obs~° [ad. L. corrugare to
Corrugate. Cf. also OF. corrugzer.] (See quot.)
1623 Cockeram, Corruge, to frowne, to wrinckle.

Corru-gent, a. Mistaken form of Corrugant
;

in corrugent muscle m Corrugatoh 2.

17*7-51 Chambers Cycl. t Corrugent muscle, the same as
corrugator supercilii. 18x8 in Todd; and in mod. Diets.

t Cqrnrined, ppl. a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Cor-
+ rubied, prob. after L. corrtifre to fall together
in ruin : see Cor-.] Altogether ruined.
1647 Ward Simp. Cobler (1843) 37 The State then corrupted

and now corruined by their pride and negligence.

t Corrump, v. Obs. Also 4-5 corompe,
corumpe, 5 corroumpe, corumppe, crompe,
5-6 corrompe. [a. OF. corompre, corrumpre
(mod.F. corrompre = Pr. corrompre, It. corrompere)
:—L. comtmp-frt to break in pieces, destroy, ruin,

spoil, mar, adulterate, falsify, draw to evil, seduce,
bribe, f. cor- together, altogether + rumpfrt to
break, violate, destroy, etc. In Fr. also to spoil
by decomposition, rot, render putrid.]

1. trans. To bring to naught, destroy, mar, spoil,
render useless.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter i. i Moryn or manqwalm. .J»t

rierand corompis alt men. c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. ill. xi. 98
Thinges bat ben contraryes and enemys corompen hem.
138a Wyclif Hos. ii. 12, I shal corrumpe, or dislruye, hir
vyne geerd, and hir fijge tree. 1489 Caxton Faytes of A.
n. xxxvi. 154 By the softnes of thees thinges. .the stroke of
the engyn shal be corromped and vayne.
2. To decompose, cause to rot or decay; to

infect or taint with corruption.
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 850 It myght be ayr swa cor-

rumpud mak pat men barof be dede suld take. 1382
Wyclif i Cor, v. 6 A litil sour dow} corumpith, ordefoulitk,
al the gobet. 1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. XL xiii. (1582)
1(4 Thunder .. corrumpeth wine in tuns. 1460-70 Bk.
Quintessence L 2 Eir corrumpe^ a bing a-noon. c 1525
Skelton Bk. 3 Poles, He loseth his soule, and corrompeth
his body.

3. To destroy morally, make morally corrupt.
a 1340 Hampole Psal. v. 11 Stynkand wordes bat corumpis

be herers. 1340 Ayenb. 140 J?ct hi ne by ycorumped ne by
ydele blisse, ne be zorje, etc. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. viii. 85
Crysten men corrumped by the mariages. .that they, .make
wyth the sarasyns. c 1532 Dewes Introd, Fr. in Palsgr. 941
To corrumpe or corrupt, corompre.

4. To corrupt by bribery.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 324 Kyng William

corumpede be wardeynes wib money. 1474 Caxton Ckesse
26 By gold ne siluer he shal not be corrupt ne corompid.
5. To corrupt (language).
? a 1400 Morte A rth. 3478 Of langage of Rome, Of Latyne

corroumppede alle.

6. intr. To become corrupt ; to putrefy or rot.
c 1374 Chaucer Boetk, UL xi. 96 Whan it forletib to ben

oone, it mot nedis dien and corrumpe to-gidre. c 1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg. 77 To greet aboundaunce of mater
corrumpinge. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 1. 2 It schal not cor-
rumpe ne rote whilis it is berinne.

t Corrumpable, a. Obs. Also 5 corromp-.
[a. OF. co{r)rumpable

1 corrompable, f. corrompre
Corrump : see -able.] — Corruptible.
C1386 Chaucer Knit. T, 2149 Of a thyng that parfit is

and stable Descendynge so til it be corrumpable \v.r. co-
rumpable]. c 1430 Lydg. Bochas vi. xv.(i5s4 ) 163 a, Of soule
eternal!, of body corumpable. 1480 Caxton Ovid's Met.
xm. xvii, That whyche was mortal and corrompable. 1483— Gold, Leg. 258/2 Be not thou wrothe to leue the world
corrumpable with his couetyses.

t Comrmpcion. Obs. An early by-form of
Corruption : cf. Corrump.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter lxiii. 23 Swa is pride corumpcioun

of luf. 1340— Pr. Consc. 6353 pe elementes alle sal ban clene
be Of alle corrumpciouns pat we here se. c 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 117 If bat ony bing of corrumpcioun abide be place
schal be opened wib an instrument.

t CorrTVmpent, a. Obs. Also -ant. [ad. L.
corrumpent-em, pr. pple. of corrumphe to Cor-
rupt : in F. corrompanl.] Corrupting, destructive.
1607 Sckol. Disc. agst. Antickr. 1. i. 28 This chaunge cor-

rumpent of the forme. Ibid. 11. v. 19 The onely corrumpent
altering that can be named. 1658 R. Franck North, Mem,
(1821) 41 Such corrumpant grandees, that think whole
kingdoms gobbets not great enough, .to satiate their appe-
tites.

t Corru*mper, -our. Obs. rare. [In 15th c.

eorumpour, a. OF. co{r)rompeur, •rumpcur
i

f. cor-
rompre.'] = Corrupter.
1474 Caxton Ckesse in. vii, Thou hast the eyen of corum-

pour of children, and art as a traytre. 1483 — Gold. Leg.
8S/2 Corumper of the lawe.

t Corru'p, -trppe, v. Obs. By-form of Cor-
rupt v. [prob. partly due to taking the pa. pple.
and pa. t. corrupt as corrup + t: cf. the Sc. corrup-
pit.~\ Hence Cornrpped///. a,
1483 Catk. Angl, 76 To Corrupe, corru[m]pere. 1533

Gau Richt Vay (1887) 17 In thair corruppit mind. 1535
Coverdale Eccl. x. i Deed flyes yl corruppe swete oynt-
ment. a 1536 Tindale Expos. 1 John ii. 15 To corruppe
the Scripture with false gloses. 1552 Abp. Hamilton

I Cateck. (1884) 11 Potegareis that sellis corruppit drogaris.

j

Ibid. 91 Thai corrup the ayre with the exempil of thair un-
! clein lyfe.

Corrupt (k^urpt), a. Also 4 corupt(e,
4-6 corrupte, (5 corruppte). [a. OK. co{r)rupt
(14th c. in Littre) or ad. L. corrttpt-us, pa. pple.
of corrumpere : see Corrump.
By Chaucer and Gower often stressed on first syllable.]

fA. as pa. pple. Corrupted, depraved, spoiled.
1340 Ayenb. 82 Hare wyt is al myswent and corupt asel

the zuel; of be. .wyfman grat myd childe. c 1386 Chaucer)
Pars. T. F 167 A luge that may nat been deceyued ne cor-
rupt. 1484 Caxton Curial 5 That he be not corrupt or
coromped. 1557 Pavnel Barclay's Jugurth 36 b, How he
had corrupt the estates of Rome with his treasur. c 1600
Shaks. Sonn. exxxvii, Eyes corrupt by ouer-partiall lookes.

B. as adj.

1. Changed from the naturally sound condition,
esp

:
by decomposition or putrefaction developed

or incipient
;
putrid, rotten or rotting ; infected or

defiled by that which causes decay, arch.
c 1380 Wyclif^SV/. Wks. III. 91 pou schalt have pestilence

and fevere, cold, and brennynge hete, and corrupt aier.
c 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 1008 A wylde fyr and corrupt
pestilence So falle vp on youre bodyes yet to nyght. .1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) xvii. 76 Men duse it in medicines, .for
clensing of corrupte blude. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 52
Itcastipto be wounde be corrupt mater bat is in be place
bat is brusid. 1526-34 Tindale Matt. vii. 17 A corrupt
tree bryngethe forthe evyll frute. 1563 Fllke Meteors
(1640) 29b, [It] may breede wormes, as all other corrupt
flesh will doe. 1577 B. Googe Heresback's Hush. iv.(i586)

193 The water, .having gotten a corrupt quality by the
nature and corruption of the mettall. 1667 Milton P. L.
x. 695 Vapour, and Mist, and Exhalation hot, Corrupt and
Pestilent. 1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds I. 220 A corrupt
and stagnant air causes various disorders, and the worst
kind of fevers.

b. Said of the blood of one legally attainted :

see Corruption 2 b.

1641 Tertnes de la Ley 89 When any is attainted of
Felony or Treason, then his bloud is said to bee corrupt, by
meanes whereof his children, nor any of his Bloud, cannot
be heires to him, or to any other Ancestour. a 1832
Bentham Princ. Penal Laiv Wks. 1843 I. 480 No title can
be deduced through the corrupt blood of the father.

f 2. Spoiled by base additions ; adulterated

;

debased. Obs.
1581 Act 23 Eliz, c. 8 § 1 A greate parte of the waxe made

and melted within this Realme hath byn founde to bee of
late verye corrupt by reason of the deceyptfull mixture
thereof. 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 86 They were tould
it was about corrupt money.
3. Debased in character ; infected with evil

;

depraved
;
perverted ; evil, wicked.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit, P. B 281 He knew vche contre corupte
in hit seluen. c 1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif'123
}>ise corupt in mynde wipstoden treub. 1494 Fabyan
Ckron. v. Ixxxi. 59 Perceyuynge his corrupt mynde. 1557
N. T. (Genev.) Eph, iv. 29 Let no corrupt communication
procede out of your mouthes. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps.
1. 1 The corrupter that the world is, so muche the more
carefully must wee shunne all noysome feloshippe. 1596
Shaks. Merck. V. in. ii. 75. 1641 Milton Anbnadv. Wks.
(1851) 206 A Liturgie which had no being, .but from the cor-
ruptest times. 1758 S. Hayward Serm. i. 11 However dis-
agreeable this truth may appear to corrupt nature. 1857 H.
Reed Led. Eng Poets viii. 281 Charles II came back.,
with tastes as corrupt as his morals. 1877 Sparrow Serm.
viii. 101 A corrupt form of Christianity.

4. Perverted from uprightness and fidelity in the
discharge of duty; influenced by bribery or the
like ; venal. a. Of persons.

1393 Gower Co/if. I. 217 But sodeinly the juge he nome,
Which corrupt sat upon the dome. 1621 Elsing Debates
Ho, Lords (1870) 16 The L. Chancellor is accused to be a
corrupt judge. 1777 Burke Corr. (1844) II. 194 There
never was, for any long time, a corrupt representative of a
virtuous people. 1838 Lvtton Alice in. i, He was shame-
fully corrupt in the disposition of his patronage. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 547 Those who receive the filthy
lucre are corrupt already. 1876 N. Amer. Rev. CXXIII.
139 A corruptionist and the proprietor of a corrupt legisla-
tive squadron.

b. Of actions, etc.

Corrupt practices (at parliamentary, municipal, and other
elections) : such forms of bribery, direct or indirect, as are
made illegal and punishable by the various Corrupt and
Illegal Practices Acts, notably that of 1883.

1563 in Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxxv. 387 That corrupt labour
was made for his deliverance under queen Mary. 1631-2
Higk Commission Cases (Camden) 312 Discharged them ..

from being publique Notaryes, for their makeing of false

and corrupt acts. 1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. V. 534,
I have no reason to believe that there is anything corrupt
in the transaction. 1863 H. Cox Instil. 1. viii. 117 The
general laws against corrupt practices at elections.

5. Of language, texts, etc. : Destroyed in purity,

debased ; altered from the original or correct

condition by ignorance, carelessness, additions,

etc. ; vitiated by errors or alterations.

c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 421 A maner Latyn
corrupt was hir speche, But algates ther by was she vnder-
stonde. 1535 Joye Afiol. Tindale 22 The copie was so

corrupt. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vn. (1682) 318 Both Tongues
being a corrupt Arabick. 1740 Theobald Pref to Skaks,,

Shakspeare's case has in a great measure resembled that

of a corrupt Classick. Ibid, The emendation of corrupt

passages. 1760-72 tr. Juan Ulloa's Voy, (ed. 3) II. 30
Rimac, an Indian word . . from a corrupt pronunciation of

which word the Spaniards have derived Lima. 1831 Mac-
aulay Ess., Croker's Bosivell note, A grossly corrupt pas-

sage from the TietYiS« of Euripides. 1868 Freeman Norm.

Com/. {1876) II. App. 680 The text seems very corrupt. 1881
okeat Etymol. Diet. s.v. Necromancy, Low Lat. nigra-
mantia, corrupt form of necromantia.

Corrupt (k/rtf-pt), v. For forms see the adj.
[app. f. Corrupt ppl.a. (cf. to content) ; but subseq.
referred directly to L. corrupt-, ppl. stem of cor-
rumpere, and treated as the Knglish representative
of that verb, to the supersession of Corrump v.
After the formation of the vb., corrupt was used
for some time as its pa.pple., beside corrupted

;

and is found also as a short form of the pa. tense.]
1. trans. To spoil or destroy (flesh, fruit, or other

organic matter) by physical dissolution or putrid
decomposition ; to turn from a sound into an
unsound impure condition ; to cause to 'go bad'

;

to make rotten or rotting, arch.
1382 Wyclif 2 Cor. iv. 16 Thou3 the ilke that is withoute-

forth, oure man be corruptid ; nethelees that man that is
withinne forth, is renewid. 1387 Trevisa Higdcn (Rolls)
III. 221 A body may be fordoo and corrupted. 1555 Eden
Decades 16 The vytales [being] corrupted by taking water
at the nftes euyll closed. 1577 B. Googe Heresback's I/usb.
iv. (1586) 184 margin, Breade corrupteth hony. 1624
Capt. Smith Virginia v. 195 It being certainly the quality of
the place, either to kill, or cure quickly, as the bodies are
more or less corrupted. 1632 Lithgow Trav. v. (16S2) 184
The infectious air, that corrupted the blood of strangers.
1796 H. Hunter tr. St, Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 175
Fruits, which.. must have performed a voyage of sixty or
fourscore leagues, without being corrupted.

b. Jig. Said in reference to the blood of attainted
persons : see Corruption 2 b.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. iv. 93 And by his Treason,
stand'st not thou attainted, Corrupted, and exempt from
ancient Gentry? 1628 Coke On Litt. § 745 By his attainder
of Treason or Felonie his blood is so stained and corrupted
as.. his children cannot be heyres to him. 1818 Crusi:
Digest (ed. 2) III. 346 The attainder of the father only
corrupts the lineal blood, and not the collateral blood
between the brothers.

2. To render unsound or impure by the con-
tamination of putrid matter ; to infect, taint,

render morbid.
1548 Hall Ckron. 123 [The town] was now infected and

corrupted, with the pestilent plague : whereby twoo partes
of the people, .wer destroyed. 1563 Fl lke Meteors (1640)
16 This kinde of Exhalation corrupteth the ayre, which
infecteth the bodies of men and beasts. 1671 R. Bohun
Disc. Wind 173 Suffocating Air, which infests the Burn-
ing Zone ; where the whole Masse is corrupted with intoler-

able heats.

f b. To adulterate. Obs.
1581 Act 23 Elia.c. 8. § 4 Everye Person and Persons that

shall corrupte the Honny..with any deceyptfull myxture,
shall forfeyte the Barrell. 1697 View Penal Laws 244 If

any. .Vintners shall Corrupt or Adulterate any Wine.
o. To render morally unsound or ' rotten

'

; to

destroy the moral purity or chastity of ; to pervert

or ruin (a good quality; ; to debase, defile.

a 1300 Cursor M. (Gott.) 1553 heading, How manes sinne
batiofmene, Corrupt all bis world bidene. 1382 Wyclii-
Gen. vi. 12 Al forsothe flehs had coruptid his weie vpon the
erthe. 1526-34 Tindale i Cor. xv. 33 Be not deceaved :

malicious speakinges corrupte good manners. 1530 Palsgh.

349 That their virgynite shulde be corrupted. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. iv. iii. 33 The fittest time to corrupt a mans Wife, is

when shee's falneout with her Husband. 1781 Gibbon Decl.

<r F. xx viii. III. 96 The worship of saints and relics corrupted
the pure and perfect simplicity of the Christian model. 1837
Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 360 The regard to wealth,
as the most important object in life, which extensively cor-

rupts Americans. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 158 Lewis
XV., perhaps the most worthless of all the creatures that
monarchy has ever corrupted.

4. To destroy or pervert the integrity or fidelity

of (a person) in his discharge of duty; to induce

to act dishonestly or unfaithfully ; to make venal
;

to bribe.

1548 Hall Chron, 138 By corruptyng with money diverge

Burgesses of the towne. 1596 Spenser F.Q. v. ii. 23 She
ment him to corrupt with goodly meede. 1651 Hobbes
Leviatk. 11. xxvii. 154 Upon hope of escaping punishment,
by corrupting publique Justice. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
II. 226 Baxter was neither to be corrupted nor to be de-

ceived. 1865 Mill in Mom. Star 6 July, A lavish expendi-

ture of money, in corrupting the electors,

b. with adverbial extension.

1601 Shaks. Alls Well nr. iii- 204 Whether .. it were not

possible with well-waighing summes of gold to corrupt him
to a reuolt. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 368 The greatest part

Of Mankind they corrupted to forsake God their Creator.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones v. vii, The disease applies to the

French military politics and corrupts nature over to his side.

1798 Anti-Jacobin xxxi, Endeavouring to corrupt the

waiter to mingle poison with the food.

f 5. To pervert the text or sense of (a law, etc.)

by altering it for evil ends. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Prov. Prol., Oure writen thingis . . that ben
not coruptid. 1509 [see Corrupting///. * 1]. a 1536
Tindale Exp. Matt. Title-p., The restoring agayne of

Moses law corrupte by the Scribes and Pharises. 1611 Bible
2 Cor. ii. 17 Wee are not as many which corrupt the word
of God. 1659 Pearson Creed ii. 136 note, The Mahometans,
who could not deny but they [those words of the psalm]

were spoken of the Messias, were forced to corrupt the text.

1709 Hearne Collect. 4 Oct., The Hereticks corrupted the
New Testament.

6. To destroy the purity of (a language), the

correctness or original form of (a written passage,

a word, etc.) ; to alter (language) for the worse
as judged by the standard of the original.

121) -2
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1630 R. Johnson's KingJ. # Commw. 371 Their language

is Italian, but corrupted with the Greeke, French, and
Spanish. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11. L 16 By the Spaniards
tslas des Arenas, but the English Seamen .. corrupt the
same strangely, and some call it the Desarts, others the
Desarcusses. 1768 Johnson Pre/, to Shaks. Wks. IX. 277
The faults of all [the Publishers] . . have . . corrupted many
passages perhaps beyond recovery. x88i Skeat Etymol.
Diet. s-v. Cutlass, Hence the word was corrupted to cur-
tleaxe.

7. To spoil (anything) in quality : + a. a thing

material. Obs.

1526-34 Tindale Matt. vi. 19 Se that ye gaddre you not
treasure vpon the erth, where rust and mothes corrupte
[1611 doth corrupt, x88i doth consume]. 1665 Life Earl
Essex in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 164 Immoderate showers
of rain had so corrupted the ground, that the body of fool
could not march, nor the train of artillery move.

b. a thing not material : To spoil, mar. arch.
1602 Marston Ant. <y Mel. 1v.Wks.1856 I. 48 Thou hast had

a good voice, if this colde marshe. .have not corrupted it.

1603 Kholles Hist. Turks 79a Hee was. .called backe again
for corrupting the hope conceived of peace. 163a

J.
Hay-

ward tr. Biondfs Eromena i6r The Princesse. .findingnow
her pleasure corrupted with the feare of the Fleet that came
towards her. 1833 Tennyson Blackbird 15 Plenty corrupts
the melody That made thee famous once, when young.

t 8. To break up the constitution or existing
form of; to dissolve, destroy. Obs.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 520/1 Of the cor-

ruption of the Number Ten. .is generated the Number Nine
. .of Nine corrupted is generated Ten, by addition of One.
I7»9 Clarke Rohault's Nat. Phil. 17 We say an egg is

corrupted, when we see the Egg no longer, but a chicken in
its place.

9. intr. To become corrupt or putrid, to 'go
bad*; to undergo decomposition; to putrefy, rot,

decay.
c 1386 Chaucer Knts. T. 1888 The clothered blood for

any lechecraft Corrupteth. i«6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 84 b, Take away thy soule, and anone thy body cor-
rupteth and stynketh. 1563 Fuuck Meteors 65 b, Gold
never corrupteth by rust. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 40 All
her Husbandry doth lye on heapes, Corrupting in it owne
fertilitie. c 1625 Milton Death Fair In/ant 50 Yet can I

not persuade me thou art dead, Or that thy corse corrupts
in earth's dark womb 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Garden-
ing 202 Stagnant Water is. .very subject to corrupt, and to
stink. 1803 Wittman Trar. Turkey 69 The carcasses of
dead animals, .were scattered in great abundance among the
tents, to corrupt and moulder away,

b. of moral decay.
1598 Meres Palladis T., In these declining and corrupting

times. 1612 Bacon Ess., Grcatn. Kingd. (Arb.) 488 In a
slothfull Peace, both courages will effeminate, and maners
corrupt. 1816 Southey Poet's Pilgr. iv. 11 The human
mind Corrupts and goes to wreck. 187* Spurgeon Treas.
Dav. Ps. lviii. 8 Every unregenerate man is an abortion.
He corrupts in the darkness of sin.

Corrupted (k^-pted), ppl. a. ff. Corrupt
v. + -ED.] Made or become corrupt (in various
senses) ; = Corrupt a.

1563 m Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxxv. 393 That corrupted
means were used for my delivery. 1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 8.

§ 1, Yf the same corrupted waxe shall happen to bee solde.
1602 Shaks. Ham. in. iii. 57 In the corrupted currants of
this world, Offence's gilded hand may shone by lust ice.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 320 This corrupted
traitor. 1699 Hentley Phal. xii. 327 The present copy of
Scylax, one of the most corrupted books in the world. 1731
Swift On his Death, They argue no corrupted mind In him.
1768 Johnson Pre/, to Shaks. Wks. IX. 291 The emenda-
tion of corrupted passages. 1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot.
500 The sap of corrupted wood. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist.
Sk. I. i. [. 44 A pagan, who had some notion of Christianity
in a corrupted form.

Hence Corraptedly adv., Corruptedness.
1610 Healey.SV. Aug. Citie o/God in. ii. 109 The senat

. .judged ten yeares together most partially, and most cor-
ruptedly. 1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide iv. 90 Our native
corruptednesse. 1694 Sloane in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 62
Fowls, .called Cuntur, and by the Spaniards corruptedly
Condor. 1817 Bentham Pari. Re/. Catech. (1818) 73 The
Judges .

.
are thus kept . . in a state . . of . . corruptedness. 1851

G. S. Faber Many Mansions (1862) 381 note. References to
Pagan Mythology, which sprang corruptedly out of Old
Patriarchism.

Corrupter, -or (kftwptei). Also 6 -ar, -our.
[f. Corrupt v. + -kr l

; also spelt -or, like the
L agent-n. from corrumpere, and in 16th c.

with Anglo-Fr. ending -our = mod.F. corrupleur.]
One who or that which corrupts : in various
senses.

1538 Starkey England n. i. 150 Lyve alway as commyn
corruptarys of chastyte. 1546 Bale Eng. Votaries i. (R.t,

Her corruptour being biheaded. 1581 Mi'LCaster Positions
iv. (1887) 20 To much moisture, the corrupter of such car-
casses. 1656 Prynnk Demurrer 22 They were corrupters
and counterfeiters of the Kings mony. 1675 Traherne Ckr.
Ethics xv. 221 The artifices of corruptors. 1709 Steele
Taller No. 65 p 5 The great Corrupter of our Manners
and Morality. 1791-1813 D'Israeli Cur. Lit., Nrtv Words,
III. 26 There are three foul corruptors of a language:
caprice, affectation, and ignorance. 1880 E. White Cert.
Relif. 62 The apostles do not hesitate to attribute the worst
motives to corrupters of the truth.

b. One guilty of bribery or 1 corrupt practices \
18x0 Bentham Packing (1821) 47 Corruptors, regular or

casual. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 1. viii. 116 Bribery is not only
an offence in the corruptor, but also in the person receiving
the bribe. x886 Spectator 6 Mar. 313/2 The vote might be
reckoned as given for the corrupter.

Corru'ptfal, a. rare. [f. Corrupt v. + -ful,
after words like harmful, hurtful, in which the

I

first element is a sb., but is liable to be thought a

verb.] Full of corrupting influence ; fraught with

corruption.

1596 Spenser, F. Q. v. xi. 54 She . . with corruptfull [F/.
corrupted] bribes is to untruth distrayned. 41851 Joanna
Bailue (Ogilvie), Boasting of this honourable borough to
support its own dignity and independency against all cor-

runtful encroachments.

Corruptibility (k^rrjptibi-liti). [ad. L. cor-

ruptibilitds (Tertufiian), f. corruptibilis : see next

and -ity. Also mod.F. corruptibilite'.'] The quality

j

of being corruptible.

[15x6-34 Incorruptibilite'. see Corruptible ij a 1680
Charnock in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cii. 25 Those that
are freest from corruptibility and change. 1751 Smol-
lett Per. Pic. (1779I II. Hi. 127 He hoped to profit, .by the
corruptibility of her guardian. 1847 De Quincey Protes-
tantism, Wks. 1862 VII. n6ThecorruptibiIitics of perishing
syllables. 1874 J. H. Blunt Diet. Sects (1886) 428/2 The
corruptibility incident to ordinary human nature.

Corruptible (kf?r»ptib P , a. Also 7 -able,

[a. F. corruptible (i4thc.) or ad. L. corruptibil- is,

f. ppl. stem of corrumpere to Corrupt: see -blk.]

L Liable to corruption ; subject to natural decay
ad dissolution

;
perishable, mortal.

(Chiefly in Scriptural phraseology.)

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 8860 Made of corruptybelle .

matere. a 1400-50 Alexander 3459 A coruptible kyng of
clay fourmed. 15*6-34 Tindale i Cor. ix. 25 They do it to
obtayne a corruptible croune, but we to obtayne an vncor- I

ruptible croune. /bid. xv. 53 This corruptible must put on
incorruptibilite ; and this mortall must put on immortalite.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. bevii. § 7 The sacrament being
of itself but a corruptible and earthly creature. 1691 Ray
Dissol. World 29 They held that the World is corruptible.

1796 Southey Occas. Pieces v, The soul Inhabits still its

corruptible clay. 1848 C Bronte J. Eyre\\, In putting off

our corruptible bodies.

+ 2. Pertaining to or characteristic of corruption ;
;

corrupt. Obs.

1586 Cogan //oven Health li. (1636)65 Onyons. .engender
ill humours and corruptible putrifactions in the stomack.
x6so Vknner Via Recta vii. 116 They., engender winde,

,

and increase crude and corruptible humours.
3. Capable of moral corruption

;
open to the

influence of bribery or corrupt practices.

1677 Orrery Art 0/ War 43 If an Officer . . be false, cor-
rupted, or corruptable. 1863 H. Cox Instit. I. viii. 08 The
House of Commons, .was itself corruptible. 1864 Carlyle
Fredk. Gt. IV. 521 Corruptiblest brute of a Chancellor.

4. Liable to verbal, textual, or phonetic cor-
|

ruption.
1887 Roget Old French 100 The persistence of an essen*

tially corruptible m in some [forms] is a curiosity.

Corruptibleness. [f. prec. + -ness.] The
quality ofbeing corruptible ; corruptibility,

1398 [see Incorruptibleness]. 1620 Venn kr Via Recta vii.

1 14 The corruptiblenesse of their substance. 1675 A rt Con-
tcntm. tv. \ 2. 193 Considering the corruptibleness of our
materials. 1850 Lynch Theo. Trin. v. 75 The symbol of 1

inherent corruptibleness.

Corruptibly (kf7rz?-ptibli), adv. [f. as prec.

+ -LY2.] In a corruptible manner; so as to be
corrupted.

1556 J. Heywood Spider F. vii. 34 I,oue (namely self

loue) corruptibly growyng. 1595 Shaks. John v. vii 2 The
life of all his blood Is touch'd corruptibly.

Corrupting !Jt$w\>\\y , vbl. sb. [f. Corrupt
v. + -INO*.] The action of the verb Cokruit.

|

1565-78 Cooper Thesaurus, Manns in iudicio abstinere.

.

to refraine giving bribes, and corrupting of judges, a 1626
Bacon New Atl. t

Without all corrupting. 1677 Hale I

Prim. Orig. Man. it. xii. 244 By the gradual corruptings of
the Traditions.

Corru pting, a. [f. as prec. + -ON 2
.]

1. That corrupts Jrans.) : see the verb.

1509 Barclay ShyP 0/ Folys (1570) 107 That which is

written both ptayne and holyly, By their corrupting and
vntawful glose . . they bring to damnable heresie. 1594
Shaks. Rich, ///. iv. ii. 34. 1605 Play Stucteyxn Simpson
Sch. Shaks. (1878) 219 The way. .by force or by corrupting
gold, To step into the throne. 179a Burke Corr. (1844)111.
436 Power is a very corrupting thing, especially low and
jobbish power. 1839T111K1 \\ u.i. Greece VII. 263Atyranny
more degrading and corrupting than any she had hitherto
experienced.

2. That undergoes corruption ; becoming corrupt.
15*7 Triall Treaty (1850) 6 How be it, it is not golde al-

wayes that doth shine, But corrupting copper, of small
valuation. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 95 Fed with
every kind of flesh, whether fresh or corrupting, i860 Rus-
kin Mod. Paint, viii. i. § 5 When, .living, we called it pure
. . when . . corrupting . . we call it impure.

Corruption (k^rwpjan). Forms: 4-5 cor-
rupcioun, corupcioun, -cion, 4 corrupcyone,
4 6 -cion, 5-6 -cyon, -cione, 5 -tyown, 6 -tione,

(corouption\ 6- corruption, [a. F. corruption
(iathc), in OF. also -Hun, -cion, ad. L. corrup-
tion-em, n. of action from corrttmp-e're to corrupt.

Adopted from theological Latin.] The action of
corrupting ; the fact of being corrupted ; the con-
dition of being corrupt

;
corrupt matter ; a cor-

rupt example or form
; corrupting agency : in the

various physical, moral, and transferred applica-
tions of Corrupt.

I. Physical.

1 1. The destruction or spoiling of anything, esp.

by disintegration or by decomposition with its at-
|

tendant unwholesomeness and loathsomeness

;

putrefaction. Obs.

1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xx. 98 Kynde come after with
many kene sores, As pokkes and pestilences and moche
poeple shente ; So kynde borw corupciouns kulled ful

manye. 138a Wyclif Dan. iii. 92 Loo ! I sec foure men .

.

walkynge in mydil of the fyre, and no thing of corrupcioun
is in hem. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) viii. 31 In bat abbay
commes neuer neess, ne flyes, ne nan ober swilk vermyn of
corrupcioun. 1546 Phaer Bk. Childr. (1553) Rijb, The
hole body falleth in distemper . . it procedeth commonly by
corrupcion of the milke. 1626 Bacon Sylva % 771 If you
provide against the causes of Putrefaction, matter maketh
not that naste to corruption, that is conceived. 1718 J.
Chamberlayke Relig. Philos. (1730) I. iii. fi 2 The naked
Bone can rarely endure the Air without Corruption.
JKk 1613 Shaks. Hen. V///. nr. ii. 71 After my death, I

wish no other Herald. .To keepe mine Honor, from Corrup-
tion, But such an honest Chronicler as Griffith.

b. spec. Decomposition as a consequence of

death ; dissolution.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xv. 10 Ne bou sail gif bi haligh

to see corupcioun. 138a Wyclif i Cor. xv. 42 The a^en
rysinge of deed men. It is sowun in corupcioun. 1-1400

Destr. Troy 10787 His corse . . come to corupcioun, as his

kynd asked. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (1888) 34 Yair sal be na
generacione na corrupcione eftir dwmis day. 1615 Crookk
Body 0/ Man 19 If we would keepe a body long, the dis-

section must be begun at those parts which are most sub-
iect to corruption. i6a6 Bacon Sytva% 328 Corruption is a
Reciprocal to Generation. 1790 G. Smith Laboratory I. 324
Whatever is put in this oil, wifl keep from corruption . . for

ages. 1875 Jowett Plato led. 2> III. 511 When the bodies
of the dead were taken up already in a state of corruption.

f C. Applied to inorganic matter : The breaking

up or decomposition of a body, the oxidation or

corrosion of metals, etc Obs.

1563 Fulke Meteors (1640) 67 Copper, in colour, comming
neerest to Gold..giveth way to corruption, being infected
with that greene mineral! Copperus. 1594 T. B. La Pri-
ma ud. Fr. Acad. 11. 133 lliey are subiect to corruption, and
so are all the creatures that are compounded of the elements,
whether they haue life or no. 1666 Boyle Orig. Formes ff

Qua/. (1667) 57 Those violent Corruptions of Bodies that are
made by Outward Agents, shattering them into pieces.

+ d. In a more general sense: Destruction, dis-

solution of the constitution which makes a thing

what it is. Obs.
a 1606 Bllndeville, Corruption is a proceeding from a

being to a not being, as from an oak to chips or ashes. 1710
I. Clarke Rohaulfs Nat. Phil. (1729) I. 17 When aThing
is destroyed, or ceases to be what it was before, we call it

Corruption ; thus we say it is a Corruption of the Wood,
when we see the Wood no longer, but only the Fire in the
Place of it. 1844 J. H. Newman Ess. Developm. 62 Cor-
ruption is a breaking up. .or. .resolution into its component
parts, which involves eventually a loss of unity.

+ 2. Infection, infected condition ; alsofig. con-

tagion, taint. Obs.
c 1430 Lydg. in Turner Dom.Arckit. III. 39 Whereby the

towne was utterly assured From endengerynge of all corup-
cion. From wycked ayre & from inflexion. 1508 tr. Lin-
schoten's Voy. in Arb. Gamer III. 14 Through the change
of air and the corruption of the country, I fell sick.

b. Law. Corruption of blood : the effect of an
attainder upon a person attainted, by which his

blood was held to have become tainted or * cor-

rupted
1

by his crime, so that he and his descend-

ants lost all rights of rank and title ; in conse-

quence of which he could no longer retain pos-

session of land which he held, nor leave it to

heirs, nor could his descendants inherit from him.
1563 Act 5 / .'/-'. c 1 This Act . . shall not extend to make

any corruption of blood. 1610 Gi'iLUM Heraldry 1. viii.

(1660) 47 More over that they shall sustain corruption of
their blood and family. 17*1 Lond. Gat. No- 5927/11 No
Attainder, .shall extend to work any Corruption of Blood.
1769 Blackstone Cotntn. IV. 381 It is to be hoped, that this

corruption of blood, with all it's connected consequences,
not only of present escheat, but of future incapacities of in-

heritance even to the twentieth generation, may. . be abol-

ished by act ofparliament. 1813 Sir S. Romilly in Examiner
22 Feb. 1 1 7/2 The next thing to which he objected, was the
corruption of blood, which was a very different thing from
the usual cases of forfeiture. 186a l.n. Bkoi'gham Brit.

Const. App. ii. 414 In the United States, .an attainder does
not work corruption of blood.

3. concr. Decomposed or putrid matter, esp. in a

sore, boil, etc. ; pus. Obs. exc. dial.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) a4o b. With a shell .

.

he scraped y" stynkyng fylth & corrupcyon of her deed
body. 1580 Baret Ah: C 1319 Matter, or corruption com-
ming out of a wound or sore, pus. 1688 R. Holme Ar-
moury hi. 324/2 Hooked. .Instruments .. termed Drawers
are to scrape out Corruption in a Wound or Bruize. 1888
Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss, s.v.. All blud and corruption.

J*£- *S9S Shaks. John rv. ii. 81 When it breakes, I feare

will issue thence The foule corruption of a sweet childes

death. 1597 — a Hen. /V, in. i. 77 That foule Sinne
gathering head, Shall breake into Corruption. 164a Roceks
Naaman 263 True humblenesse . . lyes open brested to
receive every point of Gods weapon, to let out her corruption.

II. Moral.
4. A making or becoming morally corrupt ; the

fact or condition ofbeing corrupt; moral deterio-

ration or decay
; depravity.

c 1340 Cursor M. (Fairf.) 1553 (heading) pe corrupcioun of
be lande ofter synne. 106 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 10

That is it that preseruetn mannes soule from spirituall cor-

rupcyon of synne. 159s Daviks /mmort. Soul viii. xxi, As
from Adam, all Corruption take. 1711 Steele Sped. No.
107 F 1 The general Corruption of Manners in Servants is

owing to the Conduct of Master:*. 1849-50 Alison Hist.
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Europe I. it. § 50. 168 Have the arts and sciences contributed
to the corruption or purification of morals ? 1856 Froudk
Hist. Eng. (1858) I, ii. 172 The clergy as a body were
paralysed by corruption. 1874 Green Short Hist. viii. 476
The blow at the corruption of the Court which followed was
of a far more serious order,

b. (with a and//.)
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4953 And dense it of al manere

of syn, And of alle corrupcions, bath hegh and law. 1605
Bp. Hall Medit. Vows 1. § 16 My progresse so small, and
insensible

; my corruptions so strong. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr.
XL 137 The young Man had strong Corruptions to grapple
with. 1727 Swift Gulliver Pref. Let., Some corruptions of
my Yahoo nature have revived in me.

C. Corrupting influence or agency.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Prol. 3 J>e whilk waxis noght

soure thurgh be corupciouns of bis warld. c 1386 Chaucer
Pars. T. r 825 Right so is a wikked prest corrupcioun ynough
for al a parisch. 18x3 Byron Br. Abydos a. xx, How oft

the heart Corruption shakes which perils could not part !

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 124 The love of money is the
corruption of states.

5. Evil nature, 'the old Adam'; anger, 'tem-
per \ Now colloq. or dial.

1799 C. Winter Let. in W. Jay Mem. (1843) 36 His cor-
ruptions were roused by the report. 1829 Blackw. Mag.
XXV. 54s Fling doon the Stannard— if you dinna, it'll be
waur for you, for you've raised my corruption. 1830 Galt
Lawrie T. v. xii. (1849) 247 ' Let alone my goods' .. ex-
claimed I, for my corruption was rising. 1848 A. Bronte
Ten. Wild/ell Hall xxxi, I am no angel, and my corruption
rises against it.

6. Perversion or destruction of integrity in the
discharge of public duties by bribery or favour

;

the use or existence of corrupt practices, esp. in

a state, public corporation, etc.

c 14^5 Wyntoun Cron. vn. viii. 703 Quhat for corruptyown
and mwy, Thare charge bai dyd nocht detfully. 1494 Act
11 Hen. VII. c. 21 If any of the petit Jury toke. .any some
of money, .after any suche corrupcion by the Graund Jury
founden, etc. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826,1 141
Guy., escaped soon after by corruption of his keepers.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. VII. xxiv. § 8 Simoniacal corrup-
tion I may not for honours sake suspect. 1651 Hobbes
Leviatk. 11. xxvi. 144 The frequent corruption and partiality
of Judges.

_
1769 Junius Lett. i. (1804) I. 13 It is not suffi-

cient, .that judges are superior to the vileness of pecuniary
corruption. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) II. xii. 398
The real vice of this parliament was not intemperance, but
corruption. 1880 McCarthy Own Times IV. fix. 316 The
ballot has not extinguished corruption in small boroughs,

f b. A case or instance of corrupt practice. Obs.
i6jx Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 14 The corrup-

cion wherewith the L. Chancellor was charged, viz., twenty-
three severall corrupcions proved by wytnesses.

III. The perversion of anything from an
original state of purity.

f7. Despoiling of virginity, violation of chastity.
1340 Ayenb. 227 Maydenhod. .to loki al hare lyf hare

bodyes yholliche wyboute enye corrupcion. c 1420 Metr.
St. Kath. 120 (Horstm.) Thou schewest here a false reson,
Woman withowt corrupcyon Never gyt chylde ne bare.

8. The perversion of an institution, custom, etc.

from its primitive purity; an instance of this per-
version,

1656 J. Harrington Oceana (1700) 38 The Corruption
then of Monarchy is call'd Tyranny. 1661 Bramhall Just
Vind.yx. 10 They who first separated themselves from the
primitive pure Church, and brought in corruptions in faith,
practise, Liturgy, etc. 1776 Johnson 5 Apr. in Boswell,
Afterwards there were gross corruptions introduced by the
clergy, such as indulgences to priests to have concubines.
1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. iii. (1880)45 The Huguenots.,
denounced the corruptions of the Church, and demanded
their reform. 1878 Morlky Carlyle Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 201
To judge a system in its corruption.

9. Change of language, a text, word, etc. from
its correct or original condition to one of incor-
rectness, deterioration, etc.

1494 Fabyan Citron. 11. xlvii. 31 It was called Caerlud or
Luddys towne : and after by corrupcyon, or shortyng of the
speche, it was named London. 1599 Thynne Animadv.
(1865)6 Of necessytye, bothein matter, myter, andmeaninge,
yt [Chaucer's text] must needes gather corruptione, passinge
throughe so manye handes. 1634 Ford P. Warbeck 1. iii, Tell
me. .is it [the writing] a sure intelligence of all The progress
of our enemies' intents Without corruption ? 1679 Plot
Staffordsh. (1686) 417 It was ever after call'd Wulfrunes-
Hampton, since by corruption of speech Wolverhampton.
1710 Swift_ Tatler No. 230 F 3 The continual Corruption
of our English Tongue. 1862 Rawlinson Anc. Mon. I. viii.

215 His numbers having suffered corruption during their
passage through so many hands. 1861 Max Mu'ller Sc.
Lang. I. ii. (1880) 47 By phonetic corruption . . not only the
form, but the whole nature of language is destroyed,

b. A concrete instance of such alteration.
1699 Bentley Phai. xi. 228 As for the two other names

Aristodoliura and Archebolion, the former is a manifest ,

corruption. 17x1 Steele Sped. No. 80 p 9, I am not
against reforming the Corruptions of Speech you mention.

I

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 177 r 9 A copy, .by the help !

of which, the text might be freed from several corruptions.
'

1856 Stanley Sinai Pal. (1858) v. 233 Nablus being the
|

corruption of Neapohs.

Corruptionist (k^-pjanist). [f. prec. +
;

-1ST.] A supporter, defender, or practiser of cor-
|

ruption, esp. in the administration of public affairs. I

1810 L. Hunt (in Atkenseum 18 Dec. 1880, 815/3), The
corruptionists will have it that I am a turbulent demagogue. !

1824 Syd. Smith Whs. (1859) II. 43/1 Never mind, say the
corruptionists, you must go on saying you marry in the

j

name of the Trinity whether you believe in it or not. 1884
American VIII. 260 One of the most notorious corruption-

;

ists in American politics.

+ Corru'ptious, a. Obs. Also 6 -uous. [f. as

!
prec. : see -ous.] Characterized by corruption.
1540 Coverdale Fruitf. Less. Pref. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I.

I 199 Of ourselves we are but grafts of a corruptions tree.

! 1559 Morwyng Evonym. 23 Yet for-as-muche as they be
corruptuous, they cannot be long kept. 1604 Breton Pass.
Shepherd C iv b, A breath that so the ayre perfumes As all

j

corruptious sence [= scent] consumes.

Corruptive (Vrtrptiv), a. (sb.) [ad. L. cor-

ruptive liable to corruption (Tertull.), or a. F.
corruptif, -ive (14th a), f. stem of L. corrumptrt

:

see -ive.]

f 1. Subject or liable to corruption. Obs.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 180 That wee may receiue

I

no corruptiue inheritance. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 84
I Salt.. does tye or hold the corruptive parts of the Flesh

captive, that they cannot proceed to Putrifaction. 1691
i
Ray Creation II. (1704) 233 Some corruptive quality for so
speedy a dissolution of the Meat.

2, That has the quality of corrupting ; that
tends to corrupt.
1609 Armin Hal. Taylor I ij b, To out-rime thy ill-reason'd

j

cloze In thy corruptive prayse. 1640 Reynolds Passions
I iii. 16 Such a temper of Minde . . is corruptive to the Mem-
' orie. ,f 1691 Boyle Hist. Airxu, (1692)65 Lightning is not
always destructive or corruptive of Vegetables. 1737
Whiston Josephus' Hist. IV. viii. § 3 This fountain ..was
entirely of a sickly and corruptive nature. 1817 Bentham

I

Ch. Eng. 332. 1884 F. Peek in Contemp. Rev. July 75 The
association of the first offenders with the old and irreclaim-
able convicts is fatally corruptive.

fB. sb. A thing that tends to corrupt. Obs.
1641 Ld. Digby in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 111, (1692) I. 228 Of

all these Corruptives of Judgment.. I do, before God, dis-

charge my self.

Hence Corm'ptively adv., in a corruptive

manner.
1653 F. G. tr. Scudery's Arlamenes vin. 11. (1655) 121

Forming that name out of two Greek words corruptively
put together. 1851 G. S. Faber Many Mansions (1862) 81
Corruptively derived from Primitive Patriarchal Tradition.

f Corrirptless, a. Obs. [f. Cokbupt v. +
' -less ; cf. exhaustless, and see Corruptful.] Not

subject to corruption
;
incorruptible.

1606 Marston Sophonisba m. i, Corruptlesse hunny, and
pure dew. 1613 Heywood Silver Age iv. i, There is in me
nothing mortal, save this shape. .The rest all pure, corrupt-
less, and refined. 1693 Dryden Ovids Met. xv. 595 The
borders with corruptless myrrh are crown'd.

Corruptly (k^srptU), adv. Also 4 corup-

|

liche. fT. Corrupt 0. + -LY 2
.] In a corrupt or

!

depraved manner; pervertedly
;
by means of cor-

ruption or bribery.
15$7 Starkey Let. to Pole in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App.

Ixxxi. 196 Alas ! Master Pole, what lack of learning and
prudence was this, so corruptly to judg the matter. 1596
Shaks. Merch. V. n, ix. 42 O that estates, degrees, and
offices, Were not deriu'd corruptly. 1611 Bible Neh. i. 7We haue dealt very corruptly against thee. 1732 Law
Serious C. xviii. (ed. 2) 325 We are all of us, for the most
part corruptly educated. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 1. v. 24 To
which excess several of the judges corruptly gave counten-
ance. 1869 Daily Netvs 2 Feb., He denied that there had
been any intention of corruptly influencing votes here,

b. By way of verbal or textual corruption.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls^ VI. 159 Cadwaledrus .. is

i-cleped Cedwalla. .but corupliche, for they knew nou}t the
longage of Britouns. 1568 Grafton Citron. II. 9 Called
in the Norman language Cover le fue, which we now cor- 1

ruptly call Curfue. 1728 Newton ChronoL Amended In-
|

trod. 5 Writing Jasus corruptly for Inachus. 1774 C. J.
Phipfs Voy. N. PoleiZ^ Called by the Russians Morse, from
thence by our Seamen corruptly Sea Horse.

Corruptness (k^tarptnea). [f. as prec. + .

-ness.] The quality of being corrupt
;
corruption.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. it. iv. (1634^ 138 The
[

wickednesse that they have conceived by corruptnesse of
nature. 1638 Pfnkethman Artach. I iij b, The Beasts and

j

Cattel also through corruptnesse of the grasse wheron they '

fed, died. 1786 J. Roberts in Life 38 Thou mayest see the
j

corruptness of such laws, a 1847 Mrs. Sherwood Lady of
Manor V. xxix. 81 The corruptness of his motives in marry-
ing my cousin.

Corruptress (k^rwptres;. [f. Corrupter + i

-ess.] A female corrupter ; alsoJig. of things.
c x6xx Chapman Iliad xm. 316 Man's fierce corruptress,

j

Fight, Set up her bristles in the field with lances long and
light. 1624 Fletcher Wife for Month iv. iii, Peace, thou
rude bawd Thou studied old corruptress. 1748 Richard-
son Clarissa (1811) VI. i. 2 What terms wouldst thou have
me to keep with such a sweet corruptress? 1879 Farrar
St. Paul II. 11 Ionia had been the corruptress of Greece,
Ephesus was the corruptress of Ionia.

t Corruptrice. Obs. rare-1 , [ad. L. cor-

ruptrix, -tricem, fern, of corrupter, on analogy of 1

F. corruptrice : see -trice.] = prec.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. XXV, iii. 266 Licentious

Hbertie, the corruptrice [corrupt ricem] of States and
manners both.

+ Corru'ptrix. Obs. [L.] = prec.

1611 Cotgr., Corruptrice a corruptrix, a woman that
marres, or misleads, others.

Corruscate, -ation, erron. ff. Coruscate, etc.

Corry, var. of Corrie ; obs. f. Curry.
Corrydie, Corrynogh, Corrysive, Corry-

vall, obs. ff. Corrody, Coronach, Corrosive,
CORRIVAL.
Cors, obs. f. Coarse, Corse, Course, Cross,

Curse
;
Cors, in Archil, see Corse 7.

I HCo'rsac, corsak. Zooi. [Turki name ; so

j

F. corsac^ The Tartar fox, Vulpes corsac.
1838 Penny Cycl. X. 393 The Fox of the Dukhun ( Deccan)

1

. .which, .much resembles the descriptions of the Corsac, is

;

described by him. .as a very pretty animal, but much smaller
than the European Fox.

Corsage (kp'jsed^, or, as F., korsa-g). [a. OF.

j

corsage {1 2th c. in Littre), f. cors body : see -age.]

1 1. Bodily condition as to size and shapeliness.
1481 Caxton Myrr. II. vi. 72 Another beste of moche fayr

I

corsage or shappe of body. 1658 Ussher Ann. 387 He
j

thought the greatness of their stature and corsage would be
a terrour to the Romans.

t2. The body as distinct from the limbs; the
bust. Obs.
1510-20 Compl. too late Maryed (1862) 10 Gorgyously

shewynge her fayre corsage. 1600 Puttenham in Nichols
Progr. Q. Eliz. III. 476 What ells dame nature coolde de-

,

vise To frame a face, and corsage paragon,
b. Of a bird. [A Gallicism.]

1869 tr. Pouchets Universe {!%•] 1)65 The sapphire and the
emerald gleam on their wings and corsages.

3. The 'body' of a woman's dress; a bodice
(commonly pronounced as Fr.).

1857 A. Harris & E. Falconer Rose of Cast lie; Mule-
teer's Song, Many a loving heart when near Doth trembling
'neath its corsage bound. 1867 Nation 3 Jan. 14/1 The
same trimming was continued on the corsage and in the
head

:
dress. 1883 Truth 31 May 769 2 The "ball dre^s ha^

a train and corsage of turquoise blue satin.

t Corsaint. Obs. Forms : 4 cors seynt,
cors-sancte, cor-seynt, corseint, -sant, -gaunt,
-sand, 4-5 -saynt, -seynt, 5 coresaynte. [a.

OF. cors saint, mod.F. corps saint holy body,
body of a saint.] The body of a saint ; a sainted

person, (departed) saint (.considered as locally

present where his or her body rests'.

1303 R. Brukne //audi. Synne 8740 And hys ymage ful

feyre depeynte Ry5t as he were a cors seynt. 1362 Lancl.
/'. PI. A. VI. 23 Knowest bou ouht a Corseynt Men callej»

Seynt Treube ? c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Clemens 873 pat
cristine mene suld nocht mak Cors-sancte of hyme, na
honoure do. 1393 Test. Ebor. (Surteesi 186 [At the] hegh
auter in the wirschip of the haly corsand. la 1400 Mortt
Arth. 1164 He sekez seyntez bot seldene. .That thus clekys
this corsaunt owt of bir heghe clyffez. c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 2 Saynt cuthbert lyfe who lyste to lere, And forto

knawe bat coresaynte clere. a 1500 Chaucer's I)'rem-c 942 He
trowed hire coinpleynt Shold after cause hire be corseynt.

Corsair tk^'ise^j). Forms: a. 6 corsale, 6-7
cursaro; 0. 6 coursayre, (7 cursare, corsare\
7-8 corsaire, 7- corsair; 7. 6-7 corsary, 7-8

cursary, 8 corsory ; 5. 7 cursour, -ore, corser.

[a. F. corsaire, in I5~i6th c. coursaire= Tr. corsari,

Sp. corsario, It. corsale, corsare, formerly corsaro,

-ario, med.L. cursdritts (1234 in Matt. Paris, Du
Cange), f. med.L. cursus, cursa hostile excursion,

inroad, plunder, booty (L. cursus a run, march,

voyage\ It., Sp., Pr. corsa, F. course run, naval

expedition for plunder. Eng. had in early use the

It. forms corsale, corsare, and in the I7thc. the

anglicized forms cursary, corsary, cursor, cursour.

(The reference of the name to Corsica was a piece of

Italian popular etymology and animosity. ']

1. The name in thelanguages of the Mediterranean

for a privateer
;
chiefly applied to the cruisers of

Barbary, to whose attacks the ships and coasts of

the Christian countries were incessantly exposed.

In English often treated as identical with pirate,

though the Saracen and Turkish corsairs were

authorized and recognized by their own government

as part of its settled policy towards Christendom.
1549 Thomas Hist, /talie 82 Thei. .send forth yerely cer-

taine armed galeis to kepe the seas against Corsales, and
Pyrates. 1588 Greeni; Perimedes 9 A Barke of Coursayre;.

and pyrates came by. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 128 mar-
gift, A Foist is . . much vsed of the Turkish Cursaros, or as

we call them Pirates or Rouers. Ibid. 217 There are many
Corsaries or Pyrats which goe coursing alongst that coast,

robbing and spoiling. 1607 in Ellis Orig. Lett. \. 246 III.

88 French and Italian Corsares. 1671 Charente Let. Cus-

toms 44 Master de Razilly came to make war with the

Corsaires of Salee. 1697 C'tess D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 72
Meluza, the most famous and covetous of all the Corsaries.

17x6 M. Davies A then. Brit., Crit. Hist. 97 The Corsories

or Pyrates of Tripoly. 1773 Brvdone Sicily xiit. (1809) 157
The incursions of the Barbary corsairs, 1814 Byron Corsair
111. xxiv. 18 He left a Corsair's name to other times. 1869

Leckv EuroP- Mor. II. iv. 271 The terms brigand or cor-

sair conveyed in the early stages of society no notion of

moral guilt.

2. A privateering vessel such as those of the

Barbary coast ; a pirate-ship sanctioned by the

country to which it belongs.

1632 Lithgow Trav. m. (1682) 96 There are many Cur
sares and Turkish Galleots, that still afflict these Islanders.

/bid. ix. 385 Which they as a Cursaro or man ofWar con-

fiscated. 1686 tr. Chardht's Trav. i. 3 There are usually

about Forty Christian Corsairs Cruising up and down in the

Archipelago. 1726 W. R. Chetwood Adv. Capt. R. Boyle

25 The Captain of the Corsair was an Irish Renegado. 1869
Rawlinson Anc. Hist. 337 Tuscan corsairs covered the
Western Mediterranean.

3. attrib. (with corsaire ship cf. F. galle'e cour-

saire 15th c.)

1632 Lithgow Trav. viii. (1682) 346 Two hundred Cur-
sary ships or Pyrats. 1816 Kikbv & Sp. Entomol. (18431 J.

131 Idlers of their own species called by apiarists corsair-
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bee;,, which plunder the hives of the iwllMtllniM 1863
Bright Sp., America 26 Mar., Men. .who will build corsair

ships to prey upon the commerce of a friendly power.

Corse fkj&s), sb. Forms : 3-7 cors, 4- corse ;

also 4 -5 korse, sb. coors, cours, coursse, 4-6
course, corss'e, 5-6 corce, 6-8 coarse. [ME.
cors, a. OF. cors (1 i-i3th c) = Pr. cors:—L. corpus

body. In the 14th c. the Fr. was refashioned after

L. as corps (p mute), and that spelling also passed

into Eng., giving eventually the modern Corpse,
q.v. Corps was at first identical in pronunciation

with cors j but by 1 500 the p appears to have been
sometimes pronounced, and this became at length

the prevalent spelling and pronunciation. But
cors, from the i6thc. spelt corse, never became
obsolete, and still remains as a somewhat archaic

and poetic form of corpse, which is itself moreover
often pronounced without the / in reading.]

+ 1. A living body ; —Corpse 1. Obs.
[129a Britton i. xv, Rap est une felonie de homme de

violence fete au cors de femme.] 1x300 Cursor M. 10356
(Edin.) J>an wib suaipis bai bairn suang, and gremli on pair
corsis dange. c 1386 Chaccer Manciple's T. Prol. 67 Lift-

yng up his hevy dronken cors [v.r. corps]. < 1430 Lydc.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc> 199 Hire semlycors for to embrace.
1586 Sidney Sonnets (1622) 491 Euen as the flye, which to
the flame doth goe, Pleas'd with the light, that his small
corse doth burne.

t b. transf. Person ; a man's self. Obs.
c xm E. E. Allit. P. B. 683 How my^t I hyde myn hert

fro Habraham be trwe, pat I ne dyscouered to his corse my
counsayle so dere. c 1440 York Myst. xxviii. 179 Judas.
Qwhat man som I leys, pat corse schall ye kyll.

2. A dead body ; = Corpse 2. Now chiefly

poet, or arch. a. with epithet dead, lifeless, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11975 (GMt.) On be ded cors bar it lay
wid fote he smat. c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 624 Dede
corssys that lay wnputt in graiff. 1590 Si'Ensfr F. Q. 1. xi.

48 The sencelesse corse appointed for the grave. 1702
Rowe Tamerl. u i. 429, I shall see thee born at Evening
back A breathless Coarse, c 1810 C. Wolfe Burial Sir j.
Moore, As his corse to the rampart we hurried. 1815 ScOTT
Ld. ofIsles vi. xv, Drops to the plain the lifeless corse. 1863
W. Phillips Speeches xiv. 295 'I he dead corse, in complete
steel, will haunt your legislative halls,

b. simply.
1 iaso Serm. in O. E. Misc. 28 Mirre . . be bo biterne^se de-

fendet bet Cors bet is mide i-smered. £1386 Chaucer
Pard. T. 337 They herde a belle clynke Biforn a cors

[3 MSS. corps] was caried to his graue. c 1489 Caxton
Blancliardyn viL (1890) 30 For to gyue the corsses a sepul-
ture. 1594 Sbakb. Kick. Ill, 1. ii. 36 Villaines, set downe
the Coarse, or by S. Paul, He make a Coarse of him that
disobeyes, 1651 Bcrtom Ana/. Mel. 1. ii. iv. iii. 146 Some
. .cannot endure a room where a coarse hath been. 1735
Somerville Chase 11. 286 Stretch'd on the Ground she lies

A mangled Coarse. x8si Bvkon Cain in. i, I must watch
my husband's corse. 1870 Bryant Iliad II. xxiv. 388 Yet
seek we not to steal away the corse Of valiant Hector.

+ C. pi. cors = corses. Obs.
1J97 R. Glolc. (1724) 154 He lette be stude halwe, for be

gode cois bat ber were, c 1315 Coer de L. 2729 He leet

taken alle the cors Off the men and off the hors. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 409 They bereb forb cors wi£
sorwe grete.

f3. transf. Of things: The ' body ' or substance
of a thing ; the main bulk

;
also, a body or

material substance.
< 14x0 Pallad. on flush. I. 85 Ffor vynes land to cheese

eke must thou yeme In coors [corpore] and in colour solute
and rare. Ibid. in. 335 Ffor, as he saithe, the cors [of a
vine] I delve in grounde, The rootes wol abounde and alle

confounde. Ibid. xi. 102 Eke everie drie or roton cors re*

ineve. 1506 Gl ylforue Pylgr. (1851)76 They thought, .that
the cors of the galye shulde in lykewyse haue fallen to the
rok at the next surge.

1 4. ? A corslet or corset. Obs.
1507 May fir June 87 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 124 They spared

not cors, armyt, nor yet vambrace.

f 5. A ribbon or band of silk (or other material),
serving as a ground for ornamentation with metal-
work or embroidery, and used as a girdle, garter,

etc. Obs.
1 1440 Promp. Parv. 94 Coors of sylke, or threde [1499

corcej, tectum. Ibid. 451 Seynt, or cors of a gyrdylle,
tcxtum. 1454-6 Churchw. Acc. St. Andrew's, East Cheap
(in Brit. Mag. XXXI. 243*, Paied for Clapses and Corses of
the grete Boke iiij*. iiiJ. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 33 A
long grene coors of silke harneysid with silvir. 1503 Act
19 Hen. VII, c. 21 Silk .. in Ribbands, Laces, Girdles,
Corses, Calles, Corses of Tissues, or Points. 1530 Palscr.
209/1 Corse of a gyrdell, tissu. 155a Huloet, Corse and
broade gyrth, wherwyth maydens were wont to be gyrte
vnder theyr pappes, perizoftium. 1565-73 Cooper Thes.
Cinnilegium, a girdle which a bride wearetn : a corse.

+ 6. The cover of a chariot. Obs.
i55» Huloet, Corse of a chariot or horse lytter couered

wyth bayles or hordes, tympanum. 1565-73 Cooper The-
saurus, Tympanum, the couer or corse of a chariote.

f7. Arch, {cors) A square shaft or slender pier

supporting a pinnacle, figure, or other terminal

;

sometimes surmounting a buttress, sometimes rising

from the ground
;
placed with its sides parallel to,

or diagonally against a wall, but never with the

effect of a buttress or support.
1478 Botoner Itin., Bristol If. 129 (ed. Nasmith 220) [In

Porch of St. Stephen's Ch.] A cors wythoute, A casement,
etc. Ibid. If. 197 (ed. N. 269) [In West Door of Radclyff
Ch.] A cors wythoute forth. .A cors wyth an arch buttant.
A boterusse. A body boterasse. 1505 Indenture St. George's

Cluipel, Wimtsor in R. Willis Arckit. Xotn. 71 (To have] 1

j

arcebocens [.bolens] and crestes, and corses with the king's

i
beastes standing on them to bear the fanes on the outside of

j

\
the said choir. 1844 R. Willis Archil. Xom. 71 These '

corses [at Windsor} are shown by the actual building to be
the shafts of the pinnacles, which in this instance . . have
square capitals for the reception of the beasts. Ibid. 72 In
the accounts of these [wax herces] bodies and bo/races are
enumerated ; and it is evident that body and cors are iden-

tical terms.

b. See quot. ^App. never in English use.)

1717-51 Chambers Cycl. [from Daviler Cours <TArchil.

(16911 II. 510 : also in Diet, de Trevoux and Littre*], Corps,

in architecture, .any part that projects or advances beyond
the naked of a wait, and which serves as a ground for some

j

decoration, or the like. So 1811 Nicholson Diet. Arch.

8. attrib. and Comb, (from 5), as f corse-girdle,

! + 'weaver.
1501 Bury Wills tCamden) 84 To Alys my doughther on

j

cors gyrdyll of cooloo* blew, harnest w* syluer. 1530
Palsgr. 209/1 Corse weaver, tissutier. 155s Huloet,

'

[

Corse gyrdle, carstus, cinniligium.

t Corse, COUrSet v. Obs. or dial. [Of un-
|

certain origin.

In sense it is identical with Coss v., being the usual
English fonn while coss is mostly Sc.; this, with the fact

that both coss and corse certainly go back to an early date,

makes it almost impossible to consider them as mere
phonetic variants arising from the vocalization of r in corse,

\

or the insertion of r into the spelling of coss. It is, how-
j

I

ever, in favour of their identity that there is a third verb,
,

Scorse, variously written skoase, skoce, scoarse, scource,
j

synonymous in meaning with corse and coss', and that It.
i

has both cozzonart and scozzonare ' to coarce or trucke
horses with a horse-coarcer ' (Florio 1

.]

trans. To exchange, to interchange ; to barter ; to

deal in (a thing) by buying and selling again. In

later use only in to corse horses. Hence Co'rsing
vbl. sb., jobbing, brokery.

t 13*5 Metr. Horn. 139 And thar blsyd woned a kniht, !

That thoru kind was bond and thralle, Bot knihthed gat !

he wit catelle. This catel gat he wit okering, And led al
1

his lif in corsing. 14.. Lyarde in Bel. Ant. II. 281 And
}itt salle thay be coussid [?coursid] awaye at Appilby faire.

As wyfes inakis bargans, a horse for a mare. 155a R.
Hutchinson Serm. Oppression Wks. (1841.1 331 To persuade
the Roman senators to change and corse certain prisoners.

,

1600 Holland Livy xxu. xxiii. 446 About the exchange
and coursing [permutandis) of ecrxe'm prisoners or captives.

1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. iv. v. 78 They went thither to course
horses. 1847-78 Halliwell, Corsing, horse-dealing.

Corse, obs. f. Coarse, Course, Cross, Curse.
Corselet, var. of Corslet.

t Corse-present. Obs. Also corps^e-pre-
sand, -ant, -aunt, -prisaunt, -aunce.

A customary gift due to the clergy from the

chattels of a householder at his death and burial

;

a mortuary.

1393 Test. (Surteesil. 185, I wyte for my corspresent
the best garment that I for my body ordand. 1497 Ibid.

IV. 124 My best horse, with bridell, sadill, and oder ap-
parell, in the name of my mortuary corspresand. 1529
Act 2i Hen. VIII, c. 6 Mortuaries, otherwise called corse

presentes. iui Lyndesw Monarche 4479 He did nocht
bid thame seiV nor craif Cors presentis nor offerandis. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 120 a, The parson and vicar
wyll haue for a mortuary or a coarse present the best thynge
that is about the house. 1659 L'Estrange Alliance
Div. Off. 459 Mortuaries, .because they were usually repre-

sented w ith the corpse at the burial, were therefore called

corpse-presents. 1767 Hlackstone Comm. II. 425 It was
antiently usual in this kingdom to bring the mortuary to

church along with the corpse when it came to be buried

;

and thence it is sometimes called a corse-present. 1777
Brand Pop. Ant to. (1870) II. 109. 1881 Furnivall E. L.
Wills 139 Sometimes called Mortuary, Corse-present, or

Foredrove.

tCorser, courser. Obs. [f. Corse v. + -kk.]

A jobber; esp. a horse-dealer, a horse coupcr. Obs.

exc. in Horse-coi^kk.
c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (18801 172 pei ben corseris . . and bien

schep and neet and selten hem for wynnynge. c 1430
Lydg. Bocheis vi. i. (15541 145a, Ijke a coursour make
coultes that be wilde, With spore and whip, to be tame and
mild, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 94 Corsowre of horse, mango.
1449 Petit. 27 Hen. VI, in Rolls Pari. V. 154/1 <.)on

William Gerveis, by the coloure of a pateute. .cleping hym- 1

self the KyngsCorser, ridethand gotneio. .markeitis. 15x9
Horman Vttlg. 251 b, Corsers of horses.. by false menys,
make them loke fresshe and fatte. 1513 Fivzherh. Husb.
§ 120 A corser is he, that byeth all rydden horses, and

I

selleth them agayne. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673*

224 The coursers of horses do many times beguile the simpler
sort of buyersby lying and deceitful affirmation. 1613 Bea I'm.

I

& Fu ( aptain v. i, I am no bawd, nor cheater, nor a courser

j
Of broken-winded women.

tCoTserie. Obs. [f. Corsek: sec -ery.]

Brokery
;
jobbery ; buying and selling, barter.

< 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 283 Cursed corserie of
: symonye. 1556-7 Act 3-4 Phil. <y Mary, Stat. Irel. (Bolton)

i 255 [They] aoe give themselves^ to idlenesse and will not
1 labour, but daily use corserie, as in buying horses.

Corset (k^ Jset). Forms : 4-y corsette, 5 cor-

sete, coursette, 9 corsett, 5- corset, [a. F.

corset (13th c. in Littre), dim. of OF. cors body.]

1. A close-fitting body-garment
;

esp. a laced

bodice worn as an outside garment by women in

the middle ages and still in many countries ; also

I
a similar garment formerly worn by men.
1299 Wardrobe Acct. 28 Edw. /, 28/15, 2 corsett' de mi-

niver. 1387 Trevisa Iligden (Rolls) II. 361 He dede on a
corsette of Janyr. 1483 Caxton C. de la Tour Ii viij, This

gyse..of these grete pourfyls and of the coursettys turned
by the sydes. c 1530 Ld. Bkrni-ks Artk. Lyt. Bryt. (1814)

3^6 Her senesshal. .mounted on a giet BQMMT, and in a
rich corset of grene, gyrt w' a white silken lace. 1805 Hi.
& S. Lee Canierb. T. V. 228 She wore a corset, the short
waist and petticoats of her country. xBii Scott Don
Roderick xxxiii, He conscious of his broidered cap and
band, She of her netted locks and light corsette.

2. A closely-fitting inner bodice stiffened with
whalebone or the like, and fastened by lacing

;

worn chiefly by women to give shape and support

to the figure
;

stays.

1795 Times 24 June, Corsettes about six inches long, and
a slight buflfon tucker of two inches high, are now the only
defensive paraphernalia of our fashionable Belles. 1796
Specif. W. Booth"s Patent No. 2112 An improvement in the

making of stays and corsettes. a 1847 Mrs. Sherwood
Lady of Manor V. xxxi. 235 Her morning-dress, which.,
she always wore without her corset. 1871 B. Taylor Faust
(1875) I. iv. 81 To see If tightly laced the corsets be.

f 3. =C0KSLET I. Obs.
1 1489 Caxton Sounes of Aymon iii. 79 Ye sholdc haue

seen, .corsettes and flancardes all to broslen.

4. attrib.

1837 Wiiittock Bk. Trades (1842J 165 {heading) Corset-
maker. Ibid. 166 Females are more employed in stay and
corset making than males. 1882 Diet. Needlework s.v.,

Corset Cord. . is made both of linen and of cotton.

Corseted k^-jseted),///. a. [f. prec. + -ed -.]

Fitted with a corset ;
wearing a corset.

1871 B. Taylor Faust 11. iii, We know, how wholly
worthless is the race, With body corseted and painted
face. 188s Echo 5 Apr. 3/5 The great and unnatural diver*

gence between the Greek and the corseted English figure.

Corsey, var. Corsy Obs., corpulent; see Cobsie.
Corsiare, obs. f. Courser.

t Co rsie, sb. and a. Obs. (exc. dial.) Forms : a.

5 coresy, corysy ; 6 corrosie, -ey, corasey, 6-7
corasie, (9 dial, corrosy, corrisee, -zee, cor-

reeay). 0. 6 corsie, coarsie, coreaie, -ey, 6-7
corsey, corzie, corzy(e. [Reduced from corcsive,

Corrosive, by weakening of final ~ift -ive, to -ie, -y,

as in hastif, -ive, Hasty, tardif -ive, Tardy ; and
by syncopation of the medial short vowel as in

Corsive.]
A. sb. 1. = Corrosive sb. (usually^.)

a. c 1450 in Pot. Ret. <* L. Poems (1866) 217 There is non
erbe that growyth on grounde Nor no coresy may queth
that qued. 1530 Tindale Prol. Pentateuch Wks. (1573) 10
He.. doth butneale hys woundes with freatyng coroseis.

15. . Pater Sapientix xliv. in Ashm. (1652) 199 Sulphurs in

waters of Corrosie. a 16*5 Boys Wks. (1630) 476 The law.

.

is rather a corasie then an healing medicine.

p. 1526 Tindale Patkiv. Scripture Wks. (1573) 383 The
l.aw. . is a sharpe salue, and a freatyng corsey, and killeth

the dead flesh. 1551 Hcloet, Gyue or minister a corsey,

X'rere hominem. 1556 J. Heywood Sp. Flie xiv. 33 That
corsey woulde curstly your stomake gnaw, a 1604 Chl rch-
vard Challenge 37 And corzies rose, that made a running
sore, a 1655 Vines Lord's Snpp. 11677) 347 Let the patient

see and search his sin, and apply the corzy of the Law.

2.yfXr. A cause of trouble and grief, a grievance,
a. 1548 Hall Chron. 176 Which was a great displeasure to

y* kyng» and a mere corasey [Grafton corrosey] to the

ouene. 1569 Newton Cicero s Old Age 4 Shoulde the same
discommodities, corasics and greeuaunces happen unto me.

1573 TUMI Husb. (18781 50 bo lose ye your cost, to your
toresie and smart. 1399 Warn, Faire Worn. n. 1651 Your
mother ;

Leaving you, poore soules, by her offence, A
corcsie and a scandall to the world. 1847-78 Halliwh l,

Corrosy, a grudge; ill will. Der'on. 1880 Miss Courtney
W. Cornwall Gloss., Correesy, Corrizee, an bid grudge ; a
sort of family feud handed down from father to son.

fi' c 1534 tr- F°l- y*rg' Hist. (Camden) I. 241 This
was sueha corsie to the hcrte of Kdwinus that shortlie after

hee died. 1567 Tl rbkrv. Epitaph Sir J. Tregomvell, It

was no corsie to this Knight long travailctosustainc. 1598
Harckley Fettc. Man 111. 11603) 276 Princes .. feele many
times more corzies and unquiclnesse of mind. 1601 IHm
Pathiu. Heaven 314 Is it not a corsey, that the Ministers of

Christ should be of scandalous conuersation T

B. Oilj. Corrosive ;
smarting ; purulent.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. 111. (1641) 98/2 The pining
Phthisik fils them all with pushes, Whence a slowe spowt of
cor'sie matter gushes.

Corsie, a.-, var. Corsy, corpulent, big-bodied,

t Co'rsie, v. Obs. rare. In 6-7 corzye, -aie.

[f. Corsie sb.] trans. To treat with a corrosive;

fig. to vex, afflict, distress.

1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 34 When the faithful bee
corzyed in themselues with the sting of sinne. 1601 Dent
Patkiv. Heaz'en (1603) 37 They ingender so much proud
Hcsh in us, that we need daily to be corzied.

Corsilite (kpusibit). Mitt. Also -lyte. [f.

F. Corse Corsica + -lite.] ^See quots.)
1811 Pinkerton Petral. II. 78 Corsilite. This beautiful

rock being, .from Corsica, it was thought proper to propose
a geograpnical name. 1868 Dana Min. 235 Smaragdite .

.

fotms, along with whitish or greenish saussurrite, a rock.

. .The rock is the corsilyte of Pinkerton.

tCo rsiness. Obs. rare. The quality of being

Corsy, corpulence.
1587 Goldinc De Mornay xiv. 210 The lesse corsinesse a

man nath, the more of reason & onderstanding.

t Co'rsious, «. Obs. [a. AF. corsious = OF.
corsieus, f. cors body, Corse.] « Coksy, corpu-

lent. Hence f Corsiousness.
1430 Lydg. Citron. Troy VL xv, Although he were of body

corsyou*. ('1430 — Bochas IV. vi. (1554) 104 a, He waxe
right fat, and wonder corsious. c 1440 Pro/up. Pan', qi

(
Corcyowse or grew bclyyddt;, veulricosus. Corcyuw»nes*c,
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corpulencia. 1658 Phillips, Corciousnesse (old word), cor.
pulency.

t Corsive, a. 1 and sb. Obs. Forms : 6-7 cor-
sive, 7 eor'sive, coarsive, oor'zive. [A syn-
copated form of corrfsive, Corrosive.]
A. adj. =Coruosivk a. (lit. and Jig.)

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 25 There is no sorrowe. .but
continuance of time may assuage the bitternes therof, and
consume the corsive eating of the same. 1610 B. Jonson
Alch. 1. iii. Your cor'siue waters.

B. sb. 1. = Corrosive sb. 2.

SS93 Nashe Christ's T. 76 b, Surgions lay Corsiues to any
wounde, to eate out the dead-flesh. 1603 Drayton Bar.
Wars iv. xiv, Who still apply'd strong Cor'sives to the
wound. 1640 Brome Sparagus Garti. 1. v, Sharpe incisions,
searings, and cruel Corsives.

2. fig. m Corrosive sb. 3.

1564 Becon Flcnver Godly Prayers Prayers (1844) 69 Let
the law be no corsive to his conscience. 1621 Burton Anai.
MeL I. ii. III. xii. That which is their greatest corsiue, they
are in continual suspition, feare, and distrust. 1669 Co-
kaine Poems 112 So old Petronius Arbiter applied Corsives
unto the age he did deride.

tCOTsive, a? Obs.-" [app, f. F. corsu
(Corst) with suffix change : see -1TB.] = Corsy,
corpulent.

1530 Palsgr. 308/2 Corcyfe, corpsu, corpsue. Corsyfe, to
full of fatnesse. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Corsii
. . corsiue, grosse, fleshy.

Corslet, corselet (k^islet), sb. Also 6
oorslete, -lait, -lett, corselette, 6-S oorcelet, 7
corpslet. [a. F. corselet (i6thc. in Littre), double
dim. of cors body (cf. It. corsaletto, Sp. corsclele,

from Fr.).]

1. A piece of defensive armour covering the body.
1563 B. Googe Eglogs (Arb.) 121 All armed braue in Cors-

letes white. 1584 T. Hudson Judith 1. (1613) 369 (D.) While
th' Armorer . . the sturdy Steele doth beate, And makes
thereof a corpslet or a jacke. 1642 Fuller Holy Sf Prof.
State iv. xvii. 329 Surely a corslet is no canonicall coat for
me._ 1606 Bp. Patrick Comm. Ex. xxviii. (1697) 556 The
ancient Habergions or Corslets . . made of Leather and Linen.
1791 Cowper Iliad 11. 502 His hack'd and riven corslet.
1843 H. Ainswortii Tolver Lond. (1864) 2 Polished corslets
flashed in the sunbeams. 1859 Tennyson Idylls, Enid 1008
Geraint's [lance] Struck thro' the bulky bandit's corselet
home. X*. 1637 Rutherford Lett, cxhii. (1862) I. 339 The
love of Christ hath a corslet of proof on it and arrows will
not draw blood of it.

t b. trans/. A soldier armed with a corslet. Obs.
1598 Barret Theor. Warres 11. i. 18 How many armed

Corslets, and vnarmed pikes. 1620 Thomas Eat. Vict.,
Primores . . the pikemen or corslets. 1647 -8 Cottereli.
Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678) 528 La Fountaine-Martel and
Agueville . . sallied out . . each with ten Firelocks, and twenty
Corslets. 1709 Strype Ann. Re/. I. Introd. 17 To levy-
certain horsemen, both demy-lances and corslets.

2. A garment (usually tight-fitting) covering the
body as distinct from the limbs.
c 1500 Two Dandies in Furniv. Ballads Jr. MSS. I. 456

Wyth corselettys of fyne veluet slyped Down to the hard
kne. 1683 Brit. Spec. 92[C«esar] offered to Venus Genitrix
. .a Corslet of British Pearles. 1777 G. Forster Voy. round
World I. 18 The women wear a petticoat, and a short
corselet or jacket closely fitting their shapes. 1885 Globe 3 1

Jan. 7/4 Velvet corselet over a faille bodice, and sleeves em-
broidered to match.

3. Zool. That part of an insect which lies between
the head and abdomen ; the thorax. Also applied
to an external structure on the thorax of some
fishes, and to the mantle or pallium of a mollusc.
1753 Chambers Cycl. Snpp., Corcelet, in natural history,

that part of the fly class which is analogous in its situation
to the breast in other animals. . Some flies have a double
corcelet. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. in. ii. 501 [The
butterfly has] three parts ; the head, the corselet, and the
body. 1834 M' Murtie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 201 A soft
corslet round the thorax, formed by scales larger and
smoother than those on the rest of the body. 183S Todd
Cycl. Anat. I. 711/2 The corslet occupies a part of the
superior and posterior edge of the shell. 1839 Ibid. II. 380/2
It [the mantle] is here not unfrequently termed the corse-
let. 1848 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. vi. 312 The legs are
represented too long, the corselet or thorax too narrow.
4. Comb., as corslet-maker, -making; + corslet-
man, a soldier armed with a corslet.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. 69 Two thousand

corslet-men. 1886 Sidgwick Hist. Ethics ii. § 3. 30 Xeno-
phon has recorded . . a dialogue with a corslet-maker, in
which Socrates, .draws out the rationale of corslet-making.

Co'rslet, v. rare- 1
, [f. prec. sb.] trans. To

encircle with, or as with, a corslet.
1612 Two Noble Kinsmen 1. i, When her arms, Able to

lock Jove from a synod, shall, .corslet thee.

Corsleted (kfrjsleted), a. [f. prec. sb. or
vb. + -ed.] Furnished or armed with a corslet.
1876 Swinburne Ercchth. (ed. 2) 1367 Their corsleted

breasts.

Corsletee r. Obs. [f. prec. + -eer.] A
soldier armed with a corslet.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xvi. xii. 69 The Corselet-
tiers [cataphracti] and the Archers. 1658 Ussher Ann.
169 Xenophon with his brigade, consisting of 17 hundred
corseletteers, and 800 targateers.

t Corsned (k^-jsned). Obs. exc. Hist. Also 8
(erron.) -et. [OE. cor-snwd, f. cor choice, selec-
tion, investigation, trial (cf. G. kor, kb'r choice), f.

ablaut stem of ceosan to choose, coren chosen +
snkd bit, piece, f. snidan to cut. Called in OFris.
cor-bita.']

1027

In OE. law, the morsel of trial, a piece of bread
of about an ounce weight consecrated by exorcism
{panis conjuratus) which an accused person was
required to swallow as a trial of his guilt or in-
nocence.
a iooo Laws of Ethelred ix. 22 in Thorpe I. 344 (Bosw.)

Gif man freondleasne weofod-ben mid tihtlan belecge, ga to
corsnaede. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Corsned, Ordeal-
bread, or imprecated Bread. 1747 Carte Hist. Eng.
I. 369 What was called. .corsned (the loaf of execration)
or the judicial morsel. 1761 H ume Hist. Eng. II, xxiii. 74The use of the ordeal, corsnet. 1769 Blackstone Comm.
IV. 339 Corsned, or morsel of execration : being a piece of
cheese or bread, of about an ounce in weight, which was
consecrated with a form of exorcism ; desiring of the Al-
mighty that it might cause convulsions and paleness, and
find no passage, if the man was really guilty; but might
turn to health and nourishment, if he was innocent. 1845
Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. x. 121. 1848 Lytton
Harold v. v.

Corsour, Corss(e, obs. ff. Courser, Corse.
+ Corsy, a. Obs. Forms : 5 corcy, 5-6 corsy(e,

6 corssy, coarsye, corsey, 6-7 corsie. [ad.
F. corse", in OF. corsu, having body, corpulent, f.

cors body ; the ending is assimilated to that ofEng.
adjs. in -v.] Corpulent, big-bodied, stout.
c X440 Promp. Pan'. 92 Corcy or corercyows, corpulentus.

1513 Douglas jEneis XII. viii. 34 The corsy pasand Osyris
[he] hes slane. 1335 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 7 Strang of
nature, corsie andcorageous. i6o7Toi'SELLiir/c«/.t(i6o8i
259 Podagra. . went . . to the house of a certaine fat, rich, and
well-mowed man ; and quietly laid herselfe down at the feete
of this corsie sire.

Cort(e, Cortaine, -ayne, Cortal(l, obs. ff.

Court, Curtain, Curtal.
Cortays(e, -aysye, obs. ff. Courteous, -esy.

t Cortbeck. Obs. rare. [app. f. F. court short
+ bee beak.] A short-billed variety of pigeon.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 244/2 The Turbit Pigeon, or

Cortbeck, hath a thick short Kill.

II Cortege (k<ute-
3). ta - F. cortege, formerly cor-

tege, 1 6th c. ad. It. corteggio ' a traine of followers
that attend one as it were to court him ', deriv. of
corte Court, 'also a prince's whole familie or
traine' (Florio).] A train of attendants, or of
people in procession.
1679 Evelyn Mem. (1857) II. 137 To take the air in Hyde

Park, where was a glorious cortege. 1816 Keatinge Trav.
11817) I. 193 Accompanied by a guard of honour, no very
commodious cortege at best. 1828 Miss Mitford Village
Ser. in. (1863) 85 A cortege of labourers, and harvest,
waggons. 1864 Kirk Chas. Bold II. iv. ii. 329 His embas-
sadors followed in the wake of the imperial cortege.

Cortegian, obs. f. Courtesan.
Corteis, obs. f. Courteous.
Cortelage, Cortelax, obs. ff. Curtilage,

Curtal-ax. Corteore, obs. f. Courtier.
II Cortes (ko-rUs). Also 7-8 cortex. [Sp.

and Pg. pi. of corte Court, ' a princes court, ... a
parliament, a court of aldermen ; Aazer cortes to
call a parliament ' (Minsheu, 1599).]
The two chambers or houses, constituting the

legislative assembly of Spain and of Portugal.
1668 Loud. Gaz. No. 234/1 The next day. . the Cortes, or

Great Council of the Kingdom [Portugal] Assembled. 1696
Ibid. No. 3239/2 Here is a Talk of Calling together the Cortes,
or States of Spain. 1712 Ibid. 5068/1 The Cortez adjourn'd.
i8»7 Southey Hist. Patau. War II. 615 By convoking a
Cortes more numerous and free. 1862 Lo. Brougham Brit.
Const, i. 20 In Arragon the Cortes was of sufficient weight to
constitute a Mixed Monarchy.
Cortes, Cortesie, obs. ff. Courteous, Courtesv.

II Cortex (k?-uteks). PI. cortices (kputisfz).
[L. cortex bark.]

\\.fig. The external part; the outer shell or
husk. Obs.
1660 H. More Myst. Godl. v. xv. 178 Neither in the in-

ward meaning nor outward Cortex of this Prophecy. 1681— Dan. App. ii. 285 To distinguish betwixt the Cortex
and the Pith . . of these . . Symbolical Visions. 1665 Glanvili.
Seeps. Sci. xxi. 133 Til difficult to trace natural operations
.

.
by the sight of the Cortex of sensible appearances.
1 2. Med. The bark of various trees used medi-

cinally ; absol. Peruvian bark. Obs. (exc. as Latin.)
1680 Sir T. Browne Whs. (1848) III. 472 Formerly they

gave not the cortex to quartanarians. 1693 Sir H. Sloan in
Phil._ Trans. XVII. 924 The Cortex Winteranus, commonly
sold in the Shops. 1711 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 37 As
you give the Cortex to cure Quotidian, Tertian and Quartan
Agues. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 357 By. . the free use of the
cortex and a generous diet, the boy. .got quite well.

3. Applied variously to differentiated external
structures in a plant or animal body, or organ :

spec. a. Anat. The outer gray matter of the brain,

b. The outer part or ' cortical substance ' of the
kidney, c. Bot. That part of the fundamental tissue

which lies outside the fibrovascular bundles ; the
bark.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. ii. 65 Covered with . . a
Cortex that is obduced over the Cutis, as in Elephants.
1741 Monro Anat. Bones (ed. 3) 153 Each Tooth is com-
posed of two Substances ; an external Cortex. — Anat.
Nerves fed. 3) 14 The Cortex of the Encephalon. 1826
Good Bi. Nat. (1834I I. 168 The solid parts of the trunk of
the plant consist of cortex, cuticle, or outer bark. 1875
Bennett & Dver Sachs' Hot. 11. v. 573 note, Sometimes .

.

the [fibro-vascular] bundles [in a leaf-stalk] . . form a closed

CORTICOLOUS.

J

hollow cylinder which divides the fundamental tissue of the
leaf-stalk into pith and cortex. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson

j

Amm. Life 833 The protoplasm .. is divisible into an exo-
plasm (cortex) and endoplasm (medulla).

Corteyn(e, obs. f. Curtain.
Corteys, cortez, obs. ff. Courteous.
Cortian (k^-Jtian), a. Anat. [f. Corti, name

of an Italian anatomist (1 729-1813) + -an.] In
Cortian organ, fibres, membrane, rods, parts of
the internal ear; also organ, fibres, etc. of Corti.

i
1872 Huxley Phys.vm. (1881) 213 The scala media and

j

its Cortian fibres. Ibid. Index 311 Cortian membrane and
fibres.

Cortical (kputikal), a. [ad. mod.L. cortical-
is, f. cortex bark : see -al.]

1. a. Bot. Belonging to the cortex or external
part of some member or organ of a plant, as the
bark, the rind of a fruit, etc. ; spec, belonging to
or forming the cortex or outer part of the funda-
mental tissue. (Opposed to medullary?)
1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. ii. § 3 Of the Root. .The next

I art is the Cortical Body, which, when it is thin, is com-
monly called the Barque. Ibid. 1. App. {1682) 34 Cortical
I horns are such as those of the Rasberry Bush, being not
..propagated from the Lignous Body, but.. wholly from
the Cortical and Skin. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 331
this thallus is formed of a cortical and medullary layer.
1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. ff Ferns 520
Jsageli has called this external limiting zone of the bast-
layer the cortical sheath, a term corresponding to medullary
sheath, used for the internal boundary of the wood.

b. Anat. and Zool. Belonging to or forming the
superficial part or investment ol an animal body or
organ

; esp. of the brain, the kidneys, the teeth,
the hair. (Opposed to medullary.)
1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 302 Assigning the cortical part for

generating Spirits, and the seat of Memory. 1741 Monro
(

Anat. Bones (ed. 31 160 The cortical Substance at the Base
of the Grinders is thinner than in any other Teeth. 1748

;
Hartley Obsertl. Alan 1. i. 7 The Nerves arise from the
medullary, not the cortical Part. 1874 Carpenter Meat.
Phys. I. ii. § 87 In the Cerebrum they [the Nerve-cells] are
spread-out on the surface, forming an external or cortical

1 layer. 1881 Mivart Cat 23 The central part of the hair, or
pith, is less dense than its rind, or cortical substance,

t 2. fig. External, superficial : cf. Cortex i . Obs.
1685 H. More Para. Prophet. 198 The Cortical or literal

sense is . . most obvious. 1740 Cheyne Regimen 136 The
j

literal and cortical Meaning and Use, may be fitted to
I

elementary and initiating persons. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits viii. 141 The spleen will hereafter. . I anticipate, .be
found to be cortical and caducous.
Hence Cortically adv., in relation to, in or upon,

the cortex or external part.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 256 Cortically placed gran-
ules.

Corticate (Vjtik/t), a. Zool. and Bot. [ad.
L. cortiedt-us having bark, f. cortex : see -ate 2

.]

Having bark ; made of the nature of bark.
1846 Dana /.ooph. (1848) 583 Stem sparingly ramose, .cor-

ticate. 1866 Treas. Bot., Corticate, having a rind, as the
orange. 1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Corticated (kp-rtikeited), ///. a. [f. as prec.

+ -ED.] fl. Having a tough skin or hide. Obs.
1646 Sir_ T. Browne Pseud. Ep. III. xiv. 139 A quad-

ruped corticated and depilous. Ibid. ill. xvi. 144 Sanguineous
corticated animals, as Serpents, Toads and Lizards.

2. Covered with bark, rind, etc. ; having a cortex.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Corticated, that hath a rind or

: bark. 1874 Cooke F'ungi (1875) 236 Some species . . run
j

over corticated or decorticated wood.

t3. ' Having the bark pulled off (Bailey, folio

!
1730-6". Obs.

Corticicole, Corticicolous, the etymologi-
cally correct forms of Corticole, -colous.

CorticiferouS (kfJrtisi'feres), a. rare. [mod.
! f. L. cortic-em bark + -fer- bearing + -ous. In
' mod.F. corticifere.] Bearing bark or a cortex.

1828 in Webster ; and in mod. Diets.

Corticiform lkfati-siff5jm), a. rare. [f. as

prec. + -form. In mod.F. corticiforme.'] Having
]

the form of bark ; bark-like.
1828 in Webster ; and in mod. Diets.

Corticin (kfiutisin). Cliem. [f. L. cortic-em

bark + -in.] An amorphous yellowish substance,

found by Braconnot in the bark of the aspen.
1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 86 Corticin . . is tasteless

and inodorous, sparingly soluble in water, easily in alcohol
and acetic acid.

Corticine (k^itmn). [f. as prec. + -ine.]

Commercial name of a floor-covering made of

j

ground cork with India rubber or a substitute.

1880 in Webster Snpp. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 86/2
Corticine floor covering (a patented improvement in Lino-
leum).

Corticole (kf>utikJnl), a. Bot. [Erroneous ad.

!
mod.F. corticicole, f. L. cortic-em bark + -cola in-

habitant.] Growing or living in the bark of trees.

1882 J. M. Crombie in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 562 With respect
to corticole lichens, some prefer the rugged bark of old trees.

Corticolons (k^ti kfflas), a. Bot. [f. as prec.

+ -ous. (It ought to be corticicolous.)'] = prec.
1856 W. L. Lindsay Brit. Lichens 101 Of corticolous

species,, .as various Parmelias, Ramalinas, or Stictas. 1874
Cooke Fungi 1 1875) 289 In corticolous species. 1881 West
in jtrnl. Bot. X. 114 The corticolous form gathered from a,

tree in Norway is exactly identical.
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Corticose (kfTjtikfju's), a. rare. [ad. L. corticos-

us abounding in bark, f. cortic-em bark.]

1730-* Bailey (folio), Corticose, full or thick of Bark. 1847
Craig, Corticose, resembling bark. 1864 Webster, Corti- \

cose, Corticous, resembling bark ; made of bark. 1885

Ogilvie, Corticose, Corticous, barky, full of bark.

Corticous (kf'ltilat), a. rare-", [f. as prec:

see -ols.] See qnot. Hence t Corticousness.
1711-90 Bailey, Corticous, full of thick Bark. 1730 6
— (folio), Corticousness, Fulness of, or Likeness to Bark.

1847 Craig, Corticous, barky ; full of bark. 1864-85 [see \

Corticose].

Cortier, obs. f. Courtier.

II Cortile (kOTtfl/). [It. cortilc ' court or yard

of a house' (Klorio), deriv. of corte Court.] (In

Italy.) An enclosed area or court-yard within or
j

attached to a building : usually roofless or sur-

rounded with a covered walk ; occasionally roofed
;

sometimes serving as a hall or court of entrance,

as in some Italian churches.

1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 75/2 The cortile of the Palazzo
Piccolomini at Siena. 1875 H. James R. Hudson xi. 403
Within, it [an Italian villa] had a great, cool, gray cortile,

with high, light arches around it. 1884 Horner Florence

I. xxvi. 370 The central door under the portico opens on the

cortile or court of entrance.

Cortina-rious, a. Bot. rare. [f. late L.
j

cortina curtain (Vulgate) + -ariol.s.] =next.

Cortinate, a. Bot. rare. [f. as prec. + -ate.]

See quot.
1866 Treas. Bot., Cortinate, Corlinarious, having a cob-

web-like texture.

Cortine, -tyn(e, obs. ff. Curtain.
Cortlage, obs. f. Curtilage.
Cortoute, obs. f. Curtal, a kind of artillery.

Co-ruler. [Co- 3 b.] A joint-ruler.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. m. 103 These Demons they
placed in Dignitie. .co-rulers with the great God. 1678 Cud-
WORTH Intell.Syst. 246 Ivvapxovrn ©«<i», co-rulers with God.
Corum, Corun, obs. fT. Quorum, Crown.
tConrndic, a. Obs. [f. Corundum + -ml]

Of the hardness of corundum.
181 1 Pinkerton Petral. Introd. 20 To express the relative

hardness of other substances, by the following terms : Cretic,

Gypsic, Marmoric, Basaltic, Felsparic, Crystalic, Corundic.

Corerndite. Min. = Corundum.
i86t Bristow Gloss. Min. 86.

Corundophilite (k(;r»nd(i'fil3it). Min. [f.
'

Corundum + Gr. ipi'Aot friend + -ite : in reference

to its association with corundum.] A silicate of

alumina, iron, and magnesia, occurring in green

micaceous crystals.

1851 Amur. JmL Sc. n. XII. 311. 1868 Dana Min. 504.

Corundum (korc ndam). Also 8 corivindum,
-vendum, coriundum, 9 oorundon. [a. Tamil
kurundam, in Telugu kuruvindam, Hindi kurittuf;

Skr. kuruvinda ' ruby'. Cf. also Corindon.]
1. A crystallized mineral belonging to the same

species as the sapphire and ruby, but opaque or

merely translucent, and varying in colour from
light blue to smoky grey, brown, and black ; called

also Adamantine Spar.
a 1728 Woodward Catal. For. Fossils 6 Nella Corivindum

is found in fields where the rice grows. 1798 Greville in

Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 403 My friend Colonel Cathcart
sent me its native name, Corundum, from India, with some
specimens, .in 1784. 1794 Kirwan Min. I. 335 The second,
in India, near Bombay and there called corundum. 1868
Dana Min. 138 Corundum, .is ground and used asa polish-

ing material, which, being purer, is superior in this respect
to emery. It was thus employed in ancient times. 1886
Pall Mall G. 9 Mar. 1 1/2 A new process for obtaining pure
aluminium from aluminium oxide or broken corundum.

2. Min. Used as the name of a mineral species,

under which Dana includes the transparent sapphire
:

(including the ruby, and the (so-called) oriental

amethyst, emerald, and topaz" , the opaque or
translucent adamantine spar ( = prec. sense), and the
granular emery. It consists of crystallized alu-

'

mina (Al a O,) variously coloured.
1804 Phil. Trans. XCIV. 44 Those stones which offer the

greatest resistance to a mechanical division, such as quartz,
blue corundum or sapphire. 1868 Dana Min.iy) Emery, .in

which the corundum is in distinct crystals. 1870 H. Mac-
millan Bible Teach, xiv. 273 The sapphire . . tne ruby and
the Oriental topaz . . are all mere coloured varieties of the
mineral substance known as corundum.
3. attrib., as in corundum point, stick, tool, wheel,

used in polishing, dressing millstones, etc.

1791 Oakley in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 407 Among
these broken lumps, the Corundum stone is found. 1873 J.
Richards Wood-working Factories 106 Corundum or emery
wheels are now generally used for dressing both saws and
cutters. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch * Clockm. 86 The edges
of holes in dials may be trimmed with corundum sticks.

t Coru'SCancy. Obs. rare. [f. L. coruscdnt-
\

em : see next and -ancy.] The quality of being I

coruscant or glittering.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 11. 111/2 One. glimpse of !

the translucencie of your eyes sun-dazeling corruscancy.

Coruscant (koroskant), a. Also 5 ooros-
j

cant, 6-7 cornusoant. [ad. L. coruscdnt-em, pr.
j

pple. of coruscare to flash, gleam : see Coruscate.]
Glittering, sparkling, gleaming.

1593 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 79 A corruscant rounde I

Ruble. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 27 b, A Commet most corus-
,

cant. 1677 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 54 An Angel whose
|

face was more coruscant than the Sun. 1700 J.
Brome

]

Trav. ii. (1707) 60 Bright and coruscant Luminaries. 1821

Southey Vis. yndgem. iv, Turrets and pinnacles sparkled,

Playing in jets of light, with a diamond-like glory coruscant.

c 1485 Digby Afyst. (1883) HL 053 P*o creatur so coroscant

to my consolacyon ! 1644 H. Parker Jus Populi 17 The
woman is coruscant by the rayes of her husband. 1881 J.
Darrell in Argosy 29 A coruscant cloud of phrases.

Coruscate (kfrr^skc't), v, [f. ppl. stem of L.

coruscare to vibrate, glitter, sparkle, gleam.] intr.

To give forth intermittent or vibratory flashes of

light ; to shine with a quivering light ; to sparkle,

glitter, flash.

1705 [see Coruscating). 1808 J. Barlow Columb. XXL 162

A sudden glare Coruscates wide. 1846 Hawthorne Mosses,

Mother Rigby*s Pipe ii, The star kept coruscating. 1883
Harper's Mag. Jan. 1B6/2 The light was a brilliant green,

coruscating from the centre, .in. .flashes of flame.

fig. 1851 Carlyle Sterling u. hi. (1872) 104 Like a swift
j

dashing meteor he came into our circle ; coruscated among
us, for a day or two. 1880 Sat. Rev. No. 1296. 262 1"he
President will be chosen mainly for his power of coruscating. !

b. w ith cognate object.

185a Hawthorne Blithedale Rom. xxii, Coruscating con-

tinually an unnatural light.

Coruscating (kfrnJsk^tirj), ppL a. [f. prec.
I

+ -TUG '-.] That coruscates
;
glittering, sparkling.

1705 T. Greenhill Embalming 331 As flaming fire was
j

more coruscating and enlightening than any other matter,
t

1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cont.ll. xiii. 374 Dazed by the :

coruscating displays of the electric flame.

fig. 1851 Carlyle Sterling 1. v. (1872) 36 In coruscating

wit, in jocund drollery. 1881 Athenaeum 8 Oct. 460/1 Mr.
Drowning*! coruscating lines.

Coruscation (k/»r#sk/i'Jwi). Also (erron.) 5 1

chor-, 7-9 corr-. [ad. L. coruscation-cm , n. of

action f. coruscare to Coruscate.]

The action of coruscating
;
usually with a and

//. : A vibratory or quivering flash of light, or a
j

display of such flashes ; in early use always of

atmospheric phenomena.
1400 Caxton Eneydos xiv. 53, 1 shall girde alle the heuens

wyth thondres, lyghtnynges,choruscacyons. 1363 Fulkf.

Meteors (1640) 26 b, Coruscation is a glistering of fire, .and
a glimmering of lightning. 1671 J. Webster Metaltogr.
viii. 126 Coruscations, or scintillations seen in the nignt.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. Notes 3 The coruscations of
the Aurora borealis. i8ap I. Taylor Enthus. iv (1867' 81

What so grotesque as the coruscations of frost ? 1878
Markham Gt. Erozen Sea xv. 206 As a rule the aurora*
consisted of faint coruscations darting across the heavens.

fig. a 165s J. Smith Sel. Disc. i. 19 Those pure coruscations

of immortal. -truth will shine into us. 18x0 Couv. Morris
in Sparks Life * Writ. (1832)111. 252 The mere corusca

j

tion of heated fancy. 1880 Todhlnter Shelley vii. 199 :

Coruscations of epigrammatic wit.

Corusible, coruster, obs. ff. Crucible,
Chorister.
Corve, var. Corf ; obs. pa. t. & pple. of Carve.

t Corved, ppL a. Obs. In corved herring (cor-

ruptly corre<tt cored) : see quots.

1641 S. Smith Iferringbuste Trade 7 The Corved Her
rings, which are to make red Herrings, are those that are

taken in the Yarmouth seas, provided that they can bee
carried on shore within 2 or 3 dayes after they be taken,

,

otherwise they must be pickled. 1 he Corved Herrings are
j

never gipped but rowed in salt, for the better preservation

of them, till they can be brought a shore, and if any be I

preserved for to make Ked-hcmngs, they are washed out of

the pickle before they be hanged up in the Red-herring
houses. 1641 — True Narr. R. Fishings 4 For the latter

Fishing, if Coned Herrings, the best vent of them is at

Yarmouth, to make red Herrings. Hence, < 1682 in J.
Collins Making ofSalt 106 ; ana 17*7-51 Chambers Cycl.

,

s-v. Herring.
(App. the same as MDu. korfharinck, mentioned under

Corver, ofwhich the exact sense is equally obscure. A sug-

gestion is that, as tonharing is barrelled herring, korfharing
may be herring not barrelled, but brought ashore in baskets.

Corved would then be ' put in a corf or corves *.
J

P In the /'/.'. Rusticum 1704, the quot. from S. Smith is

given, s. v. Herring-fishery, with * corved ' misprinted
*corred"; whence Ash 1775 has the spurious * Cored(in the
herring fishery) rolled in salt, prepared for drying '.which has
been mechanically repeated in many subsequent Diction-
aries *. some of the most recent invent a fictitious vb. trail*.

' Core, to roll herrings in salt and prepare them for drying '.

I Corvee (konv). Feudal Law. [F. corve'e, in
,

i3thc. also corenvie Romanic corvoiia, coruada
(in a capitulary of Charlemagne) :—late L. corro- I

gala : corrogdta opera requested (it e. requisitioned'* 1

work : f. L. corrogdre, f. cor- together, and intensive
j

+ rogdre to ask, request. Mediaeval Latinized
j

forms of the F. were corruweia, corrtta, croata.]

A day's work of unpaid labour due by a vassal to

his feudal lord ; the whole forced labour thus

exacted ; in France, extended to the statute labour

upon the public roads which was exacted of the

French peasants before 1776 : see quot. 1877.
1340 Ayenb. 38 Kueade lordes . . bat be-ulajeb be poure i

men .. be tayles, be coruees \printed tornees], be lones, be
kueade wones. 1794 J. Gifford Reign Louis XVI, 184
The abolition of the Corvfe, in kind, which had for ages
been a source of constant oppression to the country people. I

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. \\. 219 The peasant, altho* per-

sonally free . . is nevertheless restrained by limited corvees
j

and some pecuniary contributions. 1877 Mokley Crit.
\

Misc. Ser. n. 2o?\Yhen, in the early part of the [ 1 8th] century,
the advantages of a good system of high roads began to be
perceived by the Government, the convenient idea came
into the heads of the more ingenious among the Intendants
of imposing for the construction of the roads, a royal or
public corvee analogous to that of private feudalism. 188a
L. Oliphant Khemi 138 The canals were kept up by a
corvee of the inhabitants.

Corven, obs. pa. t. (pi.} and pa. pple. of Carve.

t Corver Obs. [a. MDu. corver a fisherman,

and fishing ship ^of some kind) : cf. the phrase te

corve varen to go a fishing in a korfscip\ korf-

harinck a herring (of some kind), korfmarct the

market where the fish were sold. Of uncertain

origin : possibly from corf, korf basket : the only

sense of Korver in Kilian is ' cistifer, cistam seu

corbem ferens, corbulo* « basket-man, basket-

carrier. But this does not well explain the phrase

te corve varen."] A kind of Dutch herring-fisher

and fishing-boat.

1491 Earl of Oxford in Paston Lett. No. 926 III. 372
The roborye and dispoyling of certayn Corvers of Holond
and Selond done by the shipp callyd the Foole, wherof
Robert Spenser was maister, aswell in herryng, vitayle, and
takelyng.

t Corver 2
. Obs. [f. Corf + -er 1

.] One who
makes corves : see Corp.
1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 34 Whereas I speak of

Corves, or Baskets to put the Coals in, we must have a Man
(which is called the Corver) to make them.

Corveser, corvester, var. Corviskr Obs*

t Corvester. Obs. A corruption of Ger. kurfiirst,

formerly ehbrforste, electoral prince.

155a Huloet, Coruesters . .whyche be noble men, beynge
officers or electours of the Emperoure. 1606 Earl North*
ampton in True Per/. Relation Pp j b, The choise of

Kmperours by the Coruesters of Germany.
Corvet, obs. f. Curvet.

Corvette (k^ive't). Naut. [a. F. corvette, ad.

Sp. corbeta, Pg. corveta : cf. L. corbita {navis)

a slow-sailing ship of burden, f. corbis basket.

The phonetic relation between the mod. Romanic and the

I . word is not clear. The corbita is said to have been

named from the basket hoisted as an ensign or signal by the

Egyptian grain-ships.]

A flush-decked war-vessel, ship-, barque-, or

brig-rigged, having one tier of guns ; now, in the

British navy, classed among Cruisers.

In the earlier quots. the name of a particular kind of

French vessel : see esp. quot 171 1.

1636 Sidney Let. tn State Papers II. 436 (L.t A corvette

..of Calais, which has been taken by the English. 1711

Milit. 4- Sea Diet. (ed. 4\ A Conrvette, is a sort of Barco
I.ongo, carrying a Main-Mast and a little Fore-Mast, and
using both Oars anu Sails. They are much us'd at Calais

and Dunkirk, and serve as Tenders to Fleets. 1795 Hull
Advertiser 16 May 1/4 One sloop of war of 20 guns and a
corvette. 1798 Capt. Middleton in Naval Chron. (1700)

I. 433 She proves to be Le Mondovi brig corvette. 1806 A.
Duncan Life Nelson 23 Captain Nelson fell in with four .

.

frigates and a corvette. 1833 Marryat P. Simple Iv, He
called the enemy a corvette, not specifying whether she

was a brig or snip corvette. 1863 P. Barry Dockyard
Econ. 129 Sometimes such frigates would only cut up into

bad corvettes. 1887 Daily News 24 ^une 2/7 Her Majesty's

corvette Conquest is about to sail for Honolulu. 1891

Times 16 Feb., The Imperial German cruising corvette

Prinzessin Wilhelm.

Corvetto : see Curvet.

Corvine (k^uvain), a. [ad. L. corv:n-ust f.

corvus raven.] Of or pertaining to a raven or

crow ; akin to a crow, of the crow kind.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Corvine, pertaining to, or like a
Raven or Crow ; black as a Crow. 185a R. F. Burton
Falc. Indus i. 5 A din of corvine voices. 1874 Cot ts

Birds N. W. 210 Notwithstanding its essentially corvine

form, the habits of this bird . . are rather those of Jays.

1886 GviLttMaid Cruise Marchesa I. 122 Corvine birds are

abundant wherever there are fish.

Corviner : see Cordwainer.

t Corviser, -or. Obs. Forms : 5 corveser,

-our, 5-6 corvyser, 6 (corvoater , 7 corves-

ter
, 7 8 corvisor, 8 corvizor, -ser, -cer. [a.

AF. corviser, corveser*OF. corveisiert
later cour-

voisier shoemaker, f. OF. courveis leather:—

L. Cordubense ~ Cordubdnum
t
of Cordova, Cor-

dovan.] A shoemaker.
1401 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 109 Girdelers, coferers, ne

corvyscrs, 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870- 371 That the cor-

vesers bye ther lether in the seid yeld halle. 1467 in Ripon

Ch. Acts 193 J. Thomson, corvesour. 1530 Palsgr. 209/1

Corvyser, cordovanier. a 1563 Balk See. Wks. (Parker

Soc.) 446 None excepted neither King nor Corvoster. 1609

D. Rogers Itarl. MS. 1944 If. 25 b, Coruesters or shoe-

makers. «7»o Lortd. Gax. No. 5906/9 David Weaver, of

Kelliber Issa, in the Parish of Kerry, Corvicer. 1725 Ibid.

No. 6380/7 David Richards, late of J.langathen, Corvisor.

Corvorant, perverted form of Cormorant, q.v,

+ C0'rvy. Obs. rare~ l
. [Possibly a variant of

Corby, or f. L. corvus, taken in sense of F. corbeau

(see Hatzfeld, sense II. 1).] An ancient engine

of war, consisting of a beam of timber armed with

grappling irons, used by the besieged to pull

down stones from the works of the besiegers, or

snatch up assailants who came near the walls.

1584 Hudson 'Judith iii. (1613) in (D.) Here croked

Coruies, fleeing bridges tal, Their scathful Scorpions thai

ruynes the wall.



CORY. 1029 COSCINOMANCY.
+ Cory, a. Obs. [f. Core jA.1 + -y'.] Of the

nature of a core (of a boil) : cf. Coke I 3.
1600 W. Vaughan Direct, for Health (1633) 94 The

Lungs send out superfluous bloud . . which . . is converted
into a whitish cory substance.

t Cory, sb. Obs. (See quot.)
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 93 Cory, schepherdys howse, magale,

mapale.

Cory, Coryar, -er, -our, obs. ff. Curry, -ier.

Corybant (k^ribaent). Also 4 Coribande, 6
Coribant. PI. Corybants ; now usually in L.
form Corybantes (kprikent/z). [a. F. Cory-
bante, ad. L. Corybant-em (nom. Corybds), a. Gr.
KopvPds, -avra.] A priest of the Phrygian worship
of Cybele, which was performed with noisy and
extravagant dances.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. v. 133 per is a maner poeple bat
hyejte coribandes bat wenen. .whan be moone is in be eclips
bat it be enchauntid . and berfore . . bei betyn hire basines
wib bikke strokes. 1570 Kirchmeier in Harper's Mag.
Dec. (1884) 17/1 Thus woont the Coribants. .The crying
noise of Jupiter new borne with song to hide, a 1649
Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks. (1711) 41 Those mad
Corybants, who dance and glow On Dindymus high tops
with frantick fire. 1850 Leitch tr. Mailer's Anc. Art% 395.
531 Cybele enthroned, a Corybant dancing. 1883 Froude
Short Stud. Ser. rv. 277 Christians now howl it out like
the Corybantes.

Hence Corybantian (kpribse-ntian), a. fL. Cory-
banti-us + -an], of or pertaining to the Corybantes
or their worship. Corybantiasm Path. [Gr.
Kopv0avTiaaftus Corybantic frenzy] : see quot.

f Corybantiate v. Obs. [see -ate 3], to act like

a Corybant. Coryba ntic [Gr. «opv/3apTi/£os]
,
Cory-

bantine a., of, pertaining to, or resembling the
Corybantes or their rites.

1864 H. Spencer Ilhtstr. Univ. Progr. 25 Dances partly
religious, partly warlike, as the Corybantian. 1847 Craig,
Corybantiasm, in Pathology, a sort of frenzy, in which the
patient has fantastic visions. 1882 Syd. Soc, Lcx,^ Cory-
bantism. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Corybantiate, to sleep with
one's Eyes open, or be troubled with Visions that one cannot
sleep. 1775 Ash, Corybantiate. . to act the part of the Cory-
bants who were wont to make many odd noises and gestures, I

to act the part of a lunatic. 1642 Cudworth Serm. 1 Cor.
j

xv. 57 (1676) 92 True Divine Zeal is no Corybantick Fury,
but a calm and regular heat. 1864 Comh. Mag. IX. 165 He
WM corybantic in his execution of a Scotch 'reel'. 1890
uxlev in Times i Dec. 13/2 That form of somewhat cory-

bantic Christianity of which the soldiers of the Salvation
Army are the militant missionaries. 1708 Motteux Rabe-
lais v. i. (1737) 2 The Corybantin Cymbals of Cybele.

tCorydale. Obs. rare-"1

, [ad. Gr. Kopvda\os.]
The Crested or Tufted Lark.
1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme731 The Calanders,

Corydales, and Larkes.

Corydaline (kp-ridalain). Chem. [f. Corydal- •

is + -INE.] An alkaloid existing in the root of
Corydalis tuberosa and some allied plants.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 287 Corydalina was

detected by M. Wackenroder [in 1826], in the root of the
Corydalis tuberosa. 1863-71 Watts Vict. Chem. II. 87
Corydaline forms light, non-coherent, greyish-white masses.
Corydie, obs. f. Corrody.
Corydon (kfmdffa). [L. Coiydon, Gr. Kopv-

Scov proper name, applied by Theocritus and Vergil
to a shepherd : cf. Eel. ii. 56 ' Rnsticus es Cory-
don '.] A generic proper name in pastoral poetry
for a rustic.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 256b, I suppose
Coridon him selfe could not have done more rustically.
1603 H. Crosse Vertues Comma. (1878) 61 The shomaker
must not goe beyond his latchet . . nor schollers teach
Coridon to holde the plough. 1632 Milton VAllegro 83
Where Corydon and Thyrsis met, Are at their savoury
dinner set.. Which the neat-handed Phillis dresses. 1763
J. Cunningham To Shenstone, Corydon, a Pastoral iv, Give
me my Corydon's flute. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair 11. xii.

191 ' Gad, what a debauched Corydon !
' said my lord.

Hence t Corydo-nioal a.

1656 S. Holland Zara 185 Being either not well in his
Wits, or a Coridonicall Coxcombe.

t Co rylet. Obs. rare. [ad. L. corylctum, f.

eorylus hazeh] A hazel copse.
1S10 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict, iii, The prouder pines,

The under Corylets. [1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 221 Your
Coryletum or copse of Hasels.]

Corymb (kp-rimb). Formerly in L. form
corymbus, pi. -i. [a. F. corymbe,aA. L. corym-
bus, a. Gr. Kupvpi0os head, top, cluster of fruit or
flowers, esp. of ivy-berries ; with Pliny, also the
capitulum or close head of a composite flower.]

1. Bot. A species of inflorescence ; a raceme in
which the lower flower-stalks are proportionally
longer, so that the flowers are nearly on a level,

forming a flat or slightly convex head.
By writers before the time of Linnaeus, corymbus was

applied to the discoidal head of a composite flower : see Ray
Hist. Plants (1686) I. 11.

Ii70« Phillips (ed. Kersey), Corymbus. .among Modern
HerbalisLs, is us'd for a compounded discous Flower, whose
Seeds are not Pappous, or do not fly away in Down.]
1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) III. 567 Lepidium pe-
trceum. .Flowers in a close corymbus. 1704 Martyn Rous-
seau's Bot. xxvi. 393 The purple corymbs of the Asters. 1835
Linoley Introd, Bot.^S^S) I. 321 The modern corymb must
not be confounded with that of Pliny, which was analogous

Vol. II.

1
to our capitulum. 1861 Mrs. Lankester Wild Flcnvers 75
Sea Aster. .The flower-heads are in a compact corymb,

b. trans/. (Zoo/.) Used of a group of zoophytes.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 173 A whole corymb or hemi-

spherical group.

*( 2. A cluster of ivy-berries or grapes. (Not an
Eng. sense.)

1706 PHlLLips(ed. Kersey), Corymbus,* Bunch, or Cluster
of Ivy-berries. 1849 De Quincey ling. Mail-Coach Wks. IV.
347 Gorgeous corymbi from vintages. 1873 Symonds Gri:
Poets xii. 408 Ivy branches . . surround its [a mirror's] rim
with a delicate tracery of sharp cut leaf and corymb.
Corymbed (k<rrirribd),/;V. a. [f. prec. + -ed 2

.]

Fashioned as a corymb.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 432 Spreading obliquely upward,

and much ramose, forming an even top clump (corymbed or
fastigiate).

t Corymbiate, a. Obs. [ad. L. corymbiat-us
set with clusters of ivy-berries, f. corymbus.]
1823 Crabb Techn. Diet., Corymbiate {Ant.), set about

and garnished with clusters of ivy berries.

t Corymbiated, a. Obs. = prec.
1730-6 Bailey (folio), Corymbiated, set about with Ber-

ries. 1755 Johnson, Corymbiated, garnished with branches
of berries. Diet. Hence in later Diets.

Corymbiferous (fyrimbi-feres), a. [f. L.
corymbifer bearing clusters of berries (f. corymbus),
adopted in 1 7th c. as a term of Botany + -OCS.]

1. lit. Bearing corymbs
;
spec, belonging to the

Corymbifera-, a sub-order of Composite plants,

having the florets of the disk tubular and perfect,

and those of the ray, when present, ligulate.
Although many of the Corymbifcrx, as tansy, milfoil, the

Asters, Senecios, Cinerarias, etc. bear their heads of flowers
in typical ' corymbs ' (in the modern sense), the name goes
back to the earlier botanical sense of corymbus : see Corymb
1 note.

1676 Grew Anat. Flowers iv. § 7 To the Corymbiferous
Kind, as Tansy, Chamemile, and the like. 1686 Phil.
Trans. XVI. 285 The Corymbiferous, that are not Pappose,
these have either a radiated, or a naked Flower. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury 11. 115/1 Corimbiferous Flowers, .made of
thrums, without any circle of leaves. 1706 Phillips (ed.
Kersey), Corymbiferous Plants (among Herbalists) are
such as have a compound discous Flower, but their Seeds
have no Down sticking to them : Of this kind is the Daisy,
Camomile, etc. 1731-50 Miller Card. Diet. (ed. 3), Co-
rymbiferous Plants . . Mr. Ray distinguishes them into
such as have a radiate Flower, as the Sun-Flower, the
Marygold, etc. and such as have a naked Flower, as the
Lavender Cotton and Tansey. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I.

248/2 We might instance the flower of any corymbiferous
plant. 1852 Th. Ross Humboldt's Trav. I. xiii. 428 A
shrub ten or fifteen feet high, of the corymbiferous family.

U 2. See quots. (Not an English use.)

1657 Phys. Diet., Corymbiferous, bearing berries. 1730-6
Bailey (folio), Corymbiferous, that beareth Berries like
Iyy% 1755 Johnson, Corymbiferous, bearing fruit or ber-
ries in bunches.

Corymbiform (kori-mbiffam), a. [See -form.]
Of the form of a corymb.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 29 Brassica campestris .

.

flowering racemes corymbiform. 1878 A. Hamilton Net v.
Dis. 278 The corymbiform distribution of the skin-disease.

Corymbose (kprimbon-s), a. [f. mod. Bot. L.
corynibosus, f. corymbus.'] Growing in corymbs

;

of the nature of or resembling a corymb.
1775 Ash, Corymbose, belonging to the corymbus. 1807

J.
E. Smith Phys. Bot. 234 The flowers of Yarrow . . grow

in a corymbose manner. 1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. 1 1.

438 Dichotomaria obtusata, Lam. Branching, corymbose,
dichotomous, jointed. 1872 Oliver Elem. Bot. App. 307
Terminal corymbose heads of yellow flowers,

b. Of a disease.

1877 Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 155 The corymbose
variety is very fatal. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Corymbose
smallpox.

Hence Corymbo'sely adv., in the manner of a
corymb, in corymbs.
1829-55 Loudon Encycl. Plants 1291 Flowers capitate or

corymbosely panicled. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 192 Stem
. . corymbosely branched.

Corymbous (kori'mbas), a. rare-", [f. as
prec. + -oris.] Characterized by corymbs.
1828 Webster, Corymbous, consisting of corymbs ; in

clusters. Barton. Lee. Also in later Diets.

CorymbulOUS, -o se, a. rare-", [f. L. type
*corymbulus, dim. of corymbus + -ous, -ose.]
1828 Webster, Corymbulous, having or consisting of little

corymbs. Barton. 1847 Craig, Corymbulose, formed of
many corymbs.

Corynid (kp rinid). Zool. [f. mod.L. Corynidse,

f. Coryne, generic name of a Hydromedusa, a.

Gr. Kopvvt) club.] A member of the family Cory-
nidse of the order Hydroidea of Ccelenterates.

1870 Nicholson Zool. lviii. 73 The. .elements ofgeneration
. .by the union of which the young Corynid is produced.

Coryniform kori nif^im), a. Zool. [f. Coryne
+ -form.] Having the form of a Corynid.
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 132 Some medusoids

..the hydroid stages of which are not. .certainly known,
but which are probably coryniform.

Corynite (kp-rinsit). Min. [Named 1865

;

f. Gr. Kopivr} club + -HE.] A native sulph-arsen-

antimonide of nickel. 1868 Dana Min. 74.

Corynoch, obs. f. Coronach.
Coryous, -owse, -osyte, -ouste, obs. ff.

Curious, -osity.

II Coryphaeus (kpriff-z>s). Also 9 -eus ; 7
Anglicized as coryphe. [L. ; a. Gr. Kopv<p<uos
chief, head man, leader, in the Attic Drama
' leader of the chorus

'
; f. mpvipii head, top.]

1. The leader of a chorus.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 396 All those other Gods .

.

are to that First.. God, but as the Dancers to the Cory-
phaeus or Choragus. 1732 Lediard Sethos II. x. 419 The
people sung . . and the coryphaeus answer'd. a 1834 Cole-
ridge Shahs. Notes 13 The leader of the chorus, the fore-
man, or coryphaeus. 1870 MacColl Ammergau Passion
Play 52 The coryphaeus . . recited in monotone a short ex-
planation of the type and ensuing act.

b. The title of a functionary in the University of
Oxford, appointed (in 1856) to assist the Choragus.
[1856 Statuta Univ. Oxon. (1890) 77 Precentor, sive cory-

phaeus, una cum chorago bipartita opera constantem musicae
practicae exercitationem habendam curd.] 1863 Oxf. Ten
Year Bk. 54 It was enacted that there shall be a Precentor
or Coryphaeus . . who is to assist the Choragus. 1892 Oxf.
Univ. Calendar 26 Music (Coryphaeus or Precentor). John
Henry Mee.
2- Jig- The chief or leader of a party, sect, school,

etc.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter iii. 2 They call him [Peter]
the coryphe of the apostles. 1655 Moufet & Bennet
Health's [mprovem. 141 As amongst Poets there is some
called the Coryphaeus, or Captain-poet, so fareth it likewise
amongst Meats. 1809 Edin. Rev. Apr. 226 A coryphaeus of
the popular party. 1871 Farrar IVitu. Hist. ii. 50 Strauss,
the coryphaeus of modern scepticism,

II Coryphee (konY<?). [F. ; ad. L. coryphsus :

see prec] The chief dancer in a ballet.
1866 Engel Nat. Mus. vii. 254 Round each set of dancers

the people formed a ring, in which the figurantes and
coryphees went through their operations. 1869 Daily
Ncit's 14 Apr., Men dressed as coryphees, wriggling about
like the Arab dancing.girls, to the sound of the native
music.

Corystoid (koristoid), a. Zool. [f. Corystes
name of a genus of crabs (a. Gr. KopvaTr/s helmeted
soldier, f. xupvs helmet) + -oid.] Allied to the
genus of crabs Corystes, or the family Coryslidx.
1852 Dana Crust. 1. 65 The Corystoid species.

Coryve, var. of Corrive v.

\\ Coryza (korai'za). Path. Also 7 corisa.
[L. ; ad. Gr. Kupvfa running at the nose.] The
running at the nose which constitutes or accom-
panies a cold in the head ; catarrh.

1634 R. H. Salerne's Regan. 156 These rheumes If to the
Breast they flow.. Th' are call'd Catharre. But running
through the Nose It's call'd Corisa : others say the Pose".

1685 BoYLE Enq. Notion Nat. 317 Many Coughs and
Hoarsenesses, and Coryzas are said to be cur'd. 1834 J.
Forbes Laennec's Dis. Chest 249 Sore throat and coryza
considerable. 1878 T. Bryant Bract. Surg. (1879) II. 8 An
ordinary coryza.

Corzie, -zy : see Corsie.

COS (k(>s). Also 7-8 Coss(e. [The ancient name
(Gr. Kws) of an island in the >Egean (now Stan-

chio).] In full Cos lettuce : a variety of lettuce

introduced from the island of Cos.
1699 Evelyn Acetaria (1729) 130 Coss Lettuce from Tur-

key. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Lettuce, The most
valuable, of all the English lettuces, are the white cos, or

the Versailles, the Silesia, and the black cos. 1832 Veg,
Subst. Food 301 The cos and the cabbage lettuce. 1890
Daily News 31 Mar. 5/6 The tender cabbage lettuce . . is

more tender and digestible; but the cos holds its own
because it produces a greater weight per acre.

Cos, var. of Coss ; obs. f. Kiss.

Cos., abbreviation of Cosine.
Cosack, cosak, obs. ff. Cossack.

Cosalite (kp-sabit). Min. [Named in 1868

from Cosala in Mexico (where it occurs) : see -ite.]

A native sulphide of lead and bismuth.
1868 Amer. Jml. Sc. Ser. 11. XLV. 319 Cosalite, a new

mineral.

II Cosaque (kosa-k). [App. a trade application

of F. Cosaque Cossack, prob. in allusion to the

sudden and irregular firing of the latter.] A cracker

bon-bon.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade Prod., Cosaques, a French

fancy paper for wrapping sweetmeats. 1882 P. Fitzgerald
Recreat. Lit. Man (1883) 91 A little cosaque, which I saw
him merrily exploding at the supper-table. 1884 Daily
News 6 Dec. 5/3 The manufacture of cosaques and bon-

bons must be brisk this Christmas.

Cosaque, obs. f. Cassock.
1698 Crull Muscovy 79 Their upper Garments are made

like Vests, or rather Cosaques, falling down to the mid-leg.

Co-saviour: see Co- pref. 3b.

t Cosbaude. [Cf. Casbald.] A term of re-

proach to a woman.
1570 Levins Manip. 43 A Cosbaude, mirgizona [cf.

55 coystrel, mirgizo],

Cosch e, obs. f. Coach, and var. Cosh, Obs., hut.

Cosohyn(e, obs. f. Cushion.

Coscinomancy (kpsinamasnsi). Also 7
cboschino-, cosino-, 7-8 ooskino-, 9 koskino-.

[ad. med.L. coscinomantia, f. Gr. KoomvupavTis,

f. k6okivo-v sieve : see -mancy.] Divination by the

turning of a sieve (held on a pair of shears, etc.).

1603 Sir C Heydon Jud. Astrol. xvii. 356 Comparing
Astrologie with Aruspicie, Hydromancie, Chiromancie,
Choschinomancie, and such like. 1653 H. More Antid.
Ath. 111. ii. (1712) 89 Coskinomancy, or rinding who stole or
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spoiled this or that thing by the Sieve and Shears. 1777
Brand Pop. Antiq. (ed. Hazlitt) III. 301-2. 1871 Tvlor
Prim. Cult. [, 116 The so-called coscinomancy, or, as it is

described in Hudibras, 1
th' oracle of sieve and shears'.

Cose (k(?uz), v. [Back-formation from Cost a.~\

intr. To make oneself cosy.

1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago iii. To see the comfortable
gleam through the windows, as the sailors cose round the
fire with wife and child. 1863 Holme Lee A. War/eigh's
Fort. II. 241 Rachel .. was cosing with a delightful new
novel in her sofa comer.

Cose, obs. f. Coss sb.2 (Anglo-Indian), Coss v.

Co-seat: see Co- pre/. 1.

Cosecant (lwisf'kant). Trig. [f. Co- pref. 4
+ Secant. The L,. cosecans was used (71576 by
Rheticus, Opus Palatinum (1596). F. cosecante.]

The secant of the complement of a given angle.

(Abbreviated cosec.)

1706 in Phillips, Co-secant. 1807 Hutton Course Math.
II. 3 The radius, cotangent, and cosecant [form] another
right-angled triangle cdl. x868 Lockyek E/em.Astron. 243

. . is called the cosecant of A (written cosec. A\

Coseismal koasarzmal), a. and sb. [f. Co-
pref. 2 + Seismal.]

A. adj. Relating to the points of simultaneous
arrival of an earthquake wave on the earth's

surface ; in coseismal line, curve, zone.
1851-9 Mallet in Adm. Man. Sci. Eng. 361 Upon maps of

the country in which the shock was felt, coseismal and meizo-
seismal curves may be finally laid down. 1877 Ll Conte
Elem. Geo/. Hi. (18791 124 By drawing a curve through these
points we have a coseismal curve.

B. sb. for coseismal line, curve : A line or

curve connecting points of simultaneous shock
from an earthquake wave.

Coseismic (k^usai-zmik), a. [f. Co- + Seis-

mic] = prec. A.
1886 J. Milne Earthquakes 10 These points will He in

circles called 'isoseismic' or 'coseismic' circles.

Cosen, -age, -er, obs. fT. Cousin, Cozen, etc.

Co-sentient (kmrajtiat), a. [See Co- 2.]

Feeling in company or together with, jointly sen-

tient. (Cf. Consentient.)
i8ox Southey Thalaba v. xxviii, For of himself Co-

sentient and inseparable parts The snaky torturers grew.

So Co-se ntiency, co-scntient quality.

1884 Gurnev & Myers in lgth Cent. May 809 The obscure
pervasive co-sentiency of man and man.
Coser, Coseri : see Cosseb, Cossery.
Co-settler, Cosey : see Co- pref. 3 b, Cosy.

I Cosh, sb. 1 Obs. or dial. Also 5 cosche, 5-6
coashe, 6 cosse. [Of uncertain origin : Gaelic
cois 1

little hole, cavern' has been compared.] A
small cottage, hut, hovel.
c 1490 Promp. Part'. 94 Coote, lytylle howse [A*, cosh,

//. cosche, Pynson cosshe], casa. 15J6 Pt'/gr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) 142 b, Some persones buyldeth to god but a poore
cosshe or small cotage. 1530 Palsgr. 209/1 Cosshe a sorie

house, caueme. 1547 Salksbury Diet. We/sh, Bwth, cot-
tage, cosse. 1847 Halhwell, Cos/t, a cottage, or hovel.
Craven.

Cosh, A* dial. [Cf. OV.cos (Godef.), F. cosse

pod.] The husk ofgrain ; the pod of beans or pease.
1787-95 W. Marshall Rur. Econ. Norfolk Gloss., Cosh,

the husk or chaff of wheat and oats. 1866 Jml. R. Agric.
Soc. Ser. 11. II. 1. 167 The. .cost of separating it [seed] from
the husk or cosh must always be considerable. 1886 S. W.
Line. Gloss., Cosh, the pod of beans or tares: as 'Tars
have such a many coshes'; hence also Cosh'd: as 'How
well the beans are cosh'd '.

Cosh (kf>J), a. Sc. and dial. [Derivation un
known.]
1. Quiet, still.

17.. Gay Goss-ha7uk xiii. (Minstr. Sc. Borders, He. .sang
fu' sweet the notes o' love, Till a* was cosh within. 1847-
78 Halliwell, Cosh, quiet, still. Salop. 1881 Autobiog.

J. Younger iv. 34 John Wallace had sat as cosh as a mouse
in the corner. Ibid, xxiii. 284 All was hushed as cosh as
midnight. Mod. Sc. Keep it cosh ! Be cosh about it.

2. Sheltered, snug, comfortable.
a 1774 Fergusson Farmer's Ingle, Blythe to find. .That

a' his housie looks sac cosh and clean. 1813 E. Picken
Poems I, 124 (Jam.) I've guid gramashens worn mysel'..
They kept me cosh baith cauf an' coots, 1837 R. Nicoll
Poems f 1842) 82 Beside our cosh hearthstane.

3. Trim, neat.
1816 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 94 They come

flocking in.. their bosoms made cosh and tidy. 1832-53
Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs) Ser. 1. 37 The coshest wife that

e'er I met, Was Mistress Dougal Dhu.
4. (See quot.)
1808 Jamieson, Cosh .. 4. In a state of intimacy; 'They

are very cosh '.

Co-sharer ; see Co- pref. 3 c
160a Warner Albion's Eng. xn. lxxv. (1612) 311 Hatie

Cleargie-men coshairers? tush a I,ye : To aske doe Cour-
tiers, Church-men shame to offer Simonie.

Cosho, obs. Sc. f. Coach.
Cosher (kfrfaj), v. x Ireland. [Phonetic repr. of

Irish coisir feast, feasting, entertainment.]

intr. To feast ; to live at free quarters upon
dependants or kinsmen.

1634-5 Stat. Ireland 10-11 Chas. /, c. 16 If any person or
persons .. shall cosher, lodge or cesse themselves, .upon the
inhabitants. 1640 Shirley St. Patrick for Ire/, v. i, I

would not leave a head . . from my mother's sucking pig at her

nipple to my great-grandfather's coshering in the peas-straw.

1689 Irish Hudibras <N.>, A very fit and proper house, sir,

For such a worthy guest to cosher.

Cosher (kp-fei), v. 2 trans. To treat with in-

dulgent fondness, pamper ; to cocker or coddle up.
1 861 Trollope Barckester T. 181 She coshered up Eleanor

with cold fowl and port wine. 1889 Sat. Rev. 31 Aug.
232/1 He is. .dandled and coshered like a baby in arms.

Cosher (kp-Jai), v$ colloq. intr. To chat in a

friendly and familiar fashion.

1833 Macaulay in Life Lett. I. v. 339 Rogers made
TomMoore and me sit down with him for half an hour,

and we coshered over the events of the evening.

Cosher, a. (in Jewish use) : see Kosher.

Cosherer (k^Jarai). Ireland. Also 7 cash-,

[f. Cosher v.* + -eh 1.] One who coshers, or lives

by coshering.
1634-5 Stmt. Ire/and 10- 11 Chas. I, c.16 An Act for the Sup-

pressing of Cosherers and Idle Wanderers. 167a Petty Pol.
Anat. (1691)13 There are yet to spare, who areCasherers and
Fait-neants, 220,000. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. xii.

153 Commissions were scattered profusely among idle

cosherers who claimed to be descended from good Irish

families. 1865 Times n Mar., A 'cosherer' is one who
pretends to be an Irish gentleman, and will not work.

Coshering ik^Jarirj), vbl. sb. Ireland. Also

7 cochering. [f. Cosher vA + -DIG

+ 1. Feasting. Obs. rare.

J$77 Stanyhl rst Descr. Irel. in Holinshed VI. 67 Their
noble men, and noble mens tenants, now and then make a
set feast, which they call coshering, wherto flocke all their

reteiners, whom they name followers .. In their coshering
they sit on straw, they are serued on straw.

2. The practice or custom, claimed as a right by
Irish chiefs, of quartering themselves upon their de-

pendants or tenants: see Coshery 2.

1571 Campion Hist. Irel. 11. viii. (1633) 102 The Irish im-
position of Coyne, Livery . . cosherings, bonnaght, and
such like. 1605 T. Ryvers Vicar's Plea (1620) 1 The lawes
are executed in every place alike, cocherings are reduced
to chiefe-rents. x6n Davies Why Ireland, etc. 11747I 169
Irish exactions;—namely cosherings; which were visita-

tions and progresses made by the lord and his followers

among his tenants; wherein he did eat them out of house
and home. 1778 Phil. Surv. S. Irel. 44. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. II. 130 Sometimes he contrived, in defiance of
the law, to live by coshering, that is to say, by quartering
himself on the old tenants of his family.

Co'shering, ///. a. [f. Cosher v.1 + -nra 2
.]

That ' coshers or lives upon the industry of others.

1727 C. Threlkeld Stirpes Ht'bem. C vij, Dodder.,
quits the root, and like a coshering parasite lives upon
another's trencher. 1839 B/acktv. Mag. XLV. 180 A herd
of squandering, coshering, wandering blackguards. 1882
Goldw. Smith in 19M Cent. July 6 Some hereditary despot,
the representative of their old coshering chiefs.

Coshery (k^rfarij. Ireland. Also 6 cosshirh,

cossherie, cashery, 7 coshary. [f. Irish coisir

(kojar) feast, feasting.

The ending appears to be assimilated to Eng. sbs. in -try ;

the direct repr. of the Irish word would be cosher: cf.

Houlston Tracts II. xxxviii. 10 A portion of the dough, .is

cleverly hid [by the servants], for what the Irish call a
cosher, after the family are in bed. J

1. gen. Feasting, rare.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.>40 On palet of scarlet

they were for cossherye setled.

2. spec. Entertainment for themselves and their

followers exacted by Irish chiefs from their de-
pendants.
1586 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 23/2 No

lords, .shall extort or take anie coine and liverie, cosheries,

nor cuddies, nor anie other like custome. .in or upon anie of
the church lands and territories. 1396 Spenser State Irel.

Wks. (Globe) 623/a But now by this Statute the sayd Irish

Lord is wronged, for that he is cutt of from his customarye
services, as Cuddeehih, Cosshirh [v.r. Cossherie], Honatight,
Shragh, Sorehim, and such like. 1600 Dymmok Ireland
(1843) 9 Cashery is certeine feastes which the lorde vseth to
take of his tenants after Easter, Christmas, Whitsontyde,
Michaelmas and all other tymes at his pleasure. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. 11. 141 This chiefe Lord had his
Cosharies upon his tenants, that is he and his would He
upon them until they had eate up all their provisions. 1827
Hallam Const. Hist. (1876' III. xviii. 348 Coshery.. is

somewhat analogous to the royal prerogative of purveyance.
1870 Atheuarum 22 Oct. 523 Among these exactions
'coshery' figures as the most oppressive and most hateful.

Coshionet, obs. f. Cushionet.

Co'shly, adv. Sc. [f. C08H a. + -LY 2,] Quietly,

undisturbedly.
4x774 Fergusson Poems (1780* II. 82 (Jam.) It's 1 the

Psalms o' David writ. That this wide warld ne'er should
flit. Hut on the waters coshly sit.

Cosie : see Cosy.
Cosier, a cobbler : see Cozier.
Cosingnace, -ais, obs. fT. Cousinksn.

Co-signatory (k0«signat3ri\ a. and sb. [f.

Co- + Signatory!]
A. adj. Signing jointly with others, uniting with

others in signing.

1891 Daily News 21 Nov. 5/5 The co-signatory powers to
the Berlin guarantees.

B. sb. One who signs (a document, treaty, etc.)

jointly with another or others ; a joint signatory.
1865 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 4/2 It is thought that Austria

..will avoid the difficulty of becoming a co-signatory of
Italy, 1867 C. W. Bingham in Times 9 Nov. 10/1 He has
requested me to acknowledge on behalfof ourselves and our
co-signatories the receipt of your courteous reply.

Cosignificative, -ficator : see Coksig-.

Cosily (k^»-zili), adv. Also cozily, etc. [f.

Cosy a. + -ly 2
.] In a cosy manner

;
snugly and

comfortably.
1721 Ramsay To sEolus 17 Canty and cosily I lye. 1785

Burns Halloween v, Syne coziely, aboon the door, \VY
cannie care, they've plac'd them. x8» W. Irving Cap/.
Bonneville III. 14 [He] would take his seat quietly and
cozily by the fire. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. 4- Merck. II. iv.

103 She had seen the little girl, .cosily in bed.

Cosin, -age, obs. ff. Cousin, Cozen, -age.

Cosine (kJn'sain). Trig. [mod. f. Co- pref.

4 + Sine. The L. cosinus occurs in Gunther
Cat/on Triangulorum (1620); F. cosine.'] The
sine of the complement of a given angle. (Abbrev.

cos.)

1635 I. W. Sciographia 44 As the Radius Is to the cosine of
the angle given. 17*6 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 141 The
Co-sine of the Angle. 1880 H.ughton Phys. Geog. iii. 123
The mean annual evaporation . .varies as the cosine of the
latitude.

at/rib. x88x Nature XXV. 167 Integrators were of three
kinds : (1) radius machines, (2) cosine machines, (3) tangent
machines.

Cosine, Cosiner, obs. ff. Cousin, Cozener.
Cosiness fk(7u*zines . Also cozi-. [f. Cosy a.

+ -ness.] The quality or state of being cosy.

1834 De Qvrsczv Autobiog. Sk., Dublin \V\ts. I. 236 Old
rambling houses, .displaying, in the dwelling-rooms, comfort
and ' cosiness 188a Athenaeum 2 Dec. 741/1 Palmer said

he loved cosiness, as a cat does.

Cosino-, coskinomancy, obs. ff. Coscino-.

+ CO'sinS. Obs, [So called from the name of

the maker.] A kind of stays or * bodice *.

1727 Pope Art of Sinking 94 Lac'd in her Cosins new
appear'd the bride. 17*9 Art ofPoliticks 1 o Think we that

modern words eternal are? Toupet, and Tompion, Cosins,
and Colmar Hereafter will be called by some plain man A
Wig, a Watch, a Pair of Stays, a Fan.

Cosma, erron. form of chasma, Chasm.
t Co'smarchy. Obs." 0 [ad. Or. type *koo-

fiapxta, f. xofffi-osworld + -«px'a Sovernment ] 'The
power of the devil, the government of the world

*

^Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Cosmete (k^-zm/t). Gr. Aniiq. [ad. Gr. koc-

fiijT-rji, f. Koo^ittv to order.] A state officer or

director in charge of the ephebi at Athens.

Cosmetic k^zme-tik), a. and sb. [ad. (Ir.

koo pT}Ti/c-6s relating to adornment, f. tcoo/tuy to

arrange, adorn, f.jcoa^t-os order, adornment. Cf.

I F. cosme'tique.'] ^ '

A. adj. Having power to adorn, embellish, or

beautify (esp. the complexion) ; also^ Cosmetical.
1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. Introd., Which damnable

portion of cosmetique Art. 1699 Garth Dispens. 11. 20
'' Whilst Iris his cosmetick Wash must try. To make her
Bloom revive. 1755 Smollett Quix. (18031 IV. 13 When her

i face is smoothed . Tby a thousand cosmetic slops and washes.
a 1845 Hood Progress ofArt xii, Washed by my cosmetic
brush How Beauty's cheek began to blush.

B. sb.

L A preparation intended to beautify the hair,

skin, or complexion.
1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 48 Recommend those Cos-

metiques. .which preserve hair for the use and intention of
Nature. 1691 Kay Creation 11.(1704)437 No better Cos-
meticks than a severe Temperance and Purity. 1783 Mad.
D'Arblav Diary 3 Oct., Between her medicines, and the.

.

cosmetics, I shall expect to become stout and beautiful.

1879 E. Garrett House by Works I. 55 Knowing no cos-

metic but cold water.

fig. 184a H. Rogers Introd. Burke's Wks. I. 25 Alt the
loathsome deformities of guilt disappear under the cosmetics
which fortune can apply.

2. The art of adorning or beautifying the body.
1 Also //. (cf. athletics). [ = Gr. r) «o<7/inTi*T/.J

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. x. f 1 Art of decoration [of

I the bodyj which is called cosmetic. 18389 Hallam /////.

I Lit. III. iii. 111. § 48. 37 Painting and music .. counted as
' . .only somewhat more liberal than cookery or cosmetics.

1865 Grote Plato II. xxii. os Cosmetic, or Ornamental
Trickery, is the counterfeit of Gymnastic,

8. One who practises the cosmetic art. nonce-use.

1713 Guardian No. 64 That you would place your peti-

tioners at the head of the family of cosmetics [barter, per-

fumer, etc.).

Cosme'tic, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec sb. 1 : cf. to

physic] trans. To treat with cosmetics.

1890 Temple Bar Mag. July 446 Joan and Anne were
gorgeously arrayed, roseate-cheeked, cosmeticked.

Cosmetical .k^zme'tikal), a. [f. Gr. koc-

^rjrttcfj Cosmetic sb. + -al.] a. Relating to cos-

metics. + b. = Cosmetic adj. Obs.

1559 Morwvng Euonym. 195 Waters distilled called Cos-
metical]. 1650 Bi'lwer Anthropomet. Introd., The office

of Cosmetical Physick. 1694 Westmacott Script. Herb.
5 The bitter oyl is good in pains of the ear and cosmetical.

1833 Moore Fabies, Ho/y Al/iance 102 They then wrote
essays, pamphlets, books, Upon cosmetical economy.

Hence Cosme tically adv.

1879 Tinsley's Mag. XXIV. 51 Her face, cosmetically
well-preserved, still retained . . traces of great beauty.

Cosineticism (k^zme tisiz'm). rare. [f. Cos-
metic + -ism.] The practice of the cosmetic art.

i8ix Lockhart Va/erius 1 1, iii. 100 [Her] complexion did
not, in spite of all the arts of cosmeticisin, harmonize very
well with the bright golden ringlets.
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Cosmeticize (kpzme'tisaiz), v. [f. as prec. +

-ize.] tram. To treat with cosmetics.
1824 New Monthly Mag. X. 88 What an atmosphere of

palms, gentle and simple . . cosmeticized and unwashed !

i860 All Year Round No. 47. 493 The skins that were not
hard red, were of a ghastly cosmeticised whiteness.

Co'Smian. [f. Gr. vfo/u-os of the world, secular,

f. fcoanos the world.] *= Cosmist.
1842 J. Stewart (Htlc\ The Bible of Nature, condensed

from the Scriptures of Eminent Cosmians, Pantheists and
Physiphilanthropists.

Cosmic (kp-zmik), a. [ad. Gr. KoapnK-6s of the
world or universe, f. xoofxos order, the world. Cf.

V. cosmiaue.]

1 1. Of this world, worldly. Obs.

1649 J. Eccleston Behmens Epist. vii. § 13 He must
turne from his Imagining in the Cosmick Spirit [in spiritn
mutidi] wherewith the soull is covered and disguised.

2. Of or belonging to the universe considered as

an ordered system or totality ; relating to the sum
or universal system of things.

1846 Grote Greece (1862) I. xvi. 305 The one unchange-
able cosmic substance. 1874 Blackie Self Cult. 11 Meta-
physics is the knowledge of the absolute or cosmic reason so
far as it is knowable by our limited individualised reason.

1875 Whitnev Life Lang. vii. 109 The great cosmic law of
gravitation. 1877 Clifford Led. $ Ess. (1886) 394 {title)

Cosmic emotion. By a cosmic emotion — the phrase is Mr.
Henry Sidgwick's— I mean an emotion which is felt in regard
to the universe or sum ofthings, viewed asacosmosor order,

b. Relating to or dealing with the cosmos

;

Cosmic philosophy = Cosmism.
1874 Fiske Cosmic Philos. I. 98 The Cosmic Philosophy,

which aims only to organize into a universal body of truth
the sum of general conclusions obtained by science, adopts
as the only trustworthy guide for its inquiries the method
of science. 1879 Rydberg Magic Mid. Ages iv. 181 Super-
natural ideas in cosmic philosophy will destroy reason,
morality, human feeling.

3. Belonging to the material universe as dis-

tinguished from the earth ; extra-terrestrial.

1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (1879) 1 1 .Whether . . the . . molten
condition of our planet was. .due to the collision of cosmic
masses or not. 1881 Carpenter Microsc, $ Rev. § 706 The
presence of extremely minute particles . . which there is

strong reason for regarding as cosmic dust.

b. Characteristic of the vast scale of the uni-

verse and its changes
;
applied to the distances

between the heavenly bodies, the periods of time
occupied in their cycles, the velocity with which
they move, and the like,

1874 Tyndall Fragin. Sc. (1889) II. 195 The play between
organism and environment through cosmic ranges of time.
Mod. What is the speed of an express train to the cosmic
speed of a planet in its orbit ?

4. Orderly, in good order; the opposite of
chaotic, rare. Cf. Cosmos.
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) 1. 1. i. 9 Alas, the Books

are not cosmic, they are chaotic. 1867 — Remin. (1881) II.

134 Rough nature I knew well already, but here it was
reduced to cosmic.

1 5. 1 Cosmic disease, a synonym of Syphilis, from
the universality of its prevalence' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Cosmical (Vzmikal), a. [f. as prec. + -al.]

1 1. Relating to the world, i.e. the earth ; geo-
graphical. Obs. rare.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis m. (Arb.) 82 Wheare thow sup-
poses! therefor, that here Italye fast by Dooth stand .. With-
draw thy iudgment from that grosse cosmical erroure. 1819
G. S. Faber Dispens. (1823) II. 166 The tabernacle repre-
sented the world : whence the. .apostle terms it [Heb. ix. 1]

a cosmical or mundane sanctuary.

2. Cosmic 2.

1685 Boyle Enq. Notion Nat. 37 We may make use of
one or other of these Terms, Fabrick of the World, System
of the Universe, Cosmical Mechanism. 1850 Blackie
sEschylus II. 297 This original cosmical meaning of the
Greek gods, though lost by anthropomorphism to the vulgar.
1865 Grote Plato I. i. 14 note., This Pythagorean cosmical
system. 1878 Stewart &_Tait Unseen Univ. vi. § 186. 190
There may be many cosmical intelligences, each embracing
the whole universe,

b. = Cosmic 2 b.

1836 Meiklejohn tr. Kanfs Crit. P. R. (1884) 256, I term
all transcendental ideas in so far as they relate to the abso-
lute totality in the synthesis of phenomena cosmical con-
ceptions. x86i B. Powell in Ess. Rev. (ed. 5) 133 Those
thoroughly versed in cosmical philosophy.

3. = Cosmic 3.

1849 Herschel Outl.Astron. 538That, .our view is limited
by a sort of cosmical veil which extinguishes the smaller
magnitudes. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. xii. 324 General terres-

trial or cosmical conditions. 1883 Proctor Fam. Sci. Stud.
47 Signs of the earth's passage through cosmical dust.

b. —Cosmic 3 b.

1842-3 Grove Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 6) 70 A term which
. . sinks into nothing with reference to cosmical time, if cos-
mical time be not eternity.

4. Of or pertaining to Cosmism.
x86x Gresley Sophron % N. 74 Cosmical or Atheistical

opinions.

5. Astron. Occurring at sunrise, coincident with
the rising of the sun ; said of the rising or setting

of a star.

159^ Blundevil Exerc. m. 1. xxxv. (ed. 7) 348 The Cosmicall
setting . . is when a starre goeth downe under the Horizon at
such time as the Sunne riseth. 1638 Penit. Con/, viii.

(1657) 257 The Cosmical and Acronical rising and setting of
such asterismes. 1726 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 232 The
Cosmical rising and setting is all one with the Morning

rising or setting, as if the beginning of the Artificial Day, or
the Rising of the Sun, were the same with that of the World.
1826 Colebrooke Misc. Ess. (1873) II. 372 It is the heliacal
rising, not the cosmical, which governs certain religious rites.

Cosmically (Vzmikali), adv. [f. prec. + -LY ^.]

1. Astron. Coincidently with the rising of the
sun : see Cosmical 5.

1589 Fleming Georg. Virg. 1. 8 Cosmically, not heliacally:
for these two, rising and setting, are ascribed to the stars.

1605 Camden Rem. (1657) 88 The Holy Bishop of Win-
chester, .called the weeping Saint Swithin, for that about
his feast Praesepe and Aselli, ramie constellations, do arise
cosmically, and commonly cause raine. 1809 Colebrooke
in Asiat. Res. IX. 357 The star, rising cosmically, became
visible in the oblique sphere, at the distance of 6o J from the
sun._ 1876 G. F. Chambers Astron. 914 A heavenly body
is said to rise or set cosmically when it rises or sets at sunrise.

2. In a cosmic or cosmical way ; in relation to

the cosmos.
1854 Greg (title), Observations on Meteorolites or Aerolites,

considered Geographically, Statistically, and Cosmically.
1871 Fraser Life Berkeley x. 395 All our sense-phenomena
..are indeed cosmically associated.

Cosmico- (kfrzmikfl), comb, form of Gr. KoaptKus
Cohmical — cosmically, as in cosmico-natural adj.

1881 in Nature XXV. 193 Of the ' influences which act
upon suicide the first that are considered are the 1

cos-
mico-natural '.

Cosmism (kp-zmiz'm). [f. Cosm-os + -ism.]

1. The conception of the cosmos or ' order of
nature * as a self-existent, self-acting whole ; the
theory which explains the cosmos or universe solely

according to the methods of positive science.
1861 G. J, Holyoake Limits of Atheism (1874) 7 To

believe in Nature, in its self-existence, its self-subsistence,
its self-action, its eternity, infinity, and materiality, and in
that only, is Affirmative Atheism. Note. This might stand
for a definition ofCosmism. Ibid, Pref., Cosmism, as well as
Secularism, expresses a new form of Freethought. 1861 Grks-
lev Sophron <y N. 74 The new notion of Affirmative Atheism,
or Cosmism. 1874 Fiske Cosmic Philos. I. 184 In the pro-
gress from Anthropomorphism to Cosmism the religious

attitude remains unchanged from the beginning to the end.

2. (See quot. : formed after patriotism.)

1875 Ruskin in Contemp. Rev. XXI. 928 The name of the
emotion would then be properly 'Cosmism', and would
signify the resolution of such a people to sacrifice its own
special interests to those of Mankind.

Cosmist (k^zmist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.] A
believer in cosmism ; a Secularist.

1861 G.J. Holvoake Limits ofAtheism (1874) 11 It is

the first instinct of the Cosmist. .to keep his mind open to
reason. 1861 Gresley Sophron <y .V. 68 The Cosmist asks
for a proof of the existence of the Great Spirit ; he calls on
us to prove that the world is not self-existent, self-creating.

1883 Pall Mall G. 23 Nov. 3/ 1 The prosecutor . . declined to
give his evidence on oath because he was a ' Cosmist ', which
he subsequently explained meant ' much the same as a
Secularist or an Agnostic '.

Cosmize (k^-zmaiz), v. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ize.] traits. To make into a cosmos.
1884 G. Allen Philistia III. 28 It's the duty of man to

try. .to cosmise his own particular little comer of it.

Cosmo-, before a vowel C0Sm-, combining
form of Gr. Koapos Cosmos, as in f Cosmocritics,
critical investigations of the world or universe

;

fCosmo delyte (see quot.)
;
Cosmo'sopliy, know-

ledge or science of the cosmos; f Cosmo-tel-
lurian (see quot.) ; f Cosmo-zoism, the theory
that the cosmos is endowed with life (see quot.).

See also following words.
1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. xiv. 354 Gemma's Cosmocri-

ticks. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Cosmodelyte, may be derived
from kootios mundus, and SeiAos, timidus or miser', and
so Englished, one fearful of the world, or a worldly wretch.
[Hence in Bailey (1721-90).] 1848 Southev Comm.-pi. Bk.
IV. 578 The various sophy's—cosmosophy, kerdosophy. 1867

J. H. Stirling Schwegier's Hist. Philos. (ed.8)35oErdmann
views the Theosophy of the middle ages as a necessary com-
plement to the Cosmosophy of the ancients. 1882 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Cosmo-tellurian influences, conditions, celestial and
terrestrial, such as eclipses, stellar influences, .earthquakes,
and the like, which were formerly supposed to affect the con-
stitution, .of various diseases. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst.
I. iii. § 26. 132 That the whole world, .was. .an animal, as our
human bodies are, endued with one sentient or rational life

and nature, one soul or mind, governing and ordering the
whole. Which Corporeal Cosmo-zoism. we do not reckon
amongst the Forms of Atheism.

Cosmocrat (kjrzm^knet). rare. [f. Cosmo-
+ -crat.] Lord or ruler of the world; 'the

prince of this world \
1820 Southey Devil's Walk xxviii,_ You will not think,

great Cosmocrat ! That I spend my time in fooling. 1870
E. Peacock Ralf Skirl. III. 1*3 Endeavouring to solve

that problem which even the great cosmocrat we have
alluded to seems to have found a difficult one.

So Cosmocra'tic a. ; Cosmo crator [Gr. Koafxo-

KpaTOJp lord of the world] = Cosmocrat.
1831 Southey in Q. Rev. XLV. 427 The idiosyncratic,

democratic, cosmocratic, comicocratic Jeremy that he [Ben-
tham] is. 1708 H. Dodwell Nat. Mortality Hum. Souls

130 Yet they reckon her [Sophia] among their proper Aeons,

far exceeding the Demiurgus and Cosmocratores. 1822 T.

Taylor Apuleius 258 The cosmocrators [planets] are the

leaders of the multitude in each.

Cosmocritics, -delyte : see Cosmo-.

Cosmogenetic (k^zm^d^ne-tik), a. [f.

Cosmo- + -genetic: cf. next.] Of or pertaining

to cosmogeny.

1882 J. B. Stallo Concepts Mod. Physics 271 The vision
,

of the cosmogenetic theorist extends backward.
Cosmogeny (k^zm^ds/ni). [ad. Gr.

yhua, or -yevta, origin of the world: see -geny.]
Origin or evolution of the universe.
1864 H. Spencer Illustr. Univ. Progr. 125 The heavenly

bodies comprehended by Cosmogeny. 1876 tr. Haeckels
Hist. Creat. I. 321 This cosmogeny, or theory of the
development of the universe.

II Cosmognosis (kpzmognju-sis). [f. Cosmo-
+ Gr. yvwais knowledge : in mod.F. cosmogtiose.']
' The instinct which teaches animals the right
time for migration, and the fitting place to which
to go 1

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Cosmogonal (kfzmp-gonal), a. [f. Gr. kqo-
! ixof6v-o$ (see Cosmogony) + -al.] —next.

1846 Worcester cites Edin. Rev. 1854 Thoreau Waldett
xvi. (1863) 318 The stupendous and cosmogonal philosophy

1 of the Bhagvat Geeta.

Cosmogonic (k^zmogfrnik), a. [f. Gr. koo-
poyov-os (see Cosmogony) + -10. Cf. F. cosmogon-
ique.] Of or pertaining to cosmogony.
1818 G. S. Faber Hone Mas. I. 34 The cosmogonic sys-

tem of the Azteck mythology. 1839 Eraser's Mag. XX. 200
The cosmogonic record of Moses. 1869 J. D. Baldwin Preh,
Nations 1. 9 The cosmogonic myths and legends of antiquity.

Cosmogonical (k^znwgfrnikal), a. [f. as
prec. + -al.] Dealing or concerned with cosmo-
gony

; cosmogonic.
1816 Southey in Q. Rev. XV. 449 The next 'cosmo-

gonical analogy'. . represents the celebrated serpent woman.
1880 Aihensum 31 July 137/2 The cosmogonical legends of
the Babylonians.

Cosmogonist (k^zm^gonist). [f. as prec. +
-1ST.] One who studies cosmogony, or offers an

I account of the origin or creation of the world,

t Formerly, One who holds that the world was
created or had a beginning in time.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. tv. § 14 {Contents) Other

Pagan Theists [were] neitherTheogonists nor Cosmogonists;

I

They holding the eternity of the world and of the gods.
I 736_44 Coventry Phil, to Hyd. iii. <T.), The sacred cos-
mogonist. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 104 The cosmogonist
has availed himself of this, as of every obscure problem in
geology, to confirm his views. 1873 Geikie Gt. Ice Age
viii. 96 The^ astronomer and cosmogonist assure us that

J

there was a time when this earth existed as a mass of gaseous
matter.

Cosmogonize (kpzm^'gonoiz), v. rare. [f. as

prec. + -ize.] intr. To form a cosmogony ; to

theorize on the origin of the world.
1863 Draper Intell. Dcvel. Europe iv. (1865) 104 This

philosophy was hardly a century old before it began to cos-
mogonize.

Cosmogony (k^zmp'goni). [ad. Gr. KOOfio-

yovi-a creation of the world, f. kuo^o-s world +
~yovta. a begetting cf. Koaixoyovos adj. world-creat-

I ing). In mod.F. cosmogonie. Cf. Cosmogeny.]
1. The generation or creation of the existing

I universe.
,

1 [i678
i

CuD\V0RTH/«^,//.^jj^/. 248 iR.) It was a most ancient

I

..tradition amongst the Pagans.. that the cosmogonia or
I generation of the world took its first beginning from a

chaos.] 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xiv, Yet the cosmogony, or
creation of the world, has puzzled philosophers of all ages.
1809 W. Irving Knickerb. 1. ii. (1849) 36 That I should

!
proceed to notice the cosmogony or formation of this our
globe.^ 1859 Kingsley Misc. (i860) I. 306 He uses strange

: tools in His cosmogony, but He does not use them in

vain.

2. a. The subject of the generation of the

universe, as a study or branch of learning.

1777 G. Forster Voy. round World II. 155 Teachers ..

who are skilled in theogony and cosmogony. 1856 Far-

I

mcr*s Mag. Jan. 16 It is little more than fifty years since
I

the speculations of cosmogony were abandoned. 1871
Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (1879) II, iii. 40 In his mind.. cos-
mogony and religion were indissolubly associated.

b. A theory, system, or account of the creation

or generation of the universe.

1696 Whiston Th. Earth iv. (1722) 312 The Mosaick Cos-
mogony, .supposes the Waters to have encompass'd the

Globe. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11. ii. 87 There were
many Cosmogonies and Theogonies current amongst the

Pagans. 1855 Milman Lai. Chr. (1863) II. 32 The vast and
imaginative cosmogonies of the East.

f Cosmo'graphate, v. Obs.~° [irreg. f. as

next + -ATE3.] =COSMOGRAPHIZE.
1730-6 Bailey, Cosmographate, to describe the World.

Cosmographer (k^zm^ grafaj). [f. Gr. kog-

ftoypacp-os describing the world (f. tcoafxos world +
-ypa<po$ writing, writer) + -er XJ One skilled or

versed in cosmography; one who describes or

maps the general features of the celestial and
terrestrial worlds. But formerly often used as

—geographer.
1527 R. Thorne in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 253 The Cosmo-

graphers haue diuided the earthe by 360 degrees in latitude.

1551 Robinson More's Utep.iArb.) 165 The name of this

yland is nowhere founde amonge the olde. . cosmographers.
i 1600 Norden Spec. Brit., Comiu. Ded., Julius Caesar.,,

sowght for .. both exquisite Cosmographers to describe the
whole Worlde : as also skilful! Geographers to deliniate

..particular Countries, Kingdomes and Cities. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. vii. 312 That the Globe it selfe is by
Cosmographers divided into East and West. 1790 Gibbon
Misc. Wks. (1814) V. 170 By the Greek and Arabian cosmo-
graphers the first meridian was loosely placed at the For*

130-2
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tunate or Canary islands. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets i. 32
Aratus the astronomer, Ptolemy the cosmographer.

Cosmo-graphic Qyiifcy 1tt>i a. [f. as

prec. + -ic. Cf. F. cosmographique.] Of or relating

to cosmography.
1828 in Webster. 1841 Brewster Mart. Sc. ii. (1856) 29

Without overturning my cosmographic theory.

Cosmographical (kf> zmogrx fikal), a. [f. as

prec. + -al.] Of or relating to cosmography.
1559 W. Cunningham {title), The Cosmographical Glasse,

contemying the pleasant Principles of Cosmography, Geo-
graphic, Hydrographie, or Navigation. 163a Heywood
1st Part Iron Age v. Wks. 1874 III. 340 Tis a description

Cosmographicall Of all the Earth, the Ayre, the Sea and
Heauen. 1635 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 1. xi. 241 To this

rule, .are squared all Cosmographicall Tables. 1838 Pres-
cott Ferd. Is. (1846) II. xvi. 107 Independently of the

cosmographical knowledge it implies. 186 1 Wright Ess.
Archxol. II. xiii. 15 Popular cosmographical treatises.

Hence Cosmogra phically. adv.
1658 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. u. ii. (ed. 4) 68 Upon the

..spherical magnet Cosmographically [ed. 1646 geographi-
cally] set out with circles ofthe Globe.

Cosmographist k^zm^-grafist). rare. [f. as

prec. + -1st.] = Cosmographer.
1656 Karl Monm. Advt.fr. Pamass. 36 He was thought

dead, and all the reverend Cosmographists ran to help him.
x8iz Solthev in Q. Rev. VII. 58 This was the opinion of
all the early cosmographists.

Cosmo*graphize, v. ttcnce-wd. [f. as prec.

+ -IZE.] trans. To describe the world in a map
or cosmography.
1593 Greene Dcf, Canny Catch. (1859^ 33 As if hee

could with his head cosmographise the world in a moment.

Cosmography ,k^zny graft), [ad. Or. Koafio-

ypatp'i-a description of the world, f. Koafioypcupos ;

see Cosmographer. Cf. F. cosmographie.]

1. The science which describes and maps the

general features of the universe (both the heavens

and the earth), without encroaching on the special

provinces of astronomy or geography.
But formerly often =geography in its present sense, or spec.

as including hydrography.
1519 inter/. Four Elem. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 27 Of towns

to know the situation, How far they be asunder, And other
points of cosmography. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 46 Cos-
maghraphie. .is ane vniuersal discriptione of the varld, con*
tenand in it the four elementis, the eird, the vattir, the ayr,

and the fyir, the sone and mune, and, al the stem is. 1569

J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 37 b, The measure of
the worlde, and this is deuided into Cosmographie, and
Geographic 1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 33 The Matching of
both (Astronomy and Geography], hath his peculier Arte,

called Cosmographie. 1594 Bu ndevil Exerc. in. 1, i.

(ed. 7) 277 Cosmography is the description . . of heaven and
earth, and all that is contained therein. 1622 62 Heylin
Cosmogr. Introd. (1674} 24/2 As well of History as of
Geography. Out of which two compounded and intermLxt,

ariseth that universal Comprehension of Natural and Civil
story, which by a proper and distinct name may be termed
Cosmography. 1658 Phillips, Cosmography, a description

of the World, with the Climates and Circles marked upon
the Globe and in Maps. 1706 — (ed. Kersey*, Cosmography,
a Description of the visible World ; a Science which shews
the Frame of the Universe, or whole World . . The two
Branches of this Science are Astronomy and Geography.
1764 B. Martin Syst. Philol. II. 33 That Science which is

properly called Geography, or rather Cosmography. 1876
Bancroft Hist, U. S. L iii. 68 Sir Humphrey Gilbert.. en-
gaged deeply in the science of cosmography.

2. A description or representation of the universe

or of the earth in its general features.

1432 50 tr. Higdctt (Rolls) I. 23 Pricianus Grammatkus,
in his Cosmographye. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (18581 I.

89 That buik, quhilk calht is for-yi Of Pholotne the greit

cosmographi. 164a Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 32 Wmch
without further travel I can do in the Cosmography of my
self. 166* South Serm. (1697) I. 79 The Body [of Maul.

.

being, .a little Cosmography or Map ofthe Universe. 1838 9
Hallam Hist. Lit. I. iii. 1. § 73. 193 Two translations [of]

. .the cosmography of Ptolemy. 1876 Gladstone Homeric
Syuchr. 226, I am far from meaning that he had in his

mind an harmonious world-plan or cosmography.

Cosmogyral, a. nonce-wd. [f. Cosmo- +
Gyral a.] Whirling round the universe.

1808 J. Barlow Columb. ix. 58 She., whirls forth her globe
in cosmogyral course.

Cosmolabe v
kpzm0l**ib). [a. F. cosmolabe :

cf. Cosmo- and Astrolabe.] An ancient instru-

ment resembling the astrolabe.

1574 Eden Taisnier's Navig. Ded. (in Arb. p. xlvii/i\ Of
this instrument reade the Cosmolabe of Besson {L'Usage et

Pratique du Cosmolabe 1567]. 17*2-51 Chambers Lycl.*

Cosmolabe, an antient mathematical instrument, serving to

measure distances, both in the heavens, and on earth.

Cosmolatry (k^zmplatri). [f. Cosmo- + -la-

try.] Worship of the world.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. \. iv. § 36. 558 To lay a

foundation for infinite polytheism, cosmolatry (or world-
idolatry), and creature-worship.

Cosmoline (k^zm^lin). [f. asCosM-ETlC + -oL

+ -INE.] *A name of purified solid paraffin
1

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1876 Duhring's Dis. Skin 92 Petroleum and its products
vaseline and cosmoline.

Cosmolo'gic, a. rare. =next.
1891 De La Saussaye's Sci. Relig. xxvi. 229 World-myths

In which a cosmogonic and cosmofogic doctrine cannot be
mistaken.

Cosmological ^zm^V'd^ikal), a. [f. Gr.
xoapoKoyiK'OS 'touching physical philosophy* (f.

Kufffw-t world + Xoyitcos discoursing) + -al.] Of
or pertaining to cosmology.
Cosmological argument (for the existence of God) : that

form of proof which reasons from an actual existence, a
contingent object of experience, to an absolutely necessary
condition of that existence : see quot. 1867.

1825 Coleridge Aids Rejl. (1848) I. 140 The proof first

mentioned, .(the cosmological, I mean..)—presupposes the

ontological. 1830 Lvell Princ. Geol. I. 39 Wl|en Whiston
first began his cosmological studies. 1867 J. H. Stirling
Schwegler's Hist. Philos. (ed. 8) 229 (Kant) The cosmo-
logical proof'. . If anything exists, there must exist an abso-

lutely necessary being as its cause. But I myself at all

events exist, therefore there exists also an absolutely neces-

sary being as my cause [etc.]. 1881 Ramsay in Nature No.
j

618. 420 Cosmological speculations.

Cosmologically (k^ zm^d^ikali), adv. [f.

I prec. + -ly ^.j In a way that relates to cosmology.
1865 Masson Rcc. Brit. Philos. 141 In the former case he

was speaking cosmologically, in the latter ontologically.

Cosmologist k^zmplod^ist;. [f. next + -1ST.]

One who studies or discourses on cosmology.
170J Geddes Transl. Bible I. Pref. (RJ, According to the

Hebrew cosmologist, the earth was, before the six days'

creation, a desolate waste. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 25
As cosmologists were not at all restricted, in building their

systems, to the agency of known causes. x886 Morley
Comic Crit. Misc. III. 345 Humboldt the cosmologist

Cosmology (kpzmp\dd$V. [ad. mod.L. cos-

mofogia, a. Gr. type *Ko<Jixo\vyi-a, f. tfoV/to-s world

+ -Ao-yia discourse. Cf. F. cosmologie.]

The science or theory of the universe as an
ordered whole, and of the general laws which
govern it. Also, a particular account or system

of the universe and its laws.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Cosmology, a speaking of the
world. 1735 B. Martin Philos. Gram. 101 By Cosmology
is implied a philosophical or physiological Discourse of the
World, or Universe in general. 180a Playfaik Jllustr.

Hutton. 77m 32 In the cosmologies., of Leibnitz and Buffon,

I
fire and water are both employed. 1876 Gladstone /Aw/frrV
Synchr. 221 It throws, .a most important light on Homer's
cosmology.

b. Philos. That branch of metaphysics which
deals with the idea of the world as a totality of

all phenomena in space and time.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cosmology, the science ofthe
world in general. This Wolfius calls general, or transcend-
ental cosmology. 1867 J. H. Stirling Schiveeler's Hist.

Philos. (ed. 8) 205 Metaphysics, .are subdivided [by Wolff]
into Ontology, Cosmology, Psychology, Natural Theology.
1874 W. Wallace Hegel's Logic 58 The third branch of
Metaphysics was Cosmology. The topics it embraced were
the worfd, its contingency, necessity, eternity, limitation in

time and space, etc. 1889 Cairo Kant II. 39 Rational
Cosmology deals with the idea of the world as a totality of

phenomena in one time and space.

t Cosmo'metry. Obs. rare. Also erron.

cosmi-. [ad. Gr. type *K<xTf*ofitTpi-af
f. Kocpo-s

world + -/i«Tpio measurement. Cf. F. cosmomJtrie.]

Measurement of the universe.

1658 Blount Glossogr., Cosmometry, a measuring of the
world. .Cosmometry shews the reason of the world, by
measures of degrees and minutes ofthe Heavens. 1684 tr.

Agrippa's Van. Artes xxvi. 74 Let us have a few words now
concerning Cosmimetry, which is divided into Cosmography
and Geography.

Cosmophil (k^'znwfil), a. twnce-wd. [f, Cos-
mo- + Gr. -<piXos loving, friendly, friend.] Friendly

to the world in general ; loving all countries.

1881 St. James Gaz. 10 Mar. 10 Journals of less cosmo-
phil tendencies.

So Cosmo philite.

1849 Thackeray in Scribner's Mag. I. 681/1 There was to

be a great deal of Parisian beauty, which a cosmophilite

ought to see.

Cosmoplastic .k^zmaplarstik), a. [f. Gr.

Kofffio-wKaaT-tjs framer of the world (f. *oo*/xo- s

world + irXaoTTjs moulder) + -ic : cf. Plastic]

+ 1. Maintaining an inanimate plastic nature to be

the highest principle of the universe. Obs.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. Pref. 10 A fourth atheistick

form, .concluded the whole world . . to be . . oncly one huge
plant or vegetable, having an artificial, plantal, and plastick

nature, .those cosmo-plastick and hylozoick atheisms. Ibid.

1. iu. 143 The stoical or cosmo-plastick Atheists. 1681

Hallywell Melampr. 841 T. 1 He [Seneca] being no
better than a cosmoplastick atheist, i.e. he made a certain

plastick or spermatick nature, devoid of all animality or

conscious intellectuality, to be the highest principle in the
universe.

2. Moulding or forming the universe.

1884 G. Macdonald Unspoken Serm. 204 To the tides of
whose harmonious cosmo-plastic life all his being thence-
forward lies open for interpenetration and assimilation.

Coamopolicy. nonce-tod. — Cosmopolitism.
1813 Shelley Let. to Hogg 7 Feb. in Dowden Life I. vii.

341^ Ihave not abated an iota of the infidelity or cosmo*
policy of it [Queen Mob],

Cosmopolitan (k^mflp^litan), a. and sb. [f.

Cosmopolite + -an ; cf. metropolitan."]

A. adj.

1, Belonging to all parts of the world ; not

restricted to any one country or its inhabitants.

1848 Mill Pol. Econ. II. m. xvii. 113 Capital is becoming
more and more cosmopolitan. 1865 Grote Plato I. iv. 151

The mixed and cosmopolitan character of the Alexandrine
population. 1869 R. Semmes Adv. AJloat 11. 670 They
were of the cosmopolitan sailor class.

2. Having the characteristics which arise from,

or are suited to, a range over many different

countries ; free from national limitations or attach-

ments.
1844 Emerson Lcct. Yng. A titer. Wks. (Bohn)II. 206 The

legislation of this country should become more catholic and
cosmopolitan than that of any other. 1847 Dickkns Lett.
(1880) 1. 179 He is of a cosmopolitan spirit. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. 212 That cosmopolitan indifference to consti-

tutions and religions which is often observable in persons
whose life has been passed in vagrant diplomacy.

3. A T
at. Hist. Widely diffused over the globe

;

found in all or many countries.

i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 38 A few kinds seem, indeed,
cosmopolitan, but the great majority have a limited range.

1875 Lyell Princ. Geol. II. BL xxxv. 272 Plants, .many of
which possess such unlimited powers of diffusion as lo be
almost cosmopolitan in their range.

B. sb. = Cosmopolite.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. Vote Poem, Every ground
May be one's country—for by birth each man Is in this

world a cosmopolitan. 1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. xxiii.

520 He was no cosmopolitan. He was an Englishman of
the English. 1875 Merivale Gen- Hist. Rome xxvii.(i877)

189 The cultivation of the ideas of Greece . . transformed the
children of Quirinus into mere cosmopolitans.

Cosmopolitanism .k^zm^p^litanizW. [f.

prec + -ism.]

1. Cosmopolitan character ; adherence to cosmo-
politan principles.

i8<8 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 217 A certain attenuated
cosmopolitanism had taken place of the old home feeling.

1878 Dowden Stud. Lit. 374 In her vain striving after cos-

mopolitanism, .he [Quinet] recognised the secret of Italy's

decrepitude.

2. A r
at. Hist. World-wide distribution.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 113 A nearer approach
matie to cosmopolitanism than is usual amongst Insects.

Cosmopo litaniza tion. rare. [f. next +
-ation.] The action of making, or fact of be-

coming, cosmopolitan.
1889 Comhill Mag. Oct. 427 Symptoms of this dead-level

cosmopolitan isation of the world s flora.

Cosmopolitanize ^zm^p^-litanaiz , v. [f.

Cosmopolitan + -ize.] a. trans. To make cos-

mopolitan, b. intr. To act the cosmopolitan.

Hence Cosmopo litanized, Cosmopo litaniz-

ingr ///. adjs.

1876 W. C Rlssell Is he the Man ? I. 19 If the army fail*

to cosmopolitanize a man there is no hope for him. 1883
Pall Mall G. 24 Apr. 4/2 The cosmopolitanizing influences

that have penetrated so many of the rural districts. 1891

Sat. Rev. 1 Aug. 149/2 A cosmopolitanizing Radical.

Cosmopolite (kf>znyp^bit;, sb. and a. [ad.

Gr. /coffpoTroktT-rjt citizen of the world, f. tcoapio-s

world + voXtrijs citizen. Cf. mod.F. cosmopolite.']

1. A * citizen of the world *
; one who regards

or treats the whole world as his country ; one who
has no national attachments or prejudices.

Common in the 17th c. ; but app. revived early in the

19th c, and often contrasted with patriot, and so either re-

proachful or complimentary. To this 19th c. revival nearly

all the derivatives belong.

(1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 6 To finde himzelfc Cosmopolites, a
citizen . . of the . . one mysticall citie vniucrsall, and so conse-

quently to meditate of the Cosrnopoliticall gouemment
thereof.] c 1618 E. Bolton Hypercr. in Haslewood Anc.
Crit. ^«.(i8iOII. 254 Thou standest charged with a four-

fold Duty. 1. As a Christian Cosmopolite. 2. As a Christian

Patriot . . 3. As a Christian Subject . . 4. As a Christian Pater-

familias, c 1645 Howell Lett. I.vi. Ix, I came tumbling out

into the World a pure Cadet, a true Cosmopolite, not born to

Land, Lease, House or Office. 1657 W. Rl'msey Organ. Sal.

Ep. Ded. (1659) 15 He who Andes out any thing conducing

to humane health, is the best Cosmopolite. 1809 W. Irving

Knickerb. (1861) 191 He was one of those vagalwnd cosmo-
polites who shark about the world, as if they had no right or

business in it. 1834 Mehwin Anglerin Wales II. 190 Vou..
have merged the patriot in the cosmopolite. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. II. 332 Some had passed a great part of their lives

abroad, and .. were mere cosm<.|>olucs. 1885 Ti nnvson
Hands allRound 3 That man's the best Cosmopolite, Who
Joves his native country best.

2. trans/, A plant or animal at home in all parts

of the world. So of proverbs, legends, or the like.

183a Lyell Princ. Geol. II. 101 Some species of the vulture

tribe are said to be true cosmopolites. 1853 G. Johnston
Nat. Hist. E. Bord. L 37 Sea-Rocket. .A cosmopolite. 1853
Thknch Proverbs 42 There are others fproverbsl. . which we
meet all the world over. True cosmopolites, they seem, .to

have made themselves an home equally in all [lands^

1 3. A man of this world, a worldling. Obs.

1614 T. Adams Devil's Batujuet 166 The vanitie of carnal!

ioyes, the vanitie of vanities, are as bitter to vs, as pleasant

to the Cosmopolite or worldling. 1657 Reeve God's Plea
80 The Devill . . hath an Incorporation of Cosmopolites, an
Host of Lucre-worms.

B. attrib. and adj. — Cosmopolitan a.

1809 Naval Chron. XXII. 201 Compunctious visitings of

..cosmopolite patriots. 1851 Dana Crust. 1. 1^53 These
are cosmopolite species. t86a Mekivalk Rom. Emp. (1865)

VI. liii. 327 His doctrines were essentially cosmopolite,

187a Bagehot Physics $ Pol. (1876) 177 The existence of a

cosmopolite Church.

Cosmopolitic (kf7zm0pf7-litik\ a, and sb. rare.

[f. Cosmopolite + -u', after politic]

A. atlj. = Cosmopolitan.
1824 De Quincey (18631 XII. 143 The formation of a

great primary state-body, or cosmopolitic Areopagus. 1846

Blacknv. Mag. LX. 481 Why to the Hotel de 1'Europe?. .1

bate these cosmopolitic terms.



COSMOPOLITICAL. 1033 COSSET.
B. si. (/>/.) World-politics.

1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. II. xv. 202 The transcendental
cosmopolitics of [Keats's] Hyperion.

Cosmopolitical lkf>zmop<rii-tikal), a. [f. as
prec. + -al, after political] Relating to all states
and polities

; belonging to universal polity.
1598 [see Cosmopolite]. 1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev.

XXVI. 561 It discusses the possibility of a cosmopolitical
federation, i860 Masson in Macm. Mag. I. 175 Exhibit-
ing . . a nobler, a more commanding cosmopolitical spirit.

1887 Lowell Dentocr. 196 Kant says somewhere, that, .the
memory of man will have room only for those [transactions]
of supreme cosmopolitical importance.

Cosmopolitism {k^zmp-p^litiz'm). [f. Cosmo-
polite + -ism. Cf. F. cosmopolitisme.] = Cosmo-
politanism.
1797 W. Tayi.or in Monthly Rev. XXIV. 515 To found an

academy for educating young men in the principles of cos-
mopolitism. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 189 The false
philosophy, .which would persuade him that cosmopolitism
is nobler than nationality. 1840 Mill Diss. «y Disc. (1859)
II. 284 That general fusion of races and nations, which .

.

prepared the way for the cosmopolitism of modern times.

Cosmorama (k#zmora*ma). [mod. f. Gr.
Ko<TjA-os world + opdfta spectacle. Also mod. Fr.]

1. A peep-show containing characteristic views of
all parts of the world.
Originally the title given to a public exhibition in Regent

Street, London ; afterwards taken by other shows of 1

all
the world in a box.'

1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 473 The whole beats panorama,
and cosmorama, and Covent-Garden scenery to boot. 1836 9
Dickens J^. Boz, Van*hallby day, Th« temples and saloons
and cosmoramas and fountains glittered . . before our eyes.
1848-9 Southey Comm. Bk, IV. 715 Wax and composition
casts, .exhibited in the Cosmorama in Regent Street.

2. trans/ & fig. A peep-show of the world : in
quot. 1852 applied to the Great Exhibition of 1851.
1852 Bp. Wordsworth Occas. Serin. Ser. in. 26 In this

Industrial Cosmorama, we do not see the names of many
who have, perhaps, contributed most effectively to the pro-
duction of the marvellous works. 1881 Myers Wordsworth
i. 12 Between the operations of his spirit and the cosmorama
of the external world.

Cosmoraniic {kfzawrwmik), a. [f. prec. +
-ic.] Belonging to, or of the nature of, a cosmo-
rama or peep-show.
1836 Foreign Q. Rev. XVII. 60 While we are looking into

the history of Venice, of Florence [etc.], we have a cosmo-
ramic view of each of those states, but we can never embrace
a panoramic outline of the whole of Italy. 1877 MoRLEY
Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 381 Some glittering masque and cosmo-
ramic revel. 1887 Times (Weekly ed.) 24 June 7/3, 86 cos-
moramic views and peep shows.

II Cosmos 1 (kfzmps). Also 7 cosmus, 9 kos-
moa. [a. Gr. w$yo$ order, ornament, world or
universe (so called by Pythagoras or his disciples
' from its perfect order and arrangement *).]

1. The world or universe as an ordered and
harmonious system.
1650 Bulwer Anthropomet xv. 149 As the greater World

is called Cosmus from the beauty thereof. 1848 tr. Hum-
boldt's Cosmos (Bohn) I. 53 In this work I use the word
Cosmos, .[as] the assemblage of all things in heaven and
earth, the universality of created things, constituting the
perceptible world. 1865 Gkote Plato I. i. 12 The Pytha-
goreans conceived the Kosmos, or the universe, as one single
system, generated out of numbers, i860 Phillips Vesuv.
xii. 324 A complete history of volcanos should . . be in har-
mony with the general history of the cosmos. 1874 Blackie
SelfCult. 1 1 Were it not for the indwelling reason the world
would be a chaos and not a cosmos.

b. transf. An ordered and harmonious system
(of ideas, existences, etc.), e.g. that which con-
stitutes the sum-total of * experience \
1882 T. H. Green Proleg. Ethics § 145 Sensations which

do not amount to perceptions, make no lodgment in the
cosmos of our experience, add nothing to our knowledge.
1885 Clodd Myths $ Dr. ir. iii. 155 The confusion which
reigns in his [man's] cosmos extends to his notion of what is
in the mind and what is out of it.

2. Order, harmony : the opposite of chaos.
1858 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. 11. i, Hail, brave Henry .. still

visible as a valiant Son ofCosmos and Son of Heaven. 187a
Minto Eng. Prose Lit. \. iii. 187 Work, the panacea which
alone brings order out of confusion, cosmos out of chaos.

T Cosmos 2
. Obs. Also 7 cossmos, cosmus.

Early form of Koumiss.
[App. due to some error of transcription.]

159J
Hakluyt Voy. I. 97 Their drinke called Cosmos,

winch is mares milke. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd.fy Comma'.
(1603) 167 As the Arabians, so they [Tartars], delight in
sower milke, or cosmus. 1630 Capt. Smith Trav. 27 In
Summer they drinke most Cossmos.
fCo smosie. Obs. rare- 1

. = Cosmos.
1600 Tourneur Metamorph. vii, The formed Chaos of this

Cosmosie.

Cosmosophy, -tellurian : see Cosmo-.
Cosmosphere (k^-zmi>isfi^). [f. Cosmo- +
Sphere.] See quot.
1864 Webster, Cosmosphere, an apparatus for showing the

position of the earth, at any given time, with respect to the
fixed stars. It consists of a hollow glass globe, on which
are, depicted the stars forming the constellations, and within
which is a terrestrial globe.

t Cosmotecture. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Cosmo-

+ L. tectura covering.] World-envelope.
1624 F. White Repl. Fisher 448 The flies wing . . may be

thinned, extended, and inlarged, to make a case, .to put the
whole world into. .This fictious Cosmotecture and case.

Cosmotheism (Vpzmo^i-iz'm). rare. [f. Cos-
mo- + Theism.] The belief or doctrine that
identifies God with the universe

; pantheism.
i8»5 Coleridge in Rem. (1836) II. 326 The sacerdotal re-

ligion of Egypt had . . degenerated from the patriarchal
monotheism into a pantheism, cosmotheism, or worship of
the world as God. Ibid. 350 Cosmotheism, or identification
of God with the universe.

Cosmofhetic (kpznwbe'tik), a. [f. Gr. type
*tcoafxo0(TiK-6s, f. tc6<rfio-s world + BfTitcos positing

;

cf. teovfioOtTr)* regulator of the world.] That posits
or assumes an external world.
Cosnwthetic Idealism, a term applied by Hamilton to that

theory of perception which posits the existence of an ex-
ternal world, while denying that we have any immediate
knowledge of it.

1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. (1Z77) I.xvi. 295 Those..
Hypothetical Dualists or Cosmothetic Idealists. 1868 Bain
Ment. $ Mor. Sc. 209 (Hamilton) The phrase ' Cosmothetic
Idealism'; meaning that an External World is supposed
apart from our mental perception, as the inconceivable and
incomprehensible cause of that perception.

Cosmothe tical, a. [f. as prec. + -al.] = prec.
1843 Blackw, Mag. LIV. 652 This man is a Cosmothetical

Idealist: that is, an Idealist who postulates an external
universe as the unknown cause of certain modifications we
are conscious of within ourselves, and which, according to
his view, we never really get beyond.
Cosmo-zoism : see Cosmo-.
Coson, -age, etc. obs. ff. Cozen, etc.

Co-SO'nant, a. rare— 1
. [Co- 2.] Sounding

alike, riming.
1856 Titan Mag. Dec. 486 Latin verse-writers constructed

their metres by syllabic quantities, and not by co-sonant
endings.

Co-sounding: see Co- pre/ 2.

Co-SO'Vereigfn. [Co- 3 b.] A joint sovereign
;

a fellow-sovereign.
X793 T' Jefferson Writ. (1859^ IV. 45 He proceeds .. to

act as co-sovereign of the territory. 1888 Times 30 June 5 2
(Opening of Reichstag) On his right .. a galaxy of all his
chief co-sovereigns.

So Co-so vereignty.
17U Land. Gaz. No. 5050/2 The Canton of Berne shall be

admitted into the Co-Sovereignty of the common Bailliages.
1801 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XI. 646 Each, .merging
his local sovereignty in the extended co-sovereignty.

Cosp. dial, [OK. cosp, also cops a shackle, etc.

= OS. cosp : see Cops.]
1. A hasp ; =Cops 2.

14. . [see Cops 2]. 152a MS. Act: St. John's Hosp., Can-
terb., For a hooke & cospe and a catche for the entre dore.

2. (See quots.)

1847-78 Halliwell, Cosp, the cross bar at the top of a
spade. 1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. Gloss., Cosp (Heref. 1

,

the head of a plough. 1884 Holland Chesh. Gloss. (E.D.S. \
Cosp, (1) the cross piece at the top of a spade handle; (2)
frequently used for the head.

Co-species : see Co- pre/, 3 b.

Co-sphered, pa. pple. [Co- i.] Placed in

the same sphere, ensphered together.
1820 Lamb Etia Ser. 1. ii, At that moment, .he is on. .Par-

nassus—or co-sphered with Plato.

Co-spire, Co-splendour : sec Co- pre/. 1,3a.
t Coss, sbA Obs. Also cosse. [a. obs. F.

cosse, ad. It. cosa thing, a translation of Arab.
shai * thing ', the term applied to the unknown

quantity (or x) of an equation, etc.] In Rule 0/
Coss, an early name for Algebra.
1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 6 That great Arithmeticall Arte of

^Equation : commonly called the Rule of Coss, or Algebra.
1579 Digces Stratiot. 55 This Art of Algebra or Rule of
Cosse as the Italians terme it. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Cosse and Cossick, the old Word for Algebra. 1796 Hutton
Math. Diet. I. 335 Coss, Rule of, meant the same as
Algebra, by which name it was for some time called, when
first introduced into Europe through the Italians, who
named it Regolade Cosa, the Rule of the thing; the un-
known quantity, or that which was required in any question,
being called cosa, the thing.

II COSS, COS (k(«), sb.~. Anglo-Indian. Also 7
(course, courss), 9 cose, kos, koss. {PI. same
as sing.) [a. Hindi kos, Pali koss:—Skr. kroca a
measure of distance, but orig. a call, calling dis-

tance : cf. Cooee.]
A measure of length in India, varying in different

parts from 2^ miles or more down to about ij.
* Actual measurement of road distance between 5 pair of

Akbar's kos-mindrs (coss-pyramids) near Delhi, gave a mean
of 2m. 4f. 158yds ' (Yule).

1616 Terry in Purchas Pilgrims II. 1468 (Y.) The length
of those. .Provinces is. .1000 Courses, every Indian Course
being two English miles. 1677 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 63
A pilgrimage to Asmeer albeit a hundred and thirty course
or two hundred English miles distant thence. 1753 Han-
way Trav. (1762) II. xiv. v. 363 note, They reckon it two
hundred and two coss, each coss of four thousand yards.
1816 'Quiz' Grand Master rv. 76 note, It is calculated, that
an Indian coss is an English mile and a half; but it differs

in the eastern and western parts. 1884 E. Arnold in Con-
temp. Rev. Sept. 422 A Koss and a half of a Koss went they.

COSS, *M Sc. [f. next verb.] Exchange, barter.

1637 Dickson Pract. Wks. (1845) I. 150 Here we have
Paul s coss and quitting of all other things that he may get
Christ.

COSS, v. Chiefly Sc. Forms : 5 couss, 5-6
cose, 6 coisfs, coce, coaae, 6, 9 coss. [Of
uncertain derivation and history. Cf. (old and

I

I dial.) F. cosson a re-seller, one who buys and sells
over again (Godefroy) = It. cozzone 'a horse-
courser (Florio) :-L. cocioncm a broker.
Rut of these words the -on- is an integral part ; hence the

derived vb. is in L. edeionari, It. cozzonare. and this would
not naturally become coss in English. There is also the
difficult question of the relation of coss to Cokse v. and to
Scorce v., in the same sense, as to which see the latter.]

trans. To barter, exchange. Also ahsol.
c 1470 Hknry Wallace x. 470 liruce said : Fer ma on this

day we haiff losyt. Wallace ansuerd ; Allace, thai war
eWUl cosyt [v.r. coist]. 14.. Lyarde in Pel. Ant. II. 2S1
Coussid awaye at Appilby faire, As wyfis makis bargans, a
horse for a mare. 1513 Douglas Aincis ix. v. 188 The
traste Alethys With hym hes helmys cossyt [v.r. cosit

;

Virgil ix. galeam permntat], and gaue him his. 1570
Regent's Trag. ii. in Sempitl liailatcs 70 Steilling vp ane
close, Possest in purpois, lyfe for lyfe to cose. 1573 David-
son Comm. Vprichtnes xlvi. (Jam.), Let not the lufe of this
lyfe temporall. .Stay you to cois with lyfe celestial. 1580
Baret Alv. C 1268 To Cope, or coase, cambire. 1808
JAMIESON, Coss, to exchange. Loth., Benuicks.
Hence Co*ssing (f cosing) vbl. sb.

1597 MOMTCOMEMK Cktrrie $ Sloe 795 Sic coining but
loissing All honest men may vsc. 1597 Skene Dc Verb,
.'it'gn. s. v. Bote, In all excambion, or cussing of landes.
1617 Makkham CaT'al. 11. 136 The mystery of Horse-cosing.
Coss, obs. f. Kiss sb., Cos.
Cossack (k^'ssek). Also 6 Cassacke, 7 Cos

sache, -aque, Cassok, Kosack, 7-8 Cosack,
-ak, 8 Cossac, 9 Cossacque, Kozack, -ak. [a.

Turk! (jVpj quzzaq adventurer, guerilla. 4 In India

it became common in sense of predatory horseman,
j

freebooter* ^Yule).]

Name of a warlike Turkish people now subject to
Russia, occupying the parts north of the lilack Sea.
From them thel'olesorganized a body of light horse-
men, in which capacity they now form an important
element of the Russian army. Also attrib. or adj.
1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 388 The Cassacke beares his felt,

to force away the raine. 1687 Rycaut Hist. 'Turks II. 2 ;i

The Piracies and Depredations of the Cosacks in the Black
Sea. 1698 Ckull Mr/scovy 126 The Cossacks . .were a cer-
tain Body of Soldiers, Established for the Guard of the
Frontiers. 1753 Hanway Trav. (17621 I. 11. xv. 64 The
Cossacks are a .species of Tartars ; their name signifies free-
booters. 1822 Byron Juan VIII. lxxiv, The Kozacks, or, if

so you please, Cossacques. Ibid. x. Ii, The parries He
made 'gainst Cossacque sabres. 1855 Tennyson Charge
Lt. Brigaiie iv, Cossack and Russian Rcel'd from the
sabre-stroke Shatter 'd and sunder'd. transf. 1877 C.
Gltkie Christ xxv. (1879) 271 To hold these fierce Cossacks
of the age in check.

Hence Cossa'ckian, Cossa ckic a. fare), per-

taining to the Cossacks.
iSifi\ Gent I. Mag. LXXXVI. I. 211 I*'orm of government

. .entirely kozakian. 1824 J. Gilchrist Etym. Interpr. 14
The origin of Cossackic and Hottentotic, and of all the
languages, etc.

Cosse, obs. f. Kiss sb., Cosh, Cos.
Cossen, obs. f. Cozen.

t Co*sser, coser, Obs. [f. Coss v. + -xb i.] a
dealer; a broker ; a ' horsc-corscr '. So Cossery
(in 5 coseri), barter, bargaining.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 684/40 Hie mango, a cosyr.

?rt 1400 Morte Art/t. 1582 It come neuer of knyghthede .

.

To carpe of coseri, whene captyfis ere takyne.

Cosset (k^'set), sb. Also 8 cossart. [Not
found before the 16th c. : derivation uncertain.

_
Prof. Skeat {Trans. Pht'lol. Soc. 1889) has suggested that

it is the same word as OE. cot-sxta cot-sitter, dweller in a
cot, cottar ; cf. the Domesday forms, pi. coscez, cosets, cozez
(z = ts). This is phonetically satisfactory, and the sense of
' lamb dwelling in a cot ' or ' kept by a cot-sxta or cottar

'

finds support in It. casiccio a tame lamb bred by hand,
f. casa house ; Ger. hauslamm house-lamb and ' pet ', is

analogous. Cf. also 'Colts, lambs brought up by hand,
cades', Marshall Rural Econ. E. Norfolk, 1787 (whence in

Grose 1790). There is however a long gap between the
coscez of Domesday and the cosset of 1579, during which no
trace of the word in either sense has been found.]

1. A lamb (colt, etc.) brought up by hand ; a
pet-lamb, cade-lamb. Also attrib. as cosset lamb.
1579 Spenser SJieph. Cat. Nov. 42, I shall thee give yond

Cosset for thy payne. 1613 W. Browne Sheph. Pipe Wks.
1772 III. 39 The best cosset in my fold. 1626 Breton
Fantastickes Apr. (D.), The cosset lamb is learned to butt.

1674 Ray 6". # E. C. Words 62 A Cosset lambe or colt, &c.
i.e. a cade lamb, a lamb or colt brought up by the hand,
Norf. Suff. 1749 W. Ellis Sheph. Guide 77 A cossart-
lamb in Hertfordshire is one left by its dam's dying by
disease or hurt before it is capable of getting its own living

;

or is one that is taken from a ewe that brings two or three
or four lambs at a yeaning, and is incapable of suckling and
bringing them all up. 1883 Sat. Rev. LVI. 109 The char-
acter of cosset lambs is notoriously bad ; and . . the pet horse
is, as a rule, a somewhat uncertain animal in stable.

2. Applied to persons, etc. : A pet of any kind ;

a petted, spoilt child.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 143 Who but an ingrain
cosset would keepe such a courting of a Curtezan. 1614 B.
Jonson Earth. Fair 1. i, I am for the cosset his charge.
1659 Gauden Tears ofCh. 595 Some are such Cossets and
Tantanies that they congratulate their Oppressors and flatter

their Destroyers, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiu, Cosset, a
Fondling Child, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Cosset, a
pet, something fondly caressed.

Cosset (k^-set), v. [f. prec. sb. In literary

use, chiefly of 19th a] trans. To treat as a
cosset ; to fondle, caress, pet, indulge, pamper.
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1659 Gaudkn Tears of Ch, 375 Episcopacy .. was even
pampered and cosetted by so excessive a favour. a i8js
Forbv Voe. E. A nglia. Cosset, to fondle. 1857 Sir K. Pal-
giave Norm, Eng. II. 800 Henry, so cosseted during
liabyhood and boyhood by his grandmother. 1859 H.
Kingslev G. Hajutyn xxvi. (D.), I nave been cosseting this

little beast up. i860 Emerson Comi. Li/ex. (1861)7 Nature
is no sentimentalist—does not cosset or pamper us.

b. intr, or ahsol.

1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. 111. 201 Probe and dally,

cosset featly, Test your wanton sport completely. 1889 II.

Weir Our Cats 11 Another [cat] would cosset up close to

a sitting hen.

Cosset, variant of Cossid.

Cossety (k^'seti), a. rare, [f. prcc. sb. or vb.

+ -Y.J frond of being cosseted; pertaining to

cosseting.

1887 A'entisk Gloss., Cossety, used of a child that has been
petted, and expects to be fondled and caressed. 1889 M.
Weir Our Cats 61 The short-haired cat in general is. .more
' cossetty '. . than its long-haired brother. Ibid. 120 Some
cats are. .ever ready for cossetty attention.

Cosshe, var. Cosh Obs., hut.

Cosshen, -yn» obs. ff. Cushion.
Cossherie, cosshirh, obs. ff. Coshery.

t Cossic, a. Obs. [ad. It. cossico, f. cosa, cossa :

see Cosfl sbm'l Pertaining to algebra, algebraic.

1557 Recorde (titled The Whetstone of Witte, which is

the seconde parte of Anthmeticke, containing the Extrac-
tion of Roots, the Cossike Practice, with the Rules of
Equation. Ibid. S j b, Nombers Cossike, are soche as bee
contracte vnto a denomination of some Cossike signe as 1.

nombcr, 1. roote, 1 square, 1. Cube, etc. a 1656 Br. Hall
Via Media Rem. Wks. (i66o> ^67 Strtgelius .. likens the
place of predestination in Divinity to the Cossick Rule in

Arithmetic. 1656 tr. Itobbes' Elem. Philos. (18391 316 Alge-
bra, or the analytics specious, symbolical, or cossick. 1674
Dary in Rigaud Corr. Set Men (18411 II. 366 An univer>al

series for any equation of two cossic notes. 1838-9 Hallam
Hist. Lit. I. iii. 1. f 136. 242.

Hence f Co ssicly culv., algebraically.

1557 Recorde U 'hetst. S j, There bee some called nombers
denominate vulgarely : and other bee called nombers deno-
minate Cossike! y.

•{• Co'SSical, a- Obs. [f. as prec. + -al.] —prec.
1571 Digges Tantom. iv. Pnt. Tj, The ingeniouse Student,

hauing any meane taste of cossicall numbers, shall finde

them playne and easie. 1701 Jeake Body ofArith. 284 In
substracting Cossical Fractions. [1801 Strutt Sports <r

Past, iv. ii. 378 note, Certain, .algebraic figures, called cos-

sical signings, which increased the intricacy of the game.]

Cossid (kjrsid). Anglo-Indian. Also 7 cos-

set, 8 cassid. [a. Arab, (and Pcrs.) Xm>\$ qacid

courier.] ' A courier or running messenger 1 (Yule\
1682 W, Hedges Diary 20 Dec (Y.), I received letters by

a Cossid .. dated ye 18th instant from Muxodavad. 1696
Ovington Voy. Suratt 416 (Y.) Word was brought .. of a
Cosset's Arrival with Letters from Court. 1748 in J. Long
Select. Rec. Govt, 3 (Y.) Our packets may be forwarded*

much faster by Cassids. 1803 Wellington in Gurw. Desp.
II. 159, I wish that you would open a communication by
means of cossids with the officer commanding . . in the fort

of Songhur. 1879 C. R. Low Jrnl. Gen. Abbott iii. 245 A
cossid arrived from Cabul bringing the Shah's reply.

Cosside, obs. f. kissed : see Kiss v,

Cossing : see Coas v.

Coesoner, obs. f. Cozener.

Cossyrite (k^sirait) . Min. [Named 1 88

1

from Cossyra, ancient name of the island Pantcl-

laria, between Sicily and Africa : see -ite.] A
silicate of iron found in lava.

188a Dana Min. App. iii. 31

tCost, sb* Obs. [ONorthumb. cost, a. ON.
kostr trial, chance, state, condition, quality, etc.

— Goth, kustus proof, trial :—OTcut. *kus-tuz, from
weak grade kus- of ketts-, kaus~, kus-, to taste,

prove, choose: cf. OE. costian, Ger. kosten to try,

prove, taste ; also L. gustus, gust'are, Gr. y*v(a)uv
f

to taste. See also Cist.]

1. AVay, manner ; available course ; contrivance.

Nudes cost: in the way of necessity, necessarily.

The OE. phrases xnigum coste, a/re coste, appear

to survive in the modern at any cost, which is now,
however, in sense referred to Cost sb,*

c-900 Durham Ritual (Suttees Soc.) 108 Ineffabilibus

modis, vnasaeccendlicvm costvm. Ibid. 113 Utlo tnodo,

amigvm coste- c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 We ne ma^en aire

coste halden crist bibode. c i»©5 Lay. 13769 Nus per cost

nan oSer. c 13*3 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1478 pe candelstik bi

a cost watz cayred bider. 1 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 619
Needes cost he moste himselven hyde. c 1449 Pecock
Re/r. it. ii. 141 This word ' graued ymage * bitokeneth,

needis cost, .a feyned graued God.

2. A quality, characteristic, habit
;

disposition,

nature, kind, character. Often in //.

r 1 175 Lajnb. Ifont. 29 He haueS bes deofles costes bet a
festeS and a de5 uuel. c ixoo Ormin 8056 And son summ
ice wass waxenn mann, |>a fla;h I childess cosstess, * 1150

Gen. ft Ex. 3337 Knewen be nojt Sis dewes cost, t 1340
Ibid. 8179 (Fairf.) pe king bat kinde was of coste. f 1340
Gaiv. <$• Gr. Knt. 1849 Wno-so knew be costes bat knit ;ir

ber-inne. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 364 What schuld ye do a this

place, Swych costus to kythef

Cost ik^st), sb.2 Also 3 coust, 4-6 coste, 5
cooste, Sc. coist. [a. OF. cost, coust (now cout)

m Pr. cost, Sp. and It. costo, f. Rom. vb. costare : see

Cost v. The Rom. sb. (with fem. costa) has, like

the vb., been widely adopted in Teutonic, Slavonic,

and Celtic: cf. OHG. kosta, MUG. and MLG.
koste, kost, mod.G. kost, MDu. cost, Du. kosl;

Icel. kostr; Sw., Da. kost ; Polish koszt, Russ.

kosht* ; Irish cost, cosd, Welsh cost."]

1. That which must be given or surrendered in

order to acquire, produce, accomplish, or maintain

something ; the price paid for a thing.

Prime cost : the first or original cost of production, with-

out any charges for distribution ; the price at which a mer-
chant or dealer buys, as opposed to that at which he sells ;

in this case commonly called cost price.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1 *374 tCott.) Left bai noght for cost ne
suinc, And god wine had bai for to drinc. 1448 in Heath
Grocers' Com/. (1869) 6 Tyraber with the coste and cariage.

1471 RipLtv Comp. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 158 Mcdyll
wyth nothyng of gret cost. 15*6 Tindale Lithe xiv. 28
Which of you disposed to bilde a toure, sytteth not doune
before, and couuteth the cost? 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil.

Treat. 670 For cost of clothes, for price of vessels, c 1714
Swift Drapier's Lett, vii, Some small quantity which was
sold below the prime cost. 1776 Adah Smith W. N. i. vii.

I. 57 In common language what is called the prime cost of

any commodity does not comprehend the profit of the
person who is to sell it again. 1851 Kingsley Yeast 301

Dealing out flannel and sheeting a little below cost price.

1868 Rogers Pol. Ecoh. ii. ted. 3) 7 The aggregate amount
of labour expended on objects and services is called the cost

ofproduction,

+ b. Outlay, expenditure, expense. Obs.
( 1386 Chaucer Erankl. T. 829 Aurilius, that his cost

hath al for-lorn. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 20 To spare

for no coste that this be doo. 1545 Ascham To.xopk. (Arb.)

122 Iletter is cost upon somewhat worth than spence vnon
nothing worth. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. i. 98 The fashion
of this world is to avoid cost, and you encounter it. 1611

Bible i Chron. xxi. 24, I will not . . offer burnt offerings

without cost. 1709 Addison Taller No. 24 F 12 No Art or

Cost ts omitted to make the Stay, .agreeable.

T C. //. Expenses, charges. Obs. exc. as in 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13401 (Cott.)Sir archUridine, pat. .costes

to be bridal fund. 1483 Caxton f7. de la Tour H v, With-
oute grete costes and expenses. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

305, I will delyver you a ccrtaine some of money to pay
your costes in your lodgings. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric.
xii. i 5 ( 1 68 1

' 259 The Dace . . doth very well in Fish-ponds,

if any think it worth their costs and rjains to keep them
there. 1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 71 (1794) III. 102
[This] induces all that can afford the costs.. to send their

children abroad.

2. Law. {pi.) The expenses of litigation, prose-

cution, or other legal transaction
;
esp. in an action

at law, those allowed in certain cases by law or

by the court in favour of the winning and against

the losing party.

1340 Ayeno. 40 pe ualse demeres bet . . dob maki be greatc
costes, and nimeb be greatc yefbes. 1503 4 Act 19
VII, c 36 Pream., Sir William . . had jugement to recovere
for his seid mayme and costes of the same suyte M'iiij li.

1538 Starkey England 11. ii. 100 The party condemnyd ..

schold ever be awardyd to pay costys. 1768 Hlackstonk
Comm. IIL 399 Thus much for judgments; to which costs

are a necessary appendage. 1818 Cruise Digest ted. a) I.

535 If a trustee sues in Chancery for the trust estate, and
obtains a decree, with costs. Ibid. V. 613 [The judge] dis-

missed the bill, but without costs. 189a .\\~iospr t Police

Cases, Fined 51. and costs. Mod. Each party to pay their

own costs. Thejudgement does not carry costs.

3. trans/. Expenditure of time, labour, etc. Also
in //. (obs.).

< 1300 A'. A lis. 7363 Swete is love of damosele; Ac hit

askitn costes feole ! c 1340 Gaw. «r Gr. Knt. 750 Carande
for his costes, lest he ne keuer schulde. c 1450 St. Cufhbert
(Surtees> 7824^ Some of baire ft-lawschip bai lost, And of bair

bydin all pair cost. 1477 Norton Alch. Proem in

Ashm, (1652) 8 They leese their Costs ( = pains), as men see

aldaye. 1586 Bright Melanch. Pref., In a simple phrase
without any cost or port of words. 1676 Hobbes Itioul 11.

154 After so much co-t Of time and blood. 1876 Tre*
velyan Macaulay I. ii. 63 Intent on amusing themselves at

any cost of time or trouble.

f 4. concr. That on which money, etc. is ex-

pended; a costly thing. Obs. rare.

1388 Wvclif Dan. xiv. 7 [Bel. * Dr. 8J Who it is that
etith thoe costis [1611 expenses}, a 1400-50 Alexander
41&0 It kindils on a lowe..And many costious costis con-
sumes in-to askis. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. iii. 60 Like
one, that drawes the Modell of a house Beyond his power
to builde it ; who (halfe through) Giues o're, and leaues his

part-created Cost A naked subicct to the Weeping Clouds,
c 1600 — Sonn. Ixiv.

5. Phrases. + To do or make cost(s), to be at

cost : to be at expense ; to spend money, etc. ; to

incur or bear exj>ense. Obs. (Cf. Expense 3 b.)

i»97 R. Glouc (1724)397 po ys coust was al ydo. c 1385
Chaucer Z. G. IV. 1448 flips. 4- Medea, Al the cost I wclc
myn seluyn make. 14*8 in Heath Grocers' Com/. (1869I 6
For expenses and costis maad on our gardyne. 146s
Paston Lett. No. 529 II. 238 The coste that ye dede on me.
1526 Tindale Acts xxi. 24 Do cost on them. 1577-87
Holinsheo Chron. III. 1247/2 William the first lordConiers
. .did much cost vpon Hornelie castell. c 1638 Sat. Glasg.
Assemb. in Maidment Sc. Pasouils (1868) 37 Lordlings..
rule the rost And forceth us to make the cost.

1633 D. Rogers Treat. Sacraments 11. 78 We .. have
chosen rather to be at cost with God, than to forgoe the
knowledge of his truths, a 1659 Bp. Brownrig Serm. (1674)

I. i. 5 Obed-Edom had been at cost with God's Ark.

b. At (+ upon, f of) any one's cost (f costs) :

at his expense (now usually implying loss or

detriment : cf. d). At the cost of {something) : at

the expense of losing or sacrificing it. So at little

cost, at any cost, etc.

1197 R. Glouc. 11724) 183 Al be bachelerye. .he DOM in

ys companyc And of ys maynage, vp ys coust. <. 1386
Chaucer /'-•.'.

799 [He] Shaf haue a sopcr at oure aller

cost. 1474 Caxton Chesse 52 He was bur>ed at the costis

and dispencis of the comyn good. 15x3 Bradshaw St. IVer-

burge 11. 1157 Many shyps were made upon the kynges cost.

1566 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. 11883) I. 48 To drink, of
his lordships cost. 1601 Shaks. Tioel. N. v. L 337 Heere
at my house, and at my proper cost. 1611 Biblc 2 Sam.
xix. 42 Haue we eaten at all of the kings cost? 1714 De
Fob Mem. Cavalier (1840) 115 We feasted at the enemy's
cost. 1844 EL H. Wilson Brit. India HI. 40 To expel the

KngHsh at any cost from Shahpuri. x86a Rlskin Munera
P. 1 tSSot 2 To increase the numbers of a nation at the cost

of common health or comfort.

+ 0. Of {at,for) free cost : free of cost ; without

payment, gratis. Obs.
t 1590 Marlowe I-anst. Wks. (Rtldg.* 93 1 I'll feed thy

devil with horse-bread as long as he lives, of free cost.

1653 H. Cogak tr. Pinto's Trav. lvi. 218 Tables. . where all

that desired it .. were admitted to eat of free cost. 1697
Dampier Voy. (1698) I. iii. 29 Cedar, .being to be had here

at free cost. xJax Scott Kenilw. ii. Unwilling to quit

good liquor when it was to be had for free cost.

d. To any one's cost : resulting to his expense

;

hence, to his loss or detriment.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 111. ii. 13 Hee is at Oxford still,

is nee not? Sit. lndcede Sir, to my cost. 1647 Cowley
Mt'str., Thraldom iii. But quickly to my Cost I found,
'Twas cruel Love, .had made the Wound. 1745 P. Thomas
Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 21 We soon learnt to our Cost that we
w ere far from, etc. i8o$Wordsw. Waggoner 1.87 He knows
it to his o>st, Kood man ! 1834 Hi. Martineau Denurara
iii. 41 It wears out fast, .as I can tell to my cost.

+ e. More cost than worship, etc. : see quots.

Obs. exc dial.

1591 Harington Orl. Fur. Advt. (1634) Aj, All their

figures are cut in wood and none in metall, and in that
respect inferiour to these, at least ' y the old proverbc the
more cost the more worship. 1765 Koote Commissary 1,

You labour too hard . . Ay . . and for little or nothing : only
victuals and cloaths, more cost than worship. 1876 Whitby
Gloss, s.v., ' It's mair cost than worship', more expensive
than useful. 1877 K. Peacock A'. W. Line. Gloss. %. v_
When anything costs much more than it is worth, it is said

to be ' more cost than worship '.

6. attrib. and Comb., as costfree, -neglecting;

cost price, see I ; cost-sheet, a table or state-

ment showing the ex|)ense of any undertaking.
1612 15 Bp. Hall Contempt. O. T. xvm. v. He would not

serve God cost-free. 1631 Quarlks Samson Div. Poems
(1717)266 The cost-neglecting Cooks. 18*0 T. Mitchell
Aristopk. I. 211 That he Might his commons get cost-free.

t Cost, sb.$ Obs. Also 5 cooste, 5-6 coste,

6 coast;e. [OE. cost, ad. L. costu/n (costos^ ,&. Gr.

tcvffTos— Arab. k-«j Skr. kustha (Yule), the

thick aromatic root of the composite plant Auck-
landia Costus, now Aplotaxts Lappa {Trcas. of
Hot.), a native of Cashmere, imported as a spice

by the Greeks and Romans. T hence transferred

in the Middle Ages to another odoriferous plant.]

The herb also called Alecoht or Costmary.
c xooo Sax. Leechd. II. 276 Wcrmod, betonica, rcdic,

mcrcc, cost. Ibid. III. 24 Wermod eoforbrote zncglisc
cost. 139B Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvit. xii. m;> . The
juys of warmode wyth powder of Coste. c 1400 I.anfranc't
Ctrurg. 57 Iii be enoynture of hote oiles as oile of coste.

( 1440 Promp. Parr: 04 Cooste, herbe, costus. 1577
Googk Heresbach's Itusb. tv. (1586) 170 Of Barlv, or M illet,

of Coinmin, of Coast, 1585 Lloyd Treas. Health S viij,

Coste or Detyn stampt & mixt with oylc. 1598 Florio,

Costo. .the herbe Coaste or herbe Marie.

|1 Occas. used in Lat. form costus, costum.
1550 Morwvng Evonym. 158 Sage, costum, rcw, sothcrn-

wood. 171a Pomet's IHst. Drugs I. 3a There are two sorts

of this Costus, the sweet and the bitter.

Cost (kfst), sbA Her. Also 6 coste. [a. OK.
coste (mod.F. cdte) rib L. costa rib.] Cotise;

but sometimes differentiated from it: cf. 1610.
157s Hosskwell Armorie 12 A 'Coste' is the fourth

parte of the bende , . and is called at somtime a Cotys,

somtyme a Batune. 161Q GvtLUM I/rratdry t i6?<)\ 44 He
beareth Or, a Bend Vcrrey, between a Cotiscs or Costs,

Gules. Ibid. 11. v, (1660) 61 When one of these is borne
alone.. then shall you tearme it..a Cost; but if they be

borne by couples, .then you may name them Cotises. 1868

Cussans Iter. iv. 57 The diminutives of the Bend are the

Bendlet ..which is half the width of the Bend; the Cost,

or Cotice, which is half the Bendlet ; and the Riband, half

of the Cost. Costs never appear alone in a shield.

Cost, obs. f. Coast, side, rib, border, region, etc.

Cost (kf)st), v. Also 4-6 coste. Pa. t. and

pple. cost ; also in 4 pa. t. costed, costide, pa.

pple. coste. [a. OF. coster, couster (mod. couter)

— Pr. and Sp. costar, Pg. custar, It. costare :—L.

comtare to stand together, stand firm, abide, be

settled or fixed, stand at a price, cost, f. con-

together + stare to stand.

The construction of this verb is idiomatic, and
for its analysis it is necessary to go back to Latin.

Hoc constitit mihi tribus assigns was literally

* this stood (to) me in three asses
1
. The dative of

the person has in Eng. become an indirect object,

to being never expressed ; the Lat. locative (ablative

or genitive) of the amount or price became a

simple object in French, and remains an adver-

bial object in English, in being never expressed.

Hence a natural tendency to view the noun ex-
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pressing the price as a simple object, and the verb

as transitive. That it is yet really intransitive

is shown by the fact that it has no passive either

with the price or the indirect object as subject

;

' this cost me nothing ' cannot be changed into

•nothing was cost me by this,' or 'I was cost

nothing by this \ The adverbial adjunct may also

be expressed by an adverb as murfi, little, more,

less, dear{ly (cf. J., carius constat) : even here the

tendency is to look upon much, little, etc. as adjs.

used substantively.]

L To be acquired or acquirable at 'so much), to

come into one's possession or be maintained at (an

expressed price, ; to be of the price of, be bought or

maintained for, necessitate the expenditure of (an

amount specified, or indicated as much, little, etc.,.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. -j(Z And it shal coste noght. 1509-
10 Act 1 lien, VIIf, c. 20 f 1 MerchaundLsez. .to be valued
after that they coste at the fmte byeng. 1653 H. Cogaw tr.

Pinto's Trav. Ixxiv. 305 A great fire wa* kindled . . which
cost a great deal. 1745 De Foe's F.ng. Tradesman L ^1841)

I. 6 [He] thereby knows what everything costs at first

hand. 1881 Goldw. Smith Led. 4* Ess. 243 A bureau that
cost forty dollars.

b. With personal object ''indirect) : To bring

or entail on (a person, in the way of expenditure

;

to 1 stand (a person) in
1
(so mnch).

1377 Lascl. P. PL B. Prol. 204 And bouj it had coste
[v.r. hadde costned] me catel, biknowen it I nolde. C1480
Caxtoh Sonnet 0/Aymon vi. 140, & [it] shold cost me aU
that 1 have in the worlde. 1538 Starjcey England ir. L 175
Hyt costyth hym more in nuryschyng hys famyly . . then
before. 1604 Shaks. Otk. 11. in. 93 His Breeches cost him
but a Crowne.

_
1647 Bp. Hall Rem. IVkt. (1660) 7 That

whatsoever it might cost him, I should be sent to the Uni-
versity. 1653 H. Cogak tr. Pinto t Trav. iv. 9 For fear of
losing the mony I [a slave] cost him. 1799 H. Hlttter
St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. III. 595 Such an establishment
would cost the State a very small matter. 1863 P. Barry
Dockyard Econ. 78 What will it cost him to set up the frame
of such a ship.

2. fig. To necessitate or involve the expenditure of
(time, trouble, or the like), loss or sacrifice of (some
valued possession), suffering of (some penalty, etc. .

1303 Gowrr Con/. I. 152 Which most is worth .. And
costeth lest a man to kepe.I say it is humilite. 1535
Cove itdale 1 Chron. xiii. [xii. J 19 Yf he fell vnto bis lorde
Saul, it mighte cost vs oure neckes. 1599 Shaks. Muck
Ado 11. L 387, I am for you, though it cost mee ten nights
watchings. a 1633 G. Herbert Jacuta Prudentum, Good
words are worth much and cost little. 1667 Miltox P. L.
l 414 To do him wanton rite*, which cost them woe. 1719
De Foe Crusoe (1840) I. ix. 150 It cost me a month to
shape it. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776; VIII. 72 The
construction of their combs, costs them a great deal of
labour.

_
i860 Tyxdall Glac. 1. xiv. 99 1Tie journey having

cost a little more than 14 hours. 1878 H uxley Pkysiogr.
197 His eagerness to witness the spectacle cost him his life.

1874 Greek Short //itt. ii. 98 The King's violence . . cost
him the support of the clergy.

b. To cost 'one) dear, dearly : to entail great
expenditure or loss upon ; to involve a heavy
penalty.
c 1320 Cast. Love 1092 3»f b°u wolt him bugge to his

feore, He schal costen be ful deore. c 1380 Sir Perunth.
3494 A sholdedelyuery me out of prisoun. .Coste hit noa,t so
cere. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. iL 255 If thou attempt it, it will
cost thee deere. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 121 This
cruelty cost him deerely afterwards. 1869 Lowell Singing
Leaves in, And woe, but they cost me dear ! 1876 Freeman
Norm. Cong. IV. xviiL 162 To keep strict watch over the
city whose conquest had cost William so dear.

1 3. Of persons : To incur expense, ' be at

charges*
;
quasi-/rtzKr. to expend or spend much,

little, aught, etc.). Obs.
c 1380 Wycup Wks. 'xZZot 194 Riche men.. bat costen so

moche in grete schapellis. — Set. Wks. III. 305 pei wolen
make executours to coste moche bi somenyng fro place to
place. 138s — Acts xxi 24 Halowe thee with hem ; and
coste in hem, that thei schaue her heedis. £-14*0 Avow,
ArtA. xxviii. If thou haue 03te on hur coste. c 1490 Promp.
Parv. 94 (MS. Kt Costyn, or do cost or spendyn, exspendo.

4. Comm. To estimate or fix the cost of pro-

duction of an article or piece of work. Hence
Co sting vbl. sb. (also attrib.)

1884 Birmingham Daily Post 24 Jan. 3/3 Managing
Clerk . . capable of costing. 1888 Daily News 7 July 7.^
Severe in economy of materials and in the costing ' of the
work. 1891 find. 28 Sept. 8/4 Upholsterers' Trimmings.—
Wanted, a smart Young Man, for Costing Department.
Cost, obs. f. Coast, and aphetic f. Accost.
H Costa k^-sta). PI. cost® ^p-stf). The

Latin word for rib, applied in Natural History
and Physiology to various rib-like parts, also
(after mod.Romanicr<v/#, F. coste, cbte side, border,
to the edges of certain parts.
». A not. A rib. b- Bot. The midrib ofa leaf. C. Entom.
The * rib * or ' vein ' nearest to the anterior margin of an
insect's wing ; also the anterior margin itself, d. ConehoI.

A rib-like ridge on a shell, etc.
1866 Treas. Bift. s.v„ A leaf may have many costa;. 1866

Tate Brit. Mollusks iv. 139 The disappearance of the
cost* upon the shelL 1870 Bextley Bot. 145 One large
central vein . . called the midrib or costa. 187a MrvAjrr
Etem. Anat. 35 Each rib, or costa, has a double attachment
to the backbone. 1875 W. Houghtow Sk. Brit. Insects 87
Costa, that is the front edge of the wings. 1882 Syd. Soc.
Lex., Costa.. \n Entomology, the vein next the anterior
margin of the wing.
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tCo'stable, a. Obs. [a. OF'. constable (later

coulable), f. couster to Cost.] Costly, expensive.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 803 Capon, Bakemete, or

Custade Costable. 150s Ord. Crytten Men 1 W. de W. 1506;
iv. xxv. 311 That the faste be not to moche costable to bere.

Costaeform, bad form of Costifokm.
tCo'Stage. Obs. Also 4 kostage, coustage,

6 costag, custage. [a. AF. costage = OF. coustage,

f. coster, couster to Cost.]
Expense, expenditure, charge, cost.
a 13*7 in Pot. Songs iCamden 239 Whose rykeneth with

knaves Huere coustage. c 1386 Chaucer Shipm. T. 45 Ful
of diligence To do plesaunce, and also gret costage. c 1430
Sir Gener. (Koxb.) 2302 Ye shal wende at my costage.
1516 Plumiton Corr. p. exxiv, Charged with all manner
costage belonging to the said house and houshold. 1577
Hammer Anc. Eccl. //itt. (1619) 3S7 He gave them their
costage, to wit, necessary provision for their voyage. 1670
Prttus Pod. Regal, xix. 23 If any Miner or other take
Costage of a Merchant.

b. Expenses, 'charges', 'costs*.
' 1330 R. Bstrmm Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11917 per ys no

kyng dob suche costages. 1429 Wills 4- Im: N. C. (Surteesj

69 note, Ye grete costages « exp'nees at I haue hadd.
1514 in Eng. Gilds (1870I 145 Atte custages.of the seid
Maister andbrethem of the .seid Gilde. 1670 Pf.tp.s Pod.
Regal. 83 The Mine was found at his Costages.

Costal 'kfrstal,, a [sb.) [a. F. rodal 'Pare,

i6thc.,, ad. med. or mod.L. costdl-is, i. costa rib:

see above.]

1. Phys. Pertaining to or connected with the ribs.

Costal respiration '. respiration produced chiefly by the
movements of the ribs; opposed to abdominal or diaphrag-
matic respiration.
1634! '. J OHXSOX tr. Parens Chirurg. 571 The sharp splinters

pricke the costall membrane. 1836 Toi>d Cycl. Anat. I.

281/1 The costal vertebra:. 1878 PofTU Phys. n, iL J 1.

259 The movement of the upper chest characteristic of
female breathing, which U called costal.

t b. 'See qnot) Obs.
1646 Sir T. BfeOWKB Pseud, pp. rv, x. 203 Whereby are ex-

cluded all cetaceous, .fishes, many pectinall, whose tWjs zrt:

rectilineal!, many costall, which have th^ir ril/s embowed.
2. Nat. Hist., etc Pertaining to, or of the nature

of, a Costa, q.v. Hence costal-nerved a'ij.

1839 Todd Cycl. Anat. II. 927/1 The costal nervure is the
first longitudinal nervure of the win?. 1880 Gkav Struct.
Bot. iii. I 4. 02 I^eaves. .Costal-nerved, the nerves springing
from a midnb or costa.

B.sb.

1 1. The side. Obs. rare.

1634 Malory's Arth. vn. xii. (i3i^) I. 235 Sir Beaumains
smote him through the costal [ed. Caxton cost] of the body.

2. Anat. and Zool. Short for costal vein, muscle,

plate, etc.

1828 Stark Elem. Nat. //itt. II. 405 Pelvis of five plates,

supporting five costals. 185a Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 1, 282
The great lateral costals.

Hence Co stally adv., in a costal manner, posi-

tion, or direction ; in reference to the costa.

Co'-Stander. [transl. L. and Gr. as in quot.

1709 : see Co-.] One who stands together with

(others) ; «Coxsi«mrt li. 2.

1709 J. Johxsom Clergym. Vade-m. XL 51 With these were
the <rvvu7-ratittr(H, co-standers . .who had tneirplaces amongst
the communicants. . but were not admitted to the Holy
Mysteries till the time of their penance was compleated.

1737 Waterland Eucharist 581. a 1773 A. Butler Move-
able Feasts (1852) L 279 The fourth class of penitents were
the consistents or cottandert.

Costard (k*rstaid ) . Also 5-6 costerd e.

[app. of English formation ; not found in OF.
Perhaps f. OF. and AF. coste rib + -ARD, meaning
a prominently ribbed apple, a sense which agrees

with the description of existing varieties so called.]

1. A kind of apple of large size.

Often mentioned from 14th to 17th c, after which the
word passes out of common use, though still retained by
fruit-growers in the name of one or more varieties of apple
identical with or derived from the original Costard. The
latter is described by R. Hogg, British Pomology 1 853, as
a large apple, distinctly five-sided, having five prominent

. ribs extending into the basin of the eye, and forming ridges
; round the crown. A Kentish grower who has Martin's

Costard, describes it in May 1892, as 'a very large apple,
shape oval, very much ribbed, a strong grower, bearing

I

every other year.'

1292 Acc. 0/ Kings Fruiterer (Exck. Misc. T. R. ft,
Record Off.) fBrought into Berwick Castlel cum eisdem
ponderfa] iij* pomforum] costard, precfium] cent. xud.
[1345 in Rogers Am'c. fir Prices I. xviii. 419.] a 1400
Pystyl 0/ Susan 96 J>e costardes comeliehe in cubpes pei

[
cayre. c 1430 Ltog. Min. Poems (Percy Soc) 1 5 The fru tis

: wiche more comon be, Qoenyngez, pechis, costardes, etiam
; wardens, c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 94 Costard, appulle, ouiri-

aHum. 1519m Ola* City Ac*. Bk7(Arck*ot. 7r*J.XLUl.\

J
Gret costerds w* Dryers and wyn. 1564 Becow Display.

1 Popish Mass (Parker Soc 1844) 283 Ye. .make merchandize
of the sacrament, as the costardmonger doth of his costards

and of his other fruits. 1676 T. w#M in Phil. Trans.

XI. 628 AU sorts of English Apples, as Pear-mains, PippiM,
Rnssetens, Costards. 1853 R. Hogg Brit. PornoI. 62 The
true Costard is now rarely to be met with. Modern authors

make the Costard synonymous with the Catshead ; bat this

is evidently an error . . Ray describes both the Catshead and
i Costard as distinct, and Leonard Meager enumerates three

! varieties of Costard in his list—the white, grey, and red.

2. Applied humorously or derisively to the head.

arch. (Cf. coco-nut.)

1530 Palsgs. 679/r, I shall rappe you on the costarde if

,
you playe the knave, a 1553 UmU RoysterD. m. v. fArb.)

COSTEAUNT.
58, I knocke your costarde if ye offer to strike me. 1605
Shaks. Lear nr. vi. 247 Ice try whither your Costard, or my
Ballow be the harder. 1674 Rav S. *r E. Countrey Words
(1691J 93 Costard, the Head, It is a kind of opprobrious
word used by way of Contempt. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xii,

It's hard I should get raps over the costard, and only pay
you back in make-believes. 1880 Wsn Goethe's Faust \.

xi 56 Each other's costards let 'em split.

tb. ? = Cap. Obs.
a 1625 Flp.tchur Woman's Prize 111. v, lie make a close-

stool off your velvet costard.

Costard. = Cohtkkl, Cohtbkt.
'So3 Will of Ferrer (Somerset Ho.), Vnum ciphum vo-

catfum] costerd. 17.. UlKV MS, additions to Ray (in

Halliwell), Costard. .(2) a fla k, or flasket.

t Costard jagger. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. Jaockr,

pedlar, packman.] 'Another name, apparently,

for costard-monger [coster-monger] ' ''N'ares).

1515 Basclav Egtoges v. (N.), Coolers, or tynkers, or else
costard-jaegers.

Costard-monger, obs. f. Cohtkp.mongeb.
Costate (k/rst^t), a. Nat. IIi:t. [ad. L. cos-

tatus ribljcd, having ribs, f. costa rib : see -atk *

2.] Having a rib or ribs; ribbed : sec Costa.
1819 /'antolngia, Coitate leaf, in botany, a ribbed leaf.

1881 H. B. BftAOT in Jml. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 61 1 ne body
of the shell strongly costate.

Co-stated, a. = prec
1846 in Worcester. 1866 K. C. Ryf. Brit. Beetles 91

Strongly costaied or divided by longitudinal ridges. 1866
'I at e Brit. Mollusks iv. 139 Both the smooth form and the
costated variety.

Costa'to-, combining form of prec, a', in cos-

tato-veno»e a., having ribbed or rib-like veins.

1866 Treas, Bot., Coi/ato-venose, when the parallel side-

veins of a feather-veined leaf are much stouter than thf^e

which intervene.

Costay, obs. f. Coast v.

Cost-book k^*st,buk,. Mining, [f. COST :/>.-

+ BOOK.] A book containing an abstract of all

costs and expenses incurred in working a mine,

and of all returns from sales, etc., with a balance

of profit or loss.

By the Stannaries Act, the Cost-book must be made up
and laid before the Shareholders at lea'.t once in every 16
weeks, and the term 'cost-book' is defined to include all

the subsidiary books kf:pt in the mine. Hen'.e Lostdwok
Company, a kind of partnership formed to work a Cost-book
Mine on the Costdock System, according to whi'.h any
partner is at liberty to withdraw after such periodical settle-

ment of accounts, without further liability.

1849 12 *f T 3 Vif t. c. 108 \ 1 Any Partnership, .formed
for the working of Mines on the Principle commonly called

the Cost Book Principle. 1866 *.V Ranking ii. 41 A COSt-

book mining company. 1889 K. MATHttOM Aid Rk. 305
Some mines are worked under . .the ' cost book ' system, by
which the adventurers. . meet from time to time to examine
the accounts of expenditure and receipts, and then decide
either to stop further outlay or to proceed. 1891 h; id.

Royal Comm. kich 4152 A man can limit his liability in a
cost-book mine much more than he can in a limited liability

company, because we make up our accounts every four

months, and a shareholder is perfectly at liberty to retire

then.

t Co'St-castle. Obs. rare~ y
. [pern, cod -

CoASTJ Name of some boyish game.
1603 Ilosio Montaigne in. xiiL (10^2) 626 To see him

[ScipioJ carelessly to dallie. .in chustng of cockle-she Is, and
play at cost-castle along the sea-shoare with his friend

LfleSos.

(Montaigne** word is comichott va der anl, explained by
Littre as a race at picking up a number of objects while
running.)

Coste, obs. f. Coast, Cost.

Costean, COSteeil (kpst/'Tiy, v. Cornish

Mining. [See qnot. 1778. But Jago has 1 wood-
tin, costean, an ore of tin in structure like wcod
f. cos, ?I.Comish coid wood + stean tin.] intr. To
sink pits down to the rock in order to ascertain the

direction of a lode. Usually CorteaTiing vbl. sb.

1778 W. Prrcr. Min. Comub., Another way of discovering
Lodes is by sinking little pits through the loose ground
down to the fast or solid country. .This way of seeking the

Tinners call Cotteening, from Cothas Stean; that » fallen

or dropt tin. 1850 A.vstkd Elem. Geol. 500 Where their ac-

tual presence is doubtful . . a series of experiments called

in Cornwall 1 cost eaning ', is undertaken with the view of

discovering the presence of a vein. 1880 Miss Cocrrmnr
W. Cormo. Clots., Costeening, examining the back of a lode

by digging pits. 1884 R. H0B1 Brit. Mining 502 The pits

or shafts sank are costeaning pits or shafts.

Hence costean pit.

1778 W. PrvcE Min. Comub. 319 Costean pats are shallow

pits to trace or find Tin. Costeaning, ditto.

f Costeannt f
a - Obs. [a. OF. costeiant f-iant,

-oyant , pr. pple. of costeur, now cdtoyer to Coast.]
= Coastixg, bordering.

1393 Gown Con/. I. 245 In a marche costeaunt.

Costed, obs. pa. t. and pa. Pple. of Cost v.

+ Costed, obs. f. Coasted ppl. a. In the follow-

ing, app. = Bordered, flanked, or ribbed. [CLOF.
coste'.']

1548 Hall Chron, 12 Some had the helme . . curiously
graven and corjningry costed. 103* LrTHorrw Trav. '%. 18
They., rub their Beades on his hard costed belly: thus
adoring that breathlesse masse of mettall.

Coetefe, ok f. Costive.
Costeiyno; : see Coast v.

Costelet'te, obs. f. Cutlet.
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Coste llate, a. rare- 0
, [dim. of Costate,

as if f. L. *costella, dim. of costa rib.] 1 Finely

ribbed or costated* (Webster 1864).

Costeme, obs. f. Custom.

t Co'sten, v. x Obs. In 1 costnian, 3 costn-

en. [OE. costnian, a subsidiary form of costian

to try, tempt. The inserted « appears also in

costmre and costmtng = coslere, costnng. OE.
costian was Com. Teut. OS. costdn, OHG.
koston (MHG. and mod.G. kosten), Icel. kosta\ f.

kostuz trial : see Cost sbX\ trans. To try.

c 1205 Lay. 24669 Bute he icostned [c 1*75 ifonded] weoren
brie ine compe.

t Co'sten, v. 2 Obs. Forms : 3-5 costn-en
{pa. t. costned(e), costenfen, cosn;en {pa. t.

costenede, cosnede). [ME. costn-en appears to

be a by-form (of earlier appearance) of cost-en, a.

OF. cost-er to Cost. The n of the stem appears

also in Icel. kostnaiir, Sw. kostnad
i
Da. bekostning

expense.] =Cost#.
a 1Z25 A tier. R. 290 His deorewurSe spuse, |>et costnede

him so deore. Ibid. 392 Ure luuc touward him bet kost-

nede him so deorre. 1*97 R. Glolc. (1724) 390 He esste,

wat hii costenede? pre ssyllyng, pe ober seyde. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 1683 pe werste . . cosnede a bousant pounde. 1399
['..!. Rich. Redeles 20 Duble That the clothe costened.

Costeous, var. of Costious a., Obs.

tCcster 1
. Obs, Also 5 costure, costere,

coostre, costerde. [a. AF. coster = OF. costicr

side, also * piece of stuff placed on the side {e.g. of

an altar) f. coste side. A med. (Anglo) L. costera

is found.] A hanging for a bed, the walls of a

room, etc. See also quots. 1844, 1879.)
1385 in Dugdale Monast. (1846) VI. 1363 Duo costers

panni magni de velvetto. 14*4 £. E. Wills (1882) 56 pe
costers the which hengen in pe newe chamber. Ibid. 65
A browded bed wib be costures. ? (71473 Sqr. lowe Degre
833 (Matz.) Your costerdes covered with whyte and blewe,

And dyapred with lyles newe. 148a Faston Lett. No. 86.

HI. 285, I bequeth to Edmund Paston . . a fether-bedde ..

and the costers of worsted that he hath of me. [1844

Pugin Gloss. Eccl. Ornament 81 Coster\ a name given to

hangings for the sides of an altar or choir. 1879 Sihmons
Lay Folk's Mass-bk. Notes 174 Costers or curtains running
on rods at the north and south sides of the attar.]

Coster - (kfrstai). colloq. Short for Coster-
MONGER.
1851 Hathkw Loud. Labcur(xhSx) 1. 26/1 The costers never

steal from one another. 1864 F. W. Robinson Afattie 1. 135
Bawling costers with barrows. 1878 Besant & Rick Cetia's

Arb. i, A street market, consisting ?lmost entirely of
costers' carts and barrows.

b. attrib. and Comb., as coster-l*oy, -ditty, -girl,

-song, etc.

1851 Mavhf.w Lond. Lal>our I. 35/2 The education of the
coster-lads. Ibid. I. 45/1 The story of one coster-girl's life.

1857 Kingslf.y Two )'. Ago xxiv, laying down the law to

a group of coster-boys. 1887 Times 3 Dec. 12/3 He and
his brethren of the coster fraternity had been driven from
pillar to post. 189a Graphic 21 May, Ixmg before the days
of Mr. Chevalier and his excellent songs, there was a
custer-ditty, which, etc.

Coster, obs. f. Coaster.
Costerel, var. Ci strel, Obs.

Costeress. nonce-wd. A female 'coster*.

1869 Fall Mall G. 13 July 11/2 Wherries, .charged to the
brim with half-drunken costers and their costeresses.

t Co'stering, sb. Obs. [f. Coster sb. 1
] A

hanging, a curtain.

1480 Wardr. Acc. Edw. IV (\%y>) 1:8, Iiij costeringsof
wool paled rede and blue. Ibid. 144 Tapettes other wise

called costeringes. 1488 Ittv. R. Morton in Archaeol. Jml.
XXXIII. 327 A selur and testur and v costrynges of

bokeram.

Costering v kfstorirj). colloq. [f. Coster +
-ING IJ The occupation of a costcrmonger.
1851 Mavhkw Lond. Labour I. 366 For three or four

months of the year half of these 'go to costering'. 1886
Hall Caine Son 0/ IIagar in. xi, Tom started costering
first.

Costermonger (kfrstsjmwngai). Forms: 6

costerde monger, costerd-m., costerdm., cos-

tardem., 6- *j costardm., 7 costard-m., costar*-,

coster-monger, (costerd-, costermunger, cos-

tormonger, custard-monger, 9 arch, costard-

m.\ 6- costermonger. [f. Costard an apple

+ Monger dealer, trader.]

a. orig. An apple-seller, a fruiterer; esp. one
that sold his fruit in the open street. Hence, b.

Now, in London, a man who sells fruit, veget-

ables, fish, etc. in the street from a barrow.
1514 Barclay Cyt. Upiondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 2 Than

[was he] a costermonger. 1515 — Eglogcs (Percy Soc) 26
I was acuuaynted. .With a costardemonger, and with an
hostler. 1530 Pals<;r. 209/1 Costardmongar, fruyctier.

87 Foxr A. <V M. (1684) III. 124 To go before, and put
out the Costermongers Candles, who use to sit with lights in

the streets. 1608 D. Carleton in Times 30 Nov. (1883W6
Costerdmungers that sell fruite uppon the passages. 162s

Peacham Compl. Gent. iii. (1634) 23 Which he culs out to

admiration . . as a Costardraonger his fairest pippins. 1683
Crowne City Fol. iv. i, To have a fool carry a great basket
on his head like a Costardmonger. 1766 Entick London
IV. 350 These stairs are much frequented by costermongers,
who have large warehouses near them for their fruit and
cyder. 1818 Scott Rob Roy vii, No apple-wife, .can settle

her account with a costermonger without an audience of

the reluctant Justice. 1864 Knight Passages Work. Life
II. xiii. 369 The costermonger has monopolised all the old

cries of radishes, etc. 1886 G. R. Sims in Daily News 4
Dec. 5/4 A very old costermonger informs me that a man
who carries a basket is a hawker, a man who has a barrow
is a costermonger, and a man who has a donkey or a pony
and cart is a general dealer. But I fancy that general

dealer is often a euphemism for coster.

Jig. 1726 Amherst Terrm Fit. xxxvi. (1741^ 190 Concerning
the several virtues of these academical apples .. I profess

myself a philosophical costermonger. 1812 Miss Mitford
in L'Estrange Life I. vi. 209 From all the selected fruits

of all the poetical costermongers. .could ye choose nothing

more promising than this green sour apple ?

C. As a term of contempt or abuse ; also attrib.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 191 (Qo.) Vertue is of so little

regard in these costermongers [mod. edd. costermonger]

times. 1781 Cowper Lett. 15 Feb., In these costermonger
days, as I have a notion Falstaff calls them. 1809 W.
Irving Knickerb. v. ii. (1849) 265 Thou art some scurvy

costard-monger knave.

Hence Co stermo ngerdom, the community or

realm ofcostermongers ;
Costermongered///. a.,

occupied by costermongers ; Costermo tigering

vbl. sb., Co stermongery sb,, the occupation of a

costermonger ; Co stermongery a., resembling or

suggestive of a costermonger.
1851 Maviiew Lond. Labour I. 365 The interest of the

man and woman in the business was closer than in coster-

mongering. i860 Alt Year Round No. 37. 257 The bull-

dog, that most costermongery and bloodthirsty of ' our
four-footed favourites '. 1865 Fall Mall G. 19 July 3 The
language of costermongery is more expressive . . than .

.

polished. x888' Haih>kn in Athenxum 11 Feb. 171/2 St.

Thomas's was peculiar in another way. Costermongery
was the 1 ind ustry ' of the place ; the district was Coster-

mongria. 1889 J. Thomson Trav. Atlas xxvi. The whole
donkey-riding costermongerdom of Maraksh. 1891 Daily
Tel. 18 May 5/6 Liverpool Street is alleged to be the most
costermongered street in the world for its size.

+ Ccrstern. Obs. Perh. = Coastek 6, a tray or

decanter-stand.

1641 Sir R. Boyle Diary in Lismore Fapers Ser. 1. (1886)

V. 183 Paid.. nor a Lardge silver costern, weighing 680
ownces.

t Coster-wife. Obs. [f. Costard apple +
Wife : cf. Costermon<;ek.] A woman that keeps

a stall for the sale of apples, and the like, an
' apple-wife \
1661 K. W. Con/. Charact., Univ. Beadle (1860) 72 You'd

take him for some bearded London coster-wife newly drest

up on a munday morning.

Costeuous, var. Costious. Obs.

Costey, obs. f. Coast v.

t Co'Stful, 0. Obs. (or arch.) [f. Cost sb*

+ -FUL.J

1. Costly, expensive.

1340 Ayenb. 229 Hi ham clobeb..mid uayre robes and
costuolle. < 1430 LyDGi Bochas vn. x. xxi, Hi* costful

vintage ceme from the rivere, c 1530 Pol., Ret. L. Poems
11866)31 A costefulle clothe.

2. trans/. Causing expenditure or loss (of time,

trouble, etc.).

c 1150 Gen. ff Ex. 3880 I-ong weije and costful he 5or
fond.

Hence Co*«tfolly adv., in a costly manner.
1460 Capgravf. Chron. (1858) 310 A banere costfully de-

peynted with a Host and a chalis. 1647 W. Browne tr.

Potexander 1. 97 Those famous cabinets .. where the cu-

riosity and luxury of our Age have so . . costfully laid open
their charmes.

t Costic, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. It. caustico

costive (Florio).] —Costive.
1657 Tomi.inson Renou's Disp. 18 Sorrell relaxes the

Belly, the seed makes it costick.

Costie, obs. f. Coast v.

Costiferous (
1
k(>sti fcr3s';, a. Anat. [mod. f.

L costa rib + -fer bearing + -ous : see -feroi s.

Cf. F. costi/ere.j liearing ribs.

1878 Bell GegenbauersComp. Anat. 431 The costiferous

transverse processes. Ibid. 440 The various costiferous

portions of the vertebral column.

Costiform k(Vstif(7im),a. [erron. costooform.)

[mod. f. L. costa rib : see -form.] I laving the form
of a rib or costa ; rib-like. ' See Costa.)
1851-9 Todd Cyct. Anat. IV. 672/2 The vertebriform iliac

bones become joined to the costiform pubic. 1857 Bkrkelf.y
Cryptog. fiot. I 599 The absence of costseform veins and
free veinlets distinguishes it.

Costifous, var. Costious. Obs.

t Co-'Sting, sb. Obs. A kind of apple. C£
Costard.
1741 Compl. Fam. Piece 11. iii. 383 Apples [July]. Stone

Apple. .Summer Costing.

Costing, vbl. sb. : see Cost v. 4.

t Costious, a. Obs. Forms : 4 costeuous
[==-vous], coustouse, 5 oostius, -ifous, -iose,

5-6 costious, -yous(e, -uous(e, 6 costeous. [a.

AF. constats, costeous = OF. cousteus, now couteux
costly, f. cost Cost sb.2

The forms costevous, costifous appear to be after boun-
tevous, .yvous, f. O K. bont/f: cf. also beautevous, ptentevous

}

for beauteous, plenteous.]

Costly, expensive.

1340 Ayenb. 11% Coustouse robes. 138a Wyclif 2 Chron.
xxxv. 24 He is deed, and beried in the costeuous toumbe of
his fadirs. 1449 Pkcock Repr. 231 Better and costioser

j

and precioser gamementis. 1549 Coverdale Erasm. Far.
1 Pet. 2 By the costeous gyft ofhis owne sonnc J esus Christ.

1 1550 Crowley Last 'Trump. 1206 Neither for costuouse
1 buildyng. 1564 Becon Pleas. Nau Nosegay Wks. (Parker

Soc. 1843) 226 A costious pearl.

Hence f Co stiously adv., f Co stiousness.
1 1449 Pecock Repr. n. ix. 103 The diligence of preestis

. .bynem costioseli founde. Ibid. 553 Over greet curiositie,

J

gayne, preciosite, or costiosenes. 1530 Palsgr. 209/1 Cos*
tyousnesse, snntptuositi.

Costive (kfstiv), a. Also 5 costyff, 5-6 -yf,

-if, 6 -efe, -iffe, 6-7 -yve, 7-8 caustive. [app.

a. OF. costive, costeve:—L. constipdt-us Consti-

pated ; the final i having ^as in some other

words) become mnte. Prob. there was in this

case confusion with the suffix -ive, F. -if, -ive, for

the final e had disappeared even from the spelling

by 1400.]

1. Suffering from hardness and retention of the

faxes ; 'bound' or confined in the bowels; con-

stipated.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cimrg. 51 Ix)se be wornbe if bat he be
costif [v.r. costyffj. 1519 Horman Vulg. 41 b, This medicine
maketh a man costefe. 1547 Boobde Brev. Health $ 309
Beware that the bety be not constupated or costiue. 1612

Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 37 Honey. .Is good, .for

those that are costive. 1736 Amyand in Phil. Trans.

XXXIX. 338 She had been greatly caustive. 1808 Med.
Jrnl. XIX*. 158 The bowels were obstinately costive. 1875
H .C. Wood Therap.U&iQ) 450 The finest white flour favors

I

a costive habit.

+ b. Of medicine or food : That confines the

bowels, 1 binding \ Obs.

1566 Drant Horace Sat. 11. iv. (R.\ Egges roasted hard
be costiue. 1587 Golding De Momay x. 141 Laxatiue in

1 the pith and costiffe in the barke. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 24 In the morne tis loosing, at Eve costive.

2* fig* Slow or reluctant in action; esp. +a. in

' speech or utterance : Close, reticent, uncommuni-
cative (obs.)\ h. Reluctant to give, niggardly, stingy.

1594 Plat Jrivetl-ho. in. 63 They came so hardly from

him as if hee had beene extreemly costiffe. 1606 Sir G.

Gootecappe 111. L in Bullen O. Ft. III. 48 Is your Lord
costive of laughter, or laxative uf laughter ? 1610 li. Josson

11. iii. Somewhat caustiue of beliefe Toward your
stone. i73sChesterf. Lett. III. eclxxxiv. 300 You must be

frank, but without indiscretion, and close without being

costive. 1824 M Edwin Convers. Byron 11832! II. 45 He is

rather costive, and docs not like to throw away his effusions.

1887 Durham Univ. Jml. VII. 328 The amount of com-

pensation to be claimed from a Railway Company who are

always costive upon such points.

•fQ. Given with reluctance or sparingly. Obs.

11734 North Exam. 111. vi. 493 The costive supplies as

were given towards it.

t 3. Hard and impervious. Obs. rare~ l
.

1707 Mortimer Huso. (J.\ Clay in dry seasons is costi%e,

hardening with the sun and wind.

Co*stively, ouh. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In a

costive manner.

fig. 1858 Hogg Shelley I. 295 Scanty information, cos*

lively imparted.

Costiveness (kfrstivnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.]

1. The state or condition of being costive ; con-

finement of the bowels, constipation.

1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xvii. 76 Men dusc it [manna] in

medecines. .for costyfnes. 1518 Paynfli. Salerne's Regim.
Biij, Hit . . ofte tymes induceth stronge costiuenes. 1581

Mulcaster Positions xx. (1887)84 Walking ts good for.,

costifnesse. 1748 Anson Voy. \. x. 101 It produced an obsti-

nate costiveness. 1866 A. Flint Frinc. Med. (1880) 531

The terms constipation and costiveness are commonly used

as synonyms. .The latter is sometimes used to denote a less

degree of insufficiency than the former.

2. fig. The state or quality of being close or

reserved: see Costive 2. arch.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 138 Such a costivenesse hath

seised his Purse, nothing but a Tax., can loosen it. 179*

Wakefirlo Mem. 216 iTj A reverend disputant of the same

costiveness in publick elocution with myself.

Costless (kp'stles), a. [f. Cost sb 2 + -less.]

Without cost
;
involving no expense.

1509 Barclay ShyP of Fotys (1570) 68 They may their

learning receyue costles and free. 16*6 Bernard Isle of
Man (1627) 178 Costlesse Complements, Kaire Speech.

1665-9 Boyle Occas. Rtfl. iv. ii. (1675) 174 After we had

awhile enjoy'd this costless, and yet excellent Musiclc.

1846 Trench Mirac. xxii. (186a) 338 It was not . . an easy

and costless effort. 1875 Jevons Money xviu. 233 [
Postage

stamps] form a convenient and costless form of remittance.

Hence Co stlessuess.
186s P. H. Bird in Builder 19 Apr., These plans recom-

mend themselves by their simplicity, costlessness, and
efficiency. 1885 Med. Times Dec. 885/2 Certainty of effect,

simplicity of operation, and costlessness.

t Costlet, costolet. Obs. App. = Corslet.
1611 Coryat Crudities 335 Helmets, costlets, and other

armour. i6aa I'eslry Bks. (Surtees)8s The common Armes
of this parishe being three muskots . . and three costolets

with the pikes and all the furneter belonginge to them.

tCo'stlew, a. Obs. Forms: 4-5 oostelew(e,

4-6 costlewe, 5 costeleue, 5-6 costlow(e, cost-

lew. [ME. costelnve, f. Cost v. or sb? + -lewk s

cf. ON. costligr costly.] Costly, sumptuous, ex-

pensive ; lavish in expenditure, extravagant.

.1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 121 Costelewe clobis. c 1386

Chaucer Pars. T. r 344 Ther is also costlewe furrynge in

hir gownes. 1398 Trkvisa Barth de P. R. vi. xiv. (Toilem.

MS.», An euyl wyf. .chydynge and scoldynge, dronkeUw



COSTLILY.
[1535 dronken] and unsteadfast . . costelew [1535 costlvlstoute and gay. ,480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cixlx. aTTHeheldeawonderryal and costlewe fest of saynt GeOTge?^^rt 3 ««». VII, c. , Which sute ys long and costlowe [jSf.costeo„z\ is« Arnolde Cfew.. (iSnfp. ,11 At the westdore of Powles was made a costlew pagent.

D. Used advb.
1482 Caxton Cinm. Eng. ecliii. 324 Dyuerse pagentys ..shewyd in dyuerse places of the cyte Ryally and costlew.
T Costlily, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Costly +

-ly -.] In a costly manner.
<ru»j WvntoukiCrou. Vll. v. 96 Hys cumly sted of ArabySadelyd and brydelyd costlykly.

Costliness (ty-stlir.es). [f. as prec. + -ness.]
J he quality of being costly; sumptuousness ; ex-
pensiveness.

J£& '/''NDAI.E Ext. John (153,) 81 To purchase oughteof hym for ye costlynesse. .of the present. i66S Boyle
Occas. Refl. v. ,x. (167s) 33- A closet, to whose costhnessnothing can put limits i753 Hogajtth Anal. Beauty vi.
30 The grandeur of the Eastern dress, .depends as much onquantity as on costliness. ,868 M. Pattison Academ. Org.
?V costl,ness of a university education,
t b. concr. Costly material

; treasure. Obs rare
IS3S Coveedale Jer. xx. 5 All their precious and gorgeousworkes all costlynesse, and all the treasure of the kinges
Costly (ty-stli), a. (adv.) Forms : 4 eostily

? coystily, coostly, oostli, 5 oostlye, Sc. oostlik'
-lyk, 5-6 oostely, 6 costeley, coastly, 4- costly
[f. Cost sb? + -ly 1.]

1. That costs much
;
requiring or involving great

expenditure, a. Of great price or value
; sump-

tuous. r

W
J,
CU*?A "?» ™- 369 Closid in grete cloystresand coystily. Ibid. 383 Costily housis. c 1425 WyntounLron. vm. xxvui. 76 At Renfrewe a mawngery costlyk hemade. ,494 Fauyan Chron. v. cxx. „ Ethelbertusamonge other costlye deedys, began y foundacion of PoulysChurche. 1535 Coverdale Prov. i. 6 All maner of costly

riches. .348 Hall Chron. ,2 b, Served at the table wilt^y,T
a
««

hke
Wa k

,

yng
' 1577 B

'
GooGE HercsbacKsHusb. L (1586) 39 Not long since the women of Germanieknewe no costlyer attyre. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729)

226 Rare, exotic, and costly shrubs. j7,i Steele Sped.

jStiffil Ja.P?" Scre=ns and costly Jars. 1838 DickensNich Nict.xv,, The costliest palace. 1874 MicklethwaiteMod. Far. Churches i9 t All ornament ought to be costly
D. Occasioning excessive expenditure

; involving
loss or sacrifice

; expensive, dear.W
/C"F Sel.lVks. III. 364 Generaly, worst ping ismore costly & more hevy. i46S Paston Lett. No. 522 II.

224 Thou hast be the costlyest childe that evere I hadde
1597 Hooker Eccl.Pol.v. lxxix. § 14 His wars are costlyand chargeable. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. iv. i. 60 Such acostly losse of wealth and friends. 1738 Wesley Psalms

}Z F
° COS

,v
y S

acr^ce (dost thou] require. 1835 Macallayam. Eng. IV.694 Sieges such as those ofMons and Namurwere operations too costly for her means. 1891 Lam TimesW* 21/2 Our costly courts of law.

t c. Costly colours : an obsolete game at cards.
1674 Cotton Com/,/. Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards 341You must set up six for Costly Colours. 1756 W. Toldervy

Hist. I wo Orphans II. 206 "1 hey found Duroy and Heartley
playing at Costly Colours

; a game upon the cards peculiar
to that country. 181S Sincer Hist. Cards 341.
Z. Lavish in expenditure, extravagant, arch.
163a Lithcow Trav. m. (1682) 87 They are not costly in

apparel, for they weare but linnen cloaths. 1607 Dryden
sbneid IX. i 77 To curse the Costly Sex. 1764 Goldsm.
Ynrc>.i8i Hee sees ..N o costly lord the sumptuous banquet
deal. 1864 Tennyson AylmerS Field 233 This dagger
which when now admired By Edith.. At once the costly
bahibyielded to her. '

t B. adv. In a costly manner ; sumptuously

;

dearly. Obs.
;i38o WvcuF i™. Sel. Wks. I. ,9 [>at feden himsilf
OOStlV. TCTfi (i\Zmv*lt? CLuil Dl.V / A 1_ \ n m.
C„ ,

-—- - — .. .. " 4y hh icueu jumsill™* ,?S7« Gascoyne Compl. Phil. (Arb.l 87 These
thriftles birds . Are costly kept, and finely fedde. 1610W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess. (1630) 554 To goe costly at-
tyred «i625 Beaum. & Fl. Wit at Sev. Weapons^, i,
1 thank you costly, sir, and kindly too.
Costlykly : see Costlily.
Costmary (ty-stme»ri). Also 5 -maryn,
marye, 6 coste-, 6-7 oostmarie. it. Cost sb 3
+ (St.) Mary.
In the middle ages, the plant was widely associated inname with St. Mary; in French, the Grant Herbieroi 15th

c. has Herba Sancte Marie, q. alio nomine dicitur costus
dulcem.. Herbe Sainte Marie, qui est autrement appellee
cost ou coq

; and Middle or mod. High German names areFraumencrut, Fraumenmorcz, Mariemnintz, UnserFrawen Mintz Unser Frawen Distel, Marien-blattchen,
etc. (Pntzel & Jersen, Deutsche Volksnamen). Cf. alsoquot.
1578 from Lyte, and Florio 1598 •<:«/».. the herbe coaste
or herbe Mane . The early form costmaryn (see quots.
£1400, and 1530;, which, on the analogy o(Rosemary, might
be supposed to be the original, appears to be either a cor-
ruption or an independent appellation. A recently proposed
explanation of the name from a F. cost amer or L. costusamarus bitter cost is superfluous.]
An aromatic perennial plant, Chrysanthemum

{Pyrelhrum, Tanacetum) Balsamita, otherwise
Balsamita vulgaris, N.O. Composite, a native
of the orient region, naturalized in the south of
Europe, and cultivated in English gardens since
the 16th c. as a flavouring herb

; formerly used in
medicine and to give a flavour to ale, whence also
called Alecost ; = Cost sbfi
rhe cultivated form seems to be a rayless variety (var

Tanacetoidcs). ' v

(-1400 Anc^Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 441 Take

1037

T,i
I7nt

f
S, *r

',1
Pektu

!i.
a"<l costmaryn, and sauge.C1450 Tm Cookery.bks. no Take.. a foil or ii of costmarye, a clone ofgarleke. ,530 Palsgr. 20^ Cost mary herbe"

, 1,IT7'
U

- v'
578

.
V°doeus „. iSvi. 250 Called SLatin Balsamita mawr. .and of some Herba diuxMarii"

EonH?'^'
C°°S

!
e ma"e and of som<: Ealsamyn e ; in highDouch Frauwenhraut. 1590 Spenser Muiopotmos i05 Fr«h

Louutrie Farme 182 Costmane and Avens.
. to give a savourlike spice in pottage and Salads. i6ao VenIkTVia RecZv... 157 Costmary Is also called Alecoast . 5 k be sfeiped a*le

.
m

.
Ale

• " maketh a pleasant drinke. 1803 f CS
FAJ'T--416 Cos

,"!'a7 is a hardy, perennial^Lt
t Co-stning, vbl.sb. Obs. [i.eostn-en, Coste*

z>.-' + -ing1.] Cost, expense.« n^LonSe!^t^X^
Mlt^deTeS U°r " ,yWni^ •«

TCo-stimng. Obs. [OE., f. costnian^costian
to tempt

:
see Costen iU] Temptation.

<: 1000
,

- Gosp., Matt. vi. 13 Ne geted bu us on cost,nunge [I.nd sf. in costunge].
J
f ,,75°Laml Horn 6 Neled us noht in to costnunga. a I2oS St. Neot \* AngUa

n° ^\
aJ":'Se Waepnen fet sind costnunien

COStO- (Vsto), taken as combining form of I
costa a rib, in anatomical and physiological terms'
mostly in sense • pertaining to, or connecting, the
ribs and

. . . , as in costo-abdominal, -central
-chondral [Or. x^pm cartilage], pertaining to
the nbs and their cartilages, -clavicular, -colic
[Colon l], -coracoid, -pubic, -scapular, -ster-
nal, -thoracic, -tracheUan [Or. TPdx,Ao s neck],
-transversal, -transverse, connecting the ribs
and the transverse processes of the vertebra, -ver-
tebral, -xiphoid. Also costo-inferior, -superior
(respiration), in which the chief movements are
those of the inferior or superior ribs (cf. Costal
1) ; Co-stotome [Gr. -xo/ios cutting], an instru-
ment for cutting through the ribs or costal carti-
lages in dissection.

W,LS0N 4"«>- r«de M. i„ The costoclavicular
ligament, .connecting the sternal extremity of the clavicle

i;
359/?

j r
axillary artery] is. .protected by the costo-

EiJir™'; Jiid:™: 335/2 The costo^nferior andabdominal types [of respiration] in boys. 183 1 R. Knox
Clofuefs Anat Middle Costotransverse

3
Ligament

£j,i°">
L
-

ycl-/«* J-
8/2 The costoxiphoid ligament.

Costodie, -dy, obs. ff. Custody.
Costom, -able, obs. ff. Custom, -able
Costrel 1 (kp-strel). Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4-c

oostnl^le, -ell(e, 5 costrele, -ylle, costereli,
(6 kostorell, 7 castreL, 9 costril, 4-9 costrel.
[a. OF. costerel, synonymous with costeret : cf.
med.L. costdrium, costerium, ' poculum vinarium'"
and, in same sense, cos/rellus (Dn Cange)

\£k\
e°S""1

' 'u'
a
[
e generallY *aken as dims, of coste

basket, panier; but they have the form of dims, of costier
that is by the side L. type 'costdrius. Cf. the med.L.

equivalent collaterals, also OF. costercau (=costercl) adweller side by side, a neighbour.]
'

A vessel for holding or carrying wine or other
liquid; a large bottle with an ear or ears by
which it could be suspended from the waist
(whence the antiquarian designation 'pilgrim's
bottle ), or a small wooden keg similarly used, in
which sense it is still in dialect use.
la 1400 MS. in Promp. Pan: 95 Uter, anglice a hotel, ltd

collaterals, anglice a costrelle. De cute dicis utres, de
ligno collaterals.] '

c 1380 Sir Ferumbr. 510 Ac by myddel ber hongeb her a

SSSrSLifM'S?.*5M Preciou? ys & fre
P

^

COSTUMED.

-- r"' ^...t Fcii precious ys Ire.
Wyclif Ruth u. g If also thou thrustist, go to the fit
costrils for costretis] and drynke watris. c i38S Chaucerw

- 2666 Hyfrrm., And therwithalle a costrel [so 3MSS.
, 3 costret] taketh he And seyde, ' Hereof a draught

or two, or three . c 1430 Lydg. Bochas vu. viii. (i?,4
}\-L r '.T.?"^ Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) ,,.Yxix,The costrell that is olde whan it receyueth new wyne..
bolneth oute and is in poynte for to cleue & brest. c 1450Nommale in Wr.-Wiilcker 724/9 Hie colateralis, a costrille.
I4S4 Pat. Ebor • (Surtees) I. ,73 A costereli for ale. 1572Inv G. Cope in Midi. Co. Hist. Coll. II. 33, Two kostorefls
of foure gallons a piece for drinke. 1709 Hearne Collect.
5 uct., In the north they say a costrel of Tarr for a barrell
of larr. 1824-8 Carr Craven Dial., Costril, a small bar-
rel. It was formerly used here instead of a bottle, by
labourers who took milk and beer in it. 1839 Tennyson
Geraint $ Enid 386 A youth, that following with a costrel
bore The means of goodly welcome, flesh and wine. 1874
Arc/ueol. Jrnl. Dec. 431 Mrs. Bailysent for exhibition two
costrels, or pilgrims' bottles.

Costrel *. Obs. exc. dial. In 7 -ill. [Cf.
Costard 2.] The head.
1604 Meeting 0/ Gallants 12 Vnless some Country Fore-

horse came by. .with a Raine-beaten Feather in his costrill.
1640 Brathwait Bolster Led. 92 A wife . . that no image
was (for shee could speake) And now and then her hus-
bands costrell breake. 1891 In Sheffield dial. Costrel=the
head (S.O. Addy).

Costrel, -ing, var. Custkel, -ing, Obs.

t Costret. Obs. Also -tred. [a. OF. costerel.]
— Costrel.
(-1325 CocrdeL. 1491 Now, styward .. Bye us vessel gret

plente. .Fattys, tunnes, and costret, Makes our mete with-
outen let. 1382, -85 [see Costrel]. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 95
Costred or costrelle, grete botelle IMS. A", costret or bote!].
onopherum.

Costrill : see Costrel -.

Costroun, var. Custron, Obs
Costu-mary, a. nonce-wd. [f. Costume +

: «• customary.'] Of or belonsine to costume
l^ Chamb. Jml. XI V; 4o3 They [shallsfwere reddedas mere costumary curiosities.

6 UM
.Costume;

;

k(-sti^m, k^sti«m), sb. [a. F. costume
(m Uict. de I Academie 1740 pronounced costume^
a. It. costume custom, use, wont, fashion, guise
habit, manner :-L. consuctftdin-cm Custom. Used'
by Italian artists, of guise or habit in artistic re-
presentation, and in this sense adopted in French
and Eng. early in 18th c. Thence transferred to
manner of dressing, wearing the hair, etc., and in
later times to dress.] •

1. In historical art : The custom and fashion of
the time to which a scene or representation
belongs

; the manner, dress, arms, furniture, and
other features proper to the time and locality in
which the scene is laid {obs.)

; hence, those belong-
ing to a particular painting or sculpture

I ,,?!f
Ju.K,charoson Th. Paint. 53 Not only the Storybut the Circumstances, .the Habits, Arms, Manners . . andthe ike, must correspond. This is call'd the observing theC ostume. ,733 Chambers Cycl. Sufp. App. s.v. Costume.

,lrsn
V
f\f.-

e Cm"""-e
' ?
mong Papers, is to make everyperson and thing sustain the proper character. 1784 Sir IReynolds D,sc. xi>. ( R.), This is hardly reconcileable to

strict propriety and the costume, of which Raflaele was ingeneral a good observer. 1817 Rickman Archit ,18481

f'V h
?
™st" n

;
e ? f .'^se heads is often useful as a guide

to the date of the building,

b. transf. in literary art.
1816 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev, LXXXI. 124 Here issurely as gross a violation of the costume of manners as wefind in the Achilles of Racine. 3,832 Sir J. Mackintosh

Webster), I was extremely delighted with the poetical
beauty of some parts [of the Lay of the Last Minstrell The
costume too, is admirable. 1835 Sterling Let. in Car-
lyle Life 11 11. (1872) 97 The costume of his [Sterne's]
subjects is drawn from the familiar experience of his own
time and country.

2. The mode or fashion of personal attire and
dress (including the way of wearing the hair, style
of clothing and personal adornment) belonging to
a particular nation, class, or period.

.
1802 Edin

;
Rev. I. 78 There is always a certain pleasure

in contemplating the costume of a distant nation. 1800Kendall I ray. I. 1. 4 The clergy had no canonical costum?
1814 Scott Wav. x, A Swiss officer of the guards, who had
resided some time at Paris, and caught the costume, but not
the ease or manner of its inhabitants. 1818 — Hrt. Midi
xxi, Her tresses of long fair hair, which, according to the
costume of the country, unmarried women were not allowed
to cover with any sort of cap. 1877 Bryant Sella 313 In
costumes of that simpler age they came.

b. The dress and 'get-up ' ofan actor or actress
in representing a character in the play.
1883 Truth 31 May 760,2 Madame Judic changed her

costume thrice.

3. Fashion or style of dress appropriate to any
occasion or season

; hence, dress considered with
regard to its fashion or style

; garb.
1818 La Belle AssembUe XVII. 36/6 For outdoor cos-

tume. 1840 Beaconsfield in Corr. w. Sister 18 Feb It
was generally agreed that I am never to wear any other
but a Court costume. 1845 Ford Handblc. Spain 1. 57
I he best travelling costume. 1870 Dickens E. Drood xiii,
I he airiest costumes had been worn on these festive occa-
sions. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 197 His costume was
eccentric and affected,

b. transf. and fig.
1815 \V. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 20 note. Whensoever

Mr. Southey issues from the press, we find him arrayed in
a different costume. ,856 Kane Arctic Expl. I. xxi. 268
T hey [birds] are already in full summer costume.
4. (with a and pi.) A complete set of outer

garments; in shop parlance, a woman's gown or
' dress ', as the chief piece of her costume.
1830 Beaconsfield in Corr. w. Sister 10 Feb., She. .de-

parted in a white silk costume with border trimmings of
birds of paradise feathers. 1800 Daily Hems 8 Jan. 7/6
Advt., Great Costume Sale. Fine Melton Costumes, with
Medallions, really good quality.

&. altrib. and Comb. Costume-piece, a dra-
matic piece in which the actors wear a historical
or other costume different from that of the present
time (or at least of the Victorian era.)
The dresses for a ' costume-piece ' are provided by the

manager, for a 1 modern piece ' by the actors themselves.
1884 Pall Mall G. 8 Apr. 4/2 The ' costume-composers ' of

the present day. .are still supreme law-givers to the majority
of their sex. 1889 Ibid. 30 Nov. 7/1 What man in a Shak-
spearean or ' costume ' piece would think of wearing his
own hair upon his face ?

Costume, obs. f. Custom.
Costume (k(7Sti;7 m), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans.
To provide with a costume or dress ; to arrange
the costume or get-up of a theatrical piece.
1823 Nem Monthly Mag. VIII. 243 Spanish painters took

. .great liberties with costuming their Saints. 1841 Lever
C. O'Matley cxii, I had costumed my fair friend in my
dragoon cloak. 1884 A. A. Watts Life A. Watts I. 213
The eccentricities, .in which they costumed their minds.
Costumed (kpsti/7-md), ppl. a. [f. prec. sb. or

vb. + -ED.J Provided with or dressed in a costume.
1840 Beaconsfield in Corr. m. Sister 18 Feb., All our men

were costumed but Scholefield and Muntz.and a few Rads.
131
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1869 Daily News 8 Sept., He is as much astray as a cos-

tumed clown would be in a conventicle.

Costumer (kpsti/rmai). [f. Costume + -er:

adaptation of F. costumier.'] A dealer in cos-

tumes ; one who makes or supplies costumes.

1864 in Webster. 1891 Kate Field Washington iv.

367/2 Costumers tell me they cannot sell short skirts, so

they never keep them in stock.

Costurnery (kpsti/f'msri). rare. [f. Costumk
sb. + -ery.] Arrangement of costumes ; costumes

in the mass.
1838 Fraser's Mag. XVII. 166 Great praise .. bestowed

upon the costumery and grouping of the piece. 1876 L.

Stephen Hist. Eng. Thought ft. 447 That business of

buff-jerkins and mediaeval costumery which offends us in

the inferior parts of Scott's writings,

Costumic (kfTsti/i mik), a. tu>ftce-wd. Of or

pertaining to costume ; in costume.
1806 J. Carter in R. Davies Walks through York (1880)

203 Three bustos . . highly to be prized for their costumic
references. 1855 L. Hunt Old Crt. Suburb I. 195 Finally,

to adopt the convenient word of . . Mr. John Carter, there

stands on each side of the first story, the ' Costumic Statue

of a charity-child '.

Costumier (kpstitt-miai). [a. F. costumier,

f. costumer to Costume.] One who makes cos-

tumes ; a dealer in costumes ;
esp. one who sells or

lets out on hire costumes and ' properties
1

for

actors, masquers, etc.

1831 Ulackzv. Mag. XXIX. 509/2 Our modern costumiers

take measure by algebra, and cut out by diagrams. 1862

Sat. Rev. XIII. 655/1 His painters and costumiers did their

work to admiration. 1882 F. Harrison Choice Bks. (1886,)

307 A thing of costumiers and bric-a-brac dealers.

Costuming (k^ti/i'min), vbl. sb. [See -INO 1.1

The action ot fitting with a costume; material

used for or forming part of costumes.
1856 Kane A ret. Expl. I. xii. 134 Boots, socks, and

heterogeneous costumings of our returned parties. 1886

Pall Mall G. 3 Aug. 6/2 Dr. . . Klapp . . was responsible for

the costuming and making-up [of the actors in the Acharn-
ians].

Costumist k^ti;7 mist . rare~ [f. Cos-

tume sb. + -1ST.] A professed connoisseur in

costume (see Costume sb. 1).

1826 I). Wilkie in Haydon Corr. 9f Table-t. I, 364 And
much more detail than the strict modern costum'ists allow.

Costuolle, obs. (Kentish) f. Costful.
Costuous -tyous(e, var. Costious.

Costur (e, var. Coster Obs.

+ Costy, a. Obs. [f. Cost sb.2 + -\.] = Costly.
c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. III. 312 More costy and profit-

able. — Wks. (1880) 104 Costy bokis. Ibid, aio Costy
festis. 1483 Cath. Aug/. 77 Costy, sumptuosus.

Co-subordinate, -suffer, etc. : see Co- pre/.

t Co-supreme. Obs. [f. Co- 3 + Supreme.]

One who nolds a position of supremacy in con-

junction with another ; a joint overruler. (Cf.

Consupreme a.)

1599 Pass- PUgr. xviii, To the phoenix and the doue, Co-
supremes and stars of love. 1619 H. H utton Follies A nat.

(Percy Soc.) 4^8 These co-supremes, which ouer-rule the fate,

Enthronize him in Saturn's regall state.

Cosy, COSey, COZy (kJu*zi', a. and sb. Also

8 Sc. colsie, 8-9 cosie, cozie. [Orig. Sc. (and

perh. north. Engr.) : derivation unknown.
Guesses are that it is connected with Cosh, or with Gaelic

cdsagach 4
full of holes or crevices ; sheltered, snug, warm ',

f. cdsag little hole, crevice, dim. of cds hollow, hole. But
neither of these seems tenable, the phonetic form and the
sense both presenting difficulties. App. the primary sense

was of personal condition, not of places or circumstances.]

A. adj. 1. Of persons : Comfortable from being

warm and sheltered ; snug.
1709 W. Guthrie Serm. 24 (Jam.) When Israel was colsie

at hame. 1718 Ramsay Last Sp. Miser vi. To keep you
cosie in a hoord. 1744 Mrs. Delany Life <y Corr. 311
Where 1 hope you'll be cosy and free from bustle and
fatigue. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxx, After Mr. Bob Sawyer
had informed him that he meant to be very cosey. 1865
Englishman s Mag. Jan. 7 He lay warm and cozy.

2. Of a place : a. Sheltered and thus warm ; this

passes into the sense of b. Sheltering, keeping

warm, in which one is warm and comfortable.

Often both notions are involved.

1785 Bi-rns To % Smith xviii, Then cannie, in somecozie
place, They close the day. 1796 Macneill Will <y Jean 1.

xxii, Firs the high craigs cleading, Raised a' round a cosey
screen. 1806 Miss Wordsworth Address to Child, Here's

a cozie warm house for Edward and me. 1857 Kingslf.y

Txvo Y.Ago II. 219 Frank leaned back in a cosey arm-chair.

1884 Q. Victoria More Leaves 105 The rooms so cozy and
nice.

B. sb. + 1. (See quot.) Obs.

[1856 Engineer I. 117/1 {title) Patent Cosy Express.
Mr. H. R. Abraham's Patent Cosy Carriage ] 1858 8nf-
monds Diet. Trade, Cosy, the name given to a small kind
of omnibus recently introduced.

2. A quilted covering placed over a tea-pot to

retain the heat ; more fully, tea-cosy. A similar

covering to keep an egg warm, an egg-cosy.

(Known to me about 1848. F. Hall.]

1863 Tyndali. Heat ix. § 342 (1870) 374 It is not unusual to

preserve the heat of teapots by a woollen covering, but the
' cosy ' must fit loosely. 1886 Daily News a8 Dec. 7/4 Advt.,
Cushions, Tea Coseys, Antimacassars, etc.

Comb. 1890 H. S. Hali.ett iooo Miles 250 We carried

a cosie-covered Chinese teapot.

3. A cosy seat ;
spec, a canopied seat for two,

occupying a corner of a room. [Called in F. cau-

seuse, which has perhaps suggested cosy in English.]

1876 Green Stray Stud, 65 The salon itself, .is a pleasant

room, gaily painted, with cosies all round it and a huge
mass ofgorgeous flowers in the centre.

Cosyer, var. of Cozieh Obs., a cobbler.

Cosymmedian (ktfusimrdian), a. Math. [f.

Co- 2 + Symmedian.] Of triangles: Having the

same symmedian lines.

1888 J. J. Milne Companion to Weekly Problem Papers

147 Triangles ABC, A'ffC so related, and having the same
symmedian lines AKA.BKB', CA'C, are called Cosym-
median triangles. Ibid. 150 If two triangles are cosym-
median, the sides of one are proportional to the medians of

the other.

Cosyn, -yne, -yng, obs. ff. Cousin.

Cosynage, obs. f. Cozenage.

t Cosyner. Obs. [=Pr. cosiner, Sp. coci*

nero, F. cuisinier, med.L. cocindrius, -erius L.

coquhulrius cook, master of the kitchen, ' prx-

fectus coqutnm * (Du Cange),f. L. coquina, med.L.

and Sp. cocina, Pr. cozina, r. cuisine kitchen.] A
cook ; in quot. the member of a priory having

superintendence of the kitchen.

1533 Wells Wills (1800) 162 The cosyner of Barton, my
gostly father, to pray for me xxd. 1533 Ibid. 162 Sir Will,

bayly, cosyner [Canon of Taunton Priory).

[Du Cange cites a document of 1529 signed among others

by the Bursarius, Oranetarius, and Coquinarius of a
priory.]

Cosynes s, obs. f. Cocsixess.

Cot (M), sb. 1 Also 5-9 cott. [OE. cot neut.

(pi. cotu), in Lindisf. Gosp. also? cott (dat. cotte,

cottum^ —MDn. cot (infl. cote), Du. kot, MLG. and
mod.LG. kot; also ON. hot (infl. koti) neut.

OTeut. type *kutom . Beside this is found in same
sense OE. cote (see Cote) = MDu. cote, MLG. and
mod.G. kote (kothe) wk. fem., also sometimes in

MLG. and Ger. dial. wk. masc. The form with //

found in Northumbrian is also in Rhenish dia-

lects of G. from 14th c. kotte, but the gemination

is not original, and merely marks the short vowel.
From the same root came OE. cj>te, cite, prop, cfete cot,

cell, chamber iwhence app. M E. Chete<:—OTeut. 'kautjdn-,
in which kaut- is in ablaut relation to kut-.\

1. A small house, a little cottage; now chiefly

poetical, and connoting smallness and humble-

ness, rather than the meanness and rudeness ex-

pressed by hut.
In OE. used more widely for 'cottage, home, bed-

chamber, den'. Sparingly represented in ME., in which
cote and, later

:
cottage were more frequent terms. Cote in

this sense having become obs.j or merely dial., about 1625,

cot has been revived as a poetical and literary term.

C893 K. >Elfred Oros. 111. ix. § 17 /Et ham at heora
cotum. ("950 Lindisf.Gosp. Luke xL 7 Cnsehtas mino mec
mifl sint in cotte [£975 Rushw. Gosp. cote; Vuljj. cubiti).

Ibid. Luke xii. 3 pxt in eare sprecend }ie woeren in cottum
[C975 Rushw. Gosp. in cotum ; Vulg. in cubicutis}. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 13 WitodHce $e worhtun ban to beofa

cote [c 1 160 Hatt. Gosp. to beof-cotenl a i*a&Ancr. R. 36a
We ne mei nout, widuten swink, a lutel kot areren. a 13x5

Song Poor Hnsbaudm. in Pol. Songs (Camden) 152 Seththe

y counte ant cot hade to kepe. c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
576/2 Cotagium, a cotage, or a cot. 1635 Ql ahles Embl.
in. xii. (1718) 174 Poor cots are ev'n as safe as princes lull -.

1697 Dryden rirg. Eclog. 11. 36 O leave the noisie Town,
O come and see Our Country Cotts, and live content with

me ! 17*3 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 259 Huts or

cots of the mountaineers. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indot. 11. vi,

Did to a lonely cott his steps decoy. i8o7CRAiiBE/'ar. Reg.
I. lag To every cot the lord's indulgent mind Has a small

space for garden-ground assign'd. 1849 E. E. Napier
Excurs. S. Africa I. 178 A few humble fishermen's cots.

1884 Gustafson Found. Death ii. (ed. 3) 33 In cot as well

as castle.

2. A small erection for shelter or protection, as

for sheep, a bell, etc. ; = Cote 2. Also in comb,
as bell-, sheep-cot.

c 1450 Nominate in Wr.-Wfilcker 730 Hec caula, schepcot.
Ibid., Hec barcaria, i. ovt'le, a schepcott. 1804 J. Di'N-
cumb Hist. Hereford Gloss.., Cot, a barn for folding sheep.

1870 F. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 66 Lucker church [hasj a
cot for one bell placed on the western gable.

3. A case or protecting covering ; a finger-stall

;

the covering of a drawing-roller in a spinning

frame, etc. Now dial or techn.

1617 Moryson Itin. in. 1. ii. ai In Moscovy .. men .. in

time of snow, weare a cot or couer for their noses. 1828

Webster, Cot . . a leathern cover for a sore finger. 1840
Spurdens Suppt. Forby (E . D. S. \ Cot, a case for a wounded
finger.

4. Comb. (In OE. cot occurred in numerous
compounds ; later combinations often vary with

cote-, and more recently cot- appears to be used as

a contraction for cottar and cottage.) Cot-folk,

cote-folk (Sc.), cottars, cottar-folk ; .pot-garth

dial, (see quot.) ; cots-work, domestic work (cf.

Cot sb.&). Also Cot-hodsb, Cotland, -er,

COTLTF, COTMAN, COTSKT, COTSETLA, COT-TOWN.
1786 Burns Twa Dogs 69 What poor cot-folk pit their

pamch in, I own it's past my comprehension. 1795 Pown-
a l.i. Antiq. Romance 157 As to the home or cots-work, that

was done by the women and children of the family. 1876
Robinson Whitby Gloss. , Cotgarth, a small ground enclosure
attached to a cottage.

Cot Mpt), sb?- dial. Also 6 cotte, 7 cote. [ME.
and AFr. cot; Godefroy has, app. for the same
thing, in OF. (1410 the derivative coterel, pi.

coleriaulx
)

' en oster [/. e. des laines] suing, gars,

crotins, esconssures et coteriaulx and says that

cotteron is now, in the arrondissement of Vervius,

hard and matted wool used for mattresses.

Possibly identical with med.L cottum, cotum, 'bed-quilt,

stuffed mattress/ this being a purpose to which *cot' was
applied. Cf. Statut. Antiq. Cartus. xn Du Cange s.v.

'Cotum vel coopertorium de grossis ovium pellibus*. Cot-

tum, again, is identified with ONF. coute, coete, OF. coilte,

cotte, mod.F. couette, quilt.]

1. Wool matted or felted together in the fleece.

[1357 Act £t Ediv. Ill, a 8 Et que nul Marchant nautre

qi achate laines face autre refuys des laines que ne soleit

estre fait devant ces heures; cest assavoir de Cot, Gare
vileine tuson. 1389^1-/ 13 Rich. II, c. 9 Que nulle deinzein

ou forein ne face autre refus de leynes sinoun cod gard et

vilein.] 1471 Acta Audit. 18 (Jam.) Ij sek of gude woll,

but cot or ter. i53i-» Act 33 Hen. P'lII, c. 17 5 1 No
maner person . .[stauT] winde. .within any fleesse. .tailes, de-

cepteful lockes, cotte, calles, combre, lambes wolle, or any
other thinge. 1607 Cowel Interpr. , Cote is a kind of refuse

wolle clung or clotted together. 1791 Hamilton Berthol-

let's Dyeing II. 11. hi. vL 209 Throw a small handful of cot

or refuse wool into the boiler. 1877 E. Peacock N. W.
Line. Gloss., Cot, a sheep's fleece that has become matted

together during growth. [So in N. Linc. % Leicestersh.
t

and W. Somerset Glossaries.] 1885 F. H. Bowman Struct.

Wool Gloss. 35a Cots, matted locks of wool forming a hard

felt in the fleece. 1888 Addy Sheflield Gloss., Cots, knotted

wool from sheep.

2. A confused entangled mass ; a tangle : esp.

applied in some districts to seaweeds or confervse,

that accumulate in pools, drains, etc.

1851 fml. R. Agric. Soc. XII. it. 295 The internal drains

[in Line, fensj are . . kept remarkably clear from weeds and
cot. 1881 Leicestersh.Gloss.,Cot. . any confused heap, tangle,

or matting of hair, string, cotton, etc. 1884 A. W. Line,

(floss, s.v., * The roots were all of a cot.' ' The com had
grown that length, and was all of a cot.'

Cot (MpV, sb.% Irish. Also 6 cote, 6-7 cott.

[Irish and Gaelic cot a small boat (O'Reilly,

Macleod and Dewar) : cf. also Irish coit coracle,

small boat (O'Reilly).]

A small roughly-made boat, used on the rivers

and lakes of Ireland ; a 1 dug-out \

1537 Stat. Ireland (1765) I. 161 Boates, scowts, wherries,

clarans, cottes, and other vessels. 1586 j. Hooker Girald.

Irel. II. 161/a They tooke a bote or a cote trough, which
could not hold aboue eight or ten persons at a time. 1590
Spenser F. Q. ii. vi. 9. 1611 Markham Countr. Content.

1. x. (1668) 59 A little Boat or Cot, if you Angle in great

Waters, to carry you up and down to the most convenientest

places for your pastime, a i6«o G. Boate Nat. Hist. Ire-

land 64 (T.) They call, in Ireland, cots, things like boats
but very unshapely, being nothing but square pieces of

timber made hollow. 1807 Sir R. C. Hoare Tour /reland
106 Numerous cots employed in catching salmon. 1861

Lever Barrington vii. One of those light canoe-shaped

skiffs—cots as they are called on these rivers.

Cot (M), sb.* Also 7-9 cott. [Anglo-Indian,

ad. Hindi khdt bedstead, couch, hammock, bier

(:—Prakrit kltatla
y
Skr. k/tat-vd). In Anglo-Indian

use from early part of 17th c. ; thence it passed

into naval use, whence to a child's swing-cot.]

1. Anglo-Ind. A light bedstead ; a charpoy.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 149 The better sort sleepe

upon Cots, or Beds two foot high, matted or done with

girth-web. 1685 Sir W. Hedges Diary Bengal, etc. 29

July(Y.), I hired is stout fellows.. to carry me as far as

Lar in my cott [Palankeen fashion]. 1699 Dampier Voy. II.

in. iv. 41 In the East Indies. .Men take their Cotts or little

Field-Beds and put them in the Yards, and fjo to sleep in

the Air. 1776 Trial Nundocomar ysji Dr. Williams had in-

formed him that Gungabissen might be brought into court

on a cott. 18*4 J. B. Seeley Wond. Ellora iii. (Y ), I

found three of the party insisted upon accompanying me
the first stage, and had despatched their camp-cots. 1886

Yule Anglo-Ind. Gloss. s.v., In Northern India . -Cot . . is

not in such prevalent European use as it formerly was, ex-

cept as applied to barrack furniture, and among soldiers

and their families.

2. A portable bed, or one adapted for transport.

1854 J. L. Stephens Centr. Amer. (1854) 306 Every man
in that country has a small cot called acatre made to double

with a hinge, which may be taken down and wrapj>ed up,

with pillows and bed clothes in an oxhide to carry on a

journey.

3. Naut. A sort of swinging bed for officers, sick

persons, etc. on board ship, made of canvas,

stretched at the bottom by a rectangular frame,

and suspended like a hammock from the beams.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Cott, a particular

sort of bed-frame, suspended from the beams of a ship, for

the officers to sleep in. 1798 Nelson in Nicolas />/>/. 1 1845)

III. 209 Sailmakers making cots for the Royal Family.

1811 A. Fisher Jml Arctic Reg. p. x, We were also pro-

vided with standing bed-places, which were deemed to be

warmer than cots, or hammocks. 1833 M.\rryat/\ Simple

xxix, Our captain, .was put in his cot, and never rose from

it again.

4. A small bed for a child ;
properly, one sus-

pended so as to swing between uprights; a swing-

cot; also frequently applied to a *crib* or foitr-

lcgged bed-stead with sides to prevent the child

from falling out.

1818 Todd, Cot, or Cott, a small bed ; a cradle, as it is yet

called in the north of England. 1819 Pantologia, Cott .
the

name is now often given to swing-cradles for children. 1856
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Mrs. Browning Poems, Tears, The babe weeps in its cot.

1890 Fumislter s Catalogue, Swing cot, perforated sides,
with half tester. Patent swing-fold cot, can be readily
folded into a thickness of 3 inches.

b. A bed in a children's hospital.
c 1884 Tennyson Children's Hospital iv, Here is the cot of

our orphan. 1891 Loiv's Handbk. Charities London 50 An
Infirmary for sick children, containing twelve cots. 189a
Daily News 31 Mar. 5/4 The endowment of a cot in the
Victoria Hospital for Children at Chelsea, which the Princess
of Wales has named after her late son.

5. attrib. and Comb., as cot-frame, cot-bed.

1799 Med. Jml. I. 459 They should, .sleep in hammocks,
or on cott-frames. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 614, I was
informed that I must get up, that the servants might remove
the cot arrangement, and clear the cabin for the breakfast-
table.

Cot, sb.5 Ohs. or dial. [In sense 2 contracted
from or referring to Cotquean 3 ; sense 1 may be
more directly related to Cot sb.1 or its family.]

f 1. (See qtiot.) Obs.
1695 Kennett Par. Anita, Gloss., Cotarius . .the inhabi-

tant of any country cot.. Hence a country clown is now
called a mere cot, as a citizen ignorant of country affairs, a
mere cit.

2. A man that does domestic or household work
usually done by women ; a * bettv

'
; hence cot-

betty (U.S.). Obs. exc. dial.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Cot for Cotquean, a Man

that meddles with Womens matters, tnt Brit. Apollo III.
No. 144. 3/1 He's a cot, Still dangling about in the Kitchen.
i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Cothetty, a man who meddles
in the woman's part of household affairs. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Cot, a man who interferes in the kitchen, a molly-
coddle. 1877 E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss., Cot, a man
or boy who cooks or does other womanly work. [So in

Glossaries of Cheshire, Cleveland, etc.]

Cot (kpt), 7/.1 [f. Cot j<M]
1. intr. 1 To cohabit, to dwell with one in the
same house * (Jamieson).

2. trans. To put up (sheep) in a * cot * or sheep-

cote; to keep under shelter during inclement
weather. Hence Co'tting vbl. sb.

1804 J. Dumcumb Hist. Hereford Gloss., Cotting, folding
sheep m a fawn. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. (1807)
II. 676 This breed [of sheep], .requires cotting in the winter
season. 1849 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. X. IL 436 The system
of cotting has the effect of causing the staple of the wool to
be much finer. Ibid. XIV. it. 456 They lamb in February
. .and are sometimes ' cotted '.

Cot, dial. [f. Cot sb.2] To tangle, mat,
or felt together.
1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Col, to knot, tangle, mat together.

1884 S. W. Line. Gloss, s.v., ' Her tail cots so with the
dirt .. 1 The sheaves are quiet green and cotted ' . . ' The
wheat was all cotted together in the bags '.

Cot, z»- 3 dial. [f. Cof sb.5] See quots.
1730-6 Bailey (folio), To Cott, is said of Men who are apt

to intermeddle in such [domestic] concerns. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., Cot, to do one's own household work. 1878
Dickinson Cumbrld. Gloss., Cot, to wait on a sick person ;

to saunter about home.
Cot, obs. i. Coat, Cut.
Cot., abbrev. of Cotangent.
Cotabulate, var. of Contabulate v. Obs.

Cotage, obs. f. Cottage.
Cotangent (k^tsendx^nt), sb. (a.) Trig. [f.

Co- pref. 4 + Tangent. The L. cotangens is used
by Gunther Canon Triangulorum, 1620.] The
tangent of the complement of a given angle.

(Abbrev. cot.)

1635 I . \V. Sciographia 47 So is the tangent of R. Z. P. To
the cotangent of R. P. Z. 1704 Harris (cited by Johnson).
1706 Phillips fed. Kersey), Co-tangent is the Tangent of an
Arch of a Circle, which is the Complement of another to 90
Degrees.

^
1831 Brewster Optics xix. 170 The index of

refraction is the cotangent of the angle of polarisation. 1852
De Morgan in R. P. Graves Life Sir W. R . Hamilton III.

387 Put cosines in the middle, sines on the flanks, and cotans
on the extreme flanks.

B. adj. Cotangent line= cotangent.
1652 Stirrup Horometria iv. i. (1659) 107 The side DE.

.

(for distinction) may be called a Tangent line, and the side
FF a Co-tangent line.

Co-tangential (k^teendge-njal), a. Math.
Also contangential. [f. Co-, Con- + Tangen-
tial.] Having the same tangent.
1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. § 130 A line of

curvature of a surface is a line which at every point is co-
tangential with normal section of maximum or minimum
curvature. 1886 Jeffery in London Math. Soc. Proc., On
. .Contangential. .Spherical Circles.

Cotarnine (k<?ta\inain). Chem. [a. F. cotar-

nine, f. narcotine by transposition of letters.] A
non-volatile organic base, CI3 H 13 N03.+ H 2 O,
obtained by the action of oxidizing agents on
narcotine. (Watts.)
1857 Pereira Mat. Med. (ed. 4) II. 11. 609 There is a pro-

duct of the decomposition of narcotine, namely cotarnine.
1873 Fluckiger & Hanbury Phannacogr. 54 By decompo-
sition with sulphuric acid, narcotine yields Cotarnine, an
undoubted base.

Hence Cotarnic, in cotarnic acid, Cn H13 Os ,

a product of the action of dilute nitric acid on co-
tarnine. Cotarna mic [Amic] acid, CnH13 N04 ,

a product of the action of aqueous hydrochloric or
sulphuric acid on cotarnine at 140

0
or i5o°C

1863-21 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 88 Like aspartic acid, co-
tarnamic acid combines with strong mineral acids, /bid.,

Cotarnine may be regarded as the methylated imide corre-
sponding to cotarnic acid.

Cotation, obs. form of Quotation.
Cotch, dial. f. Catch.
Cotchel (kfrtfel), sb. local. [Derivation un-

known.] A portion (of grain, etc.) left in a sack
or bag ; a small remnant of a larger quantity.
1847-78 Halliwell, Cotchel, a sack partly full. South.

[So 1881m I. of Height Gloss.; 1888 Berksh. Gloss. (E.D.S.).]
c 1870 Kentish dial, (from correspt.), I have gathered all the
cotchels of saltpetre together and put them into one bag.
1890 Correspt.fr. London, *Cotchell ' is a word In use on
the Corn Exchange in London, .to denote a small remnant
of a larger quantity . . It may be applied to a bushel left

from a sack or. .100 quarters left out of a cargo.

t Co'tchel, v. Obs. rare. Also kotchell.
App. the same as Cockle v.'a to cherish. [Cf. F.
cochelet little cock, coqueliner to cocker.]
i578 N. Baxter Calvin on Jonah 20 They flatter them-

selues and after a sort kotchell their own minds. Ibid. 51
To much . . hath euery one of us kotcheled himselfe in his
sins. 1606 Urkton Ourania Dij, Cotchelling all things
in their infancie Till they have got strength and maturitie.

Cotchoneal, obs. form of Cochineal.

Cote (kJ"t), sb.1 Also 5 kote, coote, 6-7
coatee. [OE. cote fern., a parallel form to cot

neut. (see Cot sbX), found also in MDu.j MLG.,
and mod.G.]

T L A small detached house such as is occupied
by poor people or labourers ; a cot or cottage.

Now only dial.

a 1034 Law Cnut in Thorpe Laws I. 418 (Bosw.) Gif hwile
man forstolen binge ham to his cotan bringe. c \x6ollatto>i
Gosp. Matt. xxi. 13 To beof-coten. c 1300 Hareloi 1141, I

ne haue hws, y ne haue cote. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vm.
16 Bothe prynces paleyses and pore mennes cotes. 1382 Wv-
CJLIF Wisd. xi. 2 In desert places thei maden litil cotes I1388
litle housis]. c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 96 Coote, lytylle howse.
c 1475 Children's Bk. 48 in Babces Bk.(i&68) 18 [As a ka]rle
pat comys oute of a cote. 1519 Pour Elements (1848) 30
Buyldynge nor house they have non at all But wodes cotes
and cavys small. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. I,, ill. ii. 448 Call me
Rosalind, and come euerie day to my Coat, and woe me.
1605 Verstegan Dec. IntelL ix. (1628)286 A Cote in our
language is a little slight built country habitation. 1613-6
W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iv, She them dismist to their

contented coates. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crezu, Cote, a
sorry, slight Country-House or Hovel. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Cote, a village, an isolated farm-house; as Beau-
mont-cote, Roose-cote. [In Sc. common in names of solitary

shepherd's houses or farms, as East Cote, West Cote, etc.

;

also in the comb, cote-house a cottar's house.]

2. A slight building for sheltering small animals,

as sheep, pigs, fowls, or for the storage of any-
thing ; a shed, stall

;
spec, a sheep-cote.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 111. 1081 Her cotes make biforne
. .and parte hem so betwene That every stye a moder wol
sustene. 1514 Barclay Cyt. Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 8
Go se & vysyte oure wethers in the cote. 1549-62 Stern-
hold & H. Ps. xxiii. 2 He doth me folde in coates most
safe. 16x1 Bible 2 Chron. xxxii. 28 Stalles for all maner of
beasts, and coates for flocks. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 186
Where Shepherds pen thir Flocks at eeve In hurdl'd Cotes
amid the field secure. 1691 Ray Creation 1.(1704) 177 Lean
Hogs have been glad to creep into their Cotes. 1805 Luc-
cock Nat. Wool 297 The produce of the Spanish cotes.

1865 Dixon Holy Landll.46 The dove-seller kept his cotes
for the accommodation of persons too poor to sacrifice a kid
or lamb. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Cote . . a small building set

apart for any special purpose ; as Peat-cole, a house or
place to put peat or turf m ; Salt-cote, a place where salt

was wont to be made on the sea-shore. 1876 Mid-Yorksh.
Gloss., Cote, a shed for small cattle, or fowls. [So in Dialect
Glossaries of Sheffield, Cheshire, Shropshire, etc.]

b. Now chiefly in combination, as in dove-cote,

hen-cote, sheep-cote, bell-cote (in which cot also

occurs) ; and in more local use, pig-cote, swine-

cote, peat-cote, salt-cote, etc., which see.

c- fig-
1868 Daily Tet.qDec.} Every little human creature folded

into the kindly cote of it [the Refuges Society] is . . a thief

or a pauper the less.

3. Comb. See Cot sbA 4.

Cote (k£«0, Coursing. Also 7 coat. [f.

Cote vX\ The action described under Cote v. 1

1575 Turberv. Venerie 246 He that giueth most Cotes, or
most turnes, winneth the wager. A Cote is when a Grey-
hound goeth endways by his fellow, and giueth the Hare
a turne. .but if he coast and so come by his fellowe, that is no
Cote. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xxiii. (1748) 356 She from
the dogs doth spin, That strive to put her off, but when
he cannot reach her, This giving him a coat, about again
doth fetch her. 1848 Johnson Sportsman's Cycl. 154 A cote

is when two dogs start even, together, the hare going in a
straight forward direction, and one dog draws endways by
the other, and gives the hare a turn.

Cote (kJ"t), ? Obs. Also 6-7 coat>,
(quote). [Of uncertain origin. Etymological

writers have treated it as a doublet of Coast,
mod.F. cotoyer ; but under the prec. sb. (quot.

1575) cote and coast are distinguished: cf. also

Coast v. 10.]

1. trans. {Coursing?) Of one oftwo dogs running

together : To pass by (its fellow) so as to give the

hare (or other animal coursed) a tum.
One dog cotes the other : Sir W. Scott erroneously makes

the hound cote the hare or other animal.
I5SS Instit. Gentleman G iij a, Hunters, .wil affirme. .that

the fallowe dogge cotid the whyte, when as euen dede the

falow came behind. 1601 -znd Pt. Return Jr. Parttass. n.

v. (Arb.) 31 The buck broke gallantly : my great swift being
disaduantaged in his slip was at the first behind, marry pre-
sently coted and out-stript them. i6iz Drayton Poly-olb.
xxiii. (1748) 355 Which dog first turns the hare, which first
the other coats. 1636 W. Denny in Ann. Dubrensia (1877)
14 The Swallow-footed Grey-hound . . with celeritie Turnes
his affrighted game, then coates againe His forward Rival!.
1821 Scott Kenilw. xvii, No greyhound loves to cote a
hare, as I to turn and course a fool. 1825 — Talism. viii,

[A dog of J swiftness to cote an antelope.

2. trans/, and fig. To pass by, go beyond ; to

outstrip, surpass.

1566 Drant Horace A vij, For he that thincks to coate all
men and all to ouergoe. c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon 1. 144.
1599 Sandys Europe Spec. (1632) 81 They have in some
sorts outgrowne them in it, and quoted them in all, one
onely excepted. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 330 Wee coated
them on the way. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. iii,

Quick observation scud To coate the plot, or els the path is

lost. ci6n Chapman Iliad xxm. 324 My lov'd son, get
but to be first at turning in the course, He lives not that can
cote thee then.

Cote v.2 Also 7 coat(e. [f. Cote
trans. To put (animals, etc.) in a cote.
1630 in E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss., Not hauing a

swine cote to cote up his swine in. 1630 J. Levett Ord.
Bees (1634) 29 When you have any swarme that is set up,
Coate it as soone as you can. 1688 R. Holmk Armoury u.
134/2 All Sheep . . when Lodged . . are either Coated or
Housed. X747 Hooson Miner's Diet. T iv, If he give leave
to them to Cote or Lodge any.

Hence Co'ted ppl. a.

1866 Jean Ingelow Poems 225 Or cooing of the early coted
dove.

Cote, v$ Also coat(e. [F. coter.] Obs. form
of Quote, q.v.
I43*-5° tr - Higden (Rolls) I. 37 The Grekes. .cotede yeres

at the glory of their victory from the captiuite of Troye.
1548 Udall Erasm. Par. N. T. Pref. (R.), The text is

throughout coted in the margin. 1609 Heywood Brit.
Troy xii. i

;
Or any passage coate. 1660 S. Fisher Rus-

tick's Alarm Wks. (1679) 244 To be more critical in

Coting.

Cote, obs. f. Coat, Coot, Cot.
Cote, var. of Quot Sc. Obs., rate, due.
Cote-a-pye : see Couhtepy.
Cote-armure, -hardy : see Coat-.

Cotefal (ktnrtful). [f. Cote sb.1 + -ful.]

As many as fill a cote.

1865 Pall Mall G. 15 May 1 1 A coteful of pigeons.

Cotel, Cotelar, -ere : see Cuttle, Cutler.
Cdtelette, Fr. form of Cutlet, q.v.

Cotellax, obs. f. Cutlass.

Co-te*ller. [Co- 3 b.] One who tells along
with another ; the second teller or counter of votes

in the House of Commons.
1884 Manch. Exam. 3 May 6/ 1 Mr. Joseph Cowen . . acted

as co-teller with Mr. Balfour.

Cotemporane, -auean, etc. : see Cont-.

Co-te*nant. [Co- 3 c] A joint tenant. Hence
Co-tenancy, Co-te nure.
1822-56 De Quincey Confess. Wks. 1890 III. 307 Halting,

therefore . . I waited for my solitary co-tenant of the Cop.
1884 Law Rip. 12 Q. Bench Div. 194 headnote, One tenant
. .has no right of action against his co-tenant.

1875 Maine Hist. Inst. iv. 112 The 'Judgments of Co-
Tenancy' is a Brehon law-tract. .It puts, at the outset, the
question,—'Whence does Co-Tenancy arise?' The answer
given is * From several heirs and from their increasing on
the Land', i860 [see Co- 3a] Co-tenure.

t Co'ter. Obs. rare" 1
. In 7 coater. [f. Cote

sbA + -er !.] The tenant of a cote, a cottager.

1631 Fitz-Geffray Come-Jiorders 36 Your poore neigh-
bour, some poore coater, some daily labourer for his groat.

Coterel, -ell, obs. ff. Cotterel.

Coterell 1 (k£?'terel). FeudalAntiq. Also cot-

terell, -ill. [a. OF. coterel, med.L. coterellus,

dim. of OF. cotier, med.L. cotarius, coterius, the

occupant of a cola or cot. Cf. Coterie.] A
cottar, a cottager.

[c 1086 Domesday Bk. (Du Cange), Septem villani quisque
de una virgata, & 16 coterelli, & 2 servi.

%
1289 Charter in

Kennett Par. Antia. I. 439 Una cum villanis, coterellis,

eorum catallis, serviciis, sectis et sequelis.] 1393 Langl.

P. PI. C. x. 97 (MSS. G & I) These were almes . . to com-
fortie suche coterels [other MSS. cotyers]. Ibid. 193
(MS. I) As coterels bei lybben. 1440 Promp. Parv. 96/1

Coterelle. 1560 in Crossraguel Chart. (1886) 1. 120 His and
thair subtennentis, cottrallis, servandis, and

t
assignayes.

1866 Macm. Mag. XIII. 252 Besides these villains there

are eight coterells or cottagers, four ofwhom are women and
probably widows. 1866 Rogers Agric. $ Prices I. iv.

75 There are nine coterells, each holding a cottage, and
most of them an acre of land.

If Applied (erroneously) to the tenement.

1617 Minsheu Ductor, Coslie or Coterell in old English,

is the same that a Cottage, or a little house. [Hence in

Phillips 1657-1706.] £-1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys

(1883) I. 193 Each Copiholder of a yard land, halfe yard

land, farrundle, and Cotterell.

Coterell 2
. [a. OF. coutttrelle, *cotu-

rele, dim. of couture, coture cultivated land :—L.

cultura tillage, Culture, in med.L. = ager cullus.]

(See quots.)

1748 De Foe's TourGt. Brit. I. 153 (D.) Here [Sheppey.
isle] are several Tumuli in the marshy parts all over the

island, some of which the inhabitants call Coterels ; these

are supposed to have been cast up in memory of some of

the Danish leaders who were buried here. 1887 Kentish
Gloss., Coterell, a little raised mound in the marshes to
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which the shepherds and their flocks can retire when the
salterns are submerged by the tide.

Coterie (lwu-teri). Also 8 -cry, cotterie. [a.

Y. coterie 'a company ofpeople who live in famili-

arity, or who cabal in a common interest ' (Littre)

,

orig. * a certain number of peasants united together

to hold land from a lord'; 'companie, societie,

association of countrey people' (Cotgr.), f. cotter

— med.L. coldrius
f
coterius cottar, tenant of a cota

or cot. Cf. F. cotterie * a base, ignoble, and
seruile tenure, or tenement, not held in fee, and
yeelding only rent, or if more, but cens or surcens

at most ' (Cotgr.).
By Walker and Smart stressed on the last syllable as

French : the latter has the o short ; whence the i8thc cot-

terie, and its limine in Byron with tottery.]

+ 1. An organized association of persons for

political, social, or other purposes; a club. Obs.
1764 Univ. Museum Jan. 6 A numerous and formidable

society of persons of distinction, property, abilities, and in-

fluence in the nation, is now forming, and a large house of a
deceased nobleman is hired for their assemblies, which
society is to be called The cotery 0/ revolutionists; or of
anti-ministerialists, from the French word coterie, vulgarly
called a club in English. 1766 D. Barrington Observ.
Stat. 249 note, The word cotterie, of which so much has
been said of late. 1774 Foote Cozeners 1. Wks. 1799 H<
146 My expences in subscription-money to most of the
clubs and coteries.

2. A circle of persons associated together and
distinguished from 'outsiders', a 'set': a. A
select or exclusive circle in Society ; the select
' set ' who have the entree to some house, as 1 the

Holland House coterie \
*A friendly or fashionable association. It has of late

years been considered as meaning a select party, or club,
and sometimes of ladies only' (Todd 1818 1

.

1738 Common Sense I. 345 Beware of Select Cotteries,
where, without an Engagement, a I,ady passes but for an
odd Body. 1768 Sterne .Sent, journ. (1778' II. 164, I was
lifted directly into Madame de V****s Coterie. 1779
Mad. D'Arblay Diary Oct., You recollect what Mrs. Thrale
said of him, among the rest of the Tunbridge coterie, last

season. 1821 Byron Juan iv. cix, Fame is but a lottery
Drawn by the blue-coat misses of a coterie. 1828 J. W.
Choker in C. Papers (1884) I. xiii. 400 I^dy Holland was
saying yesterday to her assembled coterie. 1880 Vern.
Lee Stud. Italy in. i. 68 A man. .belonging to the most
brilliant coteries of the day.

b. A 'set ' associated by certain exclusive in-

terests, pursuits, or aims ; a clique.

18*7 De Ouincey Murder Wks. III. 12 Catiline, Clodius
and some of that coterie. 1830 Cunningham Brit. Paint.
I. v. 207 A scertain coterie, of men, skilful in the mystery of
good painting. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. IV. vu. iv. § 54.

329 Written for an exclusive coterie, not for the world.
186a Merivai.e Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xlvi, 359 In vain had
Tiberius chafed under the jeers of this licensed coterie.
1888 W. D. Hamilton Cat. State Papers, Domestic Ser.
1644 Pref. 10 This religious element . . revived the bitter
animosities of the old political parties, and caused the
members [of Parliament] to group themselves into coteries.

C. A meeting or gathering of such a circle.

1805 Moore To Lady 11 iv, Each night they held a
coterie. 1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Apnea II. 347 We
are so accustomed now to this style of fusillade, that all we
do is to lie close, and continue our little coteries.

d. trans/, &nd fig. Of animals, plants, etc.

1869 Gillmoke Reptiles Birds 219 With the permission
of the masters of the coterie they build their nests in the
vacancies that occur in the squares. 1885 H. O. Forres
Naturalist's Wand. 85 The genus Pajus is an exceedingly
handsome and attractive coterie of orchids.

3. attrib. and Comb., as coterie-speech.

1891 Pall Mall C, 12 May 3/1 A coterie-speech—not to
say a jargon—current only on the highest heights of
culture.

Hence (chiefly notue-wds.) Coterie v., to asso-

ciate in a coterie. Coterie an a., of or pertaining
to a coterie ; sb. a member of a coterie. Co te-
rieish a.

t
savouring of a coterie. Coterieism,

the spirit or practice of coteries.

1806 Slrr Winter in Lond. fed. 3) II. 156 If . . I can do
otherwise than coterie with Neville and the Heauchamps.
1778 Learning at a Loss I. 67 Drest by Coteriean Laws.
177a Poetry in A tin. Reg. 225 Ye Coterieans ! who profess No
business, but to dance and dress. 1841 Tail's Mag. VIII.
500 [She] received an immense quantity of praise from the
English press, courteous, cordial, and coterieish. 1815
New Monthly Mag. XIII. 584 This spirit of coterieism is

so prevalent. 1862 R. H. Patterson Ess. Hist, Art 517
The polished coterieism of Moore.
CoteTminal, a. [Co- 2.] Variant of Con-

terminal ; = Conterminous 3.

1833 Herschel Astron. v. 205 Zones of climate are not
co-terminal with zones of latitude. 1870 E. Mvlford The
Nation vi. 81 The scope of the latter is held as coterminal
with the apprehension of the former.

f Co-tOTminate, a. Obs. = Conterminate.
1645 G. Daniel Poems Wlcs. 1878 II. 32 The Stagge and

Sheepe may be co-terminate, In Nature's finall Strife.

Co-te*rminous, a. [Improperly formed : cf.

Contemporary.] = Conterminous.
*799 J- Robertson Agric. Perth 59 These .. fences are

constructed and maintained at the mutual expence of co-

terminous heritors. x86x J. G. Smefpard Fall Rome vi.

293 It was their policy to have a co-terminous kindred
power on the opposite side of the Alps.

Cotesian (kotrzian, -s'an), a. [f. the name of
Roger Cotes, a distinguished English mathema-

!

tician, 1682-1716.] Pertaining to Roger Cotes
:
or his mathematical discoveries.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Suppl., App., Cotesian theorem, an
I appellation used for an elegant property of the circle dis-

covered by Mr. Cotes. 1796 Hutton Math. Diet. s. v.

[Cot-gare: see List of Spurious Words]
Coth, obs. form of Quoth.
Cothe, COath (k<?o<5), sb. Obs. or dial. Forms :

1 cotfu, 1-3 cotSe. 5 coth(e, kothe, 8-9 dial.

couth, cooth, 9 caud, coad. [OE. cotiu, code

disease, pestilence, affecting men or beasts.]

+ 1. Sickness, disease, pestilence ; an attack of

illness, as swooning, the pains of childbirth, etc.

c 1000 in Thorpe Horn. II. 546 (Bosw.) Seo coSu (5e larcas

hatab paralisin. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 234 Wib wambe '

cobum. 1086 O. E. Chron., Swylc coSe com on mannum
. ba:t mseni^e menn swulton. c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 177

jCumeS coSe oSer qualm and michel berof felleS. c 1440
Promp. Parr. 96/1 Cothe, or swownynge, sincopa. 1447
Hokenham Seynlys(Roxh.) 173 Ne hap the wumman in ony 1

kothe be And may returne and geyn lyf take. 1460 Cap*
(;rave Chron. 110 Hir cothis fel upon nir [Pope Joan) be-

! twix the Collise and Seynt Clement Cherch. 47x460 Towne-
ley Myst. 31 Thise wederes ar so hidus with many a cold
coth.

2. Now a disease of sheep and cattle; cf. Coe.
dial. [Cf. Coed ///. a. diseased.]
[1041 O. E. Chron., Mycelorfes w:cs. .forfaren. .burh mist-

lice coSa.] 1784-1815 Young Annals Agric, Caud, the rot
in sheep. Comiv. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Cooth, a cold I

caught by a cow or horse. x888 Edin. Rev. Oct. 51a
Anthrax or coad in sheep and cattle.

Cothe (kJutS), v, dial. Also coathe, cawthe.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. 1 To faint
1 Forby Voc. E. Anglid).

2. trans. To give (sheep) the 1 coe 9 or rot
1867 J. R. Wise New Forest (1880) 281 The springs in the

New Forest are said 'to cothe' the sheep,—that is, to
disease their livers, 1880 E. Cortnv. Gloss. s.v. Cawed, A
sheep affected by that disea.se elsewhere known as rot is

1

. cawed. In Dorset it is a-cothed. 1884 W. Morning News
20 Dec. 8,6 In 1879 there was a great loss among their I

j

flocks in Devon, a greater part of them being cawthed.

Co t-house, co'te-house. Sc. and dial,

[t Cot f£.l, Cote sb. 1 + House sb.]

1. A small cottage
;
spec, in Scotland, the house

of a cottar.

(Although usually spelt cot-, the actual word in the south
of Scotland is cote-, pronounced the same as coat, with the

j
long o that has arisen from original short o in an open
syllable, as in OE. cd-te, ME. cd-te.)

1549 Compi. Scot. xL 96 Ne scottis man suld duel in ane
house that vas loftit, bot rather in ane Htil cot house. 1685
R. Hamilton Let. in Faith/. Cotitendings (1780) 198 Among
the Cott-houses of Scotland. X795 Macneilx Will * Jean
11. vi, Twice a-week to Maggie's cot-house. Swift by post
the papers fled. 1858 Mrs. Oliphant Laird ofNorla-.v I.

258 *'Ihat I couldna make a cothouse in Kirkbride. .look
like hame to my own bairns?' x888 Elworthy W. Somerset
Word-bk., Cot-house, the most usual name for a cottage;
the latter is hardly ever heard among those who Mve in one.

2. A slight shelter ; a shed, outhouse, etc.

x6o6 Dekker Sev. Sinnes in. (Arb) 27 Creeping into the
Beadles Cothouse. 16x0 Holland Camden s Brit. 1. 423
Londoners . . laugh at strong walled cities, as cotte houses
for women [mutiercularum habitacula]. 187/x J. R. Wise
New Forest Gloss., Cot-house, an outhouse, shea.

Cothurn (ko^]>vir\
}
ko)w'in). [a. F. cothurne

= L. cothurnus', see Cothurnus, the ordinary

form.] = Cothurnus.
x6o6 Peacham Graphice (1612) 127 Melpomene [having]

on her feet her high Cothurn or Tragick Pantofles of red
Velvet and Gold. X817 Beddoes Let. in Poems p. lxxvi,

[She] lays aside the mask, mantle, and cothurn. 1887 A.
Lang Myth, Ritual 9f Relig. II. 233 The sacrifice of a
booted calf, a calf with cothurns on its feet.

b. = Cothurnus b.

1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh tv. 382 Uplifted on the
cothurn half a yard Above the natural stature ! i860 Mot-
ley Nethert. (1867) III. 284 She did not drape herself melo-
dramatically, nor stalk about with heroic wreath and cothurn.

Cothurnal (ktfbfrjnal), a. (and sb.) [f. L.
cothum-us + -al.] Of or pertaining to the co-
thurnus; of tragedy, tragic.

1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. i. Wlcs. (Rtldg.) 130/1 Cothur-
nal buskins. 1657 Lusts Dominion v. v. in Hazl. Dodsley
XIV. 183 The scene wants actors; 111 fetch more, and
clothe it In rich cothurnal pomp. 1659 Chamberlayne
Pharonida it. iv, Then in its high Cothurnal scenes, a lofty

tragedy Erects their thoughts.

tB. as sb. = Cothurnus. Obs.
1616 G. Sandys Life of Ovid (R. SuppA The tragick

stage on high cothurnals climes.

Cothurnate (ko\>B'mc\), a. [ad. L. cothttr-

ndt-us, {. cothurnus : see -ate -.] Shod with the

cothurnus ; buskined
;
tragic.

1612 Heywood Apol. Actors 11. 33 With royall stile

speakes our cothurnate Muse. X635 — Hierarch. iv. 243
Sophocles the Prince of the Cothurnate Tragedie.

So + Cothurnated, Cothurned ///. a., buskined.

Cothu rnian, fCothu rnic (in quot. quothur-

nicJte). tCothu rnical a. — Cothurnal.
x6»3 Cockeram, Cothurnated, one wearing buskins. 188a

Harper's Mag. LXV. 562 With peasants in blue, red, yel-

low, mantled and cothurned. x66i K. W. Cottf. Charac.,
Ola Hording Hagg (i860) 90 Her feet are inveloped in her
aulean or rather cothurnian buskins. 1804 Neiv Monthly
Mag. XII. 152 Her measured cothurnian step. x6o7 Hey-
wood Fair Maid Exch. Prol., Our Muse . . to the highest
pitch her wings shall reare, And prowd quothurnicke action

shall devise. 1599 Broughton's Lett. viii. 28 After your
saucie manner in a cothumicall challenge.

|| Cothirrno. Obs. [a. It. cothumo.] =next
16x1 Coryat's Crudities Panegyr. Verses, Leave we the

baggage then behinde and to our matter turn us As Coryate
did, who left at home his socks and his Cothurnoes.

I! Cothurnus ,k^z>-jn^s). [L., ad. Gr. x60op-
vos : rarely adapted as Cothurn.] A thick-soled
boot reaching to the middle of the leg, worn by
tragic actors in the ancient Athenian drama ; a
buskin.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Sophocles is said to have

invented the cothurnus. 1798 Edgeworth Pract. Educ.
(1822) II. 29 The actor on the stage is admired whilst he is

elevated by the cothurnus. 1820 W. Tooke Lucian I. 551
Think of a tragic actor, who should stand with one foot in
a high cothurnus, while the other was, quite unshod. 1880
igth Cent. VII. 60 The Cothurnus .. equalised the stature
of the actors,

b. Jig. As characteristic of tragedy, or of a
tragic and elevated style.

185a Thackeray Esmond i, She too wears the mask and
the cothurnus, and speaks to measure. 1884 Karrar
Messages of Bks. xv. 300 St. Paul cannot always wear the
majestic cothurnus, yet his lightest words are full of
dignity.

Co*thy, coathy, a. dial. [f. Cothe sb. +
-y L] Diseased, sickly. Of sheep : Affected with
the ' coe ' or rot.

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Cothy, faint, sickly, ailing
. .A dog is said to be cothy when he is meek and delicate.

1883 Hampshire Gloss., Coathy, rotten
;
applied to diseased

sheep.

Cotice, obs. form of Cotise.
Coticher, cotiger, obs. ft. Cottager.

t Coti'Cular, o. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. coticula,

dim. of cos, cot-em whetstone + -ar.] Of the nature

of a whetstone.
1709 Kirwas Geol. Ess. 184 Rubble slate, or coticular

state, or indurated clay.

Co-tidal (k<7»t3i'dal), a. [Co- 2.] Of or

pertaining to the coincidence in time of tidal

phenomena, esp. that of high water. Cotidal line,

a line on a map connecting all those places at

which high water occurs at the same hour.
1833 Whewell in Phil. Trans. 151 The cotidal lines so

produced will be nearly perpendicular to the length of the
sea. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 164 'Co-tidal line'., a
line passing through all those points which have high water
at the same hour of the day.

Cotidial, Cotidian : see Quoti-.

Coti'gnac [F.], var. Codiniac : cf. Cotiniate.

f Coti'gulate, v. Obs. [Erron. for contegnlale]
x6*3 Cockeram Eng. Diet. 11, To Tile a house, cotignlate.

Cotilidon, obs. form of Cotyledon.
Co-ti'llage. [Co- 3 a.] Co-operative tillage,

as practised in ancient village communities.
1883 Seebohm Vill. Commun. rv. iii. 121 In the co-tillage,

the team, .was assumed to be of eight oxen.

So Co-ti ller.

1833 Seebohm Commun. tv. iii. 121 If any dispute
should arise between the co-tillers as to the fairness of the

ploughing.

Cotillion, liCOtillou ;k<?ti Ivan, kotPyoh).

[ad. F. cotillon petticoat, peasant girl's jupon, dim.

of cotte coat, in iSthc. given as name to a dance

for four or eight persons : see Littre\]

1. The name of several dances, chiefly of French

origin, consisting of a variety of steps and figures.

In English usage now only as a foreign term ; but in U. S.

commonly used as a generic name for quadrilles, and par-

ticularly applied to a dance consisting of an elaborate series

of steps ancl figures, called specifically the German c.

1766 [C. Anstey] Bath Guide xiii. 140 Miss Clunch and
Sir Toby perform'd a Cotillon. X775 Sherioan Rivals 111.

v. These outlandish heathen Allemandes and Cotillons are

quite beyond me ! 1790 Uurns Tom O'Shanter 1 16 War*
locks and witches in a dance ; Nae cotillion brent new frae

France. X831 Mrs. F. Trollope Dom. Manners Amer.
xiv. (1839) 117 [In America] they call their dances cotillions

instead of quadrilles, i860 Motley Nethert._(i868) I. ii. 36

If I am ever caught dancing the German cotillon,

b. attrib.

1811 L. M. Hawkins C'tcss Gertr. I. 124 Monday's
dress ball, Wednesday's concert, Thursday's cotillion ball.

1837-4* Hawthorne Twice Told T. (1851) II. xv. aaq Some
cotillion party, or subscription ball at a dollar a head.

2. A piece of music suited to or arranged for the

dance. x8a8 in Webster.

3. 1 A woollen material in black and white for

ladies* skirts' (Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858).

Cotinga (lcfltiijga). [F. cotinga ;
originally

native name in S. America.] A South American
bird, or family of passerine birds, of brilliant

plumage.
Originally applied to the Sky-blue Chatterer (Arnpelis

cotinga of Llnnxus) ; this (under the name Cotinga cxruled)

was subsequently made the t)*pe of a genus, the cotingas,

which has since been taken as the type of a family Cotin-

gidse, cognate to the Ampelidx or Chatterers.

1783 Latham Synopsis Birds II. 1. 04. 1793 Smkllie tr.

Buffon's Nat. Hist. (18:2) XV. 33 Few birds have such

beautiful plumage as the Cotingas. 1840 Cuvier's Anini.

Kingd. 182 The Cotingas have the beak compressed, as in

the generality of flycatchers.

Hence Coti'ngine a., pertaining or related to

the cotinga.
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t Coti'niate. Obs. [ad. iothc. F. coligiiat

(Pare), also cotogniat, now cotignac: see Codiniac.]
A confection made of quinces.

161s Markham Eng. Hoiaew. n. ii. (i£68) 98 Your dried
suckets, then your marmalades, and cotiniates. 1620 Ven-
ner Via Recta vii. 112 The Cotiniate, or Marmalade made
of Quinces.

Cotise (kftis), sb. Her. Forms 6 ootys, 6-9
-ize, 7 -is(se, eottize, -as, 7-9 oottioe, 9 cottise,
cotioe, 7- eotise. [a. F. cotice, in 16th c. cotisse,

of uncertain origin.]

1. An ordinary, in breadth the fourth part of a
bend

;
usually occurring in couples, one on each

side of a bend, fess, or other charge ; cf. Cost sb.i
[1300 Siege Caerlaverock (1828) 12 O une blanche bende lee
De deus costices entre alee.] 157a Bossewell A rmorie 12
A Coste, is the fourth parte of the bende. .and is called at
somtime a Cotys, somtyme a Batune. 1610 [see Cost sb.*].

1844 Burke Encycl. Heraldry s.v. Browne, Sa. three tigers
passant in bend betw. two double cotises arg.

1 2. (See quot.) Obs.
1610 Guillim Heraldry vi. vi. (1611) 271 If the things be

liuing, and sease vpon the Shield, then shall they be called
properly Supporters; but if they are inanimate, and touch
not the Escocheon, then shall such Armes be said to be (not
Supported, but) Cotised of such and such things . . And
these Cotises. .are so called, .of Costa, the Rib.

Cotise (kftis), w. 1 Her. For forms see prec.
f
f.

prec. sb.] trans. To border (a bend, fess, chevron,
etc.) on both sides with cotises, barrulets, etc.

See also prec, sense 2.) Hence Cotised ///. a.,

Cotising vit. sb.

1572 Bossewell A rmorie H. 60 A bende, cotized with two
cotlzes. 1610 [see prec. 2]. 1681 Loud. Gaz. No. 1644/4
Engraven with these Arms, viz. On a Fess Cottased be.
tween three Half-Moons, as many Roses also. 1847 Gloss.
Heraldry (Parker) 89 Cotticed, Cottised, or Accosted, said
of a bend borne between cottices. 1864 Boutell Heraldry
Hist, f, Pop. xiv. 155 They appear . . to have cotised their
own silver bend with the two bendlets.

Co-ti'tular. [Co- 3 b.] One of the patron
saints to whom a church is jointly dedicated.
1889 J. Morris in Archxol. LII. 390 The painting repre-

sents St. Paul, one of the original co-titulars of the chapel.

+ Cotiza tiou, cott-. Obs. rare. [a. F. coti-
saltan, earlier cott-, quott-, n. of action from cotiser,
quotiser : see next.] Allotment to each person of
the amount of contribution to a tax, etc.
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies VI. xiii. 459The division was not made by equal portions, but by coniza-

tion, according to the qualities and wealth of the Countrie.
1611 Cotgr., Cottisatiou, a Cottisation, assessement, or
taxation.

t Cotize, COttize, v.2 Obs. [a. F. cotiser, for-
merly cottiser, f. cote :—L. quota : cf. prec] trans.
To fix the quota of, to assess ; hence to assess or
estimate the worth or dignity of.
1602 W. Watson Decacordon 257 [He] tooke upon him to

cotize our English nobles and gentles there, affirming that
there were not past three or fower. .that were of any noble
or generous blood.

t Coiiland. Hist. Also ooth-. [f. Cot sb.l +
Land. Early documentary evidence shows chiefly
the latinized forms cotlandum, cotlanda.] The
piece of arable land (of about 5 acres) held along
with his cot by the Old English cotset or cottar.
a 1150 in Monast. Angl. I. 325 Item una virgata terra,

cum dimidia unius Cotlandi tota, sicut fuerat Walteri. —
Ibid. II. 128 Unam waram, & 2 Cotlandas cum dominio
& prato. 1316 Patent 9 Ediu. II (in Blount Lazo Diet.
s.v.), De una Cothlanda terra; in Wathford. 1399 in Ken-
nett Par. Antic. II. 189 Dimidia acra jacet ibidem inter
cotland quam Johannes Goldering tenet ex una parte, et
cotland quam Thomas Webbe tenet ex altera. 1866 Rogers
Agric. «r Prices I. iv. 76 Three [acres] of cotland with a
messuage.

Cotlander. Sc. ' A cottager, who keeps a
horse for ploughing his small piece of land 1

(Jamieson).

Cotlequo, corruption of Coquelicot.
1797 Mrs. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) I. 217 A new rich

silk cotlequo gown.

t Cotlif. Obs. [OE. cot-lif neut., f. cot Cot
sb. 1 + llf life, living, dwelling : cf. mynster-lif
monastery.] A cot-house, a cottage ; or (as some
think) a village.

1001 0. E. Chron., Hy. .forbairndon 5one ham a:t Wealtham
and oora cotbfa fela. 1 a 1200 Charter (attrib. to Edw.
Conf.) in Cod. Dipl. IV. 204 Ic annSat sainte Petre and 8a
JebroOran habban oat cotlif Euereslea. c 1250 Prov. A l/red
259 in OE. Misc. 118 Wo is him bat vuel wif bryngeb to
his cotlyf.

t Co'tloft. Obs. App. a variant of Cockloft.
1642 Fuller Holy tj, Prof. St. 1. xiv. 45 These [elder

brothers] are the Toppes of their houses indeed, like cot-
lofts, highest and emptiest.

tCo'tman. Hist. Also 6 oote man. [f. CotI,
CotbI + Man.] The tenant of a cot or cottage;
a cottager, 'cotset', or ' coterell' ; in Jr. a cottar.
Also attrib., as in cotman land, agricultural land
held by a cotman.

j
c ??¥ ^""sday Bk., Worcestersh. (Spelmanl, Et 8 bor-

»!! % Cotmanni cum 2 carucis. 1358 Durh. Halmote
Rolls (Surtees) I. 24 Quilibet cotmannus habeat partem suam
pastura:. 1559 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 142, I bequith
unto every cotman within the towne of Myddilton lid a
pece. 1584 ( estry Blcs. (Surtees) 13 Everie house holder,
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as well gentle men as also husbandmen and cote men. 1823 1

Caledonian Mercury 20 Nov. (Jam.), A boy belonging to i

a cotman on the farm. 1882 C. Elton Orig. Eng. Hist.
193 At Rotherfield . . there are three kinds of land, Assart,
farthing-land and Cotmanland.

Co'to. In Coto-bark, name of an officinal bark,
obtained from Bolivia, and used to control diarrhoea

|

and excessive perspiration (JSyd. Soc. Lex.).
Hence Co'toin (CAem.), a fragrant balsamic sub-

stance in yellowish white crystals, obtained from
coto-bark.

1879 Watts Diet. Chem. VIII. 573 Experiments .. have
shown that the active principles of coto-bark are not always
the same, some samples yielding, not cotoin, but other
bodies having similar but weaker medicinal properties.
Coton, obs. form of Cotton.
Cotoueaster (ketovni&stix). [mod. Bot.

L. f. cotonea, cotonia quince + -aster.]
A genus of small trees or trailing shrubs, N.O.

Rosacea:, inhabiting northern Europe and the Hi-
malaya mountains, one species being a rare native
of England. Some of them are cultivated as orna-

i mental shrubs.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cotouaster, in botany, a
name given by several authors to a species of the cratxgus.
1796 C. Marshall Garden, xix. (1813) 324 Cotoueaster (a
medlar), dwarf quince. 1882 Proc. Benv. Nat. Club IX.
567 Cotoneaster on a wall partly shaded by trees. Mod.
The wall of the porter's lodge is covered with evergreen
cotoneaster.

Cotonnade : see Cottonade.
Co-torment, -torture : see Co-.
Cotoval : see Kotwal, police officer (in India'

.

I Cotquean (kfrtkwita). Obs. Also 6 cote-
cott-, 6-8 cot-, [f. cot+ Quean 'woman ', esp. as
a depreciatory term. The first element is ap-
parently Cot Cote sb} in the sense ' mean
house, hut ' : the original meaning being thus
' housewife of a labourers cot '. Thence the
transition is easy on the one side to ' one who has
the manners of a labourer's wife, rude ill-mannered
woman, vulgar beldam, scold' (cf. huzzy, Hussv,
from housewife), and on the other to a ' man who
acts the housewife '.]

1. (app.) The housewife of a cot or labourer's hut.
To play the cotquean : said of a man : see sense 3.
1547 Salesburv Welsh Diet., Kotchwen, Cotequeane.

1589 Nashe Almond/or Parrat 5 The Vicar of little Down,
in Norfolke . . groaping his owne hennes, like a Cotquean.
1624 Heywood Gnnailc. IV. 180 Aristotle holds it as incon-
venient and uncomely for the wife to busie herselfe about
any publike affaires, as for the man to play the cotqueane
at home.

2. opprobriously. A woman to whom the manners
of such a housewife are attributed ; a coarse,
vulgar, scolding woman, a low beldam.
(Cf. such expressions as ' to scold like a market-woman ',

' a fish-wife ',
' a tinker's wife ', etc.)

1592 G. Harvev Pierce's Super. 146 Why thou . . Cot-
queane and scrattop of scolds wilt thou never leave afflict-
ing a dead Carcass. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster iv. iii,

[ Jupiter to Juno] We are a king, cotquean .. we will cudgel
thee to death, if thou find fault with us. 1608 T. James
Apol. Wyclif 67 Railing and scolding more tueretricum
worse then Cot-queanes. 1633 Ford ' Tis Pity 1. ii, Scold
like a cot-quean ; that's your profession.

3. contemptuously. A man that acts the house-
wife, that busies himself unduly or meddles with
matters belonging to the housewife's province. Cf.
similar use of old wife, old woman, etc.

iS9» Shaks. Rom. a> Jul. iv. iv. 9 Cap. Looke to the
bakte meates, good Angelica, Spare not for cost. Nur. Go
you Cot-queane, go, Get you to bed. 1611 Dekker Roar-
ing Girle Wks. 1873 III. 177, I cannot abide these aperne
husbands ; such cotqueanes. c 1640 J. Smvth Lives Berke-
leys (1883) II. 372 They fell upon him with opprobrious
words, of Coward, Cotquene, Milksopp. 1713 Addison
Spcct.No. 482 P4. a 1719 Addison (J.), A stateswoman is

as ridiculous a creature as a cotquean ; each of the sexes
should keep within its bounds. 1772 Weekly Mag. 4 June
295/i They brand a man with the name of a cot-quean. 1825
Hogg in Blackiu. Mag. XVII. 113 If thou'rt a Cotquean by
my soul, I'll split thy pruriginious nowl.
Hence Co tqueaned a., ?made a (male) cot-

quean. Cotqueanity (nonce-wd.), character or
quality of a (female) cotquean. Cotqueaii-like a.
1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 258b, This unbry-

deled and cottquenelike maner of scolding and lavishnes
of toung. Ibid. 454 Cotqueanelyke rayhng Rascallyke
raging. x6oi B. Jonson Poetaster nr. iii, We tell thee thou
angerest us, cotquean ; and we will thunder thee in pieces
for thy cotqueanity. 1704 D'Urfey Hell beyond Hell
Tales 79 Like a cotquean'd fool, whose life Is bless'd, if he
can please his wife.

Co-traitor, -tripper, -trustee : see Co-,

t Cots. Obs. A deformation of God's. Cf. cocks,

Cock sb.* , Cops.
1526 100 Merry Tales Shaks. Jest Bk. (1866) 150 Bycottes

blut and her nayle. 1615 Val. Welshm. (1663) B iij b,

Angels 1 Cots blue-hood. .1 pray you who sent her thither?
1728 Vanbr. & ClB. Prov. Husb. ill. i, Cots my life 1 I have
a good mind to pull your eyes out 1

1 Co tset. Hist. [OE. cot-sita (Somner), lit.

'occupant of a cot,' chiefly known in latinized

form cotsetus and OF. cozet, coscet (pi. -ez) in

Domesday and other early sources ; f. Cot sb. ! +
-sd-la = OI,G. -sdto, OHG. -say) sitter, dweller.]

COTTAGE.
In OE. /.aw : A villein who occupied a cot or

cottage with an attached plot of land, held by ser-
vice of labour/ (See note to Cottar i.)

[1 1086 Domesday Bk., Wiltshire (Du Cange', Rogerius
Comes : Octo villani, & octo Coscez cum quinque carucis.
c 1125 Laws of Hen. I, c. 30 (Spelman) Willani vera vel
cotsetl, vel ferdingi, vel qui sunt hujusmodi viles vel inopes
persona;, non sunt inter legum judices numerandi.] 1809
Tomlins Law Diet., Cotsets. .the meanest sort of men. now
termed cottagers. [187s Stubbs Const. Hist. I. 427 The
Domesday Survey, .attests the existence of. .nearly 7000
cotarii and cotseti, whose names seem to denote the posses-
sion of land or houses held by service of labour or rent paid
in produce. Ibid. 431 The exclusion of the villani, cotseti,
and ferdingi. .from thejudicial duties of the shiremoot.] 1883
SEEBOHM I 'ill. Commnu. 63 [citing Liber Niger of Peterb.
Abbey, 1125] In Kateringes.. there were 8 cotsetes, each
holding 5 acres. .The 8 cotsetes work one day a week, and
twice a year make malt.

b. Comb. Colse/land=Cot]jAxi>.
Liber Ramesieusis §265 (Du Cange) Dedit pradictus

Abbas pradicto Hugoni. .unam Cotsettilandam cum libera
servitio.

tCotsetla, cotsetle. Hist. Also cote-.
[OE. col-, cote-setla lit. ' occupant of a cottage

'

1
{-sella settler)

;
app. the same as cot-steta.] =

I
prec. (See quot. 189a)
c 1000 Rectitud. Sing. Pcrs. in Thorpe Laws I. 432

Cotesetlan riht, be 5am Se on lande stent. 1861 Pearson
Early «, Mid. Ages Eng. 201 The tenants, cotsetlas, geburs,
and geneats, were the semi-servile. 1890 W. Cunningham
Groiuth Eng. Industry 102 The cotsetle had a holding of
about five acres, and was bound to work for his lord one
day a w-eek all the year round (week-work) and three days a
week in harvest (boon-work\

+ Cotso, int. slang. Obs. Variant of Cat.so
;

but perh. associated with Cots.
1728 Vanbr. & Cm. Prov. Husb. 1. iii, Cotso ! I know 'cm

a little. 1741 Richardson Pamela 111. 374 Cot-so, Madam,
that mayn't be so well, neither !

Cotswold (kp-tswiJld). Forms: 4-S Cotes-
wold, 5 Cotteswolde, 6 Cottesolde. Cots-
sold, 6-7 Cotsold, 7 Cottshold, Cotsal(l, Cot-
wold, S Cotsol, Cotswold. [From the 1 7th c.

conjectured to be derived from sheep cots or cotes

+ Wold ; but the first element is uncertain.]

The proper name of a range of hills in Glouces-
tershire, England, noted for some centuries for

their sheep-pastures, and for a breed of long-
wooled sheep named after them. Hence also
Cotswold lion, a humorous appellation for a sheep.
[1306 Petit, in Rolls of Parlt. I. 198/2 Ecclesie de New-

enton super Coteswalde. 1327 Petit, ibid. II. 182/1 Unze
Sakes & Sys cloves de le ineliour Leyn de Coteswold a
l'oeps nostre dit Seignour.] 1537 Thersites in Hazl.
Dodsley I. 400 Now have at the lions on Cots'old. 1548
Halle Chrou. 196 I.iberte for certayn cottesolde shepe to be
transported vnto the countre of Spayne. a 1553 Udall
Royster D. (Arb. ) 70 Then will he looke as fierce as a
Cotssold lyon. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. iii. 9. 1598 —
Merry W. 1. i. 92 How do's your fallow Greyhound, Sir, I

heard say he was out-run on Cotsall. *zi6i2 Harington
Epigr. in. xviii.(N.\ Lo then the mystery from whence
the name Of Cotsold lyons first to England came. 1658

I

Phillips, Coteswold (old word', a company of sheepcotes,
and sheep feeding on hills. 1864 Daily Tel. 22 Sept., I shall
cross my Downs with Cotswolds.

Cottie, obs. f. Coat, Coot, Cot.

llCotta 1 (kp'ta). Eccl. [med.L. cotta, cota

'tunica clericis propria' (Du Cange) : see Coat.]
A surplice : see quots. 1848, 1865.
1848 J. H. Newman Loss A> Gain (1853) 47 Do you like

the short cotta or the long ? 1865 Ch. Times 25 Nov., The
Cotta is the Surplice shortened, and with less ample sleeves.

1884 F. Marion Crawford Rom. Singer I. 23 Putting on
his purple cassock and his white cotta.

TCo'tta 2
. Obs. (See quot.)

1823 Crabb Techn. Diet., Cotta, a sort of measure, used
for measuring of cauries or cowries, of which it holds 12,000.

1858 in Simmonds Diet. Tragic, etc.

II Cotta 3
, cottah (kp-tta). Anglo-Ind. [ad.

Hind, katthcl (Yule).] ' A small land-measure
containing eighty square yards ' (Ynle).

1784 in Seton-Karr Select.fr. Calcutta Gaz. I.34(Y.) An
upper roomed House standing upon about 5 cottahs of
ground. 1883 Mateer Gospel in S. Ind. 153 He collected
some ten cottahs of paddy.

II CottabuS (k^-tabzis). Creek Antiq. [L., a.

Gr. k6ttclI3os.] An amusement of young men in

ancient Greece, much in vogue at drinking parties,

consisting in throwing a portion of wine into some
vessel, so as to strike it in a particular manner.

* The simplest mode was when each threw the wine left in

his cup so as to strike smartly in a metal basin, at the same
time invoking his mistress' name ; if the whole fell with a
distinct sound into the basin, it was a sign he stood well
with her' (Liddell & Scott).

1823 Macaulay Misc. Writ., Athen. Revels, I must drink
water that you may play the Cottabus with Chian wine.

1853 Hickie tr. Aristoph. (18871 I- 21 Certain young men,
drunk with playing at the cottabus.

Hence Co ttabist, a player of this game.
1877 Blackie WiseMen 138 There is no cottabist in Sicily

to match him.

Cottage (kp-ted,$). Forms: 4-6 cotage, 5-
cottage. [app. a. AF. *cotage, in latinized form
cotagium, f. cota Cote 1, Cot 1. The force of the
suffix was prob. to denote a cot and its appurten-
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ances, a cottage tenement ; but no distinct evi-

dence of this is quoted. Mod.F. cottage is from Eng.
OF. had cotage as a term of feudal law in the sense of

base tenure {tenure roturiere, Godef.), and the rent

paid for a tenement so held. Cf. the following :

Ashmole MS. 837 (17th c.) art. viii. fol. 162 An Esquire.

.

is he that in times past was Costrell to a knight . . whereof
euery knight had twoe at the least [in] attendance upon
him, in respect of the fee, For they held their land of the
knight by Cottage, as the knight held his of the king by
knight service,]

L A dwelling-house of small size and humble
character, such as is occupied by farm-labourers,

villagers, miners, etc.

Historically the term is found first applied to the dwell-
ing-places or holdings which under the feudal system
were occupied by the cottars, cottiers, cotsets, or coterells,

and by the labourers of a farmstead
;

dwellings for the
labouring classes in rural and urban districts were, under
this name, the subject of various legal enactments, such as
31 Ettz. c. 7, 15 Geo. Ill, c 32, etc., and, when under a
certain rental, were exempted from paying church-rate,
poor-rate, etc. ; with the disappearance of legal regulations
and exemptions, and under the influence of 4, the term has
become more vague in its application.

r.r 1272 Charter in Kennett Par. Antiq. I. 432 Et non
habentur ibidem nisi tria cotagia. 13.. Extenta Manerii
Statutes I. 242 Item inquirendum est de Coterellis que
cotagia & Curtulagia teneant, per quod servicium & quan-
tum reddant per annum pro predictis Cotagiis & Curtu-
lagiis.J e 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 2 A poure wydwe.

.

Was whilom dwellyng in a narwe cotage. c 1450 V'oc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 576 Cotagium, a cotage, or a cot. 1503-4 Act
10 Hen. VII, c. 378 5T00 Cotagesor Meses wyth Howses&
Wharfes. .in Stepeney. 1514 Uarclav Cyt. $ Uplondyshm.
(Percy Soc.) 2 Nothynge he hadde to conforte him in age
Save a melche cow, & a poore cotage. 1568 Grafton
Ckron. II. 440 Thys yere, ofan evill favoured olde house or
cotage was the Guyldhall in London buylded and finished.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. ii. 15. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil.
Treat. 166 Kings use not to dwell in Cottages of clay. 1641
Termesde la Ley 91 By a Statute made in the 31. yeare of
ueene Eliz. cap. 7. no man may at this day build such a
ottage for habitation, unlesse nee lay unto it foure acres

of freehold land, except in Market-townes, or Cities, or
within a mile of the sea, or for habitation of labourers in

Mines, Saylers, Foresters, Sheepeheards, &c. 17a* De Foe
Relig. Courtsh. 1. ii. (1840) 59 "1 is a sorry thief would rob a
cottage. 1776 Kent Hints Gentlcm. lin Gwilt Archit.

8 3°o5 We. .are apt to look upon cottages as incumbrances
and clogs to our property, when, in fact, those who occupy
them are the very nerves and sinews of agriculture. 1871
E. Peacock Mabel Heron II. i. 4 Mrs. Heron took her
round to all the labourers' cottages.

1 2. A small temporary erection used for

shelter ; a cot, hut, shed, etc. Obs.

*535 Coverdale Iset. i. 8 Y" doughter of Syon is left alone
like a cotage [so 1611 ; 1885 booth] in a vynyearde. 1538
I.eland Itin. V. 83 In the farther Side of hit I saw ii veri

poore Cotagis for Somer Dayres for Catel. 1578 T. N. tr.

Cong. W. India 165 The servants of Mutezuma made
cotages of straw for the Tamemez or carriers. i6ox R.
ohnson Ringd. <t Comnrtv. (1603) 161 Mooving houses,
uilt upon wheels like a shepperds cottage. 1796 H. Hunter

tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 344 Sometimes I

endeavoured to make the savages of my cottage compre-
hend that I had lost a friend.

f 3. trans/, andfig. A small or humble dwelling-

place ; the cell of a bee, etc. Clay or earthen

cottage : the * earthly tabernacle ' of the body. Obs.

1574 Hvll Ord. Bees vi, They frame by a marveilous
skill and cunning their cottages of wax. 1^76 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 238 The litle pretie Ant couching closely in

her countne cotage. 16*4-7 Bp. Hall Rem. IVks. (1660)

205 We. .may be turned out of these clay cottages at any
hours warning. 1650 Weldon Crt. jas. I (1651) 123
Surely never so brave parts, and so base and abject a spirit

tenanted together in any one earthen cottage. 169a Bent-
lev Boyle Led. 189 This narrow cottage of a world.

4. 1 The term cottage has for some time past

been in vogue as a particular designation for small
country residences and detached suburban houses,

adapted to a moderate scale of living, yet with all

due attention to comfort and refinement. While,

in this sense of it, the name is divested of all asso-

ciations with poverty, it is convenient, inasmuch as

it frees from all pretension and parade and restraint'

{Penny Cycl. Supp. (1845) I. 426). In this sense,

the appellation cottage orni (ortue) was in vogue,

when picturesqueness was aimed at.

1765 Walpole Corr. 23 Aug., My new cottage, .is to

have nothing Gothic about it, nor pretend to call cousins

with the mansion-house. 18*0 Southev Devirs Walk^ A
cottage with a double coach-house, A cottage of gentility.

i8»5 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 318 A variety of in-

congruous edifices called villas and cottage ornees. 1830
Marryat Ring's Own xxix,The cottage-orne*e (asall middle-
sized houses with verandas and French windows are now
designated). 1876 Gwilt Encycl. Archit. % 3001 The cot-

tage omegas it is called. .The only point to be attended
to, after internal comfort has been provided for, is to

present picturesque effect in the exterior.

b. In U.S. spec. A summer residence (often on a
large and sumptuous scale) at a watering-place or

a health or pleasure resort: see Cottaokr c.

188s Nation (N.Y.) 7 Sept. 106 The shore of Frenchman's
Bay. .begins to be dotted with these attempts at 'cottage
life.*. .Cottages are rising on all the favourable sites in the

neighborhood of Bar Harbor.

6. Short for cottage piano.
1880 Daily Nrtvs 7 Oct. 4/3 D'AImaine's pianos . . Trichord

cottages, from hire or taken in exchange, £ 10 to £ u. 1883

Ibid. 11 Sept. 7/4 Moore and Moore's iron pianofortes.

Cottages from 36 Guineas.

6. attrib. and Comb., as cottage architecture,

child, door, eaves,farm, garden, girl, home, nook,

room, etc.
;
cottage-bom, -rousing, adjs. ; cottage

allotment, a small plot of land let out to a cot-

tager, esp. an agricultural labourer, for cultivation

(see Allotment 4} ; cottage bonnet, a woman's
bonnet of a shape fashionable in the first half of

the 19th c, and seen in early portraits of Queen
Victoria

; cottage chair, a simple form of folding

chair ; cottage farming, farming on a small scale,

spade husbandry ; so cottage farmer ; cottage
hospital, a small hospital, in a cottage or similar

building, and without a resident medical staff,

provided for the wants of a small community ;

also, a hospital arranged on the principle of

having a number of detached cottages or build-

ings
;
cottage loaf, a loaf of bread formed of two

rounded masses of dough, the smaller stuck on the

top of the larger ; cottage piano, a small upright

piano.

1837 Penny Cyct. VIII. 88/2 The object of 'cottage allot-

ments is to increase the resources of the labourer. 1798 J.
Malton (title). An Essay on British *Cottage Architecture
. . comprising Dwellings for the Peasant and Farmer, and
Retreats for the Gentleman. 1826 Miss Mitford Village
Ser. 11. (1863) 425 A sudden puff of wind took at once my
*cottage-bonnet. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xiii, The little

cottage bonnet and the silk scarf. 1741 Richardson
Pamela III. 207 Such a Girl as this, *Cottage-born. 1827
Keble Chr. Y. 3rd Epiph., Thou here didst sojourn,

Cottage-bom. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude vn. Wks. (1888)

285/2 A *cottage-child— if e'er, By *cottage-door on breezy
mountain-side . was seen a babe. By Nature's gifts so
favoured. 1857 Mrs. Gatty Parables Jr. Nat. Ser. 11.

(ed. 9) 12 Cottage children were sent to fetch water.
i8»7 Hood Mids. Fairies xvii, Like jagged

t
icicles at

•cottage eaves. 1795 C. Middleton {title), Picturesque
and Architectural Views for "Cottage Farm-Houses and
Country Villas, c 184a Lance \title) The *Cottage Farmer.
1859 Thackeray Virgin, i, The *Cottage-gables glared in

sunshine. 17*5 Thomson Winter 89 The 'cottage hind
Hangs o'er the enlivening blaze, a 1835 Mrs. Hemans
Homes of Eng. v, The 'cottage homes of England ! In
thousands on her plains. 1878 J. P. Hopps Life Jesus ii.

o In their little cottage-home, i860 Merc. Marine Mag.
VI I. 303 The establishment of a 1 'Cottage Hospital '. 18^0
A bingdon Directory, The Cottage Hospital . . is arranged in

two stories, the ground floor comprising two large and two
small wards, dispensary, nurses' room, kitchen and laundry,
and the upper floor a convalescent room and matron's
servants' rooms. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 67 Is there

no hole, no bridge, no "cottage nooke ? 1S37 Thackeray
Ravenswing i, The little red-silk *cottage piano. 1838
Dickens O. Tivist II. xi. 195 It was quite a 'cottage-room,
with a lattice-window. 1765 Burns W inter Nt., Andhail'd
the morning with a cheer, A "cottage-rousing craw. 1819
Wordsw. Sonn, ' Grief, thou hast ' Wks. (18881 576/1 Now
that the 'cottage Spinning-wheel is mute. 1813 Shelley
Q. Mob in. 205 Sleep they less sweetly on the "cottage

thatch, Than on the dome of Kings?

Cottaged (Vtedgd), ppL a. [f. prec.-r-ED'-*.]

+ 1. Lodged in a cottage or lowly tenement.

Obs. rare~ l
.

1633 Earl Manch. At Mondo (1636) 98 Here I dwell
cottaged in a house of clay.

2. Furnished or adorned with cottages.

1745 Collins Odes, Death Col. C. Ross x, Humble
Harting's Cottag'd Vale. 1789 Wordsw. Even. Walk 9
Leads to her bridge, rude church, and cottaged grounds.
183a Moir in Blacfciv. Mag. XXXI. 954 The cottaged
fields, .smile in their vernal green.

Co'ttagehood. nonce-wd. [See -hood.]
1860 Sat. Rev. X. 201/1 The highest ideal standard of

mansionhood, villahood, or cottagehood.

t Cottagely, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-ly 1

.] Proper to a cottage; humble, mean, poor.
1653 Gauden Hierasp. 40 A sorry subsistence, a dry

morsel, a thred-bare coat, a cottagely condition. 1656

Artif. Handsom. 172 Their tenuity and cottagely ob-
scurity.

Cottager (kfrted^ai). Forms: 6 cottyger,
cotiger, coticher, 6-7 cotager, 7- cottager, (6
cotinger, 7 cottinger). [f. Cottage + -krI.]

One who lives in a cottage ; used esp. of the la-

bouring population in rural districts.

(Johnson's statement, repeated in later Diets.,
4 A cot-

tager, in law, is one that lives on the common, without
paying rent, and without any land of his own,' is a mere
error, app. due to misunderstanding a passage in Bacon.)

1550 Lever Serm. ii. (Arb.) 82 The poore cotingers. .had

y° mylke for a very smaJJ hyre. 1555 Act 2-3 Phil, iy

Mary c. 8 5 2 Every Cottager and Labourer of that Parish.

1590 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 29 Everie landlords shall an-

swere for there cotichers for the payment of ij d. in the yeare
for bread and wyne. i6u Bacon Hen. VII (J.\ The yeo-

manry, or middle people, of a condition between gentlemen
and cottagers. 1741 Richardson Pamela III. 175 Here.

.

the proud Cottager will needs be a Lady, in Hope to con-

ceal her Descent. 1795 Southev Joan of Arc v. 93 But
little cause to love the mighty ones Hath the low cottager.

1853 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life III. xiv. 257 They
areliving in a hut on the borders of Loch Acbxay, playing

at cottagers, as rich people like to do.

b. As an equivalent of Cottar 2,

1776 Adam Smith W. N. 1. x. I. 122 There still subsists in

many parts of Scotland a set of people called Cotters or
Cottagers . . They are a sort of •ut-servants of the landlords

and farmers. xf^tStatist. Acc. FifeV. 383(Jam.) Upon the

different farms, a cottager, or, as he is commonly called, a

cotter, is kept for each plough employed on the farm. 1835-79
Jamieson, Cottoum, A small village or hamlet, possessed by
cottars or cottagers, dependent on the principal farm.

C. U. S. One who lives in a summer residence

or villa of his own at a watering-place, etc.

1883 Nation (N.Y.) 7 Sept. 196 The summer season closed
last week for the great body of the Boarders at summer
resorts. The * Cottagers,' or persons who, when they go to
the country, live in their own houses, will stay nearly three
months longer. 1883 Ibid. 9 Aug. 11 1 An illustration of
the conflict between the Boarder and the Cottager at
our leading summer resorts, and especially those of the
seaside.

d. Cottager's dance : an old-fashioned kind of

country-dance.
1887 Spon's Househ. Man., Drawingroom 622 Old Fash-

ioned Dances . . Cottager's:—4 people stand for this as in

the quadrille.

t Co'ttagery. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Cottage +

-ery.] A cottage holding or tenement.
1697 A. de la Prvmk Diary (Surtees) 159 The lord.. of

this mannour. .had also a capon of every husbandry, and a
hen of a whole cottagry, and a chicken of half a cottagry ;

and in hay time every one that had a cottagry went a whole
day to make hay for him in Grime cloas.

Co'ttagish, a. nonce-wd. [see -ish.] Savour-

ing of cottages ; inclined to cottage-life.

1817 E. Jenner in J. Baron Life <$ Corr. I. 97, I feel my
mincf as cottagish as ever.

Cottah : see Cotta 3.

Cottar, cotter (kytsi). [Partly ad. med.L.
cotarius, f. cota cot ;

partly a later formation from

Cot sb.^ +-AR3, -er *.]

1. Sometimes used to translate med.L. cotarius,

applied in Domesday Book to a villein who occu-

pied a cot or cottage with an attached piece of

land (usually 5 acres) held by service of labour

(with or without payment in produce or money).
Cotarius probably represented the OE. cotsita or cotset,

cotsetla, and cotman, or at least, with the bordarius, in-

cluded these. The distinction between the cotarius and
the bordarius, bordar, or bordman, has not been satisfac-

I torily determined ; when both are mentioned together the
bordarii are usually named before the cotarit, and the
latter are much less numerous. In some cases, also, Domes-
day seems to distinguish coscez and cotarii \ thus under the

manor of Haseberie, Wiltshire, there are *xiii coscez, and
ii cotar'.' In Ellis's Abstract of Population in Domesday
(II. 435-61, Devonshire has bordarii 4847 .. coscez 70, cotarii

19. .servi 3294, villani 8070.

[c 1086 Domesday Bk., Middlesex, St. Peter's fDu Cange\
Unus Cotarius de 5 acris qui reddunt per annum 40 Mm
pro hortissuis.] 1809 Bawdwen tr. Domesday Bk. 135 Ilbert

has now there 4 ploughs, and sixty small Burgesses and
sixteen cottars, etc 1874 Green Short Hist. v. 2381116
cottar, the bordar, and the labourer were bound to aid in

the work of the home-farm.

2. Sc. A peasant who occupies a cot-house or

cottage belonging to a farm (sometimes with a
plot of land attached), for which he has (or had)

to give or provide labour on the farm, at a fixed

rate, when required, b. A peasant, esp. in the

Highlands, who occupies a cottage and rents a
small plot of land under a form of tenure similar

to that of the Irish cottier.

155a Abp. Hamilton Catech. 98 Quhay . . puttis thair cot-

tans to ouir sair labouris. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm.
Min. Bk. (1855) 53 The yeoman or cottar shall pey foure

merks, for ilk faiuie. 1679 Royal Procl. in Lond. Gaz.
No. 1406/2 We hereby Require and Command all the

Heretors and Masters of the said Shire of Fiffe and Kin-
rosse, to bring their Tenants, Cottars and Servants. 1754
Erskine Pnnc. Sc. Law (1809) 41 They have power to

judge in questions of highways., to call out the tenants

with their cottars and servants, to perform six days work

!
yearly for upholding them. 1785 Burns {title). The Cotter's

Saturday Night. 1786 — Twa Dogs 72 A cotter howkin'

in a sheugh, Wi' dirty stanes biggin' a dyke, Baring a
quarry, and sic like. 1808-79) Jamieson Diet., Cottar,

cotter. Persons of this description possess a house and
small garden, or small piece of land, the rent of which they

are bound to pay, either to a landlord or a farmer, by
labour for a certain number of days, or at certain seasons,

I

..The service itself is still called bondage. 1884 Mrq.
Lorne in Pall MallG. 10 May 1/2 The crofter is a man
having any small holding of land, and paving, in proportion

to its sue, from £1 to £10 of rent. A cottar is a man
who as a rule has no lana, and inhabits a hovel built by
himself, paying perhaps five or ten shillings to the crofter for

the use of a ' rig ' or two of potatoes. He is the * con-acre
'

man of Irish rural non-economy.

S. Irish. =Cottiek 2.

1791 Bentham Panopt. 1. 234 Among the Irish cottars..

,
one room is the only receptacle for man, wife, children, dog
and swine. 1863 Kawcett Pol. Econ. 11. i. 118 The farmers

1

and labourers are merged into one class, like the miserable

!
cotters of Ireland. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect II. 310
Picture the Irish cotter of fifty or sixty years ago.

4. attrib. and Comb.
a 1796 Burns Her Daddie Forbad ii, A vera gude tocher,

[ a cotter-man's dochter. 1805 Forsyth Beauties ScotI. I.

507 A considerable extent of ground is annually manured
in this county by what is called the cottar duny. 1808

I Jamieson s.v. Cottar, Hence cotterman, cotterfouk. con-

I temptuously cotter-bodies. 1815 Scott Guy M. viii, *Ye
I nave riven the thack off seven cottar houses.' 18x8 Edin.

I Mag. Aug. 127 (J1"1^ 1*he residence of the farmer .. is

I

flanked by a cluster of villages ; these constitute the cottar-

town ; the inhabitants are vassals to the farmer, i860 G.

H. K. Vac. Tour 157 A brighter specimen of cotter pros-

perity in the north. 1868 Peard Water-farm. xiii. 129 The
smalfest of conceivable cottar water-farms.

1
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Cotted (Vtftd); a. [f. Cot j&I + -MX] Dotted
or lined with cots or cottages.
1821 Byron Juan iv. lxxvi, The green and village-cotted

hill. 1840 Tait's Mag. VII. 341 The leafy, green, and
cotted lane.

Cotted (kp-ted), ppl. a. Tf. Cot sb.% and v.2 +
-ED.] Matted, tangled : saia esp. of a fleece.

1793 Young Ann. Agric. XIX. 469 {Norfolk) What is

called cotted fleeces, being so matted together as to be
almost inseparable without great trouble. 1877 E. Pea-
cock N. W. Line. Gloss, s. v. Cot, Cotted fleeces are

frequently used for door-mats, and, in the place of sponges,
for fomenting sick horses. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Cotted
fleeces ' are fleeces with felted lumps amongst the wool.

Cotter, sb. 1
: see Cottar.

Cotter (kftM), sb!1 [See Cotterel sb."] A
pin, key, wedge, or bolt which fits into a hole

and fastens something in its place.

The term is variously applied to : (a) a small pin which
fits into a hole in a bar, bolt, or the like, and keeps some-
thing in its place ; sometimes a split pin (see quot. 1887);
(b) a bolt passing through a hole (in a shutter, etc.l and se-

cured on the inside, usually by a smaller pin ; (c) a ' key ' or
wedge-shaped piece of wood or metal used for tightening
up or fastening parts of machinery, as the strap-head to the
connecting rod, for holding together links of a broken
chain, etc.

1649 [implied in cotter-Jwle and Cotter f.'l. 1747 Hooson
Miner's Diet. s.v. Boring, I do not at all like Sockets and
Cotters. 1790 E. Marshall Ritr. Econ. Midi. C. Gloss.,

Cotter, an iron key to a bolt. 1833 J. Holland Manuf.
Metal II. 209 A coupling bar, bolted at both ends with
steel cottars. 1842 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. III. It, 350 This
simple little contrivance is much preferable to pins and cot-

ters, which are apt to shake out, or to be neglected in the
fastening. 1856 Ann. Reg. 54 There was an outside shutter

fastened by a cotter within. 1880 Daily News 20 Apr. 2

The use of the cotters was to tighten up the bracings. 1887
S. Cheshire Gloss , Cotter, an iron pin or peg, split from
the bottom into two arms diverging at a small angle . . After
passing through the hole the arms of course spring apart
again, and the pin is secured in its place.

b. Comb.) as cotter-hole
;
cotter-drill, cotter-

file, tools for making the holes for cotters to fit

into; cotter-patch, see quot. 188 cotter-pin,

a cotter, or a pin to keep a cotter in its place.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 67 Through, .the

Wood, the tange of the Coulter must come, with a Cotter-

hole in it above. 1881 Greener Gun8$ The thimble is re-

tained in the barrel during the discharge by a cotter pin
passing through the barrel, the base of the thimble, and the
stock. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Colter-patch, salt-making
term. An iron patch put at one corner of a salt-pan, and
fastened with a cotter, to cover the letting out place. 1891
Daily Neivs 24 Jan. 3/8 The . . Cycling Company have
adopted the principle of fixing the pedals to the cranks by
means of a cotter pin instead of a nut.

Co'tter, sbA dial. [f. COTTER p.2] An entan-

glement
; Jig. a difficulty, trouble, worry.

1875 Lane. Gloss., Cotters, entanglements. 1881 Leices-
tersk. Gloss., Cotter., the word is also used for plague,
trouble, worry.

Cotter (kp-tai), v.1 [f. Cotter sb?\ trans.

To fasten with a cotter. Hence Co'ttered ppl. a.

1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 67 To cotter it

close to the over-side of the Staff. Ibid. 197 An iron bolt.

.

strongly drawn up and cottered fast. 1856 Ann. Reg. 54
My father uncottered the window. 1875 Lane. Gloss, s.v.

Cotter, ' Cotter them shutters, an' let's get to bed.' 1877 M.
Reynolds Locom. Eng. Driving v. (ed. 5) 246 Enginemen
are warned against improperly^ cottering up any joint or

brass, and thereby causing the journals to become hot.

Co'tter, vfi Chiefly dial. [In sense I, app. a

frequentative of Cot v. 2 ; but it is uncertain whether
all the senses belong to one and the same word.]

1. trans, and intr. To form into a tangled mass

;

to entangle, mat, ' cot \
1781 J. Hutton Tour Caves Gloss., Cotterd, entangled.

1796 Marshall Rur. Econ. Yorkshire (ed. 2) Gloss., Cotter,

to entangle; as thread, or the hair. i8ix Willan W.
Riding Yorksh. Gloss., Cottered, Cotted, entangled, matted
together. The word is usually applied to hair, or wool.

1877 E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss., Cottered, matted,
entangled; applied to hair or wool. [So in northern dial,

glossaries generally.)

2. trans. To clot, coagulate, congeal.

1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 338 A coffen of bones cottered

with clods of claie. 1781 J.
Hutton Tour Caz'es Gloss.,

Cotterd. .clotted. 1825-79 Jamieson s. v., To cotter eggs, to

drop them into a pan, and stir them round with a little butter,

till edible. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Cottered. .coagulated.

3. intr. with up : To shrivel or shrink up.
1817 J. Bell Treat. Confect. (Newcastle) nr. 136 Ifyou boil

the syrup too strong, the plums will cotter up to half the
size. 1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Cottered up, shrivelled.

1877 Holderness Gloss., Cother-up, to become shrunken,
withered or dried up. 1877 E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss.,

Cottered, crumpled, shrunk, run-up ; as applied to woollen
or cotton goods.

4. To crowd together.
1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Cottering, pres. part.,

crowding together as people over the fire-side.

Hence Co ttered ppl. a. ; Co ttering vbl. sb.,

Jig. an entanglement, difficulty (Whitby Gloss.).

Cotterel (kp'tarel), sb. dial. Also cotterell,

cotteril(l, cottrel, -il, kotrell. [Closely related

to Cotter sb.- f which may be a shortened form,

or the primitive of which this is a dim. So far as

evidence has been found, cotterel is the earlier.

The connexion of sense between 1 and 2 is not
clear; they belong also to different localities.]

1. = Cotter (in senses a and b) t Chiefly north.

1570 Louth Church Ace. III. 66 For xxx cotterelles and
vtii wedges to the belles \ys. \\\\d. 1584 Vestry Bks. (Sur-
tees) 18 Item given to James Huntlye for makinge kotrells,

housses, bolts, and nales, to the bells, vij d. 1625 Inv. in

Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. s. v., Two paire of Cot-
terells or Copsoles. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 15
The 5th thtnge belonginge to a barre [of a hurdle] is cot-

terills, which . . serve in steade of pinnes, being something
like unto wood-pinnes but that they have a notch in the
midst that they beinge once knocked in they cannot come
forth againe ; they are made to keepe the spelles fast in

their heades. 1703 Thoresby Let. to Ray (E. D. Sj, Cot-
trel, a piece of iron with a hole in to fasten. 1794 W. Fel-
tom Carriages (1801) II. 193 The perch-bolt Key or
Cotterell, is a thin piece of iron, fixed through the eye of
the perch-bolt. 1873 Gloss. Swaledale, Yorksh., Cotterell,

a cloven pin to fasten a bolt. 1876 Roiunson Whitby Gloss.,

Cotteril, a metal pin put through a bolt-end, so as to pre-

vent the bolt being drawn outward from its place. [So in

Glossaries of Cheshire, Cumberland, etc.] 1879 Miss Jack-
son Shropsh. Word-bk., Cottril, an iron pin passing through
a shutter, and fastened on the inside by a peg fitting into a
hole at the end.

2. A trammel, crane, or bar, from which a pot

or kettle is hung over a fire. Southern dial.

1674 Guidott Observ. Bath in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) IV.

130 As rust is bred upon pot-hooks and cotterell. 1674
Ray S. E. C. Words 62 A Cottrel. .a trammel to hang
the Pot on over the fire. 1871 J. R. Wise New Forest
Gloss., Cotterel, the crane to which the kettle or pot is

fastened so as to hang over the fire. 1875 W, D. Parish
Sussex Dial., Cotteril, a pothook ; a hook to hang spits on.

3. A washer.
1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Cotterel, the small round iron plat

between the nut of a screw and the wood to which it is

screwed. 1877 E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss., Cotterell,

a washer, or broad thin ring of metal placed below the head
or nut of a bolt, to prevent it from crushing into the wood.
A piece of leather of similar shape used to keep the strands

of a mop together.

4. Comb., as cotierel-bolt, -lug.

1850 y?-nl. R. Agric. Soc. XI. 1. 246 Held in its position

..by means of iron pins or small cotterel-bolts passing

through holes in the side of the grooves. 1888 Berksh.
Gloss., Cotteralugg, a bar across the chimney breast to

which is fastened the pot-hook.

Co'tterel, v, dial. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To fas-

ten with a cotterel ; to cotter

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. K iij b, In this hole is put a
peg of wood with a Head upon it, and. .Cottorel'd at the

small End, that it cannot come forth. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Word-bk., Cottril, to fasten by means of a cottril.

tCo'ttery. Sc, Obs. rare. [f. cotter, Cottar:
see -ery ; cf. Coterie.] A cottar's holding.

1792 Statist. Ace. Scot. IV. 401 The decrease is at-

tributed to the abolishing of cotteries. 1808 Agric. Survey,
Inverness 349 (Jam.) Let there be a house and garden pro-

vided for a Protestant Schoolmaster. .There will arise under
his tuition, a race of men and women, .whose industry will

amply repay the Laird for his meal and cottery.

Cottice, var. of Cotise.

Cottier (kfrtiai). Forms : 4-5 cotier, cotyer,

6 cottyer, 7- cottier, [a. OF. cotier, cottier —

med.L. coldrius, coterius, f. cota Cot.]

1. A peasant who lives in a cot or cottage ; a

cottager ; orig. a villein who occupied a cottage

;

a * cotset * cottar
1

or ' coterell \
J386 in Madox Formul. Angl. 428 (Du Cange) Omnibus

tenentibus meis, videlicet Husbandis, Cotiers & Bond.

1393 Langl, P. PI. C. x. 97 Almes . . to comfortie suche
cotyers [i.e. women bat wonyeb in Cotes] and crokede men
and blynde. Ibid. 193 These lolleres, lacchedraweres,

lewede eremytes, Coueyten be contrarie as cotiers bei lyb-

ben. 1599 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. ii. 9 Himself goes patched

like some bare cottyer. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor.
200 [He] asked for bread and water; which the said

peasant or cottier gave unto him. 1649 Blithe Eng. Improv.
Impr. (1653) 77, 1 begin with .. the Poor Cottier, or day
Labourer. 1821 Mar. Edgf.worth Mem. R. L. Edge-
worth II- 24 They had cottiers, day labourers established

in cottages, on their estate. 1861 Pearson Early Mid.
Ages 268 The largest class of all was the semi-servile. Of
these villeins, borders, or cottiers, make up the mass, about

200,000 in all. 1868 Milman St. Pauls 136 Every one,

from the lord to the cottier, had his customary claims.

2. spec. In Ireland, a peasant renting and culti-

vating a small holding under a system hence called

cottier tenure.
The main feature of this system was the letting of the land

annually in small portions directly to labourers, the rent

being fixed not by private agreement but by public compe-

tition ; recent legal and political changes have rendered

this practice obsolete.

1832 Ht. Martineau Ireland i. 6 An Irish cottier finds

his business finished when he has dug and planted his

potato field. 1842 S. C. Hall Ireland II. 120 Some land-

lords in Munster set their lands to cottiers far above their

value. 1868 Mill Eng. Ireland, He was a cottier, at a

nominal rent, puffed up by competition to a height far

above what could, even under the most favourable circum-

stances, be paid.

3. trans/. A small farmer cultivating his parcel

of land by his own labour.

1877 D. M. Wallace.#7«^xxix.46oThese peasants proper,

who may be roughly described as small farmers or cottiers,

were distinguished from the free agricultural laborers in

two respects: they were possessors of land in property or

usufruct, and they were members of a rural Commune.

4. attrib. (chiefly in sense 2), as cottier farmer,

rent, tenant, tenure, etc. ; cottier tenancy, the

tenancy of the Irish cottier ;
by an Act of Parlia-

ment of i860 denned as tenancy of a cottage and not

more than half an acre of land, at a rent not ex-

ceeding £$ a year.

1831 K. Jones Ess. Distrib. Wealth, The disadvantage
of cottier-rents. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 11. ix. § 1 By the
general appellation of Cottier tenure, I shall designate all

cases, without exception, in which the labourer makes his

contract for land without the intervention of a capitalist

farmer. 1861 May Const. Hist. (1863) II. xiv. 475 In
Ireland., the tithes .. were levied upon vast numbers of

cottier tenants, miserably poor, and generally Catholics.

1863 Fawcett Pol. Eton. 11. vii. (1876) 214 In the case of a
cottier-tenancy, it is population, and not capital, which
competes for the land.

Hence Co'ttierism, the system of cottier-tenure

(see 2).

1848 Mill Pol.. Econ. n. x. § 2 The old vicious system of

cottierism.

Cotting, Cottise, -ize : see Cot v.i 2, Cotise.

Cottish (kftif), [app. f- Cot ^.5 + -ish.]

? Savouring of a Cot (sb.''), or cotquean.
1801 W. Huntington Bank ofFaith 1 19 A gown has such

a cottish appearance on a labourer in the vineyard.

Cottoid (,k^*toid), a. and sb. Zool. [f. mod.L.
Coitus name of a genus of fishes + -OID.] Belong-

ing to a family of fishes of which the type is Cottus,

a genus related to the 1 Miller's thumb/ As sb.

A fish of this family.

1854 R. Owen in Circ. Sc. (c. 1865) II. 96/2 Percoids,

scixnoids, cottoids.

Cotton (kft'n), sb.^ Forms : 3-5 cotoun,

4-6 coton, 5 cotone, -unfe, -ounn, -yn, kotyu,
6 cottonne, 6-7 cotten, 6- cotton. [ME. coton,

cotoun, a. F. coton = Pr. coton, It. cotone, OSp. coton,

Pg. cotdo, a. Arab. ,jJ2J qutn, qutun, in Sp. Arab.

qoton. From the Arab, with prefixed article, al-

qoton, Sp. alcoton, algodon, comes Acton, q.v.]

I. 1. The white fibrous substance, soft and

downy like wool, which clothes the seeds of the

cotton-plant (Gossypium) ; used (more extensively

than any other material) for making cloth and

thread, and for various purposes in the arts.

(An early use in Europe was for the padding of jerkins

worn under mail, and the stuffing of cushions, mattresses,

etc.)

I1300 Siege of Caerlaverock (1828) 72 Maint riche gam-
boison garni De soie et cadas et coton. 1381-2 Compotus
Karl ofDerby {IIen. IV){q\. 2 (MS.), 1 lb. fit de coton. . 16 d.

—6 lbs. coton, 4 s.] cxqoa Maundev. 11S39) xix. 212 Theise

men ben the beste worcheres of gold, Syluer, Cotoun, Sylk.

Ibid. (Roxb.)xxxi. 142 pare er treez bat berez cotoun. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 96 Cotune [1499 Pynson, coton], bombicinum.

1555 Eden Decades 5 Mattresses made of the cotton of the

gossampine trees. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 93 Cloathes made
of cotton or bombast. 1622 Wither Philarete 1 1633) 629 He
..Softer finds those beds of love, Then the Cotton ripest

growne. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic (1762) 108 Apply a

drop or two of oil of Cloves on Cotton. 1868 Rogers Pol.

Econ. xiv. (1876) 195 In i860, about 621,000 tons of raw
cotton were imported into the United Kingdom. 1872

Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 151 The commercial value of Cotton

depends upon the length and tenacity of these hair-cells.

f b. pi. Also phr. To tread on cottons : to go

softly. Obs.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 137 Trees also here be that do bring

forth cottens. 1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xvi. 28 As for

Man, it [the Gospel] teaches him to tread on Cottons, mild's

his wilder temper. 1638 L. Roberts Mereh. Map Commerce

193 The commodities that this place at first affoorded . . were
..Aniseeds, Cottons, Galles.

f C. ? A piece of cotton-wool. Obs.

1610 Markham Maslerp. n.cxxix. 431 Other Farriers take

of Gipsiacum the strongest kind, and lay it on the excression

with a cotton.

-f* d. The fibre used for the wick of candles ; a

candle-wick. Obs.

[1290 Compotus Bolton Abbey in T. D. Whitaker Hist.

Craven 326 In sapo et Cotoun ad Candelam.] 1466 Mann.
«5> Househ. Exp. 213 For makenge of candelle and for cotone

to the same, xxiij.rf. 1530PALSGR. 209/1 Cotton for weke.r^-
ton. 1598 Florio, Lucignoli. .weekes or cottonsof candles.

2. The cotton-plant; the genus Gossypium. Also,

cotton-plants collectively, as a cultivated crop.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxviii. 288 In that contree . . men
putten in werke the sede of cotoun. 1562 Turner Herbal

11. 12 b, Cotton is a small busshy herbe wyth a lefe lyke a

vinde, but lesse. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccexxxv. 900

The seed of Cotton is hot and moist, a 1668 Davenant
Plat. Lwers Wks. (1673) 410 You shall to the Burmudos,

Friend, and there plant Cotton. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's

Bot. xxiv. 341 The exterior calyx in Cotton and Lavatera is

trifid. 1858 R. Hogg Veg. Kingdom 105 Gossypium herba-

eeum, or Common Cotton, is the species which is most

generally cultivated. Ibid. 106 G. arboreum is the Tree

Cotton, .a shrub growing from four to ten feet high.

3. Thread spun from cotton yarn, used for sewing

garments and for weaving bobbin-net ; also called

sewing-cotton ; in full cotton thread.

1848 A. Bronte Ten. WildfellHatl ii, To pick up the ball

of cotton, that had rolled under the table. 1877 Willcox Sf

Gibbs' Direct, for Saving Machines 13 Where 40 cotton

would be used in hand sewing, use 60 or 70 cotton on the

machine . . Soft finished black and coloured cottons will

often break . . Use glace cotton in place of linen thread.

1892 {Reel-label) Best six-cord 24 Sewing-machine Cotton,

twopenny reel.

4. Cloth or other fabric made of cotton ; in

cotton fabrics, also cotton clothes or garments.

See Calico 2 b. (The first two quots. apparently belong

here.)



COTTON. 1044 COTTON.
14.. Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 629 BumMctnium, kotyn

or pakclothe. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 935 Looke
ber be blanket, cotyn, or lynyn to wipe be nepur ende.

1590 Webbe Trav. (Arb.)2oA shirt of Cotten and Breeches
of the same, a 1616 Beai:m. & Fl. Wit without Money 111.

iv, Cloth of Silver turned into Spanish Cottens for a penance.

1797 Burke Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 389 Our woollens
and cottons, it is true, are not all for the home market.
1822 J. Flint Lett. Amer. qi The seamen, .dressed in striped

cottons. 1842 Bischoff Woollen Manuf. (1862) II. 179, 1

think cotton is a more economical wear than woollen ; the
practice of wearing cotton has grown very much within the
last six or seven years. 1887 Mabel Wetheral TtvoN. C.
Mains xx'iv, 171 The blue cottons she mostly wore were
washed out.

f 5. The pile of fustian. Obs.

1495 Act 11 lien. VII, c. 27 They strike and drawe the
seid Irons over the seid Fustians unshome, by meanes
wherof they pull of both the noppe and the coton of the
same Fustians. Ibid., And also they rayse vp the cotton of
such Fustians, and then take a light candle and set in the
Fustian burning, which sengeth and burneth away the
cotton, .downe to the hard threds, in stead of shering.

6. transf. A down resembling cotton growing on
other plants.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. (1568) I j b, The leues of centun-
culus haue both without [and within] a whyte wolle, or
cottone. 1578 Lyte Dodoens I. xii. 20 Which [the flowers

of Folefoote] do suddenly fade, and chaunge into downe, or
cotton, which is carried away with the winde. 1657 W.
Coles Adam in Eden xiv. 28 It [the Quince-Tree] beareth
the Name of. .Cotouea, as some think from the down, which
groweth upon the Fruit, which Is called Cotton. 1797
Bewick Brit. Birds 11847) I. 146 The nest is. .bound to the
twigs with the cotton of plants. 1866 Treas. Boi. s. v.

Ochroma, The cotton [of O. Lagopus] is used for stuffing

pillows and cushions.

f b. Down or soft hair growing on the body.

Obs. rare. [So F. coton —poil follet.]

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 65 Pubes doeth more properly
signifie the Downe or Cotton when it ariseth about those
parts.

f c. altrib. Having (short) ' cotton ' or soft hair.

Obs.

1492 Ld. Treas. Acc. Scot. I. 202 Quhyte smal cotton
lamskynnis to lyne this gowne.

7. With qualifying word prefixed: corkwood
cotton, the silky down of Ochroma Lagopus (cf.

Silk-cotton) ; French cotton, the silky down of

Calotropis procera ; also the plant itself; mineral
cotton, a metallic fibre, consisting of fine white

threads, formed by sending a jet of steam through
a stream of liquid slag as it runs from the furnace;

Natal cotton, a textile material obtained from the

pods of a species of Batatas
; + petty cotton, an

old name for Gnaphalium and allied plants ; also

called small cotton ; f philosophic cotton, a
name for zinc oxide, when obtained as a white

flocculent powder by burning zinc ; wild cotton,

a name in Scotland for Cotton-grassi. See also

Flax-cotton, Gun-cotton, Lavendbb-cotton,
Silk-cotton.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. Ixii. 90 Of Onaphalion or Small

Cotton . . It may be called also Pety Cotton, or small Bom-
base : in French Petit Coton. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.,
Philosophic Cotton, a name given by some chemical writers

to the flowers of /ink. from their whiteness, and silky or
cottony appearance. 1808 Jamieson, Wild Cotton, cotton-
grass. .Eriophorum polystachion, Linn.

II. Attrib. and Comb.
8. attrib. or adj. (without hyphen). Made of

cotton : said of cloth, thread, garments, etc. ; also

in specific names of fabrics or materials, as cotton

batting, damask, rep, russet, tick, wadding, etc.

155a Huloet, Cotton clothe, xylinus pannus. 1653 H.
Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. ix. 27 Twenty pieces of Caracas,
which are stained linnen, or Cotten Tapestry. 1697 Dam-
pier Voy. (1729) I. 384 The Cotton-cloth was to make Sail.

175* Chambers Cycl. s. v. Paper, From the Xllth century,
cotton MSS. are more frequent than parchment ones. 1776
Adam Smith W. N. iv. vii. (1869) II. 140 The muslins and
other cotton goods of the East Indies. 1815 Sir J. Bowring
Autobiog. Recoil. (1877)319 Her hair tangled, a common cot-

ton gown on. 1868 Rogers Pot. Econ. iii. (1876) 26 Pieces of
cotton cloth answer the purpose of a currency in Eastern
Africa. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 636/2 Cotton thread

for sewing is made by laying together two or more yarns of
equal quality and twisting them. 1883 [see Batting 2].

9. attrib. and general comb, (with or without

hyphen), a. Of or relating to the growing plant

or crop, as cotton bole, bush, crop, field, grove, pod,

straw, etc.; cotton-planter
;
cotton-grenuing,-plant-

ing, -producing, etc., vbl. sbs. and adjs. Also

Cotton-picker, -picking.
1890 Frazer Gold. Bough I. iii. 353 In the Punjaub. .when

the*cotton boles begin to burst, a 1693 Urqchart Rabelais
m. li. 414 The Bombast and *Cotton Bushes. 1756 V.

Browne Jamaica (1789* 435 The caterpillars of these flies

are frequently pernicious to the cotton-bushes. 1850 Mrs.
Stowe Uncle Tom xxxvi, You'll lose your bet on the "cotton-

crop. 1861 L. Noble Icebergs 23 The *cotton -fields of

Alabama. 1757 Dyer Fleece 11. (1761) no (Jodrell) Who
plant the 'cotton-grove by Ganges' stream, i860 Sat. Rev.
IX. 65/2 The "cotton growers of Ix>uisiana. 1864 DB Coin
Cotton *e Tobacco 68 The Votton-growing states ofAmerica.
1840 Ann. Reg. 68 Several .. gentlemen, brought upas
"cotton-planters in the United States. 1890 in Frazer Gold.

Bough I. iii. 353 Bhogla, a name sometimes given [in the
Punjaub] to a large *cotton-pod. 1883 V. Stuart Egypt 66
Fields of green crops, or dourra stubble, or "cotton straw.

b. Of or relating to cotton as a commercial
product or material, as cotton bale, -broker, -card,

-dyer, factory, fuzz, -jenny, manufactory, manu-
facture, -manufacturer, -mule, -operative, -reel,

trade, -weaving, -worker, -works, etc. ; cotton-clad

adj. Also Cotton-spinner, -spinning.

1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom xiv, Piled with "cotton-
bales, the steamer moved heavily onward. 178a in Bancroft
Hht. U. S. {1876) VI. lvii. 468 Wool-cards, 'cotton-cards,
and wire for making them. 1884 Pall Mall G. 31 Dec 1/2
The natives of the New Hebrides have been converted from
naked cannibals into "cotton-clad Christians. 1859 Smii.es

Self-Help 32 James Hargreaves . . was a poor weaver em-
ployed in a cotton factory at Standhill. 1839 Carlylf.
Chartism viii. 165 Manchester, with its "cotton-fuzz, its

smoke and dirt. 1835 Uhe Philos. Manuf. 175 The clove
originally used by Hargreave in his "cotton-jenny. 179a
Gentl. Mag. LXII. 11. 863 The establishment of "Cotton
Manufactories. 1886 Morley W. R. Greg Crit. Misc. III.

235 The wonderful machinery of the cotton manufac-
ture. xifaSpecif. Brotherston's Patent No. 1357. 1 Peter
Brotherston, of Pennycutck, 'Cotton Manufacturer. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 41 The
"cotton-mule of Roberts. 1863 Fawcett Pol. Econ. 11. iv.

(1876) 154 The skill of a "cotton-operative. 1865 £. B.
Tylor Early Hist. Mankind vi. 113 A wooden brick or a
"cotton-reel. 18*5 Cobbett Rnr. Rides (1885) II. 108 To
make the Irish "cotton-workers would infallibly make them
happy. 1863 T. Guthrie Pract. Sympathy (1863) 23 The
suffering cotton-workers are not guilty. 1806 Forsvth
Beauties Scotl. IV. 352 Several *cotton-works have been
attempted but have not been successful.

10. Special comb. : cotton-backed a. (of velvet

and other fabrics), having a back or web of cotton
;

cotton-bagging, a coarse wrapping material used

for baling cotton-wool (Simmonds Diet. Trade
Prod.)\ f cotton-bond (see quot.) ; cotton-cake,
a mass of compressed cotton seed from which the

oil has been extracted, used (like linseed cake"
1

! for

feeding cattle
; + cotton candle, a candle with a

cotton wick (see Candle sb. 1) ; cotton-chopper
(see quot.)

;
cotton-cleaner, a machine for clean-

ing cotton by the operations of scutching, blowing,

etc.
;
cotton-elevator, a tube through which cotton

is carried to the upper stories of a cotton-mill by
means of an air-blast or spiked straps ; cotton
famine, the failure of the supply of cotton to Eng-
lish mills which was caused by the blockade of the

Southern ports during the American Civil War

;

cotton flannel, a strong cotton fabric with a long
plush nap, also called cotton plush and Canton
flannel; cotton-floater (see quot.) ; cotton-fly

(see quot.); cotton gin, a machine for freeing

cotton-wool from the seeds
;
cotton-mill, a fac-

tory where cotton is spun or woven by steam or

water power ; cotton-mouth, a venomous snake

of the southern U. S., a species of the copperhead,

so called from having a white streak along the

lips
;
cotton-opener, a machine for loosening and

blowing cotton after its transport in compressed
bales ; cotton paper, paper made from cotton ;

T cotton-pencil, a pencil or brush made of cotton

;

cotton plush = cotton flannel (above) ; cotton-
powder, an explosive prepared from gun-cotton

;

cotton-preaa, a machine (or warehouse) for press-

ing cotton into bales ; cotton print, cotton cloth

printed with a design in colours ; so cotton-

printer, -printing ; cotton-rat, a rodent {Sig-

modon hispidus) common in southern U. S.

;

cotton-rib, a kind of fustian, or corduroy; cotton-

rock (see quot.) ; cotton-rose, a name for the

plant-genus Filago
;
cotton-rush, -sedge — Cot-

ton-grass; cotton shrub, a shrub of the genus

Gossypium ; cotton-stainer, a hetcropterous in-

sect, Dysdercus suturellus, which gives a reddish

stain to cotton ; cotton State, any one of the

cottcn-growing States of the American Union ;

cotton-tail, the common rabbit of the United
States (Lepus sylvaticus), which has a white fluffy

tail ; cotton-tie, a combination of iron hoop
and buckle used for the tying of cotton bales;

cotton-topper, a machine for pruning the grow-
ing cotton-plants ; cotton velvet, a cotton fabric

made with a pile like velvet ; a kind of fustian

;

cotton waste, refuse yam from the manufacture
of cotton, used for cleaning machinery and other

purposes ; cotton-wick, candle-wick made of

cotton ; hence cotton-wicked a. ; cotton-worm,
the larva of an insect {Aletia xylina) very destruc-

tive to the cotton-crops of America ; cotton yarn,

cotton prepared for weaving into fabrics.

1881 M. A. Lewis Tim Pretty G. III. 2x4 Beatrix in the
gjories of white *cotton-backed satin. 1891 Daily Neivs 24
Sept. 5/4 No one, however, objects to the various velveteen
ladies . . in cotton-backed velvet gowns. 1806 Forsvth
Beauties Scotl. IV. 352 A considerable quantity of. ."cotton-

bagging is annually made for exportation. 1865 Morning
Star 6 Feb., What do you mean by *Cotton Bonds? Wit-
ness : Certificates of the Confederate Government repre-

senting say twenty bales of cotton worth so much money.
1891 j mi. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. nr. II. 837 Vndecorticated

*cotton-cakes. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1376 2

One pound of *cotton candels. 1606 Wily Beguiled Prol. in
Hazl. Dodsley IX. 221 Why, noble Cerberus, nothing but.

.

cotton-candle eloquence? 1874 Knight Diet, Mech., *Cot-
ton-ehopper, an, implement which is drawn over a drilled row
of cotton-plants, and chops gaps in the row so as to leave
the plants in bunches or hills. 1863 MorningStar 1 Jan. 6
The rapid extension of distress in the manufacturing districts

of the North through what is justly called * the "cotton
famine'. 1890 Art Interchange 20 Dec. 210/2 The beauti-
fully coloured *cotton flannels, now called cotton plush in

the shops, have a toft satiny appearance. 1858 Simmonds
; Diet. Trade, *Cottonfloaters, an India-rubber envelope or

casing^ in which bales of cotton are floated down some of the
American rivers. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica (1789) 435

i
Bruehus. .The *Cotton-FIy. This little insect is chiefly of

,
a scarlet colour. .The caterpillars of these flies are frequently

;

pernicious to the cotton-bushes. 1796 May 12) U. S. Patent
' to H. Holmes for a "cotton gin. 1832 Me-, k. Mag. XVII. 430
Memoir of Eli Whitney, the inventor of the Cotton Gin.
1857 Livingstone Trav. xi. 204 The soil on all the flat parts
is a rich dark tenacious loam, known as the ' "Cotton-
ground' in India, 1791 Gentl. Mag. LXL D. 1054 About
three in the morning, W. Kirk's *Cotton-mi11s at Barnford

j

..were destroyed by fire. 1835 Baines Cotton Manuf. 206
! Ropes made of cotton-mill waste. 1859 Smiles Self-Help

31 A cotton-mill was first erected at Nottingham, driven by
horses ; and another, .at Cromford in Derbyshire, turned by
a water-wheeL i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer., *Cotton-mouth,

j

a poisonous snake of Arkansas. 1885 C. F. Holder Marvels
Anim. Life 129 The copperhead .. is also known as the
cotton-mouth, moccasin and red-eye in the South. 175a
Chambers Cycl. s. v. Paper, *Cotton Paper, charta botnby-
cina. .has been in use upwards of 600 years. 1837-9 Hallam
Hist. Lit. 1. 1. (185^) I. 59 [Letters! of the time ofEdwd. I.

written upon genuine cotton paper of no great thickness.

1874 Deutsch Rem. 407 Their material is vellum or cotton-
paper. 1658 W. Sanderson Graphite79 They were rubbed-
in with small *Cotten-pensills. 1871 1 vndall Eragm. Sc.

j
(1879) I. x. 322 The *cotton-powder yielded a very effective

j

report. 1888 Wardell Handbk. Gunpowder 84 Tonite, or
cotton powder, consists of gun-cotton thoroughly purified,

]
mixed or impregnated with nitrates, usually nitrate of
barium. i860 Harvard Mem. Biog. I. 385 To take charge

1 of building and running a *cotton-press in Memphis, Ten-
!

nessee. 1837 Marryat Dog-fiend xl. Shrouding herself, .in

her *cotton print cloak, she followed him. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, *Cotton-printer, a machine-printer, who stamps
and dyes cotton fabrics, liajll'estm. Rev. VII. 284 'Cotton-
printing, paper-staining. 1824 E. Baines Hist. Lane. I. iv.

1 14 1 he fustian made in this early period of the manufacture
were denominated herring-bone .. strong "cotton -ribs, and
barragon. .to which were afterwards added cotton thicksetts.

1856 Swallow Geol. Missouri {Bartlett), *Cotton Rock, a
variety of Magnesian limestone, of a light buff or gray color,

found in Missouri. It is very soft when fresh from the

quarry. 18*6 Carrington Dartmoor Pref. 8 The tall reed

and the glossy plumes of the *cotton rush nod in the breeze.

1871 Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 272 Common "Cotton Sedge.

17S1 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Paper, [The paper] made by the

Chinese from their 'cotton-shrub. 1848 Chambers' Inform,
for People I. 340 The cotton shrub grows in almost every

!
country where the annual herbaceous cotton is found. 1883

W. Saunders Insects Injur. Fruits 387 Dysdercus sutu-

rellus . . is commonly known as the red-bug, or "cotton-

stainer. 1858 W. L. Yancey in Cradle ofConfed. 393 If we
. .organize

4 committees of safety' all over the *cotton States

..we shall fire the Southern heart. 1891 M. Townsend
US. 66 Alabama is called the Cotton State because it is the

I

central State of the Cotton Belt. 1870 Bridges Round
World 25 Some *cotton-tails (rabbits\ 1885 Harper's Mag.
May 828/2 A cotton-tail rabbit rose. 1888 Star 21 July

4/2 The ' *cotton-ties ' from its world-renowned forges.

1777 Specif. S. Dolignon's Patent No. 1175. 1 Colouring
the whole or part of the surface of .. silk or 'cotton velvet.

'795 J- Aikin Country round Manch. 159 About the time
! when draw-boys were first made, cotton velvets were at-

!
tempted. 1814 E. Baines Hist. Lane. I. 548 "Cotton waste

! dealers. 1854 Mrs. Gas icell North 9f S. xxxviii, I might

J

as well put a firebrand into the midst of the cotton-waste.

1678 R. R(usspll] Gtber 11. 1. iv. v. 94 Putting a little

•Cotton-Weik into the hole. 169a Copt. Smith's Seaman's
I Gram. it. xxxi. 149 Dip Cotton-Week into Gun powder wet

!
with water. 1707 G. Miece St. Gt. Brit. 11. 31 *Cotton-

I Wick'd Candle. 1870 Riley Missouri Rep. Insects 37 The

I

*Cotton-worm iAnomis xylina Say) is very generally known
I by the name of the Cotton Army worm, in the South. 170*

1 Lond. Gas. No. 3983/i The Cargo of the Ship Hamstead

j

Galley . . consisting of . ."Cotton-yarn, Cotton-wooll. 18x4

I E. Baines Hist. Lane. I. 548 Cotton-yarn dealers.

+ Cotton, sb.- Obs. [Of doubtful etymology.

Possibly the same word as prec, connected with

I the sense 'down, nap', as being a sort of cloth on

which the nap was left. Another suggestion would

connect it with Cot sb.% as being perhaps made
; of cot-woolj or with med.L. cottum bed-quilt. But

evidence is wanting.]

A woollen fabric of the nature of frieze, in the

16th and i"thc. largely manufactured in Lan-

cashire, Westmoreland, and Wales (A/anchester,

Kendal, and Welsh cotloti).

i£»3 Act 14-5 Hen. VIII, c. 11 Any Cottons or playne
1

tininge or frise, made . . in . . I^ncasshyre. 155a Lkland
(Draper's Dict. \ Bolton-upon Moore market stondeth most

by cottons and coarse yarne. Divers villages in the Moors
about Bolton doe make cottons. 1380 R. Hitchcock Pol.

\
Plat in Arb. Gamer II. 166 At Rouen in France . . be sold

our English wares, as Welsh and Manchester cottons. 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 597 In it there is a great

trafficke, especially of Welsh cottons of a slight and thinne

webbe. Ibid. 1. 746 This towne was of farre greater account

..for certain wollen clothes there wrought and in great

request, commonly called Manchester Cottons. 1641 Hf.yhn
Help to Hist. (1680) 387 Manchester Cottons being famous
in all Draper's Shops. 1754 Bp. Pococke Trav. (18891 |I« 2

[Kendal manufactures] Asort of frieze call'd Cotton, at eight

pence a yard, .for the West Indies, for the u-;e uf the slaves.



COTTON.
1840 C. Nkholson Ann. Kendal (1861) 241 ' Kendal cotton

'

at length became degraded to the use of horse-checks, floor,
cloths, dusters, mops, etc.

attrib.^ 1503 Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (Beck
Draper s Diet.), Forvyerdesof cotton russet for theQuenes
choare. 1385 Abp. Sandys Scrm. (1841) 155 A cotton coat,
light for the one time and warm for the other. 1598 Hakluyt
Voy. I. 98 (R.) The poorer sort do line their clothes with
cotton-cloth, which is made of the finest wool they can pick
out. a 1653 G. Daniel Idylliv. 52, I can as well keep bare
10 a Cotton-Bench, as to a Velvet-Chaire.

t Cotton, Oh. ran-*. [Cf. It cotogna,
mela cotogna quince.] 1 Quince.
1632 W. Lithgow Trav. VB. (1682) 317 Malta . . a barren

place, .but it yieldeth good store of Pomegranates, Citrons,
Cottons, Orenges.

Cotton (kp t'n), v.l Also 6-8 cotten. [f. the
sb.

_
Cf. F, cotonner (16th c. in Littre). The original

notion in branch II is uncertain : but see quots.
under sense 2, and 1608 in 4.]

I. literally, f 1. trans. To form a down or nap
on ; to furnish with a nap, to frieze. Obs.
1488 [see Cottoned i], 1537 Act 4-5 Phil. S, Mary c. 5

§ 11 Every \ard of Cotton being fully wrought and Cottoned
shall weigh one Pound at the least. 1591 Pkrcivall Sp.
Diet., Frisar, to rub, to cotten, to freese clothe. 1598
Florio, Cotonare, to cotton, to bumbace, to thrum, or set a
nap vpon.

8. tlttr. Of cloth, etc. : To form or take on a nap,
to rise with a nap. ? Obs.
1608 [see 4]. 1706 Phillips (Kersey), ToCotton, to Frize,

or wear Nappy, as some Stuffs do. -— s. v. Cottum, In
making Hats, To Cotton melt, is when the Wooll and other
Materials work well and imbody together. 1822 Nares,
Cotton, to succeed, to go on prosperously : a metaphor,
probably, from the finishing of cloth, which when it cottons,
or rises to a regular nap, is nearly or quite complete.
3. trans, a. To furnish or clothe with cotton.
fli66i Fuller Worthies, Hant-shire 7 William Cotton.,

was made Bishop of Exeter. The Queen merrily saying
(alluding to the plenty of clothing in those parts) that she
hoped that now she had well Cottoned the West'.

b. To stop up with cotton or cotton-wool.
1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 323 All the inter-

stices cottoned up.

c. Jig. To wrap up as in cotton or cotton-wool,
to pad. nonce-use.
1858 Lytton What mill he do vt. v. (D.), While that man

. .should be rolling in wealth, and cottoned up in a palace.
1887 R. L. Stevenson in Contemp. Rev. LI. 477 Already in
our society . . the bourgeois is too much cottoned about for
any zest in living.

XL fig. {intr.)

f 4. To prosper, succeed, ' get on ' well. Obs.
In i6-i7th c. very frequent in phrase This gear cottons.
C1560 Preston Cambyses in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 215 How

like ye now, my masters? doth not this gear cotton? 1584
Lyly Alex. «, Campaspe in. iv, Doth not this matter cotton
as I would? 1591 Trout. Raigne K. John (1611)53 Come
on Sir Friar, picke the Iocke, this geere doth cotton hansome.
1608 Middleton Fam. Love III. ii, It cottens well ; it
cannot choose but bear A pretty nap. 1615 Crooke Body
0/Man 308 After Females are separated from their mothers
. . they cotten sooner than men, grow sooner wise and sooner
old. 1619 Fletcher M. T/wmas tv. vii, Still Mistress
Dorothy? this geer will cotton. 1681 Roxb. Ball. (1884) V.
202 Meal-Tub Devices, which never well did Cotten. 1876
Whitby Gloss, s. v., ' Nought cottons weel

', nothing turns
out agreeable. 1877 E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss., Cotton
. .(2) To grow, to improve (Obsolescent).

5. To ' get on together or with each other ; to
suit each other j to work harmoniously, harmonize,
agree. (Const, sometimes together, with.)

a. of persons, etc.

1605 Play Stucley in Simpson Seh. Shahs. (1878) I. 169
John a Nokes and John a Style and I cannot cotton, a 1640
Day Peregr. Schol. (1881) 44 The Draper said, Truth and
he should cotten well enough. 1660 T. M. C. Walkers Hist.
Independ. iv. 46 [The Parliament] and their Masters of the
Army could not cotton together, -a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Creiu s. v., Tluy don't cotton, they don't agree well. 1881
Mrs. C. Praed Policy * P. I. x. 212 All I ask is that I may
be able to cotton with the man she's set her heart on.

b. of things.

1567 Drant Horace, Arte Poetrie A v, That first with
midst, and middst with laste, May cotten, and agree. 1614
T. Adams Devils Banquet 54 Our secure Hues, and your
seuere Lawes will neuer cotten. 1652 Needham Selden's
Mare CI. 163 These things do not cotten well. 1840 Lady
C. Bury Hist. 0/Flirt xviii, The vaulted roof of a cathe-
dral . . did not ' cotton 'with lively ideas.

8. To agree, to fraternize. Const, together, with,
rarely in. Cotton up : to make friendly advances,
' make up ' to, strike up a friendship.
1648 Mercurius Elencticus 26 Jan. (Thomasson Tracts

Brit. Mus.CCCXLVII. No. 25.
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4)UnIess Harry Marten and
he cotten again, and make a powerful intercession for him.
1668 Shadwell Sullen Lo-jers iv, O rare I how we shall
cotten together, as the saying is ! 1695 Congreve Love
for L. in. v, I love to see 'em hug and cotten together, like
Down upon a Thistle. 1766 Amory Buncle (1825)111. 79He pledged me and cottoned in a very diverting way. 1822
Scott Nigel ii, Didst see. .how the old goldsmith cottoned
in with his beggarly countryman 1 1835 Eraser's Mag. XI.
142 Gradually all cottoned together, and plunged into con-
versation. 1864 Derby Day 152 (Farmer) You stop here
and cotton up to the gipsies. 188S Hugh Conway Living
or Dead xiv, ' Then you cottoned up ' ? suggested Valentine.
' Not a bit of it ', said Vigor, ' He began to patronize me'.
7. To 'take' to, attach oneself to; to become

drawn or attached to.

1805 Knox & Iebb Corr. xxii. 164, I did not thoroughly
cotton to your intended course of reading. 184a Dickens

Vol. II.
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OldC. Shop xxxvii, ' I don't object to Short,' she says, 'but
I cotton to Codhn'. 1874 Trollope LadyAnna xviii. 138
Vou see, she had nobody else near her. A girl must cotton
to somebody, and who was there? 1881 Mrs. C. Praed
Policy ff P. II. xii. 214, I object to you personally. I have
never cottoned to you from the moment I set eyes upon
you.

Co'tton, vfi dial. [Perh. the same word as
prec, sense 3, in ironical use ; cf. line one's jacket
and lambskin vb. in same sense.] trans. To beat,
flog, thrash.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. xi. 147 To Cotton (as they
say) ones Coat, that is, to baste it. 1746 Exmoor Scolding
(E. D. S.) 32 Zey zich a Word more, chell cotton thy
Waistecoat. 1863 Mrs. Toogood Yorksh. Dial., I give
thee a good cottoning if to 's so idle. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.,
Cotton, to beat or thrash. 1888 Elworthy W. Somerset
Word-bk., Cotton, to flog ; to thrash.
Cotton, obs. f. Cot-town.

Cottonade (kf>'t'n<?id). Also cotonnade. [a.
F. cotonnade cotton cloth : see -ade.] A name
for various cotton fabrics, especially of coarse or
inferior quality ; cotton check. Also attrib.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Cotonnade (French*, cotton

check. 1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 440 Where
colonnades and Orleans stuffs have replaced the durable
homespun. 1881 G. W. Cable Mad. Delphine vi. 32 A
man entered, dressed in dark blue cottonade. 1883 Harper s
Mag.Xyr. 709/1 Blue cottonade pantaloons.

t Co'ttonary, a. Obs.ra/e-'. [f. Cotton sb.

+ -art.] Of the nature of cotton, cottony.
1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. 54 Those cottonary and

wooly pillows, .sometimes, .fastened unto Leaves.
Cottondom (kp-t'ndam). [See -dom.]
1880 Farmer Americanisms, Cottondom, the region in

which cotton is grown ; also cottouia.

t Cottoned fkfrt'nd), ///. a. Obs. [f. Cotton
v. and sb. + -ed.]

1. Of cloth : Having a nap, friezed.
1488 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scot. I. 164, viii elne of cotonyt

quhit clath to lyne the saim hos. 1598 Florio, Panno
accottonato, cottoned or freezed cloth. 1599 Minsheu Sp.
Diet., Lobafrizada, a freeze cassock, or cottoned cassocke.
2. Of a plant : Clothed with down.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xii. 20 The stem or stalke is . . as it

were cottoned with fine heare of a span long.

Cottonee*. [f. Cotton sb. + -ee.] A Turkish
fabric of cotton and silk satinet. (Simmonds Diet.
Trade 1858.)

Cottoneer (k^t'nlou). rare. [f. Cotton sb. +
-EEB cf. mod.K. cotonnier.~] A cotton- manufac-
turer or worker ; a cotton-spinner. In 1 7th c. ap-
plied to the makers of ' Kendal cotton '.

1615 Brathwait Strappado 189 Title, To all true-bred
Northern Sparks, of the generous society of the Cottoneers.
1843 Blackiu. Mag. LIV. 539 The false fleeting Association
of these Lancashire Cottoneers.

Cottoner (k^t'nsi). [f. Cotton v.+ -ee 1. Cf.
OF. cotonneor, -ere, f. colon Cotton, down, nap.]
1. One who cottons, friezes, or puts a nap on cloth.
«557 Act 4-5 Phil. $ Mary c. 5 § 12 Persons, .of the Art

or Science "tof Sheermen, Cottoners or Frisers. 1769 Dublin
Mercury^ 16-19 Sept. 2/2 The journeymen cotteners and
nappers in the woollen manufactury of. .Dublin. 1871 A.
S

:
Harvey in Gd. Words 60S The drapers, cottoners, and

frizers of Shrewsbury.

2. A local name for the Water Elder (Viburnum
Lantanai), from its white cottony appearance.
(Britten & Holland.)

Co'tton-grass. A general name for the
species of Eriophorum, referring to its heads of
long white silky hairs.

1597 Gerarde Herbali. xxi. § j. 27 Cotton grasse groweth
vpon bogs. 1854 S. Thomson Wild El. in. (ed. 4) 170 The
hare-tail cotton grass, .blossoms in March. 1884 Jei feries
Red Deer ii. 28 Acres of cotton-grass, waving like little

white flags in the wind.

Cottonian (kfitim'nian). nonce-wd. [Cf. Cot-
tonopolis.] One whose interests are in the cotton
trade ; a member of the ' Manchester school ' of
politicians or economists.
1846 Ld. Ashburton in Croker Papers (1884) Ill.xxiv. 77

Cobden's speech to the French economists showed great tact
and ability. That is a very clever Cottonian, and his charac-
ter puzzles me.

Cottoning, vbl. sb. [f. Cotton v. + -ino 1.]

The action offriezing cloth.

1565 Act 8 Eliz. c. 7 § 4 No Person [trading in] Frizes,
Cottons, or Plaines, shall use or exercise the Faculty of
Frizing or Cottoning.

Cottonize (kp-t'naiz), v. [f. Cotton sb. + -ize.]

trans. To reduce (flax, hemp, etc.) to a short staple

resembling cotton. Cf. Flax-cotton.
Hence Cottonized ppl. a., Cottonizing vbl. sb.

1851 M'Dermott in Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 1. 241 The
causes which.. led him to experiment upon flax, for the
purpose of 1 cottonizing ' it. Ibid. 246 The specific gravity
of the cottonized substance will also be precisely similar to
that of cotton itself 1853 Wilson Ibid. XIV. 1. 199 The
attempt . . to cottonize flax has been discovered to be really
no novelty. 1890 Times 19 Aug. 10 Cottonizing and woollen-
izing fibres to imitate fine cotton or wool.

Cotton lord, cotton-lord. A wealthy cot-

ton-manufacturer ; a magnate of the cotton trade.

1823 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 399 Oh, Oh 1 The
cotton Lords are tearing ! 1847 J. W. Croker in C. Papers
(1884) III. xxv. 102 Helping to raise a gigantic fortune for

COTTON-TREE.
some cotton lord at Manchester. 1862 T. Guthrie Praet.Sympathy (1863) 15 Our religion .. looks on the soul of the
poorest cotton-worker to be as precious as the soul of the
wealthiest cotton-lord.

Cottonocracy (k?t'i]?-kr£si). colloq. [f
Cotton, after aristocracy : see -cracv.] The class
who have risen to wealth through the cotton trade

;

the cotton-planting or cotton-spinning interest.
1845 Ford Haiutbh. Spain I. 11. 343 To believe that he

[Espartero] was the tool of the Manchester Cottonocracy.
1864 Webster, Cottonocracy, the cotton planters, or cotton-
plantmg interest, in the Southern States of the American
Union. /!i8t6 M. Collins Pen Sketches I. 201 The great
gulf between the aristocracy and the cottonocracy.
So Cottonocrat, nonce-wd. [cf. aristocrat: see

-crat], a member of the cottonocracy ; a cotton-
lord.

1845 Ford Handbk. Spain II. 616 One little white slave
of a Manchester cottonocrat.

Cottonopolis (k^t'np'polis). [f. Cotton, after
metropolis] ' Cotton City '

: a sobriquet for Man-
chester as the centre of the cotton industry.
1886 B. Quaritch Catal. ofMSS. 3503 It. .deserves to be

printed inManchester.
.
asa memorial of the departed worthy

who was one of the glories of Cottonopolis.

\ Co'ttonons, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. Cotton +

-oua ; cf. mod.F. cotenneux.J Of the nature of
cotton, cottony.
1664 Evelyn Sylva (1776) 251 There is a Salix. .in which

the Julus bears a thick cottonous substance.

Cotton-picker, a. One who picks cotton
from the bolls of the plant

; also, a machine for
doing this. b. A machine for cleaning and dress-
ing cotton. So Cotton-picking.
1849 Set. Amer. V. 172 New Cotton Picker. 1891 Boston

(Mass.) Herald 9 Nov., Cotton Picking Machine . . The
wheels are four feet apart to enable it to cover a row of
cotton plants.

Cotton plant, cotton-plant. A plant that
yields cotton ; a plant of the genus Cossypium or
of an allied genus.
1751 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Cotton, There is another kind

of cotton plant, called, by botanists, gossipium herbacenm,
which creeps along the ground. 1759 tr. Adamson's I'oy.
Senegal 151 The indigo and cotton plants displayed a most
lovely verdure. 1825 T. D. Fosbroke Encycl. Antiq. (1843)
I. 430/2 The Ancients knew two kinds of cotton plants, the
Bombax and Gossypin/u. 1864 De Coin Cotton $ Tobacco
148 The tap-root, which is the main support of the cotton-
plant.

Co tton-seed, cotton seed. The seed of
the cotton-plant, which furnishes an oil resembling
olive oil, and fodder for cattle. Also attrib. and
comb., as cottonseed meal, oil ; cottonseed cleaner,
huller, mill, planter.

I 79S J- Aikin Country voiiful Manch. 169 The spinners
had begun to pick the husks of cotton-seeds from their wool.
1851 Great E.xhih., Jury Reports^ Specimens of cotton
seed.and the oil and cake obtained from it, after the ex-
pression of the oil. 1891 Pharmac. Jrnl. 27 June 1172/2
Feeding the cows on cotton seed and cotton seed meal. 1891
Scotsman 12 Nov. 6/6 Witness had manufactured soap
from cottonseed oil mucilage.

CO'tton-Spinner. a. A workman who spins
cotton.

1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 481 James Heywood, set. 33, by
trade a cotton-spinner, was admitted into the Manchester
Infirmary. 1839 Carlyle Chartism iv. 131 Cotton-spinners
are generally well paid.

b. A master who employs workmen to spin
cotton ; the owner of a cotton mill.

1788 in Manchester Directory (15 persons so described 1
.

1792 Specif. Kelly's Patent No. 1879. 1 William Kelly, of
Lanark .. Cotton spinner. 1835 Sir R. Peel Sj>. in Fon-
blanque Eng. under 7 Admimst. (1837) III. 226 That the
King had sent for the son of a cotton-spinner, that he might
make him Prime Minister of England. 1852 Tennyson
Third Feh. % We are not cotton-spinners all, But some love
England and her honour yet.

So Co'tton-spinnery, a place where cotton is

spun
; Co*tton-spinninff vbl. sb. and a.

1839 W. Chambers Tour Holland 85/1 The spectacle of
cotton-spinneries placed amidst rows of antique buildings,
old gloomy churches, and monasteries. 1843 Carlyle
Past <\ Pr. in. iv, All work, even cotton-spinning, is noble.

1842 Tennyson Edwin Morris 122 1 Go * (shrill'd the cotton-
spinning chorus).

Co'tton-thistle. A tall species of thistle,

Onopordum Acanthium, entirely covered with
white cottony down.
1548 Turner Names of Herbes, Acanthium..m&yc be

called in englishe otethistle . . or gum thistle, or cotten
thistle, because it is gummy and the leaues haue in them a
thynge lyke cotten. i6ix Cotgr. s.v. Argentin, Chardon
argentin, Argentine, Siluer-thistle . . Cotton-Thistle, the
wilde white Thistle.

#
1854 S. Thomson Wild PI. nr. (ed. 4)

245 The . . cotton-thistle (Onopordum acanthium'>
% white

with its woolly covering, is known to most.

Co*tton-tree, cotton tree. 1. A name for

various species of Bombax and Eriodendron.
[1552 Huloet, Cotton tree, gossampiuus.] 1670 Phil.

Trans. V. 1152 The Tree, call'd the Cotton-tree, bearing a
kind of Down which also is not fit to spin. 1697 Dampibr
Voy. U729) The White Cotton-tree grows like an
Oak, .They bear a very fine sort of Cotton, called Silk-

Cotton. 1834 M. G. Lewis Jrnl. W. Ind. 213 The first

cotton trees which I saw were withered with age. 1837
Penny Cycl. VIII. 91/2 The Cotton-plant, or Gossypium,
must not be confounded with the Cotton-tree, Bombax, or
Eriodendron.

132



COTTONWEED.

2. A name for Viburnum Lantana and Populus
nigra ; in U.S. applied to Flatanus occidentalis , \

also = Cotton-wood.
x6« T. Johnson Gerarde's Herbal 140/5 (Britten & Hoi- i

land), I enquired of a country man in Essex if he knew any
name of this [Viburnum Lantana); he answered, it was
called the Cotton-tree, by reason of the softnesse of the :

leaves. 1808 Pike Sources Mtssiss. in. App. 5 The cotton

tree is the only tree of this province except some scrubby I

pines and cedars. 1818 Loudon Arboretum (Britten & I

Holland^ The female of Populus nigra is called the Cotton- i

tree at Bury St. Edmunds, the seeds being enveloped in a
\

beautiful white cotton. x86x Miss Pratt Flower. PI. \

III. 13a (Mealy Guelder-Rose, or Wayfaring Tree... One
of its common names is Cotton Tree, doubtless from the
cottony appearance of its young shoots. 1865 Chambers'
Encyct. s.v. Plane, The North-American plane, or button-
wood, is sometimes called the cotton-tree.

Co*ttonweed. A name for the species of Gna-
phalium and the allied genera.
156a Turner Herbal it. 11 b. Cottenwede . . hath lytle

softe leaues whiche some vse for downe or stuffinge of
j

beddes. 1507 Gerarde Herbal cxcv. 515 Of cotton weede,
Off Cudweede. 1718 Quincy Compl. Disp. 82 Cotton-weed
is of little or no use now. x86i Miss Pratt Flower PL

j

III. 183.

Co ttonwood, coirfcon-wood. The name
of several species of poplar {Populus) in U.S. ; so

called from the cotton-like substance surrounding

the seeds. Also coltonwood tree.

1813 J. D. Hunter Captivity 140 River bottom lands.,
support large growths of trees, consisting of cotton wood
{Populus aue,ulata). 18*7 J. Cooper Prairie ii, He buried
his axe to the eye in the soft body of a cotton-wood tree.

1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt, xviii, A shady clump of
cotton-woods invited us to rest.

b. Comb. Cottonwood dagger, the name of a

moth {Acronycta populi), the larva of which feeds

on these trees.

1870 Riley Missouri Rep. Insects 119.

Cortton-woo'l, cotton wool.
1. Cotton in its raw and woolly state, as ga-

thered from the bolls of the plant ; raw cotton.
1600 Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 544 In this Countrey is

great store of Cotten wooll, whereof the Indians make fine .

linnen cloth. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. lv. 215
They apparel themselves with Stufts made of Silk and
Cotten-wool. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 3983/4 The Cargo.,
consisting^ of .. Cotton-yarn, Cotton-wool), &c. 1813 Van-
sittart nn Examiner 5 Apr. 217/2) The Import of Cotton
Wool from the United States. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. ii.

(1876) ir In a country like India the same person grows,
gathers, cleanses and spins the cotton-wool,

t b. //. Obs.

1638 L. Roberts Merck. Map Commerce 118 The com-
modities that are found here, .are cotton woolls. .wax, cotton
and grogram yarne.

2. The same substance as prepared for wadding,
quilting, packing fragile articles, etc.

1870 Emerson Soc. Solit. iv. 65, I know no remedy
against it but cotton-wool, or the wax which Ulysses stuffed

into the ears of his sailors. 1875 T. W. Higginson Hist.
V. S. x. 79 A coat thickly quilted with cotton-wool. 1884
Harper's Mag. Oct. 522/2 'I hey are. .boxed in cotton-wool,

b. (yff.) To be or live in cotton-wool.

1869 Miss Mulock Woman's Kingd. II. 45 Letty would
never be happy unless she lived in clover and cotton-wool.

1890 J. Payn Burnt Million II. xxix. 230 To be in cotton-
wool is a phrase significant of superfluous comfort.

3. attrib. and Comb.
i860 Sat. Ret: IX. 65/2 An increase of competition in the

cotton-wool market. 1870 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. xi. (.1871)

334 A cotton-wool respirator.

Hence Cotton-wool v. {nonce-wd.), to stuff or
close (the ears) with cotton-wool.
1857 Motley Corr. 3 May, Cotton-wooling your ears ab-

solutely to all hand-clapping and greasy mob applause.

Cottony fkfrt'ni), a, [f. Cotton sb. +-y.]
1. Covered with a soft down or fine hairy nap or
pubescence like cotton-wool.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lxi. 88 With small, narrow, & very

softe'cottonie leaues. 16x1 Cotgr., Lanugineux . . Cottonie,
downie, mossie. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl. Gard.
II. 142 The Cottony sidesof their leaves. tSoAAfed. Jrnl.
XII. 558 Leaves, .cottony underneath. 1876 Harley Mat.
Med. 415 Amenta! Exogens, with. . numerous cottony seeds.

2. Resembling cotton, of the nature of cotton

;

soft, downy, and white like cotton.

1664 Evelyn Sytva (1679) 28 Oaks bear also a knur, full

of a cottony matter, of which they anciently made wick
for their lamps and candles. 1717 Philip Quarll 170 The
Grass being of a soft cottony Nature, a 1851 Audubon in

Coues Birds N. IV. (1874) 74 Lined with the cottony or
silky substance that falls from the cotton-wood tree.

Cot-town, cottown (M,taun). Sc. [f. Cot
sb.1 + Town.] A village or hamlet of cot-houses.
1446 in Cartul. Aberdeen 8 (Jam ) And the Cotton sal

frely occupy the ta side of the said lonyng on the north
part, and the hospitale on the south side. 1561 Reg. St.

Andrenvs Kirk Sess. (1889) 1. 114 To put hyr in conjunct fe

of the cottoun of Forret. 1813 J. Headrick Agric. For-
farshire 137 Cottagers are collected in small villages, called

cottowns, where they occupy a house and garden, and some-
times keep a cow, under the farmer.

Cott-quean, var. of Cotquean.
Cottrel, -il, var. of Cottjerel.

Cotty (Vti), 0. dial. [f. Cot sb? + -Y.]

Of the nature of cot-wool ; matted together.
1789 A. Young Ann. Agric. XI. 280 (Kent, Romney

Marsh) A cotty fleece is clean, but so matted together in its

fibres, that no art can separate them.
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Cottyer, -yger, obs. fif. Cottier, Cottager.

t Cotul. Obs. [ad. L. cottila {cotyla) a hol-

low vessel, measure of half a pint.] Cottle i.

c 1420 Patlad. on Husb. m. 1165 Of that thei doo vm
cotuls in a steine IL. awplwra] of wynes trie. Ibid. xi.

383 Or gipse, or askes twey cotuls no wronge Thi wynes
doth.

II Co*tula, t C0*tule. Pot. [A med.L. appli-

cation of L, cotula
v
see prec.) referring to the shape

of the flower : Lyte has the anglicized form cotule."]

A genus of Composite, allied to camomile.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xxx. 186 The second kinde [of wilde

Camomill] is now called in Latine and in Shoppes Cotula
fortida,. .The thirde kinde is called Cotula non fatida.A
haue Englished it Unsauerie Camomill, foolish Mathes, and
White Cotula without sauour. The fourth kinde may wel be
called Cotula lutea, seeing it is so well like vnto the Cotules
abouesaide; in English Golden Cotula. 1601 Chester
Love's Mart. (1878) 87 White Cotula.

Cotunnite (k^twnait;. A/in. [Named after

Dr. Cotugna of Naples : see -ite.] Native lead

chloride found in white acicular crystals in the

crater of Vesuvius.
[1817 Amer. Jmt. Sc. XII. 185 Muriate of lead, to which

the authors give the name of Cotunnia.] 1834 Allan
Man. Min. 304 Cotunnite . . fuses very easily before the
blowpipe. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. x. 280 Chloride of Lead

—

•Cotunnite*—found in the fissures of the Vesuvian lava.

Co-tutor, Co-twin, Co-twist: see Co- pre/.

Cotwal, var. Kutwal an Indian police-officer.

II Cotyle (kfrtili). [Gr. /cotvXtj in L. form
cotyla) a hollow thing, a small vessel, a small liquid

measure of about half a pint.]

1. Gr. Antiq. See quots. (Not in English use.)

1707 Floveb Physic. Pulse -Watck 281 Galen Bleeds
Youth of fourteen Years one Cotyla, that is, ten Ounces.
1857 Birch Anc. Pottery (1858) II. 96 The cotyle, or coty-

loid is supposed to have been a deep cup.. It was also a
measure of liquid capacity.

2. Anal, and Zool. a. The acetabulum or socket

of the hip-joint ; also the coxal cavity in insects,

b. One of the cup-shaped suckers on the * arms'
of cephalopods, or on the heads of leeches, trema-

toid worms, etc.

188a Syd. Soc. Lex., Cotyle, the acetabulum, or socket of
the hip-joint. Also, a cup-shaptd organ, of which there are
many, on the arm of Cephalopoda, by which the animal
attaches itself.

Cotyledon (kfdU^dsn). In 6 cotilidon. [a.

L. cotyledon the plant navelwort or pennywort, a.

Gr. kotvKtj&jjv (f. kotvKtj : see prec.) a cup-shaped
cavity, the sucker of an octopus, also in senses i . 2

below. Sense 1 was used in Fr. by Pare (16th c).

The botanical sense 3 was introduced (in mod.L.)
by Linnaeus.]

L Phys. One of the separate patches of villi on the

foetal chorion of Ruminants ; also applied to the

correspond ing vascular portions of the uterine

mucous membrane.
Formerly applied also to the less separated lobules of the

human and other discoid or diffuse placenta?.

1545 Kaynolo Byrth Mankynde n. vii. (1643) 1 ;
-' Coli-

lidons, that is, the veynes by the which the conception and
feature is tyed and fastened in the Matrix. 1634 T. John-
son tr. Parey's Ckirurg. UL xxiii. (1678) 85 The Cotyledones
[of the Uterus] . . are nothing else than the orifices and
mouths of the Veins ending in that place. 1684 tr. Sonet's
Merc. Comfit, xiv. 513 Cassia, .relaxeth the Womb, and
weakens the Cotyledons. 1767 Hunter in Phil. Trans.
LXXVII. 444 Without any small protuberances for the
cotyledons to form upon, as in those of ruminating animals.
1869 Huxley Introd. Class. Anim. 97 A foetal cotyledon
half separated from the maternal cotyledon of a cow.

2. Bot. A genus of plants of the N.O. Crassu-

tace/t', having thick succulent peltate leaves ; the

British species is C. Umbilicus, popularly called

Navelwort or Pennywort.
160 1 Holland Pliny II. 337 Cotyledon, named in Latine

Vmbilicus Veneris, is a pretty little herb, hauing . . a Icafe

thick and fatty, growing hollow, like to the concauity wher-
in the huckle-bone turneth, and therupon it took the fore-

said name in Greek. 1741 Compl. ham. Piece 11. UL 404
We have now . . Cotyledons, Chrysanthemums. x86x Miss
Pratt Flmver. PL II. 319 Cotyledon (Penny-wort).

3. Pot. The primary leaf in the embryo of the

higher plants (Phanerogams) ; the seed-leaf.

The number of cotyledons in the seed serves as an impor-
tant basis of classification of Angiosperms into Monocoty-
ledons (=Endogens) with one cotyledon, and Dicoty-
ledons ( = Exogens) with two ; in Gymnosperms the number
varies, being usually more than two.
[The term was introduced by Linnaeus, and was esp.

applied by him to those seed-leaves which are not them-
selves depositaries of nutriment, but act as organs of ab-
sorption, in which he saw an analogy to the function of the
cotyledons of the placenta (sense \\ Cf. Gaertner De
Fmctibus (1788) clxii.]

{1751 Linn*us Philos. Bot. 54 Cotyledon, corpus laterale
seminis, bibulum, caducum. Ibid. 89 Cotyledones anima-
lium proyeniunt e Vitcllo ovi, cui punctum vita; innascitur

;

ergo Folia seminalia plantarum, quae Corculum involverunt,
iidem sunt.] 1776 J. Lee Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 410 The Seeds
have two Cotyledons. 1845 Lindley Sck. Bot. i. (1858) 18
The embryo consists of three parts, the radicle, or young
root, the cotyledons, or young leaves, and the plumule, or
young stem. 1875 Bennett & Dyer Sacks* Bot. u. v. 4^3
In some Cupressinea; there are from three to nine, and in

some Araucariea; whorls of four cotyledons ; while among
the Abictinex there are. .four or even as many as fifteen.

COUCH.

Cotyle'donal, «. rare. [f. prec. + -al (less

according to L. analogy than -ab).] = Cotyle-
DONABY.
1850 Owen in Life A. Sedgwick II. 193 It reminds me of

the germ of a goodly tree between two fat cotyledonal
leaves. 1875 — in Blake Zool. Pref. xii, Annular, discoid,
cotyledonal, and diffused placentae.

Cotyle donar, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ab.]

Of or pertaining to a cotyledon.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 305 The seed has its embryo
lying in one end of the albumen, within which its coty-

ledonar extremity is enclosed.

Cotyledtmary (tytilrdonari). a. [f. as prec.

+ -aby : corresp. to mod.F. cotyUdonaire\

1. Bot. Of the nature of a seed-leaf.

1854 Bushnan in Circ. Sc. II. 27/2 These seed-lobes, or
cotyledonary bodies. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 501 The
Embryo [in Cycadea:] enclosed in the large endosperm pos-

sesses two opposite unequal cotyledonary leaves.

2. Phyt. Characterized by the presence of cotyle-

dons (see Cotyledon i).

1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 367 The non-

deciduate placenta is either diffuse, when the villi are

scattered, or cotyledonary, when they are aggregated into

patches corresponding with maternal patches (true Kit-

minanti.t\.

Cotyle'donoid. Pot. [f. as prec. + -om.]
1863 Berkeley Brit. Mosses Gloss. 311 Cotyledonoids. a

term applied to the germinating threads of mosses, from a
notion that they are analogous to the cotyledons of Pha:-

nogams.

Cotyledonous (k^tilrdonas), a. [f. as prec.

+ -ous.]

1. Characterized by the presence of cotyledons.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 280 The cotyledonous ex-

tremity becoming thickened in germination. 1882 Syd.

Soc. Lejc., Cotyledonous placenta.

2. fig. Embryonic, ' in the germ '. (nonee-useS)

1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton Chr. Kirkland II. 42 What
cotyledonous Beethovens . . broke the strings of that Broad-
wood * grand.'

Cotyliform 'kp tilifiSm), a. Bot. [ad. L. type

'cotyltformis, f. cotyla : see Cotylb and -fobm.]

Cup-shaped.
1835 Lindley Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 352 Cotyliform,

resembling rotate, but with an erect limb.

Cotyllgerous (kptili-djeras), a. [f. I., cotyla

(see Cotyle) + -gebous.] Bearing or furnished

with cotyles or cup-like organs. In mod. Diets.

Cotylo- vkftibj'. Combining form ofGr. xorvXri,

KuTvkos : see Cotyle ; as in cotylo-pubio, -sacral,

atijs., pertaining to the cotyle or socket of the hip-

joint and to the pubis (or sacrum).
iteg Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 132/1 The cotylo-sacral rib of

the ilium. Ibid. 139/2 The cotylo pubic arch . . resists the
starting outward of the ends of the cotylo-sacral arch.

Cotyloid (kp tiloid), a. Anat. [ad. Gr. «otv-

Ao(tSi)t cup-shaped : see Cotyle and -oid.]

Shaped like a cup : applied esp. to the socket or

acetabulum of the hip-joint (c. cavity), and to parts

in connexion with this ; also to the coxal cavity in

insects (cf. Cotyle 2).

1760 White in Phil. Trans. LI. 678 The cotyloid cavity

greatly diminished in size. 18*6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol.
(1828) III. xxxiv. 428 A corresponding deep socket <or coty-

loid cavity). 1840 G. Ellis Anat. 682 The synovial mem-
brane . . covers the acetabulum, being continued . . over the

surfaces of the cotyloid ligament.

CotylophorOUS (ktrtilp forss), a. Zool. [ad.

Gr. type *<coTvAotf)o^-os (f. xotvAjj hollow vessel,

etc. + -cpopos bearing) + -ous.]

Having a cotyledonary placenta; belonging to

the Cotylophora or typical Ruminants of Huxley's

classification of Mammalia.
Cotyn, obs. f. Cottow.

+ CotzoO"ks. OM. A corruption of God's

Hooks <,thc nails of the cross), as an asseveration

or exclamation. Cf. Adzookh, Gadzooks, Zooks.
1707 E. Ward Hud. Kediv. 1. i, I trudg'd along as fast,

Cotzooks, As Porter with a Billet Doux.

Cou, Couard, obs. ff. Cow, Cowabd.
Couch (kuutj\ s/>.l Forms: 4 6 couche,

cowch(e, (5 kouche, cuche, 6 choche, cooch,

7 oouton\ 7- couch, [a. F. couche (i3thc),

earlier OF. culche, i. toucher: see Couch v.']

1. A frame or structure, with what is spread over

it (or simply a layer of some soft substance), on
which to lie down for rest or sleep ; a bed.

Now, in literary use, a general or vague term,

implying that on which one sleeps, whether in

ordinary language a bed or not.

1340 Aycnb. 171 Ich . . wille wesse eche ni}t mi bed and
mine couche mid mine teares. c X385 Chaucer L. G. IV.

Prol. 99 (MS. Gg.), I bad men scnulde me myn couche
make. 1493 Fetronilla tot Brought to hir couch and
lyenge there bedrede. 1535 Coveri>ale 2 Sam. xi. 9 At
euen he wente to lye him downe for to slepe vpon his

couche. i6»3 Cockeram, Couch, a little bed. 1757 Gray
Bard II. i. Low on his funeral couch he lies ! 1804 J. Gra-
hame Sahbath 81 Wafting glad tidings to the sick man's
couch. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 664 Hospitality

could offer little more than a couch of straw. 1859 Tenny-
son Geraint 4- Enid 737 The maiden rose And left her

IMlHtTI couch, and rol>ed herself.

D. trans/, and fig.



COUCH. 1047 COUCH.

1382 Wvclif Isa. Ixv. 10 And the valei of Achor in to the

couche [1388 restyng place] of droues. c 1400 Ywaine
Gaw. 2706 Sir Ywayn puld gres in the felde, And made a
kouche opon his shelde. 1576 Fleming Pauofil. Epist. 284

Nature hath not given unto men their, .being, to. .snore in

the couche of carelessenesse. 1605 Bacon Adv. Leant. I.

v. § 11 As if there were sought in knowledge a couch where-

upon to rest a searching and restless spirit. 1667 Milton
P. L. 1. 377 Rous'd from the slumber, on that fiery Couch.

1839 E. D. Clarke Trav. 41/1 If he can endure . . severe

frost, with a couch of snow beneath the canopy of heaven.

f C. ? An allowance for the night. Obs. [The
original F. has couche.]

1601 F. Tate llouseh. Ord. Edw. II, § 18. 15 Amongst
them al thei shal take for their coch two pichers of wine,

ij galons of beere, vj candels, a tortis, etc.

^[ Erroneous rendering ofL. cubiculum bed-room.
1382 Wvclif i Kings xx. 30 Iienadab fleynge wente. .into

the cowch that was beside the bed place. — Malt, vi. 6
Entre in to thi couche, and the dore schet, preye thi fadir

in hidlis.

2. The lair or den of a wild beast (obs.) ; now
spec, the burrow of an otter.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xxvi. (1495) 785 Yf
the whelpes gooth out of the cowche the bytche fetchyth

them ayen. c 1420 Avow. Arth. xii, Men my^te no^te his

cowche kenne For howundes and for slayn men, That he
hade draun to his denne. 1535 Coverdale Job xxxviii. 39
His whelpes .. lurkinge in their couches. 1674 N. Cox
Genii, Recreat. 38 If a Boar intends to abide in his Den,
Couch, or Fort. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II. 159
A dog-otter, .rushed from his couch among the roots,

3. An article of furniture for reclining or sit-

ting on ; a lounge : now commonly distinguished

from a sofa by having a half-back and head-end

only.

c 1450 Merlin xxix. 580 Thei . . satte doun on a Cowche that

was covered with a cloth of silke. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon lvii. 194 He.. sat downconacouche. 1663 J. Done
Hist. Septuagint 179 Ten Table-beds or Couches of ease

which had the feete of Silver. 1701 Rowe Amb. Step-

Moth. n. i, They who loll'd at home on lazy Couches. 1871

R. Ellis Catullus lxi. 173 See one seated. .'Tis thy lord on

a Tynan Couch. 1885 Uplwlsterer's Catal. Walnut Draw-
ing Room Suite, consisting of Couch, two Easy Chairs, and
six Chairs.

+ 4. A cloth spread upon a table for a meal. Obs.

C1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 187 Lay a clothe on be

table, a cowche it is called & said. 1513 Bk. Kemynge in

Babees Bk. 268 Laye a cloth, a couche, it is called, take

your felawe that one ende, & holde you that other ende.

5. A layer, stratum, bed
; tip. a layer or coat of

paint, varnish, etc.

1661 in T. Birch Hist. R. Soc. I. 52 Lay on four or five

couches more..When the last couch is well dried, rub it

smooth. 1698 M. Lister Jourti. Paris (1699) 3 Digging in

the Royal Physick Garden, and sowing his Couches. Ibid.

55 The first 2 or 3 couches or lays above the Foundation.

1735 Diet. Polygraph, s.v. Couch, The gold wire-drawers

also use the word Couch, for the gold or silver leaf where-
with they cover the mass to be gilded or silvered. 1756

Diet. Arts Sc. s.v. Porcelain, On this powder they lay a
couch of dry fern, and on the fern another of the slaked

lime. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 201 The artist.,

spreads a thin couch of oil or varnish over the colours.

0. Malting. The bed or layer in which the grain

is laid to germinate after steeping ; also the floor

or frame upon which it is laid.

1615 Markham Eng. Housew. (1649I 234 When. . for want
of looking to the Couch, and not opening of it . . it come or

sprout at both ends. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Countrt'e

Farme 556 A great big coutch or heape a yard thicke or

better. 1743 Lond. $ Country Bretv. n. (ed. 2) 95 Malt
..to have its due Time in the Cistern, Couch, and Kiln.

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. AngUa, Chick, to begin to germinate,

a... barley on the couch in the malthouse. 1875 Ure Diet.

Arts III. 187 s.v. Malting, After remaining in the couch
twenty-four hours, .the couch is broken, that is, the planks

composing the front of it are removed.

b. Also in analogous uses, e.g. of hemp.
1849 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. X. 1. 178 The gleans [of hemp)

are lifted on to the ground, and form a couch. .If suffered

to remain longer in the couch it heats and rots.

t 7- Applied by Grew to the simple folding of

petals in estivation. Obs.

1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. v. § 6 The Foulds of the

Flower or Foliation are various . . The Close-Couch as in

Roses, and many other double Flowers. Then the Con-
cave-Couch, as in Blattaria/lore albo . . Daisies, and all others

of an agreeing form : where the first apparent Fould or

Composture of the Leaves is in Couch.
8. Naitt. = Coach sb. 2.

1769-1850 [see Coach sb. 2].

9. Paper Manuf. A board covered with felt or

flannel on which the sheets of pulp are placed to

be pressed. (Cf. Couch z>.i 6, Coucher 3.)

1886 W. A. Harris Tcc/tu. Diet. Fire Insur. s.v. Couch-
ing, Transferring the sheets of pulp from the moulds to
boards covered with felt or flannel, called 'couches'.

10. attrib. and Comb., as couch-foot
;

(in sense

6), couch-bushel, -frame, -gauge (see quots.)

;

T couch-bed, a couch used as a bed, a bed with-

out canopy or hangings ; so couch-bedstead ;

couch-mate, a bedfellow; couch-roll, a roller

forming part of the machinery used in paper-

making (cf. Couch v. 1 6, Coucher 3).

^[ Couch-fellow, bedfellow, cited by Johnson,
from Shaks., is a conjectural alteration of the

actual reading Coach-fellow, q.v.

1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argent's in. xxiv. 229 The
*Couch-Bed, which was .. inlayde with Checker-worke of

Silver. 1691 Loud. Gaz. No. 2653/4 A Couch-Bed made of
Point of Hungary red and green. 1755 Mem. Capt. P,
Drake I. xv. 146 Little Cells, with a *Couch Bedsted in

each. 1766 C. Leadbettf.r R. Ganger (ed. 6) 11. v. 277 A
number of Floor-Bushels that are equal in Charge to those
Cistern or y Couch-Bushels. 1880 Browning Dram. Idylls

Ser.u. Doctor , From *couch-foot back to pillow. 1766
C. Leadbetter R. Gauger (ed. 6) 11. v. 274 Where *Couch-
frames are used he must take their Dimensions when they
are empty. 1846 M'Culloch Acc. Brit. Emp. (1854) *•

755 The grain, after being steeped .. is thrown out of the
cistern into a square or oblong utensil called a couch-
frame. 1766 C. Leadbetter R. Ganger (ed. 6)11. v. 275 The
Length, Breadth, and Depth of each *Couch-Gauge. 1875
Browning A ristoph. Apol. 209 Zeus' *Couchmate. 1855 R.
Herring Paper (1863) 91 The ordinary xcouch roll, which
acts upon the upper surface of the paper.

Couch, (kautf, k/7tj), sb.- Also 6-7 couche, 7
cooch, coich ; see also Quitch. [A variant (app.

originating in the southern counties, where still

pronounced k?*tj) of Quitch:—OE. cwice ; cf. the

phonetic series swyle, swich, swuck, such.]

1. A species of grass
(
Triticum repens) with long

creeping root-stocks, a common and troublesome

weed in cornfields. Also applied to various other

creeping grasses.

T. repent is sometimes distinguished as white conch ; the

name black conch being given to Ahpecurus agrestis or
Agrostis siolonifera.

1637 Heywood Dial. Wks. 1874 VI. 266 Her browsing be

the Brakes and bitter couche. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's

Bot. xiii. 147 It is. .generally execrated by husbandmen
under the name of Couch, or Quich, which is but a corrup-

tion of Quick. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) II. 132

In clayey arable lands this is a troublesome couch or

squitch. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agrk. (ed. 4) II.

353 When the soil is very full of couch. 1881 Daily News
4 June 5/6 The couch will not be. .eradicated in one year.

b. More commonly couch-grass.
1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. xliv. 503 Couche grasse . . is a

noughty and hurtful weede to corne. 1613 Heywood Silo.

Age in. Wks. 1874 III. 140 Wheat, whose spykes the weed
and cooch-grasse shall outgrow. 1877 Black Green Past.

(.1878) I. 7 The whole place is overrun with couch-grass.

2. Comb., as couch-picking, -root ; couch-onion,
a name for Avena elatior or Haver-grass ; couch-
wheat, Triticum ;-^«.r = CouCH-GiiAS3 (see 1 b).

1807 Vancouver Agric. DtvoniiSi^) 153 To burn nothing
but couch roots and other perennial rubbish. 1880 Jeiteries
Hodge M. II. 262 In the autumn comes .. the couch-

picking and burning. 1884 Miller Plant-n., Couch,
Couch-grass, or Couch-wheat, Triticum repens. Ibid.,

Avcna elatior, Button-Grass, Couch Onion, Haver-Grass,
Onion-Grass, Pearl-Grass.

Conch (kautj), v.1 Forms : 4-5 cowche, 4-6

couche, 6-7 cowch, coutch(e, (4 kouch,
chouche, 4-5 kowch, 5 couce, 6 chouch,
chowch), 6- couch, [a. F. coucher (12th a),

earlier colcher, eulcher — Pr. colcar, It. colcare:—

L. collocdre to lay in its place, lay aright, lodge,

etc., f. com- together, intensive + locdre to place.]

* Transitive uses.

In the active voice Obs. in ordinary use, except in a few

technical senses, as 4 b, 5, 6, 9 ; 7, 8, 15, are literary. In

some other senses the pa. pple. survives in archaic, poetic,

or literary use.

I. To lay down flat, and related senses.

T 1. trans. To cause to lie down, to lay down (a

person, oneself, one's head, etc.) ; to lay to sleep,

put to bed ; reft, to lie down. Obs. (exc. as in b.)

1393 Gower Conf. II. 92 If he may couche adown his bill.

c 1420 Antttrs of Arth. xii, Thus am I cachet to care, and
couchet in clay. C1550 Adam Bel 76 in Hazl. E.P. P. II.

142 Home she wente, And couched her downe agayne.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits xiv. (1596) 256 They
couched a verie faire lady by his side. 1602 Marston An-
tonio's Rev. in. ii, Thou Iook'st sunk-eyed ; go couch thy
head. 163a J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 14 Caused
her to bee brought to the Palace . . and couch'd her in a with-

drawing chamber neere her owne. 1685 F. Spence House
ofMedici 430 He fell into a drooping which couch'd him in

his grave.

D. Now only in pa. pple. = Laid or lying on, or

as on, a couch.
1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 24 Coucht in a meddow

Theyre panch with venison they franck and quaffye ca-

rousing. 1820 Keats Ode to Psycfte 9 Two fair creatures

[Cupid and Psyche], couched side by side In deepest

grass. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxvii, The driver was
couched upon the ground beneath. 1878 Masque Poets 25

Cleopatra, couched at feast.

e. Said of animals ; almost always refl. or pass,

arch.
c 1350 Will. Palertie 2240 Pat witty werwolf. . kouchid him

under a kragge. c 1450 Lonelich Grail Ivi. 493 The ton

lyown Cowched him at his feet and the tothir atte the hed.

1687 Dryden Hind % P. 11. 722 The Hind. .Then couched

her self securely by her side. 1697 — Virg. Georg. hi. 706

Thou seest a single Sheep..couch d upon the Plain. 1879

Butcher & Lang Odyss. 58 As when a hind hath couched

her newborn fawns, .in a strong lion's lair.

d.fg
1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov. {1552) 4 Moue not an euyll

that is well layed. An incommoditie wel couched is not to

be sturred. 1833 Wordsw. By the Seaside Wks. (18S8)

710/2 The sun is couched, the sea-fowl gone to rest.

+ e. To couch a hogs head (also a cod's head) :

to lie down to sleep. Obs. slang.

CX515 Cocke LorelVs B. (Percy Soc) 12 Some couched a

hogges heed under a hatche. 1570 Marr. Wit <y Sc. iv. 1.

in Hazl. Dodsley II. 365, I have more need to take a nap m

my bed. Will, [aside] Do so, and, hear you, couch a cod's-
head ! 1641 Brome Jov. Crtrw 11. Wks. 1873 III. 392 Couch
a Hogs-head, till the dark-man's past. 1673 R. Head
Canting Acad. 19 Couch a hogshead with me than. 1818
Scott Ilrt. Midi, xxx, 'We'll couch a hogshead, and so
better had you '.

•f f. To track (a boar) to its lair. Obs.

1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. 5 To couch and rear a Boar.

f 2. To cause to crouch or lie close ; in pa. pple.

prostrated, crouching, lying close ; cf. sense 17.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 507 Hee shakes aloft his Romaine
blade, Which like a Faulcon towring in the skies, Cowcheth
the fowle below with his wings shade. 1613 Hayward
Norm. Kings in Select. Hart. Misc. (1793) 18 Their ancient
laws . . were dashed to dust ; all lay couched under the con-
queror's sword. 1725 Pope Odyss. xxn. 402 Trembling with
dismay, Couched close to earth, unhappy Medon lay.

+ 3. To lay (things) ; to place, set, put down
;

to dispose horizontally or in layers. Obs.
C1386 Chaucer Kut.*S T. 2075 The fyr was couchid fir^t

with stree, And thanne with drye stykkes. — Miller's T.

25 His Almageste and bookes . . His Astrelabie . . His Augrini
stones layen . . On shelues couched at his beddes heed, c 1400
Rom. Rose 6905 On folkes shuldris thinges they couchen,
That they nyl with her fyngris touchen. <r 1410 Anc.
Cookery 461 Then couche the chekyns in dishes. 1548
Udall, etc. Erasm. Par, Matt. xiii. 77 Lay up and couche
the ckane wheate in my barne. 1575 G. Harvey Letter-
bk, (Camden) 98 A Htell apish hat chowchd faste to y 1

' pate
like an oister. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansxu. Osor. 52 b,

If they had couchte all their noddles together. 1589 Pas-
quit's Ret. Dijj I couch it.. with all . . humilitie at her
Maiesties. .feete. 1600 Sukelet Countrie Farme 1. v. 23
An vnderstorie. .to couch your wines and cidres in. 1631
Weever Anc, Fun. Mon. 379 The bones of the dead
couched vp in the Charnell-house. 1669 A. IjiiowsEArsPict.
84 Smoothness of shadowes, or close and sweet couching
the colours. 1794 Rigging Seamanship 54 To couch well

is to lay close and even.

t b. Building. To lay (stones, etc.) in a wall

or building ; to bed. Obs.

1531 Elyot Gov. m. xix, The stones bemge not surely

couched and mortred, falleth a way. 1538 Lelakd Itin. II.

88 There be few Peaces of Work yn England of thantiquiie

of this that standith so hole and so well couchid. c 1570
Pride <y Loxvl. (1841) 32 In his hand he had a flat measure
..Whereby his length and bredth he tooke..And wisely

couched both his stone and brick. 1607 Hieron Wks. I.

236 Wilt not thou suffer a ragged vnhewen stone to bee
couched in thy wall ? 1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 743
The Chappell. .where thisspatious Grauestone lies couched.

tc. Gardening. To lay, set, bed (plants or slips)

in the earth. Obs.
1574 Hyll Planting 84 Place or couche them [roots] in

the sayde hole and earth againe. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables

127 Couch them in the bed where you rais'd them from
seeds. 1710 London & Wise Comfit. Gard. (1719) 293
Florists now are busie in couching their Layers.

f d. To lay, overlay (gilding on a surface) ; to

set (jewels in their setting). Obs.

14. . E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 84 To cowche gold : take

gleyre and saffroncand cowche on thy gold whyle U is

moyste. 1578 Hunnis Hyvcf. Hunnye Gen. xxiv. 22 Rich
jewels coucht in silver fine.

f4. With inverted construction : To lay, overlay,

inlay, spread, set tvith (of). Chiefly in pa. pple.

e 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 5652 Alle he was couched with azur.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. exxix. (1495) 937 The
way is . . pauyd and cowchyd wyth harde stones, la 1400

Morte Arth. 909 Clasppis of clere golde, couched wyth
stones. 1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle Hi. ix. (1483) 55 A table

that was couchid with sulfur and with quyck coles. 1509

Barclay ShyP ofFolys (1570) 169 Gayly couched and set

with precious stone. 1577-^7 Holinshed Chron. III. 858/2

Two great cellars couched full of wine. tri6n Chapman
Iliad xiii. 719 His huge round target..With hides well

couch'd with store of brass.

b. To embroider with gold thread or the like

laid flat on the surface. Also absol.

CX386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1303 His coote armour was

of a cloth of Tars, Cowched of perlys whyte. 1537

Stat. Ireland (1765) I. 121 No woman, .weare any kyrtell

..couched ne layd with usker after the Irish fashion.

1604 Middleton Black Bk- Wks. 1840 V. 543 Under the

plain frieze of simplicity thou mayest finely couch the

wrought velvet of knavery. 1890 Art Interchange 20 Dec.

216/2 Couch around the edges of flowers and leaves. 1891

Ibid. 14 Feb. 55/1 The edge should be sewed down and

couched with gold thread.

5. Malting. To lay or spread (grain after steep-

ing) on a floor to promote germination.

156a J. Heywood Prov. % Epigr. (1867) 181 No bruer .

.

Dare couch malte and water, in house togyther. 1615

Markham Eng. Housew. (1660) 156 The Corn being steept,

may.. be cast from the Fat or Cestern to the floor, and

there coucht. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (J.), If the weather be

warm, we immediately couch malt about a foot thick ; but

if a hotter season require it, we spread it on the floor much
thinner. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Malt, Then it must

be couch'd or heap'd. 1876 [see Couching].

6. Paper Manuf. To lay (a sheet of pulp) upon

a felt to be pressed. (Cf. Coucher 3.)

1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Paper, He delivers it [the pulp]

to the coucher, who couches it upon a felt laid on a plank,

and lays another felt on it; and so successively. 1807

Specif. Cobb's Patent No. 3084 The said machinery for

couching is used in the manner last described.

II. To lower, bring down, put down.

7. To lower (a spear, lance, etc.) to the position

of attack, grasping it in the right hand with the

point directed forwards; to level as a gun.

1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. xi, Than they dressid her

sheldes, and beganne to couche her speres many good

knyghtes. x$8x Styward Mart. Discipl. no If your battaile

182 -a
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be assalted with horse, then couch and crosse your pikes.

1591 Shaks. 1 Heft. VI', in. 11. 134 A brauer Souldier neuer
couched Launce. 1670 Cotton* Espemon in. xi. 544 With his
Musket couch'd at his Cheek. 1757 Gray Bard 1. i, To
arms I cried Mortimer, and couch'd his quiv'ring lance. 1808

J. Barlow Columb. v. 632 They. .couch the long tube, .dis-

miss the whizzing lead. 1837 THTRLWALL6V*vir IV. xxxiii,

291 The phalanx advanced, with spears couched.

8. To lay or bring down, lower, depress
v
a

member or part of the body, etc.).

ci6n Chapman Iliadxiu. (Rj, All heads coucht so close
to earth they plow The fallow with their homes, a 1711
Ken Sion Poet, Wks. 1721 IV. 4:9 My Guardian [Angel]
couch'd his Wing. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Sup/. 5. v. Affile,
Six or eight thorns, some erect, others couched. 1706 Hull
Advertiser t Feb. 4/3 She., couched her head for fear she
should get the blow. 1835 Kirby Hab, .y Inst.Anim. I. vi.

212 When the longer ones [spines] are couched . . the short
ones may come into play. 1858 Greener Gunnery 8 They
might the more readily couch their cheeks to take aim.

0. Surg. To remove (a cataract) by inserting a
needle through the coats of the eye and displacing
the opaque crystalline lens below the axis of
vision. Also to couch the eye or a person.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 234 To be pricked with a needle

for couching of a cataract. 1634 T. Johnson tr. Party's
Chirurg. jrvu. xxii. 11678) 385 Sometimes .. the Cataract is

not couched whole, but is broken into many pieces. 1710
Luttrell Brief R el. (1857) VI. 620 Sir William Read.,
coucht one of the eyes of Sir Simon Harcourt with successe-

1764 Reid Inquiry vi. § 3 The young man couched by
Cheselden. 1848 Mrs. Gask ell M. Barton xxxviii. She
has been couched, and can see as well as ever. 1871 Morley
Voltaire ti886> 255 The surgeon who has couched his
patient's cataract.

b. fig. in reference to mental or spiritual vision.

1728 Young Love Fame 11. (1757) 96 So blind are mortal
men, Tho' Satire couch them with her keenest pen. 1839 De
Quincey Recoil. Lakes Wks. II. 135 She it was.. that first

couched his eye to the sense of beauty.

•\ 10. fig. To put down, quell, suppress, lay. Obs.
1586 T. Hooker Girald. IreL in Holinshed II. 77/2

Which broiles being couched for a time. 1671 True Son-
con/. 152 That your vanity may be. .hereafter coutched.

1 11. To bring down, lower in dignity. Obs.
160a V^lhecm: Pandectcs $2 The state being now couched,

and dduolued to the dregges of the people.

III. To place, lodge ; hide ; express in words.

f 12. To place in a lodging or dwelling ; to

lodge
;
pass, to be lodged or located. Obs.

(-1400 Malndev. (1830) vi. 63 |>ei haue none houses, but
tentes..and bere benetne bei couchen hem and 'dwellen.

c 153a tr. Pot. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 139 Hee
cowened him self in an abbay. 1651 Reliq. Wotton. (1685)

291 They were couched in the College. 1690 in Kirkton Hist,
Ck. Scot. yiii. (1817) 339 The Councill went on to couch the
ministers in their confinements.

fl3. To lay in concealment 'more or less) ; to

hide, conceal
; refl. and pass, to lie hidden, to lurk.

Obs. or arch,

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1217/2 There were some
harquebusiers secretlie couched in couert. 1610 Barrough
Meth. Physick v. xvii. (1639) 310 If the quantity of humour
be great, it sometime coucheth it selfe in some principall

member. 1650 Fuller PtsgaJt 11. v. 123 Much of providence
being couched under the seeming casualty thereof. 1792
Mad. D'Arblay Diary Apr., He wears no semblance that
has not a real and sympathetic substance couched beneath.
1814 Scott Ld. 0/Isles v. xxvii, Couch thee midway on the
wold.

1 14. To set, place, put {together with others, in

a list, category, etc.) ; to collocate, comprise, in-

clude. Obs.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Pref. 14 Couched together
in this one weorke. 1573 Baret Ah: To Rdr. (1580)2, I
have couched manic wordes together.. in the.. tables for
breuitie sake. 1581 Marbeck Bk. 0/Notes 102, 1 . .couched
him in this Catalogue of Heretikes. 1644 Howell For.
Trav. (Arb.) 23 Hee must couch in a faire Alphabetique
paper-book the notables! occurrences, xtso SHELvocKE-4r.
tillery v. 310 Under them are couched all Frauds, under-
hand Practices, &c-
15. To put together, frame, sha^, arrange

^words, a sentence, etc.) ; to express in language,

put into words; to set down in writing. Now
always to couch in such and such terms, words,

language, etc.

1519 More Supplic. Soulys Wks. 200/1 It is so contriued,
& the wordes so cowched, that.. a simple reader might.,
in the reding be deadly corrupted. 1586 W. Webbe Eng.
Poetrie (Arb.) 63 In chouching the whole sentence, the like

regarde is to be had. 1651 Hobbes Lcviath. 111. xxxiii. 205
The words wherein the question.. is couched. 170a Eng.
Theophrast; 282 Flattery well couch'd. 1746 Wesley
Princ. Methodist 5 The Argument . . is best understood
when couched in few words. 1755 Magens Insurances II.

255 All Insurances, .shall be couched and executed accord*
ing to the. .Manner prescribed. 1830 Lytton P. Clifford i,

All the answers he received were couched in the negative.

1876 C. M. Davies Utwrth. Land. 90 The Swedenborgians
. .couching it in their own peculiar phraseology.

b. To express in an obscure or veiled way; to

cover up (an idea, meaning, etc.) under, in, etc.

(Formerly sometimes with up : cf. to wrap up.)
15*3 Homilies 11. Fasting 1. (1859) 2^2 In this smooth ques-

tion they couch up subtilly this argument or reason. 1589
Nashe Greene's Menaphon Ded. (Arb.) 14 Which fies

couched most closely vnder darke fables profoundi tie. 1652
Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 47 The Truth it self which
lay couched in this Fable. 1691 E. Taylor tr. Behmen's
Theos. Philos. 410 The whole New Testament is couched up
in the Old. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 214 p 6 That great
Philosopher .

. has couched several admirable Precepts in

remote Allusions and mysterious Sentence.-. 1880 J. Caird
Philos. Rclig. vii. 195 Materialistic metaphors under which

j

our spiritual conceptions are couched.
** Intransitive uses (from refl.).

Now chiefly said of, or with figurative reference to, beasts.

IV. 16. To lie. a. Of persons : esp. To lie in
j

a place or position of rest, to lie at rest or in sleep ;

to recline, to repose, arch.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880I 168 [Prestis) chouchen in softe

beddis. 1567 Harman Caveat 32 They haue cleane strawe
in some barne. .where they couch comly to gether. a 165a

j
J. Smith Set. Disc. ix. 415 The souls of wicked men..

I

become heavy and sink down, .and couch as near as may be
to the centre. 18x4 Scott Ld. of Isles v. iv, At eve they

1 couch'd in greenwood bower. 1833 Ht. Martineau Fr.

\
Wines Pol. vi. 96 The peasantry .. live under roofs of
rushes and couch upon beds of straw. 1885 G. Meredith
Diana I. i. 24 Couching in a garden, catching with one
hand at fruits.

b. Of animals: now spec, to lie in their lair.

1393 Gower Conf. I. 64 The ^onge whelp. . Hab noght his
;

maistre betre awaited To couche, whan he seith go lowe.

1546 Supplic. Poore Commons (1871; 84 Yf they [these
1 dombe dogges] be but ones byde cowche. -they draw the

tayle betwinc the legges. 1549 6a Sternhold & H. Ps. civ,

To couche in their dennes. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew
s. v., Wild-boar

% A Boar coucheth, Lodgeth. 183a Hi.
Martineau Life in Wilds i. 9 The beasts would couch in

our neighbourhood. 1846 Jesse A need. Dogs 270 An otter.

.

it was supposed that he had gone to couch more inland. 1856
Kank A ret. Expl. I. x. 106 They prefer the bare snow,
where they can couch within the sound of our voices.

Jig. X54S Primer Hen. VIII, 137 The waues couched, the

1
winds fell.

fc. Of things: To lie (in the general sense). Obs.
c 1391 Chaucer Astral. 11. § 29 Lat thyn Astrelabie kowch

adown euene vpon a smothe grond. 1578 Banister Hist.
Man 1. 24 The ribbea. .endewed with Appendances. .where
they couche with the cauities of the Vertebres. i6iz Bible
Deut. xxxiii 13 The deep that coucheth beneath. 1640
Sanderson Semt. xii. fi68i) II. 174 The laying of Stones
together by making them Couch close one to another. 1681
Chetham Angler's Vade-m. ii. § 811689)11 So as they may
twine, and couch close one within another.

17. To take or fall into a posture more or less

approaching that of lying at rest. a. To lie down,
crouch, cower, as a beast, in obedience, fear, etc.

t b. To crouch or stoop under a burden {obs.).

f c. Of persons : To bow in reverence or obeisance

;

to curtsy (obs.). d. fig. (from a and c) To bow
in subserviency or submission ; to submit, succumb.

1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 1150 Thou shall make him
couche as doth a quaille. ? a 1400 Morte Arthurc 122
The Romaynes . . Cowchide as kenetez before b* kynge sel-

vyne. c 1460 Towneley Myst. 96, I cowche to the than for

fayn nere gretyng, Haylle, Lord ! 1534 Rt. Whitinton
Tullyes Offyce 1. (15401 30 To stoupe lor no man . . nor to

couche to fortune. 154a Udall Erasm. Afiophth. 305 a, He
with a nauie of three hundred sbippes made sixe hundred
shippes of theirs couche. a 1553 — Royster D. 1. iv, Couche
on your marybones. .down to the ground. 1571 Campion
Hist. Ireland 11. ix. (1633) no A Lady of such part, that all

Estates of the Realme couched unto her. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. 111. L 4 An aged Squire. .That seemd to couch under
his shield. 1607 Walkincton 0£t. Glass 43 The Asse wittily

coucht down to ease himself of his waight. 1611 Bible Gen.
xlix. 14 Issachar is a stronge asse couching downe betweene
two burdens. 1650 R. Hollinoworth Exerc. cone. Usurped
Powers 46 To perswade men to couch down under Usurpa-
tion. 181 1 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg., Columbus xlix,

Like spaniel couching to his lord.

f e. transf. Of plants : To lie or bend close to

the ground. Of leaves : To droop. Obs.
i6ox Holland Pliny II. 224 It coucheth and creepeth low

by the ground, and is like vnto Millet. 1681 Chetham
Angler's Vade-m. xli. $ 7 The Weeds which have couched

,

all Winter, begin to erect their heads. 1944 W. Ellis Mod.
Husbandman vi. ii. (1750) 82 Frosts that will cause the
leaves, .to look yellow and couch.

18. To lie in ambush, to lurk.

1583 Stanyhcrst Aeneis 11. (Arb.) 44 Heer ar couching
soom troups of Greekish ascmblye. 1607 Topsell Four-J,
Beasts (1673) 31 The beast, .cowching close in his cabbin.
17x8 Pope Iliad x. 210 The unwearied watch their listening
leaders keep, And couching close, repel invading sleep.

1813 Scott Rokeby in. iv, Bertram, .couches in the brake
andTfern, Hiding his face. 1859 Tennyson Idylls, Guinevere
31 Sir Launcclot passing by Spied where he couch'd.

19. Of leaves, etc. ; To lie in a bed or heap for

decomposition or fermentation.
1770-4 A. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1804) II. 63 [Oak leaves]

after being raked into heaps . . should immediately be car.

ried to some place near the hot-houses, where they must
lie to couch. 1807 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 260

\

When the heat in the process of couching has gone too far.

1851 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XIX 11. 385 The leaves, .are
j

crushed.. into a pulp. This is.. made up into balls, and
dried for several days in open sheds. .The mill grinds the
hardened balls into powder, and ' couching 1 then begins ;

the powder being watered daily for several weeks, fer-

ments.

Couch (kautj, k/7tj), [f. Couch trans.

To clear of couch-grass.
1846 yml. R. Agric. Soc. VII. 11. 341 Strong wheat-loam

. .repeatedly ploughed, dragged, harrowed, and couched. .

Couxhance. [See next, and -ance.] = next.
1886 Blackmore in Harper's Mag. May 874 If .prescrip-

j

tion for levance and couchance conferred any right.

Couchancy (kau-tjansi). Law. [f. Couchant :

see -ancy.] In phrase Levancy and couchancy :

the fact of being levant and couchant ; see next. !

1695 Vf.ntris Reports Table s. v. Common, In a Title of
j

Common for Beasts Levant and Couchant, the Levancy and

Couchancy is not Traversable. 1818 Sir J. Bayley in Bar-
new^ & Cr. Rep. I. 710 If levancy and couchancy were
incident to the right of common appendant.

Couchant (kau-tjant), a. [a. F. couchant, pr.

pple. of couchcr to lie, Couch.]
1. Lying down ; couching : esp. of an animal

:

see Couch v. 16 b. (Often with allusion to the
heraldic use.)

1496-7 [see b). i6ox Holland Pliny (1634) I. 219 This
dog.. lay still couchant and neuer stirred nor made at

them. 1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy II. 48 The tomb of
this . . saint with her statue in a couchant posture. 17*0
Welton Suffer. Son 0/ God II. xv. 400 He beheld these
Savage Creatures. .Couchant at His Feet. 1807 Wordsw.
White Doe 1. 203 The milk-white Doe. .Couchant beside
that lonely mound. 1882 H. C. Merivale Faucit 0/ B. II.

11. iit 172 Frisco, who had been couchant regardant, con-
tributed another low growl to the dialogue.

b. Couchant and levant : lying down and rising

up ; said of cattle in permanent or quasi-permanent
occupation of pasture ; more commonly Levant
and couchant, q.v.

1496-7 Act 12 Hen. VII, c 13 | io Where the same
quycke catell ys couchant and levaunt.

2. Jfer. Of an animal : Represented as lying with

the body resting on the legs and (according to rcost

authors the head lifted up, or at least not sunk in

sleep {dormant .

I 1500 Sc. Poem Heraldry 129 in Q. Eliz. Acad., etc. 98,
xv maneris of lionys in armys..the v. seand; vj mordand

;

vij cuchand. 1590 Spenser /
. Q. 111. ii. 25 His crest was

covered with a couchant Hownd. 1634 Peacham Gentl.
Exerc. DL 157 Couchant [is] couching or lying downe close
with his head betweene his legges like a Dog. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. v. x. 248 If a Lyon were the proper coat
of Judah, yet were it not probably a Lyon Rampant.. but
rather couchant or dormant. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav.
(1760) I. 467 At the foot of the stairs.. are two large lions

couchant of white marble. 1766 Porny Heraldry Gloss.,

Couchant. .expressing the posture of any Animal that is

lying on his belly, but with his head lifted up. 1864
Boutell Heraldry, Hist. <fr

Pop. x. 59 When in the attitude
of taking repose, the Lion is Couchant, or Dormant.
Jig. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T.iiu 103That [Religion)

which is more calme..lesse rampant, and more couchant.

1859 Tennyson Idylls, Guinevere 11 Sir Modred..ever like

a subtle beast, Lay couchant with his eyes upon the throne,
Ready to spring.

1 3. Bending down, crouching. Obs. rare.

1706 De Foe Jure Div. Introd. 3 A constant Bondage
bows his Couchant Neck. ///..'. nr. 7 Kings were the

General Farmers of the Land, Mankind the Cattle . . Meer
Beasts of Burthen, Couchant and Supprest.

Jig. 1693 Dryden Juvenal xi. (R.), When couchant vice

all pale and trembling lay !

1 4. Lodging, dwelling. Obs.
160a Withals Diet. <i6o8^ 77 The place, manor house, or

Farme. . where this Officer is couchant & abiding.

t 6. Lying hidden, lurking (/;/. and fig.). Obs.

164a Annot. Cert. Qumries 1 Your manner of expression
hath couchant a pernitious insinuation. 17*0 Welton Suffer.

Son ofGod I. viu. 160 The Divine Majesty, Couchant under
the Weakness of a tender Infant.

I! Couche (k«J<0> a- Lfer. [Fr.
;

pa. pple. of

coucher to lie, Couch.] Said of a shield suspended

by the sinister corner so as to hang in a slanting

position; also^Coi'CHED b.

17*7-31 Bailey vol. 11, Couche" (in Heraldry) denotes any
thing lying along, as a Chevron couche' signifies a Chevron
lying sideways. 1864 Boutell Heraldry, Hist. <$• Pop. iii.

(cd. 3) 16.

Couched (kaatlt), ///. a. [f. Couch vA +
-ED Laid or lying down ; lying hidden or

concealed, covert ;
expressed in words, etc. ; see

the verb.

1313 Douglas AZneis x. xni. 68 Throw, .hys targe platit

thnis wyth steyll And throw the cowchit lynnyn euery
devil. 1573 Twynk sEneid x. Dd ij b, Deepc silence now
to breake, and to disclose my chouched paine. 1671 Milton
P.R. 1. 97 Not force, but well coucht fraud. 1675 Bur-
thocce Causa Dei 33a When this well couch't frame of
World shall burn. 1807 Home in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 91

The experiments were again repealed on the couched eye.

1807 J. Johnson Orient. Voy. 168 Tiger Island (so called

from some faint resemblance, .to a couched tiger). 1835 I.

Taylor Spir. Despot, vi 351 The couched resentment of the

Church.

b. Her. Said of a chevron borne sideways,

issuing from the side of the escutcheon.

1586 Febne Blaz. Gentrie\%\ The most rare manner is, to

see them Icheuerons] borne couched.

CoU'Chedness. rare. [f. prec. + -nems. Cf.

Couch v. 15.] The quality of being set together;

composition, framing (of a defined kind).

1629 Gaulf. Holy Madn. 165 A .. more solide couched-
nesse of the Joynts and Bloud.

II Couchee (kw jV), Also 7-8 -ch6e, 8 -ch6

;

rarely coucher. [a. F. couclU, variant of coucher

(Littre^ Coucher sb. 1) lying down, going to bed

(subst. use of coucher inf. : see Couch v. 2
]

1. An assembly of company in the evening ; an

evening reception.

Cf. F. le coucher du roi, or simply le coucher, the recep.

tion which preceded the king's going to bed ; petit coucher

the interval between this reception and the Icing's actual

retirement, during which he saw only his household officers

or other privileged persons.

1676 Ethebedge Man of Mode rv. i, I was coming late

from Whitehall after ihe King's Couchee. 1679 Crownf.

Ambit. Statesman n. 38 Almost at all his Lcvyes and his
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Couchees. a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1766) II. 251 The I

Duke's levees and couchees were so crowded that the anti-

chambers were full. 1719 Mem. Lewis XI V, v. 56 At the

Queen's Coucher, where the King was. 1776 Harris Let.

in Pri-Oate Lett. 1st Ld. Malmesbury {1Z70) 1. 350, 1 attended
the three Couches last night of the Speaker, Lord Mansfield
and the Chancellor. 1831 Carlvle Sort. R es. L ix, Pompous
ceremonials. .Royal Drawing-rooms, Levees, Couchees.

T 2. An obeisance. Obs.
1691 New Discov. Old Intreagtte xxi, Bend with aukward

Couchees to the Throne.
Coucheneele, -nille, obs. ff. Cochineal.

t Cou cher \ Obs. Also 4 coucheour. [app.

a. Anglo-Fr. *coucheour : cf. V.coucheur* a coucher*

(Cotgr.).] ?A couch-maker, an upholsterer.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1597 Carpentours, cotelers, coucheours.

1415 in York Myst. Introd. 23 Tapisers, Couchers. c 1440
Ibid. xxx. 270 {heading) The l'apiteres and Couchers.

Coucher - (kairtfai). Also 5 ? co(u)choure.

[app. a. Anglo-Fr. *couchour— F. coucheur he who
lies, a lier, i. coucher : see Couch vX\
1. One lying down : in 1 5th c. quot. perh. one

confined to bed ; in Sc. one who lies when he
ought to be active, a laggard, coward, poltroon.

14. . Seven Deadly Sins 76 in Pol. Rel. -y L. Poems 217
He [Auaryssia] . .kepith me low Iyke a cochoure. a 1661

Rutherford Lett. I. lxv. (Jam.), To go to the camp with
Christ . . not . . sit at the fire with couchers. 1833 D. Moir
Mansie Wauch iv. (1849) 20, I took the coucher s blow.

2. One who couches or crouches.
1880 Browning Dram. Idylls Ser. U> Doctor—, The cou-

cher by the sick man's head.

t 3. A table-cloth; = Couch sbA 4. Obs. rare.

157a Inv. in T. D. Whitaker Hist. Craven (1812J 229 One
cowcher, or carpett, for a longe table.

T 4. A large book, such as remains lying for use

on a desk or table. Obs. Cf. Ledger.
Utn Horman Vulg, 84 A whole boke is commenly called

indifferentlye a volume, a boke, a coucher : but. .A volume
is lesse than a boke : and a boke lesse than a coucher.

f b. esp. A large breviary that lay permanently
on a desk in church or chapel. Obs.

1444 Will of Clovyle (Somerset Ho.), Librum vocatum a
Cowcher ad deseruiendum in ecclesia. 1467 Rifon Ch.
Acts 235 Do et lego ecclesiai collegiata; Ripon , unum
coucher magnum de usu Ebor \ quern volo . . in stallo prav
bendee de Thorp cathena ferrea Hgari. 1534 in E. Peacock
Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 199 Item an other cowcher with
ij claspis of siluer. 1549 Act 3-4 Edw. VIt c. 10 § 1 All

Books called . . Couchers, Journals, Ordinals . . shall be.

.

abolished. 1559 Injunct. Q. Eliz. in Sparrow Coll. (1675) 47
Item, That the Church-Wardens, .shall deliver unto ourVisi-
tors the Inventories of Vestments, Copes . . and specially of
Grayles, Couchers. .and such like.

f C. A large cartulary or register ; a coucher-

book. Obs.

1607-37 Cowel Interpr., Coucher, the general book in

whicn a corporation entreth their particular Acts for a per-

petuall remembrance of them. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Coucher . . In some old Statutes, it is taken for a Book, in

which a Corporation, etc. Register their particular Acts.

X 5. A resident commercial agent or factor in a

foreign place. Obs. Cf. ambassador leger.

1601 J. Keymor Dutch Fishing in Phenux (xjsi) L 227
She [the Herring-Buss] imployeth . . at Land Viewers,
Packers . . Couchers to make the Herrings lawful Mer-
chandizes. 1607 Cowel Interpr., Cowcher signifieth a
factour that continueth in some place . . for Trafique. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Couclier, an old Word for a Factor
residing in some Foreign Country for Traffick, as formerly
in Gascoigne to buy Wines.

t 6. A setter dog. Obs.-"
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Coucher. .also a Setter, or

Setting-dog.

7. Comb. + coucher-book, a large cartulary.

1611 Cotgr., Chartulaire, a Terrier, or Coucher-book.
1623 Lisle Mlfric on O. <$• N. Test. To Rdr. 17 Old
charters that I met with among the Kings Records, and in

the Coucher-bookes of Monasteries. 1640 Somner Antiq.
Canterb. 155 All. .Coucher-books or Liegers and Records
that ever I could yet see. 1891 J. T. Fowler Coucher-bk.

0/ Selby (Yks. Record Ser.) I. xvii, The Coucher
t
book,

Cartulary, or Register, here printed, is a manuscript on
vellum.. 13X9 inches.

Cou'cher ;;
. Paper Manuf. [in mod.Fr. cou-

cheur (etymol. = prec.) and couchar/.']

1. The workman who lays the sheet of pulp on
the felt to be pressed (in making hand-made paper),

1751 [see Couch 6). 1807 Specif. Cobb's Patent No.
3084. 3 The . . machinery may be worked . . without requiring
the assistance of a coucher. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades
(1842) 365 {Paper Maker) The Coucher receives the mould
from the first man, and turns on the sheet upon a felt or
woollen cloth. 1855 R. Herring Paper (1863^ 51 Mont-
golfier contrived three figures of wood to do the work of the
vatman, the coucher, and the layer,

2. A mechanical contrivance for doing the same.
1857 J. Munsell Chronol. Paper-Making (1870) 167 A

coucher and a scraper combined.

Coucher 4
f
var. of Couchee.

Couch-grass : see Couch sb.2

Couching (kau'tfirj', vbl. sb. [f. Couch v. 1 +
-ING 1.]

1. The action of Couch v. 1
, in various senses,

c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. ii. § 29 Thanne wol thc.lyne
merydional of thyn astrolabie lye evene sowth . . so that

thow werke softly and avisely in the cowchyng. 1571
Golding Calvin on Ps. lviii. 10 By reason of the crabbed
couching of them [words] together, there is some darknesse.

1578 Banister Hist. Man. 1. 37 Deeper concauities, for the
couchyng in of the. .heades of the bones. 1601 Shaks.

C. in. i. 36 These couchings, and these lowly courtesies.

1743 in Doran ' Mann' Manners {1876) I. vi. 165 A Quack
Oculist, .performed no one cure except couching. 1833 Sin

C. Bell Hand (ed. 3) 170 When surgeons perform the
operation of couching. 1876 Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 9) IV. 267
Malting consists of four processes—steeping, couching,
flooring, and kiln-drying.

2. Embroidery. Couched work: seeCouCHzO 4b.
1883 Diet. Needlework s.v. Couching, Ancient Church

needlework was profusely decorated with Couchings. 1884
Mrs. Harrison in Harper's Mag: Aug. 346/1 ' Laid-work
or ' couching ', as seen in the grounds of. .old embroideries.

f 3. concr. Bedding ; litter. Obs.

lyzy Philip Quarll 254 He lays the Couching which he
made for the Beast, by his own Bed.

4. attrib.

1611 Bible Ezek. xxv. 5 A couching place for flocks. 1614
Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue lit 293 Th' wofull Mother, on
her Couching-Settle. 1748 tr. Vrgetius' Distemp. Horses
151 You shall put in the couching Instrument, .between the

Coats of the Eye. 1805 Wordsw. Preludexw. 4, 1 left Beth-
gelert's hutsatcouching-time. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts 111. 490
[Paper Manuf.) The two rollers following the dandy . . are

termed couching-rollers, from their performing a similar

operation, .to the business of the coucher. .They are simply
wooden rollers covered with felt.

Cou'ching, a. That couches : see the verb.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, lit. i. 153 A couching Lyon, and
a ramping Cat. 1816 L. Hunt Rimini u, 215 The couching
sun Levels his final look through shadows dun.

Couchless (kcnrtfles), a. rare~°. [f. Couch
sb. 1 + -less.] * Having no couch or bed' (Hyde
Clarke, 1855).

f Couch-quail. Obs. In phrase, to play couch-

quailt app. —couch as a quail (see Couch v. 17,

quot. 1386) : cf. leap-frog. Also as vb. : To cower,

crouch timidly.
a 1529 Skelton Spekc Parrot 420 To lowre, to droupe,

to knele, to stowpe, and to play cowche quale. 1532 Moke
Coufut. Tindale Wks. 586/1 If" there be such dogges. .men
. . must . . chastice them & make them couch quaile. 1537
Thcrsites in Hazl. Dodsley I. 396 How I have made the
knaves for to play couch-quail.

Couchward vkairtjwgid), adv., a. rare. [See

-ward.] Towards one's couch or bed.
185a Meattderings of Mem. 1. 182 Care for your couch-

ward path.

Couchy (kau-tJV), a. [f. Couch sb.2 + -Y.J

1. Full of or infested with couch-grass.

1787 Winter Syst. Husb. 304 Capable of working in

couchy, stoney, and every kind of soil. 1842 frnl. R.
Agric. Soc. III. 1. 120 Rough, cloddy, and couchy ground.

2. Of the nature of or resembling couch-grass.

1794 T. Davis Agric. Wilts 1:1813) 258-268 Black couch,
agrostis stolonifera, or couchy bent. 1809 G. Landt Feroe
Islands (1810) 150 Creeping and couchy bent-grass.

Coucumber, obs. f. Cucumber.
Coud(e, obs. f. could : see Can vA
Coue, obs. f. Cove ; var. Cofe Obs. quickly.

Coue, var. of Cow(e, obs. f. Chough.
Couele, obs. f. Cowl.
Couenaunte, corrupt f. Commonty,
Couertine : see Curtain.
Coufel (//. coufles), obs. f. Cowl 2

, a tub.

Couffre, Coufin, obs. ff. Coffer, Coffin.

Cougar (k/7"gaj). Also couguar (k/7'gwa.i). [a.

F. couguar, an adaptation by Bnffon (1749-67) of

Marcgrafs name cuguacu ara, reproduced by
Pison 1648, and adopted by Ray 1693, repr. Gua-
rani guacu ara or guazu ara.~]

A large feline quadruped (Felts concolor), found
wild in most parts of America ; also called puma,
catamount', red tiger^ A merican lion, etc.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. rv. i. 375 There is an
animal of America, which is usually called the red tiger, but
Mr. Buffon calls it the Cougar. 1796 Stedman Surinam II.

xviii. 50 The couguar, called in Surinam the red tyger.

1809 Campbell Gertr. Wyom. in. xiv, Nor foeman then,

nor cougar's crouch I feared. 1825 Waterton Wand. S.

Amer. (1880) 36 The couguar is. .not as large as the jaguar.

1865 Parkman Champiain x\. (1875) 329 The whoop of the
horned owl, the scream of the cougar.

Cough, (k^f), sb. Forms : 4 couhe, cow3e,
couje, 4-6 coughe, 5 cogh^e, caughe, koghwhe,
6 cowgh(e, 5- cough, [f. Cough v. : cf. laugh.]

1. The affection of coughing at short intervals,

lasting for a longer or shorter period of time ; a

diseased condition of the respiratory organs mani-

festing itself in fits of coughing.
The affection was down to 1600 usually called the cough

(cf. the measles ,
thecliolera, etc.) ; now in medical language

simply cough \ a cough is a specific attack, whether of defi-

nite duration or chronic, or a particular kind, as ' a hollow

cough 4 a churchyard cough '.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 81 Coughes [C. couhes] and
cardiacles, crampes, and tothaches. c 1386 Chaucer Merch.
T. 713 [He] slepith, til that the coughe hath him awaked.

c 1400 Lanfrancy

s Cirurg. 308 Passiouns of be eeren, & of

be nosebrillis, & cold couje. ? a 1400 Chester PI. (Shaks.

Soc.) I. no Yf the caughe had them caughte, Of yt I coulde

them heafe. 15*7 Andrew Brwtsiuyke's Distill. Waters
Aj b, The same water dronken. .at mornynge and at nyght

. . helpeth them that have the cowghe. 1581 Mulcaster
Positions xii. (1887) 61 It is also good for the drie cowghe.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 193 Fal. What disease hast

thou? Bui. A whorson cold sir, a cough sir. 1704 F.

Fuller Med. Gymn. Pref., It is in our Choice, whether a

Cough shall run on to a Consumption. 1740-1 Swift Lett,

to Mrs. Whiteivay 13 Jan., My cold is now attended with

a cough. 1744 Berkeley Siris § 21 An excellent medicine
for coughs. 1845 Budd Dis. Liver 247 He was affected
with cough and dyspnoea. 1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's
C. xx\v,

1 But she has a cough'. 'Cough ! .. I've always
been subject to a cough \ 1854 [see Cougher].

2. A single act of coughing ; a violent expulsion

of air from the lungs with the characteristic noise.

1742 West Let. in Gray's Poems (1775) 136, It will go on,

cough after cough, .for half an hour together. 1828 Scott
F. M. Perth xxiv, Dwining ventured to give a low cough .

.

by way of signal. 1872 Huxley Phys. iv. 94 A violent con-
traction of the expiratory muscles, producing a cough.

3. attrib. and Comb., as cough-drop, -lozenge,

a ( drop ' or lozenge taken to cure or alleviate a

cough
;
Coughwort, a name proposed by Gerarde

for the Coltsfoot {Tussilago farfard).
1597 Gerarde Herbal ccl.xxvii. § 2. 667 Tussilago (which

may also be Englished Coughwoort). 1851 Mayhew Loud.
Labour I. 3/1 Vendors of. .sweetmeats, brandy-balls, cough-
drops. Mod. Clear your throat with a cough-lozenge.

Cough (k^f , v. Forms : 4 co}-, couj-, kou5-,

cou5h-, couh-, cou3w-en, couwe, kow-, 4-5
cow}-, cowh-, cow-, 4-6cough-,cowgh-; 5 cogh-,

koghe, cowff, 6 coughe, coegh, 6-7 cofF(e, 6-

cough. [ME. CO)-, cogh-, coioh-en, answering to an

unrecorded OE. *cohhian, represented by a deriv.

cohhetan (app.) to cough; akin to MDu, cuchen,

mod.Du. and LG. kuchen to cough; cf. also MUG.
kAcken to breathe (on), direct the breath, exhale,

and MHG. ktchen to breathe with difficulty as

in asthma, catch the breath (see Chink, Kink),

mod.G. keuchen, keicJien to pant, gasp, catch the

breath, be short of breath. All these words appear

to be of echoic origin, representing various sounds

and actions made with the breath.]

1. intr. To expel the air from the lungs with a

more or less violent effort and characteristic noise,

produced by the abrupt forcible opening of the

previously closed glottis
;

usually in order to

remove something that obstructs or irritates the

air-passages.

c 1325 Old Age 8 in E. Ji. P. (1862 )149, 1 clyng '1 cluche i

croke i couwe. c 1340 Caw. <y Gr. Knt. 307 He co^ed ful

hyje. 1377 Langl. P. PI. IJ. XHt 100 Sone bis doctour .

.

Coughed [v.r. cou^wede; C. XVI. 109 kowede] and carped.

c 1386 Ciialcer Milter's T. 511 (Harl. MS.) Softe he cowhib
[?'. r. coughed, cogheth, kougheb, coude] with a semysoun.
c 1400 Lanfrancys Cirurg. 165 Make him cow5e & spitte out

be quytture. c 1490 Promp. Pari'. 97 (MS. K) Cowyn or

hostyn [H. cowhyn, P. cowghen], tussto, tussito. 1514
Harclav Cyt. Uptotidyshm. (Percy Soc.) 47 Neyther
mayst thou rise, cough, spit, or neese. 1562 J. Heywood
Prov. <$- F.pigr, 11867) IO°i I neuer heard them coegh nor

hem. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 29 Cough, or cry hem; if

any body come. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxxiii, Coughing,
to conceal from the Provost the excess of his agitation.

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 142 The
herdsman should be aware of every beast that coughs. 1869

Trollope He knew xcii. 513 He fell a-coughing violently.

2. trans. To express or utter by coughing.
c 1450 Myrc 891 Koghe thow not thenne thy thonkes.

1784 Cowper Task iv. 148 No stationary steeds Cough their

own knell.

3. To cough out, up : a. to eject or get rid of by

coughing.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 205 Glotoun was a gret cherl .

.

And cowhede vp a cawdel in dementis lappe. 1647 Cra-
rhaw Poems 125 This last cough, /Elia, cough'd out all thy

fear. 1660 C. Ellis Gentile Sinner (1661) 239 It has well

nigh cough'd out its very heart. 1797 M. Baillie Morb.
Anat. (1807) 94 The tubular substances coughed up.

1 1>- fig- To utter ; to disclose. Obs.

l393 Langl. P. PI. C. VII. 163 Al bat ich wiste wickede by
eny ofourcouent, Ich cowede hit vp in oure cloistre. c 1480

Ragman Roll 183 in Hazl. E. P. P. (18641 77 Aftir that ye

coghyn up a songe. c 1485 Dighy Myst. (1882) iii. 1224 Lett

vs syng, I say. Cowff vp bi brest. 1541 St. Papers Hen.
VIII, I. 711 To make her confesse the thinges testified

against her, and allso to cowgh out the rest, not yett dis-

covered.

4. To cough down : to ' put down ' or silence

(a speaker) by coughing so as to drown his voice.

1823 Neiv Monthly Mag. IX. 299/2 If he will make long

speeches, he must be coughed down, a 1859 Macal lay //ist.

Eng. V. 44 Who cheer one orator and cough down another.

5. causal. To cause to cough : see quot.

1847 Youatt Horse xii. 255 The dealers' habit of coughing

the horse, i. e. pressing upon the larynx to make him cough,

in order that they may judge of the state of his wind.

f 6. To cough (any one) a daw,fool, mome : (app.)

to make a fool of, befool ; also to prove oneself

a fool to or for (any one). Obs.

[The origin of the expression has not been ascertained : it

is even uncertain whether cough is this or the next word.]

1526 Skelton Magnyf. 1073 Wylt thou coughe me a
dawe for forty pens? Ibid. 1077 A, I trowe, VC shall coughe
me a fole. «i553 Udall Royster D. in. ii, If he come
abroade he shall cough me a mome. 1583 Stubbes Anat.
Abus. 11. 48 Else he may chaunce to cough himselfe a dawe
for his labour. 1594 Lyly Moth. Bombie B ij, I know hee

will cough for anger that I yeeld not, but he shall cough
mee a foole for his labour.

f Cough, v.i Obs. = Coff, to purchase, acquire,

get.

1550 Latimer Last Serm. bef. Edw. K/in 27 Serm. (1562)

121 a, If euery man that hath beguiled the King should make
restitucion . . it would cough the King xx m . poundes. . . Alac !

alac ! make restitucion. ,ye wyl cough in hel els, that al the

Deuils there wil laugh at your coughing.
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Cougher (k/> foi). [f. Cough v.* + -er >.] One
who coughs.
1611 Cotgr., Tottsseur, a cougher. 1825 Nctu Monthly

Mag. XIII. 319 The ablest cougher-down within the liber-

ties of Dublin. 1854 H. Miller Sch. 4- Schm. (18581 355
Cough lies a good deal more under the influence of the will

than most coughers suppose.

t Cou'ghery. nonce-iud. Coughing-place.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xv. 127 They. . coughed in

the Cougheries.

Coughing (kf>Tirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Cough vA +
•ing CT The action of the verb Cough.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. i. (1495) 187 The olde

man is . . greuyd wyth coughynge and spyttynge. c 1400
Latt/ranc s Cirurg. 164 Greet akynge in his side & grevous
cow^yngs. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 932 When . . coffing
drownes the Parsons saw. 1677 Gilpin Dacmonol. (1867) 121

Disturbances, by coughings, nemmings, tramplings. 1855
Bain Senses 4 imi. l. ii. § 18 Movements, .belonging to the
automatic or reflex class. Coughing is one ofthose, trans/.
1881 Daily News 24 Feb. 5/4 The disagreeable sound, or
' coughing ' as it is technically called, of the engine.
altrib. X607 Walkington Opt. Glass 122 The coughing

motion. 1679 Sir T. Browne Wks. (1848) III. 462 There
are very great numbers of quartans; 'tis also a coughing
lime. 1753 N. Torriano Gattgr. Sore Throat 94 At every
Coughing-bout.

Cou ghing,///, a. [-ikg 2.] That coughs.
1707 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. (1715) 11. it, Old coughing

Fools, and crazy Nurses.

Cought, obs. f. caught : see Catch v.

Couhe, obs. f. Cough.
Couherdely, obs. f. Cowardly.
Couk, obs. f. Coke : cf. Colk.
1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 351 Here Cool are Charred and

then called Couk. 1883 //udders/. Gloss. , Couk, a cinder.

Couk, Sc. f. Cook
Coul, v. dial, trans. To draw together or

towards one with a rake or scraper.
1811 Willan W. Riding Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Coul,

to put together dung, mud, dirt, etc. i8« Whitby Gloss.,

Coul, to draw together with a rake ; to pull towards you.

Hence Couler, and app. the form Cool-rake,
current in some dialects for Cole-rake, q.v.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Cottier, a raker
J
as we style one eager

after money. Coutrake, or Cottier, the fireside rake for the
ashes. 1877 //olderness Gloss., Cowl-rake, a rake forashes.
Also an instrument for raking the soot from the. .oven.

Coul, obs. f. Coll v.-. Cool a., Cowl.
t CoU'lant, ///• a. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. F. coulant

pres. pple. of coulcrto flow: seeCooLK.-] Flowing.
163a I.ithgow Treat, vii. 318 Epiphanio calls it Chryso-

roas, that Is, running, or coulant in gold. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Coulant, gilding, slipping, flowing gentlyalong.

Coulboard : see Cowl-.

Could (kttd), pa. t. (and obs. and dial. pa. pple.)

of Can v., q.v.

Could, Coule, obs. ff. Cold, Cole si.1. Cowl.
Coulee (k*l/, ku'li). Also (£7. S.) -ee, -ie,

coolie, -ey. [a. F. coulee flow, f. couler to flow :

see -ade. Sense 2 appears to have arisen among
the French trappers in the Oregon region.]

1. Geo!. A stream of lava, whether molten or

consolidated into rock ; a lava-flow.

1839 Murchison Silttr.Sysl. 1. xxxii. 428 Large stratiform
and horizontal coulees of volcanic rock. 1879 Rutley
Stud. Roeks iv. 32 Molten viscous lava, forming flows or
coulees.

2. In the Western regions of Canada and the

United States: A deep ravine or gulch scooped
out by heavy rain or melting snow, but dry in

summer.
1807 in Amir. State P., PuH. Landsdi^ I. 313 Hounded

in front by the river Detroit, and in rear by acoul/e or small
run. — 346 Hounded . . above by a creek tor coulee) called
venire de becu/ i860 in Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1881
Chicago Times 14 May, These ' coolies' are dry during the
summer season, but are flooded in the spring of the year.
1S84 Lisbon (Dakota) Clipper 13 Mar., She [a cow] was dis-
covered in a cooley.

Coulee, -ey, -ie, obs. ff. Coolie.
Couler, obs. f. Colour.
Coule-staff : see Cowl-staff.
Coulet, for cowlet, dim. of Cowl.
1774 T. West Autiq. Furness. App. xiii, [On the Common

Seal each shield] is supported by a Monk in his full Dress
and Coulet.

II Couleur (k«lor\ The French for Colour.
Hence coulcur de rose rose-colour, pink; borrowed
in Eng., a. as adj. 'rose-coloured', 'roseate';
b. as adv. ' in a rosy light, in an aspect to which
fancy lends undue attractions '.

1783 EL Walpole Lett, to Earl Strafford June 34, I

confess my reflections are couleur de rose at present. 1835
Hood Poetry, Prose, 4 Worse xxxiii, Our warfare is deadly
and horrid .. Nor tinted with couleur de rose. 1851 W. R.
Greg Misc. Ess. Ser. 11. 143 Not disposed to draw a picture
couleur de rose of the condition of our people.
Coulion, obs. f. Cullion.

II Coulisse (kwlrs). [F. coulisse, subst. use of
fem. of coulis, in OF. couleis =Pr. coladi/z flowing
:—L- type *cdldticius, f. colore in Romanic to flow.]

1. A groove or channel in which a sluice-gate or
movable partition slides up and down.
1864 Webster, Coulisse, a piece of timber having a groove

in which something glides. 1874 Knight Diet. Mcch.,

Coulisse, a grooved piece of timber. A pair of battens, or a
groove in which a sluice-gate moves up and down.

2. One of the side scenes of the stage in a
theatre ; also the space between them, the wings.
1819 H. Busk Vestriad v. 81 And whistling through the

long coulisses roar With blustering threats behind the side

stage door. x868 E. Yates Rock Ahead 11. i, The gossip of
the coulisses. ffg. 1856 Sat. Rev. II. 265/t Those ex-
perienced in the coulisses of the political and religious world.

Coullour, obs. f. Colour.

II Couloir (k«lwar). [F. couloir colander, pas

sage, lobby, the steep incline down which timber

is precipitated on a mountain side :— late L.

coldtorium, f. colore, in F. couler to flow.]

A steep gorge or gully on a mountain side : first

used in reference to the Alps (see quot. 1856).
1855 J. D. Forbes Tour Mt. Blanc it. 2t It descended a

narrow couloir from the Aiguilles Rouges. 1856 R .

Mod. Paint. IV. v. i. j 9. 22 ttote, 'Couloir' is a good un-
translateable Savoyard word for a place down which stones

and water fall in storms ; it is perhaps deserving of natural-

ization. i860 Tyndai.l Gtac. 1. vii. 47 Up this couloir we
proposed to try the ascent.

Coulomb (k«hrm). Electr. [After the French
physicist, C. A. de Coulomb (1736-1806), who
first invented the method of measuring the quan-
tity of electricity.] The designation adopted by
the Paris Electric Congress in 1881, for the unit

of electrical quantity ; the quantity of electricity

conveyed in one second by a current of one ampere.
(For this unit the name Weber had been pre-

viously introduced into partial use.)

1881 Nature XXIV. 512 The name Coulomb to be given
to the quantity of electricity defined by the condition that
an ampere gives one coulomb per second. 1891 Glass.

Electr. 'Terms {Lightning Suppf. 3 Mar. 1892), The Cou-
lomb is the quantity of electricity, which, when passed
through a solution of nitrate of silver, deposits -001 118 of a
gramme of silver on the plate by which it leaves the liquid.

Coulomb-meter Mu\prncmi.\.3i). Electr. A
meter or apparatus for measuring the number of

coulombs that pass into an electric circuit,

1891 Gloss. Electr. Terms.

Coulore, -our, obs. ff. Colour.
Coulpable, obs. f. Culpable.
Coulpe, var. Culpe, Obs., fault, guilt.

Coulpon, var. of Culpon, Obs., cut, piece.

Coul-staff : see Cowl-staff.
Coult(e, obs. f. Colt.

Coulter, Colter .kju ltsr). Forms : 1 culter,

4 cultre, coltour, kulter, 4-6 culture, 5 oultre,

(-ere, -ur, -yr), 6 oultar, -or(e, {dial, kowter
,

7 coultar, colture, (7-9 dial, eooter), 4-
eulter, 5- colter, 6- coulter. [OE. culter, a.

L. culter coulter, knife ; in OF. collre, coultre,

F. coutre, which may have influenced the ME.
and modem forms : cf. however with coulter

and dial, cooler, the phonetic development of OE.
sculder, mod. shoulder, dial, shooder. The spelling

colter is preferred in American dictionaries ; culter

also given in mod. dictionaries on account of its

use by Shaks., appears to be since 17th c. only

dial. (e.g. in \V. Somerset).]

1. The iron blade fixed in front of the share in a

plough ; it makes a vertical cut in the soil, which
is then sliced horizontally by the share.

t 1000 v4".lfric Collotj. in Wr.-Wiilcker 90 Gefa-stnodon
sceare and cultre mid oaere syl. Ibid. 99 Hwanon Sam
yrblingc sylanscear obbe culter. a 1100 Voc. ibid. 313
Vomer, scear. Cultor, culter. c 13a} E. E, A Hit. P. B.

1547 As a coltour in clay cerucs bo forces. 1377 Langl.
P. PI. B. iv. 464 To schare or to kulter. c 13*6 Chaucer
Miller's 7". 577 A smyth. .That in his forge smythed plowh-
harneys ; He scharpeth schar and cultre bysily. iu8Wills

4 Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 170 A kowter, a soke, a mukfowe, a
graype, 3 yerne forks. 1573 T'-'sser //tub. (1878) 36 Two
ploughs and a plough chem, ij eulters, iij shares. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 46 While that the Culter rusts. That
should deracinate such Sauagery. 1611 Bible i Sam. xiii.

20 To sharpen euery man his share and his coulter. 1688
R. Holms Armoury in. 334/2 A Plow Culter, or Cooter
vulgarly, c 1745 Akenside Odes 1. xii, ToSirF'. //. Drake,
He whets the rusty coulter. 187a Yeats Techn. Hist.
Comm. 34 The coulter and the share were in one, and the
[ancient Egyptian] plough was constructed without wheels.

ftg.
t

176a Falconer Shipivr. 111. 193 By time's deep-
piercing coulter harrow'd o'er. 1889 T. Hardy Mayor 0/
C. xiv, That field-mouse fear of the coulter of destiny.

t 2. A knife. Obs. (app. a Latinism).
[a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 273 Sicca, cultur.] 138a

Wyclif Prov. xxiii. 2 Set a culter in thi throte.

3. altrib. and Comb. (First quot. doubtful.)
1630 in Lex Londinensis (16&0) 201 That no man . . shall

presume to shute any Draw-net or|Coulter-net . . before sun
rising nor after sun setting, a 1740 Toll in Chambers Cycl.

Supp. s.v. Coulter, Its right side above, to bear against the
upper edge of the coulter nole. 1787 Winter Syst. Httsb. 297
1 wo coulter bars, .containing* grooves. . for the reception of
bolts and screws, by which the coulters are fastened. 1807
Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 116 A sharp comb welded on
the coulter margin of the share. 1834 R. Mudie Brit. Birds
(1841) I. 154 Bill . . coulter-shaped. 1888 Elworthy W.
Somerset Word-bk., Coulter-box . . the iron clip and screw
by which the coulter is fixed in its place on the Deam.

Hence Con ltered a., as infour-coultered,ha.v'mg

four coulters.

a 1740 Tlxl in Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Coulter, In the
four coultered plough. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Aerie, (ed.

2) 228 The plough with two coulters, .will not . . do near so
much work as the four-coultered plough.

Cou'lterneb. [f. Coulter + Neb beak, bill

;

so called from the shape of its bill.] A local

(northern) name for the Puffin {Fratercula arctica).

1678 Ray Willughby's Orttith. 325 The bird called coulter-
neb at the Farn Islands. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit.
IV*. 308 The Sea-fowl, called Coultemebs, are very numerous
here. 1865 Gosse Land 4 Sea (1874) 30 These are known
by the fishermen as sea parrots or coultemebs but are more
generally designated in books as puffins. 1881 Standard 2

Mar. 5 ft [the Act] includes the coulterneb, etc
Coultne, Coulur, obs. ff. Coolth, Colour.
Coumarin (k/i'marin). Chem. [a.V.coumarine,

f. coumarou — cumartl,native name in Guiana of the

Tonka bean 4- -in.] A crystalline substance (C,

H, 0;), with aromatic odour, found in the seeds of

the cttmaru, coumarou, or Tonka bean ; also in

melilot, woodruff, sweet-scented vernal grass, etc
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 92 The volatile oil of the

Coumatvuma odorata, or Tonka Bean, has been ascertained

to be a peculiar principle called Coumarin. 1882 J. Smith
Diet. Econ. Plants 136 It is probable that hay-fever . . may
be attributed to the coumarin in the atmosphere.

Hence Con marie a., in coumaric acid, an acid

(C, H, 03 ) obtained from coumarin ; Cou marate,
a salt of coumaric acid.

1863-78 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 93 Coumaric acid decom-
poses carbonates. The formula of the coumarates is

C1H7O1. M.
Coumb, obs. f. of Comb sb.

1649 Blithe Eng. /mprov. /mpr. (1653) 190 And for the

Coumb, or Whing of the Share, which is that which goeth
upward upon the Shield-board, I shall term the Coumb.
Coumb, obs. f. Coomb a measure.

t Counted, ///. a. Obs. rare. ? Measured by the

Coomb.
1566 Drant Medic. MorallA \ i b, He myght vpturne His

coumed coyne with shoules wyde [tr. Horace Sat. u i,

dives ttl ntetiretur nummos\
Coumforde, -forte, obs. ff. Comfort.
Coumly, Coumpasse, Coumpinable, obs.

ff. Comely, Compass, Comparable.
Coumpt,-er,obs. ff. Count, Compter, Counter.
Coun, obs. f. Con v.*

1746 W. Horsley Fool (1748) I. 198 The Quartermaster.

.

couns to the Helmsman.

Co-unal (k<jn|y« nal), a. rare. [f. L. co- {com-)

together + un-us one + -al : cf. Co-une.] Of or

consisting of a union of several in one.
a 1711 Ken //ymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 136 Nought

can Co-unal Deity divide.

Counceil, -cele, obs. ff. Conceal v., Council,

Counsel.

Council (kau'nsil), sb. Forms : 1 (concilium",

concilie, 3 conceil, 4-6 counceil, 5 -ceyl(l, 5-

-cell, 6 concilie, cowncell
v
e, 6-7 councel, 6-8

couucill. 6- council. Also esf. in senses 4- )

3-5 conseil, 4 cunsile, consile, consail, (-aile,

-aille, 4-5 console, -sell), counseil, (-seile,

-sile), 4-6 counsail, -sayl, 4-7 counseill, -saile,

5 conseille, counseille, -seyl, -le, -11, cown-
sell, 5-6 conseyl(l, 5-7 counseil, -sail, cown-
sele, -ell(e, 6 cunsel, counsaille, -sayle, -say11,

6-7 -sale, 6-8 counsel. [In Branch I, repr. OF.
cuncile, ONF. concilie, = L. concilium (f. con-

together 4- cal- to call) a convocation, assembly,

meeting, union, connexion, close conjunction ;

sometimes an assembly for consultation, in which

sense it became confused with consilium an ad-

visory body (.though the confusion was perh. in

most cases due to later scribes of MSS.). In

medi.xval times concilium was mainly appropriated

to the assemblies convoked to settle points of

doctrine and discipline in the Church, or the re-

lations between Church and State in particular

countries, — the Councils. An early L.-Gr. Gloss,

in Du Cange has Concilium, owiSpiov, avu&ovKtov,

crvvoim ; and an ancient Codex of the Canons quoted

by him has ' Synodum autem ex Groeco interpretari

Comitatum, vel Ccetum; Concilii autem nomen
tractum ex more Romano'. In OF. consilium

came down as a living word in the form conseil,

while concile (coneire) was used for the ecclesias-

tical concilium, which sense it still exclusively

retains. In English, the two words were, from the

beginning, completely confused : conseil was fre-

quently spelt conceil ; concile was spelt consile and

conceil; and the two words were treated as one,

under a variety of forms, of which counseil, later

counsel, was the central type. In the i6thc.

differentiation again began : councel, later council,

was established for the ecclesiastical concilium, K.

concile ; and this spelling has been extended to all

cases in which the word means a deliberative as-

sembly or advisory body (where L. has consilium,

Ft. conseil), leaving counsel to the action of coun-
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selling and kindred senses. The practical distinction

thus established between council and counsel does
not correspond to Latin or French usage.]

* I. Uses derived from L. concilium.

f 1. generally. An assembly called together for

any purpose ; a convocation or congregation. Obs.

t
In the simple sense found only at an early date, and passing

imperceptibly into the sense of * deliberative assembly ' (4).

a 1300 Cursor M. 16076 (Cott.1 Vp bar stert tua panteners in

middes bat consile. c 1340 E. E. Psalter (E. E. T. S.) xxxix.
[xl] 14 Ich ne hidde nou^t by mercy and by sobenes fram be
mlchel conseil [Vulg. a concilio multo] of J?e vntrew. c 1400
[see 4].

2. spec. An assembly of ecclesiastics (with or with-

out laymen) convened for the regulation of doctrine

or discipline in the church, or, in earlier times, of

settling points in dispute between the ecclesiastical

and civil powers. [The only sense of F. concile.']

Variously qualified according to its sphere, as a'cumeuical,
general., national, patriarchal, primatial, provincial, dio-
cesan i this = synod). Without qualification, usually applied
togeneral councils, i.e. those called together by an invitation
to the church at large, and claiming to speak in the name of
the whole church, whether ultimately accepted as doing so
{oecumenical) or not. In early times general council was
used less definitely, e.g. for a national or provincial council.
In the Middle Ages there were also mixed councils, which
met to settle both spiritual and civil affairs.

o. [0x1*3 O.E.Ckron. an.inaSe[Pope Calixtus II]sySSan
..com into France to Raeins and bser heold concilium.] 1125
Ibid., Cardinal Johan of Creme. .heold his concilie on Lun-
dene. .mid aerce biscopes and mid leod biscopes and abbotes
and lsered and lawed. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 495 This bis-

sopes . . & abbodes al so, A conceil made general. 1480
Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxlix. 318 In this same tyme was the
counseyll of Basyll to whiche counceyll pope Eugenye was
cyted to come. 1643 Westm. Confess. Faith p. xxxi, AU
synods and councils since the Apostles' times, whether
general or particular, may err, and many have erred. 1644
Milton Areop. (Arb.) 38 Condemn'd in the generall Coun-
cels. 1781 Gibbon Decl. $F. III. 19 To profess the doctrine
of the council of Nice. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1877)
II. x. 459 Two synods held at Rome.. one of them the
second Lateran Council. 1885 Catliolic Diet. 230 At the
Vatican Council the members were arranged in accordance
with their hierarchical rank.

0. C1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 503 pis counseil of freris

at London. 1450-1530 Myrr. OurLadye 37 By holy sayntes
and popes and generall conseylles. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 192 b, In the Crede of Nycene counsyle. 155*
Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 1 His provincial counsale
haldin at Edinburgh. Ibid. 5 The decisiouns and determi-
natiouns of general counsallis. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. xi
A generall counsaile of the Bishops, and Clergie of the
Realme at Oxford. 1581 Marbeck Bk. ofNotes 67 There
was no Appeale, but vnto a generall Counseil.

3. In the New Testament, regularly used to render
Gr. avvihpiov, Vulg. concilium, chiefly in reference

to the Jewish Sanhedrim, or a meeting of that
body.
[In the MSS. and printed texts of the Vulgate, concilium

and consilium are often confused ; in Acts xxv. 12 the Cle-
mentine text has concilio, followed by the English versions,
including 1611 and 1881, with council; but the oldest MSS.
have consilio, the proper rendering of <n>fifiov\tov. The
Anglo-Saxon Gospels usually represent concilimn by %em6t,
but they, as well as the versions of the Psalter, have some-
times "&epeaht, 'counsel, advice implying that the trans-
lator had consilium before him in the Latin, e.g. in Mark
xiv. 55 (where consilium is actually the reading of important
MSS. written in Ireland and England*. In Matt. xii. 14,
<rvn$ov\i,ov Ukafiov, is rendered in the Vulgate consilium
faciebant, for which Tindale, Cranmer, and version of 161

1

have 1 helde a counseil'; current editions of 1611 have
1 held a council 1881, correctly, 1 took counsel '.]

1382 Wyclif Acts v. 21 They clepiden togidere the coun*
ceil [1388 counsel, Tind., Cranm. counseil, Genev. Council,
Rhem. Councel, 1611 Councill]. 1611 Bible Mark xiv. 55
The chiefe Priests, and all the counseil [Wycl. counceil,
Tind., Cranm. counseil, Genev. Council, Rhem. councel,
mod. edd. of 161 1 & R. V. council] sought for witnesse
against Iesus. — John xi. 47 Then gathered y* chiefe
Priests and the Pharises a councel [v. rr. as in last]. 1638
Penit. Conf. viii. (1657) 273 The unclean person was con-
demned by the Sanedrim or Council.

* * Uses derived from L. consilium, F. conseil.

II. An advisory or deliberative assembly.
4. An assembly or meeting for consultation or

advice, as afamily council, a council ofphysicians ;

a deliberative assembly.
a. C1275 [see in fjX c 1400 Destr. Troy 1703 Then he

somond all be Cite. .To a counseil to come for a cause hegh.
c 1450 Merlin \. 2 In this maner the fendes helden a gret
conseill, and seide, etc. 1651 Hobbes Govt, Soc. v. § 6.

79 The gathering together of many men who deliberate of
what is to be done, or not to be done, for the common good
. . is that which I call a Counseil.

0. 1485 Caxton CItas. Gt. 16 Thenne the bourgoynons
helden a counceyl. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, nr. u. 78 But
by the holy Rood, I doe not like these seuerall Councels.
1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 172, 1 call'd a Council, to know
what Course we should steer next. 1823 J. D. Hunter
Mem. Captivity 25 Till their fate is finally determined in a
general council of the victorious warriors. 1875 Stubbs
Const. Hist. I. xi. 356 No legislative act turned the witena-
gemot into a feudal council, and. .the feudal council into a
parliament.

b. Great Council (in Eng. Hist.) : sometimes
applied to a Witena gemSt or assembly of the
witan, under the Anglo-Saxon kings ; more fre-

quently to the assemblies under the Norman kings
of tenants-in-chief and great ecclesiastics, out of
which the House of Lords originated, and to

occasional general assemblies of the barons or
peers in later times. Also used of similar national
assemblies of other countries, as the Cortes of
Spain or Portugal.
The last Great Council in England was that summoned by

Charles I at York in 1640, after the practice had been long
disused. The name, though proper to the assembly, is

sometimes given to its constituents as a permanent body :

cf. sense 6. So General or National Council.
a. c 1275 Lay. 2324 J>e men to gaderes eode an [hjeolde con-

seil grete [c 1205 muchel husting] be hehteste of ban Ionde.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) iii. 16 At his awtier f>ei holden
here grete conseilles and here assembleez. 1456 Paston
Lett. No. 285 I. 392 Th' Erie of Sar' [Salisbury] in London
..at begynyng this day of the grete Counsail. 1523 Ln.
Berners L'roiss. I. cexvi. 274 Ther was a great counseil in
Englande, on the orderyng of the realme, and specially on
the kynges chyldren.

p. 1425 Sc. Acts Jas. 7(i597)§ 52 Prelates, Erles, Barronnes
and free halders of the King within the Realme. .ar halden
to giue presence in the Kingis Parliament, and Generall
counceil. 1640111 Hardwicke State Pap. (1778) 208 In the
Great Council of the Peers at York, Tuesday 25th September
1640. — Sir T. Roe ibid. 169 A grand council not called
these three hundred yeare. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 11. §
05 A new convention, .(that, .had not been practised in some
hundreds of years) was thought of, to call a Great Council
of all the Peers of England to meet and attend his majesty
at York. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. xi. 356 The witena-
gemot . . now [Norman Period] subsisting under the title of
the great court or council, forms a second circle round the
sovereign. Under the Conqueror this assembly retained very
much of its earlier character. . It was however rather a court
than an organized council. 1876 S. R. Gardiner Puritan
Rev, (1880) no The king had already [1640] called round him,
after an obsolete precedent, a Great Council of Peers.

C. Cabinet Council : see Cabinet 8, 8 b.

1679-1726 [see Cabinet 8 b]. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist.
(1876) III. xv. i38 The plans of government are discussed
and determined in a cabinet council.

d. See also Council of War 14 a, Common
Council 15 c.

5. Phrases. At, in, to, from council : i. e. the
deliberative assembly, the council-chamber, and
thence the consultation or deliberation that takes
place there. (Cf. at church, school, etc.)
a. [a 1300 Cursor M. 10696 (Cott.) Here-of in consail suld

bai spek.] 1362 Langl. /*. PI. A. in. 95 pe king com from
Counseyl [v.r. counseil, -ceil, -seyie, conseil, li. conseille,

C. consail], and cleped aftur Mede. C1400 Soiudone Bab.
363 The Pope, .dide calle than to counsaile Alle the Sena-
toures of Rome. C1450 Merlin ii. 28 Than wente the
clerkes to counseil. 1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov. (1552)
13 Come not to counsayle afore thou be called. (11631
Donne Poems (1650) 81 You may at Revels, you at coun-
saile, sit.

p. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1843) 27/2 The qualities
and qualifications of the several persons in authority in
court and council. 1671 Milton P.R. 1. 40 But in mid air

To Councel summons all his mighty Peers. 1721 De Foe
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 50 The duke .. sat all night .. in

Council with his privy councillors. 1821 Byron Mar. Fal,
1. i, The Signory is deep in council. 1868 Freeman Norm.
Conq. (1877) II. 15 Great alike in battle and in council.

III. A body of counsellors (or councillors).

6. A body of men chosen or designated as per-

manent advisers on matters of state, esp. to advise
and assist a sovereign or ruler in the administra-

tion of the government. In Eng. Hist, chiefly

applied to the King's Privy Council (q.v.), in

which sense it is still used in the Committee of
Council on Education, and for the Channel Islands

;

also in Orders in Council.
a. [1292 Britton i. Prol. 2 Par le assent de nos Countes et

Barouns et autres de noster conseyl.] 1297 R. Glouc.
(1724) 77 po be conseil of Rome y leuede ys faire bi hest.

1375 Barbour Bruce v. 480 His conseil he assemblit then,
c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 514 Neiber be kyng ne his
counsayl deede unrijtfully. < 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv.
115 He schall schew it to be emperour, or to his counsail.

1546 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 97 The lorde chaunsler
with the dewke of Norfoke and other of the cownsell. 1611
Cotgr., s.v. Conseil The principall Secretaries who euer
attend his Maiestie in this Counseil.

P- I535 Coverdale Dan. iii. 24 Then Nabuchodonosor .

.

spake vnto his councel and sayde. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 1.

i. 35 The Counceil shall heare it, it is a Riot. 1652 Milton
in Marveir's Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 9 If. .the Counceil shall
think that I need any assistance. 1765 BlackstoneCow/w.
1. 222 The principal council belonging to the king is his privy
council, which is generally called, by way of eminence, the
council. 1785 {title) Report of the Lords of the Committee
of Council . .upon the Two Questions referred to them by his

Majesty's Order in Council of the 14th of January last. 1867
Freeman Norm. Conq. (1877) I. iii. 112 The King and his

Witan acted together . . they were his own council. 1892
(title) Annual Report of the Committee of Council on Edu-
cation.

b. In this sense Council of State was also used,

as it is still in speaking of France (= Conseil

d'Ltlal) and other foreign countries.

a. i6n Cotgr., Conseil des affaires, The Counseil of
State ; the Priuie Counceil ; held ordinarily in the Kings
closet.

0. 1654 Cokaine Dianea 1. 55 His Father, .who was the

chiefe of his [the King's] Counceil of State. 1670 R. Coke
Disc. Trade 2 Who are the Council of State in England ?

They are those Persons with whom the King pleases to Ad-
vise and Consult in State Affairs. 1709 Steele Tatler
No. 7 F 18 The Emperor hath lately added 20 new Members
to his Council of State. 1825 A. Caldcleugh Trav. S.

Amer. I. iv. 96 (Brazil), An absolute hereditary monarchy,
with a council of state, secretaries and boards for the ad-

ministration of the treasury, war, and home departments.

t C. Also in other obs. titles, as Secret Council
Scotl.), Council of Trade, etc.

1633 Sc. Acts Chas. I Act 5 It shall bee lawfull to him to
have recourse to the Lords of secret Counceil. 1670 R.
Coke Disc. Trade 66 To have a constant Council of Trade
established by; Act of Parliament. 1783 Geutt. Mag. LIII.
)i. 287^ In ancient times, the sovereign frequently directed
the principal manufacturing towns to send representatives
to the Council of Trade.

7. Sc. Hist. The Scottish Privy Council, the
members of which, called Lords of Council, sat for
judicial business during the vacation of Parliament

;

also the Daily Council, a body having civil juris-

diction, created by Act Jas. IV, 1503, c. 58.
In 1532, the functions of the latter body, together with

those of the ' Session of James I ' (Act 1425, c. 65 \ and the
judicial functions of the Lords Auditors of Parliament (in-
stituted 136S-9) were combined in the College of Justice,
also called Court ofSession, then created. To the ordinary
judges of this court, called in the Act of 1532 Lords of
Session, the King exercised itill 1723) the right to conjoin
three or four 'vther Lordes' from the members of his Council.
Hence the judges of the court are styled Lords of Council
and Session, and its records the Books of Council and
Session.

1471 Sc. Acts Jas. ///(1597) § 49 Quhair ony partie fol-
lowis ony action before the Lordes of Counceil. 1489 —
Jas. I V, § 1 2 That the said councel now chosen in this present
Parliament be sworne in the Kingis presence and his three Es-
taites. 1503— Jus. II ', § 58 That there be ane councel chosen
be the Kings Hiencsse, quh'ilk sail sit continually in Edin-
burgh . . tO decide all maner ofSummoundes in Civil] maters,
complaintes, and causes dailie .. And sail haue the samin
power, as the lordes of Session. 1540— Jas. J ', §78 Of the
admission of Notars, be the Lordes of Session . . It is statute
and ordained that all SchirefTes. .present their Clerkes and
Notars in presence of my Lorde Cnancellar, Presidente, and
Lords of Counceil, to be examined, sworne, and admitted.
1593 — 7(\s- ' *A § 191 The Lordes of Counceil and session,
sail na-waies graunt onie suspension or relaxation fra the
home. 1698 Sik J .Hisbv.t (Iitte\ Some Doubtsand Questions
on the Law, especially of Scotland ; as also some Decisions of
the Lords of Council and Session. 1861 W. Bell Diet.
Law Scot, s.v., The Judges or Senators of the College of
Justice are also called Lords of Council and Session. The
' Books of Council and Session' is the name given to the
records in which deeds, and other writs competent to be
inserted in the record of that court, are registered.

8. In Crown colonies and dependencies of Great
Britain, a body assisting the governor in an execu-
tive or legislative capacity, or in both. This
survives in some of the United States, as Massa-
chusetts and Maine, in the advisory body called

the Governor's Council.
[1606 in Capt. Smith's Whs. (Arb.) Introd. 33 Us whom it

hath pleased the King's Majesty to appoint of the Counsel
for the intended voyage to Virginia. 1607 Ibid. 54 Captaine
Smyth was this Day sworne one of the Counseil, who was
elected in England.] i68jCol.Rrc. PeHHsylv. I.57 Journal of
theCouncell ofthe Provinceof Pensilvania. 1774T. Hutchin-
son in P. O. Hutchinson Diary $ Lett. (1883 I. 137 The
House directed the Secretary of the Province [of Massachu-
setts Bay] to deliver to me a paper addressed to the Governor
and Council. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 3^7/1 Malta is a
crown colony, and the local government is conducted by
a governor, who, in legislative matters, is assisted by a
council of six persons nominated by the crown. 1857
Ld. Canning in J. B. Norton 7V>//(Ti'(i858)74 The Governor-
General in Council is sorry to see, etc. 1889 IVhitaker's
A Imanack 433 Hong Kong . . a Crown colony . . administered
by a Governor, aided by an Executive Council of six mem-
bers, together with a Legislative Council of twelve members.

9. In reference to foreign countries: The name
of various deliberative and administrative bodies :

e. g. Council ofAncients or Elders, C. ofFive Hundred,
the two branches of the French Legislative Body, under the
Directory, 1795-99; C. ofConscience, in France, Spain, etc.,

a council in which the king, with his confessor, and certain

other persons, decided matters of religious or ecclesiastical

incidence; C. of Ten, a secret tribunal of the Venetian Re-
public from 1310-1797 ; Governor's Council (see 8). See
also the quots.
1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. Commiv. 239 [In Spain] mat-

ters, .are handled in severall Councels, and they are seven
in number, besides the Privie Counceil . . The Counceil of
Spaine, of the Indies, of Italy, of the Low-Countries, of
Warre, of the Order of Saint John, and of the Inquisition.

Ibid. 358 The Venetian hath two maine advantages above
all other Princes : The one is, that they have a counceil

that is immortall. Ibid. 524 In this Counceil called Divan
(where audience is open to every suter) they [Turks] con-
sult of Embassies . . of matters of State and of Soveraigntie.

1659 B. Harris Parivars Iron Age 108 The Spaniards, by
the permission of the Counseil of Conscience, resolved upon
it [i.e. assisting the Huguenots in France]. 1670 Loud.
Gaz. No. 443/3 The Council of Ten. .has forbidden all per-

sons disguised to wear arms. 1720 Loud. Gaz. No. 5845/1
{Berne) April 24 Upon the Death of M. Steiguer, a Senator
or Member of the Little Council of this Republick, the
Sovereign Council of Two Hundred assembled . . to fill up
that Vacancy. 1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson s Voy. 322
The [Dutch] Government of the Cape is administer'd by
eight Courts or Councils.^ 1. The Grand-Council, or Col-
lege of Policy, which consists of the Governor, and eight of
the Company's principal Officers. Ibid. 324 The Common-
Council (of which there is one in every Colony) is chosen
every year by the Grand-Council. 1777 Watson Philip II
(1839) 135 This tribunal [the Duke ofAlva's in the Nether-
lands] might well be called, as the Flemings termed it, the
Council of Blood. 1808 Edin. Rev. XII. 389 The Council
of Ten. .had encroached so much on the authority of the
Doge. 18*7 Scott Napoleon ii, The Council of Ancients
had the power of rejecting the propositions laid before them
by the Council of Five Hundred. 1836 Penny Cycl. V.
125/2 The Council of Elders met at six o'clock in the morn-
ing of the 18 Brumaire at the Tuileries.



COUNCIL. 1052 COUNCIL-MAN.
10. The local administrative body of a corporate

town or city ; also fsince 1888) of an English
( administrative

1

county or district ; more fully de-

scribed as borough, town, city, county or district

council ; cf. also Common Council, Select Council

(15, below\
o. 1428 in Surtees Mite. (1890) 3 pe Mayr and be Counsell of

be chambre. 1561 N. WinJet Cert. Tractates (1888) I. iii. 26
To the honorableProuest, Bai!lies,and Counsall ofEdinburgh.
0. 1474 Sc. Acts Jos. Ill (1597) 8 36 In Burrowes . . there

salbe of the auld Councell of the 3eir before, foure worthy
persones chosen jeirly to the new Councell. 1581 Savile
Tacitus* Hist. 11. Iii. (1591I 84 As they were in this per-
plexity, the councell of Mutiua increased their cares. 1851
Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace (1877) III. v.iii. 232 The town
council is the great ruling body of the borough. 1863 II.

Cox Instit. in. ix. 730 The members of a Town Council are
the Mayor, Aldermen, and Councillors. 1888 Local Govt.
Act in Whitaker's Almanac 582/1 The original bill . . pro-
vided for the establishment of district councils subordinate
to the new county councils . . A measure will be introduced
in 1889 providing for the establishment of district councils.
Ibid. 582/2 As to the constitution of the county councils. In
each administrative county a council consisting of a chair-
man, aldermen, and councillors, will be established to be
entrusted with the. .administrative and financial business of
the county. The council will be constituted much like the
council of a borough divided into wards. Ibid. 584 '2 The
mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of each county Iwrough
acting by the council, shall be the county council for that
borough.

11. A body of men associated with the president

(or directors) of a society or institution, to consult
upon its business and share in its administration

;

a deliberative and administrative committee. [Lat-
inized as concilium, though properly belonging to

L. consilium : in F. conseil.~\

[x66» Charier Roy. Soc. Erit societas de praeside conciHo
& sodalibus consistens, qui vocabuntur & nuncupabuntur
Praeses, Concilium, & Sodales Regalis Societatis Londini,
etc.] 168a Grew Anat. Plants Pref., At a Meeting of the
Council of the said [Royal] Societythe following Order was
made, and entred in their Council- Book. 1806 Med. Jrnt.
XV. 291 The Medical Council of the Jennerian Society.
184a Rules Pkitol. Soc. iii, The Councif . . shall consist of
the President, the_ Vice-Presidents, a Treasurer, 1 or 2
Honorary Secretaries, and twenty ordinary Members.
1844- Camden Soc. Publications Pref. note, The Council of
the Camden Society desire it to be understood, that, etc.
189a {title) The Metropolitan Auxiliary Council of the
London Missionary Society,

b. In University use.

In the Scottish Universities, the General Council is the
great deliberative body consisting of the members of the
University Court, the professors, and graduates, correspond-
ing in function to Convocation in the University of London.
In the University of Oxford, the Ilcbdomatlal Council is a
representative board which consults upon and administers
the business of the University, and takes the initiative in
all matters to be brought before the Congregation and Con-
vocation.

1854 Act 17-18 Vict. c. 8: (Ox/. Univ. Act % 5 Upon the
15th day of the said Michaelmas term 1854, there shall be
elected.. a council, which shall be called the hebdomadal
council. Ibid.§t If any person shall be elected a member of
the hebdomadal council in two or more classes, he shall,
when he first takes his scat in the council, declare under
which class he desires to sit. 1873 Edin. Univ. Cat. 43
The General Council of this University, and the General
Council of the University of St. Andrews jointly, return a
Member of Parliament.

12. In some of the Reformed churches : An ad-
visory assembly of clerical, or clerical and lay,

members.
Congregational council, and National council, advisory

or consultatory bodies organized by the Congregational ists

in America. So London Nonconformist Council, etc.

13. Council and Session {Sc.) : see sense 7.

14. Council of War. a. An assembly of officers

(military or naval) called to consult with the
general or commanding officer, usually in a special
emergency. Also trans/, andJig.

1612 5 Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. xix. i, They may call
a council of war, and lay their heads together a 1671 Ln.
Fairfax Mem. (1609) 72 We called a Council of war, wherein
it was debated, whether we should attempt those in the
works. 1855 Trollope Warden xiv. Generals in their
councils of war did not consider more deeply.
Jig. 1705 Van brugh Conftd. \\. i, What a pretty little

pair of amiable persons are there gone to hold a council of
war together! Poor birds ! 1850 W. K. Clarke W'm k Far:
220 We then held a ' council of war ', in which it was agreed
that all should keep as close to the rocks as possible.

b. In some foreign countries : A body forming
a permanent advisory committee or board on
military affairs.

1590 Sir R.Williams Brief* Disc. IVarre 17 All these
Counsailes of warres both in Spaine and abroad, are expert
and principal! Captaines. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav.
xi. 33 The General of Achem. .assembled his Councel of
War, who were all of opinion that the commenced siege was
to be continued. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 7 P 18 The Em-
peror (of Austria], .has advanced . . Count Henry Thaun to
be . . a Councillor of the Aulick Council of War. 1838
Penny Cycl. X. 65/1 [Prince Eugene] returned to Vienna,
and was appointed president of the council of war.

15. Common Council, a. Without special mean-
ings General council; see 1.

.1290 S, Eng. Leg. I. 337 At be commuyn conseil a day
seint Gregori a-ros sone, And bad be pope and is car-
dinales graunti him ane bone, a 1400-50 Alexander 5393
All spritis in pis spclonk here speke bai to-gedire, Here is

paire comon consaile.

b. The administrative body of a corporate town
or city ; a town or city council. In England
(since the Act of 1835) retained as a title only in

the case of London ; used in some cities in U.S.
e. g. in Philadelphia the local authority now consists of the

Select Council and Common Council, called together the
Councils. The Common Council is mentioned in Penn's
Charter of 25 Oct. 1701 ; the Select Council, formerly a
court of Aldermen, appears in the Consolidation Act of
3 Feb. 1854.

a> Sfljp Ord. Worcester \t\ Eng. Gilds 387 Vf eny of the
xlviij. persones chosen and named for the comyn counsell of
the seid cite, discouere eny maner thing that ys seid at hur
comyn counselle. 1486 in Surtees Misc. (1890) 47 To the.

.

common counesell of the citie of York. 1538 Starkey
England i. L 9 To lyue other vnder a prynce or a commyn
counsel in cytes and townys.
p. 1580 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 42 At the

request of Mr. Mayor and his brethren, together with the
consent of the Common Council there in the Common Hall
assembled. 1682 Enq. Elect. Sheriffs 38 Sheriffs of London

I

have been always chosen by the Mayor, Aldermen, Common- I

Council, and Livery-men. 171s Land. Gaz. No. 5040/7 An
act passed at a Court of Common-Council held for the City

|

of London. 1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. V, 405 You
see the dash which the Common Council of the city of
London have made at me. 1889 Whitaker's Attn. 323
Officers of the City of Ixmdon. .Appointed by the Court of
Common Council.

1887 City Govt, ofPhiladelphia 20 The Assembly for the
transaction of business was called the Common Council.
Ibid. 15, 70, etc.

t C. A meeting of such a body. Ohs.
1467 [see b above]. 1548 H all Chron. 170 The Mayre on

y* next day . . called a common counsaile. 1709 Steele
Tatler No. 52 r 4 As soon as he came into the Common
Council.

d. I fence Common councilman : see under
CoL'NCIL-MAN.

16. Privy Council : see PitlYY.

17. Comb., as council-door, -ground\ -scat ; coun-
cil-book, the book in which the acts of a council
are registered ; the register of privy-councillors ; I

council-day, the day on which a council meets i

for deliberation
; council-fire, a fire kindled by

the North American Indians when in council

;

council-general, a general or common council

;

council-hall, -room = Council-chamber. See
alto Council-board, -house, -man, -table.
1618 Sir L. Stukeiey Petit, in Hart. Misc. .Malh.) III.

mo The publick act registered in the *Council-boolc 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. vL (1872) I. 324 Halifax was informed
that his services were no longer needed, and his name was
struck out of the council-book. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S.
HI. xvii. 256 The declaration was projected, executed, and
entered in the council-books without any previous notice to

,

Pitt. 1664 5 Pepys Diarydfyq) III. 121 Very constant he is

on "council-days. 1682 Dryden Dk. ofGuise v. i, To keep
guards doubled at the "council-door. 1775 G. Johnson in

j

Sparks Life Gouv. Morris 11832) I. 42 The Indians will not
[

sit still, and see their "council-fire extinguished. 1876 Ban- i

croft Hist. U. S. III. x. 035 The Delawares, and the
Shawnees, lighted the counril-fire, smoked the calumet, and
entreated for peace. 1817 Blackrv. Mag. I. 191/1 A report
made to the "council-general ofhospitals in Parts. 1880 A. T.
Drake St. Cath. ofSiena 537 Let him call a Council-general
iCottsigiio Generate) of the chief citizens and listen to their
advice. 184* Markvat M. Violet xv.We were, .assembled at
the "council-ground on the shoresof the BuonaVentura. 1682
Dryden Dk. of Guise v. i, The "council-hall was hung with
crimson round. 184a Bischoff Woollen Manuf. II. 117 The
DukeofWellington, .had proposed that both parties should

|

meet in the "council room, and calmly discuss the question
Iwfore the ministers. 1715 Pope Odyss. vm. 5 Then to the
"council-seat they bend their way. 1837 Wheelwright tr.

Aristophanes II. 238 Nor is there any council-seat, for this
Is the third day and midst of Ceres' feasts 1

Cou ncil-board. The board or table at which
the members of a council sit

;
hence, the council

in session, the assembled body of councillors.

1591 Lambardk Archeion (1630 116 To have his Causes
determined . . at the Councell- ooard without open hear-
ing. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 00 [He) rated my
Vnckle from the Councell-Boord. 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Reb. n. (i843> 46A Acquainting his council-board, .with the
indignities he had sustained. 01603 Ln. Delamer Wks.
( 1694) 40 Attendance at the Council- Board. 1841 Macaulay
W. Hastings Ess. 1854 II. 655/2 When he landed from
India, .he had. .looked forward to.. a seat at the Council
Board, an office at Whitehall. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S.
V. x. 437 The president . . had no higher functions than those
of the president of a council-board.

Con ncil-cha ruber. An apartment appro- .

priated to the meetings of a council ; the place of i

consultation.

1530 Palsgr. 208/1 Counsell chambre, chambre de parte. \

ment. 01533 Ln. Bernems Huon lxxxiit 254 The barons
..went out of the counsell chambre. 1665 Pepys Diary

1

(1879)111. 153 Thence., to White Hall to the Council-
i

chamber. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.iiZw) I. 506 Irreverent
j

methodism. .rushes with saucy familiarity into the council-
jchamber of heaven. 1886 Morley Paitison's Mem. Crit.

Misc. III. 160 Those who .. fought in literature, in the
j

council-chamber, in the field, against the Church revival of
j

their day.

Council-house. A house in which a council
|

meets for deliberation ; in Scotland and elsewhere,
j

a common name for a town-hall.
c 1340 Cursor M. 16094 <Trin.) Pilate . . 3ede in to be par-

!

lour: ]>at was a counsel hous badde. 1393 Gower Conf.
\

III. 181 That none but he be wepenles Shaft come into the
[

counseil hous. 1526 Tindalk Acts xxv. 23 Agrippa and ,

Bcraice , . entrede into the counsell housse with the cap-
|

taynes. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, m. v. 38 The subtill Traytor
This day had plotted, in the Councell-House, To murtherm* "760-71 Ir.Juan ft Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) II. 32 On the west
side which faces the cathedral, is the councel-house. 1890
What to see in Birmingham 6, The Council House,

b. + Counsel-house-man, a town-councillor.
1697 Land. Gaz. No. 3338/3 Coventry Nov. 1, The Mayor

..Aldermen, Sheriffs, and Counsel-House-Men. .met at St
Mary's Hall. 1715 Ibid. No. 5377/1 An humble Address of
the Mayor. Aldermen, Sheriffs. .Council-house-men. .and
Inhabitants of the City of Coventry.

t Cou'ncilist. Obs. rare-K [f. Council +
-1st, after canonist, etc.] One versed in the subject
of ecclesiastical councils.
1643 Milton Apol. Smect. xii, I have not . . read more of

the councils.
. I should be sorry to have been such a prodigal

of my time. .If ye provoke me . . I will in three months be an
expert councilist,

t Cou'ncillary, a. Obs. [f. Council + -art.]
Ofor pertaining to counsel ; advisory, Consiliart.
1651 Hobbes Philos. Rud.\\'V%. (1841111. 260 Christ .. had

not a royal or sovereign power committed to him . . but coun-
cillary and doctrinal only.

Councilling (kairnsilirj), vbl. sb. twnce-wd.
[as if from a verb ^council to hold a Council.]
The holding of a council.
1870 Bryant Iliad I. 11. 5: Shall all our councillings and

all our cares Be cast into the flames?

Councillor kau-nsilaj). Forms: 3-7 as in

Counsellor ; also 6-7 councellour, -or, 6-
councillor. [An alteration of the earlier word
counsellor, through assimilation to council. When
counsel (F. conseil), in the sense of an advising
or deliberative body, came to be spelt council,

counsellor F. conseilleur) in the sense of a member
of such a body was conformably spelt councillor.]

An official member of a council : a. of the council
of state of a sovereign or ruler : cf. Privy Coun-
cillor ; b. ofthe council of a colonial government,
etc. ; C. of a town, city, county or district council,
;esp. as distinguished from an alderman}.
a. [c 1340 Cursor M. 3005' Fairf. * J>e kinge [Abimelech] made
him [Abraham] his counsalour priue. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
2052 Charlis consailtr am y priue.] c 1450 Nom. in Wr..
Wulcker 684/18 {Nomina dignitat.) Hie assecretis, cown-
cellere. 1511 2 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c 23 $ 5 The Kinges
Highnes shall, .direct nis lettres missyves to twayn of his
honourable Counseillours. 1586 Thynne in Holinshed
Chron. III. 1490,'! For his woorthenesse and merit advanced
to the c-t.ae of a councillor. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. i.

21Q One Gilbert Pecke, his Councellour. 165a Sir E.
Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) I. 286 To make Sir Geo.
Carteret a counsellor, is not the way to recover the honour
of the K.'s council. 1655 Dicgf.s Compl. Ambass. 6 Any of
her Ministers or Councellours. 17*7 De Foe Syst. Magic
t. iL (1840) 57 Wise princes always choose wise councillors.

1845 S» Aistin Rankc's Hist. Ref. I. 102 Among the im-
perial councillors, difference of opinion prevailed. 1889
Whitaker's Almanack^! [Officials of the German Embassy
in I-ondon] Councillor of Embassy. .Councillor and Director
of the Chancery of the Embassy.
b. 1608 E. Ay 1ngfield Virginia in Capt. Smith's Wks.

Introd. (Arb.) 76 So much differed the President and the
other Councellors in mannaging the government of the Col*
lonye. 1889 Whitaker's Almanack 431 Straits Settlements
..The Government consists of a Governor, assisted by an
Executive Council of 8 members, and a Legislative Council
of 8 official and 7 unofficial members . . the Resident Coun*
cillor of Penang and Malacca having seats in both Councils.
O. is-6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 148 Heddes, coun-

seylers and rulers of the sayd cite. 1673 Kay fourn. Lorv
C. 422 Private quarrels . . are usually referred to a Coun*
cellour of the Parish. 1845 S, Aistin Ranke's Hist. Ref.
III. 431 I ! ii idea of the. .dignity of the civil authority
extended to the city councillors. 1863 H. Cox Instit. 111.

ix. 730 The meml>ers of a Town Council are the Mayor,
Aldermen, and Councillors. 1889 Whitaker's Almanack
583/1 {County Councils) County aldermen and county coun-
cillors will be eligible for the coronerships.

Councillors-dip kuu-nsflaijrp). [f. prec. +
ship.] The office or position of councillor.

1583 Stock eb Civ. fCarres Lave C. I. 57 b. His Counsellor-
ship of estate. 1596 Sir J. Smyth in Lett. Lit. Men ' Cam-
den) 95 In the whole course of your Cownsellorship and
managinge of affayres under her Majestic, a i6s6 Bacon
Adv. to I'iltiers i]\ Of the great offices and officers of the
kingdom, the most part are such as cannot well be severed
from the counsellorship. 1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 157 Chain-
berlainshtps, Councillorships, and Extraordinary Ambassa-
dorships. 1854 H. Miller Sch. \ Schtn. i ) 406, I even
became political enough to stand for a councillorsnip.

Cou ncil-man. A member of a council, esp.

of that of a corporate town ; a councillor. Obs.

exc. Hist.
1659 W. Sheppard Corporations, etc. 57 To name the pre-

sent Mayor, Recorder, Aldermen, Councel-men, and Officers.

1881 Bridgett Hist. Eucharist II. 281 The bailiffs and
councilmen were summoned to appear personally at Rome.
Common-councilman. A member ofa common

council ; a common councillor. Now used of the

city of London, and common in U. S.
a 1637 B. Jonson Fall of Mortimer 1. i, I, who am no

common-council-man. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 73 p 17 As
the Common-Council-Men of the said Ward shall think fit.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 127 [Vanity] qualifies

the common councilman to dictate measures of state. 1837
Sir F. Palgrave Merck. <fr Friar iii. (1844) 79 As the stout

reforming Common-Councilman said to the spare conserva-
tive Alderman. 1873 Ri-skin in Contemp. Rev. XXI. 934
Mr. Greg's, .philosophy of Expenditure was expressed with

great precision by the Common Councilmen of New York.
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IlenceCouncilma^nic a. (U.S.)
1881 Philadelphia Record No. 3457. 1 Charges, .made by

a councilmanic sub-committee.

f Coirncilship. Obs. = Coonciixorship.
1649 Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) I. T30 Lord

Cottington was very much assisting to Mr. Longs Councell-
ship . .which is ill resented by her and all the Kings party.

Cou ncil-table. = Council-board, a. lit.

f b. The Privy Council. Obs.
i6ai G. Hakewill A'. David's Voiu 230 They may sit

with me, as it were at Counsel-table. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reh. 1.(1843) 28/1 The council-table and star-chamber
enlarge their jurisdictions to a vast extent. 1678 Marvell
Growth Popery Wks. 1875 IV. 325 How improper would it

seem of a privy-counsellor if in the House of Commons he
should not justify the most arbitrary proceedings of the
council-table. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 61 P 2 Pronounced
in the most solemn manner at the Council-Table. 1841
Penny Cycl. XIX. 23/2 The privy council, or council table,
consists of the assembly of the king's privy councillors for
matters of state.

Co-understanding : see Co- pref. 3 a.

Coundight, -dite, -dixit, -dyte, obs. ff. Con-
duit, Conduct sb.

Coundue, -dye, var, of Condue v. Obs.

tCo-nne (k0uiy«n), a. Obs. rare. [f. L. co~
— com- together + un-us one : cf. tri-une] United
together in one.

tf>7X1 Ken Hymuarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 109 In thee
Being and Love co-une the Blessed see.

t Co-U'ne, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. type *counare
)

f. co- together + undre to unite in one: cf. L.
adunare in this sense.] trans. To unite, com-
bine.

1627-77 Feltham Resolves 1. xcv. 147 [They] are in Man
one, and co-un'd together, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts $
Afon. (1642) 25 God and Man, co-uned in one Christ.

Connfirie, obs. form of Comfrey.
a 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 189 Venti major, .consolida

maior. .gall, et angl. counfirie.

Counforde, -fort(e, -found, obs. ff. Comfort,
Confound.
Counge, obs. f. Congee, leave to go.

Co-uni te, v. [f. Co- i + Unite v.]

1. trans. To unite together, conjoin.

1590 Greene Orl. Fur. (1599) 23 This Gordion knot to-
gether counites A Medor partener in her peerelesse loue.

1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido IIL ii, Whom kindred and
acquaintance co-unites. 1656 Trapp Comm. Rom. L 9 With
all the faculties of my soul concentred and co-united. 1724
Waterland A than. Creed viii. 120 Making the Persons dis-
tinct, but co-uniting them in glory, eternity, and majesty.
2. intr. To enter into union.

^
1650 Descr. Future Hist. Furope 25 They quickly con- ;

joyned and counited with them in marriage and affinity.

So f Co-uni te pa.pple. = co-united ; Co-tini ter,
Co-u-nity.
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John 80 b, That those also

j

. . might bee counite together. 1647 H. More Poems 237
Sith all forms in our soul be counite. a 1687 — Antid. Ath.
Scholia on App. 233_ All things are so tender and loose that 1

they seem to stand in need of some immaterial director and
co-unitor. axjxz Ken Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 435
Thou by Co-unity Divine, While One, wert Trine,
Co-universal: see Co- pref. 2.

Counsel (kou'nsel\ sb. Forms: 3-6 con-,
|

counseil, -seyl, -sail, -sayl, (-seile, -seille,

-seyle, -saile, -saille, -sayle, etc. ; also 4-5 cun-, I

cown-, koun-, kown-)
; 5-7 counseil, (-al, -all,

-ale, etc.); 4- counsel : about 40 variants. Also
j

4-5 con-, coun-, etc., -eel, -cele, -ceil, etc.
; 5-7

councell, 6-8 -eel, 7-8 -cil : about 15 variants.

[ME. con-, counseil, -ailf -ayl, a. OF. conseil, cun-
seil, in AFr. counseil {— Fr. conselh, Cat. conseil

^

Sp. consejo, Vg. conseglo, It. consiglio) :—L. con-
silium consultation, plan decided on as the result

of consultation, advice, counsel, advising faculty,

prudence ; a deliberating body, a council of state,

war, etc. } a counsellor : a word of the same type I

as colloqtiium, connubium, etc., f. consulfre to
I

deliberate, etc., f. con- together + *sal- a root
found also in consul, consulto, and prob. cognate
with Skr. sar- to go. The various senses are
retained in French ; but in English, those meaning
a deliberating body are now written Council, by
confusion with L. concilium.']

I. 1. Interchange of opinions on a matter of
procedure; consultation, deliberation. To take
counsel: to consult, deliberate.
C1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 59/202 A-mongpisCardinales coun-

seil bere was i-nome. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xii. 2 How
lange sail I sett counsails in my hert of diuerse thynges.
c 1450 Merlin x. 141 After mete Arthur & Merlin went to-
geder to counseile. 1539 Bible (Great) John xi. 53 Then
from that daye forth they toke counseil together, for to put
him to deeth. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 258 There were
great counsayles betwene the King and Jaques Dartnell, on
the one parte, and the Counsayles of the good townes of the
other part. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. iit. 11, I hold as
little counsaile with weake feare. As you. i6ji Bible Job
xxxviii. 2 Who is this that darkneth counseil by words with-
out knowledge? 1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes i. 9 No time
..for that Counsel and Consideration which is requisite.

|

1795 Southev Joan ofArc vm. 576 Time was not for long I

counsel. 1871 Morlev Voltaire (1886) 11 There are . . eras I

of counsel and eras of execution. 1879 Miss Vongf.
Vol. II.

Cameos Ser. iv. vi. 72 He found old Lefevre, and took much
counsel with him,

fb. Conference, conversation. Obs. ?-are.

a TjSpLeben Jesu (ed. Horstmann)79 (Matz.) Nuste no man
jwat it was, bat conseil longe ilaste. Ibid. 340 f>a comen be
apostles, and bou^ten wonder bat he wolde suych conseil
drawe Mid a womman bat sunfol was.

2. Opinion as to what ought to be done given as
the result of consultation ; aid or instruction for
directing the judgement

; advice, direction.
^1225 After. R. 70 Ne no mon ne aski ou read ne coun-

sail. C1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 111/169 Heo a.af him conseil
bane wei to gon. C1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 315 Triste we

J

to god bat he wole 3iue us concel in bis. c 1386 Chaucer

I

Melib. r 207 Taak no conseil of a fool. 1470-85 Malory
j

Arthur 1. x, The kyng asked counceil at hem al. 1542
Boorde Dyetary Pref. (1870) 226 Without the counceyl
[1547 counseil] of Mayster doctour Butte. 1579 Gosson
APol. Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 70 If plaiers take a little more coun*

I
sell of their pillowe, they shall finde them selues to be the

I

worste. .people in the world. 1651 Hobues Leviath. (1839)

j

241 Counsel^ is where a man saith, do, or do not this, and
deduceth his reasons from the benefit that arriveth by it

to him to whom he saith it. 1751 Johnson Rambler No.
I 185 P 1 The counsels of philosophy and the injunctions of

religion. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. I. vi. 142 Both princes .

.

1 hearkened the more willingly to the councils of Anselm.
1874 Green Short Hist. viii. 487 The failure of the more
moderate counsels for which his own had been set aside,

b. spec, in Theot. One of the advisory declara-

I

tions of Christ and the apostles, in medireval
theology reckoned as twelve, which are considered
not to be universally binding, but to be given as a

,
means of attaining greater moral perfection ; so

; counsel of perfection, esp. in reference to Matt.
j

xix. 21. Evangelical counsels, the three obliga-

;

tions of voluntary poverty, chastity, and obedience

I

to a religious superior (see quot. 1875).
c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. IK 2 $if men wolen. .kepe

be counseilis of Crist, loke bat bei croken not from him.
I 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 139 By the nombre of xxii ys
1 vnderstonde the x commaundementesand the xii counsaylles
;

of the gospell. Ibid. 140 The commaundementes of cure
lorde that all must kepe that wyll be saued . . The counsayles
that longe to relygyous & to folke of perfeccyon. 1577
Vautrouillier Luther on Ep. Gal. 85 marg., The Pap'istes
diuide the gospell into precepts and counsels. To the pre-
ceptes men are bound (say they), but not to the counsels.
1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Exhort. § 8 Although some
men did acts of Counsel in order to attain that perfection
which in Jesus was essential and unalterable. 1863 Keblk
Life lip. Wilson xii. 405 This . .which the tenor of her life

may justify us in calling no extravagance of pietism, but a
real counsel of perfection. 1875 Manning Mission 11. Ghost
xii. 330 But the life of counsels—that is the life of poverty,
the life of chastity, the life of obedience, which is the life of
the priesthood, and the life of those who enter convents.
1885 Catlwlic Diet. 325/1 The high estimation in which the
Fathers held the evangelical counsels. 1886 Karl Sf.lborne
Def.Ch. Eng. IIL xvii. §3. 297 A tendency, .to elevate coun-
sels of perfection into laws of bondage.

3. The faculty of counselling or advising
;
judge-

ment
;
prudence; sagacity in the devising of plans.

Obs. or arch.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 412 He was queynte of conseyl &
speche, & of body strong, a 1300 Cursor M. 29205 (Cott.)
pe gift o wijt, of vnder-standing, o consail. 1381 Wyclif
Isa. xi. 2 And ther shal resten vp on hym the Spirit of the
Lord, .spirit of counseil and of strengthe. c 1400 Sowdone
Bab. 367 Tho by-spake a worthy man of counsaile, An Erille
of the Senatouns. 1535 Stew art Cron. Scot. II. 457 Laulie
and meik and of consail rycht gude. 1611 Bible JobvXx. 13
With him is wisedome & strength, he hath counseil and
vnderstanding. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. It. i. (1712) 38
Things are so framed that they naturally imply a Principle
of Wisdom and Counsel in the Author of them.

4. That in which deliberation results
; resolution,

purpose, intention
;
plan, design, scheme.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 371 Hii .. were alle at conseyl to
worry Engelond. 1382 Wyclif Ps. xxxii[i]. 11 The coun.
seill forsothe of the Lord withoute ende abit. c 1450 Merlin
xiv. 202 He ne kowde no counseile how he myght his londe
deffende. 1534 Tindale Acts ii. 23 Delivered by the de-
terminat counseil and foreknoweledge of God. 1548 Udall,
etc. Erasm. Par. Pref. 5 His prouidence and consailles un-
scrutable. 1600 Holland Livy vn. xx. 262 Would any man
impute it rather to deliberate counseil, than to some fit of
heat and follie ? 1680 Burnet Rochester (1692) 84 We who
cannot fathom the secrets of the Councel of God. 1841
Myers Cath. Tit. in. § 15. 55 The secret counsels of the
Infinite Mind.

f 5. A private or secret purpose, design, or
opinion. Obs. (exc. as in d).
a 1300 Cursor M. 3161 (Cott.) His consail will he naman

tell, c I3»5 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 683 How my3 t I hyde myn
hert fro Habraham be trwe, J>at I ne dyscouered to his corse
my counsayle so dere. 1473 Warkw. Chron. 9 There cown-
selle was dyscoverede. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 776 Many
thought that thys Duke was privie to all the Protectors
counsayle. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. ii. 2 They of Rome are en-
tred in our Counsailes, And know how we proceede. 1652
Needham tr. Selden's^ Mare CI. 229 By diligent watchfulness
discover their [Enemies'] approaches or counsels.

fb. A matter of confidence or secrecy; a
secret ; a confidence. Obs. (exc. as in d),
a 1300 Cursor M. 27886 (Cotton Galba) Dronkinhede.

.

mase oft kounsail to be talde. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix.

157 pat bat wommen witeth may nou3te wel be conseille !

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2784 To sayn sob of by make, Hit ne
may beo no consail ; pe Sarazyns him habbeb itake. r 1386
Chaucer Wife's T. no But natheles hir thoughte that sche
dyde, That sche so long a counseil scholde hyde. c 1450
Crt. of Love 722 But this is counsaile, keepe it secretly,

fQuod she), c 1460 Play Sacram. 522 Charge yow euer-

ychoon That yt be conselle that we haue doon. 1530 Palsgr.
2o3/i Counsel!, secret. 1613 Massinger DM. Milan 111. i,

Nay, it is no counsel, You may partake it, gentlemen.
'

fc. In counsel: in private, in confidence. Obs.
^1400 Maundev. (1839) xii. 137 He leet voyden out of his
chambre all maner of men.. for he wolde speke with me
in conseill. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xx. i, Thenne sir
Agrauayne sayd thus openly and not in no counceylle. 1535
Coverdale Job iv. i2 There is spoken unto me a thynge in
cbuncell. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 1. i. 122 Shal. The Coun-
cell shall know this. Fat. 'Twere better for you if it were
known in councell : you'll be laugh'd at. 1638 Ford Fancies
1. iii, A pastime smiled at Amongst yourselves in counsel

;

but beware Of being overheard.

d. f To keep or hold (a matter) counsel plater in
counsel) : to keep it secret {obs.). To keep (f hold)
counsel

: to observe secrecy (arch, and dial.). To
keep any one's counsel : to keep a secret which he
has^ committed to one (arch, or obs.). To keep
one's {own) counsel : to keep one's own secret, be
reticent about one's intentions or opinions.
0 x300 Cursor M. 27411 (Cott.) J>e sin bat said es to be

preist he hald it consail euer in breist. c 1450 Erie Tolous
582 Madam, your trowthe ys plyght, To holde counsayle,
bothe day and nyght. c 1450 Merlin i. 16 This may not be
kepte counseill. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xm. xxxviii, He
kepeth it no counceil but that he is a knyghte of Kynge
Arthurs. Ibid. xn. v, Kepe hit in counceylle and let noo
man knowe hit in the world. 1474 Caxton Chesse 16 It is

comyn prouerbe that women can kepe no counceyl. c 1550
Bale K. Johan (Camden) 26 Kepe yt counseil, dane Davy
Dyssymulacyon. 1562 J. Hkywood Prov. Epigr. (1867)
168 Three may kepe councell if twayne be away. 1576
Fleming PanoPl. Epist. 217 Women and children keepe
that in counsel whereof they are ignorant. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. iv. ii. n Do not beleeue it . .That I can keepe your
counsel, and not mine owne. 1611 Bible Fcclus. viii. 17
Consult not with a foole ; for he cannot keepe counsel!.
1641 Brome Jov. Crew 11. Wks. 1873 IIL 374 We .. have
kept all your councels ever since we have been Infant Play-
fellows. ijtj Addison Spect. No. 12 r 1, I am the best Man
in the World to keep my own Counsel. 1757 Foote Author
1. Wks. 1799 I. 136 Don't be afraid ; I'll keep council. 1818
Byron yuan 1. Ixviii, I'm really puzzled what to think or say,
She kept her counsel in so close a way, 1855 Macallay
Hist. Eng. IV. 584 William kept his own counsel so well
that not a hint of his intention got abroad.

t 6. Of counsel with ox for (a person), in, with
or to (an act, etc.) : in the counsels, confidence, or
secrets of ; one of the advisers of (a person) ; privy

to (an act). Obs.

1425 Paston Lett. No. 5. I. 22, I prey yow. .that, .ye will

. . defenden the seyd sutes . . and to be of owr counseill in

these matieres. 1530 Palsgr. 424/1, I am cheife a I
= of]

counsayle with one je suis tie son segret priue. 1530
in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. O.rford 89 And noon of them
other to blame or off councell w l that lewed dede. 1535
Coverdale Job xxxvii. 15 Art thou of councel with God?
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John 20 b, A thing priuie
and of councel to his first fault. 1568 Grafton Chron. 11.

783 She was a [ = of] counsaile with the Lorde Hastynges to
destroy him. 1633 Ford "Lis Pity v. vi, Say, fellow, know'st
thou any yet unnam'd Of council in this incest? 1683 A.
Snape Anal. Horse 1. i. (1686) 69 Aristotle, .was in his time
thought to be the nearest of counsel to Nature. 1689 Tryai
lips. 3 This Writ was granted upon our Motion, who are of
Councel for the King.

II. t 7. An assembly or body of advisers. Obs.

Now Council 4 and 6 q.v.

1297 [see Cot'NCiL 6 ; also 4 and 6 for other quots. J. a 1300
Cursor M. 24793 (Cott.) His consail badd him for to faand, be

king of danemerk wit saand. c 1305 Pilate 38 in E. E. P.
11862) 112 He wolde him sle, ac his consail ne a.af him nojt

berto. 1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par. II. Ded. 1 The. .whole,

some advyce and ministerie, ofyour noble uncle and counsail.

fb. A single person with whom one consults

or advises ; a counsellor. Obs.

c 1386 Chaccer A'nt.'s T. 289, I . .tolde thee my wo As to

my conseil and to my brother sworn. 1647 Ward Simp.
Cobler$4 Will you follow your very worst Councell so farre,

as to provoke your very best ? 1654 Sir E. Nicholas in A*.

Papers (Camden) II. 134 Lo. Digby wassoe much the ablest

Councell to the King.

8. A body of legal advisers, engaged in the

direction or conduct of a cause. (Usually a col-

lective plural, but sometimes treated as a numeral

plural
;

formerly, in * to desire the benefit of

counsel', *to be allowed counsel*, etc., treated as

a collective sing. : cf. quot. 1681.)

(In this sense erroneously stated in many legal text-books

to be ' an abbreviation of counsellor '.)

1393 Gower Conf. III. 155 Help, that I hadde counseil

here Upon the trouthe of my matere. And Julius with

that anone Assigned him a worthy one. 1425 Paston Lett.

No. 5. I. 20, I have, by advys of counseill in making a pro-

curacie to yow. 1591 Greene Art Conny Catch. 11. 15

Carefull to see his counseil, and to ply his Atturney. 1642

Perkins Prof. Bk. xi. 341 As shall bee devised by the

Councell learned in the Law. 1666 Pepys Diary (1879) IV.

219 The Lords did insist that he should have Counsel,

which the Commons would not suffer. Ibid. IV. 280 The
second of our three Counsel was the best. 1681 Trial

S. Colledgeq In Misdemeanour Councel is to be allowed

for the Prisoner, but not in Treason. 1709 Calverley
in Yorksh. Diaries (Surtees) II. 122 Council for Mr.
Hackett were lawyers Adams and Wickham . . for Mr.
Wilson . . councils, Mr. Thornton of Leeds, and Mr. Raw-
son of Bradford. 1739 C1BBER Apol. (1756) II. 62 Two of

the learned Council against us came afterwards to be suc-

cessively Lord Chancellors.
^
1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 106 2

The duty of counsel is to give advice in questions of law,

and to manage causes for clients. They are styled common
law, equity, or chamber counsel, according to the nature of

the business they transact. 1883 Sir T. Martin Id.



COUNSEL. 1054 COUNT.

Lyndhnrst v. 139 The most formidable array of counsel
that was ever banded together for a criminal prosecution.

h. as sing, (rarely with pi. counsels) : A single

legal adviser; a counsellor-at-law, advocate, or

barrister.

1709 [see prec.]. 17x1 Steele Sped. No. 429 Because a
Council of the other Side asserted it was coming down. 1789
T. Jefferson Writ. (1859* III. 37 They have, .charged one
of their ablest counsels with the preparation of a memoir to

establish this. x8oa Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816)

I. xii. 99 An advocate, .the first counsel in Edinburgh.

C. Kings (Queen's) Counsel : barristers ap-

pointed (on the nomination of the lord-chancellor)

counsel to the crown
;

they take precedence of

ordinary barristers, and wear a silk instead of a stuff

gown ; also a member of this body. (Abbreviated
K.C., Q.C.)
1689 Tryal Bps. 2 It is our Duty, who are the King's

Councel. .to prosecute such kind of Offences. 1797 Wolfe
Tone Autobiog. (1828) 70 Two lawyers of great eminence .

.

King's Counsel. 1863 H. Cox Inslit. 11. iii. 375 Queen's
Council or her Majesty's Counsel . . as servants of the
Crown, must not be employed in any cause against its

interest, without special license of the Crown, which is how-
ever never refused. 189a Ncivspr., Mr. Lockwood, Q.C.
defended.

9. Comb., as counsel-giver
y

-giving, -keeping \

counsel - keeper, one who is entrusted with

designs, secrets, etc. by another ; a confidant.

1535 Coverdale 2 Chron. xxii. 4 They were his councell
geuers after his fathers death. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii.

24 And Curtain'd with a Counsaile-keeping Caue. 1597 —
2 Hen. IV, ii. iv. 290 And looke whether the fierie Tngon
. .be not lisping to his Masters old Tables, his Note-Booke,
his Councell-keeper? 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Abogacta,
pleading, counsell gluing, the profession of an aduocate.
i6ai Lady M. Wroth Urania 476 She was not of., my
counsell-keepers. 1828 C. Wordsworth Chas. I 246 That
counsel-giving to the King.

Counsel (kau*nsel), v. Forms (more than

30) : 3 conseill-en, 3-6 vars. in con-, coun-, (4-5
cown-), -sell, -sail^l, etc., as in sb.

;
5-6 coun-

sell, 4- counsel. Also 4-6 counceil, -cell, -eel,

etc. [ME. conseillen, a. F. conseitter ( = Pr. cos-

seillar, cosselhar, OSp. consejar, It. consigliare) :—

late L. consilidre, for cl. L, consiliari to be a
counsellor, to counsel, f. consilium : see prec]
1. To counsel a person : to give or offer tnim)

counsel or advice ; to advise.

1297 K. Glouc (1724) 214 He bygan hem rede ; And in

bys batayle to conseyly, and bes wordes seyde. a 1300
Cursor M. 7091 <Gott.) Comyn 1 am be to consayle, bu fotu

it, and it sal pe vayle. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5943 To
counsaile bam \>&t askes counsayle. c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surteest 3817 He counseld be childes fader. 1474 Caxton
Chesse 25 Theyr oflyce is for to counceylle the kyng. 1535
Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 27 Ye shall truly councell the king and
his chauncellour. .in al thinges concerning the same. 1607
Shaks. Cor. 111. ii. 28 Pray be counsaiT'd. 1789 Gouv.
Morris in Sparks Life <$ Wrif. II. 71 [He] has neither
sense to counsel himself nor to choose counsellors for him-
self. much less to counsel others. 1842 Ltttom /.anoni
27 Since we have thus met, I will pause to counsel you.

b. with constructions and adverbial extensions,

expressing the matter or tenor of the advice.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3450 (Gott.) To consail hir <juat were

best. Ibid. 3751 (Gott.) Consail me fader, how to hue. Ibid.

24213 (Fatrf.) Counsail me vn-to be best. 1393 Gower
Con/. III. 70, I you counseile That ye it kepe. c 1400
Destr. Troy 9804 He counceld the kynges to kayre into
grece. C1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon 1. 43, I counseylle
you that ye tourne agayn. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. i.

83, 1 will goe . . And counsaile him to fight against his passion.
a 1843 South ey Inscriptions xxii, ^len wno counsell'd him
To oner terms. 1863 Mrs. C. Clarke Shaks. Char. xv. 376
The weakly unjust king will not be counselled to his own
honour and interest. 1871 Weymovth Eupk. 10 Enphues
counsels ladies to cultivate good-nature and courtesy.

2. absol. To give or offer counsel or advice,

f Const, to (a course or purpose).
(Arising out of 1, by suppression of the personal object,

and leading the way to 3, in which the personal object is

also absent, and the matter of the advice expressed.)

1375 Harbour Bruce xui. 377 And as he consalit, thai haue
done. 138a Wvclik Sel. Wks. III. 514 Alle men of be
Parlement counceilinge berto. 1635 K. Bolton Com/.
Ajfl. Consc. i. 140 Austin the famousDisputer. .counselleth
to this purpose. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1099 So counseled

hee and both together went Into the thickest Wood.
3. "J 0 counsel a thing', to advise its adoption or

doing ; to recommend (a plan, suggestion, etc.).

a. with the matter expressed by a sentence,

clause, or inf. phrase.

1340 Hamtolk Pr. Consc. 3027 Som clerkes counsailles

J>at we it spare and reserve hafely, Until we com til purga-
tory. 1393 Lancl. P. Pi. C. 1. 201 Ich consaile, for comune
profit lete be cat worthe. c 1450 St. Cuthbert {Swxlee.'i) tfifi
To be same pai counselde par with be cors to lende. 1548-9
(Mar.) Hit. Com. Prayer, Offices 35 b, He counsayled that
suche yocke and burden should be taken awaye.

b. with the matter expressed by a noun or

pronoun.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 11336 Hade pou counceld the contrary.
1647-8 Cotterell Davila's Hist. Pr. (1678)28 It should be
proposed and counselled, as necessary. 1667 Milton P. L*
II. 227 Thus Belial. .Counsel'd ignoble ease, and peaceful
sloath. 1868 Bright Sp. Ire/and 14 Mar., I would counsel
to all men moderation and justice. 1874, Green Short
Hist.vu. 356 The Emperor, .counselled prudence and delay.

t4. To ask counsel of ; to consult. Obs.
1381 Wyclif Ezeh. xxi. 21 The kyng . . axide ydolts.be

counseilide [1388 took councel at] entraills. 1518 Gardiner
in Pocock Bee. Be/. I. 1. 167 He could no less do than to

counsel other thereupon. 1547 Hooper Ansiu. Bp. Win-
chester's Bk. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 141 Moses, .counselled the

Lord and thereupon advised his subjects what was to be
done.

+ 5. refl. To take counsel with oneself; to con-

sider ; also = next. Cf. to advise oneselft F. se

conseiller, saviser. Obs.
c 1*90 .S'. Eng. Leg. I. 122/552 Of ower olde lawes transcrit

V-- me take And bare-oppe ich chulle conseillen me ;wuche
beon to for-sake. a 1300 Cursor M. 5509 (Cott.) Sir consail

yow, and pat bi vane, Was neuer nede of consail mare.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 199 He thought he wolde him first

counseile With Apollo.

1 6. intr. To take counsel with others ; to con-

sult, deliberate. Obs.

H97 R. Glouc. (1724^ 91 Our Kyng. .vnder feng hym fayr

ynow, and conseilede of pe cas. a 1300 Cursor M. 14386
(GOtt.) Pa consailed bairn emang Him ouber for to heued or

hang. £-1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 90 Synful men
shulden conseile with preestis. and take of hem medecine to

fle more synne. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 84 The saide governours
of Rome, .saiden they wolde counceile togither and advise

a day. c 1500 Melnsine 236 Ye muste counseyll emong you,
& take your best adwys. a 1555 Latimer Serm.

<fr
Bern.

( 1845) 360 Wives must counsel with husbands.
_
161a Dray-

ton Poly-otb. t. 3 Those Druides . . dwelt in darksome
Groues, there counsailing with sprites. 1795 Southey Joan
0/ Arc ix. 64 Counselling 1'hey met despondent.

+ Cou nselful, a. Obs. [{. Counsel sb. +
-FUL.1 Full of counsel ; able to give advice.

1548 Hall Chron. 196 The right counsailful facultie of
Decrees of the universitie of Parys.

Counsellable, -elable (kau nselab'l), a. [f.

Counsel v. + -able.]

1. Open to counsel ;
willing to be counselled.

1530 Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 515 Allace 1 that daye had
he "bene counsalabyll. He had obtenit laude, glore, and
victorie. c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1683) 135 His
Majesty engaged also to me to be secret, constant and
counselable. 1679 J. Goodman Penit. Pardoned in. iii.

(17131 310 He requires a perswadable counsellable temper.

2. Of things: To be recommended ; advisable.

1644 Chas. I Let. in Carte Ormonde (13-36) II. App. 6 In
case the Rebels here clap up peace with me. .which possibly

were not counsellable for me to refuse. 165$ Sir E.
Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) II. 306, I know it is very
councelable to vnite all factions against the present vsurper.

1668 Clarendon Vind. Tracts (1727) 73 His Majesty found
it most counsellable to resolve to make a defensive war.

Counselled, -eled. a. f f. Counsel v.]

t L Advised, determined, come to a decision.

1515 La. Berners Eroiss. II. Ixxvii. [Ixxiii.] 229 Y* Erie
of Foyze. .was soone counsayled in hymselfe.

2. Advised, recommended to be done.
1661 Boyle Style Script. (1675) 53 Those armies would

probably hinder the counselled retirement. 1700 Dryden
Eables (J.), His counsell'd crime which brands the Grecian
name.

Counselless 'kau-nst^lt'-s), a. [f- Counsel
sb. + -less.] Void or bereft of counsel.

1 1300 Prm<erb. Verses in Bel. A nt. II. 15 King conseilles,

Hissop loreles, Wumman schamcles. c 1400 Beryn 2313
I t r her I have no frendship : but am al counselles. 1593
Munday De/. Contraries 82 Some coward, hart-lesse . . or
councel-Iesse creature. 1877 M*s. Oliphant Makers Elor.

xi. 264 Leaderless, counselless as they were.

Counselling, -eling (kau-nselirj), vbl. sb. [f.

Counsel v. +-ING 1
.] The action of the verb

Counsel ; giving or taking of counsel ;
advising.

1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 202 pe comen wele was
paied of bat conseilyng t>at it were not dclaied. 1 1386
Chaucer Wife's Pro/. 67 But conseillyng is nat [v.r. nysnol
comandement. a 1533— Cold. Bk. M. A Mret.(t$A6)G b, And
x. M. counsailynges wolde be holden vpon ecne of these
thinges. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 359 What counselling with
lawyers l>efore engrossing, a 1849 Poe Pickens Wks. 1864
III. 476 The counselhngs alluded to might be those of that

gentleman with Kudge.

Cou nselling, -eling, ///. a. [f. as prec. +

-ing^J That counsels ;
advising.

i6j8 Earle Microcosm.^ Medling Man (Arb.) 89 A serious
and counselling forehead.

Counsellor, -elor (kuu nstbi). Forms: a. 3
kunsiler, 3-4 consiler, -seiler, 3-5 -seyler, 4
cunsaylere, conseiller, saillcr. counselloro,
-ceile(e)r, 4-5 conseilere, counseiler(e, 4-6
counselor, -sayler, 4-7 -sailer, 5 counseiller,
-celler, 5-6 sulere, 5-7 counsellor, 6 conseylyr,

counseyler, -seler, -sellar, -celer. Also 0. 4 con-
seillour, -seilour, -seylour, counsellor, -selour,

-celour, 4-5 counseilour, -seillor, 4-6 -seillour,

-sailour, -saillour, -saylour, 4-8 counseilour,

5 conseyllour, counseyllour, cownselour, 6
counsaylour, cownsaylour, 6-7 counsailor,
councellour, -or, 6- counsellor. [ME. coun*

seillerie, etc., a. OF. conseillere (nom.), and ME.
connseillour

y a. OF. conseilleor (oblique), re-

spectively L. consiliator and const'liatorem,

agent-n. from consiliare to Counsel, advise.
Like counsel, formerly also spelt counceler, counsellor, etc.

;

since c 1600 these forms have been differentiated from coun-
sellor under the type Councillor, as official counsellor,

member of a 'council '.J

1. One who counsels or advises ; an adviser.

a. a IU5 Ancr. B. 410 Luue is his chaumberling, & his
kunsiler. c 1*50 Meid. Maregrete (1862) 38 Awei ye euele
consilers. a 1300 Cursor M. 9314 (Cott.^ Man sal him clep.

.

Ferliful and conseiler [v.r. cunsaylere, counsellere). c 1380
Wvcuf^>/./K^. III. 29 Hecursipher wickidecounceileers.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1550 Hips. 4 Medea. Frely ;af he to
hire oonseylerys [z/.r.counselleres,-selers, -5eleris,conseillersJ
Giftys grete. c 1450 Merlin iv. 68, 1 may neuer haue reste
for hym, and Vlfyn hys counseiller. c 1500 Lancelot 1706
An agit knycht to be thi consulere. 1538STARKEY England
i. i. 24 Hys wyse conseylyrs and polytyke men. 155a Abp.
Hamilton Catech. (1884) 38 God .. misteris na counsellar.
1 6 1 1 I'ible 2 Chron. xxiL 3 His mother was his counseller to
doe wickedly.

0. a 1300 Cursor M. 9822 (Cott.) To nam haf farliful he
sal, and consaillur [v.r. consaylour, counseilour, councelour]
man sal him cal. 1413 Lvdg. Pilgr. Sowle 1. i. (1859) 1 That
lady that was thyne helper and thyn counseillour. 1548
Udall Erasm. Par. Pref. 8 Suche noble and sapient Coun-
saillours. 1586 J. Hooker Girald. IrtL in Holinslied II.

128/1 They are also called councellors, because they are
assembled and called to the parlement for their aduise and
good councell. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. iii. 55 My selfe

your loyall Seruant, your Physitian. Your most obedient

;
Counsailor. 1694 R. ! I Eables xxL (1714) 39 Let
All Men of Business be Councellors, Confidents, etc. 1725
Pope Odyss. xvn. 81 His father's counsellours, rever'd for

age- I751 Johnson Bamblrr No. 87 P 3 l"he inefficacy of
advice is usually the fault of the counsellor. x88o Disraeli
Endym. xvi, Above all, she was a first-rate counsellor in

i costume.

fig' l$3& Coverdale Ps . cxviiifij. 24 In thy testimonies is

my dehte, they are my councelers. 1598 Barket Theor.
Warres v. iii. 180 Hatred and feare be two bad Counsellors

' in warre. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. iii. 17 Those Linnen
cheekes of thine Are Counsailers to feare. 1838 Lytton
Leila \. v. Fill out the wine— it is a soothing counsellor,

and I need it.

2. An official counsellor; an adviser of the sove-

reign, a member of the King's Council. In this

sense spelt since 16th c. Councillor, q.v.

3. (More fully counsellor-at-law.) One whose
profession is to give legal advice to clients, and
conduct their cases in court ; a counselling lawyer,

a barrister or advocate, arch, in Eng. use ; still

used in Ireland. In some of the United States, an
attorney admitted to practise in all the courts.

1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. \\. xix. {1638) 92 What is the
1 Counsellor in that case bounden to him that he gave coun-
1

sell to? 1603 Shaks. Meets, for M. 1. ii. 109 Good Counsellors
lacke no Clients. 163a Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) rsi

,
M r Tuke the elder ingrossed the said Butler's answere with
his own hand, and gott a Councellors hand thereunto.

1648 Lilly Astrot. Prediction 64 note, A Counsellor at
I .aw, very learned and in great practice. 1779 Mad.
IVArblay Diary Oct., A rich counsellor, learned in the law,

hut, to me, a displeasing man. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxvii,
1 Mr. Counsellor PleydelT. 1877 Blackus Pop. Encycl. III.

704/1 A counsellor at law, named Mallet, who lived in the
reign of Charles I. 1891 Murray's Mag. Dec. 977(7>iw
Irish Stories) I'm goin' to be med a barrister, or, as we call

it here, a counsellor.

T 4. One who consults or asks counsel. Obs. rare.

1483 Cath. Angl. 78 Cownselour, quipetit consilium.

Counsellorship kaunsebj[i:p). [f. prec. +
i

-ship.] The office of counsellor
;

formerly «
COUNCILLORSHIP, q.V.

t Coirnselmexit. Obs. rare. [a. OK. con-
! seillement : see Counsel v. and -Kent.] Coun-

selling, consultation, deliberation, conference.

,S*3 Fitzhf-»b. Sttrv. 77 Than shall there be no counsel-

ment of the sutours.

Count (kaunt\ sb.1 Forms: 4-6 counte, 5
cownte, 7 oownt, 5- count. Also 0. 5-0

compte,(6coumpte,6V.comp),5-9compt. [ME.
counte, a. OF. confe, cunte — It. conto :—late L. com-

ptttum calculation, reckoning, f. computare to cal-

culate, reckon: see next. The spelling of the F.

was refashioned in 14th c, after L., as compte,

and this form became frequent also in Eng. from

the 15th to the 17th c]
1. The action or process of counting ; a calcula-

tion, computation, reckoning.

ofcount : beyond calculation, countless, incalculable.

To put ont out of count 1 i.e. out of one's reckoning.

To keep count: to keep up the reckoning of a series of
things ; so to lose count. .

c'1330 R. IIrunne Chron. (1810) 136 To pe houses of
( 'hart res tuo bousand mark bi counte. a 1400-50 A lexander
3614 Mare ban a stanecast at a count be-fore his kni^tis all.

1530 Palsgr. 209/2 Count, a rekenning, compte. 1591
Shaks. Two Gent. 11. i. 62 Infinite, .because ..out of all

I count. 1609 Bible (Douay) II. 1093 About this time, .the

count of scventie wekes begane, according to the prophecie
of Daniel. 1658 W. Burton Itin, Anton. 31 The count of

all their Journeys through all Italy, beginning at it [the

Mitliarium aureum]. 1768 in H'esley's 7ml- 25 May, So
many, .that they are out of count. Mod. One box of voting
papers was omitted, and a second count will be necessary.

I kept count of the meteors till midnight, when they became
so numerous that I lost count of them entirely.

J9. c 1400 Bom. Bose 5020 Ther nys compte ne mesure.

a 1533 Lu. Mi km-us Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) P v b, I de-

maunded then to haue a compte of the people. 1*1639

! Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. 1. (1677) 13 Contrary to the

! Paschal compts, and Synodal Decrees of the Bishops. 1830

j

Tennyson Poems 109 Thou hast no compt of years.

b. Count-out : the action of * counting out
1 the

House of Commons, or causing its adjournment,

when there are fewer than forty members present

:

see Count v. i c. Also simply count.

1861 Sat. Re*<. 18 Feb. 153 At one time there was imminent
risk that the Address of condolence would evaporate in a
count-out. 1891 Ibid. 19 Mar. 315 The evening sitting

succumbed to a count at ten o'clock.



COUNT.

2. The numerical result of reckoning ; the
number reckoned up, the reckoning ; the sum total.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 197/3 They moche doubted that
they shold not fynde theyr counte ne tale. 1570 Turberv.
Disprayse of Woman (R.), Let Creside be in compt and
number of the mo. a 1632 T. Taylor GotCs Judgem. 1. i.

xxvii. 103 Among the bed-roll of sinnes. .Perjury is one of
the count, a 1745 Swift Wks. (1841) II. 121 Which . . will
by a gross computation, very near double the count. 1832
Tennyson Dream 0/Fair Women 201 Heaven heads the
count of crimes with that wild oath.

b. In the measurement of yarns: The number
of hanks contained in a pound-weight.
1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 97/1 {Cotton-spinning) It will be

seen that the price of the same count [of yarn] is greater for
water twist than for mule twist. 1877 Daily News 22 Oct.
6/7 According to the present scale, a man who spins fine
counts earns much higher wages than the man who spins
coarse counts, though the work . . sometimes requires equal
skill and diligence. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 209/1
Yarns are designated according to the county or number
of hanks of 840 yards, in each pound weight.

3. A reckoning as to money or property ; a state-

ment of moneys received and expended (esp. by
a steward or treasurer) ; — Account sb. 2.

^
a 1325 Song Poor Husbandm. in Pol. Songs (Camden) 152
Thus y kippe ant cacche cares ful colde, Seththe y counte
ant cot hade to kepe. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 27 Whane
the countis were caste. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cxv.
>37 Jaques Dartuell had . . assembled all the reuenewes of
r launders, without any count gyuen. 1628 Rutherford
Lett. iii. (1862) I. 42 The count of sin ye will not be able to
make good before God, except Christ both count and pay
for you. 1869 Act 32-3 Vict. c. 116 § 7 The grantee being
always bound . . to hold count and reckoning with the
grantor for the same.

fJ. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. VUL xxiv. 33 De nest compt, bat
bat Schyrrawe bare Suld gyue. a 1575 Abp. Parker Corr.
476 In time of visitation and examining the comptes. 1605
Shaks. Macb. 1. VL 26 Your Seruants euer, Hauc.what is

theirs in compt, To make their Audit at your Highnesse
pleasure. 1610 Histrio-m. i it. 240 Look, Steward, to your
compt. a 1764 Lloyd Fam. Ep. Wks. 1774 II. 62 Robert
joins compts with Burnam Black.

4. £g. Account of stewardship, answering for

conduct, reckoning ; = Account sb. 8. arch.
1483 Caxton Cato Aivb, To the ende that thou mayst

gyue counte whan thou shalt be required. 155a Lyndesay
Tragedie 304 5e sail be callit to ?our count Off euerilk
thyngbelanging to 3our curis. 1598 Yong Diana 169, 1 doe
wish, that Loue may take A narrow count of thee heere-
after. 1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. II. vi, Till I shall
render Count of the precious charge.
0. 1508 Fisher Wks. (1876) 179 Yf the clergy lyue ..in
maner as they shold gyue no compte of theyr lyf past. 1556
Lauder Dewtie of Kyngis 47 Kyngs sail geue ane compt
tharefore In presens of the kyng of glore. 1604 Sha
Oth. y. ii. 273 When we shall meete at compt, This looke
of thine will hurle my Soule from Heauen. 1861 Ld.
Lytton & J. Fane TannJiduser 66 Oh, if it be against high
Heaven, to Heaven Remit the compt !

5. a. Estimation, esteem, consideration ; b. The
act or way of estimating or regarding

;
estimate,

regard, notice, note; m Account sb. 11-14; esp.

in phr. to take, make, set (no) count of {upon, by),

arch.

*475 Bk. Noblesse 31 They set no count ne prise of it.

1529 More Co/nf. agst. Trib. III. Wks. 1239/1 Though in the
compt of the world it seme to come by chaunce of warre.
x555 Fardle Facions L vi. 100 Thei. .make compte of their
wiues and their children in commune. 1570 Ascham
Sdioiem. (Arb.) 82 They make no counte of generall coun-
cels._ 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. x. 18 Some other, that in hard
assaies Were cowards knowne, and little count did hold.
1647 [see sense 6]. 1823 Lamb Elia (i860) 45 In proportion
as the years both lessen and shorten, I set more count
upon their periods. 1833 Mrs. Browning Promcth. Bd.
Poems 1850 I. 150 Of miserable men, he took no count.
1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. xiv. § 37 It has missed
count of exactly the most important fact. 1884 Times
Weekly ed.) 10 Oct. a/a Ireland may be left out of count.
0. 1484 Caxton Curtail 4 The courte maketh ouer moche

compte of thys fortune. 1560 Whitehorne A rte of Warre
(i573> 49 b, A good Capitayne. .ought not to make acoumpte
of hurte that is particular. 1839-48 Bailky Proem,
He makes no mention, takes no compt of them.

If c. The pi. counts (compts) was sometimes used
as singular, in senses 4, 5. [A cotmtes for acountes :

cf. Account sb. 9.) Obs.
c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 569/33 Calculus, a cowntes.

C1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (15701 Biv, On this
countes man specially should muse. 1526 Tindale Luke
xvi. 2 Geve, a comptes off thy Steward shippe.

1 6. With upon, on : Consideration, cause,
reason ; — Account sb. 4 a. Obs. rare.
1647 H. More Song of Soul 1. 11. cxiii, [They] count

themselves His onely choice Ofspring Upon no count but
that their count is so. 1817 Mar. Edgeworth Ormond i.

(1832* 15 Lady O'Shane grew restless on another count.

y 7. Narration, tale, story; = Account sb. 16.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 5 b, What shal I make you long

compte. c 1500 Meiusinezo^ What shuld preuayll you long
compte.

8. Law. Each particular charge in a declaration
or indictment

;
also, in a real action, used for the

whole declaration : see Count v. 11.
1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log. 1. ii. 10 In every count, barre,

replication, rejoynder, etc. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 18
The other Motiue Why to a publike count I might not go.
1607-73 Cowel Interpr., Count signifieth as much as the
original Declaration in a Processe, though more used in
real then personal Actions. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III.
293 The declaration, narratio, or count, antiently called
the talc ; in which the plaintiff sets forth his cause of com-
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plaint at length. 1851 Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace (1877)
III. iv. ix. 21 O'Connell and his comrades pleaded guilty to
the first fourteen counts in the indictment. 1888 Bryce
Amer. Comtmv. III. xciv. 307 The indictment fails on this
count also.

9. attrib. and Comb., as f count-book, an ac-
count-book, a note-book

; + count-caster, a caster
of accounts, a calculator

; f count-free a. or adv.,
without giving an account

; f count-maker, one
who 'makes count of or estimates; f count-
making, rendering account

; count-wheel, the
wheel regulating the striking in some clocks.
1605 B. Jonson Volpone v. i, Get thee a cap, a *count-

book, pen and ink, Papers afore thee. 1670-98 Lassels
Voy. Italy I, 144 No man reproaches unto them the way
they took to come thither, whether, .by the school-book or
the count-book. 1373 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (1884) 163
Everi schollar must make his reckning to be . . a wise
v
count-kaster. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter iii. 3 One text

[Acts i. 7].. hath bred the gout in the fingers of all our
Pythagorean Count-casters. 1644 Pkynne Check to Britan-
nicus 7 To be forced to give in a speedy account, of all the
vast summes of monies . . received by him . . that so he may
not escape Count-free. 1553 Grimai.de Cicero's Offices
(1556) 24 That we may be good *countmakers of duties.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 260 Geve us accompt of the great
treasure of Flaundyrs which ye have governed so long with-
out *compt making. 1647 J- Carter Nail % Wheel 85
That which the ^count-wheel doth in the Clock; tell the
hours. 1884 F. f. Britten Watch $ Clockm. 156 [A]
Count Wheel . . [is] a circular plate with notches in the edges
at distances corresponding to the hours struck, used in
striking work of a kind rarely made except for turret clocks.

Count (kuunt), sb.- [a. AF. couule = OF. cunte,

conte (in nom. case quens, cuens, cons) = Pr. comic
(nom. corns), Sp. conde, It. conte:- L. comit-em
(nom. comes) lit. 'companion', subseq. a title of
dignity in the empire (cf. peer). The word was
common in AF. of all ages, in the sense of earl,

but, unlike the feminine Countess, never passed
into English till used in 16th c. to represent the
mod.Fr. comte and It. conte, as foreign titles. See
also County sb:-]

1. A title of nobility in some European countries,

corresponding to the English title Earl (by which
in earlier times it was always translated).
It is now used to render not only the various cognate

Romanic words, but also the German graf and its cognates
in Du., Da., Sw., etc.

In reference to Roman History, it translates L. cones, as
in Count of Britain (Comes Britannia?) and Count of the
Saxon SJwre (Comes Littoris Saxonici\ two of the generals
of the Roman province of Britannia in the 4th century.
[1258 Prod. Hen. Ill (French ver.) Henri par la grace

deu, Rey de Engleterre, Sire de Irlande, Due de Normandie
de Aquiten et Cunte de Angou. (Eng. ver.) Henri bur?
godes fultume kiogon Engleneloande.LhoauerdonYrloande,
Duk on Normandie on Aquitaine and eorl on Aniow. 1292
Britton 1. i. § 5 Le counte de Norfolk.]
I553 Machyn's Diary (Camden) 34 Phelyp and Marie by

the grace of God kyng and quene of England, Franse,
Napuls, Jerusalem, and Ierland . . prynsses of Spayne and
Ses[ily], archesdukes of Austherege . . Contes of Haspurge,
Flanders, and Tyrole. 1561 T. Hoby {title), The Courtyer
of Covnt Baldessar Castilio. 1592 Greene Ufst. Courtier
Wks. (Grosart) XI. 217 Certain Italianate Contes, humorous
Caualiers. 1595 Shaks. John iv. iii. 15 The Count Meloone
a Noble Lord of France. 1599 - Much Ado 11. i. 218 Now
Signior, where's the Count, did you see him? 1630 R.
Johnson's Kingd. <y Comtmv. 173 [In France] The Gover-
nours of Cities were in old time called Dukes, and they of
Provinces, Counts. 1652 Needham tr. Seidell's Mare CI.

234 The Counts or Dukes of the midland parts, and the
Count of the Sea-Coast or Saxon Shore, had distinct charges.
1777 Watson Philip 7/(1839)

\
27 Had Count Egmont been

of the same opinion with the prince of Orange. 1781 Gibbon
Dec/. # F. xvii. (1846) II- 35 All these provincial generals
were therefore dukes but no more than ten among them
were dignified with the rank of counts or companions, a title

of honour, or rather of favour, which had been recently in-

vented in the court of Constantine. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's
Hist. Ref. II. 511 The primitive organisation of the church
of Germany under Charlemagne, founded on the combined
power and agency of the bishops and counts. 1889 Whit-
akcr's Almanack 494 The German Empire . . Ambassador
in London, Count Hatzfeldt-Wildenberg.

2. Count Palatine : orig. in the later Roman
Empire a count {comes) attached to the imperial

palace, and having supreme judicial authority in

all causes that came to the king's immediate
audience

;
thence, under the German Emperors,

etc., a count to whom it was granted to exercise

supreme jurisdiction in his fief or province ; in

English History= Earl Palatine, the earl or other

proprietor of a county palatine, now applied to the

Earl of Chester, and Duke of Lancaster, dignities

which are attached to the crown. See Palatine.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. ii. 64 Why, he hath . . a better

bad habite of frowning then the Count Palentine. 1840
Penny Cycl. XVII. 56 Two of the English counties, Chester
and Lancaster are counties palatine, and the earls of Chester
and the dukes of Lancaster bear the titles of counts palatine.

The archbishop of York, previously to the reign of Elizabeth,
claimed to be a count palatine within his possession of

Hexham and Hexhamshire.

3. Comb. Count-bishop, a bishop holding also

the temporal dignity of count ; so count-cardinal
(applied to Wolsey, who, as Archbishop of York,
was Count of Hexhamshire).
1613 Shaks, Hen. VIII, 1. i. 172 But our Count-Cardinal!

COUNT.
Has done this, and lis well : for worthy Wolsey (Who can.
not erre) he did it. 1820 Byron Mar. Fat. Pref, Lorenzo
Count-bishop of Ceneda.

Count (kaunt), v. Forms : 4-6 counte, (4 Sc.
cont, 5 cownt(e, kownt), 4- count. Also 0.

4 9. compt, 6 coumpt. [ME. counte-n, a. OF.
cunte-r, conte-r = Pr., Sp., Pg. contar, It. contare
:—L. computdre to calculate, reckon, f. com- to-
gether +putdre to think : see Compute, a modern
adoption of the L. Mod.F. has since the 15th c.

spelt compter in the sense ' count keeping center
in the sense ' tell, relate ' : cf. the sense development
of tell. Following the Fr., compt was a variant
in English from the 15th to the iSthc]

I. trans.

1. To tell over one by one, to assign to (indi-
vidual objects in a collection) the numerals one,
two, three, etc. so as to ascertain their number ; to
number, enumerate; to reckon, reckon up, calcu-
late

; also, merely to repeat the numerals in order
up to a specified number, as to count ten.
Now the ordinary word for this; formerly Tell was used.
1-1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1731 Gode hatz counted by

kyndam bi a dene noumbre. c 1400 Destr. Troy ^549 Of
knighthede to count here was the dene floure. 1515 Bakclay
E&wgtt iii (1570] C ij/a Suchc blinde fooles as can nut count
nor tell score saue twentie. 1588 A. King tr. Canisins'
Catech. N y, Comptand . . swa mony dominical letters as
yair be vnities in ye nombre of ye circle of ye sone of yal
5ere. 1594 Shaks. Rich, til, 1. i. 162 Then must I count
mygaines, i66sSikT. Hkrukkt Trav. a6jy) 75 Inhabitant
not to be counted. 1715 Pope 2nd pp. Miss Blount iS
Count the slow clock, and dine exact at noon. 1734 — Ess.
Man iv. 8y Count all th' advantage prosp'rous Vice attain>.
1843 Macai'lay Lays, Lake Regitlus xxviii, And still stood
all who saw them fall While men might count a score. 1844
Emerson Led., New Eng. Ref. Wks. (Bohn) I. 262 The
persons who at forty years, still read Greek, can all be
counted on your hand. Mod. There are savages who can-
not count more than three.

b. jlfus. To mark ^the time or rhythm of music,,

by counting the beats orally. Also absol.
1848 Rimbault First Bk. Piano 31 The time should at

first be counted audibly—one, two, three, four— and so on,
during each bar. Ibid. 32 In slow movements, .it is better
to count by Quavers ; in quick times, by Crotchets. Mod.
You are not counting ! No, I can play without that.

c. To count up\ to find the whole sum of by
counting, to reckon up. To count out : to count and
give out or take out (from a stock), to count so as
to exhaust the stock. To count out the House (of

Commons) : to bring the sitting to a close on
counting the number of members present (whicli

the Speaker must do when his attention is drawn
to the matter) and finding it less than forty, the
number required to 'make a House' ; also loosely
to count out a member or measure, i.e. to stop him
or it by this means.
1833 [see Counting vbl. sb.]. iB^Ann. Register 51 [He]

had not proceeded far in his address, when the House was
counted out. 1862 lllustr. Lond. News XLI. 74/2 Mr.
Kreeland . .was counted out summarily. 1865 Tylok Early
Hist. Alan. iv. 73 The action of counting out coin. 1871
Morley Voltaire (1886) 98 To count up his talents and the
usury of his own which he added to them. 1884 Graphic
21 June 595/2 It was expected that. .the House would be
counted out at 9 o'clock.

d. To count kin (Sc.) : to reckon degrees of
kinship with ; hence, to be so near of kin that the
degrees can be counted or exactly stated. (Used
by Scott in the sense ( To compare one's pedigree
with that of another \)
1805 Scorr Last Minstr. rv. xxvi, No knight in Cumber-

land so good. But William may count with him kin and
blood.

2. To include in the reckoning; to reckon in.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 210 b, A naturall daye.

.

that is a daye & a nyght counted togyder. 1568 Graeton
Chron. II. 70 He is not counted in the number of kinges.
1630 A*. Johnson's Kingd. $ Commiv. 145 They are bound
. .to serve three moneths within the Land, and forty dayes
without, not counting the dayes of marching. 1859 Jeph-
son Brittany xiu 192 In medieval warfare none but horse-
men were counted. 1891 Law Times XCII. 106/2 The
present number [of the House of Lords] is, without counting
princes of the blood, 461.

3. To esteem, account, reckon, consider, regard,

hold (a thing) to be (so and so).

a. with obj. and compl. ; = Account v. 6 a.

c 1325 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1685 pus he countes hym a kow,
bat watz a kyng ryche. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Ninian
1 155 To god I cont a fa J?at but chesoune a mane wald sla.

i 1500 Neiu Not-br. Mayd in Anc. Poet. Tracts (Percy
Soc.) 44 In cardes and dyce, He compteth no vyce. 1546
Supplic. Poore Commons (1871) 88 Coumptynge all fyshe
that cometh to the net. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann.
(1603) 263 They compt it a heinous crime. 1603 R. John-
son Kingd. Sf Comtmv. 32 The coast of Nova Hispanin
counting his beginning at the town of Santa Helena. 1658
A. Fox tr. Wurtz' Surg. u. xiii. 97 These Wounds are
counted mortal. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 15
It was counted a great exploit to pass this strait. 1878
Browning La Saisias 31 Must we count Life a curse and
not a blessing?

b. withfor (arch.), as ; = Account v. 6 b.

1387 Trevisa lligden (Rolls) I. 355 iMatzO pey . . counteb
reste for Hkyng, and fredom for richesse. c 1400 Apol. Loll.
48 But now. .kownt we gold as cley. 1535 Coverdale Job
xviii. 3 Wherefore are we counted as beestes? 1557 N^rth,

133-2
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tr. Gueuara's Diall o_ Princes We thinke that it

!

counteth vs for men that be wise, when, etc. 1568 Graf-
jton Chron. II. 338 Sir Robert, ye are. .counted for a vali-
!

aunt man. 16x1 Bible Job xix. 15 My maides count me for
|

a stranger. 1859 Tennyson Geraint <y Enid 1397, I count
you for a fooL 1859 Jephson Brittany ii. 14 Died and was
counted as a saint.

C. with inf. or obj. clattse. arch, or dial.

(With clause colloq. in U.S. : cf. reckon, calculated)

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 165 Hym thei coumpt to bee
. .a good Rhetorician. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1.

(15861 31 The Sommer seeae . . is . . counted to yeelde more
flowre then the Winter grayne. 1643 Rogers Naaman 34
Compting knowledge to bee an happinesse. 1682 Blnyan
Holy War, I count that old Ill-Pause . . did draw up those
proposals. 1753 Foote Eng. in Paris 1, I count we shall

ha' the whole Gang in a Se'nnight. a 1848 D. Humphreys
Yankee in England'(Bartlett \ Count de Luc. You can read ?

Doolittle. I count I can. 1874 Blackje Self-cult. 14 Count
yourself not to know a fact when you know that it took
place, but. .when you see it as it did take place.

4. To reckon, estimate, esteem (at such a price

or value) ; t to esteem, value,hold of account (obs.).

c 1340 Cursor M. 27775 (Fairf.) Heuenes of mannis hert
pat countis no3t his awen quert. 1375 Barbour Bruce 111.

320, I count nocht my lyff a stra. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. x.

303 Caton counteb hit at nouht and canonistres at lasse.

a 1440 Sir Degrev. 191 Y counte hyme nat at a cres. a 1550
Christis Kirkc Gr. iv, Scho compt him not twa clokkis.

1857 J?e Quincey China Wks. 1871 XVI. 249 Homage paid
to a picture, when counted against homage paid to a living
man, is but a shadow.

f5. To reckon or impute to, put down to the

account of. Obs.

1535 Coverdale Gen. xv. 6 Abram beleued the Lorde, and
y* was counted vnto him for righteousne*. 1701 Rowe A nib.

Step-Moth. 11. i, All the Impossibilities, which Poets Count
to extravagance of loose Description.

t 6. To tell, relate, recount. Obs.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xvii. 183 O bing bat I haue herd

cownted whan I was ;ong. 161a Dekklk If it be not good
Wks. 1873 III. 288 Come count your newes. 1655 tr. De
Pares Frtutcion v. 13. I . . counted to him . . the services I

was capable to do for Philemon. 1778 Camp Guide 1 Your
Tommy now writes, To 'count his misfortunes.

II. intrans. (often with indirect passive : e.g.

to be counted upon).

t 7. To reckon, make reckoning. Obs. cxc. in

phr. To count without one's host : see Host.
1393 Gower Con/. III. 31 For to compten ate lest, c 1450

Bk. Curtasye 552 m BabeesBk. 317 pocountrollour. . Wrytes
vp bo somme. . And helpes to count. 1533 Gao Richt Vay
97 O heuinlie fader . . be to vsz marcifuiT^ and count notht
scherplie vith vsz. 1549 Coverdale Erasm. Par. Rom, II.

41 Christe gladly receyued you, not coumptynge vpon the
offences of your former lyfe. 1663 Bltler find. 1. in. 22
Hudibras.. Found.. He did but Count without his Host.
1877 S. Owen in Wellestey's Dcsp. p. xv, He counted with-
out his host.

t b. To account for, give account of. Obs. rare.
< 1380 Wyclif Set. Wis, III. 305 Executours. -redy to

count for alle be testament.

t 8. To make account of, think (much, little

lightly, etc.) of care for. Obs.
(.1340 Cursor At. 23337 (Fairf.) Of baire inisfare bai counte

at nojt. 1377 Langl. /'/. B. XIX 441 pe pope, .counteth
nou^t bough crystene ben culled and robbed, c 1450 Henry,
son Mor. Fab. 20 Prydfull hee was.. And counted not for
Gods fauour. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. i.65 So painted.

.

that no man counts of her l>eauty. 163a Lithgow Trav. ix.

(1682) 386, I counting nothing of it, would needs.. go in

again. 1700 S. Parker Six Philosophical Essays 31 He
counts so highly of his merit, that, etc. 1845-6 Tren< n
Huls. Lect. Ser. 1. vii. 108 To make them count light of it.

t b. To think of judge of (as^ ; — Account
v. 7.

1602 W. Watson Dccacordon 336 The Jesuits cannot abide
to be counted of as good, devout, simple, religious men, 1

but, etc.

9. With on, upon (_+ of) : To make the basis
of one's calculations or plans ; to look for or
expect with assurance ; to depend or rely on (in

reference to a possible contingency).
164a Fuller Holy ff Prof. State (1840' in. xxiii. 208 There

is less honesty, wisdom, and mercy in men than is counted
on. i68» Bl-nyan Holy War 160 The whole town counted
ofnoother. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 191 P 10 We. .may pos-
sibly never possess what we have so foolishly counted upon.
a 1745 Swift (J.\ I think it a great errour to count upon
the genius of a nation as a standing argument. 1769
Robertson Chas. V, III. vm. 74 Counting on them as
sure auxiliaries. 1840 Macaulay Ranke Ess. (1851) II. 139
Only one thirtieth part of the population could be counted
on as good Catholics, 1844 Disraeli Coningsby vm. iii, The
Government count on the seat.

10. iabsol. use of I.) a. To practise arithmetic,

to 1 do sums \ Now dial.

1588 R. Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 93 Schooles. .in

the which they doo learne to write, read, and count. Mod.
Sc. At school we learned to count on slates,

b. To reckon numerically.
1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. v. 106 The Egyptians.,

counted by upright strokes up to nine, and then made a
special sign for ten.

^
1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. i. 10 To

count by tens is the simplest way of counting. Mod. I am
tired of counting.

til. Law. To plead in a court of law. [AF.
counter, in Law-books from i^thc. Cf. Count
sb. x 8.] To count upon: to make (any fact) the
basis of a count or plea. Obs.
In the technical language of a system of procedure now

abolished, the plaintiff was said to 'count when he de-
clared by the mouth of his advocate, or by written docu-

ment, the nature of his complaint, while 'plead
1 and ' plea'

were specifically used of the defendant's answer to the
plaintiff's count or counts.
A serjeant-at-law when appointed went before the judges

and formally opened an imaginary case, in order to manifest
his right to * count ' or plead.
1669 Lond. Gaz. No. 415/4 The next day.. they Counted

before the Lord Chief Justice of the Common-Pleas at Ser-
jeants-Inn, and this day appeared before all the Judges of
England in the Temple- Hall where they had their Robes
put on, and received their Coifs, Hoods, and Caps from the
Judges. 1689 Luttrell Brief Ret. (1857) I. 529. 1705
Lond, Gaz. No. 4130/3 They again Counted, and gave
Rings to all the Judges, Serjeants and Officers. 1768
Blackstone Comm. III. 295 In an action on the case upon
an assumpsit for goods sold and delivered, the plaintiff
usually counts or declares, first upon a settled and agreed
price.,and lest he should fail in proof of this, he counts
likewise upon a quantum valebant. 1809 Tomlins Lam
Diet. s.v. County In passing a recovery at the Common
Pleas' bar, a serjeant at law counts upon the prxcipe, etc.

III. intr. with passive sense {neuter-passive).

12. To admit of being counted; in quot. of a
verse, to 'scan * by counting the feet).

1845 Blackw. Mag. LVII. 397 An unimpeachable verse,
for it counts right.

b. (with comply To amount to, be in number,
1 number *

; to reckon as (so many).
1819 Byron Juan 11. Ixiii, They counted thirty. 1820

Hoyfe's Games Imbr. 371 The carambole counts two. 1833
; De Qcincey A utobiog. Si: Wks. 1863 XIV. 2 note, First and

last, we counted a* eight children, .though never counting
more than six living at once.

13. To be reckoned or accounted.
1850 Tennyson tn Mem. xcix, They count as kindred

souls, 1874 A thenxutu 23 Mar., This volume . . may count
among the scarcest works of its time.

14. To enter into the account or reckoning : a.

:
To countfor (much, little, nothing, etc.) : to be of
(much, little, no) account.
1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xi. 630 The lower classes can count

for little in [their] eyes. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf.
v. (1889) 43 Oxford ought to be the place .. where money

1 should count for nothing. 1889 Jessohp Coming of Friars
I

i. 23 High birth, .among the haughty Castillians has always
I

counted for a great deal,

b. absoL
1885 Proctor Whist App. 186 Many doubt whether good

\

play really counts much at Whist. 189a Sir W. Harcolrt
j

in Daily News 12 July 6 3 There is Bedfordshire, and
Cambridgeshire, .and Somersetshire; but all these do not
count ! They like to leave out of account the 21 seats we
won at the by-elections, but they do count upon a division.

Mod. In this examination the first 250 marks do not count
at all.

Countable ,kau ntab'l), a. Also 6 contabul,
6-7 comptable, 7 -ible, compteable. [a. OF.
contable, now comptable, f. confer, compter', see

Count v. Often aphetic for Accountable.]
+ 1. Liable to give an account or reckoning

;

answerable, responsible; = Accountable i. Obs.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 10 I 1 Severally countable for

the porcions by theym severally receyved. 1529 S. Fish
SuAplic. Beggers (1845I 2 The poore wyves must be count-
able to theym of every tenth eg. 1549 Latimer 3rd Semi,
bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 100 We are comptable to god, and so
be they. 1603 l'i .orio Montaigne 111. x. < i(< ja 571 An honest
man is not comptable for the vice and folly of his trade.

1678 Norris Colt. Misc. (1699) 269 We are under an obliga-
tion..we are countable for them. 1828 Atmerstone halt
ofNineveh xm. 272 Who unto you has made us comptible ?

fb. Involving responsibility; to be accounted
for. Obs.

1549 4M Serm. bef. Edw. VI 1 Arb.» 105 Is it not
a dygnitye wyth a charge ? is it not comptable ?. . It wylbe
a chargeable dygnitye whan accompte shal be asked of it.

+ C. Liable to answer to, sensitive to. Obs.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. v. 186 Good Beauties, let mee

sustaine no scorne ; I am very comptible, euen to the least

sinister vsage.

2. Capable or proper to be counted or numbered
;

numerable.
1581 Lamharde Eiren. iv. iv. 11588) 452 If any person haue

packed Fish in barrels and haue mixed the countable Fish
with the small Fish. 1596 Spenser State fret. Wks. (1862)
503/3 The evils, .are very many, and almost countable with
those which were hidden in the basket of Pandora. 161

1

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vii. f 64 Thirtie men of Armes
and other inferior Souldiers not countable. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. vii. i, They are countable by the thousand and the
million.

b. Within countable degrees of kinship. Cf.

Count v. i d. nonce-use.
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. II. x. v. 631 A Prince of Orange

countable kinsman to his Prussian Majesty.

t Cou/ntant, a. Obs. rare. [Aphetic for Ac-
countant ; cf. also F. coniant, comptant, pr. pple.

of conter to Count.] Giving or liable to give

account ; Accountant.
1638 Heywood Rape Lucrece Wks. 1874 V. 167 He . . de-
sd My father in my swathed infancy, For which he shall

countant.

Countdom. nome-wd. [f. Count sb. + -dom :

cf. earldom.] The dominion of a count.
1848 Lytton Harold'vm. ii, There are few things in his

Countdom which my lord would not give to clasp the right
hand of Harold.

Counted (kuu-nted), ///. a. [f. Count v. +
-ed '.] Accounted, numbered, etc. : see Count v.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. i. 47 Nor Mother, Wife, nor
Englands counted Queene. 1813 Byron Giaour 972 Father !

thy days have pass'd in peace, 'Mid counted bead*, aud
; countless prayer.

Countee, obs. f. County.
Countenance kaunt/nans;, ^. Forms: 3-5

continaunce, -ance, 3-6 contenaunce, -ance,
!
-once, -arise, -aus s, -aunse, 4Contien-,cunten-,
cuntin-, kuntenaunce, [Sc. cuntyr-, counter-
nans), 4-5 contynaunce, -ans e, 4-6 counten-
aunce, (-tin-, -tyn-, -teyn-, -ance, -ans, -aunse,

5 cown-), 4- countenance. [ME. con-, eun-,
i countena{u)nce, a. OF. con-, cuntenance (uthc.
Chans. Roland) manner of holding oneself, bear-
ing, behaviour, aspect, ad. L. continentia (see

j

Continence), used in med.L. in sense of 'habitus,

moris et gestus conformatio* ,Du Cange) : cf.

Contains. The extension of sense from 'mien,
aspect* to * face* appears to be Eng. : cf. F. use
01 mine.]

I. f 1. Bearing, demeanour, comportment ; be-

!

haviour, conduct ; sometimes spec, behaviour of

i
two persons towards each other. Obs.
c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. 1 13/245 Al-to nobleie of be worlde his

,

continaunce he brou^te. 1340 Ayenb. 259 Of uayre conten-
once to-uore alle men. (1350 Will. PaUrne 4900 With
clipping & kessing and contenaunce hende. 1375 Barbovr
Bruce ix. 273 Fell neuir men so foull myschans Eftir so
sturdy cuntymans. 1470-85 Malory Arthur\\\. x.xi, They
had goodely langage & louely countenaunce to gyder. .Fair
syster I haue wel aspyed your countenaunce betwixe you
and this knyght. 1596 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 235
Whan we be dissolute in herte, and lyght in countenaunce.
1678 A. Lovlll Fontaine's Duties Cav. 120 The General by
his Scouts shall inform himself of the Enemies Countenance.
1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. v, The Spaniard governor ordered
two muskets to be fired, .that by their countenance he might
know what to expect. .This stratagem took; for. .they started
up. .and. .ran screaming, .away.

T b. To make (a) countenance ^sce also 2 df 3, 7)

:

to assume or have a certain demeanour or attitude;

to comport oneself. Obs.
c 1380 $ir Ferumb. 5747 Wan be Amerel hab iherd hym

telle, Contenance made he fers & felle. 1485 Caxton Paris
*r V. 53 For the good countenances that he made he was
moche wel beloued. 1U3 I n. Berkers Froiss. I. Ixxvii. 98
To regarde. .her great beauty, and the gracyous wordesand
countenaunce that she made, a 1533 — Huon exxix. 473
The admyral. .wold not issue out. "tyll he sawe what coun-
tenaunce the chrysten men wolde make.

f 2. Appearance, aspect, look {obs. cxc. as transf.

from 4) ; also, a show or semblance of anything.
c 131$ E. E. A Hit. P. B. 792 Ful clene watz be counten-

aunce of her cler >ien. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 24 In

cuntinaunce of clopinge queinteliche degyset. 1483 Caxton
(.(.',' C iv b, The draper helde the countenaunce of a drunken

1 man. 1565 Jewel Rept. Harding (161 1 > 134 To amaze the

I ignorant Reader with a countenance of great learning. 1596
Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. i. 41. 1639 Howell in Four C. Eng.

j

Lett. 77 The countenance of the weather invited me. 1695
Woodwabd Nat. Hist. Earth 1. (1723) 20 These Authors did

1 not espouse this Opinion, .without some countenance of

Probability. 1719 D> Foe Crusoe 11. it. 1-4 35> I- knew
the very countenance of the place. 1837-9 Hallam Hist.

\ Lit. (1847) I. i. f 30. 25 The countenance of Nature.

+ b. Mere appearance or show ; feigned or

assumed appearance, pretence. Obs.

c 1398 Chaccer Fortune 34, I haue thee taught diuUioun
bitwene Frend of effect and frend of countenaunce. 1494
Fabyan Chron. vi. dxxvi. 174 The sayde Godfrey, to dys-
sayuc y* Frenshemen, shewed outwarde countenaunce to be
a Cristen man. 1579 Tomson Cah'in's Sertn. Tint. 449/1
Let vs learn, .to abstcine from al talke, and all countenances.
16

1
3 8 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 191 They passed the

' day in Countenances, and nothing was done. 17*7 Swirr
I To Yng. Lady, Their whole demeanor, before they got a

husband, was all but a countenance and constraint upon
their nature.

f C. For (a) countenance : for a show or pre-

tence, for appearance sake. Obs.

(1386 Chaucer Com. Vcom. Prol. $ T. 711 And for a
countenaunce in his hond bar An holow stikke. 1 1430
I Min. Poems I Percy Soc.) 355, I hadde in custom to

come to scole late, Nat for to lerne but for a contenaunce.

1548 Hall Chrvn. 151 Although she (the Queen] joyncd her

hushande with hir in name for a countenaunce, yet she did
all, she saied all, and she bare the whole swynge. 1614 Br.

Hall Medit. 4- Vows iii. f 21 God hath many retainers that

wcare his Livery, for a countenance. 169a K. L'Estrance
Josephus, Antig. 11. vi. (1733) 36 Joseph . . for a Counte-
nance, .charged them as Spies. 1878 Simpson Sch, Shaks.
I. 34 That I lorida was for countenance, to hide the reality

of authorized buccaneering.

+ d. To make {a) countenance : to make a show
(real or feigned) of any action, feeling, or intention.

Also to set a countenance. Obs.

1375 Hardouk Urine 1. 482 Bot quhat pite that euir he had,

Na contenance thar-off he maid. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
vm. xxxii. He. .made countenaunce as though he wold haue
stryken hym. 1548 Hall Chron. 197 b, He made a coun-
tenance to assayle his adversarie. 1570 Ascham Scholem. 11.

(Arb.) 134 But, the election being done, he made countinance
of great discontentation thereat. 1600 Holland Livy xxi.

lxiu. 429 He set a countenance, .as though hee would take a
journey like a private person. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World
111. 102 These Nationsjoynedtogethers,and. .made counten-

ance of wane. i7»6-7 Swift Gulliver 1. ii, I made a coun-

tenance as if I would eat him alive,

f e. Ship of countenance : ?

1570 J. Campion in Arb. Garner I. 55 Touching the ship

that must go, she must observe this order. She must be a

j
ship of countenance. She must not touch in any part of

Spain. i7»7 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. Ind, I. xviii. 215
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He went to Surat Road, in the Royal James and Mary,
with three or four other Ships of Countenance, to try if he
could bully the Governor, and frighten the Merchants.

+ 3. A sign, gesture. To make a countenance :

to make a sign, intimate by sign or gesture. Obs.
t'1350 Will. Patent* 1401 Priueli . . sche praide wiHiam

banne to seche softily to hire chaumber..& he bi quinte
|

contenance to come he granted, For he ne durst openly.

c 1386 Chaucer Melib. p 71 Vp roos tho oon . . and with his

hand made contenaunce that men sholde holden hem stille.

1461-83 Househ. Ord. 375 If hee doe call them or doe make
j

any countenance to them. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 375
The king made them a countenaunce to come nere.

4. The look or expression of a person's face.

(In early use often not easily distinguished from 1, 2, and I

in later use difficult to separate from 5.)

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 183 po Normans were !

sorie, of contenance gan blaken. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 394
pan him ansuerede Olyuer wyp sterne contynaunce. c 1450
St. Cuihbert (Surtees) 2098 He shewed ay countenance
gladd. 1548 Hall Chron. 183 Imploring mercy, .both with
holding up his handes, and making dolorous countenance.

1553 Eden Treat. Ne%ve Ind. (Arb.) 22 They haue greye or 1

blewe eyes, and are of cruell countenaunce. 1605 Shaks.
Lear r. iv. 29 Kent. You haue that in your countenance, which
I would faine call Master. Lear. What's that? Kent.
Authority. 1770 Junius Lett, xxxvi. 179 Their counten-
ances speak a different language. 1859 tr. Bengel's Gnomon
I. 313 A man's countenance varies ; his face is always the
same. 1875 Manning Mission If. Chost ii. 51 God made
your features, but you made your countenance.

b. To change onis countenance : to alter one's

facial expression (or fas in 1, one's demeanour) as

the result of feeling or emotion. To keep one's coun-

tenance*, to preserve composure, refrain from ex-

pressing emotion ; now esp. to refrain from laughing

or smiling. So (here, or under 6) his countenance 1

fell : i.e. he showed disappointment or dejection.

1375 Barbour Brucexu. 127 Thai changit contenanss and
late. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. xiv, She kepte her coun-
tenaunce and maade no semblaunt of sorowe. 1568 Grafton <

Chron. 1 1. 386 To this the king with chaunged countenaunce
1

aunswered. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 834 Sitting
(

like an image without moving, and with a great state

and majesty keeping his countenance, darned not to give

them one of his lookes. x6ix Bible Gen. iv, 5 Cain was
j

very wroth, and his countenance fell. 1728 Adv. Capt. R.
Boyle 212 It was as much as I could do to keep my Coun-
tenance at the Figure he made. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

\

II. 373 Courtiers and envoys kept their countenances as
well as they could while the renegade protested that .

.

his conscience would not let him rest, etc. 1878 Morley
Diderot I. 133 When he was told that the work must posi-

j

tively be brought to an end, his countenance fell. 1891 N.
GOULD Doub. Event 17 Captain Drayton changed coun-
tenance.

5. The face, visage.

1393 Gower Con/. II. 372 My contenaunce is on the

boke, But toward her is all my loke. a 1400-50 Alexander \

484 He kest vp his contenance & kny^tly he lok.es. 1535
Coverdale Job xxxiv. 29 Yf he hyde awaye his coun-

I

tenaunce. 16x1 Bible i Sam. xvii. 42 But a youth, and
j

ruddy, and of a faire countenance. 17*4 Swift Drapier's 1

Lett, vii, That vile representation of the royal coun- !

tenance. 1835 Lytton Rienzi I. i, His countenance was
handsome. 1871 Browning Hervc Kiel viii, How hope
succeeds despair on each Captain's countenance !

6. * Calmness of look, composure of face';

'confidence of mien' (J.); esp. in phr. 'To lose

countenance, with a good countenance.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3368 (.Cott.) And pof sco scamfui was,

i-wiss, Sco tint na contenance wit bis. c 1314 Guy Wariu.
(A.) 5740 Now is Gii of Warwike a couward . . Lorn he hab

j

contenaunce. c 1400 Vestr. Troy 251$ AH thebuemesaboute
;

abasshet ber with, .bere countenaunse failed. 163a J. Hay-
ward tr. Biondis Eromena 21 The Admirall (framing the

j

best countenance he could) departed. 1770 Langhorne
j

Plutarch (1879) I. 527/2 The Persians stood and received !

them with a good countenance.

b. Out of countenance: disconcerted, abashed.

To put out of countenance : to disconcert. &\%ofig.
|

15. . Ballad on Money in Halliw. Nugx Poet. 49 Every
man lackyng yt than Is dene owte of countenaunce. 1588

Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 611, I will not be put out of coun- :

tenance. 162 1 Bp. Hall Heaven upon Earth § 4 Firme
j

and obdurate fore-heads, whose resolution can laugh their 1

sinnes out of countenance. 1668 Pepys Diary IV. 11 The
|

table spread . . for a noble breakfast . . that put me out of
countenance, so much and so good. 1701 Grew Cosm. 1

Sacr. iv. iii. (R.), When Cain . . was out of countenance,
j

1778 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Sept., You did put her a little

out of countenance. 1857 Hughes Tom Brmvn 11. vi, You'll
stare my mother out of countenance.

C. To keep {a person) in countenance : to keep
him from being abashed or disconcerted ; now
often involving the notion of encouragement by
show of favour or support (cf. 8) ; to Counten-
ance. So to put in countenance.
1588 Shaks. L.L. L.v. ii. 623 And now forward, for we

haue put thee in countenance. 1665 Boyle Occas. Re/t.

iv. xvii, It does not only keep impertinent Fools in coun-
tenance, but encourages them to be very troublesome to
wise Men. 17x6 Addison Free/u>liter(J.\ It puts the learned
in countenance. xt66 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxii, To shut out
the censuring world, and keep each other in countenance.
1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 504 Cornbury was soon
kept in countenance by a crowd of deserters.

II. +7- Demeanour or manner towards others as

expressing good or ill will ; show of feeling or

manifestation of regard towards another. Obs.
[Immediately related to i.J

c 1360 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 1022 She wolde not fonde
To hofde no wight in balaunce, By half word .ne by coun-

tenaunce. 1375 Bakbour Bruce IX, 12 The kyng gud
counternans thaim maid, a 1553 Udall Roystcr D. ul iii.

(Arb.) 49 Lo where she commeth, some countenaunce to hir

make. 1590 Spenser F\ Q. i. iv. 15 The stout Faery .

.

Thought . . that great Princesse too exceeding prowd, That
to strange knight no better countenance allowd. X632 j.
Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 138 Entertaining him with
the best countenance that could be.

8. 1 Patronage
;
appearance of favour

;
appear-

ance on any side' (J.) ; moral support.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 27 Your authorise and

countenaunce giveth mee . . great incouragement. 1596
Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. ii. 33 Vnder whose countenance we
steale. x6o8 D. T. Ess. Pol. $ Mor. 10 That his deedes
may be alwaies readie to give authoritie and countenance
to his words. 1782 Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I. 1. 143 A
doctrine which has no countenance in reason or revelation.

1841 Macaulay IV. Hastings Ess. (1854) 595 To lend no
countenance to such adulation. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's
Field 307 Else I withdraw favour and countenance From
you and yours for ever,

f b. transf. A support. Obs.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Agger, .a bulvvarke ; a coun-
tenance to a fortresse or cainpe : a rampier. 1691 Norris
Pract. Disc. 102 One is a Countenance and Incouragement
to another.

III. f 9. Estimation ; credit or repute in the

world.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 148 If I were in as great

countenaunce with my sisters sonne. ibid. 431 You are
one whome before all other this Univer^itie hath in more
countenaunce and estimation. 1579 Lyly Euphues < Arb.) 50
Philautus , . both for his oune countenaunce, and the great
countenaunce which his father had while he liued, crept

I

into credit with Don Ferardo. '1x745 Swift (J.\ If the 1

outward profession of religion and virtue were once in prac-

tice and countenance at court.

f 10. The estate or state which one maintains or

keeps up
;
position, standing, dignity. Obs.

(It was often used by commentators as a rendering of
contetiementum in Magna Carta, though with doubtful
propriety : sec Contenement.*
t'1477 in Eng. Gilds 304 Beinge men of good welthe and

countenance. 1523 Fitziierb. Surv. 21 Sauyng to a gentyl-
man his counteynaunce and his householde. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 199 Gentlemen of the best countenaunce,
and highest degree of honour. 1581 W. Stafford Exam.
Compl. 11.(1876)64 Gentlemen .. seeke to maintayne their

countenaunces as their predecessors did. a 1617 Bayne On
Eph. (1658) 18 Men of countenance and authority, a 1654
Selden Tablet., Fims, When a Man was Fin'd, he was
to be Fin'd Salvo Conteuemento, so as his Countenance
might be safe. 1784 J. Reeves Hist. Eng. La~,u(i8i4) I.

127 Such a grievous imposition as would entirely destroy
their con tenement, or, to use an English term, .formed from
it, their countenance and appearance in the world.

f 11. ? Maintenance. Obs.

1538 Bale God's Promises 1. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 287 But
through his ordinance Each have his strength and whole
countenance. 1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices (1556) 56 b,

Referred to the common use, and countenaunce of the life.

Countenance sb.'2 ,
improperly for continuance.

1590 Greene Menaphon (1616) 1 As carefull for the

weale of his Countrey, as the countenance of his Diademe.
159a — Art Conny Catch, ill. 10 Countenance of talke

made them careles of the time.

Countenance (kaa*ntihans), v. Also 5-6
-anse, -aunse, 6 -aunce, conti-, countnance.
[f. F. contenance/' 1 to countenance, fauor, grace,

maintaine, give countenance vnto ; also, to frame
or set the face handsomely ; to give it a graceful

and constant garbe' (Cotgr. 161 1), {.contenance

Countenance sb.]

fl. intr. To assume a particular demeanour,
behaviour, or aspect ; to behave, pretend

3
or make

(as if . . .) Obs.
i486 Bk. St. Albans Avjb, Sum tyme yowre hawke

countenansis as she piked hir, and yet she proynith not
1519 Iuteri. Four Elem. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 47, I can
countenance comely.

f2. trans. ' To make a show of (J.), pretend.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. ii. 16 They were two knights..
Which to these Ladies love did countenaunce.

f 3. To countenance out (also, to countenance) :

to face out, persist in maintaining unblnshingly

or unfalteringly; also of a thing) to bear out,

support, confirm (cf. sense 5). Obs.

1526 Skelton Magnyf. 419 Sware and stare and byde
thereby, And countenance it clenly. 1563 Voxe A. a> M.
693 With furious words and irreuerent behauyour . . he
thought to continaunce out the matter. 1577 Harrison
England 11. xxv. (1877) 1.366 Let this suffice to countenance

out my conjecture. 16x5 T. Adams White Devil 13 Let
not the pretended equitie to men countenance out our
neglected piety to God.

f 4. To give a proper (or specified) aspect to

;

to set off, grace. Obs.

1575 Laneham Let.^871) 14 Who, for parsonage, gesture,

and vtterauns beside, coountenaunst the matter too very

good liking. 159a Greene Upst. Courtier in Hart. Misc.

(Malh.) II. 223 What is the end of seruice to a man but to

countenaunce himselfe and credite his maister with braue

suites? X603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1100 Coun-
tenanced this yeares wars with greater shewes than deeds.

5. To give countenance to ; to look upon with

sanction or favour ; to favour, patronize, sanction,

encourage, 'back up', bear out : a. a person.

1568 North tr. Gueuard's Diall Pr. (1619) 625 Noble

men, whose credit, .with the Prince, may honour and coun-

tenance them [Gentlemens sonnes]. 1597 Shaks. 2 //en. lVy

v. i. 41, I beseech you sir, To countenance William Visor of

Woncot, against Clement Perkes of the hill. 1612 Brinsley

Lud. Lit. xxvii. (1627) 276 That the painfull and obedient
be. .countenanced, incouraged, and preferred. 1709 Hearne,
Collect. (O.xf. Hist. Soc.) II. 252, I am afraid some of theso
great Men countenance this bold and Heretical writer.
1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 243 To demand that Burnet
should no longer be countenanced at the Hague,

b. a thing (action, practice, opinion, etc.}.

1590 Greene Ort. Pur. (1599) 42 Content to lose Tho
pleasance of his age, to countnance law. 1678 Wanley
IVoud. Lit. World v. i. § 43. 464/2 Constantinus. .the first

Emperour who countenanced the Gospel. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 113 Pi Lest we should countenance the crime.

183a Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds Pref. 13 We shall not be
supposed to countenance the practice.

fc.a person to do or be something. Obs.
1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 159 Their power must not

countenance them to be severe, 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11.

iv. 116 The very Negroes . . are countenanced to do so by
the Spaniards. X717 De Foe Hist. Ch. Scot. 8 She coun-
tenanced the Priests to go on with all the persecuting
Methods they could.

\Q. To keep in countenance ,by acting in the

same way) ; to be in keeping with. Obs.
1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. iii. 85 Malcolme, Banquo, As from

your Graues rise vp, and walke like Sprights, To coun-
tenance this horror.

Countenanced (kcrn-nt/hanst,, ppl. a. [f.

Countenance sb. and v. + -ed.]

1. [f. the sb.] Having a specified) countenance.
1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 277 She cannot

be fairely countenanced. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 130
Dull-paced, sad countenanced. 1820 Worusw. Sonu. River
Dudaon xx, Countenanced like a soft cerulean sky.

2. [f. the vb.] Favoured, supported, etc. : sec

Countenance v. 5.

1692 Locke 'Toleration Hi. ix, The . . unthinking Part of
Men ; who without Thought, .may embrace the Profession
of the countenanced Religion.

Countenaucer kairnt/nansoi'. [f. Coun-
tenance; v. + -er '.] One who countenances, sup-

ports, or encourages.
1613 Beaum, & Fl. Hon. Man's Fortune iv. ii, Are you

her grace's countenance)-, lady? 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk
(1842) 35 Root out the Masse and all counlenancers of it.

1705 Hearne Collect. 23 Sept., A Countenancer of Fanaticks.

1827 Scott Surg. Dau. i, To be thought an abettor or

countenancer. . of the Popish ritual.

Countenancing, £'<V..v/>. [f. asprec. + -inl; '.]

The action of the verb Countenance.
1628 II. Blrton Israels Fast 5 To abhorre such coun-

tenancing of sin. 1680-90 Temple Ess. Pop. Discontents
Wks. 1731 I. 263 The countenancing .. the Customs and
Habits of Industry.

t Counter (kuu'ntsi , sb. 1 Obs. Forms: 4
cuntre, cunter, 5 coimtire, cowntere, 6 coun-
ter. [Aphetic form of acuntre, Acountek, En-
counter.] Encounter, hostile meeting, opposition.

t 1330 R. Brcnne Chron. (1810) 38 Tille pei com to mide-
weie, cuntre non pei fond, c 1350 Will. Paterne 1344 }e ne

herde neuer, y hope, of so hard a cunter. t 1400 Melaync
238 At the first countire righte The Sarazen slewe oure

cristyn knyghte. 14. . Fencing in Ret. Ant. I. 308 Thys yj»

the ferst cowntere of the too hond swerd. 1591 Spenser
Tears of Muses 207 With kindly counter vnder Mimtck
shade.

Counter (kem-ntoj), sb.- Also 4 countour.

[a. AF. countour— OY . conteor ;mod.F, compteur

counter, conteur recounter, narrator^ :—L. computd-

tor-etn, agent-n. f. co/uputdre to compute, Count.]

1. One who counts, reckons, or calculates.

13.. MS. Cott. Calig. A. ii. f. no (Halliw.) Ther is no
countere nor clerke Con hem recken alle. 1369 [see Coun-
ter sb.'* 3.I a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 25 In my
purs, so grete sommes be, That there nys counter in alle

cristente Whiche that kan at ony nombre sette. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 78 A Cownter, compotista. 1769 Smith in Phil.

Trans. LIX. 309, I did not even hear the feet of the four

counters, who had passed behind me from the windows to

the clock.

b. In the House of Commons ; One who causes

the House to be counted.
1861 Sat. Rev. 27 May 527 A counter is looked upon 111

the House with the same sort of individual dread . . that is

accorded out of the House to an informer or a hangman.

f 2. A serjeant-at-law, etc. : see Countouk. Obs.

3. An apparatus for keeping count of revolutions,

strokes of a piston, etc. [Cf. F. co/npteur gas-

meter.]
1803 Phil. Trans. XCIII. 145 A counter is placed so as to

.show the number of revolutions of the windlass. 1823

Mechanic's Mag. No. 1. 4 By fixing a counter on the beam
of one engine . . the number of strokes made . . was ascer-

tained. 1829 R. Stuart Anecd. Steam Engines I. 27s
This, .counter was formed of a series of small wheels, shut

up in a box, having a dial and index hand, to show how
many revolutions had been made.

Counter (kcm-ntai), sb$ Forms : 4- counter ;

also 4 counture, (5 cowntewery, countre, 6

cowntier), 5-6 countor, -our, 5-7 cownter, 6-

compter. [a. AF. counteour, countourt in OF.
conteoir, -eor, -ocr, whence conteourt conlouer, in

I4-I5th c. eotnptouer, comptouoir^ mod.F. comptoir

-.—L.computiltdrium (in med.L. 1364, Du Cange),

f. computdre to compute, count + -orium. As this

became, like the prec, countour^ -or in AF., they

are both counter in mod.Eng. The form cown-

tewery points to an AF. counteori or countoueri.']

I. 1. Anything used in counting or keeping
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account: + a. A round piece of metal, ivory, or

other material, formerly used in performing arith-

metical oj>erations. Obs.
a c 1310 Know Thyself38 in E. E. P. (1862) 13 j Sittc doun

and take countures rounde . . And for vche a synne lay bou
doun on Til }•• >u bi synnes haue sou^t vp and founde. 1496
in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scot. I. 300 A nest of cowntouris to the
King. 15x5 Barclay Egloges iii. (1570) Cii/i The kitchin
clarke . . Jengling his counters, chatting himselfe alone.

1530 Palsgr. 684/1, I shall rcken it syxe tymes by aul-

gorisme or you can caste it ones by counters [parjectons].
154a Recorde Gr. A rtes 86 b, Nowe that you nave learned
. . Arithmetike with the penne, you shall see the same Arte
in Counters. 1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 66
Marchantes counters which nowe and then stande for

hundreds and thousands, by and bye for odd halfpens or
firthinges and otherwhiles for very nihils. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. xxxi. iv. 405 They assayed many times
to cast with counters, and comprise the full number of them.
171a Ahbuthnot John i?w// (17551 2 [They] never used to
dirty their fingers with pen, ink, and counters. 1801 Strutt
Sports$ Past. iv. ii. 277 The stones and shells were laid aside,
and counters made with ivory became their substitutes.

p. 1540 Act^ 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 Item for euery nest of
compters .xviiLf. 1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1632) 235
Praying by tale with Sainct Dominicks round compters.
x6n Shaks. Wint. 'P. iv. iii. 38 Euery tod yeeldes pound
and odde shilling : fifteene hundred shome, what comes the
wooll too? .. I cannot do't without Compters. 1698 Crull
Muscovy 173 Arithmetick. .which they perform by the help
of Plumb-Stones instead of Compters.

b. In later times used chiefly in keeping an
account or reckoning in games of chance, esp.

cards. (These counters are of various shapes, ac-

cording to convenience.)

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serin. J im. 105/2 They cast it into
the winde, they played with it as with a counter. ?a 1600
Tom Thumb* 61 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 179 Where he for

counters, pinns and points, and cherry stones did play.

1674 Cotton Compl. Gamester in Singer Hist. Cards 345
He that hath first played away his cards demands as many
counters as there are cards in the hands of the rest. 1709
Steele Tatler No. 15 F 4 They were marking their game
with Counters. 173a Berkeley Alcipkr. VXL| 8 Counters
. at a card-table are used, .as signs substituted for money.
1874 Blrnand My Time vii. 61 Card-playing . .for counters
at two-pence a dozen. 1878 H. H. Gibbs Ombre 8 The
Counters should be of various shapes— round, oblong, and
long or fi\h-shaped.

C. Also, applied to the 1 pieces
1

or ' men * used
in playing shovelboard, chess, draughts and other

games ; also Jig.
1605 Armin Poole upon P. (1880) 21 All alone he playd at

slide groate, as his manner was : peeces or counters he had
none. 1865 Merivale Rom. Emp. VIII. lxvii. 299 The
mass of the emperor's subjects, .were moved as counters by
the hands of a central government. 1874 Green Short
Hist, vii.368 The noblest aims and lives were only counters
on her Iward.

2. An imitation coin of brass or inferior metal
;

a token used to represent real coin ; hence often

rhetorically contrasted with real -coins, as being
only their temporary representatives or counterfeits.

1526 Skelton Magnyf. 1186 Nay, offer hym a counter in

stede of a peny. x6oi Dent Path-w. Heaven (1831) 24 A
fool believeth every thing: that copper is gold, and a
counter an angel. 1651 Hobbks Leviath. 1. iv. 15 Words
are wise mens counters, they do but reckon by them : but
they are the mony of fooles. 1689 Lond. Gas. No. 2498/4
A silver box of Counters stampt with Kings and Queens
heads, etc. 170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. 111. 1. iii. (i852>

309 He sent her a brass counter, a silver crown, and a gold
jacobus. X796 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 152 Counters
will pay this from the poor in spirit; but from you, my
friend, coin was due. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace i. Wks.
VIII. 152 Silver, not as now a sort of counter, but the body
of the current coin. 1855 Browning Statue <y Bust, The
true has no value beyond the sham. As well the counter as
coin, I submit. x868 Daily Neius 23 Oct., How easy it is

to pay fools with the counters of words instead of with the
money of thought.

b. Also applied to debased coin, and contempt-
uously to money generally.
x6ox Shaks. Jul. C. iv. iii. 80 When Marcus Brutus

growes so Couetous To locke such Rascal! Counters from
his Friends. 1714 Swift Drapier's Lett, ii, Does Mr.
Wood think, we will sell him a stone of wool for a parcel of
his counters not worth sixpence. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. III. 582 He was robl>ed indirectly by a new issue of
counters, smaller in size and baser in material than any
which had yet bome the image and superscription of
James.

c. As the type of a thing of no intrinsic value.
1600 Shaks. A, V. L. 11. vii. 63 What, for a Counter,

would I do, but good? X664 H. More Jlfyst. Itig. 554
Childish squabline about Nut-shells, Counters and Cherry
stones. x68s — Lett. Sev. Subjects (1694) 32 Stickling to
get the most Counters and Cherry-cobs.

II. f 3. A table or desk for counting money,
keeping accounts, etc. ; a bureau. Obs.
In quot. 1369 perh. an abacus or counting-board.
( 1369 Chaucbr Dethe Btaunche 436 Tnogh Argus the

noble covnter[f. r. countour] Sete torekene in hys counter
[v.r. countour].

1453 Mahg. Paston in P. Lett. No. 185 I. 250 The draute
chamer, ther as ye wold your cofors and cowntewery shuld
be sette for the whyle ; and ther is no space besyde the
bedd..for to sette both your bord and your kofors ther.

1493 Bury Wills (1850) 81, I bequethe to Kateryn my wyfT
my countour stondyng in my parlour. 1504 Ibid. 98 A
fetherbed and a tabyll callyd a countour. 1511 Test. Ebor.
(Surtees) V. 203 Unum magnum cowntier stans in aula.

1587 Wills <$• Inv. N. C. (Surtees* II. 306 One fetherbed .

.

standing in the westmost chamber, and the best counter,
that is in the same chamber.

4. A banker's or money-changer's table
;

also,

the table in a shop on which the money paid by
purchasers is counted out, and across which goods
are delivered. The tradesman stands behind the

counter
; goods are sold and money paid over the

counter.
(In modern times the shop-counter is also used for the

\

display of goods, but this is not implied in the name.)
a. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 259 '1 He [isj . . behind

a Counter or Counting Table. 1701 De Foe 7'rue-bom
ting- 25 Fate has but very small Distinction set Betwixt
the Counter and the Coronet. 171a Ahbuthnot John Bull
(1755)2 Sometimes you would see him behind his counter
selling broad-cloth. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 215
[Hel might walk into a shop, lay on the counter a bit of

j

brass worth threepence, and carry off goods to the value of
; half a guinea. 1875, Jevons Money (1878) 252 Pay it back

over the counter to the credit of his account with the same
banker. 1889 Times 1 Weekly ed.) 31 May 7/4 In fair days
he would take some /'

\ > over the counter.

fi. 1699 Garth Discern. Ut* 30 Then from the Compter he
takes down the File. 1731 Fielding AVw Way 11. ii, Do
you sit behind a de^k, or stand behind a compter? 1798
Anti-Jacobin xxvi. 136 Each spruce nymph from city
compters free. 1826 .Miss Mitfokd Village Ser. 11. (18631

324 Mrs. Bennet, milliner . . who . . marshalled a compter
full of caps and bonnets at one side of the shop,

f 5. A counting-house : a. In early use. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Shipm. T. 213 Vp to Mr housbande is

this wyf ygon And knokketh at his Countour \v.r. counter)
boldely. 1431 Test. Ebor. 11. (Surtees) 16 Omnia instru-

I menta et necessaria shops: meas ad le meltynghouse et ad
countor meum spectantia. 1530 Palsgr. 209/^ Counter, a
countyng house, comptoyr.

b. In 1 b'-ioth c. after ¥. comploir.
X736 Berkeley App. to Querist 11. J} 136 Whether it would

not be right to build the compters and public treasuries .

.

without wood. 1809 Ann. Reg. 861 1 England U only

{
sensible in her compters.

III. f 6. The office, court, or hall of justice of
1 a mayor. Obs.

i
1479 Mayor of Bristol in Eng. GiidsiiB-joi 426 The Maire

and Shiref. .to kepe theire due residence at the Counter euery
Feryall day. a 1734 North Exam. UL viii. §44 '1740) 616
The law Province was restored to its Seat in the several
Counters, and the Sherriffs opened their Halls.

7. The prison attached to such a city court ; the

name of certain prisons for debtors, etc. in London,
! Southwark, and some other cities and boroughs.
1 In this sense the official spelling from the I7thc
!
was Comitkb, q. v. Obs. exc. Hist.

\

1388 [see Counter-tenor i b for play upon this wordj.
1428 E. E. //V//j(i882) 78 The prisons of Ludgate .. And
the Countuurs. 1476 Ptnmpton Corr. 36 He. .gart him be

j

sett in the Countre, till he founde sewerte to answer at the
(iildehall for the cloth. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxxix.
2*-5 They.. brake vp the prison of newgate and drafe oute
al the prisoners and of both countours. .and destroyed alle

the bookes of bothe counters. 1556 Chron. Gr. P'riars
1 Camden) 96 Item the xxvij. day of September after was the
counter in Bredstret removyd in-to Wood-strete. X598 Ii.

Jonson Plv. Man in Hum. 11. i, He is got into one o' your
citie pounds, the Counters. 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (1662)

215 He was committed by the Lord Mayor to the Counter,
and from thence removed to the new prison in Maiden Lane.
i68x W. Robertson Phraseot. Gen. '1693} 398 A counter or
prison, career. [See Compter.)
IV. 8. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 3) countcr-

cloth
;
(sense 4) counter-dandy , -keeper \ (sense ft)

counter -door; -house; (sense 7) Counter-book, -gate,

-scuffle, -wait; counter-case, a flat case to lie on
a shop-counter ; f counter-caterpillar, ? slang

name for a constable
;
joounter-rat, slang

name for an inferior officer of a Counter
;

{b) a
criminal inmate ofa Counter; counter-skipper

-

CoUNTKB-JUMI'ER. Also COUNTKK-.II'MPKH, -MAN.
16*0 J. Taylor (Water P.) Whs. (N >, Though base and

trebles, fortune did me grant, Vet to make up the musicke,
I must looke The tenor in the cursed "counter-booke. ? 1631

1 Wat Tyler m Evans O. 5.(1784) I. Ii. 282 Into the coun-
ters then they get, Where men in prison lay for debt

;

They broke the doors and let them out. And threw the
counter-books about. 1707 E. Wahu Hud. Rediv. II. 6
These "Compter-Caterpillars, These Hawk-ey'd Shoulder-

' dabbling Dealers. 1541 Lane. Wills I. 129 A "cownter

j

clothe xvj d
. 1848 '1 hackeray Bk. Snobs xxvii, Young

[

#counter-dandiesare displaying their wares, c 1386 Chaucer
Shipman's T. 85 Ffor which ful faste his *Countour dore
he shette. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. m. iii. 85 Thou mights
as well say, I loue to walke by the Counter-gate. 1710 E.
Ward Brit. Hud. t Go see 'em strait, 1 charge you, in at

Counter-Gate. < 1386 Chaucer Ship/nan's T. 77Andvp in

to his *Countour housgooth he. 1804 Edin. Re?: V. 6 The
wretched perversion of judgement which uniformly ranks.

.

"counter keepers . . before the honest ploughman, a 1613
OverbuRY Char.. Sargeant's Yeoman % This *counter-rat.

.

hath not his full halfe-share of the booty. 1707 E. Ward
Hud. Rediv. II. 6 Looking as rough as Counter Kats. 1858
K. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xxv. 97 She . . taught them .

.

how to speak to a doctor, how to a 'counter-skipper. 1859
Sat. Rev. VII. 191/2 A counter-skipper in a small linen-

draper's shop. 1607 Heywood Pair Maid P.xch. Wks.
1874 II. 31 Sentences .. for posteritie to carve Vpon the
inside of the "Counter wall.

Counter (kau-nt3j), sbJ [In senses 1, a, f.

Counter a. or cuiv. : of senses 3-4 the history is

i uncertain, and perhaps they ought to be treated

\

separately.]

£ Hunting. The opposite direction to the course

taken by the game ; see Countkb adv. 1.

1575 Ti rberv. Venerie 121 The huntesmen . . must take
good heede that theyr houndes take not the counter by

cause the harte is fledde backwardes. Ibid. 205 Or els
hunteth backe himself by the counter of hir footing. 1674
N. Cox Gent I. Recreat. i. (1706) 87 That the Hounds may
not think it the Counter she came first.

2. The contrary, opposite.
1871 Tennyson Last Tourn.Zo Whatsoeverhisown knights

have sworn My knights have sworn the counter to it.

II. 3. That part of a horse's breast which lies

between the shoulders and under the neck.
1678 tr. Gaya's Art of War 1. 25 [They] present the Pike

to the height of the Horses Counters. 17*7-31 Bailey
I vol. II, Counter is that part of the fore-hand of a horse,
' that lies between the shoulder and under the neck. 1805

I

Scott Last Minstr. 1. xxix, For he was barbed from
1 counter to tail, And the rider was armed complete in mail.

1841 Lever C. O'Malley xlv. The poor beast . . had been
killed by a bullet in the counter. 1851 Mayne Keiu Scalp
Hunt, xxix, His throat, counter, and shoulders.

! 4. Nattt. The curved part of the stern of a
ship.

*The counter above extends from the gun-deck line, or
lower ribbon moulding of the cabin windows, to the water*
line (or seat of water); the lower counter is arched below
that line, and constitutes the hollow run* (Smyth Sailer's
Word-bk.\
x6s6 Cait. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 11 The round-

house, the counters, the wayst. i6s7 — Seamafi's Gram.
ii. 11 The hollow arching betwixt the lower part of the
Gallery and the Transome, is called the lower Counter;
the vpper Counter is from the Gallery to the arch of the
round house. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789', Counter,
an arch . . whose upper-part is terminated by the bottom of
the stern, and the lower-part by the wing-transom and but-

tock. 1805 in Nicolas /':../. Aelson VII. 195 note, Several
shot-holes in the hull—one in the under counter , ; feet under
water. 1864 Athenaeum No. 1926. 410/3 The explosion of
the torpedo under her counter. 1883 W. C Russell Sea
Queen in. xL 243 When her bows lifted and she dipped her
counter in the black water.

b. Comb. Counter-rail, -timber (tee quots.).

1815 Patconer's Diet. Marine, Countertimbers, short

timbers in the stem, put in. .for. .strengthening the counter,
i 1850 Rudim. Savig. (Weale> 112 Counter-rails, the orna-
mental rails athwart the stern into which the counters
finish. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bh.

Counter ,kau -nt3J , sb? [ad. F. conlre, It.

contro, in same sense, a substantival use of the

prep. contre
t
contro against.]

1. Fencing. A name applied to all circular par-

ries, i.e. parries in which, while the hand retains

the same position, the point is made to describe a

circle, passing under the adverse blade so as to

meet it again when the latter is 'disengaged',

i. e. removed from engagement. Called also

counter-parry formerly t counter-parade, counter-

caveatingparade.
The particular engagement is indicated by an addition, as

counter-prime, -seconds, -tierce, -qnarte (<arte\ -cuinte,

-sixte, -septime, -octave mow in practice reduced to four,

1
-seconde, -tierce, -qnarte, <

.-•
.

[16x1 Florio, Contro, as Contra in all compositions. Also
a Counter.] 1684 R. H. School Recreat. 67 The Counter
Caveating Parade, &c When you observe your Adver-
sary's Thrust coming home within your Sword, then imme-
diately slope your Point, and bring it up again with a quick
Motion on the other side of your Adven;ary'-S and j>arric

his Thrust without your Sword, that he intended to give

within your Sword. Ibid. 74 This may be Parry'd, by
answering every Motion, or using the Counter-caveating
Parade. 1707 (see Caveat v. 3). 1809 Roland Pencing

1 64 To form a counter parade, .at the time you disengage, I

pass with a small circular motion under your wrist, or

blade, and return, by forming my parade in nearly the

same position I was in previously to your disengagement.
1889 W. H. Pollock, etc- Renting (Kadm. Libr.* ii. 57
Counters are named according to the engagement from
which the parry is made. Ibid. 58 Reversed Counter-
parries. These, as the name indicates, are the ordinary

counter-parries executed the opposite way.

2. Broadsword play. An attack made as the

adversary himself leads to attack. The stronger

attack takes the advantage.

8. Pugilism. A blow delivered as the adversary

leads on; really a time-hit, which, if stronger than

the adverse one, secures the advantage.
A counter with the other hand is called a cross-counter',

e.g. if the adversary leads off with his left, he may be cross-

countered with the right.

1861 Hughks Tom Brown at Ox/, viii, My length of arm
gave me the advantage in every counter. x88o Badminton
Libr., Boxing 161 The leader-off has to take the counter in

full face.

Counter (kau'ntaj), so* Shoemaking. [Short

for counterfort, in F. contre/ort."] The piece of

stiff leather forming the back part of a shoe or

boot round the heel.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 410/2 The closing of the vamp
!
and counter to the leg [of the boot]. 1883 F. D. Y. Car-

:
1-entkr Round about Rio, When a [Brazilian) buys a new
pair of slippers his first object is to break the counters down
out of the way. 189a Oxford Chron. 7 May 6/2 The heel

j

may be built a little higher on one side, ana a stiff counter

! used.

Counter (kairntai), sb.
1 Music. Short for

Countkr-tenor ; also app. any voice part set in

contrast to a principal melody or part.

1869 Mks. Stowe Otdto7vn Polks 60 Uncle Eliakim ..

\

tuning up in a high, cracked voice, a weird part, in those

days called counter. 1878 — Poganuc P. vii. 56 Ben..
' beating and roaring, first to treble and then to counter and

I
then to bass.
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Counter, sb.
9 Mining. Also dial. Caunter

q. v. Short for Counter-lode j also for counter-

gangway (see quot.).

i88x Raymond Mining Gloss., Counter, (i) a cross-vein;

(2) a gangway driven obliquely upwards on a coal-seam

from the main gangway until it cuts off the faces of the

workings, and then continues parallel with the main gang-
way*.

Counter tkairntM), a. [Arising chiefly from

combinations in Counter- (esp. in senses 6, 9),

with subsequent extension to more or less analo-

gous instances, e.g. counter-current, counter cur~

rent, the currents are counter. In many cases it is

not possible to draw any line of demarcation be-

tween counter adj., and counter- pref. : see under

the latter.] Acting in opposition
;
lying or tending

in the opposite direction ; having an opposite

tendency, to the opposite effect
;
opposed, opposite

:

cf. senses of Counter- pref. Mostly attrib.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. xii. 1 A ship, .met of many .1

counter winde and tyde. x66a Evelyn Chalcogr. 118 The
j

Sensation of Relievo . . by one, or more hatches, cross and
j

counter. 1780 Ld. Stirling in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev.
j

(1853) III. 5 He might, .send them counter orders. 1836 7
Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xii. (1870) 218 The counter doc- 1

trine is self-repugnant. 184a Tennyson Gold. Year 7 We
j

crost Between the lakes, and clamber'd half way up The 1

counter side. 1844 Bp. Wilberforce Amer. Ck. (1846* 1

i6r Having founded a counter episcopate; 1847 De
Quincey Secret Soc. Wks. (1863) VI. 305 The answer is

found precisely in the parallel case of the counter sect. 1

x857 — IVks. (1871) XVI. 238 note, In one direction . . and
. .in the counter direction. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's Field

\

282 Withdrawing by the counter door to that Which Leolin
j

open'd. 1879 Farrar St. Paul II. 447 To combat false

doctrine, .by the presentation of the counter truth.

b. Duplicate; serving as a check (see Coun-
ter- 8).

1823 Southey Hist. Penins. War I. 112 The magistrate.,

was to deliver in a list of all the owners of fishing boats, .a
j

counter list was to be kept on board the floating battery.

C. Rarely predicative : Opposite, contrary.

1856 Emerson Eng. Traits iv. Race Wks. iBohn) II. 22
,

The currents of thought are counter.

Counter (kau'ntsi), v. 1 Forms : 4 cuntre,

cunter, 4-5 countur, -our, 4-6 countre, 5

cownter, contre, countire, cowuntur, 5-

counter, (6- St* conter). [In senses 1, 2, aphetic

form of Acounter, Encounter ; in sense 3, in-

Silenced by, if not formed afresh from, COUNTER-
i

pref. ; sense 5 goes with Counter sb.
r
' sense 3.

But in later use all the senses tend to mutual
:

association; cf. 181 3 in 2b.]

I. f 1. trans. To meet. Obs.

c 1325 Coer de L. 60 Whenne they come on mydde the
j

sea . . Another schip they countryd thoo. 1813 Scott I

Rokeby in. x, His eyes . . Counter'd at once a dazzling glance.
J

fb. intr. (with again = against). Obs.

c 1475 Partenay 1640 Lordys of contre contring thaim
again With a wilfull hert full gentilly resceyuyng. Ibid.

3346 The messingere lefte contred hym again.

2. trans. To meet in opposition; to encounter

or engage in combat.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1191 Duke Nestor anon, nobli arayed,

\

Countres the kyng. (ri475 Partenay 3030 Gaffroy cam
\

faste contring the Geaunt then. 1513 Bradshaw St, Wer- :

burge 1. 236 Fewe of them haue countred. .great nombre of
\

enemyes. 1557 Paynel Barclay's Jngurth Bij b, Often
tymes countryng his enemies without dred of perill.

b. intr. (Const, imth.)

1330 R. Brunne Citron. (1810I 38 With be erle of Kent be!

countred at Medeweie. c 1380 Wyclif Serin. Sel. Wks. I.

207 [Men] my3t fle fro toun to toun and nevere countre
j

wip her enemyes. 1430 Lydg. Citron. Troy m. xxiii,

As they countre . . Eueryche vnhorsed knightly hath his

feare. c 1465 Eng. Citron. (Camden) 80 There bothe hostes

mette and countred to gedre. 15.. Eger $ Grime 144
(Furniv. Percy Folio I. 3581 To counter on ffoote he was
full throe. 1813 Scott Triermain 11. xx, Blithe at the

trumpet let them go, And fairly counter blow for blow.

II. 3. trans. (fig.) To go counter to, to act

or speak in opposition to, or so as to check ; to

oppose, encounter, contradict, controvert.

138a Wyclif Prot. to O. Test. 55 Heere Sire . . countrith

not Austen, but declareth him ful mychel to symple mennis
witt. c 1420 Pallad, on Husb. m. 66 Se the profession Of
every vyne, and wherin thai myscheve As counter it.

a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Skiamachia Wks. (1711) 190
The two houses . . issued out a declaration . . To counter
this, the king sent a message . . to the lords of his council

in Scotland, a 1734 North Exam. n. iv. § 31 (1740) 246 To
all which Matters . . his Answer countered every Design of
the Interrogations. 1840 Whistlebinkie (Sc. Songs) (1890)
I. 254 Wha conters him may rue the same. 1884 Earl of
Dunraven in 19M Cent. Mar. 426 The resolution .. was .

.

countered by an amendment. 189s A. Robertson St.

Atltanasius Proleg. 19 The 'eternity' of the Son was
countered by the text, 'We that live are alway 1

(2 Cor.
iv. 11). 1892 J. M. Barrie Lit. Minister xxvi. 280 That's
what I say ; but Elspeth conters me, of course, and says
she, etc.

b. Chess. To meet or answer with a counter-

move.
1890 Times 12 Dec. 5/6 White moved his Kl to B. 2, which

Black countered with R. to K. square. 1891 Sat. Ret'. 28
Mar. 394/1 The system by which they were countered and
checkmated.

f4. intr. (fig.) To engage in contest, argue in

opposition, dispute, retort against, with. Obs.

r 1449 Pecock ReJ>r. 1. xiii. 72 Who euer wole .. countre
a^ens the firste conclusioun. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph.
41 b, Then Diogenes again countreyng saied, If Aristippus

had learned to be contented, etc. 1548 — etc. Erasm. Par.
jfohn x. 74 b, We wil not counter with them and geue
rebuke for rebuke. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie nr. xix.

(Arb.) 220 So cunning and so wise, To counter with her
goodman, and all by contraries.

III. 5. Boxing. To give a return blow while re-

ceiving or parrying the blow of an antagonist ; to

strike with a counter-blow. Also transf. andfig.
a. trans.

1861 Hughes Tom Broivn Oxf. xlv, Of course I coun-
tered him there with tremendous effect. 1865 Sat. Rev.

9 Dec 724 We are glad to set down the author of such
smart hits as a misanthrope, because it is easier to counter
than to parry them.

b. intr.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. in, Instead of trying to

counter, and leading his enemy. 1885 Sat. Rev. 7 Nov.
600 Lord Randolph Churchill and Mr. Chamberlain have,

in the language of an almost lost art, 'countered ' heavily

during the past week. 1889 Badminton Libr., Boxing 166

Instead of thus countering on the head the blow may lie

aimed at the ribs.

t Counter, v.- A/us. Obs. [f. F. contre against:

cf. OF. contre-chanter in same sense, and Counter
sbX\ intr. To sing an accompaniment to a melody
or plain-song. Hence Countering vbl. sb.

c 1440 Promp. Parv., Cowntryn [in] songe, occento. Cown-
terynge yn songe, concentus [v. r. oaenttts], 1509 Barclay
Sliyp Folys (1570) 117 Some rore, some countre, some their

balades fayne. « 1529 Skelton Laureate Wks. I. 16 He
trymmyth in hys tenor to counter pyrdewy. — Garl.

Laurel 705 There was counteryng of carollis in meter and
verse. — Boivge ofCourte 365 Counter he coude O Lux
vpon a potte. — P. Sparcnve 46S The threstyl with her
warblyng. .The countrynge of the coe. 1562 J. Heywooij
Prov. Epigr. (1867) 186 Nor the counter tennor for coun-

tryng to long.

Cotriiter, f-3 [f- Counter sb$\ trans. To
furnish (a shop, etc.) with a counter or counters.

1844 Dickens Mart. Cltuz. xxvii, The offices were .

.

newly countered.

Coirnter, "'-4 Shoemaking. [f. Counter sb*]

trans. To furnish (a shoe; with a counter.

In mod. Diets.

Counter ^kurrntsi), adv. [a. F. contre (OF.

cuntre, AF. countre) ; see Counter- pref. The
adverbial use has mainly arisen by analysis and
separation of verbs and verbal sbs. in counter- :

e.g. to counteract, countermarch, to act or march
counter ; so to run counter, etc.]

1. In the opposite direction, back again. To
hunt, run, go counter : i. e. in a direction op-

posite to that which the game has taken ; follow-

ing the scent or trail of game in the reverse

direction. Also fig.
< 1446 Pol. Poems 1,1859) II. 224 Xow ye han founde par-

fite, love welle your game ; For and ye renne countre

thenne be ye to blame. 1575 Tcrberv. I'enerie 243 When
a hounde hunteth backwardes the same way that the chase

is come, then we say he hunteth counter. 1602 Shaks.

Ham. tv. v. 110 How cheerefully on the false Trade they

cry. Oh this is Counter, you false Danish Dogges. 1624

Quarles Job Div. Poems (1717) 203 Forwards they went,

on either hand, and back Return'd they counter. 1648

Milton Tenure Kings (1650) 57 Sometimes they seem to

march on, and presently march counter. 1741 Compi. Favt.

Piece n. i. 292 The great skill in hunting the Buck, is to

keep the Hounds from hunting Counter. 1826 Scott Woodst.

iv, Hunting counter, or running a false scent.

•f 2. Against the front (of anything), in full face.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. (JA They hit one another with

darts, as the other do with their hands, which they never

throw counter, but at the back of the flyer. 1654 H.
L'Kstrange Cltas. 7(1655) 68 The enemy, .coming counter

and travers of our Canon, they received the greater losse.

3. fig. In opposition or antagonism
;

contrary

;

esp. in phrase to run, go, act counter (to).

1643 Sir T. Browne Relt'g. Med. 1. 55 The practice of

men.. often runs counter to their theory. 1681 Hickerin-

gill News fr. Colchester Wks. (1716} I. 396 If. .the Villain

swear Counter afterwards. i768Sterne^«/. fourn.,Nam-
Pont, Postillion, Here am I sitting as candidly disposed to

make the best of the worst, as ever wight was, and all runs

counter. 1837 Newman Par. Serm. (ed. a) III. xix. 302 Let
us go counter to Tradition rather than to Scripture. 1858

Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) I. 11. xiv. 130 At least Sigismund

voted clearly so, and Jobst said nothing counter. 1874

Green Short Hist. viii. 478 A^ policy at home and abroad

which ran counter to every national instinct,

fb. Contrariwise. Obs.

1662 Hickeringill Serm. Wks. (1716) T. 302 Our new
Gospellers, just counter, do not walk much like Christians,

but can talk Christianly.

f 4. In opposite directions to each other. Obs.

i6ox Bp. W. Barlow Defence 120 Two foxes tied by the

tailes, and their heades turned counter. 1662 Hickeringill

Serm. Wks. (1716) I. 279 The wheels of Providence . . may
move counter, yet each motion concur to make it go the

better, a 1704 Locke (J.), In this case, it is plain, the will

and the desire run counter.

t Cotrnter, prep. Obs. rare. [a. AF. countre,

F. contre against.] Against, contrary to.

C1420 Pallad, on Husb. 1. 259 Other wey to wirche is

counter reason. Ibid. xi. 442 Goode stomak wyne and

counter pestilence Thus make.

Cou nter-, prefix :-MK. and AF. countre-, a.

F. contre- ( = Pr. It. contra-) :-L. contra adv. and

prefix (see Contra-) against, in return. The form
in which the Lat. prefix has come down through
Fr. into Eng. Used in words actually adopted
from earlier K., as counterbalance, counterchange,

counterfeit, countermand, countei'march, counter-

mark, countermure, counterpoise, counterseal,

countersign, etc., and their derivatives ; also in

adaptations of later F. or Italian words in contre-,

contra- ; and in many words formed after them in

English. Counter has thus become a living element
ofthe language, capable of entering into new com-
binations even with words of Teutonic origin. It

may be prefixed, when required, to almost any sub-

stantive expressing action, as motion, counter-motion,

current^ counter-current, or even to any word in

which action or incidence is imputed, as measure,
counter-measure, poison, counter-poison. Hence
it is often viewed as an independent element,
written separately, and practically treated as an
adjective: see Counter a.

In those compounds which we have taken from French or
Italian, the consolidation of the word is usually greater
than in those formed in English, and they are regularly
written as single words, as counterbalance, counterfeit,
countermand, countermarch, though sometimes with the
hyphen. The stress is normally, in verbs and their deriva-
tives, on the root, in nouns and their derivatives, on the pi e-

fix : cf. to undergo', -u'ndertone. But there are exceptions,
esp. where the noun stress is taken by a verb of the same
form, as in to cou'nterfeit. In words formed in English the
two elements are in looser union, both accentually and in

writing. In verbs the rhetorical or antithetical stress on
the prefix may be equal to, or even for the nonce stronger
than, that normally on the root, as in to plan and counter-
pla'n {corfuter-p/a-w, and the two parts are properly
hyphened. In nouns, when the counter- word is contrasted
explicitly or implicitly with the simple word fas in 3, 4, 5),

the predominant stress of the prefix is strongly marked, as

in cou'uter-chcer, counter-annou'neement. These are pro-

perly written with the hyphen (now rarely as a single word,
but occasionally in two separate words). When such a
contrast is not distinctly present (as in 6, q\ the predomi-
nance of the prefix is less marked, and the root-element
may receive an equal or greater stress ; in such case there

is a growing tendency to write the prefix as a separate

qualifying word, and in fact to treat it as an adjective.

Thus counter-side, counter-truth, become counter side,

counter truth : see Coi stfr a.

All permanent compounds in counter-, with

some of the more important of the looser com-
binations, are given in their alphabetical order; of

the casual combinations (many of them nonce-

words) of obvious meaning, examples here follow.

I. 1. verbs, as Counteract, Counter-make,
Counter-say, Counterweigh, Counter-work,
with their derivatives : which see in their alpha-

betic places. Also many nonce-words, either

contextual, or framed as literal equivalents of

French or Italian verbs in contre-, contra-, ex-

pressing the doing of a thing or performance of an

action in the opposite direction or sense, with a

contrary effect, or in opposition, retort, or re-

sponse to the action expressed by the simple verb
;

sometimes with the notion of rivalling or out-

doing, checking or frustrating that action ; some-

times merely in reciprocation. Such verbs were

formerly more frequently formed and used than

now. Examples : counter-address, counter-advise,

counter-affirm, coitntcr-ambush, counter-avouch
t

counter-beat, counter-bid, counter-bore, counter-

cross, counter-dance, counter-dig, counter-fix, coun-

ter-gird, counter-judge, counter-lock, counter-meet,

counter-petition, counter-plan, counter-please, coun-

ter-post, counter-pray, counter-preach, counter-

prick, cotmter-refer, counter-ruin, counter-shine,

counter-state, counter-swear, counter-thwart, coun-

ter-traverse, counter-tug, counter-vote. A rare

sense in English is that of 'across, cross-', as

in counter-dash, counter-strike ;
Counter-bar,

-hatch. (These are hyphened, but were formerly

often written entire. The main stress is on the

verb.)

1687 R. L'Estrange Ansiv. Diss. 22 It would not do
Amiss, if the Dissenter should *Counter-Advise his Re-
membrancer upon Two or Three of these Last Points. 1611

Cotgk., Contrefermc', *counter-affirmed, counter-auouched,

the contrarie whereof is affirmed, or auouched. 1681 Moores

Baffled 24 On March 27,1664, he *counter-ambusht a strong

Party of Horse. 1611 Florio, Contrabattuta, a *counter-

beating. 1598 Ibid., Contradiuieto, a countermand, or
5
counterbidding. i6n Ibid., Contraforare, to Counter-

bore. 1611 Cotgr., Contretraversant, *counter-crossing,

counter-trauersing. 1849 Carlyle Dante's Inf. vii 72

As does the surge, there above Charybdis, that breaks

itself against the surge wherewith it meets ; So have the

people here to *counter-dance. 1611 Cotgr., Contr'elider,

to counterhit, counterstrik, *counterdash, countersquize
;

to breake a stroke, or dash, etc., with a stroake, or

dash, etc. 1649 Davenant Love £ Hon. Wks (1673I

250, I fear some inlet has been *counter-digg'd Into

the Cave. 1396 R. L[inche] Diella (1877) 83 Speech-
lesse they are, eye *counterfixt on eye. 1611 Cotgr., Con-
trepicquer, to returne gird for gird ; to giue a nip for a nip.

Contrepicque, *countergirded, counterpricked, counter-

nipped. 1643 Hf.rle Ansiv. Feme 20 A *counterjudging,
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and so unjudging judge. Ibid. 3T A possibly divided and
counterlocking power of deniall. a 1689 Reresby Mem.
102 (T.), The gentlemen . . of Yorkshire, who had *counter-
petitioned, and declared their abhorrence of the. .petition
for a meeting of parliament. 1883 T. M. Healy in Pall
Matt G. a8 Dec. 2/1 Irishmen .. regard their representa-
tives as useful to *counterplan against the devices of the
Government. x6n Florio, C^M/^^zVuvr*, to *counterplease.
1654 Oayton Pleas. Notes ill. ix. 127 But Sancho does
runne "Counter-posting back. 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities
n. i, Instead of being *counterprayed and countermined.
16J3 Lisle Mlfric on O. + N. Test. Pref. 11 We heare
daily men ofdivers opinions (yet all as called thereto) *coun-
terpreaching each other, a 1734 North Lives (1808' I. 102
(D.) If either be false and perfidious, the other will be so
also; and they^counter-refer to each other. 1653 Gauden
Hterasp. 429 They fortifie against oblivion, .and 'counter-
mine the underminings of time. 1647 Crashaw Poems 1

Stars thou sow'st, whose harvest dares Promise the earth
to *countershine Whatever makes Heaven's forehead fine.
1661 R. L/Estrange Interest Mistaken 13 It seems to me
of high Concern, to *Counter-State that Declaration. j6ii
Florio, Contra-colpire, to 'counter-strike, a 1864 Lani>or
Whs. {1868) II. 202 You have sworn many things. .some of
which were very soon 'countersworn. 1567 Tlrberv. Ovid's
Epist. 77 b, Beholde the winds, And counterthwarting
blasts. 1871 Baker Nile Tribal, ii. 32 After much tugging
and counter-tugging. 1641 Ln. Dir.by Sf. in Rushw. Hist.
Coll. m. (1692) I. 35 How the I.ords 'Counter-voted the
precedency of our Grievances. 16816 J. Scott Chr. Life I.

iii. iT.i, The law in our minds being countervoted by the
law in our members.

b. from corresponding substantives, as counter-
gabion, -garrison, -query, -Irench

; Countermine,
-mi re, etc
i6ix Florio, Contragablionarc, to countergabbion. 1513

LD. Berners Froiss. L Ixii. 34 a, All these flemmynges lay
in y vale of Cassell, in tentes and pauylions, to *counter-
garison y french garison. 1653 Apot. for Goodwin 3
"Counter-querying and quarrelling himselfc in subscribing
them. 16x1 Cotgr., Contretranchcr, to 'counter-trench,
or fortifie against an enemie entrenched.

II. sbs. (and tuffs.) 2. With sense 1

v
actor or

action) against or in opposition'; as in counter-
exercise, -latration (barking against

,
-player, -voli-

tion, --willing, -working. (Stress on the root-word.)
1744 Warbcrton Whs. (1811} XI. 393 Dexterity, in the

"counter-exercise of his arms. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt.
VII. xviii. i. 97 Porcine squealing, answered always by
"counter-latration. 1666 Spi rstow e Sjdr. Chym. (1668) 141
Have we not twins in our Womb, our 'Counter-lustings
and our "Counter-willings ? 1611 Cotgr., Contrejoueur, a
'counter-player ; an aduersarie, or opponent, in play. n 1859
De Quincey War Wks. IV. 265 So weak and so flexible to
any stern *countervolition.

3. Done, directed, or acting against, in oppo-
sition to, as a rejoinder or reply to another thing
of the same kind already made or in existence ; as
in counter-address, -affirmation, -agitation, -al-

liance, -announcement, -answer, -appeal, -art, -as-

sociation, -attack, -attestation, -averment, -avouch-
ment, -bidding, -cheer, -command, -competition,
-complaint, -condemnation, -cry, -decision, -declara-
tion, -decree, -demand, -demonstration, -deputation,
-dogfnatism, -draught, -effort, -energy, -enthusiasm,
exaggeration, -excitement, -excommunication,

'

•explatiation, -expostulation, -fallacy, -gabble, -gift,
\

imagination, -insult, -interpretation, -intrigue,

invective, -law, -legislation, -life, -machination,
manifesto, -message, -mission, -narrative, -noise,

notice, -objection, -organization, paradox, -pe- I

tition, -play, -practice, -project, -pronunciamento,
-proposal, -proposition, -protection, -quip, -raising,

j

-shout, -siege, -sleight, -smile, -snarl, -statement,
-statute, -stratagem, -suggestion, -sympathy, -synod, 1

-terror, -thought, -threat, -thrust, -treason, -trespass, 1

-vaunt, -vindication, -volley, -wager. (The stress

is on the prefix ; in long words there is a secondary '

stress on the accented syllable of the root-word.)
1880 Burton Reign Q. Anne II. 62 In their counter-

i

address, the Commons found consolation in the prospects of 1

the war. 16:1 Cotgr., Com t refer-me, 9. *counter-affirmation, I

or "counter-auouchment ; an affirmation of that whereof :

another aflirmes the contrarie. 1850 M' Cosh Dm. Go-Jt. iv.

iu 1 1874) 488 The announcement, .would ever \>e met by a i

"counter announcement. 1581 J. Bell Haddon*s Atistv.
Osor. 384 Touching the "counteraunswere agaynst the sayd
Apology. 1611 Florio, Contran'sposta, a counter answere.
1630 |mn Holy War \. xvi. (1647^ 24 Art promising her
self the victorie, and suddenly meeting > counter-art, which
mastered her. 1748 Hartley Observ, Man 1. iv. 460 Was it

not restrained by "Counter-Associations. 18^5 I.Taylor Res-
tor. Belief'118561 224 To dispute with him his mission by help
of "counter-attestations. 1880 Muirhead Gains iv. § i6note,
That the respondent, .made a 'counter averment of owner-
ship. 1847 De Quwcey Secret Soc. Wks. VII. 248 note,
Not knowing the rate of the hostile biddings fthey] . .had no
guide to regulate their own *counterbiddings. 1847 Grote
Greece R, Iii. (1862) IV. 437 Cheer and *counter-cheer.
Mod. Nrti'sftr., Pari. Re/., The result was received with
cheers from the ministerial lynches, quickly followed by
countercheers from the Opposition at the smallness of the
majority. 16*3 Rowlandson Gods Bless. 5 Not even the
terrors and *countercommands of the greatest should so in-

terrupt us. 1848 Mill Pol. F.con. it xii. | 1 A *counter-
competition would commence on the side of capitalists.

1657 S. W. Schism Dis/ac/i't g, I have reason to make a
"counter-complaint of the Dr. 1792!*. Jefferson Writ,
O830) IV. 462, 1 would not give in my report till I should see
Hammond's counter-comphunt. 1865 Trollope Betton Est.
xviii. She should encounter the condemnation of Captain 1

Aylmer..by 'counter-condemnation of him and his mother.
|

1879 G. Meredith Egoist III. vi. 107 Cries and counter,
cnes ring out. 1835 T. Jffffrson Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I.

77 A declaration, and *counter-declaration, were cooked up
at Versailles, a 1600 Hooker P. vn. xi. § 9 Their ques-
tion he repelled with a *counter-demand. 1868 6. Duff Pol.
Snrv. 63 Russia.. to make a "counter demonstration to us
. .launched, .a great expedition against Khiva. 1874 W.
Wallace IIe^ets Logic 13 Dogmatism, .against which there
would be an equal right of *counter-dogmatism. 1611
Cotgr., Contr effort, a 'counter effort ; or, effort vsed
against force. 1849 Grote Greece 11. Ixii. (1862) V. 389
If liberty be energetically assailed, the *counter-energy
necessary for its defence may be found wanting. 1871
Morley Voltaire (1886) 67 1 hat . . enthusiasm which can
only make sure of itself by disparaging the object of a
•counter-enthusiasm. 1867 Mill Inaug. Addr. 24 The
value of Mathematics, .has even been insisted on so exclu-
sively as to provoke a 'counter-exaggeration. 1816 Cole-
ridgk Statesm. Man. (1817.1 359 A sort of sanative 'counter-
excitement. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) II. 340 Ex-
communication and 'counter-excommunication, the validity
of which might be questioned by either party. 1806-7 J-
Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (18261 vi. xxviii, Vou can-
not hear . . one guide for the continual 'counter-gabble of
the other. x8aa 56 Di: Qiincey Confess. (1862* 107 In the

I *counter-gift of the proud post-office was nothing. 1864
,

Kingsley Rom. *r Tent. vii. (1875) 165 He answered by

I

some *counter-insult. 187S S Trims Const. Hist. III. xviii.
1 202 Warwick . . began a *coun!er-intrigue. x6n Cotgr.,

Contr'.invective, a *counter-inuectiue ; an answer to an
inuectiue. 1863 Ellicott IJest. Creature ii. 26 A mys-
terious and pervasive 'counter-law. 1883-3 ScHATV Encyct.
R'tig. Knmvl. I. 762 To secure 'counter-fegislation. 1836
Thirlwall Greece III. xvii. 39 Through the 'counter-
machinationsof Sparta. 1865 Merivale Rom. Emf. VIII.
Ixv. 176^ In the *counter-narrative of the Jews even the name
of Christian is contemptuously disregarded. 1651 Jer.
Taylor Serm. for Year 1. xiii. 169 Todrown the noises of
Sinai.. with a *counternoise of revelling. 1885 Law Rep.
30 ch. D. 571 The Plaintiff accepted the notice and pro-

i ceeded to give certain 'counter-notices under it. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul I. 266 The objections, .could be met by *counter-

i objections of serious importance. 1887 J. F. Hogan Irish
!

in Australia ix. (1888) 175 [Theyl .. formed themselves
into a "counter-organisation, .and agitated for the per-
petuation of the system, a 1674 Ci.arf.ndon Hist. Refi.
i/. 1

, Others of an opposite party were appointed to set a
counter-petition on foot. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 15
What might be the Marshal's next move, what Gam-

;

betta'l 'counter-play. ,t 1745 Swift i^J.t, The obligation
..was struck out of the *counterproject by the Dutch.
1848 Macallay Hist. Eng. II. 462 Wildman then brought
forward^ a countcrproject. 1890 G. Saintsbury in Nnv

' Rev. Feb. 137 The recent *counter-pronunciamento at
Rio. 1885 Manch. Exam. 10 Jan. 4/7 The French *counter-

;

proposals, .will have an exclusively financial character. 1867
A. Barry Sir C. Harry vi. 217 Mr. White addressed a

1 'counter proposition to the Treasury. 1865 Grote Plato
Pref. (1875) 7/2 note, Proposition and counter-proposition,

• the thesis which one impugns, as well as that which one

I

sustains. 1817 Ld. Castlereagh in Pari. Deb. 1849 We
i

could not adopt such liberal principles ..whilst the nystem
of protection and 'counter-protection was maintained in

other^ countries. 1641 Milton Animadv. Wks. 1738 I. 99
This is a more Edomitish conceit than the former, and must
l>e silenced with a 'counter-quipof the same Country. 161

1

1'i.orio, Contratzata, a "counter raising. 1857 Hi'giies
lorn Brown 11. iii, With their shouts and "counter shouts
of encouragement. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. xi. v. | 36
Seauen weekes thus spent, in this 'counter siege of the City
and Castle. 1611 Cotgr., Contreruse, a "counter-sleight

;

a wile for a wile. 162 1 Bi-rton Anat. Met. 11. iii. vn. If he.

.

give but a "countersnarl, there's not a dog dares meddle with
him. i8« Motley Dutch AV/.v. iv. (1866)723 It was soon.,
followedoy a "counter-statement . . containing his account
of the same matters. 1643 M" ton Divorce 11. iii. (1851) 68
By his own Antinomic, or 'counter-statutr. 1688 II. Whar-
ton Enthus. Ch. Rome 98 The stratagems and 'counter-
stratagems of the Devil and the Saints, 1836-7 Sir W.

,

Hamilton Metaph. (18771 I. v. 88 It requires, a long and
powerful "counter-sympathy in a nation to untwine the ties

of custom, a 1677 Barrow Pope's Su/rettr. Wks. 1859 VIII.
60 These Synods . . reprobated by Popes in 'Counter-
Synods. 1879 tl. Ret: Apr. 402 Some 'counter-terror
evidently neutralised a terror so potent. 1858 J. Martineau
Stud. Chr. 281 The interchange, .of thought and counter-
thought. t88o Burton Reign Q. Anne ill. xiv. 19 The
policy, .was met by a "counter-threat. 1861 BlKEtf, Hope .

Eng.Cathedr. tfM C. vi. f 1. 226 The lighter kinds of stone. . 1

maybe employed in groining without requiring an excessive
"counterthrust. 1611 Cotgr., Contretrahison, a 'counter-
Ireason; treason against treason. 1884 II. Spencer in I

( ontcmp. Rev. July 40 Among primitive peoples, trespasses
1

are followed by "counter-trespasses. 1851 Mavnk RjCID
Scalp Hunt, xhv, Only, .a "counter-vaunt, the retaliation

of a pang. 1880 Mi'Irhead Gains 1. § 134 In the event of
the father asserting no "counter-vindication. 1876 Gt Mere-
dith Beauch. Career (1889) 60 Volleys and "countervolleys
of fishy Venetian. 1875 Postf. Gains iv. f 167 He is

ordered to pay the sums of the wager and "counlerwager
in which he was promisor.

b. Also with agent-nouns, as counter-defender, \

-orator, -witness; Counter-appellant, -claim-
ant.
1609 Bp. W. Barlow Ansiv. Nameless Catholic 229 To nil

these this "Con tre-defender scarse spends three Sections.

1797 E. M. Eomax Philanthrope 171 No. 22 ' Be obscure !

'

and set the "counter-orator, .at utter defiance. 1660 Ingelo
B.-ntiv. Af Crania 11. Pref., Cicero, whom I have opposed to

|

him as a 'counter-witness.

4. Acting in reversal of a former action ; as

in cotrnter-co nquest, -reform, -restoration, -sale

;

Counter-reformation, -revolution.
16*6 Aii.fsbi'ry Passion Serm. 19 Hee falls into an agony, I

in a *counterconquest of affection. 1871 Freeman Hist.
J

Ess. Ser. 1. ii. 47 Another stands alone, .in passing a 'coun-
ter-reform bill. 1875 Su bbs Const. Hist. 111. xviii. 200
The newly founded dynasty might be strengthened against

J

the ri^k*; of a counter-restoration. >6i6 BrnnES tr. Aero-
\

dins' Disc. Parents Hon. 2 So many 'countersales, which
made them bond again.

5. Done or acting in reciprocation of or return
for another thing of the same kind

; reciprocal

;

as in coirnter-acquittance, -assurance, -engage-
ment, -equivalent, -gage, -love, -obligation, -offer,

-service, -token.

1611 Cotgr., Contrequitfence, a Vounter-acquittance.
1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. xvi. 81 The Covenant .. is not
valid, without his 'Counter-assurance. x88o Burton Reign

\ Q. Anne I. i. 48 The 'counter-equivalent of the oaths of
allegiance taken by the subject. x6n Cotgr., Contregage,
a *counter-gage, or counter-pawne. 1635 Qcarles Embl.
v. viiL (1718) 277 Can. .thy affection last without the fuel Of
*counter-love. 1884 Stattdard 4 Mar. 5/4 Acts of benevo-
lence on the part of the Sultan, without any *counter-
obligation towards him. 1788T. Jefferson Wks. (18591 II.

483 Denmark is asking the 'counter-offer of mediation from
this court. 1607 Sylvester ii. iv. Trophies 716 One cannot
vse th' ayde of the Powrs below Without some Pact of
Counter-services. x6xx Florio, Contrasegno, a "counter

token, or signe. 163a J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena
22 Received of his master . . the counter-token for getting
againe the horse.

6. Opposite locally : a. Having an opposite
direction, back- ; in nouns of action, as cou nter-

flight, -floiv, -migra tion, -pull, -ratliation, -retreat,

-sway, -vibration ; also in other nouns, ascorrnter-

si'de, -stream, -tack, wave, -wind, Counter-sea,
-slope, -tide, in which counter is also written

separately as an adj.

( 1611 Chapman Iliadvu. 190 But he must make no *coun-
terflight. 1870 R. M. Fergcson Electr. 55 Faraday's experi-
ment shews that no such ''counterflow takes place. 1871
Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. 172 Migration;; and
•Counter-migrations which have gone on in various ages be-
tween Armoricaand West Wales. 1857 Mrs. Carlyle Lett.
II. 341 A *counter-pull .. in the direction of order. 1851
Herschel Stud. Nat. Phil. 11. vi. 163 Faster than its heat
can be restored . . by *counter-radiation. t6ia Two Noble
Kinsmen 1. i, A 'counter-reflect 'gainst My brother's heart.
1817 Colebrooke Algebra 295 The product of half the sides
and 'countersides is the gross area. 1719 De Foe Crusoe

1 1. 220 The Rocks .. check'd the Violence of the Stream,
and made a kind of * Counter-Stream or Eddy. 1830 Socthey
Lett. (1856) IV. 178 Such a process of reaction as has made
M— take precisely the 'counter tack. 1787 Roy in Phil.
Trans. LXXVII. 205 A pointed plummet ..has a small
degree of *counter-vibration to that of the ball. 1874
Tyrwhitt Sketch. Club 201 The water.. meets shore, or
"counter-wave,

b. Formed at the opposite side ; as in Cotxter-
-< LEFT, -FISSI'RE, -FRACTURE, q.V.

7. Across, crossing, making an angle with ; as in

counter haft, -tree {= counter-bar
;
Counter-bar,

-lath, -lode.
1611 Florio, Coutramanico, a *counterhaft or handle.

1813 W. Beattie Tales 53 (Jam.) The door was slightly

girded tee, Wi an auld tow an' *conter-tree.

8. Forming the opposite member or constituent

of anything that has naturally two opposite parts,

as Countkr-balance, -foil, -part, -poise, -stock,

-tally, etc. ; or constituting a second thing of the

same kind standing opposite, parallel to, or side

by side with the original, as counter-branch, -pillar,

Cotnteu-earth ; often with notions of balancing,

checking, sustaining thrust, or of mutual adaptation,

correspondence, etc.; as in Counter-cipher, -con',

•JtlE, -MARK, -NKAL, -TYPE.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix. (1887) 183 Yong maidens

. . he *counter*braunches to vs in the kinde of mortall and
reasonable creatures. 1717 Berkeley Tour in Italy % 14

I'illars of jasper, with "counter-pillars of alabaster.

b. Like It. contra-, F. contre-, often denoting

that which is the counterpart of a thing or person,

and hence the duplicate or parallel, the copy or

substitute, or that which is the complementary,
accessary, or subservient 'second * of another,

« rear-, sub- ; as in counter-base, -border, -pond,

etc. ; Counter-aumiral, -dike, -drain, -walk,
-WARDEN [cf. CONTRE-MASTER].
1611 Cotor., Coutrebase, a "counterbase ; the lowest part

of a Basis, or the part, or peece, whereon it stands. 1711
I. James tr. I.e Blonds Gardening 26 Pieces of Parterre.

,

with 'Counter-Borders. 1611 Cotgr., Contr estang, a
Poole-damme ; a back-poole, or "counter-pond; a.. hollow
ground, whtreinto the water of a Pond, thats to be fished,

is let.

9. Having the contrary tendency, nature, action,

or position
; running counter (to something else)

;

opposing, opposite, contrary ; as in counter-ad-

vantage, -cause, -craft, -difficulty, discipline, -doe-

trine, -establishment, -fact, -formula, -hypothesis,

-idea, -ideal, -interest, -necromancy, -picture, -plan,

-principle, -process, -project, -reason, -religion,

-technicality, -tendency, -theory, -translation, -truth.

• warmth. (The stress is usually equal, as in ad-

jective + substantive, and the prefix tends to be

written separately : see Counter a.)

1885 Manch. Exam. 24 Mar. 4/7 No *counter-advantages

..would induce the Committee to pass the hill if they

thought the bar would he damaged. 1684 T. IVrnft Th.

Earth I. 203 Unless there be some ^counter-causes that

hinder this general rule of nature from taking place. 1603

Florio Montaigne 1. xxv. '1632) 83 I^et him Iwrrow this

pleasant "counter-craft of Aristippus. 1856 pOVB t*tU
Chr. Faith 1. ii. 69 A pious, .endeavour to ubviate a "coun*
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ter-difficulty. 1678 Lively Orac. viii. § 46. 319 That has
set up a *counter-discipIine to that of the Gospel. 1865
M. Arnold Ess. Crit. ix. 11875) 388 The Counter-doc-
trine to the popular doctrine. 1797 Haighton in Phil.
Trans. LXXXVII. 170 Contrasting these solitary obser-
vations with a numerous train of *counterfaets. 1871
Mokley Voltaire (1886) 35 The system to which this
was the powerful *counter-formula. 1865 Ghote Plato I.

ii. 103 The *counter-hypothesis of the discontinuous
many. 1882 H. S. Holland Logic <$ Life (1885) 261,
T cannot but single out that one supreme expression
of this *counter-ideal. 1710 Norris Chr. Prud. 1. 37 He
has no *Counter-interest to deny .. or Passion to coun-
termand, a 1713 Shaftesbury Advice to Author (Jod.i,
This is that sort of *counternecromancy which in-

stead of ghastliness and horror inspires only what is gentle
and humane. 1882 H. S. Holland Logic $ Life (1885)
261 There are *counter-pictures given us to that of the
leaven. 1788 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 519 The
*counterplan which they set on foot. 1878 Morley Dide-
rot I. 5 It was the great *counter-principIe to asceticism.
1865 Grote Plato Pref. (1875) 7 Reasoners who. .recognise
no refutation except from the *counter-reason of others.
1822 T._ Trfferson Writ. (1830) IV. 349 Usurpers of
the Christian name, teaching a *counter-religion. 1880
Burton Reign Q. Anne II. viii. 12 The common lawyer
could have felt respect for *counter-technicalities. 1851
Thackeray Eng. Hum. v. (1858) 214 This *countertransla-
tion, suddenly advertised and so long written. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul I. 547 He had demonstrated the errors of his
listeners mainly by contrasting them with the Counter-
truths which it was his mission to announce. 1763 Brit.
Mag. IV. 221 Nothing is more likely to recover the mind
from this false attraction, than the Counter-warmth of
impartial debate.

10. In prepositional combination with an object
(expressed, or implied in an adj.) : cf. Anti- II,

III, Contra- 2.

a. Against, contrary to, Anti- ; as counter-
sparing-, Counter-fashion a., against the fashion;
Counter-natural a., contrary to nature; often
with the sense of 1 specific against, antidote to as
in counter-antidote

j
-pest ; Counter-bane, etc.

b. Opposed to the true or genuine, false,

counterfeit, pseudo-, Anti- ; as counter- apostle

,

-Christ, -Jesus, -Kaiser, -prophet, -taste, etc.
i6n Cotgr. , Contr antidote, a remedie, or poison against

a preseruatiue ; a *counterantidote. 1657 S, W. Schism
DispacJit 220 Now that his Counter-Apostle meets him in
the same city. 1655 Trapp Marrow Gd. Auth. (1868) 830/2
An Anti-chnst or Counter-Christ, pretending to be instead
of Christ, but fighting against Christ. 1619 W. Sclater
Exp. 1 Thess. (1630) 91 lesuites- .haue erected their Head
to be a Counter-Christ ; so thousands of others, to be
*Counter-Iesuses. 1886 Blackie in 19th Cent. Apr. 532
Pillaging the camp of an audacious *Counter- Kaiser.
1686 \V. de Britaine Hum. Prud. yL 29 It will be your
Wisdom to carry a *Counterpest or Antidote. 1588 J. Har-
vey Disc. Probl. cone. Proph. 70 Hath not ^very vocation
. .yeelded some such Counter-prophets and penny-fathers.
1611 Florio, Confralesina, a Counter sparing, a lauishe
spender, or expence. a 1763 Shenstone Whs. II. 320 (Jod.)
There is a kind of Countertaste. .which maintains a sort of
rivalship with the true, and may be expressed by the name
concetto.

11. Mutually opposed, against each other, reci-

procal : in several of the preceding senses : a. with
nouns expressing reciprocal action, as Counter-
change, reciprocal exchange, counter-struggle,

struggle against each other ; so counter-conquest,

Counter-battery, -scuffle, etc. ; b. with plurals

only, as counter-curses, curses against each other,

counter-smiles, smiles to each other ; so counter-
declarations, -doctrines, -ferments, -forces, -oppo-

nents, 'principles, -theories, etc.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. 1. 484 Where man's
deep zeal and God's dear favour strove For *Counter con-
quest in officious love. 1659 Gauden Tears of Ch. 407 Cruell
Counter-curses and angry Anathema's against each other.

1845 H. Rogers Ess. I. iii. 135 To reconcile inconsistencies
and harmonise Counter-declarations, 1735-8 Bolincbroke
Oh Parties 7 Force..may support a Rivalship and erect
even *Counter-Establishments. 1711 Addison Sped. No.
195 r 2 Unnatural Motions and *Counterferments. .in the
Body. 1861 Sat Rev. XI. 159/1 Take these Counter
hypotheses, and see which of the two, etc. a 1774 Goldsm.
tr. Scarron's Com. Romance (1775) II. 71 To think that
there would one day be a Counter marriage between us.

1657 S. W. Schism Dispach't 74 We should be mutually
Counter-opponents and counter-defendants. 1851 G. S.
Faber Many Mansions (1862) 291 The two are clearly Coun-
ter-parallels. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. (1877) I.

vi. 101 These two Counter-processes of analysis and syn-
thesis. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. ii. 11. iii, Those Coun-
tersmiles are the dumb shows and prognostics of greater
matters. 1709 Tatter No. 43 P 7 The Tangential and
Centripetal Forces, by their Counter-struggle, make the
Celestial Bodies describe an exact Ellipsis. 1885 Tennyson
Anc. Sage, No ill, no good ! such Counter-terms, my son,
Are border-races, holding each its own By endless war.
1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton Metaph. xliii. (1870) II. 457 The
Counter-theories of Plato and Aristotle.

12. Music. = Contra- 4 : see Counterpoint
;

as in counter-base = Contra-bass, counter-treble,

etc. Cf. Counter sb.7, v*
1598 Florio, Contralto, a counter treble in musicke.
Ml — Contrasourano, a counter treble.

13. Mil. Applied to works erected to act against
the works of the enemy ; as in counter-breast-

work (Bailey folio), -building, -ejigine, -gabion,
-mount, -sconce, -trench ; Counter-approach, etc.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11, 553 The besieged also

Vor, II.

I raised *Counter-buildings. 1641 Evelyn Diary (18711 33
The workes and especially the *Countercamp are curiously
hedg'd with quick. 1678 tr. Gaya's Art of War 1. 109 Of
*CounterEngines. To hinder Assaults and Storms. 161*
Florio, Contragabbionc, a Countergabbion. Ibid., Con-
traforte, a counter fort or Counterskonce. 1602 Daniel
Philoias nr. ii, And built her ^Counter-mounts upon that
side. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl., * Counter-trench, a trench
made against the besiegers.

14. Heraldry, {adj's.) a. Turned in the contrary
direction, or (of two figures) in contrary directions,

as counter-couchant, -courant, -embowed, -naiant,
-rampant, -reflected, -statant (cf. Couchant, etc.),

Counter-passant, -salient, -trippant. b. On
the two opposite sides, as counter-indented, -nebulc,
-pendent, -raguled or -raguly, etc. ; Counter-em-
battled, -fleury. c. Having the tinctures re-

versed, as Counter-ermine, d. See quot. 1727,
and cf. Counter-changed, -coloured, -compony.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Contre-bend, When there

are two ordinaries of the same nature opposite to each
other, so as colour be opposed to metal, and metal to colour
. .the coat is said to be contre- or counter-paled, counter-
bended, counter-fessed, counter-componed, or counter-
barred. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 532 Two arms Counter em-
bowed, and vested, gules. 1882 Cussans Her. vi. (ed. 3)

95 Its [the Dolphin's] usual position is Embou-ed . . When
moving towards the sinister side, it is said to be Counier-
embowed, 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist, Pop. xix. (ed.

3) 311 Within a bordure Counterindented or and gu. 1830
Robson Brit. Herald III. Gloss., *Counter-nebutee, borne
nebulce on both edges. *Counter-pendant, hanging on each
side. *Counter-reJlected, turned contrary ways from each
other. 1882 Cussans Her. iv. 64 When a Fess, Bend, or
Chevron, is bounded on each side by the lines embattled,
potent, or Cagulc, it must be blazoned as Embattled-coun-
ter-embattled, or Potent-counter-potent, as the case may be.
1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. $ Pop. xxvhi. § 2(ed. 3) 437
Two lions Counter-rampant.
Counter-acquittance : see Counter- 5.

Counteract (kauntarae-kt), v. [Counter- i.]

+ 1. To act against, in opposition to, or con-
trary to ; to oppose. Obs.
1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4423/2 We have, .sworn to maintain

Your Majesty's Government . . and shall never counter-act
the Obligations of so just an Oath. £-1790 J. Willock
Voy. vii. 252, I had counteracted his intentions often be-
fore, especially in going to sea at first against his inclina-
tions, a 1832 Mackintosh Revolution Wks. 1846 II. 161
The King, counteracted by his ministers, almost silently
acquiesced.

absol. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 383 Particles and
substances, acting and counteracting, preserve the equili-
brium.

2. To hinder or defeat by contrary action ; to

neutralize the action or effect of.

a. Said of the action of persons.
x755 Johnson, Counteract, to hinder any thing from its

effect^ by contrary agency. 1761 Sterne Tristr. Shandy
iv. viii, As the greatest evil has befallen him,— I must
counteract and undo it with the greatest good. 1771 Frank-
lin Auiobiog.^ Wks. 1840 I. 84 To counteract them, I wrote
several amusing pieces. 1838 Lvtton Alice 7 Providence
can counteract all our schemes. 1848 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. II. 18 James was desirous to counteract the impression
which these things had made.

b. Said of forces, influences, etc.

1678 South Serm. (1737) II. x. 360 In this case we can
find no principle within him strong enough to counter-act
that principle, and to relieve him. x86z Sir B. Brodie
Psychol. Inq. II. i. 9 Neither knowledge nor philosophy is

in alt cases sufficient to counteract the effect of human
frailty. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 89 The weight upon the
upper surface is counteracted by the upward pressure of
the air on the under surface.

Counteractant (kciuntoras'ktant), sb. [f. prec.

-i- -ant \ after stimulant, etc.] A counteracting
agency or force.

1884 Pall Mall G. 5 Dec. 5/1 [This] is the best possible
counteractant of the disloyal utterances. 1891 Harper's
Mag. Apr. 752/1 It is a great rectifier of style and counter-
actant to mannerism.

Counteraxter, -or. [f. as prec. -er 1 , -or.]

One who or that which counteracts.

180S Foster Ess. iii. iii. 52 A feeble counteractor. 1883
Pall Mall G. 1 Oct. 11/2 To make the new paper a supple-
ment and counteracter of the daily press.

Countera*cting, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing^.]

That counteracts.
[1666 see Contra-acting]. 1793 Beddoes Obesity 103

Counteracting causes. 1832 Ht. M astineau Homes Abroad
ii. 23 The counteracting forces. 1876 M02LEV Univ. Serm.
xvi. 265 Self-respect, or conscience, or holy fear.. is the
counter-acting principle to the love of human praise.

Hence Counteraxtingly adv.

1847 De Quincey Protest. Wks. 1862 VII. 161 As if..God
..had thus . . self-counteractingly stepped in to solve his

own problems.

Counteraction (kauntararkjan). [n. of action

f. Counteract v.]

1. Adverse or contrary action, action in opposi-

tion to action, resistance.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 20 r 8 A temper . . which .

.

fills him with perpetual stratagems of counteraction. 1751
— ibid. No. 168 P 5 From the counteraction of the words to

the idea. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 50 That opposition of

interests . . that action and counteraction which, in the

natural and in the political world [etc.]. 1800 Wellington
in Owen Desp. 690 You will exclude from the public records

every indication ofjealousy and counteraction. 186* Ruskin
Unto this Last 71 The action and counteraction of wealth
and poverty.

2. The counteracting or neutralizing ofany action
1 or tendency.

1790 Han. More Relig. Fash. World (1791) 142 People
whose whole life . . is one continued counteraction of the
principles in which they have probably been bred. 1808
Ann, Reg. 1806, 917 It afforded the best counteraction of the
turbulent spirit of reform. 1871 Blackie Four Phases i.

34 Instincts which, if left without counteraction, would
naturally lead to isolation.

3. A counteracting influence or force.
1822 Coleridge Lett., Convers. tyc. II. 91 If instead of a

Helpmate we take an Obstacle, a daily counteraction.
1842 Manning Serm. (1848) I. 230 The fretting of little

daily counter-actions.

Counteractive (kauntsrarktiv), a. and sb.

[f. as prec. + -ive.]

A. adj. Tending to counteract.
1805 Foster Ess. i. iii. 45 Circumstances . . of an entirely

counteractive order. 1880 M. Collins Th. in Garden I.

89 The innumerable counteractive and constructive agencies,

b. analytically. Active in opposition, nonce-use.
1847 L. Hunt Men, Women <$• B. I. iii. 40 It only made

him .
. look extremely counter-active and frowning.

B. sb. A counteracting agent or force.
1848 .Mill Pol. Econ. m. xxiv. § 5 It must .. meet all

drains by counteractives more or less strong. 1865 Masson
Rec. Brit, J'hilos. 54 Benthamism in Britain would have

I had no adequate counteractive.

I lencc Counteractively adv.
1864 in Webster.
Counter-address, -advice, -advise, -affirm,
-affirmation, etc. : see Counter-.
t Cou:nter-a*dmiral. Obs. [ad. F. contre-

amiral (whence also in G. : cf. Counter- 8 b.] —
Rear-admiral.
1789-96 Mokse//;w(T. Geog, II. 90'l'he admiralty consists

of one high admiral,_ three admirals, three vice-admirals,
and four countre admirals.

Counter-a'gency. [Counter- 2.] Agency in

opposition to ^something).
C1838 De Quincev Shakes. Wks. (1863) XV. 39 Counter-

agencies to the native majesty of the subject. 1858 —
Whiggism Wks. (1862) V. 42 In fierce counter-agency . . to
the scorn of the unworthy.

Counter-agent. [Counter- 2.] A counter-

acting agent or force ; a counteractant.
1826-56 De Quincey Confess. {18621 p. viii, The properties,

counter-agents, etc., of this drug. 1868 Gladstone Juv.Mundi xi. (1870) 449 Reverence . . the counter-agent to all

meanness and selfishness.

Counter-agitation, -ambush, -antidote,
-apostle, -appeal, etc. : see Counter-.
Cou nter-appe llant. [Counter 3 b.] One
who takes or makes a counter-appeal : in quot.

applied to the eight Lords who in 1397 appealed
of treason three of the Lords Appellants of

1387-8.
1874 Stcbbs Const. Hist. III. 17 Of the appellants of 1388,

only [Henry IV] himself and Warwick survived ; of the
counter-appellants of 1397, Nottingham and Wiltshire were
dead.

Cou*nter-approach. Mil. Usually in

In 7 contre-. [ad. F. contre-approche : see Coun-
ter- 13 and Approach sb. 9.] A work con-

structed by the besieged outside the permanent
fortifications, to check and command the works of

the besiegers.

1678 tr. Gaya's Art of War n. 114 Contre-Approaches,
Works of the Beseiged to hinder the Beseigers works. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Counter - Approaches. 1727-51
Chambers CycL s. v., Line of Counter-approach, a trench
which the besieged make from their covered-way to the
right and left of the attacks, in order to scour or enfilade

the enemy's works. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 107/2 The
trenches of the enemy, .being always, if possible, disposed so
that they cannot be enfiladed by the guns of the fortress, a
counter - approach becomes necessary in order that the
garrison may be enabled to silence the fire from them, or to

impede the communications along them.

Cou/nter-arch, sb. [Counter- 8.] a. An
inverted arch opposite to another arch. b. A re-

lieving arch or 1 arch of discharge'. C. An arch

connecting counterforts at the top.

1726 Leoni Desigfis Pref. 4 a, Arches and Counter-Arches
..make the strongest bond between divided Walls. 1751
Labelye Westm. Br. 83 The two damaged Arches were re-

built . . with much less Materials in the Inside . . by Means
of a Counter-arch . . and two Semicounter Arches. 1837
Penny Cycl. VIII. 107/2 Counter-forts, .are sometimes con-

nected together by counter-arches. 1838 F. W. Simms
Public Wks. Gt. Brit. 22 The [Thames] tunnel is to be
made with a circular brick arch and curved side walls, rest-

ing on stone footings or skew backs, the whole being sup-

ported by a brick invert or counter-arch.

Hence Counter-arch v., to furnish or support

with a counter-arch. Counter-a*robed ppl. a.

1785 Roy in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 465 This piece being

firmly screwed to the cheeks of the slide, and counter-

arched outwardly, forms a strong butt for the fixed end of

the., rod., to act against. 1828 J. M. Spearman Brit.

Gxmner 354 In order to diminish the pressure of the earth

against the revetement, several tiers of arches may be built

between the counterforts in the form of segments of circles,

their extremities being worked into the masonry of the

counterforts. These form what is called a counter-arched

revetement.

Counter-a'rgue, v. ? Obs. [Counter- i .]

trans. To argue against. Hence Counter-a'rgat-

ing" vbl. sb.
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COUNTER-ARGUMENT. 1062 COUNTER-BRACE.

a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 246, 1 have
reasons in abundance to balance against all the counter-

arguings of my flesh, my friends, and relations. 1665 Glan-
vill Setts. Set. xi. 58 For a man to go about to counter-

argue this belief. 1701 Beverley Glory ofGrace Ep. A ij,

This Treaty.. cannot be Denyed or Counter-argued.

Cou-nter-a rgument. [Counter- 3, 9.] An
argument on the opposite side, or against any-

thing.

186a H. Spencer First Princ. 11. xv. § 120 The coun-

ter-arguments may be proved equally inconclusive. 1870

Lowell Study Wind. 231 The only counter-argument is the

manifestly unfinished condition of the 1 Canterbury Tales '.

Cou nter argunienta-tion. [Counter- 3.]

Argumentation on the opposite side, or in opposi-

tion to previous argumentation.
1853 Lynch Selflmprov. iv. 94 The argumentation and

counter-argumentation that is constantly going on.. about
questions of general interest.

Counter - art, -association, -assurance,
-attack, -attestation, etc. : see Counter-.

Coxrnter-atti-red, a. Her. [Counter- 14.]

Attired with double horns pointing in two opposite

directions.

1830 in Robson Brit. Herald III. Gloss.

Counter-attraction. [Counter- 3, 9]
Attraction of a contrary tendency ; an attraction

counteracting the influence of another.
a 1763 Shenstone (T.) Attractions .. less perceptible,

through a variety of counter-attractions that diminish their

effect. 1842 Manning Serm. (1848) I. 148 There was a
counter-attraction overcoming the constraining love of their

Lord. 1883 St. James' Gaz. 1 Dec. 7/1 As fast as new sub-

jects are brought forward . . new books on the old ones pre-

sent counter-attractions.

So Counter-attra ctive a., acting as a counter-

attraction
;
having counter-attractions.

1864 in Webster.
Counter-aver, -avouch, etc. : see Counter-.

Counterbalance kauntaibce^lans' , sb. Also
6-9 with hyphen. [Counter- 8 ; in sense 4 app.

from the vb.]

+ 1. The opposite scale of a balance. Obs.

1580 Sidney Arcadia (x6ta) 120 As it were two counter-

balances, that their estate goes highest when the people goes
lowest. 1581 — ApoL Poetrie (Arb.) 48 If nothing be put
in the counter-ballance.

2. A weight used to balance another weight

;

spec . that used to balance the weight of a rotating

or ascending and descending part, so as to make
it easily moved and to dimmish its momentum when
in motion ; also to cause a rotating body to return

to a particular position after being moved, etc.

1611 Cotgr., Con lrebalance, a counterbalance, a counter-
poise. 1730 A. Gordon Maffets Amphith. 404 It comes
out a Foot further than the Wall . . to serve as a Counter-
balance. 1794 G. Adams Nat. <\ Exp. Philos. I. cxi. 82
The air is always a counter-balance to itself. 1875 R. F.

Martin tr. Havrez' Winding Mack. 54 Employment of
Counterbalance Chains. This counterbalance is made of
large iron rings hung to the end of a chain with flat links,

and working up and down a staple pit. 1889 Pall Mall G.

27 Apr. 2/1 All the piston has to do. .is to sustain the weight
of the passengers, as the counterbalance lifts the car.

3. Jig. A power or influence which balances the

effect of a contrary one.
1640 in Hamilton Papers (Camden) App. 261 Hee held

the Hammiltons a good counterbalance to weigh the House
of Lenox downe. 1745 J. Mason SelfKnmvl. t. (1853) '34
Self Knowledge, .will be a happy Counter-balance to the

Faults and Excesses of his natural Temper. 18*4 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. t. (1863) 151 As a counter-balance to

her other perfections. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. V. Ixix.

320 Freedom was in his eyes a counterbalance to poverty,
discord, and war.

f 4. Weighing of one thing against another

;

comparison. Obs.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 23 [This] will appear if we

cast them in counterbalance.

Counterbalance (kau ntajbae lans),^. [Coun-
ter- 1,]

+ 1. trans. Of a person : To weigh against. Obs.

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xix. (1632) 31 He is verie un-
worthie her acquaintance, that counter-ballanceth her cost

to his fruit, and knowes neither the graces nor use of it.

2. Of a thing : To act as a counterbalance to ; to

counterpoise.
i6n Cotgr., Conlrebalancer, to counterbalance or counter-

peisc.to make of equal! weight with. 1665 R. Hooke
Microgr, 223 The greatest height of the Cylinder of Mer-
cury, which of it self counterballances the whole pressure of

the Atmosphere. 1751 Labelve Westm. Br. 1 17 1 he Thrust
or lateral Pressure of those Arches is intirely counter-

ballanced and destroyed. i8*j Imison Sc.fi Art I. 119
If a guinea, .be counterbalanced by 129 grains in the opposite

scale of the balance. 1840-56 S. C. Brees Gloss. Civil
Engin. 123 A weight employed to counterbalance the vibrat-

ing parts of machinery upon their axes.

3. Jig. To balance or neutralize the effect of, by
a contrary power or influence.

1636 E. Dacres tr. Macniavefs Disc. Livy II. 347 Nor
let Hannibals opinion counterballance this. 1678 Cud-
worth Intelt. Syst. 687 These Mechanick Theists are again
counterballanced by another sort of Atheists, not Mechani-
cal. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. I. 1. viii. 01 Two opposite
causes seem to counterbalance one another, i860 Geo.
Eliot F. Holt (1868) 4 A meeting-place to counter-balance
the alehouse.

Hence Counterba lanced, Counterba lancing

adjs. ; Counterba lance^ an arrangement in

an organ acting as a counterbalance.
x6xx Cotgr., Contrebalanci, counterbalanced, counter-

peised. 1651 Howell Venice 77 Venice made a counter-

balancing League with the King of Boheme. 1839 R. S.

Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 105 An eccentric pulley,

with its counterbalancing weight to the long diameter. 1875

R. F. Martin tr. Havrez' Winding Mack. 37 The saving

of coal by means of counterbalanced drums. x88i C. A.
Edwards Organs 43 An arrangement of what are called

counterbalancers is used.

t Coxrnterband, sb.i Obs. rare. [Counter- 5

+ Band sb. 1 1 1.] = Counterbond.
161 1 Cotgr., Contrepleigement , a counterband ; or, the

securitie giuen to a suertie. 16x6 J. Lane Sqr.'s Tale 118

Wee bothe will . . stand his Pleages too, so as he stand,

bounde to vs bothe, in his own counterband. 1678 Phillips,

Counterband or Counter-security, a Band or Security given
reciprocally to him that is Bound or Security for another.

f Cou-nter-band, sb? Obs. Her. [f. Counter-

14 a + Band sb?] A bend sinister (F. barre).

1717-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Contre-bend, The bar is

called a contre-bend, or counter-band, because it cuts the

shield contrary, and opposite ways.

Counter-ba'nd, v. nonce-wd. [Counter- i.]

trans. To band or form again [a disbanded army).

1648 Petit, of East. Assoc. 15 An Army disbanded by
Parliament, counter-banded by the people.

Counterband(e, obs. var. of Contraband.

+ Counter-banding,///, a. Obs. [Counter-
8 b.] Forming a chain of defences, parallel (to

the walls).
163a Lithgow Trav. vm. (1682) 335 The Town on both

sides the Flood, is strongly fortified with Rampired walls,

and counter-banding Bulwarks.

t Cotvnterbane. Obs. [f. Counter- io +
Bane.] An antidote, counterpoison.

1598 Sylvester Dm Bartas 11. 1. Eden 228 Strong counter-

bane, O sacred plant divine. 1605 Ibid. n. H. 721 (D.), An-
gelica—that happy counter-baen.

T COTTIlter-bar, sb. Obs. [a. F. contrebarre :

cf. Counter- 7.] A cross-bar for a door or window
on the outside. Hence Counter-bar v.

1611 Cotgr., Contrebarre, a counterbarre ; the long (out-

ward) barre, wherewith some (two-leaued* dores ana win-
dowes, and the most shop-windowes, are shut. — Contre*
barr/, counterbarred ; barred, or shut in, on the outside.

+ Cou nter-ba -rred, a. Her. Obs. =next.

t Counter-ba*rry, a. Her. Obs. [a. F. con-

tre-barri\ see Counter- 14 d.] Barry per pale

counterchanged ; see also quot. 1

7

2 7-

1611 Cotgr , Contrebarre" .. (in Blason) counterbarrie.

1634 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. in. 146 He bears barry counter-

harry of eight, Or and Gules. Chambers Cycl.,

Counler-barry, or Contre-barr/, is used by the French
heralds for what we more ordinarily call bendy sinister per

bend counterchanged.

Counterbase : see Counter- 8 b, 12.

Counter-ba'tter, v. Mil. [Counter- i,

after F. contre-battre.] trans. To batter with a

return fire (from a counter-battery).

1879 Cassettes Techn. Educ. IV. 138/2 Gun casemates are

therefore more frequently employed.. in the flanking bat-

teries of the ditches, where the liability to be counterbattered
by artillery is remote.

Cou*nter-ba:ttery. Mil. [a. F. eontre-bat-

terie: cf. Counter- 2, 3, 11.]

+ 1. A counter-attack with artillery. Obs.

150a Unton Corr. (Roxb.) 429 With some few peces of

artillerie making counter battery. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II.

1. 123 And wee made a counterbattery against our enemies
for ten dayes space. 1651 Howell Venice 103 The besieged

did ..make so furious a counter-Battery, as, etc. 1670

Cotton Espemon 1. iv. 156.

h./ig.

1594 vnd Rep. Dr. Faustus in Thorns Prose Romances
(1858) III. 356 Faustus had begun to prepare for the counter-

battery, determining to throw down upon the assemblies

heads, so many heavy charms and conjurations that they
should fall down.
2. A battery raised against another. Alsofig.
1603 Florio Montaigne I. xx. (1633) 41 Provided with a

counterbattery of forcible enchantments. 1667 Lond. Gaz.
No, 170/2 They raised a battery of five great guns against

the Town, which were dismounted by a Counterbattery of
seven guns. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 375/1 That the guns ..

might be . . concealed from the view of the enemy in his

counter-battery.

f 3. [Counter- i i.] A battering of each other.

1643 Herle Ansiv. Feme 48 He would never have begun
this unhappy counterbattery of inke.

+ Counter-ba ttled, a. Obs. Her. In

6 contrebatiled. = Counter-embattled.
157a Bossewell A rmorie 11. 122 Hee beareth azure, two

barres embatiled, contrebatiled d'Ermine.

Cou nter-beam. Printing. (Sec quot.)

1874 Knight Mech. Diet. , Counter-beam (Printing), a beam
connected to the platen by two or more rods [by] which
the reciprocating motion is communicated to the platen.

+ Counterbear, v. Obs. rare— 1
. [Colnter-

I : cf. countersign] trans. To bear in conjunc-

tion with the main bearer.
.1600 Norden Spec. Brit. Cortnv. (1728) 12 He that dis-

couereth it associateth himselfe with some pursable person

to counterbeare the charge with equall profit.

Counter-beat, -bid, etc. : see Counter- i.

t Counter-be'nded, a. Obs. Her. [Counter-

14.] =next.
1717-51 [sec Counter 14).

+ Counter-be-ndy, a. Obs. Her. [Coun-
ter- 14, after F. contre-band/.] Bendy, with the

bends formed of two halves of different tinctures

counterchanged

.

1717-51 Chambers Cycl., Counter-bendy, or Contre-bandi,

in heraldry, is used Dy the French to express what we
ordinarily call bendy of six per bend sinister counter.

changed.

Cou nter-bi:as, sb. rare. [Counter- 9 : cf.

F. contre-biais.~\ A bias against, or in the opposite

direction ; a contrary bias.

1697 Collier Ess. Mot. Subj. I. 220 They are governed
by a most unreasonable Counter-Byass.

Hence as adv. [= F. d contre-biais'] , in the oppo-

site direction, counter (to). Obs. Cf. Bias adv.,

and ' against the bias ' Shaks. Rich. II, III. iv. 5.

1656 Earl Monm. Advt. from Parnass. 191 The other

senator . . went so counter-bias to this his friend, as he did

not only praise such actions, .but, etc

t Counter-bras, v. Obs. [Counter- i.]

trans. To bias against, give an opposite bias to.

1659 Gauden Tears ofCh. 604 Which so counter-biassed

that Kings judgement against Presbytery. 1673 Lady's
Call. it. 1. P 12. 61 [They] had need to counterbiass their

minds, and set them to something better.

Counter-bid, -bidding, etc. : see Counter-.

Cou-nter-bi:ll. [Counter- 3, 8.] t a. The
counterpart or duplicate of a bill (obs.). b. A
(parliamentary) bill forming a counterpart or set-off

to another.
1508 Florio Contrapoliza, a countermand, a counterbill

[161 1 a counterbill or schedule]. 1599 Minsheu Sp. Dict^

Contrapolica, the counterpaine of acharter party, a counter-

bill. 1830 Lockhart Ballantyne-Hvmbug 102 Certain

counter-bills held by the Constables, being thrown into the

market. 1880 W. E. Forster in T. W. Reid Life (1888) lh
vi. 261 Should we accompany our coercive measure by any
counter-bill like the Disturbance Bill t

Counterblast (kau ntaablast). [Counter- 3.]

a. A blast blown in opposition to another blast.

b. A blast or energetic declaration against some-

thing.

1567 Stapi eton {title\ A Counterblast to M. Homes vayne

lUa-te against M. Fekenham. 1604 Jas. I. {title), A Counter-

blaste to Tobacco. 164a Fuller Holy «r Prof. St. v. viL

386 Till one unexpected counterblast of Fortune ruffled yea

blew away all his projects. 1851 Brimley Ess., Wordsm.

170 The Quarterly Review—established, .as a counterblast

to the great Whig Bellows. 1883 St. James' Gaz. 27 Dec
4/2 The Orange leaders replied by a Counter-blast,

Hence Cou-nterblasting ///. a., that issues

counterblasts. (In quot. alluding to James I.'s

Counterblast to Tobacco.)

1869 Daily News 8 July, An abatement of the extreme

counterblasting style might also be recommended. .The

anti-tobacconists endeavour to prove, .more than they can.

Counterblow (kau-ntaibli?":), sb. [Countih-

3, 5.] A return-blow ; the back-stroke of a re-

bound.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Phihs. (17011 65/1 That the Voice

is made by the Wind, hitting against firm resisting Air, re-

turning the counter-blow to our Ears. 1707 Collier Refl.

Ridic. 76 A Man feels for a long time the Counter- Blow of

indiscreet Expences. 1768 in Doran Mann t, Manners (lift)

II. viii. 190 The harshest counter-blow came from Spain.

i860 Mayne Expos. Lex. 225/1 Contrecoup. .a counter-

blow ; a rebound.

So f Cou nterblow v., to give counterblows to.

163a Lithgow Trav. ix. (1682) 400 The Tartars are not

expert in War. .nor so manly as the Polonians, who Counter-

blow them at Rancounters.

f Counter-blown,///, a. [Counter- i.]

161 1 Cotgr., Contrt-souMf, counter-blowne, crosse blown

;

blowne on both sides, or blowne vp two contrarie waves.

Counterbond (kau ntsjbV nd). [Counter- 5.]

See quot. 1706.

1594 West sndPt. Symbol, Ckancerie § io8The saidR L.

did faithfully promise . . to enter into a Counterbond unto

your said Orator, a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. li'ks. (1660) 282

One . . cares to make his mony sure by good bonds and

Counter-bonds. 1706 Phillips <ed. Kersey) Counterbond,

a Bond or Security to save one harmless, that has enter d

into a Bond or Obligation for another.

tCou-nter-DOOk. 1 Obs. Also contre-

[Counter- 8.] A book for checking receipts,

expenses, etc. ; a check-book, a duplicate account-

book. Cf. Counter-roll.
1622 Malvnes Anc. Law-Merch. 279 There is the Comp-

troller to keepe the Contrebookes for the Prince and State.

a 164a Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts 111.(1704)323/1 He
is to keep Counter-Books with the Treasurer.

t Counter-book - • see Counter sb.3 8.

Counter-bore, v. : see Counter- i.

Cou-nter-brace, si. [Counter- 3, 6.] a.

A brace which counteracts the strain of another

brace, b. Naut. The lee-brace of the fore-topsail-

yard, when in tacking it is counter-braced to assist

in bringing the ship round.
1823 in Crabb Techn. Diet.

Counter-bra-ce, * M>»'- [Counter- i.J

To brace the head-yards one way, and the after-

yards another, so that the sails counteract each

other. . .

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-Ik. 216 Counter-bracing be-

comes necessary to render the vessel stationary when sound-

ing, lowering a boat, or speaking a stranger. It is now an

obsolete term, and the manoeuvre is called heaving-to,
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Counter-branch., -breastwork, -building,

etc. : see Counter- 8, 13.

Coxriiter-brand. U. S. A mark placed on
cattle when sold, destroying the force of the ori-

ginal brand. Hence Counter-bra nd v.

i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Counter-brandy to destroy a
brand by branding on the opposite side.

t Cou'nter-bra:ve, sb. Obs. rare— 1
. [Coun-

ter- 3.] A boast, vaunt, or bravado in return.

1 6 1 1 Chapman Iliad xvi. 580 Nor can we.. make th'

enemy yield, with these our counterbraves.

t Counter-bra-ve, p. Obs. [Counter- iJ
trans. To brave or defy in return.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1228 Being desirous to

counterbrave this the Christians presumption, the third day
of October they came forth of their trenches.

t Coirnterbuff, sb. Obs. Also 7 counter-
,

bough. [Counter- 3, 11.]

L A blow in the contrary direction ; a blow given ,

in return ; the blow or shock of a recoil.

1575 Laneham Let. (1871)25 The buff at the man, and the
coounterbuff at the hors. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur. xvn.
lxvii. (1634) 133 Yet was the counterbuffe thereof so great,

The Knight had much ado to keepe his seate. 1594 Kyd
Cornelia v. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 243 One while the top [of

1

the tree] doth almost touch the earth, And then it nseth
with a counterbuff. 1611 Dekker Roaring Girle Wks.

|

1873 III. 158 Had he offerd but the least counter-buffe, by
j

this hand I was prepared for him. 1613 Walton in Rettq.
Wotton. (1672) 406 Sommerset, who with a counter-buff
had almost set himself out of the Saddle. 1633 ^* JONSON
Love's Welc. Welbeck, The blow..You gave Sir Quintain, 1

and the cuffYou 'scape o' the sand-bag's counter-buff.

fig. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 258 b, If Luther
j

should use this, .counterbuffe. .agaynst your rusty, clownish,
and illfavored Divinitie. 1641 Milton Prelat. Episc. (1851)

j

91 Where they give the Romanist one buffe, they receive
two counter-buffs.

2. A rebuff, a check.
1580 North Plutarch (1676) 650 There fell misliking be-

twixt Cicero and Cato, for this Counterbuff he had given
[

him. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Sysi. 263 He did not com-
|

monly suffer any great Humane Prosperity, to continue
long, without some check or counterbuff.

3. An encounter; an exchange of blows.
1632 Sir T. Hawkins tr. Mathieu's VnhaPPy Prosp. 15

j

Mischiefe required there should be distance betweene such
terrible counterbuffes. c 1645 Howell Lett. I. HI. v, Sir

Edward Herbert is return'd, having had som clashings and
counterbuffs with the Favorite Luynes. 1656 Beale Chesse
Ded. Verses A vj, Nor my leasure sings The Counterbuffs
of the foure painted Kings.

Counterbuff (katrntaib»f), v. arch. [f. prec]
\

trans. To give a counterbuff to ; to strike in return

or in the opposite direction ; to meet (a blow) with

a return blow ; to rebuff.

1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser s Sheph. Cal. Feb. Emblem,
Whom Cuddye doth counterbuff with a byting. .prouerbe.

1596 Nashe Saffron IValden 33 To counterbuffe and beate
backe all those ouerthwart blowes wherewith you haue
charged me. 163a Quarles Div. Fancies n. xlii. (1660) 71
Have we not enemies to counterbuffe, Enow. 1700 Dryden
Cymon <y iph. 342 Stunned with the different blows, then
shoots amain Till counterbuffed she stops and sleeps again.

1855 Singleton VirgilX. 293 A dart. .Which by th' hoarse
bronze was straightway counterbuffed.

t Counter-ca'lk, v. Obs. rare— 1
. [Counter-

1 : cf. Calk jv.3, and F. contrecalquer to trace in

reverse.] trans. To trace as counterparts.
1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. 47 Vago de Capi did things, .in a

new way of Charo Scuro, or Mezzo Tinto, by the help of two
plates, exactly counter-calked, one serving for the shadow.

t Counterca'mbiate, ppl- a. Obs. rare- 1
.

[See next and -ate Counterchanged, exchanged
each for the other.

1632 Lithgow Trav. I. (1682) 5 Strain'd to assume, in

countercambiat breath, A dying life, revert in living death.

t Counterca'mbiate, Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

Counter- i+late L. cambidre to exchange; cf.

It. coniracambiare (Florio).] = Counterchange.
1656 Earl Monm.Advt.fr. Paruass. 292 Onely for having

deserved such a reward as could not be countercambiated
by any thing else then by the ingratitude which was used
towards him.

tCounter-ca'mbio. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. It

contracambio 'a counterchange' (Florio).] Coun-
terchange, exchange.

1599 Solimanff P. n. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 310 After we
had got the chain in mummery, And lost our box in counter-
cambio, My master wore the chain about his neck.

Counter-camp, a. Her. [Counter- 14.]
1830 Robson Brit Herald III, Counter-camp or campee,

the same as counter-componie or -gobony.

Counter-carte (Feming) : see Counter sbfi

t Cou'nter-cast. Obs. rare— x
. [Counter- 3.]

An antagonistic contrivance or artifice.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vt. ui. 16 He can devize this counter-
cast of slight.

t Cou*nter-ca:ster. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Coun-

ter sb$ + Cast v. 37.] One who casts or reckons
with counters ;

' a word of contempt for an arith-

metician '

(J.).
1604 Shaks. Oth. i.i. 31 This Counter-caster, He, in good

time, must his Lieutenant be.

Counter-cause : see Counter- 9.

Counter-caveat {Fencing) : see Counter sb.5

Cou'nter-ceiling. [Counter- 8 b.] A layer

of dry material filled in between the joists of a

floor to deaden or prevent the passage of sound
;

' PuS£mR
1859 Ti L. Donaldson Hatidbk. Specif. 841 Counter ceil-

ing to be laid under the ground floor . . and . . run in with
plaster of Paris. Ibid. 864 Counter ceilings to be.. com-
posed of lime, sand, screened ashes, and chopped hay.

.

between the joists upon slate bearers.

Cou nterchange, sb. [ad. F. contrechange—
It. contracambio (fiono) : see Counter- 3, 5, 11.]

f 1. Exchange of one thing against another. Obs.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. VI. (1599) 268 To occupie any
place of importance . . which they might hold in counter-

chaunge, or as a pawne to haue againe Montpulcian. 1581
Andreson Sernt. Patties Crosse 81 Trafique, or craue
counterchange with the Marchaunt or Usurer. 1603 Hol-
land Plutarch's Mor. 924 Concerning counterchange of

goods. 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. <y Commw. 124 In
counterchange . . of the Come . . transported into forren

Countries, there is yearely brought into France, etc. X706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Counter-change; a mutual Exchange
made between two Parties by Compact or Agreement.

f b. Equal or equivalent return
;
requital, reci-

procation. Obs.
1586 ']". B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. i. (1594) 407 The

Romanes, being unwilling that he [Pyrrhus] should excell

them inanykinde ofbeneficence, .sent him as many prisoners

of his for a counter-change. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. ix. 16

But Paridell sore brused with the blow Could not arise the

counterchaunge to scorse. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840)

I. 425 In counterchange whereof [kind entertainment] he
then . . flatly arrested his host.

f2. Transposition. Obs. [Cf. Counterchange
v. 3 b.]

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie ill. xix. (Arb.) 217 Anti-

metauole or the Counterchange, a figure which takes a couple

of words to play with in a verse, and by making them to

chaunge and shift one into others place they do very pretily

exchange and shift the sence.. 1622 Peacham Compl. Gent.

xi. {1634) 103 Hath not Musicke her figures, the same which
Rhetorique ? What is a Revert but her Antistrophe ? . . her
counterchange of points, Antimetabole's?

f b. Alternation. Obs.

1602 T. FitzHerbert Apol. 33 a, The varietie and coun-

terchange of good & bad successe in the warres betwyxt
King Henry the sixt and King Edward the fourth.

3. (counter-change. ) A change which is the coun-

terpart of another.
i8zo L. Hunt Indicator No. 27. (1822) I. 214 She there-

fore wrought a counter-change in the appearance of Procris.

Counterchange tkauutMitpi-nds), v. [ad.

F. contrechanger (16th c.) = It. coniracambiare

(Florio) : see Counter- iJ
fl. trans. To exchange against or for another.

1598 Florio, Coniracambiare, to counterchange. 1603
— Montaigne 1. xxxviii. {1632) 120 Who doth not

willingly chop and counterchange his health, his ease, yea,

and his life for glorie? 1646 J. Hall Poems 28 (T.) Then
shall aggrandiz'd love confess . . That hearts can eas'Iy

counter-changed be.

2. To change to the opposite (position, state,

or quality) ; to cause to exchange places, qualities,

etc. ; to transpose.
1613 R. C. Table A Iph. (ed. 3) Counterchange, to change

againe, 1664 Power Exf. Philos. in. 168 You shall see the

Stone to Counterchange its Situation, and those equatorial

parts of the Magnet, which before respected the East, shall

now wheel about, and fix themselves in the West, a 1680

Butler Rem. (1759} II. 154 When they are counterchanged
the Ranter becomes an Hypocrite, and the Hypocrite an
able Ranter.

b. absol. or intr. To change places or parts.

1851 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. »$• Eng. I. 65 The contract-

ing sovereigns counterchanged ; Charles swore in Deutsch,

Louis in Roman.
3. Her. To interchange or reverse the tinctures

;

to give (a charge) the same tinctures as the field

(when this is of two tinctures), but reversed ; so that

e.g. colour comes upon metal, and metal upon
colour. See Counterchanged.
1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. «y Pop. xv. § 9. (ed. 3) 194

William counter-changes the tinctures. 1882 Cussans Her.
fed. 3) 82 When a Roundle is counterchanged, it loses its dis-

tinctive name.

b. trans/, andJig. To interchange, to chequer.

1614 Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue iv. 54 Her Ivory Neck
Rubies and Saphirs counter-chang'd in check. 1728 R.

North Mem. Musick {1846) 32 Counterchanging harsh and
mild consonances. 1830 Tennyson A rob. Nts. 84 A sudden
splendour . . counterchanged The level lake with diamond-
plots Of dark and bright. 1850 — In Mem. lxxxix. 1

Witch-elms that counterchange the floor Of this flat lawn

with dusk and bright. 1864 Realm 22 June 7 The cognate

Teutons, who counterchange the debatable border between

Denmark and Germany.

t Countercha-ngeable, a. Obs. [f. prec

+ -ABLE.] Liable to or characterized by counter-

change, reciprocation, alternation, or transposition.

Hence Counterchangeableness, Counter-

changeably adv.

1605 Camden Rem. 172 And counterchangeably writte in

the Argent, Ater, and in the Sables, Albvs. 1618 T. Gains-

ford P. Warbeck in Select. Hart. Misc. (1793) 69 Subject to

the.. mutability of the world, counterchangeableness of

times, and inconstancy of people. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.

11. Roll Battel Abbey 171 Then England and France pay
be said to have born counterchangeably each others Natives.

1671 Grew Anat. Plants 1. v. § 4 The Empalement ..

consisting of several pieces ; yet those in divers Rounds, and

all with a counterchangeable respect to each other.

Counterchanged (kau^ntaj^J^-ndsd),///. a.

Also 6 conter-, contra-, [f. as prec. + -ed.]

Her. Of a charge (on a field of two tinctures)

:

Having the tinctures of the field reversed ; trans-

muted.
1:1500 Sc. Poem Heraldry 132 in Q. Eliz. Acad. etc. 38

The xij copy conter changit. 1572 Bossewell Armorie
II. 29 b, Sable and Argente parted per Fesse Nebule, two
Faucons volante, and a Greyhounde cursante, contre-
changed of the fielde. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit.
1. 11. v. (1743! 58 The Arms of the Princes of Wales . . bear,
quarterly, gules and or, four Lions passant guardant coun-
ter-changed. 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist, <y Pop. xv.
(ed. 3) 182.

b. trails/. (In quot. 1648 = chequered).
1648 Hilrrick Hcspcr., 1 Life is the Bodies Light? 3 Those

counter-changed tabbies in the ayre, The sun once set, all

of one colour are. 1861 Neale Notes Eccl. 128 A dress of
red or green moreen, .open in front, bound round the neck
and arms with counter-changed green or red cloth.

Cou:ntercha*nging, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ing 1.] The action of the verb Counterchange

;

spec, in Her. (see prec).
1586 Fermk Blaz. Gentrie 11. 105 An impaling of the

amies of this lady with the Kings, with a counterchanging
of them, by the fesse or vmbilique point of the sheeld. 1610
Guillim Heraldry v. ii. (1660. 365 Counterchanging or
Transmutation is an intermixture of several! Metalls or
colours both in field and charge occasioned by the opposi-
tion of some one or more lines of partition. 1881 A thciueum
16 Apr. 531/3 We know no other [instance] where double
counterchanging has been effected.

Countercharge (kairntaijtja^ds), sb. [Coun-
ter- 3.] A charge brought in opposition to an-

other, or against the accuser.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Counter-charge; a Charge
brought against an Accuser. 17ZI in Bailey. 1856 Kane
Arct. Expl. II. xii. 129 Now comes the accused, with
defence and countercharge. 1871 Fakrar Witn. Hist. iv.

135 note, The idleness of such charges may be measured by
the countercharge of Celsus.

Countercharge (kau^t^tjauds), v. [Coun-
ter- 1, after F. contrecharger (in Cotgr.).] trans.

a. To bring a charge against (an accuser),
-f-

b. To
oppose with a contrary charge or injunction {obs.).

C. To charge contrariwise.

i6it Cotgr.
,
Contrecharger, to countercharge; to inter-

change burthens, or accusations. 1612-5 Br. Hall Con-
tempi., O. T. xxi. viii. If a Persian law might not be re-

versed, yet it might be countercharged. 1883 Longm. Mag.
III. 183 Interested .. in the passing topics of the hour ..

no less than in the larger concerns that countercharge our
lives.

Cou'ntercharm, counter-cua:rm, sb.

[Counter- 10 a, 3.] Anything that counteracts,

or neutralizes the influence of, a charm ; a counter-

acting or opposing charm.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 603 A collar of Ambre beads

worne about the neck of yong infants, is. .a countercharme

for witchcraft and sorcerie. 1725 Pope Odyss. x. 463 Now
touch'd by counter-charms, they change agen, And stand

majestic, and recall'd to men. 1830 Scott Demonol. ix.

336 Drawing blood, .as the most powerful counter-charm.

fig^ l63S Quarles Embl. iv. xv. 254 My griefs too great

for smiling eyes To cure, or counter-charms to exorcise. 1725

Swift Poems, Want ofSilver, But, to this parchment let the

Drapier Oppose his counter-charm of paper. 1881 Goldw.
Smith Led. <y Ess. 45 In whose love he finds the counter-

charm of his wandering life.

Countercharm (kau^ntajitjaum), v. [Coun-

ter- 1.] trans. To counteract or neutralize the

influence or effect of (a charm or spell) ; to affect

with an opposing charm.
1584 R. Scot Discov. IVitchcr.xm. xxx. 278 Then you

may seeme to countercharme it [a hat] and redeliver it, to

his satisfaction. 1652 Benlowes Theoph. x. xxv. 182 I'l

countercharm thy spells, a 1687 Cotton Ode to Hope (T.>,

Seducing Hope. .1 now can countercharm thy spell.

Countercheck, counter-check (kau-n-

taiitjek), sb. [Counter- 3, 2.]

f 1. A * check ', rebuke, or reproof in reply to or

return for another. Obs.

1559 Primer in Priv. Prayers (1851! 47, I became as a

man not hearing, and having no counterchecks in his mouth.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. v. iv. 84 If againe, it was not well

cut, he wold say, 1 lie : this is call
rd the counter-checke

quarrelsome. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Counter-check, a

Censure made upon a Reprover.

2. A check that opposes or arrests the course ot

anything.
1505 Shaks. John 11. i. 224 Who painefully . .

Haue brought

a counter-checke before your gates. 1647 «« Bacon Disc.

Govt. Eng. 1. lxvii. (1739) 168 These Inquests .
.
soon met

with a countercheck from the Law. 1749 F. Smith Voy.

Disc N. IV. Pass. II. 85 Suddenly there came a violent

countercheck of Tide from the South West. i8i6_ Kirby

& Sp. Entomol. (1843)1. 212 The evil that we suffer is often

a countercheck which restrains us from greater evil. 1832

Lytton Eugene A. i. vii, There is no counter-check to its

emotions. , .

3. A check that operates against or controls

a check.
i8« Lyell Princ. Geot. II. 133 Th <= checks and counter-

checks which nature has appointed to preserve the balance

of power amongst species. 184a Tennyson Two Voices 300

Many things perplex, With motions, checks, and counter-

checks. 189a Stattdard 15 June 5/2 There ought to have

been check and counter check, and the laches even of a

responsible person would have been atoned for by the vigi-

lance of others.

Countercheck (kan:nt3J|tJe-k), v. Also coun-

ter-check, (7 conter-check). [Counter- y
+ 1. tram. To ' check rebuke, or reprove either

184 -a
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in reply to a rebuke or taunt, or as an expression
of opposition. Obs.
1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshcd III. 1206/1 Hymineus

denieth his good will . . notwithstanding Diana hath so
counter-checked him therefore, as he shall hereafter be at
your commandement. 1590 Greene Never too late (1600)
66 Hee tooke the wall of the young noble man, which
Seruilius taking in disdain, countercheck! with this frump.
J598 [see Counterchecking belowj.

2. To check or arrest by counteraction.
1590 Lodge Euphues Gold. Leg. Ded., Every humorous

passion countercheck t with a storme. 1598 J. Dickenson
Green in Cone* (18781 105 The course of a strong currant,
counterchekt by a barre of earth. 161 1 Speed Hist. Gt.
Brit. x. i. 15 His Maiesty .. with his owne hand wrote to
counter-checke his former Warrant, a 1649 Drumm. of
Hawth. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) 122 As if there were a
secret opposition in fate, .to . . conter-check all our devices
and proposals. x86i Gresley Sophron tf N. 357 All the
tendencies of her condition are checked and counterchecked.
Hence Counterche cking///. a.

1598 Mucedorus Introd. in Hazi. Dodslcy V11. 203 Post
hence thyself, thou counterchecking trull.

Counterche'cky, a. Her. = Countercompoxy.
1611 Florio, Contrascaccato, counterponie or counter-

checkie in armorie.

Counter-cheer, etc. : see Counter-.
Couiiter-che*vroiied, Counter-chev-
rony, a. Her. [Counter- 140!; cf. F. contre-

chevronni [contrecheveronni, 14th c. in (iodefroy).]

Of a shield : Chevrony and divided pale-wise, the
half chevrons being of alternate tinctures.
17*7-51 Chambers CycL s. v. Chevron, A coat is said to

be chevroned, when it is filled with an equal number of
chevrons, of colour and metal. Connterchevroned, is when
it is so divided, as that colour is opposed to metal, and vice
vena. 1730-6 Bailey (fo!io\ Counter Chevroned, a shield
Chez'ronny, or parted by some line of partition. 1830
Robson Brit. HeraldTil, Counter^Htveronny.
Counter-Christ, Antichrist : see Counter- 10.

t Cou ntercipher, sb. [ad. F. contrechifre
(Cotgr.) = It. contract/era, Sp. contracifra : see
Counter- 8.] A cipher that answers to and ex-
plains another ; the key to a cipher.

1598 Florio, Contracifera, acountercifer, a cifer that doth
answer another. 1611 Cotgr., Contrechifre, a counter-
cypher; a note explanatorte of particular cyphers. 1651
Life Lather Sarpt (1676) 70 Where in a secret Cabinet
there were Letters found . . with Ciphers and Counterciphers.
So t Counterci plier v. [ad. obs. F. contrechifrer

1 to answer cyphers with cyphers
;
also, to expound

cyphers' (Cotgr.), It. contraciferare (Florio),]
161 1 Florio, Contraciferare, to countercipher.

Countercite, v. rare-'1 . [Counter- i.]

trans. To cite in opposition or to the contrary.
1610 Br. Hall Hon. Mar. Clergy \. xiv, Either therefore

let him neuer cite St. Austin against vs in this point, or else
wee must bee forced to countercite him once more.

Cou nter - claim, cowuterclaim, sb.

[Counter- 3.] A claim set up against another ; a
claim set up by the defendant in a suit.

1876 County Court Rules Order xxxvi. r. 15 a., Where a
counter-claimant fails to establish his counterclaim, he may
be ordered to pay ..costs. 1880 Mcirhead Gaius Digest
491 A debtor sued by him was entitled to deduction of all
counter claims of whatever sort.

Counter - clai m, cotrnterclai m, v.

[Counter- 1.] trans. To claim as against a prior

claim, or against the plaintiff; absol. to put in a
counter-claim.
1881 Times 23 July 6/4 The defendant, .counter-claimed

for a false and fraudulent misrepresentation by the plaintiff.

1884 Law Times 2 Apr. 427/2 The defendant pleaded pay-
ment, and counter-claimed the sum of ^416 14s. yd. 189a
Standard 15 June 2/5 The Defendant counterclaimed for
the return of certain papers.

Con nter-clai mant. [f. prec. and Claim-
ant.] One who sets up a counter-claim.
1876 [see Counter-claim sb.]. 1883 Sir C S. C. Bowkn

in Latv Times Rep. XLIX. 380/1, I am not quite sure
whether . . a counter-claimant before the decree is not an
actor to some extent.

t Cou-ntercleft. Obs. rare- 1
. [Counter-

6 b.] = Counterfissure.
1638 A. Read Chirurg. xxii. 159 A fracture .. much

distant from the wounded part, is called. .Contrafissura, a
countercleft.

Cou nter-clo'ckwise, a. and adv. [Counter
prep. + Clock + -wise.] In a direction counter to

that of the movement of the hands of a clock.
1888 [see Clock-wise s.v. Clock sb. 1 xij. 1890 C. A.

Young Elem. Astrou. g 24. 16 All the stars appear to move
in concentric circles around a point near the Pole-star, re-

volving counter-clockwise as we look towards the north.

Counter-clout. [Counter- + Clout-nail.]
A nail with a large head flat above like a clout-

nail but bevelled below so as to l>e counter-sunk in

an iron plate, etc.

tBy^Casseirs Techn. Educ. IV. 11/2, 3,000 different kinds
of nails, .such as clasp, clout, counter-clout [etc.].

Counter-coi ned, a. Her. ? Obs. [tr.

med.L. contracondtus ; cf. Counter- 14 d., Coin
sb. 2 and Coned ppl. a. I,j Said of a field : Con-
sisting of gyrons of alternate tinctures, the 'coins'
or apices of which meet in the centre of the shield.
1586 Ferne /Has. Genirie 212 Those blazonners . . which

would haue the Earle of March his coate to be countercoind,
which cannot be. 1610 Guillim Heraldry v. i. (1660) 363

Coats consisting of Gyronnes are of old Bla2oners termed
counter-coyned, for that the Coynes or corners of their
contrary or different colours do all meet in the center of the
Shield.

Counter-co'lonred,///. a. Her. [Counter-
14 d.] Having the opposite parts of different tinc-

tures
;
counterchanged.

157* Bossewell A rmorie 11. 36 b, This chevron [reversed ]

may be borne frettie with an other, and the same counter-

;

coloured. 1586 Kerne Blaz. Gentrie 202 You sayd euen
now that coates counter-cullored be good and auncient
armorie. 1717-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Contre-bend.

So Counterco'louring vbl. sb.

1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 203 Of the signification of
counter colouring.

Counter-command : see Counter- 3.

t Counter-companion. Obs — 1 [Counter-
8.] He against whom one is matched in contest.

I (In Grafton counter-panion).
1548 Hall Chron. 107 b, For though my horse fayled me,

I surely I will not fayie my countercompaignions. [1568
Grafton Chron. II. 670 Counter-panion.]

Counter - competition, -complaint, etc.

:

see Counter-.

t Counter-componed, ///. a. Her. Obs.

I
[Counter- 14.] *=next.
157a Bossewell Armorie 11. 40 In cheife d'Or and Sable

countercomponed. Thys cheife is.. of two Trades onelye,
therefore in no wise maye bee called Checkey. 1610

I

Guillim Heraldry 1. v. (1611) 18 A bordure counter com-

j

poned, Or, and Gules (i. c. 1 compounded of these two colours
counterly placed. 17*7 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v.

Counter-compony (kau^ntsjk^mpjn-ni), a.

Her. Also -compon6, -ee. [a. F. contre-compom1
:

see Counter- 14.] Composed of two conjoined
rows of squares of alternate tinctures.

1610 Guillim Heraldry (1679* 19/1 Note that Counter-
. compony consisteth evermore of two Tracts only, and no

more. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Counter Componed, Counter
Compone, Counter Compony. 1864 Boutell Heraldry
Hist, ff Pop. xxxi. (ed. 3) 460 A fesse counter-compone'e or
and sa. 1882 Cussans Her. iv. (ed. 3)67 If there be two
Tracks, it is then said to be Counter-Compony ; if more
than two, Cheque.

Counter-condemnation, etc. : see Counter-.

t Cou nter-copy. Obs. rare- 1
. [Counter- 8.]

A copy which is tne counterpart of another.

1715 tr. Pancirollus* Rerum Mem. 1 1, xiv. 365 A way of
writing, which he thought to be impossible to be under*

j
stood, unless a Man had had a Counter-Copy of it.

Counter-couchant, -courant, Her. : see

Counter- 14.

Coumter-COU'pe (-kwpe). Fencing, [ad. F.

contre-coupe".] A riposte made by means of a
coupe\
1889 W. H. Pollock, etc. Fencing (Badm. Libr.) lii. 62

Simulate disengagement into tierce and make a coupe, just

at the end of the other's parry, into tierce (this might be
i called counter-coupe

4

).

t Cou nter-course, sb. Obs. [Counter- 6.]

A course that runs counter to another or to the

proper course.
x6oi ? Marston Pasquil <$• Rath. I. 303 Why should you

runne as Idle counter-course Thwart to the path of fashion T

1638 RdvsE Heav. Univ. Pref., To turn men back more
willingly from this Counter-course.

t Cou nter-Course, v. Obs. [Counter- i.]

1. trans. To treat with an opposite course or a

return course (of meat).
1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. a His heauie friends . . haue

counter coursd him with messes somewhat hoat of the spice.

2. inlr. To course or run in opposite directions.

Hence Cou nter-coursing ///. a.

1657 Ti Haak inSpurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 113 The
intermeddling, countercoursing thoughts.

t Counterco*zen, v. Obs. rare— 1
. [Coun-

ter- 1.] trans. To cozen or cheat in return.

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xx. (1633)43 Such as know their

members docile and tractable by nature, let them endevour
to countercosin their fantasie.

Counter-craft, -cry, etc. : see Counter-.
Cou ntercross, v. rare. [Counter- I.]

To cross in contrary directions.
161 1 Cotgr., Contretraversant, Countercrossing, counter-

trauersing. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLV. 470 The river mouth
was broad and black, With currents countercrossed.

t Cou nter-cross, ativ. Obs. [f. Counter
aiiv. + Cross.] In a cross and contrary direction.

1670 Brooks Wks. (1867) VI. 74 Such run counter-cross
to divine commands. 1675 — Gold. Rev ibid. V. 24 This
opinion . . runs counter-cross to all those thirteen arguments.
1689 T. Plunkkt Char. Gd. Commander 28 Encounter
Counter-marchers, and they'll soon Run Counter-Cross into

confusion.

t Cou ntercutT. Obs. [Counter- 3.] A cuff

or blow given in return, or to parry another.
1589 (title), A CountercurTe given to Martin Junior by

the venturous, hardie, and renowned Pasquill of Englande
Cavaliero. i6u Boys Wks. 236 For Christ doth urge most,
it is written, whereas the Pope by way of countercuffe, as
Antichrist . . maintaineth ordinances unwritten. 1704 K.
Ward Dissent. Hypocr.\ His lofty Hymn to th' Wooden-
Ruff, Was to the Law a Counter-Cuff.

+ Cou*nter-cu:nning. Obs. [Counter- 3 +
Cunning.] (See quots.)

16x1 Cotgr., Contreftnessey counter-cunning, decerning of
thedeceiuer. 1706 Phillips fed. Kersey\ Counter-cunning,
Subtiltyus'd by the adverse Party. 1711 in Bailey.

t Countercu'rrence. Obs. rare— l
. [See

next and -ence. Cf. concurrenee
y concurrent]

A running counter.

1643 Hekle Ansrv. Ferne 32 By way of a countercurrence
and resistance.

Cou*nter-cu:rrent, sb. [f. Counter- 3, 6.

Cf. F. contre-courant sb.] An opposite current.
1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth I. 122 They suppos'd one

current upon the surface, .and under it at a certain depth a
counter-current. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. iv. (1856) 29
The great counter-current, which in the North Atlantic
borders the Gulf Stream. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb ff Flow II.

127 Currents and counter-currents eddied, .in her mind.

Countercu'rrent, a. [Cf. prec] Running
counter or opposite. Also = Counter-courant.
1799 Kikwan Geol. Ess. 281 Sometimes their course is

directly opposite, or counter-current. 1830 Robson Brit.
Herald 111. Gloss., Counter^urrent . .running in contrary
directions.

Counter-dance, -dash, -declaration, -de-
cree : see Counter-.
Counter-debruised, a. Her. : see Debruised.
Cou nter-deed. Law. [Counter- 3 : cf.

F. contre-lettre, in this sense.] (See quot.)
17*7-51 Chambers Cycl., Counter-deed, a secret writing, or

a private act, either before a notary, or under a privy-seal

;

which destroys, changes, annuls, or alters, some more
solemn and public act. Counter-deeds are rather tolerated
than permitted. 1848 in Wharton Law Lex.
Counter - defender, -demand, etc. : see

Counter-.

Cou'nter-diaparson. A/us. [Counter- 12.]

An organ-stop an octave lower in pitch than the

ordinary diapason.
185a Si no 1. Organ 94 Large organs have sometimes, in

the great organ, both a diapason eight feet and one sixteen
feet, the latter being then called double-diapason, or counter-
diapason. * *
Cou'nter-die. [Counter- 8.] The upper die

of a stamping apparatus, w hich has hollows answer-
ing to the relief parts of the die. In mod. Diets.

Counter-difficulty, -dig, etc. : see Counter-.

Cou'nterdike. [Counter- 8 b.] A second or

reserve dike within or behind the dike of a river

(as in the Netherlands), which limits the area of

floods caused by the bursting of the river-dike.

1777 Watson Philip II (1839) 401 The confederates at

Lillo could, by opening the dyke of the Schcld, lay all the
ground under water between Lillo and the counterdyke,
while the besieged could, with the same facility, introduce

the river into that part of the plain which lies between the
counterdyke and Antwerp.

Cou nter-disenga'ge, v. Fencing, [ad. F.

contre-dtyager to disengage at the same time as the

adversary.] To disengage and make a thrust or

lun^e as the adversary changes the engagement.
1889 W. H. Pollock, etc. Fencing (Badni. Libr.) ii. 49

To counter-disengage on a change from quarte to tierce.

Ibid. 62 i 4.

Hence Counter disengage, -ment^ .thc action

of doing this ; a disengagement on, or rather antici-

pating, the adversary's disengagement. Also b. A
riposte made by means of a disengagement.
1889 W. H. Pollock, etc Fencing (Hadm. Libr.) ii. 49 A

disengage is made by quitting one line for another. A
counter-disengage, on the contrary, is made in the same
line ; the movement, though similar in appearance, is in fact

reversed. Ibid. ii. 48 Simple attacks are those which are
preceded by no feint. There are four : the straight thrust, the
disengagement, the coupe', and the counter-disengagement.

t Cou:nterdisti'nct, a. Obs. [app. after It.

contradistinto (Florio 1598) : see Counterdistin-
GUISH.l =CoNTRAD18TINCT.
166a H. More Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1713) 14 The

Essential Notion ofa Spirit. . is immediately counterdistinct

to Matter. 1680 — Apocal. Apoc. 224 The . . Divine Love,
which is counterdistinct to Lust and Wantonness.

t Cou nterdisti nction. Obs. = Contradis-
tinction.
161 1 Y vjOMO^Contradistinttone, acounterdistinction. 1653

H. More Antid. Ath. \. iii. (i7ta> 13, I say fully and ab-

solutely Perfect, in counterdistinction to such Perfection as

is not full and absolute. 1681 — &~eP- D<*n. vi. 227 By
Many we do not understand a certain number in counter-
distinction to All.

t Cou:nterdisti nguish, v. Obs. [Coun-
ter- 1.] = Contradistinguish. Hence Cou nter-

distinguished a.

161 1 Florio, Contradistinguere, to distinguish against, to

counterdistinguish. 1648 T. Whitk Smoak Botoml. Pit 35
It [stony ground] is counterdistinguished to good ground.
a 1682 Sir T. Browne Tracts 148 Counterdistinguishing it

unto the Idiotismus Krancicus. 1730 A. Gordon Maffeis
Amphith. 172 The counterdistinguished Letters are wanting
in the Stone, and I have supplied them.

t Counter-divi de, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [Coun-

ter- I .] = Contradivide.
1608 Bp. J. Kino Serm. 5 Nov. 5 The counterdivided

members of this diuision.

Counter-doctrine, -dogmatism, etc. : see

Counter-.
Cou nter-drain. [Counter- 8.] (See quot.)

1843-76 Owilt Encycl. Archit. Gloss., Counter Drain, a

drain parallel to a canal or embanked water-course, for

collecting the soakage water by the side of the canal or

embankment to a culvert or arched drain under the canal,

by which it is conveyed to a lower level.
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t Counter-draw, v. Obs. [Counter- t.J

trans. (See quot.)

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Counter-drawing, in painting,
&c, the copying a design or painting, by means of a fine
linen cloth, an oiled paper, or other transparent matter .

.

Sometimes they counter-draw on glass. 1731 in Bailey
(vol. II). 1735 in Diet. Polygraph.

t Cou-nterdrift, si. Obs. rare- 1
. [Coun-

ter- 2 ] A plan, plot, or scheme in opposition.
1602 Warner Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612! 371 Edward yongest

but Suruiuor Sonne of the aforesaid Egelred : whom Nor-
mandie had. .vnto nowe, mauger whatsoeuer counterdrifts,
secured.

t Cou/nterdrifl, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec]

trans. To plan, plot, or contrive (anything) in

opposition.
i6oz Warner Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612)374 Whatsoeuer hath

been at any time counterdrifted, a true title in a knowne
descent hath euermore proued a preuailing Argument.

t Cou -nterdwe:ller. Obs. rare- 1
. [Coun-

ter- 6.] A dweller on the opposite side ; one who
lives on the same meridian and in the same lati-

tude, but on the opposite side of the equator.
1551 Recorde Cast. Knowl. (1556) 95 Anticthones or

Counterdweliers, haue like times of the day, but not of the
year.

Counter-earth. [Counter- 8 : a transl. of
Gr. avTixQoiv, f. avri over against, opposite + \9wv
the earth.] An opposite or secondary Earth, in the
Pythagorean system : cf. Antichthon.
1857 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sc. L 52 They asserted that

there was an antichthon, or counter-earth. 1865 Grote
Plato I. i. 13 [see Antichthon]. 1881 S. F. Ali.eyne tr.

Zellcr's Pre-Socratic Philos. I. 450 The earth always turns
the same side to the counter-earth and the central fire.

Covrnter-e'lement. [Counter- 6, 9 ] An
opposite element. So Counter-eleme ntal a.
1827 G. S. Faber Sac. Cat. Prophecy (1844) III. 211 The

Virginity of the 144,000 Saints is the counter-element to the
Unchastity of the Great Harlot. Ibid. III. 208 The name
Jehovah . . is designedly antithetical or (in the language of
Mr. Mede) counter-elemental to the Name Aposates.

Cou nter-emba-ttled, ppt. a. Her. [Coun-
ter- 14.] Said of an ordinary: Embattled on
opposite sides.

1863 Boutell Man. Heraldry 77 Brettcssee, counter-
embattled, having Battlements facing both ways. 1882
Cussans Her. ivMed. 3164 When a Fess, Bend, or Chevron,
is bounded on each side by the lines embattled, potent, or
ragule, it must be blazoned as Embattled-coitnier-embat-
tied, or Polent-connler-polent', as the case may be.

Counter-embowed, Her. : see Counter- 14.

Cou nter-eiia:mel, si. [Counter- 6: after

F. contre-email.'] The enamel of the reverse or
lower side of an enamelled plate.

Hence Counter-enamel, v. [cf. F. contre-em-
ailler], to enamel on the back as well as the
front.

1875 Ure Did. Arts II. 272 When the plate is not to be
counter-enamelled, it should be charged with less enamel,
as, when exposed to heat, the enamel draws up the gold to
itself, and makes the piece convex.

Counter-energy, -engine, etc. : see Counter-.
Counterer (kau-ntaraA Boxing, [f. Coun-

ter zv.l 5 + -er 1.1 One who counters.
1889 Badminton Libr., Boxing 166 The answer to this

cross-counter is to deliver the right at the face of the
counterer.

Cou nter-e:rmine. Her. [Counter- 14

:

cf. F. contre-hermine.] The reverse of ermine ;

= Ermines.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Counter-ermine. See the article

Ermines, [s. v. Ermines. .The French, .have no such term ;

but call this black powdered with white, contre-ermine ; as
denoting the counter, or reverse of ermine.]

Counter-escailoped = Counter-scalloped.
f Counter-espalier. Obs. Also oontr" es-

paliei\e, contrespallier, contra-espalier. [ad.
F. contre-espalier : see Counter- 6, 8 and Espa-
lier.] A lower espalier parallel to an ordinary
espalier or to a fruit wall.
1658 Evelyn Fr. Card. (1675) 14 The counter espalier, is

a hedge which forms all the walkes and allies of the garden.
1675 in Phil. Trans. X. 373 Such fruit as agrees best for
Contrespalliers, or hedge-rows over against the walled fruit.
1730-6 in Bailey ifolio), Contra-espalier. i73i-(vol. II.)
Contr' espalier.

Counter-e vidence. [Counter- 3.] Evi-
dence tending to refute or rebut other evidence.
1665 Glanvii.l Seeps. Sci. x. 54 Sense it self detects its more

palpable deceits by a Counter-evidence. 1823 Bentham Not
Paul 89. 1885 Sir E. Fry in Law Hep. 29 Ch. Div. 294
The finding was evidence, and^ as no counter-evidence was
produced was therefore conclusive.

Counter-excitement, -exercise, -explana-
tion, -eapostulation, etc. : see Counter-.

Cou*nter-exposi:tion. Mus. [Counter- 3.]
(See quot.)
1869 Ouseley Counterp. xxiii. 180 The counter-exposition

is merely a kind of reflex of the exposition, produced by
allowing the answer to lead, followed by the subject. It
only implies that the subject and answer change places.

Cou nter-exte:nsion. Surg. [Counter- 6:
cf. F. contre-extension.'] ' The pulling or holding
of the upper part of a broken limb, or of a dislo-

cated joint, towards the trunk, while extension is

being employed with the lower part' (Mayne
Expos. Lex. i860); see Extension 1 b.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket-b/c. viii. (ed. a) 303 By ex-
tension and counter-extension by jack towels or sheets.

So Cou nter-exte nd v., -ing vbl. sb.

1656 [J. Serjeant] tr. T. White's Peripat. Inst. 34 Bodies
would not be counter-extended with such a Magnitude.
1874 Knight Vict. Mech. s. v. Counter-extension Appa-
ratus, It consists of. .a counter-extending band attached to
the bed-head.

t Cou nterface, v. Obs. [Counter- 1.] trans.

;
To face in opposition.
1721 Cibber Double Gallant II, Sure she has a mind to

counterface me, and not know me too.

Counter-faced, Her. = Counter-jessed.
1830 in Robson Brit. Herald III. Gloss.

Counter-fact, -fallacy, etc.: see Counter-.
Counterfacte, -ly, obs. var. Counterfeit,

-ly.

t Counterfaxture. Obs. rare- 1
. Alteration

of Counterfeiture, after L.factitra.
1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xvi. (1739) 84 Money

..imbased by Counterfacture, Clipping, Washing, ccc.

Counterfaisance, var. Counterfeisance, Obs.

Counterfeit (e, -faict, -fate, -fayte, -feet,
etc., obs. ff. Counterfeit.

Couirter-fatller. Spinning. [Counter- 8 +
Faller.] In a cotton-spinning machine or mule,
a wire which passes beneath the yarns, when
pressed down by the faller-wire, so as to keep the
tension uniform. Also at/rib.

1836 Ure Cotton Mann/. II. 156 There is another regulat-
ing wire called the counterfaller. Ibid. 186 On the counter-
faller shaft [of a mule] are several segments. 1866 Platt in
Proc. Inst. Mech. Engineers 228 The working of the two
faller wires, a second or counter-faller having now been
added underneath the threads, which was lifted up for the
purpose of taking up the slack in the threads after the
backing-off. 1879 Cassetl's Techn. Educ. IV. 396/2 To keep
the yarn at a uniform degree of tension whilst winding .

.

was one of the most difficult problems . . This is now. .done
by the ' counter-faller '.

tCou -nter-fa:shion, a. Obs. [Counter-
10.] That goes against the fashion ; anti-fashion.
1672 Wycherley Love in Wood 1. i, This counter-fashion

brother of mine, who hates a vest as much as a surplice.

Counterfayture, bad obs. f. Counterfeiter.
t Cotrnter-fee:d, v Obs. [Counter- 1.] trans.

1 To feed in return.

1659 Lovelace Poems (1864) 231 Since you maintain His
table, he should counter-feed your brain.

t Cou nterfei sance. Obs. Also 6 -fesaunce,

7 -fes-, -fais-, -faysanoe. [ad. F. contrefaisancc,

f. contrefaisant, pr. pple. of contrefaire to counter-

!
feit : see next and -ance.] The action of counter-
feiting ; deceit, dissimulation, fraud, imposture.
1590 Spenser F. Q. i. viii. 49 Duessa, when her borrowed

light Is laid away, and counterfesaunce knowne. <z 1641 Br.
Mountagu A cts (f Mon. 284 All was hypocrisie and counter-
feisance. 1641 Maisterton Serin. 19 What tricking and
counterfesance to delude the sense. i656TrappCV>«w. Malt.

!

xxvii. (1868) 279/1 He scorns that such base counterfaisance
should be found in his followers. 4 *

Counterfeit (katvntajfit, -fit), a. (pa. ppie.)

and sb. Forms : 3-6 countrefet(e, 4 -feet, 5
-fayt^e, 6 -feict; 4-5 oontrefet(e, 5-6 -fayt(e,

-faict, -fait ; 6 Sc. contrafait
; 5 oontirfet, 6 con-

terfeit, etc.
; 5-7 cownter-, countir-, countyr-

fet(e,etc; 4-7 counterfet, -fete, -feet, 5-6fett(e,

5-7 -feyt(e, -fayt(e, -fait(e, -faiot, 6 -feict,

-fect(e, -feight, etc., 6-7 -feat, etc., 7 -fitte, 6-
-feit. [a. OF. contrefet, -fait, pa. pple. of contre-

faire= Pr. contrafdr, Cat. contrafcr, It. contraffare,

f. L. type contrd-faccre to make in opposition or
contrast, hence, in opposing imitation. (Contrd-
fadio, setting in opposition or contrast, occurs in

Cassiodorus, and the verb in med.L.). In Fr.,

from the 14th c, often spelt -faict after L., whence
in Eng. in i5-i6thc. -faict, -feet.']

t A. as pa. pple. Obs.

f 1. Made in imitation of that which is genuine

;

imitated, forged : see the verb. Obs.
[1292 Brit-ton 1. v. § 14 Deners countrefetz a nostre

monee.] c 1386 [see Counterfeit v. ib]. 1393 Gower
Con/. I. 192 This letter . . Was counterfet in suche a wise,
That no man shulde it apperceive. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 803 Many well counterfeit Jewels, make the true mis-
trusted. 1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 69 That it was
counterfeit by some young counterfeiter.

f 2. Made to a pattern
;
fashioned, wrought. Obs.

1463 Bury Wills (1850) 23 A basyn and an ever of laten
cownterfet therto. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxvt. xvii,

Their shyppe boate curiously counterfayte. a 1547 Surrey
sEneid iv. 687 The water counterfet Like unto blacke
Avernus lake.

f3. Transformed in appearance, disguised. Obs.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/Aymon iv. 120 She loked a longe

the halle, Where she saw her sonnes thus countrefayte,
whyche she knewe not. Ibid. xiv. 315 He . . dysguysed
hymself wonderfully . . And whan he was thus tomed and
countrefayt, etc

t 4. Represented by a picture or image. Obs.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie tSL xix. (Arb.)_ 245 For
nothing can be kindly counterfait or represented in his ab-
sence, but by great discretion.

B. adj.

1. Of material things or substances: Made in
imitation of something else, ' imitation ', not
genuine ; made of inferior or base materials

;

spurious, sham, base (esp. of coin).
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xvii. 99 If he be not but countir-

feet goold. 1530 Palsgr. 209/2 Counterfayt heer, per-
reveque. 1553 GK11IALDB Cicero's Offices is^zfii 144 b, Coun-
terfet money in stede of good. 1665 BoYLE Oceas. Kejl. iv.

iv. (1675) 194 A Bait, which . . proves but a counterfeit Fly.
1666 Pepys Diary (1879' III. 497 A frame . . of counterfeite
tortoise shell. 1705 Addison Italy 12 The Palace, which
without these Counterfeit Pillars would be beautiful in its

kind. 1717 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. II. xlvi. 32
Of. .that paste, .they make counterfeit jewels. 1878 Jevons
Primer Pol. Peon. 107 It is difficult to make any counter-
feit gold or silver.

b. Of writings : Forged, not genuine, spurious.
1393 GOWER Com/. I. 194 This letter counterfete The mes-

senger .. bare. 1532 More Con/ut. Titidal* Wks. 579/1
Knowe whiche wer the verye true scripture of God, and

1 which wer scriptures countrefet. 1655-60 Stanley Hist.
j

Philos. <i7oi)_ 123/2 Panetius believes them to be his own,
not counterfeit. 1788 Priestley Lett. Mist. iv. xxx. 224

I Todistinguishtho.se that are truly ancient and genuine from
such as are counterfeit. 1857 Maurice /:'/. St. fohn'n. 21 To
discern between the honest record and the counterfeit one.

fc. Fashioned, made after a pattern. Obs.
1463 Act 3 Ediv. /yt c. 4 Countrefeit basyns, ewers, hattes,

brusshes, etc.

2. Of things immaterial : Pretended, feigned,
1 false, sham.

1393 Gower Conf. I. 70 Wib a contrefet simplesse, Which
hid was in a fals corage. 1538 Hale Thre Ler.ves 1389

j

That counterfet church standeth al by mennys tradycyons.
^1639 W. Whateley Prototypes 11. xxvi. (1640) 17 This
painted and counterfeit goodnesse. 1718 Freethinker No.
39 P5 These Counterfeit Terrours often grow, .to be Real.

1837 J. H. Newman Par. Serr/t, (ed. 31 I. xiv. 205, I also
warn you against a counterfeit earnestness.
Comb. 1538 Beggar's Petit, in Select. Harl. Misc. (17931

151 Counterfeit-holy, and idle beggars, and vagabonds.

f b. Disguised. Obs.
1724 Swift Dra/ier's Lett, v, This counterfeit hand of my

I prentice is not very legible.

3. Of persons : a. That pretends or is falsely

i
represented to be (what is denoted by the noun)

;

sham, pretended.
1530 Palsgr. 209 2 Counterfayt gentylman, gentillatre.

1548 Hall Chron. 229 This counterfeight Herault. t 1600
Norden Spec. Brit.) Corttw. (1728) 33 Perkyn Werbeck. .a

counterfeck Prince. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 117 Ire, envie
and despair, Which marrd his borrow'd visage, and betraid
Him counterfet, if any eye beheld. 1823 Chalmers Serm.
I. 420 The counterfeit and the worthless Poor do a world
of mischief to the cause of beneficence.

f b. Pretending to be what he is cot; false, de-

ceitful. Obs.
a 1533 Ld, Berners Niton liv. 1S1 He is some counterfeyt

varlet. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 18 A craftie, close,

and counterfect felow. 1603 Jas. I in Ellis Grig. Lett. 1.

I

244 III. 80, I ame also glaide of the discoverie of yone litle

counterfitte Wenche. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. vi. § 22
Fabulous or counterfeit writers.

t 4. Misshapen, deformed. Obs. [After F. con-

trefait; cf. Counterfeited 2.]

C 1450 Merlin xxxii. 635 A dwerf, the moste contirfet and
foulest that eny hadde sein. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 422/2
Hir ii handes were styffe and contrefayte. 1575 Turberv.
Venerie 52 Harts beare their heads in diuers sorts and
manners, some well growne. .some other counterfet.

f 5. Imitated or represented in a picture or image
(or trans/, in writing or literary art)

;
portrayed.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 246 This
kinde of representation is called the Counterfait coun-

I tenance. 1602 Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 54 Looke heere, vpon
this Picture, and on this, The counterfet presentment of
two Brothers. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, x, To infuse into

the counterfeit countenance of Miss Nickleby a bright
salmon flesh-tint.

C. sb.

1. A false or spurious imitation.

a. of material things or substances.
1400 Maundev. (1859) xiv. 160 Men counterfeten hem

,

[diamonds] often of cnstalle. . But. .theise contrefetes ben
not so harde. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IVt n. iv. 540 Neuer call

I

a true peece of Gold a Counterfeit. 1624 Capt. Smith

I

Virginia 1. 17 They haue no Beards but counterfeits. 1726
De Foe Hist. Devil 11. viii. (1840) 289 Every coin has its

counterfeit, every art its pretender. 1864 Bowen Logic
xi. 353, I cannot be sure that it is an apple. It may be
only a wax counterfeit.

b. of things abstract or immaterial.

1599 Shaks. MuchAdon. iii. 109 Counterfeit? There was
neuer counterfeit of passion came so neere the life of passion

as shediscouers it. 1649 Milton Liken. Pref., Els Justice.

.

were not Justice, but a fals counterfet of that impartial and
Godlike vertue. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 169 One
who does not value real glory, will not value its counterfeit.

C. A writing, etc. that is not genuine ; a forgery.

1613 J. Salkeld Treat. Angels 322 Though for the same
also Origines be cited : yet certaine it is, that that Origines

is a counterfeit. 1624 Gataker 'Pransubst . 109 Citing (be-

sides some of his owne counterfaits. .) a saying of S. Chry-
sostome. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull UL iii, He has the

original deed, .the others are counterfeits.

-f2. One who imitates another for whom he
passes himself off ; a pretender, an impostor. Obs.

1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 30 Of which Epistles . . the
fifth and seuenth are directed too the counterfets and
hypocrites. 1631 Weever Anc. Fun. Mon. 232 The two
counterfeits, Lambert, and Perkin Warbeck. 1653 Hol-
ckoft Procopius in. 88 Narses met him ; and upon speech
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with him, found him a counterfet. 1754 Sherlock Disc.
(1759) I. i. 36 The specious Pretences of Counterfeits and
Impostors. 1768 H. Walpole Hist. Doubts 86 The per-

sons who could best detect the Counterfeit, if he [Perkin
Warbeck] had been one.

tb. ^Counterfeiter i. Obs. rare.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. Vocation 1326 To boyl
to death some cunning counterfeit That with false stamp
some Princes Coyn hath beat.

+ 3. An imitation or representation in painting,

sculpture, etc. ; an image, likeness, portrait. Obs.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xx. 218 All bo bat ben maryed

han a countrefete made lyche a mannes foot vpon here
hedes. - in tokene bat bei ben vnder mannes fote and vnder
subieccioun. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 322 They
never painted the resemblaunce or counterfaite of Gods
contenaunce in table, or picture. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V.
111. ii. 115 What finde I here? Faire Portias counterfeit.
1606 Holland Sueton. 39 An olde little counterfeit in brasse
representing him being a child. i6ao T.May Heir in Dodsley
(1780) VIII. 126 Wear it about 'em as lovers do their mis-
tress' counterfeit. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 99 Making more
lively Counterfaits of Nature in Wax. a 1843 Southey
Inscriptions xlv, Him, in whose prophetic counterfeit Pre-
served, the children . . may see their father's face, Here to
the very life pourtray'd.

b. Jig. A copy. arch.

1587 Golding De Mornay xiv. (1617) 210 In the outward
man we haue a Counterfeit of the whole world. 1591
Troub. Raigne K. John (1611) 16 He looketh like the king
. . I neuer saw so liuely counterfet Of Richard Cordelion, as
in him. 1879 J. D, Long AEneid ix. 378 Entranced at such
A counterfeit of his own filial love.

f4. A deformed or misshapen person : cf. B. 4.

1557 North Cueuara's Diall Pr. 73D/2, I am lame, I am
crooked, I am balde, I am a counterfeyte. 1578 T. N. tr.

Cong, W. India 177 He had Dwarfes, crookebacks, and
other deformed counterfeits, .to laugh at.

t 5. The action of counterfeiting. Obs. rare.

1843 tr - Custine's Empire of Czar III. 309 Such origin-
ality as they have lies in the gift of counterfeit.

Counterfeit (kau*ntaifit, -fTt), v. Forms : see

prec. [f. prec. ; taken as ad. F. contrefaire.]

1. trans. To make an imitation of, imitate (with

intent to deceive) : a. an action, etc.

1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc. 4311 jHts sal anticrist ban coun-
trefette De wondirs of God. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531)300, By theyr enchauntementes. .counterfeytynge the
myracles of Moyses. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1069 That false

Worm, of whomsoever taught To counterfet Mans voice.

1719 J. Richardson Art Crit. 186 Colouring and Drawing
. .are as impossible to be Counterfeited as the Handling.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. m. vi, Counterfeiting a sneeze.

b. a thing : To make a fraudulent imitation of,

forge (e.g. coin, bank-notes, handwriting).
I 1386 Chaucer Matt 0/ Laiv's T. 648 (Harl. MS.) Stolen
were his lettres pryuely. .And countrefet bey were subtilly.

, 1400 Maundev. (1839) xiv. 160 Men counterfeten hem (dia-

monds] often of crista!!. 1590 Hakluvt Pict. Virginia Pref.

(i888>,Yf any seeke to contrefaict thes my bookx. 160* Fcl-
bkcke 1st Pt. Para/I. 88 If a man doe counterfeit the
Kings money.. this is treason. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho.
Lords (Camden 1 95 The prisoners which counterfeyted my
L, Staffordes hande and scale. 1737 Berkeley Let. Wks.
1871 IV. 249 That it be felony to counterfeit the notes of
this bank. 1790 Pa ley Horx Paul. i. 6 Two attempts to
counterfeit St. Paul's epistles. 1839 Thirlwall Greece II.

378 He counterfeited the seal of Pausanias, [and] opened
the letter entrusted to him. 1875 Jkvons Money (1878) 43
The coins.. would become dirty and easily counterfeited.
absol. 1724 Swift Drafter's Lett, vi. Continuing, and

counterfeiting as long as he lives.

+ C. To make spurious, adulterate. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Earth. XVtL x!i 11490, Saffron is somtyme
countrefetyd wyth a thynge that hyght Croco magina. .the

superfluyte of spycery. 1577 B. Oooge Heresbach's Hush.
11. (1586) 65 It [saffron) is craftily counterfeited by. .adding
thereto, .lead to encrease the weight. 1686 W. Harris tr.

Lemery's Chytn. 1. xvi. <ed; 3) 367 Crystal Mineral is often
counterfeited by mixing Rocke atom with it during the
fusion. .This adulteration may be known, etc
2. To make (anything) in fraudulent imitation of

something else ; to make or devise (something
spurious) and pass it off as genuine ; to forge.
c 1386 Chaucer Man 0/ Law's T. 648 And countrefeted

was ful subtilly Another lettre wroght ful synfully. 1393
[see Counterfeit pa.ppie. %]. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) v. 52
The fyn bawme is more heuy tw^es, pan is the bawme bl is

sophisticat and counterfeted!. 1560 Sunt. Certain Reasons
in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II. 477 By continuing of the base
monies, divers person's . . have counterfaicted. 1665 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. (1677)267 He lost a King of Gold.. he con-

ceals the loss, and counterfeits another like it of silver. 17*6
Adv. Copt. R, Boyle 329 She. .counterfeited the Letter she
gave me as from her father. 1873 Act 36-7 Vict. c. 86 % 25
Every person who forges or counterfeits any certificate.

f 3. To put a false or deceiving appearance
upon ; to disguise, falsify. Obs.

11489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon vii. 172 Reynawde .

.

contrefaytted thus his langage, by cause the duke Naymes
sholde not knowe hym. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par.
Matt. vi. 44 Men like players counterfeted and disguysed.

1679 G. R. tr. Boyatuau's Theat. World 1. 36 He counter-
feits his voice, so that you would think it some other bird.

1711 De Fok Moll El. (1840) 324, I counterfeited my voice.

4. To put on (with intent to deceive) the appear-

ance or semblance of ; to feign, pretend, simulate,

a. with simple obj. (a feeling, quality, etc.).

c 13*5 E. E. A Hit. Poems B. 13 Bot if bay conterfete
crafte . . As be honest vt-wyth, and in-with alle fylbez, t>en ar

bay synful. c 1534 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I.

250 Hee, cownterfitinge great expedition to fighte, slipped
away unto his adversaries. 1608 Bp. Hall Char. Virtues
4- V. 11. 76 The Hypocrite . . counterfeits a smiling welcome.
166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacr. 11. v. } 1 To deter men.. from

counterfeiting a Prophetick Spirit. 1753 Johnson Adven-
turer No. 120 T 6 To counterfeit happiness which they do
not feel. 1837 Caklyle Er. Rev. nr. ii, To counterfeit
death. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 326 Signs of in-

creasing prosperity, .which could neither be counterfeited
nor concealed.

+ b. with obj. el. or inf. Obs.

"534 Whitinton Tullycs Offices 1. (1540) 15 Counterfayting
that truce was taken for the dayes, and not for the nyghtes.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt, nob, False teachers.

.

countrefeiting to preache my gospell. x6oo Shaks. A . Y. L.
lv. iii. 174 Take a good heart, and counterfeit to be a man.

,

1639 Fuller Holy War nr. xii. (1647) 180 These Templars 1

were loth King Lewis should come to Ptolemais, though
they counterfeited he should be very welcome there.

T c. reft, with inf. or compl. Obs.
1610 Healey St. A ug. Citte ofGod 2 [They] counterfeited '

themselves to be the servants of Christ. 1650 Fuller
Pisgahu. x. 218 David to save his life counterfeited himself
mad. 17*6 De Foe Hist. Devil 11. v. (1840) 231 Who i

counterfeited himself to be a devil.

t d. intr. (for refl.) with compl. Obs. rare.
1641 Milton Ch. Govt. ¥1.(1851) 124 The same man of sin

counterfeiting protestant. 1649 — Eikon. L (1851J 344 The
|

deepest policy of a Tyrant hath bin ever to counterfet
Religious.

T o . To assume the character of (a person, etc. ) ; I

to pretend to be ; to pass oneself off as ; to per-

sonate. Obs.
c 1200 S. Eng. Leg. 1. 14/449 Bi him bat bou countrefet est.

c 1315 Poem Times Edtv. II 122 in Pol. Songs (Camden)
329 Thise albotes and priours. .riden wid hauk and hound,
and contrefeten knihtes. 1480 Robt. Devyll 33 He muste .

counterfeyt a fole in all manere. 1550 Crowley Inform. 4
Petit. 483 Tenauntes not able to be lande lordes, and yet,

after a sorte, they conterfayte landelordes. 1622 Bacon
Hen. VII (J.), To counterfeit and personate the second son
of Edward IV. supposed to be murdered.

6. intr. To feign, make oretence, practise deceit.
c 1374 Chaucer 7>*ry/*j 11.1483, 1 amseke inemest. .Ouod
Panaarus, Thow shall the betir pleyne. And hast the lesse

nedc to contrefete. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. iv. in Ashm.
(1652) 48 They will counterfaict to beguile their Brother.

|

160 1 Shaks. Ttvel. N. iv. ii. 122 Are you not mad indeed,
or do you but counterfeit ? 1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne

\ 11877) * 7
2 I" this last scene of death, there is no more

'. counterfeiting.

7. trans. To take, receive, or have the appear-
ance of ; to 1 imitate \ be an imitation of, simulate,

resemble, be like. (Without implying deceit.

t 1315 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 555 More haf we scrued . . J>en
,

byse bat wroa,te not hourez two, And bou dot* hem vus to

counterfete. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. vi. 173 So as it ne
may nat contrefeten it. .ne ben euene lyke to it. 159a West
tst Pt. Symbol. § 32 F, These Contractes . . in respect of
labor to bee taken, .counterfait Location and conduction.
163a Milton II Penseroso 80Where glowing embers through
the room Teach light to counterfeit a gloom, a 1661 Fuller
Worthies (1840) III. 113 A bridge, which, being built on
both sides, counterfeited a continued street. 1777 Sir W.
Jones Pal. Eortutte Poems 25 A golden ray . . taught the
gloom to counterfeit the day- a 1839 Praed Poems (1864)
1 . 166 Sleep counterfeited Death so well.

t 8. To imitate, copy: a. To follow the example
of (a person). Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus bl 1119 Wol ?e the childishe

Iatous contrefete? c 1386 — Nun's Pr. T. 501 Now syngeth
stre . . Let se konne ye youre fader countrefete ? a 1420
Hoccleve De Reg. Pnnc. 1186, I may not countirfete i

Scipioun In armes. 1526 IV. \: 1 1 Cor. iv. 16, I desyre
you to counterfayte me. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 222 I

Counterfeictyng those that doe speake distinctly. 1607
Walkincton Opt. Glass vii. (1664) 83 They..do apishly
counterfeit, and resemble a Poet.

f b. To imitate or follow (conduct, action,

manner, fashion). Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 139 She. .peyned hire lo countrefete

checre Of Court and to been estatlich of manere. 1513
Douglas AKneis xin. it. 100 \<- contyrfeyt my reuth ana
pite eik. x«8 Kennedy Compend. Tracttve in Wodr. Soc.

Misc. (1844) 132 Walde God thair wer als mony contrefatit

thair repentance as dois thair vice. 1604 J as. I Counterbl.
1 Arb.> 105 Counterfeiting the maners of others.

t C. To make an imitation or copy of (a thing).

Obs. exc. as in 1 b.

136J I.angl. /*. PI. A. xi. 133 Of alle maner craftus I con
counterfeten heor tooles. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Hush. 11. (1586) 50 Som making earth in mould do coun-
terfeite Brickwals. 16x4 Cait. Smith Virginia 11. 32 Every
part as artificially counterfeited as they can devise. i6ai
Lady M. Wroth Urania 519 Her complexion.. neuer was
for excellency equald, or could be counterfeited.

fd. To make or devise (a thing) in imitation

of something else. Obs.
c 1430 Ereemasonry 22 Thys onest craft of good masonry

Wes. . Y-cownterfetyd of thys clerkys y-fere. 1575 Gas-
coigne Pr. Pleas. Kentliv., Who had likewise huge and
monstrous Trumpettes counterfeited wherein they seemed
to sound.

t 9. To represent by a picture, statue, or the like;

to depict, delineate, portray. Also said of the

picture, etc. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Part: 99 Cowntyrfetyn, configuro, con-

formo. 1570-6 Lamuarde Peratnb. Rent (1826) 313 It re-

quireth an Apelles to have Alexander well counterfeited.

164a R. Cartenter Experience iv. i. 125 The pictures

counterfeit men and women. 1660 Bloome (title\ The
booke of five collumnes of architecture. .Drawn and counter-
feited after the right Symmetry and cunning measure of
Free-Masons.

+ b. To represent, portray, or reproduce in

writing or by literary art. Obs.

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Btaunche 1241, I can not now well

counterfete Her wordes, but this was the grete Of her

answere. 1530 Palsgr. 17 Suche as writte farcis and con-
trefait the vulgare speche.

t Cou'nterfeitable, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec.

vb. + -able.] Capable of being counterfeited.
1676 Molloy De Jure Maritimo 286 (L.) Provided it be

durable, not counterfeitable, and difficult to come by.

Cou nterfeited, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ed *.]

L Imitated, simulated, feigned, pretended, etc. :

see the vb.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1376 Hips. & MeoUa^Vlith thyne

contrefetid peyne & wo. 153* More Confut. Tindale Wks.
568/1 The false counterfayted churches of heretikes. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 106 This counterfeated soothsayer.

1677 W. Hubbard Narrative 11. 32 He pulled forth a
counterfieted pa*.-.. 1769 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 201 Full well
they laughed with counterfeited glee At all his jokes.
1886 Pall Mall G. 27 Apr. 14/1 A large quantity of counter-
feited 20 copeck pieces.

t 2. Deformed, misshapen; of monstrous form;
» Counterfeit a. 4. Obs. [repr. F. eonlr<fait.]

1340 Ayenb. 15 pis ilke best .. zuo y-countrefeted and
dreduol. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 434/4 Foure men counter-
feted and lame in al their membris.

Counterfeiter (kau*ntAifitai). Forms : see

Counterfeit ; also with endings 5 -ere, 6-7 -or,

-our, (-ure). [a. F. conirefaitettrt f. contrefairc

to Counterfeit : cf. bunfaiteur benefactor. See
-er 3.] One who counterfeits : see the verb.

1. One who makes fraudulent imitations (of

coins, seals, documents, etc.) ; a forger
;

spec, a

maker of counterfeit coins, a coiner.

c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode ill. xvii. (18691 144 A. .counter-

fetere of seles. 1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 6. | 6 The
counterfeiters of any coyne currant within this realme. 1605
Camdek Rem. (16361 184 Coyne which was corrupted by
Counterfeitours. 1697 Luttrell BrUf Ret. (1857) IV. 269
The counterfeiters of the exchequer bills. 1875 Jevons
Money (1878) 60 To baffle the skill of the counterfeiter.

2. One who imitates (a person or an action)

with intent to deceive ; a pretender, dissembler.

1547-64 Hauldwin Mot. Philos. 'Palfr.l hi. iv, He cannot
be a true seruer of God . . but . .a counterfaiter of Gods ser-

uice, 156s T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 16 Satan is in many
thinges a counterfaiter of God. 1575 Fulke Confut. Doctr.
Purg. (1577) 170 That .. shameless* counterfector, that

calleth him selfe .. Bishop of Ierusalein. 1581 Marbeck
Bk. of Notes 224 A counterfetter and dissembler. 1611

Cotgr., Cafard, an hypocrite; a counterfeiter of, or dis-

sembler in, religion. 1719 J. Richardson Art Crit. 185

To know whether a Picture be of. .such a Master. . : The
best Counterfeiter of Hands cannot do it so well as to de-

ceive a good Connoisseur.

3. An imitator (with no sense of deceit .

15*6 Tindale Eph. v. 1 Be ye counterfeters of God. 1548
Hall Chron. 232 d, No man hathe sene a better counterfay-

tor or player in any Comedie or Tragedie. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesit 1. L (Arb.) 20 A Poet, .is both a maker and a
counterfaitor. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. xiv. (1873) 376
The counterfeiters have changed their dress.

Cou'nterfeiting, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-iNd !.] The action of the verb Counterfeit, q.v.

c 1440 Promp. Part:, Cowntyrfetynge, conformacio. 1561

Daus tr. BulUnger on Apoc. (1573) ab, Those Scriptures,

which vtterly want all suspition of counterfeityng. 1697
Lond. Gaz. No, 3326/1 The Persons concerned in the said

Forgery and Counterfeiting. 1875 Jevons Money {iSjB> 44
To render counterfeiting more diincult.

Cou nterfeiting, a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.]

That counterfeits ; sec the verb.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. iii. 28 As if the Tragedie Were
plaid in icst, by counterfeiting Actors. 16*7 P. Fletchkr
Locusts 11. xxvi. By heart They all have got my counter,

felting part.

Counterfeitly (kau-ntAintlr, adv. Obs. [f.

Counterfeit a. + -ly 2
.] In a counterfeit manner

;

feignedly, pretendedly, deceitfully, falsely.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Eph. vi. 5 In whose
[Christ's] syghte nothing is acceptable, that is counter-

faytely done. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. iii. 107, 1 will practice the

insinuating nod, and be off to them most counterfetly. 1683

E. Hooker Pref. Efist. Pordagfs Mystic Div. 59 Wisdom
from above . . without Hypocrisie . . not acting ani waie

counterfeitly. 17x7 De Foe Mem. Ch. Scot. 35 Counter-
feitly and lyingly to serve you.

Counterfeitness (kau'ntaifitnes). [f. as

prec. + -Ness.] The quality of being counterfeit.

1557 Cheke Let. in Ascham 's S< holem. (Arb.l Pref. 5 Then
doth ourtung naturallie. . vtter her meaning, when she bou-

roweth no counterfeitness of other tunges to attire her self

withall. 1645 R. Garner Treat. Baftisme 3 The first

Touchstone .. whereby the . . counterfeitnesse of the same
will be discovered.

t Cou'nterfeitreSS. Obs. rare. [a.OF.rtw-

trefai{c)teresse
f

f. contrefaiteur : see Counter-
feiter and -Ess.] A female counterfeiter.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. in Holinshed Chron. VI. 19

Dame nature the counterfeitresse of the celestial! workeman.

t Cou'nterfeiture. Obs. Forms : 4 contre-

faiture, 6 countrefeiture, contreyfayture, 9
counterfeiture. [a. OF. contrefaiture, ad. L.

type *contrafactura, f. contrafatfre : see Coun-
terfeit v. and -ure.]

1. The action of counterfeiting ;
feigning, pre-

tence, deceit ;
forgery.

< 1325 Poem Times Edw. II 280 in Pol. Songs (Camden)

336 Al his contrefaiture is colour of sinne, and bost. 1804

W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. I. 514, I converted myself

to the belief that they are forgeries by trying to find argu*

ments for their counterfeiture.
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b. quasi-coner. An imitation, counterfeit.

1548 Gest Pr. Masse 97 A countrefeiture and resemblaunce
of thee true sacrifice.

2. Mis-shaping, deformity. [A French sense.]
c 1500 Melusine 198 It was grete dommage, whan eny con-

treyfayture was in the membres of suche noble men.
Counterfeiture, bad obs. f. Counterfeiter.
Counterfesa(u)nce, var. Counterfeisance.
Co:unter-fe°ssed, ///. a. Her. [Counter-
14: cf. F. contre-fasci, OF. contrefaissie (Gode-
froy).] Barry and divided pale-wise, the half bars
being of alternate tinctures.
i486 Bk. St. Albans^ Her. Biij a, Fretly is calde in armys

whan the cootarmure is counterfesid. 1727-51 in Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Contre-bend.

"Counter-fe-ssy, a. Her. = prec.

Counterfeit, -fett(e, obs. ff. Counterfeit.
t Cotl/nter-figure. Obs. rare. [Counter-

8 : it answers to Gr. olvtitvitos image, Antitype.]
A figure or type corresponding to something
else.

1561 Daus tr. Bttllinger on Apoc. (1573) 77 b, These
thynges..be not to be taken corporally, but spiritually as
counterfigures ofother things. 1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips
113 Howbeit through that happinesse as it were in a counter-
figure, the prophet had further foresight.

t Cou nter-file. Mil. Obs. rare- 1
. [Counter-

8.] A file standing opposite another.
1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxviii. (1663) 153 All the

Army was. .divided into twelve Battalions, whereof they
made twelve Files, and one Counterfile in the Vantguard,
that incompassed the w hole Camp, in manner of an half
Moon.

t Cou-nter-fillet. Obs. rare- 1
. A kind of

fillet for the hair.

c 1430 Anturs of Arth. xxix. (Douce MS.) Here fax in
fyne perre was fretted in folde, Contrefelet [v. r. conterfe-
lette, count ur-felit] and kelle, coloured fulle clene.

Cou'nter-fLssure. Surg. [Counter- 6b: cf.

Contrafissure.] A fracture of the skull occur-
ring opposite the place where a blow may have
been received (Mayne Exp. Lex. i860).
1656 Ridgley Pract. Physic 172 The place of the Counter-

fissure is guessed at. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Counter-
fissure. [See Contrafissure.]

Counterfitte, obs. f. Counterfeit.
Counternx, -flight, -flow : see Counter-.
t Counterfleurty, a. Her. Obs. [Counter-

14 : cL Y.fleurete.'] =next.
1634 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. 160 Scotland beareth Or, a

Lion enclosed with a double tressure fleurty and counter
fleurty Gules. 1830 [see Counterflowered].

Connterfleury, -flory (kauntoiiflori,
-flo»'ri), a. Her. Forms: 6 conterflorie, coun-
terflurie, 8-9 -fleury, -flory, 9 -fleuri(e, -fleure".

[ad. F. contrefleuri : cf. Counter- 14, and Fleury,
Flory.] Of an ordinary (esp. a tressure) : Having
flowers on each side set opposite each other in

pairs. (Cf. Counter-flowered.)
1572 Bossewell A rtnorie 11. 41 b, Without mention made

of anye tracte, or Tressour Conterflorie. C1806 Surtees
Mem. (Surtees Soc. 1852) 275 Some illuminated roll With
borders rich and tressures counterflory. 1882 Cussans Her.
iv. (ed. 3) 69 The Tressure . . is usually borne double, and
Fleury counter-fieury,—that is, with eight Fleurs-de-lys
issuing from each Tressure, as in the Arms of Scotland.

Counter-flowered, ppl. a. Her. = prec.
la 1700 Montgomeries in Evans O. B. (1784) f. ix. 48 In

heralds books your ensigns flower'd, And counter-flower'd.
1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. a. ii. (1743) 53
Within a double Tressure, counter-flowered Lys. m«-u
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Contre-bend. 1830 Robson Brit.
Herald III. Gloss., Counter-flowered or -fiurty, same as
counter-fleury or -flory, and sometimes called -floretty.

Also Counter-flowery.
1787 in Pornv Her. Gloss.

Counterfly (kau-ntarffei). Meek. [Counter-
8.] A heavy fly-wheel running at a high velocity
on an intermediate shaft for equalizing the power
of rolling-mill engines.

Counterfoil (kau-ntaifoil). \i. Counter- 8 +
Foil leaf.]

1. A complementary part of a bank cheque,
official receipt, or the like, which registers the
particulars of the principal part, and is retained by
the person who gives out that part.

(It varies from a duplicate to a mere memorandum of the
contents of the part given out.)

1706, 1708 [see Cheque iJ. 1865TYLOR Early Hist. Man.
vii. 166 The tally survives still.. in the counterfoil of the
banker's cheque. 1887 Times 10 Oct. 3/3 To enter on the
counterfoils of the licences the amount he received.

f2. =Counterstock. Obs.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Counter-foil ox Counter-stock,
that part of a Tally struck in the Exchequer, which is kept
by the Officers of the Court; the other Part, call'd the
Stock, being deliver'd to the Party that has paid or lent the
Queen any Money upon such Account. 1708 J. Chamber-
layne St. Gt. Brit. 1. vu xiii. (1743) 121 In whose Office at
Westminster are preserved all the Counterfoils of the tallies.

Counterfoot, obs. Sc. f. Counterfeit.

f Cou-nter-footed, ppl. a. Obs. nonee-wd. A
transl. of Gr. ttrrfaoSrs Antipodes.
1551 Recorde Cast. Knoxvl. (1556) 93 Antipodes, as you

might say Counterfooted or Counterpasers.

CoTrnter-foTce, coirnterforce. [Coun-

ter- 2, 3.] A force acting in opposition to

another
;
contrary, opposing, or resisting force.

1609 Bp. W. Barlow Answ. Nameless Catk. 168 By
counterforce of both their strengths (the one impelling, the
other resisting) the Clouds breake into Thunder. 1817
Coleridge Lay Semi. 405 A counter-force is wanting.
a 1859 De Quincey WarWks. III. 263 A counterforce to
greater evils. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 181 There was
no counter-force, for the mass of the people was dumb, ig-

norant, and fettered.

Counterfort (kau-nt3jfoe.it). [ad. F. contrefort

or It. contraforle (Florio) : see Counter-.]
L A buttress or projecting piece ofmasonry to sup-

port and strengthen a wall or terrace : a. in Fortif.
1590 Marlowe 2nd Ft. Tamburl. 111. ii, The bulwarks and

the rampires [must be] large and strong, With cavalieros
and thick counterforts. 1599 Minsheu Sp. Diet., Contra-
fuerte, a counterfort orskonce. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Counter-forts (in Fortif.)are certain Pillars and Parts of the
Walls of a Place, distant from 15 to 20 Foot one from
another. 1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2)353 For
full scarpe revetements . . the length of the counterforts
should be one-fifth of their height. 1859 F. A. Griffiths
Artill, Alan. (1862) 269 The counterfort joins the escarp.

fig. 1877Wraxall Hugo's Miser. Ii. lxx, Mitchell's brigade,
and Maitland's guards, as epaulments and counterforts,

b. in Arch.
1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Counterforts, Buttresses, or

Spurs, are pillars of masonry, serving to prop or sustain
walls or terrasses, subject to buldge, or be thrown down.
1861 Smiles Engineers II. 210 The quay-wall was.,
strengthened at the back by strong counter-forts. 1887
W. G. Palgrave Ulysses 30 The path . . is kept in fairly good
order, propped up by stone counterforts.

2. transf A lateral spur projecting from a
mountain or mountain-chain.
[1839 MUKCHISON Silur. Syst. I. xiii. 163 Rocks . . acting

as cofitreforts or supports to the higher mountain summit.]
1847 Grotf. Greece 11. xxv. IV. 16 Between the . . gulf and
the eastern counterforts of Olympus and Bermius.

f3. nonce-use. A fort raised by the besiegers, an
opposing fort. [f. Counter- 3.]
a 1640 Jackson Creed xu. xvL Wks. XII. 128 We are to

shake these two rotten foundations whereon their arguments
. .are grounded. .Our first counterfort shall be this.

Counterforted, ppL a. [f. prec. + -ed.]

Strengthened with counterforts.
1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817) II. 75 Acute-angled embank-

ments faced with cut stone counterforted.

Cou*nter-fra:cture. Surg. [Counter- 6 b

:

cf. F. contre-fracture.] A fracture produced in

an opposite or different part.

1847 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 574/2 A counter-fracture at
some other part of its [i.e. the trachea's] circumference.

t Counterframe, v. Obs. [Counter- i.] To
fashion or frame contrariwise, to reverse.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 165a, Philippus. .espyyng .

.

Hecateros to bee a prudente feloe. .and contrariewise Am-
photeros to bee a loutyshe persone . . clene turned, and
countreframed their names.

t COTVnterfront, sb. Obs. [ad. It. contra-

fronte * a spurre or the inner part of a bulwarke

'

(Florio 1598). Cf. OF. contrefront part opposite
the front (isthc. in Godefroy). See also Con-
TRAFR0NT.]

a. Fortif. A spur ; = Contrafront. b. The
rear face (of a pier or the like).

1622 F. Markham Bk. War rv. iii. 133 The Orechion
which is the guard or shoulder of the Bulwark, the Curtaine
which is the front, the Counterfront which are the Spurrs.
1730 A. Gordon Maffeis Amphith. 220 The Counter-front
is something less than an Inch [narrower].

Hence f Coirnterfront v.

1611 Florio, Contrafrontare,Xo counterfront.

t Counterfrrrsh, v. Obs. Sc. In 6 contyr-.
[f. Counter- x + Frush v.] trans. To smash or

break in pieces reciprocally.

1513 Douglas /Eneis xi. xii. 44 Togidder duschis the
stowt stedis atanis, That athiris contyr fruschit vtheris banis.

Cou nter-fu:gue. Mus. ? Obs. [a. F. contre-

fugue : see Counter- 12.] A fugue in which the
imitation of the subject is by contrary motion.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey\ Counter-fugue, (in Musick) is

when the Fugues proceed contrary one to another. 1721
Bailey Counter-fuges.

Counterfutt, obs. Sc. f. Counterfeit.
Counter-gabion, -gabble : see Counter-.
Cou nter-gauge, sb. Also -gage, -guage.
[Counter- 8.] (See quots.)

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Counter-gage, in carpentry, a
method used to measure the joints, by transferring, v.gr. the
breadth of a mortise to the place in the timber where the
tenon is to be, in order to make them fit each other, [So in

Bailey (vol. II. 1731), Builder's Diet. (1734), Nicholson
Pract. Builder (1823) 583, Gwilt, etc.] 1874 Knight Diet.

Mech., Counter-gage, an adjustable, double-pointed gage for

transferring the measurement of a mortise to the end of a
stick where a tenon is to be made, or vice versa.

Cou*nter-gau:ge, v. [Counter- i.] To
gauge so as to check a prior gauging.
1869 Daily Nnvs 22 Nov., Those who know that the

Canal has been constantly gauged and counter-gauged.

Hence Counter-ganger.
1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4027/4 By John Tremlett, Counter-

.

Gager for the present Lord Mayor.

Cou nter-gea:r. [Counter- 8.] The driving
gear whence power is communicated by a belt or
the like to the separate machine driven by it.

Counter-gift, -gird : see Counter-.
Counter-gobony. Her. = Counter-compony.
1830 in Robson Brit. Herald III. Gloss.

Cou'uter-gua;rd, counterguard, sb. Also
6-7 -gard(e, 7 contre-gard(e. [ad. F. contre-

garde (15th c.) : see Counter- 8, 13.]

f 1. An extra guard to check another guard, or
to be a reserve defence. Obs.

Lrj. Berners Froiss. I. cccxix. 493 The constable, for
doute of his men, sent out another company of men of
armes, to be a countergarde to the foragers that were gone
before for the engyn. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11.

xxvi. (1739) 116 As if he had obtained a general Pass from
Providence, with warranty against all Counter-guards
whatever.

2. Fortif. ' A narrow detached rampart, placed
immediately in front of an important work, to

protect it from being breached' (Stocqueler).
1591 Garrard Art Warre 312 This masse of earth being

placed as I have said, may be named a Countergarde. 1695
Lond. Gaz. No. 3100/3 The Contregard of a half Bastion
called St. Roque. 1762 Sterne Tr. Shandy vi. xxvii,
The counterguard which faced the counterscarp. 1839 Sir
W. F. Napif.r Penius. War xvi. v, Counterguards for the
bastions. 1879 Casselts Techn. Educ. IV. 138/1 Counter-
guards are outworks whose primary object is to screen the
escarps of the ravelins and enceinte from being breached,

3. Part of a sword-hilt.
1874 Boutell Arms Arm. ix. 173 In addition to these

primaries, .of the hilt, the pommel, barrel, and cross-guard,
our model sword in its hilt has also a guard and a counter-
guard {garde and con tre-garde)—that is, it has on each
side of the barrel, or fusee, and perpendicular to its axis, a
plate of metal, fiat or concave, plain or in open work.

t Cou nterguard, v. Obs. Also 6-7 -gard.

[ad. F. contrcgarder (13th c. in Littre) : see

Counter- i.]

1. trans. To guard against, ward off (danger,

evil).

1583 T. Stocker Civ. Warres Lcnue C. i. 28 a, To
countergard and preuent all discorde, sedition, and ill will.

2. To guard (a person or thing) against danger
or attack ; to safeguard.

1594 T. B. L.a Primaud. Fr. Acad. II. 53 They are set
before them to countergard and keepe them, both from ouer
great heate, and from excessiue colde. 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. Wits xiii. (1616) 204 He alwayes studieth
to offend with wiles, and such wit is requisit wherewith to
countergard our selues. 1640 A. Harsnf.t God's Summ.
171 He counter-guards his heart with all diligence.

Counter-haft, -hypotheses: see Counter-.

t Counter-harmo'nical, a. Obs. = Con-
TRA-HARMONICAL. 1727-51 in Chambers Cycl.

t Cou^nter-ha'tch, v. Obs. [ad. F. contre-

hacher (17th c. in Hatzfeld) : cf. Counter- 7 +
Hatch v.] To Cross-hatch.
1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. no Thwarted (if you will counter-

hatch) at equal and uniform intervals. 1727-51 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Hatching, Hatching in pale, counter-hatched in

fess, signifies sable or black.

Hence i Cou nter-hatch sb., ^-hatching vbl. sb.

1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. 126 Of Counter- Hatches. Ibid.

The counter-hatchings also, coming tenderly off, and well
conducted, .render, .an admirable, .effect.

t Cou'nter-he^dge. Obs. rare- \ [Counter-
8 b.] A second hedge to reinforce a main hedge.
1642 Fuller Holy <$• Prof. St. u. xiii. 100 Hedges and

counterhedges (having in number what they want in height
and depth) serve for barracadoes. .and scotch the wheeling
about of the foot.

Cou 'liter-he :m, sb. Needtework. [Counter-
8 b.] A hem parallel and opposite to a first or

main hem.
Thus, when a patch is felled or hemmed in on both sides,

that on the inside is the counter-hem.

So Counter-hem v., Counter-hemming vbl. sb.

1882 Caulfield & Saward Diet. Needlework 92 Counter-
hemming. .The flat side should then be tacked down, .and
..felled (or hemmed \ and as soon as one side has been
finished, the second, or 'counterhem ', is made in the same
way.—This is an untidy method of working. 1887 Spons
Househ. Managemt., Workroom 890 Counter-hemmed
Patch. — This could be utilised for almost any repairing.

Counter-idea, -ideal : see Counter-.
Counter-indented, Her. : see Counter- 14.

Cou'nter-indica^tion= Contra-indication.
1727-51 in Chambers Cycl. i860 in Mayne Expos. Lex.

Cou nter-i nfluence, sb. [Counter- 3.] An
opposing or contrary influence.

1834 Ht. Martineau Demerara viii. 03 There seemed
little hope that any counter-influence would be of any avail.

1852 Gladstone Glean. IV. ix. 147 A counter influence.,
quite as effective.

Couuter-rnnueiice, v. Obs. [Counter-
1 : cf. prec] To influence in the opposite direc-

tion ; to affect or oppose with a counter-influence.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety ii. F 1. 209 That this so auspicious
planet should be counter-influenced by any malevolent star.

1681 J. Scott Chr. Life 1. iii (!'.), This malignant temper.

.

is counter-influenced by those, .meek and auspicious ones.

Countering (kem-ntsrin), vbl. sb. The action

of the verb Counter \ q.v.

1858 O, W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. (1865) 68 Feinting
dodging, stopping, hitting, countering,—little man's head
not off yet. 1871 Daily Hews 1 Sept., The hardest hitting
and the most slashing style of * countering '.

Countering, a. That counters: see

Counter v.i 5,



COUNTER-INSTRUMENT. 1068 COUNTERMAND.
1889 Badminton Libr., Boxing 165 The head of the

leader-off, coming forward with his blow, is projected in an
utterly defenceless condition on to the countering fist.

+ Cou:nter-rnstrument f v. Obs. [Coun-
ter- 1.] To enter into a counter engagement (in

writing).

1715 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 39 Mr. Sirason came in and
counter-instrumented that he should be obliged to make
good his charge or be censured.

Counter - insult, - interpretation : see

Counter-.

Cou:nter-interrogai;ion. [Counter- 3.]

Cross-examination.
1808 Bentham Sc. Reform 93 The scrutinizing power of

counter-interrogation. 1893 — Not Paul 141 Without any
troublesome counter-interrogation.

Cou:nter-i'rritant. [f. Counter- 3 +
Irritant.] Med. A medical appliance used to

produce irritation of the surface of the body, in

order to counteract disease of more deeply-seated or

distant parts. Alsofig.
1854 Macaulay Biog., Bunyan {i86b> 36 Counter-irritants

are of as great use in moral as in physical diseases. 1876
Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. IV. lxix. 336 She afforded him no
counter-irritant. 1889 Boy's Own PaPer 24 Aug. 747/2, I

felt as if a flogging wouldeven be welcome as a counter-
irritant to mental pain.

So Counter-i irritate v. trans. ; Counter-irrita -

tion, irritation artificially produced in order to

counteract the action of disease.

1864 in Webster, Counter-irritate, -irritation. 1881 Syd.
Sac. Lex., Counter-irritation, the production of irritation,

redness, vesication, or destruction of the skin, for the pur-
pose of favourably influencing diseases of deeper seated
or distant parts, by modifying the nutrition or mode of
action of their structures.

t Counter-j etting, a. Obs. rare- '.

[Counter- i.] Pushing in opposite directions.

1609 lip. W. Barlow Anew. Nameless Cath. 114 Aduising
not to draw in a counter-ietting yoake with Infidels.

Counter-judge: see Counter- i.

Cou nter-jumper, colloq. [f. Counter sb.*

+ Jumper.] lit. One who jumps over a counter:

applied in contempt to a shopman or shopkeeper's

assistant.

1841 Warren Ten Thous. a Year I. 1. 3 They, .know that
I'm only a tallow-faced counter-jumper. 1880 Miss
Hraddon fust as I am xx, I don't want to see my daughter
spinning round a public assembly room in the arms of any
counterjumper.

So Cou nter-jumping vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1847 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole xl. (1870^ 345 What right
has he to call me a counter-jumping snob? 1875 Hamerton
Intell. Life VIII, i. 279 Aesthetic beauty, or grandeur com-
patible with counter-jumping.

Counter-lath, sb. [Counter- 7, 8.]

1. In Roofing-, a. A batten or slight rafter laid

between two rafters, and blocked-up on the purlins

to the same face-level, to shorten the bearing of the

laths, b. A lath placed by eye between every two
gauged ones.

1659 Willsford Scales Comm., Arc/tit. 16 Betwixt every
Rafter there ought to be a counter-lath. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Counter-latk (in Building >, a Lath that is laid in

length between the Rafters. 1726 K. Neve Builder's Diet.
s.v. Laths, About 90 five-foot, and na four-foot Laths, will

compleat a Square of Tyling (Counter-laths and all). 1830
R. Stiart Diet, of Archit., Counter Lath, one placed
between every couple of gauged ones.

2. In Plastering: A lath or fillet nailed length

wise along a timber or beam to keep the cross-laths

away from the surface of the timber, so as to allow
the plaster to squeeze in between them and form
a ' key ' to the plastering.

Hence Coumterlath v.t to furnish with counter-
laths, or counterlathing. Cou'uterlathing* (in

Plastering), laths for plastering nailed to fillets on
beams or timber : cf. sense 2 above.
1716 R. Neve Builder's Diet. s.v. Tyte, For Ripping and

Heeling again.. our Sussex Bricklayers reckon ;,-.<.{. per
Square, and if they Counter-lath it then 3*. „ i. or 4s. 1840
A. Bartholomew Specif. \ 1348 To counter-lath all such
parts of the work as may so require. 1859 T. L. Donaldson
IIandbk. Specif. 51 All the roofs, .to be thoroughly rendered
..with lime and hair mortar on counter lathing. 1880 j.

Leaning Quantity Surv. 60 Filleting and Counterlathing to
Partitions. 1886 Seddon Builder's Wk. 242 Counter-lathing.

Counter-law, -legislation : see Countkb-.

+ Counter-league, v. Obs. [Counter- i.]

a. intr. To form an opposition league, b. trans.

To form a league against.
1613-18 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. 163 [Edward I] now

(uppon this defection of King Bahol, and his league made
with France) counter-leagues with all the Princes he could
draw in. a 1734 North Exam. 1. i. % 13 (1740) 21 Lest
they should take the Alann and counterleague it.

t Cou'nter-letter. Obs. [Counter- 3.]

+ 1. A letter of reply.

1603 Adv. Don Sebastian in Harl. Misc. II. 377 He. .de-

livered certain letters from the King, and there were counter
letters written, which were never, .delivered to the King.
2. A letter countermanding a letter ; a counter-

deed.
161 x Cotgr., Contre-lettre, a counter-letter, or counter-

maund ; a retraction of a letter by letter. 18x8 Colebrooke
'Treatise Oblig. ff Contr. I. 240 Counter-letters, or private
and secret agreements, derogating from ostensible articles

and authentic contracts, have no effect in respect of the
interests of third persons.

Cou uter-le ver. [Counter- 8.] (See quot.)

1859 F. A. Griffiths Artill. Man. (1862) no That part
which is between the weight and the fulcrum is called the
'counter-lever,'

t Counterlibra*tion. Obs. [Counter- 2.]

Counter-balancing, counter-poising.

1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv. § 23 All the compre-
hensible motions of the Heavens, and Counterlibration of
the Earth, according to Copernicus.

t Cou'nter-lrght. Obs. [Counter- 6.]

1727-51 Chambers Lycl., Counter light, a window or light

opposite to anything, which makes it appear to a disad-
vantage. A single Counter-light is sufficient to take away
all the beauty of a fine painting. [Hence in J.]

Cou nter-li keness. rare. [Counter- 8.]

A fac-simile.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 499 Fac-simlles, or
counter-likenesses, are, therefore, seldom to be met with.

t Cou nter-line, sb. Fortif. [Counter- 13.]

A line of entrenchment made against the enemy's
lines ; spec, a ditch bordered with a parapet to

cover the besiegers in the direction of the fortress

(Littre Contre-ligne). Hence t Cou nterllne v.

1598 161 1 Florio, Contrafodera, a counterlyning. 1611

I
— Contrafoderare, to counterlyne. 1690 J. Mackenzie
Siege London-Derry 40/2 Our men were diligent to counter-
line them.

t Cou'nter-list, sb, Obs. [Counter- 8 b.]

//. Lists or barriers placed outside of the lists

proper as an additional or second line offence.
1602 Sf.gar Hon. Mil. <y CiP. in. xvii. 136 Without the

principall lists were euer certaine counterlists, betwixt
which two, the seruants of the Constable and Marshall
did stand.

t Counter-li'st, v. Obs. [Counter- i.] To
enlist in opposition.
1648 C. Walker tTh. Verax) Relat. <* Observ. I. 123 This

. .listing Servants against their Masters, .had provoked that
dull Heast the City, .to Counter-list in their own defence.

Counter-lock, -love, etc. : see Counter-.
Cou nter-lode. Mining. [Counter- 7 ; cf.

I

the dial, form Cal mer.] A lode running across a
1
main lode ; a cross-lode or vein. Called also

contra-lode, caunter-lode ; cf. Counter sb$

t Cou nter-lu sting, vbl.sb. Obs. [Countkh-

2.] Lusting against
;

contrary lusting or desire

(see Gal. v. 17).
1656 Jeanes Fuln. Christ 186 The counter-lustings of the

flesh. 1666 Spurstowe Spir. Chym. (1668) 141 For haue
we not two Natures in us, the Spirit and Flesh.. our
Countcr-tustings and our Counter-witlings?

t Counterly, a. ] and aiiv. Her. Obs. [f.

Counter a. or adv. + -IT.]

A. adj. Of the shield, etc. : Divided into two
parts of different tinctures.
i486 Aft. St. Albans Bva, Dyuerse beryngis of feeldis

ther be. Oon Is beryng hole felde. .The secunde is bering
too feldis, hit is calde in armts Counterli. 1586 Ferne
Bias. Gentrie 186 The seconde fielde was when as the
scutcheon consisteth (as it were) of two fieIdes parted
euuallye either in pale, bend, fesse, chiueron, pile, &c. and
of the auncients it was called Counterley.

B. ativ. In a way that is counter to another, or

j

in which two parts are counter to each other in

j

colour, order, direction, etc. ; counterwise.
1610 Gi-illim Heraldry (1611) 18 He beareth Azure a

I

Hordure counter-componed, Or and Gules, which is as much
to say as compounded of these two colours counlerly
placed. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 14/1 He beareth ..

j

three pair of Wings, the uppermost and neithermost
counterly crossed.

t Cou'nterly, a.2 Obs. rare. [Counter *#.>

+ -LT 1
: cf. heavenly, earthly.} Having kinship

with the Counter or Compter (prison).

e 1575 Cambyses in Hazl. DodsleylV. 233 Why, ye stale

counterly villain, nothing but knave?
Counter-machination, -manifesto: see

Counter-.

t Cou nter-ma ke, v. Obs. [Counter- i :

after F. contrefaire.] trans. To make over again
;

to counterfeit, make the match of.

1595 A. Copley Wits, Fits <V Fancies (1614) (N.) He ..

\
tooke the chalke in his hand, and began to make and un-
make and counter-make a many lines and dashes upon the
cloth, a 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 440 The besieged
counter-made these Engines, with others of their own.

Counterman (kuu'ntoimaen). [Counter sb.-]

A shopman who serves at the counter.

1853 Pharmac. Jml. XIII. 49 A clever Chemist is not of
necessity.. a good counter man. 1880 Nnvspaper Advt.,
Wanted a good counterman in the grocery trade.

Countermand (kuu ntaimcrnd , v. Also 5-6
countyr-, countre-, conter-, contre-, (Sr.) con-
tra-, 5-7 -maund(e. [a. OF. contremander
,13th c. in Littre) = med.L. and Olt. contraman-
dare, f. L. contra against, counter + mandare to

command, order.]

I. To revoke or annul a command.
1. trans. To command or order the opposite of

(a previous command or order) ; to revoke, recall,

reverse, annul by a contrary command.
c 1440 Compl. in Lydg. Temp. Glas 63 Sythe that she wele

me nat comaunde Nor nyre centence countyrmaunde. 1553
Act 7 Edw. VI, c. 1 § 13 Warrants . . not lawfully counter-

manded nor revoked. 164a J. M. Argt. cone. Militia 36
The King can no more countermand their judgement [ft-, of
Parliament]. 1677 Horneck Gt. Law Consid. v. (1704) 241
To declare his will to day, and countermand it to morrow.
1840 Macaulay Clive 43 He ordered his army to march
against the English. He countermanded his orders. 1891
Law Times 145/2 Had it been possible to countermand
the invitations the gathering would not have taken place.

t 2. To command (a person to do something, or
that something be done) in contradiction or re-

versal of a previous command. Obs.

1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy in. xxvii, Pryamus..To worthy
Hector repayred is agayne Hym contermaundyng that he
ne shuld gone, Thilke day to fyght. a 1470 Tiptoft
Caesar xii. (1530) 14 But Cesar countermaunded that they
shuld no ferther folow. 1^13 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xxviii.

42 He countermaunded his ofTycers to sease of makyng of
any farther prouision, tyll he knewe more. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 336 The Maior countermaunded not to stirre

that night. (The Mayor had before ' counsayled . . that in the
night tyme they should have issued out of the Tower
0. To recall by a contrary order, to order back

r
a. person, forces).

1464 Paston Lett. No. 490 II. 160 All the jentylmen -.

that went uppe to the kyng ar contrmaundyd, and ar com
home ageyn. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vn. ccxlv. 2S8 Than the
Oryflambe, which was passed y* brydge, was counter-
inaunded. 1531 Elyot Gov. hi. x. They were at the laste

constrained to countermaunde him by sondrie messangers.
1646 Fuller Wounded Consc. (1841) 339. 17W Goldsm.
Vie. W. xxviii, Our regiment is countermanded. 1839
Thirlwall Greece III. 351 They countermanded the rein-

forcements which were coming up from the north.

4. To stop or prohibit (what has been com-
manded, ordered, or allowed^, by a contrary com-
mand or order ; to revoke an order for (goods, etc.).

155a Lyndesay Monarch* 5160 Wysedome may nocht
contramand. Nor strenth that stoure may nocht ganestand

!

1570 6 Lambarde Peratnb. Rent (1826) 285 The Arch-
bishop's building was countermaunded and hee constrained
to cease the worke. i6aa Malynes Anc. Laiv-Merch. 406
Neither may A. B. countermand the payment of the thou-
sand Ducats at Venice. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. m.
322 Such Reasons, my departure countermanding. 1717
Swift What passed in London, Three of the maids of
honour sent to countermand their birth-day cloaths. 181

1

L. M. Hawkins Cless 4" Gertr. I. 127 Bespeaking and
countermanding carriages. 1844 Thirlwall Greece \\\\.
lxii. 194 He. .countermanded the movement.

+ b. To prohibit a person, etc) to do, oxfront
doing, a thing previously commanded. Obs.

1548 Hall Chron. 25 He was by the French kyng and
his councell. .countermaunded & prohibited farther to pro-
cede. 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 158 A new commis-
sion . . countermanding him to deliver the proxy aforesaid,
until a full and absolute satisfaction were had. 1696
Luttrell BriefRet. (1857* IV. 47 Our fleet, .being coun-
termanded from sailing westward.

II. To go counter to, forbid, counteract, control,

t 5. To go counter to or oppose the command
of (a person or authority). Alsofig. Obs.
1590 Marlowe Ediv. II, 111. iii. Proud rebels that . . con-

front and countermand their king. 159s Daniel Compl.
Rosamond Wks. (1717) 43 The Privilege of Beauty, That
it had Power to countermand all Duty. 1615 T. Adams
Leaven 119 Drowning Moses shall come to countermand a
monarch. 166a Fuller Worthies (1840) II. 553 The.,
miracles, .never countermanded nature in this kind, by re-

cruiting the strength of an aged person.

f 6. To give command against, forbid, pro-

hibit. Obs.

1590 Siiaks, Com. Err. iv. it. 37 A back friend, a shoulder,
clapper, one that countermands The passages of allies,

creetces, and narrow lands. 16*3 Lisle AKlfric on O. $ N.
Test. Ded. 10 By staying wars, and countermanding vices.

a 1658 Harvey Avicen countermands letting blood in

cholerick bodies.

+ 7. fig. To counteract ; to frustrate ; to coun-

terbalance. Obs.
1645 Fuller Gomt Th. in Bad T. 195 Who. .to counter-

mand the healing power of lead, first found the champing
and impoisoning of bullets ! 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp.
iii. xvi. 56 A charm to countermand Witches. 1711 Milit.

ff Sea Diet. s. v. Sail, Ships, .must have one After-Sail, and
another Head-Sail, to countermand one another.

t 8. To control, keep under command. Obs.

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. hi. i, And all the sea
my galleys countermand. 1596-7 S. Finchk in Ducarel
Hist. Croydon (1783* 155 The ynner trenche which doth
countermaunde those other. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pot.
100 Countermanding our natural! affection with reason.

III. intr. or absol.

9. To give a command contrary to a previous one

;

to revoke (one's own or contravene (another's)

command.
a 1529 Skelton Image Hypocr. Wks. II. 190 Where God

doth commaunde He doth countermaunde.
Hence Counterma nding ///. a.

1677 Gilpin D.tmonol. {i867> 467 Where no countermand-
ing law is owned, there can be no irritating restraint.

Countermand ( kauntaimcrnd), sb. Forms :

see the verb. [a. OF. contremand, -mant, f. con-

tremander : see prec. sb.]

1. A contrary command or order revoking or

annulling a previous one.

1548 Hall Chron. nob, The Cardinall was somewhat
moved with this countermaunde, yet.. he bowed from his

former jorney, and passed the sea. 1597 Hooker Eccl.

Pol. v. 11632) vi. I 3. 321 To stoup as other Positiue ordi-

nances doe, to the countermands of necessitie. 1603 Shaks.
Meas. for M. rv. ii. 95 Haue you no countermand for

Claudio yetr But he must die to morrow? 1639 Fuller
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Holy War iv. viii. (18401 190 The pope's legate brought him
a flat countermand, that he must go no further, but instantly

return. 11713 ElLWOOD Autobiog. (1714) 40, I forthwith

mounted, and went off; lest I should receive a Counter-

mand. 1809 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. IX. 260 The
Central Junta had countermanded the orders .. of which
countermand they gave us no notice.

_
1883 J. Saunders

Robbing Peter viii, The steward was still busy despatching

the notes of countermand.

2. Law. An action that has the effect of making
void something previously executed.
1628 Coke On Litt. 55 b, If a woman make a lease at will

reseruing a rent and she taketh husband, this is no counter-

mand of the lease at will. 1803 East Rep. V. 209 Though
marriage operate in law as a countermand to the arbitrator's

authority. 1848 Wharton Law Lex., Countermand, where

a thing formally executed is afterwards by some act or

ceremony made void by the party who first did it ; it is

either actual by deed, or implied by law.

f 3. A command against ; a prohibition. Obs.
_

1581 J. I5ell Ifaddons Ansto. Osor. 154 Beyng quite

overthrowen by the onely countermaunde of almightie

God. 1624 Sanderson 12 Serm. (1637) 454 Ifby his counter-

maund hee inhibit the vertue of the bread. 1689 T.

Plunket Char. Gd. Commander 28 March Counter to the

counter-mand of those Would hinder you from chasing of

your Foes.

Counterma'nda'ble, a. [f. Countermand
v. + -able.] That can be countermanded.
a 1626 Bacon Max. $ Uses Com. Law x\v. (1636) 56

Grants are never countermandable . . whereas declarations

evermore are countermandable in their natures. 1883 Ad-
dison Contracts (ed. 8) 656 A guarantee to secure moneys
to be advanced to a third party . .'for the space of twelve

calendar months is countermandable within that time.

Counterniandate (katrntajma^nd/t) . [f.

Counter- 3 : cf. mod. F. contretnandat.'] A
mandate or order to the contrary.

1880 Kinglake Crimea VI. ix. 285 A countermandate
delivered by the voice which had sent out our troops.

Counterma'nder. [f. Countermand v. +
-er One who countermands.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 1. no/i This . . British,

Celticke, Callidonian commanding Marine countermander.

1637 Heywood Royal King n. ii, What ! are we King, Or
have we countermanders ?

t Countermandment. Obs. [f. as prec.

+ -ment : also in mod.F.] Command against

;

Countermand.
1560 Daus tr. Slcidane's Comm. 70 b, When it was agayne

defeated by the Emperours countiemaundement, it opened
the waye to rebellion.

Cou*nter-manceu:vre, sb. [Counter- 3.]

A manoeuvre opposed to a preceding manoeuvre.

Hence Counter-manoeu vre v., -ing* vbl. sb.

1845 Ld. Campbell Chancellors {1857) IV. lxxiv. 18

Considering counter-manoeuvring pious in such a cause.

1863 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xin. iv. 41 He kept manoeuvring
upon Neipperg, who countermanoeuvred with vigilance.

Countermarch (ktnrnta.imautj), sb, [Coun-

ter- 6.]

1. A march in the contrary direction ; a march
back. Also fig.
1598 Barret Theor, Warres ir. i. 28 Keeping well their

arayes, in inarch, countermarch, etc. 1679 Everard Prot.

Princes Europe 12 By the divers Marches and Counter-
marches which these two Armies made. 1810 Wellington
in Gurw. Desp. VI. 441 To give General Leith's corps

the trouble of a countermarch. 1863 Kinglake Crimea II.

507 Wasting time and strength in a march towards the sea-

shore, and a countermarch back to the Telegraph,

2. Mil. An evolution by which the front and
rear, or the right and left file, of a body of

cavalry or infantry change places, the original

order of the files being retained. Now Obs.

The front rank turns to the right and marches off, while

the rear rank does the same to the left, each wheeling close

round the end toward which it marches, and thus stepping

into the place of the other, but facing in the opposite

direction. It is now superseded by ' changing ranks ', in

which the whole simply face about, and number off anew,
the rear rank then becoming the front.

1635 Barriffe Mil. Discip. xviii. (1643)56 A part-Counter-
march is when one Moity or part of the body, counter-

marcheth, etc. 1678 A. Lovell Fontaine's Duties Caz\ 9
Of Counter-marches. 1796 Insir. Reg: Cavalry (1813) 99
The Countermarch changes the front and flanks of a body,
and faces it to a rear, and is equivalent to a wheel of the

half circle made on any of its parts or points. 1847 In-

fantry Man. (1854) 55 Countermarches by files, .tend to an
extension of the files. 1884 Field Exerc. Infantry 84 On
the word Front, the guides will change flanks and take post

as before the counter-march.

Countermarch ;kau'nt3imautf), v. [Coun-
ter- 1 : cf. prec]
1. inlr. To march in a contrary direction; to

march back.
1644 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. II. 690 The Earl of Essex

. . pretended to Countermarch to the East. 1768-74 Tucker
Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 564 Standing in readiness to march, to

countermarch, and change our measures alertly, as occa-
sion shall require. 1811 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 113/1
Gen. Graham immediately countermarched in order to sup-

port the troops left for its defence. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. III. 333 Mackay. .wasted some weeks in marching,
in countermarching, and in indecisive skirmishing.

2. Mil. To execute a countermarch (sense 2).

1625 Markham Souldiers Accid. 19 Rankes, counter-
march from the right hand to the left. 183a Prop. Reg.
Instr. Cavalry in. 83 The Regiment in Line is required to

countermarch on its centre. 1884 Field Exerc. Infantry

Vol. II.

84 Counter-marching and changing Ranks. [This is the last

appearance ofCounter-marching in the official manual.]

3. trans. To cause to countermarch (in either

sense).

a 1658 Cleveland Engagement Stated 43 He. .Must first

..Like Witches compact counter-march his Faith. 1796
Instr. <y Reg. Cavalry 1 1813) 95 When the column.. is to

proceed in the new direction, and therefore to be counter-

marched in part. 1859 A. Griffiths Artill. Man. I1862)

1 r A Company in line may. .be countermarched by Files.

Hence Cotvntermarcher, Countermarching*
vbl. sb.

1625 Markham Souldiers Accid. 20 In counter-marching
..you are to name neither Rankes nor Files. 1689 T.

Plunket Char. Gd. Commander 28 Encounter Counter-

marchers, and they'll soon Run Counter-C'ross_ into con-

fusion. 1721 De Foe Mem. CavaHer (18401 49 Their, .march-

ings, counter-marchings . . were done with . . order. 1889

Spectator 30 Nov., After his [Stanley's] eighteen months of

hideous suffering, of marching and counter-marching.

Countermark vkau
-ntoimajk), sb. [ad. Fr.

contremarquc (15th c. in sense 1 a) : f. contre- in

sense of Counter- 8 b + marque Mark].
1. An additional mark put on something which

has been marked before, for greater security, etc.

spec. a. A second or third mark placed on a bale of

goods belonging to several merchants ; b. the mark of the

Goldsmiths' Company (hall-mark) upon gold and silver

articles, added to that of the artificer, to show that the

metal is standard ; c. a mark stamped upon a coin after its

issue from the mint, to denote a change of value, etc.

1502 Arnolde Chron. 11811) in And shall marke euery
vesell therof with the marke of the said John de Castro and
the countirmarke of the same J. Bolle. 1697 Evf.i_.yn N11-

mism. vi. 215 A blemish on the Countermark in some
medals. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v., In goldsmiths works,

etc. the counter-mark is the mark, or punchion, of the hall,

or company, to shew the metal is standard, added to that

of the artificer who made it. 1806 Gregory Diet. Arts <y

Sc. I.446 Counter-marks are distinguished, .in this, that

being struck after the medal, they are indented. 1866

Athenaeum No. 2009. 567/1 An angel of Henry the Eighth
with countermark. 1876 Humphreys Coin-Coll. Man. xvii.

217 The small types called countermarks were evidently

struck on the coin after it had left the mint.

+ 2. A mark, letter, etc. on a plan, corresponding

to one in an explanatory description,

1665 T. Webb Stone-Heng 7 Mr. Camdens words relating

to the Countermark B, are only saxa quae vocantur Cronets.

3. (See quot.)

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Counter-mark ofa horse, is an
artificial cavity, which the jockeys make in the teeth of

horses that have outgrown the natural mark, to disguise

their age, and make them appear as if they were not above
eight years old.

Countermark (kauinta-imauk), v. [ad. F.

contremarquer (i6thc. in Godef.), f. contremarque

(see prec).] trans. To furnish with a counter

mark : see prec.

i6ix Florio, Contrasegnare, to countermarke. 1665 J.
Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 7 He hath, .countermarked them
with the Letter B. ^1755 Farrier's Diet. (J.), A horse is

said to be countermarked when his corner-teeth are arti-

ficially made hollow, a false mark being made in the hollow
place, in imitation of the eye of a bean, to conceal the

horse's age.

+ COTrnter-marqiie. Obs. Also 6 -marke.

[f. Counter- 3 + Marque : cf. the equivalent

Contra-Mart, Contre-mart.] Reprisals against

Letters of Marque,
1502 Arnolde Chron. (1811) 230 Whiche haue desired

letters of marke, countremarke, or graunte taking ayen.

1755 Magens Insurances II. 24 The said Assurers insure

the Assured from the Sea, Fire, Winds, Friends, Enemies,
Letters of Marque, and Counter-marque.

f Counter-mart, Obs. = prec.

1712 E. Hatton Merck. Mag. 265 Touching the Ad-
ventures and Perils which we the Assurors . . do take upon
us in this Voyage, they are of the Seas, Men of War, .

.

Letters of Mart, and Counter-Mart.

Countermaster : see Contre-master.

Countermatch (kau'ntajmcetj), sb. ? Obs.

[Counter- 3, 11.]

+ 1. A thing matched against another ; a parallel

;

an antithetical clause. Obs.

1587 Golding De Momay xxv. (1617) 415 It is spoken

(say they) from one Countermatch to another.

f 2. A rival. Obs.

1 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon (1630) 40 Wines richer than the

Gyptian Courtisan Quaft to Augustus Kingly counter-

match.

f 3. Competition, rivalry. Obs.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvu. (1887} 142 His child

must renounce him in countermatch with his countrie.

4. A reciprocal match. ? Obs.

1614T0MKINS A Ibumazar 1. v, You two decreed acounter-

match betwixt you, And purposed to truck daughters.

Counternia tch, v. [Counter- i : cf. prec]

1. trans. To be a match for, to match (in oppo-

sition), to equal, counterbalance.
1600 Holland Livy xxiv. viii. 513 At leastwise equall

unto them, and able to countermatch them. 1840 sEolus

49 The centrifugal tendency . . being more countermatched

by the centripetal. Ibid. 51 The extinguishing or the

countermatching of the original impulse.

f 2. To match one thing against another ; to set

in antithesis. Hence Countermarching, anti-

thesis. Obs.

1587 Golding De Mornay 472 He was condemned, but he

iustifieth ; Hee was slaine, but he saueth . . For the-e

countermatchings and the like we reade of in our Euange-
lists. Ibid. 485 For who seeth not here a manifest counter-
matching between the people that are healed, and the partie
that suffereth for the healing of them?

t Cou'ntermate, sb. Obs. [Counter- 3.]

A rival, antagonist. (Cf. Countermatch sb.)

1594 Carew 7Ym<?fi88i)6 On thee, thou Godfreys counter-

mate, my rime Attend. Ibid, ior Nor at a countermate he
takes offence.

t Cou'ntermate, v. Obs. [f. prec] trans.

To match (in opposition) ; to checkmate.
1602 I'i lbecke Pandectes 50 Annibal. .was fully counter-

mated by the Romanes.
Countermaund.e, obs. f. Countermand.
Counter-meet, -message, etc.: see Counter-,

t Cou'ntermesh, a. Obs. (See quot.)

1725 IJradley Fam. Diet. II. 5 U iij/i There is a triple or

Countermesh net called by some a Raffle wherewith they
likewise catch birds.

Countermine (kau'ntoimsin), sb. [mod. f.

Counter- 3, 13 + Mine: cf. F. contre?nine, It.

contra?nina (both 16th c.)]

1. Mil. A mine or subterranean excavation made
by the defenders of a fortress, to intercept a mine
made by the besiegers. Also, a permanent excava-

tion made in fortification for the like purpose.

1548 Hall Chron. 56 b, Least either they should make a

countremyne or be an impediment to his worke men.
1S79 FEHTOS Guieciard. VI. (1599! 230 It is subiect to

countermines on ail sides. 1599 Shaks. Hen. I', m. ii. 67.

1645 N. Stone Fnchir. Fortif. 47 Counter-Mynes are made
in Ramparts or 1'uhvarkes, at the first new making of a
Fort. .In them the least noise that is made in the outside is

to be heard, and which way they work. 1686 Hurnkt
Trav. v. 11750! 276 All the Bastions have a Countermine
that runneth along by the Brim of the Ditch. 1863 j. C.

Morison St. Bernard iv. i. 412 He undermined the towers,

and was met by the countermines of the garrison.

b. In naval war : A submarine ' mine * sunk in

such a position as to explode the enemy's mines

by the concussion of its explosion.

The sea mines and countermines are cylinders, or other

vessels, filled with an explosive ; the mines being laid so as

to defend a harbour, etc., by exploding under the_ships of an

assailant, the latter sinks his countermines in their supposed

vicinity, and explodes them from a distance by electricity.

1880 Athenceum 21 Aug. 242 [To] discover the approach

of any hostile torpedo launches when they attempt to tow

countermines against the Hne of defence .. The lines of

countermines were laid and exploded in a masterly manner
by the naval launches.

2. fig, A secret device or plot designed to frus-

trate another ; a counter-plot.

1570 P.. Gooce Pop. Kingd. I1L 33 b, With dreames and

fond deuice of men, and cursed countermine. 1611 Stefd

Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. (1632) 992 With secret countermines

and open weapons of Law. 1647 May Hist. Pari. in. vi.

100 Many Mynes and Countermynes were every day work-

ing with great industry on both sides, a 1704 R. 1/Kstrangf

(J.), The countermine was only an act of self-preservation.

Countermine (kaivntsimai'n), v. [f. prec.

sb. : cf. F. contreminer
)

It. contraminare, Sp.

contraminar.']

1. Mil. a. tntr. To make a countermine.

1583 J. Stocker Civ. Warres Loive C. I. 87 b, The
enemy neuer giuing ouer vndermyning, caused the townes

men also to plye it with countermyning as fast. 1591

Percivall Sp. Diet., Contraminar, to countermine, Cum-
culum aducrsum agere. 1600 Holland Livy xxxvur.

vii. 986 b, They countermined directly against them. 1692

Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 11. ii. 91 He may be able.

.

to Mine or Counter-mine under the same.

b. trans. To make a countermine against ; to

oppose or check by a countermine.

1684 J. Peter Siege Vienna 85 Whilst the Turks were

working, .under that part of the Ravelin
;

. and that our

Men were digging from above to countermine them. 1686

Loud. Gaz. No. 2159/1 Our Mines.. were Countermined by

the Enemy. 1709 Steele Tatlcr No. 38 T 13 A great Body

of Miners are summoned to the Camp to countermine the

Works of the Enemy. 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. IV. 438

The mine was countermined.

C. In naval war : To lay down countermines.

1880-6 [see Countermining below].

2. fig. To defeat by a counter-plot.

1580 'North Plutarch (1676) 1003 Nero countermining

her, presenteth his mother with many rich jewells. 1668

Drvden Evening's Love IV. i, He knew you, Madam, and

was resolv'd to' countermine you in all your Plots. 1701

W Wottom Hist. Rome 417 Maesa. .still countermined all

his Designs. 1794 Godwin Cal. Williams 107, I seem to

myself perpetually on the brink of being countermined.

1863 Q- Rev. CXIV. 519 Cecil, .did not countermine works

of darkness with works of darkness.

«I Erroneously for counter/mire.

cisoa M*rlowe Jeiv of Malta 1. ii, Though counter-

min'dwith walls of brass, 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. £
Commw. 289 These walls are. . wel countermined with earth

on the inside.

Hence Coirntermrmng vbl sb. and a.

Countermining cable, gear, etc., that used in laying

and exploding sea-countermines.

1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 325 Gods countermining of

Hamans plot. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 298 Countermining

Emulators. 1880 Athenaeum 21 Aug. 242/2 Experiments in

countermining . . exemplified by the submarine operations

carried on last October. 1883 Daily News 16 Nov. 6/6

The Admiralty, with the view of undertaking extensive

torpedo experiments, have ordered . . 20,000 yards of counter-

mining cable. 1886 Pall Mall G. 25 Aug. _4/r
_
Suitable

countermining gear with which to destroy their mines.

135
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Counterminer (ham MMrfim): [f. prec.
r -eb ] One who countermines.
1684 J. Peter Siege Vienna 33 Making use of Counter-

miners. 185a Miss Yonce Cameos II. xxv. 370 Three times
his miners were met by counter-miners of the enemy.
Countermoil, sb. Obs. [Counter- 2.]

Labour in opposition. (Somewhat contemptuous.
So Countermoi l v., to work laboriously against

;

Countermoi ling- vbl. sb.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Anew. Osor. 277 b, Strong and.

.

invincible agaynst all the battery and countermoyles of
Heretiques. Hid. 120 Undermined with the countcrmoyl-
ing of her outragious Pyoners.

Cou'nter-mo:tion. [Counter- 3, 6.]

1. Motion in the opposite direction ; contrary
motion.
1606 Earl Northampt. in True t, Per/. Relat. Oo iv b,

By countermotion or opposition to the spheares of the for-
mer goucrnment. 1644 Dir;BY .Vat. Bodies ix. (1659) 03 That
resistance is a countermotion, or equivalent to one, is plain.
1665 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. vi. 28 This motion would be
quickly deadned by Counter-motions, a 1677 Manton Serin.
Ps. cxix. 128 Wks. VIII. 321 They owned Christ, and so
walked in a countermotion to the times.

2. A motion or proposed resolution contrary to
one already proposed.
Mod. The amendment is in effect a counter-motion.
Hence Cou nter-motion v. nonce-iud.
1839 Cahlvle Chartism i. 112 For what end at all are

men. .sent to St. Stephen's . . kept talking . . motioning and
counter-motioning ?

Counter-mount sb. : see Counter- i 3.

t Countermount, -mont, adv. Obs. [a. F.
conlremont, in OF. cuntremunt up-hill, up, con-
trariwise, f. contre against + mont mount, hill.]

Up-hill, upwards, against the hill or slope
; against

the natural course or ordinary way. Alsofig.
'S«3 Douglas sEneis vi. x. 77 G;uhair throw the sandis .

.

Erydanus, the hevinlie riveir cleir, Flowis countirmont and
wpwart to the lift. 1596 Danett tr. Comities 118 He might
haue gone vp countermount against the riuer of Rhene.
Ibid. 324 Horses and men were forced to draw countermount
at the taile of euery peece. 1647 Ward Simp. Cooler 20 They
rather draw countermont with their hearts. 1808 Jamiesos,
Contirniont, against the hill, upwards. The term is me-
taphorically applied to any thing that is contrary to the
nature or the course of things.

Countermount, v. Obs. [ad. F. contre-
monter (Cotgr.) : cf. prec] trans. To mount in
the opposite direction ; to reverse.
1596 Danett tr. Comines 30 There they deuised to coun-

termount all the artillerie in their armie against the Kings.
Cou nter-move, sb. [Counter- 3.] A move

in opposition to another; a contrary move. A
term of chess, transferred to war, diplomacy, etc.
1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. xvii. 446 His rival's counter-

move had checked him, but he waited his opportunity.
1885 Pall Mall G. 31 Mar. 2/1 (It] was a mistake, and the
advance of the Russian outposts a fair counter-move.

Counter-mo've, v. rare-". [Counter- i],

'To move in a contrary direction or in opposition
to' (Webster 1864).

Cou-nter-mo vement. [Counter- 3.] A
movement in opposition ; a contrary movement.
18x8 Todd, Countermovement, a manner of moving in

opposition to another movement ; chiefly, perhaps, a mili-
tary term. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxxiii, Where there is

no strong counter-movement, any proposition to do some-
thing unspecified stimulates stupid curiosity. 1881-3 Schaff
Encycl. Relig. K~no-,vl. I. 705 This first counter-movement
from the south, against the stream . .from Central Asia.

Countermure (kau'ntajmiu'j), sb. Also 6
contremeur, contermure, 6-7 countremure, 7
(pounter-mire), 7-8 oontramure. [ad. F. con-
tre-mur (16th c), in It. and Sp. contramuro, f.

contre, contra = Counter- 8 + mur, muro wall.]
1. Mil. A wall raised within or behind another

wall as a reserve defence, in case of its being
breached.
I(M St, Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 335 Ther was diches

trenchis contremeurs bulwarkes and other repares made
within the wall. 1453 Brende Q, Curtius G viij, But they
within made a countermure as highe as the olde wall. 1653
H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xliv. 261 Fortifying themselves
with counter-mires which they opposed to the breaches .

.

made with pieces of timber taken from the houses. 1836
Thirlwall Greece III. xx. 146 The main hope of the Pelo-
ponnesians. .was completely defeated by the countermure.
2. An outer wall for additional defence.
a 155a Leland Collect. III. 145 Promurale, a counter-

mure. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 308 The city hath a three-
folde wall about it ; the innermost very high . . the third a
countermure. 1703 T. N. City f, C. Purchaser 1 17 Contra-
mure. .an Out-wall, built about the Wall of a City. 1755
in Johnson. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 292 With counter-
mure guarded by sea and by land.

t D. Applied to a breakwater. Obs.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. t. 75s The Hand Walney

as a forefence or countre-mure lying along by it. 1644
Slingsby Diary (18361 126 Wawne Iseland w fl» is a narrow
screed of land lying before Fourness and serving for a coun-
termure to hold off y violence of y" sea. 1645 Hid. 164
Cross piles . . fasten'd to y whole work . . as a countermure
to receive y° force of y8 water.

3. A mound or wall raised outside the walls of a
fortress by the besiegers to assist their operations.
1553 Eden Treat. Nave Ind. (Arb.) 13 They rowled be-

fore them a bulwarke or countremure of earth, in maner as
higge as a mountayne, which . they moued neare vnto the

trenche or ditche of the castell, so that they . . battered the
wajles and towres thereof very sore. x6oo Holland Livy
x. ix. 357 It was impregnable, either by assault, or counter-
mures & skonces. 16*7 May Lucan 1. Annot., Insomuch
that Cassar to besiedge the conquered, made a counter-
inure of dead carkasses.

4. fig. (cf. bulwark, rampart?)
1580 Apol. Pr. Orange in Phenix (17211 1. 476 A Counter-

mure against their Pride and Rashness. 1604 Supplic.
Masse Priests 1 Either kingdom being such a fortres and
countermure to other. 1661 Wither (title , A Triple
Paradox affixed to a Countermure raised against the Furious
Batteries of Restraint, Slander, and Poverty.

Countermure !'kau:nt3.imiu<>\i\ v. [a. F.
contre-mttrcr, It. contramitrare (i6thc), f. the
sb. : see prec]

a. trans. To fortify or defend with a counter-
mure. b. inir. To raise a countermure.
c 1594 Kyd Sp. Trag. in. in Had. Dodsley V. 91 Where,

countermur'd with walls of diamond, I find the place im-
pregnable. 1617-47 Feltham Resolves (ed. 7) 329 The
falling of a house is more perillous than the rising of a flood
. .[in] the latter, .there being time either to avoid the place,
or to countermure. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (16771 '89
A running trench , countermur'd with a thick wall of stone.

Counter-naiant, a. Her. : see Counter- 14 a.
1830 in Robson Brit. Herald.
Cou nter-name. rare. [? Counter- 3.] A

name used in opposition to the real or proper name.
1856 Avtoun Bothivelt (1857) 57 Wretch, villain, traitor,

regicide—These are the counter-names For men whom for-
tune sets aside.

t Counterua tural, a. Obs. rare. [Coun-
ter- 10.] Contraryto nature ; = Contranatural.
1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. iii. 17 A countematural,

Hectick. .wasting of all the parts of the body.
Counter-nebul6, a. Her.: see Counter- 14b.
Counter-noise, -notice : see Counter-.
t Cotrnter-norte, sb. Mus. Obs. [Counter-

12.] ? Note against note ; = Counterpoint s6A 1.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 77 Bi ber grete criyng of song,
as deschaunt, countre note & orgene, bei ben lettid fro
studynge & prechynge of be gospel. ?< 1475 Sqr. Icrwe
Degre 790 Your quere nor organ songe shall wante. With
counter note and dyscant.

t Counter-no"te, v. Obs. [Counter- i.] =
Countermark v.

1665 J. Webb Stone.Heng 7 Those which are thus counter-
noted, are not the ovcrthwart Pieces mentioned by him in
his Narrative.

Counter- objection, -obligation, -offer,
-orator, etc. : see Counter-.
Cou nter-o pening. [Counter- 6.] An

opening opposite another; spec, in Surgery, an open-
ing made in an abscess opposite to one already
existing, to facilitate the discharge of matter.
1611 Cotgr., Contr-'ouverture, a counter-opening. .11750

S. Sharp Surgery (J.i, The place for a counteropening.
1766 Phil. Trans. LVI. 271 Immediately made free in-
cisions and counter-openings in the parts which contained
the matter. 1881 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Counter-o'pposite, a. Her. ' Opposed to

each other on opposite sides' (Robson Brit.
Herald 1830).

Cou'nter-o rder, sb. [Counter- 3.] An
order contrary to, or reversing, a previous order.
1811 Scott Keniho. xl, The very positive counter-orders

which he had sent by I.ambournc. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb ,y

FlowW. 42 Perpetual orders, errands andcounter-orders.

Counter-order, v. [f. prec: cf.Cor.MKn-
1. (In first quot. app. nonce-use for an etymological

Surpose.)] tram. To give orders against (what
as been previously ordered) ; to countermand.
1643 Prynne Sov. Power Pari. 111. 122 The first word

signifies properly disordered, counter-ordered, or ordered
against. 1768 Earl Malmesbcry Diaries *t Corr. 118441
I. 31 The Russian troops, .were now counter-ordered. 1833
Marryat P. Simple Ivii, I did not counter-order it. 1880
Burton Reign Q. Anne III. xiv. 22 To counter-order what
Vendome had ordered.

t Counterpace, st. Obs. [Counter- 6.]

1. A movement in a contrary or reverse direction.
1580 Nokth Plutarch (1676) 750 She [the moon] fades and

falls away again, and runs a counter-pace, Vntili she have
foregone the light, and figure of her face.

2. A movement or step against something.
1691 Temple Memoirs m. 339 (Seager), The rebellion in

Scotland broke out ; upon which it was pleasant to observe
the counterpaces that were made. 1731 Swift Pre/.
Temple's Wks., Not. a Person fit to be celebrated for his
Part in forwarding that famous League . . who had made
such Counterpaces to destroy it.

3. A retaliatory action.
1611 Florio, Contrapasso, a counterpace, a forfeiture

against law, a law, as we say, limme for limme.
So f Cou nterpace v.

161 z Florio, Contrapassare, to transgresse, to do or for-
feit against any edict, to counterpace.

t Cou -nterpa:cer. Obs. nonce-wd. One who
paces or walks opposite ; in //. = Antipodes.
1551 Recorde Cast. Knovil. (1556)93 Antipodes, as you

might say Counterfooted, or Counterpasers.

t Cou:nter-pa -

ge, v. Obs. rare. [Counter-
1.] trans. To place (a text or version) parallel to
another on the opposite page.
1613 Lisle jEl/ric on O. $ N. Test. To Rdr. 8 To fill vp

that empty roome which of necessitie ensued the counter-
paging our translation.

Counterpais^e, obs. ff. Counterpoise.
t Counterpalace, -palyss. Sc. Obs. [De-

rivation uncertain : see Jamieson.] A rival.
aI45S Hollahd Howlat 904 As souerane him awne self

throw bewte he bair Counterpalace to the Pape, our princis,
I plicht. c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 524 Stud thow rychtwys
to me, Cownter palyss I suld nocht be to the.

Counter-paTed, a. Her. [Counter- 14:
!

cf. next.] Of a shield : Parted into an even
number of divisions pale-wise, and divided fess-

wise, the tinctures of the upper and lower halve-
l>eing counterchanged. 1717 51 Chambers Cycl.

Cou'nter-paly, a. Her. [a. F. contre-pale'.]

! =prec.
1830 Robson Brit. Herald III. Gloss., Counter-pali, or

paly.:\i the same as paly of [six, etc.), per fesse counter-
changed.

t Cou nterpane 1

. Obs. Forms : 5 contre-
pane, 6 -payne, counterpayne, -pein, 6-7
-paine, -pane, 7 -pain. [app. a. Anglo-F. countre-
pan, in the (unrecorded sense 'opposite part', f.

contre- + OF.pan piece, part, portion (see Godef.' :

the Anglo-French word occurs in Britton, app.
in sense ' counter-part of the contract ', or ' counter-
obligation '

: cf. Counter-pawn.
129a Britton I. 237 Cestes condiciouns obligent les parties

' ..en tele manere, qe si le un doigne ou face, le autre est
tenuz et obligez a fere le countrepan solom le contract.]

1. Law. The counterpart of an indenture.
1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c. 8 The jurye. . shall receyve

the counterpayne of the office . . endented and sealed by the
eschetour. 1548 Hall Chron. 12 b, This duke of Aumerle
. . had his counterpaine of the endenture of the confederacie
. .in his bosom. 1586 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. in Holinshed
II. 65/1 Keeping the one counterpane with himselfe, sealed

' with his sealc that made the seizure, and leauing the other
in the hands of the said warden. 1614 B. Jonson Barth.
Fair Induct., Read, Scribe, gi' me the Counterpaine.
a 1693 Urqlhart Rabelais in. 1l 414 Makers of Counter-
panes, Writers.

fig. 1609 G. Benson Serm. 89 The assurance that we haue
for our saluation is in the word of God . . but God keepes a
counterpane thereof, a 1628 F. Greville Poems, Hum.
Learning lxxviL 169a Covt. Grace Conditional 31 The
counterpane of the Covenant, .engraven on the heart.

2. gen. A copy, duplicate ; = Counterpart 2.

c x475 Partenay 6587 Or ellys man myght by compuueion
In ther contrepane finde others reson, In frensh or english.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden V iv, I have a letter under his
owne hand . . this is the counterpaine of it.

3. fig. = Counterpart 3. To play the counter-
pane : to imitate.

1549 Allen Jude's Par. Rev. 35 Of bothe these states.,
the earthly Jerusalem . . is set for a figure, comparison,
example and counterpane. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus iv.

62 That nane sould preis to play the counterpane. 1628
Prynne Lovt-lockes 33 We are but their Echos, Shadowes,
Apes, or Counterpanes. 1666-70 Brooks Wks. (1867) VI.
107 Now is not famous London the sad counterpane of
desolate Jerusalem? a sore and unquenchable fire hath
turned England's metropolis into ashes.

4. One of two parts which tit together and com-
plement each other ; = Counterpart 4.
i6i« I, Taylor Comm. Titus Ded., Whose holy doctrine

1 and life, are the counterpaine one of the other. 1614 T.
Adams Devil's Banquet 338 Our life should be the counteT-
paine of our doctrine. 1615J. Stephens Ess. 4 Char., Gd.
Husband in Halliw. Repr. Char. Bks. (1857) 139 Ixive and

J

providence be the two counterpanes of a good husband.

Counterpane 2 (kuu-ntaapen, -rvin). Also
I 7 -poyne, 8 -pain. [An alteration of the earlier

J

Counterpoint the second element being made
identical with the word Pane (F. pan, L. pannus
cloth), used in 15th c. (cf. quots. 1459, 1464) in

I

the sense ' coverlet, bed-cover ', or with the same
;

element in Cover-pane covering cloth, q. v.]

The outer covering of a bed, generally more or
less ornamental, being woven in a raised pattern,

quilted, made of patch-work, etc. ; a coverlet, a
quilt.

1 1459 in Paston Lett. No. 336 I. 484 [Bedchamber] i

fedder bed. . Item, ij blankettys, j payre of scheltys. Itemj
rede pane furryd with connyngs. (Also on p. 483 bis.] 1464
Will in Drapers Diet, s.v., Six pair of blankets, and a pane
of minever.]

1603 Drayton Bar. Wars vi. xli, On which, a Tissue coun-
:

terpoyne was cast. 1626 Sir R. Boyle Diary (1886) II. 193
For [the], .outside ofa skarlett gown to mak a Counterpane

I sutable to my Skarlett Bedd. 1679 Lond. Gat. No. 1434/4
An Indian Counter-pane or Coverlid with silk and silver.

1745 P. Thomas Jml. Anson's Voy. 200 The Counterpain is

in a manner the same. They do not use Feather Beds.
1851 H. Melville Wliale iv. 28 The counterpane was of
patchwork. x98sTBSK\sosInChildren's Hospitalviii, Her
dear, long, lean, little arms lying out on the counterpane.

Counterpanion : see Counter-companion.
Counter - parade, -parry {Fencing) : see

Counter sbfi

Cou-nter-paro le. [Counter- 8 b.] An ad-
ditional or extra parole or password given in time
of alarm. Cf. Counter-sign.
1823 in Crabb Tecknol. Diet. ; and in mod. Diets.

Counterpart (kau ntsjpajt). [Counter- 8 :

cf. F. contre-partie (13th c. in Godef. Suppl.)']

1. Law. The opposite part of an Indenture,

q. v. ; each of the indented parts of a deed of con-

tract, etc., in its relation to the other part
;
esp.
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that which is not considered the principal part or

original, e. g. the executed copy of a lease or

receipt retained by the grantor as a counter-security.

1617 Sir R. Boyle Diary (1886) L 160 Sir Walter Raleigh
. . endorsed with his own hand on the counterpart of the lease.

1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 296 When the several parts

of an indenture are interchangeably executed by the several

parties, that part or copy which is executed by the grantor
is usually called the original, and the rest are counterparts.

1808 Regul. Service at Sea v. ii. § 16 The Captain is to

keep Counterparts of all the Accounts of the Receipt and
Expenditure of Stores and Provisions with which the Ship
shall be supplied. 1858 Lo. Sr. Leonards Handy Bk.
Prop. Law xvi. 107 A counterpart of the lease is to be exe-

cuted by the lessee. 1866 Rogers Agric. <$ Prices I. xxvi.

644 It does not seem that any counterpart was delivered to

the borrower.

Jig. a 1720 St ik 1 field (Die. Buckhm.l (17531 I. 120 And
this contract [friendship] will never hold, without an exact

counterpart.

f 2. gen. A duplicate, or exact copy. Obs.
a 1676 Hale Law Eng. (J.), In some things the laws of

Normandy agreed with the laws of England ; so that they
seem to be, as it were, copies or counterparts one of another.

|

1712 Addison Spect. No. 267 F 4 In The Spanish Friar .

.

the two different Plots look like Counterparts and Copies of

one another.

3. Jig, A person or thing so answering to another

as to appear a duplicate or exact copy of it.

a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 136 So like in all Things,
that one Brother Is but a Counterpart of th' other. 1785
Cowper Tiroc. 442 He, that seemed our counterpart at first,

Soon shows the strong similitude revers'd. 1824 W. Irving
T. Trav. I. 31 A full-length portrait, .the very counterpart

of his visitor of the preceding night, i860 Tyndall Glac.

II. App. 429 You can .. build up a sandstone mass which
shall be the exact counterpart of that presented by nature.

4. One of two parts which fit and complete each

other ; a person or thing forming a natural com-
plement to another.
1634 Wither Emblems 99 To meet each other's nat'rall

Counterpart, a 1700 Dryden (J.\Oh counterpart Of our
soft sex ; well are you made our lords. i8ia Hazlitt
Table-t. I. xvi. 392 Popular fury finds its counterpart in

courtly servility. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man (1835) I. u.

112 In counterpart to this complacency, .there is a felt dis-

comfort. 1880 Haughton Phys. Gcog. ii. 19 Deep-sea valleys

..are the counterparts of the mountain chains.

5. Mtisic. A part written 'against' or to ac-

company another. [Counter- 12.]

[1597 Mokley Introd. Mus. 154 Likewise betwixt the treble

and counter part another might easilie be placed.] 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Counter-part. .a. Term in Musick,
only importing one Part to be opposite to another ; as the

Bass is said To be the Counter-part of the Treble. 1806
Gregory Diet. Arts Sc. I. 446.

6. attrib.

1833 Chalmers Const. Man (1835) I. Hi. 155 Urging on-
ward their counterpart desires. 1885 Law Times Rep. LI.
662/1 The parties having come to an agreement, .the terms
thereof were embodied m two counterpart documents.

+ Cou'nterpa rty. Obs. Also 6 conter-, 7
oontre-. [a. F. contre-partie (15th c. in Littre;

13th c. in Godef. Suppf.).]

1. An opposite party in a law-suit or contest ; an
adversary or opponent.

I557 N'- T. (Genev.'i Luke xii. 58 Whyle thou goest with
thy conterpartie to y* ruler. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron.
III. 838/2 Then in came the counterpartie richlie apparelled,

to the number of twelue. 1624 Brief Inform. Affairs of
Palatinate 52 These commings ancf goings too and fro, !

caused by the contreparty, were for no other end.

2. The opposite party in a contract, etc.

1676 R. Dixon Two Test. 29 As to the Act of God, Abra-
ham was not the Counterparty with whom it was done, but

j

the Beneficiary unto whom it was done.

3. = Counterpart I.

1624 BriefInform. Affairs oj'Palatinate 34 The instruc-

tion of the said Embassade (the counter-partie whereof is in

mens hands) sheweth the quite contrarie.

Counterpase, -payse, obs. ff. Counterpoise.

Couiiter-pa*ssaut, a. Her. [Counter- 14.]

Passant or walking in opposite directions.

1610 Guillim Heraldry m. xv.(i66©> 183 He beareth. .two
j

lioncels counterpassant. 1727 Bradley Earn. Diet, s.v.,

When two Lions are born in Coats ofArms, and one appears
to be passing or walking quite the contrary Way with the
other ; the Heralds call it by the Term Counter-passant.
1864. Boutell Heraldry Hist, Pop. x. 60.

Cou nter-passion. Also 7 contre-. [Coun-
ter- 2, 3, 8.]

a. A passion opposed to or the opposite of

another. + b. Passion or suffering corresponding

to that felt by another, f c. An outburst of passion

against something.
1597 Daniel Civ. Wars vm. lxxviii, When this great

fight of counter-passions had been throughly try'd. 1609
Bp. W. Barlow Answ. Nameless Cath. 365 These sections

conclusorie, are rather Contre-passions of Lunacie, then
artificial! closes ofan Epilogue. 1630 Lennard tr. Charron's
Wisd. 1. xx. headings Of Covetousness and her counter-
passion, c 1630 Jackson Creed vi. xxx'nt. Wks. V. 520
Punished according to the rule of retaliation or counter-
passion. 1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 81 (1794) III. 291
The prevalence of some counter-passion.

t Cou-nter-pawn. Obs. [f. Counter- 5 +
Pawn ; but possibly directly from OF. contrepan,
9 a pledge, gage, or pawne, especially ofan immoue-
able' (Cotgr.), found from I3thc. in Godef. in

sense 1 security, evidence, or assurance of pro-

perty*; cf. also AF. countrepan quoted under
I

Counterpane *, and see Pane, Pawn (both from I

OF. pan).] = Counterpane 1 r.

i6ix Cotgr., Contregage, a counter-gage, or counter-

pawne. 1620 Ford Linea V. (1843)46 A tripartite counter-
|

pawne, wherby wee hold the possession of life. 1634 —
IVarbeck 11. iii, No indenture but has its counterpawn.

Counterpease, -peise, obs. ff. Counterpoise.

Cou'nter-penalty. [Counter- 3: transl. !

Gr. avTiTiprjats.] Gr. Antiq. The penalty which
an accused person who had been pronounced guilty

suggested for himself in opposition to that which
the accuser proposed.
1847 Grote Greece II. xxxvi. IV. 494 note, The practice of

calling on the accused party, after having been pronounced
guilty, to impose upon himself a counter-penalty . . in con-

trast with that named by the accuser, was a convenient ex-
,

pedient for bringing the question to a substantive vote of

the dikasts. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 342 Why should

he propose any counter-penalty when he does not know
whether death, .is a good or an evil ?

Conter-pest, -petition, -picture, -pillar,

etc. : see Counter-.

t Cou'iiter-pila'ster. Obs. [Counter- 8 :

cf. mod.F. contrepilastre.'] An opposite or second-

ary pilaster; in quot. a pilaster projecting from a

pier (which was formerly called a pilaster).

1730 A. Gordon Maffei's Amphith. 220 The Counter-
1

pilaster, or the flat Pillar runs from the Foot of it to the

Top. Ibid. 221 The lower Pilasters have.. in the Middle
of them, in place of our Counter-pilaster, a half Doric

1

Pillar.
j

Con:nter-plaxed, [Counter- 14 a.]

Placed in opposite directions.

1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1318/4 A brown Gelding . .with a

. . brand marked with two P's counter-placed, thus, q p upon '

his near shoulder. 1830 Robson Brit. Herald III. Gloss.,

Counterplaced, opposite to each other.

Counter-plan, -play: see Counter-.

Counterplea. Law. Also 7 -plee. [Coun-

ter- 3.] An answer or replication to a plea or .

request made, in which arguments are advanced
|

why the same should not be admitted.

156s T. Stapleton Fortr. Faith 69 Is this counterplea

good byanylawe. .ofman or ofGod? 1613 Sir H. Finch Law
(1636) 370 In writs of right or of possession, .that is a good
counterplea. 1809 Tomlins LawDiet. s.v. Benefit ofClergy, \

Against the defendant's prayer of clergy, the prosecutor

may file a Counter-Plea ; alledging some fact, which in law
deprives the defendant of the privilege he claims. 1832

Ht. Martineau Ella of Gar. v. 60 She now asked impa-
\

tiently where the laird was. Not where she could reach
;

him to lodge a counter-plea, the steward answered.

Jig. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 393 A counter-plea to that pro- 1

phane and peremptory principle of the atheists.

t Counterplead, v. Obs. Also 4-5 contre-, i

conter-, counter-, countre-, countur-, coun-
tyr-plede, -pleide, -plete. [a. AF. eontreplede-r,

f. contre- against +pleder to Plead.]

1. Law. To plead in opposition to (a declara-
j

tion, demand, voucher, etc., of the opposite
'

party) ; to make a counterplea.

[1275 Act 3 Edw. I, c. 40 Purveu est en brief de possession
j

. .que si le tenaunt vouche a garaunt, e le demaundaunt le

contre pleide, etc. 129a Britton hi. xi. § 15 Et si le autre

garraunt viegne en court et countreplede la garrauntie.]

1530 Palsgr. 500/1 Whan a man of lawe maketh a reason
;

peremtorie, it can nat be contrepleted. 1613 Sir H. Finch
j

Law (1636) 370 If the vouchee counterplead the warrantie,

and it be found against him, he shall lose the land. 1642

Perkins Prof. Bk. iii. § 200 The demandant may well
j

counterpleade the voucher.

Jig. int More On the PassionWks. l*8e/1 His mercy no 1

cause had to counterpleade his iustice, in abridgyng the

eternitye of the proude spirites paine. 1589 Warner Alb.
\

Eng. Prose Add. (1612) 338 ./Eneas, .thankfully acknow-
j

ledged her great bountie, counter-pleading to haue pre-

tended a departure without leaue taken.

b. absol. To plead or argue one against the
|

other.

ci6xi Sylvester Dte Bartas IL iv. iv. Wks. {1621) 500

There is a Tale, that once the Hoast of Birds. . ambitiously

did strive, And counter-plead for the Prerogative.

2. gen. To argue against (a person, statement,
\

etc.) ; to oppose in argument ; to contradict.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xii. 100 Ne countreplede clerkes I

conseille be for eure. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. Prol. 476
j

Lat be thyn arguynge For loue ne wele nat countyrpletyd 1

be In ryght ne wrong.
absol. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy Prol., Agayne the trouth 1

who so euer striue Or counterplede or make any debate.
j

f Cou nter-plight. Obs. nonce-wd. [Coun-

ter- 6 + Plight iold.] A fold in the opposite

direction.

1625 Lisle Du Bartas, Noe 155 Among the greater six,
j

that with a counter plight [pit contraire] Do half divide

the globe, the circl ofMarch-day-night Is justly set betwixt

the north and southern pole.

Cou-nterplot, sb. [Counter- 3, 2.]

1. A plot contrived to defeat another plot.

c i6ii Sylvester Du Bartasu. iv. iv. 961 The Towns-men
j

are not slow With counter-plots to counter-push their Foe.

1777 Sheridan Sck. Seand. v. iii, Plot and counter-plot,

egad ! 1879 Dixon Windsor II. vi. 60 The lords, suspecting

his designs, were talking of a counterplot.

+ 2. A plotting against. Obs.

1664 More Myst. Iniq. iv. 10 Such a Mystery as in effect
\

is a real counterplot and undermining as well ofthe Privative 1

as Positive Scope of the Gospel of Christ. |

Cou*nterplo:t, v. [Counter- i.]

1. intr. To devise a counterplot against ; to plot

in opposition.

1597 Daniel Civ. Wars Wks. (1717) 55 You have great
Cause your Subjects to suspect, And counterplot against
their Subtilties. 1675 Art Contcntm. 1. § 1. 176 When
lapsed man had counterplotted against himself, defeated the
purpose of the Divine goodness, etc. 1861 Pkrry Hist. Ck.
Eng.\. xv. 535 Against these plots the bishop counterplotted.

2. trans. To plot against fa plot, or plotter
;

to frustrate by a counterplot.
1662 PEPVS Diary 27 June, He do counterplot them by

setting him up higher still. 1678 Gale Crt. Gentiles III.

55 Their plotted contrived evil was counter-plotted and con-

trived by God for good. 1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng.ll. 88.5

He was Counter-plotted by the other's Policy. 1711 W.
King tr. Nandc's Ref. Pol. iii. 69 It is permitted to counter-

plot what is plotted against us. 1887 Spectator 27 Au^.
1 160 To counterplot that infamous trickster.

Hence Counterplotter, -plo tting vid. sb.

164Z Milton Apol. Smect. xii, The endless brabbles and
counterplottings of the Bishops. 1741 Richardson Pamela.
(1824) 1. 209 All his stratagems .. and all your pretty
counterpluttmgs. 1883 D. H. Wheeler By-ways of Lit.

viii. 147 Marc Antony the counterplotter.

Counterpoint kuu-ntoapoint), sb.1 Also 6

-poinct, conterpoynt, -pointe. Sc. cuntirpoint.

[In sense I, a. F. contrcpoinl (15th c. in Littre)-

Olt. contraptintO) in med.L. contrapitnctum^canius

contrapunclt/s, lit. * song or music pointed-against/

the part added as accompaniment to a plain-song

being indicated by notes, ' pricks or ' points \ set

against over or under; the notes or points of the

original melody. In senses 3 and 4, f. Colntek-

3, 6, 8.] I. Music.
1. The melody added as accompaniment to a

given melody or ' plain-song'. AlsoJig.

1530 Palsgh. 208/2 Conterpoynt, contrepoynt . 1549
Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The lyntquhit sang cuntirpoint quhen
the os^il 5elpit. 1620 Shei.ton Quix. III. xxviti. 197 To
your braying Music, what counterpoint Could you expect

but bat blows? 1868 Morris Earthly Par. 1. 11870) 306 A
rainy wind from 'twixt the trees arose, And sang a mournful
counterpoint to those. 1880 Ousi-xey in Grove Diet. Mns.
I. 407 It is usual to take some fragment of an old chant or

chorale as the ' canto fermo
1

or plain-chant, to which other

parts or melodies are added as accompaniments . . This is

called ' adding a counterpoint to a given subject

2. The art of adding one or more melodies as

accompaniment to a given melody or ' plain-song
'

according to certain fixed rides; the style of com-

position in which melodies are thus combined.
Double counterpoint: counterpoint in which the melodies

are so constructed as to admit of being placed in any order

above or below one another.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 71 The first waie wherein we
shew the vse of the cordes, is called Counterpoint : that is,

when to a note of the plainsong, there goeth but one note

of descant. 1674 Playford Skill Mus. III. 1 Counterpoint
..was the old manner of Composing Parts together, by-

setting Points or Pricks one against another. 1762 J. Brown
Poetry $ Mus. v. (1763) 67 Counterpoint, or an artificial

Composition in various Parts, was altogether unknown.
1880 Ouselev in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 408 Plain counter-

point is generally divided into five species. The first is

called 'note against note'. .The second species is called

'two notes to one'. .The third species is called 'four notes

to one '
. . The fourth is called ' syncopated counterpoint ' .

.

The fifth species is called ' florid counterpoint

II. general.

f 3. A contrary point (in an argument). Obs.

1565 Jewel Repl. Harding (1611) 151 Heere M. Harding,
by counterpoints .. compareth the state of the Primitiue

Church and his Church of Rome together, a 1626 Bp.

Andrewes Serm. (1856) I. 158 Which two counterpoints

make in shew a conflict or contradiction between the

Prophet and the Evangelist.

4. The opposite point ; t the exact opposite,

antithesis.

1599 Sandys EuroPm Spec. (1632) 167 Who affecting in

them selves and followers a certeine Angelicall purity, fell

sodainely to the very counterpoinct of justifying bestiality.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 834 The portal!, .standing

in counterpoint with the third gate above mentioned. 1603

B. Jonson Sejanus XXL i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 151/1 My ambition

is the counterpoint. 1878 Tennyson Q. Mary m. vi, Should

her love. .Veer to the counterpoint.

Hence Counterpointist, a contrapuntist

;

Cotrnterpointless a., lacking counterpoint.

1826 M. Kelly Remin. I. 225, I compare a good melodist

to a fine racer, and counterpointists to hack post horses.

1887 E. Gurney Tertium Quid II. 30 Figureless counter-

pointless see-sawings.

t Counterpoint, sb.2 Obs. Forms : 5 coun-

turpynt, conter-, 5 cowntyr-, cowntter-, cown-

ter-, counterpoynt(e, 6-7 -point(e. [a. OF.
contrepointe (15th c. in Littre), synonym of eourte-

pointe, both forms being app. corruptions of OF.
cuilte-pointe, coulte-pointe, coute-pointe, repr. L.

eulcita puneta (see Du Cange) lit. * quilt stabbed

or stitched through, quilted mattress '. The first

element is thus the same word as Quilt; the

second has, since 1600, been altered to pane.'] A
quilted cover for a bed ; a Counterpane.
[1423 Scliedule, 1 Hen. VI, Add. MS. 4603 f- 170 Item le

testour. . Item le Counterpoint du dit lit.] c 1450 Bk. Cur-

tasye 455 in Babees Bk. (1868) 314 po counturpynt he lays

on beddys fete. 15*4 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 186 My best

fetherbed and oon cowntter poynte of tapstre worke. 1588

135-2
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Lane. Willi III. 13 A feather bedd a bolster and a counter-

eynte of tapistree. x6ao Shelton Quix. IV. xxix. 223
id with the sheets and counterpoint, 1694 Lond. Gaz.

No. 2949/4 Stolen.. Curtains and Counterpoint of a Bed,
of Indian Damask.

b. Comb., as counterpoint-maker.
1611 Cotgr., Contrepointerie, the shop of a Quilter, or

Counterpoint-maker.

t Cou'nterpoint, v. Obs~° [a. OF. contre-

pointer (in 15th c. also coutepoincter) to quilt, f.

contrepointe, etc. sb. : see prec.
In French this vb. has run together with an original

word contre-pointer to set point against point, add the
counterpoint in music, point a battery against another,
cross, thwart, etc. : see Cotgr. and Littre".]

To quilt by stitching together two pieces of cloth

with an intervening layer of padding.
1598 Florio, Imbottire, to stufTe, to quilt, to bumbase or

counterpoint. 1599 Minsheu Sp. Diet., Contrapuntear, to
counterpoint.

Connterpoi'nted, -pornte, «. Her, [F.

contrepointe
1

, f. contre against, opposite + point
point.] (See quot.)
i7»7-5* Chambers Cycl., Counter-pointed . . is when two

chevrons in one escutcheon meet in the points; the one
rising, as usual, from the base, and the other inverted, fall-

ing from the chief . , They may also be counter-pointed .

.

when they are founded on the sides of the shield, and the
points meet that way ; called counter-pointed inJesse.

Counterpoi'Sable, a. rare. In 6 -peisable.

[f. Counterpoise v. + -able.] That can be coun-

terpoised, or weighed in the opposite scale.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 363 So excellent, that
nothing therwith is counterpeisable. Ibid. 365.

Counterpoise (kairntajpoiz), sb. Forms: a.

5 cowntyrpeyce, -peys, countrepeis, 6-7 coun-
terpeiz(e, -peyse, -peyze, -pease, -peaze; 5
countrepase, counterpais, 6 -payse ; 0. 5

(? cowntyrpoys), 6-7 counterpoyse, 6-8 -poize,
6- -poise. [ME. a. OF. countrepeis, -pats = Cen-
tral F. contrepois 'now -poids), f. contre- against +
pet's, pois :—L. pensum weight. The original OF.
eiy which became in Parisian in 13th c. ei, was
retained in Northern French, and gave ei, ai in

Anglo-French and English; but towards 1600 the

latter adopted the contemporary continental Fr. oi.~\

1. A weight which balances another weight, or

acts against a force, so as to establish equilibrium
;

an equal or counterbalancing weight.
a. 1430 Lydc. Min. Poems 50 (HalHw.) The countre-

pase was light, c 1440 Promp. Part: 99 Cowyntyrpeyce
[A', -peys, 1409 Pynson -poys], hostimentum, tibramentum.
1530 Palsgr. 209/2 Counterpayse, contrepoys. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, Contrepois, a counterpease.
0. 1598 Florio, Marchio delta stadera, a counterpoise,

anie thing put in the ballances or scales to make euen
waight. 1660 Boyle Ntiv Exp. Phys. Aleck, xxxiv. 259
We put a Metalline counterpoise into the opposite Scale.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. 195 These .. are of the same
weight, and therefore a counterpoize to each other. 1834
R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 143 The counterpoise at
the other end of the lever-beam raises the pistons to the top
of their respective cylinders. 1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron.
250 Wheels and counterpoises . . to facilitate the raising of
the telescope when the collimators . . are examined.

2. trans/, and Jig. Something of equivalent force,

effect, or weight on the opposite side ; that which
serves as a counter-balance or set-off.

a. 1 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xlix. (1869) 199 pat j

shal fyncfe in fc>is place countrepeis and equipoflence of be
hegge of penitence. 1585 Parsons Chr. Exerc. 11. iii. 290
The greeuous counterpeaze of discontentmentes, that euerie
worldly plesure hath with it. a 1628 F. Greville Sidmy
(165a) 27 A Protestant party, rais'd..to be a ballance or
counterpease to that dangerous Heptarchy of Spain.
$. 1580 North Plutarch (1676) 137 Who. .put (as a man

will say) a counterpoise into the ballance. 1625 Bacon Ess. ,

Empire (Arb.) 307 Their Second Nobles . . are a Counter-
poize to the Higher Nobility, that they grow not too Potent.
1684 Contempt. State ofMan t. ii. (1699) 21 There is no
felicity upon Earth which carries not its counterpoise of
Misfortunes. 1719 Young Revenge R. i, O jealousy, .thou
grand counterpoize For all the transports beauty can in-

spire ! 1859 Mill Liberty iii. (1865) 39/1 The counterpoise
and corrective to that tendency. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola
1. ix, There was no counterpoise or rival to Politian.

+ b. A compensation, equivalent. Obs.

1590 Greene Mourn. Garm. Ded. (1616) 3 If your Honour
shall hut. .partly like it, the end of my labours [shall] haue a
condigne counterpoise. 160X Shaks. All's Well 11. iii. 182
Tell her she is thine : to whom I promise A counterpoize,
if not to thy estate A ballance more repleat.

3. The state of being balanced
;
equilibrium.

a. 1594 Plat Jetvell-ho. 111. 61 If there be a true counter-
peize gmen to a short tallow candle. x6oa Carew Corn*
wall (1725) 151b, With .so equall a counterpeyze, that the

push of a finger will sensibly moue it too and fro.

fl. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii. 415 All Climats then
should not be serv'd aright With equall Counterpoiz of day
and night. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. n. 105 After a few
vibrations up and down.. they arrive at a Counterpoise.

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 1001 The pendulous round Earth
witn ballanc't Aire In counterpoise.

1645 Milton Tetrack. (1851) 222 Others coming without
authority from God, shall change this counterpoise. 1835
I. Taylor Spir. Despot, ii. 38 These .. antagonistic prin-

ciples are in a state of doubtful counterpoise throughout
Christendom. 1856 Emerson Eng. Trails, Lit. Wks.
II. 115 The. .two styles of mind. .are ever in counter-
poise.

c. In the manege : The due balance and equili-

brium of a rider in his seat.

1717 in Bailey (vol. II).

4. atlrib.

1469 Plumpton Corr. 21 A counterpais wheith of the
t wheight stone that the wooll was weyed with. 1765 LSD>
I lam in Phil. Trans. LV. 208 Before the counterpoise steel

{
pin and loop are put on.

Counterpoise (kau'ntajpoiz), v. Forms: a.

4-5 countrepese, -peyse, 4-7 counterpeise

,

j

-peyse, 5 contrepeyse, counterpeyce, 6 con-

trepece, counterpease, -peaze, conterpace.

conturpayse, 6-7 counterpaise, -payse ; &. 5 -7

counterpoys(e, 7 -poize, -poyze, 6- counter-
poise. [ME. countrepese, -peise, a. OF. contre-

peser (pres. sing, ong. peise) ; in i6-i7thc. assimi-

lated to the sb. with -poise.]

1. trans. To balance by a weight on the opposite

side or acting in opposition ; to counterbalance : a.

of the thing ; b. of persons or agents.
a. 1566 Drant Horace's Sat. 1. vii. F iij, Simo may. .have

not giftes, or qualities, to counterpeyse a straw. 1577 Har-
rison England 11. xxv. (1877) 1. 361 One shilling of siluer in

those daies did counterpeise our common ounce.

0. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 30 That all the world he
would weigh equallie, If ought he had the same to counter-

poys. 1596 Nashe Saffron Watden 42 It [the bookl coun-
terpoyseth a Cade of Herring, and three Holland Cheeses.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. m. 177 We counterpoize! both it

and the thread with a weight in the other Scale. 1794 G.
Adams Nat. 4- Exp. Philos. I. iii. 71 The pressure upwards
is thus counterpoised hy the mercury in the tube. 1846

Joyce Sci. Dial. xiii. 168 A piece of lead is made to counter-

poise the bottle.

fc. To put as an equivalent. Obs. rare.

1613 Sylvester Little Bartas Wks. II. 88/378 If somtimes
som truth they chance to hit They'll counterpoiz a hundred
lies for it.

2. trans/, and fig. To balance in power, quality,

or effect ; to be, or furnish, an equivalent for ; to

counterbalance, compensate.
a. . 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 1358 For to recoueren

blisse and ben at ese And passed wo with ioie countrepese
[v.r. -peysej. 13593 Cower Con/. III. 190 Pite may nought
be counterpeised Of tirannie with no peise. 1530 Rastell
Bk. Purgat. 111. xiii, Not suffycyent sorowe to counter-

peyse the pleasure. 1602 T. Fitzherbert Apol. 9 a, With
the shewe of some plausible seruice, to counterpeyse the
offences he had committed.

p. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) ,58 Even
the greatest worldly happines is counterpoised with evill.

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass x. (1664) 117 Their rare Quali-

ties, .do more than counterpoize this Natural fault. C 1630
RiSDON Surv. Devon (1714) I. 67 Let my Labour counter-

poise your Patience. 1738 Fielding Conversation Wks.
1784 IX. 379 A weakness which may counterpoise this

merit. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. I. 345 [More] had at-

tempted to counterpoise the attack upon the church by
destroying the unhappy protestants.

+ 3. intr. To be equiponderant, act as a counter-

balance {to, with, against. Obs.
a. 1430 Lydg. Bothas 1. x. (1544) 22 a, If any sorowe or

mischiefs unrecured May counterpeyce to that I haue in-

dured. I5»i Fisher ff&r. 1. (1876) 321 Yf all these so many
testymonyes . . shall not counterpease agaynst one frere.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 111. iv. 201 Such a bitter-

ncsse of sorrow.. as may in balaunce counterpaise with the
trust of pardon.

4. trans. To bring into or keep in a state of

equilibrium, lit. and_/%.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 135 Whiche is a thing full ne-

cessaire To counterpeise the balaunce. 1575 Turberv.
Venerie 93 My doctor brings his drugs to counterpaise all

quarrels. 1611-51 Burton Anal. Mel. ill. iv. 1. 1. (1651)

(

639 This makes us happy, counterpoising our hearts in all

1 mtserie. x6« N. Carpenter Geog. DeZ 1. iv. 74 No man
can imagine now the parts of the Earth about the Center

:
should alwayes be equally counterpoized, i860 Maury
Phys. Geog. Sea v. | 290 The exquisite compensation of
this grand machine, the atmosphere. It is exquisitely and
wonderfully counterpoised.

5. a. To weigh (a thing) with, i. c. against

(another^, in order to ascertain their relative

values.
1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne (1877) I. 75 He renders him-

self unworthy of it who will counterpoise its cost with its

fruit. 1795 Southey Joan 0/ Arc vni. 498 Who in the
deceitful scales Of worldly wisdom, dare to counterpoise
The right with the expedient.

+ b. To weigh mentally; to balance opposite

considerations in one's mind ; to consider or
ponder carefully. Also absol. Obs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 113 b, And after [she] began to

think and contrepeyse in her mynde in dyuerce maners.
c 1500 .SY. Poem Heraldry 191 in Q. Elit. Acad. 100 Quha
will study his wittis, and conterpace The hie planetis, and
signis of the aire. 1685 Gracian's Courtiers Orae. 300 He
acts with circumspection. He is a Janus in counterpoising,
and an Argus in discerning.

Hence Cou nterpoised ///. a. ; Cou'nterpois-
ing vbl. sb. and a.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 72 Nomore seche weyes so contre-
peysed. 1625 _K. Long tr. Barclay's Argent's in. xviii. 208
Held firme with a counter-poised weight. 1653 Rouse
Myst. Alarr. 316 The soul is kept in an evenness . . by
reason of the counterpoising consolations. 1836 I, Tay-

|
lor Phys. Th. another Li/e(iB$y) 189 Some counterpoised
statements. 1878 F. Harrison in Fortn. Rev. Nov. 701

j
The doctrine of right becomes, .a network of qualifications,

I
counterpoising duties, and compensations.

Counterpoi'son, coTrnter-poison. arch.

Also 6 conter-, contre-. [a. F. conlrepoison (H.
Estienne 1539) ; cf. It. contraveleno, med.L. con-

travenenttm, and see Counter- 10 a, 9.]

1. A medicine that counteracts the influence of
a poison ; an antidote.

1578 I.yte Dodoens 11. lxxxvii. 266 They mengle the floures

..in conterpoysons & medicines that are made to expell
poyson. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. xxi. (1633) 269 They .

.

are mixed in Counter poysons as Tracle, Mythndate, and
such like Compositions. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 14
A soveraigne counterpoison and remedie against all venim.
1678 J. Philips Tavemiers Trav. m, i. 100 He sent me.,
a Case of Medicaments and Counter-poysons.

J*&- 15*8 Veron (titlf\ An Holsom Antidotus or counter-
poysen agaynst the pestilent heresye and sect of Ana-
baptistes. a 1603 T. Cartwright Con/ut. Rhem. N. T.

(1618) 449 Unlesse by the counterpoyson of the word ofGod
I hee vomit it out againe. 1656 Cowley Pind. Odes, To Dr.

Scarborough, A Med'cine and a Counter-poyson to the

Age.
b. attrib.

i6»9 J. Parkinson Farad, xxvi. 216 Aconitum sainti*

/erum..'m English, .eyther wholsome Helmet flower, or
counterpoison Monkes hood. 1636 James Iter Lane. 328
Y* rich prizd homes Of counter-poyson sea-fish unicornes.

2. An opposite poison.

1789 W. Buchan pom. Med. (ed. 11) 473 The vulgar
notion, that every poison is cured by some counter-poison,

I as a specific, has done much hurt. 183s Southey Hist.
Renins. War III. 102 The men whofe heart .. revolted
against intolerance . . were themselves infected with the

j

counterpoison of French philosophy.

Cotrnter-pole. [Couxtkb- 6.] The oppo-
site pole.

1839 De Quincey Rom. Meats Wks. 1863 III. 267 This
I

' prandium '
. . was taken standing . . the very counter-pole to

j

the luxurious posture of dinner. 1840 — Style 1. (i860) 197
It offers the direct counterpole to the French style.

Counter-po nderant, a. nonce-wd. [Cocx-
I ter- 3 ; as ii f. a L. contra-ponderdre to weight

\

against.] Counter-weighing, counter-balancing.
1824 New Monthly Mag. X. 28 The equipoise of the

I system required a counter-ponderant continent in the south-
ern ocean.

Counter-pond, -post : see Counter-.
t Counterpo'ne, v. Obs. rare. [f. Cotjnter-

! 1 + L. pontrc to place : cf. Contrapone, -pose.]

trans. To place against, set in opposition to.

1629 Mabbe tr. Fonseca's Dev. Contempt. 45 Christ, .doth
counterpone his authoritie to that of the Law-giuers.

+ Counterpo'ny, a. Her. Obs. [Counter-
:

14.] =CotNTER-COMPONY.
161 1 [see Countek-checky].
t Counterpo'rtraiture. Obs. [Counter-
8b: cf. counterfeit, counterfigure.] = Counter-
part 3. Cf. counter-likcttess.

1691 E. Taylor tr. Behmen's Theos. Philos. 349 His Copy
or Counterportraiture.

Counterpose (kauntaipJu-z), v. rare. [f.

I

Counter* i + -pose, after L. contrapdnire : see

I
CoNTRAPONE, -POKE.]

1. trans. — Contrapose.
1657 S. W. Schism Disp. 64 To points which they ac-

counted fundamental, I counterpos'd. .suehas theyesteemed
not-fundamental. 1665 J- Serjeant Sure/ooting 62 When
two Causes are counterpos'd. 1871 Earle Pkilol. Eng.
Tongue % 580 Sentences . . in which the infinitive-regnant
with 1

to ' stands counterposed with our flexional infinitive.

H 2. Blending Counterpoise and Contrapose
in form and sense.

,
1594 Bll ndevil Exerc. vn. xxvi. (ed. 7)688 The North

part of the Needle, .would alwaies decline downward if it

1

be not otherwise counterposed or letted. 1637 R. Baillie
Lett. «fr Jmls. (1841) I. 35 To counterpose this policy the
other party resolved to draw up a formal! complaint.

Hence Cou nter-po sed ///. a. Her. 1 Placed
opposite to each other.* Kobson Brit. Herald 1 830.

Counterposi tion. [n. of action f. as prec.

;

! see also Counter- 6, 9.]

1 1. Opposition, Contraposition. Obs.
"594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 117 The much

cola of the countrey calleth backe the natural! heat inward
by counterposition.

2. The opposite or contrary position. [Coun-
' ter- 9.]

1861 F. Hall in Jml. Asiat. Soc. Bengal 4 To substan-
1 tiate the counter-position to that which I take.

Counter-po'tence, -potency, a. Her.
[=K. contre-potettci': see Counter- 14. In English
the final -e appears sometimes treated as an Eng-
lish -e mute.] Having the figures called ' potents

*

(shaped like the heads of crutches) arranged as in

Counter-vair.
1571 Bossewell Armorie n. 35 Beareth Sable, a Bende

Argent, with twoo double Cotizes, Potences and Counter-
I potences of three peces d'Or. i6ix Cotgr., Contrepotenci

%

counterpotencie (a tearme of Blason). 18*3 Crabb Techn,
Diet., Counter.potence".
So Counter potence rare; Counter-potent

a. (sb.), applied esp. to a ' fur ' in which the po-
tents are arranged as in Counter-vair.
1610 Guillim Her. 1. iv. 15, I hold it better blazoned

Potent counterpotent for the resemblance it hath to the
heads of crowches. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Counter-
potent, .by the French heralds called contre-potenct 1

. 1830
Robson Brit. Herald III. s.v., Counter-potent, .is classed
with the furs, but composed of pieces representing the tops
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of crutches. 1864 Boutkll Heraldry Hist. Pop. iv. (ed. 3)
20 Potent and Counter Potent are always argent and azure.
Ibid. xiv. 158, I give the shield of Champagne in order
to show more clearly the field of the shield between the
counter-potences of the cotises. 1868 Cussans Her. iii. 53.

Counterpoyne, obs. f. Counter-pane.
Counter-practice, -pray, -preach, -prick,

-principle, etc. : see Counter-.
Cou'nter- pressure. [Counter- 3, 6.]

Opposite or contrary pressure.
1651 Hobbes Leviath. I. i. 3 A resistance, or counter-

pressure. 1787 Hunter in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 419 The
pressure being much greater on the external surface than
the counter-pressure from within. 1852-9 Todd Cycl. Anat.
IV. 1040/2 The counter-pressure of the atmosphere in the
thorax.

t Counter-price. Obs. [A literal rendering
of Gr. dvTi-Kvrpov in 1 Tim. ii. 6.] A ransom.
1671 Flavel Fount. 0/ Life vii. 19 A Ransom or a

Counterprice. 1675 Brooks OW^. Key Wks. 1867 V. 67 The !

word, .properly signifieth a counter-price, when one doth
undergo in the room of another that which he should have
undergone in his own person, a 1714 M. Henry Wks.
(1835) I. 17 To be a 1 ransom ' for them, a counter-price.

Hence t Counterpriceable a., capable of being
a counterprice or ransom.
a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts 3- Mm. (1642) 26 That bloud :

. . was aviiSutpov ni ivia^ov, countervailable, and coun.
;

terpriceable. .to purchase in ten thousand worlds.

Counter-process, -project, -proportion,
-proposal, etc. : see Counter-.

t Connter-pro'fit, v. Obs. [Counter- t.]

irans. To counterbalance with profit.

1649 Bunu Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 111 Thy land, .shal I

both Soard so Timely, & so Richly, as it shall counter-
[

profit all thy prejudice.

Con*nter-proo:f, sb. [Counter- 9, 8.]

1 1. Proof on the other side or to the contrary.
(Might be written as two words.)
1610 Guilum Heraldry in. xx. 162 [He] had a suspicion

of the Fidelitie of his wife. . vntill he was driuen by counter-
proofe to acknowledge his causlesse suspicion.

2. (See quots.)

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Counter-proof, in rolling-press
;

printing, a print taken off from another fresh printed;
which, by being passed thro' the press, gives the figure of t

the former, but inverted. — [see CouNTEKPROVE 2]. 1874
in Knight Diet. Meek.

t Counter-proof, a. Obs. Proof (against
something).
1648 Hkrrick Hesper., Chr. Milit., A mall prepar'd

against all ills, .counter-proofe against the farms mis-haps.
Counter-prophet : see Counter- io b.

Counterpro've, v. Also 8 -proove. [Coun-
ter- i ; cf. also Counterproof.]

T 1. trans. To bring proof contrary to ; to dis-
j

prove. Obs.

1679 Trials of Green, Berry, etc. 51 The woman was
'

willing, -to have counterproved the Evidence.
2. To take a counter-proof of; see Counter-

proof 2.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Counter-proof To counter,
prove is also to pass a design in black lead, or red chalk,
through the press, after having moistened with a sponge .

.

the paper on which the counter-proof is to be taken.

Cou nter-puff, sb. rare. [Counter- 3, 6.]
A puff in the opposite direction, a contrary puff.
1606 Sylvester Dm Bartas n, 111. Fat/iers 246 The lofty

pine, that's shaken to and fro With counterpufs of sundry
winds.

tCounter-pirff.z'. Obs. rare. [Counter- 1.]
trans. To puff against ; to issue a counterblast to.
a 1658 Cleveland Gen. Poems (1677) 142 Thus I have en-

treated Patience of my self to Counterpuff your Pamphlet.
Counter-pull, etc. : see Counter-.
Cou-uter-punch. [Counter- 8.] (See quot.)
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Counter-punch iChasing), one

which supports the metal beneath while the hammer is ap-
plied above.

t Cou nter-pu sh, sb. Obs. rare. [Counter-
6.] A push or thrust from the opposite side.
1600 Holland Livy (1659.1 39 A counterpush that quite

pierced their targets.

t Counter-pu'sh, v. Obs. rare. [Counter-
1.] trans. To push or thrust against ; to oppose

J

by pushing.
c 1611 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. rv. iv. 961 The Towns-men

are not slow With counter-plots to counter-push their foe.

Counter-quarte (Fencing, : see Counter sb.s

Counter-qua-rtered, a. Her. [Counter- 14.]
1. Of a charge (such as a cross) : Borne counter-

changer] upon a field quarterly.

1562 Leigh Armorie (1579) 3° He bereth Sable, and !

Argent quartered, a playne Crosse counterquartered of the
j

fielde. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Genirie 202 Quarterly argent and
blewe a fesse counterquartered.

2. Of an escutcheon : Quarterly, with each
quarter also quartered.

Counter-qua'rterly, a. Her. =prec. 2.
In mod. Diets.

Cou nter-que stion, sb. [Counter- 3.] A
question in reply to another question, a question :

asked by the person questioned.
1864 Pusey Led. Daniel ii. 42 They try to escape from I

this broad question under cover of the dust of other counter. I

questions. 1876 G. Meredith Beauch. Career xii. 88 The
counterquestion was a fair retort.

Counter-que stion, v. [Counter- i.] To
put a question in reply to a question. Hence
Counter-que stioning vbl. sb.

1864 Bowen Logic vii. 216 The Cornutus and Crocodilinus
of the ancients .. were, .sophisms of counter-questioning.
1877 Athenxum 6 Oct. 430/3 The antagonism of counter-
questionings.

Counter-quip, -radiation : see Counter-.
Counter-raguled, -raguly, -rampant, -re-

flected, Her. : see Counter- 14.

Counter-reason, -refer, -reform, -religion,
etc. : see Counter-.

Cou'nter-reformation. [Counter- 4.] A
reformation following on, and running counter to,

another
;
applied in Hist, to the movement in the

Church of Rome which followed on the Protestant
Reformation.
1840 Mrs. Austin Ranke's Hist. Popes v. iv. (Iieading)(i866)

ii. 25 Beginning of the Counter-reformation in Germany.
Ibid. II. 92 From this time the Counter-reformation began
throughout all the Archducal territory. 1889 A. W. Ward
Counter-Reform. Pref., It is not always easy to define the
correct use of even so well-worn a phrase as the Counter-
Reformation '. 1890 M. Wakke tr. Dollingers Stud.
Knrop. Hist. 88 In Bavaria the counter-reformation was
accomplished under William V.

+ Counter-resi'stance. Obs. [Counteb-
2.] Active resistance by a force or motion in the
opposite direction (as distinct from that due to
inertia or friction).

1691 T. H[ale] Ace. Ne:o Invent. 127 Of the proportion
of the counter-resistance of winds or tides.

Counter-restoration, -retreat: sec Coun-
ter-.

Cou^nter-revolu'tion. [Counter- 4.] A
revolution opposed to a previous revolution or
reversing its results.

1793 Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life fr Writ. (1832) II. 388
A very large portion of the people are disposed to a counter
revolution. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 180 The effect
of such a counterrevolution would be. .that William would
sink into insignificance. 1890 Saintsbury in New Rev.
Feb. 138 A real counter-revolution may have effected itself
in their opinions.

So Counter-revolu tionary a., pertaining to or
of the nature of a counter-revolution ; Counter-
revolutionist, one who takes part in a counter-
revolution; Cou nter-revolu tionize v., to subject
to a counter-revolution.

r
1791 Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life <S- Writ. (1832) II. 144

To the troops mentioned are added by the counter revolu-
tionists 15,000 Hessians. 1815 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev.
LXXVII. 473 To impress on public opinion a counter-revo-
lutionary tendency. 1827 Southey Hist. Penins. War II.

306 He_ should march against it with equal activity, whether
revolutionized or counter-revolutionized. 1844 Stanley
Arnold (1858) II. viii. 55 The counter-revolutionists had
gained the ascendancy. 1849 Grote Greece 11. lvi. (1862)
V. 88 The oligarchical party .. promised them a counter-
revolutionary movement.

Counter-ripo ste. Fencing. [Fr. eontre-
riposte : see Counter sb.5]

A riposte delivered, still on the lunge, after parry-
ing the adversary's first riposte. Also, sometimes,
a counter followed by a riposte.

1889 W. H. Pollock, etc. Fencing (Badm. Libr.) iv. 86
The fencer whose attack has been defeated, and who has
in turn parried the riposte, can deliver the counter-riposte.
. .A thrust delivered after parrying the counter-riposte is

called a second counter-riposte.

t Cotrnter-ro:!*, sb. Obs. Also 7 -rolle,

-roule, conterrol. [a. obs. Fr. contrerolle 'the
copie of a roll (of accounts, etc.), a paralell of
the same qualitie and content with th' originall

'

(Cotgr.), corresp. to med.L. contrarotulus : see
Control and Counter- 8.]

A copy of a roll or document, kept for purposes
of checking: cf. Controller i.

1613 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 244 The Sherifes shall haue
Conterrols with the Coroners, as well of their Appeales, as
of enquests of Attachments. 1863 H. Cox Instit. m. vii.

683 The officer.. was to reside at the Receipt of the Ex-
chequer.and to have a counter-roll of all things pertaining
to the said receipt.

t>. fig. A list, catalogue. (Cf. Roll.)
1603 Florio Montaigne m. ii. (1632J 451 A Counter-roule

of divers and variable accidents.

t Counter-roll, v. 1 Early form of Control v.

Cou'nter-ro ll, z>.2 [Counter- i.] intr. To
roll in the opposite direction.

1850 Mrs. Browning Poems I. 210 Spiritual thunders.,
did. .o'er him roll and counter-roll.

Couiiterrolment. Obs. [f. Counter-
roll The entering in a Counter-roll.
1598 W. Lambarde Office ofA lienations in Bacon's Wks.

(1778) II. 409 This present manner of exercising this office

hath many testimonies, interchangeable warrants, and coun-
terrolments.

Cou nter-round. Mil. 1 0bs. [ad. F. con-

treronde, in It. contrarondo, f. eontre-, contra-

against, acting as a check on + F. ronde, It. rondo,

ronda, a military ' round '.] A patrol of officers

to inspect or check the rounds ; also carter, the

body of officers going on this duty.

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons *< iv b. To understand

the orders of watches, bodies of watches, centiuells, rounds,
and counterrounds. 1599 Minsheu Pleas. Dial.Sp. *, Eng.
11623) 63 There is newes of the enemy & therefore needful)
.

.
that the round & counterround may goe uery thicke.

1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 65 To walk the round ami
counter-round with his fellow inspectors. 1727-51 Chambers
Cycl., Counter-round, a body of officers going to visit, and
inspect the rounds.

Cou -nter-ru:n, v. [Counter- i.] To run
back or in the opposite direction.
1726 De Foe Hist. Devil i. xi. (1840J 154 He [the DevilJ

is like a hunted fox, curveting and counter-running to avoid
his being pursued.

Counter-sale : see Counter- 4.

Counter-sa lient, a. Her. Also 7-8 -saliant,
S -sailiant. [Counter- 14.] Said of two animals
borne as charges : Salient in opposite directions.
1610 Guillim Heraldry in. xvi. 147 Two Reynards,

Countersaliant in Bend. 1766 Pohny Heraldry v. 165 Two
Foxes countersailant. 1882 Cussans Her. vi. 90 Counter-
salient: Two Animals leaping—one in Bend, the other in
Bend-sinister.

t Cou ntersalue', v. Sc. Obs. In 6 conter-.
[f. Counter- i + Salue to salute.] trans. To
salute in return.

1560 Holland Crt. Venus 11. 39 He saluist thaine on his
best wayis. .In gentill wise thay him contersalued.

t Countersay, v. Obs. Also 4 countre-
segge. [f. Counter- i + Say v.] trans. To
contradict, gainsay.

1393 Langl. P. PL C. mi. 224 Ich countresegge be nat.
1566 Painter Pal. Picas. 11. 144b, Desire that counter-
sayeth the duty, honor, and reputation of my state.

Hence f Countersaying vbl. sb., contradiction.
1581 MarBECK Bk. ofNotes 751 Our Lord himselfe wept

for Lazarus. .And Christ saith. .to the woman whose Sonne
was dead, Weepe not. Which counter saieng Paule recon-
cileth. 1587 Golding De Moruay xxxiii. 537 What practises,
what wiles, what countersayings, what inforcements.

Cou nter-scale. [Counter- 8: cf. Coun-
terbalance.] The opposite scale (of the
balance) ; fig. in quots.

t 1645 Howell Lett. 1. 1. viii, To compare their University
[Leyden] to yours (Oxford], were to cast New-lnne in

counterscale with Christ-Church Colledge. 1847 De Quincey
Sp. Mil. Nun Wks, 1863 III. 4 This little inevitable wreck,
when placed in the counter scale to the magnificent pur-
chase of eternal idleness. [Here prob. Counter adj.]

Counter-scalloped (-skse-l/pt). Her. (Sec
quot.)

1830 Robson Brit. Herald III. Couuter-scaUopcc, or
-scalloped, covered with escallop-shells, laid like the scales
offish . . each row being so placed that every escallop may
overlay part of two, or appear to come from the two above
it.

Counterscarp (kmrntsrskajp),^. Forms: 6-

7 counterscarf(e, fi -seharfe, 7 -searph, -skarfe,

contrescarp (e, eontrasearpe), 6-9 count er-

scarpe, 6- counterscarp, [ad. F. contrescarpe

(in Rabelais 1550), atl. It. contrascarpa, f. contra-

opposite + Scarpa slope of a wall, etc., Scarp.]
1. Fortif. The outer wall or slope of the ditch,

which supports the covered way ; sometimes ex-

tended to include the covered way and glacis.

1571 Digges Pantom. I. xxv. H b, Scaling laders that
shall reache from the brym of the ditch or edge of the
counterscarfe, to the top of the wal or curtein. 1618 Bolton
Florus 11. xviii. (1636) 152 Scipio. .hemming them round
within trench and counterscarph. 1704 J. Harris Lex.
Techn. s.v., By this term is often understood, the whole
Covertway with its Parapet and Glacis. And so it is to be
understood, when 'tis said The Enemy lodged themselves
on the Counterscarp. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 41 p 9
General Schuylemburgh had made a Lodgment on the
Counterscarp of the Tenaille. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit.
India III. 196 The trenches were, .brought close to the
counterscarp of the ditch.

2. transf. and fig.
1615 Crooke Body ofMan 61 The fleshy Membrane as an

avant Mure or inward counter-scarfe, is ordained as a secret

defence. 1650 BuLWSR Anthropomet. xi. (1653) 182 De-
fended by the counter skarfe of the lips. 1774 Pennant
Tour Scot, in 17J2, 27 A secure counterscarp from the rage
of the Sea. 1837 Howitt Rur. Life I. vii. (1862) 72 Bastions

and counterscarps of clipped yew and variegated holly.

3. altrib.

1670 Brooks Wks.{iS6?) VI. 376 The counter-scarf towers.

1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 353 Counter-

scarpe revetements.

Hence Cou nterscarp v. trans., to provide or

defend with a counterscarp : alsofig.
16H Florio, Contrascarpare, to counterskarfe. 1648 tr.

Senault's Par. Job 392 [Rocks] counter-skarfed and encom-
passed with Praecipices.

Counter-sconce: see Counter- 13.

t Con:ntersco
-re, v. Obs. [Counter- i.]

trans. To run up or make a score against ; to rival.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. m Holinshed VI. 28 Leaving
behind him a monument, rather by his posteritie to be
woondered, than possiblie by anie man living to be counter-

scored.

f Cou-nter-scou:t. Obs. [Counter- 3 b.] A
scout of the opposite side.

1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xm. (1626) 261, I Dolon, then

a counter-scout, surprisd.

Cou 'liter-script, rare. [Counter- 8.] The
counterpart or duplicate of a writing.
1888 M. D. Davis Hebr. Deeds Eng. Jews 103 Having

lost the counter-script, Manser makes this declaration.
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Cou nter-scu ffle. Obs. [Counter- ii.] A
scuffle between opposing parties or persons. (Some-
times, humorously, a scuffle in the Counter prison.;

i6>8 R. S. {title), The Counter Scuffle, whereunto is added
the Counter Katt. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 154 What fierce

conflicts and counter-scuffles have been among people of

various minds, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. IX. 11703)

II. 540 The Counter-scuffle at Petherton-Bridge, when two
of his own Parties, .fought with each other. 1683 N. O. 1

Boileau's Luirin iv. Argt. 30 This Counter-Scuffle, I dare

stand in 't. The Goddess Discord had a hand in 't.

So f Counter-scuffler, one who engages in a

counter-scuffle ; a competitor.
tt 167a Wood Life (1848) 37 note. The Mertonian counter,

scufflers. .tug as hard for a postmaster's place as commons.

t CoU'nter-Sea:. Obs. [Counter- 3, 6.] A
sea running against the course of a ship, or against

another sea or current.

1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. 11. 130 We met with a counlersea
out of the North boord, and the last voyage in this very
place we had the countersea out of the South, being very
cahne weather. 16x0 Holland Camden's Brit. II. 60 [The
Irish Sea] rageth all the yeere long with surging billowes

and counter seas.

+ Cou'nter-seal, sb. Obs. exc. Hist. [a. OF.
contre-secl (1256 in Joinville) : cf. Counter- 8.]

a. A smaller seal impressed upon the reverse

of a main seal, to give additional security or

sanction, b. The reverse side or part of a seal.

1611 Steed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. § 176 To stampe his

owtw Armes both in their great and Counter-Seale. 1677
F. Sandford Ceneal. Hist. Eng. 73 Upon this Counterseal
Richard is represented on Horsback. 1864 Boutell
Heraldry Hist. A> Pop. xxiv. 5 1 led. 3* 308 In talcing these

impressions; two dies or matrices, .were employed; these

were severally called the Seal and Counter-Seal.

t Cou nter-Sea l, v. Obs. [See prec. and
Counter- i.] trans. To seal with an additional

seal by way of sanction or further security : cf.

Countersign.
1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iii. 205 You shall beare A better wit-

nesse backe then words, which we On like conditions, will

haue Counter-seal'd.

Counter-seconde [Fencing,: see Counter sb."

Countersect kuuntarse'kt), v. rare. [f.

Counter- i + L. secdre, sect- to cut : after inter-

sect ] trans. To intersect crosswise ; to cut across,

or in cross divisions.

1856 Stanley Sinai t, Pal. i. (1858) 87 The valley of the

'Arabah, countersected by its hundred watercourses. 1857
— Led. Eccl. Hist, lxxii, Characters and principles which
underlie and countersect the artificial distinctions on the

surface of controversy.

Cou nter-secu re, v. [Counter- 1.]

1. trans. To secure ''any one) against the risk

which he incurs by becoming security for another

:

usually done by, or on behalf of, the latter.

1667 Pepvs Diary 10 Mar., The King of France offers, for

security herein, that the King of England shall be tiond for .

him, and that he will counter-secure the King of England
with Amsterdam. 1700 in Picton L'pool Mnnic. Ree. (1883)

I. 304 A certain summe of money, .for w'h they are to be
counter-secured out of y* town's revenue. 1785 Burke Sp.

Nabob Arcot's Debts Wks. I V. 278 When a. .money dealer,

becomes security for any native prince, the course is, for the

native prince to countersecure the money dealer, by making
over to him in mortgage a portion of his territory.

2. To give additional security to, on which to fall

back should the primary security be insufficient.

The object of the verb may be the original

security or the party giving it.

)

1796 Burke Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 152 The chancellor

of the exchequer of that day, Montagu, .counter-securing

the state by the appearance of the city with the I*ord Mayor
of Eondon by his side. 1797 ibid. iii. ibid. 300 You are

giving that pledge from the throne, and engaging parlia-

ment to counter-secure it.

Cou nter-secu rity. [Counter- 5 ] Secu-

rity given in return or exchange ; security given

to any one to cover his risk in becoming surety.

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. I. Ivii. (1739) 104 Too
much countersecurity from the

t
King to the people, is like >

so many Covenants in Marriage, that make room for

jealousy. 1700 in Picton L'pool Munic. ReciiSS^) I. 304 I

A summe.. for w<h y Corporacion shall give counter. !

security to y* persons who are bound for y same. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Counter-security, security given to a

Party, that has enter d into Bonds, or other Obligations for

another.

Countersense. [ad. F. contresens, f. contre

^ against + sens sense.] An interpretation or :

meaning opposed to the true sense.

1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. (1847) 191/1 Herein the
j

countersense of our divines to me. .seems admirable ; who
teach that God gave this as a merciful law, not for man
whom he here names, .but for the wife whom he names not.

c 164s Howell Lett. (1650) I. 461 There are some words I

now in French which are turned to a countersense ; as we use

the Dutch word crank in English to be well-disposed, which

in the original signifieth to be sick. 1789 P. Smyth tr.
|

Aldrich's Arckit. (1818) 46 Though since reformed by a
modern artist, .too much in countersense.

b. The co-existence of opposite senses in the

same word.
1884 C. Abel in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 500 The disappearance

of countersense. .admits of being lexicographically traced.

Counter-septime (Fencing): see Counter sbfi

Counter-service : see Counter- 5.

[Counterset, a frequent misprint or misreading

in 1 5- 1 6th c. for counterfet, Counterfeit.]

Countershaft '

v
kuu -ntaijaft). Mech. [Coun-

ter- 8 ] An intermediate shaft driven from a

main shaft for giving motion to a particular ma-
chine.
1864 in Webster. 1870 R. M. Ferguson Electr. 264 Both

armatures are driven . . Uy belts from the same countershaft.

1880 Spencer in Proc. lust. Meek. Eng. 515 Nearly all

mules arc now driven by counter-shafts.

So Cou ntersha fting.

1885 Laiu Rep. 15 Q. Bench Div. 359 The mode of fixing

main and counter shafting.

t Cou'ntershape. Obs. rare. [Counter-

8 b.] =Counterfigure.
1587 Golding De Mornay vi. 74 A verie Image and

countershape of the power from whence it proceedetn.

t Cou'ntershock, sb. Obs. [Counter- 6.] A
return shock, a recoil.

1 6 1 1 Florio, Contranrto, a countershocke.

Hence Countershock v.

1 6 1 1 Florio, Contraurtare, to countershocke.

Counter-shine, -shout, -side, -siege : see

Counter-.

Countersign (kau-ntarsain), sb. [a. OF.
contrcsignt, ad. It. contrasegno ' a counter token or

signe'
[
Florio) : cf. Counter- 5.]

£ A sign or signal used in reply to another sign
;

spec, a private signal, usually a word, given or to

be given to a soldier on guard by any one entitled

to pass ; a watchword, pass-word.

1598 Barret Tkeor. Warres IV. it. 106 He ought to have
a different countersigne, that when he returnes, he may be

knowne thereby. 1670 Cotton Espertton L IV, 149 If it had
been thought of, to have answer'd her Signal by the usual

countersign [the Gaily! had infallibly been taken. 1799
Sheridan Pizarro v. i, We are near our outposts, and the

word we heard just now was the countersign. 18*7 Hardman
Waterloo 6 'Advance, patrole, and give the Countersign to

me '. ' The Countersign is London '. 1847 Infantry Man.
(1854) io3 When a sentry is posted, the Countersign only is

given him. 1836 R. A. Vaughan Mystics 1 1860) I. 144 We
who sigh for reform, have our secret communications. .our

signs and counter-signs.

2. A special sign or mark put on something

for the purpose of authentication, identification,

or reference ; = Countermark.
1591 Garrard Art ll'arre 67 It Is necessary his ensigne

have certain special countersignes and markes. 166a

Evelyn Ckalcogr. Bv, Baccio Baldini his works, and
countersign. 184s Manning Serm. (1848^ I. vii. 91 The
character which was upon them was a legible countersign

of their claim to be His servants.

f 3. A token in return. Obs.

i6j8 Le Grys tr. Barclay's Argenis i}6 Radirobanes .

.

King of Sardinia., doth send this countersigne of contracted

hospitality to thee Meleander, King of Sicily.

Countersign kau ntajsai n;, v. [ad. F. con-

trcsigner (1415 in Ilatzfeld), in It. contrasegnare
' to countermarke' v F'lorio) : cf. Counter- i.j

1. trans. To sign (a document) opposite to.

alongside of, or in addition to, another signature ;

to add one's signature to a document already signed

by another} for authentication or confirmation.
1*161 1 Cotgr. hasa>Kf>«!;r>i«'rtosubsigne.] 1696 Phillips,

Countersign, to sign a Patent or Order of a Superior, in

quality ofa Secretary, to render it more Authentic, a 1714

in Somers Tracts II. 09 He. .had a Warrant granted him,

and countersigned by the Secretary at War. 1806 Gregory
Diet. Arts tj Sc. I. 446 Charters are signed by the king,

and countersigned by a secretary of state or lord chancellor.

188a Pebody Eng. Journalism viii. 62 He brought an action

against the Secretary of State who had countersigned the

warrant for his arrest.

b. fig. To confirm, sanction, ratify.

1840 De Quincey Style 111. Wks 186a X. 232 What he

founded upon a review of two nations and two literatures we
may now countersign by an experience of eight or nine.

1871 Macduff Mem. Patmos xviii. 24_i ' Blessed arc the

dead 1' How the death-chamber belles the utterance-
refuses to countersign the strange benediction ! 1873 F,

Hall Mod. Eng. v. 153 note. As to dictionaries, the Dean
[Swift] writes of them, as if he supposed their contents were
countersigned beyond the stars.

+ 2. To mark with a particular sign for authen-

tication, identification, or reference. Obs.

1662 Evelyn Ckalcogr. 37 Martine of Antwerp, whose
works, .were usually countersigned with M. 1665 J. Webb
Stone-Heng (1725* 8 If Mr. Camden hath not countersign'd

them, then is his Draught imperfect. Ibid. 16 Two Stones

countersigned by me with the Letters I I.

Cou nter - si gnal. [Counter- 5: cf. F.

contre-signa/, It. contrasegnale (Florio".] A signal

in response to another signal.

1818 Todd, Couutersigmil.a corresponding signal ; a

naval term. [Hence in mod. Diets.]

t Cou ntersignation. Obs. rare. [f. Coun-
tersign : see -ation.] The affixing of a mark for

reference ; see Countersign sb. 2.

1665 J.
Webb Stone-Heng (1725^ 6, I shall . . present it to

you, with some other Countersignations . . for your more
clearly understanding thereof.

Counter - si gnature, [f. Counter-sign

and Signature.] The action of countersigning ;

a signature added to another person's signature on

a document, for authentication or confirmation

:

see Countersign v. i.

1842 Whately in A//<Mi866i II. 17 The form of counter-
signature is my usual one. 1883 Bankruptcy Rules R. 73

! For the purpose of his counter-signature to the order being
written thereon.

Countersink ;kauntaisirjk), sb. [f. next.]

1. A tool for countersinking : see the verb.

1816 J. Smith Panoratna Sc.tr Art\. 115 The head of the

countersink is conical. 1849 Weale Diet. Terms 124

Countersinks for iron have two cutting edges forming an
obtuse angle.

2. The conical enlargement of the upper part of

a hole for receiving the head of a screw or bolt.

Cf. Countersunk sb. Hence countersink bit, a bit

for cutting a countersink.
1846 Worcester cites Tanner. 1869 Sir E. J. Reed

Ski/build, xvii. 330 The shank is conically shaped under
the head in order to fit the countersink. 1879 Cassells
Teckn, Educ. IV. 13^2 Punching, .has. .the advantage of

giving a slight countersink, or conical form to the hole.

Countersink (kau^ntsisi'rjk), v. Pa. t. and
pple. countersunk. [Counter-, app. in a sense

akin to 8 b, the hole being the counterpart of that

which is to be sunk in it.]

1. trans. To enlarge the upper part of v
a hole or

: cavity), usually into a conical form, to receive the

head of a screw, bolt, etc. ; to bevel the edge of a

hole.

1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 170 The practice of

countersinking the holes, to receive the nail heads. 1861

i
Wynter Soc. Bees 189 Counter-sinking the eyes in order

that they may not cut the cotton. 1869 Sir E. J. Reed
Skipbuild. xxi. 482 The holes in the plates to receive the

bolt-heads are countersunk one-half through the plates.

2. To sink the head of (a screw, bolt, etc.' in a

depression made to receive it, so that it lies flush

with the surface.

1816 J. Smith Panorama. Sc. *r Art I. 70 The heads of

the bolts must not project above the surface of the plate ;

therefore the grooves must be. .wider at the lop than the

bottom, and the heads may then be countersunk. 1868

1 Regul. *f Ord. A rmy % 573 b, The horse's shoe is not to be

grooved but simply punched, and the nails countersunk.

Hence Con ntersinker, a tool for countersinking

;

— Countersink sb. 1 ; Cou ntersinking vbl. sb.

1881 Mechani, § 319 The rose or roundheaded counter,

sinker. 1888 Daily News 25 Apr. 6/1 Countersinking

machines.

Counterskarfe, obs. f. Counterscarp.
Counter-skipper : see Counter sb?

Cou-nterslope, sb. [Counter- 6.]

1. The opposite slope of a hill, a ridge, etc. ; a

slope in the opposite direction.

1853 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. II. xxxii. 359 The
rising of a counterslope almost imperceptible to the eye.

1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 105 The counter-slope of

this ridge is narrow.

2. ' An overhanging slope ;
as, a wall with a

counter- slope' (Webster 1864).
1838-46 Mahan Civil Engineering.

Cou nterslo pe, v. [Counter- 1 : cf. prec]

trans. To slope on the opposite side (in quot., on

the inner side).

1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner 353 In all these cases

! he supposes the revetement to be countersloped, that is, to

have the exterior face in a vertical plane, and the interior

,
face inclined.

Counter-smile, -snarl ! see Counter-.

Cou nter-speech. Obs. rare- 1
. [Coun-

ter- 2.] Speaking against, contradiction ; =
Aqain-si'EM 11.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul \. 11. lxxix, But t' be left free

to doubt and counter-speech Authority is lost.

Counter-spe 11. [Counter- 3, 10.] A spell

or charm against something; a spell to dissolve

another spell.

I7»S Swift Poems, It 'ant ofSiller, Wise people . . Affirmed
' the moon was sick, and fell To cure her by a counter-spell.

1834 Lvtton Pompeii 222 He muttered a rapid counterspell

to the omen.

t Counter-sta'ud, Obs. rare. [Counter-

I.] trans. To stand against, withstand ; =
Agalnstakd.

I 1648 Herrick Hesper. 1. 207 Which tryes and counter-

1 stands the shock, And rainnie of time.

Cou nterstan d, sb. nonce--wd. [Formed in

imitation of It. contrast/) : cf. prec] Standing

against ; resistance or withstanding.

1870 Longf. tr. Dante Inf. vii. 85 Your knowledge has no

counterstand against her.

Counter-statant, -state, -statement, -sta-

tute : see Counter-.

Cou'nter-step. [Counter- 3, 6.] A step

in opposition, or in the opposite direction.

17*0 Mead Pref. Disc. Plague 222 (Jod.) Such counter-

steps will happen in a government, where there is too much
of faction, and too little of pubhclc spirit. 1711 C. King
Brit. Merck. II. 50 They have been making some little

Counter steps to this. 1864 Daily Tel. 28 May, A counter-

step against the project of compromise.

t Cou/nterstock. Obs. [Counter- 8.] That

part of a tally retained by the payee : see quot.

1706 [see Counterfoil]. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt.

Brit. 1. 11. xiii. (1743) "3 The Tally being cloven asunder

. .one Part thereof, called the Stock, is delivered to the Party

! that pays the money, and the other part, called Counter-

;
slock, or Counterfoil remains with them.
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Counter-stratagem, -stream, -strike • see

Counter-.
i Cou nterstre:ngth. Obs. [Counter- 2,

3.] Opposing strength or force ; resistance.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. (i6i8)2Tomakeacounterstrength
against the might of the Venetians, .he iudged it necessarie
to allie himselfe with others. i6iz Cotgr., Contrecarre, a i

counterstrength, opposition, resistance, defence.

Cou:nter-stri cken, pa. pple. [Implies a
vb. counter-strike : see Counter- iJ Stricken by
a return-blow, or by repercussion of sound.
1877 L. Morris Epic ofHades i. 33 The high promontories

Resounded counter-stricken.

+ Counter-stri've, v. Obs. rare. [Coun-
ter- 1.] trans. To strive against. Hence +Coun-
ter-striver, an antagonist; tCounter-stri vlng-,

striving against, violent opposition.

1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 100 Whence he his counter-
stnuer drawne apart, Arraisons him with this besmoothing
art. 1710 Norris Chr. Prud. v. 219 They have.. many
Counter-strivings to master, manyReluctancies to get over,

Cotmterstroke ;kcm-nta.istr(>"k). [Counter-
2,3,6 b.]

1. A stroke given in return ; a counter buff.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v, xi. 7 He met him with a counter-
stroke so swift, That quite smit off his arme. 1876 J. H

.

Newman Hist. Sk. I. 1. ii. 53 This alliance suggested to
Heradius the counterstroke of allying himself with the
Turkish freebooters. 1891 G. Meredith One ofour Cong.
x, The strokes and counterstrokes were like a play of
quarterstaff on the sconce.

2. = Contre-coup 2.

a 1786 Justamond (tille\ Essay on Counter-strokes, exclu-
sive of the head. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Counter-stroke.
same as Contrecoup and Counter-fissura.

Counter-struggle, -suggestion : see Coun-
ter-.

Cou'ntersu:bject. Mus. [Counter- 12.] A
subordinate melody forming an essential part of a
fugue, written against, or as accompaniment to,

the subject and answer.
J854 tr. C/terubini's Counterpoint 64 In a two-part fugue

there can be only one counter-subject. 1880 Ouselev in
Grove Diet. Mus. I. 568 s.v. Fugue, When the countersub-
ject is introduced simultaneously with the subject at the
beginning of a fugue, it should be looked on rather as a
second subject.

Countersunk (kau-ntsisc rjk), ///. a. and si.

[Pa. pple. of Countersink v.]

A. ppl. a. Said of a hole or cavity: Cut to receive
the head of a bolt, screw, etc. Of a bolt, screw,
etc. : Sunk or let in so as to lie flush with the
surface.

J794 W. Felton Carriages Gloss., Counter Sunk Bolt, a
bolt, the head of which is let in level with the surface of the
plate it fixes. 1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. ix. 242 A
piece of the same stone imbedded, with a countersunk
cavity. 1884 Notes Building Coustr. (Rivington) 11. 357
Countersunk rivets are those in which the point is ham-
mered down, while hot, flush with the surface of the plate.

B. si. (Seequots.); = Countersink^. 2. Hence
t Countersunk bit. Obs.

1794 Rigging SfScamamhipl. 151 CtmUltmi, a hollow,
cut by a bit round the edge of a hole. Counter-sunk bit, a
bit having two cutting edges at the end, reversed to each
other, which form an angle from the point, c iBsaRudim.
Afaz/r£._<Wea!e) 112 Countersunk, the hollows in iron plates,
&.c. which are excavated by an instrument called a counter-
sunk bitt, to receive the heads of screws or nails.

t Cou -nter-su:rety. Obs.-" [Counter- 5.]
(See quot., and cf. Counter-security.)
155a Huloet, Countresuerties. i6xx Cotgr., Contrepleige,

a Countersuretie ; one thats bound to saue a suretie harme-
lesse. — Contrepleiger, to saue a suretie harmelesse by
counterband, etc. ; To giue him a countersuretie, or other
securitie.

+ Cou'ntersway, sb. Obs. [Counter- 6.]
An exertion of opposing force.

X643 Milton Divorce U. i, By a countersway of restraint
curbing their wild exorbitance.

t Countersway (kau:nt3.isw,;i-), v. Obs.
[Counter- i : cf. prec] trans. To forcibly move
or incline to the opposite side ; to counterweigh.
a 1640 Jackson Creed x. xxxiv. Wks. IX. 246 Attempered

or counterswayed by heat. 1691 Beverley Mem. Kingd.
Christ 9 There are Two Things that seem to Countersway,
and Incline to the Confederacy on the other side. 1710
Norris Chr. Prud. vi. 233 To countersway our Concupis-
cence, by the more powerful weight of Divine and Heavenly
Love.

Counter-swear, -synod, -tack, -taste, etc.

:

see Counter-.

t Cou'ntertai l. Obs. Also oountre-, eoun-
tir-, -taille, -taile, -tayle. [a. OF. contretaille
the opposite half or duplicate of a tally : cf. next.]

1. The opposite half of a tally ; a tally or score
kept to check another.
4:1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 71 pi reckenyng bi tyme bisili

bou make, Or be deuel bringe be countirtaile. a 1500 Piers
ofFullham 204 in Hazl. E. P. P. 1 1. 9 Hys paymentes ben
scored on the countertayle. 1570 Levins Manip. 199/ir A
countretayle, anticopa. 1617 [see Countertally].

2. A counter-stroke.
C1430 Lydg. Bochasw. iii. (1554) 149 b, Agayn the malice,

to make a countertaile Of proude Silla, the malice eft tas-
sayle. 1436 Pol. PocmstiSsq) II. 174 The countertayles Of
oure enmyes.

3. At the countertail : in reply, in retort.
C1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 1134 Folweth Ekko that

holdeth no silence, But euere answereth at the countretaille.
c 1430 Lydg. A/in. Poems (1840) 130 Alweys at the Countre-
taile Theyr [wives] tunge clappithe and dothe hewe.

t Cou/ntertally. Obs.—> [f. Counter- 8 +
Tally after prec] The opposite half or part of
a tally: = Counter-stock.
1440 Prompt. Parv. 99/1 Cowntyrtaly, anticopa. 1617

Minshf.u Doctor, A Countertaile or Counlertallie, or
tallie to confirme or confute another tallie. .because it is a
piece of wood which the one partie keepeth, that is cut off
from another peece that the other partie keepeth: and so
when both parties meet with their tallies, they score vp the
number of that which is deliuered and receiued, by cutting
a notch with a knife. [Hence in subsequent Diets.)

Counter-taste: see Counter 10 b.

t Countertell,,v. Obs. rare- 1

. [Counter-
1.] trans. To tell in a contrary way.
1619 Lushington Serm. in Phenix (1708) II. 477 They

cross and countertell each others News.
Countertemps : see Contretemps.
Counter-tendency, -term : see Counter-.
Counter-te'nor. Mus. Also 5 cowntur-

tenur, 6 counter tenouer, 7 oonter tenor, 6- 8

Contra-tenor, [ad. obs. F. contre-tcneur, obs.

It. contra-tenore : see Counter- i 2 and Tenor.]
1. A part higher in pilcli than the tenor, sung by

a high male voice ; the alto.

1388 [see bi. 1502 Ord. Crystal Men (W. de W. 15061 v.

iv« 393i I understande by . . the counter tenouer [of the
gloryous melodye of paradyse] the Ioye and the gladnes of
the blessyd men and women of paradyse. 1594 T. B. La
Primaud. Fr Acad. n. 95 They make the voice, .small,
cleere, and shrill, like to the countertenor. 1631 BrathWAIT
Whimzies, Char. Ballad-monger 19 Now he counterfeits a
naturall base, then a perpetuall treble, and ends with a
counter-tenure. 1706 A. Bedford Temple Mus. ix. 172 This

I

in Musick, signifies the Counter Tenor.

+ b. with word-play on Counter j4.3, a prison.
1388 Pol. Poems (1859^ I. 277 Perauenture on ware post

sumptum tcmporis plausus, A cowntur-tenur at Newgal
can/obit carc.cre clausus. 1611 Dekker, etc. Roaring
Girle Wks. 1873 III. 188 Sir Dav. Think you the Counter
cannot breake him '{

. . ['He make him sing a Counter tenor,
sure.

16x4 '1. Adams Devil's Banquet 284 Sometimes the
Tenour of Judgement ; sometimes the Counter-tenour of
Reproofe. 1767 Ann. Reg, 195 To the unison ofwhich they
would not scruple to recite the counter-tenour.

2. A counter-tenor voice.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. I. 30 Apr., He has got such a
clear counter-tenor. 1814 Scott Wat', xlii, If you heard
her fine counter-tenor admonishing Kate and Matty in the
morning. 1856 Sabilla Novello Voice $ Vocal Art. 4 In
England, a fourth class of male voice is recognized, called
alto, or counter-tenor. 1879 J. Hullah in Grove Diet.
Mus. I. 58/1 The falsetto counter-tenor, .still to be found in

cathedral choirs, dates, .from the restoration of Charles II.

3. A singer with a counter-tenor voice.

1623 Cheque Bk. Chapel Royal (Camden) 10 John Croker,
a conter tenor of Westminster. 1627 Ibid. 12 Richard
Sandy, a contra tenor of St. Paules. 171 1 Budgell Sped.
No. 116 P 3 A most excellent Bass, but. .at present he only
wanted a Counter-Tenor. 1782 [see Contratenob].

f4. Name of the fourth string of the bass-viol.

1674 Playford Skill Mus. ii. 92 The Bass-Viol, .is usually
strung with six strings, .the first, .is called the Treble, .the
fourth, the Counter-Tenor.

5. attrib.

1598 Barnfield Pecnnia iii, I would not sing the Counter-
tenor part, a 1672 Wood Life (1848) 67 Mr. Ellis would
take up a counter-tenor viol, and play. 1759 Ann. Reg. 279
A counter-tenor voice. 1806 Callcott Mus. Gram. 9When the C Clef is placed so that the two cross strokes
enclose the middle Line, it is called the Counter Tenor or
Viola Clef.

t Cou*nter-te:rrace. Obs. [Counter- 8 b.]

Landscape Gardening. A step or ' benching
covered with turf.

1712 J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 117 Foot-Paces,
Counter-Terrasses . . and Slopes of Grass . . These Foot-
Paces and Counter-Terrasses, are sustained by low Walls.

Counter-terror, -theory, etc. : see Counter-,
I Coirnter-thi'nk, v. Obs. rare. In quot.

contre-. [Counter- i : transl. F, conlrepenser.']

intr. To think again or contrariwise.
1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. x. vii, Thus thought and

contrethought Mirra.

Hence Counter-thinker (see quot.).
x6n Cotgr., Conlrepenseur, a counter thinker; one that

thinks otherwise then, or contrarie to, that he hath done.

Counter-thought, -threat, -thrust,
-thwart, etc. : see Counter-.

Cou*nter - ti de. [Counter- 6.] A tide

running counter to the main or usual current.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 18 Places of daungers. .or of Quick-
sandes . . Countertides, Whorlepooles, etc. 1683 Dryden
Thren. August, iv. 8 Such were our counter-tydes at land,
and so Presaging of the fatal blow. 1751 Labelye ll 'estm.

Br. iiQ Rivers that have flat Shores, Counter Tides, and
Eddies. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799*
I. p. lxiii, Counter-currents and counter-tides.

Counter-tierce {Fencing] : see Counter sbJ>

Counter-timber : see Counter sbA
t CoU'nter-time. Obs. [In senses 1 and 2

transl. F. contretemps in same senses : see Con-
tretemps

; in sense 3 counter is prob. adj.

1. Fencing. A pass or thrust made at a wrong or
inopportune moment ; Contretemps i. Alsoy%\

(
1599 Marston Sco. Villanic ill. xi. 226 Martius . . nere

discourseth but of fencing feats, Of counter times, finc-
tures, sly passataes. 1676 Drvden Anrcngz. iv. i, Let
Chearfulness on happy Fortune wait And give not thus the
Counter-time to Fate.

2. Horsemauship. Interruption by a horse of the
cadence or regularity of movement, owing to bad
horsemanship or to unruly disposition.
1631 J. Hayward tr. Biondfs Kromcna 82 His horse.,

gave sometimes such counter-times, as might teach a good
Horseman to stick firme to his seete. 1730-6 Bailey -folio ,

Counter Time is the defence or resistance of a Horse, that
interrupts his cadence and the measure of his manage,
3. Contrary or opposite time.
1662 Hobbes Seven Prob. Wks. 1845 VII. 14 You would

see. .the water on the other side of the bar to do the same,
but in counter-time.

Cou*nter-ti:tle. Law. [Counter- 3.] A
title to property in opposition to another title.

1808 Bkntham Sc. Reform 2u The grounds of the defence
in respect of counter-title. 1883 Solicitor's Jml. 10 Nov.
25/1 Rule 244 abolishes the practice of adding a counter-
title to the action when a counter-claim is confined to a
claim for relief against the original plaintiff alone.

Counter-token, -traverse, treason, etc. :

sec Counter-.
Cou:nter-to*ning, vbl sb. nonce-wd. [Coun-

ter- 12.] The accompanying (of singing, etc.) in

a different pitch.

1873 W. S. .Mayo Never Again xi. 145 And as neath the
chants of Nature. So beneath the smiles of Art, Speak the
>ame low countertonings, To my sad and questioning heari.

+ Cou nter- trea cle. Obs. rare- '. [f.

Counter- 10 + Treacle, an antidote.] A prepa-
ration counteracting a treacle, antidote, or remedy.

J- Stevens tr. Quer edds Com. Whs. nyog) 487 We
have invented a Cuiintcr-Treacle to convey Poisons to ih«-

Heart.

Counter-tree, -trench : see Counter-.

1 Cou:nter-tre*vis, a. Her. Obs. [Coun-
ter- 14 b.] Of a charge : Divided into two parts

of different tinctures.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, I/cr. B v a, Countretreuis is calde in

armys whan halfe the beest is of oon coloure and that other
halfe of an other coloure. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 204
Tofte beareth arg. a Lion rampant partee per fesse gewles
and sable, which the auncients called countertreuis, that is

countercullored or cullored of two cullors in trauers as one
would say ouerthwart the middest.

Counter-triangle, a. Her. See Counter-
14, and Triangle.
1830 Robson Brit. HeraldWX. Gloss., Counter-triangle,

called barry indented, the one into the other, or barry
bendy lozengy counterchanged.

Cou:nter-tri'ppant, a. Her. = ne\t.
1830 Robson Brit, Jie?ald III. Gloss., Counter-trippatK

or -tripping.

Counter -tri'pping, a. Her. [Counter-
14.] Said of two stags, hinds, etc. : Walking in

opposite directions on the same plane.
1610 Guillim Heraldry in. xiv. 132 Hee beareth Sable,

two Hindes counter-tripping in Fesse argent. 1727 Brad-
ley Font. Did. s.v.

Counter-truth, -tug : see Counter-.

t Cou'nter - tu:ne. Obs. rare. [Counter-
12.] A tune or musical part, answering, or form-
ing an accompaniment to, another.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. Columnes 743 All these

sweet-charming Counter-Tunes we hear.

Cou*nter-tu:rn. [In senses I and 2 formed
to render Gr. avTiarpo<pi) ; in senses 3 and 4
f. Counter- 6.]

fl. =Antistrophe i. Obs.
a 1637 B. Jonson Underwoods lxxxvn. Pinda?ic Ode,

The Strophe, or Turn. .The Antistrophe, or Counter-turn.

t 2. Prosody. Used by Puttenham for the con-
tinued repetition of the same word at the end of

successive clauses ; = L. conversio. Obs.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xix. fArb.) 209 The

Greekes call this figure Antistrophe, the Latines, conuersio,

I following the onginall call him the countcr-tume, be-

cause he turnes counter in the middest of euery meetre.

3. A turn in the contrary direction.

1744 Eliza Haywood Female Sped. (1748) II. 101 Some
turns and counter-turns in politics. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude
xii. 148 Amid the turns and counter! urns, the strife And
various trials of our complex being.

4. In a dramatic composition, an unexpected
turn or development of the plot at the climax.
1651 Davenant Gondibert Pref., The fourth [Act], .gives

. . a counterturn to that main design which chang'd in the
third. 1668 Drvden Drain. Poesy in Arb. Gamer III. 520
The Catastasis or Counter-turn, .embroils the action in new
difficulties.

Counter-tu'rned, a. Her. Turned in

contrary directions.

1830 in Robson Brit. Herald III, Gloss.

Cou'nter-tu rning, vbl. sb. [Counter- 6.]

A turning in the contrary direction.

a 1668 Davenant To Earl of Orrery Wks. (1673) 280
Yours can all Turnes and Counter-turnings find To catch
Opinion, as a Ship the winde.

Cou*nterty:pe. [Counter- 3, 8 : cf. Anti-
type.] + 1. = Antitype. Obs.
1624 Gatakfr Transubst. 121 Christ might not as well
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compare the type with the truth ; as the type with the
countertype.

2. A parallel type in another sphere ; a parallel.

i8ss Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) IX. xiv. iv. 170 Almost all

the vernacular poetry of the middle ages has its Latin
countertype.

3. An opposite type ; a logical opposite.
x88o Scribn. Mag. May 121 Whitman is his countertype

at the pole opposite from that of art.

Countervail (kauntajv/i-l), v. Also 4-6
countre-, countyr-, cowntir-, contre-, conter-,
contur-, 4-7 -vaile, -vayle, -vaille, -vale. [a.

AF. tountrevaloir-QY. contrevaloir (pres. subj.

contrevaille) :—L, phrase contra valere to be of
worth against.]

1 1. trans. To be equivalent to in value. Obs.
C1380 Wrcuf Wks. (1880) 302 pes tibis and bis offryngis,

be whiche as I suppose cowntirvaylen be seculer lordis
rentis. 1494 Fabyan Chron. to 560 Iewellys & other stuffe
yt countyruayled the sayd value, 1551 Robinson tr. Mores
Utop. (Arb.) 45 All the goodes in the worlde are not hable
to counteruayle mans life. 1604 T. Wright Passions v. % 4.

240 Such a pretious Iewell. .a million of golde would not
countervaile. 1655 Fuli.fr Ch. Hist. 11. v. | to As a Shil-
ling passing in Payment countervaileth six two-pences.
2. To equal, match, come up to. arch.
1530 Palsgr. 801 Whan the frensche tonge hathe many

adverbes that contrevaile one adverbe in englyshe. 1607
Tofsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 133 Notwithstanding they
countervail not the Greyhound in greatness. 163s N. Car-
penter Gcog. Del. 11. ix. 164 That these vapours counter,
uailethe water perpetually brought in, is. .very improbable.
173a Pope F.ss. Man 1. Argt., Reason alone countervails
all the other faculties. 1841 Emerson Led., Times Wks.
(Bohn) II. 250 An incalculable energy which countervails
all other forces in nature.

tb. To make an equivalent return for; to
reciprocate. Obs.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. (18771 63 Though I be vnable
with any benefit to counteruail your great pains. 1587
Fleming Contn. Holinshed III, 1295/2 So much the lesse
hope haue we. .to counteruaile the huge sea of the rest of
your benefits. 1610-12 Rowlands Four Knaves (Percy
Soc.) 7 Whome you shall ready finde To countervaile your
curtesie. 1633 Hevwood F.ng. Trav. tit. Wits. 1874 IV. 41
This, and more.. can neuer counteruaile The oft and fre-
quent welcomes giuen my sonne.

1 3. To act against or resist with equal force ; to
counterbalance. Obs.
1590 Spenser F. Q. il vt 29 He fiersly at him flew .

.

Who, soone prepared to field, his sword forth drew, And
him with equall valew countervayld. 1641 Wilkins Math.
Magick II. xv. ( 1648) 292 The outward streams, must be of
so much force as to countervail all that weight. 1669
Boyle Contn. Ifem Exp. 1. xlvii. 11682) 163 The Air in the
Bladder . . was able by its Pressure to countervaile the
weight of 42 pound.

+ b. To balance against any force ; to ballast.
Obs. rare.

1630 J. Levett Ord. Bees (1634) 70 If any tempest sud-
denly arise, they [bees] countervaile themselues with little
stones, flying in the wind as neere the ground as may be.

4. fit;. To avail or prevail against ; to have
force or be of effect against ; to counterbalance.
.'547 J- Harrison Exhort. Scottes 226 Thoughe prescrip-

cion serued in that case .. yet the warres made from hue to
tyme, counteruaile a possession thereof, c 1560 Abe. Parker
Psalter Ixxxiii. 237 Gods hand them all so countervayld e.

1674 Govt. Tongue Pref. § 5 These few stones and sling
..may countervail the massive armor, of the uncircum-
cised Philistin. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 404 Nocerti-
ficate of a judge was allowed .. to countervail the oath of
the jury. 1849 Grote Greece n. Iv. (1862) V. 6 Advantage
. .which had to a certain extent been countervailed by sub-
sequent losses. 1859 Kingsley Agric. Crisis Misc. II. 170
No subsequent failures, .can countervail that fact.

5. To compensate, make up for (damage,
trouble, loss, etc.). Formerly said also of persons.
1393 Gower Con/. I. 270 He..countrevaileth The harm,

that he hem so travaileth. 1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I.
cxxxvni. 167 The good seruyce that ye haue done, and
your valyantnesse. .must counteruayle your trespasse, and
be taken for your excuse. 1586 Cogan Haven Health iii.

(1636) 23 God. .hath provided food, .to restore and counter-
vaile. .the continual impairing, .of our flesh. i6ix Bible
Esther vii. 4 Although the enemy could not counteruaile
the kings dammage. 1713 Addison Guardian No. 135 p 1

It. .more than countervails all the calamities and afflictions
which can possibly befal us. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 25a
What hope for myself could countervail the despair for
thee? 1865 Grote Plato I. vi. 273 A full breadth of posi-
tive philosophy to countervail his own negative fertility.

6. intr. a. To be of equal force or weight on
the contrary side ; to avail against [with, for obs.)
1393 Gower Con/. Prol. I. 28 Where Rome than wolde

assaile, There mighte nothing contrevaile. 1536 Starkky
Let. in England p. xl, Albehyt . . suffycyent to conturvayle
agayn al owtward displesure. 1551 Recorde Cast. Knoivl.
(>55*) 333 Alwaies the one signe counteruailyng with his
contrary, there is euermore one halfe of the Zodiake aboue
the Horizonte. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. (1877) =7 There
is no sinne so greeuous, which the grace and mercy of God
is not able to counteruaile withal. 1649 Milton Eihon.
xii. (1851) 433 Against which testimonies, .the bare denyall
of one man. .cannot, .countervaile. 1660 Ingei.o Bentiv. tr
Urania 1.(1682) ti6 Will the treading a few steps counter-
vail for perseverance in our journey? 1831 Brewster Nezv-
ton (18551 1, iv. 108 What name . . could countervail against
the High Priest of Science.

+ b. To be equivalent or equal ; to vie 'with.
Obs.

153? Calislo f Melib. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 61 (He) would
say in comparison nothing countervails. 1570 Ascham

Scholem. (Arb.) 102 Surelie the proffet . . wold conteruaile
wyth the toile. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Anrw. Osor. 81 b,
A^ certeine man . . who rashly . . seemeth to countervaile
with the politicke prowesse of Themystocles.

Countervail (.kau-ntaivvil), sb. 1 0bs. [f.

prec. vb.] That which countervails ; an equiva-
lent.

r i430 Lydg. Chorle + Byrde (1818) 15, I to haue more
poise closid in myn entraille Than alie my body set for the
counteruaylle. 1663 Mrq. Worcester Water-Comm. En-
gine 15 The Engine consisteth of the following Particu-
lars :— 1. A perfect Counterpoize for what quantity soever of
Water.—2. A perfect Countervail for what Height soever it

is to be brought unto . . 4. A Viceregent or Countervail
supplying the place and performing the full force of a Man,
Wind, Beast or Mill, a 1716 South Serm. (17:7) III. 515
The present pleasure of a sinfull Act, is a poor Counter-
vail for the bitterness of the Review. 1853 G. J[ohnston
Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 126 This, .structure is given as a
countervail to the great size and weight of the seed.

Countervailable, a. Obs. [f. Counter-
vail v. + -able.] To be matched or set against

as equivalent. Const, with, to.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 209 What commendation.,
can I give thee that is countervailable with the singularitie
of thy vertue. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1401/2
With knightlie courage counteruaileable to his double de-
sire of honour. i6»3 Bp. Hall Serm. V. 157 Worlds of all

these are no way countervailable to Truth. 1651 Howell
Venice 161 A countervailable summe of money.

Countervailing, vb/. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ing 1.] The action of the verb Countervail, q.v.
1612 Brerewood Lang. <y Retig. xiv. 148 What is wanting

in the south parts of the two foresaid continents, towards
the countervailing of the north parts.

Countervai ling, ///. a. [-ing 2.] That
countervails

; counterbalancing, compensating.
*793 T. Jefferson Writ. (18591 «5 11 would not have

lieen wonderful if we had taken countervailing measures.
183a Lewis Urn *r Ab. Pol. Terms xx. 173 Balanced by-

countervailing advantages. 1884 Sat. Rev. 14 June 781/1
If we impose a countervailing duty upon lrounty-fed sugar.

tCountervarlment. Obs. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -mext.] Compensation.
"594 NA«HK^Tcrrort 0/Night Fivb, He that hath con-

sumed his braines to compasse prosperitie and meetes with
no counteruaylement in hir likenesse but hedge wine and
lean mutton.

Countervair kan-ntuve**!), sb. (a.). Her.
Also 8 contre-. [Counter- 14 : cf. Y. contre-

vair.] A variety of vair (one of the ' furs '), in

which the bells or cups of the same tincture are

placed base to base.

1766 Porny Heraldry iii. (1777) 27 Counter-Vair or
Contre- Vair, is when Bells or Cups of the same Tincture
are placed Base against Base and Point against Point.

1864 Boltell Heraldry Hist, f, Pop. iv. (ed. 3) 20. 1868
Cussans Her. iii. (1882) 54.

So Countervairy a. (in 8 contre-vary),
1731 Bailey (vol. II, s.v. l'ary\ Contre-l'ary. 1830

Robson Brit. Herald III. Gloss., Countervairy or verry
is considered a fur.

Countervallation - Contravallation.
1676 Earl Orrery Art 0/ War 173 Our modern Lines of

Circumvallation and Countervallation. 18*5 Genii. Mag.
I. 1. 300 Lines of circumvallation and countervallation.

+ Counterva'lue, v. Obs. Also 7 contre-.
[Counter- i + Value v. : cf. the earlier counter-
vail.]

1. trans. To equal or counterbalance in value
;

Countervail i.

1581 W. Stafford Exam. Compl. L (18761 17 We haue
nothing to sell, .to counterualue those things that we must
buy agayne. 1605 T. Hutton Reasons for Re/usal 131
Whose vse and doctrine countervalue not their doubts &
vncertaine opinions. 1656 H. Phillips Purch. Patt. B vj b,

The Rent remaining will counter-value the Ground-Rent.

2. intr. Of an accused person : To give a
counter-estimate. Cf. Counter-penalty.
183a Sir G. C. Lewis in Phitol. Museum I. 132 The de-

fendant was then allowed to make a lower assessment of
the fine or other penalty, to counter-value, as it was called
{ivTiriiiaadat or vtnmjuatrdat.)

t Cou nterva lue, si. Obs. [cf. prec. and
Fr. contre-valeur.] Equivalent value.
1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 613/1 It is alto-

gether fruitless, and not of countervalue with the troubles
which follow it.

Counter-vault. [Cf. Counter-arch.] An
inverted vault or arch.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek.
Counter-vaunt, -vibration : see Cottntfr-.
Cou nterve'ne, v. rare, m Contravene.
1815 Coleridge Aids Re/1. (1848) I. 141 The demonstra-

bility required would countervene all the purposes of the
truth in question.

tCounterve'nge, v. Obs. rare. [ad. OF.
contrevengcr, f. contre- + venger (see Avenge).]
trans. To revenge, take retaliatory vengeance for.

»5»3 J* Berners Froiss. I. ccxlv. 365 [They] toke in
great dispyte the takyng of the said messangers . . wher.
fore they thought to counterueng it. Ibid, ccclviii. 581
The erlegaue leue_. .to the knightes and squiers. .to counter-
uenge them of their domages.

Cou'ntervenom. rare. [Cf. It. contrav
ve/eno.] = Counteri-oison ; but in quot. =A venom
or poison used as an antidote to another poison.
1854 De Quincey War Wks. IV. 264 A counter-venom

to the taint of some more mortal poison.

I Cou'nterverse. Obs. [? Counter- 8.]

? A verse sung alternately ; a burden or refrain

taken up by others.

'563-87 Foxe A.frM. (1684) II. 455 The best and longest
song with the most counterverses in it should be set up at
his coming. 1614 J. Dames Eglogues Wks. (Grosarti II.
m. 2t And I, with thee, will chaunt each counterverse.

Cou nterview. [Counter- 8, 9 ; cf. F. con-
tre-vue opposite point of view (in Littre).]

+ 1. An opposite or reciprocal view ; view from
opposite sides or in opposite directions

; position

,

of two persons or things fronting each other, or

placed so as to contrast with each other.

1590 R. W. 3 Lords 4 Ladies Land. 1. in Hazl. Dodsley
VI. 464 A counterview of pages and of shields. 1607 S.
Collins Sermon (1608) 39 The two Cherubins that face the
Mercy seat with mutual! counterview. 1667 Milton P. L.
X. 231 Within the Gates of Hell sate Sin and Death, In
counterview. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. Introd., I have
drawn some lines of Sir John Lingar's character, .on purpose

;

to place it in counterview or contrast with that of the other
company. 1780 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 121/2 He had

I
only to pass the names of the protestors in counterview be-
fore them.

2. The opposite view or opinion. (Better as two
words.)
185a Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. 2 M. Peisse has ably

advocated the counterview.

Counter-vindication, -vote, -volley,
-wager, etc. : see Counter-.

t Cou nterwai't, v. Obs. Also 4 ooju ntre-
waite, -wayte. [a. AF. countre-, ONF. contre-

]

-.oaiter, OF. contreguaitier, i. contre against

I

+guailier, in ONF. waiter, to Wait, watch.]
trans. To lie in wait against ; to watch against.
c 138* Chaucer Melib. r 353 (Harl. MS.l fenne schal je

euermore counterwayte enbusshementz ana alle espiaille.

1561 Phaer Mneid ix. A a ij b, Aye watching lyke some
Wolfe . . counterwaiting shipfold cots. 1602 Carew Com-

\
ivall 29 b, Another troope corn's in with fire and sword. Yet
cowardly, close counterwaite his way.
Hence Counterwai ting ///. a.

1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 66 Their returne..Was by the
counterwayting foe distrest.

Cou-nter-walk. [Counter- 8 b.] A smaller
parallel walk as an accessor)' to a main walk.
1664 Flecknoe Disc. Eng. Stage (18691 277 A. .well con-

triv'd Garden, cast into its Walks and Counterwalks. 171a
. J. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening 41 Three Alleys close
1 together, a large one in the Middle, and two on the Sides
I that accompany it, and are called Counter-walks.

+ Cou'nter-walker. Obs. nonce-wd. One
who walks on the opposite side ; in //. «= Anti-

|

poDBS. (Cf. Counter-pacer).
i6«5 Lisle Du Bartas, Not 123 That the men of Chili are

the right Antipodes or counter walkers unto Spain.

Counter-wall. Mil. [Counter- 13.] Aline
of wall raised against the enemy's wall.
1836 Thirlwall Greece III. xxv. 411 The Syracusans.

.

had returned to the city. -leaving a guard at the counter-
wall. 1850 Grote Greece 11. lix. VII. 342 A tenable counter-
wall, .would completely defeat the intent of the besiegers.

t Cou'nter-warden. Obs.-" [Counter- 8 b
+ Warden : cf. Contre-mabter.]
1611 Cotgr., Contre-garde, an vnder-warden, or counter-

warden.

Counter-warmth, -wave : see Counter-.
Counterweigh kau ntsjw^i -

), v. Also 5-6
-wey, 6 -way, countreweigh. [f. Counter- i +
Weigh v., a partial englishing of AF. countre-

peyser to Counterpoise.]

L trans. To weigh (things) against each other,

or in opposite scales ; to balance. (In quots.yf^.)
c 1430 Lydg. Bochas nr. xvii. 90 a, Yf their power wer

weyeu in balaunce And counterweyed aright in theyr
memory, a 1541 Wvatt Abused Lm>er resolveth Poet.
Wks. 26 With words and chere so contrarying, Sweet and
sower countre-weighing.

2. intr. To act as a counterpoise or equivalent

weight ; to weigh evenly (with, against), lit. andfig.
1513 Skelton Carl. Laurel 847 With whose chast lyvyng

Your noble demenour is counterwaying. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. (Arb. 1 127 To peece theyr shaftes. .wyth brasel or
holye, to counterwey with the head, a 1568 — Let. to
Raven (T.l, If Wrights had ten fellowships of St. John's, it

would not counterweigh with the loss of this occasion. 1809
Pinkney Trav. France 8 To counterweigh against the
continental predominance of the French Emperor.
3. trans. To counterbalance, counterpoise.
18J5 Carlvle Schiller 11. (1845I 73 The few men of worth

. . are too disagreeably counterweighed by the baleful swarm
of creatures who keep humming round you. 1854-6 Pat-
more Angel in H . 1. 11. 1. (1870) 148 If one slight column
counterweigh The Ocean, 'tis the Maker's law.

Counter - weight, counterweight
(kau'ntarwv^C [Counter- 8 : cf. prec. and Coun-
terpoise sb.] A weight in the opposite scale, a
counterbalancing weight, a counterpoise.

1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2837/4 Lines, Pulhes, and Counter-

I

weights. 1710 Norris Chr. Prud. v. 216 However it may
1 be outweigh'd. .bya Counterweight in the prevailing Scale.

1704 G. Adams Nat. 4. Exp. Philos. I. iii. 78 As soon as
i the counter-weight was taken off", .the spring exerted its

power. 1879 CasselTs Techn. Educ. IV. 394/2 The tele-

i
scope is balanced by counter-weights suspended by chains.

!

b. fig.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852I I. 64 They attribute [to

I the Will) a power of controlling desire, without aid of any
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counter-weight whatsoever. 1845 Maukick Mo?: <y Met.
Phtlos. in "Encycl. ,Mctrop, 662/1 Physical studies as a
counter-weight, .to theology.

Cou*nterwei:ghted, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ed.]

Furnished with a counter-weight.
1870 Eng. Aleck. 7 Jan. 401/3 The case is analogous to

that of a counter-weighted body. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek.
I- 637/2 A counter-weighted wire .. to balance the threads
after they are depressed by the faller-wire.

Cou nterwhee l. v. rare. [Counter- i.] To
wheel round in the contrary direction. Hence
Counterwheeled ppl. a,

1659 Lovelace Poems (1864) 178 The falcon charges at
first view With her brigade of talons, through Whose
shoots the wary heron beat With a well counterwheel'd
retreat.

Counter-wind, -witness : see Counter-.

t Cou*nter-window. 06s. [transl. F. contre-

fefie'tre, contre-vitre!\ A shutter outside a win-
dow.
1611 Cotgr., Contre-fenesire, a woodden window fon the

outside of a glasen one), a counter window, or outward
window. 1616 Scrfl. & Markh. Country Fanne 15 By
the meanes of Windowes and counter-Windowes, you may
cut off the entrance both of Sunne and whatsoeuer Winds.

t Cotrnter-woircL Mil. Obs. [Counter- 8 ;

after F. contre-mot.] = Countersign.
1678 A. Lovell Fontaine"$ Duties Cav. 37 Quarter Master

..It is his duty likewise to go duly and receive the word.
He ought, .to write it down with the Counter-word, that he
may remember them.

Cou'nterwo rk, sb. [Counter- 3, 13.]

1. gen. Any work intended to oppose or counter-

act another work; opposing work or operation.

1598 Florio, Contraoperatione, a counterworke, a con-
trane operation. 1846 Trench Mirac. Introd. (1862) 23
Side by side with the miracles, .runs another line of wonders,
counterworks of his who is ever the ape of the Most High.
1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. II. 297 The history of good and
evil, .is the history of his work and her counterwork.

2. Mil. A work raised in opposition to those of
the enemy.
1650 Cromwell Let 2 Apr. (Carlyle>, The enemy had

made two retrenchments or counter-works, strongly palisa-
doed. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4077/2 We are preparing a
Counter-work, from whence we may beat them from the
Breach. 1836 Thirlwall Greece III. xxv. 411 The whole
army proceeded, .to the counterwork.
Jig- «i734 North Exam. m. vi. §40. 459 If any Good
was done, tney might erect some Counterworks to prevent
its Effect.

Counterwork 'kcnrntaiwijuk), v. Pa. t. and
pa. pple. -wrought or -worked. [Counter- i.]

1. intr. To work in opposition, or with contrary
intent.

1602 Warner A lb. Eng. x. lix. 11612) 258 Whereto amaiz'd
she counter-works, nor would for ought relent. 1683 Chalk-
hill Thealma CI. 37 And now Philemon 'gan to guess
their ends And counterworks t' oppose them. 1877 E. R.
Conder Bos. Faith ii. 53 Two divers sets of causes are ever
interworking and counterworking in the tangled web of
human affairs.

2. trans. To work against or in opposition to

;

to oppose by contrary operations ; to counteract,
frustrate.

1628 Pym Addr. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I- 596 By
this means they [commonwealths] repair the breaches, and
counterwork the ordinary and natural effects of time, c 1678
J. B. in G. Hickes Spir. Popery 75 After the Lord hath
counter-wrought these Enemies. 1762 Hume Hist. Eng.
(1806) IV. 1. 36 To counterwork the amorous projects of his
rival. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 635 He could not
actively counterwork the regent. 1875 Poste Gains iv.

(ed. 2) 598 A colliding right of the defendant, whereby the
right of the plaintiff is . . counter worked or restrained
from operation.

f3. Mil. (See quot.) Obs.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Counter-work, (in the Art

of War) is to raise Works, in order to oppose and ruin those
of the Enemy.

Cou'nterworker. [f. prec. + -er.] A worker
against ; a counteracter, an opponent.
1867 Maurice Patriarc/is Lawg, vii. 146 A counter-

worker of all that had marred His influence. 1871 Macduff
Mem. Patmos vi. 76 Antichrist the great counterworker.

Counterworking, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-tng 1.1 The action of the verb Counterwork.
1660 Ingelo Beniiv. $ Ur. 11. (1682) 21 The Counter-

workings of Corrivals. a 1680 CharnockA ttrib. God (1 834)
II. 100 The counter-workings of indwelling corruption ..

have ability to extinguish Grace. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamilton
Metapk. xli. (1859) II. 424 In the external world, all is action
and reaction—all is working and counterworking.

Counterworking, ppl. a. [f. as prec. +
-ing- 2

.] That counterworks.
1660 Milton Free Commw. 441 Two troublesom counter-

working Adversaries. 1849 Grote Greece 11. lxxii. (1862)
VI. 382 By the counterworking rivalry of Pausanias. 1879
Escott England 1, 190 Varying and counterworking factors.

t Counterwri'te, v. Obs. [Counter- i.j

To write against. Hence Counterwrrting vbl. sb.

1598 Florio, Contrascritto, a counterwriting. 161 1 —
Co?itrascritto, counter written. 1650 B. Discolliminium
48, I. .desire we may leave writing and counter-writing.

t Cou*nterwrou:ght, ppl. a. Obs. See Coun-
ter-work v. 3. Furnished with or converted into
counter-works. In quot._/%.
1649 Lovelace Poems (1864) 132 Let me make my ap-

proach, when I lye downe, With counter-wrought and
travers eyes [i. c. eyes serving as counterworks and traversl.
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Countess (kmrntes). Forms: 2-5 cuntesse, 3
-asse, contesse, -as, 3-4 contasse, 4 countas,
cuntas, 4-5 countes(e, 4-7 -esse, (5 cowntasse,
cunttass, cowntyse), 6- countess. Also 5
eometas, comytiss. [a. OF. cuntesse, contesse

:—late L. comitissa, fern, of comes, comit-em : see
Count $b.% and -ess. In 13th c. F. partially as-

similated to L. as comtesse ; the same influence pro-
duced the occasional 1 5th c. Eng. comytiss, eometas.]

1. The feminine of Count sb.* a. The wife or
widow of a Count, b. In the peerage of Great
Britain and Ireland, the wife or widow ofan Karl.
C. A lady holding a position in her own right

equal to that of a count or earl.

Besides being the proper feminine answering to the English
Earl, the word is used like Count sb.'2 to translate the
cognate Romanic words, and also the German Griifin and
its cognates in Du., Da., etc.

1154 O. F. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1140 J>e kinges dohter
Henries, be hefde ben Emperice in Alamanie & nu waes
cuntesse in Angou. c 1230 Hali Meid. 9 Aske bes cwenes,
bes riche cuntasses. 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 157 Ygerne,
Gorloys wyf .. bat was contasse of Cornewail. Ibid. 510
The contesse Isabel, that therl mareschales doubter was,
To Gilebred, Erl of Gloucestre, ispoused was. 11330 R.
Brunne Ckron. (1810} 189 Countas of Marche was sche.
c 1450 in Wr.-Wiilcker 691 Hec comitissa, comytiss. c 1475
Ibid. 792/6 Hec cometissa, eometas. 1460 Capgrave Chron.
221 Pnnce Edward weddid Jone, the cuntesse of Kent.
1474 Caxton Chesse 103 Quenes, duchesses, countesses and
alle other ladyes. c 1500 Melusine 35 Specyally the Coun-
tesse, the said Erlis wyf. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 11. ii. 1

Were not you eu'n now, with the Countesse Oliuia? 1706-
43 Chamberlavne St. Gt. Brit. 179 The King, .may, and
often hath created Women to be Baronesses, Countesses,
Dutchesses, and the like. Ibid. 180 The Lady Mary
Compton, in King James the Firsts Time, was made Coun-
tess of Buckingham for Life. 1764 Maclaine tr. Moskeim's
Feci. Hist. in. xi. ii. § 16 The sanctimonious pontiff resided
at that time with the young Mathilda, countess of Tuscany.
1892 Standard 26 May 3/3 The guests comprised. .Earl
and Countess Waldegrave, the Earl and Countess of Gosford
. .the Dowager Countess of Mayo.
2. A middle size of roofing slate.

1803 Sporting Mag. XXII. 109 He had delivered .

.

eight thousand Countesses and eleven thousand Ladies.
1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 395 The Welsh slates are
generally classed in the following order:—Ladies 1 ft. 3m.
by 8in. ; Countesses ift. 8in. by ioin. ; Duchesses 2ft. by
1 ft. 1840 Marryat Olta Podr. (Rtldg.) 256 Countesses are
very light, and the wind gets under them. 1883 Birmingh.
Weekly Post 1 Sept. 1/4 The disturbed slates rattled down
on every side, regardless of the precedence in order of rank
to which they were soon introduced as ' ladies ',

1 countesses
or ' duchesses', according to their merits.

Hence Countessship, the quality, position, or
personality of a countess.
1612 Chapman Widcnves T. in Dodsley (1780) VI. 140 To

see with what alacrity I'll accost her Countessship, 1874
Trollope Lady Anna ii. 16 If the countess-ship of the
countess were to be admitted.

CotrntesS, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec] trans. To
make (any one^ a countess.
a 178s Walpole Lett, to Mann (F. Hall), Countessed.

x86i G. Meredith E. Harrington II. ix. 153 She's grown
since she's been countessed, and does it peacocky.
Counteynaunee, obs. f. Countenance.
Cou'nthood. nonce-zvd. [See -hood.] The

rank or dignity of a count
;
count-ship.

1832 Carlyle Ess. (1872) IV. 138 Reverence for his Count-
hood. 1837 — Fr. Rett. 11. 1. x, His Counthood is not
indifferent to this man.

Cotl'nting, vbl. sb. Also compting. [f.

Count v. + -ing

1. The action ofthe verb Count, q.v.

1:1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 65 Jif bei 3euen benefis to
clerkis fore here worldly seruyces..as for kechene elerkis
and countyngge or daunsynge. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) vii.

77 After cowntynge of x. monethes of the 3eer. 1686 Lond.
Gaz. 2132/4 The new Serjeants having . . performed in the
Inner Temple Hall., the Ceremony of Counting, and had
their Quoifs put on by the Judges. 1833 Ann. Reg. 34 If
no counting out of the House took place, the House might
resume at 5. 1862 Sala Ship Chandler ii. 22 He's bulbed
me about my compting. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commit: II.
in. lxv. 488 The election frauds, .ballot-stuffing, obstruction
of the polls, and fraudulent countings in.

f2. A 'company* (of preachers). Obs.
1486 Bk. St. Albans Fvib, A countyng of prechouris.

3. attrib. and Comb., as counting-art, f -board,

-machine, -place; + counting-book, an account-
book

; "f* counting-cloth, a cloth for covering a
counting-table; t counting-table, (a) a table on
which money is counted out, a counter

; (b) an
abacus ; an arithmetical table. Also Counting-
house, -room.
a 1637 B. Jonson Horace's Art Poetrie Wks. (Rtldg.) 735

They learne. , How to diuide into a hundred parts, A pound
. .by their long *compting arts, c 144a Promp. Parv. gS/2
*Cowntynge borde, or table, tapecea, tapecela. 15 . . in
Pollard MiraclePlays 80My *countynge boke I wolde make
so clere That my rekenynge I sholde not nede to fere. 1642
Rogers Naaman 295 Some Prentices in the shoppe, have
the trust of their Masters counting bookes. 1480 Wardr.
Acc. Edw. IV (1830) 170 A yerde and iij quarters grene
clothe for half a *counting-clothe [for Exchequer Auditors].
1880 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 11 Jan. 6/1, I have been in four
or five of the largest banks in Russia. .The Chinese Count-
ing machine .. is everywhere. 1483 Cath. Angl. 79 A
*Cowntynge place, libratorium. 1440 *Counting-table [see

counting-board]. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, La

Table on coiuptoirdcs changeurs, batu/uicrs ou A tgentien,
the marchauntes counting table. 1616-61 Holydav
Persius 298 Nor love I him that counts the counting-table
Of deep arithmeticians but a fable.

Coirnting-liouse. [f. Count v.] A build-
ing or apartment appropriated to the keeping of
accounts ; a private chamber, closet, or cabinet
appropriated to business and correspondence ; an
office. Now only as in c.

c 1440 Promp. Pari>. 99 C'owntinge hows, computoria.
1577 tr- Bulliugers Decades 11592* 286 These kind of
fe!lowes..keep themselues close in secret counting houses,
their baggs are their pillowes whereon they sleep. 1587
mils <$- Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 157 In the lyttell cownting
howsse within the great chamber. 1734 Watts Reliq. Juv.
(1789) 97 Closets and compting-houses often told our an-
cestors their duty. Nursery Rime, The king was in his
counting-house, Counting out his money.

t b. The office of account of the royal house-
hold. Obs.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Housch. Ord. 83 He indenteth with

the Thesaurer of the household in the countinghouse for all
the basyns, ewears, cuppes, etc. 1539 Mid, 228 The Lord
Great Master, the Treasurer and Comptroller of the Kings
Household, .shall be dayly in the Compting-house between
the hours of 8 and 9 in the morning. 1670 Blount Law
Diet., Counting-House of the Kings Houshold. .Commonly
called the Green Cloth . . where sit the Lord Steward . . the
Comptroller, .for daily taking the Accompts of all Expenses
of the Houshold.

c. spec. A building, room, or office in a commercial
establishment, in which the book-keeping, corre-
spondence, etc., are carried on ; also attrib. (Now
largely superseded in everyday use by office.)
1614 G. Markham Way to Wealth in Arb. Garner IV.

334 The counting-houses of the Fish Brokers. ^1633 Lkx-
nard tr. Charrons Wisd. 1. xx.xix. § 10 To hear . . a Mer-
chant talking in his counting-house. 1777 Burke Let.
Sheriffs 0/ Bristol Wks. III. 143 The merchant who sits in

his compting-house. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 134
There_were those who still remembered him an apprentice,
sweeping one of the counting houses of the City, at/rib.
1882 Pebody Eng. Journalism x. 75 A year or two of
countinghouse work disgusted James Perry with invoices
and ledgers.

+ d. An office of finance, a Comptoir. Obs.
1735 Berkeley App. to Querist § 234 To appoint four

counting-houses, one in each province, for converting notes
into specie.

Coirnting-room. = prec. C. (Chiefly in U.S.)
1712 Arbuthnot John BnU{\is$\ 52 If they ventured into

the counting-room, a fellow would throw an ink-bottle at
their head. 1838 Emkrson Nat., Lit. Ethics Wks. (Bohn)
II. 218 In the counting-room, the merchant cares little

whether the cargo be hides or barilla. 1883 Harper s Mae.
Mar. 580/1 He staid in his counting-room.
Countir- : see Counter-.
Countise, var. of Quainttse, Obs., cunning.

t CoU'ntize, v. Obs. rare. [f. County + -ize.]

To form into a county.
1598 Spenskr in Grosart Spenser s Wks. I. 540 This new

Countizing of the Countrie of Monohan.
Countless (kairntles), a. Also 7 comptless.

[f. Count sb* + -less.] That cannot be counted :

of number, less commonly of quantity or value.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. iii. 159 O were the summe of these

that I should pay Countlesse and infinit, yet would I pay
them. 1592 — Ven. Ad. 84 One sweet kisse shall pay
this comptlesse debt. 1607 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv.

Magnif. (1621) 448 The Flock of Izrael A compt-less Flock.
1725 Pope Odyss. (J.), I see, I cry'd, his woes, a countless
train. 1837 Keble Chr. V., Morning viii, New treasures
still, of countless price, God will provide for sacrifice. 1880
Haughton Phys. Geog. 1. 16 The countless worlds that
surround it.

Countly kairntli), a. [f. Count sb% + -ly 1 :

cf. Ger. graflich.1 Of, pertaining to, or proper to

a count.
1847 Seer. Soc. Mid. Ages 324 'To repair', as the laws

express it, ' his countly hat '. 1879 S. B. Gould Germany
II. 187 No countly house in Germany has. .produced such
good, .rulers.

Counto, obs. form of Conto.

t Cou'ntour, -or. Obs. [An earlier form of

Counter sb.'A , AF. countour, as an official title.]

1. Eng. Hist. An accountant ; an officer who
appears to have assisted in early times in collect-

ing or auditing the county dues.
[1292 Britton 11. xxi. § 3 Ou seignurs, ou counseillers, ou

countours.] 1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 538 Vor as he huld this

hundred . . Adam of Arderne was is chef countour. c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 359 A ffrankeleyn was in his compaignye .

.

At sessions ther was he lord and sire fful ofte tyme he was
knyght ofthe shire . . A shirreue hadde he been and Countour.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6814 Bailifs, bedels, provost, countours ;

These lyven wel nygh by ravyne.

2. Laxv. An ancient term for a legal pleader, or
serjeant-at-law; cf. Count z>. 11.

[1275 Act 3 Edw. /, c. 24 Si nul serjaunt, Contour, ou
autre face nul manere deceyte ou collusion en la Court le

Rey.] c 1335 Poem on Edw. II 342 in Pol. Songs (Camden)
339 And countours in benche that stondeth at the barre.
i6i4_Selden Titles Hon. 292 A Countour was (if I am not
deceiu'd) a Sergeant at Law, known also then by both
names. 1628 Coke On Litt. 17 a. 1641 Termes de la Ley
92 Countours by M. Home, are such Sergeants skilful 1 in
the Law of the Realme, which serve the common people to
pronounce and defend their Actions in judgement for their
fee. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 24. 1861 Riley tr. Liber
Albus 42 The Common Serjeant-at-law, who is otherwise
called the 'Common Countor'. 1863 H. Cox Instil, n. iii.

373 note.

186
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Count out : see Count sb.^ i b, Count v. i c.

Countre-, obs. form of Counter-.

t Countrel. Obs. rare. [Cf. Countour.] =
Accountant.
1479 Paston Lett. No. 839 III. 254 Lete my countrelle

doo what hym liste.

Countrified, countryfied fjorntrifjid),

///. a. [f. next + -ed l. (The Dictionaries give

preference to countrified \ but countryfied often

occurs in good modern writers.)]

1. Conformed to the country and its life, as
opposed to that of the town ; having the appear-
ance, manners, and character that belong to, or
are associated with, rural life ; affected by or
smacking of life in the country ; rustic.

'653 Fisher Baby Baptism 7 We ourselves were now
countrified by our long non-residence in the University.

'759 J- Townley High life below Stairs 1, I'll be so coun-
trify'd you shall not know me. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis
liii. Miss Bell's a little countryfied. 187JS Mrs. RANDOLPH
W. Hyacinth 1. 7 They will think us stupid and countrified.
Comb. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast v. 12 A thoroughly

countrified-looking fellow.

b. Conformable to the fashion of a country.
1864 R. F. Burton Dahome^S If . . you wish to be pecu-

liarly countrified, you sign to him to kneel.

2. Of scenery : Country-like, rural.

1756 Lloyd Cits Country Box 60 So sweet a distance
for a ride, And all about so countrified ! 1814 Lamii
Let. to Wordsivorth 9 Aug. All that was countryfied in the
parks is all but obliterated. 1887 T. A. Trollope What I
remember II. viii. 133 It was altogether more retired and
countrified, nestling closely among the chestnut woods.
Hence Con ntrifie dness.
1881 Athenaeum 16 July 43 The common countryfiedness

of their subjects.

Countrify letmtrifei), v. [f. next + -fy ; cf.

beautify.] To impart the characteristics of the
country to ; to make rural or rustic. Chiefly in

pa. pple. (see prec).

Countre, countree, obs. and arch. ff. Country.
Country (ktrntri). Forms: a. 3-6 contre,

-trey, 4-5 con-, cuntree, 4-6 cuntre, -trey

;

also 3 contreie, 4 -trai, -tray e, -trez, -try,

cuntray, -trei, -thre, kon-, kuntre, kontrey,

5 cuntrye, 6 contrie, -tra, cuntrie, -try,
-traith, -treth

; £. 5-6 countre, 5 -tray, 5-8
-trey, 6-7 -trie, !arck. 8 countrie, 8-9 -tree\ 6-
country. [ME. contre{e, cuntre(e, a. OF. cuntree,

contree = Yr. and It. contrada late L. contrdta
(quoted by Brachet from Leges Sicilije), f. contra
against, opposite, lit. that which lies opposite or
fronting the view, the landscape spread out before
one : cf. the old Pr. equivalent encontrada, that

encountered or met with. So Ger. gegemi region,
f. gegen against, formed (according to Kluge) after

the Romanic word.

t
The original stress on the final syllable, common in verse

in ME., has been retained as an archaism of ballad poetry,
sometimes with the spelling countree, countrie.
a 1300 Cursor M. 336a Oute of bi kib and bis cuntree.

c 1386 Chaucer Thopas 7 Ybom he was in fer contree, In
flaundres al biyonde the see. a 14x5 Thomas of Erceld. 346
Wha sail be kynge, wha sail be nane. And wha sail welde
this northe countre ? c 1450 St. Cutkbert (Surtees) 4651 To
straunge contre he wil we trus. a 1784 Dick d the Cow xli.

(Bord. Minstr.\Thus Dickie has fell'd Johnie Armstrang
The prettiest man in the south country [rime three]. 1798
Coleridge Anc. Mariner vn. i, He loves to talk with
Marineres That come from a far Contree. 1816 Byron
Siege of Cor. Intr., And some are in a far countree.]

I. 1. A tract or expanse of land of undefined
extent ; a region, district.

c x»75 Lav. 1282 Bi Ruscicadan Hit neome be see, and bi be
contre of Assare [c iao$ montaine of Azare]. r 13*0 Sir
Trt'str. 1437 pe cuntre well he knewe Er he be dragoun sou;t
And sei^e. c 1580 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. if 5 Al be
contrey aboute Jordan. Ibid. 9 Marie wente into monteyne
contre. c 1450 Merlin ii. 32 That contre is full of grete
forestis. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (1815) 196 Two days
ago, we went across the country to visit Squire Burdock.
187a K. Peacock Mabel Heron I. vi. 88 His road lay over
a flat country. 1889 Whitaker*s Almanack 446 A rich
grazing country admirably adapted to the rearing of sheep,

b. without a. and pi.

1881 }. Russell Haigs Hi. 38 Round Jedburgh and
Hawick were immense belts of country covered with trees.

Mod. All this is new country to me.

C. The transition from 1 to 2 is seen in the ap-
plication of the word to a district having distinct

physical or other characteristics, as the chalk coun-
try, thefen country, the country ofthe red-deer, the

stag-hunting country, etc.

1821 Cobbett Rur, Rides (1885)1. 112 The saint-foin hay
has all been got in in the chalk countries without a drop
of wet.

2. A tract or district having more or less definite

limits in relation to human occupation, e.g. owned
by the same lord or proprietor, or inhabited by
people of the same race, dialect, occupation, etc.

Formerly often applied to a county, barony, or other part

;

In Ireland and Scotland, still to the territory of a clan as the
O'Neil Country, LochieVs Country.
1197 R.Glouc (1724! 368 Vewe contreyes be|>in Engelond,

bat monekes nabbeb of Normandye sombyng in her honde.
<"i33° K- Brunnk Citron. (r8io> 39 pe cuntre of Dorsetb,

lond & tenement, Alle had bei wasted, fro Seuerne vnto
j

Kent. ( 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 422 pey wolen infecte
cuntreys and cuntreys wolen infecte reumes. c 1434 Paston
Lett. No. 19 I. 36. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. xrix. 79
Ther was a kyng Britone that held the countre of leycestre
& al the countrey aboute named Brecinale. 103 Fitzherb.
Hush. §2 In Leycestershyre, Lankesshyre,Yorkeshyre. .and
manye other countreyes, the plowes be of dyuers makinges.
1587 Golding De Momay viii. 94 The very account of
the yeere was vncerteine and confused in the cuntrie of
Europe, vntill the time of Iulius Caesar. 1665 Sir C.
Lyttelton in Hatton Corr.dBjH} 47 Welcomed by . . the
nobility and gentlemen of the contrys with the volunteer
troopes as wee passed. 1706-43 Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit.
201 Shire of Aberdeen .. contains the Countries of Marre,
Fourmanteen, Garioch, Strathbogie, and. .Part of Buchan.
1798 Prince Regent (Geo. IV.] in Chatterton Mem. Ld.
Gambier(1&61) I. xxi. 347 To know whether I would not give
up hunting what is called the Piddletown country*- 1818
Scott Rob Roy Introd., The fort at Inversnaid, constructed
Cbr the express purpose of bridling the country of the Mac-

j

Gregors. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. xiii. (ed. 3) 175 The
ancient Irish tenancy consisted of a village or dUtrict,or, in
the phraseology of the island, a * country in which there
was a paramount chief, .and a number of dependent clans-
men. 1887 Cheshire Gloss., Country, a countryside, district.

Two adjoining parishes might be spoken of as different
countries.

3. The territory or land of a nation
;
usually an

independent state, or a region once independent and
still distinct in race, language, institutions, or
historical memories, as England, Scotland, and
Ireland, in the United Kingdom, etc.

With political changes, what were originally distinct
countries have become provinces or districts of one country,
and vice versa ; the modern tendency being to identify the
term with the existing political condition.
r 1330 R. Kri nne Chron. (1810) 162 Of Jerusalem cuntre

be gode kyng Guyoun. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II.

11 pe contree clepid Bythynye. r 1400 Destr. Troy xm.
5426 What kynges bere come of countres aboute. c 1400
Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 173 If a leche be in straunge cuntre he
ne schal bi no maner wei take sich a cure. 1553 Grimai.de
Cicero's Offices 'iss6> 22 To bee of one countrie, of one na-
tion, of one language. 16x1 Bible Transl. Pre/. 5 In those
times very many Countreys of the West, .spake or vnder-
stood Latine. 1673 Ray Joum. Low C. Pref., Spain, .being
a Countrey out of the ordinary road of Travellers. 1718
Freethinker No. 56. 8 A Countrey, where every thing is in
the Disposal of the Crown. 1875 Jevons Money {1878) 6
The most advanced commercial countries. 1885 IVhitaker's
Aim. 433 Irish Peers, .may represent any Borough, County,
or University in England or Scotland, but not in Ireland.
Peers of Scotland cannot be elected as Members of Parlia-

ment in any of the three countries. Ibid. 311 {titled. Foreign
Countries, chiefly those with which this Nation holds inter-

course by means of Ambassadors or Consuls.

4. The land of a person's birth, citizenship,

residence, etc. ; used alike in the wider sense of

native land, and in the narrower one of the particu-

lar district to which a person belongs, a. with

possess, pron,
a 1300 Cursor M. 18163 (Cott.) pai war for-wondred o bat

light, In bair contre bai sagh sa bright. -1350 Will.
Palerne 722 Mi-self knowe ich nou^t mi ken ne mi kontre
noiber. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5662 In erthe is not oure countre.
1548 Hall Chron. 13 The most pernicious, .enemy to them
and his owne natural! countrey. Ibid. 44 The final de-
struction of your native countrey and naturall region. 1596
Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 82 To weepe Ouer his Countries
Wrongs. 1697 Drydkn Virg. Georg. iv. 811 Mighty Qesar
..asserts his Country's Cause. 1705 Addison Italy 13
Heroes that have.. acted for the Good of their Country.
1855 Macatlay Hist. Eng. III. 304 The people had no
love for their country or for their king.

b. absolutely. Native land, fatherland.
1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 2 Which speake of. . inuincible

mindes, of bold aduenturers for Countries saufetie. 1591
Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 111. iii. 81 Forgiue me Countrey, and
sweet Countreymen. 1738 Pope Epit. Sat. 1. 158 See
thronging Millions to the Pagod run. And offer Country,
Parent, Wife, or Son ! 185* Tennyson Ode Death Welling-
ton vi. 61 If love of country move thee there at all. 1889
Sat. Rer>. 16 Mar. 321/2 The old-fashioned love of country
which never swells into l>ombast or sinks into chauvinism.
5. * The parts of a region distant from cities or

courts ' (J. ); the rural districts as distinct from
the town or towns ; sometimes applied to all

outside the capital, called, by eminence, ' town \
15*6-34 Tindale Mark v. 14 And.. the swyne heerdes

need, and tolde it in the cyte, and in the countre. 1530
Palsgr. 587/2, I lyke nat his daunsing, he hoppeth and
tryppeth fyke one of the countraye . . comme vng paysant.
1598 Nashe Christ's T. 49 b, In the Country, the Gentle-
man . . vndoeth the Farmer. In London, the Vsurer
snatcheth vp the Gentleman. 1697 T. Smith in Lett. Lit.
Men (Camden) 241 Hee. .is gone into the Country, but not
farr from London. 17*7 Swift Gullh'erm. iv. 201 Passed
through one of the town-gates, and went about three miles
into the country. 1784 Covvper Task 1. 749 God made the
country, and man made the town. 1848 Macaixay Hist.
Eng. I. 319 The refinements of the capital follow him into
the country. 1891 Law Times XCII. 107/2 [HeJ has so
far recovered as to be able to leave town for the country.

6. The people of a district or state; the nation.
c jtuuj Sir Tristr. 1407 pe cuntre alle bidene bai seije fle

ful ri^t. c 1340 Cursor M. 13262 (Fairf.) t>e cuntray hally
til him so:$t. 1548 Hall Chron. 24 b. By trie puissaunce of
the townsmen and aide of the countrey, they were repulsed.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 136 All the Countrey, in a
generall voyce, Cry'd hate vpon htm. i6n Bible Gen. xli.

57 And all countreys came into Egypt to Ioseph, for to
buy corne. 173a Pope Ep. Bathurst 190 No noon-tide
bell invites the country round. 1784 Cowper Task II. 814
The country mourns. 1825 Ld. Cockburn Mem. 409 What
was called the country, that is, the country as represented

by town councils and lairds was nearly unanimous against
this reform.

b. To appeal ax go to the country, to appeal to
the body of parliamentary electors from an
adverse or doubtful vote of the House of Com-
mons, which is practically done by the dissolution
of Parliament : see Appeal v. 5.

1845 Disraeli Sybil (1863) 34 What with church and com
together, and the Queen Dowager, we may go to the
country with as good a cry as some other persons. 1865 H

.

Kingsley Hillyars ff Burtons lix, It became necessary for
James Oxton to go to the country He [the Governor]
dissolved the assembly and sent James Oxton to the coun-
try. 1890 Itlustr. Lond. News 12 Apr. 450/t The cry of a
' cheap breakfast table' would no longer be one ' to go to
the country with*.

7. Law. Applied to a jury.
In i2-i4th c. a jury was a body of witnesses summoned

to decide by their sworn testimony {veredictum, verdict)
some question debated between litigants who had formally
agreed to be bound by that testimony. The jury being
summoned from the neighbourhood (hundred) in which the
controverted facts were supposed to have taken place, the
question was said to be tried by the neighbourhood (L.
vicinetum, visnetum, Fr. visneti or by the 'country* (L.
Patria, V.pays). The litigants were said to put themselves
upon the, or their country, and trial by the country was
distinguished from other modes of triaf. The phrase has
been retained to the present day, when accused criminals
still formally submit to trial 'by God and their country',
although the character of trial by jury has been greatly
changed. (F. W. Maitland.)
[i«34 Bracton's Note-bk. I. 649 Inde pomt se super patriam.

c 1*50 Bracton If. 142b, Itemdefendit se..de necessitate
per patriam. 1293 Year Bk. 21-2 Edw. I, 393 ' Coment
voletaverer?* 1 Par pays.'] 1340 Ham pole Pr. Consc. 2948
Als a man has drede bodily. When he es acouped of felony
Byfor kynges iustice, and be cuntre. a 1577 Sir T. Smith
Commiv. Eng. (1633) 189 If hee [the prisoner] plead not
guiltie, the clarke asketh him how hee will be tried and
telleth him he must say, by God and the countrie, for these
be the words formall of his triall after inditement. 1660
Trial Regie. (1670) 110 And for his Tryal hath put himself
upon God and the Countrey, which Countrey you are.

1751 J. Louth ian Form 0/Process (ed. 21 206. 1766 Black-
stone Comm. III. 313. 1863 H.Cox Instit. B> x. 550 When
the prisoner has pleaded not guilty, and for his trial put
himself 4 upon the country ' (which country the jury are 1

.

1880 Daily Tel. 4 Nov., By his country, represented by
twelve men in a box, he will be tried.

8. With qualifications, as black country, low
country, old country ; also east, west, north, south

country, in senses 1, 2, or 3. See Black, etc.

II. Technical uses.

9. Naut. a. A region of the sea or ocean, b.

A station (see quot. 1867).
1748 Anson's I'oy. 1. iii. 22 The Spanish sailors, being for

the most part accustomed to a fair weather country. J8ao
Scoresbv Arct. Regions II. 237 What the fishers call.. the
close season, when the country* is nearly full of ice. Ibid. I.

314 Two French frigates had cruized the fishing country
during the latter end of the season, and had destroyed
several of the whalers. 182 1 A. Fisher Jml. Arct. Regions
270 They also told us that no less than eleven ships were
destroyed in this country by the ice last year. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk., Country, a term synonymous with
station. The place whither a ship happens to be ordered.

10. Naut. {U.S.) The space in a cabin, as the

ward-room or steerage, not occupied by berths, and
used by the members of the mess in common.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. cxi. (1856* 25 The area, .which

is known to naval men as ' the country seemed completely
filled up with tbe hinged table.

11. Alining (Cornwall-. The rock in which a
lode of ore occurs ; called also country-rock ; sec

also quots.

1674 Kay Prep. Tin in Eng. Words (E. D. S.) 11 Besides
tbe main load, they have little branches that run from it

north and south, and to other points, which they call

countrey. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Suppl., Countries, among
the miners, a term or appellation they give to their works
under ground. Phil. Trans. No. >o8. 1857 J. Scoffern
Usc/mI Metals 81 The rock in which the lode occurs is

called the country.

12. Cricket slang. Applied to parts of the field a

long way from the wickets.
1884 lillyivhite's Crick. Comp. 206 Splendid field, being

especially good in the country.

III. attrib. and Comb.
(In simple attributive use, as in country girl, country

manners, =attributive use of rural, rustic, and hence con-
sidered by some an adjective. But c^MW/rycannot.like rural,
rustic, be used predicatively, or undergo comparison ; we
say a country town, but not a more country toam, nor the

town is country.)

+ 13. attrib. Of a country, particular district, or

part of the world ; of the country (in question),

of one's own country
;
national, native. Almost

always with a possessive or demonstrative, as his

own country speech, the speech of his own country,

that country steel, the steel of that country. Obs.

exc. dial. Cf. Countryman, Countrywoman.
1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls Ser.) VI. 143 To make songes

and ditee in be contre longage [in lingua patria). 1551
Robinson tr. More's Utopia 30 He chaunced to fynde
certayne of his countreye shippes. 1570 6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent (1826) 97 The pens of our owne countrie

writers. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus
, Ann. 1. xiii. (1622) 24

Offered vp in honour of their countrey gods. i6ai Fletcher
PUgr. 1. ii. 49 What country-craver are you ? 163a Lithgow
Trav. t. 42 In Padua I .. found there a Countrey Gentle-

man of mine. «668 Dryden Even. Love m. ii, Talk not
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of our country ladies : I declare myself for the Spanish

beauties. 1675 Burthogge Causa Dei 201 Among all the

Countrey Rites [palriis ritibus] of Religion. 1703 Moxon
Meek. Exerc. 57 Many Workmen commend that Country-
Steel for best, from whence that Steel came.

b. Anglo-Ind. Of or belonging to India (or

other foreign country ), as distinguished from

European ; native.

158a N. Lichefield tr, Castan/wda's Conq. India 36 a,

The Nayres maye not take anye Countrie women, and they
also doe not marrie. 1619 Pring in Purchas Pilgrims L.

638 (Y.) Master Methwold came from Messalipatam in one
of the Countrey Boats. 1727 Hamilton Neiv Acc. E. Ind.

II. Hi. 253 When we arrived there, we found three European
Ships, and a Country Ship from Surat. 175a in Orme
Hist. Mil. Trans. (1805) I. 211 (Y.) A serjeant who spoke
the country languages. 1817 Raffles Hist. Java I. 210

(Y.) Since the conquest . . a very extensive trade has been
carried on by the English in country ships. 1848 Arnould
Mar. Insur. (1B66) X 1. v. 272 Employing the vessel in

what is called the country trade, that is, on intermediate

voyages from one port to another in India.

14. Of or pertaining to the rural districts
;
living

in, situated in, belonging to or characteristic of

the country (often as contrasted with the town)

;

rural, rustic : as in country hank, boy, breedings

bumpkin, carpenter, carrier, church, clergyman,

fellotv, gentry, girl, labourer, maimers, parish,

pleasures, reader, school, sport, squire, tailor,

trader, village, wake, wench, work, etc. ^ln some
of these the hyphen is often used, esp. by earlier

writers ; but it is unnecessary.)
( 1525 Vox Pt>pttliyj4 in Had. E. P. P. III. 281, I knowe

not whates a clocke, But by the countre cocke. 1576
Gascoigne Steele Gl. (Arb.) 61 The country Squire, doth
couet to be Knight. 1576 Fleming Panopi. Eptst. Ajb(

The commendations of countrie pleasures. 1577 Googe
Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 109 Of great use among coun-
trie people, c 1588 Greene Fr. Bacon i. 40 How lovely in

her country-weeds she look'd. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. ii.

122, I doe loue that Countrey girle. 1600 C. Percy in

Shaks. Cent. Praise 38, I am heere so pestred with con-

trie businesse. 1610 Shaks. Temp. rv. i. 138 These
fresh Nimphes encounter euery one in Country footing.

a 1617 Hieron JVks. II. 49 Inour countrey-worke of thresh-

ing. i6za T. Scott Belg. Pismire 7 Salomon heere applyes

his wisedome to countrie capacities. 1657 Trapp Comm.
Ps. vii. 1 A plain Country-fellow. 1669 J. Worlidge Syst.

Agric. (1681) 301 To discover to our Country-Reader these

mysterious Intricacies of Nature. 1670 Eachard Cout,

Clergy 21 To preach to ordinary people, and govern a
country-parish. 1682 H. More Annot. GlanviVs Lux O.

245 Applause from the Country-Fry. x68o Dryden Prol.

Univ. Ox/. 2 Thespis, the first professor ofour art, At coun-

try wakes sung ballads from a cart. 1711 Budgell Sped.
No. 161 § 2 A Country Wake. 1713 Dekham Phys.-Theol.

Ded., In my Country-Privacy. 171a Steele Spect. No. 480
f 7, I was bred at a country-school. 1774 Chesterfield
Lett. I. 62 Enjoying the sweets of repose in a country soli-

tude. 178a Wolcott(P. Pindar) Ode to R. A's vii. Wks.1812
I. 28 A poor country-bumkin of a Stag. 1824 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. 1. (1863) 40 That unpopular class of beings,

country-boys. 1833 Tennyson Lady Clara V. de V., You
thought to break acountry heart For pastime, ere you went
to town. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. viii, Conscious of my
country-brogue. 187a E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. iv. 56
Ranked with the country gentry. 1885 Wkitaker's Alma-
nack 229 Bank of England. .Country Branches. Ibid. 234
Country Banks in England and Wales, with their London
agents.

15. General combinations : locative, as country-

dweller, -liver sbs. ;
country-born, -bred, -made,

-trained adjs. ; objective, as country'-loving, -selling;

adverbial and parasynthetic, as country-plain,

-flavoured, etc.

1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 52 A town-bred or *country-bred

similitude. 1834 C. Bronte Let. in Mrs. Gaskell Life 93
Too much afraid of appearing country-bred. 1576 Newton
tr. Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 63 Rather like Forrainers and
strangers, then ^Country-borne people. 1600 Nashe Sum-
mer's Last Will in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 53 Such #country-

button'dcapsasyou. 1886 Longm. Mag.Vll. 438 Blessings

which ^country- dwellers thankfully acknowledge. 189a

Tablet 2 Jan. 35 No country-dweller could be ignorant of the

limits of the manor in which he dwelt. 1875 Browning A ris-

toph. Apol. 117 That black-eyed, brown-skinned, *country-
flavoured wench. 1886 G. Hamilton in E. H. Rollins New
Eng. Bygones Pref. 2 Some old time *country livers . . may
run over its pages. 1881 Miss Braddon Asphodel I. 289
A pair of strong *country-made gray horses. 164a R.
Carpenter Experience v. vii. 245, I am *Countrey-plaine,
and still short. 1695 Locke in Fox Bourne Life II. xiii.

322 *Country-selling knavery. 1888 Times 16 Oct. 10/5 No
*country-trained hound should be allowed even to be tried

in the streets of London.

10. Special comb, (sometimes hyphened) : coun-
try air, (a) the fresh air of the country ; {b) a

rural melody or song ; + country base = Base $b? ;

f country-bishop, a rendering of Gr. x^P67" -

cKovos, Chorepiscope ; country-box, a small

country-house (see Box sb* 14^ ; country cap-

tain, {a) a captain stationed in the country
; f (/>)

Anglo-Ind. a captain of a native ship (cf. 13 b)

;

also a peculiar dry kind of curry; f country
disease, home sickness ; t country dog, a dog
bred for use in the country ;

country gentleman,
a gentleman having landed property in the country

and residing there ; hence country-gentlemanlike

;

T country husband, a rural husbandman

;

•f country Joan, an awkward country lass ; coun-

try life, life in the country following rural pur-

suits ; country-like a. and adv., according to the

manners in the country, rural, rustic; rustically;

country-looking a., having the appearance of

belonging to the country, rustic-looking
; country

note, a bank-note issued by a local bank, as dis-

tinguished from the Bank of England
; + Country

Pepper, the Biting Stone-crop, Sedum acre
;

t country pie (see quot.)
; + country-put (obs.

slang), a rustic lout or greenhorn
;
country-talk,

the talk of a district or country-side
; f country

Tom, ?a bedlam-beggar; country town, a small

I town which forms the centre of a rural district,

I and has only the industries connected with rural

and local requirements, as distinguished from a

seaport, manufacturing town, etc.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Gratefutncsse vi, These *coun-
trey-aires thy love Did take. 1715 Pope -2nd Ep. Miss
Blount 2 Some fond Virgin, whom her mother's care Drags
from the Town to wholesome Country air. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. x. iii. 20 Lads more like to run The 'Country base,

then to commit such slaughter. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's

Inst. iv. 21 Them they called *contrey-byshops, because
in the contrey they represented the Bishop. 1757 Lloyd
[title), Cits *Country Box. 1876 Browning Pacchiar. 67
Nor country box was soul's domain. 1649 W. Cavendish
{title), The *Country Captain. 1769 Ld. Teignmouth in

Life (1843) I. 15 (Y.), I supped last night at a Country
Captain's ; where I saw for the first time a specimen of the

Indian taste. 1726 Cayallier Mem. 1. 29, I was two
Months in Geneva, where.. I got the *Country Disease,

and began to grieve after my Father and Mother. 1607
Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 35 Their quantity is not

much bigger then a *Countrey Dog. 1632 Brome Court
Begger Dram. Personae, Mr. Swaynwit, a blunt 'Countrey
Gentleman. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. ii. § 11 Among country
gentlemen and fanners. 1889 Lowell Latest Lit. Ess. (1891)

78 English, which he treated with a Country-gentlemanlike
familiarity. 1669 J. Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 7 Let our
*Countrey-Husbands conclude, that Water, .is an excellent

Vehicle to convey the Spirit, Salt, and Sulphur that are apt

for Vegetation into Vegetables. 1802 Mrs. Sherwood
Susan Gray 48 You are such a dowdy, such a *country

Joan, no one will look upon you. 1669 Worlidge Syst.

Agric. <i68i) Aij b. Every one knows that a 'Country-life

was the most Ancient. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 414 P 1

We always find the Poet in Love with the Country-Life.

1580 Hollyband Trtas. Fr. Toug, Ritral, rude, *countrey
like. 1699 Bentley Phalaris 209 Anciently, .the Feast of
Bacchus was transacted Country-like and merrily. 1775
Sheridan St. Patr. Day 1. ii, A *coun try-looking fellow,

your worship. 1815 Scott Guy At. xxii, A tall, stout,

country-looking man. 1866 Crump Banking ix. 203 The
extinction of the *country note issue. 1597 Gerarde
Herball exxxvii. § 5. 415 Stonecrop .. [called] of some ..

wall Pepper, *countrey Pepper. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
Hi. 293/2 The Goblet, or ^Country Pye, is made of large

pieces of Flesh, a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Creiu, ^Country-

Put, a silly Country- Fellow. « 1763 Shenstone Ess, 190
An old maid, a country-put, or a college-pedant. 1759
Sterne Trist. S/t. I. x, The parson.. had made himself

a *country-talk by a breach of all decorum. 1660 Mid-
summer Moon (Halliw.), [He] has one property of a scholar,

poverty : you would take him for *Country Tom broke

loose from the gallows. 1625 Burces Personal Tithes 10

If he Hue in a ^Country Towne. 1689 S. Johnson Rem.
Sherlock's Bk. 37 To search in Villages or Country-Towns.

Country COUSin. A cousin or relative from

the country, to whom the sights and life of the

town are novel ; one whose * countrified ' manners

and ways are apt to embarrass town relatives.

1770 Foote Lame Lover 11. 42 Pester*d at table with the

odious company of. . country cousins. 1806-7 J- Beresford
MiseriesHum. Life (1826) vn. lxviii, Escorting two or three

coaches full of country-cousins on their first importation

into London. 1887 T. A. Trollope Wliat I remember I.

ii. 31 One of the sights of London for country cousins was
to see the mails starting.

Hence Country-con"sin v., to treat as a country-

cousin ;
Country-corrsinship, a relationship felt

as awkward or embarrassing.

1870 Miss Broughton Red as Rose I. 139 They are fine,

and inclined to 'country cousin* me. 1870 Lowell Among
my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) 21 The brain is often forced to ac-

knowledge the inconvenient country-cousinship of the

stomach. Ibid. 364 Theory is too fine a dame to confess

even a country-cousinship with coarse-handed Practice.

Country-dance (k»-ntri-da ns). [f. Country
+ Dance, lit. a dance of the country. On its

introduction into France the name was perverted

to contre-danse, which has been erroneously as-

sumed to be the original form : see Contre-dance.]

a. A dance practised by country-people, usually

in the open air. t>. esp. a generic name for all

English dances of rural or native origin (already

in i7thc. contrasted with French dances) ;
speci-

fically, applied to dances in which an indefinite

number of conples stand up face to face in two long

lines, as in the well-known Sir Roger de Coverley.

1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser s Stieph. Cat. June 27 Hay-
deguies, A country daunce or rownd. 1597 Morley /ntrod.

Mus. 181 The courant hath twice so much in a straine, as

the English country daunce. 1611 Cotgr., Cordace, a

kind of countrey daunce. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch.,

Rick. II, ciii, Peasants . . can advance At best, noe higher

then a Countrey Dance. 1650 Weldon Crt. K. James 134

Because they could not learn the French Dances so soon as

to be in gay Clothes, Country Dances must be in the garb

of the Court. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 2 F 1 Sir Roger de

Coverley. His Great Grand-father was Inventor of that

famous Country-Dance which is called after him. 175S

Johnson, Hornpipe, a country dance, danced commonly

to a horn. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop viii, Country-dances
being low, were utterly proscribed. 1842 Q. Victoria
Journ. Life Highlands (18681 36 We danced one country-
dance— I with Lord Willoughby—and Albert with Lady
Carington. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. viii, A merry
country dance was going on . . and new couples joined in

every minute, till there were a hundred of them going down
the middle and up again.

fig- '73° Fielding Tom Thumb 11. iv, A country-dance

I

of joy is in your face.

Hence Country-dance v. y
iionce-wd.), Country-

da'neer, Country-da 4ncingf vbl. sb.

1711 Budgell Sped. No. 67 p 6, I was very much pleased
. .with that Part, .which he called French Dancing. .After

this Part was over, they began a Diversion which they call

;

Country Dancing. Ibid, f 16 As for Country Dancing.,
as [it] is the particular Invention of our own Country .. I

would not Discountenance it. 1741 H. Walpole Lett H.
Maun 2 Nov., I country-danced till four. 1751 Eliza
Heywood Betsy Thoughtless III. 39 She . . also gave him
an invitation to 'squire her to a country-dancing. 1798
Jane Austen Northang. Ab. (1833) I. x. 56 The cotillions

were over, the country-dancing began, a 1852 T. Moore
j

Country Dance <V Quad. v. 20 Here . . I . . spite of some few

I

dandy lancers, Who vainly try. to preach Quadrille—See
I nought but true-blue country-dancers.

Cou'ntry - fo*lk. Also -folks, a. People
' of the (same) country

;
countrymen, compatriots :

» usually with possessive ; cf. Country 13. Obs. exc.

;

dial. b. Inhabitants of the rural parts.

1547-64 BaULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 1. Ii, Surely
strangers would haue lesse mercy on mee then mine owne

I

country-folke. 1548 Udall Erasm.Par., Luke Pref. 3 Your
[

. .charitie and zele towardes your countrey folkes. 1626 J.
1 Pory in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 331 III. 239 Thrust them and

all their countryfolkes out of the Queens lodgings. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe (1840) II. iv. 95 Though the savages wert their

own country-folks, yet they were most terribly afraid of

i
them. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxv, Which at once acknow-
ledged the connection betwixt them as country-folk.

b- 1862 London Rev. 30 Aug. 179 The townsfolk and
countryfolk of Derbyshire.

Cotrntry-hOTTSe. A house or mansion in

the country
;

esp. the residence of a country gentle-

i

man ; a country-seat. Also attrib.

1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 2 No humaine creature to

my sight.. nor countrey house, field tent, or shepheards

I

cote. 1664 Pepvs Diary 11879' HI. 25 Going out of towne

!
to his country-house. 1838 Lvtton Alice 10 We met at a

i
country-house. 1849 Macaulay Jml. 21 Dec, I do not

love country-house society.

Cou*ntryism. nonce-zed. [See -ism.] Attaeh-

: ment to one's country
;
patriotic principles.

i860 Caroline Fox in Jrnls. (1882) II. 274^ [Tennyson]
talked of the Cornish, and rather liked the conceit of their

j

countryism.

Cou ntrylesS, a. Without a country.

1871 Pall Mall G. 7 Feb. 12 A penniless and countryles*

! adventurer.

Countryman (kzrntrim&n).

1. A man of a (specified or indicated) country or

district (Country 2, 3) ; a native or inhabitant.

I

Often in comb., as north-countryman, etc.

c 1305 Life St. Kenelm 291 in E. E. P. (1862) 55 pe contrai

! men ber biside . . Ouertrowede wel whar hit lay. c 1420

I Pallad.onHusb. 1. 31 The contreemen coloured well ichone.

c 1370 Thynne Pride § Loivl. (1841) 15 The other sayth he

is this countreyman. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix.

(1887) 210 Being borne a countryman of such a countrey.

1681 Trials. Colledge 67 Mr. Ser. Holt. What Countrey-

man are you, Sir? Mr. Zeal. Somersetshire. 1708 tr. Erasm.
Life Colet in Phenix II. 19 A Disease which seiz'd no
Countrymen but English. 1807 Southey Espriella's Lett.

II. 57 When he knew what countryman I was, he made
many inquiries respecting Salamanca. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits iv. Wks. (Bohn) 1 1. 29 Other countrymen look slight

and undersized beside them.
trans/ 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 396 The

Bay-tree . . a Countriman in euerie coast and quarter.

2. A man of one's own country, a fellow-coun-

tryman ; a compatriot ;
usually with possessive.

1425 Boston Lett. No. 5 1. 19 A contreman of myne in the

seyd court, Maister John Urry. 1548 Ld. Somerset
Epist. Scots 239 Rather brothers then enemies, rather

Countreymenne then Conquerours. 1570-76 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent (1826) p. x, You my countrie men the Gentle-

men of this Countie. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. vii. no, I am
Welch you know, good Countriman. 1681 Evelyn Diary

(1827) IV. 256 A countrie man of ours. 1703 Hickeringill

Priest-Cr. 11. iii. 31 The Earl of Strafford was bom my near

Neighbour (as well as my Country-man) in Yorkshire. 1807

Crabbe Par. Reg. ni. 454 Christian and countryman was

all with him. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 154 Simonides

is a countryman of yours. Mod. Weare country-men.

3. One who lives in the country or rural parts

and follows a rural occupation ; a husbandman.

1577 B- Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 105 Concern-

ing Wooddes what needefullest are for our Countriemen to

plant. 1608 (title), The Great Frost..A familiar talk be-

tween a Countryman and a Citizen. 1795 Southey Joan of
Arc 11. 25 Strangers, your fare is homely. . But such it is as

we poor countrymen Earn with our toil. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. 616 Monmouth and his friends disguised

themselves as countrymen, i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. 1.

i. § 4 The words ' countryman, rustic, clown, paysan, vil-

lager', still signify a rude and untaught person.

Country party. Politics. A political party

which advocates the interests and claims of the

country as a whole in opposition to the court or

other particular interest, or (in later use) of coun-

try against town, the agricultural against the manu-
facturing interest.

1735-8 Bolingbroke On Parties 43 A Country Party must

13d- 2
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be authorized by the Voice of the Country. 176a Hume
Hist. Eng. VIII. lxviu. (Jod->, The elections had gone
mostly in favour of the country party. 1848 Macaulay
ttist.Lng. II. 25 I he language of the country party was
perceptibly bolder and sharper than on the preceding day.
1888 /Mm 3 Jan. 9/5 The Country Party and the Town
J arty were battling for supremacy under the rival .standards
of margarine and butterine.

Cou'ntry-people. a. Men and women of
the country, rustics, f b. (with possessive) One's
own countrymen and countrywomen, compatriots :

cf. Country-folk.

1080

B. Gooce Heresbaclis Husb. 1. (I586) 6 b, Countrey
were alwayes preferred before the people of the
1690 Locke Hum. Vnd. L iv. 8 16 Talk but with

1577
people were
Citie. 1690 _,
Country-People. 1794 Miss GtrtninH 'Pa'cXel III.
Ordered to turn them against his own country people. 1847
Emerson Repr. Men, GoetheWVi. (Bohn) I. 384 Practising
on the prejudices and facility of country-people.
Country-rock : see Country ii.

Country-seat. The mansion and demesne
in which a county family is seated or established

;

the residence of a country gentleman or nobleman ;

a country-house.
[1583 Stanyhi rst sEnris IV, (Arb.) 99 Pheebe, to Delos,

his natiue contrye seat, hastning.] 1668 Etheredge She
would if she could v. L A pretty country seat, madam, with
» handsome parcel of land. 1711 Aduison Sped. No. 37
tA, description of her Country-Seat

. .about an hundred
Miles distant from I.ondon. 1715 Prior Alma IL 58 So
merchant has his house in town And country-seat near
Banstead Down. 1865 Trollope Helton Est. 1. i Belton
Castle is a pretty country seat, standing in a small but
beautifully-wooded park.

Countryship. [See -ship. Used as if for
countiymanship] Position in relation to a coun-
try, or to a common country; compatriotism.
1605 Y'krstegan Dec. Intell. ii.

1 1628) 32 The old acquaint,
since and countneshlp that had beene betweene them. 1817
I ollok Course T. m. Casting behind all earthly care, Ml
country-ships, all national reKards And enmities. 1863 1) 'hat
is truth TOO My dear brethren in common countryship.—compatriots. r

Country-side.
1. A side (e.g. east or west side) of a country,

one side of a river-valley, of a hill-range, etc.

;

hence a district, region, or tract of country having
a kind of natural unity ; « Country 2. Orig. Sc.
(and perh. northern Eng.) ; now a favourite word
of descriptive writers.
[i6ai Cade Serni. 16 A terrour and a plague to the towne

and side of a countrey where he dwels.] 1717 P. Wai kfrRemark Pass. 173 (Jam ) Mr. Guthry continued until the
1604, and then was obliged to leave that country-side. 1815
Scott Guy M. xxn, It made nae sma' noise in the country,
side. 1857 Hughes Tom Broum 1. ii, At the revels and
pastimes of the country-side. 1881 L. ( iliphant //7i,Va (1887)
7
»I »"ost notorlous thieves .. in the whole country-side
1885 Mrs. Caddy Footsteps J. d'Arc 23 The country-side in
lb"e north-western Vosges teems with memories of Jeanne.
^. The inhabitants of a tract of country.
1840 Barham Ingot. Leg., Jackd. Rheims 124 He lone

lived the pride of that country side. 1879 Jefferies Wild
WPJ*. f"

C '°5 A" '«« countryside is sure to be there [at
the t air].

3. attrib.

1863 Mrs. TooGOon Yorks. Dial., Twill mak' a bonnie
country-side talk. 1887 Spectator 1 Oct. 1303 Without re.
prool from the priest or rebuke from country-side opinion.
Cou'ntryward, a. and adv. [See -ward.]

In the direction of the country'. (Orig. with to.'
c 1385 Chaucer L . C. W. 2176 And to his cuntreward lv r

contree warde, contreward, countrey warde] he sayleth
swythe. JS48 Udall etc. Erasm. Par. Luke 30 b, To
gather and laie up treasures to that same countreyward
1837 Hawthorne Twice-told y.(i8S i) II. iv. 74 To.. strain
her dimmed eyesight seaward and countryward.

Countrywoman, a. A woman of a (speci-
fied) country, or of one's own country {fellnv-coun-
trywoman). b. A woman who lives in the country
or rural parts.

<- i44° frmA Pan: 109/2 Contremann, or womann, com.
falnota. 158a [see Country 13b]. 1606 Shaks. Tr. e, Cr. iv.

ti
are t0° to your country-woman. 1634 Sir

I. Herbert Trav. 99 A Hyrcanian I-ady (which Countri-woman .. his mother also was). 1679 Hist. Jetztr 37 To
yJ5? T Up a cou,"rcy woinan. 1814 Miss Mitforu
Villageixe. 1. (1863186 Her fair countrywomen. 1871 Mor-
ley Voltaire (18861 49 Conceiving an undying passion, .for
a young countrywoman whom he found in Holland.

Countship kuuntjip . [f. Count sb.x + -ship.]
a. The office or dignity of a count (also used as a
title), b. The domain or jurisdiction of a count.
1703 Farquhar Inconstant 111. i, Where's that bombast

look .
.
your countship wore just now ? 1831 Carlyle Early

•X"5f" Ess. («888) III. 199 Kor all which, Anton
and his kindred had countships and princeships in abun-
dance. 1861 Pearson Early t, Mid. Ages Eng. 336 The
countships of Northumberland and Huntingdon, which had
once belonged to his wife's father, Waltheof. 1868 Brown,
jng King e, Bk. vi. 416 How his Countship sulks !

Countur-, obs. form of Counter-.
County 1 (kau-ntr. Forms : 4-5 counte, cunte,

5 cownty, 6-7 countie., -ye, 6- county, [a. AF.
ionnU (in Laws of Wm. I.), later counte e = OF.
cunte, conic

1

, later Ctmtim Pr. comtat, It. comitate:-
L. comitdtus, f. comes, comit-em Count : cf. duedtus
Duchy from dux, ducem Duke. The L. word had
primarily the sense of ' a body of companions, a

companionship,' subsequently 'an escort or retinue ';
when comes became a designation of a state officer,
comitalus followed as the name of his office, and
when the conte became a territorial lord, the conte
became his territory—the stage at which the word
entered English.]

1 1. The domain or territory of a count. Obs.
Common in AF., but in Eng. perh. only used in reference

to the territory of a French or other foreign count. (The
first quot. is fig., but seems to belong here.)
377 Lance. P. PI. B. 11. 85 pe Erldome of enuye andw ralthe togideres. .pe counte [f.r. counlee ; A text king-

dom] of couemse, and alle pe costes aboute. 1530 Palsgr.
209/2 Countie, an erledome, conU. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI,
1. 1. 50 I he Dutchy of Aniou, and the County of Main.
i6n Cotgr., Droicts Royaux. the Royall Prerogatiue . . to
create of a Chastellenie, a Baronie, or Countie : and of
this a Marquisdome, or Duchie. 1665 Manley Grotius'
Low C. II arres 399 When he began to prosecute his Victory
into the Bounds of the County, or Earldom, the Switzers
interceded him to respite his Fury. 1836 J enny Cycl. V.
272/1 Boulogne had . . been erected into a county.
2. One of the territorial divisions of Great Britain

and Ireland, formed as the result of a variety of
historical events, and serving as the most important
divisional unit in the country for administrative,
judicial, and political purposes.

lj}e AF. count/und the med.L. comitalus were used to
render the English Shire, the division of the country ad.
ministered originally by an eorl and later by a slieriif (AF.
viscounte)

; whence counte was gradually adopted in Eng.
hsh (app. scarcely before the 15th c), as an alternative
name for the shire, and in course of time was applied to the
similar divisions made in Wales and in Ireland, as well as to
the shires of Scotland, and also extended to those separate
portions of the realm which never were shires, as the duchy
of Cornwall, Orkney and Shetland, etc.
b. The .status of county was also given at various times

to a number of cities and towns in England and Ireland,
with a certain portion of adjoining territory; these were
separated from the shire in which they were situated, and
made counties by themselves ; more exactly called corporate
counties or counties corporate : see Corporate ppl. a. 4.
0. By the Local Government Act of 1888 the word has

received a further modification of meaning ; besides the
historical counties, and counties corporate, boroughs of
above 50,000 inhabitants are made administrative counties
under the name of county boroughs, which are administra.
tively, but not politically or judicially, independent of the
counties in which they are situated.
[1191 Bkitton 1. xiv. liAnos viscountes de eel counte' et

des countez joingnauntz. ] i4z 1 in E. E. Wills 20 pe londes
and pe rentes in the Counte of deuon-shire. 1413 Rolls of
£*>* (* "<="• v ') IV. 198 At Oghtryn in the Countee ofK »dare. Ibul. IV. 258 1 hat Justiesof Pees in every Counte
of England shuld examen all manere of servauntz in her
Countees. 1481 in Surtees Misc. (18901 40 Dwellyng w>in
the cunte of Cumbreland. 1535 6 Act 27 Hen. VII1, c 24
l« In all Shires, Counties, Counties Palantyne and other

j
0*? j Kealme. Ibid. c. 26 | 2 The residue of the

said Lordeshippes Marchars within the said Countrey or
Dominion of Wales shall be severed and devyded into cer-
tayne particular Counties or Shires, that is 10 say, the
Countie or Shire of Monmouth, etc. 1597 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV
m. 11. 64, I am Robert Shallow (Sir) a poore Esquire of this
Countie, and one of the Kings Iustices of the Peace. 1754
Hunt. Hist. Eng. I. ii. 49 Alfred, .divided all England into
Counties. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 408/1 The word shire is
in most cases equivalent to county, a name often substituted
for it in Great Britain, and always in Ireland, i860 Free-
man Hist. Ess. (18721 1, ii. 46 Of the Old-English kingdoms
several still survive as counties. 1884 Gladstone in Stan,
dard 29 Feb. 2/4 The extension of the household franchise
to the counties.

b. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 13 The county of the City
of Vorke.. the county of the town of Kingston vpon Hull,
I he county Palatine of Ijncaster, the county of Salop,
Leicester, Hereford and l.incolne. 2-1630 Risdon Surv.
DevondSioi 107 King Henry, did. .make this city [Exeter],
with its suburbs, a County, .by means whereof they have
justices of the peace, a sheriff, constables, and all pther of-
ficers that pertained to a county. 167a Cllmfl Intrrpr. s.v.
C ounty, Besides these Counties .. there be likewise Counties
Corporate.. these be certain Cities, or ancient Boroughs of
the Ijnd, upon which the Princes of our Nation have
thought good to bestow such extraordinary Liberties. 1765
Blackstone Comm. I. 115 There are also counties corpo.
rate

;
which are certain cities and towns, some with more,

•"••J" 'ess territory annexed to them. 1837 Penny
e
C
ri' j? .

l8'" Cork
>
a c''y. 'be assize town of the county

of Cork .
.
situated in the county of the city of Cork . . The

county of the city consists of the city, suburbs, and liberties.
859it'olit. Perils 26 There are in F.ngland nineteen Coun-
tics-Corporate, that is, cities, or boroughs which are counties
of themselves. 189a Daily News 29 Mar. 2/5 The inquiry
w'as simply limited to the ' County of Ix>ndon ', which means
the metropolis with a twenty-miles radius.

•?' i-*

888
f'
Xal Gmt' Act in IWaher's Aim. (1889^ 584

1 he following large boroughs, each with a population of not
less than 50,000, or being, before the passing of the present
Act, a county of itself, will be separate administrative
co

?
n"~s'

an" wdl be known as county boroughs. Ibid.
586/2 The clerk of the peace for the county of London must
be a separate officer from the clerk of the council for the ad-
ministrative county of London.

3. Introduced into most of the British colonies as
the name of the administrative divisions ; in the
United States, the political and administrative divi-
sion next below the State, into which all the States
of the Union are divided, except South Carolina,
of which the divisions are called 'districts ', and
Louisiana, which is divided into ' parishes '.

For the relations between the county and the taivn or
toiimship in U.S., see Bryce Amer. Comnnv. ch. xlviii.
1683 Lot. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 61 Govern' of Pcnsilvania and

COUNTY.
Countys annexed. 1700 T. Hutchinson Hist. Col. Mass. i-
117 I he colony, .was divided, .into four counties or shires.
1B09 Kendall .Trav. I

.
x.i i 3The society, town and county.in

these countries, are new modifications of the parish, hundred
and shire. ,836 Penny Cycl. VI. 2.7/1 These districts
I Lower Canada] are sub-divided as under : Counties, Seig-
niories, Fiefs, Townships. Ibid. VI. 311/2 (South Carolini)
1 he number of districts, which name is here substituted for
that of counties, is 29, 1839 Ibid. XIII. 75, 2 Jamaica is
politically divided into three counties, Surrey, Middlesex
and Cornwall. 1888 Bryce Amer. Comnni: (18891 1- xlviii'
568 The county., is still in the main a judicial district in and
for which civil and criminal courts are held.
4. Eng. Hist. The periodical meeting, conven-

tion, or court held under the sheriff for the trans-
action of the business of the shire ; the shire-moot,
shire-court, Cou.nty-court 1 ; also a particular ses-
sion of this court.
This was perhaps the earliest sense in which counte was

used in F.nghsh. It was a regular use of Anglo-Lat. comi-
talus and AF. counU; app. no such phrases as curia de
comitatti, or court du counte", being in use. Business was
done in plena comitatu, en plein count/, a man was not out-
lawed until he had been 'exacted ' in quatuor comitaiibus

;

he must be exacted de comitatu in comitatum, etc.
(iai7 2nd CharterHen. Ill{.md Re-issue 0/Magna Carta I

t 42 Nullus comitalus de cetero teneatur nisi de mense in
mensem \traiisl. Pulton, c. xxxv, No Countie from hence-
forth shall be holden, but from moneth to moncthj. 1*9*
Britton vi. iv. ( 3 Purra il weyver la court soen seignur .

et pleder en Count<£. Ibid. vi. iv. 5 6 Et moustrcr !e bref en
plein Count*.] c 1330 R. Bkunne Chron. (1810) 133 Contek
in countes alle was peysed wele, Baret ofbaron feez forgyuen
llkadele. Ibid. 309 To com to be parlement, For erles &
barons at London suld it be, Four knyghtes be somons
chosen in ilk counte. 1444 Petition in Rolls ofPart. V. 1 10
1 hat the shirref of every shire . . in the next counte holden
in thaire shires, .makeanopyn proclamation. .Of the suitors
of the seid countees than being in the pleine counte. 1495

rf'i'
//""' y"l c- '5 Preamb., Shirefs Undershirefs Shire

Clerkis or any other officers holding or keping the Countes
in the name of a Shiref. 1535-6 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c 26
I 14 The Shire Courte or Countie of and for the said Shire
or Countie of Brekenok shalbe holden and kepte in the said
lowne of Brekenok. 1549 Act 2-3 Edw. VI. c 25 Shires
which haue and vse their Counties to bee holden euery six
weekes. [1700 Tyrrell Hist. Eng. II. 776 At the next
County (1. e. County-Court) which should be holden.)
5. The people of a county collectively as a part

of the nation, or as a body of ratepayers, b. The
county gentry or county families collectively.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. (1843I 17/1 The counties

throughout the kingdom were so incensed . . that they re-
fused 10 suffer the soldiers to be billeted upon them. 1886
Mrs. Oliphant Poor Gentl. xxxi. (Leisure Ho. 5151, ' I am
sure', said Mrs. Rochford, ' the county will like far better
to see you there than Mrs. Russell Penton.' Mod. The ex.
penses are to be borne by the county. The new bridge
has been built at the joint expense of the County, the
Borough, and the Thames Commissioners.

j|
6. Used to render L. conventus, a Roman pro-

vincial judicial assembly, and hence an adminis-
trative division of a province for the administration
of justice.

zooi Holland Pliny I. 52 Within the countie or iuris.
diction of Corduba. Ibid. 88 The whole prouince [of Spain]
is diuided into three counties (hi conventus Iris] or iudiciall
courts of Assises.

7. County palatine : orig. the dominion of a
count or earl palatine, a palatinate ; in England,
a county of which the earl or lord had originally
royal privileges, with the right of exclusive civil
and criminal jurisdiction. See Palatine.
The counties palatine are now Cheshire and Lancashire;

formerly Durham, Pembroke, Hexhamshire, and Ely were
of the number.
1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 24 Preamb., Where the Countie

of I-ancastre is and of long tymc hath byn a Countie Palyn.
tyne. 1540 ^Ii-r 32 Hen. VIII, c. 43 It is now used to
keepe Sessions in the said County Palatine of Chester, as it
is used in other Shires of F:ngland. 161a Dames Why Ire-
land, etc. (1787) 106 There were five county palatines
erected in Leinstcr. 1641 Temies de la Ley s. v., Of these
Counties there are fourc more remarkeable than others, called
County Palatines, as the County Palatine of Lancaster, of
Chester, of Durham, and of Ely, An. 5. Et c 23, there was
also the County Palatine of Hexam, An. 33. H. 8. c. 10.
1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. xxix. (1739I 45 Of the
same sort of Franchises were these which are called County-
Palatines, which were certain parcels of the Kingdom as-
signed to some particular person, and their Successors, with
Royal power therein to execute all Laws established, in
nature of a Province holden of the Imperial Crown. 1827
Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xviii. 351 The franchise of
a county palatine gave a right of exclusive civil and
criminal jurisdiction. 1864 I. Taylor Words + Places 474
1 he counties palatine of Chester, Durham, and Lancaster
are so called on account of the delegated royalty—the 'jura
regalia '—formerly exercised by the Earls of Chester, the
Bishops of Durham, and the Dukes of Lancaster.

8. attrib. and Comb. Of a (or the) county ; be-
longing or pertaining to a county ; concerned in
the administration of the affairs of a county, as
county alderman, clerk, councillor, treasurer; for
the use of the whole county and administered by
its authority, as county asylum, bridge, gaol, road;
of or belonging to a county in its parliamentary
aspect (which, from the important differences in
the qualifications of electors and representatives,
formerly presented distinctive features from that
of a borough), as county constituency, election,

elector,franchise, member, vote, etc.



COUNTY. 1081 COUP.
1656 W. Sheifard (title), Survey of the County Judi-

catories. 1788 (.titles. County Management, with an Argu-
ment in favour of Pocket Sheriffs. 1809 Tomlins Law
Diet. s. v. Bridge, Quarter sessions may . . alter the situ-

,

ation of county bridges. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 409/1
(House ofCommons), England and Wales : The number of
county constituencies before the Reform Act was 52. Ibid.

The number of county members is raised from 94 to 159.
a i86z Buckle Civiliz. (1869) III. iii. 181 In 1749 there was
established, at Aberdeen, the first county bank ever seen in

Scotland. 1868 G. O. Trevelyan in Parlt. (Daily Nevus
M Dec. 1884 3/3) As regards the County Franchise, I am

I

clearly of opinion that it should be identified with the
j

Borough Franchise. 1874 Morley Compromise (1886) 50 !

[They] would maintain churches on the same principle on !

which they maintain the county constabulary. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 11 The Ordnance Survey issues county maps on
a scale of six Inches to a mile. 1883 Sir J. F. Stephen Hist. I

Crim. Law I, vii. 200 In 1856, after an experience of 17
years .. an Act .. made compulsory the establishment of
county police in all parts of England. 1888 Bkyck Amer.
Commw. (1889) I. xlviii. 565 The County system of the

J

South and the Town system of the North-east. Ibid.

xlix. 588 There are in some States county high schools and
|

(in most) county boards of education. 1888 Pall Mall G. 1

4 Apr. 4/1 There are fifteen towns and cities which at
j

present enjoy the county status, from which it is to be :

taken by Mr. Ritchie's bills. 1888 Local Govt. Act (in

Whitaker s Aim. 1889, 585) [In] the administrative County
of London .. the county aldermen will not exceed (in num-
ber) one-sixth of the county councillors.

b. Special combs. : county ball, a subscription
j

ball held in the county town and attended by the

county gentry ; county borough (gee 2 c above)

;

county commissioner, (a) a justice of the peace I

on the commission of a county; (ft) in U. S,, an
j

elected administrative officer in many counties i

in the United States ; hence Board or Court of
county commissioners ; county crop {slang), the

county gaol * crop \ or style in which a prisoner's
1

hair is cut, prison-crop ; hence county-cropped ;
j

t county day, a day on which the county court

sits (see 4 above) ; county family, a family be-
j

longing to the nobility or gentry, having estates
j

and an ancestral seat in the county
; county hall,

a building for the conduct of the business of a
county, in which the county quarter sessions,

assizes, etc. arc held ; a shire hall
;
county house

(
Cf.S.), a county poor-house or ' union '

; county
meeting, a meeting called by the High Sheriff ofa i

county and held to be representative of the county ; I

county rate, a general rate levied upon a whole
j

county, for the maintenance of bridges, roads,
i

asylums, etc.; county seat (U. S.), the place i

which is the seat of government of a county;
'

county sessions, the quarter sessions for a county;
j

f county stock, the fund for defraying county
expenses ; county town, the chieftown of a county,

formerly called shire-town.
a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 20 From Lodge, and Court,

,

and House, and Hall, Are hurrying to the * County Ball.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown u i, An expedition to the county
ball, or the yeomanry review. 1809 Tomlins Lanv Diet.

\

s. v. County rates, Justices of liberties and franchises not
subject to the vCounty_ commissioners. x888 Bryce Amer. I

Commw. (1889) I. xlviii. 569 The chief administrative officers
j

are the county commissioners, of whom there are three
,

in Massachusetts. 1853 Punch XXIV. 147 My reward I

is the *County crop and the treadmill. 1880 Antrim I

Down Gloss, s. v., 'You've got the county-crop 1

: said in I

ridicule. 1867 J. Greenwood Unsent. Joum. xxv. 199 A
slangy, low-browed, bull-necked, ^county-cropped, .crew.

1540 Act 32 Hen, VIII, c. 43 Preamb., One yere viij shires

or *countie dates and another yere \x shires or countie daies.

i6z7 Sir R. Cotton in Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 470 That a care
be had that there may be a County-day after the Sheriff
hath received the Writ, before the time of sitting. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits, Aristocr. Wks. (Bohn) II. 79 The

j

aristocracy are marked by their predilection for country life.

They are called the *county families. 1884 Symonds Shahs.
\

Pred. xi. § v. 451 Mistress Alice .. the Lady Macbeth of
OOttBty family connections. 1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4392/4
The Commissioners . . intend to meet . . at the *County-Hall

[

of the County of Nottingham. 1889 Whitaker"s Almanack 1

582 Shire and county halls, assize courts, judges' lodgings,
and other official buildings. 1888 Philadelphia Press 29 Jan. 1

(Farmer), An exceedingly singular character has just died
j

in the Hillsdale *county house. 1797 J. Pearson (title), The
;

Rights of Inhabitants at large to attend ^County Meetings
j

asserted.^ 1817 Cobbett Pol. Reg. 15 Feb. 208 Saying that I

the meeting was not a County Meeting, because it was not
called by the Sheriff! 1807-8 Syd. Smith Plymley's Lett.
Wks. 1859 II. 70/1 The grand juries in Ireland., have a
power of making a *county rate.. for roads, bridges, and

j

other objects of general accommodation. 1888 in Bryce
Amer. Commw. (1889) I. xlviii. 575 The county government
is established at some place designated by the voters, and

I

called the *' county seat.' 171a Addison Sped. No. 517 F 1 '

The old Man caught a Cold at the *County-Sessions. 1651
W. Sheppard Eng. Balme (1657) 28 Be punished with a
good Fine, to the use of a *County-stock. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 132 pxf I arrived at the *County Town at twi-

'

light. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 338 It was seldom
i

that a country gentleman went up with his family to London.
The county town was his metropolis.

t Cou/nty 2
. Obs. Also countie, countee.

[app. an adoption of AF. counte, or OF. and It.

Canity with unusual retention of final vowel, con-
fused in form with County i], = Count so. 2

1SS0 J- Coke Eng. $ Fr. Herald §68- (1877) 80 Monster
de Labright, countie de Foyx. 1586 T. B. La Primattd.

Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) 230 Iohn, countie of Arminack. 1596
Shaks. Mcrch. V. 1. ii. 49 Than is there the Countie Palen-
tine. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 29 Raymund1 countie

J

of Poitou. J671 Brydall Law Nobility (1675) 9 And those
j

which of antient time were created Countees, or Earls.
|

1814 Cary Dante i
Purg. xiv. 120 Who care to propagate A 1

race of Counties from such blood as theirs. 1848 Whar-
ton Law Lex., Countee or Count, the most eminent dignity
of a subject before the conquest.

County council. [See Council io.] A coun-
cil which conducts the affairs of a county ; in Eng-
land, since the Local Government Act of 1888, the

representative governing body, consisting of alder-

men and councillors, of an administrative county

;

in Canada, a feature of the local government of i

longer standing.
1886 J. G. Bourinot Local Gort. Canada 72 In Canada

County Councils have existed since before the British N.
America Act of 1867.— [In Ontario] the council of every
county consists of the reeves and deputy reeves of the town-
ships and villages within the county, and one of the reeves
shall be the warden. Ibid. 78 In the province of Quebec.

.

the County Council is composed of the mayors of the several

local municipalities of the county, .the warden is chosen by
the county council. x888 [see Council 10]. 1892 Standard
15 June 2/1 The Bill promoted by the London County Coun-
cil for carrying a line of tramways over Westminster Bridge.

County court.
1 1. orig. A court held periodically by the sheriff

of a county for the execution of certain judicial

and administrative functions, the nature of which
has varied much at different periods ; it is the

historical survival of the old folkmoot, shiremoot,
or shire court, and was formerly styled simply
cotnitaltts, le counte, or the county : see County 1 4
for earlier references. Now only Hist.

[ 1535"<5 Ad 27 Hen. VIII, c. 26 And that the countie or
shire court of and for the said countie or shire of Denbigh
shall be holden and kept the first time at the said toune of
Denbigh. 1 1548 Act 2-3 Edw, VI, c. 25 Thesaide Countye
Courtes are holden from Sixe Wekes to Sixe Wekes. a 1626
Bacon Max. Uses Com, J^aw (1635) 7 The Countie
Court . . wherein men may sue monethly for any debt or
dammages under 40s

. 1688 Sir J. Bkamston Autobiog. 346
On whom the gentlemen at the countie court on which an
election should have been made, had agreed for knights.

1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 35 The county court is a
court incident to the jurisdiction of the sheriff. It is not
a court of. record, but may hold pleas of debt or damages
under the value of forty shillings. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist.

§ 203 The county court in its full session, that is, as it at-

tended the itinerant justices on their visitation, contained
the archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls, barons,
knights, and freeholders, and from each township four men
and the reeve, and from each borough twelve burghers. ,

. .It contained thus all the elements of a local parliament.

2. Now, in England, a local judicial court for
I

civil actions, chiefly for the recovery of small debts;
j

established in 1846 (mainly as a re-constitution of r

the earlier court, sense 1); often attrib., as in
j

county court district,judge, summons.
Since its establishment the powers of this court have been

j

constantly extended.
1846 Act 9-10 Vict. c. 95. 1858 Penny Cycl. 2nd Suppl. I

158/2 The new County Courts first established for the re-

covery of claims not exceeding 20/. in amount, in 1846, but
j

whose jurisdiction has since been considerably extended. <

1882 Sbkjt. Ballantine Exper. ii. 24 Justice was slow and
j

expensive. There were no county courts.

attrib. 1862 Sala Seven Sous I. i. 15 The balance, .ex- !

ceeded the salary of a county court judge.

3. U. S. A judicial court having jurisdiction in a
county.
1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. (1889) I. xlii. 480 Local

courts . . We hear of . . quarter sessions, hustings' courts,

county courts, etc.

Cou:nty-COU*rt, V. colloq. [f. prec] trans.

To sue (a person) in the county court, esp. for

payment of a debt.

1852 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tout" xlviii. 271 He had
once been county-courted for a similar trespass before. 1858
'Times 29 Nov., He said the defendant might County-
court him for what he owed. .Lord Campbell observed that
to * County-court 1 was a new word in the English language.

\

1891 Daily Neivs 2 Oct. 2/5 You must county-court me for
'

the money.
Cou'ntyism. nonce-wd. Attachment to one's

own county, upholding of its credit, etc.

1847 Tail's Mag. XIV. 118 The sentiment of nationalism
j

is very good ; so also is that of 1 countyism.*

Countynaunce, obs. form of Countenance.
Countyo'cracy. nonce-wd. [After aristocracy .]

The aristocracy and leading families of the county.

1859 Trollope Bertrams II. vii. 101 Some mysterious 1

acquaintance with the countyocracy that went a long way
with the ladies.

Countyr-, obs. form of Counter-.
Countyrfe : see Contrive.

Coup (kaup), s&.1 Now only Sc. Also 5 caupe,
kaupe, 6 coupe, 9 cowp. [In sense 1, a. OF.
coup, cop, colp blow : see Coup sb.% (The spelling

caupe in Destr. Troy is not satisfactorily explained,

but it varies with coupe : cf. Cope v.'2-) Sense 2

may be the same word, connected by the notion of
' a shock that overturns but it tends, at least in

modem use, to the status ofa verbal derivative. The
remaining senses are almost certainly of later for-

mation from the vb. (Coup v. 3 ).]

+ 1. A blow, stroke; the shock of a blow, en-
gagement, or combat ; = Cope^.- Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1237 The kyng with the caupe [was]

caste to be ground. Ibid. 10890 Ho knowen was for kene
with kaupe of hir swerd. 1523 Ld. Bkhners Froiss. I.

ccclxxiii. 616 [They], .thrust so sore eche at other, that the
speares flewe all to peces..and at the seconde coupe they
dyde in lykewise. 1535 Stewart Crou. Scot. (1858) L 124
Sum gat ane coup gai t all hir tymmaris crak.

2. A fall, upset, overturn. Sc.

1535 Lvkdesay Satyre 2430 Let se gif I can loup. I man
rin fast, in cace I get ane coup, a 1586? Montgomery 'My
Ladyis Tulcritud' 28 Albeit from cair to cair Thou catche
my hairt in coup. 1823 Gai.t Entail I. v. 40 Dear me. .but
ye hae gotten an unco cowp. I hope nae bones are broken ?

3. A dislocation or fault by which a coal-seam is

tilted up. Sc.

vjfoStatist. Ace. ScotlACampsic Par.) XV. 329 ('Jam.) The
coal in this district is full of irregularities stiled by the
workmen coups, and hitches, and dykes . . These coups and
hitches . . are found where the strata above and below the
coal suddenly approach, or retreat from each other, by this

means couping the coal out of its regular bed.

4. The act of tilting or shooting rubbish from a

cart, wheelbarrow, etc. ; also the right or permis-
sion to do this at a specified place. Sc.

1887 Jamieson Suppl, Coup, the act, right, or liberty of
emptying a cart-load. .Free-C oup, liberty to coup or deposit
rubbish free of charge

;
also, a place where this liberty may

be had. [Called alsofree loom.]

Coup, COOp k/7p), sb~ Obs. or dial. [perh.

the same word as Coop j/>.' (formerly coupe, coup].

In German, as is pointed out by Ilildebrand (in

Grimm), kiepe, prop, a basket, is also applied

in Saxony to a chest or box, and to a box-cart.

We might suppose our word to be short for

Coup-caht (now taken in the sense of a cart

that can be tilted , but the simple word appears

much earlier than the compound.]
1. A c.irt or wagon with closed sides and ends,

thus fitted for carting dung, lime, etc.

1582 in T. West Antic/. Furness (1774) App. viii, Carriages,
called cowps, of the tenants of the s'1 manor, .in which they
did take and carry.. dung. 1674 Ray N. C. Words (1691)
17 Coop, a Muck-coop, a Lime-coop ; a Cart or Wain made
close with Boards, to carry anything that otherwise would
fall out. 1703 Thoreshy Let. to Ray (E. D. S.), Caup, as a
muck caup. 1774 T. West Antiq, F'umess (1805) 4% A coup
laden with magazeen, drawn by six oxen. 1788 W. Marshall
Pur. Ecou. Yorksh. Gloss., Coop, an ox-cart, with a close

body , and without 'shelvings', for carrying manure, etc.,

still in use. 1878 Cutnbrld, Gloss., Coop, Cowp, a small fell-

side cart. 1888 J. Ramsay Scotl. in j3th C. II. x. 199 Re-
course was had to coups, i. e. panniers fixed upon a sledge.

b. Sometimes explained as a cart that can be
' couped' or tilted. (Pronounced kaup).
1875 Lane. Gloss., Coup, a cart that can be couped or

tilted. (N. Lancash.)

2. The load of such a cart.

1679 in Archxol. Colled. Ayr Wigton (1884) IV. 149
For seven score sextine coups of fuilzie.

3. attrib. and Comb., as cottp'load; coup-lining,
the boards forming the sides of a * coup \ Also
Coup-caht.
1641 Best F'arm. Bks. (Surtees) iS The best and readyest

way for keepinge in of the water, .is to sette downe broade
and close doore or coupe-lynings against some hecke or
bridge. Ibid. 107 As many coupe loades of redde clay.

II Coup (k/7), sb.'t [F. coup (k«) blow, stroke :—

OF. colp, cop = Pr. colp, cop, It. colpo late L.

colpus (Salic Law), colapus (Law of the Alemanns y

blow, stroke, for L. colaphus blow with the fist,

cuff, a. Gr. /c6\a(pos cuff, buffet. Adopted in ME.
in a literal sense, and naturalized in pronunciation

(see Coup sbl) ; re-introduced in the 18th c. in

fig. sense, as a non-naturalized word, with modern
Fr. pronunciation (exc. that in Eng. the vowel is

made long) ; it also occurs in many French phrases

and expressions borrowed in English.]

1. A blow, a stroke (that one sustains), rare.

1793 Mad. D'Arblav Lett. 4 Oct., This is a terrible coup,

so soon after your union.

2. A stroke, a move (that one makes) ; a success-

ful move, a ( hit \ + At one coup ( =Fr. tout (Tun
coup) : at one stroke, at once.

1791 Gentl. Mag. LXI. 11. 829 A corrupt majority, who
have at one coup overthrown all that is good. 1845 Disraeli
Sybil (1863) 280 Alfred is the only fellow who has made a
coup. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xL Henry Foker is

engaged to his cousin, .not a bad coup of Lady Rosherville's

that. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts III. 77 He hailed the

chance for a grand theatrical coup.

3. Billiards. The act of holing a ball without its

first striking another ball, which occasions a forfeit.

1770 J. Love Cricket 5 Or when the Ball, close cushion'd,

slides askew, And to the op'ning Pocket runs, a Cou. 1873
Bennett & Cavendish Billiards 5 A miss lost one and a
coup three.

4. Among North American Indians : A successful

stroke ;
esp. one that captures the weapon or horse

of an enemy.
1876 R. I. Dodge Plains G. West (FarmerAmericanisms\

Giving the Coup. . the term indicates that it was . . named by
the old French trappers, predecessors of the Hudson Bay
Company. When a foe has been struck down in a fight, the

scalp belongs to him who shall first strike the body with
knife or tomahawk. This is the coup.
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5. French phrases frequent in English use.

a. Coup d'etat (ktfdftfc) [F. itat state] : a sud-

den and decisive stroke of stale policy; spec, a
sudden and great change in the government carried

out violently or illegally by the ruling power.
1646 Howell Leivis XIII, Life of Richelieu 157 These

were the two first Coups^estat, stroalcs of State that he
made. 1811 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. VIII. 352, I shall

be sorry to commence the era of peace by a coup ttHat such
as that which I had in contemplation. 1859 Gen. P. Thomp-
son Audi Alt. II. xcviii. 87 A coup d'Mat as effectual for

the time as that of Louis Napoleon [2 Dec. 1851].

b. Coup de gnke ,kttd^gras> [lit. stroke of
grace] : a blow by which one condemned or mor-
tally wounded is 'put out of his misery' or dis-

patched quickly ; hence fig. a finishing stroke, one
that settles or puts an end to something.
1699 Garth Dispens. iv. 43 Whilst Poor Pretenders trifle

o're a Case, You but appear, and give the Coup de Grace
1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 326 Not being indulged,
like other Malefactors, with the Coup de Grace, the favour-
able Blow, to put an End to their Pain. i8»o Blackiv. Mag.
VI. 481/1 Whenever the baker's stomach fails him, he meets
his coup de grace in the adulterated drugs of his friend the
apothecary.

C. Coup de main (k«d^m:cn) [lit. stroke of
hand]: 'a sudden and vigorous attack, for the

purpose of instantaneously capturing a position'

(Stocqueler Mil. Encycl.) ; also trans/.

1758 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 373'a Coup de uuxin, and Man-
u-uvre, might be excusable in Marshal Saxe. 1779 J- Moore
Vieiv Soc, Fr. II. liv. 46 Laudohn retook it . . by the most
brilliant coup-de-main that perhaps ever was struck. 1801
Wellington in Gurw. Desp. I. 365 This place can l>e taken
by a coup de main, and probably in no other manner. 1877
Clery Min. Tact. xiii. 178 To secure the guns from the
coup de main on the left.

d. Coup d'ail (kwdo'y) [F. ail eye] : [a) A
glance taking in a general view; concr. a view
or scene as it strikes the eye at a glance.

1739 Gray Let. to West 21 Nov., This is the first coupd\ril,
and is almost all I am yet able to give you an account of.

178s European Mag. VIII. 468 The spot is a beautiful coup
ami, a woody recess. 1837 Major Richardson Brit.
Legion i. (ed, 2) 2 We embraced one of the most magnificent
coup-d'eeils it is possible to conceive. 1890 Eng. Illustr.

Mag. No. 87. 227 The first magnificent coup ifaril.

(b) Mil. Tne action or faculty of rapidly taking
a general view of a position and estimating its ad-
vantages and disadvantages.
1839 Sir C Naher in W. N. Bruce Life iv. f 1885) 127

This is my first coup (fa-it, and may be a very erroneous
one. 1853 in Stocqueler Mil. Encycl. 1864 H. Ainsworth
y. Laiv 1. iv. (1881) 91 He

i
was but a mediocre general,

lacking the coup tfaril of genius.

+ e. Coup de soleil (kucbsotyy) [F. soleil sun] :

a sunstroke. Obs.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 260 Even a coup de soleil U
to becounteracted by the external application of . . volatile
alkali. 1814 Q. Rev. Oct. 202 Many European soldiers [in

India] were struck dead by a coup de soldi. 1834 Medwin
Angler in Wales I. 4, I . .got the malaria at Rome, a coup-
de-soteil at Naples.

f. Coupdethtatre (k«d?t^,atr) : a theatrical hit

;

a sensational turn or action in a play; trans/, any
sudden sensational act.

1747 H. Walpole Lett, to Mann June 26, This coup de
theatre procured Knight his Irish coronet. 1889 Morlev
Walpole x\. 225 The House of Commons is the worst place
in the world for coups de theatre.

g. In other phrases, now rare or obs. in Eng. use,

as coup d\rlat, a stroke which makes a sensation
;

coup d'essai, a first attempt
;
coup de niaftrc, an

action worthy of a master, a master-stroke.
1676 Etheredcr Mau 0/ Mode iv. ii, Sir Fofi. I have

been endeavouring at a song ! . . Tis my Coup d Essay in

Knglish. 171a Steele Spectator No. 324 Pi To put the
Watch to a total Rout, and mortify some of those inoffensive
Militia, is reckon'd a Coup efe'etat. 1760 Foote Minor
1. (1798) 20 Ay, that will be a coup de maitre. 1768— Pa il

on 2 Sticks ml (1794) 57 It may do for a coup d'essai, and
prove no bad foundation for a future engagement.

Coup, COWp (kaup), v.* Sc. and north, dial.

[a. ON. kaup-a to buy, bargain, barter, exchange,
= Gothic kaupdn to traffic, trade, buy and sell,

OSax. copSn, OHG. choufon, OE. cMpian : see

Cheap v. A northern word, the senses of which
run parallel to those of the cognate Cope from
LG., of which it is often viewed as a mere dialectal

variant.]

1 1. trans. To buy
; fi%. to abye, pay for, suffer

for. Obs.
c 1300 Havelok 1800 ' No,' quodh on, 1 pat shaltou coupe,'

And bigan til him to loupe.

2. To exchange, barter.
e 16x0 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1683) 2 He had been couped

from hand to hand, sometimes kept against his will as a
captive. 1674 Ray N. C. Words (1691) 18 Coup, to ex-
change or swap ; Horse coupers. Horse-buyers. 1808 Jamie-
son, Coup, cowp, to exchange, to barter. 1855 Robinson
Whitby Gloss., To Coup, to exchange. * Will you coup seats
with me?' To have the 'coupine word , the last or
decisive word which shall fix the bargain or exchange.
1863 in Robson Bards of Tyne 356 There's Billy the Barber
for coupin' see cliver. Mod. Sc. I'll coup knives with you.

Coup, COUpe (k«p\ Also 5 cope. [a. F.
couper to cut : cf. Cope v.*, a doublet of this.]

.

1 1. trans. To cut, slash. Obs. (Only in pa. pple.)

a 1300 Syr Degarre 790 His sschon i-couped as a kni^t.

1377 Lancu P. PI. B. xviii. 14 To geten him gylte spores
or galoches ycouped (C*. y-coped, ykepedj. c 1435 Torr.
Portugal 1 193 Withoute couped shone.

2. Her. To cut off clean : see Couped.
1610 Guillim Heraldry \\\. xiii. (i66o> 160 Couping is

1 when a part is cut off" smooth. 1639 Fuller Holy War v.

xxiv. (1840) 185 Piercing, voiding, fimbriating, ingrailing,
couping [the cross].

Coup kaup), v.3 Sc. Also 5 caupe, 8 cowp.
[prob. originally the same word asCoPEi».2 (which
had variant forms coupe

,
caupe). From sense 1,

we pass easily to that of 1 upset or overturn with
a shock or impact and so to * upset, overturn, tilt

'

generally ; cf. the sense history of Tilt z».]

+ 1. intr. To strike ; to come to blows, meet in

the shock of combat, tilt. Obs. See Cope
- ' 1400 Morte Artk. 2059 Thane the comlyche kynge.

.

With a crewelle launce cowpez fulle euene . . emange the
1 schortte ryhbys. c 1400 Eowland <$• O. 453 In scheldes pay
!
cowped full euen.

2. trans. To overturn, upset, tilt ; to empty

I

out, as from a cart or wheelbarrow by suddenly
: tilting or the like ; to toss off (a pot of liquor).

To coup the crafts, or creels '. Sc. Fishery phrases ; also

j

fig. to cause or sustain an upset, be upset, come to grief ; in
various applications. (See Cran, Creel.*
rti$7» Knox Hist. Re/. 203 (Jam.) The pure woman.,

j
coupit up his heilles so that his heid went down, c 1610

;
Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 399 He is in hazard of being
couped and wrecked. 1785 Burns To *J. La/rath 13 Sept.
ix, But stooks are cowpet wi' the blxst. 1816 Scott Old
Mort. xxxviii, 'The bairns would be left to .. coup ane
anither into the fire.' 1818 — Hrt. Midi, xlviii, ' She only
spaes fortunes, and does not. .coup cadgers' carts, or ony

\

sort of mischief.' 1832 53 Whistle-binkie <Sc. Songs) Ser.

I

in. 9 Let us coup afl" our bicker, And toast meikle joy to
the twa. 1874 Sunday Mag. 823 He just brings a cartload
of texts and cowps them in. Mod, Sc. The horse ran away
and coupit the cart.

3. intr. To be overturned or upset ; to fall or
! tumble over ; to capsize.

1785 Burns Dr. Hornbook xviii, I drew my scythe in sic

a fury, I near-hand cowpit wi* my hurry. 1814 Scott

I

Redgauntlet xi, 'Ower he cowped as if he had been
i dead.' 1853 Readk Chr. Johnstone 228 * She'll hae coupit
a mile wast Inch Keith, an' the tide tinning aff the island.*

Coup, obs. form of Coop, Cope, Cup.
Coupabil, -ble, obs. forms of Culpable.

+ Coupage. Obs. rare. [a. F. coupage, f.

couper to cut : see -age.] The cutting up or carv-

ing of meat at table.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. 59 That ye . . be at
the coupage of fleyhsse and at the departing of fysshe.

Coupar, obs. form of Cooper.
Coup-cart kau-pka.it). [f. Coup sbA, - or v2]
1. =Coup sb.t 1, a box-cart.

1794 Statist. Acc. Scott. XII. 185 (Jam.) In the year

j

1750, there were but two box<arts, or what is here called
coup carts, in the parish [of St. Vigean^ Forfar), but at

present there is no other kind made use of here. 1805 K.
W. Dickson Tract. Agric. (1807) I. 61 A close single-horse
cart, .sometimes termed a coup-cart. 1868 Atkinson Cleve-
land Gloss. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Coup, Coup-cart, a dung-
cart, a small cart.

2. A cart with a body which can be tilted, so

that the load may be * couped * out. (Chiefly Sc.)

1794 Agric. Surv. Bcrtuicksh, 167 (Jam.) The body of the
cowp cart is attached to the shafts by a peculiar kind of
hinges, which allow of elevating it before, either partially

or entirely, to facilitate the discharge of its load backwards.

1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 100 Used in what are called

coup-carts, i. e. when the box is moveable on a frame ; and
the contents can be discharged, without lifting the shafts.

1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss.,Coup, to tilt out the material
from a 1 coup cart or cart that turns up to be emptied.

Coupe, obs. f. Coop, Cope, Coup, Culp, Cup.

II Coupe (kupe),a. Her. Also 6 coupye, 7 -ee.

j

[F. coupe, pa. pple. of couper to cut.] —Couped a.

1571 Bossewell Armoriewx. 16 An Arme Coupye, Partie
per Pale, Or and Ermine. 1634 Pea* mam Genii. Exerc.
158 The heads . . of beasts Couple or erazed, that is cut or
pluckt off. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 362 The bust of a king .

.

coupe" at the breast proper. 1830 Robson Brit. Herald III.
Gloss., Couped or Coupey.

|| Coupe (k«pe-), sb. \V.
;

specific application

of coupe (pa. pple.) cut : in sense 1 Littre has also

carosst coupe* cut carriage.]

1. A short four-wheeled close carriage with an
inside scat for two. and outside seat for the driver.

1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II. 182 There we met
with his 'Coupe"* and the fair Ravennese en route. 1880
Mrs. Forrester Roy f V. I. 13, I will send the coupe for

you at a quarter to one. 189a Times 16 Feb., The Coupe
company wish to return . . a rug . . left in one oftheir carriages.

2. a. The front or after compartment of a con-
tinental diligence.

1834 J. Barrow Excurs. N. Europe ii. 82 The coupe" in
front accommodates one who sits next to the conducteur .

.

In the rear in another coupe". Ibid. 83 A seat in the after
coupe" of a Russian diligence.

0. An end compartment in a railway carriage,

seated on one side only.
1853 Ann. Reg. 132 Two ladies, who were seated in a

coupd. 1859 All Y. Round No. 30. 78, I have written a
column of close ' copy ' in a coupe*.

8. Fencing. A movement of the sword equivalent

to a disengage, but effected by drawing the sword
along and over the point of the adversary's.

1889 W. H. Pollock, etc ^>wz'^<Badm. Libr.' 49 The
coupe" is the opposite of the disengage, the blade being
passed over the adversary's blade instead of under. Ibid.
62 Simulate disengagement into tierce and make a coupe.
4. Dancing. = Coupee, q. v.

f Coupe-band. ? Obs. A portion cut off the
end of a stack to supply material to complete it

above.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 59 That which is cutte of

the stacke end is called (for the most partej a coupe-band.

Couped (kupC ,ppl. a. Also 7 cooped.
+ 1. Cut, slashed : see Coup v.- i. Obs.

2. Her. Said of the head or any member of an
animal, or a part of a plant, represented as cut off

* clean ' or smoothly (opp. to erased, slipped) ; also

of an ordinary {e.g. a cross) having the extremities
cut off so as not to extend to the boundaries of
the shield.

1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 297 Three childrens heads
couped at the shoulders. 1705 Hearse Collect. 24 Nov.,
An Asses Head couped. 1864 Boutell Heraldry Hist. <y

Pop. xv'u. (ed. 3) 274 A dexter hand couped at the wrist.
1881 Ci ssans Her. iv. 6i The Cross humette*, or couped, as
its name implies, has its extremities cut off.

trans/. 1678 Butlkr Hud. iil iii. 214 TV Ears, Eras'd,
or Coup'd for Perjurers.

Coupee (k«pr, ka'pz}, sb. Also 8 coopee.
coupie, coupe, [ad. ¥. coupe* in same sense

:

see -ee.] A dance step formerly much used

;

the dancer rests on one foot and passes the other
forward or backward, making a sort of salutation

;

hence, sometimes used for a bow made while
advancing.
1673 Wvcherley Gentl. Dancing'Master m, i. One, two,

and a coupee. 1690 D'UrpeyCV///«\( Walk iii. (D.)Coupees
low from pauper drudges. 1708 Mottecx Rabelais v. xxiv.

(1737) io5jerts. .Coupe's,Hops, Leadings, Risings. 1757 Mrs.
Griffith Lett. Henry Frances (1767) II. 105 Why shall a
man practise coupees, who only means to walk ? 1827 Lamb
Let. to Barton in Final Mem. viii. (1865) 261 Advancing.

.

with a coupee and a sidelong bow.
Hence Coupee v. intr., to make this movement

;

to make a sort of bow or salutation in dancing.
1690 D'Urfey Collins Walk in. (D.) [He] Would lose

his freedom like a puppy, Rather than she [his daughter]
not learn to coupee. 1707 I. Stevens tr. Qnevedo's Com.
Wks. (1709) 386 It being dubious whether I limp or coupee.
1748 Earthquake oj Pern iii. 255 That it may not hinder
them in rising or coupeeing.

I Coupe-gorge k«pgor$). [Fr.; = cut-throat.]

f 1. A cut -throat. Obs.
1 1400 Rom. Rose 7422 A rasour sharpe and wel bitinge

That was forged in a forge Which that men clepen Coupe-
Gorge. (Hence in Minsheu 1617, Phillips, Coles.]
2. 1 Used in a military sense to signify any spot

or position which affords an enemy so many ad-

vantages that the troops who occupy it must cither

surrender or be cut to pieces ' (Stocqueler).

3. fig.
1612 Sir R. Winwood Let. to Jos. I in Motley Bamnetd

II. 456 On thys, he long insysted,as th' only couppe-gorge,
of all rcsultats, whatsoever, between france and spayne.

Coupel, obs. f. Couple.
Couper, COWper (kuu pai). St* and north,

dial. [f. Corp + -ER.] One who barters, deals,

or buys and sells. Cf. Coper. Now chiefly in

Comb., as herring-, horse-couper, etc.

1581 Sc. Acts yas. VI (1597) t 122 The halding of horses
at hard meat all the Sommer season, vscd commounlie be.

.

Cowppers. a 166a R. Baillie /. .'.'. I. 85 (Jam.) The horse
which our coupers had bought at Morton fair. 179s Statist.

Acc. Scofl. VI. 44 note (Jam.) Nor are they . . a match for

horse-cowpers, cow-cowpcrs,—the people that farmers have
to deal with. 1844 W. H. Maxwell Sports $ Adv. Scot.

xiii. 1
- >y 121 Its visitants [were] Dutch herring-coupers.

Couper, obs. form of Cooper, Copper.

Coupholite .kau'folait). A/in. Also kou-
pholite. [Named 1797 from Gr. xov^>os tender

+

-lite.] A variety of Prehmte occurring in thin

fragile laminse.

1805 R. Jamkson Mitt. II. 561 Foliated Prehnite . . Kou-
pholite. 1868 Dana Min, 411 s.v. Prehnite, Coupholite
is in cavernous masses, made of small, thin, fragile lamina:
or scales.

Coupis, pi. of coupe, obs. form of Cup,
Coupisse, obs. form of Coppice.

Couple i^ko p'l), sb. Forms : 4 ooppell, 4-5
cuple, copul^l, coupel, 4-6 coupil 1, -yl(l,

coplo, copple, 4-7 cupple, 5 coupull, cowp-,
cwpylle, cuppil, -ylle, 5-6 copel, -yliT,

co*wple, 6 coople, 4- couple, [a. OF. cofle,

cuple, later couple :—L, copula band, tie, connexion :

see Copula.]
I. That which unites two.

1. A brace or leash for holding two hounds to-

gether. LT
sually in //. ; also a pair of couples.

i 1340 GaTu. ($ Gr. Knt. 1147 Couples huntes of kest

[= hunters cast off couples). 1483 Cath, Angl. $6 A
Cwpylle of hundys, copula, i486 Bk. St. Albans Evb,
When he has of cast his cowples at will. 1602 Returnfr.
Pamass. 11. v. (Arb.) 32 Another company of houndes. .had
theircouples cast off. 1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1345/4 Strayed.

.

a red pied Fox Beagle Pitch . .with a pair of Couples about
her neck, a 1763 Shenstone Progr. Taste 11. 10 Oh days !

when to a girdle ty'd, The couples gingled at his side.

1781 P. Beckforu Hunting (1802) 81 Care should be taken
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that the couples be not too loose, lest they should slip their I

necks out of the collar. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxxiv, Hounds
|

yelled in their couples.

J*&' *&SS Thackeray Newcomes II. 66 In pursuit of a
husband who will run away from the couple.

b. trans/, and Jig. To go, hunt, run in couples.
Here the original meaning is often forgotten, and couples

used with the sense ofPairs, twos.
1610 B. Jonson A left. L i, 'Sdeath, you perpetual curs,

Fall to your couples again, and cozen kindly. 16x1 Shaks.
IVint. T. u. i. 135 lie keepe my Stables where I lodge my
Wife, He goe in couples with her. 1633 P. Fletcher
Purple Isi, n. 19 note, None of them [the nerves] single, but
runne in couples. 1644-7 Cleveland Char. Loud. Dium.
4 They hunt in their Couples, what one doth at the head,
the other scores up at the heele. 1705 Hickeringill
Pricst-cr. It, iv. 39 (Like Blood-hounds) they usually hunt
(in Couples) together, (Avarice and Ambition) that's their

Name. 1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz, DancingAcad, ix, And
when he had been sufficiently broken in in the parlour he
began to run in couples in the Assembly-room.

2. trans/, f a. A connexion between two parts

of the body ; ? a ligament. Obs.

1535 Covf.rdale Col. ii. 19 The heade wherof the whole
body by ioyntes and couples receaueth norishment and is

knyt together.

f b. Gram. A connecting word or particle ; a
copula. Obs.
x6a8 T. Spencer Logick 161 The Verbe (in the common

language of the Schooles) is called the band, or couple. 1711
J. Greenwood Eng. Gram. 152 It is called the Subjunctive
Mood because it is subjoin'd or added to the first Sentence
by some Cople or Tye.

+ 3. Union or coupling in matrimony ; the bond
of wedlock ; sexual union. Obs.
c 1320 Orpheo 422 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 265 A foule

couple it were forthy To lete hur com in thy company.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. x. 180 Hit is an vn-comely couple.

.

To 3euen a $ong wenche to an old feble Mon. c 1450
Myrc 194 Wyth-owten cowpulle or fleschly dede. a 1553 Ld.
Berners Huon clxii. 631 It were a mete copyll of vs twayne
to be ioyned together in maryage. 1611 Corvat Crudities
442 To be begotten in the honest and chast couple of mar-
riage.

II. A union of two ; a pair.

The plural after a numeral is often couple, esp. when fol-

lowed by of with the names of animals or things.

4. A brace of clogs used for hunting, esp. harriers

or spaniels
;
also, a brace of conies or rabbits.

c 1430-30 Two Cookery-bks., CC. copull Conyngges. 1470-85
Malory Arthur x. soil. 434 A noyse as hit hadde ben a
thyrtty couple of houndes. 1527 W. Capon in Fiddes Wot-
sey 11. (1726) 104 He gave to us 6 cowple of conyes. 1610
Guillim Heraldry ill. xiv. (1660) 167 Skilfull Forresters
. .Do use to say, a Couple of Rabbets or Conies. 1636 W.
Denny in Ann. Dubrensia (1877) 14 Then throw they in
their Couples, and one cry Of many Parkes do ring about
the Skie. 1725 Bradley Earn. Diet., Couple, in respect
to Conies and Rabbets, the proper Term for two of them ;

so it is for two Hounds. 1801 Strutt Sports Past. I.

i. 19 Two spaniels or harriers were called a couple.

5. A man and woman united by love or marriage
;

a wedded or engaged pair.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10168 (Cott.) To wijf he has dame anna
tan, -Was suilk a cuple [v.r. coupilj couple] neuer nan.
1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xix. 224 The bible bereb witnesse.

.

pat a-corsed alle couples bat no kynde forth brouhte. 1436
E. E. Wills (1882) 107 Euery couple of man & wyf dweTl-
yng at Ochecote. 1545 Brinklow Compl. 44 b, .iij. pownd
of euery hundreth, to be bestowyd vpon poore copyls at
their maryages. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 40, I must
Bestow vpon the eyes of this yong couple Some vanity of
mine Art. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 339 Fair couple, Hnkt in
happie nuptial League. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 254 F 3 A
very loving Couple. 1753 Scots Mag. Aug. 422/2 The happy
couple who got the Dunstable bacon in 1751. 1847 Emerson
Repr. Men, Uses ofGt. Men Wks. (Bohn) I. 284 It is ob-
served in old couples.. who have been housemates for a
course of years, that they grow alike. 1875 Mrs. Ran-
dolph Wild Hyacinth I. 43 Sir Loudoun would give up
Glen Ettrick at once to the young couple.

b. A man and woman associated as partners

in a dance or the like.

1759 Compl. Lett.- writer (ed. 6) 226, I stood two couple
above her. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. viii, A merry
country-dance was going on.. and new couples joined in

every minute, c 1875 Routledge^s Ball-room Guide 31 The
Lancers must be danced by four couples only in each set.

6. Of animals: a. A pair of opposite sexes.
c 132c E. E. A Hit. P. B. 333 Of vche best bat berez lyf

busk pe a cupple. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. x. 169 Alle
schulen dye for his dedes. .Out-taken Eihte soules, and of
vche beest a couple.

b. Farming. A ewe and her lamb ; double couple,

a ewe with two lambs.
a\yzz Lisle Hush. Gloss. (E. D.S.), Couples, ewes and

lambs. 1855 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. n. 295, 200 ewes
with their lambs, generally here [Bucks.] called 'couples'.
1882 Somerset Gaz. 18 Mar., 9 single couples and 1 double
ditto of ewes and lambs.

7. gen. Two individuals (persons, animals, or
things) of the same sort taken together

; properly
used of such as are paired or associated by some
common function or relation ; but often loosely, as
a mere synonym for twff. Cf. pair. + Couple of
com : app. two quarters.
All shades of gradation connect the strict sense (as in

1541) with the loosest (as in 1711).

1365 Durh. Halmote Rolls (Surtees) 42 Ad emendum ij

coppell' de silles cum les pannes, c 1400 Beryn 2002 J>er &
per a coupill gon to speke & eke to roune. 1481 Caxton
Reynard (Arb.) 68 Tho gaf I hym a copel of maynchettis
with swete butter. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Fvj a, A Couple
or a payer of botilHs. 1526 Act 28 Hen. VIII in Stat.

Irel. (1621) 77 After the rate of fifteene shillings the couple
of corne. 1535 Coverdalk <)udith xix. 3 A seruaunt and a
couple of asses. 1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chi-
rnrS-t Howe many cowples of sensityfe synewes come fro

the brayne. 1570 Ascham Sclwlem. Pref. to Rdr. (Arb.) 20
Though they three do cost me a couple of hundred poundes
by yeare. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado in. v. 34 A couple of as
arrant knaues as any in Messina. 1611 Bible 2 Sam. xiii. 6
Make me a couple of cakes. 1638 Brome Antip. iv. viii,

These persons passe over the Stage in Couples. 1711 Steelk
Sped. No. 8 ? i, I shall here communicate to the World
a couple of letters. 1867 Lady Herbert Cradle L. vii. 194
We spent a couple of hours resting and exploring the ruins.

1885 Law Times LXXX. 111/1 The rule . . has existed for

at least a couple of centuries.

8. One of a pair of inclined rafters or beams,
that meet at the top and are fixed at the bottom
by a tie, and form the principal support of a roof;

a principal rafter, a chevron.
[Cf. c6oo Isidore Orig. xix. xix. 6 Cuplae [v. r. copla?,

compla:] vocat;c, quod copulent in se luctantes. ]

1364 Durh. Halm. Rolls (Surtees) 31, j domum suflicientem
de iij copuls. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1328 Al pe copies cipres
were & )>e raftres wer al-so. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. ix. vi.

163 Twenty cuppil he gave or ma, to be body of be kirk

alsua. 1572 Bossewell Armorie 11. 75 An house is neuer
made perfecte, till these copies be put vpon it, by the maner
of an heade. 1659 Willsford Scales Comm., Archit. 12
At every joynt a collar-beam, fastned at their heads with a
pinonely; these last by some are called the Arch-couples.

1796 Statist. Acc. Scott. XVII. 140 (Jam.)The oak couples
were of a circular form, lined with wood. 1868 G. Mac-
donald R. Falconer I. 97 The other [room], .showing the
naked couples from roof-tree to floor. 1888 Elworthy 11'.

Somerset li'ord-bk. s. v., A 'half-couple' is a single main
timber, such as would be used in a ' lean-to' roof.

t 9. - Couplet i. Obs. rare.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 102 Sir Tristrem;

ouer gestes it has be steem . . if men it sayd as made
Thomas ; But I here it no man so say, fat of som copple
som is away. 1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q. xxxiii, All the gard-
yng and the wallis rong Ryght of thaire song, and on the
copill next Off thaire suetearmony. 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie n. x. (Arb.) 99 By distick or couples of verses agree-
ing in one cadence.

10. Dynamics. A pair of equal and parallel

forces acting in opposite directions, tending to

produce a motion of rotation.

1855 Peirce Anal. Mechanics 40 A couple of forces is a
system of two parallel and equal forces whichact in different

lines. 1881 Maxwell Electr. # Magn. II. 103 The moment
of the couple with which terrestrial magnetism tends to turn
the . . magnet. Jig. 1887 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 293/1 The
central 'couple', as the Mathematicians would call it, of
the European balance.

11. Geom. (See quot.)

1881 C. Taylor Geom. Conies 257 If three or more pairs

of points A, A'; B, B/
; C, C; etc. be taken on a straight

line at such distances from a point O thereon that OA . OA'
= OB . OB' = OC.OC = etc., they are said to constitute

a system in Involution . .the points (A, A') (B, B') (C, O)
etc., are called Conjugate Points or Couples of the involu-
tion.

12. Electr. A pair of connected plates of different

metals, used for creating either a galvanic or a
thermo-electric current.

1863 Tyndall Heat i. App. (1870) 17 The figure represents
what is called a thermo-electric pair or couple. 1863-72
Watts Diet. Chem. II. 415 The system of two dissimilar

metals immersed in a liquid which acts on one of them is

called a Galvanic or Voltaic Couple. 1885 Watson &
Burbury Math. Th. Electr. % Magn. I. 240.

13. Astron. A double star.

14. attrib. and comb., as couple-balk (Sc.), cf.

sense 8 and Halk sb. ii; couple-keep (see quot.\
1843 Bethune Sc. Fireside Stor. 113 The wooden frame-

work of an old bed,. was brought down from the couple-
bauks of the barn. 1888 Elworthy IV. Somerset Word-
bk., Couple-keep is often to be found in advertisements. It

means a good crop of early grass fit for ewes and lambs,
which must be well fed.

Couple (k2?*p'l), z>- Forms: 3 kuple, 3-5
cuple, 4 copil, cuppel, -ul, 4-5 coupel, -il, -yl,

cowpyll, cuppil(le, 4-6 copple, cowple, cou-
pul(l, 4-7 cople, cupple, 6 coople, 4- couple,

[a. OF. copier, cupler, later coupler, f. couple : see

prec. and cf. L. cepuldre.']

1. trans. To tie or fasten (dogs) together in pairs.

c 1340 Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1139 J>enne pise cacheres pat
coupe cowpled hor houndez, Vnclosed pe kenel dore, &
calde hem per-oute. c 1440 [see Comple 7\ 2

]. 1486 27£. St.

Albans Biijb, Cowple vp yowre houndys. 1596 Shaks.
77mm: Shr. Ind. i. 18 Couple Clowder with the deepe-

mouth'd brach. 1602 ind Pt. Return fr. Pamass. 11.

v. (Arb.) 32 The Huntsmen hallowed, so ho, Venue a
coupler, and so coupled the dogges. 1709 Steele Tatter

No. 37 P 2 Tom. Bellfrey and Ringwood were coupled

together, .to be in at the Death of the Fox, Hare, or Stag.

1859 Jephson Brittany ix. 147 They [the dogs] were all

coupled.

2. gen. To fasten or link together (properly in

pairs) ; to join or connect in any way.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 88 If it were made

in ryme couwee . . pat rede IngHs it ere inowe, bat couthe
nothafcoppledakowe. i38»Wyclif/j(I.v. 8 Wothat ioynen

hous to hous, and feeld to feeld coupleth. 1432-50 tr. Higden
Rolls) I. 135 The superior Scythia is a grete region .

.

coplede of the este parte to Ynde, of the northe to the

occean. c 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 43 With ane Capill and
twa Creillis cuplit abufe. 1535 Coverdale Isa. xxiv. 22

These shalbe coupled together as prisoners be. 1600

Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 566 They bound our armes be-

hind vs.. coupling vs two and two together. 1665 Sir T.

Herbert Trav. (1677) 64 These [places] Ecbar coupled to

;

the rest of his Empire, a 1744 Pope (J.\ That man. .who
is measuring syllables and coupling rhimes, when he should
be mending his own soul. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 202, I see
my young lambs coupled two by two With willow bands,

f b. To yoke (a horse or cart). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6220 (Cott.) His folk all armed did he

call, And cuppel did his cartes all. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.
in. 190 Let cople be comissarie, oure cart shal he drawe.

e. Organ-playing. To connect (two keys or
keyboards) by means of a coupler. Also intr.

(of a key or keyboard) To admit of this connexion.
1829 Organ Specif, in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 59971 Pedal

to couple Swell to Great. 1880 Ibid. 601/2 When the
Swell was coupled to the Great Manual.

d. Mech. To connect (railway carriages) by a
coupling; to connect (the driving-wheels of a
locomotive steam-engine) by a coupling-rod.
1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 249/1 The two pair of wheels [of a

I locomotive engine] were coupled together by connecting
! rods. 1864 Law Times Rep. X. 719/1 Trucks, .filled with

ballast .. were coupled together and carried away by an
engine. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s. v. Car-coupling, in

! Europe the connection is more intimate, the cars being
coupled together so firmly as to prevent the jar as the cars
collide or jerk apart in stopping or starting,

t 3. To join in wedlock or sexual union. Obs.
a 1340 HamPoLe JPsaittf xviii. 5 God til mankynd as

spouse til spouse is copild. 1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 41
IJame mariory wes coupillyt in-to goddis band with Walter

i
Stewart off Scotland. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 112
Borne of a woman that was carnally coupled vnto hym.
1485 Caxton St. W 'enefr. 2, 1 am coupled in matrimonye to

the sone of the euerlastyng kyng. 1535 Coverdale Mark
x. 9 Let not man therfore put asunder that which God hath
coupled together. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Solemn. Matrim.,
If any man do allege any impediment why they may not be
coupled together in matrimony. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 111.

I

iii. 45 The Vicar of the next village . . hath promis'd to .

.

couple vs. 1716 Swift Let. to Pope 17 Nov. 369 To assist.

.

: in degrading a parson who couples all our beggars. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones xvm. ix, As eager for her marriage
with Jones as he had before been to couple Jier to Blifil.

+ fc>. To espouse, marry. Obs.
c 1400 Deslr. Troy 12754 Clunestra at kirke couplit onone

This Engest, with Jfolite to hir iuste spouse.

C. To pair (animals).
1721 R. Bradley Wks. Nat.ai If a Sow of that Breed is

1 Coupled with a Boar of the Cloven-footed kind, a 1754
Fielding Fathers v. v, Wedding ! directly ! what, do you
think you are coupling some of your animals in the country?

4. intr. (for reji.). To unite with one of the op-

posite sex, come together sexually ; to pair.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. x. 153 To kepe his cun from
Caymes pat bei coupled not to-gedere. a 1547 Surrey

: Aeneid iv. 35 He that with me first coppled tooke away
My love with him. 1590 Shaks. Mids. A\ IV. i. 145 Begin

j

these wood birds but to couple now? 1664 Evelyn Kat.

I

Hort. (1729) 194 Furnish .. your Aviaries with Birds be-

fore they couple. 1671 Milton P. R. 11. 181. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 96 They [moles] couple
towards the approach of spring. 1869 Tennyson Petleas

j

E. 526 Why then let men couple at once with wolves.

5. trans. To associate or bring together (persons)

in pairs, or as companions or partners
; f formerly

also, to match or engage as opponents in a contest.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. rv. T32 Clerkes bat were confessours
coupled hem to-gedere Forte construe bis clause, c 1400
Vwaine Gaw. 3596 Thai saw never under the hevyn Twa

1

Knightes that war copied so evyn. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes

J

ofAymon xvii. 392 Or ever they lefte eche other goo, whan
they were cowpled ones togyder [wrestling]. 1526 Tindalf

I
Acts ix. 26 He assayde to cople hym silfe with the apostles.

I 1583 Stocker Hist. Civ. Warres Lonve C. 11. 58 a, Ihon
Montiew, as he was coupled to the enemie, was slaine with

I an Harquebouze shott. 1684 Otway A theist 1. i, When the

rest of the Company is coupled. 1822 Wordsw. Eccles.

Sonn. 11. xxxiv. Latimer $ Ridley, See Latimer and Ridley
in the might Of Faith stand coupled for a common flight 1

b. To attach or unite by ties of affection, or the

like.

1362 Langl, P. PL A. xi. 116 Ryd forb bi Richesse. . For
;if pou couple be to him, to Clergie comestou neuere. c 1430
Hymns Virg. (1867) 22 For euere loue couplib god to man.
1526 Tindale N. T. Prol., The spyrite of god, whych .

.

copleth us to god. 1548 Hall Chron. 171 Although the

bodyes of these noble personages, .were, .a sonder seperated

. .yet their hartes were knitte and coupled in one.

+ C. To couple friendship: a Latinism. To
couple a skirmish (cf. tojoin battle). Obs.

1382 Wyclif Ecclus. xxxvii. i, I frenshipe couplede [1388

Y haue couplid frensdup]. 1583 Stocker Hist. Civ. Warres
Lowe C. 11. 66 a, A skirmishe beganne to be coupled

betweene the Roiters of the Wood and the Roiters of the

Enemie.

6. intr. To join or unite with another as a com-
panion, to come together or associate in pairs

;

t to engage {with another^ in a contest.

C1477 Caxton Jason 39 b, Ther were none so hardy that

durste. .cople with him. 1548 Hall Chron. 182 b, The quene
beyng therof asserteined, determined to couple f£ e. join

battle] with hym while hys power was small and his ayde
not come. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. 1. iii. 21 They
crowding come, I see, already, Close coupling, or withdrawn
unsteady.

7. trans. Of things immaterial : To connect,

conjoin, link (one with or to another, or together).

Properly of tzvo things only.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1059 f*urh het he wes so5 godd, in his

cunde icuplet wi5 ure. a 1300 CursorM. 18804 (Cott.) He.

.

pat cuppuld pus vr kind til his. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. m. 158
Clergye an Couetise heo [Meed] coupleb to-gedere. 1375
Barbour Bruce 1. 236 The wrechyt dome, That is cowplyt to
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foule thyrldome. 15*6 Tindale i Pel. iii. 2 Whill they be-

holdc youre pure conversation coupled with feare. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxvii. § 10 He hath coupled the sub-
stance of his flesh and the substance of bread together.

17*7-38 Gay Fables 1. xii. 48 Av'rice. . Must still be coupled
with its cares. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Motttat'gmvlVs.
(Bohn) I. 342 A biblical plainness, coupled with a most un-
canonical levity. 1874 Dixon Tn>o Queens III. xm. x. 57
A man who coupled acts with words.

b. To conjoin in thought or speech.
a ia*5 Ancr. R. 78 Isaie ueieS hope & silence, & kuple5

bo5e togederes. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Anszu. Osor. 489
Neither did he so couple you to the Colledge of Philo-
sophers, and Oratours. 1751 Jortin ScrtH. (1771) IV. i. 5
Theft and swearing are coupled together in the Prophet
Zechariah. x8s6 South ev Vind. Eccl. Angl. 253 To this let

me couple the just complaint of. .Melchior Canus. 1866
Mrs. Riddell Race for Wealth xxiii, I wish you would
not couple her name and mine together.

t Coupleable, a. Obs. [f. Couple v. + -able.]
That may be coupled.
1611 Cotgr., Acconpiable, yoakeable, coupleable, fit to be

coupled with.

+ Coxrple-be:ggar. Obs. [f. Couple v. 3 +
Beggar.] A disreputable priest who made it his

business to ' couple ' beggars or perform irregular

marriages.
170* H'ilmsltnv Parish Reg. in Earwaker E. Cheshire I.

99 Were lately married by a couple begger. 17*5 Swift
Poems, Riddle, No Couple-Beggar in the Land E'er join'd
such Numbers Hand in Hand. 1744 Faulke/nr's Jrni. 6-9
Oct. in Leek y Eng. in lSlh C. (1878J II. 36^ This last term
a notorious couple beggar . . was excommunicated . . by the
Vicar-General of this diocese, on account of his persisting in
this scandalous trade, which he had taken up, to the un-
doing of many good families.

Couple-clause. Coupling of clauses ; a name
given by Puttenham to the rhetorical figure Poly-
syndeton.

1589 Pi "ttenham Eng. Poesie III. xvL (Arb.) 186 Another
maner of construction which they called (Polt'sindeton) we
may call him the \ couple clause) for that euery clause is

knit and coupled together with a coniunctiue.

Couple-Close. Also -closs. [app. f. F. couple

couple + close closed, shut.]

1. Her. A diminutive of the chevron, having one
fourth of its breadth, borne in couples, and usually

cotising a chevron.
157a Bossewkll Armorie 12 A Copleclose muste containe

the fourth part of the Cheuron, and is not borne but by
payres, except there be a Cheuron betwene twoo of them.
1864 BoVTBLL Heraldry Hist. <y Pop. xxi. (ed. 3) 363 A
chevron between two COUpie-closes sa. 1868 Cussans Iter.

iv. 57 The term Cotising is applied indifferently to Costs,
Barrulets, and Couples-close.

2. A pair of rafters or couples in a roof. (See
Couple sb. 8.)

1849 J. WzALS Did, Terms, Couple-close, a pair of spars
of a roof. 1864 in Webster.

Coupled \kvp\d), />/>/. a. [f. Couple + -ed.]

1. Tied, joined, linked, or associated together in

pairs. In Her. = Conjoined c.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 99 Cowplyd, copnlatus. 1598 Syl-
vester Du Bartas 11. i. iv. 614 Thou . . that things to come
dost know Not by . . coupled points, nor flight of fatall

Birds. 16*1 Lady M. Wroth Urania 361 The rest..came
coupled, Polarchos and his soone wonne Lady, etc. 1709
Watts Lyric Poems, Adventurous Muse v, His verse
sublime A monument too high for coupled sounds to climb.
1869 Eng. Mech, 19 Mar. 579/2 The coupled wheels [of
a locomotive] were .. equally loaded. Six-wheeled coupled
engines had from 5 tons to 6 tons on a wheel.

D. Arch. Coupled columns: columns disposed
in pairs close together, with wider intervals between
the pairs. Coupled windoivs : windows placed
side by side, forming a pair : cf. Couplet 3.
1731 Bailey (vol. II) s. v. Column, Coupled Columns,

are such as are disposed by two and two, so as almost to
touch each other at their bases and capitals, 184a 76GWILT
A rchil. 8267 The use of coupled columns and niches ex-
hibits other varieties in which the Romans delighted. 1879
Sir G. G. Scott Lect. Archit. I. 95 Coupled columns of
nearly three feet diameter each. i88z Freeman Subj.
i 'enice fofl A grand range of Romanesque coupled windows,
bearing date 125a

C. Joined in marriage.
167* Essex Papers (Camden) I. 38 After they have mar-

ryea persons, the coupled, on discontents, part, and pretend
they were not legally marryed.

f 2. Built with couples or rafters, roofed. Obs.

(See Couple sb. 8.)

1381 Wyclif Haggai i. 4 That %<t dwelle in housis couplid
with tymbre [Vulg. in domibus laqueatis].

3. In combination, as well-coupled, short-coupled'.

said of the joining of the back to the hind-quarters

in horses, etc. Also in reference to roof-couples.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 100 Horses that are short
coupled and well-backed. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch. Hen. V,
eclxxxv, The well-rais'd Arch Of Honour ! where noe Act
of Fame misplac't, Firms him, well-coupled, from the sure-

lay'd Base. 1710 W. Gibson Diet Horses viii. (ed. 3) 120
Many of our best ambling nags are well coupled, and for

the most part durable on a journey. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth viii, A strong black horse . . high-shouldered, strong-
limbed, well-coupled, and round-barrelled.

% Erroneously for Cupolaed, having a cupola.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 33 The Ottaman Mausoleas. .built

all of white marble, round in forme, coupled on the top.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 120 Tis covered at top,
arched and coupled after the mode of those oriental Coun-
treys.

t Couplement (kjrp'lment). Obs. Also 7
coopel-, coople-, cupple-. [a. OF. couplement :

see Couple v, and -ment ; cf. accouplemeut.']

L The act of coupling or fact of being coupled

together ; union of pairs.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, an. 16. 52 b, By this con-
junccion and couplement of matrimony. 1596 Spenser
Prothal. vi, Ioy may you haue and gentle hearts content
Of your loues couplement. c 1600 Shaks. Sottn. xxi, Mak-
ing a coopelment of proud compare With Sunne and Moone,
with earth and seas rich gems, a 1670 Hacket A bp. Wil-
liams n. (1692) 140 He met with all sort of brain-sick fac-

tions combined in one couplement.

2. The result of coupling, a. A couple, pair.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 535, I wish you the peace of
minde, most royall cupplement. 1596 Spenser F.Q. vi. v.

34 And forth together rode, a comely couplement. 1816
Southev Lay of Laureate, Dream 70 Anon two female
forms. .Came side by side, a beauteous couplement.

b. Of verses : A couplet or stanza.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 42 He made
coupiements of verses very well composed.

3. Anything that couples together ; a coupling.
1622 F. Markham Bk. War 111. x. § 5 Ordnance ready

mounted with all their Cooplements, Ornaments, Tires.

Coupler (lurptoj\ [f. Couple v. + -er.]

1. One that couples ; spec, one whose business it

is to couple railway carriages or trucks.

155a Huloet, Coupler, copulator. 1748 Smollett Rod.
Rand. xi. (1804) 58 No such creature as you neither—no ten

' pound sneaker—no quality coupler. 1774 Pennant Tour
i Scot, in 1772(1700)11 95 Those infamous couplers despise the

fulminations of the Kirk. 1885 Mamh. Exam. 15 May 5/7
Couplers [of railway carriages or trucks] .. expose them-
selves to danger in shunting operations.

2. A thing that couples or links together, spec.

a. In an organ : A contrivance for connecting two
manuals, or a manual with the pedals, or two keys

an octave apart on the same keyboard, so that

both can be played by a single motion.
1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthot. Auat. m viii. 144 The

Orbicular Muscle only moves the upper Eye-lid, and doth
but embrace the lower, and knit it as a coupler. 1840 Penny
Cyct. XVI. 402/1 These several parts, or organs, when
brought together by stops, called couplers, give to the keys
of the great organ the command of every pipe in the instru-

ment. 1871 Pall Mall G. 29 Mar. 8 The organ . . is fitted

with 125 stops and 32 couplers.

b. .See quot.) Also - Coupling.
1874 Knight Diet, Mech., C oupler . . 2. The ring which

slips upon the handles of a crucible tongs, or a nipping-tool
of any kind. Also called reins.

Coupleress lorpbri*). rare. [f. prec. + -ess.]

A female coupler; a woman who brings couples

together.
1864 W. Bell in .V. % Q. V. 442 These old witches were

frequently bawdsand coupleresses at Rome. 1885 R. F. Bur-
ton iooi Nights I. 338 note, So the Germ. ' Kupplerinn ', a
Coupleress. It is one of the many synonyms for a pimp.

Couplet (kzrph' t). Also 7 cop-, cup-, i,? cap-
let"). [a. F. couplet (1364 m Godefroy two pieces

of iron riveted or hinged together, succession of
vepBcs riming together, stanza, etc., dim. of couple.']

1. A pair of successive lines of verse, esp. when
riming together and of the same length.

1580 Sidney Arcadia(J.), In singing some short couplets,

whereto the one half beginning, the other half should
answer, a 1649 Drumm. op Hawth. Com: 10. Jonson Wks.
(1711) 225 It is all in couplets, for he detested all other
rhimcs. 1780 Johnson L. P., Congrri'e Wks. III. 171
Kxcept what relates to the stage, I know not that he has
ever written a stanza that is sung, or a couplet that is

quoted. 1866 Rogers Agric. Prices I. xxiv. 615 A popu-
lar notion, embodied in a rhyming couplet. 1889 Skeat
Chaucer's L. G. IV. Introd. 33 He introduces a new metre
. .now famous as ' the heroic couplet '.

2. ,qen. A pair or couple; in //. = twins (quot.

1824, nonee-use : cf. triplets),

1601 Shaks. Tioel. N. in. iv. 412 Weel whisper ore a
couplet or two of most sage sawes. 1602 — Ham. v. i. 310
As patient as the female Doue, When that her golden
Ciiplet [Qq, couplets] are disclos'd. 18*4 Miss Mitford
Village Ser. i. (1863) 161 Their very nurse, as she used to
boast, could hardly tell her pretty 'couplets' apart.

8. Arch. A window of two lights.

1844 Ecclesiologist III. 149 The church is lighted with
four couplets and a half on each side. 1879 Sir O. G. Scorr
Lect. Archit. I. 251 The couplets, triplets, and more nume-
rous groups of the Early English windows.

4. Music. Two equal notes inserted in a passage
of triple rhythm and made to occupy the time of
three.

1876 in S 1 aim k & Barrett Diet, Mus. Terms.

t 5. A coupling, link, or chain. Obs. rare" 1
.

1601 ?Marston Pasquil tf Rath. 111. 105 Being chahVd by
the mightie coplet of ineuitable destiny.

6. attrib. and comb., as couplet-chiming, couplet

verse (sense i)
; + couplet-harness, mail.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxv. iii. 264 A couple of
Parthyans in couplet-harneis [L. cataphractomm\ 1666
Dryden Ann. Mirab. Pref. Wks. (Globe) 38 In this neces-

sity of our rhymes, I have always found the couplet verse

most easy. 1797-180* G. Colman Br. Grins Lament, viii,

'Twere strange if they [dead poetsj should rise, and go
afresh to couplet-chiming.

Coirplet, v. nonce-wd. [f. the sb.] To couplet

it : to compose couplets.
174a Jarvis^«/>.ii. iv.xvi.(D.), Methinks, quoth Sancho,

I
the thoughts which give way to the making of couplets

can not be many. Couplet it as much as your worship
plea-scs, and I will sleep as much as I can.

Coupling (kirplin), vbl. sb. [f. Couple v. +
-nra k\
X. Joining in couples, pairing; linking: see the vb.
c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 34 Lufe propirly es a full cup-

pillynge of be lufande and be lufed to-gedyre as Godd and
a saule in-to ane. 1388 Wyclif 2 Chron. xxxiv. 11 Trees to
the ioynyngis of the"bildyng, and to the coupling of housis.
" 1564 Becon Art. Chr. Relig. Prayers (1844) 463 In the
coupling together of the christian members. 1589 Putten-
ham Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 222 We vse sometimes to
proceede all by single words, without any close or coupling.
1641 Vermes de la Ley 212 b, Couplings in law full marriage.
1700 Concrkve Way 0/ World \. ii, Sir, there's such
coupling at Pancras, that they stand behind one another,
as 'twere in a country dance. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Ability Wks. <Bohn)II. 37 Their realistic logic, or coupling
of means to ends. 1878 F. S. Williams Midi. Railw. 622
Any detaching or coupling of vehicles.

2. The pairing of the sexes; sexual union.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 72 A goostly mariage, wilk be bodily

cophng performib. c 1555 Harpsfield Dh'orce Hen. VIII
(1878) 247 The fleshly cophnge which before the sin ofAdam
was in marriage an omce or virtuous deed. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. 11. vii. 199 The promiscuous couplings
of Males and Females of several Species.

attrt'b. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698 1 I. vi. 160 This was their

[turtles'] coupling-time.

3. concr. Anything that couples, or is used to

join together.

1549 Coverdale Erasrn. Par. Col. II. t Deriued into

euery member through the ioyntes and couplvnges. 1611

Bible Ex. xxxvi. 11 And he made loopes of blew, on the

edge of one curtaine, from the seluedge in the coupling.

1643 Lightfoot Glean. Ex. (1648) 42 These two peeces are
called couplings.

f4. = Coupler, i. Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 106 They take off their

Dog couplings. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2254/4 A handsom
young wnite Hound of the King's, .slipt his Couplings,
and run out of the Mews. 1695 Ibid. 3080/4 A.. Spaniel
Dog. .a pair of Couplings about his Neck.

+ 5. A rafter ; «Col ple sb. 8. Obs.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 11.(1586)110 For Cup-
plinges and Rafters of houses, the Elme. 1611 Bible
2 Chron. xxxiv. 11 Timber for couplings, and to floore the
houses.

6. In Machinery, etc. : The name of various con^

trivances for connecting parts of constructions or

machinery, esp. in order to transmit motion, a.

A contrivance for connecting the ends of shafting

together, either permanently, or so as to admit of

their being disconnected at pleasure : they are of

various kinds, as box coupling, clutch coupling, etc.

1814 R. Buchanan Mill Work ("1823) 407 It is . . often

requisite to connect two or more shafts together. These
connections are denominated couplings.

b. The chain or link connecting two carriages

or trucks of a railway train.

1887 Hall Caine Son 0/Hagar II. in. v. 159 The engine
and three of the front carriages had broken from their

couplings and plunged on to the bank.

C, Larriage-lwilding, (a) The connexion or

joint upon which the fore-carriage turns or locks.

(/») The attachment of whatever kind uniting the

hind to the fore wheels.

1874 in Knight Diet. Mech.

d. In an organ ; m CoUPLKB.

7. Of a dog or other animal : see quot. (Cf.

Coupled 3.)
1881 V. Shaw Bk. of Dog 38 Couplings, the length or

space between the tops of the shoulder-blades and tops of

the hip-joints, or hucKle-bones. The term denotes the pro-

ftortionate length of a dog, which is spoken of as short or

ong in the couplings.

8. attrib. and Comb., as coupling-ledge; coup-
ling-box, a metal box joining the ends of two
shafts, so that they may revolve together ; coup-
ling-chain, the chain which couples railway

carriages, trucks, etc.; coupling-link (see quot.)

;

coupling-pin, a pin used for coupling railway

carriages, etc. (see also quot. 1874) ;
coupling-

pole, the pole connecting the fore and hind gear

of a wagon (cf. 6 c) ;
coupling-reins, the reins

that couple a pair of horses together ; coupling-
rod, the rod that couples the wheels of some
locomotive engines; coupling-strap, a strap for

linking animals together, used esp. with restive

horses running in pairs.

1814 R. Buchanan Mill Work (1823)413 Couplings which
have no *coupling boxes are denominated clutches or glands.

1831 N. Wood Railroads (1838) 220 The *couplmg or

dragging chains are fixed to these [springs]. 1858 Mech.
Mag: LXIX. 281 It is well known how severely coupling

chains suffer from.. sudden jerks. 185* Seidel Organ 9a

Some call the gemshorn a *coup!ing-flute. Ibid. 59 These
ledges are called *coupling-ledges. .they are between the

two parts of the slide. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., ''Coupling-

link, an open or split link for connecting two objects, or

forming a detachable section in a chain. Ibid., *Coupling-

Pin (Vehicle 1
, A bolt which fastens the hind hounds to the

coupling-pole, which is attached to the fore-gears by the

king.bolt. X887 It, Roberts W, Avemus 239 He. .fetches

a coupling-pin (of iron, about one inch thick and ten inches

long), .and lets drive at me. 1794 \V. Felton Carriages

(1801) 1 1. 137 The ^coupling reins,which are what both horses

are checked by, so as to turn one way, being fastened from the

rein ofone horse to the bitt of the other. 1844 Dickens Mart,
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Chuz. xxxvi, The buckles of the leaders' coupling-reins.
1869 Eng. Meek. 19 Mar. 579/2 The *coupling-rods . . were
made without brasses, a 1732 Gay Pastorals iii, Let hares
and hounds in *coupling-straps unite, 1874 Knight Diet.
Mech., Coupling-strap, a strap connected to the off bit-ring
of the off horse, thence through the near bit-ring, and
leading back to the harness of the near horse. Used with
artillery horses, and for restive horses in ordinary service.

Coupola, -o, obs. ff. Cupola.
Coupon

II
kupoh). [a. F. coupon, in

OF. colpon, copon piece cut off, cutting, whence
the earlier Eng. Culpon, colpon, coulpoun slice,

cut, piece (of meat, etc.). The latter has come
down to coupoun, cowpon, coopin in Sc., but was
obs. in English when coupon was reintroduced
from mod. French.]

A separable certificate or ticket, of which a
series are attached to, and form part of, certain

original or principal certificates, in order that they
may be severally detached and given up as re-

quired.

a. One of a set of certificates attached to a bond running
for a term of years, to be detached and presented as suc-
cessive payments of interest become due to the holder; a
separable dividend-warrant, b. One of a series ofconjoined
tickets issued together, which entitle the holder to certain
services rendered in separate instalments, after each of which
the corresponding coupon is detached and given up. They
are largely issued by Excursion Agencies, so as to facilitate
the prepayment in a single fixed sum of the travelling and
hotel expenses of a tourist, who then, instead of paying
money, gives up the corresponding coupon at each stage of
his tour. The name and system of Coupons was introduced
by the late Mr. Thomas Cook in 1864.
a. 1822 Cohen Compendium ofFinance 19 These 212,000

rentes [of the City of Paris] are made to bearer, and divided
in coupons of 250 francs each. 1836 Stock Exch. Official
List Oct. 28 Spanish Bonds 5 per Cent. Consolidated .

.

Ditto ex Coupons. 1839 J. J. Wilkinson Law of Public
Funds 216-7 Dividends on Russian bonds are payable
half-yearly, .on presenting the dividend-warrants {coupons)
..and on some Dutch bonds by delivery of the coupons.
i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v., In the United States, the
certificates of State stocks drawing interest are accompanied
by coupons, which are small tickets attached to the certifi-

cates. 1874 Act 37-8 Vict. c. 3 § 5 The coupons for interest
annexed to any debenture shall also pass by delivery.

b. 1864 Cook's Excursionist 25 Apr. (Suppl.), The [rail-

way] tickets are. .in the shape of small books of coupons.
1868 Ibid. 1 July, The Hotel accommodation coupons, .con*
stitute quite a new feature in tourist programmes.

Hence Coupo*xmed ppl. a., bearing coupons,
having coupons attached.
1881 Echo 28 June 1/1 Promissory notes, with or without

coupons, or couponned certificates payable to bearer, will be
issued for sums of Rs. 500.

Coupul(l, obs, f. Couple.
Coupulo, obs. f. Cupola.
Coupure (k/7piu©\i). [a. F. coupure, in OF.

copeiire, coupeiire cutting, f. couper to cut ; see
-ure.] Mil. A ditch or trench

; tsp. one dug by
the besieged for purposes of defence, b. Fortif
A passage cut through the glacis in the re-entrant

angle of the covered way, to facilitate the sallies

of the besieged. (Stocqueler Mil. Encycl^).

1710 Luttrell BriefEel. (1857) VI. 639 The besiegers .

.

made too deep coupures to drain the inundations. 1714
Lond. Gaz. No. 5264/12 They carried all the Coupure
which was behind the Monastry. 1865 Carlyle Fredk.
Gt. xv. ii, Making coupures (trenches or sunk barricades) in
the streets. 1879 Casseirs Techn. Educ. IV. 138/1 Portions
of the faces, .are isolated by a small ditch and parapet at
right angles to the face, called a coupure.

Coupy : see Coup£ {Her.).

Coupyl(l, obs. f. Couple.
Cour, obs. f. Cover, Cower.
Courach, var. of Currach.
Courage (k^red^), sb. Forms : 4-7 corage,

eurage, (4-6 corrage, 5 curag, ooreage, 6 cur-
rage, eourra(d)ge, 7 corege), 5- courage.
[ME. corage, a. OF. eorage, curage, later courage
= Pr. and Cat. coratge, Sp. corage. It. coraggio, a
Common Romanic word, answering to a L. type
*cordticum, f. cor heart. Cf. the parallel setaticum

from mtat-em (Age) ; and see -age.]

f 1. The heart as the seat of feeling, thoug*ht,

etc. ; spirit, mind, disposition, nature. Obs.

C1300 K. Alis. 3559 Archelaus, of proud corage. c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 11 Smale fowles maken melodie. .So priketh
hem nature in here corages. ^1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1.

xxxiii. (1869) 20 What thinkest in thi corage? ci^pStans
Ptter 5 To all norture thi corage to enclyne. c 1500 Knt.
Curtesy 407 in Ritson Met. Rom. III. 213 In his courage
he was full sad. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, u. ii. 57 This
soft courage makes your Followers faint. 1638 Drumm. of
Hawth. IreneVSks. (1 711) 163 Men's courages were growing
hot, their hatred kindled. 1659 B. Harris ParivaVs Iron
Age 41 The Spaniards . . attacked it with all the force and
inaistry the greatest courages were able to invent.

fh. iransf. Of a plant. Obs. (Cf. < To bring a
thing into good heart?)
c 1420 Palladius on Hush. xi. go In this courage Hem

forto graffe is goode.

f C. Applied to a person : cf. spirit. Obs.
1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer (1577) Vj b, The

prowes of those diuine courages [viz. Marquesse of Mantua,
etc.]. 1647 W. Browne Polex. 11. 197 These two great
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courages being met, and followed by a small companie of
the most resolute pirates.

f2. What is in one's mind or thoughts, what
one is thinking of or intending

;
intention, purpose

;

desire or inclination. Obs. (Cf. * To speak one's

mind\ ' to tell all one's heart '.)

c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2446 Lo her, sire, a Iitel page !

That schal sai the thi corage. c 1386 Chaucer Merck. T.
10 Swich a greet corage Hadde this knyght to been a
wedded man. 1484 Caxton Chivalry 7 Fayr frend what is

your corage or entent. C1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt.
Bryt. (1814) 277 Ye mayster dyscouered to her all his
courage, how that he loued her. 1557 North tr. Gueuara's
Diall Pr. 93 b/i The romaines had a great corage to
conquere straunge realmes. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

289 Many were taken of their owne courage, which might
have scaped if tbey had list. 1607 Shaks. Timon in. iii. 24
I'de such a courage to do him good, a 1626 Bacon Max.
«jr Uses Com. Law xxii. 81 The law. .shall, .make construc-
tion that my minde and courage is not to enter into the
greater bond for any menace.

t3. Spirit, liveliness, lustiness, vigour, vital

force or energy ; alsoJig. Obs.
a 1498 Warhw. Chrott. (Camden) 2 Thei . . were greved with
colde and rayne, that thei hade no coreage to feght. 1565
Jewel Def. Apol. (i6ir) 505 In the Cardinals of Rome,
Pride, Auarice, and Lechery are in their greatest Courage.
1630 E. yoknson's Kingd. $ Commw, 249 They have horses
of excellent courage. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4182/4 A Ches-
nut Mare, .of great Courage.

f b. Anger, wrath; c. Haughtiness, pride; d.
Confidence, boldness. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. (Harl.)ii54Thehunt[e] strangled

with wilde bores corage. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
Fiij b, [She] became, .so grete of courage that also to the
kynge her lord she bare not so grete reuerence as she ought.
1568 Grafton Ckron. II. 285 Everyman cryed and besought
the king to have mercy, .for Gods sake refraine your courage,
j'e have the name of sovereigne noblenesse. 1590 Spenser
F. Q. in. x. 30 Trompart .. Besought him his great corage
to appease, And pardon simple man. 1608 Middleton
Trick to catch \. i, I will., set so good a courage on my
state, That I will be believed.

t e. Sexual vigour and inclination ; lust. Obs.
1541 Barnes IVks. (1573)329/1 By the reason that priestes

are so hoate of courage, and can not keepe theyr chastitie.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 129 If the Bull
be not lusty enough about his businesse . . his courage is also
stirred up by the like odours. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] tr.

"Justin 56 Darius horse, .by reason of the courage had to
the Mare, forthwith neighed alowde. 1615 Qroovlk Body of
Man 45 Ifthey be taken away, the iollity and courage of the
Creature is extinguished.

4. That quality of mind which shows itself in

facing danger without fear or shrinking
;
bravery,

boldness, valour.

1375 Barbour Bruce v. 208 A knycht off gret corage..
That thaim comfort with all hys mycht. 1382 Wyclif Isa.
xxxv. 3 Seith 3ee of litil corage, taketh coumfort. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxv. § 10 The faith of Christ, .armeth
us with patience, constancy, and courage. 1667 Milton
P. L. 1. 108 Courage never to submit or yield. 1783 Watson
Philip III (1793) II. v. 99 He possessed .. the virtues of
political and martial courage. 1839 Thirlwall Greece IV.
409 Evagoras. .had raised himself by his courage and pru-
dence to the throne. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Love Wks.
(Bohn) I. 75 Courage to defy the world. 1887 T. Fowler
Princ. Mor. 11. i. 24 We speak of a man's courage in under-
taking some financial, literary, or political enterprise, or in
sustaining some misfortune, or in braving public opinion
where he believes himself to be in the right. In this appli-
cation the term is often qualified as Moral Courage. Ibid.

25 Courage in the original sense of the term [the readiness

to face physical dangers], that is, Physical Courage.

fb. Formerly also in pi. in reference to a
number of persons. (Cf. hearts.) Obs.

1545 Ravnold Byrth Mankynde D 2 The gud courages
of al honest enterpreysers in those matters & at other.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1191 Every man . . gave
God the praise, for taking away the Turkes courages. 1675
S ha

d

well Psyche in, If danger cou'd our courages remove.
1697 Dryden Virg. Auneid v. (1806) III. 107 Their drooping
courages he cheer'd. 1847 Emerson Poems (1857) 98 Un-
daunted are their courages, Right Cossacks in their forages.

c. (with a and //.) A kind or species of

courage ; an instance of courage, rare.
1886 Tupper My Life as Author 92 But there is nothing

like flight : it is easy and speedy, and more a courage than
a cowardice. 1888 Wolseley in Sat. Rev. 4 Aug. 136/1
As for Charles Gordon, he had all the courages—the courage
of instinct, of religion, of contempt of life.

d. Phrases, as To take courage, be of good c.

(obs. or arch.), pluck up c, lose c, etc. Dutch
courage', bravery induced by drinking (colloq.). The
courage of one's convictions or opinions [F. le

courage de son opinion, cited 1864] : courage in

action equal to the courageousness of one's opinion;

courage to act consistently with one's opinions.

c 1490 Caxton Blanchardyn xli. (1890) 154 Bycause they
sholde take a better corage for the persone & sight of her.

*535 Coverdale i Chron. xix. 13 Take a good corage

vnto the, and let us quyte oure selues manly. 1611 Bible
Josh. i. o Be strong, and of a good courage. — 2 Chron.

xv. 8 He tooke courage, and put away the abominable
idoles. 1728 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 42, I pluck'd up courage
enough to speak to her. 1826 Scott Woodst. xii, Laying
in a store of what is called Dutch Courage. 1841 Lane
Arab. Nts. I. 104 He took courage and entered. 1873 H.
Spencer Stud. Social, viii. 188 A dose of brandy, by stimu-

lating the circulation, produces 1 Dutch courage . 1878

Huxley Pkysiogr. Pref. 8, I never could muster up the

courage . . to undertake the business. 1878 Morley
Diderot II. 12 He is one of Swift's Yahoos, with the courage

of its opinions. 1883 J. Payn Thicker titan Water xxxviii.
(1884) 306 That courage of his opinions which he never failed
to display against any odds. 1887 Hall Caine£//£ Coleridge
i. 21 [He] believed in the efficacy of the birch, and had the
courage of his convictions.

e. As an exclamation : — Take courage ! Cheef
up

!

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. in What man, corage yet.

1784 Cowi'ER Tirocinium 787 But courage, man ! methought
the muse replied. 1855 Tennyson Maud 11. in, Courage,
poor heart of stone !

1 5. To the courage of: so as to awaken or
increase the courage of, to the encouragement of.

1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 7 To the great corage, boldnesse,
and comforte of the seid evyll doers. 1531 Act 23 Hen.
VIII, c. 1 Many clerkes conuicte were, .suffered to make
their purgacions, to the greate corage of euyll doers. 1659
Vnig. Err. Cens. 5 To the cowardise of themselves, or the
courage of their enemies.

t Courage, a. Obs. rare~°. [f. prec. sb.]
* Stout * of body. Hence + Courageness.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 92 Corage or craske, crassus, coragi-

osus. Ibid., Coragenesse or craskeness, crassitudo.

+ C0U*rage, v. Obs. Also 5-6 cor(r)age.
[f. Courage sb. : perh. partly aphetic (in Eng. or
AF.) for acorage, OF. acorager : see Accourage
(the Eng. examples of which are however late).]

trans. = Encourage. (Very common in i6thc.)
1470-85 Malory Arthur vn. xv, Ye must courage your-

self or els ye ben al shente. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton)
Dictes lib, And comge them the more to lerne. 1535
Coverdale Has. iv. 8 They, .corage them in their wicked-
nesse. 1556 J. Heywood Spider <y F. lxxviii. 91 He coraged
them to stand. 1614 T. Adams Devil's Banquet 242 Con-
secrate and courage your hands and voyces to the vasta-
tion of Jericho-walls.

Hence Cou'raging vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1545 Brinklow Compl. viii. (1874) 22 It is a great corag-
yng to hym to troble his neyhbor. 1570 Ascham Scholenr.
(Arb.)36 He lacketh teaching, he lacketh coraging. 1611
Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Burn. Pestle Ind., A couraging part,

f Coirrageable, a. Obs. [f. Courage sb. +
-able.]. Abounding in courage, courageous.
1689 Hickeringill Cere/n.-Monger 28 Oh poor English!

a foolish people and unwise, though the most courageable
and best Hearts. 1693 W. Freke Sel. Ess. xxxiv. 224 A
Courageable Enemy is better than a Bastard Friend.

Couraged (ktrred^d), a. [f. Courage sb. +
-ED -.] Having or endowed with courage. Now
only in parasynthetic comb., as high-couraged.
1540 Hyrde tr, Vives' Instr.Ckr. Wont. n.v.(R.), He who

. . is most like stomacked vnto a woman, nor lusty couraged.
1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 11. (Arb.) 60 Courraged Hector.
1622 Bacon Henry F//, Wks. (Bohn") 426 As commonly the
captains of commotions are but half-couraged men. 1830
Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Admin. (1851) II. 50 High-
couraged cattle. 1891 Sir W. Harcourt in Scot. Leader 26
Sept. 5 A high-minded, high-souled, high-couraged party
who believe in their own principles.

Courageless (kzrredgles), a. [f. Courage
sb. + -less.] Without courage.

*593 Munday Def Contraries 82 Some . . strength-lesse,

courage-lesse, or councel-Iesse creature. 1598 Grenewey
Tacitus' Ann. 11. v. 39 Arminius being now courageles, by
reason of continuall danger, or fresh bleeding wound, a 1649
Drumm. ok Hawth. ")as. //Wks. (171 1) 35 He was courage-

less in war, and base in peace.

t Coirragement. Obs. [f. Courage v. +
-ment.] = Encouragement.
1603 J. Davies Microcosmos Wks. (Grosartl 62 (D.) From

Sov'raigne's weaknesse taking couragement T'assault their

gates.

Courageous (kyriF'*d:s3s), a. Forms: 3-5
corageus, coraious(e, {i=j}, 4 koraious, cura-
iows, coragous, corrageous, 4-6 corageous^e,

5-6 cur-, curragious, coragiouse, coragyous,

5-7 coragious, 6 couragiouse, 6-8 couragious,

5- courageous, [a. AF. corageous, OF. corajus,

-os, corageus, later courageux, f. corage, courage

Courage : see -ous. Cf. It. coraggioso.]

1. Having courage, full of courage
;
brave, fear-

less, valiant.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724) 359 Harald, a man wyb grete herte

corageus ynou. C1350 Will. Palerne 3318 So coraious a
contenaunce bat kud km}t hadde. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 438
Hym dredeb nobyng of 01yuer..For he was strong &
coraious. c 1440 Generydes 2093 A myghti prince in armys
corageus. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. clxiv. 203 The
prince of Wales, .was coragious, and cruell as a lyon. 1611

Bible Josh. \. 7 Bee thou strong, and very courageous.

1G32 Lithgow Trav. iv. 145 He was . . of a sanguinicall

complexion, and a couragious stomache. 1749 Smollett
Regicide v. v, Couragious thane, Receive this dagger. 1885

F. Temple Relat. Relig. Sc. i. 4 Among religious men
we ought to expect to find, .the most courageous of men of

science.

t 2. Desirous, eager (to do something). Obs.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 479/607 To witen hire stat euer-

echdel he was wel coraious. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4416 Whanne
. .traitours . . To noyen me be so coragious. a 1400-50
Alexander 1892 Made vs corageous and kene ?oure clere

gold to wyn.

*f*
3. Full of virile force

;
lively, lusty, vigorous.

C1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 511 His conpleccion is so cora-

geous that he may nat forbere. 1548 Hall Chron. 176 b,

The erle of Marche beyng lusty, and in the floure of his

coragious yought [=youth]. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's
Husb. (1586) m, 116 b, They feede them [stallions] lustely,

to make them more coragious, for the lustier they be the

better coultes they bring.



COURAGEOUSLY. 1086 COUROUX.
Courageously (ktfr^-djasli), adv. [f. prec.

|

+ -lv 2
.] In a courageous manner ; with courage ; i

valiantly, bravely, boldly, fearlessly.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 21 Exorte thy people as
courageousely as thou can. c 1500 Metusine xxiv. i76[They]
courageously rane vpon beire enemyes. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 391 Howe terrible a thing it was, that he so
courageously attempted, a 167a Wood Li/e (1 848) 114 Then
Holloway. - required of them admission, .which the fellows
did all coragiously denie. 170a W. J. tr. Bruyn's Voy.
Levant xi. 43 Martyrs who so courageously laid down their
Lives in the Defence of the Faith. 1847 Mrs. A. Kerr
Hist. Servia 315 The Servians . . defended themselves most
courageously.

Coura'geousness. [f. as prec. + -ness.]
The quality of being courageous

;
valour, bravery,

boldness, courage.

1494 Fabvan Chroii. VTJ. ccxxxvi. 273 He was of . . great
courageousnes. 1545 Ascham To.xoph. cArb.) 35 Labour

!

prepareth the body to hardnesse, the mind to couragious-
nesse. 1605 Camden Rem. 1 1637) 202 True valour and man-
full couragiousnesse.

t Couragie. Obs. rare. Also courragie. By-
form of Courage.
1556 Auntie 4 /sal: Cv, With great and vertuous

couragie. Ibid. D viij, With a hey myndede courragie.

Couragio, obs. variant of Coraggio, assimilated
in spelling to courage.
1605 TryallChev.\.\\.'m Bullen O.Pl. III. 344 Couragio,

my hearts ! S. George for the Honour of England !

Courant, a. andj-^.i Also 4-6 corant. [a. F.
courant, OF. also curaitt, corant :—L. current-em
running.]

A. adj. f a. Running : early form of Current
a. q. v.

D. Iler. Applied to figures of animals repre-
sented as running. (Formerly also current.')
X7J7 Bailey II, Coura'nt [in Heraldry], running, as a

buck courant. 1864 Boltell Heraldry Hist. A> Pop. xvii.
262 Three greyhounds courant in pale. 1886 Miss Vonge
Armourer s Prentices 29 Crest, a buck Courant.

t B. A running-string ; see quot. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny xix. i. 116341 II. 3 A. .net. .together

with the cords and strings called Courants, running along
the edges to draw it in and let it out.

Courant (kwrse'nt), sb.- Also 7 coram p.

corrant. [a. F. courant runner, subst. use of
courant running, posting (Cotgr.). With sense 2

cf. Du. krant (from korant) gazette, newspaper.]

f 1. ? An express 'messenger or message). Obs.
i6«4 Capt. Smith Virginia 1 1629) 168 A Corante was

granted against Master Deputy Farrar, and . . others . . to
plead their causes before, .the Lords of his Maiesties Priuy
Councell. 163a B. Jonson Magn. Lady 1. Wks. (Rtldg.)
442/1 For his relations, Corants, avisos, correspondences
With this ambassador, and that agent ! 164a Strangling
(it. Turk in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) V. 190 Shameless reports
of strange men, and weak certificates by courants from
foreign parts. 1717 W. Mather I'ng. Man's Comp. 26
Courant, a Messenger.

2. A paper containing news ; a published news-
letter or newspaper. ^Now only in names of news-
papers, esp. in Scotland and northern counties.)
x6ai Bp. H. King Sermon 59 Euery fabulous Gazette,

and idle Corante that posts betwixt England and Doway.
1616 Raleigh's Ghost in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) III. 529 The
liberty of these times (wherein your courants, gazettes,
pasquils, and the like, swarm to abundantly), a 1637 B.
Jonson Undertvoods lxi. Vulcan, The weekly courants
with Paul's seal ; and all Th' admired discourses of the
prophet Ball. 164a Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 27 There
are in Paris every week commonly some odde Pamphlets
and Pasquils dispersed . . which with theGazetsand Courants
hee should do well to reade weekly. 17^74 Foote Cozeners
1. Wks. 1799 II. 146 Journals, chronicles, morning and
evening posts, and courants.

Courant, sb:> : see Courante.
Coura'nt, carant, v. Obs. or dial. [f. next.]

+ 1. intr. To dance a courante. Obs.
1615 Lisle Dh Bartas, Noe 73 The neighbour hillocks

leapt, and woods rejoyced round, Carranting, as it were, at
her sweet voice's sound.

2. To run or race about, dial.
1800 F. Leighton Let. 17 Feb. to f. Boucher QttX To

the list of Shropshire words you may add * Couranting ',

i.e. begging com about the country on St. Thomas's day.
1855 K.1NGSLEY H'estw. Hoxxx. (D.t.'If everybody's carant-
ing about to once each after his own men, nobody 'II find
nothing.' iBjyShropsh. H 'ord-bk., Couranting, going about
from place to place gossiping and carrying news.

Courante, COUrant (kara/iit, k«rant). Also
7-9 corant, 8 currant, corrant, (couraunt). [a.F.
courante in same sense, lit. ' running (dance) from
courant, -ante, pr. pple. of courir to run. In
I7thc. usually corant, and Coranto, q.v. ; in

1 8th c. conformed to the French, and in this form
alone now used as a musical term.]

1. A kind of dance formerly in vogue, charac-
terized by a mnning or gliding step(as distinguished
from leaping).

1586 Sir E. Hobv tr. Cognet's Truth *r Lying xi. 39 The
Voltes, courantes, and vyolent daunses proceede from furie.

1 1596 Davies Orchestra lxix, What shall I name those
current travases, That on a triple dactyl foot do run Close
by the ground, with sliding passages. Wherein that dancer i

greatest praise hath won,Which with best order can all orders
shun

: _
For everywhere he wantonly must range, And turn

and wind with unexpected change.) 1597 Morlkv Introd.
\

Mus. 181 The volte rising and leaping, the courante trauising
and running. .The courant hath twise so much in a strains,
as the English country daunce. 1676 Etheredge Man of
Mode iv. i, I am fit for Nothing but low dancing now, a
Corant, a Boree, Or a Minnuet. a 1701 Sedley Grumbler
III. i, L. You would have a grave, serious dance, perhaps?
G. Yes, a serious one . . L. Well, the courante, tne bocane,
the sarabande. 1746 Eliza Hevwood Female Sped. (1748)
IV. 304 She . . swam round the room, as if leading up a
courant. c 1817 Hogg Tales $ Sk. V. 10 He dreamed of the
reel, the jig, . . and the corant.
attrib. 1667 Dryden Maiden Q. v. i, I can. .walk with a

courant slur.

2. Mus. The tune used for accompanying this

dance, or a tune of similar construction ; a piece

of music in triple time, regularly following the
Allemande as a movement of the Suite.

"597 K'<-' «J '*74 Playford Skill Mus. Pref. 9 Our late
solemn Mustek is now justled out of esteem by the new
Corants and Jigs of Foreigners. 1694 Holder Treat.
Harmony ix. (1731) 151 The Kinds of Air.. as, Almand,
Corant, Jigg, etc. 1880 Prout in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 410
As a component of the suite, the Courante follows the Alle-
mande, with which in its character it is strongly contrasted.

3. dial. A running or careering about.

1795 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Lousiad 1. Wks. 1812 1. 176 All
her wild CouraunLs in fields of clover. 1865 R. Hunt Pop.
Rom. IV. Eng. Ser. 11. 244 By a courant with the boys, they
mean a game of running romps.

t Courantee'r. Obs. [f. Courant sb? + -eer.]

A newspaper writer, journalist.

1733 Resolution /W/V.vn.ii The Haerlem and Amsterdam
Couranteers should make a dismal Story of it. 1734-5 in
The Bookworm (1889) 86, I solemnly protest to you (in the
words of an honourable couranteer).

t Coura'nter. Obs. 1 A pamphleteer.
1681 Relig. Clerici 142 We can never have peaceable

days, as long as Bulkers and Coblers are Preachers and
Couranters.

Couranto, obs. f. Coranto.
II Courap (k;7» rap). [ad. west. Ind. vernacular

khurup a kind of herpes; cf. Mahrati kharpadi
scale or scab, kharapne to scratch ; Skr. kshur to
scratch.] 'Name given in India to cutaneous
diseases attended with itching and eruptions ' (Syd.
.Soc. Lex.).
1706 Phillips, Courap, a kind of Indian Itch, a Disease

like a Tetter or Ring-worm. s8ix Hooper Diet., Courap,
a distemper very common in Java, and other parts of the
East Indies, where there is a perpetual itching and discharge
of matter. It is herpes on the axilla, groins, breast, and
face. 1868 Hoblyn Diet. Terms Med. 178 Courap, a form
of Impetigo, peculiar to India, described bySauvages under
the term scabies lndica.

Couratour, obs. f. Curator.
Conrbaril (kQcifairfl). [Native American

name.] The West Indian Locust-tree, Hymenna
Courbaril (N. O. Legumincsm), a common tree of

tropical South America ; also the resin obtained
from it (called also Animk .

753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Hymenxa, in botany, the
name of a genus of plants, first described by Plumier under
the name of courbaril. x8s8 Webster, Courbaril, gum
.mime, which flows from the Hymena;a. .used for varnish-
ing.

#
185s Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. I vi. 216 The

orchidea:, the pipers, and the pothoses, nourished by a
single courbaril, or American fig-tree.

Courbash : see Koorbash.
t Courbe, a. Obs. Also oorbe. [a. F. coitrbe,

in OF. corbe ( = Pr. and Cat corb, Sp. and It. corvo)

:—L. curv-us bent.] Rent, bowed, crooked.
1395 Gower Con/. I. 99 Her necke is short, her shulders

courbe. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode IV. lvi. (1869) 203
Courbe and impotent j wole make bee with be grete strokes

j shal giue bee. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb. 56 So on
thy corbe shoulder it [thy head] leanes amisse.

b. Comb., as courbc-backed adj.

1480 Caxton Ovitfs Met. xn. xvi. An olde lytil man, pale
and courbacked. 1484 — Esope ij. He had a grete hede.

.

corbe-backed, grete legges and large feet.

t Courbe, sb. Obs. [a. F. courbe, subst. use of
the adj. : see prec. The modern form is Curb,
under which the surviving senses will be found.]
1. A crook, a hump.
1393 Gowek Con/. II. 159 Vulcanus, of whome I spake,

He had a courbe upon the back.

2. A swelling on the back of a horse's hock

:

see Curb sb.

t Courbe, COUrb, v. Obs. Also 5 kourbe.
[a. F. courber :—L. curvare to bend : see Curve v.

In modern Eng. the form is Curb, but the follow-

ing senses are associated with the earlier form.]

1. intr. To curve, bend, bow.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 1 , I courbed on my knees and

cryeu hir of grace. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 111. iv. 155 Vertue it

selfe of Vice must pardon begge, Yea courb and woe, for
leaue to do him good.
2. trans. To bend, bow.
1430 Lvdg. Chron. Troy v. xxxvi, He thrugh whom al is

wrong kourbed. 1664 Evelyn Sylva 41 Sallys may also be
propagated like Vines, by courbing, and bowing them in
Arches. 1814 Cary Dante (Chandos ed.) 138 So courb'd to
earth, beneath their heavy teems Of torment stoop they.

3. See Curb v.

1 Courbed, ///. a. Obs. Also 5 ooorbed,
7 corbed. [f. prec. + -KD.] Bowed, bent, crooked.
C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 159 Som man

coorbyd, som man goth uprihte. 1565 Golding Ovid's
\

Met. lit. (1593) 77 Medon. .having lost his former shape did
take a courbed backe. a 1618 J. Davies Eglogues (1772) 114
So corbed elde accoyes youth's surquetry.

Courber, obs. f. Curber, hooker.

II Courbette (k«rbft). [F. courbette, ad.
It. corvetla ' a coruet, a sault, a prancing or con-
tinuall dancing of a horse ' (Florio'.] = Curvet.
a 1648 Ld. Herbert Life (1886) 74, A demivolte with cour-

bettes . . may be useful in a fight or melee. 1813 Scott
Peverit vii, The horse made a courbette, and brought the
full weight of his chest against the counter of the other.

Courche, Courchie, obs. ff. Curch.
Courchef(,e, -er, obs. ff. Kerchief, Kercher.
Courchie, Courd, obs. ff. Curtsy, Curd.
Coure, Coureour, obs. ff. Cower, Currier.
Courey, Courfeu, obs. ff. Curry v., Curfew.
Couri, Courie : see Cowrie, Curry v.

Courier (ku'riaj, ku»'ri3j). Forms: a. 4 cu-
rour, corour, 4-5 currour(e, 5 -owre, -ur, cor-
rour(e, courrour, 6 currar, courar, 6-7 ourror,
-er, 7 courror. 0. 6-7ourrior, 6-8 -ier, 7 -eour,

7-8 couTTier, 7- courier. [Here are combined
two words : (1) ME. corour, currour :—OF. coreor,

F. coureur runner - Pr. and Sp. corredor, It. corri-

dore :—late L. curritor-em, f. currcre to run
; (3)

courier, 1 6th c. F. courier, F. courrier, ad. It. cor-

riere, in med.L. currerius a professional runner,

post, messenger, f. It. corre, L. currfre. The two
words remain distinct in French ; but in Eng. the
earlier word, which by the 16th c. had the forms
curror, currcr, coalesced with the later under the
forms currior, currier, in the 1 7th c. conformed to
F. spelling as courier]

1. A running messenger; a messenger sent in

haste.

o. 138s Wyclip 3 Chron. xxx. 6 Curours wenten with
letters. — Jer. ii. 23 A lijt corour [1388 swifte rennere).

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vin. xv. (1495) 321 Mercurius
is callyd in fables the currour of goddes. c 14 10 Love Bona-
veni. Mirr. x. (Gibbs MS.>, xv dayes iournes of a comyn
currour [ed. i«o renner). 1485 Caxton Paris t, V. (i868> 55
He delyuerd his letter to a courrour. 1530 Palsgr. 211/2
Currar, a man that ronneth, currn'r. 1568 Grafton
Chron. 821 He was the common currcr and dailie mes-
senger betwene them. 1609 Hevwood Brit. Troy x. xiii.

329 A winged Curror. 1688 R. Holme Armoury lit, 60/1
The Currour at Arms, or Foot Messengers of Arms.

(5. «s63-«7 Foxe A. <r JU. (1684I III. 449 If his Lord
Ambassadour would write by that Currior, 1579 Fenton
Guicciard. x. (1 599) 434 The Pope sent to him dayly curriers
and postes. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 11. 126 Spying
agents and curreours. 1670 Cotton Espernon 11. vu. 338
Dispatching away an express Currier the next morning.
1718 Freethinker No. 27. 189 A Courrier or a Running.
Footman. 1717 A. Hamilton Nesv Acc. E.Ind. 1. xiii. 149
Those Curriers are called Dog Chouckies. 1815 Welling-
ton in Gurw. Disp. XII. 239, I will write to his Lordship
by the next Courier. 1848 Macai'lay Hist. Eng. I. 580 The
. .couriers who had arrived from the West.

1 2. Mil. A light horseman acting as scout or

skirmisher. Obs. Cf. Avant-courier.
15*3 Ld. Bkrners Froiss. I . xlvii. 67 They met with a xxv.

currours of the frenchmen. 1548 Hall Chron. 220 Kyng
Edward .. dispatched certayn current on light horses. 1598
Hakluyt Voy. I. 21 They [the Tartars] haue 60000 Courriers,
who being sent before vpon light horses . . w ill in the space of
one night gallop three dayes lourney. 1603 Drayton Bar.
Wars 1. xhii, Most fit for scouts and currers, to descry.

3. A servant employed by a traveller or travelling

party on the continent, having the duty of making
all the arrangements connected wilh the journey.
Orig. (as still in F. courrier\ a mounted messenger sent in

advance of the carriage to secure relays of horses at each
stage and arrange for accommodation at the inns.

1770 Ann. Reg. 106 Naples, The Duke of Dorset arrived
here on Thursday last, and his courier, a Piedmontese. 1820
/. . ,/. 976 Bartolomeo Bergami was taken into her majesty's
service as courier. 1838 Murray's Handbk. N. Germ. p. xxi,

A courier .. is a most useful person. His duties consist in

preceding the carriage at each stage, to secure relays of
post-horses on those routes where horses are scarce. 1867
M iss Braddon Run to Earth III. i. 2 The door was opened
by. .Paulina's confidential courier and butler.

4. A frequent title of newspapers, as The Liver-
pool Courier. [So F. Courrier]

1798 Canning & Frere in Anti.Jacobin xxxvi. (1852) 215
Couriers and Stars, Sedition's Evening Post
Hence (nonce-wds.) Cou Tiering- vbl. sb. Cou r-

ierish a., characteristic of a courier.

1807 Sir R. Wilson Jrnl. m l.i/e 1 1862) II. viii. 386, I have
done with couriering if a soldier can fix a resolution. 1879
Sala Paris HerselfAgain (ed. 4) II. 36 Using in his cour-
ierish conscientiousness about fifty words.

Courious, obs. f. Curious.
Courl, obs. f. Crowl v.

II Courlan (k»<rlan). [Fr. ; ad. S. American
name.] A name sometimes given to S. American
birds of the genus Aramus, closely related to the

Rails. In mod. Diets.

t Courou'Ce. Obs. rare. [a. OF. courouce,

coroce, fem. form = cour{r)cntx (L. type *comtptia)

:

see next.] = Couboux.
* 1450 R'nt. de la Tour (1S6S) 87 Whan she saw the wrathe
and courouce \printed courance] of her husbonde.

Couroucou : see Curucui, a S. American bird.

t COUTOU'X. Obs. rare. [a. OF. cour'
K
r)oux,



COURSABLE.
earlier couroz, coitrous irritation, anger :—L. type
*corruptus, from corrumpcVe.] Irritation, anger.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 85 To ansuere mekely, cur-

taisly, and softely ayenst of couroux of her husbonde.
Courp-, Courr- : see Curp-, Curk-.
Courrose, obs. f. Carouse.
1593 fetl-Tntht'i New Y. Gift 25 They two would cour-

rose whole gallons of wine.

Cours, obs. f. Coarse, Corse, Course, Curse.
t CoUTSable, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. coursabk

current (Cotgr.), f. course sb. : see -able.] ? That
may have course.

* 1455 Holland Houlate 225 Caussisconsistoriale, that ar
coursable. 1478^0 Audit. 67 (Jam.) Breuis of diuisioun,
or ony vther coursable breuis of our souuerain lordis chapell.

t Coursably, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -lt 2
.]

? In regular course, habitually.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 129/2 She coude parfyghtly he-

brewe greke latyn & frensshe and redde coursably the scrip-
tures in thyse foure langages.

Coursayre, obs. f. Corsair.
Coursche, obs. f. Curch.
Course (ko^sl, sb. Forms: 3-7 cours, (4

couree, coures, kours), 4-5 cors, curs, (corps,
courss(e, 5 cowrs s)e, cowiirs,kowTs),5-8 corse,
(7 coarse), 4- course, [a. a. F. cours (u-i 3th c.

curs, cors) = Pr. cors, Sp. curso, It. corso:-L.
cursu-m (/<-stem) running, run, race, course, f.

currire to run. (Here the pi. was formerly as in
F. cours.) 0. a. F. course (13th c. in Godef., but
little used bef. 16th c.) = Pr. and It. corsa, a fern,
form analogous to sbs. in -/a, -sa, f. pa. pples. (cf.
chute, fuite, venue {-.—venuta), assise, mise^. The
a and 0 forms are not distinguishable from 15th c]

I. The action of running, or moving onward,
f 1. The action of running ; a run ; a gallop on

horseback. Obs.
c 1300 K.Alis. 5003 Barefoot hy gon withouten shoon..

Every wilde dere astore, Hy mowen by cours ernen tofore
fi440 Gesta Rom. ii. 6i Harl. MS.)Whenne be seruauntis
hirde hire lord crye, they corae in with a swift cours, and
slow the toode. a 1533 Ld. Behners Huon xliii. 146 Huon
. .made a course to asay his horse. 1607 Topsell Four-/.
Beasts (16731 54 They are most swift in course, and will run
a race as fast as any horse. 1623 Bingham Xenophon itNo man could lay hand vpon an Ostrich . . For she runs away
flying vsmg her feet for course, & lifting vp her selfe with
her wings. 1687 Phil. Trans. XVI. 375 The Foot of this
Animal [Ostrich] seems contrived for a speedy Course.
2. Onward movement in a particular path, as of

the heavenly bodies, a ship, etc.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 311/406 pe heouene geth ene a-boute

poru3 daije and boru3 ny?t . . Heo makez euene bus hire cours
and comez a-boute wel sone. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 216,
I sigh a barly cake, Which fro the hille . . come rollend down
. .Forth in his cours. 01619 Fotherby Alheom. 11. xi. § 4
(1622) 317 These, .courses, and recourses of the Starres. 1653
H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. lxiv. 256 We continued our
course with our Oars and Sails for seven whole days together
1718 Rowe tr. Lucan 128 The Moon her monthly Course
had now begun. 173a Pope Ess. Man 1. 62 When the proud
steed shall know why man restrains His fiery course. 1750
Johnson Rasselas xxxvii, They slackened their course.

D. Phrases. See lib.
3. A race. arch.
C1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/Aymon vii. 169 Tomorrowe shall

be the courses of the horses. 1526 Tindale i Cor. ix. 24 They
which runne in a course runne all, yet butt one receaveth

!?.
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e

- l6»7 Drvden Virg. Georg. lit 316 O'er th'
Elean Plains, thy well-breath'd Horse Impels the flying
Carr, and wins the Course. 1801 Strutt Sports f, Past. 1.

111. 42 The races were then called bell courses, because the
prize was a silver bell. 1807 Robinson Archxol. Grxca in.
xxl. 325 Who gained the prize in the course of the stadium.
f 4. Swift or violent motion

; impetus ; force.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 179 A pece with a grete

cours at ons felle doun alle. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9895 Troiell
.

.
Kayres euyn to the kyng. .With all the corse of his caple

& a kene speire. Ibid. 12479 Pai counted no course of the
cold stormys. c 1400 Maundf.v. (Roxb.)xxxiii. 151 pas riuers
commez with so grete a course and so grete a birre.

f5. The rush together of two combatants in
battle or tournament

; charge, onset ; a passage at
arms, bout, encounter. Obs. or Hist.
c 1325 Coer de L. 454 What knyght was he that rode best

cours! 1375 Barbour Bruce xvm. 316 Till thame all ane
courss he maiss. c 1420 Avow. Arth. xxiv, Take thi
schild and thl spere And ride to him a course on werre.
c 1450 Merlin xxvii. 511 And at foure cours thei haue hem
perced thourgh. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 292 Eyther of
them set hys speare in the rest to have runne the first
course. 1588 Let. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 77 The Earl
himself, .horsed and armed did run very many courses, and
especially, .as theycall it 'the course of the field'which I
had never seen before. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 334there was tilting, course of field, and many such braue
exercises. 1808 Scott Mann. IV. xxi, We ran our coursemy charger fell—What could he 'gainst the shock of hell ?

'

to- A raid, inroad. [F. course] Obs.
1651 tr. Hist. Don Fenise 167 The Moores..make sallies

and courses upon the Christian countries. 1678 A. Lovell
Fontaine's Duties Can. 62 Not daring to make courses and
inrodes to waste and pillage it.

7. The action or practice of coursing, or pursuing
game with hounds {esp. hares with greyhounds)

;

a race of dogs (after a hare, etc.).
c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 836 This duk wol have of him a

cours or tweye With houndes. 1c 1475 Hunt. Hare 24 Yfye
have ony grehowndes horn with yow to bryng, A cours ther

1087

schall ye have. 01535 Fisher Spir. Cousol. Wks. (1876)
366 To see a corse at a Hare. 1666 Drvden Ann. Mirab.
cxxxi, So have I seen some fearful hare maintain A course,
till tired before the dog she lay. 1741 Compl. Fain. Piece 11.

I. 308 There are several Courses with Greyhounds, namely,
at the Deer, Hare, and Fox. 1792 Osbaldiston Brit.
Sportsman 125/1 The course of the deer in the forest or
purlieu. 1818 W. H. Scott Brit. Field Sports 353 Many
instances have occurred of real racing Courses of the Hare
by Greyhounds in an open country. 1891 Field 7 Mch.
347/2 Johnny Moor practically ran a single-handed course,
as Brave Briton was unable to raise a gallop.

t b. The hare or other beast coursed. Obs.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 117 Keep them [grey-

hounds] also in the leani or slip . . untill they see their course—I mean, the hare or deer. 1704 Diet. Rust. s. v. Grey-
hound.

t 8. Running (of liquids)
;
flow, flux. Obs.

1:1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 22S Whanne be cours of be
mater ceessib. c 1430 Lydg. in Turner Dom. Archil. III.
39 Borne awaye by cours of the ryuere. 1523 Act 14-is
Hen. VIII, c. 6 Manyother common waies. .be so depe and
noyous, bywearyng and course of water. 1541 R. Copland
Galyen's Terap. 2 Gj, The euacuacyon of the cours of to
moche blode. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trai: (1677) At the
Suns approach [the snow] thaws, and by its violent course
or flux of Water causes those inundations [of the Nile],

0. Faculty or opportunity of running, moving,
flowing, passing current, etc.

C1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 13 pat humouris mown not
have her cours to renne to be wounde. 1539 Act 31 Hen.
VIII

, c. 5 That the dere may haue course and recourse into
the ground. 1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 130 The re-
ligioun now established to haue cours, and to be reverenced
with all men. 1611 Bible 2 Thess. iii. 1 Pray for vs, that
the word of the Lord may haue free course. 1863 W.
Phillips Speeches viii. 222 We have got free course for ideas.

flO. Passage or circulation (ofmoney, etc.) from
hand to hand

;
currency. To have course : to be

current, be in circulation. Obs.
1457 Sc. Acts Jas. II (1597) § 74 That thay measures,

pynt, quart, and firlot haue course, and nane vthers.
1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 205 The fynest syluer that had
thenne cours. 1503 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 5 All Manner of
Pence, .having the Print of the Kings Coin, shall have
Course, and be Current for Payment. 1512 Act 4 Hen.
VIII, c. 19 § 14 Those penyes to be taken & have course
oonlye for halpens.

II. The path, line, or direction of running.
II. The line along which anything runs or travels

;

the path or way taken by a moving body, a flowing
stream, etc.

C1380 Sir Ferumb. 3152 Othere toke bat cors an haste &
to be tour Jeate bar-wib bub wente. c 1391 Chaucer Astral.
11. § 13 The heiest cours that any sterre fix clymbeth by
nyht. 1594 R. Crompton L'Auth. des Covrts, Purprcsture
may be called . . turning comon waters from the right course.
1665 Hooke Microgr. 130 That a Ship.. when the Wind
blows, be mov'd in such a way or course to that or t'other
place. 1727 Swift Gulliver 11. viii, A sail, which he had a
mind to make, being not much out of his course. 1756-^7 tr. I

Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 358 On the left-hand of the road
. .the ancient course of the Adige. .is still to be seen. 1867
O. W. Holmes Guard. Angel 1. 125 So she glided, .slowly
down the course of the winding river.

fig- »7*' Churchill Night Wks. I. 81 In diff'rent courses
different tempers run.

b. Hence (or from sense 2) various phrases, as
to hold, take, betid, change, direct, turn one's course,
and the like.

01300 Cursor M. 8488 (G6tt.), par be stremis held bair
cours. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 295 His cours he nam with
saile up drawe. 1548 Hall Chron. 28b, The said erle..
made his course thether. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. i. 118
Homeward did they bend their course. 1595 — John v.
vii. 38 Nor let my kingdomes Riuers take their course
Through my burn'd bosome. 1746 Hervey Medit. (1818)
149 Let our passions rise and fall, take this course or that.
1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xiii, He therefore directed his
course to the convoy. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville III.
238 It was Captain Bonneville's intention to shape his course
to the settlements. 1879 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. rv. v. 61
Other sermons took the same course. 1889 P. H. Emerson
E"g- Idyls 130 He held on his course up the channel.
12. Naut. The direction in which, or point of

the compass towards which, a ship sails. Hence
traiisf. of the direction or line pursued by an ocean-
current, mountain-chain, vein of ore, etc.

1553 S.Cabot in Hakluyt Voy. 259 All courses in Nauigation
to be set and kept by the aduice of the Captain. 1555 Eden
Decades 351 We sette owre course south and by East. 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 3 Each several Course hath two
Points of the Compass, by which it is expressed. .Where
there is any place scituated South-east, in respect of another
place, we say the Rhomb or Course that runneth betwixt
them, is South-east and North-west. 1692 Capt. Smith's
Seaman's Gram. 1. xvi. 76 The Course, is that Point of the
Compass on which the Ship sails. 1747 in Col. Rec. Penn-
sylv. V. 107 That the said Road shall be Resurveyed and
laid out according to the Courses it now runs. 1799 Kirwan
Geol. Ess. 159 Mountains are said to have their course in
that direction of their length in which they descend, and
grow lower. 1815 Falconer's Diet. Marine s. v., When a
ship sails in a N.E. direction we say her course is four points
or 45

0
. 1872 Raymond Statist. Mines Mining 308 The

Gardner lode is nearly parallel to the Illinois. . Its course is

north 850 east, true. 1883 Stevenson Treasure 1st. 11.

":da(
the island on the east.

xii, The Hispaniola . . sailed a course that would just clear

b. pi. ' Points ' of the compass.
1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. i. 53 Lay her a hold, a hold, set

her two courses oft* to Sea againe, lay her oft". 1664 in

Sir T. Brcnune's Wks. (1848) III. 526 That night [he] lay
six courss of. 1891 Cornh. Mag. June 583 Lay her two
courses to the wind.

COURSE.
13. The ground on which a race is run ; a race-

course.
c 1320 Sir Beucs 3516 pe kours was seue mile long. 1570Levins Manip. 224 A course, cursus, stadium. i7i s?20Pope Ihad xxni. 328 Prizes to reward the force Of rapid

racers in the dusty course. 1766 Pennant Zool. , Horse (R 1

I he same horse has also run the round course at Newmarket
_
.in six minutes and forty seconds. 1831 Blackiv. Mag.AA1X. 880/1 lhe finest racehorse . . is never seen to less

advantage than when walking over the course. 1878 Ann
Register 53 A royal party arrived on the course.
trans/ 1804 Ann. Reg. 413 All the course must have

witnessed the very handsome manner in which Mr. Flint
Drought me in.

1 14. A fashionable riding or driving place ; =
F. cours, It. corso. Obs.
1646 Evelyn Mem. (1857) I. 236 Rich coaches, .full of

noblesse, who frequent the course every night. [1670 Cot-
ton Lspcrnon 11. VIII. 408 He being . . often observ'd in the
Cours at Pans in a very rich Coach, drawn by six dapple-
Graybpanish Horses.] 1767 S. Ymi^on Another Traveller
1. 292 I he agreeable promenades, the fashionable course—
those are the charms of Brussels !

15. A channel (natural or artificial) in which
water flows ; a watercourse.
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 164 Pure water, which

first glides, .through a stone course or channel six foot deep
and as many broad. 1737 B. Franklin Earthquakes Wks.
1887 I. 463 The subterraneous waters .. cutting out new
courses. 1850 W. B. Clarke Wreck 0/ Favorite 85 The
water course was about six or eight feet wide, having so
rapid a descent that we could not have passed down.

fig- Of time, events, or action.

16. The continuous process (of time), succession

I

of events)
; progress onward or through successive

stages.

c 1340 Cursor M. 267 (Laud MS. 416) Cource of this world
men shull yt calle. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour E vj b, It
is conuenyent that the tyme haue his cours. 1551 T. Wil-
son Logike 11580) 89 Throughout the whole course of this
my rude and simple booke. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 758
In the course of his life. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 355The yeare hath runne his course. 1647-8 Cotterell Davila's
Hist. Fr. (1678) 2 The whole Course of the Civil Wars.
1769 Robertson Chas. V, V. 11. 274, I return from it to the
course of the history. 1882 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng. II.

23 The course of events which brought about this rapid fall.

1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. i. 1 Four-and-thirty years
have run their course since, etc.

+ b. The space of time over which any process
extends

;
length (in time), duration. Obs.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 234 The whole course
of his [Noah's] life was 930 years. 1707 Curios, in Husb. $
Card. 65 The Course of its Life is sixteen Hours.
17. Life viewed as a race that is run ; career.
1382 Wyclif 2 Tim. iv. 7, I haue stryuyn a good stryf, I

haue endid the cours, I haue kept the feith. c 1386 Chau-
cer Sec. Nun's T. 387 Youre cours is doon. 1571 Hanmer
Chron. Iret. (1633^ 38 Where he made an end of his course,
and slept with his fathers. 1672 Sir T. Browne Lett.
Friend xx. 11881) 141 They that enter the world with original
diseases, - make commonly short courses. 1773 Mfs.Chapone
Improv. Mind (1774)11. 23 Some pursuits, .can only engage
us in the beginning of our course. 1841 Miss Mitford in
L'EstrangeZz/fc III. viii. 117 How much, in its. .melancholy
close, does it [the life of Scott] resemble the course of
Napoleon.

f 18. The continuous connected purport or tenor
of a narrative ; drift. Obs.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 102 At the first we couch
together the whole course of our tale in as small roume as
wee can. Ibid. 147 The nature and whole course of a
matter, beying largely set out. 1555 Bonner Homilies 72
Al the circumstances of the texte, and course of Scripture
dothe importe the contrary. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist.
211 Pythagoras now being (as the course of the Epistle
offerreth me to thinke) in Italic 1723 Col. Rec. Pennsylv.
III. 223, 1 send you a copy because I believe it to be in
course much the same with what you mentioned to have
been received.

19. Habitual or ordinary manner of procedure
;

way, custom, practice. Course ofnature (formerly
c. ofkind) : the ordinary procedure of nature ; the
natural order, esp. in regard to its constancy or re-

gularity. Course of exchange : see Exchange sb. 4.
c 1325 Song 0/ Merci 17 in E. E. P. (1862) 119 Heo dud

after be cours of kynde And flei? in-to a treo anon. 1375
Barbour Bruce 1. 334 As the courss askis off gowtheid.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1583 Of all be craftes to ken as bere
course askit. 1511-2 Act 3 Hen. 1 'III, c. 23 § 7 The same
to be ordred. .aftur the course of the same Eschequer.
1526 Pilgr.^ Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 25 b, A certeyn sterre
apperynge in y' heuen, aboue the course of nature. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 441 It cannot flowe at one houre so
high, .as the common course thereof is accustomed to doe.
1712 Addison Sped. No. 499 P4 Her spouse was very old,
and by the course of nature could not expect to live long.
1744 Berkeley Siris § 134 There is therefore a constancy
in things, which is styled the Course of Nature. 1754 Lon-
don Mag. May 223 The current course of exchange be-
tween London and Paris always runs in favour of France.
1757 Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. 11. vii, Here in ordinary
course they held a monthly Court for the Centenary. 1771
Junius Lett. xlix. 256 The law must take its course. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 85 Never again to imprison any
person, except in due course of law. 1866 Crump Banking
vii. 146 The quotation of the uncertain price is termed the
' rate ' or ' course of exchange '. 1886 Act 49 Vict. c. 22 § 4
When the letter, .would be delivered in the ordinary course
of post.

1 20. Systematic or appointed order, order of
succession. Obs.
JS<fiCloseRollm Vicary's Anal.(iSSS) 181 Theyereofoure
Lord God, after the course and rekenynge of the Churche of
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Englond, a thousand, fyue hundreth, fyftie and seuen. 1586
A. X)ay Eng. Secretary 11.(1625) 82 Inversion of words besides
their common course, as when we say . .faults no man
liveth without^ when order requireth we should say, No
man liveth withoutfaults. 1622 Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer
(1661) 48 For the Choice of these Lessons, .holy Church ob-
serves a several course.

21. A line of (personal) action, way of acting,

method of proceeding. To take {such and suck) a
course : to proceed or act in such and such a way.

t To take a course : to act in a particular way or

with a particular purpose ; to take steps (obs.).

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis VL (Arb.) 64 Now what coun-
sayl, what course may right! ye be taken? 163* J. Hay-
ward tr. Biondis Eromena 23 If you will follow this
course, you shall.. reape therby many commodities. 1650
in Picton Vpool Mumc. Rec. (1883) I. 172 The Maior .

.

shall disburse moneys and take course to see the same
fenoed. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent, p. lvi, If there be
not a speedy course taken to remove some Encroachments.
1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 18 To persevere in this
Course is often more than half the Cure. 1826 Disraeli Viv.
Grey vi. i. 268, I think our wisest course will be to join the
cry. 1848 MaCAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 53 The Supreme Pon-
tiff was for legal and moderate courses. 1871 E. Peacock
Mabel Heron I. iii. 47 He had made up his mind to a certain
course of action.

b. pi. Ways of action, proceedings
;

personal

conduct or behaviour, esp. of a reprehensible kind
;

* goings on '. arch.
159a Greene Groatstv. Wit, I might intreate your rare wits

to be imployed in more profitable courses. 1605 Lond. Pro*
digal v. i. 275 With conceit of his vile courses, a 1670
Hacket A bp. Williams t. (1692) 2, I knew his courses
as much.. as any man beside. 1684 Contempt. State Man
L xi. (1699) 129 They have dissuaded them from their Evil
courses. 1847 Tennyson Princ. m. 197 Baser courses,
children of despair. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. Pref. 13
But in his old age he has mended his courses.

IV. A consecutive series.

22. A planned or prescribed series of actions or

proceedings : as of medicine, diet, study, lectures,

etc.

1605 D. Boyd in Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers App. (1855) 31/2
[He] will pass his course at the Colledge within two years.

1609 lip. Hall Passion Strut, Recoil. Treat. (1614) 640 A
wonderfull Physitian ; a wonderfull course of cure. 1629 J.
Cole OfDeath 1 14 A certaine strict course of dyet. c 1750
N. Bliss in Collect. (Oxf. Hist. Soc) 1. 337 Anyone of these
Classes or Courses will require about three Months. 1781
Gibbon Decl. Jy F. II. xxxii. 241 A regular course of study
and exercise was judiciously instituted. 1801 Med. Jml.
V. 206, I wished.. to put him on a course of chalybeate
tonics. 1884 A. R. Pennington Wiclif ix. 290 He began
to deliver . . a course of lectures on the Epistles of St. Paul.
1891 Iltustr. Lond. News 28 Nov. 701/1 The 'course' is

usually fifteen douche-baths and five tube-baths.

b. Eccl. The prescribed series of prayers for

the seven canonical hours.

1570 B. GoOGE Pop. Kingd. 111. 36 b, To him they certaine
prayers giue, that here the Course they call. 1839 Yeowell
Anc. Brit. Ch, vii. (1847) 72 Shewing . . that the Scottish.

.

course was of as ancient and noble parentage as their own.
1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. vii. 272 The course,
or order of daily prayer for the seven hours.

C. gen. A number of things following one an-

other in regular sequence ; a prolonged series.

1828 Ld. Grenville Sink. Fund 25 Formed in a long
course of centuries. 1871 Smiles Charac. iii. (1876)64 Per-
sons who have been housemates for a course of years.

23. Agric. The system of rotation of crops ; a
series of crops in rotation.

1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett. People 141 Let this experi-
ment last three courses, or twelve years. 1795 Burke Th.
Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 251 The turnip and grass land
course, which is the prevalent course on the more or less

fertile, sandy and gravelly loams. 1844 Jrnt. Agric. Soc.
V. 1. 162 It is usually cropped on the four-field or Norfolk
course. 1858 Ibid. XIX. 1. 48 The general system of work-
ing the land is on the four or five years' course ; of roots,
spring corn, seeds for one or two years, and wheat.

24. Change-ringing. The successive shifting of

the order in which a particular bell is struck in a
series of changes ; also, a series of changes in

which the bells return to their former order.

1677 F. S[tedman] Campanol. 82 Upon six bells there are
also single and double Courses, viz. twelve changes in every
single Course, as in Grandsire Bob, etc., and twenty four
changes in every double Course, as in Colledg Bob, etc.

1684 R. H. School Recreat. 94 Some Peals upon five Bells

consist of single Courses, wherein are ten Changes, and
twelve Courses make the Peal. Ibid. 112 The two hind
Bells dodge, and the five first go a perfect Hunting-Course.
1880 Troyte in Grove Diet. Mus. 1. 33.4 Treble Bob. .derives

its name from the fact that, instead of the plain hunting
course, the bells, and more especially the 'Treble \ have a
dodging course.

V. Each member of a consecutive series.

25. Each of the successive parts or divisions of a
meal, whether consisting of a single dish, or of a

set of dishes placed upon the table at once.

gXMf Coer de L. 3429 Fro kechene come the fyrste cours,
With pypes, and trumpes, and Labours, t 1386 Chaucer
Sqr.'s T. kB It nedeth nat for to deuyse At every cours the
ordre of hire servyse. c 1477 Caxton Jason 119 How
many course and how many dishes at euery cours ther
were seruid. 1599 Minsheu Dial. Sp. <$ Eng. (1623) 6
Bring us some Olives for the third course. 166a Dryden
Wild Gallant 1. i, I'll tell you the Story between the
Courses. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq. n, What's here ?

For the first course ; for the second course ; for the dessert.
1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. xi. 108 Like one re-

turning thanks after a dinner of many courses.

+ 26. Each of several successive attacks : a. of

disease. Obs.

1533 Elyot Cast. ^/r/«(i54i)2ob,Medicinab!eagaynste
gowtes, joynt aches, and feuers, which come by courses.
1761-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 24
He . . died of a severe course of the gout
+ b. in Bear-baiting. Obs.

* The bear was tied to a stake and baited with dogs, a cer-

tain number at a time. Each of these attacks was techni*
cally termed a course ' (Aldis Wright, Note on Macbeth).
1605 Shaks. Macb. v. vii. 2 They haue tied me to a stake,

I cannot flye, But Beare-like I must fight the course. 1638
Brome Antipodes iv. i, Also you shall see two ten dogge-

j

courses at the Great Beare. 1829 Scott Jrnt. (1890) II. 276
I am brought to the stake, and must perforce stand the
course.

27. //. The menstrual discharge, catamenia,

I

menses. Also in sing. (obs. rare .

1563 Hyll ArtGarden. (1593)151 Beware that they which
haue their monethly courses, doe not then . .come neare. 1597

J

Gerarde Herbal 1. xxxtv. \ 2. 47 The monthly course of
!
women. 1650 Bulwer A nthropotnet. 177 When Maids begin

i to have their Courses. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. m. iii. 389
! Chast-tree. .stops the courses. 1839 Todd Cycl. Anat. II.

j
440/1 The. .expressions of 'the illness' or 'the courses'
are those in most common use among the vulgar.

28. A set of things made or used at one time

;

spec, of candles made at once.
1551-j WillofW. Smytke (Somerset Ho.), Unto the poore

..of this parishe a Course of Candelles xvj in the pounde.
157a in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 341 Y* every
fuller have eleven corse of kandells ana 2 payre of sheres

I

at y> least. 171a Act 10 Anne in Lond. Gaz. No. 5031/6
1 No. . Maker of Candles, .shall begin to make any Course or
Making of Candles, without Notice thereof first given.

29. A row, range, or layer.

f a. A layer, stratum. Obs. exc. as in b, c.

c 1430 Two Cookcry-bks. 49 Ley be iiij. course of pin

j

Fleyssche. .asbrodeas bin cake. 1513 Fitzherb. Husb. $131
Set the nethermoste course vpon the endes, and the seconde
course flat vppon the syde. 1553 Brende£>. Curtius F viij,

Over those a newe course of trees and stones agayne. 1641
Best Farm. Bis. (Surteesj 146 The breadth that the
thatcher taketh up with him, all att a time, afore the ladder
bee removed, that is called the course, .they will say that

hee wanteth..soe many course to the ende of the howse.
1748 Anson's Voy. nr. vii. 487 They, .hove out the first course
of" the Centurion's star-board side.

b. Building. A single continuous range or layer

of stones, bricks, or timber, of the same height

throughout, in a wall, the face of a building, etc.

;

also, a row of slates, tiles, or shingles.

1634 Wotton Archit. (1672) 20 That certain Courses or
lodges of more strength then the rest, be interlayed like

Bones. 1663 Gerbif.r Counsel 15 Lay a course of Stone on
the Cornish. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 129 Three, or four,

I

or Ave course of Bricks to be laid. 1859 Jephson Brittany
xiv. 333 In some parts of the walls courses of Roman

I

brick might still be seen. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. ii. 34
]

Broad bricks laid In several courses among small squared
stone.

C. Mining, etc. A layer or lode of ore, etc.

1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 319 Any Vein or Lode is often
termed a Course. 1810 J. T. in Risdons Surv. Devon p. xiii,

They are called by the miner cross lodes, cross courses, or
caunters. 1880 Mining Jml. 9 Oct., A course of ore.,
was struck.

cL In a musical instrument, o. In a file.

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Course.. 2. {Music. ) A set of
strings of the same tone placed alongside, and struck one,
two, or three at a time, according to the strength of sound
desired. Ibid. 3. A row of parallel teeth on the face of a file.

J

One course makes a single-cut file. A course crossing the
file at right angles constitutes it a double-cut file.

f. A flight (of stairs).

1818 Scott F. M. Perth, xxxii, Seven courses of stairs

I brought you up hither with fatigue and shortened breath.

g. A stage (of life\

1851 Ruskin Stones Vett. (18741 1, xxv. 273 The beginning,
I the several courses, and the close of a human life.

f 30. The time for anything which comes round
i to each individual in succession ; (one's) turn. Obs.

1530 Palscr. 210/: Cours of order, tovr. 1548 Hall
{

Chron. 116 b, Every company, as their course came, saluted
! the kyng. 1548 VJdall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. 105 a,

Where men by courses be borne to dye. 1561 Eden Arte
Navig. Pref. cciij, As it were course by course, when we
haue the night, they haue the day. X634 Sir T. Herbert
Traz'. 168 After the death of some noble Gentlemen, my

1 course came next. 1665 G. Havers Sir T. Roe's Voy. E.
Ind. 374 Trouble and peace, .comfort and discontent, come
all of them by courses,

fb. advb. m In turn. Obs. rare,

c 161 1 Chapman Iliad 11. 00 Pelops to Atreus, chief of men

;

he, dying, gave it course To prince Thyestes, rich in herds.

31. A set of persons appointed to serve in their

turn along with another set or sets.

1535 Coverdale i Chron. xxviii. fxxvii.] 1 Officers wayt-
inge vpon the kynge, to go of and on after their course euery
monetn one. .Euery course had foureand twentye thousande.
x6xx Bible i Chron. xxviii. 13 Also for the courses of the
Priests and the Leuites. — Luke i. 5 A certaine Priest,

named Zacharias, of the course of Abia. 1658 J. Harring-
ton Prerog. Pop. Govt. 1. xii. (1700) 305 We have the
Courses of Israel for the first example of Rotation in a popu-
lar Assembly.

VI. Naut.
32. Each of the sails attached to the lower yards

of a ship ; now usually restricted to the fore-sail

{fore-course) and main-sail {main-course). For-
merly including also the stay-sails upon the lower
masts : cf. quot. 1 769.

c 15x5 Cocke Lorell's B. 12 Mayne corse toke in a refe by
force, a 1593 Greene & Lodge Looking Glassc (1861) 134
And severed our bonnets from our courses. 1627 Capt.
Smith Seaman's Gram. vii. 31 The maine saile and the fore
saile is called the fore course, and the maine course or a
paire of courses. 1694 Set: Late Voy. 1. (1711) 21, I stood
to the Southward, close haled under my Courses. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (17891 Kkb, The courses are the
main-sail, fore-sail, and mizen, main-stay-sail, fore-stay-sail,

and mizen-stay-sail ; but more particularly the three first.

1833 M . Scott Tom Cringle xviii. (1859) 503 Haul the courses
up and heave to. 184a Marryat /'. A eene xxxvui, She was
pitching and rising without appearing to advance, under
her courses and storm staysails.

VII. Prepositional Phrases.

33. By course, fa. In due course or order ; as

a consequence, naturally, duly, properly. Obs.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 1343 Moche sorowe for be sight &

sobbyng of teres, .horn be course felle. 1549 Latimer 1st

Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 30 The kynges grace hath systers

..whyen by succession and course are inheritours to the
crowne. 1601 Cornwallyes Ess. i, So by course my lease

might be long. 174* Lond. $ Country Brett: 1. (ed. 4) 78
That it may.. not be violently forced into a high Fermenta-
tion ; for then by Course the Salt and Sulphur will be too
violently agitated.

fb. liy turns, in turn, alternately. Obs.

1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. Matt. ii. 27 And by course
questioning with them. 1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus,A Itema
vice, by course. 1580 Sidney Arcadia 1. 5 They took their

journey. .Claius and Strephon by course carrying his chest
for him. i6aa Starrow Bk. Com. Prayer (1661) 38 These
Psalms we sing or say by course. The Priest one verse, and
the people another. X67X H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 201 As
though that could not be known which knows not again by
course, c x68o Beveridge Serm. 1x739) I. 493 [To] sing to

themselves or to another by course, .or one after another.

C. By course of : according to the customary

course or procedure of
s
the law, etc.).

1470-85 Malory Arthur XL viii, Thenne by course of
kynde he slepte. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 2 § 7 He had
sued Iyverc.by cours of the la we. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot, II. 229 Concord wes maid be cours of commoun law.

1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. v. i. 35 Cut off by course of Ius.
1

tice. 1658 Willsford Scales Comm. y Nat. Secrets 198 They
. .yet expect a pardon by course of Law.
34. In course, fa.. In order, in turn. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 37:60 (Cott.) An er bai aght in curs to

1 kene, qua, quate, qui, quare, quam wit, quen, hu oft-sith,

' on quat-kin wise, a x6ix Beaum. & Fl. Maids Trag. 1. i.

When the rest..Tell mirthful tales in course that fill the

;

room With laughter. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (17251 158
He that was defied gave the first Stroak, and so they struck

j

in Course.

b. In the regular, usual, natural, or due order.

Now in due course.

c X305 St. Edmutui 222 in E. E. P. (1862) 77 Of art he
radue six v : -& sibbe for beo more profound, .arsmetrike

radde in cours in Oxenford wel faste. x6i6 R. C. Times'
Whistle v. 1824 The tapster .. straight leaves His other

,

guestes, in course to take his cup. a 1704 T. Brown .W.
French A'. Wks. 1730 I. 59 Ev*n Oaths, with thee, are only
things in course. 1768 Sterne Semi. Journ., Case Delicacy
II. 208 Hearing there were words between us, and fearing

that hostilities would ensue in course. 1793 Smeaton Edy-

,

stone L. $ 321 Everything now appearing to go on suc-

cessfully and in course. 1876 Black Ma*lcap V. xx. 179 Mr.

j

George Miller arrived in due course. 1883 Besant Garden
Fair v, When the boys got promotion, w-hich came in due
course.

O. Naturally, as might be expected ; — Of
Course. (Now only in vulvar use.

1

)

17*1 Wollaston Relig. Nat. ix. 173 The inclination itself

. .is in this case uppermost, and in course takes the com-
manding post. x^68 Sterne Sent. Journ., Translation, If

he had,! should in course have put the bow I made him
!

into French too. 1805 Monthly Mag. XIX. 425 In course
I they are convertible words. 1840 Thackeray Catherine v,

! *Oh, in course,' echoed the tall man.

t d. In a row or series. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1644 Of crafty colours to know, all in

: course set. 1665 J. Wz»b Stone-Heng (1725) 12 Four Stones
in Course one within another.

35. In course of: in (regular) process of ; in pro-

cess of '^construction, etc.;. In the course of : in

the process of, during the progress of. In the course

, of things : in the ordinary sequence of events.

a i6s6'Br. Hallow. ^^.(1660)6 Which himself should
in course of Nature inherit. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L.

§ 320 No account being received in course of the post. 1837
Ht. Martineau Soc. Anter. II. 186 A line is now in course
of construction to the Hudson. 1865 Trollope Belton Est,
xxiii. 267 In course of post there came an answer.
1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. 1 Any crosses that may

arrive unto them in the course of their lives. 1681 Drvden
Abs. <y Achit. 1. 549 In the course of one revolving moon,
Was chymistj fiddler, statesman, and buffoon. X790 Paley
Horae Paul. 1. 8 Difficulties which presented themselves in

the course of our inquiry. X796 Jane Austen Pride if Prej.

ii, In the course of the morning. x86x Hughes Tom Brotvn
at Oxf. i. (18891 3 1" tne course of things men of other ideas

came to rule. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 51 In the course of
time, .[it} may be introduced.

36. Of course, a. adjectival. Belonging to the

ordinary procedure, custom, or way of the world
;

customary
; natural, to be expected. Now esp. in

a matter of course.

X541 A ct 33 Hen. VII7, c. 22 With other clauses of course

necessarie for the same. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 93 The
friendship between man and man as it is common so is it of

course. 164a J. M. Argt.conc. Militia 19 (Milton's Wks.) It

will be said that the Writ is a Writ of course . . and that from
this there is no varying. X709 Steele Tatter No. 100 P 3
Their Congratulations and Condoleances are equally Words
of Course. 1739 in Cot. Rec. Peuusylv. V. 39a He thought
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it a Matter of Course. 1795 Jemima II. 87 You profess a
wish to oblige me, said Rosina ; if only words of course, I

beg you will spare my ear. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed 2) II. 88
A case in which this right is supported, as a thing of course.

1849 Macaulay Speech, in Misc. Writings (1889) 740,
I am not using a mere phrase of course, when I say, etc.

1862 Tfollope Oricy I<~. xiii. 99 As for her innocence, that
was a matter of course. He knew that she was innocent.

b. adverbial. In ordinary or due course, accord-

ing to the customary order, as a natural result,

t Of common course : ordinarily, as an evcry-day
occurrence.
154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 53 a, Of course and custom.

1548 Hall Chron. 9b, A pardon, .which either is graunted
of course, or y1 kyng of pytee and compassion geveth. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Reb. m. (1702) I. 207 No man presuming
to intimate, that it should be granted in any other manner
than of course it had been. 1657 Heylin Ecclesia Vindicata
II. 472 That not once or twice, but of common course. 1736
Butler A nal. 1 1. vi. 325 Information . . is by no means always
given us of course. 177a Junius Lett. Ded. (1804) L 9 To
dissolve the present parliament a year or two before it ex-

pires of course. 1845 Stephen Laws Eng. II. 391 It was
at one time made a question whether giving the royal assent
to a single bill did not of course put an end to the session.

C. Hence, in qualification of the whole clause

or sentence : Naturally, as will be expected in the

circumstances ; for obvious reasons, obviously.

^Sometimes used as an emphatic affirmative reply.)

1823 J. D. Hunter Captiv. N. Amer. 39 She made some
very particular inquiries about my people, which, of course,
I was unable to answer. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxxiv. 266
You will tell her I am here?. .Of course. 1861 M. Pattison
Ess. (1889) I. 32 It would be easy, of course, to exaggerate
this truth of the continuity of history into a falsehood. Mod.
And you were present? Of course ; why not?

1 37. On or upon course — 36 b. Obs.
x6i8 Bolton Florus in. x. 199 The Tide withdrawing upon

course, during the skirmish. 1626 Ailesbvry Passion Serm.
24 Thus Pilate. .is desirous that Christ might be pardoned
upon course. 1677 Goz'i. Venice 7 When that is held, the
rest do cease on course, as formerly all the Courts in Rome
did during their Comitia. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 16 ? 3
When I see the Name Ccelia..at the Bottom of a Scrawl, I

conclude on course that it brings me some account of a
fallen Virgin, etc.

1 38. Out of course (adj. and adv.). Out of

proper order or measure, irregularly, improperly.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 209 J>e pape sauh out of

cours be wikkednes of Jon. 1548 Hall Chron. 29 b, Master
Jhon Petit .. wrested scripture and doctors so far out of
course. 1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices (1556) 85 He spake
manie thinges notablie, but this, oute of course.

VIII. 39- Comb., as course-end {Change-
ringing), see sense 24; course-stone, one of a
course or series of stones 'see 29 b).

1883 Finn. Daily Post 19 Oct. 7 The peal has the tenors
together throughout, and is in six parts with 120 'course
ends'. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 252 Stones called
Corsestones, Weighing 12 tunne. 1665 J. Webb Stone-
Heng{ijiz) 17 He sets down . . twelve Tun unto his Course-
stones, and six or seven to his Cronets over them.

Course (kdeis), v. Also 5 cours, 6 cource,
cowrsse, coarse, [f. Coukse sb. in various senses,

giving verbal senses unconnected with each other.]

1. To pursue or hunt (game) with hounds
;

spec.

to hunt (hares) with greyhounds in view (not by
scent) : see Coursixg vol. sb. a. trans.

*SS° J- Coke Eng. Fr. Heralds (1877) 57 Falow-dere,
wylde bores, and wolves for noble men to course. 1555
Eden Decades 2 As it hadde byn hares courced with gre-
houndes. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxv.(i887) 99 To hunt
a hare, and course a hart. 1771 E. Long Trial Dog
* Porter' in Hone II. 209 He'll never course hares again.
1870 Blaine Encycl. Rural Sports V. 551 The animals which
were coursed by the ancients were of very different kinds,
such as the wild ass, the stag, the mountain goat, the wolf,
jackal, boar, fox, hare, etc.

b. absol.

1568 Hist. Jacob $ Esau v. L in Hazl. Dodsley II. 246 He
coursed and coursed again with his dogs here. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 49 Say thou wilt course, thy gray-
hounds are as swift As breathed Stags. 1637 N. Whiting
Albino B. 32 He bowled, coursed, angled in the brooke,
His pleasure was his joy. 1841 Lever C. O'Matley xxi'ii,

She hunted with Smith Barry's hounds . . she coursed,
practised at a mark with a pistol.

C. trans. To course away.
1812 S. Rogers Columbus III. 3 With hawk and hound I

coursed away the hour.

2. trans. To chase, pursue, run after.

1586 J. Hooker Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 135/2 Sir
John Perot . . so coursed and followed them . . that he left

him no one place to rest in. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. n. i. 39
The big round teares Cours'd one another downe his inno-
cent nose In pitteous chase. 1786 tr. Beckford's Vatfiek
(1868) 25 Some coursing butterflies, others culling flowers.
1873 G. C. Davies Mount. $ Mere xvi. 133 Inky banks of
clouds . . coursed each other rapidly across the pale stormy
blue of the heavens.

1 3. To pursue, persecute, worry, trouble. Obs.
i466_ Plumpton Corr. 17 To make prossis against my

Coussin Godfrey, to bring the issues and profits that he
hath received . . and else to cours him from day to day. 1600
Holland Livy m. xi. 96 [He] coursed and troubled [agilare]
the Commons, and persecuted the Tribunes as it were with
open warre.

1 4. To chase or drive with blows
; hence, to

drub, trounce, thrash. Obs.
1585 Abp. Sandys Serm. (1841) 37 He bestirred him with

his whip, coursed those simoniacal choppers and changers.
1580 tr. Marprel. Epit. C iv b, Let me take you againe in
such a prancfc, and ile course you. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v.

iv. 44 That mighty yron man With his strange weapon .

.

Them sorely vext, and courst, and overran. 1611 Cotgr.,
Acconwtoder . . b.\so, to course, beat, cudgell. Ibid. s.v.

Robbe, He courst his coat or Jacket soundly.

5. intr. To run or gallop about, to run as in a

race, to career; also transf of liquids, etc.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) F viij, A
trumpettour, that coursed as a knyght vpon a horse. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. XII. viii. (1622) 165 Caractacus
coursing hither & thither. 1602 Shaks. Ham. I, v. 66
Swift as Quick-siUier, it courses through The natural Gates
and Allies of the Body. 1674 tr. Schcffer's Lapland xxvii.

125 To course through Woods and Mountains. 1735 Somer-
ville Chase 1. 187 In wanton Kings Coursing around. .The
merry multitude disporting play. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav.
I. 266 Coursing like a colt across its lawns. 1850 Mrs.
Stowe Uncle Tom's C. x. 79 Raising her hand to her face

to wipe off the tears that were coursing down her cheeks.

Jig. 184a Tennyson Card. Daughter 217 We spoke of
I other things; we coursed about The subject most at heart,

f b. To course it : in same sense. Obs.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Sinnes Round i, Sorric I am,
That my offences course it in a ring. 1691 Ray Creation

I 11714) 141 She [the Mole] courses it not on the ground like

I a rat or mouse, but lives under the earth.

T C. Jig. To ( run ' over or through successively

a number of particulars, writings, etc. Obs.

1598 Shaks. Merry XV. 1. iii. 72 She did so course o're my
I

exteriors with such a greedy intention. 1641 Milton Re-
I form. 1. (1851) 16 It were tedious to course through all his

writings, a 1734 North Lives (18261 III. 337 After they

I

have coursed through all sciences and literate enquiries.

6. intr. To steer or direct one's course ; to take
1

or pursue a particular course.

1555 Edkn Decades 6 1 Coursynge alonge by all the coastes

,

and goulfes. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 343
I They took the southernmost channel, .and thus they coursed

for three or four days. 1772 Aim. Reg. 134/2 The Roman
roads that coursed from Mancunium to the neighbouring

I

stations. 1823 J. D. Hunter Captiv. N. Amer. 32 We
..then coursed down a considerable stream. 1853 Kane

I Grinnell Exp. xlv. (18561 419 We coursed more than the
third of a mile in almost a direct line,

t V. intr. To run a course (in a fight or tourna-

j

ment). Obs.

1596 Spenser F. Q. rv. iv. 30 So as they courst, and turneyd

I

here and theare.

+ b. Oxford Univ. To oppose a thesis in the
' Schools. Obs.

1660 [see Coursing vbl. sb. 3]. 1691 Wood Aih. Oxon. I.

I 479 He did with as much facility course (or oppose his An-
:

tagonist) in the publick Schools, as in Latine.

8. trans, [from 5.] To run or move swiftly over

(a place) or along (a particular path).

1789 Wordsw. Even. Walk 21 In thoughtless gaiety I

coursed the plain. 1801 Southey Thalabaw. xxvii, Tears
coursed his burning cheek. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. iv. 117
Fauns, .tired With coursing the wide pastures,

b. To follow the course of. rare.

1823 J. D. Hunter Captiv. N. Amer. 66 We proceeded
onward, coursing occasionally the streams, and then cross-

ing one range of hills after another.

9. causal. To cause to run, exercise in running

;

to give (a horse) a run ; to use (greyhounds) in

coursing.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 534 She would course horses, and

ride them to water. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. (1810) III. 147
Some of the Mariners went on shore to course dogs. 1684
R. H. School Recreat. 29 Course not your Horse hard 4 or

5 Days before your Match. <z 1819 Wolcott (P. Pindar?
Whs. I. 19 The greyhound ye desired to course. 1868
Rogers Pol. Econ. ii. (ed. 3> 10 Two grey-hounds will run
down more hares, if they course in unison, than if they are
coursed separately.

f 10. fig. To turn over in one's mind. Obs. rare.

1600 Holland Livy xl. viii. 1064 He walked up and
downe alone . . coursing and discoursing [7'olutans] many
matters in his head.

f 11. To put through a course (of physic). Obs.

1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Cono. 11. Wks. (Globe) 657/2 You
j

have been dosing me ever since I was born . . you have
thoughts of coursing me through Quincy next spring.

12. Mining. (See quot.)

1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb. Durh.
I 17 Coursing, conducting the air backwards and forwards

through old workings, by means of stoppings, properly ar-

ranged. Air is usually coursed or shethed ' two and two \
or ' three and three \ according to the greater or less quan-
tity of fire-damp evolved.

Course, v.'2-, to exchange, etc. : see Corse v.

Course, obs. f. Coarse, Corse, Coss *Mf
Curse.

t Cou rse-a-park. Obs. Name of a country

game, in which a girl called out one of the other

sex to chase her.

1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. iii. 19 Staid with the

maides to runne at barlibreake : Or that he cours'd a parke
with females fraught, Which would not runne except they
might be caught. 1640 G. H. Witts Recreations (N.), At
course-a-park, without all doubt, He should have first been
taken out By all the maids i'th town. 1675 Teonce Diary
(1825) 112 Like boys and gyrles at course-a-packe, or barly

breakes.

Coursed (k5<ust),///. a. [f. Course sb. 8c v.']

1. [f. the vb.] Chased, spec, as a hare by grey-

hounds. \

1740 Somerville Hobbinot m. 427 So the cours'd Hare to

the close Covert flies. 1888 Harper's Mag. July 1991 I

swerved like a coursed hare.

2. [f. thesb.] Ofmasonry: Laid or set in courses.

1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. I. v. § 6 There are solid as well

as coursed masses of precipice. 1861 Smiles Engin. II. 173
The whole of the masonry was plain rustic coursed work.

CoU'rseless, a. "Without a (definite) course.

1845 Hirst Poems 63 Vessels rudderless and courselcss.

t Cou'rsely, adv. Obs. [f. Course sb. + -ly 2.]

In due or ordinary course or order.

c 1440 Promp. Pari: 271 Kende, or kynde of thyngys bat

j
Godd cowrsly hathe insett, natura. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys

j

(Roxb.) 59 The 12 signes. .In the zodiak cercle had passyde

I

coursly. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. cexxxviii. 276 He renewed
coursely the Chartre house of Witham, besyde Salysbury.

Coursely, -ness, obs. ff. Coarsely, -kess.

Courser 1 (ko«-js9j). [In earlier sense im-

mediately repr. OF. courscur, L. cursor-em, n. of

;
action from currcre to run : in later senses prob.

;

directly f. Course v. or Course sb. + -er. 1
]

fl. A runner ; one who runs in a race, a racer.
a 1300 CursorM. 267 (Cott.) Cursur [v.r. cursor, coursur] o

werld man aght it call For almast it ouer-rennes all. 1652

I

Gaule Magaslrom. 309 A certain courser, intending to try
his speed at the Olympick games,

f 2. One who chases or pursues. Obs.
1590 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 16 The greatest coursers, and

professed hunters of dumbe dogs. 1673 Wycherley Gent/.
Dancing-Master 1. ii, If he cannot protect us from the con-
stable, and these midnight coursers, 'tis not a house for us.

f3. Courser of bulls : a bull-baiter. Obs.

1599 Minsheu Dial. Sp. Eng. (1623) 20, I was once a
' courser of Bills, and I alwaies tooke pleasure in fierce Bill*.

1 4. A disputant in the schools (in Oxford
University) : see Course v. 7 b. Obs.
1658 Wood Life (0.\f. Hist. Soc.) I. 242 A noted sophister

1 and a remarkable courser, .m the public schooles. 1688
Miege Er. Diet., Courser or Disputant in Schools.

5. One who practises the sport of coursing.
1781 P. BeckFORD Hunting (1802) 29 Some coursers even

pretend, that all, not being of the fashionable colour, are

1
curs, and not greyhounds. 1824 Byron Juan xvi. Ixxx,

i Hunters bold, and coursers keen. 1870 Blaine Encycl.
Rur. Sports § 1910 The fore-legs .. are more important

]

organs in the greyhound than many a courser imagines,

b. A dog used for coursing.
1600 Sl'rhlet Countric Farme VII. xxix. 855 Collers hung

;
with bels put about the dogs neckes which are called

1
coursers. 1882 Daily Newt .\K Feb. 4/6 A sale of grey-

hounds. .(The] famous courser Salamis brought 245 guineas.

1886 Pall Mall G. 14 Dec. 14/1 Some twenty greyhounds.

.

racers and not coursers.

6. A building stone used in forming a course.

1885 Blacklaw Quarry Price List, Coursers 6 in. by 6 in.

$\d per lineal foot.

Courser- (ko<>
-Jsoj\ Forms: 4 courcere,

corsour, 4-5 coursere, coursour, 5 cursoure,
I (5 courcyer, corsiare,coreser, couresere, cowrs-

;
aor, -ser, corsowyr), 5-6 curser, 6 cursore,

coursar, 6-9 Sc. cursour, 4- courser, [a. F.
1

coursier, OF. corsier=Yr. corsier, It. corsiere\—\„

1

type *cursarins, f. cursus : see Course. In ME.
I the ending -our was often erroneously substituted.]

1. orig. A large powerful horse, ridden in battle,

in a tournament, etc. [cf. Course^. 5] ; a charger.

to. Since i"thc. usually taken as: A swift

horse, a racer. But in either sense now only poetic

or rhetorical.

cxyso K. A lis. 4056 And sette him on an hygh corsour.

1393 Gower Conf. III. 41 A courser, that he sholde ride

j

Into the felde. 14x3 Lydg. Pilgr. Scnvlc v. x. (1483) 101 A
i fayre courcyer brydeledwith gold. 1484 Caxton Chivalry

25 Knijtes ou3t to take coursers to Iuste and to go to

j

tornoyes. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 551 Vpon a bardit

curser stout and bald. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 252
This Colgernus vpone ane cursour wycht, With speir in

hand all cled in armor brycht. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. ii.

51 That they may breake his foaming Coursers backe, And
throw the Rider headlong in the Lists. 1630 R. Johnson's
Kingd. .5- Commw. 421 The Courser of Naples, .though he

I be not so swift as the Spanish Genet, yet is he better able

to indure travel], and to beare the weight of Armor. 1632

J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena 35 Armed at all pieces,

and mounted on a great Courser. 1781 Gibbon Decl. $ E.

III. xlviii. 58 He entered the lists on a fiery courser. 1867
Bryant Poems, Brighter Day ii, The fiery coursers fling

Their necks aloft, and snuff the morning wind,

b- 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 27 Then I.. a hundred
I Coursers from the Goal will drive. 1719 Young Busiris 1. i,

Ethiopia sends A thousand coursers fleeter than the wind.

1839 Thirlwall Greece VI. 223 He alighted from his

chariot, mounted a fleet and eager courser,

f 2. A stallion. Obs. or Sc.

1483 Cath. Angl. 79 A Cowrssor, admissarius. 157°

Levins Mattip. 72/22 A courser, eguus admissarius. 1808

Jamieson, Cursour, causer, cusser, a stallion. 1862 Hislop
Prov. Scot. 5 A fey man and a cursour fears na the deil.

3. Comb., as courser-breeding ppl. adj.

1725 Pope Odyss. xxi. 374 Wide Elis' courser-breeding

plain.

Courser 3 (kofisaj). ZooL [ad. L. cursorius,

orig. adj. 'adapted to running', used subst. as a

generic name.] A bird of the genus Cursorius,

noted for swift running
;

esp. C. isabellinus, the

cream-coloured courser, a native of Northern

Africa, very rarely seen in England.
1766 Pennant Zoo I. II.108. 1840 tr. Cuvier's Anim. Kingd.

237 We shall place near the plovers and oyster-catchers,

the Courser. 1878 T. Hardy Return Native s x t A cream-

coloured courser had used to visit this hill, a bird so rare that

not more than a dozen have ever been seen in England.

Courser 4
, var. of Corser, Obs., dealer.

Coursette, obs. f. Corset.

Coursey, -ie, obs. ff. Curtsy, var. of Coursy.
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Coursing (kcwMsin), vbl. J*.' [f. Course v.]

1. The action of the verb Course; running,

racing, pursuing, etc.

1568 Grakton Chron. II. 101 There shall bee no such

padding nor coursing over any more to Rome. 1586 CoGAN
Haven Health i. (1636) 4 There was wrastling, running

with Horses.. coarsing with Charriots. l6n Brerewood
Lang, ff Relig. xiii. 138 The coursings and streamings of

rivers, .from the midland parts toward the sea.

2. spec. The sport of chasing hares or other

game with greyhounds, by sight.

1538 I.eland /tin. VII. 102 Faire Launds, for Coursynge.

i«2s Bacon Sylva § 990 In Coursing of a Deere, or Hare,

with Grey-Hounds, 11710 C. Fiennes Diary 1 A fine

Champion Country pleasant for. .Rideing, Hunting, Course-

ing. 1870 Blaine Encycl. Rural Sports v. 551 Coursing,

as a popular term, is understood to denote a branch of hunt-

ing, in which the dogs, .pursue their game by sight only.

attrib. 1837 Lockhart Scott xlix, A grand coursing match

on Newark hill. 1848 Thackeray I 'ait. Fair xl, Bute

Crawley didn't go to a coursing meeting.

1 3. Oxford Univ. The opposing or challenging

of a thesis in the Schools. Obs.

1660 Wood I.i/e (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 353 In Oliver's time

. .excellent disputations and much zealous coursing. 169a

— Ath. Oxon. II. 603 Coursing in the time of Lent, that is

the endeavours of one party to run down and confute an-

other in disputations, did commonly end in blows, a 1683

Shaftesbury in Remin. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) 36 In the year

1637 I went to Oxford to Exeter College . . [Wei did 'hen

maintain in the schools coursing against Christ Church.

4. Comb., as coursing-joint see quot.).

1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Coursing-joint, the mortar-

joint between two courses of bricks or stones.

t Cotrrsing, vbl. sb.- Obs. nonce-icd. [f. Course

sb.'] (See quot.)

1549 Latino tit Strut, be/. Ediv. VI (Arb.i 30 The
kynges grace hath systers. . whych by succession and course

are inherilours to the crowne. Who yf they shulde mary
with straungers, what should ensue God knoweth. But God
graunt they neuer come vnto coursyng nor succedynge.

Cou rsing, a. [-mo -.] That courses :

see the verb.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii. 143 We do not meane the

coursing snatchers onely. 1735 Somkrville Chase 1. 229

The mean murd'rous coursing Crew : intent On Blood and
Spoil. 1801 Edgeworth Pract. Educ. I. 307 Coursing

officers, and watching officers.

Coursiter, -or, obs. ff. Cursitob.

Coursse, obs. f. Corse.

t CoUTSy, -sey. Obs. Also -sie. [a. obs. K.

coursie, corsie (in Cotgr. 161 1 ^ It. corsia, deriv.

of corso Course.] A raised passage from prow to

poop of a galley over the rowing benches.

161 1 Cotgr., Coursie, the Coursey ; or, the Gallerie like

space, on both sides whereof the seats of the slaues are

placed. 1687 J. Phillips Qui*. 577 With that the Admiral,

leaping upon the Coursey, ' Courage, Boys, all hands to

work, let her not scape Us', a 1693 Irouhart Rabelais III.

lii. 420 Hatches, Decks, Coursies, Bends and Walls of his

"arricks.

OUrt ko»it), sbA Forms : 2-4 ourt, 3 kurt,

courete, curth), 4 5 kourtt, 4-6 curte,

cort/e, 4-7 courte, (5 courtte, cowrtt, cowurt,

kourtt, 5-6 cowrte, 6 cortte), 3- court. [Early

ME. curt, court, a. OK. cort, curt, later court

(from ifthc. cour^ = Pr. cort, Sp. and It. corte:—

L. cohort-em, cort-em (110m. cohors, cors, in med.L.

cortis, curtis) court, poultry-yard, yard, enclosure,

also company of soldiers (Cohort), crowd of

attendants, retinue. At an early date the French

word appears to have been associated with L.

curia (which has not itself survived in Romanic ,

and hence apparently the series of senses under

branches III and IV, in which curia is the regular

med L. equivalent.]

J. An enclosed area, a yard.

1. A clear space enclosed by walls or sur-

rounded by buildings ; a yard, a court-yard ;
e.g.

that surrounding a castle, or that left for the sake

of light, etc. in the centre of a large building or

mass of buildings; formerly also a farm-yard,

poultry-yard. At Cambridge, the usual name for

a college quadrangle.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9934 (Cott.) pat castel brightnes sua

vngnede Oueral bat curt on lenght and brede. 1377

Langl. P. PI. B. XV. 466 Ri}t as capones in a court cometh

to mennes whistlynge. 1535 Coverdale 2 Sam. xvn. 18

They . . came to a mans house at Bahurim, which had a well

in his courte. 1541 Boorde Dyetary 238 Than deuyde the

lodgynges by the cyrcuyle of the quadryuyall courte.

1555 Eden Decades 259 There are.. in the castell .. three

very large courtes in the which the noble men of the courte

haue theyr lodgynges. 1611 Bible Esther \. 1 Esther.,

stood in the inner court of the kings house. «6as Bacon

Ess. Building (Arb. 1 550 And in all the foure Corners of

that Court, Faire Staire Cases. 1714 De Foe Mem. Cava-

lier (1840) 78 The king came down into the castle court.

1789 P. Smyth tr. Aldrich's Archit.diit) 147 Through the

entrance you go into the great court. 1818 Scott F. M.
Perth xvii. The jolly train halted before the door of Sir

John Ramorny's house, which a small court divided from

the street. 1862 Stanley Jnv. Ch. (1877) I. iv. 75 Round
the cloisters of the vast courts into which these gateways

opened were spacious mansions.

b. Each of the uncovered enclosures surrounding

the Jewish tabernacle, and constituting the temple

area round the fane or sanctuary on Mount Moriah.

[Yulg. atrium.']

'535 Coverdale Ps. Ixiv. 4 Blessed is the man whom
thou chosest . . that he may dwell in thy courte. i«i 1 Bible

Ex. xxvii. 12 And for the breadth of the Court, on the West-

side shalbe hangings of fifty cubits. — Ps. Ixxxiv. 2 My
soule longeth, yea euen fainteth for the courts of the Lord.

fig. 1619 W. Whately Gods Husb. 1. 32 The true Chris-

tian. .hath farre more to doe in the inward roomes of his

soule, than in the outer court of his conuersation. 1874

Morley Compromise (18861 50 Those who unfortunately

have to sit in the darkness of the outer court.

c. A section or subdivision of the area of an

Exhibition building, a museum, or the like, open

above (to the general roof), and usually devoted to

the products of a particular country, or depart-

ment of science, art, or industry.

This application of the word appears to have originated

in the structure of the building in Hyde Park for the Great

Exhibition of 1851. The rows of pillars supporting the

roof, which crossed each other at right angles, divided the

central area into a number of rectangular sections ; these

being themselves open to the lofty roof, while bordered on
j

two sides by galleries supported by the pillars, suggested

courts within buildings, and soon received the name ;
the

term was further extended in the Crystal Palace at Syden-

ham (as in the Alhambra, Egyptian, Pompeian, and Renais-

sance Courts), and in later Exhibitions has been used with

still gTeater extension ; it has also been, with more close-

ness to the original notion, applied to the central open area .

of a museum, surrounded by its arcades and galleries.

1851 lllust. Loud. News 3 May 364/1 The very nature of

the construction of the building suggests its subdivision

into courts ; and this is distinctly illustrated in the plan of

the gallery, .there are four of these large courts, and two

smaller ones, parallel with the transept in each of these

western divisions of the Building, from the gallery these

courts form a most interesting feature In the arrangements.

Ibid. 31 May 494 The Tunis Court. Ibid. 495 The Canadian

Court . . The Building Court. 1854 1 title! The Ten Chief

Courts of the Sydenham Palace. l86a lllust. Land. News
XL. 315/1 ( International Exhib.) The French Court

will be the largest .. section of the foreign department in

the whole building. 1880 Guide to Colonial f, Imt Exhib

I

21 The Court devoted to Tea, Coffee, and Tobacco is filled

with the largest assortment of specimens ever got together.

1891 Kelly s Direct. Ox/ordth.fxfjh The Oxford University

Museum. .The main entrance . . leading into a large lobby

and thence into the great Court, which has a glass roof

supported by iron columns and arches . . the court is sur-

rounded by an open arcade of two storeys.

f 2. A large building or set of buildings standing

in a court-yard ; a large house or castle. In early

times applied to a manorial house ;
«=Bl'RV. Obs.

1J97 R. Glolc(i724) 385 Hii by gonne hem to sprede,

And robby aboute & berne, & courtes adoun caste. Ibid.

540 Curt Lincolne & Berkele, & other courtes also, Were

aboute in the lond tho a fure ido. < 1300 llavctok 1685 His

wif he dide with him lede, Vn-to pe heye curt (Lbbes

castle] he yede. c 13*0 Sir Keues 334 Toward is kourl wr,
hous) he (Sir Saber] him kende. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. V.

xm. 23 Conscience . . bad me come to his courte, with

clergye sholde I dyne. 1508 Stow Sum. xxxiii. (1603) 294

The name of Aldermans burie (which is to say a Court)

there kept in their Bery or Court-hall. 1847-78 Hai.liwell,

Court, the principal house in a village. 1887 Parish &
Shaw Kentish Dial. (E. D. S.), Court, or Court lodge, the

manor house, where the court leet of the manor is held.

b. Often in proper names of English manor-

houses, e.g. Hampton Court, Tottenham Court.

a 1 529 Skelton Why not to Court 401 To whyche court ?

To the kynges courte. Or to Hampton Court 1 c 1630

Risdon Sum. Devon (1714) II- 89 This Nutwell Court

(which signifies a Mansion-house in a Seigniory'. 1737

Pope Hot. Epist. 11. ii. 232 Delightful Abs-court, if us

fields afford Their fruits to you, confesses you its lord.

184s Tennyson Audley Court 3 Let us picnic there At

Audley Court.

3. In a town : A confined yard or more or less

quadrangular space opening off a street, and built

around with houses; 'a small opening inclosed

with houses and paved with broad stones, dis-

tinguished from a street' (J.).

In towns, usually tenanted by the poor, except where, as

in the City of London, they have been converted into busi-

ness offices, e.g. Copthall Court, Hatton Court (Thread-

needle Street*, and the like.

1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2298/3 He liv'd in Drury-Iane in

Kings-Head-Court. 1799 tr. Meisters Lett. Eng. 178

Lanes and Courts [in London] are passages through which

no carriage can pass, and, therefore, they are commonly
paved in Die same manner as the footways. 1838 Lvtton

Leila 1. v. He .. continued his way with rapid strides,

through various courts and alleys. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr.

Tadpole xix. (1870! 177 The shop . . was situated in a little

narrow court. 1885 L'pool Daily Post 30 June 4/6 A city-

bred child, brought up in narrow, dingy streets and courts.

4. An enclosed quadrangular area, uncovered or

covered, with a smooth level floor, in which tennis,

rackets, or fives are played ; the plot of ground

marked out for lawn-tennis ; also applied to each

of the quadrangular divisions marked on such

grounds. (See Tennis-court, etc.)

1519 in Lett, ft Papers Hen. VIII (Brewer) III. 11, The
tennis court at Richmond. 1587 Holinshed Chron. 545 He
would tosse him som London balles that perchance would

shake the walles of the best court in France. 1599 Shaks.

Hen. V, I. ii. 265 Tell him, he hath made a match with such

a Wrangler, That all the Courts of France will be disturb'd

With Chaces. 1684 R. H. School Recreat. 84 Tennis, .is a

Pastime, used in close or open Courts, by striking a little

Round Ball to and fro . . with . . a Racket. 1878 Julian

Marshall Ann. Tenuis 115 In order to understand the

game of Tennis, one should first of all become acquainted

with the arena, or Court, in which it is played. Ibid. 117

The area enclosed between the lines x and /, and the

walls, may be called the semice<ourt; and the area en-

closed between x, p, h, and the main wall, the pass-court.

II. A princely residence, household, retinue.

5. The place where a sovereign (or other high

dignitary, resides and holds state, attended by his

retinue.

This sense is said to have arisen in Old French, the name
curt being applied to the residences of the early Frankish

kings on their rural domains : see Littre, and cf. sense 2.

But the actual history is involved in obscurity from the

paucity of early evidence.

<iii7S Lo/sougin Cott. Horn. 231 An rice king, wolde.

.

3,eclepien all his under beod pat hi . to his curt [berie] come

sceolde. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vm. 15 pei. .knowen con.

trees and courtes and many kynnes places, c 1386 Chaucer
A nts. T. 646 He . . Is riden in to the feeldes hym to pleye

Out of the court were it a myle or tweye. 1480 Caxton

Descr. Eng. 17 The messagers of Rome came to the grete

Arthurs court. 1534 Tindale Luhe vii. 25 They which are

gorgeously apparelled and lyue delicatly are in kynges

courtes. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. iii. 43 Mistris, dispatch

you with your safest haste. And get you from our Court.

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 497 In Courts and Palaces he also

Reigns And in luxurious Cities. 1848 Macallay Hist. Eng.

II. 509 The quarters of William now began to present the

appearance of a court.

6. The establishment and surroundings of a

sovereign with his councillors and retinue.

.11225 Ancr. R. 210 Auh heo lebbeS to be ueonde, &
beoS alle ine his hirde, & serueS him ine his kurt. 1340

Ayenb. 256 Ac ulatours and lyej,eres byeb to grat cheap ine

hare cort. c 1400 Maundev. ( Roxb. ) vi. 18 pe maner of his

(the Soudan's] courte schold I wele ynogh ken. 1598

Shaks. Merry IV. 11. ii. 62 When the Court lay at Windsor.

1665 Boyle Occas. Re/I. v. v. (1675I 316 It will
.
be imitated

by ail those on whom the Court has Influence. 1704 Addi-

son Italy 9 Pictures of the reigning Beauties of the Court

of France. 1830 D'Israf.li Chas. I, III. vi. 93 Charles

appears to have designed that his Court should resemble

the literary Court of the Medici »8ji Tennyson To the

Queen 25 May children of our children say.. 'Her court

was pure '.

b. without article or other defining word (a/

court, to court, etc.), primarily meaning the place,

but including the persons and proceedings. Cf.

at church, council, school, etc.

c 1300 Beket 165 He com to court and was in god offiz

Withthe Archebischop of Canterbury, f 1386 Chaucer
Prol. 140 And peyned hire to countrefete cheere Of court,

and been estalhch of manere. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 1 527 All

the councell fro kourtt was clenely depertid. a 1510 Skel-

ton [title). Why come ye nat to Courte T i6ii Shaks\

Cymb. 111. iv. 129 You shall be mist at Court, a 1704 T.

Brown Eng. Sat. Wks. 1730 I. 29 His writing» . . had the

air of Court. 17M Johnson Idler No. 64 r 3, I appeared at

court on all pubhek days. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 1118, I

go in state to court, to meet the Queen.

O. The Court : as an institution.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 304/4 She norysshed them more

for desert than for the courte. a 1616 Beaum. & Ft. Cust.

Country 11. i. The court's a school, indeed, in which some

few Learn virtuous principles. 1707 Curios, inliusb. t,

Card. 33 Every one is tir'd with being here, but the Court

enervates our Resolution. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. ill.

ii. Love rules the court, the camp, the grove.

7. The body of courtiers collectively ; the

retinue councillors, attendants, etc.) of a sovereign

or high dignitary. (Construed as plural.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 5344 (Cott.) Ioseph of his fader herd,

Wit his curt gain him he ferd. a 1400-50 Alexander 981

A crie bat all pe curte kniitis and erles Suld put bairn in-to

presens his precep to here. 1481 Caxton Reynard i. (Arb.)

5 Whan the kynge of alle beestis had assemblid alle his

court 1600 Disc. Gourie Conspir. in Moyses Mem. (1755*

366 All the huntsmen . . attending his majestic on the green,

and the court making to their horses. 1774 Goldsm. A<i/.

I
Hist. (1776) VII. 198 In the presence of the Great Duke of

I

Tuscany and his court. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, xxn, If

the king and the whole court are standing by ! 1859 I en-

I nyson Guinn'ere 21 One mom when all the court, Green-
1

suited. . Had been, their wont, a-maying.

f b. An escort. Obs.

c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 381 Part of the court had Wal-

lace labour seyne. Ibid. iv. 32 Wallace sum part befor the

I

court furth raid.

8. The sovereign with his ministers and coun-

cillors as the ruling power of a state, or in inter-

i
national relations. (Construed as singular.)

'393 Gower Con/. III. 163 In Chambre whom the court

avaunceth. 1651 Sir E. Nicholas in iV, Papers (Camden)

234 To give you some pertinent notice of the affaires of the

French court. 1&41 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. 11. 641 An
assignment granted to him by the court of Delhi. 1848 W.
H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc s Hist. Ten Y. II. 623 The two

cabinets whose union had caused the northern courts so

much uneasiness. Mod. Accredited as ambassador to the

Court of St. James's.

b. Court of Rome : the papal Curia.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 25/50 pc erende bat huy broujtcn

fram pe court of Rome. < 1330 R. Brlnne Chron. (1735) 1

He wente vnto be courte of Rome, For to tak his penance.

< 1400 Apol. Loll. 13 In be court of Rome mai no man geyt

no grace, but if it be bowt. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. 11.

105 The Court of Rome commanding.

III. An assembly held by the sovereign.

9. A formal assembly held by the sovereign at

his residence : in early times, of his councillors

I and great lords, for purposes of administration ;
in

! later times to give state receptions, audience to

ambassadors, and the like. The early use has



COURT.

given rise to the ' high court of parliament ' (sense

10), and 'the king's courts' of justice (sense n),;
the modern use is naturally associated with senses

6, 7, as in to be presented at court.
1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.), And [Henri] held bar [in

Lundene] micel curt. [The regular phrase said of earlier
kings was ' heold his hired ' : cf. 1085, 1091, 1106, 1110.] 1700
Dryden Cymou # Iphig. 42 In that sweet isle where Venus
keeps her court. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II. 331 At
Berlin, the Court was only held or Sundays. 1859 Tenny-
son Ger. $ Enid 146 For Arthur on the Whitsuntide before
Held court at old Caerleon upon Usk. 1879 Miss Yonge
Cameos Ser. iv. ix. 109 He . .journeyed to York, and held
court there for a week.

IV. A court of judicature, of law, or of ad-
ministration.

10. Applied to Parliament. Cf. Sp. Cortes.
1450 Impeachm. Dk. Suffolk in Pas/on Lett. No. 76 I.

105 We. .pray that this be enacte in this your High Courte
of Parlement. 1597 Shaks. 2 lien. IV. v. ii. 134 Now call
we our High Court of Parliament, And let vs choose such
l.imbes of Noble Counsaile. a 1600 Hooker Ecct. Pol.
vm. vi. § 10 Parliament being a mere temporal court. 1662
Bk. Com. Prayer, A Prayer for the High Court of Parlia-
ment, to be read during their Session.

11. An assembly of judges or other persons
legally appointed and acting as a tribunal to hear
and determine any cause, civil, ecclesiastical,

military, or naval.
Justice was in early times administered in assemblies held

by the sovereign personally (sense g\ then by judges who
followed the king as officers of his court ; hence the title
the King's Courts {curia regis).

In this sense more fully defined as court 0/ law, law-
court, court 0/justice, ofjudicature. These are distin-
guished as superior or inferior, according to their respec
tive rank, the highest court of a country or state being
calledthe Supreme Court. Court offirst instance', a court
in which a matter must first be tried, as distinguished from
a court ofappeal, to which it may subsequently be carried.
Court ofrecord : see quot. 1765.
[1292 Eritton Li.il En dreit de nous mesures et de

nostre Curt, [bid, § 11 Sauve les Justices qi suivent nous
en nostre Court.] 1297 R. Glouc (1724) 471 The king
wolde, that in is court the pie solde be driue. c 1300 Beket
606 That he scholde fram thulke curt biclipie to the kynge.
C1320 Cast. Love 239 In be kynges court ?it vche day Me
vsep bulke selue lay. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 173
pe courte opon him sat, be quest filed him & schent. 1490
Plumpton Corr. 91 The serch and the copy of the wrytts,
out of one cort to another costeth much money. 1596
Shaks. Merck. V. IV. i. 243, I do beseech the Court To giue
the iudgement. Ibid. 338 He hath refus'd it in the open
Court. 1637 Decree Star Chamb. in Milton's A reop. (Arb.)
8 The Court hath now also ordered, That the said Decree
shall speedily be Printed. 1641 Termes de la Ley 94 b,
The greater part are Courts of record, some are not, and
therfore accounted base Courts in comparison of the others.
c 1670 Hobbes Dial. Com. Laws{i%$o) 25 A court of justice
is that which hath cognizance of such causes as are to be
ended by the positive laws of the land. 1765 Blackstonf.
Comm. L 257 He [the king] therefore has alone the right of
erecting courts of judicature. Ibid. III. 24 A court of re-
cord is that where the acts and judicial proceedings are en-
rolled in parchment for a perpetual memorial and testi-
mony. 1809 Tomlins Law Diet. s.v. Pleading 1. § 2 This
would often embarrass the jury, and sometimes the Court
itself. 1864 Spectator No. 1875. 641 This new Court is to
be in ecclesiastical matters a Court of first instance. 1879
Froude Csesar x. 110 The courts of the Equites . . were to
be composed two-thirds of knights and one-third only of
senators. 1886 Morley Pop. Culture Crit. Misc. III. 16
In crimes and contracts, and the other business of courts of
law. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. xlii. init.. The Judiciary
in every State includes three sets of courts:—A supreme
court or court of appeal ; superior courts of record ; local
courts.

b. With many specific qualifications indicating
the sphere, business, or constitution of the court, as
Base, Burgh, Circuit, County, Criminal, Customary,

Forest, Hundred, Insolvent, Manorial, Police, Sheriff,
etc. : C. ofAdmiralty, Arches, Attachments, Augmenta-
tion, Chancery, Chivalry, Common Pleas, Equity,
Guestling, High Commission, Justiciary, King's or
Queen's Bench, Lodemanage, Piepowder, Probate, Ses-
sion, Stannaries, Tiends, Trailbaston, Wards, etc., for
which see these words.

c. Court of Claims : a court in which claims
are adjudicated on; in U.S. a court sitting at
Washington for the investigation of claims against
the government

; also, in some States, a county-
court charged with the financial business of the
county. Court of Conscience or of Bequests :

a small debt court ; court of conscience (fig.), con-
science as a moral tribunal.

1607. Dekker Grissil (Shaks. Soc) 17 Signor Emulo has
warn d my master to the court of conscience. 1680 Dry-
den Prol. Lees Ceesar Borgia 23 One theatre there is of
vast resort, Which whilome of Requests was called the
Court. 1689 Luttrell BriefEel. (1857) I. 563 An act for
erecting a court of conscience at Newcastle upon Tine.
1691 tbtd. II. 314 Many Irish were come to Dublin, .to de-
mand their estates, which were restored, .a court of claimes
will be sett up there to decide such matters. 1798 W. Hut-
ton Autobiog. 123 Courts of Requests or Courts of Con-
science, for the recovery of small debts, were first estab-
lished in the reign of Henry VIII., and they now exist
under local Acts, in many populous places. 1882 Serjt,
Ballantine Exper. ii. 24 Here and there in the metropolis
were dotted small debts courts, .called Courts of Request.

12. The place, hall, or chamber in which justice
is judicially administered.
(In many phrases senses 11 and 12 are blended : cf. b.j

1091

[rtijoo Cursor M. 21435(0011.) Bath to be quenes curt
pai com, J>e Iuu thrali badd giue him dom.] Ibid. 19139
(Edin.) t>ai gaderit oute babe prince and priste, and set
paim in pat curte imide. 1481 Caxton Reynard xiii. (Arb.)
29 Reynart . . wente forth proudly with his neueu thurgh the
hyest street of the courte. 1530 Palsgr. 210/1 Court where
men plede, avditoir. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. iv. i. 14 Go
one and cal the lew into the Court. 1628 Coke On Litt.
58 a, Court is a place where Iustice is iudicially ministred.
186* Trollope Orley F. xiv. 117 But won't she have to go
and sit in the court,—with all the people staring at her 9

189a Pall Mall G. 5 Feb. 6/1 The Master of the Rolls :

What is a court? This remarkably ugly room is called a
court, but it is not the ugly room that is a court. It is a
court because we sit in it.

t>. without article or other defining word (in,
into, out of court, etc.), including place and pro-
ceedings. Also in phrases, as f men of court
(=men of law), ^attorneys of court, Inns op
Court.
a "*5 Leg. Kath* 398 Tu schalt, bu motild, to curt cumen

seooen. (11300 Cursor M. 9478 (Cott.) pis es bot lagh..
Vsed in curth bis ilk dai. c 1325 E. £. A Hit. P. A. 700 To
corte quen bou schal com, per alle oure causez schal be
tryed. 1399 Pot. Poems (1859) *• 4°9 They cared ffor no
coynes That men of court usyn. 1474 Caxton C/iesse 79Men of lawe and attorneyes of court. 1556 Chron. Or.
Friars (Camden) 17 This yere was a grete debate arose be-
twene Flet strete and the howsys of corte. 1611 Shaks.
H'int. T. lit. ii. 10^ It is his Highnesse pleasure, that the
Queene Appeare in person, here in Court. 1713 Pope
Frenzy of J. /?., Producing further proofs of this truth in
open court. 1883 Sir E. Fry in Law Rep. n Q. Bench
Div. 596 A barrister may be . . reprimanded by the judge if
he misconducts himself in court. Mod. The case had been
already settled out of court.

c. Phr. Out of court ; said of a plaintiff who has
forfeited his claim to be heard; now mostly fig.
of arguments having no claim to consideration.
1846 Mill Logic in. xx. § 2 The argument of analogy is

put out of court. 1848 Wharton Law Lex., Out ofCourt,
a plaintiff in an action at common law must declare within
one year after the service of a writ of summons, otherwise
he is out of court. 1855 Bright Sp., Russia 7 June, These
gentlemen are almost, if not altogether, out of court. 1885
J. Bonar Ma/thus n, i. 252 Though there is much truth
still in many of his statements, the conclusion he draws from
them, .is quite out of court now.
13. A session of a judicial assembly

;
usually in

phr. to hold (f keep) a court. (Cf. sense 9.)
[1292 Bkitton i. i. § 13 Et volums ausi, qc.soint les

Courtz tenues par les suytours.] 1297 R. Glouc (1724) 538
The constable of Gloucetre. .Held ofte, in the kinges name,
courtes ver & ner. 14. . Customs of Malton in Surtees
Misc.(\Zoo) 58 Thay schall haffe two Ballyffes and two
undyr BallylTes. .for to hold the fore sayd cowrtt of ther
own fre will. 1535 Coverdalf. 2 Mace. iv. 43 Of these
matters therfore there was kepte a courte agaynst Mene-
laus. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, iv. i. 27 The Archbishop Of
Canterbury.. Held a late Court at Dunstable. C1774T.
Hutchinson Diary I. 69 The Superior Court was to be
held the next morning in Boston. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl.
(ed. 2) 197 Forfar., the county town of Angus-shire,
where the sheriff has held his courts for upwards of two
centuries.

t b. A council of War. (Cf. Court-Martial).
1623 Bingham Xenophon 73 When the Reare was come

vp, immediately he called a Court of Coronels and Cap-
taines. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 3°2 A Souldier
..sneezing at a Court of War the whole Company bowed
and blessed the Gods.
14. An assembly or meeting of the qualified mem-

bers of a company or corporation {general court),

or of the managing board or council thereof {court

of assistants, committees, directors, governors, ac-
cording to the style of these in different corpora-
tions)

;
also, the qualified members or board

collectively.

1527 Minute-book ofthe Mercers* Company {London), The
Courte of our Compeny holden the 5th day of March 1456.
IS55 Articles Russia Co. in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 295 The
Gouernour

(
Consuls, Assistants, and whole Company as-

sembled this day in open court. 1556 Minute-bk. Grocers*
Co., London, (/leading), Courte of Assistaunts. 1600 (Dec.
31) Charier E. Ind. Co., At any of their publick Assemblies,
commonly called their General Court, holden for the said
Company. 1608 (title), Letter from the Factors at Bantam
to the Court of Committees of the East India Company, 4th
Dec. 1619-20 Order <$• Constzt. Virginia 4 Rule 14 The
Treasurer and the Counseil, or the Court, haue power to
admit any into this Society. Ibid. 18 It shall not be counted
a_ Court of Comitties, vnless the Treasurer or Deputie with
sixe Comitties be present. 1628 Charter of Chas. / to
Maitackusetts Bay Co., The said governor, deputy governor,
and assistants of the said company, .shall or may. .assemble
and hold and keep a court or assembly of themselves for

the better ordering and directing of their affairs. 1661
Charter of Chas. II to E. Ind. Co. 3 At any public As-
sembly commonly called the Court General, holden for the
said Company. 1694 Charter Rank of Eng. (in Penny
Cycl. III. 380/1), That thirteen or more of the said go-
vernors and directors . . shall constitute a Court of Direc-
tors. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5097/1 The Sovereign, Re-
corder, Burgesses, Freemen, and Commonalty of Your
Majesty's. .Corporation of Kinsale, assembled at a Court of
Deer-hundred. 1722 Act Incorp. Guy's Hosp. 15 Subject to
the approbation or disallowance of a General Court or As-
sembly of such intended Corporation. 1726 Craftsman
No. 5 (1727) 43 This day was held here [at the East India
House] a general Court of the United Company of Mer-
chants of England. 1829 Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) p.

vii, The Master, Wardens, and Court of Assistants of the
Worshipful Company of Grocers. 1833 Act renewing Char-
ter ofBank ofEng. (in Penny CycLXW. 383/1), A general
Court of Proprietors ofthe Bank shall be held. 1839 Penny

COURT.
Cycl. XIV. 118/1 The senior law-officers of the city have
seats in the court [of Common Council], but have no vote
.

.
Ine sheriffs attend the lord-mayor on state occasions and

at every court ofaldermen. Ibid. 1 19/1 Certain senior mem-
bers of the livery, who form what is commonly called ' The
Court of Assistants.' 1854 Stocqueler Brit. India 4-
There are eighteen directors of the East-India Company
ten or more of whom constitute a 1 court '.

'

15. General Court: the designation of the legis-
latures of Massachusetts and New Hampshire^ as
Colonies and as States of the American Union.
The former is the continuation of the 'general court' of

the Massachusetts Bay Company, in preceding sense.
1628 Charter ofChas. I to Mattachusetts Bay Co., Held

and kept by the governor, or deputy governor of the said
company, and seven or more of the said assistants, .which
four general assemblies shall be styled and called the four
great and general courts of the said company. 1662 Massach.
Colony Laivs c. 108 (1814) 211 It is ordered by this court and
theauthority thereof, that. etc. 1691 Massach. Province Char-
ter ( 1814) 8 Which said great and general court or assembly
shall consist of the governor aud council or assistants for the
time being ; and of such freeholders of our said province or
territory as shall be . . elected or deputed by the. .inhabitants
of the respective towns or places. 1726 E.xpirau. Charterof
Geo. /.The representatives, .shall, .elect a fit person out of
the said representatives to be speaker of the house of repre-
sentatives in such general court. 1776 Massach. Prov.
Laws 10 Geo. 1 1 1, c. 328 An act providing for a more equal
representation in the General Court. 1777 Ibid. c. 335, 1 Ind.
(18141701 Whereas the King of Great Britain hath abdicated
the government of this and the other United States of
America, by putting them out of his protection, and unjustly
levying war against them.. Be it therefore enacted by the
council and house of representatives in general court assem-
bled, and by the authority of the same, that, etc. i860 Bart-
LETT Diet. Amer., Court, In New England this word is

applied toa legislative bodycomposed of a House of Repre-
sentatives and a Senate ; as the General Court of Massachu-
setts. 1875 JEVONS Money (1878) 24 The Court of Mas-
sachusetts ordered, in 1649 [etc.]. 1889 Bryce Amer.
Commw. I. xxxvii. 414.

16. By some friendly Societies, originally and
particularly the Foresters, used as the name for

a distinct local branch, corresponding to the
'lodge', 'tent', etc. of other Societies; also a
meeting of such a branch, and of the central body
(High Court).
Adopted from the style of the Court of the Forest or

Forest-court; cf. the similar use of the terms Ranger,
Woodward, etc.

1851 C. Hardwick Friendly Soc. 9 In January, 1850, the
foresters consisted of 1553 courts (as they are named) com-
prising 80,089 members. 1886 (title), Rules of Court ' Loyal
Oxonian' No. 2991, Branch of the Ancient Order of Fores-
ters. Ibid. Rule 23 The Beadles, .shall not admit into Court
any but members of the Order. 1890 Report ChiefRegr.
Friendly Soc. 31 The ' Royal Order [of Foresters] ' by
August 1834 had opened 358 courts.. In that year.. a dis-
ruption took place, and the 'Ancient Order' was founded,
drawing away to itself. .294 courts of the Royal Order.
Ibid. The first ' High Court meeting ' was held at Salford
in that year [1835].^ Ibid. 224 United Sisters Friendly
Society, Suffolk Unity. .Cambridge Court.. Cowen Court
. .Loyal Clifford Court.

V. 17. Homage such as is offered at court

;

attention or courtship shown to one whose favour,

affection, or interest is sought : in phr. to make or

pay (plus) court to [F. faire le cour, faire son
cour a] = Court v. 3, 4. (With quot. 1590, cf.

Accourt.)
1590 Stenser F.Q. ii. ix. 2 Him the Prince with gentle

court did bord. 1667EVELVN Mem. (1857) II. 24, I went to
make court to the Duke and Duchess of Newcastle, at
their house in Clerkenwell. 1676 Dryden Aurengz. (].),
Flatter me, make thy court, and say it did. 1712 Arbuth-
not John Bullw. ^.(1755)32 All the servants in the Family
made high court to her. 1716 Lady M. W. Montague
Lett. 14 Sept., At supper.. the men had the permission of
paying their Court. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. ii.

11 His court being rather made to her mother than to her-
self, c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 126, I went every day at
certain hours to pay my court to the king. 1873 Black Pr.
Thule iv. 49 Forgetting alt the court that should have been
paid to a pretty woman. 1875 M. Pattison Casaubou 29
Casaubon . . had probably fallen in love with Estienne's
MSS. collections, before he began to pay his court to the
daughter.

fb. ? Favour, influence. Oh.
1637 Rutherford Lett. (1862) I. 314 Let Christ's love

bear most court in your soul and that court will bear down
the love of other things. Ibid, I. 351, I am in some piece
of court with our great King.

VI. 18. attrib. and Comb. : a. in sense ' of or
belonging to a royal court ', as cottrt-amour

,

•attendant, -ball, -beauty, -breeding, -bubble, -chap-

lain, -contempt, -ease, faction, ^-familiar, -fashion,

-favour, -favourite, flatterer, f frump, 7 -fucus,

-intrigue, -lady, -life, -manners, -milliner, -mis-

tress, -odour, -pageant, -poet, f-rook, -sermon, -trick,

-7cit, -word ;
court-bred, f -curious, -ridden adjs.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres 11. i. 23 Bestowing those
charges vpon . . Court-familiars and fauorites. 160X B.
Jonson Poetaster iv. i, You must look to be envied, and
endure a few court-frumps for it. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv.iv.

759 Receiues not thy Nose Court-Odour from me? Reflect
I not on thy Basenesse Court-contempt ? Ibid. 768 Aduo-
cate's the Court-word for a Pheazant. a 1625 Fletcher
Elder Br. iv. i. 2 You are . . Shapes, shadows, and the
signs of men ; court-bubbles, That every breath or breaks
or blows away. 1631 Fuller David's Sin (1867) 235 Court-
curious entertainment and fine fare. 1633 Ford Broken
Hrt. 11. ii. (1339) 56 This same whoreson court-ease is
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temptation To a rebellion in the veins. 1647 R. Stapylton
Juvenal 283 The great court favorite, Paris, sells The
major's place and colonel's. 1649 Milton Eikon. Pref.,

While the king . . washes over with a court-fucus the worst

and foulest of his actions. Ibid. iv f By him only and his

court faction. Ibid, vi, Certainly court-breeding and his

perpetual conversation with flatterers was but a bad school.

Ibid, viii, The quibbles of a court sermon. 1655 Bp. J.

Richardson Upon Old Test. 385 (T.) The court-ladies

especially, that were faulty as the men. a 1661 Holyday
Juvenal 69 A court-roolc, or one that by playing the cog-

ging jester, and so humouring a leud emperour, was become
a noble man. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 767 Not in the bought
smile Of Harlots . . nor in Court Amours. 167a Villiers

(Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal (1714)61 I'm sure Sir, 1 made
your Cloaths in the Court-fashion. 1679 J. Goodman Pent'/.

Pardoned ill. i. (1713) 275 What am I the better . . for

court-favour and countenance? 1682 Dryden Dk. ofGuise
11. ii, Ha ! Grillon here ! some new court-trick upon me.
1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 408 He was by a Court-
Intrigue recall'd to Madrid. 1697 Dryden JEneid Ded.,
But was Ovid, the court-poet, so bad a courtier, as, etc.

1709 Steele Tatler No. 57 P 1 A Fine Court-Lady, a 1715
Wycherley Posth. Wks. 23 (Jod.) Common court-friends,

like common court-mistresses, ruin those they profess to

love, by their embraces and friendship. 1738 Swift Pol.
Conversat. p. xxxiii, Who have been fully convinced, by an
infamous Court-Chaplain, that there is no such place as

Hell. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. W. xciii, Court-bred poets. 1787
Hawkins Life Johnson 273 The refinements of court-
manners. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlviii, It was dangerous
flattery . . to tell a poor minister's wife that she was like a
court-beauty. 1836 PalCHARD Phys. Hist. Mankind (1851)
I. 1 Some brilliant ceremony, or court-pageant.

_
1852

Thackeray Esmond 1. (1876) 2, I wonder shall History
ever pull off her Periwig and cease to be court-ridden. 1888

Miss Braddon Fatal Three 1. i, She afforded a Court
Milliner the very best possible scaffolding for expensive
gowns.

b. in sense ' of or belonging to a court of law',

as t court-bar, -fee.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxxviii. 13 David borroweth
not colored Rhetorik from the court-barre. 1822 T.
Mitchell Aristoph. I. 92 And that same stock's gone off in

Court-fees And law gratuities.

19. Special combinations : court-almanac, an

almanac or annual hand-book of royal families

and their courts
; x court-book (see quot.)

;

•f court-bowl, ? some form of the game of bowls
(perhaps played in a court) ; t court-bread,
bread of the finest quality ; court-calendar =
court-almanac

; t court-chair, tr. of L. sella

curftlis, curule chair
; + court-chimney, ? a kind

of small stove ; court circular, a daily record

of the doings of the Court, published in the

newspapers ; T court-compliment, an insincere

compliment offered out of politeness
; + court-

cream, insincere flattery such as is used by cour-

tiers ; t court-cup (see quot. 1676); + court-

dish (see quot.)
; f court-element, hollow flattery

(of. court-water) ; f court fagot, name of a kind

of fagot; court-fold, 'a farm -yard. IVorc'

(Halliw.) ; court-fool, -jester, a jester kept for

the amusement of a prince and his court ; t court-

form, a form of process in the law courts (L.

formula) ; court-guide, a directory (or section of

a general directory) containing the names and
addresses of the nobility, gentry, and people in

' society ' (the theory being that it contains the

names of all persons who have been presented at

court) ; t court-hall, (a) the hall where the king

holds his court ;
(/•''. a manor-house (cf. Court-

house) ; court hill, a moot-hill, on which a

conrt was held
; f court - holder, one who

holds or presides at a court; f court-jack, a

kind of leathern bottle or jug ; cf. Ulack-JACK
;

f court-keeper, (a) = court-holder ; (b) see quot.

1847; court-lands (see quot.) ; t court letter,

the form of letter used in Court-hand ; + court
marshal, the marshal of a prince's household

( = G. Hofmarschall) ; hence court-marshaless,lhe
wife ofa court marshal ; f court-martialist, a sol-

dier belonging to the Court ; court-mourning, a

period of mourning observed at Court, ' mourn-
ing ' worn at Court or with court-dress ; t court
nap (see quot.) ;

oourt-newsman, a person ap-

pointed to furnish news of the doings of the Court

;

court-night, a night on which the sovereign held

his court ;
court-paper, an official paper giving

particulars of the business before a (legal) court

;

court-party, a political party which advocates

the interests of the Court (cf. Country-party) ;

+ court-passage : see Passage (a game at dice)
;

f court-post, the court-officer who carried letters

between the Court and the post-office ; court-

Scotch, the court-language of Scotland ; court-

suit, (a) a suit preferred at Court
; (/') a suit worn

at Court, court-dress
;
court-sword, a light sword

worn as part of a man's court-dress ; f court-table
(cf. Court-cupboard) ; toourt-water (cf. Court-
holy-water).

'5S7 Order ofHospitalls F iv. You shall kepe a "Court,
booke. .whereinto you shall write all things passed in any

Courte or otherwise. 167a Marvell Rlh. Transp. I. 60

One might shoot with the arbalet, or play at "Court-boule

on Sundayes. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme v.

xx. 579 That which is called the finest bread, or "Court
bread which is the lightest of all the rest. 1758 Garrick
Male Coquette 1. (Jod.) There are quicker successions in

your honour's list than the "court-calendars. 1793 Mad.
D'Arblay Lett. 29 Sept., I f it had been an old court-calendar

. .he would have received it with his best bow and smile.

1618 Bolton Florus iv. ii. 292 There the Senator stabd at

him, as he sat in his "Court-chaire. 159a Greene Upst.

Courtier in Harl. Misc. V. 414 (N.) They use. .no fire, but

a little "court chimnie in their owne chamber. 1840

Dickens Old C. Shop xl, Mr. Chuckster entertained them
with theatrical chit-chat and the "court circular. 1848 [see

Circular B. 2). 1655 Fi ller Ch. Hist. ix. vi. J 13 This
was in some of them but a "Court-Complement, a 1657

Sir J. Balfour Ann. Scot. (1824-5) II. 180 With no more
labor and expensse, then the cuning bestouing of soume
"courts creame one the comons. 159a Nashe P. Penilesse

(N.), And yet I know a hundred, .that will make a jolly

shift with a "court-cup on their crownes, if the weather bee
J

colde. 1676 True Gentkm. Delight (N.), Let it dry in an
ashen dish, otherwise called a court-cup. .till it be dry, and
it will be like a saucer, a 1655 Bp. G. Goodman Crt. James
I, I. 311 The King.. caused his carver to cut him out a
"court-dish, that is, something of every dish, which he sent

him, as part of his reversion. 1640 Milton Eikon. xvii,

This intricate stuff tattled here of 'limothy and Titus, and
I know not whom their successors, far beyond 'court ele- i

ment, and as far beneath true edification. 15*3 MS. Ace,
St. John's Hosp.j Canterb., For makyng of x loodis of

"Court fagot iijr. iiijt/. 1789 Walpoliana cxi. 46 Our "Court-

fools ceased with the reign of Charles I. 1858 Doran Crt. '

pools 22 The authors thus played the part of court fools by
deputy. 1699 T. C[ockman] Tullys Offices (17061 276
Aquillius. .had not then published his "Court-forms about

Knavery. 1814 Moore Epigr. 1. 309, ' I want the "Court-

Guide ', said my Lady, ' to look If the House, Seymour
Place, be at 30 or 20 '. 1837 Thackeray Ravensming i.

Registered in Mr. Boyle's ' Court Guide '. 1552 Huloet, I

"Courte hall, Basilica, Regies Aula. 1598 Stow Sun:
xxxiii. (1603)294 The name of Aldermans burie. .there kept

in their Bery or Court-hall. 1875 W. M'Ilwraith Guide
Wigtownshire IS On the point of a tongue of land is an

ancient 'court-hill. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, 0 13 } 7 The
steward or deputy-stuarde or "courtholder of the same leete

or lawday. 1581 Lambarde Eiren. iv. v. (1588) 504 The
.

Court-holders of such Leetes are bound to certifie the same.

1631 Cekstina Ep. Ded. A iij, Like a "Court-jack, which
though it be blacke, yet holds as good liquor as your fairest.

1641 W. Sheppard ititte\ The "Court Keepers Guide, for

keeping of Courts Leet and Courts Baron. 1715 G. Jacob
j

{title). Complete Court Keeper; or Land Stewards Assist-

ant. 1847-76 Halliwell, Court-keeper, the master at a
game of racket, or ball. 1848 Wharton Law Lex., *Conrt-

lands, domains or lands kept in the lord's hands to serve his

family. 1600 Lond. Gar.. No. 2612 '4 The Young Clerk

Compleated. .with breaks off the "Court Letters, and 166

Words Abbreviated in Court Hand, and fairly written at

length in Secretary. 1692 Molesworth Acct. Denmark
(1694)147 The "Court Mareschal invites whom he thinks

fit to eat with the King. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2845/2 Next
. . the Grand-Marshal, and Court-Marshal with the Silver

Staves of Office [at the Saxon Court]. 1833 S. Austin Char- ;

act. Goethe II. 76 Countess and Hofmarschallini*court-mar-
shaless) von E— 1614 Davenport City Nt.-Capn, Have I

ruined so many city-citadels to let in "court-martialists, and
shall this country-cottage hold out t 1791 Boswell Johnson
(1848) 771/2 Goldsmith's last comedy was to be represented

during some "court-mourning. s.6q&>,Hiu.i.t.\ Gentl.ofVenice
j

ill. iv, We are cheated by a "court-nap [referring toan old offi-

cer of the court who is going to arrest them]. 1837 Dickens
Picktv. xxiii. (heading), Describes, far more fully than the

"Court Newsman ever did, a bachelor's party given by Mr.
Bob Sawyer. t&jlllustr. Lond. Mews 16 Jan.lHoppel, The

j

Queen has conferred the appointment of Court-newsman
upon Mr. Thomas Beard. 171S Pope Let. to Congrtve 19

Alar., The three first nights notwithstanding two «f them
were "court-nights) were distinguished by very full audiences

of the first Quality. 1752 J. Louthian Form ofProcess (ed. 2)

193 The Clerk., should make a "Court-paper of the Day and
Place of the Sessions, the Names of the Justices present, »nd
of the Persons indicted. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng.V III. lxviii.

(Jod.), The "court party reasoned in an opposite manner.

1864 H. Ainsworth John Laiv i. (1881) 8 This second plan,

though supported by the court party, .was rejected. 1743
List Govt. Officers in Chamberlayne .V/. Gt. Brit. II. 80

"Court-Post, Dennis Bond, Esq; at per Diem £2. 1766

Entick London IV. 295 There is a court-post, who has 2/.

a day. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlviii, She was educated in

a convent abroad, and speaks that pure 'court-Scotch, which
was common in my younger days. 163a Bromf. Crt. Beggcr
1. Wks. 1873 I. 187 Your ayme has bin to raise Your state

by "Court-suits. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 111. vii, It was
Tubalcain that made thy very Tailor's needle, and sewed

that court-suit of thine. 1639 Inv. Housek. Goods (Trans.

Essex Arch. Soc. New Ser. III. 11. 167', i litle *Court Table
..i Court Cubberd, Carved. 1616 T. Adams Disc. Sovk
xviii. 67 The Flatterer is after the nature of a Barber; and
first trimmes the head of his masters humour, and then

sprinkles it with "Court-water.

+ Court, sb. 2 O/'S. Some kind of cart for carry-

ing stones, bricks, lime, sand, and the like. Hence .

court-load. Cf. also Courtier 2
.

1576 Act 18 Eliz. c. 10. t 4 Every person shall be charged

to find .. one Cart, Wain, Tumbrel, Dungpot or Court,
,

Sleads, Cars, or Drays, furnished for . . Repairing of the
;

Highways [in Statutes of Ink an. 12 Jas. I (Bolton, 432) I

printed ' Tumbrell, Dung-pott or Courtslad ']. JJ77 Houn. I

siik.I) Citron. IV. 858 Yet had they for their horsse, their court,
j

and their driver but onelie twelve pence a daie. 1587 Fi.f.m-

ing Contn. HolinshedXW. 1542/1 There were to be imploied

five or six hundred courts about a wall of small bredth.

1703 T. N. City t; C. Purchaser 203 Workmen in Sussex

tell me, that they commonly put 2 of their Court-loads (that :

is about 24 Bushels) of Sand to 1 Load, .of Lime.

Court (kCojt), v. [f. Court sbA Cf. Old It.
|

corteare, OF. cortoyer to be or reside at court f.

corte, court Court), later It. corteggiart, F. cour-

liser in senses 3, 4 : cf. Courtesan.]
I. + 1. intr. To be or reside at court, to frequent

the court. Obs.

1515 [see Courting \\ 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 390 The
king reteyned unto him a gard of Archers of Chesshire . . And
after these rustical! people had a while Courted, they entered
into so great a boldnesse, that they would not let [etc.].

1 2. To court it : To play or act the courtier.

Obs. (Cf. to coach it,foot it, etc.)

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 176 When we see one gaie and
gallaunt, we use to saie, he courtes it. 1612 T. Taylor
Comm. Titus ii. 4 To instruct them to become as bold as

souldiers, to court it like curtezans. 1619 Sacrilege Handled
Ep. Ded. 2 It goeth neuer better, than when the Church
Courteth it and the Court Churcheth it. 1657 J. Smith
Myst. Rhet. 74, I cannot Court it, i. e. I can not perform

the duty or manners of a Courtier.

II. 3. trans. To pay court to, pay courteous

attention to ; to try to win favour with.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. ix. 34 A lovely bevy of faire

Ladies sate, Courted of many a jolly Paramoure. m 1656

Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 39 Our unlctter'd Grand-fathers

were wont to court God Almighty with false Latin. 1764

Goldsm. Trav. 362 To flatter kings, or court the great.

1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 218 While the king was
thus courting his old adversaries. 1883 Sir T. Martin
Ld. Lyndhurst viii. 200 A man . . sure to be courted in the

best London society,

b. absol.

1590 Spenser F.Q. 11. ii. 15 She led him vp into a goodly

boure And comely courted with meet modestie.

4. To pay amorous attention to, seek to gain

the affections of, make love to (with a view to

marriage), pay addresses to, woo. (Now some-

what homely ; also poet.)

1580 Ltli Eupkues (Arb.) 353 To picke out those that can

court you, not those that foue you. 1589 Warner Alb.

Engl. vi. xxxi. (1612) 156 With rufull lookes, sighes .
.
and

Fooleries more than few I courted her. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Past. ill. 4 While he Neaera courts, but courts in vain.

And fears that I the Damsel shall obtain. 1722 De For,

Relig. Courtsh. 1. ii. (1840) 102 She declares she will not

marry, no, not if a peer of the realm courted her. 17s* John-
son Rambler No. 201 p 11 He courted a young lady. 1848

Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 353 There they had made their

friendships, had courted their wives. 1873 R. Bridges Poems
(1891) 1. v, I heard a linnet courting His lady in the spring.

1878 Black Green Past. 1. 1 A young man had come courting

the earl's daughter,

b. absol.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. ill. i. 85 Long agone I haue forgot

to court. 1596 — Tom. Skr. IV. ii. 27 See how they kisse

and court. 1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. B v b, But how he

courted. .And howthe fauourof this Nimph he wonne. 1785

Burns Young Peggy 14 When feather'd pairs are courting.

1858 Kincsley Poems, Starling 7 When we and our mates

were courting merrily !

O. fig. and transf. Cf. to woo.

1631 Lithgow 7V<tr'. vn. 329 Our Boate ready to court

the shoare. 1674 Milton Samson 719 Sails filled, and

streamers waving, Courted by all the winds that hold them

play. 1743-6' Shenstone Elegies vi. 27 A train of lovers

court the chequer'd shade. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 114 Fiuils

..That proudly rise, or humbly court the ground. 1814

Scott Ld. of Isles v. i, Courting the sunbeam as she plied

her toil. 183a Motherwell Poems (18471 1 Their broad

sheets court the breeze.
'

6. To seek to win or attract (any one' to do

something; to invite, allure, entice into, to, from,

out of, etc. Cf. to woo.
1602 Marston Ant. f, Mel. 11. Wks. 1856 I. 28 Downy

sleep Courts us to entertaine his company. 164a Fuller
Holy It Prof. St. v. xviii. 429 Opportunity courted him
to procure the Empire for himself. 1655 Earl Orrery
Parthen.i 1676) 688, I come not now to Court you from him.

1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr., A sight he had been long

pursuing, .but could never court it into his embraces. 1703

Popk Thebais 38 All the skies, ambitious of thy sway, Con-

spire to court thee from our world away. 1707 E. Ward
Hud. Rediv. (1715) O.T, Dear Sir. .let me court ye To take

a Coach, because it's dirty. 1773 Johnson Let. Mrs.

Thrak 30 Sept. (1788) I. 156 An interval of calm sunshine

courted us out to see a cave on the shore, a 1844 Campbell

Poems, Caroline 11, To EveningStarb Wanton flowers that

well may court An angel's feet to tread them down. 1873

Burton Hist. Scot. VI. Ixxi. 218 Gustavus Adolphus .

.

courted them to his standard.

6. To show oneself desirous of, to seek to win

or attract, to affect (a thing).

1571 Campion Hist. Irtl. 11. ix. (1633) 109 That he cur-

tyed acquaintance with meere Irish enemyes. 1639 Fuller

Holy War iv. viii. (1840) 19a Never would he have had the

face to have courted the crown imperial. 1769 Robertson
Chas. V, V. 11. 281 Both of them courted his friendship.

1837 Ht. Martinf.au Soc. Amcr. II. 130 They rather court

publicity for their opinions. 1879 Froudk Ctesar viii. 79

Sylla never courted popularity.

III. 7. To sue in a court of law, to * put in

the court '. colloq. \Q.i. county-court v.)

1847 Hlustr. Lond. News 31 July 67/3 The usual advice

when a party complains of another owing him money, is,

'Oh, court himl'

|] Courtage (k«rta3, koo'Jtedj). [F. courtage,

in OF. corretage, courratage, f. correter, courrelerto

act as a courtier (OF. couratier, coretier) or broker,

L. types *ciiratare, *curatarius, f. *curdtus manage-

ment, charge, f. curare to take charge of, manage,

f. cura care.] =Brokerace.
1835 P. Kelly Univ. Cambist (ed. 2) Index, Courtage,

brokerage. 1858 SlMMONDS Diet. Trade, Courtage, the

business or remuneration of a courtier or broker in France.
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Courtagie. Obs. rare. [Obs. Du. cortagie,

now kortazje = F, courtage^] = prec.
1682 Scarlett Exchanges 8 He must be content with

that Reward . . which is called by the Hollanders Cour-
tagie . . Those Covetous Exchangers that will save the Cour-
tagie, by concluding their own Exchanges face to face,
without the help of the Brogers.

Courtail, obs. f. Curtail.
Courtain(e, -ein^e, etc., obs. ff. Curtain.
Courtal(l, -aud, -auld, -ault, obs. ff. Curtal.
Cou rt-ba'ron. [a. AF. court baron, earlier

court de baroun ; in med.L. curia baronis, court
of the baron or lord.] The assembly of the free-

hold tenants of a manor under the presidency of
the lord or his steward.
Such a court had a jurisdiction in civil actions arising

within the manor, especially in such as related to freehold
land._ This jurisdiction began to decay at an early date,
and is now practically obsolete. (In modern times lawyers
have distinguished between the court-baron which was the
court of the freehold tenants, and the customary court
which was the court for the copyhold tenants. The early
history of this distinction is obscure. F. W. Maitland.)
[129a BRiTTONi.xxvii. §3 En nostre Court ou aylours,sicum

en Countc ou en court de baroun ou de autre fraunc homme.
Ibid. vr. iv. (heading), De Court de Baroun. 1461 Year-bk.
1 Edw. IV, f. 10 Mich. pi. 19 II avoit une court baron.]
1542 Act 24-5 Hen.V'IIY,c. 27 §23 Suchleetes, lawdaies, and
courtbarons, as apperteineth to the lordships and manours.
1591 Lambabde Archeion (1635) 15 The Court Baron, an-
ciently called Heal-gemot, and corruptly Haylemot, that is

. . the Court of the Hall, Mannor, or chiefe place. 1683 Col.
Rec. Penmylv. I. 24 To have and to hold a Court Baron,
with all things whatsoever which to a Court Baron do belong.
*733 Court Roll ofManor ofAldenham, The Court Baron
of the Most Noble Lord Thomas Holies Duke of Newcastle,
Lord of the Manor aforesaid held . . before Peter Walter,
Steward. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 91 Manors were for-
merly called baronies . . and each lord or baron was empowered
toehold a domestic court, called the court-baron, for redressing
misdemesnors and nusances within the manor, and for
settling disputes of property among the tenants. 1790 H.
C. Robinson Remin. (1869) I. ii. 20, 1 was out of tqwn with
Mr. Francis all day holding a Court Baron. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) I. 364 At a court-baron holden for the manor
of Featherstone in 1785, the homage presented the death of
Sir S. Helier, and an entry of a proclamation on the rolls
was made as follows. 1852 Court Roll of Manor ofPark,
At the General Court Baron and Customary Court of the
Right Honbl* Arthur Algernon, Earl ofEssex . . Lord of the
said Manor, .before John Boodle, Steward. 1875 Stubbs
Const. Hist. § 129 I. 399. 187s Digby Real Prop. v. § 6
(1876) 256.

Courtby, var. of Courtepy, Obs.

Cou rt-card. [An alteration of the earlier
name Coat-card, q. v. (readily suggested by the
personages represented on these cards): see also
Card sb.2 1.] 1. A playing card bearing the figure
of a king, queen, or knave ; a picture-card.
1641 Milton Reform. Wks. 1738 I. 18 To blow them down

hke a past-board House built of Court-Cards. 1650 Sir E.
Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) 192 If a Presbiterian or
Scotch court card were trumpe. 1741 Richardson Pamela
(1824) I. 187 When all the court-cards get together, and are
acted by one mind, the game is usually turned accordingly.
1816 Singer Hist. Cards 49, 55. 1851 Dickens Child's
Hist. Eng. xv, Whom he took with him wherever he went,
like a poor old limp court-card.

2. Jig. Obs. slang and dial. [Cf. Card sb.- 2 c]
t
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Court-card, a gay flutter-

ing Fellow. 1725 in New Cant. Diet. 1877 E. Peacock
N. W. Line. Gloss., Court-card, ' He's gotten to be a court-
card noo ' is said of some one v/ho has risen very much in
social position.

Court Christian, an ecclesiastical court : see
Christian a. 2 b.

Cou rt-craft. The craft or art practised or
required at court ; statecraft in the interest or ser-

vice of the court.

1646 Fanshawe Pastor Fido (1676) 158 And in Court-
craft not having any skill. 1692 Washington tr. Milton's
Def. Pop. viii. (1851) 190 You are made the King's Chief
Treasurer and Steward of his Court-Craft [L. anlicse
astutix\ 1735-8 Bolingbroke On Parties Ded. 13 The
Throne is now establish'd, not on the narrow and sandy
Foundations of Court-Craft, and unconstitutional Ex-
pedients, but on the Popularity of the Prince.

t COTrrt-CUpboard. Obs. A movable side-
board or cabinet used to display plate, etc.

1592 Shaks. Rom. 4. Jul. 1. v. 8 Remoue the Court-cub-
bord, looke to the Plate. 1606 Chapman Moris. D'Olive
(N.), Here shall stand my court cupboard, with its furniture
of plate. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxiii. 86 Three
Court-cupboards placed, upon the which was a great deal
of very fine Pourcelain. 1821 Scott Keniliv. vi, A large
portable court cupboard . . showing the shelves within, de-
corated with a full display of plate and porcelain.

Court-customary : = Customary court.

Cou"rt-day.
1. A day on which a court (legal, administrative,

etc.) is held.

1484-5 Churehtv. Acc. St. Dunstan's, Canterbury, Spent
the next Corte day after and suyng of the Corte iijd. 1580
Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Tours de Palais, court dayes,
when Judges do sit. < 1714 Arbuthnot, etc. Mart. Scribl.
xv, The judge took time to deliberate, and the next Court*
day he^ spoke. 1786 Burns Tiua Dogs 93 I've notie'd, on
our Laird's court-day. .Poor tenant bodies, scant o' cash.
fig. 1631 Rutherford Lett. xiv. (1862)1. 68 To the great
Court-day, when all things shall be righted.

2. A day on which a prince holds court.
1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5901/1 It happened to be the .

.

Vol. II.

Court-Day, and there was a more than ordinary Appearance
at the Palace.

_
1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 24 July, The

court-days, which require a particular dress. 1836 Han-
sard Pari. Debates Ser. in. XXXII. 243 Members of that
House were accustomed on Court-days to carry certain
things intended at least to represent swords.

Court-dress. The costume worn by those
who attend at Court, and on other state occasions.
1797 W. Tooke Cath. II (1800) II. 370 The Court-dress for

the men was a coat a la franpaise. 1834 Medwin Angler
in Wales I. 6 Why, he goes angling, .in a court-dress, bag-
wig, and ruffles. 1881 Truth 19 May 686/2 The Queen of
the Belgians' court-dress on the occasion of her visit to
Vienna for her daughter's marriage.

So f Court-dresser.
c 1698 Locke Cond. Und. § 33 Such arts of giving colours,

appearances and resemblances by this court-dresser, the
fancy.

Courted, pph a. [f. Court v . + -ed.] That
is wooed or sought.
1616 BEAUM. & Fl. Scornful Lady 1. i. (Rtldg.) 81/2, I

thought I had come a-wooing, and I am the courted party.
x 793 W, Roberts Looker-on No. 65 Its retiring modesty
renders it necessary to dig it from its courted obscurity.

Courteis, -eisie, obs. ff. Courteous, -esy.

tCourtel, musical instrument: see Curtal.
Courtelace, Courtelage, Courtelax(e, obs.

ff. Cl'RTELAC'E, CURTILAGE, CURTAL-AX.
t Court-end. The end of the town where the

Court is, the fashionable quarter. (Cf. west-end.)
171a Steele Sped. No. 450 F 5 A wealthy Spark of the

Court-end of the Town. 1779 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 26

j

May, Mr. Thrale's house is in West-street [Brighton], which
I is the court end of the town here as well as in London.

1801 Stri tt Sports <y Past III. ii. 153 A puppet-show was
exhibited at the court end of the town.

Courteosie, -eour e: see Courtesy, Courtier.
Courteous (koVityas, ki) Jty3s/,a. Forms: a.

3-5 cortes, -eis, -eys, 4 -ays(e, (-68, sitperl. cor-
teyst) ; 0. 3-5 curtais, (4 -aiss, -us), 4-6 -aise,

ays(e, -as, -es, -eis(e, -eys(e, (5 -ase, -ace, -is,

super/, curtast, 6 curteiz, -ese, -ess, -yse, -uus,
eurrteyse)

; y. 4-6 courteis, -eysfe, 5-7 -es ;

5. 5-6 curt-, courtois, -oys(e, (5 -oyus) ; «. 6
curteous (e, -ious, corteous, 6-7 courtious, 6-
courteous. [a. OF. corteis, curteis (later cortois,

courtois) ~ Sp. cortes, It. cortese, deriv. of corte,

curt, court, Court + Romanic suffix -ese (-es, -eis),

repr. L. -ensis : the corresponding L. type being
*cohortensis, cortesis. In Eng. the typical form
from 14th c. is court-, after later F. (whence also

Caxton's courtois)
;
by confusion of suffixes, -eous

has been substituted for -eis from the 1 6th c]
1. Having such manners as befit the court of a

prince
;
having the bearing of a courtly gentleman

in intercourse with others
; graciously polite and

respectful of the position and feelings of others

;

kind and complaisant in conduct to others.
c 1275 xi Pains ofHell 389 in O. E. Misc. 155 Hug is his

rihte nome And he is curteys and hendy. a 1330 Roland
V. 18 A knight ful curtays. (1380 Sir Ferumb. 1298

Comly mayde of kynges kende, be corteyst bat i knowe.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 99 His sone a yong Squier, Curteis he
was, lowely, and seruysable. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vi. x,

The curteyst knyghte . . and mekest vnto all ladyes and
gentylwymmen. 1483 Cath. Angl. 87 Curtas, curialis.
c 1485) Caxton Soimes of Aymon 1. 38 A good man, sage,
curtois & yalyaunt. 1513 Bradshaw St. IVerburge u, 803
A swete faire gentilwoman, curtes and comly. 1536 Tindale
r Cor. xiii. 4 Love suffreth longe, and is corteous. a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon lxii. 214 The lady, .was ryght sage and
courtoys. 1563 Homilies 11. Matrimony (1859) 508 If thou
lovest him only because he is gentle and curtess. 1590
Shaks. Mids. N. in. i. 167 Be kinde and curteous to this

Gentleman. 1625 Bacon Ess., Goodness (Arb.) 209 Gracious,
and Curteous to Strangers. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. iv. ii.

§ 28_ King Henry the fourth . . though curteous, was not
servial to the Pope. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton iii. 49
We found the natives always very free and courteous. 1859
Tennyson Lancelot E. 554 With smiling face arose..

a

Prince. .Gawain, surnamed The Courteous,

f b. Const, of. Obs.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. iv. 17 Curteis of speche. 1575
Laneham Let. (1871) 19 Curteiz of behauiour. 1624 Hey-
wood Gunaik. IV. 182 Our English women are more curtious
of their bodies than bloodie of their mindes.

+ c. Of superiors : Gracious. Obs. (or absorbed
in the general sense.)

; 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I, 54/21 An Eorl bare was in poile
bat was corteys and hende. c 1340 Cursor M. 1 1973 (Trin.)

Ihesus bat was so curteise. c 1360 Deo Gratias 41 in E. E. P.
(1862) 129 Almyhti corteis crouned kyng, God graunt vs
grace to rule vs so. 1393 Gower Conf. III. 190 Pite

maketh a king curteise Both in his worde and in his dede.

c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 57 Oure curteis crist, oure king
riale. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 149/1 Fayr brother, god is

more curtoys than ye be. 1578 Ps. cvi. in Gude § Godlie Bal-
lates (1878) 100 Courtes and kynde till all men is the Lord.
1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxi. vi. 172 A lady, .excelling

a number, and yet in so high an estate right curteous. 1813
Scott Tn'ermain 1. i, Courteous as monarch the morn he
is crown'd.

t d. Of inferiors : Politely respectful or deferen-

tial. Obs. (or absorbed in the general sense.)

t 1450 Bk. Curtasye 163 in Babees Bk. (1868) 305 Be cur-

tayse to god, and knele doun On bothe knees with grete
deuocioun.

e. As a formula of address
;
on'g. to superiors

= Gracious, gentle, benign, arch.

c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 433 ' Cortayse quen * benne s[a]yde
bat gaye. c 1440 York Myst. xvu. 313 Nowe curtayse
kynges, to me take tent. 1598 Marston Sco. Viltanie x.H iij b, Say (Curteous sir) speakes he not movingly. 1606
Shaks. Tr.fyCr, v. ii. 185 Haue with you Prince: my cur-
teous Lord adew. 1660 Barrow Euclid Pref. 1 If you are
desirous, Courteous Reader [etc.]. 1684 Bunvan Pilgr. 11.

1 Courteous Companions, sometime since, to tell you my
Dream, .was pleasant to me, and profitable to you.

ff. absol. (Cf. fair, gentle, etc.) Obs.
c 1340 Caw. <5> Gr. Knt. 2411 Comaundez me to bat cortays,

your comlych fere. 1393 GoWER Conf. II. 78 It maketh
curteis of the vilain,

2. transf. Of personal qualities, words, actions,

etc. f Courteous prison (F. prison courtoise, It.

prigionc cortesc) : honourable imprisonment [obs.).
a 1300 Cursor M. 2256 (Cott.) Bot dryghtin dere bat ai es

hencl A curtais wrak on bam he send . c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P.
B, 512 Cortays wordez. 1474 Caxton Chesse ill. vi. H v, Hit
is sayd in a comyn prouerbe curtoyse langage & wel say-
ing is moche worth aud coste Iytyl. 1509 Fisher Fun.

j

Setm. C'tess Richmond Wks. (1876129 Full curtayse .111-

|

swere she wolde make to all that came vnto her. 1525 Ld.
Berners Froiss. II. Ixi. [Ixiv.J 205 He was set in a cour-
toyse pryson, so that he coulde not departe when he wolde.
1568 Ghai-ton Chrou. II. 287 Taken, .and. .committed into
Curtoyse prison in the Tower. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vi. 31
When her curteous deeds he did compare. 1600 Shaks.
A. K L. v. iv. 75 This is call'd the retort courteous. 1872

;

E. Peacock Mabel Heron II. ii. 25 A kind and courteous
letter. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb Flcnv I. 50 In her most cour-
teous tones.

f t>. Of things personified. Obs.
"575 Gascoigne Pr. I 'leas. Kenilw., Some courteous winde

come blowe me happy now. 1580 Sidney, etc. Ps. cxlviii,

Ambitious mountain*:*, curteous hills. 1590 Shaks. Mids. K.
I

v. i. 179 Thankes, courteous wall.

Courteously ko^utyasli, kgu-), adv. For
forms see prec. [f. prec. + -ly In a courteous
manner ; with courtesy ; with obliging politeness
or civility

; f graciously; kindly.

I

c 1290 -V. Lug. Leg. 1. 397/140 And cortesliche seruebe
horn. 1340 Ayenb. 160 Jesu crist zayb wel cortay^liche.

1
1382 Wvclif Acts xxvii. 3 Iulius tretynge manly, or kur-

1 teysli Poule. c 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 423 Courtesly to the
I Knicht kneillit the Coil^ear. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon iii. 75 He salued theym curtoysly. 1568 Sir F.
Knollys in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. 193 II. 245 Hyr Grace
answerd me very curtysely. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 7
Diuers of their gallies putting into the hauen were cur-

j

teously entertained. 1795 Southey Joan ofArc Hi. 277 By
! the gentle Queen With cordial affability received

;
By Agnes

courteously. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 388 It was.,
intimated to him, kindly and courteously, but seriously.

+ b. Handsomely, deftly. Obs.
c 1530 Ld. Berners A rth. Lyt. Bryt. (18x4) 136 He strake

j

the seconde so curteisly,that he ouerthrewe both horse and
man.

CourteousneSS (ko^ut-, k^ityasnes). [f. as

prec. + -NES8.] The quality of being courteous
;

gracious or obliging politeness
;
courtesy.

1:1430 Chez'. Assigne 179 The curteysnesse ofcristc.be
,

w,h pese other cheynes. 1530 Palsgr. 210/1 Courtesnesse,

j

benigniti. 1548 Udall, etc. Eras/u. Par. Matt. v. (R-).
Godly menne. .muste moue and allure all menne with cour-

I tiousnesse, ientlenesse and beneficialnesse. .to Ioue and to
concorde.

^
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 253 Cour-

|
teousness is the skin and outside of virtue. 1871 Smiles
Charac. ix. (1876) 236 His manly courteousness and affability

1
of disposition.

t Cou'rtepy. Obs. Forms : 4-5 courtepy,
-by, kourtepy, courtpy, curt(e)by, -py, 5
cowrt(e)by, (cowrbe, 6 courtby, 7-9 courtpie,
cote-a-pye). [app. a. MDu. korte pie, i.e. korte

;

short + pie, coat of coarse woollen stuff, now
pij\ cf. PEA-coat, -Jacket.'] A short coat, cloak,

or tabard of coarse material, worn in the 14th

and 15th centuries.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. v. 63 A kertil & a courtepy [B. v. 80
kourteby, curteby, curtepyj. 1377 Ibid. B. vi. 191 An heep
of heremites. .ketten here copes, and courtpies \v. r. curte-

I pies, curtbyes, curtebies] hem made, And wenten as werke-
men with spades and with schoueles. c 1386 Chaucer
Prol. 290 A Clerk ther was of Oxenford . . Ful thredbare was
his ouerest courtepy [Lausd. courteby]. — Friar's T. 82

A gay yeman. - He hadde vp-on a courtepy of grene \Pehv.
courtepie, Lansd. courteby]. a 1400 — Rom. Rose 220 She
was clad ful porely, Al in an old torn courtepy. 1425 Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 655 Hoc epitogium, a cowrteby. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 79/2 A Cowrbe [v.r. Cowrtby], renate, emitogin?n.

[1605 Camden Rem. (1657) 196 They had also about this

time [Rich. II]. .a short gabbardin called a court-pie. 1843
Lytton Last Bar. I. v, Going out in that old courtpie and
wimple—you a knight's grandchild. Ibid. DX ii.)

Courter (ko^utsj). [f. Court v. -r -er 1
.]

One who courts ; a wooer.
x6u Cotgr., Muguet, a fond woer, or courter of wenches.

1688-9 Evelyn Mem, (1857) III. 294 Lovers and courters of

the fair sex. 1830 D'Israeli Chas. I, III. xii. 261 A great
courter of popularity.

Courter, obs. f. Courtier.

t Courtesan, -zan, sb. 1 and a. Obs. Also

5 courtezane, -sane, 6 curtisan, 7 courtisan.
[a. F. courtisan, ad. It. cortigiano, in Florio cor-

tegtano a courtier, f. corte Court. It. cortigiano

is primarily adj., app. an extension of cortese {cor-

tesi-ano) in its etymological sense (see Courteous) :

cf. Parma, Parmese, Parmtgiano, Parmesan.]
A. sb. One attached to the court of a prince : a.

in 1 5- 16th c. commonly used for a member of the

138
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papal Curia. (Cf. Boccaccio Decam., ' le maniere

del papa . . . e di tutti i cortigiani'.)

1426 Paston Lett. No. 7 L 24 On Maister Robert Sutton,

a courtezane of the Court of Rome. Ibid. 25 Maister John
Blodwelle..a suffisant courtezan of the seyd court. 1460

Capgrave Chron. 216 With fraude of the courtesanes, whech

were commensalis with the Pope, thei were illuded. 1563 -

87 Foxe A. i\ M. (1684) 1. 198/1 That it should be lawful for a

few Curtisans and Cardinals, .to chusewhat Pope they list,

b. transf.

1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 986 Their Priests, and Courtisans,

that is, the Learn'd among them [in Japan], which bear the

Offices of the Court.

B. adj. (here used absol.). The court language

(of Italy).

1549 Thomas Hist. Italic 3 Consideryng what anoumbre
of diversitees they haue in theyr tounge, it is a merualle,

that in maner all gentilmen dooe speake the courtisane.

1601 K. Johnson Kingd. f, Comnnu. (1603) 104 [Italy], To
be discerned from the vulgar, they all in generall speake

the courtisan.

Courtesan, -zan- (ko'iutizcen, k5-.it-). Forms:

6 (cortegian), ourtisaine, cortisan,6-7 curtisan,

-zan, 7 eurtesan, -zan(e, courtisan(e, 6- courte-

san, 7- -zan. [a. F. courtisane, ad. It. cortigiana,

in Florio cortegiana ' a curtezane, a strumpet ', orig.

woman attached to the court, fern, of cortigiano.

In quotation 1565 directly from Italian. Formerly

always pronounced kz/i-,which is still said by many,

though ko-u- is the growing usage.] A court-mis-

tress; a woman of the town, a prostitute. (A some-

what euphemistic appellation : cf.quots.1607,1635.)

1540 Thomas Hist. Italie 84 b. The rest of the brethren

dooekeepe Courlisanes. 156s Jewel R epl. J1anting (1611)

409 M. Harding, .hath beene in Rome, hath seene Bishops,

and Cardinals men ofwane . . Open Stewes so deerely rented

:

so many thousand Cortegians so well regarded. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 369 His misdemeanours, .with courtesans

and common strumpets. 1607 E. Sharpham Heire D ij b,

Your whore is for euery rascall, but your Curtizan is for

your Courtier. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 1. (1646) 147 The
name Courtezan (being the most honest synonymy that is

given to a Whore) had his originall from the Court of

Rome. 1665 Bovle Occas. Refl. (1675) 342 Accus'd

to have dress'd her like a Curtizan. a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crnv, Curtezan, a gentile fine Miss, or Quality

Whore. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. I. 296 The lewd leer

of a courtezan. 1855 Milman /.at. Chr. (1864) II. 111. iv.

420 She had ministered to the licentious pleasures of the

populace as a courtezan. 1868 J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch. Eng.
I. 160 The ambitious courtesan who now ruled the king.

Jig- 1605 Bacon Adz'. Learn. 1. v. § 11 That knowledge
may not be as a courtesan, for pleasure . . but as a spouse, for

generation. 1631 Lithgow Trav. 1. (1682) 18 Forfearof Ex-
communication from that Anti-christian Curtezan.

Hence Cou rtesan v. nonce-wd., to make or treat

as a courtesan. Cou rtesanism, Cou rtesanship.

the practice and position of a courtesan.

1654 C-ayton Pleas. Notes 1. iii. 13 The Ladies, -curtesied

himTbut he curtizaned not them. 1840 [title). Woman, Phy-
siologically considered as to Mind, Morals, Marriage. .Con-
cubinage, Courtezanism, Infidelity, Divorce, etc. 1840

Tail's Mag. VII. 562 She amassed no wealth by her cour.

tezanship. 1880 Ebsworth in Bagf. Ballads. AmandaGroup
534* We might have shown the Courtezanship

t
not only of

Stuart times, but also during the reign of the Virgin Queen.

Courtesy (kooutesi, Vvi-), sb. Forms: 3-4
cortesie, -sye, (3 kurteisie), 4 cortaysye, -se,

4-5 curtasy, -ase, -asi, -aisi, -assy, -esi, -eisie,

-eisye, -eysye, -essy.e, -issie, -osye, -ysy, 4-6
curtasie, 4-7 curtesie, -sye, 4-9 curtesy, 5

courteisie, curtoyse, -oysy, 5-8 courtesie, 6 cur-

teyse, -ezy, -eosie, (curt'sie, curtsie, cur'sie,

curchy), courtesye, -aysye, (7 courteosie), 6-

courtesy. See also Curtsy, [a. OF. cur-, cor-

tesie (later courtoisie) = Pr. cortezia. It. cortesia, a

Romanic abstract in -la, from cortese Courteous.
Formerly pronounced kw-, now more generally

ko»j-, exc. in sense 4, which is also commonly
spelt curtesy. In the 16th c. the medial short e

was frequently elided, giving courfsy, curt'sy,

formerly occasional in all senses, but now confined

to 9, and treated as a separate word : see Curtsy.]

1. Courteous behaviour ;
courtly elegance and

politeness of manners
;

graceful politeness or

considerateness in intercourse with others.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 416 Of ancre kurtesie, and of ancre lar-

gesse, is i-kumen ofte sunne & scheome on ende. 1340 Hav-
pole Pr. Consc. 1529 pat somtyme men held velany Now
yhung men haldes curtasy. c 1386 Chaucer Prof. 46 A
Knyght ther was . . he loued chiualrie, Trouthe and honour
fredom and curteisie. e 1450 Merlin xxvii. 529 It is no
curteisie a man to avaunte of hymself. 159s Shaks. Row.

Jul. 11. iv. 61, I am the very pinck of curtesie. - 1633 ('».

erbert Temple, Ch. Porch xlix, Courtesie grows in court

;

news in the citie. 1653 Holcroft Procopius 3 The King.

.

entertained the Ambassador with much curtesie. 1748
Anson's Voy. 11. iv. 164 The Lieutenant endeavoured, with

great courtesy, to dissipate their fright. 1845 Ford Handbk.
Spain 1. 8 In no country is more to be obtained by the

cheap outlay of courtesy in manner and speech. 1889 Spec-

tator 12 Oct., Courtesy, the true considerateness which will

infringe no right of another . . which recognises all indi-

viduality and pays homage to all just claims, is self-suppres-

sion in action, as well as concrete sympathy.

b. To sho-.v or do one (a) courtesy : also Jig:

_
165a Culpepper Eng. Physic. 97 An Ointment or Plaister of

it might do a man a courtesie that hath any hot virulent sores.

f c. To strain or pinch courtesy : (a) to insist

too much on, be over-punctilious in, the observ-

ance of courtesy ; to stand upon ceremony
; (//) to

act or treat with less than due courtesy.

(a) is&More Heresyesi.V/Vs. 107/2 Without any strayning
of curtesie, whereof the serimonyes in disputacion marretn

much of the matter. 1530 Palsgr. 657, 1 pynche courtaysye

as one doth that is nyce of condyscions. 1579 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.)59 Modestye caused us to pinch curtesie, who should

first come. 1594CAREW 7Yw»(i88i) 101 Yet to this honour,

as my fitting hire, If you me call, I will not curchy straine.

1613 J. Taylor (Water P.) Disc, to Salisbury 25 a (N.) But,

like gossips neere a stile, they stand straining courtesie who
shall goe first. 1641 Milton Reform. 1. (1851) 4 Such was
Peters unseasonable Humilitie. .who. .would needs straine

courtesy with his Master. 1 1820 Lamb Two Races Men
Wks. 1876 III. 167 Strain not courtesies with a noble

enemy.]
(b) 1592 Shaks. Rom. t, Jul. 11. iv. 55 Pardon Mercutio, my

businesse was great, and in such a case as mine, a man may
straine curtesie. 1594 Lyly Moth. Bomb. m. iii, I must
straine cur'sie with you, 1 have businesse, I cannot slay.

163a J. Hay-ward tr. Biondis Eromena 150 Princesse Ero-

milia (whom feare had caused to strain courtesie with her

religious vow).

2. As a quality : Courteous disposition ; cour-

teousness ; t also nobleness, generosity, benevolence,

goodness (obs.).
'

1197 K. Glouc. (1724) 189 pe Kynges los so wyde sprang

ynou Of godenesse & of cortesye. c 1380 Wyclie Semi.
Sel. Wks. I. 378 Crist, of his curtasie, interpretib ber wordis

to goode. 106 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 11 b, Whiche
vertues, as chastity. . curtesy, gentylnes. .good maner, and
suche other. 1579 Tomson Cah'in s Serm. Tim. 557/2 Let
vs leanie to esteeme God's graces, to the ende tney may
bring vs to all courtesie. 1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759) I.

xiii. 344 Love towards Inferiors . . is Courtesy and Con-
descension. 1887 Fowler Princ. Mor. 11. ii. 97 Kindness

may be defined as a disposition to confer benefits, cour.

tesy as a disposition to waive rights. 1891 G. W. Russell
Gladstone xi. 280 A most engaging quality of Mr. Glad-

stone's character is his courtesy.

t b. To stand to or at the courtesy {of) : to

depend or be dependent upon the indulgence,

favour, or kindness of; similarly to leave to, be at

the courtesy {of). Obs.

1538 Starkey England I. iv. in Some prouysyon for the

second bretherne. .and not to leue them bare to the only

curtesy of theyr eldyst brother. 1586 T. B. La Primaud.
Fr. Acad. I. (1594) 143 It is better, .to stand at the curtesy

of crowes than of flatterers. i6n Bible Ecclus. xxxiii. 21

For better it is that thy children should seeke to thee, then

that thou shouldst stand to their courtesie. 1654 Burton's

Diary (1828) I. Introd. 64 That did place the legislative

power absolutely in the Parliament, and left it at courtesy,

whether the Parliament would after concede any negatives

to him. 17a* De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 43 We always let a
raw brother come in for a full share to encourage him, but

afterward . . he stands to courtesy. 1731 Medley Kolben's

Cape G. Hope I. 300 The younger sons ofa Hottentot . . are at

the courtesie of the eldest both for their fortunes and liberty.

3. Of,ly(\at) courtesy: by favour or indulgence;

by common good will or allowance, as distin-

guished from inherent or legal right.

1587 Harrison England 11. v. (1877)1. 115 "'s faknight's]

wife also of courtesie so long as she liueth is called my Iadie.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesit 1. xxx. (Arb.) 72 March paines

and such other dainty meates as by the curtesie and custome
euery gest might carry from a common feast home with him
to his owne house, mm Bacon Hen. VII, 4 If he relied upon
that Title he could be but a King at Curtesie. 1647 H. More
Song 0/ Soul 11. ii. 11. xxi. It has no unity Therewith, but

onely doth of cur'sy lend It life. 166 1 Bramhall Just
I'inJ. iv. 58 The Popes in latter times had some power in

England, of Courtesy not of Duty. 1706^43 Chamberlayne
St. Gt. Brit. 165 Only of Courtesy the Title of Lord is

«iven to all the Sons of Dukes and Marquisses, and to the

;ldest Sons of Earls. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T.

(1816) I. xx. 185 One. .who calls himself (by curtesy) Your
humble servant. 1841 Macaulay W. Hastings Ess. (1854)

II. 657/1 By the courtesy of the House, a member who has

been thanked in his place is considered as having a right

always to occupy that place.

b. Hence Courtesy title : a title of no legal

validity given by social custom or courtesy
;
esp.

applied to the territorial titles given to the eldest

sons of earls and peers of higher rank, the prefix

Lord or Zat/y to the names of the younger sons

and the daughters of dukes and marquises, and of

Honourable to the children of Viscounts and

Karons. So also courtesy rank, etc. Also transf.

1844 Stanley Arnold (1858) I. iii. 91 The courtesy rank
which they had acquired already. 1865 E. Lucas in Ess.

Relig. >e Lit. (ed. Manning) 361 A sort of courtesy-title,

allowed to some aggregation of men who profess to belong
to the One Society, but who do not in reality belong to it.

1887 DailyHtm 7 Sept.6/3 The deceased . . is succeeded in

the courtesy title rjy his brother. 1889 H'hitaker's Aim.
660 (heading) Titles of Courtesy borne by Eldest sons of

Dukes, etc.

4. Law. A tenure by which a husband, after his

wife's death, holds certain kinds of property which

she has inherited, the conditions varying with the

nature of the property. More fully called Courtesy

{ Curtesy) of England or of Scotland.

The most common instance is that in which the husband
holds for life estates of which the wife in her lifetime has

been seised in fee-simple or fee-tail, provided there has been

lawful issue of the marriage able to inherit.

15J3 Fitzherb. Surv. 12 Tenauntes by the curtesy, ten-

auntes in dower. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. I. vii. (1638) 14

To hold as tenant by the curtesie of England. Ibid. 11. xv.

84 No man shall be tenant by the curtesie of Land, without

his wife have possession in deed. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj.
Table 73 Curtesie of Scotland, is quhen ane man mareisane
heretrice of lands: procreates vpon hir ane quick barne,

maill, or female : And it happens the woman onlie, or beath
the woman and the bairne, to deceise. 1641 Termes de la

Ley 98 b. 1741 T. Robinson Gaz'elkitui iv. 42 The husband
shall be Tenant by the Curtesy of a Moiety. 1754 Erskine
Princ. Sc.Law(iBog) 234 A marriage, though of the longest

continuance, gives no right to the courtesy, if there was no
issue of iL 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 158 (.heading)

Origin of Estates by the Curtesy, and Circumstances re-

quired to their Existence . . Curtesy in Gavel-kind. 1848

Wharton Law Lex. 155/1 The wife s equitable inheritances

are subject to courtesy. 1876 Digby Real Prop. iii. 148

An estate by the curtesy of England,

f b. (See quot.) Obs.

171a De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 126 After I had served out

the five years' servitude [having been kidnapped as a slave

to Virginia], I should have the courtesy of the country, as

they called it, that is a certain quantity of land to cultivate

and plant for myself.

5. U. S. Courtesy of the Senate : {a) the custom

by which the President of the United States, in

making appointments to office, is guided by the

wishes of the Senators of the State in which the

office is held
; {/>) the custom by which the nomi-

nation of Senators or Ex-senators to an office is

confirmed without reference to a committee.

1888 Bryce Amer. Commzu. (1889) I. vi. 58 By this sys-

tem, which obtained the name of the Courtesy of the Senate,

the President was practically enslaved as regards appoint-

ments. Ibid. The ' Courtesy of the Senate would never

have attained its present strength but for the growth .
.
of

the so-called Spoils System.

6. (with //.) A courteous act or expression.

c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 171 in Babees Bk. 304 Anober cur-

tayse y wylle be teche. isSa in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.

Oxford 419 By your greate favoures and curteosies obteyn-

ynge the same. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. xi. 11 He fiercely

gan assay That curt sie with like kindnesse to repay. 1596

Shaks. Merck. V. 1. iii. 129. 16*7 J. Ware in Lett. Lit.

Men (Camden) 134 The many curtesies which I received

from you at my last being in England. 170* Rowe Tamerl.
'

ill. i. To have a nauseous Courtesie fore'd on me. 1831

! Southey Penins. War III. 925 All the courtesies and hu-

manities of generous warfare. 1847 Tennyson Princess 1.

162 He seenvd to slur With garrulous ease and oily cour-

tesies Our formal compact. 1880 L. Stephen Pope iv. 95

Some courtesies even passed between him and the great

Sir Robert Walpole. .
•

7. The courteous or ceremonious expression of

apology or deprecation : in phrases to mate courtesy

(at), to make a show of ceremonious deprecation,

to scruple ; to make no courtesy, to make no cere-

mony, scruple, or * bones ' (at or oV). Obs.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. (1877)69(0.) Plato refused to

doe it.. but Aristippus made no courtesie at the malter.

1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 638 When the Lorde Chamberlaine

hail tolde this message they [the 2 Ambassadors] rode furth

and made no more curtesie. 1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm.

Tim. 249/2 They that haue any honestie or any shame in

them, will make courtesie at it. 1589 Puttenham Eng.

Poesie ill. xxiv. (Arb.) 284 A very great gift, which he made

curtesy to accept, saying it was too much for such a mean

person.

t 8. The customary expression of respect by

action or gesture, esp. to a superior ; the action of

inclining, bowing, or lowering the body ;
usually

in phrase to make or do courtesy. Obs.

1513 Bk. 0/ Kemynge in Babees Bk. (1868) 270 Whan
your souerayne is set . . make your souerayne curtesy. 1549

Coverdale Erasm. Par. Phil. 5 In the name of y same

Jesus . . euery knee should bowe & make courtesie. c 1550

Cheke Matt, xxiii. 7 Thei . . lcov . . to have curtesi doon to

them in the commun places. I5S3 Eden Treat. Sewe Ind.

(Arb.) 35 All suche as wayte on hym, stoupe downe and

make lowe courtesie. 1606 Shaks. Tr. t, Cr. 11. iii. 114

The Elephant hath ioynts, but none for curtesie. 1645

Ussher BodyDiv. (16471 232 Them that make curtesie to

the Chancel! where the high Altar stood.

9. An obeisance : see Curtsy sb. a.

+ 10. A 'mannerly' or moderate quantity; -

Curtsy sb. 3. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 463/2 It is good for your Sonne to drinke a

courtesye [ung pen) of Malvesye. «« Coverdale i Rings

xvii. 12, 1 haue no bred, but an handfullof floure in a pitcher,

& a curtesy oyle in a cruse. 1609 Bible ( Douay) Gen. xlui.

11 Carie to the man for presents, a courtesie of rosen. and

of honey, and of incense. 16*7 Treas. IIidden Secrets xliv,

Take a curtesie of Storax liquida.

+ 11. Used like worship, etc. as an ascriptive title.

1631 Donne Polydoron 22 Hee that showes store of

Money amongst needie persons whets a borrower to cut his

Courteosies purse or a Theife to steale it.

12. Comb. +courtesy-morsel, a piece left ' for

manners' sake ', a ' manners-bit '.

1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antic*. (1625) 41 When we see a

glutton leave nothing in (he platter, not so much as the

curtesi-morsell, we say Lari sacrificat.

Cotrrtesy, v. [f. prec. sb.]

+ 1. trans. To treat with courtesy ; to pay cour-

teous attentions to. Obs.

1563-87 Foxe A. f, ^/.(i6jt) III. xi. 256/1 marg.. Boner

looked to be curtised. aiS95 Sir R. Williams Act. Low
Countries (1618) 5 (T.), The prince politickly courtesied him

with all favours.

2. intr. To make a curtsy : see Curtsy v. i.

Courteyer, obs. f. Courtier.

Court-gate. The gate of a court or court-

yard ; the gate of the king's court.

1,



COURT-HAND. 1095 COURTLY.

1540 Househ. Ord. 211 Item, the allowance of board-

wages to be given to. .every of them being lodgd without

the Court gate- 1554. id Chron. Gr. Friars 87 Most tray-

torys shott at the corte gattes. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII. L
iii. 18 The new Proclamation That's clapt vpon the Court
Gate. 1659 Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 165 A Proclamation to

proclaim King Charles, which was forthwith published at

the Court-Gate at Theobalds. 1676 Sir T. Overburv Acc.
Murder W. Harrison (1743) 5 He did [go] to Mr. Harri-

son's Court-Gate.

Court-hand (kooutiiuend). [f. Coukt siA

11.] The style of handwriting in use in the Eng-
lish law-courts from the 16th c. to the reign of

Geo. II, when it was abolished by statute.

1593 Shaks. 2 lieu. VI, iv. ii. 100 He can make Obliga-

tions, and write Court hand, c 1640 Shirley Capt. Under-
wit 11. i. in Bullen O. PI. II. 339 Papers defiPd with Court
hand and long dashes, Or Secretarie lines. 1650 in Neal
Hist. Purit. (1738) IV. 32 All writs shall be in a legible

hand, and not in court-hand. 1731 Act 4 Geo. II, c. 26 Be
it enacted . . That . . all Proceedings whatsoever in any
Courts of Justice . . shall be written in such a common legible

Hand and Character, as the Acts of Parliament are usually
ingrossed in . . and not in any Hand commonly called Court
Hand, and in Words at Length and not abbreviated. 175a

Johnson Rambler No. 198 F3 Ability to draw a lease and
read the court hands. 1753 Smollett Quix. (1803) I. 242
By no means employ a scrivener, who may write it in such
an unintelligible court-hand, that Satan himself could not
understand it. 1776-1879 A. Wright Court Hand Restored
Introd. fed. 9) p. x, I have pitched upon the Court-Hand
and its Contractions, as the best and most difficult of the
Old Law Hands.

t Court holy bread. Obs. =next.
1593 Nashe P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 6 a, Those that stand most

on their honour, haue shut vp their purses, and shift vs off

with court-holie-bread. 1607 Dekker & Webster IVestiu.

Hoc 11. iii, He feedes thee with nothing but Court holy
bread, good words, and cares not for thee.

t Court holy water. Obs. A proverbial

phrase for fair words or flattery without perform-

ance or sincere intention. Also called court-water

and court-element : see Court sb.1 19.

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent, lxxiii. 448 Although some
fayre promises be made them, all is but holy water of the
Court as they terme it. 1598 Florio, Mantellizare, to flatter,

to giue one court holie water [1611 to court one with faire

words]. 1605 Shaks. Lear in. ii. 10 O Nunkle, Court holy-
water in a dry house, is better than this Rain-water out o'

doore. 1643 Prynne Sov. Power Pari, App. 36 All this

Court Holy-Water was.onely to keep every Bird within his
owne nest. 1649 Milton Eikon. xv. (1851)450. 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist, vm. 1. § 6 Her unperformed promise was the first

court holy water which she sprinkled amongst the people.

Cou'rt-house.
1. A building in which courts of law are held.
1483 CatA. Angl. 79 A Cowrthouse. 1776 Virginia Hist.

Coll. 31 Mar. VI. 159 To be Call'd on the Parade Nere the
Court House to-morrow. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxvii, She
had looked anxiously for Butler in the court-house. 1875
W. M^Ilwraith Guide Wigimvnshire 33 At the east side
of the Square [in Wigtown] is the new Court-house.

2. A manorial dwelling: cf. Court sb. 1 2. {South

of Eng.)
1857 G. Oliver Cath. Relig. Cormu. 60 Cannington .

.

Lord Clifford frequently resided at its noble Court-house.

3. U. S. (chiefly southern). = County seat (see

County l 8 b).

1856 Olmsted Slave States (1859) 80 She went to a Sun-
day-school at the Court House, i860 Bartlett Diet.
Amer., Court. House. The county towns of Virginia are
often called so without regard to their proper names. Thus
Providence, the county town of Fairfax, is unknown by
that name, and passes as Fairfax Court-House. 1887 C.
W. Super in N. Y. Nation 27 Oct. 331 The word court-
house for county-seat is probably of Southern origin, though
there are at least two county-seats in Ohio that still retain
this designation.

t Courticiail. Sc. Obs. Also curt-. [a.

i5~i6th c. F. courtisicn.] = Courtesan 1.

1549 Cornel. Scot. xv. 133 In drede that sum curtician alege
trason on vs. 1550 Lvndesay Sqr. Meldrum 1535 He was
ane richt courticiane, And in the law ane practiciane. 1560
Rolland Crt. Venus n. 307 They will me call ane cassin
Courticiane.

Courtier 1 (koe'itiai). Forms: 3-4 cour-
teour(e, 4 kourteour, 5 courtyour, -teyer,

teer, coortyowre, cowrtyoure, corteore, 5-6
courtyer, 6 -tyar, -ter, -ture, cortier, 6- cour-
tier, [app. repr. an AF. *corte(i)our = OF. *cor-

toyeur, f. cortoyer to be at or frequent the court : see

Court v.]

1. One who frequents the court of a sovereign

;

an attendant at court.

c 1390 Eng. Leg. 1. 114/254 A-3en be proute courteoures.
c 1330 Wilt. Palerne 342 My fader, .knew of kourt be bewes,
for kourteour was he long, c 2440 Gesla Row.u. Hi. 372 (Add.
MS.) Prelates of causes temporall, courteers, Iurrours, and
wily men. 1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 44 Reynard the
foxe is now asquyer and a courtyer. 1538 Starkey England
11. i. 159 To many courtyarys and idul servantys. 1598
Shaks. Merry IV. ill. iii. 66 Thou wouldst make an absolute
Courtier. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 535 A delicate
Courtier, curious in her habites . . did all things fit for a
Court, as well as any braue Lady could doe. 1720 Gay
Poems (1745) 1 1. 83 False is the cringing Courtier's plighted
word. 1847 L. Hunt Jar Honey ix. (1848) 122 Chaucer
was a courtier, and a companion of princes,

b. trans/.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. m, i. 97 That youth's a rare

Courtier. 1838 Lytton Alice 13 We have now a new vicar,
and I must turn courtier in my old age.

C. Eng. Hist.
1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) II. x. 269 The new parlia-

ment consisted of courtiers, as the Cromwell party were
always denominated.

fd. A court-card. Obs. rare.

1658 Osborn Adv. Sou (1673) 179 A Courtier kept out, and
a mean trump foisted in, where the best is required.

+ 2. One who courts ; a wooer. Obs.
1606 Shaks. Ant. CI. 11. vi. 17 Courtiers of heautious

freedome. a 1641 Suckling fJ.), There was not. .a greater
courtier of the people than Richard the 1 1 Id. 1665 Boyle
Occas, Refl. v. ix. (1675) 333 Courtiers of Applause. 1766
Amory Huncle (ijyo) III. 183 The husband generally proves
a very different man from the courtier.

3. Comb., as courtier-company ; courtier-like adj.

and adv.

1598 Florio, Cortegiancsco, courtier-like. 1621 Lady M.
Wroth Urania 268 Courtier-like dainty Courtship. 1735
Collect. Epigrams eclvii. (Jod.>, He courtier-Hke cry'd,

prythee, get thee gone. 1858 Gladstone Homer III. 503
A spirit of courtierlike adulation. 1878 Browning Poets
Croisic 42 The courtier-company, to whom he passed The
paper.

t CoUTtier 2
. Obs. Also courteer. [f. Court

sb.'1] The driver of the cart called a 'court'.

1630 MS. Acc. St. Jb/in's Hosp., Cauterb., For breade
and beere for the courtiers that brought in our bricke and
tyles iij</. 1638 Ibid. For the courteer to drinke \yd.

Cotrrtieress. nonce-ivd. [f. Courtier 1 + -ess.]

A female courtier.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 488 The hoop of a Windsor Cour-
tieress.

Coirrtierism. [f. as prec. + -ism.] The prac-

tice or quality characteristic of a courtier.

1834 New Monthly Mag. XLI. 318 Perfect politeness

without courtierism or sansculottism. 1857 Carlylk Misc.
IV. 196 (D.) The perked-up courtierism. .of many here.

Cou'rtierly, a. *
[f. as prec. + -LY ]

.] Having
the personal characteristics of the courtier

;
courtly.

1880 L. Wallace Ben-IIur \ . xi. 344 His courtierly ad-
mirers. 1881 Lady Martin in Blackzv. Mag. Jan. 69/2
Her formal, courtierly father [Polonius],

Cou'rtiersliip. [f. as prec. + -ship.] The
practice or position of a courtier.

1556 T. Hoby tr. Casliglione's Courtyer 11. (1561) Liv,
The Count . . entreated upon Courtyership so copiously.

x6n G. H. Anti-Coton To Rdr. 2 Knowing better what
belongs to points of Courtiership, then Scholarship. 1879
F. Hall in N. Y. Nation XXXVIII. 219/1 Promotion
was perhaps oftener due to adroit courtiership than be-

stowed as the reward of desert.

t Cou'rtiery. Obs. rare—'1 , [f. as prec. +-Y.]

The manners of a courtier, or ?the body of courtiers

collectively.

a 1637 B. Jonson Enieriainm., The Satyr, In his garb he
savours Little of the nicety In the sprucer courtiery.

Courtilage, obs. form of Curtilage.
CoU'rtin. dial. Also courtain, -ing. [ad. med.

L. cortina farm-court or close, dim. of med.L. cortis

Court.]
1794 A. Lowe Agric. Bcrwicksh. 34 Courtings, where

young or wintering cattle lie . . or courtings where young
cattle are confined during the summer. 1809 R. Kerr
Surv. Be-rwicksh. (1813) in. §ii. 94 The offices, provincially

called the stead, steading, or courtin, form three sides of a
square or courtyard. 1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. Gloss.

(E. D. S-), Courtaiu (North Eng.), yard for cattle. 1877
E. Peacock N. IV. Line. Gloss., Courting, a court, an en-

closed yard.

Courtin(e, -ing, obs. ff. Curtain.

Courting, vbl. sb. [f. Court v. +-ikg *.] The
action of the verb Court.

f 1. Residence at or frequenting of the court ; the

practice of a courtier. Obs.

1515 Barclay Egloges 11. (1570) B. 1^/2 All courting I defye,

More clenness is kept within some hogges stye. 1556 T.
Hoby tr. Casiiglioue's Courtyer (1561) 11. N ij b, To finde

oute som what to saie for one nyghte of Courting. 1591
Spenser M. Hubberd 784 For he is practiz'd well in policie,

And thereto doth his Courting most applie.

2. The paying of courteous attention, in order to

win favour or love
;
paying of addresses, wooing.

1607 Heywood Fayre Mayde Wks. 1874 II. 18 A plague
on this courting. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. in. iv. 259 A
gainfull courting of so pleasing a mistresse. i6<>5 Sir E.
Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) II. 350 There is danger
by too much courting of enemyes to loose frinds.

3. attrib.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. xvii. 259 Is it a drinking

day, or a Courting day, and no day of Turnament? 1784

J. Potter Virt. Villagers II. 113 Vows of constancy and
adoration engage some of our courting hours.

Cou'rting, ppl- a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2
.] That

courts, or pays court.

1580 H. Gifford Gilloflowers (1875) 154 Thou knowest
among the courting crew, How little fayth is forced. 1591

Spenser Ruitis of Time 202 The courting masker louteth

lowe. 1784 J. Potter Virt. Villagers II. 118 What are the

joys of courting lovers to connubial happiness !

Courtious^e, obs. f. Courteous.

f CouTtism. nonce-wd. Obs. [f. Court sb.1

+ -ism.] The practice or manner of the court.

165a Benlowes Theoph. xi. Iix. 200 Thou . . spend'st pre-

tious dayes In dances, Banquets, Courtisms, Playes.

Courtlace, -lage, -las, -lax, -ledge : see

Curt-.

Court leet. [See Leet.] A court of record

held periodically in a hundred, lordship, or manor,

before the lord or bis steward, and attended by the
residents of the district.

It had jurisdiction over petty offences and the civil affairs

of the district, and performed a number of administrative
functions. The institution still survives, but its jurisdiction

has practically passed to authorities of more recent creation.

1588 FiiAUNCE Laiviers Log. 1. xii. 53 Court Leete. 1598

J. Kitciun {title), Jurisdictions; or, the Lawful Authority
of Courts Leet ; Courts Baron, etc. 1604 Act 1 Jos. I, c. 5 To
keep Court Leets or Court Barons, for the true administra-

tion of Iustice, and to the punishing and suppressing of
offences. 01654 Selden Tablc-t. <Arb.) 42 Court-Leet,
where they have a power to make By-Laws, as they call

them; as that a man shall put so many Cows, or Sheep in

the Common. 1683 Evelyn Mem. (1857) II. 198, I was at

the court-leet of this manor [Deptford-le-Strond], my Lord
Arlington his Majesty's High-Steward. 1760 C. Johnston
Cttrysal (1822) I. 307 He is one of the grand jury of the
court-leet. 1819 Manor ofHitchiu in Seebohm Eng. Village
Covununity ( 1883 1 App. 445 That in the Court Leet yearly
holden after the Feast of St. Michael.. the jurors for our
Lord the King are accustomed to elect and present to the

lord two constables and six headboroughs. .and likewise two
ale conners, two leather searchers and sealers, and a bell-

man. 1875 Digiiy Real Prop. i. (1876* 54 The court leet

held either separately or in conjunction with the court baron
had jurisdiction over crimes committed within the manor,
and the court baron over civil suits arising within the same
limits. 1879 Jeki eries Wild Life in S. C. 140 The Court
Leet is still held, but partakes slightly of the nature of a

harmless farce.

transf 1643 Milton Divorce 11. xii. (1851) 93 That power
the undiscerning Canonist hath improperly usurpt into his

Court-leet.

Cou'rtless,". [f.CouRT^.l + -less; in sense 2

app. f. after court-ly.']

1. Without a court.

1590 J. Melvill Diary (1842) 2S7 If it salbe .. sic cour-

teours to sett out our court, war it nocht better to be

courtles ?

f2. Wanting in courtliness, uncourtly. Obs.

1609 B. Jonson St/. Worn. 11. iii, Alasse, lady, these an-

swers by silent curt'sies, from you, are_ too courtlesse, and
simple. I haue euer had my breeding in court.

Courtlet (koautlOt). [f. as prec. + -let.] A
small or petty court.

1842 De Quincey Pagan Oracles Wks. 1862 VII. 220 At
any other court or courtlet whatsoever, except that of

Ashantee. 1844 Thackeray Lit. Trav. H, These little man-
sions. . have a courtlet before them, in which, .green plants

.. are growing. 1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia I. 136
The. .hollow formalities of some coast or frontier courtlet.

Courtlike, court-like, a. [f. as prec. +
-like.] After the style or manner of the Court

;

courtly, elegant, polite.

1552 in Huloet. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 215
Abandoning all courtlike statelynesse. 1587 — Contn.
Holinshcd III. 1303/1 Of all the bishops in the land he
was accounted the courtlikest and the best courtier. 1605

Camden Rem. (1636)28, I think that our English tongue is

. .as Courtlike as the French. 1681 Otway Soldier's Fort.

1. i, Very Court-like, civil quaint and new. 1837 Lytton
E. Maltrav. 50 Her wit was keen and court-like. 1866

Daily Tel. 3 Feb. 5/4 In the words of a fashionable and
courtlike journal.

b. Resembling a court ; see Court sb. 1 2.

c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon §314 (1810) 326 This ancient

court-like house.. is seated near a navigable river.

Courtliness (kooutlines). [f. Courtly +
-ness.] The quality of being courtly

;
courtly

civility or * grace of mien
' ;

courtly elegance of

manners.
1599-1623 Minsheu S£. Diet., Cortesanamente, courte-

ously, with much courthnesse or courtesie. 1651 Ld. Digby
To Sir K. Digby (J.\ The slightest part that you excel in is

courtliness. 1764 Hurd Uses For. Trav. vin. (R.), All the

courtliness and gallantry you make me master of. 1801

Southey Lett. (1856) I. 182 His general courtliness of con-

duct. 1879 M cCarthy Own Times II. and. 108 It was but

the extravagance of courtliness which called his polished.

.

speeches oratory.

Courtling (kooutliq). [f. Court sb.^ + -ling.]

A frequenter of the Court, a courtier (obs.) ; a crea-

ture of the Court ; a young or petty courtier.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. ii. Wks. (Rtldg.) 98/1,

I must declare myself unto you no profest courtling. 1648

Earl Westmoreland Otia Sacra (1879) 77 God by reproof

sends.. Proud Courtlings to th' Riches of the fields. 1808

Edin. Rev. II. 295 Showered down upon this happy court-

ling, .two pensions, two Irish titles, and a British peerage.

1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 205 The courtiers about his person,

and all their dependent courtlings in the country.

Court-lodge, a corruption of Curtilage.

Courtly (koa'-itli), a. [f. as prec. + -ly 1.]

fl. Of, pertaining to, or connected with the

Court. Obs.

1484 Caxton Curiall 3 The maner of the peple curyall or

courtly. 1567 Norfolk Let. in Strype Ann. Ref. 1. 1. 536
Than that I can write any thing of courtly proceedings.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. 1. 27 In Courtly company. 1611

Coryat Crudities 485 The Courtly Church, where the Prince

and his family of the Court heareth divine Service. 1643
Prynne Sov. Power Part. 111. 62 And were his Majestte .

.

attended onely with bis Ordinary Courtly Guard. 1786
Mad. D'Arblay Lett. 10 July, I fear you will be so taken

up with your courtly attendance, that you will have no
leisure. 188a Shorthouse J. Ingtesant I. 105 The minion

of courtly power.

2. Of persons (or their manners) : Having the

manners or breeding befitting the Court
;
polished,

refined, of a high-bred courtesy.
c 1450 Crt. of Love 474 Be jolif, fressh, and fete, with

thinges newe, Courtly with maner. c 1460 J. Russell Bk.
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COURTLY. 109fi COUETWARDS.

Nurture 679 Se bat ye haue officers 1x>be courtly and con*

nynge. 1580 Lyi.y Euphues (Arb.) 367 I'hilautus. .courteous

by nature, and courtly by countenance. 1633 Ford Lore's

Sacr. 1. i. The French are passing courtly. 1647-8 Cot-
terell Davilds Hist. Fr. (1678) 9 Of a courtly behavour.

1791 Mad. D'Arblav Diary June, I could but accede,

though I fear with no very courtly grace. 185a Miss Mrr-
kord in L'Estrange Life III. xiii. 234 The most courtly

gentleman that he has seen in Europe. 1874 Green Short

/list, viii, 520 His manners were genial, and even courtly.

3. Of things : Having the state, elegance, or re-

finement befitting a court
;
elegant, refined.

-535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 397 The madynis come in

mony courtlie rin§. 1557 Tottelts Misc. (Arb.) 192 His
youth, his sport, his pleasant chere, His courtly state and
company. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. Dl ii. 72 You haue too

Courtly a wit, for me. 1630/?. Johnson's Kingd. Commiv.
362 Many Courtly Barges, both for magnificent shewes and
pleasure of the water, a 1839 Praed Poems '1865) II. 14

Alas ! the same caprices reign In courtly hall, or tented

plain. 1850 Prescott Peru II. 279 The governor . . enter-

tained them with a courtly hospitality.

4. In bad sense : Characterized by the fait words
or flattery of courtiers.

1607 Shaks. Timon v. i. 28 To Promise, is most Courtly
and fashionable. 1737 Pope //or. Epist. 11. i. 215 In our
own [days] (excuse some Courtly stains) No whiter page
than Addison remains. 1768 H. Wali'OLE Hist. Doubts 78
Truth sometimes escapes from the most courtly pens. 1848

Macaulav Hist. Eng. II. 120 A large and respectable

minority voted against the proposed words as too courtly.

1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) I. App. 737 A more impu-
dent case of courtly falsehood can hardly be found.

b. Disposed to favour or be subservient to the

Court.
1848 Macaulav Hist. Eng. II. 213 That judgment James

had notoriously obtained, .by dismissing scrupulous magis-

trates, and by placing on the bench other magistrates more
courtly, /bid. 225 Convicted by a jury, such as the courtly

sheriffs of those times were in the habit of selecting. 1871

Morley I 'oltaire (18861 140 He was now essentially aristo-

cratic and courtly in his predilection.

Courtly, adv. [f. as prec. + -LT 2
.] In the

manner or style of the Court ; in courtly fashion.

.1592 Greene James /V <i86i) 194 Then will I deck
thee princely, instruct thee courtly, and present thee to the

queen as my gift. 1668 Dfyden Ess. Dram. Poetry in Arb.
Garner III. 512 They can produce nothing so Courtly writ

..as Sir John Suckling. 1866 Kingsi.ey Hemv. vi. 122

You speak so courtly and clerkly that I too am inclined to

trust you.

Cou rt-man. A man of the Court, a courtier.

c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 248, I haue now been a court

man al my lyf. 1483 Cat/t. Ang/. 79 A cowrteman, or a
cowrtyoure, curio, aulicus. 1500-30 Dunbar Denting 21

Be I ane courtman or ane knycht. 186a H. Marryat Year
in Sweden II. 325 The Danish king danced with all his

court-men. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. II. 111. 36 On every
side His courtmen and good bonders sat.

t Court-mantle. Obs. [f. OF. curt, cort
f

now court short (see Curt) + Mantle.] One who
wears a short cloak. (A surname given to

Henry II.)

< 1367 Eutog. //ist. (1863^ III.v. cix, Henricum Curtmauntel
cognominatum, qui postea regnavit in Anglia. 1636 James
/ter Lane. (18451 3 As ye squire So are they all, court-

mantells in attire Of blewe. 1646 Buck Rick. ///, 1. 4 The
French men called him, Henry du Court Manteau, or Court
Mantle, because he wore a cloake shorter than the fashion

was in those times. 1677 F. Sandford Geneat. //ist. Eng. 599
This Henry [II] called. .Court Mantle, because he was the

first that brought the fashion of short cloaks out of Anjou.

Court-marshall : see Court sbA 19.

Court martial, sb. PI. courts martial,
sometimes incorr. court-martials. Forms : a.

6-7 martial 1 court, marshal s court ; j3. 7—8
court marshal(l, 7- court - martial, court
martial. [Originally martial court : see Martial.
In 1 7th c. sometimes written marshall or marshalt

s

court.]

1. A judicial court, consisting of military or naval

officers, for the trial of military or naval offences,

or the administration of martial law.
There are various kinds of courts martial, differing in

power and function, as General, Garrison, Regimental.
a. 1571 Hanmer Chron. /ret. (1633) 120 They enter into

consultation and call a martiall court. 1611 Beaum. & Fu
A nt. B. Pestle v. ii, As I am a soldier and a gentleman, it

craves a martial-court. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. vi.

(1821) 76 To try the delinquents by a Marshals Court. 1639
(Feb. 14) in Rymer Fardera XX. 367/1 We do give, .to you
full power . . to hold . . one or more Military or Martial or

Marshal Court or Courts.

fi. 1631 in J. Seacome Hist. Hit. Stanley f 1735) 135 If a
judgment be given in one Court Martial, there is no appeal
to any other Court Martial. 1660 Hickerin(;u.l Jamaica
(1661) 78 Leaving them to the Mercy of their Opponents
Court-Marsh alls, who presently doom'd them to be shot to

death. 171* Steele Sped. No. 497 P 1 Without waiting the
Judgment of court-martials. 1814 Wellington in C>urw.

Desp. XII. 33 The formation of the General Court Martial
for the trial of Lieut. General Sir John Murray, Bart. 1844
Regul. rV Ord. Army 230 The Mutiny Act restricts the

award of Corporal Punishment by a General Court-Martial
to 200 Lashes; by a District or Garrison Court-Martial to

150 Lashes ; and by a Regimental Court-Martial to 100

Lashes. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cony. (18761 1. App. 757 Cnut's

courts martial really exercised this kind of jurisdiction.

b. Drumhead court-martial : a court-martial

summoned round an upturned drum, for summary
treatment of offenders during military operations.

1835 Col. C. Shaw Let. in Mem. War Spain II. 449, I

had the thirteen ringleader tried by a drum-head court-

martial. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 20 Apr., There is no more
law but that of drumhead court-martial. x88o McCarthy
Own Times IV. 27 Taken to Morant Bay ..tried by a
sort of drumhead court martial, and instantly hanged,

c. attrib.

1833 Palmerston in Bulwer Life (1870) II. x. 149 Hardly
any [Tories] voted with us on the court-martial clauses.

1 2. See quot.) Obs.
163a J. Lee Survey Sweden 43 The next, .is the colledge

of war, wherein are handled all Martiall or Military affaires,

and is called the Court marshall or martiall. To this court

belongs the Councell of War. .and over this court presides

the great Marshall of the kingdome.

Court-ma*rtial, r. colloq. [f. prec] trans.

To try by court martial.

1859 Lang Wand, /ndia 61 He would, .have been court-

martialled and cashiered for the very first offence. 1865

Daily Tel. 27 Nov. 5/6 He desired to court-martial General
j

I^ee and others. 1889 Times 4 Apr. 5/1 The possibility of
I

his [Gen. Boulanger's] being arrested, court-martialled, and
shot was also spoken of.

t Courtnoll. Obs. Also -nol(e, -nold,

-nowle, -nal. [f. Court + Noll.] A contempt-

uous or familiar name for a courtier.

1568 T. Howell A rb. Amitit (N. >, Though ich am not zo

zeemlic chwot, As bene the courtnoles gay. 159a Greene
Upst. Courtier (1871) 27 Now every lout must haue his son

a courtnoll. 1599 Peele Sir Ctyom. Wks. (Rtldg.) 516/1

What, you will not flout an old man, you courtnold jack?

1 1600 Day Beg?. Bedna/lGr. iv. iii, I am to go amongst
the Court-nowles ; you must needs let me have good store

of money with me. 1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xvi. ciiL (1612)

405 Such bastard Courtnals serue but Turns, besibbing

Coyns of brasse. 1658 Chamberlayne Love's Vict., Ich

cant abide these courtnowles.

t Court of guard. Obs. (Also c. de guard.)

[A perversion of Corps de garde. So Du. korte-

gaard in sense 2.]

1. = Corps de garde i.

1590 Greene Orl. Fur. (1599) 22 Goe see a Centernel be

plac'd, And bid the souldiers keepe a Court of gard. 1659

a har ris ParivaTs Iron Age 163 Who. .killed all the

Court of Guard, and with small resistance, grew Masters

of the place. 1678 tr. Gaya's Art of War I. 72 The out

Courts of Guard make Rounds about the covered waves.

1703 Dampier I'oy. III. i. 32 A small Fort, .where is always

a Court of Guard kept.

2. = Corps de garde 2.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. i. 4 Let vs haue knowledge at

the Court of Guard. 1647 Treas. Acc. Aberdeen in Scot.

N. .y (1891 > Sept. 57 Expence of constructing a Court de
Guard in the links. 1648 Cromwell Lei. 15 Nov. (Carlylel

Until we have deal-boards to make them courts-of-guard.

1769 De Foes Tour Ct. Brit. IV. 60 A fine Barrack . . at

the Entry [is] the Court de Guard. 1810 Scott LadyofL.w.
vi, Bertram . . Was entering now the Court of Guard.

Courtois, -oys(e, obs. ff. Courteous.
Court-pie. -py, vars. of Courtepy, Obs.

Court-plaster. [So called from its being

used for the black patches formerly worn on the

face by ladies at Court.] Sticking-plaster made
of silk (black, flesh-coloured, or white) coated with

isinglass, used for covering superficial cuts and

wounds.
177a Graves Spir. Quix. x. xxiv, Some gold beaters' skin

and court plaister. 1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 593 Benzoin

is used in the preparation of. .Court Plaister.
^
1891 Queen

14 Nov. 805/2 Scissors, bodkins, and court plaister.

t Cou-rtresa. Obs. rare- 1
. = Courtieress.

A female courtier.

a 159a Greene Misc. Poems Wits. (Rtldg.) 316/1 None of

account but stout : if plain, stale slut, not a courtress.

t CoUTtrie. dial. Obs. -» Courtiery, body of

courtiers.

?<jiToo Ballatt 'Outlaw Murray' iv. (Bord. Minstr.\
There was an Outlaw in Ettrick Forest Counted him
nought, nor a' his courtrie gay.

Court roll. Law. The roll or record kept

in connexion with a manorial court, containing

es]>ecially entries as to the rents and holdings,

deaths, alienations, and successions of the custom-

ary tenants or copyholders, a copy of which con-

stitutes the tenant s title to his holding.

1461 J. Paston Lett. No. 408 II. 36 The bille that Sir

Miles Stapilton hath of the corte rolles of Geinyngham.
1523 FiTziiERB. Surv. 12 b, Tenauntes by copye of courte

role. z6a8 Coke On Litt. 60 a, These tenants are called

tenants by Copie of Court Rolle, because they haue no other

euidence concerning their tenements, but onely the Copies
of Court Rolles. 1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 147 An
estate held by copy of court roll ; or, as we usually cail it, a
copyhold estate. 1817 W. Selwyn Lam Nisi Prius (ed. 4)

II. 1015 The legal estate appearing on the Court Rolls to be

in the trustees.

f b. trans/, and fig. Obs.

«S53 T. Wilson Kiel. (1580I 128 You have heard a whole
Courte rolle of ribaudrie. 1673 A. Walker Lees Lackr. 5
They are God's Records or Register, Heavens Court-Rouls.

1679 Plot Staffordsk. (1686) 438 All the Musicians being

call d over by a Court-roll.

Hence T Court-roller, one who keeps a court-

roll (or ? error for Controller).
c 1460 Ttnuueley Myst. 310, I was your chefe tollare And

sithen courte rollar.

Cou rt-room. A room or chamber in which

a court is regularly held.

1766 Entick London IV, 324 In the court-room are several

fine pictures. 1870 Emerson Soc. <y So/it. i. 14 'Tis in the I

court-room you must read law.

Courtsey, obs. f. Curtsy.
Courtship (ko»ut|Jip). [f. Court**. 1 + -sun 1

.]

+ 1. Behaviour or action befitting a court or

courtier ; courtliness of manners. Obs.

1588 Shaks. L.L.L. v. ii. 363 Trim gallants, full of Court-
ship and of state. 1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. A vj b. For
valour, wit, and court-ship, few came nie me. 16*7-77
Feltham Krsotves 1. xcv. 148 A man may look in vain for

Courtship in a Plowman ; or Learning in a Mechanic. 1673
[R. Leigh] Transp. Reh. 70 How one of his private condi-

tion and breeding could arrive to this degree of court-ship,

f b. Courteous behaviour ;
courtesy. Obs.

a 1640 Massinger Very Woman 1. i. Grant this, Which a
mere stranger, in the way of courtship, Might challenge'

from you. 1665 J. Webb StoncHcng (1725) 113 This
Doctor might have had so much Courtship, or common
Civility at least. 1719 D'Urfey Pills IV. 175 His Honour
. .in Courtship exceeding, Return'd a smart Speech,

t C. with //. Obs.

1631 May tr. Bartlny's Mirr. Mindes I. 211 Besides other

elegancies and courtships which the customes of the age

doe teach them. 1655 Theophania 36 He was so unac-

customed to such Courtships, that he knew not what reply

to make to his civil expressions.

f 2. The state befitting a court or courtier. Obs.

1591 Shaks. Rom. ff Jul. ill. iii. 34 More Validitie. .more

Courtship. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. ff Commw. 363 He
liveth in better fashion of Courtship, than the other Princes.

f3. Office or position at court; position as a

courtier, courtiership. Obs.
a 1635 Nai'nton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 29 We take him now

as he was admitted into the Court, and the Queens favour.

. . Hitherto I have only touched him in his Courtship ; I

conclude him in his lance. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828)

IV. 62 I never had any office, nor any of my relations. I

have no courtship.

1 4. Practice of the arts of a courtier ; court-

craft
;
diplomacy, flattery, etc. Obs.

[159a Nashe P. Penitesse (ed. 2) 12 a. The Frenchman, .is

whollie compact of deceiuable courtship.] 1615 in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 219 Courtship, Flattery and Pretence

become not Kings Counsellors. 165s Fuller Ch. Hist.

viii. i. : 6. 1664 H . More Mfst. into. 320 What-ever others

out of fear or Courtship might call them, a 1734 North
Lives (18261 III. 362 Who win think of rising by any means
but courtship or corruption T

t 6. The paying of court or courteous attentions;

esp. the paying of ceremonial or complimentary

acts of courtesy to (a dignitary). Obs.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iv. 24 Heere Bagot and Greene
Obseru'd his Courtship to the common people. .What reuer-

ence he did throw away on slaues. 1638 Ford Fancies

Ded., A practice of courtship to greatness. 1641 Milton
Reform. 11. (1851) 58 The Magistrate, .is to bee honour'd

with a more elaborate and personall Courtship. . 1719

Swift To Dr. Delany, Who paid his courtship with the

croud As far as modest pride allow'd.

f b. with a and //. Obs.

1 161 1 Chapman Iliad XV. 86 She all their courtships

overpast with solemn negligence, a tty^j Barrow Serm.
Wks. 1716 I. 8 He. .cannot imagine God. pleased with.,

superficial courtships of ceremonious address.

(J. The action or process of paying court to a

woman with a yiew to marriage : courting, wooing.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. ti. viii. 44 Be merry, and imploy

your chiefest thoughts To courtship, andsuchfaireostentsof

foue. 1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle iv. i. Follow me, and 111

place you, where you shall, unseen, hear all their Courtship.

168a Llttrell Brief Rel. (1857) I. 236 Pretending court-

ship, as is said, to the lady Ann. 17H Addison Sped. No.
261 f 3 The pleasantest Part of Man s Life is generally that

which passes in Courtship. 1838 Dickens A'k*. Sick, xiv,

A newly-married couple who had visited Mr. and Mrs.

Kenwigs in their courtship. 1867.FREEMAN Nopn. Conf.

1 1876) I. v. 304 A like piece of vigorous courtship is recorded

of one of A.thelred's descendants.

with a and //. :— 1713 Steele F.nglishm. No. 9. 57 The
Conversation of a Courtship is more pleasing than ordinary

Discourse. Mod. The comparative advantages of long and

short courtships.

b. trans/, of animals and plants.

1774 Goliism. Nat. Hist. (17761 VI. 26 Every' meadow and

marsh resounds with their [birds'] different calls, to courtship

or to food 1807 Ckabbe Par. Reg. I. 614 Not Darwin's self

had more delight to sing Of floral courtship, in th' awaken'd

spring. 1874 Sl'LLY Sens.
<J-

Intuit. 7 Deep sexual emotion

built up during the courtships of unnumbered species.

O. fig.
1635 Cowley Davidcis 11. 60 Why does that twining plant

the Oak embrace? The Oak for courtship most of all unfit

1856 Grindon Life v. (1875) 51 The plainest face improves

under the courtship of the summer breezes.

7. fig. The action of courting, soliciting, or en-

ticing ; endeavour to win over or gain.

1717 De Fok Syst. Magic 1. iii. (1840) 86 The first attack

the Devil made upon our Mother Eve we have had fully

described.. Mr. Milton has given us the particulars as dis-

tinctly . .as ifhe had . . heard the courtship.and how cunningly

the Devil managed. t8i6 Byron Siege Cor. xm. In vain

from side to side he throws His form, in courtship of repose.

1824 Westm. Rev. I. 454 Wallachia and Turkish Moldavia

are open to Austrian courtship.

t Cou'rtsllipiTieilt. nonce-wd. [f. prec +

-ment.] = Courtship 4.

1649 I.OVFLACE Poems 162 Swaines more innocent That

kenne not guile or courtshipment.

Courtsie, -sy, obs. ff. Curtsy.

Courture, obs. f. Courtier.

Cou rtwards, adv. [See -wards.] In the

direction of the court.

1850 L. Hunt Antobiog. xxv. (1860)309 These opinions

of mine, .had [not] been intimated even courtwards.
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t Courty. Given in Nares as a separate word
;

but in quots. app. a misprint of Couktieb.
1616 Surkl. & Mabkh. Country Farme 583 Courties,

Chanons, Menkes, and Schollers of Colledges. 11634
Chapman Revenge Honour (N.), I shall declare to you.,
why men are melancholy. First, for your courties. 1659
Chambi^rlayne Pltaronnida <N.), A subtile way, To the
observant courties to betray Their serious folly.

Courtyar, -yer, -your, obs. ff. Couktleu.

Cou -rt-ya:rd, cou rtyard. An open area

surrounded by walls or buildings within the pre-

cincts of a large house, castle, homestead, etc.

1552 H(JLOST, Courte yarde, platea. 1625 K. Long tr.

Barclay s A rgenis I. ix. 22 One of the maides passing thorow
the Court-yard, returns with report of Poharchus death.

1779 Mad. D'Akblay Diary 12 Oct., Two immense gates
and two court-yards precede the entrance into the dwelling
part of the house. 1809-10 Coleridgk Friend (1865) 56
Within the high walls and in the narrow court-yard of a
prison. 1869 Tkollope lie knew vii. (1878) 36 Windows
looking out behind into a gloomy courtyard.

Couryng, obs. f. Covering.
Courtyn^e, -tyse, obs. ff. Curtain, Courtesy.

II COUSCOUS 'jCOUSCOUSSOUlku-skus.-k*^).
Also 7 ouscus, 9 kus-kus, kous-kous

; 7 cus-
cusu, cooscoosoos, 8 cuseussu, -oosoo, -casow,

9 coos-, eouscoosoo, couscousou, kouskoussou.
[a. F. couscous (also improp. couscou, couscoussou),

a. Arab. . JXj*S iusius, f. kaskasa to

pound or bruise small.] An African dish made of

flour granulated, and cooked by steaming over
the vapour of meat or broth.
1600 Porv tr. Leo's Africa 142 In winter they [of Fez] haue

sodden flesh, together with a kinde of meate called Cuscusu.
1695 Motteux St. Olon's Morocco 87 Their standing Dish
is some Cooscoosoos, a Paste made with fine Flower, which
..has been boil'd with some young Pidgeons, Fowls, or
Mutton. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Cuscasmv, the name
of a Moorish dish eaten in Egypt. 1759 tr. M. Adansou's
Voy. Senegal 55 They sat cross-legged .. round a large
wooden bowl full of couscous ; which is a thick-grained
pap, made of two sorts of millet, c 1790 Willock Voy. 112
Bringing us a dish, .called cuscosoo. It is made of flour,

wet.. after which they rub it between their hands, till it

forms itself. . like barley-corns . . Underneath it they stew a
fowl, mutton, or beef, with onions . . the steam of which
gives a nice relish to the small particles above. 1849 W. S.

Mayo Kaloolak (1850) 147 A large bowl of cooscoosoo.
1874 F. W. Pavy Treat. Food (1875) 243 The Kous-kous,
Couscous, or Couscousou, of the Arabs, which forms a
national food in Algeria.

% See also Cuscua.

II
COUSCOUS 2 ^ku-skus). [Fr. spelling of a

native Moluccas word, in Du. spelling koeskoes.]

A marsupial quadruped, the Spotted Phalanger of
the Moluccas (Cuscus maculatus).
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 460 Cuscus maculatus . . named

Coescoes at the Moluccas. .At Wagiou. .the natives call it

Scham-scham. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knotvl. IV. 411 Cous-
cous, or Spotted Phalanger, a marsupial animal (in Spice
Islands].

t Couse, COUSSe, V. Obs. and dial. In 4
kowse. [perh. related to F. causer, or to Ger.
kosen : cf. Coze. The identity of the 14th c. kowse
with the mod. Cornwall word is only conjectural.]

f a. To say. Obs. b. To chat, gossip, dial.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. 90 He muste here brynge, I herde hym

kowse [rimes spouse, house], Into the tempyl a spowse to
wedde. 1880 IV. Cornwall Gloss., Coussy, to chat, to gossip

;

to loiter on an errand. 'She's alius coussing.'

Hence Couse sb.

1880 IV. Cornzvall Gloss. , Cousse, a chat, a gossip. 'We
had a bra' comfor'ble cousse.'

Co-use : see Co- pref. 3 a.

Cousen, -age, obs. ff. Cousin, Cozen, -age.

CotlSeranite (k«'zeranait). Min. Also couz-.
[Named ^1823 from Couserans, old name of dept.
Ariege, France.] A variety of dipyre.
1823 Phillips Mm. (ed. 3) 203 Couzeranite . . occurring in

rectangular prisms. 1868 Dana Mm. 326 Couseranite.
Coushot, obs. f. Cushat.
Cousignace, -es, bad forms of Cousiness.
Cousin (k*rz'n)

t
sb. Forms : 1-6 cosine,

-yn.(e, 3-7 cosin, (4 kosin, -yn, cozyn, cossen,
//. kosnis, cosignis\ 4-5 cusin, -yn, -ing, -yng,
4-6 cosyng, cousyn, -ing, -yng, 4-7 cosen (5
kosen, kussin, cosinne, -ynne\ 5-6 cossin(e,
eoosen, -in, -yn, coussin, 6-7 cousen, couzen,
(7 cozen, -in, cuzen), 6- cousin, [a. F. cousin,
in OF. also cusin, cosin ^Vt. cosin, cozin, Cat.
cosl, It. cugino, Rumansch cusriu, cusdrin :—L.
consobrinus cousin by the mother's side. Med.L.
forms were cossofrcnus and cosinus (St. Gall. Vocab.
7th c). In mediaeval use, the word seems to have
been often taken to represent L. consanguineus :

see 1 b, 9.]

tl. A collateral relative more distant than a
brother or sister ; a kinsman or kinswoman, a
relative

; formerly very frequently applied to a
nephew or niece. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24312 (Cott.) J?ir martirs tuiu [St. Mary

and St. John]..Cosins bath and martirs clene. c 1320 Sir
Beues 2578 Men tolde, be bischop was is em. .pe beschop.

.

seide :
' Wolkome, leue cosin !' c 1330 R. Bkunne Chron,

(i8io> 189 pi sister sonne am I, bou earn & I cosyn. 1340
Aycnb. 89 [Jesus] ansuerede, ' huo ys my moder, and huo
byeb myne cosynes?' 1382 Wyclif Dan. xiii. 29 She came
with fadir, and modir, and sonnys, and alle hir cosyns
[1388 alle kynesmen]. c 1440 Gesta Rom. I.xi. 261 (Harl.
MS.) A! lorde god.. have mercy of my swete sone, hus-
bonde, and cosyn..that he may be clene of his synnys.
1483 Cath. A tig/. 77 A Cosyn, cognatus. 1483 Caxton
Caio Aiv, There be thre manere of cosyns. The fyrst is

spirituel as ben godfaders and godmoders. 1526 Tindale
Rom. xvi. 7 Salute Andronicus, and Junia my cosyns [1611
kinsmen]. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 23 b, Si parcntcs
inter se tamentantur, which is as muche to saye that yf the
cosins of such a chylde have cause to make lamentacion.
1599 Shaks. Much Ado 1. ij, 2 How now brother, where is

my cosen your son ? 1668 Mrs, Evelyn To her brother-in-
law in Evelyn's Mem. (1857) IV. 13 Though your eye be
continually over my cousin your son. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa I. vi. 36 'Cousin Harlowe' said my aunt Hervey,
* allow rne to say,' etc.

t b. In legal language formerly often applied
to the next of kin, or the person to whom one is

next of kin, including direct ancestors and de-
scendants more remote than parents and children.

(Here taken as = I,, consanguineus.)
'tit 1400 Arthur 215 [The 'Emperor* Lucius to Arthur]

Oure cosyn Iulius cesar Somme tyme conquered bar. 1491
Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 15 § 5 Anne his Wyf, in hir right as
cosyn and heire unto the seid Thomas Lord Dispenser that
is to sey, Doughter to Isabell doughter to the same Thomas.
1495 Act 11 Hen, Vi I, c. 63 § 4 Any of the premysses, that
. .revertefrom any Auncestour or Cosyn of the seid Fraunces.
1503 Act 19 Hen. VII', 0 35 § 1 Robert Brews SquyerCosyu
and heire unto Sir Gilbert Debenham . . that is to say, sone
of Elizabeth Brews Sister to the seid Sir Gilbert. 1574 tr.

Littleton's Tenures 2 a, Everye one that is his next cosyn
collaterall of the whole bloude. 1613 Sir H. Finch Law
(1636) 267 After the death of his great great grandfather or
grandmother, or any other collaterall Cosin, as the great
great grandfathers brother. 1642 Plrkins Prof. Bfc. viii.

§506 One P.D and A his wife enter into the same land
as in the right of A his wife as coosen and heire to the
donor.

c. Applied to people of kindred races or nations

(e.g. British and Americans).
1837 W. Irving Copt. Bonneville II. 252 He had received

such good accounts from the Upper Nez Perccs of their

cousins, the Lower Nez Perce's, i860 Jeaffreson Bk. about
Doctors II. 158 The example, .was not lost upon the phy-
sicians of our American cousins. 1892 Times ' Weekly Ed.)
12 Aug. 7/1 The toast of ' Our American Cousins ' was pro-
posed by Mr. Harry Furniss.

1/2. spec. The son or daughter of (one's) uncle or

aunt : = trwn, first, orfullcousin, Cousin German.
(The strict modern sense.)

£1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 365/24 Huy weren ore Iouerdes
cosines, c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 86 Joon Evan-
gelist . . Crist was his cosyn, and Cristis modir was his

aunte. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 94 Coosyn or emys sone,

cognatus. 1530 "Palsgr. 209/1 Cosyn, brothers children,

cousin germain. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. iv. 1-10 Cosene
Aumerle, How far brought you high Herford on his way?
What said our Cosin when you parted with him? IBid. iv.

i. 181 Giue me the Crown. Here Cousin, seize Crown :

Here Cousin, on this side my Hand, on that side thine.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. m. i. 1, I am this

gentleman's own cousin, sir ; his father is mine uncle, sir.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. III. 11. 120 The children of
uncles, or of cosens. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 62 A Cousin
is often chosen as a wife, on account of the tie of blood.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 10 He is my cousin, and the
son of my uncle Glaucon.

b. Cousin-in-law : a cousin's wife or husband,
[after brother-in-law, etc.]

1874 L. Tollemache in Fortu. Rev. Feb. 242 The rich
cousin-in-law [in * Locksley Hall']. 1890 Dunckley Ld.
Melbourne 78 The lady suggested was Lady Caroline's
cousin-in-law.

3. First, second cousin, etc. : expressing the re-

lationship of persons descended the same number
of steps in distinct lines from a common ancestor.
Thus the children of brothers or sisters arepirst cousins to

each other ; the children of first cousins are second cousins
to each other ; and so on. The term second cousin is also

loosely applied to the son or daughter of a first cousin, more
exactly called a (Jirsf) cousin once remoz>ed.
1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. (1671) 242, I never knew

the marriage of second cosens forbidden, but by them who
at the same time forbad the marriage of the first. 1661

Merry Drollery 11. (1691) 346 Who thus confineth all his

pleasure To th' arms of his first Couzen. 1688 Miege
Fr. Diet. s.v. Cousin, A second Cousin, a Cousin once
removed, Cousin issu de germain. 1712 Steele Spect.

No. 496 F 3 No man swung any woman who was not second
cousin at farthest. 1752 W. Stewart in Scots Mag. (1753)
Sept. 446/1 The deponent is first cousin to the pannel.

1834 Ht.Martineau Farrers ni. 43 Morgan believed herself

to be the fiftieth cousin of the family. 1883 L. Oliphant
Altiora Peto I. 27 Full second cousin of, etc.

4. fig. A person or thing having affinity ofnature

to another, f To have no cousin : to have no
fellow or equal (obs.).

1386 [see 9]. 1538 Bale Thre Lawes 271 Now wyll I

proue ye a lyar Next cosyne to a friar. 1542 Udall Erasm.
Apoph. 220 b, If he had had the feacte to hold andkepe
an empire, as well as he could achiue and winne it, he

had had no cousin. 1586 Cogan Haven Health 279
Other diseases neere Cosins to the plague. 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts (1673) 300 The evill habit of the body
is next cousen to the dropsie. 1629 Chapman Juvenal
v. 193 Glad to take An eel, near cousin to a hideous snake.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 380 The Sophist is the cousin

of the parasite and flatterer. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb * Flow
I. 23 Hawthorn Hall was not first cousin to The Aspens,

having nothing of the villa about it.

5. As a term of intimacy, friendship, or famili-

arity.

a. Used by a sovereign in addressing or formally
naming another sovereign, or a nobleman of the

same country.
In England applied in royal writs and commissions to

1 earls and peers of higher rank. (See quotation 1765, and cf.

< 1460 Fortesc'ue Absol. Lint. Man. x. 134 And by dis-

cente ber is not like to ffalle gretter heritage to any man
than to be kyng. For to hym bith cosens be most, and
grettest lordes off the reaume.)
1418 Hen. V in Ellis Orig. Lett. 1. i. I. 1 With my cosin of

Northumberlond and my cosin of Westmerlond. 1477 Edw.
IV ibid. ix. 16 Where as our brother and cousin the King

j

of Scotts desireth a marriage to be had, etc. 1513 Jas. IV
to Hen. VIII ibid, xxvii. 78 To the richt excelleiint, richt

hie, ami michty Prince oure Derrest Brothir and Cousing
the King of Tngland. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. viii. 34
Cousin of Exeter, what thinkes your Lordship? 1601 —
All'slVelli. ii. 5 A ccrtaintie vouch'd from our Cosin Austria.
Ibid. in. i. 7. 1673 Ciias. II in Essex Papers (Camden) I.

112 Right Trusty and Right Welbeloved Cousin 8c Coun-
sellor, Wee greet you well. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I.

j

386 In all writs, and commissions, .the king, when he men-

I

tions any peer of the degree of an earl, always stiles him
I

'trusty and well beloved cousin' : an appellation as antient
as the reign of Henry IV ; who being either by his wife,

:
his mother, or his sisters actually related or allied to every
earl in the kingdom, artfully, .acknowledged that connexion
in all his letters. 1843 Prkscott Mexico (1850) 1. 126 The
title, .of prima, or ' cousin ', by which a grandee of Spain is

saluted by his sovereign. 1850 A*. Commission Gt. Exhib.

1

in Loud. Gaz. 4 Jan., Victoria, by the grace of God., to..
' Our ri^ht trusty and right entirely-beloved Cousin and

Councillor Walter Francis Duke of Buccleuch and Queens-
bury.

b. As a friendly or familiar term of address or

;

designation. Now esp. in Cornwall ; hence Cousin

Jan, Cousin Jacky, nicknames for a Cornishman.
1

c 1430 LydG. Bochas 1. i. f 1544) 1 Our fader Adam . . sayde
'Cosine Bochas '. 1859 W. B. Forfar {title), Cousin Jan's
Courtship and Marriage. 1880 IV. Cornwall Gloss., Cousin,

a familiar epithet. All Cornish gentlemen are cousin*.

Cousin Jan, a Cornishman. — E. Comw. Words 71 To
imitate the talk of Cousin Jacky from Redruth or St. Just.

1 8. cant. A strumpet, trull. Obs. (Cf. Aunt 3.)

So Cousin Betty
;

also, a half-wit.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, One of my Cosens, a
Wench. 1708 Motteux Rabelais (1737) V. 217 Cousins,
Cullies, Stallions and Belli-bumpers. 1749 Goadby Bamp-
Jyldc M. Carew xv, One of the sisters of that order of
mendicants commonly called Cousin Betties. Ibid, xix, A
gay bachelor, who . . was a great admirer of that order of

Female Travellers called Cousin Betties. 1847-78 Halli-
well s.v., Cousin Betty, or Cousin Tom, a bedlamite
beggar ; now applied to a mad woman or man. 1863 Mrs.
Gaskf.ll Sylvia's LffV. xiv. (D.), [No one] can say Foster's

wronged him of a penny, or gave short measure to a child

or a Cousin Betty.

7. Phrases. To call cousins : to claim kinship

(toith) ; see Call v. 17 b. Similarly To call the

king one's cousin, etc. (mostly with negative)

.

t My dirty cousin, or my cousin the weaver

:

formerly used as a contemptuous form of address.

I

Cousin kiss-them-all : a colloquialism for ' wheed-

ler' (Suffolk;.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 102 A Mayden ful gent; Heo
1

minte cusse be kyng for cosyn }if heo schulde. 1623, etc.

I [see Call v. 17 b]. e 1706 Swift Pol. Couv. ii. (D.), A kiss !

j

marry come up, my dirty cousin. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones iv. xiv. (D)., Marry come up ! I assure you, my dirty

cousin, thof his skin be so white.. I am a Christian as well

as he. 1793 L. Williams Children's Friend I. 175 He
talks and acts as if the King were his cousin, and he has
not a farthing all the while. 1836 Marryat Three Cutters
ii, I only wish I had. .1 wouldn t call the king my Cousin.

!
1882 Pall Mall G. 9 June 4/4 A person who apparently

I

calls cousins with some of the ' best' people in England.

T 8. To make a cousin of: ? to beguile, deceive,

mislead, impose upon, gull, hoax. Obs.

[App. connected with Cozen v., either as the phrase from
1 which that vb. arose, or as a play upon the two words. For

the latter, cf. also toprove a cousin to in quot. 1600.]

1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 235 Cassander . . determined
with him selfe to make a Cosinne of his young Neuew [app.

\

by keeping him in the dark as to facts] untill he had
bought witte with the price of his woe. 1600 Rowlands

! Let. Humours Blood vii. 83 And while his eares with

Brothers tearmes he feedes He prooueth but a Coosen in

I his deedes. 1655 Fuller Hist. Camb. (1840) 117 The said

Sir Henry SavilL.at an Oxford Act.. in mere merriment,

j
(to try whether he could make cousens of his aunt's chil-

j
dren therein,) devised the storj'i far from any. .mischievous

! intent to deceive posterity, but only for present delight.

9. In its use predicatively, as in to be cotisin to,

and in apposition, as in cousin brutes (cf. brother

men), the word sometimes approaches the character

of an adj. = kindred, akin, related. (Cf. L. consan-

1 guineus.)
1386 Chaucer Prol. 742 The wordes moote be cosyn to

j

the dede. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. 11. xci. [Ixxxvii.] 271

i That ye shal be frendes and cosyn to the kynge, as by
reason ye ought to be. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 111. iv. 12 Her

' former sorrow into suddein wrath (Both coosen passions of

> distroubled spright), Conuerting. 1606 Sylvester Du Bar~
t

I tas 11. iii. iv. 138 All the Campe with head-les dead is sowne,

Cut-offby Cozen-swords.kill'd by theirown. 1852 H. Rogers
Ess. I. vii. 407 A family resemblance to his cousin brutes.

T Cou*sin, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb. : cf. to

father.'] trans. To call cousin, claim kinship with,

i rti6s8 Cleveland Publ. Faith 52 The Publick Faith?

j

Why 'tis a word of kin, A Nephew that dares Cousin any
I sin.
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Cousin, -age, obs. ff. Cozen, -age.

+ Cousinage ko'z'nods). Obs. Forms: 4 cu-

synage, 4-5 cosynage, 4-8 (y) cosin-, 6 cosen-,

couaen-, -yn-, (cooaain-, coBinn-), 7 oouainage,

cozenage, [a. F. cousinage (13th c.) : see -age.]

1. The condition of being 'cousins'; kinship,

consanguinity.

1375 Harbour Bruce v. 135 A lady . . That wes till him in

neir degre Of cosynage. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 79 If bat a man
wed in to wif. .a cosyn of his. .after bis cosynage is knowen
to him. c 1430 Lvdc. Mill. Poems (Percy Soc.) 36 Be wel

ware of feyned cosynage. 1571 Campion Hist. Irel. D. vii.

(1633) 98 Clayming cousinage to diverse^ noble houses.

1579 Vvlke Heskins' Pari. 12 By which mariages cousenage
might easily, .growe betweene the two tribes.

b. Law. Writ of cosinage: see quots. (Cf.

Aiel, Besaiel.1
1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 2 § 2 Any Assise of Mort aun-

cestor, Cossnage, Alye. 1598 Kitchin Courts Lcet (1675)

424 Where he had view before in a Writ of Cozenage.^ 1628

Coke On Litt. 157 a, If there be a Challenge for Cosinage,

he that taketh the Challenge must shew how the Juror is

Cousin. 1641 Tcrme* tie la Ley 90 b, Cosinage .. lyeth

where my great Grandfather, my Grand-fathers Grand-
father, or other Cosin dyeth seised in fee-simple, and a

stranger abateth, viz. entreth into the lands, then I shall

have against him this writ. 1865 Nichols Britton II. 61

Nor can the grandson, .proceed by writ of Cosinage in the

lifetime of the daughter,

e. trans/, and Jig.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xm. xxix. (Tolleni. MS.),

Betwene fische and water is ny^nesse of cosinage. c 1450

Myrc 168 The cosynage of folowynge [ — Baptism] tecne.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) Luke viii. 21 note. The spiritual cousin-

age is to lie preferred to the carnal and natural. 1565

wel Kept, /larding (1611) 133 The Punicall tongue, ac-

nowledging a likenesse and cosenage, as it were to be

betweene that and the Hebrew tongue.

2. concr. Kinsfolk collectively
;
family, kindred.

a 1340 HaMfoLK Psalter lxxiii. 9 [lx.xiv._8] pe cosynage of

ba seyde in baire hert. .be cusynage of ba js be felaghship of

all dampnabil men. 138a Wvclif Gen. xii. 3 Alle cosynages
of theerthe. c 1470 Harding Citron. Proem viii, Geue them
in possessyon amonge the cosynage. a 1577 Sir T. Smith
Commit'. Eng. 1. xii. (1609) 16 Care to maintaine still this

their cousinage and common family.

Cousiness kcz'nes). Forms: 4 cosynes's,

5-6 Sc. oouaignes, -nace, 6 Sc. co8ingnace,

-naia, 9 cousineas. [f. Cousin + -ess. Used in

ME.; frequent in i6thc. Scotch writers, and
occasional as a nonce-wd. in 19th c] A female

cousin ; a kinswoman (obs.).

r 1350 Will. Palemc 625 per. for, curteise cosynes, for loue

of enst in heuene, Kibe nou} bi kindenes. 138a Wvclip
Luke 1. 36 Loo ! Elizabeth, thi cosyness, and sche hath
conceyued a sone in hir elde. c 1470 Henry Wallace x.

1156 His wiff was Eduuardis ner cusing [r.r. Eduuardis
cousignesj. 1575 Morton Proclam. {Keg. Privy Council
Scot.ll.459) Betwix our souverane Lord and his dearest sister

and cousignace the Queene of England. 1858 People's

Paper 28 Aug. 4/4 The wife of one and the cousiness of

another. 1889 K. Pigot Strangest yourn. 321 He had the

bad taste not to care for his cousinesses, if I may coin a word
which is much wanted.

Cousinet. nonce-wd. Diminutive of Cousin.
1814 W. S. Walker in Poet. Kent. (1852) p. x wiii, Re-

member me to all the republic of uncles, cousins, cousmets,
and friends.

Cousinge, obs. f. Cozen.

Cousin-german. VI. cousins-german,
formerly cousill-germans, orig. -s -8. [a. F.

cousin germain (i3thc. in Littre) : see German a.

Formerly also gcrman cousin, like brother-german,

gcrman brother.
c 1314 Guy Wartv. (A.) 912 He is mi germain cosyn.

* 1555 Ridley Wks. (Parker Soc.) 23 This, .standeth upon
transubstantiation its german cousin.]

1. The son or daughter of (one's) uncle or aunt

;

(one's) first cousin; = Cousin sb. 2.

Now chiefly legal or technical.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2830 Cosyn also y am Germayn to

Roland, c 1386 Chaucer Melib. r 402 Ye ne han brethe-

ren ne cosyns germayns, ne noon oober neigh kynredc.
c 1450 Merlin vii. 117 Thei were bothe cosin germains, and
also thei hadde wedded two sustres. 1555 Eden Decades
80 Shee . . and the kynge of Portugale were cosyn ger-

maynes of two systers. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. tv. v.

434 Whether the marriage of Cousens-germans that is,

of Brothers or sisters children, be lawful!. 1697 Ctess
D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 23 He was brought up with one of
his Cosen Germans. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 138 P 2 A
Cousin-German of mine and I were at the Bear in Hoi-
bourn. 1826 Southey Lett, to Butler 232 The marriage of

cousin-germans . . was allowed in the first ages of the

church. 1839 Todd Cycl. Altai. II. 473/1 The marriage

of cousins-german . . is reprobated as prejudicial by some.

+ b. Cousin german (once) removed: =' first

cousin once removed,' i.e. first cousin's child or

(vice versa) parent's first cousin. Obs.

1494 F'abyan Chron. VI. cexviii. 237 Seynt Edwarde and
this duke Wyllyam were, by the fathers syde, cosen iar-

maynes remoued. 1667 Duchess oe Newcastle Life 0/
Dk. (1886) 141 The now Earl of Devonshire, his cousin-

german, once removed, lent him £ 1000.

2. fig, A person or thing closely related or allied

to another ; a near relative. Formerly approach-

ing the character of an at//. : cf. Cousin 9.

IJ47 Latimer Serm. f, Rem. (1845) 426 So to be natural

may seem to be cater-cousin, or cousin-germain with to be
diabolical. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 28 Poetrie and
Piping are Cosen germans. 1638 Chillingw. Relit;. Prot.

1. ii. §67. 77 Extreamly improbable and even cosen-german
to Impossible. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. ii. s 49 Our
Cousin-germans of Oxford will scarce give Credit hereunto.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 13 P 1 The Lion was a Cousin-
German of the Tyger who msde his Appearance in King
William's days. 1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hall (1849) 300,

I had been apt to confound them [rooks] with their cousins-

german; the crows.

Cousinhood (ko z'nhud). [f. Cousin sb. +
-HOOD.]

1. Cousins or kinsfolk collectively ; an associa-

tion of cousins or relatives. (Cf. Brotherhood 5.)

11797 H. Walpole Mem. Geo. II (1847) I. v. 134 The
only one of the cousinhood who could not be turned out.

1838 Macaulay Ess., Sir W. Temple r 13 There were times

when the cousinhood, as it was once nicknamed, would of

itself have furnished . . the materials . . for . . an efficient

Cabinet. x886 L'pool Daily Post 9 Feb. 4/6 Royal houses
..are fa-st becoming a kind of Coburg cousinhood.

2. The relation of being a cousin or cousins.

1833 Lamb Elia (i860) 365, 1 feel a sort of cousinhood or

uncfeship, forthe season. 1865 LlGHTFOOTG*i/£X/iVzitr(i88o)

266 The cousinhood of these persons is represented as a

cousinhood on the mother's side.

Cousinize, v. nonce-wd. [After fraternize.']

intr. To act as a cousin, play the cousin.

1888 ' Ta.sma ' Uncle Piper iv. 37 She would ' cousinise

'

with them all.

Cou°sin-like, a. and adv. = next.

1771 T. Hull Sir W. Harrington (1797) III. 76 Mr.
and Mrs. Gage have paid us several cousin-like visits.

Cousinly tktrz'nli), a. and adv. [f. Cousin sb.

+ -LY : cf. brotherly, etc.]

A. adj. Characteristic of or befitting a cousin.

ri8i5 Jane Austen Pcrsuas. (1833) I. xii. 308 That
cousinly little interview. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. v.

(ed. 12) 27 He . . had been open-handed and cousinly to all

who begged advice of him.

B. adv. In a cousinly manner.
1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh 111. 403, I love my

cousin cousinly,—no more.

Coirsinred. nonce-wd. [f. Cousin + -red : cf.

t brotherred, kindred.] Cousinship, relationship.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxiv, ' There Is some cousin-red be-

tween us, doubtless,' said the Bailie reluctantly.

[In Scott's Journal 1826 11890, I. 150) used with obvious

reference to the Sc. phrase ' to red kin ' L e. to clear up

I

obscure questions of kinship.]

Cousinry (kfz'nri). [f. Cousin sb. + -ry : cf.

F. cousiniire.] A body of cousins or kinsfolk.

1845 Carlyi.e Cromwell (1873) I. 23 The numerous and

I now mostly forgettable cousinry. 1873 Dixon Two Queens
1 IV. xx. v. 88 The Irish cousinry were taken into favour.

Cousinship (kc z'njlp). [f. as prec. + -SHir.]

1. The relation of cousins ; the fact of being (a

person's) cousin ;
kinship, relationship.

1570 Levins Manip. 140/45 Cousinship, ccgnatio, affinitas.

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. xi. 62 1 hesc are the brother-

hoods and cousiningships tsic) of the worlde. 1636 Abp. J.
Williams HclyTabU 139 Opposers of our Liturgie, who brag

of their Cosinship and Coheirship with Christ. 1833 T. Hook
Widow <r Marquess xii, His own cousin too ; tone sure it

was a cousinship far removed. 1865 Pall Mall G\ 19 Aug.

9/2 Are you within any assignable degree of cousinship to

this young gentleman t 1871 M. Collins Mrq. It Merck,

I. iii. 120 A. -lady, .who claimed cousinship with his wife,

b. transf. vendfig.

1853 L\scHSel/-Improv. iv. 86 There will always be some
cousinship between a man's chosen work and his favourite

recreation. x88o Dk. Argyll in Eraser's Mag. Jan. 53
There is an obvious cousinship and correspondence between

the great bulk of the species.

2. The action proper to a cousin ; the fulfilment

of a cousin's part.

1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh iv. 329, I thank you
for your generous cousinship. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt.

111. v, The lesser standing always under the express pro-

tection and as it were cousinship of the greater.

3. = Cousinhood i.

1874 Motley Barneveld I. i. 98 Breaking up the mighty
cousinship which . . overshadowed Germany.

Cousiny (kc z'ni), a. rare. [f. as prec. + -Y 1
.]

Of or pertaining to a cousin.

a 183a Crabbe Posth. Tales xx. The Will 91 As for this

paper, with these cousiny names, I— 'tis my Will—commit
It to the flames.

Couslip, -slop ie, obs. ff. Cowslip.
Couson, -age, obs. ff. Cozen, -age.

f Cousso. Obs. Abbreviation of cousin : cf. Coz.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. i, You are welcome,
cousse.

Coussin, Cousyn(g, obs. ff. Cousin, Cushion.

II Coussinet (ku'sinet, or as F. k«s«'ng). Arch.

[F. dim. of coussin, cushion.] (See quot.)

1876 Gwilt Archil. Gloss., Coussinet (Ft.) or Cushion [a.]

A stone placed upon the impost of a pier for receiving the

first stone of an arch. ..[*.] The word is also used for the

part of the Ionic capital between the abacus and quarter

round, which serves to form the volute, and it is in the

capital thus called because its appearance is that ofa cushion
orpillow seemingly collapsed by the weight over it.

Coust, -age, -ous, obs. ff. Cost, etc.

Coustome, Coustrell, obs.ff.CusTOM,CusTREL.

Cout, dial. f. Colt ; obs. f. Coot.

Coutch^e, -er, obs. f. Couch, -er.

II Couteau (kata). [F. :-OF. coutel : see next.]

A large knife worn as a weapon. (Frequently used

in English in 18th c.) Couteau de chasse (F.) : hunt-

ing-knife.

1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1198. 4 A small Couteau walking
Sword. 1743 Shenstone Wks. 4- Lett. U777' III. 73 In the
Piazzas.Covent Garden, [pick-pockets] . . come in large bodies,

armed with couteaus. 1748 Richardson Clarissa Wks. 1883
VI. 87 A couteau generally by his side. 1748 Smollett
Rod. Rand, xxix. Drawing a large couteau from his side-

pocket. 178a Fashionable Follies I. 153 They each put on
a long sword, instead of a couteau. 1824 Scott Reagauut-
let ch. xxiii, A gentleman, plainly dressed in a riding-habit

. .without any arms except a couteau-de^hasse.

I
Coute l. Obs. Also 3-7 cotel. [a. OF.

cotel, coutel, earlier coltel :—L. cultellum knife.]

' A short knife or dagger in use during the Middle

Ages ' (Fairholt) ; a knife. Cf. Cuttle, sb.

[129a Britton ii. xxii. 5 4 Cotels, haches, et bastouns.]

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. lxxi. (1730) 194 That
Statute that forbids the use of a pointed Sword, or pointed

Cotel.. at that sport. 1654 H. L'Estrance Chas. I, p. 90
Leaving the knife, a ten penny coutel, in his body. 1834

Blanche Brit. Costume 112 The coutel.. a military knife

..added to the offensive weapons [in Edward I's lime).

Coutelace, -as, obs. forms of Cutlass.

Couter, COOter (k;7't3j). slang. [According

to Slang Diet., from Danubian-Gipsy cuta gold

coin.] A sovereign.

1846 R. L. Snowden Magistr. Assist. 346, I . . got six

Finnips and a Cooterfor the Yacks. 1851 Mayhew Lond.
Labour!. 312 Upon which the 'swells '..come down with

a couter (sovereign). 1880 J. Payn Con/id. Agent I. 207

(Farmer) Well, he gave us half a couter at all events.

t Coutere. Obs. Also eowter. [f. OF. coute

(13th a), later coude elbow :—L. cubitum : cf. F.

coudiire, for which AF. had possibly coutere.]

A piece of armour to protect the elbow.

c 1340 Gaiu. 4 Gr. A'nt. 583 Gode cowters & gay, &
gloucz of plate, la 1400 Morte Arth. 2567 Bristes be re-

trace with the bronde ryche, Kerves of at be coutere with

be clene egge.

Cout-euill, obs. Sc. f. Colt-evil.

Couth (k«J>), pa. pple. and a. (sb.). Obs. or

only Sc. Forms : I clip, 3-4 cut*, cud, 3 cup,

kut>, 3-4 coup, 4 cuth, cupe, coupe, koup,
cowthe, count, coud, kowd, 4-6 couthe,

kouth(e, 5 cowpe, 6 kowth, 3- couth. [OE.

ciiO, pa. pple. of the vb. cunn-an Can, corresp.

to OS. cuth, cut, OHG. iund, chund, chunt

(MHG. hunt, Ger. kund), Goth, kund-s known.]

+ 1. pa. pple. passing into adj. Known. Obs.

(Sec also Name-couth.)
a xoooRiddlesWxxix. i(Gr.)Iceom. .eorlumcuS. c itgaS.

Eng. Leg. I. 1 14/279 pat word was sone wide couth, a 1300

Cursor it. 22140 (Cott.) Fra north to soth, He sal do mak
his sarmun cuth. 138a Wyclip i Cor. xiv. 7 How schal it

be kowd that is songun ? c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 69a

This name of thraldom was neuere erst kowth. 1430

Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. v, As it is kouthe as well nigh as ferre.

c 1450 St Cuthiert 55 11 pare was be kirk of tynemouth Of
cuthbert right to all men couth. 1613 R. C. Table Alph.

(ed. 3) Couth, knowne.

+2. adj. As a quality of things : Known ; well-

known, familiar. Obs. Cf. the negative Un-

couth.
a 1000 Daniel 692 Da.-t wars bara faistna folcum cubost.

a lixyAncr. R. 204 Heo beo3, more herm is, to monie al

to kude. c 1300 .V/. Margarete 65 Mi cunrede he seide is

couji. 1340-70 Alex, ff Dim/. 578 To be keture y kidjian

any kou|> peple. 1513 Douglas /Eneis ill. ii. 131 This

couth surname

f 3. Of persons : 'Well-known, familiar. Obs.

c 1000 A(s. Ps. lxxxvii[i]. 8 Feor Su me dydest freondas

cube, c saos Lay. 2446 Alle bat cuSe folk, a 1300 Cursor

M. 24721 (GOtt.) pat blithful brid. .bat bu sua cuth was till.

c nfpPol.Rel.lt L. />«««« (1866) 249 Eueryman bobe fremyd

and kouth. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 270 Sen tha

till him most kyndlie war and couth.

f4. Noted, renowned, famed. Obs.

a 1000 Cxdmon's Exod. 230 Cubes werodes. c 1200 Oruin

9240 Sannt Johan i wessteland Wass wurrbenn cub batt

time, c iaso Gen. <y Ex. 2666 Wi5 faigered and strengthe

kuS. c 1350 WilL PaUrne 5053 Comll castelles and coub

and cuntres wide. c»4CO Destr. Troy 2638 My fader was

a philisofer . . & his nome kouthe. 1557 TotteICs Misc.

(Arb.) 105 Deserts of Nymphs, that auncicnt Poets showe,

Ar not so kouth as hers.

f5. Acquainted, familiar, (with, of, or dative.)

a 1225 Juliatta 22 ?ef bu cneowe ant were cu5 wiS be king.

c i«7S I. une Ron 104 in O. E. Misc. 06 Mayde to be he send

his schonde And wilneb for to beo >e cu[>. a 1300 Cursor

M. 2471 1 (Cott.) Crist made be cuth of his consail, And
priuest of his kin. c 1450 .V/. Cuthbert 842 pare was thre

clerkes of be southe Of england, with be bischop couthe.

6. Kind, affable, agreeable, pleasant: said of

persons and their actions ; =Couthle i. Sc.

c 13S0 Will. Palemc 3659 Wib clipping and kesseng and

alle coube dedes. £1450 Henryson Mot. Fab. 46, I was

faine Of that couth word and of his companie. c 1460

Tmonelty Myst. 225 Comly lady good and couthe. I7a8

Ramsay 11/ Anno, to Somerville 76 Nor will North Britain

yield for fouth Of ilka thing, and fellows couth To ony but

her sister South.

7. Comfortable, snug, cosy; =Couthie 2. Sc.

a 1749 Sir J. Clerk The Miller, His house was warm and

couth And room in it to hold me. 1788 R. Galloway
Poems 182 (Jam.) A mankie gown .. Did mak them very

braw, and unco couth.

t 8. absol. = Acquaintances. Obs.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxxxvii. 18 Mine cuoc [uotos meas). a 1300

E. E. Psalter lxxxvii[i]. 9 Fer made bou mi kouth [Wyclip

my knowen] fra me. a 1400 Octouian 792 Loke boy, ne be

naught betrayd Of kouth ne strange.
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t Couth, adv. Obs. i cuj>e, 4-5 couthe, etc.

[OE. cdpe, adv. from alp ; see prec] Clearly,

manifestly
;
familiarly.

t 1000 Ags. Ps. Ixxxviii[i]. 3 Ic minum jecorenum cuSe
jesette. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame n. 249 Loo this sentence
ys knowen kouthe Of every Philosophres mouthe. c 1450
Pol. ReI.

<J-
L. Poems (1866) 254 A blisful bryd..Cowbe

ykid in euery cost.

+ Couth., sb. Obs. [app. f. Couth a.]

1. ? Known quality, renown.
c 1460 Launfal 624 in Ritson Metr. Rom. I. 197 SyrLaun-

fal schud be stward of halle, For to agye hys gestes alle,

For cowthe of largesse.

2. ? Friendliness, kindness ; =Cot7THlNESS.
a 1806 in Jamieson Pop. Ball I. 12^ O, blessins on thy

couth, lord John ; Weel's me to see this day. *

Couth(e, obs. f. could, pa. t. of Can v.1

Coupe : see Kythe v., to make known.
Couthie (kit-pi), a. Sc. Also couthy. [app.

f. Couth a. + -Y* : cf. Ger. kundig, kundig, OHG.
chundig known, knowing, OE. -cypi$, f. cyp know-
ledge, early ME. cupi (ii) ? known, noted.
c 1205 Lay. 457_ Heo beoS to gadere icumene, kuSies

ma^es [c 1275 cubie meyes]. Ibid. 5098 CuSie meies [c 1275
treuwe brokers]. C127S Ibid. 860 pat folk com to gadere,
cubbie meyes [c 1205 gudliche cnihtes].]

1. Acting as befits persons well known to each
other; full of friendly familiarity; warm and
friendly in intercourse

; kindly, pleasant, genial.

(The opposite of treating each other as strangers.)
1719 Ramsay 2nd Answ. to Hamilton vii, Heal be your

heart, gay couthy carle. 1773 R. Ferguson Auld Reekie
Wks. (1879) 127 Whare couthy chiels at e'ening meet. 1824
Galt Rothelan I. 11. x. 234 The magistrate and the chief-

tain, .had often been couthy together. 1871 G. Macdonald
D. Etginbrod m. vii. 304 If they had met on the shores of
the central lake of Africa, they could scarcely have been
more couthy together.

b. Said of personal actions and qualities.

1830 Galt Laivrie T. vi. viii. (1849) 287 After a couthy
crack about auld lang syne. 1858 M. Porteous Souter
Johnny 70 That couthy, social and humourous effect which
it [Tarn o'Shanter] so eminently possesses.

2. Of things : Agreeable, pleasing, 'nice'
1768 Ross Helenore 22 (Jam.) The water feckly on a level

sled Wi' little dinn, but couthy what it made. — Ibid.
(1866)275 This strange but couthy tale, a 1806 in Jamieson
Pop. Ball. I. 293 The spence was ay couthie an' clean.

o. Used advb. After the way of familiar friends
;

kindly, genially.

1768 Ross Helenore 32 (Jam.) Kindly and couthy ay to
her he spak. 1787 Burns Halloween vii, Some kindle
couthie, side by side, And burn thegither trimly. 1837 R.
Nicoll Poems (1843) 92 She dauts them and hauds them
fu' couthie and well.

Hence Coutky-like, Cou thily adv., Cou'tM-
ness.
1768 Ross Helenore 88 (Jam.) He . . spake sae kindly,

couthy-like, and fair. Ibid. 76 In by they come, and haillst
her couthily. 1808 Jamieson, Couthiness, Couditiess, fami-
liarity. 1820 Glenfergus I. 239

(
Jam.) How kind and cou-

thie-like Lord Arnbank was lookin' to Miss Flora.

t CoU'thly, a. Obs. In 3 cutSlich, couplich.
[:—OE. type ciipllc, f. ciip Couth a. : see -ly 1

.]

Familiar, friendly.

c 1205 Lay. 9827 Wi5 Claudien minne fader, J?e wes pi
cudliche freond. Ibid. 19679 Pas swiken . . cleopeden to
ban cnihte mid cudliche [c 1275 coubliche] worden.

Couthly (k*7')>H), adv. Obs. exc. Sc. Forms:
1 cuplfce, 3 eupli}, cuSSliche, kipj>eli3, 4 couply,
coupely, cuthli, cowthly, kouthly, 9 couthly,
coothly. [OE. ctiplice, f. alp Couth : see -ly2.]

f 1. Certainly, manifestly
;
clearly. Obs.

cgoo Bmda's Hist. 11. xii. 128 Ic cublice wat [scio cer-
tissime], a 1000 Cynewulf Juliana 411 (Gr.) Acyrred
cublice from Cristes ae. 1388 Wyclif i Sam. Prol. 3 The
wordis of daies, the which more kouthly may be clepid
the Cronycle of Goddis stories.

2. Familiarly, kindly, as a familiar friend. Obs.

exc. Sc.

c 900 Bsedds Hist. V. vii, Dset he 5e cublicor from 5am
haljum ^e-earnode in heofonum onfongen beon. 1000
Andreas 322 (Gr.) Daet he eabmedum ellorfusne oncnawe
cublice. 1200 Ormin 2204 He toe to frofrenn hire anann
Cubli} bi name. £ 1205 Lay. 719 pu heom clepe to and
cuoliche wiS heom spec, a 1300 Cursor M. 17696 (Cott.)
Cuthli for him can [v. r. gon] i knele. c 1340 Gaiu. $ Gr.
Knt. 937 pe lordccoubly hym knovvez & callez hym his
nome. 1840 Whistlebinkie (Sc. Songs) (1890) I. 271 I'm
coothly come your Iuve to win.

U 3. With the knowledge or skill of familiarity

:

the opposite of uncoutkly. (A pseudo-archaism.)
1816 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XLI. 330 He only

passes for the parish star, Who couthly strains the bow,
or thrusts the steel. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. vi, By
the blood ! this is couthly and marvellously blazoned.

t Cou'thutlaughe. Obs. Lata. Also 3 (in

MSS.)cuthutlage, cuth vtlaghe, kuthutlaghe.
[app. an early ME. repr. of an OE. alp ittlaga

known outlaw.] A term applied, according to
Bracton, to a person knowingly harbouring or con-
cealing an outlaw; or perhaps, more properly, to
the offence of doing so.

C1250 Bracton in. n. xiii. (Rolls) II. 336 Talem [exulem]
vocant Anglici utlaughe. .[Utlagatus] aut potest esse notus
et cognitus vel ignotus et incognitus ; et unde qui notum
et jcognitum receptaverit pari pcena puniendus est, qui
dicitur Couthutlaughe [MSS. v.rr. : see above]. 1607C0WELL

InierPr., Couthentlaughe is he that willingly receiveth a
man outlawed. .and hideth him. [Hence, 1641 in Termes
de la Ley, 1656 Blount, and later Diets.]
[Known only in loc. cit. ; the OE. term represented is not

recorded. It is not easy to comprehend that the term
' known outlaw ' could originally designate the harbourer

;

prob. the word is the fragment of a phrase designating the
harbouring of a known outlaw ; it has been suggested that
the meaning might be 1 acquaintance or familiar of an out-
law', but this would be in OE. utlagan cupa, or perh. cupa
tillagan.]

Coutil (kwtH). Also coutelle, -ille. [a. F.
coutil (kutt), in 13th c. keutil, f. keute, conte
mattress, quilt.] A close-woven sort of canvas,
used for mattresses, pillows, and in stay-making.
1853 Specify R. Gilts Patent No. 2374. 1 My improve-

ments are chiefly applicable to weaving double coutelle.

1854 Specif. G. W. Reynolds* Patent No. 644. 2 Double
loom-stitched coutil. 1890 Pall Mall G. 1 May 3/2 Black
sateen corsets lined with white coutil.

Coutre-bone, var. Quitter-bone.

f Coirtrement. Obs. Aphetic form of Accou-
trement.
1621-51 Burton's Anat. Mel. nr. Ii. nr. iii. 469 Costly

stomachers, .all those other coutrements. 1668 Rivals in.

35 We represent a Morrice . . Whose Coutrements hang
heavy on my purse string.

Couuienales : see Quienals.

II Couvade (k«vcrd). [a. obs. F. couvadc ; f.

cotwer to hatch: see next. Cotgr. (1611) has
couvade = couvie (Covey) or convenient (brooding,
sitting on eggs); whence the derisive phrase, faire
la couvade 'to sit cowring or skowking within
dores, to lurke in the campe when Gallants are at

the Battell '.] A term applied by some writers to

the 1 man-childbed 1
attributed to some uncivilized

or primitive races, and extended to comprehend a
series of customs according to which, on the birth

of a child, the father performs acts or simulates

states natural or proper to the mother, or abstains

for a time from certain foods or actions, as if he
were physically affected by the birth.

1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. x. 288 One of these
practices has an existing European name, the couvade, or
* hatching,' and this term it may be convenient to use for
the whole set. Ibid. x. 294 The country . . where Marco
Polo met with the practice of the couvade in the thirteenth
century, appears to be the Chinese province ofWest Yunnan.
1871 Yule Marco Polo Note 3 to It 1. 57 This highly eccen-
tric practice has been ably illustrated and explained by Mr.
Tylor under the name of the Couvade or Hatching, by
which it is known in some of the Be'arn districts of the
Pyrenees.
[Fr. couvade (in R. Etienne 1543, Ph. Monet 1626) was a

word of the same class as croisade Crusade, in which the
suffix -ade, adapted from Pr. and Sp. -ada, It. -ada, -ata, is

substituted for the cognate F. -e"e, from L. -ata : see -ade.
It was thus etymologically a doublet of couvee, covey. As
applied to men the phrase/aire la couvade appears to have
been merely derisive. The recent application of the word
in anthropology is due to Dr. E. B. Tylor, following M.
Francisque Michel Le Pays Basque (1857) 201, where the
'man-childbed' attributed to the Basques and Bearnese, is

said to be so called by the latter. But this is a mistake,
traceable to a statement as to the phrasefaire la couvade,
in Rochefort's Hist. Naturelle et Morale des Antilles (1658)

494-5, repeated with variations by a sequence of later
writers. It is not true that couvade was ever a name for
the practice in Beam ; the Bearnese coade is simply = F.
couvie, a covey of chickens. Further, the pretended exist-
ence of the practice in Beam and among the Basques
appears to be merely the echo of a statement of* Strabo as
to the ancient Celtiberians, loosely repeated by one com-
piler after another as a commonplace of history. (See
Academy 29 Oct., 5 and Nov., 10 and 17 Dec. 1892.)]

t Couve, cove, v. Obs. [a. F. couve-r, OF.
cover, to hatch (eggs) :—L. cubdre to lie, recline.]

trans, and intr. To incubate, hatch, or sit upon.
1601 Holland Pliny xxr. xvii, Those living creature that

couve and quicken their egges within their belly. Ibid.
Index to x. liii, The knitting of egges within the bodie, the
laying, couving and sitting of them. 1603 — Plutarch's
Mor. 1316 Whiles they sit and cove, their egges be preserved
drie.

tCou'vey, COVie, v. Obs. Also 7 couvie,
-y. [Var. of prec, perh. affected by the cognate
sb. couvie, Covey, F. couvce.'] intr. =prec.
1598 Florio, Accouare, to hatch, to lie close as a hen

ouer hir chickens, to squat, to couie. 1601 Holland Pliny
x. liii, Doves lay and couvey ten times in the yeere. Ibid.

(1634) I. 241 They [tortoises] couvie a whole yeare before
they hatch. Ibid. 318 Bees couvy and sit as hens do.

Couvie sb., obs. f. Covet.
Couvre-feu : see Curfew.
Couward, Couwe, obs. ff. Coward, Cough.

+ Couwee, a. Obs. [a. F. couie tailed.] In
'ryme couwee', OF. rime couie, med.L. rithmus
caudatus tailed rime, applied to a couplet or

stanza with a tail, tag, or additional short line.

[13. . Ars Rithmicandi in Reliq. Antiq. I. 32 Rithmorum
caudatorum alii sunt consoni alii dissoni. .Primus modus
est quando dua? distinctiones concordant simul, et additur
Cauda, et dua; aliae simul, et additur Cauda, et caudal concor-
dant.] £1330 R. Brunne Chron. Prol. 85 If it were made in

ryme couwee, Or in strangere, orenterlace, pat rede Inglis

it ere Inowe, pat couthe not haf coppled a kowe, pat
outhere in couwee, or in baston, Som suld haf ben fordon.

Couje, cougwe, obs. if. Cough.
Couyn(e, var. Covin.

Couze, obs. f. Coz.
Couzen, -in, etc., obs. ff. Cousin, Cozen, etc.

Couzeranite, var. Couseranite.
Covable, couabill, erron. f. Coxable, Coven

able, suitable, proper.

Covaite, Covan, obs. ff. Covet, Coven.
Covande, -aunde : see Covenant.
Covariant ;

k0<ive>riant). Math. [f. Co- pref.

4 + Variant.] (See quot.)

1853 -Sylvester in Phil. Trans. C%lA\\,\.$^Covariant,
a function which stands in the same relation to the primitive
function from which it is derived as any of its linear trans-
forms do to a similarly derived transform of its primitive.
1880 Cahr Synop. Math. § 1629.

Covarture,covate,obs. ff. Coverture, Covet.
Cove (kJuv), sb.1 Forms : 1-2 cofa, coua, 4-

cove, (Sc. 4 cowe, 5 coaue, 6 coif). [Common
Teut.

; cf.MlIG.&obe (mod.G. koben), MLG. cove,
coven, mod. koven ; ON. kofi cell, hut, shed, Sw.
kofva, dial, hove, kuvi, hut, Norw. kove:~OTeut.
*kut>on. Some of the special applications in Eng.
seem to be local developments, and are of late

appearance in literature.]

1 1. In OE. : A small chamber, inner chamber,
bed-chamber, cell, etc. ; common with qualifying
word prefixed, as ban-cofa bone-chamber, body,
gdst-cqfa spirit's chamber, breast.
^800 Corpus Gloss. 1583 Pistrimum \-num\ cofa. 956

Charter Ead'.vig in Cod. Dipl. V. 348 Of mxd.ena coua on
Sotie hricwcg to Ealh;ijres byr^else. a 1000 Ccedmons
Got. 1464 (Gr.) Wits culufre eft of cofan sended. c 1000
Ags. Ps, civ. 26 [cv. 30] On cyninga cofum [in cubilibus
rignw], c 1000 /

r

cc. in Wr.-Vv'iilcker 189/10 Penates, cof-

godas. C1050 Gloss, ibid. 423/18 In conclaxi, on cofan,

t b. Cove and Key : closet or chamber and
key ; an ancient legal phrase used by Bracton in

reference to the functions and rights of the mistress

of a house, from the age of fourteen or fifteen. Obs.
In the 1569 ed. of Bracton, erroneously printed cone

and key ; repeated in Spelman and the Law Diets., as
well as in the Rolls ed. of Bracton. The MSS. have
clearly coue\ M.S. Rawlinson C. 158 has cleue and key (see
Clf.ve 2 chamber, bed-room, closet —co7>e); MS. Rawl. C.
159 has cofre, app. altered from cofe. See W. H. Stevenson
in Academy, 17 May 1890, 338. (It is not perfectly clear
whether cove, cleve closet here meant ' bed-chamber ' or
' store-chamber '.)

c 1250 Bracton ii. xVxvii. § 2 Femina. cum possit et sciat

domui sua; disponere et ea facere qua; pertinent ad disposi-

tionem et ordinationem domus, ut sciat qua; pertineant ad
coue et keye, quod quidem esse non poterit ante quartum
decimum annum vel decimum quintum. Ibid. § 3 Cum
esset quatuordecim vel quindecim annorum .. in tali a;tate

potest disponere domui sua; et habere coue et keye.
1651 W. G. tr. Cmvefs Inst. 33 A Woman is supposed to be
of perfect age in Socage in all cases so soon as she is able
to know how to dispose of her house, .and is able to under-
stand what appertains to Cone and Key, which cannot be
before she be fourteen or fifteen years old. 1890 W. H.
Stevenson in Academy 17 May 338 1 Cove and key' meant
' closet and key referring, no doubt, to the housewife's
storechamber.

+ C. A cell in a pigeon-cote. Obs.

1725 Bradley Family Diet. s.v. Pigeon House, As to the
Nests or Coves of the Pigeon-house, some build them in the
Wall with flat Bricks.

2. A hollow or recess in a rock, a cave, cavern,

den. Sc. and north.
C950 Liudisf. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 13 Hus min hus gebedes

Seceded -,je uutedlice^ie worhton 3a ilea cofaSeafana [Ags.
Gosp. to j?eofa cote

;
Vulg. speluncam latronujn]. — John

xi. 38 Se Ha:Iend. .cuom to 5a;m byr^enne, ua;s uutudlice
cofa* [Vulg. spelunca] ~j stan ofer-^essetted ua;s him. a 1300
Cursor M. 12341 (Cott. ) To be leones coue he yod. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints, Magdalena 814 & in bat roche hey & stay A
cowe he had quhare he lay. c 1450 Henrvson Mor. Fab.
56 All wylde beastes . . Drawes . . vnto their dennes deepe,
Couching for cold in coaues them to keepe. 1513 Douglas
sEfieis 1. iv. 21 Vndir the hingand rokkis was alswa Ane coif,

and thairin fresch wattir springand. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Les-
lie's Hist. Scot. 47 A certane coue [Lat. antrran], quhairin
water continualie drapping, in a schorte space turnes in a
verie quhyte stane. 1787 Burns Hallotveen i. Note, A noted
cavern near Colean-house, called the Cove of Colean. 1849
Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 358 The dark caverns, or

'coves '. .tenanted by these animals.

3. A recess with precipitous sides in the steep

flank of a mountain. (Common in the English

Lake district, where small lateral valleys often end
in 'coves'.) b. In some parts ofU. S. = gap, pass.

1805 Wordsw. Fidelity iii, It was a cove, a huge recess
That keeps till June, December's snow. 1872 Jenkinson
Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 337 The dark, solitary hollows of
Nethermost, Ruthwaite, and Cock coves. Ibid. 342 A wild,

secluded cove, at the head of the glen. 187a Schele de
Vere Americanisms 511 Notch, a narrow passage, through
the mountains, .in the Catskill mountains represented by
Cove.

4. A sheltered recess in a coast ; a small bay,

creek, or inlet where boats may shelter.

1590 Ferris Voy. Bristol m Arb. Gartier VI. 161 Within
five miles of St. Ives, we were constrained to seek for a
cove ; which we found called St. Dryvey, in Cornwall.
1624 Capt. Smith Virginia 1. 20 Gallant Coues, to containe
in many of them 100 sayle. 1674 Ray S. <$- E. C. Words 62
Cove, a little harbour for boats. West Conntrey. 1720 De
Foe Capt. Singleton iv. 58 We run our vessel into a little

cove. 1776 C Lee in Sparks Corr. Amcr. Rev. (1853)
244 The creek, or cove, which separates it from the con-
tinent, is near a mile wide. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon



COVE. 1100 COVENANT.
(1813) 37 There are several coves and indentures in the cliffs

between the Start Point and the mouth of the Dart river.

1833 TknmoN Poems 30 As waves that from the outer deep
Roll into a quiet cove.

5. trans/'. A sheltered place or recess among
hills, woods, etc.

1786 W. Gilpin Mis. ff Lakes I. 133 Ambleside is .. de-

lightfully seated. A cove of lofty mountains half incircles

it on the north. 1787 Wordsw. Evening Walk 2 'Tis mine
to rove Through bare grey dell, high wood, and pastoral

cove, i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Cove, a strip of prairie

extending into the woodland. 1863 Mary Howitt F.
Bremer's Greece II. xii. 35 Small farm-houses .. may not
unfrequently be met with in the little coves of the valleys.

6. Arch. A concave arch or vault ; an arched

moulding or concavity running along the project-

ing member of a structure; esp. the concave arch

of a ceiling; now usually the quadrantal curve at

its junction with the cornice.

i«x US, Acc. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., Payd for

makyng off a cove ouer de ovyn. 1645 Evelyn Mem. (1857)
I. 219 The fillings up, or cove, betwixt the walls, were of
urns and earthen pots, for the better sounding. 1787 Burns
Brigs of Ayr 133 O'er arching, mouldy, gloom-inspiring
coves, Supporting roofs fantastic 1793 Smeaton Edystone
L. § 278 note, This course, .forms the cove on the outside.

1797 Trans. Soc. Encouragem. Arts XV. 252 Paintings
. . on curved surfaces, such as the coves of ceilings. 18*3
P. Nicholson Tract. Build. 139 The coves and cornices of
rooms are generally executed in plaster. 1884 Law Times
18 Oct. 401/2 The ceiling . . is . . joined to the walls with a
cove having a radius of six feet,

b. Naut. (See quot.)
1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 112 Cove, the arched

moulding sunk in at the foot or lower part of the taffrail.

7. Comb. Cove-bracketing t^see quot.J ; cove-
plane, a plane for cutting coved surfaces.

1873 J.
Richards Wood-working Factories 146 In some

shops it will be worked out by hand with cove planes.

1876 Gwilt Archit. Gloss , Cm>e Bracketing, the wooden
skeleton for the lathing of any cove .. usually applied to
that of the quadrantal cove, which is placed between the
flat ceiling and the wall.

Coveik^'v), sb.'- slang ;orig. Thieves* cant).

Forms : 6-7 cofe, 6 coff, 7- cove. [The early

variant cofe has suggested that this is identical with
Sc. Cofe sb., * chapman, pedlar', the sense having
undergone the same transition as in Chap, which
is now nearly equivalent in meaning, save that cove
belongs to a lower and more slangy stratum of
speech. But the phonetic change off to v, at so
late a date, is not usual ; and the origin of the
word still remains obscure. Cf. also Co sb.-] A
fellow, * chap * customer 1

; sometimes= Boss sb.Q

(see quots. 1812, 1891).
1567 Harman Caveat 84 A gentry cofe, a noble or

gentleman. Ibid. 86 What, stowe you, bene cofe .

.

What, holde your peace, good fellowe. 1609 Dekker
Lanth. $ Candle Lt. Wks. 1884-5 HI. 196 The word
Coue, or Cofe, or Cuffin, signifies a Man, a Fellow, &c.
..a good fellow is a Bene Cofe. i6ai B. Jonson Gipsies
Metatnorph. Wks. <Rtldg.) 619/2 There's a gentry cove
here, Is the top of the shire, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Cofe, c. as Cove. 1737 in Logan Pedlar's Pack
(1869) 147 Now my Kinchin Cove is gone. 181a J. H.
Vaux Flask Diet, s.v., The master of a house or shop is

called the Cove.. ; when joined to particular words, as a
cross-cove, a flash-cove, a leary-cove, &c, it simply implies
a man of those several descriptions. 1838 Dickens O. Twist
x, That old cove at the book-stall. 1891 N. Gould Doub.
Event 115, I am not in the habit of being called a cove.
1891 Lkstzner Australian Word-bk., Cove, master or
overseer of an Australian station.

Cove (k<?uv), v. [f. Cove sbA]

1 1. intr. To shelter in a cove or small bay. Obs.
1631 E. Pelham God's Power $ Prat*, in Collect. Voy.

(Church. 1704) IV. 811 Even there between two Rocks we
coved. Ibid. 814 We could not possibly get to Bell Sound
that night, but Coved halfway.

2. trans. To arch or vault
;
esp. to arch (a ceil-

ing) at its junction with the wall.

1756, 1779 [see Coved). 18x7 Scott Let. to Terry 29 Oct.,
in Lockhart, I resign the idea of coving the library to
your better judgement. 1864 Kerr Gent/. House 307 An-
other good principle is to cove the ceilings.

b. To incline inwards (the sides of a fireplace)

:

see Coving 2.

1838 Paf>e>s Duties Corps R. Eng. II. 253 Fire-places .

.

should all have their sides altered by coving them.
Cove, var. of Cofe adv. Obs., quickly.
'11335 Names of Hare in ReL Ant. I. 134' The li?tt-fot

. .The go-bi-grounde. .The coue-arise.

Cove, var. of Couvk v. ; obs. f. Covey.
Coved \konvd)

t />/>/. a. [f. Cove sb. 1 and v. +
-ei>.] Formed into a cove ; arched, vaulted.
1756 C Li cas Ess. Waters II. 130 The spring .. is sur-

rounded with a coved wall of about three feet high. 1779
H. Swinburne Trav. through Spain xliv. (T.), The mosques
..are rounded into domes and coved roofs. 1853 Ruskin
Stones Ven. II. vi. £ 81. 209 The roof proper may be flat,

coved, or domed. 1879 Sir G; Scott Led. Archit. II. 138
Repeating on its coved surface the coffered panels.

b. Coved ceiling : one rising in an arched
curve ; now usually one connected with the cor-
nice by a concave curve.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 489 A coved ceiling of about
10 feet high. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. $ It. Jrnls. I. 165 In
the coved ceiling, .there are still some bright frescos. 1880
Sat. Rev. No. 1202. 135 The destruction of the coved
plaster ceiling of Bishop Montague.

Coveitise, var. of Covetise covetousness.

Covel(le, obs. ff. of Cowl, a tub, etc.

Coveld : see Covro.

Covelet (kflnrlH . [f. Cove sb* + -let.] A
small cove.

1876 R. F. Burton Gorilla L. II. 4, I landed, .in a covelet

I

smoothed by a succession of sandpits. 1887 Hall Caine
Deemster ix. 64 The coast-line curved into covelets and
promontories.

Covelline, covellite (ktfve'bin, -ait\ A/in.

,
[Named after Covelli, an Italian mineralogist who
found the mineral in the lava of Vesuvius : see

-ine, -he.] A native indigo-blue sulphide of

copper ; often called blue or indigo copper.

1850 Dana Min. 510 Covelline. 1868 Ibui. 84 Covellite

I

is the result of the decomposition of other ores of copper.
1863-71 Watt Diet. Chem. II. 74 Protosulphide of Copper

!
or Cupric Sulphide, CuS. This compound is found native,

j

as Covellin, Indigo copper, etc.

So Cove'llinite - prec.

1861 Bristow Gloss. 98 Covellinite. 1869 Phillips Vesuv.
x. 278 Covellinite—a sulphide of copper—is noticed as a
Vesuvian product by Beudant.

Coven, covin ;kzrven). Sc. Also 6 covan.
[Var. of covent

f
Convent.] An assembly, meet-

ing, or company. Obs.
1500-10 Dunbar Quhen tnony benefices vakit Wks. (188$)

205 Lat anis the cop ga round about. And wyn the covams
1

[v. r. couenis] banesoun.

b. spec. A gathering of witches; a 'convent*

1
or company of thirteen witches ; cf. Convent 1,2.
1661 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials Scot. III. 606 Ther void

meit bot sometymes a Coven. .Ther is threttein persones in

ilk Coeven. 1830 Scott Demonot. ix. 286 The witches of
Auldearne . . were told off into squads, or Covines. 1886
C. Rogers Soc. Life Scot. III. xx. 278 To their covens or
gatherings the foul sisterhood were borne through the air.

t Co venable, a. Obs. Also 4 -abul, 5
-abil(l. [a. AF. and OF. covenable, cuvenabte,

early var. of convenable (cf. Con- prefix), f. co{n)-

ven-ir, co n)ven-ant, to agree:—L. convenire to

agree, come together : see Convene. In Eng.
covenalde was further reduced to cov noble, whence
corruptly comnable, comunahle, Comenable, and
Conable. (Cf. the forms of Covenant.) Ultimately

the full form convenable was exclusively used in

French andadopted also in Eng.: see Convenable.]
1. Agreeing with circumstances

;
appropriate,

becoming, meet, fit, suitable.

[1191 Britton v. iiL \ t I. ir covenable susteinaunce.l
C1340 Cursor M. 10122 (Trin.) Charite is so couenabul

j

[v.r. comunable, comunabil]. 138a Wvclif Ex. xv. 23 A
couenable name [Vulg. congruum ncmen] he putte to the

[

place, clepynge it Mara. 1395 E. E. Wills (1882) 6 A
bed couenable for a gentel womman. < 1400 Destr. Troy
7951 Withouten couenable cause. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 89 He is happy that usith his dayes in

doyne couenable thin^es. a 1533 Ln. Berners Gold. Bk.
M. Aurcl. (1546) H ij, Wise .. as it is couenable for a
curiouse prynce to be. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ans?o.
Osor. 383 b, All the Sacramentes. . we doe observe in due
and covenable order. 1618 Cuke On Lift. 82 a, Hee shall

haue time and space to tender to him couenable mariage.

2. Agreeing with each other ; consistent.

1381 Wvclik Mark xiv. 56 Sothli manye seiden fals

, witnessinge a^ens him, and the witnessing is weren not
couenable [Vulg. convenientia).

3. Suitable for a purpose, or to the needs or

wishes of any one ; convenient.
c 1380 Wvclif Semt. Sel. Wks. I. 388 Whan a covenable

day fell. 1393 ( >ower Conf. III. 339 The wind was coven-
able. 1489 Caxton Faytes of A. n. xxiii. 136 Engyns
couenable to drawe out of the shippes the timber, the
stones, the pipes and other thinges. 1569 Stockkr tr.

Dioti. Sic, iil xviii. 135 Sending them into places couenable
to winter. 1643 Prvnse Soz>. Power Part. u. 70 To obvent
the malice of such felons, and to see a covenable remedy.
4. Of persons : Of becoming appearance or be-

haviour ; seemly, comely
;

accomplished. Cf.

proper (man, child, etc.) in obs. and dial. use.
1 1350 Will. Palern* 4089 A ful loueli lady lettered at be

best, corteys & couenabul. 1398 Trevisa liarth. De P. R.
viii. x. (1495) 311 The sygne that hyght Gemini, .makyth a
man fayr, couenable, ana of meane stature, c 1400 Beryn
244 Ful abill To amies, & to travaill, & persone couenabill.

1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccelxxix. 635 A sonne called
Philip, a right couenable and gracious man.

tCo venableness. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +
-NES3.1 Fitness ; seasonableness ; suitableness.
1381 Wyclif EccI. viii. 6 To alle nede time is and couen.

ablenesse [Vulg. opportunilai]. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. vi. xx. (1495) 208 In fedynge men sholde take hede
to couenablynesse of tyme.

t Covena blete. Obs. [a. OF. covenabletJ':

see Covenable and -ty.] Fitness, suitableness
;

also, a fit occasion, an opportunity.
1381 Wvclif 2 Mace. xiv. 29 He kepte couenabletee [Vulg.

opport unitatem], in whiche he shulde perfourme the maun-
dement. — Matt. xxvi. 16 And fro that tyme he sou^te
couenablete, for to bitake hym. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA.
1. vii. 16 This onely couenablete without the other propretees.

t Co'venably, adv. Obs. [f. Covenable +
-LY 2

; cf. Conably, Convenably.] In a suitable,

proper, or convenient manner; fitly; appropriately;

seasonably, opportunely; conveniently.
138a Wvclif Mark xiv. 11 And he soujte how he schulde

bitrayc him couenably [Vulg. opportune}. 1387 Trevis \

Iligden (Rolls) I. 303 Gades is coucnablelichc first i-sctte

among be ylondes of be greet see. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 9 A good medicine couenably yeuen to
them that be seke. 1613 Sir H. Finch Law (1636) 175 If a
daughter be couenably married by him, this is a sufficient

aduancement. [1764 Burn Poor Laws 3 In every church
. .a secular person was to be ordained vicar perpetual, and
covenably endowed. Cf. Act 4 Hen. IV. c xii.]

t Co*venance f
sb. Obs. In 5-6 -aunce. [a.

OF. covenance, now convenance, whence later Eng.
Convenance.] Agreement, covenant, convention.
1c 1475 Sqr. /owe Degre 902 in Hazl. E.P. P. II. 57 Vnto

the kynge soone he rade. As he before his couenaunce
made. 1483 Caxton fEsop (1889) 47 The couenaunces and
pactyons made by.. force oughte not to be holden. 1490— Eneydos 1 viii. 156 The kynge Latyne and the other
barons deuysed the couenances [of the combat], c 1500
Me/usine (£! E. T. S.) 5 She assentid to hit by such
couenaunce that neuer he shuld see her naked.

t Co venance, v. Obs. In 5 -aunce. [a. OF.
covenancier, -ancer, to covenant, settle or contract,

f. covenance, agreement, covenant : see prec.]

trans. To agree to, settle, or contract by covenant.
a 1450 A'nt. de la 7>wr(i868> 100 She thenne, that wold

fayne haue sene this maryage to be couenaunced and
graunted. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxxvii. 126 To hym he
hadde couenaunced his daughter Lauyne.

Covenant (ktrv/nant), sb. Forms : a. 4 coue-
nante, -ande, -ond^e, kouenand, 4-5 coue-
naund(e, 4-6 -and, -aunt(e, 5 -awnt(e, 3-7
couenant, 7- covenant. 0. 3 conuenant, 4
-and,6-ent. 7. 4conant, connande, cuunand,
St, cwnnand, 4-6 conand e, Sc. cunnand(e, 5
cunaunt, connownt, cownand, Sc. connand.
(4 ? cuuaunt, Xuuant, 5 covande, -aunde :

perh. error of u, v, for n.) 5 comnawnt, cum-
nawnte. [a. OF. covenant (1 3-i5th c. in Littr£),

later convenant, sb. use of covenant, convenant adj.,

orig. pa. pple. of cottvenir to agree : see Covena-
ble, and cf. the development of forms there.]

1. A mutual agreement between two or more
persons to do or refrain from doing certain acts

;

a compact, contract, bargain ; sometimes, the un-

dertaking, pledge, or promise of one of the parties.

Phrases, To make or enter into a c. ; to hold, keep,

break c. (No longer in ordinary use, exc. when
coloured by legal or theological associations.)

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 7484 iCott.) Sir King, he said, hald
me couenand. 1315 Shokkham 64 Hit is wykked con-

dicioun, Covenaunt of schrewead-hede. c 1386 Chaucer
Frankl. T. 859 Haue I nat holden couenant vnto thee.

1 1400 Destr. Troy 999 Ne he keppid no couenaund to be

kynd maydon. c 1477 Caxtoh Jason tj b. They made
couenaunt that they sholde sle him. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Solemn. Matrimonie, So these persons may surely per-

fourme and kepe the vowe and couenaunt betwixt them
made. x6u Bible Gen. xxi. 27 And Abraham tooke sheepe
and oxen, and gaue them vnto Abimelech : and both of
them made a couenant 1

1

535 Coverdale bond together],

1644 Direct. Publ. Worship in Scobell Acts * Qrd. 1. li.

(1658) 87 Who are now to be joyncd in the Honourable
estate of Marriage, the Covenant of their God. 1643 Caryl
Sacr. Covt. 7 A Covenant . . is more than a promise, and
lesse than a Oath. 1761 Cow^er Conversation 684^ Bad
men, profaning friendship's hallowed name, Form, in its

stead, a covenant of shame. 1841 Klphinstone Hist. Ind.
II. 17 He had entered into a covenant for mutual support
with forty of the king's other slaves.

0. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls* 3733 AI bat lond By certeyn
Conuenant was in Kyng Arturcs hond. a 1300 C ursor M.
3352 (Cott.) Our lauertl him held treu conuenand. 1546
Lvndesay Tragedy 337 Haistelie my conuencnt I brak.

y. c 1330 R. Brunne Ckron. (1810157 Suane. .to bat conant
him bond. 1375 Barbour Bruce 111. 753 The cunnand on
this wyss was maid, a 1400 50 Alexander 5543 He (Alex-

ander] makis a conand with his kni^tis. ^1470 Henrv
Wallace vm. 1345 To Bruce sen syne he kepit na connand.

1483 Catk. Angl. 74 To breke Conande, depmcisci . .To
m.ikr C n.indr. /.i, i\. ;. 1513 Docglas sEneis viii. Prol. 103

How mony crakyt cunnand 7 15*6 Pitgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1 1 ) 166 b, Theyr eares also hath made a conuencyon or

conande with reason.

6. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 108 Cumnawnte [v. rr. comnawnt,
cunaunt], pactum, fedus, convencio.

f b. To, on, upon, in, at (a or the) covenant :

on a mutual stipulation, or understanding ; on the

condition that. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7637 (Cott.) If he wald His doghter

wedde. .To be conuenand for to bring An hundreth hefds
to be king, c 13*5 Metr. Horn. 2 Thu gaf man skil and in-

siht. .Tolcouenand that he serue the riht. c 1400 Melayne
193 In that conande I yelde it the. c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints,
Tkeodera %yj One pat cunnande . . I wil tel be a thinge.

c 1440 ipomydon 696, I shall you telle, At this couenant
wold I dwelle. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1700 On be
conand bat whils I leue t>ou tell naman whatldidd. 15..
Merchant 4- Son 80 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 138 On a cove-
naunt, fadur, y wyll, and cllys not. X548 Hall Chron.
336b, To concfude a truce, .upon covenaunt, every man to

have his awne.

1 2. A promise made to oneself, a solemn per-

sonal resolve, a vow. Obs.
1 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 688 Cleopatra, And in myn

self this couenaunt made I tho, ffor ryght swichas jc fcldyn

wel or wo The same wolde I felen, life or dethe.

f 3. Each of the points or terms of an agreement.

Obs. exc. as in 4 b.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 712 And swiftly he sware on bat shene

god; All the couenaundes to kepe. .1440 ipomydon 711

Home they rode. .And to the quene the covenantys scyd.

1584 I'owel Lloyds Cambria 119 Certain*: uthcr untenants
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were agreed upon between them, 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World in. viii. § 6 To make good the Covenants of the late

concluded peace.

4. Law. A formal agreement, convention, or

promise of legal validity; esp. in Eng. Law, a
promise or contract under seal. (The English

equivalent of Lat. conventio as technically used
from the Norman Conquest onwards.)
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (i8ro) 260 pe conantz bat wer

sette. . Kyng Philip has bam gette fro bat tyme hiderward.
c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2135 Ariadne, As ye han In
this Covenaunt herd me rede. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
ccxxix. 240 It was sent to the court of rome . . that the for-

sayd couenauntz shold be enbulled. 1592 West 1st Pt.
Symbol. § 100 G, An Instrument of Couenants_ therefore
is a formal deed conteining an agreement of diuers per-

sons. 1641 Termes de la Ley 91 b, Covenant is an Agree-
ment made by Deed in writing, and sealed between two
persons, .if the one of them holdeth not his covenant but
breaketh it, then hee which thereoffeeleth himselfe grieved,

shall have thereupon a Writ of covenant. 1817 W. Selwyn
Law Nisi Prius (ed, 4) II. Index s.v., Express and implied
covenants defined. 1837 Penny Cyc*l. VIII. 116 The lien

of covenants usually contains introductory words, declaring
the entent of the covenant. If there are several cove-
nantors, it usually declares the covenant to be several, or
joint, or joint and several. 1875 Digby Peal Prop. vi.

(1876) 294 A covenant to stand seised was where a person
by deed agreed to stand seised to the use of some near rela-

tion—son, brother, nephew, or cousin.

b. esp. A particular clause of agreement con-

tained in a deed; e.g. the ordinary covenants to

pay rent, etc. in a lease.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. iv. 155 Let there be couenants
drawne between'*. 1634 Milton Comus 682 You invert the
covenants of her [nature's] trust, a 1720 Sheffield (Dk.
Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) II. 103 The City granted the Lease
at last, .full of covenants so much to the City's advantage.
1767 Blackstone Comm. II. 304 After warranty usually
follow covenants, or conventions; which are clauses of
agreement contained in a deed. 18x0 J. Marshall Const.
Opin. (1839) 127 The suit was instituted on several cove-
nants contained in a deed made by John Peck. 187a R. B.
Smyth Mining Statist. 97 Four new leases, .were declared
void for non-fulfilment of covenants. Mod. Are there any
restrictive covenants on this property?

j 5. The matter agreed upon between two parties,

or undertaken or promised by either; hence, cove-
nanted duty, service, wages, rent, etc. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4990 (Cott.) pe term es fourti dais sette

pat 1 o bam mi cuunand gette. c\x*$E. E. Allit. P. A.
561 Watz not a pene by couenaunt pore? 1377 Langl. P.
PI. B. xiv. 153 (MS. C) Alle bat done her connande wel
han dowble hyre for her trauaille. 1481 in Eng. Gilds
(i87o)3i6Eueryprentes that-.trewlyseruethe his cownand.
C 1483 Digby Myst. I1L 1803 Lo, here is all bi connownt, all-

redy bou xall it have. 1561 Becon Sick Man's Salve Wks.
II. 244 Look well unto thy servants. Give them their
covenants, and suffer them not to be idle. 1^96 Spenser
State Irel. (1633) 57 Exacting ofthem (besides his covenants)
what he pleaseth.

f 6. Pledge, security. Obs. rare.

1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 32 He who freely magnifies
what hath been nobly done . . gives ye the best cov'nant
of his fidelity.

7. Script. Applied esp. to an engagement entered
into by the Divine Being with some other being
or persons.

[The Heb. word rV"U bUrith is also the ordinary term for

a contract, agreement, alliance, or league between men. It

is constantly rendered in the Septuagint by Bta8^Kr} * dis-

position, distribution, arrangement which occurs in Aris-
tophanes in the sense 'convention, arrangement between
parties ', but usually in cl. Gr. meant ' disposition by will,

testament *. Accordingly, the Old Latin translation of the
Bible (Itala) appears to have uniformly rendered SiaO^Kij
by testamentum, while Jerome translated the Heb. by
/cedus and pactum indifferently. Hence, in the Vulgate,
the O. T. has the old rendering testamentum in the (Galli-

can) Psalter, but Jerome's renderings fosdus, pactum else-

where ; the N. T. has always testamentum. In English
Wyclif strictly followed the Vulgate, rendering fcedus,
pactum, by boond, covenaunt, rather indiscriminately, testa-
mentum in the Psalter and N. T. always by testament. So
the versions of Rheims and Douay. The 16th c. English
versions at length used cenrenant entirely in O. T. (includ-
ing the Psalter*, and Tindale introduced it into 6 places
in the N. T. These the Geneva extended to 23, and the
Bible of 1611 to 22 (in 2 of which Gen. had testament),
leaving testament in 14 (in 3 of which Gen. had covenant).
The Revised Version of 1881 has substituted covenant in 12
of these, leaving testament in 2 only (Heb. ix. 16, 17).]

Thus rVH2, fiiafljjKTj, fcedus ( pactum), covenant are applied
to God's engagement with Noah and his posterity, Gen. vi.

18, ix. 9717; to that made with Abraham and his posterity,
Gen. xvii, of which the token was circumcision ; to the
institution of the Mosaic Law, Exod. xxiv. 7, 8, and to that
law or its observance itself, whence the expressions book 0/
tlie covenant (i.e. of the law), ark of the covenant, blood of
the covenant (i.e. of beasts ritually sacrificed 1, land of the
covenant (=promised land, Canaan). The covenant with"*
the Israelites, in its various phases, is commonly called the
Old Covenant, in contrast to which the prophets made
promise of a new covenant, Jer. xxxi. 31 ; and this name
teat??) StadijKi) Neiv Covenant (testament) was, according to
St. Luke xxii. 20, applied by Jesus to the new relation
to man which God had established in Him. .In this sense*"
it is also used by St. Paul and the writer of the Epistle to
the Hebrews, who contrast these two covenants (Gal. iv. 24,
Heb. viii. 13, ix. 15, etc.), also called by commentators the
Temporal and the Eternal Covenant (cf. Heb. xiii. 20).

a 1300 Cursor M. 1975 ^Cott.) A couenand neu ic night
to be, bou sal fra now mi rainbow see. Ibid. 2667 Hald
See be couenand o bis wi[s] Do your knaue-barnes to cir-

cumces. 1382 Wyclif Jer. xxxi. 31 Y shal smyte to the

Vol. II.

hous of Irael and to the hous of luda newe pes couenaunt,
not after the couenaunt that y couenauntede with 3oure
fadris [Heb. viii. 8, I schal ende a newe testament]. 1557
N. T. (Geney.) Heb. viii. 8, I shal make with the house of
Israel and with the house of luda a new couenant [earlier
versions testament]. 1611 Bidle Ex. xxxiv. 2S And he
wrote vpon the Tables the words of the couenant, the ten
Commandements. — Heb. viii. heading, And the temporal!
Couenant with the Fathers [is abolished] by the eternal
Couenant of the Gospel. Ibid. xii 24 The mediatour of the
new Couenant [margin testament]. 1667 Milton P. L.
xi. 892 And makes a Covenant never to destroy The Earth
again by flood. 1779 Cowper Olney Hymns, Oh, how I

love thy holy word, Thy gracious covenant, O Lord ! 1818

J. Benson Bible w. Notes, Heb. xiii. 20 The everlasting
covenant—viz. the covenant of grace, in its last dispensa-
tion, termed everlasting. i88x N. T. Luke xxii. 20 This
cup is the new covenant [mar^. testament] in my blood.

b. Hence covenant is sometimes used= Dispen-
sation.

1818 J. Benson Bible w. Notes, Rom. iii. 28 The faith by
which men, under the New Covenant, are justified. 1845
S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref. III. 587 The doctrine, that
it was allowable for a man now, as well as under the old
covenant, to have several wives. 1867 Bp. Forbes Expl.
39 Art. vii. (1881) 118 Another important instance of the
connection between the old and the new covenant is Pro-
phecy.

c. The two divisions of the Scriptures, belonging

to the Mosaic and Christian dispensations respec-

tively, are sometimes called the Books of the Old
and the New Covenant, instead of the usual form
O. and N.Testament (Gr.iraAatd and tzaivi) hiaB-qia)).

1587 Golding De Momay xxxiii. 541 The Gospels, the
Acts, and the Epistles, all which together we call the newe
Couenant or the newe Testament. 1796 Newcome {titti",

An attempt towards revising our English Translation of the
Greek Scriptures or the new Covenant of Jesus Christ.

d. (Greater) Book of the Covenant, Little Book

of the C. : names given by O. T. critics to certain

portions of the Book of Exodus, viz. ch. xx. 22-
xxiii, and ch. xxxiv. 1 1-26 respectively.

8. Theol. a. Covenant of iVorks, Covenant of
Grace : the two relations which are represented

as subsisting between God and man, before and
since the Fall.

The Covenant of Works (or ofLife) was made with Adam
for himself and his posterity upon condition of obedience ;

the Covenant ofGrace {or ofRedemption) with ' the Second
Adam ' and with his elect in him, for their deliverance from
the misery and penalty into which they had fallen through
transgression of the covenant of works. The theology of the
covenants, or Federal Theology, was first elaborated by
Koch or Cocceius (1603-1669) ; and attained great vogue
in the 17th c., esp. among the Puritans. It is prominently
developed in the Westminster Confession of Faith, and its

accompanying Catechisms.
a 1640 J. Ball Covt. of Grace (1645) 8 The Covenant of

workes, wherein God covenanteth with man to give him
eternal! life upon condition of perfect obedience in his own
person. The Covenant of Grace, which God worketh with
man promising eternal life upon condition of believing.

1643-7 Westm. Conf. Faith vii, Of Gods Covenant with
Man. 1647 Assembly's Larger Catech. A. xxxi,The covenant
of grace was made with Christ as the second Adam, and in

him with all the elect as his seed. 1647 Shorter Catech.
A. 12 When God had created man, he entered into a cove*
nant of life with him, upon condition of perfect obedience.

1654 Jer. Taylor ind Anszv. Bp. Roc/iester, Only the
covenant of works did God make with all men till Christ
came : but he did never exact it after Adam. 1666 Bunyan
Grace Ab. (1879* 35 1 Thus, .was my Soul, .tossed sometimes
headlong into despair, sometimes upon the Covenant of
Works. 1774 Fletcher Salv. by Grace Wks. 1795 IV. 30
An account of the two covenants, that God entered into
with man. 1818 Scott Old Mort. viii, * Whilk Covenant is

your honour meaning?—is it the Covenant of Works, or the
Covenant of Grace ?

b. Applied to the engagement with God which
is entered into by believers at their baptism, or ad-

mission into the visible church.
1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 17 The covenand or

condition maid in Baptyme. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

lxiv. § 4 Baptism implieth a covenant or league between
God and man. 1634 Canne Necess. Separ. (1849) 222 Yet
have they not any. .power to make them members of God's
church (if they be not under the visible covenant). 1644
Direct. Publ. Worship in Scobell Acts % Ord. 1. li. (1658)

84 To improve and make the right use of their Baptism

;

and of the Covenant sealed thereby betwixt God and their

souls. 1786 Wesley Wks. (1872) IV. 325 That solemn
service, the renewing of our covenant with God. 1821

Wordsw. Eccl. Sonn. in. xxiii, On each head His lawn-
robed Servant lays An apostolic hand, and with prayer
seals The Covenant. 1827 Keble Chr. Year,^ 5th Sun.
after Easter x, The covenant of our second birth. 1891

T. Mozley T/te Son xlviii. 306 Admitted to covenant with
God, as in our Catechism all baptized persons are described

as children of God.

9. Eccl. a. Sc. Hist. The name given to cer-

tain bonds of agreement signed by the Scottish

Presbyterians for the defence and furtherance of

their religion and ecclesiastical polity.

The National CovenatU was signed at Edinburgh on 28

Feb. 1638 for the defence of Presbyterianism against the

Episcopal system that had been introduced by James I

and Charles I. The Solemn League and Covenant was
accepted by the General Assembly of the Church of Scot-

land on 17 Aug. 1643, and by the Westminster Assembly of

Divines, and English Parliament, on 25 Sept., as a league

between England and Scotland on the basis of the esta-

blishment of Presbyterianism in both countries. It is to the

latter especially that the name usually refers. It is some-

times given also to the Bonds subscribed at Edinburgh by

I the Lords of the Congregation and their followers on 3 Dec.
1557, and at Perth on 31 May 1559, the object of which was
the carrying out of the Protestant Reformation.
1638 Dk. Hamilton in H. Papers (Camden) 11 If you uill

not be content to admitt the Couenant to remaine, call a
g^enerall assemblie uher ye may expeckt the Bishopes to be
limited. 1643 Solemn League <y Covt., We Noblemen,
Barons, Knights, Gentlemen, Citizens, Burgesses, Ministers
of the Gospel and Commons of all sorts . . after mature de-
liberation, resolv'd and determin'd to enter into a mutual
and solemn League and Covenant. 1643 Evelyn Diary
23 J u Iy» The Covenant being pressed, I absented myselfe.
1650 Ciias. II Oath in Hist. Chas. II (1660) 76, I Charles
King of Great Britain France and Ireland, do assure and
declare by my solemn Oath, .my allowance and approbation
of the National Covenant, and of the Solemn League and
Covenant 1661 Evelyn Diary -21 May, The Scotch Cove-
nant was burnt by the common hangman in divers places
in London. Oh prodigious change ! 1677 Burnet Mem.
Dks. of Hamilton 367 The 17th of August, the day in

which the Covenant was first made, which from thence
some used to call Saint Covenant's Day. 1761 Hume

j

Hist. Eng. III. Hii. 139 The Earl of Argyle . . had at last

embraced the Covenant. 1848 Macallay Hist. Eng. 1. 213
Lauderdale had been conspicuous among the Scotch in-

surgents of 1638, and zealous for the covenant.

b. Church Covenant : the formal agreement
made and subscribed bythe members of aCongrega-
tional Church in order to constitute themselves a
distinct religious society. (An important feature of
Congregational polity in New England.)
c 1640 T. Hooker Ch. Discipline 1. iv (1648) 45 Of the

I Formall cause ofa Visible Church, the Church Covenant.
'. 1702 C. Mather Magn. Christi v. iv, Of the Form of the

Visible Church, and of Church Covenants.

10. attrib. and Comb., as covenant ark, blessings,

charter, engagement, mercies', right, safety, -servant',

covenant-breaker, -closure sbs. ;
covenant-breaking,

-ensuring, -keeping, -making adjs. ; covenant-vise

\

adv.
1871 Macdl'kf Mem. Patmos xii. 167 The covenant Ark

j

..will rise buoyant on the waters. 1836 E. Osler in Pal-
1 mer Bk. of Praise < 1874) 299 A milder seal than Abraham

found Of "cov'nant blessings more Divine, c 1440 Promp.
I Parv. 108 *Cumnawnte \>rcKere,fidtfra£us, i534Tis'dai.k

J

Rom. i. 31 Covenaunte breakers, vnlovinge, truce-breakers.

1646 P. Bllkf.lky Gospel Covt. 1. 48 He cannot be a cove-

: nant-breaker. 1737 Watkkland Eucharist 104 The Cove-

!

nant, or rather, the Covenant-Charter, was given soon after

I the Fall, to Mankind in general. 1653 Baxter Peace
Consc. Ep. Ded., Your hearts in their "Covenant-closure
with Christ. 1861-6 J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) III. 200

I Unless we perform it upon a "Covenant Engagement. 1781

Cowi'F.R Hope 150 Bright as the *Covenant-ensuring bow.
1685 J. Howe in H. Rogers Life ix. 231 To that blessed.

.

and *covenant-keeping God. 1375 Barbour ftruce 1. 561

Sa fell off this ^conand making. C1750 Wesley's Hymns
(1831) Suppi. Hymns No. 748 And make the*cov'nant peace
mine own. 1660 Hist. Chas. II 83 Those hard ^Covenant

j
Pills which the Kirkmen made him swallow. 1705 Stanhope
Paraphr. III. 413 A 'Covenant-right to the Promises of

I God. 1871 Macdufk Mem. Patmos xii. 168 Let us rejoice

in this *covenant safety. 1548 Udall Erasm. Paraphr.,

Luke 131 a, To Hue as a 'couenaunt seruaunt with so ryche

. .an housholder. 1645 Rutherfokd Tryal <y Tri. Faith

(1845) 76 An union *covenant-wise could never have been,

except God had in a manner bowed to us.

b. Special comb. + Covenant-head (Theol.),

one who enters into a covenant as a representative

of others ; + covenant-man, a party to a covenant

or contract ; a covenanter ; f covenant-penny,
eamest-money.
1758 S. Hayward Serm. 15 We did not commit it, but

Adam ; but it is so reckoned ours, upon our being included

in him as our *covenant-head. 1769 Cruden Concordance

(ed. 3) s. v. Covenant, Elect sinners, on whom grace and
glory were settled for ever in Christ, their covenant-head.

1540 Will of J. Smyth (Somerset Ho.), To euery of my
Joreneymen & *Covenaunt-men. 1581 Dees Diary Cam-
den) 11 Helen was hyred at our Lady Day for the yere.

.

she had her ^covenant penny.

Covenant ;kz7-v/hant), v. Also 4-6 coue-

naunt, (4 pa. pple. y-couenaunt, 5 cumnawnt-
1 yn, 6 comnaunt), 6 conuenant, -aunt, 7 cov-

;
nant. [f. the sb. : cf. Covenance 7/.]

1. intr. To enter into a covenant or formal

agreement ; to agree formally or solemnly ; to

contract.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 108 Cumnawntyn, or make a cum-

nawnte, convenio, pango. 1536 in Thynne's Animadv.

Introd. 28 John Wylkynson ..hath convenanted and bar-

gayned with Edmunde Pekham. 1596 Spenser State Irel.

(1633) 57 The reason why the landlord will no longer cove-

nant with him. 1611 Bible Matt. xxvL 15 They couenanted

with him for thirtie pieces of siluer. 1665 Manley Grotius

Law C. Warres 666 They had jointly Covenanted against

Foreign Dominion and Tyranny. 1765 Blackstone Comm.
I. 562 A man cannot grant any thing to his wife, or enter

into covenant with her : for . . to covenant with her, would

be only to covenant with himself. 1843 Carlyle Past fyPr.

(1858) 185 Did I not pay them, .the sum covenanted for?

b. with infin. or clause, expressing purpose or

purport.
c 1314 [see Covenant pa. pple.].

c 1394 P. PI. Crede 38 A Carm me hab y-couenaunt be

Crede me to teche. 1555 Eden Decades 140 They coue-

naunted with hym to paye yearely a hundreth pounde
weyght of perles. 1645 Direct. Publ. Worship in Scobell

Acts <$• Ord. 1. li. (1658) 87, I M. do take thee N. to be my
married Wife, and do. .promise and covenant to be a loving

and faithfull Husband unto thee. 1661 Bramhall fust
I 'ind. vii. 182 The King of the Romans and Electors did

covenant mutually to assist and defend one another. 1763

139
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Sterne 5M Journ. (1778) tL 120 I had covenanted at

Montruil to give him a new hat with a silver button and
loop. 1819 Arnold in Stanley Life <r Corr. (1844) I. ii. 59
Did you not covenant to write to me first ? 1855 M acaulav
Hist. Eng. IV. 55a An agreement by which the Company
had covenanted to furnish a person named Colston with two
hundred tons of saltpetre.

2. trans. To agree or subscribe to by covenant

;

to agree formally to give or do (something).

1381 Wvclif Ex. xxxiv. 27 Thes wordes with which I

haue couenauntide a boond of pees, c 1500 Melnsine 155

Ye conuenaunted with me a yefte whiche I purpose now to

take. x$»3 Ld. Rerners Erotss. (1812) I. ccccxlix. 794 These
maryages were sworne and couenaunted. 1530 Palsgk.

503 s. v. That that I comnaunt with you shall be par-

fourmed. 1670 Milton Hist. EngA\%\\\\ 22 The Tribute
Covnanted to Beltnus for his enlargement. 1849 Grote
Hist. Greece 11. lxii. (1862) V. 374 Nothing is covenanted
as to any remainder. 1861 Pearson Early <$ Mid. Ages
Eng. 179 She refused to pay the witch who had assisted

her the sum covenanted.

3. To make it a condition or clause of an agree-

ment, to stipulate, (with obj. clause.)

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 111. f 1586) 153 b, The old

husbandes in hiring of a shepehearde, did alwaies covenant
among others, that he should be sound of body and limine.

c I4M Marlowe Massacre Paris 11. Wks. iRtldg.^ 234/1
With Poland, therefore, must I covenant thus, That if, etc.

1700 Congreve Way of World nr. v, Imprimis then, I

covenant that your acquaintance be general . . /tent, I article

that you continue to like your own face, as long as I shall.

f 4. To take the Covenant : see Covenant sb. 9.

1661 R. L'Estrange Interest Mistaken 25 Reverend
Divines reduced to begge their Bread, because they would
not Covenant.

t 5. trans. To covenant out : to exclude or expel

by covenant. Obs.
1661 Mercnrius Caledonins 1 Mar., That laudable custom

of suppers, which was covenanted out. .is again in fashion.

+ Covenant, pa. pple. Obs. An occasional

variant of Covenanted
c 1314 Guy H'anv. (A.< 474 As it was couenaunt bitvenous

tvo. 1583 Stubbs Anat. Abus. H, 85 Hauing his monie
that was couenant, is hee not bound, .to teach them.

t Covenant, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. covenant,

early form of convenant suiting, agreeing.] =Co-
venable a. 4.

c 1440 Bone Elor. 945 Let him goo, He semyth covenawnt
and trewe.

Covenantal (krWharntal), a. [f. Covenant
sb. + -al.1 Of or pertaining to a covenant.
1863 J. Williams Baptistery 1. xii. (1874) 154 Heaven's

bright bow The emblem of her covenantal sign. 1889 Lux
Mundi xii. (1890) 493 The one condition of covenantal
union with God.

Covenanted (krv/hanted), ppL a.

1. Of a thing : Agreed upon, established, or se-

cured by covenant. Covenanted grace, mercies

(Theol.): those that are secured to such as have
entered into covenant with God : see Covenant
8 b.

1651 HoBBEsZ^'i/iM.ni. xii. 263 The reduction of his elect

to their former covenanted obedience. 1670 Milton Hist.
Eng. v. (1851) 204 Hostages, .to keep thir covnanted peace.
1788 Burns Let. 8 Nov.,Nothing inconsistent with the coven-
anted terms. 1836 J. H. Newman in Lyra Apost. xxxvii.
There is not on the earth a soul so base, But may obtain a
place In covenanted grace. 1887 S. Cox Expositions Ser,

in. xiit. 169 There is a very general impression . .that a
radical and vast difference obtains between what are called
the covenanted and the uncovenanted mercies of God. 1888
Sir F. Pollock Ox/. Led. viii. (1890) 199 Their covenanted
liberty of self-government.

2. Of a person : Having entered into a covenant,
bound by a covenant.
1646 P. Bulkeley Gospel Covt. L 165 To shew mercy to

his covenanted people. 171a Lett.fr. Misfs Jml. II. 235
Any profess'd Dissenter, and covenanted Member of a Con-
venticle.

3. Hist. Having subscribed the Covenant.
1660 in Neal Hist. Purit. IV. 256 He [Charles II] thanked

God that he was a Covenanted King. 1693 ApoL Clergy
Scot. When the Covenanted Zealots were uppermost.
1817 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) II. xl. 317 The presby-
terians remembered that he [Charles II] was what they
called a covenanted King. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. IV.
456 The heir of a covenanted house.

4. Indian Civil Service. Applied to the re-

gular members of the service who used to enter

into a formal covenant with the East India Com-
pany, and do so now with the Secretary of State

for India. Hence the covenanted service.

1757 in J. Long Select. Rec. Govt. (Y.l, A great scarcity of
covenanted servants in Calcutta. 1859 Lang Wand. India
323 The covenanted civil service in India. 1861 Times 23
July, In addition to general covenants for fidelity, obedience
to orders, and accounting, the covenanted servants bind
themselves to deliver to the Government, on demand, all

their books and papers, etc. 1885 Athenaeum 11 Apr. 466/1
A covenanted Bengal civilian.

Covenantee (kp v/hantr). [see -ee.] a.

Legal and gen. The person to whom a promise
by covenant is made. The correlative of Cove-
nantor.
1649 W. Ball Power ofKings 8 Even so it is between the

King, who is Covenantor by Oath, and the People who are
Covenantees concerning Lawes and Statutes . . to be enacted.
1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 156 If a man covenants to be
at York by such a day.. and is not at York at the time ap-
pointed, .these are direct breaches of his covenant; and
may be perhaps greatly to the disadvantage and loss of the

covenantee. 1818 CuriSE Digest fed, 2) I. 101 If a tenant

in tail covenants to stand seised to the use of the covenantee

for life. 1885 Lmv Times Rep. LI I I. 308/1 The reasons for

making the trustees covenantees are that the husband cannot
covenant with his wife.

b. Theol. One admitted into God's covenant

with His people.
1691 Beverley Disc. Dr. Crisp 1 The Covenantees accord-

1 ing to the faultless Covenant must so continue in it, that

God may be for ever their God, and they his People. i70»

C. Mather Magn. Ckr. v. 111.(1852)295 To be in covenant,

or to be a covenantee is the formalis ratio of a church
member. 17*6 Avliffe Parergon 105 Both of them were
the respective Rites of their Admission into the several

Covenants and the Covenantees became thereby entitled to

the respective Privileges which were annex'd to them.

t Covenantees, -ier. Obs, rare, [see -eer.]

= Covenanter 2.

1660 Hist. Chas. II 86 The proud Marquess of Argyle,

and other Covenantier Lords, 1681 Luttrell BriefRet.
(1857) I. 114 His majestie. .did recommend to them the
suppression of covenantees and all schismaticks.

Covenanter kp-v/nantai). [f. Covenant v. +
-krL]
1. gen. One who covenants or enters into a cove-

nant with others.

1643 Carvl Sacr. Coi't. 10 You must bid high for the
honour of a Covenanter. 1656 S. Winter .SVrwi. 40 Abraham
is brought in as the first explicit Covenanter. 1675 Brooks
Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 288 Faithfulness is plainly and
clearly declared . . betwixt covenanters. 1890 £ . H. Browne
Exp. 39 Art. xxvii. (18741 615 But a covenant on God's part

implies the faithfulness of the Covenanter.

2. Sc. Hist. A subscriber or adherent of the

National Covenant signed 28 Feb. 1638, or of the

Solemn League and Covenant of 1643. (In Scot-

land traditionally pronounced covena'nter.)

1638 Dk. Hamilton in //. Papers (Camdent 51 Take him
to Be a uoorse instrument then anie Couenanter. 1638
( 'has. I in Hetherington Hist. CM. Scot. 11842)290 I intend
not to yield to the demands of those traitors the Covenanters,
.

.' 1670 Spalding Tronb. Chas. I, L 108 This blew ribbin

was wome and called ' the Covenanter's ribbin ' by the haill

souldiers of the army. i68x in Bagford Ballads (1878) 929
Kach zealous Covenanter [rime a KanterJ. 1817 Coleridge
Bioe. Lit. 93 The same fanatic principle, .emptied its whole
vial of wrath on the miserable covenanters of Scotland.

1886 Morlev Mill's Autobiog. Crit. Misc. III. 66 Thetem.
perament of the Scotch Covenanter of the 17th century.

Covenanting kfv/hantirj ,vbl.sb. [f. Cove-
nant v. + -ing '.J The entering into or signing a

covenant.

1639 Drl'mm. of Hawth. Consid. to Part. Wks. (171 1) 186
For whatsoever crime ; except lese majesty against the
state, and not covenanting. 1651 Gaule Magastrom. 140
In regard of their implicite covenanting. 1681-6 J. Scott
Ckr. Life(\nj) III. 285 These Words do imply our formal
Covenanting with God in Baptism.

Covenanting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing

That enters into or signs a covenant ;
spec, in 5Sr.

Hist. Csee Covenant 9).
1653 Gauden Hierasp. Pref. to Rdr. 13 Their select fraterni-

ties and covenanting congregations, a 1674 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. ix. (1843) 592/1 He nad application enough from
the covenanting party of Scotland. 1864 BrRTON Scot Abr.
II. ii. 147 Alexander, who led the Covenanting troops. 1888

M. Morris Claverhonse v. 82 A paper (known in Covenant-
ing annals as the Hamilton Declaration).

t Co venantly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
. [-LY 2.]

According to covenant.
1648 J. Goodwin Right

«J-
Might 29 The Army did not

violate or breakc any the rights and priviledges of Parlia.

ment, properly, or Covenantly so called.

Covenantor {Vwfnknip i). Law. [f. Coven-
\

ant v. + -OR.] One who enters into a legal
: covenant ; the party by whom the obligation ex-

pressed in the covenant is to be performed.
1649 W. Ball Potver of Kings 8 Every Covenantor may

. .advise with Himselfe. .as well as with the Councell of His
Covenantee. 1767 Hlackstone Comm. II. 304 If the
covenantor covenants for himself and his heirs, it is then a
covenant real, and descends upon the heirs. 1887 LaivRef.
34 Ch. Dtv. 4 Necessary to (jive one covenantor a right
through the covenantee as against other covenantors.
Covenous, var. of Covinous.

tCovent. The early form of Convent, q. v.,

! common down to 17th a, and surviving in some
proper names, as in Covent Garden, London.
Coventre, ? error for coyentre, coyntre : see

Cotn Obs., quince.

MS0 Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker Voc. 716 Hec cocianus, a
coven tre. [Cf. ibid. 629/12 Coctanus qwynstre.J

Co ven-tree, covin-tree. Sc. [In sense I,

j

app. from Coven ; bat 2 is of uncertain origin.]

1. trans. 'A large tree in front of old Scottish

j

mansion-houses, where the laird met his visitors*

(Jamieson), or where he assembled his retainers.

18*3 Scorr Qnentin D. iii, I love not the Castle when the
1 covin-tree bears such acorns as I see yonder. 1844 W. H.
Maxwell Sports

<fr Adv. Scot. (1855)333 At all oldScottish
mansion-houses, there was a tree at some distance from the
door, called the cogjin tree, (variously the covan tree,) where
the landlord met his guests. 188* Btackiv, Mag. Sept. 367

j

The Border reivers were being hung to their own covin
trees by rough and ready Jedburgh Justice.

2. A local name of the shrub Viburnum Lan-
tana, called also Wayfaring (Man's) Tree: re-

l corded by Britten and Holland from Bucks and
; Wilts.

a 1697 Aubrey (Brit. &. Holl.), Coveu-tree common about
Chalke and Cranbourn Chase ; the carters doe make their
whippes of it.

Coventry (k^ventri, krry). An ancient town
in Warwickshire.

1. To send (a persott) to Coventry : to exclude
him from the society of which he is a member on
account of objectionable conduct ; to refuse to

associate or have intercourse with him. So also

to be in Coventry.
[The origin of the phrase has l>een the subject of numerous

ingenious conjectures : see Brewer, Phrase and Eable, etc.

A probable suggestion refers it to the circumstances re-

corded in quot. 1647 ; a less likely source has been suggested
in quot. 1691.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vi. 9 83 At Bromigham a town
so generally wicked that it had risen upon small parties of

the king's, and killed or taken them prisoners and sent them
to Coventry [then strongly held for the Parliament ]. a 1691
Baxter in Retia. Baxt. 1. 1. 11696) 44 Thus when I was at

Coventry the Religious part of my Neighbours at Kidder*
minster that would fain have lived quietly at home, were
forced, .to be gone, and to Coventry tney came.)

1765 Clubbk. Tarporley Huntin Eg.Warburton Hunting
Songs Introd. (1877) 16 Mr. John Barry having sent the Fox
Hounds to a different place to what was ordered . . was sent to

Coventry, but return 'd upon giving six bottles of Claret to

the Hunt. 1787 Mad. D'Arblav Diary Aug., I sent his de-

pendence and his building to Coventry, by not seeming to

near him. 179a W. Roberts Looker-on (1704) I. 34 No. 3

[He) paid thirty shillings and sixpence for contumacy, and
swore himselve to Coventry. x8ai Croker in C. Papers I.

203 (Farmer) I found MacMahon in a kind of Coventry, and
was warned not to continue my acquaintance with him.
i8«9 Marryat E. Mildmay iii, The oldsters . . had sent me
to the most rigid Coventry. 1885 W. E. Norris Adrian
Vidal xxxiv, She ended by virtually sending him to Coven-
try in his own house.

2. slang. A kind of cake (see quot.).

1851 Mavhew Lond. Lalxntr I. 198 Among the regular

articles of this street-sale are * Coventry's or three-cornered
puffs with jam inside.

+ 3. Coventry Bella. Obs. a. An old name for

Campanula Medium. Also called Coventry Kapes,

Coventry Marians. It is possible that some Bri-

tish species, as C Trachelium, C. Kapunculus*
were sometimes included under the name : cf.

Canterbtry Bell. b. In Gerarde also for Ane-
mone Pulsatilla.

1578 I.vte Dodoens 11. xx. 171 Like the Belrloures, or
Coucntrie Marians, .the Couentrie Marians violet. /.'':./. 11.

xxii. 173 Of Marians violet, or Couentrie Belles. .These
pleasant floures grow about Couentrie in England. Ibid.

174 We may also cal them Couentrie Rapes. 1507' in* \k:>i

Herbal 11. lxxiii. ft 3. 309 In Cambridgeshire, where they
[Passe Flowersl grow, they are named Couentry bels. Ibid.

11. ex. I 2. 363 Couentrie bels are called. . Mercuries violets,

and Couentrie Rapes, and of some, Mariettes. 1657 W.
Coles Adam in Eden lxL 117. 1776 J. Lee Introd. Bot.

(ed. 3) 329 Coventry-bells, Campanula.

t4. Coventry bine. Obs. A kind of blue

thread manufactured at Coventry, and used for

embroidery. (Also simply Coventry^
[1581 W. Stafford Exam. Compt. 40 a, I have heard say

that the chiefe trade of Coventry was heretofore in making
of blew third.) a 150s Greenf. J.is. IV (1861) 208 Edge
me the sleeves with Coventry blue. 1600 Roxb. Ball.

VI. 463 She hath a cloute of mine, wrought with good
Coventry. i6si B. Jonson Gipsies Metamorph. Wks,
(Rtldg.) 625/1 A skein of Coventry* blue I had to work
Gregory Litchfield a handkerchief.

tCo*ventry f
v. Obs. — 1

[i. the surname of

Sir John Coventry, on whose mutilation by the

kings friends in 1670 the Coventry Act (22-3

Chas. II, c 1) against nose-slitting and maiming
was passed.] To slit the nose of.

1704 W. Hisset Plain Eng. 55 Sure to be cudgell'd or

Coventry'd ; or have my Throat cut the next hour.

Cover (kirvaj), v. 1 Forms : 3 cuuer-en, 3-6

couer(e, 4- cover. Also 4-5 covyr(e, covir,

4-6 kever(e, keuer(e, 5 kouer e, kyuer(e, cu-

fere, couure, couvre, 6 couour ; also 4-5 cure,

6 cour, 8 St* coor : see Ci*re v.'2 [a. OF. cuvr-ir,

covr-ir, later couvr-ir = Yx. cobrir, cubrir, Sp. cu-

brir, It. coprire:—h. coopertre, f. co- *= com- inten-

sive + operire to cover, cover up, conceal. The OF.
stressed form cuevre, queuvre, of the pres. sing,

gave the English variant hezrr, kiver, still exten-

sively used in the dialects.]

I. 1. trans. To put or lay something over (an

object), with the effect of hiding from view, pro-

tecting, or enclosing ; to overlay, overspread with.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3678 tCott.) Wit a rugh skin sco hidd his

hals And couerd bar-wit his hands als. c 1400 Destr. Troy
0616 Priam a prise towmbe prestly gart make, And the
bodyes. .buried berin . .Couert horn clanly, closet horn to-

gedur. 14 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 68 Kever the rotes

a;ene with same erthe. 1581 Hester Seer. Phiorav. in.

xxxiii. 47 Put it into a greate Tubbe, and keeuer it with
water. 1590 Spenser E. Q. 11. viii. 9 Where finding life not
yet dislodged quight He much rejoyst, and courd it tenderly.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729^ 197 Cover with dry Straw.

.

your young exposed Evergreens. 175a C. Stewart in

Scots Mag. (1753) June 991/2 The people . . were covering

potatoes. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Cketn. I. 410 Cover the whole
with a stratum of charcoal.

2. To put a covering of some specified kind on.

The addition or accession of the covering, rather than the

condition of the object covered, is the prominent notion.



COVER. 110* COVER.

a. To put a cover or lid upon (a vessel, etc.),

or over (its contents) ; also to overlay (a pie or

the like) with paste.

138a Wyclif Ex. xxi. 33 If eny man open a cystern. .and
not couerith it, and oxe or asse fal into it. c 1430 T-wo
Cookery-bks. 45 Keuere bin cofyns with be same past. Ibid.

52 Kyuere hym [be Lampray] fayre with a lede. 1577
Googe HeresbacKs Hnsb. {15861 26 JTo cover every pot with
one cover. 1703 Maundrell Journ. Jems, (1732) 77 They
[coffins] had been at first cover'd with handsome lids. 1853
Soyer Pantroph. 63 Cover the saucepan for an instant, un-
cover, and serve.

+ b. To put a roof upon or over ; to roof. Obs,

(but see Cover in, 18).

1393 Langl. P. PL C. lv. 64 Ich shal keuery ^oure kirke
and soure cloistre maken. 148s Caxton Trezdsa's Higdeu
xli. (1527) 42 b, Brent tyle to covere [1387 Trevisa hele]

with houses and chirches. 1630 R. 'Johnson's Kingd. <y

Commw. 116 Their houses .. are. .covered with straw or
reed. 164a Perkins Prof. Bk. x. § 666 To cover the house
of another stranger. 1734 Sale Koran Prelim. Disc. 1.

(Chandos) 4 Covered with a cupola.

c. To put a surface layer of something on for

ornament or use ; to overlay, overspread with.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxi. 94 pe walles within er

couerd with plates of gold. 1563 Fulke Meteors (1640) 31
The Sea-Calfe is never hurt with lightning : wherefore the
Kmperours tents were woont to be covered with their

skinnes. 1665 Pepvs Diary 21 Sept., Most of the house is

. .covered with lead, and gilded, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. iii.

29 Pines, .covered with the freshly-fallen snow. 1872 E.
Peacock Mabel Heron I. viii. 132 The roof was covered
with wooden shingles.

d. To spread a cloth or the like over the upper
surface of (a table) ; esp. in preparation for a meal,

to lay the cloth. Often absol.

1563 WinJet Bk. Questions mCert. Tractates (1888) I. 84
Quhy couer }e jour table with a quhyte clayth at jour com-
munioun ? 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 290 When the houre of
Supper was come, and the tables covered. .1590 Greene
Fr. Bacon (1861) 169 To cover courtly for a king. 1596 Shaks.
Merch. V. in. v. 63. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav.
Ixxix. 320 Having caused a table to be covered for us, and
on it placed store of excellent good meat. 1877 R. J. More
Under the Balkans, A low stool covered by a handkerchief,
on which were placed the religious books.

e. To overspread with something which marks
or occupies the whole surface ; to strew with.
1382 Wyclif Ezek. xxiv. 7 He shedde it not out vpon

erthe, that it may be keuered with dust, c 1430 Lydg.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 22 The thorne is sharp kevered
with fresshe colours. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. i. 2

Our bodies covered . . with the stripes of the lashes. Ibid.

Ixviii. 276 Covered all over with pearls, and chains. 1784
Cowper Task u. 829 Gardens, fields and plains Were cover'd
with the pest. 1874 Green Short Hist. ii. 60 Art and litera-

ture covered England with great buildings and busy schools.

1875 Jevons Money (1878J 58 The whole surface could not
be covered with a design.

\ f. To cover his feet (a Hebraism) : to ease

himself. Obs.

1535 Coverdale i Sam. xxiv. 3 There was a caue, and
Sauiwente in to couer his fete. 1560 Bible (Genev.) judg.
iii. 24 Surely he doeth his easement [marg. note he couereth
his feete]. z6iz ibid., Surely he couereth his feet in his

Summer chamber.

3. To clothe (the body) ; to wrap, wrap up,

invest, envelop.
c 1340 Cursor M. 25465 (Fairf.) Ne palle to couer mi bane.

c 1394 P. PI. Crede 1 16 Clob to coveren wib our bones, c 1400
Destr. Troy 5530 He was . . couert as a capull all the corse

ouer. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 125/1 Y u haddest pite of
iny nakidnesse. For whan I was a cold thou couerdest me.
C1511 \st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 28/1 Ledder to
kyuer theyr members with. 1611 Bible Isa. xxxvii. 1 Hee
..couered himselfe with sackecloth. — Ezek. xvi. 10, I

couered thee with silke. 1674 tr. Sclieffer's Lapland xvii.

90 They cover themselves in the Summer with blankets.

b. fig. and trans/.

138a Wyclif /V. cviiifi]. 29 Be thei couered as with a double
mantil with ther confusion. 16x1 Bible Ps. cix. 29 Let
them couer them selues with their owne confusion, as with
a mantle. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 267 Heav'ns all-ruling

Sire . . with the Majesty of darkness round Covers his

Throne. 1749 Fielding Tom fanes vr. viii, He stood ..

covered with confusion. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I.

19 You. .cover yourselves with the renown of a good name.

4. To cover (one's head) : to put on or wear one's

hat or other head-covering
;

spec, after it has been
taken off as a mark of reverence or respect ; also

to be covered, and absol. to cover,
C1340 Hamfole Prose Tr. 27 It es no wyrchipe to Godd

for to couer His heuede and leue His body bare. 1483
Caxton Gold. Leg. 207/1 Thy veyl or keuerchief wyth
whiche thou kouerst thy hede. 1530 Palsgk. 499/1 Cover
your heed. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. v. i. 18 Good eu'n gentle
friend. Couer thy head. .Nay prethee bee couer'd. 1611
Bible i Cor. xi. 6 If the woman be not couered, let her also
bee shorne. 1656 Finett For. Ambass. 194 Whether he
would now, at his leave taking, cover in presence of her
Majesty. 1667 Pepys Diary (1879) IV. 412 Here I stood
bare, not challenging to be covered. 1800 in Nicolas Disp.
NelsonWW. p. cxcvii, The Order has the particular privilege
of being covered in the King's presence.

5. Said of the instrument : To lie or be over (an

object) so as to hide, protect, or enclose it ; to serve

as a covering to.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9998 (Cott.) J?e colur. .pat cuuers al abute
be wal..es rede, c 1340 E. E. Psalter <E. E. T. S.) xliiifj].

21 Shadew of deb couered vs. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xix.

70 The nyght obscure couereth the landes. 1536 Pilgr.
Per/.(W. de W. 1531) 142 The rofe yt couereth all is the
theologicall vertue, hope. 1611 Bible Ex. xl. 34 A cloud

couered the Tent of the Congregation. 1760-72 tr. yuan
ff Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 76 The shell which covers the
coco nut. c i8ao Shelley Fugitives viii, One boat-cloak

did cover The loved and the lover. 1833 F. Clissold Ascent
M. Blanc 16 A smooth broad sheet of ice covered the whole
ofthe declivity. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb <$• Flow II. xxv. 82
Dreary swamps cover what was once the city of Classis.

b. Said of garments and the like.

140X Pol. Poems 11859) II. 71 The scapclarie also that
kevereth the schuldris. 1533 More Apol. xxii. Wks. 882
Clothes that shal only kever them and not kepe them
warme. 1577 B, Googk HeresbaclCs Hnsb. in. (1586) 127
He[the Carnalleopard] is covered like a fallow Deare. c 1600
Shaks. Sonn. xxii, All that beauty that doth cover thee Is

but the seemly raiment of my heart. 1674 tr. Scheffer's
Lapland xvii. 88 A cap which ..covers part of their
shoulders.

c. To extend or abound thickly over the face of;

to occupy the entire surface of; to strew, occupy.
€ 1340 Cursor M. 5931 (Trin.j Frogges bat no tonge coude

tel. . Al be erbe bei couered so. 138a Wyclif Num. xxii. 5
A peple. .that couereth the vttermoost of the erthe. a 1533
Ld. Bernehs Huon lviii. 201 The feldes were coueryd with
deed men. 1611 Bible Ex. viii. 6 Frogges came vp, and
couered the land of Egypt. 1667 Milton P. L, 1. 312 So
thick bestrown . . lay these, covering the Flood. 1818 J as.

Mill Brit. India II. iv. iii. 97 The bands, .then covering the
upper provinces of Hindustan. 187a Yeats Groivth Comm.
31 Phoenician and Greek vessels covered the eastern Medi-
terranean

+ d. To enclose as an envelope. Obs.
1801 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson IV. 364 Your Excellency's

letter, .covering two letters from Lord Carysfort.

e- fig-
1819 Shelley Cenciw. u. 75 Words are but holy as the

deeds they cover.

6. Of a stallion: To copulate with (the mare);
rarely of other animals. Also absol. and causally.

1S3S Act 27 Hen. VIII c 6 § 1 Horses and nagges. .to

couour mares and felys of very small stature. 1575 Tuk-
berv. Venerie xvii. 45 [The stag] which hath the mastrie .

.

casting himselfe with a full leape vpon the Hynde to couer
hir. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach'siH usb. m. (1586) 126. 1604
Shaks. Oth. 1. i. in, 1621-51 Burton Anat. Mel. ill. ii,

vi. v. 576 Like that generous Mare, .she was contented at
last to be covered by an Ass. 1704 Swift Mech. Operat.
Spirit,The Persian Beast acquired his Faculty, by covering
a Mare the Day before. 1790 Bewick Quadrupeds 5
Eclipse, .now covers by subscription forty mares at thirty

guineas each 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 60 A stallion

. . [which] covers this season at Dringhouses. 184a H.
Stephens Bk. of Farm (1851) II. 155 Covering her with
another horse, or another kind of horse. 1859 Todd Cycl.

Anat. V. 567/1 A bitch which had never been covered,

fb. Of a bird : To sit upon (eggs). Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 145 Egges covered by
the Hen, 1711 Addison S/ect. No. 128 P 3 Whilst the Hen
is covering her Eggs.

7. a. To place a coin, etc. of equal value upon
another, as in wagering.
1857 Borrow Romany Rye (1858) II. xiii. 193 'This is

slow work,' said Jack, banging down a guinea on the table

;

' can you cover that, old fellow 1
' 1862 Trollope Orley

F. III. 166 (Hoppe) I'll put that [10/. note] in K's hand,
and do you cover it. Mod. We must do something to help

him. I will give a sovereign if you will cover it.

t>. To play a card of higher value upon (one

already played).
1885 Proctor Whist ii. 34 If a high card is led, and you

hold a higher, .it is generally best to cover. Ibid. 35 When
King is Ted, second player, if he holds Ace, puts it on
('covers', is the technical expression).

II. To protect, screen, etc.

8. To shield, protect, shelter. Alsofig.
a 1275 Prov. sElfred 595 in O. E. Misc. 135 pe woke

gume bu coveren. a \3poCurs0r M. 1798 (Gott.) Was nan fra

dede bat mith him couer. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)xxi. 97
A grete target, with whilk bai couer all baire body. 1568

Grafton C/iron. II. 90 They brought him into a seller, .and

so covered him from the people. i6oa Sir R. Boyle Diary
Ser. 11. (1887) I. 41 Tyrrell, .to cover his estates he maketh
semblance to come to submission. 1678 tr. Gaya's Art of
War 11. 1 iz Parapet^ a casting up of Earth to cover the

Defender. 1684 Scanderbeg Rediv. v. 120 That he Com-
manded the Tartars to keep near him to cover his March.

1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) II. 11. ii. 9 Conveyed to

his camp by a body of horse, who covered him with their

arms and bodies. 1841 Macaulay in Trevelyan Life <y

Lett, (1876) II. ix. 130 Any measure which he chooses to

cover with his authority. 1855 — Hist. Eng. III. 236
Leake . . exposed his frigate to cover the merchantmen. 1887

A. B. Ellis Tshi-speaking Peoples xvi. 230 The swamp, .is

. . inhabited by a powerful gocf who covers the approach to

the capital.

b. Said also of the material instrument : To
serve as a defence, protection, or shelter to

;
spec,

a fortress, or its guns, are said to cover the territory

within their range. Also fig. ; cf. command.
c i4ao A nturs ofArth. xli, He keruet of the cantel that

couurt the kny3te. c 1449 Pol. Poems {\%*$)W. 221 Our wele-

vette hatte. .keueryd us from mony stormys browne. 1736

Leoni tr. Albertfs Archit. I. 75 b, A Port, .covered with

some high steep hill, that may. .serve as a land-mark for the

Sailors. 1735 J. Seacome Hist. Ho. Stanley no Cannon.

.

to cover the Ships in the Harbour. 1758 Ann. Register

55 Some woods . . which covered their retreat. 1838-43

Arnold Hist. Rome II. xxiv. 537 High ground, covered in

front by the deep bed of the Anio.

c. Said of a ship's flag, and papers ; of a law,

constitution, etc.

1786 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. I. 180 She was an American
Vessel, although covered by British Papers._ 1788 T.

Jefferson Writ. (18591 U- 47° Such a constitution ; .as will

. .cover its friends, and make its enemies tremble. 1849 50

Alison Hist. Europe V. xxxiii. § 7. 484 That the Hag should
cover the merchandise,

d. To cover a siege, etc. : to protect the be-

sieging army from attack.

1693 Mem. Ct. Tcckely 11. 162 The King at last consented
to stay and cover the Siege, a 1715 Burnet Own Time
(1766) II. 6 The siege went on in form ; And the king lay
with an army covering it. 1811 Wellington in Gurw.
Desp. VII. 620 By which the operation can be covered if it

should be possible to continue it, or the siege can be raised
if it should be necessary to raise it.

9- To hide or screen from view ; to conceal.

a. Said of the agent. To cover the buckle : see

Buckle sb. 1 b.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2046 (G&tt.) A mantil fra his neck he
toke. .And him [Noah] bar wid couerid bai. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Cotisc. 2408 Nathyng here swa covered and hydde J?at

sal noght ban be shewed and kydde. C1435 Torr. Portugal
129 Gret olyvys. .Coverd in levys smale. 1530 Palsgr.
499/2, I covered me behynde yonder hangyng and herde all

their counsayle. 1611 Biiile Matt. x. 26 There is nothing
couered, that shall not be reueiled. 1697 Dryden Virg.
Georg. 11. 697 Lead me to some solitary Place, And cover
my Retreat from human Race. 1774 Golusm. Nat. Hist.
III. 119 He [the stag] will often cover himself under water,
so as to shew nothing but the tip of his nose. 1819 Shel-
ley Cenci 1. iii. 154 Cover thy face from every living eye.

b. To conceal or screen (actions, facts, qualities,

and other immaterial objects).

1382 Wyclif 2 Esdras iv. 5 Ne couere thou the wickenesse
of hem. c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 275 Ther may be vnder
godelyhede Keuered many a shrewde vice. 1481 Caxton
Godfrey x\u\. 83 He made no sembhiunt therof, as he that

wel coude couure his courage. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secy-e-

tary (1625) A iij b, If. .you. .finde any thing blame-worthy,
cover it I pray you. 1630 A'. Johnsons Kingd. <S- Cotnmw.
249 With great care they will cover their losses, 1734 tr.

Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827J IX. 64 They covered their voyage
with the pretext of ransoming prisoners. 1883 G. Lloyd
Ebb <5- Flow II. 268 Frank laughed to cover his anxiety.

c. Said also of the instrument.
1601 Br. W. Barlow Serm. Paules Crosse 34 Would to

God the same earth.. could also cover the sinne. 1603

Knolles Hist. Turkes (1621) 1358 By reason of a liitle

mountain that covered them. 1773 Mad. D'Arblay Early
Diary (1889) I. 187 His voice is so sweet, that it wants no
instruments to cover it. a 1843 Southey Vis. Maid Ort.

265 That thou shalt wish The earth might cover thee.

10. Of a pickpocket's confederate : To screen the

operations of (a principal).

1819 J. H. Vaux Mem. I. xii. 140 He only required me
and the third man to cover him. 1858 Glasgow Gaz. 13

Nov. (Farmer 1

, I saw Merritt .. thrust his hand into the

pocket. .Jordan and O'Brien were covering Merritt. 1859
Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 422 He had missed the con-

federate who usually ' covered' him.

b. To shield from legal penalties.

1888 Lancet 8 Aug. 297/2 He holds in his own name the

appointment of a surgeon . . He covers himself by employing
a qualified assistant .. to sign certificates. Ibid., Cover
Assistant.—Aqualified man ' covering ' one unqualified at a
distance of six or seven miles lays himself open to censure
by the Medical Council.

11. To cover {with a gun, pistol, etc.) : to pre-

sent a gun or pistol at (something) so as to have

it directly in the line of fire ; to aim directly at.

1687 Cong reve Old Bach. 1. iv, 'Tis his diversion to set,

'tis mine to cover the partridge. 1830 Chron. in Ann. Reg.

(1831) 138/1 He [a duellist] levelled his pistol, and covered
Mr. O'Grady for a few seconds. 1888 Century Mag.
XXXVI. 40/1, I covered him with the rifle and made him
move off.

12. Mil. To stand in line with from a point of

sight or of attention.

1796-7 Instr. # Reg. Cavalry (1813) 6 That those several

leaders may the more accurately and easily cover each
other, when the march is in a straight alignement. 1853

Stocqueler Mil. Encycl., To cover., to stand in such

a position in file, that when [a man] looks exactly forward

to the neck of the man who leads him, he cannot see the

second man from him. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artit. Man.
(ed.9) 155 The subaltern officers see that both the picket and
tent pole numbers [i.e. men] cover correctly. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., In the field exercise and drill of

troops, one body is said to cover another exactly in rear

of it.

13. Cricket. To take up such a position behind

(another man) as to be able to stop the balls missed

I

by him.
1840 Nyren Cricketer's Guide (ed. 2) 35-6 Long Field to

cover the Middle Wicket and Point.. must learn to iudge

the direction in which the batter.. will strike the ball, and

. .he should be off to meet, or cover it. 1850 ' Bat 1 Crick.

Manual 44 The long-slip is placed to cover the short-slip.

1870 Blaine Encycl. Rur. Sports § 456 A man to cover the

middle-wicket and the point, stands on the off-side of the

striker. It is his duty to save those balls that either of the

above may have missed.

III. To extend or stretch over, to pass over.

14. To be extensive enough to include or com-

prehend ; to include within its application or

scope ; to provide for.

1793 Burke Cond. Minority Wks. 1842 I. 618 Mr. Fox's

general principle fully covered all this. 1885 Sir N. Lind-

ley in Law Times Rep. HI. 319/2 The words are suffi-

ciently wide to cover them. 1891 Law Times XCII. 104/2

In cases which are not covered by the statutory provisions

of the Divorce Acts.

b. To include, comprise, extend over.

1868 Gladstone Juv. Mundi iii. (1870) 90 The name may
be one covering some of the allied contingents. 1885

Manck. Exam. 12 Aug. 5/2 The sixteenth annual report .

.

which covers the year 1884.
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15. To extend over, be co-extensive with,

occupy, comprise : a. a space ;
alsoyf^.

1874 Green Short Hist. v. 215 His [Chaucer's] tales cover

the whole field of mediaeval poetry. 1*79 Sala In Daily Tel.

21 July, Meux's brewer)- covers nearly four acres of ground.

1887 C. C. Abbott Waste-Land Wanderings vi. 160 I his

[remark] covers the ground completely,

b. a period of time.

1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I. xviii. 334 The |ife..of

Samuel covers the whole of this period of perplexity and

doubt. 1874 Green Short Hist. ix. 602 The long life of

Hobbes covers a memorable space in our history.

o. In other fig. uses, in which it is sometimes

combined with other senses. Cf. to overtake.

1883 Manch. Exam. 6 Nov. 5/4 The work, .was found to

tie more than its existing staff at the ports could cover. 1890

Times (Weekly Ed.) 28 Feb. 1/2 The . . Loan has been

covered many times over by subscriptions.

16. To pass over (ground) ; to get over, com-

plete, or traverse (a given distance).

1818 W. H. Scott Brit. Field Sports 510 Other racers .

.

loiter on the ground . . losing time while they cover space.

1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 269 In the same

Kaffir war . . 1000 miles were covered in seventy-one days.

1881 Daily Tel. 4 Apr., Wanted, by manufacturer.. Part

Services of a Gentleman covering Beds, Berks, Bucks,

Herts, and Oxon. 1891 Field 28 Nov. 832/2 The distance

covered was close on twenty miles.

17. To be sufficient to defray (a charge, or ex-

pense), or to meet (a liability or risk of loss) ; to

counterbalance or compensate (a loss or risk) so

as to do away with its incidence ; to be or make an

adequate provision against (a liability) ; to protect

by insurance or the like.

,828 Scott Jrnl. (i8oo> II. 147 This . . will prettily cover

[the expense of] my London journey. 1866 Crump Banking

v. 132 A promissory note received from a customer and his

surety to cover a running balance. 1875 Jevons Money

(1878) 119 A small charge . . to cover the trouble and risk.

1884 Sir C. S. C. Bowen in Lam Times Rep. 10 Apr. 218/1

The bill of sale shall cover, .the whole 400A 1885 Manch.

Exam. 15 May 5 '7 An obvious saving in time and labour

which must go a long way to cover their original cost.

b. absol. To provide cover; to meet the

liability incurred in a speculative sale; to insure

oneself.

i88j Manch. Guard. 18 Oct. 4 The avowed expectation

on the part of producers that they will be able to ' cover

later on to better advantage. 1884 St. James's Gat. 15

Mar. 3/2 He can always 'cover' in Havre or Paris or

Hamburg, where, .much English business is already done.

C. To cover short sales, or ' shorts ' (Stock Exch.)

:

to buy in such stocks as have been sold short (i.e.

without being actually held by the seller), in order

to meet his engagements on the day of delivery, or

to protect himself against loss.

1878 Fables from N. Y. World 14 Who had realized at

the turn of the market, and was now trying to cover his

shorts. 1891 Times 23 Aug. 3 The closing was strong,

Reading advancing to 30, on covering by the ' shorts."

d. To cover into the Treasury (U.S.) : to cover

or write off the balance in a balance-sheet by a

transfer of the amount into the Treasury ; hence, to

pay into the Treasury.

1884 Harper's Mag. June 53/2 The bribe was ' covered

into the Treasury '. 1887 Pall Mall G. 3 Dec. 7/2 No heirs

appeared, and the money was covered in time^ into the

State treasury. 1891 Public Ledger (Philadelphia) 7 Jan.,

The work was done for $1900 less than the appropriation,

and that amount was covered into the State Treasury.

IV. With adverbs.

18. Cover in. To complete the covering of (any-

thing) by adding the upper layer or part ; to add

the roof to a building ; to fill in the earth in a

grave or excavation. (Also said of the roof, etc.)

I7»6 Leoni tr. Albertis Archil. I. 57a, Various methods

of covering in a Building. 176a Sterne Tr. Shandy (1885)

V. iv. 318 The gilded dome which covers in the fabric. 1819

Siiellev Julian a> M. 316 Would the dust Were covered in

upon my body now ! 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. I. v. 50 The
little knoll which we cleared away to cover in our storehouse

of valuables. Mod. The house is fairly dry ; it was covered

in before the winter.

19. Cover over. To cover the whole surface of,

cover completely, overlay ; to cover with anything

that overhangs.

1530 Palsgr. 499/2 Saynt Thomas shrine is covered over

with golde. ISM Stanvhurst JEncis IB, (Arb.) 77 Vnder a

rock arched, with trees thick couered ouer. 1(90 Shaks.

Com. Err. iv. i. 104 The Deske That's couer'd o re with

Turkish Tapistrie. .11776 Lass 0/Lochroyanv. in Child

Sail. ill. lxxvi, A bonny ship, .a' cored o'er with pearl.

20. Cover up. To wrap up so as to conceal ; to

cover over.

1871 E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. viii. 131 The idea of

covering up any portion of the rich garden loam with

buildings. 1881 W. M. Thayer Log Cabin to White Ho
iv, Often . . feeling cold after having kicked off the bed-

clothes, he would say in his sleep : ' Tom, cover me up .

t Co"Ver, v.- Obs. Forms : 3-5 couer-en,

cover-en. Also 4 couir, -yr, coouor, oeuer,

kuuer, kuver, keurie, keouerie, 4-5 keuer-

ed), kever, 5 keuyr, kouer ; 5 eowre, cure,

8 Sc. coor, cowr. [In part at least aphetic f.

Acover to recover, q. v.; but reinforced by the

cognate OF. covrer, couvrer, to get, acquire = Pr.

and Sp. cobrar, a word which contains the radical

1104

part of F. re-coitvrer, Sp. recobrar, L. recuperdre

to regain, recover
;
cuperare appears also in med.

I.. : cf. cuperamentum acquisition, in Du Cange =

OF. covrance, couvrance (Godef.).

French influence is evident in the vowel-change in the form

kever, the 3rd sing. pres. of ccuvrer being regularly euevre,

keicvre, as in Cover v.' Numerous examples of the Or

.

covrer, couvrer are given by Godefroy under combrer. Like

Cover p. 1
, this word was sometimes reduced to a mono-

syllable cenvr, cour, coor, esp. in Sc.]

1. trans. To get, gain, obtain, attain.

a 1250 I'rov. sEl/rcd 342 in O. E. Misc. 122 pe mon be hi

[god wymmon] may icheose, and icouere over obre [v. r.

chesen hire from obere]. a 1300 Cursor M. 964 (Cott.) Tell

me . . I sal couer [MS. T. gete] bi saghtelint;. c 1305 Judas

iscariot 136 in E. E. P. (18621 1 10 pat he [Judas] be teoping

of bulke boxes to him keouerie mi^te. c 13215 E. h.Alht. P.

C. 485 I keuered me a cumfort bat now is cajt fro me. c 1400

Deslr. Troy 269 An yle, fat no creature might keuer for

course of the see. c 1477 Caxton Jason 37, I had moche

leuer couere a litill blame thenne [etc.).

b. with inf. To attain or get to be.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 128 pat it no schuld neuer Kuuere to

be king be r as be kinde eyre.

c. intr. To attain, make one's way, get 'to, out

"/ •

1 1315 E. E. Allit. P. A. 319 Er moste bou ceuer to o)>er

counsayl. 1 1340 Gaw. 4- Gr. A'nt. 2221 Syben he keuercz

bi a cragge, & comer of a hole, c 1350 Will. Palerxe 3625

William at last keuered with be kinges sone out of be kene

prese. Ibid. 3647 For ouV pat here enimys ever worche

mi3t, pei keuered with clene strengbe with him to towne.

c 1490 Promp. Parv. 99 Cowryn, or strechynge [v. r. curyn,

or astretchyn ; P. aretchynl attingo.

d. To cover up : to get up, succeed in rising.

1:1300 A'. Alis. 4269 His hors. .keoverid up abowe the

flod ; And swam to that othir syde. c 143° s3>r Gener.

(Roxb.) 5898 Vp he keuered on his fete.

2. trans. To recover, get back, regain.

< 1150 Gen. >, Ex. 1240 Wende ?he it [oe child] coueren

neuere mor. a 1300 Cursor M. 26034 Samson . . couerd siben

his fax. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12949 His cuntre to kouer, &
his kid rewme. c 14*$ Seven Sag. (P.i 357, I scholde covere

agayn my syght.

3. To recover, restore, relieve (a person, etc

from, of, out of ; to heal (a wound).
,1 1300 Cursor M. 263o(Cott.)Godd sal couer be of bi care.

Ibid 15575 'Cott.) pou sal couer & confort ham pat sitis in

sorou. .:131s E. E. Allit. P. B. 1700 [He] cowbe yche

kyndam to-kerue & keuer when hym lyked. c 1350 w•"•

Palerne 1521 Jour comfort mai him keuere & his sorwe

slake, c 1440 York Myst. xxiv. 199 pat bus has couered vs

of oure care, c 14S0 Merlin xxviii. 574 The kynge delyuercd

hem leches to couer theire woundes.

b. ref/. To recover oneself.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19705 (Cott.) Saulus him couerd in a

stundTbe luus fast can he confund. c 147S Rau/Coilvar

924 Wald thow conuert the in hy, and couer the of sin.

4. intr. (for refl.) To recover (from sickness,

fainting, or the like) ; to regain health ; to be

restored, to be relieved.

1197 R. Glouc. (1724) 302 Kyng Wyllam keuerede attn to

hele al to sone. a 1300 Cursor M. 8624 (GiHt.) pis child .

.

miht not couer to fijf a gayn. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

811 pan er men in dout . . Wethir he sal ever cover agayn.

138a Wyclif Heb. xi. 34 Thei keuereden of syknessc. c 143S

'forr. Portugal 334 Thus he covyrd owt of care. < 1450

Myrc 858 Gef that they to lyf keuere. 1470 '57° Henry
Wallace x. 36, vij thowsand . . Dede on the lient, that re-

coueryt (ed. 1570 cowerit) neuir mar. 1768 Ross Helenore

37 (Jam.) Say, ye're in love, and but her cannot cowr.

Cover (ko v3j\ sbA Forms : 4 ouvur, 4-5

couere, 5-7 couer, 5- cover : see also Cube sb.'z

[Mainly f. Covkb v. 1
; but it is possible that in

early use the word represented F. covert, which had

in nom. sing, and in pi. couers, whence an Eng. sing.

cover was natural. Sense 7 represents mod. F.

convert.]

1. 1. That which covers : anything that is put

or laid over, or that naturally overlies or over-

spreads an object, with the effect of hiding, shelter-

ing, or enclosing it ; often a thing designed or ap-

propriated for the purpose.

c 1310 Sir Beues 461 1 (N1S. C) Of golde he made be ryche

couere [v.r. cornerc]. c 1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 55 pe arkc

or couere of god was conquerid into enemyes hondis. 159a

Shaks. Rom. * Jul. i. iv. 60 Her Waggon Spokes made of

long Spinners legs : the Couer of the wings of Grashoppers.

593 — *** 11
' '"• "• lH That snla" Mode" of the °3Lm"

Earth, Which serues as Paste, and Couer to our Bones.

1607 Toi'Sell Serpents (1653) 754 They climbe up to the

siel'ng, or cover of the house. 1684 Burnet Th. Earth (J.),

The fountains, .strengthened, .by making a strong cover or

arch over them. 1691 Ray Creation (J.), With your hand

or any other cover you stop the vessel. 1793 Washington

Let. ta Dec Wks. 1891 XII. 362 To the building of such

houses, there would be no limitation, nor to that of thatch

for the cover of them. 1793 Smeaton Edystont L. 8 1:5

Having a good deal of cover of earth, &c. upon them, they

were then chiefly wrought underground 1813 W. Buckland

Reliq. Diluv. 185 The alluvial cover which rests upon the

rocks of this district.

b. Often as the second clement in combinations.

1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 111. iii. (1662) 93 The violent

flapping of a Chest -cover, 110 hand touching it. 1843 Mrs.

Carlyle Lett. I. 264 Needlework.. in the shape of chair-

covers, sofa-covers.

2. spec. a. The lid of any vessel, receptacle, or

aperture, whether detached or not.

1459 Paston 1 . 475 One white stondyng cuppe with a

cuver of silver. 1577 B. Googe Hcrcsbach's //»(/>.( 1 586) 26

COVER.

You shall but seeke to cover every pot with one cover. 1626

Bacon Sylva $ 99 Take the Vessel from the Fire, and take

off the Cover. 1604 Scv. Late Voy. 11. (171 1) 139 He hath

a great many small holes on the Cover of his Gills. 1720

Shelvocke Voy. round Worldhysj ] 'Si The. .covers of the

ship's coppers, were converted into frying-pans. 1874

Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 39 The font requires

a cover to keep out the dust.

fb. A defensive or protective covering for the

body ; a piece of armour ; an article of clothing.

Cover of the eyes : the visor (of a helmet). Obs.

1-1300 A'. Alis. 2359 He hitte Amanas..In the cubur

[? error for cuvur] of the eyghe. 1540 Hyrde tr. V eves'

lnstr. Chr. Worn. I. ix I
R.V, This apparell . . is the couer of

antichrist. 1674 tr. Schejfer's Lapland xvii. 88 Of the skin

of the bird called Loom.. they make not an unbecoming

cover for the head. 1796 Morse A mer. Geog. 1 1 . 20 I hey

expose themselves.. without any cover upon their breasts.

c. Of a book: (a) The binding, wrapper, or

case, as a whole ;
(A) each of the boards or sides,

as infrom cover to cover ;
(<r) the quantity of cloth

required for a case.

159a Shaks. Rom. 4 Jul. 1. iii. 88 This precious Booke of

Loue. .onely lacks a Couer. 1628 Earle Microcosm. *jL

(1811)23 A manuscript Ihe] pores on everlastingly, especially

if the cover be all moth eaten. 1710 Hearne C oiled. |W
Hist. Soc) III. 9 Bound up in Past-Board Covers. 1875

Ure Diet. Arts I. 412 These three materials are then

passed on to the case-makers : one ofwhom takespossession

of the pile of cloth covers. 1891 Law Times XC 1 1. 99/1

The books are beautiful specimens of senvenery, and from

cover to cover may be searched without finding a blot.

d. The wrapper of a letter or of any postal

packet.
Hence, to address to (a person) under cover to lanother).

In a general sense including an envelope (which is a

special kind of cover) ; but spec, used of a wrapper cut and

folded differently from an envelope, as in the 'Mulready

CO
i748 Richardson Clarissa Wks. 1883 IV. 374, I acknow-

ledge her goodness to me, with a pencil only, on the cover

of a letter sealed up. 1798 Jane Alsten Aorthang. Ab.

(1833)11. xiii. 191 Direct to me at Lord Longtown s. .under

cover to Alice. 1804 Pitt in G. Rose's Diaries ( 1 860) II.

75, I send this under Hammond's cover to the Postmaster.

1876 World V. 11 The task of addressing the covers to the

subscribers does not devolve upon him [the Editor],

e. In various technical uses.

1813 P. Nicholson Pract. Build 583 Cover, in slating

;

the part of the slate that is hidden ; the exposed part being

called the margin. 1839 R. S. Robinson AW. Steam

Eng. 100 That part of the sliding faces projecting beyond

the depth of the port, is called the cover, and is much

greater on the steam side of the port than on the eduction

side. 1858 Sihmonds Diet. Trade, Cover, a miner s box in

which ore is removed from the rock or strata. 1874 Knight

Diet. Mech,, Cover (machinery), the cap-head or end-plate

of a cylinder.

3. That which serves for shelter or concealment

;

a shelter, a hiding-place.

14. . Stasyons 0/ Jems. 400 (Horstm. I
pan ranne we ferre

& nere As conys doth to ber couere. 1611 Bible Wisd. x.

1 7 Wisedome . . was vnto them for a couer byday. 175' A«rr.

of Wager 28 The Tree, .not proving so good a Cover from

the Rains as we wished. 1776 N. Greene in Sparks Corr.

Amer. Rev. (1853) I. 298 As the state of the barracks is, they

would find exceeding good cover for the men. i8»7 r
.
Cooper

Prairie I. iii. 49 They will be here afore you can find a

cover. 1884 L'pool Mercury 3 Mar. 5/2 When driven from

their entrenchments they clung to every bit of cover the

surface of the country afforded them.

t b. Mm, Support, countenance. Obs

.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Anno. Osor. 24 Beggerly frag-

mentes of mans invention, beyng without all cover of

Scriptures, yea rather contrary to the same.

a \ In cover: in concealment {obs.). Under

cover : under a screening or sheltering eminence,

roof, etc. Umier {the) cover of: under the protec-

tion or shelter of.

1 1400 Deslr. Troy 10513 Kepis you in couer, cleane out

of sight 1 1573 in Pi^'on L'pool Mumic. Rec. (18831 I. no
Sydenham . . was in cover all the while. 1647 Clarendon

Hist. Reb. «m (1843) 5°8/» IThey] being compelled to lodge

in the field, which grew now to be very cold, whi 1st his

army was under cover. 1716 Shelvocke Voy. round II orld

(1757) 219 Whilst others got up water-buts, and slept in

them under the cover of a tree. 1794 Mrs. Radcukke

Myst. Udolpho xxxi, We can glide under cover of the

woods with less hazard of being seen. 1838 43 Arnold

Hist. Rome III. xliii. 143 These feed . .
under cover of the

darkness. 1885 Grant Mem. xx. 1. 274 The troops., lay

crouched under cover of the river bank.

d. fig. Something that hides, conceals, or

screens'; a cloak, screen, disguise, pretence. Fhr.

Under {the) cover of.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado rv. i. 117 Death is the fairest

couer for her shame. 1643 Burroughes Exp. Hosea vil

(1652) 277, I will take their covers from their . eyes .

.

Wicked men have divers covers for their lewdnesse. 1751

Jortin Serm. (1771) VI. iv. 70 Presumption which loves to

conceal itself under the cover of humility. 176a Hume
Hist. Eng. (18061 IV. lxi. 564 Precautions, which were

probably nothing but covers to his ambition. 1875 Jowett

Plato led. 2* II.272 Under the cover of rhetoric much higher

themes are introduced. ... ,

e. Concealment, disguise; underhand or de-

ceitful conduct, rare.

1706 Burke Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 198 We ourselves

with a little cover, others more directly, pay a tribute to the

rcpublick of Algiers. 1848 C Bronte J Eyre (1857) 7.

I never saw a girl of her age with so much cover.

f. Thieves' slang. A confederate who screens

the operations of a thief or pickpocket.



COVER
1B12 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet. s.v. Cover, Any body whose

dress or stature renders him particularly eligible for this
purpose [covering a thief J is said to be a good cover. 1863
W. B. Jerrold Signals ofDistress 106 The ranks of . . the
passers of base coin, shofulmen, ' wires ', and 1 covers 'will
be sensibly strengthened.

4. Hunting. Woods, undergrowth, and bushes,
that serve to shelter or conceal wild animals and
game

; — Covert 3. Also in comb., asfox-cover.
1719 De Foe Crusoe i. xi, Never frighted Hare fled to

Cover . . with more terror of mind than I to this retreat.
1781 P. Beckford Hunting (1802) 264 You hunt a cover
that is full of foxes.

^
1796 A. Duncan Mariner's Chron.

(1805) III. 275 The rhinoceros, .broke cover at last and ap-
peared on the plain, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 55 She
wields the gun, or beats the cover. 1887 Sir K. H. Roberts
In the Shires ii. 22 The fox trots out . . but, not liking the
aspect of affairs, turns back to the cover.

5. Comm. Funds adequate to cover or meet a
liability or secure against contingent loss.
1883 Manch. Guardian 17 Oct. 5/1 Warden supplying

the necessary cover when losses were reported, in order to
avert failure. 1884 Law Rep. 13 Q. Bench Div. 104 Gled-
hill deposited the certificate with . . his stockbroker, by way
of cover of security for all. .advances in the course of busi-
ness. Mod. The Shanghai branch remits bills of exchange
as cover for its own drafts on London. Having reason to
expect a rise in Mexicans he bought £1,000 stock, and de-
posited £ 10 as £ 1 per cent, cover

; contrary to expectation
the stock declined, and he lost his £10 cover.
6. See Covuit v.l 6.
1842 H. Stephens Bi. ofFarm (1851) II. 155 Retaining

the horse all night, and offering her a fresh cover in the
morning.

II. [After F. convert, (1) 'the covering or
furniture of a Table for the meale of a prince

'

(Cotgr.), the cloth, plates, knives, forks, etc. with
which a table is covered or laid

; (2) the portion
of these appropriated to each guest.]
7. The utensils laid for each person's use at

table ; the plate, napkin, knife, fork, spoon, etc.
<i i6i2 Harington Nugx Ant. (i779 ) II. 213, I muste go

before the breakfastinge covers are placede. 1705 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4x16/1, 4 large Tables, with 50 Covers each.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair vi, Covers were laid for four.
1870 Lowell Study Wind. 99 We get a card of invitation 1

to a dinner of sixty covers at John Hamock's.
III. 8. Combinations : attrib. and appositional,

as cover-boat (see quot.)
; cover-clay, a bed of

clay covering the strata of a quarry, mine, etc.
;

|

cover-feather = Covert 5 ; cover-glass, a glass
used as a cover, spec, a slip of glass used to ,

cover a microscopical preparation
; cover-hack, a

horse ridden in a cover (for game)
; cover-hole,

a hole provided with a lid or cover
; cover-pan, a !

pan having a cover ; cover-plate, a plate serving as
a cover ; the removable plate of a lock, a cap-plate
or cap

; cover-shooting, shooting (of game) in a
j

cover ; cover-side, the side of a fox-cover, where
the hunters congregate

; cover-way, ' the recess or
internal angle left in a piece of masonry or brick-
work to receive the roofing ' (Gwilt).

,
l8*t P*U Mall Budget 22 Aug. 9/1 {Queensland Labour-

trafficYTbs second boat, .called the "cover' boat, keeps a
short distance outside the surf, in order to cover the retreat
of the trading boat. 1789 J. Williams Mineral Kingd.
(1810) 140 In some places this species of compounded 'cover-
day contains specimens of all the strata found in the neigh-
bourhood. 1769 J. Wallis Nat. Hist. Northumb. I . ix. 336
1 he plumage.. is white, except the quill and the "cover
feathers of the wings. 1881 Darwin in Life * Lett. (1887)

11' 3
,
47 V ,;

ces
°f.l°

ot und<!r a *cover-glass are irrigated.
1883 AW. News IV. 163 Place a drop of Canada-balsam
on the cover-glass and mount carefully. 1841 J. T. Hewlett
Parish Clerk 1. 228 Six hunters and two *cover-hacks. 1669
Phil. Trans. IV. 1066 Houses, .open up to the thatch with
a Cover-hole or two to vent the steam of the panns. 1703Hoxon Mech. Exerc. 27 Place the *Cover-plate . . so as the
Centre of the Cover-plate, may stand directly over and
against the Centre of the Main-plate. 1833 J. Holland
Manuf. Metal II. 194 The cover-plate . . which will
just cover the opening of the box. 1864 Reader No. 88.
294/3 Better exercise than 'cover-shooting. 1881 J. Grant
Cameromans I. i. 2 I'll have. .Cecil Falconer over here, for
a few days cover-shooting. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI.
269 I o ride to the 'cover side and see the fox found. 1882
Gentlemans Ann. 103 More highly esteemed at the cover-
side, on the cricket-field and the river. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. Gloss. 583 *Cover-way in roofing.

II Cover (ko-vai), «M Wales. [Anglicized
spelling of Welsh cyfair.] The ordinary measure
of land in South Wales, being $ of an imperial
acre.

1709 Lond. Gas. No. 4516/4 The Estate, .containing 5S i
Acres, Statute Measure, being 828 Welch Covers
Couer, var. of Qdiver a. 06s.
t Co verance. Obs. Also 4 keueraunce, (cu-

rans). [a. OF. covrance, convrance, f. couvrer;
cited by Godef. in sense ' getting, acquisition ' : cf.
Cover z\2] Recovery, restoration.

„?;^,c""OT'-',/-.977o(Cott.) Adam..moght wit na chancewt his fall get gain couerance [v.rr. haue Curans haue
keueraunce]. Ibid. 23722 (Cott.) O bat dun-cast we mai wit
chaunce. .get couerance.
Coveratour, obs. Sc. var. Coverture, coverlet
t Co-verchief. Obs. Forms: 4-6 as in

Cover, with -chef(e, -cheffe, cheef, -ehief(e,
-chif, -chyef, etc., 5- coverchief

; pi. 4-5 -cheucs,

1105

I cheves. [a. F. convre-chef, in OF. cuevre-ckief,
pteuvrechief, f. couvrir to cover + chef, OF.

j

chief, head : see Cover z/.i and Chief.] Earlier
form of Kerchief.
1. A cloth used as a covering for the head,

J

chiefly by women ; a ' head-rail
', head-cloth, head-

dress. Obs. since i6thc. exc. Hist.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (r8io) 122 Scho ;ede out in hir

smok . . Withouten kirtelle or kemse, saue kouerchef alle

;

bare vis. ( 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T. 739 With that
hir couerchief ouer hir heed she breyde. -1449 Pecock
Repr. I. xx. 125 Women, .schulden haue lynnen or silken
keuerchefis. 150a Arnolde Chron. 149 Also ther is our
Ladyes keuyrchefe. 11530 Ll). Berneks Arth. Lyt. Bryt.

i

(1814) 328 Giuynge eche to other laces, gyrdels, gloues,
keuercheues. 1603 Florio Montaigne III, xiii. (1632) 617
Before you can leave off your coverchiefe, and then your
nightcap. [1848 Lvtton Harold 1. i, 'Give me my cover-
chief and my staff,' said Hilda.)

b. With qualifying word, as breast, neck covcr-

|

chief, a cloth to cover the neck, breast, or other
part of the body.-
1382 Wyclif Isa. iii. 23 Necke couercheues and filetes and

roketes. 1480 IVardr. Ace. Edw. /KO8301 148, xxiiij brest
coverchieffes of Holand clothe.

2. A handkerchief.
C1305 Pilate 126 in E. E. P. (1862 1 114 Mi keuerchief ic

him bitok and he wond hit aboute his face, c 1325 Coer
de L. 1063 The keverchefes he took on honde Abouten hys
arme he hem wonde. 1470-85 Malory Arthur v. vii, The
kynge wepte and dryed his eyen with a keuerchyef.

Covercle (kovajk'l), sb. Forms: 5 cou-,
covercle, -cule, -kell, -akylle, -kyl, cowerkylle,
8 coverkil, 4- covercle. [a. OF. covercle (mod.
F. couvercle), ad. L. cooperculum a cover, f. co-

operire to Cover.]
1 1. A cover (of a vessel), a lid. Obs.
c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 11. 284 A little roundell . . Para-

venture as broad as a covercle. 1434 E.E.Wills (1882)
102 A litill couerkell for his coppe ygilt. 1488 Will of
Fourtner (Somerset Ho.), A salt w'oute a couercle. [1706
Phillips (ed. Kerseyi, Covercle or Coverkil (old Word) a
Cover, or Lid.J

2. Nat. Hist. Any natural structure, acting as a
lid ; an operculum, rare.
«i68z Sir T. Browne Tracts 11 (L.) The coverde of a

shell-fish. 1852 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. 1 1, xxiv.
453 Opening the covercle of the lecythis. 1876 Goldsmith's
Nat. Hist. II. 535 note. The hornets line their cells with

I

silk, and stop them with a covercle of the same material.

tCo'vercle, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To close down or hide as under a covercle.
j

111631 Donne in Select. (1840) 233 We cover it [sin] with
some pretences, some excuses, some hopes of covercling it.

CtVVercled, a. nonce-use. [f. Covercle sb. +
-ED 2.] Having a covercle or lid.

1854 Badham Halieut. 64 Silver stewpans, covercled and
without lids.

Cover-cloth (kp-vajldfty). [f. Cover sb. +
Cloth.] A cloth used as a cover, a cloth covering.
1599 Wills % Inv. N. C. (Sortees) II. 336, iiij pareoflynen

sheates . . xiiij new coverclothes, in a troncke. 1660 Fisher
Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 402 They who thou begin'st
to lash, .in thy Latine Cover-Cloath. 1882 Caulfield, etc.
Diet. Needlework 392/r AH these Pillows before they are
finished are covered with three cloths known asCover Cloths,
which are used to keep the lace clean while in progress.

Covered (k»-vaid), a. Also 5-7 couered,
5 curyd, kevvryd. [f. Cover sb. and v. + -ed.]
1. Having a cover, covering, or lid. fb. Of a

ship : Decked, f c. Of base coin : Overlaid or
plated (with precious metal).
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 41 My best gay cuppe of erthe

kevvryd. Ibid. 42 My browne cuppe of erthe curyd. 1600
Shaks. A. y. L. in. iv. 26, I doe thinke him as concaue as
a couered goblet, a 1656 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 421 King
Eumenes, coming from Elaea with 20 covered ships. 175a
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Medals, Covered or Plaited Medals
are those which have only a thin silver leafover the copper.

t 2. Concealed, hidden ; secret ; of concealed or
ambiguous meaning. Obs.
1483 Caxton G. de la Tour 57 b, Yf she hadde holde her

self more secrete and couered. 1552 Latimer Serm. 23rd
Sund. after Trin. Wks. II. 182 Yet he doth it with dark
and covered words. 1581 J. Bell Hodden's Ansiv. Osor.
173 Either by his covered, or discovered will.

3. Thickly clothed with some vegetative growth.
Now only in comb., as brake-, moss-, weed-covered.
1632 Lithgow Trav. vn. (1682) 320 Some were in the

covered Fields hunting their prey. 1678 A. Lovell Fon-
taine's Duties Cav. 119 An Army passing through a close
and covered Country.

4. Roofed or closed in overhead.
1667 Milton P. L. 1. 763 The spacious Hall.. like a

cover'd field. 1709 Addison Taller No. 123 p 2 These were
most of them covered Walks. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters
III. 262 There is not a covered way to walk in after drink-
ing. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 195 They walked about
in the covered court.

5. Wearing one's hat ; keeping one's hat on.
c 1669 S. Colvil in Maidment Sc. Pasouils (1868) 394 And

speak to Statesmen with your hat on ; And covered, round
in ladies' ears. 1727 Swift Wonder of Wond., He stands
always covered, even in the presence of the king1

.

6. Sheltered, protected, screened
;

spec, in Fortif.

f covered'flank, covered-way (formerly covert-way

;

see Covert a. i b) : see quots.
1685 Travestin Siege Newheusel 28 The besieged made a

Sally by a covered way. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Flank,

COVERING.
Low, covered, or retired Flank is the platform of the case-
mate which lies hid in the bastion. 1828 Spearman Brit.
Gunner (ed. 2) 207 The Covered-way is intended to form a
communication round the place, and to prevent the enemy
from approaching the counterscarpe of the ditch. 1859 F.
A. Griffiths Artit. Man. (ed. 9) 261 The Cmcrcd way \*
a space of about 30 feet broad, extending round the counter-
scarp of the ditch, being covered by a parapet .. with a
banquette.

7. Comb. Covered-binding {Mining) = plank-
timbering (see quot.)

;
covered-eyed a., having

eyes protected by a covering ; opposed to naked-
eyed.

1857 Agassiz Nat. Hist. U.S. I. 71 The Covered-eyed
Medusa;. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Covered-bindint,',
= Plank-timbering, the lining of a shaft with rectangular
plank frames.

Coverer (kw^i). [f. Cover v.i + -krI.]
1. One who covers.

1393 Langl. PI. C. vi. 176 Constantyn shal be here
cook and couerer of here churche. 1398 Trevisa Earth.

P. R. v. vi. (1495) 112 The eye lyddes ben the helers
and couerars of the eyen. 1591 Per'civall Sp. Diet., Ve-
ltutor..a, coueror. 1641 Disc, Pr. Henry in I/arl. Misc.
III. 527 No coverer of his thoughts. i86x Trench Ep. 7
Ch. Asia 205 The true coverer of the nakedness of man.

b. A thing that covers ; a cover.
179* Trans. Soc. Arts X. 142 Then side stones, and a

stone coverer were put in.

2. spec, -f a. One who covers or roofs build-
ing, etc. Obs.

1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Slate, Helliers or Coverers
with Slate. 1764 Antiq. in Ann. Reg. 175/2 Tilers, and
other coverers.

b. Mil. He who covers the man in front of
him : see Cover v. 12.

1796-7 Instr. ty Reg. Cavalry (1S13) 6 When any of those
officers, .shift from their proper places, .their coverers oc-
cupy such place during their absence, and on their return
again resign it. 183a Prop. Regul. Instr. Cavalry 111. 101 The
Standard and his Coverer resume their posts. 1861 Hughes
Tom Broiun Ox/, xliv. (1889) 427 He is covering sergeant
of my company, and the smartest coverer we have.

3. With defining word prefixed, as boat-, bonnet-,

flask-coverer, etc.

1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6172,11 Henry Hunt .. Flask-Cov-
erer. a 1779 Cook Voy. VI. iv. ix. (R.), The women . . are
the .

. boat-builders or boat -coverers. 1887 Hackney Gaz.
g Feb. 2/7 Wanted . . Bonnet-Coverers—Velvet and headers.
Coverfeu, obs. var. of Curfew.
tCo*ver-fire. Obs. [f. Cover v. l + Fire sb.,

after F, couvre-feu.] A utensil for covering up and
preserving fire.

1715 Desaguliers Fires Irnpr. 54 The Cover-Fire (as the
Author calls it). Ibid. 129 The Cover-Fire Instruments.
1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 234/1 An iron implement which is

called a curfew, or cover-fire.

Covering (kwverin), vbl. sb^
1. The action of the vb. Cover, in various senses.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxiii. 252 In gode love scholde be

no coverynge. 1428 E. E. Wills (1882) 80 To the keuering
of the trinite schapell. 1552 Huloet, Couerynge, horsynge
orleapyng_e of a mare. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 152 The hiding
and couenng of mine owne actions, a 1722 Lisle Husb. 36
Covering is when the lime is first laid on the land, .and so
covered over with earth. 1812 Examiner 28 Sept. 612/2
The division of Foy. .was charged with the covering of the
retrograde movement. 1849 Youatt Horse 319 From the
time of covering, to within a few days of the expected
period of foaling. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artit. Man. (ed. 9)
155 The subaltern officers correct the covering and dressing.

2. concr. That which covers or is adapted to
cover, whether for protection, shelter, concealment,
or adornment ; a cover ; a cloth to spread over

;

clothing ; the outer coating or integument.
J37S Barbour Bruce XVU. 343 Scaffatis, ledderis, and

coueryngis. 138a Wyclik 2 Sam. xviL 19 A womman..
strau^te out a couerynge vpon the mouth of the pit.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cimrg. 346 Medicyns bat . . makip a
rynde aboue upon be fieisch & makib a strong keveryng
for to defende be fleisch fro harm. 1413 Lydg. Pilgr.
S&zule iv. xxxvii. ^1483) 84 Norysshyng to the body within
and koueryng withoute. 1530 Palsgr. 210/1 Coveryng
of a sadell, hoz>ssc. 1566 in E. Peacock Eng. Ch. Furn.
(1866) 54 An alb—whearof is made a coveringe for our font.

1577 B. Googe HeresbacJis Husb. 11. (1586) 70 b, Trees and
Wooddes. .at the first served men for foode, coveryng, and
clothing. 1611 Bible Job xxii. 14 Thicke cloudes are a
couering to him that he seeth not. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist._ L 48 The whole earth . . was buried beneath a
covering of waters. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxx, There was
neither cloak nor covering for the Prince. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. I. 106 The covering or capsule, when
the seeds become ripe, opens at the top. 1854 Brewster
More Worlds iii. 40 The geologist, .finds its solid covering
composed of rocks. 1874 L. Tollemache in Forin. Rev.
Feb. 226 A convenient covering, from behind which he may
direct his own shafts with impunity.

f b. spec. The roof of a building ; a canopy ; a
bed-cover ; the cover of a book. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxvii. (1495) 711
Trees areryd. .vp to the toppe of the house, .beeryth vp the
coueryng therof. 1459 Paston Lett. No. 336 I. 482 Item,

j payre of schetys. .Item, j coveryng of whyte lynen clothe.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. clxi. 144 The stretes were couerd
ouer his hede . . with ryche couerynge. 1483 Cath. Angl.
78 Couerynge of a buke, coopertorium. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 186 b, The foundacyon may be without the
couerynge of the hous. 1558 Invent, in Wills <y Inv. N. C.
(Surtees) 170 A payre of lin sheits & a old couertnge. 1630
A*. Johnson's Kingd. Commw. 238 The tops and cover-
ings of houses. i68x Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 58 We
sold covering, sheet, and blanket.
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t c. A lid. Obs.

1479 Bury Wills (Camden) 54 A pece of syluer w l a cur-
;nm of syluyr haueyng a knoppe aboue. c 1540 Pilgr. T.

83 in Tnynne Animadv. App. 70 With keuering of his
cupe. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple fsl. u. xxxv. 25 Like to a
pot . . with close-laid covering.

3. Comb, [here the vbl. sb. and ///. a, often

blend], as covering-hurdle, -party, -plate, -time
;

covering-board, a plank which is fitted round the

ship, covering the tops of all the timbers ; = Plank-
sheer ; f covering-seeds, comfits made by coat-

ing seeds with sugar
; covering-stone, the top

stone ofa cromlech or the like; covering-strap, in

iron ships, a plate beneath the two meeting-plates
in a strake, to which these are riveted, and thus
connected together.
1846 A. Young Xaut. Did., *Cavering-board, the same as

plmnk sheer. 1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., I. .noticed how close
the water washed up against the covering-board. 183] J.
Bree St. Herbert's Isle 122 The Britons are said to nave
used a *covering-hurdle in battle. 1651-7 T. Barker Art
°fAngling{\Zvo) 14 Put into the pan, and covered with a
•covering plate. 16. . Kick Closet of Rarities (N.), To
make each sort of comfits vulgarly called "covering-seeds,
etc, with sugar. 18*7 G. Higgiss Celtic Druids 218 In
order to get the Vovering-stone the easier into its place.
1786 Sportsm. Diet. s.v. Stallion, I^et there be likewise a
rack and manger, to feed him in during his *covering-time.

t Cohering, vbl, sb? Obs. [f. Cover v* +
-IHG '.] Recovering, recovery.
cisjo Mali Meid. 11 Hit is an lure bat is wioute coueringe.

• 1 1300 Cursor M. 12266 (Colt ' All had couering bat was in
wa. c 13*0 Cast. Love 572 No mon nedde of himself a
couryng. 1375 Barbour Bruce tx. 113 Swa seik wes the
king That men doutit of his coueryng. < 1450 Loseuch
Grail li. 356 Keuering of myn grete maladye.

Cohering,///, a. [f. Cover vA + -ixg -.] That
covers: see the vb. Covering-leaves (see quot.).

Covering letter : a letter enclosing another letter

or document ; an explanatory letter. Covering
price : an inclusive price.

153S Coverdale Ezek. xxviii. 14 Thou coueringe Cherub.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 350 These couering Heauens. 1611
Bible Num. iv. 5 They shall take downe the couering
Vaile. 1790 Beatson Xav. Mil. Mem. L 323 Order*
were given for the covering and working parties.. to return
to camp. 1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry \. 36 The covering
sergeants move up to the front rank. 1877 Bennett tr.

Thome"s Bot. iv. 86 Covering-leaves are so called because
they cover or protect other parts of the plant. In this class
are included the bud-scales already described and the bracts
or hypsophyllary leaves. 1881 H. H. Gibbs Double Stand.
28, 301. per piece is a covering price. 1887 Pall Mall G.
20 Jan. 14/1 Addresses., must be written legibly on the
back of the designs, and not on covering letters. 1892
Eiiin. Rct\ Jan. 189 The petition, with Rodney's covering
letter . . are . . at the Record Office.

Cover-key, dial. f. Culvkr-k:ey.

Coverless rkrrvailes), a. [f. Cover sb. +
-less.] Without a cover. Hence Coverlessness.
1863 W. B. Jerrold Signals ofDistress 4 The gin-palace

on one side of the way, and the empty cupboard and cover-
less bed opposite, 1881 Mrs. H. Hunt Childr. Jems. 58
The dinner was . . [sent] coverless through the storm. 1886
Sat. Rev. 28 Aug. 304 The little quartos are so well printed
. . that one is bound to excuse . . their coverlessness.

Coverlet (kmrailet). Forms : 4-5 cou-,
coverlite, -lyt;e, -lyth, cowyrlythe, keuerlit,
-lyte, keweferlyte, kever-, koverlet, 5-6 couer-
let(t(e, 6 couerlyght, couverlet, keuerlette,
6-7 coverlett, 5- coverlet. [The early form
coverlite appears to represent an OF. *covre~lit (f.

covrir to cover + lit bed). Examples of coverlit,

coverlet occur in 14th c. Anglo-Fr. ; but these may
be from English. (Mod.F. couvre-lit is a neologism,
suggested perhaps in part by Eng. coverlet.) The
variants in -let, -light, -led, -lid (see next), etc.,

show that at an early date the composition of the
word was unknown.]
1. The upj>ermost covering of a bed ; a counter-

pane, quilt.

[1381 Will of Ctess of March in Nicholls Royal Mils
(1780)100 Un coverlet de worstede pur mesme le lit, vn
couertour de bleu, etc. 1399 Wilt ofCtess ofGloucester,
ibid. 181 Item, un lit . . ove . . testers, coverlitz, curtyns, el
tapitz, qe a eux appertient.]
1 13*0 Cursor M. 1 1 239 (Gott) Was par no pride [of) couer-

lite \y.r. couerled] chamber curtin ne tapite. 138s Wyclif
2 Kings viii. 15 He toke an coverlyte . . and spradde upon
his face. 1395 E. E. Wills (188214 A keuerlct of red sendel
ypouthered with Cheuerons. t 1440 Gesta Rom. xl. 160
(Harl. MS.) Bitwene hir shete and hir couerlyte of hir
bede. 1515 Barclay Egloges iii. (1570) B vj/a All the cloathes
and couerlet. 1522 Bury Wills 1 16 A couerlyght with fflowrc
delyce. 163a Lithcow Trav. v. (16821 200 Neither have they
any bed-cloths, save only a coverlet above them. 1766
Pennant Zool., Eider Duck, It's remarkably light, elastic,
warm qualities, make it [eider down] highly esteemed, as a
stuffing for coverlets. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi xx. 405 A
present of a quilted coverlet.

2. trans/. A covering of any kind ; a cover.
1551 Bible 2 Sam. xvii. 19 The wyfe toke and spread a

couerlet [Coverdale, couerynge ; so 1611] on the top of the
well and strawed thereon . . barley. 1665 G. Havers P.
delta I 'alle's Trav. E, Ind. 90 The Netware cover'd for
avoiding the Rain with dry Coverlets made of Palm leave-.
1718 Pope Iliad v. 246 Ten polish 'd chariots .. veil'd in
spacious coverlets. 174a Mitchell in Phil. Trans. XLIII.
104 Perhaps the inner Epidermis itself may appear thro' its

outer porous Coverlet. 18*5 Beverley Lighting Act ii 20
Any blind, shade, coverlet or awning, .before any shop,

b. fig. (from I and 2.)

16*7-77 Eeltham Resolves 1. xx.xiv. 57 Gold is the only
Coverlet of imperfections. 1687 Congreve Old Bach. iv. 1,

Under the coverlet of religion, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. vii.

50 Over the slopes, .was spread a coverlet of shining snow.
3. Comb., as coverlet-maker.
1848 W. H. Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten V. II. 273

The Sieur Veron, coverlet maker.

Coverlid (kirvajlid). Forms: 4-7 cou-,
coverled, -1yd, (7-8 coverlaid), 6- coverlid.
[A variant of prec., with different analysis of the
second part.] = prec.
a 1300 [see Coverlet 1]. C1450 Voi.. in Wr.-Wulcker 742, 16
Hoc cooPortorium, a coverlyd. 1589 Hay any Work 33 Fling
a couerled on him. 1676 Hqbbks Iliad xvin. 323 And on him
laid a fair white Coverled. 1707 tr. Ctess D'Annoy s Wis.
508 She wrapp'd her self up in her Coverlaid. 1765 Loud.
Chron. 3 Jan. 9 Blankets and coverlids were distributed to
the necessitous poor. 1855 Macaulay //**/. Eng. III. 174
Blankets and coverlids, mm LvrrosStr. Story 1 1. 185 The
bed, with its silken coverlid,

b. trans/, and fig.
1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. xv. 253 Having nothing but

the spangled Coverlid of Heaven over him. 1658 Rowland
Moufefs Theat. Ins. 1070 This field Spider, .stretching forth

' his sheet with a Coverlaid. 1854 Rlskin Led. Archit.'x. 34
The very soul of the cottage . . is in its thick impenetrable
coverlid of close thatch. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. IV. xn.
ix. 201 Under a coverlid of London Fog.
Coverly, obs. var. of Covertly.

t Co*ver-paue. Obs. Also 5 keurepayn, 6
coverpanne. [f. Cover-*- Pane cloth.] A cloth

that covers, a cloth covering : cf. Counterpane -.

1481-90 Harvard Househ. Bks.(Koxh.\ 274 In anoder cofer
toayles, a keuvrepayn, vj. white bolles unkeuvryng. a 1551
Leland Inthron. of A bp. Xevilt (SL\ All to be covered
w ith a cover-pane of diaper of fyne sylke. 1564 Lane. Wills
II. 57 Unto Robart Moreleys wiefe a coverpane. c 1600 in

Househ. Ord. (1790) 294 The Serjant [of the PantryJ hath
for his fee, all the coverpannes, drinking towelU, arid other
linen clothe, .that are darned.

Co*ver-poi:nt. [f. Cover v. + Point sb.]

1. Cricket, a. A fielder who stands behind, and
a little to the bowler's side of, * point to stop and
return such balls as are not fielded by the latter,

b. His position in the field.

1850 ' Bat ' Crick. Manual 45 A good cover-point watches
the motions of the batsman. 1857 Hughes Tom Brcnvn
11. viii, l.ook out now at cover-point. 1887 Times 5 Sept. 9/5
The smart fielding of cover-point.

2. Lacrosse. A player who stands just in front

of * point with the object of preventing the ball

from coming near the goal.

Co-versed .konvaust), a. Trig. [f. Co- pre/.
1 4 + Versed a.] In Co-versed sine : the versed

sine of the complement of an angle see Verskd\
1706 Phillips (ed. Kerseyi, Co-versed Sine tin Geom.) is

the remaining part of the Diameter of a Circle after the
Versed Sine is taken from it. 178a Hltton in Phil. Trans.
LXXIV. 32 The difference between radius and sine will be
the co-versed sine.

Co*ver-sh.ame. Something used to conceal
shame ; a garment used to cover nakedness ; also

! fig. b. The shrub Juniperus Salnna or Savin,

employed to procure abortion.
16*9 Gauue Holy Madn. 86 Hath made him a new kinde

of Catch-credit of his old couer-shamc. 1699 Gayton A rt

j

Longer: 73 Thou cover-shame, old Fi^tree. 1681 Dxyden
S/. Friar 111. L Docs he put on holy Garments for a Cover-
shame of Lewdness? 1693 Reply to Ladies Petit, in Hart.
Misc. (1745) IV. 419/2 Those dangerous plants called cover-

' shame, alias savin, and other anti-concepttve weeds and
j

poisons. 1886 Bkitten & Holland Ptant-n., Cover-shame,
1

funiperns Sabina,

Co-ver-sli'p. 1. Cricket. An extra fielder some-

j

times placed to back up the two slips (short<slip

and long-slip}, b. His position in the field.

1891 Daily News 23 June 3/7 He was let off . . by Wilson
at cover-slip,

2. A slip of thin glass used for covering a micro-
scopical preparation; = cover-glass ^Covkr sb. { 8).

Co*ver-slut. Something worn to cover slut-

tishncss, an outer garment put on over untidy
attire, an apron, pinafore, or ' brat \ AlsoJig.
1639 Short Contention betiv. French-hood, Felt-flat, etc.

1. 9 AVee doe know you [i.e. the head-dress called *1Tie
Bagge 'J to be. .a meere rumpled. .Taffeta Cover-slut. 1657

i G. Siarkey ftelmont's I'ind. 173 It is .. hateful, that the
providence of God should be misapplied as a cover-slut of
idleness, ignorance, and unconscionableness. 1670 Acc.

' Scotland in Harl. Misc. VI. 139 (D.) Those women that
can purchase plads need not "bestow much upon other
clothes, these cover-sluts being sufficient. 1795 Bl-rke
Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 54 Kagsand Coversluts of Infamy.
1808 WoLCOTT (P. Pindar) One more Peep Wks. 1812 V. 374
Put on your cover-slut of blue. 1845 Atkenxnm 4 Jan. 17
Exhibiting .. a smart architectural 'pinafore' in front..

a

mere 4 coverslut ' intended to hide meanness and deformity.

Covert (kzrvait), a. (pa.pple.) Forms: 4-7
i
couert(e, 5 couuerte, 6 couvert, 4- covert.
[a. OF. covert, later couvert L. coopertum, pa.

j

pple. of covrir i couvrir :—L. coopertre to COVER.]
1. lit. Covered, hidden ; roofed over ; over-

grown ; sheltered. Now rare.

*393 Gower Con/. I. 227 For gladly wolde I . . holde me
j covert alway. c 1489 Cam on Blanch, v. (1890) 22 Blanch-

ardyn. .holdynge the couert wayes, becau>e. .he shold not
be folowed or ouer taken. 1609 Biiile (Douay) Ezek. iv.
comm., Covert passage about seven foot in height. 16x5
Bacon Ess. Gardens (Arb.t 559 Vou are. .to Plant a Couert
Alley, vpon Carpenters VVorke . . by which you may goe in
Shade. i7»7 J. Mortimer Husb. \}.\ The fox is .. very

j

prejudicial to the husbandman, especially .. near forest

-

woods and covert places. 1814 Wordsw. Excursion 111. 177
: This covert nook reports not of his hand. 1883 Stevenson

Silverado So. 40 All is green, solitary, covert.

+ b. Fortif. Coz'crt way : — Covered way.
1591 Garrard Art Warre 311 The way which is made in

the counterscarpe which is commonly called the covert-way.
1688 J. S. F"ortification 27 The Covert or close way . . left

above the Moat next the open Field. 1801 Wellington in
Gurw. Desp. I. 361 Turning them by the covert way,

T C. trans/ and fig.
1713 Steele Spett. No. 423 p 4 This Covert-way of Court-

, ship. 1774 Fletcher Hist. Ess. Wks. 1795 IV. 11 The
covert way of Pharisaism. 1774 Goldsm. Aat. Hist. 11776)
III. 401 The beaver has a covert way bored under the ice.

2. fig. Concealed, hidden, secret ; disguised.
C1303 R. Bri'nne Hattdt. Synne 389 5yf hyt be shewede

here apcrt, Yn ouber slede hyt ys couert. a 1400 Robbery
in Ret. Ant. II. 38 A covert thefte dos he in case. 1574
tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 50 The couert thoughts and
delights of the minde. 1641 Termes de la Ley 73 b, Con-

;

dition implyed, or covert and not expressed, which is

called a condition in Law. 1791 Cowper Iliad 1. 187 Wage
,

covert war or open ? 1828 D Israeli Chas. /, I. v. 11711
was a covert attempt on the French side to disguise Catholic

I emancipation. 1874 Green Short Hist. ix. 631 The words.

.

were taken as conveying a covert threat,

b. of looks, glances.

1840 Dickens Bam. Rudge xii, Towards one particular
window he directed many covert glances. 1865 — Mut.

1
Fr. 1. xvi, A covert glance at her face,

t3. Of persons; Not open, close, secretive; sly,

deceitful. Obs.

1340 Ha.mpole Pr. Consc. 4489 Gog es als mykel at say,
als covert. And Magog es noght elles bot als apcrt. c 1400
Rom. Rose 6152 Religiouse folk ben fulle covert; Scculer
folk ben more appcrt. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vl clxv. 159
This Lewys was not so couert in his werke. .but that his
vncle had thereof wyttyng. 1504 Shaks. Rich. Ill, in. v.

33 He was, the couertst sncltrcd Traytor That euer Hu'd.
1673 S. C. Art ofComplaisance 94 Tiberius the most crafty
and covert of all men.

b. Of words : Of hidden or obscure meaning
1 or reference. Now rare.

1393 Gower Conf. II. 55 To speke in wordes so coverte.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wits. 542 1 The couert and
obscure wordes of. . Christ . 16x2 Bacom Hen. VII* 1 1 Chose
rather a kind of middle-way . . under covert and indifferent
words. 1896 Emerson Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. <Bohn> II.

1

103 They have no fancy, and never are surprised into a
covert or witty word.

4. Law, Said of a married woman : Under the

cover, authority, or protection of her husband.
See also Feme-covert, Covert-baron.
14B3 -Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 7 J 3 Women covert, 15M Fnz-

herb. Surr. 32 b, If a woman couert with baron shall do
homage they shall knele before the lorde. 1536 Act aS
Hen. VIII tStat. IreL 1621) 149 The husband or friend of
any woman covert. 1699 10-11 Will. HI, c. 14 f 2
Any person .. within the age of 21 years, or covert, non

\

compos, imprisoned, or beyond the seas. 1798 Dallas
Amer. Laiv Rep. II. 20a The instrument of 1790, executed
by Margaret Henderson, being then covert.

Covert ,k»*v3it), sb. Forms 4-7 couert, 4
Sc. oowert, 5 coouert, coovert, cowart, 5-6
couert©, 4- covert, [a. W* convert, f. convert,

pa. pple. of couvrir to cover : see Covert a.]

L gen, A covering.
a 1400 Stac. Rome 768 Vppon his hed A covert of brasse.

a 1400 Cat: Myst. 140, I suppose that this woman sleptc
Withowtyn alle coverte. 1630 Wadswortm Pilgr. viii. 90
My bed was straw, .without any couert at all. 1631 Lith-

|

cow Trav. \n. (1682) 303 His Head vailed with a Wooden
! covert 1633 G- Herbert Temple, Search viii. What covert

dare eclipse thy face? a 1661 Fuller Worthies (18401 111.

200 Provident nature hath wrapped them [Wal-nuts] in so
many coverts. 1759 B. Martin A'at. Hist. Eng. I. Surrey
146 Sheltered from the cold Air by a moveable Covert. 1811
W. R. Spencek Poems 82 With blood-stain'd covert rent.

2. That which serves for concealment, protection,

or shelter; a hiding-place, shelter ; = Cover sb. x.

1350 Wilt. Palerne 2217 No couert mivt bei kacche be
cuntre was so playne. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 582 Towart
the cowert can he ga. c 1470 Henry Wallace n. 71 Couert
of treis sawit him full weille. 1550 Levkr Serm. (Arb ) 137

I Whyche also shall make bryghte the couertes of darknesse.
1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. iv, 113 In this City, Sheba the

i tebell, pursued by Joab. .took covert 1691 Ray Creation

1
11.(1704)363 They did all creep out of their Holes and

1 Coverts. 1796 Morse Anter. Geog. I. 302 Firing from be-

, hind stone walls, and such like coverts. 1870 Bryant Iliad
l

I. m* 80A surer covert for the thief than night. 1876 Ban-
1 croet Hist. XT, S. VI. li. 385 No thicket offered covert, no
swamp a refuge from cavalry.

b. fig.
= Cover 3 d.

1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 1 b, Vnder the coucrts of
figures, [rather] than in open speeche. 1597 Bacon Coulers
Good if Evill vii. (Arb.) 148 Hipocrisie drawcth neer to re-

ligion for couert 1713 S. Pycroft Eng. Free-thinking
30 Free-Thinking is made the common Covert for Scepti-
cism. 1873 Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 128 Publicity
Stopped further fear . . and what tale Cowardice thinks a
covert.

c. f By covert : under cover, covertly. + In
{into) covert: in concealment; in hiding, or dis-

guise, secretly ;
rarely, in safety. In {the) covert

0/ : in the shelter of; + rarely, in shelter from. [Cf.



COVERT. 1107 COVERTURE.
F. a convert tie in both senses.] Under covert: under
cover, in shelter

; f in concealment, under a dis-

guise. Under {the) covert of : {lit. and fig?)
under

the shelter, authority, or countenance oi ; under
the veil or disguise of; f under cover of (a letter).

1375 Harbour Bruce VL 528 [He] held hym in-to cowert
ay. 1*1400 Destr. Troy 13652 His cuntre [he] keppit in

couert & pes To the last of his lyf. 1477 Norton Ord.
Atch. Proem in Ashm. (1652)8 Bacon, and Raimond, with
others many moe Wrote under covert, and Aristotle alsoe.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. 11. xxiv. 137 Whiche [trestelles]

shal serve to make aleyes undre couert. a 1533 Ln. Berners
Huon clxiii. 636 They came downe in a valey by couerte .

.

but the valyaunt knyjjht. .spyed them. 1548 UDALLErasm. \

Par. Luke xii.113 Neither is there anythyng. .so close under
coverte, which shall not . . be uncouered. 1549-62 Sternhold
& H. Ps. xvii. 8 And under covert of thy winges defend me
secretly. 156a Cooper Ansiv. Priv. Masse{\%s6) 198 Under
the Covert of that name you do. .set forth your own error.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 2 If you have any de-
\

light in his felowshyp, use the same rather in covert . . at

home. 1611 Bible yob xl. 21 He lieth . . in the couert of the
reede. 1641 Wjlkins Mercury ii. (1707) 10 Arguments ..

'

when they steal into a Man's Assent, under the Covert of a I

Parable, c 1650 Howell Lett. (1892) 599 I receiv'd your
last under the covert of Sir John Sackvil. 1678 A. Lovell

,

Fontaine's Duties Cav. 141 Ditches, Hedges, little Hillocks,

and. .every thing that may put the Souldiers under Covert.
;

1697 Potter Antiq. Greece in. xx. (1715) 153 Walls, .under
the Covert of which the Vessels had Protection. 1697
Dryden Vtrg. Georg. Vt. 11 Thy Bees a quiet Station find,

And lodge 'em under Covert of the Wind. — Ectog. '

vn. 12 Sit here with us, in covert of the Wind. 1773 Han. I

More Search Happ. 1. 1 34 The Dame . . Dwells in the covert
of yon green retreat. 1791 Cowper Iliadwu. 305 He under
covert fought of the broad shield. 1862 Rawlinson Anc.

I

Mon. I. vi. 382 Every theory of roofing and lighting which
places the whole of an Assyrian palace under covert.

3. A place which gives shelter to wild animals

or game
;
esp. a thicket ; = Cover sb. 4.

[1199 Rot. Chartantm 21 Sex acras terrse in foresta

nostra . . juxta coopertum bosci.] 1494 Act n Hen. VII, \

c. 17 It is ordained, .that no Man. .drive them out of their

Coverts. 1551 T. Wilson Logike 37 Coverts or boroughes,
wherein . . he may find game at pleasure. 1596 Drayton
Legends 11. 379 Like a Deere, .to the Covert doth himselfe
betake. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 141 r 10 Sportsmen
who boast of killing the foxes which they lodge in the I

covert. i8ox Strutt Sports <y Past. \. i. 2 Wolves .. in-

fested the woods and coverts. 1863 Fr. A. Kemble Resid.
Georgia 19 The spiked palmetto forms an impenetrable
covert. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxiii. 72 Am I to.. Be with
hind that haunts the covert?

fig. 1641 Milton Prel. Episc. (1851) 88 Tradition . . that
wild, and overgrowne Covert of antiquity. 1691 Ray

j

Creation (1714) 335 The hedgehog .. within his Covert or
thicket of Prickles.

1 4. The technical term for a flock or ( company *

j

of coots. Obs.
c 1430 Lydg. Hors, SJiePe, -y G. (1822) 30 A couerte of cootes. I

i486 Bk. St. Albans Fvjb, A Couert of cootes. [1801
Strutt Sports <$ Past. 1. ii. 33.]

5- Ornith. in pi. Feathers that cover the bases of •

the larger feathers on some particular part of the
j

body, e.g. tail-coverts, wing-coverts, esp. the latter.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. vn. xiii, The coverts of
the wings are of a deep blackish green. 1797 Bewick Brit.

\

Birds 290 The middle coverts deep blue, glossed with green
and gold. 1825 Waterton Wand. S. Amer. 11. ii. 179 The
great coverts of the wings are stiff, narrow and pointed. I

1834 R. Mudie Feathered Tribes Brit. Isles (1841) I. 8 The
j

ear covert, .consists of certain feathers that cover the ex-
|

ternal organ of hearing. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 351/1
j

The feathers which lie immediately over the quill -feathers
;

are the 'greater coverts'.. The small feathers .. upon the
|

bones of the antebrachium . . the ' lesser coverts '. 1875
' Stonehenge ' Brit. Shorts 1. 1. iv. § 1. 73 The wing-
coverts are brownish, with the greater coverts white.

f 6. Law. In phr. Under covert = Coverture 9.

1363 Homilies 11. Matrimony (1859) 5°6 She is under
'

covert and obedience of her husband. 163^7 W. Sherlock
Anszu. T. Dansoti 67 A Wife under covert is secured from

j

all Arrests at Law. 1710 Steele & Addison Tatter No.
262 p 4 She was now under Covert, and not liable to any
Debts contracted when she was a single Woman,

b. trans/. Authority, jurisdiction.

1563-87 Foxe A. M. {1684) I. 243/2 Bishops and Priests

ought not to come under the covert and controlement of
j

Temporal power.

7. attrib., as (sense 3) covert-bongh, -shooting,

-side\ covert coat, a short light overcoat worn
while shooting, riding, etc., and as a dust-coat

;

hence covert coating, material, usually waterproof,

for such coats ; covert-feather = Covert 5 ;

t covert-parent, parental authority or protection

(after covert-baron).
1816 L. Hunt Rimini ttt. 360 The birds that shot the

*covert boughs between. Mod. Advt. Waterproof Venetian
*covert coats. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 190 Fasten a bell
upon the two ^couert feathers of your hawkes stearne. 1760
Edwards in Phil. Trans. LI. 835 The . . covert feathers of
the wings and tail. 1867 B. P. Brent in Tegetmeier
Pigeons xxi. (1867) 171 The whole of the lesser covert
feathers of the wing shoulders. 1650 Fuller Pisgah rv.

\

vi. § 6 Being grown Virgins of prety stature they were
closely kept under *covert-parent, 1885 New Bk. ofSports
34 The physical aspects of *covert-shooting . . have changed
very much. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. <$- Merck. I. x. 305 He !

mounts his hack, and is off to the *covert-side.

t Convert, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
put a covering over ; to cover, conceal.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. I. 147 In stre or other thynge To

]

covert here is holsom husbondynge. Ibid. 1. 385 This is

husbondrie To covert hem with sumwhat whille thay drie. 1

1639 Fuller Holy War nr. i. (1840) 175 The love of his

loyal subjects, hitherto rather coverted than quenched.

Co*vert-ba'ron,a. (sb.) Also 7 covert-barne,
-bearn. [a. AF. couverte baroun, orig. coverte

de barnn covered by a husband.]

A. adj. *= Covert a. 4.

151a Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 19 § 4 Women Covertebaron ex-
cept. 1623 Cocke ram, Couert-barron, a married woman.
17*55 Blackstone Comm. I. 442 The woman . . is therefore
called in our Jaw-french a feme-covert, foemina z>iro co-

operta; is said to be covert-baron, or under the protection
and influence of her husband, her baron, or lord.

B. sb, (Chiefly in phrase nnder covert-baron.)

The condition of afeme covert or married woman.
1581 B. RtCHE Fareiucll H j b, She beyng under couert

barne, your Obligation is unpleadable. 1655 Fuller
67*. Hist. I1L vi, § 27 No woman under Covert-Baron was
lyable to pay it. 1675 Crownk Country Wit iv. 68 Say you
are my wife, and plead covert-bearn.

f b. Said (humorously) of the position of a
married man : cf. next. Obs.
1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xvii. (1632) 364 To put himselfe

under covert-baron, he tooke him a wife from out that
place. 1638 Brome Antip. n.vii, Who dares trust A Ladyes
husband, who is but a Squire, And under covert-barne?
1664 Butler Hud. 11. ii. 703 Impatient Grizel Has drubb'd
her Husband . . And brought him under Covert-Baron.

t Covert-feme. Obs. rare~ x
. [Humorously

formed on analogy of prec] Under c. : (of a man)
under the cover or protection of his wife.

1681 Dhyden Sp. Friar iv. i, Instead of her being under
covert-baron, to be under covert-feme myself.

Co-ve'rtical, a. Geom. [Co- 3 + Vertical.]
Having common vertices.

t CO'Vertil. Obs. rare. [a. OF. couvcrtil

(Godef.), dim. of convert, in same sense.] The lid

(of a cup) : = Covercle sb. 1

.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 25 My lowe chased pece of
silvir , . with owtyn any couertil, myn ij stondyng pecys
of silvir chasid with a couertil to oon of hem.
Covertine, obs. f. Curtain.
Co vertless, a. [f. Covert sb. + -less.]

Without a covert or (obs.) covering.
1600 Hakluvt Voy. III. 674 <R.) Our couertlesse boate . .

was sometimes ready to sinke.

Covertly (kirvaitli), adv. [f. Covert a. +
-lv a

.] In a covert manner.

fl. In a close covered manner
;
closely.

1430 in Turner Doiu. Archil. III. 39 So couertly euery
thynge was couered. CX470 Henry Wallace 11. 277 Rycht
couertly thai kepe him in that caiff. 1585 Q. Eliz. in Four
C. Eng. Lett. 29 That princes causes be vailed so couvertly
that no intelligence may bewraye them.

2. In a concealed manner; secretly, privately.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6113 He his lyf led covertly In Gile and
in Ipocrisie. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy ill. xxv, The tother

eye can laugh couertly. c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt.
Bryt. (1814) 178 Commaunding them al to be . . in . . a cer-

tayn place, as couertly as they myght, wythout any noyse.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxvi, 97 Getting Informa-
tion very covertly. 1789 H. Walpole Retnin. ii. 16 To
make his addresses to her not covertly. 1874 Motley Bar.
neveld II. xxii. 420 Intimations were covertly made to him.

3. In a veiled or hidden manner ; with the sense

implied, not expressed
;
indirectly, by implication.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 19 Wightes That dremen . . Ful many
thinges covertly That fallen after al openly, c 1450 Merlin
xix. 305 Whan Blase herde Merlin thus couertly speke.

1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrieikxh.) 53 Virgill hath a gallant
report ofAugustus couertly comprysed in the first ./Lglogue.

1690 T. Bl'rnet Th. Earth iv. rv. 158 There are, covertly or
expresly . . glances upon the Millennium. 1783 Hailes
Antiy. Chr. Ch. v. 152 He treats of them, althoagh covertly

and in an indirect manner. 18x4 Mackintosh Icon Basi-
like"W]zs. 1846 I. 512 In these two letters,—more covertly

in the first, more openly in the second,—Gauden apprises
Lord Clarendon, that [etc.J.

Covertness (kzrvaitnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or state of being covert
;
secrecy.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 103 In respect of the
covertnesse, safety and assurance in him reposed. 1730-6
in Bailey (folio\ Covertness, hiddenness. 1753 in Johnson ;

and in later Diets.

Coverture (kzrvajtiiu). Forms : 3 kuuertur,

4 couertor, 4-6 cou-, covertour(e, 4-7 couer-

ture, 5 eouertowre, (6 couverture, Sc. covera-
tour), 8 covarture, 3- coverture. [a. OF.
covertnre (12th c. ; now couvertnre) = Pr. and Sp.

cobertura :—L. type *cooperliira, f. ppl. stem of

cooperire to Cover : see -cre. Early instances in

-or, -nr, -onr were prob. a. OF. covertor, convre-

toir'.—L,. eoopcrtorium covering; but on the mu-
tescence of final -e these ceased to be distinguish-

able from the word in dure.]

1. Anything used to cover. Formerly used of the

cover or lid of a cup or dish; the cover of a
book ; the cover of a letter ; now only in the

general and usually collective sense of 1 covering \

c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 754 in Babces Bk. (1868) 324 Wo so

euer he takes bat mete to bere, Schalle not so hardy bo
couertoure rere. Ibid. 791 The keruer. .Vnkouers be cup
. . Into be couertoure wyn he powres owt. 1460-70 Bk.
uintessence 5 Seele be vessel with his couertour. 1509
arclay Shyp of Fotys (1570) 1 Full goodly bounds in

pleasant couerture. 1540 Morysine Vives' Intrcd. Wysd.
Bvb, The bodye . . is nothing els but a coverture and a

thing bound to serve the soule. 1587 Fleming Contn.

Holinshed III. 1374/ 1 F°r such letters as came vnto me .

.

they were inclosed vnder a couerture from Fulgeam. 1592
R.D. IlyPncrotomachia F ij b, Strong Okes ..and hrowne
Hasils .. with the greene couerture of their innumerable
leaues. 1697 tr. C'tess D'A U7wy'sTrav.{\jdd\%^ Her hair was
white, which she hid under a Coverture of black Lace. 170a
W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant xxxvi. 140 This Tomb is quit^
naked without any Coverture or Balisters. i860 Rawlin-
son Herodotus ix. Ixxxii. IV. 454 The couches .. daintily
decked out with their rich covertures. 1873 Browning
Red Cott. Nt.-cap 1061 Herbage and floral coverture
l>edeck Yon splintered mass.

fig. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. u. 13 In Nights Couerture
..Wee may surprize and take him at our pleasure. 1611
Barksted Ilirent 1876) 79 He stumbled home, In the darke

j

couerture of shady night.

fb. In covertit }-e ; covered. Obs.
I 545 Primer Hen. VIII, Matins, Keep our eyes in cover-

I ture From all evil and vain pleasure.

f 2. A bed-cover, coverlet, or quilt. Obs.
lApp. the earliest sense in Eng.)
a 1225 Aucr. R. 214 Schulen beon of wurmcs his kurtel

and his kuuertur. a 1300 A". Horn 716 He lib in bure,
Under coverture, c 1340 Caw. Gr. A'ut. E55 Couertorez
ful curious, with comlych panez. 1340 Hampole Pr. Cousc.
6955 Pi covcrtoure on \>e sene Salle be vermyn fulle feltc and

I kene. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) no The childe deyde
1 bi cause .. the childe was ouer charged with couerture.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 66 To lye on the hedde of tribulacion
under the couertour of right mortal distresse. 1483 —
Gold. Leg. 1 26/1 A moche riche couertour for hys bedde.
'539 Inventories 45 (Jam.) Four coveratouris of grene
taflat iis stikkit. 1697 tr. C'tess D'Aunoy's 'Trav. (1706) 45

;
The Beds are without Curtains, the Covertures of Cotton.

t 3. Covering for the body, clothing ; a garment.
Also of a horse : Housings, trappings, caparison.
c 1300 Thrush <y Night. 119 in Hazf /:'. I*. P. '18641 I- 55
Hoe fedde acrupel in hire boure, And helede him with cover-
tour, c 1340 (VdTc. i^r Gr. Knt. 602 pe cropore, & be couertor,

acorded wyth be arsounez. c 1400 Maunoev. '18391 xx ''-

241, 4 grete Destreres. .Covered wilh riche Covertoures.

j
1474 Caxton Cliesse 152 Vestementes and couertours neces-

I sarye vnto hys body. 1555 Eden Decades 208 The men go
vtterly naked without any. .couerture at al. 1605 Camdln
Rem. (1637' 192 Other thinke that beasts skinnes. . was mans
first coverture. 1627 Lisunder Cat. x. 210 Without any
caparison or other coverture but his saddle.

4. An overhead covering ; f a roof, a canopy :

the tilt of a waggon. Now rare.

1382 Wyclif Fx. xxxvi. 19 He made the couertour of the
tabernacle of skynnes of wethers, c 1430 Lyijg. Bochas 1.

xviii. (1554) 34a, The sterred heauen is thy couerture.

1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 10 Decay of the couertures of
thatched houses. 1632 Lithgow Trav, ix. (16821 384 The
admirable Fishponds of Lucullus, (the Coverture of which,
is supported by forty eight natural Fillers of stony Karth .

1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh in. 1094 Through the
waggon's coverture.

5. Protective covering ;
shelter; refuge. AXsofig.

c 1450 MS* Cantab. Ff. i. 6, f. 151 fHaltiw.) To kepe hym
under the coverture Of trowthe and of connyng. 1556 Abp,
Parker Ps. cxl, My closely couerture. 1579 Spenser Sheph.
Cat. July 26 Agaynst his cruell scortching heate, Where
hast thou couerture? 1632 Lithgow Traz. II. (1682I 50 To
seek the coverture of some Rock. 1665 Manley Grotius'
Low C. Warres 609 That he would assist those miserable
Wretches, and take them into Coverture. 1837 M. J. Chap-
man in Blackiv. Mag. XLII. 550 By Him, whose banner is

our coverture.

6. Concealing covering
;
disguise, veil. Also fig.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. iii. 159 pilke notificaciouns bat

ben yhidd vndir be couertours of sojje. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1588
Ryght as a myrrour openly Shewith alle thing that stondith

therby. . Withouten ony coverture. 1594 Carew Huarte's

j

Exam. Wits xiii. (1596) 205 The wiles which come vailed

with anie couerture. 1599 Marston Sco. Villanie \. ii, To
make Iehoua but a couerture, To shade ranck filth. 1625

W. B. True Scltool War 7 The specious Mantle, and
couerture of Religion, a 1677 Barrow Serm. (1683) II. xix.

! 273 Shrowded under the coverture of other Persons and
;

Names. 1856 Boker Anne Boleyn v. vi, I'll hide thy name
Under the coverture of even lines.

7. fig. Concealment ; dissimulation, deceit, covert

i

conduct.

1393 Gower Conf. III. 328 They, .faile of that theyseche
By coverture and sleight of speche. 1:1400 Beryn U47
Kepte well hir purpose vndir coverture. 1591 Spenser M.
Hubbard 683 Throughly arm'd against such coverture.

T 8- fig* A- pretext, pretence ; b. a justifica-

\
tion, a defence of conduct. Obs.

I

c 1440 Generydes 4596 To sle hym vterly, With fals tresone

vnder a coverture, c 1477 Caxton Jason 95 b, He folowed

Medea under the couerture of will to go . . to the temple.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasjn. Par., Matt. 1. 22 Under this un-
1 honest couerture. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. cxvi. 710

j

Nay not then, when wee haue just cause and couerture.

9. Law. The condition or position of a woman
during her married life, when she is by law under

the authority and protection of her husband. Also

j
in phr. Under covertnre (Jit. andfig.).

1542-3 Act 34-5 Hen. VIII, c. 22 The freholde of his wife,

I during the couerture between them. 1587 Golding De
I Mornay xvi. (1617^ 285 If the Soule had held her selfe in

awe, and onder couerture. 1642 Perkins Prof. Bk. i. § 20

10 This grant shall not bind the husband dureing the cover-

ture. 1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. in. v. U743)

179 If a freeman marry a bondwoman, she is also free

during the coverture. 1817 W. Selwyn Law Nisi Prius
fed. 4) II. 698 B. afterwards died under coverture, no entry

having been made on her behalf to avoid the fine. 1868

Miss Braddon Dead Sea Fr. II. vii, His accomplished

wife could scarcely be subjected to . . imprisonment . .while

sheltered by the zegis of her coverture.

b. humorously said of a married man.
1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Watkins Tottte, I pleaded my

! coverture, being a married man.



COVESS. 1108 COVETOUSNESS.
10. Ormifk. «• Covert 5. rare. [F. convert it res.]

1861 Hui.me tr. Moquht-Tandon n. BL 211 The great wing
and tail feathers, .and the covertures which protect the base
of the latter.

Covert-way : see Covert a. 1 b.

CoveSS ;kJ"*ves). slang or vulgar, [f. Cove
sb.- + -ess.] A female * cove'.

1789 O. Parker Life's Fainter 144 He was well acquainted
with the cove and covess. 1819 London Guide 226 He was
sweet, not to say nutty, upon the covess. 18*7 Lytton
Pelham III. 292 Ah Bess my covess.

Covet (k*rv<'*t , v. Forms : 3 cuueiten, 3-6
coueite, -eyte, 4 eoveite, 4-6 -eyte, (5 koueyte,
coweyt, cuwet), 4 couaite, covayte, 4-5 co-
vaite, (couette, 6 covette, coouet, couveyte,
covate, Sc. cowait\ 5-7 couet(e, 6- covet, [a.

OF. cuveitier, coveiter (in 13th c. covoiter, mod.F.
convoiter) — Pr. cobeitar, cubitar, It. cubitare :—L.
type *cupiditare, i. cupiditdl-em eager desire,

Ccpidity, f. cupere to desire, covet.]

1. trans. To desire
;

esp. to desire eagerly, to

wish for, long for. a. with material obj.

c 13*5 Coer de L. 4763 Though thou gold coveyte. a 1340
Hampole Psalter i. 1 He is hlisful til whaim all thynge
comes bat he couaites. ,1490 Promt, Parv. 96 (MS. K>
Coweytyn, cupio, opto. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 98
IJoyes goe up and downe with flaggons of wine, and fdl to
those that covet it. 1731 Arbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet 306
They covet subacid Liquors, and abhor fat and oily things.
a 1839 Praed Poems 1 1864' I. 265 Fame shall twine for me
in after days A wreath I covet not. 186a Rlskin Munera
P. (1880) 25 We are. .apt to suppose that whatever is widely
coveted, .must be included in our definition of wealth.

Proverb. Alt covet all lose.

1297 R. Gu>UC (1724) 306 Wo so coueyteb al, at leseb
ywys. 1515 Lu. Berners Froiss. II. xxxvi. 108 They that
all coueteth all leseth. 1562 J. Hevwood Prov. Epigr.
(1867) 141 All couet, all loose: this comth oft in vre. But
nought haue, nought loose : this is euer sure. 1678 B. R.
Letter Pop. Friends 3 All Covet, all Loose,

b. with immaterial obj.

a 1340 }i kmvolk Psntter v, it pe prophet couaitis noght
haire dampnacioun. 1483 Caxton G. de la 'Four I jj, She
euercoueyted the pees and loueof her lord. 1548 in Strype
Feci. Mem. II. App. P. 48 We, coveting above al things the
glory of (Jod. 161 1 Bible i Cor. xii. 31 Couet earnestly the
l>est gifts. 1718 Freethinker No. 57. 12 If. .you covet the
Admiration of Others, you must learn not to Admire your
Self. 1814 Scott La. ofIsles vi. xvii. The bliss on earth
he covets most.

C. with inf. or inf. phrase.
t 1325 E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1054 To be coube in his courte

bou coueytes btnne. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xliv. i74(HarI. MS.)
The holy trenite, that coveytithe a man to be couplid to him
by penaunce. c 1440 York Myst. xxii'u 13 Longe haue ?e
coveyte for to kenne My fadir. 1545 Ascham Toxof>h.
( Arb.) 102 Those be wiser men which couete to shoote wyde.
1653 Walton Angler 133 To which place Ithe Sea] they
(Salmon] covet to swim, ty the instinct of nature. 178* Miss
Burnev Cecilia (18821 1. 2 Her mind, .coveted to regain its

serenity, i860 Lit. Churchman VI. 169/1 Many a person
. .has coveted to imitate the example.

d. absol.

c 1340 Cursor M. 24639 (Fairf.) Ne for to couette was me
na bote.

e. fig. Said of things.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 272 Sene It is in aid sawe,

f>at kynde coueyts ay his lawe. 1577 B. Googe HeresbaclCs
Husb. 1. (1586) 33 b, Two sortes of Pease, the one sort
coveteth to climbe aloft, and runneth up uppon stick es.

1778 W. Price Min. Cornub. 27 A coarse Quartz, which is

the most impure, and covets no particular form,

f 2. To desire with concupiscence or with fleshly

appetite. Obs. (or merged in 3).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 60 Cuueiten mon, oSer haben wille uorte

beon iwilned of mon : bo beoS heaued sunne. c 1386
Chaucer Pars. T. r 262 Concupiscence .. maketh hym
coueite by coueitise of flesshly synne by sighte of hise eyen.
1400 Destr. Troy 13820 pi hegh lust, patjwi couctus

vnkyndly to couple with me. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
Cvb, Sychem sawe her so faire that he coueyted her.
1577 B. Goocr Iferesbach's Husb. BL (1586) 138 b, The
Rammes. .rather covet the olde Ewes, then the young,

f b. To desire to eat ; to hanker after as food.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 10 These barbarous Angiqui

covet their friends, whom they unbowell with a greedy
delight.

3. To desire culpably ; to long for (what belongs
to another). (The ordinary sense.)
a 1300 Little Cato xxvii, Ober mennes bing with wronge

Coueyte hit nou^t in herte. a 1340 Hampole Psalter ix.14
pat thynge bat bai wickedly couaited. < 1386 Chaucer
Pars. F. p 670 Coueitise is for to coueite swicne thynges as
thou hast nat. . with-out rightful ncde. 1477 Earl Rivers
(Caxton) Dictes 27 To coueyte that that he may not haue.
1611 Bible Fx. xx. 17 Thou shalt not couet thy neighbours
house, thou shalt not couet thy neighbours wife . . nor any
thing that is thy neighbours. 1784 Cowper Task v. 227
Industry in some To improve and cultivate their just de-
mesne Made others covet what they saw so fair. 1832
Austin Jurispr. (1879) I. xxi. 450 If I wish for a watch
hanging in a watchmaker's window. . I am guilty of coveting
my neighbour's goods (provided that the wish recur fre-

quently).

b. absol.

1382 Wvclif Rom. vii. 7 Thou schalt not coueite. c 1440
York Myst. xx. 190 The xu [comaundment] biddts no}t
coveyte. 1611 Bible Prov. xxi. 26 Hec coueteth greedily
all the day long. 1784 Cowpek Task vi. 772 The garden.

.

needs no fence. For there is none to covet, all are full.

c. with inf. Obs. or arch.
< 1400 Maundkv. (Roxb.)vi. iy He. . was puysound thurgh

anoberbat coueited to be sowdan. 1535 Coverdale Mkah
ii. 2 When they covet to haue londe, they take it by violence.

1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <y Comtmv. (16031 l 7 Envying the
greatnes of Charles the Emperour, and coveting to sur-

passe him.

f 4. intr. a. To lust. Obs.
1382 Wvclif Gal. v. 17 The fleisch coueitith {Vulg. con-

cupiscit] a^en the spirit, sothli the spirit ajens the fleisch.

< 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 385 The flessh coueiteth agayn
the spirit.

t b. To have inordinate or culpable desire

for, after. Obs.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvi. Ix, To coveyte for it [golde
or sylver] doth aryse Onely engendered upon the melancholy.
1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, \. iv. 145 He rather keepe That
which I haue, than coueting for more Be cast from possibi-
lity of all. 161 1 Bible i Tim. vi. 10 Money, .which while
some coueted after, they haue erred from the faith.

T C. To have an inclination or drawing to. Obs.
1520 Whitinton Vulg. (1527) 6 b, A fysshe in spaw[n]ynge

tyme wyi coueyte to the calme water.

Covet, var. of Covid.

Covetable (kzrvetab'l), a. [f. Covet + -able.

Cf. F. convoitable (Oresme 14th c.).] To be coveted
or ardently desired

;
greatly desirable.

< 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. (1866)3 Delitabill and couayta-
bill es be name of Ihesu. c 1477 Caxton yason 59 b,

11m most fayr. .and the most couoytable of the foure. 1611
Cotcr., Convoitable, Couetable, fit to be coueted, or lusted
after. 1824 Dibdin Lib. Com/. 616 Mr. Drury's copy con-

|

tinuesto be a most covetable gem. 1862 Rusk in Munera P. 1

|

1 1 880) 30 The position . . would hardly seem a covetable one.

Coveted (k*rvt>ted),///. a. [f. as prec. +-ED.]
Creatly desired or wished for.

1875 Jevons Money (1878) 4 The odd property which its

advertisers are willing to give for some coveted article. 1891
Lam Times XCI I. 125 1 The status, .is no longer a coveted
honour.

Coveter (krrvetaj). Also 4 couetour, -eyter,

6 covoiter. [f. Covet z/. + -our, -er 2 3 : cf. F. f#w-

I

voiteur.'] One who covets or is given to coveting.
("1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 262 The couetour that was

so nyce. 1382 Wvclif i Cor. x. 6 We ben not coueyterisof
yuelts. 1554 Philpot Exatn. 4- Writ. (Parker Soc.) 326
Covoiters of newelties and busy bodies. 1731 Mf.dlev
Kolbens Cape G. Hope II. 272 Of these flowers the Euro-

j

pean women at the Cape are great coveters. 1850 Tat'fs
Mag* 32, 1 The coveters of his tenement.

Coveting ktrvetirj), vbl. sb. [f. COVET +
-ING 1.1 The action of the vb. Covet.
c 1315 Shorf.ham 22 Let ounde and wretheand coveytynge.
1382 Wvclif Rom. vL 12 Regne not synne in ?oure deedly I

I body, that )e obeische to his coueitingis. C 1400 Maundkv.
j

(1839) xiv. 159 That dyamand schold be )oven frely, with
outen coveytynge. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. v. 25 Ambitions,
Couetings, change of Prides, Disdaine. a 1665 J. Goodwin
F'illed w. the Spirit (1867) 226 The zealous desires or
covetings of men after spiritual things. 1877 Mrs, Oliphant
Makers F'lor. xi. 260 A country so rich and splendid could
scarcely fail to awaken covetings. 1887 Ruskin in Pall
Mall G. 15 Nov. 3/1 Nothing made Carlyle more contemp-
tuous than this coveting of ' happiness '.

Co veting, a. [f. as prec. + -ino 2.] That
covets.

1526 Piter. Perf. (W. deW.
1531J

287 A couetyng desyre
tofulfyll the^ commaundententes of Cod. 1711 Shaftesb.
Charac. u. u. (1737) II. 155 A Coveting or Avaritious
Temper.
Hence Co vetingly adv.
1382 Wvclif i TJuss. ii. 8 We desyringe ^ou coueitj-ngly

. . with greet loue, wolden bitake to )ou . . the gospel ofGod.
1599 H. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. ii. Wks. (Rtldg.) 97/a
Phantaste. Most ccvetingly ready, Amorphus.

t Covetise. Obs. or arch. Forms : 3-5 00-

(

ueytise, 3-7 (9) cou-, covetise, 3-6 -yae, (4
1 cou-, covatis(e

r
-aittiyse, -aittiae, ail is, -aites,

aytise. -aityse, -etia, -etteis, -ettise, -eiteise ,

j

4-5 cou-, oovatyse, -aitise, -etys, -eityse, 4-6 !

•eitise, (5 cou-, coveiteis, -tioe, cou-, covytise,
-tyce, -tys, -atys, cowatice), 5-7 covetice, (6
couytis,-ytes, -itis.-eytyse^atyce ,6-7covetize.
[a. OF. coveitise (in i3thc. covoitise, later convoi-

tise), representing a L. type *cupidit-itia for *eu-
fiditia, app. after the types *cupiditdre and *cupi-
ditosus of vb. and adj. : see Covet, Covetous.]
1. Ardent, excessive, or inordinate desire ; lust.

Const, of or inf.

iiaoa Ii ritton 1. v. § 11 Pur coveytise del eschete.J a 1300
Cursor M. 28627 (Cott. Galba)Ogains pride praier may rise,

fastin for flesli couatysc. ( 1340 Ayenb. 137 Vor asemoche 1

ase ber is an holy prede : nlzuo per is an holy coueytise and
]

an holye enuye. 1382 Wyclik Dan. xiii. 7 *fhei brennyden
la the coueitise of hir ISusanne]. . 1386 Chalcer Pars. T.
P 779 The coueytise of eyen folwith the coueytise of the
herte. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 3842 [Generides] than on
al wise To Just had grete couetisc. 1508 Fisher Wks.
1 1876) 263 No couetyse of ryches shall than greue the body.
1567 Maplet Gr. borest 70 The other, .pursueth after the
slear [slayer] with incredible care and couetise to reuenge.
[1847 Flacfnv. Mag. LXI. 639 Shakspeare . . was more act-
uated by poetical precept and impulse than by any sensual
covetise for the venison of old Sir Thomas Lucy.]

b. (with //.) An inordinate desire, a lust.

c 1340 Ayenb. 125 Temperance, .dret alle pe couaytises of
be wordle. 1388 Wvclif Ecclus. xviii. 30 Go thou not '

nftir thi coueitises [1382 lustis]. 1534 Whitinton Tultyes \

Offices 1. (1540) 21 In suche lyberalyte there is moste com-
|

menly annexed a covetyse to robbe and reve by injurye.

2. spec. Inordinate or excessive desire for the ac-

quisition and possession of wealth, etc. ; esp. of I

possessing what belongs to another; -Covetous-
nesh 2.

1297 R. Glouc. (1724)46 t>at for couetise art ycome so fer fro
be Est, To wilne oure lutel god. a 1300 Cursor M. 27194
iCotUQuar pouertorani couaittisedidnim to pat sin to rise.

a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. (1867) 23 The fyfte
dedly syne es couetyse and bat es ane vnmesurabill luffe to
haffe erthely gudes. c 1400 Rom. Rose 203 Coveitise isevere
wode, To gripen other folkis gode. 1509 Fisher Fun.
Serm. Ctess R ii hmond Vtks. (1876) 291 Auaryce and coue-
tyse she moost hated. 1550 Crowley Epier- 689 Nowe if

prodigalitye or couetise be vyce. 1615 T. Adams Blacke
Devill 57 Pride must be turned to humility, covetice to
charity. 1641 Jek. Taylor Episc. 116471 355 A Clergy man
must not be covetous, much lesse for covetise must he
neglect his cure, a 1652 Bromk Damoiselle \. i. Wks. 1873
I. 381 Your sinfull Covetise.

1 By confusion of endings, it was sometimes
written for Covetous.
1477 Norton Ord. Alch. i. in Ashm. (1652) 17 With pro-

mise they please the Covetise. .The Covetise is brought to
threed-bare clothes.

1 Co°vetiveness. Phrenol. Obs. [See -ive.]

= Acquisitiveness.
1815 Spurzheim Physiogn. Syst. Pref. 10, I know that

covetiveness is a pleonasm, but this fault is observed in
many other words... I have added iveness solely for the
sake of uniformity. 1821 Ne^v Monthly Mag. II. 596 She
has the organ of covetiveness, and steal she must. 1827
Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1123 Were these 'stolen' looks
occasioned by 1 covetiveness', or 'self-love?'

Covetous (ktrvt-tos), a. Forms : 4 cou-, cov-
eitus, -aitus, -eytoua, -aytoua, -etus, -aitoua,

4-5 cou-, coveitous, -atus, 4-6 -etous'e, 5 cou-,
coveitose, -etows^e, -ettus, cowatousa, 6 cove-
tuous, -teous, 4- covetous, [a. OF. coveitus, -os

(in 13th c. eovoiteus, later convoiteux) = Pr. cobeitos,

cubitos\—\,. *cupidit-osust f. cupiditas (cf. calami-

fosus from calamitas) : see Cupidity and -ous.]

1. Having an ardent or excessive desire of (or

*\for) anything ; eagerly desirous to do, have, or be.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25802 (Cott.) pou man bou has ben to
couetus, Abote werlds wining fuus. a 1300 F'loriz 4- HI. 367
Whanne bu lest him be cupe iseo. . He wile be wel covettus.

1393 Gowrr (.",/. III. i&o Of gold to ben to covetous.

C 1450 Merlin f 54 Desirous to luste and covetouse to do
chiualrie. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V. iv. iii. 34 By loue, I am
not couetous for Gold. 1602 Marston Ant. 4- Mel. 1. Wks.
1856 I. 14 How covetous thou art of novelties 1 1633 J.
Done Hist. Septnagint 140 How he might be made covet-
ous to heare many things. 1699 Ld. Reay in PePys'
Diary Ml. 191 The acquaintance of this man, of which I

am very covetous. 1782 t'<<\wi k Table Talk 75 Covetous
only of a virtuous praise. 1843 Macal lay Hist. Eng. 11.

189 As covetous of power and as impatient of restraint as
any of the Stuarts.

b. Of actions : Eager.
1652 Wharton tr. Rothman's Chirom. Wks. (1683* 557 A

more Covetous and diligent search.

2. Culpably or inordinately desirous of gaining

wealth or possessions; esp. of that which belongs

to another or to which one has no right
;
greedy,

grasping, avaricious.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23750 (Cott.) pe flexs esai to filthes fus,

pe world nithful and couatus. 1340 Ayenb. 80 pe proudo
-< V \< ping worbsMpuol. pe couaytous bing uremuol. 1382
Wvclif i Tint. iii. 3 It bihoueth a byschop for to be . . not
coueitous. . 1400 Beryn 2245 The Steward is a couetouse
man, that long hath desirid A knyff 1 have in kepeing.
1488 Caxton Chast. Goddes Chytd. 60 Ryches encreaseth
auaryce in a couetous man. 1551 1'. Wilson Logike (1580)
22 b, The covetous man . . desiretn still to have, beyng never
content. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretarie 11. (1625) 05 The
ftrodigall and the covetous doc offend alike, for neither doe
ive as they ought. 1654WHITLOCK Zootomia 496 Covetous
that is, Ravenous after what is anothers. a 1671 Wood
Life (1848) 113 A covetuous civilian and public notary-

1683 tr. Erasmus' Moriae Etw. 79 One is so couetous that

he ftues poor to dye rich. 1862 Ruskin Munera P. (1880)

19 The stronger, shrewder, or more covetous men.

b. Of actions, etc. : Proceeding from cupidity or

avarice.

1393 Gower Conf. III. 158 The covetouse flatery, Which
many a worthy Icing deceiveth. 1494 Kabyan Chron. vi.

clxxxvii. 189 Otlho, with this couetous promesse deceyued,
etc. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv. 146 They. . Fear no covet-
ous oath, all false free promises heed not.

If By confusion of endings, it was sometimes
written for Coyetisk, covetousness.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23147 (Gott.) J>e couaitus,for*soth to tell.

Has mani saule broght to hell, c 1400 Destr. Troy 11759
Till he caght was in couetouse, & cumbrit hym seluen.

1468 J'aston Lett. No. 582. II. 313 The unkyndnesse and
covetuse that was shewed me. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

783 For anger and not for covetous the Protector, .spoyled
her of al that ever she had.

Covetously [kvvAtaill), adv. [f. prec. + -ia -.]

In a covetous manner; with cupidity.

1382 Wvclif Ezek. xxii. 12 Gredili, or cotteytously, thou
falsly chalengidist thi nei^bours. 1535 Covkrdalk blab. ii.

9 Wo vnto him, that couetously gathereth euell gotten
goodes in to his house. 1607 Shaks. Tt'mon rv. iii. 408 If

he couetously reserue it, how shall \ get it? 1641 Him :

J. Bruen vii. 26 So earthly minded, and covetously affected.

1890 Pall Mall G. 18 Jan. 2/3 To. .listen covetously to the
musical whistle of the widgeon.

Covetousness (lorvttwndt). [f. as prec. +
-NE8S.]

f 1. Strong or inordinate desire (of). Obs.
i486 Bk, St. Albans 1! v'fij b, Who so for couetesnese of

llieng leses the tyme of his hawke mewyng. 1560 l!i < on



COVEY.
New Catech. (1844) 122 The covetousness of money is the
root of all evil. 1588 Greene Pandosto (1007) 20 At last
the couetousnesse of the coyne ouercame him. 1595 Shaks.
John IV. ii. 29 When Workemen striue to do better then
wel, They do confound their skill in couetousnesse.
2. Inordinate and culpable desire of possessing

that which belongs to another or to which one has
no right.

»5*6-34 Tindale Mark vii. 22 Oute of the herte of men
proceade . . theeft, coveteousnes, wickednes. 1553 Eden
Treat. Newe I>id. (Arb.) 34 Declaring the couetousnes of
the Spaniardes to be vnsaciable. 1651 Hobbes Leviath.
1. vi. 26 Desire of Riches [is called] Covetousnesse : a name
usedalwayes in signification of blame. 1841 Lane Arab.
Nts. I. 54 Casting the eyes of covetousness upon the whole
of the property. 1879 M. Arnold Equality Mixed Ess. 49We understand by covetousness the longing for other peo-
ple's goods.

Covey (ko-vi), sbA Forms : 5 coue, coueye,
6-7 covie, eoovie, (6 oooui), 7 oouvie, oovye,
5-8 oovy, 5- covey. [ME., ad. OF. covie, mod.F.
couvle brood = It. covata :—Rom. type *cub-ata, lit.

a hatching, f. L. cuidre, It. covare, F. cotwer to sit,

incubate, hatch.]

1. A brood or hatch of partridges ; a family of
partridges keeping together during the first season.
(Sometimes also of grouse, ptarmigan, etc.)
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 96/2 Covey of pertrychys (H. P.

coue, or couy). i486 Bk. St. Albans B iij b, Let yowre
spanyellis fynde a Couy of partrichys. 1583 Stanvhurst
JEneis '[< (Arb.) 77 This cooui rauenouse [of harpies]..
They gnpte in tallants the meat. 1389 Pappe with a
Hatchet E lj, There is not a better Spanniell in England to
spring a couie. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 219 The
partridges . . together with their coovie of young birds.
1614 T. Adams DeviCs Banquet 1 19 Sinne is . . like the
Partridges, which flye by Coueys. 1720 Gay Poems (1745)
I. 19 lhe fluttering coveys from the stubble rise. 1766
Pennant Zool., Partridge {1&12) I.365A partridge followed
by a large covey of very young birds. 183s Sir J. Ross
Narr. 2nd Voy. ix. 132 A covey of ptarmigans. 1868 Dilke
Greater Brit. I. 14! The sage-brush, .gave shelter to a few
coveys of sage-hens.

2. fig. and trans/. A family, party, or set (of
persons or things).

1590 Greene Fr. Bacon v. (1630) 16 Here's..a couie of
Cockscombes. a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Elder Bro. iv. iv,Who are they in the corner? As I live, a covey of fiddlers!
1641 Sanderson Serm. (1681) II. App. 9 There are so
many Covies of New Doctrines sprung up ever and anon.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies in. 124, I never did spring such a
Covye of Mathematicians all at once. 1827 De Quincey
Murder Wks. IV. 76 The whole covey of victims was thus
netted. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, xxvii, A whole covey of
trumps was ranged in one corner.

t Covey, sb.* Obs. [perh. derivative of Cove
sbJ- in its OE. sense of 'closet', etc.] A pantry.
IS93 Rites $ Mon.Ch. Durh. (Surtees)68 From the cellar-

door to the pantry or covey-door. Ibid. 77 A little vault at
the west end of the Frater house like unto a pantry called
the Covey. [1861 Our English Home 80 The pantry, called
by ancient housekeepers the covey.]

Covey (kiJu-vi), sb.z slang or vulgar. [f. Cove
sb? + -y 4.] Little ' cove '. (Used of an intimate
or associate : cf. Chappie.)
1821 P. Egan Life in Lond. 287 The covey was no

scholard, as he asserted. 1838 Dickens O. Twist viii
'Hullo ! my covey, what's the row 1 ' 1840 Barham Ingol.
Leg., Hamilton Tighe, 'What a rum old covey is Hairv-
faced Dick I'

f Co-vey, sb.i Obs. (See quot.)
a 1667 Skinner Etymol.,Botan., Covey, vel sweet Covey

pro Muscovy [m Erodium moschatum (Britten & Holland)].
T Covey, sb.$ Obs. Perh. = Convey, Convoy

(but of earlier date).
t:132s Coerde L. 6367 Al that nyght, with fayr covey,

1 hey rede forth by the way.

t Co-vey, v. Obs. To hatch : see Couvey.
Co-vibrate: see Co- pref. 1.

t Covid (ko-vid). Anglo-Ind. Obs. Also 7-8
covet, 7 (coveld ? misprint for coveed), 8 oovit.
[ad. Pg. covado, Flemish ell, cubit.] A lineal
measure formerly used in India : its length varied,
at different places and times, from 36 to 14 inches'
1685 Plot m Phil. Trans. XV. 1052 A China Covet (i.e."a piece 23 inches and S long) being worth 80 Tale. 1698Fryer Acc. E. India a Pers. 206 (Y.) Measures of Sural

are or. y two
; the Lesser and the Greater Coveld..

the latter of 36 inches Enghsh. 1720 in J. T. WheelerMadras in Olden Time (186,) II. 333V.) Four large pillars"each to be six covids high, and six covids distance one from
the other. 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E. hid. xxix. 366He wants so many Covets of Ground to dig in 1802 Capt

a
E
„dTU?^^^ °^
Covie, obs. f. Covey.
Co-villager : see Co- pref. 3 b.
Covin (kz;-vin), si. Forms : 4-6 cou-, oovyne,

4-9 cou-, eovine, covin, 4-7 cou-, covyn (4-5
cou-, koueyne, 5 couuyne ; Sc. eowyn(e, cov-
yng) 6 covene, 6-7 coven ; also in Sc. 5 con-
wyn(e, 6 convine, -uene, 6-7 conuyne, con-
ueeiie. [a. OF. covin, couvin, cuvin masc' more
usually covine, couvine, -yne, covaine, couvaine,
sometimes convine, -vigne fem. :-late L. convenium
(m Du Cange, of date 1218, 'in eodem pacto et
convenio'), and its pi. convenia, or fem. sb. of
same form

; f. convena one who comes together
Vol. II.
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with others, f. convenire to come together, Con-
vene.]

1 1. A number of persons confederate together, a
confederacy, company, band. Obs.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 303 pe erle of Ascetelle,

Sir Jon pe Comyn, Badenauh Sonne, I telle, & pretty of per
Couyn. f 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. iv. 21, I se be felonus
couines of wikked men abounden in ioie and in gladnes
1415 Hoccleve To Sir J. Oldcastle 21 Fro cristcn folk to
hethenly couyne. 1513 Douglas ASneil vii. xii. 29 A
thousand men he led of his convine From Coreite the citie
Agyline.

1 2. Private agreement, compact, covenant ; often
with unfavourable connotation. Obs.
1489 Caxton Faytes 0/ A. 11. xxxvii. 158 They muste

kepe wel that theyre couyne and entreprise be not accused
nor knowen. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vn. v. 168 For the
maist part of our conuene and band To me sal be to tuiche
Jour kingis hand. Ibid. vm. i. 9 All Latium assemblit,
sone controvit Ane coniuratioun or haisty convyne. Ibid.
XII. ill. ioi This convyne and trety. 1565-73 Cooper
Thesaurus, Coitio. .Covine or confederacie in doing of any
thing. [1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxvi, Such burghers as
have covine and alliance with the Highland clans. ]

+ b. A ' combination ' or union (not known to
the law). Obs.

[1361 Act 34 Edw. Ill, c. 9 Totes alliances & covignes
des Maceons & Carpenters . . & sermentz entre eux faites
ou affaires, soient desore anientiz & anuliez de tout.] 1764Burn Poor Laws 1 1 All alliances and covins of masons and
carpenters, .shall be void.

3. A privy agreement between two or more to
the prejudice of another

; conspiracy, collusion.
1375 Barbour Bruce IV. Ill, I wat nocht..quham with

he maid the cowyne. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 139 The
treson of Cateline . . and the covine Of hem that were of
his assent. 1531 Dial. Laws Eng. xxvi, By assent and
coven of the partyes he shall make defaulte. 1594 West 2nd
Pt. Symbol., Chancerie § 36 If thone make a false plea of
covin betweene_ him and the defendant. 1607 Cowel In.
terpr., Covine is a deceitful assent or agreement between
two or more to the prejudice of another. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) II. 412 From the collusion and covin between
the tenant for years and the remote remainder-man.
4. Fraudulent action of any kind to the injury of

another ; fraud, deceit, treachery, arch.
1375 Barbour Bruce ix. I4 Thai tald the king all the

covyng [Edin. MS. conwyne] Of Iohn Cwmyne. 1494Fabyan Chron. vn. 631 By couyne of the quene, they were
all 111. in great daunger. 1514 Fitzherb. fust. Peas (1538)
100 Yf any person do sell in grosse any wynes by fraude
or covin contrary to the prises set. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon xvin. 50 Without tromperey or couyn. 1553 Gri-
malde Cicero's Offices (1556) 132 When I demanded of
him, what was Covine : he answered, when one thing is
pretended, and an other done. . .And this covine was ponnish-
able by the lawes. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii
111 By the Couen of the French . . and the Popes Con-
muency. 1710 M. Henry Comm. Prov. iv. 28 This re-
quires us to pay our just debts without fraud, covin, or
delay. 1877 Erasers Mag. XVI. 226 Mulcted of my right
by thy fraud and covin.

f 5. Secret contrivance or device : secret or privy
intent. Obs.
c 1350 mil. Palerne 952 Sche . . knew al is koueyne for

ou3t he koube hide. 1393 Gower Con/. I. 42 For yet was
never such covine That couth ordeine a medecine To thing,
which God in lawe of kinde Hath set. c 1450 Merlin xix.
306 To discure nought of youre coveyne.
1 6. Internal condition

; manner of being. Obs.
[Very common in OF.]
c 1350 mil. Palerne 3147, I knowe al be couyne of cuntrehow 3e went. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 301 He sperit the

cowyn of the land, And quha the castell had in hand.
/bid. xiii. 122 Lordingis, now luk that she Worthy and of
gud covyne be At this assemble, and hardy, c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 1227 Let me wip hem speke a browe For to wyte
wat bay be & hure couyne y-knowe. 1489 Caxton Faytes
°/A.\. vn. 18 Serchyng alleway the state and couuyne of
his aduersaires.

t Covin, v. Obs. [a. OF. covenir (now con-
venir) to agree, be agreed, etc.] trans. To agree
upon. To be covined : to be agreed.
;393 Gower Con/. I. 79 Whan they be covined, They

feignen for to make pees, c 1470 Harding Chron. clxxv.
iv. By false confederacie Bytwene hym and therle of Mar-
owe, Couened fully be fore cast traytorie.

t Coviner. Obs. One guilty of covin or fraud

;

a covinous person.

1593 Dee Diary (Camden) 43 He called me spitefully
couiner [printed coniver). I told him that he did lye in so
saying.

Coving (kju-virj), sb. [f. Cove tSX}
1. An arched or vaulted piece of building, as the

curved soffit of a projecting upper part of a build-
ing (see quot. 1703), the arching of a coved ceiling;
coved work.
1703 T. N. City Sr C. Purchaser 122 When Houses are

built projecting forth over the Ground-plot, and that is.,
turn'd with a Quadrant of a Circle . . of Timber, which is
Lathed and Plaister'd. .under which People may walk dry
..such Work is commonly call'd Coveing. 1742 Mrs. De-
laney Life Sf Corr. II. 190 The new wall is almost built
up, and the covings are now putting up in the little parlour.
1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. igth C. vi. 224 Roofs,
of which the transverse internal section shows an arch
either curvilinear, .or many sided (which is the case with a
polygonal coving).

_
1881 A thenseum 5 Nov. 603/2 The roof,

which has the outline of a mansard, or coving.

2. The inclined or curved sides of a fireplace,

approaching each other toward the back.
1796 Rumford Ess. I. 317 The vertical sides ofa Fire-place,

COW.
or the covings (as they are called). 1833 J- Holland Manuf.Metal II. ,67 The covings, or sides, of a fire-place, arenow commonly placed in an oblique position. 1882 Wor
cester Exhib. Catal. iii. 6 Range, with.. plate rack, and
tiled covings.

Co'ving, ppl. a. rare. [f. Cove v. + -ing 2.]
Forming an arch or vault ; coved.
1854 Cdl. Wiseman Fabiola 1. i. 3 The coving roof leaves

a large square opening in its centre.

+ Co-vinliche, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Covin +
•hche, -ly -.] In agreement, with one accord.

<: 1314 C«y IVarw. (A.) 979 J>ai seyden al couinliche, pedome was 3ouen sikerliche [15M c. version wyth oon assentej.
Covinous (k»-vin3s), a. ?0bs. Also 6-9 coven-

ous, [f. Covin + -ol-s.] Of the nature of covin;
collusive

; fraudulent, deceitful.
1570 Act 13 Eliz. c. 5 § 2 Such guileful, covinous or fraud-

ulent Devices and Practices. 1598 Lambarde Alienations
in hacon sWIts., For the restraint ofmaking those inordinate
and covenous leases of lands. 1607 Cowel Interpr s vFame pleader. It signifieth. .a false, covenous, or collusory
manner of pleading. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV 529
ISIaking voluntary or fraudulent and covinous conveyances!
Co-vinously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly ^.] By col-

lusion
; fraudulently.

1550 Wardmote Laws in Stow's Sum. (ed. Strype 1720)
II. V. xxu. 423/1 If any have covenously, fraudently, or un-
duly obtained the freedom of this city. 1602 Warner Alb.Eng Lpit. (1612) 387 Pretending . . the said Edmund . . for

o
d«°™itie to bee ominously put besides the Kingdome.

1848 Aiinould Mar. /usur.(iS66)Il. III. ii. 712 Every species
offraud and knavery covinously committed.
Co-visit, sb. [See Co- 3 a.] Joint visit.
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1 am afraid o«r co-visit
with Coleridge was a dream.
Covit, var. of Covid.
Covorly, corrupt form of Cavally.
1887 J. F. Keane 3 Years Wand. Li/e II. ii. 77, I caught

so much fish, .as ' old-wives', young covorly, and skipjacks.
Co-votary : see Co- pref. 3 b.

Covy, Covyk, obs. ff. Covey, Convict v.

Cow (kau), sb. 1 Forms: sing. 1-4 eu, 3-4 ku,
3-6 cou, kou, kow, 4-7 eowe,kowe, 5 cough,
6 coowe), 3- cow. Plural cows, kine (ksin),
north, kye (kai) : see below. [A Common Teut.
and Common Indo-germanic word : OE. ctl —
OFris. ku, OS. c6 (MDu. koe, Du. koe, LG. ko),
OHG. chuo (MHG. kito, G. kuh), led. kyr, acc.
and dat. ku [\-kA-z, Sw., Da. ko, koe) :-OTeut.
*kou-z, *kd-z, fem. :—Aryan gwdus, acc. gwom,
whence Skr. gaits, gam,gav-, go-, Gr. 0ous, )3of-,
#0-, L. bos, bov-, bo-, ox ; the word being of both
genders outside Teutonic.
The u in OE., Fris., and ON., against the original 0 re-

tained in OS. and OHG., is perh. to be explained from an
original Teutonic inflexion ho{ii)s, kdm, kfavez, kdwi, pi.
kHvez, k&wdm, kd(u)miz, whence, by regular passage of
original div before vowels into it, gen. kiiiz, dat. kfii, pi.
kiliz, etc. Hence by levelling in the separate langs., kb- or
kti- (umlaut k$-), throughout. (Prof. Sievers.)

The OE. inflexion was : Sing. gen. cite, ctl, later,

after c-stems, cuus, cits ; dat. cy ; PI. nom. acc. eye,

cy, gen. ci'ia, later, after »-stems, ctlna, north, cyna
;

dat. alum. The umlaut pi. eye, cy :—OTeut.
*ko7vez, ktiiz (cf. also ON. kyr, OS. koji, OHG.
chuotui, chuoi (chuoji), chuo, Ger. kiihe

)
gave regu-

larly ME. ky, kye, still retained in Sc. and N. Eng.
But Southern Eng. at an early period took an ex-
tended form kyn, rater kyne, kine, still used, with
slightly archaic flavour, beside the later cows, which
hardly appears before the 1 7th c. ME. kyn is to be
compared with brethren, children, and other south-
ern plurals in -n. In this particular case, the use of
the gen. pi. ctlna, cyna (in 12th c. cune, kyne) with
numerals (see 1 b 0 below), may have contributed
to the prevalence of the kyn, kyne form.]

1. The female of any bovine animal (as the ox,

bison, or buffalo) ; most commonly applied to the
female of the domestic species (Bos Taurus).
a 800 Corpus Gloss. 2085 Vacca cuu. 1085 O. E. Chron.

Ne furoon. .an oxe ne an cu ne an swin. a 1225 Ancr. R.
416 Vor beonne mot heo benchen of be kues foddre. Ibid.

418 ?if eni mot nede habben ku. 1 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

193/33 Heo bi-gan to milken bis cov. a 1300 Cursor M.
6763 (Cott.) Ox or ass, or cou or scepe. c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1880) 11 He bat stelib an oxe or a cowe. i486 Bk.
St. Albans A v b, Hoote mylke of a cowe. 1588 Shaks.
Tit. A. v. i. 31 Where the Bull and Cow are both milk-
white, They neuer do beget a cole-blacke Calfe. 1758
J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 302 Milk, warm from
the Cow. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 129 Cow's milk there is,

and store of curdled cheese. 1853 Mayne Reid Boy Hunt.
xiii, They are buffaloes . . two Dulls and a cow. 1885-6
{Xmas Card) Song, ' Three Acres and a Caw ' i, We're all

to have a bit of land, and learn to speed the plough, And
live for ever happy on Three Acres and a Cow, 1886 Jesse
Collings in Times 25 Feb. 5/4 ' Three Acres and a Cow

'

is the title of a leaflet issued by the Allotments and Small
Holdings Association, 95 Colmore-row, Birmingham. This
leaflet was. .the origin of the phrase.

b. a. 1 eye, cy, 3-4 kij, 4 kuy, 5-6 key,
3- ky, kye, kie. (Now Sc. and north, dial.)
C825 Vesp. Psalter lxvii. 31 Betwih eye fblca [L. inter

vaccas populorum]. c 1000 JElfric Gen. xxxiii. 13 Ic haebbe
..jeeane eowe and Jecelfe cy mid me. a 1300 Cursor M.
4566 (Cott.) Fatt and faire kij [other MSS. ky]. C1325
E. E. Allit. P. B. 1259 Bobe to cayre at be kart & be kuy
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cow. 1110 cow.

mylke. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Waee (Rolls> 4732 Fifty
bousand ley. 1424 E. E. Wills (1862) 57, I wul mywyfhaf
half my mylche kye. 1511 Pillon Churchw. Acc. ^890) 60
For iij key, xxxj. 1313 Douglas Mneis xn. Prol 185 Tydy
ky lowys, vcilys by thame rynnis. 1534 Act 26 Hen. vlll
c 5 8 1 Any person . . with . . oxen, kye, or any other cattal.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. (1885) 29 In this

Wod war nocht onlie kye bot oxne and bules snawquhyte.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 55 About April some
take Kie to hire, which have none of their own, and other

buy Kie to farme them out. 1664 Sir R. Fanshaw tr.

Horace's Odes 1. xxxi, Hot Calabrias goodly kye. 1786

Burns Twa Dogs 234 The kye stood rowtin i' the loan. 1871

Palcrave Lyr. Poems 15 The sunny pastures of the kye.

1873 Gibbon Lack of Gold i, The song of the milkmaid
milking the kye. 1877 Hotderness Gloss. (E. D. S.\ Nye,
cows. In West Holderness, kye is used to denote particular

herds, kine being used for cows in general.

£. ? 3-4 cun, ? 3-5 kyn ; 4 kuyn, kin [gen. pi.

icuna, c^na, 2-3*cune,*kyne, 4 kine], 4-5 kijn,

kiyn, kyin, kyan, kien, ken. kene, 4-6 kyen,
kyne, keen^e, 6- kine. The spelling with u (it)

is early s.w.
;
ein, kJn, keen is Kentish.

k 960 Rushw. Gosp. Luke xiv. 19 Dael cyna ic bohte fife.

c 1000 .'Ki.FRic Gen. xxxii. 15 Feowertix, cuna.] c 1300 A'.

Alts. 760 Oxen, schep, and eke kuyn [orig. ken, rime slen].

c 1305 St. Kenclm 233 in E. E. /'. (1862) 54 J>er nas non of
alle pe kyn bat half so moche mule ^eue. c 1305 Satire
ibid. 155 Tripis and kine fete and schepen heuedes. 1340
Ayenb. 191 Alle be prestes Ken. 13. . Ckron. Eng. 592 111

Ritson Met. Rom. II. 294 Fif thousent fatte cun. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. vi. 142 To kepe kyne [v.rr. kyen(e, ken,
kijn) in be felde. 138a Wvclif Ps. lxvii. 31 In the kiyn
[1388 kien] of puplis. < 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 11

Thre kyn [7'. rr. keen, kyne, kyen] and eek a scheep. 1387
Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) II. 305 (Matzner) f>e seuene kuyn.
a 1400 Octouian 672 Of ken and oxe. c 1400 Maundev.
(1839) xxvi. 269 Homes, .of ky^n. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
64/3 Two wylde kyen. 1495 Trevisa s Bartk. De P. R.
(W. de W.t xviii. ix. 850 Kene lowe whan they be a bullynge.

1529 More Suppl. Soulys Wks. 320/1 That he bad them

>
preache to oxen & keene and their calues to. a 1533 Ld. Ber-

| neks Huon cv. 351 What in beefTes keen and hogges. 1578
Lvte Dodoens 1. xxxviii. 56 Spurry is good .. fodder for

oxen and kyen, for it causeth kyen to yeefde store of milke.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 519 Pharaohs leane Kine.
1667 Milton P. L. XL 647 A herd of Beeves, faire Oxen
and faire Kine. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. (18761 II. \ii.

46 She looked, .after her rents in money, kine, and honey.

7. 7 - cows.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 55 Kine or Cowes

which are the female of this kind. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) III. 9 In Germany, Poland, and Switzerland,
every peasant keeps two or three cows. 1877 H. A. Levk-
son Sport in many Lands 514 Surely the same protection
might be afforded to the American bison by the enactment
of laws preventing cows being killed during certain times.

5. kyis (kaise).

(R'aise appears to be only the Cheshire pronunciation of
cotvs, with at or aU for (au). Sc. K'yis is perh. a double pi.)

iSjBGnde <y Godlie Ballettes (i868> 171 Priestis, tak na
kyis [rime cryis]. a 1810 Tannahill Poems (1846) 88 Quoth
Tom of Lancashire, Thoose are foin kaise thai 'rt driving
there.

2. In many phrases and proverbial expressions.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 262 As becometh a kow to
hoppe in a cage. 14.. Eight Goodly Questions viii. in

Chaucer's Wks. (ed. Bell) VIII. 189 God sendeth a shrewd
cow a short home. 1547 J. Hevwood Dial. 11. i, She is in

this maria^e As comely as a cowe in a cage. 156a— Prov.

& P-P'K7"- (1867) 43 Euery man as he loueth, Quoth the good
man, whan he kyst his coowe. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado it.

i. 25 It is said, God sends a curst Cow short homes, but to

a Cow too curst he sends none. 1610 A. Cooke Pope yoan
in Hart. Misc. iMalh.) IV. 95 Drinking, eating, feasting,

and revelling, till the cow come home, as the saying is.

1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 158, I warrant you lay a Bed
iillthe Cows came home, c 1776 Miss F. Graham in Cham-
bers/*^/. Poems 1829) 1 1 The black cow [= misfortune]
on your foot ne'er trode. c x8oo Hogg Song, Tween the
gloamin and the mirk when the kye comes hame. 1875 J.
C. Wilcocks Sea f isherman (ed. 3} 12: 'There,' exclaimed
Rogers, ' that 'ull hold us till all's blue, and the cows comes
home in the morning

b. f To a co7vs thumb : to a nicety. \ Brown
cow : humorous name for a barrel of beer. The c<nv

ivith the iron tail \ i.e. the pump.
1681 W. Robertson Phraseot. 404 To a cows thumb, ad

amussim. 1685 H. More Cursory Reft. 27 Mr. Gadbury
. . will rectifie the Time to a Cows Thumb, a 1704 T. Brown
Wks. (1760) I. 40(f).) Since you see 'tis as plain as a cow's
thumb, /bid. I II. 26 (D.) You may fit yourself to a cow's
thumb among the Spaniards. 17*5 Ramsay Gentle Shep-
herd in. ii. Prol., The auld anes think it best With the
brown cow to clear their een. 1798 J. Middleton Surr:
Midtilestx 337 A considerable cow-keeper in Surrey
has a pump of th ; s kind, which goes by the name of the
famous black cow. .and is said to yield more than all the
rest put together. 1886 All Year Round 14 Aug. 33
The cow with the iron tail is still milked a great deal in

London.

3. The female of certain other large animals, e.g.

elephant, rhinoceros, whale, seal, etc., the male of

which is called a bull. See Bull j^. 1 2.

'7*5 [see Bull sb. 1 2]. 1766 Farrington in Pennant Zool.

1 1 1 . 171 The vulgar name is sea calf, and on that account,
the male is called the bull, and the female the cow. 1886

Guillemard Cruise 0/Marchesa I. 200 The female [of the
Fur Seal), or cow as she is always termed,

b. attrib. In sense of * female * she- \
1863 Spring- in Lapl. 184, I saw a magnificent cow elk

quietly walking up the mountain-side.

4. trans/. + a. A timid, faint-hearted person, a

coward. Obs. Cf. Cow-baby, -heaktfd, Cowish
a. 2.

1581 B. R. tr. Herodotus 11 What a one shal I seeme to

bee unto my Lady? will she not thinke herselfe tobe
coupled with a cow? i6xx Cotgr. s. v. Crier, The veriest

cow in a companie brags most. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle
11. 731 Vain vpstart braggadochio ! heartlesse cow !

b. Applied to a coarse or degraded woman.
1696 Phillips, Cow.. the Emblem.. of a Lazy, Droni>h,

beastly Woman, who is likened to a Cow. 1891 Farmer
Slang and its Analogues, Cow, a woman ; a prostitute.

5. Mining. A kind of self-acting brake with two
prongs or horns used in ascending an inclined line

of rails: see quot. 1851- (Also called bull.)

1834 O. D. Hedley Sa/eTransit Railiv. Carriages on Tyne
9r 11 'car (Newcastle) 28 The cow is essential to the safety of
the carriage ; for should the rope, the centre crooks, or
the chains which connect the carriages together, break, .it

takes firm hojd of the ground, and thus sustains the
carriages, which are prevented descending the plane. 1840
Whishaw Raihv. Gt. Brit. 418 Each train is furnished
with a cow, or trailer, for stopping the train. 1851 Green-
well Coal'tr. Terms Northumb. Durh. 17 Cow, a wooden
or iron fork, hung loosely upon the last waggon of a set,

ascending an inclined plane. Its use is to stick into the
ground, and stop the set, in case of the rope breaking.

b. Sometimes applied to the brake or *clog* of

a gin.

0. See quot. [Perh. not the same word.]
1843 Marrvat Af. Violet xxxiii. note, A cow is a kind of

floating raft peculiar to the western rivers of America,
being composed of immense pine trees tied together, and

j

upon which a log cabin is erected.

7. attrib. and Comb.
Several of these appear already in OE., where it is

I

difficult to separate real compounds from syntactical com-
|

binations, since the orig. genitive ctie was, when contracted
to cu, identical with the num. Put where it was really a
genitive, the later form of the case cus, cum often appears
as an alternative. Such are cu bulere, cu cealf, cti iage

J

{ciis /age) cow's eye, cite mesa cow's dung, cii horn wuus
horn) cow's horn, cti taegl cow's tail.

a. attrib. Of or belonging to a cow or cows,

as cow-beef, -breath, -broth, -butter, 'byre, -cheese,

-crib, -flesh, -garth, -hair, f-hold, -kind) -pasture,

-shed, -shippon, -stable, -stall, -yard; b. similative

and parasynthetic, as cow eye ; cow-bellied, -eyed,
j

-like adjs. ; C. objective or obj. gen., as cow-driver,
j

-driving, -farmer, -jobber, -lifter, -lifting, -stealer,

stealing.

1588 Cogan Haven Health cm. (1612) 113 *Cow-biefe if

it be young.. is better then both [ox-beef and bull-beef].

1883 Pali Mall G. 7 Apr. 7/1 Horseflesh was being sold

in the parish as beef. .Very few outside of the trade were
able to distinguish it from good cow-beef. 1567 Trial Treas.

Id Hazl. Dodsley III. 272 This *cow-bellied knave doth
come from the cart. 185s Hawthorne Blitkedale Rom. \.

iv. 67 Let her.. help in the kitchen, and take the *cow-
|

breath at milkin$-time. 1840 Mill Diss. $ Disc. (18591 I*

146 A hundred millions of human beings think it. .the most
dreadful pollution to drink "cow-broth. c 1000 .S'.j.i . Letchd.
II. 268 On huni^eand on *cu buteran. 1545 Raynold Byrtk
Mankynde 113 Take an ounce ofcowe butter. 1887 A. S. Hill !

in Times 4 Aug. 8/3 The process by which it [bogus butterj

is made to resemble cow butter. 1583 T. Stocker Civ.
Warns Lowe C. 1. 87 a, A pounde of *Cowe cheese. 181

1

Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 33 Set on the carpenter to repair
" a .

. 1870 Miss Broughtom Red as Rose I. 168
Looking calm invitation at him out of her great, fine, pas-

1

sionless, "cow eyes. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric.
|

II. 495 The milk is measured and served out by the "cow- >

farmer. 1528 Pavnel Saleme's Regim. E iij, He saytl e
[

. .that "cowe fleshe nourisheth moche. 1570 Levins Manip.
34/18 Y" *cowgarth, btmiie. iBxm H. & J. Smith Rcj.
Addr., Archit. Atoms, I sing how casual bricks. .Encoun-
ter'd casual *cowhair, casual lime. 1641 Best Farm. Bks.
(Surtees) 120 Shee letteth the mucke of the *cowe-holdc
to poore folkes for 8d. a weeke. 17*3 Lond. Gas. No.
6171/5 Richard Foster. .*Cowjobber. 1377 Langl. P. PI.

B. xi. 332 pere ne was cow ne *cowkynde bat conceyucd
hadde pat wolde belwe after boles. 1673 Hobbes Odyssey

I

(1677) 245 Or man would quickly all cow-kind destroy.

X774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 18 When. .we have
described the varieties of the cow kind, we shall pass on to

the buffalo. 18*8-40 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 405 In<

dieted to stand his trial for fire-raising and "cow-lifting.

t888 rimes (Weekly Ed.) 21 Dec 4/3 A grand cowlifting
expedition. it»8 Pope Dune. 11. 164 His be yon Juno of
majestic size. With "cow-like udders, and with ox-like eye*.
15J3 MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp. Canterb., Rec. for a *Cow-
fasture ijd. 1878 Emerson in Amer. R$9. CXXVI. 412
n our own door-yards and cow-pastures. 1886 .-/> t .\ ,

>

Vict. c. 49 I g Any 'cowshed or other place in which an
animal, .is kept. 1850 Sala Gas-light 4- D. 187 Black are
the hedgerows, .and lonely "cowshippons. 1648 Slingsby
Diary < 1836) 185 As you go by y* *Cowstable to y* lugs.

1817-^8 Cobbett Resid. U. S. (1822) 4 The yard, cow-stable,

pig-sty, hen-house. 1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv.

(1863)269 She.. turned the coach-house into a lcow-stall.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. 111. 631 Neither his com-
mands nor his example could infuse courage into that mob
of "cowstealers. 1820 Shelley Hymn Merc, ii, A Vow-
stealing, A night-watching and door-waylaying thief. 1798
Bloomfield Farmer's Boy, Spring 186 Spring makes e*en

a miry *cow-yard clean. 187a E. Peacock Mabel Heron
1. 296 The two apprentices were mending 'tumbrils' in

Mr. Todd's cow-yard.

8. Special combinations : cow-bailie (Sc.), one
who has charge of the cows on a common, etc. ;

cow blackbird (see c<nv bunting below) ; cow-
blakea {dial.), dried cow-dung used for fuel

;

t cow-brawl, a transl. of ¥. ranz des vaches

;

cow-bug (U.S.),sl species of beetle ; cow bunt-
ing ( U.S.) — Cow-bird a a ; t cow-carrier, a ship

used for cattle transport
; foow-oloorn, a mixture

ofcow-dungandclay
;
cow-clap, -clot, -dab (loeal),

a plat of cow-dung
;
cow-doctor, one who treats

the diseases of cows
;
cow-down, a down on

which cows pasture, an upland common ; cow-
dung, the dung or excrement of cows ; hence cow-
dung bob, cow-dung fly, a grub and fly used by
anglers; cow-feeder, a dairy-farmer; + cow-gang,
a common on which cows pasture

;
cow-girl, a

girl who tends cows ; in U. S. fem. of Cow-boy 3 ;

cow's grass, pasture for a cow; cow-hitch
(Naut.), * a slippery or lubberly hitch

1 (Smyth
Sailors Word-bk. 1867) ; cow hocks, hocks which
turn inwards like those of a cow ; so cow-hocked
///. a. (said of horses and dogs' ; cow-horn, the

horn of a cow ; a hom used for calling cattle
;

attrib. in coio-hornforceps (see quot.) ; hence cow-
horned ///. a., shaped like a cow's hom; cow-
killer ant (17. S.), a Texan species of the family

Mutillidm of hymenopterous insects ; + cow-lask,

diarrhoea in cows
;
cow-lease, cow-pasture (see

Lease sb.); cow-leech, a cow-doctor, ' one who
professes to cure distempered cows *

(J.) ; hence

cow-leeching, the profession of a cow-leech

;

cow-lick, a lock or curl of hair which looks as if

it had been licked by a cow (cf. calf-lick) ; cow-
man, (a) a man who attends to cows ; \b^ a cattle-

keeper or 1 ranchman ' in the western U. S.
; f cow-

meat, fodder for cows ; cow-milker, a mechanical

contrivance for milking cows; cow-paps, local

name of a marine polyp, Alcyonarium digitatum
;

cow-path, a path made or used by cows ; cow-
pilot, a fish {Pomacentrus saxatilis) of the West
Indies and adjacent coast of the U. S. ; cow-plat =

cow-clap ; cow-puncher
(
U. S.), a cow-driver in

the western States; so cow-punching; f cow-
remover i U. S.) =» Cow-CATCHtK ; cow-run, a

common on which cows pasture; cow-shark, a

shark of the family Hexanchidm or Aotidanidte ;

cow-stone (local), a boulder of the green-sand ;

cow-sucker, ? a hedge-hog; cow-tick, an insect

infesting cows; cow-troopial = Cow-bird aa;
cow-whistle (CI. S.), a whistle used by an engine-

driver to scare cows from the line
; j cow-whit,

a payment to the vicar in lieu of the tithe of milk ;

cow-woman, a woman who tends cows.

1837 Lockhart Scott ii, Auld Sandy Ormistoun, called

from the most dignified part of his function the Vow bailie.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 323 Casings or *Cow-
blokes, Cow-dung dryed and used for fewel as it is in many
places where other fewel is scarce. 1756 tr. Keysler's Trav.

11760) I. 174 On the recruits for the Swiss regiments piping

or singing the 'cow-brawl, a common tune among the

Alpine boors. 1880 New Virginians 1. 103 There is a ulack

one nearly 2 in. long . . and nearly an inch across . . with yel-

lowish spots on its back, which they call— I know not why
— the 'cow-bug. 1844 De Kav Zool. N. Y.w. Birds 143

The *Cow Bunting, Cow Blackbird, or Cowpen-bird, de-

rives its various names from the circumstance of its follow-

ing cattle in the fields. 1666 Lond. Gas. No. 68/1 Two Fleets

. .the*Cow Carriers from Ireland, and the Bristol Fleet from
Virginia. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) i8|Wiker"
Hives made with spleets of Wood, and daubed with *Cow-
cloom tempered for that purpose- 17x0 R. Ward Life
H. More 190 Nothing, .but a 'Cow-Clot. 1780 6 Wolcott
(P. Pindar) Odes R. Academicians Wks. 1700 I. 1 17 Let but

a "cowdab show its grass-green face. 1789 Trans. Soc.

Arts VII. 73 The ignorance of *cow-doctors. 1807 Van-
couver Agrtc. Devon (1813) 23a Allowance of 5 per cent,

on the gross produce of the dairy for losses, cow doctor and
other contingent expenses. 1714 S. Switzcr Pract. Fruit
Gard. viu. Hx. (1727) 323 In dryish upland pasture ground,

in sheep-walks and *cow-downs. 1793 1813 Agric. Surt'ey

Witts. 17 <E. D. S.)Cow commons, called cow downs. 16*6

Bacon Sylva % 401 The Seed . . having been steeped all

night in Water mixed with 'Cow-dung. 1839 E. D.Clarke
Trav. 118/1 For fuel they burn weeds gathered in the

steppes, as well as bundles of reed and cow-dung. 1880

Boys own Bk. 265 *Cow-dung-bob is found under cow-
dung, and resembles a gentle. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2)

102 The *Cow dung fly . . is used in cold windy days. 1867

F. Francis Angling vi. (1880) 205 The Cow-dung, or Lion
fly., is one of the most useful of the land flies. 1805 Edin.
Rn'.Vll. 3a Our author, .found the trade of a *cow feeder

a singularly profitable one. 1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi, tx, A
dairy-farmer, or cowfeeder, as they are called in Scotland.

1583 Inquisition in Halliwell Contrib. Eng. Lexicography
(1856) 10 From the south end of Winteringham "cowgang to

Winteringham haven. 1884 E. Barkkr Through Auvergne
110 We passed a n roup of "cow girls singing. 1884 Boston
(.Mass.) Jrnl. 28 Nov. 2/3 A beautiful cowgirl lives near

Murkel, Taylor county, Neb. She owns some stock, which
she personally looks after. 18*4 Miss Ferrier Inker, xiii,

I shall have a croft from you, a *cow's grass and a kail-

yard. 1884 Times (Weekly Ed.) 3 Oct. 14/2 The land.. is

roughly measured by so many cows' grass. 1863 Jrnl. R.
Agric. Soc. XXIV. 1. 94 [A horse with] short thighs, curby
or *cow hocks. 18*7 Btackw. Mag. Nov. 532/1 Hacks,
all rat-tailed, *cow-houghed, ewe-necked. 1884 Lougm.
Mag. Feb. 407 The Italian horse, generally speaking, is.,

ill-made, cow-hocked, etc. a 1000 Laws oj /ne 59 *Cuu
horn bib twe^eapaeninga wurb. a 1605 Montgomerie
Ixii. 6 My trumpets tone is terribler be tuyis Nor }on cou-

horne, vhereof 3e me accuse. 1833 Ht. \Iartineau Briery

Creek ii. 25 The cow-horns were presently no longer heard.

1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Cotv-horn Forceps, a dentist's

instrument for extracting molars. That for the upper jaw
has one hooked prong like a cow's horn, the other prong



cow. 1111 COWARD.
being gouge-shaped. x886 Bicycling News 23 Apr. 437/2
The handles are long *cowhorned hollow tubes. 1573
Tusser Husb. (1878) 4/2 A medicine for the *cowlaske.
1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. 11. 412 The remaining 40
[acres] in *cowlease ground, home crofts, paddock and
homestead. 1745 Mortimer in Phil. Trans. XI, III. 532
To encourage Gentlemen of higher Degrees of Learning
than the Farrier and the *CowIeech to make themselves
acquainted with the Diseases of Horses, Cows, and other
Cattle. 1844 S. Bamford Life of Radical 40 His father
was a famous cow-leech. 1707-16 Mortimer Husb. (J.),
There are many pretenders to the art of farriering and
*cow-leeching. 1598 R. Haydocke tr. Lomazzo IL 86 The
lockes or plaine feakes of haire called *cow-lickes, are made
turning vpwards. 1879 J. Burroughs Locusts $ IV. Honey
(r884) 125 ' See those cowlicks,* said an old farmer, pointing
to certain patches on the clouds. 1887 Judy 23 Feb. 95
The Cowlick on the crown of his head rises up. 1824
Heber Jrnl. (1828) I. 229 Herds of the village, .under the .

care of two or three men 'gaowale' l*cow-men', etc. 1884
Birm. Daily Post 24 Jan. 3/3 Cowman wanted, active,

tidy and trustworthy. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 102 Som
cuntries lack plowmeat, And som doe want *cowmeat. 1862
Morn. Star 19 June, The construction of the *cow-milker
is very simple, consisting of two diaphragm pumps, etc.

1865 in Century Mag. Feb. {1890) 563/3, I shall expect to re-

tain no man beyond the by-road or *cow-path that leads to
his house. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon II. 385 A narrow
cowpath between it and the columnar basalt cliffs. 1889
H. O'Reilly 50 Years on Trail 357 The town was full of
*cow-punchers, mule-whackers, etc. 1887 Pall Mall G. 30
Mar. 6/1 A Wyoming rancheman, who has., spent four
seasons big-game shooting and ' *cow-punching ' in that
Territory. 1848 Amer, Railroad Jrnl. 13 May 305 This
apparatus is said, by the inventor, to answer for a snow
plough as well as *cow-remm>er. 1887 Pall Mall G. 29
Aug. 12/1 The Government offers facilities for *' cow-runs'
—that is, pastures common to the hamlet. 1891 T. E.
Kebbel Old New 173 A very small percentage are with-
out either allotments, cottage-gardens or cow-runs. 1820
W. Tooke tr. Lncian I. 96 Innumerable asps. ,*cow-suckers
and toads. 181a Southey Omniana II. 262 An insect like

a *cow-tick. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 307/1 The Cow-Pen
Bird, Cow Blackbird, *Cow Troopial, and Cow Bunting of
the American colonists. 1883 A. Crane in Leisure Hour
284/2 The engineer sounded his *cow- whistle. 1870
Ramsay Scot. Life Char. (ed. 18) p. xxxv, The poor
"cow-woman.

9. In many names of plants, in some of which
cow- means ' eaten by 1 or ' fit for cows \ or, like
' horse- ' in similar use, distinguishes a coarse or wild
species from one grown for human use : Cows
and calves, a popular name for Arum macula-
turn ; cow-basil : see Basil 1 2

;
cow-bind, Bryo-

nia dioica
;
cow-cabbage, a kind ofcabbage grown

for feeding cows ; cow-chervil = Cow-parsley ;

cow-clover, a name for Trifolium medium and
T.pratense; cow-crackers, dial, name of Silene

inflata ;
cow-cress, a name for Lepidium cam

pestre and other plants ; + cow-fat, an old name
for Centrantkus ruber

;
cow-herb, Saponaria

Vaccaria {Treas. Bot. 1866) ; cow's lungwort,
Verbascum Thapsus ; cow-make, -mack, dial,

name for Lychnis vespertitia or perh. Silene inflata ;

cow-mumble, dial, name for A nthriscus sylvestris,

Heracleum Sp/iondyttum, and other plants ; cow-
pea, a name for Vigna sinensis, largely grown for

fodder in the southern United States ; cow-rattle
{local) = cow-cracker

; f cow-suckle, -sokulle,
some plant not identified.

1853 T. B. Groves in Pharm. Jrnl. XIII. 60 Arum
maculatum. .the vulgar names *co?us and calves, and lords
and ladies, are also known. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 242 The
Herboristes do call this herbe Vaccaria..We may call it

Field Basill or *Cowe Basill. 1820 Shelley Question III,

And in the warm hedge grew lush eglantine, Green *cow-
bind. 1832 Veg. Subst. Food 264 *Cow-cabbage . . now culti-

vated in Jersey. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed.

4) I. 147 The Cow Cabbage is much cultivated for milch
cows in French Flanders, the Netherlands, and in Jersey
and Guernsey. 1863-79 Prior Plant Names, *Cow-cress, a
coarse cress, Lepidium campestre. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
SuppR to Engl. Names, *Cow fat is Cow Basill. 1777 J.
Lichtfoot Flora Scotica 1. 143 Great Woolly Mullein, Hag-
taper, or *Cow's Lungwort. 1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle
(1627) 53 Some husbands (to make the cow take the but the
sooner) do giue her of the hearb called *cow-make, which
groweth like a white gilliflower among come, a 1825 Forby
Voc E.Anglia, ^Cow-mumble, a wild plant, more commonly
called cozu-parsnip. 1846 Worcester, *Cow pea, a kind
of pea, cultivated instead of clover. Farm. Ency. 1890
Century Mag. July 450/1 'Cow peas'. .a vegetable that
seemed to be a cross between a pea and a bean. 14 . . MS.
Laud Misc. 553 fol. 9 b, Cauliculis agrestis is an herbe that
me cleputh glande or *couratle [marg. courattle] bis herbe
hath leues liche to plantayne but hii biith nouijt so moche.

.

& he hath whit floures & he groweth in whete. c 1450
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 644/14 {Nomina herb.), Vaccinium,
*cowsokulle. ['Apparently another name for the cowslip'
(Wright).]

Cow (kau), so. 2 Sc. Also kow, cowe. [Pos-
sibly ad. OF. co£

t
coue, cowe (mod.F. queue,

dial, coue, cowe, cawe, etc.) tail : cf. F. queue de

chanvre, etc.] A twiggy branch, or bunch of twigs,

of birch, broom, heather, etc. ; a besom or birch

of twigs.
a 1548 Thrie Priests Peblis, Ane cow of birks into his hand
had he. 1598 D. Ferguson Scot. Proverbs (1785) 21 It is

a bare moor, that he gaes o'er, and gets na a cow. a 1651
Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 198 They fastened
heather kowes to their Steele bonnets, to be a signe that
they were freinds. 1768 Ross Heletiore 77 (Jam.* Put on

[the fire] a cow till I come o'er the gate. 1813 Hogg
Queen's Wake 68 Some horses ware of the brume-cow
framit And some of the greine bay tree. 1836 J. Struthers
Dyckmont 1. 136 Thy broom. .E'en kowe by kowe was all

up-wrung. 1885 D. H. Edwards Mod. Scot. Poets Ser. vm.
46 He waved aloft a flaming cowe O' whin.

Cow, kow (kau), sb.% Sc. [Origin uncertain :

it is phonetically distinct from Cow sh. 1 , not
being (kit) in any Sc. dial.] ' A hob-goblin ; a
scare-crow, bugbear* (Jam.) ; cf. Wirricow.
c 1500 Roults Cursing (Jam.\ And Browny als, that can

play cow Behind the claim with mony a mow. 1603 Phi-
I

lotus cxxvi, Gude-man quhat misteris all thir mowis? As
I

3e warcumbred with the cmvis. 172a W. Hamilton H al-
I lace vm. iQCMjam.) And Campbell kind, the good knight
j

of Lochow, To Suthron still a fearfull grievous cow. 1728
Ramsay Anacreontic 15 And he appear 'd to be nae kow,
For a" his quiver, wings, and bow. 1832-53 Whistle-
Binkie (Sc._ Songs) Ser. 1. 56 O what a brow has Betty ! O
sic a cowe is Betty !. .Sae baleful is the power o' Betty.

+ Cow, sb* Ohs. Short for Cow-fish 4.

'693 J- Wallace Orkney \^ Plenty of Shell fish, Oisters,

&C, Crabs, Cows, or the Tillinoe.

COW (kau), sb/> local. [Phonetic variant of Cowl
sb. ]

] =Cowl sb? 4.

1736 Pegge Kenticistns (E. D. S.\ Cow, the wooden thing
put over the chimney of a hop-host or malt-house, which
turns with the wind, and prevenis smoking; it means coivl.

1837 Dickens Pickw. vii, Who could continue to exist,

where there are no cows but the cows on the chimney-pots?
1880 W. Corn-Mall Gloss., Co7v,a windlass, at top shaped like

I

a cowl, for supplying mines with air.

Cow, slfi obs. form of Chough.
COW (kau), z>.' [perh. a. ON. kuga 1 to cow,

I force, tyrannize over Norw. kue, Sw. kufva to

j

subdue ; but of late appearance in literature
;
app.

often associated with Cow sbS\.

trans. 1 To depress with fear ' (J.) ; to dispirit,

overawe, intimidate.

1605 Shaks. Macb. v. viii. 18 Accursed be that tongue
that tels mee so, For it hath cow'd my better part of man.
a 1616 Bkaum. & Fl. Hum. Lieutenant 11. iv, At that I was
held a master in, he has cow'd me. 1641 Milton Reform.
II. (1851) 53 Cowing our free spirits. 1664 Butlkr Hud. n.

ii. 711 For when men by their Wives are Cow'd Their
Horns of course are understood. 1780 Burke Let. P. Burgh
Wks. IX. 230 We feel faint and heartless. . In plain words,
we are cowed. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 565 Their
spirit was cowed, a 1862 Buckle Civiliz. (1873J III. 194
The nation, cowed and broken, gave way.

b. with into
;
formerly also +from, ^out.

1648 Hanting ofFox 47 The Sectaries . . have so strangely
cowed us out of late, as if God had taken away our hearts.

1685 Crown e Sir Courtly Nice L 2 They are so cow'd from
marriage, they will go voluntiers into a battle, but must be
prest to marriage. 1847 Bushnell Chr. Nurt. 11. ii. (1861)

256 To be cowed into weak and cringing submission. 1891
Spectator 13 June 822/2 To cow men into silence by threats
of prosecution.

% intr. ? Confused with Cower v.

1844 Eraser s Mag. XXIX. 561 Instead of ending like a
man, he now cowed before me quite spirit-broken. 1887 S.
Cheshire Gloss. (E. D. S.), Cow, to cower, shrink.

Cow, COWe (kau, kou), Sc. [A later form
of Coll v$ : cf. knowe, pow, rowe, scrow, from
knoll, poll, roll, scroll etc.]

L trans. To poll (the head) ; to clip, cut short,

top, prune. Hence Cowed (cowit), ppl. a.

1500-20 Dunbar Tua mariit IVemen 275 Weil couth I

..kemm his cowit noddill. 1536 Bellenden Descr. Alb.
xvi. (Jam.) Nane of thaym throw ythand cowing of their

hedis grew held, a 1605 Montgomerie Elyting 453 They
made it like ane scraped swyne ; And as they cowd they
made it whryne. 1786 Burns Ordination xiii, They'll .

.

cowe her measure shorter By th' head, some day. 1828
Minute Council Dumbarton in Hist. Dumbarton (1878) 42
To cut and cow her hair, gif need be.

2. To overtop
;
surpass, excel : esp. in phrases

that cowes the gaivan, that cowes a\
184a Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II. 18 The. .proverb. .

' That
cowes, or keels, the gowan '. 1854 H. Miller Sch. Sckm,
(1858) 556 note, There was surely some God's soul at work
for us, or she [a vessel] would never have cowed yon
[wave].

Cowage, COwhage (kcrn-edg). Also cow-
itch, (7-8 couhage, 8 cow edge . [A perversion

of the Hindi name kiwahek, kawahch, contr.

kawdch.'] The stinging hairs of the pod of a

tropical plant, Mttcunapruriens, N.O.JLeguminosse,

\

formerly used as an anthelmintic ; also the plant,

! or its pods.
1 The pods are 4 or 5 inches long, shaped like the letter

f, and clothed with a thick coating of short stiff brittle

hairs of a bright brown colour, the points of which are

notched or finely serrated, and easily penetrate the skin,

causing intolerable itching *
( Treas. Bot. 1866).

1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 1056 The hairy kidney bean
called in Zurrate where it groweth Couhage. 1665 R.

Hooke Microgr. 145 Of Cowage. .call'd commonly, though
very improperly, Cow-itch. 1678 Butler Hud. ta* i. 319
With cow-itch meazle like a leper, And choak with fumes
of Guiney-pepper. 1794-6 E. Darwin Zoon. (1802) III.

80 The sharp spiculse or hairs, which are found on the

pods of cowhage, have been recommended in worm cases.

1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 142 Methods of an-

noyance adopted by boys towards ushers and teachers, such
as putting cowage between their sheets. 1859 R. F. Burton
Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 107 In the dense

jungle the cowhage . . and the stiff reeds, .annoy the half-

naked porters. 1879 Garrod Mattria Med. 234 Cowhage
has been used as an anthelmintic.

b. Creeping Cowage, a twining euphorbiaceous
shrub, Tragia volubilis, having hairy capsules.
1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 206 Cow-Itch. This is along

scandent vine. 1756 R Browne Jamaica 336 The creeping
Cowhage . . well known on account of its sharp itching
hairs.

c. Cowage cherry, a shrub of Central America,
Malpighia ureus; = BARBADOES Cherry.
1725 Sloane Jamaica II. 106 Cowhage Cherry. The

leaves have.. their under surface very thick set with very
small sharp prickles lying along close to the leaf, which fills

one's hands ur fleih coming to touch it, full of prickles.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 230 The Cowhage Cherry. This
weakly shrub.. is remarkable for the itchy setae upon its

younger leaves. 1878 Smiles Robt. Dick v. 41 He found a
specimen of the cowitch shrub.

Cow age, COwhage, v. [f. prec sb.] trans.

To cover or sprinkle with cowage.
1840 New Monthly Mag. LVIII. 527 Having cowaged

his bed the preceding night.

t Cowan 1

. Sc. Obs. rare~K [? a. Gaelic
cob/tan coffer, box, ark.] A fishing-boat.
172a Wodrow Hist. Church Sc. II. 535 The Earl .. re-

solved to man out. .thirty large cowans or fisher-boats.

Cowan - (lwu'an). Also 7 kowau, 8 cowen.
[Derivation unknown.]
1. Sc. One who builds dry stone walls ( i.e. with-

out mortar ; a dry-stone-diker
; applied deroga-

torily to one who does the work 01 a masun, but
has not been regularly apprenticed or bred to the
trade.

1598 Stat. <V Ord. Maister Maissounis in D. M. Lyon
Hist. Lodge Edinb. (1873I 10 That na maister or follow uf

craft ressaue ony cowanis to wirk in his sucielie or torn-
panye, nor send nane of his servauds to wirk w* cowanis,
under the pane of twentie punds. 1794 Statist. Acc. Scot.
X. 267 (Jam.) A boat carpenter, joiner, cowan (or builder
of stone without mortar), gets is. at the minimum, and good
maintenance. 1806 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. IV. 3 The men
who are employed in building walls for inclosing fields are
called . .cowans, to distinguish them from the regular masons.
1873 MACKELVIE Ann. U. I*. Church 511 He was by trade
' a cowan ', that is an occupation combining the callings of
a mason and house carpenter in one.

2. Hence, One uninitiated in the secrets of Free-

masonry ; one who is not a Mason.
1707 [.Mother Kilwinning I^otlge, Ayrshire, defines the

Cowan as a Mason 'without the word'], c 1742 in Hone
Evcry-day ttk. II. 525 They, .are to guard the Lodge, with
a drawn Sword, from all Cowens and Eves-droppers. 1767

J. Anderson Constit. Free Masons iv. 96 The Working
Masons, .ever will have their own Wages, .let Cowans do
as they please. 1767 Collect. Masonic Songs adi. 69 The
Cowan may strive, nay plot and contrive To find out our
great mystery. z88x Text Bk. Freemasonry 2. 55 Armed
with a drawn sword, to keep off all Cowans and intruders
to Masonry.

3. slang. 'A sneak, an inquisitive or prying

person ' {Slang Diet.).

4. attrib. Uninitiated, outside, 1 profane \
1855 Strang Glasgmu (1856) 416 This tavern—shut off

from the observation and the ken of the ' cowan ' world.

Cowarce, obs. form of Coarse.

Coward (kau'Sid), sb. and a. Forms: 3 cueard,
cuard, 4 cuward, couard, couward

;
couwarde,

couherde, 4-6 cowart, cowarde, 5 cowerd,
koward(e, 6 cowert, cow-heard, cow-herd 3-

coward, [a. OF. coart {cohart, cuard, cowairt,

later couart, couard) — Pr. coart, It. codardo, f. coda,

L. cauda, OF. coe tail : see -ard. *—

The precise reference to tail is uncertain : it may be to

an animal ' turning tail ' in flight, or to the habit in fright-

ened animals of drawing the tail between the hinder legs :

cf. the Heraldic use in sense B 2. It is notable that in the

Old French version of Reynard the Fox, Coart is the
name of the hare: this may be a descriptive appellation

in reference to its timidity ; but it is also possible that the

hare was so called originally from its tail or 'bunt ', so con-

spicuous as the animal makes off, and that the name was
thence transferred to 'hearts of hare'.]

A. sb. 1. A reproachful designation for one who
displays ignoble fear or want of courage in the

face of danger, pain, or difficulty; an ignobly

faint-hearted or pusillanimous person.

(XiziS Ancr. R. 288 [MS. Cleop. C. vl] He, kene bet was
er cueard [v.r. eruh, kurrej. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 275/139
' Cun, ;e cowardes,' quath be king. C1380 Sir Feruvw.

593 pou ne schalt me fynde no cowart. 1430 Lvdc. Chron.
Troy 1. v, Like a coward faynte and hertles. c 1440 York
Myst. xxx. 234 Come fore, sir coward I Why cowre ye
behynde. 1548 Hall Chron. 150 He . . was vanqueshed of

his servaunte, beyng but a cowarde and a wretche. 1562

W1N3ET Cert Tractates iii. (188S) I. 26 Gif ony. .hid him
self as ane cowart at hame. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. n. ii. 32
Cowards dye many times before their deaths, The valiant

neuer taste of death but once. 1602 — Ham. KL i. 83 Thus
Conscience does make Cowards of vs all. 1709 Steele
Tatler No. 125 F 9 A Coward flying from his own Shadow.
a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet Wks. 1721 II. 344 An earthly

Coward is an odious Name, A Ghostly Coward an eternal

Shame. 1818 Shelley Ros. % Helen i^a, He was a coward
to the strong : He was a tyrant to the weak. 1883 Lloyd
Ebb Flow II. 241 You've no conception what a coward
this illness has made of me.

2. Applied to animals : + a. An old appellation

of the hare. fb. A cock which will not fight.

Obs. c. A horse without spirit in a race.

[1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 7 Cuwaert the hare.]

i486 Bk. St. Albans Evb, Huntyng of Hare, The coward
I with the short tayle [transl. AF. la cowarde ou la court
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COWARD
cowe]. 1S84 R. H. Sch. Recreat. 131 If . . any of your

Chickens Crow clear and loud . . then to the Pot or Spit

with them, they are Cowards. 1880 Field 22 May 638/2

Don Juan.. ran a coward throughout, and Dinna Forget

landed her backers with ease. 1884 Must. Sporting hews
16 Feb. 563/2 If in all stables the young ones were treated

as they are at Danebury, there would be fewer rogues and

cowards when it comes to racing.

3. Comb.
1717-38 Gay Fables xxxiv. xxx. (Jod.), He ne'er like bul-

lies coward-hearted, Attacks in public to be parted.

B. adj. or aitrib.

L Of persons and their attributes : Destitute of

courage; faint-hearted; = Cowardly a. I.

IW7 R. Glouc. 1724)455 In word he ys god ynou, & coward

in dede. 1388 WycUV Prov. vii. 7, I biholde a jong man
coward, that passith bi the stretis. 1303 Gower Con/. II.

22 A ! cowarde herte of love unlered, Wherof art thou so sore

afered. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 96 Coward, hertlesse, vecors,

iners. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xlii. 134 Kyng turnus .. sore
j

merueylled that they were . . soo coward. 1596 Spenser

F. Q. v. x. 15 Nor undertake the same for cowheard feare.

Ibid. vi. vi. 26 That craven cowherd Knight. 1654 Gayton
Pleas. Notes 111. i. 67 The Don . . excites his coward-spirits.

1715 Pope Odyss. xvm. 88 From his blank visage fled the

coward blood. 1796 Burns A Man's a Man i, The coward-

slave, we pass him by, We dare be poor for a' that. 1814

Scott Ld. 0/Isles m. xxix, The Father-rufnan of the band
Behind him rears a coward hand !

b. Of actions, etc. ; -Cowabdly a. 1.

ci6oo Shaks. Sonn. lxxiv, My body being dead, The
coward conquest of a wretches knife. 17*5 Pope Odyss.

xxn. 79 Hence with those coward terms; or fight, or fly.

1728 Thomson Spring 303 Coward deceit, and ruffian vio-

lence. 1853 Lynch Setflmprov. v. 131 It is coward un-

faithfulness, as well as cruelty.

O. transf. Of things.

1808 J. Barlow Columb. in. 498 But ah, forbear to tell my
stooping sire His darling hopes have fed a coward fire.

187a Blackie Lays Highl. 8 Not here. . Lest, .our coward
keel returning Stint the vow that brought us here.

2. Her. Said of a lion or other beast borne as

a charge : Having the tail drawn in between the

legs.

e\y»Se. Poem Heraldry 133 in\Q. Eliz. Acad. (1869) 98,

xv maueris of lionys in armys. .xiij in nomer [mome] ; xiiij,

liounne cowert, 1610 Guillim Heraldry in. xxvi.(l6n) 184

This is termed a Lion Coward, for that in cowardly sort hee

clappeth his taile between his legs, which is proper to all

kind of beasts (hauing tailes) in case of extremity and feare.
t

1864 BoUTELL Heraldry Hist. /< Pop. xvi. § 4 (ed. 3) 250

Three lions coward in pale.

3. quasi-(j(iV. In the manner of a coward, rare— 1
.

1725 Pope Odyss. III. 366 Tremble ye not, oh friends ! and
coward fly, Doom'd by the stern Tefemachus to die ?

t Coward, v. Obs. [f. Coward j*. (Fr. has

from 1 1 th c. an intrans. couarder to be a coward.)]

1. trans. To render cowardly or timorous; to

make afraid, daunt, intimidate.

1-1300 A". A lis. 3344 Thy tarying thy folk cowardith

!

1563-87 Foxe-4.iV K(l«4l I. 541/1 That which cowardeth

a mans heart. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. ii. 75. 1683 Chalk-
hill Thealma

<J-
CI. iii. 53 This cowarded the valour of the

rest.

2. To call, or show to be, a coward.
1640 Glapthorne Ladies Privilege 1, Disgraced My noble

fathers memory, defam'd Nay cowarded my Ancestors.

1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Matt. xxvi. 69 A man that is

forwardest in professing Courage . . is in greater danger
basely cowarded by silly Wenches.

Cowardice (kausidis). Forms : 4-8 cowar-
dise, 4-6 -yse, 4-5 -ys, (4 kowardyse, 5 cowar-

tys(s, kouardise, 6 couuardeis), 6-7 oowardize,

7- cowardice, [a. OF. couardise (13th c. in

Littre), f. couardCoward sb. + -ise, suffix :—L. -ilia 1

see -ice. An earlier F. equivalent was couardie

Cowardy ; obsolete English synonyms are coward-

ness, cowardry, cowardship ; see also cowardliness]

The quality of a coward ; cowardliness ; want of

courage to face danger ; faint heartedness, pusilla-

nimity. Moral cowardice: ignoble fear of the

disapprobation or hostile sentiments of others.

c 1300 K. Alis. 3066 That day thou hadist heorte of pris

:

And now art ful of cowardys. c 1340 Gaw. $ Or. Knt. 2273

rou art not Gawayn . . Such cowardise of bat kny}t cowbc
neuer here. 137s Barbour Bruce vi. 338 Fule-hardyment

the formost is, And the tothyr is cowartyss. 1490 Caxton
Eneydos xv. 56 Wrothe of the grete cowardyse of these

bestes. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. vi. 24 To banish cowardize.

1607 Shaks. Timon in. v. 16 He is a Man. .of comely Ver-

tues, Nor did he soyle the fact with Cowardice, a 1674

Clarendon Hist.Rcb. xl. (1843)660/1 It was imputed to his

cowardice, a 1703 Burkitt Oh N. T. Mark vi. 34 It is no

cowardice to fly from the rage of persecutors. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 267 It is like all of the cat kind ex-

cept the lion, remarkable for its cowardice. 1871 Morley
Voltaire (1886) 9 Demoralized by cowardice of heart and
understanding.

b. with a and //.

c 1380 Wyclif Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 372 Among alle coward-

isis, cowardise of richesse is be moste. 1886 Tupper^JI/v

Life as Author 92 But there is nothing like flight : it is

easy and speedy, and more a courage than a cowardice.

+ 0. transf. Weakness (of wine). Obs. rare- 1
.

1673 Sir W. Scrogcs in Hatton Corr. (1878) 116 The
cowardize of wine would tunic it into vinegar.

Cowardie, -dise : see Cowardy '.Cowardice.
Cowardise, erron. f. Cowardous or Cowardish.
158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind.

124 a, margin, A base minded and cowardise kinde of

people.

1112

t Cowardisb., a. Obs. [f. Coward sb. +

isu.] = Cowardly.
1530 Palscr. 773/2, I waxe cowardysshe, or faynte herted.

1537 Thersytes in Hazl. Dodsley I. 401 Here be a couple

of knightes cowardishe and scabbed. 1551 Robinson tr.

More's [/top. 11. <Arb.) 135 A cruel acte of a basse and a

cowardyshe mynde. (1624 Lushington Resurrection Serrn.

1.(1659)64 Fearful and Cowardish Souldiers, more womanish
than women.

Cowardize (kau-aidsiz), v. [f. Coward sb. +
-ize.] trans. To make a coward of; to render cow-

ardly ; to daunt. Hence Cowardizing vbl. sb.

1619 H. Burton Babel no Bethel Ded. 6 The cowardizing

of our English spirits. 1648 Gage West. Ind. xix.i, 16551 139

Now they are cowardized, oppressed, unarmed. 1667

Flavel Saint Indeed (1754) 57 » is guilt upon the con-

science that softens and cowardizes our spirits. 1840

Blactw. Mag. XLVIII. 261 That the poverty and slavery

they were bred up in should cowardize them.

Cowardize, obs. form of Cowardice.

Coward-like, a. and adv. [see -like.] Like,

or after the manner of, a coward ; cowardly.

1587 Turberv. Trag. T. (1837) 36 With naked sworde he

preast to do the deed, And came behinde, full cowardlyke

to speed. 1640 Epitaph in Herald 4 Cental. (1865) III.

378 Ling'ring, slow, and coward-like delay. 1805 Southey
Modoc in W. iv, Those, .who. coward-like retum'd to meet

Mockery and shame. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. vi. 204 To ..

shun the conflict, coward-like.

Cowardliness (kuu-aidlinus). [f. next +

-ness.] The quality of being cowardly ; coward-

ice.

1553 Grihiulde Cicero's Offices (1556) 53 b, Leste. .slouth-

fulnesse, or cowardlinesse, or some such thing appearc.

1614 Bp. Hall Recollect. Treat. 1011 It is a base cowardli-

nesse .. to thinke of running away. 01715 Burnet Own
Time (1766) II. 174 The ill nature of the one side and the

cowardliness of the other. 1817 Coleridge Tablt-t. 21 July,

The cowardliness and impolicy of the Nonconformists, at

the Restoration. 187* Miss Yonge Womankind iv. 26 The
cowardliness of the action.

Cowardly kauaadli), a. [f. Coward sb. +
-ly 1.]

1. Having the character or spirit of a coward

;

wanting in courage ;
pusillanimous, timorous.

1551 Robinson tr. Mores Utop. 1. (Arb.) 39 Souldiours be

not the cowardlesle theves. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist.

251 A . .feareful, cowardly, and dastardly loute. 1599 Shaks.

Hen. V, iv. vii. 6 The Cowardly Rascalls that ranne from

the battaile. l66j Manley Grotius' Low C. Warns 636

Their weak and Cowardly Hearts. iMs Dickens Gt. Ex-
pect, vi, I was too cowardly to do what I knew to be right.

2. Characteristic of or befitting a coward ;
pro-

ceeding from fear or a spirit of cowardice.

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. v. i. 104, I do finde it Cowardly. . For

feare of what might fall, so to preuent The time of life.

a 1709 South (J.), A cowardly silence in Christ's cause.

1796 Coleridge Ode Departing PVarviii, At cowardly dis-

tance, .secure thou hast stood. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

IV. 33 The affront was not only brutal, but cowardly.

Cowardly, adv. [f. Coward a. + -ly It

occurs much earlier than prec] Like a coward

;

with cowardice or base avoidance of danger.

: 13*3 E. E. Allit. P. B. 1631, I fayn wolde Wyt be wytte

of be wryt, bat on be wowe clyues. For alle caldeclerkes nan

j

cowwardely fayled. c 1380 Wyclif Wis. (1880) 379 He .

.

cowerdly consentid to his foly. * 1450 Le Morte A rth.

379 Yit had I levir do what I may Than here to dye thus

cowerdelye. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 49 Thay
. .quha dois falslie deny, or cowartlie impugne this chair of

peter. «6o6 Shaks. Ant. tf CI. lv. xv. 56, I . . do now not

basely dye. Not Cowardly put off my Helmet. 1699 Lut-

trell Brief Ret. (1857) IV. 529 Captain Hodgson s man
was cowardly run through the back, a 1703 Burkitt On
N. T. Matt, xxviii. 10 Those apostate apostles, that cowardly

left me in my danger. 1890 Besant Demoniac vi 68 To
whom you surrender basely and cowardly without a blow.

t Cowardness. Obs. ff. Coward a. + -ness.]

1. m Cowardliness, Cowardice.
01400 Gloss, in Rel. Ant. I. 6 Vecordia, cowardnes.

c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494) 11. xlv, It is a

grete cowardnesse that men dreden hym so moche. 1563

Homilies 11. Matrimony (1859) 503 It is a token ofwomanish
cowardnes. 1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (1878) 16

Too much boldnesse, and too much cowardnesse. i6a»

Peacham Compl. Gentl. (1661) 80 Poetry can turn hatred to

love, cowardness into valour.

2. Applied to a ' company ' of curs.

i486 DM. St. Albans Fvj b, A Cowardnes of curris.

t Cowardous, a. Obs. [a. OF. type *couar-

dos : see Coward and -ous.] = Cowardly a.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. ccxvii, The cowardous pees

that was ordeyned. 1530 Whytford Werie for Househ.

B j, Fye for shame that any chrystyan sholde be so coward-

ous. 1557 Paynel Barclay's Jugurth Ai, By cowardous

slouth. 1607 Topseu. Serpents (1608) 648 Without heart or

courage, cowardous, and unapt to war. 1614 Bp. Hall
Heaven upon Earth 5 15 How desperatly cowardous did he

show himselfe I

t Cowardry. Obs. [f. Coward sb. + -by.] >=

Cowardicz.
01547 Surrey sEneid 11. 511 And some there were^ for

shamefull cowardrie Clambe up againe. Ibid. iv. 18 Cow-
ardry notes hartes swarved out of kind. 1591 Spenser M.
Hubberd 986 Shake off this vile harted cowardree.

t Cowardship. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ship.]

The action or behaviour of a coward ; cowardice.

c 1330 Arth. \ Merl. 9210 Our cowardschippe we may it

wite. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. John xi. 80 b, He .

.

blameth the cowardship of them that . . did further debate

the matter. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 111. iv. 422 More a coward
then a Hare, .for his cowardship aske Fabian.

COW-BOY

+ Cowardy. Obs. Also -die, -dye, -ty. [a.

OF. couardie (1 1-1 2th c. cuardie, coardie , f. couard

Coward sb. ; =It. codardia : see -Y. Other syno-

nyms are cowardice, cowardship, cowardry.'] =
Cowardice.
1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 92 He . . Fleis thus for hys

cowardy. ^1386 Chaucer Knl's T. 1872 No maner man
heldn it no cowardye. C1440 Partonope 1469 Of hys fals

cowardy. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 9 The
febill cowarty of thair nobillis. 1578 T. N. tr. Cony. W
Ind. (1596) 324 Quahutemoc beganne to reprehend his men
for their cowardie and flight.

Cowart, -ice, -lie, etc. : see Coward, etc.

Cowatice, -touss, obs. ff. Covetice, -tods.

Cow-baby. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 oow-babe.

[? f. Cow sb." sense 4 a) + Baby.] A reproachful

designation for a timorous person, a coward.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits (1596) 311 When we
will note a man to be a buzzard, and a cow-babie. 1596

Nashe Saffron WaLlen 119 (Fearfull cowbaby) he neuer

heard peice shot off, but hee fell flat on his face. 1614 J.

Davies Scourge Folly Wks. (1876) 212 (D.) Peace, lowing

cow-babe, lubberly hobberdehoy. 1687 T. Phillips Quix.

85 The tears of a sniveling Cow-baby. 1696 Phillips,

Cow . . the emblem of a cowardly timorous Fellow, who is

called a Cow-baby, a Cow-hearted Fellow. 1863 W. Barnes
Dorset Dial. (Philol. Soc.), Cow-bedby, a boy or girl child-

ishly meek-hearted, or mother-sick. One easily cowed.

Cow -bane. [
f- Cow sb. 1 + Bane sbA 2 b,

poison, poisonous plant.] A name of the W ater

Hemlock, Cicuta virosa, an extremely poisonous

plant, mentioned by Linnaeus as fatal to cows.

Spotted cowbane: an American species, C. maculata.

1776 Withering Brit. Plants I. 177 Cowbane. is one of

the rankest of our vegetable poisons . . Early in the spring,

when it grows in the water, cows often eat it and are killed

by it, 1800 Sir J. E. Smith Flora Brit. I. 322 Cicuta

virosa. Water Hemlock, Water Cowbane. 1854 Balfour

Class-bk. Bot. 826. 1889 R. B. Anderson tr. Rydberg's Teut.

Myth. 216 A woman, who had her lap full of cowbanes.

Cowbard, obs. f. Cupboard.

f Cowbeck. Obs. app. a corruption of Caude-

beck.
1670 Bi. of Rates Oam.), Hats of hair and wool mixed,

I

or cowbecks the dozen—3/. [1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade ]

Cow-bell.
1. A bell hung round a cow s neck, to tinkle

when the animal moves. ^Esp. in Switzerland.)

a 18x3 A. Wilson Foresters Poet. Wks.(i846) 240 Jumbling
1 cow-bells speak some cottage near. 1869 Tyndall Light 1.

23 The tinkle of the cow-bells.

2. A name in Scotland and U.S. for Bladder

Campion (Silent inflaia).

Cow-berry, [f- Cow sbA : app. a rendering

of the Latin vacdnium, f. vaccinus of or pcrtain-

j

ing to cows, applied to some plant, supposed to be

the Bilberry ( Vaccinium Myrtillus), and now taken

as name of the genus.] A book-name, of recent

! bestowal, for the low shrub Vaccinium Vitis-Jd/ra,

', and its fruit, called also Red Whortle-bcrry, Red

I kicklcberry.
The name was unknown to Lightfoot (1789), who has only

Red Whortle-Berry.
1800 Sir J. E. Smith Flora Brit. I. 416 I'accimum Vitts

Idxa, Red Whortleberry, Cowberry. 1859 W. S. Coleman
I Woodlands (1862) 93 Cowberry, or Mount Ida Whortle-

berry . . They are of a scarlet or coral red colour, and have

an acid harsh taste. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1199 The Cowberry

has short procumbent stems and evergreen leaves.

Cow-bird, [f- Cow sb.^]

1. ? See quot.

1816 Keatinge Trav. (18171 I- 306 Th* cow-bird is seen

an attendant upon herds of cattle (between Mogador and

Morocco].. He resembles the sea-gull but his plumage is

pure white.

2. V. S. a. A name for several species of Molo-

thrus, esp. M. ater or M. pecoris (called also ccrw-

blackbird, cow-bunting) ; so called from their

habit of constantly attending cattle. b. The
Yellow-billed Cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus).

i8»8 Audubon Amer. Omithol. Biog. I. 18 in Penny
Cycl. VIII. 210 From the resemblance of its notes to that

word [cow, cow], this Cuckoo is named Cow Bird in nearly

every part of the union, a 1839 Nuttall in Penny Cycl.

XV. 308/1 Another of these birds forsook the nest on taking

out the Cow-Bird's egg. 1883 Century Mag. Sept. 683/2

The cow-bird makes room for her own illegitimate egg in

the nest by removing one of the bird's own.

3. A local name for the Yellow Wagtail (Mota-

cilla Raii.) Swainson, Prov. Names of Birds

(1885) 45.

Cow-boy, cowboy.
1. A boy who tends cows.

1715 Swift Receipt to Stella, Justices o' quorum, Their

cow-boys bearing cloaks before 'urn, 1787 O'Keefk
Farmer, A flaxen-headed Cow Boy, As simple as may be.

1887 A. Lang Johnny Nut 1 A little cow-boy named Johnny
Nut. „ .

2. U. S. Hist. ' A contemptuous appellation

applied to some of the tory partisans of West-

chester Co., New York, during the Revolutionary

war, who were exceedingly barbarous in the treat-

ment of their opponents who favored the American

cause' (Bartlett Diet. Atner.).

1775-83 Thacher Mil. 7ml. (1823) 285 Banditti consisting

of lawless villain! within the British lines have received the
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names of Cow-boys and Skinners. 1825 J. Neal Bro.
Jonathan III. 290 Who knows but you are one o'the tories
yourself or one o'the cowboys? 1857 W. Ikving Washing-
ton (1865) IV. ix. 109 A beautiful region..now almost
desolated by the scourings of Skinners and Cow Boys.

3. In the western U.S. : A man employed to

take care of grazing cattle on a ranch.
It is typical of the cow-boy that he does his work on horse-

back, and leads a hard rough life, which tends to make him
rough and wild in character.
1882 Century Mag. 511 {New North West), In place of

the cow-boy we find the buffalo-hunter. 1884 Miles City
(Montana) Press, June, The latest troubles between cowboys
and Indians will cause an outbreak of redskins. 1887 Spec-
tator 10 Sept. 1219 The rough-and-ready life of men who
have cast their lot among cow-boys.

4. A local name for the Ring Ouzel.
(Tipperary : Swainson Bird Names 1885.)

Cow-Calf. A female calf. (In quot. 16^4 Jig.)
a 800 Erfurt Gloss. 1 155 Buccula, vitula, cucaelf. a 1000

Laws Alf. in Thorpe I. 70 (Bosw.) Gif man of myran folan
adrifb oo5e cucealf. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 462 Ri3t as
be cow-calf coueyteth swete mylke. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb.
§ 66 That he rere two oxe-calues and two cowe-calues.
1634 Massinger Very Woman m. i, Mer. They worship
Nothing with so much service as the cow-calves. Paulo.
What do you mean by cow-calves? Mer. Why, their
women. 1779 Hunter in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 288 One was
a bull-calf, and the other a cow-calf.

Cow-catcher. U. S. An apparatus fixed in

front of a locomotive engine, to remove straying
cattle or other obstructions from the rails in front

of a train.

1838 Railway Mag. Mar. 185 This machine is used . . in
the United States, and is termed a 'cow or horse catcher '.

1852 June 8, A patent No. 8996 was granted in U. S. to
C. Darling . . for a ' cow-catcher '. 1861 G. F. Berkeley
Sfortsm. W. Prairies iv. 60 The cow-catcher is a strong
iron fence, or set of bars, springing out from the engine in
front of both fore wheels, 1884 Philada. Times No. 3041

,

2 Cow-catchers for street cars.

Cowch(e, -er, obs. ft. Couch, Coucher.
Cowcumber, -cummer : see Cucumber.
Cowdfe, obs. f. could: see Can v.1

i Cowde, cowd. Obs.
[Possibly= Fr. cottde (:—L. cubitus) of which the primary

sense was ' elbow whence 1 corner, angle '. The Winches-
ter MS. of Promp. Parv. refers toUgucio, conns \ Du Cange
has conus^corner, angle. (There was also a mediaeval con-
fusion of conns and cuneus, both being taken as= F. coin

\

Du Cange has cuneus a form of bread : cf. Ger. Wecke
wedge, and roll of bread.)]

(1440 Promp. Parv. 96 Cowde, frnstrum, congiarium.
[1617 Minsheu Ductor, Cowde is an old English word, sig-
nifying a gobbett, morcell, or peece of any thing cut out.
1658 Phillips, Cowde (old word) a gobbet.]

Cowderon, obs. f. Cauldron.
1538 Bury Wills (1850) 135, j of the brwynge cowderons.

[Cowdrife. App. a scribal error in MS. for

cocodrise — cockatrice.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4007 A burly best with a bake as

bedell as a saje. .a cowdrife breste.]

t Cowdy, sb. Obs. [f. cowd, cowed polled (see
Cow z/.2) + -y denominative.] A pollard cow.
1674 Ray N. C. Words (1691) 133 A Cowdy, a little Cow,

a Scotch Runt without Horns, or else with very short ones.
1825-79 Jamieson, Cowda, small cow, Roxb.

; Cowdie,
Dumfr.

Cowe 1 (kau, kou). Sc. [f. Cow v?] The act
of ' cowing', cropping, or pruning

; Jig. a dressing,

a cropping.
1785 Burns To W. Simpson xxvii, But new-light herds

gat sic a cowe, Folk thought them ruin'd stick-an-stowe.

Cow(e 2, obs. f. Coe j<M
1670 Pettus Fodinx Reg. Table, Cowes are houses that

the Miners build over their Groves. Ibid. 98 In their
Houses, Cows, or any other place.

t Cowe 3. Also coue, kow(e. Obs. = Chough.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 66 pe hen hwon heo haueS ileid, ne con

buten kakelen. And hwat bi^it heo berof ? KumeS be coue
anonriht & reueS hire hire eiren. 1386-1561 [see Chough i jS].

Cowed (kctud), a. [f. Cow vA + -ed.]

Depressed or dispirited through fear ; overawed.
1608 Shaks. Per. iv. iii. 25, 1 do shame To think ofwhat a

noble train you are And ofhow cow'd a spirit, a 1745 Swift
Heller Shelter (R.), Low in pocket, cow'd in courage,
Safely glad to sup their porridge. 1856 Olmsted Slave
States 149 Not like whipped curs and cowed slaves, but as
free men. 1887 Tessopp Arcady viii. 230 A farm labourer
is a heavy, sanctimonious, and thoroughly cowed creature.

Cowed, knew; obs. var. of could-, see Can v.1

c 1500 ' Robin Hood $ Potter' in Child Eng. $ Sc. Pop. Ball.
(1888) III. v. exxi. ni/j The potter cowed of corteysey.
Cowedge, obs. f. Cowage.
Cowel(e, Cowen, var. of Cowl 2

, Cowan.
Cowens, var. of Cones.
*M 7ml. R. Agric. Soc. V. 1. 3 A description of flour

called 'cowens', used by bakers for making up their dough.
Cower (kcnW), v. Forms: 4 koure, 4-7

coure, 5-7 cowre, 7 (8-9 Sc.) cour, 8 cowr, 8-
cower. [perh. of Norse derivation : cf. Icel. kura
to sleep, doze, Sw. kura, Da. kure, to squat

;

also mod.G. kauem to cower, of which the ante-
cedents are unknown.]
1. intr. To stand or squat in a bent position

;

to bend with the knees and back ; to crouch, esp,

for shelter, from danger, or in timidity.
c 1300 K. A Hs. 2053 Treowe love in heorte durith, Ac nede

coward byhynde kourith. 1340-70 Alisaunder 557 To hur

God Seraphin be gomes gon all Koure doune on hur knees.
c 1350 Will. Patentee He koured lowe To bi-hold in at be
hole. Ibid. 3336 ^e. .couwardli as caitifs couren here in
meuwe. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xx. i, Wynter. .causeth
a lusty man and woman to coure and sytte fast by the fyre.
XS7S J- Still Gamm. Gurton r. ii, They coure so over the
coles, theyr eyes be blear'd with smooke. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 155 If the Pail be put over the Mans head above
Water and then he cowre down, and the Pail be pressed
down with him. 1681 Dkvden Abs. Achit. 515 Cow'ring
and Quaking at a Conqu'ror's Sword. 1735 Someryille
Chase 11. 291 With humble Adulation cow ring low. 1810
Scott Lady of L. 1. iii, Close in her covert cowered the
doe. 1848 Macaulav Hist. Eng. II. 550 She remained with
her child, cowering for shelter from the storm under the
tower of Lambeth Church. 1864 Bowen Logic xii. 390 The
dog cowers at the sight of the whip.

b. Hawking. (See quot.)
1727-51 Chambers Cycl, Ccnvriug, in falconry, the quiver-

ing of ycung hawks, who shake their wings, in sign of
obedience to the old ones.

c. pa. pple. = Cowering. (CL huddled.) rare.
1855 Mrs. Gaskell North $ S. xxii, I left them cowered

I up in a small room.
2. trans. To lower, bend down. rare.
1790 lk- RNs Tarn o* Shanter 179 But here my muse her

,
wing maun cour ; Sic flights are far beyond her pow'r, 1819

I
Bvron fuan 111. xxxii, The patriarch of the flock all gently

1

cowers His sober head. 1839 Bailey Festus xxvii. (1848)
316 I have. .Cowered my powers, and becalmed my course.

Hence Cowering vbl. sb.

m

1865TVLOR Early Hist. Man. iii. 47 Cowering or crouching
is so natural an expression of fear.

Cower, Cowerd, obs. ff. Cover, Coward.
Cowering (kau»-rirj, kairarirj), a. [f.

prec. +-ing '-.] That cowers : see the verb.
C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 35 Hir colde and

cowherand syer. 1813 Hogg Queens Wake 73 Nowther
the roe, nor the rein-deir dun, The binde nor the couryng
grew, i860 Trench Serm. Westm. Ab. ix. 96 A servile
band of cowering slaves.

Hence Coweringly adv., in a cowering manner.
1821 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg.* Wallace Ixxiii, Which

coweringly ye sought to shun. 1868 G. Macdonald Rob.
F'alconer I. 70 'I'll never luik at it '. .answered Shargar,
coweringly.

Cowert, obs. f. Covert, Coward.
Cowff, cowgh(e, cowh, obs. ff. Cough.
Cowffer, obs. f. Coffer.

Cow-fish. [Cow sb.*]

1. The sea-cow or manatee.
1634 SirT. Herbert 7>av. 212 (Mauritius) The Mannatee

or cow-fish for taste and shape can pose both feeders and
beholders. 1853 A. R. Wallace Trav. Amazon xvii. 512
Their food is entirely produced by the river, consisting of
the Manalus, or cow-fish, which is as good as beef.

2. A dolphin, porpoise, or grampus.
i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 212 Shoals of cowfish .

.

played their uncouth gambols.

3. A fish, Ostracion quadricome, of the Indian
and American seas, having the head and body
covered with plates of bone closely united, and
two strong spines like horns over the eyes.
1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 407 The beautifully

coloured 'cow-fish', .with an expression of face exactly re-

sembling that of a very benignant cow, horns and all. 1885
C. F. Holder Marvels Anim. Life 84, I noticed several
small cow-fishes come out of a hole.

4. (See quots.)
1808 Jamieson, Cowfish) a name commonly applied to

Mactra lutraria, Mya arenaria, or any other large oval
shell-fish, Orkney. 1866 Edmondston Gloss. Shell.
Orkney Dial., Koo-fish, a species of shell-fish, the
1 Venous

'
; isl. ktiskel.

Cow-gate, -gait. [f. Cow sby + Gate, Gait
going, walk : cf. sheep-walk. It was originally a
syntactic combination, with ky-gates, kine-gates —
cows' gates in //.] A pasture over which a cow
may range; pasture for a cow, e.g. in 'a common
field.

1597 Wills <V Inv. N. C. II. 277 To Thomas Hall . . the
howse that William Walton dwelt in. and vj kye-gaytes, in

Wingait grainge. 1607-8 N. Riding Records IV. 136
Conveyance of one messuage in Ebberston with fower kyne-
gaites. 1788 W. Marshall Yorksh. (1796) 1. 41 Not to let.

.

a cow-gait to a cottager. 180a HullA dvertiser 17 Apr. 1/2

Some good Cow Gates at Maiden Hills to be let. 1806 A.
Young Agric. Essex (1813) I. 50 On the enclosure of Great
and Little Chesterford, the cottagers that had cow-gates on
the commons, had allotments of land, which they now culti-

vate in wheat, potatoes, etc. 1884 Cheshire Gloss. (E. D.
Cmv-gate, the right to pasture a cow on common land.

Many of the farms at Frodsham have so many cow-gates on
Frodsham marsh according to the size of the farm.

CoW-grass. A wild species of Trefoil, Tri-

folium medium ; sometimes also applied to a

cultivated perennial form of Red Clover.

1789 Trans. Soc. Arts II. 57 Rib-grass, fitch-grass, cow-
grass. 1797 A. Young Agric. Suffolk 84 A grass_ called

cow-grass, .very similar to clover, only that the stem is solid

instead of tubical. 1844 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. V. u 166 Cow*
grass and marl-grass are found to be good substitutes.

Cowhage, var. of Cowage.
Cowheard, -herd, obs. fT. Coward.
Cow-heart. A pseudo-etymological alteration

of Coward : cf. next.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 473 Your skirmishing

parties, call them cohorts or cow-hearts, shall never drive

my statarianly disciplined battalion from its ground. 1863

W. Barnes Dorset Dial. (Philol. Soc.), Cowheart, a coward.

1888 Elworthv W. Somerset Word-bk., Cow-heart, coward.

Cow-hea-rted,///.a. [cf.prec] Faint-hearted,
timorous, cowardly.
1660 H. Adis Fannaticks Mite *iva, It will corroborate

I the Cow-hearted. 1680 R. Mansell Narr. Popish Plot 16
She [Lady I'owis] struck him gently with her Fan on the
hand, calling him Cow-hearted Fellow. 1791 Pop. Tales
Germans \ \. 147 ' Messmate, dost thou see anything V cried
the cow-hearted pilot from the coach-box. 1881 Cheq.
Career 250 ' You cow-hearted, .cow-built wretch [a horse]

!'

Hence Cow-hea rtedness.
1718 Motteux Quix. (1733) III. 46 Valour lies just half

way between Rashness and Cow-heartedness.

C0W-h.ee:]., COW'heel. The foot of a cow
or ox stewed so as to form a jelly ; the dish

prepared from this.

165S Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 203 Also
a tender Cow-heel is counted restorative, 1747 Wesley

I Prim. Physic (1762) 48 Take a Cowheel from the Tripe
House ready drest. Ibid. 93 Make a strong broth of Cow-
heels. 1799 C. Winter Let. in W. Jay Mem, <y Lett. * 18431
60 A cow-heel was his favourite dish. 1868 Daily News
19 June, The feet of sheep and oxen.. after being duly
cleansed and dressed, are retailed under the designation of
' trotters ' and * cowheels '.

Cowherd. Forms : 1 cu-hyrde, ? cow-
hird, 6-7 -heard. [Cow sb. 1 4 Herd-.] One

:
whose occupation is to tend cows at pasture.
a 1000 Red. Sing, in Thorpe^. .S\ I^aws I. 438 Cuhyrde

, rteuyrt;5 he h;ebbe ealdre cu meolc vii niht. c 1350
Wilt. Palerne 4 Acouherde, pat fele winteres . . had kepud
Mennes ken of be cuntre as a comen herde, c 1440 Pronrf.
Parz: 97 Cowherde, vaccarius, vaccaria, 1568 Grafton
Chron. 1 1. 89 His grandfather was but a poore Ploughman,
and his father a Cowheard. 1672 Petty Pol. Anat. (1691)

54 One Cowherd will serve an hundred Oxen. 1874 Green
Short Hist. i. 26 A cowherd from whose Hps . . flowed the
first great English song.

Cowherdess. rare. [f. prec. + -ess : cf. shep-

herdess.] A female cowherd ; a cowherd's wife.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xxxvi. 330 The Cow-
heardesse comming in . . said, Thou fellow, doest thou see the

bread burne before thy face, and wilt not turne it? 1883
Monier Williams Relig. Thought India 1. v. 112 Brought
up among cowherds, cowherdesses, and. .peasants.

C0W-hi:de, COWhide, sb. [Formerly pro-

nounced with stress on hide, or with equal stress.]

1. The hide of a cow (stript off, ' raw/ or
* dressed '). (Also pi. + kine hides.)

1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Mt'u. Bk. 11855^ 148 The
best kyne hydes, being rough, be sold for iiij libs. 1676

Hobbes lliaddfyj) 141 He himself slept on a good cow-
hide, a 1680 Butler Rem. I. 191 In a Robe of Cow-hide,
Sat yeasty Pride. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1790) VII.

I 127 (Jod.) A negro, .his left arm wrapped round with a cow-
! hide. 1827 G. Higgins Celtic Druids 83 Ships made of

j

wicker, covered with bolg or cow-hides.

2. Leather made of the hide of the cow.
1728 Pope Dune. 1. 150 There Caxton slept, with Wynkyn

j
at his side, Oneclasp'd in wood, and one in strong cow-hide.

! 1759 Goldsm. Polite Learning ix, Bound in cow-hide and
closed with clasps of brass.

3. U.S. A strong whip made of the raw or

dressed hide of the cow. Cf. Rawhide,
1839 Marryat Diary Amer. Ser. !. III. 230 He would

receive forty lashes with a cow-hide. x86z Sala Ship
Chandler i. 6 The correction of a cowhide would be of the

greatest possible benefit.

4. attrib. (kcurhaid). Made of cow-hide.
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast v. 12 He . .wore thick, cow-

hide boots. 1850 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxiii,

Kicking the woman with his heavy cow-hide shoe. 1854 J.

Stephens Cenlr. Amer. (1S54) 323 A heavy cowhide whip.

C0W-hide, COWhide, v. [f. prec. sb., sense

3.] trans. To flog with a cow-hide.
1855 Carlyle Misc. (1857) IV. 356 He got his skin well

beaten—cow-hided, as we may say—by Charles XII., the

rough Swede, clad mostly in leather. 1864 W. Whitby
Amer. Slav. 194 Cowhiding the half-naked back of a slave.

1874 M. Collins Frances III. 84 Cowhided by a lady.

Hence Cow-hiding vbl. sb.

1832-4 De Quincey Cxsars Wks. IX. 50 Dacia, that

needed a cow-htding for insolence. 1889 Sat. Rev. 23 Mar.

341/1 Tall talk, which would hardly procure an extra cow-

hiding per diem for a Bowery editor.

Cow-house. A house in which cows are

sheltered or stabled ; a cowshed, byre, or shippon.

1530 Palsgr. 209/2 Cowe house, uacherie. 1688 R.

Holme Armoury in. 243/2 In the Cow-House, a Boosee is

the space between Range and Cratch. 1760-7* tr. fuafi 4-

Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 235 I was obliged to remain in a
cow-house on that mountain. 1883 Daily News 3 Oct. 2/2

A great variety of cowhouse fittings.

t Cow-hu'hy. Sc. Obs. [Derivation of second

element uncertain ; it is not known as an inde-

pendent word.] App. = 1 calf, used in endearment

or ridicule. (The meaning cow-herd suggested by

Jamieson does not appear in the quots.)

1500-20 Dl'nbar ' In secreit place' 58 Quod scho, *Gra-

mercye ! my sweit cowhubye'. 15x3 Douglas Mneis vin.

Prol. 86 Knychtis ar kouhubis, and commonis plukyt

crawis. 1558 Bp. Dury in Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I.

262 Fra France we thought to have gottin a Rooby [Mon-
sieur de Ruby] ; And yit is he nothing but a cowhuby.
a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting 617 An clauering cohoobie

that crackes of the pharie.

Cowish (kau-ij), sb. [prob. an imitation of

an American Indian name.] A plant with an

edible root found in the valley of the Columbia
River in North America.
1838 S. Parker Explor. Tour Rocky Mis. (1846) 333 The
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cowish or biscuit root grows on dry land, is somewhat
larger than a walnut, tastes like a sweet potato.

Cowish. 'kairif), a. [f. Cow si. 1 i -ish.]

1. Like a cow ; of the nature of a cow.
1570 Levins Manip. 145/9 Cowish, vaccinius. 1607

Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 1. u. 60 Brent ius saith, A circle

representeth Christes death as well as a Crosse . . Peter
V'iret sayd : A Cowe is as good a signe of it. .The cowish
and circle-like signe.

t2. Cowardly. Obs.

1579 W. A. Rttu. Lawless Love, Vision 0/ Raw Devise
10 Amid the crewe of cowish carped knightes. 1605 Shaks.
Lear iv. iL 13 The Cowish terror of his spirit.

Cow-itch : see Cowage.
t Cowith. Obs. rare— 1

. [Anglicized spelling

of Welsh cywydd.] A form of Welsh verse, con-
sisting of couplets, with internal alliteration or

assonance or both, ending in like syllables which
would rime, except that one is stressed and the

other stressless. It is the commonest form of
bardic verse.

1612 Drayton Poty-olb. iv. Notes 59 Some Makers..
Rehearse their high conceits in Cowiths. Ibid. 67 Cowiths
are couplets of equal 1 tetrameters.

Cowke, obs. form of Coke.
Cow* -keeper. A keeper of cows, a dairy-

man.
1680 Otwav Caius Marins IV. i, Heav'n keep me a Cow-

keeper still —I say. 1771 Smoi.lktt Humph. CI. II. 10
June, I-et. i, [He] had his head hroke by a cow-keeper.
1842 I.oNGF. Sp, Stud, l ii, Now here's my master Victorian

;

yesterday a cowkeeper. and to-day a gentleman. 1886 Mrs.
Lynn Linton in Fortn. Rev. Oct. 509 A lady of rank is a
cowkeeper and profits by her dairy-farm.

So Cow -keeping1

vbl. sb., dairy-farming ; ppl.a.,

that keeps cows, that manages a dairy farm.
1883 A. K. Wallace Land Nationaliz. 121 The habits

of thrift and forethought encouraged by cowkeeping and
dairying. 18x5 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 870 This bull-field

has since been, occupied by a great cow-keeping landlord.

Cowl (kaul , sbA Forms: 1 cuxele, cuxle,
cuhle, [cufle], 1-3 cule, kuuele, cuuel, 3-4
couele, couel, kouel, 4 cole, 5-7 cowle, coolie,
6 coule, 7 kowle, 8 coul, 7- cowl. [The deri-

vation and form-history present difficulties. OK.
renders L. cuculia by cugele, cugle, cuhle and cule,

weak fern, ; also cufle wk. f. The former comes
down in I2-I3thc. cule. and the coule, ccnvle

(coole) of later times
; cufle may be the parent of

kuuele which in Ancren R. would regularly stand

for i'uvele), couele
f
kuuel, couel. OK. cugele is cog-

nate with OHG. rucula, cupula, chugela (MUG.
kugcte, kugel,gugel, LG. kogel , a. eccl. I.at. cuculia
monk's cowl, from cL L. cucullus hood of a cloak.

OE. cufle appears to be connate with MDu. covele,

cbvel(e fem., in Kilian kovel, mod. Do. keuvel
* cowl \ and to be connected with (perh. the origin

of Icel. kofly kufl str. masc. ' cowl , The history

of cufle and its allied forms is obscure.]

1. A garment with a hood (vestis caputiata
,

worn by monks, varying in length in different ages
and according to the usages of different orders,

but ' having the permanent characteristics of cover-

ing the head and shoulders, and being without
sleeves

1

(Cath. Diet.), f Also, formerly, a cloak or

frock worn by laymen or by women.
The cL Lat. cucullus was the hood of a cloak, covering the

head only. The cowls of the early Kgyptian monks covered
the heads.and barely reached the shoulders; by 800 the cowls
ofmonks had become so long as to reach their heels, when St.

Benedict restricted their length to two cubits. In the 14th
c the cowl and the frock were often confounded ; but it was
declared at the Council ofVienne 'we understand by the
name of cuculia a habit long and full, but not having
sleeves, and by that cAfloccus a long habit which has long
and wide sleeves '. See Du Cange s. v. Cuculia.
c 961 jfcbELWOLD Rule St. Benet lv. (Schrfter 89), Jfcttte he

hxbbe cu?;elan [ Wells MS. culan, Tiberius Gloss culam,
L. cuculiaw] and syric ; sy on wintra seo cuhle [W. cute,

T. Gl. culam) of biccum hraejde. Ibid. 91 pxt he haebbe twa
cu^elan [IV. culan, T. CI. cuflan, I* duos cut ultas). Ibid. 03
Dset is cuzele [T. Gl. baet is cufle). a woo O.E. Glosses in

Wr.-Wfilcker 328 Cuculia, cu^le. c 1205 Lay. 17698 Seo5-
den ane cule of ane blake claoe [c 1275 one blake couele).

c mo IVinleney Rule St. Benet lv. (tit/e\ Sancte Benediht
}yw5 munece cule and yesetteS mantel to^eanes biere cule,

and hali^raft, forban be hit nis la^a bat munecene habben
cule ; hodes hi ma^on habban. a 1225 Ancr. R. 10 Unwise
. . bet wene5 bet order sitte iSe kurtel ober ibe kuuele. a 1300
Haz'elok 766 He ne broucte bred and sowel, In his shirteor in

hiscoucl. Ibid. 2904 Cuuel [rimes with J sowel. C1315SHORF-
ham 1 10 Under couele and cope The foule prede lythe. 1388
Reg.Vestib. Westm.Abbey \n Arch&ol. LII.214 A vestry gyr-
dyll totukk uphyscole. c 1430 hync.Min.Poems 1 10 (Mat/.)
Madame. .Undernethe yourcomly cowle to have myn intent.

c 1440 Promp. Part: 97 Cowle, munkys nbytc
t
cucu/la, cucul-

lus. 1483 Caxtom Gold. Leg. 330/4 He dyde of thabytc of a
bisshop and dyd on a cool and stode amonge the monkes.
1530 Palsoh. 209/2 Coule for a monke, /roc. a 1677 Bar-
row Semi. Wks. 1716 II. 17 It is not the . . badges of our
Religion that make a Christian ; more than a Cowle doth
make a Monk. 1682 S. Pordagk Medal Rev. 107 I know
you'l grant the Devil is no Fool, He can disguise in Sur-
plice, Cloak, or Cool. 1845 S. Austin Rankc s Hist. Re/.
I. 427 Luther, .travelled indeed in a most lowly guise ; the
cowl he wore was borrowed. 1867 C. Walker Ritual
Reason Why 201 The cowl is a loose vestment worn over
the frock in the winter season and during the night office.

b. Taken as the sign of monkhood, or monastic
orders, and hence sometimes as = Monk.
1653 Urouhart Rabelais I. xl, The frock and cowle draw

unto it self the opprobries, injuries and maledictions of the
world. 184a Tennyson Talking Oak xii. Bluff Harry
broke into the spence And turn'd the cowls adrift. 1843
Lvtton Last Bar. \, \. 28 He was meant for the cowl, but
his mother, .let him make choice of the flat-cap.

2. Sometimes applied to the hood alone.

1580 Hollybano Treas. Fr. Tong, Capuchon, a coule or
hood. 1639 Horn & Robotham Gate Lang. Unl. Ix. f 638
Monks hooded with cools. 1712 Si eklk Sped. No. 497 P 4
The red Cap and the Coul willfall under the same Contempt.
1 8

1
5 Moore Lalla R. 11824) ao5 Each affrighted sentinel

I'ulTs down his cowl upon his eyes. 1849 Rock Ch. 0/ Fa-
thers I. v. 485 The cowl is the hood belonging to the monk's
every-day habit. 1858 Mrs. Oliphant Laird 0/ Norlatv
II. 6 [He] took off his cowl in token of respect.

3 trans/, and fig.
1658 Rowland Mon/efs Theat. Ins. 981 The first . . hath

as it were a grass cowle or hood which covers the head,
neck, and almost half the body. 1852-9 Todd Cycl. Anat.
IV. 1 74 '2 Each of the cowls [of the Clio) seems . . to be com-
posed of two spherical parts. 1863 Kingsley Water-bob.

(1878) 1 By the smoky town in its murky cowl.

4. A covering, commonly shaped like a hood,

placed on the top of a chimney or ventilating shaft

to assist ventilation
;
usually constructed so as to

turn with the wind. b. A wire cage at the top of

the funnel of a locomotive, etc. See Cow sbA
1812 Ann. Reg. 315 The invention of a cap or cowl to be

placed on the top of chimneys. 1862 Athemeum 30 Aug.
263 Moveable cowl, intended to exclude rain and yet to
allow the free passage of air. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract.
Hygiene 129 Tubes with cowls turning towards the wind.

1883 J. Y. Stratton Hops * Hop-pickers 35 The kilns have
high conical roofs, each surmounted by a cowl with a vane.

1891 Times 16 Oct. 8/5 The work of providing her [a ship)

with efficient ventitating apparatus is Wing pushed forward
. .she will be furnished with the largest cowls afloat.

6. Comb., as ccnvl-like adj. ; f cowl-man, one
who wears a cowl, a monk

;
cowl-muscle, the

cucullaris or trapezius muscle.

1593 Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxvii. Our Cowleman's fore-

saicf Actor so prevailed. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's
Phaner. iff Ferns 53 A small cowl-like depression.

Cowl, COTll kaul , sb.% Forms : 3 cuvel-, 4
//. coufles, 5 couel(le

f
kouuele, kowuele, cow-

uele, colle, 5 -7 cowlo, 7 coule, coole. kowle. 6-
coul, 7- cowl, coweli. [ME. *cuvel e U3th c.

in cuvel-staff), covelle, app. a. OF. cuvele:—L.
cupella small vat or cask, dim. of cupa, Y. cure
tub, cask, vat. But cf. also Ger. kitbel glossed in

MUG. cupa y
titta , OHG. *chubil (cf. miluh-chu-

bill, milk-pail), with senses parallel to those of

co?i'l
f considered by Grimm and Kluge to be a native

word. The uncertainty as to the origin of our word
is increased by the ambiguity of the symbol ou, cw,
in ME.]
1. A tub or similar large vessel for water, etc. ;

esp. applied to one with two ears which could be

borne by two men on a cowl-staff, arch, or ./;//.

1250 [in Cowl-staff). 1197 R. Glouc. (1724) 265 In
lepes and in coufles [z'.rr. c 1400 kouueles, 15M c. cowtes,
couelle] so muche vyss [=fish] hu solde hym brynge, bat
ech man wondry ssal of so gret cacchynge. c 1430 Piigr.

LyfMankodewx. Ix. 11869) I 7 I A kowuele ther was bi nctne,
that resceyuede alle the dropes. Ibid. IxiL 173 Cowuele.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 97 Cowle, vesselle, Una. a 1450 Voe.

in Wr.-Wulcker 616 Tina
t a covelle [see tovel-tre in aj.

c 1450-75 Pict. IWab. ibid. 808 Hec cupa, a colle ; hec tina
idem est. 150J Priv. Purse Exp. Eltx. 0/ York (1830I 4 A
cowle for Water xijd. 1587 Mascali. Govt. Cattteixfariji
Prouide that they may haue water brought them in cowles.

c 164a Twvne in Wood Li/eiOxL Hist Soc) I. 62 Carried
awaye. .in a great cowle betwixt amen. 1647 Husbandman's
Plea agst. Tithes 38 The Parson or Vicar is amongst the
Mayds, with a Pale or Coul every tenth day for tithe milk.

1825 Hone Every-day Bk. \. xa The Cowl is a water-vessel
borne by two persons on the cowl-staff. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. led. 4^ 137 Cowel for carrying fish x888 Klworthy
IV. Somerset Word-bk., Cowl, a tub or barrel swung on a
pole, or more commonly mounted as a wheel-barrow, used
for carrying pigs'-wash or liquid manure.

+ b. Applied to a liquid measure. Obs, [Cf. Ger.

kitbel as a measure, Grimm s.v. 2 bA
1467 Ord. Wore, in Eng. Gilds 171 That the comyns

haue the Cowle to mete ale w*. ibid. 382 That comyns
have vppe ayen, as hit hath ben, the Cowfe to mete ale w*.

fc. A cup. Obs. [Cf. med.L. cupella * vasis

potorii species/ Du Cange.]
: 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 577/10, CuPa y a cupe or a

Cowle.] 1476 Will 0/ Thurston (Somerset Ho.), Acup called
a cowle.

2. Comb, f cowl-tree, coveltre = Cowl-staff.
c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 6oa Phalanga, a coveltre.

Cowl (kaul), v. 1 [f. Cowl j<U.]

1. trans. To put a monk's cowl on ; to make a

monk of.

1536 I.atimer 2nd Serm. be/. Com' Wks. I. 48 Swaged
anil cowled with a Franciscan's cowl, a 1661 Fuli.fr
Worthies (1840' II. 236 By such preposterous cowling of
boys, and veiling of girls. 1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. 1.

iii. Belike you'llcowl him.

2. To cover as with a cowl or hood ; to draw
over like a cowl.
1810 South ky Kehama \\. ii,The Rajah, .smote his breast,

and o'er his face CowPd the white mourning vest. 1869
Blackmore Lorna D. lix, The mountains, cowled with fog,

and seamed with storm. x88i Palcrave Visions Eng. 216
That stern Florentine apart Cowl'd himself dark in thought.

t Cowl, v.- Obs. [Cf. Coil sbX\ To quarrel.

1556 Rec. Nottingham IV. 111 We present the organ*
makar wyfTe for cowllyng with hyre nebours [3 instances].

Cow'-lawdy. [app. a transposition of the name
Lady-cow, which occurs earlier.]

1. A common provincial name of the coleop-

terous insects of the genus Coccinella ; also called

J>ady-cow, and more usually) I.ady-bird.

i6$6Musarum Delicue (N\), A paire of buskins they did
bring Of the cow-ladyes corall wing ; Powder 'd o're with
spots of jet. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 30 The Cow- Lady,
or spotted Scarabee. 1746 Brit. Mag. 97 Our common
Cow-Lady or I^ady-Bird, as usually called. 1877 Stamford
Mercury 24 Aug., A bluish black beetle about the size of a
cow-lady has made its appearance.

2. A fly used by anglers; also an artificial fly of

similar appearance.
1676 Cotton Angler 325 The next is a Cow-lady, a little

fly. 1684 R. H. Sch. Recreat. 162 Flies proper for every
Month . . For May . . the Peacock-fly, the Cow-lady, the
Cow-turd fly. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory II. 390 The
cow-lady, a small fly: the wings of a red feather, or stripes

of a red hackle of a cock : the body of a peacock's feather.

Cowle ikaul). Anglo-Ind. [a. Arab. qaul

word, promise, bargain, compact, which 1 has
become technical in the Indian vernaculars, owing
to the prevalence of Mohammedan Law* ^Yule).]

A written engagement ; a lease or grant in writing

;

a safe-conduct or amnesty.
1688 in Wheeler Madras ( 1861 1 I. 176 (Y.) The President

has by private correspondenceprocured a Cowle for renting
the Town and customs of S. Thome. 1799 Baird in Owen
WelUsleys Desp. 128, 1 requested Major Allen, .to proceed
with a flag of truce to the palace, and offer Cowle to Tippoo
Sultaun. .on his unconditional surrender. 1803 Wellington
in Gurw. Desp. II. 193 On my arrival in the neighbourhood
of the pettah I offered cowle to the inhabitants,

b. Comb., as cowlc-ftag.

1799 Hakris in Owen U'ellesUy's Desp. 100 Cowle flags

shall l>e distributed over the country, and safe-guards sent

to all the villages. 1799 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. I. 39
Cowle flags were hoisted in different parts of the town.

Cowled .kciuld, poet, -ed), ppl. a. [f. Cowl
sbA and v. h -Ki>.]

1. Furnished with or wearing a cowl.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 87 The cowled Soph-
tsters- 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. 58 The Mytred
Bishop, and the Cowled Fryer, c 1750 Shenstone Ruind
Abbey 117 The cowl'd zealots.

^
1890 Hosmer A. S. Free-

dom 95 Cowled and tonsured priests,

b. trans/.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxiv. 33a A little membrane
on each side uniting to form a cowled tube. 1840 E. E.

Napier Scenes For. Latuis II. vi. 334 The cowled monster
[a cobra). 1851 Turner Dom. Arxhit. II. v. 334 To block

up the cowled windows.

2. /tot. Shajied like a cowl, cucullate.

1828 in Webster ; and in mod. Diets.

Cowler, obs. crron. form of Coolie.

CowleSS kdirlrs
, a. nonce-wd. [f. Cow sb.

+ -LK8H.] Destitute of cows.

1890 Longtn. Mag. Mar. 514 It is grassless and cowles-.

;

its only milk is goat's.

tCowlish., a. Obs. nonce-wd, [f. Cowl sb. x

+ -IBM.] Characteristic of a monk ; monkish.

(Cf. Cowl sbJ 1 b.)

1536 Latimer 2ndSerm. be/. Conv. Wks. I. 49 That cowlish

deliverance . .theyT papal spoliations.

+ Cowlist. 06. nonce-ivd. [f. as prec + -jkt.]

One who wears a cowl ; a monk.
1637 N. Whiting AUnno 4 Bell. A vij b, The Cowl-

ists of this yonger age.

Cowl-rake : see Couli/., Cole-hake.

Cowl - Staff, COul - staff. Forms : a. 3
cuuel staf, 6-7 coule-, cowle, 6 coul-, cowl-

staff. 0. 5-8 coir . 6-7 coal-, coole-, 7 col-,

coil-staff. 7. 6-9 colt-staff, [f. cuvel{e
t
Cowl

sb.'1 + Staff, in description of its primary use, that

of carrying a * cowl '. Partly through phonetic

contraction, and partly by 1 popular etymology

it came afterwards to be associated with cole,

Coal, and Colt ; but as a current word it is still

generally associated with Cowl sb.'1]

A stout stick used to carry a ' cowl being thrust

through the two handles of it ; a pole or staff used

to carry burdens, supported on the shoulders oftwo

bearers; a'stang*. It was formerly afamiliarhouse-

hold requisite, and a ready weapon, arch, and dial.

t To ride on a t ozot stajf, etc. : to be set astride a pole and
carried in derision about the streets ; a rough form ofpopu-

lar punishment, inflicted esp. on a husband who allowed

himself to be beaten or abused by his wife. See Hkanu
Pop. Antiq. (1870) II. Nuptial Usages § 35.

* 1150 Gen. <r Ex. 3710 Des xn 5ider hem hauen bro^t

An win-grape on an cuuel-staf. And tolden hem oe lond is

god. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 67/2 One clustre of grapes

as moche as two men myght bere bytwene them upon a

colestafr. 1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec Ox/ord 92

[They] stroke. . Wells on the brest W* y
' end of a grett cowle

staff. 1580 Lupton Sivqita 50 If a woman beat hir hus-

bande, the man that dwelleth next unto hir shal ride on a

cowlstafle. 159a Arden 0/ Faversham v. i, [We] haue

taken the Constable .. And carried him about the fields on

a coltstaffe. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. IIL iii. 156 Go, take

vp these cloathes heere, quickly : Wher's the Cowle-tnflV

?



COW-MILK. 1115 COWSLIP.
1/1641 Suckling Goblins in. (ed. a) 35 Mounting him upon
a Cowle-staffe Which . . He apprehended to be Pegasus.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1892) II. 568 There are many that wear
horns, and ride daily upon Coltstaves. 1698 Sidney Disc.

Govt. ii. § 24 1 1704) 168 He resolv'd to follow the Crown, tho
it were upon a Coalstaff. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blond's
Gardening 182 Two Men will easily carry it upon a Colt-

Staff, or Hand-Barrow. 1777 Hoole Comcnius' Vis. World
i'ed. 121 84 One can carry as much by thrusting a wheel-
barrow, before him. .as two can carry on a cole-staff. 1822

Imison Sc. <$ Art I. 30 When two draymen carry a barrel

on a coulstafT, to which it is suspended by a chain.

t b. as an appliance in bone-setting. Obs.

1676 Wiseman Chimrg. Treat, vn. v. 488 Instruments
proper for the Reduction of the luxated shoulder are Ladder,
Coulstaffe, Pulleys, Glossocomium, etc. 1683 Sir J. Bram-
ston Antobiog. 297 A bone-setter, .came, .and tryed it with

a coole-staff, which put my Son to extream torture.

f Cowme, obs. f. Coomb 1, sense 3.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 97 Cowme of come, cnmba.
Cowmforte, -fory, obs. fT. Comfort, Com-

FREY.

Cownand, obs. f Covenant.

t Cow - milk. Obs. or dial. Forms : 1 cu
meoloc, 5-7 cowe-. [Cow sbX\ The milk of the

cow ; now cow's milk, cows' milk.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 40 Genim gate geallan . .meng wi5

cu meoluc jif bu wille. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 1 10 Take
floure and cowe mylke. 1528 Paynel Salerne's Regim.
E b, Goottis mylke. .is nat. .so full of curdes and butter as
kowe mylke and shepis mylke is. 1549 Cornel. Scot. vi. 42
Ky mylk Sc 3oue mylk. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 51 Cow-milk,
thus prepared, I judge to be better than Ass-milk.

Cownt-, obs. f. Count-.
Cowntewery : see Counter sb.%

Cownuoie, obs. f. Convoy.
Cownye, obs. Sc. f. Cunye.
Co-work (k^wihik), v. [f. Co- 1 + Work v.]

intr. To work together
;
toco-operate.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vm. ii. {1614) 728 The . . proui-
dence of God co-working in those workes of Nature and
Industrie. 1645 Pagitt Ileresiogr. (ed. 4) 111 All things
co-work for good, i860 Pusey Mitt. Profih. 524 Man co-
working with God.
Hence Co-working vbl. sb. and///, a.

a 1665 J. Goodwin Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 5 The man-
ner of his [God's] co-working in men. a 1684 Leighton
Comm. 1 Pet. i. 2 (1817) Working and coworking grace.

Co-wo'rker. [f. Co- 3 b + Worker.] One
who works together with another ; a co-operator.
a 1643 J. Shute Judgem, Mercy (1645) 105 We are co-

workers with God. a 1653 Gouge Comm. Heb. iv. 8 God
..making men co-workers with himself. 1863 Holland
Lett. Joneses xxi. 308 Work of this character, .establishes
sympathy between the co-workers.

Co-wo rkman, rare. [f. Co- 3 b.] = prec.
1619 Purchas Microcosmus lxiv. 635 Co-workmen with

God. 1626 W. Sclater Exp. 2 T/iess. (1629) 223.

Co-worship : see Co- pref. \.

Cowp, -e, var. Coup vA, 3 ; obs. f. Coop, Cup.

Cow-pa*rsley. [Cow sbA 9.] A name of

the umbelliferous plant Anthriscus {Chserophyl-

lum) sylvestris, wild in Britain, also called Cow-
weed, Wild Chervil or Cicely. (Of recent

origin.)

1776 J. Lightfoot Flora Scot. 1794 Martyn Rousseau's
Bot. xvii. 231 The first [Wild Chervil] vulgarly called Cow-
weed or Cow-parsley, has a smooth streaked stalk. 1800
Sir J. E. Smith Flora Brit. I. 326 Chserophyllum sylvestre,

Smooth Cowparsley, Wild chervil. 1882 Garden 25 Mar.
202/3 The Cow Parsnip and Cow Parsley, are often used in
connection with other large and umbrageous plants.

Cow-pa*rsnip. [Cow j<M 9.]

1. A large umbelliferous plant, Heracleum Sphon-
dylium, wild in Britain : so named by Turner.
1548 Turner Names ofHerbes 76 Sphondilinm . . It may

be called in englishe Cowpersnepe or rough Persnepe. It

groweth in watery middowes and in ranke groundes about
hedges. 1578 Lyte Dodoens IV. Ixvi. 528 Turner calleth it

Cowe Parsnep, or Medo Parsnep. 1579 Langham Gard.
Health (1633) 169 Cowparsnip or Wilde carrat growing in

medows-.Some seethe it in drinke with leuen, and vse it

instead of Ale or Beere. 1882 Garden 6 May 306/2 Cow
Parsnip, .is in no way injurious to animals.

2. Used as a generic name of all species of
Heracleum, e.g. American C, H. lanatum, Giant
C. of Kamtschatka, H. giganteum, etc.

1780 Coxe Russ. Disc. 52 There are no trees upon the
Island ; it produces, however, the cow-parsnip which grows
at Kamtchatka.

t Cowpe. Obs. [app. a. F. coupe, with sense

of L. citpa.'] ? A tub or cask.
C1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 771 Hec nrna, a. cowpe.

1483 Cath. Angl. 79 Cowpe, cnpa. 1622 Malynes Anc.
Lazv-Merch, 72 Onely the Cowpe must find the goodnesse
of Indico by the working of it.

CoW-pe^n, sb. A pen or enclosure for cows.
1635 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Washingtons p. lxxii,

To 11 women 2 days a peece weeding the oates in the
cowpenns. 1688 J. Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 987
As soon as they were set forth of the Cow-pens, they would
fall a feeding. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. VI. Ii. 384 Driven
from time to time into cowpens.

b. Comb. Cowpen-bird (U.S.) = Cow-bird 2 a.

1826 J. Jennings in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1138 There
is a bird in the United States of America, called 'Cowpen'
emberiza pecoris, by Wilson. 1887 C. C. Abbott Waste-
Land Wand. ii. 55 The cowpen-bird, which is never mated,
and for several months in the year deposits fertile eggs in
the nests of other birds.

Cow-pen, v. To pen co'ws upon (a piece of

ground).
1688 J. Clayton Virginia iv. in Phil. Trans. XVII. 979

A fresh piece of Ground . . will not bear Tobacco past two
or three Years, unless Cow-pen'd ; for they Manure their

Ground by keeping their Cattle ..within Hurdles, which
they remove when they have sufficiently dung'd one spot.

Cowper, obs. f. Cooper ; var. Couper.

Cowperian (k«pl>rian), a. Anat. [f. the

name Cotuper + -Ian.] Cozvperian glands : a pair

of glands situated beneath, and with ducts opening
into, the urethra in male Mammalia ; discovered

by the anatomist William Cowper (1666-1 709).

Also called Coivpers glands.
1738 Med. Ess. $ Observ. (ed. 2) IV. 496 He proves the

Gonorrhoea to affect. .Cowper's and Littre's Glands. 1797
M. Baillie Morb. Anat. (1807) 338, I do not recollect to

have seen Cowper's glands diseased. 1888 Ruii.eston &
Jackson A nittt. Life (ed. 2) 36 The glands representing the
Cowperian glands of the male, and known in the female as
the glands of Bartholini or Duverney.
80 Cowperitis [see - itis] , inflammation of

Cowper's glands.

1874 Van Buren Dis. Genii. Org. 77 Cowperitis seems to

occur only in connection with urethral inflammation.

Cow plant. A climbing plant of Ceylon,

Gymnema lactiferum, N.O. Asclepiadcuesz, yield-

ing a milky juice used for food.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 213 The Cow Plant of
Ceylon, .yields a milk of which the Cingalese make use for

food. 1849 Balfour Alan. Bot. (i860) 473. 1854 Adams,
etc. Nat. Hist. 419.

Cowple, Cowpyll(e, obs. if. Couple.
Cowpon, obs. 8c form of Culpox.

Cow-po:x. [Cow sb.
]r

] Also 8-9 -pocks,

with sing. -pock. A vaccine disease which ap-

pears on the teats of cows in the form of vesicles

(pocks) of a blue or somewhat livid colour. It

was established by Dr. Edward Jenner in 179S

that the communication of this to the human
subject by vaccine inoculation (Vaccination) gives

immunity (whole or partial) from the attack of

small-pox.
A single pustule is called a Pock ; the plural pocks taken

as the name of the disease (cf. measles), is conventionally
spelt Pox.
{Rep. Committee Ho. Comm. (1802) XIV. 178 (Witness

stated) It was in the month of May 1780 that Dr. Jenner
first informed him of the particular nature of the cow pox
as a sure preventive of small pox.] 1798 E. Jenner {title),

An Enquiry into the Causes and Effects of the Variola; Vac-
cinas ; a Disease discovered in some of the Western Counties
of England, particularly Gloucestershire, and known by the

name of the Cow-pox. Ibid. 45 The Cow-pox protects the
human constitution from the infection of the small pox.

1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 176 Traditionally, this fact has been
established time immemorial, with regard to the casual
Cow-Pock. 1806 R. Hill (title), Cow-Pock Inoculation
Vindicated. 1851 Ord. <S- Regul. R. Engineers § 27. 125
Women and Children who have not had the Small or Cow-
Pox will not be allowed . . in Barracks. 1866 A. Flint Princ.
Med. (1880) 1042 Cowpox is transferred to man and from
one person to another by the introduction of a virus, and
never, at a distance, by infection.

0. Sometimes called Kine-pox.
1803 E. S. Bowne in Scribner's Mag. II. 171/1, I had had

the Kine Pox. 1868 Lossing Hudson 215 Almost every
soldier was inoculated with the kine-pox.

t Cow*-pOXf v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
vaccinate. Hence f Cow-poxing, vaccination.

*8i$fnscr.on J. Birch's Mouutut.(St. Margaret Pattens,

Eastcheap), The practice of cow-poxing, which first became
general in his day. .he uniformly, and till Death, persever-

mgly opposed. 1829 Cobbett Adv. to Fathers § 263 In
hundreds of instances persons cow-poxed by Jenner him-
self have taken the real small-pox afterwards.

Cow*-quakes. dial. Also cow-quakers.
1. A popular name of Quaking-grass, Driza media.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. 87 Phalaris pratensis is called

also Gramen tremulum . . about Nantwich, Quakers and
Shakers; in some places Cow-quakes. 1690 Ray Synopsis
(Britten & Holl.), Gramen tremulum cow-quakes dictum
producit. 1711 J. Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 380
Great Spanish Cowquakes. a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1752) 280
The cow-quake grass, or gramen tremulum.. is no indica-

tion of poor land. 1777 J. Lightfoot Flora Scot. I. 99
Cow-quakes, Quaking Grass. 1879 in Shropshire Word-bk.

2. According to Halliwell and Wright, a name
in the East of England ofCommon Spurry.

Cowre, var. of Cover v.'z Obs. ; obs. f. Cower.

Cowrie, COWry (kaua'ri). Forms : 7 ^kauret;,

cowrey, cori, 8 cowree, cauri(e, 7-9 courie, 9
couri, -y, cowri, -y, 7- cowrie, cowry. [a.

Hindi and Urdu kauri (kaudi)\—Skr. kaparda,

kapardika.]

1. The porcelain-like shell of a small gastro-

pod, Cypr&a moneta, found abundantly in the

Indian Ocean, and used as money in some parts of

Africa and Southern Asia ; also the animal itself,

b. gen. Any gastropod (or its shell) of the genus

Cyprsea or family Cypr&idx, characterized by their

oval shape, undeveloped spire, and narrow aper-

ture as long as the shell ;
e.g. Cyprxa Europ&a,

the common cowrie of the British coast.

i66z J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's E. hid. 1. (1669) 68 They
[of Guzuratta] also make use of. .certain Shells, which they

call Kaurets. 1678 J. Phillips Tavemier's Trav. Ittd.

1. ii. 22 Their other small Money are the little Shells
which they call Cori. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 273 The
small Shells, called Cowries, which pass for Money to Ben-
gale and other places. 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E.
Ind. I. xxviii. 347 Their Trade is chiefly from a small
Shell-fish called Courie. c 1813 Mrs. Sherwood Ayah
Lady i. 9 She wanted a few cowries to buy khauna. 1857
Wood Common Obj. Seashore ii. 22 The little shell .. is

one of the cowries. 1884 Miss North Lett, from Sey-
chelles in Pall Mall G. 21 Jan. iY.), A lovely cowrie two
inches long, like mottled tortoise-shell.

2. attrib., as in cow7'ie-shell.

1817 Colehrookic Algebra 1 Twice ten cowry shells are a
cdcint. 1875 Jevons Money (1878) 24 Cowry shells .. have
long been used in the East Indies as small money.
Cowrie pine : see Kauri.
Cowrse, obs. f. Coarse, Course.
Cowrtchis, obs. pi. of Cuhch.
Cowrte, -youre, obs. ff. Court, Courtier.
Cowrteby, var. of Courtepy Obs., short coat.

Cowsehote, -scot, -shot, obs. ff. Cushat.

t Cow-Shard. Obs. Also 6 -sherd, -shed,
6- 7- sheard. [f. Cow sb. 1 + Shard, var. of Sharn.]
Cow-dung ; a cow-turd.
1579 Gosson Sen. Abuse (Arb.)ig The Scarabe flies ouer

many a sweete flower, and li^htes in a cowshard. 1592
Greene Def. Conny Catch. (1859) 49 The beetle that . . at

night takes up his lodging in a cowsherd. 1599 Chapman
Hum. Dayes Mirth VVks. (1873) I. g6(,D. Blind as a beetle

..that in cowsheds fall. 1626 Hacon Sylva § 775 Turf
and Peat and Cow-sheards are cheap Fewels.

t Cow*-sh.arH. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 -shorn,

7-9 -shorn, 9 -scairn, -shairn. [f. Cow sb. [ +
Sharn :—OE. scearn dung.] Cow-dung.
162Z H\ Burton Descr. Leic. (1777' 2 in Leicester Gloss.,

The want of wood and fuel for fire, for which the inhabitants

are constrained . . to make use of . . straw, cow-shcrn, and
such like, a 1697 Aubrey Wilts Royal Soc. MS. 168

(Halliw.) Hartflies. .bred out of the dung of the deer, as

beetles are out ofcowshorne. 1808 R. Anderson Cumberld.
Ball. (1819) 63 Ann, git cow-scairn . . Nowt nicks a pultess

better. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Cow-shorn or Ccnu-sharn, the

leavings of the cow. Wilbraham's Gloss. 1820-6.

Cow-skin.
1. The skin of a cow (when stripped off) ; the

same dressed as a mat, a covering for trunks, or the

like. Also attrib.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair i, With a very small and
weather-beaten old cow's-skin trunk.

2. Leather made of the skin of the cow or ox.

3. A whip of raw hide ; —Cow-hide 3.

1822 Cobbett Rur. Rides (18S5 1 I. 87 He belaboured him
with the 'cowskin'. 1864 W. Whitby Amer. Slav. 187

The man who wields the blood-clotted cow-skin.

Hence Cow-skin v., to flog with a cow-skin.
a 1849 Poe W. E.ChanningWks. 1864 III. 239 Napoleon
Buonaparte Jones . . is cowskinned with perfect regularity

five times a month.

Cowslip (kau-slip). Forms : 1 cuslyppe,
cusloppe, 4-6 couslop(pe, 5 cowslope, -slowpe,

-slyppe, cowe-, couslyppe, cowyslepe, (cow-
slek), 5-6 cowslop(pej 6 couslip, couslape,

6-7 cowslippe, 6- cowslip. [OE. cti-slyppe, app.

f. cu cow + slyppe viscous or slimy substance, i.e.

'cow-slobber' or 'cow-dung* (cf. G. kuh-scheisse

as a plant-name in Grimm); the variant form in

-sloppe, -slop may be compared with ME. sloppe,

sloppy or wet place, and slops : see Slop sb. and z'.]

1. The common name of Primula veris, a well-

known wild plant in pastures and grassy banks,

blossoming in spring, with drooping umbels of

fragrant yellow flowers. Also called Paigle.

ciooo Saxon Leechd. II. 326 Wyrc gode wensealfe ; nim
wudu merce . . cu slyppan. .gecnuca ealle. c 1000 AZl/ric's

Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 135/26 Brittannica, cusloppe. 01387
Sinon. Barthoi. (Anecd. Oxon.) 23 Herbapara lists, couslop.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 99 Cowslope, herbe [Pynson, cowslek,

or cowslop], herba petri, herba paralisis, ligustra. c 1450
Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 586/44 Glustrum, cowslyppe. 1579
Spenser S/teph. Cat. Apr. 141 Daffadowndillies, And cou-

slips, and kingcups. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb. I 36

There growes . -The cowsloppe, the primrose, and the violet.

1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 89 In a Cowslips bell, I lie.
_
1663

Pepys Diary 26 April, Beyond into the fields, gathering of

cowslipps. 1740 Somebville Hobbinol 1. 101 The tufted

Cowslips breathe their faint Perfumes. 1860 Gosse Rom.
Nat. Hist. 6 Tall and luxuriant cowslips.

b. In U. S. commonly applied to the Marsh
Marigold. 1856 A. Gray Manual Bot. U.S. 11.

2. Applied with qualifying words to various

plants resembling the common cowslip. a.

American Cowslip, Dodecatheon Meadia (N. O.
/rimulacem), with umbels of large rose-purple or

white flowers, found in woods in N. America, b.

French, or Mountain C, the Auricula {Primula
Auricula .. G. C. of Jerusalem, Jerusalem 0.,

the Lungwort, Pulmonaria officinalis (N. O. Bora-

ginacex) ; also called C. of Bedlam, Bedlam C.
t

Bugloss-C. f d. Our Lady's Cowslip, the

Yellow Star-of-Bethlehem {Gagea lutea, N. O.

Liliacevd). e. Virginian C, Mertensia or Pulmo-
naria virginica (Treas. Bot ).

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Bulbus sylvestris, our ladies

couslapes. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 125 We call it in English
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Sage of Jerusalem and Cowslip of Jerusalem, c l6ao T.
Robinson M. Magd. 324 With Couslips of Hierusalem so

nice, Sweet Eglantine, and cloues of Paradise. 16*9

Parkinson Parodist in Sole (1656) 240 They [Primula
Auricula} are called by divers women French cowslips.

1676 Beal in Phil. Trans. XL 587 Cowslips of Jerusalem,

peculiar to mitigate Hectical fevers. 1866 Treas. Bot. 421

The well-known American Cowslip, Dodecatheon^Meadia,
grows in woods in the warmer parts of North America. Ibid.

940 The Pulmonaria formerly held a place.. under the

country name of Jerusalem Cowslip. 1879 Prior Plant-n.,

Cowslip, French- or Mountain-, Primula Auricula.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as cowslip-bell, -bud, -cheek,

garland, -spangled adj. ; cowslip-ball, a ball of

cowslip-blossoms, often made by children ; cow-
slip-peep, -pip, a cowslip-blossom {dial.) ; cow-
slip tea, a drink made by infusion of the flowers

of the cowslip ; also formerly a name for a variety

of green tea (quot. 1796); t cowslip-water, a

decoction made from cowslips, used medicinally ;

cowslip wine, wine made from cowslip-blossoms.
1834 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1.(1863) 28 We will make

a 1COwslip-bftll. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 82 'Cowslip
buds, so early peeping. 1590 Shaks, Mids. N. v. i. 359
These Lilly Lips, this cherry nose. These yellow "Cowslip
cheekes. 1794 Southey Wat Tyler I, Your friend .

.

Wreathed me this 'cowslip garland for my head. 1821

Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 29 Folks tell me that the May's in

flower, That *cowslip-peeps are fit to pull. 1835 — Rural
Muse 36 In the cowslip-pips .. Five spots appear. 1840

Mrs. Norton Dream 238 Pleasant walks through "cowslip-

spangled meads. 1796 Hull Advertiser 30 Jan. 1/2 Super-

fine "Cowslip Tea, 14J. per lb. 1859 Mrs. Gatty Aunt
Judy's Tales 49 Aunt Judy had got beyond the age when
cowslip tea was looked upon as one of the treats of life.

i6ij J. Webster White Divel L b, *Couslep-water is good
for the memorie. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr.
(17781 325 To make "Cowslip Wine. 1860 Geo. Eliot
Mill on Fl. 1. vi, Ways of., making the cowslip wine.

Cowslip'd, cowslipt (kan-riipt), a. [f.

prec. + -ED ».] Covered or adorned with cowslips.

1794 Southey Wat Tyler 1, The western gale Sweeps
along the cowslip'd dale. 1821 Keats Lamia 1. 6 Cow-
sliped lawns.

Cow8sing, obs. f. Cushion.
Cowt, dial. f. Colt.

t Cow-tail. Obs. The bushy tail of the Tibetan

Yak used as a whisk ; = Chowky.
1671 tr. Bcmier's Voy. 84 (Y. ) These Elephants have then

also, .certain Cow-tails, .hanging at their Ears like great

Mustachoes. 1774 W. Hastings in Markham Tibet [i&76)B

Cattle which bear what are called cowtails. x8»7 [see

Chowry). 1840 H. H. Wilson Vishnu-purdna (1868) IV.

276 Yasoda. .waved over him a cow-tail brush.

Cowter, var. Coutere, armour for the elbow.

Cowthe, obs, f. could (see Can v. 1
), Couth.

Cowther, var. of Quither v. Obs., to tremble,

to be ' all of a shake'.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stnffe in Harl. Misc. VI. 180 (D.)

Plautus in his Rudens bringeth in fishermen cowthring and
quaking.

Cow'-thistle. Herb. [See Cow sbA 9.] A
name applied by early herbalists to a common
species of thistle, Cardutis lanceolatus or C. palus-

Iris.

Later writers sometimes use the word as a synonym of

Sow-thistle, and esrj. of Sonchus alpinus {Mulgedium) the

Illue Alpine Sow-thistle.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Scolymos. .Some take it to be
Cowthistle. 1578 Lyte Dotioens iv. lxxi. 535 Cooper
calleth this [Wild Thistle] Wild Artichoke and Cowthistel.

1605 Breton /pray you Wks. (1879' 6 (D.) Like a mare that

were knapping on a cow-thistle. 183a Veg. Subst. Food 191

The Cow-Thistle iSonchus alpinus) . . grows spontaneously
in Northumberland . . The stem, which is milky, is peeled
and eaten raw by the Laplanders.

CoW-tree. [transl. Tg.palo de vaca."]

1. A South American tree, Brosimum Galacto-

dendron (called by Humboldt G. utile), N. O. Arlo-

carpaceie, abounding in a juice closely resembling

the milk of the cow both in appearance and
quality, which is obtained by incision into the

trunk, and is an important article of food.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 95 The famous Cow Tree
. .of South America, which yields a copious supply of a rich

and wholesome milk. 1866 Treas. Bot. 171 The Cow-tree
. .yields a milk of as good quality as that from the cow.

2. Subsequently applied to other trees yielding a

milky juice ; e.g. the Cow-tree of Para, Mimusops
data, N. O. Sapotacca ; of British Guiana, Taber-

mvmontana utilis.

1863 Bates Nat. Amazon ii. (1864) 38 The Massaranduba,
or Cow-tree . . producing from its bark a copious supply of

milk as pleasant to drink as that of the cow.

Cow-turd. Now vulgar or dial. A clot of

cow-dung (e.g. in a pasture).

c 1485 Digby Myst. 11. 101 Butt in a cow tord dyd ye
slyde. 1547 Boorde Brev. Health exciv. 68 Use local

playsters, and among al other thynges a hote cowe toorde is

nat the worste. 1585 Lloyd Trcas. Health Nj, Take a

drye coutord. 1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Anglo-Lai. 172.

trans/. 1637 Bastwick Litany 11. 21 The Prelates, .put

vp their fingers to their Foure-Square Cowturds, and giue

him a nod with the head.

2. Comb, cow-turd-bob, the larva of a beetle

found in cow-dung, used by anglers as a bait ; so

cow-turd-fly.
1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. iv. § 10 (1689) 30. 1684

R. H. Sch. Recreat. 162 Flics proper for every Month..

For May. the Peacock- fly, the Cow-lady, the Cow-turd fly.

1798 Sporting Mag. XL 246 Cow-turd bob, or Clap-bait,

found under a cow-turd.

Cowuele, obs. f. Cowl sb?
Cowurs, Cowurt, obs. ff. Course, Court.

Cow-weed. Herb. [See Cow sb. 1 9.] Wild
Chervil or Cow-parsley (Anthriscus sylvestris).

J744 Watson in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 21 They first

gather'd me the Cicutaria vulgaris of John Bauhin, or Cow-
weed. 1761 Ibid. LII. 90 The Cicutaria vulgaris of the

botanists, .in some parts of England is called cow-weed,

in others wild cicely. 1777 J. Lichtpoot Flora Scot. (1792)

I. 167 Chaerophyllum sylvestre. Wild cicely or cow-weed.

Cow-wheat. Herb. [From the prevalence

of the species Melampyrum arvense in wheat fields,

where its black seeds are apt to be mixed with

the grain : hence Gr. utXatinvpov 1 black wheat ' ;

the Eng. name answers to med.L. triticum vac-

cinum or bovinum,\'x. bledevache, Ger. kuhweizen,

in 1 6th c. kuweyssen tDodoens\ Du. kocweyte

(Kilian) : cf. CowjA.1 Q ]

1. A plant, Melampyrum arvense, N. O. Scro-

phulartaceee, which grows in corn-fields in the E.

and S. of England, and in the Isle of Wight.

Sometimes distinguished from other species as

Purple Cow-wheat.
1578 Lyte Dodoens n, xiv. 163 Horse floure, or Cowe

wheate.-hath a straight stemme. 1597 Gerakdf. Herbal
1. Ixviii. 91 The seed of cow wheat raiseth up fumes.

2. Extended as a book-name to the other species

of Melampyrum, as Crested Cow-wheat (M. crista-

tum). Meadow Cow-wheat {M. pratense), Wood
Cow-wheat {M. sylvaticum).

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. lxix. 91 Red leafed wild Cow
wheat. 1756 Sir J. Hill Herbal 123 Cow-wheat, Melam-
pyrum. Ine flower consists of a single petal, and ap-

proaches to the labiated shape. 1854 S. Thomson Wild fl.

ill. (ed. 4) 223 We can scarce miss the yellow corollas of the

Melampyrum pratense, or common cow-wheat.

3. Locally applied to the Yellow Rattle, A'hin-

anthus Crista-galli.

So in S. W. Cumberland (Britten and Holland).

Cowyne, obs. Sc. form of Coffin.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mathias 49, Of spechis a cowyne pa
mad til hyme met.

Cox (kpks), sb. colloq. Abbreviation of Cox-
swain.
Mod. The cox of the Trinity boat.

Cox, v. colloq. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To act

as cox or coxswain to (a boat) ; also intr.

Mod. The man who coxed his college boat.

Cox, var. of cock's : see Cock ji.8

1667 Dryden Sir M. Mar-all in. i, By Coxbones.

Cox, var. of Cokes Obs., fool, and of Coxe.

II Coxa (kpksa). PI. coxas. [L.;-hip.]
1. Anal. The hip, haunch, or hip-joint; 'also

applied to the ischium and to the coccyx ' (Syd.

Soc. Lex.).
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Coxa, the Hip, or Haunch, the

Joynt of the Hip, the Huckle-bone. 1754-64 Smellie
Midwif. I. Introd. 34 The legs must be amputated at the

Coxa.

2. Zool. The joint by which the leg is articulated

to the body in insects, arachnida, and Crustacea.

i8j6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1828) IV. 185 One of the

rotators of the anterior coxa. 1814 M«Murtrie Cuvier's

Anim. Kingd. 288 The first articulation, which attaches the

foot to the body, .is called the coxa, or hip. 1877 Huxley
Anat. Inv. Anim. vii. 405 The first sternum is.. largely

hidden by the coxx of the metathoracic limbs.

Coxal ikfksal), a. [f. prec. + -al.] Pertaining

to the coxa : a. pertaining to the hip or hip-

joint ; b. pertaining to the coxa of insects, etc.

1853 Eneycl. Brit. III. 12/1 Ossa innominata, coxal or

haunch-bones. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vi 332

Thecoxaljoint of the antenna 1878 Bartley tr. Topinards
Anthrop. 1. 36 The iliac, or coxal bone.

Coxa gra Pathol. [Gr. dypa catching, trap, after

podagra trap for the feet, Jig. gout], pain in the

hip. Coxa lgla [Gr. -aA-yi'o pain], Coxa ltfy [K.

coxalgie'], pain in the hip-joint ; disease of the hip-

joint. Coxa lgic [cf. F. coxalgique] a., pertaining

to or affected with coxalgia. Coxarthri'tis [Ar-

thkitis], gout in the hip ; coxitis.

1859 ToddOc/. Anat. V. 208/1 Caries and necrosis of the

pelvic bones . . chiefly occur as the consequences of coxalgia.

1890 Daily News 28 Nov, 6/6 A child affected with painless

coxalgia. Ibid. 25 Nov. 6/1 Coxalgie patients . . unable

to walk even upon crutches. 1851-60 Mavne Exp. Lex.

237/1 Pain in the hip-joint ; hip-joint disease . . coxalgy.

t Co'xbody. [cf. Cock sb.**] (See quot.)

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xvii, That the Pages of the

Palace might play upon it [the pavement] with their dice

or at the game of coxoody.

Coxcomb (kp kskffum). [ = Cockscomb.]

f 1. A cap worn by a professional fool, like a

cock's comb in shape and colour ; = Cockscomb

a. Obs.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 24 He . . shall striue for a cox.

come, and thriue as a daw. 1596 Shaks. 7Vi»r. Shr. 11. i.

226 What is your Crest, a Coxcombe 1 1605 — Lear 1. iv.

116 Fool. If thou follow him, thou must needs weare my
Coxcombe.

t 2. A ludicrous appellation for the head ; =
Cockscomb 3. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. i. 57 The skinne is good for your
broken Coxcombe. 1601 — Twel. N. v. L 193 If a bloody
coxcombe be a hurt, you haue hurt me. 1624 Ford Sun's
Darling 111. i, The knight broke his coxcomb. 1694
Southerne Fatal Marr. 1. i, To score him over the Cox-
comb. 1704 W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I.

i8t Where each one drank a lusty dose His Stupid Cox-
combe to dispose To form the accusation. 1866 Kingsley
Hereto. II. xiv. 242 Who may have seen them come in.,
with bleeding coxcombs.

3. A fool, simpleton {obs.) ; now, a foolish, con-
ceited, showy person, vain of his accomplishments,

appearance, or dress ; a fop ;
' a superficial pre-

tender to knowledge or accomplishments ' (J.).
1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 147 His looke like a coxcombe,

vp puffed with pride. 1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb. 1.

(1586) 2 It were the part of a madman or a coxcome to
runne headlong without any profite into danger. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V, iv. L 79. 1604 — Oth. v. ii. 234 Oh murd'rous
Coxcombe, what should such a Foole Do with so good a
wife? 1667 Pepys Diary (1879' IV. 236 A vain coxcomb
he is, though he sings and composes so well, a 1674
Clarendon Hist. Reb. xvi. (1843)867/2 Oliver, .was a brave
fellow.. but that Richard, that coxcomb.. was surely the
basest fellow alive. 171a Arbuthnot J. Bull m. vi, I told

him, ' He was a coxcomb, always pretending to be wiser
than his companions !

' 1765 Goldsh. Double Transform.

54 Fond to be seen she kept a bevy Of powdered coxcombs
at her levy. 1803 Mackintosh De/. Peltier Wks. 1846 III.

259 Those shallow, atheistical coxcombs whom his satire was
intended to scourge. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Char.
Wks. (Bohn) II. 58 The youn^coxcombs of the Life Guards,

f b. Applied to a woman. Obs.

1634 Massincer Very Woman ill. ii, Cuculo. You tried

my wife. Alas ! you thought she was foolish . . you have
not found it. Pedro. I have found a pair of coxcombs. 1753
Fielding Amelia vn. iv, [Mrs. Bennet speaking] Latin.,

said [my aunt] had made me a downright coxcomb.

f4. As a name of various plants; = Cocks-
comb 5.

1578 [see Cockscomb gal 1678 Phillips, Coxcomb, a sort

,
of Herb, otherwise called Yellow Rattle. 1756 Sir J. Hill
Herbal 119 Coxcomb, Pedicularis. The flower consists of
a single petal, and approaches to the labiated kind.

t 5. ? A kind of lace with an edging like a cock's

comb. Obs.

1693 Lond. Gas. No. 2862/4 A Point Nightrail 3 quarters

deep, middle-siz'd flowers and Coxcomb loops. 1760 C.

Johnston Ckrysal xL 1
» . To trim his light grey frock with

a silver edging of coxcomb.

6. altrtb. and Comb. a. simple atlrib.

178a J. Warton Ess. Pope II. xn. 309 The conceit of
coxcomb-pyes and coxcombs, sink it "below the original.

1794 Mathias Pure. Lit. (1798) 327 Tir'd and jadedwilh
the coxcomb strains. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. vi. 111.

{67. 111. 326 The easy dupes of coxcomb manners from the

court. 1848 Clough Amours de Voyage 1. 144 In cox-

comb exultation, Here in the garden I walk.

b. Comb., as coxcomb-hunting; coxcomb-proof

adj. ; f coxcomb-bird, a parrot.

t68i Otway Soldier's Fort. in. i, One would imagine you
were gone a coxcomb-hunting by this time. 1763 Rowe
Ulyss. Prol. 1. 18 She was coxcomb proof. 1731 Pope
Cobham 5 The coxcomb Bird, so talkative and grave.

Hence various nonce-wds. Coxcoiuba titles, //.

things coxcombical. Co icombess, a female cox-
'' comb. Coxcombhood, the condition or status of

a coxcomb. Coxcomby a., belonging to or

characteristic of a coxcomb.
1831 Mrs. Trollope Dom. Mann. Amer. xxx. (1839) 281

Nick nacks, bronzes, busts, cameos, and alabaster vases.

.

in short, all the coxcomalities of the drawing-room. 18*7

Lamb Let. to Barton 4 Dec, Would to the fifth heaven

I

no coxcombess had invented Albums ! 1845 Blaclrtv. Mag.
LVIII. 243 In the potent prime of coxcombhood, 1885//'/./.

641/2 A costume condemned as coxcomby.

CoxCOmbic k^kskJiumik, -kp'mik), a. [1.

prec. + -ic.] = next.

1784 Morning Post, Its greatest beauties have been

selected and condemned with all the assurance of cox-

combic pcrtness, 1830 Eraser's Mag. 1 . 568 The coxcombic

I strut, the ignorant pretence and shallow senselessness,

of some, .writers.

Coxco mbical, a. Also coxoomical. [f. as

prec. + -al.]

1. Of the nature of or resembling a coxcomb

;

I
foolishly conceited ; foppish.

1716 Rowe Biter 11. i, Such a.. whimsical coxcomical..

kind of a Husband. 1749 Mrs. Delany Li/e >t Corr. (i860
' II. 524 She is a little coxcombical, and affects to be learned.

1820 Examiner No. 633. 345/ 1 Some coxcombical bookseller

. ..introduced the fashion. 1851 Dickens Bleak Ho. xviii,

He is . . the most coxcomical and utterly brainless ass I

2. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a cox-

comb.
1770 Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary, He. .assumed a cox-

[
combical assurance and indolence joined. 18*0 Scott

I Monast. xiv, That singularly coxcomical work, called

Euphues and his England. 1844 Kinglake Eothen viii.

(1878) 123 A curiously coxcombical lisp. 1861 T. A. Trol-

lope La Beata I. iv. 76 The tirade.. was only one part

coxcombical to three parts satirical.

Hence Coxcomblca lity, coxcombical quality or

act. Coxco mbically adv., in a coxcombical

manner, like a coxcomb.
1766 Wesley Wks. (1872) XII. 308 Cure him of his cox-

comicality, and he may do good. 1834 H. C. Robinson

Diary III. 53 Not the least of his coxcombicalities. ^1763

Byrom Remarks (R.), This coxcombically mingling Of
rhymes, unrhyming, interjingling. 1835 Blackw. Mag.

XXXVII. 434 Your creatures who prate coxcombically of

belonging to the juste milieu.
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tCo'xcombing, vbl. sb. nonce-ivd. The
making a coxcomb or fool {of). Cf. fooling.

1664 Let. in Rep. Comm. Hist. MSS. VII. 484 Sir R. T..

.

if all be true, made a very coxcoming of Prynne.

Coxcornbity. rare. [See-iTY.] = Coxcombry
2,2 b.

< 1680 Aubrey Lett. Emin. Persons (1813) II, 537 Our
present writers reflect so much upon particular persons, and
coxcombekies, that 20 yeares hence they will not be under-

stood. 1854 Knight Once upon a Time II. 140 Inferior

masters paint coxcombities that had no relation to universal

modes of thought or action.

+ Co'XCOmbly, Obs. Also 7 cockscombly.
[f. Coxcomb + -ly *J Resembling, or of the nature

of, a coxcomb ,* characteristic of a coxcomb or fop.

1585 Lupton Thous. Notable Th. (1675) 276 You cox-

combly knave, said he, it is a Mill. 1611 Beaum & Fl. i

Maid's Frag. 1. ii, My looks terrify them, you coxcombly
ass, you ! 1662-3 Pepys Diary 8 Mar., The fellow would
not be known, which my Lord imputed to his coxcombly
humour. 1739 Cibber Apol. (1756) I. 124 With all the true i

coxcombly spirit and humour that the. .character required.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xvi, Go . . and may I never see
'

thy coxcombly face again.

Hence tCoxconibliness.
1765 J. Hoadly in Garrick's Corr. (1831) I. 185, 1 thought

that Dodd was deficient even in coxcombliness in the part \

of Lord George Brilliant.

Coxcombry (kp-ksk^mri). [f. as prec. + -by.]

T 1. Foolishness, foolery. Obs.

1608 Middleton Trick in. iv, Thou kitchen-stuff-drab of
j

heggary, roguery and cockscombry.

2. The action, behaviour, or manner character-

istic of a coxcomb ;
foppery.

1774 Westm. Mag. II. 348 Our spunk of valour is de-

generated into coxcombry. 1828 Macaulay Misc. Writ.
(i860) I. 245 The solemn coxcombry of Pinkerton. 1857
Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. I. xxii. 82 Military coxcombry

|

and ignorance were always at work in India. 1870 R. B.
j

Brough Marston Lynch x. 82 Attired in a nautical suit of

ineffable coxcombry.

b. (witha and//.) A trait or characteristic of a

coxcomb; a thing in which foppery is embodied.
1792 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 16 There was no great

appearance of trade in the city, except in coxcombries and
j

gewgaws. 1793 Ibid. No. 58 He. .must even introduce his

coxcombries, affectations, and eccentricities into, .the pulpit
I

1832 L. Hunt Sir R. Esher (1850) 367 Unless it be a
coxcombry in me, still, to say so. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps
iv. § 34. 124 A perfection, .which by itself, and regarded in

itself, is an architectural coxcombry. 1878 Morley Diderot
I. 137 Some of the coxcombries of literary modishness.

3. Coxcombs collectively.

1818 Byron BefPo Ixxv, Of coxcombry's worst cox-

combs e'en the pink. 1823 — Island n. xiv, No babbling
crowd Of coxcombry in admiration loud.

t Coxe, COX. Obs. rare. =Coxa.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 176 Of woundis in be haunche,

and of be coxe, of be knee, and of boonis of be feet. Ibid.

227 Of an enpostym of be haunche & of be cox.

Coxe, obs. form of Coax, Cokes.
Coxen, obs. form of Coxswain.

II Coxe'Udix. PI. coxendices. [L., f. coxa.]

The hip or hip-bone ; also the ischium, the ilium.

1615 Crooke Body of Man 344 Their Coxendices are

distracted and parted asunder. 1727-51 Chambers Cycl.

Anat. Table Fig. in. 16-19 Os Innominatum or Coxendix.
1866 Blackwood Crad. Noivell xxxiv. (1883)207 A dahlia

whose stake had gone through his waistcoat-back and
grazed his coxendix or something.

Coxitis (kf?ksoi-tis). Pathol, [f. Coxa + -itis.]

Inflammation of the hip-joint.

1878 A. Hamilton Nerv. Dis. 59 Two cases supervened
upon chronic coxitis.

Co'xless, a. [f. Cox sb.] - Coxswainless.
1890 Pall Mall G. 28 Oct. 7/1 Seven colleges are putting

on crews for the coxless fours.

Coxocerite (kfksfrserait). Zool. [f. L. coxa

hip + Gr. fecp-as horn +- -ite.] 1 The basal segment

of the antenna in Crustacea * {Syd. Soc. LexT).

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 314 An imperfect

basal joint, produced into a prominent cone, perforated

behind and internal to its apex ; here called coxocerite.

Hence Coxoceritic a., pertaining to the coxo-

cerite.

Coxo-fe'moral, a. Anat. [f. L. coxa hip +
femur,femor- thigh,femordl-is of or pertaining to

the thigh.] Pertaining to the coxa or ilium and
the femur ; ilio-femoral.

1831 R. Knox C'loo net's Anat. 173 The coxo-femoral and
scapulo-humeral articulations.

Coxon, obs. form of Coxswain.

Coxopodite Qzpksp-podsit). Zool. [f. L. coxa

hip + Gr. iro5- foot + -ite.] The basal joint which
connects the limbs to the body in the Arthropoda,

esp. the Crustacea.
1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 94 The abdominal legs.,

consist each of seven joints . . the proximal joint is known as

the 'coxopodite'. 1880 Huxley Crayfish iv. 143 A very
short basal joint, the coxopodite.

Hence Coxopoditic a., pertaining to the coxo-

podite.
1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888 Rolleston &_ Jackson

Anim. Life 182 The structures known as coxopoditic setae.

Coxswain, cockswain (k^ksw^'n, ty-ks'n\

Also 5 cok-, koke-; 7-8 coxon, coxen. [f. Cock
sb$ ship's boat + Swain ; cf. boatswain. The
spelling coxswain (which would more logically be

Vol. II.

coxwain, since cox - cocks) has in the present

century quite established itself in ordinary use.

Thence also the familiar abbreviation Cox, and
yd. to cox.] The helmsman of a boat ; the person
on board ship having permanent charge of a boat
and its crew, of which he has command unless a
superior officer is present.
In a man-of-war the Captain's coxsivain, who has charge

of the captain's boat and attends his person, ranks high
among petty_ officers; the Admiral's coxswain in a flag-

ship ranks still higher.

a. 1463 Mann. Househ. Exp. 219 Gevyn . . to the
cokswaynne in almesce, j. d. 1481-90 Howard Househ.
Bks. (Roxb). 68, I toke the kokeswayne of the Mary xx. d.

1633 T. James Voy. 82 The Cock-swaine and his Ging
fetcht them. 1724 Lond. Gaz. No. 6289/1 A handsome
Barge, with a Cockswain and 12 Men. 1842 F. Cooper
Jack d Lantern I. 157 'Bad fig', sputtered Jacques,
1 Raoul's cockswain '.

(3. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 5 The Cox-
swaine is to haue a choyce gang to attend the Skiffe, to go
to and againe as occasion commandeth. 1748 Anson's Voy.

in, ix. 399 The boat's crew . . were in number eighteen and
the Cocxswain. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (ed. 6) I. vi.

219 The captain placed at my disposal his own coxswain.
y. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 35 The Coxon

hath.. 3 [shares]. 1660 Petys Diary 24 Apr., The Coxon
of the Vice-Admiral came for me. 1708 Mottelx Rabelais
iv. xxiv. (1737) 100 Here, Coxen, get the Ladder over the

Gunnel. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Cockswain
or Coxen, the officer who manages and steers a boat.

Hence Co*xswainless a., without a coxswain.

Co'xswainship, skill in steering.

1882 Standard 20 July 2/8 The Thames Cup, for Cox-
wainless Fours. 1886 Pall Mall G. 10 July, There were
singularly few mistakes made in the coxswainless races.

1885 Bell's Life 15 June 3/7 [They] lost their opportunity
through bad coxswainship.

Coxy, var. of Cocksy.
1728 Ramsay Gen. Mistake 199 Yon little coxy wight

that makes sic wark With tongue and gait.

Coxygeal, erroneous var. of Coccygeal.

t Coy (koi), sb.1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 6-7

quoy(e. [a. Du. kooi, formerly coye, in same
sense, a parallel form to MDu. comae — MHG.
kouwe, kouwe :—WGer. cawia, cauwia, a. L. cavea

hollow, enclosure, Cage.]
1. A place constructed for entrapping ducks or

other wild-fowl ; a Decoy.
1621 [see Coy-duck]. 1634-5 Brereton Trav. ^1844) 3
A convenient place in the remotest part of the marsh for a

coy. Ibid. 172 He advised me . . to bring a spring into my
coy. a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11. 133(0.) Until the

great mallard be catch't in the coy. a 1825 in Forby Voc.

E. Anglia. 1877 in Gloss. Holdemess 46. 1877 E. Pea-
cock N. W. Line. Gloss., Coy, a decoy for taking wildfowl.

2. A lobster-trap. dial.

1733 in W. Rye Cromer (i88g> 72 In 1733 Richard Ellis.

.

granted licences to erect 1 lobster coys' off Cromer, a 1825

Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Coy . .2. A coop for lobsters.

3. = Coy-duck. Also Jig.

1629 Gaulh Holy Madn. 381 His mony flies out (like

Stales or Quoyes) to fetch in more. 1659 Lady Alimony
in, vii, I have most fortunately made their pages ourcoyes.

4. attrib. and Comb., as coy-bird, -dog, -house,

-man, -pool. Also Coy-duck.
1634-5 Brereton Trav. (1844) 44 John my coyman re-

ported it. Ibid. 171 (Bridgewater) About half a mile hence

is Orion's coy, which is placed near a highway. This is a
large spacious coy-pool. .There are five pipes in this coy as

in mine. Ibid. 172 None so little, nor seeming so nimble

as my coy-dogs. Ibid., The coy-house is larger than mine.

1639 Saltmarshe Pract. Policy 54 They_ will invite a

returne of their like, and as quoy favours bring home more
of their kinde to you. 1657 M * Lawrence Use Pract.

Faith 534' The Devil hath his coy-birds .. to draw others

into his net.

f Coy, sb.2 Obs.-1 [Seems to go with Coy v.2 :

but may be from Coy z>.
1

] Encouragement of an

animal by clapping the hands or the like.

a 1400 Octonian 1344 No man may on that stede ryde But

a bloman be hym bysyde . . For he hym maketh . . A nyse

coye [rime Trove]..The coye ys with hys handys two,

Clappynde togedre to and fro.

t Coy, sb$ Obs. [a. F. coy 1 a sinke or as

fosse coye ' a priuie, jakes, house of office Cotgr.

(lit.
* quiet or retired ditch \)] ? A sink.

1620 Markham Farew. Husb. (1625) 68 You shal in the

lowest part of the ground (either ioyning vpon some other

spoyled ground, or vpon the Sea wall or banke) place a Coy
which may either cast the water into the other ground, or

else ouer the wall and banke into the Sea.

Coy (koi), a. Forms : 4-6 coie, koie, 5-6 koy,

5 koye, 6 Sc. quoy(e, 4- coy. [a. F. coi (fern.

coite) earlier quei = Pr. qttetz :-L. *quetus, from

quietus at rest, still, quiet.]

f 1. Quiet, still. Chiefly in to bear, hold, keep

{oneself) coy. Obs.

c 1330 R. Brunne (1810) 281 Cambinhoy beres him coy.

C1380 Sir Femmb. 2286 Roland cryede an he3..Many

sarsynz ban huld hem coye. ci45° Merlin 318 His

felowes . . were stille and koy that seiden not o worde. 1535

Stewart Cron. Scot. II- 54° Rycht closlie than tha held

thame all full quoy. a 1560 Rolland Crt. Vetius iv 163

The court was Coy, commandit was silence. X63Z i.ith-

gow Trav. iv. (1682) 158 Their Superiours, before whom
they, .keep great silence, and are wonderful coy dunng the

time of their presence,

f b. of things. Obs.

1513 Douglas Mneis it. ix. 80 Secrete throwgangis ar

schawin, wont to be quoy. 1593 Drayton Eclogues vii. 43
These things beene all to coy for mee, Whose youth is spent
in jollity.

•fc. Cf. a quiet hint.

1579 Lyly Euphnes (Arb.) 52 Euphues, though he per-
ceiued hir coy nippe, seemed not to care for it.

2. Not demonstrative
;

shyly reserved or re-

tiring.

a. Of a person. Displaying modest backwardness
or shyness (sometimes with emphasis on the dis-

playing) ; not responding readily to familiar ad-

vances ; now esp. of a girl or young woman.
c 1386 Chaucek Clerk's Prol. 2 Ye ryde as coy and stille

as dooth a mayde Were newe spoused, sittynge at the bord.

c 1440 /'romp. Parv. 86 Coy, or sobyr, sobrius, modestus.
1562 J. Hlywooo Proi>. f,- Kpigr. (18671 43 She was to them,
as koy as a crokers mare. 1592 Shaks. Ven. 3- Ad. 96
"I'is but a kiss I beg: why art thou coy? i6zz Wither
Philarete, fuven. (1633) 669 That coy one in the winning,
Proves a true one being won. 1704 Pope Windsor For. 19
As some coy nymph her lover's warm address Nor quite
indulges nor can quite repress. 1865 Troi.i.oI'E Belion Est.

x. 114 Why should she hesitate, and play the coy girl?

b. of actions, behaviour, looks, etc.

1590 Si'Enser F. Q. 1. ii. 27 He feining seeniely merth,
And slice coy lookes. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 66a Love's coy
touch. 1667 Milton /'. L. TV. 310 Subjection. .Yeilded with
coy submission, modest pride. 1720 Cay Poems 11745! II.

165 The cruel nymph well knows to feign . . coy looks, and
cold disdain. 1825 Scott Betrothed ii, What value were
there in the love of the maiden, were it yielded without coy
delay ?

c. of animals ; and fig,
1684 R. H. Sch.Recreat. 80 If he [the hawk] be froward

and coy; when he kills, reward him not as usually. 1821

Clare Vilt. Minstr. \. 14 The coy rabbit ventured from
his den. 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy J I- 104 Sleep

was almost as coy a visitant with her as with her lover.

d. transf. Of a place or thing : Withdrawn from

view or access, inaccessible, secluded.

1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 83 The Bibliotheca Ambro-
siana..is not so coy as the others, which scarce let them-
selves be seen, rt 1767 Crainger (J. >, The Nile's coy
source. 1830 Scott Demonol. vi. 185 Pursuers of exact

science to its coy retreats.

e. Const, of or inf. : Reserved, backward.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 37 If good mea be coy of

their counsell. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle V. R03 A true

joviall boy, And one that of his purse is nothing coy. 1633

P. Fletcher Pise. Eel. v. xiv, Unworthy they of art, who
oftheirartarecoy. 1633G. Herbert Temple, Unkindnessex,

Lord, make me coy and tender to offend. 1859 Geo. Eliot

A. Bcde 112 And her very vanity made her more coy of

speech.

t 3. Of distant or disdainful demeanour. Also

quasi-artV. Obs.

1581 J. Hell Haddou's Answ. Osor. 67b, Looke not so

coye upon us poore Civilians I pray you, because we geve

our endevour to learne y Statutes of Christian Religion.

1591 Si-enser* Virg. Gnat 494 A yoweman. .Their match in

glorie, mightie, fierce, and coy. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11.

I. 245, I finde you passing gentle : "I'was told me you were

rough, and coy, and sullen. 161 1 Cotgr., Mespriseresse,

a coy, squeamish, or scornefull dame. 1665 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. (1677) 89 He first goes to Prince Perwees. .whom.

.

he found so strangely altered, so coy and stately.

f 4. To make it coy : to affect reserve, shyness,

or disdain. Obs.

a 1529 Skelton El. Rummyug 587 She made it as koy As
a lege de moy. —Magnyf. 1262 The knave wolde make it

koy, and he cowde. 1530 Palsgr. 624/2, I make it coye, of

nyce . .je fais lestrange.

t 5. Lascivious. (? an error ; but cf. Coy v} 3.)

1570 Levins Manip. To be coy, lasciuire, coire.

Ibid., Coy, lascinus, salax.

Coy (,koi), v. 1 Also 4 koy, 7 quoy. [f. Coy

a. : or perh. originally an aphetic form of acoy,

Accoy, OF. acoier vb.]

f 1. trans. To render quiet ; to calm, appease.

C1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 752 To .. koy hem, that thei

sey non harme of me. 1430 Lvdg. Chron. Troy Prol., He
coyed also bothe beast, foule, and tree. 1530 Palsgr. 488/2,

I coye, I styll or apayse.

1 3. To stroke or touch soothingly, pat, caress.

1340-70 Alisaunder 1175 Hee coies hym as he kan with

his clene handes. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 133 Coy her

as muche as you can devise. 159a Shaks. Mids. jV. iv, L a

While I thy amiable cheekes doe coy. 1645 Bp. Hall Remed.

Discontents §23 Like a dog, which being coyed, and

stroked, follows us at the heels. 1674 N. Cox Gentl, Re-

creation n. (1706) 74 Be very mindful of coying them

[Sparrow hawks] as much as you can.

f3. To blandish, coax, court, gain over by

caresses or coaxing. Obs.

c 1490 Promp. Patv. 86 (MS. K.), 0>yyn, blandior. 1567

Turberv. Ovid's Epist. 83 Sir Paris gone to Greece, faire

Helena to coy. 1570-6 — To late acquainted Friend, As

when he [love] coyde the closed nunne in towre. 16..

Beaumont & Fl. Btmduca nr. iii, Who shall march out be-

fore ye, coy'd and courted By all the mistresses of war.

+ b. To coax, entice, allure into,from, etc. Obs.

(Here, app. associated with Coy j*. 1 , Decoy v.)

1634 Rainbow Labour (1635) 29 A wiser generation .
.
who

have the Art to coy the fonder sort into their nets,

fc. intr. Tocoywith: to coax, blandish.

1660-1 Pepys Diary 7 Mar., With good words I thought

to coy with him.

4. intr. To act or behave coyly ; to affect shyness

or reserve. Chiefly in to coy it. arch.

1583 Stanyhurst jEaeis (Arb.) 139 If she coye, that kend.

leth thee fondling loouer his onset, r 1594 Kyd S/>. Trag.

II. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 47 Although she coy it, as becomes
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her kind. i6z$ Massisger New Way in. ii, When He
comes to woo you, see you do not coy it : This mincing
modesty has spoil'd many a match. 1601 Dryden K. A rthur
111. ii.What, coying it again ! 1713 Rowe J.SIwre 11, Thus
to coy it ! With one who knows you too ! i8j8 Scott M.
Perth xi. What ! you coy it, my nymph of the high-way ?

T b. To disdain. Obs. rare.

1607 Shaks. Cor. v. i. 6 If he . . coy'd To heare Cominius
speake, He keepe at home.

5. Jig. To withdraw itself, recede into the back-

ground.
1864 Blackmore C. Vaughn*, lxiv, Of all the fronds and

plumes and coyings, nothing so withdrew and coyed. 1866
— Crad. Newell 1, A massive wood . . coying and darken-

ing here and there.

Hence + Coy ing vbl. sb. 1
,
fondling, coaxing,

blandishing.
1580 Lvly Euphucs Eng. (Arb.) 277 We esteeme it [their

old wooing and singing] barbarous : and were they liuing to

heare our newe quoyings . . they would tearme it foolish. 1603
Drayton Odes vi. 46 The Mothers o'r-joying. Makes by
much coying The Child so untoward. 1887 Bourdillon
Ancassin <y Nicolette 3 Sweet thy kiss, and sweet thy coy-
ing ! None could hate thee, Nicolette !

tCoy, P.2 Obs. [See Coy sb.2] To instigate

or stir up to action. Hence f Coying vbl. sb.%

t 1440 Promp. Pan\ 86 Coynge, or styrynge to werkyn
[7'. rr. sterynge to done a werke, styringe], instigacio

t Coyance. Obs. rare. [f. Coy tU + -ance.]

Coying ; the object of coying or petting.

1608 T. Heywood Salust 13 Men whose mind is their

belly, their delight sleep, their body, .their coyance.

Coyche, obs. f. Coach.

Coy-duck. Also 7 quoy-. [f. Coy s6A + Duck :

cf. Du. kooieend.]

1. A duck trained to entice wild-fowl in a decoy

;

= Decoy-duck.
1621-51 Burton Anat. Mel. n. ii. iv. 268 Fowling . . with

lime, nets, glades . .coy-ducks, a 1615 Boys Wks. (1630) 383
To bring game to his snare by a stale or quoy duck. 1644 K.
Digby Nat. Bodies xxxvii. (1658) 393 Coyducks are beaten
and whipped to what they are taught, like setting dogs.
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Angtia, Coy-duck, a duck trained to

entice others into the tunnel in a decoy. 1877 in E. Peacock
N. W. Line. Gloss.

2. trattsA A person who entices others, one who
leads the^ay.
1654 in Dorothy Osborne s Lett. (1889) 287 A couple of coy-

ducks drew in the rest. 1661 Sir H. Vane** Politicks 8

Niether the diving-brain of the Protectour. .nor his coy-duck
Thurloe. 1888 W. Somerset Word-bk. , Coy-duck t

an enticer,

a snare. A very common name for pretty barmaids.

Hence Coy -duck v. dial., to entice.

1888 W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., ' They'il coy-duck 'em
away'. 1891 Longm. Mag. Nov. 83 (Kentish woman says)
4 'Tis the other chaps as coyduckses nim away'.

Coyf(e, -fife, obs. ff. Coif.

Coygne, coygnage, obs. ff. of Coin, -age.

Coygnye {Irish /fist.) : see Coynye.
Coyish. (koWj), a. Somewhat coy.
c 1530 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture 433 in Babees Bk.94 To

thy fellow be not coyish. 1567 Drant tr. Horace's Sat. 11.

iii. (R.) This coyishe paramour. 159a Warner Alb. Eng.
vm. xlii. 41612) 202 As yet so coyish to be kist.

Hence t Coy isnness.
1591 Percivall Sp. Vict., Esqurvidad, statelinest coy*

ishnes.

Coyl e, Coyler, obs. ff. of Coil, Coiler.
Coyler, obs. form of Cooler (sense 2), a vessel

for cooling the wort in brewing : also Keeler.
1551-60 Inventorie in H. Hall Soc. Eliz. Age (1887) 152

In the Ilrewehouse. .Three fates wth a coyler.

Coylett, obs. f. Quillet, plot of land.

Coylle, Coyllon, obs. ff. Coal, Cullion.
Coyish, erron, f. cloysh, Closh.

Coyly (koi-li), adv. [f. Coy a. + -LY 2,]

tl. Quietly. Obs.
c 1475 Partenay 2184 Ful coyly and preualy within

entring.

2. In a coy manner, with display of shy reserve.

c 1440 Promp. Pari'. 86 Coyly or sobyrly, modeste. 1592
Greene Def. Conny-catch. (1859) 45 He very coyly badde
them all welcome to his fathers house, a 1649 Drumm. of
Hawth. Love suffers no Parasol{R.), Then while ye coyley
stand To hide me from those eyes. 17x4 Gay Trivia 1. 361

At first she coyly ev'ry kiss withstood. 1839 W. Irving Wolf-
ert's Koost (1855) 271 The damsel hung her head coyly.

184a H. Rogers Introd. Burke's Wks. (1842) 1. 41 Beautiful

imagery . .long sought and coyly won,

f3. Distantly, disdainfully, haughtily. Obs.

1673 Lady's Catling 1. § 4 F 2 Putting on a supercilious

gravity, looking coily and disdainfully upon all about them.

t Coyly, a. Obs. rare. [f. Coy a. + -ly * : cf.

goodly, sickly, weakly.] Having a coy appearance.
a. 1541 Wyatt Poet. Wks. (1861) 127 In. .coyly looks thou

dost delight.

tCoyn, Coyne, sb. Obs. Forms : 4 coyn, 5
coyne, quoyne, 6 ? quyne. [a. OF. cooin, later

coin, in mod.F. coing (with g always mute) = Pr.

codoing'.—Y,. cotdneum, var. of cydonium quince, f.

cydonius adj. ' of Cydonia] Gr. KvSwvta, the town of

Canea in Crete ; thence Kvftwvtov firjXov, cydonium
malum, Cydonian apple, quince. (Cf. It. codogna,

cotogna:—h. cotonea, -ia, quince.)] A quince.
a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 28 Mala citonia,

cottana idem, coyns. c 1400 Rom. Rose 1374 Many, .trees

. .That peches, coynes, & apples beere. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.«
Wiilcker 647/39 coccinum, quoyne. ^1450 TwoCookery-

bks. 106 Toke 30 coynes & x wardones. 1575 Art ofPlant-
ing 57 To graffe the Quyne Apple.

Coyn(e, obs. f. Coin, Quean, Quoin.
Coyne

v
e {Irish Hist.) : see Coynye.

Coyness (kornes). [f. Coy a. -t -nebs.] The
quality of being coy ;

display of shy reserve or

unwillingness ; an instance of this.

1579 Lylv Euphues (Arb.) 52 The manner of Ladies to

salute Gentlemen with coynesse. i6xt Realm. & Fl.
Maid's 'Prog. B. i, This is but the coyness of a bride. 1614
Stirling Doomesday 6th Ho. (R.), I scorne men's coynesse,

women's stoutnessc hate. 1754 Richardson Grandison
III. xxiii. 232 Some of us women act as if we thought coy-

ness and modesty the same thing. 1814 Mrs. W est Alicia
De Lacy II. 280 Nor did Matilda affect those doubts and
coynesses to which her heart was a stranger. 1853 M erivale
Rom. Rep. iii. (1867) 71 Rome, .was wont to dispense the

favour ofner franchise with affected coyness. 1883 S. C. Hall
Retrospect II. 313 The cause of her coyness was. .obvious-
she had on neither shoes nor stockings,

b. Said of animals.

1575 Tlrberv. FalcotirU 137 You shall hardly reclayme
hir [a hawk] from her coynesse. 16x5 Latham Falconry

(1633) 10. 1653 Walton Angler t6y Then she [a carp]

putting on a seeming coyness, they force her through weeds
and flags.

Coynfayte, obs. f. Comfit (Halliwell).

Coynye, coignye (koi-nyi), sb. Irish Hist.

Forms > 5 ,?) coynee, 5-6 coygnye, 6 coignye,
coynye, coine, 7-9 coigny, coyne, 7 coynie,

coigne, {S- erron. coyn, coin), [a. Irish coinnemh

(koinVv, with nasal v) billeting, entertainment,

one billeted, a guest : Olr. type *cotuiem, whence
condmim vb. I billet, condmed vbl. sb., later coinn-

mheadh billeting, condmedim, coinnmhedhim vb.

I billet. (Whitley Stokes.)] The billeting of

military followers upon private persons ; food and

entertainment exacted, by the Irish chiefs, for their

soldiers and attendants ; an impost levied for the

same purpose. Coynye and livery : see quots.

1449 Act a8 Hen. VI (Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 14), No
other man shall any more use any such coynees..nor shall

take no pledges from them. 1495 Stmt. Irel. (1765) !. 54
[spelling corrupt] This evil custom of coyn and livery,

r 1575 J. Hooker Life Camu 87 The wicked^ and detest*

able usages of the Irishry in coyne and livery. 1596
Spenser State Irel. (Globe) 623 There is also such another
Statute or two, which make Coygnye ted. 1637 coigny] and
Liverye to be treason . . It is apparent, that, by the woord
Liverye is there meant horse-meate, like as by the woord
Coygnye is understood mans-meate ; I think this woord
Coignye is derived of the Irish. 1600 Dvmmock Treat.

IreiA\%rt\ 3 Coynye is. .a placinge of men. .by a preroga-

tyve of the Brehon law, whereby they are permitted to take

meate, drinke, aqua vitae and money of their hostes. 1606

Brvskett Civ. Life 157 Any such vnlawful exaction as
coynie. i6xa Sir f. Davies Why Ireland (1747) 31 Maurice
Fitz-Thomas of Desmond, .bigan that wicked extortion of

Coigne and livery and pay *, that is He and his army tooke
horse-meate and man's-meate and money at their pleasure.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies in. 218 The damnable custome..
of Coigne and Livory- **»7 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876)

III. xviiL 361 The requisitions of coyne and livery, .were
again forbidden. 187a K. W. Robertson Hist. Ess. ioq

note, A document in the book of Kells records how the
quarterly coigny. .was commuted. 1875 Maine ///{/. Inst.

v. 127 Coin and livery.

Hence f Coy nye, coi gnye v., trans, to billet

upon ; also to exact coynye from
; refl. and inlr.

to quarter oneself upon.
1449 Act 28 Hen. VI (Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) Mfc They

doe coynee them upon poore Husbands and tenants. 1456
Act 35 Hen. VI (it)id. 24), The sonnes of many men..doe
robbe, spoyle, and coygnye the kings poore liege people.

1606 Brvskett Civ. Life 157 Their purpose was to coynie
vpon me, and to eate me out of house and home.

Coynye, obs. var. of Clnye, coin.

Coynt, -eliche, -ice, -ine, obs. ff. Quaint, -ly,

Quaintise.

II Coyote (k<?|YJu-k% k^y^t). Z00L [a. Mexi-
can Sp. coyote, ad. native Mexican coyotl."] The
name, in Mexico and now in the United States, of

the prairie- or barking-wolf {Cam's latrans) of the

Pacific slope of North America.
[a i6a8 Hernandez A nim. Me.v. Hist. (1651^ 4. 1793

Pennant Hist. Quadr. (ed. 3) L 257 Coyotl seu vulpes
Indica.] 1850 B. Taylor Eldorado (1862) viii. 77 We saw
the coyotes, .prowling along the margin of the slough.

1874 Coues Birds N. IV. 213 Several coyotes and a skunk.
188* J. Hawthornk Fortune's Fool 1. xxii. Wildest of all

beasts is the wolf, and wildest of all wolves is the coyote.

transf. 1890 Chicago Advance 20 Nov., Many ' coyotes,'

as the Mexicans call the half breed population.

b. attrib. and Comb., as coyote-skin, -wolf ;

coyote-diggings, small shafts sunk by miners in

California, compared to the holes of the coyote.

1857 Borthwick California 138 (Bartlettt The coyote
diggings require to be very rich to pay. 1871 C. King
Mountain. Sierra Nev. x. 219 Floor of pine, and Coyote-
skin rug. 1874 Coues Birds N. W. 382 At nightfall the

coyote*-wolves . .left their hiding places.

Hence Coyo ting vbl. sb. (sec quot.)

1867 T. A. Phillips Mining of Gold $ Silver 164 This
method of mining . . is called coyoting, from the supposed
resemblance of openings so made to the burrows of the

coyote. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Coyoting, mining
in irregular openings or burrows.

Coyphe, obs. f. Coif.

CoypU, COypOU koi p«). Zool. [Native name

in S. America.] A South American aquatic rodent

{Myopotamus Coypus), nearly equal to the beaver

in size ; called also Coypu Rat.
1793 Pennant Hist. Quadr. (ed. 3) II. 177 Le Coypu,

Coypou . . This animal lives equally well in the water as

on land. 1859 Darwin Orig. species xiL (1878) 318 We
do not find the beaver or musk-rat, but the coypu and
capybara, rodents of the S. American type. 1883 Fisheries

Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 124 Crab-eating Racoon. .Coypu Rat.

Coyr, obs. f. Com.

t Coyse.
1692-173* Coles, Coyse, 0[ld word], iolliness, joy.

Coyse, -eyr, var. of Coss v., Cosser.
1483 Calh. Angl. jj Coyse, alterare, <y cetera', vbi to

chawnge. Coyseyr of hors, mango.

[Coysell {Chester PI. and Halliw.), error for

eayser, Kaiser.]

Coystily : see Costly.
Coystrel : see Coistrel, Custrel.
1570 Levins Manip. 55 A coystrel, vtirgizo.

Coysy, obs. f. Queasy a.

Coyt(e, obs. f. Quoit ; Sc. f. Coat.

tCoyte. Obs. rare- 1
. [OFlem. kuyte thin

beer, petite biere ;Plantijn and Kilian).]

154a Boorde Dyet. x. (1870) 258 Coyte is a drynke made
of water, in the whiche is layde a sowre and a salt leuyn.

Coyve, coyves, obs. sing, and pi. of Coif.

15*5 Ld. Berners Froissart II. IxiL (Ixv.) 209 Coyves.

154a MS. Acc. St. John's Hosp. Canterb., To mend syster

Clerkis coyve.

COE (kw). Also 6-7 coze, couze, 6-8 cuz,

7 cooze, cuzze, cuze. An abbreviation of Cousin
{cozen), used in fond or familiar address, both to

relatives and in the wider sense. So coz-german.

1559 Baldwin in Mirr. Mag. (1563) M iij b, I drynk to you
good Cuz ech traytor sayes. 159a Shaks. Rom. 4- Jul. 1.

v. 67 Content thee gentle Coz. 1596— 1 Hen. IV, in. i. 78
And deare Couze, to you The remnant Northward, lying off

from Trent. 1600 Dekker Gentle Craft 12 Coze, for those

words heres thirtie Portugues. 1609 Heywood Brit. Troy
xii. xcviii, Then guard thee Cooze my Javelin now must
fly. 167* Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal iv. i, I'll

follow you, dear Couz. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 4. 3/1 Search
not the Cause in Wings or Head, dear Cuz. 171* Steele
Sped. No. 533 P 1 Your very humble servant, dear coz.

1794 J. Williams (A. Pasquin) Crying Epist. 16 Coz-german
to the best of Kings. 1849 Miss Mllock Ogih-ies xliii,

Good-bye, fair coz.

C0Z6 (k<?uz\z/. Also cose. [app. ad. F. cause-r:

cf. Cousk.] intr. To converse in a friendly and

familiar way ; to have a long talk or chat.

1828 Lyell Life, Lett. A Jmls. I. viii. 183 Breakfasted

with Murchison and. .cozed with him till midnight. 1847-78

I Halliwell, Coze, toconverse with earnestly and familiarly.

South. 1874 H. D. Beste Priestly A bsol. (ed. 3) 56 We
used to sit together hour after hour cozing: I believe I

must thus spell the word we have derived from the French
causer', no other word has the same meaning .. And so

another hour's coze.

Coze, sb. [app. f. Coze v. : but may have l>een

formed by associating cozy, Cosy with F. causer,

as if a 1 cosy chat \] A cosy, friendly talk.

1814 Jane Austen Mansf. Park xxvi, Miss Crawford.

.

proposed their going up into her room, where they might

have a comfortable coze. 1874 [see Coze v.}.

Cozen (kzrz'n), v. Forms : 6-9 cozen ; also

6 cooson, -in, (couainge, cossen, cusaen), 6-7

coosen, cosen, coson, cousin, 7 cosin, cozon,

coozen, cousen, -son, -Bin, 7-8 couzen. [Deri-

vation uncertain.
The earliest trace of the word appears to be in the de.

rivative cousoner in Awdelay's FratemitieofVacaboundes,

1 561 (see Cozener) ; it is not improbable that it arose among
the vagabond class. It has generally been associated with

Cousin ilk, and compared with F. cousiner, explained by
Cotjjrave, j6ii, as 'to clayme kindred for aduantage

}
or

particular ends; as he, who to saue charges in trauellwg,

goes from house to house, as cosin to the owner of euene
one', by Littre* as 'faire le parasite sous pre*texte de cou*

sinage'. From this it is not far to a transitive sense 'to

cheat, beguile, under pretext of cousinship *
: cf. also the

phrase ' to make a cousin of under Cousin 8. Still, the

transition is not evidenced in our quotations for this vb.

;

and it is noteworthy that while in cousin sb. the ending
-in predominates, this verb has sometimes -on, most com-
monly -en, the prevalent 17th. c. forms being cousen, couzen,

cosen, cozen, tne latter of which became the established

form c 1710. In view of these difficulties, Mr. Smythe Pal-

mer has suggested derivation from It. cozzonare, explained

by Florto 1598-161 1 as 4 to play the horse-breaker or courser

..Also, to play the craftie knaue', deriv. of cozzone, '

a

horse-breaker, .a horse-courser. Also, a craftie knaue '. But

this also presents difficulties, which the extant evidence is

not sufficient to remove. 1

1. trans. To cheat, defraud by deceit.

*573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 24 Delight not for pleasure

two houses to keepe, least .. Jankin and Jenikin coosen

thee so to make thee repent it. 1577 Northbrooke Dicing

(1843) 14a All is lost aforehand especially if two be con-

federate to cousin the thirde. 1504 West 2nd Pt. Symbol.

§ 218 The offence of cosening taketh place if any thing be

done by guile tn or out of contracts. 1621-63 Hevlvn
Cosmogr. 11. (1682) 179 He that trusts to a Greek U sure

to be'eouzened. 1633 G- Hirbert Temple, Ch. Porch

lxxi, All worldly thougnts are but theeves met together To
couzin thee. 1056 Sanderson Serm. (1689) 127 He would
not willingly be coscned in his pay. 1790C0WPER Odyss. xiv.

464 Since an Grltolian co/en'd me. 186a Ruskin Munera
P. (1880) 8 They can only cozen their neighbours,

b. Const, of, out of : cf. to cheat {out) of.



COZENAGE. 1119 CRAB.
i6oz T. Fitzherbert Apd. 23 a, Cosining a Ladie . . of

a certayne summe of money. 1622 Sir R. Hawkins Voy.
S. Sea (1847) 28 They had cosoned the Earle of Cumberland
..and others; some of five poundes, some of ten. 1692 R.
L'Estrange Josephus' Antiq. xiii. xv. (1733) 340 Soldiers
..had been couzen'd of their Pay. 1832 Ht. Martineau
HUlif V. i. 5 He would be cozened out of no more money.

C. absol.

a *593 H. Smith Wks. (1867)11.226 Nor to lie for your
pleasure, nor to cozen for riches. 1663 Butler Hudibraa
1. i. 508 A Light. . For Spiritual Trades to cozen by.

2. To deceive, dupe, beguile, impose upon.
1583 Stubbks Anat. Abus. 11.47 Be not vtterly decerned

(or to speake in plainer termes, cosoned at their hands).

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. v. v. 218 By gar I am cozoned, I

ha married oon Garsoon, a boy. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 397
Thus men coosen themselues with their owne fancies. ai668
Sir W. Waller Div. Medit. (1839) 96 The picture of the
grapes that cousened the birds. 1700 Drvden Fables, Ajax
<y Ulysses 265 All eyes were cozen'd by the borrow'd vest.

1822 Hazlitt Table-t. II. xiv. 322 Do not think, .to cozen
your contemporaries. 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. i. (1880)

3 Those agents, .who best knew the art of deceiving and
cozening the people.

fb. To beguile, while away (time). Obs. rare— x
.

1685 F. Si'ence House Medici 315 In Vienna, where he
couzen'd his time in Love and Gallantry.

C. absol.

,1 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 141 Asylums, hospitals

and schools, He used to swear, were made to cozen.

3- To beguile or cheat into, up, etc. ; y to induce
by deception to do a thing.

1599 Porter Angry Wont. Abingd. (Percy Soc. 1841)

£7 Would ye haue me . . cussen myselfe to beare her in-

mries? a 1635 Corbet Iter Bor. 421 Our feet are still In
the same posture cozen'd up the hill. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. 1. (1702) I. 74 It . . couzen'd very many honest
men into apprehensions very Prejudicial to the King. 1665
Dryden & Howard Ind. Queen 1. i, Be cosen'd by thy
guilty Honesty, To make thyself thy Country's Enemy.
1869 Trollope He Knew xl'iv. A man who was cozened
into leaving every shilling away from his own children.

Hence Co zened ppl. a.

1601 Shaks. Ait's Weil rv. iv. 23 Sawcie trusting of the
cosin'd thoughts Defiles the pitchy night. 16x0 G. Fletcher
Christ's Vict., The coozned birds busily take their flight.

a 1845 Barham Ingot. Leg., Leech Folkestone (1877) 373 The
cozened countryman.

Cozen, obs. f. Cousin:.

Cozenage 1 (kitrz'neds). Forms: 6 cooson-,
6-7 coson-, couson-, coosin-, cousin-, coosn-
age, 6-8 cosen-, 7 cosin-, coozen-, cousnage,
7-8 cousen-, couzen-, 8 coz'nage, 6- cozenage,
[f. Cozen v. + -age. In form originally identical

with Cousinage, whence many word-plays. The
most usual 17th c. spellings were cousenage, cott-

zenage ; cozenage has prevailed since c 1710,]
The practice or habit of cozening

;
cheating, de-

ception, fraud; the fact of being cheated.
IS83 Stubbks Anat. Abus. 11. 48 Dissimulation, coosonage

and guile. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. i. 148 Whoso-
euer shall vse any shifting, or cosenage . . or any maner
of false play. 1614 T. Adams Devifs Banquet 31
Iudas [cannot] swallow downe his cousenage and treason.

1679 Dkydkn Troilus Cr. v. ii, Forces us to pay for
our own cozenage. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 15 p 4 The Arts
of his Mind, Cousenage and Falshood. 1821 Byron Two
Foscari iv. i, The old Doge.. smiled on him With deadly
cozenage. 1850 Whipple Ess. Rev. (ed. 3) I. 105 We ob-
serve many queer developments of the cozenage of language.

b. (with a and pi.) An act of cozening ; a de-

ception, a fraud ; a result or embodiment of cozen-

ing, a piece of deception.

1592 Nashe P. Penitesse (ed. 2) 27 a, In Playes, all coo-
sonages . . are most liuely anatomized. 1594 Lyly Moth.
Bomb. 1. i, Then you shall see an exquisite coosnage. 1624
Heywood Gunaik. iv. 186 One that for cousenages and
forgeries had lost his eares. 1686 J. Scott Chr. Life in.

(1696) 141 His Frauds and Cozenages appear like Specters
at his Door. 1881 W. C. Russell Ocean Free Lance
III. i. 2 The spectral face..was no cozenage of the lad's

fancy.

% In the following there are plays on or allusions

to Cousinage.
1600 Rowland Lett. Humours Blood vii. 83 Brotherhood

once in kindred bore the sway, But that dates out, and
Coosnage hath the day. 1628 Wither Brit. Rememb. 1.

1 161 There is no kin, but Cousnage.
Cozenage 2, obs. f. of Cousinage.
Cozener (kzrz'nai). Forms : 6 couson-, coo-

sen-, cosson-, cousen-, 6-7 cosen-, cosin-, 7
couzen-, cozon-, cos'ner, coz'ner. [f. Cozens.
+ -er.] A deceiver, cheat, impostor.
1561 Awdelay Frat. Vacab. 3 The company of cousoners

and shifters. 1587 Golding De Momay xxx. 474 Magicians
and deceitfull Cooseners. 1592 GreeseArt Conny Catching
in. 31 Such a number of Connycatchers, Cossoners and such
like. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 256 There are Cozeners
abroad. 1670 Dryden Tyran. Love v. i, Know, fair Coz'ner,
that I know the Cheat. 1702 Rowe Tamerl. iv. i. 1575
Nor will I listen to the Cos'ner, Hope. 1815 Scott Guy
M. iii, It is the resource of cheaters, knaves, and cozeners.

Cozening (kz>'z'nin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ingI.] The action of the vb. Cozen

; cheating,

fraudulent dealing ; an imposture.
1576 Fleming Cams' Eng. Dogges (1880) 27 With colour-

able shifts and cloudy cossening. 1621-51 Burton A nat.

Mel. 1. ii. 1. ii. 43 Not . . true bodies . . meere illusions and
cozenings. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour III. 141 The mys-
teries of over-reaching and cozening. 1824 Dibdin Libr.
Comp. 34 By plundering, oppression, cosening.

Cozening, a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.] That
cozens

;
cheating, deceitful, fraudulent.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. 54 By which kind of theft,

(for this coosoning shift is no better) they rake in great somes
of mony. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. viii. 133 The. .gulling
of them with delusions and cousening devices. 1753 Foote
Eng. in Paris 1. Wks. 1799 I. 33 The traders here are a.

.

cozening people. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 182
A great stronghold Unto the cozening gods of old.

Hence t Co'zeningrly adv., in a cozening manner.
1611 Cotgr., Pipeusement, deceitfully,, .couseningly.

Cozenry (kvz'nri). [See -ry.] = Cozenage.
1829 Mow in Blackw. Mag. XXVI. 187 No tawdry

pencil, disciplined to lie, Cheated thee with its gaudy
cozenry.

Cozey (kJu'ii). [ad. F. causer to chat, chatting,

associated with Cosy a. Cf. Coze.] A quiet chat.

1837 Hook Jack Brag xxii, I am come to do a bit of
cozey with you.

Cozie : see Cosy.

t Co zier. Obs, Also 7 coiziar. [ad. OF. cou-

sere seamster, tailor, accus. couseor, -eur, f. coudre,

cottsant to sew ; cf. Sp. coser to sew.] A cobbler.
153a in Weaver Wells Wills {1890) 184 John Lye, cosyer, of

Wellington. 1599 Minsheu Sp. Diet. 11, ACosieror cobler,

remenddn. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 11. iii. 97 Ye squeak out
your Coziers Catches without any mitigation or remorse of
voice. 1605 Armin Foote upon F. (1880) 22 How this leane
Foole Leonard . . was reuenged of one that clapt coiziars waxe
to his head. 1658 Phillips, Cosier (old word >, a Botcher,
called alsoaSowter. [Hence in later Diets., some of which
erroneously have 'A tailor who botches his work '.J

Cozily, coziely, -ness, vars. of Cosily, -ness.

Cozin, Cozinnage, obs. ff. Cousin, -age.

Cozling (kwzlirj). nonce-wd. [f. Coz + -ling.]

Little coz or cousin.

1840 Hood Kilmansegg xliii, And down to the Cousins
and Coz-lings. .Were all as wealthy as * goslings '.

Cozoner, Cozyn, obs. ff. Cozener, Cousin.
Cozy : see Cosy.

Cr., abbreviation of Creditor, Credit.

Craal, var. of Kkaal, a South African village.

Craane, obs. f. Crane.

Crab (krseb), sby Forms: 1 crabba,//. -an, 2-6

crabbe, 2-3 pi. -en, (5 crabo), 5- crab, [OE.
crabba~ON, krabbi masc, MLG. krabbe, MDu.
crabbe, Du. krabbe, krab, fem. (Thence F. erabe

13th c.,in i6thc. ahocrabbe). Allied etymologically

to MLG. /;revel, MDu. creeft, Du. kreeft :—OLG.
type *krebit, *kret>ato, OHG. chrebiz, chreba^o,

MHG. kreb(e)%, kreb{e)2,e, Ger. krebs (whence F.

hrevisse, Eng. Crayfish). (In no way related to

L. carabus, Gr. Kapa&os, but to LG. krabben to

scratch, claw ; see Crab v.2 and Crawl.)]
1. The common name for decapod crustaceous

animals of the tribe Brachyura ; applied especially

to the edible species found on or near the sea

coast in most regions of the world. Also with

qualifications applied to other Crustacea and
Arachnida which more or less resemble these.

The common edible crab of Britain and Europe is Cancer
pagurus; the small green, or shore crab is Carcinns
Mamas', the edible or blue crab of the United States is

Calltnectes haslatus. Other genera of Brachyura are
known as box-crab, calling-crab, Jiddler-crab, lady-crab,
land-crab, pea-crab, porcelain-crab, rock-crab, sand-crab,
spider-crab, stone-crab, szuimming-crab, etc. Black crab,

a land-crab of the Antilles, Gecarcinus ruricola, so called

from the marking of its carapace. The hermit-crab, palm-
crab, soldier-crab, tree-crab, belong to the tribeA nomoura.
The /torse-slioe-f Molucca-, or king-crab is classed among the
Arachnida. Glass-crabs are young transparent crustaceans of
the families Palinuridx and Scyllaridse. Crabs can move in

any direction, and frequently walk sideways or backwards,
to which characteristic frequent reference is made in lan-

guage ; cf. crab-like, crab-sidle, also Crabbed.
c 1000 jElfric Colloquy in Wr.-Wulcker 94 Hwset fehst

5u on sx?. .ostran and crabban. £1x75 Lamb. Horn. 51
Crabbe is an manere of fissce in bere sea. C1300 K. Alls.

4943 After crabben and airen hy skippen and lepeth. c 1460

J. Russell Bk. Nurture too Breke pe clawes of pe crabbe, be
smalle & be grete. 1483 Cath.Angl. 79 A Crab, piscis est.

1509 Barclay ShyP of Folys (1570) 78 One Crab blames
another for her backwarde pace, And yet the blamer can
none other do. 1579 T. Stevens in Hakluyt Voy. (1589)

162 We sawe crabs swimming on the water that were red

as though they had been sodden. 160a Shaks. Ham. 11. ii.

205 You your selfe Sir, should be old as I am, if like a Crab
you could go backward. 1674 Ray Collect. Wds., Fishes

105 Spanish Crab . . Cancer maias. Besides all these we
observed two other sorts of small Crabs. 1779 P. Browne
Nat. Hist. Jamaica 423 Cancer Rurtcolus. .The Black or

Mountain-Crab. These creatures are very numerous in

some parts of Jamaica. 1834 M^Murtrie Cuvier's Anim.
Kingd. 318 They run swiftly, and frequently retrograde or

move sideways like Crabs. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus (1878)

76 The soldier crab is the most hasty and blundering of

marine animals. z88o Haughton Phys. Geog. vi. 262 The
King Crabs are a very peculiar family ofCrustaceans. 1885

Lady Brassey The Trades 215 Black crabs abound in the

Palisades and are very fierce.

2. Astron. A zodiacal constellation, lying be-

tween Gemini and Leo. Also the fourth of the

twelve divisions of the Zodiac, which originally

coincided with the constellation ; = Cancer 2.

< 1000 Sax. Leecltd. III. 244 An ba;ra tacna ys gehaten

aries baet is ramm..FeorSa cancer ba^t is crabba. 1413
Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle v. xiii. (1483) 104 The sonne entred the

signe of Cancer which Is cleped the Crabbe. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas. 1. i, When Phebus entred was in Geminy . . And
homed Dyane then but one degre In the Crabbe had entred.
1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. C ij b, Mars loaths the crab, he's
in the Hons den. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 675 Up to the
Tropic Crab. 1759 Johnson Rasselas 95, 1 have restrained
the rage of the dog-star and mitigated the fervours of the
crab, i860 Lockyer Heavens (ed. 3) 372 The next group is

situated in the Crab, and is known by the name of Pra;sepe.

b. Name of a nebula or star-cluster in Taurus.
1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. 30 The Dumb-Bell cluster

in Yulpecula and the Crab cluster in Taurus . . have been
resolved into stars. 1890 C. A. Young Uranogr. § 23 The
so-called 'Crab Nebula'.

f 3. A malignant growth ; = Cancek 3. rare.
1614 W. II. Philosopher's Banquet (ed. 2) 1 The Crabbe,

the Gangrene, or the Stone.

4. Short for Chab-louse.
1840 Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 48B The. .crabs or crab-lice,

form Dr. Leach's genus Phthcirius.

5. Angling. The larva of the Stone-fly.
1867 F. Francis Angling vii. (1880) 266 The crab or

creeper is. the larva of the stone fly.

f 6. An arch, [rare, only transl. med.L. cancer
in same sense.]

1387 Trkvisa /iigdeu\Ko\U) I. 221 (Mfitzn.) pi* work isisett
upon sixe crabbes [suficrscx caucros] of hard marbilston.

7. A machine or apparatus for hoisting or hauling
heavy weights : the name being orig. applied to

: a machine with claws, and transferred to others of

like use. a. A kind of small capstan (see quot.

1764); a portable capstan, f b. A three-legged

frame with tackle for raising heavy weights; a
gin. Obs. C. A portable machine for raising

weights, etc., consisting of a frame with a hori-

zontal barrel on which a chain or rope is wound
by means of handles and gearing ; used in con-

nexion with pulleys, a gin, etc. : a portable winch.
1627 Cait. Smith Seaman's Gram. i. 2 A crab . . is an

engine of wood of three clawes, placed on the ground in the

nature of a Capsturne, for the lanching of ships. 1631 E.
Pelham Gods Ptnuer^- Prov. in Coiled. Voy. (Church.) IV.
815/1 A Halser thereupon we got, which fastning unto our
Shallops, we with a Crabb or Capstang, by main force of
Hand heaved them out of the Water upon the Sboar. 1739
Labelyk Short Acc. Piers Westm. Bridge 36 The Masons
placed their Crab or Engine, with which they hoisted their

Stone. 1753 Chamueks Cycl. Supp., Crab or Gin . . an
engine used for mounting guns on their carriages. It is

made of three pieces of oak, ash, or other strong wood, of
about 14 feet long, two of which are joined by transomes

;

so that they are wide asunder at bottom, and join at top, on
a strong piece of wood . . The third piece of the crab is

round ; one end of it goes into the head, and the other

stands on the ground; so that all three make a triangle

called the pye. 1764 Choker, etc. Diet. Arts Sc., s.v.

Oii£..This machine differs from a capstern in having no
drum-head, and in having the bars to go entirely through it,

and reach from one side of the deck to the other. 1779
Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 220 Hauled the vessel upon the

dry land, by means of a crab, or small capstan. 1851

Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb. $ Durh. 18

Crab, a species of capstan, worked usually by horses, for

the purpose of raising or lowering heavy weights, such as

pumps, spears, &c, in a shaft. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I.

xxix. 402 Brooks has rigged a crab or capstan on the floe.

i86z Smiles Engineers II. 221 On the truck were placed

two powerful double-purchase crabs or windlasses.

8. * An iron trivet to set over a fire, Cheshire
'

(Halliw.).

U A cross ill-conditioned person : see Crab sb.'* 6.

9. slang. The lowest throw at hazard, two
aces. To come off, turn out crabs : to turn out

a failure or disappointment. [This may belong to

Crab sb$\
1768 Ln. Carlisle in Jesse G. Selwyn (1882) II. 238

(Farmer) If you. .will play, the best thing 1 can wish you is,

that you may win and never throw crabs. 1777 Gamblers
7 Then Hazard rose, and Crabs and Doctors sprung. 1801

Sporting Mag. XVII. 7 Dreamt that I had thrown crabs

all night, and could not nick seven for the life of me. 1861

Whytb Melville Tilbury Nogo 51 My next neighbour .

.

called for fresh dice, and selected two of them with the ut-

most care only to throw 'crabs'. 1874 G. A. Lawrence
Hagarene iii (Farmer^ My annuity drops with me ; and if

this throw comes off crabs, there won't be enough to bury
me, unless I die a defaulter.

10. Rowing. To catch (rarely cut) a crab : to

make a faulty stroke in rowing whereby the oar

becomes jammed under water. The resistance of

the water against the blade drives the handle

against the rower's body with sufficient force (if

the boat be in rapid motion) to throw him back

out of his seat, and to endanger the capsizing of

the boat.

The phrase prob. originated in the humorous suggestion

that the rower had caught a crab, which was holding his

oar down under water ; it does not appear to have any
historical connexion with the It. pigliare un granchio 1 to

catch a crab to make a big blunder or complete mistake,
' toto cffllo errare ' ; all the quots. given by Manuzzi for this

phrase are Jig., of conduct, action, etc., e.g. 'In nessun'

altra cosa l'uom piu erra, pigHa piu granchi, e fa maggior
marroni, che nella cosa della guerra ' (i. e. In no other thing

does man err more, catch more crabs, and make greater

blunders [lit. spades], than in the matter of war).

The phrase is not uncommonly applied, from simi-

larity of result, to the action of missing the water

with the stroke, or to any other action which

causes the rower to fall backward ; but this

141-2
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(though found in Dictionaries from Grose onward)

is an improper use by the uninitiated.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulvar Tongue s.v. Crab, To catch a
trap, to fall backwards by missing one's stroke in rowing.

1804 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 262 Catching crabs, that is,

missing the hold they intend to take of the water with their

oar. 1806 Specif. C. Wilsons Patent No. 2964. 4 It will

clear itself of the water, so as the most inexperienced man
can never what is technically called catch a crab, or impede

the boat's motion by a resistance against the water in

rowing. 1861 Hughes Tom Broivn at Oxf. i. (1889)9, I

have teen down the river . . with some other freshmen .

.

though we bungle and cut crabs desperately at present.

186a Nf.Kts Seamanship 11882) 151 Q. When laying on your

oars under sail, what should be done with them? A. Al-

ways fling them out of the rowlocks, and let them rest abaft

in the gunwale. If they are left in the rowlocks, and. .the '

loom of the oar were not kept . . down, it would ' catch a
j

crab'. 1867 Surra Sailor's Word-hie., Catch a crab, in

rowing, when an oar gets so far beneath the surface of the

Inter, that the rower cannot recover it in lime to prevent

his being knocked backwards. 1880 Times 27 Sept. 113
A boat upset . .because one of the rowers caught a ' crab '.

11. atlrib. and Comb., as crab-computing, -eating,

fishing, -gauge, -racing, -trap ; sense 7) crab-

capstan, -engine, -winch, •windlass ; crab-claw,

a claw or clutch for grappling or fastening

;

t crab face, an ugly ill-tempered looking face

Vcf. Sc. partan face, used by the fisher folk : in

later use app. associated with Ciiab sb.'1 , cf. crali-

tree faced, sour-faced) ; so crab-faced, crab-

favoured ; crab-farming,raising crabs in enclosed

shallows for the market ;
crab-lobster, the por-

celain-crab, an anomourous crustacean ; crab-

pot, a trap for crabs, a basket or frame of wicker-

work so constructed that crabs can readily enter

but cannot get out again ; crab rock 'see quot.) ;

crab-roller (Printing), a term for the distributing

roller, so called from its diagonal motion; crab's

claw, a, the claw of crabs, formerly used in

medicine for the same purpose as Crab's-eyes
;

(b) a water-plant, Water Soldier, Slraliotes

Aloides
;

crab-shell, the carapace of a crab

;

slang a shoe ; crab -snouted (see crab-faced)

;

crab-spider, the name of several species of

spiders
;
crab-step, a sidelong step by a capering

horse
;
crab-stone, a calcareous concretion found

in the stomach ofcrustaceans, previous to the casting

of their shells ; in crayfish it forms the crab's-eyes.

1694 Sin'. I.ati Voy. 1. 1 171 1) 107 And instead of Anchors,

they have wooden "Crab-claws, or Kellocks. 1780 Cowper
Error^i E'en Leeuwenhoek himself would stand aghast..

And own his "crab-computing powers o'ercome.
_
1847 Car-

penter Zool. § 309 The "Crab-eating Opossum is common
in Guiana and Brazil, it. .prefers marshy situations, where it

feeds on crabs. 1838 F. W. Simms Pu(lie Whs. Gt. Brit. ii.

22 An ordinary "crab engine was employed in driving the

piles. 1719 D'Urfey Pitls V. 331 Viewing his "crab Face.

1563 A. Nevyll in B. Googe Eglogs (Arb.) 22 Such "crab-

faced, cankerd, carlish chuffs. 1648 Gage West Ind. v.

(1655) 14 An old crab-fae'd English I ryer. 1506 Harington
Metam. Ajajc Pref. (1814) 9 Being invited by a 'crab-

favoured host to a neat house. 1888 Times 3 Jan. 10/2

Lobster and "crab fishing. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.

p. lxxxiii. Patented aquaria, .and "crab and lobster guages.

1793 Smf.aton Edystone L. t 264 They .. disengaged the

layers of cork, .and cut them to pieces for their "Crab-poLs

and Seines. 1862 Ansted Channel /si. 11. viii. (ed. 2) 180

The rope made from it is especially valuable for crab pots.

1881 Society 7 Oct. sli One of the latest forms of amuse-
ment at French and Belgian seaside resorts is * 'crab-racing '.

1877 A. H. Green Phys. Geol. iv. S 4 "Crab Kock, local name
of brecciated Permian rocks of Cumberland and Westmore-
land. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extern/. 30 Take Powder
of "Crabs-claws compound . . half a scruple. 1758 Dossie
Elabor. laid open 163 Crabs claws are for the most part sold

or used when crabs eyes are demanded or ordered. 1563
A. Nevyll in B. Googe Eglogs{\r\i.) 21 Those "crabsnowtea
bestes, Those ragyngfeends of hell. 1B61 HuLMEtr. Moquin.
Tandon 11. v. ii. 260 The Mygales ('Crab Spiders and
Mason Spiders'. Ibid. 11. 111. in. 97 The "Crabs' Stones
which are most esteemed come from Astrakan. 1883
Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 7 "Crab and Lobster Trap. 1877
Daily Nevis 10 Oct. 6/2 The upper bolts of chain sheaves,

"crab winch, &c, had leaked a little at first.

Crab (kra.'b\ sb.'- Also 5-7 crabbe ;
6- Scbab.

[Of uncertain origin, appearing first in 1 5th c.

A Sc. form scrub, scrabbe, is evidenced from beg. of 16th

c, and may easily be much older. This is app. from Norse,

as Rietz has Sw. dial, skrabba fruit of the wild apple-tree,

and may be the original form. In that case crabbe, crab,

would be a southern perversion, assimilated to Crab sb. 1

But, on the other hand, this may be only a transferred use

of that word : cf. the history and development of Crabbed,
and the application of crab in various languages to a person.

A fruit externally promising, but so crabbed and ill-con-

ditioned in quality, might very naturally be so called ; yet

actual evidence of the connexion is wanting. (A Sw. krabb-

Aple, which has been cited, is merely the horticultural

name of the American Crab-apple, Pyrus Coronaria, intro-

duced with the shrub from the United States.)]

1. The common name of the wild apple, espe-

cially connoting its sour, harsh, tart, astringent

quality ; applied also to cultivated varieties having

similar qualities, grown for preserving, making
verjuice, etc.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 44 Rolle hit on balles-.In

gretnes of crabbes. c 1450 I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 594/26
Malum macianum, a Crabbe. Ibid. 715 Hoc arbitum, a
crabe. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 74 As

by Fav.es of People ye male Deeme, When thei tast Crabs
while thei be greene. [1513 Douglas AEmdit vm. iii. 18 With
wilde scrabbis and vthir frutis large. J <i 1536 Tindale Whs.
10 1 R.) As a man would wryng veriuce out of crabbes. 1605

Shaks. Lear 1. v. 15 She s as like this, as a Crabbe's like

an Apple. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle n, 2526 They must
have veriuice that will squeese such crabbes. 1688 R.

Holme Armoury 11. 48/1 The Crab is a small round Apple,

growing on Trees in Hedges by the Way sides. 1784

Cowper Task 1. 121, I fed on scarlet hips and stony haws
Or blushing crabs. 1866 Rogers Agrtc. *r Prices I. i. 18

Crabs were collected in order to manufacture verjuice.

fig. 161J J. Hall Let. in Bumet Life W. Bedell 300
What a sorry crabb (i.e. letter] hath Mr. Waddesworth at

last sent us from Sevil ? 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 109
Weak fruit of idle hours, these crabs of mine 1 dare lay at

thy feet, O Muse divine !

2. The wild apple tree of northern Europe, the

original of the common apple (Pyrus Mains \

1425 [see Crab-tree, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 99 Crabbe
tre, acerbus, macianus, arbutus.] 1626 Bacon Sylva { 507
Blossoms of Trees, .those of Apples, Crabs, Almonds, and
Peaches, are Blushy and smell sweet, a 1679 W. Gurnall
in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. ci. 6 You would get the best

fruit trees, and not cumber your ground with crabs. 1846

j. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 41 I. 55 The wild Crab
is the only Apple indigenous to this country- 1849 Thoreau
Week Concord Riv., Friday 358 Like the crabs which grow
in hedges, they fumish the stocks of sweet, .fruits.

fig. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (1846) 350 The fellow

proves to be a crab of my own planting in the days of. -un-

restrained libertinism.

3. With qualification applied to some cultivated

varieties of the apple (tree and fruit), as Minshull

Crab ; and to other species of the genus, as Cherry
Crab (lyrus baccata), Chinese Crab (/'. specta-

bilis), Siberian Crab (P. prunifolia), Garland
Crab, or American Crab-apple (I'yrus coronaria),

and several other North American species.

1657 Beale in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 517 The croft Crab
and white or red Horse-pear do excel them, and all others.

1858 R. Hogg Veg. Kingd. 308 The small Cherry Apple
or Scarlet Siberian Crab.. used for making quasar punch.

1881 Miss Braddon Asph. vi. 71 The snowy clusters of

the American crab.. and seringa, lilac, laburnum, guelder

rose. 188* Garden 28 Oct. 381/2 The Chinese Crab.. [is] a

tree unsurpassed in beauty by any of the class.

4. A stick or cudgel made of the wood of the

crab-tree ; a crab-stick.

1740 Garrick Lying Valet 1. ii, Out bolts her husband
with a fine taper crab in his hand.

5. transf. The potato-apple, dial.

1704 J. Holt Agric. Surv. Lane. 30 Crabs, or oukles,

which grow upon the stems [of potatoes]. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Crab, a potato-apple.

6. Applied to persons : a. as fig. of I : A sour

person, b. In later use, often a back-formation

from Cbabbed : a crabbed, cross-grained, ill-tem-

pered person. [This might come directly from

Crab j*. 1
; in Ger. and E.Fris. krabbe crab (the

animal) is applied to a cross-grained, fractious

person: see Crabbed.]
a. 1580 Baret Ah'., A rude pesant, and crabbe of the

countrie. 1594 Shaks. Tarn. Shrrw 11. i. 230. 1605 Tryall

del'. 11. i. in Sullen O. PI. III. 289 And that sowre crab do
but leere at thee I shall squeeze him to vargis.

b. 1815 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy 1. 170 What coming
crabb over us, old fellow? Very well, I shall bolt and try

Randall, and that's all about it. 1819 Lytton Devereux
1. iii, I love you better than.. that crab of a priest. 1877

Iloldemtss Gloss., Crab, a peevish, ill-tempered person.

1881 Mrs. Lynn Linton My Lore I. xiii. 229 But there

was not a coward nor a ' crab ', as they called the cross-

grained when speaking among themselves.

H Crabs in Hazard : see Crab sbA 9.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. Of or pertaining to the

crab-apple or crab-tree, as crab blossom, kernel,

verjuice, vinegar, etc. ; b. resembling the crab-

apple in its sour, harsh taste, or inferiority as

fruit, as crab lemon, orange, vintage, wine, etc.

;

t crab-bat, a crab-tree dub or cudgel; t crab-

knob attrib., rough and rugged like a crab-tree ;

t crab-staff " Crab-stick ; in quot. fig. Also
Crab-apple, -stick, -stock, tree, etc.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 15, I am a "Crabhat against

Arbitrary Government. 1888 Daily News 22 May 2/2 The
glorious profusion of the "crab-blossoms. 1664 Evelyn
AW. Hort. (1729* 310 "Crab Kernels for Stocks. 1581

Stanyhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 22 An Island Theare seat, with

"crabknob skrude stoans hath framed an hauen. 1697

Damfier Voy. (1698) I . x. 296 The Lime is a sort of bastard

or "Crab-limon . . The Fruit is like a I.emon but smaller.

1606 Marston Parasitaster 111, She. .lookes as sowerly, as

if she had beene new squeased out of a "crab orenge. a 1603

6. Enz. in Shaks. C. Praise 400 Persius, a "Crab-start,

Bawdy Martial), Ovid a fine Wag. 1747 Wesley Prim.
Physic (1762) 100 Bathe it in good "Crab verjuice. 1884

Farm 4- Home 25 Oct. 278/3 The old English verjuice,

called in the west of England 4 "crab vinegar*. ajyoo
Dryden (J.), Better gleanings their wom soil can lioast

Than the "crab vintage of the neighb'ring coast. i6i« 5
Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T. 11. v, His liberality hated to

provide "crab wine for his guests.

Crab (kneb\ sb.z Corruption of Cabap, the

native name of a South American tree, Carapa

guianensis, used in composition : as crab-nut,

the nut or seed of this tree ; crab-oil (carapoil),

the oil obtained from Crab-nuts, used for lighting

purposes and as an anthelmintic ; so crab-tree,

crab-wood.

1769 E. Bancroft Nat. Hist. Guiana 81 The Caraba,
or Crab Tree . . consists of numerous branches, covered

with long narrow leaves, of a dark green colour. 1849 J.

F. Bourne in Ecclesiologist IX. 183, I intend to use 'crab-

1
wood' for the roof and fittings. 1858 Nimmonds Diet.

Trade, Carap Oil, Crab Oil, an oil obtained in South
America from the Carapa guianensis. 1865-66 [see Carap
Oil). 1866 Treas. Bot. 220/2 Crab-wood . . is used for

making articles of furniture, for shingles, and for the masts

and spars of vessels. 1883 Im Thurn Ind. of'Guiana xiv.

314 Crab-oil finds a ready sale in the towns. Most of this oil

is prepared from the nuts of a very common tree, the crab,

wood [Carapa guianensis^. Ibid. On the savannah, where
crab-nuts are less easily procured.

Crab (krab), vA Also 6-7 crabb; Sc. 5-6

craib, 6-7 crabe. [f. Crabbed a. or its source.]

+ 1. trans. To go counter to, to cross ; to put

out of humour or temper ; to irritate, anger, en-

rage, provoke. St. ? Obs.

a 1400 50 Alexander 5323 Qui colkins bou, ser conquirour

& crabbis so pi saule. 1 1450 Henry sox Mor. Fab. 84 Ane
'

full gude seruant will craib his Master anes. 1461 Liber

Pluscardensis xi. viii. (1877) I. 383 Thow makis gret fait .

.

All thus but caus to crab thi creatowre. 1535 Stewart
1 Cron. Scot. II. 563 To contray him or crab in ony thing.

1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech., Schorl Waye 6 b, To put

our selues in danger to crab god. 1595 Duncan App. Etymol ,

Offendo, to stumble, to crabbe, to find by chance, a 1605

Polwart Flyting iv. Montgomery 152, I will, .swingeour,

for thy sake refuse it . .To crabe thee,

b. absol. and intr.

a 1500 Kalis Raving 11. 122 Thai here glaidly, and lytill

spekis, Laith for to crab and scldin wrekis. Ibid. ill. 175

Crab nocht lychtly for lytil thing. 1598 Fergusson Scot.

Prov., He that crabbs without cause should mease without

mends.

t 2. trans. To render (the disposition, etc) ill-

tempered or peevish ; to sour. Obs. rare.

1662 Glanvill Lux Orient, iv. (1682) 33 How age or

sickness sowers, and crabbs our natures.

Crab (kneb;, v.- [App. the same as Du.,

LG., E.Fris. krabben to scratch, claw, f. the same

root as Crab j*. 1

]

1. Falconry. Of hawks : To scratch, claw, or

fight with each other, a. trans, b. intr.

1575 Turberv. FauLonrie 73 That when your bawkes
bate, they maye not reache one another for crabbing. Ibid.

114 Some falcons, .will crabbe with every hawke and flee of

purpose to crabbe with them. 1674 N. Cnx Genii. Recreat.

ii. (1706) 57 If you mew more than one Hawk in one Room,
you must set your Stones at that distance, that when they

bate they may not crab one another. 1851 R. F. Burton
Falconry v. 60 If two [hawks] are flown they are certain to

fell the game at once, and the falconer is always flurried by

their violent propensity to crab over the ' pelt '. 189a Note

from Correspt, Two hawks soaring or on the ground will

often claw each other, when they are said to ' crab '.

2. trans. To criticize adversely, cry down, find

fault with, ' peck at ',
' pull to pieces '. slang or

stable-talk, whence colloq.

1812 J. H. Vai x Flask Diet. s.v., To prevent the per-

fection or execution of any. .business, by saying any thing

offensive or unpleasant, is called crabbing it. 1862 Jml.
R. Agric. Sx. XXIII. 385 Owners . . will not send their

horses to be crabbed and consequently lowered in value lie-

cause they cannot pass a strict veterinary inspection. 1890

Times 6 Dec. 12/4 Officers naturally do not care to be

frowned upon as men who 1 want to crab the new rifle '.

1891 M Merciful Dhmxe 76 And you ' crab ' the girl

because she is able to take care of herself. 1891 Blocker

Mag. CLI. 128/2 To crab the complexions or the clothes of

the people who occupied the pew in front.

3. 'To break or bruise. North.' (Halliwell.)

Crab, ». :! [Nonce-uses, derived from Crab sb. 1

and -, or their derivatives.]

fl. trans. To beat with a crab-stick ; to cudgel.

1619 Fletcher M. Thomas iv. vi, Get ye to bed, drab, Or
I'll so crab your shoulders.

t 2. ? To catch as a crab does. Obs.

1711 Cibber Refusals. Plays II. 386, I hold six to four

now, thou hast been crabb'd at Paris in the Missisippi.

Granger. Not I, Faith, Sir; I would no more put my
Money into the Stocks there, than my Legs into the Stocks

here.

3. Naut. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Crabbing to it, carrying an
overpress of sail in a fresh gale, by which a ship crabs or

drifts sideways to leeward.

4. U. S. colloq. (fig.)- Crawfish v.

5. Dyeing, etc. To subject to the operation of

Crabbing (vbl. sb.$).

189a Prof. Hummel (m letter), Cloth that has not been

crabbed.

6. See Crabbing 2.

Crab-apple. =Crab sb.'1 i and 2.

1711 Arbuthnot John Bull nr. ii, John had his golden

pippins, peaches, and nectarines ; poor Miss a crab-

apple, sloe, or a blackberry. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

(1815) 244, I have often met with a crab-apple in a hedge.

1870 H. Macmillan Bible Teach, v. 100 The crab-apple

and the sloe, the savage parents of our pippins and plums.

b. Also with qualifications, like Crab sb.'- 3, as

in American Crab-apple (Pyrus coronaria), Ore-

gon Crab-apple (P. rivularis).

t Crabat. Obs. [ad. L. crabatus, grabatus, a.

Gr. Kpa0'0)aTot conch ; in Fr. grabat.~] A couch.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 417/3 Julyan dyd do brynge a

crabat of copper and dyd do laye . . out the body theron.

Crabat, crabbat, obs. ff. Cravat, Croat.

Crabbat (crab-bat) : see Crab sb.- 7.
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Crabbed (krsrbedl, a. Also 4 crabyt, 4-6
crabbid, 4-8 -it, 5 -yd, {Sc. 6-7 crabit, 6
craibit). [orig. f. Crab sbA + -ed : cf. Bogged.
The primary reference was to the crooked or

wayward gait of the crustacean, and the contra-

dictory, perverse, and fractious disposition which
this expressed. Cf. Ger. hrabbe crab, whence,
according to Grimm, £ because these animals are

malicious and do not easily let go what they have
seized, LG. ene liitje krabbc (a little crab) a little

quarrelsome ill-conditioned man {Bremen IVbch.)
1

;

also in Saxony said of self-willed, refractory chil-

dren. So E.Fris. krabbe crab, transf. a cantan-

kerous, cross-grained man (who is refractory and
froward like a crab, sticking fast or going back-

wards, when he ought to advance) ; whence
krabbig contentious, cantankerous, fractious, cross-

grained ^Doornkaat Koolman). Literal senses of
* cross-grained, crooked ', and ' knotted, gnarled,

un-smooth', applied to sticks, trees, and the like,

also appear ; these re-act upon the sense in which
the word is applied to persons and their disposi-

tions. In later use there is association with the

fruit, giving the notion of 'sour-tempered, morose,
peevish, harsh'.]

1. Of persons (or their dispositions) : orig. Of
disagreeably froward or wayward disposition, cross-

grained, ill-conditioned, perverse, contrarious,

fractious. (Now blending with b.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 8943 (Gott.) pe iuus bat war sua crabbid

\Cott. $ Fair/, cant] and kene. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 99
Crabbyd, awke, or wrawe [W. wraywarde], cerom'cus, bilo-

sus, cancerinus. c 1440 York Myst. xx'ix. 130 For women
are crabbed, bat comes bem of kynde. 1547 Latimer Scrm.
<V Kent, (1845) 426 He that is so obstinate and untractable
in wickedness and wrong doing, is commonly called a
crabbed and froward piece. 1570 Levins Mamp. 49/9
Crabbed, froward, prauus, iraius. 1643 Milton Divorce
Introd., The little that our Saviour could prevail . . against
the crabbed textuists of his time. 1844 Alb. Smith Adv.
Mr. Ledbury vii. (1886) 22 Despite the persevering labours
of those crabbed essayists, a 1843 Hood Tale ofTemper i,

Of all cross breeds of human sinners, The crabbedest are
those who dress our dinners.

b. In later use : Cross-tempered, ill-conditioned,

irritable, acrimonious, churlish ; having asperity or

acerbity of temper. Since 16th c. a frequent

epithet of old age, in which perhaps there was at

first the sense 1 crooked' ; cf. sense 5. Also often

influenced by, and passing insensibly into, sense 9.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 542 That I thairfoir crabit

or cruell be. 1579 Lyly Euphucs (Arb.) 43 To you they
breed more sorrow and care, .because of your crabbed age.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abas. n. 65 He that is borne vnder
Cancer, shall be crabbed and angrie, because the crab
fish is so inclined. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. ix. 3 Therein a
cancred crabbed carle . . That has no skill of court nor
courtesie. 1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. Cj, Craft, anger,
vsury, neuer seene in youth : In crabbed age these vices we
behold. 16x0 Shaks- Temp. m. i. 8 O She is Ten times
more gentle, then her Father's crabbed ; And he's compos'd
of harshnesse. 1635 N. R. tr. Camde?i's Hist. Eliz. n. xvi.

170 A man of a crabbed disposition and rash to raise coin-

motions. 1779 Mad. D'Arblay Lett. Aug., Calling you a
crabbed fellow. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. D. Bl. vii, His
Father, the harshest of old crabbed men, he loved with
warmth, with veneration. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola in.

xviii, A crabbed fellow with crutches is dangerous. 1875
Jowett Plato(ed. 2) V. 302 [The] ignorant, .lays up in store

for himself isolation in crabbed age.

c. transf. of things.

a 1400—50 Alexander 3794 Colwers . . & crabbed snakis
And obire warla$es wild. 1634 Milton Comus 477 How
charming is divine Philosophy I Not harsh and crabbed,
as dull fools suppose. 1682 Dryden Dk. ofGuise in. i, But
if some crabbed virtue turn and pinch them, Mark me,
they'll run. .and howl for mercy.

2. Of the temporary mood : Cross, vexed, irate,

irritated ; out of humour. (In early use only Sc. :

now dial. ; often pronounced crab'd.)

C 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Laurentius 786 Sume mene sait

he crabyt is. 1513-75 Dium. Occurrents (1833)81 Quhaira
he was crabbit and causit discharge the said Johne of his

preitching. 1530 Palsgr. 773/2, I waxe crabbed, or angrye
countenaunced. jfe me rechigne. 1552 Abp. Hamilton
Catech. (1884) 9 It is nocht ane thing to be crabit at our
brotheris persone and to be crabit at our brotheris fait.

1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Crab'd, affronted; out
of humour ; sometimes called being in Crab-street. j86i
Holland Lets. Life i. 19 A business man.. will enter his
house for dinner as crabbed as a hungry bear.

+ 3. Of words, actions, etc. : Proceeding from or

showing an ill-tempered or irritable disposition
;

angry ; ill-natured. Obs.

1362 Lakgl. P. PI. A. xi. 65 For nou is vche Boye Bold.

.

to.Xraken a3eyn be Clergie Crabbede wordes. (1430
Lydg. Bochas VTx, iv. (1554) 168 b, Her feminine crabbed
eloquence. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ, Osor. 277 Your
crabbed and snappish accusation agaynst Luther, a 1632
T. Taylor God's Judgem, 1. 11. i. (1642) 155 He. .chased him
away with bitter and crabbed reproaches,

f b. Of the countenance : Expressing a harsh or

disagreeable disposition : cf. crab-face, Crab sb.
1 11.

\c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Vincentius 202 Dacyane hyme-self
nere wod Become . . And kest his handis to & fra And trawit

[editor reads crabbit] continence cane ma.]
1603 H. Crosse Vertues Commw. (1878) 51 When a crabbed

visage and a misshapen body, shall stand by an amiable and
louely personage. 1641 Hist. F.div. V 6 Hard favoured of
visage, such as . . is called . . among common persons, a
crabbed face.

f4. Of things: Harsh or unpleasant to the taste

or feelings; unpalatable, bitter. Obs. or arch. (Cf.

sense 9.)
£-1340 Gaiv. <y Gr. Knt. 502 After crysten-masse com be

crabbed lentoun, pat fraystez flesch wyth be fysche & fode
more symple. 1593 Tcll-Troth's N. V. Gift 40 A kinde
dinner and a crabbed supper. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S.
Sea (1847) 128 The crabbed entertainment it gave us.

t5. Of trees, sticks : Crooked; having an uneven
and rugged stem, gnarled, knotted ; having cross-

grained and knotted wood. Obs.

61510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) B vj, To make
a streyght Jauelin of a crabbed tree. 1539 Tavernkr
F.rusm. Pror: (1552) 5 To a crabbed knotte muste be
soughte a crabbed wedge. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 53
A crabbed briery hawthorne bush. 1675 Tkahkrne Chr,
Ethics xxxiii. 540 A crabbed and knotty piece of matter,

t b. of the human body and (jig.) nature.

1601 Dent Pathw. Heaven (1831) 18 Troubled . . with a
crabbed and crooked nature. 1623 Cockeram hi, Thersites,

one that was as crabbed in person as he was Cinicall and
doggish in condition. 1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondis Eroniena
16 This king, .being of a crabbed nature, pimple faced and a
creple. 1799 Solthey Sonu. xv, A wrinkled, crabbed man
they picture thee, Old Winter.

•f e. Of land, weather, etc. : Rough, rugged.

1579 Fenton Guicciard. v. (1599)221 A crabbed mountaine,
where they lost threescore men at armes and manie footmen.

1583 StANYHURSt Aeneis III. (Arb.) 71 God Mars the Regent
of that soyle crabbed adoring (Virg. lit. 35 Geticis amis],
1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S.Sea (1847) 128 The crabbed moun-
tains which overtopped it. 1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss..

Crabb'd or Crabby. Weather terms. 'Bits o' crabb'd

showers ', the rain or sleet driven by cold winds.

t 6. Rough, rugged, and inelegant in language.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 41 Though he be rough
|

sointime & crabbed in his maner of speach. 1656 Cowley
Misc., Answ. Copy of Verses 13 Such base, rough, crabbed,

hedge Rhymes, .set the hearers Ears on Edge.

7. Of writings, authors, etc. : Ruggedly or per-

versely intricate ; difficult to unravel, construe, deal

with, or make sense of.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. in. 310T0 debarre crabbed
questions. 161a Brinsley Lud. Lit. viii. (1627) 122 The
best and easiest Commentaries of the hardest and most
crabbed Schoole-Authors. 1675 Baxter Cath. Theol. 11. 1. 2

Writing, -in crabbed Scholastick style. 1763-5 Churchill
Poems, Author, O'er crabbed authors life's gay prime to

waste. 1788 Reid Aristotle's Log. iv. § 6 Those crabbed
j

geniuses made this doctrine very thorny. 1830 Mackintosh
Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 179 Mr. Hume, who has trans-

I

lated so many of the dark and crabbed passages of Butler i

into his own transparent and beautiful language, a 1839
I'raed Poems (1864) II. 76 Since my old crony and myself
Laid crabbed Euclid on the shelf. 1890 Times 20 Jan. 9/2

A hard, dry, and rather crabbed collection of notes and
statistics.

b. Of handwriting : Difficult to decipher from

the bad formation of the characters.

1612 Dekker If it be not good Wks. 1873 III. 287 Lawes !

Wrap'd vp in caracters, crabbed and vnknowne. 1800 M us.

Hervey Mourtray Fam. I. 91 It is such a crabbed hand, I

can't read half of it. 1853 Faraday in B. Jones Life U870)
II. 318 Do you see how crabbed my hand-writing has be-

come? 1879 F. Harrison Choice Bks. (1886) 18 A few
worn rolls of crabbed manuscript.

T 8. Of or pertaining to the zodiacal sign Cancer.

Obs. rare.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 43 Muskat is a citie . . upon
the Persian Gulfe and almost Nadyr to the crabbed
Tropique.

9. Of the nature of the crab-tree or its fruit

;

fig. sour-tempered, peevish, morose; harsh.

1565-73 Cooi'ER Thesaurus s.v. Acerbus, Vultus acerbus,

sower or crabbed. 1599 Marston Sco. Villanie 170
Against the veriuice-face of the Crabbedst Satyrist that

euer stuttered. 1611 Shaks. IVint. T. 1. ii. 102 Three
crabbed Moneths had sowr'd themselues to death. 1656

Duchess Newcastle in Life ofDk. (1886) 313 As for my
disposition, it is . . not crabbed or peevishly melancholy.

1726 Amherst Terra? Fil. xxxvi. 189 This philosophical

apple-tree, .never grew kindly, nor produced any thing but

sour crabbed stuff. 1865 Holland Plain T. iii. 107 Only
treated respectfully by wives and children because they

are crabbed and sour.

10. Comb., as crabbed-looking, -handed adjs.

1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) v. xi,

That sort of hideous old crabbed-looking crone of fashion.

1837 Sir F. Palgrave Merch. <y Friar i. (1844) 34 A lean-

visaged, crabbed-looking personage. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair xliii. That crabbed-handed absent relative.

Crabbedly (krarhedli), adv. [f. Crabbed a. +
-ly a

.] In a crabbed manner : crossly, ill-tem-

peredly ; sourly, morosely ; with rugged intricacy.

1x420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3514 A man also to

Julius Caesar ones Crabbedly seide. 1561 T. Norton
Calvin*s Inst. UL ¥.(1634)318 Many ofthem. .have, .spoken

to crabbedly and hardly. 1580 BaretA Iv. C 1523 Crabbedly,

sowrely, grimly, lowringly, torue. 1593 Nashe Christ's

T. 66 a, [He] that in the Pulpit talkes affectedly, coldly,

crabbedly or absurdly, a 1774 Fergusson Plainstane

Poems (1845^49 We sail hae the question stated And keen

and crabbedly debated.

Crabbedness (krarbednes). [f. as prec.+

-NE8S.] The quality of being crabbed.

1. Crookedness, perversity or refractoriness of

disposition, fractiousness (obs.); ill-nature; harsh-

ness ; asperity or sourness of temper.

1413 Lvdg. Pilgr. Soivlcw. xx. 660deth. .bytteiart thou
and ful of crabbydnesse. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 472
Throw crabitnes with gret crudelitie. 1598 Ki.okio, Perucr-
sita, peruersenes, frowardnes,crabbednes. 1765 T. Hutchin-
son Hist. Col. Muss, Pay I. 187 The natural crabbedness of
his wife's temper. 1888 J. K. Laughton in Diet. Nat. Biog.
XVI. 96/1 The sweetness of temper which everybody loves,

or the crabbedness of will which everybody fears.

2. Ruggedness, roughness, asperity
;

rugged or

perverse intricacy of language, questions, etc.

1546 Langley /'c/. Vrrg. De Invent. 1. ix. 19 a, Menandcr
it Philemon . . aswaged al the crabbetnesse of the olde
wrytinges, 1563 GoLDlKG Cxsar (15651 213 b, The crabbed-
nesse of the wayes were a let to hym. 1579 Kenton Guicci-
ard. ix. (1599' 391 The crabbednesse of the season may
suffice to detainevs. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 319 Leaving
the crabbedness of Logiek . . he became . . Herald. 1883
F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius i. 9 Like his uncle's sexa-

genarian crabbedness of hieroglyphic.

f3. Harshness or asperity of taste. Obs.

1715 J'ltucirollus' Rerum Mem. II. v. 298 Sugar, .molli-

fies the Acrimony, and makes meek the Crabbedness of tart

and sour things.

Crabber .krcc-bsi). [f. Crab sb* + -er l.] One

I

who fishes for crabs ; a boat used in crab-

fishing.

1848 C. A. Johns Week at Lizard 241 It matters not

much to the crabbers what sorts of fish they catch. 1883
Fisheries Kxhib. fatal, (cd. 4) 127 Crabber and Cod or

Ling Boat.

Crabbery (knx.-beri). [f. Crab sb? + -ery,

after rookery, etc.] A place abounding with crabs,

or where crabs are fished.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. iv. (1S79) So Great mud-bank^,
which the inhabitants call Cangrejales or Crabberies, from
the number of small crabs.

Crabbing ^krarbirj), vbl. sb? [f. Crab z/.
1
,

- +
•ING !.] The action of the vb. Crab.

fl. Vexing, embittering; hence, vexation, cross-

ness. Sc. Obs.

1 1450 U'isdome of Sol. 646 better is crabing na Mythnes
or laiching. 1529 Lykdesay Comptayut 32, I wyll nocht
flyte . . For crabyng of thy Celsitude. 1535 Stkwart Cron.
Scot. II. 187 Aurelius . . sufferit thame of his benignitie,

Withfout] crabing or ^it crudelitie. Ibid. III. 84 Greit

wrang he wrocht in his crabing and ire. 1573 J- Davidson
BriefCommend, xliv, The feid of fremmit and craibing of

5our kin.

2. Adverse criticism, 'pulling to pieces', detrac-

tion. See Crab 2.

Cra'bbing, vbl. sb:1 [f. Crab sb.1
,

implying

verb to crab, perhaps not otherwise used.]

1. Catching crabs, crab-fishing. Also attrib.

1657 Ligon Barhadoes (1693) 66 The Negroes will often

upon Sundayes go a Crabbing. 1884 Western Morning
I Nc7os 4 Sept. 4/5 At Sennen Cove the crabbing season is

over. 1887 G« M. Fenn Deiwn Boys ii. 16 We .. made
plans to go. .crabbing when the tide was out.

2. Gathering crab-apples : cf. muting, etc.

1877 in E. Peacock N. IV. Line. Gloss.

Cra bbing, vbl. sb$ Dyeing, etc. (Seequots.j

1874 W. Crookes Dyeing Calico Print. 654 Another

I
important operation is ' crabbing '. before stuffs can be

i dyed, all dirt, grease, and the dressing used by the weaver,

must be completely removed. The pieces are generally

first passed through hot water. They are next treated

with hot lyes of soap, carbonate of soda, and liquid ammonia.
1892 Prof. Hummel {letter), Crabbing is the operation

of passing a thin woollen or union fabric in a state of

tension, and in the open-width, through boiling water, and
at once wrapping it on a roller, where it is subjected to con-

siderable pressure. The primary object of crabbing is to

prevent subsequent wrinkling of the cloth, due to unequal

contraction. A secondary object is to give the cloth a par-

ticular finish, so that the operation is now frequently used

for all-wool and all-cotton cloth,

b. attrib., as crabbing- machine, -trough, etc.

1885 Hummel Dyeing 112 The boiling water in the

crabbing trough. 189a Machine Maker's Advt., Makers
of all kind of machinery for dyeing, etc... viz. crabbing,

singeing, scouring, washing, .machines.

t Cra bbish, a. Obs. [f. Crab ^.i + -ish : cf.

Crabbed.] Cross, crabbed.

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882)11.91 Such crabyysh wordes do

aske a blow, a 1593 Greene Arbasto iii, With a coy

countenance, she gave me this crabbish answere. 1606

Dekker Sev. Sinnes iv. (Arb.) 34 Crabbish Satyristes.

Crabby (krarbi\ «. 1 [f. Crab sbA + -y 1.]

1. Crab-like ; t with sidelong gait (obs.)

1583 Stanyhurst Mneis DL (Arb.) 84 It wil be saulfer

too passe thee countrie Pachynus, With Ieasure lingnng,

and far streicts crabbye to circle. 1886 R. C. Leslie Sea-

painter's Log 20 Some old fisherman's crabby paw dodging

round the bottom of a crab-pot.

2. Abounding in crabs.

162a R. Hawkins Voy, S. Sea (1847) 128 Which after we
called Crabby cove.. for that all the water was full of a

small kinde of redd crabbes.

Crabby (krarbi), a.2 [f. Crab sb? + -t \]

+ 1. = Crabbed 5, 6, 7. Obs.

1550 Coverdale Spir. Perle vi. 71 So doth God lop and

hewe the crabby old Adam with the crosse. 1581 J. Bell
Haddon's Answ. Osor.1^4 The most combersome and crabby

treatie of Freewill. 1599 Marston .SVrtf. Villanie 170 Persius

is crabby, because auntient, and his ierkes. .dusky.

2. — Crabbed i, 9.

1776 Paine Com. Sense App. (1701) 86 The narrow and

crabby spirit of a despairing political party. 1850 M. Mar-
goliouth Pilgr. Land of Fathers II. 61 We must have

looked very crabby when we made those rude speeches.

1891 Atkinson Last of Giant-Kilters 101 The crabby,

surly, savage old giant.
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Cra*b-catclier. [f. Cuab sb.i]

L One who catches crabs.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VI, iv. ii (Jod.), The dexterous
crabcatcher takes them by the hinder legs in such a manner,
that its nippers cannot touch him.

2. A name given to several American species of

herons which feed on small crabs; esp., in W.
Indies, Ardetta or Butorides virescetts.

1609 Dampikr Voy. (1705) II. ii 66 Crabcatchers are

shaped and coloured like Herons, but they are smaller. They
feed on small Crabs no bigger than ones Thumb. 1731
Mortimer in Phil. '/Vans. XXXVII. 177 The Crested
Bittern. They breed in the Bahama Islands. .They are

there called Crab-Catchers, because they mostly subsist on
Crabs. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica (1789) 478 The small
red-winged Crab-catcher. This is the smallest species of
the Crab-catcher in Jamaica . . The whole bird is very
beautiful, and not above the si/e of a pigeon, a 1818 M. O.
Lhwis Jrnl. W. ItuL Proprietor (18341 3*9 A bird about the

size of a large pigeon . . It is called a crab-catcher.

Cra'b-eater. [f. Cbab sb. 1
: cf. F. crabier.]

1. An occasional book-name for a small species

of heron, Ardetta minuta, the Little Bittem.

2. A scombroid fish, Elacate Canada, found on
the North American shores of the Atlantic Ocean.
184a Dm Kay Zool. N. York [V. Fishes 114 The Crab-

eater, .was captured in a seine in the harbor of Boston, and
placed in a car with other fish.

tCra'ber. Obs. rare-1 , [a. F. crabier [raton

crabier , f. crabe Crab sb,1] The water-rat.

1655 Walton Angler i^d. a) 73 The Cormorant, .and the
Crabe r which some call the water-rat.

Crab-face, -faced, -favoured : see Crab sb. 1

11.

t Crab-fish. Obs. -CbabiMi.
111400-50 Alexander 3892 Now comes a company of

Crabbe-fische, as calues gret. 1565 GOLDING Ovitfs Met.
1V- US03) 90 The crab-fish having caught his enemie. . Doth
clasp him in on every side with all his crooked cleas. 1606

Sir G. Goosecappe in. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 42, I lay my
life some Crabhsh has bitten thee by the tongue, thou
speakest so backward still. 1753 Cham blrs CycL Suppl.
s v. Crab, The common large crab-fish has its abode from
twenty to forty fathom water.

Cra b-grass, [f. Crab sb}]

1. The Glasswort, Saiicornia herbaceat a marine
plant common in salt-marshes. ? Obs.

1597 Gerabds Herbal it. cxlviL 429 The herbe is also

called. . Kali articulatum, or Jointed Glassewoort. .in Eng-
lish CrabGrasse, and Frog grasse. 1861 Miss PRATTFl*Wtt '.

Pi, IV. 285 Glasswort is sometimes called. .Crab-grass.

2. The Knot-grass. Britten and Holland.)

3. In U.S. A species of g rass, Panicutn sangitin-

ale ; also other allied species.

1881 G. W. Cablk Mad. Delphine viii. 45 In its old
walks, .crab-grass had spread. 1885 Harper s Mag. Dec.
133 A field in which crab-grass had grown in the place of
the harvested wheat.

Cra'b-liarrow. [f- Crab sb.* + Harrow : cf.

E.Fris. krabbe, krab, a small hoe or mattock witli

bent teeth for tearing up the ground.] A harrow
with bent teeth for thoroughly breaking up deeply

ploughed land ; its later form is the drag-harrmv.
1796 Trans. Soc. Enc. Arts XIV. 205, I also find them

(that is the wheels with short axle-trees) very useful with my
crab-harrow. 1806-7 A Young Agric. Essex (\%\-$s I. 147

Ox harrows, heavier and more effective in deep working
than the common crab-harrow of the county. 1846 'Jrnl.

A*. Agric. Soc. VII. u 51 The lands are dragged with a
heavy crab-harrow.

Hence Crab-harrow v.

1844 Jrnl. P. Agric. Soc. V. 1. "u Scarifying or crab-

harrowing with four horses between the ploughings. 1846

Ibid. VII. 1. 511 The lands are. .again crab-harrowed, and
harrowed with common harrows.

II Crabier. [Kr. ; f. crabe Crab sbX\ ^ Crab-
catcher a.

i8»5 Waterton Wattd.S. Amer. (1882) 28 In the marshes
and creeks will be found coots, gulls, pelicans, crabiers.

Crabite (krarbait). Gcol. rare. [a. ¥. crabite,

f. crabe Crab sb 1
: see -ite.] A fossil crab.

1847 in Craig, and in modern Diets.

Crablet (krceblet). [f. Crab sb.* + -let.] A
small or young crab.

1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish. Clerk I. 27 Sundry little crab-

lets that had wandered among the rocks. 1883 C omh. Mag.
Feb. 184 Startled crablets making spasmodic movements.

Cra'b-like, and adv. [f. Crab sb. 1
] Like

a crab, esp. in moving backwards or sideways.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. iv. 392 Because then
Southward Sol doth retrograde, Goes (Crab-like) backward.

1646 J. Hknbrigge Gods Fury Aij b, Such was their Crab-
like condition. i7»7-38 Gay Fables u. xiv. 26 But, crab-

like, rather backward goes. 1819 Bykon Venice i, Thus
they creep, Crouching and crab-like. 1861 Whyte Mel-
ville Tilbury Nogo 355 He crawls first backwards, then

sideways, crablike, .to the spot.

Crabling (krarbliij). [f. Crab .nM + -ling.]

;= Crablet.
182a T. Mitchell Aristoph. II. 316 Another crabling,

see, is coming forward . . Save us ! there's nought but

crabs. 1853 Eraser's Mag. XLVIII. 400 The minute crab-

lings heedlessly run over their variegated discs.

Crab-louse, [f. Crab sb. 1
, in reference to the

recurved feet by which it hooks itself to its host.]

A parasitical insect, Pediculus pubis, or Phthirus

ingninalis, which infests parts of the human body.

1547 Boorde Brer: Health § 273 Head lyce, body lyce.

crabbe lyce, and nits. 1658 Rowland Mou/et's Thcat,

Ins. 1099 May be Scaliger meant by a Tike some Low^e
like a Crab, or some Crab-Iowse in man ; for they both

!
breed in the beard and privities, and can very hardly be
pulled off. 1861 Hulme tr. Moqnin-Tandon 11. vi. L 296
The Pubic Ixmse. .which is known by the common name of
'Crab Louse attaches itself to the hair* of the sexual
organs, the arm pits, and even of the eyebrows.

Crab-nut, -oil : see Crab sb.'i

Crabo*logist. nonce-wd. [f. Crab sb. 1
, after

ornithologist, etc.] A student or collector of crabs.

1824 M fCuLLocH Highlands Scot. III. 420 The Uland
furnishes rare minerals to the mineralogist and rare crabs to

j

the crabologist.

Craboun, corrupt form of carabine, Carblne.
1602 -znd PI. Return Jr. Pamass. iv. ii. 1765 Base

worme must thouneedes discharge thycraboun [soea. 1606,

MS. crabbyanne] to batter downe the walles of learning.

Crab's-eye, -eyes. [f. Crab sb 1
]

1. (Usually in //.) A round concretion, found in

the stomach of the crayfish and some other Crus-

tacea, consisting mainly of carbonate of lime ; it

has been used, finely powdered, as an absorbent

and antacid. Now also applied to finely powdered
carbonate of lime from other sources.

1605 Tim.me Quersit. in. 181 Take . . of the stones which
are commonly called crabbes eyes halfe an ounce. 1693

I

Leeuwenhoek in Phil. Trans. XVII. 958, I put some Crabs-

I
Eyes into the Vinegar. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)

j
VI. 36* A chalky substance, found in the lower part of the
stomach of all lobsters, improperly called crab's eyes. 1807

I T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 604 The use of carbonate of
! lime as a manure, a paint, and a medicine, under the names

of lime, whiting, crab's eyes, &c. is equally well known.
1861 HULMK tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. 111. iii. 97 When the

!
Crabs are about to cast their shell, two calcareous masses
are found in the lateral compartments of the stomach.
These have received the name of ' Crab's eyes '. 1880

Huxley Crayfish 223 A minute crab's-eye or gastrolith.

2. //. The scarlet seeds or peas of Aorns preca-

torius, the Coral-bead plant ; also the plant.

1866 in Treas. Bot. 187a Omvek Ele/n. Bot. 11. 166 The
seeds ofAbrus precatorius, called ' Crabs'-eyes ', are strung
together for necklaces.

3. Crab's eye lichen (see quot. .

1849 in i v Med. * (Econ, Bot. (1856) 20. 1866

Treas. Bot., Crab's eye lichen, Lecanora palUscens, which
was formerly gathered under this name in the north of
England for the dyers.

Cra b-sidle, v. [f. Crab sb. 1 + Sldlk v.] intr.

To sidle or shuffle sideways like a crab.

1800 Solthey Lett. (1856* I. 105 They were obliged to

walk . . some backwards like lobsters, others crabsidling

along.

t Cra'b-skuit. Obs. [Du. krab-schuytc, f.

krabbe Crab sb. 1 + schuil boat.] A small open
fishing-boat with sails.

1614 Mabkham Way to Wealth in Arb. Gamer IV. 333
Vessels of divers fashions . . go . . for herrings . . and they be
called. .Sword-Pinks. .Crab-Skuits, and Yevers.

Cra'b-stick. [f. Crab sb:-] A stick or cudgel

of the wood of the crab-tree.

1703 Steele 'Tend. Husb. 1. L Do you see this Crab-stick,

you Dog ? 1771 Smollett Humph. Ct. 26 June, A crab-

stick, which was all the weapon he had, brought the fellow

to the ground with the first blow. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Per:
iil 111. vi, Hrave y >u n Egalitc' reaches Switzerland . . with
a strong crabstick in his hand.

b. Application of this in chastisement.

1830 James Damley v. 35 My own quantity of crabstick,

0. fig. A bad-tempered, crabbed person.

1841 Lever C. CfMalley xxxv. 193 Our Colonel the most
cross-grained old crabstick. 1877 E. Peacock N. W. Line.
Gloss., Crab-stick, a bad-tempered child.

Cra'b-stock. [f- Crab sb.-] A young crab-

tree or wild apple-tree used as a stock to graft

upon ; Jig. a person or thing of wild or unre-

claimed nature.
a 1625 Fletcher Nt.-Walker 1. i, Graft me a dainty

medlar on his crabstock. 1671 Marvell Peh. Transp. 1. 47
There maybe such a Crab-stock as cannot by all ingrafting

be corrected. 1708 J. I
,hilii>s Cyder 1. 18 The Crabstock's

close-wrought grain. 1806-7 J. I'ereseord Miseries Hun:.
Life (1 . xx. 281 You know me well enough by this time,

young Crab-stock, to make a pretty good guess.

Cra-b-tree [f. Crab sb:z\

1. The wild apple-tree.

1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilckcr 646 Hec arbutus, irahtrc.

148X in Ripon Ch. Acts 340 Duos crabtrees crescentes. 1583
Fitzherb. llusb.% 134 To sell, .the crabbe-trees to myllers,

to make cogges and ronges. 1562 Turner Herbal n. 47 b.

An Appel trc. .is called, .in y* Southe Countre, a Crab tre.

X607 Shaks. Cor. II. i. 205 We haue Some old Crab-trees

hereat home, That will not lie grafted to your Rallish. 1703
Steele Tend. Husb. 1. iii, There's a crabtree, near our

house, which . . has brush'd our jackets, from Father to son

for several generations. 1794 Southey Retrospect, The crab-

tree, which supplied a secret hoard With roasted crabs to

deck the wintry board.

2. attrib. a. Of or pertaining to the crab-tree,

b. Resembling a crab-tree ;
crooked, knotted.

15*3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 137 Graffe it in a crabbe-tree stocke.

1507-8 Bp. Hall Sat. (Britten & HolU, The crab-tree porter

of the Guild Hall gates. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. iv. 7

Fetch me a dozen Crab-tree staues, and strong ones. 1678

(ed. 3) Bunyan Pilgr. I. (1879) 105 He gettcth him a grievous

Crab-tree Cudgel . . and beats them fearfully. 1886 Pall
Mall G. 1 May 7/1 The cadets suffered themselves to be

beaten with a crabtree stick.

O. Comb., as crab-trce-faccd, -like adjs.

1563 B. Googe F.glogs (Arb.1 117 Of bodie bygge and

t
strong he was and somwhat *Crabtre faced. fl6oo Day

Begg. Bediiall Gr. 11. ii, I lik'd him not, he had such a
crabtrec-fae'd countenance. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass

55 Zeno the crabbe-tree-fae'd Stoicke. 1576 Fleming I'anopt.

Epist. 237 As your body is crooked, "crabtree like, and
growen out of all order, so your mynde is.

Crab-tree - : see Crab jM
t Crabut. Obs. [Derivation uncertain.
Cf. F . crapaudea u, crapaudiite, ancient pieces of artillery. J

A kind of fire-arm, used in 17th c.

r6a6 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 31 (The names of

all sorts of great Ordinance and peeces, and their appur-
tenances.) Carbines, Crabuts, long Pistols, short Pistols.

1687 — Seaman's Grain, xiv. 60 For. .Coliuers, Crabuts,
Carbins. 1659 Howell Vocab. $ vi, Smaller guns as

courriours, harquebusses, muskets, crabuts, carbines.

Cra-b-weed. —Crab-grass 1 and 2.

1790 Trans. Soc. Enc. Arts VIII. 89 A marine plant

called Crab.weed . . grew luxuriantly.

Crab-wood : see Crab sb.3

Crab yaws. [f. Crab sb.1 + Yaws.] The
West Indian name ofa kind of yaws or frambcesia

attacking the soles of the feet and palms of the

hands, forming ulcers with very hard edges.

1740 Hist. Jamaica 313 That which is called Crab-Yaws
is never removed. X799 Med. Jrnl. I. 33 In every instance

..of venereal taint in yaws, or cran yaws, I found it

ineffectual, prior to the use of mercurials.

tCracCTIS, craCUS. Obs. [?for Caraccas.]
'A kind of tobacco * (Halliwell).

1617 Middleton & Rowley Fair Quarrel iv. i. We'll roar

the rusty rascal out of his tobacco. Ay, and he had the

best craccus in London, a 1625 Fletcher Woman's Prize
I. ii, Selling (which is a sin unpardonable) Of counterfeit

Cods or musty English Cracus.

t Craches. Herb. Pimpernel or chickweed.
1530 Palsgr. 210/1 Craches herbe, tnovron [Mourou,

mourron = pimpernel, also chickweed (Cotgr.)L

tCrachoun. Obs. Also -on, -un. A word
of uncertain origin, frequent in Cursor Muitdi, the

later texts of which render it caitiffor -wretch.

[The only similar OF. word is craclum ~ F. crackat

'matter expectorated or spat out', which gives a possible

sense in the quots. There is a curious likeness in sense

and form between crackoun and cratkoun (crathon, craton),

although so many instances of both occur that the hypothesis

of an error of ch for th, or the converse, seems to be inad-

missible.]

a 1300 Cursor M. 9014 (Cott.) pe man sco has in hir ban-

don, He es forcasten als crachon. Ibid. 14717 Als crachuns

\ Trin. caitifs) he bam feld ilkan. Ibid. 18120 pa crt nu
crachun [other MSS. wrccche] fra bis sith. .1340 Ibid.

27063 (Fairf.) He lise ouer-commen as a crachoun.

Craohyd, obs. f. Crackkd.
Crack (kraik), sb. Forms : 4-6 crak, 4 krakke,

5 krak, 6 crakke, crake, 6-7 cracke, 6- crack.

[Goes with Crack v. The sb. is not known in

OE., but corresponding forms occur early in the

cognate langs. : OHO. chrac, dial.G. krack, Du.

krak, and OHG. •chrah, MUG. and G. krack,

MDu. crak (dat. crake), mod.Du. kraak, KKris.

krak and Mi Cf. also V. croc (in Cotgr. 1611 \
similarly related to crat/uer.] orig. An imitation

of the sharp sound caused by the sudden breaking

of anything hard
;
whence, 1. any sharp dry sound,

II. a break or breaking of various kinds, with III.

sundry transferred applications.

I. Of sound. * inarticulale.

1. A sudden sharp and loud noise as of some-

thing breaking or bursting
; e-g. the crack of a

rifle, a whip, of breaking ice, bones, etc. For-

merly applied also to the roar of a cannon, of a

trumpet, and of thunder ; the last is still common
dial., and in the archaic phrase the ' crack of

doom', i.e. the thunder-peal of the day of judge-

ment, or perh. the blast of the archangel's trump.

a 1300 Cursor M. 18953 iGiitt.) All carpand of bat grisli

crack, c I3aj E. E. Allit. P. B. 1210 Cler claryoun crak

cryed on-lofte. 1460 Lybcaus Disc. 962 Gyffrounys legge

lo brak, That men herde the krak. c 1489 Caxton Blanch-

ardyn liv. 218 Huge and horible crakes of thuunder. 1549

Compt. Scot. vi. 60 The euyl that the thondir dois. . is dune
or ve heir the crak of it. 1557 TottelCs Misc. (Arb.) 127

Cannons with their thundryng cracks. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
iv. i. 117 What will the Line stretch out to th' cracke of

Doome? i6»6 Bacon Sylva § 210 In Thunder, which is

far off . . the Lightning precedeth the crack, a good space.

1718 Gay Let. to Mr. r. 9 Aug., There was heard so loud

a crack, as if heaven hacf split asunder. 1803 Med. Jrnl.

IX. 203, I made the necessary extension until the joint

gave a crack. 183a Ht. Martineau Life in IVilds viii. 100

The crack of his whip. 1867 Parkman Jesuits N. Amcr.
xvi. (1875) 219 The deadly crack of the rifle.

b. A cannon-shot (obs.) ; a rifle-shot (colloq.).

Gynis [engines] for crakkis, crakkis oftver : cannon.

137S Barbour Bruce XVIL 250 Bot gynis for crakkis had
he nane. Ibid. xix. 399 Twa novelreis that day thai saw
The tothir crakkis war of wer, That thai befor herd neuir

eir. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. ii. 37 As Cannons ouer-charg'd

with double Cracks. 1849 W. S. Mayo Kaloolah (1887) 23,

I thought I'd take a crack at him. i8« S.medley //.

CorerdaU I 3, I mean to carry you off .. for a crack at the

rabbits.

o. A sharp, heavy, sounding blow, (colloij.)

1838 Dickens 0. Twist xxii, I'll do your business myself

with a crack on the head. 1854 Smedley //. Coverdale ii.

(Rtldg.> 11 You hit him an awful crack ! 188a J. Stlrgis

Dick's Wand. ill. iv. ktvi 156 To. .hit him a crack over the

sleek head.



CRACK 1123 CRACK.
2. The time occupied by a crack or shot ; a

moment, instant. In a crack: in a moment, im-
mediately (cf. in a twinkle), colloq.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Shepherd i. i f I trow, when that she
saw, within a crack, She came with a right thieveless errand
back. 1764 Foote Mayor ofG. 1. Wks. 1799 I. 161 They.

.

will be here in a crack. 1834 A. W. Fonblanquk Eng. under
7 Admin. (1837) III. 162 He was a Reformer in the crack
of a whip. 1883 Stevenson Treasure 1st. iv. XXL (1886)

171 He was on his feet again in a crack.

3. The breaking of wind, ventris crepitus.

Obs. exc. dial.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 409 A crak of be neber
ende. c 14x5 Wyntoun Cron. vin. xxvi. 47, Lattand a crak,

bat men mycht here. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 464
That he should, .let a cracke downwards. 1611 Cotgr. s.v.

Soubchantre.
** vocal.

4. Loud talk, boast, brag ; hence, sometimes,
exaggeration, lie. arch, or dial, (In this sense

there was a tendency in 16th c. to use crake as a
distinctive form. Cf. Crack v. 6.)

c 1450 Harding Map of Scoil. (National MSS. Scotl. II.

lxx.i, Wher Pluto, .regneth in wo In his palais of pride with
boste and crak [rime lak]. 1523 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI.
122 Notwythstondynge the Frenchemennys crakes. 1550

J. Coke Eng. Er. Heralds iii. (1877) 92 Crackes, lyes,

vauntes, bostes and fables. 1590 Spenser E. Q. ii. xi. 10
Leasinges, backbytinges and vain-glorious crakes. 1621-51
Burton Anat. Met. 1. ii. nr. xiv. 122 Out of this fountain
[conceit] proceed all those cracks and brags. 1773 Goldsm.
Stoops to Conq. 11. Wks. (Globe) 657/2 Tony. That's a
damned confounded—crack. [1892 Still heard from school-
boys, though cracker is more common.]
5. Brisk talk, conversation

;
pi. news. Sc. and

north dial.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Shepherd n. i, Come sit down And
gie's your cracks. What's a' the news in town ? 1785 Burns
Holy Fair xxvi, They're a' in famous tune For crack that
day. ,/ 1810 Tannahill Poems (1846) 55 Gossips ay maun
hae their crack. 1865 Thoreau Cape Cod v. 92 Having
had another crack with the old man. 1880 Besant & Rice
Seamy Side xxviii. 243 To have a crack with the boatman
on the beach.

II. Breaking ; fissure.

6. Thieves' slang. House-breaking.
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet, s.v., The crack is the game

of house-breaking ; a crack is a breaking any house or
building for the purpose of plunder. 1838 Dickens O, Twist
xxii, ' Here', said Toby. .' Success to the crack !

'

7. A fissure or opening formed by the cracking,
breaking, or bursting of a hard substance.
1530 PALSGR.210/2 Cracke, breakyng,fente. 1694 Coll. Sev.

Late^ Voy. 11. (1711) 30 A Mountain, .full of craks all filled

up with Snow. 1863 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. in Georgia 37
Centipedes, .come out of the cracks, .of the walls.

b. A break in which the parts still remain in

contact ; a partial fracture.

1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 21 In case their peeces
by overcharging, .or crackes, or rifts, doo breake. 1665
Hooke Microgr. ^3, I have very often been able to make
a crack or flaw, m some convenient pieces of Glass, to
appear and disappear at pleasure. 1758 Handmaid to
Arts (1764) II. 347 The surface will appear covered with.

.

a net-work of an infinite number of cracks. 1854 Ronalds
& Richardson Chem. Technol. (ed.2) I. 86 The most porous
pieces [of charcoal], and such as are full of cracks. Mod. A
crack in the bell so minute as to be with difficulty distin-
guished.

8. Of things immaterial : A flaw, deficiency,

failing, unsoundness.
1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 46 Such, as so vse me, will finde a

fowle Cracke in their Credite. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii.

415 My loue to thee is sound, sans cracke or flaw. 1611 —
Wint. T. 1. ii. 322, I cannot Beleeve this Crack to be in my
dread Mistresse. 1862 Burton Bk. Hunter (1863) 7 The
man who has no defect or crack in his character.

9. The breaking of the voice ; cracked or broken
condition of voice.

S6l! Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 236 Though now our voyces,
Have got the mannish cracke.

10. A flaw of the brain ; a craze, unsoundness
of mind.
1601 ?Marston Pasquil % Katk. in. 9 Here they come

reeling, .hauing a cracke in their heads. 1631 T. Powell
Tom All Trades 143 A man most subject to the most
wonderfull Crack. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 178 P2 The
Upholsterer, whose Crack towards Politicks I have hereto-
fore mention'd. 1891 Month LXXII. 404 The crack in
Laurence Oliphant's mind was growing wider.

III. Transferred and doubtfully derived senses,

fll. A lively lad; a * rogue ' (playfully),

a wag.
[Conjectured by some to be short for crack-hemp, crack-

halter, crack-rope, used playfully, Cf. also mod. Icel. krakki
' urchin *.]

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 34 When hee was a Crack,
not thus high. 1607 — Cor. 1. iii. 74 Val. Tis a Noble
childe. Virg. A Cracke Madam. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's
Rev. 11. 1. Enter Cupid and Mercury, disguised as Pages.
Mer. . . Since we are turn'd cracks, let's study to be like
cracks; practise their language and behaviours. 1615 Hey-
wood Four Prentises Wks. 1874 II. 253 It is a rogue, a
wag..A notable dissembling lad, a Cracke. 1649 W. M.
Wand. ?Wf (1857)44 Who is it, Joculo? A melancholy
Hee-cat (sir) said the cracke, a wilde man. 1673 R. Head
Canting A cad. 76 An arch Crack , . had observed what
counterfeit Rogues the major part of these were.

1 12. [from 4] A boaster, braggart, liar. Obs.
t i6oo Day Begg. Bednall Gr. (1659) F, If I snip not off

their purses then call me crack. 1681 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. 405 A crack or boasting fellow, gloriosus.

13. [from 5] One full of conversation. Sc.
1827 Scott Jml. (1890) I. 349 A bauld crack that auld

papist body. 1829 — Antiq. Advt., To be a gude crack,
that is, to possess talents for conversation.

+ 14. [? from 8] A woman of broken reputation
;

a wench, a prostitute. Obs.
1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle v. ii, He that you quarrel'd

with about your Crack there. 1706 Collier Rep, Ridic.
379 Her Beauty, Wealth and Birth, could not secure her
from being consider'd as a Crack. 1715 Vanbuugh Country
Ho. n. v, My Sister was with me, and it seems he took her
for a Crack. 1719 D'Urfey Pills V. 27 Cracks that Coach
it now. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Crack, a whore.

f 15. [from to] A crack-brain, a crazy fellow.
a 1701 Sedley Grumbler n, Is not that the Crack you

turn'd away yesterday? 1711 Addison Sped. No. 251 P2,
I cannot get the Parliament to listen to me, who look upon
me, forsooth, as a Crack, and a Projector.

16. That which is the subject of boast or eulogy;
that which is

1 cracked up
1

; a horse, player, ship,

regiment, etc. of superior excellence : see Crack a.

1637 Shirley Hyde Park iv. iii, 1st Gent. What dost
think, Jockey? 2nd Gent. The crack o' the field's against
you. 1673 Dryden Marr. a la Mode v. i. 1703 English
tyy 255 (.Farmer) Most noble cracks and worthy cousin
trumps. 1843 { title \ Cracks of the Day [with engravings
of celebrated race-horses]. 1868 Daily Tel. 16 Apr., They
were the 'cracks' of the regulars, as the Scottish and the
London were the 'cracks' of the volunteers. 1881 Daily
News 9 July 2 iCrickct> When the Harrow crack had made
90, he was badly missed at mid-ofT. 1886 Blackw. Mag.
Aug. 227 Our leading counsel— we had engaged a couple of
cracks—began to state our case.

17. [from the vb. 11] Thieves* slang. A burglar

;

— Cracksman.
1749 Goadby Life Bampfylde-M. Carew (Farmer), No

strange Abram, rufller crack. 1857 Punch 31 Jan. 49/2
{Slang Song) The High-toby, mob, crack and screeve
model-school.

18. slang. Dry wood (from its sound in breaking,
or burning). (Cf. Crackmans.)
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 328 The next process is to

look for some crack (some dry wood to light a fire).

Crack (knek), v. Forms : 1 cracian, 3 craky,
chrakien, 3-4 craken, (4 cracche), 4-7 crake,
crak, 5-6 crakke, 6-7 cracke, 6- crack. [Com-
mon Teutonic : OE. cracian (\—*krakojan) = OHG.
krachdn, chrahhon, MHG. and mod.G. krachen,
MDu. craken, mod.Du. and Low G. kraken.
Mod.Du. has also a by-form krakken, dial. HG,
kracken :—OLG. krakk6n. Cf. also Fr. craquer,
cracquerhx same sense (i6thc), perh. from German,
The regular phonetic descendant of OE. cracian
is crake (cf. macian make, xvacian ivake), which
showed a tendency in 16th c. to become a distinct

form (in sense 6), and is now actually so used
dialectally, e.g. in Essex. The form with short

vowel has probably prevailed through the influence

ofthe sb., and the continuous tendency to keep the
word echoic, as in cuckoo; the mod. Du. and dial.

Germ, parallel form goes back to an early date.]

orig. To make a dry sharp sound in breaking,
to break with this characteristic sound

;
hence, in

branch I, mainly or exclusively of the sound ; in

II, of the act of breaking.

I. Referring mainly to the sound,
1. intr. To make a sharp noise in the act of

breaking, or as in breaking ; to make a sharp or
explosive noise (said of thunder or a cannon
(chiefly dial.), a rifle, a whip, etc.).

c 1000 Ags. Ps. xlv[i], 3 Us buhte for nun gebune, ba^t sio
eorbe eall cracode. C1205 Lay. 1875 Banes ber crakeden.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3568 (Gott.) His heued bigines for to
schake . . And his bonis for to crac. c 1300 A". Alls. 4438
The speris craketh swithe thikke. 1398 Trevisa Barth.
De P. R. x\i. xciv. (1495) 585 Comyn salt cracketh and
sperkleth in fyre. c 1400 Ywaine $ Gaw. 370 The thoner
fast gan crak. 1535 Coverdale Ezek. xxi. 6 Mourne ther-
fore y t thy loynes crack withall. 1563 Fulke Meteors
(1640) 23 b, Moist wood that cracketh in the fire. 1621-51
Burton Anat. Mel. n. ii. rv. 285 Anrnm fidminans which
shall.. crack lowder then any gunpowder. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 174 At every twist the bones of the
buffalo were heard to crack. 1788 Trifler No. xxiv. 309
The whips of the postillions again cracked. 1871 B. Taylor
Faust (1875) II. 26 Trees..That tumble cracking,

b. colloq. To shoot (with fire-arms), fire.

1871 Standard 23 Jan., Skirmishers went forward and
cracked at the retreating foemen.

2. trans. To cause (anything, e.g. a whip, one's

thumb) to make a sharp noise.

1647 Stapylton Juvenal 45 The carter cracks his whip.

1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant 275 Waiting-Women .

.

who. .crack all the Joynts of their Arms. 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk. II. 55 The post boy cracked his whip inces-

santly. 1877 Besant & Rice Son of Vulc. 1. viii. 96 Flour-

ishing his stick, and cracking scornful fingers.

3. To strike with a sharp noise ; to slap, smack,

box. Now dial.

c 1470 Harding Chron. cv. iii, [The] Danes all were .

.

Without mercie cracked vpon the croune. 1850 Mrs.
Stowe Uncle Tom's C. iv. 21 ' She oughter cracked me over

de head for bein' so sarcy.'

b. Cricket slang. To hit (a ball) hard with the

bat.

1882 Daily Tel. 19 May, Ulyett let out at Morley and
cracked him hard to the on for a brace of 4's.

f4. intr. To break wind, crepitum reddere. Obs.
1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxi, Then he . . belched.cracked,

yawned, etc. a 1693 Ibid. rn. v. 54.

5. trans. To utter, pronounce, or tell aloud,
briskly, or with eclat

;
formerly in crack a boast,

word, jest ; and still in crack a joke.
.
C1315 Shoreham 99 Wordes that he craketh. C1386

Chaucer Reeve's T. 81 He crakked boost, and swor it was
nat so. 1403 Hoccleve Let. of Cupid 328 Kepe thyn
owne what men clappe or crake ! a 1420 — De Reg. Princ.
3092 Not a worde dar he crake. 1508 Fisher Wks. 1 18761 83
Myn enemyes craked and spake many grete wordes. 1596
Spenser E. Q. v. iii. 16 And further did uncomely speeches
crake [rime take], a 1637 B. Jonson Horace's Art ofP.
Wks. (Rtldg.) 733/2 Or crack out bawdy speeches, and un-
clean. I72I BOLINGUKOKE ill Swiffs Lett. (1766) II. 17 He
cracked jests. 1753 Smoi.lett Ct. Fathom (17841211/1 [He!
would fain have cracked a joke upon their extraordinary
dispatch. 1767 Batter \. 265 He. .will . .even, .crack his in-
delicate ambiguities upon his children, i860 Thackeray
Round. Papers, Thorns in Cnsh. (1876' 47 Whilst the doctui
. . cracked his great clumsy jokes upon you.
6. intr. To talk big, boast, brag

;
sometimes, to

talk scornfully (of others). Now Obs. or dial.
c 1460 Totuneley Myst. 1 1 1 Hard I never none crak so clere

out of toyne. c 1470 Harding Chron. Ded. viii, Ye Scottes
will aye bee bostyng & crakyng. a 1553 Udall Royster D.
I. i. (Arb.) 12 All the clay lung is be facing and craking Of
his great actes in fighting and fraymaking. 1621-51 Bur-
ton Anat. Mel. 11. iii. 11. i, What is it they crake so much
of? 1633 T. Adams Comm. 2 Peter ii. 1 Thus the ring-
leaders begin.. to crack of their forces. 1702 C. Mather
Magn. Chr. ui.i. i. (1852) 277 One that would much talk
and crack of his insight. 1716 Addison Drummer 1. i,

Thou art always cracking and boasting. tB$2 Carlyi.e Let.
in Froude Life in Lond. ut^i II. xx. 107 My sleep was
nothing to crack of. 1855 E. Waugh Lane. Life (1857) 24
That's naut to crack on.

fb. with obj. cl. To boast. Obs.

*545 Joye Exp. Dan. ii. Cvijb, Thei hosted and craked
religiouslye dreames to be shewed and declared of God.
1548 Hall Chron. (1809) 181 Lorde how the Famine-;
bragged, and the Hollanders craked, that Calice should be
wonneand all the Englishemen slain. 1621-51 Hirton Anat.
Mel. 11. v. 1. iii, Which he. .crackes to he a most soveraigne
remedie. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles III. 38 [The Stoics] crack
that the duties of Virtue are therefore honest and desirable.

fc. trans, (with simple obj.) To boast of. Obs.

1653 Brevh Disq.'m Phcni.v (1708) II. 318 They continually
crake the perpetual Consent of the Fathers.

7. intr. To converse briskly and sociably, chat,

talk of the news (see the trans. * crake a word ' in

5). Sc. and north, dial.

c 1450 Hknryson Mor. Fab. 37 As they were crackand in

this case. . In came the }ow, the mother of the Lam. 1529
Lyndesay Compiaynt 235 But sum to crak, and sum to
clatter, a 1605 Montgomery: Navigatioun 201 They tuik
some curage, and begouth to crak. 1787 Burns Twa Dogs
135 The cantie auld folks crackin crouse. 1821 Clare Viii.

Minstr. II. 115 He'd many things to crack on with his ale.

1887 Stevenson Utider^uoods 11. iv. 88 'Twa o' them walkin'
an' crackin' their lane.'

8. trans. Crack up : to praise, eulogize (a person
or thing). So to crack into Repute, etc.) colloq.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxxiii. 392 ' Our backs is easy
ris. We must be cracked up or they rises, and we snarls .

.

You'd better crack us up, you had !' 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 1. vi, Then don't object to my cracking up the
old School House, Rugby. 1884 American VII. 334
Mexico, .is not what it has been cracked up to be. 1892
Standard 1 Jan. 3/3 Unfortunate individuals who are for

a time 'cracked' into reputation by ill-advised patrons.

II, Referring mainly to the breaking indicated

by the sound.

9. traits. To break anything hard with a sudden

sharp report ; now chiefly of things hollow, a

skull, a nut, etc.

c 1300 Havelok 568 Hise croune he ther crakede Ageyn a
gret ston. Ibid. 914 Stickes kan ich breken and kraken.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxi. 76 Quikliche cam a cacchepol
and craked a-two here legges. 1483 Cath. Angl. 80 To
Crakk nuttes, nucliare. IS53 Eden Treat. Neive hid.
(Arb.) 42 To cracke the nutte, he must take the payne.

1599 Greene Alphonsusi. 7 Every coward that durst crack
aspear. .for his lady's sake. 1631 Weever Auc. Fun. Mon.
50 They crackt a peeces the glasse-windowes. 1859 Tenny-
son Geraint <$ Enid 573 Who heaved his blade aloft, And
crack'd the helmet thro', and bit the bone. 1863 Draper
Intell. Devel. Europe v. (1865) in (Diogenes] taking a

louse from bis head, cracked it upon her altar.

X b. (from jig. use of phr. to crack a nut : see

Nut) To puzzle out, make out, solve, discuss. Obs.

1622 Fletcher Sp. Curate II. ii, I'll come sometimes, and
crack a case [at law] with you. 1712 Swift To Dr. Sheri-
dan, When with much labour the matter I crackt. 1768
Wesley ^£$.(1872) XII. 409 Logic you cannot crack with-

out a tutor.

10. trans/. To get at the contents of (a bottle or

other vessel) ; to empty, drink, 'discuss*.

? 15.. in Ritson Robin Hood 11. xxxvii. 60 They went to a
tavern and there they dined, And bottles cracked most
merrilie. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 66 You'l cracke a
quart together ? Ha, will you not ? 1677 Yarranton Eng.
Improv. 164 And sometimes stay to crack a Pot or two
with the good Host. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones VX ix,

When two gentlemen, .are cracking a bottle together at

some inn. 1775 Char, in Ann. Reg. 25/2, I think we may
venture to crack another bottle. 1851 Thackeray Eng.
Hum. iii. (1876) 223 [He] bragged about . . the number of
bottles that he. .had cracked overnight.

11. Thieves' slang. To break open. To crack a
crib: to break into a house.
1725 AVtc Cant. Diet., Crack, is also used to break open ;

as, To crack up a Door. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet.,
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Crack, to break open. 1838 Dickens 0. Twist xix, The
crib's barred up at night like a jail ; but there's one part we
can crack. 1861 H. Kingsley Ravenshoe xxxvii. (D.), If

any enterprising burglar had taken u into his head to crack

that particular crib known as the Bridge Hotel.

12. fig. To break (a vow, promise, etc.). Now
dial. To crack tryst {Sc.) : to break or prove false

to an engagement.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 342 Cracking in sunder the

conditions of that covenaunt. 171a W. Rogers Voy. 256 He
will crack a Commandment witn her, and wipe off the Sin

with the Church's Indulgence.

f 13. intr. To snap or split asunder. Obs.

c 1340 Cursor M. 7202 (Trin.) Sampson waked of his nap,

his bonde dud heal to crak. ta 1400 Morte Arth. 3269 With
corowns of clere golde that krakede in sondire. 155s Eden
Decades 28 The hoopes of his barrels cracked and brake.

1745 P. Thomas 7ml. Anson's Voy. 21 The.. Rigging
cracking and flying in Pieces. 1S68 Tennyson Lucretius

38 All her [Nature s] bonds Crack'd.

b. trans.

1605 Shaks. Lear ill. ii. 1 Blow windes, and crack your

cheeks. 1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory (1869) 148 Till, .love-

strained cries Crackt her poore heart-strings.

f 14. intr. Of persons : To come to a rupture,

split, break off negotiations. Obs.

1563 87 Foxe A. <y M. (1684) III. 301 Upon these two
matters they crack.

15. fig. To come to pieces, collapse, break down.

(Cf. the bank broke.) Now only in racing slang.
1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) III. 99 They came into this

House, and voted themselves a Parliament. They acted

high in some things, and soon cracked, a 1700 Drvden i J. \

Trie credit not only of banks, but of exchequers, cracks

when little comes in, and much goes out. 1884 Graphic 13

Sept. 2781 The first named [of the racing horses] .

.

' cracked

'

some distance from home. 1891 Sportsman 8 July 8/4

Twice, however, the Dublin crew looked like 'cracking'.

16. intr. To break without complete separation

or displacement of parts, as when a fracture or

fissure does not extend quite across.

a 1400 Cov. Myst. xxxii. 325 For thrust [thirst] asundyr
my lyppys gyn crake. 1675 Salmon Polygraph. 11. xxii.

109 Some Colours as Lake, Umber and others . . will crack
when they are dry. 1688 Miege Fr. Diet. s. v. Crack, These
Boards begin to crack, a 1691 Boyle (J.», By misfortune it

cracked in the cooling. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants 117961

IV. 243 When full grown the skin cracks and forms little

scales. 183a G. Porter Porcelain *r Gl. 232 With a piece

of heated wire, .he traces a line upon the globe, and. .wet-

ting the line thus traced, the glass will crack and divide

along the line. 1855 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. I 174 Heat
causes these soils to crack. i874_ Punch 9 May, When the

glaze on chinaware cracks it is said technically to be crazed.

17. trans. To break or fracture (anything' so

that the parts still remain in contact but do not

cohere. (Often contrasted with break in its full

sense.)

1605 Bp. Hall Medil. \ Vows 1. 8 99 Glasses that are

once crackt, are soon broken, a 1716 Bi.ackall Wks. (1723)

I. 147 Money . . so crack'd or broken that it will no longer

pass in Payment. 1845 D. Jerrold Curtain Led. xiii. 31

There's four glasses broke and nine cracked. 1850 Lynch
Theo. Trin. xi. 217 'Tis like a ball that time hath crackt.

Mod. The servants say it was cracked before.

b. To break into fissures ; to fissure, cause to

split.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 226 Look to your Fountain-
Pipes, .lest the Frosts crack them. 1698 Kf.ili. Exam. Th.

Earth (1734) 73 For a long time after the formation of the

Earth till the Sun had crackt the outward crust thereof.

1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 9 Oct., The poor old Bishop
of London . . I think broke or cracked his skull. 1791
Gentl. Mag. LXI. 11. 1056 A . . flash of lightning . . fell

on the round tower of the church.. the wall of which it

cracked for the space of several feet. 1836 Macgillivray tr.

Humboldt's Trav. x. 122 The gTound was everywhere
cracked and dusty.

C. with off : trans, and intr.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 43 Small.. thick bubbles of Glass.,
being crack'd off from the Puntilion whilst very hot, and so
suffered to cool without nealing. 1814-8 Landor trnag:

Com'. Wks. (1846) I. 139 The varnish, .cracked off.

18. trans. To break the musical quality or clear-

ness of (the voice) ; to render hoarse or dissonant,

like a cracked bell. Also intr.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. tr. v. He's hoarce; the

poor lioye's voice is crackt. 1607 Shaks. Tirnon tv. Hi. 153
Cracke the Lawyers voyce, That he may neuer more false

Title pleade. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. Wks. 1738 I. 74 With
such a scholastical Bur in their throats, as hath.. crack'd

their voices for ever with metaphysical Gargarisms. 1866

Kingsley Herew. xx. 249 The old Viking's voice was
cracked and feeble. Mod. He was a fine singer before HI
voice cracked.

19. Jig. (from the consequence of cracking the

skull) : To injure ;the brain) ; to render of unsound

mind. Cf. Cracked 5.

1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair ML i, Alas, his care will go
near to crack him. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant, vii. 7 When
wise men turn Oppressors they have crackt Their under-

standings in the very Act.
_

169a Locke Toleration in. ii,

Having crack'd himself with an ungovernable Ambition.
171a Steele Sped. No. 536 P3 Lest this hard student

should, .crack his brain with studying.

20. To damage (something immaterial) so that

it can never again be sound ; to ruin virtually.

1590 Spenser F. Q: ii. i. 12 He lives . . Ne yet hath any
knight his courage crackt. 16 12 T. Taylor Comm. Titus
in. 1 Not that we call any man to the cracking of his estate.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 95 [This], .hath much crak'd his

Reputation. 1891 Spectator 6 July, Natural effect here is

only suggested, because full effect would crack the drawing
convention.

b. esp. in phr. To crack credit.

1567 l est. A'. lienrie Stewart iv. in Sempill Ball. (1872)9

Fracredite I crakit..No man wald trow the worde I did

say. 1577 Holinshed Citron. IV. 246 They had.. dealt ..

contrane to.. the law of armes, and thereby so greatlie

cracked their credits. 1677 Horneck Gt. Laiv Consid. iv.

95 He asperses and seeks to crack the credit of this spot-

less Virgin. 1688 R. Holme Armoury ill. 266/2 Trust, .not

. .the Bon-ower if once or twice he hath cracked his Credit.

III. Of sharp or sudden action.

21. trans. To move with a stroke or jerk ; to

' whip ' out or on, snatch out, clap on. (colloq.)

a 1541 Wyatt in Froude Hist. Eng. III. 454, I reached to

the letters, .but he caught them, .and flung them, .into the

fire. I overthrew him am' cracked them out. 1850 W. B.

Clarke Wreck 0/Favorite 10 Her commander had cracked

on all the canvas she could carry.

22. intr. To ' whip ' on, ' pelt ' along, travel with

speed ; Naut. to clap on full sail ,colloq.)

1837-40 Haliburton Clockm. (1862) 43 He must have

cracked on near about as fast as them other geese. 1847

lllnstr. Loud. Newt 31 July 74/2 The trio coming, .as hard

as they could crack. 1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xxxv. 133

[We] set the flying-jib and crack on to her again. 1867

Smyth Sailor's WordM., To crack on, to carry all sail.

189a W. C. Russell Ocean Trag II. xix. 126, I doubt

if anything w ill hinder the Colonel from cracking on w hen

he catches sight of us.

Crack kr.uk , a. colloq. or slang. [Cback sb.

16, used allrib.'] Pre-eminent, superexcellent,

' first-class '.

•793 Young Ann. Agric. XIX. 95 [Sheep] called here

[Suffolk] a crack flock, which is a provincial term for excel-

lent. 1807 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. V. »86 Crack regimenLs.

1837 T. Hiiok "Jack BragxW, My sleeping-room .. was the

crack apartment of the hotel. 1839 Thackeray Fatal
Boots (18691 36 5- I was.. such a crack-shot myself, that

fellows were shy of insulting me. 1884 Christian World

14 Aug.612/1 It wasn't, .the crack speakers that brought the

crowds up.

Crack (kreek), adv., int. [The vb. stem so used.]

1. adv. With a crack, with a cracking sound.

rCf. bang, bump, etc.)

1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. II. 18 Crack ! went the

whip, and away flew the horses ! 1807 Southey Espriella's

Lett. II. 269 Crack went his whip, and we were off. 1891

•Jar. Rev. 2 July 10/2 Crack went the mast.

2. int.

1698 Vanbrugh AZsop 11. i, I'se get our wife Joan to be

the queen's chambermaid ; and then—crack says me I ! and

forget all my acquaintance. 17S6 Amory Bumrle (1770) II.

3 Crack ! all is gone and vanished on a sudden.

Crack- in combination occurs in two groups

of compounds : I. Combs, in which crack- is tie

vb. stem governing an object : Crack-halter,

•HEMP, -JAW, -NUT, -ROPE, -TRYST ; so + crack-fart,

deriv. -er (see quots.). 2. Combs, in which crack-

app. stands for cracked- (which is occasionally

found in early examples) : as Crack-braI!i(ei>,

•GROAT, -HEADED, -SKULL, -WINDED.

1569 in Hickeringill/Vi>i/-cr. iv. (1721)212 Excommunica-
tions., are but what our Famous yueen Elizabeth, when
Excommunicated by Pope Sergius, called them, the Popes

Crackfarts 1681 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin 11. 15 Her Head-
Quarters Where e're she [Fame, Rumour] roam'd by day,

was the Crack -farters 1

Crack, obs. dial. f. Crao sb.^

Crackable (kroe-kab'l), a. [f. Crack v. +

aid.] Capable of being cracked.

1861 Guardian 16 Apr. 1 The fort which can mount the

hugest ordnance, and can be so constructed as not to be

crackable. 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy I. 221 Most of

them of a brittle crackable nature.

b. as sb. \\n pi.) Things that can be cracked.

{nonce-use, after eatables, etc.).
*

1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk 1. 100 Fond o' breaking

crackables

llcnee Cracka.DlU.ty, quality of being crackable.

1810 W. Taylor in Monthly Mat;. 344 The crackability,

which is here made the characteristic of this sort of nut.

tCrackare't. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Crack,
after K. sansonnet : see Cotgr.] * Crack sb. 3.

1653 UrqI'Hart Rabelais 1. ii, To quellhim comes Q. R.
whofimping frets At the safe passe of irixie Crackarets

^

Crack-brain krx-kbr^n). [For crackt-brain:

sec next and Crack- 3.] One having a cracked

brain or impaired intellect ; a crazy fellow.

c 1570 Marr. WittfSc. ll.i.in Hazl. Dodsley II . 334 Such
a crackbrain as thou art. a 1661 Holyday "Juvenal 91 Sure,

once thou wast No crack-brain. 1831 Carlyle Misc. (18571

II.329 If the unhappy crackbrain has any handicraft,

b. attrib.

1718 Bp. Hutchinson Witchcraft Ded., Any crack'd

brain Girl. 1815 Lamb Lett, to Southey in Talfourd II. 10

These crack-brain metaphysics

Crack-brained (krarkbr<T'nd), a. Formerly

cracked-, crackt-brained. [f.prec. +-ED.] Having

the brain cracked or crazy, crazy-pated, impaired

in intellect.

1634 Canne Necess. Separ. (1849I 209 He would .. have

called him idle head, cracked-brainedj fool. 1646 G. Daniel
Poems Wks 1878 I. 15 Crack-brain'd Menippus. 1671

Gi.anvill Disc. M. Stubbe 28 A crackt brain'd Noddy.

1739 Wesley Wks. (1872) I. 212 They always took me to

be a little crack-brained at Oxford. 1843 Prescott
Mexico I. 214 One of those crack-brained wits, — half

wit, half fool. 1861 Trench Mirac. Introd. 82 A certain

crack-brained enthusiasm for. .allegorical interpretation.

Cracked (kraekt), ppl. a. Forms : (5 crachyd\
6-8 crackt, craok'd, 7- -ed. [f. Crack v.

+ -ED 1.1

1. Broken by a sharp blow.

[c 1440 Bom Flor. 2027 He stode schakyng, the sothe to

sayne, Crokyd and crachyd thertoo.] 156a J. Heywood
Pratt. <y Epier. (1867) 201 Not woorth a crakt nut. 1596

Shaks. i. Hen. IV, 11. Hi. 96 We must haue bloodie Noses,

and crack'd Crownes. 1856 Olmsted Slave Slates 477
The cracked rice (broken in the process of removing the

hull).

2. I'urst asunder, fissured, full of cracks.

1570 Levins Manip. 49/10 Cracked, rimosus. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decades Prei\, A ship.. so rent with rocks so

crackt and vtterly decaied. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 116 Their

tongue is red, dry, and cracked. 1837 Dickens Pickwick

iii, The lips were parched and cracked in many places. Mod.
The parched and cracked soil of the plain.

8. Broken without separation of parts, fractured ;

partially broken so as to be no longer sound.

1503 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 5 Half Groats .. being Silver

ihowbeit they be cracked' shall, be current, a 1631 Dray-
ton Triumph David, His brazen armour gaue a iarring

sound Like a crackt bell. 1685 Crucian's Courtiers Orac.

173 The crackt pot seldom breaks 1817 Shelley Hate 2

He took an old cracked lute. 1879 Tennyson Falcon, But

one piece of earthenware. .and that cracked!

4. fig. Damaged, having flaws
;
impaired or un-

sound in constitution, moral character, reputation,

etc., blemished; t bankrupt {obs.).

15*7 St. Papers Henry VIII, I. 278 Contynuyng my
jonieys. .withe suche diligence, as myn olde and cracked

body may endure, c 157$ Fulke Conjut. Doct. Purgatory

(577) 395 His cracked credit is nothing regarded of vs.

1609 Dekker Gulls Horne-bi. 25 Stammering out a most

false and crackt Latin oration. 163a Rowley Woman
never vext in Hazl. Dodsley XII. 167 These two crack'd

gallants Are in several bonds . . For a debt of full two

thousand a-piece. i«8o Lond. Got. No. 1564/4 Two Geld-

ings, one ol them black.. his Wind a little crack'd. 1688

Miege Fr. Diet, s v., Crackt . qui a fait banquetoute.

1704 Swift Project Adv. Relig., A cracked chambermaid.

1824 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 39 A masculine widow, of

cracked character.

5. Of the brain, mind, etc. : Unsound, impaired,

somewhat deranged. Of a person: Unsound in

mind, slightly insane, crazy. (Now colloq.)

161 1 Cotgr., Estropii aU caboche, on de ceruelle, frantic:k,

willesse, braine-sickc, brain-crackt. 1614 Bp. Hall Recol-

lect. Treat. 758 That which this man was wont so oft to

object to his brother (a crackt braine'. 1691 Locke Fduc.

Wks. 1812 IX. 165 Would you not think him a little cracked 5

1705 Vanbrugh Con/ed. 11. i. You are as studious as a crack'd

Chymist. 1775 Johnson 18 Apr. in Boswell, I never could

see why Sir Roger is represented as a little cracked. 1844

Darwin in Life t, Lett. (1887) II. 29, I must have been

cracked to have written it, for I have no evidence. 1874

Maudsley Respons. in Men!. Dis. ii. 49 They were cracked,

but as it has been remarked, the crack let in light

6. Of the voice : Sounding like a cracked bell,

broken in musical quality or clearness.

1730 Gray Lett. Wks (1884) II. 22 Imagine., all this

transacted by cracked voices. 1789 Burney Hist. Mus. IV.

522 Old Cuzzoni, who sung . .wr " °

M edwin Angler in Wales II.
22 Old Cuzzoni, who sung . .with a thin crackt voice. 1834

..Iedwin Angler in Wales II. 173 Shelley's [voice] was

equally extraordinary, being what I should call a cracked
t

... L/t 1 ,
.1

,
....... 1 ~" - -r> ~

5» BiZ. *•

soprano. 1851 Hawthorne Ho. Sev. Gables xvu, 1 he

cracked jarring note.

7. Comb. : see Crack-brained, Crack-winded.

Cracken, var. of Kraken.

Cracker (knekaj). Also 6 crakar, 6- 7 oraker.

[f. Crack v. + -erV] One who or that which

cracks (in any of the senses of the vb.).

L gen.
1625 B. Jonson Staple ofMen's Prol. for Crt., To scholars

. .above the vulgar sort Of nut-crackers that only come for

sight. 184a Dickens A mcr. NotesUiyi) 14/1 A teller of anec-

dotes and cracker of jokes 1886 Besant Childr. Gtbeon 11

.

xviii, A professional in his own line, a cracker of cribs.

2. esp. A boaster, braggart ; hence, a liar.

1509 Barclay ShyP of holys (1874) I. " Crakars ami

bosters with Courtcrs auenterous. 1S73 Tusser Husb.

(1878) tat Two good hay makers, woorth twcntie crakers.

1595 Shaks John 11. L 147 W>at cracker is this same that

deafes our eares With this abundance of superfluous breath r

1651 Ashmole Theatr. Chrm. ex. 208 Beware. .Of Boasters

and Crackers for they will thee beguile. 1746 Brit. Mag.

48 Crackers against you are hang'd in Effigy.

8. familiar or colloq. A lie.

a 1615 Fi ftcher Woman's Prize 111. iv, Crackers Put now

upon me t 1863 Reade HardCash I. 28 That was a cracker

of those fellows 1871 Daily News 24 July, Learning to

tell lies, and call them ' crackers '.

4. (7.S. A contemptuous name given in southern

States ofN.America to the 'poor whites"; whence,

familiarly, to the native whites of Georgia and

Florida. Also at/rib.

According to some, short for Corn-cracker ; but early

quots leave this doubtful.

1784 Lond. Chron. No. 4287 Maryland, the back settle,

ments of which colony had since the peace been greatly

disturbed by the inroads of that hardy banditti we I known

by the name of Crackers. 1850 Lyfll 2nd V ml I
.
S

.
II.

i\ Sometimes . . my host would be of the humblest class o\

' crackers', or some low, illiterate German or Irish emi-

grants. i8j6 Olmsted .S7<tt* States 548 The operatives in

[Vie cotton-mills are said to be mainly ' Cracker girls (poor

whites from the country!. 1887 Beacon (Boston) " June,

The word Cracker, .is supposed to have been suggested by

their cracking whips over oxen or mules in taking their

cotton to the market. 1888 Harper's Mag. Ju\y 240 They

will live like the crackers of Georgia or the moonshiners

of Tennessee.



CRACKET.
5. A local name for the Pintail Duck (Dafila

acuta), and the Corn-crake {Crex pratensis).
1678 Ray Willoughby's Ornith. 376 The Sea-Pheasant or

Cracker: Anas caudacuta. 181a Smellie & Woon Buf.
fins Nat. Hist. X. 155 Pintail, Sea Pheasant or Cracker.
1843 Yarrell Hist. Brit. Birds (1845) III. 253. 188s
Swainson Provinc. Names of Birds (E. D. S.) 177 Corn
Crake .

. Creek, Cracker, or Craker {North; Salop). Bean
crake, or Bean cracker (South Pembroke).
6

.
A kind of firework which explodes with a sharp

report or a succession of sharp reports.
1590 Greene Orl. Fur. (1599) 39 Yes, yes, with squibs and

crackers brauely. 1661 Psrvs Diary 5 Nov., Seeing the
boys in the streets flying their crackers. 1702 Di; Foe
Reform. Manners, These are the Squibs and Crackers of
the Law, Which Hiss, and make a Bounce, and then with-
draw. 1831 D. Jerrold St. Giles xx. 206 Not a schoolboy
but would have had his. .pockets stuffed with crackers.

b. (In full cracker bon-bon?) A bon-bon, or small
parcel of sweets, etc., containing a fulminant, which
explodes when pulled sharply at both ends.
1841 Alb. Smith Delightful People in Mirror XXXVII.

404^ He exploded a cracker bonbon. 1844 — Mr. Ledbury
xxiv. (1886) 75 They paid compliments, and said clever
things, and pulled crackers. 1882 H. M. Croker Proper
Pride I. iv. 61 You remember the cracker we pulled together
. .on Monday, and I would not show you the motto 1

t 7. A pistol. 06s. slang. (Cf. Barker 4.)
1751 Smollett Per. Pic. xxv, I don't value your crackers

of a rope's end.

8. An instrument for cracking or crushing some-
thing; a crusher; spec, in nut-crackers.
1634 Massinger Very Woman m. ii, A pair of nut-crackers

a 1659 Osborn Observ. Turks (1673) 344 The Tongues
being at the best but the Crackers of Knowledge : the
Kernel remaining useless .. till picked and dressed by Em-
ployment and Experience. 1799 Southey Nondescripts vi,
It were an easy thing to crack that nut Or with thy crackers
or thy double teeth. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Cracker.

.

3. One of the deeply grooved iron cylinders which revolve
in pairs and grind the tough, raw caoutchouc. 1884 West
Sussex Gaz. 25 Sept., Turnip slicer, oilcake cracker.

b. humorously (in pi.). The teeth.
1815 Lamb Let. to Wordsw. 9 Aug., I conjecture my full-

happiness'd friend is picking his crackers.

9. A thin hard biscuit. (Now chiefly in U. S.)
1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 459 Twenty barrels . . flour,

'S}*S!rS*a%5?' 3° bass navy bread - ig47 de quincey
Sp. Mil. Nun Wks. (1890) XIII. 179 note. His patent for a
machine that rolls and cuts crackers and biscuits. 1855 O. W.
Holmes Poems 108 Crackers, toast, and tea. 1868 Lossing
Hudson 28 The hunters live chiefly on bread or crackers.
10. pi. (S. Africa). (See quot.)
1849 E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa II. 13 Sheepskin

trousers—which, from the sound they make at every move,
merit ofthe wearer, are called 'crackers'. Ibid. 121 Equipped
in the easy. .dress of a broad brimmed 'Jem Crow' hat a
fustian jacket, leather ' crackers '.

11. slang, a. A ' cracking' or 'rattling' pace.
1871 Daily Nnvs 1 Nov. (Farmer), The shooting party

mounting their forest ponies, came up the straight a cracker.
1891 N. Gould Doub. Event 124 Rob Roy made the pace a
cracker past the sheds. 1802 Field a Apr. 514/2 The deer.

.

went a rare cracker over Shirt Hill,

b. A break-down, a smash : cf. Crack v. 15.
1869 Daily News 8 Nov. (Farmer), He's gone a cracker

over head and ears.

Hence (nonce-mis.) Cra cker v. trans., to pelt
with crackers. Crackeress, a female cracker.
Crackery, crackers collectively.
1870 Pall Mall G. 5 Nov. 5 They may not squib and

cracker the inhabitants. 1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 690 This young
crackeress was . . ill dressed and untidy. 1824M iss Mitford
Village Ser. 1. (1863)57 As much of squibbery andcrackery
as our boys can borrow.

Cracket (krse-ket). north, dial. Also -it. [var.
of Cricket.]

1. -Cricket, a low stool (called in Scotl. a
crackey-stool).

1635 Vestry Bis. (Surtees) 301 Maiking a cracket to kneall
on. x66S Ibid. 332 For a crackett for the reading pew, is.
"743-4 Mrs. Delany Life tf Corr. (1861) II. 259 You de-
sired me . . to send you a pattern for crackets. 1834 Bishop-
rick Garland 54 He sits on his cracket. 1880 Archxol.
ASliana N. S. XIII. 311 A third [cockpit], .where chairs
and tables, stools and crackits. .were regularly fought for.

2. = Cricket, an insect.

1803 R. Anderson Cumberld. Ball. 69 The crackets were
chirping on the hearth.

Crackey ! var. of Crikey, an exclamation.
f Cra-ck-groat. Obs. [See Crack- 2.] A

* cracked ' or damaged groat.
[Cf. 1503 in Cracked 3.] 1666 Bunyan Grace Ah. (1879)

367 Like those crack-groats and fourpence-halfpennies that
rich men carry in their Purses, when their Gold is in their
I runks at home.

t Cra-ck-halter. Obs. [f. Cback v. + Hai-
ter.] One likely to crack or strain a halter, i.e.
to die by the gallows; a gallows-bird; = crack-
hemp, crack-rope. Also playfully : cf. • rogue '.

It has been suggested that the original sense was per.
haps one who has cracked or broken the halter, and so
escaped death '.

1566 Gascoigne Supposes i. 4 You crackhalter, if I catch
you by the ears, I'll make you answer directly. 1579 Gosson
Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 30 The litle crackhalter that carrieth his
maisters pantouffles. 1607 Dekker North™. Hoe rv. Wks.
1873 III. 52 Fetherstones boy, like an honest crack-halter,
layd open all to one of my prentices.

Crack-headed, a. [See Crack- ».] = Crack-
brained, crazy.

Vol. II.
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1796 Mad..D'Arblay Camilla v. iii, She likes our crack-
headed old doctor 1848 W. H. Kelly tr. Blanc's Hist.
l** Y. II. 395 What would you have me say to a crack-
headed fellow like this ?

t Craxk-hemp. Obs. [f. Crack v. + IIemp.1
= Crack-halter.
159S Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. i. 46 Vin. Come hither crack-

hempe. Bum. I hope I may choose Sir. Vin. Come hitheryou rogue.

Crackiness (kne-kines). colloq. [f. Cracky +
-ness.] The quality of being ' cracky

' ; craziness.
1861 Leisure Hours in Totto (1862) 13, An exhilaration

that approaches to crackiness. 1891 Pall Mall G 3 Oct
5/2 A huskiness of voice, perceptible in his opening sen-
tences.. and., a flight indication of 'crackiness' in the
closing sentences.

Cracking (krarkirj), vbl. sb. [f. Crack v. +
-WO 1.] The action of the verb Crack.
1. The emission of a sharp sound as in the act of

breaking or bursting, or the noise so emitted.
e ixgoS. Eng. Leg. 1. 452/1 14 poruj noyse ofbe crakeaingue

be guode man i-heorde : bat put treo fel. c 1340 Gam *GrAnt. nt5 pe first cors come with crakkyng of trumpes. < 1400
Dlltr, Proyxxi. S720 Wryngyng of hondes, Clamur & crie,
crakkyng of fyngurs. 1335 Coverdalf. Eccl. vii. 6 The
laughmge of fooles is like >•• crackynge of thornes vnder a
pott. 1658 Evelyn Diary (1827! IV. 203 Eeles do stir at
the cracking of thunder. 1817 T. L. Peacock Melincourt
xxxvin, The cracking of whips. 1885 Manch. Exam. 23
June 5/3 1 he cracking of rifles was . . heard.

t2. Exaggerated talking, bragging, boasting.
Obs. or dial.

0440 Promp. Pan,. 100 Crakynge, or haste, jaclancia,
arrogancia. 146a Pas/on Lett. No. 452 II. 103 Hys gret
crakyng and host. 1564 Rastell Confut. Jewells Serm.
34 Oi So much crakyng, so htle performyng. 1653 Capel
Jcnlations 62 The Cracking of a coward before he loseth
the Victory. 1692 Christ Exalted § 147 Let us learn toknow our selves, .without any cracking.
3. The breaking of anything hard and hollow

;

bursting or Assuring
; partially fracturing.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5852 Crakkyng of cristis, crusshyng of
speiris 1483 Cat/,. Angt. 80 A Crakkynge, nncliacio. 1674
tr. Scheffers Lapland xx-viii. 130 When they [reindeer]
walk, the joints of their feet make a noise like the clashing
of flints, or cracking of nuts. i73S J. Pr,Ce Sttme-Br.
J names 5 Keep the whole Frame compacted together from
any cracking or opening. 1811 A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp.
(i8i8)p. xcn, They, .can sustain sudden alternations of heat
and cold_ without cracking, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I.

54 Cracking of craniums was the rage.

4. Damaging (of credit, reputation, etc.
1

); a flaw.
1587 Golding De Mornay xxv. (1617) 417 A cracking ofhis

credit. 1633 Ames Agst. Cerem. Pref. 9 Even the courses
of the strictest saynts have ther crackings : Peter was a
good man, and yet dissembled.
5. attrib.
1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. viii. 192 Larger pebbles,

very likely used as cracking-stones.

Craxking, ppl. a. [f. Crack v. + -ing 2.]
1. That cracks or makes a sharp noise as in

breaking
; that breaks with a sharp report ; that

bursts asunder.
4
?&S-

GV- * Gr-
Kn>

- Il6S wVh such a crakkande kry,
as klyffes haden brusten. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. xiv.
(1681) 300 Roaring or distant Thunders signifie Wind ; but
cracking or acute Thunders Winds and Rain. 1821 Clark

J2*f r?
f'"s'r- 74 Cracking whip and jingling gears.

1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gipsy 243, I stepped across the crack-
ing earth, and knew 'Twould yawn behind me.
1 2. Bragging, boasting ; boastful. Obs.
1528 Roy Sat. (Arb.) 43 Full of crakynge wordes inopin-

able. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie m. xvi. (Arb.) 184 The
craking Scotts . . made this bald rime vpon the English-men.
1603 Breton Packet Mad Lett. 11/2 A Cracking Coward
was well cudgeld for his knauery. 1687 Montague & Prior
Hind P. Transv. 20 Come leave your Cracking tricks.

3. slang. Vigorous, 'rattling', 'thumping'.
1880 Lady F. Dixie Across Patagonia, He had gone quite

ten miles at a cracking pace.

Crack-jaw (krarMsg), a. [f. Crack v. +
Jaw si.} Fit to crack the jaws ; difficult to pro-
nounce.
1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. xiii. 237 A Polish nobleman, a

Count somebody; I never can remember their crack-jaw
names. 1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden I. 232 The
names are far too crackjaw. 1886 G. Allen Maimie's Sake
v, Your outlandish crack-jaw foreigner lingo.

Crackle (krark'l), sb. [f. the vb.]

1. The act of crackling ; the emission of slight
cracks.

1833 Ht. Martineau Manch. Striken. 68 The occasional
crackle when Allen folded his paper. 1855 Costello Stor.
Screen 76 The crackle of the blazing faggots. 1872 Black
Adz'. Phaeton xiv. 200 A thin crackle of laughter.

f 2. Something that makes a crackling noise ; a
rattle. Obs.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Trebejo, a chesse boord, a
childes crackle.

3. A kind of china ware characterized by the ap-
pearance of minute cracks all over its surface. Also
crackle-china, crackle-ware. So Crackle-glass, a
kind of glass of a similar character (originally

made at Venice).
1867 Miss Braddon R. Godwin I. 170 Curious specimens

of crackle, brought home by the Captain. 1885 G. H.
Broughton Sk. Rambles Holland xvii. 231 Their rarest and
choicest bits of old blue and crackle.
attrib. 187s Ure Diet. Arts II. 668 s.v. Glass, The reticu-

latedglass, the crackle glass, .are all due to the Venetians.

CRACKLING.

[dim. and fireq. of Crack
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AA.1. 266/2 A skin like yellow crackle-ware.
Crackle 'krajk'l),

v. : see -le.]

1. intr. To emit a rapid succession of slight
cracks ; to crepitate.
c 1560 T. Ingelend Disob. Child in Dodsley II. u,

bones alas, she will make to crackle, c 1657 Cowley Misc.,Death It-. Harvey ix, Condemn it to the Fire, and iov tohear It rage and crackle there. 1682 Creech Ir. Lucretius
(1683) 190 I he Leaves all crackle. 1791 Cowper Odyss. ix.
80 Our latter d sail-cloth crackled in the wind, i860 Tyndai l
Gloc. 11. xix. 332 During the time of cooling the ice crackled
audibly from its contraction. 1872 Hakdwick Trad. Lane
179 Huge logs blazed and crackled.

tb. To trill or quaver in singing. (Used in
contempt.) Obs.
a 1500 Cuckem tjr Night, xxiv, My song is both true and

plaine. .though I cannot crakell so in vaine, As thou dost inthy throte.

tc. Lute-playing, {trans.) To play the notes
of a chord in rapid succession instead of simul-
taneously

; to execute an arpeggio. Obs.
1676 T. Mux Mustek's Mon. 170T0 crackle such three-

part stops is only to divide each stop, with your thumb andtwo fingers, so as not to loose time, but give each crotchet
its due quantity.

2. trans. To crush or break down with slight
but rapidly continuous cracking ; as in the case of
anything hard and brittle.

1611C0TC-R., Crousillcr entre Us dents, to crash, or crackle
betweene the teeth, as a nut shell. 1881 J.W. Oti.v. Harveim,
Oration 119 I he clown who crackles his chestnuts at the
Christmas fire.

t3. intr. To crack and break off in small
pieces. Obs.

"735. Diet. Polygraph, s.v. Colour, If there be too much
gum, it will shine, and be apt to crackle off.

4. trans. To crack (jokes) in a small
nonce-use.

way.

1878 W. C. Smith Hilda (t879 ) 181 That wits might crackle
their jests so droll.

Crackled (krse-k'ld), ppl. a. [f. Crackle v.

+ -ed 1.] a. Marked with small cracks upon the
surface, b. Of roast pork : Having the skin crisp
and hard (see Crackling vbl. sb. 2).
1659 Gayton Art Longev. 32 The wa'yes are throng'd

blockt up with bellies big, (And bellies would be so) for
crackled pig. 1890 Pall Mall G. 28 Oct. 2/1 The appear-
ance of crackled roast pork.

Cra'ckleSS, a. rare. Without a crack ; flaw-
less, whole, unbroken.
1616 J. Dayies Sir T. Overbuys Wife Wks. (1876) 6

T hen sith good name's (like glasse) as frail as clear, All care
should keep it cracklesse in thy Dear.

Cracklin (kroe-klin), var. of Crackling, sense

5 ; perh. after F. craqueliti biscuit.
1880 in Webster Supp., and in later Diets.

Crackling (kroe-klirj), vbl. sb. [-ing 1.]

1. The action of the verb Crackle; the produc-
tion of a rapid succession of slight cracking sounds ;

crepitation.

'599 T. M[oufet] Silkwormes 51 With wondrous crackling
filling both our eares. 1611 Bible Feci. vii. 6 The crackling
of thornes vnder a pot. 1732 Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet i.

252 Dry Scurvy with crackling of the Bones. i86oTyndall
Glac. I. 111. 30 The crackling of the frozen snow beneath our
..feet.

fig. 171a Addison Sped. No. 381 r 13 Those little Crack-
lings of Mirth and Folly. 1862 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865)
III. lx. ii. 85 Gay bantering humour in him, cracklings,
radiations.

2. The crisp skin or rind of roast pork (usually
scored with parallel cuts).

1709 W. King Cookery 486 But if it lies too long, the
cracklings pall'd. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery iii. 17 When
you roast a loin, .cut the skin across, to make the crackling
eat the better. 1823 Lamb Elia, Roast Pig, There is no
flavour comparable.. to that of the crisp, well-watched, not
over-roasted, crackling, as it is well called. 1882 Mrs. H.
Reeve Cookery $ Housei. 195 The object is to keep the
crackling from scorching and to render it crisp.

b. In Cambridge University slang, applied to
the three bars of velvet on the sleeve of the gown
worn by students of St. John's College. (In refer-

ence to the nick-name ' hogs').
1873 in Slang Diet. 1891 Proc. Soc. Antiquaries 15 Jan.

217 Richly laced over the upper part of the arm, the ' crack-
ling 1 as it would be called at Cambridge.
3. The residue of tallow-melting, used for feeding

dogs. (Usually //.) Cf. Cracon.
1611 Acts Jos. VI (1814) 628 (Jam.) That the candle-

makeris prowyid thame selffis of houssis for melting of thair
tallowe and cracklingis at some remote pairtis of the toun.
1844 J. F. W. Johnston Led. Agric. Chem. 884 Cracklings
are the skinny parts of the suet from which the tallow has
been for the most part squeezed out. c 1865 Letheby, in
Circ. Sc. I. 94/1 The residue is sold under the name of
greaves or cracklings, and is used for feeding dogs.

b. dial, and U. S. ' The crisp residue of hogs'
fat after the lard is fried out. Crackling-bread
is corn-bread interspersed with cracklings'
(Bartlett).

1883 Gilmour Mongols (1884) 27 A little fat melted in the
pot, the cracklings carefully removed. 1887 Boston (Mass.)
Jrnl. 31 Dec 2/4 Half dozen pones of cracklin' bread, made
from Georgia-raised hogs.
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CRACKLING. 1126 CRADLE.

4. — Cracknel. Now dial. [= F. craqttelin.]

1598 W. Phillips Linsckoten's Voy. 1. xxx. 58 A great

siluer or guilt vessell full of bread baked like cracklinges.

1847-78 in Halliwell. 187s Parish Sussex Dial., Crack-

lings, crisp cakes.

6. -Crackle sb. 3, crackle-ware.

1876 Ouida Moths ix. 109 Sipping tea. .in an alcove lined

with celadon and crackling.

+ 6. Crackling-pokes (Sc.) : bags for holding ex-

plosives in old naval warfare. Obs.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 41 Boitis man bayr stanis & lyme

pottis ful of lyme in the craklene pokis to the top.

Crackling,///, a. [f. as prec. +-ING -.] That

crackles ; see the verb.

1567 Drant Horace's Epist. xvii. F j, If crackling cartes, if

tauernes noyse if stiffling dust disease the. a 1635 Corbet
Poems (1807) 226 Makinge thy peace with Heaven . .With

holy meale and cracklinge salt. 1757 Dvkr Fleece 1. 109

I knew a careful swain, Who gave them to the crackling

flames. 1870 Huxley Lay Serin, i. fed. 5) 3 Crackling wil.

Hence Cracklingrly adv.

1611 Cotgr., Frioler, to consume, .cracklingly, or with a

noise, as fire does stubble. 1835 Chamb. Jrnl. IV. 66 As
he creeps cracklingly along [through a wood].

Crackly (kne-kli), a. [f. Crackle + -v : cf.

craci-y.] Prone to crackle ; crisp and brittle.

1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 78 The true Venetian crackly

substance of water-colour, with the rich and transparent

glazings of oil. 1884 Mehalah x. 144 I'm crisp and crackly

like seaweed in an East wind.

Crackmans. Thieves' cant, [see Crack sb. 1 8

:

cf. darkmans — night.] A hedge.
1610 S. Rowlands M. Mark-all, Crackmans,^ the hedge.

1621 B. Jonson Masque Met. Gipsies, To their libkins at

the Crackmans. 1715 New Cant. Diet, s.v., The Cull

thought to have loap'd by breaking through the Crack-

mans. 1737 Bacchus
<J-

Venus, Thou the Crackmans down
didst beat.

Cracknel (krce-knel). Forms : 5 crakenelle,

krakenelle, 5-6 craknel 1, 6 crakenell, cracke-

nel l, cracknelle, -nal, 6-9 -nell, 6- -nel. [app.

an alteration of F. craquelin : cf. the dial, equiva-

lent Crackling 4. With the F. cf. Flem. craecte-

link, Da. krakeling in same sense, f. krake crack.]

1. A light, crisp kind of biscuit, of a curved or

hollowed shape. Cf. Crackling 4.

c 1440 Pro/np. Parv. 48 Brede twyys bakyn, as krakenelle

or symnel, or other lyke. 1481-90 /lozuard Houtk. Bks.

(Roxb.) 165 Item, to krakenelles j. d. 1313 Lo. Herners
Froiss. I. xvii. 19 Whan the plate is hote, they cast of the

thyn paste theron, and so make a lytic cake in maner of a
crakenell, or bysket. 1530 PALSGR.2io'2Crackenell, cracquc-

tin. 1577 tr. Bitttinger's Decades (1592) 369 That oblation

was. .a bowed peece of breade (which we call a cracknell!

baked in an ouen. 1611 Bible i Kings xiv. 3 Take with

thee ten loaues, and cracknels, and a cruse of honie. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey t, Cracknels, a sort of Cakes made in

shape of a Dish, and bak'd hard, so as to crackle under the

Teeth. 1880 Beaconsfield Ettdytrr. lxxxix. 413 Plum cakes

. .and no end of cracknels. 1884 Punch 23 Feb. 85/1 Crisp

as a cracknel by Huntley and Palmer.

attrib. x6ao Union Invent. 27 One little cracknell boule.

2. //. Small pieces of fat pork fried crisp, 'local

Eng. and U. S.) Cf. Crackling 3 b.

3. -Crackle 3, Crackling 5. rare.

821 T. G. Wainewright Ess. ft Crit. 231 And other

crockery both cracknell and green dragon.

Crack-nut, sb. and a.

A. sb. A nut-cracker. Now dial.

In the first quot. the meaning may be 'nuts that one
cracks '.

16. . Fletcher Poems 244 (in Wright Prov. Diet.) That
sweet fool, Just wean'd front's bread and butter, and the

school. .Cracknuts and hobbihorse. 1879 Miss Jackson
Sltropsh. Wd-bk., Cracknuts, nutcrackers.

B. adj. That cracks nuts.

1587 M. Grove Pelops * Hipp. (1878)67 The little crack,

nut squirrel.

Crackow var. of Crakow.
t Cra ck-rack, (sb.) a. Obs. An echoic word

representing or describing a succession of cracks.

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 11. (Arb.) 53 Thee crack rack

crashing the vnwytting pastor amazeth.

t Cra -ck-rope. Obs. [f. Cback v. + Rope.]

1. -= Crack-halter; also = rogue, vituperatively,

and playfully.

c 1450 Henryson Tod's Con/essionn 48 1Jam.) Syne widdie-

nek and crak-raip callit als, And till our "byre hangit up be

the hals. 1571 Edwards Damon <y P. in Hazl. Dodsley IV.

68 Away, you crack-ropes, are you fighting at the court-

gate? 161 1 Cotgr., Baboin, a crackrope, waghalter, un-

happie rogue, retchless villaine. i6jo Shelton Don Quix.

III.iii.19' Sancho, you are a Crack-rope ',
quoth Don Quixote,

' ifaith you want no Memory '. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. vii,

About a score of fusty Crackropes and Gallowclappers.

2. attrib. or adj.

1611 7Vjr//«/i'j7«/i(i844)i9Therewas a crack rope boy,

meeting Tarlton in London street. 1631 Shirley Love in

Maze IV. iii, You do not know the mystery : this lady is a

boy, a very crack-rope boy. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxx,

Ve crack-rope padder, born beggar, and bred thief.

f Crackship. Obs. nonce-wd. A mock title

for a ' crack ' (see Crack sb. 11).

1603 Middlston Blurt 11. i, Did not he follow your crack-

ship [a page] at a beck given t 1607 Marston What You
Wiltm. iil. 30 Bid. [a page] How live you ? Slip. Miserably,

complaining to your crack-ship.

Crack-skull, rare. = Crack-brain.
1864 in Webster. 1889 in E. Peacock N. W. L inc. Gloss.

(ed. 2).

Cracksman krx-ksma'nX slang, [f. Crack
sb. 6 + Max : cf. sportsman, etc.] A housebreaker.

1811 J. H. Vacx Flash Diet., Cracksman, a house-breaker.

1838 Dickens O. Twist II. 86 You'll be a fine young cracks-

man. 1886 Blaektv. Mag. 597 The skilled ' cracksmen
thoroughly versed in the practical mechanics of burglary.

Crackt : see Cracked.
Crack-tryst (krre kitrsist). Sc. [f. Crack- i.]

One who 'cracks' or breaks tryst see Crack v.

12) ; one who fails to fulfil an engagement
1817 Carlyle Early Lett. (1886) I. 113 Thou shalt be pun-

ished as a crack-tryst,

Crack-wi llow. [f- Crack v. + Willow.]

A name for Salix fragilis, a species of willow

with brittle branches.

1670 Ray Catal Plant. 271 The Crack-willow . 1806 T.

Harwood Lichfield 453 Near Stow-pool, the salixfragilis,

crack-willow, flourishes. 1861 Miss Pratt Flower PI. V. 80.

t Crack-winded, a. Obs. Also cracked-,

crackt-. [f. Crack- 2] = Hrokenwiniied.
1680 Loud. Gaz. No. 1550/4 The other a little crack

winded. 1686 Ibid. No. 2136/4 A red roan Gelding, .crackl-

winded. 1706 Ibid. No. 4190/4 A sorrel chesnut Nag, a little

crack winded.

Cracky (krx ki), a. [f. Crack + -v.]

1. Having cracks or fractures ;
prone to crack.

,
Bradley Fain. Diet. s. v. Slate, That sort of Stone1715

is not cracky, but firm and good. 1880 Blackmore M
Anerley I. xvii. 278 White buckled walls, and cracky lintels.

2. Somewhat cracked in intellect ; crazy.

1854 H. Strickland Travel Thoughts 09 Let cracky

Carlyle say what he wilL 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss. s.v.,

A bit cracky, partially crazy.

3. Abounding in conversation, north., chiefly Sc.

1 801 Macneill Poems (1844) 88 To mak us a' sac pleased

and cracky. i8aj Ld. Cockburn Mem. 355 They were

rather civil, and very cracky creatures.

Cracoke : see Crawke.
tCracon. Obs. Also crauckond, crakan,

craconum, krawkan, kraghen. [Etymol. un-

certain: perh. f. Crack v. or F. craqucr; cf.

Crawke in same sense.] = Crackling 3 : cf. Du
Cange s.v. Cremium.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter ci. 4 [cii. 3] Mi banes als krawkan

dried pa [Lat. sicut in frixorium con/rixa sunt], a. 1340

Hampole Psalter ci. 4 My banys as kraghen dryed [». rr.

crauckond, cracon. brent grees, crakan]. c 1450 Medulla
MS. (in Promp. Parv. 101) A craconum of grece or talwhc.

1483 Catk. Angl. 80 Crakan, cremium.

II
Cracovienne krak^viicn). [F. fern. adj.

= Cracovian, f. Cracavic Cracow in Poland.] A
kind of light and lively Polish dance.

1&44 Disraeli Coningsby iv. xi, He could, .execute a

Cracovienne with all the mincing graces of a ballet heroine.

Cracus: see Ckaccis.
-cracy, formerly also -eratie, -crasie, a. F.

-cratie ^-krasi), ad. med.E. -cratia, a. Gr. -Kparia,

in composition ' power, rule ', f. Kparoi strength,

might, rule, authority. Already used in Greek in

ipiaroKporta aristocracy, rule of the best-bom, 817-

liOKpaTia democracy, popular government, ix^o-

Kparta ochlocracy, mob-rale, 7r\ot/To<t/)aTi'a pluto-

cracy, an oligarchy of wealth, Btoxparta theocracy,

rule of God ; whence Angelocracy, government

by angels, bestiocracy (The Times 21 Nov. 1863)

the rule of beasts. All these have a preceding 0

belonging to or representing the stem vowel of the

first element, but which tends to be viewed as part

of the suffix, as if this were -ocracy. The word
aristocracy has in modern times, in Fr. and Eng.,

passed into the senses of ' a ruling body of nobles,

the nobles as a ruling class, political power, or

upper class ', after which democracy has received

the sense of ' the people or lower class as a poli-

tical power or element ', and plutocracy that of ' a

class ruling or influential by virtue of its wealth '.

Hence the suffix, in the form -ocracy, has been

added to English words, to designate in mockery
or ridicule any dominant, su|>erior, or aspiring

class, as in the following (mostly colloquial or

newspaper words)
;
barristerocracy, brokerocracy,

capocracy, millocracy, shipocracy, s/wddyocracy

(barristers, brokers, cap-setting women, mill-

owners, ship - owners, shoddy - manufacturers, as

classes of social standing or pretensions) ; see also

Beerocracy, Clubocracy, Cottonocracy, Coun-
TYOCRACY, MOBOCRACY, SNOBOCRACY, SHOPOCRACY,

Slaveocracy, etc.

1866 Lond. Rev. 6 Jan. 6/1 The Lord Lieutenant, .holds a

court for the barristerocracy of Dublin to wear periodical

pumps in. i860 Lit. Churchman VI. 270/1 The * demoralis-

ing' influence of a slipper-working 'capocracy' upon the

minds.. of the younger clergy. 1887 19M Centy. Aug. 159

Anarchy., is obviously as incompatible with plutocracy as

with any other kind of cracy.

tCra'dden,-on, sb. and a. Obs. exc. dial. Also

6-7 Sc. crau-, crawdoun ; 8-9 dial, craddant.

[Derivation uncertain : possibly the same word as

Crathon, but app. associated in Sc. with craw to

crow and down ; several quots. refer to or suggest

a cock that will not fight.] A craven, a coward.

1513 Doi'CLAs sEtteis xi. Prol. 119 Bccuinthow cowart,

craudoun recryand, And by consent cry cok, thi deid isdycht.

1571 B. GooGE Heresbaeh's Itusb. IV. (1586) 158 Neither

must you.. have him [the cock] a Craddon, for he must
sometime stand in the defence of his wife and children.

1606 Birnie Kirk-Buriall '1833) 23 It wold make our
craw-down fedrum faL 1835-79 Jamieson, Cradden, a
dwarf. Lanarks.

Hence t Craddenly a., cowardly.

1674 Ray A'. C. Words, Crassantly, as a crassantly lad,

a coward. Chesh. In I-ancashire they say craddantly.

So 169JI-1731 in Coles. 1741-1800 Bailey, A Crad-

danlly Lad, a Coward. Lancash. ij&j Grose I'm: Gloss.,

Craddenly, cowardly. North. 1847-78 Halliwell, Crad-

dantly.

Craddle, dial. var. of Cbadle.
Crade, obs. f. of Crate.

Cradge (krsedj), sb. local. In the East of

England : A small bank made to keep out water.

1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. 1. 19 'Lino Crests, cradges,

and ward-dykes |were] constructed to hold off fen-waters

from the inned grounds. 1877 in AT. If. Line. Gloss. 72.

Cradge, v. local, [f- prec. sb.] (See quots.^

Hence Cra dging z'bl. sb.

1880 Lincoln Mercury 5 Nov. 4 Many hands were set on

to increase the cradging on the west bank. Ibid. 6 These

[banks] were temporarily cradged, and slips and leakages

made good, ztoi Chamb. Jrnl. 26 Dec. 828/2 ' Cradging
'

banks—that is, heightening and backing them temporarily

with clay, to prevent the water running over them or per-

colating through them.

Cradle (kr^ d'l). Forms : 1 cradel, -ol, 3-7

cradel(e, 4 (eradyl, Sir. kardil), 4-6 cradil(le,

4-5 kradel.l, 5-7 cradeli;e, 5- cradle; 4-6 cre-

dit le, -dyl 1>, -del, ? Sc. creddii:i, 7 credle, 7

(9 dial.) craddle, 9 dial, creddle. [OE. cradol,

beside which there was perh. a parallel form

*crsedel whence northern ME. credit, credel, mod.

Sc. and north. Eng. creddle. Derivation uncertain.

Usually compared with OHG. chratto, cratto, MHG.
kratte ' basket, panier, creel ' which, with the synonymous

OHG. dkyczzo, M HG. chrezze, krelze, Ger. kritxe, kretze

(having also, Grimm, KrStze I. 3, the sense 'cradle'), ap-

pears to go back to an ablaut-stem *krat-, krad. From
this, OE. cradol, cradel might be a diminutive formation,

lit. ' little basket ' : cC mod. bassinet.

The various Celtic derivations conjectured, e.g. from

Welsh ctyd, ' shake, shakes, ague ', now also in N .
Wales

'cradle', from Gael. ir«vjMa//(kre-al), cradle, etc., have no

etymological value. Craidhal sometimes erroneously cited

as Irish, is a bad spelling of Gael, creathall, given by

O'Reilly from Shaw.]

I. 1. A little bed or cot for an infant : pro-

jwrly, one mounted on rockers, but often ex-

tended to a swing-cot, or a simple cot or

basket-bed that is neither rocked nor swung.
ciooo /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker I. 124 Cunabulum,

cradel. a mj Ancr. R. 82 Heo make8 of hire tunge

cradel to bes deofles bearr., & rocke8 hit xeomeliche ase

nurice. c 1330 R. Brlnne Citron. (1810I 243 In hir credille

aing tille Inglond scho cam. 1393 Lancl. P. PI. C. x. 79
Wakynge a nyghtes..to rocke >>e cradel. < 1440 Promp.

Parv. 101 Credel, or cradel, crepundium. 1376 Fleming

Panopl. Epist. 358 The . valliaunt warriour . . once .. lay

crying in a wicker cradle. 1*74 tr. Sckeffers Lapland
xxvl 123 The rocking the infant in his cradle follows next.

1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. N.-W. Pass. 211 The Women
carry these Cradles at their Backs, with the Child s Back

to theirs. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop x, He rocked the

cradle with his foot. MckI. Proverb, She who rocks the

cradle rules the world.

fig. 1397 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, in. 1.20 Wilt thou, rock his

Braincs, In Cradle of the rude imperious Surge. 1601

Marston Antonio's Rev. 111. iv, TO rock your baby thoughts

in the cradle of sleepe. 183s Lytton Ritnzi 11. iv, 'Io

rock them . . in the cradle of their false security.

b. Applied to a piece of silver plate, or the

like, presented to the wife of a mayor to whom
a child is bom during his period of office.

Originally a cradle, or the model of one, for which some-

thing else is now often substituted.

1863 Illustr. Loud. News 16 Jan. (Hoppe), The Lady
Mayoress of Dublin, having given birth to a child during

her husband's year of office as Mayor, has been presented

with a silver cradle. The gift is really a case, but on sue*

occasions it is always termed a 'Cradle'. 1880 M'Chester
City News 4 Dec., At the Annual dinner of the City

Council . . Alderman Pattison the ex-Mayor, was presented

with a silver cradle . . It is a pretty conceit, this custom of

presenting a silver cradle to a chief Magistrate on the

occasion of a birth in his family during his year of office.

2. In various phrases, taken as the symbol of

infancy or of the first period or stage of existence ;

e.g. from the (jirst, or very) cradle, to stifle in the

cradle, watch over the cradle, etc.

SSS Eden Decades mo Wherwith the stomakes of owr
people . . haue euer byn noorisshed euen from their cradelles.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix. (1887) 186 To keepe a

countenaunce farre aboue the common, euen from the first

cradle. 1611 Bible Trattsl. Pre/. 10 In the Latine wee

haue been exercised almost from our verie cradle. 1659 B.

Harris Parivafs Iron Age 153 Now this infamous treason

was known . . but all the difficulty was how to stifle it in the

Cradle. 1709 Steele Taller No. 52 P 4 A modest Fellow

never has a Doubt from his Cradle to his Grave. 1795

Burke Corr. IV. 309 To watch over the cradle of those

seminaries. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 12 That the

Norman gentlemen were orators from the cradle. 1884 D.

Hunter tr. Reuss's Hist. Canon iv. 61 Churches whose

origin goes back to the cradle of Christianity.

3. fig. The place or region in which anything is

nurtured or sheltered in its earlier stage.



CRADLE. 1127 CRADLE.
1590 Spenser F. Q, l x. 64 Sith to thee is unknowne the

cradle of thy brood. 1628 Coke On Lift. Pref., Our labors

are but the cradles of the law. 1734 tr. Rollins Ane. Hist,

(1827) f, Pref. 5 Egypt that served at first as the cradle of
the holy nation. 1841 W, Spalding Italy $ It. Isl. I. 20
The cradle of literature and art. 1867 Freeman Norm.
Conq. (1876) I. vi. 407 Wessex the cradle of the royal house.

4. Applied poetically to that which serves as a

couch or place of repose.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. i. 80 Swaggering.. So neeie
the Cradle of the Faierie Queene? 159a — Ven. Ad.
1185 In this hollow cradle (the bosom] take thy rest My
throbbing heart shall rock thee day and night. 1790
Cowper Odyss. iv. 506 Four cradles in the sand she scoop'd.

5. Naitt. * A standing bedstead for a wounded
seaman, instead of a hammock' (Crabb\
1803 Naval Chrou. IX. 259 Captain Merville. .gave him

that night one of the ship's company's cradles. 1867 in

SMTTH Sailor's IVord-bk.

II. Technical applications to things having the

structure, appearance, use, or rocking motion of

the child's cradle.

6. Any framework of bars, cords, rods, etc.

united by lateral ties ; a grating, or hurdle-like

structure :

spec. a. A framework or grating placed round anything
to protect it ; b. a supporting framework ; c. a frame in

which glaziers carry glass ; a crate of glass ; d. a basket-
like grating or framework ; a cresset ; e. a suspended
scaffolding orstage used by workmen on buildings, in mines,
etc.; f. in Coach-building (see quot. 1794'; t g. The bed
or carriage of a cannon (quot. 1497).

\yjt) Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 103 Etdej Credel. 1497
on -Id. Treas. Acc. Scot. I, 348 Giffin to pynouris to bere
the treis to be Mons new cradil to hir. Ibid. 349, xiij

stane of irne, to mak grath to Mons new cradill. 1538
Aberdeen Reg. V. 16 (Jam.) Ane cradill of glass. 156*
Ludlow Churchw. Acc. (Camden) 102 For makinge a new
cradle for the bere. Ibid. 130 For makinge of a cradelle to
goe about the steple. 1611 Markham Country Content. 1.

xvi. (166S) 78 Set a little cradle of limed straws about his

seat. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1729) 201 Carefully protect
. .your Ranunculus's, .covering them with Mattresses sup-
ported on Cradles of Hoops. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 81 The
Iron-grate or Cradle that holds the burning Coals. 1679
Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 280 An old Man.. that carryed a
cradle of glasses at his back, a 1682 Sir T. Browne
Tracts 49 Men place cradles upon high trees in marish
regions, that storks may breed upon them. 1694 Acct.
Sev. Late Voy. 11.(1711) 171 From the Water to the Cradle,
(that is the round Circle that goeth round about the Middle
of the Mast, and is made in the shape of a Basket). 1695
Kennett Par. Antiq. Gloss, s.v. Carecta, A cradle ..

applied to some other utensils that carry or bear any thing.

As in the North, a dish-cradle, for the setting up wooden
dishes or trenchers. 1742 Bp. Wilson in Keble Life xxiii.

( 1 863.1 800 My proposal to dry corn-mows (by a sort of cradle
perforating them to ensure ventilation). 1771 Batchelor
(1773) I. 256 Mr. F. mounted on the box, driving a stage
coach, with Mr. P-ns-by in the cradle. 1794 W. Felton
Carriages (1801) 1. 130 A cradle is a leather platform, made
to receive the seat. Coachboxes are not complete without
cradles and seats. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 20
These pieces of wood being placed upon moveable cradles
made of hammered iron. 1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl. II.

65 You must see to the creddles , . I can't have my young
oaks barked. Ibid. III. 195 The iron cradle in which the
warning-light had often burned. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Cradle.. 8 A suspended scaffold used by miners. 1879
Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. I. 1. 486 Each of the counter-
poises is equal to twice the weight of one of the pulleys
with its sliding cradle. 1884 J. Mackintosh Hist.Civiliz.
Scot. III. xxix. 329 The Wemyss glass-work .. The cradles
contained fifteen wisp.

7. Hwb. A light frame of wood attached to a
scythe, having a row of long curved teeth parallel

to the blade, to lay the corn more evenly in the

swathe; 'a three forked instrument of wood on
which the corn is caught as it falls from the sithe

'

{Tusser Redivivus 17 10).

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 37 A cradle for barlie, with
rubstone and sand. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 49
Come sythes haue allwayes cradles, for carryinge of the
come handsomely to the sweathbalke. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh.
255 Which [barley] they mow with a sithe without a cradle.

1750 Ellis Mod. Husbandm. IV. ii. 44 Barley, .is mown by
the scythe and cradle, c 1818 Mrs. Carey Tour in France
i. (1823) 15 The scythes.. are very light, with a little cradle
attached. 1866 Thoreau Yankee in Canada Hi. 56 Wishing
to learn if they used the cradle . . I set up the knives and
forks on the blade of the sickle to represent one.

8. Surg. A protecting framework of different

kinds for an injured limb, etc.

(a) A series of arches of wire or wood, connected by longi-
tudinal strips, to sustain the pressure of the bedclothes, (b)

A framework in which an injured limb may be slung.

1704 F. Fuller Med. Gy/nn. (17 11) 44 The sick Person
may at once enjoy the Convenience of a Cradle. 1706
Phillips (ed

;
Kersey) s.v., A Surgeon's Cradle.. to lay a

broken Leg in. 1847 South tr. Cltelius' Surg. I. 511 For
the more effectual cooling of the limb a cradle should be
kept over it. 1870 T. Holmes Syst. Surg. (ed. 2) V. 886
The limb is then slung in a simple cradle. 1883 Braith-
waite Retrospect Med. LXXXVI. 167 The cradles for the
knee and ankle are made of wood.

9. Naut* The framework on which a ship rests

during construction or repairs, and on which she
slides at launching. Also, that in which a vessel

lies in a way or slip, or in a canal-lift (cf. Coffer
9) ; and other analogous applications.
x6«7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. i. 1 A cradel is a

frame of timber, made along a ship, .for the more ease and
safty in lanching. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789),
Coites, the ways, or cradles, upon which a ship, .descends,

when she is .. launched. 1775 Falck Days Diving Vcss.

50 There are different kinds of cradles . . made use of for

weighing ofvessels ; one sort is made of four cables of equal
length. 1817 Blackw. Mag. I. 547A The Kent, of 80 guns,
was. .securely placed in a cradle for repair. 1852 S. C.
Brees Gloss. Pract. Archil. 126 Cradle; or Coffer, the
framework employed in perpendicular lifts, for holding the
boats, and conveying them from one pond to the other.

1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 223/2 The * cradles ' must
be fitted, .between the bottom of the ship and the sliding-

way.
10. An appliance in which a person or thing is

swung or carried.

a. The apparatus in which a person is drawn from a
wreck to a place of safety, b. 'A machine made of stout
sail-cloth, for the purpose of shipping and unshipping
hordes ' (Crabb Tcchn. Diet. 1823*.

1839 36 Years 0/Seafaring life 26S They hauled the lines

in. .the cradle [was] sent along, and by this means thirteen

persons were saved.

+11. The part of a cross-bow on which the missile

rested. Obs. 17*1- i" Bailey.

12. Arch, and Building. (See quots. ; also

Coffer 5 a.)

1823 ClABB Tcchn. Diet., Cradle {Archit.) vide Coffer.

1874 Knight Diet. Mcch., Cradle {Carpentry), the rough
framework or bracketing forming ribbing for vaulting

ceilings and arches intended to be covered with plaster.

1875 Gwilt A rchit. Gloss., Cradle, a name sometimes given
to a centering of ribs and lattice for turning culverts.

13. Engraving. A chisel-like tool with a serrated

edge, which is ' rocked ' to and fro over the surface

of the metal plate, to produce a mezzotint ground.
1788-9 Howard Emycl. I. 619 Cradle, among engravers,

is the name of an instrument used in scraping mezzotinios
and preparing the plate. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts s.v. En-
graving II. 288 This operation is called laying the ground

;

it is performed by rocking the cradle to and fro. 1883 J.

C. Smith Brit. Mczzotinto Portr. iv. ii. p. xxiii, The in-

struments used in mezzotinto engraving consist of the
cradle, or rocking-tool, the scraper, etc.

14. Gold Mining. A trough on rockers in which
auriferous earth or sand is shaken in water, in

order to separate and collect the gold.

1849 Illustr. Lond. News 17 Nov. 325/1 (Let. fr. Gold
Diggings) Two men can keep each other steadily at work,
the one digging and carrying the earth in a bucket, and the
other washing and rocking the cradle. 1852 Motley Lett.

(1889) 1. 146 Whether I shall at last find a fewgrains of pure
gold in my cradle. 1883 Century Mag. Jan., The Cradle
or rocker is the rudest, .of all machines for the separation
of gold.

15. See Cat's Cradle.
III. attrib. and Comb.
16. General: a. attributive, as (sense 1) cradle-

babe, -bed, -cap, -child, -clothes, \ -clout, -dream,

-fellow, -head, -life, -melody, -necessaries* -prac-

tise, -side, -throne, -time, -tune
;
(sense 7) cradle-

bar', b. objective, as cradle-dealer, -keeper, -plun-

derer, -rocker ; c. locative, as cradle-s?oom t -lombed.

1503 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, ni. ii. 392 As milde and gentle as
the *Cradle-babe. a 1847 Mrs. Sherwood Lady ofManor
II. xvii. 451 She took her little infant, .and laid her asleep
upon the *cradle-bed. 1868 Ld. Houghton Select. 210
Beside the downy cradle-bed. 1014 Wulfstan Horn.
xxxiii. (1883) 158 *Cradolcild gebeowode burn wffilhreowe
unla3a. 183a J. Bree St.Herbert's Isle 55 Though a cradle-
child misfortune threw me on the shoals of life. 1596
Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. i. 88 That some Night-tripping-Faiery,
had exchang'd In * Cradle-clothes, our Children where they
lay. 1838 J. Grant Sk. Loud. 333 To the profession of a
*cradle dealer. 1845 G. Murray Islaford 55 The Bethlehem-
song that hushed our *cradle-dreams. 1847 Mrs. Sherwood
in Life xxxi. 538 With him who had been my Cradle-
fellow. 1864 Tennyson Sea Dreams 277 The woman .

.

half embraced the basket *cradle-head. 1610 Healey St.
Aug. Citie of God 164 Cunina, the *cradle-keeper and
wich-chaser. 1882-3 Schakf Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III.

2138 Christian art in Rome, where it had its *cradle-Hfe.

1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles x. 100 It had been a *cradle
melody to him. 1552 Huloet, *Cradle necessaries, or all

thinges pertaynyng to the swathlynge of Infantes. 1548
Udall Erasm. Par., Luke 190 b, An infaunte in the
*cradle place. 1864 W. Whitby Amer. Slav. 187 We have
. .*cradle-plunderers for church members. 1631 Massinger
Emp. East iv. iv, The cure of the gout . . without boast be it

said, my *cradlepractice. 1888 Ohio Arcti&ol. $ Hist.
Quarterly June 105 Nations new gather to the *cradleside
of any new-born thought. 1891 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 547
A *cradle-sworn conspiracy To set the world awry. 1846
Keble Lyra Innoc. m. x. 10 That Saint.. who to Jesus'
*cradle-throne Led us first. 1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 1. iii.

(R.), Hercules [of] whose famous acts, .the first but not the
least In *cradle-time befell. 1868 Whittier Among the

Hills xli, As free as if from cradle-time We two had played
together. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. Babylo?i 511
One in the feeble birth becomming old, Is *cradIe-toomb'd.

x88o Coniemp. Rev. Mar. 417 Ears whose *cradle-tune had
been the beat Of ocean-waves.

17. Special Comb. : + cradle-band, -bands,
swaddling cloth, or bands ; \ cradle-barn,
cradle-child ; f cradle - chimney (see quot.)

;

cradle-drill, a rock-drill supported on a cradle-

like trough; cradle-heap, -hill (U.S.) a hillock

formed by the fallen trunk of a tree ; cradle-hold-
ing, a name for land held in Borotjgh-English ;

cradle-hole
( (f.S.)f a depression in a road ; also

a spot from which the frost is melting ; cradle-

joint, a joint allowing something to swing or

oscillate ; cradle-land, the land in which a peo-

ple dwell in their earliest times ;
cradle-man, one

who uses a cradle-scythe, a cradler
; f cradle-

piece, a piece cut out of a quill in making a pen ;

cradle-printing-machine, ' a printing machine in

which the cylinder has only a half revolution, which
gives it a rocking or cradle-like motion' (Ogilvie)

;

cradle-roof, a roof, in shape like a half cylinder,

divided into panels by wooden ribs ; cradle-
scale, ' a pair of scales for weighing sacks of corn
in a mill' (Evans Leicestersh. Gloss.); cradle-
scythe, a scythe fitted with a cradle (in sense 7)

;

cradle-song, a song sung to a child in the cradle,

a lullaby ; + cradle-tooth, a rib of the cradle of

a scythe ; cradle-vault (see quot. and cf. cradle-

roof); f cradle-walk, a garden walk over-arched
with clipped yew or the like

; f cradle-witted a
,

having the wits of an infant.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vs. ix. (1495) 105 The
nouryce bindeth the chylde togyders wyth 'cradylbondes.
c 1475 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 794/1 Hec fassia, credylbond.
1552 Huloet, Cradle bande, instita. c 1300 Havelok 1912
He. .made hem rowte Als he weren 'kradelbarnes. 1825-

79 Jamieson, *Cradlf'Chimlay, the large oblong cottage
grille, open at all sides, used in what is called a round-about
fireside. 1884 R. Hi nt British Mining 526 A single-act-
ing *cradle-drill mounted on a stretcher bar for sinking
shafts. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. in. ii. (18491 86 Stumps
and cradle heaps. . succeeded one another. 1882 F. Pollock
in Macm. Mag, XI AT. 360 note, The land is known . . as
"cradle-holding in some parts of the south. 1867 J. Hogg
Microsc. 1. iii. 190 A small tube, .connected to a stout pin
by means of a -cradle-joint. 187Z Yeats Grcnvth Comm.
37 The position of Egypt between the "cradle lands of the
human race and the African continent. 1889 P. A. Bruce
Plantation Negro 197 Cradlemen, ditchers, assorters of
tobacco are paid higher for the same. .time. 1727 W. Mather
Yug. Alan's Comp, 76 Enter your Knife sloping .. about
twice the breadth of the Quill . . and cut away the 'Cradle-
piece. 1845 Ecclisiotogist IV. 282 The cradle roof of the
chancel still remains ; some of the bosses are very good.

1875 Gwilt Archit. § 2052 h, The framing of cradle roofs,

with king-posts carried upon the tie-beams. 1669-81 Wok-
LIDGE Diet. Rust., A cradle is a frame of wood fixed to a
sythe for the mowing of corn, .it is then called a 'Cradle-
sythe. 1822 J. Flint Lett.fr. Amer. 99 The axe, the
pick-axe, and the cradle-scythe. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. vi. iv. (1495) 19 Nouryces vse lullynges and other
*cradyl songes to pleyse the wyttes of the chylde. 1889
Spectator 9 Nov. 636/1 It is remarkable, .that Watts, who
was a bachelor, has written the loveliest cradle-song in the

language. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 120 The
smallest sort of them forharrowe-spindles, some for ' cradle-

teeth ; and some, .for plough -staffes. 1875 Gwilt Archit.
Gloss., ^Croiile Vault, a term used, but improperly, to

denote a cylindric vault. 1662 Evelyn Diary 9 JuneiD. 1

,

The ^cradle-walk of homebeame in the garden is. .very ob-
servable. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. (1779) III. Ixxxi. 124

The garden laid out in a cradle-walk, and intervening

parterres. 1580 Sidney Arcadia ii. 222 Who.. Though
^cradle-witted, must not honor lose.

Cradle (krJi-d'l), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To lay or place in, or as in, a cradle
;

to rock to sleep.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1707 The catyfest creatur bat

credylytt was euer. a 1700 Dryden (J.), Convey'd to earth

and cradled in a tomb. c 1714 Akbuthnot, etc. Mart.
Scrib. 1. iii. He shall be cradled in my ancient shield. 1856

Capern (ed. 2) 10 We'll cradle up our infant child, And take

our evening's ramble. 1864 Tennyson Sea Dreams 57
The babe . .cradled near them, wail'd and woke The mother.

fig. 1659 Lovelace Poems (1864) 207^ Ere the morn cradles

the moon. 1800 Moore; Anacreon iv. 6 Let me have a

silver bowl, Where I may cradle all my soul,

b. To receive or hold as a cradle.

1872 Holland Marb. Proph. 82 For the manger of Beth-

lehem cradles a king.

+ 2. intr. (for rejl.) To lie as in a cradle.

Obs.
1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 464 Wither'd roots, and huskes

Wherein the Acorne cradled.

3. trans. To nurture, shelter, or rear in infancy,

or in the earliest stage.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 34 Cain, .cradled yet in his

fathers houshold. 1793 Burke Rem. Policy ofAllies Wks.
1842 I. 606 A commonwealth in a manner cradled in war.

1840 Hood Up Rhine 192 The house that cradled Prince

Metternich. 1856 R. A, Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 165

A fear in which they have been cradled. 1865 Union Rev.

III. 263 Wesleyan Methodism, if not born, was cradled in

Lincolnshire.

b. To cradle into : to rock or hill into ; to

nurture into from the cradle.

1819 Shelley Julian § M. 545 Most wretched men Are
cradled into poetry by wrong. 1833 Chalmers Const. Man
(1835) I. iv. 177 The conscience is cradled into a state of

stupefaction.

4. Husb, To mow (corn, etc.) with a cradle-

scythe. Also absol. (dial, craddle.)

1750 Ellis Mod. Husbandm. V. ii. 61 The art of cradling

corn. 1835 Tait'sMag. II. 149 Aryefield. .which he had.

.

let to be craddled. 1838 Hawthorne Amer. Note-Bks. (1883)

153 A man with a cradle over his shoulder, having been

cradling oats. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 203 One quarter

of an acre a day was secured for each able hand engaged in

cradling, raking, and binding.

5. To set or support, in or on a cradle ; to raise a

boat or ship to a higher level by a cradle.

1775 Falck Day's Diving Vess. 50 A method that

promises better success. . namely, cradling the object. 1823

W. Scoresby Jml. 305 The ship being firmly cradled upon
the tongues of ice. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. Cradle,

The locks are insufficient or absent, and boats are cradled

and transported over the grade.
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CRADLED. 1128 CRAFT.

6. To support the back of (a picture, panel, etc.)

by longitudinal ribs and transverse slips.

1880 Webster Suppl. s.v., To cradle a picture. 1891 Pall
Mall G. 24 Aug. 2/1 The panel was cradled— that is, narrow
pieces of mahogany were fixed . . down the back of the

panel, and these were cross-hatched with other slips . . The
cradling makes it difficult for the panel to warp.

7. To wash (auriferous gravel) in a miner's

cradle. Also absoL m&jig.
185J Earp Gobi Col. Australia 144 All occupations,

other than digging and cradling, are. .reserved for Sunday.
i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. 188 (Hoppe), I don't doubt
there is some truth in the phenomena of animal magnetism

;

but when you ask me to cradle for it, I tell you that the

hysteric girls cheat so, etc.

8. Coopering, To cut a cask in two lengthwise.

1874 Knight Diet, bitchy Cradlings cutting a cask in

two lengthwise, in order to allow it to pass through a door-

way or hatchway, the parts being afterwards united and re*

ho >pud.

Cradled (kivicTld), a. [f. Cradle v. or sb. +
-ED.] 1. Laid or reposing in a cradle.

a 1631 Donne Progr. Soul (R.), Her cradled child. 177S
Sheridan Duenna 1. i, Love, like a cradled infant, is lulled

by a sad melody. z8x6 Byron Siege Cor. xxxiii, Where in

cradled rest they lay. 1871 C B. Pearson Sarunt Sequences
vii. 21 The King of Heaven is cradled found Amid the

beasts He made.

2. Cut down with the cradle- scythe.
1847 H alleck Recorder Wks. 2:6 Ripened like summer's

cradled sheaf.

3. Provided with a cradle : cf. Cradle-scylhe.

1885 Fortn. in Waggonette 101 My friend was to exhibit

his skill with the cradled scythe.

Cradle-hood (kiyi-d'lhud). [f. Cradle sb. +
-hood.] The condition of a child in the cradle

;

babyhood, infancy.

1599 Nashb Lenten Stuffe Wks. 1883-4 v * 212 A" their

transmutations from their Cradlehoode. Mod. From the

stage of cradlehood to extreme old age.

Cradler (kr^i'dbj). Also 9 dial, craddler. [f.

Cradle v. + -er.] a. One who or that which
cradles (an infant, etc.). b. One who reaps with

a cradle-scythe.

1835 Tail's Mae. II. 149 Craddlers generally mow round
the field when ine crop admits of doing so. 1844 Ld.
Houghton Mem. Many Scenes, Dream in Gondola 98
Cradler of placid pleasures . . Dear boat ! 1856 Olmsted
Slave States 204 A gang of fair cradlers and binders.

Cradling (krt7i-dlin , vbl. sb. [f. Cradle v. +
-HTG

1. The action of the vb. Cradle in various

senses ; an instance of this, lit and fig.
1818 Keats Endymion \. 391 A yielding up, a cradling on

her care. 1858 O. W. Holmes Ant. Break/.-t. iii. (1891)

do Oftentimes a single cradling gets them all, and after

that the poor man's labor is only rewarded by mud and
worn pebbles.

2. A framework of wood or iron, esp. in Archil.

1823 Rutter Fonthill 69 Pinnacles, .bound together by a
cradling of iron. 1833 Crabb Teckn. Diet., Cradling
{Archil.), the mass of timber-work disposed in arched or
vaulted ceilings for sustaining the lath-and-plaster. 1875
Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Cradling . .is applied to the wooden
bracketing for carrying the entablature of a shop front. 1891
Pall Mall G. 24 Aug. 2/1 The cradling makes it difficult

for the panel to warp.

Cradling, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing '-.] That
cradles or forms a cradle.

177a Ann. Reg. 242 Her cradling pinions there she amply
spread.

Craer, var. of Crayer.
Crafiah, obs. form of Crayfish.
Craft (kraft), sbl Forms : 1-3 croft, (1

creaft, 3 creaeft), 1-4 oreft, 3 {Ormin) crafft,

4-6 crafte, 5-6 Sc. crafft, 6 St. craifft, 3- craft.

[Com. Teutonic: OE. craft masc.«OFrig. {reft

(mod.Fris. craft, craft); OS. craft m.f. (MDu.
cracht {., Du. and LG. irachl), OHG. chraft f.,

MHG. and G. kraft, ON. kraptr (Norw.
,
Sw., Da.

kraft). The ulterior etymology is uncertain, though
connexion with mod. Icel. kmfr adj. 'strong', is

possible ; relationship to Crave v., OE. crafian,

has also been suggested, through intervention of

the sense ' compel, force '. The original meaning
preserved in the other langs. is ' strength, force,

power, virtue '. The transference to ' skill, art,

skilled occupation ',
appears to be exclusively

English; with the nautical applications in branch V
cf. analogous uses of G. kunst.']

I. Originally.

T 1. Strength, power, might, force. Obs.
c 803 K. jElpred Oros. 1. xii. 52 On ba;m fcefeohte Me8a

craft & heora duguS xefeoll. a xooo Sal. <y Sat. 394 (Or.)

Nydab crafte tid. a 1100 Gere/a in Anglia IX. 260 Mid
hlafordes creafte and mid folcrihte. c 1250 Gen. Ay Ex. 3900
Dun codes bode and godes crafft], 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 357 Who bat deleb wib hem nedeb more to be war
more of gfle ban of craft, c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxx. 305
Though he cryede with all tne craft that he cowde in the

hyeste voys that he myghte. 1474 Caxton Chesse 11. v,

Thou hast vaynquisshed them.. by subtilnes . . But I that

am a romayn shal vaynquisshe them by craft and strength
of armes. 1526 Mgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 37 b, By the
crafte of nature.

II. Intellectual power ; skill ; art.

In these and the following senses, art and crajt were

formerly synonymous and had a nearly parallel sense-

development, though they diverge in their leading modern
senses : cf. Art.
2. Skill, skilfulness, art

;
ability in planning or

performing, ingenuity in constructing, dexterity

;

— Art 2. archaic (or contextual).
1 888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxiii. § 4 Wundorlice crafte l>u

hit ha:fst xesceapen. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 235 And don us
mid his mihte bat stef creft ne mihte. c 1100 Ormin 18809
patt iss batt crafft tatt taechebb be Off tre to wirrkenn arrke.

a 1300 Cursor JKjml (Cott.) Lucas was . . leche o craft,

al lerd o gru. c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Pontes 1 The lyf so

short, the craft so longe to lerne. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 341 By hap oper by craft [L. casu vel industrial

1513 Douglas AZncis 1. Prol. 56 Nane is, nor was . . ne jit sal

have sic crafte in poetrie. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11. 37, I

told them that the craft was in catching it. 1703 Moxon
Meek. Exert. 69 It is counted . . good Workmanship in a
Joyner, to have the Craft of bearing his Hand so curiously

even, the whole length of a long Board. 1846 Grote
Greece 1. 1.(1862) I. 4 Equally distinguished for strength and
for manual craft.

+ b. spec. Occult art, magic Obs.

c 1220 Bestiary 542 in O. E. Misc. 17 So wicches hauen
in here craft. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4212 Alle bat of

devels crafte can, Als negremanciens and tregettours,

iches and false enchauntours. c X440 Gesta Rom. 1

(Harl. MS.) That knyjt shall dye by my crafte, yn what
cuntre. .so euer bat he be ynne. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.

68/1 Saul..cam to the woman by nygnt and made her by
her crafte to reyse Samuel.

f c. Human skill, art as opposed to nature ;
=

Art 2. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. iv. vii. '1495) 90 But it be

take out by crafte or by kinde. 156a Turner Baths 15 a,

Ether by nature or by crafte. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron.

III. 803/1 And in the same parke curious trees made by
craft.

f 3. A skilful contrivance, a device, artifice, or

expedient, b. A magical device ; a spell or en-

chantment. Obs.
c 120s Lav. 272 Witen he wolde burh ba wiber-craftes

\c 1275 wise craftes] wat bing hit were, a 1225 Leg. Katk.

854 Esculapies creftes ant Galienes grapes, a 1300 Cursor
M. 19538 (Cott.) pat he moght of his craftes [Philip's

miracles] lere. 1340 Ayenb. 45 pe nejende boj of auarice is

ine kueade creftes. 1393 Gower Con/. II. 36 This Dedalus,
» hich . . many craftes couthe Of fethcrs and of other thinges.

c 1440 Getterydes 4233 For your entente I shall a craft de.

vise.. That ye shall naue your purpose euery dele. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas, xxix. (Percy Soc.) 140, 1 have me be-

thought A praty craft by me shalbe wrought, a 1533 Ld.
Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) M ii, A sothsayer,

that was had in great reputacion for her craftes.

t O. concr. A work or product of art. Obs.

a 1000 Hexam. St. Basil (Bosworth), Unbegunnen Scyp-
pend, se 8e yemacode swylcne cneft. c 13*5 E. E. A Hit. P.

C. 131 He calde on bat ilk crafte he carf with his hondes.

1583 Stanyhurst ASneis in (Arb. 1 137 Three watrye clowds
shymring toe the craft they rampyred hiring.

4. In a bad sense : Skill or art applied to deceive

or overreach
;

deceit, guile, fraud, cunning. (The
chief modern sense ; cf. Art 1 3 : in craft, the bad
sense is more explicit.)

In early use only contextually separable from sense 2.

1 1205 Lay. 27007 Euander king hine aqualde mid luScrc

his crafte. 1340 Ayenb. 157 Uor ous to gily be hare crefle

an by hire ginnes. 1449 Pecock Re/r. 11. xiii. 228 No
gouemaunce in craft or out of craft is but that of it cometh
yuel. 1530 Palsgr. 210/1 Crafte, subtylte, astuce. 1568

Grafton Chron. II. 390 His craft [is] so great, that I feare

he shall circumvent us. 161X Bible Mark xiv. 1 The Scribes

sought how they might take him by craft, and put him to

death. 1651 Hobbes Leriath. 1. viii. 34 That Crooked Wis-
dome, which is called Craft. 1759 pranklin Ess. Wks.
1840 III. 120 If craft had anything to do with them, never

was craft better hid. 185* Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability

Wks. (Bohn) II. 35 They hate craft and subtlety. They
neither poison, nor waylay, nor assassinate.

fb. (with a and //.) An application of deceit

;

a trick, fraud, artifice. Obs. (Cf. Art 14.)

971 Blickt. Horn. 19 pan he us&escylde wib ba pusendlican

craftas deofles costunga. a 1225 Leg. Katk. 257 pe feont .

.

bimong alle his crokinde creftes. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. xi.

2t pat suche craftes cunnen to counseil beob i-clept. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 308 All the subtyl craftes and
sore temptacyons of our spiritual! aduersary. 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. Wks. 1738 II. 98 An old craft of the Clergy to

secure their Church-Lands. 1686 Burnet 'Prav. ii. (1730)

103 That being one of the Crafts of the Italian Priests.

III. t 5. The learning of the schools, scholar-

ship, b. (with a and //.) A branch of learning

or knowledge, a science. The seven crafts: the
' seven arts ' of the mediaeval Universities : see

Art 7. Obs.
c 1105 Lay. 10923 On bocken heo cufte godne craft. Ibid.

30493 An clarc pe com from Spaine . . feole craftes he cuoe.

a iaa< Leg. Katk. 522 Fifti scolmeistres, of alle be creftes

bet clerc ah to cunnen. a 1300 Cursor M. 4647 (Cott.) pe
seuen craftes all he can. a 1400-50 A lexander 33 pe pasage

of be planettis, be poyntes & be sygnes. pai ware £c kiddest

of pat craft knawyn in baire tyme. 1483 Catk. Artgl. 79 A
Crafte, are liberalis, sciencia [etc.]. X530 Palsgr. 210/1

Crafte of multyplyeing, alqucnemie.

IV. A branch of skilled work.

6. An art, trade, or profession requiring special

skill and knowledge ; esp. a manual art, a Handi-
craft; sometimes applied to any business, calling,

or profession by which a livelihood is earned.

£897 K. jElfred Gregory's Past. i. 24 Se craft bais

lareowdomes bi3 craft ealra crafta. c 900 Bxda's Hist. iv.

xiii, Seo beod done craft ne cuoe 832s fiscnobes. c 1040
Rule St. Benet 94 For ingehide his craftes. 1340 Ayenb.

178 Wone makeb maister, ase hit sseweb ine bise obre

creftes. ( 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 3 Of his craft he was a

carpenter. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 34 Prentys to &

craft. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. eclvii. 336 Aboute this

tyme the craft of enpryntynge was fyrst founde in Magunce
in Almayne. 153a Hervet Xenophou's Househ. (1768) 14

Suche craftes, as be called handy craftes, they be very ab-

iecte and vile, and lyttel regarded and estemed. 161 x

Bible Acts xviii. 3 And because hee was of the same craft,

he abode with them. 1758 Johnson IdUr No. 31 p 12

He has attempted at other times the crafts of the shoe-

maker, tinman, plumber, and potter. 1868 Freeman Norm.
Conq. (1876) II. vii. 120 Famous for his skill in the gold-

smith's craft. 1881 A. W. Ward Dickens iii. 67 Political

journalism proper is a craft of which very few men . . become
masters by intuition.

b. spec. The occupation of a hunter or sports-

man, as in the craft of the woods = Woodcraft.
Gentle craft : now often applied to Angling ; formerly, a

denomination of Shoe-making : see Gentle.
i486 Bk. St. Albans E vj b, Vowre craftis let be kydde :

And do as I yow bydde. 1530 Palsgr. 210/1 Crafte of

huntyng, uenerie. 1843 Proc. Bern*. Nat. Club II. 74 A
spot.. known to lovers of the 'gentle craft' as Sprouston

Dub. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cotiq. (1876) IV. xviii. 250

Fond as William was of the craft of the woods.

C. fig. (Cf. business.)

c 1374 Chaucer And. <y Arc. 88 But he was double in loue

. . And subtil in that crafte ouer any wight, c 1450 T. a Kent-

pis' /mil. 1 1. viii. 48 It is a crafte, a man to be conuersant wib
ihesu. 1490 Caxton (title) The Arte and Crafte to know
well to Dye. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 142 We
were but as seruauntes bounde to lerne y crafte of y
exercyse of vertues. 1821 Byron Mar. Pal. iv. i, To .

.

slay i the dark too— Fie, Bertram ! that was not a craft for

thee I 1861 Tulloch Eng. Purit. I. 40 Their theology was
a craft at which they were marvellous adepts.

7. concr. A trade or profession as embodied in

its practitioners collectively; the members of a

trade or handicraft as a body; an association of

these ; a trade's union, guild, or ' company '.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 101 Taillours, tanneris &
tokkeris bobe, Masons, minours and mony ober craftes.

1386 Petit. London Mercers'm Rolls ofPari. III. 225 Of us

logydre of the Mercerye, or other craftes. c 1386 Chaucer
Cook's T. 2 Of a craft of vitaillers was he. 1483 in Eng.
Gilds in That the said crafte and Mistere [of Bakers] shall

..hold and kepe ther (Test of theyre solempnite of theyre

Brotherhede. 1556 Ckrvn. Gr. Friars^(1852) 43 The mayer,

aldermen, & xij. craffttes. .theys rode, & all the rest of the

crafftes went in their barges, .to Westmyster. 1607 Shaks.

Cor. iv. vi. 118 You haue made faire hands, You and your

Crafts. 1833 Alison Hist. Europe I. ii. ( 66 They . . pro-

posed to abolish all incorporations, crafts, faculties, appren-

ticeships, and restrictions of every kind.

b. spec. The craft : the brotherhood of Free-

masons.
c 1430 Freemasonry 48 But mason schulde never won other

calle, Withynne the craft amonghs hem alle, Ny soget, ny
seruand. 1891 Scot. Leader 6 Nov. 4/1 1 1 was agreed .

.

that the craft at large should have an opportunity of pre-

senting, .a bust of the Grand Master.

o. St. - Craftsman: used of shoemakers.

1850 J. Struthers Autobiog. Poet. Wks. I. 38 The remain-

ing five were all regularly bred crafts. Ibid. 97 What
among the brethren of the birse is called a ready craft.

+ 8. Man of craft : one skilled in any craft or

art ; a. a Craftsman, a tradesman ; b. one

skilled in occult or magic art. Obs. (Now ~=

crafty man.)
c 137} Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B.) 371 Marchandes,

men of craft, and tilmen. 1389 in Eng. Gilds it Alle trewe
tyliers and men of craft. 143a 50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 113

Men of crafte and commune pcple dwellede in the thrydde

. .circuite of the walles. 1483 Cath. Angl. Bo A man of

Crafte, arti/ex fui suam artem exercet. 1727 Da Foe
Syst. Magic 1. iii. 62 Recommending themselves for men of

craft, pretending to tell fortunes, calculate nativities [etc.].

Ibid. 1. vii. 186 The Devil and those men of craft.

V. Applied to boats, ships, and fishing re-

quisites.

[These uses were probably colloquial with watermen,

fishers, and seamen some time before they appeared in print,

so that the history is not evidenced ; but the expression is

probably elliptical, sense 9 being= vessels of small craft, i.e.

small trading vessels, or of small seaman's art, and sense 10

= requisites of the fisherman's craft. It is not impossible

that the latter was the earlier: cf. quot. 1704 in 10. The
want in English of any general collective term for all sorts

of ' vessels for water carriage ' naturally made cra/t a use-

ful stop-gap.]

9. a. colled, (constr. as //.) Vessels or boats.

(a.) orig. enly in the expression small craft, small

trading vessels, boats, lighters, etc.

1671-1 Sir C. Lyttelton 111 Hation Corr. (1878) 75 Only
ketches and such small craft to attend the fleete and fire

ships. 1699 Hacke Robert's Voy. Levant 34 There is good

lying for small Craft. 1703 Dampier Voy. III. 53 A Place of

great Trade . . and abundance of small Craft, that only run

to and fro on this Coast. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I.

150 They employ 3000 sail 0/ small craft in this fishery.

1884 Pall Mall G. ai Oct. 1/2 The want of efficiency of our

navy [in], .what are known as small craft, that is to say, the

classes of sloops, gunvessels and gun-boats.

(p.) Hence, without small, in same sense ;
later,

in the general sense of vessels of all kinds for water

carriage and transport.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine(ijSq\ Cra/t, a general name
for all sorts of vessels employed to load or discharge mer-

chant-ships, or to carry along-side, or return the stores of

men of war : such are lighters, hoys, barges, prames, &c.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 103 A transport buoy of a

si/e proportioned to our sort of craft and service. 1809

Wellington in Gurw. Desp. IV. 270 We are much in want
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of craft here. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) II. ix. 322

The light craft of those days. 1879 CasselCs Techn. Edttc.

IV. 315/1 The salt is prepared.. at Northwich, and.. sent

by craft to Liverpool for shipment. 1879 Daily News 12

Aug. 5/3 To arm such craft heavily would be to interfere

materially with their speed and navigation.

b. (with a and //.) A small vessel or boat

;

any sailing or floating vessel.

1775 Falck Day's Diving Vess. 51 Four crafts are to be

moored at equal distances. 1835 Marrvat Pirate 73 The
sea-breeze has caught our craft j let them . . see that she

does not foul her anchor. 1871 J. Miller Songs Italy

(1878) 35 These crafts they are narrow enough. 1885 Act
48-q Vict. c. 76 § 29 The term ' vessel

1

shall include any.

.

skiff, dingey, shallop, punt, canoe, raft, or other craft.

10. collect. Implements used in catching or kill-

ing fish ; in mod. use chiefly in Whale-fishery : see

quot. 1887.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 163/1 Craft is any kind of

Nets or Lines to catch Fish with. 1694 Collect. Sev. Late
Voy. 1. (171 1) 1 Set out .. with provision of Craft to take

Fish, and Fowls, a Seyne Net, and hooks and lines, and
fisgigs, and harping Irons. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. ill, 55
It is a mighty strong Fish, so that the Fishing-Craft must
be very strong to take them. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn.,

Craft, is a Sea word signifying all manner of Lines, Nets,

Hooks, &c. which serve for Fishing ; and because those

that use the Fishing Trade use Small Vessels . .they call all

such little Vessels Small Craft. 1887 Fisheries of U.S. v. 1 1.

241 The harpoons, hand-lances, and boat-spades, are usually

called 'craft', and the other implements 'gear'.

VI. 11. Comb, (in senses 6-7) craft-brother,

one of the same craft or trade ;
craft-guild, a

guild of workmen of the same craft or trade; craft-

warden, the warden of a craft-guild.

1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. iv. iv, His slight-built comrade
and craft-brother. 1870 L. Brentano in Eng. Gilds p. cxvi,

The oldest German charter referring undoubtedly to a
Craft-Gild is that of a Cologne Weavers' Gild. 1887
Athemeum 31 Dec. 889/3 The very plausible theory that

the Scottish craft-guilds were modelled on those of the

Hanseatic .. towns. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. I. 50 The
* craft-wardens' of the various fellowships ..were levying

excessive fees on the admission of apprentices.

12. -craft is also the second element in many
compounds, e.g. Handicraft, Kingcraft, Pbiest-

craft, Statecraft, Watercraft, Witchcraft,
etc., q.v.

t Craft, v. Obs. [f. Craft sb.]

L trans. ?To attain, win. rare.

c 13x5 Shoreham 2 Onnethe creft eny that stat, Ac some
crefteth that halve. Ibid. 157 God made mannes schefte,

That ylke I05 al for to crafte.

2. ? To make or devise skilfully, rare.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 428 Have a cisterne. .Let crafte

it up pleasaunt as it may suffice.

3. inlr. To use crafty devices, act craftily.

1526-1555 [see Crafting]. 1530 Palsgr. 500/2, 1 se by that

thou doest but crafte with me. a 1572 Knox Hist. Ref.
Wks. 1846 I. 257 Whill that the Quein begane to craft.

1587 Gascoigne Hearbes, etc. Wks. 82 And canst thou
craft to flatter such a frende ?

4. nonce-use. To exercise one's craft, make a job

of it.

1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. vi. 118 You haue made faire hands,
You and your Crafts, you have crafted faire.

Craft, -er, Sc. dial. f. Croft, -er.

t Cra'fted, ppl a. [f. Craft v. + -ed Craftily

or cunningly devised.

1550 Bale Image Both CJu B iij b, Honyed colours of
retorycke or of crafted phylosophye.

Cra'ftedness. Possession of a handicraft.

1887 F. W. Robinson In Bad Hands II. 185 Let honest,

horny-handed craftedness take precedence of science.

Crafter, -est, obs. compar.and superl.ofCrafty.

TCra'ftfal, a. 05s.-° [f. Craft sb. + -ful.]

Skilful. Hence Cra'ftftOly adv., skilfully.

C1308 Sat. People Kildare xv. in E. E. P. (1862) 155 J?e

best dark. .Craftfullich makid bis bastun.

Cra'ftihood. rare. [f. Crafty a. + -hood.]

Craftiness, cunning, craft.

1827 C. J. Palmer Diary (1892) 53 Pretended miracles hav-
ing by the craftihood of the Priests been worked at his tomb.

t Cra'ftilich, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Crafty +

•lick, -ly 1.1 Skilful, skilfully wrought.
C1308 Sat. People Kildare x. in E. E. P. (1862) 154 He

was a clerk pat wrochete bis craftilich werke.

Craftily (krcvftili), adv. Forms : 1 crseftis-

lice, 4 craftilik, -liche, -lyche, -li, 4-6 crafty-

ly, craftely, 4- craftily, [f. Crafty + -ly ^ : the

spelling craftely perh. sometimes stands for the

parallel Craftly.]
1. Skilfully, cleverly : see Crafty 2. arch.
[C900 Bsdas Hist. iv. xix. (1891) 324 Seo heafodstow

wundor crxftiglice jeworht seteowde.] c 1050 Gloss in

Wr.-Wiilcker 402/21 Faire citeftrjlice. a 1300 Cursor AT.

150 (Cott.) O salamon be wis, How craftilik [v.r. craftili,

crafteli] he did iustis. c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T.

Prol. 48 On metres and on rymyng craftely. 1 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) xi. 42 pe dures er of cipresse, craftily

made. 1509 Barclay ShyP of Folys (1570) 40 Many are
which others can counsayle craftely. 1549 Coverdale
Erasm. Par. 1 Pet. 8 Wyues . . with their heare craftyly
broyded. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. iii. 41, I haue drunke but
one Cup to nignt, and that was craftily qualified too. 1883
Punch 8 Sept. 112/1 A craftily-prepared salad.

2. In bad sense : Cunningly, artfully, wilily.

1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c. 6 Preamb., Craftely feyned
and forged informacions. 1550 Crowley Way to Wealth

168 If thou haue not craftely vndermined him. 1628

Wither Brit. Rememb. v. 1387 So craftily a bait was laid.

1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes v. 276 The Conqueror, .craftily

put them under the same Title. 1884 Church Bacon u. 43
l'hey were playing cautiously and craftily.

f Cra ftimaii. Obs. Forms : 4-5 crafti man,
4-6 crafty man, 5 craftiman, craftyman. [The
phrase crafty man, subseq. written as one word.]

1. One who pursues a handicraft ; a craftsman.

c 1350 Will. Paleme 1681 In be kechene . . arn crafti men
manye. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. in. 218 Craftes men [v.r.

crafty men] craueb Meede for heore prentys. 1382 Wyclif
1 Kings vii. 14 A crafti man of metal, .to doo al werk of

metal, c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 565/42 Artificialis, a
craftiman. 1488 Act 4 Hen. VII, c. 9 § 1 Certeyn crafty-

men named Hatmakers and Kapmakers. 1526 Pilgr.Pcrf.
(W. de W. 1531) 23 The plowman, and generally euery
crafty man. 1550 J. Coke Eng. Fr. Heralds § 70 (1877)

80 Lynen wevers and handy craftesmen of Gaunte. .fought a
great battayle . .no lytell honour to the crafty men of Gaunte.

2. fig. Artificer.

1382 Wyclif Heb. xi. 10 A cite .. whos crafty man and
matcer is God.

Craftiness (kra-ftines). [f. Crafty + -ness.]

The quality of being crafty.

1 1. Skilfulness, cleverness ;
aptitude in a handi-

craft. Obs.
c 1440 Promf. Parv. 100 Craftynesse, indiestriu.

2. Artfulness in deceiving or overreaching.

1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 13 They, .of their Craftiness use

to bring no more hider. 1526 Tindale i Cor. iii. io He
compaseth the wyse in their craftynes. 1598 F. Meres
Pall. Tamia 281 When cheating and craftines is counted

the cleanest wit. 1795 Southey Joan ofArc 1. 97 Thoughts
of politic craftiness arose. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iil y,
Its old simplicity of expression got masked by a certain

craftiness.

t Cra'fting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Craft v. + -ing 1
.]

Crafty or artful dealing
;
using crafty devices.

1526 Skelton Magnyf. 707 Craftynge & haftynge con-

tryved is. 1534 Whitinton Tnllyes Offices ill. (1540! 142

The lawes taketh away craftyng one way, and phylosophers

another way. 1555 Bonner Necess. Doctr. F v, Thys ad-

versarye of mankynde . . never ceased questioning and craft-

ynge with the woman.

tCra'ftious, -OSe, a. Obs. rare. [app. f.

Crafty + (Romanic suffix) -ous : it may, however,

be of like formation to righteous :—OE. rihtwts.]

1. Skilful, artistic.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. ix. 198 Her beldingis and her othere

Craftiose doingis.

2. Engaged in a handicraft.

c 1449 Pecock Refr. rv. v. 450 Craftiose men and Mar-
chaundis.

Hence f Craftiously adv., skilfully.

14. .Prose Legends in Anglia VIII. 147/22 Precyous clobes

or craftyously coloured. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (1858)

I. 03 In Athenis..all science was kennit craftiuslie.

CraftleSS (krcrftles), a. [-less.] Without
craft, unskilled in any art ; without cunning.

c 1000 ^lfric Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 118/25 Expers, in-

doctus, daelleas, uel craeftleas. 1515 Barclay Egloges iii.

(1570) C ij/4 Some craftles fooles. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy
Living (1727) 268 Craftless and innocent people.

+ Cra*ftlyf
a. Obs. [f. Craft sb. + -LY*: cf.

OHG. kraftlih, G. krdfllich.'] a. Artificial ; b.

Skilful, ingenious ; C. Crafty, cunning.
a 1000 Byrhtferth irt Anglia VIII. 317 Vulgaris vel arti-

ficales dies est bait by5 ceorlisc daeg oo3e craiftHc. 1491
Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) 11. 220 b/2 Mete that

is. .without craftly sauer as fruytes, herbes & rotys. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas. 117 A great whele made by craftly

Geometry. 15*6 PUgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 10 b, By
his craftly fraudes to deceyue men.

t Cra*ftly, adv. Obs. [f. Craft sb. + -ly 2
:

cf. OHG. krqftlicho, OS. craftlico. See also craftely

under Craftily.] Craftily, skilfully, cunningly.

c rotpSuppl. sElfric's Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 178/40 Affaire,
cra;ftlice uel smicere. c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 2549 Bute if we
craf[t]like hem for-don. c 1350 Will. Palerne 3828 William
..cumfort hem craftli with his kinde speche. 1432-50 tr. Hig*
den (Rolls) I. 225 pe ymage of Venus al naked . . was so

craftliche made bat [etc.]^ 1569 Sanford Agrippa xcvii.

169 Redier craftly to deceiue then plainely to trie out the

truthe.

t Cra'ftnian. Obs. = Craftsman.
1415 Proclam. in York Myst. Introd. 34 All maner of

Craftmen. 1583 Stanyhurst Aeueis 1. (Arb.) 32 Craftmens
coonning he marckt with woonder amazed.

Craftmanship (kra'ftm&njip). [f. prec. +

-ship.] = Craftsmanship.
1839 Carlyle Chartism iii. (1858) 16 Let a man honour his

craftmanship. 1881 Academy 20 Aug. 135 With fairly

competent craftmanship. 1882 T. Payne iooi Nights II.

81 The doings of men are divided into four categories,

government, commerce, husbandry, and craftmanship.

+ Cra'fts-child. Sc. Obs. rare. pi. -childer.

A craftsman's apprentice or lad.

1561 DiurnalofOccurr. 66 The provest and baihjes sould

discharge all maner of actiouns quhilk thaj had aganes the

saidis craftischilder in ony tyme bygane.

Craftsman (kra'ftsmaen). Forms: 4-6 craftes,

craftis man, (4 craftus, craftise man, 5 crafties-

man), 5-6 craftis-, craftys-, craftesman, 6-7

craftes-, crafts-man, 6- craftsman. [Orig. two

words in syntactical relation : cf. tradesman]
1. A man who practises a handicraft ; an artificer,

artisan.

1362 Langl. P, PI. A. ut. ai8 Alle kunne craftes men.

Ibid. vii. 63 Alle kunnes craftus men. 1382 Wyclif iChron.
xxii. 15 Many craftise men, masouns and leyers, and craf-

tisemen of trees, and of alle craftis. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870)

388 Eny craftiesman, artificer or other. 1549 Compl. Scot.

xvii. 150 Ane pure mecanyk craftis man. 1630 R. Johnsons
Kiugd. Comnrw. 133 The Merchant Hveth obscurely, the

Tradesman penuriously, and the Craftsman in drudgerie.

1742 Col. Rec. Pennsytv. IV. 544 The Craftsmen have pro-

claimed aloud that their privileges were in Danger. 1841

Myers Cath. Th. ill. § 43 The commonest fisherman or

craftsman who was a hearer of the Apostles.

2. transfi andfig. ^ a. Maker, artificer, inventor,

contriver. Obs.

1382 Wyclif Wisd. xiii. 1 Thei . . ne . . knewen who was
craftis man. 1494 Fabyan Chron. VII. 299 The kynge sayd .

.

in game, ' I am a wonder craftesman, for I haue made a

newe erle of an olde bysshop '. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's

Inst. iv. 122 Such a presence of Christ in the Sacrament,
as the craftesmen of the Court of Rome haue fayned.

b. =Aktist 7.

1876 Morris Sigurd 111. 224 A picture deftly painted by
the craftsmen over the sea. 1877 Dowuen Shaks. Prim.
v. 58 Shakespere was learning his trade as a dramatic crafts-

man.
3. Comb., as craftsmanlike adj.

1881 Academy 11 June 433 Craftsmanlike skill.

Craftsmanship, [f. prcc. + -ami:] The per-

formance or occupation of a craftsman ; skill in

clever or artistic work ; skilled workmanship.
a 1652 BROKE Qucene's Exch. 11. Wks. 1873 III. 475 Now

take thy piece of craftsmanship again. 1881 S. Colvin in

Macm. Mag. XLIII. 23S/1 The poetry of Mr. Tennyson.

.

will, .interest and impress [the student] by choice and bril-

liant qualities of craftsmanship. 1884 F. Weumore in Fortu.

Rev. Jan. 68 The patient craftsmanship of the engraver,

b. more generally : Exercise of craft or art.

1881 Saintsbuky Drydcn 61 The consummate craftsman-

ship with which he could throw himself into the popular

feeling of the hour.

Craftsmaster (kra-ftsmastai). arch. Forms:
a. 6 craftes, crafts maister, craftes-, craftsmais-

ter, 6-7 craftes, crafts master, crafts-master,

-maister, craftesmaster, 6-9 craftsmaster; $.

6 craftmaister. [Orig. two words craftes master

in syntactical construction.]

1. One who is master of his craft
;
usually transf

one skilled or proficient in a (specified) practice or

occupation, an adept.

f a. orig. With possessive : His (etc.) craffs

master: i.e. master of his (etc' craft. Obs.

1513 Sir T. More Rich. Ill, Wks. 52/1 Suttell folkes, and

such as were their crafte maisters in the handlyng of suche

wicked deuises. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 297 Hee is

not his Crafts-master,hee doth not doe it right. i6ooHolland
Livy vi. xxxvi. 242 Sexdus and Licinius. .being their own
craftsmasters knew, .how to manage. 1659 B. Harris Part-

vols Iron Age 255 He was already his Crafts-master in War.

1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subf. I. (1709) 32 Those who were

not brought up to it, seldom prove their Crafts-master,

b. without possessive, as single word.

1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices (1556) nsOf arts none can

perfitelie judge, but the craftsmaster. 1607 Topsell Ser-

pents (16081 638 A Bee is. .the only crafts-master of hony-

making. 1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig. Appeal 11. 4 [Satan]

the Craftsmaster of our Errour. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts.

in. 584, I am a Craftsmaster; I have no equal in this city ;

but no one is shaved at my shop because I am a poor man.

f 2. A master of craft (in the bad sense) ; a per-

son of consummate craftiness or cunning. Obs.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. To Rdr. 5 The craftmaisters

of the Court sought . . to bury the undeserved bludshed of the

giltles, in the untrue slaunder of the holy Martirs. a 1734

North Exam. 1. ii. § 160 And was not the Earl a Crafts-

master to set his Jackall to get a Sum of Money if he could.

Craftswoman (kra-ftswuman). rare. A wo-

man engaged in a handicraft ; a female artificer.

1886 A thenxum 4 Sept. 31 3/1 A craftswoman was rated

like a craftsman, thus : ' Amicia Gudhale, Webster, vjd.'

Crafty (krerfti), a. Forms: 1 crseftis, 3 crafti,

crefti, crefty, 3-4 crafti, 4 craftye, krafty,

(? carfti, carfty), 6-7 craftie, 4- crafty ; 4 comp.

crafteer, crafter; superl. craftest. ^Common
Teut. : OE. crxftig = OS. craftag, -ig, OHG.
chreftig, MHG. kreftie, G. krdftig, Du. krachtig,

ON. kroptugr strong ; deriv. ofcraft, kroft, Craft :

see -Y. The original Teutonic sense ' strong,

powerful ! scarcely appears in Eng.] Having or

characterized by Craft.

f 1. Strong, powerful, mighty. Obs. rare.

(-893 K. Alfred Oros. 1. x, Swa earme wif and swa
albeodje haefdon gegan bone craeftjestan dael-.bises mid-

dangeardes. 1340 Hampole Pr. Come. 9088 pa wardes..

Er mare crafty and Strang ban any kan neven.

2. Skilful, dexterous, clever, ingenious.^ a. Of
persons or their faculties, etc. arch, and dial.

971 BUM Horn. 49 Men. .be on senijum pingum craftis

sy. c 1205 Lay. 22892 A crafti weorc-man. c O. E.

Misc. 91 peos crefty clerkes bat vpe bok rede, a 1300 Cur-

sor M. 8753 (Cott.) Sua wis was neuer nan ; Ne crafteer

[v. r. crafterj in were of hand. Ibid. 5898 (Fairf.) pe

craftest [v. r. craftiest] of his iogelours. 1447 Bokenham
Seyntys Introd. (Roxb.) 3 Aftyr the scole of the crafty

clerk Galfryd. c 1540 Pilgr. T. 425 in Thynne Antmadv.
App. i, To mark the crafty wyttis That on both the

partis hath set there delitis. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. I.

xi. 69 They that suppose themselves wise, or crafty. 1751

Essay on Shooting (ed. 2) 249 The most crafty and best

trained dog. 1876 Morris Sigurd iv. 382 His crafty hands

are busy, and the harp is murmuring yet. 1877 Holdemess
Gloss., Crafty^ skilful, ingenious.
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+ b. Of things, actions, etc. : Showing skill or

cleverness ; skilfully wrought. Obs.

tiooo Byrhifertk in Ang/ia VIII. 321 To bam iungum
munecum be neora cildhad habbaS abisx,od on cra:ftix,um

bocum. c 1205 Lay. 10355 pe vfenen he makede scid wal
wunder ane craiftic. c J386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. >i

T. 700 This discipline, and this crafty science, a 1400-50

Alexander 3665 A foure hundreth postis, With crafti coro.

nals and clene. 1500 Barclay Shyp ofFo/ys (1874' II. 274
The crafty Poesye of excellent virgyll. '599 Shaks. Much
Ado 111. i. 22 Of this matter is little Cupids crafty arrow made.

3. In bad sense (the current use) : a. Of persons

or their faculties, etc. : Skilful in devising and
carrying out underhand or evil schemes

;
cunning,

artful, wily.

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. T. 102 Sin that he is

so crafty and so sly. la 1400 Cluster /'I. (Shaks. Sou.,' 219
Thou craftye knave. 1526-34 Tindale 2 Cor. xii. 16,

I was crafty, and toke you with gile. 1659 B. Harris
Pariva/s Iron Age 163 Where the most crafty Cheats
are held the best Politicians. 1788 Priestley Lcct. Hist. v.

xxxviii. 272 The weak would, .be at the mercy of the strong
and the ignorant of the crafty. 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos
II. i. 2 Robert d'Artois grew to man's estate, crafty, courtly,

ambitious, and unscrupulous.

b. Of actions, etc. : Showing craft or cunning.
a 1225 Juliana 34 Wite me from his [devil's] la5 ant wio

his crefti crokes. 1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 17 § 2 Feyned
suggestions and crafty Sutys unto his Grace made. 1595
Shaks. John rv. i. 53 Nay, you may thinke my loue was
craftie loue, And call it cunning. 1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers
(17951 II. IX. 420 This crafty trick. 1855 MacavlaV Hist.

Eng. III. 710 Had not his crafty schemes been disconcerted.

4. Comb., as crafty-headed adj.
; f crafty-sick

a., feigning sickness.

1597 Shaks. 2 lieu. IV, Induct. 37 Where Hotspurres
Father, old Northumberland, Lyes crafty sicke. 1.610 A.

Cooke Pope Joan in Hart. Misc. 1 Malh.) IV. 55 A tale, de-

vised long after by some crafty-headed hereticks.

Crafyshe, obs. f. Crayfish.

Crag (kraeg , sb. 1 Forms : 3- crag, 3-8

cragg, (4 kragge , 4-7 cragge, (5 'I dial, crack) ;

0. 4-6 Sc. crage, 6- Sir. craig (kr<~g). [app. of

Celtic origin : cf. Ir. and Gael, creag, Manx crcg,

cregg, Welsh craig rock. None of these, however,

exactly gives the Eng. crag, cragg, found in north,

dial, already before 1300, and app. of ancient use

in the local nomenclature of the north of England
and Scottish Lowlands. The mod. Sc. craigcomes
nearer in its vowel to the Celtic form ; but it is app.

a later development from an earlier crag (found in

>4-i!;th c.) : cf. Sc. naig^nag, etc.

The relations of the Celtic words themselves are obscure.
W. craig- is not the corresponding form to Ir. and (iael. creag,

which would require creek in Welsh. W. has also carreg,
OW. carrecc, a stone (sometimes also, a rock), Irish emmttg,
01. carriec, rock, rocky headland, anglicized carrick.]

1. A steep or precipitous rugged rock.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9885 (Colt.) T>is castel . .es hei sett

a-pon be crag [v.r. cragg], c 1350 Will. Palerne 2240 pat

witty werwolf, .kouchid him vnder a kragge. 1375 Barbock
Bruce vi. 211 Betuixe ane hye crag and the se. c 1470
Henry Wallace VTL 847 The Irland folk. .On craggis clam.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 293 In ane craig that callit is

the Bas. 1628 Le Grys tr. Barclay's Argent's 306 Nor. .was
there any. .way to climbe vp those cragges. 1681 Cotton
Wend. Peak 76 Bleak Craggs, and naked Hills. 1786 Gil-
pin Obs. Pict. Beauty, Cumbrld. 1 1788) II. 228 The bare sides

of these lofty craggs on the right. 1702 Burns Duncan
Gray'li, Meg was deaf as Ailsa Craig. 1806 Gazetteer Scot.

371 The awful and picturesque rocks called Minto craigs.

1842 Tennyson ' Break, break, break ' iv, Break, break,

break, At the foot of thy crags, O Sea !

b. Crag and tail ( Ceol.) : see quot
1850 W. B. Clarke Wreck ofFavorite 217 The. .island

. .presenting the form of what is usually called ' crag and
tail

1 — 1. e. Deing rocky and precipitous on one side and
gradually sloping to the water's edge on the other. 1865
Pace Handbk. Ceol. Terms, Crag and 7W/( properly * craig

and tail'), applied to a form of Secondary hills common
in Britain, where a bold precipitous front is exposed to the
west or north-west, and a sloping declivity towards the east.

The phenomenon . .is evidently the result of the currents of
the Drift epoch.

2. A detached or projecting rough piece of rock.

c Z400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vii. 24 per lies in ilke a hauen
many grete cragges of stane. 1470-85 Malory A rthur vm.
xxxiv, He lepte oute and fylle vpon the crackys in the see.

1665 J. Webb Stone-Hcug (1715) 150 One only rude Row of
broken Craggs about the Base of the Tumulus. 1760-72 tr.

yuan ff Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 31 II. yn. xiv. 160 A crag of it [a

mountain] being, .struck from it by a flash of lightning.

1786 Gilpin Obs. Pict. Beauty, Cumbrld. I. 193 Many of

them are covered, like the steeps of Helvellin, with a coll.

tinued pavement of craggs.^

b. Applied to a curling-stone.

1789 D. Davidson Thoughts on Seasons 16 Then rattled

up the rocking crag.

+ 0. As a material : Rock. Obs. rare.

1482 Paston Lett. No. 861 III. 285, 1 bequeth to Katerine

his wifT . . a stoon morter of cragge. [This, although from
Norfolk, can hardly belong 103.]

3. A local name for deposits of shelly sand found

in Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex, and used for

manure ;
applied in Ceol. to the Pliocene and

Miocene strata to which these deposits belong,

called, in order of age, the Coralline Crag, Red
Crag, and Mammaliferous or Norwich Crag.
[It is doubtful whether this is the same word ; the con-

nexion is not obvious.]

'735 J- Kirby Suffolk Trav. (1764) 77 In Levington . . was
dug the first Crag or Shell, that has been found so useful

for improving of Land. 1764 Gen. Mag. June 282 There is

in Suffolk a manure which the farmers call cragg. \fjri A.

Young Agric. Suffolk 77 An experiment on shell marie
from Woodbridge-side, called there, crag. 1836 G. A. Man-
tell Wond. Geol. (1848) I. 223 In England a very interest,

ing assemblage of pliocene and miocene strata . . is called the

Crag ; a provincial term, signifying gravel. Ibid. -2-2^ Coral-

line or lowermost Crag. 1885 Lyell s Elem. Geol. xiil. (ed. 4)

160 The Red Crag .. often rests immediately on the

London clay, as in the county of Essex.
attrib. 1735 J. Kirby Suffolk Trav. (1764) 78 Whoever

looks into any 01 these Cragg-Pitts cannot but observe how
they lie Layer upon Layer. 1832 De la Beche Geol. Man.
210 Sections of the crag strata. 1873 Geikie Gt. Ice Age
App. 521 It is a crag-fossil. 1885 I.yelCs Elem. Geol. xiii.

(ed. 4) 167 The commonest of the Crag shells.

4. Comb., as crag-built, -carven, -covered adjs.,

crag-hawk, -platform, -work, etc. ; crag-fast a.,

said of a sheep which in climbing among crags

gets into a position whence it can neither ascend

nor descend.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. too Craggeslone [ P. crag stone], rupa,

scopula. cepido, scutum. 1807 Byron Ho. Idleness, ' When
I roved' ii, As 1 felt when a boy on the crag-covcr'd wild.

1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. in. iii. 122 The crag-built

desalts of the barren deep. 1832 Tennyson Pal. Art ii,

A huge crag-platform. 1872 — Gareth q L. 1172 In letters

like to those, .crag-carven o'er the streaming Gelt. 1861

Neale .Votes EccT. Dalmatia 110 Crag-hawks wheeling.

.

round the peaks. 1886 Pall Mall G. 9 Aug. 4 2 The sheep
..along the rock ledges.. seek the freshest grass. And in

search of this they sometimes become crag-fast. 1888 Ibid.

3 Aug. 5 '2 A steep decent covered with screes, but . . there is

little or no crag-w ork.

+ Crag (kneg , sb.'- Obs. exc. Sc. and dial.

Forms : a. 4-5 crage, 5-8 crag, 7 cragg,

7-8 cragge ; fs. Sc. 6 kraig, 6-8 craige, 7
craigge, 6- craig (krrjj). [Chiefly northern : in

Sc. from 14th c., and may be older. It corre-

sponds to I)u. kraag, MDu. crdghe (Kilian kraeghe)

m. and fern., Ger. hragtn, MHG. krage masc.,

EFris. krage, YVFris. kreage, neck, collar ; also

to Icel. kragi, Norw. and Sw. krage, Da. krave

collar.

The WGer. type is 'krago; but the non-appearance of the

word in the earlier stages of the languages is notable. The
general opinion of etymologists also is that the Norse and
Scandinavian words are from German, since they show only

the secondary sense 1 collar'; in that case our word is

prob. from some Low German source : 110 OE. *craga is re-

corded, and, if it existed, it could only give Craw q.v.]

1. The neck. (Chiefly Sc., but also north, lingi)

t 1375 Barbour Troy-bk. 11. 2926 He his crage straik ewyne
ine two. c 1470 Henry IVallace 11. 400 Apon the crag with

his suerd has him layne. 1513 Douglas A^ncis XI. xv. 151

Hir sowpil crag inclynand. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

(1858) I. 7 With cumlie craig that wes bayth greit and fair.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb. 82 Like wailefull widdowes
hangen their crags. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 135
Atlas., would., breake his cragge. 1661 K.W. ConJ. Chetrac.,

Informers (i860) 46 Extending his noddle, and straining his

crag. 1704 R. Kingston Hist. Man 41, I will command I

him to be Hanged by the Cragge. 1823 Scott Quentin D. vi,

Were I to be hanged myself, no other should tie tippet

about my craig. 1878 Cumbrld. Gloss., Crag, the neck

or countenance. * He hang a lang crag when t news com '.

b. The throat. (So G. kragen.)

a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1789) II. 92 (
Jam.) Couthy chiels

at e'emng meet Their bizzing craigs and mous to weet.

Mod. Sc. ' Pit that ower yer craig '
[ =swallow that). ' It's

all away down Craig's Close', i. c. swallowed,

o. The craw or crop of a fowl. dial.

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Crag, the craw. 1883 Al-
moudb. ft Huddersf. Gloss., Craig or Craigk, the craw, or

crop of a fowl.

f 2. A neck of mutton or veal, as a joint. Obs.

[Cf. Scbao, which appears to be a perversion of

crag in this sense.]

1469 Ord, P>k. Clarence in Househ. Ord. (1790) 05 The
cragges of veelc and moton. 1767 B. Thornton tr. Plautns
I. 327 How I shall chop the crags from off" the chines.

3. Comb, crag-bone (Sc. -bane), the bone of

the neck, the cervical vertebra; ; crag-oloth (Sc.

craig-clailh), a neck-cloth; crag-end, the neck-

end of a ' neck ' of mutton ; now scrag-end.

c 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 54 His crag bayne was brokyn.

a 1648 Digby Closet Open. (1677) 127 A crag-end or two of

necks of Mutton. 1685 in Dcpred. Clan Campbell (1816)

114 Item, twenty craig-cloaths and cravatts for men. 1714

J.
Walker Suff. Clergy 11. 61/2 That he did eat the Cragg

Ends of the Neck of Mutton himself, that he might leave

the Poor the Shoulders. 1725 Cock-laird in Orplieus Caled.,

Craig-claiths and lug-babs.

i Crag, sb. 3 Obs. rare- 1
. [A variant ofScrag :

cf. prec, sense 2.] A lean scraggy person.

154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 131 a, Anaximenes . . had a

pauche . . fatte and great . . to whome Diogenes came, and
spake in this maner, I pray you geue to vs lene craggues

some bealy to.

Crag, v.* local, trans. To dress (land) with crag

vsee Crag sb. 1 3).

1771 A. Young Farmer's Tour E. Eng. II. 176 There

is a strong notion . . that the land can be cragged but once.

tCrag, v.* Obs. or dial. intr. (See quot.)

1641 Best Farm. Bis. (Surtees) 60 To hawme wheate and

rye stubble, .to thatch our stackes,and then our manner is to

mix haver-strawe with it to make it cragge well, that is to

drawe out and lappe about the ende of the wipses, to keepe

them 0M&

Craggan .krargan). Archxol. [ad. Gael, and

Ir. crogan pot, dish, pitcher, Olr. crocan pot, in

Welsh crochan.] A rude earthen pot or vessel,

such as those made for domestic use by the inha-

bitants of the remote Hebrides.
1880 A. Mitchell Past in Present 28 With regard to these

Craggans, there is nothing known in the way of pottery

morerude. 1882 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 171 The rude craggans

of Tiree, manufactured by the old women of the island, and
employed for domestic purposes.

Cragged (krarged), a. 1 [f. Crag sbA 4--ED-.]

Formed into, beset with, or abounding in crags.

1572 J . Jones Bathes ofBath 11. 10 b, The waters descend-

ing out of the cragged rockes. 1647 Sprigge Anglia Kediv.

iv. iv. (1854I 237 Through a country so cragged. 1699 L.

Wafer Voy. (1729) 384 Cragged ways and dangerous pre.

cipices. 1837 \V. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 115 The
mountains were lofty, with snowy peaks and cragged sides,

b. transf. and Jig. Rugged, rough.
a 1400 Cm. Myst. xli. (Shaks. Soc) 384 As knave wyth

this craggyd knad hym kylle I. 1579 Twvne Phisicke agst.

Fort. 1. cxx. 150b, A cragged headlong downefall. 1605

Camden Kent., Our English names running rough with

cragged consonants. 1649 Roberts Clavis Bib/. 404 He is

not rough and cragged, but smooth and polished. 1697 R.

Peirce Bath Mem. 11. viii. 375 Having . . a sharp and cragged

Stone in the Right Kidney.

Cra gged, a.- Also Sc. craiged. [f. C&M
sb.'- + -ed -.] Chiefly in parasynthetic combs. :

Having a.. . . neck, -necked ; as in narrenv-craiged.

i6oj Markham Cava/, ill. 14 His necke straight, firme

and not (as my Countrcymen say) withie-cragg'd, which is

loose and plyant. 1722 Ramsay Fables xvii, A narrow

craiged Pig.

Craggedness (kragednes). [f. Cragged aJ
+ -.nessTj The quality of being cragged

;
rugged-

ness, roughness.

1598 Florio, Ruuidc.za, roughnes . . sliarpnes, craggednes.

1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <y Comtmv. (1603) 7 By the reason

of the craggednes and hard parages of their country. 1616

Surfl. & AIarkh. Country Farme 8 Falling through the

downe-right places of stones and craggednesse of the Rocks.

1697 R. Peirce Bath Mem. 11. viii. 367 [He] voided muchGra-
vii, and Stones of a considerable bigness and craggedness.

Cra ggily, adv. rare. [f. Craggy + -LT -.] In

a craggy manner, ruggedly.

1598 Florio, Scoscesamente, ruggedly, steepely, craggily.

Cragginess kne gines;. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality of being craggy ;
ruggedness.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. iv. 26 The Mountainous
craggines of the country. 1680 Morden Geog. Rect. (168$)

25Vlts high Hills . . thought unpleasant objects for their

cragginess. 1735-6 Carte Ormonde I. 319 By the hard-

ness and cragginess of the ways, their feet had been so

hurt. 1883 Century Mag. XXVII. 112 About Ben Nevis

there is barrenness, cragginess, and desolation.

Craggue: see Crag sb?

Craggy (kra gi), a. Also Sc. craigie. -y. [f.

Crag sbS + -Y.]

1. Abounding in or characterized by crags ; of

the nature of a crag, steep and rugged.

1447 Bokknham Seyntys iRoxb.i 108 Thys hyl is craggy

and eke cavernous. 155s Eden Decades 89 Craggy rockes

full of the dennes of wylde beastes. 1606 Warner Alb.

Eng. xvl. cvii. (1612) 415 So inaccessible is Wales, so moun-
tainous, andcraggie. 1667 Milton P.L. ii. 289 Whose Bark

. .Or Pinnace anchors in a craggy Bay. 1769 De Foe's Tour

Gt. Brit. III. 1 54 We . . entered Craven, which is a very hilly

and craggy Country. 1786 Gilpin Obs. Pict. Beauty, Cum-
brld. (1788) II. 327 Bunster dale opens with a grand craggy

mountain on the right. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. ill. xiv.

(1886) J 10 One of the hills, with two quaint, craggy peaks.

2. transf. Hard and rough or rugged in form.

1568 T. Howell A rb. Amitit (1879! 54 Weare the hart of

craggie flint or Steele. 1665 J. Webb Steme-Hcng (1725)

140 Three craggy Blocks. 1741 Monro Anal. Bones (ed. 31

101 The..craggy Part of each of these Bones. 1807-26 S.

Cooper First lines Surg. .ed. 51 197 Neither is the swell,

ing always irregular and craggy. 1890 A. C Doyle f inn

q/Girdlesteme xxxiii. 261 The craggy, strongly lined face

of the old merchant. ...
3. Jig. Hard to get through or deal with ;

rough,

rugged, difficult; perilous. Obs. (,exc. as directly

Jig. of prec. senses).

1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 28 Smooth this craggye

trauayl. 1632 Le Grys tr. Vclleius Paterc. 64 Hee . . brought

the Commonwealth into a craggie and redoubtable danger.

1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne (18771 1. 76 The quest of it is

craggy, difficult, and painful. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,

Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. 104 Byron 'liked something craggy

to break his mind upon '.

b. Of sound : Rough, harsh, rare.

1774 W. Mitford Harmony oj Lang. 153 The whole pas-

sage has a broken, or rather, to boirow a metaphor from a

sister art, a craggy form. 1856 Sunday at^ Home 134/1

Sounds that are very harsh, craggy, and grating to English

ears.

4. Comb., as craggy-faced, -forked, etc.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. Handy-Crafts 247 One
day he sate. .Upon a steep Rock's craggy-forked crown.

Cragsman (krse gzmaen). Also Sir. craigs-.

[For crag's man, f. Crag 1
: cf. landsman.] One

accustomed to, or skilled in, climbing crags.

1816 Scott Aniiq. vii, ' I was a bauld craigsman,' he said,

'ance in my life'. 1843 S. C. Hall Ireland III. 145 The
cragsmen and boatmen of this wild coast. 1872 Jenkinson

Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 303 A good cragsman may
scramble direct to the top of Scawfell from this spot.

Craieh, Craio, var. of C reach, Crave.

Craier, obs. form of Crayeb.
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Craiff, Craifft, obs. Sc. ff. Crave, Ciiaft.
Craig, Sc. and north, form of Crag sb. 1 and 2

.

Craigie (kr?-gi). Sc. and north. Also 8 cragy,

9 craigy. [f. craig, Crag 2 + dim. -IE.] =Cbag '-.

IM Ramsay Tca-t. Misc. (1733) I. 21 A good blew bonnet
on tiis head, An owrlay 'bout his cragy. 1785 Burns Jolly
Beggars Air vi, If e'er ye want, or meet wi' scant, May I

ne'er weet my craigie. 1832 W. Stephenson Gateshead
Local Poems 102 If ever aw gan there agyen, The deel may
break my craigy.

Craik, obs. Sc. f. Carrack.
1513 Douglas sEneis Uh Prol. 39 Nother houk nor craik

May heir bruik sail. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scott. II. 601 Ane
greit navin . . Of craik and coluin, of mony bark and barge.
Craik, Crail, var. of Crake, Creel.
Crailed, a. Perhaps for cralled, entiled, curled.
[Crulled is Devonshire dial., and the author was from

Plymouth. Cf. also Crall v.]

1703 T. N[eve] City % C. Purch. 20 [Balcony Railings]
are sometimes made of cast Iron of various Figures in semi
Relief, and others of wrought Iron, in crail'd Work, or
nourishes, of different shapes, according to.. Fancy. [So
1734 in Builder's Diet. s.v. Balcony. Chambers Cycl.
Supp. 1753 cites Neve's statement, but reads erait-work,
which has thence passed into Arch. Pnbl. Soc. Diet. (1855)
s.v. Crail.]

Craim, craimer, var. of Cbame, Cramer.
Craine, obs. var. of Crane, Cranny.
Crainte. Obs. rare-'1 , [a. F. crainte fear, f.

pa. pple. of craindre to fear.] Fear.
e iffl Caxton Jason 103 b, Sorow, craynte and double

departed from his herte.

So t Craintive a. [a. F. train/if, -ivc : see -IVE],
fearful, timorous.
1490 Caxton Eneydos ix. 37 In all affection crayntyue.
Craion, Crair, obs. ff. Crayon, Crayer.
Craise, Craised, obs. ff. Craze, Crazed.

.

Craisey, var. of Crayse, a buttercup.

Crake (kr^k), sb. Also Sc. craik. [In sense 1,

app. a. ON. krdka f. crow, krakr m. raven (Norw.
kraake, Sw. kriia, Da. krage, crow) ; cf. also Ger.
dial, kr&ke, kracke, krack in same sense : see
Grimm. Of echoic origin : cf. Croak. In sense 2,
perh. orig. the same word (com crake= corn crow),
but now viewed as directly derived from the grating
cry of the bird, as in sense 3 : cf. the Gr. Kpl£,
icpex- as name of some croaking fowl.]

1. A crow or raven, north, dial.
c 1320 Seuyn Sag. 3803 Fulfild es now the crakes crying.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxlvi. 10 Briddes of krakis kalland
him. C1400MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)viii. 3 i Rukes and crakes and
ober fowles. 1483 Cath. Angl. 80 Crake, comix, cornus.

j

1674-91 Ray N. C. Words, Crake, a Crow. 1855 Robinson
|

Whitby Gloss., Crake or Cruke, a rook or crow. 1 Aud crake-
sticks '

, an old rook's nest. 1876 in Mid-Yorksh. Gloss.

2. A name of birds of the family Rallidse, esp. the
Corn-crake (also Bean Crake", or Landrail (Crex

\

pratensis)
; also the Water Crake or Spotted Crake

(Porzana maruettd).
"'455 Holland Houlate lxi, The Corn Crake, the

pundar at hand. 1791 Burns Elegy Capt. Henderson
ix, Mourn, clam'ring craiks at close of day. 1797 Bewick
Brit. Birds 313 The young craiks run as soon as they have
burst the shell. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. a, iv, The brook
shall, .flood the haunts ofhern and crake. 1863 Spring Lapl.
353 None of the rails or crakes appear to come so far north.
1879 R. Adamson Lays Leisure Hours 49, 1 hear, in gloamin
grey The crake among the corn.

3. The cry of the corn-crake.
1876 D. Gorrie Summer ff Wint. in Orkneys v. 194 The

far-heard craik of the rail. 1879 Jefperies Wild Life in
S. Co. 218 The corncrakes, .utter their loud call of 1 Crake,
crake, crake !' not unlike the turning of a wooden rattle.

4. Comb, crake-berry (north.), the Crow-berry
(Empetrum nigrum); crake -needle, the
Shepherd's Needle or Venus's Comb (Scandix
Pecten).

1674-91 Ray N. C. Words, Crakcherrics, crowberries.
Crake-needle, Shepherd's-needle, or the Seed-Vessels of it.

777 J- Lightfoot Flora Scot. II. 612 Black-berried Heath,
Crow, or Crake-berries. 1837 Macdougall tr. Graah's
Greenland 65 We found here.. a great quantity of black
crakeberries. .nearly as well flavoured as our own. 1861
Miss Pratt Flower. PI. IV. 337 Black Crow-berry, or
Crake-berry, .is a small shrubby prostrate plant.

Crake (kiv<k), a.1 Also 5- Sc. craik. [If
Croak goes back to an OE. *crdcian (of which
the recorded crsecetian would be dim.), crake may
be the northern form, as in oak, ake, etc. ; cf. I.G.
kr&ken in Grimm. But croak is of late appear-
ance, and both it and crake may be of echoic
origin.]

1. intr. To utter a harsh grating cry : said of
the crow, quail, corn-crake, etc.
(The first quot. may belong to Crake v.2. Crack v )
c 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 606 The slakke skin about his

nekke schakith, Whil that he song ; so chaunteth he and
craketh. c 1450 Henryson Mor. Fab. 58 Als the Quailjie
craikand in the corne. 1547 Pore Help x in Strype Eccl.
Mem. II. App. J. 38 Some bluster and blowe, And crake (as
the crowe). 1591 Florio ?.nd Fruites 101 When the crowe
begins to crake, The Fox beguiles him of his cake, a 1605
Montgomerie Flyting 504 Geise and gaislings cryes and
craikes. [Cf. Creak v.\ 1886 W. W. Fowler Year with
Birds 32 Crooning, craking, and hopping into it again,

f 2. To grate harshly ; to creak. Obs.
1657 J. Smith Myst. Rhet. 73 The craking of a door.

t Crake, v.- Obs. exc. dial. A variant of
Crack v. (being the direct phonetic repr. of OE.
cracian), used esp. in the sense ' To boast, brag '.

It is still in dial, use, e.g. in Suffolk.

Crakel'e, obs. f. Crackle.
Craken : see Kraken.
Cra'ker. dial. [f. Crake vX\ = Crakes. 2.

1698 M. Martin Voy. Kilda (17491 24 Wrens, Stone-
Chaker, Craker, Cuckow. Ibid. 37 Left the Craker to cry
and lisp as he pleased. 1885SWA1NSON Frov. Names Birds
177 Corn Crake. .Cracker, or Craker {North

; Salop).
Craker, obs. f. Cracker, esp. a boaster.

tCrakow tkr;ekau). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms:
4-5 crakowe, 5 crawcow, 7-9 crac'k)owe,
8 crakow, crakoe. [f. Crakow, Krakau, or Cra-
covie, in Poland, whence they were introduced to
England : see Zebot, Dejiny Kroje v Zemtch
Ceskych (History of Costume in Bohemia), Prague
(1892) 333.] A boot or shoe with a very long
pointed toe, worn at the end of the 14th century.
c 1367 Fuloginm Hut. (1863) III. v. clxxxvi. 831 Habent i

etiam sotulares rostratas_ in unius digiti longitudine qua
' crakowes ' vocantur; potius judicantur ungulae . . dsemonum
qiiam ornaments hominum. t- 1380 A ntecrist in Todd 3

'

Treaty Wycli/ 12S Wib tagged clobes and crakowe pykis. 1

c 14. . in Ret. Ant. I. 41 With her long crakowis. 14. . tr.

Iligden (Rolls) VIII. App. 467 A man . . was compellede to
j

eite the crawcows and leder of his schoone. 1754 T. I

Gardner Hist. Dunwich 47 A Stone-Coffin, wherein lay the
Corpse of a Man.. upon his I.egs were a Pair of Boots
picked like Crakows. i860 Fairholt Costume no But one
representation of crackowes thus fastened has been recorded,

'

and in that instance they are secured to the girdle.

Crakow(e : see Crackowe.
t Crall, v. Obs. [Allied to crull, Curl: cf.

Swiss krallcn to curl oneself up, become twisted

;

in Grimm.] trans. To bend, curve, twist, curl.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 35 penne under bo wynge bo

skyn bou cralle. Ibid., Surnme cralled, sum street, t a 1500
Ploivmannes Talc Chaucer's Wks. {1561) 134 (Miitz.) A
courser. .With curious harneis quaintly crallit.

Crall, obs. f. Crawl ; var. Kraal.
Cram (knem), v. Forms : 1 crammian, 4-5

crom, 4-7 cramm e, 5 cremmyn, 6 cromme, 6-7
erame, 7 crambe, 7-8 cramb, 6- cram. [OE.
crammian (i—*kramm$jan), deriv. of the strong
vb. crimman, cram(m), crnmmen to insert ; cf
OHG. krimnian, chrimman to press,pinch, scratch,
and its deriv. Ger. dial, krammcn to claw, also
ON. iremj'a (kramSi, kramiS or kramd) to squeeze,
bruise, pinch (:—*kraiu(m)jan), Sw. krama to

squeeze, press, strain. The primary meaning was
1 to press, squeeze': cf. also Cramp. The 15th c.

variant cremm-yn appears to be from Norse.
Some of the dialects preserve senses more akin to those

in the continental languages; cf. the following:
1866 Edmondston Shetland Gloss., Cram, to scratch

severely with the finger-nails. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss.,
Cram, to crumple, tumble, disarrange. ' Look how my

|

dress is crammed '.]

1. trans. To fill (a receptacle) with more than it

properly or conveniently holds, by force or com-
pression ; less strictly, to fill to repletion, fill

quite full or overfull, ' pack '. Const, with.
c 1000 jElfric Gram. (Z.) 190 Farcio, ic crammige o65e

fylle. C1386 Chaucer Par/. Prol. 20 My longe cristal
stoones I-crammed ful of cloutes and of boones. (-1440
Promp. Parv. 101 Cremmyn, or stuffyn, Jareino, repieo.

1583 Stanyhurst Unci's 11. (Arb.) 54 Thee gats ar cramd
with an armye. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 231 Till hee
had drained them dry to crambe his own Coffers. 1662
Pepys Diary 31 Dec, The room where the ball was to be,
crammed with fine ladies. 1812 Examiner 14 Sept. 592/1
Every avenue leading to the fair was crammed. 1889
Boy's Own Paper 17 Aug. 730/2 The boisterous party of
us that crammed a double compartment,

b. intr. with passive sense, rare.
a 1763 J. Byrom Poems (1773) I. n The Coach was full

as it could cram.

2. esp. To feed with excess of food (spec, poultry,

etc., to fatten them for the table) ; to overfeed, stuff,

fill to satiety.

c 1325 Pol. Songs (Camden) 238 The knave crommeth is

crop. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. I. 42 Tyl hure bagge and
hure bely were bretful ycrammyd. 1577 B. Googe Heres-
bach's Httsb. iv. (1586) 169 [Pigeons] must be crammed in
such sort as you cramme Capons. 1630 Braithwait Eng.
Gentlem. (1641) 86 Wee were not created onely to cramme
our selves. 1661 Lovell Hist. Auim. <y Min. Introd.,

Those that feed themselves abroad, .are of better nourish-
ment, than such as are cram'd in a coop. 1756 C. Lucas
Ess. Waters III. 144 The infant .. stuffed and crammed
with paps and puddings. 1830 Scott Jrnl. 27 June, The
little garden where I was crammed with gooseberries.

1837 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. II. 75 In the Society
Islands.^ dogs were crammed, as poultry with us, for the
sake of improving their flesh.

b. intr. (for rejl.) To eat greedily or to excess,

to stuff oneself; to 'stuff'.

1609 Rowlands Knave of Clubbes 24 And so againe
crammes in, As if a fortnight he had fasting bin. 1634
Heywood Witches 0/ Lanc.^ iv. Wks. 1874 IV. 219 Such
a bevy of beldames, .cramming like so many Cormorants.
1634 Milton Comus 779. 1785-95 Wolcott (P. Pindar)
Lousiad 11. Wks. I. 235 Madam Schwellenberg, inclined to
cram, Was wond'rous busy o er a plate of ham.
3. fig. (trans.) To fill quite full, overfill (with

facts, knowledge, etc.).

1581 Mulcaster Positions iv. (1887I 22 Neither stuffe the
bodye, nor choke the conceit, which it lightly doeth, when
it is to much crammed. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 91

.
Cram's with prayse, and make's As fat as tame things. 1774
Voote Cozeners I. Wks. 1799 II. 157 He never crams con-
gregations, gives them more than they can carry away.
1828 Scott Tales Grand/. Ser. 1. xxxii. (1841) 125/2 A boy
of fourteen, .with as much learning as two excellent school-
masters could cram him with. 1871 Napheys Prev. § Cure
Dis. 35 Books crammed with useless statements.

4. To thrust, force, stuff, crowd (anything) into
a receptacle or space, etc. which it overfills, down
any one's throat, etc.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4455 pus make }e vessels, .to 3oure
foule corses, To crom in 3oure cariouns. 1625 Bacon Ess.,
Plantations (Arb.) 533 Cramme not in People, by sending
too fast, Company after Company. 1692 Locke Toleration
i. Wks. 1727 II. 243 Cram a Medicine down a sick Man's
Throat. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo'sCom. Wis. (1709) 348
Do not.,cramh your Hands into your Pocket. 1842 S. Lover
Handy Andy i, Andy was obliged to cram his face into
his hat to hide the laugh. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. xiv.
166 He was. .cramming his shirts into his portmanteau.

b.fig.
1528 I inhale Of'Cif. CHr. Man 97 b, Though he never

cromme hys synne 111 to the preites eare. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. 11. i. 106 You cram these words into mine eares,
against The stomacke of my sense. 1668 Ld, Chaworth
in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 11, I would advise
you to eate your words, .else. . He crame them down? your
Ihroate with my sworde. 1711 H farnf Collect. iOxf. Hist.
Soc.) III. 200 To have an Oath of Abjuration cramm'd
down their Throats. 1751 Paltock Wilkins (1884) 1. 14,
I had but little heart to iny nouns and pronouns, which now
began to be crammed upon me. 1863 Holland Lett.
Joneses xix. 275 [To] cram a lie down the public throat.

1879 GfiEEN Read, Eug; Hist. Pref., To cram as many facts
as possible into their pages.

C. intr. (for rejl.) To press, crowd, rare,
c 1752 Scotland's Glory 69 A crowd then crams into the Kirk.

5. slang. To make (a person) 'swallow', i.e.

believe, false or exaggerated statements. Cf. colloq./'tj

stuff[a ferson) up', and see Cram s/k 3, Crammek 3.

1794 GcntL Mag. 1085 (Farmer), I lately came over him
for a good round sum. . Luckily, 1 crammed him so well
that, etc. 1822 Scott Nigel xviii, Ridiculous tales.. with
..which ..Richie Moniplies had been crammed. 1825 —
Jrnl. (1890) I. 13 He crammed people, as it is termed, about
duels, etc., which never existed. 1844 Thackeray Wand.
Fat Contrib, ii, Poor Caledonian youth ! I have been cram-
ming him with the most dreadful lies.

6. colloq. To prepare (a person) for an examina-
tion or special purpose, in a comparatively short
time, by storing his memory with information,

not so much with a view to real learning as to the
temporary object aimed at.

Orig. University slang', always deoreciative or hostile.

[1741 Watts Improv. Mind 1. iv. § 10 As a man may be
eating all day, and for want of digestion is never nourished;
so these endless readers may cram themselves in vain with
intellectual food, and without real improvement of their
minds, for want of digesting it by proper reflections.] 1825
Fonblanqce in Westm. Rev. IV. 394 An uninstructed man,
when crammed for an occasion. 1827 Whatelev Logic
(1837) p. xxvi, By learning questions and answers by rote,

— in the cant phrase of undergraduates, by getting crammed.
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, xi. (1889^ 94 He had
been well crammed in his science. 1864 Knight Passages
Wrkg, Life II. ix. 179 Cramming Ministers and Members
of Parliament with statistical facts. 1879 Daily News 17
Sept. 3/5 Their boys had not been crammed, but had dili-

gently studied their subjects.

b. To ' get up ' (a subject) hastily for an occasion,

without any regard to its permanent retention or

educative influence.

1853 Lytton My Novel vn. xxi, Randal had spent the
afternoon in cramming the subject from agricultural journals
and Parliamentary reports. 1868 M, Pattison Academ.
Org; v. 184 Wasting six months in cramming up a minimum
of forgetable matter. 1875 Helps Anim, § Mast. vi. 149
Discumbering our minds of what we have crammed up for

the occasion.

C. absol. or intr.

1810 E. Tatham New Addr. Free Members Convoc.
Oxford 21 The business of cramming preparatory to Public
Examination. 1875 A. R. Hope My Schoolboy Friends
150 'What are you cramming at?* said he. x88x E. J.
Worboise Sissie xv, She can cram for an examination.

7. trans. To urge on forcibly (a horse), slang.

c 1830 C. Wicksted Cheshire Hunt iv. in Eg.-Warburton
Hunt. Songs (1883) 227 Who's cramming his mare up yon
steep rotten bank? 1840 E. E. Napier Scenes <$ Sports
For. Lands I. i. 15 Getting to the bottom of the nullah as
best I might, I crammed my steed up the opposite sides.

1832 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour lxviii. 379 Taking his

horse back a few paces, [he], .crammed him manfully at the
palings, and got over

.

8. intr. To thrust oneself in, intrude, dial.

1881 Leicester Gloss.
}
Cram, to intrude. ' My Papa

doesn't like me to cram in that way'.

Cram (krsem), sb. [f. prec. verb.]

1. A mass of dough or paste used for cramming
fowls, etc.

;
any food used to fatten, dial.

1614 Markham Cheap Hnsb. (1623) 141 To cram a Capon
. . take Barley-meale . . and . . make it into a good sthTe
dough ; then make it into long crams, biggest in the midst,
and small at both endes, and. - give the Capon a full gorge-
full. 1747 Gentl. Mag. Jan. 18 Mix up two quarts of flour,

four ounces of Jamaica Pepper, [etc.].. to the consistence
of Crams. 1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandman III, 1. 99
Receipt for making crams [for calves],

2. A crammed or densely crowded condition

or party; a dense crowd, crush, 'squeeze', colloq.
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1858 Dickens Lett. 5 Aug., It was a prodigious cram,

and we turned away no end of people. 1881 Ethel Coxon
Basil PI. I. 77 A cram like the Fields' can't be pleasant.

3. slang. A lie. (Cf. Cram v. 5.)

1841 Punch II. 21/2 (Farmer) It soundeth somewhat like

a cram. 1886 B. Gould Crt. Royal I. xvi. 244 Master.,

believes all the crams we tell.

4. The action of cramming information for a

temporary occasion (see Cram v. 6) ; the informa-

tion thus hastily and temporarily acquired.

,853
1

C. Bede ' Verdant Green 11 . 98 Going into the school

clad in his examination coat, and padded over with a host of

crams [cf. Crampaper'm next). 1859 M 1: r. Liberty ii. Si The
..temptation of contenting himself with cram, i860 Sat.

Rev. IX. 308/1 He has not only crammed, but he has tho-

roughly digested and assimilated the cram. 1861 Hughes
Tom Brmvn at Oxf. xi. 1 1889) 94 If capacity for taking in

cram would do it, he would be all right. 1874 Rlackie Self-

cult. 27 Cram is a mere mechanical operation, of which a

reasoning animal should be ashamed.

b. = Crammer 2.

1861 Dutton Cook P. Foster's Dan. ix. (Farmer), I shall

go to a coach, a cram, a grindstone.

5. Weaving. ' A warp having more than two
threads passing through each dent or split of the

reed ' (Webster 1864).

Cram- : the vb. or sb. in combination.

L [cf. Cramp. 2,sb. 1.] cram-cake, t (a) 1 fried

cake, pancake; ib) = Cram 1 {dial.); f cram-
maid, ?a woman who crams or fattens fowls,

a poultry-woman ; + cram-paste, ? —cram-cake.
138a Wvclif Ex. xxix. 2 Therf cramcakes wett with oyle

[1388 therf paast sodun in watir, bawmed, ether fried, with

oile]. C1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 137 Placente sunt

panes facti azima per quoddam artificium. .angt.
_
Cram-

pastes. 1483 Cath. Angt. 80, 1 Cram kake, collirida, la-

ganum. i6a» Althorp MS. in Simpkinson^Washingtons

p. xxxi, To the Cram maide. 1634 Ibid, xiii, 4 Woodden
platters for the cramaid. 1888 Sheffield Gloss. Addit.,

Cram cake, a cake made of oatmeal or other coarse meal

for feeding fowls.

2. [cf. Cram v. 6, sb. 4.] cram-book, a book used

for ' cramming' a subject ; cram-boy (nonce-iud.),

a boy who has been ' crammed ' for an examina-

tion ;
cram-coach, a tutor who 'crams' pupils

for an examination ; cram-man {nonce-wa.), cf.

cram-boy above ; cram-paper, a paper of items

to be 'crammed' for an examination. (All

colloq.)

1858 Sat. Rev. 14 Aug. 150 Cramming, crammers, and
cram.books, are the., fruits of this examination system..

A cram-man is worthless enough . . But a cram.boy is simply

made less healthy and more conceited. 1883 E. R. Lan-
kester Advancemt. Science (1890) 116 The drudgery of.,

popular lecturing and cram-book writing. 1885 M. Pat-

tison Mem. 292 The successful cram-coach. 1888 Daily
Navs 29 June 5/1 Partially to abolish the cram-creating

system of payment by results.

Cramaid, var. cram-maid : see Cram-
Cramasie, -sye : see Cramoisy.
Cramb(e, obs. form of Cram.

+ Crambe (kne'mbi). Obs. Also 7 cramb.
[a. L. crambe, a. Gr. tcpa^/Sr) a kind of cabbage.]

L Cabbage : only fig., and usually in reference

to the Latin phrase crambe repetita cabbage re-

peated, renewed, or served up again, applied by

Juvenal (vn. 154 Occidit miseros crambe repetita

magislros) to any distasteful repetition. So in

med.L. crambe bis cocta, bis posita, cabbage twice

sodden, twice served up.

1565 Calfhill Ansiv. Treat. Crosse (1846) 320 (DA I

marvel that you, so fine a feeder, will fall to your crambe.

1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. Jonah 301 This never cometh, but

for want of other matter, being a crambe, oftentimes sodde.

1660 Gauden Antisacrilegus 17 That Boanerges, .hath so

oft., killed the world with the poysonous cramb of his Para-
doxes. 171 1 G. Cary Phys. Phylactic 329 It is nauseous
to the strongest Stomach to have the Crambe bisconcocted

so often drest up. a 1713 Ellwood Life (1765) 289 It was
indeed a Hash of ill-cooked Crambe.

2. Hence, (Distasteful) repetition.

1611 W. Sclater A>y(i629) 330 That Crambe, Zach. 9. it,

etc 1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. L vii. § 18. 397 You ob-

trude upon us this Crambe no fewer then seven times. 1641

Milton Animadv. ii, Can we not understand an order, .of

praying, reading, expounding, and administring, unless our

Prayers be still the same Crambe of words? 1721 Bailey,

Crambe, a Repetition of Words, or saying the same Thing
over again. 1757 J. Byrom Poems, Rem. Pamphlet 36
Forbid the Gallic Namby Pamby Here to repeat its crazy

crambe.

3. = Crambo i b, 3.

1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass v. v, F. Joule, owle, foule,

troule, boule. P. Crambe, another of the Diuells games !

1630 — Nnv Inn 1. iii. Where every Iouial Tinker, for his

chinke, May cry, mine host, to crambe I gitte vs drinke ; A nd
doe not slinke,but skinke,or else you stinke. X706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey*, Crambe or Crambo, a Term us'd among
School-boys, when in Rhiming, he is to forfeit, who repeats

a word that was said before. 1801 Strutt Sports tjt Past.

v. W. 353.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus 7a Nauseating crambe

verities, and questions over-queried. 1681 Hickeringill
Vind. Naked Truth 11. i\ A Crambee-Pun and Quibble.

Hence t Crambe v., to play crambo.
1633 B. Jonson Tale Tub iv. i, Change my name of Miles

To Guile's, Wile's, Pile's, Bile's, or the foulest name You
can devise, to crambe with for ale.

Cramble (kne-mb'l;, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also

6 crambil, 9 dial, crammel, -le. [Actual origin

obscure : in form app. a freq. and dim. from stem

cramb- : see Cram. Analogous forms, but none

of them exactly corresponding in form and sense,

are Ger. krammeln to grope or clutch about, to

finger ; Ger. and E.Fris. krimmeln to crawl, krab-

beln to crawl, move with all fours, or with many
limbs as an insect, to grope with the fingers,

clamber, scramble up. Cf. also Scramble.]

1 1. intr. To creep about with many turns and

twists : said of roots, stems, etc. Obs.

1570 Levins Manip. 126/42 To crambil, reptitare. 1597

Gerarde Herbal 1. xvi. 19 [It! hath many crooked and
crambling rootes of a woody substance, very like unto the

right Cyperus. Ibid. 1. xviii. 24 Also the root crambleth.

.

hither and thither. Ibid. 11. cxlix. 431 Amies or braunches

crambling or leaning toward the grounde.

2. Of persons or animals : To crawl, hobble,

walk lamely, decrepitly, stiffly, or feebly. (Still

used in north. Eng. dialects down to Cheshire and

Lincolnshire.)
1617 Markham Carol. IV. 11 The gathering of the foales

legges makes it cramble with the hinder parts, and goe both

crookedly and ill-fauouredly. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.

(1638) 100 Up which defatigating hill we crambled with no

small difficulty. i8jS Robinson Whitby Gloss., Cram-
mel or Cramble, to walk ill, as with corns on the feet, to

hobble. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Cramble, to hobble or creep.

Crammle, to crawl on the hands and knees. 1877 Holder,

ness Gloss., Crammle, to walk feebly or lamely : 'Poor awd
man, he can hardly crammle '. 1877 N. W, Line. Gloss.,

Cramble, to move as though the joints were stiff. 1884

Cheshire Gloss., Cramble, to hobble. {Macclesfield.)

3. trans. (See quot.) Cf. Cram, Cramp.
1883 Huddersfield Gloss., Crammle, to twitch, or squeeze

into a small compass. Thus a shoe is crammled down at

the heel.

Cra'mble, sb. north, dial. [Allied to prec. vb.]

Boughs or branches of crooked and angular growth

;

used for rustic work or firewood.

1788 W. Marshall Yorksh, (1796) II. 289 'Crambles'—
firewood boughs, io». to 12s. a load. 1855 Robinson Whitby
Gloss ,

Crambles, the large knotted boughs of trees. 1858

W. White Month in Yorksh. xi. 112 A crammle gate is a

rustic gate with zigzaggy rails.

Cra'mblv, a. north, dial. [f. Cramble v. + -T.J

1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss., Cram'elly, in a cramped state.

1878 Cumbrld. Gloss., Crammelly, tottery, unsteady. 1884

Cheshire Gloss., Crambly, lame. 1886 V. W. Line. Gloss.,

Crambly, crambling, shaky, tottering, decrepit.

Crambo (knE-mbo). [app. a popular variation

of Crambe : cf. senses 1 b and 4.]

1. A game in which one player gives a word or

line of verse to which each of the others has to find

a rime.
1660 Pepys Diary 20 May, From thence to the Hague

again playing at Cramlio in the waggon. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 63 P 6 A Cluster of Men and Women . . di-

verting themselves at a Game of Crambo. 1711 Steele
Ibid. No. 504 r 1 Those who can play at Crambo, or cap
Verses. it»i Bailey, Crambo, a Play in Rhiming, in

which he that repeats a Word that was said before, for-

feits something. 1837 Blaclm: Mag. XIX 289 A sort of

Hellenic crambo— Hesiod singing one verse, and Homer
filling up the meaning with another.

b. Dumb crambo : a game in which one set of

players have to guess a word agreed upon by the

other set, after being told what word it rimes with,

by acting in dumb show one word after another

till they find it. (Sometimes trans/. = dumb show.)

i8>6 Praed Poems (1864) I. 293 One finds my pretty

chambermaid, And courts her in dumb crambo, a 1839

Ibid. I. 66 And showed suspicions in dumb crambo. 1884

Edna Lyall We Two xxxiii, Brush your hair with your

hands ! This is something between Dumb Crambo and
Mulberry Bush !

2. trans/. Rime, riming : said in contempt.

1607 Prior Sat. mod. Transl. 92 Wks. (1802) II. 362 Rymer
to Crambo privelegc does claim Not from the poet's genius,

but his name. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 6. 2/2 For Faith the

freedom of Dear Cuz, Pop'd out as Cramlio pat to Buzz.

1710 Swift To Stella, His similies in order set, And ev'ry

crambo he cou'd get. i8a8 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 142

A page or two of such crambo. 1878 Browning Poets

Croisic Ixxxiv, Every scribbler he permits embalm His
crambo in the Journal's corner !

T 3. A fashion in drinking. Obs. (Cf. Crambe 3,

quot. 1630.)
1606 Dekker Set'. Sinnes I. (Arb.) 12 And were drunke

according to all the learned rules of Drunkennes, as Vpsy-

Freeze, Crambo, Parmizant, &c. 1617 T. Young Eng-
land's Bane (Brand), He is a Man of no Fashion that cannot

drinke Supernaculum, carouse the Hunters Hoop, quaffe

Upseyfresse Crosse, bowse in Permoysaunt, in Ptmlico, in

Crambo.

+ 4. = Crambe, repetition. Also attrib. Obs.

c 1670 Marvell Hist. Poem 87 And with dull crambo
feed the silly sheep. 1705 W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer.
Col. Ch. I. 154 Stuffing every half page.. with his crambo
Storys.

#

6. attrib. and Comb., as crambo-rime, -song;

crambo-clink, -jingle = sense 2.

1762 Lloyd Odes, Oblivion ii. 9 Sacred to thee the crambo

rhyme. 1785 Burns Ep. to Lapraik viii, Amaist as soon

as I could spell, I to the crambo-jingle fell. 1786 — On
Scotch Bard i, A' ye wha live by crambo-clink. 1789 Mad.
D'Arblay Diary 10 Feb.,A crambo song, on his own name.

1876 Clerk in D. Macleod's Life N. Macleod I. iii. 33 He
would improvise crambo rhymes.

Crame (krfm),ji.l Sc. Forms: 5- crame; also

6 craym, creame, 8 creme, 9 craim, cream,
kraim, krame. [Adopted in 15th c. Sc. from
MDu. (Flem.), or MLG. kr&me, kraeme, trdm,
kraem, in mod.Du. kraam, LG. kraam, kr&m,
tent, booth, stall, stock of wares. A word common
to continental WGer. : cf. OFris., EFris. kr&m
(WFris. kream, Wang. £>w«) ; OHG. chram, cram
masc., MHO. kr&m m., kr&me f.,Ger. kr&m m. dial.,

krame m., f. The original sense is shown by
OHG. to be ' tent -covering, awning '. In the

transferred sense ' wares, merchandise, toys ' the

word went with German traders to the north

(Icel., Norw., Sw., Da. kram n.), and into Slavonic

and Lithuanian (Pol. kram. Boh. kr&m, Illyr.

krama, Lith. krtmtas), and prob. entered Scotland

in a similar way. There is no trace of it in

Gothic, or in OE.]
1. A booth or stall where goods are sold in a

market or fair. (In common use in Sc.)

•477 J*s- 111 Charter in W. Maitland Hist. Edin. L i.

(1753) 8 The Cramys of Chapmen. »S3i Edin. Council

Regul. in R. Chambers Tradit. Edin. (1846) 307 Ony maner
of burdis or cramis to sell siklyke stuff. 169a A cts ofSede-
runt 29 Feb. (Jam.\ If they make any merchandise privily

in a shop or crame. 1794 Statist. Acc. Scot. X. 207 {Les-

suden, Roxb.) (Jam.) Booths, (or as they are here called,

craims) containing hardware and haberdashery goods, are

erected ..at the fare. 1808 J. Mayne Siller Gun IV. 137

Kraims, tents, and stands were swept away. z88i Mac-
gregor Hist. Glasgow xiii. 113 Freemen whose 'crames'

might stand opposite their own doors. 1884 Harrison Oure
Tonnes Coltedge ii. 41 The ' Old Kirk ' is barnacled round
with ' krames'.

f 2. A pack or bundle of goods carried about for

sale; a pedlar's stock of wares. Obs.

1560 Aberdeen Reg. V. 24 (Jam.) To help him to ane
craym, that he may trawell to win his lifing in the cuntray.

1597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s.v. Pede pulverosus^ Ane
pedder, is called an marchand, or creamer, quha beans ane

pack or creame vpon his back, a 1706 Mare of Collington
in J. Watson Collect. Sc. Poems (1706) I. 40 Oft have I

turst your hether crame.

3. Comb., as crame-/olk ; crame-ware [Ger.

iram-waare'], goods sold in a crame.

1701 J. Brand Descr. Zetland 131 (Jam.) Set up booths

or shops, where they sell . . several sorts of creme ware, as

linen, muslin, etc.

t Crame, *M north, dial. Obs. [cf. Du. kram
cramp, cramp-iron, hook.]

1614 5 Vestry Bis. (Surtees) 165 Pd. for iron crames for

the Church coffins.

t Crame, north, dial. Obs. [cf. Du. and dial.

Ger. krammen to fasten with cramps, f. Du. kram
cramp, hook, fastening.] trans. To fasten or mend
with cramps or hold-fasts.

1614 Vestry Bis. (Surtees) 165 P* for craminge our church

leades with iron, viij d. 1*67 Ibid. 223 For crameing the

shovell, 2 d.

Cramer (krr'Tnai). Sc. 1 Obs. Also oremar. e,

creamer, crammer, craimer, kramer. [In i jth c.

Sc., a. MLG. krtmer, knrmer, kr&mer, or MDu.
(Flem.) kramer, kraemer, in LG. krtmer, kr&mer,

mod.Du. kramer, petty trader, retailer, pedlar,

hawker, prop, keeper of a Crame ; •= OHG.
chr&mari, kr&mari, MHG. kr&mn-re, kr&mer,

krxmer, kremer, mod.G. kramer {kramer) : like

the root-word, introduced by German trade into

other langs. : Icel. kramari, Sw. kramare, Da.

kriimmer, Pol. kramarz, etc.]

One who sells goods at a stall or booth ; also a

jiedlar or hawker.
1491 in I.d. Treas. Acc. Scot. I. 184 Graytht boycht be

the King fra a cremar at the Kirk dure. 1504 Ibid, in

Pitcaim Crim. Trials I. 120 To ane cremare for ane

Psalter. iS»3-75 Diurn. Occurrents (1833) 300 James
Dalzell Merchand, and Alexander Fousie cramer. 1641 Sir

T. Roe in Hart. Misc. (Malh.J IV. 458 The pedling French

trade must be met with, by diligent search, at the landing

of these creamers, a 1651 Calderwood Hist. A"(V*( 18421 III.

336 Diverse books set forth by Jesuits, .inbrought in this

countrie by Poles, crammers, and others. 1718 J. Spottis-

woode Forms ofProcess, Perquisites, .from the Kramers in

the outer hall. 1791 Statist. Acc. II. 508 (Forfars.) (Jam.)

2 creamers, persons who go through the parish.. and buy
butter, hens, eggs, etc., mostly for the Dundee market.

Cramerio {acid) : see Krameric.

Cramery. St, ? Obs. Also cremary. [cf.

MLG. krtmerie, cr&merie, G. kramerei, kramerei,

Du./6nj»(«ri7(Kilian kraemerije 'merx') the trade

or merchandise of a Cramer.] ' Merchandise, such

goods as are usually sold by a pedlar ' (Jam.).

15. . Aberdeen Reg. (Jam-). Small cremary- >S3S Stewart
Cron. Scot. III. 237 Of siluer werk.and goldin cremary, Of
silk and sabill, and of tapestrie. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 4501

Gif with my merchandise [Bannatyne MS. cramery] 3e list

to mell Heir I haue Folie-Hattis to sell.

Cram-fall ,kr3e m,fu l), a. [f. Cram v. or a.

+ Full.] As full as cramming will effect
;
very

full, over-full.

1837 W. E. Forster Diary in T. W. Reid Life (1888) I.

iii. 92 Cram full, and very interesting meeting. z88> Daily

Tel. 4 May, Fabrics, cramful of patents. 1887 Spectator

1 Oct. 1307 The ceremonial of the Jews is cram-full of

similar superstitions.
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Crammable (kjwmfcb'l), a. colloq. [f. Cram
v. + -able.] Capable of being * crammed ' (see

Cram v. 6 b).

1867 J. M. Wilson in Ess, on Lib. Education 270 Geology
and Chemistry are frightfully crammable. 1891 Sat. Rev. 28

Mar. 376/2 Your undergraduate scents a crammable subject

like a bloodhound.

Crammasy, -assy 1 see Cramoisy.

Crammed ikrxmd), ppl. a. [f. Cram v.]

1. Stuffed full beyond the natural capacity
;

spec.

fattened for the table.

1587 Gascoigne Flowers Wks. 73 The crammed fowle

comes quickly to his death. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet.
xxH. 241 As fat as cram'd Capons. 1755 Mem. Capt.

P. Drake I. xvi. 161 A Couple of crammed Fowls, with

Oyster Sauce. 1808 J. Barlow Columb. VIL 595 No cramm'd
cartouch their belted back attires.

2. colloq. Of a lesson, etc. :
1 Got up ' hastily for

the occasion. Of a student : Prepared for an ex-

amination by * cramming
1837 Beaconsfield Corr. iv. Sister 21 Nov., L— made a

crammed speech like a schoolboy.
_
1890 Daily News 14

Aug. 4 '8 The crammer has given his pupils 'tips' out of

Goethe [etc.] which the crammed reproduce more or less

inaccurately and unintelligently.

Hence Crammedness, state of being crammed.
1802 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. I. 410 There is not

that crammedness of population.

Crammee (knemr). nonce-wd. [f. Cram v.

6 f -EE.] One who is ' crammed ' (for an examina-

tion, etc.) ; the pupil of a 1 crammer '.

1883 Sat, Rev. 22 Dec. 791 An ingenious crammee—if we
may be allowed the convenient coinage—will, with equal

facility, assimilate, reproduce, and forget. 1890 Scots Ob-
server 25 Jan. 275/2 Young Brown (one of the crammees).

t Cra'mmel. Obs. [? connected with Crumr,
in ME. also cromme.'] ? A small crumb, a grain.

1340 Ayenb. 253 pc bysye ober be malancolien. .byeb ylich

ban bet zekb be crammeles ine be russoles.

Crammel : see Cramble.
Crammer (krse-mai). [f. Cram v. + -er

1. One who crams or fattens poultry, etc. b. An
apparatus used in cramming poultry.

1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improvem. (1746) 119

The best fattening of all Fowl, is, First, to feed them with

good Meat. .Secondly, To give it them not continually, as

Crammers do. 1887 N. Y. Weekly Witness Apr. 13 The
Sussex cramming machine. .At the end of the crammer, .is

a funnel-shaped opening.

2. colloq. One who ' crams
1

pupils for an examina-

tion, etc. ; more rarely, a student who 1 crams '

a subject. (Cf. Cram v. 6.)

1813 Mar. Edgeworth Patron. I. iii. 49 Put him into

the hands of a clever grinder or crammer, and they would
soon cram the necessary portion of Latin and Greek into

him. 1888 F. Harrison in ig/h Cent. Nov. 645 There-
upon grew up another class of" specialists—the Crammers.
Their business is, not to teach, nor to test teaching ; but

to enable students to pass the tests.

3. slang. A lie. (Cf. Cram v, 5, sb. 3.)

1862 Sala Seven Sons I. xi. 287 Every other word he

says is a crammer. 1890 Boldrewood Robbery under A rms
105 That's why she made me tell all those crammers.

Crammer, var. Chamer, Sc., pedlar, etc.

Crammesy : see Cramoisy.

Cramming (krse mirj\ vbl, sb. [f. Cram v. +
-IVQ !.] The action of the verb Cram.
1. Stuffing over-full, over-feeding, etc.

1598 Florio, Saggtnatione, a pampring, a cramming, or

feeding fat. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Fartne 558

The best food . . for the cramming of all sorts of poultrie.

1726 Leoni AlbertCs Archil. I. 44b, The filling up or

cramming of the middle of the Wall. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.

Nat. (1852) II. 618 People by frequent cramming stretch

their stomach beyond its natural tone.

2. colloq. The imparting or acquiring of the

knowledge of a subject hastily and for an occasion.

1821 South ey Lett. (1856) III. 247 It will be better not

for him to stand out for College next year, because it will

require cramming. 1860 Sat, Rev. IX. 308/1 Without a

sort of preliminary cramming, no one could have depicted

the peculiarities of an attorney's office. 1866 Carlyle
Address 172 There is also a process called cramming, in

some Universities—that is, getting up such points of things

as the examiner is likely to put questions about.

attrib. 1830 Southey Lett. (1856) IV. 178 A paralytic

stroke (probably caused by the cramming system). 1886 W.
Graham Soc. Problem 165 There are more large schools

and cramming^ institutions.

Cra*mming, a. [f. as prec. + -ing That
crams.
1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Univ. Wks. (Bohn) II. 93 A

cramming tutor.

Cra'mmist. nonce-wd. [see -ist.] One who
( crams ' a subject for examination.
1862 Lit. Churchman VIII. 107/1 Any thorough student

. .[contrasted with] the slovenly crammist.

Crammle : see Cramble.
Crammosie : see Cramoisy.
Crammy (krarmi), a, nonce-wd. [f. Cram v.

or sb. + -Y : cf. stuffy. ~\
Characterized by cramming

or crowding
;
affording insufficient space.

1873 Mrs. Whitney Other Girls x. (1876) 160 Past all the

little crammy courts and places, out into the big avenues.

t Cramoeke. Obs. Corruption of Cammock,
crooked stick.

1387 Mirr. Mag., Madan vi, Full hard it is a Cramoeke
strayght to make.

Vol. II.

Cramoisy, cramesy (krae-moizi, -ezi), a and
sb. arch. (In earlier use chiefly Sc.) Forms : 5 ere-

mesye, -ysy, cramysse, 5-6 crammas^s)y, 6

cram(m)eay, -osie, -osye, 7 crambassie, cram-
oisy, {arch. 8 cramasie. 9 -asye, -oisy, -ie, -ay),

[a. early It. cremesl and OF. crameisi, later era-

molsi=Sp. carmesi, Pg. carmezim ; the original

type is seen in It. chermesl, chermizi, a. Arab.

{J'j*j*
qirmazi of or belonging to thej*js qirmiz,

Kermes or Alkermes, the Scarlet Grain insect

:

see Crimson. Since the 16th c. there has been a

tendency to assimilate the spelling to modern
French cramoisi, which has been facilitated by
the fact that the word is itself obsolete and the

tradition of its English spelling and pronunciation

broken.]

A. adj. Crimson.
1480 Wardr. Acc. Edw. IP' (1830) 153 Crymysy velvet.

1495 Haliburton's Ledger in C. Innes Scot. Mid. Ages 244,

3 ells cramysse satyn. a 1555 Lyndesay Trag. Prol.

21 In Rayment reid .. Off vellot and of Saityng Cram-
mosie. c 1600 Christening Chas. I in Nichols Progr. Q.
KHz, III. 527 Two chairs of cramoisy velvet. 161a Inv.

Furniture in A. M^Kay His!. Kilmarnock 308 Stampit
crambassie vorset courteinis. 1843 Carlyle Past Pr.

(1858) 105 A blustering figure, .in. .cramoisy velvet, or other

uncertain texture. 1855 Mrs. Gaskell North S. iii, He
gathered for her some velvety cramoisy roses.

B. sb. Crimson cloth ; —Crimson sb. 2.

1423 J as. I KingisQ. cix, Als like }e bene, as day is to

the nyght ; Or sek-cloth is vnto fyne cremesye. 1488 Inv.

Jewels in Tytler Hist. Scot. {1864) II. 392 A belt of cram-
massy hernessit with gold. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III.

282 Couerit weill with crammasy rycht fyne. 1724 Ramsay
Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 89 Sae put on your pearlms, Marion,

I

And kyrtle of the cramasie. 1813 Hocc; Queen's Wake 224
I thought to see my daughter ride, In golden gear and
cramasye. i8zi Joanna Baillie Metr, Leg,, Ld. John xii,

With a vest of cramoisie meet.

Cramoysen, -in, obs. ff. Crimson.

Cramp (knemp), sby Forms: 4-7 crampe,

(4-5 crompe, craumpe, 5 cramppe, croampe),

5- cramp. [ME. cra{u)mpe, a. OF. crampe ( 1 3th c.

in Littre), a. OLG. *krampe : cf. MLG. and MDu.
I krampe, LG. krampe, Du. kramp f., beside OS.
cramp, OHG. chrampf, G. krampf m., according

to Kluge, a subst. use of cramp, OHG. chrampf adj.

compressed, bent in : see note at end of this article.]

An involuntary, violent and painful contraction of

I

the muscles, usually the result of a slight strain,

! a sudden chill, etc.

Usually spoken of as cramp, formerly and still colloq.

I the cramp ; a cramp is a particular case or form of the

seizure. The word is also used of affections accompanied
by feelings akin to those of cramp, and assumed to be in

part due to it, as cramp of the chest (= Angina pec-

toris), cramp of the heart, stomach, etc., and it is also

\
applied to paralytic affections caused by over-exertion of

: particular muscles of the hand, as compositor's, musician's,

j

scrivener's, shoemaker's, writer's cramp.

1374 Chaucer TroyIns iil 1022 Wei he felte a-boute his

herte crepe. .The crampe [v.r, craumpe] of deth. 1377 Langl.
P. PL B. xiii. 335, I cacche be crompe, be cardiacle some
tyme. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 99 pe crampe is a syknes

. .in be which syknes cordis & senewis weren drawen to her

bigynnynge. Ibid. 105 pre maner of crampis : be toon is

clepid amprostonos, be tober empistenos, be iij. tetanus. 1563
T. Gale Anttdot. IL 21 Wyth this vnguent annoynt the

member which hath the crampe. 1600 Shaks. A. V, L. iv.

i. 105 Leander . . he went but forth to wash him in the

Hellespont, and being taken with the crampe, was droun'd.

1610— Temp. L ii. 369 Ilerackethee with old Crampes. 1700

I in Maidment Sc. Pasquils (1868) 357 Who to your bed will

cramps and stitches bring. 1788 Mad. D'Arblay Diary
Feb., He recounted to me the particulars of his sudden
seizure, .from the cramp in his stomach. 1866 A. Flint
Princ. Med. (1880) 814 Painful contraction of muscles, .not

produced by any obvious cause, is known as cramp. 1887

I Times 27 Aug. n/6The deceased, while bathing with his

I father, was seized with cramp.

b. Applied to diseases of animals, esp. a disease

j

of the wings to which hawks are liable.

c 1430 Bk. Hawkyng in Ret. Ant. I. 298 If he take colde

ore he be full sommyd, for soth he schall gendre the crampe.

Ibid. 302 For the cramp in hawkes wyng. i486 Bk. St,

Albatts B viij a, The Croampe commyth to an hawke with

I takyng of coolde in Mr yowthe. 1618 Latham 2nd Bk.
I Falconry (1633) 122 The Crocke & the Crampe are two very

! dangerous euils. 1736 Bailey Housh. Diet. 218 Cramp a

j

distemper in sheep. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 337

I They should be kept very clean, as indeed should all sing-

ing birds, .otherwise they will have the cramp, and perhaps

the claw will drop off.

C. fig.
1646 J. Hall Poems 64 Nor anger pull With cramps the

\
Soule. 1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide i. 9 There is scarce a

I
word, .in the writing whereof his fingers were not wofully

I troubled with the Cretian cramp [i. e. lying].

d. Comb, cramp-bark {U.S.), the bark of the

I American Cranberry Tree, having anti-spasmodic

!
properties; also the plant itself; cramp-bone,

j

the knee-cap or patella of a sheep, believed to be

a charm against cramp ;
cramp-ray = Cramp-

i

fish ;
cramp-spider, the Whirligig, a water-

beetle; cramp-stone, a stone used as a charm
' against cramp; cramp-word (see Cramp a. 1).

Also Cramp-fish, -ring.

1844 Dickfns Mart. Chuz. xlvi, Carried in her pocket.

.

along with two *cramp-bones. 1849— David Copp. Jtvii, He
could turn cramp-bones into cnessmen. 1769 Pennant

i Zool. III. 67 Cramp-ray. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 323
The torpedo, or cramp-ray, is a very curious fish. 17*1 R.
Bradley Wks. Nat. 147 Water Beetles of several kinds,
Boat-Flies, a Monoculus, and 'Cramp Spider. 1629 Mas-
singer Picture v. i, Ricardo. I have the cramp all over me.
Hilario...A *cramp-stone, as I take it, Were very useful.

1877 Holdemcss Gloss., Cra?np.steean, a certain kind of

pebble carried in the pocket as a preservative against cramp.
[Note, The family of words etymologically related to

I

cramp is very large. The ablaut series krimp-, kramp,
krump- is a secondary (intensive) form of krwib-, kramb,
krumb- (varying phonetically as krimm-, kramm, krumm-)

I with the root-meaning ' to press in, compress forcibly', as

mentioned under Cram v. There may have even been a
simpler series krim-, kram, krum-, represented by ON.
kremja 'to pinch, squeeze'. Cf. the parallel relation of

I

Clam, Clamp, and of the stems criug-, crink-, mentioned
under Crank sb. x

The English members of the group are, I. from stem
krimb-, krimm. : 1. OE. str. verb crimman, cramm, crum-
men to press in. 2. Cram v., sb,\ Cromb, Crome, sb., v. 3.

Crum, Crumb a., v. ; Cri mmie. II. from stem krimp- : 1

Crimp v., a., sb., and their derivatives. 2 Cramp a^sb.^sb.2
,

j

z'., and derivatives. 3 Crump a., sb., v. ; Cri mpy, etc. III.

from dimin. stem krimbil- '. Crimblk v., Cramble v.,sb. IV.

from dimin. stem krimpil- : Crimple v., sb. ; Crample v. \

Crumple sb., «., v., and their derivatives.

There is a strong analogy both of form and sense between

I

this group and the parallel series of cring, crink, crank,
\ cringle, craugle, crinkle, 1 rankle, crunkle.]

Cramp (krsemp), sb.- [Found since 16th cen-

I tury : apparently from Du. or LG. Cf. MDu.

j

krampe (Kilian, in mod.Du. replaced by /cram),

OHG. chramph 1 hook, adtmcus ' and chrampho,

j

MHG. kramphe, mod.G. dial, krampf m. ; also

mod.G. krampe, properly of LG. origin : orig. the

same word as Cramp sbA, but now differentiated in

the various langs. (mod.G. kramp/'spasm, krampe

the instrument, Du. kramp and kram) ; the im-

mediate derivation of the two words in Eng. is

distinct.]

1 1. An iron bar with the end bent to a hook

;

a grappling-iron; = Ceamp-iron i. Obs. exc.

dial.

1503 Kal. Sheph. (1506) F iv, Wheles. .lyke mylleseuermore

I tournynge. .& the wheles were full of hokes and crampes of

yron. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 434 For the
' undoyng ofwhich [knottes] shall neede no great yron crampe,

I but a seely simple wyer onely shall suffice. 1648 WlLKiMS
Math. Magick 1. vii. 52 A sharp graple or cramp of iron,

which may be apt to take hold of any place where it lights.

1883 Hampshire Gloss., Cramp, a bent iron, or the like.

2. A small bar of metal with the ends bent, u=ed

for holding together two pieces of masonry, timber,
!

etc., a clamp ;
= Cramp-iron 2.

1594 Plat Jewell-lw. in. 26 Peece the timber work in

such sort, as that it may resemble an arch of stone, make
the ioints strong, and binde them fast with crampes or dogs

I

of iron. x6a8 Louth Churchw. Acc. IV. 34 (in Peacock N
W. Line. Gloss.) A Drill for puttinge in y-' cramps xijd.

1751 Labelye Westm. Br. 20 Every Course cramped to-

gether with Iron Cramps, let into the Stones. 1793 Smea-
ton Edystone L. § 41 Iron cramps were used to retain the

I
stones of each course together. 1805 Southey Madoc in

W. xv, Now have they From the stone coffin wrench'd the

j

iron cramps. 1876 GwiLT/Jn:A#. 1223 In modern buildings

iron is chiefly used for the cramps. .The Romans wisely used

j
cramps of bronze,

3. A portable tool or press with a movable part

which can be screwed up so as to hold things

together
;

esp. one used by joiners and others for

pressing together two pieces of wood, etc., which

are being joined (see quots.). Cf. Clamp sb. ] 2.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 11. i. 52 A pair of Cramps
made of Iron, with Screws to fasten the Scale of Equal

Parts and the Scale to be made together. 1850 Weale
Diet. Terms, Cramp, a short bar of iron, with its ends

bent so as to form three sides of a parallelogram : at one

end a set-screw is inserted, so that two pieces of metal,

being placed between, can be held firmly together by the

screw. 1876 Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Cramp, an iron instru-

ment about four feet long, having a screw at one end, and a

moveable shoulder at the other, employed by carpenters and

joiners for forcing mortise and tenon work together. 1882

Worcester Exhib. Catal. iii. 16 Joiner's Screws, Cramps.

4. In other technical uses.

t a- A contrivance for stopping a windmill. Obs. rare.
_

1612 Sturtevant Metallica (1854) 69 The Windmilnes in

Moorfields..haue a deuise called the Crampe, which will

I
sodenly (in the face of the storm) [check] the. .circumgyra-

tion of the wheeles.

1>.= Crampet 3, Crampon 3.

1890 J. Kerr Hist. Curling 1. i. 59 Riddell sprung upon
the cramps. Ibid. 11. L 206 A pair of cramps cost 2s. Sd.

189a Comh. Mag. June 612 He.. puts on his heavy shoes

I with iron cramps in the soles.

t C An iron fastened on the feet for gliding on the ice

;

?a skate. Obs.

1813 Hogg Queen's Wake 191 The youth, on cramps of

: polished steel, Like lightning o'er the lake they glide.

d. Shoemaking. ' A piece of wood having a curve corre-

sponding to that of the upper part of the instep, on which

the upper leather of a boot is stretched to give it the re-

quisite shape ' (Webster). Also called crimp.

5. The cluster of calyces or husks of a bunch of

nuts.

1866 Nature Art 1 Dec. 216 A basket or bag of nuts

in their husks or cramps being produced. Ibid. For so

1
many lovers had Sue of the Vale, That no cramp of nuts

could give half of the tale.

143
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6. 1 A pillar of rock or mineral left for support
1

(Raymond, Mining Gloss. 1881).

7. A cramped or stiffly wrinkled part in paper,

etc. ; a fold, crease, ruck.
1828 BUTTON Course Math. II. 55 And when the paper is

become dry, it will, by contracting again, stretch itself

smooth and flat from any cramps and unevenness.

8. Jig. A constraining and narrowly confining

force or power ; a cramping restraint.

1719 W. Wood Surv. Trade 255 They are too wise to have
any such Cramps upon Trade, 1781 Cowper Truth 466
Crippling his pleasures with the cramp of fear ! 1820 H.
Matthews Diary of Invalid 454 His genius was embar-
rassed by the cramp and confinement of the French literary

laws. 1838-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. IV. iii. rv. § 104. 124 At-
tempts to fasten down the progressive powers of the human
mind by the cramps of association.

9. A cramped or constrained condition or state.

1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 143 The compressed nature
struggles through at every crevice, but can never get the
cramp and stunt out of it.

10. Comb., as cramp-frame, -hole, -Joint, etc.;

cramp-drill, a portable drill consisting of a frame
similar to the joiner's cramp, with a drill-spindle,

feed-screw, and support for the article to be
drilled.

1796 Pegge Anonym. (1809) 346 The cramp-holes, .do not
perfectly correspond to the fetters.

Cramp (knemp), a. [Not known before 17th a,
and perh. formed from Cramp sb. or v. But an adj.

crampe cramped, seized or affected with cramp,
occurs in OF. (cf. goutte-crampe in Littre), and the

word is old in Teutonic : Icel. krapp-r, for earlier

Norse *kramp-r contracted, strait, narrow, OHG.
chramph, cramj, forcibly squeezed together,

crooked, f. Teut. vb. stem krimpan, kramp,
krumpen, to press together with force, compress,

for which see note to Cramp, sb In OE. the

only trace of the word is in the adj. crompekt as

a gloss of Jolialis ; cf.
'Joliatum cnrbntum ' in

Corpus Glossary (Hessels} 67.]

1. Difficult to make out, understand, or decipher

;

crabbed.
Cramp word : a word difficult to pronounce or under-

stand.

1674 N*. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. Contents, Doctor More's
cramp argument brought off. 1683 A. Skafe Anat. Horse
iv. i. (1686) 151 The Cramp-names (as we call them) of the
Muscles are no such hindrance to me as. .to most others.

1607 Potter Antiq. Greece n. xx. (1715) 362 Proposing
Riddles and cramp Questions. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 29.

2/1 Your Lawyer's. .Cramp Law Terms. J731 Wodrotv
Corr. (1843) III. 481 It's pity a gentleman should write in

so cramp a style, as to need a Dictionary at the margin and
the foot of the page. 1858 Lit. Churchman IV. 407/1 The
cramp Latinity ofTertullian. 1887 Parish & Shaw Kentish
Gloss., CramP-word, a word difficult to be understood. 1 Our
new parson, .uses so many of these cramp-words.'

b. In cramp handwriting now associated with
Cramped, constrained, not written freely and dis-

tinctly.

1733 Fielding DonQuix.in Eng. Introd.,Theyarewritten
in such damned cramp hands, you will never be able to
read them. 1865 Carlylk Fredk. Gt. VII. xvm. ii. 108
Handwriting, not too cramp for him.

2. Contracted, strait, narrow
;
cramping.

1785 Mrs. Bennett Jm. Indiscretions (1786) I. 30
The old gentleman made a cramp sort of a will. 1806 7
J. Beresforo Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xvm. xiL 135
On your way to your seat in a cramp corner. 1856 Emer-
son Eng. Traits, Result Wks. (Bonn) II. 135 There is a
cramp limitation in their habit of thought . . a tortoise's

instinct to hold hard to the ground. 1863 Hoyle's Games
Mod. 357 s.y. Billiards, Cramp-Games, those in which
one player gives to another some apparently great advan-
tages.

Cramp (kncmp), v. [Strictly two words from
Cramp so. x and Cramp sb.2 respectively ; but these

have run together in use, and have given rise to

senses which partake of both notions.]

I. Connected with Cramp j*.1

+ 1. trans. To give the cramp to (a person) ; to

cause to be seized with cramp. Obs.

1571 R. H. tr. Lanatents' Ghostes (1596) 185 When thou
wilt crampe some man by the toes in night time. 1587
Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1072/2 William Forbie. .fell

asleep and could not be wakened with pricking, cramping,
or otherwise burning whatsoever. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet
B, What fast a sleepe? Nay faith, lie cramp thee till I

wake thee. 1x700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Cramped, a
weight with a string tied to one's Toe, when a Sleep, much
used by School-boies, one to another.

+ b. To affect (a part of the body") with cramp.
160a Marston Ant. Mel. 11. Wks. 1856 I. 26 O how im-

patience cramps my cracked veins, c 1610 Middleton, etc.

Wideiu 11. ii, And I take you railing at my patron, sir, I'll

cramp your joints ! 1634 Ford/'. Warbeci- ui.u, I can laugh
..When the gout cramps my joints.

2. To affect with the painful stiffness, numbness,
or contraction of the muscles which characterizes

cramp ; the result of a constrained position, para-

lysis, exposure to cold, etc. Usually in passive.

1639 [see Cramp v. 3]. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg.
111. 72a When the contracted Limbs were cramp'd.
1731 Medley Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 206 Who-
ever touches this fish, .his limbs will immediately be
cramp'd and benumb'd. 1778 Mad. D'Arblav Early Diary
5 July, We stood till we were cramp'd to death, not daring

J

to move. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. v, A man with a
deep-veined hand cramped by much copying of manuscripts.
i860 Goulburn Purs. Holiness iii. 23 A hand which was
probably cramped together, and curved by the complaint.

II. Connected mainly with CRAMr sb.2 , but often

affected by Cramp sb.1

+ 3. To compress or squeeze (the body and limbs)

with irons in punishment or torture. Contrasted

with to rack. Obs.
a I55S Latimer Sertn. ft Rem. (1845) 258 Racking, and

cramping, injuring and wronging the same. 1605 li. Jon-
1
son Votpone v. viii, Thou art to Tie in prison, cramp'd with
irons, Till thou be'st sick and lame indeed. 1639 Massincer
Unnat. Combats 1. i, Now, cramped with iron, Hunger,
and cold, they hardly do support me.

t). Jig. and transj. To compress forcibly.

1673 A. Walker Lees Lachrymans 12 Levelling Prin-
ciples which., would wrack and cramp all conditions of
>Ien into one size and Stature. 1705 Addison Italy (J.),

The antiquarians are for cramping their subjects into as
narrow a space as they can. 1711 — Sped. No. 58 p 10 The
Verses were to be cramped or extended to the Dimensions
of the Frame that was prepared for them.

4. To confine narrowly, fetter or shut in (in

space), so as to restrict the physical freedom of.

Often with up.

1683 Apol. Prot. France iv. 35 They intended to seize

upon him and the Admiral, to cramp the one in Prison, and
cut off the others head. 1705 W. Bosman Coast ofGuinea
43 To banish, or at least cramp Akim so that he should not
be able to go far inland. 17*6 Leoni Albertis Archil. I.

89 a, 1'he Camp ought not . . to be so crampt up and con-
fined, as not to afford sufficient room. 1796 C. Marshall
Garden, xvii. (1813) 278 Bad planting by cramping the root,

etc., will often induce sickliness. 1831 Darwin in Life A
Lett. (1887) I. 212 My objection to the vessel is it's small-

ness, which cramps one so for room. 1841 DTsraeli Amen.
Lit. 699 A company of puppy-dogs cramped up in a bag.

T b. To cramp in : to crush into a space where
there is not sufficient room.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xxi. § 8 Those which crampe

in [into a writing] matters impertinent.

5. Jig. To restrict or confine within injuriously

narrow limits (any action or operations).
i6»5 Bacok Ess. Usury (Arb.) £44 It is impossible to con-

ceiue the Number of Inconueniences that will ensue, if

Borrowing be Cramped. < 1645 [see h], 1665 Glanvill
Seeps. Set. 3 The sloath and laziness which, .hath crampt
endeavour. 17*4 Swift Drapier't Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 74
1 riose who have used power to cramp liberty. 1749 Berke*
lev Word to Wise Wks. 1871 III. 443 The hardness of
the landlord cramps the industry of the tenant. 1780 T.
Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 242 The want of money
cramps every effort. 1873 Dixon Two Queens I. 11. vii. 109
Trade was cramped by laws and customs.

b. To compress or narrow (the mind, faculties,

etc.) by preventing their free growth.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (16501 II. 33 The last week you sent

me word that you wer. .crampd with Busines. .if you write

not this week . . I shalt think you are crampd in your affection

rather than your fingers, a 1704 T. Brown Praise of
Wealth Wks. 1730 I. 85 Poverty cramps the mind. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 16b P9 They cramp their own Abilities

too much by Imitation. 1818 Mrs. Shelley Frankenst.
iv, A selfish pursuit had cramped and narrowed me. 1877
H. A. Page DeQuincey Lxiii. 273. [It] chilled his energies,

and cramped his powers of production.

III. Connected with Cramp sb.2 alone.

6. To fasten or secure with a cramp or cramps

;

esp. in Building, to join stones {together) with

cramp-irons, f To cramp up : to do up or repair

by this means. Obs.

1654 Trapp Comm. Ezra x. iii, Tottering houses must be
crampt with iron barres, or they will soon down, 1675
Evelyn Mem. (1867) II. ioa This vessel was flat-bottomed
. .It consisted of two distinct keels cramped together with
hugetimbers. 1744 Knight in Phil. Trans. XI, 1 II. 162 A
Steel Bar. .capped or armed with Iron at each End, cramped
with Silver. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 93 The stones.

.

were all cramped with iron, each to its neighbour. 1800
Wellington in Gurw. Desp. I. 113 The 1st regiment will

have their gallopers, .which I have cramped up for them ; it

is impossible to do anything to those belonging to the 4th
regiment. i88p Manch. Exam. 21 July 6/5 Supported by
iron braces, which were cramped on to the central core.

fig. 1780 Burke Sp. at Bristol VSVs. III. 419 Thediversi-
fiecf but connected fabrick of universal justice, is well
cramped and bolted together in all its parts.

7. Shoe-making. To form (the instep of a boot,

etc.) on a boot-cramp.
1864 in Webster ; and later Diets.

fCra'mpand,///. a. Sc. Obs. [Implies an intr.

cramp to curl, not otherwise known, + Sc. -and
= -ing-.] Curling, curly.

? a 1500 P.Johnston Thre dei'd Pmvis Bannatyne Poems
(Hunterian Club) 1. 157 Thy crampand hair, and eik thy
cristall ene. [Misprinted in earlier edd. cramfland.]

Cramped (kraempt, -ed), a. [f. Cramp v.]

1. Seized with cramp
;
suffering from the painful

contraction of muscles which characterizes cramp.
170J Eng. Theophrast. 15 The Limbs ofsome Indian Peni-

tents, become altogether crampt and motionless for want of
use. 1858 Morris Def. Guenevere 210 And when she slipp'd

from off the bed, Her cramp'd feet would not hold her. 1863
Mrs. Oliphant Salem Ch. xx. 347 It was morning when
they got out cramped and frozen. 1884 Times 30 Jan. 9/5
His cramped fingers could scarcely hold the pencil.

2. Forcibly or unnaturally compressed and con-

fined ; constrained.
1678 Otway Friendship in F. 29 Ye make a worse noise

then crampt Hedg-hogs. 1870 Emerson Sec,
<J-

Sotit., Bks.

Wks. (Bohni III. 87 The creative power lying coiled and
cramped here. 1876 F. E. Trollope Charming Fellow III.
xiii. 155 The direction was written in.. crooked, cramped
little characters.

3. Confined, restricted in space, extent, action, etc.

1796 Mad. D'Arblay Lett. 25 Nov., She would go to Ire-

land. . to see you, were her fortune less miserably cramped.
1853 Marsden Early Purit. 221 The cramped and narrow
mould of a human system. 1884 Law 'limes' Rep. LI.
306/2 The space occupied by the schools was cramped and
incapable of adequate expansion.

b. Jig. Confined or restricted in character ; nar-

row.
1741*1 Richardson Pamela Introd. fed. 2) 38 And squeeze

cramp'd pity from the miser's heart ? 1808 Med. Jml. XIX.
465 1 he effects ofa cramped medical education. 1856 Emer-
son Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 37 In high depart-
ments they are cramped and sterile. 1885 Dunckley in

Manch. WeeklyTimes 21 Feb. 57/5 The Archbishop's prayer

I

. .is cramped and stiff in style.

4. Fastened or secured with a Champ (sb.2 ).

1764 Watson in Phil. Trans. LIV. 215 From the bottom
! of the spindle to the first cramped joints.

Cra'mpedness. [f. prec. + -ness.] Cramped
quality ; narrowness resulting from restraint.

1858 Sat. Rev. 21 Aug. 193/1 The crudeness and cramped-
I ness of monkish annalists. 1889 Pall Mall G. 4 Nov. 2/1

There is. .an irritating, .sameness of subject and cramped -

1
ness of treatment in the pictures.

Crampell : see Grampel.
Cramper (krse*mp3i). rare. [f. Cramp v. or sb.

+ -er ; in some cases perh. reduction ofcrampem.]
+ a. = Cramp-iron; b. A kind offish; c. A

preventative of cramp : see quots.

1508 Florio, Fatcare, to arme with crampers. Falcati,

hooked, armed with crampers, as the Romans were woont
to arme their carts. 1628 Louth Churchw. Acc. IV. 34
(Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss.) For crampers for the steeple

weigh 8 1
' ij« viij 1

. 1686 Ray Willoughby's Hist. Pise.

App. 1 Brama saxatilis seu Pagrus Indicus, caro inter

dissecandum se contrahit, unde nonnullis Crampers i.e.

Spasmodes dicitur. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Snpp., Cramper,
in zoology . . a large and broad sea fish, caught among
the rocks on the shores of many parts of the East-Indies.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word*bk., Cramper, a yarn or twine
worn round the leg as a remedy against cramp.

Crampern, sb., obs. variant of Cramp-iron.

+ Cra'mpern, v. Obs. rare~^. [f. prec. sh]
To fasten with cramp-irons or cramps

; Jig. to

cramp, confine.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Iret.in Holinshed Chron. VI. 3
!

1'he scope of the English pale is greatlie impaired, and is

\

cramperned and coucht into an od corner of the countrie.

Crampet krx-mp^t). Also 5-9 crampette,

(8 cramp-bit, 9 crampit). [app. a deriv. of

Cramp sb.2]

1. The chape of the scabbard of a sword ; oc-

casionally used in Heraldry as a charge.

1489 Wardr. Acc. in Fairholt (1885) II. 136, ij crampettes
for the king's sword. 1515 Will ofR. West (Somerset Ho.),

My best goblet with a cover with Crampettes uppon the

knopp. 1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 301/2 A Crampette,
or a little Crampe .. some term .. a Crampnett. 1708

J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. Bt x. (1743* 4*9 (Scottish

Regalia—the Sword ofState) On the scabbard are placed

four round plates of silver over gilt, two of ihem near to the

crampet are enamelled with blue. 1868 Cussans Her. vii.

103 The Crampette is an infrequent charge.

2. ^Cramp-irons. (? error.)

1766 Porny Heraldry Gloss., Crampette, a small piece of

iron, commonly called cramp-iron bent at each end, by
which two bodies are held together.

3. Sc. « Crampon 3 ; esp. one formerly used by
curlers; hence, applied to an iron foot-board laid

on the ice for the player to steady himself while

delivering the stone.

1638 H. Adamson Muses Threnodie (1774^ 149 (Jam.) We
..clam the Dragon hole, With crampets on our feet, and
clubs in hand. 1789 D. Davidson Thoughts on Seasons
160 Their crampets 0' the trusty steel, Like bucklers broad
did glance. 1890 J. Kerr Hist. Curling n. L 177 The use

: of crampits attached to the feet was forbidden, as they in-

jured the ice. Ibid. 111. iii. 408 After he has taken his place

on the crampit every curler should give the soles of his

stones a rub.

Cramp-fish., [f. Cramp sb.1 + Fish : cf. Du.
kram-visch torpedo (Kilian^J The electric ray or

torpedo, also called cramp-ray and numbfish.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Torpigo, a crampfish, Tor-

pedo. 1598 E. Gilpin Skial. (1878)40 And like the Cramp-
fish darts.. His slie insinuating poysonous iuice. 1655
Culpepper Riverins 1. v. 10 That Palsey which is caught
by touching of the Torpedo or Cramp-fish. 1665 Sir T.

Herbert Trav. (1677) 384 The Torpedo or Cramp-fish, .by
his frigidity he benums such fish as swim over or lodge near
him, and so preys upon them. 1773 Grant in Phil. Trans.
LXIV. 468 The general name by which they are known
here, is the Numb or Cramp-fish.

fig. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Plato Wks. (Bohn) I. 304
He cannot even tell what it is—this Cramp-fish ofa Socrates
has so bewitched him.

Cramping ^krse'mpirj), vbl. sb. [-INQ The
action of the verb Cramp, esp. a fastening to-

gether with cramps or cramp-irons.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 301/2 To hold Timber work

together in old decayed Houses, .is termed cramping. 1739
Labelye Short Acc. Piers Westm. Bridge 32 The Masons
troceeded in setting and cramping the third Course of

tones. Ibid. 41 The same Cementing and Crampings, as

if built upon dry Ground.



CRAMPING. 1135 CRANBERRY.
b. attrib. f Cramping-iron, an iron for cramp-

ing or compressing.
1641 Milton Animadv. v, When you have us'd all your

cramping irons to the Text, and done your utmost to
cramme a Presbyterie into the skin of one person.

Cra mping, ppl. a. [-ing

1. That cramps or benumbs.
1718 J. Chamberlayne Relig. Philos. I. iii. § 11 The

Annular Fibres are contracted more narrowly, and after a
cramping Manner. 1861 Swinhoe N. China Camp. 369
Bearing well the violent heat of the Pekin summer and the
cramping cold of its winter.

2. That cramps, or compresses and narrows.
1788 Triflerisfi No. xn, Freed from the cramping bonds of

slavery. 1874 Blackie SelfCult. 30The cramping influence
of purely professional occupation. 1885 Tennyson Despair
iv, The cramping creeds that had madden'd the peoples.

Hence Cra'mpingly adv., in a way that cramps
or restricts free action.

1891 Atkinson Last ofGiant-Killers 189 The prison he
was shut up in so closely and crampingly.

Cra mp-iron. Also 6 cramperon, -pern^e.
[f. Cramp sb.'* + Iron.]

1 1. A piece of iron bent in the form of a hook ;

a grappling-iron; = Crampon i; sometimes also

used to render \,.falx. Obs.
1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Chelonia, The Iron

hookes or cramperons to take hold of the stones or timbers,
Forfces ferrei. Ibid. F'alx, a cramperne, or hooke vsed
in warre. Falcatus currus, cartes armed with crampernes
or hookes.

_
1618 Kal. Sheph. viii, Wheles . . full of hookes

and cramp-irons [edd. 1503-6 crampes, 1560-1611 crampions]
of yron and Steele. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xiv. 43
A great Junk coming upon us . . those that were in her threw
into us great Cramp-irons fastened unto two long chains,
wherewithal! they grappled us fast unto them, a 1656
Ussher Ann. (1658) 240, 300 gallant young lads, .with the
help of cramp-irons, which.. they strook into the Rock, to
hold fast by, gat by little and little to the top. 1706
pHiLLips(ed. Kersey s Crampem ox Cramp-iron. .aGrappIe,
or Grappling-iron, to lay hold of an Enemy's Ship. 1734
tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) VI. xv. vi. 79 Cramp irons,

and such like instruments, invented for the defence of
cities. 1774 Goldsmith Grecian Hist. II. 202.

2. A small metal bar with the ends bent so as

to grasp two stones of a building, etc., and hold
them firmly together; ^Cramp sb. 2 2.

1598 Florio, Fibula . . a crampiron or hooke to hold
square stones togither. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey^,
Crampem or Cramp-iron, an Iron that fastens Stones
in a Building. 1778 Bp. Lowth Isaiah Notes 128 They
are large nails, .the ends being bent so as to make them
cramp-irons. 1814 Moore Sale of Tools ii, A cramp-iron,
to stick in the wall Of some church that old women are fear-

ful will fall. 1876 Gwilt Archil. Gloss., Crampem or
Cramp Iron, usually called for shortness cramp.

t 3. Printing. {pi.) Pieces of iron fastened under
the coffin of the old hand-press, on which it glided

on the frame. Obs.

1713 J. Watson Hist. Printing (T.), The cramp-irons,
that it moves on still, Are the good motions of the will.

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Cramp-irons, irons nailed to the car-
nage of the press to run in and out.

4. = Crampon 3. rare~ l
.

1818 D. Wall tr. EbeTs Switzerl. 209 The most convenient
. .kind of Cramp-irons, to proceed over the Glaciers.

t Cra'mpish, v. Obs. [f. lengthened stem
erampiss- of OF. crampir trans, and intr., f. crampe
Cramp sb.^ ] intr. To become cramped or

stiffened by muscular contraction, trans. To
cramp, stiffen painfully, paralyse.
c 1374 Chaucer Anel. <$• Arc. 171 To groundesheofallebe

dede as_ any stoone Al craumpisshed [v. rr. cravmpyssh,
crawmpissh, crampicheth, -pchight, -pissheth] hir lymnes
crokedly. c 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. xxxiii, Styll she
laye dombe as any stone As marbyll colde, her lymmes
craumpishing.

_
c 1440— Bochas 1. ix. (1544) 19 b, Death

crampishing, into their hert gan crepe. [15*3 Skelton
Garl. Laurel 15 Encraumpysshed . .was my conceyte.]

[Crampland (Jamieson) : error for Crampand.]
Cra'mple, v. dial. A variant of Cramble v.

(sense 2). Also crample-hamd (see quot.).
a 1825 Forby Voc, E. Anglia, Crampie, to move with

pain and stiffness, as if affected by cramps. Crample-hant d,

stiffened in the lower joints.

Crampness (krarmpnes). [f. Cramp a. +
-ness.] State or quality of being cramp or
cramped ; confinedness.
1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVII. 237 Faust feeling nothing

but the crampness of his situation. 1859 C. Bathurst
Shaks. Versif. 182 The use of parenthesis, instead of de-
noting crampness and entanglement, appears, etc.

Crampon (kne'mpsn), sb. Also crampoon
(kraempz7-n). [a. F. crampon, late L. type crampon-
em, deriv. of radical form *cramp

y
f. LG. : cf.

Cramp sb.\ *
]

1. A bar of iron or other metal bent in the form
of a hook, to serve as a grapple or clutch ; a grap-
pling-iron ; also = Cramp sb* 2.

1490 Caxton Eneydos x. 39 There myghte ye see sayles
rente, Cordes and ropes broken, And crampons of yron
wrythen a sondre and plucked oute. t 1530 Ld. Berners
Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 143 The brase. .was so sore bounde
with crampons of stele to ye benche, that he coude not
remeue it. 1660 Howell Parly ofBeasts 7 (D.) Man with
his crampons and harping-irons can draw ashore the great
Leviathan. 1606 Phillips, Crampons, pieces of Iron, hooked
at the ends, which are fastned to great Pieces of Timber,
Stones or other things, to pull 'em up or draw 'em along.

[1706 — (ed. Kersey) Crampoous]. 1876 Gwilt Archil.
Gloss., Crampoons, hooked pieces of iron, something like

double calipers, for raising timber or stones.

f 2. * The border of metal which keeps a stone
in a ring' (Halliwell). Obs.

3. A small plate of iron set with spikes or points
which is fastened to the foot to secure a firmer

hold in walking over ice or slippery ground, or in

climbing a steep. Cf. Crampet 3.
1789 Coxe Trav. Stvitz. xxx. I. 421 To secure us as

much as possible from slipping, the guides fastened to our
shoes crampons, or small bars of iron, provided with four
small spikes of the same metal. 1823 F. Clissold Ascent
Mt. Blanc 12 As we had now to enter on the glaciers, I wore
my spiked shoes, and the guides tied on their crampons.
1823 Crabb Tech. Diet., Crampoons, iron instruments fas-

tened to the shoes of a storming party, to assist them in

climbing a rampart.
_
1856 Patent Jmt, 5 Sept., A crampon

to prevent horses slipping in frosty weather. 1866 Cornh.
Mag. Oct. 481 Our crampons . . were very useful on ice or
hardened snow.

4. Bot. ' A name given to adventitious roots

which serve as fulcra or supports, as in the Ivy.*

[So in F. : see Littre.]

1870 Baleour Class-bk. Bot. Gloss,

t Cra'mpon, v. Obs. [a. F. cramponner.] To
fix or fasten with crampons or cramp-irons.
c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814^ 44 Toures,

< cramponed and knyt tigyder wyth gret chaynes of yren.
1623 Favine Tlieat. Hon. in. 339 On his Head, and toppe of

;
his Wings, are fixed and cramponned strong Pikes of Iron.

Ii Cramponnee (kramppne), a. Her. [a. F.

! cramponne cramponed : see prec] Said of a cross

having a square hook-like bend at the end of each

I

limb, all turned thus, f

.

1727 Bailey (Vol. II.) s. v., A Cross Cramponnee. .has a

I

Cramp at each end, or a square Piece coming from it, that
from the Arm in chief towards the sinister Angle.

Cra'mp-rrng. [f. Cramp sb.i + Ring.]

1. A ring held to be efficacious against cramp,
falling sickness, and the like

;
esp. one of those

which in pre-reformation times the kings and
queens of England used to hallow on Good Friday
for this purpose.
See Burnet Hist. Ref. Records II. 266; Brand Pop.

Antiq. (1870) I. 85.

1463 Bury Wills (1850) 41 My crampe ryng with blak
innamel and a part silvir and gilt. 1526 Magnus Let. to

JVolsey in Gentl. Mag. CIV. 1. 30 Certaine Cramp Ringges
which I distributed, .amonges other to M. Adame Otter-
bourne, who, with oone of thayme, releved a mann lying in

the falling sekenes. 1547 Boorde Introd. Kncnvl. i. (1870)
121 The Kynges of Englande doth halowe euery yere
Crampe rynges, the whyche rynges, worne on ones fynger,
dothe helpe them the whyche hath the Crampe. 1611 Mid-
dleton Roaring Girlw, ii, A face.. which shows like an
agate set in a cramp ring. 1694 Collect Set'. Late Voy. 11.

(1711) 193 The Morss or Sea-horse, .having a great semi-

circular Tusk, .very much valued, .for their uses in Medi-
cines, as to make Cramp-rings (which they make also of the
Bristles upon his Cheeks) to resist Poison and other malig-
nant Diseases. 1750 T. Gordon Cordial Low Spirits II.

138 Is not a Brilliant more attractive than a Cramp-Ring?
1847 Maskell Mon. Rit. III. p. clviij, These rings were
called Cramp-rings, and the MS. in this volume is the ser-

vice dedicated to their consecration. 1878 J. C. Atkinson
I Cleveland Gloss., Cramp-ring, a ring made from oldcoffin-

1 tyre, or the metal ornaments of decayed coffins, and worn as

! a preventative of cramp.

1 2. Thieves' cant, [with reference to Cramp sb.2]
I pi. Shackles, fetters. Obs.

1567 Harman Caveat 84 Quier crampringes, boltes or

j
fetters. 1621 B. Jonson Gipsies Metam. Wks. (Rtldg.) 620/1

\
Here's no justice Lippus Will seek for to nip us, In Cramp-

i ring or Cippus. 1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 17 Thou the

I
Cramprings ne're didst scowre [ = wear].

Crampy (krarmpi), a. [f. Cramp sb. 1 + -y ]
.]

1 Characterized by or liable to cramp; suffering

from cramp or a similar affection
;
inducing cramp

;

of the nature of cramp,
1551 Turner Herbal 1. (1568) A vj b, It is good for them

that haue their neke bowyng backward by vyolence of a
crampy dysease. c 18x1 Fuseli Led. Art v. (1848) 474 The
crampy convulsions of the leg. a 1864 Howitt (quoted
in Webster), This crampy country. 1888 Sluffield Gloss,,

Crampy, rheumatic, lame.

Cramse, cramze, v. Obs. [Cf. Norw.
kramsa, Da, gramse

f
to grope, grasp, or clutch

after, Icel. krafsa to paw or scratch with the feet

;

Ger. dial, kramscken : see Grimm s.v. krammen
to claw.] To claw, to scratch.

1440 Promp. Parv. 100 Cramzyn, supra in cracchyn [H.

c 1490, P. 1490 cramsyn, supra in clawyn]. Cramsynge,
supra in cracchynge.

Cran 1 (krsen). Sc. [Of uncertain etymology:

crann is used in Gaelic in same sense, and it has

been suggested that it is the Gaelic erann 1

lot \
and was applied orig. to the 1 lot * or share of fish

that fell to each man engaged.] A measure of

capacity for fresh herrings as caught ; fixed by the

Fisheries Board at 37 \ gallons (about 750 fish).

Up to 1815 the cran was measured by heaping full a herring-

barrel with the ends taken out, which was then lifted, leaving

the heap on the ground or floor. In 1816, the Commissioners
for the Herring Fishery fixed the capacity of the * cran ' at

42 gallons, Old Wine Measure, which in 1832 was raised to

45 gallons, 42 gallons when * pined ' being found insufficient

to make a barrel of bung-packed herrings. In 1852 the con-

tents were given in Imperial measure as 37$ gals., making,
when pined, a barrel of 30 gals.

1707 Statist. Acc. Scott. XIX. 282 (Lewis) They, .bought
the herring . . at the great price of from gs . to 1 is. per crane
(which is the full of a barrel of green fish as taken out of the
net. 1815 Act 55 Geo. Ill, c. 94 § 13 If . . any cran or
measure not so marked . . shall be made use of. . in the British
herring fishery. 1852 Board ofFisheries Notice (May 15),
The Commissioners for the Herring fishery, .do hereby give
notice that from and after the date hereof, the Cran shall be
of the contents or capacity ofThirty-seven Gallons and One
Half Gallon Imperial Standard Measure. .That it shall be
made of Oak Staves, .that it shall be bound with Six good
Iron hoops, etc. 1870 Pall Mall G. 3 Sept. 4 The catch
for the season is now nearly 90,000 crans.

Cran Sc. [A Scotch form of the word Crane.]
+-1. Applied formerly to the crane and the heron.

Obs. (See Jamieson Suppl.)

2. The ordinary name of the Swift in the south
of Scotland.
1840 [Remembered in actual use]. 1861 J. C. Atkinson

Brit. Birds' Eggs 69 Swift (Cypselus apus) : Deviling, Black
Martin, Screech . . Cran. 1880 Bent: Nat. Club 230 The
Swift called ' Cran '.

3. ' An iron instrument, laid across the fire,

reaching from the ribs of the grate to the hinder
part of it, for the purpose of supporting a pot or

kettle
f

(Jamieson).

4. To coup the crans : Jig. to have an upset,

come to grief; see Coup v.% 2. (By Jamieson re-

ferred to sense 3 ; but perh. belonging to Cran j
.)

a 1796 Burns Answ. Poet. Epist. v, Garren lasses cowp
the cran Clean heels owre body. 1818 Scon' Rob Roy xix,

The trades, .offered downright battle to the commons,
rather than their kirk should coup the crans.

Cranage (kr^ned^). Also 5 crainage, 6

kranage, (eraneagh). [f. Crank + -age.] The
use of a crane to hoist goods ; dues paid for the

use of a crane.
1481-90 Harvard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.)43 Item, [for] war-

fagej. d. Item, [for] crainage vj.d. 1532 Churchw. Acc.
Heybridgc, Essex (Nichols 1797) 182 For the claper and
yern worke of the gret bell 6s. Bd ; for Cranage 2d. 1607
Cowel Interpr., Cranage is a liberty to use a crane for the
drawing up of wares from the vessels. 1641 W. Hakewil
Libertie ofSubject 123 For example, Wharfage, Cranage,
Scavage, and such like. 1804 Denholm Tour to Lakes 141
The dues of cranage at the quays. 1887 W. Hunt Bristol

209 The port dues, wharfage, cranage, and the like.

Cranberry (krarnberi). Also 8 craneberry.
[A name of comparatively recent appearance in

English
;

entirely unknown to the herbalists of

16—
1
7th c. , who knew the plant and fruit as marsh •

whorls, fen-xvhorts, fen-berries, marsh-berries,
moss-berries. Several varieties of the name occur in

continental languages, as G. kranichbeere , kran-

beere, LG. kronbere, krones- or kronsbere, krdnsbdr,

kranebere (all meaning crane-berry") ; cf. also Sw.
tranbar

y Da. tranebser, f. trana, trane, crane. As
to its introduction into England, see sense 1.]

1. The fruit of a dwarf shrub, Vaccinium Oxy-
coccos, a native of Britain, Northern Europe, Siberia,

and N. America, growing in turfy bogs : a small,

roundish, dark red, very acid berry. Also the

similar but larger fruit of V. ?nacrocarpony a native

of N. America {Large or American Cranberry).

Both are used for tarts, preserves, etc. The name
is also given to the shrubs themselves.
The name appears to have been adopted by the North

American colonists from some LG. source, and brought to

England with the American cranberries {V. macrocarpon^,
imported already in 1686, when Ray {Hist. PL 685) says of

them 'hujus baccas a Nova Anglia usque missas Londirri

vidimus et gustavimus. ScribUtis seu ortis (Tarts nostrates

vocant) eas inferciunt '. Thence it began to be applied in the

i8thc. to the British species (K Oxycoccos). In some parts,

where the latter is unknown, the name is erroneously given
to the cowberry (K. Vttis Idaea\
167a Josselyn New Eng. Rarities 119 Cranberry, or

Bear Berry .. is a small trayling plant that grows in salt

marshes. 1694 Acct. Sev. Late Voy. 1. Introd. p. xvii, A
Shrub whose fruit was.. full of red juice like Currans,

perhaps 'tis the same with the New England Cranberry or

Bear-berry with which we make tarts. 1743-4 J an - 18 *
Collinson in LinncEus Corresp., I herewith send you a box

of Cranberries or Oxycocctts . .They came from Pennsyl-

vania ; ours in England are very small. 1748 Mrs. Delany
Life $ Corr. (1861) II. 401, I gathered [near Clogher] four

sorts of fruits, raspberries, cranberries, strawberries, and
nuts. 1777 J. Lightfoot Flora Scot. I. 203 Cran-berries,

Moss-berries, or Moor berries. i8i7-8Cobbett^W. U.S.

(1822) 189 Cranberries, the finest fruit for tarts that ever

grew, are bought for about a dollar a bushel, and they will

keep . .for five months. 1868 Q. Victoria Life in Highlands

139 The dinner, .ending with a good tart of cranberries.

2. Applied with qualifications to several plants

having fruit resembling a cranberry ; as Australian

Cranberry, Lissanthe sapida (N.O. Epacridacex) ;

Bush C, High C, or C. Tree, Viburnum Oxy-

coccos Pursh (N.O. Caprifoliaceat) ; Tasmanian C.,

Astroloma humifusum (N.O. Epacridacege).

1836 Backwoods of Canada 14^ High and low-bush cran-

berries. -brought by the Squaws in birch baskets..The low-

bush cranberries . . form a standing preserve on the tea-tables

. .but for richness of flavour. . I admire the high-bush cran-

berries. The bush on which this cranberry grows resembles

the guelder rose. 1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. North. U. S.

(ed. 2) 168, V. Opulus L. (Cranberry Tree\ .{V. Oxycoccus
143-2
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and V. edule, Pursh). The acid fruit is used as a (poor)

substitute for cranberries, whence the name High Cranberry-
bush. 1866 Treas. Bot. 688 Lissanthe sapida, a native of
South-eastern Australia, is called the Australian Cranberry
on account of its resemblance both in size and colour to our
European cranberry.

3. attrib. and Comb., as cranberry-crop, -picking,

-tart\ cranberry-tree — High Cranberry (see 2).

1835 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II. 342 Devouring a cran-
berry tart. 1864 G. A. Sala in Daily Tel. 5 July, Specula-
tors who have forestalled the cranberry crop at Cape Cod.

Crance (krans). [Cf. Du. krans wreath, gar-

land ; and see the latter word.] Naut. (See quot.)

1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. s. v., Crance, a kind of iron

cap on the outer end of the bowsprit, through which the
jib-boom traverses. Also a name sometimes given to any
boom-iron.

Crance, chaplet, garland : see Chants.
Cranch, var. of Craunch.
Cranck, obs. f. Crank.
Crane (kr£in), sd.1 Forms : 1-3 cran, 3 cron,
krane, 3- crane. (Also 4 crone, Sc. cren, 5
craane, 6 crayne, craune, 5- Sc. cran, 6-7
craine, 7-8 crain.) [OE. cran corresponds to

MG. kran % MLG. kr&n, krdn. Cf. MDu. crane.,

Du. kraan:—OLG. krano, kranu, OHG. with
guttural suffix, chranuh, chranih, MHG. kranech,
kranich, G. kranick. The corresp. Norse forms have
initial tr- for kr-, ON. Irani, Sw. trana, Da. trane.]

1. A large grallatorial bird of the family Gruidx,
characterized by very long legs, neck, and bill.

The name belongs originally to the common Euro-
pean crane, Grus cinerea, of an ashy-gray colour,

formerly abundant in marshy places in Great
Britain, and prized as food, but now extinct ; about

15 closely-allied species are found in other lands.
Among these are the common American or Sand-hill Crane

(G. canadensis), and Whooping Crane (G. amerieana). The
Crown Crane or Demoiselle, Numidian, and Stanley Crane
of Africa belong to allied genera. The Adjutant or Gigantic
Crane is a species of Stork.
c 1000 Altmc Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 132/21 Grits, cran.

1.1205 Lav. 20163 Swa do5 be wilde cron [cinj$ crane].
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 472/342 Crannes and swannes. c 1300
flavelok 1726 The beste mete That king or cayser wolde
etc ; Kranes, lampreys, and gode sturgun. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.^ xxii. 103 pe Pigmens, whflk er men of
litill stature, . feight with Craanes comounly. 1491 in Ld.
Treat. Acc. Scott. I. 182 Item, til a man, for a cran..vf.

<555 Eden Decades 16 They sawe flockes of great cranes
twyse as bygge as owres. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iv. 21 Like
a Crane his necke was long and fyne. a 1605 Polwabt
Flyting m. Montgomery 713 Like an cran, in mounting
soone orethrowen, That must take aye nine steps before
shee flye. 1766 Pennant Zool. (1768) II. snThe Crane, that
has totally forsaken this country, bred familiarly in our
marshes. 1856 Stanley Sinai% Pal. 1.(1858)82 Large red-
legged cranes, three feet high, with black and white wings.

D. Applied locally to other large grallatorial

birds, as herons and storks ; also to the Shag or

Crested Cormorant {Phalacrocorax graculus).
1678 Ray WUlughby's Omith. 332 The Shag, called in

the North of England, the Crane. 1753 Chambers Cycl.
St*pp.

%
Crane.. a name improperly given in many parts of

Kngland to the shagg or small cormorant, a 1767 M. Bruce
LocAlei-en, The slow-wing'd crane moved heavily o'er the
lea. 1873 Q. Rev. CXXXV. 159 Cranmere-.a haunt of
herons (still called 1 cranes ' in Devonshire^. 1885 Swainson
Prov. Names Birds 145 Heron. .Crane (Somerset ; North-
Hants ; Westmoreland; Lancashire; Ireland; Scotland),

c. Astron. The southern constellation Grus.
1868 Lockyer Heavens (ed. 3) 335 The Phcenix, below

which.. are found Toucan, the Crane [etc.].

2. A machine for raising and lowering heavy
weights ; in its usual form it consists of a vertical

post capable of rotation on its axis, a projecting
arm or 'jib' over which passes the chain or rope
from which the weight is suspended, and a barrel

round which the chain or rope is wound. [So F.
grue, G. kran

t
krahn, kranich\

1375 Barbour Bruce xvir. 608 Ane cren [v.r. crane] thai
hafgert dress vp hey Rynand on quhelis. 150a Arnolds
Chron. (1811) 127 That they shuld doo make, .a crane suffi-

cient and able to take vp from the water of Thamis the
weight of a tonne, 1*45 Act 37 Hen. VIII, c. 12 § 9
Houses, with Key or Wharf, having any Crane or Gibet
belonging to the same 1656 Cowley Davideis 11. 526 Some
from the quarries hew out massy stone, Some draw it up
with cranes. 1788 Trans. Soc. Enc. Arts VI. 325 A Model
of a Crane for Wharfs. 1868 Morn. Star 24 Feb., A ter-

rific, .gale made a great breach between the lighthouseand
the breakwater, demolishing the machinery and cranes.

3. A name given to various other mechanical
contrivances : a. A machine for weighing goods,
constructed on the principle of the crane described
under 2. b. An upright revolving axle with a
horizontal arm fixed by a fireplace, for suspending
a pot or kettle over the fire. c. Naut. {pi.) Pro-
jecting pieces of iron or timber on board a ship,

to support a boat or spar. d. Turning. A spindle
with a bent arm, serving as a lever (quot. 1725).
e. Carriage-building. (See quot. 1794; and cf.

crane-neck in 7.)
1715 W. Halffenny Sound Building 56 The Eyes in

which the Spindle of the Crane turns. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1789) Eiijb, A double rope-netting, sup-
ported by double cranes of iron. 1794 Felton Carriages

Gloss., Cranes, strong iron bars which form the sides of the
upper carriage, and unite the back and fore timbers, shaped
like a crane's neck for the purpose of the fore wheels to pass

under. 1864 Webster, Crane. Asimilar arm turning on
a vertical axis or support, in a fireplace for supporting
kettles, etc. over a fire. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bh.,
Crane. . Also pieces of iron or timber at a vessel's sides, used
to stow boats or spars upon. 1874 Knight Diet. Mcch.,
Crane

.

. A forked post to support a boom or spare spar on
deck. 1880 Antrim Down Gloss., Crane, the iron arm
over a fire from which the

1 crook ' hangs.

4. A bent tube, used to draw liquor out of a
j

vessel ; a siphon. [So G. kran.]

1634 J. Bate Myst. Nature Art, Take a Crane (that is

a crooked hollow Cane) one end whereof let be somewhat
longer than the other. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 321 1

Brewers by a Leaden Crane draw their Wort from one
Cooler to another. 1771 tr. Van Swietens Comm. Boer-

haave's Aph. % 303 III. 35 An instrument inflected like a
siphon or crain. 1846 Joyce Sci. Dial., Hydrost. xviL 182

That is called a distiller's crane or syphon.

5. An overhanging tube for supplying water to

the tender of a locomotive ; a water-crane.

6. attrib. or as adj. f&. Crane-coloured, ashen

gray (quot. 1517). b. Crane-like; long and 1

lanky. C. Of or pertaining to a crane or the cranes.
[

1517 in Kerry St. Laivr. Reading (1883) 105, ij
ra Copes 1

of satten russet and crane. 1697 Eond. Gaz. No. 3328/4 A
black Gelding.. a long Crane Neck. 1774 Goldsm Nat.
Hist. (1776) VI. 11 The feet are not furnished with sharp
claws, as in others of the crane kind. 1807 Vancouver
Agric. Devon (1813* 250 Their crane stems are often burnt
for charcoal. 1871 Tennyson Last Toum. 723 Mocking at

the much ungainiiness. .and long crane legs of Mark.

7. Comb. a. in sense 1, as crane-jlock ; crane-
battle, a battle with cranes (attributed to the fabled

Pygmies; ; crane-colour, the colour of the com-
moo crane, ashy gray ; also attrib. ; crane-
coloured a., of this colour ; + crane-feather,

attrib. of the colour of crane's feathers ; crane-
neck, an iron bar bent like a crane's neck uniting

the back and front timbers in a carriage ( - Crane
3 e) ; also attrib. ; crane-necked adj., (a) of a

carriage, having a crane-neck
;

{b) having a long
neck like a crane's

;
crane-vulture, a name for

the Secretary-bird.
1610 Hbalt St, Aug. Citie of God 582 Their. ."Crane-

battells are fables. 1517 Will ofR. Aleyne (Somerset Ho.*,

"Crane colour. 1524 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 176 A gowne
of crayne colour furnd with white budge. 1658 Rowland
Mem/eft Tkeat. Ins. 964 The fourth hath broad horns of
crane colour. 1349 in Surrey Church Goods ( i860) 100 One
cope of 'cranecoloryd sylke. 1593 Lane. Wills II. 79
Tow Kirtles one of craine colored satten. 15*7 Will ofy.
Rowe (Somerset Ho.', My "cranefether doblete. -11892
Whittier To A. A". 54 As in air The *crane-flock leaves

no trace of passage. 1686 Lond. Gaz. No 2136/4 A
*Crane-neck Coach lined with figured Velvet. 1709 Steele
Tatter No. 23 P 2 A Chariot . . had a Crane-Neck,
and hung with twice the Air that hers did. 1698 M. Lister
Jottm. Paris 11609) 12 They [coaches] are all "Crane-
Neckt, and the Wheels before very low. 1822 Monthly
Mag. Oct., The coach body was suspended by thick straps,

from four of what are now. .called crane-necked springs.

1831 Carlylb Sart. Res. 1. Hi, One of those purse-mouthed,
crane-necked, clean-brushed, .individuals. 1840 Barham
Ingot. Leg., Spectre ofTafip., The man was fitting straps

on a light pair ofcrane*necked spurs. 1885 Harper's Mag.
Feb. 424/1 The secretary*bird ySerpentarius Secretarius\
or 'crane-vulture.

b. In sense 2 or 3, as crane-barge, a barge

carrying a crane
;
crane-chair, ? a chair lowered and

raised by a crane ; crane-house, a shed or building

in which a crane stands; crane-keeper, craneman,
a man in charge of a crane; crane-post, the verti- !

cal post or axis of a crane; crane-shaft, (a) = '

crane-post
; (b) see quot. and 3 e ;

crane-wheel, a

tread-wheel by which a crane was formerly worked.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bh., *Crane-barge, a low flat-

floored lump, fitted for the purpose of carrying a crane, m
j

aid of marine works. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. L 21
J

Baths are. .supplied with. .Sea-water, And for the..Con-
venience of such as.. have not strength to plunge them-
selves, there is a "Crane Chair of particular Contrivance.

!

1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4105/4 The Stone-Wharf, with a
Crane and *Crane-House. i«8 Act 1 Eliz. c. u. § 7 Any ;

Wharfenger, *Cranekeeper . . Weigher or other Officer. 1300
in Riley Mem. London p. xxi, Richard the Fruter, *crene-

j

man. 1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Nortnumb. <V
\

Durh. 18 Cratteman, a lad. .whose business is to hoist the
\

corves of coals on totherolleys with the crane. 1891 Daily :

Netvs6 Feb. 4/B The tippers and crane men at the Bute I

Docks. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. I. 644 In Morrison's
steam-crane, the *crane-post forms the steam-cylinder.
1794 W. Felton Carriages Gloss., 'Crane shaft, wood in-

stead of iron for [carriage cranes]. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's
Mag. vi. iii. 105 A Man turning a *Crane-Wheel or Grind-
stone. Z794 G. Adams Nat. Exp. Pkilos. III. xxxi. 251
In a crane-wheel the power is. .applied, .by a man walking
within the wheel.

tCrane(kr^n),j<5.- Obs. orarch. [a.F.crdne,&d.
med.L, cranium skull.] The skull; = Cranium.
1541 R. Copland Gnydon's Quest. Chirurg., The brayne-

panne skulle or crane. 1597 Lowe Chirurg. {1634) 312 j

Fracture of the crane. 1620 Venner Via Recta m. 63 The
j

Crane is of an hard and fibrous substance. 1834 Medwin
Convers. tv. Byron(\%$2) I. 83 A skull that had probably '

belonged to some jolly friar.. The crane was filled with
j

claret, and.. passed about, fig. 1840 Browning Sordelto
k m Till Autumn spoiled their [poppies'] fleering quite

;

1 with rain, And, turbanless, a coarse, brown, rattling crane
j

Lay bare.

Crane (ktfto), v. [f. Crank sb.i]

1. trans. To hoist or lower with a crane, or with
similar apparatus.

1570 Dee Math. Pref. 35 By two Wheles more. . there
maybe Craned vp 900,000 pound waight. a 1652 Brome
Queene's Exch. v. Wks. 1873 III. 536 When I shake the
rope, then crane me up again. 1749 Wealth Gt. Britain 53
It is craned into cellars. 18x6 Scott Antiq. viii, Being
safely craned up to the top of the crag.

Y fig-
16*7-77 Feltham Resolves I. xix. 35 They are bad works,

that need rewards to crane them up withal. 163a Massin-
ger & Field Fatal Dowry 111. i, An upstart, craned up to

the height he has. 1676 Kidder Chanty Dir. 21 Let us not

need Craning and Skrewing up to so Blessed a work. 1890
W. M. Fcllerton in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 251 By money man
is enabled.. to crane himself above the dead level of uni-

formity.

2. To stretch ,the neck like a crane. (Also,

rarely, to crane one's head.)

1799 Solthey Lett. (1856) I. 64 A grotesque being, alittle

man who can. .crane up his neck to the top-tower window.
1849 Clrzon Visits Monast. 319 We all craned our necks
over the edge to see what had become of our companion.
1886 Mallock Old OrderChanges III. 34 Craning his head
forward he looked in the direction indicated.

3. intr. To stretch out one's neck ; to lean or

bend forward with the neck stretched out.

1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxviii. (1884) 270 Pen craned
over thecoach to have a long look at the great Hurtle. 1887
H all Caine Deemster xii. 80 Those who sat above craned
forward.

4. Hunting. To pull up at a hedge or other

obstacle and look over before leaping; hence jig.

to *look before one leaps', hesitate at or shrink

back from a danger, difficulty, etc. (cottoa.)

1823 Bvkon Juan xiv. xxxiii, He clear'd hedge, ditch, and
double post, and rail, And never crafted. 1844 J.T. Hew-
lett Parsons W. liii, A very fat pony, who would have
craned if he had attempted to leap over a straw. 1849 K.
E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa II. 240 The bold fox-hunter,

who. . ne'er ' craned ' at . . stone-wall, or double-ditch.

jig. 186a Bradford Advertiser 2^ Dec. 6/3 The American
Executive appears to be feeling its way. In England it

looks like craning. 189* Sat. Rev. 4 June 647/1 Was he
expected to ' crane ' at the taxation of ground values ?

Cra*ne-fly. [f- Crane sb\ 1 + Fly.] A two-

winged fly oi the genus Tipula or family Tipulidse,

characterized by very long legs ; in Great Britain

popularly called daddy-long-legs.

1658 Rowland tr. Mou/efs 7 heat. Ins. 043 A Water-fly,
which men call from the length of the feet or shanks..
Gruinam ; called therefore in English a Crane Fly. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., Crane-fly, a name given by some to

the creature we commonly call father long -legs. 1835 Kirby
Hab, 9f lust. Anim. II. xvi. 90 Their long legs (fit) the

crane-fly to course rapidly over and among the herbage.

1857 7r*l~ R- Agric. Soc. XVIII. L 74 Marshes give
birth to myriads of crane-flies.

Cranel(l, var. Crannel, cranny, chink.

Cra ne-line. [Crane sbA 2.]

1 1. The rope or chain of a crane, by which
weights are hoisted or lowered. Obs.

1466 Mann. A- Househ. Exp. 350 My mastyr paid to

Felawe for a ledeand a crane lyne. vj. d.

2. Naut. (See quot. 1867^
1674 T. Miller Modellist (1676) 4 Cran-lines, and main-

stay. 1692 in Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram, 1. xiv. 65
it) The Crain line. 20 The Horse on the Bowsprit. 1769
I alconer Did. Marin* (1780) Pantaquteres .. the cat-

harpins, and crane-lines ofthe shrowds. 1867 Smyth Sailors
Word-bk., Crane-lines, those which formerly went from
the sprit sail-topmast to the middle of the forestay, serving
to steady the former. Also, small lines for keeping the lee

backstays from chafing against the yards.

Craneling (kr^'nlirj). rare. A young crane.
160 1 Holland Pliny I. 156 Young cranelings newly

hatched.

Craner (kr^-nai). [f. Crane sb} and v. + -er

1. [f. the sb.] An official in charge of a crane or

public weighing-machine (Crane sb} 3 a).

1871 N. Q. 4th ser. VIII. 123 Some country towns of
Ireland have in the market-place a crane for the weighing
of goods.. An official, popularly the craner, has charge of

the machine, who gives a certificate of weight, .called the
craner's note.

2. [f. the vb.] One who 1 cranes ' ; one who hesi-

tates at a dangerous leap, etc. : see Crane v. 4.
i860 E. Farmer Scrap Bk. (ed. 6) 61 Leaving 1 Welters'

and Craners 1 and 'slow-uns' behind.

Cranes [ Falconry) : see Creance.
Crane's - bill, cranesbill (kr^-nzbil).

[Crane sb. 1 i + Bill. A translation by the 16th

c. herbalists of Du. craenhals, Ger. krant'chhals,

MLG. kraneshals, names of Geranium disscctum.']

1. Bot. A name for the various species {esp. the

native British species) of the genus Geranium ; so

called from the long slender beak of the fruit.

By the 16th c. herbalists applied originally to only one
species, apparently G. dissectum.

1548 Turner Names ofHerbes D iij, Geranium is of two
kyndes. The one kynde is called Pinke nedle or Cranes
byl, the other is called Pes columbinus of the commune
Herbaries, and it may be called in englishe Douefote. 159?
Gerarde Herbal B. ccclvui. 940 The roots of this Cranes
bill have a little kinde of heat in them. 1693 Sir T. P.

Blount Nat. Hist. 8 One kind of Cranes-Bill, call'd Germ*
nium Moschatnm. .smells just like Musk. 1736 Sir J. Hill
Herbal 196 The cranesbills arc characterised . . by their

singular fruit. 1814 Miss Miteord Village Ser. L 1863)99
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Carpets of flowers, primroses, orchises, cowslips, ground-
ivy, crane's bill, cotton-grass. 187Z Black Adv. Phaeton.
xx. (D.) Is there any blue half so pure, and deep, and
lender, as that of the large crane's-bill, the Geranium pra-
tt'usc of the botanists ?

2. Surg. A kind of forceps with long jaws.
1668 R. L'Estrange Vis, Quev. (1708) 28 Came the Sur-

geons, laden with Pincers, Crane-bills, Catheters. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., Crane's-bill, a kind of forceps used
by surgeons, and so named from its figure. 1874 Knight
Diet. Meclu, Crane's-bill, a pair of long-nosed pinchers.

+ Cra'net Obs. Also 7 crannet. [Corrupted

from OF. crignete, crinete, dim. of crigne, creigne,

in sense of mod.F. criniire, f. crin, L. crin-is hair,

mane.] A piece of armour covering a horse's neck

or mane ; a criniere.

1548 Hall Chron. 12 One band had the scafferon the
cranet, the bard of the horse all white. 1610 Guillim
Heraldry nr. (1660) 266 Defensive, serving for Horse . .as the
Shafrone, Cranet, Barde. 161 1 Cotgr., Criniere. .a crannet

;

armor for the necke, or mane, of a horse.

t Cra'net -. dial. Obs. ' A small red worm.
Cumberland'' (Halliw.).

1577 Stanyhlrst Deser. Irel. in Holinshed VI. 41 They
will seeme to the looker on as egs, and to the taker as
yoong red little cranets. 1851 Cnmbrld. Gloss., Cranet, a
small worm.
fCranew. Obs.= Cranium, skull.

1555 Eden Decades 354 The heade ofan elephante of such
huge byggenesse, that only the bones or cranewe [printed
crauewe

; Hakluyt 1598-9 lias cranew] therof . . wayed
abowte two hundreth weyght.

Craney, obs. f. Cranny, Cuany.
Crang (krrerj). [A variant of krang, Kbeng,

a. Du. kreng, MDu. crenge, carrion.] The carcass

of a whale after the blubber has been removed
;

the flesh of a dead whale.
1821 A. Fisher Jrul. Arct. Regions 43 As black asthe

crang of a whale. 1827 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 113/2 They
lived upon the crang. 1867 in Smyth Sailors Word-bk.

b. trausf. andfig.
1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss. 45 Crang, a skeleton. ' I"

whooal crang ', the entire frame of bones.

t Cra'ngle, v- Obs. intr. To twist, writhe,

wriggle; =Ckankle. Hence Cra'ngling vbl. sb.

and ppl. a. (In quot. 1642 fig.)
1586 Hudson tr. Du Bartas' Judith 18 (Jam.) A serpent

.. Which crangling crept. Ibid. 75 (Jam.) The Danow which
begins to flow, With snakish crangling slow.

_
1642 Rogers

Naaman 212 Crangling and worldly wise braines.

Craniad (kr<<i-niaed). nonce-wd. [f. Crani-um
+ -AD 1 c] The epic of a skull.

1878 C. Gibbon Lije G. Combe I. vi. 99 A long poem en-

titled the ' Craniad '.

Cranial (kw'niil), a. [f. med. or mod.L.
crani-um (a. Gr. Kpaviov) skull + -al.] Pertaining

to the cranium or skull
;
stHctly, pertaining to the

cranium proper or brain-case, as in cranial bones.

Cranial nerves : the great nerve-trunks arising

from the brain and passing through openings in

the cranium ; = Cerebral nerves.

1800 Med. jrnl. III. 138 Imperfection of the cranial

bones was similar to the case before related. 1840 G. Ellis
Anat. 21 The second or optic nerve, the largest of the

cranial nerves, except the fifth. 1864 Reader 5 Mar.
?
The

cranial capacity of the largest chimpanzee measured is 27$
cubic inches, that of the smallest man being 55.

Hence Cra-nially adv., in regard to the cranium.
1866 Laing & Huxley Preh. Rem. Caithn. 132 Two

sections of mankind may be very similar cranially, and yet

very different in other respects.

I Crania'ta, craniota, sb. pi. Zool. [f. L.

crani-um and Gr. upavi-ov, with respective suffixes,

as in pinnata, wrfpaira. Introduced in the latter

form by Haeckel, but generally used in the former

by English naturalists.] A primary division or

branch of the Vertebrata (q. v.), including those

which possess a brain and skull, i.e. the Mammalia,
Birds, Reptiles, Amphibia, and Fishes.

1878 Bell Gegenbaner's Camp. Anat. 413 In theCraniota
[it] gives rise, by concrescence and differentiation, toa head.

1881 Athenseum 15 Jan. 98/2 We should have liked to

have seen a marked distinction made between, .the lampreys
and the remainder of the Craniota.

f Cra-nice, cranish. Obs. App. an error for

cravice, Crevice, by confusion with Cranny.
1603 Florio Montaigne in. vi. (1632) 508 Gaps and cranishes,

representing hollow cavernes. 1635 Person Varieties v.

iv. § 7 Any glasse window or cranice.

Cranie, -d, obs. ff. Cranny, Crany, Crannied.
Cranio- (kri^nia), before a vowel crani-, com-

bining form of Gr. Kfaviov Cranidm.
a. In combinations, chiefly in sense ' belonging

or relating to the cranium and . .
.

' ; as cranio-
fa'clal a., belonging to both the cranium and the

face ; cranio-spinal a., belonging to the cranium
and the spine; so craniacro'mial [Acromion],
cranio-pliaryngeal, -thora'cic, -ve-rtebral adjs.

;

also cranio-tabes (-t?i'b*z) [L. tabes wasting

away, putrefaction], ' a form of rickets in which
the skull bones are softened ' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

b. In derivative formations, as Craniectomy
[Gr. (kto/iti excision], see quot. Craniocele [see

Cele sb.], ' the protrusion of a part of the en-

cephalon from the cranial cavity ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Cra niocla sm [Gr. K\aopia fracture, breaking],

the breaking up of the fcetal head in the operation

of cratiiotomy ; Cra niocla st [Gr. -KAaffTi/s

breaker], an instrument for doing this. Cra nio-

gnoniic a. [Gr. yvwfuK-6s of or pertaining to know-
ledge], pertaining to craniognomy. Craniotomy
[Gr. yvwpcn knowledge], ' the science of the form
and characteristics of the skull' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Crauiognosy [Gr. yvwais knowledge] = prec.

Craniogra ph [Gr. -ypatpos writer], an instrument

for taking drawings of the skull ; Cranio grapher,
one who draws or describes skulls ; Cranio -

graphy, description of skulls. Cranio'meter
[Gr. fterpov measure], an instrument for taking

measurements of skulls
;
Cramometric, Cranio-

me'trical a., pertaining to craniometry ; hence
Cra niome'trically adv.

;
Craniornetrist, one

who practises craniometry
;
Cranio'raetry, mea-

surement of the skull. Cranio'pathy [Gr. -irafft 1a,

f. naOos suffering], 'disease of the cranium' (Syd.

Soc. Lex.). Craniopho re [Gr. -tpopos bearing],

an instrument invented by Topinard for measuring

the dimensions and proportions of the skull.

Cra niopla sty [Gr. -uKaorta, f. nXaaTos moulded,

fashioned], an operation for supplying deficiencies

in the cranial structures. Craniopolis (nonce-wd.)

[Gr. 7roAts city], a city of skulls. Cranioscopic,
Cra niosco pical a., pertaining to cranioscopy

;

Cranio scopist, one who studies cranioscopy

;

Cranicscopy [Gr. -OKOiria, f. -gkottos that views],

examination of the size and configuration of the

skull
;
formerly applied to what is now commonly

called Phrenology. Cra nioso pliic a. (nonce-wd.

after philosophic, etc.), learned in skulls. Cranio-
to me [Gr. -to/ios cutting], ' name for the trephine

;

also a name for the craniotomy forceps ' (Syd.

Soc. Lex.) ; Craniotomy [Gr. -Topua, f. -ropios

cutting], in obstetric surgery, an operation in which

the head of the foetus is cut open and broken down
when it presents an obstacle to delivery ; hence

craniotomyforceps, a forceps used in this operation.

1891 Lancet 3 Oct. 761 [The operation] of 'craniectomy, in

which a strip of bone is removed from the cranium and the

development of the brain, .allowed to go on. i860 Simpson
Cranioclasm in Syd. Soc. Year-bk. 11861) 357 The opera-

tions of craniotomy, cephalotripsy, and 'cranioclasm. Ibid.

In the latter operation [Cranioclasm] two instruments^ are

necessary—a perforator, .and the 'Cranioclast. 1852-9 Todd
Cycl. Anat. IV. 656/1The number of *cranio-facial segments.

1813 Pantologia, Craniognomy

.

.a visionary system of

physiognomy lately brought forward by Dr. Gall of Vienna.

1810 Phil. Mag. XXXVI. 74 Materials for a comparative

'craniognosy. 1878 Bartley tr. Topinards Anthrop. 271

Profile taken with M. Broca's 'craniograph. 1861 Wright
Ess. Archseol. I. v. 84 To the Anglo-Saxon cemeteries .

.
I

would especially invite the attention of the 'craniographer.

Ibid. 83 That branch of it [ethnology] which may be con-

veniently, .termed 'craniography. 1878 Bartley tr. Topi-

nard's Anthrop. 297 The ' cramometer substitutes mathe-

matical data for the uncertain data founded on judgment

and opinion. Ibid. 219 Requisite for 'craniometrical study.

1882 Athenxum 2 Dec. 738/3 A list of the 'craniometric

measures and processes adopted.
_
1889 //arper's Mag.

June 105/1 Having been : craniometrically examined. Ibid.

105/2 He invited her to a comparative measurement by the

authorized 'craniometrists. x86l Cleland in Syd. Soc.

Year-bk. 30 On a Method of 'Craniometry. 1881 Trans.

Vict. Inst. 28 Craniometry indicates that the natives of

these islands are more mixed than either of the other Poly-

nesian races. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., 'Craniopharyngeal

ligament, the thickened median part of the pharyngeal

aponeurosis attached to the tuberculum pharyngeum of the

basilar process of the occipital bone. 1878 Bartley tr.

Topinard's Anthrop. 11. iii. 274 A new *craniophore (an

instrument for taking all the cranial projections) by Paul

Topinard. 1818 Blackw. Mag. IV. 328 A populous Place

of Skulls—a 'Craniopolis like the catacombs. 1813 W.
Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXV. 140 [Dr. Gall's] 'cranio-

scopic passion. 1820 Blackw. Mag. VI. 651 'Cranioscopical

landmarks drawn so geometrically by their rivals. 1809-10

Coleridge Friend (1818) III. 79 A literary man, whose

skull puzzled the *cranioscopists. 1804 Edin. Rev. III.

415 Uroscopy has. .given way to 'cranioscopy. 1865MASSON
Rec. Brit. Philos. iii. 191 Gall, whose system of Cranio-

scopy, publishing itself under the name of Phrenology [etc.].

1819 Blackit!. Mag. IV. 564 A 'Craniosophic public would

disdain that work. 1847 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 641/2 The
'cranio-spinal cavity. 1849 H. Mayo Truths Pop. Superst.

v. 78 The segments of the cranio-spinal cord in which the

sentient and voluntary nerves are rooted, i860 Syd. Soc.

Year-bk. (1861) 400 'Cranio-tabes occurring epidemically.

1855 Ra.msbotham Obstetr. Med. 22 A woman whom I de-

livered, .by 'craniotomy.

Cranioid (k^-ni^id), a. Zool. [See -oid.]

Allied to the genus Crania of Brachiopods.

1849 Murchison Siluria viii. (1854) 187 The Orbiculoid

and Cranioid groups, .afford some characteristic species.

Craniological (kr^nitnydjikal), a. [£ as

Craniology + -ic + -al. (In mod.F. cranio-

logique.y] Of or pertaining to craniology.

fl. = Phrenological: see Craniology i. Obs.

1815 Edin. Rev. XXV. 227 Long before this time we
should have looked for his craniological death. /11827 li.

Cruikshank(W&), Phrenological Illustrations, or an Artist s

View of the Craniological System of Doctors Gall and

Spurzheim.

2. Relating to the study ol the characters of

skulls : see Craniology 2.

1851 I). Wilson Preh. Ann. 118631 1, ix. 255 Craniological
illustration of ethnic characteristics. 1875 Lyell Princ.
Geol. II. IlLxlUL 478 Studying the craniological characters
of the American Indians.

Craniologist (kivinii^-lodgist). [f. as next +
-1ST. (In mod.F. craniologiste. )]
+ 1. = Phrenologist : see Craniology 1. Obs.
1815 Phil. Mag. XLVI. 68 No arguments, according to

the. . craniologists have yet been able to set aside the proofs

uf the truth of the theory. 1841 Englishman's Mag. 1 Feb.
20 Mr. Combe is a devoted craniologist.

2. One versed in craniology : see Craniology 2.

1841 Catun N. Amcr. Ind. I. xii. 91 The great variety
of shapes and characters exhibited in these, .crania, render
them a very interesting study for the craniologist and
phrenologist. 1878 Bartley tr. Topinard's Anthrop. 230
A skull . . measured . . by a foreign craniologist.

Craniology (kre'mijriodgi). [mod. f. Gr. upa
viov skull (Cranio-) + -^0710: see -logy. In

mod.F. craniologie.']

fl. The study of the configuration of the skull

as indicating the comparative development of the
' organs ' or faculties ; now known as Phrenology.
1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. Mar. heading, An Account of Dr.

Gall's System of Craniology. 1843 Borrow Bible in Spain
xl. 11872 ' 233 He had a villainously formed head according to
all the rules of craniology.

2. The study of the size, shape, and character of the

skulls of various races, as a part of anthropology.
1851 D. Wilson Preh, Ann. (1863) I. ix. 293 The cranio-

logy of trie later tumuli. 1883 Tvlor in Nature 3 May 8

The mixture of races, .in Europe makes European cranio-

togy a study of extreme difficulty.

||
Cranion. Obs. [Gr. Kpaviov.'] Skull, head.

1611 Chapman May-Day Plays 1S73 II. 324 Shee has a

Fox red cranion. 1659 Flat.man Dooms-Day Thought 38
A shinbone, or a Cranion.

Craniota: see Craniata.
Cranish : see Cranice.

II Cranium (te-niSm). PI. crania (kr/''nia).

[med. I.., a. Gr. Kpaviov skull.]

1. Anal., etc. a. strictly. Those bones which en-

close the brain (as distinguished from those of the

face and jaws) ; the brain-case, brain-pan, skull.

1543 Trahekon Vigo's Chirurg. 36/1 The bone named
Cranium, or the fyrst table of bones of the heade. 1615

Crooke Body ofMan 440 The skull or cranium is all that

bone which compassetli the braine and after-brain like a
helmet. 1797 M. Baillie Morb. Anat. (1807) 425 In a
natural state.. the dura mater can be perfectly separated

from the cranium. 1842 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. 15 The
skull is divisible into two parts,—the cranium and the face.

b. more "widely. The bones of the whole head

collectively ; the skull.

1842 Prichard Nat. Hist. Man 119 If we examine crania

which have prominent upper jaws. 1872 _
Nicholson

Pafaont. 353 The Labyrinthodon is known mainly by foot-

prints and by crania.

2. Used humorously for 'head'. (Cf. skull.)

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler ja Farewell simple world, If

thou'lt thy Cranium mend, There is my Last and All.

a 1734 North Exam. 11. iv. § 144 (1740) 308 This Fancy.

.

came into the Author's Cranium, a 1839 Praed Poems
(1864) I. 54 Cracking of craniums was the rage.

Crank (krarjk), sb. 1 Forms: 1 crane-, 5-7

cranke, 7- crank. [OE. crane in cranc-stxf,

ME. crank(e, a word rarely exemplified before the

1 7th c. App- an ablaut-derivative of the vb.

crinc-an, crane, crunc-en, found (but very rare) in

OE. as a by-form of cring-an, crang, crung-eu

to fall in battle, of which the primitive meaning

appears to have been ' to draw oneself together in

a bent form, to contract oneself stiffly, curl up '.

These verbs are not known elsewhere in Teutonic

;

but numerous derivatives occur in the other lan-

guages, connected with the two notions of 'to

bend together, crook, curl up ', and ' to shrink,

give way, become weak or ill '. Eng. crank be-

longs to the literal sense-group, with the primary

notion of something bent together or crooked;

Ger. and Du. krauk adj. ' sick ',
formerly ' weak,

slight, small,' shows the figurative development.]

L A portion of an axis bent at right angles, used

to communicate motion, or to change reciprocal

into rotary motion, or the converse.

a. In early times chiefly used as a handle or

treadle to turn a revolving axis by hand or foot.

c 1000 Gere/am AnglialX. 263 Wulcamb, cip.amb, cranc-

sta?f. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 100 Cranke, instrument, cirillus

(K. H. P.girgi/lns [=a reel for winding thread]). Ibid.

Cranke of a welle, haustrum, haustra. 1617 Minshel
Ductor, The Cranke or winch of a Well, L. Haustrum.

1660 D'Acres Water Drawing 11 Winches or cranks

of wood or iron are also fitted to men's hands, there-

by to make a round motion. 1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc.

x. 188 [The fly wheel of the lathe] hath an iron axis

with a Crook or Cranck at one end. 1703 /bid. 233 Crank, the

end of an Iron Axis turned Square down, and again turned

Square to the first turning down, so that on the last turning

down a Leather Thong is slipt, to Tread the Treddle-wheel

about. 1734 Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 403 A crank [of a

pump] does not rise quite one third of its circle. 1877 Ar
.

W. Line. Gloss., Crank, (1) the handle of a
_
turnip-sheer,

a ' blower a grindstone, or any similar machine.
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b. Later, as a device for converting circular into I

reciprocal motion, and now chiefly (as in the steam I

engine) reciprocal into circular motion.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl., Crank, a contrivance in machines

in manner of an elbow, .projecting out from an axis or spin-

dle, and serving by its rotation to raise and fall the pistons of

engines for raising water. 1731 H. Beighton in Phil. Trans
XXXVII. 6 A quadruple Crank of cast iron. 1766 Specif.

Barters Patent Ho. 865. 6 Three cylinders, .work a treble

or other crank. 1771 Watt Let. in Muirhead W.'s Mech.

Invent. (1854) II. 17 A crank of a sufficient sweep will be by

much the sweetest motion. 1780 Specif. Pickard's Patent

No. 1263 A. h. represents a lever commonly called a crank

. . the pin of which crank is inserted into the end of a

spear or carrier. 1862 Smiles Engineers^ III. 85 The con-

necting-rods gave the motion to two pinions by cranks at

right angles to each other.

attrib. 1808 Watt in Muirhead H'.'s Mech. Invent. III.

37 The true inventor of the crank rotative motion was the

man . . that first contrived the common foot lathe.

2. An elbow-shaped device in bell-hanging, where-

by the rectilineal motion communicated to a bell-

wire is changed in its direction, usually at right

angles, as from horizontal to vertical or the re-

verse.

1759 Mountains in /^iV. Trans. LI. 288, I found the bell-

wire . . to be intirely melted . . but the effect ceased at the

crank, which transmitted it to the chamber adjoining.

3. An elbow-shaped support or bracket.

1760 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789)071**-, is an iron brace

which supports the lanthorns on the poop-quarters, etc.

1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 201 A semi-cylinder

of wirework, balanced in its proper situation by means of

two arms, or cranks, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 112

Cranks, pieces of iron shaped as an elbow, etc., and at-

tached to the beams of the quarter-deck for the capstan-

bars to be stowed thereon.

4. A machine for the punishment of criminals

sentenced to hard labour, consisting of a revolving

disc to which a regulated pressure can be applied,

and which the prisoner is required to turn a certain

number of times each day.

1847 2nd Rep. SurveyorofPrisons 1 2 Means should exist of

rendering the discipline, .more stringent, .by placing crank

machinery in the cells. 1877 A'. IV. Line. Gloss., Crank, (2)

a machine used in some prisons for finding employment for

refractory prisoners. There was one in the now disused

prison at Kirton-in-Lindsey.

5. Sc. = Cramp sb:1 4 b.

1825 79 Jamieson, Crank, an iron guard for the feet in

curling, to prevent sliding on the ice. Roxb.

6. Comb., as crank and-comb, a contrivance for

stripping the carded cotton from a carding-engine ;

crank-axle, (a) the driving-axle of an engine ot*

machine
;

(i) a carriage axle with the e^H bent

twice at a right angle, so as to lower the carriage-

body and yet allow the use of large wheels (see

Cranked) ; crank-hatches (see quot.) ; crank-

hook, the rod which connects the treadle and the

crank in a foot-lathe ;
crank-pin, the pin by

which the connecting-rod is attached to the crank

;

crank-shaft, the shaft driven by a crank ; crank-

wheel, a wheel which acts as a crank ; esp. one

having near its circumference a pin to which the

end of a connecting-rod is attached as to a crank-

pin ; a disc-crank.

1836 Ure Cotton Manuf. II. 35 This is the *crank-and-

comb contrivance . . This elegant instrument takes off the

cotton in a fine transparent fleece. 1715 Desaguliers Exp,
Philos. (1744) 1 1. 516 [The wheels] are fitted to 'crank axles,

by which improvement the [Firej engine runs upon larger

Wheels, without raising the Cistern. 1887 Bury &
Hillier Cycling (Badm. Libr.1 377 Geared by chains to

fixed pulleys on the crank-axle. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

IVordik., *Crank-htitches are raised coamings on a

steamer's deck, to form coverings for the cranks of the

engines below. 1839 ^- S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng.
86 The 'crank pin is of wrought-iron. 1850 Weale Diet.

Terms, Crank-pin, the cylindrical piece joining the ends of

the crank-arms, and attached to the connecting-rod, or, in
|

vibrating engines, to the piston-rod : if the crank has only

oh arm, the pin projects from the end of it. 1854 Ronalds
6 Richardson C hem. TechnoHed. 2)1. 147 The rotation

of the 'crank-shaft will nut in motion the bevel-wheels.

1794 Rigfing ft Seamanship 54 'Crank-wheel, for spinning

of lines, box-cord, etc. is fixed on an iron spindle.

Crank (krxrjk), sb.2 Also 6-7 cranckje. [Of

the same origin as prec, and possibly the same

word, with the original sense ' crooking, crook
'

;

but the two words had been differentiated before

the earliest instances of this.]

+ 1. A crook, bend, winding, meandering ; a

winding or crooked path, course, or channel. Obs.

*57« J- Jones Bathes Buckstont 12 a, Bowling in allayes

. . eyther in playne or longe allayes, or in suche as haue
j

Cranckes with halfe bowles. 1580 North Plutarch (16761 1

7 How he might easily wind out of the turnings and cranks

of the Labyrinth. Ibid. 8^6 Aratus. .was out of his path he

should have found, .and with many crooks and cranks went

to the foot of the Castle. 1506 Spenser F. Q. vil. vii. 52

So many turning cranks these (the planets] have, so many
crookes. 1600 Holland Livy xxn. xxxv. 413 a, [Anni-

ball] woon the \ erie tops of the Alpes, through by-lanes and
blind crankes. 1607 Shaks. Cor. l i. 141. i6i» Two Noble

K. 1. ii. 28 Meet you no ruin but the soldier in The cranks

and turns of Thebes? c 1630 Risdon Sun. Devon (1810)

63 Exe. .runneth a long course with his crooked cranks.

t b. fig. A crooked or deceitful way ; a deceit,

wile, sleight. Obs.

1588 J. Harvey Disc. Prophecies 68 To occupie. .the

commons..by flimflams, wily cranks, and sleightie knacks
of the maker. 1614 D. Dyke Myst. Selfe.Deceiving (1615)

16 A cunning cranke of deepe and devilish deceitfubiesse.

1643 Milton Divorce Introd., The waies of the I-ord, strait

and faithfull . . not full of cranks and contradictions.

t 2. A tortuous or somewhat inaccessible hole or

crevice ; a cranny. Obs. b. Sometimes used as

= Chink, crevice, crack : but prob. by confusion

with crack and cranny.
156a J. Heywood Prov. t, Epigr.(Mj) 217 Suche crankis,

such cony holes. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 274 The root

is giuen to haue cranks and holes, and those full of mud or

durt. 161s W. Parkes Curtaiite-Dr. (1876) 18 Exclude the

light from the crankes and cranies of our chambers.

b. 1551 Hl'loet, Crannye or cranke in an earthen Pptte,

ignea. 1861 Mrs. Norton Lady La G. Prol. 47 There
daylight peeps through many a crank.

1610 Healey Vives' Comm. St. Aug. Citie of Got/ (1620)

74 There is no cranke, no secret, in all these tongues, but

he hath searcht it out. 1617 77 Feltham Resolves L 83 (T.)

The politick heart is too full of cranks and angles for the

discovery of a plain familiar.

3. A twist or fanciful turn of speech ; a humorous

turn, a verbal trick or conceit. Usually in phr.

quips and cranks, after Milton. Also, anything

fantastic in behaviour, gesture, or action.

1594 znd Rep. Faustus in Thorns Pr. Rom. (1858) 111.

318 Such cranks, such lifts, careers and gambalds. 163a
' Milton L Allegro 25 Quips, and cranks, and wanton wiles.

J 755 Johnson, Crank. .3. Any conceit formed by twisting

or changing, in any manner, the form or meaning of a

word. 180S Moore To Lady II. v, To play at riddles,

quips, and cranks. 1820 Shelley Witch Atlas li. 5 Many
quips and cranks She played upon the water. 1873 Dixon
Tuv Queens IV. xix. vi. 37 Wolsey was driven to quips

and cranks which made the King suspect him.

4. An eccentric notion or action ; a mental twist

put into practice ; a crotchet, whim, caprice.

1848 Lytton Harold 130 These be new cranks, with a

vengeanc^fwe shall be choosing German or Saracen or

Norman next. 18. . Carlyle (Webster Supply, Subject to

sudden cranks ; a headlong, very positive, loud, dull, and

angry kind of man. 1889 Pall Mall G. 7 June 6/1 The son

. . does not share what he probably deems the ' crank ' of his

sire.

5. U.S. colloq. A person with a mental twist
;

one who is apt to take up eccentric notions or im-

practicable projects ;
esp. one who is enthusiastic-

ally possessed by a particular crotchet or hobby;

an eccentric, a monomaniac. [This is prob. a back-

formaVin from Cranky, sense 4.]

1881 Times 22 Dec. 3/4 Guiteau continued, ' You have

got a lot of stuff tnere. It is not in your handwriting. I

guess it must have been contributed by some crank.' 1882

Pall Mall G. 14 Jan. 4/1 Persons whom the Americans

since Guiteau's trial have begun to designate as 'cranks'

—

that is to say, persons of disordered mind, in whom the itch

of notoriety supplies the laclcof any higher ambition. 1889

Longm. Mag. May 28 It is the brightness of enthusiasm.

Every crank has such eyes.

6. dial. [App. belongs chiefly to this word, with

sense of ' something wrong ' (cf. Wroni; from

wring to twist, F. tort-.—h. tortus') ; but a physical

comparison of pains or spasms to crank action is

also possible.]

1847-78 in Halliwell. 1888 Berkshire Gloss .Cranks,
aches and slight ailments. A person is said to be full of

'crinks and cranks' when generally complaining of ill-

health.

t Crank, sbJ Thieves' slang. Obs. Also 6

crainke. [app. a. Du. or Ger. krank sick, ill ; also

formerly in Ger. as sb. ' one that is sick or ill '.

(The 1 6th c. vagabonds' cant contains words

taken directly from continental languages.)]

(In full, counterfeit crank.) A rogue who feigned
|

sickness in order to move compassion and get
j

money.
1567 IIarman Caveat xi. 51 These that do counterfet the

Cranke be yong knaues and yonge harlots, that depely

dissemble the falling sicknes. For the Cranke in their

language is the falling euyll.. There came earely in the

inominge a Counterfet Cranke vnder my lodgynge . . this

Cranke there lamentably lamentinge. a 1590 Marr. II it

t, IVisd. (1846) 13 She sent me the Counterfeit crainke for

to play. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 167 There

are some counterfeit crankes . . who vpon some occasion

haue by meerc knauery fained themselues such. ioai-51

Burton Anal. Mel. 1. ii. tv. vi. 159 Jodocus Damhoderius

..hath some notable examples of such counterfeit Cranks.

1611 Fletcher Beggar's Bush 11. i, Jarkman, or patrico,

cranke, or clapperdudgeon.

Crank, sb.* Sc. [Cf. Crank ».*J A harsh or

grating sound.
1786 Burns St. Drink xviii, When wanting thee, what

tuneless cranks Are my poor verses 1 1800 Gloss, to Burns

(Jam. ), Crank, the noise of an ungreased wheel.

Crank (knerjk), a. 1 Also 6-7 cranck(e. [Of

obscure origin : not easily connected with the other

adjs. and sbs. of same spelling.]

f 1. Rank, lusty, vigorous, in good condition.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xi. xi. (1495) 396 Snowe
nourysshyth and fedyth good herbes, and makyth theym
cranke. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark ii. 20 He 1

who was a litle before bedred . . was now cranke and lustie.
j

1659 Howell Lexicon To Philologer, [ The English lan-

guage alters] sometimes the sense of the words which she
|

borrows: as she useth crank for being lively and well, 1

whereas 'lis sick in Dutch.

2. Lively, brisk, in high spirits
;
lusty, sprightly,

merry
;

aggressively high-spirited, disposed to

exult or triumph, ' cocky '. Now dial, and in U.S.

1499 Pynson Promp. Pant., Corage or cranke, crassus,

coragiosus. e 1500 Maid F.mlyn 290 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV.
I 92 She w as full ranke, And of condycyons cranke, And redy
i was alwaye. 1548 W. Patten E.xped. Scot, in Arb. Garner

III. 94 The Scots, .showed themselves upon sundry brunts,

very crank and brag. 159a Warner A lb. Eng. vii. xxxvii.

(1612) 179 Princes Fauoursoften make the fauored toocranke.

160a Dekker Satiromastix Wks. 1873 I. 234 This Man at

Armes has. .some friend in a comer, or else hee durst not

be so cranke. 1611 Cotgr. s. v. loyenx, As crank as a

Cocke Sparrow. 165s Gurnall Chr. in Arm. xi. § 3 1669'

114/2 Would not our bloud much more grow too rank, and
I we too cranck and wanton, if we should feed long on such

! luscious food? a 1677 Barrow Serrn. Wks. 1716 I. 112 It

I

becometh them.. to be jocund and crank in their humour.
a 1716 South Serm. VI. 21 (T.) How came they to grow so

extremely crank and confident? 1736 Pegge Kenticisms,

Crank, merry, cheery. 1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred I. 317

(Bartlett) If you strong electioners didn't think you were
' among the elect, you wouldn't be so crank about it. i860

! Holland Miss Gilbert xxi. 385 We feel pretty crank about

having a book writer here in Crampton.

t B. quasi-«A\ lioldly, briskly, lustily. Obs.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Sept. 46 As cocke on his dung-
. hill, crowing cranck. 1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 102 Since

I

thee he mates so cranke.

Crank t krxrjk ,a.- Kaul. [Of obscure origin,

appearing first in the comb. Crank-sided, q.v. The
early explanations suggest association with the Du.

and Kris, krengd (of a ship) laid or lying over on

its side, pa. pple. of krengen, orig. to apply pressure

to, push over, spec, to lay or cause (a ship) to fall

upon her side, e.g. in careening, also intr. to in-

cline or lie on one side, as a ship does when her

cargo shifts in the hold. See Dale, and Doomkaat
Koolman Ostfrits. Wbch. Possibly this foreign

word was caught up, and confused with the native

enruk.]

Liable to lean over or capsize : said of a ship

v hen she is built too deep or narrow, or has not

sufficient ballast to carry full sail. Crank by the

ground (see quots. 1696, I7°4)-

1696 Phillips s. v. Crank, A ship is said to be crank by
the Ground when she is narrow-floor'd [1706 adds] so. .that

she cannot be brought on Ground, without danger of being

overthrown, or at least of wringing her Sides. 1701 J.

Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 82 Through a jealousy

of the vessel being crank. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn.,

Crank, the Sea Term for a Ship that cannot bear her

Sails, or can bear but a small Sail for fear of oversetting

:

and they say she is Crank by the Ground, when she

cannot be brought on Ground without danger of over-

throwing her. 1770 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 67/2 At present

she is so cranke she cannot carry sail. 1850 Loncf.

Building of Ship 29 Strangest of all, Towered the Great

Harry, crank and tall. 1873 Black Pr. Thult xxiii. 380

That crank little boat with its top-heavy sails.

fig. 1751 Smollett Per. Pie. ii. (D.), 1 have heard as how
you came by _your lame foot by having your upper decks

ovcrstowed with liquor, whereby you became crank, and

rolled, d'ye see. 1808 Moore Corruption ii, Things, which

. .Still serve to ballast, with convenient words, A few crank

arguments for speeching lords.

Crank (kra;rjk , «.» [A group of senses con-

nected with Crank sb. 1 and - and Cranky o.]

I. ' Crooked, distorted ' (Jam.) ;
angularly twisted

or bent. Sc.

1825-70 in Jamieson, who cites 'crank-handed, a crank

hand ', from Aberdeen. Mearns. 189a J. Mather Poems
252 There stood the old oak tree..No wonder he is crank

and grim.

+ 2. In fig. sense of ' twisted, angular '
;
crabbed,

awkward or difficult to pronounce, understand, or

execute. Obs. or Sir.

17«9 Swift Direct. Birthday Song, A skilful critic justly

blames Hard, tough, crank, gutt'ral, harsh, stiff names.

1790 Shirrefs Poems Gloss., A crank job, a work attended

with difficulty, or requiring ingenuity in the execution.

825-79 Jamieson, Crank. .2. Hard, difficult ; as, a crank

word , a word hard to be understood.

8. Infirm, weak, shaky in health ; ^ Cranky 1.

dial. [Cf. Du. and Ger. krank.)
1802 R. Sibbald Chron. Sc. Poetry Gloss., Crank, infirm,

weak, in bad condition. 1881 Leicester Gloss., Crattk, sick,

ailing.

4. Of machinery: In a loose, shaky, or crazy

condition ; out of order, working with difficulty

;

= Cranky 3.

1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. 1. iii, The machinery of laughter

took some time to get in motion, and seemed crank and

slack. 1837 — Fr. Rev. III. 11. i, This Convention ls

unfortunately the crankest of machines. 1876 Times 11

Nov. 9/2 The crank machinery of the double government

would, .enfeeble every effort of the State.

Crank (knerjk), vA [f. Crank sb.\ 2, which

yield a number of isolated senses.]

I. [from Crank sb.'- 1, 2.]

I I. intr. To twist and turn about ; to move
with a sharply winding course, to zigzag. Obs.

Shakspere's phr. to come cranking in is humorously

echoed in the later quots. without regard to its strict sense.

iS9»Shaks. leu. $ Ad. 682 The purblind hare.. He crankes

andcrosses with a thousand doubles. 1596 — 1 Hen. IV,

111. i. 98 See, how this Riuer comes me cranking in, And
cuts me from the best of all my Land, A huge halfe Moonc,

a monstrous Gaulle out. 1830 Miss Mi 1 1 ord Village 4th



CRANK. 1139 CRANNOCK.
ser. (1863) 309 Here and there, too, farm-houses and cot- I

tages, half hidden by cherry orchards, .come cranking into
the meadows. 1891 Sat. Re?: 12 Dec. 664/1 Here is Pro-
fessor Finn Magnusen comes me cranking in . . and gives a
totally different rendering to the Runes.

+ 2. trans. To wrinkle minutely with parallel
ridges and furrows, to crinkle. Also to crank in.
1661 Childrf.y Brit. Baconica 75 They were streaked

and cranked like a Cockle-shell. Ibid. 76 Other little

stones, .that were cranked in likea Cockle-shell, but deeper,
and not so thick together. Ibid. 78 There is an apparent
difference between the Musclestone, and the true Muscle of
the Sea, both in the shape, .and in the cranking of it.

3. dial. (See quots.)

1847-78 Halliwell, Crank . . (4) to mark crossways on
bread-and-butter to please a child. Kent. 1887 Kentish
Gloss., Crank, to mark cross-wise.

II. [f. Crank sb.i]

4. trans, a. To bend in the shape of a crank, i.e.

with two (or four) right angles ; to make crank-
shaped. (Also, to crank down.) b. To attach a
crank to, furnish with a crank.

'793 Smbaton EdystoneL. 197 Each end was also cranked
about an inch, so as to set the transverse part of the bars,
clear of the copper sash frame. 1834 N. W. Cundv Inland
Transit 56 The axle of the greater wheels is cranked. 1842
jfrnl. R. Agric. Soc. III. n. 349 An excellent specimen of
the low-chested cart, obtained by cranking down the axles.
1884 F. J. Britten Watch $ Clockm. 138 Tools are often
cranked, .without any idea of the object to be gained.
5. To fasten with a crank : see Crank sb. 1

3.
1870 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 175/1 The edge-p'iate.

.

should run from one extremity to the other, commencing at
the hind bottom bar, on to which it should be cranked.
6. Sc. To shackle (a horse).
1822 Hogg Perils ofMan 1. 267 (Jam.) As for the reward

of presumption, it is in Scotland to be crankit before and
kicked behind.

7. To lift or draw up by means of a crank.
1883 Lathrop in Harpers Mag. Aug. 332/1 He cranks

his prey up [a steep incline] at the rate of 2000 people a
day.

Crank, v.- [App. onomatopoeic, having associ-
ations with clank, and with croak, creak ; cf. Clank
v. Cf. also north, dial. Cronk to croak.] intr.

To make a harsh, jarring, or grating sound. (Also
qnasi-lrans. with cognate obj.)

1827 Clare Sheph. Cat. March 31 The solitary crane..
Cranking a jarring melancholy cry. 1847-78 Halliwell,
Crank ._. (5) to creak. North. 1852 D. M. Moir Poems,
Snow xiv, Voiceless, except where, cranking, rings, The
skater's curve along, The demon of the ice.

Crank-bird. [Cf. prec] A local name of
the Lesser Spotted Woodpecker.
1840 Macgillivray Hist. Brit. Birds III. 86. 1885

Swainson Prov. Names Birds 99 Crank bird (Gloucester-
shire). From the cry of the bird resembling the creaking
produced by the turning of a windlass.

Cranked (kneqkt), ppl.a. [f. Crank sh.

and v.]

1 1. ? Twisted, crooked, tortuous. (In quot. Jig.)
1550 Bale Image Both Ch. C j b, The most cranked vyly.

nesse of oure synnes.

f2. Crinkled, wrinkled. Oh. (Cf. Crank v. 1 2.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Cranked shells or Stones,

wrinkled or wreathed.

3. Formed into or furnished with a crank. Cranked
tool (in Wood-turning) : see quot. 1881.
1862 Smiles Engineers III. 102 The mechanical skill of

the country was not equal to the task of forging cranked
axles, c 1865 J. Wvlde in Circ. Sc. I. 252/2 The . . action
resembles that of a double-cranked . . steam-engine. 1881
Mechanic § 569 Cranked or internal tools.. are used for
turning recesses in a piece of wood. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar.
1273/1 Humber bicycle .. cranked handles.

Cra-nkery. [f- Crank so. 2 5 + -ert : d.foolery,
knavery.'] The characteristics of a 1 crank

' ; crack-
brainedness, enthusiastic eccentricity.
1884 Times (Weekly Ed.) 17 Oct. 15/3 Crankery ranges all

the way from dangerous approach to insanity, to the one-
idead fanatics in pseudo-scientific research [etc.]. 1890
Sat. Rev. 19 Apr. 481/2 The thoughts and words of a
' crank often very amusing and interesting in themselves,
and as a study of crankery.

CranMly (krje-ijkili), adv. [f. Cranky a. +
-ly 2.] In a cranky manner.
1864 T. Butler in Blackw. Mag. XCV. 283 ' Tis a saying

that hasna much sense in it ', said the Doctor, crankily.
1875 Anderida III. iii. 54 A rusted brazier stood crankily
on its three legs.

Crankiness (krarrjkines). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The state or quality of being cranky or crazy.
1870 Lowell Among my Bis. Ser. 1. (1873) *35 There is no

better ballast for keeping the mind steady on its keel, and
saving it from all risk of crankiness, than business. 1890
Spectators Feb., The reputation for 'crankiness' and wrong-
headedness which that able historical writer has gained in
British North America.

tCra-nking,///. a. 06s. App. = Crank aA a.
1567 Turberv. Ovid's Epist. 18 b, But he delighted with

Diana more Than cranking Cupid or Dame Venus play.
Crankish (krarrjkif), a. [Crank sb? 4, 5.]
Somewhat cranky ; inclined to cranks.
1892 Sat. Re?'. 25 June 746/2 Crankish theories of human

perfection.

Cra-nkism. [f. Crank 5 + -ism.] =
Crankery.
1890 Troy Daily Times 15 Nov. 2/3 The epidemic of

crankism which has prevailed.

Crankle (knrnk'l), v. Also 7 cranekle.
[Frequentative of Crank p. 1 ; in use from c 1600,
but app. never very common. Cf. Crinkle.]
1. intr. To bend in and out, to wind, twist ; ' to

run in flexures and windings '

(J.) ; to run zig-zag.
1598 Florio, Serpicolato, turning, winding, crankling in

and out like a serpent. 1611 Cotgr., Serpeger, to wind, or
crankle in and out. .to goe wauing etc. like a serpent. 1834
Sir H. Taylor Artez'elde II. IV. iv, The river crankles
round an alder grove. 1835 M. Scott Cruise Midge xiv,
The forked lightning crankled out every now and then clear
and bright.

_
1851 S. Judd Margaret xvii. (1871) 149 Some

went crankling and sheering, some described somersets.

f 2. trans. To bend sinuously, to zig-zag ; to
crinkle (a surface\ Hence Crankled a.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 58 Writhings, and crankled
wanderings. 1700 J. Brohe Trav. Eng. iii. (1707) 297 Stones
. .somewhat roundish, .streaked and crankled like a Cockle-
shell. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 1. 14 Old Vaga's stream . . her
wonted Track Forsook, and drew her humid Train aslope,
Crankling her Banks.

Crankle (krarnk'l), sb. [f. prec, or dim. of
Crank j/;.-] A bend, twist, winding ; a curve or
angular prominence. See also Crinkle-crankle.
1598 Florio, Toriuoso, crooked, winding, full of crinkles

and crankles. 1755 Johnson, Crankles, inequalities; angular
prominences.

_
1822 Lamb EUa, Old Actors, The accursed

Verulam buildings had not encroached upon all the east
side of them, cutting out delicate green crankles. 1845
Tale-ocrd Vac. Rambles I. 128 It wound round one great
crankle of the lake after another. 1881 W. Wilkins Songs
0/ Study 209 Had the rack's rough crankles my joints untied.
Crankle, a. dial. [f. Crank 3.]
1847-78 Halliwkll, Crankle, weak ; shattered. North.
Crankling v

krarnklin), vbl. sh. [f. Crankle v.

+ -1NG A twisting or winding in and out.

1598 Florio, Catapccchie . . cranklings, turnings in and
out. 1611 Cotgr., Les re/Us (tune Riuiere, the manifold
cranklings and wriglings made in and out by a Riuer in its

course. 1835 Beckford Recoil. 137 Saxon crinklings and
cranklings are bad enough, .the Moorish horse-sfc^-like de-
viations from beautiful curves, little better.

r
Cra-nkling, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

Twisting or winding in and out.

1603 Drayton Bar. Wars vi. xlviii, Along the crankling
Path. 1612 — Poly-olb. vii. 105 Meander.. Hath not so
many turnes, nor crankling nookes as shee. 1656 W. D. tr.

Comcnins' Gate Lai. Unl. r 46 Amnis, or a crankling brook.
1850 H. Coleridge Poems II. 243 Her crankling bays and
sinuous lochs. 1881 Lcicestersh. Gloss., Crankling-, sinuous;
twisting in and out.

Crankly (kne-rjkli), adv. [f. Crank a. + -ly 2
.]

In a ' crank ' manner ; lustily, briskly, boldr^ etc.

1566 Studley Agamemnon m, With clubbed bruising
battringe batte he crankly did subdew. 1589 Peele Tale
of Troy Wks. (Rtldg.) 552/1 Thus this doughty daysman
..Did crankly venture on this thankless deed. 1592 G.
Harvey Pierce's Super. 9 Danter's gentleman . . cranckly
spitteth upon the heads of some.

Crankness (krce'rjknes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The state or quality of being crank (in the different

senses of the adjs.).

fl. Lustiness, vigour. Obs.
1730-6 Bailey (folio), Crankness, briskness, liveliness. 175s

Johnson, Crankness, 1. health; vigour.

2. Of a ship :
' Disposition to overset ' (J.).

1716 Shelvocke Voy. round World 2, I came under the
Success's lee, and complained of the crankness of my ship.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) E iij, Crankness .

.

is occasioned by having too little ballast, or by disposing
the ship's lading so as to raise the centre of gravity too high.

3. = Crankiness.
1890 Sat. Rev, 13 Sept. 324/1 Absolute freedom from

crankness, a virtue rare, indeed, in art-literature.

Cra'nkous, a. Sc. [f. Crank a.3 + -ous.] In-

clined to be crank
;

irritable, fretful, cranky.
1786 Burns Earnest Cry jcri, This while she's been in

crankous mood, Her lost Militia fir'd her bluid.

Crank-si'ded, a. Naut. [See Crank a. 2,

which appears first in this comb.] = Crank a 2

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 13 A ship cranke
sided, a 1649 Winthrop New Eng. (1853) II. 337 The ship
. .was very crank-sided, so it was conceived she was overset
in a great tempest. 1658 1706 in Phillips. 1711 Milit. <$•

Sea Diet. s.v. Crank, A Ship is said to be crank-sided when
she will bear but small Sail, and lie down very much with
little Wind. 1884 Harper's Mag. Aug. 422/2 The ship of
state at that time was a crank-sided concern.

Cra'nktun. [A humorous formation from
Crank sb. 2 Chiefly occurring in the combination
Crinkum-crankum q.v.]

fl. =Crinkum. Obs.
1661 K. W. Con/. Charac., Courtier (i860) 21 He gets the

French cranckums, and so knows what it is to have a tenure
in taile.

2. A twist, eccentric turn, crotchet, conceit.
1822 Galt Sir A. Wylie II. xxvii. 250 His contrariness is

altogether of some misleart crancum about your caring no-
thingforhim. 1825R.WARD TremaineXW. xxL 379 Wood-
ington 'Squire is a noble fellow, with all his crankums. 1838

J. Struthers Poetic Tales 78 The cleft, the stave, the semi-
tone, An' fifths an' thirds And ither crankums.

3. local. A large wooden trap used for catching

pheasants or other game alive.

Cranky (krarrjki), a.1 [A comparatively
modern formation, covering a group of senses that

hang but loosely together, and have various asso-

ciations with Crank sh.2 and 3, Crank a.2 and :1
.]

(The order here followed is merely provisional.)

1. Sickly, in weak health, infirm in body; =
Crank a.z 3. dial.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Cranky, ailing, sickly; from the
dutch crank, sick. N\orth\ 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Cranky,
ailing, sickly. [So in dial. Glossaries of Cumberland,
Whitby, Hotdcrtiess, Leicestersh., Berkshire ; W. Somerset
has crankcty ; in others prob. omitted as being a general
word.] 1891 Science (N. Y.) 21 Aug. 102/2 The vigorous
sheep being constantly drafted away for sale, .these 'cranky

'

sheep (as they came to be called) were left behind.

2. Naut. = Crank a.~
1861 Wynter Soc. Bees 358 ' Beg pardon, sir, but the boat

is very cranky, .if you goes on so, she will be over.' 1870
Lowell Study Wind. (1886) 126 The craft is cranky.

3. Out of order, out of gear, working badly
;

shaky, crazy; = Crank a. ?> 4.
1862 Smiles Engineers III. 90 It was constantly getting

j
out of order, .at length it became so cranky that the horses

j

were usually sent out after it to bring it along. 1863 Mus.
,
Toogood Yorfcsh. Dial.,

1 Don't sit on that chair, it is cranky.*
, 1888 Berkshire Gloss., Cranky, .for machinery, out of gear;

for a structure, in bad repair, likely to give way.
4. Of capricious or wayward temper, difficult to

\

please; cross-tempered, awkward ; 'cross'.
1821 Blackiv. Mag. IX. 82 Cranky Newport, not annoyed

J

with vovs. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop vii, That his friend
> appeared to be rather 'cranky' in point of temper. 1851 D.
I J errold St. Giles xv. 151 He got plaguy cranky of late;

wouldn't come down with the money. 1876 Miss Yonge
Womankind xxiii. 199 We view our maids as cranky self-

willed machines for getting our work done. [In dial. Glos-
saries of Cumberland, Whitby, Holderness, Leicester.}

5. Mentally out of gear; crotchety, 'queer';
subject to whims or * cranks

' ; eccentric or peculiar

in notions or behaviour. Cf. Crank sb.2 4, 5.
1850 Dickens Poor Man's Tale ofPatent {Househ. Wds.

19 Oct. 70), 1 said, 1 William Butcher . . You are sometimes
! cranky'. 1863 C. Reade Hard Cash II. 113 He [a mad-
!

doctor] had. .almost invariably found the patient had been
I
cranky for years. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s.v., Cranky luays,

\

crotchets. 1879 G. Macdonai.d P. FaberW. iv. 66 A cranky,

!

visionary, talkative man. 1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. July n,
,

Butler makes a long fight over his cranky notions.

6. Full of twists or windings, crooked ; full of
I corners or crannies. Cf. Crank sh.~ 1, 2.

1836 W. S. Landor Wks. 1876 VIII. 94 No curling dell,

! no cranky nook. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s.v., Cranky roads,
: crooked roads. 1887 Jessopp Arcady iii. 71 Old closets,

dim passages, and cranky boles and corners.

7. (See quot.) dial. Cf. Crank v. 1 2.

1788 Marshall Yorksh. Gloss., Cranky, checked [i.e.

striped] linen ; cranky apron, a checked-linen apron. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Cranky adj., of stout old-fashioned linen for

! housewives' aprons, with a blue stripe on a white ground.
1 ^Cra'nky, a.- dial. [f. Crank a. 1 + -y.] Brisk,

merry, Ifcrely, disposed to exult ; Crank a. 1

_
1811 Willan W. Riding Gloss. <E. D. S.\ Crank, Cranky,

I

jocose, sprightly, exulting. 1837-40 Haliburton Clockm.
1 (1862) 407 Most of the first chop men cut and run, as they
1 always do in such like cases, considerable cranky. 1886

S. W. Line. Gloss., Cranky, merry, sportive. How cranky
1 the^ boy is ! he's full of quirks and pranks. [In dial. Glos-

j

saries ofSussex and Hampshire.}
Cran-line, obs. f. Crane-line.

Crannage (krEe-ned^). [f. Cran 1 + -age ; cf.

j

tonnage] Number of crans taken, in the herring

I

fishery.

1890 Scot. Leader 2 Sept. 4 The herring fishing . . gives

j

promise of better results . . Fraserburgh . . holds the field with
a total crannage of 180,000 up to the present date.

Cranne, obs. f. Craune.
t Crannel. Obs. Also cranel(l, crannell.

[app. f. F. cran : see Cranny
;

perh. identical

with F. crenel (12th c. in Littre), Pr. cranel, dim.
of cran, which is however chiefly a term of fortifi-

cation : see Crenell, Carnel.] A small opening
or hole ; a cranny, crevice, chink.

1533 Q. Cath. Parr tr. Erasm. Commune Crede 66 As.

.

lyghte passeth. .throughe a cranel or hole. 1579 Fenton
Guiceiard. 11. (1599) 98 Euery Htle hole.. yea euen the
smallest cranell or creuish. < 1640 I. Smyth Lives Berke-
leys(i%%3) II. 161 It leaked at certame crannells.

Crannied (kne-nid), a. [f. Cranny + -ed 2.]

1. Having crannies or chinks.

1440 Promp. Pari'. 100 Cranyyd, rimaius. 1577 B.

Googe Heresbach's Hnsb. \u. (1586) 137 Their hornes large

cranied, and blacke. 1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xxxix. 76 As
a Raine doth drench The crannied Earth. 1646 Sir 1'.

Browne Pseud. Ep. vii. i. 339 A. .fruit. .not unlike aCitron,

but somewhat rougher, choptand cranied. 1870 Tennyson,
Flower in the crannied wall, I pluck you out of the crannies.

2. Of the formation of a cranny.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 159 A wall. .That had in it a
crannied hole or chtnke.

t Crannock. Obs. Also 6 crennock, -eke,

krenneke, cren-, cryri-, crineoke (all in Shuttle-

worth Accts. Chetham Soc.\ [See Curnock. For-
1 merly often latinized as crannocus, -acus, crannoca.

In Ireland the word was app. identified with the native

word crafinog (see next), whence in Irish Dictionaries
' hamper 1 appears as one of the senses of the latter.]

The name of a dry measure formerly in use in

Wales, the West of England, and Ireland. It

varied greatly in different places, and according

to the commodity. For corn, the crannock of 2

or 4 bushels is mentioned ; for salt it appears to

have been much larger.

1189-90 Pipe Roll 1 Rich. I, Gtouc. 163 Pro D. crannoc'
frumenti. 1219 Rot. Clans. 3 Hen. Ill, m. 2 Rex mandat

/
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Justiciario Hibernia; ut liberet Regi Mannia:, singulis I

annis, duo dolia vini et sexies viginti crennoc bladi, pro

homagio suo. ia«-sa Kent. Glastonb. (Somerset Rec.
\

Soc.) i, j crannoc frumenti. Ibid. 168 Centum crannocas

salis. 1586 in Shuttlctvortk Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 1. 29 Towe
krennekes and a halffe of salte at the North Wyche xxxv 1.

1591 Ibid. 66 Thrie crynokes and a halfe of salte liiij J.

1603 G. Owen Pembrokesk. 1. xviii. (1892) 137 Neither ys

the Cranoke or Wey measures used in selling [corn] ; but by

the bushell onely [see Note). 1610 Holland Camden's

Brit. n. 175 'Ireland) A Cranok of wheat was sold for three

and twenty shillings. 161 1 Speed Tkeat. Gt. Brit. (1614)

139/2 (Ireland) In 1330 a cranoc of wheat was sold for 20",
j

a cranoc of oates for 8% a cranoc of pease, beanes and barley

for as much. 1815 W. Davies Agric. S. Wales II. 172.

Crannog (krarnfJg). Prth. Archseol. [a. Irish

crannog, Gael, crannag structure of timber, pnlpit,

round top of a mast, cross-trees of a ship, etc.,

deriv. of crann tree, beam, mast, shaft, etc.

Erroneously printed crannoge by Dr. Daniel Wilson, and
after him by many archaeologists, with pi. crannoges, as if

the g were soft.)

An ancient lake-dwelling in Scotland or Ireland.

1851 I). Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863' I. a ii. 351 One of the

ancient Lake villages or Crannoges. Ibid. II. lit. iii. 99.

1886 A tkenxum 24 Apr. 556/2 The Irish crannogs continued

to be resorted to, in troublous times, even down to the

seventeenth century. 189a limes 24 Oct. 3 The well-known

palisades of the crannogs in Scotland and Ireland.

attrib. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. II. in, iii. 100 The
ancient forests of the crannoge era. 1887 Westm. Rev. June

345 Engineering and mechanical skill on the part of these

early crannoge builders.

Hence Crannoger, a dweller in a crannog.

1884 Tima(Weekly Ed.) 19 Sept. i2Crannogers felt strong

in their fastnesses, and were unwilling to quit them for the

convenience of the mainland.

Cranny (kra-ni), sb? Forms : (5 crayne),

5-7 orany, 6-7 cranie, craney, 7 crannie, -ey,

(craine), 7- cranny, [app. related to F. cran

[in Cotgr. cren) 'a notch, cleft, niche, or jag', a

crack in metal, a transverse fissure in strata, etc.

;

but the etymology and form-history present many
difficulties.

F. cren, cran is in Walloon cren, and is associated with

Rumansch cren/ta, I.ombard crena. It is referred by
Darmesteter to a pop. L. *creunum, supposed to be related

to *crena a word formerly attributed to Pliny, but now con-

sidered as a textual error. No early example of the French
word is known [see however Cmuil ; Palsgrave translates
' cranny 1 by crevasse. The form of the English word makes
its French derivation doubtful, as this does not account for

the termination. The form crayne in Promp. Parv, is a

scribal error for cranye (see ref. under Crauas), and craine

in Minsheu is apparently merely copied from it.] •

A small narrow opening or hole ; a chink^crevice,

crack, fissure.

<• 1440 Promp. Pan\ 100 Cranye [erroneously Crayne] or

crayues [Pynson crany or craues], rimes, rimula, riscus.

101 Cronos supra in Crany. 1460 Play Sacram. 710

Here the owyn must ryve asunder & blede owt at y
cranys & an Image appere owt w* woundis bledyng.

1530 Palsgr. 210/2 Crany or ryft, cravassc. 1580 North
Plutarch (1676I 560 Peeping in at a cranny of his

chamber door. 1617 Minsheu Ductor, Craine or cleft, vide

Cranie . A Cranie, craine, or cleft. 1641 Wii.kins Math.
Magick 11. i. (1648) 152 Which does usually blow in at every

chink or cranny. 167a Cave Prim. dir. m. ii. (1673) 381

No light but what peeped in from a few little cranies. 1717

Swift Gulliver 11. VUL 166, I saw the water ooze in at

several crannies. 1836 Marryat Japket xlv. 89 After ex-

amining every nook and cranny they could think of. 1865

Gam Seen, ft Geol. Scot. xii. 321 Swallows build their nests
'

in the crannies of the cliff.

fig. 1c 1600 Distracted F.mp. I. i. Bullen in O. PL IIL 181

Some .. that neare [= ne'er] looke Into the chynckes and
1

crannyes of the state. 1768-74 Tucker /-/. A'a/. (1852) II. .

152 Some lurking vanity stealing slily in through crannies '

where one would least expect it. 1848 Mill Pol. Earn. 1.
|

vii. f 5 Into every crevice and cranny of human life.

Cranny, sb.- Glass Manuf. [Origin unknown.]

The smooth iron rod on which the bulb of plastic
j

glass is rolled in order to form a neck, in blowing

crown-glass.
1661 Merrett Vt.Neris Art of Glass 365 Cranny is a

round Iron whereon they roul the Glass to make the neck of

it small. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Cranny (Glass Manu-
facture), a tool for forming the necks of glass bottles.

Cranny, a. A dial, by-form of Cranky.
1674-9 Ray N. C. Words, Cranny, as a cranny lad, a

jovial, brisk, lusty lad. Cliesh. [Hence in Hum 1721,

Grose, etc.] 1847-78 Hai.i.iwell, Cranny, quick, giddy,

thoughtless. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss., Cranny adj., simple,

foolish ; sb, simpleton.

Cra nny, v. [f. Cranny sb.*]

+ L intr. To open in crannies or chinks. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 100 Cranyyn', rimo. 1565 Golding
Ovids Met. 11. (1593) 35 The ground did cranie everywhere,

and light did pierce to hell. 1607 Barksted Mirrha (1876)

51 The ground did crannie.

2. To penetrate into crannies, rare.

1816 Byron Ch. Har. 11. xlvii, All tenantless, save to the

crannying wind. 1873 Blackmore Cradock N. vi.(i88i)2i

Eyes that crannied not, like a crane's bill, into the family

crocks and dust-bin.

Cranreuch (kranrox). Sc. Also 7 orain-

roeh, 9 cranreugh, cranrach. [app. f. Gael.

crann tree + rcodhadh freezing ; but the Gaelic

Diets, give for ' hoar-frost ' crith-reodhadh, lit.

' shaking or quivering frost '.

{The alleged Gaelic cranntarack in Jam. is some error.)]

Hoar-frost, rime. Hence Cranreuchy a.

1682 R. LAKMem. (1818) 239 No frost at all excepting some
crainroch or small frost. 1785 Burns To a Mouse vi, To
thole the winter's sleety dribble, An' cranreuch cauld ! 1829

Scott Rob Roy Introd. p. xxv. The dhuniewassell's neck

and shoulders. . were covered with cranreuch 1 i.e. hoar frost).

1883 J. Beath Biskopskire Lilts 14 The cranrach 's on the

hill. 189a J. Mather Poems 59 The cranreugh grows its

hoary plume.
]

1821 Edin. Mag. Apr. 352 (Jam. J, Like the rouky gleemoch

in a craunrochie morning.

Cransier, erron. form of Creancer.

f Crants. Obs. Also oranse, cranee, craunco,

corance. [a. Ger. (MHG., OHG.) kranz, whence
Du. krans, in Kilian 1599 kranls, wreath, garland,

chaplct.] A garland, chaplet, wreath.
159a Greene in Harl. MUc. (Main.) II. 246 The filthy

queane weares a craunce and is a Frenchwoman, forsooth. 1

1596 in Nichols Progr.Q.ElizA\ii-$i\\\. 391 After theyre-

ceived some reward, and with a cranse with their ladies

gave daunses with them. 1602 Shaks. hiam. v. i. 255 (Qo.)

Vet here she is allowed her virgin crants [Eo. rites]. 16.

.

Chapman AlpkonsusWV*. 1873 III. 238 Clowns with each of

them a miter with corances on their heads. 1706 J. Watson
Collect. Sc. Poems II. 10 (Jam.) Thair heids wer gamisht
gallandlie With costly crancis maid of gold. [1890 Hard.
man Our Prayer-bk.ijS The 'crants' were garlands which it

was usual to make of white paper, and to hang up in the

church on the occasion of a young girl's funeral

.

;
Some_ of

these were hanging up in Flamborough Church, Yorkshire,

as late as 1850.]

tCra'ny. Obs. Also 7 cranie. = Cranium.
1525 Jerome ofBrunnvick's Surg, xxx, With brekyng of

Craney. 1643 Sir T. Brow ne Relig. Med. 88 The Crany
of a beast. 1646 — Pseud. Ep. m, xiii. 137 It was rather the

forehead bone petrified, then a stone within the crany.

51730 Swift Dan Jackson's Reply Wks. 1755 IV. 1. 258

Good spelling-master, your crany has lead on't.

Crany, Craon, obs. ff. Cranny, Crayon.

Crap (krsep), sb. 1 Obs. or dial. Also 5 crappe.

[Identical with earlier Du. krappe ' carptus, carp-

tura, res decerpta, frustum decerptum siue abscis-

i sum, p.-vft abrasa siue abscissa ;
pars camis ab-

scissa; crustum; offella, offula; placenta; pulpa-

mentum '

vKilian, 1599), connected with happen
to pluck off, cut off, separate. Cf. also F. crape,

OF. crappe siftings, also ' the grain trodden under

feet in the bam, and mingled with the straw and

dust' (M. L. Delisle in Godef.), med.L. crappa in

Du Cange. (Cf. also crapinum the smaller chaff.)

In mod.F. the word has taken the sense of ' dirt,

filthj, and ' grease of a millstone '. It is doubtful

whether all the senses here placed belong to one

word, though a common notion of ' rejected or

left matter, residue, dregs, dust' runs through

them.]

1 1. The husk of grain ; chaff. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 100 Crappe, or gropys of come,
acus. 1483 Catk. Angl. 80 Crappes, acus.

2. A name of some plants : a. liuckwhent. b.

Applied locally to various weeds grow ing among
corn, as Darnel, Rye grass, Charlock.

c 1425 IV. in Wr.-Wiilcker 664/29 Hoc siligo, rye. .flee

curmlu. crappy*. ri4Jo Ibid 726/16 Hecvicia, a fech. Hec
cruralis, craps. Hoc exaticum, byge. 1669 Worlidge
Syst. Agric. (1681) 324 Crap, in some places Darnel is so

called, and in some it signifies Buckwheat. 1674 Ray S. 4-

/;. C. Words, Crap, darnel, Sussex. In Worcestershire

and other countries they call buck-wheat crap. IKennett
makes the former Crop, Phillips led. Kersey) makes both

Crop.] 1808-15 Jamikson, Craps . . ranches in general.

187s Parish Sussex Glass., Crap or Crapgrats, Ray-grass,

Lolium pertnne.

8. The residue formed in rendering, boiling, or

melting fat
;
cracklings, graves ; hence crap-cake,

tallow-craps. In this sense it varies with scraps.

^Usually in //.)

1490-99 Promp. Parv. ion MS. H.&ed. Pynson) Crawke
or crappe, crtmium. [See Crawke.) 1876 Robinson Wkitby
Gloss., Crappins or Craps, the shreds from pig's fat, after

the lard is melted out. 1877 llo/derness Gloss., Crafs
are eaten with salt to tea, etc. In North Holdemess tne

refuse pieces after tallow-boiling are also called craps. 1877

E. Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss., Craps, Scraps, scraps of

pig's fat which remain after the lard has been extracted by
boiling. People eat them with mustard, vinegar, and pepper.

4. ' The dregs of beer or ale ' (Halliwell).

1879 Miss Jackson Skropsk. Word-bk., Crap, Crop,

the settlings of ale or beer at the bottom of a barrel, some-

times used instead of barm.

5. Money, slang or dial. [A cant use of some

of the prec. senses, or of F. crape dirt : cf. ' dust '.]

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crctv, Crap, Money. 1746 Col-

lier (Tim Bobbin) Vim Lane. Dial. To Rdr., I'm poor

Got-wot .. My Crap's aw done. 1787 Grose Provinc.

Gloss., Crap, .in the north it is sometimes used for money.

6. A Scrap : perh. due to confusion of the words.

1515 Barclay Kgloges ii. (1570) B iij/4 And sometime to

thee is sent a little crap With sauour therof to take thee in

the trap. 1510 Whitinton Vulg. (1527) 42 b, Gadre vp the

crappes & cromes clene. 1S70 Levins Manip. 26 A crape,

mica, gramum [Levins has not Scrap].

I Crap, *M Obs. [a. Du. krap, MDu. crappe,

whence also Ger. and Sw. krapp, Va.krap, F. crappe

15 1
3 from Lille in Godef.).] Madder; esp. the

commercial product obtained by grinding the inner

part of the root.

1721 C. Kim; Brit. Merck. I. 185 Crap Madder from 1676

lo 1679, 461. a. 64J. per ct. wt. 176a tr. Buscking's Syst.

Geog. V. 626 In some tracts [are cultivated] the herbs for

dying, as crap, woad, and clary. 1812 J. Smyth Pract.

Customs 133 The finest sort [of madder], which is of a
bright reddish colour, is called Crop.

Crap, sb.3 Thieves cant. [a. Du. krap cramp,
clamp, clasp.] The gallows.
1811 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Crap, the gallows. 1829

Lytton Disowned 8 But our wealth is as free of the bailiff's

see, Asour necks of the twisting crap. 1834 H. Ainsworth
Koohwood 111. v, If he come to the crap.

Hence Crap v. trans., to hang.

1781 G. Parker Virtu Soc. II. 30 (Fanner) Sentencing

some more to be crapped. 181 2 J. H. Vaux Flask Diet.,

Crap'd, hanged.

Crap, Sc. dial. f. Crop sb. and v.

Crap, obs. and Sc. pa. t. of Creep.

Crapan, erron. f. Trepan.

t Crapaud. Obs. Forms : 5 crapault, -pauld,

-paut, -paid, crepaud(e, -pawd, 6 crapaude,

.

-pawd, (crapeaux, cropolte, crapal^, 7 crapaud;
c, era-, crepawnde, 6 crapon. [a. F. crapaud,

in OF. crapaut, -ot, for earlier -ault, — Pr. era-

paut, grapaul, OCat. grapaut, grapalt, med.L.

crapaldus, crapollus : see Diez, Littre, Hatzfeld.]

1. A toad.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. xv. 99 Yf the tode, Crapault, or

spyncop, byte a man or woman, they be in daunger for to

dye. 1485 — Ckas.Gt. 89 Serpentes, crapauldes, and other

beestes. 1634 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. ill. 152 The old

Armes of France were the three Toadcs or Crapauds.

2. (More fully crapaud- stone.) A precious stone

formerly believed to be produced in the head of

the toad: cf. Shaks. As You Like It EL I 13; a

Toad-stone. (The stones so named were of many
kinds.)

c 1440 Promp. Pan . 101 Crepawnde, or crapawnde, precy-

ous stone [Pynson crepaud], smaragdus. 1447 IJokenham
Seyntys (Roxb.) 3 No man whyhs[ = wys] The verteuous

crepaude despyse lest, Thow (= though] a todys crowne

wer' hys fyrst nest. 1465 WW ofPeke (Somerset HoA My
crepaude stone. 1557 Will ofG. Amyas, A stone called a

Cropolte. 1558 Gifts to Q. Eliz. in Nichols Progr. II. 539

A jewel!, conlayning a crapon or toade-stone set in golde.

1580 Sidney Arcadia 11622) 11 Her haire like Crapal stone.

Crapaudine (krapfdfn). [F. crapaudine

( = Pr. and med.L. crapaudina, orig. adj. fem.), f.

crapaud toad. The F'r. word has many derived

and transferred applications, a few of which have

to a slight extent been used in English.]

+ 1. ? = Toadstone. Obs.

1558 Lane. Wills I. 182 On crapadyn ij*.

t2. Farriery. (See quoO Obs.

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Crapaudine (in Horses), an ulcer on

the coronet ;
also, a tread upon the coronet. 18*3 in Crass

1 Tech. Diet.

3. A socket in which the pivot of a swing-door

turns ; whence crapaudine door.

1876 GwlLT Arckit. Gloss., Crapaudine Doors, those

which turn on pivots at top and bottom.

t Crapantee, crapotee. Obs. [A deriv. of

crapot, Crapauu.1 -Crapaud 2, Toadstone.

a 1440 Tkomas ofErceld. 1. 52 Compaste all with crapotee,

Stones of Oryente, grete plente. c 1460 Emart 94 Full of

Stones ther hit was pyght . . Of crapowtes and nakctte.

Crape (kr?p), sb. (In 7 orespe.' [An angli-

cized spelling of mod.F'. crtpe, in 16th c. crespe

( = tissu crespe), sb. use of crespe adj. Cribp, crisped,

minutely curled or frizzled.]

1. A thin transparent gauze-like fabric, plain

woven, without any twill, of highly twisted

raw silk or other staple, and mechanically em-

bossed, so as to have a crisped or minutely wrinkled

surface. The name originally comprised fine

worsted fabrics see b.) ; but it is now chiefly

limited to a black silk vor imitation silk) fabric

much used for ladies' mourning dresses, and for

funereal trimming and draping.

Sometimes specifically called English crape (crfpe anglais).

For similar fabrics of other colours or material the French

form Crepe (which has retained the w ider meaning of the

word) is now used by preference, though the rCnghsh form

also occurs with qualifications, as in Canton or China crape

=cripe de Chine, \crape-lesse = Crfpc lisse, a kind of crape

without any wrinkling or 1 figure ; see also crape-clotk

below. The ' crape 1

for which Norwich was formerly

famous, was a plain cloth of silk warp and worsted weft,

which afterwards degenerated into bombazine : see the

latter word (quots. 1789-1831).

1633 J. Done Hist. Scptuagint 179 Tunicks of Crespe.

168s Loud. Gaz. No. 2001/5, 2 Pieces of Stript Silk Norwich

Crape, and two Pieces of mixt Norwich Silk Crape not

Stript. 1687 Settle Reft. Dryden 59 White crape or any
other sort of white dress. 1701 Order in Council 8 Mar. in

Lond. Gaz. No. 3791/4 It will be allowed as full and proper

Mourning, to wear Hatbands of Black English Alamode
covered with Black Crape. 17SI Swift Epil. to Play Wks.

1755 III. 11. 182 Proud Roxana, fir'd with jealous rage,

With fifty yards of crape shall sweep the stnge. 1717 [see

Craped]. i8«o Scott Monast. xvii, He could discern the

outline of the bush, as through a veil of fine crape. 1858

Simmonds Diet. Trade s. v. Crape, Aerophanes, crape-lesse,

and gauze are either white or coloured. 1882 M iss Braddon

Mnt. Royal II. iv. 82 That's the kind of way w idows talk

in their first edition of crape and caps.

plural. 1709 Steele Taller No. 76 r 1 His Wenches are

in plain Pinners and Norwich Crapes.

b. In the 1 8th c, 'a sort of thin worsted stun,
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of which the dress of the clergy is sometimes made

'

(Bailey 1755) ;
hence, sometimes put for those

who are dressed in ' crape ', the clergy, a clergy-

man ; see also crape-gown, -man, etc. in 3 b.

1682 [see crape-goavn in 3 b].

1699 Garth Dispens. 1. (1730) 144 Avoid th' Inclemencies

of Morning Air, And leave to tatter'd Crape the Drudgery
of Pray'r. 1733 Pope Ep. Cobham 136 A Saint in crape is

twice a Saint in lawn, A Judge is just, a Chanc'llor juster

still. 1754 G. Colman in Connoisseur No. 1, Jan., Those
tattered crapes said to ply here for occasional burials or

sermons. 1755 Johnson, Crape, a thin stuff, loosely woven,
of which the dress of the clergy is sometimes made. 1798
Wolcott (P. Pindar) Tales of Hoy Wks. 1812 IV. 387 A
Curate in his tatter'd crape.

2. a. A band of crape worn round a hat, etc., in

token of mourning, b. A piece of crape drawn
over the face as a disguise.

1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 547 That hat. .To set it off, a mourn-
ing crape must deck. 1784 Cowper Task m. 802 Crape
and cocked pistol, and the whistling ball Sent throughthe
traveller's temples. Examiner Z Feh. 84/2 He [a high-

wayman] pulled down a crape over his face. 1848 Thack-
eray Van. Fair xli, A white hat with a crape round it.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. {ox adj.) Of crape
;

connected with crape.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 64 r 2 His Crape Hatband. 1833
Marrvat P. Simple xli, My father seized his hat. .tore oft

the crape weepers and . . threw them on the floor.
_
1835 Ure

Philos. Manuf. 25s To take up the crape trade in earnest.

1882 Miss Braddon Mnt. Royal II. Til, 136 The folds of

her white crape fichu.

b. Comb., as crape - dresser, -dyer, -scourer,

-wreath
;
crape-like, -shrouded adjs. ;

crape-cloth,

a woollen material to which a crape-like appearance

is given, used for mourning; crape-faced a., having

the face covered with a piece of crape for disguise

;

t crape-gown, a gown of crape, formerly worn by

English clergymen (see 1 b) ; hence +crape-gown-
man, fcrape-man, a clergyman

;
crape-myrtle, a

Chinese shrub, Lagerstrcemia indica, with bright

rose-coloured petals of crumpled appearance, culti-

vated in greenhouses in England, and in gardens in

Southern U.S.
1837 Whitlock Bk. Trades (1842) 490 *Crape-dresser.

1858 Simmond^ Diet. Trade, Crape and Feather Dresser,

one who crimps and curls those articles, and re-stiffens crape

with gum water. Ibid., ^Crape-Dyer, a tradesman who re-

dresses and improves black crape. 1815 Milman Fazio

(1821) 15 Robbers, black *crape-faced robbers. 1682 {title),

Speculum *Crape-Gownorum, Or, a Looking-glass for the

young Academicks. 1706 Hearne Collect.{tZ^ 1. 309 A new
Pudding-sleeve Crape Gown. 1682 1 Philanax Misopappas 1

Tory Plot, wd Pt. 3 High-flown *Crape-Gown-men, that

thunder briskly against the Dissenters. 1881 J. E. H.
Thomson Upla?td Tarn 55 The dank and *crape-like moss.

1887 H.T. Wood Iltustr.Books 51 A multitude of tiny crape-

like markings or folds. 1826 Scott Woodst. i, The lazy

*crapemen of Oxford, bouncing priests, whose eyes were so

closed up with fat. 1850 B. Taylor Eldorado i. (1862) 6

Orange trees, acacias, and the pink blossoms of the *crape

myrtle. 1881 Cable Mad. Delphine ix. 48 This side door-

way . . was overarched . . by a crape-myrtle. 1725 Loud.
Gaz. No. 6385/4 Andrew Gayney. .*Crape-Scowerer. 1882

Miss Braddon Mnt. Royal \\. vii. 136 The heavy *crape-

shrouded gown which marked the first period of her mourn-
ing. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxix. (1856) 240 Great
clouds of aark vapor are seen to the southward to-day, the

*crape-wreaths of our first imprisonment.

t Crape, v.1 Obs. [a. F. crtper:—OF. cresper=

Pr. crespar, It. crispare :—L. crispdre to curl, crisp,

crimp, f. crispus : see Crisp a.] trans. To make
(the hair) wavy and curly ; to crimp, to frizzle.

1786 Mad. D'Arblay Diary 29 July, The hour, .for curl-

ing and craping the hair. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France
I. 185 Here is. .no craping or frizzing the hair. 1822 W.
Irving Braceb. Hall (1845) 18 Hair craped and powdered

Crape (kre'p), [f. Crape sb.] tram. To
cover, clothe, or drape with crape. To crape it

(colloq.) : to wear crape in mourning. Also trans/.

1815 Hist. y. Decastro IV. 38 Six or seven men with their

faces blacked or craped ran . . and intercepted my retreat.

1868 Dilke Greater Brit. II. 147 The moon was still

craped with a ceaseless roll of cloud. 1891 Macrae G.

Gitfillan 128 note, I crapit it neen when my man deed, I wis

gled to be rid o' him.

Crape, obs. pa. t. of Creep.

Craped (krc'pt), ppl. a. [f. Crape sb. and v.-]

1. Crisped, crimped, minutely curled or crinkled.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Crape, Crapes are either

craped, i.e. crisped, or smooth. 1795 Hull Advertiser 21

Nov. 2/2 Two yellow craped feathers in the front.

2. Covered, robed, or draped with crape.

1850 T. A. Trollope Impress, of Wand. ii. 26 The Nea-
politans had determined on marching with their flag furled

and craped. 1880 Miss Broughton Sec. Th. 1. x, She is

standing long and craped beside the fire.

Cra pe-fish. [Cf. Norse krappr compressed,

LG. krapp hard-twisted (rope), hard-baked.] Cod-
fish salted and hardened by pressure.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xi. 22 We saw the cod fish here

in all the stages of preparation, .the stockfish dried in the

open air without salt, crape fish salted and pressed.

Crapen (kre'-pen), a. rare. [f. Crape sb. +
-EN 4.J Formed of crape.

1861 Wynter Soc. Bees 138 The foremost row [of caps]

confronted me with all the severity of crapen folds.

Craple, obs. variant of Grapple sb. and v.

[OF. grape, grapin, etc., varied with cr- forms.]

Vol. II.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. viii. 40 The monstrous Scorpion

. .with ugly craples crawling. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's

Vict. II. xxviii, Still he thought he felt their craples teare

Him by the heels back to his ugly denne. 1612 T. Taylor
Comm. Titus i. 5 Fearfully smne they against this ex-

ample, who.. craple and couple livings together.

Crapnel, obs. form of Grapnel.
Crapon, -owte, -otee, obs. var. Crapaud,

Crapautee.
Crapper, obs. form of Cropper, pigeon.

Crappie (krae'pi). U.S. Also crappe), croppie.

A species of sunfish, Pomoxys annularis, found in

the Mississippi and its tributaries.

i86x G. F. Berkeley Sportsm. IV. Prairies iii. 41 A fish

they call the crappee. Ibid. xxii. 363 The crappe . . very

like our fresh-water bream. 1889 Farmer Diet. Amer.,
Croppie.

Crappin, Sc. dial. f. Cropping.

Cra -ppit-head. Sc. [Crappit has the fonn

of a pa. pple. of a vb. crap or crop, not otherwise

found, but compared by Jamieson with earlier

Du. krappen to fill the crop of, cram (a capon,

etc.).] The head of a haddock stuffed with the

roe, oatmeal, suet, and spices. (Jamieson.)

1815 Scott Guy M. xxxii, I gae a look to making the

friar's chicken mysell, and to the crappit-heads too. 1816

— Auliq. vi, Here is fish and sauce, and crappit-heads.

1861 Ramsay Remin. Ser. 11. 64 ' Eat crappit heads for

supper last night and was the waur o't '.

Craps: see Crap ri.l, esp. sense 3.

II Crapula. Obs. [L. crdpula excessive drink-

ing, inebriation, intoxication, ad. Gr. KpainakT]

drunken headache or nausea, the result of a
drunken debauch. In adopting the Gr. word, the

Romans seem to have put the cause for the result

;

both senses are found in the English derivatives.]

1. The sickness or indisposition following upon a

drunken or gluttonous debauch.
a 1687 Cotton Poems, Night Quatrains (1689) 248 The

drunkard . . when he wakes . . shall find A cropala remains

behind. 1721 Bailey, Crapula, a Surfeit by over-eating

and drinking : Crop-sickness, Drunkenness.

2. A resin or drug productive of intoxication : a

Latin use.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 424 If the wine when it is new be

mighty and strong, they put in the more of this medicine or

confection called Crapula.

||
Cra'pule. [F., ad. L. crapula.'] =prec.

a 1687 H. More is cited by Worcester.

Crapulence (krse-pi«<lens). [f. Crapulent :

see -ence.] 1. Sickness or indisposition resulting

from excess in drinking or eating.

1727 Bailey vol. II, Crapulence, surfeiting byover-eating.

1755 Johnson, Crapulence, drunkenness, sickness by in-

temperance,

2. Gross intemperance, esp. in drinking ; de-

bauchery.
1825 R. Ward Tremaine I. xx. 144 A thousand amiable

qualities, .were lost in this crapulence. 1859 R. F. Burton
Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 163 The men are

idle and debauched, spending their days in unbroken
crapulence and drunkenness.

t Cra -pulency. Obs. rare- 1
. [See -enct.]

— prec. sense 2.

1651 Biggs New Disp. T 270 Whether crapulency, ebriety

and an inordinate life be the actions of a sound state.

Crapulent (krarpi«lent), a. [ad. L. crapu-

lent-us very much intoxicated, f. crapula : see

above, and cf. vinolentus, violentus.]

1. Of or pertaining to crapulence ; suffering from

excessive drinking, eating, etc.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Crapulent . . surfeiting or oppressed

with surfeit. 1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. (1695) 229

In crapulent cases, and after a drunken Debauch. 1863

Possib. ofCreation 287 When the collective wisdom of the

country was in an intensely crapulent state.

2. Given to gross intemperance.

1888 Open Court 12 Apr. 881 The crapulent monks.

t Crapule'ntal, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. crdpzi-

lent-us + -al.] Of or pertaining to crapulence.

1620 Venner Via Recta ii. 35 The aforesaid crapulentall

hurts are not induced.

Crapulous (krce'piHbs), a. In 6 orapulus.

[ad. L. crdpulds-us, f. crapula : cf. F. crapuleux.]

1. Characterized by gross excess in drinking or

eating ;
intemperate, debauched.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. xxiv, Throw thair

crapulus and schamfull glutone. 1721 Bailey, Crapulous,

given to Gluttony. 1789 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II.

579 His distresses and his crapulous habits. 1839 Ld.

Brougham Stalesm. Geo. Ill (ed. 2) 210 The crapulous life

which her future successor led. 1854 Badham //aheut. 434

After one of these crapulous repasts. 1862 J. Thrupp Ang.

Sax. Home vii. 217 Under the Danish kings the monks

were more crapulous than ever.

2. Suffering from the effects of intemperance to

drinking
;
resulting from drunkenness.

*755 Johnson, Crapulous, .sick with intemperance. 1802

Syd. Smith Wks. 1859 "/2 Tne crapulous eructations of

a drunken cobbler. 1845 Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857)

III. lvi. 141 Men who spend their evenings over their wine

and awake crapulous in the morning. 1876 Bartholow.

Mat. Med. (1879) 85 Crapulous diarrhoea and dysentery are

not benefited by them.

Cra-pulousness. [f. prec. + -ness.] State

or quality of being crapulous.

1850 Merivale Rom. Emp. (1865) I. iv. 187 The crapu-
lousness of his sententious colleague. 1890 Sat. Rev. r

Nov. 515/2 Culminating, .in mere crapulousness.

Crapy (kre'-pi), a. [f. Crape sbA + -y i.]

1. Of the texture or appearance of crape ; re-

sembling crape.

1853 Kane GrinnellExp. xxvii. 221, 1 was soon enveloped
in crapy mist. 1892 Harper's Mag. June 28/1 My pretty

black butterfly, .spun his crapy white-streaked halo among
the leaves.

2. Of crape ; clothed or draped in crape.

1855 Chamb. Jrnl. III. 97 The tremendous interest which
these gauzy, crapy, ribbony bewilderments have for hun-
dreds of the other sex. 1891 G. Meredith One of our
Conq. III. xiii. 276 I've had crapy processions all day before

my eyes.

Crare, obs. var. of Crayer.

Crase, Crased, etc., obs.ff. Craze, Crazed, etc.

Crash, (krxj), v. Also 4 crassche, 5 erasehyn,
erayschyn, 5-6 crasshe. [An onomatopoeic

word having the same relation to crack that clash

has to clack and clap : see Clash, Dash. There
are possible associations also with crase, craze

(though here the a has been long, and the s pro-

nounced as z prob. from the I4thc). Themod.Scan-
dinavian langs. show Icel. krassa ' perfricare, dila-

cerare ' (Haldors.), Sw. krasa, Da. hase to crackle,

and the phrases Sw. sla i kras, Da. g& i kras to

dash in pieces, break to shivers ; but these are app.

only analogous formations.]

1. trans. To break in pieces with violence and

noise ; to dash in pieces, shiver, shatter, smash.

(Now somewhat rare.)

la zqooMorte Arth. 1109 The creest and be coronalle.

.

with his clubb he crasschede doune. 1535 Covhrdalf. Amos
ii. 13 Beholde, I wil crasshe you in sonder. a 1700 B.E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Crash, to kill. 1718 Pope Iliad iv. 602 The
pond'rous stone . . crashed the solid bone. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge lix, Crashing the branches as he went. 1849

Robertson Serm. 1st Ser. x. (1866) 171 The tempest that

crashes down the forest. 1854 Landor Lett. American 41

To see the valorous and adventurous crasht by the portent-

ous concurrence of brute matter.

t b. fig. To discuss with violence and noise ; to

' thrash out Obs. rare.

a 1670 Hacket Williams (1692I II. 42 He thought

them [Calvinistic controversies], .worthy of crashing in the

schools, but not in the Church.

c. To force or drive with a crash or with crash-

ing ; to cause to come or go with a crash.

1831 Carlyle in Froude Life («88a) II. 172 Two women
literally crashing hoarse thunder out of a piano. 1866

Kingsley Herew. ii. 67 Two other knights crashed their

horses through the brushwood.

2. intr. To break or fall to pieces with noise, as

when dashed down or violently struck ; to smash,

break up. rare. (First quot. of doubtful sense.)

1535 Coverdale Amos ii. 13 Like as a Wayne crassheth,

y> is full of sheaues. 1803 J. Bryant in Naval Chron. IX.

240 At the first blow his head crashed,

b. To move or go with crashing.

1694 Acct. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (1711) 44 Crashing and
grinding against each other. 1836 Stanley Sinai A> Pal.

1. (1858) 89 The rocks.. overlap, and crumble, and crack, as

if they would crash over you. i860 T. Martin tr. Horace

179 He crash'd through the fray with his terrible spear.

1870 Lowell Study Wind. (1886) 24 Some .. hand would

crash through them and leave them dangling brokenly.

f 3. a. trans. To strike (the teeth) together with

noise ; to gnash. Obs.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 100 Craschyn, as tethe, fremo,

frondeo. 1530 Palsgr. 501/1, I knowe a foole that wyll

crasshe his tethe togyther. 1600 Fairfax Tasso vn. xlii.

125 He shakt his head and crasht his teeth for ire. 1646

F. Hawkins youth's Bchav. (1663) 2 Rub not thy teeth nor

crash them.

\ b. To crash with the teeth, in same sense. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 500/2 I crasshe with my tethe togyther, je

grinche. 1S80 Baret Alv. C 1575 He crasheth terribly

with his teeth.

f e. To crush with the teeth ; to Craunch.
1530 Palsgr. 501/1 Herke howe he crassheth these grystels

bytwene his tethe. 1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. 11. 21 Swine

haue also crashed and broken akorns. 1614 T. Adams
Devil's Banquet 147 A Lyon shall crash their bones. 1622

Bp. Hall Serm. Wks. (1627) 493 Some crashed in peeces by

the teeth of lions. 1730-6 [see Craunch].

f d. intr. (for passive) To go to pieces noisily

between the teeth. Obs.

1515 Barclay Egloges 11. (1570) B ftj/a Betwene thy tethe

oft time the coles crashes. 1530 Palsgr. 501/1, I crasshe,

as a thynge dothe that is cryspe or britell bytwene ones

tethe, je crespe.

4. To make the noise that a hard body does

when dashed to pieces or smashed; to make a

loud confused noise as of many hard bodies dash-

ing and breaking together, f Formerly also, to

make a crackling noise.

1563 Fulke Meteors (1640) 67 b, Tinne is. .very porose.

.

which causeth it to crash, when it is broken or bitten. 1583

Stanyhurst Aeneis i. (Arb.) 20 Crash dothe rent tacklings

[stridorque rudentmri). 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. (1662)

99 Something yet crash'd in his belly, as if there were a

Bag of Glass in it. (11771 Gray Wks. (1807) I. 41 Pikes

must shiver . . Hauberk crash, and helmet ring. 1822

Byron Vis. Judg.Xw, Here crash'd a sturdy oath of stout

John Bull. 1864 Skeat Uhland's Poems 69 O'erhead the

rolling thunders crash.
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5. The vb. stem is used adverbially, usually with

the vb. go : cf. bang, etc.

1760 Goldsm. Cit. W. xiv. (1837) 54 Crash went half-a-

dozen dragons upon the marble hearthstone. 180S Southey
Modoc inAzt. vi, Crash with that. The Image fell. 1861

Hughes Tom Brcnvn at Oxf. vii. (1889) 61 Crash went the

slight deal boards.

Crash ,kra:J), sb.l [f. Cbash v.]

L The loud and sudden sound as of a hard body

or number of bodies broken by violent percussion,

as by being dashed to the ground or against each

other ; also transferred to the sound of thunder,

loud music, etc. (It is often impossible to separate

the sound from the action as exemplified in sense 2.)

1580 Baret Alv. C 1575 A crash, the noise of a thing

that is broken, fragor. 1602 Shak. Ham. 11. ii. 498 Sense-

lesse I Ilium. . Stoopes to his Bace, and with a hideous crash

Takes prisoner Pyrrhus eare. 180a Mar. Edgeworth
Moral T. (1816) I. xv. 120 The windows were, .demolished

with a terrible crash. 1818 Mrs. Shelley Fratikenst. vi.

The thunder burst with a terrific crash, i860 Tyndall Glac.

1. ii. 12 The echos of the first crash.

2. The breaking to pieces of any heavy hard

body or bodies by violent percussion ; the shock of

such bodies striking and smashing each other.

17.. Pope Wks. 1886, X. 263 The decay of beauty and the

crash of worlds. [But cf. Crush sb.) 1718 — Iliad xvi. 928
The whole forest in one crash descends. 1837 Carlvle />.

Rev. j. n. t, The oak. .when with far-sounding crash it falls.

b. Jig. The action of falling to ruin suddenly

and violently ;
spec, sudden collapse or failure of

a financial undertaking, or of mercantile credit

generally.

1817 Coleridge Lay Serm. ii. (Bonn) 424 A rapid series

of explosions (in mercantile language, a crash), and a conse-

quent precipitation of the general system. 1848 Macallay
Hist. Eng. II. 663 With what a crash.. would the whole
vast fabric of society have fallen ! 1889 Giffen Case Agst.
Bimetallism (i8o2t 119 At the cost of a financial crash to

which the world has yet seen no parallel. 1890 Spectator

12 July, A great crash is expected in South America. Both
in the Argentine Republic and Uruguay, everybody has

been over-speculating.

1 3. A bout of revelry, amusement, fighting, etc.

;

a short spell, spurt. Obs.

1549 Chaloner Erasmus on Folly N ij b, To recreate

theim selves with sportyng tales a crashe. c 1575 Fulke
Confnl. Pnrg. (1577) 40 But first he must rayle a crash

at the forsaken Protestantes. 1591 R. Turnbull Exp.
Jas. 75 They haue a spirt, a crash, a fit at the worde, and
leaue off. .1652 Brome New Acad. 111. i, Come, Gentle-

men, shall we have a crash at cards? 1767 W. Hanbury
Charities Ch. Langton 168 We could not have a friendly

crash, but we must be troubled with one or more of those

fellows [musical performers] to fill up the parts.

Crash (knej), sb.'i [Of uncertain origin : cf.

Russ. krashenina coloured linen.] A coarse kind

of linen, used for towels, etc.

1811 J. Smyth Pract. Customs 125 A coarse sort of narrow
Russia Linen, .commonly called Crash, and generally used

as Towelling. 1867 F. H. Ludlow Little Bro. 79 There is

crash upon the wide surface of the parlour floors ! 189a

Daily Nnvs 3 Sept. 2/6 Coarse linens, such as canvas and
crashes.

b. attrib. Made of crash.

1875 Miss Bird Sandwich /si. {1880) 106 A basin, crash

towels, a caraffe. 1887 Pall Mall G. 2 June 14/1 Strong

white ' crash ' bags.

Crashing (kne-firj), vbl. sb. [f. Crash v. +
-ma '.] The action of the verb Crash, q. v.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 100 Cracchynge of tethe. c 1450
Merlin 155 The crassinge of speres. 1579 Gosson Sch.

Abuse (Arb.) 55 The Byrde Trochilus with crashing of her

bil awakes the Crocodile. 1786 tr. Beckfonfs Fathek{t&6S)

46 The crashing of bones. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women,
B. I. xii. 212 The horrible crashing of the tempest.

Cra/shing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -inq That
crashes ; that makes a crash ; that breaks, falls,

etc., with a crash ; see the vb.

1580 Baret Alv. G 300 A gnashing, grinding, or crashing

noise, stridor. 1697 D*Yi>T.HsEneia xn. 464 The broad axe
enters with a crashing sound. 1718 Pope Iliad xm. 773
The crashing bones. 1833 H. MartineauCvuuuhok «t P.

iv. 69 Crashing thunder then came, peal upon peal. 1884

A thenseum 8 Mar. 307/1 Remaining unmoved amid a crash-

ing universe, and so forth.

t b. Crashing lead : an old appellation of tin,

from its crackling when bent. Obs. (See Crash v. 4.)

1678 R. Russell Gebcr in. 11. 11. ii. 175 Crashing Lead,

which is called White and in the Sentence of Art, Jupiter.

II Crasis (krfi'sis). [Gr. npaats mixture, com-

bination (also in the grammatical sense below),

f. Ktpavvvvm to mix.]

1. The blending or combination of elements,

' humours ', or qualities, in the animal body, in

herbs, etc. t a. As a permanent characteristic

:

Composition, constitution, temperament, ' com-
plexion '. Obs.
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle 11. 647 His bodies crasis is

angelical!. 1662 Glahvill Lux Orient, iv. (1682) 32 He
had transmitted .. that excellent. .temper_ of body ; which

should have been like his own happy crasis. vjfAMonth.
Rev. 507 They have imagined them [animal spirits] of a
somewhat diverse crasis . . in different bodies. 1759 Sterne
Tr. Shandy I. xi, [Yorick] seemed not to have had one
single drop of Danish blood in his whole crasis.

Jig. 165a Evelyn State of France Misc. Writ. (1805) 95
The complexion and crasis of this body politick. 1677 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. 1. ii. 61 There are lodged in the very
crasis and constitution of the Soul certain rational Instincts.

a 1734 North Exam. 1. iii. § 91 (1740) 186 But the Crasis

of Times must account for all such Indecencies.

b. The combination of ' humours ' or qualities

constituting a state of health or disease ;
(healthy

or diseased) condition. 1 Obs.

1602 ind Pt. ReturnJr. Parnass. 11. L (Arb.) 21, I have

considered of the crasis, and syntoma of your disease.

1670 Maynwaring Vila Sana L 6Virulent purgatives, that

alienate the erases or ferments of the parts. 1767 Gooch
Treat. Wounds I. 75 In a dissolved Crasis of the blood.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anal. I. 418/b, In malignant petechial

fevers the crasis is so broken as to deposit a sooty powder.

+ C. In wider sense : Mingling, mixture, com-

bination. Obs.

1677 Hale Contempt 11. 56 The Heart is indeed the

Crasis, or Collection of all the Powers of the Soul. 1683

Tryon Way to Health 440 A most pleasant Crasis or

Euphony of Temper, Thoughts and Operations.

2. Gr. Gram. The combination of the vowels of

two syllables, esp. at the end of one word and be-

ginning of the next, into one long vowel or diph-

thong ; as in Kayw for nai iya, Touro/to for to

Sroua.
The explanation given in quot. 1836 is that of the late

Greek Grammarians, and in the Greek Grammars of the

16th c. _
1833 E. Robinson tr. Buttmann's Larger Gri. Gram. 60

Avoiding the hiatus . . (1) by elision with the apostrophe ;

and (2) by contracting both syllables into one compound
sound, or Crasis. 1836 Edin. Acad. Grk. Rudiments (ed.

4) 14 There are three modes of contraction : Crasis, Synstre-

sis, and Syncope. Crasis is the mixture of two sounds with

a change of the vowels: as T«\eos T*t\ovt. 1863 W. Smith

tr. Curtius' Gri. Gram. 8 16 It [the coronis] indicates.,

a crasis .. or contraction of two words. Ibid. § 89 With
crasis the accent of the first word is lost.

+ Crash, a. Obs.-" (See quot.)

c 1440/7' Parti. 100 Craske, or fryke of fatte [A'. crask,

or lusty], crassus. [Thence in Minsheu, Halliwell]

II
Craspedon, -dum (kne-sp»'d^n, -diim). Zool.

PI. craspeda (-da). [Gr. Kpaa-nttov edge, border:

the form in -urn is mod. Latin.] The convoluted

filament, charged with thread-cells, forming the

border of the mesentery in Actinozoa.

1869 Nicholson Zool. 101 Along the free margins of the

mesenteries, .occur certain . .convoluted cords, charged with

thread-cells, and termed Craspeda. 1888 Rolleston &
Jackson Anim. Life 240 This thickening is the mesenterial

filament or craspedon.

Craspedote (krae'sp/tUrat), a. Zool. [f. Gr.

type Kfaotit Sorr-is bordered, f. npaaittooy (see prec.).

Hence mod.L. Craspedota pi.] Applied to those

Mednste which have a velum or inturned border

along the margin of the ' bell '.

1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 248 A Medusa
with a velum is said to be Craspedote. Such Medusa:
characterize the Craspedota, one of the two main sub.

divisions of the class Hydrozoa.

Crass (krres), a. [ad. L. crass-us solid, thick,

dense, fat, etc Cf. F. crasse fem. adj. (16th c. in

Littre) ; OF. had eras, now gras.']

1. Coarse, gross, dense, thick (in physical consti-

tution or texture). Now somewhat rare.

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde 12 The bottome of the

mother or wombe is more crasse, thycke, and flesshy. 1646

Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 91 A crasse and fumide
exhalation. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth H7231 195
Particles, which are more crass and ponderous. 1715 tr.

Pancirollus' Rerum Mem. I. 1. ix. 23 Of all Unguenu. .the

most crasse and thickest. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v., The leaves

of cotyledons, which are much more fleshy, have been called

crass. 1884 J. Colborne Hicks Pasha 180 A crass, gluey

substance.

t b. Said of things material as opposed to im-

material or spiritual. Obs.

1649 J E»- Taylor Gl. Exemp. 11. Ad Sec. 12. 94 Dives had

the inheritance of the earth, in the crasse material! sense.

1653 H. More Antid. Ath. ill. vi. § 7 Whatsoever is crass

and external leaves stronger Impress upon the Phansie.

1664 — Synops. Proph. 217 Bearing strongly upon the

phancy by exhibiting crass and palpable objects.

2. Of personal qualities, ideas, and other things

immaterial : Gross; grossly dull or stupid, ' dense'.

1660 R. Coke yustite Vmd. 20 Where the phantasie . . is

crass and dull and moves slowly. 1664 H. More Myst. Into.

no An undoubted and conspicuous piece of the crassest

Anti-christianism. 1859 Times 30 Aug. 8/3 A free Press. .10

..dispel the crass ignorance which weighs over the land.

1877 E. R. Conder Bos. Faith iii. 108 The crass material-

ism which talks about the brain secreting thought as the

liver secretes bile. 1881 W. R. Smith Old Test, in 7rur. Ch.

291 The crasser forms of religion.

b. Of persons : Grossly stupid, ' dense '
; grossly

insensitive or unrefined (rare).

1861 Thackeray Philip \m. Your, .undeserved good for-

tune, .has rendered you hard, cold, crass, indifferent. 187a

Geo. Eliot Middltm. xvi, Crass minds. . whose reflective

scales could only weigh things in the lump. 1877 Black
Green Past. xx. ( 18781 161 This crass idiot.

Crass (krars), sb. [An abbreviation of the

specific name crassicornis.] A collector's name
for a species of Sea Anemone, Bunodescrassicomis.

'857 Wood Comm. Ob/. Seashore vi, Bunodes crassi-

corns, .is much too long a title for everyday use, and so it

is contracted into ' Crass '. i88g Runciman Skippers * Sh.

lor The glossy anemone is useless, but the firm solid crass

makes the best possible lure for cod.

t Cra'SSament. Obs. [ad. L. crassanuntum :

see next.] The thick part of a non-homogeneous

liqnid, which solidifies or settles ; lees, dregs,

sediment.
1615 Crooke Body ofMan 53 All the spermaticall partes

are generated of the Crassament or body of the seede. 1657
Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 59a The crassament that remains

. . is called Powder of Mercury. 1666 J. Smith Old Age
(ed. 2) 179 The other solid parts of the body, .are made of

the same crassiment of seed.

||
Crassamentum (krjesame -ntiSm). Phys.

[L. ; = thickness, thick sediment, dregs, f. crassdre

to thicken, f. crassus Crass a.] + a. = prec. b. spec.

The solid jelly-like part of coagulated blood, con-

sisting of fibrin with blood-corpuscles entangled

in it ; the clot, coagulum.
1657 Physical Did., Crassamen, or Crassamentum,

wine-lees. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Crassamentum (with

some Anatomists) the cruor of blood, or that part which

. . forms the Coagulum, in opposition to the Serum in

which it swims. 1783 S. Chapman in Med. Commun. 1. 283

The crassamentum was rather loose in its texture. 1874

Jones & Siev. Pathol. Anal. 28 The quantity contained in

the crassamentum is not much inferior to that in the serum.

Cra -8santly, a. : see Craddantly.
Crassche, crasshe, obs. ff. Crash.

Crasse, Crassete, obs. ff. Chess, Cresset.

tCra-ssic, Cra-ssid, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Bad

formations from I., crass-us Crass a., on erroneous

analogies.} *= Crass.
c 1700 D. G. Harangues of Quack Doctors 3 They purge

the Brain from all Crassick Cloudifying Humours. 1838

Blachm. Mag. XLIII. 136 Displaying, .the most crassid

and dark ignorance.

II
Crassi ties. Obs. [L. crassitics density, f.

crassus Crabs.] Density, materiality.

1659 H. More Immorl. Soul (1662) 120 It is manifest that

the Crassitics of Matter is every where alike. 1678 Cud-

worth Intell. Syst. 389 His one Ens must needs be devoid

of body, because if it had any crassitics in it, it would have

parts. Ibid. 804 In a. .Middle State, betwixt the Crassities

of a Mortal Body, and the Spirituality of a Perfectly Glori-

fied . . Body.

Crassitude (krarsitiad). [ad. L. crassitude,

f. crassus Crass a.]

+ 1. Thickness (of dimension). Obs. '

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 429 Of the clave Is best an

handful greet in crassitude. .And cubital let make her longi-

tude. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabeihouer's Bk. Pkysicke 93/1

Spreade this foresayed on that peece of cloth, the crassitude

of the back of a knife. 162* Bacon Sylva § 222 Try also

the difference in Sound of several Crassitudes of Hard
bodies percussed. 1630 T. Westcote Devon. (1845) 90 A
stone . . not five feet in length and much less in crassitude.

1703 I. N. City tf C. Purchaser 60 The Longitude, Lati-

tude, and Crassitude of Ground-plates.

+ b. Solid content, volume. Obs. rare.

1571 Digges Pan torn. 111. L Q j, Multiplye the length with

the bredth, and the Product in the thicknesse, so haue ye

the Content or Crassitude.

1 2. Thickness of consistency) ; density ; coarse-

ness (of physical constitution). Obs.

1613 R. C Table Alph. (ed. 3>, Crassitude, fa[t]nes or

thicknesse. i6a6 Bacon Sylva i 773 The Dead Sea. .is of

that Crassitude, as Living Bodies, cast into it, have been

bom up, and not sunk. 1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal.

(1713) 189 A mere Vacuum .. no crassitude any where.

z8aa Good Study ofMed. u8m> »v - 464. A.. case, in which

the same crassitude was found in the skin of an infant.

8. The state or quality of being crass : a. Coarse-

ness, grossness iof ignorance, etc.
N

; b. Grosg

ignorance or stupidity.excessive dullness of intellect,

obtuseness, ' density ' ; an instance of this.

1670 G. R. tr. Boratnan's Theat. World 11. 318 The
Crasitude of Apprehension of our Senses. 1814 Landor

Imag. Com. xvii. Wks. 1846 I. 108 Bonaparte, in the crassi-

tude of his ignorance. 1865 Dublin Univ. Mag. II. 32

They .. are not panic stricken by . . Colenso's crassitudes.

1871 M. CoLUNs.it/Vy. + Merch. II. x. 392 Amy, not being

afflicted with crassitude, soon did her work admirably.

t Cra'SSity. Obs. rare. [ad. L. crassilas or

crassitics, f. crass-us : see -ity.j = Crassitude.

1656 in Blount Glossogr.

Crassly (krarsli), adv. [f. Cbass a. + -ly -.]

Coarsely ;
grossly, ' densely ' ; see the adj.

1064 H. More Myst. Iniq. 11. 217 Being so crassly dis-

covered and described. 1883 Lockykr in Nature XXVII.
350 The artist was crassly ignorant of the phenomena he

attempted to represent.

Crassness (kiwsnSt). [f. as prec. + -nkss.]

The quality of being crass; (physical) density

(pbs.^ ; coarseness, grossness; gross dullness or

stupidity.

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde Hhh iv, The crassenesse

or thickenes of the inner coote. 1661 Orieen's Opin. in

Phtnix (i72t) I. 69 As well . . a Terrestrial Crassness, as.

.

a Spiritual Tenuity. 1664 H. More Myst. Into. xvi. 5S

The crasseness . . of these Superstitions. 1883 Standard 24

July 5/3 A crassness of vulgarity and presumption.

tCra'SSOUS, «. Obs. rare. [f. L. crass-us

Crass + -ous : cf. F. crasseux (in Pard 16th c),

dirty, sordid.] = Crass a.

1708 Motteux Rabelais v. xxii. (1737) 100 The Servitude

of crassous Ignorance. 1788 H. Clarke School Candidates

(1877) 20 The imputation of crassous ignorance.

Cra ssnla. Bot. [med.L. Crassula, dim. of

crassa (sc. herbd) thick : see Crass.] A name

applied by the mediieval herbalists to some species

of Sedum, esp. Orpine ; but now limited (by Dil-

[

lenius) to a genus of succulent plants, chiefly South
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African, the type of the N. O. Crassulaceie, which
includes the Stonecrops, Houseleeks, Echeveria, etc.

r 1400 Lanfranc 's Cirurg. 331 Crassula major is a good
repercussif for cool mater. 1671 Salmon Syn. Med. III. xxii.

400 Orpine. Crassula is a good wound herb. 1885 W. Gbes-
well in Macm. Mag. Feb. 279/2 Heaths, orchids, crassula;,

and wild geraniums.

Hence Crassula'ceous a. Bot., of the Natural

Order Crassulacese, of which Crassula is the type.

t Crassulent, a. Obs.—" [f. L. crassus Ckass :

cf. crapulent.]
1656 Blount Glossogr., Crassulent (crassitte>ittts\ full of

grossness, very fat.

t Cra*ssy, a. Obs. Also crassie. [f. Crass
or L. crass-us + -y.] a. m Ckass, coarse, thick,

b. Sordid, dirty, greasy ; = F, crasseux.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Taylor's Goose Wks. I. 108^2

Geometry would lose the Altitude, The crassie Longitude
and Latitude. 1648 Gage West. Ind. xvi. (1655) 109 They
take off the scumme or crassy part. 1858 Sala Joitm. due
North 80 A miserable moujik m a crassy sheepskin.

I Crastin. Obs. rare. [a. OF. crastin the
morrow, the day after (any feast), ad. L. crdstinum
morrow, f. eras tomorrow + -iinus adj. suffix with
words of time. Also written craslino after the
Latin form in dates, e. g. Craslino Sancti Vincentii,

date of Statute of Merton, 20 Hen. 3 (Cowell).]
The day after, the morrow ; the crastin of Trinity
Term = the day after the last day of Trinity
Term.
1581-2 Fletewood Let. i4_ Jan. in Ellis Orig. Lett. r. 212

I L 284 Sounday being crastino of the Twelfth daye. 1585—
7 July ihid.\, 216 II. 296 Mundaye laste beinge the crastinn
of Trinitie Terme.

t Cra-stinate, v. Obs.-" [f. L. crastinum :

see prec] = Procrastinate. So Crastination
= Procrastination.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Crastinate . .to delay from day to

day,_ to prolong. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Crastination, a
Putting of till to morrow, a Deferring or Delaying, etc.

J 7S5 Johnson, Crastinatiou, delay. [Hence in mod. Diets.]

t Cra sure. Obs. rare. [f. erase, Craze v. +
-ure, app. on analogy of F. forms like brisure
(13th c.).] Breaking or cracking, fracture.

1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Smote iv. xxx, Gold wylle well enduren
under the hamoure enlargyng hymself withouten erasure.

Crasy, crasyd, obs. ff. Crazy, Crazed.

-Crat, -ocrat, suffix, formerly also -crate, im-
mediately after F. -crate in aristocrate, democrate,
formed from aristocratique, democratique, with the
sense ' partisan of an aristocracy or aristocratic

government, of a democracy or democratic govern-
ment '. By an easy transition, aristocrate came at

the French Revolution to be used for ' a member
of the aristocracy', after which -(o)crat is now
used in such formations as plutocrat, member of a
plutocracy, cottonocrat, member of the cottonocracy,

etc. Autocrat, F. autocrate, may have been formed
directly on, or with reference to, Gr. airoKfarqs,
but other cognate words were in earlier use, which
see in their places. Hence -cratic, -cratical.

Cratch (krsetj), j^.l Forms: 2-3 crecche, 4
creke, 4-5 cracche, crachche, 4-6 orache,
cratche, 6 erach, cretche, (6-7 dial, oritch),
6- cratch. [ME. crecche, a. OF. creche, cresclie

manger, crib = Pr. crepcha, crepia, It. greppia:—
Rom. type *creppja, a. Ger. type *crippja (Goth.
kribjo), whence OHG. chrippa, Ger. krippe = OE.
cribb, Crib. Thus cratch and crib are in origin

identical.]

1. A rack or crib to hold fodder for horses and
cattle in a stable or a cowshed ; in early use some-
times, a manger. Obs. exc. dial.
a 1300 Gloss, to Neckam in right Voc. I. 106 In

stabulo sit presepe {gloss creeche [? crecche]). C1350 Will.
Palerne 3233 Queyntliche to his cracche was corue swiche
a weie J>at men mi3t legge him [the horse] mete. 1382
Wyclif Isa. i. 3 The oxe kne} his weldere, and the asse
the cracche of his lord. 1580 Barf.t Alv. C 1530 A Crach
or cribbe, Prxsepium. 1598 Florio, Presepio, a cratch,
a rack, a manger, an oxe-stall in a stable, a crib,
or a critch. 1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farm*
gt Let his harnes be tied, and he close made fast to
the cratch. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. iv, Beeves fatned
at the cratch in Oxe stalls. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric.
(1681) 324 Cratch, a Rack for Hay or Straw. 1691RAY
South-country Wds., Cratch, or Critch, a rack.

b. spec, applied to the ' manger * at Bethlehem
where the infant Jesus was laid. Obs. or arch.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 260 Heo leiden hine up on heih in one

crecche, mid clutes biwrabbed. ci&sMetr. Horn. 64 5e sail
fynd a chylde thar bounden In a creke, wit cloutes woun-
den. 138a Wyclif Luke ii. 7 Sche childide her firste born
sone, and wlappide him in clothis, and puttide him in a
cracche. a 1569 Kincesmyll Man's Est. x. (1580) 55 A
stable was his beste house, and a cratche his cradle, a 1654
Selden Table-t. (Arb.) 33 The Coffin of our Christmas Pies
in shape long, is in imitation of the Cratch. 1656 Trapp
Comm. Matt. H. 13 From his cratch to his cross, he suf-
fered many a little death all his life long, a 1711 Ken
Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 48 When we saw him in
a cratch, a weak, And sucking Babe. 1884 C. D. Warner
in Harper's Mag. Dec. 9/2 The 'cratch', that is, the
manger in which the infant Jesus was laid.

f C. Astron. The star-cluster known as Preesepe

(the manger), in the constellation Cancer.
1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. clix. 667 The ascendant directed

To the Cratch in the Crab.

2. A movable rack for feeding beasts out of doors.
1523 Fitzherb. Husb. % 70 It is necessary to make stand-

ynge cratches to caste theyr fodder in. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 140 To feede them [sheep] at
home in cratches. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 176/1
Cratch, or Racks, to give.. Sheep, .meat in, in the Winter-
time. 1831 Howitt Seasons 305 The farmer has driven his
flocks into the farm-yard, where some honest Giles piles

their cratches plentifully with fodder. 1834 Brit. Husb. I.

208 It consists of a cratch in the centre for hay, and four
mangers projecting from it for corn or roots ; the whole
roofed with boards and mounted on four wheels. 1870
Auctioneer s Catal. in Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-ok.
s. v., Cratches and mangers. 1877 ibid. Two sheep-cratches.

t 3. transf. A small house, a cot ; cf. Crib. Obs.
C1325 Poem Times Edw. II 75 in Pol. Songs (Camden)

327 He priketh out of toune-.Into a straunge contre, and
halt a wenche in cracche.

4. A wooden grating or hurdle ; a sparred frame
or rack, for various purposes, local.

1382 Wyclif i Chron. iv. 23 Dwellynge in plauntyngis,
and in cratchis [1388 heggis]. 1613 Purchas Pilgr. vn.
ix. (1614) 696 In Bengo and Coanza they are forced to set

vp.. houses upon cratches. Ibid. ix. v. 844 Their Bouacan
is a grediron of foure cratches. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia
in. iii. 51 Poore bridges, onely made of a few cratches,
thrust in the ose, and three or four poles laid on them. 1804
Hull Advertiser 3 Mar. 2/2 A large Bottle Cratch framed
and tiled. 1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. II. Gloss., Cratch
{RtitL\ a sort of rack with two legs and two handles, used
to kill sheep on. 1865 E. Meteyard Life Wedgzuood I. 201
And hooked to the beams of the ceiling the great oak-made
cratch for bacon. 1887 S. Ckesh. Gloss, s. v., The cratch
in a drainer is the frame which supports the curd, and
allows the whey to ooze out. Cratches are likewise fastened
round the sides of a cart {e.g. in harvest-time) to allow of
a larger load being placed upon it.

5. Comb., as cratch-yard, a yard containing
cratches or racks for fodder.
1610 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1. x. 30 Cast into the

Cratch-yard all Winter, and bestowed on the fallowes next
September. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Cratch-yard,

t Cratch, $b.% Obs. or dial. [f. Cratch v.]

1. Some cutaneous disease attended with itching.

121300 Cursor M. 11823 (Cott.) Wit be crache [Fair/.
skratting] him tok be scurf.

2. A disease in the feet of horses ; the
Scratches. Also a similar disease in sheep.
1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 112 Cratches is a soraunce that.

.

appereth in the pasturnes, lyke as the skyn were cut ouer-
thwarte. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 320 Of the
Cratches, or Rats'-tails . . This is a kinde of long scabby rifts

growing, .on the hinder part, from the fewter-lock up to the
curb. Ibid. 476 Of the warts and cratches of sheep.—This
disease . . doth annoy the sheep. 1877 in N. W. Line.
Gloss.

t Cratch, v. Obs. Forms : 3 crechen, 4-5
cracche, 5-6 crache, cratch(e. [Etymological
history obscure : somewhat similar forms are MDu.,
MLG. kratsen (mod.Du. and LG. krassen), OHG.
chrazzdn, MHG. kratzen, kretzen

y G. kratzen ; also

Da. kradse, Sw. kralsa. Of all these the original

seems to be the OHG. chrazzon
y
which corresponds

to a WGer. *krattdni app. the source of F. gratter,

Pr., Sp. gratar, It. grattare.
The_ Eng. may possibly have been adopted from Du. or

LG. in i2-i3th c. ; but evidence is wanting. Scratch,
which appeared in 16th c, appears to be a modification of
cratch : see Scr-.]

1. trans. To scratch.
c \ytoOrfeo 78 She. .cracched hur tyl that sche can blede.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 154 He [the cat] wil . . Cracche
vs, or clowe vs. c 1475 Sta?ts Puer 63 in Q. E Hz. Acad., etc.

58 Crache not bi fleche. 1547 Boorde Brev. Health 966
A good payre of nayles to crache and clawe. 1552 Huloet,
Cratche out ones eyes, oculos exculpere.

b. absol. or intr. (usually for re/?.)

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vn. 140 Ich crie and cracche with
my kene nailes. 1494 Fabyan Chron. vn. ccxl. 282, .iii. of
them all rased the body of y° olde egle, and the .liii. was
cratchynge at the olde eglys eyen. 1547 Boorde Brev.
Health cexc. 96 Some do name it ych for the pacient must
crache and clawe.

2. trans. To seize or snatch with, or as with,

claws ; to scrape up greedily ; to grab.
The first quot. is possibly an error for crochen or clechen.

[a 1225 Juliana 35 Make me war & wite me wi5 his

crefti crokes bat ha me ne crechen.] 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.

xi. 139 Al be clergye vnder cryste ne mi^te me cracche fro

helle. 1564 Becon Wks. Pref. (1843) 26 He that doth no-

thing but rakeand take, cratch and snatch, keep and sweep
all that he can get. 1381 J. Bell Haddon's Ans*iu. Osor.

402 Their crafty conveyaunce to cratche uppe the pence.

Hence Cra'tching vbl. sb.

c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 876 He mot the bringge to swich
ending, Als hadde the bor for his cracheing. 1545 Ray-
nold Byrth Mankynde Y vj, In kembyng or cratchinge of

the heade.

tCra'tchen, -ing. Obs. (exc. dial.)
^

[app.

the same as Cracon, crakan, with palatalized k\

but it has also the variant form Scratching, as if

associated with the pair cratch, scratch] In pi.

The refuse of grease or tallow ; = Crackling sb. 3.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 369 The . . grease . . is to passe

through linnen bags that it may be tried from all the grosse

cratchens. 1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 102/2 Craves or
Cratchens is the Dross of the Tallow. 1884 Chesh. Gloss.,

Cratcherns or Cratchings, (1) the dried up bits that remain
after the rendering of lard, used for making cratchern cakes ;

(2) graves, from a chandler's refuse fat. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss.,
Cratchin, (i) one of the bits of flesh remaining after the
' rendering down ' of lard.

T Cra'tcher. Obs. rare. [f. Cratch v. + -er
One who scratches or scrapes up.
1514 Barclay Cyt.fy Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 32 Hunters

of ryches, Cratchers of coyne.

Cratchet, obs. f. Crotchet.

Crate (krt7it). Also 7 creat, (? 8 crade). [app.

ad. L. crdt-is hurdle.
But connexion with Du. krat basket, and its cognates is

not impossible. Cf. esp. dial. Du. krat, kret, a ladder-
shaped frame attached to the back of a wagon to extend its

area. Sense 3 is difficult, alike from its sense and early
date : it may be a different word, though quite possible as
a fig. application.]

"1*1. A hurdle or frame of parallel cross bars. Obs.

1526 PUgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 72 b, Saynt Laurence
whan he laye rostynge on the yren crate.

2. A large case, basket, or hamper of wicker-
work, for carrying crockery, glass, or other goods

;

any case or box of open bars or slats of wood, for

carrying fruit, etc.

1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 239/2 TheWomen of Lapland
. .bear on their backs things like Pedlars Creats. ?rti75o
Jack Horner 11 Six jolly blades . . Who on their shoulders
carry'd crades, And glasses in the same. 1775 Johnson
Joum. IV. lsl. Scot. Wks. 1825 IX. 80, I have seen a
horse carrying home the harvest on a crate. 1796 Hull
Advertiser 6 Feb. 3/2 A sloop loaden with crates of earthen-
ware. 1840 Hood Kilmansegg cv, The dish and the plate,

Taken out of a Staffordshire crate. 1882 P. Robinson
Under the Gun HI. v. 205 A wicker crate filled with ducks.
fig. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 623 So lean.. the skin Clung
but to crate and basket, ribs and spine.

b. The frame in which a glazier carries his

glass ; also a measure of glass ; see quot.
1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 420 The glass is bought

by the crate, which consists of twelve tables of the best.

1832 G. R. Pouter Porcelain Gt. 186 Twelve of these
plates make up what is called a crate or side of glass.

+ 3. Applied contemptuously to a person. Obs.
c 1460 Toivneley Mysi. 201 (To Jesus) Com furthe, old

Crate, Belyfe ; We shalle kde the a trot. 14. . How March,
dyd Wyfe betray 213 in Hazl. E. P. P. (1864) 1. 206 Hyt
was thy wyfe, that olde crate

4. Comb., as crate-maker.
1725 Lend. Gaz. No. 6402/4 Ralph Edwards. . Crate-

maker. 1871 Daily News 16 Sept., The cratemakers' strike

in the Staffordshire potteries is at an end.

Crateful (kr^-tful). As many as fill a crate.

1876 Annie Thomas Blotted Out xxx. 275 A crateful of
cackling hens, all fuss and feathers.

Crateman(krt7>-tma.'n\ Also 8 (?) crades-man.
A man who carries a crate ; a hawker of pottery.

1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 124 The poor Crate-men, who
carry them [pots] at their backs. ?/ii75o Jack Homer 18

For crowders they are rogues I know, And crades-men they
are worse. 1865 E. Meteyard Life Wedgwood I. 107 The
Cratemen packed their wares, as they came from the oven,
into crates which swung on either side their sorry beasts.

Crater (kr^i-taj). [a. L. crater bowl, basin,

aperture of a volcano, a. Gr. Kparrjp bowl, lit.

' mixer, mixing-vessel f. fcepa-, «pa- to mix. (In

French cratere is late, senses 1 and 2 being ad-

mitted by the Academy in 1762, 1 798 respectively.)]

|| 1. Greek Antiq. 1 A large bowl in which the

wine was mixed with water, and from which the

cups were filled' (Liddell & Scott). Also krater.

1730-6 Bailey (folio), Crater, a cup or bowl, a goblet.

1774 J. Bryant Mythol. II. 236 The crater, or cup. 1857
Birch Anc. Pottery {1858' I. 44 A kind of krater was used
as a receptacle for the wine or water drawn from the am-
phorae. 1866 J. B. Rose Virg. Eel. # Georg. 94 With
crater ivy-bound Libations to Lena;us there he sheds.

2. A bowl- or funnel-shaped hollow at the sum-
mit or on the side of a volcano, from which eruption

takes place ; the mouth of a volcano.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vm. ix. 657 The Vulcan, Crater,

or Mouth whence fire issued, is about halfe a league in

Compasse. 1752 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 355 The sides, .form

a concavity, or crater, resembling a truncated cone, with its

base uppermost, i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Wealth Wks.
(Bonn) II. 349 The mountains and craters in the moon. 1867
Whittier Abraham Davenport 19 A dull glow, like that

which climbs The crater's sides from the red hell below.

||
3. Astron. A southern constellation, situated

between Hydra and Leo, west of Corvus.
1658 Phillips, Crater, .called the bottom of the pitcher in

Virgo, it riseth about the sixteenth of the Calends ofMarch.
1890 C. A. Young Uranography § 38 About the middle of
his [Hydra's] length, and just below the hind feet of Leo.

.

w e find the little constellation of Crater.

4. Mil, The excavation or cavity formed by the

explosion of a mine ; the funnel.

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 233/2 The dimensions of the crater

or funnel formed by the explosion depend on the amount of
the charge. Ibid., The ratio between the diameter of the
crater and the length of the line of least resistance.

5. Electr. The cavity formed in the positive

carbon of an arc light in the course of combustion.
1892 S. Thompson in Electr. Engineer 16 Sept. 281/2 At

the surface of the positive electrode or crater.

6. Comb. , as crater-formed^ 'like adjs., -rim, -wall.

1830 hvELhPrinc. Geol. I. 387 The. .crater-like configura-

tion. 1869 Phillips Vcsuv. i. 6 Down the steep crater-walls.

1874 Lubbock Wild Flowers i. 6 Each leaflet produces
honey in a crater-formed gland.
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Hence Craterine (kr^tersin) u., = Cbatebal.

Craterkin, a little crater. Cra terless a., without
a crater. Craterlet, a small crater

;
esp. applied

to the smaller craters on the moon. Craterous a,,

of the nature of a crater, crater-like.
1888 Harpers Mag. Sept. 629 The harbor, .with its hills,

seems of craterine origin. 1888 Pall Mall G. 12 Sept. 2/2
There . . was a small crater twenty feet wide . . The bottom of
the craterkin was entirely closed. 1890 R. S. Ball Story
ofHeavens 67 Those comparatively craterless peaks. 1881
Eng. Mechanic 27 May 281/3 Close along this rill [on the
moon], .are three craterlets. 1883 Piazzi Smith in Nature
XXVII. 315 The craterlet which forms the tip-top of the
Peak. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh VOL 341 That
June day Too deeply sunk in craterous sunsets now For you
or me to dig it up.

Crateral (kr^-teral), a. [f. Ckater + -al.]
Of, belonging to, ofthe nature of, a (volcanic) crater.

1860 W. WEBB in Med. Times 4 Feb. 11 8/2 The alluvial
deposits in crateral abysses. 1878 Huxley Physlogr. 195A new cone seated within the old crateral hollow.

Cratered (kr^tajd), u. [f. Crater +
-ed -.] Having or furnished with craters.
1863 lllustr. Beauties Trop. Scenery; Her many cratered

peaks. 1890 Harpers Mag. July 318/2 The .. moon ..

cratered over with extinct volcanoes.

Crateriform (kr^-terif^im, krate-ri-), u. [f.

L. type *cru!eriformis, f. crater Crater and -form.]
1. Geo/., etc. Crater-shaped, crater-like.
1830 Lykll Prime, Geol. I. 389 A conical and crateriform

disposition. 1876 Page Ado. Text-Bk. Geol. xix. 377 The
crateriform hills of Auvergne.

2. Bot. Cup- or bowl-shaped ; concave and
nearly hemispherical.
1866' in Treas. Bot. 1880 Gray Struct. Bot. vi. § 5. 248

Crateriform, or Saucer-shaped, like rotate, except that the
broad limb is cupped by some upturning toward the margin.

t Crates. Obs. App. a name for a beard of
some particular cut, or for some parts of it : see
Fairholt's Costume in England Gloss, s.v. Beard.
:59a Greene Upst. Courtier in Harl. Misc. V. 406 He

[the barber] descends as low as his beard and asketh .

.

whether he will have his peak cut short and sharp . .whether
he will have his crates cut lowe like a juniper bush, or his
suberches taken away with a rasor?

Crathe, erron. form for cruche, Cratch.
t Cra'ther. Obs. A cradle-scythe : see Cradle.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 72/2 A Crather is. -a Sith

having a kind of Rack fixed to it for the Ears of Corn to
fall on.

t Cra-tllOn, craton. Obs. Also 4 crapayn,
crayon (? crapon), crathan. [Of uncertain form
and obscure etymology: app. the same in mean-
ing as Crachoun, though the forms of both words
seem well established.] A term of depreciation :

(app.) Craven, caitiff.

c 1340 Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 1773 He cared for his cortaysye,
lest crabayn he were, c 1400 Melayne 680 He saide :

' Alias,
sir Charllyone, That thou thus sone be comes a crayon'.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3078, 1 bat was strait to be stemes am
streken now to grond, Now craton, now caitefe [Dubl. MS,
Nowe a crathan and a Knaffe], now am 1 kast vndire.

t Craticle. Oh. rare. [ad. L. craticula fine

hurdle-work, lattice-work, dim. of crdtis hurdle :

see -icle.] A lattice-work, a grating.
1657 Tomlinson Kenou's Disp. 486 The middle Region

. .is divided from the Conistery by a. .craticle.

Cra*tling. dial. Also crutlin. -^Crackling 3.

(Cf. also Critling.)
1850 Madden Wyclifs Bible Gloss., Critouns [also s. v.

Croote], cratlings, refuse of frying pan. 188 1 Oxfordsh.
Gloss. (Suppt.\ CrutUns, the remains of the leaf after the
lard is extracted, sometimes called scratching {/slip cniklins).

Cratometer (kratp-mrtai). Also krato-.
[mod. f. Gr. /cpdros power + fxirpov measure.
The stem of the Gr. word is Kpar*-, and the proper forma-

tion would be crateometer. Cratometer ought to mean
' head-measurer '.J (See quots.)

1876 Catal. Sci. Appar. S. Kens. 504 Kratometer for
finding magnifying power, and focal length of objectives.
Dr. Royston Pigott, F.R.S. x88o P. Greg Acr. Zodiac I.

ii. 47, I inspected the cratometer, which indicated a force as
great as that with which I had started.

Hence Crato-, kratometric a., pertaining to

the measurement of power.
1836 Emerson Eng. Traits, Land Wks. (Bohn) II. 18

I have seen a kratometric chart designed to show that the
city of Philadelphia was in the same thermic belt., as the
cities of Athens, Rome, and London.
Craton : see Crathon. Crau, obs. Sc. f. Crow.
Crauas, -es, -ish,obs. ff. Crevice, Crayfish.
Crauaunde, -ant, obs. ff. Craven.
Crauke, var. of Crawke, Obs,

Craul(e, obs. ff. Crawl, Kraal.
Craump,obs. f.Cramp. Craunce : see Crants.
Craunch., cranch (kranj, kr§nf), v. [Crunch

appears after 1600 ; in early use it varied with
scrunch i still given by Johnson, 1755, as retained

by the Scots, and now dialectal. As in other
words where initial cr- and scr- interchange (cf.

crab, scrub, crap, scrap, crutch, scratchy, it is doubt-
ful which of these is the original. The priority of
scrunch is favoured by its nearness in form and
sense to some Du. and LG. words. Cf. 16th c.

Du., in Plantijn 1573, schrunzen to split, break,

evidently related to MHG. schranz breach, split,

crack, rent ; in Kilian 1599 schrunzen to break, tear,

crush, bruise ; also to chew, crush with the teeth, to

comminute or grind (the food) with the teeth ; mod.
Du. schrunsen to eat voraciously, WFlem. schrunzen
to gnash, eat with gnashing of the teeth, to

craunch ; also EFris. schruntsen, schrunssen, to

tear or snatch to oneself, to eat greedily.
On the other hand, earlier examples are at present known

of cranch, and this may, as in the parallel pair crunch,
scrunch, be really the earlier form. Cranch might be an
onomatopoeic modification of crash, which was used in the
very same sense from 16th to 18th c. : see quot. 1730 from
Bailey's Folio. That association with crash, crush, has
affected the word, is evidenced by the later form crunch.
The original pronunciation was as in branch ; the occa*
sional pronunciation as in paunch is due to the spelling
with au (chiefly since Johnson), with the obsolescence of
the word in living use : cf. 1"horeau's spelling crouch.]

1. trans. = Crunch v, i, 2.

1631 Massinger Emp. East nr. ii, We prune the orchards,
and you cranch the fruit. [1658 Rowland tr. Mouffet's
Theat. Ins. 983 They [locusts] easily eat ears of corn and
scranch them with a great noise.] 17*6 Swikt Gulliver,
Brobdingnagm, The Queen, .would craunch the Wing of a
Lark, Bones and all, between her Teeth. 1730-36 Bailey
(Folio), Cranch (scranch or crunch) between the Teeth, v.

Crash. [Crash, to break with the Teeth with a Noise, as in

eating green Fruit). 1760 Life <V Adv. Cat 28 A leg of
which he was cranching. 18*7 Montgomery Pelican fsl.

UL 185 The crocodile, the dragon of the waters, .cranch'd his
prey. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxix. (1856) 249 The
separated sides would come together with an explosion like

a mortar, craunching the newly-formed field. 1864 Kings-
ley Rom. Teut. p. hi, Of a thousand acoms . . but one
shall, .grow into a builder oak, the rest be craunched up by
the nearest swine.

2. intr. and absol. = Crunch v. i b, $.
1637 H eywood Royall King It Wks. 1874 VI. 30 Here

doe I meane to cranch, to munch, to eate. c 1700 Imison
Sch. Art II 158 If you find it., cranch between your teeth.

1857 Mrs. Gaskell C. Bronte 70 You encounter strings of
mill-hands, .cranching in hungry haste over the cinder-
pafhs. 1861 Sala Dutch Pict. iii. 32 The wild beasts can't
be always howling, and yelling, and craunching.

Hence Crau nching vbl. sb. and ppl. u.

1836 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842* IV. 139 Like the
cranching of a stone in plum-cake. 1855 Mrs. Gaskell
North ft S. vi, A stealthy, creeping, cranching sound among
the crisp fallen leaves. 1861 Holland Less. Life ix. 131
As a dog would . . bury it (a bone], only resorting to it in

the dark, for private craunching.

Craunch, cranch, sb. [f. prec. vb.]

1. An act, or the action, of craunching ; = Crunch
sb. 1.

1806-7 J* Beresford Miseries Hutn. Life (1826) ix. 1,

Mumping your way through a. .very sour apple, though
you are soon reduced to your fore-teeth (grinders hors de
combat at the first craunch). x8«8 Hlackw. Mag. XXIV. 872
The all-destroying cranch of Mr. Murray's Review.
2. That which is or may be craunched

;
e.g.

apples or the like, colloq.

Mod. The children like the garden, there is plenty of
craunch there.

3. An accumulation of gravel, sand, grit, etc.,

at the mouth of a harbour, locul.

1840 Evid. Hull Docks Com. 8 There is what we call a
cranch at the entrance of the harbour ; the mud and sand
accumulated there.

4. {crunch.) Afining. A portion of a stratum or

vein left in excavating to support the roof.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Fjb, Crouches are left

though good Ore be in them., for a small Piece of wholes
will hold up a greater weight than any Timber we can set

to it. 188 1 Raymond Mining Gloss.
, Cranch, part of a vein

left by old workers.

Crauwelek : see Crow-leek.
Cravand, -ant, -aunde, obs. ff. Craven.
Cravas, obs. f. Crevice.

Cravat (kravart), sb. Forms : 7 crabbat,
crabat, cravett, crevet, cravatt, 7-8 crevat,

7- cravat, (8-9 gravat). [a. F. cravate (1652 in

Hatzfeld), an application of the national name
Cravate Croat, Croatian, a. G. Krabate (Flem.
Kruwuut, ad. Croato-Servian A'hrvut,//rvut,OS\tLV.
Khriivut, of which Crout is another modification ;

cf. the following
1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3903/2 Monsieur de Guiche . . Colonel-

General of the Regiments of Horse called the Cnvates.
1711 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 119 We fell foul with two
hundred Crabats. 1751 Hume Ess. ii. vii. I. 355 The troops
are filled with Cravatcs and Tartars, Hussars and Cossacs.)

L An article of dress worn round the neck, chiefly

by men.
It came into vogue in France in the 17th c. in imitation of

the linen scarf worn round their necks by the Croatian mer-
cenaries. When first introduced it was of lace or linen, or of
muslin edged with lace, and tied in a bow with long flowing
ends, and much attention was bestowed upon it as an orna-
mental accessory. In this form it was originally also worn by
women. More recently the name was given to a linen or silk

handkerchief passed once (or twice) round the neck out-
side the shirt collar and tied with a bow in front

;

also to a long woollen 'comforter' wrapped round the neck
to protect from cold out of doors.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Crabbat (Fr.). .is often used Sub-

stantively for a new fashioned Gorget which women wear
[1674 (ed. 4) Crabat (Fr.) is of late well known with us to be
that Linnen which is worn about Mens (especially Souldiers
and Travellers j Necks, in stead of a Band}. 1658 Wit
Restored, Burse of Reform. (Fairholt), Pray you Madam

sitt, ile shew you good ware . . Against a stall or on a
stool Youl nere hurt a crevatt. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. iu.

1 166 The Handkerchief about the neck (Canonical Crabat
of Smeck). 167s ^Vycherley Love in Wood 111. ii,Twould be
as convenient to buy satires against women ready made, as it

is to buy cravats ready tied. 1676 Etheredge Man ofMode
1. i, That a mans excellency should lie in Neatly tying of a
Ribbond, or a Crevat ! 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 17/1
A Cravatt is.. nothing else but a long Towel put about the
Collar. 1695 Congreve Love for L. L xiv, Criticks, with
long Wigs, Stetnkirk Cravats, and terrible Faces 1798 A uti.

Jacobin iv. 16 While patriots, .with tri-colour'd fillets, and
cravats of green, Shall crowd round the altar of Saint Guillo-
tine. 1874 Burnand My time v. 40 He would fold his cravat
twice round, and tie it in the nattiest bow possible. 1888
Frith Autobiog. III. xii. 236 Dickens wore one of the large

cravats which had not then gone out of fashion.

b. Jig. in reference to hanging or strangling.

1678 Butler Hud. 111. i. 341 Hemp..Which others for

Cravats have worn About their Necks. 1685 Roxb. Ball.
V. 607 The Gallows comes next. . a hempen Cravat. 1820

Byron yuan v. Ixxxix, With tough strings of the bow. .To
give some rebel Pacha a cravat.

2. utttib. and Comb., as cravat-goose, a name
for the Canada Goose (Berniclu cunudensis), from

the white mark on its throat ; + cravat-string, the

part by which the cravat was tied.

1684 Otway Atheist L i, Concerning Poets, Plays..
Peruques and Crevat-strings. a 1704 T. Brown Wks. IV.
210 (Fairholt) His cravat reached down to his middle..

A

most prodigious cravat-string peeped from under his chin,

the two corners of which, .eclipsed three-quarters of his face.

/bid. (1760) IV. 223 (D.)The well-ty'd cravat-string wins the

dame. 1795 HullAdvertiser 13
June 4/1 With cravat pud-

dings battle wage. 1838 Penny Cyel. XI. 308 The Canada
Goo*et or Cravat Goose. .L'Oie a cravate of the French.

Hence Crava- 1 v. trans. , to furnish with a cravat,

fig. to cover as with a cravat ; intr. to put on a

cravat. Crava tlesa a.
t
without a cravat. Cra-

va'tted u., wearing a cravat. fCravatteer, one
who ties a cravat. (All more or less nence-wus.)
1814 Syd. Smith Mem. $ Lett. (1855) II. cvi, Douglas

alarmed us the other night with the croup. I . . cravat ted

his throat with blisters, and fringed it with leeches. 1837
Lytton Pelham xxxiii, I redoubled my attention to my
dress; I coated and cravattcd. 1834 Blackiv. Mag. XXXVI.
779 Pozzlethwayte was. .cravat-less. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Pair], The young man. .handsomely cravatted. 1853 C.
Bronte Villette xiv. (D) So nicely dressed . . so bootedand
gloved and cravated. 1859 Chamb. yml. XI. 319 The
master of the wardrobe put the cravat round the royal

neck, while the
4

cravatteer ' tied it.

Crave ,krciv), v. Forms : 1 craflan, 3-5

crauen, 4- oraue, crave
;
(also 5 crawyn, 5-6

Sc. craif,f, crayff). [OK. crufiun OTeut. type

*krub~6jun ; akin to which ON. had in same sense

krefju (:— krubjan), Sw. krafvu, Da. krteve to de-

mand, require, exact : cf. ON. krufu fem. craving,

demand. Not known elsewhere in Teutonic, but

krutf-, kruf- has been conjectured to be the root of

craft, with a radical sense of * to force, exact '.]

t L trans. To demand (a thing), to ask with

authority, or by right. Obs.
e 1025 Cnufs Sec. Laws 70 in Thorpe I. 412 3»f hwa wite

crafi^e. 1070 O. E. Chron. t pset he [Lanfranc] mid ribte

crafede bas pa he crafede. /''.,/., Eal bact se arceb' .< t him
crafede eadmedlice jr,efv'de. c x %tp Gen. ff Ex. 1667 Quat-
so Su wilt for hire crauen, Aske it wi3 skil and 5u salt hauen.

c 1320 Cast. Love 249 And peuwe and bral may not craue
porw riht non heritage to haue. Ibid. 257 pat mowe his

heritage craue.

t b. To demand the presence of (a person) before

a tribunal ; to 1 appeal , to summon ; to prosecute.

Obs. [Cf. nth c. Anglo-L. cravare * postulare, in

judicium mittere*, Du Cange.]
C 1000 Sax. Leeclut. III. 288 Daet man. .crafode hine on

hundrede. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxviii. 121 Noght gif bou
me to me cravand [L. persequentibus me). Ibid. 122 Noght
be proude sal crave me ( L. non calumnientur mihi superbi].

C. Here perhaps belongs the Sc. Luiv use : To
ask (as of right) from a legal tribunal.

1681 Stair Inst. iv. 38 ( 28 [Entitled] to compete and
crave preference. 1818 [see 3]. 1881 Alloa Advertiser No.
16:7. 3/1 They will crave interdict in the Court of Session.

2. To ask earnestly, to beg for (a thing), esp. as

a gift or favour. Const, of from (fat) a person.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8400 (Cott.) For na )eming bat i haue,

Ani coucnand of be to craue. c 1300 llavelok 633 He sat

up, and crauede bred, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. \i8io) 60

pe erle com himself mercy for to craue. c 1590 Greene Fr.
Bacon v. 80 To crave some succour of the jofly friar. 1591

Shaks. Rom. ff yuL 1. v. 113 Madam your mother craues

a word with you. 1594 Cakew Huarte's Exam, li 'its xiv.

(1596) 239 Salomon, .craued wisdom from heaven. 1611

Bible Mark xv. 43 Ioseph. . went in boldly vnto Pilate, and
craued the body of lesus. 1709 Steele Testier No. 193 r

3, I the rather make bold to crave your Advice. 1839-40
W. Irving IVolfert's R. (185s' 258 1 he cavalier, .knelt and
craved a benediction. 1868 J. T. Nettleship Ess. Brown-
ing's Poetry ti. 73, I must crave the indulgence of the

philosophic reader.

b. Often in the courteous or apologetic phrases

To crave pardon, leuve, etc. Cf. Beg v. 3.

1575-6 Thvnne in Animadv. Introd. (1865) 54 Cravinge

pardonnefor my tedious writinge. 1666 Dryden^««. Mirab.

Pref. Wks. (Globe> 40, 1 must crave leave to tell you. 1736

Berkeley Disc. Wks. 1871 III. 421, I shall crave leave to

make use of some unsuspected testimonies. i8ao Scott

Monast. xvi, I crave leave to observe, that [etc]. 1849

James Woodman v, Let me crave pardon for having de-

tained you so long.
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c. To beg to know ; ask to be told or informed.

1596 Shaks. Tain. Shrew IL i. 180 If she denie to wed,
He craue the day When I shall aske the banes. 1735 Pope
Donne Sat. iv. 67 ' Permit ' (he cries) ' no stranger to your
fame To crave your sentiment.' 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand.
< 1 845) 35 He craved my name.

d. To crave to do, or that something be done.
c 1175 Pater Noster 74 in Lamb. Horn. 59 His nome. .he

hit hale3e bet we crauen. c 1440 Boctus (Laud MS. 559)
fol. 5 b, I woll not craue Yooure doughter ne yoour tre-

soure to haue. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India Pref 8, I do
..but onely crave that it may please thee [etc.]. 1591
Shaks. i Hen. VIt U. ii. 46 When Ladyes craue to be en-
countred with. 1645 Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1738 I. 246
Here are no Laws made, here only the execution of Law is

crav'd might be suspended, a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams
11. (1692) 4 The Keeper craved to be heard.

e. To crave of a person to do a thing {obs.), or

that he do something.
1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 26 Craving of you, in pitty ofmy

state, To doe none ill. 1833 H. Martineau Cinnamon # P.
iv. 65 The verdure seemed to crave of the light clouds.,
that they would descend in showers.

3. To ask, request (a person) of, after, for athing,
to do something ; also, with double object, a person
a thing.
a 1225 Alter. R. 2 .habbeS moni dai iremd on me [v.r.

icraued me] efter riwle. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 278
Maistres bat techen clerkes crauen hure for mede. a 1400-50
Alexander 887 (Ashmole MS.) Litill kyngis. .Caires into
be curte to craue him bar dettis. 1471 Ripley Comp AleA,
v. in Ashm. (1652) 160 Dyscoveryt not whoever thee crave.
1513 Douglas AZneis rv, viii. 45 His auld promis na mair
will I hym craif. 1663 Gerbier CounselGva, None of
those who are pleased to accept it, are craved to Patronize
it. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xii, The crown, says he, canna
be craved to prove a positive.

4. To ask (a debtor) for payment, to dun. Sc.
1812 W. Ingram Poems 75 (Jam.) He. .strives to pay what

he is due, Without repeated craving. 1825-79 Jamieson
s.v., ' I crav'd him whenever I met him'.

5. tratisf. Of persons (their appetites, etc.) : To
long or yearn for, to desire earnestly ; to call for

or demand, in order to gratify a desire or appetite

;

to have a craving for.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4442 }e couett & craue castels &
rewmes. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. IL (1586) 87
Who so ploweth his Olive Garden, craveth fruite. z6xi
Bible Prov. xvi. 26 His mouth craueth it of him. 1669
Penn No Cross 1. v. § 11 What the Eye views not, the
Heart craves not. 1737 Pope Hot. Epist. IL ii. 212 If, when
the more you drink, the more you crave, You tell the
Doctor. 1875 Helps Ess., Aids Contentm. 11 Each of us
craves a recognition of his talents and his labours. 1890
Besant Demoniac v. 57 The thing, .that feeds the disease
and that the disease constantly craves.

6. fig. Of things. To need greatly, to require, to
call for, demand (something necessary or desirable).
{Const, also with inf. or obj.-clause.)

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 156 Necessitie craveth, that
with him. .conference be not refused. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 180 b, Bees .. crave diligent
regard, when they are about to swarm 1593 Shaks. Rich.
II, IL 44 His designes craue hast. i6ix — Cymb. iv. ii. 362.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 183 The Ananas for goodnesse
and shape may crave attention. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch
(1879) I. 161 Other parts of matter, .crave the force of fire

as an informing soul. 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles m. x, The
time craves speed ! 1820 — IvanJwe xvii, But come, fill a
flagon, for it will crave some time to tune the harp.
7. a. intr. Const, for, after.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25823 (Cott.) For es na man mai merci

haue bat wil noght ask and efter craue. c 1386 Chaucer
IVi/e's Prol. 518 (Harl.) What thyng we may not lightly
haue, Therafter wol we sonnest crie and craue. c 1440 York
Myst.xx\v. 142 And for comforte bei call and craue. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 248 b, It wyll craue importunely
for sustenaunce. a 1641 Suckling (J.\ Once one may crave
for love. 1736 Butler Anal. L iii. 66 Vices, .like so many
harpies, craving for their accustomed gratification, a 1862
Buckle Civiliz. (1869) III. v. 380 They taught the men of
their generation to crave after the unseen,

b. absol.

1393 Langl. P. PL C. vn. 49 And non so bold beggere to
bydden and craue. c 1460 Torvneley Myst. 11 (Cain) It is

better hold that I have Then go from doore to doore and
crave. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres a. i. 24 Not begging
nor crauing with bolde and shamelesse faces. 1642 Fuller
Holy and Prof. St. n, jrix.* 127 He who gives today may
crave to morrow. 1693 Dryden Persius (J), Who, spite of
all his store, Is ever craving, and will still be poor. 1865
S. Baring-Gould Werewolves xiv. 248 At that time the old
man was craving with hunger.
Hence Craved ppl. a., begged, entreated.
1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 60 The last refuge o. a

craved, denied, and constrained courtesie?

Crave (kri>v)
f sb. [f. the verb.] = Craving.

(Not in general use.)

1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 134 His crave and his vanity so far
deluded him, that . . he attempted to obtain distinction as an
orator. 1862 Spectator 6 Dec. 1363/1 A crave for deeper
knowledge. 1884 A. Forbes Chinese Gordon v. 144 The
crave to be doing something had so overmastered him.

Craven (kr^Vn), a. and sb. Forms; 3, 7
cravant (crau-), 5 crauaunde, 6 cravine, -yne,

7 cravand, 6- craven. [In early ME. crauant
(rare), etymology obscure.

.
Mr. Henry Nicol (Free. Phil. Soc, Dec. 1879) suggested

its identification with OF. cravanU, crevante, crushed, over-
come : see Cravent v. But the total absence of thefinal d
from the word, at a date when English still retained final e,
makes a difficulty. Others have considered it a variant, in
some way, of CheantIOF. creattt, craant), which isamuch

more frequent word in the same sense in ME. The difficulty
here is to account for the v («), for which popular association
with Crave v. and its northern pa. pple. craved has been
conjectured.]

A. adj.

fl. Vanquished, defeated; or, perh., confessing
himself vanquished. Obs.
a 1225 St. Marher. 11 Ich am kempe ant he is crauant bet

me wende to ouercumen. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 133 Al ha
icneowen ham crauant & ourcumen, & cwe5en hire be
meistrie & te menske al up.

b. To cry craven : to acknowledge oneself van-
quished, to give up the contest, surrender. Alsofig.
a 1634 Coke Inst. Hi. (1648) 221 If he become recreant, that I

is, a crying Coward or Craven he shall for his perjury lose I

liberam legem. 1639 Fuller Holy War iv. xi. (1840)196
He had been visited with a desperate sickness, insomuch that
all art cried craven, as unable to help him. 1768 Blackstone
Comm. III. 340 Or victory is obtained, if either champion
proves recreant, that is, yields, and pronounces the horrible
word ofcraven. 1805 SouthEYMadociu W.xv, I. .will make
That slanderous wretch cry craven in the dust, 1869 Free-
man Norm. Conq. (ed. 2) III. XV. 451 Neither King nor
Duke was a man likely to cry craven.

2. That owns himself beaten or afraid of his op-
ponent

;
cowardly, weak-hearted, abjectly pusil-

lanimous.
.- / 1400 Morte Arth. 133 Haa ! crauaunde knyghte ! a

cowarde be semez ! 1598 Drayton Heroic. Epist. v. 77 Those !

Beggers-Brats. .Ally the Kingdome to their cravand Brood.
1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. iv. 40 Some craven scruple Of thinking
too precisely on the event. 1656 TKAPP Comm. 1 Cor. xv. 55
Death is here out-braved, called craven to his face. 1808
Scott Alarm, v. xii, The poor craven bridegroom said never
a word. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 592 All other feel-

ings had given place to a craven fear for his life.

+ b. Applied to a cock : see B 2. Obs.
1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 106 Though hee bee a cocke of

the game, yet Euphues is content to be crauen and crye
creake. 1609 Bp. W. Barlow Answ. Nameless Cath. 164
This Crauen Cocke, after a bout or two.. crowing a Con-
quest, being ready presently to Cry Creake. c 1622
Fletcher Love's Cure 11. ii. Wks. (Rtldg.t II. 161/1 Oh,
craven-chicken of a cock o' th' game ! 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarch., Hen. V, xlix, Red Craven Cocks come in.

B. sb. 1. A confessed or acknowledged coward,
1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 349 Monckes and

Friers, and that whole generation of Cowled Cravines.
1599 Shaks. Hen, V, iv. vii. 139 Hee is a Crauen and a

'

Villaine else. 1610 Rowlands Martin Mark-all 53 In re-

gard of manhood a meere crauant. 179s Solthey Joan of
A rc x. 458 Fly, cravens ! leave your aged chief. i86oFroude

;

Hist. Eng. VI. 73 He climbed to the highest round of the i

political ladder, to fall and perish like a craven.

2. A cock that ' is not game '.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. n. L 228 No Cocke of mine, you
crow too like a crauen. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. iv.

14 Whereto the Pope, (no Crauant to be dared on his owne
\

dung-hill) as stoutly answered. 1826 Genii. Mag. Feb. !

157/1 It is certainly a hard case that a fighting-cock should
kill an unoffending craven.

C. Comb., as craven- hearted, -tike adj. & adv.
1615 Crooke Body ofMan 245 All creatures whose Tes-

ticles are hidde within should be faynt and crauen-hearted.
1705 Hickeringill Priest-Craft Wks.(i7i6) III. 56 Not as
Gentlemen and Scholars, but (Craven like) calling upon the
Jailors, the Stunners, etc. 1836 Whittier Song ofthe Free i,

Shrink we all craven-like, When the storm gathers?

Cra'ven, v, [f. prec.] To make craven or
cowardly, to render spiritless through fear. Hence
Cra'vened ppl. a.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. in. iv, 80 Against Selfe-slaughter
There is a prohibition so Diuine That crauens my weake
hand. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant, v. 81 This enslaves Our
craven'd Spirits so. 1683 Dryden Dk. Guise iv. iii, Awed
and crayened, as he had been spelled. 1826 Mrs. Bray De
Foix xix. (1884) 219 There are circumstances which can
craven a spirit that never shook before the sword.

+ Cra*venly, a. Obs. rare. [f. Craven sb. +
-ly K Cf. cotvardly adj.] Of the nature of a
craven, cowardly.
X653GAUDEN Hicrasp. 561 Of no mean and cravenly kind.

Cravenly (kr^Vnli), adv. [f. Craven a. +
-ly ^.] In a craven manner.
a 1593 H. Smith Wks. (1867) II. 479 Too cracking or too

cravenly, Too hateful or too gratefully. 1622 S. Ward
Life ofFaith i?i Death (1627) 64 He neither foolishly thinkes
to resist, .nor. .crauenly yeelds. 1887 Chicago Advance 18
Aug. 521 They grovel cravenly under dread of what may be
termed the ' social boycott \

Cravenness (kr^-v'nines). rare. [f. as prec.
+- -ness.] Abject or acknowledged cowardliness.
1850 W. Anderson Regen. (1871) 76 In the cravenness of

your spirit. 1882 Eraser's Mag. XXV. 373 Your craven-
ness is past all bearing.

t Cravent, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. Cravanter (cra-

venter, crevanter) to crush, overcome, overwhelm

=

Pr. crebantar, Sp., Pg. quebrantarKo break, crush,

etc. :—L. type *crepdntdre, f. crepantem pr, pple.

of crepdre to crackle, rattle, clatter, also to burst

or break (intr.).'] trans. To vanquish, to overthrow.
c 1489 Caxton Blauchardyn li. 194 He crauented & ouer-

threw al before him.

Craver (kr^-vai). In 4 -ere, 5 -are, -our. [f.

Crave v. + -er.]

+ 1. An appellant, an accuser. Obs.
a 1300 .E. E. Psalter Ixxi. 4 And meke be cravere so he

salle [L. humiHabit calumniatoretn].

2. One who asks or begs (favours, gifts, etc.) ;

an importunate or urgent asker ; a beggar.

1406 Hoccleve La Male Regie 429 As the shamelees
crauour wole, it gooth. c 1532 Dewes lutrod. Er. in
Palsgr. 917 Craver, truand. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par.
Pref. 18 b, Being cravers not of the least importune sort.
1608 Shaks. Per. 11. i. 92 But crave? Then I'll turn
craver too, and so I shall 'scape whipping, c 1660 Jovial
Creiv in Bagford Ball. I. 196 A Craver my Father, a Maun-
der my Mother. 1838 Tail's Mag. V. 502 A levier of
taxes, a craver of benevolence.

3. One who longs or earnestly desires.

1849 Tkknch Mirac. Introd. 78 The lovers of, and cravers
after, the marvellous. 1883 American VII. 154 Cravers
for emotional excitement.

t b. Applied app. to the appetite. Obs.
1591 Fi.okio 2nd Fruitcs 49 A'. Master, dinneris readie,

-shall it be set upon the board? S. I pray thee doo so..
A. My crauers, as the scots man says, serues me well.

Craves, -eys, obs. ff. Crayfish.
Craves, obs. f. Crevice.
Craving (kr^-virj\ vbL sb. [see -ing*.]

f 1. Accusation
;
persecution. Obs.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxviu. 134 Fra craving of men [L. a
calumniis kominu$$i\ me bie bou.

2. Earnest or urgent asking
; begging.

c 1430 Freemasonry 359 Loke that thou pay wele every
mon algate . . That no cravynge be y-mad to the. 1562 J.Heywood Prov. <y Epigr. (1867; 29 Shamfull crauyng must
haue shamefull naie. 1612-5 Bp. Hall Contempt^ N. T. 11.

vi, The opening of the Malady was a craving of cure. 1648
Eikott Pas., Let my craving, O Lord, be accepted of. 1704
J. Logan in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 345 An unjust
method of craving and getting.

tb. Craving of the principle (Logic): =L.
petitio principii or < begging the question '. Obs.

1587 GOUHMG De Morttay ix. 122 Is not this a setting
downe of that thing for a ground, which, .resteth to be
prooued, and (to speake after his owne maner.) a crauing of
the principle?

3. Urgent desire
;
longing, yearning.

16.. K. L'Estrange (J), A regular vicissitude and suc-
cession of cravings and satiety. 1732 Bkrkeley Alcipkr.
I. § 1 The first care of mankind is to supply the cravings of
nature. 1856 Frocde Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 182 A
craving after prophecies .. had infected all ranks. 1890
Besant Demoniac 58 A man liable to attacks of craving
for strong drink.

Cra'vinff, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

1. That asks or begs earnestly
;
urgent or impor-

tunate in asking or beseeching.
1668 Rycaut Ottoman Emp. (1686) 161 Covetous and

craving Turks. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman ii. ( 1841) I.

17 Our poor are very craving, and Money at this time very
scarce. 1887 Charity Organ. Rev. Nov. 416 Craving ap-
peals in the newspapers.

2. Urgently desiring, longing, hungering.
1688 Miege-F?*. Diet, s.v., To have a craving stomach.

1757 Johnson Rambler No. 155 P S When some craving
passion shall be fully gratified. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India
II. iv. v. 187 Meer Causim. .regarded the supposed treasures
. .with a craving appetite.

Cra'vingly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly.] In a craving

manner.
1621 Lady Mary Wroth Urania 461 The Iambollian then

cast his eyes crauingly towards her. 1865 G. Meredith
R. Fleming!. 4 The characteristic ofgirls havinga disposition

to rise is to be cravingly mimetic. 1890 Chamb. Jrnl. 22
Nov. 741/1 Gazing cravingly in her upturned face.

Cra'vingneSS. [f. as prec. + -ness.] Craving

state or quality.

1675 Howe. Living TempieVfks. (1834) 31/1 Nor by in-

digence is here meant cravmgness, or a sense of want only.

Cravish, Cravyn, obs. ff. Crayfish, Craven.

Craw (krg), sb. Also 4-6 crawe, 6 eraye. [ME.
crawe, repr. an unrecorded OK. *craga, cogn. with

OHG. chragOy MHG. krage, Du. kraag neck,

throat ; or else a. later Norse krage, Da. krave

in same sense. The limitation of sense in English

is special to this language.]

1, The Crop of birds or insects.

1388 Wyclif 2 Kings vi. 25 The crawe of culueris.

Margin, In Latyn it is seid of the drit of culuers; but drit

is . . takun here . . for the throte, where cornes, etun of

culueris, ben gaderid. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 101 Craw, or

crowpe of a byrde, or ober fowlys, gabus, vesicula. 1552

Huloet, Craye or gorge of a byrde, ingluuies. i5*5S-78

Cooper T/iesaurus, Chelidonii . . Little stones in the crawe
of a swallow. 1604 Drayton Oivle 75 The Crane . . With
Sand and Gravell burthening his Craw. 1774 Hunter in

Phil, Trans. LXIV. 313 Some birds, with gizzards, have

a craw or crop also, which serves as a reservoir, and for

softening the grain. 1855 Longf. Hiaw. viii. 209 Till their

craws are full with feasting. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes
II. 35 Such an agitation of plumage, redness of craw, and
anger of manner as a maternal hen shows.

2. transf. a. The stomach (of man or animals).

humorous or derisive.

1573 A. Anderson Exp. Benedictus 43 (T.) To gorge their

craws with bibbing cheer. 1581 J. Bell Haddons Answ.
Osor. 320 b, Stuffing their crawes with most exquisite vy-

andes. 1791 Wolcott (P, Pindar) Remonstrance Wks. 1812.

II. 449 They smite their hungry craws. 1822 Byron Juan
viii. xlix, As tigers combat with an empty craw.

+ b. To cast the craw : to vomit. Obs.
a 1529 Skelton El. Rummyng 489 Such a bedfellow

Would make one cast his craw.

f 3. transf The breast ofa hill. Obs. rare.

a 1658 Cleveland May Day ii, Phcebus tugging up
Olympus craw.

f b. Humorously applied to a cravat, falling over

the chest in a broad fold of lace or muslin.
See Fairholt s.v. Neckcloth.



CRAW. 1146 CRAYER
1787 ' G. Gambado' Acad. Horsemen (1809) 14 The crea-

tures with monstrous craws. 1790 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 135
Now, at his word, th' obedient muslin swells, And beaux,
with * Monstrous Craws,' peep out at pouting belles.

4. Comb, f craw-bone, the * merry thought ' of

a bird, which lies over the craw ; craw-thumper
(slang % one who beats his breast (at confession)

;

applied derisively to Roman Catholic devotees

;

so craw-thump v.

i6n CoTCC. Bruchct, the craw-bone, or merrie thought of

a bird. 1785 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ode to R. A .'s Wks. 1812

I. 93 We are no Craw-thumpers, no Devotees. 1797-1801 G.
Colman Br. Grins, Knt. <y Friar 1. xxxv, Sir Thomas and
the dame were in their pew Craw-thumping upon hassocks.

1873 Slang'Diet. , Craw thumper, a Roman Catholic. Com-
pare Brisket^beater.

tCraw,^ 1 Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

a. trans. To craw out : to fill or distend like a

bird's craw. b. To craw it : to till one's 1 craw \
a 1658 Cleveland Content 31 To craw out a Purse With

th' molten Cinders of the Universe? 1708 Motteux Rabe-
tais v. vi. (1737 ' 20 We might, .gorge it, craw it.

Craw, v.* Obs. exc. dial. [Echoic : see Crow
^.] =Caw v. : said of rooks or crows.
a 1658 Ussheh Ann. vi. (1658) 216 The Crowes, .when the

men wandered out of the way in the dark, would with
their crawing, call them into the right way again. 1868
Atkinson Cleveland Gloss., Craw, to caw or croak; said
of the crow and rook.

Craw, Sc. and north, form of C bow.

II Craw-craw (krg-krp:)- Pathol, [app. a
Dutch Nei^o name, from Du. kraauw scratch,

kraauw~en to scratch, to claw.] A malignant

species of pustulous itch, prevalent on the African

coast, especially about Sierra Leone.

1863 Wanderings in W. Africa II. 93 A bad kind of
scabies, commonly called craw-craw, .not confined to man-
kind ; goats and other animals often die of it. 1891 Nature
20 Aug., A papulo-vesicular skin disease called craw-craw
is endemic in the sleeping sickness region .O'Neil found a
filaria-like parasite in the vesicles of craw-craw.

Crawdoun : see Craddon.
Crawe, obs. f. Craw, Crow.
Crawed (krpd), a. rare. [f. Craw sb. + -BD -.]

Having a craw or crop.

1756 P. ISrowne Jamaica (1789! 348 Most sorts of birds,

especially those of the craw'd kind, feed much on its seeds.

Crawfish (kro -fij"), sb. = Crayfish q.v.

1. Still the usual name in U.S. in sense 3 a.

2. U.S. colloq. One who retreats from or backs
out of a position ; a political renegade or turn-coat •

cf. Crawfish v.

i860 in Bartlett. 1889 in Farmer.
Cra wfish, v. U.S. colloq. [f. prec. ; from the

animal's mode of locomotion.] intr. To retreat

from a position taken up ; to ' back out \
a i860 in Baktlett Diet. Amer., We acknowledge the

corn, and retreat, retrograde, crawfish, or climb down.

—

Cairo Times. 1888 The Voice (N. Y.t 5 July, The remark
defeated him for Governor. He tried to crawfish out of it

..but it didn't work. 1888 San Francisco Weekly Exam.
22 Mar. (Farmer), He was afraid to bet and crawfished out
of the issue by claiming that he didn't drink.

Crawful (krjyful). rare. As much as fills a
bird's craw.
1831 Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 170 A crawful of half-digested

shrimps

t Crawke, crauke. Obs. [Etymology obscure;
but evidently closely akin to Cracon, and perh. to

Crack v. or F. craquer.'] = Crackling 3.
c 13*5 Prose Psalter ci[i]. 4 My bones dried as craukes.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 101 Cracoke [errorfor crawke], relefe
of molte talowe or grese {v. r. crauche [?craucke], crawke
or crappe', cremium.

Crawl (krgl), sb> [f. Crawl vX\ The action
of crawling ; a slow creeping motion.
1818 Shelley Rev. Islam x. xliii, In the silence. .Was heard

on high the reptiles' hiss and crawl. 1853 Kane Grittnell
Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 307, I rather dislike the crawl of centi-
pede or slime of snail.

Crawl (krpl), sb.2 Also 7-8 crawle, craul o.

See also Kraal, [a. Colonial Du. kraal, a. Sp.

corral : see Corral.]

T 1. An enclosure, pen, or building for keeping
hogs (in the West Indies). Obs.
1660 Hickeringill Jamaica (1661) 17 They build two or

three little Houses, or more ; by them called a Crawle, and
in these, they first inclose these tame Hoggs. 1707 Sloane
Jamaica I. p. xvii, These Crawles or houses and sties built

for feeding and breeding hogs,
b ' On the coast of Africa, a pen for slaves awaiting ship-

ment ' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867).

2. A pen or enclosure of stakes and hurdles in

shallow water on the sea-coast, to contain fish,

turtles, etc. Also a reservoir for keeping caught
turtles, lobsters, etc in stock for the market.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789*. Crawl, a sort of pen

..formed by a barrier of stakes and hurdles on the sea-
coast, to contain any sort offish within it. 1833 M. Scorr
Tom Cringle xvi. (1859) 420 The Turtle Crawls filled with
beautiful clear water. 1883 Pall Mall G. 21 Nov. n/i The
custom is to give the turtles in stock.. three days in the
' crawl ' and three days in the tank. 1885 Lady Brassey
The Trades 338 The spongers go ashore and build a pen,
or 'crawl', of stakes, close to the water's edge.
3. A village, or enclosure of huts, of Bushmen,

Hottentots, or other South African natives: in

;

which sense commonly written Kraal q.v.

Crawl (kr^l'), v.* Forms: 4 croul, creul,

crul, 4-7 craule, crawle, 5-6 crall, 7 craul, 7-
crawL [A rare word in ME. and apparently only

northern
; prob. from Norse : cf. Da. and Norw.

kravle to crawl, climb up, Sw. krafla to grope,

Icel. krafla to paw or scrabble with the hands
(mod.Icel. kraflafram ur to crawl out of). The
word existed also in West Germanic, but the corre-

sponding OE. form *craflian has not been found.
To Norse krafla corresponds an OLG. *krabaldn, whence

15th c. HG. krabelen, krabeln to crawl, creep, still used in

various HG. dialects, but now replaced in mod.G. by
1

krabbeln (see Kluge'. The word is a frequentative from an
OTeut. vb. stem *kra&- : kreff- to scratch, claw, paw : cf.

Crab v. 2 and see Grimm krabbeln, kribbeln.

The diphthongal ME. craule, crawle (from cravle), was
reduced to crall by end of 15th c, riming with small in

Spenser : cf. the form-history of Awl. But the phonology
of the early forms creiule, creule, croule, crule, is obscure ;

crewle reminds us of MDu. crer>elen, but croule, crule, sug-

gests some confusion with Crowl, Fr. crouler: see esp.

sense 6.]

1. intr. To move slowly in a prone position, by
dragging the body along close to the ground, as a

child upon its hands and knees, any short-limbed

quadruped or reptile, an insect, serpent, worm, slug.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 6612 (Cott.) pai fand hot wormes
creuland emid[v. r. Gdtt. crouland, Fair/, crawlande, Trin.

cnilyng]. Ibid. 11836 (Cott.) Wormes creuld [Gdtt. cruled,

Fairf. crauled, Tr. cruled] here and pare. 1570 Levins
Manip. 44/1 To craule, repere, serpere. 1590 Spenser F. Q.
1. i. 22 Serpents small. .Which swarming all about his legs

did crall. X665 Hooke Microgr. 201 Spiders, .craul under
the Rail. 17*0 Gay Poems (1745* I. 100 Slow crawl'd the

snail. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 111. xii, The children

trotted or crawled towards her. 1877 A. B. 1 Up
Nile xiii. 361 We had to crawl into the sanctuary upon
our hands and knees. 1890 Bksant Demoniac L 15 They
spoke of worms, reptiles, and things that craw!.

fig. 1844 Mrs. Browning Poems, Dead Pan xxxl. See !

the wine crawls in the dust, Worm-like.

+ b. trans. To crawl upon or over. Obs. rare.

a 1 641 Suckling /Www (1646) 48 Snailes there had crawl'd
the Hay. 1796 Eliza Parsons Myst. Warning I. 150 The
veriest wretch that crawls the earth.

2. trans/. To walk, go, or move along with a

slow and dragging motion.
1460 Towncley Myst. 15s The aged Symeon cralls to

kyrk. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. it 1. ii. 444, I can no further

crawle. 1639 Fuller Holy War n. xxv. (1840) 81 The
patriarch crawled to Rome, being a hundred years old.

1681 Cotton Wond. Peak 25 This Fountain is so very
small, Th' Observer hardly can perceive it crawl Through
the sedg. 1798 Southhy Eclogues v, The poor old

woman Told me that she was forced to crawl abroad And
pick the hedges. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. w. xxiv, Mark it

as the sunbeams crawl, Inch after inch, along the wall.

1835 Lytton Rienzi vx ii, Gloomy vehicles . . crawling
heavily along.

b. To encroach stealthily upon. rare.

1816 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 241 This forest has
been crawled upon by favourites and is now much smaller.

3. fig. a. To move or progress very slowly.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. i. 42 while we Vnburthen'd crawle
toward death. 1654 K. Whitlock Zootomia 134 Sicknesse

posteth to us, but crawleth from us. 1890 Kingsley Alt.

Locke xxx. Months and seasons crawled along.

b. To move stealthily, sncakingly, or abjectly.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, m. ii. 103 Cranmer . . Hath
crawfd into the fauour of the King, a 1716 South (J. \ That
Utter of absurd opinions that crawl about the world. 180$

Scott Let. to Miss Seward in Lockhart xiv, These Gaelic
poems, .are very unequal, .often drivelling and crawling in

the very extremity of tenuity. 1813 Shelley Q. Mabiv,
Art thou not the veriest slave that e'er Crawled on the

loathing earth?

4. Of plants, etc. : To spread over a surface with

extending stems or branches ; to trail, creep, (rare.)

1634 Milton Comus 295 A green mantling vine That
crawls along the side of yon small hill. 1668 Ci'lpepper &
Cole Barthol. Anat. 1. xv.38A little. .Nerve, .which crawls
up and down the Coat of the Liver. 1867 Lady Herbert
Cradle L. ii. 57 Passion-flowers, iponucas, and hibiscus
crawled over every wall.

5. trans/. To be all ' alive * with crawling things.

1576 Fleming Partopl. Epist. 204 All my skin cralled

with lyce. 1658 S. Richardson Torments of Hell in

Phcnix (1708) II. 435 Dead Bodies, .that lie rotting, .until

they crawl all over with Worms. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) VIII. 127 The whole ground seemed alive, and
crawling with unceasing destruction [antsj. 1863 J. G.
Murphy Comm. Gen. i. 20 Let the waters crawl with the

crawler.

6. To have a sensation as of things crawling over

the skin ; to feel 1 creepy *, to * creep \
[The first quot here may really be from F. crouler 1 to

shake, tremble, quiver, quake' (Cotgr.): see Crowl.]
a 1300 Cursor M. 3567 \Cott., Gdtt.) Quen hat [a man]

sua bicums aid . . It crepes crouland in his bak [Trin. hit

crepeb crulyng, Fairf. wipcrepinge croulis]. 1881 Confess.

Frivolous Girl 161 Kissing a ragged infant or two, whose
dirtiness positively made me crawl. 1889 M. E. Wilkins
Faraway Melody (18911 15 You make me crawl all over,

talkin' so much about dyin .

t Crawl, v. 2 Obs. Also 6 crall, 7 craul. To
entangle.

1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Tim. iii. (R.), Beyng cralled

in the deuilles snares, a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 282

When we have crauled, and ravePd our Soules into Knots,

at last. , wee fall, like a Weaver, to Cutting. Ibid. 284 The

unprofitable Web of my Life, which in the Weaving I have
so strained. . Knit, and crawled.

Crawl, obs. form of Crowl v.

Crawler (krg-bj). [f. Crawl v.\ +-er K]
1. One who or that which crawls ; a crawling

creature, a reptile, etc.

1649 Lovelace Lucasta 140 Unarm'd of wings. .Unhappy
Crawler on the Land. 1755 Young Centaur vi. Wks. 1757
IV. 247 Thou child of the dust..Thou crawler on earth.
1820 Byron Mar. Fal. v. L 462 The man who dies by the
adder's fang May have the crawler crush'd. 1836 W. Irving
Astoria I. 256 Ignorant crawlers upon earth,

b. spec. A louse. ? Obs. Cf. creeper.

1705 Wolcott(P. Pindar) Lousiad 11. Wks. 1812, I. 236
That we, your Cooks, are such a nasty crew, .as to have
Crawlers in our heads. 18*5 Knapp & Baldw. Newgate
Cat. IV. 27/2 Crawlers were found in his wounds.

2. colloq, A cab moving slowly along the streets

in search of a fare.

1865 G. Meredith R. Fleming x. Seeing that London
cabs—crawlers, .could when paid for it, do their businesslike
lightning. 1871 Daily^ Ncms 14 Aug., To amend the

Hackney Carnage Act, in order to prevent what are called
' crawlers ' plying along the streets.

3. fig. a. One who acts in a mean or servile

way ; b. A lazy person, loiterer.

1856 Boker/*<vwj 11857) 11- io4 That scheming crawler.
1880 Silver's Handbk. Australia 289 Crawlers are not
wanted, and will soon discover that they are in the way.

Crawling (krp-lirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+

-tng 1.] The action of the verb Crawl.
1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 522 Attentive to the

crawlings of an emmet. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus (i878> 16

The crawling of a glacier. 1879 Carpenter Ment. Phys. \.

ii* 5 53 The crawling of the Maggot or Caterpillar.

attrdu 1794 Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 406 It can be entered
only in a crawling posture.

Cra wling, ppl. a. [f. Cbawl v. 1 + -nra

That crawls (lit. and fig.) ; see the verb.

c 1340 Cursor M. 6612 (Fairf.i J>ai fande hot crawlande
[Cott. creuland, GStt. crouland] wormis. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. 11. ii. 146 To plucke this crawling serpent from
my bresL. 164a Rogkks Noaman 5 To raise up a base and
crawling spirit to heaven. 1821 Smellev Prom.Unb. 1. L

1 The crawling glaciers. Ibid., The wingless crawling hours.

Hence Cua wling-ly adv.
167* Eachard Hobb's State Nat, 62 With which your

Book of Politicks is so crawlingly full. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. 11. xii. Then propitiatingfy and crawlingly Mr.
Kiderhood cried.

Crawling, var. of Ckowlinq vbl. sb.

Crawly (krg-li^ a. colloq. (f. Crawl + -y.]

Like or having the sensation of insects crawling

over the skin ;
1 creepy \

i860 Thackeray Lovel iv, A sort of crawly sensation, as

of a. .ghost flitting about the place. 1880 ' Mark Twain *

Tramp Abroad 1. 108 It makes one feel crawly even to

think of it.

Crawn, obs. pa. pple. of Crow v.

t Crawpock. Obs. Erron. form of Crapaudk.
1584 R. Scot Discov. Witckcr. xiii. vi. 207 A crawpocke

delivereth from prison. Chelidonius is a stone taken out of a
swallowe, which curcth melancholie.

+ Cray. Obs. Also 7 oraye. [a. F. (rate :—OF.
ereie :—L. creta chalk. Also in F. in sense 2, for

which another name is pierre stone.]

1. Chalk.
14. . Recipes in Ret. Antia. I. 52 Do tharto cray that thir

parchemeiiers wirkes withalf.

2. A disease of hawks, in which the excrements

become excessively hard and are passed with

difficulty.

c 1450 Bk. Hawking in Ret. Ant. I. 294 An yvell y-callyd

the cray, that is when an hawke may not mute. Ibid. 295
The Cray comyth of wasch mete, that is wasch in hote

water, in defaute of bote mete. 1575 Turbkrv. Faulconrie

311 The Stone or Cray. 1618 Latham 2nd Bk. Falconry

(1633* 134 This disease, .that wee call, .the Craye, is of an

exiccatiuc or astringent qualitie.

t Craye, Obs. Forms : 6-7 craye, craie, 7

crea. [app. erron. form of Crayer.] = Crayer.
1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c 19 No person . . shall carie..

in any ship, bote, craie, or vessell any white wotlen clothe.

1591 Harington Ort. Fur. xxxix. xxviii. (1634) 328

With gallies, bulks and crayes .. with sailes and oares to

help at all assayes. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xxil (17481349
Some shell or little crea, Hard labouring for the land, on

the high-working sea. 1617— Agincourt 11 SkifTes, Crayes,

Scallops, and the like, .cou'red all the Seas.

Cray©, obs. f. Craw.
Crayer, crare (kre-u). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms:

4- crayer, 5 krayer, 5-7 S(. crear, 6 creyer,

crayor, craire, Sc. crayar, 6-7 craier, craer.

Sc. and north, crair, 9 creer, 6- crare. [a. OF.
(rayer, (raier

t
creer, croyer, in med.L. (rat'era,

(reyera.1 A small trading vessel formerly used.

c I3»5 Coer de L. 4785 Berges, schoutes, crayeres [printed

traycresl fele. ?rti400 Morte Arth. 3667 Cogge appone

cogge, krayers and ober. 1481 90 Howard Househ. Bks.

(RoxbJ 25 His crayer ladden with wete. 1493 Charter in

Hist. Montrose (1866) I. 10 All schippis, creans, and botis

perteining to oure leigis. 1548 Hall Chrott. 18 b, Robbed
.v. or .vi. littel Craiers and fisher botes laden with fyshe and

corne. 1551 Acts Privy Council 1 5 Nov. 1 1 1. 417 Those Flem-

inges that have unlaufully taken ij EngUshe crares. 1611

Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 205 To show what coast thy sluggish

crare Might easiliest harbour in. 165a Needham tr. Seldens

Mare CI. 496 Our Cobles, Crayers, and Boats beeing small,

. . are easily swallowed by a rough Sea. 1753 Maitland



CRAYFISH.
Hist. Edin. in. 248 Every large Lime-boat and Crear with-
out a Topmast. 1844 Jack Hist. St. Mcmance 73 Six
creers sailed regularly from this port to the Orkney Isles.
1849 J. Grant Kirkaldy 0/Gr. xiv. 13! He made several
voyages with two armed crayers or sloops between Leith
and the shores of Fife.

Crayfish (kr^i-fij), crawfish (krg-fij). Forms:
a. 5 creuesse, -ez, -eys, krevys, 5-6 erev-,
oreues, -ys(e, 5-7 -is(e, -ice, 6 -yce, -iz, 6-7
-isse, creavis(e, 7 krevise ; j8. 6 creuysshe,
6-7 crev-, creuish(e, 7 ereyvish, 7-8 creevish

;

7. 6 crefysshe, 6-7 oreflsh, 7 ereyfish, oraifish,
crea-fish, 7- cray-fish, crayfish ; 5. 5 craveys,
6 crav-, craues, -ish, orafyshe, 6-8 crafish, (8
cra-flsh), 7- crawfish, crawfish. [ME. crevice,
-visse, a. OF. crevice (13- 15th c. in Littre) ; cf.

crevis m., crevicel dim. in Godef.; in OF. also
escrevisse, mod.F. icrevisse, Walloon grivise,
Rouchi graviche (Littre); a. OHG. erebi\, MHG.
krebez,, a derivative of stem *krab- in krab-bo
Crab q.v.

In Southern ME. the second syllable was naturally con-
founded with vish (written viss in Ayenbite), ' fish '

; whence
the corrupted forms under /3 and y, and the later crty-,
crayfish. The variants in era- go back to Anglo-Fr. when
the stress was still on second syllable, and the first liable to
vary between ere- and era-

; they are the origin of the
modern cram-fish, now used chiefly in U.S.]
A. Illustration of forms.

a. a 1400-50 Alexander 3864 Creuesses. C1430 Lydg.Mm. Poems (Percy Soc.) 154 A krevys with his klawes
longe. 1481-90 Howard Househ. Bis. (Roxb.) 84 For v
crevys ij d. 61490 Promp. Parv. 102 (MS. K) Creveys,

!
y
oio

[Pvn
:
son creues]. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Bairn Bk.

(1868) 281 A creues, dyght hym thus. 1344 Phaer Regim.
Lyfi (1553) I iv a, Excepte it be a creuisse. 1570 B.Oooge Kingd. 11. (1880) 21 Some pleasant River . full
of creuis. 1612 tr. Benvemtta's Passenger L ii. § 87. 163
Creauises are good for Hectickes. 1657 Coles Adam in
Aden lvui, I o seek after Crevises. 1679 Plot Stafiordsh.
(1086) 19 Lobsters, .analogous to a Crevice. 1783 Ainsworth
Lat. Diet. R, *Caraius..& crab, cray-fish, or crevice.
P- TSSS Eden Decades 302 The flesshe of creuysshes. 1577

B. Googe HeresbacKs Huso. nr. (1586) r 73 b, Crevishes,
Barbils, and Chevms. 1658 Rowland Mou/et's T/teat. Ins
1041 Crabs or river Crevish. 1783 [see B 1 b],
y- 1555 Eden Decades 115 Full of crabbes or crefysshes

'S7 1 B. Googe HeresbacKs Husi. 11.(1586) 70 Take a good
sort of Crefishes 1597 Gerarde ii. eeli, Crayfish Woolfes-
bane.

1613-JS W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iii, From his
lurking hole Had pull'd the Cray-fish. 1683 Phil. Trans.
All I 269 I he Crefish are some of them red. 1756 Nugent
00

Ge7"' U - 443 The largest crayfish in Europe.
1880 Huxley (title). The Cray-fish.
S. 1478 Botoner /tin. ( I77 8) 291 Homines possunt piscare

. .de craveys. 1526 Househ. Ext. Sir T. LeStrange (Add.MS. 27448, f. 27 b), A craves and ij crabbes. 1577 Harrison
England in, x. (1878) a. 21 The lobstar, crafish [1587 or
crevis], and the crab. 1563-73 Cooper Thesaurus s. v.
Lrusta, Pilles ofcertain fishes, as ofCrauishes. 1624 Capt
Smith Virginia v. 175 They caught . . great craw-fishes.
1626 Bacon Sylva (1677) § 45 The Flesh of the Crab or
Crafish 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic. (1762) 82 Ashes of
Crawfish. 1796 Mrs. Glasse Cookery v. 86 A ragoo of
crawfish. 1867 F. Francis Angling i. (1880) 48 The tail of
a craw-fish. 1883 Century Mag. 378 A dozen large craw-
fish.

&

B. Signification.

fl- Formerly, like Get. hrebs, a general name
for all the larger edible crnstacea. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3864 pan comes bare-out creuesses

of manykins hewis. 1575 Laneham Let. (r87 i) 9 Fresh
Herring, Oisters, Samon, Creuis, and such like. 1656 W
D. tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. r 159 Crevices are shelled
swimmers, with ten feet, and two claws : among which are
huge Lobsters of three cubits ; round Crabs ; Craw-fish little
Lobsters.

T b. spec
. applied to the crab. Obs.

1509 Barclay Shy* 0/Folys (1874) I 271 On the Crauys he
styll shall bacwarde ryde. 154$ Phaer Bk. Childr. (1553)S vj a, I he canker . . spreadeth it selfe abrode, like the fete of
a creues, called in latin cancer. 1579 Tomson Calvin's
.-ierm. I tm. 909 To say, walk on, behaue your selues man.
tully

:
and go cleane kam ourselues like crevises. 1781A

1
nsworth Lat. Diet. (Morrell) 1, Crevis, or crevish, cancer.

+ 2. A general name for large Crustacea other
than crabs. The name Sea crayfish included the
lobster and its allies : cf. 3 b. Obs. or arch.
c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ, Ord. (r 79o) 449 Crabbesand crevvse and lamprons in lentyne. C i46o J. Russell

bk. Nurture 614 in Babees Bk. (1868) 159 The bak of be
Crevise, bus he must be sted : array hym as ye dothe be
crabbe. 1516 Ord. Hen. VIII in Househ. Ord. (r79o) ,82l«ches Creviz, Crabs. 1 mess 8d. c 153a Dewes Introd.

SL? F
a
i>
s?r

- .9^3 Crevyce of the see, houmars. 1575Appius «r Virginia in Hazl. Dodsley IV. ,18 Yea, but whatam IT.. A crab or a crevis, a crane or a cockerel ? 1624

Oysters ™ yirSm,a "' 28 Crabs
.
Shrimps, Creviset,

3. In current use : a. gen. A fresh-water crusta-
cean, Astacus fiuviatilis (River or Fresh-water
Crayfish, crevice d'eau douce), resembling a small
lobster, found in rivers and brooks. Also applied
to other species of Astacus and of the allied Ameri-
can genus Cambarus, e.g. the blind crawfish of the
Mammoth Cave of Kentucky (C. pellucidus).
CI4*o J. Russell Bk. Nurture 618 in Baiees Bk

159 Of Crevis dewe douz. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541)
15 a, Shell fyshe, excepte crevyse deau doulce. 1577 Harri-son England 111. x. (1878) 11. 21 The little crafishes . . taken
. .plentifully in our fresh riuers. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xli.

1147

60 The tayle of a Lobster, or river Creuis. Ibid. m. lxxviii
426 A freshwater Creauis. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 443
Craifishes of the riuer . . be diureticalL <n66t Fuller
Worthies III. (1662)223 This Sir Christopher is also memor-
able for stocking the river Yower . . with Crevishes 1837M Donovan

, Dom. Econ. II. 213 The Cray-fish or Craw-
fish is an inhabitant of fresh water, and indeed only of the
purest water. 1880 Huxley Crayfish i. 16 There are a
number of kinds of Cray-fish . .but they bear the common
surname of Astacus. Ibid. 3 i Crayfishes of a year old are
two inches long.

b. VS ith London fishmongers and generally on
the sea-coast of Great Britain : The Spiny Lobster,
Palinums vulgaris, the Langouste of the French.
1748 A nsons Voy. 11. i. 1 25 This was sea era-fish

; they gen-
erally weighed eight or nine pounds apiece. 1770 Wesley
Wisd. Cod in Creation (1809) 1. 275 The crab, the cray-fish,
and many other animals are seen to devour them [muscles].
1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 167 Patinurus vulgaris. It is
the common Sea-crawfish of the shops, Langouste of the
trench. 1863 Ansted C/ianuel 1st. IV. xxii. (1865) 508
Crayfish are very fine, but not thought equal to lobsters in
the London market. Note. This crustacean is.. the spiny
obster (Palinurus vulgaris) of naturalists, and attains a
length of 18 inches. 1865 Gosse Landtfr Sea (1874) 81 The
cray-fish, or thorny lobster.

4. attrib., as crayfish broth, soup
; f crevishe

eyes = Crab's eyes
; f crevis fish = Crayfish.

'599 A.M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 125/1 Take 6 or
7 Pickerells Eyes.. and as manyc Crevishe eyes, .contunde
all these fhinges very small. 1688 R. Holme Armoury
338/1 A Crevice, or a Crefish, or as some write it, a Crevis
Fish . . a Species of the Lobster, but of a lesser size. 1702
J. Purcell Clwlick Index, Crafish Broths and Garlick
recommended. 1719 D'Urfey Pills I. 268 All must stoop
to Crawfish Soop.
Crayling, obs. f. Grayling.
Crayme, Crayne, obs. ff. Cream, Crake.
t Crayne, obs. var. of Ckanny sb. and v.
[App. a scribal or typographical error : in Promp. Parv.

crayne occupies the alphabetical place of cranyc ; and in
quot. 1607 two syllables are wanted.]
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 100 Crayne [Pynson, crany], rima.

1607 Barksted Mirrha (1876) 6r The tree streight craynes,
and springs forth a child.

Crayon (kr^n), sb. Also 7 crion, cryon 8
craou, craion. [a. F. crayon, deriv. of crate :—L.
crcta chalk.]

1. A pointed stick or pencil of coloured chalk or
other material, for drawing.
1644 Evelyn Diary (1871) 69 The prospect was so tempt-

ing that I designed it with my crayon. 1688 R. HolmeArmoury III. 145/2 Crions [are] either White or Red Chalk
cut into long pieces, and made sharp at the end to draw
withall. 1719 J. Richardson Art Criticism 174 If. .what
was done in Oyl is imitated with .. Crayons. 1759 Phil.Tr<"is. LI. 185 He wrote his name . . with a craion. 1823
J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 142 Lithographic Crayons
may be used as pencils upon the stone, i860 Ruskin Mod
Paint. V. Pref. 6 note, Chalk de'bris, black and white, broken
off the crayons with which Turner had drawn.

b. In crayon(s : usually said of a design drawn
with a crayon or crayons; also an artist in
crayons, etc. (Cf. in colours, in oils.)
1663 Pepys Diary 15 May, Sir Thomas showed me his

picture.. in crayon in little, done exceedingly well. 1681
Lond.Gaz. No. 1636/8 Another Picture in Red Cryon upon
white Paper. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 64 F 4 A wonderful
performer in crayons. 1859 L. Oliphant China <$ Japan
II. TBI. 181 Sketches of groups of horses in crayon.
2. transf. A drawing in crayons, f b. fig. A

work not carried out in detail, a ' sketch '.

1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. Avb, Collecting the Crayons
Prints, Designs. 1787 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 247* " a Poor crayon, which yourself. . must fill up. 1883 Pall
Mall G. r2 May Supp., The gallery of large photographs
and crayons.

3. A carbon point in an electric arc lamp.
4. attrib. and Comb., as crayon-box, -board (see

quot.), -draft, -holder, -sketch.
1706 Art of Painting (1744) 398 His crayon-drafts are

also admirable. 1847 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 347/1 Instru-
ments resembling crayon-holders, c 1865 J. Wylde in
Ctrc. Sc. I. 191/2 Insert in each crayon-holder a piece of.

.

charcoal. 1880 Webster Supp., Crayon-board, thick
drawing-paper, or cardboard for drawing. 1883 G. Lloyd
Ebb Sf Plow II. 98 Frank's original crayon sketch.

Cray'OU, v. [a. F. crayonner (Cotgr. 1611), f.

crayon : see prec]
1. trans. To draw (something) with a crayon or

crayons ; to cover with drawing in crayons.
1662 Evelyn Diary 10 Jan., When Mr. Cooper, the rare

limner, was crayoning of the King's face and head. 1802
Mar. Edgeworth Dun Wks. 1832 VI. 305 The floor
crayoned with roses and myrtles, which the dancers' feet
effaced. 1851 Willis in W. Irving's Life v Lett. IV. 69
The flesh is most skilfully crayoned, the pose excellent.
2. fig. To sketch, ' chalk out '.

1734 Bolingbroke Lett, to Swift Apr. 12, The other
[bocjks] will soon follow ; many of them are writ, or crayoned
out. 1797 Ann. Reg. 496 The plan which he had crayoned
out. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 500 This relic, .has
found a new kind of immortality, so charmingly crayoned
in the page of a trans-atlantic writer.

Crayon, Obs. : see Crathon.
Crayonlst. [f. Crayon sb. + -ust.] An artist

in crayons.

1884 LitteWs Living Age CLXI. 73 The charming
crayonists of the eighteenth century.
Crayonize, v. nonce-wd. [f. as prec. + -ize.]
= Crayon v. ; in quot. fig. to sketch, depict.

CRAZE.
i«4»Wt Mag. XXII. 669 Let our own right hand

crayonise the French chess-men.

Crayse, craisey. local. Also crazey, crazy.
[Derivation unknown.] A rustic name of various
species of Ranunculus or buttercup.
C1652 Roxb. Ball. (1873) I. 340 With milkmaids Hunney.

suckles phrase, The crow's-foot, nor the yellow crayse
1789 Marshall Glocestersh. I. 178 Creeping crowfoot, pro-
vincially creeping-crazey. 1847-78 Halliwell, Craisey, the
butter-cup. Wilts . . Crazey, crow's foot. South, i860
J. Britten Q. Jrnl. Folkestone Nat. Hist. Soc. I. 29 In
Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, etc., Buttercups are known as
•
Crazies '-a word, which is in Buckinghamshire embodied

in Lutter-creeses
' and 'Yellow creeses', applied indis-

criminately to the three species. 1879 Prior Planl-n. 57Crazy or Craisey, the buttercup, apparently a corruption
of Christ s eye, L. oculus Christi, the medieval name of
the mangold. 1884 Upton-on-Scvern Gloss., Craisy, a
buttercup.

Crayues, obs. form of Crevice.
Craze (kr<7'z), v. Forms: 4-7 erase, 5- crayse,

6-7craise,6-craze. [A fuller form acrasc, Acraze,
is known in 16th c. ; if this existed earlier, the
probability would be that erase was aphetic for
acrase, and this a. OF. acrascr, var. of {eraser.
The latter is supposed to be of Norse origin : cf.
Sw. irasa to crackle, s/d i kras to dash in pieces.
If not aphetic for acrase, the Eng. erase may be
immediately from the Scandinavian word.]
1 1. trans. To break by concussion or violent

pressure
; to break in pieces or asunder ; to shatter.

c 1369 Chaucer Dethc lilanmhe 324 With glas Were all
thewmdowes well yglased. .and Bat an hole ycrased. .1450
Merlin 3J5 Ther was many a grtte spere erased. 1631
HEYWOOD Maid 0/ West 111. Wks. 1874 1 1. 299 Thou canst
not craze their b.rrres. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 210 God
. . will . .craze thir Chariot wheels.

t b. To break the surface of, batter with blows,
bruise, crush, damage. Obs.

1 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy lit. xxiv, Hisbasenet was bowed
and ycrased. 1494 Fabvan Chron. vn. ccxliv. 286 Kyng
Phylyp broused or erased y castellys of Gentelyne S:
Carney. 1562 Winzet Certain Tractates i. (18S8) I. 3Ane schip . . quhilk . . is euyl crasit on the schaldis. 1575Laneham Let. (1871) 22 Sore wounded, craised, and bruseed
so as he dyeth of it. 1618 Latham 2nd Bk. Falconry (1613)
1 39 If the feathers haue beene much bruised or erased 1726
WodrmuCorr. (1843) III. 260 Many of them [papers] are
imperfect and sadly crazed.

fc. intr. To be broken, crushed, shattered, or
bruised

; to break, crack, suffer damage. Obs.
c 1430 Syr Gener. 5785 The sheldes erased thoo somdele.

1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1209 Her pitcher should not
erase. 1582 T. Watson Centurie 0/ Lout xxiv. lArb. < 60
1 hou glasse . . I maruel howe her beames . . Do never cause
thy brittle sides to craze. 1731 Wodrow Corr. (18431 III.
491, I would have caused bind it, but he persuades me it
would craze in the sea carriage. 1854 F. Tennyson in
Eraser's Mag. L. 645 The wild waters crazing on the rocks.

2. Mining, {trans.) To crush (tin ore) in a mill.
(See Craze-mill, Crazing vbl. sb. 3.)
ifiio Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 185 Their devices of

breaking, stamping, .erasing, .and fining the Mettall.

3. trans. To break (a thing) so that the parts
still remain contiguons ; to crack. Obs. exc. dial.
c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. <$ T. 381 What quod

my lord ber 1S no more to doone. . I am right siker bat be pot
was erased. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VII, c. 35 The reparacion.

.

of any the pypes of leade hereafter to be erased or broken.
1665 Hooke Microgr^43 As soon as these parts are crazed
by hard rubbing, and thereby their tenacity spoiled, the
springiness . . makes a divulsion. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss.

,

Craze, to crack. 1
I've crazed the jug '.

b. spec. To produce minute cracks on the surface
of (pottery). (Cf. Crackle sb. 3.)
1874-80 [see Crazed 2]. 1888 Harper's Mag. Sept. 525 The

Japanese potter. .opCns his oven, .and permits a cold blast
of air to enter for the express purpose of ' crazing ' his pro-
ductions.

c. intr. To become minutely cracked : said of
the glaze on the surface of pottery.
1832 [see Crazing vbl. sb.]. 1883 Binns Guide Wore.

Porcelain Wks. 26 The glaze.. will not craze or crackle on
the surface. 1888 Harper's Mag. Sept. 523 To secure a
paste and glaze whose coefficients of expansion were the
same, .a condition of things in which the glaze should not
1 craze '.

4. fig. To destroy the soundness of, impair, ruin

;

to ruin financially, render bankrupt. (Usually in
pass.) Obs. or arch.

1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 168 b, Revelyng
his truth to the world now erased and waxen old. 1581 J.Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 119 Thinkyng thereby to
craze_ the force of veritie. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 29 b,
Creditor, .crazd, and deade and buried in debt. 1641 Hey-
wood Reader here, etc., French and Spanish wines . . in their
worth deboyst and craisd.

5. To impair or break down in health ; to render
infirm. Usually in pa. pple.: Broken down in
health, decrepit, infirm. Crazed in his wind (of a
horse) : = Broken-winded. Obs. or arch.
1476 Sir J. Paston in Paston Lett. No. 775 III. 161, I

ame somewhatt erased, what with the see and what wythe
thys dyet heer. a 1555 Ridley Wks. 366 Mr. Latimer was
crazed, but I hear now, thanks be to God, that he amendeth
again. 1568 T. Howell Arb. Amilie (1879) 46 If fierce
disease shall erase thy corps. 1637 Heywood Dial. ii. 123
Craz'd or in health. 1671 Milton Samson 570 Till length
of years And sedentary numbness craze my limbs. 1684
Lond. Gaz. No. 1937/4 A Brown Bay Mare, .a little crazed

«
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in her wind. 1786 Burns Twa Dogs 193 They've nae sair

wark to craze their banes. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 49

Job-like, .crazed with blains.

t b. intr. To become infirm or diseased, rare.

1655 Gurnaix Chr. in Arm. iii. (1669) 9/2 Thy body is

not so firm, but thou findest this humour over-abound, and

that part craze faster than another.

6. To impair in intellect ; to render insane, drive

mad, distract. Usually in pa. pple. : Insane, mad,

deranged, Crazy. (Now the ordinary sense.)

c 1496-7 Paston Lett. No. 940 III. 391 Your broder. .ys so

troubelid with sekenes and crasid in his mynde, that I may
not kepe hym aboute me. 1605 Shaks. Lear nr. iv. 175 The
greefe hath craz'd my wits. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2030/4

Aged about 52 years, .something Crazed in his Wits. 1780

Cowper Progr. Err. 394 Inscriptions. .Such as. .Craze anti-

quarian brains with endless doubt. 1824 Medwin Convert.

Byron (1832) II. 17 The upbraidings of her own conscience,

and the loss of her child, crazed the old lady's mind. 1873

Dixon Two Queens IV. xx. iii. 73 The outbreak which was
soon to craze the world with terror.

b. intr. To become crazy, go mad.
1818 Keats Endym. iv, My tortured brain begins to craze.

1835 Browning Paracelsus L 21 Asking a life to pass ex.

ploring thus. Till near I craze. 1861 J. Pycroft Ways 4
Words 365 Keeping the head from crazing, and the heart

from breaking.

Craze (kre'z), sb. Forms : 6 erase, 7 crayze,

8 (creaze, crease), 7- craze, [f. Craze v.]

T 1. A crack, breach, cleft, flaw. Obs.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1545/2 The weight of

the wall it selfe. .made a clift or erase therein. 161 1 Cotgr.,

Cos, hoarse like a bell that hath got a craze. 1645 Ruther-
ford Tryal tf Tri. Faith (1845) 339 The frame . . must be

kept from the least craze or thraw in the wheels.

t b. fig. A flaw, defect, unsoundness ; an in-

firmity of health or of brain. Obs.

1534 Fisher Let. to Cromwell in Strype Eccl. Mem. I.

175, 1 . . fall into erases and diseases ofmy body. 1586 A. Day
Eng. Secretary 1. (1625) 75 Whilst there is yet but one craze

or slender flaw in. .thy reputation. 1608 Hieron Defence 1

III. 71 Would it not argue a craze in the brayne? 1655

Gurnall Chr. in Arm. xii. (1669) 153/2 This defect and
craze that is in the Saints judgement.

2. An insane or irrational fancy ; a mania.
1813 Sir R. Wilson Diary II. 204 The Duke.. has a

twist, or, as the Scotch say, a craze on the subject of dress.
'

1858 Dk Quintan Autobiog. St. ii. Wks. I. 37, I had a per-

fect craze for being despised. 1877 K. R. Conder Bas.

faith ix. 389 The miser's craze for gold.

b. Craziness, insanity ; a crazy condition.

1841 Ld. Cockburn Circuit Journey 01883) 147 Germany,
where mysticism and craze seem to be indigenous. 1887

R. N. Carey Uncle Max x. 78 Until my head is in a craze

with pain and misery.

t C. A crazy person, a crack-brain. Obs. rare.

16. . Songs Lond. Prentices (Percy Soc.) 96 Tom Dekker,
Haywood, Middleton, And other wand'ring crayzes [rime

blazes].

3. Mining. (See quots. and cf. Craze v. 2 and

Craze-mill.)
1778 W. Price Min. Cornub. 221 The tin.. is sorted into

3 divisions . . the middle . . being_ named . . the crease.

Ibid. 319 Creazes, the work or Tin in the middle part of the

Buddie in dressing. [Hence in Weale Diet. Terms, Ray-
mono Mining Gloss., etc.].

Crazed (kr?'zd), ///. a. [f. Craze v. + -ed 1.]

\ 1. Broken, cracked ; flawed, damaged. Obs.

a 1400-50 A lexander 4830 Twa crasid gatis. 1477 Earl
Rivers (Caxton)£>/<-/« 20 A Crased shyp, whiche in drown-
yng her self, Drowneth many other. 1518 Test. Ebor.

(Surtees) V. 248 To the mending of one crasid chaliche.

c 1591 Marlowe Jev) 0/Malta 1. 1. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's

Lett. 11. {1654) 57 Cast on shore by a storm in a craised

Vessel. 1810 Shelley P. Bell the Third vi. x, Like a
crazed bell-chime, out of tune.

2. spec. Of pottery: I laving the surface or glaze

covered with minute cracks.

1874 Punch 9 May, When the glaze on china-ware cracks,

it is said technically to be crazed. z88o Webster Supp.,
Crazed pottery, that which has the glazing covered with
irregular cracks.

t3. fig. Impaired, damaged, unsound ; ruined in

estate, bankrupt ; of cracked reputation. Obs.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i. 92 Yeelde Thy crazed title to my
certaine right. i6zi 51 Burton A nat. Mel. 1. ii. iv. i, Why
may not the mother be a whore, a peevish drunken Hurt, .a

crased peece, a foole ? 1717 Swift What passed in London,
Several crazed and starving creditors.

f 4. Broken down in health ; diseased ; infirm.

1555 Eden Decades 98 Leauynge euer the crased men
behynd hym. 1571 J. Jones Bathes Buckstone 10 b, The
best drinke for the crased at Buckstone, is meane Ale. 1631

Lithgow Trav. ill. (1682) 79 With a fearfull heart, a crased

body, a thirsty stomach. 1645 Rutherford Tryal Tri.

Faith (1845) 247 Caring for his crazed body.

5. Mentally impaired or deranged ; insane

;

= Crazy 4. Cf. cracked.

159a Davies Immort. Soulxiv. (1714I 17 No craz'd Brain

could ever yet propound., so vain and fond a Thought.
a 1651 J. Smith Set. Disc. viii. 400 Crazed and distracted

persons. 1711 HearneCo'&c/. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) III. 170, I

took him. .for a craz'd Man. 1876 C. Geikif. Christ xxxviii.

448 A mere crazed enthusiast.

6. Comb., as crazed-/leaded adj.

1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 5 A Company of these Craz'd-

headed Coxcombs.

t Cra'zedness. Obs. [f. prec. + -ness.] The
state of being crazed ;

infirmity of body or mind.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. Pref. § 3 In the crazednesse of
their mindes. a X603T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. T.
(i6i8t 642 Iacob (in the feeblenesse and crasednesse of his

body). 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. v. 658 A kind of

crazedness or distraction.

Cra -zeling. nonce-wd. A person affected with

a craze or mania.
1859 W. Chadwick Life of De Foe x. 443 [They] look

upon [him], .as a crazling and a fool.

t Craze-mill. Obs. [Cf. Craze v. 2.] A
mill for crushing tin ore : see Crazing vbl. sb. 3.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2111 Two sorts of Tin; the one,

which is too small, the other, too great. The latter is new-

ground in a Crazemill (in all respects like a Greist-mitl with

two stones, the upper and the neather). Z730-6 in Bailey
(folio). Craze Mill, Crazing Mill.

tCra -zen,a. Obs. =Crazed; broken, shattered.

1596 R. L[inche] DiellaUSjy) 74 As the crazen tops of

armelesse Trees . . Do tell thee of the north winds boisterous

furies.

Crazied (kr^-zid),///. a. rare. [Assuming a

vb. to crazy ; cf. to dizzy.
~\

t a adj. Unsound, infirm, ' shaky ' (obs.). b.

pa. pple. Made crazy, distracted. (= Crazed 3, 5.)

165J Plea for Free State 32 The crazied and uncertain

life of a King. 1684 H. Moke Ansiver 312 The fruits of. .a

crazied fancy. 184a Orderson Creol. xiii. 138 Like one.,

crazied with care.

Crazily (kr^-zili), adv. [f. Crazy + -ly '-'.]

In a crazy manner.
1668 H. More Div. Dial. 1. ii. 195 It would be a sign

that things hung very crazily and unsoundly together.

1814 Mad. D'Arblay Diary (1876) IV. lxi. 232 She now
jumped about the room, quite crazily. 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus xvii. 3 The rotten Legs too crazily steadied on
planks of old resurrections.

Craziness (krf'-zines). [f. Crazy + -ness.]

The state or quality of being crazy.

1. The state of being flawed, damaged, or liable

to break down.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. ill. 177 By reason of the crazi-

ness of the roof of their [colliers ] works, which often falls

in of its own accord.

1 2. The state of being broken down in bodily

health or constitution
;

indisposition, infirmity

;

shakiness. Also fig. Obs.

1601 Fulbecke Pandectes Ded. i, Her. .sisters did condole

with her, and deplore the iniurie of the times which did

cause her crasines. 1621 Ld. Williams Fortescue Papers
166, I have bene much tormented with a flying report of

your Lordships crazynes and indisposicion. 1640 Howell
Dodona's Gr. (J.), The craziness of her title. 1697 Locke
Let., The craziness of my body so ill seconds the inclination

I have to serve him.

3. Unsoundness of mind.

1755 Johnson, Craziness. .2. Weakness of intellect. 1843

H. Rogers Ess. (i860) III. 47 It may appear downright

craziness to common sense. i88z 3 Schaff Encycl. Relig.

h'noivl. I. 69 Amalric's doctrines, which he characterized as

mere craziness.

Crazing (kr^ zirj\ vbl. sb. [f. Craze v. + -ing 1.]

1. The action of the verb Craze
;

crushing,

bruising, cracking, etc. (lit. and fig.) ;
spec, of tin

ore, and of pottery (Craze v. 2, 3 b).

iu6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 58 b, To kepe the rule

of holy obedyence, hole and sounde, without crasynge or

bnisynge. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1662) 195 In Stamping,
Drying, Crazing and Melting. 183a G. R. Porter Porce-

lain <r Gt. 30 Crazing is a technical phrase, used to denote

the cracking of the glaze.

f 2. concr. A crack, cleft, chink. Obs.

1388 Wycuf Obad. i. 3 Dwellynge in crasyngis of stoonys.

1398 Treyisa Barth. de P. R. xvn. exxiii. (Tollem. MS.*,

Chyncs and crasyng of schippes beb stoppid ber wib.

3. Crazing-mill, a mill for crushing tin ore.

160a Carew Cornwall 12 a, From the stamping mill it

[the Tin) passeth to the crazing mil, which . . bruseth the

same to a fine sand. 1881 R. Hunt Brit. Mining 65 The
tin miner, .took them to the crazing-mill.

Crazing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -m 2-] That

crazes : see the verb.

1818 M11.man Samor 241 The form winds could not bow
Nor crazing tempests.

Crazy (kr?-zi), a. Forms: 6-7 erasy, 6-8

orasie, (6 craesie), 7-8 crazie, 7- crazy, [f.

Craze v. or sb. + -y.]

1. Foil of cracks or flaws ; damaged, impaired,

unsound; liable to break or fall to pieces; frail,

' shaky '. (Now usually of ships, buildings, etc.)

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. I. (1879) 51 If Aeolus with his

blasts, or Neptune with his stormes chaunce to hit vprxm

the crasie bark. 1(95 Spenser Col. Clout 374 Or be their

pipes untunable and craesie? 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus

I. 16 As a crazie pitcher which is vnfit to hold water. 1748

Anion's Voy. I. x. 151 With acrazy ship. 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. 11. ii. 1. 310 The house is crazy . . and will not stand very

long. 1844 Dickens Lett. (1880) I. ii9The court was full

of crazy coaches. 1868 Freeman Norm. Com). (1876) II. ix.

336 An old crazy ship.

f2. Having the bodily health or constitution

impaired; indisposed, ailing; diseased, sickly;

broken down, frail, infirm. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 4 Remove not from the

place where you be, sithence you are weake and crasie.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 111. ii. 89 Some better place, Fitter

for sicknesse and for crasie age. 161X Speed Hist. Gt. Brit.

ix. xv. (1632) 782 The King somewhat crasie, and keeping

his Chamber. 171a Steele Sped. No. 426 T 2, I find my
Frame grown crasie with perpetual Toil and Meditation.

1807 Med. Jml. XVII. 290 By a guarded mode of living.

.

a very crazy constitution is frequently piloted into old age.

1847 L. Hunt Men, Women q B. II. ii. 33 An indulgence

conceded to his little crazy body.

3. fig. and trans/. Unsound, impaired, ' shaky'

;

frail, infirm.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 3 Fraile and crasie mortall men,
remembring we! their owne infirmitie. 1641 Milton Re-
form. 11. (1851) 34 To keep up the rioting carcas of a crazie

and diseased Monarchy. 1647 Bp. Hall Rem. Whs. (1660)

29 Misdoubting what issue those his crasie evidences would
find at the Common Law. 1784 Cowper Task it. 60 The
old And crazy earth has had her shaking fits More frequent.

T b. Broken down in estate ;
ruined, bankrupt.

1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. 29 There sneaks

a Hunger-starv'd Usurer in quest of a Crasie Citizen.

4. Of unsound mind
;

insane, mad, demented,
' cracked '. Often used by way of exaggeration in

sense : Distracted or ' mad ' with excitement, vehe-

ment desire, perplexity, etc
1617 J. Chamberlain Let. in Crt. $ Times fas. 1, II. 19

He was noted to be crazy and distempered before. 1664

Butler Hud. 11. Ep. Sidrophel 2 'Tis in vain To tamper
with your crazy brain. 173a Franklin Let. Wks. 1887 I.

407
4 Lord, child, are you crazy?' 1770 Mrs. Thrale in

Mad. D'Arblay Diary f, Lett. M ay, Mr. Murphy Ls crazy for

your play, .do pray let me run awaywith the first act. 1856

Sir B. Brodie Psychol. Inf. I. i. 24 Lord George Gordon,

a crazy fanatic, led the London mob to bum down Newgate.

1873 Dixon Two Queens IV. xix. ii. 7 Linked in a mamage
without love, .driving each other crazy with, .mutual spite.

b. Of things, actions, etc. : Showing derange-

ment of intellect ; insane, mad.
1859 Sat. Rev. VII. 471/1 Crazy theories. 18. . Whittier

Cassandra Southwichix, By crazy fancies led. lStsManch.
Exam. 13 Oct. 5/1 The crazy wildness of his appeal.

6. Comb., as crazy-headed adj. ;
crazy ant (see

quot.) ;
crazy Betty (see quot. : cf. Crayse) ;

crazy bone (U.S.), the 'funny-bone'; crazy

quilt (U.S.), a patchwork quilt made of pieces of

stuff of all kinds in fantastic patterns or without

any order ; so crazy patchwork, crazy-work.

1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 132 Another curious

variety is appropriately called the *' crazy ant '. He always

seems to be in a violent hurry, .moving forwards, back-

wards, and sideways in the most purposeless and insane

manner. 1880 Jefferies Gt. Estate 24 Where to find the

first
** crazy Betties ' . . These are the marsh marigolds. 1880

Webster Supp^ 'Crazy-bone, .so called on account of the

intense pain produced when it receives a blow. 1716 J.

Long Assize Serm. Govt. 3 "Crazy-headed people. 1885

Harper's Mag. Mar. 531/2 Alternate stripes of "crazy
patenwork' embroidered on crimson turcoman. 1821 Blaekiv.

Mag. IX. 61 The 'crazy-pate banker. 1886 Pall Mall G.

12 Nov. 6/2 What is generally called " crazy quilt ' in the

States and patchwork in England. 1890 Century Mag. May
47/1 As uncertain in marking as the pattern of a crazy-quilt.

Crazy, a buttercup : see Crayse.
Crazyologist. A word formed in derision of

Crasiologist.
1834 Southey Doctor xxxiv. (1849) 82 The feeling of

localattachment . . Spurzheim and the crazyologists would

have found out a bump on his head for its local nabitation.

Crea, var. Craye, Obs., small trading vessel.

tCre^able, a 1 Obs. [a. OF. enable, now
croyable.] To be believed, credible.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xv. x. How this fable is creable.

t Cre'able, a* Obs. [ad. L. crcabil-is, f. creare

to Create : see -ble.] That can be created.

a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wis. (1660) 371 Man, as he was

creable, fallable, saveable. 1677 Galk Crt. Gentiles II. iv.

432 The creative power extendes it self to every thing

creable. 17. . Watts cited by Worcester.

Creach, var. of Creagh, plunder.

t Crea'Chy, a. Obs. or dial. [Deriv. unknown.]

1. See Creechy.
2. dial. Broken down, dilapidated, infirm

;
sickly,

ailing; •= Crazy i, 2.

1715 Byrom Jrnl. 4- Lit. Rem. (1854) I. 1. 31, I sent a box

to London, .open it, but carefully, 'tis creachy. 184a F. E.

Paget St. Antholin's 44 You poor old creachy creature.

1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Creachy, sickly; weakly; ailing.

Crea-fish, obs. f. Crayfish.

II Creagh, creach (krex), sb. Also 9 craich.

[a. Gaelic and Irish creach plunder, pillage.]

1. An incursion for plunder (in Ireland and the

Highlands of Scotland^ ; a raid, foray.

1814 Scott War: xv (heading), A Creagh, and its con-

sequences, note, A creagh was an incursion for plunder,

termed on the Borders a raid. 1845 New Statist. Ace.

Scot. XV. 198 A border parish was exposed to sudden in-

roads and craichs. 1888 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 535 Farmers

who lay exposed to the creaghs.

2. Booty, prey.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlix, The cattle were in the act of

being driven ofT, when Butler . . rescued the creagh. 1873

Burton Hist. Scot. VI. lxv. 22 Large 1 creachs ' of prey were

driven by the Highlanders.

Hence Creagh v. trans., to raid, plunder.

1883 Sat. Rev. LV. 464 Those who are ' creaghed '. 1884

Miss Hickson Ireland in \ 7thC. I. 14 The wild creaghting

life of Ulster.

II
Creaght (krext, kr^t), sb. Also 6 creete,

7 creat(e, cret(e, kreat. [a. Mid.Irish caerai-

gheacht, mod.Ir. caoraigheacht, (craoidhecht, croid-

hecht), f. caera, caera sheep (the application

being transferred to horned cattle).] In Irish

Hist, a nomadic herd of cattle driven about from

place to place for pasture, or in time of war with

the forces of their owners. (The word often in-

cludes the herdsmen or drivers.)
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1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 652/2 He shall finde

no where safe to keepe his creete . . that in shorte space his
creete, which is his moste sustenaunce, shalbe . . starved for
wante of pasture. 1612 Davies Why Ireland, etc. (1787) 123
tin these fast places] they kept their creaghts or herds of
cattle. 1633 Stafford Pac. Hib. x. (1821) 127 The residue
..I haue left to keepe their Crets. 1643 Col. H. O'Neill
RelationCm Gilbert Contemp. Hist. Affairs Irel. III. 201),

O'Neill ordered his army and creaghts to move.

J Sometimes misunderstood and loosely or

erroneously used.
1646 in Sir J. Temple Irish Rebell. (1746) 121 Commonly

bringing their Cattle into their own stinking Creates. 1658
Ussher Annals 227 The country people, .dwelt scattered
in cretes and cabans. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 673
He was soon at the head of seven or eight thousand Rap-
parees, or, to use the name peculiar to Ulster, Creaghts.

2. traits/. Applied to Eastern pastoral nomads.
1634-77 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 170 Near this place we

overtook some of those Creats or wandring Herds-men,
old Authors commonly call Nomades. .now of no accompt
amongst the Persians.

Hence Creag-ht vH to take cattle from place to

place to graze.

1610 W. Folkingham Art of Surrey 1. x. 25 They do . . by
kreating and shifting their Bodies from seed-fur til haruest
bee inned, both depasture and soile their grounds. 1612
Davies Why Ireland, etc. (1787) 161 It was made penal to
the English to permit the Irish to creaght or graze upon
their lands.

11 Crea*ghter. [f. Creaght + -er.] A nomad.
1653 Holcroft Procopius 1. 3 Some skirmishing about

bounds they have, being no Creaghters, as other Hunnes.

Creak (krfk), v. Forms: 4-6 creke, 5-6
kreke, 6 (crik), 6-7 creake, 7 creeke, 7-9 creek,
7- creak. [App. echoic ; cf. crake, and croak.

The ME. pronunciation would be (krek) and that

of the 1 6th c. (krek) : the application of the verb
has prob. been modified as the vowel-sound
became narrowed.]

I. +1. intr. Formerly: To utter a harsh cry:

said of crows, rooks, etc., where Croak is now
used ; also of geese, etc. Obs.
c 1325 Gloss. W. de Biblesiuorth in Wright Voc. 152 Le

boufmugist (lowes), la grwe growle (crane lounet, Camb.
MS. cretes). 148a Caxton Trevisa's Higden vi. xxv. 317 A
crowe that she hadde norysshed creked ludder than he was
wonte. 1567 Drant Horace's Epist. xvii. F iij, If that the
Crow could feede in whishte, not creake nor make adoe. 1580
Baret Alv.Q 9 To Gagle, or creake like a goose, glacito.

1604 Fr. Bacon's Proph. 50 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 270 The
Henne, the Goose, the Ducke, Might cackle, creake, and
quacke. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 304 The Raven
or Crow Creeking clear, .signifies fair weather.

2. intr. To make a harsh shrill grating sound,

as a hinge or axle turning with undue friction, or

a hard tough substance under pressure or strain.

1583 Stanvhurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 32 And gates with the
metal dooe creake in shrilbated harshing. 1615 J. Stephens
Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 37 The Chariot driver ask'd his wheele
Wherfore it creak'd? 1692 Washington tr. Milton's De/.
Pop. Pref. (1851) 6 The Door creaks ; The Actor comes upon
the Stage. 1736 Leoni Alberti's Archit. I. 35 b, That is.

.

best which being rubb'd with the Hand creeks the most.

1794 Wordsw. Guilt Sorrow, No swinging sign-board
creaked from cottage elm. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop vi,

How that door creaks ! 1875 M lLaren Serin. 2nd Ser. vii.

121 The swaying branches creak and groan. Mod. New
shoes are apt to creak.

b. trans/. Said of the strident noise of crickets,

grasshoppers, etc.

"653 [see Creaking vbl. sb.]. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz

54 Where crickets creak.

C. To move with creaking.

1834 Medwin Angler in Wales I. 57 With a long, in-

dented bone . . he . . creaks along the gunnel of the boat.

z868 Whittier Among the Hills Prel. 13 A single hay-cart

down the dusty road Creaks slowly.

3. intr. To speak in a strident or querulous tone,

(Used in contempt.) Obs.
In early use allied to 1 ; in more recent use to 2.

< 1440 Capgrave Life St. Kath. 11. 1006 Ye may weel
karpe, stryue, clatere, and creke. Ibid. iv. 453 Lete hem
callej lady, lete hem crye and creke (rime break], Suffyseth

you if ye may Ieue in pees. 1566 Drant Horace's Sat. v.

Cviij, I mayntaynde it with toothe and nayle, in all that I

coulde creake. 1596 Colse Penelope (1880) 181 Against me
dare they not to creake [rime quake]. J609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. xxvu. xi. 321 To creake and vaunt in

a loftie tragicall note. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fairx. iii,

Nor . . [bear me down] with his treble creeking, though he
creek like the chariot wheels of Satan. x66i P. Baillie
Lauderd. Papers (1886) I. 96, I am ane ill beggar, yit I

must still creak to your l[ordship] for yon presbiterians.

4. trans. To cause to make a creaking noise.

x6ox Shaks. Airs Well 11. i. 31 Creeking my shooes on the

plaine Masonry. 18*4 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 24 The wind
would, .creak the door to and fro.

II. Phraseological uses of the verb-stem.

+ 5. To cry creak-, to confess oneself beaten or

in error ; to give up the contest ; to give in. Obs.

(Cf. to cry Craven, cry Cbeant.)
1537 Tkersites in Hazl. Dodsley I. 399, I would make the

knaves to cry crik. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 102 When
tilth plows breake, poore cattle cries creake. 1577 Stanv-
hurst Descr. Irel. in Holinshed VI. 52 When the prefixed

daie [for the combat] approched neere, Vescie . . began to crie

creake, and secretlie sailed into France. 1582 T. Watson
Centurie ofLoue i. (Arb.) 37, 1 now cry creake that ere I

scorned loue. 1609 Bp. W. Barlow Answ. Nameless Cath,

164 This Crauen Cocke, after, .crowing a Conquest, being
ready presently to Cry Creake.

Vol. II.

6. With go, in sense : With a creak, with a creak-
ing noise. (Cf. bang, bump, crack, etc.)

1848 Mrs. Gaskell M. Barton xvii. (1882) 44/1 Creak,
creak, went the stairs. Her father was coming down.

Creak (kr/~k), sb. [f. Creak v.]

1. A strident noise, as of an ungreased hinge,
new boots, etc. ; a harsh squeak.
1605 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. iii. Lawe 1336 A wagging

leaf, a puff, a crack, Yea, the least creak, shall make thee
turn thy back. 1832 Ht. Martinkau Hill Valley iii. 46
Roused by a creak and screech of the latticed window. 1851
Thackeray Eng. Hum. (1876) 147 If he wears buckles and
square-toed shoes . . vou never hear their creak. 1878 Masque
Poets 53 The labouring vessel, with creak and strain, Strug-
gled and groaned like a thing in pain.

b. The noise made by a cricket, rare.
1842 Thoreau Excursions (1863) 40 Cheery as the creak

of crickets.

f 2. A watchman's rattle. Obs.
1836 Ann. Reg. 46 He heard Dillon springing his

creaK.

Creak, var. Crick j£J ; obs. f. Creek.
Creaker (krz-kai). [f. Creak v. + -ER 1

.]

Something that creaks ; an instrument for making
a creaking sound ; a child's rattle (dial.).

1855 tr. lamartinc's Turkey 104 The creaker that convoked
the Christians before the invention of bells. 1855 Rohinson
Whitby Gloss,

,
Creaker, 'A bairn's creaker', a child's

rattle.

Creaking (kn-kirj), vbl. sb. [f. Creak v. +
-ING 1.] The action of the verb Creak : f a. of

birds, etc. ; esp. of geese. Obs.

1575 Tlrberv. Fautconrie 269 The creaking and crying
that they [hawks] use in the mewe sometymes. 1633 H.
Cogan Diod. Sic. 182 The creaking of the grashoppers.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xiii. 106 Creaking of Geese,

b. of things.

1520 Burlesque Recipe in Rel. Ant. I. 251 The krekynge
of a cart-whele. 1605 Shaks. Lear m. iv. Q7 The creaking
of shooes. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge ix, Then a gentle
creaking of his door.

Crea'king, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.] That
creaks : see the verb.
1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 76 The creking Crow

and carrion Kight. 1599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingd. in

Hazl. Dodsley VII. 383 Some creaking goose. 1697 Dkyden
Virg. Georg. in. 510 Creaking Grashoppers. 1800 Mar.
Edgeworth Belinda {1832) II. xx. 47 What man can ever
expect to be loved who wears creaking shoes? 1888 F.

Hume Mad. Midas 11. ii. 127 It is said that ' creaking doors
hang the longest

Hence Crea'kingly adv., in a creaking manner
;

with creaking.
183a Blackiv. Mag. XXXII. 640 Backwards and for-

wards he creakingly swung. 1858 Cliamb. Jrnl. X. 124
Bolts and bars . . cautiously and creakingly withdrawn.

Creaky (krrki), a. [f. Creak sb. or v. + -y.]

Characterized by creaking, apt to creak ; trans/.

that creaks under a slight strain, crazy, frail.

1834 Head Bubblesfr, Bmnnen 362 Ailments to which our
creaky frames are subject. 1861 Times 23 May, I like a
woman to wait at table . . Men always have creaky boots.

1878 Mrs. H. Wood Pomeroy Ab. (ed. 3) 149 Mrs. Pome-
roy sat. .on a low stool creaky with age.

T Cream, creme, sb.l Obs. or Hist. Forms :

4-6 creme, 4-5 creyme, crayme, 4-6 crem, 5-7
creame, 5 creym, 6 kreme, chreame, 6-7
cream. [ME. creme, a. OF. cresme, later creme
masc. , now chrhne = Pr. cresma fern. :—L. chrisma :

see Chrism and next word. In ME. the form
crisme was used alongside of this ; and since

the i6thc. Chrism has become the accepted

form.] The consecrated oil used in anointing

;

m Chrism.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Svnne 9495 Holy bapteme, Houe

of watyr, and noytede wy(> creme. C1315 Shoreham 13

That hi beethe eke atte fount Mid oylle and creyme alyned.

1340 Ayenb. 93 Huanne he is ysmered myd bise holy
crayme. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 71 Creme scholde
be blissede in the churche every yere. Ibid. VI. 159 The
noyntynge of holy creame [sacri chrismatis, Trevisa

crisme], 1502 Arnolde Chron. (1811) 273 Item whether
the kreme and oyle be newe, and euery yere newe halowyd.

1538 Bale Thre Lawes 675 A box of creame and oyle. 1563
Becon Retinites of Rome Wks. 383 The byshop must
annoynt them with chrisme, commonly called, creame.

a 1602 W. Perkins Cases Consc. (1619) 320 Popish consecra-

tion of salt, creame . . and such like. 1642 J. Taylor (Water

P.) Mad Fashions, To Baptize with Cream, with Salt and
Spittle. 1883 tr. Campari's Mary Antoinette 160 Some con-

secrated oil, called holy cream.

b. Comb, cream-, creme-box, creme-stock, a

receptacle for the chrism, a chrismatory.

1450 in Maitland Club Misc. III. 203 Ane crem stok of

siluer. 1565 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 106

Item one creme box broken and defaced.

Cream (knm), sb? Forms : 4 creym(e, creem,

craym, 5 creme, kreme, 5-6 crayme, 6-7

creame, 7- cream. [ME. creme, creem, creyme,

a. F. creme, in OF. cresme fern., Pr. cresma, a

popular application of cresme chrism (see prec),

with change of gender after L. words in a.

Both words were in OF. cresme, later creme*, according

to Beza, they were in i6thc. distinguished in pronunciation

as le crime, la crime ; they are now distinguished in spell-

ing as le chrime, la creme, but pronounced identically

crim'. (By etymological conjecture crime, cream, was in

16th c. referred to L. cremor (see Cremor), and latinized as

cremor lactis, crema lactis.)]

1. The oily or butyraceous part of milk, which
gathers on the top when the milk is left undis-
turbed

; by churning it is converted into butter.
Clotted or clouted cream, known also locally as Devon,

shire, Somersetshire cream, etc. : see Clouted.
1332 Creyme [in Rogers Agric. Prices I. 404]. 1362

Langl. P. PI. A. vii. 269 A fewe Cruddes and Craym
[B. vi. 284 creem, C. ix. 306 creyme]. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) VI. 95 Al be creem and fatnesse of bat
mylke. < 1440 Promp. Parv. 101 Creme of mylke,
qnaccum. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 81 in Babees Bk.
(1868) 123 Bewar at eve of crayme of cowe. 1523 Fitzherb.
Husb. § 122 Yf thou haue no honny take swete creame.

1542 Boorde Dyetary xii. (1S70) 267 Clowtyd crayme and
rawe crayme put togyther. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 314 We
see Cream is Matured, and made to rise more speedily by
putting in cold Water. 1778 Love Feast 33 With wheezing
Whistle [He] whisks up his whipt Cream. 1841-44 Emehsom
Ess., Manners Wks. (Bonn) I. 208 A new class finds itself

at the top, as certainly as cream rises in a bowl of milk.

1889 Boys Own Paper 10 Aug. 714/3 Smearing both with
Devonshire cream and with honey.
fig. a 1657 Sir J. Balfour Ann. Scot. (1824-5) H. 262
Notwithstanding of all this faire wether and sueet creame
intendit by the courte. 1661 A. Wright in Spurgeon Treas.
Dav. Ps. cxvii. 2 This turns all that a man hath to cream.

2. trans/, a. A fancy dish or sweet of which
cream is an ingredient, or which has the appear-
ance and consistency of cream, ^almond, chocolate,

iced cream, etc.

c 1430 Two Cookery.bks. 7 Fride Creme of Almaundys.

—

Take almaundys, an stampe hem, an draw it vp wyth a
fyne thykke mylke. .gadere alle be kreme in \>e clothe.

1667 Milton/'. L. v. 347 From sweet kernels prest She
tempers dulcet creams. 1751 [see Almond 10]. 1831 Cat's
Tail 29 The creams were not iced. 1836 T. Hook G.
(turneyih. *, The remnants of a devoured feast, .creams half

demolished—jellies in trembling lumps.

fb. A substance or liquor of cream-like con-

sistency
;

esp. a decoction (of barley, etc.) : cf.

Cremor. Obs.

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankyndc 116 Skum or creme of
the eyes. 1615 Crooke Body of Man 119 Till the meate
bee perfectly chaunged and boyled into a moystand liquid

Creame. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 49 Indian Maiz .. must be
thoroughly boyled, and made into a Maiz-Creame like a
Barley-Creame. 1668 Culpepper & Cole BarthoL Anat. 1.

xi. 24 To change the acid Cream brought out of the Stomach,
forthwith into a brackish Salt.

c. The part of a liquid which gathers on the

top like the cream on milk ; a * head ' of scum,

froth, etc.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. vii. § 12 (1681) 141 Let the
Vessel not be quite full, that there may be room for the

Cider to gather a Head or Cream. axfrjz E. Montague
tr. Barra's Art of Mettals 11. xii. (1674) 38 Let it stand
awhile, and if there arise a scum or cream, that is gross, or

oily, scum it off. 1819 Byron Jjtan 11. clxxviii, The cream
of your champagne.

d. A cream-like preparation used cosmetically.

See also Cold Cream.
1765 Goldsm. Double Transform. 85 In vain she tries her

paste and creams To smooth her face or hide its seams.
1810 Russell To a Lady in Poet. Reg. 139 A pot of cold

cream to Eliza you send . .Whoe'er with this cream shall her
countenance smear, All redness and roughness will strait

disappear.

e. Used in the names of some cordials and

liqueurs, with reference to their viscid character,

or acknowledged excellence ; cream 0/ the valley,

0/ the 7vi/demess, fancy names applied to gin.

1858 Mayhew Paved with Gold u 1 (Farmer) What's up,

Jim? . . is it cream of the walley or fits as has overcome the

lady? 1873 St Paul's Mag. 11. 10 It's so jolly cold, I shall

just buy some Cream of the Wilderness for mother.

3. fig. The most excellent element or part ; the

best of its kind ; the choice yjart ; the quintessence.

1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxix. (1887) 197 The gentle-

men, which be the creame of the common. 1621-51 Burton
Anat. Mel. 1. iv. 1. 215, I say of our Melancholy man, he is

the cream of humane adversity. 1632 Massinger City

Madam 1. i, The cream o' the market. 1688 Bunyan Jerus.

Sinner Saved (1886) 18 These therefore must have the

cream of the gospel, namely, the first offer thereof in His
lifetime. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Conq. iv, The inside of

the letter, is always the cream of the correspondence. 1824

Byron 'Juan xv. xii, An only daughter, Who seem'd the

cream of equanimity. 1862 Sala Seven Sons I. iv. 65 Re-
ceiving the cream of society, but never returning visits.

1890 Sat. Rev. 1 Feb. 14V2 Flight-shooting at duck is the

very cream of wild-fowl shooting.

4. Cream 0/ tartar', the purified and crystallized

bitartrate of potassium, used in medicine and for

various technical purposes.
1662 R. Mathew Unl, Alch. § 101 The Cream ofTartar is

. .to be had at any Druggist. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Cream of Tartar, is made of Tartar, or dry Wine-lees.

1807 T. Thomson Client, (ed. 3) 1 1 . 287 Tartar, or Cream of

Tartar as it is commonly called when pure. 1882 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Cream of tartar whey, two drachms of bitartrate of

potash are added to a pint of milk. The whey, diluted with

water, is used as a diuretic in dropsy.

b. Cream 0/ tartar tree: a tree of Northern

Australia, Adansonia Gregorii : see quot The
name is also given to the allied Baobab, whence
Cream 0/tartar/rtiit, the fruit of the Baobab.
1866 Treas. Bot. 18/1 Adansonia Gregorii.. v& a native of

the sandy plains of N. Australia, and is known as Sour
gourd and Cream. of tartar tree . .The pulp of its fruit has

an agreeable acid taste, like cream of tartar, and is pecu-

liarly refreshing in the sultry climates where the tree is
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5. Cream of lime : pure slaked lime.
1770-4 A. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1803) IV. 154 Earth con-

vertable, by a second calcination, into quick-lime, is called

the cream of lime 1838 Webster cites Encycl., Cream of
lime, the scum of lime water. 1871 Tyndall Frag. Sc. xi.

341 Reservoirs. .containing pure slaked lime—the so-called

'cream of lime '.

6. simple attrib. or adj. Cream-coloured, yel-

lowish white.
1861 Windsor Express 5 Oct., A cream mare, .fetched

50 guineas. 1887 The Lady 20 Jan. 38/1 Trimmed with
cream lace.

b. ellipt. Cream colour
;
also, a cream-coloured

horse, rabbit, or the like.

1788 Papers Twining Fam. (1887)154 She was drawn by
a pair of prancing, long-tailed ' creams '. 187a Black Adv.
Phaeton vii. 96 Barges in cream and gold. 1885 Bazaar
30 Mar. 1269/2 A grand pair of creams, with their litter of
young. 189a Pail Mall G. 29 Feb. 3/2 The Queen's horses
. .The creams are eleven in number.

7. attrib. and Comb., as cream-bowl, -/at, -freezer^

-pail, -pancake, etc.; cream-blanched, -hued, -white,

etc., adjs.
;
cream-cake, a cake filled with a custard

made of cream, eggs, etc. ; cream colour, the

colour of cream, a yellowish white ; also attrib.

;

absol. a cream-coloured horse; cream-cups, a

Californian papaveraceous plant, Platystemon cali-

fomicas, with cream-coloured flowers ; cream-
faced a,, having a face of the colour of cream
(from fear)

; f cream-joy, a kind of sweet-meat
;

cream-jug, a small jug for holding cream at table
;

t cream-kitte (see quot.) ; cream-laid a., applied
to laid paper of a cream colour; cream-nut =
Brazil nut

; cream-pan = creamingpan ; cream-
pitcher, (U. S.) a cream-jug

; cream-pot, a vessel

for holding milk while the cream is forming; a
vessel for keeping cream

; Jig. a dairy-maid ; see

also quot. 1S77 and cf. cream-kitte ; cream-
separator, a machine for separating the cream
from milk

; cream-slice, a knife-like instrument

for skimming milk, or for serving frozen cream
;

cream - ware, cream - coloured pottery ware ;

f cream-water (see quot.) ; cream-wove, wove
paper of cream colour. Also Ckeam-cheese, etc.

1818 Milman Samor 345 Hath the *cream-blanch'd steed
. .borne away His master? 1590 Taklton Neivs Purgat.
(1844) 56 As merry.. as ever Robin Goodfellow made the
cuntry wenches at their ''Cream-boules. 1636 B. Jonson
Discern. Wks. (Rtldg.) 747/2 You may sound these wits..
They are cream-bowl, or but puddle-deep. 1884 Girl's Oivn
Paper Nov. 4/2 Work up the milk into . . *cream-cake.
1694 Molksworth Acc. Denmark (ed. 3) 35 A good Breed
of Horses, .of a yellowish 'Cream Colour. 1769 Stratford
Jubilee 1. i. 10 An .. ass set up his horrid bray, started my
cream colours. i98a Garden 16 Dec. 533/3 Chrysanthemums

cream colour, full flower. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. iii. 11

Thou *cream-fac'd Loone. 1793-7 Polit. Eel. in Spirit
Public J mis.for 1797 (1799) 1. 437 GreatMarat . .Sees cream-
fae'd Stanley turn on \ ox his heels. 1719 D'Urfey Pills
IV. 325, I have . . Ruscan and "Cream joy, Wherewith you
may slabber you. 1773 Lond. Chron. 7 Sept. 248/3 The
following articles . , were assayed and marked . . castors, ice
pails, "cream jugs. 1840 Dickens Barn. Budge xv, I ob-
serve another fly in the cream-jug. 1641 Best Farm Bks.
(Surtees) 93 This feaste [harvest-home] is called the crcame-
potte or Vreame-kitte . . the workefolkes will aske theire
dames if they have good store of eream e, and say that they
must have the creame-kitte anon. 1863 R. Herring Paper

P.-Making (ed. 3) 123 With reference to the writing
qualities., there are five kinds—cream wove, yellow wove,
blue wove, "cream laid, and blue laid. 1751 Mrs. Delany
Corr. 131 My *cream-pail is now before me in my china
case, and makes a very considerable figure. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, Esburrer, to fleet the *creame potte.
a 1625 Fletcher Wit w. Money 11. v, To carry any dirty
dairy Cream-pot, or any gentle Lady of the I-iundry be-
hinde my Gelding. 1684 Otway A theist it. i, What would
your Cream-pot in the Country give for that title, think you?
1877 I/olderness Gloss.

, Cream-pot', a harvest supper of cakes
and cream. 1884 Pall MallG. Extra 24 July 3/1 There are
three 'cream separators. 1887 Spectator 1 Oct. 1305 Milk
from which the cream hasbeen taken by the centrifugal cream-
separator. 1789 W. Marshall Gtouc. I. 269

* Cream-slice, a
wooden knife, somewhat in the shape of a table-knife;
length 12 or 14 inches. 1716 Diet. Rust, s-v., *Cream-
tvater, such Water as has a Kind of Oil upon it or fat

Scum, which being boiled, turns to several Medicaments.
1842 Tennyson Sir Launcel. Q. Guinev. 31 Her "cream-
white mule. 188a Garden 5 Aug. 110/1 A little Hollyhock
with cream-white flowers. 1863 *Cream-wove [see cream-
laid]. 1891 llaymarket Stores Catal. 387 Foreign note
paper. Strong cream wove.

Cream (knm), v. [f. Cream sb.2]
1. intr. Of milk : To form cream.
15?* [see Creaming vbt. sb. b]. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland

xxviii. 131 The Dairy-Maids first let the milk stand to cream.
1741 Compl. Fam. Piece 1. ii. 119 Strain your Milk into a
Pot . . put it in your Pans . . when 'tis creamed, skim it ex-
ceeding clean from the Milk. 1881 J. P. Sheldon Dairy
Farming 29s The salient idea in the system is that milk is

set in ice-water to cream.

b. trans. To cause or allow (milk) to form
cream.
1883 Worcester Advert. 0 June 3/2 It is better to cream the

milk at the farm in small vessels. 1886 ^/N'. Round 14
Aug. j4 They churn the milk instead of creaming it first.

2. zntr. Of other liquids : To form a scum or
frothy layer on the surface ; to mantle, foam, froth.
c 1440 /'romp. Parv. 101 Cremyn, or remyn, as lycour,

spumat. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 1. i. 89 A sort of men,

whose visages Do creame and mantle like a standing pond.

1610 W. Folkinghah Art ofSurvey 1. vi. 13 Some Foun-
taines creame with a liquid Bitumen. 1769 Mrs. Raffald
Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 331 If it. .cream like bottled ale. 1871

Black Adv. Phatton xx. 291 The wine that was frothing

and creaming in her glass.

fig. 1840 Lady C. Bury Hist. Flirt xxiv, My temper
chafed and creamed under hourly unkindness.

b. with advb. extension, as down, up.

1844 Talfourd Vac. Rambles 1. vii. {1851) 94 The stream.

.

was seen creaming down a dark precipice. 1881 Daily Tel.

24 Feb., The tide creaming past us.

3. To rise to the top like cream, nonce-use.

1887 N. Q. 7th ser. IV. 57/2 That a man must have
creamed to the top by prosperity and success.

4. trans. To skim the cream from the surface of

(milk).

1787-31 Bailey vol. II. Cream, to skim off cream. 1852
Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 20^ The spoon, which had un-
luckily been left, after creaming the milk for my tea.

5. To separate as cream ; fig. to take the cream
of, take the best or choicest part of; to gather as

the cream. Const, off.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 410 Nourished, .by a most pure
and bright substance out of the separation of the bloud ; as

if he should say, it is creamed as it were off from the bloud.

1677 Cleveland's Poems Ded. A. iv, Yet how many such
Authors must be creamed, .to make up his Fuscaral 1704
Swift T. Tub ix, Such a man, truly wise, creams off nature
leaving the sour and the dregs, for Dhilosophy and reason
to lap up. 1836 Taifs Mag. III. 490 The picturesque table of
matters whicn my aunt creamed for us. 1884 Sat. Rev. 15
Nov. 621/2 It has been found necessary to cream the bat-

talions now in England to make up the Nile expedition.

6. To add cream to a cup of tea, coffee, etc.

1834 Mar. Edgeworth Helen xxxvi, He sugared, and
creamed, and drank, and thought, and spoke not. 1850
Ckamb. Jrnl. XIV. 194 [Shel creams and sugars as if her
hands dallied over a labour of love. Mod. To cream tea.

Cream, var. of Crame, Sc., a stall, etc.

Cream, to crumble : see Crim v.

Cream-cheese. A soft, rich kind of cheese,

made of unskimmed milk enriched by the addition

of cream ; a cheese of this kind.

fig. Sometimes used as a type of extreme fastidiousness of

taste, elegance of language or style.

1583 Stocker Hist. Civ. Warres Lmve C. 11. 53 b A
pounde of Creame Cheese two Sous. 16x6 Surfi.& Markh.
Country Famte 65 With this Creame, to make Creame-
cheese, ordinarily accustomed to be sold in Summer. 1768-

74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 493 An English gentleman
may believe the world was made by chance, or the moon
made of cream-cheese, if he pleases. 1848 Clough Bothie
v, If the cream-cheeses be white, far whiter the hands that

made them. c 1865 Circ. Sc. I. 355/2 Cream-cheese is the
richest.

Crea'm-coloured, a. Of the colour ofcream,

having a yellowish white colour.

1707 J. Stevens tr. Qusvedo's Com. Wks. (1700)370 My
Cream-colour'd Horse is yonder. 1859 Smiles Self-Help 41
Wedgwood, .began to manufacture, .cream-coloured ware,
which acquired great celebrity.

Creamed ,kr/md;,///. a. [f. Cream sb 2 and
V. + -El>.]

1. Having the cream formed or separated.
i6»3 Wodroephe Marrow Fr. Tong. 21: (T.) Have you

some creamed or curded milk? 1660 Hexham Dutch Diet.,

Gczaetide metck, creamed milke to make butter off.

2. Made, flavoured, or mixed with cream.
1769 Public Advertiser 11 Mar. 3/3 Creamed Apple-Pies.

a 1809 Miss Seward Lett., Drinking creamed tea.

Creamer ^kn-msj). [f. Cream v. + -er ».]

a. A flat dish for skimming the cream off milk,

b. A machine for separating cream.
1858 Slight & Burn Farm. Implcm. 509 The creaming-

dish..made of china, and sometimes called the skimmer or
creamer, is for taking the cream off. 1885 J. Long Brit.

Dairy-Farming 201 At Delft, .two creamers are worked.

Creamer, Creamerie, -ry, var. of Cramer,
Cramery, Sc., pedlar, etc.

Creamery (krrmeri). [f. Cream + -ery : in

sense a certainly, and in sense 1 possibly immedi-
ately ad. F. cremerie.]

1. An establishment (often worked on the co-

operative or joint-stock principle) in which butter

(and cheese) is manufactured on a large scale from
milk supplied by a number of producers ; a butter-

factory. Also the work of such an establishment,

the making of butter, etc. (First used in U. S.)

1879 [title) Associated Dairying : Creameries and Cream-
ery, Butter, Cheese and Cheese-making, .izmo. pp. 74,
Lancaster {PaX 1881 Chicago Times 16 Apr., The cream*
ery is fast superseding the dairy in all thickly settled por-

tions of the northwest. 1886 Pall Mall. G. 10 Sept. 4/3
The introduction of creameries, or establishments for churn-

ing the cream of the small farmers, .in Ireland.

b. The produce of this industry, esp. butter.

1881 Chicago Times 14 May, The current makes of
creamery [butter] are already beginning to show a good deal

of grass flavor and color.

c. attrib.

188a Chicago Advance 6 Apr. 213 A deal of knowledge
about this creamery business. 1886 Standard 24 May 2/1

The efforts of Canon Bagot to extend the creamery system
in Ireland . .have resulted in the formation of the Cream-
eries Association of Ireland. Eight Creamery Companies
have been affiliated.

2. A name for a shop where milk, cream, butter,

etc. are sold, and light refreshments supplied.

(Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858 has Crimetie, a breakfast or
refreshment house in French towns.)

Crea m-fruit. The juicy, cream-like fruit of

a plant found in Sierra Leone. The name has been

applied to an apocynaceous plant, Roupellia grata,

which was believed to yield the fruit.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 214 The Cream fruit of

Sierra Leone. 1882 Garden 29 July 8672 Roupellia Grata.

.

has been named Cream fruit by some botanists.

Creaminess (krrmines). [f. Creamy + -ness.]

The state or quality of being creamy.
1688 J. Smith Baroscope 31 Adulterated Quick-Silver looks

somewhat dull, and is commonly crusted over with a kind

of Creaminess. 1852 Miss Yonge Cameos I. xxxiv. 287 The
fresh creaminess of new stonework.

Creaming krrmirj), vbl. sb. [f. Cream v. +

-IVO*.] The action of the verb Cream ; formation

of cream or froth ;
skimming off of the cream.

1596 [see b. below). 1831 Scott Abbot Introd., A kind

of milk, which will not stand above a single creaming. 1888

W. C. Russell Death Ship II. 251 The creaming and
foaming of the waters flung from the vessel's sides.

b. attrib. and Comb., as creaming-dish, -pan,

utensils used in the dairy.

1596 Spekser F. Q. vii. vi. 48 Some wicked beast unware
That breakes into her Dayr' house, there doth draine Her
creaming pannes. 1858 [See Creamer]. 1886 Alt >'. Round
14 Aug. 35 The old-fashioned shallow creaming-pan.

Crea ming, a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.] That

creams ;
forming into froth or foam, mantling.

18*5 Ne-tu Monthly Mag. XIV. 227 His animal spirits are

more bounding, more humorous, more ' creaming ' (to borrow
a metaphor from champaigne). x86x Hughes Tom Brown at

Oxf. xli, The lieutenant filled the long-necked glass, .with

the creaming mixture.

Creamometer (kr/m^ m/taj). [f. Cream sb.'1
,

after lactometer. In F. cre'mometre.] An instru-

ment for measuring the percentage of cream con-

tained in a sample of milk.

1876 A. H. Hassall Pood 414 The amount of cream is

determined by means of an instrument invented by the late

Sir Joseph Banks, called a creamometer. 1885 J. Long
Brit. Dairy Farm. 72 The value of the glass creamometer
is much regulated by its diameter being in accordance with

its height.

Creamy (krrmi), a. [f. Cream sb.2 + -t L]
1. Characterized by, containing, or abounding in

cream.
1618 Chapman Hesiod 11. 533 Eat The creamy wafer. 1715
Bradley Fam. Diet. s,v. Milk, When they are^ old, their

Milk is not so creamy and it is drier. 1861 L. L Noblk Ice-

bergs 309 The milk was creamy, and the eggs fresh.

2. Resembling cream in some quality : a. Of the

general appearance or consistence of cream.
1610 Markham Masterp. 1. xiv. 38 If it be extraordinary

white, and as it were, creamy, then it is a signe the horse

hath weake veines. 1832 Tennyson Lotos-Eaters, Choric

Song v. To watch the . . tender curving lines ofcreamy spray.

184a A. Combe Phys. Digestion (ed. 4) 289 A yellow residue

of a creamy consistence began to flow from the wound,

b. fig. Soft and rich, luscious.

a i6aj Fletcher Q. Corinth 111. i, Your creamy words but

cozen. 1780 C.-.m i k Table Talk 510 Verse .. Without a
creamy smoothness has no charms. 1859 Sala Gas-light f
D. ii. 18 His creamiest jokes are met with immovable stoli-

dity. i860 O. W. Holmes Prof. Brtakf.-t. ii. (Patersom 47
A woman with a creamy voice.

C. Cream-coloured : often as a qualification of

white, yellow.
The word has a connotation of richness or softness which

is absent from cream-coloured.

1845 Florist"s Jrnl. i6aThe Roses in pots attracted great

attention .. Nemesis, fine rose; Belle Allemande, Targe

creamy yellow. 1880 Vi kn. Lke Stud. Italy \\. 10a The
thickest and creamiest paper. 1885 E. Arnold Secret of
Death 4 All around that temple cooed The creamy doves.

Creance (krrans), sb. Forms : 4-5 creaunce,

(5 -awnce, -auns), 5- croance ; also (in sense 4
only) 6 cryaun.ee, 6-7 -ance, 7 creyance, cnance,

cryants, cranes. [ME. a. OF. crtance (nth c.) t

corresp. to L. type ercdentui, f. creant pr. pple. of

creire :-L. credfrt to believe. Cf. Credence.]

+ 1. The mental action or condition of believing;

belief, faith, trust, confidence, credence. Obs.

c 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 1851 pou scholdest leue by false

creaunce, and belyue on heuene kynge. 1393 Gown Con/.

II. 366 Er Rome came to the creaunce Of Cristes feith.

c 1450 Myrc 1788 And bydde hem say wyth fulle creawnce.

1490 Caxton How to die 3 To abyde and deye in the same
creance and byleue.

tb. The matter of belief, the thing believed;

(one's) belief or faith ; a creed. Obs.

1393 Gower Conf. 1. 185 This maiden taught the creaunce

Unto this wife, c 1430 Lydg. Mm. Poems (Percy Soc.) 101

This is oure beleeve and creaunce. c 1470 Harding Chron.

Umn. xi, Foure .C lordes, of Christes holy creaunce. 1669

Gale fansenisme 163 Not a creance or belief.

f 2. Credit, reputation. Obs. rare.

c 1330 Owain 8 ?if he ben of gode creaunce. c 1380 Sir

Ferumb. 35S If bou yknewe me ari3t, my doynge and ray

creaunce, pou noldest profry me no njt for al bat gold of

fraunce.

t 3. Comm. Credit, trust. To creance : on credit.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles iv. 17 Ne had creaunce Icome

at f>e last ende. .peyhad be drawe to pe deuyll for dettebat

bey owed. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. $ Lim. Mon. v. (1885)

118 He shall . . by [buy] all bat is necessarie . . by creaunce

and borowynge. 1496 Dives <y Paup. (W. de W.) vii. xxv.

314/1 Chapmen that selle to creaunce to let the byer Irom

other chapmen.



CREANCE.

4. Falconry. A long fine line or cord attached to
a hawk's leash, by which she is restrained from
flying away when being trained ; also used simi-
larly to confine the game at whichthe hawk is flown.
_
[So F. crCance, a string to retain a bird depen de criance,

1. e. whose indications cannot yet be well trusted.]
14.. Sloane MS. 2721 Plut. xcv. C, How to use her

when she will come redeley in the creance. i486 Bk. St.
Albans B iij b, Take the partrich owte of yowre bagge and
ty it by the legge with a creaunce. Ibid. B vj a, Ye shall
call the long lyne that ye do call youre hawke to Reclaym
with : yowre Creaunce, what so euer it be. 1613 Latham
Falconry (1633) 16 Draw her gently to you with your lure
or cryance. 1891 Field 7 Mar. 337/1 Her wing became
entangled in the creance, and she came to the earth with a
thud.

fig- '*35 Chapman & Shirley Chabot 1. ii, No power flies
Out of his favour but his policy ties A criance to it, to con-
tain it still.

t b. Sometimes spelt cranes, as if plural.
1598 Florio, Filagna, the cranes to lure a hauke with.

1603 — Montaigne I. xlii. (1632) 139 We commend, .a hawke
for her wing, not for her cranes or bells. 1616 Beauh. &
Fl. Scorn/. Lady v. iv, Take off her Cranes. 1685 Cotton
tr. Montaigne III. 452 As a hawk takes his flight but still
under the restraint of his cranes,

t Creance, v. Obs. [a. OF. cre<7««r to promise,
engage, etc., f. creance : see above.]
1. intr. To pledge oneself to pay ; to take credit.
c 1386 Chaucer Shipm. T. 289 We may creaunce whils we

have a name, But goldles for to be it is no game. Ibid. 303
Nowgooth this Marchant. .and byeth and creamiceth.
2. To pledge oneself, vow, plight one's troth.
cnu Caxton Jason 97 b, Jason and Medea swore and

creanced that they shold take eche other by manage.
Creanced (krranst), a. rare. [f. Creance sb.

4 + -ed 2
.] Confined with a creance.

1855 Bailey Mystic 33 Like mated falcons round their
creanced young.

t Creancer. Obs. Forms : 4 creauusour,
-sure, creansure, 4-6 creauueer, ereaunser, 5
creancer, -syr, 6 -ser, -sier, 7 -sour, -sor. [ME.
creauusour, in Anglo-F. creanceour, a. OF. ere-
anceor, f. creancer : see prec. and -OB. The form
in -er may repr. F. cre'ancier (12th c. in Littre)
from creance, corresp. to late L. credetilidrius.]

1. A creditor.

1382 Wyci.if 2 ICings iv. 1 A creansure cume, that he
take my two sonys to seruen to hym. — Prov. xxix.
13. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. >s Lim. Man. v. 118 His creaun-
cers shul alway grucche for lake of thair paymente. 1607
Cowel /nterpr., Creansour. .signifieth him that trusteth
another with any debt. 1708 Termes de la Ley 196
Creansor or Creditor.

2. One entrusted with the charge of another ; a
guardian, tutor: esp. at school or college. (In
med.L. creditor : cf. Du Cange.)
[Statuta Aularia (Bodley MS.), Unusquisque scolaris

manens sub magistro, tutore, aut creditore.]
1478 Fasten Lett. No. 824 III. 237 My creansyr Mayster

Thomas [at Eton] . . praythe yow to sende hym sum mony
for my comons. c 1300 G. Vernon in Hist. MSS. Comm.
I. 16 Mr. Grove, Pryncipall of Mawdelen Hall, the which
is creanser unto me and my brothir. 1525 St. Papers
Hen. VIII, IV. 329 The Busshopof Rossciscreauncerand
counsaillour to the saide Erie. 1549 Coverdale Erasm.
Par. Gal. 13 The heyre .. vnder creansers & gouernours.
[1853 Bloxam Register Magd. Coll. I. 59 ' It appears about
this time

' viz. 1660 ' there was a College order that the
choristers etc. should have Cransiers.']

t Creant, a.1 Ois. Also oreaunt. [In form, a.
OF. creant believing, trusting, giving oneself up,
pr. pple. of creire:—L. credere to believe. But as
OF. had only recreant in this sense, it is possible
that creant is an abbreviated form of that word.
Cf. Craven.]
1. In phrases To yield oneself creant, to cry (or

say) creant : To acknowledge oneself vanquished
;

to surrender oneself to an antagonist.
aizzsAncr. /?. 288 And leiS hire sulf aduneward, and

buho him ase he bit,and zeieo" creaunt, creaunt, ase swowinde.
C1314 Guy Warm. (A.) 478 (1883) Ar ich wald creaunt ?eld
me Ich hadde leuer an-hanged be. c 1325 Cocr de £.5319
On knees he fel doun, and cryde Creaunt, For Mahoun
and Termagaunt. But Sere Fouk wolde nought soo ; The
hedde he smot the body froo. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xn.
193 pe thef. .jelte hym creaunt to cryst on be crosse and
knewleched hym gulty. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 624 He
that despeireth hym is lyke the cowarde Champion re-
creaunt that seith creant with oute nede. 1480 Caxton
Chron. Eng. ccxliii, The knight overcome the clerk and
made hym yelde hym creaunt of his false impechement.
2. Believing, orthodox, nonce-use.
1833 Carlyle Cagliostro Misc. Ess. (1888) V. 124 The

lives of all Eminent Persons, miscreant or creant.

Creant (krfant), a? rare. [ad. F. cre'ant, or L.
crednt-em creating, f. eredre.'] Creating, creative.
1844 Mrs. Browning Drama ofExile 24 We Sprang very

beauteous from the creant Word.
Crear, obs. form of Crater.
t Crease, sbl Obs. Also 5 orese, ores. [f.

Crease z).
1
] = Increase sb.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 101 Crese, or increse. . exerescencia.
153° Palsgr. 210/2 Crease, encrease, reuemtes, augmenta-
tion. 1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 19 The more
it comes vnto the crease of yeres, The more it faylth.
1S7S Art ofPlanting 13 In the crease of the Moone.

Crease (kns), sb:1 Also 6 creaste, 7 creast.
[Origin and early history unknown.

1151

Goes with Crease z>.-; it does not appear whether the sb.
or the vb. had priority. In the sb. the spelling creaslie ap-
pears in the 16th and 17th c, butperh. merely by confusion
with crest, of which creast was a variant. The verb had
from the beginning very frequently the form cress, which is
the current form both of vb. and sb. in Sc. The spelling ea
suggests French origin, as in cease, grease, tease, peace,
please, etc. But no cognate Fr. word has been found. The
suggestions of connexion with Breton kriz, crease, wrinkle,
or Ger. traits, MHG. krtls, must on obvious phonetic
grounds be discarded.]

1. The line or mark produced on the surface of
anything by folding ; a furrow in a surface, such as
is caused by folding ; a fold, wrinkle, ridge.
1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. xl. 709 [Peach] a fleshy pulpe. .in

the middest whereof is a rough harde stone full of crcastes
and gutters. 1663 Hooke Microgr. 83 In the little furrows
or creases of my skin. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 84 Having . . a
hollow Crease cut into it round about. 1696 J. F. Mer-
chant's Ware-he. 20 Wove so extream thick, that it frets in
the creasts under Men or Womens cloaths. 1703 /.and.
Gaz. No. 4144/4 A . . Saddle Nag . . with . . a Crease on his
near Shoulder. a 1745 Swift (J.), An ivory knife, with a
blunt edge . . which cut it even . . whereas a sharp penknife
would go out of the crease, and disfigure the paper. 1865
Miss Bkaudon Sir JaspcrWl. i. 3 Never mind the creases
in that blue frock of yours.

2. Cricket. The name of certain lines scratched
or marked on the ground to define the positions of
the bowler and batsman.
These are the bowling-crease, drawn in the line of each

wicket, from behind which the bowler delivers the ball ; the
return-crease, a short line at each end of the bowling crease,
and at right angles to it, beyond which the bowler must
not go; and the popping-crease, a line in front of each
wicket parallel to the bowling-crease, behind which the
batsman stands to defend his wicket.

. '755 Game at Cricket 6 The Bowling-Creases must be cut
in a direct line from each Stump. Ibid. 7 The Bowler must
deliver the Ball, with one foot behind the Crease. 1849
Laws of Cricket in Crick. Man. (1850) 53 The Popping.
Crease must be four feet from the wicket and parallel to it,

unlimited in length, but not shorter than the bowling-
crease. 1875 ' Stonehenge ' Brit. Sports III. I. i. § 3. 667 If
the striker at his wicket go outside the popping crease, .the
bowler may put him out. 1880 Boy's Own Bk. 105 Within
the return-crease . . and behind the bowling-crease, the
bowler must stand when he delivers the ball.

T In the following, app. error for Crest.
3. Arch. A curved or ridge tile ; = Crest 6.

1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser 270 Crease . . These are
such Tiles as are us'd to cover the Ridge of a House ; they
being made.. like a half Cylinder. 1847-78 Halliwell,
Crease, a curved tile. West. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss.,
Crease, a ridge tile.

4. dial. ' The top of a horse's neck ' (Halliw.)

;

= Crest 8.

Crease, sb$, Malay dagger : see Creese.

t Crease, v. 1 Obs. Forms : 4 creese, creesse,
cresce, 4-5 crese, 5 cresse, crece, 5-7 crease,
[app. aphetic form of acrese, Accrease, also found
in sense of earlier encrese, Increase. A direct
formation from creiss- stem ofOF. creistre to grow,
is possible in some cases.] = Increase v. a. intr.
C1380 Wyclif Sent. Sel. Wks. II. 148 pe fame of Crist

must creese. 1393 Gower Conf. III. 276 He. .bad hem
cresce and multiply. 1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. K. 11. xix.
( J495) 45 Alwaye as the trespaas. .creasyth, Soo the payne
creasyth also, c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. 1. 227 As fatter lande
wol crece and thrive, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 102 Cresyn or
encresyn, accresco. 1547 Boorde Ititrod. Kntnvl. 130 My
anger. .creaseth more and more,

b. trans.

c 1475 Partenay 4262 Which ofte cressith hurt.

Crease (kr/s), v.2 Also 6-9 cress. [See
Crease sb.-}

1. trans. To make a crease or creases in or on
the surface of; to wrinkle; to fold in a crease.
H588 J. Mellis Brief: /nstr. F viij b, A leafe of paper.

.

cressed in the middes. 1394 Nasiie Terrors ofNt. C iv b,
The clearest spring a little tucht is creased wyth a thousand
circles.

_
1665 Hooke Microgr. 9 They double all the Stuff

..that is, they cresse it just through the middle of it, the
whole length of the piece. 1824 Galt Rothclan I. 11. viii.

212 Seeing Sir Gabriel de Glowr cressing and cross-folding
. .the broidered vestments. 1833 Kane Grinnell Exp. iv.

(1856) 34 The clean abrupt edge of the fractures . . creased
their otherwise symmetrical outline.

b. To cut deep furrows in the flesh (ofmackerel,
cod, etc.) ; to crimp. Cf. Creasing vbl. sb.* 3,
quot. 1883.

2. intr. To become creased, fall into creases.
1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. III. 106 'The legs are good

realistically ', said Hans, his face creasing drolly. Mod. A
material that is apt to crease.

3. trans. To stun (a horse, etc.) by a shot in

the ' crest ' or ridge of the neck. (L7.S.)
1807 Pike Sources Mississ. 11. 159 We fired at a black

horse, with an idea of creasing him. 1841 Catlin N. Amer.
Ind. (1844) II. xli. 58 We would try the experiment of
creasing one [buffalo], which is done by shooting them
through the gristle on the top of the neck, which stuns
them so that they fall.

Crease {Mining) : see Craze sb. 3.

Creased (knst), ppl. a. [f. Crease sb? and v.*

+ -ed.] Having a crease or creases.

1343 Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 138 A certayne kynde of
[arrow] heades whych men call hie rigged, creased or
shouldered heades. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 153 They [seeds]
seem'd..a little crees'd or wrinckled. 1730 Gray Poems,
Long Story 68 Creased, like dog's ears, in a folio. 1863

CREATE.
Morn. Star 24 Apr., In a creased coat and trousers (evi-
deutly their first appearance since last summer).
Creased : see Crazed.
Creaseless (krfsles), a. [f. Crease sb.v +

-less.] Without creases.
1852 Eraser's Mag. XLVI. 164 A creaseless can. 1883 I,

W.NGFiELuW. Rowe I. iv. 63 How transcendent a neck-
cloth ! Spotless, creaseless, awful.

t Crea-sement. Obs. rare. In 6 cresment.
[f. Crease v.i + -ment.] Increase, augmentation.
1592 Wyrley Armoriegs Lurclting sparke in hept straw

inclosed, teeling winde quicke life of cresment blowing.
Creaser (krrssa). [f. Crease v.2 + -eb '.] One
who or that which creases

;
spec, applied to various

mechanical contrivances for making creases,
grooves, or furrows in iron or leather, for creasing
the cloth in a sewing-machine, etc.

t Creasing, vbl. sb.' Obs. [f. Crease z/.i +
-INQ I.] Increasing, increase, growth.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. lxiv. (1495) 279 Lepra

mesylry..hath the begynnynge of the vcynts, and full
cresynge without the veynes. 1387 Goluing De Mornay
xiv. (1017) 211. 1629 Masbe tr. Fonseca's Dev. Contempt.
235 Her [the moon's] ordinarie creasings and mailings.

Creasing krrsirj), {vbl.) sb 2 Also (in sense 2)
ereesing.

Jf. Crease v* and sb 2
]

1. The action of the verb Crease
; production of

creases or wrinkles ; also quasi-concr. = Crease sb*
1665 1 Iooke Microgr. 9 The reason of which creasing we

shall next examine., the creasings or angular headings .

.

become the more perspicuous.

2. Arch. (See quots.) Cf. Crease sb.- 3.
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Builder, 'Tile-creasing, two

rows of tiles lixed horizontally under the coping of a wall,
for discharging rain-water. 1874 Knight Diet. Meeh.,
Creasing, a layer of tiles forming a corona for a wall. 1876
Gwilt Archil. 11. iii. § 13. 7oo Parapets .. finished with
double plainttle ereesing.

3. attrib.

1874 Knight Did. Mech. s.v. Creascr, Creasing tools.,
may be set in the jaws of a creasing-swage. Ibid., Creas-
ing Hammer, a narrow, rounded-edge hammer, used for
making grooves in sheet-metal. 1883 Fisheries E.xhib.
Catal. 197 Mackerel splitting and reaming or creasing
knives.

t Creasing, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Crease v.^ +
-ING *.] Increasing

;
yielding increase.

_ 1592 Wyrley Armorie n6 With thriftie hand the creas-
ing yearth none store.

Creasote, variant form of Creosote.
Creast, obs. f. Chest, Crease.
Creasy (krJ-si), a. [f. Crease sb.* + -v.] Full

of creases.

1838 Mrs. Oliphant Laird of .Yorlaw I. 168 Chairs.,
covered with chintz . . which did not tit on well, and looked
creasy and disorderly. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 747 The
babe . . rear'd his creasy arms.

II Creat. Obs. [F. cre'at, ad. It. crealo foster-
child, alumnus (cf. Sp. criado servant) :-L. credtus
offspring, child, subst. use of credtus pa. pple. : see
Create pa. pple.] (See quot.)
I730T* I !a1i-ey (folio), Croat (with horsemen) an Usher to

a Riding Master, or a Gentleman educated in an Academy
of Horsemanship, with Intent to qualify himself for Teach-
ing the Art of Riding the great Horse.
Great, create sb. ; see Creaght.
Creatable (kri'i^-tab'l), a. [f. Create v. +

-able.] That can be created.
1678 Cudworth Intel!. Sysl. 1. v. 862 The life of the Soul

..is only creatable and annihilable by the Deity. 1848
Tail's Mag. XV. 643 Capital is not creatable by statute.

Creatal (kr»Vtal), a. nonce-wd. [see -al.] Of
or belonging to creation.
1837 Gosse Creation 182 It is their natal, or rather (to

make a word) their creatal day.

Crea-te, a. Also 4-6 cre-at. [ad. L.
credt-us, pa. pple. of eredre to produce, make,
create.] Created, f 1. as pa. pple. Obs.
c 1393 Chaucer Scogan 2 Statutez . . That creat were eter-

nally to dure. C1460 Fortescue Abs.qLim. Man. xiv, Whan
such a counsell is ffully create and estableshed. 1349-62
Sternhold & H. Quienuaue vult, Of none the Father is,

ne made, ne creat, nor begot. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i.

412 And the issue there create, Euer shall be fortunate.

2. as adj. arch.

1477 Norton Ord. A Ich. v. in Ashm. (1652) 62 A create
perfection. 1349 Chaloner Erasmus on Folly M ij b,
Whether it be . .a create or an uncreate thyng. 1647 Ward
Simp. Cobler (1843) 21 Any creat' EnsoxBonum. 1805 Cary
Dante, Inferno III. 7 Before me things create were none.

Create (kn"i?-t), v. Also 6-7 creat ; pa. I.

5-6 creat(e, 6 Sc. creatt; pa. pple. 4-6 creat(e.
[f. creat- ppl. stem of L. eredre : see prec.
The early instances are all of the pa. pple (=L. credtus.

It. create), or the pa. t. ; creatie continued a true pple. to
c 1600, but already in 15th c. it varied with created, and in
16th c. we find the present create, with pple. creating, etc.]

1. trans. Said of the divine agent : To bring into
being, cause to exist

; esp. to produce where no-
thing was before, ' to form out of nothing '

(J.).
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 144 Al be it that God hath

creat [3 MSS. created] al thing in right ordre. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 1. (1495) 6 The creatour. .fro the
begynnynge of tyme creat . . the creature . . of no thynge, or
of no matere precedent. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 189
Wherefore poetes feyne hym . . to haue create men of stones.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 133/2 [He] that had created alle the
world. 1316 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 201 b, He create

145 -a
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& infuded that noble soule. 1535 Covkrdall Gen. \. 1

In y* begynnynge God created heauen and earth. X591

Jas. I Poet. Exerc, Liijb, Praise him for that he creat

hath The heauen, the earth, and all. 1611 Bible Ps. li. 10

Create in nice a cleane heart, O God. 1644 MiuroxAreop.
(Arb.) 52 Wherefore did he creat passions within us? 1651

Hohbes Leviath. XL xxxi. 190 To say the World was not

Created., is to deny there is a God. i86» Max Muller
Set. Ess. (1881) II. xx. 395 And the gods consulted a second
time how to create beings that should adore them.

b. with complemental extension.

1590 Shaks. Cotn. Err. 111. ii. 39 Are you 11 god? would
you create me new? 1611 Bible Isa. Ixv. 18, I create Ieru-

salem a reioycing, and her people a ioy. 1731 Pope Ess.

Man L 148 And what created perfect? x86a V. Hall
Hindi* Philos. Syst. 143 God created man a moral creature.

C. absol.

159a Davies Iminort. Soul viL (1714)46^ create, to God
alone pertains. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 606 To create Is

greater then created to destroy. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven.
1.1874) I. App. 381 It is only for God to create without toil.

2. gen. To make, form, constitute, or bring into

legal existence (an institution, condition, action,

mental product, or form, not existing before).

Sometimes of material works asfig. of 1.

159a West iH Pt. Symbol, g 46 D, A constitutiue Instru-

ment creating, .whereby any estate, propertie, power or
obligation, not hauing any essence or being before, is

newely raysed and created. 1612 Davies Why Ireland, etc.

(J.\ With power to create a manor, and hold a court-baron.

1679 Dryden Troilus <f Cr. Prol. 8, 1 found not, but created
first the stage. 1697 — Virg. Georg. iv. 295 Thus make
they Kings to fill the Regal Seat ; And thus their little

Citizens create. 1818 Cruise Digest <ed. 2) IV. 336 The
word heirs is not necessary to create a fee simple. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 345 Those towns where wealth is

created and accumulated. 1854 Ronalds Chem. Technol.

(ed. 2) I. 225 It is always necessary, before lighting the fire

in the stove, to create a draught by heating the chimney,

b. absol.

1775 Sheridan Rivals Pref., The imagination. -becomes
suspicious of its offspring, and doubts whether it has created
or adopted. 1831 Brewster Newton (1855) II. xxvii. 400
The inspired genius which creates. 185s Robertson Serin.
3rd Ser. xii. 147 The mason makes, the architect creates.

C. Of an actor : To be the first to represent (a

part or role), and so to give it its character. [F.

creer un rdle : see Littre, Hatzfeld.]
188a Stevenson Sew Arab. Nts. (1884)314, I have created

. .more than one important rdle. x88x Standard 24 May,
Madame Christine NiIsson..at the Royal Italian Opera
.. when she will create Boito's Opera Mefistofele.

3. To constitute (a personage of rank or dignity) ;

to invest with rank, title, etc. Constr. to create a
peer, to create a man a peer.
£1460 Fortescue Abs. ff Lim. Mon. ix, Hugh Capite..

wich tho was the myghtieste subgett off Ffraunce, and ther-

fore create and callid Dux Ffranciae. \4fl$Act 11 Hen.VII,
c. 35 Preamb., The Kyngis Grace, .created hym Duke. 1568
Grafton Chrott. II. 347 During the which [Parliament he
created two Dukes, a Marques and five Erles. 16x1 Shaks.
Cymb. v. v. 20 Arise my Knights o' th' Battell, I create you
Companions to our person. 1655-60 Stanley Hist. Pktlos.

(1701) 34/1 The Kphori were first Created about the sixth
Olympiad. c 1670 Wood Life (1848) 51 He was . . created
bach, of arts. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. III. 374 Edward
Hyde . . was now created a peer by the title of lord Claren-
don. 1874 Green Short Hist. ii. 103 Opposition came from
the very prelatewhom Henry had created to enforce his will.

4. To cause, occasion, produce, give rise to (a

condition or set of circumstances).
1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. i. 264 O Ceremonie. .Art thou

ought else but Place, Degree, and Forme, Creating awe and
feare in other men? 1667 Decay Chr. Piety (J.), Dif-
ficulties of their own creating. 1709 Hearne Collect. (Oxf.
Hist. Soc.) II. 185 'Tis only fit to create Mirth. 1871
Black Pr. Thule xii. 100 She failed to create any profound
impression. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. 1. i. 11 Posi-
tion and climate create habits.

Created (kn^'tt-d), #r [f. prec. -r -ed.]

Brought into being by an agent or cause, esp. a.

Made or formed by the divine power, b. Consti-
tuted of a certain dignity or rank.
1667 Milton P. L. 111. 705 But what created mind can

comprehend Thir number 7 1784 Cowper Task v. 586 He is

held In silly dotage on created things, Careless of their

Creator. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 428 A newly
created Marshal of France, the Duke of Noaiiles.

Hence Crea teduess.
1665 J.

Sergeant Sure-footing 35 Their very Createdncss
and Finitness entitle them to defect ibil it y. 1856 Faber
Creator Creature 1. i. (1886) 13 The double sense of His
creation and of their createdness (to coin a word) is not in
all their thoughts.

Creator, obs. f. Creature.

Creatic (kn,3e*tik), a. Alsokr-. [f. Gr. Kpias,

*tcpta,T- flesh + -ic] Of or pertaining to flesh.

1891 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. Nausea, Creatic nausea, [that]

produced by the sight of, or the attempt to eat, animal food.

Creatine (krratain). Alsokre-. [f. Gr. ttpias,

*KpeaT- + -INE.J An organic base, C 4
H 9 N3 02,

discovered in 1835 by Chevreul in the juice of flesh.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 49/2 Osmazome contains a
peculiar substance, to which he [Chevreul] has given the
name of cre'atin .. Creatin is solid, inodorous, insipid. 1851
[see Creatinine]. 1858 Thudichum Urine 116 Creatine is

present in the blood and urine of man and animals. 187a
Huxley Phys. vii.160 Kreat in, a crystalline body, .supposed
to be the chief form in which nitrogenous waste matter
leaves the muscle on its way to become urea.

Creating (kn^-tig), vbl. sb. [f. Create v. +
-ura '.] The action of the verb Create.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. ii. 14 More composition . .Then doth
'

. .Goe to th' creating a whole tribe of Fops, a 1715 Burnet
: Own Time Concl. (R.), The creating of so many malcontents.

1858 Hawthorne Fr. <$• It. Jmis. II. 93 The god-like

I

attribute of creating.

Creating, ppl. a. [-ing a
.] That creates.

161 1 Shaks. iVint. T. iv. iv. 88 Great creating Nature.
1810 Sol'they Kehamax. in, The will of the Creating Mind.

Creatinine (kn'iaetinain). Also kre-. [f.

i

Creatine +-INE.] An alkaline crystallizable sub-

i

stance C 4 HTN3 0, a normal constituent of urine

]

and of the juice of muscular flesh.

1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. 443 By the action of strong

j

acids, kreacine may be readily converted into kreatinine.

1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 383 Creatinine crystallizes in

!
colourless prisms.

Creation knV'Jan). [a. F. creation 'i4thc.

in Littre; or ad. L. creation-em, n. of action f.

creare to Create.]
1. The action or process of creating ; the action

of bringing into existence by divine power or its

equivalent ; the fact of being so created.

1393 Gower Con/. III. 91 To-fore the creacion Of any
worldes stacion. 1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Smvle IT. xvi. (1483)63,
I was present at his first creacion. 1516 Pilgr. Perf(W.
de W. 1531) 15 b, From the creacyon of the worlde vnto this

tyme. 1690 Locke Hum. Unci. 11. xxvi. § 2 As when a
new Particle of Matter doth begin to exist . . which had be-

fore no Being ; and this we call Creation. 1736 Butler
Anal. 1. v. Wks. 1874 I. 92 That mature state of life, which
was the end of his [man's} creation. 1830 Lyell Prittc.

Geol. I. 399 The creation of a new lake, the engulphing of a
city, or the raising of a new island. 1858 Mansel Bampton
Lect. ii.(ed. 4)35 We can think of creation only as a change
in the condition of that which already exists.

b. absol. The calling into existence of the

world ; the beginning, as a date.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 924 From the creation to the general
doom. 166* Stilungfl. Orig. Sacr. 11. ii. § 9 Could Noah
then be ignorant of the Creation, and the fait of man ? 1665
Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 370 As if all India was theirs

by title from the Creation. 1831 Brewster Newton (1855)

II. xvi. 100 The account of the creation in Genesis.

2. gen. The action of making, forming, pro-

ducing, or bringing into existence.

160a Shaks. Ham. in. iv. 138 This is the very coynage of
your Braine: This bodilesse Creation extasie Is very cun-
ning in. 1769 Blackstone Comm. iv. 420 The creation of
estates tail. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Art Wks. (Bohn) I.

145 In our fine arts, not imitation, but creation, is the aim.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxvii. 216 Down these we swept .

.

usually accompanied by an avalanche of our own creation.

1867 Bright Sp. Amer. 29 June, The creation of that

opinion which has made slavery hateful.

3. The investing with a title, dignity or function.

1460 Capgrave Chron. 297 This Alisaunder graunted .

.

plener remission in the first day of his creacion. 1491 Act
7 Hen. VII, c 16 | 7 The creacion of your seid subgiet into

the Erie of Surrey. i6ai Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Cam-
den) 93 That the LL. of the newe creacion may be brought
into the House, eache by 2 other LL. 17*0 Ozell Vertofs
Rom. Rep. I. vi. 325 This restless ..People .. required
Decemvirs, and we consented to their Creation. 1848
Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 520 The Tory party had always
been strong among the peers. It..had been reinforced ..

by several fresh creations.

4. concr. That which God has created; the

created world ; creatures collectively.

Lord 0/ Creation= man : see Lord.
161 1 Bible Rom. viii. 22 For wee know that the whole

creation groaneth. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. i,

Which in fourty dayes swallowed almost mankinde and
the living creation. 1607 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 722
A Plague did on the dumb Creation rise. 17*5 De Foe Poy.
round World (1840) 280 This vast tract of land . . is a fruit-

ful, .part of the creation. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 175
P 13 A race with whom . . the whole creation seems to be at
war. 1783-94 Blake Songs Innoc., Cradle Song 18 All

creation slept and smiled.

6. An original production of human intelligence

or power ; esp. of imagination or imaginative art.

1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. i. 38 Or art thou but A Dagger of
the Minde, a false Creation, Proceeding from the neat-
oppressed Braine ? 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 493 The treach'rous
colours the fair art betray, And all the bright creation
fades away ! 1813 Shelley Q. Mob vn. 62 Fancy's thin
creations. 186a Mkkivale Rom. Emp.it%6$) IV. xxxiv. 130
Lugdunum was a new creation of the Roman power. 1888
Child Eng. $ Sc. Pop. Ball. III. v. cxvii. 42/2 Robin
Hood is absolutely a creation of the ballad-muse.

6. Comb., as creation-day ; creation money, an
annual payment by the Crown to a newly created

peer.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 556 Beasts, whom God on their

Creation-Day Created mute to all articulat sound. 1671 F.

Phillips Reg. Necess. 454 The Dukes and Marquesses a
greater yearly annuity or Creation money. 1878 Stubbs
Const. Hist. III. 436 The earl's creation money, twenty
pounds, was a substitute for the third penny of the county
. .and the retention of this payment probably suggested the
bestowal of creation money on those who were raised to the
newer ranks of peerage. Ibid. III. 526.

Creations! (knV-Janal), a. rare. [f. prec. +
-al.] Of or pertaining to creation.
1658 R. Franck North. Mem. (1821) p. xv, You'l admire

the Creator, in his rare and admirable Creational work.
1865 Mozley Mirac. iiL 253 note. Nor. .can any ' creational

law ' which does not fill up these voids, .make any difference

in the character of those phenomena.

Creationism (kn^'Janiz'm). [f. as prec. +
-ism.] A system or theory ofcreation : spec. a. The
theory that God immediately creates a soul for every

human being born (opposed to tradncianism ;

1 b. The theory which attributes the origin of matter,

; the different species of animals and plants, etc., to

!

1 special creation * (opposed to evolutionism).

1847 Buch Xx.Hagenbach's Hist. Doctr. II. : The theory
designated Creationism . . was now more precisely denned.
187a Liddon Elem. Relig. iii. 102 The other and more gen-
erally received doctrine is known as Creationism. Each
soul is an immediate work of the Creator. 1880 Gray Nat.

I Sc. 9t Relig. 89 The true issue as regards design is not be-

tween Darwinism and direct Creationism.

Creationist (kr/VTl,Janist). [f. as prec. + -ist.]

One who believes in or advocates creationism.

1859 Darwin Life <$• Lett. II. 233 What a joke it would
be if I pat you on the back when you attack some immova-

j

ble creationists. x88a Farrar Early Chr. I. 463 The verbal

controversy between Creationists, .and Traducianbts.

Creative (kn'i^tiv), a. [f. Cbeatk v. + -ive.]

1. Having the quality of creating, given to creat-

ing ; of or pertaining to creation ;
originative.

1678 Cudworth Iniell. Syst. (1808) II. 317 This Divine,

miraculous, creative power. 1745 W. Thompson Sickness 1.

(R.) Creative bard [Spenser] . . expand thy fairy scenes.

( 1750 Shenstone Ruin'd Abbey 332 Heav'n's creative

hand. 1874 Green Short Hist. W. 164 There is no trace of

creative genius or originality in his character.

2. Affording the cause or occasion of, productive

of.

1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 272 Injuries . . unattended by any
I symptoms creative of alarm. 1837 Ht. Mabtineau Six.

1 Amer. III. 130 Laws and customs cannot be creative of

virtue : they may encourage and help to preserve it ; but

they cannot originate it.

Creatively (kri^tivlT, adv. [f. prec. + -ly*.]

In a creative manner.
1840 Carlvle Heroes i. (1858) 186 That is in all cases the

primary thing for him, and creatively determines all the

rest. 1871 B. Taylor (1875) II. ill. 171 All in vain

doth Speech Fatigue itself, creatively to build up forms.

Creativenesa (kri,?-tivnes). [f. as prec.+

-NESS.] Creative quality or faculty.

1810 L. Hunt Indicator No. 16 (i8n) I. 204 Such must
be the . . creativeness of their fancy. 1874 Sayce Com/ar.
Philol. iv. 161 The rich creativeness . . which distinguishes

the older Aryan dialects.

CreatophagOUS (kn,atpfag3s), a. [(. Gr.

xptas flesh + -<pay-os eating + -OUS. Cf. F. crjato-

fhage (also criophage).] = Creofhagous.
1882 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Creator (kri^-taj). Forms: 3-4 -ur, 3-6

-ure, 3-7 -our, 4-5 -oure, 4- -or. [ME. and

AF. crtatour, -«r=OF. creator, -ur, -our, later

cur, of learned or liturgical formation, ad. I..

credtdr-tm. The pop. OF. word was creere, crieri.]

1. The Supreme Being who creates all things.

(In OE. scieppend^)
, uoo S. Eng. Leg. I. 111/174 For-to serai is creatour.

01300 Cursor M. 11 19 (Colt.) par-wit com our creature

[v. r. creatour] For to spek wit bat traiture. » 1386

Chaucer iW Nun's T. 49, The creatour of euery crea-

ture, c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxxv. 133 God, my
swete creatour. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon exxii. 436
Prayse be to our lorde god my creature. 1611 Bible Isa.

xl. 28 The Creatour of the ends of the earth. 1667 Milion
P. L. x. 486 Him by fraud I have sedue'd From his Creator.

1862 Kuskin Mtmera, P. (1820) 4 Human nature, as its

Creator made it.

2. MM, One who, or that which, creates or gives

origin to.

1579 Fulke Heskin's Pari. 154 We haue learned of their

owne writers . . that a Priest is. .the creator of his creator.

1598 B. Jonson F.v. Man in Hum. 11. ii. Translated thus

from a poor creature to a creator ; for now must I create an
intolerable sort of lies. 1641 Milton Ck. Govt. 1. v, Since

it thus appears that custom was the creator of prelaty. 1641

R. Brooke Eng. E/isc. 1. vii. 35 Winchester was not the

first that . . professed such universal Obedience to his

Creator the Pope. i8:< Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 456 If

the creator of the use had a fee simple in the land. 1871

Tyndall Fragm. Sc. (1879)^ II. xiv. 350 Just as little as

the Voltaic battery is the animal body a creator of force.

Hence Crea°toreH = Creatress.
i8«7 Westm. Rev. VII. 331 note, Luonto-Luonot, Na.

ture, the Creatoress, Kawe's wife.

Creatorshiplkn'^-tajjip:. [See -ship.] The
condition or function of a creator.

186a F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. an In truth, agree*
ably to their views, Brahma has neither creatorship, nor
omniscience, nor omnipotence. 1878 Scribntr's Mag. XV.
817/1 The idea of creatorship is universal.

Creatress krjV'tres). Also 7 -isse. [fern,

of Creator : see -ess.] A female creator.

1500 Spenser F. Q. hi. viii. 10 As her creatresse had in

charge to her ordain'd. 1616 T. Tuke Treat, agst. Painting
57 Yet is she her owne creatrisse. 1778 Mao. D'Arblay
Diary 4- Lett. Sept., The all-devouring flames, .in consum-
ing her [Ez'eliua, the novel] would nave preserved her
creatress ! 185s Singleton Virgil I. 72 Minerva too,

Creatress of the olive. 1891 Pall Mall G. is Sept. 6/n
And yet, as happens so often in the case of dramatic suc-

cesses, the palm remains with Mdme. Doche, the creatress

of the part.

II Creatrix (kr».?-triks). [L. crcatrix, fem. of

creator.] 1. «= prec.

'595 Harnfield Sonn. x. 8 His limbs (as their Creatrix)

her imbrace. i6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. 39 Perkin
. . returned to his Lady Patronesse and Creatnx. 1793

Coleridge Trans. Grk. Ode, Wisdom, the Creatrix. 188a

L. Oliphant Land 0/ Khemi v. 259 The worship of the

divine creatrix Isis.
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f 2. attrib. or adj. Creating, creative. Obs.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 272 The Creatrix Essence
of God. The Divine Creatrix Essence.

Creatur, obs. f. Creature, Creator.

Creatural (krrtiural), a. [f. Creature + -al.]

Of or pertaining to creatures ; of the nature of a

creature or created being.

1642 H. More Song of Soul XL \. n. xxv, That common
condition Of every vitall centre creaturall. 1681 Glanvil
Sadducismus 11. (1726) 463 They . . in no wise are creatural,

but purely Divine. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. iv.

(1852) 91 In proportion to the degrees of creatural capacity

to acquire knowledge. 1883 H. Drummond Nat. Law in

Spir. W. viii. (1884) 270 Man in his creatural life.

Hence t Crea turaliz^d ppl. a., made creatural.

1649 J. Ellistone tr. Behmen's Epist. ii, § 55 The formed
creaturaliz'd Elements within us.

Creature (krftiui, krrtfaj). Forms: 3-5

creatur, -our(e, 3- creature, (4-5 creator, era-

ture, cryatur(e, 7 creture) ;
(also dial, or colloq.

7 crytur, 8 creeter, cretur, 9 creatur, crater,

critter, -ur ; see also sense 1 d). [a. F. creature

(nth c), ad. L. credtura thing created, f. ppl. stem

of credre to Create : see -ure.]

1. Anything created ; a created being, animate or

inanimate ; a product of creative action ; a creation.

a 1300 CursorM. 417 (Cott.) He fordestend tuin creature

\Fairf. creatours]to serue him in pat hall ture. 1340 Ham-
pole Pr. Consc. 5472 Godes creatures sere . . Als be son and
be mone and be sterns. 1393 Gower Con/. III. 87 Of
which [sc. God] that every creature Hath his being and his

nature, a 1400 Leg. Rood (1871) 148 pe Cros is a cold crea-

tour. 1534 iindale2 Cor. v. 17 Yf eny man be in Christ,

he is a newe creature. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer
128 b, These thy gyftes and creatures of bread and wyne.

1595 Shaks. John iv. i. 121 Fierce fire and iron .. Crea-

tures of note for mercy-lacking vses. 1641 R. Brooke Eng.
Episc. 11. vii. 121 Eight was one of the first Creatures.

1683 Brit. Spec. Pref. 3 Affirming the most High and
Sacred Order of Kings.. to be a meer human Creature.

1783 Cowper Let. to J. Newton, The first boat or canoe

that was ever formed . . was a more perfect creature in its kind
than a balloon at present. 1856 Miss Winkworth Tattler's

Life <$• Sertn. xxvii. (1857) 395 Dress, jewels .. a pleasant

abode, and other transitory creatures. 1878 Hooker &
Ball Morocco 274 The gentian and saxifrage. -and the
other bright creatures that haunt the mountain tops.

•f b. The created universe ; creation. Obs.

«i300 Cursor M. 328 (Cott.) For-bi es godd, als sais

scripture, Nan elder ban his creature. 138a Wyclif 2 Pet.

iii. 4 So alle thinges lasten fro the bigynnynge of creature.

1 1449 Pecock Repr. 480 Sithen the Fadris dieden alle

thinges lasten fro the begynnyng of Creature. 1533 Cover-
dale 2 Pet. iii. 4 Euery thinge contynueth as it was from
the begynninge of y* creature. 1611 Bible Rom. viii. 19

For the earnest expectation of the creature waiteth for the

manifestation of the sonnes of God.

C. Applied, after 1 Tim. iv 4 (' every crea-

ture of God is good'), to food and other things

which minister to the material comfort of man;
usually in phr. good creature.

16x4 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 197 Those that come to

their meate as to a medicine . . shall be sure not to joy too

much in the creature. 1658 Whole Duty Man viii. § 12. 72

Waste, .of the good creatures of God. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.

Waters I. 170 Tea, snuff, and many other useful creatures.

1765 T. Hutchinson Hist. Col. Mass. Bay I. 107 The good
creature tobacco. x8zi Lamb Elia, Grace before Meat, We
were put to it to reconcile the phrase ' good creatures upon
which the blessing rested, with the fare set before us.

d. humorous. Intoxicating liquor ; esp. whisky.

The 1 Irish' pronunciation is represented by the spellings

cratur, crater, crathur, etc.

[c XS70 Pride $ Lmvl., The creature [wine] of the proper

kinde Was good, though use ofTenden therewithall. 1604

Shaks. Oth. 11. iii. 313 Come, come, good wine is a good
familiar creature, if it be well vs'd.] 1638 Penkethman
Artachthos, K ii;, The moderate use of the Creature, and
sparing Dyet, which is very little practised. 1690 Dryden
Amphitryon Hi. i, My Master took too much of the creature

last night, a 1695 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) I. 298

They would . . tiple and smoake till they were over-

taken with the creature. 1758 Smollett Ct. Fatlwm \

(1784) 32/2 The German .. never went to bed without
j

a full dose of the creature. 1772 R. Graves Spir. Quix.
vii. ii. (D.), He seems to like a bit of the good cretur as

well as other folks. 1827 Hone Every-day BK: II. 386 His.

.

followers, .take a little ' crathur '. 1888 Standardly Aug. 2 1

Says he, * Maggie, have a drop of the Cratur '.

2. A living 1 creature ' or created being, an animate

being ; an animal ; often as distinct from 1 man \

(71300 Cursor M. 1839 (Cott.) J>at was na creatur in Hue
bat moght to grund or reche or riue. c 1385 Chaucer L.

G. W. 2164 Ariadne, There dwellede cryatur non Save
wilde bestes. a 1400-50 Alexander 5534 How many kind

ofcreatours bat in be cole duellis. 1503 Hawes Examp.
Virt. ii. 23 Euery beest and lyuynge creature. 1590
Spenser E. Q. i. iii. 15 Commeth drowsie night, When
every creature shrowded is in sleepe. 1667 Milton P. L.
vii. 506 A Creature, .not prone And Brute as other Crea-

tures. 1721 Bailey, Cat, a Creature well known. 1733
Pope Ess. Man III. 172 'Go, from the Creatures thy in-

structions take.' 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 79 On introduc-

ing a living animal into the air, the creature was suffocated,

b. In U. S.
t
esp. applied in rural use to cattle.

1698 Prov. Laws Mass. Act 10 Will. 777 (Bartlett), The
owners or claimers of any such creatures [1. e.^ swine, neat

cattle, horses, or sheep], impounded as aforesaid, shall pay
the fees, etc 1822 J. Flint Lett. Atner. 94 She told us fur-

ther, that travellers commonly hire a creature (a horse) at

her house. 1853 Felton Earn. Lett, xxvii. (1865) 240 The
upper story . .occupied by . .the family, and the rooms below

by the animals, or as a Yankee would call them, the

critters, i860 Bartlett Diet. Atner. s. v., 'The creatures

will be put into the pasture to-day.' 1870 Lowell Among
my Bks. 1st Ser. (1873) 285 He used the word 'creatures'

for kine, and the like, precisely as our farmers do now.

3. A human being ; a person or individual (as in

'every creature in the room'). Common in the

phrase 1 our fellow-creatures \ [So F. creature.]

c 1300 K. A lis. 6948 Creature with him non nas Bote the
treowe Perdicas. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 364 Euery
cristene creature shulde be kynde til other. 1495 Act it

Hen. VII, c. 57 Preamb., Your seid Suppliaunt is as. .re-

pentant as any creature may be. 11533 Lu. Berners Huon
xxxii. 99 He was sore abasshed when he coude fyude no
creature. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii 200, I shall dispaire,

there is no Creature loues me. 1752 Johnson Rambler No.
191 F 4 Scarcely a creature would come near them. 1796

Jane Austen Pride <y Pre/, iii, She was the only creature

in the room that he asked a second time. 1837 Newman
Par. Serm. (ed. 3)1. i. 1 To make sinful creatures holy.

b. With qualifications expressing (a) admira-

tion, approbation, affection, or tenderness (some-

times playfully); (b) compassion or commiseration

(sometimes with a shade of patronage).
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 50/134 Swuch a creature ase he [St.

Edward] was. 1 1300 St. Margarete 170 Em so holi crea-

toure. 1377 Langl. PI. B. xvm. 119 A ful comely creature,

treuth she hi}te. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 194 The world
hath not a sweeter Creature. 1610 — Temp. ill. i. 25 No,
precious Creature, I had rather cracke my sinewes. 1711

Steele Sped. No. 1 13 P 3 A beautiful Creature in a Widow's
Habit sat in Court. 1846 W. E. Forster in T. \V. Reid
Life (1888) I. VI. 186 However, the dear creatures did what
I asked them. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb§ Elmo II. 39 The best

creature in the world.

1530 Palsgr. 210/2 Creature, a povre soule, creature.

1586 R. Langdale Witl'm Yorksh. Archxol. Jml. XI. 417
To Barbarey her doughter. .beinge a lame creatur. 1641

Brome Joviall Creio nr. Wks. 1873 III. 398 Your Wor-
ships Charity to a poor Crytur welly starv'd. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe (1840) II. viii. 191, I was the most disconsolate

Creature alive. 1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl. I. 107 ' Can
you tell me which of the poor old creatures it is?

*

c. Expressing reprobation or contempt.
(Originally with qualifications as in b, but at length used

alone=creature of a kind which one forbears to specify.)

a 1400-50 Alexander 1707 pe caitifeste creatour [v. r.

creatur] pat cried was euire. « X533 Ln. Berners Huon
xxxiii. 103 A more fouler and hydeous creature was neuer

sene. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II. v. iii. 17 And from the com-
mon'st creature plucke a Gloue. 1601 — Jul. C. I. i. 1

Hence home, you idle Creatures. 17x2 Steele Sped. No.

410 f 1 Decent Dresses being often affected by the Creatures

of the Town. 1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 92 The creature's at his

dirty work again. 1752 Johnson Rambler No. 194 P 5 To
lose his time in attending to the creatures on the stage. 1813

Wellington in Gurw. Desp. X. 475 The creatures who
govern at Cadiz appear to feel no such interest. 1888 M.
Morris Claverhouse ix. 154 Though the Duke was a weak
creature, his position was strong.

4. Jig. That which is produced by, or owes its

being solely to, another thing; a result, product,

or offspring of anything.
1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. xii. 53 Nothing else but crea-

tures of the Fancy. 1662 Petty Taxes 31 Both ships and
garments were the creatures of lands and mens labours there-

upon. 1746-7 Hervey Medit. (1818) 203 Nor are these

miseries imaginary only, or the creatures of a groundless

panic. 1854 Brewster More Worlds xvi. 247 ^
In support

of these theories he adduces the zodiacal light, itself a crea-

ture of theory. 1855 Sir J. Pearson in Law Times Rep.

LIU, 382/2 The railway and the rights of the railway are

the creatures of the Act of Parliament.

5. One who owes his fortune and position to a

patron ; one who is actuated by the will of another,

or is ready to do his bidding ; an instrument or

puppet. [So F. creature, said in this sense to be

from It.]

1587 Golding De Mornay x. 139 When they [kings, etc.]

giue any man a qualitie which he had not afore they terme

him their Creature, as hauing made somewhat of nothing,

in respect of the qualitie wherewith he was indued. 1603

Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 246 In their roomes [he] placed

other his owne creatures. 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 116 This

Fellow heere, Lord Timon, this thy Creature, By night fre-

quents my house. 1699 Burnet y$Art. xxiv.(i7oo) 265 The
See of Rome did. .dispose of the best Benefices to their own
Creatures and Servants. 1762 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806) IV.

Hv. 168 Sir Francis Windebank . .was a creature of Laud's.

1874 Green Short Hist, vi 317 He [Wolsey] regarded

himself and proclaimed himself simply as the creature of the

^fig. 'a X704T. Brown Praise of Wealth (1730) L 84 To be

the creature or servant of Justice and Nature. 1862 Sir B.

Brodie Psychol. Inq. II. iii. 83 We are but the creatures

of circumstances. _

6. Comb. a. appositive, as creature - delights,

-god, -good; h. attributive ('of, pertaining to,

connected with creatures*), as creature competi-

tions, attraction; C. objective genitive, as creature,-

ivorshipy -love.

1648 Boyle Seraph. Love xi. (1700) 56 All creature-com-

petitions would then be .. impossible. 1665 T. Mall Offer

of E. Help 96 O mortifie self-love and creature-love. 1671

Flavel Fount, ofLife ii. 4 The best Creature-delights, .are

mixed. 1678 Cudworth Intell.Syst. 472 Injoyning Crea-

ture-worship., with the Worship of the Creator. Ibid. 551

The wwijto! flfo't, that is, the Creature-Gods. 1689 P. Henry
Diaries <$• Lett. (1882) 364 He is both Jachin and Boaz too

;

our creature-props are neither. 1738 Wesley Psalms ( 1 765) U.

17 No Creature-Good dost thou desire. 1826 Jay Christian

Contempt, n. 56 Another prevention is to be found in crea-

ture attraction, and worldly cares.

d. creature-comforts, material comforts (suca

as food and clothing).

1659 [see Comfort sb. 7]. 1670 Brooks Wks. (1867) VI.
161 With plentiful store of all creature-comforts. 1850 T.
A. Trollope Impress, of Wand, xviii. 281 Toulouse . . [is]

abundantly supplied with all the creature-comforts of life.

Creature, obs. f. Creator.

Creaturedom (krrtitudorn). [See -dom.] The
domain or realm of creatures.

1884 J. Parker Apost. Life III. 345 [This] distinguishes

human life from all other creaturedom below it.

Creaturehood (krrtiiuhud). [See -hood.]

The condition of a creature.

1882 Miss Cobbk Peak ofD. 280 To assume that immor-
tality and creaturehood are compatible. 1884 Academy
6 Sept. 148 Is it material substance or creaturehood?

Crea'tureless, a. rare- 1
. [See -less.]

Without a creature (or creatures).

11631 Donne To Countess of Bedford Poems (1633) 108

God was alone And creatureless at first.

Creatureliness (krrtitulines). [f. next +
-ness.] Creaturely state or quality.

1854 Trench Syuon. N. T. xlii. (1876) 145 The acknow-
ledgment . . of creatureliness, of absolute dependence, of

having nothing, but receiving all things of God. 1856 R. A.

Vaughan Mystics (i86o) I. vi. vi. 233 This . . process which
seeks . . to transcend humanity and creatureliness.

Creaturely (kn-tiiuli), a. [f. Creature +
-ly '.] Of, belonging to, or proper to creatures;

of the nature of a creature.
1662 J. Sparrow tr. Bchme's Rem. Wks., Apol. cone. Per-

fection 114 In the Creaturely humanity of Christ. 1678
Cluworth Intell. Syst. 473 Sensible Objects, and Creaturely

Forms. 1752 Law Spirit of Love 1. (1816) 29 Every crea-

turely spirit must have its own body. 1872 Liudon Eteui,

\ Relig. iv. 155 The conditions of creaturely existence. 1879

R. Flint Anti-theistic Th. viii. 301 The perversity of the

creaturely will,

Creaturesliip (kr/'tiiujip^. [See -ship.] The
I state or condition of a creature.

1643 R- G. Man's Mart. v. 33 His glorification alters not

his Creatureship. 1685 Cave Sertn. 10 (T.) The laws of

our creature-ship anddependance. a 1848 R. W. Hamilton
\

Re?<: ifr Punishm. viii. (1853* 364. 1871 BROWNING Pr.

\

Hohenst. 179 Varied modes of creatureship abound.

Crea'turism. [See -ism.] A theory which

ascribes qualities of a creature to God.
1866

J.
G. Murphy Comm. Ex. xx. 7 It is opposed to

pantheism, naturalism, creaturism, or the applying of the

name of God to the creation or any part of it, or dealing with

it as if it belonged to a creature.

Crea'turist. [See -ist.] One who ascribes

the qualities of a creature to God.
1656 Trait Comm. Matt. vii. 18 He denied the human

I
nature of Christ to be a creature, and called those that

thought otherwise creaturists.

tCrea'turize, v. Obs. [f. Creature + -ize.]

trans. To make into a creature, to invest with

creaturehood. Hence Crea'turizing vbl. sb.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 594 This, .would of the two
rather Degrade and Creaturize that Mundane Soul. Ibid., A
Monstrous degradation of that third hypostasis of their Trini-

ty, and little other than an absolute creaturizing of the same.

Creaunce, -aunt, etc., var. Creance, etc.

Creave, Creavis(e, obs. ff. Cree, Crayfish.

Creaze (Mining) : see Craze sb. 3.

Crebe, obs. f. Crib sb.

Crebri- (kr/~'bri), combining form of L. crebet

frequent, closely placed, as in CreTorico'state a.

[L. costa rib], having closely-set ribs or ridges;

Crebrisu'lcate a. [L. sulcus furrow], having

closely-set furrows.

1864 in Webster (both words).

tCre-britude. Obs. rare~°. [ad. L. crebri-

tudo frequency.] =next.
1730-6 Bailey (folio), Crcbritude, frequency, oftenness.

Crebrity (krrbriti). rare. [ad. L. crebritas, f.

creber, crebrum frequent.] Frequency.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Crebrity, a multitude, oftenness,

manifoldness. 1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 40 The
crebrity of the Pulse. Ibid. 137 Join'd with Languor, Cre-

brity, and Smalness. 1740 Stukeley Stonehenge^ 20 [The

stone circles] by the crebrity and variety of their intervals.

tCre'broUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. crebr-um

frequent + -ous.] Frequent.

C1600 J. Leach in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 74 The
crebrous phame of your clemencie. a 1679 T. Goodwin
//. Ghost 1. i, Stirred up by crebrous and frequent acts.

Crece, var. of Crease Obs., increase.

|| Creche (krej), sb. [F. crhhe (in 13th c.

cresche) = Pr. crepia, crepcha, It. greppia :—Rom.
creppia, a. OHG. kripja, krippa, Crib. Cf.

Cratch.] A public nursery for infants; an insti-

tution where the infant children of poor women
are taken care of while their mothers are at work,

or in hospitals, etc.

1882 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 50 No such creche should^ be

allowed to exist except under direct Government inspection.

Mod. Newspaper, The Creche and Infant Home at Stepney-

causeway is a public nursery for infants. The institution

provides entirely for some 30 infants, whose mothers are in

hospitals or convalescent homes. Besides these, from 100

to 130 are left daily by their mothers while at work, a charge

of 2d. a day being made for each child.

[Creche, erroneous f. Croche v., to hook in.]

Crecket, obs. f. Cricket.

Credal : see Creedal.
Creddil, creddle, obs. and dial. ff. Cradle.



CREDENCE. 1154 CREDIBLY.

Crede, obs. f. Creed : var. of Cree.

Credence (kr/'dens), sb. Forms : 4- cre-

dence ; also 4-5 credance, 5 -aunce, -ans, 5-6

-ens(e, (6 credennee, ereddence, -ens), [a. F.

credence or ad. med.L. credentia believiDg, belief,

f. credere to believe, etc. : see -ence.]

1. The mental action of believing or accepting

as true ; belief. To give credence to : to accept

(a statement, etc.), or accept the statement of (a

person, etc.), as true; to believe, credit.

1382-8 Wvclif Isa. Prol. 226 To 3yue credence to goodis
hihi^t. 1430 Paston Lett. No. 14 I. 30 My clerke.to wham
I prey yow to gyue feith and credence touchant this matier.

15*9 Rastell Pastyme Brii. (181 1) 109 A man of lyght

credence beleuyng euery furst tale. 1612 1 . Taylor Comm.
Titus iii. 2 Thou maist not giue credence to so slender a
testimony. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 436 A new printed

Bill of a famous Physitian. .shall gain more Credence than
the most learned Lecture. 1786 Burke W. Hastings Wks.
1842 II. 204 Instructions, to which it seems credence was
to be given. 1879 Dixon Windsor II. v. 46 Charles had
given him credence as a man of truth,

b. That which is believed ; a belief.

1814 Scott Ld. 0/Isles v. xvii, Grey-hair'd eld A super-

stitious credence held. 1856 Dove Logic Ckr. Faith 1. L 36
The strife and conflict of opposite credences.

f 2. Trust, faith, confidence in, reliance on (a

person or authority). Obs.

1393 Gower Con/. I. 249 He may best a man beguile
_
In

whom the man hath most credence. 1491 Caxton Vitas
Pair. (W. de W. 1495 1 1. viii. 13 a/i We haue credence in

God. 1548 Hall Chron. 242 Who soner deceiveth then

he to whom moste credence is attributed ?

t 3. The condition of being worthy, or of being

held worthy, of confidence ; trustworthiness

;

credit, repute. Obs.
l393 Gower Con/. II. 99 That swevens ben of no credence.

1 1400 Maundev. tRoxb.) xxxiii. 150 Wyse men and men of
credence of base cuntreez. 1487 Act 4 Lien. VII, c. 12 § 2

They shall not be in his Favour, but taken as Men out of

Credence. 1531 2 Act 23 lien. VIII, c. 3 § 4 [TheyJ shall

neuer after be in any credence, nor their othe accepted.

1685 F. Spence Ho. Medici 380 He dispacht away a man
of Credence to negociate with them. 182a Mrs. Nathan
Langreath III. 112 Henrietta almost doubted the credence
of her senses.

fb. Comm. — Credit sb. 9. Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Tidings/r. Session 34 Sum is put owt of

his possessioun ; Sum herreit, and on creddens dynis. 1514
Let. in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. iv. 7 At the receipt of
[their wages] they pay for meat and drink.. had and ob-
tained upon their credence. 1548 Hall Chron. 212 b, The
Merchaunt should stande in adventure, both of losse of

stocke and credence.

1 4. Something, usually a document (see b),

which gives claim to credit or confidence ; cre-

dentials ;
trans/, the message with which a mes-

senger or embassy is entrusted. Obs. exc. as in b.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 444 pow arte fulle servyde. .Of cun-
dit and credense, kayre whene the lykes. 1470-85 Malory
A rthur v. ii, Whan themperour Lucyus had wel vnder-

stonde theyre credence, he was sore meucd. 1529 More
Dyaloge 1. Wks. 105/ 1 A frende of myne sent ones vnto me
a secrete sure frende of his, with certayne credence tobe
declared vnto me. 1649 Milton Eikon. 184 The King
question'd of the Embassadors thir Credence. 1663 Cowley
Pindar. Odes, Plagues Egypt iii, If from some God you
come. .What Sign, what Powers, what Credence do you
bring? 1795 Southey jtoan ofA rc I. 101 That with such
credence as prevents delay, He to the King might send
me.

b. Letter of credence : a document commending
the bearer to confidence ; a letter of recommenda-
tion or introduction.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 258 [>is letter of credance

bei schewed. 1461 Paston Lett. No. 385 II. 5 Suche tyd-
yngs as my Lady of York hath by a lettre of credens.

1548 Hall Chron. 228 He delivered to the kynge, letters of
credence . . which willed the king to geve credite and perfait

faith to the duke. 1634 Sim T. Herbert Trav. 123 Sir

Robert Sherley had the Kings Letter of Credence or Fir-

man to testifie the truth of it. 1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4821/3
He [an envoyl carries Letters of Credence with him. i860

Motley Netherl. (i868> I. viii. 493 Grafigori then asked for

a written letter of credence.

1 6. (One's) charge, trust, care (to which a thing

is committed). Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1 531) 28 b, Spiritual! talentes,

whiche our lorde hath deputed to our credence. 1596 Dal-
rymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 11. (1887) 138 To commend
lyfe and gudes vnto the credence and custodie of the yland-

men.

1 6. The tasting or ' assaying ' of meats formerly

practised in a royal or noble household as a pre-

caution against poisoning. Obs.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 1195 in Babees Bk. (1868)

196 Tastynge and credence longethe to blode & birth

royalle. Ibid. 1199 Credence is vsed, and tastynge, for

drede of poysenynge.

+ b. A ' company ' of savers or arrangers of

dishes at table. Obs.
i486 At, St. A Ibans F vij a, A Credens of Seweris.

f7. A side table or sideboard on which vessels

and dishes were placed ready for being served at

table. Obs. [Cf. med.L. credentia (Du Cange),

It. credenza (Florio), F. credence (Cotgr.).]

1565 Jewel De/. Apol. (1611) 377 While the Pope is yet
sitting at the Table, the noblest man within the Court .

.

shall be brought to the Pope's Credence to giue him Water.

1834 Beckeord Italy II. 323 A buffet, or credence, three

stories high. [1882 Shorthouse 7. Inglesant II. vii, Below
and beside these were credenzas and cabineLs.}

8. Eccl. In R. C. and Anglican churches : A
small side table or shelf on which the eucharistic

elements are placed previous to consecration.

[1646 Prynne Canterb. Doome 123 Lo here in this place

and chapel you have . . a Credentia or side-table.] 1841 C.

Anderson Anc. Models 130 On one side there should be a
niche or credence to hold the elements before the oblation.

184s G. A. Poole Churches xi. 114 The introduction and
use of the credence are now becoming common in new
churches. 1885 Catholic Diet., In ancient times when the

oblations were presented by the faithful during Mass, there

was not the same necessity for the use of a credence,

b. attrib. , as credence-shelf, -table.

1804 Rees Cycl., Credence table. .A small table placed on
the right hand side of the high altar in Roman Catholic

churches, for the purpose of holding several articles made
use of in the service of the mass. 1843 Ecclesiologist 1 1. 56
A Fenestrella with Credence-shelf. 1889 Vorksh. Archxol.

Jrnl. X. 556 The recess was probably for a credence table

to a chantry.

t Cre'dence, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. : cf. the

parallel OF. creancer, f. creance.] trans. To give

credence to, believe, credit.

1522 Skelton Why not to Court 439 In credensyng his

tales. 1563 in Strype Ann. Re/. I. xxxiv. 381 Neither the

certificate .. nor the indictment, .are to be credenced.

Credencive (kri'de'nsiv), a. rare. Also cre-

densive. [f. credence, app. with a vague feeling

of analogy to defensive, offensive, apprehensive,

and the like.] Disposed to give credence ; ready

to believe. Hence Crede'nciveness.
1864 T. Nichols 40 Years in Amer. II. 89 The strong

credensiveness of the American character.

t Credency. Obs. rare. [See -ency.] —
Credence sb. i.

1648 Gage West Ind. xix. (1655) 146 Credency to what
any base Spaniard shall inform against them.

II Credenda ,krj'de"nda), sb. pi. Also 7 in

Anglicized form credends. [L. credenda (things)

to be believed, neut. pi. of crcdenJ-us, gerundive

of cred-ere to believe.] Things to be believed

;

propositions forming or belonging to a system of

belief; matters of faith. (Opposed to agenda,

things to be done, matters of practice.)

1638 Chillincworth Relig . Prot. i. 41 Those points of

Faith . . which were mecrely and purely Credenda, and not

Agenda. 1641 Sir E. Dering St. on Relig. 20 Nov. xiv.

63 There is a great difference . . between the Agends and
the Credends of a Christian. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat.

1852) II. 325 There never yet was a people of philo-

sophers .. their credenda being too. .speculative for vulgar

comprehension. 1841 Miall Soncotif. I. 481 Is the power

of selecting the credenda of the nation to be vested in the

civil magistrate?

Credent krfdent), a. {sb.) rare.

1. Believing, trustful, confiding.

160a Shaks. Ham. 1. iii. 30 If with toocredent eare you list

his Songs. 1800S1R P. Francis in Parrs Wks. (1828) VII.

194 All my credent faculties desert me . . when I am called

upon to believe [etc]. 1867 J. B. Rose tr. ACncid 247

We lend credent ears.

b. as sb. One who believes ; a believer.

1638 CiiiLLiNcw. Relig. Prot. 1. Pref. g 29 That opinion

which you would fain induce your crcdents unto.

t 2. a. Having credit or repute ; b. credible.

1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. iv. iv. 29 My Authority beares

of a credent bulke. 1611 — Wint. T. v. ii. 142 Then 'tis

very credent, Thou may'st co-ioyne with something.

Hence Cre dently adv., believingly.

1832 Carlyle Ess. (1872) IV. 227 To have heard credently

that such exist.

Credential (kridcnjal), a. and sb. [f. med.L.

credentia (see Credence) + -AL. (A credentialis

in mcd. or mod.L. may be the immediate source.)]

A. adj. Recommending or entitling to credit or

confidence; usually in phr. \ credential letters =
' letters of credence ' ; see Credence sb. 4 b. rare.

1(24 Instruct, to Pace in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App.
xiii, After the . . deliveraunce of his letters credentials.

1 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 467. 1695 Kennett Par.
Antia. ix. 377 The Earl keeping the credential papers for a

proof of the Conspiracie. 1788 Gentl. Mag. LV1II. l.

79/1 The Baron de Thugut has presented his credential

letters, as Envoy Extraordinary. 1826 Dk Quincey Les-

singWVs. XIII. 292 This very sceptre. .as the credential

distinction of Mercury.

B. sb. i,Usually in //.)

1. //. Letters or written warrants recommending

or entitling the bearer to credit or confidence;

' letters of credence
'

; a letter of recommendation

or introduction ;
esp. one given by a government

to an ambassador, or envoy.
a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. tx. (1843I 590/2 The queen

regent . . sent Montrevil . .with credentials to the king, as

well as to the Parliament. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 33 P 3

We will not take a Footman without Credentials from his

last Master. 1787 Mad. D'Arblay Diary Sept., The whole

ceremony of delivering his credentials to the King in state.

1855 Macau lay Hist. Eng. III. 710 An Envoy Extraordi-

nary from Savoy, .proceeded, .to London [and] presented

his credentials in the Banqueting House,

b. in sing:

1756 Johnson Lett, to Lemis Paul 12 Mar., A short letter

for me to show as a kind ofcredential. 1815 Wellington in

Gurw. Desp. XII. 238 Lord F'itzroy Somerset ought also to

have a credential to enable him to act here. 1852 Cony-

beare & H. St. Paul (1862) II. xxvii. 473 He probably felt

that Timotheus might need some more explicit credential

from himself than a mere verbal commission.

2. transf. and fig.

1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. I. i. 38 The Miracles of our
Saviour and his Apostles, the Seals and Credentials of the
Truths they delivered. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 339 There
stands The legate of the skies ! His theme divine, His office

sacred, his credentials clear. i860 Whittier Quaker
Alumni xxxvi, No longer they need Credentials of party
and pass-words of creed,

b. in sing.

1660 tr. Arnyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. I. i. 12 Light
carries it's credential in it's natural splendor. 1877 Mozley
Univ. Serm. ii. 40 The superiority of the virtues is no ere-

dential to the motive.

Credibility kredfbiTIti). [ad. med.L. credi-

bilitds, f. credibilis Credible : cf. F. credibility

(Academy's Diet. 1694).] The quality of being

credible ; an instance or case of this.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 11. iv. § 1 (1845) Sith the ground
of credit is the credibility of things credited ; and things

are made credible either by the known condition and quality

of the utterer, or by the manifest likelihood of truth which
they have in themselves. 1659 Pearson CreedK 1839) 4 The
credibility of objects, .is distinguishable, .according to the

different authority of the testimony on which it depends.

1663 Jer. Taylor Fun. Serm. A bp. Bramhall, If this be

not sufficient credibility in a matter of fact . . then we can
have no story credibly transmitted. -Then we may be as

sure that Christ . . is already risen as all these credibilities can

make us. 1797 Bewick Brit. Birds ( 1847) I. p. x, Theextra-
ordinary powers of the gizzard would exceed all credibility.

1883 Froude Short Stud. IV. 11. iv. 220 Christianity, .rests

on the credibility of the Gospel history.

Cre -dibili ze, v. nonce-wd. [f. L. credibil-is

Credible + -ize : cf. utilize, mobilize.'] trans. To
render credible.

( 1819 Coleridge in Rem. (1836.1 11. 211 Even the word
' again ' has its crcdibilizing effect.

Credible (kre'dib'l), a. Also s credeable,

5-6 credyble, 6 credabull. [ad. L. credibilis

worthy to be believed, f. cred-fre to believe : see

-ble. Also in i5-i6th c. F. croidible, credible.]

1. Capable of being believed ; believable : a. of

assertions.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. iv. 124 Al be it so bat bis ne seme

nat credible bing perauenture to somme folk. 1430 Lydg.

Chron. Troy i. vi, The mortall harme. .That is well more
then it is credible. 1594 I 5" Credibility]. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 1. ii. 7 Than right reason makes that which they

say, appear credible. 1708 Ferriar Varieties 0/ Man in

Illustr. Sterne 211 Who had the fate to be disbelieved in

every credible assertion. 1883 F'roude Short Stud. IV. 1.

xi. 142 When the falsehood ceased to be credible the system

which was based upon it collapsed.

b. of matters of fact : with impersonal const.

1526 Pilgr. Per/ (W. de W. 1531) 165 b. And it is to sup-

pose, & credyble to byleue that, etc 1563 Fulke Meteors

(1640) 52 Some would make it seeme credible, that of

vapours and Exhalations, .a calfe might be made in the

clouds. 1651 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xlix. 195 No
news could be heard of her, which made it credible that she

also suffered shipwrack. 1699 Burnet 39 Art. vi. (1700I 81

It is not all credible that an Imposture of this kind could

have passed upon all the Christian Churches.

2. Worthy of belief or confidence ; trustworthy,

reliable : t a. of information, evidence, etc. Obs.

1393 CiOwer Con/. III. 170 Among the kinges in the bible

I finde a tale and is credible Of him. 1426 Paston Lett. No. 7

I. 25, I herde..no maner lykly ne credible evidence. 1513

More Rich. Ill Wks. 37/2 This haue I by credible informa-

cion learned. 1601 Shaks. Alts Well 1. 11. 4 So tis reported

sir. .Nay tis most credible. 1632 Lithgow Trav. iv. (1682)

139 It is nolden to be so credible as ifan Oracle had spoken it.

b. of persons. (Now somewhat arch., exc. in

' credible witness ' or the like.)

1478 Sir J. Paston Lett. No. 814 III. 222 Any suche

credyble man maye, iff he wyll, wytnesse thcr-in with me.

150a Arnolds Chron. (181 1) 125 Promysing feithfully in the

presence of credyble persones. 1550 Crowley Last Trump.

1370 Though the euidence be plaine, and the accusars

credible. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr. iii. 40 Observations

from credible Authors. 1722 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1705)

I. Pref. 11 Which I noted down from the mouth of credible

persons. 187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II. 473, I have been

informed by a credible person that [etc.].

f 3. Ready, willing, or inclined to believe. Obs.

c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1087 puse men weren credeable of

Seynt Edus godenasse. c 1440 Lydg. Secrees 1060 Nat
lyghtly to be Credyble To I'alys that make discencion.

1623 Cockeram 11. A iiij b, One too much Beleeuing, Cre-

dulous, Credible. 167s Traherne Chr. Ethics xv. 217

There is a fair way laid open to the credible of such objects

attested and revealed with such circumstances.

f 4. Having or deserving credit or repute ; of

good repute, creditable, reputable. Obs.

1631 Milton Let. in Wks. (ed. Birch 1738) I. 4 To which

nothing is more helpful than the early entring into somt

credible Employment. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astral, xxix. 191

He is in good estimation and lives in a credible way. 1712

Arbuthnot "John Bull 11. iii, A good credible way of living.

Credibleness (kredib'lnes). [f.prec. + -ness.]

= Credibility.
1580 North Plutarch (1676) 2 If. .they, .have no manner

of conformity with any credibleness of matter, a 1691 Boyle

Wks. (1772) I. 435 (R.) The credibleness of a good part of

these narratives has been confirmed. 1696 tr. Du Mont s

Voy. Levant 73 The credibleness of this Relation.

Credibly (kre dibli), adv. Also 5 credyble,

5-7 -ebly, 6 -ably, 6-7 -iblie. [f. Credible +

-lit '-.] In a credible manner ; so as to be believed

;

\
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on trustworthy authority.

( To be credibly informed
= to receive credible information.)
i486 C'tess of Oxford in Four C. Eng. Lett. 7 For as

moche as I am credebly enfourmed. 1548 Hall Chron. 163
He beyng of his approche credibly advertised, by his espials.

j

1632 Lithgow Trav. x. (1682) 409 They also at the sight of
each new Moon (I speak it credibly) bequeath their Cartel I

to her Protection. 1671 J. Webstf.r Metaltogr. xii. 172 It

ft credibly written of Kelley, that he transmuted Gold into
i

puicksilver. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 26, 1 am credibly 1

informed that Jesuits, .are admitted into their clubs. 1873 :

F. Hall in N. Y. Nation XVII. 304/2 A letter which he
very credibly states that you declined to admit into your
columns.

Credit (kre'dit),^ Also 6 credyt(e, -ytte,

?rftfir1

Jj

rtJ?
) 6-7 credite, -itt(e, 7 creadit. [a. F.

credit, 15th c. ad. It. credit0>z\\zt, trust, reputation,

ad. L. creditus, -um, pa. pple. of credere to trust,

believe. The pa. pple. neuter creditum was used
in L. itself as a sb.., in sense of 1 thing entrusted to
another, a loan *J
1. Belief, credence, faith, trust. To give credit

to : to believe, put faith in, credit.

1542-5 Brinklow Lament. (1874) 109 Yf ye will geue no
credyte to it. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 193 My. .fore-
warning watchwordes were counted unworthy credite. 1610
Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 58 The rariety of it is. .indeed almost !

beyond credit.
^
1674 Allen Danger ofEnthus. 15 To pro-

|

cure Credit to it by many Signs and Wonders. 1781 Gibbon 1

Decl. tf Fall 111. 58 Charges like these may seem to deserve
'

some degree ofcredit. 186a Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, hi.

48 To give entire credit to whatever he shall state.

f2. The attribute of being generally believed or
credited ; the quality or reputation of being worthy !

of belief or trust ; trustworthiness, credibility (of
persons, statements, etc.). Obs. or merged in 5 b.

1574 tr. Martorafs Apocalips 37 So euident an assurance
of rewarde (if he bee ofcredite that hath promised it). 1581 1

J. Bell Haddon's Anszv. Osor. 408 The creditt of which
j

opinion I see not how it can be of any force. 1653 H. Cogan
tr. Pinto's Trav. 2 Purchas, a Writer of good credit here in

j

England, gives this testimony of my Author. 1696 tr.

Du Motifs Voy. Levant 198 This. .Absurdity, .destroys the
Credit of the Story. 17*8 Newton Chronol. Amendedm.
284 He is contradicted by other authors of better credit.

1752 Hume Ess. «y Treat. (1777) I. 259 The abstract philo-
sophy of Cicero has lost its credit, 1847 Emerson Repr.
Men, Swedenborg Wks. (Bohn) I. 332 His revelations de-
stroy their credit by running into detail.

t b. Right to be believed
;
authority (on which

testimony is accepted)
; esp. in phr. on the credit

of. Obs.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1625) 115 That his sicke-

nesse was naturall . . the credite of others as well as my selfe i

can testifie. a 1661 Fuller Worthies (1840) III. 126, I dare
j

take it on the credit of an excellent witness. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 135 The above-mentioned in-
I

scription. .rests only on Pighi's credit.

f c. Letter of credit : a document recommend- i

ing the bearer to confidence ; = letter of credence.
1582 Lichefield tr. Castankeda's Conq. E. Ind. 2 a, Hee

gaue them a Letter of credite. 163a J. Hayward tr.

Biondis Eromena 137 He despatched him away in a frigat
with letters of credit. 1726-31 Tindal Eapin's Hist. Eng.
xvii. (1743) II. 99 The Duke, .refused to give Ridolpho the
Letters of credit which he desired for the Courts of Rome
and Madrid. [See also 10 b.]

t 3. Something believed ; a report. Obs. rare.
1601 Shaks. Tivet. N. IV. iii. 6 There I found this credite,

That he did range the towne to seeke me out.

f 4. Trust, charge (to which something is com-
mitted, or which is committed to any one) ; =
Credence sb. 5. Obs.

1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit. (R.), Such offices of trust, .as ye
haue committed to another mans credit. 1581 Lahbarde
Eiren. I. iii. (1602) 12 The Lord Chancellor, .and euerie
Iustice of the Kings Bench, haue (closed in their offices) a
credit for conseruation of the peace. 1609 Bible (TJouay)
Lev. vi. 2 The thing delivered to his custodie, which was
committed to his credite. 165Z Calderwood Hist. Kirk
(1843) II. 401 William Dowglas had the credite of the
keyes.

5. The estimate in which the character of a per-
son (or thing) is held; reputation, repute. + a.
gen. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 175 Such as have the name
and credite of wise men. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621J
356 A deepe dissembler, .whereby he purchased unto him-
selfe that credit, that he was not of any of his neighbour
Princes, .either beloved or trusted. 1654 Whitlock Zoo-
tomia 290 Their Credit, be it good or bad, depends chiefly
on the Successe and Event.

b. Usually in pregnant sense : Favourable esti-

mation, good name, honour, reputation, repute.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 372 What credite and wor-

ships is w-onne by learning. i599THVNNE^l«/;«fl^z'. (1865)
22 At whiche tyme Chaucer was a grave manne, holden hi
greate credyt. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 149 They will !

be drunkc.Nor is it..Iosse of credit with them, a 1654
Selden Tabled. (Arb.) 115 This they did to save their own
credit. 178a Cowper Gilpin 2 John Gilpin was a citizen of
credit and renown. 1886 Froude Oceana ii. 33 The captain
had his own and his ship's credit to maintain by a quick
passage.

6. Personal influence based on the confidence of
others

; power derived from character or reputation.
1549 Compi. Scot. xi. 87 He vas resauit rycht honorabilye,

and gat gryt credit amang them. 1^76 Fleming Panopl.
Epist. 82 Very muche can you obteine of his friends, so
good is your credite. 1634 W. Tirwhvt tr. Balzac's Lett. 68
To bringe him selfe into credit at Court. 176a Hume Hist.

Eng. (1806) III* xlix. 765 Buckingham, .resolved to employ
all his credit in order to prevent the marriage. 1855 Prks-
cott Philip If, 11. vii. (1857) 279 Granvelle . . was not slow
to perceive his loss of credit with the regent.

7. The honour or commendation bestowed on
account of a particular action, personal quality,

etc. ; acknowledgement of merit. Const, of (an
action, etc.).

1607 Hieron Wks. I. 217 The Ephraimites were, .offended
with Gideon, because he called not them to the battell..
they would have had the credit of it. 1681 Ray Corr. (1848)
130, 1 would not have, .you [deferred] the credit of your in-
ventions. 1745 De Foes Eng. Tradesman (1841) II. xl. 126
Promising nim both the advantage and the credit of it, both
the honour and the reward. 1876 Mathews Coinage \. 8
The credit of inventing coined money has been claimed for
the Persians. 1891 Gardiner Hist. Gt. Civil War\\\.\x'w.
439 note, He never takes credit for any plan of the kind.

b. Phr. To do credit to : to bring honour to,

cause to be commended. To be {much, etc.) to

the credit of: to be creditable to ; to be to the
honour or praise of.

1761 Mrs. F. Sheridan S. Biduiph II. 172 [A treatment]
that seemed to please him highly, as it did him credit in the
presence of his lady. 1768 Gray in Corr.v*. Nicholls (1843)
82 Temple does himself much credit with me by this letter.

1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest xxi, God grant that I may
do credit to it. 1853 Lytton My Novel rv. xiii, That your
grandson should succeed in life, and do you credit. 1858
Hawthorne Fr. It. Jrnls. (1S721 1. 13 If it be e\er so little

to their credit. 1868 Bright Sp. Ireland 1 Apr., That is

greatly to the credit, not only of his head, but of his heart.

8. A source of commendation or honour ; some-
thing creditable. (Now only with a and to.)

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1625^ 133 Making you to
beleeve, that to become a roister is credit. 1601 Shaks. Twel.
N. 11. iii 117 This is much credit to you. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist. in. i. § 2 Conceiving it more credit, .to go then to be
driven away. 1706 Hearne Collect. 8 Mar., He. .maybe a
Credit to the College. 1865 Dickens Mat. Fr. 1. vi, You
are a credit to the school. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann.
Q. Neighb. iv. (1878) 51 Even if it were a credit to me.

9. Comm. a. Trust or confidence in a buyer's

ability and intention to pay at some future time,

exhibited byentrasting him with goods, etc. without
present payment. Phr. to give credit ; on (upon)
credit

; long credit, i. e. credit for a long period

;

six months' credit^ etc.

1542-3 Act 34-5 Hen. VIII, c. 4 Sundrie persons, .con-
sume the substance obteined by credite of other men. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 385 You are forced (because of
credit and forbearaunce) to give a greater price. 1627
Lisander <$• Col. vn. 118 Having taken their meate and
lodging with him upon credite [they] had gone away with-
out paying. 1691 Locke Wks. (17271 II. 71 Credit being.,
the Expectation of Money within some limited Time. 1745
De Foe's Eng. Tradesman ("1841) I. xxvii. 272 He buys his
wool, .at two or three months' credit. Ibid. II. xxxiL 2 An
entry of all goods sold out and received in upon credit. 1832
Babbage Econ. Matiuf. xxxi. (ed. 3) 324 That the purchasers
of books take long credit. 1878 Jevons Prim. Pol. Econ.
no Anyone who lends a thing gives credit, and he who
borrows it receives credit.

Jig. 1781 Johnson Let. Mrs. Thrale 14 Nov., One or
two whom I hardly know I love upon credit. 1830 Scott
Jml. 26 June, Scottish audiences, who are certain not to
give applause upon credit.

b. Reputation of solvency and probity in busi-

ness, enabling a person or body to be trusted with
goods or money in expectation of future payment.
1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 13 They, .must keepe touch in

all their paie : With credit crackt else for to Hue. 1596
Shaks. Merch, V. 1. i. 18a Try what my credit can in
Venice doe. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. $ Commiu. (1603) 17
Frances the I . . left his credite sound with the merchants,
and readie money to his sonne. 1673 Temple Let. to Dk.
Ormo7id Wks. 1731 I. 124 For the Credit of the Exchequer
. . I fear it is irrecoverably lost by the last Breach with the
Bankers.

^ 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman (1841) II. xlii.

143 Nothing is of more value to a tradesman than his credit.

1769 Junius Lett. iii. 17 Public credit is threatened with a
new debt. 1866 Crump Banking i. 4. 1884 Standard 20
Mar. 4/8 The state of Egyptian credit affects, .the relations
of our rulers to the situation on the Nile.

10. A sum placed at a person's disposal in the

books of a Bank, etc., upon which he may draw to

the extent of the amount
;
any note, bill, or other

document, on security of which a person may ob-
tain funds.

1662 Marvell Corr. xxxv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 80 Send us up
a dormant credit for an hundred pound, which . .we must
have ready at hand. 1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv. 21
Then the Bank Credit that is to secure the Lender will be
200 thousand pounds. 1722 De Foe Col. Jack (1840^ 296
A letter, .with a credit for the money. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed.2) VI. 233 The testatrix gave, .all her mortgages, bonds,
specialties, and credits . . to her nephew and niece. 1863
H. Cox. Inst. in. vii. 688 An Exchequer warrant authoriz-

ing the Bank of England to grant credits., for the specified

sum. 1883 American VII. 166 The ready use as credits of
warehouse receipts and bills of lading.

b. Letter {billy f ticket) of credit : a letter or

document granted by a banking or financial estab-

lishment, authorizing the person in whose favour

it is granted to draw money to a specified amount
from their correspondents in other places.

1645 Evelyn Mem. {1857) I. 191, 1 took up ninety crowns
for the rest of my journey, and letters of credit for Venice.

1655 Digges Compl. Ambass. 345 Your Lordship .. must.

.

send into Italy a Bill of Credit for so much money as may
defray his charge into England. 1677 Yarranton Eng.
Improv. 11 Having one son at Venice, one at Noremberge,

one at Hamburgh, and one at Dantzick, where Banks are,
I desire four Tickets of Credit, each of them for aThousand
pounds. 1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. it. App. (1852) 191
Had the government been settled . . the Massachusetts bills of
credit had been like the bank bills of Venice. 1751 Smollett
Per. Pic. Ixxii, Furnished with money and bills of credit.
1809 R. Langford Introd. Trade 32 Some Letters of Credit
are called general, empowering the bearer in the course of
his travels to apply to any of his employer's correspondents
for . . money.

11. Parliament. A sum on account, which the
Administration is empowered by vote of Parlia-

ment to borrow and expend in anticipation of the

[

amount voted in the Annual Estimates. Hence
I

Vote of credit.

1854 Ld. Russell in Pari. Deb. 3rd Ser. CXXXV. 598,
I rise (or the purpose of asking the Committee to agree to
a Vote of 3,000,000/. in Supply, usually denominated a Vote
of Credit. 1863 Cox Inst. Govt. 198 The practice of voting
supplies of credit from time to time. 1883 Daily Nrzus 31

i Oct. 5/4 That, owing to Ministerial duplicity, insufficient
credits had been voted.

12. Book-keeping. The acknowledgement of pay-
,

ment by entry in an account. To enter (pit) to a

I

person's credit ; to acknowledge in this way any
I
value received from him. b. [with ; A* sum

I

entered on the credit or right-hand side of an
account ; this side itself (abbreviated Cr.).

1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman (18411 I. ii. 14 And give

j

credit in account current to your humble sen-ant. 1776
Trial 0/ Nundocomar 15 '2 There are debits and credits
between them in Bolaukee Doss's books to a great amount.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 163 1 The amount of each entry ha^

1 been carried forward.. to the credit of each payer. 1868

j

Hamilton & Ball Bookkeeping (i3S6> 17 He finds that the
total of the debits exceeds the total of the credits by £ to.

1889 Casselfs Pop. Educ. II. 187/1 This equality of d^bit
and credit is the. .universal principle of complete book-
keeping.

13. To give a person credit for something

:

!
a. to trust a person for the future fulfilment of some-
thing expected or due from him [obs.) ; to ascribe

(a quality) to him on trust, to put it to his account
1 in one's estimate of him ; b. to acknowledge that

it is due to him ; to ascribe the merit of it to him
;

C. to enter (a sum) to his credit in his account

;

= Credit v. 7.

'769 Junius Lett. xxxv. 155 They .. gave you a ge-
nerous credit for the future blessings of your reign. 1774

! T. Jefferson Autobicg. Wks. 1859 I. App. 141 Only aim to
do your duty, and mankind will give you credit where you
fail. 1816 J. Wilson City 0/Plague 1. iv, [They] give her
credit for sincerity. 1845 Hood Tale of Trumpet xiv, And

I

as for the clock . . The Dame only gave it credit for ticking.

1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest v, I give you credit for

.
the scheme. Ibid, xxv, It will be the advice of a sincere
friend ; you will give me credit for that. 1876 Mozlfv
Univ. Senn. i. 15 He gives no credit to kings or emperors
for any other motive.

14. attrib. and Comb, ^mostly in the technical
1 senses 9-1 1), as credit balance, customer, entry,

I

item, side (of an account^, system, ticket
; f credit-

worthy a., worthy of credit or belief, trustworthy.
1562 Turner Herbal 11.(1568) 38 Pliny, .had.. red in credit

worthy autores that Cypros was Ligustrum. 1639 Fuller
Holy Wan. \x. (1840) 15 Reported by credit-worthy writers.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11840) I. iv. 78 Set. . on the credit side
of the account. 1849 Freese Comm. Class-bk. 109 The
Journal is ruled to receive the debit and credit entries, into
separate columns. 1866 Crump Banking iii. 82 Bankers
always furnish to^ their customers printed forms, called
'credit tickets,' which are divided into different heads, and
should be filled up and taken to the bank with the cheques.
1875 Poste Gains iv. § 64 The banker. . allows for any
credit-items. 1880 M cCarthy Ovm Time IV. liv. 176 They
. . saw that the credit system leads to almost incessant Hti-

, gation. 189s Scot. Leader 8 Jan. 2 The borrowings still

;

appear on the credit side.

Credit (kre'dit), v. Also 6 credyte, -itt, 6-7
credite. [f. Credit sb. : cf. mod.F. crediter (not

in Cotgr. 161 1, in Savary 1723). The vb. may
I
however have been formed, without the interven-

tion of the sb., directly on L. credit- ppl. stem of

credere to believe, as the Eng. repr. of the latter

;

it was app. so treated iu 16-1 7th c]
1. trans. To give credit to, put faith in, believe,

trust (a statement, person, or thing).

1.548 Gest Pr. Masse 84 God. .graunt us all to leame, love,

credyte and maynteyne hys truth. 1567 Triall Treas. (1850)

35 Credite not those.. that talke that and this. 1632 J.
Hayward tr. Biondis Eromena 171 That the fame of the
accident might . . be the better credited. 1665 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. (1677) 356 They are.. civil in peace, fierce in war;

j
deceitful if too much credited. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 17
p a, I..am content to credit my senses. 1855 Macaulav
Hist. Eng. III. 644 The report of William's death was ..

credited. 1875 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. v. (ed. 5) 61 If we
may credit Theophanes.

f b. intr. To give credit to. Obs.

1557 North tr. Gueuara's DiatlPr. 216 b/2 Crediting, .to

suchnie doctrine. 1655 Orrery Parthenissa f 1676) 180 If
you will credit to a profession which my actions seem to
contradict.

f 2. trans, a. To entrust (a person with a thing).
1581 Lambarde Eiren. iv. BL (1588) 384 That he which is

put in trust with the rest of the Records, should be credited

l

with the custodie of the Commission. 1586 A. Day Eng.
j

Secretary 11. (1625) 8 More then once I have bin credited
; with ten times the value of that at your hands. 1600

Hakll-yt Voy. III. 683(10 Whome your especiall trust and
fauour hath credited and graced with this employment.
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1748 Richardson' Clarissa Wks. 1883 VII. 397 If I can get

some good family to credit me with a sister or a daughter.

.

I will . . marry.

+ b. (a thing to a person'). Obs.

1559 Scot in Strype Ann. Re/. I. 11. App. vii. 18 Contvnue
in those thinges which thou hast learned, and which be !

credited unto thee. 1598 Barret Tlteor. Warres iv. i. 93
This office [Sergeant Maiorj was credited vnto none. 1647
N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. L lxii. (1739) 126 Thai the

smaller Free-holds should T>e of too high esteem to be
credited to such Conveyances. 166a Gauden in Chr. Words-
worth Doc. Supplement (1825) 34 It seems a good omen.,
that my concernes should bee credited to soe generous a brest.

+ 3. a. To trust (a person) with goods or money
on the faith of future payment ; to supply with

goods on credit. Obs.

1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 15 Strangers vsed to credit

and truste the poore inhabitauntes . . which, .had not redy
money. 1574 in W. H. Turner Seltct. Rec. Oxford 354 No
man will credit or truste a banckerowte. 1667 Duchess of
Newcastle Life 0/Duke d886t 98 My Lord, .was credited
by the citizens for as many goods as he was pleased to have.

1719 W. Wood Surv. Trade 163 Persons, who. .are indus-
trious Men, and can be credited. 1754 Shebheare Matri-
mony (1766) I. 40 That ready Money from a Tobacconist's
Wife is equal to the Honour of crediting a Dutchess.
* fb. To credit out : to lend or let out on credit.

1595 Maroccus Ext. 5 Not to credit out his wares to anie
man. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 29 How faithfully . .doth she
[the earth] repay with vsury that which was lent and
credited out vnto her !

f 4. To secure belief or credit for, to accredit.
x6n Tourneur Ath. Trap. U. iv, Our next endeauor is

. .to credit that (report] With all the countenance wee can.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. Pref. 19 If a Writer endevours,
by delivering new. .Observations or Experiments, to credit

his Opinions.

5. To bring into credit, repute, or estimation ; to

reflect credit upon, do credit to. Now rare or

arch.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. S/ir. IV. i. 106, 1 call them forth to credit

her. 16x5 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 43 They seeke.

.

to credit their owne Colledge. 16*3 Mabbe tr. Aleman's
Guzman ifA If. 1. 198 That my actions might credit my pro-

fession. 1710 Palmer Proverbs 242 Smatterers in science
. . neither instruct the company, nor credit themselves. 1793
W. Roberts Looker-on No. 55 That sanctity of morals,

,

under which the marriage state is sure to be credited and
promoted. 1880 World -zd May, Some will burst into leaf,

and credit the care and attention of the husbandman.
6. Book-keeping. To enter on or carry to the

credit side of an account. Const, to credit an '

amount to a person, or a person with an amount.
1682 Scarlett Exchanges 227 A wise Creditor will, .pre- 1

sently upon the Receipt thereof, credit his account of Goods,
and debit his account currant for the Value. ijioLond. Gat.
No. 4706/2 The Ballance. .has been duly credited to the
Publick. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 621 An uni-
versal bank, wherein accounts are regularly kept, and every
man debited or credited for the least farthing he takes out ,

or brings in. 1868 Hamilton & Ball Book-keeping (1886)
j

4 To enter on the Cr. side, .[is called] to credit the account.

1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. iv. no Of this nett income,
a part, .must be credited to our second division of the en-
dowment fund, as an outlay on education. 1883 Law Rep.
II Q. Bench Div, 565 Entries were made .. crediting Stoney
with 1630/. and Armitage with 800/.

* 7. fig. To credit (something) to a person, or a

person with something : to give him credit for it,

' put it down to his account , ascribe it to him.
1850 Tennyson In Mem. bcxv, The world which credits

what is done Is cold to all that might have been. 1858
O. W. Holmes Ant. Breakf.-t. vii. (1801 j 159 Some excellent

remarks were made on immortality, out mainly borrowed
{

from and credited to Plato. 1870 H. George Progr. ff Pov.
11. ii. (1881) 114 The famines of India [etc.]. .can no more be
credited to over-population than [etc.]. 1883 Froude Short
Stud. IV. L iii. 27 To credit him with a desire to reform the
Church.
Hence Cre dited ///. a., Cre'diting vbl. sb. and

ppl. a.

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. Ixxiv. 301 For the better
crediting whereof, they, .wrote their Letters. 1653 Manton
Exp. James i. 21 There is an act of faith, the crediting and
believing faculty is stirred up. 1790 Han. More Relig.
Fash. Ivorld (ed. 2) 153 That once credited promise, that
' they who have done well shall go into everlasting life \

Creditabi'lity. rare. [f. next.] The quality

of being creditable ; a thing creditable
;
something

j

that ought to be believed although not an article of

faith.

1886 Card. Manning Serm. Feb. 13, in Universe 20 Feb.
2/1 But about those pious credi labilities, as they were called,

he knew nothing.

Creditable (kre-ditabT), a. [f. Credit v. and
sb. + -able. (No corresp. Fr. word.)]

+ 1. Worthy to be believed ; credible. Obs.

1526 Frith Disput. Purgat. 192 1 Neither it is creditable

(saith he) ' that all which are cast into hell should straight-

way go to heaven, therefore must we put a purgatory.' 1638
Chillingw. Relig Prot. 1. Pref. § 43 Records farre more
creditable then these. 1669 Woodhead St. Teresa 1. Pref.

|

(i67i)a, Persons, sufficiently creditable, and perfectly in-

formed. 1760 Winthrop in Phil. Trans. LI I. 8 The most
distinct account I have had of it, was from a creditable per-

son at Roxbury. 1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. xi. (i860) 252
A church-yard, which at least a hundred creditable persons
would swear was haunted.

T b. Comm. Worthy of receiving credit (com-
mercially'

; having good credit. Obs.
1776 Adam Smith IV. N. I. 11. ii. 307 The creditable

traders of any country. 1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v.

viii. 670 On receiving the security of creditable bankers for

the balance which the Nabob owed to the Company. i8»
J. Flint Lett. fr. Amer. 108 Banks that were creditable a
few days ago, have refused to redeem their paper in specie.

2. That brings credit or honour ; that does one

credit
; reputable. Often implying a slighter de-

gree of praise or excellence : Respectable (see c).

1659 Genii. Calling (1606) 31 It is become a creditable

thing, the badge and signature of a modern Witj thus
to be one of David's Fools, in saying, There is no
God. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 89 Whatsoever is just,

honest, and Creditable. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xix, Did
he not maintain an honest house., and keep a creditable

board? 1840 Macaulay Clive 62 Clive made a creditable

use of his riches. 1884 /.«*:<• Rep. 13 Q. Bench Div. 615
The father, .was not . . leading a creditable life,

b. That does credit to.

1707 Bewick Brit. Birds (1847) I. 231 Mr. Selby's splendid

work on ornithology, so creditable to his zeal in the cause of
Science. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 43 The places .

.

were filled in a manner creditable to the government.

+ C. Respectable, decent (a) in appearance or

quality
;

(b) in social position or character. Obs.

1688 Miege Fr. Diet. s.v., This suit of yours is a credit-

able Suit, Cet Habit est honnite. 1741 Richardson Pamela
1 1 . 352A creditable Silk for my dear Mother. 1765 Goldsm.
Ess. xxv. 224 This gentleman was born of creditable parents,

who gave him a very good education. 1779 ). Moore
View Soc. Fr. I L xcv. 426 A Frenchman in a creditable way
of life. 182$ Mrs. Cameron Proper Spirit in Houlston
Tracts I. ix. 7 To set a poor lad, like you, to teach credit-

able children, i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. cv.

14 It was once my fortune to serve with two Russian mid-
shipmen ; very creditable lads they were.

Creditableness. [f. prec. + -ness.]

f 1. Worthiness of being believed ; credibility.

1677 Cary Chronol. 11. 11. 111. x. 243 The Creditableness of

this Hypothesis. 168a Disc. Addresses agst. Association 13

Consider ofthe Quality and Creditableness of the Witnesses.

2. The quality or condition of being creditable

or in good repute.

1647 Power ofKeys v. 117 The creditablenesse of an un-

christian, impious life, so long as they may be allowed but
the Christian name. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety H. \ 17. 215
The creditableness and repute of customary vices. 1816

Coleridge Statesm. Man., Biogr. Lit. (1882) 364 The dis- 1

covery that they could purchase the decencies and the credit-

ableness of religion at so small an expenditure of faith.

Creditably (kre-ditabli), adv. [f. as prec. +

-LT -'.] 1 1. Credibly. Obs.

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 423, I am creditably

informed of your incapacity.

2. In a reputable or creditable manner : fa. so
,

as to be well thought of, with credit {f>bs.^ ; b. in

a praiseworthy manner, with credit to oneself.

167J Mede's \Vks. y Life 42 (R.> Wherein the better sort

thinlc they . . come off fair and creditably, a 1716 Soi th (}.\
Rather to neglect their duty safely and creditably, than
to get a broken pate in the church s service. 1884 F. M.
Crawford Rom. Singer I. 22 Nino sang very creditably.

tCre'dite (-ee). Obs. rare. [app. a law- 1

French credits, correlative to credilour, -or.] One
who is credited ; one to whom something is en-

trusted or sold on credit.

154* A ct 33 Hen. VIII, c. 15 To credit and truste the

poore inhabitauntes . . vnto such time the said credites .

might make clothes of the said wolles.

Creditive (krc*ditiv), a. rare. [(. L. credit-

ppl. stem oicred-fre to believe + -ive.J

a. Having the attribute of believing, b. Of
the nature of belief or intellectual assent.

1846 0. Brownson Wks. V. 498 Simple human reason is

not the creditive subject. 1868 Bushnell Serm. Living
Subj. 58 This faith.. is no mere creditive assent or con-

viction.

Cre ditleSS, a. rare. [f. Credit sb, + -lesh.]

Destitute of credit.

1863 Sat. Rev, 198 To make themselves useless and ere-

ditless by wholly withdrawing from public affairs. 1876
Bancroft Hist. V. S. VI. 492 Every department . . money-
less and creditless.

Creditor (krcdiUj). Also 5-6 credytour, 6
-°r » 5-7 creditour. [In 15th c. creditour

t a,

Anglo-Fr. creditour m OF. credileur, credcteur

(early 14th c. in Godef.). The OK. word had
become obs. in 16—

1 7th c., but it reappeared in

Savary Diet, du Comm. 1723, and was admitted

by the Academy in 1878.]

L One who gives credit for money or goods ; one
to whom a debt is owing; correlative to debtor,

1447 Bokenham SeyntysCRoxb.) 158 Than ask I . . wych of

these tuo Dettours the credytour was moste holdyn to. 1477
Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 14 Make satisfacion to your
creditours. 1513 More Rich. Ill in Grafton Chron. II.

770 Now unthnftes riott and runne in debt . . and byd their

creditors go whistle. 1633 Earl Manch. A IMondo {16^6) 23
Though they cannot pay their creditours. 17*7 Swift
Gulliz'er 11. vi. 151 He asked me who were our creditors;

and where we found money to pay them. 18*7 Lvtton
Pctham I. L 7 It will just pay off our most importunate
creditors.

attrib. x88x H. H. Gibbs Double Stand. 68 England,
it is said, being a creditor country, would always be paid in

the cheaper metal.

fig- *595 Shaks. John in. iii. 21 There is a soule counts
thee her Creditor, and wiih aduantage meanes to pay thy
loue. 1615 J. Stephens Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 188 He hath more

;

debtors in knowledge among the present Writers, then
Creditors among the ancient Poets.

2. Book-keeping. Creditor (or Cr.) being written

at the top of the right-hand or credit side of an

account (originally in personal accounts, in appo-
sition with the name of the person whose account

it is), is hence applied to that side of any account,

or to what is entered there. (Formerly with //. =
Credit sb. 12 b.)

1543 (title), A profitable Treatyce . . to learne . .the kepyng of
the famouse reconynge, called in Latyn, Dare and Habere,
and in Englyshe, Debitor and Creditor, etc. 1588 J. Mellis
Briefe Instr. C v b, The left side . . is Debitor, and the other
Creditor. 1660 Willsford Scales Comm. 208 Place the
Creditors upon the right-hand page, and all the Debitors on
the left, the pages number'd by l.x. 2 . 2 so as the Dr. and
Cr. make but one folio upon either side. 1745 De Foe's

Eng. Tradesman (1841) I. xv. 131 Stock Dr. To cash of my
father. .^800. Stock Cr. . . By house rent, at 50/. per an. .

.

attrib. 1588 J. Mellis Briefe Instr. Cv, The Creditor

syde of this your first leafe, declareth in briefe sentences

where the estate of your Chyst in money is bestowed. 1806

G. Fisher Instructor (ed. 29) 139 Cast up the D r
. and Cr

.

Sides of your Balance ; and if they come out both alike,

then are your Accompts well kept.

+ 3. One who becomes surety for a person or

thing). Obs. [Cf.med.L. creditor in sense of * cura-

tor and Creancer 2.]

a 1400 Cot: Myst. (Shaks. Ssoc) 176 Synuon. Alle heyl ! my
kyndely comfortour ! Anna. Alle heyl ! mankyndys cre-

ditour. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccclxxxiv. (R.i. Frende,

appease yourselfe, thou shalte be well payed or this day be

ended ; kepe the nere me, I shall be thy credytour.

+ 4. One who credits or believes. Obs. rare.

1597 Daniel Civ. Warts ill. lxxxiii. The easie creditours

of novelties.

Hence Creditorship.
1798 Colebrooke tr. Digest Hindu^ Lay (1801) I. 10

Creditorship and debtorship are distinguished by some
peculiarities.

Cre ditress. [f. Creditor + -ess : cf. actress,

etc.] A female creditor.

1608 Chapman Byron's Compir. Plays 1873 II. 209 For.

tune is so farre from his Creditresse That she owes him
much. 163a Massincek & Field Fatal Dmvry m. i, You
yet may, lady. .Become my creditress.

t Cre'ditrice. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. 16th c. F.

crlditrice, fcm. of crUileur (legal
1

).] = prec.

1588 J. Mellis Brie/t Instr. F v b, If (you buy] for ready
money, make Creditrice the stocke, and Debitrice the

shoppe.

Cre'dittiz. ? Obs. [a. L. criditrix, fem. of

creditor (in Rom. Law) .] = prec.

16x1 Cotgr., Creancierc, a creditrix ; the woman that

trusteth. 1655 Fuller CM. Hist. vm. iii. | 35 Yet durst she

not demand payment, lest the credetrix should be made
away, and so the debt satisfied. 1687 in Sir

J.
Hawkins

Walton's Comfl. Angler, Life of Cotton p. xK iii, Granted
. .to Elizabeth Bludworth, his principal creditrix.

Credle, obs. Sc. f. Cradle.
Crednerite ^kre-dnareit). Afin. [Named 1847

after Prof. Credner, who described it in Jahrb.
Mitt. 1847.] A native oxide of manganese and

copper, occurring in dark grey foliated masses.

1850 Dana Min. 460 Crednerite.

Credo (kr/ da). [L. credo ' I believe '. Used
similarly in ¥1., It., Sp., Pg., Ger., etc.]

1. The first word of the Apostles' and Nicene

Creeds, in Latin ; hence in early times a common
name for either of these Creeds ; now used chiefly

for local or historical colouring, or as the name of

a musical setting of the Nicene Creed.
CI17S Lamb. Horn. 75 pe salm bet heo alle [apostles] bus

writen wes ihaten Credo, efterban formeste word of be salm.

a 12x5 Ancr. R.\% And siggeO Pater Noster & Credo. 1481

Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 7 And sayde he wold teche hym
his credo. 1549 (Man) Bk. Com. Prayer, Ord. Priests,

After the gospel and Credo ended. 1850 Prescott Pent
II. 131 The Spaniards . . muttered their credos for the sal-

vation of his soul ! 1891 W. B. Robertson Luther 21 The
old monk Staupitz explained to him the ' Credo \

b. gen. A creed or formula of belief.

1587 J. Still Hymn agst. Sfi. A rmada Roxb. Bal. VI.

378 We will not change owre Credo for Pope, nor boke, nor

bell ; And yf the Devil come him self, we'll hounde him
back to hell. 1840 Carlvle Heroes iv. (1858) 274 With his

hypothesis and ultimate infallible credo. 1873 Morlev
Rousseau II. 262 The formal lines of a theological doctrine

or a systematic credo.

1 2. [transl. of a Spanish idiom ' en menos que

un credo ', etc.] The short space of time in which a

man might say his Creed. Obs. Cf. Paternoster.
1653 H. Cocan tr. Pinto's Trav. xlix. 192 They were de-

feated in the space of two credoes. Ibid. lxL 251 For the

space of five or six Credoes nothing had been spoken [so

pp. 229, 268, etc.].

t Cre dulence. Obs. rare. [f. Credulent:
cf. -ence.1 Easy belief

;
credulity.

1650 T. Bavlv Herba Parietis 42 Sullie not a princes

name, By too much credulence to fame.

t Cre dulency. Obs. rare. =prec.
1589 Warner Alb. Eng. Prose Add. (1612) 338 My ere-

dulencie or thine inconstancie.

t Cre'dulent, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. credul-us,

app. after words like corpttletfT, fraudulent, from

L. : see -lent.] Easy of belief ; credulous.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. Prose Add. (1612) 339 A Wizard or

Witch (.. Oracles of many too credulent women). 1602

Ibid. Epit., The King was too credulent, uncircumspect.

t Cre'dulist. Obs. rare. A credulous person.

1788 H. Clarke School Candidates (1877) 53, I read the

lumber of those doughty credulists.
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Credu-litiveness. noncc-wd. after phrenologi-

cal names of faculties.

18x9 McCulloch Scotland (1824) IV. 64 There is an Or-
gan of Credulity or Credulitiveness which requires food.

Credulity (kr/Uiw-liti). [Late ME. a. F. credit-

lite
1

(12th c. in Littre), or immed. ad. L. credulztds,

n. of quality f. credulus Credulous : see -ity.]

+ 1. Belief, faith, credence ; the quality of being

a believer ; readiness to believe. Obs.

1430-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) I. 19 To jiffe feithe and cre-

duhte to the dictes of those men. 153* More Confut.
Tindale Wks. 579/1 The spirite of God. .woorketh in man
the credulitie and belief by which we . . belieue the church.

01633 Austin Medit. (1635) 176 Thomas his Absence and
Incredulitie hath bred more faith in us, then the credulitie

of them all. 1639 tr. Du Bosg's Compl. Woman 11. 64 The
steddiest in their credulity, may have some doubts. 1794
Sullivan Victv Nat. II. 214 We see, what motion the
Scripture gives to the sun. . according to the appearance of
sense and of popular credulity.

2. Over-readiness to believe ; disposition to be-

lieve on weak or insufficient grounds.
This sense in early instances is only contextual, and was

not implicitly present before the close of the 17th c.

1547 J. Harrison Exhort. Scottes 229 A. .bayte, alluryng
our simplicitie and credulitie. 1605 Bp. Hall Medit.
Vmus 1. § 82, I had rather wrong my selfe by credulity,

then others by unjust censures and suspitions. 1630 A*.

Johnson's Kingd. Comnnv. 188 By his credulity to any
tale that is told. 1665 Glanvill Scefs. Sci. xiii. 76 An un-
grounded Credulity is cry'd up for faith. 1734 tr. Rollins
Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 49 His ridiculous credulity in dreams,
signs and prodigies. 1754 Richardson Grandison IV. xviii.

142 Credulity the child of goodnature. 1866 Dickens Lett.

II. 260 A humbug, living on the credulity of the people,

b. (with //.) An instance of credulity.

1836 Lytton Athens (1837) II. 4or His very credulities

have a philosophy of their own. a 1850 Rossetti Dante <$

Circ. 11. (1874) 266 The native home of all credulities and
monstrosities.

Credulous (kre'diwlas), a. [f. L. credul-us

(F. cridule) + -ods.]

1. Ready or disposed to believe. (Now rare exc.

as in 2.)

1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 86 Beinge over cre-

dulous to beleeve whatsoever is unadvisedly committid to

writinge. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. nr. ii. 69 If he be cre-

dulous, and trust my tale. 1605 Bp. Hall Medit. <$• Vows
11. 15 Not a curious head, but a credulous and plaine heart
is accepted with God. 1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I. xiii. 364,
I . .advised him not to be too credulous of the Generals pro-

mises. [1839 Longf. Flowers xv, With childlike credulous
affection. 1859 Tennyson Idylls, Geraint # Enid 1722
Like simple noble natures, credulous Of what they long for,

good in friend or foe. ]

2. Over-ready to believe
; apt to believe on weak

or insufficient grounds.
1576 Fleming Pancpl. Epist. 216 Bee not credulous, .and

light of beleefe. 1604 Shaks. Oth. rV. i. 46 Thus credulous
Fooles are caught. 1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks.
1730 I. 81 Seven as arrant imposters as ever deluded the
credulous world. 1791 Cowper Iliad xvi. 1030 And with
vain words the credulous beguiled, a 1862 Buckle Ctviliz.

(1869) III. ii. in An ignorant and therefore a credulous
age. 1876 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. I. m. iv. 322 Well
known to be of a credulous turn of mind.

b. trans/. Of things, etc. : Characterized by or

arising from credulity.

1648 Milton Tenure Kings Wks. 1738 I. 323 That cre-

dulous Peace which the French Protestants made with
Charles the Ninth. 1769 Robertson Ckas. V, III. x. 190
The credulous superstition of the people. 1871 Farrar
IVitn. Hist. ii. 57 Credulous exaggerations,

t C. Believed too readily. Obs. rare.

a 1625 Beaumont & Fl. Faith/. Friends (V. i, 'Twas he
possessed me with your credulous death.

Credulously (kre'duHasli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.J
In a credulous manner.

1641 Baker Chron. Edw. IV. an. 1471 (R.), The city of
York had too credulously believed King Edward's oath.

1781 Gibbon Decl. <$ F. Ill, 91 Sectaries, who credulously
received the fables of Ovid, and obstinately rejected the
miracles of the Gospel. 1882-3 Schaff Encycl. Relig.
Knowl. 1236 Each may have received too credulously that

statement which seemed to favor their own views.

Cre'dulousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being credulous

;
credulity.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. (1603) 60 The night fur-

thered their credulousnesse. 1599 Sandys Euro$ae Spec.

(1632) 64 Whose sex hath beene famous ever for devotion and
credulousnesse. a 1729 S. Clarke Serm. I. i. (R.), Beyond
all credulity is the credulousness of atheists, who believe

that chance could make the world. 189X Spectator 28 Feb.,

He fell a victim to his own credulousness.

t Cree, crie, v.1 Obs. rare. [a. F. crier (OF.
also crier), ad. L. creare to create.] To create.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3390 (Ashmole MS.) Ilka kyng suld
him knaw cried [Dubl. MS. create] of be soile. Ibid* 4519
He joure nase & 3oure nebb & all of nojt cried. 1425
Petit. Earl of Norfolk in Rolls Pari. IV. 274/1 Yt liked

to Kynge Rychard ye Seconde. .to cree Thomas.. into Due
of Norff.

Cree (krf), v$ Chiefly dial. Also 7 crey, crede,

9 creave, creeve. [The original form was app.

creve, creeve. a. F. crtver to burst, split, in faire
crever le riz, to cause rice to swell with boiling

water or steam (Littre). For the reduction to cree,

cf. Sc. preve pree, /eve lee, etc. See also Cbeve v!\

1. trans. To soften (grain) by boiling.

1620 Markham Farew. Hvsb. (1625) 135 Barley, .may . .be
creyed, parent, or boyled. 1655 Queen's Closet Opened 159

Vol. II.

(D.) Take rie and crede it as you do wheat for Furmity. 1674-
91 Ray N. C. Words 18 To Cree Wheat or Barly, &c, to
boil it soft. 1846 Card. Chron. 237 To . . pour boiling
water on the malt would cause it to become solidified or
creed. 1876 Whitby Gloss.. Creave, or Cree, to pre-boil
rice or wheat so as to soften it for cookery purposes..
* Creaving days those in the country when creaved wheat
is prepared to sell in the town for Christmas frumity.
1877-88 in Holderness Sheffield Gloss., Cree.

2. intr. To become soft or pulpy by soaking or
boiling.

1863 Mrs. Toogood Yorksh. Dial., This rice is not good, I

have boiled it for ten minutes, but it does not creeve. 1876
Whitby Gloss, s. v., The sown wheat is said to ' creave in
the ground ' when it swells and bursts from over wet
weather, instead of shooting.

3. trans. To pound or crush into a soft mass.
Hence creeing-trough, the ' knocking-trough ' for-

merly used for pounding grain.
1822 Bewick Mem. (1862) 13 To 'cree' them with a

wooden ' mell in a stone trough, till the tops of the whins
were beaten to the consistency of soft, wet grass. 1852
Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XIII. 11. 256 The corn was crushed
in the mill, or in the creeing-trough. 1886 Proc. Berw. Nat.
Club 3G0 A fine creeing-trough.

Hence Creed///, a.

1867 F. Francis Angling 1. (1880) 31 On the Trent creed
malt is a favourite roach-bait. 1890 Lincoln Gaz. 6 Sept.

8/1 [He] secured a nice basket of roach with creed wheat.

Creech, creach (klftf). local. [Derivation un-

known.] Local name of a kind of stony or gravelly

soil : see quots.
1610 [see Creechy below]. 1798 Young Ann. Agric.

XXXI. 201 Much creech lime from near Matlock. 1801
Ibid. XXXVII. 533 The soil is creach upon limestone. 1851
Jml. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 1. 266 A good red deep loam
with fragments of stone (locally [Lincolnshire] termed
* creech' land). Ibid. 267 The soil varies from clay to
Creech and sand ; the creech making good arable land.

Hence Creechy, creachy a., of the nature of

creech ;
gravelly.

1610 W. YoLKmGHhhiArtofSurveyi.u. 3 Either Simple,
as Clay, Moulde, Moore, Grauell, Sande : Or Commixt, as
Creachie, Chaulkie, Clayie, Sandie Earth. Ibid. x\. 35
Vetches are fruitfull in Creachie Countries. Ibid. i. 43
Best fitted with a glareous soyle, viz. dry, leane and
creachy.

Creed (knd), sb. Forms : 1 creda, 2-6 crede,
5-6 Sc. ereid(e, 6-7 creede, 7- creed. [OE.
creda, ad. L. credo I believe : see Credo.
(Cf. Pogatscher Lehnworte im Altengl. § T37.)]

1. A form of words setting forth authoritatively

and concisely the general belief of the Christian

Church, or those articles of belief which are re-

garded as essential ; a brief summary of Christian

doctrine : usually and properly applied to the

three statements of belief known as the Apostles',

Nicene, and Athanasian C reeds. ( The Creed,

without qualification, usually = the Apostles'

Creed.)
a 1000 in Thorpe O. E. Horn. II. 596 Se lasssa creda.

Ibid. 274 jElc cristen mansceal setter rihte cunnanhis credan.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 25 pe salm be me clepeS crede.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 20 pus doo. .i(5e Crede et tis word 4 natus
ex Maria uirgine '. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 8 Y can nohjt my
Crede. c 1440 Capgrave Life St. Kath. Prol. 167 pis

athanasius . . ?ef it wer he pat made be psalme qwech we
clepe be crede, 1483 Caxton Cato Cij, The thre credes
the whyche our moder holy chirche singeth. 1533 Gau
Richt fay To Rdr. (1888) 5 Thay suld leir the chrissine

faith as it is contenit in the creid. 1664 H. More Myst.
Iniq. 495 The Scripture asserting no such thing . . nor any
of the Three Creeds. 1782 Priestley Corrupt. Chr. II. vm.
117 It had been the custom to repeat the creed. 1891
Gardiner Hist. Gt. Civ. War III. 256 Atheism or blas-

phemy contrary to the doctrine of the three Creeds.

b. A repetition of the creed, as an act of devo-

tion.

1425 Ord. Whittington's Alms-house in Entick London
(1766) IV. 354, xv Pater Nosters, and thre credes. 1808

Scott Marrn. 1. xxvi, Before his beads Have marked ten

aves and two creeds.

C. More generally : A formula of religious be-

lief ; a confession of faith, esp. one held as authori-

tative and binding upon the members of a com-
munion.
1676 Marvell Gen. Councils Wks. 1875 IV. 124 That we

should believe ever the more for a Creed, it cannot be ex-

pected. 1833 Declar. of Faith. &c. in Congregational
Year-Bk., Disallowing the utility of creeds and articles of

religion as a bond of union, 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist.

Ref. III. 269 The Wittenberg reformers took, as basis of

their creed, the Schwabach articles. 1884 R. W. Dale
Manual Congreg. Princ. iv. Hi. 186 Nor is it consistent

with Congregational principles for a particular church to

draw up a Creed and to require its acceptance by candidates

for membership,

2. An accepted or professed system of religious

belief; the faith of a community or an individual,

esp, as expressed or capable of expression in

a definite formula.

[1563 N. WinJet tr. Vineentins Lirinensis Ded. Wks.
1890 II. 8 We and at wtheris professing our commoun
crede.] 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 194 This is my stedfast

Creede, my faith, and all my trust. 174a Young Nt. Th.
iv. 705 Nature is Christian.. And bids dead matter aid us

in our creed. 1857 Kingsley Lett. (1878) I. 257 Every
man is better and worse than his creed, i860 Whittier
Quaker A lumni xxxii, The creed may be wrong, but the life

may be true. 1874 Green Short Hist. v. 229.

b. transf. A system of belief in general ; a set

of opinions on any subject, e.g. politics or science.
1613 Shaks.//*™. VIII, 11. ii. 51, I loue him not, norfeare

him, there's my Creede. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 72 If
the Sex cannot, much lesse can Conception be discerned,
though it be part of the peoples Creed it may. 1733 Lady
Bolingbroke in Svuift's Lett. (1766) II. 175 As to your
creed in politics, I will heartily, .subscribe to it. 1770
Junius Lett, xli, 210 A declaration of your political creed.
1800 Med. Jml. III. 378 His favourite chemical creed.
1870 Emerson Soc. $ Solit., Old Age Wks. (Bohn) III. 132
The cynical creed, .of the market.

c. Belief, faith (in reference to a single fact),

rare.

1819 Byron Juan I. cvi, Her creed in her own innocence.
1838 H. G. Knight Nortnans in Sicily 340 note, It was the
creed of the Greek. .Church, that St. Catherine was a king's
daughter.

3. Comb., as creed-bond, -bound adj., -maker,
-making, -monger, -mougering, -subscription.

1736 Chandler Hist. Perscc. 108 A kind of Creed-maker
general. 178a Cowper Hope 393 'Whatever some creed-
makers mean By Athanasian nonsense, or Nicene.' 1856
Whittier Trinitas xiii, Old pages, where (God give them
rest !) The poor creed-mongers dreamed and guessed.
X879 GE0. Eliot Theo. Such xiii. 332 A shade of Creed-
reciting belief._ x88o Fraser's Mag. Nov. 703 The Creed-
making power in any creative sense is lost to the Church.

t Creed, v. Obs. [ad. L. credere to believe :

after Creed sb!\ trans, (also absol.) To believe.
1602 Warner Alb. Eng. xtl. lxxv. (1612} 313 Nor creeded

be this Loue-Tale, 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas, Sonn.
late Peace xxxvi. Wks. 598 One Ouer-Creeds, another
Creeds too short. 1645 Milton Colast. Wks. 1738 I. 296
That part which is so creeded by the People. 1652 C. B.
Stapylton Herodian rv. 26 No humane worke they creed
it is at all.

Creed pa. pp/e. ; see Cree.
Creed, var. of Greed, duckweed.
1880 Jefferies Gt. Estate 26 The pond in the corner, all

green with ' creed ' or duck-weed.

Creedal, credal (krrdal), a. [f. Creed sb.

+ -AL ; often spelt with single e after L. credo : cf.

Creed.] Pertaining to or characterized by a creed,

or formula of religions belief.

1879 Public Opinion 12 July 43 Creedal religion is no
safeguard against individual grossness of character. 1888
Athenseum 15 Sept. 349 Expositors impregnated with credal
theology.

Cree'dful, a. nonce-tvd. [cf. next.] Having
or characterized by a creed.
1868 Lond. Rev. 15 Aug. 195/1 All faithful souls .. born

under whatever creedful or creedless star.

Creedless (krrdles),a. [f. Creed sb. +-less.]

Destitute of a creed.

1827 Moore Alciph. \. (1839) 8 None of all our creedless

school. x886 Pall Mall G. 19 Aug. 12/1 True Christianity

is creedless, and aims at nothing but a right life.

Hence Cree'dlessness.
1838 Blackw. Mag. XLIV. 531 Catholicism, Protestant-

ism, and creedlessness, which he calls Philosophy. 1887 Ch.
Times 12 Aug. 645/2 [This] shows what may come ofcreed-

lessness.

Cree'dsman. rare. An adherent of a creed,

or of the same creed,
a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. IV. 352 His neighbours and

fellow-creedsmen. 1887 Century Mag. XXXV. 180 Who
live on the charity of their creedsmen in Europe.

Creeing-trough. : see Cree.

Creek (krJk), sb. 1 Forms : a. 4 krike, 4-5
cryke, (kryk), 6-7 crike ; £. 4-6 creke, (6

creake, crieque), 6-7 creeke, 7 creak, creick,

6- creek ; 7. 6- crick. [Three types of this are

found, viz.(i) crike, cryke (J), usual in ME.
, ( 2) creke,

rare in ME. (see sense 7), but common in the 16th

c. (whence the current creek), and (3) crick, only

since 16th c. The first corresponds to F. crique

(14th c. in Littre) ; the second to earlier Du. kreke

(Kilian), mod.Du. kreek creek, bay, and to mecl.

(Anglo) L. creca (sometimes creccd) creek. The
form crick resembles Sw. dial, krik bend, nook,

corner, creek, cove (Rictz), and Icel. kriki crack,

nook {handarkriki armpit), but is prob. an Eng.

shortening oi crique, crike. In many parts of U.S.

crick is the common pronunciation of creek in

the sense 'stream'. The earlier history is not

known, but the word (in French also) is generally

supposed to be Germanic. In sense 4 the word
appears to be related to crack ; in 6 and 7 there

appears to be association with Crook.
A corresponding double form is seen in pike, peak, F.pic.

It has been conjectured that the word is preserved in the

OE. proper names Creacanford, CrecZanford, Crejanford,

Crayford (in Kent), and Crecca-jeldd, Cricjelad, Flor.

Criccelade, Cricklade (in Wilts) ; the former is impossible

;

in the latter crecca could not be the origin of either crike or

creke, though some connexion is possible, if there were any
reason to suppose that the meaning suits.]

I. 1. A narrow recess or inlet in the coast-line

of the sea, or the tidal estuary of a river ; an armlet

of the sea which runs inland in a comparatively

narrow channel and offers facilities for harbouring

and unloading smaller ships.

(The first quot. may be of more general meaning.)
o. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2047 In euerile welle, in euerile crike

[printed trike] Men funden blod al witterlike. c 1300 Have-
146
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lok 708 Hise ship. .He dede it tere, an fut wel pike, J>at it

ne doutede sond ne krike. C1386 Chaucer Prol. 409 He
knew . . euery cryke in Britaigne and in Spayne. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 103 Cryke ofwatyr, scatera. 1543-3 A ct 34-5

Hen. VIII, c. g § 1 Dwellers next vnto the streme of

Seuerne, and vnto the crikes and pilles of y* same from

Kingrod vpward toward the City and Towne of Gloucester.

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 17 A channel!, a bay,

a rode . . a crike, a riuer.

0. 15U Act 4 Hen. VIII* c. 1 § 1 The Frenchemen .

.

knowe. .every haven and Creke within the sayde Countie.

1571 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633) 155 The ship was by
foule weather driven into a creick. 1622 Callis Stat.

Sewers (1647) 38 Creek of the sea is an Inlet of sea cornered

into the main Land, shooting with a narrow passage into

some Angle of the Land, and therein stretching it self more
then ordinary into the Land 1604 Smith& Walford Acc.

Sev. Late Voy. 1. (171 1) 39 A Creek two miles long, which is

dry at Low Water, ana not more than thirty foot broad.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 187/2 {Faversham) The creek or

arm of the Swale on which the town stands is navigable

for vessels of 150 tons. 1846 M rCuixocH Acc. Brit.

Empire (1854) I. 57 A long narrow saltwater creek, com-
municating with the sea at Portland Road.
y. 1583 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda'* Cong. E.Ind. 64 a,

Foysts placed in euery liaye or Kricke to set upon him.

D. A small port or harbour ; an inlet within

the limits of a haven or port. C. In the Customs
administration of Great Britain, an inlet, etc,

not of sufficient importance to be a separate

Customs station, but included within the jurisdic-

tion of another port station.

a. 1478 Botoner Itin. (Nasmith 1778) 125 Pertinentes ad
havyn de Falmouth sunt 147 portus et crykes.

i486 Ct*** ofOxford in FourC. Eng. Lett. 7 That such
wetche. .be used and hadde in the poorts, and creks. 1588

Act 1 Eliz. c. 11 S 1 Conveying . . their Wares . . out of
Creekes and Places where no Customer ys resident. 1643

Milton ApoL Smect. (1851) 298 He must cut out large

docks and creeks into his text to unlode the foolish frigate

of his unseasonable autorities. 1789 Ann. Keg. 133 A
Creek in the language of the Customs, is a place included

within the limits either of a head or member-port ; as set

out by the commissions of the Court of Exchequer ; and at
which oflicers competent to transact the coast business are
stationed by order ofthe Board of Customs. 1863 P. Barry
Dockyard Econ. 211 Between the fourth and fifth slip there

is a dock inlet or creek, which might at any time be en-
larged into a dry dock or basin for ships of the largest class.

1876 Act 39 & 40 Vict. c. 36 fi 11 Customs Laws Consolida-
tion. The pre-existing limits of any port, sub-port, haven,
creek, or legal quay.
y. 1638 Digby Voy. Medit. 47 Besides the port is but a

little cricke.

d. Applied to any similar opening on the shore

of a lake.
1810 Scott Lady of L. 1. xiv, Loch-Katrine .. In all

her length extended lay, With promontory, creek, and
bay.

2. As part of a river or river-system.

a. An inlet or short arm of a river, such as runs

up into the widened mouth of a ditch or small

stream, or fills any short ravine or cutting that

joins the river. (This is merely an occasional

extension of sense 1.)

1577 [see 8]. 1653 Walton Angler 14.7 A He and a She
Pike will usually go together out of a River into some ditch
or creek. 1671 Milton P. R. 11. 25 On the bank of^Jordan,
by a creek, Where winds with reeds and osiers whispering
play. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 151 The otter
has two different methods of fishing ; the one. .by pursuing
[its prey} into some little creek, and seizing it there. 1814
D. H. O'Brian Narr. Escape 109 On the banks ofthe Rhine
. . I . .perceived a small Punt hauled into a creek. 1883 Miss
Braodon Afnt. Royal I. vi. 151 He knew every tributary,
creek, and eyot.

b. In U. S. and British Colonies : A branch of
a main river, a tributary river ; a rivulet, brook,
small stream, or run.
Probably the name was originally given by the explorers

of a river to the various inlets or arms observed to run out
of it, and of which only the mouths were seen in passing;
when at a later period these 'creeks' were explored, they
were often found to be tributaries of great length ; but they
retained the designation originally given, and * creek' thus
received an application entirely unknown in Great Britain.

1674 Pennsyw. Archives I. 34 On the East-side of a Small
Creeke or gutt on this side the Single-tree. 1748 F. Smith
Voy. Disc. N. W. Pass. I. 132 Called Ten Shilling Creek,
but not properly, it being a Branch of the great River. 1748
Washington jfrnl. 25 Mar., Left Cresaps and went up to
y» mouth of Patersons Creek [a tributary of the Potomac].
1836 Backwoods of Canada 64 Besides numerous small
streams, here called creeks, two considerable rivers . . find an
outlet. 1879 D. M. Wallace A ustralas. u. 25 The drain-
age of the interior is effected by numerous creeks and water-
courses which only run after periods of rain, c 1848 in

H. Watterson Oddities S. Life $ Char. (1883) 69 ' You see
that krick swamp?' asked Suggs.

3. trans/, senses akin to 1.

+ a. Applied more widely and loosely to any
narrow arm or corner of the sea. Obs.
«6« N. Carpenter Geog. Del 11. vi. 87 The Adriatic Sea

in the inmost creeke neere Venice swels neere foure foote in
hight. 1652 Needham Selden's Mare CI. 333 Jersey, and
Garnesey . . situated within that Creek of Sea which is made
by the shore of Bretaign on the one side, and that of Nor-
mandie on the other.

b. A narrow comer of land running out from
the main area ; a narrow plain or recess running
in between mountains. Cf. CoVK.
1649 Blithe Eng. Ittiprov. Impr.(i6si) 5° Certain Creeks or
corners of Land running into the up-Iands. 1669 Woklicce
Syst. Agrir. xl f 3 (1681) 333 To How the several Creeks,

Comers, and Patches of your Land. 1856 Stanley Sinai

Pal. ii. (1858)136 The plains which run into the moun-
tains are the creeks into which they [the Bedouins] natur-

ally penetrate.

II. f 4. A cleft in the face of a rock, etc. ; a

crack, fissure, chink, crevice, cranny. Obs.

a. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 602 Thai clam into the crykis

swa, Quhill half the craggis thai clummyn had. c 1375 Sc.

Leg Saints, Blasius 43 A kryk in to a crage he hade, &
bare his dwellinge has he mad.
0. y. Levins Manip. 54 A creke, crick, fissura. Ibid.

120 A crick, rima. 1635 Brathwait A read. Pr. 179 To
wals and portels would he lay his eare, Through creeks and
crannies too, that he might hear, .desir'd applause.

5. A narrow or winding passage penetrating the

interior of any place and passing out of sight ; an
out-of-the-way corner. To seek creeks: to seek a

hiding-place. Obs. or dial.

'573 Tlsser Hush. (1878) 108 Tom Piper hath houen and
puffed vp cheekes, If cheese be so houen, make Cisse to

seeke creekes. 1583 T. Watson Centurie of Lone xcv.

(Arb.) 131 A Labyrinth is a place made full of turnings

and creekes. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. ii. 38 One that

countermands The passages of allies, creekes and narrow
lands. 1639 Chai'man Juvenal v, 15 Is no creek void?
1681 Cotton Wond. Peak 52 The Cave, .stretching itself .

.

As if (past these blind Creeks) we now were come into the.

.

Mountains Womb. 1750 Gray Poems, Long- Story 62 Each
hole and cupboard they explore, Each creek and cranny of

his chamber. 1808-35 Jamieson s. v. Crykes, ' Creeks and
comers' is still a common phrase. 1878 Mrs. H. Wood
Pomeroy Ab. (ed. 3) 112 We .. looked in every crick and
corner for it. 1883 G. Allen in Colin Clouts Calendar 65
To fill up all the cricks and corners between other plants,

b. fig. A nook, a hidden or secret corner.

1577 tr. BullingeVs Decades (1592) 341 And so must
sounde doctrine keepe all the faithful!, .in their duetie and
quiet Concorde, without creake or creauise. 1587 Fleming
Contn. Holinshed III. 1296/1 Throughlie view the hidden
and couered creeks of our minds ! 1614 J. Day Day's
Festivals (1615) 261 There is not a creeke or crany in the
World, but seemes to bee fraught with it. c i6ao Z. Boyd
Z ion's Flowers (1855) 91 The crooked creekes Within my
heart. *7*$ M* L)avies Athen. Brit. 1. 249 Jesuitical

Creeks and Corners of Superstitious Romanism.

+ c. Applied to the two cavities of the heart.

1621 51 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. i, L iii. The Ventricles,

Caules, Kells, Tunicles, Creeks, and parts of it. Ibid. 1. i.

11. iv. This heart, though it be one sole member, yet it may
be divided into two creeks right and left.

t 6. A turn, a winding, as of a river or crooked

way. Alsofig. Obs.

1593 Davies Immort. Soul xv. 4 As Streams, which with
their winding Banks do play, Stopp'd by their Creeks, run
softly thro' the Plain. 1596 — Orchestra, I love Meander's
path. .Such winding slights, such turns and cricks he hath,

Such creaks, such wrenches, and such dalliance, c 1653
England's Alarm in R. Bell Collect. Anc. Songs 1857
Painted harlots which they often meet At every creek and
corner of the street. 1671 Flavel Fount, of Life viL 20
In every Creek and turning of your lives, a 1680 Char-
nock Attrib. Cod (1834) I. 648 He hath a prospect of every
little creek in any design.

f 7. fig. A crooked device ; a trick, artifice,

contrivance. Obs.

The early date of this sense makes its history and position

doubtful.
(1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 131 (Ellesmere MS.) They

wenebat no man mayhem btgile. .The moore queynte crekes

[so 4 MSS. ; Hart, knakkes] that they make The moore wol

I stele, a 1636 W. Sclater in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.

cxvi. 6 Without those slights, or creeks of carnal policy,

for which men are in the world esteemed wise.

III. 8. attrib. and Comb., as creek-hole, -side.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 173 In the
bankes and sides of these Ponds, you must have Bushes and
Creeke holes, for the Fish to hide them in from the heateof
the Sunne. 1748 F. Smith Voy. Disc. N. W. Pass. I. 145
The Pieces of Swamp between this Channel and the Creek-

head. 1850 K. Cornwallis New World I. 11 1 A creek-bed

ran parallel with the road. 1879 Whittier St. John xvii,

From island and creek-side Her fishers shall throng.

Hence Creekward a., towards a creek.

1887 C. C. Abbott Waste-Land Wand. iii. 85 Kept a
creekward course until out of sight.

Creek, iM Obs. exc. Sc. [Corresponds to early

mod.Du. kriecke (also krieckelinghe 1 aurora ruti-

lans, primum diluculum, matutinus splendor,

crepusculum \ Kilian), Du. het krieken van den

dag, LG. (Bremen) de krik vam dage, EFris. V
kriken fan de dag, the creek of day; f. earlier

Du. kriecken, krieckelen (Kilian), mod.Du. krieken,

EFris. kreken, kriken, krtken to break or burst

through as tbe day-light. See also Greking, and
Screak, Skreigh, Skrike.
Franck thinks the Du. word connected with the echoic root

ofDa. krektl cricket, the notion ofa creaking sound passing

into that of sudden breaking, as in crack : see also Doorn-
kaat Koolman Ostfries. Wbch.]
The break (of day) ; dawn.
1567 Turberv. Eglogs iii. 251 (T.) He wak'd at creek of

day. 1710 Ruddiman Gloss. Douglas* JEneis s. v. Grek-
ing, Scot, dicimus Creek of day. 17*3 Ramsay Fair As-
sembly xxiv. Soon as the morning creek Has usher'd in the

day. 1768 Ross Helenore 46 An* ilka morning by the

creek [later ed. screek] of day They're set to work.

t Creek, v. Obs. [f. Creek sb.^

1. inir. To run («/) as a creek or tidal inlet ; to

form a creek.

1538 Leland Itin. III. 27 Trure Creeke is next, and goith

up a a miles creking up from the principal streme, and
creketh within halfe a mile of Trure. Ibid. III. 34 From

Lantiant Pille to Blougham Pille or Creke nere a mile, it

crekith up but a litle.

2. To bend, turn, wind. Hence Cree'king
vbl. sb.

y a bend, turn.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 312 Arun..with sun-
dry creekings . . holdeth on his course to the sea. Ibid. 451
The salt water so creeketh about it [a town] that it almost
insulateth it.

Creek(e, obs. f. Creak, Crick sb.^

Cree'klet. [See -let.] A little creek.

1577 Harrison Descr. Brit. 1. xii. m Holinshed 63 Another
mile yet down, is an other little creekelet.

Creeky (krrki,, a. [f. Creek jM + -yi.]

Characterized by, or full of creeks.

1569 Theat. WorUtings, Vis. Bellay vii, He shed a water,

whose outgushing streame Ran flowing all along the creekie

shore [1591 Spenser Vis. Bellay ix, The creakie shore J. 161a

Drayton Poly-olb. iii. Notes 51 Willibourne . . with her

creekey passage, crossing to Wilton. Ibid. xvii. Notes 268

The Cnannell not being over creeky.

Creel (knl), sb* Forms : 5-6crele, creill(e,

5crelle, 6 creil,krele, kreil, 7creele, (8 crail),

8- creel. [Originally northern, and chiefly Scotch
;

etymology uncertain.
TheOIr. criol chest, coffer, has been compared: but the

vowel of creel appears to be not I, but f or ei, ai. OF.
gretlle \—\* crdticula fine hurdle-work, may have had a
variant *creilU.\

1. A large wicker basket ;
formerly applied to

the large deep baskets, coupled in pairs across the

backs of horses, for the transport of goods ; now
applied to a basket used for the transport of fish

and borne upon the back, to a potato-basket, and

the like.

£-14*5 Wywtoun Cron. vm.xxxviii. 51 Apayr of Coil Crelis.

c 1 440 Promp. Parv. 101 Crelle, baskett or lepe, cartallus,

tporta. c 1475 R<*nfCoilyar 367 He kest twa Creillis on

ane Capill, with Coillis anew 1508 Dunbar Flyting w. Ken-
nedie 229 Cageraviris castis bayth coillis and creilis. 1560

Rolland Crt. Venus m. 595 5e him hang ouir 3our wallis

in a creill. 1564 Will* $ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 224 A basket

and iij kreles. 1610 Healey St. Aug. CM* of God 251

There was also the Vanne which is otherwise called the

Creele. c 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 330 The horse

laden with creels, or small panniers. 1806 Gazetteer Scot.

(ed. 2) 194 Fishermen, whose wives carry the fish in wk ker-

haskets, or creels to Edinburgh. 181 1 Willan W. Riding
Gloss. (E. D. S.t, Creel, two semi-circular wicker baskets

joined by cords which admit of their closing to hold hay. A
man having the creel strapped over his shoulders, conveys

provender to sheep, i860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour 121 When
the father of the last Lord Reay . . changed his residence.

.

his son was put into a creel on one side of a pony, and

counterbalanced by his younger brother, the admiral, in

another. 1869-76 in Dial. Glossaries of Cumberland,
Lonsdale, Swaledale, Whitby, Holderness. N. W. Line.

1884 Q. Victoria More Leaves 206 An old fishwife, with

her creel on her back.

b. A modern term for an angler's fishing-basket.

184a Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 4 Ere the Creel was half

stocked. 1874 C. S. Kkknk Let. in Life (1892) 159^ I hope

you had a good time with rod and creel. 1884 W. C. Smith
Kildroitan i.i.227 It is not every fish you hook that comes

to the creel.

2. A contrivance made of wickerwork used as

a trap for catching fish, lobsters, etc.

1457 Sc. Act* Jo*. II (1597) J 87 That na man in smolt

time set veschelles, creilles, weires, or ony vther ingine to

let the smoltes togoe to the Sea. 1533 4 Act 25 Hen. VIII,

c. 7 No person shal take in any lepe, hiue, crele..fier,

or any other engine .. the yonge fric.of any kinde of

salmon. 1536 Hellkndkn Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xxxiy,

The peple makis ane lang mand, narrow halsit, and wyid

mouthit. .als sone as the see ebbis, the fischc ar tane dry in

the crelis. 1596 Dalrymcle tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. 42

Nocht sa mekle fishe thay with nettis, as with skepis, or

long kreilis win with wickeris in the form of a hose. 1758

Hinnell Descr. Thames 1x1 With any Nets, Trammel,
Keep, Wore, CreeL or other Device. 1775 Adair Amer.
Intl. 403 Catching fish in long crails, made with canes and

hiccory splinters, tapering to a point.

8. 7b coup the creels : in various fig. uses ; to fall

or tumble over ; ' to tumble heels over head, to

die
1

(Jamieson) ; to meet with a mishap. In a

creel : in a state of temporary mental aberration.

1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. U. xvii. Whan he was

strute twa sturdy chiels . . Held up frae cowping o' the

creels The liauid logic scholer. 1785 Hukns To William
Simpson iii, My senses wad be in a creel, Should I but

dare a hope to speel, Wi' Allan, or wi' Gilbertfield. t8i6

Scott OldMort. vi, * The laddie 's in a creel
!

' exclaimed

his uncle. 18x8 — Rob Roy xx, If folk, .wad needs be coup-

ing the creels ower througn-stanes. a 1835 Hogg Tales <y Sk.

III. 206 If you should, .coup the creels just now. .it would

be out of the power of man to get you to a Christian burial.

1871 C. Gibbon Lack ofGold xvii, ' The lassie's head 's in a

creel cried Susan.

4. attrib. and Comb., as creel-hawking, -pig;

creel-like adv.
;
creel-house, a house or hut with

the walls made of wickerwork covered with clay

;

creel-man, a man who transports goods in creels.

1865 J. G. Bertram Harvest ofSea (1873)310 The system

. .followed by the fishwives in the old days of 'creel-hawk-

ing. 1876 Robinson Whitby Gloss., *Creel-house, a wicker

hut with a sodded roof. 1878 Mackintosh Hist. Ctvihz.

Scot. I. Introd. 134 Till recently crell houses were used in

some parts of the Highlands. 1638-9 in Maidment Sc. Pas-

quits (1868) 66 He..*creel lyke lives in the fyre ofconten-

tione. 1883 J. Beath Bishopshire Lilts 14 Stridelegson the

*cree!mans ass. 1880 Antrim <fr
Down Gloss., "Creel-pig,

a young pig, such as is taken to market in a creel or

basket.
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.

Creel (krrt), sb.'i [Perh. the same word as pre-
ceding ; but evidence is wanting.]
1. A framework, varying in form according to its

purpose (see quots.). (Cf. Cratch, 4.)
1788 W. Marshall Yorksh. (1796) II. 222 The feet ofthe

sheep being bound, it is laid upon a bier—provincially, a
creel . /(W. Gloss., Creel, a kind of bier, used for slaughter-
ing and salving sheep upon. i8zt J. Hunter MS. Gloss.
in Addy Sheffield Gloss., Creel, a light frame-work placed
overhead in the kitchen or other room of an ordinary farm-
house, on which oatcakes are placed. [So 1883 in Hudders/
Gloss] 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Creel . . a barred stool on
which sheep are salved and clipped, pigs are killed, etc.
1877 Holdemess Gloss., Creel., a plate-rack, .a food-rack for
sheep

; a butcher's hand-barrow. 1877 N. W. Line, Gloss.,
Creel, a wooden rack in which plates are put to dry. A frame
in which glaziers carry glass.

2. Spinning. A frame for holding the paying-off
bobbins in the process of converting the ' sliver

'

into ' roving ', or the latter into yarn. Hence also
creel-frame.

1835 Ure Pktios. Manuf. 225 The roller-pair, .receives the
fine rovings from bobbins placed on skewers or upright pins
"> theL creel behind. 1851 Art Jrnl. Catal. Gt. Exhib.
p. vii 71 The bobbins . . are placed in a wooden frame called

rj i,',
S° that they wi" rev°lve. 1879 Cassell's Techn.

fane. IV. 209/1 The rove creels, .stand about six or seven
feet high.

b. (See quot.) north, dial.
1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Creel, a frame to wind yarn upon
Creel (knl), v. [f. Creel s6A]
1. Se. To put into a creel ; also fig.
1513 Douglas sEneis iv. Prol. 32 Men sayis thow bridillit

Aristotle as ane hors, And crelit wp the flour of poetry.
1808-79 Jamieson, Creil, to put into a basket .

.
' He's no

gude to creel eggs wi',' i.e. not easy, or safe, to deal with.
2. Angling. To get (a fish) into the basket; to

succeed in catching. Cf. 1 to bag game '.

1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons t, W. v, I creeled him, and
tried again. 1892 Field 18 June 922/3 My friend . . creeled
nearly twice as many trout.

3. Sc. In certain marriage customs : To make (a
newly married man) go through some ceremony
with a creel

;
esp. to make him carry a creel filled

with stones, till his wife releases him. Cf. Brand
Pop. Antiq. (1870) II. 55.
1792 Statist. Ace. Scot. II. 80 The second day after the

Marriage a Creeling, as it is called, takes place. 1845 New
S tatist. Aec.Scot., Berwicksh. 59 All the men who have been
married within the last 12 months are creeled. Ibid. 263An ancient, .local usage called creeling is still kept up here.
1890 Glasgow Times 3 Nov. 3/4 A miner . . having got mar-
ried .

.
his fellow-colliers . . went through the process of creel-

ing him.

Creeler (krrlaj). [f. Creel j*.a + -ERl.] a
young person who attends to the creel of a spin-
ning machine.
1804 R. A. Arnold Cotton Fam. 32 A minder and a

creeler engaged in manufacturing with a self-acting mule.
1882 Manchester Guardian 19 May, The relationship be.
tween spinners and their creelers and piecers.

Cree'lfttl. As much as fills a creel.
1824 Scott Redgauntlct ch. vii, A creelfu' of coals. 1873

0. C. Davies Mountain § Mere xviii. 157 The creelfuls of
trout I have caught.

Creem (krim), v. dial. Also cream, erim.
[Of obscure etymology : possibly two or even three
distinct words are here included. The various
senses belong to distinct parts of England.
The variant crim has suggested identity with OE. crim-

man to squeeze, press (cf. sense 2) ; but the evidence does
not show that crim is the earlier form, rather the contrary :

and it is not easy to see how creem with its long vowel could
arise from the ablaut series krim-, kram, krum-.\
1. trans. To put, place, or deposit secretly or

surreptitiously, {northern.)
1674 Rav N. C. Words 12 Creem it into my hand : Put

it in shly or secretly. C/tesh. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Crecme, to slipor slide anything into another's Hand.
1746 Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862)
53, I creemt Nip neaw on then o Lunshun. 1887 S. Cheshire
Gloss., Creem, to hide. ' Creem it up ', put it out of sight,
hide it in your dress or pocket. .It is a rare word, and
rapidly becoming obsolete.

2. To squeeze ; to hug. {Devon and Cornw.)
1746 ExmoorCourtship(E. D. S.) 326 Tha hast a creem'd

ma Yearms and a most bost ma neck. 1864 Capkrn Devon
Provmc., He creemed my hand. 1880 IV. Cornwall Gloss.,
Creem, to squeeze, to mash . . To hug in wrestling. 1880
E. Cornwall Gloss., Creem, to squeeze.
3. intr. To shiver, trans. To cause to shiver,

to chill. Hence Cree med ///. a., chilled and
shivering, (south-western?)
1847-78 Halliwell, Crim, to shiver. /. Wight. 1880 E.

Cornwall Gloss., Creem .. is metaphorically used to describe
that sensation of rigor or creeping of the flesh, known as
goose flesh, cutis anserina. 'Creemed wi' the cold'. 1880
Mrs. Parr Adam $ Eve iv. 44 Do 'ee go near to the fire.

.

you looks all creemed with the cold, and as wisht as can be.
1888 W. Somerset Word-bk., Creamy .. to shiver, to shudder.
Creem, sl>. dial. [f. prec] A shiver proceed-

ing from cold, indisposition, etc.

1847-78 Halliwell, Cream, .a cold shivering. Somerset.
1880 W. Cornwall Gloss., Creem, Crim, a shiver; a creep-
ing of the flesh. 'I feeled a crim coom o'er me '. 1888 W.
Somerset Word-bk., Cream, a shiver, .a shivering state.
Hence Creerny a. dial., shivering, shuddering.
Creem, obs. f. Cream sb*
Creen, obs. form of Careen. On the creen :

ready to turn either way on receiving an impulse.
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1798 T. Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 234 [To) decide the
future turn of things, which are at this moment on the
creen. Ibid. 236 Stopping the movement in the Eastern
states, which were on the creen.
Creengle, obs. f. Cringle.
Creep (krip), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. crept

(krept). Forms
: see below. [A common Teutonic

strong vb. : OE. creopan = OS. criopan, OFris.
knapa (NFris. krepen, Satl. kriope\ ON. kriiipa
(Sw. krypa, Da. krybe) :-OTeut. *kreupan. As
with some other verbs of the same class (cf. Bow,
Brook, Lout), the present has in some of the
langs. ti for eu, as OLG. krtlpan, MDu. crt'tpen,
Du. kruipen, MLG., LG. and EFiis. krupen, MG.
kriifen, kraufen. In OHG. replaced by chriohhan,
MHG.and mod.Ger. kriechen,respt. atype kreukan,
the relation of which to kreupan is uncertain.
The OTeut. conjugation was, pres. kreupan, pa. t.

kraup, pi. krupun, pa. pple. krupan
; whence OE.

pres. creopan (3rd sing, cr/epp), pa. t. creap, pi.
crupon, pa. pple. cropen. The OE. pres. creopan,
ME. crepen (close e), has regularly given the
modern creep; occasional ME. instances of erope
are app. errors. The pa. t. sing, creap regularly
gave ME. crip (open g), spelt also crepe, creeps,
which was in general use to the 1 5th c, and sur-
vives with short vowel in the dialectal crep. The
plural crupon, crupe(n, became in the 13th c.
cropen, crope, after the pa. pple. ; and this passed
also into the sing, as crope, the prevailing type of
the tense to the 16th c, after which it gradually
dropped out of literary use, though still widely
used in English and U.S. dialects. In the northern
dial., the form adopted in the 13th c. was crap
(after the pa. t. of other classes), which is still

Scotch. But already before 1400, weak forms
creep-ed and crep-t, began to take the place of all
these, the second of which has since 16th c. gradu-
ally attained to be the standard form, leaving crep,
crope, crop, crup, crap, as only dialectal. The
pa. pple. cropen continued till the 17th c. in literary
use, and to the 19th c. in the northern dial, where
the vowel is still short croppen, cruppen ; in the
south it became in 1 3th c. crope, also literary Eng.
to the 1 8th c. ; but a weak form crepid, creeped
began to appear in the 14th c, and in the form
crept, identical with the pa. t, has been the domi-
nant form since the 16th C.1

A. Illustration of Forms.
1. Pres.tense. 1 creopan, erfopan, (crypan), 1-3
$rd sing. criep(e)r5

; 2-4 creope(n, (kreope(n)

;

2-6 crepe(u, (3-6 crope, 4 cryepe)
; 4-5 krepe,

4-7 creepe, (6 creape), 7- creep, (Sc. 5- creip).
c 1000 /Elfric Gram, xxviii. (Z.) 170 Repo ic creope.

CXfjsLamb. Horn. 23 Hwa creopeS ber-in ? c 1200 Trin.
Coll. Horn. 199 pe neddre. .criepeS. .bureh nerewe hole.
a 1250 Owl S, Night. 819 pe fox can crepe [v.r. crope] bi be
heie. C1305 Edmund Con/. 107 in E. E. P. (1862) 73Makede hire redi to kreopen in. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C.
xxi. 475 Arys. .and creop on kneos to>e croys. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 81 To Crepe, repere. 1570 Levins Manip. 70 To
creepe, repere. 1583 Hollyband Campo di Fior 137 Why
creape you on the grounde? 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 950
And swims or sinks, or wades, or creeps, or flyes.

2. Past tense, a. sing. 1-3 creap, 3 (creop),
3-5 crep, crepe, 4-5 creep(e, 9 dial, crep

; //.
1 crupon, 2-3 crupen.
c 1000 /Elfric Horn. II. 394 (Bosw.) Heo creap betwux

Bam mannum. anoo O. E. Chron. an. 1083 Sume crupon
under, a 122s Leg. Kath. 908 [He] com ant creap in ure.
c 1250 Gen. <r Ex. 2924 Dor crep a dragun. 1340-70 A lisaun.
der 1009 per crep oute an addre. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's
T. 306 She creepe [v.rr. (MSS. 1435-75) creep, crepe, crep,
crepte] in to the clerk. 1881 Leicester Gloss., Crep, pt. and
p.p., crept.

0. pi. 3-4 cropen, 3- crope ; sing. 4 crop,
croup, 5- crope (sing. & pi. 6 croape, dial. 7-9
crop, 9 crup).
c 1275 Lay. 18472 Somme hii crope [c 1205 crupen] to ban

wode. .1290 6". Eng. Leg. 170/2217 Heo. .cropen al-so ase
ametene al aboute. a 1300 Cursor M. 2303 (Cott.) paa wigurs
croup pe warlau in. c 1420 Avow. Arth. lxv. The caytef
crope in-to a tunne. 1535 Coverdale i Sam. xiii. 6 They
crope in to caues and dennes. 1572 R. H. tr. Lauatcrus'
Ghostes (1596) 207 Divers errours croape into the Church.
1606 Birnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 14 Before the Kirk-buriall
crop in. 1672 Sir C. Wyvill Triple Crown 160 He crope
quietly on again, a 1734 North Exam. 1. iii. § 144 (1740)
217 Another Witness crope out against the Lord Stafford,
1831 Landor Fra Rupert Wks. 1846 II. 577 His dog soon
crope betwixt us. 1883 C. F. Smith Southernisms in Trans.
Amer.^Philol. Soc. 47 Crope, preterit and past participle of
creep, is common among the negroes and poorer whites.

7. north. 3-9 crap, (4-5 crape).
c 1205 Lay. 29282 pe sparewe innene crap, c 1450 Henry-

son Mor. Fab. 44 To an Caue he crape. 1513 Douglas
AZneis 11. v. (iv.)48 And crap in wnder the feit of the goddes.
a 1605 Montgomerie 'Since that the Hevins' 41 With my
king in credit once I crap. 1795 Macneill Will # Jean
in, Gloamin. .crapower distant hill and plain.

8. 4-5 creped, -id, cropped, (kreppet), 7-9
creeped, (4- Sc. creipit).
C1300 K. A lis, 390 On hire bed twyes he leped, The

thridde tyme yn he creped. 14.. ChaucerMS. [see B 1].

CREEP.
1634 Massinger Very Woman IV. iii, How the devil Creeped
he into my head ? 1807 [see B. 1]. Mod. Sc. A fox creepit
[or crap] through the hole.

«. 4- crept(e.

,!L 11&> Cursor M. 1538S (Fairf.) Crcpped in him Sathanas
Urin. MS. crepte, Cott. crep, Gtftt. croupe], c 1350 Will,
fflerne 2235 And crepten into a caue. 1548 Hall Chron
169 Whereunto . . [this] tended and crept up. 1632 Lithgow

'l682 ' "4 1 He crept in favour with Christians.
i860 Ivndall Glac. 1. xi. 69 We crossed crevasses and crept
round slippery ridges.

3. Pa. pple. a. 1-7 (north, dial. -9) cropen, 5-6
Sc. croppin, croipin, (6 crepen, 9 north, dial.
croppen, cruppen, Yorksh. creppen).
c 1205 Lay. 5671 pa ilke be aniht weoren atcropene. c 1386

Chaucer Frank/. T. 886 As thou, .were cropen out of the
ground. 1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q. clxxxii, Quho that from
hen war croppin onys in hevin. 1481 Caxton Reynard
(Arb.) 17 He had cropen therein, a 1553 Philpot Wks.
(1842) 336 Corruptions have crepen into the people. ic6i
W1N3ET FourScoir Thrc Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 132 AbuissY?
croipin in the Kirk, a 1572 Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 1. 401
Irensche men ar croppin in oflait. 1621 Markham Prev.
Hunger (1655) 2? Cropen away and hidden. 1698 Lister
in Phil. Trans, XX. 247 [They] would have cropen away.
1790 Mrs. Wheeler Westmrld. Dial. (1821) 23 Sic pride
croppen intul Storth an Arnside. 1855 Robinson Whitby
Gloss., Croppen or Cropen, crept. 'Where hae ye Kitten
croppen to?'

3-4 ycrope, ycrop, 3-8 crope, (4-5 crepe).
c 1275 Lay. 5G71 pat weren awei crope. c 1325 Coer de L.

3473 lu the erthe they wolde have crope. c 1330 Arth. $Mcrl. 7229 Whider-ward were ye y-crope. c 1440 Capgrave
Li/e St. Kath. in, 404 If he ware Crope thorow be Jate.
'595 Markham Sir R. Grinvile, To the ,/ayrest 1, A
Heauenlie fier is crope into my brainc. 1642 Rogers
Naaman 71 The Lord speakes of those . . despised men,
crope out of captivity. <ii734 North Examcn 273 (D.)
The Captain was just crope out of Newgate.

7. 4-5 crepid, 7-9 creeped.
C1430 Chaucer Reeve's T. 339 (Camb. MS.) He wende a

crepid by hese felawe Ion [5 MSS. cropen, llarl. crope].
1761 Hume Hist. Eng. I. xvi. 396 Intestine faction had
creeped into the Government of France. Mod. Sc. It has
creepit oot.

5. 6- crept.
1535 Coverdale i Mace. vi. 11 Some yl were crepte in to

dennes. 1611 Bible jfude 4 There are certame men
crept in vnawares. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 19s Ma-
homet has a little crept among them. 1855 Tennyson Maud
ill. vi. i, My life has crept so long on a broken wing.
4. The Perfect Tense was formerly, as in go,

come, etc., formed with be to express result : he is
cropen or crept in.

c 120s—1423 [see 3 o above]. 1534 Tindale Jude 4 For
'v.

er
..?

re certayne craftely crept in. 1545 Joye Exp. Dan.
vii. iij b, Oute of poore scoles & cloysters are these beggers
cropen vp. 1650 Earl Monm. tr. Senault's Man bee.
Guilty 338 As soon as they are crope out from their Spring-
head. 1706 A. Bedford Temple Mus. vii. 151 No
Errors are crept into the. .Text. 1711 Addison Spcct. No.
57 r 4 That Party-Rage which.. is very much crept into
their Conversation, a 1734 [see 3 £.].

B. Signification.

1. intr. To move with the body prone and close
to the ground, as a short-legged reptile, an insect,

a quadruped moving stealthily, a human being on
hands and feet, or in a crouching posture.
Formerly said of snakes, worms, and other creatures with-

out limbs, for which crawl is now more usual, though in
some cases either may be used : see Crawl v.
cSS8 K. jElfred Boeth. xxxvi. § 4 Ober naefb his fota

Seweald baet he triage gan. .and onginp creopan [Bodl. MS.
crypan] on Sone ilean wej. c 1000 jElfric Horn. II. 488
(Bosw.) Him comon to creopende fela naiddran. c 1205 Lay.
29313 pe king him gon crepen an heonden and a futen.
c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 339 He wende haue cropen [MS.
Camb. crepid, Hart, crope] by his felawe Iohn, And by
the Millere in he creepe [v.rr. creep, crape, crepede, crept]
anon. 1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sowle iv. xxxiii. (1483) 82 The
serpent.. shold.. crepe vpon his breste. 1598 Shaks. Merry
W. iv. ii. 59 Creepe into the Kill-hole. 1611 Florio, Car-
ponare, to creepe on all foure. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
213 Land Tortoyses so great that they will creepe with two
mens burthens. 1705 Berkeley Cave 0/ Dunmore Wks.
IV. 509 We were forced to stoop, and soon after creep on
our knees. 1735 Somerville Chase m. 146 See there he
[the fox] creeps along his Brush he drags. 1807 Robinson
Arch&ol. Graeca VCU vi. 227 A person accused creeped on
his hands through the fire. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F.
852 [There] the slow-worm creeps.

t b. Proverbially contrasted with go (—' walk ').

c 888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxvi. § 4 Se bib mihtigra se 8e
gseb bonne se be criepS [Bodl. MS. crypb]. c 1400 Sowdone
Bob.^ 267 The Dikes were so develye depe. .Ouer cowde thai
nothirgoonor crepe. (1460 Tcnoneley Myst. 114 Kynde
wille crepe Where it may not go. 1562 J. Heywood Prov.
tjr Fpigr. (1867) 135 Children must learne to creepe ere they
can go. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parob. Pilgr. 304 The most im-
perfect souls, who are not as yet able to go, but only to
creep in the way to heaven. 1741 Richardson Pamela III.

352 And besides, as the vulgar saying is, One must creep
before one goes ! 1836 Backwoods oj Canada 57, 1 used to
hear when I was a boy, ' first creep and then go !

'

fa. To creep to the Cross (also to creep the
Cross) : spec, used of the Adoration of the Cross,
in the Roman Service for Good Friday. Obs.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 95 Crepe to cruche on lange

fridai. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. Xvm, 428 Ariseth . . And
crepeth to pe crosse on knees. 1 1449 Pecock Repr. 269
Not as thou} thei crepiden thanne & there to noon other
thing saue to the Ymage, but that thei aftir her ymagina-
cioun crepiden to the persoon of Crist, a 1500 Ratis Raving
11. 129 Nocht our oft creip the corss one kneis. 15. . in
Boorde Introd, Knowl. (1870) Introd. 92 The Usher to lay
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CREEP. 1160 CREEPER.

a Carpett for the Kinge to Creepe to the Crosse upon. 1554
Bale Dec/. Banner's A rtic/es D iv b, To creape to the Crosse
on Good Friday featly. 1586-93 Warner A /h. Eng. 115 (N.)

We kiss the pix, we creepe the crosse, our beades we over-

runne. 1606 Shaks. Tr. Cr. u, iii. 73 To come as humbly
as they vsd to creepe To holy Altars. 1630 J. Taylor
Wks. (N.\ Because they would not creepe unto the crosse,

And change Gods sacred Word for humane drosse.

2. To move softly, cautiously, timorously, or

slowly ; to move quietly and stealthily so as to

elude observation ; to steal {into, away, etc.).

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 And per beo analpi holh pat an mon
mei crepan in. 1393 Gower Can/. I. 198 This lady tho
was crope a side As she, that wclde her selven hide, c 1470
Henry Wa/lace vi. 627 Full law thai crap, quhill thai war
out off sicht. 1577 B. Googe Heresbacks Husb. 1. (1^86")

6 The Fathers forsaking the Plough, .began to creepe into

the Toune. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. u. vii. 146 The whining
Schoole-boy .. creeping like snaile Vnwillingly to schoole.

1705 Addison Ita/y 9 We here took a little Boat to creep
along the Sea-shore as far as Genoa. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. vii. 7 Like a guilty thing I creep At earliest morning
to the door. 1873 Black Pr, Tku/e xxv. 421 If this wind
continues, we can creep up to-morrow to Loch Roag.

b. Of things : To move slowly.
1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. x. 214 Where the brook Zorek

creeps faintly out of the Tribe of Judah. 175a Young
Brothers II. i, Go, fool, and teach a cataract to creep !

1867 Whittier Tent on Beach xxiv, The mists crept upward
chill and damp. 1878 HUXLKT PJ^JMftgr. 178 The sea-bottom
over which the cold water creeps.

3. Jig. (of persons and things), a. To advance
or come on slowly, stealthily, or by imperceptible

degrees; to insinuate oneself ///^ ; to come in or

up unobserved ; to steal insensibly upon or over.

c 1340 Cursor M. 14147 (Trin.J pat sekenes crepte to heued
& fote. c 1380 Wyclif Wks, (1880) 296 pise newe ordris,

pat ben cropen in wip-oute grounde. i 1430 Hymns Virg.

(1867) 84 Now age is cropen on me ful stille. c 1430 Lydc.
Chron. Troy 1. i, So ferre he was cropen into age. 1533
Q. Cath. Parr tr. Erasm. Commune Crede 74 b, By un-
lawful! plesure crope in the death and destruction of man-
kynde. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. vi. (1593) 172 Sleepe
upon my carefull carcasse crope. 1647-8 Cotterell
Davi/a's Hist. Fr. (1678) 19 These opinions, .crept up, till

they were universally embraced. 170a De Foe Shortest
Way zv. Dissenters in Arb. Garner VII. 593 How they
crope into all Places of Trust and Profit. 1709 Steelk
Tat/er No. 61 p 1 Among many Phrases which have crept
into Conversation. J837 W. Irving Capt. Bontievi/le I. 250
Despondency began to creep over their hearts. 1869 Trol-
I-oph He A'ne?u liii. (1878) 293 When these sad weeks had
slowly crept over her head. 1875 Jowett P/ato(^d. 2) III.

301 The licence of which you speak very easily creeps in.

b. To move timidly or diffidently ; to proceed
humbly, abjectly, or servilely, to cringe ; to move
on a low level, without soaring or aspiring. Cf.

Creeping a.

1581 Marbeck Bk. 0/ Notes 623 So lowe crope they on
the ground, that when they heare the name of the Sabboth,
they remember nothing but the seauenth day. 1596
Spenser State Ire/. Wks. (Globe) 614/1 When they are
weary of warres. .then they creepe a litle perhaps, and sue
for grace. 16. . Dryden (J.), It is evident he [Milton] creeps
along sometimes for above an hundred lines together. 1709
Pope Ess. Crit. 347 And ten low words oft creep in one dull
line. 1735 — Pro/. Sat. 333 Wit that can creep, and pride
that licks the dust, 178a Cowper Conversation 145 Where
men ofjudgment creep, and feel their way, The positive pro-
nounce without dismay. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits ,

Manners Wks.(Bohn) II. 46 Don't creep about diffidently.

r874 Buckie Setfcult. 89 Where aspiration is wanting,
the soul creeps.

4. Of plants : To grow with the stem and
branches extending along the ground, a wall, or
other surface, and throwing out roots or claspers at

intervals, b. Of roots or subterranean stems : To
extend horizontally under ground.
1530 Tindale Pract. Prelates Wks. 1840 II. 270 [Ivy]

creepeth along by the ground till it find a great tree. 1580
Baret A Iv. C 1597 To creepe, to run as rootes do in the
ground, repo. 1671-3 Grew Anat. Plants 11. 1. i. $ 9 The
Motions of Roots are. .sometimes Level, as are those of Hops
. .and all such as properly Creep. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.
tv. 182 Cucumers along the Surface creep. 1717 Pope Eloisa
243 Where round some mould'ring tow'r pale ivy creeps.

1837 Dickens Pickw. vi, Oh, a dainty plant is the Ivy green,
That creepeth o'er ruins old !

fo. Said of the ramification of blood-vessels,

etc. Obs. Cf. Crawl v. 4.
1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anal. 1. xxviii. 67

Those [blood-vessels] which come from above do creep all

the womb over. 1774 Goldsm. Nat, Hist. (1776) III. 97
As they [blood-vessels] creep along the side of tile branches
[of the horns),

d. Jig. To extend like a creeping plant.
1856 Stanley Sinai 4- Pal. ii. (1858) 138 Vineyards creep

along the ancient terraces. 1859 Jephson Brittany iii. 24
Up this cliff creeps the town, capped by the fine old church.

0. trans. — creep along or over. rare. (Cf.

also creep the cross in 1 c.)

1667 Milton P. L. vn. 523 And every creeping thing that
creeps the ground. 17*7 Dyer Grongar Hilt 78 Whose
ragged walls the ivy creeps. 1738 Wesley Hymns, * O
Thou whose Wisdom ' iii, The meanest Worm that creeps
the Earth. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 130 Black clouds
crept the southern hill.

6. intr. Of the skin or flesh, less usually of the
person himself : To have a sensation as of things
creeping over the skin ; to be affected with a
nervous shrinking or shiver (as a result of fear,

horror, or repugnance).
a 1300 Cursor M. 3567 (Cott.) Quen bat [he] sua bicums

aid . . It crepes crouland in his bak. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2558
Whanne thou wenest for to slepe, So fulle of peyne shalt thou
crepe. 17*7 Swift Gulliver EH. vii. 223 Something in their

countenances that made my flesh creep with a horror I cannot
express. 1840 Dickens Barti. Rudge xvii. You make my
hair stand on end, and my flesh creep. 1879 G. Meredith
Egoist xxviii. (1889) 266 He had such an air of saying
' Tom's a-cold \ that her skin crept in sympathy. i88> Mrs.
Raven's Tempt. I. 310 It makes me quite creep.

7. Naut., etc. To drag with a creeper for any-

thing at the bottom of the water.
1813-14 Act 54 Geo. Ill, c. 159 I 10 No person . . shall .

.

creep or sweep for anchors [etc.]. .supposed to be lost in

any of the ports. 1830 Marryat King's Chun ix, There the

cargo is left, until they have an opportunity of going off in

boats to creep for it, which is by dragging large hooks at

the bottom until they catch the hawser. 1888 T. Hardy
Wessex Tales II. 143.

8. Of metal rails, etc. : To move gradually for-

ward under the continuous pressure of heavy traffic

in the same direction, or as a result of periodical

expansion and contraction on a gradient.

1885 Science V. 344/2 In some places the rails move longi-

tudinally or ' creep '. On long inclines or grades the track

may creep down hill. 1887 Engineer LXIV. 9 Now \ have
the fish bolts loosened I am threatened with a creeping of

the line. 1890 Daily News 31 Dec. 2/5 The very curious
* creeping

1

action of lead upon a roof was also shown by
means ofa model. . . In the experiment the lead, first heated
and then cooled, was made to creep a perceptible space.

9. Coal-mining. To suffer a ' creep '.

1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Nortkumb. *t Durh.
19 The softer the thill, the greater the liability to creep.

1861 Trans. N. Eng. Inst. Min. Engineers IX. 24 [It] had
evidently brought on a heavy creep as shown on the section

of crept bords.

Creep .krip), sl>. [f. the verb.]

1. The action of creeping; slow or stealthy

motion. (Jit. andJig.)
1818 Kbats Endym. 1. 679 Until a gentle creep, A careful

moving caught my waking ears. 1843 Wohdsw. ' Lyre !

though such power', Or watch. .The current as it plays In

flashing leaps and stealthy creeps Adown a rocky maze.
1862 Thornbury Turner I. 264 There is a fine sense of

terror and danger and adventure in Jason's stealthy creep.

t b. Hawking. See quot. Obs.

i486 Bk. St. Albans D j b, Yowre hawke fleeth at or to

the Creepe when ye haue yowre hawke on yowre fyst and
crepe softely to the Ryuer or to the pit, and stelith softeli

to the brynke therof, and then cry huff, and bi that meane
Nym a fowle.

2. A sensation as of things creeping over one's

body ; a nervous shrinking or shiver of dread or

horror. Usually in pi., the creeps or cold creeps

(colloq.).

1861 Lytton Haunted t, Haunters in Sir. Story (1866)

II. 391, 1 felt a creep of undefinable horror. 1879A. Forbes
in Daily News 21 Aug. 5/3 It gives you the creeps all down
the small of the back. 1884 A tketueum 15 Mar. 340/1.

3. Coal-mining. The slow continuous bulging

or rising up of the floor of a gallery owing to

the superincumbent pressure upon the pillars.
1 Also any slow movement of mining ground

'

(Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881).
i8i3^f««. Philos. II. 285 The pitmen were proceeding.,

through the old workings, .the proper road being obstructed

by a creep. 1867 W.W Smyth Coat$ Coal-mining 132 The
creep, .arises when the thill or underclay is soft, and the

proportion of pillars to bords such that after a time a down-
ward movement takes place; the pillars then force the clay

to rise upwards in the Dords. 1867 Ann. Reg. 176 He ad-
vised that it should be buried in some of the creeps or

crevices of some old pit-workings.

4. A low arch under a railway embankment ; an

opening in a hedge or other enclosure, for an
animal to creep or pass through. Cf. Creep-hole.
1875 W. MrlLWRAlTH Guide Wigtownsh. 37 A creep for

cattle, on the Wigtown Railway. 1884 R. Jefeeries Red
Deer x. 188 Through this hedge [poachers] leave holes, or

'creeps', for the pheasants to run through.

5. = Creeper 5.
1889 Chamb. Jrnl. Jan. 28/2 Boatmen went to work with

creeps or drags to search for the body.

6. Comb., as \ creep-window (cf. sense 4). Also
Creep-hole, Creep-mouse.
1664 Atkyns Orig. Printing Ded. Bj, The least Creep,

window robs the whole House ; the least Errour in War is

not to be redeemed.

Creeper (krfpai). Forms : I orGopere, 4-6
creper(e, 6 orepar, 6- creeper, [f. Creep v. +
-ER.]

1. One who creeps. (In quot. 1883, a child too

young to walk.)
a 1000 Glostr. Frag. 12. 17 (Bosw.) Seo ealde cyrce waes

tall behangen mid criccum and mid creopera sceamelum.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 101 Crepere, or he bat crepythe, reptor.

1556 J. Heywood Spider *r F. lx. 35 A creper with^spiders,
and a flier with flise. x68a Otway Venice Pres. v. ii, All us
little creepers in 't, called men. 1883 J. Parker Apost. Life
II. 256 The door must not be shut.. until the last little

creeper has been brought in and sat at the Father's

table.

b. Jig. One who moves stealthily, timidly, or

abjectly, or proceeds in a mean and servile way.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie ill. xxiv. (Arb.) 299 Some-

times a creeper, and a curry-fauell with his superiours. 1598
Florio, Insinuatore, a craftie slie creeper into ones
bosome, fauor or minde. t 1605 Rowley Birth Merl. nv
vi, A gilded rascal, A low-bred despicable creeper. 1631
Brathwait Eng. Gentlew.{i64i) 360 They were, .no strutters

in the streets, but despicable creepers. 18s 1 Lamb Trag.

Shaks., The servilest creeper after nature that ever con-

sulted the palate of an audience.

+ C. slang. A ' penny-a-liner
' ; see quot.

1834 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 241 A creeper is one who fur-

nishes the newspapers with paragraphs at so much a line.

1825 T. Lister Granby lx. (1836) 425 Persons, called, in

the slang of the trade, 'creepers', whose business it is to

prowl about, collecting incidents for the newspapers.

2. An animal that creeps, a creeping thing, an

insect or reptile ; spec, (in vulgar speech) a louse.

1577 B. Goock lleresbach's Huso. ill. (1586) 147 b, You
shall be sure to have neither Mite nor Creeper in your
Cheese. 1609 Bible (Douay) Gen. vii. 2t Al creepers, that

creepe upon the earth. 1651 Miller ofMansf. 8 Hast any
Creepers within thy gay Hose ? 1673 S. C. Rules ofCivility
61 "lb unbecoming . . to scratch . . as if there were Creepers

upon our backs. 1840 Hood Up^ the Rhine 200 A mounted
gendarme would probably disdain to pursue a creeper.

b. Angling. The larva of the Stone-fly.

1867 F. Francis Angling (1876) 264 The crab or creeper is

the larva of the stone fly.

o. Poultry-rearing. ' One of a breed of fowls

with legs so short that theyjump rather than walk '.

1885 in Annandale.
3. A name given to many small birds, of different

families, which run or climb up and down the

branches of trees and bushes ; esp. the common
Brown Creeper or Tree-creeper, Certhia Jamiliaris.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. *r Min. Introd., Birds.. not

melodious, as the . .witwal, creeper, wren. 1674 Ray Eng.
Birds 84 The Creeper or Ox-eye Creeper. 1766 Pennant
Zool. (1768) I. 193 The creeper, .next to the crested wren is

the least of the British birds. 1863 Bates Nat. Amazon
vii. (1864) 203 Many pretty little blue and green creepers of

the DacnicLc group were daily seen feeding on berries. 188a

Proc. Berw. Nat. Club IX. 553 No Gold-crests or Creepers,

and rarely any Wrens were seen.

4. A plant that creeps along the ground, or

(more usually) one that ascends a supporting sur-

face, as ivy and the Virginian Creeper {Ampelopsis

hederacea) ; a climber.
1626 Bacon Syhia § 536 They are Winders and Creepers

;

as Ivy, Briony, Hops, Woodbine. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist.

Drugs I. 31 This Plant is a Creeper, and twines or lashes

itself round any Tree that is near it. 17*1 Bradley Wks.
Nature 37 The Ivy, and Virginia Creeper. 1818 Keats
Endym. 11. 416 The creeper, mellowing for an autumn
blush. i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 60 Primeval laby-

rinths of giant trees, tangled with ten thousand creepers.

b. (//.) Arch. ' Leaves or clusters of foliage

used in Gothic edifices to ornament the angles of

spires, pinnacles, and other parts ; crochets.'

1864 in Webster.
5. A kind of grapnel used for dragging the

bottom of the sea or other body of water.

In first quot. app. used of a grappling-iron.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 3667 Cogge appone cogge, krayers

and oper, Castys crepers one crosse als to be crafte langes.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 106 He perist in

Loch Tay . . His body was found be creparis. 1730 Capt. W.
Wriolesworth MS. Logd>k. cf the ' Lyetl' 24 July, We
sweaped with a Creeper for the Hawser, which we got hold

of. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Creeper, an instru-

ment of iron resembling a grappling, haying a shank and
four hooks or claws. . It is used to throw into the bottom of

any river or harbour.. to hook and draw up any thing.,

lost, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Creepers. .2. Grapnels

to bring up any thing from the bottom of a well or pond.

1875 Wilcocks Sea-Fisherman (ed. 3) 40 The Grapnel or

Creeper Sinker is much used off Dartmouth, .on account of

the strength of the tidal currents. .These creepers have five

claws. 1888 T. Hardy Wessex Tales II. 143.

t 6. A small iron ' dog ', of which a pair were

placed on a hearth between the andirons. Ob's.

1556 Inv. Goods in ArchMot. XXXVI. 289 A payre of

crepers. 1565 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 178, J. plde brand-

retne. . i. iron creper. 16*9 Inv. in Trans. Essex Archgol.

Soc. III. 11. 167, 1 pT creepers, fire shovell and tonges. 1661

Prynne Exam. Exub. Com. Prayer 106 The little Creepers,

not the great Brass shining Andirons, bear up all the wood,

and heat of the fire. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II.

162 The andirons proper . . and what were denominated

creepers, a smaller sort, with short necks or none at alL

7. local, a. A kind of patten or clog worn by

women, b. A piece of iron with points or spikes,

worn utider the feet to prevent slipping on ice, etc.

17*1 Bailey, Creepers, a sort of Galoshes, between Clogs

and Pattens, worn by Women. a »8»s Forby Voc. E.
Anglia, Creepers, 1. Low pattens mounted on short iron

stumps, instead of rings, i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer.,
Creepers, pieces of iron, furnished with sharp points and

strapped under the feet, to prevent one falling when walk-

ing upon ice. 1887 Newcastle Wkly. Chron. 1 Jan. 4 Ice.

creepers are now on sale in certain shops of Newcastle.

8. = Creep sb. 4.

184s Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VI. 1. 180 That . . Iambs may.

.

have more liberty, and pick out the shortest and sweetest of

the keep, I have 1 creepers ' placed to enable them to do so.

9. a. An apparatus for conveying grain in com-

mills, a conveyor, b. An endless moving feeding-

apron, in a carding-machine.

1847 Engineer t, Mack. Assistant (Descr. Plates) 92 The
creeper . . constructed by Mr. Fairbaim. 1865 Sir W.
Fairbairn Mills * Mill-work 11. 140 The creeper consists

of a long enclosed screw with a wide pitch and projecting

thin threads enclosed in a wooden box or trough.

10. A small iron frying-pan with three legs;

also called a spider. {U.S. local)

1880 in Webster Supp.

11. Comb., as (sense 4) creeper-clad, creeper-

covered adjs.



CREEP-HOLE.
1884 G. Allen Philistia I. 292 His pretty latticed creeper-

clad window. 1888 Daily News 25 June 6/3 The cool woods
and creeper-covered rocks.

Creep-hole (krrph#d). [f. Creep v. or sb.

+ Hole.] A hole by which one creeps in or out ;
' a hole into which any animal may creep to escape
danger ' (J.). AlsoJig. (cf. loop-hole).
1646 Game ofScotch fjr Eng. 20 How willing our brethren

are to get a creep-hole, and how they shufle and cut to
strugle themselves out of the Bryers. 1681 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 560 A poor shifting excuse, a miser-
able come-off, a very creep-hole. 1876 T. Hardy Hand
ctnelo. 1. 53 A screen of ivy . . across the front of the recess
. .a small creep-hole being left for entrance and exit.

Creepie (krfpi). Sc. and dial. Also creepy,
[f. Cheep v. + -y or -IE, denominative.]
1. A low stool. Also creepie-stool.
1661 Mercurius Caledonia, To assemble all her Creek,

Kasquets, Creepies, Furmes. « 1756 Sc. Song, Logie d
Buchan, I sit on my creepie and spin at my wheel
1859 Dickens Haunted House vn. 34 He sat between his
par™ ts - - and Bessy on the old creepie-stool. 1865 Reader
18 Nov. 579/3 Carrying her creepie in one hand and her
millting-pail in the other.

b. ' It sometimes denotes the stool of repent-
ance ' (Jamiesou). Also creepie-chair.
1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Cr. in. viii, It's a wise wife

that kens her weird, What tho' ye mount the creepy? 1704Burns Rantin Dog iii, When I mount the creepie-chair!Wha will sit beside me there ?

2. A small speckled fowl. {U.S. local.)

Creeping (krfpin), vbl. sb. [-ING 1.]

1. The action of moving on the ground, as a
reptile, or a human being on hands and knees.
a 700 Epiual Gloss. 696 Obreptione, criopungae. c 1440

f Parv. 101 Crepynge, repdo, reptura. 1580 Holly-band 1 reus. Fr. Tong, Rampcment . . snr tcrre, a raumping
or creeping on the ground. 1813 L. Hunt in Examiner

mire'
2 2 Creepmgs in dust and wadings through

t b- Creeping to the Cross : see Creep v. i c.
«5- m Boorde Introd. Knowl. (1870) Introd. 92 The Order

of the Kinge, on Good Friday, touchinge the. .creepinge to
the Crosse. 1511 mil of Osborn (Somerset Ho.), At thetyme of the creping of the crosse. 1583 Babington Com-

andBeads''
3 *3 W'th crossinSs and creepings, Paxes

2. trans/. aadJig. The action of moving slowly,
stealthily, or in a servile manner.
1565 T. Stapleton Fortr. Faith 153 The creping in ofthese cancred heresies. rftfc Boyle Occas. Reft. Introd.

i-ret. (1675) 22 A Writer in some cases may be allowed to.

.

???""! 35 avoid Cre<=P'ng- '73* Neal Hist.
VgTt .

IW- i°3 After grot creepings and cringings to
Archbishop Laud, he became his creature. 1840 Thacke-
ray Catherine xi, The man was well fitted for the creepingand niggling of his dastardly trade.

3. The sensation as of something creeping on
the skin ; cf. Formication.
1799 Mad D'Arblay 25 July, Your creepings are

BrSX
,h= effect °f °v«labour of the brain. 185s Robinson

Whitby Gloss., Creepings, cold shivery sensations. 1879Taylor Stud. Germ. Lit. 362 We feel a creeping of the
nerves.

4. Dragging witli creepers or grapnels.
1886 Pall Mall G. 7 Sept. aft When they [ironclads] at-

tempted to follow up the clearance effected by creeping and
countermining, and to make the passage of the channel.
0. In Canada : Stalking the Moose-deer, etc.
1869 C. Hardy Forest Life A codiem. 134 At the present

day the animal [Cariboo] is shot by stalking or ' creeping

'

as it is locally termed, that is, advancing stealthily and in
the footsteps of the Indian. 1879 Ld. Dunraven in inth
Lent. July 60 Creeping or 'still hunting' as it would be
termed in the States is as nearly as possible equivalent to
the ordinary deer-stalking.

6. Comb, creeping-hole = Creep-hole; creep-
ing-sheet (see quot.).
1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 204 The Works ofgreatest

Magnificence . . this Doctor talks of, extended to no more
than.. a creeping Hole at best. 1840 St. Nat. Hist.,
Mammalia IV. 72 Each burrow [of the hamster] has at
least two openings, one descends obliquely, the other per-
pendicularly. Tne former is termed the 'creeping-hole'.
1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Creepings/ieet, the feeding-apron
of a carding-machine.

Creeping (krj-pirj),///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing *.]
L 1 hat creeps (as a reptile).
c 1000 /K lkhic Gen. i. 25 And eall creopende cynn on heora

222 «" VP??*!*",¥ ;
9849 «J»tt) Au man" crepand

beist. 1483 Cath. Angl. 81 A Crepynge beste, reptile. 1611
Bible Cot. vm. 19 Euery beast, euery creeping thing, and
euery fowle. 1667 Milton P L. v... 4^2 Cattel and Creep-

Ml ^i!
ngS

'
BeaSt

°-
f "!e Earth

- '784 Cowper Task \i.
568 The creeping vermin, loathsome to the sight.

2 tram/, and Jig. a. Moving slowly, stealthily,
or by imperceptible degrees.
c 1340 Cursor M. 3567 (Fairf.) Wib crepinge croulis in his

2h *J*£
SrB"s

f\f- Q- • X: " The creeping deadly

of HrnI £ £ " V"' 112 The =>«ping houres
? l™% '7«> Dryden Sigism. * Guise. 748 Tne creeping
death Benumbed her senses first, then stopped her breath
1870 Emerson -SVk. i, Solit., FarmingVlVs. (Bohn) III =i
1 he invisible and creeping air. 1882 Syd. Soe. Lex., Creei.'ng sickness, a form of'chronic Ergotism.

b. Moving timidly or abjectly
; acting meanly

or servilely
; cringing.

01618 Raleigh Instruct. Sonne iii. in Rem. (1661) 89
batterers .. are ever base, creeping, cowardly persons.
'7°f* Jer. Collier Refl, Ridic. 112 Others of a mean and
creeping Soul. 1769 Gray Ode for Music 9 Nor Envy

g Gain. -*-- ™ »« t.-i . ».«

1161

_— ,

—

0 .. .™ 1 jur mush. 9 t^ior jinvy
base uor creeping Gain. 1854 H. Miller Sch. $ Schm. xv.

(1860) 159/1 The mean vices,—such as theft, and the grosserand more creeping forms of untruthfulness and dishonesty,
d. Having the sensation of a nervous shiver.
[Cf 1340 in 2 a.] 1814 Byron Corsair m. x , So thrill'd—

!» VSSrA <^ry
„
creePlng vein. i8iS - Hebrew Mel.,

ouake'" V M R
"g m

?
b0ne

l
'he CreeP'nS flesh d idquake. 1881 G. M. Beard Seasickness 24 Creeping chillsup and down the spine. a <-m"»

4. Of plants
: Having a stem or stems which

extend themselves horizontally along the surface
of the ground, and throw out roots at intervals.
It is often popularly applied, instead of ' climbing

'

or 'clinging', to plants that cling to and ascend
trees, walls, or hedges : cf. Creeper 4.
Creeping root, a popular name for a rhizome or subter.ranean stem that grows horizontally and throws out shootsand roots at the joints, as in Wild Convolvulus.
[ISS2 Huloet.Creapyng here and there lyke a vyne. errans.)
1697 Dryden Virg. Past. ix. 57 With . . creeping Vines onArbours weav d around. 1784 Cowper Task iv. ,62 The
Sfme

R ,
d
7T*h

"eePin8 h"bs. 1807 J. ± SmithPhys. Bot. in I[ris]flercntma and /. gcrmanica. .havemore properly creeping roots. 1810 Scott Lady ofL 1 xi
Creeping shrubs of thousand dyes, ,88a Vines Sculls' Bot.
156 1 he underground creeping shoots of Pteris aoiiiliua.

b. In the names of many plants with aerial
creeping stems, as Creeping Ivy (the procumbent
form of Hedera Helix), Creeping Jack, a local
name of Sedum acre, CreepingJenny {Lysimachia
Aummularia, and other plants), Creeping Sailor
{Saxi/raga sarmenlosa and Sedum acre"--, Creepinir
Wheat {Triticum repens), etc.
1776 Withering Brit. Plants (i 796) III. 683 Creeping

Mouse-ear. Mouse.ear Hawkweed. 18,6 Keith Phys.
Bot. I. 45/he common Creeping Cinquefoil. ,861 MissPratt Etou'en PI. VI. ,24 Creeping Wheat, or Couch-
grass. 188a Garden 12 Aug. 138/2 The common Money-
wort, or Creeping Jenny as it is called.

Creepingly (krfpirjli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly ^.]
In a creeping manner, lit. and Jig.
IS4« Thomas Hal. Diet., Carpone, creepyngly, as he that

goeth on all lower. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) \ 7 Age com-™"8 °n s <> creepinglie. 1675 Phillips Tkeatr. Poet. Pref

« < r S rP?"" -
be not.. creepingly low and insipid.IMS L. HvNT Rimini in. 46o Pretending not to see The

latter [satyrs] in the brakes come creepingly.
Creepie, obs. f. Cripple.
Cree p-mouse, [f. stem of Creep v. + Mouse.!
A. sb.

J

1 1. A creeping mouse : a term of endearment.
1540 Palscrave tr. Eullouiiis' Acolastus R ij a, I con thethank my lyttell sparowe, or my pretye crepemous
A. A nursery play with a child.
1689 J. Carlile Fortune-hunters 25 Not so old but I can

play at creep Mouse yet : creep, Mouse, creep, catch her.
±S. adj. [Cf. break-neck] That creeps like a

mouse so as to escape notice
; furtive, timid, shy

1766 Goody Two-Shoes (1882) 58 Not seeing such a little
creep-mouse Girl as Two-Shoes. 181.4 Jane Austen Mansf.Park (1816) I. xv. 304 You may be as creepmouse as you
hke, but we must have you to look at. i860 Emerson
Cond. Life, Behaviour Wks. (Bohn) II. 387 Here are creep-
mouse manners, and thievish manners.

Creepy (kn"pi), a. [f. Creep v. or sb. + -y.]
1. Characterized by creeping or moving slowly
1794 Sullivan Vieiu Nat. II. 95 It is a creepy fluid. zSco

All YearRound No. 49. 538 She is rarely still, though I am
bound to say she is creepy gentleness itself. 1889 J . Aber-
crombiezi. Caucasus 180 An artistically embroidered cover-
let tenanted, .by countless swarms of creepy insects.
2. Having a creeping of the flesh, or chill shud-

dering feeling, caused by horror or repugnance.
1831 Cat's Tail 30, I feel somehow quite creepy at the

,

I ,

oug
0
h ' of what's coming. 1863 Ld. Lytton RingAmasis

11. 38 i here comes over him, all at once, a sort of cold,
creepy shudder^ 1882 Macm. Mag. 444 To confess that he
has felt creepy on account of certain inexplicable sounds,

b. trans/. Tending to produce such sensations.
1883 G. Lloyd Ebb S, Flow II. 236 The whole place seemed

lonely, and, as Mildred whispered to Pauline, ' creepy

'

1892 Spectator 2 Apr. 470/1 A really effective romance of
the creepy order.

Creepy-crawly, a. That creeps and crawls.
1861 JT T>ycroft Agony Point ix. (1862) 99 Ride and

drive 1 yes,—creepy crawly ! creepy crawly ! 189a F W.
Robinson Very Strange Family 85 ' You and that creepy,
crawley lawyer.' Mod. A creepy-crawly feeling came over
me.
Creer, var. of Crayer.
Crees, var. Crest 3 Obs., a kind of linen cloth.
Creese, Crease (kns), kris (kris),^. Forms:

6 crise, (cricke), 6-j crys, 7 crisse, crize, cryze,
(crest, cresset, eric), 8 cris, crice, 8-9 cress,
creese, 9 kreese, crese, creeze, crease, kris,
kriss, (krist). [a. Malay kiris, kris, kres, ac-
cording to Yule and Burnell of Javanese origin :

the earliest Eng. uses refer to Java.]
A Malay dagger, with a blade of a wavy form.
i577-8o Drake's Voy. in Hakluyt (1600) III. 742 Certaine

wordes of the naturall language of Iaua learned and ob-
serued by our men there, Cricke [?criche], a dagger.
1586-8 Candish's Voy. ibid. 822 Which dagger they [of
Java] call a Crise, and is as sharpe as a razor. 1598
tr. Linschoten's Voy. 33 (Y.) Manancabo [Sumatra]
where they make Poinyards, which in India are called
Cryses. 1696 Ovington Voy. Suratt 173 (Y.) As the
Japanners . . rip up their Bowels with a Cric. 1698 W.
Chilcot Evil Thoughts v. (1851) 53 The Javians, and
bumatrians, by their poisoned crests. 1771-84 Cook Voy.

CREMASTER.
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Creese, Crease, kris, v. Forms : see prec
[f. prec] trans. To stab or kill with a creese.
Hence Cree'sing ppl. a. and vbl. sb.

1

l6oZ'\ u-' l
C
°l D,sc

'
7ava in Purchas Pilgrims (^25)

1. 175 This Boyhoy we tortured not, because of his con-
fession but crysed him 1727 A. Hamilton New Acc. E.

il7 Vl"' 158 "ne [Malay] of them runs to the King,and crest turn to the Heart. ,837 S. Osborn Qucdah vi. %
1 hey. .constantly saw their countrymen creesed before their
eyes. l883 G. M Fe.nn Middy f, Ensign xxix. 18. Theyhaving been knssed and their bodies thrown into the river
Creeses, obs. and dial. pi. of Cress.
Creesh, creish (krij), sb. Sc. 6 creische,

cresohe, 7-9 creish, 8 creisch, kreish, 9creesh eresh. [a. OF. craisse, cressesgraisse,
gresse fat, grease :-L. crassa, fem. of crassus thick,
iat, gross, in late L. also grassus (see Du Cange).
In Gael, eras (kre\), s with a 'small ' vowel being
always J; several instances of a similar change
occur in Lowland Sc.; cf. also grescke = Grease.1
1. Grease, fat.

a 1400 Burgh Lawis Ixviii, Woll, nowte cresche or swyne
sa >'m

.

c
.-,

;5oo-20 Dunbar Dance Sevin Synnis 99 In creische
that did incress. 1513 Douglas yEneis m. xi. 6! Fat creche
or same. 1862 Hislop Proverbs Scot. 41 Butter's king o'
a creesh. *

2. A ' lick ', a stroke. Cf. Anoint v. 5.
a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1789) II. 93 (Jam.) Now some for

this, wi satire s leesh, Has gi'en auld Edinbrough a creesh.
1833 Moir Mausic Wauch xxii. (1849) 172 Give the beast agood creish.

Creesh (kr/J), v. Sc. Forms : see prec. [f.

Creesh sb. ; cf. F. graisser.'] trans. To grease. To
creesh the loo/ (fig.) :

' to grease the palm ', i. e.
with a douceur. Cf. to grease (a person) in the
hand see Grease v.).

1721 Kelly Scot. Prov. 237 (Jam.) Like the Orkney butter
neither good to eat, nor to creisch wool, a 1774 FergussonHil owfair Poems (1845) 13 He'll take the hint and creish
her loof Wi what will buy her fairm. 1816 Scott x,w ould ye creesh his bonny brown hair wi' your nasty ulyie '

'

t843 Bethune Sc. Fireside Stor. 48 If he was only able to
creish the clerk s loof.

Creeshy (krrjT, a. Sc. [{. Creesh sb. + -y i.

In Gael, creisidh ^krt7Ji).] Greasy.
153S Lvndesay Satyre 140, I ken Weill, be his creischiemow. He hes bene at ane feast. a 1605 Polwart Flytine

w. Montgomery 747 Creishie soutter, shoe cloutter, minch
moutter. 1786 Burns Ordination i, Wabsters . . pour your
c
/„
ee

,,3?
"a!"ons.. Swith to the Laigh Kirk. 189! Pall

MallG. 28 Dec. 2/2 But filthy lucre is the name For Scot-
land s creeshy pounds,

b. sitbst.

1890 Scot. N f Q. Aug. 53 Creeshie was the name given
to boys and girls who worked in the carding and spinning
departments [of woollen mills].

*

Creesome, obs. form of Chrisom.
Creest(e, Creete, obs. ft". Crest, Creaght.
Creevish, crefish, -fysshe, obs. ff. Crayfish.
Creeze, var. Creese, Malay dagger.
Creft, crefti, -y, obs. ff. Craft, Crafty.
Crei,-en, early var. of Cry.
Creil(Ie, obs. f. Creel, and var. Chile Obs.
t Creis, v. Sc. Obs. To curl. (Jamieson.)
[Only in the following passage, the sense of which is

doubtful.]

1513 Douglas &neis xn. iL 125 Hys crysp and sallow hayr,
I hat are mayd creis, and curlis now sa Weill.

Creitzer, obs. form of Kreutzer.
Creke, obs. f. Cratch, Creak, Creek.
Creket(t, -kytt, obs. ff. Cricket.
Crele, crelle, obs. ff. Creel.
Crem, obs. form of Cream sb.1

Cremaillere (krma'ygr). [Fr. ; formerly
cramaillire a crook with a rack or notches for
hanging pots over a fire, a toothed rack, any in-

dented piece, deriv. of cramail :—\aXe L. cramacu-
lum (Capit. Charlemagne De Villi's 42) in the
first of these senses. Perh. f. Du. ham hook, or
some cognate word. The two following technical
applications of the Fr. word appear in Eng.]
L Field/orti/ An indented or zigzag form of

the inside line of a parapet, giving opportunity for
bringing a greater fire to bear upon the defile.

(Stocqueler.)

1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner 264 These hurdles.,
are very useful in forming the teeth of the cremailleres in
the saliant angles of fieldworks. 1859 F. A. Griffiths A rtil.
Man. (ed. 9) 273 Lengthen the lines by cremailleres.
2. Watch-making. (See quot.)
1884 F. J. Britten IVatch f, Clockm. 69 Cremaillere, .[is]

the winding rack of a repeating watch.
Cremar(e, obs. f. Cramer, Sc., pedlar, etc.

Cremaster (krimse star). PI. -ers, also
II
-eres.

[a._Gr. npcna<TTTip suspender (or spec, in Anatomy,
as in sense i), f. xpefia- to hang.]



CREMASTERAL.

L Anat. The muscle of the spermatic cord, by

which the testicle is suspended.

1678 Phillips, Cremaster, the Muscle, that holds up the

Stones, « 1693 Urquhart/?<i*«£im in. xxvi. 218. 1842 E.

Wilson Anat. Vatic M. 187 The Cremaster, considered as a

distinct muscle, arises from the middle of Poupart's liga-

ment. 1881 Mivart Cat 243 One delicate layer . . forming

what is known as the cremaster muscle.

2. Enlom. A name given by Kirby to the hook-

like processes on the posterior extremity, by which

many lepidopterous chrysalids suspend them-

selves; extended to the dorsal process or tip of

the abdomen of the pupa of any insect that under-

goes complete metamorphosis.
1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 153 Pupa of Privet

Hawk Moth. .The tenth somite . . bears, .the cremaster .

.

covered with spines which vary much in different specimens.

t Cremasteral, a. 06s. rare- 1
, [f. prec.+

-al.] «=next.

1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Cremasteral,

muscles belonging to the testicles.

Cremasteric (kremjeste'rik), a. [f. as prec.

+ -IC.] Of or pertaining to the cremaster.

188a Syd. Soc. Lex., Cremasteric artery, a thin branch

of the deep epigastric artery.

Cremate (krj'mi't), v. [f. L. cremdl- ppl. stem

of crcmare to burn, consume by fire, cremate.] To
consume by fire, to burn ; spec, to reduce (a corpse)

to ashes. Hence Crema ted a. ; Crema ting

vbl. sb. and a.

1874 F. Hall in Nation <N. Y.) XIX. 425/1 Sail, or a

woman who is cremated with her husband. 1878 Ann. Reg.

127 The construction of a cremating apparatus. 1889 Ibid.

18 The body of the Marquess of Ely was cremated at

Woking. 1889 rail Mall G. 26 Dec 6/2 Mortuary urns

containing cremated Greeks' ashes.

Cremation (kn'iw'-Jsn). [ad. L. cremation-cm,

n. of action f. crcmare (see prec.).] The action

of burning or cremating
;
spec, the reduction of a

corpse to ashes as a way of disposing of it in lieu

of interment ; an instance of this practice.

1613 Cockeram, Cremation, Burning. 1658 Sir T. Browne
ilydriot. ii. 4 The Solemnities, Ceremonies, Rites of

their Cremation or enterrment, so solemnly delivered by
Authors. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 87 r 4 Tne custom of

voluntary cremation is not yet lost among the ladies of

India. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. II. iil vi. 160 When
cremation was abandoned for inhumation. 1883 /'all Mall
G. 6 June 1/2 The cremation of Garibaldi, .is to be carried

out in accordance with his last will and testament. 1884

Pall Mall G. 7 Mar. 3/2 Mr. Justice Stephen's recent de-

cision that cremation . . is a legal proceeding has .

:
stirred

the Cremation Society of England to be up and doing.

Hence Crema tionism, nonce-wd., the advocacy

or ' cause ' of cremation. Crema'tionlst, one

who advocates cremation as a means of disposing

of the bodies of the dead.
1884 /Virjfo (Minnesota! Argus Feb., Cremationism is on

the increase. 1875 F. S. Haden Earth to Earth 6 The
Cremationists, whose position I . . think untenable. 1885

Manch. Exam. 22 June 5/3 The revelations made, .excited

the cremationists immensely.

Cremator (kri'm^tai). [a. L. cremator (Ter-

tullian), agent-noun f. cremdre; see Ckemate.]

1. One who cremates or practises cremation of

corpses.
1881 London Post Off. Direct. 1553 (Trades Division)

Cremators. 1884 rail Mall G. 1 May 2/1 It is the boast

of the skilful cremator that under his supervision the con-

tents of the barrel are never exposed to view. 1885

Academy 16 May 342/3 It is . . erroneous to describe the

aborigines of British Columbia as 1 cremators \ Only a
few of the Northern trities burn their dead.

2. A crematory furnace : a. for the combustion

of rubbish ; b. for the cremation of deail bodies.

1877 Chr. World 12 Oct. 1/2 Models of hospitals, sewer
works, and. .cremators. 1881 Scribn. Mag. XXII. 799 To
enable the housekeeper, .to dispose of the refuse in a quick

and cleanly manner, a small cremator, or destructor, has

been introduced. 1883 Pall Mall G. 5 Dec. 10/2 The
furnace, or

1 cremator '/built close to the deceased's house,

was on the banks of the River Stour.

CrematO'rial, a. [f. next+ -AL.] Of or per-

taining to a crematory or to cremation.

1887 Chicago Advance 17 Feb. 112 The Crematorial As-

sociation of Philadelphia is about to erect the largest crema-

tory in the world.

Crematorium (kremat6»'ri#m). [mod.L., in

form f. cremdt-us, cremator-, derivs. of cremdre to

burn.] = Crematory sb.

1880 77mm 9 Oct., In the cemetery of Milan, near the

Crematorium erected a few years ago, a Cinerarium is to be

erected for the preservation of the ashes of the dead. 1884

St. James's Gat. 8 Feb. 4/2 The new building will be the

second public crematorium in the United States.

Crematory (kre'matsri), a. and sb. [f. L.

type *cremdtori-us, f. cremator : see above.]

A. ailj. Of or pertaining to cremation.
1884 Manch. Guard. 26 Sept. 5/4 Belief in the crematory

process as a sanitary measure. 1886 Morlev Life Geo.

Eliot Crit. Misc. III. 94 Leaving as little work, to the

literary executor, except of the purely crematory sort, as

did, etc. 1889 Chambers' Encycl. III. 556 Crematory fur-

naces, .have been erected.

B. sb. A place or establishment for cremation

;

spec, an erection for the incineration of corpses.
1876 L. Tollemache in Fortu. Rev. Jan. 118 The aspect

of dealh might be a little softened, if cemeteries gave place

1162

to crematories. 1885 l imes 27 Mar. 10 Yesterday morning

the crematory erected at St. John's, Woking, Surrey, was

made use of for the first time.

tCreme, v. Obs. [f. creme, Cream sb. 1]
=

Chbism v.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. IX. xxxi. (1495) 367 Crysma

..with the whyche chyldern ben cremyd and enoynted.

Creme, obs. form of Cbame, Cream.

Cremesin(e, -yn(e, -ye, obs. ff. Crimson,

Cramoisy.
[Cremet = Eremite : see List of Spurious

Words.]

t Cre'metous, Cremeuse, a. Obs. rare. [a.

OF. cremeleus and cremeus fearful, timid, f. root

of OF. cremer, cremir, now craindre to fear.]

Fearful, timid.

c 1477 Caxton Jason 26 b. As cremetous and doubting the

recountres of reffuse. Ibid. 14 b, They of Olifernc were so

cremeuse. .and durst not come out.

t Cremeur. Obs. [OF. cremeur' feare, dreade

(Cotgr.), f. OF. cremer : see prec] Dread.
'

148s Caxton Chas. Gt. 46 Kynge of Fraunce and lord of

so grete cremeur.

t Cre'mify.w. Obs.- 1
[f. F. crime or med.L.

crema, Cream + -FY.] trans. To make creamy,

cause to form cream.
1638 Nabbes Tottenham Crt. iv. 7 Isinglasse and other

ingredients to cremifie the soure milke.

t Cremil, **. Obs. Forms : 4 cremyle, -ell, 4-5

cremyll, 5 crymell, -ylL

[Connexion with ' crummle to plait ' (Halliwell», and crim-

fie, has been suggested. Cf. next word.]

A word used in connexion with certain textile

fabrics ; often applied attrib. to their borders

;

' meaning, apparently, open work or lace, or per-

haps a fringe (W. H. Stevenson, in Nottingham

Borough Records II. Gloss, s.v.).

1393 Will 0/Kent (Somerset Ho.), Flamcolum de Cremyle.

1408 in Nottingham Rec. II. 52 Pro ij plyces de coton

crcmyll, ijr. vjd. 1418 Will 0/ Lyte, Flameolum vocatum

crymell. 1448 Will 0/ Stapilton, j crymyll kyrchief. 1483

Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 8 i 18 The making of any Cloths called

Florences, with Cremil Lists. 1511-1 Act 3 Hen. VIII,

c, 6 § 3 Wollen clothes called Bastardes made with cremyll

Lystes. [1885 Fairholt Costume II. 136 Cremyll, cotton

openwork, or lace.]

Cremil, criniil, v. Obs. [cf. prec] trans.

?To plait, to crimp.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 223 Ac in riche robes rathest he

walketh, Ycalled and ycrimiled \v. r. i-crymeled, y-crymyled,

ycrymaylid, crymailedj and his crowne shaue.

f Cremitoried, ///. a. Obs. (Meaning obscure.)

1608 Middleton Trick to catch iv. v, Out, you babliam-

iny, you unfeathered cremitoried quean, you cullisance of

scabiosity.

Cremmyn, obs. form of Cram v.

Cremocarp (kremokajp). Hot. [irreg. f. Gr.

uptiia- to hang, /rpfjtaoTos suspended, hanging +

Kapnus fruit.] A species of fructification, occur-

ring in the Umbelliferic, in which the simple in-

ferior fruit divides into two indehiscent one-seeded

mericaqw, which remain for some time suspended

by their summits from the central axis.

1866 in Treas. Bot. 345. 1870 Bentley Bot. 312 The
Cremocarp is an inferior, dry, indehiscent, two-celled, two-

seeded fruit. 188$ Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 11. v. 537

A Cremocarp, where the fruit breaks up into two one-seeded

halves or mericarps by the splitting of the dissepiment or

' carpophore ' along its length.

Cremona 1 (kn'm<?>"'na). Name of a town in

Lombardy, where the art of violin-making reached

its highest perfection in the 17th and early 18th

century, altrib. l'ertaining to or made at Cre-

mona, as in Cremona fiddle, school, violin ; absol.

A violin made there. Also (from Fr.) +Cre-mone.

Hence Cremonese a.

176a Sterne Tr. Shandy V. xv. 68 I'll stake my Cremona
to a Jew's trump. 1784 Sheridan Life ofSwift (T.), A lady

whisking about her long train . . threw down and broke a

fine Cremona fiddle. 1798 Harrington Retort Courteous,

"Twas thieving Pindar, tis well known, Swindled his God-

ship's old Cremone. 187s Emerson Lett, fr Soc. Aims,

Quot. ft Orig. Wks. (liohn) III. 214 The Bible.. is like an

old Cremona ; it has been played upon by the devotion of

thousands of years. 1880 P. David in Grove Diet. Mus. I.

416 'A Cremona', or 'a Cremonese violin' is often incor-

rectly used for an old Italian instrument of any make.

Cremo'iia . [Corruption of Krummhobn,
Cbomorne.] An organ reed-stop of 8-foot tone.

1660 Specif, ofOrgan, Whitehall in Grove Diet. Mus. II.

591 Choir Organ. . 14. Cremona. 1880 P. David in Grove

Diet. Mus. I. 416 ' Cremona", as applied to an organ stop,

is a mere ignorant corruption of 1 Krumhorn '. 1880 E. J.

Hopkins ibid. II. 74 Krummhorn (i.e. crooked-hom), Cro-

morne, Cremona.. The Cremonas in the organs built by

Father Smith (1660) ..were doubtless 'voiced' to imitate

the. -now obsolete crooked-horn.

II Cremor. In 7 cremour. [a. L. creator thick

juice obtained by steeping, pressure, or decoc-

tion, broth, pap (? related to cremdre to burn),

and obs. F. cremeur ' a creamie or milkie disposi-

tion or humor ' (Cotgr.\ where the sense is app.

influenced by crime cream.]

a. A thick juice or decoction ; a liquid of this

consistency : a broth, pap. b. By erroneous asso-

CRENATION.

ciation with F. crime. Cream sb.'-, a scum gather-

ing on the top of a liquid.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 163* Of their cremour

may be made a certain sorbicle. 1657 Phys. Diet., Cremor,
the top or flower of any liquor or cream of milk, yeast, the

juyce of steeped barley, &c. 1691 Ray Creation (1714) 27

The food is swallowed into the stomach, where, mingled

with dissolvent juices, it is reduced into a Chyle or Cremor.

'757 Walker in Phil. Trans. L. 128 When the water was ex-

posed for some days to the air, there was a cremor separated

from it of a shining chalybeat colour. 1851-60 Maysk
Expos. Lex., Cremor, cream ; also, any substance floating

on, and skimmed from the surface of a fluid ; also, a thick

decoction of barley.

b. Cremor of tartar ( = cremor tartari) : cream

of tartar; see Cream sb.24.

1656 Ridcley Pract. Physick 201, Cremor Tartar dis-

solved in steeled Wine. 17s* Nugent Gr. Tour, Prance

IV. 16 The chief commodities of this country . . verdigrease,

cremor tartari, &c
Cremorne (organ-stop) : see Cromorne.

Cremosin, -oysin, cremsin, -ysyn, Cre-

mysy, obs. ff. Crimson, Cramoisy.

t Cremp, v. Obs. rare. [Only known in early

ME. ;
prob. a. MDu. or LG. kremp-en (:-iramp-

jan), causal of krimp-en ; cf. Cramp.] trans. To
contract, restrain.

<zii5o£>W ft Night. 1785 ?ef the thincth that ich iiiis,-

rempe, Thu stond ajein and do me crempe. [Ibid. 509 A
sumere chorles awedeth, And vorcrempeth, and vorbredeth.)

Cren, obs. Sc. form of Crane.

|| Crena (krfna). Bot., Zool, etc. [mod.L. cr'ena

incision, notch, corresp. to It. crena notch, nocke

(Florio, 1598), F. crene, crenne (16th c.) ; R.

Estienne Petit Diet. 1 543 has ' un cren ou crenne,

crena '.

The history of this word is very obscure ; L. crina in-

cision, notch, was formerly read in Pliny, H. N. xi. 37. 68

{ 180; but it is now held to be an error, so that the word

remains without ancient support. But the word, with its de-

rivative crindtus, has been used freely in mod. L. since the

16th c From same date F. has also cren, eran sb., and

crentr v., creni pa. pple. An earlier date for the vb. is im-

plied bythesbs. crenle (:—crlndta)=' crenel', and creneurt

fc—crendtura) crenature, 12th c. in Godef. For cren a

still higher antiquity is implied by the diminutives crenel

and crenel (12th c. in Littn£) : see Crenel. Herewith Diez

associates also Rumansch crtnna, Lombardian crena,

Piedm. cran. But the origin of crena remains uncer-

tain.)
* ., .

1. An indentation, a notch
;
spec, in Bot. one oi

the notches on a toothed or crenated leaf; Anat.

the depression or groove between the buttocks;

the longitudinal groove on the anterior and pos-

terior surface of the heart {Syd. Sex. Lex.).

2. A crenated tooth, a scallop ;
spec, in Bot. a

round or convex tooth on the margin of a leaf, etc.

= Cbknatorb, Crenel ; Enlom. a rounded raised

mark resembling a wrinkle on a surface or margin

;

Anat. each of the serrations on the edge of the

external table of the cranial bones by which these

fit together in the sutures {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Crenate (krinA), sb. Chem. [f. Cben-10 4-

-ate *.] A salt of crenic acid.

1838 I. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 152 Crenate of

manganese. 1863-71 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 103 The apo-

crenates of the alkalis resemble the crenales, excepting thai

they are black.

So Cre nated a.

1838 T.Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 152 Crenated per-

oxide of iron. Obtained when crenic acid is mixed with a

neutral sulphated peroxide or chloride of iron.

Crenate (krfwU), a. Bot., Zool., etc. [ad.

mod.L. crindtus, f. Cbena. Junius Nomenclator

1577 has ' Folium crenatum, pinnatum, feuille

crenee'.] Having the edge notched or toothed

with rounded teeth ;
finely scalloped.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxii. 307 Cat-mint has the

middle division of the lower lip (of the corolla] crenate.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 711/2 When these projections and

notches arc very fine, the shell is said to be crenate. 1870

Bentley Bot. 152 When the teeth arc rounded the leaf is

crenate.

b. In comb. = Crenato-.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 129 Leaves . . crenate-dentate.

Ibid. 330 Leaves, .shining, crenate-serrate, ciliate.

Hence Cre nately adv.

1864 T. Moork Brit. Ferns 47 Lobes of the pinnae .

.

with, .a crenately toothed margin.

Cre nate, v. rare. [f. Crenate a.: cf. 16th

c. F. criner.] To produce crenations ; to ' mill

the edge of (coin).

1868 Seyd Bullion 279 The stamping and IIMuting are

done at one stroke.

Crenated (knWted),///. a.

1. Bot., Zool, etc. = Crenate &.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 115A Crenated Leaves [are]

such as are jagged and notched. 1826 Kikby *: bp.

Entomol. (18281 IV. xxxviii. 39 The margin of the lips «
crenated. 1857 Birch Anc. Pottery (1858) I. 83 1 lat plate

beads, .which occasionally are crenated.

f2. = Crenellated. Obs. rare.

1821 J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (1857) I. 401 Crenated

battlements.

Crenation (krjWJsn). Bot., Zool., etc. [f-

Crenate : see -ation.] A crenated formation ; a
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rounded toothing, e.g. on the margin of a leaf or

shell ;
scalloping ; a crenatnre.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 490 The polyps . . have twelve
short tentacles, .in some species they are mere crenations to

the disk. 187s H. C. Wood Tlierap. (1879) 317 A well-

marked stellar crenation. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's
Phaner. 376 In many teeth and crenations of the leaf.

Crenato- (kren£ 1-
t«), combining form of mod.L.

crendtus Cbenate ; crenately, crenate-.

1845 Lindley Sch. Bot. vii. (1858) 124 Leaves . . doubly
and evenly crenato-serrate. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 304
It is represented as crenato-denticulate [= crenately-

toothed]. 1866 Treas. Bot. 346 Crenato-serrate, when
serratures are convex, and not straight.

Crenatnre (kre'natiiu, krfn-). Bot. 8c Zoo/.

[f. mod.L. crendt-us + -tjbe : cf. OF. creneitre."\ A
rounded tooth or denticulation on the margin of

a leaf, etc. Also sometimes applied to the notches

or indentations between the teeth.

1816 Kirbv & Sp. Entomot. (1843) I. 389 Mining into the
very crenatures between the two surfaces of the leaf. 1845
Lindley Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 26 Leaflets 3-lobed, with ovate,
rounded crenatures. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. II. 177 The
leaves . . produce young plants from buds originating in

the notches {crenatures) of the margin.

Crenel, crenelle (krenel, krj'ne'l), sb.

Forms : 5 (//. creneuls, creneaux), 8-9 cren-
nel, 9 crenel, -ell(e. [a. OF. (12th c.) crenel,

pi. creniaus (mod.F. crlneau, -eaux). OF. variants

were kernel, karnel, whence also Eng. Garnet,,
Kernel q. v. The Fr. word is app. dim. of cren,

cran notch (of which however Littre has no ex-

ample before 15th c.) ; see Crena and cf. Cranny.]
1. One of the open spaces or indentations alter-

nating with the merlons or cops of an embattled
parapet, used for shooting or launching projectiles

upon the enemy ; an embrasure : see Battlement.
In //. = Battlements, embattled parapet.
1481 Caxton Godfrey 179 It shold be fasted to the creneaux

of the walle, with good and stronge crochettes ofyron. Ibid.

cxx. 181 Thenne cam to the creneuls, and put oute his
heede and called his pepje. 1774 T. West A ntiq. Furness
(1805) 371 The walls . . in most castles, were topped by a
parapet, and a kind of embrasures called crennels. 1813
Scott Trierm. 111. ix, Crenell and parapet appear. 1819 —
Leg. Montrose x, The . . palisades should be artificially

framed with re-entering angles and loop-holes, or crenelles,

for musketry. 1877 Dixon Diana II. vn. i. 174 A high
curtain of masonry, pierced by many windows, some mere
crennels of defence, others embayed and mullioned.

2. Bot. = Crenation, Crenature.
183s Lindley Inlrod. Bot. (1848) I. 271 When the. .teeth

are rounded, they become crenels.

Crenel (kre'nel), v. rare. Also orennel. [a.

F. crineler, f. OF. crenel: see prec. Cf. the

parallel forms Carnel, Kernel.] trans, a. To
embattle, to crenellate ; also Jig. See also Cre-
nelled. 1 1>- To indent the edge of (a coin), obs.

[c 1330, 1377, see Crenelled. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 753 Licence to fortifie and kernel his mansion house.]
1697 Evelyn Numism. vii. 225 Crenneling of the small
and thinner [moneys]. 1840 Browning Sordcllo 1. 284 The
runnel slipped, Elate with rains.. He.. yet trod .. on the
stubs of living rock Ages ago it crenneled. 1883 H. E.
Jerningham Norham Castle 170 A special licence, .for the
towers to be crennelled.

Crenelet (kre-nelet). rare. [f. Crenel sb. +
-et.] A small crenel or embrasure.
i860 Reade Cloister Et. xliii. II. 278 With far more

freedom . . than they could shoot . . through the sloping
crenelets of the higher towers.

Crenellate, -elate (krenek't), v. [f. F.
crhiel-er + -ate. The / has been doubled partly

after crenelled; partly perh. after assumed L.

*crenella, dim. of crena."] trans. To furnish with
battlements, to embattle ; to furnish with embra-
sures or loopholes.
1851 Turner Dom. A rchit. 157 note, Laurence de Ludlow

had licence to crenellate his mansion of Stoke-Say. 1877
Clery Min. Tact. xvii. 261 Walls that have been loopholed
or crenelated afford material aid.

Hence Crenellated, crenelated a., em-
battled.

1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., Crenellated parapet (Fort.).

1848 Lytton Harold IV. vii, Crenellated castles. 1869 tr.

Lenormant's Anc. Hist. East I. Iv. iv. 459 The roofs of
Assyrian edifices were flat and terraced, surrounded by a
crenelated battlement.
trans/. \t&s. Athenxum 4 June 754 Crenellated mountain

tops half clad in snow.

Crenellation, -elation (krenete'-Jan).

1. The action of crenellating or providing with
battlements ; the condition of being crenellated.
1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. (1875) III. xxi. 536 The fortifi-

cation or crenellation of these houses or castles.

2. concr. Embattled work ; a battlement.
1849 Lytton Caxtons XII.vi (D.l, Octavo ramparts flanked

with quarto crenellations. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. I. v.

294 The Scots laird . . perched projecting crenelations or
bastions on the top corners of his tower.

3. A notch or indentation.
In mod. Diets.

II Crenelle, -elee, a. Her. Obs. [a. F. crenell

Crenelled.] Having the edge indented like a
battlement ; Embattled.
1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 179 These bendes. .are notched

or nicked which thing the French worde Crenelle doth very

aptlye signifie. 16x0 Guillim Heraldry 11. v. (1632) 65 Hee
beareth Gules, a Cheefe Crenelle, Argent.

Crenelled, creneled (kre neld), ppl. a. [f.

Crenel v. + -ed. Cf. F. crenele (1 2th c. in Littre).]

1. Embattled, crenellated
;
having embrasures.

[c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14646 Castels .

.

bretaxed and cameled. 1377 Langl. F. PL B. vi. 78 See
Kekneled.] 183a Blackw. Hag. XXXI. 787 Crenelled
battlements. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) IV. xiii. 355
With a crenelled wall for muskets.

2. Having a notched or indented edge ; in Bot.
= Crenate a.

1727 Bradley Fatn. Did. s. v. Elder Tree, Leaves ..

sticking to short Stalks, and crenell'd on the Edges. 1769
Char, m Ann. Reg. 36/1 An instrument with a crenelled
edge. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 242 The calyx is five-lobed..
the disk a fleshy crenelled cup.

Crengle, obs. form of Cringle.
Crenic (krrnik), a. Chem. [f. Gr. Kpt/vy

spring, fountain + -ic] In Crenic acid, an organic
acid, existing, according to Berzelius, in vegetable
mould, and in ochreous deposits of ferruginous

waters. (Watts.)
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 147 Crenic Acid was

discovered by Berzelius in the year 1832. 1863-72 Watts
Diet. Chem. II. 103 Mulder represents crenic acid by the
formula C12 H12 Oh.

Crenitic (knni-tik), a. Gcol. [f. Gr. Kp-qvrj

spring of water + -ite + -ic] (See quot.)

1884 T.Sterry Hunt in Trans. R. Soc. Canada II. III.

35 This newly proposed explanation of the origin of crys-
talline rocks, through the action of springs bringing up
mineral matters from below, might be called the crenitic
hypothesis, from the Greek icpijioj, a fountain or spring.
1886 Ibid. IV. in. 21 As a result of this continued process, the
crenitic products themselves will naturally show a diminu-
tion in the proportion of silica and potash. Ibid. 35 The
enormous thickness of crenitic rocks which . . make up the
pre-Cambrian terranes.

Crenkled, obs. form of Crinkled.
Crennel, var. of Crenel.

Crennlate (kre-mulct), a. Zool. and Bot. [ad.

mod.L. erenuldtus, f. crenula, dim. of crena (see

Crena) + -ate 1. In mod.F. crenule.] Having
the edge divided into minute rounded teeth ; finely

notched or scalloped : said of a leaf, a shell, etc.

1794 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxvii. 414 The second has
the lip of the nectary crenulate. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848)
136 Margin ofbase crenulate. 1872 Oliver Elem. Bot. App.
309 Lower petal . . 3-lobed . . lateral lobes usually . . crenulate.

Crenulated (kie-mule'tvd), ppl. a. Zool. and
Bot. [f. as prec. + -ed.] = prec.

1807 Roxburgh in Asiatic Res. IX. 380 A fleshy crenu-
lated cup. 1870 Bentley Bot. 152 When the leaf is minutely
crenated it is said to be crenulated.

Crennlation (kreniwU'-Jan). Zool. and Bot. [f.

as prec. + -ation.] A crenulated formation ; a
minute rounded marginal tooth or crenation.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 391 The lamellae are marginal

crenulations. x88z R. B. Watson in Jml. Littn. Soc. XV.
452 Forming on the upper whorls infrasutural crenulations.

Crenulato-, combining form of mod.L. crenu-
ldtus Crenulate ; cf. Crenato-.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 247 Lamellae crenulato-dentate.

1852 — Crust. I. 300 Carapax transversely crenulato-
lineolate.

Creoice, -oise, -oix,-oiz: see Croisezi., Cross.
Creoicerie, var. Croiserie Obs., crusade.

Creole (krro»l), sb., a. Also 7-8 oriole, [a.

F. Creole, ad. Sp. criollo, native to the locality,

' country ' ; believed to be a colonial corruption of

*criadillo, dim. oicriado ' bred, brought up, reared,

domestic ', pa. pple. of criar to breed, etc. :—L.
credre to Create. According to some 1 8th c. writers

originally applied by S. American negroes to their

own children born in America as distinguished from
negroes freshly imported from Africa ; but
D'Acosta, 1590, applies it to Spaniards born in

the W. Indies.]

A. sb. In the West Indies and other parts of
America, Mauritius, etc. : orig. A person born and
naturalized in the country, but of European ( usu-

ally Spanish or French) or of African Negro race

:

the name having no connotation of colour, and in

its reference to origin being distinguished on the

one hand from born in Europe (or Africa), and
on the other hand from aboriginal.

a. But now, usually, ^creole white, a descendant

of European settlers, born and naturalized in those

colonies or regions, and more or less modified in

type by the climate and surroundings.
The local use varies : in the European colonies of the W.

Indies it is usually applied to the descendants of any Euro-
peans there naturalized ; in Mauritius to the naturalized

French population. It is not now used of the people of

Spanish race in the independent South American states,

though sometimes of the corresponding natives of Mexico,
and in the U. S. it is applied only to the French-speaking
descendants of the early French settlers in Louisiana, etc.

1604 E. Grimstone tr. D'Acosta''s Hist. W. Indies iv. xxv.

278 Some Crollos (for so they call the Spaniards borne at

the Indies). 1697 Dampier Kw.(i698) I. iv. 68 An English

Native of St. Christophers, a Cirole, as we call all born of

European Parents in the West Indies. 1737 Common Sense

(1738) I. 280 As to his Birth and Parentage, I cannot say

whether he is a Native American or a Creole, nor is it ma-
terial. 1760-72 tr. Juan Ulloa's Vcy. (ed. 3) 1. 1. iv. 29 The
Whites may be divided into two classes, the Europeans, and
Creoles, or Whites born in the Country. Ibid. II. ix, vii.

375 {Nova Scotia) French families, some Europeans, and
others Creoles of the placeitself and from. .Newfoundland.
1832 Marryat N. E'orsterxx, [She] was a Creole—that is,

born in the West Indies, of French parents. 1836 W. Irving
Astoria 1

. 1849) 199 A French Creole ; oneof those haphazard
wights of Gallic origin, who abound upon our frontier, living

among the Indians like one of their own race. 1864 Sat.
Rev. 21 May, [In Mexico] there arc about a million..
Creoles—that is, whites of pure Spanish extraction.

b. Now less usually = Creole negro : A negro
born in the West Indies or America, as dis-

tinguished from one freshly imported from Africa.

1748 Earthquake of Pent \\\. 240 Criollos signifies one
born in the Country ; a Word made by the Negroes, who
give it to their own Children born in those Parts. 1760 72
tr. Juan Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 1. iv. 31 The class of
Negroes is .. again subdivided into Creoles and Bozares.
1863 15axes Nat. Amazon i. (1864) 19 The term ' Creole * is

confined to negroes born in the country.

B. altrib. or adj.

1. a. Of persons : Born and naturalized in the
West Indies, etc., but of European (or negro)
descent; see A. Now chiefly applied to the

native whites in the West Indies, the native

French population in Louisiana, Mauritius, etc.

1748 Earthquake ofPeru iii. 230 A Criole Negro-Woman.
1771 Smollett Humph. CI. (1815)34 Two negroes, belong-
ing to a Creole gentleman, who. .began to practise upon the
French-horn. 1827 O. W. Roberts LV«/r. Amer. 28 Creole
descendants of Spanish adventurers. 1862 J. M. Ludlow
Hist. U, S. 316 note, There are creule whites, Creole negroes,
Creole horses, &c. ; andcreole whites are, of all persons, the
most anxious to be deemed of pure white blood.

b. Of animals and plants : Bred or grown in

the West Indies, etc., but not of indigenous

origin.

1760-72 tr. yuan <y Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) [I. iv. vii. 162 The
criollo or natural bread being unripe plantains, .roasted.]

Ibid. II. vn. i. 17 Fruits ..of the Creole kind, being Euro-
pean fruits planted there, but which have undergone con-

siderable alterations from the climate. 1836 Macgilliyray
tr. Humboldt's Trav. xiv. 168 Three species of sugar-cane,

the old Creole, the Otaheitan, and the Batavian. 1885 Lady
li kassey The Trades 263 The active little animals known
as 1

creole ' horses.

2. Belonging to or characteristic of a Creole.

1828 G. W. Bridges Ann. "Jamaica II. x. 9 A trait in the

Creole character. 1839-40 W. Irving Wolfert's R. (1855)

27 In an old French creole village. 1884 W. H. Bisnoi' in

Harper's Mag. Mar. 516/2 The people speak creole French.

3. Comb., as Creole-crab, a West Indian species

of crab.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica (1779) 422 The larger hairy

Creole-Crab with prickly claws.

Creolian (kn|J"'lian), sb. and a. ? Obs. Also
8 criolian, 9 creolean. [f. Creole + -IAN.]

fA. sb. = Creole A. Obs.

1702 Paradoxes of State 13 The American Creolians.

1748 Earthquake ofPeru n\. 239 The Spaniards, .bom in

America of white Parents, who are called Crioli orCriolians.

1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. xx, The moment, .a Creolian arrives

from Jamaica . . I strike for a subscription. 1827 Scott
NaPoleon ii, This lady was a Creolian.

B. adj. = Creole B. ? Obs.

1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 96 A mixed breed of
Creolian Spaniards. 1793 Godwin Polit. ^w^. (1796) II.

94 Born a manorial serf or a Creolian negro. 1842 Order-
son Creoleana Pref., The customs, .of Creolean society.

t Cre'Olism. Obs. [f. Creole + -ism.] The
fact of being a Creole ; Creole descent.

1788 J. Ramsay Object. Abol. Slave Tr. Anszu. (ed. 2) 49
The farther back the negroe could trace his Creolism, the

more he valued himself. 1812 Ann. Reg. (1810) 596 They
[negroes] feel pride and consequence in being born in a

new hemisphere, and conceive that to Creolism is attached

a degree of dignity.

Creolization(kn"6bi^Tl,|3n). [f. next + -ation.]

The production of a Creole race ; racial modifica-

tion in the case of Creole animals or plants.

1890 Harper's Mag. Feb. 416/1 Those extraordinary in-

fluences of climate and environment which produce the

phenomena of creolization.

Cre'olize, v. [f. Creole + -ize.]

1. intr. To ' do ' the Creole : see quot.

1818 J. M'Leod Voy. ofAlceste 280 The ladies, .generally

creolized the whole day in a delectable state of apathy..
Creolizing is an easy and elegant mode of lounging in a
warm climate.

2. trans. To render Creole ; to naturalize in

the West Indies or adjacent regions.

Creop, obs. form of Creep.

Creophagotts (kr/^-fagas), a. Also kreo-.

[f. Gr. Kp€o<f>dy-os (f. Kpeas, tcp€o- flesh + ~<payos

eating) + -ous.j Flesh-eating; carnivorous. So
Creo*phagist (-dsist), one who uses flesh as food

;

Creo phagism (-dgiz'm), Creo*phagry (-d^i) [Gr.

Kpfo<paytd]
t
the eating of flesh.

1881 Sat. Rev. LI I. 569 The average kreophagist is by
no means convinced that kreophagy is the perfect way in

diet. Ibid. 570 Kreophagism leads to alcoholism. Ibid.,

The ruling tribes and castes ofEurope have invariably been
kreophagous. 1885 Ray Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XIX.
831/2 Exceptional creophagous Protophytes, parallel at a
lower level of structure to the insectivorous Phanerogams.

Creosol (knVs£>l). Chem. Also creasol. [f.

Creos(ote + -ol.] A colourless highly refracting

t
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liquid (C, H lt 02) with aromatic odour and burn-

ing taste, forming the chief constituent of creosote.

1863-7* Watts Diet. Chem. II. 103 Creosol, the principal

constituent of wood-creosote. 1873 — Fownes' Chem. 806
Creasol is a diatomic phenol from guaiacum.

Hence Cre'osyl [-yl], the radical of creosol, as

in creosyl chloride C g H, O CI.

1872-9 Watts Diet. Client. VI. 595 Creosyl chloride . . is

a limpid strongly refracting oily liquid.

Creosote (krf<?s<7iit), sb. Also creosote, kreo-,

krea-. [mod. f. Gr. xpto-, comb, form of uptas

flesh + ow£<tv to save : cf. o-arrr/p saviour ; the
formation was intended to mean ' flesh-saving '

;

but the Gr. for this would have been Kp(o[a)a6os.~\

L A colourless oily liquid, of complex composi-
tion, with odour like that of smoked meat, and
burning taste, obtained from the distillation of

wood-tar, and having powerful antiseptic pro-
perties; discovered by Reichenbach in 1832.
1835 Elliotson in Trans. flfed.-Chirurg. Sec. 235 It is now

a year since I began my trials of Creosote, i860 G. H. K.
Vac. Tourist 164 The creosote distilled from the peat soon
rendered the Ash safe from decay.

b. Sometimes commercially applied to Car-
bolic acid, also distinguished as coal-tar creosote.

1863-73 Watts Diet. Chem. IV. 389 Commercial creosote
often consists almost entirely of phenol, but the true
creosote, obtained by the distillation of wood, is a totally
different substance.

2. attrib. and Comb., as creosote-oil, -tank, creo-

sote-like adj.
;
creosote-bush, -plant, a Mexican

shrub {Larrea mexicana, N.O. Zygophyllacese)

having a strong smell of creosote.
1851 Maynf. Reid Scalp Hunt, xxvi, We passed .. thickets

ofcreosote bushes. 1866 Treas. Hot. 660 L[arrea] nie.ricana,
the Creosote plant of the Americans . . its strong creosote-
like odour renders it so repulsive that no animal will touch
it. 1889 G. Findlay Eng. Railway 46 Timber, into which
creosote oil has been forced under pressure.

Cre osote, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To im-
pregnate with creosote, as a preservative.

1846 A. Suckling Hist. Suffolk 75 The timber being
creasoted . . to keep out the worm. 1881 Whitehead Hops
37 The practice of creosoting the butt ends preserves them
from decay.

Hence Creosoted ///. a., Creosoting vbl. sb.
;

Creosoter, one engaged in creosoting timber.
186a Rep. Directors E. hid. Railw. Comp. 16 Creosoted

sleepers. 1863 Reader 1^ Feb., If the method of creosoting
were introduced in India. 1880 East. Morning Hnvs 12
Apr. 2/0 W. F. W. of Grimsby, late creosoter. 1893
Daily Hews 24 Feb. 6/3 The line . . is laid upon piles of
creosoted American pitch-pine.

Creosotic, erroneous form of Cresotic.
Crep, obs. pa. t. of Creep.
Crepan, erron. f. Trepan sb. and v.

Crepance. Farriery. ? Obs. Also 7 //. cre-

panches, 8 (rnispr.) crepane. fin 1 7th c. cre-

panches, crepances, ad. It. crepacci pi., ' the

scratches, cratches, or rats-tailes in a horse . . .

little chaps or rifts about the cronet of the horses

hoofe' (Florio, 1598), f. crepare to crack, chap
:—L. crepare to crack, etc.] A sore or wound on
a horse's foot ; see quots.
1610 Markham fifasterp. 11. lxxxvi. 366 The Scratches,

Crepanches, or Rats-tailes. .are long, scabby, dry chaps, or
rifts, .on the hinder legges, just from the fetlocke vnto the
place of the Curbc. 1717 Bradley Fam. Diet., Crepances,
Ulcers in the Fore-part of a Horse's foot . . caused by a
Hurt receiv'd in leaping over a Bar, or the like. 1755
Johnson, Crepane [a misprint copied in later Diets. J. 1823
Crabb Techn. Diet., Crepance {Vet.\ a chop, or scratch
in a horse's leg. .which often degenerates into an ulcer.

t Cre'pature. Obs. [ad. L. crepatura fissure,

crack, f. crepare to crack, creak : see -L're.]

1. Med. a. A rupture, hernia ; b. A wound,
crack, or chap in the skin.

c 1400 Lanfranc s Cimrg. 170 After be tyme bat be
wounde were souded bere wolde leve a crepature. /lid. 292
Cure cancris & festris & al maner crepaturis. 158a Hester
Seer. Phiorav. 11. xxi. 100 To helpe the crepature or chappes
make this Unguent.
2. (See quots. App. some error.)

[1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Crepatura (Lat.), aTerm used
by Apothecaries, for the boiling of Barley or any other
thing 'till it crack.] it«i Bailey, Crepature (in Physick) is

when any thing is boiled till it cracks.

Crepaud(e, -awnde, var. Crapaud, Obs.

II Crepe (krfp). [F. crtpe, in 16th c. crespe:-L.
crispa curled.] The French word for Crape (used
in that language in the early wider sense, and
including crfpe anglais, which is called crape in

English), often borrowed as a term for all crapy
fabrics other than ordinary black mourning
crape.
Crepe de Chine (China crape), a white or other coloured

crape made ofraw silk. Crtpe lisst, smooth or glossy crape,
which is not crtpi or wrinkled. Also attrib.

i8*s Ladies Pocket Mag. I. 140 Dress of white crgpedisse,
trimmed at the border with an ornament of puckered tulle.

1881 Truth 19 May 686/2 A dress. . ofwhite crSpe, with silk
embroidery of jasmine and honeysuckle. 1887 Daily News
11 May $/% This blossom-dress was lightly veiled with crepe
of wale rose-pink. 1887 Times (Weekly Ed.) 23 Sept. 15/4
A costume of pearl satin and crepe de chine.

Hence Crtpe v. [F. creper], to frizz, to put up in

curl-papers. Crepe [F.], frizzed. Crdpy a., of

the nature of crepe.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xl, It was a pity to waste so much
paper, which might crepe hair, pin up bonnets, and serve
many other useful purposes. x86z H. Marryat Year in
Sweden II. 41 Grayish hair, frizzed, in short crepe' curls.

189a Pall Mall G. 23 June 1/3 A full vest of white crepy
stuff.

Crepe, Crepel, -ill, obs. ff. Creep, Cripple.

Crepidarian ^krepide>rian\ a. nonce-wd. [f.

L. crepidari-us shoemaker + -an.] Of or pertain-

ing to a shoemaker.
1819 L. Hunt Indicator No. 8 (1822) I. 64 His crepidarian

sculptures indeed are not so well.

t Crepine, crespin(e. Obs. Also 6 cris-

pyne, krippin, creppin, 6-7 crippin. [a. OF.
crespine, mod. F. cripine (Pr. crespind), f. crespe,

crepe : see Crepe, Crape.]
1. a. A net or caul (of gold or silver thread, silk

lace, etc.) for the hair, formerly worn by ladies,

b. A part of a hood. c. A fringe of lace or net-

work for a dais, baldachin, bed, etc
c 153a Dewes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 907 The crispynes,

les crespines. 1566 Adlington Apuleius 11. ix. (1596) 25
Diuers (. .to shew their grace and feature) wil cast off their
partlets, collars, habilimentes, frontes, cornets and krippins.

1578 Gifts to Queen in Nichols Progr. II. 73 By the Lady
Ratclif, five creppins of lawne. 1593 Lyly Mydas 1. ii,

Earerings, borders, crippins, shadowes. 1611 Cotgr., Cres-
pine, the Crepine of a French hood. 166a J. Davies tr,

Mandelslo's Trav. E. Ind. 64 On their heads they [Gum.
ratta women] have onely a thin cap, or cover them with a
crepine of Lawn wrought with Gold. 1708 Motteux
Rabelais nr. lii. (1737' 214 The Crepines of their Hoods,
their Ruffles. 1731 C. King Brit, flferch. II. 230 Beds,
Matrasses, Hangings, Coverlids, Quilts, Crespins, Fringes,
and Molets of Silk, i860 Fairholt Costume Gloss., Cres-
pine, the golden net-caul worn by ladies in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries. .The crespine still exists in name
and fact in Italy.

2. Cookery. See quot. [Cf. F. cr{pine the caul

enveloping the viscera of an animal.]
1736 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3) Crepine, a sort of farce wrapp'd

up in a Veal cawl.

II Crepitaxuluxn. Zool. [L. a rattle.] (With
American Zoologists) The rattle of the rattle-snake.

Crepitant (kre'pitant), a. [ad. L. crepitdnt-em,

pr. pple. of crepitdre to crackle : also in mod.F.]
1. Making a crackling noise : crackling, crepi-

tating.

1855 Browning Master Hugues xvi, One is incisive, cor-
I

rosive ; Two retorts, nettled, curt, crepitant. 186a H, W.
Fuller Dis. Lungs 249 The inflamed lung, .is heavier and
less crepitant under the finger. 1873 Holland A . Bonnie.
193 There came close to my ear a curious crepitant rustle.

2. Entom. That crepitates (see Crepitate aj.

1836 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. xlvii. (1828) IV. 401 That
[subtribe] to which the crepitant Eutechiua belong.

Crepitate (kre-pite't), v. [f. L.crepitdl-, ppl.

stem of crepitare to crackle, frequentative of cre-

pare to crack, creak : see -ate.]

1 1. intr. To break wind. Obs.

1633 Cockeram, Crepitate, to winde or fart. 1768 Life 4
Adv. Sir B. Sapskull I. 149.

2. Entom. Of certain beetles : To eject a pungent
fluid suddenly with a sharp report. (Cf. Bom-
bardier 4.)
1836 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. xli. (1828) IV. 149 The sub-

stance which they emit when they crepitate.

8. To make a crackling sound, to crackle : spec.

of the tissue of the lungs (also used of the action
j

accompanying or producing this sound ; cf. Crepi-

tation a).

1853 Eraser's Mag. XLVII. 559 That [salt], .bears the
|

heat of the fire without crepitating. 1877 Roberts Handbk.
Med. (ed. 3) I. 378 The part affected is enlarged ; crepitates

imperfectly. 1888 Harpers Mag. Apr. 741 The immense
hall rises,—oscillates,— . .crepitates,—crumbles into ruin.

4. To rattle ; said of the sound made by the crept-

taculum of the rattle-snake. (Cf. Crepitation 3.)

Hence Crepitating vbl. sb. and a.

1852 9 Todd Cycl. Anat. IV. 595/1 The crepitating sensa-
j

tion caused by the friction ofthe head of the humerus against
|

the under surface of the acromion. 1853 Kanh Grinnelt
\

Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 307, I felt a something move. The some-
;

thing had a crepitating, insectine wriggle. 1883 Knowledge
13 July 18/3 Starch..on being pressed between the fingers,

produces a peculiar sound known as 1 crepitating

Crepitation (krepit^'Jan). [n. of action f.

L. crepitdre : see prec, and -ation. So F. crepita-

tion (Pare i6thc.).]

1. A crackling noise ; crackling.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Crepitation,

.

. a creaking, crashing,

or ratling noise. 1676 Grew Luctation i. § 6 in Anat.
Plants t. (1682) 239 Crepitation, when they make a kind of
hissing and sometimes a crackling noise. 1711 I. Green-
wood Eng. Gram. 193 Spatter, .implies a more clear crepi-

tation or crackling. 1804 R. F. Burton DahomeW. 329
Rattling, crackling thunder, with prolonged electric crepi-

tations. 1879 G. Prescott Sp. Telephone 127 We hear a
dry noise, a crepitation similar to that of the spark.

fig. 1805 South by in Robberds Mem. Wt Taylor II. 7 The
Anti-jacobin crepitations never reach me.

2. Med. ana Path. The slight sound and ac-

companying sensation caused by pressure on any
portion of cellular tissue in which air is collected,

or by the entrance of air into the lungs in a certain

stage of inflammation
; also,the noise and sensation

observed in the grating together of the ends of
fractured bones ; the crackling noise sometimes
observed in gangrenous parts when examined with
the fingers ; the cracking of a joint when pulled.
{Syd. Soc. Lex.)
1834 J. Forbes Laennec's Dts. Chest 11 Sometimes in

cases of emphysema of the lungs, .a species of dry crepita-
tion is felt by the hand. iSjjbToDD Cycl, Anat. I. 157/1
His right leg presented all the signs of fracture of the fibula .

.

such as. .depression and crepitation above the outer ankle.

1878 T. Brvant Pract. Surg. I. 47 When suppuration or
sloughing of the cellular tissue has taken place, fluctuation

or crepitation will be detected, or the parts feel boggy.

3. The action of rattling: see Crepitate 4.

1878 Coles Bull U.S. GeoL Surv. IV. 263 The rattle of
the Crotalus cannot be distinguished from the crepitation of
the large Western grasshopper.

4. The breaking of wind ;
crepitus ventris. rare.

i8aa Blackiv. Mag. XII. 599 Openly venting their crepi-

tations and eructations at table.

Crepitous (kre*pitas), a. Med. and Path. [f.

L. crepitus (see next) + -ors.] Of the nature of,

or such as to produce, crepitus.

1822-34 Good Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 122 That crepitous
dilatation of the pulmonary cells, so strongly marked in

infancy. 1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. L 604/1 The structure of
the lungs is more flabby and less crepitous than natural.

II Crepitus (kre*pit£s). [L., verbal sb. f. crepare

to crack, rattle, creak, etc.]

1. Med. and Path. — Crepitation 2.

1807-16 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5)275 Great
unnecessary pain [has] frequently been occasioned by the
custom of feeling for a crepitus, and moving the [fractured]

limb about.. in order to produce it. 1878 A. Hamilton
Nerv. Dis. 115 There is crepitus or rattling in the breath-
ing. 188a Syd. Soc. Lex., Crepitus, the crackling noise

occasioned by pressing a part of the body when air is col-

lected in the cellular tissue.

2. The breaking ofwind : usually crepitus ventris.

1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Crepitus, terra for the discharge up-
wards, or rejection downwards, of gas or flatus from the
stomach and bowels.

Creple, creppell, -le, obs. ff. Cripple.

II Cr6pOH Qzre'-poh, kre'pan). [F. cre'pon, in

16th c. crespon, deriv. of crespe, crtpe Crape.] A
stun" resembling crape, but of firmer substance,

made of fine worsted, silk, or a combination of

the two.
1887 Pall Mall Gy 19 Dec. 8/2 The bridesmaids, .wore

dresses of Liberty silk and cre'pon. 1800 Daily Nnvs 13

Sept. 3/1 Such a girl wore lately a pale blue cre'pon dress.

Crept (krept), pp/. a. Pa. pple. of Creeps.;
spec, in Coalmining, that has been subjected to

a 'creep*.
16*8 J. Doughty Sermon 25 A crept in falshood. 1861

Trans. N. Eng. Inst. Min. Engineers IX. 24 [This] had
evidently brought on a heavy creep as shown in the sec-

tion of crept bonis. 1867 W. W. Smyth Coal 4- Coal-
mining 132 The workings are closely filled with rubbish,

and there remain the isolated crept pillars, only accessible

by fresh and dangerous workings.

Crept, pa. t. and pa. pple. of Creep v.

Crepul, obs. form of Cripple.

+ Crepn'udian. Obs. rare. Also crepundio

[? -on], [f. L. crtpundia a rattle, a child's toy.]

1. ? A rattler or empty talker. 2. A childish toy.

1589 Nashe Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 8 Our quadrant
crepundios {1616-ous], that spit ergo in the mouth of euerie

one they meete. 1655 G. Emmot North. Blast 4 Arrayed
with Cope and Vestment, and many other feat Crepundians.

Crepuscle (kr/pirs'l, kre*ptVl). [mod. ad. L.

crcpust ul-um twilight : see below.] Twilight.

1665 Phil. Trans. \. 122 The reputed Citizens of the

Moon might see our Crepuscle. 1860 Mhs. Byrne Under-
current L 207 At early dawn or dusty noon, in foggy

crepuscle or gloomy midnight.

Crepuscular (krrpp'skiwlaj), a. [f. L. ere-

pnscuf-um + -ar. Cf. F. crcpusculaire\

1. Of or pertaining to twilight.

1755 B. Martin Mae;. Arts 4* Sc. I. i. 3 The Difference,

between the crepuscular and the Noon-tide Light. 1791 K.

Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. Notes 12 The crespuscular atmo-
sphere, or the region where the light of the sun ceases to

be refracted to us, is estimated, .to be between 40 and 50
miles high. 1876 G. F. Chambers Astron. 67 A faint cre-

puscular light extending beyond the cusps of the planet.

2. fig. Resembling or likened to twilight ;
dim,

indistinct.

1668 Phil. Trans. III. 730 And perhaps I might have
lost the Crepuscular remains of my Si^ht. i860 J. P. Ken-
nedy Wirt II. ix. 157 [The law isj at best, a crepus-

cular labyrinth. 1870 H. James Hawthorne 132 The
crepuscular realm of the writer's own reveries.

b. esp. Resembling or likened to the morning

twilight as preceding the full light of day ; cha-

racterized by (as yet) imperfect enlightenment.

1679 Puller Moder. Ch. Eng. (1843) 254 Proportionable

to the first crepuscular and duskish light of those times.

1707 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXIV. 509 The favour-

able influence even of a partial and crepuscular day on the

morals, .and the happiness of the people. 1842 Motley Lett.

(1889) I. 96 The state of crepuscular civilization to which

they have reached. x8s« Eraser's Mag. XLVI. 679 That

crepuscular period, when the historical sense was scarcely

brought to a full state of activity.

3. Zool. Appearing or active in the twilight.

1826 Kirby & Sr. Entomol. xlix. (1828) IV. 525 Crepus-
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cular insects. 1877 Coues & Allen N. A mer. Rodentia 653
Animals, -of crepuscular or nocturnal habits.

Crepuscule (kr/ptrskial, kre-poskial). Now
rare. [a. F. crepuscule, ad. L. crepusculum : see
below.] Twilight.
c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 6 The spring of the dawyng

and the ende of the euenyng, the which ben called the two
crepusculus. Ibid. § 9 Know the quantite of thi crepusculis.
1789 Mrs. Piozzi Joum. Francell. 202 The crepuscule [is]

less abrupt in its departure. 18x9 H. Busk Banquet EL 41
Coeval with the crepuscule of morn. 1866 J. B. Rose tr.

Ovid's Fasti v. 183 And when the doubtful crepuscule is

gone The Hyades appear.

Crepusculine (kr/pzrskialain, -lin), a. and sb.

rare. [a. F. crlpusculin, -ine, ad. med.L. crepus-
culin-us, f. crepuscul um : cf. L. matutinus, ves-

pertinus : see -ine.]

A. adj. Pertaining to twilight ; illuminated by
twilight, dim, dusky.

'549 Compl. Scot. vi. 38 Aurora . . hed persit the crepus-
culyne lyne matutine of the northt northt est orizone. 16.

.

in Sprat Hist. R. See. 314 (T.) To take in more or less
light . . to fit glasses to crepusculine observations. 1876
G. Meredith Beauch. Career (1889) 309 The line of downs
ran luminously edged against the pearly morning sky,
with its dark landward face crepusculine yet clear in every
combe.

t B. sb. The (morning) twilight. Obs.
1549 Compl. Scot. S3 In the mornyng. .it is callit lucifer,

be cause it auancis the day befor the crepusculine.

Crepusculous (kr/po-skialas), a. [f. L. ere-

puscul-um + -ous.] Of the nature of twilight

;

dim. dusky, indistinct, {lit. and Jig.)
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 343 A close apprehension

of the one, might perhaps afford a glimmering light and
crepusculous glance of the other. 1605 Glanvill Seeps.
Sci. xxii. 140 The beginnings of Philosophy were in a cre-
pusculous obscurity ; and its yet scarce past the Dawn.
1822 Eliza Nathan Langreath II. 268.

I Crepusculum (kr/p»-skial«m). [L. = twi-
light, a diminutive formation, related to creper
dusky, dark, creperum darkness.] Twilight, dusk.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. xxiv. 361 The euentyde

highte Crepusculum. .whanne it is nat certaynly knowe by-
twene lyght and derknesse. 1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy in.
xxiii, The same time. .That clerkes call Crepusculum at eue.
1638 Wilkins New World I. (1684) 176 By Observing the
height of that Air which causeth the Crepusculum, or Twi-
light. 1840 De Qoincey Rhet. Wks. X. 34 Which interval
we regard as the common crepusculum between ancient and
modern history. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxv. (1856) 313
The twilight too, that long Arctic crepusculum, seemed.,
disproportionally increased in its duration.

Cres., cresc, Afusic, abbrev. of Crescendo.
Cresce, var. of Crease vA and sbA Obs., increase.

t Crescence. Obs. [ad. L. crescentia, f. cres-

cent-em : see Ckescent and -ence. Cf. OF. creis-

sance, mod.F. croissance.] Growth, increase.
1602 Fulbecke 2nd Pt. Parall. 60 In their cressence in

the wombe, there is but one operation of nature. 1660 tr.
Paracelsus Archidoxis 1. IX. 129 There are found to be
many superfluous Crescences. 1736 Brooke Univ. Beauty
hi. 322 And towards the morn's attractive crescence bend.
'

II Crescendo (kreje-nda). Mus. [It. crescendo
increasing, pr. pple. of crescere to increase :—L.
crescere (cf. next).]

1. A musical direction indicating that the tone is

to be gradually increased in force or loudness
(abbrev. cres., cresc). As sb. : A gradual increase
of volume of tone in a passage of a piece of music

;

a passage of this description.

1776 'J. Collier ' Mus. Trav. 60, I stood still some time to
observe the diminuendo and crescendo. 1789 Bukxey Hist.
i!/KS.III.53oDomenicoMazzocchi[i626-4oJ. .first, .invented
characters of crescendo, diminuendo, etc. x8xz W. Crotch
Elem. Mus. Comp. 112 The peculiar characteristic of the
piano forte is its power of varying degrees of loudness and
softness, either suddenly or by crescendo, diminuendo,
rinforzando, etc. 1826 R. A. R. in Hone Every-day Bk.
II. 1171 Let these notes be played, .with perfect crescendos
and diminuendoes. id&yChambers' Cycl.lll. 557TheswelI
of a good organ produces a most perfect crescendo.

b. trans/. A gradual increase in loudnessofvoice.
1865 Pall Mall G. 22 Apr. >l He has not the force, .to

represent the climbing crescendo of unjust anger and de-
spairing sarcasm. 1882 Mrs. Riddell Pr. Wales' Garden-
Party 45 ' Do you mean that Sir Henry is dead ?

' inter-
posed Susan, in a gradual crescendo.

C. Jig. A progressive increase in force or effect.

1785 in Set. Papers Twining Family (1887) 123 The cres-
cendo of mountains, as we went up the lake, pleased me as
much, I think, as any crescendo of sound can have pleased
you. 1884 Symonds Shaks. Predecessors v. 205 Its chief
merit as a play is the crescendo of its interest. 1886 F.
Harrison Choice Bis. (1888) 30 The intense crescendo of
the catastrophe, the absolute concentration of interest,

d. attrib. or as adj.

1859 Sat. Rev.Wl. 430/2 A crescendo series of appeals to
the Chairman to call the Commission together. 1870 Miss
Bridgman R. Lynne II. iii. 70 ' Borrow one !' said Dicky
in a crescendo tone of amazement.

Crescent (kre-sent), sb. Forms: a. 4-7 cres-
sant, 5 cressaunt, 5-7 oressent, (8 cresent) ;

&. 6-7 croissant. 7 croy-, croisant
; y. 7- cres-

cent. [ME. cressant, in 16th c. also croissant,

a. OF. creissant, mod.K. croissant (:—L. crescent-

em), pr. pple. of OF. creistre, mod. croitre:—h.
crescere to grow. In 17th c. assimilated to the L.
spelling, already used in the adj. : see next.

Vol. II.

1165

L. crescens meant simply 'growing, waxing'; Columella
has luna crescens, the waxing moon, tuna decrescent, the
waning moon ; but these words had no reference to shape

;

sense 2 was a mediaeval development, app. in French.]

1. The waxing moon, during the period between
new moon and full. [Cf. OF. creissant the waxing
of the moon, the first half of the month.] AlsoJig

.

1530 Palsgr. 210/2 Cressent, the newe mone as long as
it is nat rounde, cressant.
1620 Feltham Resolves xxviii. 88 Thus while he sinnes,

he is a Decressant ; when he repents, a Cressant. 1640
Fuller Joseph's Coat viii. (1867) 192 They are crescents in
their waxing, full seas in their flowing. 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarch., Hen. IV, ccxxvii, A worke 'bove Nature's power,
To make his Crescent Orbed in an Hower.
2. The convexo-concave figure of the waxing or

the waning moon, during the first or last quarter,
especially when very new or very old.
The crescent of the waxing moon has its horns to the

spectator's left, that of the waning moon has them to his
right.

1578 I.vte Dodoens iv. xxxi. 489 Turned rounde like a
croissant or newe moone. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 246
Hee is no crescent, and his homes are inuisible. 161

1

Cotgr., Croissant, the halfe-moone ; in Blazon, a Cressant.
1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 24 If the higher
home of the said croisant be more obscure and darke than
the lower. 1726 Amherst Teme Fil. xliv. 232 Phoebe's
pale cresent. 1814 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 349 The bright
crescent of the moon. 1842 Tennyson Audley C. A moon,
that, just In crescent, dimly rain'd about the leaf Twilights
of airy silver.

3. A representation or figure of this phase of the
moon: a. as an ornament or embellishment.
(App. the earliest sense in English.)

1399 Mem. Ripen (Surtees) III. 132 Superferetrum Sancti
Wilfridi de diversis ornamentis per dictum Johannem
deauratis viz. j cure et j anulo et j cressant ex dono Willelmi
Bedell. 1483 Cath. Angl. 81/1 A Cressent a bowte be nek,
torques, lunula. 1548 Hall Chron. 74 b, This cresant
was couered with frettes and knott^s made of Iue bus.shes.

1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 127 On his black shooe a silver
cressent 's worn. 1885 Bible (R.V.) Judg. viii. 21 Gideon
..took the crescents that were on their camels' necks.

b. Her. as a charge: see quot. 1882.
i486 Bk. St. A loan's, Her. B iij b, The ix. baage is Cres-

sauntis that is to say halfe the moone. c 1500 Sc. Poem
Heraldry 44 in Q. Eliz. Acad., etc. 95 The fader the hole
[arms], the eldast son deft"er[e]nt, quhiche a labelle ; a cres-
sent the secound; third a molet, etc. 1603 Drayton Bar.
Wars II. xxiv, The Noble Percy . . With a bright Cres-
sant in his Guide-home came. 1882 Cussans Her.102 A Half-
Moon, with the horns directed upwards, is a crescent..

A

Crescent with the horns directed towards the Dexter, is said
to be Increscent ; and if towards the Sinister, Decrescent.

c. Adopted as a badge or emblem by the
Turkish sultans, and used within their dominions as
a military and religious symbol ; hence Jig. the
Turkish power, and, as this has been toChristendom
in recent times the most formidable and aggressive
Mohammedan power, used rhetorically to sym-
bolize the Mohammedan religion as a political

force, and so opposed to the Cross as the symbol
of Christianity.
The attribution of the crescent by modem writers to the

Saracens of Crusading times and the Moors of Spain is a
historical and chronological error.

1389 Puttenham Eng. Poesie II. (Arb.) 117 Selim Em-
perour of Turkie gaue for his deuice a croissant or new
moone, promising to himself increase of glory and enlarge-
ment of empire. 1614 Selden Titles Hon. 162 With the
Mahumedan Turks, the Croissant .. as a Religious symbole,
is. .commonly set on the top of their Meschits, Seraglias,
Turrets and such like. 16.. Marvell Britannia # Raleigh,
Her true Crusada_ shall at last pull down The Turkish cres-
cent and the Persian sun. 1684 Scanderbeg Rediv. iv. 90
The Crescent gave way to the Cross, the Turks were broken
to pieces. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi Joum. France II. 43 Why do
you dress up one . . with a turban and crescent ? 1811 Scott
Vis. Don Roderick 1. xxvii, Before the Cross has waned the
Crescent's ray. 1823 Lockhart Anc. Sp. Ball., Flight jr.
Granada ii, Down from the Alhambra's minarets were all the
crescents flung. 1855 H. Reed Lect. Eng. Hist. iv. 120 To
raise the Christian banner, over the crescent of the Saracens.
188S F. Harrison Choice Bks. (1888) 331 The Crescent was
advancing steadily upon Europe.

d. used as the badge of an order of knighthood
or as a decorative order.
An order of the Crescent was instituted by Charles I of

Naples and Sicily in 1268, and revived or reinstituted by
Rene of Anjou in 1464. A Turkish decoration or order of
the Crescent for foreigners was instituted by Sultan Selim
after the Battle of Aboukir in 1799, being first conferred on
Nelson.

4. A figure or outline of anything of this shape.

[1572 Gascoigne Flowers (R.), The Christian crew came
on in forme of battayle pight, And like a cressent cast them-
selues preparing for to fight. 1653 H. CoGAittr. Pinto's Trav.
xxiv. 88 A very fair Port, .extending it self in the form of
a Crescent] 167a Descr. Lake 0/Geneva in Phil. Trans.
VII. 5043 This Lake hath the figure of a Croissant. .This
Croissant where 'tis largest, which is from Morges to

Thonon, is about Five good Leagues over. 1797 Bewick
Brit. Birds (1847) I. 130 The breast is distinguished by a
crescent of pure white. 1837 Disraeli Venetia 1. i, The
centre of a crescent of woods. 1838 Thirlwall Greece II.

281 As they came near they bent their line into a crescent.

5. A row of houses built in the form of the inner

bow of a crescent moon or arc of a circle.

First used in the name of 1 the Royal Crescent 'at Bath,
afterwards used elsewhere, and hence as a generic name.
1766 Anstey Bath Guide 45 Old Stucco has just sent A

plan for a house to be built in the Crescent. 1788 Binn,

CRESCENTIEOItM.
Gat. 17 Nov., A plan, elevation and section of the intended
building to be called the Crescent. 1837 Dickens Pickw
II. xxxv. 163 There were blown into the Crescent a sedan-
chair, with Mrs. Dowler inside. 1868 Lessons Mid. Age 299The handsome streets, crescents and terraces which form
the west end of Glasgow.

6. A small crescent-shaped roll of bread. (U.S.)
1886 Century Mag. XXXII. 939 At noon I bought two

crLsp 'crescents', which I ate sometimes at a shop counter.
7. A Turkish musical instrument consisting of a

staff with arms, ornamented with a crescent on the
top, and bearing bells or jingles.
In mod. Diets.

8. A disease in a horse's foot (see quots.).
1725 Bradley Fain. Diet. s. v.. Crescents, .are really no-

thing but the Bones of the little Foot that has left its Place,
and fallen downwards, and the Sole at the Toe appears
round, and the Hoof above shrinks in. 1823 Crabb Techn.
Diet., Crescent, a defect in the foot of a horse when the
coffin-bone falls down, and presses the sole outwards.
9. Lace-making. (See quot.)
1882 Caulfield Diet. Needlework s.v., These crescents are

raised Cordonnets that enclose the flat stitches of needle
point laces or join the separate pieces of work together.
10. Comb., as crescent -formed, -lit, -pointed,

-shaped adjs.
; crescent-like, -wise advs.

111631 Drayton Wks. II. 761 (Jod.) As, crescentlike, the
land her breadth here inward bends. 1776 Withering ffrit.
Plants (1796) I. 316 Keel crescent-shaped, compressed. 1801
Southey Thalaba m. xxxviii, The Sun, Whose crescent-
pointed horns Now momently decrease.

Crescent (kre-sent), a. [ad. L. crescent-em,
pr. pple. of crescHre to grow, increase : see -ent.
In II mostly attrib. use of prec]

I. 1. Growing, increasing, developing. (Often
with some allusion to the moon.)
"574 Hyll Conject. Weather i, When all cressent things

do bud forth. 1606 Shaks. Ant. -y CI. 11. i. 10 My powers
are Cressent, and my Auguring hope Sayes it will come to
th' full, a 1624 Crakanthorp Vigil. Dormitans 188 In
the first the Pope was but Antichrist nascent, in the second
Antichrist crescent, in the third Antichrist regnant. 1834
Wordsw. Lines on Portrait 47 Childhood here, a moon
Crescent in simple loveliness serene 1845 Dk Quincey Cole-
ridge -y Opium Wks. 1890 V. 196 The wrath of Andrew,
fireviously in a crescent state, actually dilated to a pleni-
unar orb. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 447 There is many a youth
Now crescent, who will come to all I am And overcome it.

11. 2. Shaped like the new or old moon ; con-
vexo-concave, lunulate.

1603 Holland Plu/arche's Rom. Quest. (1892) 33 The
moone. .beginneth to show herself croissant in the evening.
1635 Pagitt Christianogr. 100 Marked with the Moone
Crescent, which is the Turkish Ensigne. 1667 Milton
P. L. i. 439 With these in troop Came. .Astarte, Queen of
Heav'n, with crescent Horns. 1725 Turner in Phil. Trans.
XXXIII. 411 An Insect, .with, .a crescent or forked Tail.
1831 Brewster Nczutou (1855) I. xi. 273 Galileo discovered
that Venus had the same crescent phases as the waxing and
the waning moon, i860 Russell Diary India I. 359 New
Orleans is called the 'crescent city' in consequence of its

being built on a curve of the river.

Cre'scent, v. nonce-wd. [f. Crescent sb.]

1. trans. To form into a crescent: see Crescented.
2. To border or surround crescent-wise.
(11809 Miss Seward Lett. VI. 195 (T.) A dark wood

crescents more than half the lawn.

Crescentade (kresent.f'd). [f. Crescent sb.

3 c. + -ade, after crusade.] properly, A religious

war waged under the Turkish flag
; rhetorically, a

jihad or holy war for Islam.
1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv. 65 The further advance of the

White Czar may yet be met by a crescentade, preached from
the Caspian far away into the least known regions of China.
1884 Standard 14 Nov. 5/4 He would then lead a cres-
centade to drive the English out of Egypt. 1888 M. Mac-
Coll in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 541 This reactionary crescentade
against every attempt at intellectual or moral progress be-
yond the Koran.

Hence Crescentader.
1880 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 368 Carried on a litter in rear of

his crescentaders.

Crescented (kre-sented),^zV. a. [f. Crescent
sb. + -ED.]

1. Formed as a crescent or new moon.
1818 Keats Endym. iv. 432 'Tis Dian's : lo f She rises

crescented. 1835 Willis Pencillings I. iii. 25 The cres-

cented shore of this lovely bay. 1876 G. F. Chambers
Astron. I, iv. 60 Becoming more and more crescented, it

approaches the inferior conjunction.

2. Ornamented, or charged, with crescents.

1818 Todd Diet. s.v. Crescent v., The old heraldick ad-
jective crescented, i. e. having a crescent.

3. Adorned with the crescent moon, nonce-use.
t 1825 Beddoes Apotheosis Poems 98 Crescented night,

and amethystine stars, And day, thou god and glory of the
heavens, Flow on for ever 1

CreSCentic (krese'ntik), a. [f. L. crescent-em,

taken in sense of Crescent sb. + -ic] Having the

form of a crescent or new moon
;
crescent-shaped.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 308/1 A large crescentic mem-
braneous flap, or valve. 1885 H. O. Forbes Nat. Watid.
iv. App. 364 Feathers, .tipped with crescentic spots of white.

Crescentically (krese-ntikali), adv. [f. prec.

+ -al + -LY.] Crescent-wise.

1873 Trans. Amcr. Philos. Soc. XIII. 113 Fifth segment
truncate, sixth crescentically emarginate.

Crescentiform (krese-ntifjpjm), a. [f. L.

crescent-em + -(i)form.J Shaped like a crescent;

crescent-shaped. In mod. Diets.

147
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Crescentoid (krcsentoid), a. [f. Crescent
+ -otd.] — prec.

1887 E. D. Cope Origin of Fittest 250 Neither kind of
tubercles crescentoid, but united in pairs.

Crescive (kre*siv\ a. [f. L. cresc-fre to grow
+ -ive.] Growing, in the growing stage.

1566 Drant Wail. Hierim. K vij b, The dragons. .With
propper brestes . . do nurse theyr cresyve yonge. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V, 1. i. 66 Vnseene, yet cressiue in hU
facultie. 1824 T. Hogg Carnation 203 To. .renovate their
crescive faculties.

t Crese, v. Obs. ? To crease ; or to crush.
,1420 Pallad. on Hush. v. 77 Thai wol be crispe her

seede yf that me crese, Or with a roll or feet hem sprongen
brese.

Crese, obs. f. Crease ; var. of Creese.
Cre'shawk. dial. [perh. formed after F. cres-

serelle kestrel.] The kestrel.

1802-33 Montagu Ornith. Diet. 275 Kestrel, Creshawk.
1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds, Creshawk (Cornwall).

Creshett, obs. f. Cresset.
Cresme, Cresment: see Chrism,Creasement.
Cresol (kre's^l). Chem. Also cressol. [f.

cres- modification of initial part of creos-ote +
-ol.] An aromatic alcohol of the Benzene group
(C7 H4 0), occurring along with carbolic acid in

coal-tar and creosote.
There are three isomeric substances having this composi-

tion, distinguished as ort/to-, meta-, and para-cresol.
1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 413 Cressol, a crystallivable

solid, homologous with phenol. 187a Watts Diet. Chem,
VI. 508 The red powder known in commerce as Victoria-
yellow or Aniline-orange is a nearly pure salt of dinitro-
cresol.

Hence Cre'solene, C6H5CH 30, a product ofcoal-
tar, related to carbolic acid, used to impregnate
the air in sick-rooms, etc., with disinfecting fumes.

Creso'tic a. in {ortho-, para-, meta-) cresotic arid

(C.HgOa), obtained from the corresponding cresols.
1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 106 Cresotic acid produces

a deep violet colour with sesqmchlorate of iron.

Cresom, obs. f. Chrisom.
Cress (kres). Forms: 1 cresse, cerse, cserse,
1-6 kerse, 4 carse, crasse, kers, cres, 4-8
cresse, 6 kars, 6-7 karsse, 6- cress. PI. 1 -an,
2-5 -en; 5-6 kersis, 5- cresses, 6-7 creeses
(still dial.). [OE. crtS5t

t
cerse — OLG. *kressa

fern., MDu., MLG. kerse, Du. kers (also MLG.
karse

y
LG. (Bremen) kasse), OHG. chressa f.

{chresso m.), MHG. and mod.Ger. kresse, app. of
native origin :—OTeut. *krasjdn-, from root of
OHG. chrcsan to creep, as if ' creeper

1

. The Da.
karse, Sw. krasse, Norw. kars, Lettish kresse, Russ.
kress

t appear to be adopted from Ger. For the
metathesis of r, in cresse, cerse, cf. Grass.
The synonymous Romanic words, It. erescione, F. cresson,

Picard kerson, Cat. crexen, med. L. crissonus (9th c. Littre)
are generally held to be from German, though popularly
associated with L. criscire to grow (as if from a L. type
criscidn-em) with reference to the rapid growth of the plant. 1

1. The common name of various cruciferous

plants, having mostly edible leaves of a pungent
flavour. (Until 19th c. almost always in pi.

;

sometimes construed with a verb in the singular.)

a. spec. Garden Cress, Lepidium sativum^ or
Watercress, Nasturtium officinale.
a 700 [see bj. e 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 116 Deos wyrt. .be

man nasturcium, & oSrum naman ca:rse nemneS. Ibid. II.

68 Do earban to and cersan and smale netelan and beowyrt.
1393 Langl./>./7. C. ix. 322 With carses[T\r. crasses, cresses]
andober herbes. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. 11. 218 Now cresses
sowe. c 1450 -4-^*A//a(Anecd.Oxon.)39Cressiones, gait, cres-
souns, anglice cressen. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (154:) 9 b,

Onyons, Rokat, Karses [1561 Kersis J. 1548 Turner Names
ofHerbes 55 Nasturtium is called . . in englishe Cresse or
Kerse. 1578 Lvte Dodoens v. lix. 623 Cresses are com-
monly sowen in all gardens. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort.
(1729) 195 Sow also Carrots, Cabbages, Cresses, Nastur-
tium. 1730-6 Bailey (fo!io>, Cresses, an Herb us'd in
Sallets ; It has no Singular Number. 1770 Goldsm. Des.
Vill. 132 To strip the brook with mantling cresses spread.
1830 Tennyson Ode to Memory 59 The T>rook that loves
To purl o'er matted cress and ribbed sand. 1855 —Brook,
181, I loiter round my cresses.

D. With defining words, applied to many dif-

ferent cruciferous plants, and occasionally to plants

of other Natural Orders resembling cress in flavour

or appearance : as
American or Belleisle Cress, Barbareaprxcox ; Australian

C.= Golden C. ; Bank C., Sisymbrium officinale, also Bar-
barea pnecox; Bastard C, Thlaspi arvense; Bitter C, the
genus Cardamine, esp. C.amara; BrownC— Watercress;
Churl's C, Lepidium campestre \ Cow-C. = prec. ; also /rV«
losciadium nodiflorum and Veronica Beccabunga (Brit. &
Holl.); Dock-C., Lapsana communis', French C, Bar-
barea vulgaris ; Garden C.

,
Lepidium sativum ; Golden C,

a variety of prec; Indian C., the genus Tropaeolum

;

Lamb's C., Cardamine hirsuta'. Land C, Barbarea vul-
garis, B. prsecox, and Cardamine hirsuta; Meadow C,
Cardamine pratensis', Mouse-ear C, Arabis Thaliana',
Penny-C, Thlaspi arvense; Pepper-C, Teesdalia nudi-
eaulis i Miller Plant-n.) ; Peter's C., Crithmum maritimu»i
(Treas. Bot.); Rock C, the genus Arabis', also Crithmum
maritimnm (Treas. Bot.); Spanish C, Lepidium Carda-
mines; Spring C, Cardamine rhomboidea; Swine's C,
5enebiera Coronopus ; Thale C. , A rabis Thaliana \ Tooth-
C, the genus Dentaria; Tower C., Arabis Turrita; Town
C, Lepidium sativum; Violet C, Ionopsidium acaule;

Wall C, the genus Arabis; Wart C.= Swine's Cress;
Winter C, the genus Barbarea ; Wild C, species of Thlaspi

;

Yellow C, Nasturtium palustre and A*, amphibium.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 676 Nasturcium, tuuncressa. a 800

Erfurt Gloss. 676 Nasturcium, leccressae. c 1000 Sax.
Leechd. II. 94 Eacersan getrifuta o35e geseoS on buteran.
c 14*0 Liber Cocorum (1862) 42 Town cresses, and cresses
that growene in flode. 1548 Turner Names ofHerbes 44
Irio is named in greeke Ensimon, in englishe wynter cresse.

156a — Herbal 11. 20 b, It may be called in Englishe way-
cresses, wilde cresses, or sciatica cresses, because the herbe
is good for the sciatica. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lxiv. 95 We
do now call it Coronofius Kuellij. .in some places of Eng-
land they call it Swynescressis. Ibid. v. lix. 623 This herbe
is called, .in English, Cresses, Towne Kars, or Towne
Cresses. Ibid. v. lxii. 627 There be foure kindes of wilde
Cresse, or Thlaspi, the which are not..vnlyke cresse in
taste. 1597 Gerard Herbal 11. xiv. (1623) 253 This beauti-
ful plant is called, .in English Indian Cresses. Ibid., Banke
Cresses is found in stonie places. 1620 Venner Via Recta
vii. 158 Water-Cresse, or Karsse, is.. of like nature.. as
Towne- Karsse is. 1711 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVII.
38 1 The largest of these Leaves resemble our Wart or Swines
Cress. 1851 Balfour Bot. § 822 The unripe fruit of Tropat-
olum majus, common Indian cress, has been pickled and
used as capers, i860 Treas. Hot. 347 Australian Cress, the
Golden Cress, a broad yellowish-leaved variety of Lepi-
dium sativum.

T 2. As the type of something of little worth or

significance ; in such phrases as not worth a cress

{kerse), not to count (a thing) at a cress. Obs. (Cf.

rushy straw.)
c 13215 E. E. A Hit. P. A. 341 For anger gaynez be not a

cresse. 1377 Langl. P. PI. ft. x. 17 Wisdome and witte
now is nou^t worth a carse [v. r. kersej. c 1380 Sir E'erumb.
5443 Pc Amerel ne dredeb hym no3t. .be value of a kerse.
e 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 570 Of paramours ne sette he
nat a kers. a 1440 Sis* Degrev. 191 Y counte hyme nat at
a cres.

3. attrid. and Comb., z& cress-flower, -green, •taste

;

cress-rocket, a name for the cruciferous genus
Vella {Treas. Bot. 1866).
1707 Flover Physic. Pulse-watch 332 The Cresse Tastes,

Mustard-Seed, Spirit of Scurvy-Grass. 1813 Hogg Queen's
Wake iL Wks. (1876) 32 And pu' the cress-flower round the
spring. 1883 Casselfs Earn. Mag. Oct. 698/2 The velvet is

the new cress-green, .known by the name of * cresson '.

Cress, var. of Crease, Crests ; obs. f. Creese.
Cressant, -ent, obs. ff. Crescent.

Cressed (kre*sed, krest), a. [f. Cress + -ed 2
.]

Furnished or adorned with cresses.

i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. vii. iv. 139 Cressed brook
and ever-eddying river.

t Cre'SSer. Obs. rare. A small ladle or scoop.
1656 W. D. tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. P 366 If any

thing groweth hot and boileth, hee keeleth it with a cresser
[tmilafutal], lest it boyle over.

Cresset (kre*set). Also 4 crassete, 5 cres-
cette, cresette, cressete, -yt, 5-6 cressette, 5-7
ett, 6 cre8(s)hett(e, 7 cressit. [a. OF. craicet,

craisset, cresset in same sense.]

1. A vessel of iron or the like, made to hold
grease or oil, or an iron basket to hold pitched

rope, wood, or coal, to be burnt for light
; usually

mounted on the top of a pole or building, or sus-

pended from a roof. Frequent as a historical

word ; in actual use applied to a fire-basket for

giving light on a wharf, etc.

1370 Mem. RiPon (Surtees) II. 130, j long cresset. 1393
Gower Conf. III. 217 A pot of erthe, in which he tath
A light brenning in a cresset. c 1477 Caxtom Jason
85 The cite as light as it had ben daye by the clarte..of

torches, cresettes and other fires. 15*3 Li>. Berners
E'roiss. I. cccc. 694 The erle . .was comyng. .with a great
nomber of cressettes and lyghtes with hyin. 1535 Cover*
dale Ecclus. xlviii. 1 Then stode vp Elias the prophet as a
fyre, and his worde brent like a creshett. 1574 tr. Mar.
lorat's Apocalips 29 As a cresset set vp in a hauen, to shew
the hauen a far of. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Cresset, an old
word used for a I^anthorn or burning beacon. 1667 Milton
P. L. 1. 728 Blazing Cressets fed With Naphtha and A
phaltus. 178a Falconkr Shipiur. OL 202 Where beau-
teous Hero from the turret's height Display'd her cresset.

1814 Scott Ld. of Isles 1. xxiv, Soon the warder's cresset
shone. 1853 Dickens Reprinted Pieces (1866) aai Here
and there, a coal tire in an iron cresset blazed upon a
wharf.

f b. A cavity in a cresset-stone. Obs,

"593 Rites
<fr
Mon. Ch. Durh. (Surtees) 72 A four square

stone, wherein was a dozen cressets wrought . . being ever
filled and supplied with the cooke as they needed, to give
light to the Monks.
2. trans/, andfig. ; cf. torch.

1578 Chr. Prayers in Prtv. Prayers (1851) 445 Unto the
spiritual world the cresset is thy wisdom. 1581 Marbeck
Bk. ofNotes 154 So doth our Sauiour saie of Iohn Baptist,

that he was a burning and biasing cresset. 1604 Drayton
ihvle 1 140 The bright Cressit of the Glorious Skie. 1826

Scott IVoodst. xxxiii. The moon, .hung her dim dull cresset

in the heavens. 1877 Bryant Constellations 13 The re-

splendent cressets which the Twins Uplifted.

3. Coopering. A fire-basket used to char the in-

side of a cask.

1874 in Knight Diet. Meek.
4. local. 1 A kitchen utensil for setting a pot

over the fire' (Bailey (folio), 1730-6).
5. attrib. and Comb., as cresset-lamp; creaset-

stone, a flat stone with cup-shaped hollows for

holding grease to be burnt for light. See also

Cresset-light.
1875 Farrar Silence 4* V. v. 90 The stars its cresset lamps.

[Cresset, cress. See List of Spurious Words.]
Cresset, obs. var. of Creese, Malay dagger.

t Cre'SSet-light. Obs. or arch. A blazing
cresset ; the light of a cresset ; a beacon-light
1525 in Vkary's Anat. (1888) App. iii. 170 To be furnyssed

with his Watche. .with Cressett light borne before them.
1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed \ \\. 1271/2 John Cassimere
. .conueied by cresset light and torch light to sir Thomas
Greshams house. 1610 Histrio-m. 11. 269Come Cressida, my
Cresset light, Thy face, doth shine both day and night. 17*9
Shelvocke Artillery v. 356 Those who .. ran about like

mad People with Cresset- Lights of Sulphur and Dirt, a 1835
Motherwell Merry Gallant, In the Midnight Watch..
When cresset lights all feebly burn.

Cressol, var. of Cresol.

I! Cresson (krgs^h). [Fr.
;
=Cbess.]

1 1. = Cress. Obs. rare.

1657 ToMLiNsoH Renou's Disp. 13 As much abhorred Cab-
bages, as himself did the Cressons.

2. A shade of green used for ladies' dresses.

1883 Casselts Earn. Mag. Oct. 698/2 The velvet is the
new cress-green . . known by the name of ' cresson ' or water-
cress. 1884 Girl's Own Pater 29 Nov. 136/1 The newest
greens are called cresson and 1

fir-green '.

Cresswort (kre-swoit). Bot. [Cress.] A book-
name for any plant of the NjOl Cruciferx.
1854 Lindley Seh. Bot. (ed. 14) 32 Order V. Crucifene,

or Brassicacea;—Cressworts. 1882 Garden 24 June 439/3
Hutchinsia petrma is an early spring Cresswort.

Cressy (kresi), a. [f. Cress + -Y.] Abound-
ing in cresses.

1859 Ruskin Two Paths 214 Rustic bridges over cressy
brooks. 1859 Tennyson Geraint

-J- 1324 Cressy islets

white in flower.

Cressyl, -ic, var. of Crestl, -ic

Crest (krest\ sbA Forms: 4-7 create, 4-
crest ; also 4-6 creest e, 4-7 crist^e, 5 krest(e,
creyste, 5-7 creaat, 6 Sc. creist. [ME. a. OF.
cresle (13th c. in Littre, also creiste), mod.F. crcte,

= Pr., Sp., It. cresta :—L. crista tuft, plume.]
1. A *comb\ a tuft of feathers, or similar ex-

crescence, upon an animal's head.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 197 (Matz.) He . . had

anon igrowe a spore on be leg, and a crest on be heed, as it

were a cok. 139B — Barth. De P. R. xvm. xxxiii. (1495)
795 A certen fysshe hauynge a creste lyke to a sawe. 1393
Gower Conf. II. 329 A lappewinke made he was . . And on
his heed there stont upright A crest in token of a knight.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 102 Creste, of a byrdys hede, cirrus.

1513 Douglas JEneis xn. Prol. 155 Phebus red fowle hys
corall creist can steir. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 525 Oft he
(the serpent] bowd His turret Crest. 1761 Cowper Truth
476 The subtlest serpent with the loftiest crest. 184s Ten*
nyson Locksley Hall 18 In the Spring the wanton lapwing
Gets himself another crest.

b. fig. In phrases, such as to erect, elevate, Ut
fall one's crest, used as a symbol of pride, self-

confidence, or high spirits. Cf. Crestfallen.
1531 Tindale Exp. i John 27 When the byshoppes sawe

that . . they beganne to set up thevr crestes. ^ 1606 Shaks.
Tr. A- Cr. 1. iii. 380 And <nake him fall His crest. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World iil 80 Then began the Argives to let

fall their crests and sue for peace. 1796 V- rkk Reg ic. Peace
iii. Wks. VIII. 318 That this faction does . . erect its crest
upon the engagement. 1851 Gallknga Italy 481 After a
short explanation. . their crests fell, and.. all went away
satisfied.

O. Any feathery-like tuft or excrescence : ap-

plied e.g. to the tail of a comet.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 33 Stella comata, bat

is, a sterre wib a bn^t shynynge crest. 1494 Fabyan Chron.
vi. cxlix. 135, .IL blasynge starrys, or.it. starrys with crestis.

2. An erect plume or tuft of feathers, horse-hair,

or the like, fixed on the top of a helmet or head-

dress; any ornament or device worn there as a
badge or cognizance.
e 1380 Sir Eerumb. 632 Al anoneward be helm an he} ys

crest a bar adoun & be cercle of gold bat sat ber-bey. c 1435
Terr. Portugal 1128 The creste, that on his hede shold
stond, Hit was all gold shynand. 1605 Camden Rem.,
Armories (R.), Creasts being the ornaments set on the

eminent toppe of the healme . . were vsed auntiently to

terrifie the enemy, and therefore were strange deuises or
figures of terrible shapes. 1824 Macaulay Ivry, A thousand
knights are pressing close behind the snow-white crest. 1874
Whittier Eagle's Quilt from Lake Superior ix, War-
chiefs with their painted brows. And crests of eagle wings.

3. Her. A figure or device (originally borne by a

knight on his helmet) placed on a wreath, coronet,

or chapeau, and borne above the shield and helmet
in a coat of arms ; also used separately, as a cog-

nizance, upon articles of personal property, as a
seal, plate, note-paper, etc.

As it represents the ornament worn on the knight's helmet,
it cannot properly be borne by a woman, or by a corporate
body, as a college or city. (It is a vulgar error to speak of
the arms or shields of such bodies as crests.)

a 1400-50 Alexander 1837 (Ashmole MS.) To Darius.,
enditis he a pistil!, A crest clenly inclosid bat consayued bis

wordis. 1431 E. E. Wills (1882) 88 A faire stone of Marble
with my creste, myn armes, my vanturs. 157a Bosskwell
{title), Workes of Armorie deuided into three Bookes, en-

tituled. .of Cotes and Creastes. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 11.

i. 226 What is your Crest, a Coxcombe? 1622 Peacham
Compl. Gentl. i. (1634) 15 Mine old Host at Arnhem..
changed his Coate and Crest thrice in a fortnight. 1837
HoWitt Rur. Life 11. iv.(:862) 120 A crescent,—the crest of
the Northumberland family.

b.*r.
c 1415 F<st. Church 66 in Leg. /?ix>rf(i87i)2i2 Whan kyngis



CREST.
sons bare fleisshly creste. 1592 Lvr.v Midas v. ii, Melan-
choly is the creast of courtiers' armes. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropo>net.i 73 Who have nothing but long Nails as the
Crests of idle Gentility.

4. The apex or ' cone ' of a helmet
; hence, a

helmet or head-piece.
cijpiCoer de L. 275 Upon hys crest a raven stode. C1386

Chaucer Sir Thopas 195 Vpon his crest he bar a tour. 14.

.

Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 782 Hie conns, a crest. 1390 Spen-
ser P. Q. 1. ii. 11 On his craven crest A bounch of heares
discolourd diversly. 159s Shaks. John 11. i. 317 There
stucke no plume in any English Crest, That is remoued by
a staffe of France. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 088 On his crest
Sat horror plum'd. 1740 Somerville Holbinol n. 416 On
his unguarded Crest The Stroke delusive fell. ,r 1839 Praed
Poems (1864) L 22 The feathers that danced on his crest.

5. The head, summit, or top of anything.
1382 Wyclif Ex. xxviii. 23 Two goldun ryngis, the whiche

thow shalt putte in either creeste of the broche. 1513
Douglas SEneis TO. Prol. 128 Hevynlylylleis .. Oppynnyt
and schew thar creistis redymyte. 1632 Lithgow Trav.
(1682) 71 The Northern wind.. doth first murmur at this
aspiring Oke, and then striketh his Crest with some greater
strength. 1635 Quarles Emblems v. xi, The drooping
crests of fading flow'rs. 1839 Tennyson Enid 827 The
giant tower, from whose high crest, they say, Men saw the
goodly hills of Somerset. 1871 Rossetti Troy Town xii,
His arrow's burning crest.

b. esp. The summit of a hill or mountain.
c 1340 Gam. S/Gr. Knt. 731 per as claterande fro be crest

pe colde borne rennez. la 1400 Morte Arth. 882 Appone
the creste of the cragge. 1470-85 Malory A rthurw v, And
wente forth by the creast of that hylle. 1601 Holland
Pliny I. 83 1 he very pitch and crest of the hill, the Scyto-
tauri do hold. 1681 Cotton Wand. Pcaie 5 At a high
Mountains foot, whose lofty crest O're looks the Marshy
Prospect. 1799 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. I. 22 Strongly
posted on the elevated crest of a rocky ridge. 1818 Shelley
Rev. Islam iv. xxxii, O'er many a mountain chain which
rears Its hundred crests aloft.

C fig. The most excellent, the crown, rare.
ci3»S E. E. A Hit. P. A. 855 Of spotlez perlezba[y] beren

pe creste. 1838 De Quincev The AvengerWks. 1890 XII.
239 And yet to many it was the consummation and crest of
the whole. 1873 Lowell All Saints 1 One feast, of holy
days the crest. .All-Saints.

6. Arch. The finishing of stone, metal, etc., which
surmounts a roof-ridge, wall, screen, or the like

;

a cresting ; sometimes applied to the finial of a
gable or pinnacle, b. Short for crest-tile (see 11).
1430 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. xi, To reyse a wall With

batayling and crestes marciall. 15.13 Will 0/ J. Hutlon
(Somerset Ho.), Crest of the Highe Aulter. C1530 Ld
Berners A rih. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 188 Than Arthur, .slypped
downe thereby tyll he came to the crest of the wall. 1506-7
S. Finchf. in Ducarel Hist. Croydon App. (1783) 155 The
crests as heigh for the safegarde of the windoes. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. 526 Supposing verily there had been tiles and
crests indeed. 1610 W. Folkingham A rt ofSurvey 1. vii. 14.
1626 Bacon Sylva % 537 Moss groweth chiefly upon Ridges
of Houses . . and upon the Crests of Walls. 1866 Rogers
Agric. t, Prices I. xx. 491 As a rule, crests cost as much by
the hundred as plain tiles do by the thousand.

7. An elevated ridge, a. The lofty ridge of a
mountain which forms its sky line, and from which
the surface slopes on each side ; the summit line of
a col or pass ; the ridge of a hedge-bank or the
like. b. Fortif. The top line of a parapet or
slope, c. A balk or ridge in a field between two
furrows, d. The curling foamy top or ridge of a
wave

;
the highest part of any undulation.

c 1440 Promp. Pant. 102 Creyste, of londe eryyde, porca.
1830 E. S. N. Campbell Diet. Mil. Sc. 21 Four feet and a
half below the crest of the Parapet. 1830 Layard Nineveh
vii. 15 r Two vast rocks formed a kind of gateway on the
crest of the pass. 1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. 1. 19
Crests, cradges, and ward-dykes [were] constructed to hold
off fen-waters. 1864 Earl Derby Iliad rv. 485 First curls
the ruffl'd sea With whit'ning crests. 1865 Geikie Seen. *
Geol. Scot. vi. 118 From a rounded and flattened ridge it

narrows into a mere knife-edged crest, shelving steeply into
the glens on either side. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 214.

8. The ridge or surface line of the neck of a
horse, dog, or other animal ; sometimes applied to
the mane which this part bears.
'59» Shaks. Ven. tr Ad. 272 His braided hanging mane

Upon his compass'd crest now stand on end. 1614 Mark-
ham Cheap Husb. 1. i. (1668) 2 Chuse a horse w ith a deep
neck, large crest. 1724 Lend. Gaz. No. 6286/3 Stolen, .a.

.

Gelding, .with Saddle Spots upon his Crest, a 1849 Sir R.
Wilson A utobiog. (1862) I. ii. 89 My little mare received .

.

a musket-ball through the crest of her neck. 1872 Ruskin
Eagle's N. § 227 The crest, which is properly the mane of
lion or horse.

f b. The dewlap of an ox. Obs.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 58 A long, thick, and

soft neck ; his crest descending down to the knee.

9. A raised ridge on the surface of any object.
1611 Cotgr. s. v. Areste, The Crest, of a sword, &c; a

shai pe rising in the middle thereof.

b. Aimt. A ridge running along the surface of
a bone, as the frontal, occipital, parietal (or sa-
gittal) crests of the skull, the lacrymal, nasal, and
turbinated crests in the face, the iliac, pubic, and
tibial crests, etc.
1828 Stark Elein. Nat. Hist. I. 152 Horns .. slightly bent

outwards and forwards, the frontal crest passing behind
them. 1831 R. Knox Cloouefs Anat. 149 These svr-
faces are separated by three edges. The anterior, .is called
the Crest (.crista tibia). 1872 Mivart Eletn. Anat. 178 The
ilium has a wide outer surface, the upper border of which
is termed the ' crest

1167

C. Dental crest :
' the ridge ofepithelium which,

at the earliest stage of the development of the
teeth, covers in the dental groove, and from the
lower layers of which the enamel organ is de-
veloped ' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1S82).

d. Bot. and Zool. A formation resembling a
crest or ridge, on the surface of an organ.
1597 Gerard //Vr/W 1. i. (1633) 2 I.eafe, Sheath, eare, or

of ' ,
Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 145 The keel [of

Polygala] has an appendage, .called technically a crest, and
often consisting of one or even two rows of fringes or divi-
sions. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 392 Luzula pilosa . . crest
of seeds long curved terminal. 1875 Bennett & Dyer
Sac/is Bot. 540 When outgrowths occur on the seed, either
along the raphe, .or as a cushion covering the micropyle.

.

they are variously called Crest, Strophiolc, or Caruncle.
1 10. The middle line of fold in broad-cloth.

'if
8
?

t£ic?- III
\
c- 8 § 4 Every hole wolen Cloth

called brode Cloth shall hold and conteyn in leenght xxiiij
yerdes. .to be measured by the Crest of the same Cloth.
XI. Comb., as crest-bearer, -feather, f -front ;

crest-like, -lopped, -wounding adjs.
; crest-board,

a board which forms the crest or finishing of any
projecting part of a building

; f crest-risen,
t crest-sunk a. (cf. 1 b and Crest-fallen) ; crest-
tile, a bent tile used to cover the crest or ridge
of a roof; crest-wreath, (in Her.), the wreath or
fillet of twisted silk which bears the crest.

I^hP" !l ^Ial! G ' 27 Dec
' 3/2 The united crest of France

and Navarre . . supported by two angels as "crest-bearers.
1881 Mechanic § 985 If a gutter be made, .the front may be
finished witha *crest-board. 1836'I'oDDOrf. Anat. 1, 291/2
lo elevate the "crest-feathers. 1611 Cotgr., AccrcsU. .also,
cockit, proud, Iustie, »creast-risen. 1618 Brathwait Descr.
Death 271 Chapfalne, *crest-sunke, drie-bon'd anatomic
x477 Act 17 Editi. IV, c. 3 Thaktile, roftile, ou "crestile,
1611 Cotgr., En/aistau, a Ridge-tyle, Creast-tyle, Roofe-
tyle. 1876GWILT Archit. Gloss, s.v., In Gothic architecture,
crest tiles are those which, decoraled with leaves, run up
the sides of a gable or ornamented canopy. 1593 Shaks.
Lucr. 828 O vnfelt sore, *crest-wounding priuat scarre ! 1864
Boutell Heraldry Hist. ey Pop. xvii. 265 This •Crest-
Wreath first appears a little before the middle of the 14th
century.

t Crest, sb.i Obs. [ad. It. cresta (and pi.
creste) ' a disease . . called the piles or hemor-
rhoides' (Florio) ; a specific use of cresta tuft : see
prec] The disease called piles

; also, corns.
1569 R. Androse tr. Alexis' Seer. iv. III. 46 Against the

crestes of the piles in the fundiment. 1651 Surgions Direct.
ix. 244 This kind of Tumor is called . .Comes in English :

and I thought it good to call them Crest, because they are
alwayes growing.

t Crest, sb.S, cress. Obs. Forms : 5 orees,
5-6 crest e, cres, cress(e. In Crest-cloth: some
kind of linen cloth.
<ri430 Two Cookery-Iks. 38 Take Rys..bray hem smal

y-now ; & berow a crees bunte syfte hem. 1436 /W. Poems
(Rolls) (1859) II. 164 Creste clothe, and canvasse. 1488 Will
ofElis Brown (Somerset Ho.), A pece of new creste clothe
conteygnyng xxiij ellys. 1507 in Kerry St. Lawr., Read-
ing (1883) 234 Paied for ij ells di. of crescloth for to make
Eve a cote-xd. 1611 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 92 In
any kerchief, koyfe, crest cloth or shaddow.

b. A piece or fixed quantity of this cloth.
.1459 *™ of I.yght/ott (Somerset Ho.), Crestes panni
linei vocat[l] crestcloth. 1488 Will of Jonys. j cresse de
cressecloth. [1866 Rogers Agric. tf Prices IV. 555 In the
earlier years the 1 crest ' appears to be a recognised quantity
[of linen cloth].]

Crest (krest), v. [f. Crest sb.i Cf. Crested.]
1. trans. To furnish with a crest ; to put a crest,

cresting, or ridge on (a building).
C1440 Promp. Parv. 102 Crestyn, or a-rayyn wythe

a creste (Pynson, or sette on a creesti, crista. 1814 Southey
Roderick v, The Christian hand. . had with a cross Of well-
hewn stone crested the pious work. 1851 Turner Dom.
Archit. II. v. 2i5The Sheriff.. is ordered to crest with lead
all the passages at Clarendon.

2. To serve as a crest to; to surmount as a
crest ; to top, to crown.
1606 Shaks. Ant. f, CI. v. ii. 83 His legges bestrid the

Ocean, his rear'd arme Crested the world. 1795 Southey
Joan ofArcxu. 11 Broad battlements Crested the bulwark.
1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. 11. iv. iii. § 16 The clinging wood
climbing along their ledges and cresting their summits.

b. ' To mark with long streaks, in allusion to
the streaming hair of the crest ' (Todd).
X596 Spenser F. Q. iv. i. 13 Like as the shining skie in

summers night . . Is creasted all with lines of fine light.

3. To reach the crest or summit of (a hill, rising
ground, wave, etc.).

1851 J. H. Newman Catk. in Eng., In this inquisitive age,
when the Alps are crested, and seas fathomed. 1877 King-
lake Crimea VI. vi. 75 The.. Ravine [was] forbiddingly
hard to crest, i860 MayneReid in Chamb. Jrnl. XIV. 172
As we crested each swell, we were freshly exposed to ob-
servation.

4. intr. To erect one's crest, raise oneself proudly.
Now dial.

1713 Guardian No. 56 P 6 The bullyseemed a dunghil cock,
he crested well, and bore his comb aloft. 1791 Boswell
Johnson 5 Oct. an. 1773, The old minister was standing with
his back to the fire, cresting up erect.

5. intr. Of waves : To form or rise into a crest ;

to curl into a crest of foam.
1850 Blackie sEsckylus II. 235 Where wave on wave

cresting on Bristles with angry breath. 1882 Geikie Text-
bk. Geol. 111. 11. ii. § 6 The superficial part of the swell, .begins
to curl and crest as a huge billow.

CUESTY.
Crest, obs. var. of Creese, Malay dagger.
Crested (kre-sted), ///. a. Also 6 creasted

6-8 cristed. [f. Crest sb. and v. + -ED. Cf. OF
creste, L. cristatus.']

1. Furnished, topped, or adorned with a crest-
wearing or having a crest.
C
„
13??

S'rFcrumb. 4541 With an hard crested serpentis fel
1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. xvi. 102 The huppe or lapwynche is
a byrde crested. c 1620 Z. Bovd Zion's Floivcrs (1855) 13c
« ith cristed plumes they fiercely other smite. 1667 Milton
P. L. VII. 443 '1 he crested Cock. 1810 Scott Lady ofL
1. Introd. 11, lair dames and crested chiefs. 1851 C. I
Smith tr. Tasso 11. lxxxiv,This makes the billow smooth it's
crested head.

b. spec. Applied to many species of animals and
plants distinguished by a crest ; = L. cristatus, -a.
1796 Stedman Surinam II. xxvii. 300 The crested eagle

1802 Linolev Anim. Biog. (1S13) II. 347 The Crested Pen-
guins are inhabitants of several of the .South Sea islands.

'ST M̂l? Eloiocr. PI. VI. 98 Crested Dog's-tail.
1882 Garden 16 Sept. 25S/3 The Crested Male Fern.

c. fg. (Cf. Crest jtM i b.)
1618 Bolton Floras iv. ix. 307 The miserable overthrow

of Crassus made the Parthians higher crested. 1757 Grayhard 1. 1, The crested pride Of the first Edward.
2. Her. Having a crest of a different tincture

from that of the body.
1372 Bosseweu. Amurie 11. 60 b, A Basiliske displayed,

Emeraude, cristed, Saphire. 1766-87 Pouny Her. GloU
t J. Having raised lines or strut, ribbed. Obs.
1378 Lyte Dodoens 1. xxx. 42 The slalkes [of Rhubarb] are

?,
crested

- l834 Blanche Brit. Costume 268
Mandillians. .some plaited and crested [striped] behind.
4. Having a raised ridge. (See Crest sb. 9.)
1857 Hesfrev Bot. Index, Crested petals. 1856 A R

Wallace in H uxley Man's Place Nat. 1. (1863) 40-1 Single-
crested and double-crested skulls.

tCre-Stel. Obs. rare- 1
. [app. dim. of

Crest sb. : see -EL. Cf. OF. crcstel, cretel a battle-
ment.] ?= Crest.
C1320 Sir Bcues 4175 To Beues he smot a dent ful sore,

Pat sercle of gold & is crestel Fer in to he mede fel.

Cresten, var. of Christen a. Obs., Christian.
+ Cre'st-fall, sb. Obs. rare. [A back-formation

from Crest-fallen.] The distemper of a horse
that is crest-fallen.

1609 Rowlands Knave ofClubbes (1843) 44 For any lade
he phisicke had. .The Iampasse, crest-fall, withers greife.

t Crest-fall, v. Obs. rare. [f. as prec] //ans.
To make crest-fallen.

«6" Cotgr. s. v. Rasse, It would anger a Saint, or crest-
fall the best man liuing, to be so vsed.

Crest-fallen (krest fgden), ppl. a.

1. With drooping crest
; hence, cast down in

confidence, spirits, or courage
; humbled, abashed,

disheartened, dispirited, dejected.
1589 Pappe vi. Hatchet D ivb, O how meager and leane

hee lookt, so creast falne, that his combe hung downe to his
bill. 1593 Shaks. iHen. VI, iv.i. 59 Let it make thee Crest-
falne, 1, and alay this thy abortiue Pride. 1668 Marveli.
Corr. cv. Wks. 1872-5 II. 264 He is here a kind of decrepit
young gentleman and terribly crest-falln. i860 Thackeray
Four Georges 111. (18761 69 Slinking back into the club some-
what crestfallen after his beating.

2. Of a horse: see quot. 1725.
1696 Loud. Gaz. No. 3217/4 A grey Gelding, .black mane

and tail, and a little Crest-fallen. 1725 Bradley Fam.
Diet., Crestfallen, a Distemper in Horses, when the Part on
which the Main grows, which is the upper Part thereof, and
call'd the Crest, hangs either to one Side or the other, and
does not stand upright as it ought to do.

Hence Ore stfa^llenly adv., Cre stfa llenness.
1854 Lytton What will he IV. i, That ineffable aspect of

crestfallenness ! 1880 Miss Broughton Sec. Tk. 1. 1. ii. 28
The Squire is crestfallenly eying the shipwreck of his hopes.
>8oo— Alas I II. xxiv. 125 A look of mortification and crest-
fallenness.

Crestin, -yn, var. ofChristen a. Obs., Christian.

Cresting (krestirj), vbl. sb. [f. Crest sb.

(sense 6) + -ino 1.] Arch. An ornamental ridging
to a wall or roof.

1869 Builder 18 Dec. 998 2 The lines of a building are
best followed by. .placing crestings where objects would be
artistically enriched by them. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ch.
Lindisf. 48 Roofs, .finished with ornamental tiled cresting,

Crestless (kre'stles), a. [See -less.] With-
out a crest ; not bearing a crest.

»59' Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. iv. 85 Spring Crestlesse
Yeomen from so deepe a Root 1 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
xiii, Like the crestless churls of England. 1891 Standard
14 May 5/2 Armless, and crestless, and mottoless.

Crestlet (kre-stlet). nonce-wd. A little crest.
1889 Repent. P. Wentworth III. xvi. 274 The sparkling

expanse broken, .by jets and crestlets of foam.

t Crestmarine. Herb. Obs. [a. F. creste-

marine, crete-marine, in 1 6th c. also criste-marine,
in the Herbals Creta marina, the first element
being a perversion of crithmum, Gr. Kpl$fwv, KprjS-

fiov, in mod. Bot. Crithmum maritimum.] An old
name of Samphire.
'565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Batis, an herbe called . . of

the Frenchmen Crestmarine, in English Sampicre. 1578
Lyte Dodoens v. xxi. 578 They kecpe. .branches of Crest-
marin or Sampier in brine or pickle, to be eaten lyke
cappers. i6ix Cotgr., Creste marine, Sampier, sea Fennell,
Crestmarine

+ Cre -sty, a. Obs. [I. Crest sb.% + -y.] Of
the nature of or affected with piles.
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1569 K. Asdrose tr. Alexis" Seer. iv. 11. 13 Against the
Hemerodes and crestie swellings of the fundiment. 1598
Florio, Crestoso, crestie, full of the piles or hemorrhoides.

t Crestyn. Obs. rare— 1
, [a. OF. crestin,

cretin in same sense.] A sort of pannier.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4687 Asgud ware crestyns of clathe

be caryon to serue.

tCre sweU. Obs. [? Cf. Welt.]
17*1 Bailey, Cresioell, the broad Edge or Verge of the

Shoe-Sole, round about.

Cresyl (krcsil). Chem. Also cressyl. [f.

Cres-ol + -yl.] The radical C7 H7 of cresol.

Cresylate, a salt of crcsylic acid. Cresy lie a.,

of cresyl. in Cresylic acid= Cresol.
1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 107 With pentachloride

of phosphorus, cresylic alcohol yields chloride of cresyl,

CtHtCI. Ibid. A mass of slender needles of cresylate of
potassium or sodium. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. llygiene
(ed. 3) 360 The fumes contain carbolic and cresylic acids.

Cret, Crete, var. of Creaght, Obs.

Cretaceo- (kn't?' jV), combining form of Cre-
taceocs, =

' cretaceous and as in cretacco-

oolitic, cretaceo-tertiary adjs.

1880 Ramsay in Times 26 Aug. 5/4 In . . Cretaceo-Oolitic
..times. 1881 AY/. Geol Explor. N. Zealand 117 The
Cretaceo-Tertiary rocks.

Cretaceous .knV Jas , a. [f. L. creldce-us

chalk-like, chalky, f. creta chalk : see -aceol'S.]

1. Of the nature of chalk
;
chalky.

C1675 Grew (J.), The cretaceous salt. 1708 J. Philips
Cyder 1. 54 Nor from the sable Ground expect Success Nor
from cretaceous, stubborn and jejune. 1710 T. Fuller
Phamt. Extemp. 110 A cretaceous Electuary. 1841-71
T. R. Jones Anim A ingd. (ed. 4) 787 The lining membrane
. . secretes cretaceous matter,

b. Chalk-like, humorous.
1808 Syd. Smith PlymUy's Lett. vi. I love not the creta-

ceous and incredible countenance of his colleague.

2. Geol. Belonging to or found in the Chalk
formation. So Cretaceous group, scries, system.

Cretaceous period : the period during which these

strata were deposited.
183a De la Beche Geol. Man. (ed. 1) 307 The cretaceous

rocks of south-eastern England. 1854 F. C. Bakewell
GeoL 56 The chalk and its associated sands have been
termed the ' cretaceous system'. 1863 Lyell Antiq. Man
335 During the oolitic and cretaceous periods.

Creta ceously adv., in the manner of chalk.
1864 in Webster. 1882 Syd. Soc. Lex., Cretaccously-

pruinose, having a white shining incrustation.

Cretals, obs. aphetic f. Decretals.
riiSo Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclrfiig pe cretals

and pe clementynes.

fCreta.ted, pa. pple. Obs.—> [f. L. cretdtus.]
i730-< Bailey (folio>, Cretated, chalked.
Cretche, obs. form of Cratch.
Crete 1 (krft). [Cf. OF. cretin basket; also

Teutonic words mentioned under Cradle.]
1 1. = Cradle sb. 1. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 137 pe litel childe. .bet wepb ine his Crete.

2. = Cradle sb. 7. dial.

1887 Kentish Dial., Creet, a cradle, or frame-work ofwood,
placed on a scythe when used to cut com. 1892 A uctumcer's
Catal. Farm Sale near Minster, Kent, Scytne and Crete.

t Crete 2
- Obs. rare. The septum or division

between the nostrils.

1541 Copland Guydon's Quest. Ckirurg., There are.,
other small bones lesse pryncypalles . . as is the bone of the
Crete that deuyde the nosethyrlles.

Crethe, ^ Crete 1
, or error for creche, Cratch.

Cretic (kritik), «.l and sb. [ad. L. Cretic-us
of Crete, Cretan, f. Creta Crete.]

A. adj. Belonging to Crete, Cretan ; applied
in Gr. and Lat. prosody to a particular metrical
foot, or to verse characterized by these. B. sb.

(without capital) A metrical foot consisting of one
short syllable between two long; = Amphimacer.
[i<86 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie[Arb.)6g Creticus of along,

a snort, and a long_, [as] dautigerous.] 1603 Holland
Plutarch's Mor. UrvuL 1257 The Prosodiaque & also the
Creticke. 1697 Bentley Phal. (T.), The first verse here
ends with a trochee, and the third with a cretick. 2867 Jebb
Sophocles' Electra (1870) 30/1 Although -..</ I . uoi form a
cretic foot, a spondee is still admissible in the 5th place, l>e-

cause the word yap preceding the cretic is a monosyllable.
1885 Gildersleeve Pindar I ntrod. 73 The passionate cretics
that abound in that, .play [the Achamians],
t Cretic (krftik\ a* Obs. rare. [I. L. creta

chalk + -ic] Chalk-like; of the hardness of chalk.
> i8n Pinkerton Petral. 302 Hardness, cretic. Fracture,
slaty.

t Cre'ticism. Obs. Cretan behaviour, i. e. lying.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World v. v. 5 2. 650 marg.. So diH-
ent..fan] Architect of Lies : in regard whereof I may not
enie him the commendation of Creticisme. 1656 [see Cre-

tism].

Cretifaction (krftifoekfan). (erron. crete-.)
[f. L. creta chalk + -paction.] =*snext.

1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 58 Calcareous degenera-
tion, calcification, or cretefaction.

Cretification (kri^tifik^ 1

Jan), [n. of action
f. Cretify.] Deposition of salts of lime in a
tissue of the animal body ; calcareous degeneration.
1852-0. Todd Cycl. Anal. IV. 537/2 Its appearances

sometimes approximate to those of the cretification. 1874
Jones & Siev. Pathol. Anat. 64 Saline earthy matter may
be deposited, .inducing a state, .named cretification.

Cretify fjtafWtt), v. [f. I,. crHa chalk + -fv,

repr. a L. type cretificdrc.'] trans. To impregnate
with salts of lime.
1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 419/2 The cretified contents of

old abscesses.

Cretin (krrtin). [a. F. cretin (in Encycl.

1754), ad. Swiss patois creslin, creitin :—L. Christi-

dnum Christian, which in the mod. Romanic
longs, (as sometimes dial, in Eng.) means ' human
creature 1

as distinguished from the brutes ; the

sense being here that these beings are really

human, though so deformed physically and men-
tally. (Cf. natural?) So, according to Hatzfeld
and Darmesteter, the Cagots are called in Beam
crestiaas.'] One of a class ofdwarfed and specially

deformed idiots found in certain valleys of the Alps
and elsewhere.

1779 W.Coxe in Ann. Reg. 11. 92 note, The species of idiots

I have mentioned, .who are described by many authors as
peculiar to the Vallais, are called Cretins. 1834 Medwin
Angler in Wales I. 239 The Cretin is hardly a human being
. .They have all immense heads and more immense goitres.

1879 Khorz Priuc. Med. 4 The offspring of persons with
goitre are cretins without goitre.

Hence Cre tinage.
1820 H. Matthews Diary ofInvalid 314 Cretinage seems

also to be peculiar to mountainous regions.

Cretinism (krftiniz'm\ [f. prec. +-ISM: in

mod.F. cretinismc.] The condition of a cretin ; a
species of imperfect mental and physical develop-
ment, or combination of deformity and idiocy,

endemic in some valleys of the Alps and elsewhere.
1&01 Med. Jrnl.V. 176 Physical and moral remedies that

may be employed in preventing the Wen and Cretinism.
1891 Lancet 3 Oct., Cretinism is Decoming more common in

the Pyrenean and Alpine valleys.

So Cretinist.
1858 G. Smith in Oxford Ess. 266 Some of his[Newman's]

party displayed in University matters something of that
cretinist tendency which they have since developed in its

natural sphere.

Cretinize (krrtinaiz), v. [f. as prec. + -ize:

mod.F. cr/tiniser.] trans. To reduce to the con-

dition of a cretin. Hence Cretinized ///. a.

1858 Sat. Review V. 16/2 No Jesuit, seeking to cretinize

humanity for pious purposes, i860 Daily lottos 30 June,
Society as usually understood . . would cretinize an archangel.
1876 Freeman Hist. 4 Archil. Si. 315 The wretched look

of the dwarfed, diseased, and cretinized inhabitants.

Cretinous (krftinas), a. [f. as prec + -ous]
Of or pertaining to a cretin ; of the nature of

cretinism.

1839 Todd Cycl. Anat. 11. 471/2 The .. cretinous affec-

tions . . are striking examples of the effect of hereditary in-

fluence combined with that of . . situation. 1863 Rusktn
Munera P. (18801146 The whole nature of slavery being
one cramp and cretinous contraction.

Cretion (krrfan). Roman Law. [ad. L. cre-

tibn-em, n.of action from ccrn!re to decide, resolve

:

see Cern.] Declaration of acceptance of an in-

heritance (see Cern v.)
;

trans/, the period or

term allowed for this.

1880 Muirhead Gains 11. % 166 If the individual so insti-

tuted desire to be heir, he must cern within the time for

cretion. 1880 — Ulpian xxii. ; 27 Cretion is a certain.,
time allowed to the instituted heir for deliberating whether or
not it will be for his advantage to enter to the inheritance.

Hence Cretionary a., of or belonging to cretion.

1880 Muirhead Ulpian xxii. % 30 Failing to cern within
the cretionary period.

t Cretism. Obs.-" [ad. Gr. Kpr/Ti<r/ios Cretan
behaviour, lying, f. KpTj-ri^nv : see next, and cf. Fr.

cretisme tCotgr.).] (See quot. and Creticism.)
1656 BLornt Glossogr., Creticism or Cretism, the Art of

coyning or inventing lyes. Hence in later and mod. Diets.

t Cretize ikntaiz), v. Obs. or arch. [ad. Gr.
Kpr/Ti^ttv to play the Cretan, to lie, cheat, f. Kpr/rr/

Crete. (Cf. Titus i. 1 2.)]

1. intr. To play the Cretan, i. e. to lie, tell lies.

a 1653 Gouge Comm. Hebr. vi. 17 To lye, was in a pro-
verbial! speech, said, to cretize, or play the Cretian. 184a
Blackw. Mag. LI. 17 He ' bounced ' a little, he ' Cretized '.

t 2. trans. To overreach or outdo by lying. Obs.
a 1673 J. Caryl in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xviii. 26
He will Cretize the Cretians, supplant the supplanters.

t Cretone, cretoyne. Obs . Also 5 critone.
[a. OF. cretonne' : see Godefroy.] A kind of
seasoned soup or pottage in which rabbits, fowls,

etc. were boiled.
t a 1400 Morte Arth. 197 Connygez in cretoyne. c 1420

Liber Cocorum (1862) 8 Chekyns in cretone [printed
-enej. r 1440 Ane. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 431
Critone to Potage.

II Cretonne (krptfl'n, kre'tpn). [a. F. cretonne

(in Savary Diet, du Comm. 1723), according to

Hatzfeld and Darmesteter from Creton, a village

of Normandy, famous for its linen manufactures!]

The French name of a strong fabric of hempen
warp and linen woof

;
applied in England to a

stout unglazed cotton cloth printed on one or both
sides with a pattern in colours, and used for chair

covers, curtains, and the like.

1870 Dasent Annals Eventf. Life II. viii. 134 Chair-
covers and sofa-covers, chintz or tammy,

—

cretonnes were

not then invented. 1886 Emmy Polks Ann. 47 In chintz,
silk, velvet, rep, cretonne, and satin brocatelle. attrib.

1887 R. N. Carey Uncle Max xix. 149 Pretty cretonne cur-
tains.

tCreto'Se, a. rare-". [Cf. next.] Chalky.
177S Ash, Cretose, chalky, full of chalk.

Cretons (kx/ tas), a. rare. [ad. L. cretos-us :

sec prec and -ous.] = prec.
1805 LuccoCK Nat. Wool 280 Hills of a cretous texture

. .divide Hertfordshire from . . Bedford and Cambridge.

Creu, obs. pa. t. of Crow v.

Creu- : see Crev- in Crevice, etc

t Creue, v. Obs. rare. [f. OF. creu, creiit,

pa. pple. of croistre to grow.] intr. To grow.
( 1450 St. Cuthbert 1 Surtees) 6914, pe erle . . gart sone

downe be hewed All be wod bat bare creued.

Creuell, Creuett, obs. ff. Cruel, Ceuet.
Creul, creuse, obs. ff. Crawl v., Cruse.
Creutzer, obs. form of Kreutzeb.
Crevace, crevasse, obs. ff. Crevice.

Crevasse (kr/vse'sV [a. mod.F. crevasse =Os?.
crevace Crevice. This F. form has been adopted
by Alpine climbers in Switzerland in sense 1, and
in U.S. from the French of Louisiana, etc, in sense

2 ; these being too large for the notion associated

with the corresponding Eng. form crevice.]

1. A fissure or chasm in the ice of a glacier, usu-

ally of great depth, and sometimes of great width.
1823 F. Clissold Ascent Mt. Blanc 12 The crevasses are

supposed to be, in some places, several hundred feet deep.
187a C. King Mountains Sierra Nev. xi. 231 A glacier,

riven with deep crevasses, yawning fifty or sixty feet wide,

b. trans/. Any similar deep crack or chasm.
1859 R F. Burton Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Gent. Soc. XXIX.

213 The broad open prospect of this vast crevasse. 1863
Dicey Federal St. I. 20 The struggles of the floundering
horses to drag the carriages out of the ruts and crevasses.

2. U.S. A breach in the bank of a river, canal,

etc. ; used esp. of a breach in the leve'e or artificial

bank of the lower Mississippi.
1819 Edin. Rev. XXXII. 240 A breach in the levle, or a

crevasse, as it is termed, is the greatest calamity which can
befal the landholder. 1850 B. Taylor Eldorado 1. (1862)7
The crevasse, by which half the city had lately been sub-
merged, was closed.

Crevasse (kr/Vse's), v. [a. F. crevasse-r to

form into crevasses, f. crevasse sb.] To fissure

with crevasses. Chiefly in Creva ssed ///. a.,

having crevasses
; fissured, as a glacier.

1855 J. D. Forbes Tour Mt. Blanc viii. 100 It is not
much crevassed. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xxvii. 071 A
steep crevassed hill. 189a Pall Mall G. 5 Aug. 6/1 The
glaciers, .are crevassed to the very foot.

Crevassing (.kr/vse-sirj), vbl. sb. [f. Crevasse
v. + -INO l»J Formation of crevasses.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl I. 459 note. Abrupt fractures and
excessive crevassing. i86oTyndall Glac. 11. x. 281 This can-
not be the true cause of the crevassing.

Crevat, obs. form of Cravat.
Creve, v. Obs. (or dial.), [a. F. crevt-r to

burst, split :—L. crepdre to crackle, crack.]

1 1. intr. To burst, to split. Obs.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun ?w The roches. .crcved both

vppe and doune.

2. (Also creave, creeve) Earlier and now dial,

form of Cbee v.

Creves, obs. f. Crayfish, Crevice.

Crevice krevis .sb. Forms: 4 crevace, -yoe,

4-5 creveys, (creu-), cravus^e, (crau-), 4-6
creves, (creu-), 4-7 crevesse, (creu-), 5 creveis,
creuys, crayues, (cref(f)eys, crefes), 5-6
craues, 6 orevisse, craivesse, 5-7 creuice, 6-7
crouis. (crev- 1

, 7 creuas, crevasse, creuise, 7-8
orevise, 8 crivess, 5- crevice. [ME. crevace, a.

OF. crevace, mod.F. crevasse :—late L. crepdtia, I.

L. crepdre to creak, rattle, crack: cf. Crete. Al-

ready in the 14th c. the stress began to be shifted to

the first syllable, and the unaccented second syllable

to be weakened to -esse, -isse, -ice. The mod.F.
form has been re-adopted in Crevasse.]
1. A crack producing an opening in the surface

or through the thickness of anything solid ; a cleft,

rift, chink, fissure.

c 1340 Gaw. 9f Gr. Knl. 2183 A creuisse ofanoldecragge.
1382 Wyclif Nehem. iv. 7 The chinys or cravasis be-

gunnen to be closid. c 1384 Chaucer 11. Fame 2086 Hyt
gan out crepe at somme crevace. e 1400 Lanfranc's
Cirurg. 134 If be creveis [MS. B. creffeysj perse not be
brayn scolie. issa H uloet, Craues or creues. Vitie in

chyncke. 1563 Turner Herbal IL (1568) 167 b, With a
barcke gapynge and havinge crevisses. 159a W. Perkins
Case Consc. 1 1619) 203 Hee sees but one little beanie of the

Sunne, by a small creuise. a 1628 Preston Aeiv CovU
(1634) 77 There was but a little crevis opened. 1678 tr.

Gaya's Anns War 73 Care must be had that there be no
Cracks, Flaws, Crevasses, nor Honey Combs in her

Cylender. 171a Steele Spect. No. 266 P 4 To peep at a
Crevise, and look in at People. 1774 Golusm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) VII, 286 In winter it lies hid in the crevices of walls.

i860 Tynhall Glac. 11. xx. 335 Water . . percolating freely

through the crevices, .to all depths of the glacier.

b. spec, in Mining. A fissure in which a deposit

of ore or metal is found. Also attrib.

1871 Raymond Statist. Mines 262 The crevice is filled

with a mixture of carbonate of lead and bunches of unde*
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composed galena. 1870 Atcherlky Boerland 175 Gold .

.

known as ' crevice gold ', from . . being picked out ofcrevices
in the bed-rock.

c. Rarely = Crevasse, in a glacier.

1853 Alb. Smith in Blackiv. Mag. LXXI. 53 Tairraz,
who preceded me, had jumped over a crevice.

t 2. A deep furrow or channel. Obs. Cf. Cre-
viced.
(Quot. 1609 is doubtful!.

1580 Baret Alv. C 1610 Leaues, wherein Creuises, or
smal lines are seene . .folia striata. 1609 W. M. Man in
Moone (1849) 18 Pish, your band hangetn right enought,
what, yet more crevises in your stockings?

t Cre vice, v. [f. prec, or ad. F. crevasser : see
Crevasse v.] trans. To make crevices in ; to

fissure, crack, split. Obs. exc. in pa.pple. Creviced.
[

1624 Wotton Elem. Arc/tit. in Reliq. Woltou. (1672) 20
They [the stones] are more apt. .to pierce with their points
. .and so to crevice the Wall.

Crevice, obs. form of Crayfish.

Creviced (kre-vist), ppl. a. Also 6 creuised,
-ished, 6-8 crevissed, 7 -assed. [f. Crevice sb.

or v. + -ed.] Having crevices, chinks, or cracks ; I

fissured. +b. Deeply furrowed or channelled. ,

f c. Indented (of leaves, etc.).

1558-68 Warde tr. Alexis Seer. (15681 10 b, A kynde of !

poulse corne . . havynge . . the codde crevised about. 1578
Lyte Dodoens v. xii. 561 Long narrow leaues, sometimes

j

creuished or slightly toothed about the edges. 1583 J. i

Higgins tr. Junius' Nomenclator (N.), Colnmna striata. .

a carved or crevissed pillar, with long strakes or lines made
therin. 1678 tr. Gaya's Anus War 22 It is screwed and
rifled ; that is to say, wrought and crevassed in the inside
from the Muzzel to the Breech, in form of a Screw. 1725
Bradley Fam. Diet. s.v. Jujube-t?'ee, A rough, rugged
and crevissed Bark. 1806 J. Grahame Birds of Scott. 71
Some green branch That midway down shoots from the
creviced crag. 1861 Mrs. Norton Lcuiy La G. 1. 44 The
prisoned streamlet, .undermining all the creviced bank.
Crevis(e, -ish(e, -isse, -ys(e, obs. ff. Cray-

fish, Crevice.

Crew 1 (kr/7). Forms : 5-7 crue, 5-6 crewe, 6-
crew. [a. OF. creue increase, augmentation, re-

i

inforcement, sb. fern. f. pa. pple. of croistre to
i

grow, increase, etc.
;
perh. in part aphetic form of

acrexve, Accrue, which easily became a crue.
Documentary evidence for acreive (in Eng.) is not known •

of so early a date as that for crewe. In the general sense,
jboth words go back to an early date in OF.; but in the
j

special sense 'military reinforcement' Godefroy's examples
of creue; acreue are only of 1554-8.]

I. f 1. An augmentation or reinforcement of a
|

military force
;
hence, a body of soldiers organized

for a particular purpose, as to garrison a fortress,

for an expedition, campaign, etc. ; a band or
company of soldiers. Obs.
1455 Rolls of Pari. 54 Hen. VI, c. 46 The wages of ccc

men ordeigned to be with him for a Crue over the ordinary
charge abovesaid. 1494 Fabyan Ckron. vn. 444 The Frensh
kynge sent soone after into Scotlande a crewe of Frenshe-
men, to ayde suche enemyes as Kyng Edwarde there had.
1548 Hall Ckron. 175 b, Sir Simon Mondford with a great
crew, was appoynted tokeepthedounes and the five Portes.
1550 Acts Privy Council E. (1891) III. 5 It was thought
necessarie to encrease the crewe of Berwicke with a more
nombre of men. 1577-87 Holinshed Ckron. III. 808/2
To be generall of the crue. .sent into Spaine.

2. By extension : Any organized or associated .

force, band, or body of armed men.
1570 Levins Manip. 94 A crewe, caterua. 1575 Church-

yard Chippes (1817) 134 To foster and nourishe this crue of
men in the marshall arte and rules of warre. 1608 Shaks.
Per. v. i. 176 A crew ofpirates came and rescued me. 1667
Milton P. L. xii. 38 A crew, whom like Ambition joyns
With him or under him to tyrannize. 1786 Gilpin Mts. <$

Lakes Cumbld. (1788) II. 128 Those crews of outlawed
banditti, who under the denomination of Moss-troopers,
plundered the country. 1866 Kingsley Herew. i. (1875) 25
He had fallen in with Hereward and his crew of house-
carls.

3. A number of persons gathered together in

association ; a company.
1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 51 Don Ferardo one of the

chiefe gouernours of the citie. .had a courtly crew of gentle-
women soiourning in his pallaice. 1590 Spenser F. Q. E.

iy. 7 There a noble crew Of lords and ladies stood on every
side. 163a Milton L'Allegro 38 Mirth, admit me of thy
crew. 1641 Brome (title), A Joviall Crew, or the Merry
Beggars. 1732 Lediard Sethos II. vn. 104 About break of
day. .this monstrous tatter'd crew entered the city. 183a
W. Irving Alkambra I. 188 As gaunt and ragged asacrew
of gypsies.

b. transf. An assemblage of animals or things.
1607 Rowlands Dr. Merrie-man (1609) 15 A Crew of

Foxes, all on theeuing set, Togeather at a Countrie Hen-
roost met. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$ Selv. To Rdr., The
same bodies crew of atoms. 1704 Swift Bait. Bks. (1711)
246 Excrescencies in form of Teats, at which a Crew of ugly
Monsters were greedily sucking. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss.,
Crew, a confused crowd. It may be applied to lifeless
things as well as living. ' You nivver seed such a crew o'
plough-jags as we hed to-year '.

4. A number of persons classed together (by the
speaker) from actual connexion or common charac-
teristics; often with derogatory qualification or
connotation

; lot, set, gang, mob, herd.
1570 B. Googe Pop. Kingd. m. 281 The supper serueth

for desertes, with papistes euery where . . And is not this a
goodly crewe? X581 Mulcaster Positions v. (1887) 35 A
crew of excellent painters. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 11. iL

73 Winke at the Duke of Suffolkes insolence, At Beaufords

Pride, at Somersets Ambition, At Buckingham, and all the
Crew of them. 1628 Prvnne Loue-lockes 27 They would be
singular and different from the vulger Crue. 1778 Foote
Trip Calais 11. Wks. 1799 II. 358 Laiiy Kitty . .You want
some tale to run tattling with to the rest of the crew. Hetty.
Crew? I don't understand what your Ladyship means by
the crew ; tho' we are servants, we may be as good Chris-
tians as other people, I hope. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan
80 All the ravenous crew Of jobbers and promoters.

II. Specific or technical uses, from 2.

5. A body or squad of workmen engaged upon a
particular piece of work, or under one foreman or
overseer ; a gang.
In IT. S. and Canada esp, one of the companies or gangs

of men engaged together in lumber-cutting, in working
a railway train, etc.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. ii. 88, I was yet a Stranger to this
work, therefore remained with 3 of the old Crew to cut more
Logwood. 1701 Aberdeen Burgh Rec. 21 Apr., Divisions
intocrews for carying sting burdens. 1808 Forsyth Beauties
Scott. V. 434 Every four men, which is called a crew, are
said to quarry one hundred and four thousand slates in a
year. i860 Harpers Mag. XX. 444 A crew consists of
from twenty to thirty men in charge of the ' Boss', of whom
two are experienced choppers, two barkers and sled-tenders,
etc. 1878 Lumberman's Gaz. 9 Feb., Logging crews are
coming out of the woods there.

6. Naut. a. A gang of men on a ship of war,
placed under the direction of a petty officer, or told

off for some particular duty, as manning a boat, etc.

169a Order in J. Love Mariner's Jewel (1724) 120 Quarter-
Gunner, Carpenter's Crew, Steward, Cook, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, Cre?u, the Coxon and Rowers in the
liarge or Pinnace, are called the Boats-crew, in distinction
from the Complement of Men on Board the Ship, who are
termM the Skips-Company, not Crew. 171a W. Rogers
Voy. 7 Henry Oliphant, Gunner, with eight Men call'd

the Gunners Crew. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World
(1757) 18 To order the cooper and his crew to trim thecasks.
1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xxv, Among the boat's crew
taken with him by Captain Wilson. 1868 Smyth Sailors
Word-bk. 222 There are in ships cf war several particular
crews or gangs, as the gunner's, carpenter's, sailmaker's,
blacksmith's, armourer's, and cooper's crews.

b. The whole of the men belonging to and
manning a ship, boat, or other vessel afloat. (Now
the leading sense.)

In a general sense the ship's crew includes all under the
captain, but in a more restricted sense it is applied to the
men only, to the exclusion of the officers.

1694 Smith & Walford Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (1711) 170
Whoever of a Ships Crew sees a dead Whale, cries out Fish
mine. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11. 86 Supposing the Captain
and Crew would soon be with him. 1726 Adv. Capt. R.
Boyle 176, I did not know how to dispose of the Ship and
the rest of the Crew. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre'sStud.
Nat. (1799) I. p. Hv,The corrupted air. .carries off the seamen
of our trading vessels by whole crews at once. 1817 W.
Selwyn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 904 Whether the ship
was thus destroyed . . by the captain and crew. 1847 Grote
Greece 1. xl. (1862) III. 447 The Egyptians . . had captured
five Grecian ships with their entire crews. 1893 Wkitaker's
Almanac 617 The stroke oar in the Oxford crew.. Both
crews came to Putney on the same day.

Crew 2
, cme (kr«). dial. Also creuh, crow,

crough. [app. of British origin : cf. earlier Welsh
creu, crau, whence the singulative mod.W. crewyn,
crowyn pen, sty, hovel, Cornish crow sty, hovel,

hut, crow moh pig-sty, now in Cornwall a 'pig's

crow *, Breton kraou stable, stall, sheep-cote ; Irish

cro pen, hot, hovel ; cf. Croo.]
1. A pen, cote, or fold for animals, as pigs, sheep,

fowls.
1669-81 Worlidge Diet. Rust., Swyn-hull, or Swine-crue,

a hog sty.
_
1863 Morton Cycl. Agric. Gloss., Pig's-crougk

(Cornw.), pifj-stye. 1878 Cumbria. Gloss., Swine creuh, a
pig-sty ; a dirty hull or house. 1 Her house is na better ner
a swine creuh . 1879 Shropshire Word-bk., Crew, a pen
for ducks and geese. [So in Cheshire and Sheffield Gloss.]

b. Hence crew-yard, a close or yard with sheds
for cattle.

1778 T. Bateman Agistm. Tithe (ed. 2) 61 Confined to the
House, or in a crew-yard. 1867 Stamford Mercury 20
Sept, (in N. W. Line. Gloss.\ With hay and straw, and use
of crews and sheds, .with the use of the crew-yards until
the 5th of April next. 1881 Gainsburgk Times 21 Jan.,
The crew-yard will soon be required.

2. (In Cornwall crow.) A hut, a cabin.
1880 W. Cornwall Gloss., Crow, (as in crowd), a hut ; a

small house.

Crew, pa. t. of Cbow v.

+ Crewe. Obs. rare— 1
, [a. OF. crue.] A pot.

1579 Spenser S/uph. Cat. Feb. 209 Often crost with the
priestes crewe [gloss, holy water pott] And often halowed
with holy-water dewe.

Crewel (kr«-el), sb. Forms : 5-6 crule, 6
crewle, crulle, cruele, croole, croylle, (crue,

crewe), 6-7 crewell, 6-8 cruel(l, 7- crewel. [Of
obscure origin : app. the earliest forms were mono-
syllabic, crule, crewle, croole, some of which are

still dialectal.

Connexion with crull, s.w. dial, form of Curl, or its Du.
cognate krula. curl, krullen to curl, has been suggested

;

but the vowel sounds do not agree.]

1. A thin worsted yarn, (according to Bailey)

of two threads, used for tapestry and embroidery

;

also formerly for making fringes, laces, vestments,

hosiery, etc.

_ These yams, being produced in different colours and used
in combination in the making of one article, are often spoken

of in the plural. The name is also applied to the balls or
bobbins on which the yarn is wound up for use. The name
appears to have become obsolete about 1800, except in
dialects, and to have been reintroduced to general use about
i860 in connexion with Crewel-work, q.v.

1494 in Rogers Agric. $ Prices 560/2, 11 oz. Crule. 1496
/bid. /4, 3 lbs. Crule of different colours. 1502 Privy Purse
Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 83 Itm for blake crewle to purfulle
the rosys vj d. 1553 Inv. Ch. Goods in Ann. Litchfield IV.
38, ij coopes, on of redd silke, thother of cheked crulle.
< i555/«r-. in H. Hall Eliz. Soc. (1887) 150 A lytic stoole
covered withe Nedle worcke checkerid w,h white, blewe, S:

tawnye cruell. 1567 Wills #t Inv. N. C. (Surtees) 250, ij

longe guishings of croole wrowght w th the nedle, & a car-
pett clothe that is in workinge with Creoles for the same.
1571 Ibid. 364, viij lbs. of sewing crewle. 1625 Fletcher
Noble Gent. v. i, An old hat. .and on it for a band Askeine
of crimson cruell. 1653 Walton Angler 115 A May-flie,
you may make his body with greenish coloured crewel.
1755 Johnson, CreweLyaxn twisted and wound on a knot
or ball, c 1750 in H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint, (1789)
IV. 144 While crewel o'er the canvass drawn Became a river
or a lawn. 1787 Mrs. Tkimmkk (Peon. Charity 79 Binders
herring-boned with coloured Cruel. 1855 Robinson Whitby
Gloss., Crulcs worsted of all-colours for fancy needle-work.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Crewel, worsted twisted in
knots, and sold for tapestry, and embroidery work ; now
called Berlin wool. 1865 Coruh. Mag. Feb. 216 In rising to
receive him, she threw down her basket of crewels.

£. .The forms crewe, crue occur : perh. as scribal

errors.

1552-3 Ck. Goods in Arm. Litchfield IV. 10 In this
chapell a vestement of grenne crewe, a vestement of redd
crue, a cope of grenne crue. Ibid. 41 Vestements of crewe.
2. Short for Ckewkl-work.
Mod. You might do it in crewel.

3. altrib. fa. Made of crewel. Obs. or dial.
1550-1600 [see Caddis 1 2 b]. 1596 Nashk Saffron Walden

10 To buy him cruel strings to his buokes. 1599 Porter
Angry Worn. Abingd. in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 286 He will
have His cruel garters cross about the knee. 1603 Shaks.
Learn, iv. 7. 1633 Shirley Bird in Cage iv. ii, I speak
the prologue to our mixed audience of silk and crewel
gentlemen in the hangings [/. e. the tapestry figures]. 1867
F. Francis Angling i. (1880) 42 A yellow crewel body
with red hackle and dun turkey wing.

b. Pertaining to or embroidered with Cuewel-
\vokk : crewelyam — sense 1.

1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal II. iv. 58 Throwing back
his dark head upon a crewel anti-macassar. 1887 Daily
News 21 Nov. 2/7 There is a moderate business doing.. in

knitting and crewel yarns.

Hence Crewel v. trans, {dial.) to ornament with
crewel-work embroidery: see also quot. 1S69.
Crewelist, one who works crewel-work. Crewel-
lery, crewel-work collectively. (All recent.)
1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Crewel, to cover a ball or other ob-

ject with particoloured worsted worked in a peculiar man-
ner. 1876 Mid. Yorksh. Gloss., Creal, to wind twine, or
anything of the kind, is to creal it.. The process of doing
samplers, or other worsted needle-work, is spoken of as
crealing. 1881 Standard 16 July 5/2 She was unable to
dispose ofher crewellery, her fans. 1880 Daily Tel., Wanted
a good crewelist.

Crewel cruel. A local name of the Cowslip
in Devon and Somerset.
1847-78 in Halliwell.
Crewel, obs. form of Cruel.
Crewels (kn7*elz), sb. pi. Sc. Also cruels.

[f. F. krouelles scrofula.] The king's evil, scrofula.
1660 J. Lamont Diary (1815) 154 (Jam.) The Lady Bal-

cleuch. .had the cruells in bir arme. 1721 Wodrow Hist.
II. 445 (Jam.) His right hand and right knee broke out in a
running sore, called the cruels. 18x8 Scott Hrl. Midi.
xlvii, Having a beloved child sick to death of the Crewels.
1824 — St. Ronan ii, ' A puir body's bairn that had gotten
the cruells/ 1880 Antrim and Dmvn Gloss., Cruets, the
king's evil.

Crew*el-work. lit. Work done with crewels

or worsted yarns
;

applied to a species of em-
broidery which became fashionable about i860,

in which a design is worked in worsted on a back-
ground of linen or cloth.

1863 E. J. May Stronges ofN. 13 In one of the windows
by a small table, occupied in some crewel work, sat the
venerable lady. 1885 E. Garrett At Any Cost xiv. 255
Bending over her crewel work.

Crewet, -ette, obs. forms of Cruet.

Crewless (krzHes), a. [f. Crew 1 + -less.]

Without a crew.
1889 Standard 26 Mar., The schooner floated helmless

and crewless.

Crewse, crewyse, obs. ff. Cruse.
Creyance, Creyme, obs. ff. Creance, Cream.
Creyer, Creyfish : see Crater, etc.

Creyse, -ery, var. of Croise, Croisery.
Creyste, obs. form of Crest.
Criance, obs. form of Creance.
Criature, obs. f. Creature, Creator.

Crib (krib), sb. Forms: 1, 4- crib; also 1,

5-6 cryb, 3-7 cribbe, 4 kribbe, 4-5 crybe, 4-6
crybbe, 5 crebe, 7 cribb, krib(b, (crub). [A
common WGer. sb. : OE. crib{b) fern. = OFris.
cribbe, OS. kribbja (MDu. cribbe> Du. krib, kribbe'),

OHG. chrippa (MHG. and mod. G. krippe). Sup-
posed to be etymologically related to MHG. krebe
masc. basket, which may again stand in ablaut
relation to korb, Corp : see Kluge, Franck.]

1. A barred receptacle for fodder used in cow.
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sheds and fold-yards ; also in fields, for beasts I

lying out during the winter; a Cratch. (In

nearly all early quots. applied to the manger in

which the infant Christ was laid ; cf. Cratch sir.)

a 1000 Crist 1426 (Or.) Ic lae^ cild^eong on crybbe.
t laoo Ormin 371 1 Te Laferrd Jesu Crist Wass le^d inn
assc cribbe. a 1300 CursorM. ii253(CotL) In a crib he sal be
funden. 1340 Hami-ole Fr. Consc. 5200 Born, .and layd.

.

In a cribbe, bytwen an ox and an asse. c 1400 Apol. Loll.

97 pe oxe knowib his weldar, and be as be crib of his lord.

1535 Coverdale Job xxxix. 9 Wyll the vmcorne be so tame
as. .toabyde still by thy cribbe ? 1577 B. Googe Herejbach's
Husb. m. (1586) 142 b, Serpents, that many tymes lie hid
under their [sheep's] Cribbes. 160* Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 87
Let a Beast be Lord of Beasts, and his Crib shall stand at
the Kings Messe. 171a Pope Messiah 79 The steer and
Hon at one crib shall meet. 1847 Marryat Childr. N. 1

Forest v, The animal could move about a little and eat out
of her crib. 1884 West Sussex Gaz. 25 Sept. Advt., Circular
iron and oak bullock cribs.

b. R. C. Ch. A representation of the manger in
!

which the infant Christ was laid, erected in churches,
i

188$ Catholic Diet. s.v., The present custom of erecting a
Crib in the churches at Christmas time, .began during the
thirteenth century.

c. Aslron. The star-cluster Prsesepe in Cancer.
1551 Kecorde Cast. Knowl. (1556) 266 Cancer containing

8 stars, beside a cloudy tract which is named y* Manger or
Crybbe. a 1718 R. Cumberland Orig. Gentium Antiq.
(1724) 93 The constellation Cancer, in which the Aselli and
their crib is plac'd.

2. 1 The stall or cabin of an ox *
(J.\

a 1340 HA.MP0LE/>j<t//tr5i2 Nete sail noght be in kribbis.

1611 Bible Prov. xiv. 4 Where no Oxen are, the crib is

cleane. 1841 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 13 The Merchant, .went
1

to the bull's crib, and sat down there, and the driver came I

and took out the bull. 1879 Casselts Tech*. Educ. IV.
416/2 The calf-house .. should be .. divided into separate
sparred cribs or hutches. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Crib, a
small cote to put young calves in.

3. A small habitation, cabin, hovel ; a narrow
room ; fig. a confined space.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. tV\ in. i. 9 Why rather (Sleepe) lyest i

thou in smoakie Cribs. .Then in the perfum'd Chambers of
tbe Great ? 1840 Clolgh Amours dc Voy. I. 6 The world .

.

Whithersoever we turn, still is the same narrow crib. 1886
Besant Childr. Gibcon 11. vi, There were no confessional 1

cribs and no candles. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster xxviii.

185 Shutting himself in this dusty crib, the Bishop drew
from under the bed a glass-covered case.

b. Thieves'
1

slang. A dwelling-house, shop, pub-
lie-house, etc. To crack a crib : see Crack p. II. '

18x2 J. H. Valx Flash Diet.* Crib, a house, sometimes
applied to shops. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xix, Now, my
dear, about that crib at Chertsey. 1844 J. T. Hewlett
Parsons W. xxii, The grocer's crib, as he called it.

C. A lock-up; a bridewell, local,

1847-78 in Halliwell. 1879 in Shropshire Word-bk.

4. fig. A * berth 1 place ', situation, slang.
1865 Hatton Bitter Siveets vii, It's a snug crib this.

5. A small rectangular bed for a child, with
barred or latticed sides. (Sometimes loosely =
cradle.)

1649 Bury Wills (1850) 220 One trundle bedstead and an
halfe trundle bedstead, a cribb. 18*8 Webster, Crib. . 6.

A small frame for a child to sleep in. 183a Ht. Martineau
Weal or Woe vii. 86 Fergus was kneeling at the foot of the
child's crib. 1857 W. Collins Dead Secret (1861) 77 Hav-
ing a nurse to engage and a crib to buy.

+ b. trans/. Child, baby. 06s. Cf. Cribher i.

170a Ladv Mary Coke in Cow/er MSS. II. 447 (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) Your Crib is well, and all are yours. Ibid.

453 Inquire me out a nursery maid, because your crib is

weaning.

6- fig- fa- A close-fisted person, one who keeps
a tight hold of what he has. 06s.
1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman ifAlf. I. 251 That his

wife be close-fisted, a very Crib.

b. f? Provender, supply of food. Thieves
9

cant.

06s. Cf. Cribbing 5. Also a miner's 'bait' or
provisions.

1641 Brome 7ov. Crew U. Wks. 1871 III. 388 Here's
Pannum and Lap, and good Poplars of Yarrum To fill up
the Crib, and to comfort the Quarron. i88z Raymond Min-
ing Gloss., Crib. .3. A miner's luncheon. 1889 Daily News
4 Apr. 4/8 In the pocket of each of the garments was a
pasty and a ' crib ' (apparently a small loaf 1.

II. 1 7. A wickerwork basket, pannier, or the

like. In quot. 1648 a bag. 06s.

1387 Tkkvisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 353 pey putte hym in a
Htel cribbe i-schape as a litel bote. 1398 — Barth. De P.
R. xix. exxviti. (1495) Q34 FisceHa is a lytyll euenlonge
crybbe or a panyer woue wyth smate roddes of wylow.
1648 Davknant Long Vac. London, With canvas crib To
girdle tied.. Where worms are put, which must small fish

Betray at night to earthen dish. 1676 -Worlidge Cyder
(16911 112 You may have a Basket or Crib, .and put Straw
round it in the inside.

b. The Bin used in hop-picking.
(1830 Mrs. Sherwood in Houlston Tracts III. lxxii. 10

Come along this way to the crib (that is, the sheet or cloth

into which the hop blossoms are cut).

+ 8. A crate or measure of glass. 06s. (Cf.

Crate 2 b, Cradle 6 c)
1688 R. Holme Armoury nr. 385/1 A Load of Glass is

two Kribbs ; a Krib is 100 or 150 root of cut Glass.

9. Salt-making. An apparatus like a hay-rack
in which the salt is placed to drain after boiling.

?06s.
<:i68a J. Collins Making of Salt 54 The Liquor that

Dreynes from the Salt in the Cribs is a sort of Bittern.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Su//. s. v., Crib in the English
Salt Works. .These cribs are like hay-racks, wide at the
top, and tapering to a narrow bottom, with wooden ribs
..placed so close, that the salt cannot easily fall through
them.

10. A wickerwork contrivance for catching sal-

mon ; a Cruive.
1873 Act 36-7 Vict. c. 71 Sched. 111, License Duties

For each, .weir ..box, crib, or cruive. Ibid. § 17 Any
legal fishing mill dam not having a crib, box, or cruive.

11. A framework of bars or spars for strengthen-
ing, support, etc. ; see quots. Cf. Cradle sb. 6.

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 895 Preserving the Banks of
Rivers, by building Wings or Cribs to break the force of the
Water. 1708 S. Molyneux Ibid. XXVI. 38 A large Tub.

.

of Wood inclosed with a Crib made of Brick and Lime.
1883 F. M. Crawford Mr. Isaacs iii. 49 As the crib holds
the ship in her place while she is building.

12. Mining. A framework of timber, etc., lining

a shaft, to prevent the earth from caving in, or
water from trickling through.
1839 Ann. Peg. 41 It was necessary to construct what is

termed a crib ; that is a cylinder corresponding to the
dimensions of the shaft. 1851 Greenwell Coal-trade
Terms Northumb. «y Durh. 19 Common cribs are circles of
wood, usually oak, from 4 to 6 inches square, and are used
to support the sides of a pit when the stone is bad. 1881
Pop. Sc. Monthly XIX. 28 A shaft or crib is sunk, .to pre-
vent the sides from caving in.

13. A rectangular frame of logs or beams strongly
fastened together and secured under water to form
a pier, dam, etc ; sometimes including the super-

structure raised upon it. (Canada & U.S.)
1874 Knight Diet. Meek., Crib.. 6. A structure of logs to-

be anchored with stones. Cribs are- used for bridge-piers,
ice-breakers, dams, etc. 1881 Proc. Inst. Civ. Engineers
LXIII. i(A\Cribwork in Canada) Cribs are merely open or
close boxes, made of timbers strongly framed together.
1884 Pall MallG. 10 Oct. 7/2 Fourteen men were employed
at a crib in the lake at the outer end of the tunnel.

14. A small raft of boards or staves to be floated

down a small stream, a number of which are made
up into a large raft. {Canada & V.S.)
1813 W. Johnson Re/orts X, Light cribs of boards would

float over the dam in safety. 1880 Lumberman's Gaz. 28
Jan., When the streams get wide enough the 4 sticks' are
made into ' cribs ', and these, again, are made up into
'rafts' .. Cribs are formed of about 20 sticks of timber
fastened between two logs called ' floats '.

15. A bin or place with sparred or slatted sides

for storing Indian corn ( = Corn-crib b) ; also for

salt and other commodities. U. S.
18*3 J. D, Hunter Ca/tiv. N. Amer. 258 The corn [is

preserved) in cribs, constructed of small poles and bark of
trees. 1818 Webster, Crib. .5. A small building, raised on
posts, for storing Indian corn. 1864 Ibid. t A box or bin
for storing grain, salt, etc

III. 16. Cards. The set of cards made up of
two (or one) thrown out from each player's hand,
and given to the dealer, in the game of cribbage.

b. Also, short for Cribbage. {colloq.)

1680 Cotton Com/l. Gamester viii, Sometimes it so
happens that he is both bilkt in hand and crib. 1870 Hardy
& Ware Mod. Hoyle 79 {Cribbage) The players .. each
throw out two [cards] tor the crib, face downwards. .The
four cards constituting 'crib ' belong to the dealer. Ibid.
80 Having counted his hand, the dealer proceeds in like

manner to count his crib. 1885 Standard 3 Apr. 2/6 He
had played, .at ' whist ' and ' crib '.

IV. Senses from Crib v.

17. The act of 1 cribbing 1

; a petty theft. (See

Crib v. 7.) rare.

1855 Browning Fra Li//o Li//i 148 To confess Their
cribs of barrel-droppings, candle-ends.

18. Something * cribbed 1 or taken without ac-

knowledgement, as a passage from an author; a
plagiarism, {colloq.)

1834 IfanW Angler in Wales I. 207 That's a crib from
Waller, I declare. 1876 A. M. Kairbairn in Content/. Rev.
June 130 It was a crib from himself.

19. A translation of a classic or other work in a
foreign language, for the illegitimate use of
students, {colloq.)

i8»7 Lytton Pelham I. ii. 11, 1 could read Greek fluently,

and even translate it through the medium of the Latin ver-

sion technically called a crib. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown
at Ox/, xxxix. (1889)375 Schoolboys caught by their master
using a crib.

V. 20. attri6. and Com6.
y
as crib timber-'u ork

(see sense 1 3) ; crib-biter, a horse addicted to

crib-biting ; also fig. ;
crib-biting, the vice or

morbid habit of seizing the manger (or other

object) with the teeth and at the same time noisily

drawing in the breath {wind-sucking)
;
crib-strap

(see quot.)
;
cribwork, work consisting or formed

of cribs (sense 13) ; also attn'6.

1809 S/orting Mag. XXXIV. 100 A bay horse, .found to
be a *cnb-biter. 183a Marrvat .\.Forster xl, I have lately

used iron pens, for I'm a devil of a crib-biter. 1831 Ann.
Reg- 25 Horses had the habit of *crib-biting in very differ-

ent degrees. 1874 Knicht Diet. Mech,
t
*Crib-stra/ {Men-

age)* a neck-throttier for crib-biting and wind-sucking
horses. 1884 Harper's Mag. Sept. 621/2 Sluices, .are con-
structed through a mass of crib timber-work. 1873 Robert-
son Engin. Notes 56 'Cribwork. .consists of logs notched
on to each other in layers at right angles. 1881 Proc. Inst.

Civ. Engineers LXIII. 271 Acribwork pier is easily ripped
up and removed by an ordinary spoon dredge.

Crib (krib), v. [f. Crib so.]

t 1. intr. ? To feed at a crib. (In quot. humor-
ously of persons.) 06s. rare.
c 1460 Toivneley Myst. 89, I fare fulle ylle, At youre man-

gere. .Syrs, let us cryb furst for oone thyng or oder.

2. trans. To shut up as in a crib or small com-
partment ; to confine within a small space or nar-

row limits ; to hamper. (In modern use generally
as an echo of Shaks. ; cf. Cabin v. 3.)
1605 Shaks. Macb. in. iv. 24 Now I am cabin'd, crib'd,

confin'd, bound in. 1743 E. Poston Pratler (1747) I. 151
How must that which is ooundless. .be confin'd and cribb'd
up within the narrow Limits of my. .finite Capacity ! 1826
De Quincev Lessing Wks. XIII. 236 The mind of Lessing
was not cribbed and cabined within the narrow sphere of
others. 1876 Blackie Songs Reltg. + Life 34 Vainly the
narrow wit of narrow men Within the walls which pnestly
lips have blest . . Would crib thy presence.

b. To lock up, imprison, local. (Cbib sb. 3 c)
1849 C. Bronte Shirley xxxii, They should be arrested,

cribbed, tried, and brought in for Botany Bay.

3. intr. To lie as in a crib. (Ckib s6. 5.) 06s,
1661 Gauden Anti-Baal-Berith 35 (L) Who sought to

make the. .bishops to crib in a Presbyterian trundle-bed.

4. trans. To furnish with cribs. (Crib s6. i.)

1669 Woblidge Syst. Agric. v. | 2 (1681) 67 A large
Sheep-house for the housing of Sheep in winter, which may
be Sheep-cribbed round about and in the middle too, to
fother them therein.

5. To furnish with a crib or framework of timber.

(Crib s6. n-13.)
x86i Times 29 Aug., The [oil-] wells are sunk and cribbed to

a depth of from 40 to 60 feet. 186a Ibid. 21 Jan., The shaft
of the [coal-] pit was cribbed round with oak timber.

6. To make up (timber) into cribs or small rafts.

U.S. (Crib sb. 14.)
1876 in Minnesota Re/. (1880) XXV. 524 Any person who

may do. .any manual labour in cutting, cribbing or towing
any logs or timber in this state.

7. colloq. To pilfer, purloin, steal ; to appropriate
furtively a small part of anything). [Prob. orig.

thieves' slang, connected with sense 7 of the sb.]

1748 Dyche Diet., Crib, to withhold, keep back, pinch, or
thieve a part out of money given to lay out for necessaries.

177a Foote Nabob 1. Wks. 1799 II. 298 A brace of birds
and a hare, that I cribbed this morning out of a basket of
game. 1795 Hull Advertiser 31 Oct. 4/2 We would never
have cribb'd your papers. 18*5 Cobbett Rur. Rides 28
Bits of ground cribbed, .at different times from the forest.

186j Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 11. xii. 204 We crib the
time from play-hours. 1884 Times (Weekly Ed.) 17 Oct.
2/3 How many Tory seats he can crib there.

absol. 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal (182a) I. 174 Cribbing
from the till, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864* II. 8 Both of old
were known to crib, And both were very apt to fib !

8. colloq. To take or copy (a passage, a piece of

translation, etc.
N without acknowledgement, and

use as one's own ; to plagiarize.

1778 J. Home Alfred Prol., And crib the prologue from
the bilf of fare. 1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons $ W. xlvii,

^logged f" r cribbing another boy's verses. 1862 Sala At
ce/ted Addr. 168 Antiquarian anecdotes (cribbed from
Hone, etc).

absol. x86a Shirley Nugx Crit. vi. 266, I rather suspect
that Homer, .cribbed without, .compunction from every old
ballad that came in his way. iBas Pall Mall G. 19 Oct.

3/1 At school., it was dishonourable to *crib' because it

would be to unfairly injure, .others.

9. intr. Of horses : To practise crib-biting.

1864 in Wi itsTKR. 189a Field 26 Nov. 820/2 No horse
w*oula crib after using this strap.

Cribbage (kn*b64$). Also 7-9 cribbidge.
[f. Crib sb. and v. + -aok.
In sense i, cribbage is known earlier than any recorded

instance of Crib sb. 16 ; but this is pcrh. only accidental.]

1. A game at cards, played by two, three, or four

persons, with a complete pack of 52 cards, five (or

six) of which arc dealt to each player, and a board
with sixty-one holes on which the points are scored

by means of pegs ; a characteristic feature being

the 'crib*, consisting of cards thrown out from
each player's hand, and belonging to the dealer.

1630 Brathwait Eng. Gentlem. (1641)126 In games at Cards
. .the Cribbage [requires] a recollected fancy. 1674 S. Vin-
cent Gallants^ Acad. 68 Such Indies with whom you have
plaid at Cribbidge. 17x1 Plxkle Club p 123 Guess then the
numbers of frauds there are at Picquet, Gleck. .Basset,

Cribbidge, and all the rest of the games upon the cards.

1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man 111. i, Men that would go forty

guineas on a game of cribbage. 1820 Hoyle's Games Im/r.
149 Mode of playing five-card cribbage.. Eight-card crib-

bage issometimes played; but very seldom. 1840 Dickens Old
C. Sho/ xxiii, He proposed a game of four-handed cribbage.

2. The action of 'cribbing', or that which is

* cribbed
1

;
plagiarism, {colloq. rare.)

In first quot. with play on sense 1.

1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 146 You think you are
writing poetry, while you are only playing at cribbage.

185a Ibid. LXXII. 68t The only tolerable parts of the
book were palpable cribbages from poor Ruxton.

b. Something 'cribbed
1 or stolen.

186a H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. 54 Gustaf Adolf
. .signed his abdication on an inlaid table— a Thirty Years
War cribbage,—which stands under this very picture.

3. attri6.an&Com6. t as cri66age-card, -peg, -player,

-table ; cribbage-board, the board used for mark-

ing at cribbage ;
cribbage-faced a. (see quot.).

1755 Mrs. Delany Let. Mrs. Detves 17 Nov., My brother

is in great request at the cribbage-table. 17691 Mrs. Raf-
fald Eng. Housek/r. (1778) 205 To make Cribbage Card*



CRIBBED.
in Flummery. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. T., Cribbage-
faced, marked with the small-pox, the pits bearing a kind
of resemblance to the holes in a cribbage-board. 1810 Re-
formist II. 104 That skinny cribbage-faced little devil in

ink. 1821 Lamb Elia, Old Benchers, [He] turned cribbage-
oards, and such small cabinet toys, to perfection. 1824 Miss
Mitford Village 1st Ser. (1863) 217 We cribbage-players
are as well amused as they. 1839 36 ] 'ears Seafaring Life
46 Written in legible characters on his old cribbage face.

Cribbed (faibd, kri'bed), ppl. a. [f. Crib v. +
-ED I.] Confined in a crib, etc. (see Ckib v.)

; fig.
confined within narrow space or limits.
1863 W. Phillips Speeches xii. 266 This limited, cribbed,

cabined, isolated American civilization. 1871 Morley
Voltaire (1886) 44 The narrowness of the cribbed deck that
we are doomed to tread.

Cribber (kri-bar). rare. [{. Cbib sb. and v.]

f 1. The occupant of a child's crib ; a young
child. Obs. nonce-use. (Cf. Crib sb. 5 b.)
1701 Lady M. Coke in Cowper MSS. II. 415 (Hist. MSS.

Comm.) If my little cribber could speak.

2. One who ' cribs ' or appropriates clandestinely

;

one who uses a crib (sense 19). colloq.
1892 Pall Mall G. 19 Oct. 3/1 He can study the records

of historic cnbbers.

Cribbing (kri-birj), oil sb. [f. Crib v. (and
sb.) +-ING K]
1. The action of the verb Crib.
1791BENTHAM Pauopt. 122 Cribbing, a vice thought hitherto

congenial to schools. 1892 Pall Mall G. 25 June 7/2 The
cribbing and warehousing of grain.
2. = Crib-biting : see Crib v. 9.
1864 in Webster.
3. That which is ' cribbed ' or pilfered.
1837 Major Richardson Brit. Legion Lx. (ed. 2) 225 A

horse he had contrived to purchase out of his cribbings
from me.

4. Mining. Timbering forming the lining of a
shaft, etc. ; cribwork.
1841 J. Holland Collieries (ed. 2) 181 The sinking is then

resumed, and . . another circuit of cribbing is laid.

1 5. Thieves' cant. Provender, provisions. Obs.
1641 Brome Jov. Crew B. Wks. 1873 III. 388 For all this

bene Cribbing and Peck let us then, Bowse a health to the
Gentry Cofe of the Ken.

Cribble (kri-b'l), sb. ? Obs. Also 6 cryble,
cribel, 6-9 crible. [a. F. crible (for *cribre)
13th c, ad. L. cribrum (dim. cribellum) sieve.]
1. A sieve.

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus, Capisterium, a crible or
sive to dense corne. 1706 Phillips, Cribble, a kind of
Sieve to purge Corn. 1881 in Raymond Mining Gloss.

f 2. That which remains in the sieve after the
fine flour is sifted out ; bran or coarse meal

; spec.
applied to a particular quality of coarse meal. Obs.
1552-71 [see b.J. 1599 Minsheo, Farro, bran, the cribble

of meale that is boulted or sifted out. 1629 Chapman
Juvenal v. 1 39 With your familiar crible to be fed. 1674-91
Ray S. » E. C. Words 94 Crible ; course Meal, a degree
better than Bran.

b. attrii., as in Scribble bread, bread made of
this coarse meal.
1552 Huloet, Bread called chete breade, raunged bread,

or cribel bread. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxiii. 5 A
shiver of cryble bred. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592)
243 Because wee will not eate common cribble breade. 1701
S. Jeake A rithmetick 74 Bread made of whole Wheat is
sometimes called Cribble or Fine Ravel Bread.
Cribble, v. ? Obs. [f. prec. : cf. F. cribler.]

trans. To pass through a sieve, to sift.

1558-68 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer. (1580) 1. v. 87 b, Take
plaster called Gypsum, cribled or sifted. 1601 Holland
Pliny II. 520 The same must bee cribled or serced after-
wards, and beaten to pouder.

Cri'bbled, ppl. a. [f. F. crible, f. crible sieve.]
Composed of or decorated with minute punctures,
as a surface of metal or wood, the ground of an
engraving, or the like.

1891 N. Y. Nation 12 Nov. 376 The French style leaned to
strong contrasts of black and white, or to closer engraving
on cribbled backgrounds.

t Cribe. Obs. = Crible sb. and v.
1570 Levins Mauip. 113 A cribe, cribrum. Ibid., To cribe,

cribrare. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 509 Zuuy is a
cribe or sieve.

Cribrate {krai'breit), a. Nat. Hist. [f. L.
cribrum sieve, after caudate, etc.: see -ATE 2.]
Perforated like a sieve with small holes.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 430 Thin cribrate parietes.

t Cribrate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. cri-
brare to sift, f. cribrum sieve.] trans. To sift

;

alsofig.
« 1631 Donne Lett. (1651) 308, I have cribrated, and re-

cnbrated, and post-cribrated the Sermon. 1657 Tomlinson
Renou s Disp. 633 Cribrated flower of white Orobs. 1669
Worlidge Syst. Agric. xiv. § 1 (1681) 307 It distils in
minute drops, as it were cribrated through the thick Air.

t Cribra-fcion. Obs. [n. of action f. prec. : see
!

-ATION.] Sifting ; alsofig.
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 270 Cribration is

the preparation of medicaments by a sive or searce. a 1631
Donne in Select. (1840) 224 In the cribration and sifting of
our consciences. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 772 The Chyle,
which by various cribrations and circulations, at last comes
to constitute the whole mass of bloud.

Cribriform (krsi-briff&m, kri b-), a. [a. mod.
L. cribriform-is sieve - shaped ; see prec. and
-FORM.] Having the form or appearance of a
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sieve
;
perforated with numerous small holes

; esp.
in cribriform plate, the bony plate forming the
front part of the ethmoid bone, through which the
olfactory nerves pass to the nasal cavity.
1741 Monro Anat. Bones (ed. 3; 80 The cribriform part

of the Ot Ethmoides. 1847 Youatt Horse vi. 118 The
cribriform or sieve-shaped plate, .perforated by a multitude
of little holes, through which the nerve connected with
smelling passes and spreads over the nose. 1880 Gray
Struct. Bot. iii. § 3. 77 Cribriform or Sieve-cells, a sort of
ducts the walls of which have open slits, through which
they communicate with each other.

Cribrose (kraibrJ»'s), a. [f. L. type *cribrds-us,
f. cribrum sieve : see -ose.] Sieve-like, perforated.
1857 Berkeley Cryptog. Bot. § 181. 203 Alga;.. which

present.. a clathroid, cancellated, or cribrose frond. 1866
Treas. Bot., Cribrose, pierced (like a sieve) with numerous
close small apertures.

t Cribrous, a. Obs. [ad. L. type *cribros-us :

see prec. and -ous.] = prec.
1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 195 New passages through the

crevices and cribrous parts. 1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med.
Wks., Vocab.

Cric, eriee, obs. ff. Creese, Malay dagger.
Crice, var. of Crike. Obs.

Crichtonite (krai-tsnsit). Mitt. [Named after
Dr. Crichton.] A variety of menaccanite.
1822 Cleveland Mm. 705. 1868 Dana Mm. 143.

Crick (krik), si?- Forms : 5 crykke, cryk,
6-7 crieke, (8 creek, 9 creak), 6- crick. [Of
uncertain origin

; prob. onomatopoeic, expressing
the sudden check which the spasm causes ; cf.

next, and Stitch. It may owe its form partly to
association with Crook, which has this sense in
Craven dialect : cf. the Sc. cleik similarly used,
'cleik in the back' (Jam.).]
A painful spasmodic affection of the muscles of

the neck, back, or other part, appearing as a sudden
stiffness which makes it more or less impossible
to move the part.
c 1440 Promp. Pan/. 103/1 Crykke, sekenesse (or crampe),

spasmus, . . tetanus. c 1460 Ret. Ant. II. 29 Thou might
stomble, and take the cryk. 1598 Florio, Adolomalo,
troubled with a cricke or wrinch in the necke or backe.
1639 Fuller Holy WarEp. Ded. (1840) 6 To have such a
crick in his neck that he cannot look backward. 1668 R.
L'Estrange Vis. Quev. (1708) 173 'Tis nothing, .but a Crick
she has got in her Back. 1749 Mrs. Delany Life $ Corr.
II. 520 A violent creek has seized Mr. Monck's neck, and he
can't stir. 1856 Whyte Melville Kate Cov. xiv, You.,
study the thermometer till you get a crick in your neck.

b. Applied to a disease of horses.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts (1673) 284 The crick in the

neck . . is when the horse cannot turn his neck any manner
of way, but hold it still right forth. 1727 Bradley Fam.
Diet., Flanks, a Distemper in Horses, the same being a
Wrench, Crick, Stroke, or other Hurt got in his Back.

c. attrib.

1774 Mrs. Harris in Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury I. 276
She has had what was formerly named a crick neck, but the
modern rjhrase now for those vulgar things is rheumatism.

t Crick, sb:1 Obs. [app. the same as F. cric,

an instrument composed of a toothed wheel, which
gives motion to a notched bar : see Hatzfeld s. v.

Cric] The instrument or appliance for bending a
cross-bow ; the gaffle.

153° Palsgr. 210/2 Cricke to bende a crosbowe with,
cranequin. [1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Crick, a small jack,
screw.]

Crick, sb? A variant of Creek sb.l

Crick, sbA Short for Cricket : cf. also Grig.
1616 Sheldon Mir. ofAntichrist 323 (T.) A merry cricke

and boon companion. 1818 Todd, Crick. .3. A corruption of
cricket. .Crick is used for cricket in the old song of Take
thy old Cloak about thee.

Crick (krik), v.T- [f. Crick sbA] trans. To
give a crick or wrench to (the neck, etc.).
1861 Mayhew Lend. Lab. III. 90/2 He used to take my

legs and stretch them, and work them round in their sockets
. .That is what they called being ' cricked '. 1884 J. Col-
borne Hicks Pasha. 48, I can't say I saw it, as I did not
want to crick my neck.

Crick, v .
2 [Echoic, or perh. a. F. criquer. It

implies a less shrill and prolonged sound than
creak] To make a sharp abrupt sound, as a
grasshopper. Hence Crrcking vbl. sb.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 353 Others make a cricking
with a certain long traine, as the Grashoppers. a 1693
Urquhart^ Rabelais in. xiii. 107 The . . mumbling of
Rabets, cricking of Ferrets.

Crick-crack, sb., v., adv. [Onomatopoeic re-

duplication of Crack. Cf. F. cric crac, and Du.
krikkrakken to crackle.] A representation of a
repeated sharp sound. (In quot. 1600 perh. =
Cracker 6.)

1565-73 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Crispans, Crepitus eris.

pans, a sowne or noyse goying by stoppes : as, cricke, cracke,
crocke : ticke, tacke, etc. 1600 Maides Metam. 11. in
Bullen O. PI. I. 126 They come of crick-cracks, and shake
their tayles like a squib. 1856 Dobell Eng. in Time of
War, 1 Lady Constance ', Hear his pistol cric-crac ! Hear his
rifle ping-pang ! 1870 Miss Bridgman Ro. Lynne II. viii.

166 Her dress caught in a twig, and crick-crack went 1 the
abominable thing

So t Crick-crackle v., to emit a series of sharp
crackling sounds.
a 16x8 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. iv. Decay 635 A fire

CRICKET.
in stubble/Which, sodain spreading. .Crick-crackling quickly
all the Country wastes.

Cricke : see Creese.
Cricket (kri-ket), sb> Forms: 4-5 ori-,

cryket(te, -at, crekytt, 5-6 creket(te, J kricket,
crecket, 6- cricket, [a. OF. criquet, creque't
(Marie de France, 12th c.) cicada, cricket, related
to criquer ' to creake, rattle, crackle ' (Cotgr.), and
to MDu. crekel, Du. and LG. krekel cricket ; all
derivatives of an echoic krik-, imitating a sharp,
abrupt, dry sound, such as is made by this insect.]

1. Any saltatorial orthopterous insect of the genus
Acheta or of the same tribe ; the best-known
species are the common house-cricket, Acheta
domestica, 'an insect that squeaks or chirps about
ovens and fireplaces' (J.), the field-cricket, A.
catnpestris, and mole-cricket, Gryllotalpa vulgaris.
In ME. identified with the fabulous Salamander.
c 1325 Gloss. W. de Biblesvi. in Wright Voc. 164 La

salemauudre, a criket. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 42 Fissch
to lyue in be flode and in pe fyre be crykat. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R yam. ix. (1495) 760 The Crekette hyght
Salamandra: for thys beest quenchyth fyre and lyueth in
brennynge fyre. 1530 Palsgr. 210/2 Cricket a worme, cric-
quet, gresillon. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. ii. 16, I heard the
Owle schreame, and the Crickets cry. 1632 Milton Pen-
seroso 82 Far from all resort of mirth, Save the cricket on
the hearth. 1727 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Dropsy, Five
grains^ of the Ashes of Crickets, little Animals found in
Baker's Ovens. 1795 Southey Hymn to Penates, Where
by the evening hearth Contentment sits And hears the cricket

I
chirp. 1846 Dickens {title), The Cricket on the Hearth.
1859 Tennyson Elaine 106 The myriad cricket of the

!
mead.

b. Used for Cicada. (Cf. Balm-cricket.)
1864 Earl Derby Iliad m. 181 In discourse Abundant, as

[

the cricket, that on high From topmost boughs of forest
tree sends forth His delicate music,

e. transf. of a person.
1612 Beaum. & Fl. Coxcomb iv. iii, Shee'le talke some

times ; 'tis the maddest cricket !

d. Prov. phrase. As merry {etc.) as a cricket.
I592 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 158 As pleasant as a

cricket. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV
y
n. iv. 100 Prin. Shall we

be merry? Poin. As merrie as Crickets, my Lad. 1720
Am riERST Ep. Sir J'. Blount 1 1 Make me merry as a
Cricket. 1873 Holland A. Bonnie, xvi. 253 Mullens had
become as cheerful and lively as a cricket.

2. U. S. Savannah cricket (cf. cricket-frog in 3).
1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 217 There Is yet an extremely

diminutive species of frogs, called by some, Savannah
crickets, whose notes are not unlike the chattering of young
birds or crickets.

3. Comb., as cricket-hole
;
cricket-bird, a local

name for the grasshopper warbler {Locustella

nsevid)
; cricket-frog, a name for small tree-frogs

of the genus Hylodes, which chirp like crickets

;

cricket-teal, a local name for the garganey
(Querqueduta circia).

1483 Catk. Angl. 80 Crekethole, grillarium.

Cricket (kri-ket), sk2 Also 6 creckett, 7
krickett. [Etymology uncertain.
The word occurs in a document of 1598 (see below), and

the evidence then given takes the game back to the end of
the reign of Henry VIII. The word appears to be the
same as F. criquet given by Littre as ' jeu d'adresse ', by
Godefroy as ' baton servant de but au jeu de boules with
a quot. of 14785 ' Le suppliant arriva en ung lieu ou on jouoit
a la boulle, pres d'une atache [vine-stake] ou criquet'. It
has been surmised that it is the same as Cricket sb. 3

, and
the game a development of that known as Stool-ball, to
which there are many references from 1567 to 1725, as a
game at which girls and women especially played ; but this
is very doubtful : cricket^ a stool, is itself not in evidence till

a later date. Cricket cannot be a deriv. of OE. cryce
'knobbed staff', for here the cc was palatal and gave ME.
crytch, crutch ; but F. criquet might be a deriv. of the
cognate M.Flem.£r/<;£, kricke, 'baston as'appuyer, quinette,
potence '. Many changes have been made in the character
of the game since the 17th c. when the bats were hockey-
sticks, the wicket of two stumps with one long bail, and the
ball trundled or 4 bowled 1

along the ground. Cf. Bail sb.*,

Bat sb.2, Bowl v., Wicket.]
An open-air game played with ball, bats, and

wickets, by two sides of eleven players each ; the

batsman defends his wicket against the ball, which
is bowled by a player of the opposing side, the

other players of this side being stationed about the
* field in order to catch or stop the ball.

1598 Guiid Merchant Bk. (MS. in Guildford Borough
Records), John Denwick of Guldeford. .one of the Queenes
Majesties Coroners ofthe County of Surrey being of the age
of fyfty and nyne yeares or there aboute. .saith upon his
oath that hee hath known the parcell of land, .for the space
of Fyfty years and more, and . . saith that hee being a schollar
in the Free schoole of Guldeford, hee and several of his fel-

lowes did runne and play there at Creckett and other plaies.

[Cf. History ofGnitdford {\Zoi) 203.] 1611 Cotgr., Crosse
..also, a Cricket-stafTe

;
or, the crooked stafTe wherewith

boyes play at Cricket. Crosser, to play at Cricket. 1653
Urquhart Rabelais 1, xxii, At cricket. 1662 J. Davies Voy.
Ambass, 297 A certain Game, which the Persians call

Kuitskaukan, which is a kind of Mall, or Cricket. 1676 H.
Teonge Diary (1825) 159 Wee had severall pastimes and
sports, as duck-hunting, .handball, krickett, scrofilo. 1712
Arbuthnot John Bull iv. iv, When he happened to meet
with a foot-ball, or a match at cricket. 1781 Cowper Lett.
28 May, When I was a boy I excelled at cricket and foot-

ball, 1881 Daily News 9 July 2 The cricket was very slow
for a time. 1888 Pardon Wisden's Almanac 111 Mr. W, G.
Grace played excellent cricket.
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2. attrib. and Comb., as cricket-ball, -bat, -club, I

-field, -ground, -match, -player, f -staff.

1611 Cricket-staffe [see above]. 1658 E. Phillips Mysl.

Love ft Eloq., Would my eyes had been beat out of my
head with a cricket ball. 1747 Scheme Equip. Men 0/War
37 In as great Esteem in London, as Cricket Matches

I

are at this Day. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 30 r 6 Some-
;

times an unlucky boy will drive his cricket-ball full in

my face. 1755 {title). The Game at Cricket, as settled

by the Several Cricket Clubs, a 1787 Jenvns Imit. Hor.
Epist. 11. i. (R.) Hence all her [England's] well-bred heirs

Gamesters and jockies turn'd, and cricket players. 1825

in Hone Everyday Bk. I. 636, I was stunned with shouts

. .from the cricket ground. 1860 All Year Round No. 53.

58, I observe a sheaf of cricket-bats in the corner. 1884

Hon. I. Bligh in Lillywhite's Cricket Ann. 3 An eleven on
an Australian cricket-field.

Cricket (kri'ket), sb.3 Also 7 -it, krickett.

[This and the parallel form Cracket appear in the

17th c. Cf. also Crock tifi ; the ulterior history

is unknown.
Connexion has been suggested with LG. kruh-stool,

pi. -sto'le, according to the Bremische WSrterbuch 1767, 'the

movable seats in churches for women of the lower ranks.']

A low wooden stool ; a foot stool. Now local.

a 1643 W. Cartwright Lady Errant v. 1.11651) 60 II stand

upon a Crickit, and there make Fluent Orations to em. 1688

R. Holme Armoury ill. 291/2 A kind of low footed stool, or
Cricket as some call it. 1691 Shadwei.l Scoivrers 11, I went
thither [to Westminster Hall], expecting to find you upon a
Cricket, civilly taking Reports. 1713 Guardian No. 91
That he.. hath privily conveyed any large book, cricket,

or other device under him, to exalt him on his seat. 1740
Gray Wks. (1827) 78 Nine chairs, .five stools, and a cricket.

1848 Mrs. Gaskell M. Barton xxiv, Mary drew her little
|

cricket out from under the dresser, and sat down at Mrs.
Wilson's knees. 1880 Miss Yonge Bye Words 220 He gave
us each a little cricket to sit upon.

b. Also cricket-stool. (Cf. Sc. crackie-stool.)

1694 S. Johnson Notes on Lett. Bp. Burnet 1. 104 [She]

threw her Cricket-stool at his Head. 1708 Motteux Rabelais
iv. xxx. (1737) 126 His Reason, like a Cricket Stool.

Cricket (kri'ket), v. [f. Cricket sb.-] intr.

To play cricket.

c 1809 Byron in Lett. <y Jmls. (1830I I. 63 [At Harrow]
I was always cricketing—rebelling -fighting—rowing. 1847
Tennyson Princ. Prol. 1 59 They boated and they cricketed.

1861 G. Meredith Evan Harrington I. xv. 294 You can
cricket, and you can walk.

Cricket-a-wicket. Obs. (See quots.)

1598 Florio, Sg-rillare, to make a noise as a cricket, to

play cricket-a-wicket, and be merry. /bid., Tarabara,
nigledi-pigledie, helter-skelter, cricket a wicket. 1611 —
Frittfritt, as we say cricket a wicket, or gigaioggie.

Cricketer (kri-ketar). [f. Cricket sb? or v.

+ -ER 1.1 One who plays cricket.

1770 J. Love Cricket 4 The robust Cricketer, plays in his

Shirt. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 451 To see the Surrey
cricketers Out-bat them and out-bowl. 1861 Hughes Tom
Broiun at Ox/ xxv. (1889) 237 A coach covered with
cricketers returning from a match drove past the window.

Cricketing ^kriketirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.

+

-INC.'.] Playing cricket.

1808 Huc.hson London V. 257 A handsome plain.. ap-

propriated to cricketings and similar diversions. 1884 \V.

C. Smith Kildrostan 68 Some of them prefer Boating or

boxing, cricketing or hunting.
attrib. 18*4 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. (1863) 205 Joel

. . arrayed in a new jacket, and thin cricketing-pumps.

Cri cketing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ino 2.]

That plays cricket.

1850 'Bat* Cricketer's Man. 31 Kent, Surrey, and Hamp-
shire . . had the credit of being the only cricketing counties.

1880 Birm. Weekly Post 2 Oct. 1/6 The late Mr. G. F.

Grace, one of the three celebrated cricketing brothers.

Cricketress (kri ketres). Ahoerron. cricketess.

[f. Cricketer + -ess.1 A female cricketer.

1886 Halstead Gaz. 16 Sept. 4/5 One of the fair ' Cricket-

esses*. 1890 Pall Matt G. 2 June 2/2 Miss Austen played
cricket . .AU Alfred Mynn's sisterswere famous cricketresses.

Crickety (kri-keti), a. [f. Cricket sb.* + -v.]

Cricket-like.

1835 Eraser's Mag.'X.ll. 497 The small cricketty sound of

the beetle. 1846 Hawthorne Mosses 11. vii. 119 He has thr.t

cricketty sort of liveliness.

Cri cking, vbl. sb. See Crick v 2
.

t Crickle-crackle. Obs. rare- 1
. [Redupl. of

Crackle: cf.CRiCK-crack.] Repetition ofcrackling.

1637 N. Whiting Hist. Albino f, Bellama 130 (N.) We
this night With crickle-crackle will the gobblins fright.

t Crixkling, vbl. sb. noncewd. Onomatopoeic
modification of crackling, expressing a lighter or

more slender sound. Withquot. 1644 cf. Crick sb. 1

1577 Dee Relat. Spir. 1. (1659I M The frame of the stone

gave a crickling, no hand touching it. a 1644 Quarles
Virgin IVidtrtv IV. i. Wks. (Grosart) III. 305/1 Has any
Courtier lost his haire ? Or finds a crickling in his hammes ?

CriCO- (krai'kfl), comb, form of Gr. xpixos = k'ipkos

ring, used in Anat. in sense 1 pertaining to or con-

nected with the cricoid cartilage ', as crico-ary-

te noid a., pertaining to the cricoid and arytenoid

cartilages; alsorf. (sc. muscle); crico-thyroid a.,

pertaining to the cricoid and thyroid cartilages

;

also sb. (sc. muscle) ; hence crico-tliy'roideftn a.

;

so crico-pharyngeal, -tracheal. Cricotomy, the

operation of dividing the cricoid cartilage.
184a E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. 272 The crico-thyroidean

membrane. 1847 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 101/1 The crico-

thyroid muscles. 1878 T. Bvrant Pract. Surg. (1879) II.

31 The crico-thyroid arteries.

Cricoid (krerkoid) , a. and sb. Anat. [ad. mod. L.

cricoides, a. Gr. Kptnoa&qs ring-shaped, f. npiito-t =
Kipxos ring + -«i8f/s -form. Formerly used in L.form.]

A. adj. Ring-shaped ;
applied spec, to the ring-

shaped cartilage which forms the lower and back

part of the larynx.

[17*7-51 Chambers s.v., The cartilage cricoides.] 1746 R.

James lntrod. Mou/et's Health's Improv. 5 The broad
posterior Surface of the Cricoide Cartilage. 1861 F. H.
Ramadge Curat. Consumpt. 36 Between the first ring of

the trachea and the cricoid cartilage.

B. sb. The cricoid cartilage.

[1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Cricoides, the Gristle of the

Larynx, or top of the Wind-pipe, shaped like a Ring.

1727-51 Chambers s.v. Crico-arytstnoidxus, In the posterior

and lower part of the cricoides.] 184a E. Wilson Anat.
Vade M. 402 The Cricoid is a ring of cartilage, narrow in

front and broad behind. 187a Huxley Phys. vii. 179 A
great ring of Cartilage, the Cricoid, which forms, as it were,

the top of the windpipe.

Cricoi-dean, a. = Cricoid. (Syd. Soc. Lex.)

Crie, obs. form of Cry.

Cried (kraid), a. [f. Cry v. + -ed.] Pro-

claimed by crying or loud calling, announced.
Chiefly in cried Jair (Sc.), a fair proclaimed by public

announcement ; cried up, extolled : the opposite of cried

down or decried.

164a Fuller Holy <y Pro/. St. 111. xxii. 213 Acried-up Beauty
makes more for her own praise then her husbands profit.

a 1679 Earl Orrery Tryphon, Epilogue, A cry'd-down play.

1813 G. Robertson Agric. Surv. Kincard. xvl 407 Drum,
lithie Michael fair for cattle, .followed, .by what is called a
Cried fair, so distinguished, by being audibly proclaimed at

this. 1837 Lockhart Scott ( 1839) VII. 85 Sir Walter's house
was in his own phrase ' like a cried fair ' during several weeks
after the King's departure. 1886 Mrs. Caddy Footsteps

'Jeanne D'A rc 228 Another of these much-cried-up spires.

Cried, created : see Cree w. 1

Criell : see Cryal.

Crier (krei'ai). Forms : 4-5 criere, -are, -our,

cryour, 5-6 oryar, 6 criar, 5-9 oryer, 4- crier.

[ME. criere, a. OF. criere, nom. of crieur, agent-n.

f. crier to Cry : see -ER.]

1. gen. One who cries.

C 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 11 Joon was a vois of

a Criere in desert. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 105 You
are none of these cryers vnto God. 1748 Richardson in

Four C. Eng. Lett. 196 Simplicity is all their cry; vet

hardly do these criers know what they mean by the noble

word. 1767 S. Paterson Another Trav. II. 5 Some will

join the cryers-up, and others the cryers-down. 189a Har.
per's Mag. 269/1 You were always a pretty crier, mother.

2. spec. a. An officer in a court of justice who
makes the public announcements, acts as preserver

of order, etc.

|ia9s Britton t. xxii. i 18 Et des criours, si nul prenge
plus qe le establisement de noster estatut.] c 1400 Apol.

Loll. 8 If a bedel, or criare, schewc be fre grain t of his

lord. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 12 5 19 The saide clerkes

. .shal . . appoint a criar to make proclamacions, and to call

the iuries, and to do other thinges as becometh a criar of a
court to do. a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 195 The Crier

goes before the Judge. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852)

II. 445 Their crier calls out, 'Slake way for the grand
jury V i88»Sf.ejt. Ballantine Exper. xvi. 158 A remark
made by the crier of the court to a friend.

b. One appointed in a town or community to

make public announcements ; a Common, or Town
crier.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 247 (Matin.) A cryour

schulde stonde vppon a toure, and. .he schulde crie : Calo.

11 1400 Barlaam ft Josaphat 348 A Crior to stonde pet-

ale Wib a Trompe for to blowe pat alle men mihte hit wel i

knowe. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 103 'i Cryar, he bat crycthe

yn a merket, or in a feyre, declamator, preco. a 1533 I.t>.

Berners Huon xxvii. 84 Get a cryer and make to be cryed

in euery merket place and strete. 1680 Loud. Gaz. No.

1599/4 Whoever can give notice of him to. -the City Cryer,

they shall be well rewarded. 1716 Leoni Alberti's Arehit.

II. 6 b, All common Cryers were excluded from the Temple.

1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 265 Repeated by a
crier for the benefit of the whole village.

c. One who cries goods for sale : f (a) as auc-

tioneer or agent for others (obs.) ;
^b) as hawker

on his own account.

1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices (1556) 107 To put thegoodes
of the citizens in y cryers mouthe. 1598 Florio, Incantare

..to sell goods by a crier, at who giues most. 1653 H.
Cogan Pinto's Trav. iv. 8, I was the first that was put to

sale: whereupon, just as the Cryer was offering to deliver

me unto whomsoever would buy me. 1717 Pope Art 0/
Sinking 115 Common cryers and hawkers, who by re-

doubling the same words persuade people to buy their

oysters, green hastings, or new ballads. 1843 Lytton Last
Bar. 11. 1, The whole ancient family of the london criers.

< 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 683 He saw a crier going about
with a carpet, .which he offered to put up for sale.

f 3. • A kind of small bell used as a call. Obs.

1467 Will 0/ Langeivith (Somerset Ho.), A small belle

called a cryer.

Crik (to cry crik) : see Creak v. 5.

tCrike. Obs. Also 4 orioe. [a. ON. kriki
' crack, corner, recess', used also of parts of the

body, as in handarkriki arm pit, l.vrkriki, Du.

laarkrig the groin. Cf. Creek sbA 4.]

1. The anal cleft, rima podicis.

C1300 Havklok 2450 On a scabbed mere, His nese went

[ =turnedl un-to the crice, So ledden he bat fule swike.

2. A variant of Creek sb. x in various senses.

t Criket. Obs. [f. crike, Creek + -et, corre-

sponding to a possible F. criquette, dim. of criijue.]

A small creek.

1538 Leland /tin. III. 38 There is a Criket betwixt
Poulpirrhe and Low.

Crikey (kraiki), int. colloq. or slang. Also
cricky, crackey. [As this alliterates with Christ,

or L. Christe ! it was perh. originally one of the

alliterative or assonant substitutes for sacred names,

used to avoid the appearance of profanity: cf.

Crimine.] An exclamation of astonishment.

184a Barham /ngol. Leg., Auto-da-/i, It would make you
exclaim . . if an Englishman, Crikey ! 1884 Harper's Mag.
Oct. 693/1 Cricky ! didn't she go it, though

!

Crile. north, dial. Also 7 creil, 7-8 oroyll,

croil. [Cf. Du. kriel dwarf; the forms present

phonetic difficulties.] A dwarfed or stunted person.

a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting 295 That cruiked, camschoche
croyll, vncristned, they curse. 1691 Tomlinson in Ray
A*. C. Words, Creil, a short, stubbed, dwarfish man.
Northumb. 1718 Ramsay Fables 4 Tales, Ep. Duncan
Forbes viii, Thy wit's a croil, thy judgment s blind.

_
1818

Hogg Brownie 0/B. I. 13 (Jam.) A wee bit hurklin crile.

t Crim, v. Obs. or dial. In 5 kreme, kryme,
6 crym(me. 8 cream. [The form would be satis-

fied by an OE. *crymnyan :—*krumjan, I. crtima,

Crcmb, sb., q.v.] trans. To crumble (bread, etc.) ;

to scatter crumbs upon or into a dish), b. intr.

To crumble, fall to pieces.

c 1430 Two Cookery bks. 35 Take hard jolkys of Eyroun,

& kryme a gode quantyte ber-to. 1530 Palsgr. 501/2, I crym
breed into a dysshe. .Thou haste eaten thy potage or I can
crymme my dyssche. 1736 Pegge Kenticisms, Creant, to

crumble. Hops, when they are too much dried, are said to

cream, i.e. to crumble to pieces. 1 To cream one's dish ', to

put the bread into it, in order to pour the milk upon it.

1880 in Parish & Shaw Kentish Gloss. <? from PeggeV

Crimble, earlier form of Crumble v. now dial.

Crimble, v. dial. [Related to the root vb.

*crimb-an, OE. crimman to press, compress, and

to crumb adj. contracted, bent, crooked, in the same
way as crimple is to crimp vb. and crump adj.l :

see Crimple v. 2.] intr. To shrink, cringe, go
shrinking from observation.

.11825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Crimble, to creep about
privily, to sneak, to wind along unperceived. 1884 Cheshire

Gloss., Crimble, to sneak out of an engagement. 1887 J>'.

Cheshire Gloss., Crimble, intr. to cringe, to lift and draw to-

gether the shoulders . . to avoid certain places, pick one's way.

Crim. con. Abbreviation of criminal conver-

sation, i. e. adultery. (See Criminal a. I.)

1770 Foote Lame Lover 1. Wks. 1799 II. 56 You would
not insinuate that she has been guilty of crim. con. 7 1803

Southey Eclogues ix, His dead father; did no murder;
Never sustain d an action for crim. con. 1858 Ld. St.

Leonards Handy Bk. Prop. Law xii. 77 The action of

crim. con., that disgrace to the nation, has been abolished.

Crime (kraim), sb. Also 4-6 cryme. [a. F.

crime, in 1 2th c. crimne, ad. L. crimen judgement,

accusation, offence, f. root of ccr n-fre, cre-tum to

decide, give judgement, etc.]

L An act punishable by law, as being forbidden

by statute or injurious to the public welfare. (Pro-

perly including all offences punishable by law, but

commonly used only of grave offences

)

1382 Wyclif Acts xxxiii. 19 Hauynge no cryme worthi

the deeth, or bondis. (-1400 Maundev. (1839) xxviii. 287

?if the kyng him self do ony homycydie, or ony cryme.

1526 Tinoalk Acts xxv. 16 The Cryme wher of he is accused.

1607 Shaks. Timon 111. v. 83 If by this Crime, he owes the

1-iw his life. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 5 A crime, or mis-

demesnor, is an act committed, or omitted, in violation of a

public law, either forbidding or commanding it. 183a

Austin Jurispr. (1879) I. xix. 417 An offence which is pur-

sued at the discretion of the injured party or his representa-

tive is a civil injury. An offence which is pursued by the

Sovereign or by the subordinates of the Sovereign is a

Crime. 1867 Manch. Examiner 10 Oct., With the moralist

bribery is a sin ; with the legislator a crime.

% A blunder worse than a crime '. see Blunder sb. 2.

b. collective sing. Action of such kind viewed

collectively or abstractly ; violation of law.

1485 Caxton St. Wene/r. 3 Hast slayn by cryme as an

homycyde this noble vyrgyn. 1760 Goldsm. Cit. H '. Ixxiii,

I was imprisoned, though a stranger to crime. 1879 Froude
C«ar viii. 72 Men steeped in crime. 1891 Gladstone in

Daily Neios 3 Oct. 6/3 When they talk of crime in Ireland

you must understand that the word bears a totally different

meaning to what the word means in England.

2. More generally : An evil or injurious act ; an

offence, a sin ;
esp. of a grave character.

1514 Barclay Cyt. A Uplondyshm. t Percy Soc) 11 Ixinge

after this began this cursed cryme. 15a* Pilgr. Per/. (W. de

W. 1531W38 b, All y crymesofy°tonge,assclaunders. .and

prevybackbytynges. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 26 If you be-

thinke your selfe ofany Crime Vnreconcil'd as yet to Heauen,

and Grace. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 214 That with reiterated

crimes he might Heapon himself damnation. 1706 Addison

Poems, Rosamond \. i, 'Tis her crime to be loved, 1 is her

crime to have charms. 184a Miall Noncon/. II. 1 If in

future we should go astray, we can plead no excuse in ex-

tenuation of the crime,

b. collective sing. Wrong-doing, sin.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxii. 74 (Harl. MS.) For no man may
lyve withoute cryme. 1500 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 75 Whilest

louing thou mayst loued be with equall crime. 1667 Milton

P. L. 1. 79 One next himself in power, and next in crime.

1865 Whittier Laus Deo ii, Ring, O bells ! Every stroke

e xulting tells Of the burial hour of crime.
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f 3. Charge or accusation ; matter of accusation.
c 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. 455 For we bere a cristen
name Ye putte on vs a cryme and eek a blame. t$z6Pilgr.
Per/. (1531) 66 b, To whome, they beynge most innocent,
hath ben put the cryme of fornicacyon. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 92 The common people raysed a great cryme
upon the Archbishop. 1667 Milton R. L. ix. 1181, I rue
That errour now, which is become my crime, And thou th'
accuser.

4. Comb.
1886 Ainslie Reynard the Fox, The rascal Reynard,

crime-bestained. 1889 Sat. Rev. 16 Mar. 329/1 [These]
are both crime-novels. 1888 Pall Mall G. 10 Oct., The
thief-takers and crime-preventers of London.

Crime, v. rare. [cf. OF. crimer, f. crime,] trans.

To charge with a crime or offence ; to accuse.
1570 Levins Manip. 132/30 To cryme, criminari. 1621

W. Sclater Tythes (1623) 140 [They] would. . not crime him
of couetousness in that demand. 1890 W. G. Browne in igth
Cent. Nov. 846 He was crimed (i.e. charged before the
colonel) with ' filthy dirtiness and disorderliness on parade '.

Crimeful (krsi-mful), a. [f. Crime sb. + -ful.]

Full of or laden with crime ; criminal.

'593 Shaks. Lucr. 970 This cursed, crimeful night. 1602— Nam. iv. vii. 7 These feates, So crimefull, and so Capitall
in Nature. 1877 Tennyson Harold v. i, Bolts that fall on
crimeful heads.

Crimeless (krai'mles), a. [f. as prec. + -less.]
Free from crime

; faultless, innocent.
1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, n. iv. 63 So long as I am loyall,

true and crimelesse. 1621 W. Sclater Tythes (1623) 121
To pleade himselfe crimelesse of all irreuerence. 1834
Tail's Mag. I. 372 A nobler aim,—To be—the crimeless
Washington of France ! 1887 Daily News 25 July 4/7
Examples of crimeless districts.

Hence Crimelessness.
1887 UnitedIreland 2 Apr.'5/2 Evidence of the absolute

crimelessness cf the country.

Crimesin, -yn(e, obs. ff. Crimson.

t Cri minable, a. Obs. [f. L. type *cri?nina-
bilis, f. criminare to criminate : see -ble.] Indict-

able. Hence Criminably adv., as a criminal.
1560 Rolland Crt. Venus iv. 495 Crimes criminabill. 1533

Bellenden Livy nr. (1822) 223 To be accusit criminably.

Criminal (krrminal), a. and sb. Also 5 cry-
mynalle, -el(l, oryxninall, -el, 6-7 criminall.
[a. F. criminel (in Ch. de Roland, nth a), ad. L.
criminal-is of or pertaining to crime ; f. crimen
Crime. See -al.]

A. adj.

L Of the nature of or involving a crime ; more
generally, of the nature of a grave offence, wicked.
Criminal conversation (Conversation 3): adultery, in the

legal aspect of a trespass against the husband at common
law. (Obs. in England since 1857.)

1430 Lvdg. Chron. Troy a, xiii, She.. a syn committed
that was cryminall. 1590 Spenser F. Q. U III. 16 Pillage
..which he had got abroad by purchas criminall. i6n
Shaks. Wint. T. nr. ii. 00 No Father owning it (which is

indeed More criminall in thee, then it). 1759 Johnson
Rasselas xxix, Ignorance, when it is voluntary, is criminal.
1768 Blackstone Comm. III. 139 Adultery, or criminal
conversation with a man's wife. 1817 W. Selwyn Law
Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 710 A criminal neglect of duty. 1892
F. Pollock On Torts (ed. 3) 210 Against an adulterer the
husband had an action at common law, commonly known
as an action of criminal conversation. In form it was
generally trespass vi et armis, on the theory that ' a wife
is not, as regards her husband, a free agent or separate
person' . . Actions for criminal conversation were abolished
in England on the establishment of the Divorce Court in
" 7-

. Relating to crime or its punishment.
1474 Caxton Chesse 25 Some causes ben crymynel and

somme ben cyuyle. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons
Good lawes, civil and criminall. 1686 J. Sergeant

Hist. Monast. Conventions 146 Having under him two Civil-
Lieutenants . . and one Lieutenant Criminal, with many
Judges. 1745 Fortunate Orphan 200 She . . sent imme-
diately for the Judge Criminal. 1776 Gibbon Decl. F. I.

xvi. 390 They no longer possessed the administration of
criminal justice. 1846 M^Culloch Acc. Brit. Empire
(1854) II. 173 The highest court of criminal judicature
known to the laws of England is the House of Lords. 1887
Lowell Democr. 29 An experienced criminal lawyer.

3. Guilty of crime or grave offence.

c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxix. no The vntrewe and
crymynel tyraunt Alymodes. 16.. Rogers (J.), The neglect
..renders us criminal in the sight of God. 1644 Prynne
Moder. Apol. 1 Being, .taxed by Master lames Howell, .as
criminall of offering him very hard measure. 1726 Adzt.
Capt. R. Boyle 362 If criminal Persons were sent over
there, they would find Employment. 1741 Watts Improv.
Mind 1. iv. § 14 Let us search our hearts, .and enquire how
far we are criminal. 1851 Hussey Papal Power III. 144
Criminal clerks had not yet..exemption allowed them from
all civil tribunals.

+ b. Of beasts : Savage, fierce, malignant. Obs.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 86 The most terrible and most

crymynel dragon. 1481 — Myrr. 11. vi. Kij, Bestes..so
righte stronge & crymynell that no men dare approche them.
B. sb. TL A person accused of a crime. Obs.
1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 18 The number of

Judges is not much inferiour to that of Criminals. 1681
Dryden Sp. Fryar (].), Was ever criminal forbid to plead ?

2. A person guilty or convicted of a crime.
a 1626 Bacon (J.), Ruined.. by justice and sentence, as

delinquents and criminals. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvii.

157 In the violation of the Law, both the Author, and Actor
are Criminalls. 1772 PkikstLEY

_
Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 53

Take notice of crimes, and punish the criminals. 1883
G. Lloyd Ebb # Floiv II. 210 Going with the criminal to
execution.

Vol. II.

Criminaldom (krrminaldam). nonce-wd. The
realm of criminals ; criminals collectively.

1887 Spectator 5 Nov. 1515 The very dregs of French
criminaldom.

Criminalism (krrmin&liz'm). The condition
or practice of a criminal.

1877 Besant & Rice Son 0/ Vulc. 1. vin. 84 Sunk into the
slough of habitual criminalism. 1891 Daily Neivs 13 May
7/1 A Past Master in the Art of Convicted Criminalism.

Criminalist (krhninalist). [mod. f. L. cri-

minal-is Criminal + -lst. Cf. F. crtminaliste

(171 5 in Hatzfeld).] One versed in criminal law;
a writer on criminal law.
a 1631 Donne Ess. (1651) 97, I haue read in some of the

Criminalists. 1831 Edin. Rev. LIV. 188 Consulting the
..criminalists of different nations. 189a N.V. Nation 15
Sept. 203/3 The theories advanced by the anthropological
school of criminalists.

Criminality (kriminartfti). [ad.F\criminalite
or med.L. crimindlitas (see Du Cange), f. crimin-
dlis Criminal : see -ity.] The quality or fact of
being criminal.
1611 Cotgr., Crimiualitc, Criminalitie; a criminal action,

case, or cause. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in 1772, 345
From habit it lost all the appearance of criminality. 1869
Lecky Europ. Mot: I. iii. 474 That doctrine of the crimin-
ality of error. 1869 J. Greenwood 7 Cttrses Loud. 133 The
growth of juvenile criminality.

b, (with pi.) A criminal act or practice.

1849 Stovkl Cannes Nccess. Introd. 30 Alleged as a chief
point in the criminalities imputed to the Welsh.

Criminally (kri-minali), adv. [f. Criminal a.

+ -LY 2.]

1. According to criminal law.
1560 1st Bk. Discip. Ch. Scot. vii. (1836) 40 If any of the

university be criminally persued. 1651 W. G. tr. Cowel's
Inst. 210 It is in his choise. .whether he will prosecute the
party civilly or criminally. 1699 Ludlow Mem. III. no
(R.) They thought not convenient to proceed against him
criminally. 1885 Law Reports 14 Q. Bench Div. 202 The
Attorney General . . was entrusted by the constitution to sue
for the King, either civilly or criminally.

2. In a criminal manner ; soas to constitute crime.
16. . Rogers (J.), As our thoughts extend to all subjects,

they may be criminaljy employed on all. 1758 S. Haywakd
Serm. xvii. 505 David . . when he fell so criminally and so
publicity. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. 537 The earl's

conduct..had been, as he afterwards thought, criminally
moderate. 1886 Law Times LXXXI. 178/1 The co-
respondent .. proved that he had not been criminally inti-

mate with the respondent.

t Cri'minalness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ness.]

Quality or state of being criminal ; = Crimin-
ality.
rti66o Hammond Wks. II. 131 (R.) To. .excuse our schism,

or avert the criminalness of it. 1698 R. Fergusson View
Eccles. 50 A proof of his Criminalness. 1755 in Johnson.
1775 Ash [see Criminalty].

t Cri-minalty. Obs. = Criminality.
1775 AsHj Criminalty {not muck used), Criminalness.

1797 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 15/1 These were acts of criminalty
for which.. they would find no mercy.

Criminate (kri-mine't), v. [f. L. criminal-,
ppl. stem of criminari, or criminare to accuse,

charge with crime, f. crimen Crime.]
1. trans. To charge with crime; to represent as

criminal.

1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (1646) 62 They criminate the
Dutch and French Churches. 1793 Gouv. Morris in

Sparks Life A Writ. (1832) II. 386, I suppose the public
servants will be criminated. 1816 Keatinge Trav. (1817)
I. 134 We must begin in self-justification . . by criminating
those whom we mean to destroy. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. III. 699 The noble penitent then proceeded to make
atonement for his own crime by criminating other people.

.

guilty and innocent.

2. To prove (any one) guilty of crime ; to in-

criminate.

1665 Glanvill Seeps. Sci. xii, Whom, 1 would not justifie

myself, to criminate. 1791 State Papers in Ann. Reg: 160*

They cannot be examined, criminated, or judged.. with
respect to what they have said, written, or performed. 1841

J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 129 Determined not to
criminate himself by any allusion to the circumstance.

3. To represent or censure (a thing or action) as

criminal ; to blame severely, condemn.
a 1677 Ld. North Light in Way to Paradise (1682) 29

(T.) As for our church liturgy it is now criminated by many
as idolatrous. 179a W. Roberts Looker-on No. 43 (1794)
II. 138 To criminate the motives and actions of mankind.
1828 DTsraeli ('.'has. I, I. xii. 327 Eliot descends to

criminate the Duke's magnificent tastes.

Hence Cri'minatingppl. a.

a 1656 Ussher vi. (1658)427 Spoken with a sterne

countenance and criminating voice. 1786 Burke W. Hastings
Wks. 1842 II. 210 Applying no stronger or more criminat-

ing epithets than those of ' improper, unwarrantable, and
highly impolitick '. 1801 Mar. Edgeworth Belinda iii,

A long criminating and recriminating chapter.

Crimination (krimin^'Jan). [ad. L. crimind-

tidn-em, n. of action from criminare : see prec]

The action of charging with a crime or grave

offence ; severe accusation or censure.

1583 Fulke Defence xvii. 512 You have placed your
crimination in the first chapter. 1654 Trapp Coinm. Ps. lxix.

4 Loaden with many calumnies and false criminations. 1786

Burke W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 231 The said Hastings
hath established divers matters of weighty and serious crimin-

ation against himself. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 250
The criminations and recriminations of the adverse parties.

Criminative (kri-mnVtiv), a. [f. L. ppl. stem
criminal- + -ive.] Tending to or involving crimin-
ation ; that charges with crime or grave offence

;

accusatory.
a x734 North Lives I. 214 In such cases the courtiers are

..criminative against the judges, .as being morose, ill-bred,
and disrespectful.

_
1818 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. viii.

680 Their criminative representations against Macartney.
1849 Grote Greece 11. Iix. (1862) V. 248 The criminative
orators were omnipotent.

Criminator (kri-min^tai). [a. L. criminatory
agent-n. from criminare : see Criminate.] One
who criminates, or charges with crime.
1609 Bible (Douay) Lev. xix. 16 Thou shalt not be a

criminatour, nor a whisperer among the people. 1653
R. Baillie Dissieasive Vindic. (1655) 76 A false Criminator.
1812 Shelley Let. to E. Hitchiner, The opinion of the
world is not the likeliest criminator to impeach their
credulity.

Criminatory (krrminatari), a. [f. L. type
crimindtortus, f. criminator : see prec. and -ory.]
Involving or relating to crimination.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. B ivb, An epistle. .Crimin-

atorie. i8n Ann. Reg. 1800, 159 A criminatory charge
against an individual.

_
1868 E. Edwards Raleigh I. xviii.

370 No evidence criminatory of his master had been ob-
tained from him.

Crimine, -iny (krrnrini), int. Alsocrimeny,
-ini. [perh. It. crimine crime, etc., as an ejacula-

tion ; but cf. Crikey, and the kindred ejaculation

jiminy,GEMINI.] A vulgar exclamation of astonish-

ment : now somewhat archaic.
1681 Otway Soldier's Fort. 1. i, O crimine ! Who's

yonder? 1693 Southerns Maid's last Prayer in. i, O
crimine ! I see I must be plain with thee, c 1816 Byron
(L.), Crimini, jimini ! Did you ever hear such a nimminy
pimminy Story as Leigh Hunt's Rimini % 1865 E. C.
Clayton CruelFortune II. i84Criminy !—Raymond tight.

I am astonished.

tCri'minist. Obs. ?= Criminalist.
a 1631 Donne Ess. (1651) 53 Criminists have commanded

Heresie, which is but Election, .to. .undertake a capitall and
Infamous signification.

Criminology (krimin^lod^i). [f. L. crimin-

Crime + -(o)logy.] The science of crime; that

part of anthropology which treats of crime and
criminals.

1890 Athenaeum 6 Sept. 325/2 We share Dr. Topinard's
dislike of the term ' criminal anthropology ', and may adopt
the term 'criminology' till a better can be found. 1891
Sat. Rev. 28 Mar. 398/1 An examination and refutation of
the new Italian ' criminology '.

So Criminolo gical a., Criminologist.
1857 Sat. Rev. III. 271/2 In the author of Dark Deeds

we have a criminologist of a third sort. 1890 Athenwum 6
Sept. 325/3 The object of the criminologist is, first, to
establish the existence and define the characteristics of a
physical criminal type or types ; second, to investigate the

psychical phenomena associated with criminality. 1892
Monist II. 314 M. G. Tarde, the great criminologist .. re-

views the penological and criminological literature of
recent times.

fCriminOSe, a. Obs.-" [Cf. next]. Hence
Criminosity.
1727 Bailev vol. II., Criminose, ready to blame or accuse.

Criminosity, Reproach, ill Report. 1775 in Ash.

Criminous (kri minas), a. Also 5 crymynous,
6 crimynous, cryminous, Sc. criminoia. [a.

AFr. criminous *= OF. crimineux (15th c. in

Godef.), ad. L. criminosus, f. crimen Crime.]

fl. Of the nature of a crime; full of or marked
by crime or grave offence ; criminal. ? Obs.

1483 Caxton AVsop (1889) 63 The sayd shepherd com-
mysed a crymynous dede. 1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 23 § 1 To
continue their sinful and criminous Life. 1593 Norden
Spec. Brit. Msex 1. 8 Carping at euerie fault, holding the

smallest errour .. verie criminous. 1674 P. du Moulin
Papal Tyranny 47 A deeply criminous forgery. 1858 Sat.
Rev. VI. 204/1 My criminous iambics.

2. Of persons: Guilty of crime. Now chiefly in

the technical criminous clerk (see Clerk sb. 1).

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. III. 535 Of his men War
criminois vthernyne or ten. 1583 Stubbes^//*!/. Abus. ir.

(1882) 107 To giue sentence . . vpon any criminous person.

x6ix Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vi. (1632) 504 That Clerks

criminous should be tried before secular Judges. 1659
Hammond On Ps. li. 4 Paraphr. 262 The most criminous

rebell. 1722 Bp. Wilson in Keble Life xvi. (1863) 497
Tending to the encouragement of the criminous and re-

fractory. 1847 Maskell Mon. Rit. III. p. exxix, Of punish-

ing criminous clerks. 1892 Times 29 Apr. 9/2 Bishops at

present have to get rid of criminous clerics at a cost which
is almost prohibitory.

f 3. Of or relating to crime
;
accusing of crime

;

involving crimination. Obs.

1533 More Debell. Salem Wks. 995/2 Concerning great

crimynous wytnesses to be taken in great criminal causes.

1600 Holland Livy n. vii. 48 Exposed unto criminous
slanders. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 124 Some . .dare to

make this criminous proposition against very Nature.

Cri'minously, adv. [f. prec. + -ly *.]

1. In a criminous manner
;
criminally.

1640 Bp. Hall Episc. DL iv. 239 It ought to seeme in-

credible. -that this man, who is Gods Priest, should live

criminously. 1654 Hammond Ansiv. Animadv. Ignat. i.

10 So criminously guilty of it.

f 2. With reference to crime
; by way of crimin-

ation. Obs.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1325 These wordes
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tooke crimonously In that place. 1625 tr. Camden's Hist.
Eliz. 1. (1688) 112 By accusing her criminously.

Criminousness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] The
state or quality of being criminous

;
criminality.

1648 Eikon Bos. 4, I could never be convinced of any such
Criminousness in him. 0x715 Burnet Own Time II. 31a

His words had no sort of criminousness, much less of

treason in them. 1874 Bp. Macee in Rep. Comm. Ch,
Patronage, Evid. Quest. 31. 5 Within what limit of time
would the bishop be allowed to allege criminousness on the

part of a clerk ?

Crimison, crimosin(e, etc., obs. ff. Crimson.

Crimp (krimp), sb. 1 [Of uncertain origin.

(It might be connected with Crimp v. 1
, if the primary

sense were 1 to press or impress ' (seamen, etc.) ; but this is

very doubtful, for the general notion running through the
senses appears to be that of ' agent, intermediary, broker,
procurer V)]

+ 1. Of doubtful meaning : used in reproach or

derision. Obs.

1638 Ford Fancies 1. ji, Int. What? thou fatten'st apace
on capon still? Spa. Yes, crimp ; 'tis a gallant life to be an
old lord's ptmp-whiskin.

2. An agent making it his business to procure

seamen, soldiers, etc., esp. by seducing, decoying,

entrapping, or impressing them.
Since the passing of the Merchant Shipping Act of 1854,

applied to one who infringes sub-section 1 of this Act, i.e.

to a person other than the owner, master, etc., who engages
seamen without a license from the Board of Trade.
1758 J. Blake Plan Mar. Syst. 44 When a master of a

ship, .hath lost any of his hands, he applies to a crimp.

.

who makes it his business to seduce the men belonging to
some other ship. 1706 Stedman Exped. Surinam II. 28
Trepanned into the West India Company's service by the
crimps or silver-coopers as a common soldier. 1836 Marrvat
Midsh. Easy xxxviii. 144 Offering three guineas ahead to

the crimps for every good able seaman. 1842 — P. Keem xx.

(1863) 173, 1 hear there are plenty of good men stowed away
by the crimps at different places. 1839-40 W. Irving Wot-
fert's R. (1855) 235 Sallying forth at night, .he came near
being carried off by a gang of crimps. 1887 Spectator 21
May 691/2 In the high and palmy days of the crimp, the
pirate, the press-gang,

b. trans/, and Jig.
1789 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ep. Falling Minis. Wks, 1812

II. 115 That sends to counties, borough-towns, his Crimps
Alias his vote-seducing Pimps. 1794 — Rtnul.for Oliver,
ibid. 198 Cupid's trusty crimp, By mouths of vulgar people
christen'd pimp, c i860 Wraxaix tr. A'. Houdt'n xv. 207
Nothing . . can shake off the grip of these skilful crimps
[theatrical agents).

t 3. An agent or contractor for unloading coal-

ships ; a broker. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Crimp, one that under-

takes for or agrees to unlade a whole ship of coals. 1754
Strype Stow's Sunr, II. v. xiv. 319/ 1 Any Coal owner
may employ . . crimps or Factors, not being lightermen or
buyers of Coals for sale. 1769 Dt Foe's Tour Gt. Brit.
II. 151 The Brokers of these Coals are called Crimps : The
Vessels they load their Ships with at Newcastle, Keels.
1791 Huddesford Salmag. (1793) 109 Crimps, and coal-
heavers.

t 4. To play crimp : see quots. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, To play Crimp

}
to lay or

bet on one side, and (by foul play) to let t'other win, having
a share of it. Run a Crimp, to run a Race or Horse-match
. .knavishly. 1719 D'Urfey Pills II. 53 Let Jades that
are founder'd be bought, Let Jockeys play Crimp to make
sport. Ibid. 54 Another makes Racing a Trade.. And
many a Crimp Match has made, By bubbing another Man's
Groom.
6. Comb., as crimp-like, -match (see 4, quot. 1719%
1794 Wolcott (P. Pindar) Rowl./or OliverW\t&. II. 307

Cnmo-like, for other regions, troops engaging.

Crimp, sb* [prob. f. Crimp
7>.'J

An obsolete
game at cards.
163a B. Jonson Magn. Lady it. i. Let her . . Laugh and keep
company at gjeek or crimp. 1689 Shadwkll Bury F. 1. 1,

Gallantry, mix'd now and then with Ombre, Crimp. Comet,
or Incertain. 1703 Eng. Lady's Catech. in J. Ashton Soc.
Life Q. Anne 70 Lost five Guineas at Crimp. 17x0 Addison
Tatter No. 250 p 9 To find them about Midnight at Crimp
and Basset. 1867OUIDA C. Castlemaine (1879* 3 Regretted
the loss of ten guineas at crimp.
attrib. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 457 f 3 The private

Transactions of the Crimp Table.

Crimp (krimp), sb.z [f. Crimp z>.>]

1. pi. Crimped tresses : cf. 1 curls \ U.S.
1883 Century Mag. XXV. 525/1 The Shaker sisters don't

wear crimps. x888 Chicago Advance 13 Dec.. Crimps that
had ceased to be crimpy.

f2. Phrase. To be in the crimps : see quot. Obs.
1688 Miecc French Diet. s.v., To be in the Crimps, or

to be well set out in Clothes, itre bien par/.

Crimp (krimp\ a. Fapp. radically allied to
Cbimp vS\ perh. originally with the notion 'yield-

ing to pressure, easily compressed'; cf. however
M HG. krimpf crooked, curved (Kluge), and
Crisp a. for the transition from 'curled, curly,

crimped 1
to * brittle, friable \ Cf. also Crump a.]

1. * Kriable, brittle, easily crumbled, easily re-

duced to powder' (J.) ;
crisp.

1587 Churchyard Worth. Wales (1876) 28 So fresh, so
sweete, so red, so crimp withall As man may say, loe,
Sammon here at call. 1699 Evelyn Acetaria (1729) 176
They will keep longer, and. .eat crimp, and well tasted. 1708
J. Philips Cyder u. (1727) 50 Now the Fowler.. with swift
early steps Treads the crimp Earth. 1725 Bradlky Fam.
Diet. s. v. Sallet, Slices of the whitened stems which being
crimp and short are eaten with oil, vinegar, salt, and pepper.
18.

.
Mrs. Cameron Careless Boy 12 The grass was crimp

and white with the hoar frost.

b. Hence crimp-meat.
1656 W. D. tr. Comenius' Gate La/. Unl. r 365 Som things

also heebroileth on a gridiron, orfrieth on a frying-pan, but
if overmuch, they becom crimp-meat.

1 2. fig.
' Not consistent, not forcible : a low

cant word 1

(J.) Obs.
[But this alleged sense is founded only on the following

passage, in which some edd. have scrimp = ' scant, limited,

very sparing which seems a better reading.]
171a Arbuthnot yohn Bull 11. iv, The evidence is crimp ;

the witnesses swear backwards and forwards, and contradict
themselves.

3. Said of hair, feathers, etc. : Crimped.
1764, Anna Seward in Poet. Whs. (1810) I. p. cxv, A bag

wig, in crimp buckle, powdered white as the new shorn
fleece. 1764 A'etv Spectator iii. 4/2 The head is adorned .

.

with crimp feathers.

4. Comb., as crimp-frilled.
1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 131 Crimp-frill'd daisy.

Crimp (krimp), z>.l [Corresponds to MDu.
crimpen intr., to contract or draw oneself together,

to shrink, become wrinkled or shrivelled (with

cold, etc), with weak causal krempen, krimpen to

draw together, shrivel up, wrinkle, Du. krimpen to

shrink, shrivel, diminish, E.Fris. krimpen trans,

and intr., to crook, wind, draw in or together,

shrink, become tight, compressed, shorter, or less.

Da. krympc trans., to wrinkle, shrink (cloth\ Sw.
krympa to shrink, to sponge ; OHG. chrimphan,
MHG. krimpfen to draw oneself together con-

vulsively. For ulterior etymology, see the note to

Cramp sb.1 Not known in OE. ; the only ME.
example found is that in the intr. sense 1 ; other-

wise the verb belongs to the 1
7—19th c, and may

be the causal derivative.]

1. intr. To be compressed, pinched or indented

(as e.g. the body of insects). (In ppl. a. crimping.)

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. i. (1495) 741 Beestys
with crympynge body haue sharpe wytte and felyngc.as
bein and amptes that here and smel aferre.

1 2. trans. To curl. (In pa. pple. crimped.) Obs.

1698 Tyson in Phil. Trans. XX. 112 The Verge or Rime
; of the outward Ear seem'd to be crimp'd. 173)0-36 Bailey

t' li . Crimpt, curled.

3. To compress or pinch into minute parallel

plaits or folds ; to frill.

1711 Arbuthnot John Bull in. 1, Crimpt ribbons in her
head-dress, 1838 Dickens O. Twist xiv, To crimp the little

frill that bordered his shirt-collar. 1848 Thackeray Bk.
Snobs xxvii. The maid is crimping their . . ringlets with hot
tongs. 1859 Lewes Sea-side Stud. 1^7 By crimping or

i dividing the edge of the cup, prehensile organs of less or
greater length and power arising thereby. 1861 Sala Dutch
Pict. xix. 295 [She] thought far too much of crimping her
tresses.

b. To wrinkle or crumple minutely, to crisp the

surface of.

1771 W*. Bailey Desert UsefulMachines 1. 229 The Italian

method of crimping crapes. Ibid. I. 230 A large specimen
of crape crimped and manufactured exactly like the Italian.

i8ji Clare Vill. Minstr. L 209 The breeze, with feather-

feet. Crimping o'er the waters sweet. 1881 E. Pennell-
Elmhirst Cream Lricestersh, 398 The crimping, woolly
effect o( half a gale from the south-west.

c. Techn. To make timings in
v
'a brass cartridge

,

case), so as to turn the end inward and back upon
I the wad, in order to confine the charge ; to cor-

j

rugate.

4. To cause (the flesh of fish) to contract and be-

come firm by gashing or cutting it before rigor

mortis sets in.

1698 Leelwenhoek in Phil. Trans. XX. 174 The Muscles
of a Fish that has been dead for a g^ood while, do not con-

tract themselves when they are cut in Pieces, which we call

Krimping. 1743 Lond. <V Country Brew. BL fed. 2) 170
The Cook cuts [a fresh Cod] into several small Pieces, in

order, as they call it, to crimp it, hy letting them lie in hard
cold Spring-Water about an Hour. 1789 G. Keate Pelnv
1st. 30a The grey mullet, which they crimped, and fre-

quently eat raw. 1804 A. Carlisle in Phil. Trans. XCV.
23 The remarkable effects of crimping fish by immersion in

water, after the usual signs of life have disappeared. 1867
F. Francis Angling \. (1880^ 39 Small chub. . if crimped and
fried dry, are by no means so bad.

b. transf. To slash, to gash.
1855 Motley Dutch Rep. (1861) II. 359 Those who at-

tempted resistance were crimped alive like fishes and left to

gasp themselves to death in lingering torture. 1865 Lub-
bock Preh. Times xiii. {1869) 435 Among the females.. the

only ceremony of importance was scarring the back. Eyre
indeed calls it tattooing, but 'crimping' would be, I think,

a more correct expression.

6. spec. To bend or mould into shape (leather

for the uppers of boots, or for a saddle).

1874 Knight Diet. Meek. 648/1 The curved bar which
supports the form upon which the leather is crimped.

6. 1 To pinch and hold ; to seize' (Webster}.
(No quotation given or source named.)

Crimp (krimp), v.2 [f. Cbimp ji.1 ] To im-

press (seamen or soldiers) ; to entrap, to decoy.
181s Wellington in Gurw. Desp. IX. 233 Plundering corn

and crimping recruits. 1831 Carlyle Misc. (1857) 11- 32^
Clutching at him, to crimp him or impress him. 1867 Goldw.
Smith Three Eng.Statesmen{i8B2)i8y The cruel folly which
crimps a number of ignorant and innocent peasants, dresses

Ihem up in uniform, .and sends them off to kill and be killed.

1884 Pall Mall G. 26 Jan. 2/1 The Egyptian Government
I crimped negroes in thestreets of Cairo, fig. lS&Standard

Feb. 1 1 Why not create customers in the Queen's dominions
. .instead of trying, .to crimp them in other countries?

Crimp (krimp). v.* nonce-wd. [Partly echoic,

but having associations with the primary sense of
Crimp v.l] To make a crisp sound, as in the
compression of slightly frozen snow under the feet.

1834 Gleig Country Curate II. xv. 267 A sound came upon
me as of footsteps crimping through the snow,

t Crimp, v.* Obs. slang. = To ' play crimp *
: see

Crimp sb. 1 4.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, He crimps it, he plays

booty. A Crimping Fellow, a sneaking Cur. So 1715 in

New Cant. Diet.

Crimpage kri-mpeds). [f. Crimp sbA +-age.]
A payment made to a crimp for his services.

1754 Strype Stow's Surv. II. v. xiv. 319/1 Any coal
owner may employ . .crimps or factors, .to dispose of their

loadings and pay their crimpage or factorage. 1800 Col-
qchol'n Comm. Thames xvi. 528 The Captain pays them
two guineas crimpage. 1815 Maulb & Sf.lwyn Reports
III. 484 Disbursements, .for crimpage to replace deserters
during the repairs.

Crimped ,krimpt\///. a. Also crimpt.

JL Curled: see Crimps. 1 2. Obs.

2. Compressed or folded into minute parallel

ridges or plaits, frilled.

17U f see Crimp v. i

3J. 1792 Minstrel (1793"* II. 172 Her
crimpt Hps relaxed to something like a smile. 1809 Pinkney
Trav. France 38 Madame in a high crimped cap. i860
Tyndall Gtac. 1. xxi. 147 Many cells had also crimped
borders. 1871 — Fragm. .Sr. (1879* I. vii. 238 The edge
of the cataract is crimped by indentations. 1886 Sheldon
tr. Flaubert's Salammbd 44 Gold spangles glittered in the
crimped hair.

3. Of fish ; see Crlmp v> 4.

1791 Hcddrsford Salmag. (1793) 145 Crimpt cod, and
mutilated mackarel. 1798 Canning, etc. Progress of Man
28 in Anti-yacobin 19 Feb., Cools the crimpt cod. 1804
A. Carlisle in Phil. Trans. XCV. 23 The specific gravity
of*the crimped fish was greater than that of the dead fish.

Crimper 1 (kri-mpaj). [f. Crimp vA + -er V]
1. One who crimps.
18x9 Blackiv. Mag. Vl. 244 Crimpers of salmon.

2. The name of several machines and instruments

used in crimping.

a. An apparatus consisting of a pair of fluted

rollers, for crimping cloth or the like. b. A
machine for bending wire in a sinuous form in pre-

paration for the weaving of wire-cloth. C. A toilet

instrument for crimping the hair. d. A machine
for crimping leather on a curved board for the

uppers of boots and shoes, e. An apparatus for

bending or moulding leather into various shapes

for saddles and harness. £ A small machine or

apparatus used by cartridge-makers for ' crimping*

brass cartridge-cases.
1881 Greener Gun 425 This may be prevented by using

an indented case, or closing in with a patent crimper
specially made for these brass cases.

Crimper 2
. [f. Crimp v 2 + -er One who

crimps (seamen) ; «= Crimp sbA 2.

1868 Mom. Star 7 Jan., The river police, .engaged in de-
fending ' poor Jack 1 from the machinations of the crimpers.

Crimping 'kri-mpirj . vbt. sbA [f. Crimp
1. The action of Crimp v. 1

; the product of this

action ; a succession of small folds, frills or flutings.

1755 Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 237 Ornament it well

with gimping, Flounces, furbelows, and crimping. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. xlii. U856 1 386 Presently . .you see a
slight crimping.followed by a dotted, .appearance on the ice.

1865 Li'bdock Preh. Times iv. 11878) 104 The 'crimping'
along the edges. \%jo Spectator 13 Aug. 976 The beautiful

concnoidal wave*, crimpings, and ripple-work displayed on
the surface of tools and weapons in Scandinavia.

2. The causing of muscular contraction in fishes

by dividing or gashing their flesh.

1698- [see Crimp r.i 4], 1776 Hunter in Phil. Trans.

LXVL 415 note. Cutting fish into pieces while yet alive,

in order to make them hard, usually known by the name of

crimping. 1805 A. Carlisle Ibid. XCV. 23 Many trans-

verse sections of the muscles being made, and the fish im-
mersed in cold water, the contractions called crimping take
place. 1873 E. Smith Foods Ell Crimping should be per-

formed immediately after the fish has been caught, and
before the rigor mortis has set in.

3. Comb., as crimping-iron, -machine, -pin, in-

struments for crimping frills, cap-borders, hair, etc.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Crimping-iron, crimping-pin.

187^ Peacock N. W. Line. Gloss., Crimpinp-machine,
an instrument with two indented rollers, in which heaters

can be placed. .It is used for ' crimping ' women's frills and
cap-borders.

Cri mping, vbl sb.2 [f. Crimp f.2 + -iNo

1. The decoying and confining of men, in order

to force them into the army, navy, or merchant
service : see Crimp sbA 2.

1795 Null Advertiser 26 Sept. 4/2 We are sorry to find

that the infamous practice of Crimping is not yet put a stop
to. 1806 Weekly Polit. Rev. 27 Dec. 946 Men. .who do not
possess the necessary rascality for crimping. 1848 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. I. 336 This demand was partly supplied by
a system of crimping and kidnapping at the principal Eng-
lish seaports.

2. attrib. and Comb., as in crimping system

;

crimping-house, a house constructed or used for

crimping seamen or soldiers.

1795 Hull Advertiser 18 July 2/3 A false impression, .of



CBIMPING.
persons being kidnapped in a Crimping-house. 1828 New
ballot's Mag. 150 All the ramifications of the crimping sys-
tem in London were then developed. 1838 Polson Lam $
L. 148 A mob assembled in Holborn, threatening to pull
down a Cnniping-house.

Cri mping, ppL a. 1 [f. Chimp + -ma «.]

1. Pinched: see Crimp v.1 i.

2. That crimps or curls in minute creases.

Cri'mping, a.- [f. Crimp v.- + -ino 2
.]

That impresses or entraps seamen, etc.
1820 Southey Life of Wesley II. 470 They were per.

suaded.. by the crimping skipper to join the party. 1836
Disraeli Lett. Runnymedc 105 Your fellow-countrymen
whom your crimping Lordship inveigled into a participation
in the civil wars of Spain.
Hence Crimpingly adv.
1838 Tail's Mag. V. 206, I hold it to have been wickedly,

deceitfully, fraudulently, crimpingly, kidnappingly done.

t Crimple, si. Ois. [Cf. next, and Crumple
si.'] A crease, wrinkle, or fold ; a crinkle.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 103 Crympylle or rympylle, ruga.

Crimple, v. Also 5-6 crymple. [The early
form crymple (if_y is original) corresponds to Ger.
dial, kriimpeln to crumple ; but crimple (with i)

may be in its origin a dim. and iterative of Crimp
z>.! ; in later use crimple appears to be treated as a
secondary form of crumple, expressing something
finer and more attenuated ; cf. sip, sup, drip, drop,
etc.; also crinkle, crunkle. (See note to Cramp
*i-m

.

i 1. mtr. To be or become incurved, or drawn
together ; hence to stand or walk lame from this
or similar cause. Cf. Cripple. Ois.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvin. xxxix. (M95) 8or

The token therof is that the hynder membres crymplyth
togyders and ben constreyed. 1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 3007/4
Lost, .a thick black Nag. . stands crimpling on his near Leg
behind. 1730-6 Bailey (folio), Crimpling, as to go crimpling,
I.e. as if the feet were tender.

2. intr. and trans. To wrinkle, crinkle, curl.
Now dial.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 103 Crymplyn or rymplyn, rugo.
1600 F. Walker Sp. MandevilU 10 a, The hair was so
curled, that it crimpled round like Ringes. 1676 Wiseman
Surgery (J.), He passed the cautery through them, and
accordingly crimpled them up. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr.
L 138 While the flood's triumphing care Crimpled round
its guarded home. 1881 Leicester Gloss., Crimple, to
crumple, to wrinkle.

Crimpled (kri-mp'IcT, ppl. a. [f. Crimple v.

+ -XDM Wrinkled, crinkled, curled; finely
crumpled

; minutely wrinkled or creased.
c- 1440 Promp. Parv. 103 Crympled, or rympled, rugatus.

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 36 a, Lyke vnto a lefe of the
crympled lettuce. 1578 Lyte Dodoeus nL lxx. 411 Liuer-
wort. .hauing wrinckled or crimpled leaues layde one vpon
another. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 170 The under surface of
the corallum is crimpled and striate. 1882 Garden 29 July
85/3 Blossoms . . exquisitely fringed and crimpled at the
margins.

CrimpneSS. [f. Ckimp a. + -ness.] The
quality of being crimp

; friability.

1699 Evelyn Acelaria (1729) 178 Some eat them [potatoes]
with sugar together in the skin, which has a pleasant crimp-
ness.

CrimSOU (kri-mz'n), a. and si. Forms: 5-6
cremesin(e, -yn(e, -ysyn, crimesin, -yne,
crymysyn, -esyn, -asyn(e, cramoysin, -en,
-mysin, cremoysin, (crenseyn), 6 cremosin,
crimison, -ozen, (chrymesyn), cremsin, erym-
sen, -on(e, 6-7 crimosin(e, -yn(e, crymosen,
-in(e, crimsin, (7 crimzon, -sone), 6- crim-
son. [The 15th c. cremesin{e corresponds exactly
to early Sp. cremtsitt (cited 1403-12), early It.

cremesino and med.L. cremeslnus, variants (by
metathesis of r) of med.L. kermesinus, carmesi-
nus, It. chermesino, carmesino, Sp. carmesin (16th
c), f. It. chermisi, cremesi, Sp. carmesi (cited

1422), (a. Arab, qermazi, qirmazi : see Cba-
moisy) + suffix -ino, L. -inus : see -ine. Thence
our 1 6th c. variants. The corresponding 1 5-1 6th
F. form was cramoisin (Littre), whence occasional
Eng. cramoysine

; the disturbing influence of this
probably appears also in cremosin, crimositi, crimi-
son, crimson]
A. adj. 1. The name ofa colour : of a deep red

somewhat inclining towards purple ; of the colour
of an alkaline infusion of cochineal.
Historically, the colour obtained from the Kermes or

Scarlet Grain insect, at first chiefly used in dyeing fine cloth !

and velvet (F. velours cramoisi), in connexion with which I

this shade of red was first distinguished in English.
c 1440 Partouope 5976 A mantel . . Of rede saten full good

cremesyn. 1462 Mann, t; Housck. Exp. 149 A jaket off
crymysyn clothe. 1517 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 8S My
gowne of crymsen velwett. 1548 Hall Chron. 116 b, All
appareled in Crimosyne clothe. 1549 Chaloner Erasmus
on Folly Oivb, This cramoysen gowne. 1568 Turner
Herbal m. 16 It hath a cremesin color. 1577 & Googe
Heresback's Husb. 11. (1586) 67 Some of them glitter with a
perfect^ crimson dye. 1579 Spenser Skeph. Cat. 11. 130
Dyed in Lilly white and Cremsin redde. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 224 Two Lanthorns . . the one a Crimsin, and the
other an Azure. 1670-98 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 68 Velvet
coats of crimosin colour, i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. vii.

i. § 8. 110 Why . . are the most distant clouds crimsonest?

1175

1866 Kingsley Hereto, x. 186 She turned deadly pale and
then crimson.

2. fig. Often used with reference to blood ; san-
guinary.
ui68l Sir G. Wharton Wks. (1683) 340 Why may not I

some Crimson Lines leave out, Tosave my Ankles from the
Prison-gout? 1777 Sir W.Jones Pal. Fortune 10 Crim-
son conquest glow'd where'er he trod. 1872 Blackie
LSS H'Shl- 81 The crimson crime, The basest in the book
of 1 lme.

B. si. (The adj. used absolutely.)
1. The colour or pigment.
a 1400 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 241 The most costyous

cloth of crenseyn. 1494 Fabyan Chron. VII. 523 Cladde in
one lyuerey of browne.

. and . .in blewe and cremesyne
1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c. 14 Of the Colour of Crymesvn
or blewe. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 323 Ros'd ouer with

v ' r?ln Crimson of Modestie. a 1691 Boyle On Colours
(J.). Crimson seems to be little else than a very deep red
with an eye of blue. 1791 Hamilton Bertlwllet's Dyeing
11. II. III. v. 195 These salts, .have the property of changing
the colour of scarlet to crimson. 1816 J. Smith Panorama
Sc. f Art II. 537 For pale crimsons the quantity of
cochineal is reduced, i860 Tyndall Glac. I. xxiv. 175 The
western heaven glowed with crimson.

1 2. Crimson cloth. Ois.
14- • Epiph, in Tnndale's Vis. 114 Was ther any veluetor

crymysyn. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xvi. 63 A sleue . . of fyne
cremoysin alle drawen ouer wyth golde wyer. 1561 Daus
tr. BullingeronApoc. (1573) 144 b, Not. .clothed in. .veluet,
sattin, or damaske, or cnmosine ingrayned, but in sacke-
cloth. 159s Spenser Epithal. 228 Like crimsin dyde in
grayne. 1611 Cotgr., Alckcrmes, a graine wherewith
Crimzons are dyed.

C. Comi., as crimson-iarred, -coloured, -dyed,
-scarfed, -tipped, -warm adjs. ; also with colours,
expressing blended shades, as crimson-carmine,
-lake, -purple, -violet, etc.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. 1. 1. (1641) 86/1 A crimsin.
coloured juice. 1683 tr. Erasmus' Morix Enc. 56 Those
crimson-died crimes. 1786 Burns Mountain Daisy, Wee,
modest, crimson-tipped flow'r. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 11.

lviii, The crimson-scarfed men of Macedon. 1877 Black
Green Past. xii. (1878) 98 The . . crimson-tipped bird's-foot
trefoil. 1881 Garden 24 June 435/3 Flaked with crimson-
purple.

Crimson (kri-mz'n), v. [f. Crimson a.]
1. trans. To make crimson, impart a crimson

colour to.

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. III. i. 206 Heere thy Hunters stand
.

.
Crimson'd in thy Lethee. 1743-6 Shenstone Elegy xx.

55 Stain'd with blood, and crimson'd o'er with crimes. 1768
Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary 20 May, My cheeks are
crimsoned with the blush of indignation. 1877 A. B.
Edwards Up Nile iv. 102 A gorgeous sunset was crimson-
ing the palms and pigeon-towers of Bedreshayn.

2. intr. To become crimson
; esp. in blushing.

1805 Southey Modoc in Art. xvii, See his cheek 1 How
it hath crimson'd at the unworthy thought ! 1822-56 De
Quincey Confess. Wks. V. 89 The ancient collegiate church
.

.
beginning to crimson with the deep lustre of a cloudless

July morning. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs.Hallib. I. xv. 79
Jane's pale face crimsoned at the idea of parting with it.

Hence Cri'msoned, Cri msoning///, adjs.
1730-46 Thomson A utumn 1090 The moon . . Shows her

broad^visage in the crimsoned east, a 1853 Robertson
Led. ii. (1858) 57 A crimsoned cheek. 1861 Mrs. Norton
Lady La G. IV. 378 As the fresh bud a crimsoning beauty
shows. 1879 R. H. Horne Orizaba in Poems ofPlaces 147
They^mark the^ crimsoning sunrise tinge The clouds.

Crrmsonish, a. nonce-wd. Somewhat crimson.
1760 Mrs. Delany Life * Corr. (1868) III. 592 A rich

crimsonish and purpleish curtain.

Crinal (krai-nal), a. rare. [ad. L. crlndl-is, i.

crin-is hair.] Of or pertaining to the hair.
1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1859 R. F. Burton Centr. Afr.

in jfrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 317 The crinal line is low, and
often encroaches upon the temples. 1876 — Gorilla L. I.

204 A fashion of crinal decoration quite new to me.
Crina'nthropy. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. ttoiv-tiv to

judge + avSptoiros man : after misanthropy] Judge-
ment or criticism of men. Hence Crinanthropist,
one who judges mankind.
1891 E, A. Abbott Philomytkus 60 That critical attitude

which I have called crinanthropy. Ibid., Judging men and
hating men, crinanthropy and misanthropy. Ibid. 61 For
one misanthropist there are a thousand or ten thousand
crinanthropists.

Crrnate, by-form of Crinite, haired, hairy.

Cri'nated, a. =prec.
1730-6 Bailey_ (folio), Crinated, having long Locks.

Crinated Roots (in Botany) such as shoot into the ground in
many small fibres or hairs. 1775 in Ash ; and in mod. Diets.

Crinatory, Var. of Cbinitoby.
Crinc- : see Crink-.
Crinoh by-form of Cringe v.

Clinch v., dial. var. of Crunch.
Crine (krain), si. rare. [a. It. crine or ad. L.

crin-is hair : cf. F. crin hair, horse-hair.]

1. Hair, head of hair. Also attrii.

1614 Sylvester Du Bartas, Bethulia's Rescue 1. 160
Priests, whose sacred Crine Felt never Razor. 1768 Bristol
Jrnl. Oct., Hose of Goatskyn, Crinepart outwards. 1865
At/ten. No. 1969. 1x9/3 Both crines look like ill-made wigs.

2. Hawking. = Crinet 2.

1883 Salvin & Brodrick Falconry Brit. Isles Gloss. 150.

Crine (krain), v. Sc. [app. a Gael, crion to

wither, f. crion dry, withered.]

1. intr. To shrink, shrivel, contract from dryness.
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. lit. 845 All wycht but sycht of

CRINGE.
I

thy gret mycht ay crinis. 1724 Ramsay Evergreen, Inlerl.
Droichs xiii, I am crynit in for eild. 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, xxxix, ' And mine bairns hae been crining too, mon.'
1849 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 62 He had grown old like a
golden pippin, merely crined, with the bloom upon him.
Mod. Sc. The meat (in stewing) has crined into very little.

D. trans.

1847 Whistlcbinkie (Sc. Songs) (1840) II. 165 The drouth
it. had krined up and slackened the screw. 1878 Dickinson
Cunibrld. Gloss., Crine, to overdo in frying or roasting.

f2. To sweat or clip (coin). Ois. rare-'.
1513 Douglas Aineis vm. Prol. 97 Sum trachour crynis

the cun3e, and kepis corn stakis.

Hence Crined ///. a., shrunken, shrivelled.
1861 Ramsay Remin. 2nd Scr. 121 A very little 'crined'

old man.

Crined (kraind), a. Her. [f. Crine si. + -ed
Of a charge : Wearing hair

; having the hair of
head or mane tinctured differently from the body.
1572 Bossewell Armorie n. 46 b, S. beareth Sable, a

Sphinx d argent, crined, and penned d'Or. 1864 Boutell
Heraldry Hist, f, Pop. xix. § 3 (ed. 3) 363 An unicorn arg.,
armed, unguled and crined or.

[Crinel: see List of Spurious Words]
t Crinet. Ois. [dim. of F. crin hair : see -ET.1
1. A hair.

1572 Gascoigne Flowers Wks. (1 587) 67 The heeres were
not of gold But of some other metall farre more fine Wher
ofech crinet seemed to behold Like glistering wyars.
2. Hawking, {pi.) The small hair-like feathers

which grow about the cere of a hawk. (Also
written criuites ; now called crines.)
i486 Bi. St. Albans B j b, Ther be oon an hawke long

smale blake federis like heris abowte the sere & thos-
same be calde Crinettis of y° hawke. 1610 Gutllim
Heraldry in. xx. (1660) 223. 1792 Osbaldiston Brit.
Sportsman 130/1 Crinets or Crinites, with falconers, small
black feathers in hawks.
3. =Criniere. (Cf. CranetJ.)
1586 Ferne Blaz.Gentrie 336 Vpon any sadle, crinet,

bard, chapperon, cooperison or other indument.

Cringe (krind;;),z>. Also 3-5 crenge, crenche,
6 crintch, 7 criudge, cring, chringe, (9 dial.

erinch). [Cringe {crintch), first found in i6thc,
appears to be a phonetic modification (with ordin-
ary Eng. change of eug, euge, to ing, inge, as in

hinge, singe, wing : see Clink v.-) of an earlier
crenge, found with variant crenche early in 13th c.

Crenge, crenche, represent OE. *crencgcan, *creii-

cean [:—*kraugjan, *krankjan), causal deriv. of
the strong verb found in OE. with the double form
cringan, crincan to draw oneself together spas-
modically, to contract or shrink together into a
bent or crooked position : see Crank st. 1 Pri-
marily then crengen, crenchen was transitive, but
already in 13th c. we find 'cringe with the neck'.]

f 1. trans. To compress, draw together, or draw
in (any part of the body) as in shrinking from pain
or danger ; to contract, distort (the neck, face, etc.).

Ois.

1598 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. ii, He can . . make a Spanish face
with fauning cheere . . shake his head, and cringe his necke
and side. 1606 Shaks. Ant. ft CI. ht. xiii. 100 Whip him,
Fellowes, Till like a Boy you see him crindge his face,
And whine aloud for mercy, c 1630 J. Taylor (Water P.)
Red Herring, They cringing in their necks, like rats,
smothered in the hold, poorly replied.

2. intr. a. To draw in or contract the muscles
of the body involuntarily ; to shrink, b. To shrink
in or away (as with fear) ; to cower.
a 1225 St. Marlier. 9 (MS. B.) [The dragon] bigon to

crahien ant to crenge wiS swire £jl/.S". R, crenchen mit
swire]. a 1455 Holland Houlate 956 He crepillit, he
crengit, he carfully cryd. 1597 R. Lichfield Trimming of
T. Nashe (N.), What makes you sit downe so tenderly ? You
crintch in your buttocks like old father Paterpatriz. 1684
Bunyan Pilgr. 11. 69 The Boys that went before were glad
to cringe behind, for they were afraid of the Lions. 1719
D'Urfey Pills IV. 125 We have no twinge to make us cringe
Or crinkle in the Hams, c 1750 J. Nelson Jnil, (1836) 4
The words made me cringe, and my flesh seemed to creep
on my bones. 1847 Todd Cycl. Anat. III. 68/1 He was
sensible . . of something ' cringing 1 in the lower part of the
thigh. i86x G. F. Berkeley Sportsm. IV. Prairies vii. 101
The last two cows had to 'cringe ' or tuck in their tails and
haunches to avoid the 'catcher .

3. intr. To bend the body timorously or servilely

;

to cower. Often applied derisively or depreciatively

to bowing, with the implication of attendant ser-

vility or cowardice. Const, to (a person).

'SyS-^ [see Cringing ppl. a.}. 1621-51 Burton Anat.
Mel. 1. ii, in. xv. 129 They cannot, .carve at Table, chringe
and make congies. 1647 H. More Song 0/Soul 1. 1. Ixiii,

Thus cring'd he toward th' East, c 1680 Beveridge Senn.
(1720) I. 48^ An opinion that to bow or cringe (as they pro-
fanely call it) before Almighty God is superstition. 1853
Lynch Sel/-Improz<. v. 123 You should bow to most people,
but cringe to nobody.

4. fig. To behave obsequiously or with mean
submissiveness ; to show base or servile deference.
c 1620 H. Anderson Law of Christy Cringing to those

that from all virtue run. 1660-72 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist.
Soc.) I. 359 The most ready men to cring to and serve these
times. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. III. 105 Their chief
business . . had been to teach the people to cringe and the
prince to domineer.

5. trans, fa. To bow deferentially to (a person),
b. To bow a person in or out with cringes.

148-3
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1609 W. M. Man in Moone (1849) f 7 Vour tradesmen,

which now cappe and cringe you. 1660 H. More Myst.
Godliness v. xiv. 169 Cringing and courting .. not only
Christ, but the blessed Virgin. 1822 Byron Werner 1. i.

441 Hence, and bow and cringe him here !

Cringe (kxinds), sb. [f. Cringe v.]

1. A deferential, servile, or fawning obeisance.

Often a hostile or derisive name for a bow.
1597 1st Pt. Return fr. Parnass. v. iii, That better doe

rewarde each scriveners pen, Each tapsters cringe, each
rubbinge ostler. 1603 B. Jonson Sejanus 1. i, He is the
now court God, and well applyed With sacrefice of Knees,
of Crookes, and Cringe. 16x4 Gataker Transubst. 113
Where are all those crossings and bendings, and cringes
and turnings? 1700 R. Pearson Naatnan Vind. 10 Nor
could he hope, by a few external Cringes . . to expiate for

his notorious neglect. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 180 P 1

The professors, .flocked round him with all the cringes of
awkward complaisance. 1851 Thackeray Esmondi. (1 -'7'

)

2 Performing cringes and congees like a court-chamberlain.

2. Jig. A cringing or obsequious act.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie 0/ God v. xxiv, Puffed up
with . . the cringes of their subjects. 1751 Johnson Ram-
bler No. 180 P 12 To purchase favour by cringes and com-
pliance.

Cringeling 'krrndglirj). rare. [f. Cringe v.

+ -MNG.] A cringing creature. Also attrib.
a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais m. xxvi. 216 Cringeling cock.

1798 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. I. 219 Their monu-
ment [must] no tyrant's cringeling rear. 1807 — Ann. Rev.
V. 569 Among those cringelings who have assisted sove-
reigns to extend their power.

Cringer (krindgsj). [f. as prec. + -er 1
.] One

who cringes ; an obsequious or servile creature.

1597 1st Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. iv. i. 1236 This ladyc
munger, this meere rapier and dagger, this cringer. a 1649
Drumm. of Hawth. Skiamachia Wks. (1711) 199 Cringers
to crucifixes, approvers of purgatory. 1799 W. Taylor in
Monthly Rev. XXIX. 102 Cringers to fortune, birth and
power. 1859 Sala Tvj. round Clock (1861) 336 The decora-
tions that are shared by footmen and backstairs cringers.

Cringing (kri-nd^irj), vbl. sb. [-1210 >.]

1. The action of shrinking timorously, or of bow-
ing or bending the body servilely ; servile or ob-

sequious behaviour. Often applied contemptuously
to bowing.
1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 248 A Country .

.

where all men grow crooked with extreame cringeing. 1660
Milton Free Comnew. 429 Among the perpetual bowings
and cringings of an abject People. 1717 A. Hamilton
New Acc. E. fnd. I. xiii. 156 Making some decent Cring-
ings towards the Tomb. i7$7 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass.
Bay 1 1. 214 His cringing to Randolph . . was a spot in his

character.^ 1847 L. Hunt Jar Honey (1848) 199 The
studied cringing so common in Naples is rare here.

2. Muscular contraction, shrinking.
17*7-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Amble. Though the amble

be gained, it must be slow and unsightly ; because attended
with a cringing in the hind-parts.

Cri nging, a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.] That
cringes, that shrinks or bends the body timorously

or servilely ; that behaves with servile deference.

'575 Ok Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 98 His cringeinge
side necke, eies glauncinge, fisnamy smirkinge. 1597 1st

Pt. Return fr. l^arnass. Proh, Youe cringinge parasite.

1680 Otway Orphan 1. i, A huffing shining flatt'ring cring-
ing Coward. 1746-7 Hervey Medit. (18x8) 209 In a state
of abject and cringing dependence. 1869 Freeman Norm,
1 '...~') III. xiii. 297 He began in a tone of almost
cringing loyalty.

Cringingly ^kri-nd^irjli), adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.]

In a cringing manner.
1853 Eraser's Mag. XLVHI. 329 ' My wife never was a

good walker,' said Roberts, cringingly. x86x Trollofe
Barchester T. 104 Nevertheless he was. .cringingly civil.

Cri ngingness. [f. as prec. + -ness.] Cring-
ing quality, timid servility.

1695 Whether Preserv. Protest. Relig. Motive of Revol.
22 With a Mattering as well as a mean Cringingness. «8ai
Blackw. Mag. IX. ^08 There is.. less of plebeian cringing-
ness and adulation in his works.

Cringle (krrrjg'l). Also 7 creengle, 8 crengle,
crencle. [app. of LG. origin : cf. Ger. (mostly
LG. and MG.) kringelt MLG. and mod.LG. also

krengel, dim. of kring circle, ring. Cf. Icel. kringla

disc, circle, orb. From the verbal stem kring- : see

Crank sb.^
y and cf. Crinkle.]

1. Naut, A ring or eye of rope, containing a
thimble, worked into the bolt-rope of a sail, for

the attachment of a rope.
1617 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. v. 22 Creengles are

little ropes spliced into the Bolt-ropes of all sailes belonging
to the maine and fore mast, to which the bolings bridles arc
made fast. 176a Falconer Shiptvr. ".330 Each earing to
its cringle first they bend. 1804 A. Duncan Mariner's
Chron. Pref. 15 Bunt-Lines, ropes fastened to cringles on
the bottom of square sails, to draw them up to the yards.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v., Cringles should be made
of tne strands of new bolt-rope.

b. Also in rural use : sec quot.
1787-95 W. Marshall Norfolk Gloss., Cringle, a with or

rope for fastening a gate. Hence 1847- 78 in Halliwkll.
2. -Crinkle, dial.

1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon. (1813) 298 This plain , is

generally without creeks or cringles, and forms one compact
and even surface. 2877 N.W. Line. Gloss, s.v. Crinkle, A
brook in Roxby parish, the course of which is very cir-

cuitous, is called Cringlebeck [in i2-i3th c. Cringelbec].

Hence Cringle v. dial.
,787-95 W. Marshall Norfolk Gloss., Cringle up, to

fasten with a cringle. See above.

t Cringle-crangle, a., adv. and sb. Obs. exc.

dial. [Frequentative reduplication of Crangle;

j

cf. Crinkle-crankle.]
A. adj. Winding in and out, twisted, having

twists and turns. Also advb.
1606 Chapman Gentl. Usher Plays 1873 I. 261 The busky

groues. -With cringle-crangle homes do ring alowd. 1781

J. Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss., Cringle-crangle adv.,
zig-zag. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Cring'l-crang'I, zig-zag.

B. sb. A zigzag ; a mass of twists and turns.
16.. English Rogue in (MA I had prepared a deal of

scribble or cringle crangle, and so from thence began to take
1 the height of her fortune. 1739 Poor Robin <N.)» When
Don Phoebus enters that cringle-crangle which the rablers
would have to be a pair of heavenly scales.

Cringy (krindgi), a. rare. [f. Cringe + -y.]

Having the attribute of cringing.
1880 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 321 An oily cringy voice in

which there is a strong dash of insolence.

Crini-, stem of L. crinis hair : used as comb.
,
form in a number of formations (chiefly nonce-
wds.) : Crinicu Itural a. } of or pertaining to the
growth or culture of hair. Crini -ferorts a.

}
bear-

ing hair. Cri nig*er (Ornttk.), a genus of African

and Asiatic birds allied to the Thrush, so called

from the stiff bristly hairs or setae on their bills.

Crini gerous a., bearing or wearing hair, hairy.

Crini parous a., hair-producing. Crini vorous
a., hair-devouring.
1837 Nnu Monthly Mag. XLIX. 550 Those criniferous

appendages to the head worn by the bucks of that period.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Crinigerous, that hath or weareth
hair. 1755 in Johnson. 1819 H. Busk Vestriad 111. 720
Her front crinigerous, each hair a snake. 1798 Anti-
Jacobin, Progr. Man 38 note. Bears' grease or fat.. sup-
posed to have a criniparous or hair-producing quality. 1837
Wheelwright tr. Aristophanes II. 151 But worms crim-
vorous have eat my crests.

Crinid (krrnid, krai-). Zool. [f. Gr. icpivov

lily + -id.] pi. A family of the Crinoidea con-
taining the typical crinoids with branching arms.
186a Dana Man. Geol. 11. 161 The Crinids closely resemble

aComatula. .a modern Crinid. .ancient Crinids orEncrinites.

1877 Le Conte Elem. Geol. XL (1879) 299 Stemmed Echino-
derms or Crinoids may be divided into three families, viz.

1. Crinids; 2. Cystids ; 3. Blast ids.

II Crini&re (kn'nifr). [F., f. erin (horse) hair

;

corrcsp. to a L. type *crindria. In 16th and 1 7th c.

anglicized as crinier.] The part of the 1 bards 1 or

protective covering of a war-horse which covered
the ridge or back of the neck and the mane.
1598 Barret Theor. IVarres v. II 141 His horse barded

with a sufficient Pectron, crinier. i6aa F. Markham Bk.
j
War v. ii. $ 4 The Horses head, necke, breast and buitocke
barbed with Pectron, Trappings, Crinier, and ChiefFront.

1847-78 Halliwell, Cranet, small criniere.

t Crinrtal, a. Obs. rarer- 1
. Cbinite a.t

having
hair : applied to a comet.
1583 Stanyhvrst Aencis 11. (Arb.) 66 He the star crinital

adoreth.

Crinite (krarnsit), a. [ad. L. crtnit-us hairy,

f. crinis hair.] Hairy
;
having a hairy or hair-

like appendage
;

spec, in Bot. and Zool. having
tufts of hairy growth on the surface.
1600 Fairfax Tasso xrv. xliv, Howcomate,crinite, caudate

starres are fram'd I knew. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv.

248 The Cane, like to a blazing Starre Crinite, Greater ap-
l>ear'd. 1851 Dana Crust. 1. 436 Flagellum of outer antenna:
more or less crinite, often long ciliate.

Crinite (krrnait, krai-),j^. Geol. [f. Gr. icpivov

lily + -ite.] A fossil crinoid ; an encrinite.

Cri'nitory, ct. rare. [f. L. crinitus hairy +
-ORY.] Of the nature of hair, hairy.

1836 T. Hook G. Gnmey II. 153 Away came every vestige

of its crinitory covering.

Crink, sb. Also 6-7 krink (e. [f. Chink v., or

directly from vb. stem crinc-an : see Chank sb. 1

]
1. A twist, bend, or winding; a winding crevice,

furrow, or channel. Cf, Crank jfcl 1. Now dial.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. viu. (1593) 186 A house with
many nooks and krinkes. 1688 R. Holme Armoury u. 188/1
Gutters are the SHfters, or Krinks, in the beam of a Stags
horn. 1888 Sheffield Gloss.

%
Crink, a twist or bend.

1 2. Jig. An intricate turn or twist of thought or

speech ; a tortuous shift or sleight. Obs.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. vti. (1593) 176 The krinks of
certaine prophesies surmounting farre above The reach of
ancient wits to read. 1583 — Calvin on Deut. xv. 89 Such
a crink was practised against mee. 1587 — De Morttay
xx. 313 To take away the doubts, and to auoyde the krinks

inuented anew by certaine Libertines.

3. dial. (See quots.)
1888 Berksh. Gloss. s.v. Cranks, A person is said to be full

of 'crinks and cranks' when generally complaining of ill

health. [1883 Hampsh. Gloss., Crink-crank words are long
words, .not properly understood.]

Crink Ckrirjk,, v. 1 Also 6 krink. [possibly

a survival of OE. crincan to contract or draw
oneself together in a bent form (see Crank sb. 1

),

but more prob. repr. an earlier *crenk x—Aranfyan,

causal deriv. of crincan. In mod. use, however,

perh. formed anew from crinAle.] Hence Cri nk-
ing vbl. sb. and a.

1. Irans. To bend or twist ; to form into furrows

or wrinkles ; to crinkle, dial.

1821 Clare VOL Minstr. II. 93 As the wakening wind.

.

o'er the water crink'd the curdled wave. 1888 Sheffield
Gloss., Crink, to twist, or wrench painfully. ' I've crinked
my neck.*. .When a man bends a piece of iron by hammering
it he is said to crink it.

+ 2. intr. {Jig.) To use tortuous shifts or sleights.

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. xxxix. 231 If wee vse any
craftinesse or krinking. Ibid. 234 He which thinketh to
further himselfe by his crinking, pilling and deceyuing.

Crink, v.- [Echoic : cf. creak, crick, crinkle,

etc.] intr. To make a sound in which cricking

and chinking blend. Hence Cri nking ppl. a.

i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 174 The noisy cicada? that.

.

make the woods ring with their pertinacious crinking. /*':./.

(ed. 7) 105 Those crinking merry.voiced denizens of our
summer-fields.

Crinkle (kri-nk'l), sb. [prob. f. Cbinkle v.,

but the sb. may be the earlier: cf. Du. and LG.
krinkel curve, flexure, crookedness, curvature, dim.

of kring
y
krink circle, etc.]

1. A twist, winding, or sinuosity ; a wrinkle or
corrugation, as in a rumpled or rippling surface.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 50 The vnflattered picturcof
Pedantisme, that hath no one smile or crinkle more than it

should. 1598 Florio, Tortuoso, crooked, winding, full of
crinkles and crank les. 1611-51 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. i. 11.

iv. 17 Ilion the third [gut), which consists of many crinckles.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 563 The crinkles in this

glass making objects appear double. 1871 Miss Braddom
Lovels xvi. 128 To blow the crinkles out of their luxuriant
hair. 1885 Runciman Skippers 2 His oilskins, .poured mul-
titudinous streams from all their crinkles.

f 2. A ring or circle. Obs. rare- 1
. (Cf. Ckinglk.)

1703 Art's Improv. I. 19 Of the Crincles or Rings which
are seen at the end of Trees when Saw'd off.

Crinkle (krrrjkT), v. Also 4 cr-, krenkle,
cr-, krynkle, 6 crencle. [Frequentative derivative

from stem of OE. crincan ; see Crank sbA, and cf.

Crahkle. As the ME. form is sometimes crenkle

(see Crinkled), the type seems to be *crankil-
t

whence *crenclian.']

I. 1. intr. To form numerous short twists or

turns ; to wind or twist in its course ; to contract

surface wrinkles or ripples ; to wrinkle or shrink up.

£1385, a 15*9 [see Crinkled]. 1577, x6ai [see Ckinkling
vbl. sb.,ppt. a.], a x6oo Boyfy Mantle xxviii. in Child Eng.
4 Sc. Pop. Ball (1884) II. 273/t Vppatt her great toe, itt

(the mantlejbegan to crinkle and crowt. 1864 Mrs. Gatty
Parablesfr. Nat 4th Ser. 12 The last leaves, - had crinkled

up and turned brown. 1873 Lowell Among my Bks.
Ser. 11. 13a It [a stream] seemed to ripple and crinkle.

1876 Mid-Vorksh. Gloss., Crinkle, to bend tortuously. Of
a twisting pathway, it will be said: 'It crinkles round,
but goes straight at after '. [In Dial. Glossaries of Cheshire,

Lincolnsh., Leicestersh., etc. = *to wrinkle, crumple,

shrink, shnve I up'.]

2. To bend shrinkingly or obsequiously with the

legs or body ; to cringe. Obs. exc dial.

1633 Shirley Bird in Cage 11. i, The other signor crinkles

in the hams, as he were studying new postures against his

turn comes to salute me. 1633 Ford "Pis Pity 1. i\, I like

him the worse, he crinkles so much in the hams. 1719 [see

Cringe v. aj. 1825 Brockett Gloss. N. Country Words,
Crinkle, to wrinkle, to bend under a load. 1875 Lane.
Gloss., Crinkle, to bend under a weight.

b. Jig. To turn aside, to shrink or recede from

one's purpose. Obs. exc dial.

1610 H. Jonson Alch. 111. v, He that hath pleas'd her

Grace Thus farre, shall not now crinckle for a little. 1703
Thorksby Let. to Ray, Crinkle, to crouch ; to yield sneak-

ingly. 1781 J. Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss., Crinckle, to

recede, or fall off from a promise or purpose. 1873 Sivale-

dale Gloss., Crinkle, to recede from an avowed resolution or

the performance of a promise.

3. Irans. To twist or bend (anything) to and fro,

or in and out ; to wrinkle, crumple ; to crimp (the

hair). (See also Crinkled ///. a.)

a i8»5 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Crinkle, Crunkte, to

wrinkle, twist, plait, or rumple irregularly. 1856 Mrs.
Browning Aur. Leigh vui. (1857) 358 The flames through

all the casements pushing forth, Like red-hot devils crinkled

into snakes. 1871 Miss Braddon Lovels xvi. X28 Miss

Granger was too perfect a being to crinkle her hair. 1888

Berksh. Gloss., Crinkle, to crease ; to rumple.

II. 4. intr. To emit sharp thin ringing sounds

;

to move with these sounds. [Cf. Chink v.
3
]

1856, etc [see Crinkling ppl. a. II]. 1878 R. W. Gilder
Poet *f M. 19 Small brooks crinkle o'er stock and stone.

Hence Crinkled ppl. a.

< 1385 Chaucer L.G. W. 2012 Ariadne, And for the hous is

krynkeled [v.rr. crenkled, ycrynklid, ykrenkled] two and
fro And hath so queynte weyis for to go. a 1529 Skelton
El. Rumminge 17 Her face all bowsy Comely crynHtyt*

Woundersly wrynkled. 161 x Barry Ram-Alley iv. i. in

Hazl. DodsleyX. 339 An old cra«d man.. With little legs

and crinkled thighs. 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. II. x. 30 His
hat.. looking sadly crinkled and old. i86a Macm. Mag.
Apr. 30 The arum['s]. .rigid spike and crinkled leaves.

Cri*nkle-cra nkle, sb., a. and adv. Chiefly

dial. [Frequentative reduplication of Crankle :

cf. Cringle-crangle.]
A. sb. A winding in and out, a zigzag, sinuosity.

1508 Florio, Sinuoso. .that is full of creekes, bosomes, or

crinkle-crankles. x6ao Thomas Lat. Diet., Sinuosus. .that

hath many turnings, .full of crinckle cranckles.

B. adj. and adv. (Twisting) in and out, zig-zag.

1840 Spurdkns Suppl. Voc. E. Anglia, Crincle-crancle

adv., like a corkscrew. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Crinkle-

crankle, Crinklcty<ranklety, adv., zig-zag. 1881 Leicester-

sh. Gloss., Crinkle-crankle adj. and adv., zig-zag ;
sinuous.
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Hence Crinkle-crankled a. + Crincledum
and crancledum, tortuously.

1858 Motley Corr. 4 July, With a wonderful profusion of
gilt flaxen crinkle-crankled hair. 1660 H. Peters in Bp.
Kennett Register 35 This was still the Lord's right way
who led His people crincledum and crancledum.

t Crinklepouch. Obs. slang. A sixpence.

1593 Bacchus Bountie in Harl. Mhc. (Malh.) EL 270 With
the expence of an odde Crinclepouch, wash yourselues
within and without.

Crinkling (kri'rjklirj), vbl. sb. [-ING 1
.]

I. The action of the verb Crinkle
;

twisting to

and fro
; wrinkling, crumpling, etc. Also cotter.

1577 Harrison Desc. Britaine 1. xiv. in Holinshcd, The
Wyuer . . no riuer in England . . fetcheth more or halfe so
many windlesses and crinklings. 1602 2nd PL Returnfr.
Parnass. m. iv. (Arb.) 46 The curious crinkling of a silke

stocking. 1709 W. K\sg Art ofCookery 138 Who cares for

all the crinkling of the pye? 1891 Daily News 20 May 3/1
Much of the crepon is crinkled like the surface of cream.

.

Sometimes this crinkling runs in stripes.

II. The emitting of sharp thin sounds.
1880 jth Rep. Topog. Surz<. Adirondack Region 157 The

sharp 'crinkling' of the runners of the large hand-sleds.

Cri'nkling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.]

I. That crinkles ; see Crinkle v. I.

1577 Harrison Desc. Brit. 1. xv, Manifold Water, so called

bicause of the sundrie crinckling rills that it receiueth.

1621 Molle Camerar. Liv. Libr. iv. ii. 227 Running with
a crinkeling course as far as Lions. 1648 Jos. Beaumont
Psyche ix. xxx. (RJ, Her legs are two faint crinkling props.

II. Emitting sharp thin sounds.
1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh v. Poems VI. 191 AH

the rooms Were full of crinkling silks. 1865 Miss Mulock
Christian's Mistake 69 As she stepped with her light, firm

tread across the crinkling snow. 1880 Webb Goethe's Faust
111. viii. 168 With the crinkling sand the floor to strow.

Cri'nkling, crinchling, sb. dial. [f. Crinch
v.j or Chink v. + -ling.]

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Crinchling, a small apple.

1881 Suppl. Oxfordslt. Gloss., Crinklin', a small wrinkled
apple.

Crinkly (krrrjkli), a. [f. Crinkle sb. + -y.]

Full of crinkles.

1866 Lowell BigloioP. Poems 1890II.212 His veins 'ould

run All crinkly like curled maple. 1882 Miss Braddon
Mnt. Royal II. viii. 159 Unfolding crinkly green leaves.

So Crinkly-crankly.
1891 Atkinson Last of Giant-Killers 8 In the rough,

crumpled, crinkly-crankly part.

t Crinkum, crinenm. Obs. slang. Also 7
crinkom, 8 crinckam. Also Grincome, q.v. In

pi. A name for the venereal disease.
1618 Hornby Sco. Dronk. (1859) *3 Some will haue his

nose most rich bespread With pearles and crinkoms mixt
with crimson red. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Crinkums,
the French Pox. 1708 Motteux Rabelais v. xxi. (1737)
96. 1719 D'Urfey Pills I. 147 The Old Queen hasgot the
Crincums.

Crrnkum-cra-nkum, sb. (a.) Also crin-

eum-crancum. A word applied playfully to any-

thing full of twists and turns, or intricately or fanci-

fully elaborated. Cf. gun-crack, knick-knack.
In first quot app. a meaningless euphemism (cf. prec). In

quot. 1761 = Crinkle-crankle.
[16.. Old Rime in Blount Law Diet. 1670 s.v. Free-

bench, Here I am.. Like a Whore as I am. And for my
Crincum Crancum Have lost my Binkum Bankum.] 1761
Colman & Garrick Cland. Marriage 11. ii. (L.) Here's none
of your straight lines here—but all taste—zigzag—crinkum-
crankum—in and out. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina (1794) I.

105 We shall see some crinkum-crankum or other for our
money. 1793 Burns Let. to Thomson Aug., That crinkum-
crankum tune, 'Robin Adair*. 1840 Hood Up tlte Rhine
103 All sorts of engine-turning, and filagree-work, and
crinkum-crankum. 1864 Sat. Rez1

. 10 Dec. 731/2 Those
scientific crinkum-crankum hives, from which bees with
difficulty get out, and with more difficulty get in.

Crinoid (krrnoid, kroi-), a. (sb.) Zool. [ad.

Gr. rcpivocitys lily-like. As a sb. the latinized

plural forms crinoidea, crinoida are used in Zool.]

A. adj. Lily-shaped ;
applied to an order (chiefly

fossil) of echinoderms, having a calyx-like body,

stalked and rooted. B. sb. A member of this order.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 109/2 Some are fixed, as the
crinoid echinoderma. 1847 Ansted Anc. World Hi. 26
Animals, .called Crinoids. 1871 Hartwig Subterr. W. ii.

17 The Crinoids, or Sea-lilies, now almost entirely extinct.

Hence Crinoidal a., of or pertaining to the

Crittoida or Crinoidea, an order of Echinoder-
mata. Crinoi'dean, a member of the Crinoidea.
1849 Dana Geol. ix. (1850) 494 The rarity of Crinoidal re-

mains. i88z Geikie Text Bk. Geol. 11. 11. vi. 168 Crinoidal
(Encrinite) Limestone, a rock composed in great part of
crystalline joints of encrinites. 1835 Kirby Hob. <$ Inst.
Anim. II. xiu. 11 Lamarck has placed the Crinoideans. .in

the same order with his Floating Polypes. 1851 Richard-
son Geol. 227 The most perfect type of crinoidean.

Crinolette (krinole-t). [dim. f. Crinoline :]

A sort of bustle or contrivance for distending the

back of a woman's skirt.

1881 World, 27 July 15/1 The crinoline projected hideously
at the side, whereas the crinolette will only stick out at the
back. 1883 Times 1 Jan. 4/2 Why has the crinolette,

making such grotesque protuberances, been allowed to

thrust itself into the fashions of 1883?

Hence Crinoletted a.

1885 Pall Mall G. 15 June 4 They will not give up corsets

and crinoletted skirts.

Crinoline (kri*nil&)
-#lin). [a. mod.F. crino-

line, f. L. crlnis hair, in sense of F. crin horse-hair

{linum thread, a manufacturer's name intended

to express its composition with warp of thread and
woof of horse-hair.]

1. A stiff fabric made of horse-hair and cotton or

linen thread, formerly used for skirts (see 2), and
still for lining, etc. For the latter purpose the

name is also applied to imitations made of stiffened

muslin, etc.)

1830 World of Fashion Aug. 180 The new stuff called
crinoline ', it was at first announced as a material for shoes
and hotlines only, then for bonnets ; now it is offered for

dresses. 2848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxv, Crinoline or its

substitutes is not an expensive luxury.

b. This material or its substitutes (e-g. whale-

bone or iron hoops) as used to expand a petti-

coat : see next.

1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxxii, I saw them to-day, with-
out any crinoline, pulling the garden-roller. 1859 All Year
Round No. 33. 161 We hear, .of a woman in crinoline being
blown off a narrow ledge into the water. 1885 Kath.
O'Meara Madame Mohl ii. 117 A short skirt, guiltless of
the faintest suspicion of crinoline.

2. A stiff petticoat made of this stuff, worn under

the skirt of a woman's dress in order to support or

distend it; hence, a petticoat lined with, or con-

sisting of, a framework of whalebone, steel hoops,

etc., worn for the same purpose; a hoop-pctticoat.

1831 Punch's Almanac 9 Mrs. H. came out this morning
in her crinoline, as if she was not big enough already !

1869 Trollope He A'uezu vii. (1878) 38 In the days of crino-

lines she had protested that she had never worn one.

3. transf. a. A contrivance worn by divers.

1870 Instr. Mil. Engineering I. 351 The crinoline should
be used in deep water . . it is placed round the body and tied in

front of the stomach . .it. .enables him to breathe more freely.

b. A netting fitted round war-ships as a defence

against torpedoes. Chiefly attrib.

1874 Times 23 Feb. in lire's Diet. Arts (1875) II. 207 A
strong crinoline framework of booms and spars built up
round her. 1885 Times 30 Apr. 10/6 Her crinoline defences
against torpedoes. 1887 Pall Mall G. 5 July 5/1 When
the Lege torpedo is drawn up against the crinoline of an
ironclad it impinges upon it and is then drawn under the
crinoline by the wire.

4. attrib. , as crinoline cloth, hat (made of cotton

braid, and then stiffened like straw), steel, wire.

1848 Thackeray Van. F. m. iii. 38 Crinoline-petticoats.

1850 Harper's Mag. I. 144 Crinoline hats of open pattern

. .are worn to the opera. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. viii. (ed.

3) 78 Fifty tons of crinoline wire were turned out weekly
from factories. 1882 Worcester Exhib. Catal. iii. 54 Horse-
hair crinoline cloth. 1891 Leeds Mercury 27 Apr. 4/7 A
wide-brimmed pale-grey crinoline straw hat.

Hence Cri'noline v., to stiffen or provide with

crinoline. Cri'nolined ppl. a., wearing crinoline

or a distended petticoat.

1855 De Quincey in H. A. Page Life (1877) II. xviii. in
But afterwards, .he buckramed or crinolined his graceful

sketch with an elaborate machinery of gnomes and sylphs.

1862 T. A. Trollope Marietta I. xi. 210 Crinolined lady.

Crinosity .krsinp'slti). rare. [f. L. type *crinb~-

sitds, f. *crlnostts hairy, f. crinis hair.] Hairiness.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Crinosity, hairiness. 1730-6 in

Bailey (folio). 1755 in Johnson. 1825 New Monthly Mag.
XIII. 424 None of the ancients, as I see, Laid claim to our
crinosity. 183a L. Hunt Sir R. Es/ter (1850) 95 The royal

crinosity was naturally a deep black.

So Crinose a., having much or long hair.

1730-6 in Bailey (folio) ; whence in Johnson and mod. Diets.

Crio- =Gr. Kpio-, comb, form of tcptos ram : in

some technical terms, as Criocephalous a. [Gr.

K«pa\rj head], having a ram's head (said e.g. of a

sphinx). Crioxerate a. [Gr. tcipas horn], akin to

the genus Crioceras of fossil cephalopods, having

the whorls discrete, so as to resemble a ram's horn.

Crioce*ratite, a fossil of the genus Crioceras, a

ram's-horn ammonite. Crioceratitic a., pertain-

ing to, or of the nature of, a crioceratite. Crio-
sphinx, a sphinx having a ram's head, one of the

three types of the Egyptian sphinx.

1832 G. Long Egypt. Aniiq. I. x. 213 A row of crio-

sphinxes . . with a ram's head and lion's body. ,1847

Ansted Anc. World x. 244 The shell called Crioceratite.

.

corresponds with the Ammonite, much as the Spirula

corresponds with the Nautilus.

Crion, Criour, obs. fT. Crayon, Crieb.

' Cri'ous, a. Obs. [ME. and AF. crious=Q¥.

crieus, f. crier to Cry : see -ous.] Clamorous.

1382 Wyclif Prov. ix. 13 A fool womman and crious

[1388 full of cry; L. clamosa].

Crip, obs. var. of Scrip.

t Crippid, a. Obs. Perh. var. of Crimped
= pinched, squeezed.
138a Wyclif Lev. xxii. 24 Al beeste . . with al to-broken

or crippid or kitt . . ballokes [L. contritis vel tusis vet

sectis. .testiculis].

Crippin, var. of Crespine.

Cripple (kri-p'l), sb. and a. Forms : 1 crypel,

3-4 crupel(«), 4 cruppel, crepil, -ul, 4-5 cripel,

-il, 4-7 crepel, 5 crypylle, crebull, 5-6 crepell,

•ill, -yl(le, 6 crippil, crypple, crepple, -ell,

6-7 creeple, creple, criple, 7 creaple. 7-

cripple. [OE. crypel (known only in Lindisf.

Gosp.) = OFris. kreppel, MDu. cropet, crepel, Du.
kreupel; MLG. krdpel,krepel,\£j. kropel; MHG.
kriippcl, kriipel, MG. nthc. crupel (from LG.),
Ger. krnppel, dial, krippel ; ON. kryppill, Norw.
krypel ; all :—OTeut. *krupilo-, f. krup- ablaut

stem of kriupan to Creep ; either in the sense of

one who can only creep, or perhaps rather in that

of one who is, in Scottish phrase, 'cruppen together',

i. e. contracted in body and limbs.]

A. sb. 1. One who is disabled (either from
birth, or by accident or injury) from the use of his

limbs ; a lame person.
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke v. 24 CuoeS Sa:m cryple. .aris.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 51/157 Tweie crupeles bat in heore
limes al fur-crokede were. C1374 Chaucer TroyIus iv. 1458
It is ful hard to balten unespied Bifor a crepul, for he Ran
the craft. 1480 Caxton Chrou. Eng. cci. 182 God hath
yeuen therto to crepels hir goyng and to croked hir hondes.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary ll. (1625) 22 Of ancient time it

hath often been said, that it is ill halting before a Creple.
1611 Hible Acts xiv. 8 A creeple from his mothers wonibe.
1684 Hlnyan Pilgr. 11. Introd. 229 These strings, .will such
Mustek make, They'l make a Cripple dance. 1747 Wesley
Prim. Physic (1762) 93 One who was quite a Cripple, having
no strength left either in his Leg, Thigh, or Loins. 1865
Trollope Beltou Est. xiu. 142 A poor cripple, unable to
walk beyond the limits of her own garden.

2. techn. a. — Cripple-gap (see 5), where app.
cripple= ' creeping \ b. A temporary staging used

in cleaning or painting windows : cf. Cradle.
1648 A. Eyre Z)/<ir>MSurtees)io6 He opened a cripple and

putt his sheepe on to the New field. 1887 Even, News 11

May 3/6 The jury, .recommended the use of ladders, or of

the recognised machine known as a ' cripple*.

3. CT
.S. {local.) a. A dense thicket in swampy

or low-lying ground, b. A lumberman's term for

a rocky shallow in a stream.
1705 in Corr. Pcnn. # Logan I. 234 About 300 acres, 100

upland, the rest swamp and cripple that high tides flow
over.

4. slang. A sixpence. Cf. Bender 6.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Cripple, six pence,

that piece being commonly much bent and distorted. 1885
Househ. Words 20 June 155 1 Farmer) The sixpence .. is

called a bandy, a 'bender', a cripple.

5. Comb., as cripple-lame adj.; cripple-gap,

-hole dial.), see quot. and cf. 2 a; cripple-

stopper (colloq.), a small gun for killing wounded
birds in wild-fowl shooting.

1595 Markham Sir R. Griuvilc lix, Dismembred bodies

perish cripple-lame. 1847-78 Halliwell, Cripple-gap, a

hole left in walls for sheep to pass through. North. Also
called a cripple-hole. 1881 Greener Gun 553 Armed with a
big shoulder-gun and a 'cripple-stopper*. 1886 Pall Mall G.

24 Aug. 4/2 The Crane gun. .being used with ball and slugs

for. .cripple-stopping.

B. adj. Disabled from the use of one's limbs

;

lame. Obs. or dial., exc. in attrib. use of prec.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 33 Beo he cangun o5er crupel. a 1300

Cursor M. 22829 (Gott.) Ani man. .crepil or croked. 1535
Coverdale Matt, xviii. 8 It is better for y* to entre in vnto

life lame or crepell. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. Prol. 20 And
chide the creeple tardy-gated Night, Who.. doth limpe So
tediously away, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems Wks.
(1711)56 That criple folk walk not upright, c i86o\Vhittj£k
Hill-top viii, My poor sick wife, and cripple boy.

Cripple (krrpT), v. [f. Ciupr-LE sb. Cf. Ger.

kriippetn, trans, and intr. in senses 1 and 3.]

1. trans. To deprive (wholly or partly) of the use

of one's limbs ; to lame, disable, make a cripple of.

a 1300 [see Crippled]. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv. i. 24 Thou
cold Sciatica, Cripple our Senators, that their limbesmay halt

As lamely as their Manners! 1791 Huddesford Salmag.

11793) 119 Falling in his drunken fits, Crippled his Nose.

1859 Kingslev Misc. (i860) II. 326 Sailors. . crippled by
scurvy or Tropic fevers.

2. transf. and fig. To disable, impair: a. the

action or effectiveness of material objects, mechani-

cal contrivances, etc.

1694 Smith & Walford Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1711) 75

The Grass and Trees are much weather-beaten, worn away,

and crippled. 1725 W. HalfpennySound Building 22 So,

that the Mason.. shall twin their Arches thereon without

crippling them. 1805 Nelson in Nicolas Disp. VII. 153

note, The lower masts, yards and bowsprit all crippled. 1871

Macduff Mem. ofPatmosxv'm. 247 No sickness, .crippling

the warrior on the very eve of conquest.

b. a person in his resources, means, efforts, etc.,

or immaterial things, as trade, schemes, strength,

operations, etc.

170a C. Mather Magu. Chr, in. UL Introd. (1852) 531

To creeple all the learned, godly, painful ministers of the

nation. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 173 F 1 The mind, .is

crippled, .by perpetual application to the same set of ideas.

a 1809 J. Palmer Like Master Like Man (1811) 11. 56 He
was. .crippled of present means. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.

(1858) I. iv. 289 The nobility, crippled by the wars of the

Roses. 1880 L. Oliphant Land cfGilead x. 304 The trade

. .is crippled by the difficulty of transport.

3. intr. To move or walk lamely ; to hobble.

(Now chiefly Sc.)

cizzo Bestiary 130 He crepeS cripelande forth. 0x455
Holland Houlaie 956 He crepillit, he crengit, he car-

fully cryd. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II
X
eclxxix,

The King (who creepled till he came before This Shrine)

walkes vpright now. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth yiii. Her
discomfited master, .was crippling towards him, his clothes

much soiled with his fall. 1878 W. C. Smith Hilda (1879)

239 The wounded, .cripple through the street.
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Crippled (krirpld), ppt. a. ff. prec. + -tn.]

Depnved ofthe use of one's limbs
;
lame, disabled ;

also trans/, andfig. : see the verb.
a 1300 Cursor Jr. 19048 (Cott.) par sagh pai lij, A man

wascriplid in be parlesi. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Con-
trec/ut, weake, cnpled. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk Selv. 173
!t has no crutches to lean its crippled burden on. 1779-81
Johnson L. P., Somerrile, If blank verse be not tumid
and gorgeous, it is crippled prose. x8xo Rowley in Naval
Chron. XXV. 162 One of them .. had a crippled frigate in
tow. 1864 Earl Derby Iliad 1. 712 The crippled Vulcan,
matchless architect.

Cri'ppledom. [See -dom.] The condition of
being a cripple. So Cripplehood, Crippleness.
i860 Reade Cloister $ H. 118611 III. 72 What with my

crippledom and thy piety, .we'll bleed the bumpkins. 1883
W. H. Russell in 19M Cent. Sept. 495 Emerging rapidly
from a state of crippledom to one of comparative activity.
1864 Dasent Jest <y Earnest (1873) L 168 One cripple of
such commanding cripplehood. 1755 Johnson, Crippteness,
lameness ; privation of the limbs. Diet.

Crippler (kri-plai). [C Cripplk v. + -eb i.]

1. One who or that which cripples.
1648 Earl Westmrld. Otia Sacra 11879) '66 His sounder

feet with swathes he ties, And seems to goe in pain as far,
As art can prove a Crippeler. 1890 The Voice (N. Y.) 21
Aug., A great crippler to the saloon power in . . politics.

2. (See quot.

)

1874 Knight Diet. Mech., Crippler, a board with a cur-
!

rugated under-surface . . used in boarding or graining leather.

Crippling (kri'plin;. vbL sb. The action of 1

the verb Cripple.
1598 Florio, Zoppicameuto, a halting, a cripling, a limp-

ing. 1836 W. Irving Astoria II. 285 The crippling of the
feet of females in China.

Cri'ppling,///.a. That cripples: see Crippled.
1598 Florio, £6tto..-a. limping or cripling fellow. 1814
Wordsw. Excursion L Wks. 1 1888) 422/2 To meet The hour
of accident or crippling age. 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities
1. v, The crippling stones of the pavement.
Cri'pply, a. Obs. exc. dial. [f. Cripple + -x.l

Somewhat crippled.

1775 Mad. D'Arblafs Early Diary 18 Apr., Tho' fingers I

are crippley and left arm lame. 1839 Mrs. F. Tkollovk
M. Armstrong iii. (D.) ' He's so cripply, he beant to work
DO more.' 1876 Whitby Gloss. , Cripply. tending to lameness.
CripS, obs. and dial, form of Crisp.
Cript(e, Criptic, obs. var. Crypt, Cryptic.
Cris, obs. f. Creese, Malay dagger.

tCrise. Obs. Also6cry8e. [a. F. crist crisis
j

^Pare* i6thc.).] = Crisis.
1541 K. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 D iij, They haue wel 1

and parfytly knowen the contemplacyon of the Cryse.
1643 K. Baillie Lett, f Jrnls. (1841) II. 90 This seem.-, to
be a new period and ense of the most great affaire, c 1750
Shenstone Progr. of Taste lv, Behold him, at some crise,
prescribe, And raise with drugs the sick'ning tribe ! 1768
Ross Hetenore 52 (Jam.) [She] thinks her wiss is now come
to the creeze.

Crisis (krai-sis). PI. crises, rarely crisises.
[a. L. crisis, a. Gr. Kpitjit discrimination, decision,
crisis, f. KptV'UV to decide.]

1. Pathol. The point in the progress of a disease
when an important development or change takes
place which is decisive of recovery or death ; the
turning-point of a disease for better or worse ; also
applied to any marked or sudden variation occur-
ring in the progress of a disease and to the pheno-
mena accompanying it.

"543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. vt. i. Diet. Terms, Crisis
sygnifyeth iudgemente, and in thys case, it is vsed for a
sodayne chaunge in a disease. 1548 Hall Chron. 80 When
the crisis of his sicknes was past and that he perceived that
helth was overcome. 1625 Hart Anat. l/r. j. ii. 21 Then
shall the sickc. .by the vertue and power of a happy Crisis,
saile forth into the hauen of health. 1685 Boyle Fu</.
Notion Nat. 222, I observe that Crises's, properly so call'd,
do very seldom happen in other than reavers. 1748
Smollett Rod. Rand, xxxiv. When he found I had en-
joyed a favourable crisis, he congratulated me. 1856 Kane
A ret. E.xpt. II. viii. 87 Brooks and Thomas have seen
the crisis of their malady.

f2. AstroL Said of a conjunction of the planets
which determines the issue of a disease or critical

point in the course of events. (Cf. Critical 4.)
1603 Sir C. Heydon Def. Jud. Astrol. 474 When the

Moone comes to the 22 of Gemini, shee shall there begin to
worke a dangerous Crisis, or alteration. . so preueuting her
ordinarie working. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 611 They'll
feel the Pulses of the Stars, To find out Agues, Coughs,
Catarrhs ; And tell what Crisis does Divine The Rot in
Sheep, or Mange in Swine.

8. trans/, and fig. A vitally important or decisive

stage in the progress of anything ; a turning-point

;

also, a state of affairs in which a decisive change
for better or worse is imminent ; now applied esp.

to times of difficulty, insecurity, and suspense in

politics or commerce.
i6»£ Sir B. Ruoyard in Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. (1659) 301

This is the Chrysis of Parliaments ; we shall know by this
if Parliaments five or die. a 1661 Fuller Worthies 1. 204
The time betwixt Wicklife and Trevisa was the Chrisis of
the English tongue. 1715 M.Davies^M. Brit.i. 346 Great
Crisises in Church and State. 1760 Junius Lett. i. 10 To
escape a crisis so full of terror and despair. 1848 Mill Pol
Econ. 111. xii, There is said to be a commercial crisis when a
great number of merchants and traders, at once, either have,
or apprehend that they shall have, a difficulty m meeting
their engagements, i860 Tyndaix Glac. 1. xxvu. 202 The
layer ofnow had been in a state of strain, which our crossing

brought to a crisis. 1875 Jowett Plato ted. z) III. 174 The
ordinary statesman is also apt to fail in extraordinary crises.
1886 Stubbs Led. Med. <y Mod. Hist. xvi. 365 Foreign
transactions . . most tedious because they go on without
crisises and without issues.

f 4. Judgement, decision. Obs.
i6ax W. Sclater Quxst. Tythes 11623* 198 His Crisis so

exact will with greatest scorne reiect [etc.J. 1643 Herle
Answ. Feme 2 Consciences Synteresis, and Syneidesis ..

can warrant her to passe her Crisis or conclusive judgement.
1683 CAVE Ecc/esiastici Pref. 3 We have not made . .a Crisis
and Censure of every single Tract. 1715 M. Davies Ath.
Brit. 1. 11.

t 5. A point by which to judge ; a criterion,

token, sign. Obs.
1606 Sir G. Goosecappe ii. L in Bullen O. PI. III. 33 The

Crises here are excellent good ; the proportion of the chin
good, .the wart above it most exceeding good. 1641 H. P.
Quest. Div. Right Episc. Ep. Ded. 2 Let your gracious
acceptance of the same be as strong a crisis that your Grace
is not a prejudging factious cnemie. 1657 S. Plrchas Pol.
Flying-Ins. I* v. 12 Whereas the others beauty and lusti-

ness is a Crysis of their youth, not their idleness.

Crisle, obs. f. Ckizzle v., to scale.

Crismatory.Crisme, Crisoine: seeCHKisM-.
Criso-, obs. form of Chry.so-.

t Crisol. Obs. Also chrysoll, -sole. [a. Sp.
crisol : see Diez, s.v. Crisiulo^\ A crucible.
1622 Mabbe tr. Alemans Guzman eCAlf 11. 86 Death,

which is the Chrysoll wherein wee must at last be all melted.
Hid. IL 238, I did put all the gold into a great Crisoll.

Crisp (krisp), a. Forms: 1- crisp; also 1

cyrps, 3-5 crips, 4-7 crispe, 5 cryps(e, cryspe,
kyrspe. [OE. crisp, cyrps, ad. L. crispus curled.

Cf. OF. crespe curled, mod.F. crepe; but this does
not appear to have influenced the Eng. word in

form. The sense development of branch II is not
clear: cf. however Crimp a., and the quot. from
Cotgr. Some onomatopoeic influence associated
•with the action of pronouncing crisp is to be sus-

pected.]

I. In senses of L. crispus.

1. Of the hair : Curly ; now applied esp. to stiff,

closely curling, or frizzy hair; f also, having or
wearing such hair.

900 Bjtda's Hist. x. ii, Se gunga wxs geworden hale
lichoman . . and tuefde crispe loccas fxgre. 1000 in
Thorpe's Horn. I. 456 (Bosw.) He is bUccfcxede and cyrps.
c 1200 S. Eng. Leg. I. 319/687 Blac with cripse here.
( 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1307 His crispe heer lylc rynges
was yroime. 1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. iv. ii. (1495)
60 Lytyll heere and cryps as in blomens countree. c 1400
I. an/rajic's Cirurg. 179 Wynde alle bese bingis & frote be
heeris and bci wolen bicome crisp. 1583 Stanvhurst Aeneis
II. (Arb. I 65 A certeyn lightning on his headtop glistered
harmelesse, His crisp locks frizeling. 1626 Bacon Sylva
S 853 Buls are more Crispe upon the r ore-Head than Cowes.
1777 Cook Voy. S. Pole nr. vi, Their hair, .black and brown,
growing to a tolerable length, and very crisp and curly.
1859 K. F. Burton Centr. A/r. in yml. Geogr. Soc. XXIX.
317 The hair of these races has invariably a crisp, short,
and stiff curl.

2. Having a surface curled or fretted into minute
waves, ripples, folds or wrinkles.

1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. fTollem. MS.) xiil xv,
The ponde..with crispe water and calm, and nou;t with
stronge wyndes.

_
t 1400 Maunolv. (1839) xv. 168 The

peper .
. bei putten it vpon an owven and pere it waxeth blak

and crisp[ft«^- ed. blakk and runklidj. c 1430 Lvtxi. Mix.
Poems (Percy Soc. I 199 The kyrspe skyn of hyr forheed,

I
Is drawyn up and on trustily bownde. 1596 Siiaks. i Hen.
IVyi, iii. 106 Swift Seuernes flood . . hid his crispc-head in

; the hollow banke. 1610 — Temp. iv. L 130 You Nimphs
I

cald Nayades of y* windring brooks. . Leaue your crispe
I channels. 18*3 Byron Juan ix. lxxviii, The elder ladies'

wrinkles curl'd much crisper. 1877 Black Green Past. xxix.
(1878) 235 The crisp white crest of the running waves.

b. Hot. — Cbispatk, Crisped a b.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp, s.v. Leaf Crisp leaf. . that
which is undulated or folded over and over at the edge.
1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) III. 847 Hypnu/u
crispum. .leaves crisp, transversely waved.

1 3. Applied to some fabrics ; perh. of crape-like
texture. Cf. Cbisp sb. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28018 (Cott.) Yee leuedis. . wit curchefs

crisp and bendes bright. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I.

401 A crisp breche welfayn [erispafemoralia]. 1393 Will
in A. Gibbons Early Line. Wills (1888) 85 Omncs meos
crispcouerchifes.

f4. Apparently = Smooth, shining, clear. Obs.
[Cf. Cotgr. ' Crespu, curled, frizled, ruffled, crisped;

sleeked, shining '
;

' Cresfier. .also, to sleeke, make to shine
or glitter \1

1565 Golding Oi'iefs Met. tx. (1593) 211 My cleere crispe
legs [L-crura micantia] he striveth for to catch. 1607 Shaks.
Timon iv. iii. 183 All th' abhorred births below crispe
Heauen. 16*3 I letchek Bloody Bro. iv. u, You must
leave your neat crisp Claret, and fall to your Cyder a while.

II. 5. Brittle or ' short ' while somewhat hard
or firm in structure (usually as a good quality)

;

said esp. of hard things which have little cohesion
and are easily crushed by the teeth, etc.

1530 Palsgr. 501/1, I crasshe, as a thynge dothe that is

cryspe or britell bytwene ones tethe. x6n Cotgr., Cresper,
to crackle or creake, as new shooes ; or drie stickes that are
laid in the fire; also, to crash between the teeth (a thing
thats crispe or brittle). x6*6 Bacon Sylva § 231 In Frostie
weather, .the Wood or String of the Instrument, -is made
more Crispe, and so more porous and hollow. 1749 F. Smith
Voy. Disc. N.-W. Pass. II. 15 The Snow was of a greyish
Colour, crisp on the Top. 1766 Golusm. Vic. W. xvi, If the

cake* at tea cat short and crisp, they were made by Olivia.
1821 Lamb Elia, Roast Pig, The crisp .. not over-roasted
crackling. 1866 Treas. Bol. 79/1 Celery, .the sweet, crisp,
wholesome, and most agreeable of our cultivated vegetable^.

b. From crisp snene or frost, transferred by as-

sociation to a brisk frosty day, to frosty air, and
thence to bracing air generally.
1869 Lady Barker Station Life N. Zeal. xv. (18741 109

The peculiar fresh crisp feeling which the atmosphere
always has here the moment the sun sets. 1873 Mrs.
Alexander Wooing o't xxv, All that Christmas Day ought
to be, clear, crisp, bright. 1883 Anna K.Green Hand -y

Ring xxxiv, The crisp frosty air had put everybody in a
good humour.
6. trans/, and fig. Applied vaguely to anything

possessing qualities more or less characteristic of
crisp substances : a. stiff, firm, as opposed to limp.
1851 Mayse 1 it Scalp Hunters iv. 29 Ilie 'crop, crop'

of our horses shortening the crisp grass. 1859 L. Hunt
(Webster , It [laurel] has been plucked nine months, and yet
looks as hale and crisp as if it would last ninety years.
1868 Dilke Greater Brit. I. 133 The ' blue grass' has high
vitality, .this crisp turf at once springs up, and holds the
ground for ever.

b. fig. Short, sharp, brisk, decided in manner.
(Cf. an analogous use of i flabby 1

as the opposite.)
1814 Mackintosh in Life (1836) II. 300 Ward said Con-

stant was very 'crisp*. 1857 W. Collins Dead Secret il L
u86i) 31 Such a crisp touch on the piano. 1873 Hale In,
His Natne iii. 10 What he said was crisp and decided.
1884 Athenarum 6 Dec. 739/3 The crisp draughtsmanship
of Mr. H. P. Riviere's Arch of Constantine, Rome. 1884
H. p. Traill in Mitcm. Mag. Oct. 441/2 His crisp anti-
thetic manner is the perfection of style.

7. Comb., as crisp-haired, -u/it/iered.

1400 Destr. Troy 3757 Crispe herit was the kyng,
colouret as gold. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. vii. 200
The Ethiopian black, flat-nosed and crisp-haired. 1868 Ld.
Holuhton in Select.fr. Wks. 201 Crisp-wither'd hung the
honourable leaves.

+ Crisp, sb. Obs. Also 5-6 crysp,kirsp, kyrsp,
6-7 crispe. [app. f. the adj. ; cf. 16th c F.
crespe crape or material for veils, mod.F. cripe
crape. In the entries in the Testamenta Ebora-
censia * cryspe 1 appears to interchange with
' cypres ' = Cyprus lawn : see Cyprus.]
1. Some thin or delicate textile fabric, used esp.

by women for veils or head-coverings; ? a crape-
like material. Cf. Cbisp a. 3.

1397 Test. Ebor. I. 220 Flameolam me' de crispo. 140a
Ibid. I. 289, ij flameola de cipres. 1415 Ibid. I. 582 Flamc-
olum de krespe. c 1460 Toitttetey Myst. 313 And Nelle
with hir nyfyls of crisp and of sylke. 1498 Ld. Treas. Ace.
Seat. I. 392 Item, for xxiiij elne of kyrspto hir for ilk elne
iij j injd. 1500-20 Dunbar Tna Mariit Wemen 23 Curches

|
. .of kirsp cleir and thin, e 1600 Blrel in Watson Coll. Sc.
Poems 11. 13 (Jam.) A robe Of clenely crispe, side to his
kneis. 1619 Pukchas Microcosmus xxvii. a68 The new
deuised names of Stuffes and Colours, Crispe, Tamet, Plush
. . Callimanco, Sattinisco.

2. A head-covering or veil made of this material.
1584 Hudson tr. Dm Bartas' Judith iv. (1608) 57 Upon

her head a silver crispe she pind I.oose waving on her
.shoulders with the wind. 1593 ( in 1 m. Mami/Iia 11. Poems
' Rtldg.) 316 Needless noughts, as crisps and scarfs, worn a
la morisco. 1J07 Montcomekie Cherrie <V Sloe 113 Ane
cleinlie crispe hang ouir his eyes [Latinized by Dempster
ImHflvens nwea de sindone lumina velo\.

3. A crisp kind of pastry made by dropping batter

into boiling fat. [So OF. crispes in W. de Bibles-

worth.]

_
?t 1390 Form ofCury 73 Crysp*:»- <* *4*» Dinner Hen. V

in Q. Eliz. Acad., etc. 91 Cryspes fryez. c 1430 Tivo
Cookery-bks. 44 Cryspcz. 1450 Hid. 93 Cryspes.

4. A curl (of hair) ; esp. a short or close curl.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1638* 325 They, .wearc their

hayre pretty long, and about their crispes wreath a valu*
able Sash or Tuhpant. c 1680 Roxb. Ball. VI. 278 Tho^c
bright locks of hair Spreading o're each ear, Every crisp

and curie.

5. The Crackling' of roast pork. Obs. exc. dial.

1675 T. DuFEETT Mock Tempest 11. it, Methinks I hear a
great she Devil, call for [a] Groats worth of the Crispe of
my Countenance. 1847-76 Halliwell, Crisp, pork crack-
ling. South.

Crisp t,krisp), v. [I. Crisp a. : cf. L. crispdre

to curl, crisp, crimp, f. crispus."]

I. trans. To curl into short, stiff, wavy folds, or

crinkles ; to crimp.
1340 [see Crisped i]. 1565-73 Cooi er Thesaurus, Cala.

mistrum . . a pinne of wodde or yvory, to trime or crispe
heare. 1617 B. Jonson Vis. Delight, As Zephyr blows..
The rivers run as smoothed by his hand : Only their heads
are crisped by his stroke. 163s J.

Havward tr. Biondts
Eromena 52 A blacke gowne . . lined quite through with
white silke cipres, pleated and crisped about the necke,
with a deepe fringe. 1644 Bulwer Chirol. To Rdr. A v b,

We. . wrinkle our forehead in dislike, crispe our nose in

anger. 1747 Hervey Winterptece {1B13} 36$ It has. .crisped
the travellers locks. 1821 Byron Sardan. 1. ii. 6 There is

A cooling breeze which crisps the broad clear river. 1837
T. Hook Jack Brag vi, Every curl was crisped into its own
peculiar place. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps iii. § 22. 00 The
leaf being, .rendered liny by bold marking of its ribs and
veins, and by turning up and crisping its edges.

2. intr. To curl in short stiff curls.

1583 T. Watson Centurie ofLoue xx, Although his beard
were crisping hard. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. xxxvi. % 12.

247 The leaues . . do somewhat curie or crispe. 1777 tr.

Forster Voy. round World 1. 17 Their black hair naturally

falls in ringlets, and begins to crisp in some individuals.

1815 Scott Guy M. iii, The quiet bay, whose little waves.
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crisping and sparkling to the moonbeams, rolled, etc. 1852-9
Todd Cyel. Aunt. IV. ro/i The shell . .exposed to heat.,
crisping up. .like horn.

3. trans. To make crisp, ' short ' or brittle.
[1658 Willsford Natures Secrets 52 The ground, .will be

hoary, .the grass crisped with the Frost.] 1815 Scott Guy
M. xxviii, The snow . . crisped by . . a severe frost, c 1854
Thackeray Wolves $ Lamb 1, She crisped my buttered
toast.

b. trans/, andfig. Cf. Crisp a. 5 b, 6.

1833 Arnold Lett, in Stanley Lift I. 'vii. 286 When we
live in uncongenial society, we are apt to crisp and harden
our outward manner, to save our real feelings from exposure.
1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers Flor. i. 3 The fresh island air
crisped by the sea.

4. intr. To become crisp.
1805 A. Scott Poems 63 (Jam.) The nights were lang,

\VY frost the yird was Crispin'. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley ix,
The air chilled at sunset, the ground crisped.

6. traits. To crush a firm but brittle substance.
rare.

1824 Miss Ferrier Inker, lxviii, Hearing the sound of
wheels crisping the gravel as they rolled slowly round.

tCrispage. 06s.~° [a. F. crespage, now cri-
page, {. crepe/:] 'The frizzle or curledness of
crape ' (Bailey, folio—Suppl. at end of Pref.).

Crispate (kri-sp^t), a. [ad. L. crispatus, pa.
pple. of crispare to curl.] Crisped

; spec, in Hot.
and Zoo!., having the margin curled or undulated.
1846 Dana Zoopk. (1848) 183 Coralluin. .crispate, sublobate.

Crispation (krispv' jin). [n. of action, f. L.
crispare to curl : see -ation.] Curling, curled
condition ; formation of slight waves, folds, or
crinkles ; undulation.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 852 Some differ in the Haire. .both

in the Quantity, Crispation, and Colours of them. Ibid.,
Heat causeth Pilosity and Crispation. 1668 Culpepper &
Cole Barthol. Annt. 1. xxvii. 64 Dismissing its wrinkled
Crispations,andbecomingyerybroad. 1714 Derham Astro-
Tkeol. v. ii. note, The motion of the air and vapours, makes
a pretty crispation, and routing. 184a Prichard Nat.
Hist. Man (1855) I. 96 A difference in the degree of crisp-
ation, some European hair being also very crisp.

b. ' A slight contraction of any part, morbid or
natural, as that of the minute arteries in a wound
when they retract, or of the skin in the state called
goose-skin' (Mayne, Expos. Lex.).
1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 150 Painful Crispations

of the Fibres. 1871 M. Collins Mrq. % Merck. II. v. 134
She could not think of marrying him without a shudder, a
crispation from head to foot. 1887 O. W. Holmes in
Atlantic Monthly July 118/1 Few can look down from a
great height without creepings and crispations.

C. Applied to the minute undulations on the
surface of a liquid, produced by vibrations of the
containing vessel, or by sound-waves.
1831 Faraday Exp. Res. Jtlvi, 329 The well-known and

peculiar crispations which form on water at the centres of
vibration. 1891 Century^ Mag. May 37 Upon singing .

.

through the tube, .beautiful crispations appear upon the
surface of the liquid, which vary with every change of tone.

Crispature. rare. [f. L. crispat-, ppl. stem
of crispare + -ure.] Crisped condition

;
crisp-

ation.

J745 P- Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 167 The Spaniards
. .slice it [bread-fruit] and expose it to the Sun, and when
baked thereby to a Crispature, reserve it as Biscuit. 1756
C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 157 A tension, or crispature, or a
relaxation of the fibres [will] be produced. 1866 Trcas.
Bot., Crispature, when the edge is excessively and irre-
gularly divided and puckered ; also when the surface is
much puckered and crumpled. Good examples are afforded
by 1 curled 'endive, ' curled ' kale, and the like.

Crisped (krispt, -ped), a. [f. Crisp v.]

1. Of hair : Closely and stiffly curled.
c 1340 Gam. Ar Gr. Knt. 188 pe mane of bat mayn hors.

.

Wei cresped & cemmed. 1431-50 tr. Iligden (Rolls) I. 53
More blacke of skynne, more crispedde in heire. 1596
Shaks. Alerch. V. UL ii. 92 Those crisped snakie golden
locks. 1637 R. Humfrey tr. St. Ambrose 1. 137 Cupids
yonkers with their crisped, powdred, and perfumed lockes.
1841 Prichard Nat. Hist. Man 09 [Hair] sometimes straight
and flowing, at others considerably curled and crisped.

2. Having a surface curled into minute waves,
folds or puckers.
1603 Dekker Grissil (Shaks. Soc.) 9 Canst drink the

waters of the crisped spring? 1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Kings
TO. 26 The leafe of a crisped lilie. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 87
Having three Auricles or crisped Angles. 1818 Keats
Endym. IV. 95 The wind that now did stir About the
crisped oaks full drearily. 1849 Thoreau Week on Concord
Monday 123 A million crisped waves come forth,

b. Said of a crinkled margin.
1802 Beddoes Hygeia vm. 119. [The liver] has its edges

crisped till they bend forwards. 187a Hooker Stud. Flora
276 Orobanche rubra . . lobes of hp toothed and crisped.
1870 Bentley Bot. 153 When the margin is very irregular,
being twisted and curled, it is said to be crisped or curled.

3. Made crisp or brittle ; 'short ' in texture ; also
in manner, style, etc.

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. jot, Hee that reades the Fathers
shall finde them as if written with a crisped pen. 1769 Mrs.
Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 102 Garnish with crisped
parsley and fried oysters. 1832 Ht. Martineau Each *All ii. 26 Young ash plantations, miles long, with their
shoots crisped and black.

H 4. Applied to trees : sense uncertain.
1634 Milton Comus 984 Along the crisped shades and

bowers. 1648 Hf.rrick Hesper., Cerem. Candlemas-Eve,
1 he crisped yew.

Criaper ;kri-spaj". [f. Crisp v. + -er I.] One
who or that which crisps or curls

; spec, an instru-

ment for friezing or crisping cloth.

183s Booth (cited by Worcester). 1874 Knight Diet.
Meek., Crisper, an instrument for crisping the nap of cloth ;

i.e. covering the surface with little curls, such as with
petersham or chinchilla. A crisping iron.

Crisphede. Obs.-" Crispness.
c 1440 I'romp. Parv. 103 Cryspheed, or cryspeness,

crispitudo.

Cri'Spin. A name given to a shoemaker, in
allusion to Crispinus or St. Crispin, the patron
saint of shoemakers ; also sometimes adopted by
the members of trades-unions or benefit societies of
shoemakers. St. Crispin's lance : a shoemaker's awl.
[1611 Cotgr. s.v. Crespin, Lance de S. Crispin, an Awle.]

c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 417 A good shoemaker that
can manage St. Crispin's lance handsomely. 1726 Amherst
Terrx Fil.x. 47 What a pretty set of tradesmen . . should
we have .. if gentle Crispin was appointed to teach the art
and mystery of basket-making. 1756 W. Toldervy Hist.
Two Orphans IV. 7 In company with an honest Crispin who
dealt very considerably in politicks, a 1845 Hood My Son
«T Heir xix^ A Crispin he shall not be made.

Cri'spiness. [f. Crispy a. + -ness.] The
quality of being crispy

;
crispness.

a 1648 Digby Closet Open. (1677) 147 Give the top [of the
pudding] a yellow crispiness. 1890 Harper's Mag. Oct.
670/2 The frilled and ruffled crispiness of its fittings.

Crisping (kri-spirj), vbl. sb. [f. Crisp v. +
-TNG i.J The action of the verb to Crisp ; curling.
1400 1568 [see b.J, 1669 E. Montague Art of Metlals

11. xix. (1674) 67 That some little hairyness, or crisping en-
compasseth the Pellets of Quicksilver. 1683 (fi'/fr),England's
Vanity, .wherein Naked Breasts and Shoulders .. Long
Perriwigs. .Curlings, and Crispings, are condemned.

b. Comb., as in crisping-crook, -iron, -pin, -tongs,

instruments for crisping or curling the hair, etc.

?rt 1400 Morte Arthur 3353 The krispane kroke to my
crownne raughte. 1483 Cath. A ngh 83 A Cryspyngeyren,
acfts. 1568 Bible (Bishops')/^, iil. 20 The wimples, and the
crisping pinnes. c 1618 Fletcher Q. Corinth IV. i, Never pow-
der, nor the crisping-iron, Shall touch these dangling locks.

1637 Pocklington Altare Chr. 42 Fetch me my Crisping
pinnes to curie my lockes. 1772 Ann. Reg. 220 Cease,
with crisping tongs, to tare And torture thus thy flowing
hair. 1874 [see Crisper],

Cri'Sping,^/. a. [f. as prec. + -ing -.] That
crisps, trans, ami intr.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 471 This curious
cripsing and blazing bravery of hawtye speech. 1778 Phil,
SutV. S. Irel. 374 The crisping and drying quality of E.,N.,
and N.E. winds. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874) I. App.
389 The small crisping waves which break upon the shore.

t Crispisu'lcant, a. rare-", [ad. L. crispisul-

cantem.] Undulating or serpentine.

1727 Bailey vol. II., Crispisulcant, coming down
wrinkled

; spoken of Lightening. Hence in Johnson etc.

Cri'spite (kri'spait). A/in. [Named 179?, from
Crispalt, St. Gothard, Switzerland + -ite.] A kind
of Rutile ; = Sagenite.
1814 in T. Allan Mat. Notnen. 1868 in Dana Min. 159.

t Cri'spitude. Obs.—0
[ad. L. crispitado, f.

crispus curled.] 'Curledness' (Blount 1656).

+ Crisple, v. Obs. rare. [dim. of Crisp v. :

see -le.] To crisp, curl , or undulate minutely ; to

ripple. So Crisple sb., a minute curl or undula-
tion. Cri'spling' vbl. sb. and a.

1594 Carew Tasso (1881)80 The winde new crisples makes
in her loose haire, Which nature selfe to waues recrispelled.

1604 T. Wright Passions 11. ii. 59 A calme Sea, with sweete,
pleasant, and crispling streames. Ibid. v. § 2. 168 The shak-
ing or artificial! crispling of the aire (which is in effect the
substance of musicke).

Crisply (kri'spLi), adv. [f. Crisp «. + -ly 2
.]

In a crisp manner ; with crispness.

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. I. (1863) 18 The roads,
in spite of the slight glittering showers, crisply dry. 1859
R. F. Burton Ceutr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 196
The hair curls crisply. x88x Athemruni 13 Aug. 1Q7/2
What [they] have to say is. .clearly and crisply phrased.

Crispness (kri-spnes). [f. Crisp a. + -ness.]

The state or quality of being crisp.

c 1440 [see Crisphede]. 1635-67 Cowley Davideis in.
Note 25 The. .crispness of the wood. 1799 Southev Lett.

(1856) I. 83 The colour of the hair, its quality and its crisp-

ness. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.i.v, An unwholesomely-forced
lettuce that had lost in colour and crispness what it had
gained in size. 1885 Bookseller July 662/2 The tale is told

with the crispness and sparkle of this author's popular style.

Crispy (kri spi), a. [f. Crisp a. + -y.j

1. Curly, wavy; undulated; = Crisp *z. 1 and 2.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. de P. R. v. xv. (1495) 121 By grete

heete the heer of the berd and of the heed ben cryspy and
curlyd. 1594 Kyd Cornelia iv. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 229
Turn not thy crispy tides like silver curl, Back to thy grass-

green banks to welcome us. 1678 Jordan Triumphs Land.,
A fair bright crispy curl'd flaxen hair. 1819 H. Busk Ban-
quet 111. 502 The Arctic frost That chains the crispy wave
on Zemla's coast. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. 1. 1. 381 Ye
shall behold I doubt not soon, his crispy hair of gold.

2. Brittle or ' short
'

; = Crisp a. 5.

1611 Cotgr., Bressaudes, the crispie mammocks that re-

maine of tried hogs grese. c 1720 W. Gibson Farriers
Dispens. xv. (1734) 280 Boil . . till . . the Worms are grown
crispy. 187J Nichols Fireside Science 92 A black, crispy

mass of charcoal.

3. Pleasantly sharp, brisk ; = Crisp a. c,h.

1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 314 The crispy coolness of
I fair Eve.

Cri'ssal, a. Ornith. [ad. mod.L. crissdlis (used
by Vigors, Ornilhol. of Capt. Beechfs Voy. 19,
in specific name of a Finch), f. crissum : see below.
Used chiefly in U.S.]

1. Pertaining to the crissum, as the crissal region.

2. Characterized by the colouring of the under
tail-coverts, as Crissal thrush or thrasher, the
Red-vented Thrush or Thrasher.
187a Coues Key to N. Amer. Birds 75 Crissal Thrasher.

Criss-cross (kri-s,kr^s), sb. [A phonetic re-

duction of Christ(s)-cross : but in some late senses

I used with unconsciousness of the origin, and treated

I

merely as a reduplication of cross ; cf. mish-mash,
tip-top, zig-zag, etc.]

1. = Christ-cross, in various senses, q.v.

2. [f. Criss-cross v.] A transverse crossing.
1876 k. F. Burton Gorilla L. I. 2 When the current,

I

setting to the north-west, meets a strong sea-breeze from the
west, there is a criss-cross, a tide-rip.

3. U.S. (Seequot.)
i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Criss-cross, a game played

on slates by children at school ; also called Fox and Geese.
Hence Criss-cross-row : see Chhist-cross-row.

Criss-cross (kri-s,krfs), a. and adv. [See

I

prec; now treated as a mere reduplication of cross
;

cf. zig-zag.]

A. adj. Arranged or placed in crossing lines,

crossing, crossed ; marked by crossings or inter-

sections. B. adv. In the manner of crossing lines,

! crosswise ; Jig. in a contrary way, awry, askew.
1846 Hawthorne Mosses I. vii. 132 His puckered fore-

|

head unravels its entanglement of criss-cross wrinkles. 1864
Thoreau MaineW. iii. 244 Others prostrate and criss-across.

1879 F. Conder Tentivork Pal. 352 A regular criss-cross

j

pattern, never seen in the later masonry.

Criss-cross (kri-s,kr^s), v. [See prec] trans.

To mark with crossing lines, to cross repeatedly ;

to trace in crossing lines.

1818 Keats in Life ty Lett. I. 112 To criss-cross the
letter. 1871 Le Fanu Ten. Malory Ixvii. 391 A pretty
portrait, .criss-crossed over with little cracks. 1883 Harper's

I Mag. 826/2 The passing vessels criss-cross the white lines

of their wakes upon it like pencil-marks on the slate.

Crisse, obs. f. Creese, Malay dagger.

Crissel, cristle, obs. ff. Gristle, Crizzle.

II Crissum (kri-s»m). Ornith. [mod.L. (181

1

llliger, Prodrotnus 166), f. crissdre ' clunem mo-
vere '.] The anal region of a bird under the tail

;

the vent-feathers or lower tail-coverts.

1874 Coues Birds N. W. 314 There is more dark color on
the crissum.

Crist, Cristante, Cristen, etc., obs. ff. Christ,
Christianity, Christen, etc,

Crist(e, Cristed, obs. ff. Crest, -ed.

Cristal l, Cristalline, etc., obs. ff. Crystal,
-ine, etc.

Cristate (kirsb't), a. Nat. Hist, etc. [ad. L.

cristdt-us, f. crista Crest : see -ate.] Having a

crest, crested ; in the form of a crest.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. Min. Introd., The .. larke,

cristate, and not cristate. 1859 Todd Cycl. Anat. V. 768
Index, Cristate process of the ethmoid bone.

Cristated (kri'sU'ted), a. =prec.
1727 Bailey vol. II., Cristated, having a crest or comb.

1757 tr. Henckels Pyritol. 23 Pyrites . . oval, clustered,

cristated. 1794 Kirwan Min. I. 244 Sometimes also in

the form of a cockscomb and hence called cristated.

t Cristy gray, Cristigrey. Obs. A term

applied to some kind of fur : cf. Gray, Grey.
1404 Will of Wynyngton (Somerset Ho.), Togam meam .

.

furratam de cristigrey. 1422 E. E. Wills (1882) 50 A gown
furred with Cristy gray. 1474 in Ld. Treas. Acc. Scot.

I. 36, v tymire of cristy gray.. to lyne a gowne of blac

dammask to the Qwene.
Crisum, crisyme, obs. ff. Chrisom.

t Crit. Obs. Short for Critic.

1743 Fielding Wedding-day Prol., Smoke the author, you
laughing crits.

Critch, variant of Cratch, rack,

t Crite'rie. Obs. rare. An adapted form of
' Criterion.

1655-60 Stanley Hist. Philos. III. 111. 38 Man is the

criterie of all things. Ibid. (1701) 477 We say the Criterie

of Scepticism is the Phzenomen.

CriteriO'logy. U- next: see -log v.] The
doctrine of a criterion (of knowledge, etc.).

1884 Athenaeum 14 June 753/1 An outline ofwhat may be
termed criteriology, the relation of thought to reality as

regards its validity.

Criterion (kraitlo-rian). PI. criteria ; less

commonly -ons. [a. Gr. /cpiTr/pioe a means for

judging, test, standard, f. kpittJs judge. In 17th c.

often written in Gr. letters.]

f a. An organ, faculty or instrument of judging.

1647 H. More Poems Pref., Wits that have . . so crusted

and made hard their inward icpiTrjpioi' by over-much and
trivial wearing it. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 23 Accord-

ing to Empedocles, the Criterion of Truth is not Sense but

Right Reason.

b. A test, principle, rule, canon, or standard, by
which anything is judged or estimated.
1622 Bp. 'Hall Stmt. 15 Sept. Wks. (1627) 490 All the

false itptTTjpia that vse to beguile the iudgment of man.



CRITERIXJM. 1180 CRITICALLY.
1661 Fuller Worthies 1. 129 The moving hereof [a statue]

was made the Criterion of women* chastity. 1768 Black-
stone Comm. III. 330 Some mode of probation or trial,

which the law of the country has ordained for a criterion of
truth and falshood. 1788 Mrs. Hughes Hettry $ /sab. L
17 Regular uniformity and the straight line were the cri-

terions of taste and beauty. 1795 Fate of Sedley L :68
Lord Stokerland [is] the criterion of gallantry and politeness.
1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 18 We have no criterion
by which, in these matters, degrees of good and evil admit
of being measured.

+ C. A distinguishing mark or characteristic at-

taching to a thing, by which it can be judged or
estimated. Obs.

1613 Jackson Creed 1. v. Wks. I. 37 This sincerity in
teaching . . is the true Kptrqotoy or touchstone, the livery or
cognizance of a man speaking by the Spirit of God. 1678
Gale Crt. Gentiles III. 138 Take these Criteria or distinc*

'

tive notes of Durandisme.

Crite*rional, a. nonce-wd. [fTprec + -al
;
irreg.

!

for criteria!.'] Of or relating to a criterion.
1830 Coleridge Table- 1. 23 Sept, There are two kinds

of logic: 1. Syllogistic, 2. CriterionaJ .. The criterional
logic, or logic of premisses, is, of course, much the most
important ; and it has never yet been treated.

II Criterium (krsiti*Ti/"m;. Latinized form of
Gr. Kpirfjpiov Criterion, occas. used in English.
a 1631 Donne Sentt. lxi. 612 This is our Critenum and

onely this
; hereby we know it. a 1734 North Exam. 1.

iii. 5 62 (1740) 170 It ever was and will be a certain Cri-
,

terium of Truth, to be easy.. clear and intelligible. 1867
Lewes Hist. Philos. I. 181 There is no criterium of truth.

Crith (krib). Physics, [f. Gr. Kpt&rj barley-corn, I

the smallest weight.] The weight of 1 litre of
hydrogen at standard pressure and temperature

;

proposed by Hofmann as the unit of weight for

gaseous substances.
1865 A. W. Hofmann Introd, Mod.Chem. 131 For this

purpose I venture to suggest the term crith derived from
the word tcpifh) signifying

_ a barley-corn. 1870 Eng.
Meek. 21 Jan. 464/1 The ' Crith '. .is the weight of one litre

of Hydrogen at o' cent., and 076 m. pressure =0*0896
gramme.

t Critho-logy. Obs.- Q [ad. Gr. KpT0o\oyta the
gathering of barley, f. Kf&Oij barley-com.] (See

quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr.

,
Crithology . . the office of gathering

the first fruits of Corn.

Crithomancy (kri-Jwmxnsi). [f. Gr. KptOrj

barley-corn + pvxyrua divination (see -MANCY) ; cf.

KplBopuLvris one who divined by barley.] Divina-
tion by meal strewed over animals sacrificed.
165a Gai-le Magastrom. 165 Crithomancy, [divining] by

grain or com. 1884 J. C. Bourke Snake Dance ofMoquis
xv. 165 The use of this sacred meal closely resembles the
crithomancy of the ancient Greeks.

t Critic, a. Obs. Also 6 creticke, 6-7 criticke,

7-8 -ick, -ique. [ad. L. critic-us (orig. as a
medical term), a. Gr. Hpirtnos critical, f. jv/mtos

decerned, Kpny* a judge; f. tcpi-v-tiv to decide,
judge. Partly after F. cretique (1372, Corbichon),
critique (a 1590 Pare) both in medical use.]

1 1. Med.y etc. Relating to or involving the crisis

of a disease, etc. ; = Critical 4, 5. Obs.
1544

1

Phaer Regim. LyfedsS3) G j b, If it ['jaundis'] ap-
peare in the vj day, beyng a day iudiciall or creticlce of the
ague. 2601 Wlever Mt'rr. Mart. C viij b, If euer sheild-
shapt Comet was portent Of Criticke day, foule and perni-
tious. 1605 Daniel Queen's Arcadia in. i, Of Symptoms,
Crycis, and the Critick Days,
2. Judging captiously or severely, censorious,

carping, fault-finding.

1598 Florio, Critico, criticke, judging mens acts and
works written. i6ax R. Johnson Way to Glory 25 That.

.

is now, in this criticke age, called in question, etc. a 1667
Cowley Elegy on J. Littleton, In 's Body too, no Critique
Eye could find The smallest Blemish.

3. Skilful in judging, esp. about literary or artistic

work; belonging to criticism ; «= Critical 3.
x6»6 W. Sclater Exfos.^ 3 Thess. (1620) 144 A criticke

Scholiast vpon the Reuelation. 1635 N. Carpenter Geog.
Del. 11. v. 67 Learned diuines and criticke expositours. 1677
Gale Crt, Gentiles II. iii. 87 A critic judgement is made by
experience and prudence and Reason or discourse. 1709
Pope Ess. Crit. in. 153 Critic Learning flourish'd most in

France. 1834 Eraser's Mag. X. 10 Matters historic,

critic, analytic, and philologic. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
cviii, The critic clearness of an eye, That saw thro' all the
Muses' walk.

Critic (kri'tik), sbA Also 7 crittick, criticke,

-ique, 7-8 critick. [ad. L. critic-us sb., a. Gr.
KptTtn6s a critical person, a critic, subst. use of the
adj.

; perh. immediately after F. critique : see prec.

In early times used in the L. form :

1583 Fulke Defence Eng. Bible (Parker Soc.) 381 The
prince of the Critici. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxn.
xi. 206, I am here forced even against my will to be after a
sort Criticus. -but to find out a truth.]

1. One who pronounces judgement on any thing
or person

; esp. one who passes severe or unfavour-
able judgement ; a censurer, fault-finder, caviller.
1588 Shaks. L.L.L. hi. i. 177, I that haue beene loues

whip . . A Criticke, Nay, a night-watch Constable. 1598
Florio Hal. Diet. To Rdr., Those notable Pirates in this
our paper-sea, those sea-dogs, or lande-Critikes, monsters of
men. 1606 Dekkkr Newesfrom Hell, Take heed ofcriticks :

they bite, like fish, at anything, especially at bookes. 169a
E. Walker Epictetus' Mor. xhx, Nor play the Critick, nor
be apt to jeer. 17M Eng. T/wophrast. 5 How strangely

some words lose their primitive sense ! By a Critick, was
originally understood a good judge ; with us nowadays it

signifies no more than a Fault finder. 1766 Fordvce Serm.
Yng. Worn. (1777) I. iv. 192 We are never safe in the com-
pany of a critic.

2. One skilful in judging of the qualities and
merits of literary or artistic works ; one who writes
upon the qualities of such works ; a professional
reviewer of books, pictures, plays, and the like

;

also one skilled in textual or biblical criticism.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. vii. J 21 Certaine Critiques are

used to say . . That if all sciences were lost, they might bee
found in Virgill. 1697 Bentley Phal. Introd., To pass a
censure on all kinds of writings, to shew their excellencies
and defects, and especially to assign each . . to their proper
authors, was the chief Province of the ancient Critics. 1780
Johnson Lett. Mrs. ThraU 27 July, Mrs. Cholmondely .

.

told me I was the best critick in the world ; and I told her,
that nobody in the world could judge like her of the merit
of a critick. 1835 Macaulay Ess. Milton Ess. (1854) 1. 3/1
The poet, we believe, understood the nature of his art better
than the critic [Johnson). 1870 Disraeli Lothair xxxv.
You know who the Critics are? The men who have (ailed
in Literature and Art.

tCri*tic, tit Obs. Also in 7 -icke, 7-8 -ick,
8-9 Critique q.v. [app. ad. F. critique fem. (used
in this sense by Moliere and Boileau), ultimately
ad. Gr. ^ Kpiriicri the critical art, criticism (c£ It.

critica 'arte of cutting of stones', Florio 1 598).
Early in the 1 8th c this began to be spelt as in
Fr. critique^ a spelling which in spite of Johnson
and the Dictionaries, has become universal ; in
the 19th c. it has received a quasi-French pronun-
ciation also: see Critique, chiefly used in sense 2,

while sense 1 is now expressed by Criticism.]
1. The art or action of criticizing ; criticism

;

an instance of this. Also in pi. 'cf. metaphysics.}
1656 Artif. Handsomeness (1662) 216 A Satyncal Critick

upon the very Scriptures. 1657 Hobbes Stigmas Wks. 1845
VII. 389 Grammar and Criticks. 167* Etheredgr Man of
Mode 111. iii.Wee'l make a Critick on the whole Mail Madam.
1690 J. Locke Hum. Und. nr. xx, They would afford us
another sort of Logick and Critick. 1697 Bentley Phal 69,
I do not expect from our Editors much sagacity in way of
Critic. i7io Steele Tatler No. 45 p 4 That Sort of Drama
is not.. thought unworthy the Critick of learned Heads.
1 755"73 Johnson, Critici, Science of Criticism [Todd 1818
alters to Critique].

2. An essay in criticism of a literary work, etc.

;

a critical notice or review ; now Critique.
1709 Port Ess. Crit. 571 Own your errors past, And

make each day a critick on the last. 1710 Steele Tatler
No. 115 p 1, I shall not fail to write a Critick upon his Per.
formance. 1755 73 Johnson, Crftick, a critical examina-
tion; critical remarks [Todd 1818 alters to Critique^. 1766
F.i.rz. Griffith Lett. Henry 4- Frances III. 4, I shewed
your Critic upon the Series to the Bishop of .

+ Critic, v. Obs. In 7 -icke, 8 -ick, -ique.
1. intr. To play the critic, pass judgement (on

something.
1607 A. Hkewer Lingua n. ix. (JL) Nay, if you begin

to critic once, we shall never have done. 16*9 Lightfoot
Erubhin ii, On which words I can criticke onely with deepe
silence, a 1698 Temple \).\ They do but . .comment, critick,
and flourish upon them.

2. trans. To pass judgement upon, criticize ; esp.

(in earlier use) to criticize unfavourably, censure.
1607 Drydsn Virg. Life (1791) I. 71 Those who can

Critick his Poetry, can never find a Blemish in his Manners.
1706 Collier Reft. Ridic. 307 Tis playing the Pedant un-
seasonably to critick things. 1735 Pope / / Lady 81
As Helluo. .Critick *d your wine and analysed your meat.
1751 [see Critique v.].

Crrticable, a. rare. [f. Critic v. or F. critiquer

+ -ABLE.] Criticizable.

1889 J. M. Robertson Ess. Crit. Method 71 Criticism is

thus seen to l>e in itself criticable literature.

Critical (kritikal), a. [f. L. critic-us (see

Critic a.) + -al.]

1. Given to judging
;
esp. given to adverse or unfa-

vourable criticism ; fault-finding, censorious.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. L 54 That is some Satire keene

and critical). 1604 — Oth. 11. i. iao, I am nothing, if not
Critical!. 1665-9 Bovle Occas. Reft. in. vjL (1675) 157 The
more Witty and Critical sort of Auditors. 1683 D. A. Art
Converse 49 Those that are ofa too critical humour approve
of nothing. 1828 Southey Ballads, Brough Bells, 'what

!

art thou critical ?
1 quoth he ;

* Eschew that heart's disease '.

1881 Russell Haigs Introd. 3 It was not in his nature
to be either critical or indifferent.

f 2. Involving or exercising careful judgement or

observation; nice, exact, accurate, precise,punctual.

Now Obs. (or merged in other senses).

1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v, Exact and critical

trial should be made .. whereby determination might be
settled. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 186 He is not criti-

cal! and exact in Garbes and Fashions. 169s Ray Disc. 11.

v. (17^32) 272, I can hear of nobody that was so critical in

noticing the Time. 1716 Cibber Love makes Man v. iii,

Well, Madam, you see I'm punctual .. I'm always critical

—toa Minute. [1806 Herschel in Phil. Trans. XCVI. 463
The air is beautifully clear, and proper for critical observa-
tions. 183a Regul. Instr.Cavalry 11. 37 A critical dressing
need not be required.

J

3. Occupied with or skilful in criticism.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. t. 69 The Millenaries,

a sect of learned, and criticall Christians, 1766 Entick
London IV. 165 Of which a critical writer remarks [etc.].

1871 Morley / V/(?»Vv(i886) 26 Moliere is only critical by
accident,

b. Belonging or relating to criticism.
1741 Middleton Cicero II. via. 237 Csesar was conver-

sant also with the most abstruse and critical parts of learn-
ing. 1768 W. Gilpin Ess. Prints 169 How far the works
of Hogarth will bear a critical examination. 1843 Macaulay
(title), Critical and Historical Essays. 1867 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) I. App. 585 He shows a good deal of
critical acumen.

4. Med. (and Astro/.) Relating to the crisis or
turning-point of a disease

; determining the issue
of a disease, etc.

1601 Holland Pliny rVTL, ii. I. 500 The foure decretorie
or criticall daies, that give the dome of olive trees, either
to good or bad. 1602 W. Vaughan A'ar. Direct. 47 The
Moone. .passeth almost euery seuenth day into the contrary
signe of the same quality, .and. .bringeth the criticall daies.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. in. 72 You may reckon it

(the Head-ach] critical, if in a Fever it fall upon a critical

day. 1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady 11. viU. $ 7 And so the
Fever terminates in a critical Abscess. 1843 T. Watson
Lect. Physic, iv. (1857) 53 The moment of exhalation it

very transient. .It is evidently critical, for the congestion is

relieved.

5. Of the nature of, or constituting, a crisis : a.

Of decisive importance in relation to the issue.

1649 Bp. Reynolds Hosea iv. 65 Mercies are never , . so
seasonable as in the very turningand criticall point. 1673
S. C. Art of Complaisance 25 There is in the Court, as
there is said to be in Love, one critical minute. 1786
T. Jefferson Writings (1859) II. v. ^ That month, by
producing new prospects, has been critical. 1833 Alison
Hist. Europe tl. vii. 9 100 Three hundred horse, at that
critical moment, might have saved the monarchy. 1871
Blackie Four Phases t 145 notet Socrates taught that
on great and critical occasions he was often directed by a
mysterious voice.

b. Involving suspense or grave fear as to the

issue ; attended with uncertainty or risk.

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. (1720) 198 Acquaint them
[tender-plants] gradually with the Air . . for this change is

the most critical of the whole year. 1767 Junius Lett. iv.

! 35 Considering the critical situation of this country-. 1836
W. Ikmxg Astoria I. 149 The relations between [them].,
were at that time in a critical state ; in fact, the two countries
were on the eve of a war. 1883 Manch. Guardian 17 Oct.
5/3 Mrs. H 's throat was badly cut, and her condition is

deemed critical.

6. Tending to determine or decide; decisive,

crucial.

1841 Myers Cath. Th. iv. vii. soi The alterations. . in our
conceptions of the material Universe, .are critical instances
of the influence [of] . . Natural Philosophy.. . over Scholastic
1 rieology. i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. L 230 Here, .we have a
critical analogy between sound and light.

7. Math, and Physics. Constituting or relating to

a point at which some action, property or condi-

tion passes over into another ; constituting an ex-

treme or limiting case ; as critical angle, in Optiesf

that angle of incidence beyond which rays of light

passing through a denser medium to the surface of

a rarer are no longer refracted but totally reflected
;

critical paint or temperature for any particular

substance, that temperature above which it remains
in the gaseous state and cannot be liquefied by any
amount of pressure.

1841 J. R. Young Math. Dissei t. Prcf, 7 Even in the ex-
: treme and critical case of the problem. 1873 W. Lees
1 Acoustics 11. iii. 53 This angle is called the limiting or

j

critical angle of refraction. 1876 Tait Rec. Adv. Phys. Sc.

I

xiii. 336 The temperature rises to the critical point, 1. r. the
, temperature at and above which the presence of liquid and
vapour together becomes impossible. 1881 T. Matthieu
Williams in Knowledge No. 8. 157 That Jupiter is neither

a solid, a liquid, nor a gaseous planet, but a critical planet.

8. Zool. and Hot. Of species : Distinguished by
slight or questionable differences ; uncertain or

difficult to determine.
1854 Woodward Mollusca BL (1856) 360 Most of these

are minute or ' critical ' species. 1858 Jml. R. Agrt'c. Soc.

XIX. 1. 104 Crossing often renders certain species of plants
very ' critical '. 1884 Jml. Bot. XXII. 128 When he. .ran
down some less familiar or critical species.

Criticality (kritikce liti). rare.

a. The quality of being critical, b. A critical

remark, criticism, c. A critical moment, crisis.

1756 Gray Lett. Wks. 1884 II. 399 [IJ hope to despatch
you a packet with my criticalities entire. 1843 Carleton
Traits I. 143 At this criticality every eye was turned from
the corpse to the murderer.

Critically (kri tikali), adv. [f. Ceiticai, +
-LY In a critical manner.

1. With critical judgement or observation
;
nicely,

accurately, precisely.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 504 Though not Critically

translated, a 1660 Hammond Wks. IV. 498 (R.) Would we
j

but look critically into ourselves. 1719 De Foe Crw.ftv (1840)
I I. xv. 365, I inquired of him more critically, what was
become of them? 1870 Miss Bridgman R. Lynne I. xvii.

385 Miss Gladwin eyed her critically. 1883 A. Robkrts
O. T. Revision viii. 168 A critically revised text of the

Septuagint translation.

+ 2. With exactness in regard to time, place, etc.;

\
exactly, precisely, punctually. Obs.

1655 Fuller Ck. Hist. !. i. § 15 Others more warily

I

affirm, that it doth not punctually and critically bud on

I

Christmas day. 17a* Dr Foh Col. Jack (1840) 372 An ac-

, count, which, .was critically just. 1802 Paley Nat. Theol.

iii. § 2 The point of concourse. . must fall critically upon the

retina, or the vision is confused. 1853 Ka**k Grinnell

Exp. xl. (1856) 363 This hole was critically circular.
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b. So as to determine or decide

;
decisively, rare.

1857 Keble Euchar. Adorat. 36 This is no exception,
but critically confirms our allegation.

1 3. At or in relation to the crisis of a disease.
1655 Culpepper Riverius u xw. 50 If the humors be cast

down thither critically by Nature, c 1670 Sir T. Browne
Let. to Friend xi, That .. distemper of little children ..

wherein they critically break out with harsh Hairs on their
backs, which takes off" the unquiet symptoms.
+ 4. At a critical moment ; in the nick of time.
1693 Congreve Double Dealer 1. i, Here's the coxcomb

most critically come to interrupt you. 1755 Mem. Capt. P.
Drake I. iv. 33 The Hatches were opened, and indeed very
critically, for a Minute's Confinement longer would have
terminated in our Destruction. 1799 T. Jefferson Writ.
(1859) IV. 263 Could these debates be ready to appear
critically, their effect would be decisive.

5. In a critical situation or condition
; perilously,

dangerously.
1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 192 note, Thus

critically circumstanced. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxv.
329 The toppling ice . . critically suspended, met above our
heads. 1889 Pall Mall G. 30 Apr. 6/3 The Swazi King is

critically ill.

6. Physics. In a critical state : see Critical 7.
1881 T. M. Williams in Knowledge No. 8. 157 Elemen-

tary substances may exist as solids, liquids, or gases, or
critically, according to the conditions of temperature and
pressure.

Criticalness (kri-tikalnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being critical.

1649 Fl'ller Just Man's Fun. 9 The harlot, .tunes her
self to the criticalness of all complacencie. 1693 Burnet
Let. Bp. Lloyd in Brit. Mag. XXXV. 371 That Critical-
ness.. in marking all dates so punctually. 1794 Godwin
Cal. Williams 10 Struck with the criticalness of the situa-
tion. 1822 Lamb Elia, Roast Pig, Satisfactory to the
criticalness of the censorious palate.

Criticaster (kritik^e-staj). [See -aster.] A
petty or inferior critic. (Used in contempt.)
1684 N. S. Crit. Eng. Edit. Bible viii. 51, I perceived

that note to be added by some Jewish Criticaster. 1810
Southey in Q. Rev. III. 457 While the criticasters . . were
ronouncing sentence of condemnation upon it. 1872
winburne Under Microscope 36 The rancorous and reptile

crew of poeticules who decompose into criticasters.

Hence Critica'sterism, Critica -stry, nonce-wds,
1805 Southey in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor II. 87

Whose criticasterisms have long annoyed me. 1887 F.
Hall in N. V. Nation XLIV. 516/1 His criticastry takes
no stigmatic note of ' was being done away \

Criticism (krrtisiz'm). [f. Critic or L. critic-

us + -ism : prob. formed in conjunction with criticize,

of which it is the n. of action. Adopted in French
in 19th c. as criticisme (in sense 2 c below).]

1. The action of criticizing, or passing judgement
upon the qualities or merits of anything

; esp. the

passing of unfavourable judgement
;
fault-finding,

censure.

1607 Dekker Knt.'s Conjur. To Rdr., Therfore (reader)
doe I . .stand at the marke of criticisme (and of thy bolt) to
bee shot at. 1637 Heywood Royal Ship 42 They would not
allow it . . But . . it was rather their Criticisme than my ignor-
ance. 1683 D. A. Art Converse 45 Criticism or a censor-
ious humour, condemning indifferently every thing. 1736
Butler Anal. 11. vii. 361 This, .gives the largest scope for

criticism. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola \\\. x, These acts.,
were not allowed to pass without criticism. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) IV. 44 No philosophy has ever stood this

criticism of the next generation.

2. The art of estimating the qualities and cha-

racter of literary or artistic work ; the function or

work of a critic.

1674 Dryden Pre/. State of Innocence Wks. 1821 V. 106
Criticism, as it was first instituted by Aristotle, was meant
a standard ofjudging well ; the chiefest part of which is, to
observe those excellencies which should delight a reasonable
reader. 1709 Pope Ess. on Crit. 101 Then criticism the
muse's handmaid proved. 1719 J. Richardson {title), The
Connoisseur : an Essay on the whole Art of Criticism as it

relates to Painting. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. i. 38, 1 am
bound by my own definition of criticism : a disinterested
endeavour to learn and propagate the best that is known
and thought in the world. 1878 Dowden Stud. Lit. 413
The effort of criticism in our time has been . . to see things
as they are, without partiality, without obtrusion of per-

sonal liking or disliking.

b. spec. The critical science which deals with
the text, character, composition, and origin of
literary documents, esp. those of the Old and New
Testaments.
Textual criticism : that whose object is to ascertain the

genuine text and meaning of an author. Higher criticism :

see quot. 1881.

1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. L x. 51 The Knowledge of
Languages, anciently stiled Grammar, and lately Criticisme.

1748 Hartley Observ. Man. 1. iii. 356 Criticism, .may be
denned the Art of restoring the corrupted Passages of
Authors, and ascertaining their genuine Sense. 1836 R.
Keith tr. Hengstenberg's Christol. I. 414 A fundamental
principle of the higher criticism. 1864 Froude Short
Stud. (1891) I. 241 (title), Criticism and the gospel his-

tory. 1875 Scrivener Led. _
Grk. Test. 7 The problem

which Textual criticism sets itself to solve. 1881 Robert-
son Smith Old Test, in Jeivish Ch. (1892) 90 A series of
questions affecting the composition, the editing, and the
collection of the sacred books. This class of questions
forms the special subject of the branch of critical science
which is usually distinguished from the verbal criticism of
the text by the name of Higher or Historical Criticism,

e. Philos. The critical philosophy of Kant.
So called from its being based 011 a critical examination of

the faculty of knowledge.

Vol. II.

1867 J. H. Stirling tr. Schwegler's Hist. Philos. fed. 8)

216 Kant . .possessed the clearest consciousness of the rela-
tion of criticism to all preceding philosophy. 1889 Caird
Kant I. 2 [Kant] opposes Criticism to two other forms of
philosophy, Dogmatism and Scepticism.

3. (with pi) An act of criticizing ; a critical re-
mark, comment ; a critical essay, critique.
1608 Chapman Byron's Conspir. 1. i, There are a number

more Of these State Criticismes : That our personall view
May profitably make. 1683 Dryden Life Plutarch 14
Philosophical questions and criticisms of humanity were
their usual recreations. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I.

Pref., Some. .have, .got their criticisms ready for the press.
1872 E. Peacock Mabel Heron I. v. 75 Very much disposed
to make free criticisms. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 22
A criticism may be worth making which rests only on proba-
bilities or impressions.

1 4. A nice point or distinction, a minute parti-

cular, a nicety ; a subtlety ; in bad sense, a quibble.
ax6\6 Eeaum. & Fl. Lit. Fr. Lawyer \. i, This godly

calling [of Duellist] Thou hast follow'd five-and-twenty
yeares, and studied The criticismes of contentions [i.e.
duelling]. 1658 Sir T. Hrowne Card. Cyrus iii. 50 To set
Seeds in that posture, wherein the Leaf and Roots may
shoot right .. were a Criticisme in Agriculture. 1663 J.
Spencer Prodigies (1665) 82 For the omission of some
petty criticisms in their Rites. 1683 Cave Ecclesiastici,
Athanasins vi. § 12. 108 Not sufficiently understanding the
Criticisms of the Greek Language.

Cri tici zable, a. [f. Criticize v. + -able.]
That may be criticized

;
open to criticism.

1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home, Glimpses Eng. Poverty
(1879) 3 27 A few criticisable peculiarities in her talk and
manner. 1888 ISrvce Awer. Commw. II. 11. Iii. 299 Ameri-
can cities are justly criticizable for many defects.

Criticize kri-tisaiz), v. Also -ise. [f. Critic

j

or L. critic-us + -ize.]

1. intr. To play the critic ; to pass judgement
upon something with respect to its merits or faults.

(Often connoting unfavourable judgement.)
1649 Milton F.ikon. xxiv. 491 To let goe his Criticizing

about the sound of Prayers. 168s Dryden Abs. $ Achit.
Introd. (17081 2 They, who can criticize so weakly, as to
imagine I have done my worst. 1753 Mrs. Delany Let.
Mrs. Deivej 7 Apr., Her character is pretty ; though had I

time I could criticise, a i86z Buckle Civilis. III. v. 316
They who criticize are unable to discern the great principle
which pervades the whole.

fb. with on or upon ; = sense 2. Obs.
J657 J. Sergeant Schism Dispach't 15 Who can most

dexterously and artificially criticize upon words. 1748

j

Hartley Obserz: Man 1. ii. p 61. 213 We criticize much
j

upon the Beauty of Faces. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 244 To
I

criticise on the use that is made of it. 1810 Southey in

j
Life (1850) III. 277 It requires a knowledge of that art to

I

criticise upon the structure of verse.

2. trans. To discuss critically ; to offer judge-
ment upon with respect to merits or faults ; to

animadvert upon.
1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 354 Concerning the

word Tharsish, so much criticiz'd, it is Verbum ambignum
and admits a various sence. 1724 Bolingbroke in Swift's
Lett. {1766) II. 39 The verses I sent you are very bad. .you
would do them too much honour, if you criticized them.
1855 Prescott Philip II, I. n. v. 193 Men began boldly to
criticize the rights of kings and the duties of subjects.
1880 MacCormac Antisept. Surg. 49, I will now pass on to
criticise a paper recently published,

b. To censure, find fault with.

1704 Swift T. Tub Cone!., To criticise his gait, and ridi-

cule his dress. 1779 Johnson Lett. Mrs. Thrale 11 Oct.,

The gout that was in my ankles when Queeney criticised

my gait. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 131, I am not afraid that
anyone will criticise this, .on the ground that it has nothing
to do with logic.

Hence Criticizing" vbl. sb. and a. ; Cri'ti-

ci zinffly adv.

1649 tsee Criticize i]. 1772 Mad. D'Arblay Early Diary
(1889) I. 161 So criticizing an eye. 1859 Sala Tw. round
Clock(i86i) 115 They, .eye her approvingly, and the brides-

maids criticisingly.

Criticizer (krrtissizar). One who criticizes

;

a critic.

a 1680 Charnock Disc. Gods Knowledge Wks. 1684 I. 285
He is therefore called a 'discerner' orcnticiser of the heart.

1731 Blackwall Sacred Class. II. 265 (T.) Pert criticisers

and saucy correctors of the original. 1794 Hist, in Ann.
Reg. 35 Severe criticisers of the conduct of the allies.

Crrtickin. ?ionce-wd* A small or petty critic.

a 1843 Southey Doctor lxxii, Mr. Critickin,—for as
there is a diminutive for cat, so should there be for critic,

—

I defy you. Ibid. Interch. xix, Critics, critickins, and criti-

casters.

Criticling (kri-tiklirj'). [See -ling.] -prec.
1755-6 Old Maid No. 18 (1764^ 156, I shall therefore say

. .to the Criticlings [etc.]. 1816 J. Gilchrist Philos. Etym.
185 Criticlings may drawl and drivel, .about the earliest

authors being most original. 1883 Lit. World (U. S.) 16

June 194/1 Thus criticlings at Tennyson may yelp.

Cri'tico-, combining form (after Gr. Kpirtno-),

= critically, critical and . . . : as in critico-histo-

rical, -poetical, -theological, etc., adjs.

1817 T. L. Peacock Melincourt xxxix, The members of

this critico-poetical council. 1823 Parr Wks. 1828 VII. 282

Some critico-theological matter on Deuteronomy. 1878 N.
Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 162 Stronger than his critico-histori-

cal [conscience].

b. Also used as a base for nonce-words, as

Critico-meter, a measurer of critics or criticism.

Criticopholria, fear or horror of critics.

1883 Athenaeum 20 Oct 493/1 We thus obtain a scientific

measurement of the thought. , and the criticometer is before

us. 1836 Eraser's Mag. XIII. 338 A peculiar sensitiveness
(technically called criticophobia) has possessed the mind of
every great author.

Cri-ticule. nonce-wd. [See -ule.] A small or
petty critic.

1889 F. Hall in TV. Y. Nation XLVIII. 97/1, The criti-
cule whose callowness I have scrutinized.

Critique (kritrk). [A gradual alteration of the
17-1 8th c. critick, Critic sb.2

y
after French.

Critique occurs in Addison's Dial. Medals (publ. in Wks.
1721*, and Pope so altered his spelling in 1729. It became
general in the 18th c, though Johnson and most of the dic-
tionaries to the end of the century adhered to critick. Todd
substituted critique in his ed. of J. in 1818; the modern
pronunciation and stress after F. (or Ger.) appears in 1815.]

1. An essay or article in criticism of a literary for
more rarely, an artistic) work ; a review.
1702-21 Addison Dial. Medals Wks. 1721 I. iii. 532, I

should as soon expect to see a Critique on the Posie of a
Ring, as on the Inscription of a Medal. 1729 Pope Dune.
1. 173 Not that my quill to Critiques was confin'd [in ed.
1728 Not that my pen to Criticks was confin'd]. 1793
Cowi'FR Lett. 17 Feb., I have read the critique of my work
in the Analytical Review. 1820 BYRON Blues 1. 22, I just
had been skimming a charming critique. 1882 Pebody
tif/£- Journalism xix. 118821 143 Turning out articles and
critiques upon the topics of social life, of art, or literature.

2. The action or art of criticizing
; criticism.

1815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 46, I deem such the
basis of candid critique. 1856 Meiklejohn tr. Kant's Crit.
P. R. 15 Idea and division of a particular science, under
the name of a Critique of Pure Reason. 1866 J. Mahtineau
Est, I. 51 The critique of nature in detail is quite beyond
us.

Hence Critique v. trans., to write a critique

upon; to review, criticize. In quot. 1 75 1 prob.
stressed cri-tique \ cf. Critic v.

1751 Hist. Pompey the Little p. vii. The worst ribaldry cf
Aristophanes shall be critiqued and commented on. 1815
W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 2 Some writers there are
who., all subjects critique. 1831 Eraser's Mag. IV. 3
Hogg's tales are critiqued by himself in Rlackwood.

T Crrtism. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. Gr. /cptTrjs judge -«-

-ism.] = Criticism. So f Cri'tist, + Cri-tize v.

[ = Gr. ^piTifftc].

1651 Rcliq. Wotton. 40 There being then no such Critismes
as interpreted [this] . .a conspiracy against the State. 1602
Dekker Satirom. Wks. 1873 I- 211 ^ ou aie growne a piece
of a Critist. 1631 Donne Polydoron Pref., They may rind

their humours here critiz'd. a i6jj Barrow Wks. 1687 L
511 We need not crit ize on the words, the sense being plain.

Cri'tling. dial. [See -lixg, and cf. Chiton,
Cratling.] 1

fl. (See quot. 161 1.) Obs. 2. The refuse oi

lard or grease ; =next : cf. Crackling sb. 3.

1611 Cotgr., Bourgeons, writlings, or crit lings ; the
smaller and most vntimely apples or peares. 1851 MaYHEw
Land. Labour 1. 196 Spice to give the critlings a Havour,
critlings being the refuse left after boiling down the lard.

Cri'ton. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 critoun, 9 dial.

critten. [a. F. cretons 1 the crispie peeces or

mammockes remaining of lard, that hath bcene first

shred . . then strained, etc' (Cotgr.)] The refuse

of lard or grease; = Crackling sb. 3.

1388 Wvclif Ps. ci[i]. 4 My boonus han dried vp as

Critouns [1382 croote ; Vulg. cremhtm ; marg. critons],

that is, that that dwellith in the panne of the fnyng. 1888
Berkshire Gloss.

}
Crittetis, small pieces oflean meat strained

from lard when it is melted.

Crize, obs. f. Creese, Malay dagger.

Crizzle (krrz'l), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7

crisle, crizle, crizel, 8-9 crizzel, 9 crissel.

[Origin obscure: perh. dim. of Crazes'. Cf. F.

crisser to crackle.]

1. intr. To become rough on the surface, as some
kinds of stone or glass by scaling, or as water

when it begins to freeze, etc.

1673 Ray Journ. Lena C. (1738) II. 462 Those stones will

last well enough, till they shall be removed into a rougher
[air] : But then they'll crizle and scale. 1676 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1136/4 Some of the . .Flint Glasses .. have been ob-

served to crizel and decay. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 253. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s. v. Crizzelling, The glass thus made
..is subject to crizzel. 1821 Clare Addr. to Plenty (1821)

55 View the hole the boys have broke, CrizzHng, still in-

clin'd to freeze. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Crizzle, to crisp;

to grow hard and rough with heat or cold.

2. trans. To cause to * crizzle
'

; to roughen or

crumple the surface of.

(The first quot. may be really intr.)

1624 Ford & Dekker Sun's Darling v. i, To feel the ice

fall from my crisled skin. 1821 Clare Fill. Minstr. 11. 26

White frost 'gins crizzle pond and brook. 1876 WhitbyGloss.,

Crizzle, to broil. Crizzled, hardened or crisped as the land

is in a droughty season. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Crisseled

up, twisted up as leaves are by cold.

Hence Cri zzle sb. (See quot.)

1876 Whitby Gloss., Crizzles, the rough sunburnt places

on the face and hands in scorching weather.

II Cro (krtf). Celtic Antiq. Also 5 croy. [Irish

cr6 death, blood, blood-wyte.] ' The compensation

or satisfaction made for the slaughter of any man,

according to his rank' (Jam.),
13.. Reg. Maj. iv. xxx. Sc. Stat. I. 640 Quid sit le cro

quod anglice dicitur Grant befor the Kyng. 1426 Sc. Acts
Jas. I (1566) § 104 (Jam.) To pay . . the croy to the narrest

of the kin of the slaine man. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 74 It is

statute be the King, that Cro of ane Erie of Scotland is

seven tymes twentie kye. 1614 Selden Titles Hon. 286
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CROAK. 1182 CROCIATE.

Where Earles, Earles sonnes, Thanes, Ochierns and the

like are distinguisht by their Croes. 1871 E. W. Robertson
Hist. Ess. 135 The Cro, or Wergild, of the Thane.

Croak (krJuk), sb. Also 8 croke. [See Cboak v.]

L The deep hoarse sound made by a frog or raven.

Also transf. andfig.
1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 225 b, They play

the waterfrogs, singyng croake croake. 1631 Rowley
Woman never vext 111. in Hazl. Dodsley XII. 160 O thou
fatal raven ! let me pull thine eyes out For this sad croak.

1766 Pennant Zool. (1812) II. 157 (Puffin A w£)The hoarse,

deep, periodical croak of the corvorants. 1861 Trolloi'E
Bare/tester T. xliv, 1

1 told you so, I told you so !
' is the

croak of a true Job's comforter.

2. Hawking. (See quot. 1891.) Also //. (Cf.

Crock sb.*)

1707 Flover Physic. Pulse-Watch (1710) 400 The*Croke is

evidently an Asthmatic Disposition produced by hard fly-

ing. Ibid. 401 The Noise called the Croke was made by
Expiration and not by Inspiration. 1891 Harting Gloss.
Falconry, Croaks, or Kecks, Fr. croc, a disease of the
air-passages, analogous to a cough, and so called from the
sound the bird makes during any exertion, such as bating,
or flying.

Croak (kn?nk), v. Forms: (5 crok) 6-8 croke,
6-7 croake, 7- croak. [Croak sb. and vb. appears
only about 1550 ; the 15th c. crok is not its exact

equivalent phonetically ; in the same sense ME.
had also crouke, crowke : see Crook z/.2 It

is possible that croak, with the northern parallel

form crake, craik, goes back to an OK. *crdcian f
of

which the recorded er&cetian to croak (said of
ravens) may be a diminutive ; but it is on the whole
more probable that crottke, crok, croak, with crake,

creak, crick, are later formations imitating or sug-

gesting varieties of animal and other sounds.]

1. intr. To utter a deep, hoarse, dismal cry, as

a frog or a raven.
i 1460 Tovjneley Myst. 99 Sely Capyll, oure hen.. She

kakyls, Bot begyn she to crok, To groyne or to clok. 1557
Totteirs Misc. [Arb.) 200 Thou dunghyll crowe that crokest
agaynst the rayne. 1595 Spenser Epithal. 349 Th' vnplea-
sant quyre of frogs still croking. 1602 Marston Antonio's
Rn>. 111. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 111 Now croakes the toad. 1697
Drvden Virg. Eel. 1. 26 The hoarse Raven . . By croaking
from the left presag*d the coming Blow. 1835 W. Irving
Tour Prairies 277 Ravens . . flapping about and croaking
dismally jn the air. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile xxii. 699
Meanwhile the frogs croaked furiously,

b. Of a hawk : see Croak sb. 2.

1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 250 You may perceyve these
woormes to plague and trouble your hawke when she
croakes in the night. 16x8 Latham and Bk. Falconry (1633)
23 It breedeth much winde in them, the which, .will appeare
often with a rising in the gorge, and a noyse withall of
croking.

2. Iransf. Ofpersons : +To groan or cry (obs.) ; to
speak with a hoarse, hollow utterance

; fig, to
speak in dismal accents, talk despondingly, fore-

bode evil (like the raven).
C1460 Tozvneley Myst. 108, I thoght Gylle began to crok,

and travelle full sad. 1606 Shaks. Tr.
<fr Cr. v. ii. ior

Would I could meete that roague Diomed, I would croke
like a Rauen : I would bode, Fwould bode. 1797 Burke
Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 3S9 They, who croak them-
selves hoarse about the decay of our trade. 1806 Metcalfe
in Owen Wellesley's Desp. 807 Without croaking, it may be
observed that our government is upon a dangerous experi-
ment. 1851 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxii. 222 ' Don't
be croaking, cousin— I hate it 1' he would say.

+ 3. Of the stomach or bowels : To make a
rumbling noise. Obs,

1547 [see Croaking vbl. sb. 1]. 1611 Cotgr., Grtbouiller,
to rumble or croake (as the guts doe through windinesse).
168a N. O. Boileau's Lutrin iv. 330 My eager stomach
crokes, and calls for Dinner I a 1704 T. Brown Sat. Fr.
King Wks. 1730 I. 60 When my starv'd entrails croke.
4. trans. To utter or proclaim by croaking.
1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. v. 40 The raven himselfe is hoarse

That croakes the fatall entrance of Duncan. 1701 Ep. to
y. Priestley in Poet. Reg. (1808) 401 Now half the bench
of Bishops we may meet. Croaking 'old clothes' about
St. James's Street. 1847 Tennyson Princ. iv. 106 Marsh-
divers, rather, maid, Shall croak thee sister. 1879 Froude
Caesar xiii. 178 Bibulus, as each measure was passed,
croaked that it was null and void.

6. slang. To die.

181a in J. H. Vaux Flash Diet. 1873 Slang Diet., Croak,
to die—from the gurgling sound a person makes when the
breath of life is departing.

Croaker (krju-kaj). Also 7-8 croker. [f.

Croak v. + -er.1

1. An animal that croaks
; applied spec, to several

North American fishes, also to the Mole Cricket.
1651 Ogilby JEsop (1665) n While the long Vale with

bi^-voiced Croakers [i. e. frogs] rings. 1676 T. Glover
Virginia in Phil. Trans. XI. 625 In the Creeks are great
store of small fish, as Perches, Crokers, Taylors, Eels.
1784 Mortimer Carolina ibid. XXXVIII. 315 Perca
marina . . the Croker. 1868 Wood homes without II.
viii. 158 The Mole Cricket, called in some places
the Croaker or Churr-worm on account of the peculiar
sound which it produces. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.
(ed. 4) 170 Salt-water fishes. .Grunts, Croakers, and Drum-
mers . . the three last deriving their names from the sounds
ihey utter when caught.

2. transf. One who talks dismally or despond-
ingly, one who forebodes or prophesies evil.

1637 Bastwick Litany 1. 20 A malignant and corrupt .

.

brood of Crokers. 1771 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I.

79 There are croakers in every country, always boding its

ruin. 1850 T. A. Trollope Impress. Wand. v. 57 A few
timid croakers shake their heads.

3. slang. (See quot.)

1873 Slang Diet., Croaker, a dying person beyond hope ;

a corpse. 1891 Star 28 May 2/7 The cow was a * croker \
a beast killed to save it from dying.

Croakery ^krju-kari). nonce-wd, [f. Cboak v.

I

or Croakkr : see -zry.] Croakings collectively.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (i873)VI.xvi. vL 103 Friedrich,

in answer to new cunning croakeries and contrivances, .has

answered him likeaking. 1867— Remin. (1881) IL 186 A
croakery of crawling things, instead of a speaking by
men.

CroaJrily (ksMriH), adv. [f. Croaky a. + -ly 2.]

In a croaky manner.
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) II. v. vii. 125 Immortal

i Wolf, croakily satirical withal, had defended himself.

Croaking' (kr^u-kirj), vbl. sb. [f. Croak v.]

1. The action of making a deep hoarse sound.

1547 Boorde Brer. Health cccix. 100 b, In Englyshe it is

named crokyng or clockyng in ones bely. a 1610 Healey
Epictetus' Man. xxiv. < 1636) 29 The croaking of the Raven.
1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast ix. 22 The frogs set up their

croaking in the marshes.

2. fig. Talking dismally or foreboding evil.

1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. VI. 417 The croaking
which already prevails in the army. 1836 Marryat Midsh.
Easy xxvii. 106 All this comes from your croaking—you're

i a Mother Cary's chicken.

Croa'king, ppL a. [f. as prec. + -ing 2.] That
\ croaks, {lit. and fig.)

1607 Topsell Serpents (1653) 719 The croaking Frogs
! made such a noise, as he could take no rest. 1662 Stil-

lingfl. Orig. Sacr. n. i. I 2 An innumerable company of

I

croaking Enthusiasts. 1780 Mad. D'Arblay Lett. 24 Aug.,

I

A croaking prophet, foretells nothing but utter destruction.

1885 Manch. Exam. 27 Feb. 5/4 [His] voice itself was
pitched in a low and croaking key.

Croaky (krJu-ki), a. [f. Croak sbt or v. -f -y.]

1. Characterized by croaking
;
given to croaking.

1851 Carlyle Sterling 11. iv, His voice was croaky and
shrill. 1854 Dickens Lett. (ed. 2) I. 363 A croaky voice.

2. Naut. (See quot.)

c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 112 Croaky, a term ap-

f>lied to plank when it curves or compasses much in short

engths. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

t Croan, croane, a. Obs. pern, an attrib. use

of Crone sb.

1577 tr. Butlinger's Decades (1592) 498 He . . liued in ..

the studie of the sacred Scriptures, euen to his croane and
crooked age. 1746 Brit. Mag. 53 Coaches . . filled with
several Croan Matrons, Town Ladies, etc.

Croane, obs. f. Crone.

t Croape, v. Obs, Also orope. [Cf. Croup.]

j

intr. To croak.
c 1500 Kennedy Flyting tv, Dunbar 393 Cursit croapand

craw. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 30 The ropeen of the rauynis

gart the crans crope. 1593 B. Barnes Parthenophil in Arb.
Gamer V. 481 Bulls bellow through the wood ! Ravens
croape ! 1600 Abp. Abbot Exp. Jonah 471 He feedeth the
young ravens who do cry or croape.

Croape, obs. pa. t. of Creep.
Croaper, obs. form of Crupper.

t Crob, sb. Obs. In 6 crobbe. //.
1 The knops

of leafy buds, used as pendants from the roof
(Halliwell).

1548 Hall Chron, (1609) 639 The Vautes in orbes with
Crobbes dependyng.

t Crob, v. Obs. Also 6 crobb. = Croak v.

c 1350 -V. Eng. Leg. in H< >r-t maim A Iteng. Leg. II. 149/252
I leue to crakes bat crobbes & cryes. c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 2380 pe crawc . . Reufully sho crobbed and cryed.
. 1475 Lath. Angl. 83 (MS. A), To Crobe, crocitare vel
crocare, coruorum est. A Crobbynge of rauens. 1566
Drant Horace's Sat. A iij, Still, still thy stomakc crobbs.

II Croc, t crock (krpk). [OF. croc hook = Pr.

croc, It. crocco, med.L. croccus, of uncertain origin.]

A hook : in Harquebus ,': (of) croc, a harquebus
with a hook or crook by which it was fixed to its

rest or support when fired : see Harquebus.
CrOCalite (krp-kalait). A/in. [Named 1797,

app. from kp6kos saffron + -lite.] A red variety

of Natbolite, occurring in small amygdules.
1808 T. Allan Names of Min. 24 Crocalite. 1844 Alger

Phillips' Min. 202 Crockalite.

Crocard, var. of Cbockabd Obs.

t Croca'tion. Obs.—" [L. crocatio croaking,

cawing.] See Cbocitation.

Croce, original form of Cbose, crosier.

Croce, obs. var. of Ceoss.
• Cro'Ceal, Obs. [f. L. croce-us saffron-

coloured + -AT,.] = Croceous.
1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. vii. 52 The Red and Yellow, or

Croceall, or Sorrell colour.

+ CrO'Cean, a. Obs. [cf. prec] = Cboceous.
1621 Quarles Argalus % P. III. Wks. (Grosart) III. 269/1

And from the pillow of his Crocian bed Don Phcebus rouzes
his refulgent head. 1638— Hieroglyph, xv. III. 196/2 Rising
inglory from his Crocean bed.

Croceate (kri)« si^t, -JVt), a. [f. L. croce-us

+ -ATE: cf. roseate."] a. Pertaining to saffron,

b. Saffron-coloured, Cboceous.
1866 J. B. Rose Virg. Georg. 1. 56 Tmolus doth supply Its

croceate odours. 1867— AZneid 262 From Tithon's croceate
bed Aurora springs. Ibid. 268 The croceate garb.

t Croceous '^Wo-siss, Jiss), a. Obs. [f. L.

croce-us saffron-coloured, f. crocus saffron + -ous.]

Saffron-coloured ;
deep reddish yellow.

1657 Tomlinson Return's Disp. 688 The first water will be
white .. the third croceous. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11.

31 1/2 Croceous is a saffron yellow.

Crooer(e, obs. form of Cbosieb.
Crocetin : see Cbocw.
tCrOChe,**- 1 Obs. Also 5-6 erotehe.crowche,

6 cruche. [Etymologically the same as croce,

Cbose; croche being the Old Northern French
equivalent of Central OF. croce. The form crowche

is perh. a phonetic development (cf. poche, pouch)

;

in cruche there may be a blending with Crutch.]

1. A pastoral staff, crook, crosier.

14.. Nominal* in Wr.-Wulcker 721/38 (Norn. Per. Eccle-

siast.). Hoc pedum, a crowche. c 1450 St. Cuthbert 6249
A biscop. .with his croche. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 123/1

Thenne saynt basille . . cam to the chyrche and knocked a
stroke wyth hys croche. 1490-9 Promp. Parv. 104 (H.,

P.) Croke or schoke [H. c 1490, P. 1499 crotche, 1516

croche], pedum, cambuca. 1536 Jnv. iVhalley Abbey
{Trans. Hist. Soc. Lane. N.S. VlT. 107), j crowche of silver

and gilt with a staffof silver. 1539 [no, in Burton Km,

Ebor. 144 One cniche-head gilt . . the staff of the Cruche,
gilt. 1563 Bp. Pilkincton Burn. Pauls (Parker Soc) 584
They have not the cruche and mitre as the old bishops had.

2. A stick having a head to lean on ; a lame

man's staff, a crutch. Cf. Cbose 2.

In this sense not easily separated from Crutch, q. v.

14 . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 810/25 Hoc sustentaculum
}
hoc

podium, a croche. c 1500 Merchant tr Son in Halliwell

Nugx Pott. 32 An olde man, wyth crochys twayne.

H See also Cbotch.

Croche, sb.- [a. F. croche spur on a fruit

tree, etc. :—Rom. *crocca : cf. med.L. crocha hook
(Du Cange) ; from same radical as Croc.] One
of the ' buds ' or knobs at the top of a stag s hom.
1575 Turberv. Venerie 54 These litle buddes or broches

which are about the toppe are called Croches. 1583 Staky-
hurst Aeneis 1. (Arb.) 23 Chiefe stags vpbearing croches

high from the antlier hauted. 1630 J. 1 avlor (Water P.)

Whs. 1. 03/1 The homes haue many dogmaticall Epithites,

as., the Burs, the Pearles, the Antliers . . and the Croches.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1862) 1. 11. v. 325. 1884 Jeffkries
Red Deer iv. 71.

t Croche, Obs. [a. F. crocher to hook, catch

with hooks or claws (f. croche) ; and aphetic form

of Acroche, Acuboach.]
1. frans. To hook, catch with hooks.
a 1225 Juliana 35 Make me war and wite me wi5 his

crefti crokes, bat ha me ne crochen [printed crechen].

2. = Accroach, Encroach.
r 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 139 Pharisees .. haue

crocnid to bem be chesynge of many heerdis in be chirche.

159s Manch. Court Lett Rec. (1885) II. 60 Roberte Janye
hathe Croched . . vppon the hye. .streete.

Croche, obs. form of Crotch, Cbouch v.

Crochebake : see Croucuback.

t Croched, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Croche v. and sb.

+ -ed. Cf. F. crochu.]

1. Crooked, twisted.

c 1300 A'. Alt's. 7099 Wilde swyn And croched dragons.

2. Having ' croches ' : see Croche sb.%

1598 Manwooo Laws Forest iv. \ 6 (1615) 46 a, A Hart.

.

whether he be croched, palmed, or crowned.

Crocherd(e, obs. form of Kreutzer.

II Crochet (kro-(e, kr<?u'Ji)> sb. [F. crochet, dim.

of croche, croc hook.]

1. A kind of knitting done with a hooked needle

;

material so made.
1848 Clough Bothie 1. 42 A shirt as of crochet of women.

1879 E. Garrett House by Worhs^ II. 30 Sundry trifles of

simple cambric or crochet with which to brighten her wom,
plain gowns.

2. attrib. and Comb., as crochet edging , -lace,

-needle, -type (see quot.), -tuork.

1848 Miss Lambert (title), My Crochet Sampler. 1849
Claridce Cold Water Cure 130 A crochet-needle was, by
accident, driven into the side of a young lady. 1856 Mrs.
Browning Aur. Leigh 38 And should I sit down to the

crochet work? 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.,Crochet-type, type

with fancy faces, to set up in imitation of lace, crochet, or

worsted work.

Crochet (krop, krou'Ji), v. [f. prec. sb.] a.

intr. To work with a crochet-needle, b. trans.

To make or knit in crochet.

1858 Mrs. Carlyle Left. II. 384 She had crocheted., a large

cover for the drawing-room sofa. 1883 Mem. Mrs. Suther.
land 60 The sewing and crocheting department. 1891 Daily
News 31 Dec. 5/5 The Queen has contributed a . . shawl of

her own crocheting.

Crochet, obs. var. of Crotchet.

II Crocheteur. Obs. Also 6 -tor. [F. ; f. crochet

hook.] 'A porter or common burthen-bearer'

(Cotgr.).

'579 J- Stubbes Gaping Gulf B v, The sayntes of God
ledde to the shambles, .by vile crochetors or porters. 1613
Beaum. & Fl. Honest Man's Fort. 111. ii, I would have
hired a chrocheteur for two cardecues.

Crociary (krou'Jiari). Eccl. [ad. med.L. croci-

arius, f. crocia crosier.] ' The person who carried

the crosier before the abbot or bishop ' (Ash 1 775).

t Crociate. Obs. [ad. It. crociata, f. croce

cross.] Taking the cross ; =Cbusade.
1607 Donne Lett. (1651) 140 In the Crociate for the warres

in the Holy Land.

J



CROCIATE.

Crociate, v. : see Crocitate.
Crocidolite (krosi'dtflsit). Min. [Named 1831

i. Gr. KpoKis, xpomS-, var. of Kpoxvs the nap of
woollen cloth + \i$os stone (-lite).] A fibrous
silicate of iron and sodium, called also blue asbestos

;

sometimes massive or earthy. Also applied to a
yellow fibrous mineral produced by natural altera-
tion from the blue crocidolite, and much used for
ornament.
1833 Shepard Min. 297 Krocidolite. 1887 Daily Tel.

7 June 7 The new crocidolite, which is only a compressed
asbestos, displays sheens and radiances of gold and bronze
and green like satin changed to stone. 1888 Catholic Press
7 Apr. 419 A cross made of South African gold, mounted in
crocidolite and ivory.

Crocin (knwsin). Chcm. [f. L. croc-us saffron

+ -IN.] A red powder, the colouring matter of
Chinese Yellow pods, the fruit of Gardenia grandi-
flora, with which the robes of Chinese mandarins
are dyed. A supposed product of the action of
hydrochloric acid on crocin is Crocetin.
1863-72 Watts Diet. Chem. II. 108.

Crocine (krw-sin, -ain), a. [ad. L. crocin-us,
f. croctis.'] Of, or consisting of, crocuses.
i8ia Haworth in Trans. Hort. Soc. I. 130, 1 have seldom

observed these crocine hedgehogs produce many flowers.

t Cro'citate, ». Obs.-" [f. L. crocitare, freq.

of erocire to croak loudly : see -ate.] intr. To
croak or caw. Hence f Crocita tion.
1623 Cockeram, Crociate, to cry like a rauen. 1656

Blount Glossogr.,Crocation, the kawing of Crows, Rooks,
or Ravens. Crocitation, Idem.

Crock (krpk), sb. x Forms : 1 oroeoa, 3 kroeke,
3-7 oroeke, 4 crokk(e, 5-6 crok, 6- crook.
[OE. croc{c and crocca masc, earthenware pot or
pitcher, related to IceL hitkka f. (Da. krukke, Sw.
krukd) in same sense ; and perh. more remotely to
Croh, and Crouke. Whether the Celtic words,
Mir. crocan, Gael, crogan (see Croggan), Welsh
crochan ' pot ', are related, is not determined.]
1. An earthen pot, jar, or other vessel.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 238 Do [the herbs] on anne niwne

croccan. a 1225 A ncr. R . 346 Kulle al ut bet is iSe krocke.
1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 11. 52 Cast adoun the crokk the
colys amyd. 154a MS. Acc. St. Johns Hosp., Canterb.,
For a crock to put mylk in j*. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 33The vulgar did about him flocke..Like foolish flies about
an hony-crocke. 1674 Ray S. <J-

E. C. Words 63 Crock,
an Earthen pot to put butter or the like in. 1709 Steele
Tatler No. 37 r 3 His Whip throws down a Cabinet of
China : He cries, What ! Are your Crocks rotten ? 1848
Kingsley Saint's Trag. lv. ii. 121 Her only furniture An
earthen crock or two.

2. A pot of iron or other metal. (S.W. ofEng.)
e 147S Exeter Tailors' Gild in Eng. Gilds 320 A brasen

krocke of ij galons and more, a pache clowted in the brem
with laten. 1605 in Wadley Bristol Wills (1886) 265 The
lesser brasse Crocke. 1746 Exmoor Courtship (E. D. S.) 88
Thare be more . . than can boil tha crock . 1885 E. C. Shar.
land Ways Means Devonsh. Vill. 60 A pie made in a
crock—the big kettle you see hanging over the fire in
farm-houses. 1888 W. Somerset Word-bk., Crock, .a cast-
iron cooking-pot only.. It has a loose bow-handle, .and three
little legs.

3. A broken piece of earthenware, a potsherd,
such as is used to cover the hole in a flower-pot.
1850 Florist 84 Turn it out of the pot, remove the crocks.

1851 Glenny Handbk. Fl. Gard. 10 Put a layer of crocks to
reach one-third of the height of the pot.

4. Comb., as crock-butter
; crookman, a seller of

crockery
;
crock-saw, an iron bar with teeth like

a saw, suspended over a fire-place to carry ' crocks

'

or pots ; crock-stick, a stick used to stir a pot,
support the lid, etc. ; a ' thivel '.

14.. Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 626/8 Conlus, crokstyke.
1792 J.Wolcott (P. Pindar) Ode to Acad.Chair Wks. 1812
III. 49 Get thyself to Skewers and Crock-sticks turn'd.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 44 His avocation as a
crockman. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. xiv. (ed. 12) 84
Master Huckaback stood up, without much aid from the
crock-saw. 1879 Shropshire Gloss., Crock-butter, butter
salted and put down in a crock for winter use.

Crock (krpk), sbfi Obs. exc. dial. [Deriva-
tion doubtful

; by Ray app. identified with prec]
Smut, soot, dirt.

1657 H. Crowch Welsh Trav. 496 Was all bedawb'd hur-
self with crock. 1674 Ray S.

<J-
E. C. Words 63 Crock, to

black one with soot or black of a pot or kettle or chimney-
stock, this black or soot is also substantively called Crock.
1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, vii, The, boy grimed with crock
and dirt. 1875 Sussex Gloss., Crock, a smut or smudge.
1883 Harper's Mag. Apr. 665/1 New England expressions
here are .

.

' You have a crock on your nose ', for a smut.

Crock (kr?k), i6.3 Chiefly Sc. Also 6 crocke,
6-8 crok. [Cf. Norw. krake, krakje a sickly,
weakly, or emaciated beast (Aasen), Sw. krake,
Da. krak, krakke; LG. krake, krakke, NFris.
krack a sorry, broken-down horse ; MDu. kraecke,
MFlem. krake a broken-down horse or house

;

EFris. krakke a broken-down horse, house, or old
man : all app. related to Cback v.]

1. An old ewe, or one that has ceased bearing.
Also crock ewe.
i£28 Lyndesay Dreme 803 Quho wyll go sers amang sic

heirdis scheip, May habyll fynd mony pure scabbit crok.

1183

1570 Levins Manip. 158 A crocke, shepe, adasia. 1724
Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 182 Twa croks that moup
amang the heather. 1783 Burn Twa Herds i, Wha will
tent the waifs and crocks? 1842 Bischoff Woollen Mauii/.
II. 139 The crock ewes.

2. An old broken-down horse.
1879 Daily News 7 Mar. 6/1, I was riding a broken-kneed

old crock. 1892 R. Boldrewood Nevermore III. xxii 131
I hat horse ofhers.

.
I'd like to have, .instead ofmyoldcrock.

<J. slang. Used contemptuously of persons.
1891 Farmer Slang Diet., Applied to men and things,

crock is synonymous with worthlessness and folly.

t Crock, sbA Obs. Hawking. =Croak sb. 2.
1615 Latham Falconry (1633) 80 Whereof commeth the

Crocke and diuers other diseases, a 1667 Skinner Etym.,
Crock, morbus accipitrum.

So Crock v.

1615 Latham Falconry xxviii, A Hawke . .before shee cold
be conueniently taken to the fist, hath euen crockt again
and again.

Crock (krpk), sb.S Obs. or dial. Also crook,
cruk. [app. related to Crook sb., but the phono-
logy is obscure.] (See quots.)
157° Levins Manip. 158/15 Y° Croks of a house, bijuges.

1828 Craven Dial. I. 93 Crockes, two crooked timbers, of
a natural bend, forming a Gothic arch. They generally
rest in large blocks, of stone. Many roofs of this construc-
tion are still remaining in ancient farm-houses and barns.
1886 Cheshire Gloss.

, Crooks, the main timbers of an old
black and white house. 1890 S. O. Addy (Sheffield) Note,
Cruks pi., the arched oaken timbers which support the
roofs of some old houses. These timbers rise from the ground
and reach to the ridge of the roof.

t Crock, sbfi Obs. or ? dial. [Origin unknown :

prob. related to Cricket 3.] ? a low stool.
1709 Addison Tatler No. 116 r 1, I. .seated her upon a

little Crock at my Left Hand. [Cf. 1873 Swaledale Gloss.,
Crocket, a small wooden stool.]

Crock : see Croc.

Crock, v.1 Obs. exc. dial. [f. Crock sbA] trans.
To put up in a crock or pot ; see also quot. 1887.
1594 Lyly Moth. Bombie 111, Wit would worke like waxe
& crocke up gold like honey. 1859 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.
XX. 1. 51 Butter is crocked for winter supply. 1887 Kentish
Gloss., Crock, to put away; lay by; save up; hide..
' Crocking it [butter] up till it's no use to nobody.'

Crock, v.2 Obs. exc. dial. [f. Crock j*.2] trans.
To smut with soot or grime ; to soil, defile. Hence
Crocked ppl. a.

1642 Rogers Naaman 355 He shall take thee from among
the crokt pots. Ibid. 860 Suffers them to be crockt among
the pots. 1655 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. (1669) 100/2 The
Collier and Fuller, .what one cleanseth, the other will crock
and smutch. 1674 in Ray t, E. C. Words 63 [see Crock
sb.']. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick. (1839) 413 Without black-
ing and crocking myself. i860 O. W. Holmes E. Venner
xxii, They'll ' crock ' your fingers.

fig. c 1680 Hickeringill Hist. Whiggism Wks. 1716 I.

20 He crocks every Man in the mouth (with his Pen) that
stands in the way of Popish Designs.

b. intr. To give off ' crock ' or smut.
In mod. Diets.

Crock, v? : see after Crock sb.*.

Crockadell, obs. form of Crocodile.
Croekadore, obs. form of Cockatoo.
1697 Dampier Voy. (1698) I. xvi. 442, 458.

tCrOckard. Obs. Also 4-5 croeard(e. [Anglo-
F. crokard: of uncertain origin.] A kind of
foreign money, decried as base under Edward I.

1300 Act 27 Ed-ward I, Mauveises monees que sunt
appellez Pollardz et crokardz. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)
V 1 1 1. 289 Kyng Edward dampned sodeynliche fals money pat
was slyliche i-brou^t up : men cleped be money pollardes,
crocardes and rosaries. 1494 Fabyan Chrou. VU. 401. 1605
Camden Rem. (1657) 186 Afterward crocards and pollards
were decried down to an halfe penny. 1769 Blackstone
Comm. IV. 98 Pollards and crockards, which were foreign
coins of base metal.

t Crocked (krpkt), a. Obs. Affected with crock
(see Crock si.*).

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch (1710) 405 The crocked
Hawks, and broken-winded Horses.

+ Crocker 1
. Obs. Also6croker. [f. Chock

sb.1 + -ER 1.] A potter.
c 1315 Shoreham 106 Wat helpth hyt the crokke. .Aye the

crokkere to brokke, Wy madest thou me so t 1383 Wyclif
Jer. xviii. 3 Y cam doun to the hous of the crockere [1388
pottere]. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. ft Epigr. (1867) 43 As
koy as a crokers mare. 1703 T. N. City ^ C. Purchaser 46
Something like to common Crockers Earth.

Crocker a
. A local name of the Black-headed

Gull.
(The 16th c. crocard may be the same word.)
a 1547 iu Househ. Ord. (1790) 223 Crocards and Oliffs,

3s. 4d. [See A rchxoi. III.157.] 1885 Swainson Prov. Names
Birds 209 Black-headed Gull (Larus ridibundus)—Crocker.

Crockery (krp'ksri). [f. CrockerI; see-ERY.]

1. Crocks or earthen vessels collectively ; earthen-

ware
;

esp. domestic utensils of earthenware.
'755 Johnson, Crockery, earthen ware. 1835 Marryat

jfac. Faith/, x, Now, Tom, my hearty, bring out the
crockery. 1883 G. Lloyd Ebb $ Flow II, I shall sell all

my crockery and bric-a-brac.

2. Comb., as crockery-ware = Crockery.
1719 De Foe Crusoe (1840) II. xiv. 286 They [the Chinese]

told me such incredible things of their performance in

crockery-ware. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia v. ix, Where
would be all this smart crockery work for your breakfast ?

1840 R. Dana Be/. Mast xiii. 28 We had . . hard-ware,
crockery-ware, tin-ware, cutlery.

CROCODILE.

Crocket 1 (krp-ket). Also 4 croket. [a. AF
croket, croquet, northern Fr. form of F. crochet
(used in senses 1 and 2), dim. of OF. croche, ONF.
cromie : see Crochet, Croquet.]
1 1. A curl or roll of hair formerly worn. Obs.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3208 Be nat proude of by

croket [trop geluz de sun croket}. c 1325 Poem Times
kdw.llm Pol. Songs (Camden ) 329 He set upon a koife, and
kembeth the croket. 1393 Gower Con/. II. 370 His croket
kempt and theron set An ouche, with a chapelet.
2. Arch. ' One of the small ornaments placed on

the inclined sides of pinnacles, pediments, canopies,
etc. in Gothic architecture ' (Gwilt)

;
usually in the

form of buds or curled leaves, sometimes of
animals. (Also crochet, Crotchet 4.)
[1394 P. PI. Crede 174 : see Crotchet.] 1673 E. Brown'

J rav. Germ. (1677) 80 This Spire hath the largest Crockets
I have observed in any. a 1682 Sir T. Browne Posth. Wks.
(1712) 34 Eight leaves of stone spreading outward, under
which begin the eight rows of crockets. 1811 Milner Feel.
Archit. Eng. 104 Adorned with the representation of foliage
along the jambs called crockets. 1849 Freeman Archil.
206 Rows of canopied niches, with crocket and finial. 1874
Parker Goth. Archit. 321 Gloss., Crocket, .supposed to be
derived from the resemblance to a shepherd's crook.
3. One of the terminal * buds ' or knobs on a

stag's horn ; = Crochet. 2

1870 Blaine Eucycl. Rural Sports § 1796 His [the stag's]
crockets are the upright points of his horns. 1873 Black
Pr. Thule xxv. 414 You will discourse, .of the span and the
pearls, of the antlers and the crockets.

4. attrih. and Comb: (in sense 2) : =' decorated
with, or characterized by, crockets '.

1703 T. N. City tf C. Purchaser 155 Arches are made use
of in crocket Windows. Ibid. 194 Crocket. work, (or Fret-
work, as some Glaziers call it). 1879 Sir G. Scott Led.
Archit. I. 153 During the first half of the thirteenth cen-
tury these crocket capitals were brought to very high
perfection.

tCrocket 2
. Obs.- 1 Diminutive of Crock sbA

1658 W. Burton Itin. Anton. 160 Besides other Crockets
and earthen Vessels.

Crocketed (krp-keted), a. [f. Crocket 1.]

1. Arch. Having, or decorated with, crockets.
1816 Rickman in J. Smith Panorama Sc. Art I. 146

The second canopy is the ogee . . This . . is sometimes
crocketed, and sometimes not. 1878 F. S. Williams Midi.
Railw. 448 The. .crocketed pinnacles of the church.
2. Of a stag's horn : Having crockets.
1875 'Stonehenge' Brit. Sports I. x. § 1 With one horn

crocketed and the other single.

Cro'Cketing. [f. as prec. + -ING I.] Decora-
tion with crockets ; crocket-work.
1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. I. Pref. 8 Then come., the

crocketings of the upper arches.

t Crockling, vbl. sb. Obs.- 1 [Cf. Croak.]
Used to express the noise made by cranes.

1573 Twyne yEneid x. Eejb, Herds of cranes With
crockling casting signes.

Crocky (kijrki), a. dial. [f. Crock sb? + -y.]

Smutty, sooty.
a 1825 in Forby Voc. E. Anglia. Hence in Worcester

and mod. Diets.

Crocodile (krp-k^dail). Forms : a. 4-5 coka-
drille, -yll(e, cokedril, -ill(e, 4-6 cocodrill(e,
-yll(e, s cocodrile, coko-, coquodrille, cocka-
drylle, 5-6 coeadryli;e ; $. 6- crocodile, (6
crocodrille, 6-7 -dil(l, 7 crockadell, crocadile,
crokidile, -odile, 8 crocodyle). [ME. cocodrille,

cokadrill, etc. a. OF. cocodrille (13-17t.l1 c.) = Pr.
cocodrilh, Sp. cocodrilo, It. coccodrillo, med.L. coco-

drillus, corruption of L. crocodilus (also corcodilus),

a. Gr. /cpoKoSfiAos, found from Herodotus down-
ward. The original form after Gr. and L. was re-

stored in most of the mod. langs. in the 16-1 7th c.

:

F. crocodile (in Pare), It. crocodillo (in Florio), Sp.
crocodilo (in Percival).]

1. A large amphibious saurian reptile of the genus
Crocodilus or other allied genera. The name be-
longs originally and properly to the crocodile of
the Nile {C. niloticus or vulgaris) ; but is extended
to other species of the same or allied genera, and
sometimes to the whole of the Crocodilia, including
the Alligators of America and the Gavial or
* crocodile ' of the Ganges.
c 1300 K. Alis. 6597 What best is the cokadrille. 1382

Wvclif Lev. xi. 29 A cokedril . . that is a beest of foure
feete, hauynge the nether cheke lap vnmeuable, and
meuynge the ouere. 1483 Caxton Cato E viii b, The
cockadrylle is so stronge and so gjete a serpent, a 1533
Lo. Berners Huon xxxvi. 112 The grete multytude of
serpentes and cocodrylles. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W. India
184 Crocodrilles which they call Caymanes or Lizards of
twenty foote long, with such Scales.. as a Dragon hathe.
1684 Evelyn Diary 22 Oct. , A crocodile, brought from some
of the West India Islands, resembling the Egyptian
Crocodile. (11711 Ken Hymtwtheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III.

271 As a young Brood of Crocodiles, who swim In Ganges
stream. 1842 H. Miller O. R. Sandst. iii. (ed. 2) 63 Some
huge salamander or crocodile of the Lias. 1847 Carpenter
Zool. § 491 This family.. is divided into three genera, the
Crocodiles, Alligators and Gavials . . The true crocodiles
are inhabitants of Africa, India, and the hotter parts of
America.

t b. Formerly applied with qualifications to
various small saurians or lizards. Obs.
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1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1673) 693 A Scink or a
Crocodile of the earth. Ibid., Of the Land Crocodile of

Bresilia.

2. The crocodile was fabulously said to weep,

either to allure a man for the purpose of devouring

him, or while (or after) devouring him; hence

many allusions in literature. (See also 5.)

c 1400 Maundev. (i839)xxviii. 288 In that contre. .ben gret

plentee of Cokadrilles . . Theise Serpentes slen men, and thei

eten hem wepynge. 1565 Sir J. Hawkins' Voy. in Hakluyt
(1600) III. 512 In this nuer we saw many Crocodils. .His
nature is euer when hee would haue his prey, to cry and
sobbe like a Christian body, to prouoke them to come to

him, and then hee snatcheth at them. 1590 Spenser F. Q.

1. v. 18. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 257 If that the Earth could

teeme with womans teares, Each drop she falls, would proue
a Crocodile. 1607 Topsell Serpents (1608) 688. 1633

Cockkbam lii.s.v. 1676 D'Urfey Mad. Fickle in. i.i, More
false than Crocodills, That moum the Slain, and yet de-

light to kill 'em. 1700 Blackmore Paraphr. Job v. 23 His
plighted faith the crocodile shall keep, And seeing thee, for

joy sincerely weep.

b. Hencefig. A person who weeps or makes a

show of sorrow hypocritically or with a malicious

purpose.
1595 Barnfield Cassandra Ixii, He. .Sweetely salutes this

weeping Crocodile. 1609 B. Jonson SU. Woman v. iv, O,
my nephew knowes you belike: away crocodile. 1665 Sir

T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 199 Down he goes without

hostages, where he 6nds the Crocodile ready to embrace
him with tears of joy. 1863 Reade Hard Cask xliii, The
amorous crocodile shed a tear, and persisted in her double-

faced course.

3. Logic. Name of an ancient sophism or di-

lemma ; see Crocodilite.
17*7-51 Chambers Cycl., Crocodile, in rhetoric, a captious

sophistical kind of argumentation. 1798 Edgeworth Pract.
Educ. II. xxiii. 673 Many argue . . with great . . precision,

who might, .be caught on the horns of a dilemma, or who
would, .fall victims to the crocodile. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic

395 Equally curious is the old dilemma of the crocodile.

4. humorous colloq. A girls' school walking
two and two in a long file. fin use before 187a)

5. aitrib. and Comb., often with allusion to the

fabled weeping of the crocodile (see 2), esp. in

crocodile tears.

1563 Gkindal in Strype Life (1710) I. vii. 78, I begin to

fear, lest his humility ..be a counterfeit humility, and his

tears crocodile tears. 1633 Cockeram hi. s.v., Thence came
the Prouerb, he shed Crocodile teares, viz. tayned teares.

1678 Yng. Afan's Call. 156 Believe him not: his crocodile

flatteries have undone thousands. 1716 M. Davies A then.

Brit. in. Crit. Hist. 5 To a greater advantage of the
Crocodyle-Jesuits. 1806 G. S. Faber Dissert. II. 343
With a crocodile affectation ot clemency. 1863 Sala Capt.
Dangerous xvti, Saying with crocod'le tears, that he was
not the first who had an undutiful son. 1887 Pall Mall G.
2 Mar. 6/t The crocodile-skin bag may perhaps be called

fashionable. 180a Temple Bar July 348 Narrow gauge
stock had also been conveyed westward in

4 crocodile

'

trucks—ones with very low bodies.

Hence Cro codile V. (from sense 4).
1889 Pall Malt G. 25 Apr. 6/1 He urged, .the desirability

of substituting lawn tennis .. and even cricket, for the ever-

lasting ' crocodiling ' about the streets, which is so dear to

the hearts of all schoolmistresses.

Crocodilian (Jtr^k^di'lian), a, and sb. Also

7-9 -ean. [f. L. crocodil-us + -ian.]

A. adj. 1 1. Like a crocodile
;

making a

hypocritical show of grief ; treacherous. Obs.

163J Lithgow Trav. x. (1682) 454 The Soul-betraying
Tears of her Crocodilean Sex. 1635 Qcarles Embl. 1. iv.

(1818} 27 O what a crocodilian world is this, Compos'd of

treacn'nes, and insnaring wiles.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, a croco-

dile ; belonging to the crocodile family of reptiles.

1836 Todd Cycl. Anat. I. 601/iThe crocodilian family. 1890

Q. Jml. Geol.Soc. May 284 An undoubtedly crocodilian jaw.

B. sb. An animal of the crocodile family.

1837 W. Buckland Geol. I. 251 note. The modern broad-
nosed Crocodileans. 1870 A. L. Adams Nile yalley <y

Malta 129 [Fossil] jaws of undetermined crocodilians.

t Cro codiline, a. Obs. rare.-0 [ad. L. croco-

di/imts.l « Crocodilian a.

1730-6 Bailey (folio\ Crocodiline, like a crocodile; also

sophistical. Hence 1755 in Johnson.

t CrO'COdilite. Logic. Obs. [ad.L. crocodilites]

Name of an ancient sophism: see quot. 1655.
[i$5i T. Wilson Logike U580: 85 b, Crocodilites, is suche

a kinde of subtiltie, that when we have graunted a thyng to

our adversarie. .the same tourneth to ourharmeafterwarde.]
1614 H. Mason Art 0/Lying \\. 35 This muddy Nylus so
fertile of Crocodiles, I mean of this sophistique Crocodilites,

whereby vnware men are ouer-reached and caught. X655-

60 Stanley Hist. Philos. (1701) 316/2 The Crocodilite, so

named from this ./Egyptian Fable: A Woman sitting by
the side of Nilus, a Crokodile snatch'd away her Child,

promising to restore him, if she would answer truly to what
he asked ; which was, Whether he meant to restore him or

not ? She answer'd, Not to restore him, and challenged his

promise, as having said the Truth. He reply'd, that if he
should let her have him, she had not told true.

Hence Crocodi'lity, * a captious or sophistical

mode of arguing* (Webster 1848).

Crocoite vkrJu'k<7|3it). Afin. [Named 1838 by
Berthier crocoise, f. Gr. npoitous saffron-coloured ;

altered by Dana in 1844 to crocoisite, and in 1868
to crocoite.'] Native chromate of lead, a mineral

of a red or orange colour.
1844 ALtiER Phillips' Min. 554 Crocoise, x86i Dana Mi't.

629.

CrOCOnic (kr^'nik), a. Chem. [f. L. croc-us

saffron + -on (meaningless; + -ic] In croconic acid

(^CjHaOs), an inodorous, strongly acid substance,

obtained in the form of yellow crystals or powder.

Hence Cro conate, a salt of this acid.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 17 Croconic Acid.

1854 Orr's Circ. Sc. Chem. 402 The croconate. .of potash.

1863-71 Watts Diet. Chem. II . 1 10 The croconates, CaMaOs,
are yellow (hence the name of the acid).

Crocus (knju'k#s). [a. L. crocus, a. Gr. kdIkos

the crocus, and its product saffron : app. of

Semitic origin; cf. Heb. D3"0 karkom, crocus,

saffron, Arab.^£ kurkum, saffron, turmeric. See

I.acaita, Etymology of Crocus ana* Saffron, 1886.

Not known as an Eng. name to the 16th c.

herbalists, fhough OK. had croh saffron, Ir. and

I
Gael, crochy from Latin.]

1. A genus of hardy dwarf bulbous plants, N.O.
IridaceXy natives of southern and central Europe,

the Levant, and Western Asia, and commonly
cultivated for their brilliant flowers, which are

usually deep yellow or purple, and appear before

the leaves in early spring, or in some species in

autumn. The aiitumnal species, C. sativus, yields

Saffron.
[1398 Trevisa Barth. de P.R. xvu. xli. (1495' 626 Saffron

hyghte Crocus and is an herbe. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. Iv.

216 Saffron is called . . in latine Crocus. 1590 Gerarde
Catalogus, Crocus vemus/lore luteo, Saffron of the spring

with Yellow flowers.] a 1639 Wotton Poems, ' On a Bank
(Aldine ed.) 101 The fields and gardens were beset With
tulips, crocus, violet, x66a Wheler foum. Greece iv. 318
White and Yellow Crocus grows wild here. 1718-46
Thomson Spring 529 Fair-handed Spring. .Throws out the
snowdrop and the crocus first.

^
183a Tennyson CEnone 94

At their feet the crocus brake like fire. 1885 Bible (R.V.)

Isa. xxxv. 1 The desert snail, .blossom as the rose [tnarg.

Or, autumn crocusj.

f 2. Saffron ; the stigma of Crocus sativus. Obs.

(In OE. croh.)

c xooo Saxon Leechd. II. 244 Meng wib croh. 1659
Oayton Longevity 54 Half a Crown in Crocus and Squills

Wine. i7io Loud. Gaz. No. 4658/4 Two Bales of Crocus.

3. Ola Chem, A name given to various yellow or

red powders obtained from metals by calcination ;

as crocus ofantimony {crocus antimonii or c. metal-

lorum)
y
a more or less impure oxysulphide of anti-

mony ; crocus ofcopper (c. veneris), cuprous oxide

;

crocus of iron (c. martis; also in 15th c crokefer),

sesquioxide or peroxide of iron.

[1471 Ripley Comp. Alck. Adm. vi. in Ashm. (1652) 190, I

provyd..the Scalys of Yem whych Smethys do ofsmyte,

Ms Ust, and Crokefer which dyd me never good.] 1640

Watts tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn, v. ii. 194 If iron were re-

duced to a crocus. 1641 French Distill, v. (1651) 135

Quench it in the Oil of Crocus Martis made of the best

Steele. 17*8 Nichols in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 481 Both
these . . Stones scrape into a deep Crocus. 1753 Scots Mag.
XV. 40/1 He had put this piece of crocus metaliorum into

the water. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 93 Take, .crocus

of copper an ounce and a half.
^
1842 E. Turner Eletn.

Chem. ted. 7) 498 The pharmaceutic preparations known by
the terms glass., liver, and crocus of antimony.

b. The name is still applied to the peroxide of

iron obtained by calcination of sulphate of iron,

and used as a polishing powder.
a 1861 Hunter MS. in Shejteld Gloss. , Crocus, a red oxide

used for polishing cutlery'- 1874 Knight Did. Meek.,
Crocus, a polishing powder composed of peroxide of iron.

It is prepared from crystals of sulphate of iron, calcined in

crucibles. The portion at the bottom, which has been ex-

posed to the greatest heat, is the hardest, is purplish in

color, and is called crocus . . The upper portion is of a
scarlet color, and is called rouge.

4. slang. A quack doctor.

[It has been surmised that this originated in the Latinized

surname ofDr.Helkiah Crooke, author of aDescriptton 0/the
Body 0/Man, 1615, Instruments of Chirurgery, 1631, etc.]

1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Crocus or Crocus
Metaliorum, a nickname for the surgeons of the army and
navy. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 217. 1877 Hesant
& Rice Son 0/ Vulcan I. ix. 100 Such were the ' crocuses ',

who lived by the sale of pills and drugs—a pestilent

tribe.

5. attrib. and Comb., as crocus-bag, -bordered adj.,

flower, -powder ( = 3 b) , -scent.

1699 J. Dickenson Jrnl. Travels 30 [For clothing] I. .had
a Crocus Ginger-bag. 1873 J. H. Walsh Dom. Earn. 11877*

365/2 Crocus-powder is made by calcining sulphate of iron

and salt. 1885 Stallybrass tr. Hehn's Wand. Plants <y

Anim. 198 Helena takes with her. .her. .crocus-bordered

veil. Ibtd. 200 When Roman luxury was at its height,

crocus-scent and crocus-flowers were used as lavishly as
rose-leaves.

Crocused (krJu kyst), a. [f. prec. + -ED 2
.] Be-

decked with crocuses.
1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. tv. xiv. § 10 The crocused

slopes of the Chartreuse.

Crod, obs. pa. pple. of Crowd v.

Crod(de, Crode, obs. ff. Curd, Corrode.
Croe, -foote, Crofote, obs. ff. Crow, -foot.

Croft (krpft), sb.i Also 5 ?orofe, croofte, 5-6

crofFt(e, 5-7 crofte, 6-9 Sc. craft. [OE. croft

enclosed field, app. corresp. to Du. kroft, krocht

prominent rocky height, high and dry land, field on

the downs. Ulterior etymology unknown.]

1. A piece of enclosed ground, used for tillage or

pasture : in most localities a small piece of arable

land adjacent to a house.

Ray, H. C. Words 133, notices that in the north it implied

adjacency to a dwelling-house, but that this attribute did

not attach to its general English use. Cf. the CornUh use in

quot. 1880, and the quot. from Milton 1634, which suggest;,

the Dutch sense.

969 Cod. Dipl. III. 37 (Bosw.) J£t 5as croftes heafod.

- 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 478/558 Ase he stod in is crofte. 1362

Langl. P. Pi. A. vii. 35 For bei [birds] comen into my croft

and croppen my whete. 1483 Cath.Angl. 83 Crofte, con-

finium. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Fvb, Who that .. closith

his croofte wyth cheritrees. 1513 Fitzherbert Surv. \ b, A
curtylage is a lytell croft or court, .to put in catell for a

tyme. 1604 in Eng. Gilds (1870)437 All ould tenants shall

haue a croft and a medow. 1634 Milton Comus 531

Tending my flocks hard by i* th" hilly Crofts That brow

this bottom glade. 17x8 Bp. Hutchinson Witchcraft xv.

(1720) 268 In a croft or close adjoining to his Father's

House. 1794 Wordsw. Guilt <y Sorrow xxiv, A little croft

we owned—a plot of corn. 18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, viii,

To occupy her husband's cottage, and cultivate..a croft

of land adjacent 184a Tennyson Two Voius, Thro' crofts

and pastures wet with dew. 1864 Glasgow Herald 16 May,
The croft is now generally the best land of the farm, and
every farm almost nas its croft. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss.,

Croft, an enclosed common not yet cultivated.

h.fig.
c 1460 TmimtUy Myst. 314 Com to my crofte Alle ye.

.

Welcom to my see. 1 588 A. King tr. Canuius Cattch. 184 b,

Quhilk proues . . vs to be as fniictful tries in the croft or

feild of the kirk. 1636 James Her Lane. (1845) 360 Happie

they whose dwelling s in Christs crofte.

C. Toft and croft : a messuage with land attached

:

see Toft.
2. A small agricultural holding worked by a

peasant tenant; esp. that of a Cbofter in the

Highlands and Islands of Scotland (see quot. 1851).

1842 Alison Hist. Europe XIV. xcv. § 53 It has covered

the country, not with Tuscan freeholds, but with Irish

crofts. i8s« R'P- Relit/ofDestit. Highlands 1850, 43

The crofting system was first introduced, by the arable part

of the small farms previously held in common being divided

among the joint tenants in separate crofts, the pasture re-

maining in common. 1883 A. K. Wallace Land NationaL

in Macm. Mai., The Highland crofters are confined to

miserably small holdings— the largest croft in Skye. .being

seven acres. 1884 Spectator 17 May 642 In some parts of

North Uist there are no crofts in individual ownership.

3. attrib. and Comb., as croft-bleaching, bleach-

ing by exposure on the grass ; croft-land, ' the land

of superior quality, which, according to the old

mode of farming, was still cropped ' (Jam.).

1791 Statist. Acc. Dum/r. I. :8i (Jam.) Lime and manure
were unknown, except on a few acres of what is called croft-

land, which was never out of crop. 1796 Trans. Soc. Enc.

Arts XIV. 154 Waste land, consisting of marsh, croft, and

sandy soils. i8« Uhk Vict. Arts I. 366 After being altered

by the action ofchlorine, or by insolation or croft -bleaching.

1878 CumMd Gloss., Croft land, a range of fields near the

house, of equally good quality with the croft.

Croft, sb? rare. [Cf. Du. krocht, MDu. crochte,

crofte, MLG. kruft, OHG. ckruft, ad. L. crupta,

crypta.'] A crypt, vault, cavern.

1470 85 Malory Arthur xvii. xviii, Thenne he loked in

to a Crofte vnder the mynstcr and there he sawe a Tombe.
1861 Temple & Trevor TannkSuser 88 From low-brow d

caves, and hollow crofts Under the hanging woods, there

came. .A voice of wail. 1887 Kentish. Gloss., Croft, a vault.

Croft, corruption of Carafe.
185J M. W. Savage R. Medlicott ill. xiii. (D.), The

Iiishop . pushed the croft to the Vicar.

Croft (krpft), v. [f. Croft sb.'] To expose

(linen, etc.) on the grass to sun and air, as part of

the process of bleaching. Hence Cro fting vbl. sb.

1771 [cf. Crofter ^j. 1875 Ure Diet. Arts I. 367 One
exposure may not be found enough ; another washing and

another crofting are then neededT Ibid. 391 Washed and

spread out on the green, or crofted.

Crofter 1 (krpftaa). Also Sc. crafter. [I.

Croft sb. 1 + -KB 1
. In Gael, croitear, from ling.]

One who rents and cultivates a croft or small hold-

ing
;
esp. in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland,

one of the joint tenants of a divided farm (who

often combines the tillage of a small croft with

fishing or other vocation).

1799 Marshall in J. Robertson Agric. Perth 353 Every

man, whether farmer, crafter, cotter or villager. 1811 0. 3.

Keith Agric. Surv. Aberd. Prel. Obs. 14 There cannot

be. .too few large crofters, who hold their grounds of the

farmers. 186a Shirley Nugx Crit. i. 34 Fbrt, dreary, up-

lying moors, w ith the thatched cottage of the crofter, and

his scanty patch of cultivation. 1880 Macm. Mag. No. 245.

410 The crofter with his few acres well cultivated, produces

a larger yield per acre than the large farmer.

attrib. 1848 %rd Rep. Relief0/ Destit. Highlands 68 1 he

state and condition of the Crofter population of Sutherland

Proper.

Hence Cro fterdom nonct-wd.

1873 Blackw. Mag. July 100/a One dead level of crofter-

Cro-fter 2
. [f- Croft v.] One who crofts or

bleaches linen on the grass.

177a Manchester Directory 53 Alphabetical list of the

Crofters or Whitsters. „. _ , ...

Crofting Ckr^ftin), vbl. sb. [f. Croft sbA]

1. ' The state of being successively cropped ;
the

land itself which is cropped in this way. (Jam.)

1743 Maxwell Sel. Trans. 12 (Jam.) By turning this

croftland into grass, the labour and manure . .
may be em-



CROH.
ployed in improving . . the other third part, and bringing it

into crofting. Ibid. 213 (Jam.) The lands are generally
divided into Crofting and Outfield-land. Ibid. 216 (Jam.)
They shall dung no part of their former Crofting.

2. The practice or system of croft-tenancy ; cotter.

the holding of a crofter.

1851 [see Croft s*.l A i860 G. H. K. Vac. Tourists 158
Land under cultivation [in Sutherland], .not only in the form
of large farms, but of cotters' croftings. 1886 Times 5 Feb.
4/6 heading, Crofters and Crofting.
at/rib. 1884 Pall Mall G. 10 May 1/2 The Royal Commis-

sioners on the crofting system of the Highlands.
So Crofting ppl. a.

1884 Mrq. ok Lorne in Pall Mall G. 10 May 2/2 The
condition of the crofting class. 1888 Pall Mall G. 18 Jan.
7/2 A large farm, .cleared of its crofting tenants.

Crognet, var. of Cronet 2.

t Crob.. Olis. In 3 croo. [OE. erfc, croh small
vessel, cognatewith OHG.dndj', MHG,
Ger. krug pitcher, jug, mug :—OTeut. *krogo-z.

Cf. Crock sb.
1
} A pitcher, a water-pot.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 584 Lagoena croog [so in Erf)trt,
Leyden; Corpus 1171 crogl. c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker
298/17 Lagena crog.— Glosses ibid. 431/36 Lagena croh.
c 1230 Hali Meid. 39 pe croh eorneo" ij>e fur & te cheorl
chideS. c 1250 Old Kentish Serm. in O. E. Misc. 29 Fol
vellet. .bos Ydres, bet is to sigge bos Croos, o[>er bos faten
of watere.

Croh, OE. form of Crocus (sense 2), saffron.

Croice, var. of Croise, Cross.
Croil, var. of Crile {north.), dwarf.
Croin, Sc. form of Croon.
Crois, an early synonym of Cross, q.v.

Croisad(e,-ada,-ado,earlierforms ofCrusade.
t Croisard. Obs. [f. stem of F. croisade (see

the following words) + -ard. Cf. Crusard.] A
crusader.

1766 Smollett Trav. 92 Fanatic croisards. 1838 G. S.
Faber Inq. Anc. Vallenses 270 The unchristian zeal of the
misnamed holy croisards.

t Croise, v. Obs. Forms : 3 ereoise, -oyse,
-oiee, -oyee, creyse, croice, 4 eroyss, croyoe,
4-7 croise, 5 croyse, (6 eroisy). [a. OF. truisier,

croisier :—L. cruciare, f. cmc-em cross.]

1. trans. To mark with the sign of the cross ; to
make the sign of the cross upon or over.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 64 Creoiseo. .our muS, earen & eien, & te

breoste eke. cugo S. Eng. Leg. I. 433/72 Creoycebare-
with bi fore-heued. Ibid. 433/78 To creoici bribes is fore-
heued : and is breoste. c 1380 SirFerumb. 4913 pan bankeb
he god eft of ys sond, & croycede ys fysage with ys hond.
c 1470 Henry Wallace VRI. 1195 Than Wallace thocht it

was no tyme to ly ; He croyssit him, syne sodeynli wp rais.

2. To mark with a cross by way of giving sanctity
to a vow ; refl. and pass, to take or receive the
mark of the cross in solemnization of a vow

;
esp.

to take the cross to fight against the Saracens, or
other foes of Christianity, real or reputed.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 8068 Pope . . Urban . . prechede of be

croyserie, and croysede moni mon. Ibid. 9882 & nabeles hii
croicede hom buder vor to wende. Ibid. 10586 Manie in
hor bare fless hom late croici vaste, To libbe uor him and
deie, Lowis out to caste. £1325 Coer de L. 1693 Kyng
Rychard is a pylgryme, Croyssyd to the Holy Lande. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 226 Lowys.. Himself be first was
croised on his flessh. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. clxxiii.

156 He had thought for to haue gone in to holy land . . for
encheson that he was croysed long tyme before. 1563-87
Foxe A. ft M. (1684) I. 508/2 Unto this Bishop of Norwich
the Pope had sent his Bulls . . to Croisy whomsoever would
go with him into France, to destroy the Antipope. 1586 J.
Hooker Girald. Irel. in Holinslud II. 50/2 Manie . . were
croised to the seruice of Christ. 1639 Fuller Holy War
iv. xi. (1840) 196 And thereupon was croised, and . . bound
himself, .to sail to the Holy Land.
3. To crucify.

(11300 Cursor M. 19445 (Cott.) He sagh him [Christ]
croised. a 1400 Leg. Rood (1871) 133 Feet and fayre
hondes bat nou ben croised. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun
4339 Barthelmewe slayne alle qwhikke and petere postle
croisid.

Hence f Croised ppl. a., furnished or marked
with a cross ; having taken the cross.
1586 FernzBIoz. Gentriens A croysed staffe and allowed

to them as a crosse. 1639 Fuller Holy Warm. xxii. (1840)
158 Three hundred thousand of these croised pilgrims lost
their lives in this expedition.

Croise, sb. : see Croises.

t Croisee, -ie, -y. Obs. Also 5 eroysee, -ye,
6 -ie, eroisey, crosey. [a. OF. croisee, -tie, -ie,

the native French form = med.L. crucidta, It. cro-
data, Sp. cruzada, Pr. crozada, which was in the
1 6th c. displaced by croisade, with the adapted
ending -ade from the southern langs.] A crusade.
1482 Caxton Polycron. vm. v, Syre Henry spencer

bisshop of norwiche wente . . with a Croysye in to Flaun-
dres. Ibid. vm. xi, The pope gaf oute a croysye ageynst
them [Hussites]. 1523 Ld. BernerS-FVomj. I. xx\a.(heading),
Other kynges toke on them the Croisey to the holy lande.
1549 Thomas Hist. Italie 124 Manfredo lettecrie a Croysie.
1608 Goluing Epit. Frossard 1. 37 The Pope, .commaunded
a croysie to be preached against them. 1615 W. Huli-
Mirr. Maiestie 69 At the sute of them that were marked
for the Croyssie.

Croiser, -ier, obs. ff. Crosier.

t Croiserie, -ry. Obs. Forms : 3 oreoioerie,
-°y-, 3-5 croiserie, oroy-, -rye, 4 croserie. [a.

OF. croiserie, tcrois Cross.] Crusading; a crusade.

1185

C1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 440/331 To prechi of be creoicerie
u-boute in be londe. 1207 R. Glouc.(Ro11sj 7091 pe pope sende
croiserie in to be holi lond. C1380 Wyclif Serm. SeL Wks.
I. 116 Croiserye ne assoilinge. .shal not at be day of dome
reverse Cristis sentens. 1475 Bi. Noblesse 10 King Richarde
the first, .whiche in a croiserie went in to the holy londe.

tCroi/ses, croisees, sb. pi. Obs. [a. F.
croise's, in OF. croistis :—L. crucidtos, f. croisier:
see Croise v. 2.] Those who have been 'croised',
crusaders. (App. sometimes used by modern writers
as an archaism for Crusades, and supplied with
erroneous singular croise.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Croises (cruce signati), pilgrims.
See Croysado. c 1750 Shenstone Ruined Abbey 248 How
oft he blew The croise's trumpet. 1751 Jortin Eccl. Hist.
(R.), To instruct the croisez, to comfort them. 1779 Archxol.
V. 19 (D.) When the English croisees went into the East in
the first Crusade. 1846 P. Parley's Ann. VII. 18 The wars
of the croises.

II Croisette. Obs. [F. croisette, dim. of croix
Cross.] A small cross.
1688 Lond. Gaz. No.2311/4 A Croisett of Diamonds.
Croissant, earlier form of Crescent.
Croissard, obs. incorrect form of Crusade.
Cro'jack, abbreviation of Cross-jack.
Crok, obs. f. Croak v., Crock.
Croke, obs. f. Croak, Crook.
Croke. Obs. exc. dial. [Etymology uncertain.

Cf. Cork sb.3~] Core of a fruit
;
refuse, dross.

< 1450 Nominate in Wr..Wulckerjig/6 Partesfrucluum
. .Hoc arula the crok. 1847-78 Halhwell, Croke, refuse ;

the bad or useless part of anything. Line. 1886 S, W.
Line. Gloss., Croke, refuse : as ' It's only an old croke '.

Crokefer, crocus of iron : see Crocus 3.

tCrO'ker. Obs. rare. [app. f. Croc-is + -ER 1
.]

A cultivator or seller of saffron.

1577 Harrison England ill. viii. (1877) 11. 57 The crokers
or saffron men.

Croket, Crokt : see Crocket, Crock
Crol(le, var. of Crull Obs., curly.

Crom, crome, obs. ff. Cram, Crumb.
Cromatiok, obs. form of Chromatic.
Cromble, obs. form of Crumble.
Crome, cromb (krtjum,kr«m),.r*. Now local.

Also 5 croumbe, cromp, 9 dial, croom, eraam.
[repr. an OE. *cramb, *crpmbf. (cf. zaamb, womb) :—
WG. iramba, whence also MDu. and LG. kramme,
Du. /tram hook, crook (' kramme, harpago ' Ki-
lian) ; f. kramb- grade of *krimb-an : see note to

CRAMP sbS\ A hook, a crook ; esp. ' a stick with a
hook at the end of it, to pull down the boughs of
a tree, to draw weeds out of ditches,' etc. (Forby).

t In early use, also = Claw, talon.

a 1400 in Leg. Rood 139 Lord send us bi lomb Out of be
wildernesses ston, To fende vs from be [yon cromp. e 1440
Promp. Parv. 104 Crombe, or crome [P. crowmbe], bncus
[v.r. utucus, arpax], 1533 Richmond Wills (Surteesi 11
A ladyll and a flech crome. 1561 Becon Sick Man's Salve
257 Some rent apeaces w< whot burning yron cromes. 1573
Tusser Husb. (1878) 38 A sickle to cut with, a didall and
crome For draining of ditches, that noies thee at home.
1770-4 A. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1804) II. 351 They are
drawn out by crombes, forks, &c. 1846 Spurdens Suppl.
to Forby s. v. Croom. Forby has crome a crook. We have
muck<rooms,Jtre.trooms, mud-crooms, as well as croom-
sticks. 1862 Borrow Wild Wales I. 231 A thin polished
black stick with the crome cut in the shape of an eagle's
head. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Craam, an instrument with
three curved prongs, used by cocklers to take cockle
with.

Crome, Cromb, v. Now local, [f. prec. sb.]
trans. To seize or draw with a crook ; to hook.
1558 Phaer Mncid vi. R ij. With crokid beake, and

croming pawes. ^1825 Forby Voc. E. Auglia, Crome, to
draw with a crome. 1868 I. Times Eccentr. Anim. Crea-
tion 48 In 1863. .Children described them [Mermaids] as
' nasty things that crome you into the water'. 1891 Blackio.
Mag. Mar. 3ii_We were warned never to go near its edge,
lest the mermaid should come and crome us in.

Cromfordite (krp'mfpudait). Min. [Named
1858 from Cromford, Derbyshire, where first

found.] A synonym of phosgenite or chloro-
carbonate of lead.

1861 Bristow Gloss. Min. 99. 1868 Dana Min. 703.
Cromie, obs. form of Crummie.
Cromlech (krp-mlek). Also 7 kromlech, 8-9

cromleh, 9 cromleac. [a. Welsh cromlech (in

Irish and Gael, cromleac, -leachd), i. crom, fem. of
crwm ' crooked, bowed, bent, curved, concave,

convex ' + llech (flat) stone.]

A structure of prehistoric age consisting of a large

flat or flattish unhewn stone resting horizontally on
three or more stones set upright ; found in various

parts of the British Isles, esp. in Wales, Devonshire,
Cornwall, and Ireland. Also applied to similar

structures in other parts of the world.

This is the application of the word in Welsh. In Brittany
such structures are called dolmen (= table-stones), while
cromlech is the name of a circle of standing stones. As a
common noun cromlech is known in Welsh only from c 1700,
but as a proper name, or part of one, it occurs in Owen's
Pembrokeshire, and in several place-names believed to be
ancient. In Cornish it is known earlier; a grant in Bp.
Grandison's Register at Exeter (1328-1 370), purporting to be
from zEthelstan to Buryan, 943 (Birch, Cartul. Sax. II.

CRONE.
527), mentions in the boundaries 'fossa quae tendit circa
Rescel cromlegh '. See Silvan Evans Welsh Diet.
1603 Owen Pembrokcsh. I. xxvi. (1892) 251 An other

thinge worth the noteinge is the stone called Maen ygrom-
Ugh vpon Pentre Jcvan lande ; yt is a huge and massie
stone mounted on highe and sett on the toppes of iij other
highe stones, pitched standinge vpright in the grounde.
1695 J. Davies in Camden's Brit. (ed. Gibson) 676 In Bod-
Owyr . . we find a remarkable Kromlech . . These . . are
thought to have received the name of Cromlccheu, for that
the Table or covering-Stone is, on the upper side, somewhat
gibbous or convex. 1740 Stukeley Stonehenge vii. 33 It
was one of those stones which the Welsh call Crwm-Lecheu
or bowing stones. 1766 Ann. Reg. 297 The huge, broad,
flat stones, raised upon other stones set up on end for that
purpose, now called Cromlechs. i8sr D. Wilson Preh.
Ann. (1863) I. iii. 92 The cromlech, which is now univer-
sally recognised as a sepulchral monument. 1859 Jephson
Brittany xi. 181 Scattered over its wide and arid plains, are
cromlechs, dolmens, menhirs.

Cromme, obs. form of Crumb.
Crommel, erroneous form of Cromlecu.
1848 LyttoN Harold 1. i, An ancient Druidical crommel.

1849 — King Arthur xu. xli, Grey crommell stones.

Cromorue Qaemp-ia). [a. F. cromorne, cor-
ruption of Gcr. krummhorn crooked horn.] A
reed-stop on an organ ;

= Krummhorn, Cremona-.
1694-6 Specif. Organ St. Paul's Cath. in Grove Diet.

Mus. II.594, 20. Voice Humane. 21. Crumhorne. ijtoSpecif.
Organ Salisbury Cath. ibid. II. 595, 32. Vox Humana.
33. Cromhorn. 1880 E. J. Hopkins ibid. II. 74 Krumm-
horn, Cromorne, Cremona, Clarionet, Corno-di-Bassetto
. . An Organ Reed Stop of 8 feet size of tone.

Cromp, obs. var. or by-form of Crome.
Crompe, for corompe, Corrump v.
a 1450 Kht. de la J our (i868j 71 Lecherye. .stinkithe and

crompithe vnto heuene.

Crompid (cake, : see Crumpet.
Cromple, Crompeled, obs. ff. Crumple, -ed.

Crompster, var. Crumster Obs., small ship.

Cromwellian (kr^mwe'lian), a. and sb.

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Oliver Cromwell,
who became Protector of the Commonwealth of
England in 1653. B. sb. An adherent or partisan

of Cromwell; one of the settlers in Ireland at the

'Cromwellian Settlement' of 1652, or of their

descendants.
1725 Swift Riddle, A danin'd cromwellian knock'd me

down. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. IV. 112 The stern
Cromwellian, now . . left the undisputed lord of the blood-
stained and devastated island.

So also Cro mwellate (cf. Protectorate), Crom-
we Iliad, Cro mwellism, Cro'mwellist, Cro m-
wellite, Cro mwellized.
1835 Fraser's Mag. XII. 128 Of the time of Charles land

the Cromwellate. 1850 Carlyle Latter-day Pamph. viii.

20 Puritan Cromwelliads on the great scale. 1685 South
Serm. ' Willfor Deed' I. 275 When Rage and Persecution,
Cruelty and Cromwellism were at that diabolical Pitch. 1881
Parnell in Daily Nt-.us 3 Oct. 6/3 The Gospel of Puritanism
which might be called Cromwellism. 1649 C. Walker Hist.
Independ. 11. 105 Theyjoyned but to prevent the Cromwell-
ists. 1648 ' ^^ERCURIus Pragmaticus' Plea for King 12
Even the very Cromwelites. 1648 C.Walker Hist, hidepeiut.
I. 34 How faithfull then ! How perfideous and Cromwellized
are they now !

Cron, obs. f. Crane, Crown.
Cronach, var. of Coronach.
Cronacle, -akle, obs. ff. Cheoniclb.
Cronall, -el, -ation, obs. ff. Coronal, -ation.

Croncled, obs. form of Crunkled.
Crone (kro»n), sb. Also 4 krone, 6 croen, 6-7

croane, 7 chrone. [In the sense ' old ewe ' the

word appears to be related to early mod.Du.
kronje, hironje, ' adasia, ouis vetula, rejecula

'

(Kilian), believed to be the same word as karonje,

kronje, MDu. caroonje, croonje carcass, a. NFr.
carogne carcass : see Carrion. As applied to a
woman, it may be an Eng. transferred application

of ' old ewe ' (though the evidence for the latter

does not yet carry it back so early) ; but it was
more probably taken directly from ONF. carogne

(Picard carone, Walloon coronie) ' a cantankerous

or mischievous woman ', cited by Littre from 14th c.

App. rare in the 18th c, till revived by Southey,

Scott, and their contemporaries.]

1. A withered old woman.
c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 334 This olde Sow-

dones, bis cursed crone in r. krone]. 1572 Gascoicne
Floiuers, Divorce Lover, That croked croane. 1586 Warner
Alb. Eng. n. x, Not long the croen can Hue. 1621-51
Burton Anat. Mel. ill. ii. Vt v. (1676) 372 She that was
erst a maid as fresh as May, Is now an old Crone. 1640
Brathwait Boulster Led. 151 This decrepit chrone. 1733
Pope Ep. Cobliam 242 The frugal Crone, whom praying
priests attend. 1795 Southey Vis. Maid ofOrleans 111. 28
There stood an aged crone. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
II. 258 An ancient crone at war with her whole kind. 1873
W. Black Pr. Thule iv. 57 Some old crone hobbling along
the pavement.

b. Rarely applied to a wom-out old man.
In quot. 1844= ' old woman ', applied contemptuously.
1630 Brathwait Eng. Geutlem. 457 A miserable crone,

who spares when reputation bids him spend. 1822 W.
Irving Braceb.^ Hall (1849) 391 The old crone lived in a
hovel, .which his master had given him on setting him free.

1844 Disraeli Coningsby ii.i,The Tory party, .was held to be
literally defunct, except bya few old battered crones ofoffice.
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2. An old ewe ; a sheep whose teeth are broken
off. Also crone sheep.

155a Huloet, Crone or kebber sheape, not able to be
holden or kepte forth, adart'a, adasia. a 1577 Gascoigne
Duke beilum Wks. (1587) 127 The sheepmasterhisoldc cast

croanes can cull. 1674 Ray S. <fr
E. C. Words 63 Crones,

old Ewes. 1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett. People 217
Fifteen old crones sold fat, with their lambs. 1805 R. W.
Dickson Pract. Agric. (1807) II. 678 The crones are. -con-

stantly sold at four or five years old. 1854 Jrnl. R. Agric.

Soc. XV. 11. 344 In many districts, as on the heath lands of

Norfolk, it often happens that . . the centrally-placed teeth

are broken across their bodies, by the rough plants on which
the sheep graze. Such animals are called ' crones'.

f Crone, v. Obs. [f. the sb.] trans. To pick

out and reject (the old sheep) from a flock. Also
trans/.

1461 Marg. Paston in Paston Lett. No. 429. II. 74 It is

time to crone your old officers. 1551 Huloet, Crone out
olde sheape, adariaspascere, uel reijcere, reieculas carpere.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 127 Now crone your sheepe, fat

those ye keepe.

Crone, Crone-berry, dial. var. of Cranbeeky.
[In Gerarde perh. from LG.]
1597 Gerarde Herbal App. to Table, Croneberries, Vac-

cinia palustria. 1744 Wilson Syn., Croan-berries. 1878
Cumbrld. Gloss. (Central', Crones, cranberries.

Crone, obs. f. Crane, Croon, Crown.
Cronecle, obs. form of Chronicle.
Cronel, Croner, obs. ff. Coronal, -er.

T Cronet, cronett. Obs. A syncopated form
of Coronet : cf. Crownet.
1. = Coronet i, 2.

1533 Wriothkslev Chron. (1875) I. 20 A rich cronett. -on
hernedde. 160a Warner Alb. Eng. ix. xlviii, That Cas-
till from a Cronet leapt, thinks manie Crownes not much.
2. The head of a tilting spear ; usually with

three or four spreading points ; = Coronal sb. 3.

1519 Horman Vnlg. 283 d, They haue nat sharpe sperre
heeydis, but blunt cronettis. 1730-6 Hailey (folio 1

, Cronet,
Crognet, is the iron at the end of a tilting spear. (Hence in

mod. Diets.)

3. Some part of the armour ofa horse.

1633 Shirley Tri. Peace Introd., Four horses . . their .

.

chamfron, cronet, petronel, and barb, of rich cloth of silver.

4. Farriery. The lowest part of the pastern ofa
horse ; also the tuft of hair growing on this part,

and the coronary bone ; = Coronet 5.
1610 Markham Masterp. 11. ii. 214 He hath foure veines

about the cronets of his hoofes. .called the cronet veines.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 154/1 The Cronet, is the Hair
as groweth over the top of the hoof. [Hence in Bailey.]
17*5 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Ris, A hard swelling round
the Cronet of the Hoof.

6. Arch. A name for the architrave.

1665 T. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 7 So hath he the Archi-
traves by two several Terms, viz. overthwart Pieces, and
Cronets.

t Cronge. Obs. rare~^. *A hilt or handle'
(Halliwell).

1577 Harrison England n. xxii. f 1 877) 1. 345 The people
go. .into their fens and mariNes with long spits, which they
dash here and there vp to the verie cronge into the grouncf.

Cronian (krJu-nian), a. [f. Gr. KpoVt-os be-

longing to Cronos (Saturn) + -an.] Cronian Sea :

the northern frozen sea.

1667 M ilton P. L. x. 290Two Polar Winds blowing adverse
Upon the Cronian Sea.

t Cronicall, -ychall, short for Acronychal.
1647 H. Mork Song ofSoul 11. Hi. US, lxxii, Saturn, J[ove,

and Mars .. When they go down with setting Cronicall.
— Interp. Gen. 425 Cronychall, or Acronychall, that is

axpowxtK, vespertine.

fCronicle. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. Crownacle,

Coronacle.] A coronet.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 801 The Duchesse..in her robes

of estate, and on her head a Cronicle of Golde.
Cronicle, -ikle, etc., obs. ff. Chronicle.

f Cronie, crony. Obs.~ l App. a variant of

(or ? error for) Crone.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. it. iii. vflt, 428 Marry not an old

Cronie [cd. x66o Crony] or a foole for money.
Cronike, -ique, var. Chronique Obs.

Croak (kr^rjk). dial. [Echoic : cf. Icel. krunk
the raven's cry.] The croak of a raven ; = Crunk ;

in U.S. applied to the cry of the wild-goose.
1878 Cutnortd. Gloss., Cronk, the hollow note uttered by

the raven when on the wing.

Cronkeled, obs. var. of Crunklkd.
Cronography, Cronology, etc. : see Chron-.
Cronstedtite (krp'nstetait). A/in. [Named

after Cronstedt, a Swedish mineralogist : see -ite.]

A hydrous silicate of iron and manganese.
1823 W. Phillips Min. 227 Cronstedite. .is described, .as

occurring both massive and crystallized.

Crony (kr^u-ni), sb. Also 7-8 chrony, 7 cronee,

7-9 croney, cronie. [Found first after 1660.

According to Skinner 1671 ' vox academica i.e.

a term of university or college slang. No con-

nexion with crone has been traced.]

An intimate friend or associate ; a 1 chum \
1665 Pepys Diary 30 May, Jack Cole, my old school-

fellow., who was a great chrony of mine. 1678 Butler
Hud. 111. U. 1269 The Scots, your constant Cronies, Th*
Espousers of your Cause, and Monies. 1710 Steele Tatler
No. 266 F 2 This is from Mrs. Furbish, .an old School- Fellow
and great Crony of her Ladyship's. 1818 Scott Old Mort.

xi, The poor lad-my old cronie's son \ 1857 W. Collins
Dead Secret in. ii. 1 1861) 78 Her father andthe doctor had
been old cronies. 1864 Thackeray D. Duval vl (1869) 85
My schoolfellow . . became a great crony of mine,

b. attrib.

1663 Hlti.er Hud. 1. iii. 188 He beat his Breast, and tore

his Hair, For loss of his dear Crony Bear. 17x3 Swift
Poems, Elegy on Partridge, Not one of all his crony stars To
pay their duty at his herse ! a 1845 Hood Ode Cla/ham
Acad, x, Some run. .some twine Their crony arms.

Crony (kn>"*ni), v. [f. the sb.] intr. To asso-

ciate {with) as a crony.
1826 Disraeli Vrv. Grey 1. v, I wonder whom Grey will

crony with this half. X830 Lytton P. Clifford xii, Melan-
choly ever cronies with sublimity. 1873 St. Paul"s Mag.
11. 712 The Earl of Delamere and Rollo cronied so com-
pletely, to use a schoolboy's word, that Elinor saw very
little of her father.

t Croo (kr«), v. Obs. [Echoic : cf. Coo, Crood.]
= Crood.
i6ix Cotgr., Roucoler, to croo like a Doue or Queest.

Roucoulement, the crooing of Doues. 1706 Phillips, To
Croo or Crookel, to make a Noise like a Dove, or Pigeon.

Croo. Sc. (and Irish). Also 7 crue. [a. Gael.

crd sheepcot, wattled fold, hut, hovel, cottage,

Olrish crdsXy, pen, cote, hovel : cf. Crew 2
, also

Icel. krd small pen, fold for lambs, which may be

from Celtic, and is the source of the Shetland form.]

1. A hovel, hut, or cabin.

1570 Tressoun of Dumbartane in Satir. Poems Refortn.

(1890) 172 The Inglis men raid neir For all your craking,

caigit within ane Cro [rime to]. 1880 Antrim Jf Down
Gloss., Croo, a poor, filthy cabin.

attrt'b. X7.. Jacobite Songs, 1 When the King comes \
I may sit in my wee croo house.

2. A sty.

1825 in Jamieson. 1880 Antrim Down Gloss., Pig-
croo, a pig-sty.

3. A fold, a pen for sheep. Shetland.

1795 Sir T. Sinclair ViewAgric. North C.Scotl. App. 29
The proprietors, .gather their sheep in folds or what are

termed here punds and crues. 1856 Eliza Edmondston
Sh. $ Tales Shetland xiv. 173 Driven to small ponds (or

croos) for the purpose of being counted, marked [etc.].

1866 T. Edmondston Shetland Gloss. (Philol. Soc.), Cru,
a small enclosure.

Crooch^e, obs. form of Crouch v.

Crood, croud, v. Sc. Also 6 crowd. [Echoic]
intr. To make the murmuring sound of a dove.

(Also, to croak : see quot. 1710.)
1513 Douglas Mneis xii. Prol. 237 The cowschet crowdis

and pirkis on the rys. 1619 Z. Boyd Last Battell (1629)

209 (Jam.) Turtles crouding with sighes and grones. 17x0
Ri" ddiman Gloss, to Douglas' A^neis, Crorvde, to curr like

a dove. We now use it Scot, for the noise of frogs. 1785
Burns To W. Simpson xii, While thro' the braes the cushat
croods With wailm' cry !

Croodle (kr«*d1), z/.* Sc. [f. prec] intr. To
make a continued soft low murmuring sound

;
esp.

to coo as a dove. Hence Croodling ppl. a.

17. . The Croodlin Doo in Child Eng. * Sc. Bailouts II.

363 My little wee croodlin doo. <z iSioTannahill />VftM<£

Wood Poems (1846) 132 The cushat croodles amourously.
1890 Univ. Rev. 15 Oct. 295 She made a queer little crood*

ling sound of comfort.

Croodle (kr«*d*l), v. 1 dial. Also crowdle,
cru(d)dle. [Of uncertain origin. It has been
viewed as a dim. o( crowd; but its dialectal pho-

nology, e.g. W. Yorkshire crootdle
f
takes it back to

a ME. crodle with long 0. In modern use, app.

influenced by association with various other words,

e.g. crouch, cludder, cuddle.]

intr. To cower or crouch down ; to draw oneself

together, as for warmth ; to cling close together,

or nestle close to a ]xirson.

1788 W. Marshall Vorksh. Gloss., Crowdle, to creep
close together, as children round the Are, or chickens under
the hen. i8»i Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 183 On the pale

traveller's way, Who, croodling, hastens from the storm.

1857 Kingslev Two y. Ago x, * There *, said Lucia, as she
clung croodling to him. 1858 — Winter Card. Misc. I.

136 As a dove, to fly home to its rest, and croodle there.

1884 Chesh. Gloss., Croodle, (1) to snuggle, as a young
animal snuggles against its mother; (2) to crouch down.
Crooe, obs. form of Crow.
Crook (kruk), sb, and a. Forms : 3-4 croc,

3-6 croke, 4-5 Sc, and north, cruk, 4-6 crok,

kroke, 5-6 crake, 5-8 crooke, 6-9 Sc. cruik, 4-
crook. [ME. crok, croc, app. a. ON. krdkr (Sw.

kroky Da. krog) crook, hook, barb, trident ; un-

known elsewhere in Teutonic, but app. belonging

to the same ablaut series (krak-, krott)
y
as OHG.

ckracho
t
chracco hook ; cf. ON. kraki boat-hook.

The parallelism of form and meaning with Ckoche, Crose,
is notable in sense 4. Relationship between the ablaut series

krak-, krdk, and that to which crutch belongs, cannot at

present be asserted.]

A. sb. L An instrument, weapon, or tool of

hooked form ; a hook. spec. + a. A reaping-hook,

sickle ; b. A hook for grappling or catching ; C.

A hook or bent iron on which anything is hung
;

e.g. one of the iron hooks on which a gate hangs :

esp. in * crooks and bands ' (see Band sb.1 3) ; a
hook in a chimney for hanging a pot or kettle on, a
pot-hook ; hence phr. as black as the crook (Sc.).

c 1390 £ Eng. Leg. I. 99/241 And hire bresten fram hire

bodi with Irene crokes rende. a 1300 Cursor M. 18104

(Cott.) He. , brast be brasen yates sa Strang, And stelen
croc pat bai wit hang, c xjaj E. E. A Hit. P. A. 40 Quen
corne is coruen with crokez kene. c 1385 Chal cer L . G. W.
640 Cleopatras, In gooth the grapenel so ful of crokis.

C 1420 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 1161 Rakes, crookes, adses, and
bycornes. 1453 Mem. Ripen iSurtees) III. 160 Pro nayles
ct crokes emptis pro magnis portis. 15x9 Test. Ebor. (bur-
tees) V. 153, j Make worsted kirtle, and the gretter golde
crokes. 1J87 Vestry Bks. (Surteesi 26 For fowre bands &
crookes, vj d. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Cateck. 177 As
ane dur is tourned on the cruuks (quhilk in latin ar called

cardinesX x6oo Surflet Countrie Earme \. xxiv. 152
Hang them [pigs when killed] to the crookes set vp in some
vaulted roofe. a 1774 Fergusson Election Poems (1845)

40 Till, in a birn, beneath the crook, They're singit wi a
scowder. x8a6 Scott Diary 17 Jan., With a visage as black

as the crook. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. 11. 420 The
ends of each rafter are turned in the form of a gate-crook.

1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma lvi. 256 From whose
lofty ceiling hung the crooks, from whence used to dangle
the . . legs of. . mutton.

t 2. A crooked claw, as of a beast or fiend ;

passing into sense 1 clutch '. (Cf. Clutch sb. 1 1-3.)

In reference to fiends the sense is often doubtful; some
hooked or barbed instrument may have been meant.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 102 (Cleop. MS.) f>e cat of helle. .drouh

al ut . . wi5 crokede crokes. Ibid. 174 Uorte worpen upon
ou his crokes [MS. T. hore clokes, MS. C. hise cleches].

a 1300 Cursor Af. 23252 (CottJ Strang paine es it on bam to

Joke, and namli lagnt vntil bair crok. /'.'./. 25060 pas ober
bat his lagh forsok, he kest bam in bat feindes croke. a 1400
Cov. Myst. 209 Out of thi [Satan's], .cruel crook By Godys
grace man xaf be redempt. 14-; in Eol. Rcl. $ L. Poems
(1866) 98 The deville caught him in his croke.

+ 3. A barbed spear. (So in ONorse.) Obs.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1590 He bare on his nek a croke.

.

It was twelfe ffeete and more. //'/,/. 1604 Sith he pullith at

his croke, So fast in to the flesh it toke That oute my^t he
gete it nought.

4. A shepherd's staff, having one end curved or

hooked, for catching the hinder leg ofa sheep.

c 1430 Lydg. Chorle $ Byrdt xlviii. in Ashm. 223 A
Chepys Croke to the ys better than a Launce. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 104 Croke, or scheype hoke, pedum. 1635

Cowley Davtdeis 1. 2, 1 Sing the Man who Judah's Scepter

bore In that right hand which held the Crook before. 17*0

Gay Dione in. ii, Leaning on her crook Stood the sad nymph.
1883 K. Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Letcestersh. 240 Where
the sickle holds the place of the shepherd's crook.

b. The pastoral staff of a bishop, abbot or

abbess, shaped like a shepherd's staff ; a crosier.

c 1386 Chaucer Friars T. 19 (Tyrwh.) Er the bishop

hent hem with his crook [Harl. 4- 6-text hook], c 1430
Pilgr. LyfMankode in. xxiv. (1869) 149 This crook and
this S shewen wel that j am an abbesse. 1851 Longf. Gold.

Leg. I. ii. 23 The Priests came flocking in. .With all their

crosiers and their crooks.

5. Any hooked or incurved appendage, e.g. a
tendril of a plant, one of the hooks on the fruit of

the burdock, etc. ; the curved or hooked part of

anything, e.g. ofa walking-stick ; the * crosier' of

a fern.

1398 Tkevisa Bartk. de P. R. xvn. clxxvil (1495) 7*7
Those bondes or crokes of the vyne by the whyche it takyth

and byclyppyth trees and stalk es. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1.

viii. 15 Upon the braunches there groweth small bullets.

.

gamisshed full of little crookes or hookes. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. 2 The. .thorns, or crooks, or hairs of leaves. 1850

Florist Mar. 87 The young fronds of the. .Ferns uncurling

their crooks.

+ b. A curl or roll of hair formerly worn. Obs.

(Cf. Crocket 1 i.)

c 1308 Sat. People Kildare x. in E. E. P. (1862) 154 po?

5ur crune be ischave, fair beb ;ur crokes [rime bokesl c 131$

Poem Times Edw. //in Pol. Songs (Camden) 327 A myTOur
and akoeverchef to binde wid his crok [rime bitok]. ?« 1400

Morte Arth. 3352 Cho kembede myne heuede That the

krispane kroke to my crownne raughte. [17M Bailey, Crok,

the turning up of the hair into curls.

1

C A crooked or incurved piece of timber.

1802 Naval Chron. VIII. 373 The . . futtocks are all got

from natural grown crooks. 1806 Hull Advertiser 1 1 Jan.

2/2 Oak Timber, consisting of Knees and Crooks, peculiarly

well adapted for Ship liuilding.

d. Bell-founding. (See quots.)

1857 Lt'Kis Acc. Ch. Bells 21 The crook is a kind of com-
pass formed of wood, and is used for making the moulds.

187a Ellacomue CM. Bells Devon u 7 The core is first.,

moulded as described by the action of the crook.

6. A small space, or piece of ground, of a crooked

shape ; an odd corner, nook.
1417 Searchers Verdicts in Surtees Misc. (1890) 11 A

crake of Robert Feriby grand, c 1430 PHgr. Lyf Man-
hode 1. Ivi. (i860) 34 In sum anglet or in sum .. crook or

cornere. 1717 N. Riding Rec. VIII. 23 Other small parts

[of a farm] called crookes and crinkles. 1839-40 W. Irvim,

Wolfert's R. (1855) 33 It was full of nooks and crooks, and
chambers of all sorts and sizes.

t 7. Brackets (in printing), parentheses. Obs.

(Cf. Ckotchet 8.)

1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 1. (1851) 116 Though it be cun-

ningly interpolisht . .with crooks and emendations. 176a

Sterne Tr. Shandy vi. xxxi, Among my father's papers,

with here and there an insertion of his own, betwixt two
crooks, thus I \
8. Musical Instr. a. An accessory piece of curved

tubing to be added to a metal wind instrument, as

a horn or cornet, to lower the pitch, so as to adapt

it to the key of the piece of music in which it is to

be used. b. The crooked metal tube connecting

the body with the reed of a bassoon.

184s S. Lover Handy Andy xviii, The trumpeter, .pulling

' out one crook from another. 1880 Grove Diet. Mus. I. 150
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[The bassoon] consists of five pieces, .the crook, wing, butt,
long joints, and bell. Ibid. I. 750 The difference of pitch
[in the Horn] being provided by the various crooks.

0. A support or frame of wood, bent in a parti-

cular way, formerly slung in pairs panier-wise
across the saddle of a pack-horse for carrying
loads. {Somerset and Devon.)
1657 Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 89 Small pack-saddles, and

crooks, .laying upon each Crook a faggot, c 1710 Celia
Fiennes Diary (1888) 225 Carryages on horses backes..
with sort of crookes of wood like yokes either side .. in
which they stow y° corne and so tie it with cords. 1791 J.
Collinson Hist. Somerset II. 34 The crops are. .carried in
with crooks on horses. 1850 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XI. 11.

739 The corn is often harvested in crooks on horses' backs.
1888 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v.. It used to be
as common to say ' I'll send a horse and crooks' as it is now
to say ' horse and cart '. [They] are now very rarely seen.

10. The act of crooking
;
esp. a bending of the

knee or of the body in sign of reverence (06s.).

c 1330 R. Brunne Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 1816 Ffor-setten
byfore, and eke byhynde, Wyb crokes ilkon ober gan bynde.
1603 B. Jonson Sejanus 1. i. He is now the court god

;

and well applied With sacrifice of knees, of crooks, and
cringes. 1857 Hughes Tout Brown 1. hi, A well-aimed
crook of the heel or thrust of the loin.

11. A bending or curve, a convolution, e.g. of .1

river, path, the intestines, etc.

i486 Bk. St. A /ban's E vij b, Of the nomblis. . theys oder
crokes and Roundulis bene. 1558 Phaer AZneid n. (R.),
Through lanes and crokes and darknes most we past. 1585
James I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 16 Sea eylis rare, that be Myle
longs, in crawling cruikis of sixtie pace. 1609 C. Butler
Fern. Mon. v. (1623) M ij, Let it downe by a cord tied to
some crooke of the bough. 1686 Burnet Trav. v. (1750) 253
The Rhine maketh a Crook before it. 1885 Harper's Mag.
Mar. 594/1 Old homely ways, whose crooks . . she knew by
heart. 1887 Stevenson Undenvoods 1. xiv. 29 The crooks
of Tweed.

f 12. Jig. A crooked piece of conduct ; a trick,

artifice, wile
;
deceit, guile, trickery. Obs.

c 1200 Ormin "635 J>a wsere he burrh be deofless croc I

gluternesse fallenn. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 125 Wi5 alle hise
crefti crokes. a 1300 Cursor M. 740 (Cott.) J>e nedder .

.

bat mast kan bath on crok and craft. 1393 Gower Conf.
III. 161 He soughte nought the worldes croke [rime boke]
For veine honour ne for richesse. c 1460 Towneley Myst.
145 Withe sich wylys and crokes. a 1556 Cranmer To
Gardiner (T.), For all your bragges, hoolces, and crookes,
you have such a fall. 1594 Willobie Aviso. 35 The wise
will shunne such craftie crookes.

13. One whose conduct is crooked ; a dishonest
person, swindler, sharper. U.S. colloq.

x886 American Local Neivspr., The photographs of
several English cracksmen along with one of a New York
crook. 1891 H. Campbell Darkness «$• Daylight 470
Gamblers, pickpockets and other ' crooks ' abound.
14. dial. 1 The crick in the neck ; a painful stiff-

ness, the effect of cold\ Craven Gloss. 1828. b.
' A disease of sheep, whereby their heads are drawn
on one side.' Ibid.

15. Phrases, a. + On crook, a-crook : crookedly,
in a crooked course. Obs. On the crook : dis-

honestly, slang.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 53 Humber . . renneb
first a crook out of be south side of York, c 1425 Ham.
Pole's Psalter Metr. Pref. 38 Many out of bales brow3t, pt

inlywyngwent on croke. 1500-1881 [see Acrook]. 1879
Macm. Mag. so3(Farmer)Which he hadbought on the crook.

b. Crook in one's lot', something untoward or
distressing in one's experience : an affliction, trial. Sc.
ain> T. Boston (title), The Crook in the Lot; or the

Wisdom and Sovereignty of God displayed in the afflictions

of men. Ibid. (1767) 14 The crook in the lot is the special
trial appointed for every one. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xii,

I trust to bear even this crook in my lot with submission.
1835 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 32 It is positivelya great crook
in my present lot.

16. By hook or by crook: see Hook.
B. adj. [Arising probably from dissolution

of the combinations crook-back, etc., in which
crook- was perhaps originally the sb., or the vb.
stem

;
though it may have been shortened from

crookt, crooked : cf. C b.] — Crooked.
1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 275 Weil couth I claw

his cruke bak. 1647 H. More Insomn. Philos. xxiv, Inter-
preting right whatever seemed crook.

C. Comb., as crook-like adj. ; crook-saddle, a
saddle with crooks for carrying loads (cf. 9.)
1700 Acc. St. Sebastian's in Harl. Misc. I. 413 Their iron

bars are brought to the town on horses or mules, on crook-
saddles. 1797 Statist. Acc. Scot. XIX. 248 (Stornoway)
Horse-loads are.. carried in small creels, one on each side
of the horse, and fixed by a rope to the crook-saddle. 1888
F. G. Lee in Archaeol. LI. 356 A bishop or abbot holding a
crook-like pastoral staff.

b. Parasynthetic combs., as crook-billed, -Jingered,
-kneed, -legged, -lipped, -necked, -nosed, -shouldered,
-sided, -sterned, -toothed adjs. See also Crook-
back, -backed, Crook-neck.
Crooked- was used in the same way from Wyclif onwards.
a 1529 Skelton El. Rummyng 427 Croke necked like an

owl. 1580 Hollyband Treas, Fr. Tong, Bossu, downe
backed, crooke shouldered. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N, iv. i. 127
My hounds are . . Crooke kneed, and dew-lapt, like Thessalian
Buls. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Cancajoso, crooklegged.
1591 Sylvester Dh Bartas 1. v. 515 Crook-tooth'd Lam-
preys. 1598 Chapman Iliad 11. 684 The crooke-stern'd [ed.
ci6ix crookt-stern'djshippes. 168411. Sonet's Merc. Compit.
ix. 334 Oftentimes Children about two years old, when they
begin to go, are crook-legged. 1775 S. Crisp in Mad.

D'Arblay's Early Diary II, 36 Reduc'd to a level with
crook-finger'd Jack !

Crook, var. of Crock sb.&

Crook (kruk), Forms : 3-6 croke, 4-
crook(e, (6 croock). [f. Crook sb.l

1. trans. To bend into an angular or curved form

;

to distort from a straight line ; to curve.
CU75 Lamb. Horn. 61 Gif he binimeS us ure sihte .. o3er

us crokeS on fote o5er on honde. 1382 Wyclif Ps. IxviiL
24 The rig of hem euermor crooke thou in. 1398 Tkevisa
Barth. de P. R. xvm. xix. (1495) 778 Whan camelles take
charge vpon them thenne they bende and croke the knees.
1602 Shaks. Ham. in. ii. 66 And crooke the pregnant
hindges of the knee. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 21 The star of
Venus, .crooking itself into homes, as the moon doth. 1862
T. Morrall Needle-making 23 Hardening needles in oil

instead of water, as the oil did not crook them so much.
1875 Blackmore A. Lorraine III. v. 69 The air was so full

of rheumatism that no man could crook his arm to write i

a sermon.

T b. To curl (hair). Obs. rare.

1340 Ayenb. 177 J>e men bet dob zuo grat payne ham to
kembe. .and ine hare here wel to croki.

C. To crook one's mou' (Sc.) : to distort the

mouth in expression of displeasure or ill temper.
1724 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 86 O kend my minny

I were wi' you Illfardly wad she crook her mou. 1803
Mayne Glasgcnu 31 (Jam.) They, scornfu', toss their head
ajee, And crook their mou'.

f 2. Jig. To bend or turn out of the straight

course, or from the direct meaning or intention

;

to pervert, ' twist '. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter Ivi. 8 pai crokid my saule : that is,

thai thoght to draghe it frathelufof god in til the erth.

1382 Wyclif Ps. Ivi. 7 Thei myche crookeden [incurvave-
runt] my soule. 1393 Gower Conf. II. 144 That she may.

.

Ne speke 0 word, ne ones loke, But he ne wil it wende and
croke, And torne after his own entent. 1545 Ascham
Toxopk. 1. (Arb.) 58 There is no one thinge yat crokes youth
more than suche unlefull games. 1607-12 Bacon Ess,,
Wisdom (Arb.) 184 Hee crooketh them to his owne endes.
1646 J. Gregory Notes Obs. (1650) 83 The more part .

.

crooke the Prophesie to the Patriarch Abraham.
3. intr. To have or take a crooked form or direc-

tion ; to be or become crooked ; to bend, curve.
a 1300 Song of Yesterday 98 in E. E. P. (1862) 135 Me

meruayles. .pat god let mony mon croke and elde. 1398
Trevisa Barth, de P. R. vi. 1. (1495) 187 In olde aege the
body bendyth and crokyth. c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd.
Manners (1570) B vj, Soone crooketh the same tree that

I

good camoke wilbe. 1579 Fenton Guicciard. vni. (1599) i

350 A riuer both large and deepe . . goeth crooking on the 1

left hand. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. Min. 106 Their
homes crook backwards to their shoulders. 1876 C. D.
Warner Wint. Nile 240 Fingers that crook easily.

f 4. intr. To bend the body in sign of reverence

or humility ; to bow. Obs. or arch.
c 1320 R. Brunne Medit. 149 He stode krokyng [v.r.

croked] on knees knelyng Afore hys cretures fete syttyng.

1645 Rutherford Tryal <y Tri. Faith (1845) 312 That the
Sinner may halt and crook. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Pru-
dence Wks. (Bohn) I. 100 They will shuffle and crow, crook
and hide.

1 5. intr. To turn or bend aside out of the

straight course (lit. andJig.). Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 230 He schal not croke in-to be

ri^tte side ne in-to be left side. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
87/4 Goyng right without crokyng. 1545 Ascham Toxoph.
11. (Arb.) 157 It [the snow] flewe not streight, but sometyme
it crooked thys waye sometyme that waye. 1607 Topsell
Serpents (1653) 743 He must not run directly forward, but
winde to and fro, crooking like an Indenture.

T Crook, v?- Obs. Forms : 4-7 crouk(e, 5

(9 dial.) crowk, 6-7 crooke. [Echoic: cf. Ckoak.
The phonetic relations between crouke, crozvke, 17th c.

crook, and mod. north d\a\. crowk are not clear.]

1. intr. To croak. Rarely trans.

11325 E. E. Allit. P. A. 459 He [the raven] croukez for

comfort when carayne he fyndez. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 105
Crowken, as cranes, gruo. Crowken, as todes, or frosshes,

coaxo. 14. . Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker623 A lytulle frogge
crowkyt. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 150 They crouke
harshly. 1617 Wither Fidelia, Fatall Ravens that .

.

Crooke their black Auguries. 1878 Cumbrld. Gloss,, Crowk,
to croak. ' The guts crowk ' when the bowels make a rum-
bling noise.

2. To coo or crood, as a dove. Cf. Crookle.
1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 75 Neither.. thy

beloude Doues..Nor prettie Turtles trim, will cease to

crooke. 16x1 Cotgr., Gemdre. .to crooe, crooke, or mourne
as a doue.

Crook-back (knrkbaek). [See Crook a.]

\ jL A crooked back. Obs.

1508 [see Crook a.]. 1709 Swift Merlin's Proph., Bosse,

is an old english word for hump-shoulder, or crook-back.

1710 Palmer Proverbs 98 The deformity of a squint eye,

red hair, or a crook-back.

2. One who has a crooked back ; a hunchback.

1494 Fabyan Chron. VTU 330 Edmunde, that is of wryters

surnamed Crowke backe. .was put by. .for his deformytye.

*577 St. Aug. Manual 51 Any lame man, any crooke

backe. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, n. ii. 96, 1 Crooke-back, here

I stand to answer thee. 1648 Gage West. Ind. xii. (1655) 45
Dwarfes, crook-backs or any monstrous persons.

Crook-backed (krvrkbcekt), a. [f. prec. +
-ed.] Having a crooked back ; hunchbacked.
1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes C ij a, The said ypocras

was of littel stature, grete heded, croke backed. 1513
More in Grafton Chron. II. 758 Richard the thirde sonnev
was. .crooke backed, his left shoulder much higher then his

right. x6xx Bible Lev* xxi. 20 Or crooke-backt or a dwarfe.

X826 Mn..man A. Boleyn, Landing at Tower, Those poor
babes, their crook-back'd uncle murder'd.

Crooked (knrked), a. Forms: 3-6 croked,
4-6 -id, -yd, (4 kr-), 5 cruked, (crowkyt), 6
Sc. crukit, 7 (Shaks.) crook'd, 4- crooked.
[Partly pa. pple. of Crook v., partly f. Crook sb.

+ -ED, as in hunched, etc. : the formation from the
sb. may even have been the earlier.]

1. Bent from the straight form
;
having (one or

more) bends or angles ; curved, bent, twisted,

tortuous, wry. Applied to everything which is not
'straight' (of which crooked is now the ordinary

opposite).
a 1225 Ancr. A'.fMS. Cleop.1 pe cat of helle. .wi5 crokede

crokes. 1382 Wyclif Isa. xxvii. 1 Leuyathan a crookid
wounde serpent. 1393 Langl. PI. C. III. 29 Shal neuere
. .on croked kene borne kynde fygys wexe. a 1450 Knt. de
la Tour 23 Al her lyflf after she hadd her nose al croked.
c 1460 Medulla Gram, (in Promp. /'arv. 8o>, Cambnca, a
buschoppys cros or a crokid staf. 1534 Tindale Lnke iii.

5 Crocked thinges shalbe made streight. 1551 Recorde
Pathiv. Knowl. 1, All other lines, that go not right forth, .but
boweth any waye.. are called Croked lynes. 1591 LvLV
Sappho 11. 1, Juniper, the longer it grew, the crookeder it

wexed. 1607 Shaks. Cor. u. i. 62 If the drinke. .touch my
Palat aduersly, I make a crooked face at it. 1642 Fuller
Holy 3- Prof. St. 11. xvi, 111 Shipwrights and boat makers
will choose those crooked pieces of timber. 1717 Berkeley
Tour in Italy § 27 Streets open, .but crooked. 1810 Scot 1

Lady of L. \. xxiii, That falchion's crooked blade.

2. Of persons : Having the body or limbs
bent out of shape ; deformed ; bent or bowed with
age. Hence transj. as an epithet of age.
e 1290 .S\ Eng. Leg. I. 34/18 Hcmaude hole. .Meseles

and be crokede. 1377 Langl. P. PI, IJ. xi. 186 Ac calleth

be careful ber-to be croked and be pore. X430 Lydg.
Chron. Troy iv. xxx, In my croked age. a 1533 Lu. Ijf.r-

nf.rs Huon xxiii. 68 The crokyd dwarfe. 1628 Milton
Vacation Exerc. 69 A Sybil old, bow-bent with crooked
age. 1718 Freethinker No. 92. 258 You would have thought
she had been crooked from her Infancy. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. 11. xv, A pert crooked little chit,

fb. of an old decrepit horse. Obs.
1470-85 Malory Arthur x. lxxxiv, Whan that knyghte

sawe sire palomydes bounden vpon a croked courser, a 1533
Ld. Bernkrs Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) Q,There is not so
croked a hors.

3. Jig. The reverse of straight ' in figurative senses

(esp. with reference to moral character and conduct 1

;

deviating from rectitude or uprightness ; not
straightforward

;
dishonest, wrong, perverse

;
per-

verted, out of order, awry.
a 1225 A ncr. R. 102 \>e cat of helle . . mid clokes of crokede
6 of kene uondunges. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxi, 14
Krokid of hert ere ba. 1508 Fisher Wks. (1876] I. 240 The
wvll of some is so croked. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. i. 22

If crooked fortune had not thwarted me. 1611 Bible Dent.
xxxii. 5 They are a peruerse and crooked generation. 1660

H. More Myst. Godliness v. xvii. 204 A very crooked
Objection both from the Jew and Atheist. 17x1 Pope
Temp. Fame 411 Of crooked counsels and dark politicks.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones VII, xv, This young gentle-

man, though somewhat crooked in his morals, was perfectly

straight in his person. 187s Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 245
Perfect in the practice of crooked ways.

h. colloq. Dishonestly come by; made, obtained,

or sold in a way that is not straightforward.
(
CI. S.

and Australia.)
1876 N. Amer. Rev. CXXIII. 301 Another house testified

. . that half its entire annual product was ' crooked '. 1891

Farmer Diet. Amer., Crooked whiskey, illicitly distilled

whiskey upon which no excise has been paid. 1892

R. Boldrewood Nevermore I. x. 180 He was riding a
crooked horse when he was took.

4. qnasi-awfo. In a crooked course or position;

not straight.

154S Ascham Toxoph. (R.), If the younge tree growe
croked. 1549 Compt. Scot. xix. 159 Sche ?eid crukit,

bakuart, and on syd. 1864 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 220
Pictures, .which were hung up all crooked.

5. Comb., as crooked-bill, a name for the

Avocet
; f crooked-rig (rig— back), crook-back ;

b. parasynthetic, as crooked-backed, -clawed, -eyed,

-houghed, -legged, -lined, -lipped, -paled, -shouldered,

etc. adjs.

1382 Wyclif Lev. xxi. 20 If crokid rigge or bleer eyed.

«i533 Ld. Berners Huon xxi. 63 He is. .crokyd shulderyd.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. m. ii. 86 A crooked-pated olde..

Ramme. X691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2691/4 A dark brown-bay
Mare, .crooked Legg'd behind. 1705 Bosman Guinea 264

Crooked-bills and several sorts of Snipes. 1853 Hickie tr.

Aristoph.(x%%i)\. 32iThese here crooked-clawed birds. 1865

Trollope Belton Est. xiii. 142 Small and crooked-backed.

Crookedly (knvkedli), adv. [ f. Cbooked +

-LY 2
.] In a crooked manner (see the adj.).

c 1374 Chaucer Anel. Arc. 171 She. .al crampisshed hir

limmes crokedly. 1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. xvm. ix.

(1495) 760 Some serpentes crepyth and glydyth. .crokydly.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 140 pe y;en to loke asquynt

eiber crokidliche. 1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers

(1851) 437 That we talk not smoothly, and walk crookedly.

1655 Digges Compl. Ambass. 161 The. .Ambassador, .used

himself very crookedly, perniciously,and maliciously against

the State. 1785 Phil. Trans. LXXV. 219 A crookedly

branching nebula. 1866 Mrs. Gaskell Wives $ Dan. xi,

A shawl crookedly put on. 1874 Mahafey Soc.^ Life Greece

iii. 60footn., The men who. .decide crookedly in the agora

and banish justice.

Crookedness (krrrkednes). [f. as prec. +
-ness.] The quality or state of being crooked.

I. lit. a. generally.

X398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. xvii. iv. (1495) 605 The fer
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stretchyth vpryght wythoute ony crokydnesse. 1447
Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 257 Lyht. .ryht furth procedyth
wyth owte crokydnesse. 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. L
ii. 55 The apparent crookedness of the Start in a double
medium of Air and Water. 1858 Hawthorne /V. <$ It.

Jmls. (1872) L 16 This legend may account for any crook-

edness of the street.

b. Bodily deformity.

1398 Trevisa Barth. de P. R. v. xxviii. (1495) 138 The
cause of shrynkynge and crokidnes of the honde. *547
Boorde Brev. Health clxiv. 59 Crokednes or curvytie in

the backe or shoulders. 1692 Locke Educ. Wks. 1812. IX.
14 Narrow breasts . . ill lungs, and crookedness, are the .

.

effects of hard boddice and clothes that pinch.

fc. Math. Curvature. Obs. rare.

i6;ji Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxvii. 156 All deviation from a
strait line is equally crookednesse. 1656 tr. Hobbes* EUnt.
Phitos. (1839) 294 The crookedness of the arch of a circle is

everywhere uniform.

2. fig. Deviation from rectitude; moral obliquity;

perversity, etc. : see Crooked 3.
c 1380 Wyclif Sertn. Sel. Wks. I. 273 Sich crokidnesse

bringib a^en derknesse of mannis liif. 1576 Fleming
Panopt. Epist. 393 The crookednesse of my lucke. 1673
Lady's Call. 11. 1. 59 Youth . . easily warps into a crooked-
ness. 1803 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. II. 351 There is

a crookedness in his policy. 1875 Manning Mission if.

Ghost xi. 305 Moral obliquities bring on a crookedness
which hinders the faculty of discerning the rectitude of
God's truth.

3. (with An instance of crookedness; a
crooked or bent part. Alsofig. A ' crooked ' piece

of conduct.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 496 As Carpenters bring the

square togreatunweildy crookednesses, that cannot be moved
to it. 1766 Pennant Zool. (R. 1 x, A variety of trout, which
is naturally deformed, having a strange crookedness near
the tail. 1869 Trollops He Knew xxviii. (1878 1 159 He
lived by the crookednesses of people.

t Croo'ken, v. Obs. Also 6 eroken. [A
secondary form of Crook v. : cf. straighten.']

1. trans. To make crooked
; fig. to pervert.

155a Huloet. Croken, or make croked. 1563 Homilies
11. Idolatry 11, Saint Augustine, .sayth. .images be of more
force to croken an unhappye soule then to teache and in-

struct it. i6ai Sanderson Serm. (1681) 25 [They] rather
choose to crooken the Rule to their own bent. 1680 Baxter
Cath. Commnn. (1684) 9 By crookening it to any carnal in-

terest. 1835 C. Croker Fairy Eeg. 303 When I got up,
my back was crookened. 1828 in Craven Gloss.

i. intr. To be or become crooked ; to bend.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1201 It bendeth not, it

crookeneth not. 1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. i. % 1

(1689) To keep them from warping or crookning.

t CrOO'ken, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. prec, after

analogy of strong vbs., e.g. broken.] Crooked.
1589 Gold. Mirr. 1,1851) 52 Cho ho hath croken bill her

maister left astray?

Crooking (krukirf:, vbl. sb. [f. Crook v.1 +
-INO The action of the verb Crook

;
bending

from the straight line ; a bend, curve, curvature.
C1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 287 pis crokyng hi

litil and litil is now cropen ferre fro Crist is lawe. 1483
Cath. Angl. 85 A Crukynge of p 1 water, meandir. 1551
Recorde Pathw. Knowl. 11. Introd., In true streightenes
without crokinge. 1562 Phaer AKneid. ix, The horsmen
kest them selfs in crokings knowen ofquainted ground. 1607
Topsell Four/. Beasts (1673) 48 Rivers . . [that] by their
crooking and winding, .imitate the fashion of a horn.

Croo king, a. That crooks or bends.
138a Wyclif yobxx\\. 13 The eche side krokende edder.

1607 Topsell Four./, Beasts (1673) 327 A deep, hollow,
crooking ulcer.

t Crookle, vA Obs. rare. [dim. of Crookt/. 1
:

cf. crinkle.] intr. To crook or bend in a curve.

1577 B. Oooge Heresbach's Hush. in. (1586) 138 The
homes must rather crookle inward, then growe straight up.

t Croo'kle, v.- Obs. rare. [dim. of Crook 9.*}
intr. To coo as a pigeon.
1580 ISarkt A lv. C 1673 To Crookle like a doue, or pigeon.

1617 Minsheu Ductor, To Crookle like a pigeon, [Fr.]
geviir. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kerseyl, Croo or Crooked to
make a Noise like a Dove, or Pigeon.

Crookless (knrkles), a. Without a crook.
1849 Rock Ch. 0/ Fathers II. vi. 199 This bordon or

crookless staff.

Croo'k-neck. U.S. [Crook sb. C] A name
given to varieties of squash {Cucurbita maxima)
having the neck or narrow basal part recurved.
1848 Lowell Bigloiv P. Poems 1890 II. 10 Agin' the

dumbly crooknecks hung, i860 Emerson Cond. Life,
Wealth (1861) 66 The cantelopes, crook-necks, and cucum-
bers.

Crool (kr/7l), v. rare. [app. an onomatopoeic
formation, associated initially with the imitative

group, croo, crood, eroodle, crook, crookle, croak,

and perhaps with croon, with echoic fashioning of
the latter part.] intr. To make an inarticulate

sound more liquid and prolonged than a croak.
1580 Baret Alv. C 167a To Creole, mutter, or speakc

softe to ones selfe : to rumble. 1617 Minsheu Ductor, To
Croote, mutter, or speake softly to himselfe. 1851 S. Judd
Margaret xiv. (1871) 102 Frogs .. crooled, chubbed, and
croaked. 1893 Sunday Mag. June 425/1 Baby is lying in

mother's lap, crooling and gurgling.

Croomplod, obs. form of Crumpled.
Croon

v
kr«n), v. Chiefly Sc. Forms : 5-9 Sc.

eroyn, (5-7 croyne, 9 croin), 6 Sc. cruin, 6-9
crune, 8- croon. [Originally only northern,
chiefly Sc. (kron, kriin), whence in 19th c. Eng.

mainly since Burns. It corresponds to Da. kreunen
to groan, whimper, MDu. krdnen to lament, mourn
loudly, groan, MLG. kronen to growl, grumble,
scold, EFris. kronen to cause to weep; cf. also

OHG. chrdnnan\\— -njan),chr$nan,MLG. kroenen

to chatter, prattle, babble, and chrdn, crdn adj.

talkative, chattering, noisy. There is no trace of

the word in OE., and it appears to be one of the

LG. words that came into Sc. early in the ME.
period : its form is that of a word in ME 0. (In

Tcnvneley Myst., as in MSc, oy = o.)]

1. intr. To utter a continued, loud, deep sound
;

to bellow as a bull, to roar, low; to boom as a

bell. Sc. or north, dial.

1513 Douglas AEneis vi. iv. 40 The ground begouth to

rummys, croyn, and ring, Vndir thair feit [sub pedibus
mugire solum]. 1588 [see Crooning ppl.a.\ 161 1 Cotgr.
s. v. Rier, In tearmes of hunting we say, that the red
Deere bells, and the fallow troytes or croynes. 1674 91
Ray A*. C. Words 140 To Crune, mugire. 1787 Burns

j

Holy Fair xx\\, Now Clinkumbell, wi' rat 1 1in tow, Begins
to jow an' croon. 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake'x'x. Wks. (1876)

,

35 Even the dull cattle crooned and gazed. 1818 Southey
Brough Bells Poems VI. 227 That lordly Bull of mine. . How
loudly to the hills he crunes. That crune to him again.

2. To utter a low murmuring sound ; to sing
1

(or speak) in a low murmuring tone; to hum 1

softly.

iThe earlier quots. may have been ironical or humorous
uses of sense 1.1

( 1460 Tmvneley Myst. 116 Prifnus P. For to syng. . I can.
Site, P. Let se how ye croyne. Can ye bark at the mone?

|

1578 Gude % Godlie Ballates {1868) 179 The Sisters gray
befoir this day, Did crune within thair cloister, a 1818
Macneil/Ww* 1 1844) 56 Whan, crooning quietly by himsel', i

He framed the lay. 183s Motherwell Jeanie Morrison
vii, To wander by this green burnside. And hear its waters
croon. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile xxx. 571, I hear

\

a mother crooning to her baby.

b. To make murmuring lament or moan. Sc. or
north, dial.

18*3 Galt Entail I. ii. 11 Fraethe time o' the sore news,
she croynt awa, and her life gied out like the snuff o' a
can'Ie. 1830 — Lawrie T. 1. u. 6 Croining and dwining,
peaking and pining, at the lire-side. 1880 Antrim <$• Down
Gloss., Croon, to lament, wail.

3. trans. To sing (a song, tune, etc.) in a low
murmuring undertone ; to hum.
1790 Bl rns Tarn O* Shunter 84 Whiles crooning o'er 1

some auld Scots sonnet. 1848 Dickens Dombey <C. D. ed.)
j

60 Paul sometimes crooning out a feeble accompaniment.
|

1871 Holland Marb. Proph. 60 Overthe cradle the mother
j

hung Softly crooning a slumber song.

Hence Croo ning vbl. sb. a.nappl. a.

1588 A. Hon Hymns, Triumph ofthe Lord 234 (Banna-
1

type Club) 41 Be cruining Bulls of heigh andhauehti^
minde. 18*8 Southey Brough Bells, That craning of the

j

June. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede xviii, The cocks and hens
..made only crooning subdued noises. 1872 Black Adv. 1

Phaeton xix. 270 As soft and musical as the crooning of
a wood-pigeon.

Croon (kr«n), sb. Chiefly Sir. Also 6 crone,
8-9 crune. [f. Croon v.]

1. A load, deep sound, such as the bellow of a
|

bull or the boom of a large bell. Sc. or north, dial.

1513 Douglas AEneis xit. xii. 56 Lyke as twa bustuus
bullis . . Ruseband togiddir with cronys and feirfull granis.

1785 Burns Halloween xxvi, The Deil, or else mn outler
Quey, Gat up an' gae a croon, 1813 Hogg Queen's Wake '

304 The bittern mounts the morning air. And rings the sky
with quavering croon. 1858 M. Porteous Souter Johnny
14 The bell's last croon.

2. A low murmuring or humming sound, as of a
tune hummed in an undertone.

1785 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 11. ii. She [a witch] can o'er-

cast the night, and cloud the moon, And mak the deils

obedient to her crane. 1837 R. Njcoll Poems (1843) 82
The cushat's croon. 1865 Kingsley Heretv. x\i, She thought
over the old hag's croon.

Crooner (krw*nai). [f. Croon v. + -er.] One
who croons. In Sc. a name for a fish, the Grey
Gurnard ( Trigla gurnardus), from the noise it

makes when landed.
1808 in Jamieson. 1838 Proc. Benv. Nat. Club I. 170

Trigla gurnardus . . the Gurnett or Crooner. 1884 G. H.
Boughton in Harper's Mag. Dec. 73/1 We .. discovered
each other—the crooner and I.

Croop(e, var. of Croup.
Crooper, obs. form of Crupper.
Croos, var. of Chose Obs., crosier.

tCroose, v. Obs. Also 6 orowse. [? a. OF.
croussir, crusir: see Crush.] To crush.

1567 Drant Horace Epist. EL i. F vii}, He that did crowse
and culpon once Hydra of hellish spyte (Lat. diram qui
contudit hydrant]. 1611 Cotgr., Esmarmeler, to crash,

croose, or Durst in peeces. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk ff Selv.

130 They can't strike sail, or notch the wheels, and croose

the springs, at work within them, in a trice.

Croose, -ly, var. of Crouse, -ly.

Croosie, var. of Cruisie Sc.

fCrOOt 1
. Obs. rare. [In first quot. perhaps

the same word as Sc. croot, emit (kriit) the smallest

pig in a litter, a diminutive child or person, and
north, dial, crttt dwarf. Cf. also Welsh crwt boy,

lad, chap, little fellow.] (See quots.)

16x4 T. Freeman Rnbbc 9t Great Cast xliv. C iv, Caspia,

the decrepit old rich Croot [rime boot]. 1808-35 J ami i-'son.

Croot, a puny feeble child ; the smallest pig in a litter, etc.

1835 Brockett Gloss. N. C. Wds., Crut, a dwarf, or any-
thing curbed in its growth. 1883HuddersfieId Gloss., Crut
. . in some parts means a dwarf.

t CrOOt 2
. Mining. Obs. [? F. ero&U crust.]

' A substance found about the ore in the lead mines
at Mendip, being z mealy, white, soft stone, matted
with ore (Chambers Cycl. Suppl.).
1668 Phil. Trans. HI. 770 There is Sparr and Caulk

about the Ore ; and another substance, which they call the
Crootes which is a mealy white stone, marted with Ore and
soft. Ibid. It terminates in a dead Earth Clayie, without
Croot or Sparr. 1759 **. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. I. 67.

Croot, var. of Crout v.

Crootche, obs. form of Crouch.
+ Croote. Obs. = Criton.
1383 Wyclif Ps. ci. 4 My bones as croote han dried.

Crop (kr(?p), sb. Forms : 1- crop ; also 1-6

cropp, 3-7 croppe, 4-7 crope, (5 crowpe,
croupe, in sense 1), 7-9 Sc. and dial. crap. [OE.
crop{p = OLG. *crop(p, MDu. crop(p, MLG.,
LG. and Du. krop, OHG. chropf, MHG., Ger.

kropf, 'swelling in the neck, wen, craw of a bird*,

in ON. kroppr hump or bunch on the body, Sw.
kropp the body, Da. krop swelling under the throat.

These various applications indicate a primitive

sense of 1 swollen protuberance or excrescence,

bunch \ The word has passed from German into

Romanic as F. croupe, and It. groppo, F. groupe :

see Croup, Group. OE. had only sense 1, *craw
of a bird \ and 3,

1 rounded head or top of a herb *

;

the latter is found also in High German dialects

(Grimm, Kropf4 c) ; the further developments of
' head or top generally, and of ' produce of the

field, etc.', appear to be exclusively English. The
senses under IV are new formations from the verb,

and might be treated as a distinct word.]

I. A round protuberance or swelling, the craw.

1. A pouch-like enlargement of the oesophagus
or gullet in many birds, in which the food under-

goes a partial preparation for digestion before

passing on to the true stomach ; the craw.
,1000 XsjniC Lex: \. 16 Warp bone cropp & J>a federa

wi&eftan ba;t weofod. 1398 Trkvisa Barth de P. R. v.

xliv. (1495) 161 The mete of fowles is kepte in the croppe as
it were in a propre spence. 14. . Wyclif (MS.S.) Lev. i. 16

The litil bladdir of the throte or the cropp. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 101/1 Crawe, or crowpe of a byrde. i486 Bk. St.

Albans Cvij b, Hawkys that haue payne in theyr croupes.

1555 Eden Decades 16 He commaunded the croppe to bee
opened of suche as were newely kylled. 1607 Tofsell
Serpents (1653) 74° They have a crap on the belly from the
chin to the breast, like the crap of a Bird. 1780 Cowper
Nightingale 4- Glowworm 12 Stooping down.. He thought
to put him in his crop. 1870 Rollkston Anim. Life Introd.

52 The oesophagus, .often expands into a crop,

b. An analogous organ in other animals.
1836 Todd Cycl. Anal. I. 535/1 In the Nautilus it [the

gullet] is dilated into a pyriform crop. 1881 Darwin Earth-
worms L 17 In most of the species, the oesophagus is en-

larged into a crop in front of the gizzard.

f C. The dewlap of an ox ; a wen in the neck.
1591 Horsey Trav. (Hakluyt Soc*) 220 A goodly fare

white bull.. his crop or gorg hanging down to his knees
before him. 1590 A. M. tr. Gabethouer's Bk. Physicke 89/2
When anye man hath a croppe growinge on him. .applye it

on the Croppe, and it helpetn.

2. trans/, and fig. The stomach or maw ; also

the throat. Now Se. and dial. Cf. Gizzard.
ciyQPol. Smgs .Camden) 238 The knave crommeth is

crop Er the cok crawe. a 1400 Cov. Myst. xxiii. (Shaks.
Soc.) 217 I xal this daggare putt in his croppe. "1575
Wife tapped'88 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 184 Which sore would
sticke then in thy crop. 1737 Ramsay Sc. Prov. (1776) 31

(Jam.) He has a crap for a* corn. 1808-15 Jamieson s. v.,

That'll craw inyour crap
t
that will be recollected to your

discredit, it will be matter of reproach to you. 1876 Mid-
Vorksh. Gloss., Crop, applied to the throat, or locality of
the windpipe. One who manifests hoarseness is alluded
to as having a * reasty crop '.

II. The (rounded) head; the top part.

+ 3. The 'head* of a herb, flower, etc., esp. as

gathered for culinary or medicinal purposes ; a
cyme ; an ear of corn, a young sprout, etc. Obs.
0700 F.pinal Gloss. 6b Acitelum, nramsa crop. <*950

Lindisf. Gosp. Luke vi. 1 Degnas his 5a croppas eton.
c 1000 jElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 135, Tursus.cimia,
crop. Ibid. i^gCima, crop, c 1350 in Archseol. XXX. 356
Take sanycle and y crop of y* brembelys . . Y" crop of y*
reednettvle. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xhi,
Mure cokis andTennis, quhilk etis nocht bot seid, or croppis
of hadder. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 97 When the Nettle is

young . . they vse to eat the crops tnerof for a pleasant
kind of meat. 1686 W. Harris tr. Lemery's Chym. (ed- 3)

572 Take two pounds of Rosemary Flowers, the Leaves of

Rosemary, the crops of Thyme, Savory, Lavender, etc. 1785
Berns Earnest Cry xxxx, Whare ye sit, on craps o* heather.

b. Arch. A bunch of foliage terminating a
pinnacle, etc. ; a finial.

1478 Botoner Itin. (Nasmith 1778) 282 A le garpayle
usque le crope qui finit le stone-work.

t
1846 Fcclesiologist

V. 214 The 'crop* is a bunch of foliage surmounting a
crocketed canopy, and resulting from the concurrence of
the two topmost crockets. 1848 B. Webb Cont. Ecctes. 60
With crockets and a crop above a two-light window.

t4. The 'head' or top of a tree. Sometimes
(with //.), A topmost branch. Obs.
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a 1300 Signs bef. Judgem. in E. E. P. (1862) 10 pc sefbe

dai hit [the tree] sal grow a?e har crop adun har rote an hei.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 81 In Inde a crop of a figge

tree is so huge, .pat meny companyes of men may sitte at

be mete wel i-now bere vnder. 1309 Pol. Poems (Rolls)

I. 365 Hewe hit downe crop and; rote. C1440 Gesta
Rom. lxv. 186 (Add. MS.) He sawe the Ape ..in the croppe
of a tree. 1549 CompL Scot. xiv. 121 Tha band his tua
armis vitht cordis to the crops of ane of the treis. 1558
Phaer AKneid. vi. P iv b, So from the tree the golden
braunche did shewe. .^Eneas. .caught a crop with much ado.

5- fig', esp. in phr. crop and root, implying the

completeness or thoroughness of anything : cf.

' root and branch \ Now Sc.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvi. 100 Fals y wes in crop
ant rote, c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 25 She that was
sothfaste crop and moore Of al his lust or ioyes here-to-

fore. 1393 Langl, P. PI. C. xxiii. 53 Antecrist cam benne
and al be crop of treuthe Turned tyte vp-so-doun. c 1460
Towneley Myst. 96 Haylle, David sede ! Of oure crede
thou art crop. 1513 Douglas /Eneis xn. x. 116 Baithcrop,
and ruyte, and neyd of sik myscheif. a 1670 Spalding
Troub. Chas. I (1792) I. 100 (Jam.) To . . sweep off the

bishops of both kingdoms crop and root. 1768 Ross Hele-
nore 30 (Jam.), I tauld you crap and root, Fan I came here.

6. gen. The top of anything material. Sc.

1513 Douglas /Eneis 1. iii. 91 Our slidand lychtlie the
croppis of the wallis [=waves]. 1808-25 Jamieson s. v.

Crap, Tlie crap of the earth, the surface of the ground.

.

The crap ofthe wa', the highest part of it in the inner side

of a house. The cones of firs are called fir-craps. 1834 H.
Miller Scenes £ Leg. xviii. 270A grip that would spin the
bluid out ot the craps o' a child's fingers. 1868 G. Mac-
donald R. Falconer I. 271 She proceeded, .to search for

them in the crap o' the wa', that is, on the top of the wall

where the rafters rest

7. spec. a. * The top or uppermost section of a

fishing-rod ' (Jamieson), Now Sc.

a 1450 Fysshynge wyt/t an Angle (1883) 8 Set your crop an
honful withyn be ovir ende of ?owr stafe. Than arme jowr
crop at be ovir ende. .with a lyn of vi herys. 1496 Bk. St.

Albans H v, But kepe hym ever under the rodde
;
.soo that

your lyne may susteyne and beere his lepys and his plungys
with the helpe of your cropp and of your honde. 1808-25

Jamieson s, v., The crap of a fishing-wand.

b. The upper part of a whip ; hence the whole
stock or handle of a whip.
1562 Bulleyn Def. asst. Sickness, Sicke Men (1579) 8 b,

A long whipstocke with croppe and laniarde. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Crop.. the Handle of a Coach-man's Whip.
1781 P. Beckford Hunting (1802) 42 The whips I use are
coach-whips, three feet long, the thong half the length of

the crop. 1846 Egerton-Warburton Hunting Songs,
' Tantivy Trot', Here's to the music in three feet of tin,

Here's to the tapering crop, Sir. 1856 Lever Martins of
Cro' M. 33 He admonished the wheeler with the ' crop ' of
his whip.

c. esp. A short straight whipstock with a handle
and a short leather loop in place of the lash, used

in the hunting field ; more fully hunting-crop.
1857 Capt. Lawrence Guy Livingstone iv. 30 Hunting-

crops and heavy cutting-whips. 1887 Sir R. H. Roberts
In the Shires i. 13 His crop had fallen out of his hands.

III. The produce of the field, etc. [from 3].

8. The annual produce of plants cultivated or

preserved for food, esp. that of the cereals ; the

produce of the land, either while growing or when
gathered; harvest.

[c 1213 in Madox Form. Anglic, ccxxii, Donee inde duos
croppos perceperint.] a 1300 Cursor M. 3103 (Cott.)O corn,

o crop,aght and catell [Trin. Of crop of corn & obere catel]

To godd his tend bar gafe he lele. c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 8280 pare he gaue all stayndrope With purtenance,
wode and croppe, 1546 Snppiic. ofPoore Commons 71 No
man myght . . gleane his grounde after he had gathered of
his croppe. 1596 Bp. W. Barlow Three Scrm. i. 28 Bewitch
not by any Charme any other man's Crop. ^1656 Bp. Hall
Rem. Whs. (1660) 121 The Husbandman looks not for a crop
in the wild desart. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 109 He
was not even entitled to reap the crop, as other tenants at

will were,

b. In, under, out ofcrop', i.e. the condition of

bearing crops ;
tillage, cultivation.

1791 Statist. Acc. Dumfr. I. 181 (Jam- s
-.
v- Croft-land)

A few acres of what is called croft-land, which was never
out of crop. 1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 58 The surface is

in general level, and about three-fourths are under crop. 1892
Times (Weekly Ed.) 16 Dec. 8/1 Including 75,833 acres in

crop and grass.

9. With qualification or contextual specification :

The yield or produce of some particular cereal or

other plant in a single season or in a particular

locality. The crops : the whole of the plants which
engage the agricultural industry of a particular dis-

trict or season.

Black crop : a crop of beans or peas, as opposed to one of
corn. Green crop : a crop cut in its green state for fodder ;

also, a crop which does not turn white in ripening, as roots,

potatoes, etc. White crop : a crop which whitens in ripen-
ing ; a corn or grain crop.

[1322 Literx Cantuar. (Rolls) I. 82 Cum cropa frumenti
. . cropa vescarum . . et cropa avenarum.] c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 104 Croppe of come yn a yere ^ere K.), annona.
^530 Palsgr. 211/1 Croppe of corne, leuee de terre. 1611
Corvat Crudities 124 They turned in their stubble to sow
another croppe of wheate in the same place. 1789 Mrs.
Piozzi Jourti. France I. 8 No crops are yet got in. 1807
Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 156 The common course of
crops through this district may be stated—as, wheat, barley,

oats, clover with hievre, first year mown. 1816 Keatinge
Trav. (1817) II. 182 The ground, .is only sown with a white
crop one year, and the next with a green one to cut for fresh

fodder, as lucerne, sanfoin, trefoil or clover. 1849 Helps
Vol. II.

Friends in C. II. 91 P'fany a long talk about the crops and
the weather. 1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom xxxvi, You'll
lose your bet on the cotton-crop.

b. The annual or season's yield of any natural

product.
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Crop, annual produce, as

well animal as vegetable. We talk of crops of lambs, tur-

keys, geese, etc. 1879 Lumberman's Gaz. 15 Oct., Cutting
their next season's crop of logs. 1884 Casseirs Fam. Mag.
Feb. 188/1 The total annual ice-crop of the States is twenty
million tons.

10. The entire skin or hide of an animal tanned.

Also short for crop-hide, crop-leather : see 22. (Cf.

englische kr'offe and kropfen in Grimm 2395, 2400.)
1457 Bury Wills (Camden) 13 Togam meam penulatam

cum croppes de grey [? badger skins]. 1486 Will ofMarsh
(Somerset Ho.), Togam .. furratam cum croppys. 1856 R.
Gardiner Handbk. Pool 50 The soles should be of the best
English crop or dintle. 1858 Simmonds Trade, Crop, .in

the leather trade, the commercial name for an entire hide.

11. trans/, and Jig. That which grows out of or

is produced by any action ; the ' fruit
'

; a supply
produced or appearing.
c 1575 Fulke Confut. Doct. Pnrg. (1577) 424 The latter

end of this chapter hath one croppe of his olde custome.
1587 Mirr. Mag., Malin v, Insteade of rule hee reapes the
crop of thrall. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iv. 47 When. . I . .hop'd
to reape the crop of all my care. 1680 Otway Hist. Cains
Marius Prol., From the Crop of his luxuriant Pen. 1799
Med. Jml. II. 135 This morning there is a plentiful crop [of

pustules] on every part of her body. 1830 Cunningham
Brit. Paint. I. 322 The annual academical crop of beardless
youths. 1862 Goulburn Pers. Relig. iv.x. (1873)335 [This]
has given rise to a crop of petty discussions.

12. Tin-mining. The best quality of tin-ore ob-

tained after dressing ; more fully crop-ore, -tin.

1778 W. Price Min. Comub. 218 The crop and leavings of
Tin. The first is the prime Tin. Ibid. 319 The finest black
Tin is called the Crop. 1884 Erichsen Surgery {1888) 348
Two pits are formed ; in the one nearest the mill the purer
and heavier part of the ore, or crop, is deposited.

IV. [f. Crop The act of cropping or its

result.

13. The cropping or cutting of the hair short

;

a style of wearing the hair cut conspicuously short

;

a closely cropped head of hair.

1795 Wolcott(P. Pindar) Hair Powder Wks. 1812 III.

289 His Curling-irons breaks and snaps his Combs . . For dead
is Custom 'mid the world of crops. 1844 Dickens Mart.
Chuz. ii, She wore it [her hair] in a crop, a loosely flowing
crop. 1853 [see County 1 8 b] County crop. 1856 J. W.
Cole Mem. Brit. Gen. Penins. War I. 1. 38 Giving up the
ttme-honoured powder and queue, and wearing a crop.

1878 Punch I. 21 Newgate crop.

14. A mark made by cropping the ears ofanimals

;

an ear-mark.
1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 1007/4, 39 fat sheep, .cropped in both

ears ; but the farther ear is a hollow crop. 1887 Scribn.
Mag. II. 508/2 Crop, an ear-mark.

fT5. A crop-eared animal ; a person who wears
his hair cropped. (In qnot. 181 1 = Croppy 2).

1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2422/4 And also a sorrel Crop, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crezv, Crop, one with very short Hair ;

also a Horse whose Ears are cut. Ibid., Prickear'd Fellow,
a Crop, whose Ears are longer than his Hair. 181 1 E.
Lysaght Poems 97 ' That's true ' says the Sheriff, 4 for

plenty of crops Already I've seen on the pavement.'

16. A piece cropped or cut off from the end.

1874 J. A. Phillips Elem. Metal. (1887) 367 The rails are
sawn to the proper length, giving a short piece or crop from
either end. 1890 Nature 2 Oct. 555 Steel rails occasionally
fail at the ends owing to insufficient ' crop' being cut off the

rolled rail.

b. Applied to certain cuts of meat.
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Crop, .a joint of pork, com*

monly called the spare-rib. 1868 C. J. Atkinson Cleveland
Gloss., Crop, a joint cut from the ribs of an Ox, and with the

bones shortened. 1880 Webster Supp., Crop, the region

above the shoulder in the ox.

17. The noise made by an animal in cropping

grass, etc. (Cf. Crump.)
1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt. iv. 29 The 'crop, crop ' of

our horses shortening the crisp grass.

18. Min. and GeoL + a. The cropping up or out

of a stratum, vein, etc. Obs. b. An outcrop.

1679 [see Crop v. 10]. 1719STRACHEYU1 Phil. Trans. XXX.
968 For Discovery of Coal, they first search for the Crop,
which . . sometimes appears to the Day, as they term it.

1789 J. Williams Nat. Hist. Min. Kingd. (1810) I. 116, I

have traced the crops or outward extremities of these coals.

1879 Dixon Windsor I. ii. 11 A crop of rock, starting from

a crest of rock.

19. (See quot.)

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Crop . . a fixed weight in

different localities for sugar, tobacco, and other staples, .the

usual recognized weight of a crop-hogshead of tobacco is

from 1000 to 1300 lbs. nett.

20. Neck and crop : see Neck.
V. attrib. and Comb.

f 21. attrib. Having the ears, hair, etc. cropped.

1663 Pepys Diary 1 May, Galloping upon a little crop

black nag. 1785 Sarah Fielding Ophelia II. I, I had rather

have, .my crop horse. 1825 Lockhart Let. 24 Aug. in Life

Scott, They have crop heads, shaggy, rough, bushy.

22. Comb., as (sense 1) crop-like, -shaped adjs.
;

(senses 8-9) crop-farming, -land', crop-producing

adj. : parasynthetic, as crop-headed, -haired* -nosed,

-tailed', f crop-doublet, a short doublet; crop-

hide, a hide, esp. a cow- or ox-hide, tanned whole

and untrimmed ;
crop-leather (see quot.) ; crop-

ore (see 1 2) ; f crop-side, the outcrop of a stratum
on a slope ; crop-sole, sole leather obtained from
crop-hides; crop-tin (see 12); crop-wall {Sc.),

the crop of the wall (cf. 6) ; + crop-weed, the
knapweed, Centaurea nigra; crop-wood {dial.),

the branches lopped off a felled tree. Also Chop-
ear, -EARED, -SICK.
1640 Shirley Const. Maid 1. i. (D.), Hospitality went out

of fashion with *crop-doublets and cod-pieces. 1887 Con-
tcmp. Rev. May 701 Southern Minnesota has outlived the
wheat growing and *crop-farming period. 1879 F. W.
Robinson Coward Consc. 11. xxi, He glanced . . at a *crop-
haired individual. 1842 Browning Cavalier Tunes ii, Bid-
ding the

v
crop-headed Parliament swing. 1794 Hull Ad-

vertiser 20 Sept. 4/1 Leather .. *Crop Hides for Cutting.
i8oz Hull Packet 28 Sept. 2/2 A good assortment of horse,
calf, and crop hides. 1846 M/Cullock Acc. Brit. Empire
(1854) I. 2iiThousands of acres of *crop-land are sometimes
laid under water. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *CroP-
leather, Crops, leather made from thin cow hides, used
chiefly for pumps and light walking-shoes. 1839 Todd Cycl.
II. 970/2 The oesophagus .. expanded into a large "^crop-

shaped bag. 1717 E. Barlow Sun'. Tide (1722) 11 The
Water, .descending from the *Crop-side is lodg'd therein,

1824 Mechanic s Mag. No. 43. 238 The best method of
finishing or striking *cropsole leather. 1881 Chicago Times
11 June, The largest advance in leather has been in crop
sole. 1689 Loud. Gaz. No. 2427/4 One black brinded Bull-
Bitch, crop Ear'd, "crop Tailed, black Mouth 'd, 1884
Times (Weekly ed.) 29 Aug. 14/2 The ..crop-tailed little

Kerry nag. 1892 Blackw . Mag. Oct. 481 The timbers. . went
down open to the *Crap-wa' or angle at the eaves. 1597
Gkrardk Herbal App. to Table,*Crop weed is Iacea nigra.
1884 Holland Cheshire Gloss., Crop, or 'Crop-wood, the
branches of a felled tree.

Crop (kr^p), v. Forms: 3-6 croppe, (6 cropp),
6-9 dial, crap, 7 crope, 4- crop. [f. Crop sb.]

1. trans. To cut off or remove the * crop
1

or head
of (a plant, tree, etc.) ; to poll, to lop off the

branches of (a tree).

a 1225 Ancr. R. 86 Asebe wi5i bet sprutteS ut be betere
bet me hine ofte croppeo. 1399 Pol. Poems (Roll.--) I. 363
Crop hit welle, and hold hit lowe, or elles hit wolle be wilde.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. v. 92 So cropped for to sprynge he
wol not ceese. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 132 Yf a tree be
heded and vsed to be lopped and cropped at euery -xii. or
.xvi. yeresende. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 85/2 A Tree is

. .cropped, when all its Boughs are cut off. 1881 O-vfordshire
Gloss. Supp., Crap, to crop or trim hedges. 1884 Cheshire
Gloss., Crop, to cut the branches from a felled tree.

2. To pluck off, remove, or detach (any terminal

parts of a plant) ; to snip off (twigs, leaves, etc.).

£-1420 Pallad. o?i Husb. in. 415, I must, .ther it growed,
croppe a plante of peche. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb.

58 My budding braunch thou wouldest cropp. 1611 Bible
Ezek. xvii. 4 Hee cropt oflf the top of his yong twigs. 1693
Evelyn De la Quint. CompL Card. Diet., To crop, is to

break or pinch of useless Branches without cutting.
^
1726

Leoni A Ibertis A rchit. I. 24 a, Leaves of Trees cropt in the

wane of the Moon.

b. To gather, pluck, pick, or cull (a fruit, flower,

or other produce of a plant), arch, or dial.

c 1450 Myrc 1502 Hast bow I-come in any sty And cropped
gerus of corne pe by. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. i. 134 To
crop at once a too-long wither'd flowre. 1667 Milton P. L.
v. 68 O Fruit Divine, Sweet of thy self, but much more
sweet thus cropt. 1680 Otway Orphan IV. vii, A cruel

Spoiler came, Cropt this fair Rose. 1809 Campbell Gcrtr.

Wyom. in. xxxvii, The hand is gone that cropt its flowers.

C. Said of animals biting off the tops of plants

or herbage in feeding ; also absol.

1362 Langl P. PI. A. vii. 35 pet comen in-to my croft, And
croppen my Whete. a^500 Mourning ofHare (Hartshorn

Metr. Tales 1829), I dar not sit to croppe on hawe. 1583
Stanyhurst Aeneis m. (Arb.) 77 Neere, we viewd. .goats.

.

cropping carelesse, not garded of heerdman. 1644 Quarles
Barnabas B. 70 Sheep . . that crop the springing grass.

1697 Dryden Virg. Past. x. 9 Sing, while my Cattel crop

the tender Browze. 17x7 Pope Iliad xi. 686 As the slow
Beast. .Crops the tall Harvest. 1850 Lynch Theo. Trin. v.

80, [I] listened to the browse of the sheep as they cropped
the grass.

t d. To feed on, eat. Obs. Cf. L. carpere.

1377 Langl, P. PI. B. xv. 394 Makometh . . Daunted a
dowue and day and ny3te hir fedde ; pe corne bat she cropped

he caste it in his ere.

3. To gather as a crop ; to reap.

x6oi B. Jonson Poetaster 1. i, Or crooked sickles crop the

ripen'd eare. 1608 Middleton Peacemaker Wks. 1886 VIII.

329 The frolic countryman opens the fruitful earth, and
crops his plenty from her fertile bosom. 1870 Lowell
Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873)310 He not only sowed in it

the seed of thought . . but cropped it for his daily bread.

4. Jig. (from 1 to 3). To cut off, lop off ; to reap.

1549 Chaloner Erasmus on Folly P ij a, Those who
through the divells instinction dooe go about to croppe

Peters patrimonie. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1. ii. 248 On me
That cropt the Golden prime of this sweet Prince. 1659

Vulg. Errors Cens. 49 Too tender a bud to be cropp'd by
Death. 1660 R. Coke Justice Vind. 4 Soph'isters cropping of

the inventions of other Men. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev III. v.

iii, By the hundred and the thousand, men's lives are cropt.

6. intr. To bear or yield a crop or crops ; also

with compl.
1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 11. ii. 233 She made great Caesar

lay his sword to bed, He ploughed her, and she cropt. 1839
Stonehouse Axholme 397 No land would crop better than

this mixture of warp and peat earth. 1877 Blackmore
Cripps iii. 18 Oakleaf potatoes, .warranted to beat the ash-

leaf by a fortnight, and to crop tenfold as much.

6. trans. To cause to bear a crop ; to sow or

plant with a crop ; to raise crops on.

C»S73 Tussbr Husb. (1878) 44 Few after crop much, but
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noddies and such.] 1607 Relai. Disc, in Arb. Copt. Smith's

Wks. p. xlix, A plaine lowe grownd prepared for seede, part

wherofhad ben lately cropt. 179a A. Young Trav. France

(1704) II. x. 28 A field, entirely cropped with mulberries.

1844 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sec. V. 1. 162 It is usually cropped on

the four-field or Norfolk course. 1868 Rogers Pol. Earn.

xxii. (1876) 293 More land would be cropped with barley.

7. To cut off the top or extremity of (the ears,

tail, etc.), to cut off short
;
esp. to cut the ears of

animals as a means of identification, and of per-

sons as a punishment.

1607 Topseli. Four-/. Beasts[i673) 172 Stayeth his crying

by cropping off the head. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. XL L 14 Nor

crop the eares of them. 17*4 Swift Riddle, My skin he

flay'd, my hair he cropt. 1796 Bp. Watson Apol. Bible 257

Having their ears cropt for perjury. 1836W. Irving Astoria

II. 36 As soon as a horse was purchased, his tail was cropped.

1864 H. Ainsworth John Law iv. vii. (1881) 212 That.,

puppy ought to have had his ears cropped for his im-

pertinence.

8. spec. a. To cut or clip short the ears, etc. of

(an animal, person, etc.).

1578 in W. H. Turner Select Fee. Oxford 306 One grey

. .mare, crapped on the further yeare. 1675 Lond. Gaz. No.

1007/4, 39 fat sheep . . cropped in both Ears. 1764 Foote

Patron L i, And so get cropped for a libel. 1787 ' G. Gam-
bado Mr**/. Norsemen (1809) 24 A horse's ears cannot well

be too long . . Were he cropt, and that as close as we some-

times see them now a days, [etc.].

b. To cut the hair of (a person) close.

1796 Hull Advertiser 21 May 4/4 To crop, or not to crop,

that is the question ..and by a crop to say we end The
head ach. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. (1865) II. IV. xl. 42 Crop

him, my jolly Barber ; close down to the accurate standard.

c. To clip the nap of (cloth" ; to shear.

1711 [implied in Cropper 2
2]. 1839 Carlyle Chartism

viii. 168 The Saxon kindred burst forth into cotton-spinning,

cloth-cropping. 1879 Cassetfs Techn. Educ. IV. 343/1 Cloth

is usually ' raised ' twice and ' cropped ' several times.

d. To cut down the margin of (a book) closely.

1824 Dibdin Libr. Comp. 378 Copies are usually cropt. I

never saw it uncut. 1885 C. Plummer Fortescue's AOs. <y

Lim. Mon. Introd. 88 The manuscript . . has been a good

deal cropped by the binder.

e. (See quot.)

1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb. * Durh. 20

Crop.. to leave a portion of coal at the bottom of a seam in

working.

9. In mining districts (Durham, S. Wales, etc.) :

To dock, to fine.

1891 Labour Commission, Glossary of Terms.

10. intr. Min. and Ceol. Of a stratum, vein, etc.

:

To come up to the surface ; to come out and ap-

pear on the side of a slope, etc.

166S D. Dudley Metal. Martis (1854) 27 The Coles Ascend-

ing, Basseting, or as the Colliers term it, Cropping up even

unto the superfices of the earth. 1679 Plot Staffordsh.

(1686) 130 The coal which has cropt to the same point of its

first diping. .before it has reach't the surface and cropt out,

has taken another dip agreeable to the first, and then again

another crop agreeable to the former. 1698 St. Clair in

Phil. Trans. XX. 379 A Vein of Bitumen or Naphtha that

cropeslas the Miners call it) only here. 179a Trans. Soc.

Enc. Arts X. 136 Where the different strata or measures

crop out. 185s Lyell Elem. Geol. v. (ed. 5) 55 The ridges

of the beds in the formations a, b, c, come out to the day, or,

as the miners say, crop out on the sides of a valley. 1880

Academy 26 June 468 The mainland has a foundation of

older rock which crops up in many places.

b. fig. To crop up : to come up or turn up un-

expectedly or incidentally, in the field of action,

conversation, or thought.

1844 Disraeli Coningsby 11. vi, We shall have new men

1190

etc., as a means of identification, and in persons

as a punishment.
1530 Wells Wills (1890) 194, ij cropyired heyfers. «6»6 V..

Jonson Masque 0/Owls, A crop-ear d scrivener, this . .
He

had his ears in his purse. i6ao Davenant Albovine Wks.

(1673) 430 Crop-ear d too, like Irish Nags. 1706 Lond. Gaz.

No. 4234/4 A Black Dutch Dog, crop Ear'd. 1841 Lytton

Nt. 4 Morn. I. i, He purchased a crop-eared Welsh cob.

2. Having the hair cut short, so that the ears are

conspicuous.
This and related terms (cf. quot. 1641-2 in Cropped A

applied to the Puritans or 'Roundheads', were probably

intended by their opponents to associate them with those

whose ears had been cut off as a punishment.

1680 Wood Life (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 477 Others say he

was a crop-ear'd rogue, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crrn*,

Crop-ear'd-Felhrw, whose Hair is so short it won't hide his

Ears. 1760 FoarzMinor 1, The sleek, crop-eared prentice.

1816 Scott Old Mort. viii, If I were to give the law, never

a crop-ear'd cur of the whole pack should bark in a Scotch

pulpit, a 1830 Pkaeii Poems (1864) I. 354 Out on the crop-

eared boor, That sent me with my standard on foot from

Marston Moor.

Cropen, obs. pa. pple. of Creep.

Croper(e, -ier, -ore, -our, obs. ff. of Crupper.

Crop-fa:ll, a. [f. Crop so. 1-2 + Full.] Hav-

ing the crop or stomach filled ; filled to repletion.

163a Milton L'Allegro "3 And crop-full out of doors he

flings Ere the first cock his Matin rings. 1801 sporting

Mag. XVII. J2i Not having received that crop-full surfeit

that you have. 1846 Landor /mag. Com). Wks. I. 68 Let

poets be crop-full of jealousy.

Cropless (krfrples), a. [f. Crop so. + -less.]

Without a crop; having no crop.

(11845 Hood Anm>. Pauptr iv, What's weather to the

cropless? You Don't farm. 185s Macgillivray Nat.

Hist. Dee Side 286 The brown peat forms the soil, crumbled

and cropless.

tCropling. Obs. An inferior kind of stock-fish.

174 Stat. dePo

cropping up every session.

I. 11. 143 The subject .. having once cropped up in Exeter

College common-room.

c. fig. To crop out (rarely forth) : to come
out, appear, or disclose itself incidentally.

1849 S. R. Maitland Ess. 288 The charge against the

prisoner . . crops out in the sequel. 1853 Kane Grinm-ll

Exp. L (1856) 486 Some of their superstitions, which crop

out now and then through their adopted faith. 1868

Browning Ring ft Bh. 11. 174 All such outrages crop forth

I* the course of nature.

11. To remove the crop of (a bird).

1741 Compl. Earn. Piece 1. ii. 139 Pull, crop, and draw
your Pidgeons.

12. To crop the causey (Sc.) : to take or keep the

' crown of the causey ', to walk boldly in the

centre or most conspicuous part of the street.

31670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (1791) !•
J7*

A"
Covenanters now proudly crop the cawsy. 1887 Balloch
Pynours iv. 34 The merchant burgesses as a class proudly

cropt the causey.

Crop, var. of Crap ji.2

Crop, crope, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Creep.

Cropar, obs. form of Crupper.

Crope, v. : see Croape, Croup.

+ Cro -p-ear. Obs. [Cf. Crop sb, n, v. 7.] An
ear that has been cropped ;

hence, a crop-eared

animal or person.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, B. iii. 72 What Horse? a Roane,

a crop eare, is it not. 1618 Rowlands Sacred Mem. 49 He
made a crop-eare of the High-Priests man. 1604 Lond. Gaz.

No. 3014/4 A little. .Greyhound bitch, with crop Ears. 170*

Vanbrugh False Friend m. ii, See that crop-ear there, that

vermin, that wants to eat at a table would set his master's

mouth a-watering !

Crop-eared (krp-p|i»:.id), a. [f. prec. + -ed.]

1. Having the ears cropped
;

esp. in dogs, horses.

I Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men

1174 Stat, ae I'oltria et Pisce. Lib. Horn fol. 312. 313 [in

Stow's Surv. (ed. Strype 1720) II. v. xxvii. 366/2, Anno

1274, Saving a Cropling of which three of the better sort

for i*1 .] i66« Stat. Ireland (1765) II. 449 Croplings, the

hundred, containing six score 13'. 4*.

Cropon, -oun, etc. : see Croupon, rump.

Cropped (kr^t), ppl. a. Also cropt. [f. Crop

v. and sb. + -ED.]

1. Cut off; cut short ;
plucked, lopped, pruned.

1558 Phaer A^neid. vl. (R.>, Lothly croppid nose. 16*3

Drumm. of Hawth. FUnoers ofSion (RA Like a crop'd rose

that languishing doth fade. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2289/7 A
plain brown cropt Nag. 1856 R. W. Procter Barber's

Shopxxi. (18831209 [They] shook their cropped heads in the

faces of the dainty Cavaliers.

2. Sowed or planted with crops.

1840 T. A. Trollope Summ. Brittany I. 189 The flat and

richly cropped district of the marshes.

3. Having a crop. Chiefly in comb., as full-

cropped.
i486 Bi. St. Albans A vj b. Ye shall say yowre hawke is

full goorged and not cropped.

4. Comb, f Cropped-eared^ Crop-eared 2.

1641-* D. Lewis in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1721) IV. 111. I.

482 A company of prick-eared and cropt-eared Rascals.

Croppen, -in, north, dial. pa. pple. of Creep.

Cropper 1 (krp paj). [f. Crop j*.' + -er '.] A
breed of pigeons having the power of greatly dis-

tending or puffing up their crops ; a pouter.

1655Walton AnglerioiTherc be Cropers,Carryers, Runts.

1678 Ray Witlughby's Omith. B. xv. § 2 Pigeons, .croppers,

so called because they can and usually do by attracting the

air blow up their crops to that strange bigness that they

exceed the bulk of the whole body beside. 1774 Goldsm.

Hat. Hist. (1862) II. iv. viii. 126. i8s° E. S. Dixon in Teget-

meier Pigeons v. (1867) 54 Pouters . . Provincially they are

called Croppers. 1891 Daily Nms 7 Jan. 3/4 Those Norwich

croppers are not half so puffed up as they seem.

Cro'pper-. [f- Crop sb. or v. + -er.]

L One who or that which crops.

1483 Cath, Angl. 84 A Cropper, decimator. 1881 Sat.

Rev. No. 1319. 182 One can imagine Cicero, .imploring the

binder to leave the rough edges, and imploring in vain .

.

But . . binders were often slaves, and an angry amateur would
throw the cropper to feed the lampreys.

2. A workman who shears the nap of cloth ; a

cloth-shearer ; also, a machine for doing this.

1711 Thoresbv Diary (1830) II. 89 A fund for the aged

and poor croppers at 2d or 4d per cloth. 1888 F. Peel
L uddites 42 The discontented croppers of Liversedge.

8. One who raises a crop, or successive crops.

Locally in U. S. and elsewhere used more or less specifically

:

see quots.

'573 I'usser Husb. (1 878) 44 What croppers bee here learne

to see. Ibid. 50 Though breadcome and drinkcorn such

croppers do stand : count peason or brank, as a comfort to

land. 1850 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XI. 11. 727 The land is

occupied by tenants called Croppers, who pay rents amount-

ing to 5/. or 61. per acre, which they are enabled to pay by

never letting the land lie idle, and growing crops ofvegetables

in rapid succession, which they carry to the Bristol market.

1886 Q. Rev. Oct. 109 A cropper hires for two years, at a

low rent from a squatter, a bit of waste land, undertaking to

clear it and grow wheat upon it. After this it is ready for

English grass. To succeed, a cropper must work hard with

his own hands. 1889 Farmer Diet. Amer., Cropper, a farmer

on commission, the consideration being, .calculated by the

proprietor on the basis of the crop produced.

4. A plant which yields a crop. (Usually with

qualification.)

1845 7ml. R. Agric. Soc. VI. 11. 352 The best croppers

for reeding cattle. 188a Garden 14 Jan. 19/3 Apples and

Pears.. having the stamp of excellent croppers.

CROP-STCK.

5. Comb. Cropper-worker : One who works a

cropping-machine (for cloth).

1891 Labour Commission, Glossary of Terms.

CrO'pper 3
. [perh. from phrase tuck and crop.']

colloq. A heavy fall ;
usually in phr. come {fall,

get) a cropper ; often fig.
1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma liii. 244 [He] rode at an

impracticable fence, and got a cropper for his pains. 1877

H. A. Leveson Sport Many Lands 464 My horse put his

foot in a hole and came down a cropper.

Cropper 4
. Printing. The name given to a

small printing-machine, the Minerva platen, after

H. S. Cropper, the inventor (1866). Also attrib.,

as cropper-hand, -machine.

1891 Daily Nnos 23 Sept. 8/6, Printers' Advt., Cropper

hand wants work.

Cropper(e, obs. form of Crupper.

Croppin, -ing, sb. Sc. Also crap-. The

crop or craw of a fowl ; also, transf. the stomach.

1737 Ramsay Sc. Prov. <i776)4oUam.>, I never loo'd meat

that craw'd in my crapine. i8aa Hogg Perils ofMan II.

190 (Jam.) Jocks crappin began to craw.

Cropping (krppirj), vbl. sb. [f. Crop v. +

-ing !^ The action of the vb. Crop.

1. The action of polling or pruning ; the gather-

ing of the crop, etc.

1616 Surfl. & Markh. Country Farme 550 The cropping

or gathering of this Maslin. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-

craft Wks. 1716 III. 193 Answer it all with a cropping of

Ears, Pillory [etc.). 1855 Motley Dutch Rep. (1861) I. 229

The cropping of the ears or the slitting of nostrils .. prac-

tised upon the Puritan fathers of New England. 1870 H.

Macmillan BibU Teach, iii. 56 Blossoms, are often pre-

vented from forming by the cropping of animals,

b. The shearing of cloth ; also attrib.

1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 131 The cropping or shearing-

machine. Ibid. 197 Shearing, or Cropping, is the next

operation. 1888 F. Peel Risings ofLuddites 10 llie old

method of finishing by hand, or cropping as it was called.

O. concr. That which is cropped; the wood

lopped from trees, etc.

1768 Case of Jeffry Ruffle (Erskine V. Ruffle & Brewster! 7

The Defendant . . had ten loads of croppings In the same

year. 1795 Hull A dvertiser 10 Oct. 4/1 Green lanes where

my poor ass may light of good croppings.

2. The raising of crops from land ; also crops

collectively.

1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 317 The farmers, .by incessant

cropping, have reduced the land to a sort of caput mortuum.

1861 Times 27 Sept., A climate more favourable to the

growth of grass and green cropping.

3. Min. and Geol. The rising of strata to the

surface ; the portion of a stratum which appears

on the surface, an out-crop ; fig. the act of rising

into view or into prominence. Also with up, out.

1679 Plot Staffordsh. (1686) 129 Their rise, croping or

basseting. 1831 J7 Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (18581 II. 210

On a slope of the croppings or the lowest beds of the moun-

tain limestone. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Shaks. Wks.

(Bohn) I. 355 Itie cropping out or the original rock.

Cro pping, a. [-ing 2
-] That croPs

various senses of the verb.

1851 Beck's Florist Sept. 197 Natural cropping clefts, and

romantic rocky spots. 1888 Daily News 17 Oct. 4/5 The best

cropping apple in existence is Keswick.

tCro-ppy 1
. Obs. rare. [dim. of Crop sb. i-a.]

Throat, stomach, maw.
a 15*9 Skelton El. Rummyng 561 This ale, sayde she, is

noppy.-Itcoleth well my croppy.

Croppy - (krp pi). [f. Crop sb. 13 or v. ob.J

One who has his hair cropped short ;
applied

esp. to the Irish rebels of 1798, who wore their hair

cut very short as a sign of sympathy with the r rench

Revolution.
1798 Ballad in Madden Lit. Rem United Irishmen (18871

122 Down Croppy, down Orange, down great, and down

small, c 1801 Remin.fugitive Loyalist in Eng. Hist. Rev.

July(i886l 539 Several of them, .swore they would die with

meor make rtie 'Croppies lie down', alluding to a loyal

song in which the rebel party was so styled. 1861 May

Const. Hist. 11863' »vi. 536 The wretched 'croppies were

scourged, pitch-capped, picketed, .and shot.

«J The following appear in Dictionaries.

1847-78 Hai.liwfll, Croppy, a Roundhead. 1873 Slang

Dict.,Croppie, a person who has had his hair cut, or cropped,

in prison. Formerly those who had been cropped (i. e. had

their ears cut off and their noses slit) by the public execu-

tioner were called croppies ; then the Puritans received the

reversion of the title,

t Crcpshin. Obs. Another form of copshen,

Corpion, a herring of inferior quality.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 63 It was but a cropshin, (one

of the refuse sort of Herrings,) and this Herring or this

Cropshin was sensed .. in the smoake. ifct ii. Jonson

Poetaster l. ii, Th' art in the right, my venerable Cropshin.

Cro'p-sick, a. Obs. exc. dial. [f. Crop rf. \ t

+ Sick a.] Disordered in stomach, esp. as a result

of excess in eating and drinking. Often fig.
1624 Middi.eton Game at Chess in. ii, My merit doth

begin to be crop-sick For want of other titles, a 1625 Boys

Wks. (1629) 400, People, who being Crop-sicke, doe not

hunger after the righteousnesse of Gods kingdome. 1703

Oliver in Phil. Trans. XXII I. 1408 A Prussian Boor ;
who

being Crop-sick . . thrust the Haft of his knife down his

Throat. 1748 Richardson C/ar/rra (181 1) VI. 35c
,
A man in

ill health, and crop-sick. 184S Bladnv. Mag. LVIII. 369 In

his appeal from Philip drunk to Philip sober, Philip cannot,

crop-sick, but nauseate the thought. 1878 Cumbrld. Gloss.,

Crop-sick, disordered in the stomach.
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Hence Cro'p-sickness.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 126 One that scarce knew any

but Crop-sicknesse. 1788 V. Knox Winter Even. I. m. ii.

241 As soon as they were recovered of their own crop-
sickness.

Cropure, obs. form of Crupper.

+ Crop-ward. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Crop sb.4 +

-ward.] In phr. To the crop-zvard—towards the
* crop * or top (of a tree).

ci435 Langl. P. PL C. xix. 108 (MS. T.) Elde clomb to

the cropward.

Cropyn, obs. var. of Croupon.
Croquet (krju-k^, -ki), sb. [Supposed to be a.

NorthPr. croquet, dial, form of crocket, dim. oicroc,

croche crook, found in ONF. in sense of 1 shepherd's

crook * (Du Cange s.v. crochetum, Littre and Hatz-
feld s. v. Crochet) ; and used in some modern F.
dialects in sense of ' hockey-stick \
Authorities for this use of croquet in Brittany are given by

Dr. Prior Notes on Croquet (1872) 51/2. In The Reader of
29 Oct. 1864, F. J. Foot, of the Geological Survey, stated
that the game had been played under this name (though this
is perhaps doubtful) near Dublin in 1834-5 • see also quot.
1877. From Ireland the game and name were introduced
into England in 1852, where between 1858 and 1872 Croquet
attained great popularity.]

1. A game played upon a lawn, in which wooden
balls are driven by means of wooden mallets
through iron arches or * hoops ' fixed in the ground
in a particular order.
It resembles more or less the ancient game of Closh, and

the more recent one of Pall-mall, in both of which a bull

had to be driven through an arch or hoop, in the former by
a spade-shaped beytel, in the latter by a mallet.

1858 Field 10 July 33/3 There is no game which has made
such rapid strides in this county [Co. Meath] within a few
years as croquet. Ibid. 27 Nov. 437/2 The game [croquet].

.

was introduced into the North of Ireland some twelve years
ago from a French convent. x86z Trollop ii Small Ho.
Allington ii,

1 1 haven't had a game of croquet yet said

Mr. Crosbie. 1864 Daily Tel. 4 June, Croquet, a fashionable
game everywhere, is adopted permanently at Cambridge.
1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 608 Mr. Dickson, an ivory turner of
Gracechurch Street, London, remembers having made a
set of croquet implements for Ireland over 40 years ago.

2. The action of croqueting a ball in the game of

croquet (see Croquet v.).

1874 J. D. Heath Croquet Player 8 This hitting of one
ball by another . . [and] the consequent * croquet', in which
the two balls are placed together, and struck so as to move
them both. Ibid. 14 To croquet, or take croquet.

3. attrib. and Comb., as croquet-ground, -koop,

-mallet, -match, -player, etc.

1868 Dilke Greater Brit. II. 246 Few with flat ground
enough for more than . . a quarter of a croquet-ground.
1879 E. Garrett House by Works I. 128 To put in an ap-
pearance at the Pride's next croquet match.

Croquet (krJu-k£, -ki), v. Pa. t. and pple.

croqueted (kw«k^d) ; also croqueed, -ed, -ed.

[f. prec. sb.] In the game of croquet : To drive

away a ball, after hitting it with one's own, by
placing the two in contact and striking one's own
ball with the mallet, {trans, and absol.)

1858 Field 21 Aug. 148/3 He may croquet any number of
balls. 1864 Miss Yonge TrialW. 123 Ethel would just have
to be croqued all through by her partner. 1874 J. D. Heath
Croquet Player 35 In this, the striker's or rear ball passes,

and goes a longer distance than the other or croqueted ball.

II Croquette (kreke't). Also 8 croquet. [F.,

f. croquer to crackle under the teeth, to crunch.]

A ball or mass of rice, potato, or finely minced
meat or fish, seasoned and fried crisp.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), In Cookery, Croquets are a
certain Compound made of delicious Stuff 'd Meat, some of
the bigness of an Egg, and others of a Walnut. 1869 J.
Grant Secret Disp. 161 A dinner of shee (which is identically

Scotch broth), croquettes, with puree of beet-root. 1883
Harper's Mag. Apr. 654/1 Croquettes of canned salmon.

II Crore (krd<u). Anglo-Indian. Also 7 carror,

kraur, courou, kourou, crou, crow. [ad. Hindi
karor, kror :—Prakrit krodi, Sk r . hot i.] Ten
millions, or one hundred lakhs (usually of rupees).

1609 Hawkins in Purchas Pilgrims I. 216 (Y.)The King's
yeerely Income of his Crowne Land is fiftie Crou of Rupias,
every Crou is an hundred Leckes. 1678 J. Phillips
Tavemier's Trav. 11. 1. ii. 22, 100000 Roupies make a
Lekke. 100000 Lekks make a Kraur. 1696 Ovington Voy.
Suratt 189 (Y.) A kourou is an hundred thousand lacks.

1753 Hanway Trav. (1762)11. xiv. v. 362 note, A crore is an
hundred lacks, or one million two hundred and fifty thousand
pounds. 1859 Lang Wand. India 109, 1 would give a crore of
rupees (one million sterling) to see her only for one moment.
1876 A. Arnold in Contemp. Rev. June 42 His father had
five Persian crores of soldiers (2,500,000.111en).

Crosbite, var. Crossbite Obs'., to cheat.

Croscrist, the Cross of Christ, Cross-row, or
Alphabet : see Cross sb. 4 b.

tCrose, Croce- Obs. Also 5 croos, (cros),

5-6 crosse. [a. OF. croce (pronounced krotsa), in

Roland nth c. ; from 14th c. onward crosse; cor-

responding to Pr. crossa, OSp. croza, It. croccia :—
late L. type ^croccia, croccea, a derivative of late

L. *croccus, It. crocco, in F. croc crook, hook. (See

Croc.) Cf. the various med.L. forms for 1 pastoral

crook * or ' episcopal staff ' in Du Cange, croca,

croqua, crocea, crocia, croccia, crochia, crossa,

crossea. In English there was a doublet form

CROCHE from Norman French. These words are

quite distinct from L. crux Cross, and its deriva-

tives, with which they have never been confused in

any Romanic language : thus OF. croce and crois

(cruiz), mod.F. crosse and croix, Pr. crossa and crotz,

OSp. croza and cruz, It. crdecia and croce, med.L.
croccia and crux. In ME. also, croce was quite
distinct from crois, croys, croyce ; but after the Norse
form of the latter word, cros, Cross, prevailed,

there was a tendency for croce and cross to run to-

gether as crosse, which resulted in the obsolescence
of croce. (See copious examples by Rev. J. T.
Fowler in Archwologia LII.)]

1. The pastoral staff or crook of a bishop or

abbot ; a crosier.

C1330 R. Bbunne Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 8921 He gaf.

.

Croces [v. r. kroces] riche to clerkes of pris . . York he gaf
toseint Saunson. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vm. 94 A bisschopes
crosse [C. xi. 92 croce], Is hoked in pat one ende to halie
men fro helle. A pyke is on bat potente to pulte adown be
wikked. 1387 Trevisa Higdett (Rolls) VII. 473 Croces.
c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode 111. vi. (1869) 139 Of a bishoppes
croos [v. r. croce] he made his howwe and his pikoyse.
Pikoise was the sharpe ende, and howwe was the krookede
end. c 1440 Tramp. Parv. 103 Croce of a byschope, pedum,
cambuca, crocea. 1460 Capgkave Chron. 134 Cam prelatis,

with here crosses and croses. 1528 Tindale Obed. Chr.
Alan 87 b, Is not that shephardes hoke, the Bisshopes crose,

a false signe. 1617 Minsheu Ductor, Croce, is a Shepheards
Crooke in our old English tongue. Hence the staffe of a
Bishop, .is called the Crocer, Crocier, or Crosier.

£. In 16th c, confounded in form with cross.

1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 31 Which with myters, crosses,

and copes, Apere lyke gaye bisshops and popes. Ibid. 56
Before hym [Wolsey] rydeth two prestes strong^ And they
beare two crosses right longe [i. e. a crose as bishop and a
cross as archbishop]. 1530 Palsgr. 211/1 Crosse, croix.

Crosse for a bysshoppe, crosse. 1552 Wriothesley Chron.,
Allhallmvs Day, The prebendaries of Pawles left of their

hoodes, and the Bishops their crosses.

2. A staff; = Croche 2.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 484 By seint Joce {v. r. lose]

I made hym of the same wode a croce [so 4 MSS., 3 crose].

c 1400 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 603/41 Podium, a croos.

3. Comb. Crose-staff, — sense 1 : cf. crosier-staff,

Crosier 2 b.

1549 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 60 The byshoppe of
Cauntorbery . .dyd the offes hym selfe in a cope and no vest-

ment, nor mytter, nor crosse, but a crose staffe. 1553 t'bid.

84 Many byshoppes with their myteres on their heddes and
crose-stavys in their honddes. 1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch.
Furniture (1866) 71 Banner pooles and crose staves—made
awaie the same tyme.

Croser, obs. form of Crosier.
Croset, -ette, obs. var. of Cruset, a crucible.

Crosette {ArchX var. of Crossette.
Croshabell. Obs. exc. dial. (See quots.)
a 1598 Peele jfests Wks. (Rtldg. 614) {title), How George

gulled a Punk, otherwise called a croshabell. Ibid. 616 In
Italian called a curtezan, in Spain a margerite . . now the word
refined being latest, and the authority brought from.. the
fruitful county of Kent, they call them croshabell, which is

a word but lately used.

Crosier, Crozier Qard^^i). Forms; 4-5
crocer, 4-7 croser, 5 crocere, croycer, crosyar,

5-6 croyser, croiser, 6 crosiar, crosyer, cros-

sier, -ear, (7 croisier), 6- crosier, 9 crozier.

[Here two words appear to be confounded, the

types ofwhich were respectivelyOF. crocier, crossier,

crosser 1 qui porte la crosse \ med.L. crociarius

bearer of a crocia, 'croce*, or 1 crose and F.

croisier, L. type *crucidrius one who bears or has
to do with a cross {crux, croix). The Anglo-French
and ME. forms of these were crocer or croser, and
croiser, respectively ; but the distinction was lost

in the I5~i6th c, when the words cross and crose

began to be confounded as crosse : see Crose. In

the 16th c. crosiers or cm^-^/was a common
term for the episcopal crook, borne by the croci-

arius, and at length the crook itself was called

the crosier. Many 19th c. ecclesiastical antiquaries

have erroneously transferred the name to the cross

borne before an archbishop.
The history of the application ofcrosier (s) staffand crosier

to the episcopal crook, is not quite clear. The former ap-

pellation seems pretty obviously due to the fact that the

crook or staff was borne by the 'crocer' or 'crosier', cro-

ciarius, and the latter use may have been short for crosier-

staff{the two words being treated as if in apposition) ; but

there is a possibility that both crosier-staffand crosier are

due to a vulgar perversion of the L. form crocia. In any
case, we have to remember that the ME. name croce, crose

was now becoming confounded with cross ' crux and that

some new distinctive term was wanted for the crocia, which

was found in crosier-staff and crosier. See Rev. J. T.

Fowler in Arcnseologia LII, 'On the Use of the Terms
Crosier, Pastoral Staff, and Cross

+ 1. A cross-bearer, one who bears a cross before

an archbishop. Obs. (prop, croiser.)

[The first quot. may belong to 2 ; but cf. texts A and B v. n.]

1393 Langl. P. PL C. vr. 113 Reson reuested ry$t as a

pope, And conscience his crocer [v. rr. croser, croycer,

croyser] by-fore be kynge stande. c j^oPromp. Parv. [see

sense 2]. 1483 CWA. AngL, A Croser, cruciferarius, cruci/er.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 108 a/i One syre edward gryme

that was his croiser put forth his arrae wyth the crosse to

bere of the strocke. 1515 in Fiddes Wolsey 11. (1726)201 The

Bishop of Rochester was Crosier to my Lord of Canterbury
during the Masse. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826)
8 In broade streetes. .their cross-bearers should go togither,
ut yet in narrow lanes, .the crossier of Canterbury should

go before, .for feare of iustling. 1586 Holinshed Ireland
32 The canon law, that admitteth the crosier to beare the
crosse before his archbishop in an other prouince. 1858 }.
Purchas Direct. Anglicanum 18 The Archiepiscopal Cross
is never carried by the Archbishop, but by one of his
chaplains chosen to act as Cross-bearer or ' croyser '.

f2. The bearer of a bishop's crook or pastoral
staff. Obs. (prop, crocer, croser.)
(Quot. 1380 is placed here, because the date appears to be

too early for sense 3.)

[izoo in Jacob Law Diet. s.v. Crociarius, Clericus Episcopi
Dunelm. quern vulgoCrociarium ejus vocant.J C1380 Wvclif
Wks. (1880)210 5e prelatis. .cloben fatte hor^is & gaie sadlis
& bridlis & mytris & croceris wib gold & siluer & precious
stonys. £14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 569/45 Cambucca, a
busshoppys cros ; Cambuccarius, a Croser. Ibid. 603/40
Podium, a croos. Podiarius, a Croser. c 1440 Promp
Parv.^ 104 Crocere, crociarius, cambucarius, crucifcr,
Pedarius, cruciferarius. c 1450 Tivo Cookery-bks. 68 pe
Bisshoppe in pontiticalibus; his Croser kneling behinde
him, coped. 1558 Macmyn Diary 171 My lord of London
crossear, Master Mortun, on of the gray ames of Powlles.

f b. Hence, apparently, Crosier s staff, crosier

staff, the episcopal staff or crook. Obs.
1488 fttv. in A nkml. XLV. 119 A miter for a bisshop .

.

and a croyser staffe lied gilte thereto, c 1511 lit Eng. Bk.
Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 31/1 Theyr bysahops . . with thecroy-
sers staffe and rynges. 1570 Ii. Googk Pop. Kingd. \. (18S0)
10 a, His Crosiar staffe in hande he holdes upright. 1611
Spked Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. iv. § 53 The Bishops with their
Crosier staues. 1630 PagiTT Christianographie [II. (1636)
31 Investure by a Ring and Croziers staffe. 1733 Rites $
Alon. Ch. Durh. 19 Crosier staff [50 ed. 1767 p. 18].

T C. Identified with the lituus of Roman Augurs.
1585 Hicins tr. Junius 1 Nomenclator 313 Lituus, a

crosier's staffe, or a Bishop's staffe. 1600 Holland Livy
x. vii. 356 With a croiser staffe [litno], and his head vailed
. .to take Augurie by flight of birds.

3. The pastoral staff or crook of a bishop or

abbot. ( = med L. crocea, crocia.)

1500 Inv. Ch. Goods St. Duuslau's Canterb. in Arc/ueol.
Cant. (18S6) XVI. 315 A vestment for Saint Nicholas tyme
with crosyar and myter. 1539 Inv. St. Osyth's Priory [in

Trans. Essex Arc/ueol. Soe. V. 55), Item a Crosyer of sylver
gylte. 1570-6 Lambardh Peramb. Kent (1826; 223 A great
dispute . . not for the Crosse (for that is the Archbishops
warre) but for the Crosier of the Bishop of Rochester. 1610
Guilli.m Heraldry (1679) 206 The .. Shepherd of whose
Crook this Croysier hath a resemblance. 1782 Priestlev
Corrupt. Chr. II. x. 251 The crosier, or pastoral staff, was
the lituus of the Roman augurs. 18*7 Praed Poems (1865)

I. 243 A pious priest might the Abbot seem, He had swayed
his crozier well. 1846 Sir J. Stephen EccL Biog. (1850) I. 53
To place the Sceptre on a level with the Crosier. 1862 J.
Eadie Eccl. Cycl. (ed. 21 s.v., The crosier bequeathed by
William of Wykeham to New College, Oxford.

% b. Applied erroneously to the cross of an arch-

bishop. (Rare before 19th c. : two 18th c. instances.)

1704 Cocker Eng. Diet., Crosier, an Arch Bishops staff.

1796 Gough Sepul. Mon. II. 129 (Referring to monument
of Abp. Chichele), The crosier of metal and probably of later

date, .surmounted by a cross pate'e. 18x9 Rees Cyclop, s. v.,

The crosier of an archbishop consists of a lofty processional

cross with a single bar to it. 1834 M. H. Bloxham Mon.
Archil. 34 The pastoral staff has often been confounded
with the crosier ; the latter was, however,, .a staff, headed
with a cross instead of a crook, and this was carried by the

Archbishops. 1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. Leg. Art (1S50)

105 The staff or crosier, surmounted by a cross.
_
1876

Scudamore Notitia. Euchar. no We have said nothing of

the Crosier borne before an Archbishop. 1880 Smith 8c

Cheetham Diet. Chr. Antiq. 1567.

4. trans/, (from 3). a. The curled top of a young

fern.

[1831 J. Davies Manual Mat. Med. 425 Leaves alternate,

rolled up like a crosier before their expansion.] 1874 Lyell
Elem. Geol. xv. 230 The Croziers of some of the young
Ferns are very perfect.

b. The flat convolute shell of the cephalopod

Spirilla.

1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. ii. 69 A great number
of the elegant shells (formerly named Croziers) contained in

the body of that curious nondescript animal, the Spirula

Australis. Ibid. 102 Incredible quantities of croziers, or

shells of the Spirula cephalopod.

f 5. The constellation of the Southern Cross;//,

the four stars of this constellation : cf. Cross 12.

Obs. [ad. OSp. cruciero, Sp. crucero, cross-bearer,

Southern Cross.]
i555 Eden 2nd Voy. to Guinea in Decades 35 1 ln *v«

degrees we dyde neere the crossiers [margin, The crosiers

or cross starresj. 1594 [see Cross 12]. 166s G. Havers
P. delta Valle's Trav. E. India 337 A Constellation of four

starrs, the Mariners call the Crosiers ; these stars appear like

a Cross. 1670 Narborough Jrnl. in Acc. Sev. Late Voy.

1.(1711)25 TheCrosers, Stars of the first and second Magni-
tude, are good for Observation.

^
1727-51 Chambers Cycl.,

Crosier in Astronomy, four stars in form of a cross ; by help

whereof those who sail in the southern hemisphere find the

antarctic pole.

6. attrib. and Comb., as crozier bud, head (cf. 4 a;;

crozier-tike adj.

1862 Burton Bk. Hunter (1863) 24 The handle was of a
peculiar crosier-like formation. 1885 Mrs. Lynn Linton
Chr. Kirkland II. 42 The crozier heads of forth-coming,

far-spreading fronds. 1891 Moore's Almanack 10 The burst-

ing ferns their crozier buds unfold.

Croaier [Sp. crucero\ early f. Cruiser.

Cro'siered, a. Having or bearing a crosier.

1727-51 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Abbot, Croziered Abbots, are

150-

a
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those who bear the crozier, or pastoral staff. 175(8 W. Taylor
Monthly Mag. V. 368 Not the. .harmless crosier'd hand.

Croslet, erroneous form of Corslet.
1607 Dryden &neid (J.), The croslet some and some the

cuisnes mould. 1835 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 445 Shirts of

mail and croslets.

Croslet, obs. form of Crosslet.

Cross (kr^s), sb. Also crois, croice ; corse :

see below. [English has had several types of this

word, derived by different channels from L. criu-em

(nom. crux, in late L. cruets, It. croce, Pr. crotz,

Sp. cruz, OF. cruiz, croiz, later crois). The native

name was OE. r6d, Rood ; but in late OE. the L.

word appears to have been adopted in the form cruc

(with final c palatalized, according to Italian pro-

nunciation), whence ME. cruche, crouche. At a

date perhaps earlier, the form cros appeared in the

N. and E. of England, being app. the Norse kross,

adopted from Olrish cros (pi. crosa), ad. L. cruc-em.

In OE., cros is known only in local nomenclature,

as Normannes cros ; cf. such northern place-names

as Crosby, Crosthwaite, -etc.; according to Wace
(r 1

1 75) Olicrosse! (-= hdlig cros), referring app.

to the Holy Rood of Waltham, was the battle-cry

of Harold at Hastings. After the Conquest, the OF.
croiz, crois was introduced as croiz, crois, croys,

later croice, and in early ME. southern writers was
the more frequent form ; but it became obs. in the

15th c, leaving the northern cros {crosse, cross) as

the surviving type. The later Norse (Danish, Nor-
wegian, Swedish) kors appears in Scotland and
Northumbria as corse, cors, corss, and still lingers in

Scotland both in proper names (e.g.Corserig,Cors-

torphine, etc.) and dialect speech.
Although cros, croice, corse, might, in view of their im-

mediate derivation, be treated as distinct words, it is most
convenient in tracing the sense-development to deal with
them together : Crouch is treated separately.]

A. Forms, a. 1-6 cros, 4-7 crosse, (4-5 croos,

4-7 croce, 5-6 crose), 5- cross.
963-84 Reed, ofGifts of Bp. AZelwold to Medeshamstede

in Birch Cartul. Saxon. III. 367 Of bam twam hundredum
be sec«e5 into Normannes cros man axeaf, etc. c 1175 Wace
Roman de Ron 13, 119 Olicrosse sovent crioent .. Olicrosse
est en engleiz Ke Sainte Croix est en franceiz. c 1205 Lay.
31386 He lette sone arere a muchel cros and mare, a 1300
Cursor M. 21637 (Cott.) Meracles o be cros {P. crossis, G.
crois, E. croicis] might. 11340 Hampole Psalter xvi. 12

In be crosse hyngand. £1380 Wyclik Sel. Wks. III. 109
t>e peple cryde, Do him on pe croos. 138a — Phil. ii. 8 The
deeth of cross [many MSS. the cros]. 1588 A. King tr.

Canisius' Catech. 189 The deatheof the croce. 1611 Bible
John xix. 25 Stood by the crosse of Iesus. 1654 J. Nicoll
Diary (1836) 125 At the Mercat Croce of Edinburgh. 1685
Evelyn Diary 16 Sept., The true Crosse

0. 3-4 croiz, croyz, creoiz, creoice, creoix,

4-5 (6 Sc.) crois, croys, croyce, croice.
a 1335 Ancr. JP. 18 A large creoiz. Ibid. 46 And J>eonne

vour creoices. Ibid. 346Ualle5. .a creoix. c 1375 O E. Misc.
50 Lyht adun of be croyz. a 1300 Leg. Rood 34 And bobe
croys (V 1350 pe twey croyses] eke ber-wip. a 1300 Cursor
M. 21792 (Cott.) Beside pe crois (v. r. croice, cros, croz].

C1300 Beket 1884 With croiz and with tapres. c 1394
PI. Crede 805, & on be crois dyede. 1413 Lyik;. Pylgr.
Sowle iv. xx. (1483) 67 He hanged. . vpon the croys. c 1450
Mirour Saluacioim 2491 How crist here, .the croice.

7. 5-6 cors, 5-7 corss, (6 corsz, corce), 5-
corse.
c 1435 Wyntoun Chron. v. x. 78 (Jam.) Elane that syne

fand the Cors. .1470 Henry Wallace 11. 22 Wallace . . 3eid
to the merkat cors. 1533 Gau Richt Vay 29 The wisdome
of the corsz. /bid. 44 Apone the cors. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. II. 363 (title) How Sanct Andro apperit, and of his
Cors in the air. Ibid. Sanct Androis corce. Ibid. Quhat
that corss suld mene. 1615 [see 13] Corss. 1786 Burns To
J. Kennedy i, Mauchline corse. 1813 [see 7 c] Corse.
B. Signification. I. The instrument of cruci-

fixion with its representations and fig. applications.

1. A kind of gibbet used by the ancients (and in

later times by some non-Christian nations) ; a stake,

generally with a transverse bar, on which they put
to a cruel and ignominious death certain criminals,

who were nailed or otherwise fastened to it by their

extremities.
The general sense does not appear in Eng. so early as the

specific (2), being mostly of modern occurrence in works on
Ancient History : but early mention of the cross occurs also
in Christian Martyrology and Saints' Lives. In the Vulgate
crux is applied widely to any gibbet or gallows on which
malefactors were hung, and is there also literally rendered
cros, crosse by Wyclif.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21533 (Cott.) He fand tua crosses [v. r.

croices], 1383 Wyclif Gen. xl. 19 Pharao shal . . honge
thee in the crosse. — Esther v. 15 Aman. .comaundide to
be maad redi an hei} cros. 1460 Cai-grave Chron. (1858)
60 Andrew was. .martired on a crosse. 1483 Catfu Angl.
84 To do on Crosse, cruciftgere. 1741 Earl of Hardwicke
in Athenian Lett. (1792) II. 115 Apollonides the physician
was condemned to the cross, and executed just before we
left Susa. 1837 Heber Hymn, ' The Son of God'', Twelve
valiant saints, their hope they knew. And mock'd the cross
and flame. 1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII. 205 The body of
Cleomenes was flayed and hung on a cross.

2. spec. The particular wooden structure on which
Jesus Christ suffered death, believed to have con-
sisted of an upright post, with a horizontal cross-
bar; the holy rood. (Often written with capital C.)

The identical cross is believed by large bodies of Christians
to have been found buried in the ground, by Helena, mother
of the Emperor Constantine, in 326 ; hence, the legend of
its finding or invention, the adoration of the fragments of it,

and stories of miracles wrought by it, play an important
part in the religious literature of the Middle Ages. In
this connexion the word is often qualified as holy, real,

true. Saint Cross. Stations, way ofthe Cross : see Station,
Way. The antecedent history of this sense in English is

found under the earlier name Rood.
c 137s O.E. Misc. 48 Do a rode ! do a rode ! Ibid, so Lyht

adun of be croyz. c 1390 S. Eng. Leg. I. 3/78 Huy founden
I

roden breo..J>o nusten huy of pe preo bo holie croyz pat

J

huy soua,ten ;wich it mi3te beo. a 1300 Cursor M. 8507
' (Cott.) pe croce [P., T. cros, 67. crois] O ihesu crist. a 1340
Hampole Psalter xxi. 1 Crist .. when he hyngid on pe crosse.

t 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 623 By the croys [so 2 MSS.,
3 cros, 2 crosse] which bat seint Eleyne fond. 1470-85
Malory A rthur xxi. vii, Sommemen say. .thatkyng Arthur
. . shal come ageyn & he shal wynne the holy crosse. 1535
Coverdale John xix. 19 Pilate wrote a superscripcion and
set vpon the crosse. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. i. 26 Those
blessed feete. . nail'd on the bitter Crosse. 1685 Evelyn
Diary 16 Sept., A little fragment, as was thouglit, of the
true Crosse. 1783 Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I. iv. 387 Images
. . according to the form of the venerable cross. 1844 E. B. G.
Warburton Crescent Cross xxii. (1850) 239 The hole in the
rock where the Cross stood. 1867 Bp. Forbes Expl. 39 Art.
xxxi. (1881) 616 On the Cross, the full satisfaction was paid.

+ b. By {God's) cross, as an oath. Obs.
c 1430 Anturs ofArih. viii, These Unvotes are vn-curtas,,

by cros, and by crede ! 1575 J. Still Gammer Gurton v.

ii, Else had my hens be stol n. .by Gods cross.

t c. A prayer used in the adoration of the

cross. Obs,
a 133$ Ancr. R. 28 Seie sumne o5er of oe creoiz.

3. The sign of the cross made with the right hand,

as a religious act. The full expression, sign of the

cross, is now usual : see b.

a X33$ Leg. Kath. 728 Heo wi5 Cristes cros cruchede hire

ouer al. a 1335 Ancr. R. 18 MakieS on ower mupe mit te

bume a creoiz. a 1300 Cursor M. 18338 (Cott.) {>e lauerd
lift hand . . And on adam a croice he made, c 1450 St.

Cuthbert (Surtees) 781 pe childe a crosse bar on made.
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Baptisme, Then he shal!

make a crosse upon the chifdes forehead and breste. 1816
Scott Harold v. xvii, He sign'd the cross divine. 1861 Sir
H. W. Baker Hymn. l "Tis done; that new and heavenly
birth ' ii, 'Tis done ; tne Cross upon the brow Is marked for

weal or sorrow now.
b. c 1 315 Shoreham 15 Ich signi the with signe of croys,

And with the creme of hele Confermi. 1470-83 Malory
Arthur xiv. ix, He made a sygne of the crosse in his for-

I

hede. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Baptisme, Receyue
the signe of the holy Crosse. 1645 Evelyn Diary May, In
the Greek Church they made the signe of the Crosse from
the right hand to the left ; contrary to the Latines and the
Schismatic Greekes. 1857 Mrs. Gatty Parablesfrom Nat.
Scr. 11. (1868) 23 If it had not thundered, the peasant had
not made the sign of the cross.

to. To fail on cross, a cross [»MHG. an tin

cruize vallen] : to fall cross-wise with outstretched

arms, in supplication. Obs.
a 1335 Ancr. R. 346 Ualle8 biuoren ower weoued a creo'ix

to per eorSe. c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 7315 Fel oncroice. .And
seyd sir for Codes gras, Thine help.

4. A representation or delineation of a cross on
any surface, varying in elaborateness from two lines

crossing each other to an ornamental design painted,

embroidered, carved, etc. ; used as a sacred mark,

]

symbol, badge, or the like.

.1225 Ancr. R. 50 pe cloS in ham [the windows] beo
twouold : blac clofl; pe creoiz hwit wiftinnen 8l wiSuten.

.

pus bitockneO hwit croiz pe ward of hwit chastite. tf 1300
! Cursor M. 21678 (Cott.) O pat blisced lambs blod A cros
was mad in signe o rode. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xiu. xi,

j

Therupon that sheld he made a crosse of his owne blood.

'535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 266 Forbad also in paithment
or in streit To mak ane cors quhair men $eid on thair feit.

1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 195 In a blew jacket with a crosse
of redd. 1645 Evelyn Diary 15 Feb., Shut up with broad
stones, and now and then a crosse or a palme cut in them.
1700 J. Jackson 24 Apr. in Pefiys* Diary $ Corr. (1879) VI.
ai8 His (the Pope's] slipper of crimson velvet, with a gold
cross embroidered upon it. 1833 Ix>ckhart Anc. Sp. Ball.,
Dragut i. The cross upon yon banner. . It is the sign of vic-

tory—the cross of the Maltese. 1871 Morley Voltaire
(1886) 344 To write letters to his episcopal foe, signed with
a cross and his name :

' + Voltaire, Capucin indigne \

+ b. Cross of Christ, also Croscrist: the cross

prefixed to the alphabet or Chosshow; the alphabet
itself as the first step in learning. Obs.
c 1450 Bk. Curtasve 144 in Babees Bk. 303 This lessoun

schalle by maistur pe merke Croscrist be spede in alle pi

werke. 1536 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 290 To turne
agayne to theyr A. B. C. and lerne the crosse of Chryst
agayne.

C. To take (ffong or nim) t/te cross : to accept
the sign or badge of a cross in ratification of a vow,
to engage in a crusade.
For the history of this see Croise v.

c 1390 Beket n in S. Eng. Leg. I. 106 Gilbert Bekat. .him
bi-bou^te pe Croiz for-to fo In-to ]>e holie land. 1397 R.
Glouc (1724) 346 Roberd due of Normandye be croys nom
atten ende, And parked hym wyp obere to pe holylonde to
wende. < 1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 226 Sir Edward
toke the croice, for his fader to go. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 80 Baldwyn . . preached, and exhorted men to take the
Crosse. 1883 Freeman Reign Will. Rufus I. iv. § 6. 562
Bohemond took the cross, and rent up a goodly cloak into
crosses for his followers.

5. A model or figure of a cross as a religious

emblem, set up in the open air or within a build-

ing, worn round the neck, etc.

c 1305 Lay. 31386 He lette sone arere a muchel cros and
!

mare. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvii. xv, One helde a
i

candel of waxe brennyng and the other held a crosse. 1501
Bury Wills (1850) 88, I bequeth to the parson of Berkham-
stede a Seynt Antony crosse. 1568 Grafton Chron. 1 1 . 8oi
The Byshops delivered to the king, .the Ball with the Crosse
in his left hand*. 1648 Ord. 29 Aug. in Scobell Acts «y Ord.
(1658) 1. cxviii. 175 Worshippers of Images, Crosses, Cruci-
fixes, or Reliques. 1878 Edith Thompson Hist. Eng. iii. 16
At . . Heavenfield . . Oswald set up a wooden cros£—the first

Christian sign reared in Bernicia.

6. A staff surmounted by the figure of a cross,

borne in religious processions, and esp. as an em-
blem of office before an archbishop.
c 1390 Beket 1848 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 159 Seint Thomas, .to

Caunterburi him drou) . .With croyz and with taperes be
contreie a-^ein him drou). 1460 Capgrave Chron. 134
Prelatis, with here crosses and croses. c X465 Eng. Chron.
(Camden 1856) 94 Thomas Bourchier archebysshop of

Caunterbury. .wythe hys crosse before hym, went forthe.

.

toward Londoun. 1568 Grafton Chron, II. 75 A great

contention arose . . whether the Archebishop of Yorke might
beare his Crosse in the Diocesse of Cauntorbury or no.

1645 Evelyn Diary 11 Apr., Some of the religious orders

and fraternities sung . . the lights and crosses going before.

1814 Scott Ld. of Isles 11. xxii, With many a torch-bearer

before, And many a cross behind. 1849 Rock Ch. ofPothers
II. 232 An archbishop is seen figured leaning on the staff of

his cross.

7. A monument in the form of a cross, or having

a cross upon it, erected in places of resort, at cross-

ways, etc., for devotional purposes, or as a devout

or solemn memorial ofsome event, as a grave-stone,

and the like.

Often also serving to indicate a preaching or meeting
place, and qualified as market-, preaching-, weeping-cross,

for which see these words.
c 1430 Sir A madaee xxx, Quen he come sex mile the cite

fro, A crosse partut the way a-toc. 1470-85 Malory A rthur
iv. v, He. .rode longe in a forest tyll they came to a crosse,

and there aly^t and sayd his prayers deuoutely. 1535
Stewart Cron, Scot. II. 677 Into Stanemure ane cors ol

stane wes set, Quhair the merchis of thir tua kingis met.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. v. L 31 She doth stray about By
holy crosses where she kneeles and prayes For happy wed-
locke houres. 1643 Evelyn Diary Nov., In the way were
faire crosses of stone carv'd with neurs de lys at every fur-

long's end. 1851 D. Wilson Preh, Ann. II. nr. iv. 283
Memorial crosses, graven with inscriptions in the Northern
Runes.

b. spec. The monument of this kind occupying

a central position in a town or village, formerly

used as a centre for markets, meetings, proclama-

tions, etc. ; a market-cross.
c 1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden 1856) 75 [Bp. Pocock] vtterly

abiured, reuoked, and renounced the sayde articles opynly
at Powles Crosse. 1553 Chron. Gr. Prian (Camden 80 The
xix. day of*[July). .was proclainyd lady Ma[ry to] be qwene
of Yngfond at the crose in Cheppe. 1554 Ckrott. Q. Mary
(Camden 1850) 78 Ther preched at Poles crosse one doctour

Watson. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. i. 137 To be whipt at

the hie crosse euerie morning. 161 1 Cotgr. s.v. Sing, Thou
hast not cried it at the crosse. 170s Lond. Gaz. 3869/3
The Mayor and all the Company went, .to the two Crosses,

where Bonfires were prepared. 1786 Burns To J. Kennedy
i, If foot or horse E'er bring you in by Mauchline Corse.

1839 Scott Rob Roy Introd., Birrell . . reports that he was
hanged at the Cross. 1848 M acaulay Hist. Eng. I. 480 The
newly elected members went in state to the City Cross.

c. A market-place, market. Now only local.

1577 H ARBIS<>N England 11. xviii. (1877) I. 298 They begin

to sell, .by the bushell or two. .therby to be scene to keepe
the crosse. 1587 Ibid. 300 The crosses sufricientlie fur-

nished of all things. 1734 Ramsay Tra-t. Misc. (1733) !• 6*

When ye gae to the cross then . . Buy me a pacing horse

then. 1813 Pickkn Poems I. 906 (Jam.) The cadies rang'd

I about the Corse For messages ay ready.

8. fig. Used as the ensign and syml>ol of Chris-

tianity ; the Christian religion, esp. when opposed

to other religions. (In later use it becomes more

fig., as in messenger, preacher, servant of the cross :

cf. next.)

Soldier, warrior of the Cross : a crusader ; hence fig. one

actively zealous for the advancement of Christianity.

c 1335 Poem Times Edw. //, 249 in Pol. Songs (Camden)

334 Hii sholde gon to the Hoh Lond .
;
And hnte there for

the croiz. 1593 Shaks. Rick. II, iv. L 94 Streaming the

Ensigne of the Christian Crosse, Against black Pagans,

Turkes, and Saracens. 1659 B. Harris Parival s Iron Age
81 Let us now take leave of the Countries, of the Half
Moon . . and return . . into those of the Crosse. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler*s Trav. (1760) II. 109 Constantine, in acknowledg-
ment of his signal victory obtained by the cross, was bap-
tized on this spot. 16x3 Byron Ch. Har. 1. xxxv, Red
cleam'd the cross, and waned the crescent pale. 1830 J. B.

Waterbury Hymn. Soldiers of the Cross, arise. 1893

Q. Rev. Jan. 61 A Sufi . . is, by profession, tolerant or even
sympathetic in the presence of tne Cross.

0. fig. The crucifixion and death of Christ as the

culmination of His redemptive mission, and the

central fact of the Christian religion ; the atonement

wrought on the cross.

C1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880)45 By byn holy crois bu hast

a$en bou^t be world. 158a — 1 Cor. i. 18 For the word
of the cros is folye sothli to men perischinge. 1549 Bk.

Com. Prayer, Litany, By thy crosse and passion . . Good
lorde deliuer us. 1603 Const. $ Canons EccUs. No. 30.

1611 Bible i Cor. i. 18 The preaching of the Crosse. 1783

Cowper Progr. Err. 622 The Cross once seen is death to

every vice. 1845 G. A. Poole Churches iv. 27 The doctrine

of the cross, as the one great rule and hope of the world.

1891 T. Mozley The Son xxxvii. 232 Rome, which insists

more on the cross than on the divine character, the divint

life, and the divine teaching.



CBOSS.

10. A trial or affliction viewed in its Christian
aspect, to be borne for Christ's sake with Christian
patience; often in phr. to bear, take ones cross,
with reference to Matt. x. 38, xvi. 24, etc.
138a Wyclif Matt. x. 38 He that takith nat his crosse, and

sueth me, 15 not worthi of me. 1528 Tindale Obcd. Chr.
Man Doctr. Treat. (Parker Soc.) 310 Mark what a cross God
suffered to fall on the neck of his elect Jacob. 1350 Crowley
Last Trump 62 Though thou shouldest perishe for fode,
yet beare thou thy crosse patientlie. 1644-5 Direct. Putt.
Prayer in Scobell Acts f Ord. (1658) L To pray for.

.

the sanctified use of blessings and crosses. 1669 Penn {title).
No Cross no Crown ; a Discourse shewing, .that the. .daily
bearing of Christ's Cross, is the alone way to the rest and
kingdom of God. 1779 Cowi-ek Olney Hymns xxviii, We
learn our lighter cross to bear.

b. In a general sense : A trouble, vexation, an-
noyance

; misfortune, adversity ; sometimes (under
the influence of the verb) Anything that thwarts
or crosses. Cf. sense 2 J.
1573 Tusser HusHitjt) 17 To banish house of blasphemie,

least crosses crosse vnluckelie. 1580 Sidney (J.), Wishing
unto me many crosses and mischances in my love, whenso-
ever I should love. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat. 120
Crosses, after the nature of the Cockatrice, die if they be
foreseene. 1649 — Cases Consc.(i6so) 224 Camillus. .wished
some great crosse might befall Rome for the tempering of
so high a felicity. 1693 Mem. Cut. Teckely iv. 10 If it has
met with some Crosses of Fortune, it is not in a danger for
all that to be overthrown. 1713 Arbuthnot John Bull in.
x> After all his losses and crosses. 1853 ^ Bronte Villette
xxxvii, Doubtless they knew crosses, disappointments, diffi-
culties. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood St. Martin's Eve iii. (1874) 10
Her usual crosses had been but light ones, which she scolded
or talked away.

11. Any figure or object of this shape.
II. Any object, figure, or mark of the same shape

as the instrument of crucifixion, i.e. of two bars or
lines crossing each other, used as a sign, ornament,
etc. f Cross in the hands : a finger-post.
For the various kinds of crosses, see sense 18.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 204 Wib an hoot iren make a

cros upon be middil of be passioun as depe as pe deed fleisch
is. 1547 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. iil 161 Euerye howse-
holder..whych..hath bein vysyted with the plage..shall
cause to be fyxed . . a certein Crosse of saynt Anthonye
devysed for that purpose, etc. 1563 Fulke Meteors (1640)
4.5 Raynebowes. . crosses, and divers lights . . by divers refrac-
tions and reflections of beames. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 494They make a little Cross of a Quill. 1643 Evelyn Diary
24 Dec, The body of the Church formes a Crosse. 1762
Foote Orator 1, A cross in the hands, with letters to direct
you on your road. 1771 — Maid 0/B. 1, Pushing forth his
ringers like a cross in the hands to point out the different
roads on a common. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (r7g6)
I. 296, 4 petals, forming a cross. 1828 Jane Scaton ix.
(ed. 2) 61 Her only ornament, a golden chain with a Corne-
lian Cross attached to it.

b. A similar mark or sign of small size used to
mark a passage in a book, etc. ; a mark made, in
place of his signature, by one who cannot write.
In the latter case originally belonging to 4.
C1391 Chaucer Astrol. 1. § 5 The whiche lyne, from a

lityl croys + in the bordure vn-to the centre of the large
hole. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 36 Now will
I make a crosse on this gate. 1588 J. Mellis Brie/e Instr.
F ij b, In the margent . . yee shall set a crosse + which sig.
mfieth the error to rectify in the proper place. 1687 W.
Sherwin in Magd. Coll. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) 225 Charnock..
crossed all their names. They . . struck off their crosses.
1853 Lytton My Novel v. ix, He sate, .with his steel-pen in
his hand, and making crosses here and notes of interrogation
there.

c. A natural cross-shaped marking.
1824 Bewick Hist. Quadrupeds (ed. 8) 239 It has the

Mule-cross on the withers like most of the Barbary Caracals.
1855 Wood Anim. Life (ed. 2) 420 There is also a black
mark running along the spine, and another crossing the
shoulders, the two forming a cross.

12. A constellation within the Antarctic Circle,
in which four bright stars are arranged somewhat
in the figure of a cross ; more fully Southern
Cross.

I5S5 Eden Decades 239 The starres cauled the Crosse, are
seene very hyghe. Hid. 253. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. IV.
xix. t,ed. 7)473 There are lately found out . . foure other Images
towards the South Pole, as the Crosse or Crosier, the South
Triangle. 1671 Narborough Jrnl. in Acc. Sev. Late Voy.
(1711) 48 A small black Cloud, which the foot of the Cross
is in. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 353 We saw
again the Northern Star to our great Joy ; till then we had
only the Southern Cross in sight. 1868 Lockyer Heavens
<ed - 3) 333 The Southern cross—the pole-star of the South.
1892 R. Kipling Barrack-room Ball, Eng. Flag ix. Where
the lone wave fills with fire beneath the Southern Cross.
13. Formerly in Scotland : A signal (app. orig.

a cross formed of two sticks charred and dipped in
blood) sent through the district to summon the in-
habitants : see Crostakie, Fire or Fiery Cross.
1615 Act Bailiary in Barry Orkney (1805) App. 458 (Jam.)

Ilk house and family shall carefully and diligently direct the
corss. .to his next neighbours, with ane sufficient bearer, for
admonishing the people . . to conveen. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. (1871) I. v. 269 The mysterious cross of yew,
first set on fire, and then quenched in the blood of a goat,
wassent forth to summon all the Campbells, from sixteen
to sixty.

14. A part of an anchor, hinge, or other object,

which occupies a position transverse to the main
part, f b. The cross-piece dividing the blade of
a sword, etc. from the hilt, and serving as a guard
to the hand ; the cross-guard. Olis.

1193

1470-85 Malory Arthur ix. xxxix, Kynge Marke . .

kneled adoune and made his othe vpon the crosse of the
suerd. c 1477 Caxton Jason 102 b, His swerde . . into
the paunche of the dragon up to the crosse. 1590 Sib J.Smyth Disc. Weai011s 4 Short arming Daggers of con-
venient forme and substance, without hilts, or with little
short crosses. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 18 When the
Joint . . on the Tail, is pind in the Joint . . in the Cross, the
whole Hinge is called a Cross-Garnet. 1709 Lond. Gas.
No. 4570/4 Lost, .a piece of Anchor, being the Cross and a
peice of the Shank.

fl5. The transept or cross aisle of a cruciform
church. 06s.
1638 Dugdale St. Paul's 160 And afterwards bestowed

four thousands pounds in repairing of the South Cross.
1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3804/2 The House of Commons were
seated, .in the North Cross of the Abbey.
16. A surveyor's instrument ; a Cross-staff.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 11. xiii. 81 Taking off one

of the Crosses, and setting the Staff again. 1807 Hutton
Course Math. II. 56 The cross consists of two pair of sights
set at right angles to each other, on a staff having a sharp
point at the bottom, to fix in the ground.

17. Ilorse-brcaking. A ' dumb jockey ' shaped
like the letter X, buckled across the back of a
young horse, and having the reins of the snaffle

bridle fastened to it, to make him carry his head
properly.

'1833 Reg. Instr. Cavalry 1. 74 In order to bring the horse
to. .carry his head properly. . the cross may be used.

III. In Heraldry, Insignia of Knighthood,
Numismatics, etc.

18. Her., etc. A conventional representation of
the Christian symbol, or some modification of it,

or of two crossing bars, used as an ordinary or
charge, as an ornamental figure in art, etc.
Numerous modifications of the form are recognized, some

of them being used as religious symbols ; the chief forms are
* Greek cross, an upright cross with limbs of equal length

;

• Latin cross, in which the lower limb is longer than the
others ; St. Andrew's cross, or cross saltier, a cross
shaped like the letter X ; cross of St. Anthony or Tan
cross, in which the transverse bar lies on the top of the up-
right, like the letter T- Developments of these are the
cross patee or forme'e, in which the limbs are very narrow
where they are conjoined, and gradually expand, the whole
forming nearly a square ; Maltese cross, cross ofMalta
or cross of eight points, a modification of the preceding,
in which the extremity of each limb is indented. Subordi-
nate forms are cross crossed, a cross with each arm
crossed, reaching the edges of the shield ; cross of chains,
a cross composed of four chains fixed to a central annulet

;

cross of four leaves : see Quatrefoil ; cross ofJeru-
salem, a cross having each arm capped by a cross-bar ;

cross of Lorraine, a cross with two horizontal arms,
combining the Greek and Latin crosses : Cross of St. An-
drew : see above

;
spec, the saltier-cross of Scotland, white

on a blue ground ; cross of St. George, the Greek cross,
red on a white ground, as used on the English flag ; cross
of St. James, a Latin cross figured as a sword ; cross of
St Julian, a saltier cross having the arms crossed ; cross
of St. Patrick, the saltier cross of Ireland, red on a white
ground ; cross of Toulouse, a Maltese cross with a
point projecting from each indentation ; Buddhist cross,
the gammadion or fylfot, rt; capital cross, a Greek
cross having each extremity terminated in an ornament like
a Tuscan capital

; capuchin cross, a cross having each
arm terminated by a ball or disc ; Ansall c, Cabled c,
cross Bezanty, Flory, etc. : see these words.
148S Bk. St. Allans, Her. Biij b, Cros fixyly, Cros paty

Cros croslettis and
<

Cros flory. Ibid. Cj a, The cros is

the moost worthi signe emong al signys in armys. 1610
Guillim Heraldry iv. i. (1660) 270 Called a Crosse-Avellane,
from the resemblance it hath of a Philbert Nut. 1615
Crooke Body of Man 350 [They] doe mutually intersect
themselues in the manner of a Saint Andrewes crosse, or
this letter X. 1654 Ord. in Scobell Acts % Ord. 11. ix. (1658)
294 The Arms of Scotland, viz. a Cross, commonly called
Saint Andrews Cross. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3840/2 A Flag
with St. George's Cross was displaied on the Tower. 1797
Holcroft Stollerg's Trav. (ed. 2) II. xlvi. 114 The long
cross . . has been called the Latin cross. 1844 F. A. Paley
Church Restorers 15 A cross patte'e between four lions com-
batant. 1882 Cussans Her. iv. 59 No Ordinary is subject
to so many modifications of form as the Cross. Hid. 60
Gwillim mentions thirty-nine different Crosses .. and Rob-
son no less than two-hundred and twenty-two.

b. Per or in cross (Her.) : in the form or figure

of a cross.

1562 Leigh Armorie (1579) 78 He beareth party per
Crosse wauey Sable, and Argent. 1572 Bossewell A rmorie
11. 37 b, Verte, fiue fermaulx in Crosse. 1610 Guillim
Heraldry v. i. (161 1) 238 He beareth parted per Crosse Gules
and Argent.

19. A figure of the cross used as the ensign of a
religious order of knights, as the Knights of Malta ;

hence widely adopted as a decoration in many
orders of knighthood ; also, a wearer of such a cross.

Grand (-f- Great) Cross '. a decoration of the highest class

of such an order, or the person wearing it. Victoria Cross :

a British decoration for members of the Army and Navy,
instituted Feb. 5th, 1856, as a reward for personal valour.

1651 Evelyn Diary 7 Sept., Crosses of the Order of the

Holy Ghost. Hid., The Chevalier Paul. . his Malta Cross
was esteem'd at 10,000 crounes. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog.
II. 444 Out of the 16 great crosses, the great master [of

Knights of St. John] is elected.
_ 185s Macaulay Hist.

Eng. IV. 261 This prince had set his heart on some childish

distinction, a title or a cross. 1887 Daily News 16 July 5/3
He is a Grand Cross of St. Vladimir. 1889 Whitakers
Aim. 97 The Most Honourable Order of the Bath. . Military

Knights Grand Cross. Hid.jS Civil Knights Grand Cross
. . Honorary Knights Grand Cross.

t 20. Numism. The figure of a cross stamped

CBOSS.

upon one side of a coin
; hence, a coin bearing

this representation ; a coin generally. 06s.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 239 Edward did smyte

rounde peny, halfpeny, ferthyng..pe kynges side salle be
|je hede & his name wnten. pe croyce side what cite it was
in coyned & smyten. a 1420 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 63s
fhe feende, men seyne, may hoppe in a pouche, Whan that
no crosse therein may appeare. 1530 Palscr. 211/1, Crosse
of coyne, la croix dune piece d'argent. 1594 Nashe
Un/ort. Trav. Wks. 1883-4 v - 34 His purse was.. I thinke
verily a puntane, for it kept it selfe from anie pollution of
crosses. 1638 Heywood Wise Woman 1. i. Wks. 1874 V.
28r He play the Franck gamester. . I will not leave my selfe
one Crosse to blesse me. 1667 Dryden Wild Gallant 1. ii,

I have not a cross at present. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxi,
She has been here a fortnight, and we have not yet seen the
cross of her money. Ibid., To come and take up an honest
house, without cross or coin to bless yourself with. 1797
Sporting Mag. IX. 312 Neither a bun to put in their belly,
nor a cross to put in their pockets.

21. Cross and (or) pile [F. croix et (ou) pile].

a. The obverse and (or) reverse side of a coin
;

head or tail ; hence sometimes standing for : a
coin, money, arch.

«393 [see Crouch tif], 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr.-au.
xxx. 277 How to know whether one cast crosse or pile by
the ringing. 1618 Fletcher Chances v. ii, Compel'd with
crosse and pile to run of errands. 1698 Sidney Disc. Govt.
111. § 30(1704) 362 He had neither cross nor pile. 1718 J.Chamderlayne Rclig. Philos. I. xvi. § 16 If an equal
Number of Pieces of .Money were thrown up into the Air,
the Chance of their falling Cross or Pile, .would be equal.
.1856 LoMGF. Friar Lubin ii, To mingle..The goods of
others with his own, And leave you without cross or pile.

t b. fig. The two sides of anything ; one thing
and its opposite. 06s.

.
CI4So Pol, Poems (1859) H. 24o Crosse and pyle standen

in balaunce; Trowthe and resoun be no thynge stronge.
a 1613 Overbury Nen'cs, Couutrcy Newes Wks. (18561 175
That good and ill is the crosse and pile in the ayme of life.

1663 Cowley Cut. Colmau St. v, I knew well enough 'twas
you ; what did you think I knew not Cross from Pile ?

t C. ' Head or tail ', i. e. ' tossing up ' to decide
a stake, or anything doubtful, by the side of a coin
which falls uppermost ;

' pitch and toss ' ; fig. a
matter of mere chance, a ' toss-up '. (Usually with
cast, throw, toss.) 06s.
[a 1327 Wardrobe Rolls Edw. IHAntiq. Repository II.

58), Itempaie illoq a Henri Barber le Roi pour Den™ qu il a
presta au Roi pur Jewer a cros a Pil de Donn v s.\ 1597
1st Pt. Return fr. Pamass. 11. i. 768 Schoolmaister, cross
or pile nowe for 4 counters ? c 164s Vox Turturis 23 They
had a Custome, when buyer and seller could not agree, to
. . cast crosse and pile. 1672 Wycherley Love in a Wood
III. ii, I'll throw up cross or pile who shall ask her. 1685
Answ. to Dk. Buckhm. on Liberty of Consc. 36 Thirdly,
whether it be not Cross and Pile

l
whether a man who may

be of any and of all Religions, will be of any, or of none at
all 1 1709 Steele Tatter No. 39 r 48 There will be no fear of
foul Play, if they throw up Cross or Pile who should be
shot. 1798 T. Jefferson Writ. IV. 227 The question of
war and peace depends now on a toss of cross and pile,

t d. fig. Pitch and toss. 06s.
1571 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633) 134 Safer to sit, then

upon an Irish Pillion that playeth cross and pile with the
rider.

t e. advb. phr. By mere chance. 06s.
1648 Herrick Hesper., Crosse and Pile, Faire and foule

days trip crosse and pile ; the faire Far lesse in number then
our foule dayes are. a 171a W. King Poems, Stumbling
Block 50 The sceptics hypothetic cause. .That cross or pile
refin'd the chaos.

IV. Senses derived from Cross a., v., adv.

f 22. A crossing or crossed position : hence the
advb. phrase, on cross, 0 cross, a cross— crossed,

crossing, crosswise : see Across, Cross adv. 06s.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21693 (Cott.) He heild his hend on

croice [Edin._ MSS. o croice1
. 1551 Recorde Pathw.

Knowl. 1. xxviii, From those ij. prickes erect two perpen-
diculars, which muste needes meet in crosse. 1555 Eden
Decades 351 They [stars of the S. Cross] are not ryght
a croise in the mooneth of Nouember. 1642 Disput. beliu.

Devill Pope (Brand), A taylor must not sit with legs on
crosse. 1659 B. Harris ParivaVs Iron Age 54 The King
. . stood not with his arms a crosse.

b. On the cross : diagonally, obliquely across

the texture, on the bias. (Cf. Bias s6.i.)

1887 [Baring-Gould] Golden Feather iv. g^The piece of
carnation velvet cut on the cross for trimming Jessamy's
bonnet.

+ 23. Cross-measurement. 06s. rare.

1630 R. Johnson's Kiugd. Commonw. 132 The Crosse
of London is every way longer, than any you make in

Paris. . By this word Crosse, I meane, from Saint Georges in
Southwark, to Shoreditch, South and North ; and from
Westminster to Whitechapell West and East.

24. The point where two lines or paths cross

each other ; a crossing, cross-way.
1546 Bp. Gardiner Decl. Art. Joye xv, I. .do the offyce

of an hande, at a crosse, to saye this is the ryght waye.
1891 G. Meredith One of our Cong. II. xii. 287 To drive
two vessels at the cross of a track into collision.

25. Etectr. The accidental contact of two lines

or circuits so that a portion of the electric current

is diverted or crosses from one to the other.

1870 F. L. Pope Etectr. Tel. v. (1872) 63 The effects of
weather crosses usually manifest themselves upon the
occurrence of a shower.

26. The writing or marking by which a cheque
is crossed.

1876 Ann. Reg. [51 The cross on the cheque did not
restrain its negotiability,
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27. Jig. A crossing or thwarting : cf. also 10 b.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado a. ii. 4 Any barre, any crosse,
any impediment, will be medicinable to me . . How canst
thou crosse this marriage? 1631-51 Burton Anat. Mel. 1.

iii. 1. ii. 187 If crossed, that cross, etc. 1873 Dixon Two
Queens IV. xix. vii. 40 Anne was suffering from a cross in
love.

28. An intermixture of breeds or races in the

production of an animal ; an instance of cross-

fertilization in plants.

1766 Pennant Zool. (17681 I. 18 Improved by a cross with
the foreign kind. 1819 Byron Juan 1. lviii, This heathenish
cross restored the breed again. 1859 All Year Round No.
29. 58 The Bakewell. . sheep, .is. .a creature from aseries of
judicious crosses of divers long-woolled breeds.

b. An animal or plant, or a breed or race, due
to crossing.

1760 /'Ail. Trans. LI. 834 The bird., is an accidental
cross, as we sportsmen term it, between a pheasant and
turkey. 1834 Meowin Angler in H ales I. 253 This little

feather-legged bantam . . is certainly a cross from the grouse.
1868 Perthshire Jml. 18 June, The large stock of black
cattle and crosses. 1871 Naphevs Prtv. <fr

Cure Dis. 1. i.

47 The mulatto, a cross between it [the black race] and the
white race,

c. Jig. An instance of the mixture of the charac-
teristics of two different individuals

;
something

intermediate in character between two things.
1796 Miss Cranstoun in Lockhart Scott vii, Walter

Scott is going to turn out a poet—something of a cross I

think between Burns and Gray, 185a R. S. ScKTLtsSpouge's
Sp. Tour xxii. 112 [He] was across between a military dandy
and a squire. 1891 Freeman Si, Trench Traz: 125 The
west front, a cross between Wells and Holyrood.
29. slang. That which is not fair and ' square '

:

dishonest or fraudulent practices.
A cross: a contest or match lost by collusory arrange*

ment between the principals; a swindle. On the cross: in
a dishonest, fraudulent manner ; to be or go on the cross : to
be a thief, live by stealing. To shake the cross: to give
up thieving.

181a J. H. Valx Flash Diet., Cross, illegal or dishonest
practises in general are called the cross, in opposition to the
square. . Anyarticle which has been irregularly obtained, is

said to have been got upon the cross. 1819 Chron. in Ann.
Reg. 21/1 It was^ decided that it should be a decided
' cross '.—That is, it was decided beforehand that the match
was to be lost. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Iv, A conver-
sation, .about the fight between the Butcher and the Pet,
and the probabilities that it was across. 1861 H. Kingsi.ey
Ravens/toe lx, The young woman..may be on the cross.
1878 Tinsley's Mag. XXIII. 300 Never to act on the
square, but invariably on the cross. 1889 Boldrewood
Robbery under Arms xii. (1890' 85 It's the hardest earned
money of all, that's got on the cross.

V. Elliptical uses.

t30. Short for Cross-sail, a square-sail. Obs.
1513 Douglas AKneis IV, viii. 21 Marynaris glaid layis

thair schippis onder cros. Ibid. v. xiv. 3 Heis heich the
cros.

31. Irish Hist. = Cross-land.
1611 Davies Why Ireland etc. (1787) 107 The King's writ

did not run in those counties, .but only in the church-lands
lying within the same, which were called the Cross, where-
in the King made a sheriff: and so, in each of these
counties palatine there were two sheriffs, one of the Liberty,
and another of the Cross. 1879 O'Flanagan Munster
Circuit 3 They could hear and determine all complaints
throughout the province of Munster, and the crosses and
liberties of Tipperary and Kerry.

VI. Comb. See Cross- I. below.

Cross (kr^s), v. Pa. t. and pplc. crossed,
crost (kr^st). [f. Cross sb. : cf. also Croise v.,

and F. aoiser, Ger. kreuzen]

f 1. trans. To crucify. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor M. 24354 (Kairf.) [He] bat crossed was, was

id nil care, c 1440 Cesta Rom. Iii. 233 (Harl. MS.) Now
Criste is i-botinde, scorgide, ande crosside. c 1550 Chekk
Matt. xxyi. 2 Y> son of man schal bedeliverd to becrossed.
Ibid, xxvii. 30 Yci. .caried him awai to be crossed.
2. To make the sign of the cross upon or over.
1 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode 1. xi. (1869) 8 Thilke shal also

crosse thee, c 1440 Catorave Life St. Rath. nr. 1318 The
mayde. .crossed hir hed, hir mowth and hir brcst. 1547
Boorde Brev. Health 4,1.. weke of faith and afeard, crossed
my selfe. 1548-9 Jih. Cons. Prayer, Confirmation, Then the
Bushop shall crosse them in the forehead. 1608 Bp. Hale
Char. Verities tt V. 11. 87 This man dares not stirre foorth
till his brest be crossed, and his face sprinckled. 1719 Dk
Foe Crusoe (1840) II. vi. 121 They crossed it, and blessed
it. 18J7 O. W. Roberts Narr. Voy. Centr. Amer. 228 He
crossed himself, and expressed much surprise. 1867
Whittier Tent on Beach, Brother of Mercy 73 The pale
monk crossed His brow.

b. To cross a Jortune- teller's hand with silver

;

to describe crossing lines on her hand with a silver
coin given by the consultcr: hence to give money to.
1711 Adoison Sped. No. 130 ri An honest Dairy-maid

who crosses their Hands with a Piece of Silver every
Summer. 1766 Goi.dsm. Vic. IV. x. 1821 Clare Vill.
Minslr. I. 54 Crossing their hands with coin. . How quak'd
the young to hear what things they knew. 1838 D. Jerrold
Men 0/Char. I. 137 Every domestic, .had crossed her [the
fortune-teller's] hand and looked on future life.

1 3. To mark with a cross in sign of a vow
;
esp.

of the vow to wrest the Holy Land from the
Saracens; = Croise 3. Obs.
1481 Caxton Godfrey xvi, Whan one of the grete barons

was croysed so on his sholdre. .alle the peple of the contre
that were also crossyd cam to hym, and chces hym for theyr
captayne. 15. . Coer de L. 2131 (from a printed copy) For
he is crossed a pilgrim. 1610 Bp. Carleton Jurisd. 210 The
Souldiers which were crossed for the holy wanes.

4. To cancel by marking with a cross or by draw-
ing lines across; to strike out, erase, (lit. and Jig.)
Const, off, out.
[Cf. 147* Paston Lett. No. 696 III. 47.] 1483 Cath.
A ngl. 84 To Crosse, cancellare. c 1515 Everymatt in Hazl.
Dodsley I. 136, 1 cross out all this, c 1600 Day Begg. Bednall
Gr. 1. i, Heres my Bill, I pray see me crost. 1614 Bp. Hall
Recoil. Treat. 639 Trie debt is paid, the score is crossed.
1618 W. Pemble Worthy Rec. Lord's Supper 43 To have
gotten the debt-book crossed. 1813 Southey Ballads,
March to Moscow 8 And Krosnoff he cross'd them off.

1858 Hawthorne Fr. t, It. Jrnls. I. 151 Crossed out of
the list of sights to be seen.

b. In College usage ; see quots.
1576 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 380 Every

suche person, .shalbe dyscharged of the same house, and
have hys hedd crossed heare. 18*5 C. M. Westmacott
Eng. Spy I. 156, I move that we have him crossed in the
buttery. 1865 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 228 There is a very absurd
punishment termed ' crossing a man at the buttery ', which
means that a X is set against his name to prohibit the
butler from serving him. 1884 Weekly Reg. 18 Oct. 503/2
If you did not go he * crossed ' you, thereby cutting off all

your supplies of food.

5. To lay (a thing) across or athwart another;
to set ;things) across each other ; to place cross-

wise.
To cross words : to engage in fighting with swords ; also

fig. t To cross legs or shins (i.e. in wrestling ; hence fig.).

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of'Aymon xxii. 471 He. .layd hym-
selfe doun on a bed wyth his legges crossed. 1596 Pilgr.
Perf (W. de W. 1531 1 259 b, Whan he casteth the stole
aboute his necke, and crosseth it before his brest. 1581
Stvward Mart. Discipl. 11. no If your battaile be assalted
w-ith horse, then couch and crosse your pikes. 1645 Bp.
Hall Remedy Discontents 148 We must meet with rubs;

j

and perhaps crosse shinnes, and take fals too. 1653 E.
Chivenhale Cath. Hist. 476 He hath crossed legs with
himself, and given himself the fall. 1751 R. Paltock P.
Wilkins xii, Thus 1 proceeded, crossing, joining, and
fastening all together, till the whole roof was . . strong. 1816
Scott Old Mort. xvi, Few men ventured to cross swords
with him. 1836 Disraeli Viv. Grey vi. vi, His arms
crossed behind him. 1886 Mrs. Lynn Linton P. Carew
viii, They rarely met without crossing swords on one
matter if not another.

b. A'aut. To set in position across the mast

;

hoist (a cross-sail) : said formerly of sails, later of
yards of a square-rigged vessel. Cf. Cross-sail.
*393 Gower Conf. I. 81 And forb bei wenten into schipe

And crossen scil and made hem }are Anon as bogh \« i

wolden fare. . 1530 Lu. Burners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814)
|

250 A fayre ryuer, wherein were man ye shyppes, some
vnder sayle, and some redye crossed. 16*7 Capt. Smith
Seaman's Gram. ix. 38 Crosse your yards. 1840 Dana I

Before the Mast v. (1854) 22 *lhe wind having become 1

light, we crossed our royal and skysail yards.

6. Of things : To lie or pass across ; to intersect. 1

c 1391 Chaucer Astro/. 1. 1 5 Over-thwart this, .lyne, ther
j

crosseth hym a-nother lyne. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc.
I

149 Set another Board.. so that.. they cross one another.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 148 The rays.. must
cross each other in the central point. 1840 Lakdnkk Geom.
65 The point X t where they [lines] cross each other.

b. intr.

1607 I s" Crossing a.]. 1869 Ouseley Countetp. vi.

30 It is allowable . . to let the parts cross, so that the
upper part should be below the lower part for a note or ;

two. Mod. At the spot where two roads cross.

c. tratts. To sit across, bestride (a horse, etc.).

colIcq.

1760 K. Heber Horse Matches ix. 31 111 bred riders cross-
ing Queen Mab. 1781 Cowper Retirement 467 To cross his

ambling pony day by day. 1835 Sir G. Stephen Search 0/
Horse 1. 7 The 'sweetest little park horse that ever was
crossed'. 1876 Trevelvan Macaulay (1883) I. 123 He
seldom crossed a saddle, and never willingly.

7. To draw a line across (another line or sur-

face) ; to mark with lines or streaks athwart the
surface ; to write across (a letter).

1703 M >xon M,, h. Exerc. 324 Then cross this Line at
right Angles with the Line CF. 1797 Bewick Brit. Birds
(1847) I. 65 With spots of white, crossed with zigzag Hues.
1849 Thackeray in Scribn. Mae. I. 5S7/1, I have, .crossed
the t's and dotted the i's. 1850 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 115
A letter, .two little sheets all crossed !

b. Fartnittg. To cross-plough ; also intr. To
admit of being crossed-ploughed.
1796 Hull Advertiser 13 Feb. 1/4 The strong lands . . are

much chilled, .and will cross badly, .for want of dry winds.
1859 yrnl. R, Agric. Soc. XX. 1. 213, 1 have broken up 201
acres, and have crossed 128 acres. 1864 Ibid. XXV. 11. 298
In the month of May I cross the work by steam, going
down this time to twelve inches.

C. Banking. To cross a cheque : to write across

the face the name of a banking company, or simply
the words * & Co between two lines, to be filled

up with the name of a banking company, through
whom alone it may be paid.
The crossing of cheques originated at the Clearing House,

the name of the bank presenting the cheque being written
across it to facilitate the work of the clearing-house clerks.

See Exchequer Reports (1853) VII. 402.
1834 Barnewell & Adolphus Reports IV. 752 Across the

face of the cheque he had written the name of Martin &
Co. A cheque so crossed, if presented by^ any person but
the banker whose name is written across, is not paid with-
out further enquiry. 1855 Ann. Reg. 192 He. .requested
that he would cash it [a cheque] for him, as it was crossed.
1866 Crump Banking iii. 83 Should the cheque be delivered
to the payee, it is a good plan to ask for his banker's name,
and cross it.

8. To pass over a line, boundary, river, channel,

etc. ; to pass from one side to the other of any space,

a. trans.

1583 Koxe A. ff M. App. 2136/2 Intendyng . . to have
crossed the seas into Fraunce. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. i.

22 How yong Leander crost the Hellespont, 1667 Milton
P. L. 11. 920 No narrow frith He had to cross. 1709 Steele
Tatter No. 48 f 4 They crossed Cornhill together, i860
Tyndall Glaciers 1. iii. 27 Our aim being to cross the
mountains. 1873 Black Br. Thule xiii. 196 White clouds
were slowly crossing a fair blue sky. Mod. After crossing
the Equator, the ship was becalmed.

b. intr. Also with over. (In early use said of
hunted beasts which wheel round and cross their

own track.)

i486 Bk. St. Albans E ij b, When ye hunt at the Roo
.. He crosses and tresones yowre howndys byfoore,

1530 Palsgr. 502/1, I crosse over the wave. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, 1. iv. 10, 1 . .was embark*d to crosse to Burgundy.
163a Lithgow Trav. ix. (1682) 384 Crossing over in a Boat
to the Town of Putzolo. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 63 P 7, I

left theTemple, and crossed over the Fields. 1848 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. I. 559 The only ford by which the travellers

could cross. 1883 in Daily Tel. 15 May 2/7 Peate [bowler
at cricket] now crossed over to the other end.

C. causal. To carry across.

1804 Monson in Owen Wellesley's Desp. 525 Finding the
river fordable, I began to cross my baggage. 188a H. S-

Holland Logic «$• Life U8831 14 It shifts and moves and
crosses them from place to place.

0. Of things : To extend across from side to side.

1577 B. Gooce Heresbach's Husb. iv. 11586) 171 b, They
must have warme Houses, as your Pigions have, crossed
through with small Pearches. 1631 Gouge Gods Arrows
iv. xv. 399 The maine Summier which crossed the garret.

183a Stat. 24-3 Wm. IV, c 64 Sched. O. 48 The said rail-

road . .crosses a small stream,

b. intr,

1613-39 1- Jones in Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) II. 43
A Wall that crosses from the said Wall to the Cornice.
'653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxiv. 137 Canals, .cross-

ing through the length and bredth of the City.

10. To meet and pass ; to pass each other) in

opposite directions ; to meet in passing.
178a Miss Burney Cecilia iv. i, She was crossed upon the

stairs by Mr. Harrel, who passed her [etc.]. i8aa Lamb
Elia Ser. 1. Dream Children, Now and then a solitary

gardening man would cross me. 1854 Lowell Jml. in
Italy Prose Wks. 1890 I. 185 Swallows swam in and out
with level wings, or crossed each other.

b. Of two letters or messengers : To pass each
other on their way between two persons, who have
written to each other at the same time, trans, and
intr.

>793 Twining Recreat. <y Stud. (1883) 173, I am always
angry at this crossing of letters. 1819 Miss Mitford in

L'Estrange Life 1 1, iii. 71 Our letters always cross, my dear
Sir William. 1848 Macai lay Hist. Eng. II. 530 This paper
on its way to Whitehall crossed the messenger who brought
to Portsmouth the order, i860 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 19
A letter from me would have crossed yours, .on the road.

11. To meet or face in one's way
;
esp. to meet

adversely ; to encounter, arch.
1598 Grenewey Tacitus' Ann. in. ix. 77 The legions

.. which Visellius, and C. Silius, had set to crosse them,
droue them backe. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. 1 127 lie crosse

it, though it blast me. 1628 Karle Microcosm., A Sharke
(Arb.) 36 Men shun him ..and he is neuer crost in his

way, if there be but a lane to escape him. 1631 K. Vn.11 am
Gods Power $ Prov. in Collect. Voy. (Church.) IV. 821/2

Tho' cross'd sometimes with contrary Winds homeward
bound. 1797 Mrs. Kadclieee Italian i, He was gone
before I could cross him. 1813 Byron Giaour 1084 He knew
and crossed me in the fray.

Jig. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvi. (1887) 134 There be

two great doubles which crosse me.

b. To come across (see Come v. 37), to meet

with, to come upon in one's way. rare.

1684 R. H. •:. Recreat. 19 If the Hound chance to

cross them, Sport may be had. But no Rule can be pre-

scribed how to find or hunt them. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ.
Art 20 We can hardly read a few sentences on any political

subject without running a chance of crossing the phrase
* paternal government '.

12. To cross the path of {any one) : to meet him
in his way, to come in the way of; often implying

obstruction or thwarting ; also, to pass across his

path in front of him. To cross the bows of {a

ship) : to pass across her path immediately in

front of her.

1608 Bp. Hall Char. Vertues <V V. it. 88 This man. . if

but an hare crosse him the way, he returnes. 1818 W.
Irving Sketch Bk., Leg-. Sleepy Hollcnv (1865) 426 He would
have passed a pleasant life . . if his path had not been crossed

. .by a woman. 1841 De Quincey Lond. Retnin. vi. With
1890 III. 182 Suppose them insolently to beard you in

public haunts, to cross your path continually. 1883 Law
Times Rep. XLIX. 332 The Margaret, .attempted to cross

the bows of the Clan Sinclair. 189a R. Boldrewood
Nevermore III. xx. 66 Let him cross my path again at his

peril.

13. To cross one's mind, etc. (rarely to cross one)x

to occur suddenly or momentarily to one, as if

flashed across the mind.
1768 Sterne Sent. Joum., Snuff-box, The good old monk

was within six paces of us, as the idea of him cross'd my
mind. 18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxvii. No notion, therefore,

of impropriety crossed her imagination. 1834 Medwin
Angler in Wales I. 258 Such an idea never crossed one of

our minds. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect. Ii, A misgiving

crossed me that Wemmick would be instantly dismissed.

14. fig. To thwart, oppose, go counter to.

i 1555 J. Rogers in Foxe A. $ M. (1846) VI. 608 He but



CROSS.

chasteneth his dearlings and crosseth them for a small
while . .as all fathers do with their children. 1588 J. Udall
Demonstr. Discip. (Arb.) 72 He that loueth Christ, cannot
crosse the course of the Gospel. 1631 Gouge God's A rrows
IV. x. 388 It is . . better that our purpose and desire be
crossed. 1673 Temple Ireland Wks. 1731 I. 113 Without
crossing any Interest of Trade in England. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 2 p 1 He was crossed in Love. 17*1 De Foe
Relig. Courtsh. L i. (1840) 10 He will never cross her in
small Matters. 1848 Macaulay Hist. Eng. II. 255 He
therefore determined to cross those designs. 1876 F. E.
Trollope Charming Fellow I. xi. 149, I never cross her,
or talk to her much when she is not feeling well,

t b. To bar, debar, precludefrom. Obs. rare.
1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, m. ii. 127 To crosse me from the

Golden time I looke for. a 1650 W. Bradford Plymouth
Plant. (1856) 329 He in y> end crost this petition from
taking any further effecte m this kind.

to. To contradict, contravene, traverse (a
sentence, statement, etc.). Obs.
1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 42 When I alledged faith,

she crost me with /Eneas. 1614 Bp. Hall Recoil. Treat.
848 They. . will be crossing every thing that is spoken. 1675
Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 55 One divine sentence
cannot cross and rescind another. 1687 Drvden Hind A> P.
in. lxviii. 4 A sort of Doves. .Who cross the Proverb, and
abound with Gall. 1703 Charlett Let. in Pepys Diary
26 Sept., Which makes travel so easy, as to cross a sentence
pf Lord Burghley's [to the contrary],

1 15. intr. To cross with : to go counter to. Obs.
a 1586 Sidney (J. ), Men's actions do not always cross with

reason, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts Mm. (1642) 150 Yet
that crosseth not with abbreviation, but confirms it rather.
a 1662 Heylvn Life Laud (1668) 156 When it seemed . . to
cross with the Puritan Interest.

t b. To cross ttpon (or on) : (a) to oppose, go
counter to

; (b) to come across, come upon. Obs.
a 1678 Feltham Resolves, etc. (1709) 552 So long as we

cross not upon Religion. 1701 Collier M. Aurel. (1726)
246 He that crosses upon this design, is prophane in his
contradiction. 1748 Walpole Lett, to G. Montagu (1891)
II. 121 In this search I have crossed upon another descent.
1750 Chesterf. Lett. II. cexx. 349 He is in hopes of
crossing upon you somewhere or other. 1824 Miss L. M.
Hawkins Mem. I. 25 note, One day suddenly crossing on
the gentleman.

16. trans. To cause to interbreed ; to modify (a
race) by interbreeding; to cross-fertilize (plants).
'754 'Warburton Letters (1809) 174 As that people [the

Jews] had no commerce with any other, there was a neces-
sity of crossing the strain as much as possible. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 282 This variety seems
formed by crossing the breed of such as are imported from
various climates. 1802 Ann. Reg. 353 The advantage which
has resulted from crossing the breed of cattle. 1851 Beck's
Florist 142 Cross such flowers as appear likely to yield the
most desirable colours and shapes. 1883 Stevenson Silver-
ado So. (1886) si A setter crossed with spaniel.
aisol. 1842 Bischoff Woollen Manuf. II. 141 They have

been generally crossing for bigger sheep, and.. have pro-
duced a coarser kind of wool.

b. intr. To breed together, being of distinct
races or breeds, to interbreed.
18. . Coleridge (Webster), If two individuals of distinct

races cross, a third is invariably produced differing from
either. 1845 Jrnl.R. Agric. Soc. VI. 11. 453 These [mares]
do not cross well with the thorough-bred stallions.

CrOSS (kibs), a. [Originally an attrib. or ellip-
tical use ofCross adv., some participle (e. g. lying,
passing, coming, etc.) being understood.]
No clear line can be drawn between this and various uses

of Cross- in combination, the employment of the hyphen
being in many cases unfixed. See Cross- 4, 5, 9.

1. Lying or situated athwart the main direction

;

transverse
;
passing from side to side. Also saidfig.

of things to which spatial relations are transferred.
1323 Fitzherb. Sum. xx. (1539) 4i Built with two crosse

chambers of stone. 1570 Act 13 Eliz.c. 11 § 2 Vessels with
cross Sails. 1583 Stanyhurst Aeneis 11. (Arb.) 66 Through
crosse blynd allye we iumble. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. iii. 50
The crosse blew Lightning. 1710 De Foe Crusoe I. xv. 253
Tying the string to the cross stick. 1761 Mrs. F. Sheridan
S. Bidulph III. 255 The road for carriages between the two
houses, being a cross one, was very bad. 1867 A. Barry
SirC. Barry vi. 230 The cross roofs connecting them with
the main building.

Jig. 1826 Disraeli Viv, Grey in, viii, How many cross
interests baffle the parties. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. m. vii.
s 1 It is easier to ascertain .. the relations of many things to
one thing, than their innumerable cross relations with one
another. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. v. 146 Our
position will not be confused by a cross issue.

b. P